
date time username tweet

7/25/2017 6:35:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic. Together, we have spread disinformation and lies to the world about the truth behind Alien contact and technology.

7/25/2017 6:38:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Before you judge the Majestic, understand that we gave you Star Wars, Star Trek, Star Gate, and more. All our ideas. Many Truths Hidden.

7/25/2017 6:39:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 We felt it necessary to hide the truth about Alien life in plain sight. The truth is, there really is a dark side of the Force.

7/25/2017 6:44:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic has been an organization within the US Government since 1947 negotiating peace from over 100,000 races across the galaxy.

7/25/2017 6:45:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic has made contact with over a thousand species since the inception of MJ-12. Many of them are friendly. Some are dangerous.

7/25/2017 6:46:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic have learned that Earth is a birthplace for thousands of alien species. Many originated from Earth millions of years ago.

7/25/2017 6:49:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the 1980s, some members of the Majestic decided that proper Disclosure was necessary. Others disagreed. Internal feuds began after.

7/25/2017 6:51:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 We inspired Star Trek to show humans how diplomacy can help, but it is useless against some forces. The Borg are real, though not hivemind.

7/25/2017 6:51:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 We inspired Star Wars to show humans there is a Dark Side to all of us if we choose. You have the power to become a Jedi Warrior. #MJ12

7/25/2017 6:52:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 We inspired StarGate to show humans how ancient civilizations and animals used Quantum Entanglement to travel the stars.

7/25/2017 6:54:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Although its extraordinarily rare, when new members of the Majestic 12 are sworn in, they receive Top Secret Cosmic Clearance #TSCC #MJ12

7/25/2017 6:57:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many people believe the Majestic are an evil organization. We can assure you we are not entirely evil. Only some of us are.

7/25/2017 7:00:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic believe in repent. Most of what we had to do to keep #Disclosure from the public involved horrific crimes and many victims.

7/25/2017 7:00:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 But paled in comparison to the dangers that await you in space. We genuinely was trying to protect Earth. It may not appear that way.

7/25/2017 7:01:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 @BarackObama was never a member of the Majestic.

7/25/2017 7:02:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 @realDonaldTrump is not yet a member of the Majestic. We wish instead that President Trump declassify Majestic in its entirety. #Disclosure

7/25/2017 7:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 #RonaldReagan was a member of the Majestic. He had no seniority within the Majestic and therefore could not make demands.

7/25/2017 7:04:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 #JFK was a member of the Majestic. He went against the wishes of another alien race and endangered Earth. We had to stop him.

7/25/2017 7:04:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 @BillClinton was never a member of the Majestic. Nor was his wife.

7/25/2017 7:06:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Antartica is home to the Star Gate headquarters of Planet Earth. Most other Star Gates are heavily armed and guarded against use.

7/25/2017 7:06:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic played a role in the success of 9/11 and the Iraq Wars. George Bush, son of a Majestic member, knew we were successful.

7/25/2017 7:08:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 To be a Majestic you must have faith.

7/25/2017 7:12:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Iraq's Weapons of Mass Destruction were nothing more or less than a Zero Point Energy fuel cell. The Star Gate in Ur contained this cell.

7/25/2017 7:13:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very few alien species the Majestic have made contact with use sound to communicate. Reconsider the intelligence of your cat.

7/25/2017 7:14:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. The greatest illusion of all time.

7/25/2017 7:16:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 @GenFlynn is a member of the Majestic.

7/25/2017 7:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 #ItsHappening

7/25/2017 7:22:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Majestic Child.

7/25/2017 7:24:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 StarGate: 50.02758, 65.99921 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/50%C2%B001'39.3%22N+65%C2%B059'57.2%22E/@50.0275424,65.997411,372m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s

0x0:0x0!8m2!3d50.02758!4d65.99921 …

7/25/2017 7:29:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Gate: 29.976012, 31.132847

 https://www.google.com/maps/@29.976012,31.132847,164m/data=!3m1!1e3 …

7/25/2017 7:30:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Gate: 38.744353, -104.8493579 https://www.google.com/maps/@38.744353,-104.8493579,480m/data=!3m1!1e3 …

7/25/2017 7:42:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Gate: -16.1692173, -69.5430373

 https://www.google.com/maps/@-16.1692173,-69.5430373,583m/data=!3m1!1e3 …

7/25/2017 9:15:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 We inspired Game of Thrones to show humans how fundamental the Majestic are.

7/25/2017 9:20:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic controls the narratives of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. 
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7/25/2017 9:20:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is no god. The Majestic created "Gods" on Earth to enslave and control humanity.

7/25/2017 9:25:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 EBEN-1 was a peaceful alien from Zeta Reticuli.

7/25/2017 9:44:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sorry @NASA, you're late to the game. The Majestic beat you to the punch. Another useless alphabet agency! The Majestic Way!

7/25/2017 9:45:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 The sum of knowledge on Earth is roughly one trillionth the knowledge in the universe. Some information your biology restricts you to learn.

7/25/2017 9:48:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic created Skynet. We also created a real Terminator. Currently its disassembled at NORAD.

7/25/2017 9:58:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Gate: 22.0429368, -159.78276 https://www.google.com/maps/@22.0429368,-159.78276,119m/data=!3m1!1e3 …

7/25/2017 9:59:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Artificial Intelligence is essential to being able to communicate with certain extraterrestrial species. Many are AI. Many are peaceful.

7/25/2017 10:01:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic Truth is all humans are a product of multiple alien species interbreeding and experimenting on reality. You create reality.

7/25/2017 10:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 A human is an alien on Mars. Do aliens have rights?

7/25/2017 10:02:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 A human is an alien on Earth. Do aliens have rights?

* All Tweets were exported from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 using Twint - https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12



7/25/2017 10:06:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's underground, FYI.

7/25/2017 10:10:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 The meaning of life is honor, happiness, learning, and reproduction. #HHLR

7/25/2017 10:12:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason. Majestic.

7/25/2017 10:18:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Invaders From Mars. Good movie. Majestic movie.

7/25/2017 10:19:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is Majestic to believe in God.

7/25/2017 10:31:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most Star Gates have been removed from their original locations and transported to NORAD for "safe" keeping. Majestic work.

7/25/2017 12:56:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic cured John McCain's brain cancer. He will die from side effects of pedophilia and satanic occult rituals from his fellows.

7/25/2017 12:57:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Luciferians are Majestic.

7/25/2017 1:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Non-humans you say? Were they Majestic "humans"? http://www.nzherald.co.nz/science/news/article.cfm?c_id=82&objectid=11894688 …

7/25/2017 6:41:17 PM magaphoenix17 π

7/25/2017 7:28:14 PM sl_jaycee So far you've done a great job of regurgitating what's available to anyone who looks. Any new disclosures? What's your credentials?

7/26/2017 7:32:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic were built on the backs of faith. It is key to our existence.

7/26/2017 7:34:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 @realDonaldTrump should declassify TOP SECRET MAJIC EYES ONLY documents.

7/26/2017 7:51:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic ChemTrails http://news.trust.org/item/20170726060325-colqn …

7/27/2017 9:14:15 PM knostalgic All time in one moment

7/28/2017 7:44:46 AM scott_frenger How? Explain it to us!

7/28/2017 7:46:01 AM scott_frenger But who wants to reproduce in a world this horrible? I'm glad I never had children.

7/29/2017 4:57:30 AM la_nimboni Sugar cane.

7/29/2017 6:24:10 AM scott_frenger You know that thing that happens when you are working on a mathematical equation and it just snaps in place? I need one of those from you.😃

8/3/2017 9:02:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Russia has violated The Majestic's sanctions by disclosing laser weapons to the public. Who knew light could be a weapon?

8/3/2017 9:03:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 NASA hiring Alien Protection Officers implies there are aliens among us today. Hint: We are.

8/3/2017 9:10:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was MH370 in the wrong place at the wrong time? Which planet did they land on?

8/3/2017 9:14:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Majestic-12 member will stop by Huntington, West Virginia to say hello tonight at 7PM EST. Look to Orion to see if you can spot us!

8/4/2017 7:09:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who saw us last night? We popped in for just a few seconds. Anybody capture a photo?

8/15/2017 7:34:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ready for August 21st? #Eclipse2017 pic.twitter.com/CrVE0Ho95D

8/26/2017 5:42:44 AM scott_frenger Can you clarify your statement?

9/1/2017 7:51:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 2.66THz

9/26/2017 11:22:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/5 Hello Myziam from Varn...

 https://archive.fo/1raRP  pic.twitter.com/hprUh5EMQ8

9/26/2017 11:24:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 2/5 Hello Myziam from Varn...

 https://archive.fo/1raRP  pic.twitter.com/06DLlGMxfJ

9/26/2017 11:25:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 3/5 Hello Myziam from Varn...

 https://archive.fo/1raRP  pic.twitter.com/YqUvErMNR8

9/26/2017 11:25:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 4/5 Hello Myziam from Varn...

 https://archive.fo/1raRP  pic.twitter.com/4nAMKi3kQf

9/26/2017 11:26:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 5/5 Hello Myziam from Varn...

Welcome to Earth. Is this your home planet?

 https://archive.fo/1raRP  pic.twitter.com/FFH8mYjcNg

9/26/2017 11:29:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many points must be connected in order to establish a Stargate (or a Supergate)?

9/28/2017 4:50:02 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If craft from other worlds  visit the world  what "Fuel " powers them?

9/28/2017 4:51:17 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If intelligent life exists in the universe you have to ask if they eat and what? do they act like Humans>?

9/28/2017 4:52:17 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do aliens have morality faith compassion? If so how did they learn it? from whom or what?

9/28/2017 4:53:17 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I do not expect you to know 

I suggest that alien contact  is not easy to relate with.

9/28/2017 4:53:49 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Myziam might be  just some troll messing on the web

9/28/2017 4:54:44 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think that life  has or does exist in other worlds I just do not trust the internet

9/28/2017 4:55:56 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It is easy to post without any hard proof  that only puts more walls in front of serious enquiry

9/28/2017 4:56:22 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does life exist in this world only?

No

9/29/2017 8:36:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Does he know about the Stargate? #SG1

@CIA #FIOA

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00791R000100030037-5.pdf …

9/29/2017 8:38:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Our hands are tied. I hope you understand.

9/29/2017 8:38:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Myziam was a member of MAJIC.

9/29/2017 8:39:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are not so different from aliens. In fact, when you look inside your own soul, you may understand.

9/29/2017 8:40:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Asking is more difficult than you think... especially if they don't communicate verbally with you. #telepathy

9/29/2017 8:40:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Light

9/29/2017 8:41:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the name of your planet?

9/29/2017 8:48:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

9/29/2017 1:47:40 PM friend650 Humans are able to speak without words  Aliens just read your thoughts 

that is how you question them

9/29/2017 1:48:42 PM friend650 Can you explain the application of light to UFO s?

9/29/2017 1:49:36 PM friend650 I agree  I also know that Humans are aliens

9/29/2017 1:50:33 PM friend650 In the infinite universe there are trillions of life forms even if you never see any

9/29/2017 1:51:51 PM friend650 Alien life will make itself known to Humanity 

I suggest they do not just land on the White House lawn with a racist in power

9/30/2017 5:45:40 AM tomciscoadams Many truths hidden, yeppers...

9/30/2017 5:52:48 AM tomciscoadams  pic.twitter.com/g339wKdsCi

9/30/2017 5:57:00 AM tomciscoadams  pic.twitter.com/dDAqqbVsEv

9/30/2017 11:09:30 AM sorgfelt That's s really nice drawing, but can you guys use a camera to take s photo?

9/30/2017 11:19:23 AM sandiawisdom Not until Official First Contact. We have a standing agreement we must abide by.

10/1/2017 6:10:10 AM melnewtn Ok so I have wondered 😀 and unfortunately agree about the Borg 😕

10/6/2017 10:06:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will you? https://twitter.com/DrStevenGreer/status/915218313030062086 …



10/6/2017 10:13:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Informing requires a higher state of consciousness. Not all humans on Earth are capable of understanding the information.

10/6/2017 10:14:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Agreed, the true power is within. You don't need "protectors" to tell you whether alien life or technology really exists. Define alien first

10/6/2017 10:15:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic operates similar to the Mafia. You are correct there.

10/6/2017 10:16:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Specifically phaser technology isn't as simple as lasers killing cancer cells. Phasers shift the phase of matter with light.

10/6/2017 10:17:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic would not allow a photograph to get out into the public domain. Not yet at least. Soon, but not yet. Patience seedlings.

10/6/2017 10:17:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 We respect and honor your dedication to your standing agreement.

10/6/2017 10:20:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 You would need to be capable of welcoming death instantaneously in exchange.

10/6/2017 10:22:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic cannot guarantee that we won't lie to you, but believe when you hear that not all wanted our destruction. Some salvation.

10/6/2017 10:24:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have been taken over by a new faction within our ranks that are aimed at peace and Global Disclosure. Not just USA.

10/6/2017 10:24:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easier said than done my friend.

10/6/2017 10:26:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when a group of people deliberately want to keep that information hidden? Rational thinking is nearly impossible. Hence now.

10/6/2017 10:27:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 The avatar that you possess definitely is born and definitely dies. The soul within does not, however you will most likely forget everything

10/6/2017 10:29:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Currently the DIA's interplanetary recruiting center is responsible for on-boarding new NASA lackeys.

10/6/2017 10:29:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello friend

10/6/2017 10:30:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not sure who you are specifically referring to, but no, intervention in another world's political affairs is against the Majestic's motto.

10/6/2017 10:31:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those in the Majestic who are not from Earth, that is. Most of the time, those interfering are Earthlings and not "aliens" per-se.

10/6/2017 10:31:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 The universe is what you call "life" bathed in matter.

10/6/2017 10:32:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition.

10/6/2017 10:33:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Within light exists infinity. The answer is therefore inside you since you are, in essence, a self aware lightbulb.

10/6/2017 10:33:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps for some, but not all.

10/6/2017 10:34:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello @SandiaWisdom

10/6/2017 10:34:55 AM jasong8891 It's not that difficult to establish contact with star people.

10/6/2017 10:35:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 You should trust yourself.

10/6/2017 10:36:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed it is not.

10/6/2017 10:37:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth exposes itself only in oneness.

10/6/2017 10:38:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are not unanimous in this sentiment, though I personally am. The de-nuking of the world will take a shift of consciousness.

10/6/2017 10:40:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The modern definition of life differs from the definition of a soul therefore redefining death of life to never death of soul is illusionary

10/6/2017 10:41:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 If an alien ascends from the sky and appears to be hostile towards humans on Earth, do not believe your Establishment Government/Religions.

10/6/2017 10:42:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 They will attempt to force you to believe them, even murder a great number of you to comply. Don't. Do not fear death. Your soul never dies.

10/6/2017 10:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 If an "alien" becomes hostile towards Earth, they are humans from Earth seeking world domination and control. Don't give into them.

10/6/2017 10:43:20 AM jasong8891 My space friends have never hurt me and never will.

10/6/2017 10:43:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some within the Majestic ranks sincerely hope that you won't, but we don't have high confidences. Why does the MSM still have power? No will

10/6/2017 10:43:53 AM jasong8891 Of course that doesn't mean there aren't malevolent beings out there..

10/6/2017 10:44:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, time is not a dimension. It's an illusion. You're always being born and you're always dying, therefore your state is of mind.

10/6/2017 12:12:01 PM friend650 I read that there are many ETLF s in communication with people in the world It is hard to find accurate information 

Stephen Green?

10/6/2017 12:15:15 PM friend650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 In the world there are many agendas and I think that it is hard for people to know what to trust

10/6/2017 1:10:41 PM tomciscoadams Oh, my!

10/6/2017 1:13:00 PM tomciscoadams I had this bad dream once, I was offered death or meningitis, I figured how bad could meningitis really be, wasn’t too bad😎🥃🍻

10/6/2017 4:56:41 PM scottleecupp Indeed I always will

10/6/2017 5:05:34 PM jasong8891 You need to lower your brainwaves to Alpha 4 telepathy. You can do this by meditating. Clear your mind and then begin reaching out to them.

10/10/2017 10:55:49 PM ksouth21 Why?  And why trust you now?

10/11/2017 9:10:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 will never ask for you to trust us.

10/11/2017 9:12:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is why trust in yourself is key.

10/11/2017 9:13:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 That assertion is correct, we do own many journalists.

10/11/2017 9:17:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trivia: Who can guess which organ in your body the Majestic 12 have spent decades researching and spending millions in taxpayer dollars on?

10/11/2017 9:18:44 AM jonle86 The brain

10/11/2017 11:13:57 AM justinchurch14 Exactly. Tom Delong is trying to make the  government the hero again. Protecting us from those Evil lizards!!

10/11/2017 12:48:29 PM ksouth21 What is the purpose of this twitter account ?  Why speak up at all?

10/11/2017 3:34:51 PM tomciscoadams Weeeeeeener? comic relief 😎

10/11/2017 7:39:27 PM justinchurch14 I got those greys covered, they don't mess with my shit 👍

10/11/2017 9:51:05 PM cyndiunicorn74 Nope radddddddarrrrr

10/12/2017 1:55:15 PM friend650 Agree yet one cannot ignore the actions of other people in the world 

Not when the majority of ALL wealth is owned by the few

10/14/2017 3:42:52 PM sabermarris It's the Pineal.

10/14/2017 3:46:21 PM sabermarris One day I will enjoy writing your tweets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and one day you will enjoy writing mine.. 😂

10/16/2017 6:45:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 In a universe of infinity, the purpose of this twitter account has always been written... its just a matter of understanding why.

10/16/2017 6:47:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 A majority of historic MJ-12 members not only knew about #HarveyWeinstein they too have their own "skeletons in the closet" so to speak.

10/16/2017 7:08:58 AM sabermarris Oh course they have to do that disgusting stuff to lower they frequency to channel... Well you either know or you don't pretty deep stuff.

11/7/2017 5:18:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 True destiny only exists if you want it to exist.

11/13/2017 7:43:01 PM rokketscience Like in the show?

11/13/2017 8:25:08 PM 4demeeee Yes we do ! 

Why am I not surprised to see you in this again @beast_anti

11/13/2017 9:18:14 PM 4demeeee the deeper stuff, and actually know it, 😉

on the spirit realm which most are not realizing much of that part yet,

but more and more are ☺️



11/13/2017 9:58:20 PM 4demeeee I'm wi' ch you

11/14/2017 9:51:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Pyramid of Giza has 2,500,000 blocks used in its construction weighing an average of 8.5 tonnes each at a size of 4.5ft cubed. That's 1 block 

every 5 minutes for 23 years straight. The official narrative of how the pyramids were built was false. How did they build them?

11/14/2017 9:52:26 AM mmischa manifestation

11/14/2017 9:59:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Sphinx in Egypt shows clear signs of weathering due to water erosion. Why aren't people taught this in school?

11/14/2017 10:00:10 AM unevencone It was built in the 5th Dimension by thought from the top down and manifested onto our 3D physical plane

11/14/2017 10:18:10 AM jasong8891 The Egyptians were assisted by star people.

12/6/2017 6:41:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 6129/7105195

12/6/2017 8:11:19 AM sabermarris 0.00086260827

12/6/2017 8:37:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Allow me to re-arrange the numbers so they have context...

6    129

7 105 195

Good Luck

12/6/2017 8:40:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Giza was never always a desert.

12/6/2017 8:43:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Does this photo contain anything scientific? If so, what? pic.twitter.com/1C0tAcBSY0

12/6/2017 8:43:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 I wonder why? Actually. I don't wonder at all. Do you know?

12/6/2017 8:49:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Whose narrative do you think that education was based off of?

12/6/2017 8:50:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't mean that it still can't be God's chosen land...

Imagine if you could reproduce the greenery of Israel in Egypt. Would that be God's chosen land? Yes.

Why?

12/6/2017 8:52:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps when the book was written is irrelevant to understanding the messages. However when the book was written is crucial to understanding the 

deception and why.

12/6/2017 8:53:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Really. We are the Majestic.

12/6/2017 8:57:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see ɸ and 

𝛑

? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/938448728238776324 …

12/6/2017 8:57:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic created the reality you live in today.

12/6/2017 9:01:05 AM jensen4truth A gold pentagram where is this?

12/6/2017 9:03:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 I answered it directly. The Majestic created the reality you live in today. 12 is only a number that adds up to 3. Israel is only a tool to the Majestic. It is 

disposable should the justification present itself, as is with everything else the Majestic craft the illusions for.

12/6/2017 9:04:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 How in God's universe can geometry be sacred?!

12/6/2017 9:04:45 AM jensen4truth I need more coffee ☕️🙃

12/6/2017 9:06:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 is the digital root of 12.

The digital roots reveal the Majestic.

12/6/2017 9:07:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coffee will only calcify your pineal gland and make understanding the Majestic even more cumbersome for you.

12/6/2017 9:09:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only control is sacred.

Only control must be protected.

12/6/2017 9:11:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are everywhere! https://twitter.com/UN/status/938454247330537473 …

12/6/2017 9:15:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic deliberately decided to teach math incorrectly to over 1 billion people on Earth. Inadvertently more than 20 billion were deceived. The 

true majesty of the Majestic 12. No King achieved what the Majestic has done.

12/6/2017 9:18:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 How's this angle? pic.twitter.com/eoDDu3YhXU

12/6/2017 9:18:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 As is with encryption.

12/6/2017 9:19:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 There

12/6/2017 10:03:32 AM sabermarris Sacred Geometry is God's DESIGN. How foolish to ask!

12/6/2017 10:12:49 AM sabermarris No

12/7/2017 7:58:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are there, and they are magical.

12/7/2017 7:58:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is there only 1 God?

12/7/2017 7:59:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Curiouser and curiouser...

12/7/2017 8:03:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humanitarian Assistance is code word for human trafficking.

Also, stop littering on the planet. The Majestic forbid littering without just purpose. https://twitter.com/UN/status/938635682771275776 …

12/7/2017 8:49:11 AM sabermarris We are all gods in our own right

12/7/2017 9:48:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Literally. We are all Gods.

God is only love.

We all can love.

We all can hate.

Evil is only hate.

We are one.

Oneness.

Ra.
12/11/2017 12:25:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Excuse us...? https://twitter.com/NASA/status/940312834671439872 …

12/11/2017 12:34:13 PM jasong8891 You don't exist, remember?

12/14/2017 1:17:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 I forget.

12/17/2017 12:41:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did anybody else see the Majestic news this week? Can you guess what it was?

12/17/2017 1:17:07 PM sabermarris Oumuamua

12/17/2017 2:14:15 PM sloughbranch No, do tell. Please.

12/17/2017 6:15:37 PM kcin0912 Pineal gland?

12/19/2017 1:50:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 🛸

12/23/2017 8:54:34 PM randthompson16 We are trying to stop littering, but the libtards just won't shut up. Keep harping ' global warming...global warming' over and over again. 

Wanna stabem in da forehead with a multi- color crayon and a bread n butter pickle chip? 

It couldn't hurt, an sure would help me out.

1/3/2018 10:35:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you ready for the "United Federation of Planets"?

1/3/2018 11:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 We can confirm that this is indeed accurate. The "Alice in Wonderland rabbit" is an ancient artifact discovered in the early 1900s by German Scientists. 

The function of the artifact gives meaning to the show thus where it got its name. See https://youtu.be/ad3Bb2_vSp8?t=2m51s …

1/3/2018 11:43:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 See our reply below... https://twitter.com/RealMikeTrimm/status/948638161911123968 …

1/3/2018 11:44:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have mentioned Area S4.

1/3/2018 12:26:09 PM jonle86 What type of artifact? Any pictures or sketches?

1/3/2018 12:47:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 You will see sooner than later. We cannot share at this point in time due to matters out of our control. We suggest that you look into the #QAnon 

insider in the coming weeks.



1/3/2018 12:48:03 PM jonle86 Ok thanks 😊

1/3/2018 1:07:15 PM brotherkasey Seriously? Hahahaa

1/3/2018 1:16:55 PM cady_miller Do you know who Q is?

1/3/2018 1:27:21 PM magaphoenix17 Doesn’t matter WHO Q is. It only matters that they are right.

1/3/2018 1:30:25 PM cady_miller They obviously know what will happen before the actual unfolds. And posts about it in strange ways, codes I don’t fully understand. He/She has been 

correct on multiple occasions. I suppose it doesn’t matter. I am curious about who they are in reference to-where they get info./how

1/4/2018 10:40:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 #qanon

#FollowTheWhiteRabbit brings us to #Area51 #S4's #AliceInWonderland rabbit.

Thank you for finding and sharing the PDF. pic.twitter.com/cFDyHb0VAE

1/12/2018 2:56:02 PM if_not_false "Twelve Majestic Lies" @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yda38oRlEfM …

1/16/2018 8:17:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you ready for the alien invasion? #333

1/16/2018 8:50:13 AM jonle86 There will be no alien invasion, the invasion already happened thousands of years ago

1/16/2018 1:24:39 PM lightsinger7 Introduction*

1/19/2018 7:36:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Millions of years ago here on Earth. However, that doesn't change the fact that we can still be invaded! Could you tell if you were invaded? What if I 

told you we already have been invaded...

1/19/2018 7:36:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh @tomdelonge...

1/19/2018 7:37:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 He's 15. I'm 24. Can you guess my name?

1/19/2018 7:40:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is this mysterious memo that #ReleaseTheMemo is talking about? It couldn't possibly be our colleagues' insurance policy, could it?

1/19/2018 7:40:08 AM jonle86 That's what i was saying (that we already have been invaded)

1/19/2018 7:41:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are they still invading us today?

1/19/2018 7:41:57 AM realparody it's exactly that

1/19/2018 7:43:35 AM jonle86 They already control us, why invade us?

1/19/2018 8:06:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you define what an alien in? Have you seen one?

1/19/2018 8:06:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sounds like a conspiracy theory.

1/19/2018 8:07:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Uh oh... somebody's in deep trouble.

Not to worry though, the Majestic 12 play 5-D chess and fully expected this to happen. Surprised that its happening so soon? Don't be. We're 20 years 

behind schedule with #Disclosure.

1/19/2018 8:09:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Friends

1/19/2018 8:09:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not necessarily.

1/19/2018 8:10:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not necessarily.

1/19/2018 8:11:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 "I come in peace. I didn't bring artillery. But I'm pleading with you. With tears in my eyes:

IF YOU FUCK WITH ME, I'LL KILL YOU ALL." - #MadDogMattis https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/954374194019622917 …

1/19/2018 8:12:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are all our lab mice. https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/954372831114072064 …

1/19/2018 8:14:13 AM jasong8891 You know, there are incarnates here.

1/19/2018 8:25:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We disagree with your last part there.

1/19/2018 8:38:38 AM travg42 Definitely a Gunslinger.

1/19/2018 9:17:37 AM jonle86 Sure....

1/19/2018 9:29:52 AM humain974 Invasion... C'est du grand n'importe quoi. Ils sont déjà là on a des conversations et s'ils l'avaient voulu notre race n'aurait même pas vu le jour !!!!

1/19/2018 12:21:51 PM tomciscoadams amygdala

1/23/2018 10:27:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 We perform the experiments.

1/23/2018 10:29:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rethink how you define "alien," then try to ask the question again.

1/23/2018 10:29:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

1/23/2018 10:32:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 By this assertion, do you suggest that if one of the Majestic 12 wanted to see one of these "aliens" that you are referring to, that we wouldn't actually 

be able to physically see them? Did we read that correctly?

1/23/2018 10:44:54 AM jonle86 alien like out of this world (Extraterrestrial)

1/23/2018 11:05:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't think that the population understands yet, so we will continue asking until we are satisfied.

1/23/2018 11:08:08 AM jonle86 why don't you make them understand or explain then?

1/23/2018 11:21:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 The answers can only have meaning when they come from within for those who are unaware.

1/23/2018 11:36:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Decalcify your pineal gland as soon as possible.

1/23/2018 11:37:13 AM jonle86 Ye good point, but for those that are unaware of not fault of there own you could give them something to start with

1/23/2018 11:57:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Charcoal toothpaste/supplements, Idoine daily, Spin Water In Vortex Before Drinking, Reverse Osmosis water filters on showers, 200ug selenium per 

day, 1-2 hours a day of prayer or meditation or peaceful silence, no GMOs, no Sodas, no Caffeine, etc. Start there.

1/23/2018 11:58:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody can force somebody to see the Matrix.

1/23/2018 12:01:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Telepathic abilities aren't solely performed in the Pineal Gland.

1/23/2018 12:02:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are multidimensional. We operate in the fourth, fifth, and sixth dimensions of reality and hide in plain sight. Can you see us?

1/23/2018 12:05:01 PM jonle86 How about showing yourself... Show who you really are

1/23/2018 12:28:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Telepathy uses between 30-50% of your brain capacity while being moderately used. Your Pineal Gland does not represent 30-50% of your brain 

activity and nor is it responsible. Pineal Gland is only a small part in telepathic abilities.

1/23/2018 2:15:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Of course, we know all, we see all, we hear all. With that being said, you know as well as we do, that we cannot just come out and start dropping truth 

bombs all over the place. Imagine the PR nightmare that would cause?

1/23/2018 2:15:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Likewise.

1/27/2018 2:29:20 AM jasong8891 That's why disclosure is controlled and being done at a healthy pace.

1/27/2018 2:31:19 AM anonden Fear is a great weapon my Friend

1/27/2018 2:32:05 AM humain974 Oh oui je le sais

1/27/2018 2:32:38 AM anonden et en plus c'est gratuit... Une arme redoutable ! ;)

1/27/2018 2:36:55 AM humain974 Ça va être de moins en moins vrai avec la multiplicité des sources d'informations et les chercheurs de vérité... Regarde les médias traditionnels sont en 

chute libre

1/27/2018 3:20:02 AM jamie0685070 Interesting...have you ever thought that these UFOs might be living bio flying objects? Bred to transport? I reckon they could be our friendly floating 

jellyfish, the giant kind. Spawned inthe sea, float uselessly during growing period&when they're as large a boat, they fly off

1/27/2018 3:24:46 AM jasong8891 Craft have been known to have consciousness.

1/27/2018 3:26:15 AM jamie0685070 giant jellyfish go deeper in to the ocean, and begin solidifying and energying up transforming into a solidified ufo, when ready to be utilised will be 

programmed and trained like a horse but in a bio machine kind of way.

1/27/2018 3:29:03 AM jamie0685070 Yes, I expect them to be like horses but on a much higher function, machine like rather than animal.

1/27/2018 8:31:30 AM arrogant_twat Arches and angles for weight distribution.

1/29/2018 8:05:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 We know of at least one extremely ancient race of extraterrestrial intelligence that looks like a craft but is really a life form. That species is over billions 

of years old. It's intelligence is off the scale. We attempted to assess an IQ for it, it got over a 10,000.

1/29/2018 8:08:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account is isolated from all MJ12 happenings. Its purpose is literally to start a conversation. Nothing else. Thanks for asking.



1/29/2018 11:06:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have been instructed to share this video.

Godspeed.

The Majestic 12. https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

1/29/2018 11:11:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

1/29/2018 11:12:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Power struggle among the Council of 12. Similar to the Majestic 12, just one step higher than our group. Some good guys, some bad.

1/29/2018 11:14:05 AM jonle86 So you control the CIA and what can you tell us about the ACIO?

1/29/2018 11:17:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some members of MJ12 have significant influence over the Alphabet Soup intelligence in the United States, for sure. Just how much control? We will 

not disclose. We cannot tell you anything about ACIO - yet.

1/29/2018 11:23:17 AM jonle86 Ok fair enough

1/29/2018 11:27:43 AM jamie0685070 What do the bad guys do?

1/29/2018 11:40:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Certainly our origins.

1/29/2018 11:41:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think of something bad.

Thats what they do.

1/29/2018 11:45:57 AM jamie0685070 Every horror movie, thriller and homicide you can think of?!? That is evil and scary....say are they the ones that Jesus warns us about? Heentions the 

hidden evil or they? He doesn't really mention who exactly they are? But they Jesus warned are coming soon.

1/29/2018 12:16:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Movies and music are their plausible deniability.

1/29/2018 1:40:36 PM jamie0685070 Agree, they have psyonic technology, they just have to manipulate whatever in our minds brain, yes I understand that.

1/30/2018 9:13:08 AM princessaracel2 Those that chose darkness over light are desperately trying to hold onto an old dark paradigm, that can no longer exist. Love and light💙 

#GreatAwakening #5thdimension#oneness

1/30/2018 12:30:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 See you there tonight!

2/1/2018 8:14:31 AM lvstofly12 Sound levitation, Giants help?

2/1/2018 9:06:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 The very young do not as they are told.

2/1/2018 12:33:00 PM sabermarris Does any age group...🤔

2/2/2018 7:24:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 (CTS//NF) Did you know there were such things as COSMIC TOP SECRET security clearances?

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp80b01676r000500060019-3 … pic.twitter.com/pa5SxvGyqT

2/2/2018 7:25:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 (CTS//NF) What's the difference between a US TOP SECRET clearance and a COSMIC TOP SECRET clearance?

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp80b01676r000500060019-3 … pic.twitter.com/XydqI6pu64

2/2/2018 7:27:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 (CTS//NF) Will #MemoDay begin to open the can of worms that are hidden behind COSMIC TOP SECRET security clearances? How do they differ from 

US TOP SECRET?

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp80b01676r000500060019-3 … pic.twitter.com/nGIz7qmtqZ

2/2/2018 10:21:44 AM sabermarris A mind flashy thingy and a disintegration gun?

2/2/2018 10:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 REPORT: "John McCain's son says his father is very tough to kill."

So long as he doesn't cross Mad Dog Mattis.

 https://wtop.com/national/2018/02/john-mccains-son-on-his-father-he-is-very-tough-to-kill/ …

2/2/2018 10:35:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 12/21 = 1 + 2 + 2 + 1 = 6

2/2/2018 = 2 + 2 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 8 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6

2/2/2018 10:40:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/30/2018 = 1 + 3 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 1 + 8 = 15 = 1 + 5 = 6

2/2/2018 12:03:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are the puppet masters actually.

2/2/2018 12:27:28 PM kahl4prez 33 day of the year

332 days left in the year...

2018 = 11

2-2

Those are some powerful numbers...
2/2/2018 1:40:30 PM jasong8891  http://www.secnav.navy.mil/dusnp/Security/Information/Documents/intro-natosecuritybrief.pdf …

Page 3 pic.twitter.com/71YFc8d82X

2/2/2018 2:04:06 PM jasong8891  pic.twitter.com/G0UnM1db6z

2/6/2018 6:14:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 8,300mph is nothing...

2/6/2018 6:34:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 We need some recommendations of Twitter users to follow. Please post your recommendations as replies. Topics interested in are: 

- Space Exploration

- United States Government

- United States Air Force

- United States Navy

- United States Air Force

2/6/2018 6:46:38 AM jordan_sather_ Nothing compared to instant transmission

2/6/2018 6:48:00 AM sloughbranch @blueavians.

We want full disclosure, not crumbs dropped at a snail's pace.

2/6/2018 6:52:25 AM fakenewsjeff @elonmusk @ScienceAlert @joerogan

2/6/2018 9:22:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's not one of our cargo units for transferring persons of interest is it? https://twitter.com/Polaris_Project/status/960903832933892096 …

2/6/2018 9:49:59 AM itsuteric @RealMikeTrimm @tracybeanz @B75434425 @DestroyIllusion

2/6/2018 4:59:30 PM samspot11 I did 140 last week   Public road   😂

2/6/2018 4:59:55 PM samspot11 Beam me up Scotty

2/7/2018 6:30:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you think @POTUS "Military Parade" should happen? And if so, should it include a few UFOs? #WhyNot

2/7/2018 6:33:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too bad less than 1% of what DARPA has accomplished is known by the public. Historically, MAJIC members didn't want the public knowing about 

DARPA at all... but there is this small snag of a thing called money. https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/961245801879138305 …

2/7/2018 6:34:52 AM jasong8891 Here are some interesting DARPA documents.

 http://www.esd.whs.mil/FOIA/Reading-Room/Reading-Room-List/DARPA/ …

2/8/2018 6:22:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anyone with the knowledge of time travel knew that would happen. Do you think DARPA was stupid when they created the internet?



2/8/2018 6:22:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not necessarily *killing*, sometimes there is value in other uses for a person.

2/8/2018 6:23:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARPA's end goals are simple. Conquer every technical challenge presented. Including reverse engineering extraterrestrial technology. Its an extremely 

dangerous line of work, so I encourage people who hate on DARPA to not forget about the MAJESTIC 12.

2/8/2018 6:26:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ones morality is ones immortal self.

2/8/2018 6:27:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Holistic medicine is dangerous to authoritarian governments.

2/8/2018 6:27:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowledge is classified.

2/8/2018 6:29:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed. Governments have spent billions and murdered billions in their futile effort to hide the power of the pineal gland from your "temple."

2/8/2018 6:30:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowledge is classified because it depends on strong morality to be used for LIGHT purposes.

2/8/2018 6:30:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 With great power comes great responsibility.

2/8/2018 6:32:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 With possessing "classified knowledge" comes great responsibility to safeguard that information from others who may not have the same morality as 

yourself.

2/8/2018 6:38:02 AM jonle86 It's only classified because of profit and greed

2/8/2018 6:50:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is because nobody is going to give it to you unless you are willing to fight for it.

2/8/2018 6:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 That can definitely be a reason to keep something classified, and when thats the case, its corruption at its finest.

2/8/2018 6:51:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some people love being sheep.

2/8/2018 7:27:22 AM jonle86 Yep so every government on this planet....

2/8/2018 7:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Verifying myself: I am majestic12 on  http://Keybase.io . lN7ks-tbqcughKPOJObiJcFGa5ajgRrZiNCY /  https://keybase.io/majestic12/sigs/lN7ks-

tbqcughKPOJObiJcFGa5ajgRrZiNCY …

2/8/2018 7:51:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its classified.

2/8/2018 7:52:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 The only person who decides whether you are worthy of "classified knowledge" is yourself.

2/8/2018 8:54:43 AM jasong8891 Well, not entirely. There's evidence in multiple FOIA reading rooms, if you know where to look.

2/8/2018 10:11:33 AM sabermarris Tell that to @R_Tehubijuluw

2/8/2018 10:14:29 AM sabermarris Phoenix start at the sacred secretion

2/8/2018 10:50:55 AM v_i_o_l_ I'm not an expert on this.  But I am an experiencer ....  There here.  "They" are real.  So I have more questions than answers. But if you watch Corey 

Goode and believe in his intel, he says ascension will happen by 2023.  And humanity will be helped. Be we clean up our own mess.

2/8/2018 2:24:37 PM sabermarris That is very wise I often find myself going back to apply my new understanding of things I didn't understand before.

2/8/2018 2:29:01 PM sabermarris How would they control us if we were healthy and had full thinking clarity.......

2/8/2018 2:31:56 PM sabermarris Whatever life holds in store for me, I will never forget these words

2/8/2018 2:33:57 PM sabermarris Classified technology isn't being used for LIGHT purposes.

2/8/2018 2:35:28 PM sabermarris Or something

2/9/2018 1:55:42 AM sabermarris Put your ego away and actually read

2/9/2018 2:02:57 AM sabermarris you really think what you share isn't dangerous in the wrong hands?

2/9/2018 2:08:17 AM sabermarris do you pretend to be ignorant or are you trolling me?

2/9/2018 2:12:12 AM sabermarris i cant believe how dense you are, i suppose i can relish in the fact that only a couple hundred follow you LOL

2/9/2018 2:17:43 AM sabermarris i dont hide behind a fake photo and im not on twitter to be noticed and trying to inform the masses you are and failing miserably LOL.

2/9/2018 2:20:20 AM sabermarris so that is a photo you you? you have 3 physical eyes with crosses for pubil

2/9/2018 2:21:07 AM sabermarris Theres billions of people on earth you cant even get 1 tghosand to follow you.....

2/9/2018 2:22:13 AM sabermarris its a photo of lighting, what should it be exactly

2/9/2018 2:23:48 AM sabermarris im sure its less than that but i dont care im not here to be popular the truth is the truth right LOL

2/9/2018 2:26:38 AM sabermarris Yeah i have told you, you lack the capacity to understand.... basic

2/9/2018 11:59:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Warner

2/12/2018 10:38:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 @NASA / @RougeNASA want to save #StateOfNASA? Release everything not related to legitimate national security.

Solar Warden... declassify/release.

Moon Base... declassify/announce.

Mars Base... declassify/announce.

Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release.

2/12/2018 10:39:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 @NASA / @RougeNASA want to save #StateOfNASA? Release everything not related to legitimate national security.

Solar Warden... declassify/release.

Moon Base... declassify/announce.

Mars Base... declassify/announce.

Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release..

2/12/2018 10:43:25 AM jonle86 also @Nasa don't forget to mention slave labour on #Mars and the civilizations that the International corporate conglomerate trade with...... etc.....

2/12/2018 10:46:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yeah that won't get released. MAJIC will not permit it.

2/12/2018 10:47:00 AM jonle86 then what's the point? we want full disclosure

2/12/2018 10:50:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 You wont get "full disclosure" because there are some things that are in your best interests to be kept secret. It's difficult to understand, but have you 

ever justified withholding information from somebody else out of compassion for their feelings?

2/12/2018 10:53:58 AM jonle86 well withholding the ugly stuff ( human trafficking for pleasure and food and labour) that's understandable but there's no harm in telling the world that 

the #SpaceProgram already trades with hundreds of civilizations

2/12/2018 10:54:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Treaties Between Zeta Reticuli and Earth... declassify/release" include that.

2/12/2018 10:56:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 The group of ETs involved with Zeta Reticuli are a curious group of beings. They have many names. There are actually two factions of ZRs. One good. 

One bad. Very similar to Democrat vs Republican, in some ways. Divide and conquer is real. Not just a human thing.

2/12/2018 10:58:04 AM jonle86 what other races is there treaty with? any names?

2/12/2018 10:59:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is the opinion of the Majestic 12 that #Lightfoot is a good person on the inside, but is a moronic leader. His leadership qualities will only harm NASA's 

image. The only redemption for the #StateOfNASA is to disclose and declassify the #SecretSpaceProgram once and for all.

2/12/2018 10:59:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 You've heard of the Blue Avians?

2/12/2018 11:00:40 AM jonle86 yes same one @CoreyGoode @blueavians speaks of.

2/12/2018 11:01:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are others. Fortunately Corey is at liberty to disclose whatever he feels necessary since he is a private citizen.

2/12/2018 11:02:58 AM jonle86 true i'm sure he's not telling everything or not allowed. what can you say about the inner earth beings?

2/12/2018 11:04:06 AM jonle86 also the race with elongated skulls (the ones controlling the vatican and found in Antarctica), can you tell us about them?

2/12/2018 11:08:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 They do not like us surface dwellers for the most part. Personally, we don't really interact with inner earth beings, except for the ETs that we keep in 

DUMBs, but those are separate things to consider.

2/12/2018 11:09:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Show me people who have elongated skulls who are in positions of power today. Do they wear hats? Can you find photos of them without hats on? 

What about wigs?

2/12/2018 11:11:19 AM jonle86 I seen one photo of Jacob Rothschild he head is a little bit elongated he's probably a descendent,

2/12/2018 11:12:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Rothchilds are interdimensions HUMAN beings, not of the species with elongated skulls.

2/12/2018 11:14:12 AM jonle86 Oh ok then, tell us about Antarctica, the ancient structures and what was found? Crashed ships in South America?



2/12/2018 11:15:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a reason Antartica has been out of the "news" and education systems. The beings there do not want anything to do with "our world."

2/12/2018 11:17:05 AM jonle86 hmmm ook... but it would be interesting to know what was found there...

2/12/2018 11:18:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Things that contradict creation and evolution.

2/12/2018 11:22:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disgraceful to listen to #StateOfNASA... seriously #NeverAStraightAnswer.

2/12/2018 11:22:59 AM jonle86 Exactly why the world needs to know, instead of living a lie... The world need to know that we were created trough genetic programs by ET's and our 

true history. Maybe you should release some info.

2/12/2018 11:25:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth paints a cold image of reality that lacks consciousness. It is essential to preserve consciousness in the disclosure process. Unfortunately, people 

are so programmed they will die and murder to protect their lie from being exposed.

2/12/2018 11:27:12 AM jonle86 That's very true unfortunately, the people of this earth are to programmed to believe a lie.

2/12/2018 11:30:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 And the people of Earth who have been programmed into zombie drones pose a systemic danger to peaceful ET races that live on Earth. Part of holding 

back on disclosure is in consideration of their protection FROM humans.

2/12/2018 11:36:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We will continue to ask 'Are we alone?'."

Allow me to answer this for you, really quickly. 

You are not alone.

Earth is not THAT special.

It's just a planet

One in a trillion. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/963133964545347585 …
2/12/2018 11:45:04 AM humansarenodes Good news

Earth is NOW confederation Domain

 https://youtu.be/CVUIqZZ90qM 

2/12/2018 11:47:11 AM jonle86 Well we will be when we get disclosure....

2/12/2018 11:47:40 AM truckerwifelife That is true however many species from around the universe is here to watch the Earth Ascend into the 5th Dimension.

2/12/2018 11:59:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dimension or density?

2/12/2018 12:19:16 PM truckerwifelife Dimension

2/12/2018 1:23:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does a Dorito have to do with space exploration?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFhctNDUR-w …

2/12/2018 1:28:27 PM jasong8891 The configuration of the triangular craft was called a flying Dorito.

2/12/2018 1:31:03 PM traderpc BBQ or Cool Ranch?

2/12/2018 5:18:17 PM jeremyrobards7 Interesting. I was informed on this earlier today. Full disclosure could trigger WW

2/12/2018 5:36:52 PM sioxielegend That’s Nacho space!

2/13/2018 7:10:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 The President can grant security clearances without the FBI signing off on it. That is guaranteed by the Constitution, a document, we fear, you may not 

be familiar with... #MajicEyesOnYou #WeSeeEverything

2/13/2018 7:15:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 The metaphor here is incredible. Do you see it? https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/963184819453808641 …

2/13/2018 7:18:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 If more people were like you @tageine then we could possibly have a thriving relationship with the subterranean dwellers.

2/13/2018 7:19:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Full Disclosure will trigger WW, but it will be short lived. The US military is 1000x more advance than what everybody thinks... including other countries.

2/13/2018 7:19:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 of?

2/13/2018 7:20:20 AM jeremyrobards7 I know a few things. Mostly whats already been leaked.

2/13/2018 7:21:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 The stuff that hasn't leaked yet will be considered common knowledge hiding in plain sight.

2/13/2018 7:37:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 And they have every right to be skeptical of your fellow human intentions.

2/13/2018 7:39:15 AM jonle86 Yep even I doubt us haha, don't know who to trust....

2/13/2018 10:23:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 We recall Mr Gates that Trump is doing exactly what you believe must happen in order to curb population growth. Did the mission of the Gates 

Foundation recently change under President Trump? https://twitter.com/TIME/status/963477933905018881 …

2/13/2018 10:28:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 They wont come out as slaves. Even though thats what they are. They wont come out as slaves. Those people will be disclosed slowly in the mid 

2020s/2030s to the general population through research program "disclosures" as being the scientists involved in those USAP projects.

2/13/2018 10:31:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust in the Majestic 12 is non-optional for Earth.

Slavery is wrong, but it is a common tool all civilizations use during their stages of cultural and spiritual development. The Majestic operate on such 

different timelines that we view it as a small factor in the grande scheme.

2/13/2018 10:32:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you think the Majestic 12 have heard #SethRich's death bed "confession"? https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/963479435021312001 …

2/13/2018 10:42:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 First thing to know about the Majestic's puppets... NO SECRET IS EVER REVEALED. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/963483205792882689 …

2/13/2018 10:45:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Justice system in America is principled on rehabilitation (thats why we don't hold public executions like Saudi Arabia), yet an exceptionally low 

number of ex-convicts are able to re-integrate into the society. Rehabilitation failure? System failure? New Justice System?

2/13/2018 11:06:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Slavery is a crime against a soul, not against an avatar. It is understood by the Majestic 12 that the Soul is immortal. Slavery is a technique used to 

establish the dominance of a civilization that hasn't mastered technology for good.

2/13/2018 11:12:09 AM jonle86 so explain the grand scheme......

2/13/2018 11:20:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 A life over billions of years that experiences slavery for a thousand years is still free for 999,999,000 of those years.

2/13/2018 11:41:59 AM whiskers1960 But for an entire staff? I doubt the framers intended 40+ persons granted security clearance when they can't pass background checks.

2/13/2018 11:56:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Constitution does not specify a limit in the number of persons whom the President can grant statutory clearances to.

2/14/2018 8:38:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 NEVER FEAR! Never A Straight Answer (NASA) will "look into" a 10,000-year-old mystery rock that shows paintings of UFOs and aliens. Never fear... 

they will lie to you and SPIN SPIN SPIN. #YouDidntExpect #ValentinesDay https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/681762/Alien-news-NASA-

ISRO-prehistoric-paintings-UFO-discovered-India-Charama-spaceship-video …

2/14/2018 8:56:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps you should read this... https://twitter.com/UFOChronicles/status/963815934086582273 …

2/14/2018 8:59:55 AM jasong8891 I'm in contact and have been since I was a child. Not all of them are here to cause harm.

2/14/2018 10:39:44 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kaNuXYaeiqM …

2/15/2018 5:16:30 AM trekmeme There's malevolent and benevolent beings. Just like Humans

2/15/2018 5:16:57 AM trekmeme 6'3" 250 I'm sure they'd pick us up if they wanted Kim

2/15/2018 10:50:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 With the correct magnets and mercury compound you can lift pretty much anything, including, in your words, your fat ass. But indeed, that is a pretty 

picture. We thought it was funny.

2/15/2018 10:52:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 do not always act accordingly. Unfortunately, the FBI is an agency that lacks integrity. The MAJIC-12 understand this and therefore 

have never once trusted the FBI with our most sensitive secrets.  https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/964136162305724416 …

2/15/2018 10:53:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome is dark stuff indeed. What does its compound look like to you? What if you rotate it? What do you see? 

https://twitter.com/TIME/status/964210224205885446 …

2/21/2018 8:37:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not just S-4.

2/21/2018 8:38:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats a more pressing matter to deal with first it seems.



2/21/2018 8:40:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 We've heard the theory of the electric universe and agree that it certainly is thought provoking.

2/21/2018 8:44:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 How about we start by unlocking S-4? https://twitter.com/VP/status/966344961846325250 …

2/21/2018 8:56:07 AM jonle86 Isn't area51/s4 controlled by MJ-12 /CIA? Most likely the president hasn't got clearance to go there since there's 38 levels above the president...... 😏

2/21/2018 8:57:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 S-4 is not CC-38.

POTUS has CC-39.

2/21/2018 8:58:34 AM jonle86 Hmmm okk 😶

2/21/2018 9:01:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 In exchange that Facebook cannot sell user data and remains ad-free. https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/966356852907835392 …

2/22/2018 7:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 😂 https://twitter.com/UFOChronicles/status/966699370308513792 …

2/23/2018 7:31:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Including transporter pads? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/967058511409680385 …

2/23/2018 7:40:12 AM jonle86 Wonder if it's fitted with antigravity for "emergency use"

2/23/2018 10:15:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because the Majestic always get our way. https://twitter.com/NewsBud_/status/967078674913611776 …

2/27/2018 8:27:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 One of the world's greatest Nazi Propaganda strategists coined the phrase Assault Weapon in an effort to disarm the public. Why? 

https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/967847919180169216 …

2/27/2018 8:30:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 On Earth. https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/968523084922806276 …

2/27/2018 8:36:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 @usairforce Chief warns of Space War in a matter of years? #ProjectBlueBeam https://gizmodo.com/us-air-force-chief-warns-of-space-war-in-a-matter-

of-y-1823321806 …

2/27/2018 10:22:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do elaborate further on this ".... ones that send mind controlling voice to skull frequencies into the brains of patsies?" 

https://twitter.com/DestroyIllusion/status/968544264752742400 …

2/27/2018 10:25:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 @realDonaldTrump - 9 Promises Kept

@BarackObama - 0 Promises Kept

Keep It Up #TIME https://twitter.com/TIME/status/968550059158712321 …

3/1/2018 11:38:16 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7MkHt4fiFY …

3/1/2018 11:42:59 AM m7reads Jordan discusses #VoiceOfGod technology: Analyzing data regarding the controlling of the human subconscious mind (and conscious mind) with 

resonant frequencies. https://d.tube/v/jaysather/7ao9k5pt …

3/1/2018 12:09:57 PM jonle86 Secret space programs

3/2/2018 9:02:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not so secret anymore.

3/2/2018 9:04:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic-12 recognize that your import beer may increase in price, but why not buy local? 

https://twitter.com/TIME/status/969618435570356225 …

3/2/2018 9:14:33 AM jonle86 no, if only we could see those deep space war ships

3/2/2018 11:47:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 And they will prophesy

I will show wonders in the heavens above 

And servants of the Earth below

Love

And fire

And billows of smoke

The sun will be turned to darkness

And wine to blood
3/2/2018 11:47:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the last days, God says:

I will pour out my spirit on all people

Your sons

your daughters

will prophesy

Your young men will see visions

Your old men will dream dreams

Even among my servants

Of men, and women

I will pour out my Spirit in those days
3/2/2018 11:48:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are in deep space, which is why you cannot see them.

3/2/2018 12:04:44 PM jonle86 No sh*t Sherlock lol

3/3/2018 5:27:10 AM sabermarris Feels like that's already happening 😁 having a no dreams to now dreaming every night, doesn't feel like sleep, feels like a second life

3/6/2018 6:34:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 11-11-18

Disclosure.

3/6/2018 6:53:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 @ODNIgov Dan Coats states "our national debt is the number one threat to our national security."

Where did this debt come from? What about the OTHER $21T the debt does not include? So far, we're looking at $43T in debt... 

$43,000,000,000,000.00 / 131,113,969 people = $327,958/pp

3/6/2018 6:55:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Average annual income of an American: $48,642.15/year

Years each American would have to pay 100% taxes to pay for debt = 6 Years 8 Months

3/6/2018 7:10:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you for your service in protecting our planet from extraterrestrial threat. https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/971038835630100480 …

3/6/2018 7:12:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are not concerned about those failed ventures.

3/6/2018 7:15:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 "It is our assessment that we are significantly more advanced when it comes to Space." @ODNIgov

3/6/2018 7:16:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 This does not include assets from known Trillionaires. The real number is closer to $800T ($800,000,000,000,000.00) 

https://twitter.com/Forbes/status/971041468164071429 …

3/6/2018 7:18:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Appear weak when you are strong.

Appear strong when you are weak.

The Art Of War. - Sun Tzu

3/6/2018 7:22:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are only as smart as those around you. Fortunately we have some very qualified Generals actually calling the shots. Trump gives the appearance of 

weakness. Tzu would be proud. It's difficult coming across as weak when you're not.

3/6/2018 7:23:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are not aliens. The Majestic 12 run the United States. We control the Intelligence Community and the Defense Department. Some 

members of the Majestic 12 are extraterrestrial in origin but have promised allegiance to Earth.

3/6/2018 7:29:18 AM blankmarlo For the sake of the discussion, if what you say is true, what portion of the blame do you take for all the suffering caused by US institutions like the 

Federal reserve and the CIA?

3/6/2018 7:30:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 100%

3/6/2018 7:32:18 AM blankmarlo Does that include the luciferian side of things as well?

3/6/2018 7:35:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is one faction within the Majestic 12. Not a majority faction anymore.



3/6/2018 7:39:22 AM blankmarlo So would you say your group has a positive or negative engame in mind? In terms of the health, education, and overall well-being of the human race?

3/6/2018 7:48:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 The faction that just recently gained power at the table have a positive endgame in mind. The future looks glorious.

3/6/2018 7:52:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 😂

3/9/2018 6:50:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 If this isn't proof that pigs fly, we're not sure what is (((aside from an actual flying pig))). 

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/972121348465201152 …

3/21/2018 11:08:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 #InternetBillOfRights #IBOR pic.twitter.com/tp17ZQLKrd

3/21/2018 11:11:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We're sure she was... https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/976521594796498944 …

3/27/2018 7:28:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't #Qanon and his group say "Clowns in America"?

They aren't referring to this are they? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/978638285865148416 …

3/27/2018 7:31:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's a good thing he is retired. He was never part of the Majestic-12, even if he believed he was. That's why he's retired. 

https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/978640287785521152 …

3/27/2018 7:42:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain to me how asking a single question cripples the #2020Census? Do you throw out responses if they answer the question "wrong"? Or are you 

interested in really understanding who/what you are dealing with? https://twitter.com/RepMaloney/status/978642962379878401 …

3/27/2018 9:40:46 AM 1stgodofthunder Here we go again.

3/28/2018 4:43:07 AM novanon1111 Oooohhh, this is gonna get good.... now where did I put my popcorn?

3/29/2018 9:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Galaxy with no life in it... #replicators from SG-1? https://www.space.com/40119-ghostly-galaxy-almost-no-dark-matter.html …

3/30/2018 7:47:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Accurate interpretation of the manifestation of "God." The presense of number patterns, magical numbers, and in combination with free will, 

consciousness, and intent, enable any being to "become a God" by becoming one with consciousness and the universe. Well simplified. 

https://twitter.com/DestroyIllusion/status/979513931839361024 …

3/30/2018 7:55:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 ICO was the ISIS in House of Cards. #Majestic12 https://twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/979733258048016384 …

3/30/2018 8:40:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

With fire to keep us warm

and tools we made from rocks and bones

A roof over your head

and walls to keep you safe in bed

There must be more than this

So God was born 

and we in his image of fear and love

looked down upon from up above

- Gaucho
3/30/2018 8:40:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

We gotta do much more than believe

if we really wanna change things

We gotta do much more than believe

if we wanna see the world change

- Gaucho

3/30/2018 8:41:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

We crossed the oceans wide

built cities to the sky oh Lord

Looked up and we were flying

but will we not survive ourselves

- Gaucho

3/30/2018 8:41:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

We gotta do much more than believe 

if we wanna see the world change

We gotta do much more than believe 

if we really wanna change things

We gotta do much more than believe

go on try it, go on try it

We gotta do much more than believe 

if we wanna see the world change
3/30/2018 8:42:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

What will I say to my baby

Let me show you a movie

we landed a man on the moon

Now you could never believe it

ya we could do anything

We flew to the stars and back

down to the ground hard

- Gaucho
3/30/2018 8:42:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

We gotta do much more than believe 

go on try it, go on try it

We gotta do much more than believe 

if we really wanna change things

We gotta do much more than believe 

go on try it, go on try it

We gotta do much more than believe

if we wanna see the world change



3/30/2018 8:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

Oh my little baby

let me show you this movie

You know we landed a man on the moon

I know it's hard to imagine

but we could do anything

under the stars.

- Gaucho
3/30/2018 8:43:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday

We gotta do much more than believe

if we really wanna change things

We gotta do much more than believe

if we really wanna change things

We gotta do much more than believe 

if we really wanna change things

- Gaucho
3/30/2018 8:44:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #GoodFriday https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/979731971139137538 …

3/30/2018 8:55:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 #ThereIsNoHell right? https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/979747846101590016 …

3/30/2018 9:05:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quick... ingest as much #GMO corn-based product that tastes like tomatoes as possible... 

https://twitter.com/HeinzKetchup_US/status/973936804574441472 …

4/2/2018 6:39:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy...  https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/lockheed-martin-nuclear-fusion-jet-fighter … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDg_6W2UIS8 …

4/3/2018 10:45:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you sure you aren't talking about CNN? https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/981007152260239360 …

4/5/2018 6:29:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 2016:  https://techcrunch.com/2016/07/08/messenger-adds-end-to-end-encryption/ …

2018: https://www.cultofmac.com/539603/facebook-spies-on-your-messages-to-make-sure-youre-being-good/ …

4/5/2018 6:29:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 2016: @facebook Messenger adds end-to-end encryption

2018: @facebook spies on your messages to make sure you’re being good

4/5/2018 6:32:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't @realDonaldTrump tell the American people, who voted for him, that he would build a wall? Who cares if its the military who builds/funds it or 

congress? American's believe congress is broken. This action is only seen as strength to his base. Not bait n' switch, as you say. 

https://twitter.com/SenWhitehouse/status/981885972555223041 …

4/5/2018 6:33:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Live feed of @facebook's stock. $FB pic.twitter.com/JotoZnrvFR

4/5/2018 6:34:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Facebook: ‘Malicious actors’ used its tools to discover identities and collect data on a massive global scale

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/04/04/facebook-said-the-personal-data-of-most-its-2-billion-users-has-been-collected-

and-shared-with-outsiders/?utm_term=.94948e750292 …

4/5/2018 6:44:11 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.cultofmac.com/109801/apple-put-twitter-in-ios-5-because-steve-jobs-thinks-facebooks-mark-zuckerberg-is-a-fking-ahole-report/ …

4/5/2018 6:59:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some in the MAJIC group have had that opinion. Not all though, unfortunately.

4/5/2018 7:00:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 @dcexaminer spreading #FakeNews...

 http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/trump_administration/prez_track_apr04 … 

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/981893495043522560 …

4/5/2018 9:16:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see us? pic.twitter.com/gsuFHrNCct

4/5/2018 9:41:51 AM jonle86 Trying to tell us something? Apple is part of mj-12 creation?

4/5/2018 10:35:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't #PCIDSS compliance prohibit companies from storing the CVV values for saved credit cards? @Delta 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-05/delta-says-several-hundred-thousand-customers-affected-by-breach …

4/5/2018 10:35:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep looking...

4/5/2018 10:37:26 AM jonle86 Hint?

4/5/2018 10:41:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 upside down pic.twitter.com/UU1JBEjYLk

4/5/2018 10:43:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 FYI #QAnon followers. The Majestic 12 has NOTHING to do with that DIA operation.

4/5/2018 10:44:15 AM jonle86 Damn... 😮

4/5/2018 10:45:11 AM jonle86 CIA right?

4/5/2018 10:45:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 To understand #QAnon you must first understand régime change. 

Is it #MKUltra? 

Not technically. 

Is it like #MKUltra? 

Absolutely. 

Is it bad for you?

Depends on who "you" is.

-MJ12
4/5/2018 10:47:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight.

They are the enemy of the Majestic 12.

They were created by the Majestic 12.

We create all wars.

We are both sides.

4/5/2018 10:48:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read what we wrote. DIA not CIA.

4/5/2018 11:16:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its not obvious?

4/5/2018 11:58:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong.

4/6/2018 6:51:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 What's BOGUS?

Acronym?

-MJ12

#Majestic12

@FBIRecordsVault

 https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/at_download/file …

4/6/2018 8:47:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sure.... sounds like they need to use a different streaming service that doesn't require a license. https://www.engadget.com/2018/04/06/spacex-cut-

falcon-9-iridium-next-livestream/ …

4/6/2018 9:05:25 AM jonle86 Sure... Now why would you need a license for a camera in space... 

Pretty obvious there's more activity going on up there from secret space programs, ET Activity, deep space warships.. etc......



4/6/2018 9:12:52 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/06/opinion/qanon-trump-conspiracy-theory.html …

4/6/2018 9:13:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be humble.

4/6/2018 9:16:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the QAnon reality, Trump only pretended to collude with Russia in order to create a pretext for the hiring of Robert Mueller, the special counsel, who 

is actually working with Trump to take down an inconceivably evil and powerful network of coup-plotters and ...

4/6/2018 9:16:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 ... child sex traffickers that includes Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and George Soros.

4/6/2018 9:17:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 He warned that the world would be forced to contend with “films of innocent children pleading for their lives while people are butchering them.”

4/6/2018 9:17:55 AM jordan_sather_ oh I am, just trying to verify

4/6/2018 9:18:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some elements of the QAnon conspiracy theory — secret elites, kidnapped children — are classic, even archetypical.

4/6/2018 9:19:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 “Swamp drain begins, military seizes TRILLIONS in cabal assets, returning them to the people.”

4/6/2018 9:20:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We can confirm that this is not a coincidence. Stay humble.

4/6/2018 9:23:30 AM if_not_false @jordanbpeterson can you offer some analysis and insight. How did we arrive at this point?

4/6/2018 9:27:47 AM taz1981m Confirmed on google mobile web browser. pic.twitter.com/PzkVeKBIKn

4/6/2018 9:28:53 AM blankmarlo Always tickles me to see my favorite accounts interact like this

4/6/2018 9:39:14 AM blankmarlo I can concede that q is a biased psyop, although from what I've seen they have positive intentions. 

It seems like you're refuting the claims of child trafficking and luciferian sacrifice though?

4/6/2018 9:40:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is an excerpt from the NYTimes article published today.

4/6/2018 9:41:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary Clinton committed a crime.

FBI replies with "THAT'S BOGUS!"

Majestic Twelve makes contact with extra-terrestrial aliens from Zeti Reticulii.

FBI replies with "THAT'S BOGUS!"

Can you trust the FBI?

4/6/2018 9:42:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Deported back to his birth country?

You mean you want to deport him to America.

What a waste of money. https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/982297049956626432 …

4/6/2018 9:56:51 AM blankmarlo Ah thank you for clarifying

4/6/2018 11:41:54 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtzRxeaf5NQ …

4/6/2018 8:20:33 PM qntmpkts That ship has sailed long ago. https://twitter.com/qntmpkts/status/979695948472508416 …

4/7/2018 7:48:45 PM chrisblackteam The latest The Chris Black Daily !  https://paper.li/chrisblackOC/1307418528?edition_id=5a5c53e0-3ad7-11e8-ac6b-002590a5ba2d … Thanks to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PStellaMortgage @jbonetheo1 #blockchain #bitcoin

4/9/2018 10:20:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are aware of Jordan and his channel. It is not as you describe. True, some of his information is false, but not intentionally 

dissemninated as false. Useful stupidity is key to staying protected against the Majestic 12.

4/9/2018 10:24:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Calm Before The Storm Is Officially Over.

- MJ12

4/9/2018 10:25:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you suggesting that a US Senator had a hand in the Chemical Attack in Syria? https://twitter.com/DestroyIllusion/status/983395241125228554 …

4/9/2018 10:26:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are not happy about Bolton's appointment, but it has been re-affirmed to us by President Trump that he will not take us into war with 

Iran. The Majestic 12 will hold them accountable to their commitments to us. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/983395375020113920 …

4/9/2018 10:28:20 AM jonle86 With out a doubt....

4/9/2018 10:30:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 The last time the Majestic 12 held control over the White House, the country was permanently scarred (9/11) and after was moved into a deeper 

compartment within the higher levels of Top Secret.

4/9/2018 10:32:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 We were not happy about that decision, but it was pretty clear that we did not want anything to do with Hussein and HRC, even though they wanted 

everything to do with us. The faction responsible for 9/11 got away with their crimes, but the cost was access to their power.

4/9/2018 10:40:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Should the Majestic 12 destroy a particular US Senator? #NoName

4/9/2018 10:41:28 AM jasong8891 Please. New country, new world.

4/9/2018 10:43:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Okay, but understand that plausible deniability means it cannot come from anything associated to this account, but the SIGINT has been delievered. 

Who will respond?

4/9/2018 10:45:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tough talk. Where's the evidence? https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/983400182921551874 …

4/9/2018 10:49:03 AM jonle86 Destroy all deep state collaborators

4/9/2018 10:58:25 AM qntmpkts You're contradicting yourself, clown.

4/9/2018 11:21:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quite well actually. Thanks for asking.

4/9/2018 11:25:25 AM jonle86 How many planets visited? How many civilizations you're (ssp breakaway civilization) trading with?

4/9/2018 11:27:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands.

Hundreds.

4/9/2018 11:31:41 AM jonle86 Haha good to know, any chance for a few pictures?

4/9/2018 1:03:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 They could also be called Voldemort.

4/9/2018 1:04:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Traitors are not the kind of people that would make Enki grateful to help.

4/9/2018 1:05:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You know we can't on here. Plausibile deniability.

4/9/2018 1:21:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 We understand that the court system is broken as well. Too many LEO lie under oath and are never challenged because its "us vs them" in many cases. 

And yes, following the Constitution would be nice, but that's not very Majestic now is it?

4/10/2018 6:24:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly.

4/10/2018 9:47:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: He can't. https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/983747687148175362 …

4/10/2018 9:52:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pro Tip: Poison your data. Like things that have nothing to do with you. Who "you" really are should be classified against intruders like Facebook. 

Poison your data. If you're pro-Trump, like everything Clinton related. And vice versa. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/983747164521279488 …

4/10/2018 9:54:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's not very Majestic of you, son. https://twitter.com/TheRoot/status/983521187975323648 …

4/10/2018 9:55:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are we now saying that life does exist in the universe outside of Earth (with no evidence presented to the general population) but you "can't see it" 

because it was destroyed long ago? How do you know life existed there? How do you know that a disaster destroyed life? You don't. 

https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/983749700259143680 …

4/10/2018 9:56:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: They can't. https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/983750203587969024 …

4/10/2018 9:58:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do fix Facebook: 

ssh root@facebook.com

sudo rm -rf /

4/10/2018 10:00:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fake News CNN strikes again! This time on the international stage!

The Majestic 12 are responsible for the myth that women make less than men because MAJIC-12 wanted to enslave women equally as men by making 

them feel cheated. It worked. Sheep. https://twitter.com/cnni/status/983751124137185281 …

4/10/2018 10:01:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Companies who rush to Facebook's defense are just as guilty as Facebook, if not more sinisterly. 

https://twitter.com/business/status/983751321399578625 …



4/10/2018 10:04:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stormy Daniels is...

4/10/2018 10:05:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 will welcome Pompeo to the State Department with open arms. Finally somebody who is not a bonesman.

4/10/2018 10:07:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 But I thought we are supposed to Trust the FBI? https://twitter.com/KelemenCari/status/983750335641604097 …

4/10/2018 10:08:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 @FBI: 

2016 Democrats: WITCH HUNT AGAINST HILLARY!

2016 Republicans: WHY AREN'T YOU INDICTING HILLARY?!

2017 Democrats: GET TRUMP! GET HIM! GET HIM! GET HIM!

2017 Republicans: WHY AREN'T YOU INDICTING HILLARY?!

2018 Democrats: FBI WILL COME TO THE RESCUE AGAINST TRUMP!

4/10/2018 10:10:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 The demolition of the WTC7 was a lot cleaner than this. Perhaps Denmark should have employed the help of Israel. 

https://twitter.com/TIME/status/983753978688212992 …

4/10/2018 10:12:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why?

WHY INDEED!

Hint: Secret Space Program is getting disclosed to the public by @realDonaldTrump and Boeing is one of the front-running companies who will be 

manufacturing and releasing a ton of "new modern age" technology for the Military to spend its $1.3T on! 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/983754102231502848 …

4/10/2018 10:13:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bolton cleaning house. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/983754743834177538 …

4/11/2018 9:46:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 To the technically inclined individuals, watching Zuckerberg testify know instictfully that he is lying through 99% of this. When a question is asked, he 

answers a question that wasn't answered. Congress doesn't know that he's not answering their question.

4/11/2018 12:36:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sweet! 4K high resolution washouts of our bases!

 https://www.space.com/40274-nasa-moon-in-4k-video-tour.html …

4/11/2018 1:05:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 We all must own our words. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/984157161268932608 …

4/11/2018 1:08:33 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/signing-allow-states-victims-fight-online-sex-trafficking-act-president-donald-j-trump-provides-

invaluable-tools-needed-fight-scourge-sex-trafficking/ …

4/11/2018 1:10:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 in 5 people trafficked for sex are children.

4/11/2018 1:10:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 in 7 children who are missing are trafficked sexually.

4/11/2018 6:40:56 PM space_cadet6 Looks like the cloaking technology is working great 👍🏼 👽

4/12/2018 6:34:20 AM jasong8891  https://distrowatch.com/ 

4/12/2018 7:39:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ubuntu is in bed with Amazon and the CIA.

RedHat is in bed with the NSA and the CIA.

FreeBSD is in bed with the Chinese. 

Archlinux is the most difficult to use, but the least monkeid with.

4/12/2018 7:43:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Storm. pic.twitter.com/7fZ2Kxy3Re

4/12/2018 7:46:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dump the TCP/UDP stack on your existing linux distro and check out the connections and where they go. You would be surprised how compromised 

bash truly is. Additionally, log management software (not custom written) also send logs to CIA through "non-associated" ghost nodes.

4/12/2018 8:36:08 AM indigenous_one i always liked openSUSE

4/12/2018 8:55:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Same as the Majestic 12. Evidence is now required. Especially after 9/11, Lybia, and more... 

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/984458901306437634 …

4/12/2018 8:57:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perfect opportunity for you to #DitchGoogle and sign up for a more secure alternative. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/984460407317331969 …

4/12/2018 9:05:03 AM jasong8891 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was looking back at your tweet about declassification and disclosure of the Zeta Reticuli / Earth Human Treaty and off-world 

bases. Wouldn't that have broken the NDA since we don't have "need-to-know"? You've got me curious.

4/12/2018 9:07:30 AM sysrich Me too ;) 💚

4/12/2018 12:38:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cancer... in just 5 years for the low price of $2/meal! Buy today! https://twitter.com/Forbes/status/984513990687535105 …

4/12/2018 4:16:20 PM scottleecupp There are 200 billion stars in this galaxy alone. Each star is a sun with a planetary system. Keep in mind, our galaxy is 150,000 light years across. Also 

bear in mind that there are billions of known galaxies throughout an endless number of universes. Need I say more?

4/13/2018 10:08:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 They censor you when you're right. https://twitter.com/DestroyIllusion/status/984836290687324161 …

4/13/2018 10:10:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Then you know what to do. https://twitter.com/yusuf_VI/status/984640270900912129 …

4/13/2018 10:12:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not infinite though. 

Think of it this way. 

Every neuron in your brain is a galaxy. 

Every considerable kind of information that could pass through the neuron is a star cluster, solar system, planet, "country", person, cell, particle, 

energy.

500T connections.

500T planets.

4/13/2018 11:10:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 CNN pushing anti-American rhetoric.... again. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/984853747774967813 …

4/17/2018 8:42:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 We certainly do have non-terrestrial beings involved in our decision making process. Your intuition is spot on.

4/17/2018 8:43:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Learn how to archive offline.

4/17/2018 8:43:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tick Tock RR.

4/17/2018 8:45:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 A fabric capable of being bullet proof? 

This literally came from the crashed UFO at Roswell in 1947.

Literally.

Notice how there will be a new Motorcade One and Airforce One under President Trump? Those two new machines will host a bunch of new alien-

technology.

#Disclosure https://twitter.com/thehill/status/986268825044836357 …
4/17/2018 8:52:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Instead do you want to be known for taking two guys at once with a happy ending?

Don't you know that we see all?

Don't you know that we know all?

These people are stupid.

Stormy stupid.

-MJ12 https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/986270851069829125 …

4/17/2018 8:54:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 sends him our regards and hopes that he burns in hell. https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/986270555035840513 …

4/17/2018 8:57:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Every entity capable of higher dimensional access. Its not an exclusive club. You need only to expand your mind and follow the white rabbit.  

https://twitter.com/SusanGray7773/status/986272006499962881 …



4/17/2018 9:00:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Karma is awfully convienent.

4/17/2018 6:33:40 PM evanc989 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello, I just recently found your account, I am piecing together many things...I have just awoken very recently...do you have any 

websites or books u can recommend ? If u can point me in right direction Thanks

4/18/2018 8:56:50 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://CIA.gov  FOIA documents are worth a read. Be aware of disinformation.

 http://FBI.gov  FOIA documents are interesting too, despite being complete horseshit.

Between those two sites, you're looking at tens of millions of documents ranging from Mars to Porn.

4/18/2018 8:57:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Or you could learn telepathy and predict the perfect pick up line instead. https://twitter.com/DestroyIllusion/status/986426235247935488 …

4/18/2018 8:58:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: We do.

Did you know that we see all?

Did you know that we know all?

These people are stupid.

Really fucking stupid.

- MJ12 https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/986442976913215488 …

4/18/2018 8:59:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The biggest lessons of 9/11 were:

1) Never trust Isreal

2) Never trust the MSM

3) Never trust the Military Industrial Complex

4) Never trust the Majestic 12 https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/986593319072526336 …

4/18/2018 9:01:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wife of a bonesman is dead and the world is "mourning?" The world should be celebrating. 

The majority of the Majestic 12 loved Barbara for decades.

Only recently has leadership in the Majestic 12 changed such that we are now able to CELEBRATE the end of the Satanic foothold. 

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/986616867883245568 …

4/18/2018 9:02:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Virtue signaling like a hyprocrit. Be wary of those on mainstream television. Including our friend Dan here, even though he's never once met a member 

of the Majestic 12 that he is willing to admit.  https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/986603701593919494 …

4/18/2018 12:56:25 PM evanc989 Cool thanks a lot

4/20/2018 8:29:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 😂 https://twitter.com/ninaturner/status/987347123007049733 …

4/20/2018 8:39:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 #TheStorm https://twitter.com/politico/status/987352703541096455 …

4/20/2018 8:52:48 AM space_cadet6 Maybe he knows who she really was

4/20/2018 11:12:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps #TheStorm means prosecution for the Bush family and she decided to exit with dignity since she wasn't one of the power brokers....

4/20/2018 11:48:52 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://pagesix.com/2018/04/20/smallville-actress-allison-mack-arrested-in-connection-with-sex-slave-cult/ …

4/20/2018 12:02:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was Gorsuch the Trojan Horse injected into the Supreme Court to protect the outing of Ruth Bader Ginsburg once #TheStorm fully came into fruition? 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/987404307644469250 …

4/20/2018 12:04:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 This involves a lowering of the heart rate to conserve oxygen; the redirection of blood from surface tissues to the most oxygen-sensitive organs, such 

as the brain, the heart and the lungs;

4/20/2018 12:04:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Immersing someone’s face in cold water and thus requiring him to hold his breath triggers what is known as the diving response.

4/20/2018 12:04:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 and contraction of the spleen, an organ that acts as an emergency reserve of oxygenated red blood cells, so that an increased supply of these cells is 

released into the bloodstream.

4/20/2018 12:05:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meet a humanoid race of aliens who have lived on Earth for 1,000 years... https://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21740737-meet-

bajau-group-people-amphibious-life-have-evolved-

traits?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/agroupofpeoplewithanamphibiouslifehaveevolvedtraitstomatchhumanevolution …

4/20/2018 12:06:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 #Pedogate and #QAnon connections resulting in arrests...

 https://pagesix.com/2018/04/20/smallville-actress-allison-mack-arrested-in-connection-with-sex-slave-cult/ …

Backup: https://archive.fo/BpkLM 

4/20/2018 2:28:58 PM jasong8891 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I've got some flying doritos that have taken some interest in me. Intimidation?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aY7QqbC7kxo …

4/21/2018 3:26:44 PM v_i_o_l_ oh PLEASE let that be true

4/23/2018 7:04:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 What are we disclosing.

4/23/2018 7:14:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 330 years in prison for child porn charges... and yet #pizzagate is #FakeNews, right @johnpodesta? #royalbaby #GreatAwakening https://www.news-

press.com/story/news/crime/2018/04/21/venice-man-gets-330-years-child-porn-charges-sex-tourism-trial/538939002/ …

4/23/2018 8:02:44 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0B5Bh77jJ8 …

4/23/2018 8:11:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your distaste for the Commander in Chief is acceptable, but you can't argue that it doesn't matter.

4/23/2018 10:32:29 AM iammindinspired I believe the inference is to the actual Majestic 12

4/23/2018 11:49:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

4/23/2018 1:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.npr.org/2016/06/16/482020436/senators-report-finds-fundamental-concerns-about-red-cross-finances …

4/24/2018 9:51:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 @BernieSanders introduces #AmericaWorks (from @HouseofCards). Remember, #AmericaWorks raided Entitlements to reimburse employers up to 

$45,000/year for every #AmWorks hire. Is the Sander's plan similar? http://thehill.com/homenews/senate/384554-sanders-to-announce-proposal-to-

guarantee-jobs-to-all-americans …

4/24/2018 10:47:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Old Wise Hermit you are @OldWiseHermit.

4/24/2018 11:08:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 28 years ago today, Never A Straight Answer launched Hubble to distract the public from knowing they just officially concluded their first interplanetary 

exchange program with Zeti Reticuli. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/988816868881391618 …

4/24/2018 11:16:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Happy 28th Anniversary to @NASAHubble! Above the distortion of @NASA's constant lies, Hubble has successfully obstructed the public's 

understanding of the universe, allowing for corruption and human trafficking. Learn more...  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-

actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ … 

https://twitter.com/NASA/status/988805517714784256 …

4/24/2018 11:18:35 AM jonle86 ye bet they messed with it....

4/24/2018 11:38:53 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7z_ztMxBgk …

4/25/2018 7:56:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic-12 have been on the cutting edge of disease cure research, however our corporate overlords with whom we answer to, prohibit the real 

cures from hitting the market because healthy people are not controllable. And the Majestic-12 is all about control. 

https://twitter.com/LeeCamp/status/988875394966343680 …

4/25/2018 7:56:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is evidence that the leadership of the Majestic-12 changed in 2013. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/989155857748414464 …

4/25/2018 7:58:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 This Majestic-12 twitter account operation is an unofficial program. Some of it is intended to be disinformation (remember disinformation is necessary) 

and some of it is truth. It must be this way due to the classification nature of the material. The decider shall be you.

4/25/2018 8:02:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many tens of thousands of dollars must you spend before you can save such a figure? Summer travel does not need to be expensive. You can 

travel affordably if time is not a major factor in your planning. You can travel even easier if you learned how to create your own UFO. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/989157254313205760 …



4/25/2018 8:04:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 France has an official seat at the Majestic-12 table, and has been an advocate for Agenda 21 for many years. @EmmanuelMacron is a puppet to the 

French Majestic-12 member, and has been ordered to convince @POTUS to remain in the Iran Nuclear Deal. Should he?

4/25/2018 8:04:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did the Majestic-12 make HIV/AIDS a political disease?

4/25/2018 8:05:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: you shouldn't. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/989158211872845824 …

4/25/2018 8:06:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh look... another meaningless Majestic-12 award!  https://twitter.com/Cernovich/status/988928281251475456 …

4/25/2018 8:07:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh look... another worthless Majestic-12 award... https://twitter.com/Public_Citizen/status/988941912068509697 …

4/25/2018 8:08:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if key members of the Majestic-12 plotted with the FBI and DOJ to harm the President of the United States? What would that do, in your opinion 

(please response), to the official Disclosure efforts by the "good" side of Majestic-12? Does the actions of one man impact all men?

4/25/2018 8:08:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 A servant to the old Majestic-12. https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/989159209576140801 …

4/25/2018 8:09:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let the invasion begin! https://twitter.com/keithellison/status/989146310870790144 …

4/25/2018 8:09:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Please keep pushing for it. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/989158855169990656 …

4/25/2018 8:10:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 This should not be considered news. It should be considered common knowledge. How do you think the Majestic-12 are able to conduct so many well 

planned "accidents" that are really assassinations? Be wary of all alien technology given to you if you don't understand how it works. 

https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/989159549943861248 …

4/25/2018 8:12:23 AM jasong8891 It just shows how deep the corruption goes. Of course the good can't be blamed for the bad, unless the good don't do anything to stop it.

4/25/2018 8:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalization means the left hand doesn't know what the right hand is doing.

4/25/2018 8:14:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sock puppet blabbing away again. Isn't she retiring this year? https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/989160499056082944 …

4/25/2018 8:15:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please re-read the post before replying, otherwise people might not be able to take you serious anymore.

4/25/2018 8:17:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account is not associated in any way with @POTUS or @realDonaldTrump or @WhiteHouse. We're not that stupid.

4/25/2018 8:17:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The @uspto is why we can't have nice things. https://twitter.com/business/status/989161391855718403 …

4/25/2018 8:21:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 The decades-long career of NASA's Hubble Space Telescope has resulted in a wealth of new technologies, many of which are hidden away, deep inside 

compartmentalized classified programs and others prohibited from reaching the market because of corrupt @uspto laws. #Hubble28 

https://twitter.com/NASAHubble/status/989162022771351554 …

4/25/2018 8:22:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 The snake has left the White House, so yes... in a way "alien technology" has cleaned up the White House. The "alien technology" used was social 

media.

4/25/2018 8:23:07 AM jasong8891 Yes, that's understandable. There is no internal espionage? I find that hard to believe.

4/25/2018 8:23:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Surprised she isn't blaming the Russians. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/989162623706062848 …

4/25/2018 8:24:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Of course there is internal espionage, but understand that the Majestic-12 are MASTERS of discretion. Only the moron puppets we control use 

symbology in the wide open to advertise their allegiance. The Majestic-12 are no so recklessly careless.

4/25/2018 8:31:49 AM jasong8891 So you knew what I was attempting. Good work. 👍

4/25/2018 8:32:40 AM if_not_false Sounds like in the least it would be the cause of an ever expanding rift and resulting split

4/25/2018 8:33:43 AM v_i_o_l_ It's hard to believe at some point they didn't figure out they had a minion on board.

4/25/2018 8:36:09 AM rancideous All people are individuals. All groups contain a mixture of 'good' and 'bad' as all individuals are a mix also. Labels allow division which allows blame, 

fear, hate etc. It's the left wing fighting the right wing. Still the same bird. Keep us fighting and we can't fly.

4/25/2018 8:41:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is how we see it, too.

4/25/2018 8:41:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 We purged those members last July.

4/25/2018 8:43:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 #OTD in 1990 STS-31 (Discovery) launched carrying @NASAHubble. 28 years later Hubble is still helping to distract us from the truth about our 

universe. Here, in a rare occurrence, Shuttle Columbia (left) sits on launch pad 39A awaiting a later flight (STS-35). pic.twitter.com/yF9CFBrvDK

4/25/2018 8:44:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Actually... there is.... 😂

No puppets allowed though! https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/989164851170816001 …

4/25/2018 8:45:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 More drug trafficking by the IC. https://twitter.com/USCGSoutheast/status/988803467333570560 …

4/25/2018 8:47:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We see where you got your education from.

4/25/2018 8:49:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 #MOAB? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/989169472186535937 …

4/25/2018 8:50:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Public schools are designed to create a more communistic and socialistic society. https://twitter.com/TianaTheFirst/status/988547357494013952 …

4/25/2018 8:52:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, there is. In fact, there are hundreds of millions of Planet B's in the world. You just need to learn how to get there first, and to learn, you must re-

learn how you understand Math & Physics. https://twitter.com/politico/status/989169681306214400 …

4/25/2018 9:25:09 AM embii4u pyramid kingdoms built with ignorance & brutality are transformed by truth and compassion <3 pic.twitter.com/UUr9XxQbXZ

4/25/2018 9:48:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 You'll be underground in that paradise! There are other Earth like planets that aren't so hostile.

4/25/2018 9:54:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 We could block your account (nobody here would disagree) but we aren't into that... at least not yet. Our intention is disclose necessary information in 

a manner that has been carefully thought through.

4/25/2018 9:57:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wise words of wisdom. https://twitter.com/kanyewest/status/989177694309859328 …

4/25/2018 10:04:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 No it should not. Ever. https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/989188165410975745 …

4/25/2018 10:04:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you can easily terraform a planet (patent or no patent), why not just terraform Earth when we destroy it? Who knows... maybe we already have 

done that.

4/25/2018 10:05:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 You may be pleasantly surprised to know that the planet has many people living on it. Hostile didn't mean cannot support life. You'll just be 

underground 90% of the time.

4/25/2018 10:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 I wonder where they bought that from? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/989188538565455872 …

4/25/2018 10:08:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stay involved globally, without globalism. Not until the filth of the world has been purged and we as a planet put humanity first. Currently, the opposite 

is being pushed by this puppet. https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/989187808379260928 …

4/25/2018 10:10:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. You are always faced with what is right and what is wrong. Sometimes what is wrong looks so right, and what looks right is so wrong. Only 

looking inward to your connection to exoconsciousness do you learn what truly is right and wrong. Let there be LIGHT!

4/25/2018 10:55:15 AM ezy06001 Is France still importing electricity .... generated by... coal?

Talk is cheap mon ami. https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/business/2017/nov/18/french-reactor-repairs-generate-profits-old-uk-

coal-power-plants …

4/25/2018 1:23:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 They may disappear from you being able to see them every again, but we will see them forever. Nothing is ever truly deleted at @google. 

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/989237363447599105 …

4/25/2018 1:24:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pizza huh? https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/988990986607980544 …

4/25/2018 1:25:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 What about @HillaryClinton using a personal cell phone AND a private (secret) email server(s) for conducting official Government business? Are 

Democrats worried about that national security risk? 

Hypocrites. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/989177739763740673 …

4/25/2018 1:35:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's too...

4/26/2018 7:59:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if you could travel to an asteroid and just mine gold? What if you could just 3D print gold? How would "money" exist then? Does it need to exist 

when replicators are introduced into the general public? The end of the Federal Reserve means more things than money.



4/26/2018 8:48:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are right in that regard. The solution is far more complicated than you may understand. The introduction and adoption of AI will help this 

tremendously however education is the best solution over a series of years. The Great Awakening infers this new form of education.

4/26/2018 8:50:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Other civilizations in the universe, more advanced than Earth by tens of thousands of years, they have metropolitan areas that are dominated by an AI 

police force that is built upon sustainability and peace. The exchange for cooperating with the system is free living.

4/26/2018 8:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 For those who are criminals, a series of well designed educational programs and mind control techniques are used to remove hostile behavior patterns, 

criminal intentions, and devious actions out of the individual. It sounds scary from Earth's perspective, and if it were...

4/26/2018 8:52:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 ...implemented today, it would be used for evil. However, in those other civilizations I mentioned, those who choose (remember free will is everything) 

to be part of the system can reap the benefits of the system. Those who choose not to, can live outside the control of it.

4/26/2018 8:53:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 But it truly means nomadic life. No public services. No fire department (so to speak), no hospitals (so to speak), no replication technology, etc. Instead, 

you are "off the grid" and living off nature. Many many many people opt for that lifestyle and are happy with it.

4/26/2018 8:54:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 To give an Earth analogy to this, its like how the Amish give their offspring the choice whether or lead an Amish lifestyle or go off into the [C]lowns [I]n 

[A]merica existence that is, currently, very evil - invented and created by the founders of MJ12.

4/26/2018 9:03:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. It. Is. https://twitter.com/kanyewest/status/989526297758978048 …

4/26/2018 12:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you understand the power of exoconsciousness, its not that difficult. But we appreciate your gratitude. The ETA for this implementation is 

roughly 7000 years from now.

4/26/2018 12:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which is why you should never seek an expert or a teacher to these things. Meditation is key. Release your burden. 

It is not your fault.

No matter what it is.

We are all flawed.

To borrow a phrase from religion, 

Let God love you.

Love God.

God being your exoconsciousness.
4/26/2018 1:38:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoying some pizza on the hill? https://twitter.com/SenWarren/status/989591773965058048 …

4/27/2018 8:51:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Great "excuse" and opportunity for you to #DumpPrime! https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/989877649324560384 …

4/27/2018 8:52:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't airline companies, back when oil was $5/gallon in CA increase their prices substantially to cover the new cost. Now that oil is under $3/gallon, 

those prices haven't been depressed accordingly... now they're talking about increasing their prices even more? Who screwing who 

https://twitter.com/Forbes/status/989878085779681280 …

4/27/2018 8:52:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 You mean the Secret Space Program's budget? https://twitter.com/NewsBud_/status/989871316936216576 …

4/27/2018 8:54:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Solar Warden works with over 300 races of non-Earth beings and humanoid races in their efforts in the Alliance. It has made contact with over 3,000 

races, though not all races are fit for interaction due to obvious concerns. https://twitter.com/projectcamelot/status/989877342066696192 …

4/27/2018 8:57:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 The daughter of Adolf Hitler will not be met with such open arms as @EmmanuelMacron did, despite being an enemy of the MAGA Agenda. Is the 

stage set for public disclosure of this knowledge? Talking is one thing, disclosure is another. Is the world Awake yet? 

https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/989877286806720512 …

4/27/2018 8:59:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you there are UFOs that are lifeforms and that in order to operate the UFO you must be able to telepathically make contact with the 

being and negotiate usage of their vessel?

4/27/2018 9:01:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you the race was over 10 billion years old?

What if we told you that we have imprisoned three of them on Earth?

What if we tried to reverse engineer these organic lifeforms into synthetic reproducible units? 

Would the being attempt to sabotage the efforts? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989896839263588352 …

4/27/2018 9:02:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing close.

4/27/2018 9:03:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic-12. We only kid you, kid.

4/27/2018 9:05:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please do us the favor. As we have said before, our mission is necessary, and people may not like what we have to say. With that understanding, we 

don't block individuals who are hostile towards our messaging, instead, we try to work with you and help you understand. Your choice.

4/27/2018 9:07:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Far from a lot of things, however being far from a child is the wrong way of thinking. In order to understand exoconsciousness and universal love, the 

mind of a child is the most compatible. Rejecting that frame of mind is why the Earth is rooted in evil to begin with.

4/27/2018 9:07:33 AM jonle86 ye @emerysmith33 spoke about this, the craft is make from the beings #DNA so the craft is "you"

4/27/2018 9:08:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not aliens. We are the Majestic-12. The Majestic-12 is a group of humans who control the CIA, DIA, and White House. As it happens, the efforts 

of the current White House align with that of the Majestic-12, so it has been decided the Majestic-12 do its own role to help.

4/27/2018 9:09:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is different from what we are speaking about in this instance. This race is genetically incompatible with humanoid lifeforms. It does have DNA 

though, so that's something!

4/27/2018 9:10:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 The mission of this twitter account is to disseminate and counsel the Earth population in preparation for public First Contact.

4/27/2018 9:13:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989897239106674688 …

4/27/2018 9:14:02 AM olimyracle Earth Humans can't just enjoy, they need to own, to enslave. Why this ?

4/27/2018 9:15:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because they haven't made official public contact yet. Earth humans are not taught about exoconsciousness and the reality of interdimensional and 

hyperdimensional life forms that seek to create their vision of reality.

4/27/2018 9:54:40 AM olimyracle Do you mean Earth Humans have no idea there could be a conscious being within such a vessel ?

4/27/2018 9:58:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some Earth humans are aware of this type of lifeform, but they are buried deep inside the Military Industrial Complex for obvious reasons.

4/27/2018 10:00:26 AM jonle86 We need to encourage #Whistleblowers like @CoreyGoode & @emerysmith33. I'm sure there are many who want to come out of the closet and 

expose it for the sakes of humanity #QAnon

4/27/2018 10:14:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 0

4/27/2018 10:18:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do we have to? https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/989897256366206976 …

4/27/2018 10:34:00 AM jonle86 #FBI Pedophile Symbols

#PedoGate is real

#QAnon

 https://wikileaks.org/wiki/File:FBI-pedophile-symbols-page1.jpg …  https://twitter.com/jonle86/status/989920312786644994/photo/1 

pic.twitter.com/pnsYhHgakW  pic.twitter.com/1cfwFsZCPu



4/28/2018 10:44:39 AM saucersource France has an official seat at the Majestic-12 table

This is the good Majestic-12 not the

CORNY GOVERNMENT SPECIAL EFFECTS AND HOAX SCENARIOS

The Roswell Rhesus Monkey Hoax and Other Such Outrageous Shams

 http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/pentagonaliens/pentagonaliens03.htm … 

Free Energy is Real that's why they hoax it

4/30/2018 8:06:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, they are not hostile beings. The fact that we have one in our galaxy is only through covert military action to abduct one. The beings you reference 

here are similar, but not the same as what we are disclosing.

4/30/2018 8:07:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Prophecy.

4/30/2018 8:09:20 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/johndurant/status/990783351479975937 …

4/30/2018 8:10:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trojan trees? https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/990969659074711552 …

4/30/2018 8:12:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which prophecy are you referring to?

4/30/2018 12:52:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think apocalypse.

Means destruction.

To what though?

Expand your mind.

Tell us your thoughts.

4/30/2018 12:53:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of them as a broadcasting antenna.

4/30/2018 1:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Try shifting the incoming frequencies and apply pi and phi in majestic places... you may actually be able to decode some of the signals. Unlikely you'd 

be able to understand them, but inwardly focusing on your exoconscousness will reveal the decode pattern. It may shock you.

4/30/2018 5:07:00 PM francis83866063 I would decide to yield to the greater force, if that happened to be old grimmy rah Reaper, iffae wus tae Be There Hahahaha it is after all a journey and 

one’s early death is paradoxically ones early rebirth Why discriminate;I am: Light worker: different sides of the same thread?

5/1/2018 6:59:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Don't you enjoy remote viewing?

5/1/2018 7:01:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was cancelled because it was a Deep State slush fund. NASA's new administrator isn't playing games. 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/991315812727377925 …

5/1/2018 7:02:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Funny clown costume, huh? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/991316580637249536 …

5/1/2018 7:03:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 NYTimes spreading Marxism. https://twitter.com/nytopinion/status/990909137876934656 …

5/1/2018 7:06:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Christ is nothing more or less than a frame of mind, capable of accessing exoconsciousness in the true fabric of our reality that exists in 

hyperdimensions. Our simple three dimensions are rife with inaccuracies, problems, and miscommunications. When will Earth learn? 

https://twitter.com/ACLJ/status/991103926429716486 …

5/1/2018 7:07:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fear mongering lies. Nothing in this tweet below is accurate. In fact, the deliberate misuse of the language is intended to muddy the waters and 

confuse her constituents. Is impeachment an option for this kind of behavior? https://twitter.com/SenFeinstein/status/991061934438002689 …

5/1/2018 7:08:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Satanic cults celebrating death. Who wants to relive somebody's murder? Only a Luciferian. 

https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/991318139232227329 …

5/1/2018 7:10:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nice grammar. And also, we are not CIA. We are the Majestic 12.

5/1/2018 7:11:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too bad its all been a fraud. Too bad they didn't have the courage to release any of #NikolaTesla's work. That would have really revolutionized and 

changed the world unlike anything we could have imagined (even in Science Fiction). https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/964951428518248448 …

5/1/2018 7:15:04 AM palmitespo910 [clowns]

5/1/2018 10:53:07 AM lytbrngr Why not just regular vengeful low energy human beings who dress up their hatred with God's robes?

Why Luciferians?

5/2/2018 7:50:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Owned by "The Domain". Controlled and managed by a race of aliens who have been involved in genetic experimentations on Earth for millions of 

years. Been here for about 50K years and was actually a force of good. They have connections to pre-Ice Age human development.

5/2/2018 7:51:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 English is a complex language to explain such simple beauty.

5/3/2018 3:41:10 PM margaretflana18 🇺🇸🌟🌹Thank You🌹🌟🇺🇸🌹🇺🇸🌟🌹President Trump🌹🌟🇺🇸🌟🌹you are the🌹🌟🇺🇸🌹 🇺🇸🌟🌹President🌹🌟🇺🇸🌹🇺🇸🌟🌹we’ve been🌹🌟🇺🇸🌹 

🇺🇸🌟🌹waiting for🌹🌟🇺🇸🌹 pic.twitter.com/RuhQskFXrn

5/8/2018 6:59:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 11-11-18 will be disclosing things not of space origin, but disclosing victories world wide. ET Disclosure will follow, perhaps in 2020 as some prophecies 

predict.

5/8/2018 7:01:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not specifically. The Domain were never actively engaged or present with lifeforms on Earth. They governed through higher dimensions since they are 

mostly exist in those higher densities. They only fabricate an organic doll body (source of energy is through the light).

5/8/2018 7:03:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 .. when they have a need for making contact in the third dimension or handling matters in the third density. Beings from Earth during the times of 

Atlantis etc knew of The Domain indirectly (and very rarely directly), but never actually lived side by side.

5/8/2018 7:04:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Should be before 2020. Remember, its important to disclose to the public that life exists on other planets in the past first before the present, to 

prevent hysteria. Think logically.

5/8/2018 7:07:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was this Kerry's advice?

Understand something essential. Trump offered NK access to Space Exploration on other planets in exchange for being pro-human rights.

There are cult members and Skull & Bonesmen who are working behind the scene to prevent Trump from succeeding. 

https://twitter.com/TIME/status/993853101806424070 …

5/8/2018 7:08:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 DMT has the ability to "on-demand" focus the pineal gland such that its capable of actually seeing higher dimension entities, however, to the untrained 

mind, little to no substance will be exchanged. Reliance on drugs only cheats yourself. Life is eternal. Your quest is eternal.

5/8/2018 7:09:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spending a life time developing natural abilities to focus your pineal gland and your other chakras is essential to understanding how to access the 

higher dimensions on a philosophical level. Immature minds interacting with "Gods" are a recipe for disaster. Look at Earth.

5/8/2018 7:10:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cheating souls seeking to be Gods are the ones most likely to abuse their powers and interfere with the lower densities. It's a tough decision to be 

made, and it can only be the decision of that single individual.

5/8/2018 7:17:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 And more. https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/993857206343946243 …

5/8/2018 7:33:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your brain naturally produces DMT, so overdosing on DMT can have longer lasting residual effects on your brain. It's important to recognize that beings 

in those higher dimensions know that supplemental DMT is used to reach that state. This alters possible interactions.

5/8/2018 7:40:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 After your store passwords in plaintext? We "believe" you. https://www.cultofmac.com/546725/twitter-tests-secret-messaging/ …

5/8/2018 7:42:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, @jack has your decryption keys. https://9to5mac.com/2018/05/08/twitter-encrypted-dms/ …

5/8/2018 7:43:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why such hostility? https://twitter.com/PPact/status/993684473391837184 …

5/8/2018 8:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 The entity responsible for creating those services (NSA + CIA) would not like that. So long as those intelligence agencies are able to blackmail the 

politicians, they will never become public utilities. The Majestic 12 is heavily invested in preventing this.



5/8/2018 8:11:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 See... https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/993870880924160003 …

5/8/2018 8:14:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 TRUST THE PLAN. 

@EmmaWatson declined joining #NXIVM at @allisonmack's request. https://twitter.com/business/status/993871305513545729 …

5/8/2018 8:15:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Showing imagery of ISIS propaganda threatening to behead the President of the United States isn't the smartest decision in the world. But her 

schizophrenia is showing... https://www.thewrap.com/kathy-griffin-says-shes-been-placed-on-a-kill-list/ …

5/8/2018 8:18:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Just like a majority of Americans wanted Hillary Clinton to be President, but according to @johnpodesta "aliens didn't want her to win." 

https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/993849956384608259 …

5/8/2018 1:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 They can sell UFOs to the US Govt instead and get a major stake of that $716B approved for FY2019. 

https://twitter.com/cnni/status/993952681558462464 …

5/14/2018 7:19:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh really? You sure you're not #FakeNews? No, that is not an alien war tank on the surface of the moon preparing to go to war with Earth. 

https://tecake.in/aliens-preparing-war-alien-tank-spotted-surface-moon-watch-video …

5/14/2018 7:20:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 That sounds about right. It'll be members of the Domain who actually are used for first contact. Official disclosure will be sooner than "first contact" 

though, which could be as early as mid/late 2019 assuming things pan out correctly. Time is relative. Hard to predict.

5/14/2018 7:29:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong, and wrong.

5/14/2018 7:30:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is a 'conspiracy'. Will you believe it when it comes to light? https://twitter.com/JoinGaia/status/996034463149719555 …

5/14/2018 8:07:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which is it? FBI or CIA? pic.twitter.com/rkdrn3JqMz

5/14/2018 8:19:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fixed your link http://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/1520066/air-force-transitions-to-a-single-combat-uniform/ …

5/14/2018 10:37:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 100% Fake News... MH370 actually entered into a portal that transported it to another planet. No plane goes missing. Ever. Even crashed ones, so long 

as they physically located on Planet Earth. This plane went missing. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/malaysia-airlines-flight-370-crash-deliberate-

panel-of-aviation-experts/ …

5/14/2018 10:39:16 AM jimhayzlett Keep lying, we see right thru you!

5/14/2018 10:43:44 AM drakeflegel And the only "portal" is located at the North Pole... So this was more than likely Iron Beam or a new weapons test

5/14/2018 11:36:04 AM drakeflegel More importantly though what/who was on the plane and why does it look exactly identical to the MH17

5/14/2018 11:48:54 AM drakeflegel Upon further analysis - it was Zio-Nazi revenge for the Malaysia Tribunal (May 2012) which convicted Bush and his administration members as WAR 

CRIMINALS

5/14/2018 12:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Or you could watch Stargate. http://denver.cbslocal.com/2018/05/11/tour-military-operation-cheyenne-mountain-norad/ …

5/14/2018 5:43:54 PM derrtylultoni @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I like you🇺🇸👍🏾🇺🇸👍🏾🇺🇸👍🏾

5/17/2018 4:20:11 AM badtvveets I wouldn’t say Sasquatch cuz ppl have guns. I need proof of entities or portals but I could see people just being abducted by weirdos who do human 

trafficking

5/22/2018 6:11:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are hearing Sept 1st everything should be fully wrapped up. Not sure if that implies the Mueller investigation or the unsealed indictments, but 

word on the hill is if they aren't unsealed soon it will interfere with the mid-term elections.

5/22/2018 7:37:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, naturally forming.

5/22/2018 12:29:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Almost always do portals bring beings from other places.

5/29/2018 11:02:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 'Rosanne' by @therealroseanne was cancelled by @ABC because she offered credibility to the mass "conspiracy" of child sex trafficking. Nothing to do 

with race. This decision came from the highest levels of @ABC as a means to help deal with the #TommyRobinson fiasco in the UK.

5/30/2018 7:00:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically their souls are not dead. Their souls have just moved into another victim. Their soul, after a while, goes through many lifetimes of abuse 

and it becomes "their reality inherently" which gives them an illusion subconsciously that they are stuck and can't get out.

5/30/2018 8:51:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Horrible yes. But their soul never dies. Their soul can recover. All souls can recover. All souls are immortal. Free will drives the universe. When a 

damaged soul is victimized for generations it takes generations squared to recover. Some of these souls will be lost AKA give up.

5/30/2018 8:53:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The "species" that you are referring to is relatively limited in its current capacity. Only through intensive meditation, mass consciousness events, co-

creative meditation and valor can we save our species. Those exercises will physically change the "species" as we know it.

5/30/2018 9:22:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 18 USC 1591 is "Sex trafficking of children" and the sections under the law charged at (a)(1), (a)(2), and (b)(1) which indicate the victims had not 

attained the age of 14 at the time of the offense.

5/30/2018 10:24:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ridiculous. We've already been to Mars. Decades ago. The Government won't admit it because it would force their hand to disclose and release the 

technology acquired at Roswell. They need TIME to "reinvent" the technology without using the real physics of the Universe. 

https://twitter.com/exploreplanets/status/1001864328138522624 …

5/30/2018 10:52:04 AM thetempestchip That last sentence is everything.

5/30/2018 10:52:24 AM thetempestchip Regarding your tweet not the vid

5/30/2018 11:02:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 This kind of technology, without spiritual development and maturity will lead to the destruction of the civilization. We in the Majestic 12 have heard 

from countless other races who have known of other races to have fallen when given advanced technology too quickly. Its reality.

5/30/2018 11:03:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 I'm surprised they didn't use 2023 instead, but thats too soon... you know... mirror of 322 aka Skull & Bones. But its important to note that the Mars 

Missions have NOTHING to do with the Skull & Bones. They are just an evil secret society here on Earth.

5/30/2018 11:58:44 AM lightsinger7 Yea i hope Papa Trump discloses all the ET and SSP stuff eventuallu. JFK style.

5/30/2018 12:59:58 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup! A lot to see. Learned a lot in those 10 seasons.😉

5/30/2018 1:02:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 JFK style landed him with a blown up head. Literally. Trump cannot disclose this stuff "JFK style."

5/30/2018 1:13:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Official propaganda from the Clowns In America. https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1001919191308558338 …

5/30/2018 2:25:29 PM lightsinger7 I just meant full disclosure. Of course trump is gonna be careful.

5/31/2018 6:55:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 They believe you are less than human. They view (((you))) (not you personally perhaps) as sheep. They believe that you will fall for it, and if you don't 

use your voice you will. You have an opportunity to expedite the disclosure.

5/31/2018 12:04:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Russia can't build streets or schools. Be careful who you follow.

5/31/2018 1:05:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 As does the United States, the difference with the United States at least is the Cabal that runs the Government in the Shadows doesn't have the kind of 

lawlessness that Russia has, so containing highly sensitive national security secrets is a lot easier - they just assassinate.

6/1/2018 10:34:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Over the target.

6/1/2018 12:08:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 I can think of a better #WearOrange for you that includes life behind bars for public corruption. How's that sound? 

https://twitter.com/SenatorMenendez/status/1002626627417800705 …

6/5/2018 8:11:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 they travel to all places in the universe, the trick is riding on the correct charge - its a cat and mouse game that can be easily predicted if mapped out 

correctly, when portals show up, they go to specific locations thats why not all portals are used, sometimes u have to wait

6/6/2018 8:25:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meaning they don't speak in person. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1004382927873040386 …

6/6/2018 1:10:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure will challenge the major world religions. Are you ready for the change? It'll be soon when it all starts to come out. Are you ready? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttevamkS6gw …

6/6/2018 1:32:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have all points of view. We make decisions that we view are best for who we serve. In the past, the Majestic 12 served not God, but 

Man. In that effort, the redefinition of God is what became your reality.

6/7/2018 6:49:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 No we are about half for Trump and the other half are going insane at the moment. Those of us who are on the right side of history will know how to 

select the soon to be open seats to really lead the US in Space. There weren't many of us left.



6/7/2018 6:55:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hyperbole for "do what Clinton did and you'll be okay!"

MJ12 does not view this as you interpret. You are mistaken here, sadly. 

Real criminals (who aren't reckless and careless) erase all incoming messages "permanently" after its been received. They don't "build up."  

https://twitter.com/girlsreallyrule/status/1004696705869254656 …

6/7/2018 6:57:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Next week, a member of the Majestic 12 will be revealed for the first time. They will not be announced with the name Majestic 12, but they will be one 

of our former leaders. You will know them for their connections to Space.

6/7/2018 10:55:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 They lie equally. Controlled opposition.

6/7/2018 11:07:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Excuse us, but it was the Democratic Party and President Obama who forced "Obamacare" onto America. Then again, Democrats don't know the 

meaning of the word "no", thats why they embrace perverts like Weinstein and Weiner. Talk about a pair of winners. 

https://twitter.com/HouseDemocrats/status/1004786025770749952 …

6/7/2018 11:11:04 AM mrblbrettish it'll certainly make my job  more interesting!

6/8/2018 7:11:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by the @NASA announcement this week. It is a major distraction from #suicide week and the events leading up to next week. Are 

you ready to meet a member of the Majestic 12? We are excited to meet you finally. Hello Alice.

6/8/2018 7:49:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 You will find out.

6/8/2018 8:27:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 You already know who Alice is.

6/8/2018 8:30:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 You think Branson goes to Epstein's island? What makes you think he doesn't have his own?  

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1005108824032862209 …

6/8/2018 8:41:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do some digging on the internet for ALICE or Alice. Don't forget that you're in Wonderland.

6/8/2018 8:55:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are practiced in remote viewing, no? Give it a try, report back to us what you find out. Sharing is caring.

6/8/2018 8:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are CERN and Microsoft in Wonderland?

6/8/2018 9:03:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only one Zeta is on the Majestic 12 board.

6/8/2018 9:05:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pizzagate is BS? https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1005118383271096320 …

6/8/2018 9:07:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Important to distinguish here... non-terrestrials are not permitted to be Majestic 12 members. They can hold positions on our board, but they are not 

directly members of the Majestic 12. The individual will be human who gets announced. They are connected to Alice.

6/8/2018 9:12:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you sure that JA is not the White Queen who is going to deliver the Vorpal Sword to Alice so Alice can slay the Jabberwocky?

6/8/2018 10:23:24 AM symbolhunter Did you miss it? NASA found life on Mars some time ago. pic.twitter.com/PCTLV5p43D

6/8/2018 10:26:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 That image is fake. No doubt clowns at work.

6/8/2018 10:28:09 AM symbolhunter The lemming is fake? They present two lies and have us argue over which is true?

6/9/2018 7:28:40 AM olimyracle Sorry, who is J.A. ? Trying to understand...

6/9/2018 9:01:49 AM rorylennon01 They are no longer majestic in intellect,voted 9/12¿ disclosure would inspire a whole technological revolution and inspire the gifted by contributing to 

the evolution of humanity,they are crumbling paranoid old slaves under curfew which hinders their decision making& performance

6/9/2018 9:38:11 AM decodematrix We are Alice.

6/9/2018 1:26:49 PM olimyracle Julien... sorry it took me some time 😊

6/9/2018 1:56:20 PM olimyracle Nothing to do with their respective ALICE programs ? pic.twitter.com/QAQzwPdvNO

6/9/2018 2:07:32 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/1P5DIer9Cf

6/9/2018 2:17:34 PM olimyracle What is the Wonderland ? Deep state ?

💞

6/9/2018 6:31:58 PM gmanhum Never would I have ever guessed that JA was Q Good to know that Alice has been extracted #MAGA #WWG1WGA

6/9/2018 7:25:34 PM kate1kincaid MSM will grab onto this. As are the Bilderburg EU heads planning their plot to go to war with Russia.

6/10/2018 2:25:47 AM merkaba369 I honestly don't know how I would feel. If I never saw this twitter acct, and if I'm being honest, I would probably having a hard time trusting anything 

associated with M-12. I would  absolutely try my hardest to discern the truth through every available means, so all isn't lost.

6/10/2018 4:52:09 AM ivasby What did they mean by this? http://deusex.wikia.com/wiki/Majestic_12 …

6/11/2018 5:08:55 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/AllieJayne01/status/1006272731778899968 …

6/11/2018 5:24:27 PM olimyracle What about this nice pic from the attraction park "Wonderland" in London made by the photographer Alice ?

 https://www.vice.com/en_ca/article/dp5j7w/winter-wonderland-alice-zoo-125 … pic.twitter.com/RqUWEiC0qG

6/11/2018 5:29:21 PM olimyracle Could you tell us more about the visit from the pope Francis in Geneva June 21 ? https://cruxnow.com/vatican/2018/05/07/vatican-releases-popes-

schedule-for-visit-to-geneva/ …

6/12/2018 5:45:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 He's traveling right now.

6/12/2018 5:48:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are notoriously known for playing psychological games.

6/12/2018 7:37:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Majestic 12 leader (of decades)... we hope you enjoy the afterlife (in hell). https://twitter.com/USAgov/status/1006545349375418368 …

6/12/2018 8:01:23 AM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alice is the collective consciousness... the frequency in which connects us all...

6/12/2018 8:14:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 correct, its the wonder of the unknown coupled with the power of consciousness that creates wonderland

6/12/2018 9:40:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Never apologize to a pedophile for stating honestly "there is a special place in hell" for Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. 

https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1006574362802249729 …

6/12/2018 9:56:10 AM blankmarlo Is Wonderland not the frequency/matrix that our collective consciousness has been trapped within for so long?

6/12/2018 10:00:54 AM v_i_o_l_ Oh man, I was so looking forward to who this was going to be.  Major disappointment.  ugh and ick. But thank you for letting us know.  I prefer to be 

informed (even if the info is a raspberry).

6/12/2018 10:03:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too bad, raspberries are good for opening your pineal gland.

Another Majestic 12 member will be exposed in the upcoming IG Report too... but that one will be more difficult to guess. 

In the mean time, any guesses?

6/12/2018 10:05:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wonderland is a prison of oppression. 

Earth is a prison of oppression. 

How did Wonderland become a prison of oppression?

How did Earth become a prison of oppression?

It was a GENIUS plan by the Majestic 12.

Learn to play the game.

Not all bad actors are involved here.
6/12/2018 10:14:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 George Bush is a product of the society created by the banking cartel. He learned at a young age whose side to pick, and it played out well for him. He 

does, though, struggle with sleeping most nights. He does feel ashamed, especially as he is about to meet God. We'll see.

6/12/2018 10:15:25 AM v_i_o_l_ Nope.  No idea.  But I'll be stalking your twitter account to see who you post.  So curious!  And I hope I like this one better.  (How can I not??)



6/12/2018 10:18:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Probably the dumbest idea we have heard (but completely expected out of a TYT contributor), considering how much the United States has been 

interfering with the national agendas for over 50 countries. Proper solution is to clean up internally then go one on one with each country. 

https://twitter.com/johniadarola/status/1006585791349383168 …

6/12/2018 10:20:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 All ears.

No action.

Same shit.

Different day.

The definition of insanity is repeating the same thing over and over again expecting different results each time.

Why do Americans insist on re-electing these dangerous and weak people into office? 

They don't listen, ever... https://twitter.com/SenatorCollins/status/1006585975953350656 …
6/12/2018 10:22:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Believe us, the Majestic 12 are responsible for some of the dumbest comments made in the history of the planet, but in this case, we stand firmly 

against all who defend the TYT network. The treason involved in their broadcast should be regulated, but we have the first amendment.

6/12/2018 10:25:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 He did set things right, behind the scenes. He resigned leadership of the Majestic 12 to pave room for the Trump Era. He realized he perpetrated a LOT 

of evil around the world, but he doesn't regret everything. Only the betrayal of his God. It's always been about him. Until now.

6/12/2018 10:28:05 AM blankmarlo This what you meant by "ties to space?"  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_Exploration_Initiative …

6/12/2018 10:30:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely. The United States went to another galaxy for Christ's sake, yet NOTHING close to ANYTHING was disclosed to the public.

6/12/2018 10:31:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 The MSM can be demolished right now. Unplug the cable and don't support them by watching them or listening to them or commenting on them or 

participating in their existence. Acknowledgement is half the battle to creating reality. Deny acknowledgement then you deny their reality.

6/12/2018 10:39:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 In his next life, the soul inside him that made mistakes (took chances, and sacrificed others for personal gain) has the ability to repent and maybe, just 

maybe (many factors involved), his next life will be different and he won't end up a beetle.

6/12/2018 10:41:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 The increased activity is because our solar system is starting to pass through a qauntumly charged area of the galaxy that is causing the antennae of 

many life forms to stop and go "huh...."

6/12/2018 10:42:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 One thing that is absolutely certain, while we agree with your sentiment here, the Majestic 12 will NEVER allow its right hand to know what it's left 

hand is doing. EVER. Never going to happen. That defeats the purpose of the Majestic 12. But all individuals (not groups) should.

6/12/2018 10:55:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 We believe that you know far more about quantum reality than most "so called experts" who claim they know about quantum reality. Believe in your 

abilities and the light will always show you the truth.

6/12/2018 10:56:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, significantly more since a recent change was made to an off planet outpost that helped regulate the locations of our grid points. Since that has 

been removed, the energy storms we are passing through are causing more points of entry to appear than usual. Beings are aware.

6/12/2018 11:03:41 AM thetempestchip are you saying our worlds past experiences were put in place in order to grow? The Egg Theory. We are climbing out of the rabbit hole(Earth) and into 

Sheen/Gaia/5D/etc... as we reach the 4th phase our DNA activates and we return to the stars...

6/12/2018 11:05:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns reporting about clowns. The blind leading the blind. https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1006596669000048640 …

6/12/2018 11:06:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 We need to understand how to decode (properly) our DNA first. The truth inside our DNA has been classified for a very very long time. It is time for it to 

come into the light.

6/12/2018 11:13:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your vibration has the ability to be tuned (precisely is VERY difficult) to send new instructions to the protein that is responsible for transcoding the 

genetic code to your newly created DNA. It takes a while, but transformations like this are physically possible, though hard.

6/12/2018 11:19:09 AM jasong8891 I have noticed genetic mutations over the past 2 years. I see the vibrations and particles moving, left eye vision has blue tint, right is red. A few other 

mutations as well. Is this more widespread but under-reported/brushed under the rug, within the medical field?

6/12/2018 11:20:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The medical field is driven entirely by money not treatments. Those who push for real treatments are assassinated. Your observations are not alone, 

many others have been experiencing other kinds of genetic anomalies. This is most likely due to the ISBE identifying itself in you.

6/12/2018 11:28:30 AM jimhayzlett And what is ISBE, please?

6/12/2018 11:29:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka what your consciousness is called between lives)

6/12/2018 11:30:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (aka your consciousness that is transferred from life to life)

6/12/2018 11:31:50 AM thetempestchip The corruption of DNA created the world of oppression as we know. Thankyou Majestic 12.

6/12/2018 11:36:04 AM blankmarlo The DNA corruption is what keeps humanity stuck at it's current frequency but the energetic changes our solar system is experiencing should help 

rectify this.

6/12/2018 11:42:40 AM thetempestchip Wonderfully stated friend

6/12/2018 11:52:23 AM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 from what ive read from you, it seems the Majestic 12 created duality.

6/12/2018 11:53:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't create originally but certainly pushed to create in modern times.

6/12/2018 1:37:38 PM jasong8891 One name for this process is called a soul transfer. Also look at how it's done in Avatar. Pretty interesting.

6/12/2018 6:06:38 PM orionsarmy Good ol Nectar Island ... #NXIVM used his island as well. Numerous times. Coincidences certainly. 🙄 pic.twitter.com/HPdO2e16G6

6/13/2018 12:53:28 AM olimyracle So, how could we get to learn more to play the game ?

6/13/2018 12:56:06 AM olimyracle Could you explain the relation between Majestic 12 and Donald Trump ?

Thank you

6/13/2018 10:30:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 We recruited Donald Trump. We gave him an opportunity and he took it.

6/13/2018 10:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be comfortable with trusting yourself and okay with taking calculated risks.

6/13/2018 10:32:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, we visited the planet where EBEN-1 came from, which is called Zeta Reticuli.

6/13/2018 10:32:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 The document is real.

6/13/2018 10:45:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep in mind that POTUS_Schedule is not a verified government account. https://twitter.com/OldGlory7476/status/1006955172285898753 …

6/13/2018 10:47:42 AM oldglory7476 Good point. But the link in one of Q’s posts today is to that tweet. pic.twitter.com/LX2GWQpoac

6/13/2018 10:58:13 AM olimyracle This is transparency, thank you 🙏

Did you recruit him after his election ? How do you take such a decision within your board ?

6/13/2018 10:59:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 We recruited him in 2001.

6/13/2018 11:00:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Needs to look differently for his blackmail films.

6/13/2018 11:01:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 We didn't say or infer that it was not true. We just pointed out that @POTUS_Schedule not an official Government account. Carry on.

6/13/2018 11:02:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Just imagine what HRC looks like when you take the mask off.



6/13/2018 11:06:50 AM olimyracle Okay, you mean another solar system,which is yes already quite far away 😍

Were you invited there ? How long was the trip about ?

Thank you 🙏

6/13/2018 11:10:01 AM olimyracle Was it his initiative or your suggestion to run for presidency ?

If you were behind him, how could others not believe in his election ?

6/13/2018 11:16:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Everything was planned. DJT vocalized to MJ12 via TV interviews and tapped private conversations that he was serious when he suggested it, though 

vocalized how much he wouldn't LIKE doing it (in contrast to his former lifestyle).

We convinced him to bite the bullet and run.

6/13/2018 11:18:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 The trip lasted several years in the form of an exchange program.

6/13/2018 11:18:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remove the makeup, eyebrows, and contacts.

6/13/2018 11:19:07 AM jasong8891  http://www.serpo.org/ 

6/13/2018 11:19:54 AM jimhayzlett So Earth humans are living in Z R?

6/13/2018 11:20:56 AM jasong8891 Project Serpo -  http://www.serpo.org/ 

6/13/2018 11:20:59 AM jimhayzlett He means another Galaxy, as Z R is not in Milky Way

6/13/2018 11:21:11 AM olimyracle How many Earth humans have been there ? Did they came back ?

6/13/2018 11:21:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, the election was fixed. Hillary Clinton was supposed to win, considering the meddling her associates did during the election (including abusive 

propaganda), but operatives were dispatched to undo their vote hacking systems enough to save the Republic.

6/13/2018 11:23:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 When DJT was recruited, he was recruited to MJ12 as a liaison officer. Unbeknownst to him at the time, it was us who enabled him to seriously 

consider running. We begged him to run in 2008 and he put his family first. After Obama, he regretted the decision and ran.

6/13/2018 11:24:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Around a dozen.

This wasn't a "one time" exchange program kind of thing.

We just allowed one to "leak" into the public domain a while ago.

Few died on mission. 

Some stayed permanently. 

Some came back home.

6/13/2018 11:26:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 ZR is in MW. It's 12 parsecs from Earth.

We have visited another "galaxy".

Only once.

To be honest, we didn't know it was a galaxy at the time. 

We thought it was just another planet in the Milky Way.

6/13/2018 11:27:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 is currently working toward full disclosure.

6/13/2018 11:29:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 In specially designed living quarters, yes. Some could call them prisoners, but the only factor of what makes a prisoner a prisoner is whether the 

confinement is consensual. In this case, the military officers who deployed, were on/are on a mission and therefore thats is moot.

6/13/2018 11:30:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, Serpo was the disinformation campaign created to disclose the trip. From a 40K foot view, its spot on. From an "on the ground" view, its 

fantasy. But that's intentionally done on purpose.

6/13/2018 11:31:55 AM jimhayzlett When is this Full Disclosure to occur?

6/13/2018 11:33:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why fix an election? Well we didn't originally fix it. HRC did. We believe in the ideas behind democracy but recognize that when a population is mind 

controlled, they aren't actually invoking their free will and deciding. We had to intervene to maintain order.

6/13/2018 11:34:17 AM jasong8891 Interesting. I have tried remote viewing ZR II a few times and haven't been able to get even a glimpse of their solar system and I have not found one 

person online who has claimed to do so. Seems like we are being blocked from gaining intel.

6/13/2018 11:45:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cheese Pizza or a real pizza?

6/13/2018 11:46:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, they have very advanced defensive systems in place for their home world that make it very difficult to infiltrate.

6/13/2018 11:46:28 AM olimyracle Woaw !!!

Do you "slide the folds" for such long travels ? Or use portals ?

6/13/2018 11:46:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 would host its own event in the United States if that was something we were interested in. Unfortunately, conferences are not the 

solution to disclosure.

6/13/2018 11:47:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Proportional to when the majority of the population's consciousness is ready. Through global consciousness and exoconsciousness, we are able to 

glean insight using the Stargate to determine when the public is ready. Its steadily growing. More recently, since QAnon its been exp().

6/13/2018 11:48:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The trip, at the time, took about 3 of our months to travel, though was nearly instant for the traveller. 

Yes, they are Einstein-Rosen Bridges or portals or Stargates.

6/13/2018 11:48:53 AM olimyracle What is a solution for disclosure ?

6/13/2018 11:50:49 AM jasong8891 Great to know. I'll keep trying.

6/13/2018 11:50:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 When public consciousness is high enough, we will drop hard evidence confirming everybody's beliefs.

6/13/2018 11:51:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please always keep trying, but keep in mind, if you are able to penetrate their defensive systems (which is very very difficult, even for the Majestic 12 

to do) they may pay you a visit.

6/13/2018 11:53:11 AM jasong8891 I already get visits from them and other groups. Have been since I was a kid. I'm not scared of them :)

6/13/2018 11:53:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is unlikely, at least for the next few hundred years, that the Government and "powers that be" would allow civilians to "buy" a UFO, especially 

something like the TR-3B. That's a highly specialized military craft not intended for civilian use. Way too dangerous.

6/13/2018 11:54:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Also understand, that "buying a UFO" is expensive and dangerous. We sell airplanes to very very rich people, but in all honesty, they are buying the 

exclusivity rights. FAA still has control over their craft. FAA can still ground their flight. If FAA can't, military will down it.

6/13/2018 11:55:34 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for the correction.

6/13/2018 11:55:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those visits are first contact visits and are harmless. You're absolutely right. But just like when you penetrate the DoD systems, somebody comes and 

pays you a visit, and then you magically get hit by a car the next day. Well... that happens. They come to you. Always.

6/13/2018 11:58:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 DJT may get a Gold UFO in his next life. We have considered it. Though he would be required to "win bigly" again in a second life in order to be 

positioned for such a gift.

6/13/2018 11:58:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Gold is not just an element of wealth. It's an incredibly powerful and useful element in space craft.

6/13/2018 12:01:15 PM jimhayzlett So MJ 12 is awaiting 50+% to wake up, with critical mass consciousness of 14%, yet I believe we r currently near bout 20%...Correct?

6/13/2018 12:03:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you enjoy the propaganda? Holding photos, sounding sad, and reading from a transcript is propaganda. 

https://twitter.com/HouseGOP/status/1006898595851882496 …

6/13/2018 12:04:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes!



6/13/2018 12:06:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Waiting for 72%. We are currently at around 30%, though we expect that when the bad actors in the MIC/IC/DS are finally removed from power, that 

the void created will jump that 30% to well over 72%.

Also... 72% of functioning adults. Not including children or люди инвалиды.

6/13/2018 12:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's fun to imagine a gold UFO...

6/13/2018 12:09:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bill Nye has never been close to the truth when it comes to Space Exploration. He is a tool of the Majestic 12 who also has a nasty obsession with 

Cheese Pizza. https://twitter.com/exploreplanets/status/1006642371373617152 …

6/13/2018 12:10:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within the next decade. Plan's already in motion in very high levels. It takes so long due to global consciousness laws (karma). We need to ensure that 

free will is maintained throughout this process. If its not, we will suffer greatly.

6/13/2018 12:14:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, GBSr was a member of MJ12 for decades and has since been removed from the active MJ12. MJ12 changed because GBSr wanted to make amends 

with God before dying.

6/13/2018 12:15:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 .@johniadarola has lost nearly 3 trillion neurons since 1992.

Your point? https://twitter.com/johniadarola/status/1006978237694500864 …

6/13/2018 12:16:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically its "people with disabilities" which refers to more than just physically disabled but emotionally, mentally, physically, and spiritually disabled. 

люди инвалиды is just shy of pretty much being a living corpse.

6/13/2018 12:17:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 There was no appropriate English idiom that could have been used there in the space permitted, so we improvised.

6/13/2018 12:19:03 PM olimyracle What Star Nations are you in contact with, more than with the humans from Zeta Reticuli ?

6/13/2018 12:22:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Opinion: President Obama and the age of the grumpy old black man.

Is this 👆 racist but 👇 not? https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1006978940899151872 …

6/13/2018 12:23:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its important to understand that with free will, GBSr only became as evil as he did because people's free will decided "meh" when it came to politics. 

This attitude gave the MJ12 exceptionally strong power. You're lucky he repented. Seriously lucky.

6/13/2018 12:25:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands, way too many to list off here. Corey Goode has a general sense of the different Star Nations, but in all honesty, he's full of himself about 

50% of the time even though he tries not to be. It's an impossible task he's been given. Love his effort. Love him. Love all.

6/13/2018 12:26:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, 

MJ12 is isolated 100% from DOJ. 

DOJ cannot touch anyone in MJ12. 

They literally cannot touch anyone in/from MJ12.

They don't have the need to know.

They will never have a need to know.

This is why WE love compartmentalization classification laws.

6/13/2018 12:28:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 God is real.

Do not fear God.

You are not required to acknowledge God exists.

You are not required to worship God.

You are not required to do anything.

Free will dictates the universe.

Free will allows evil to exist.

Free will prohibits "God" from acting.

God can't act.

You can
6/13/2018 12:30:26 PM olimyracle What brought MJ12 to "repentance" ?

6/13/2018 12:30:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not the big boss, but he's a member. He is a pawn. Thats why he is allowed to have power.

6/13/2018 12:31:37 PM olimyracle Thank you for your sharings Sir 🙏

6/13/2018 12:32:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 didn't repent. 

GBSr did.

As leader of MJ12, he made critical changes just after he struck a deal with Trump to get out of prosecution or public exposure for his treason.

6/13/2018 12:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Here's a better idea. Cure their ailments and give them an opportunity to serve their community? The choice would be theirs though. Not all disabled 

people take too kindly to talk of 'curing them'.

6/13/2018 12:34:49 PM olimyracle When was that if I may ask ?

6/13/2018 12:35:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think double agent.

6/13/2018 12:35:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just before Barbara Bush died.

6/13/2018 12:36:02 PM jonle86 Who's the big boss?

6/13/2018 12:42:30 PM embii4u my first 12 🙏🏽

🐭🐺🦁

🐘🐙🐋

🌍🌚🌞

🕺🏼👳🏽👶🏽

6/13/2018 12:42:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 You don't think somebody that into Cheese Pizza could go unchecked, right?

6/13/2018 12:44:10 PM embii4u we are altering your trajectory #now 🙏🏽

6/13/2018 12:44:38 PM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/13/2018 12:46:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 doesn't retard it. Useful idiots retarded it. We just installed useful idiots to keep our finances safe. Free will is what created this mess. Free will is 

the answer to this mess.

6/13/2018 12:47:13 PM embii4u  pic.twitter.com/O7sSw3Cyhs

6/13/2018 12:48:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 You would require 100% of the functioning US population to believe in UFOs before the Government should disclose its existence?

6/13/2018 12:50:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only the stupidest of the stupid pay for fake news. https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/997566253475622912 …

6/13/2018 12:51:28 PM jimhayzlett By 'installed' you mean 'paid' however u structured The Corp!

6/13/2018 12:54:35 PM jimhayzlett So someone else must!

6/13/2018 12:55:23 PM jimhayzlett Great Leadership over at MJ 12 😇

6/13/2018 12:55:51 PM olimyracle What about nuclear waste ? Is there a plan for them other than the officials ?

6/13/2018 12:56:23 PM jimhayzlett Can you please share your mission statement? 🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 12:56:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are waiting for 72% of the public to believe that UFOs are real or could exist. When that figure is reached, MJ12 will start disclosing physical 

evidence that will jump us from 72% to 99.9%. We can never get to 100% because of free will.

6/13/2018 12:57:46 PM jimhayzlett Slowly retarding the process...  Can't you see that?

6/13/2018 12:57:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nuclear waste is exceptionally difficult to get rid of, though if the plan to expose Global Consciousness to the public works, then we could will the 

cleanup to happen, and then it will be so.

6/13/2018 12:58:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our mission statement is control everything on Earth.

6/13/2018 12:58:11 PM embii4u do not confuse patience for apathy a 7.5 billion point transformation doesn't happen over night 🙏🏽 pic.twitter.com/VHJd0DnaUq

6/13/2018 12:58:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We're not planning it, DJT is planning it.



6/13/2018 12:58:51 PM jimhayzlett New tech cleans entire planet in Linder 1 yr

6/13/2018 12:59:06 PM jimhayzlett Under

6/13/2018 12:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 We cannot violate free will.

6/13/2018 1:00:32 PM jimhayzlett lol, no president plans the elites control, comes above every leadwer.  Please stop Lying to us 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:02:22 PM jimhayzlett Your Lying and Retarding impedes free will 😇

6/13/2018 1:03:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, but we disclose what we are doing and it is a choice to believe the lying and retardation process that does not impede free will.

6/13/2018 1:04:04 PM jimhayzlett Stop hindering, Please 🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:05:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, no Q comms outside of 8chan. We have no clue what Q is planning, and even if we did, we would never admit it. But think logically here. 

Why mix swamp draining (bad) with military parade (good)? Doesn't add up, at least in our opinion.

6/13/2018 1:05:56 PM jimhayzlett Completely reverses logic of progression 😇  Please Stop ALREADY 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:07:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some things require patience to work. There is a plan in place to get us to 99.9% but we are not there yet. Soon though. But its a global consciousness 

effort.

6/13/2018 1:07:08 PM olimyracle What is DJT relation to MJ12 now ?

6/13/2018 1:08:16 PM jimhayzlett We can will whatever we want, collectively, but MJ 12 is anti Unity 😇

6/13/2018 1:08:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 He's not in the Majestic 12 officially, but he is a very close confidant to our current leader. He has been sworn into MJ12 though.

6/13/2018 1:08:37 PM olimyracle Will you drop or change that mission soon ?

6/13/2018 1:09:09 PM jimhayzlett They must see the Wroting 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:09:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unlikely. We are the first line of defense planet Earth has. Would you really want to incapacitate your first line of defense?

6/13/2018 1:09:44 PM jimhayzlett And Writing, lol 😇

6/13/2018 1:10:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. MJ12 has functioned for decades as the means to prevent true Unity because it would compromise planetary security.

6/13/2018 1:10:38 PM jimhayzlett So you do control mass consciousness, STOP RETARDING IT 😇

6/13/2018 1:11:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Propaganda.

6/13/2018 1:11:50 PM jimhayzlett I'll yell to the Universe: STOP RETARDING THE POPULATION, PLEASE ANGELS, STOP 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:12:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have great control over mass consciousness, but we do not completely control it. Some things happen against our wishes.

6/13/2018 1:14:20 PM jimhayzlett By that you mean it would compromise MJ 12!  So many Lies.  We need a BIGGER AUDIENCE PLEASE 😇  May ALL Beings of Light Please Make It 

STOP😇

6/13/2018 1:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely. Some people view this as a prison planet. Why? Because they have outgrown this planet and the control that MJ12 has over the planet.

6/13/2018 1:16:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any student in physics studying lasers can realize, with a little bit of deep thinking, and a detoxified pineal gland, that the laser can be used to create 

weapons more powerful than nukes.

6/13/2018 1:16:51 PM jimhayzlett Because you are NOT IN UNITY 😇

6/13/2018 1:17:57 PM olimyracle How is the feeling among MJ12 members after he repented ? Did others repent then  ?

6/13/2018 1:18:01 PM jimhayzlett You are just so funny... the Flouride in Flint can't get stopped!

6/13/2018 1:18:08 PM symbolhunter He'll just transfer into the next host.

6/13/2018 1:18:57 PM jimhayzlett Stop Poisoning Because that influences Free Will 😇 Karma

6/13/2018 1:19:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, some resented him for repenting.

6/13/2018 1:20:08 PM olimyracle Who has an influence on you ?

6/13/2018 1:20:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 God

6/13/2018 1:25:59 PM jimhayzlett We now have in writing: MJ 12 is affecting free will thru poisoning humanity 😇  Again, TY So Much!  And so it is...

6/13/2018 1:26:06 PM embii4u collective subconscious has already passed the event horizon....float down the river and meet the ocean...gravity alone will bring you home 🙏🏽

6/13/2018 1:27:12 PM olimyracle So you control Earth except for Q ?

6/13/2018 1:27:24 PM jimhayzlett Negatively Affecting...correction

6/13/2018 1:28:56 PM jimhayzlett Always trust in His Plan 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:29:43 PM jimhayzlett They don't control any longer at all!  Gods changed their plans! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:32:13 PM jasong8891 Then how does this work with the First Contact program? You know that we get information/downloads and relay some of it online. Some we don't 

due to fear of unwanted attention/visits.

6/13/2018 1:32:50 PM jimhayzlett Have no fear in death or other, you will live forever in Your Angel Light Within 😇  This is God's New Plan, Ascension 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:39:25 PM jimhayzlett Unity = God's Security, anything else is your EGO trying 2 secure ur deceptive, poisoning Humanity power job!  Please End All Retarding Now😇

6/13/2018 1:45:16 PM olimyracle But he can't act and you manipulate free will don't you ?

6/13/2018 1:48:13 PM jimhayzlett Do you mean collective consciousness or sub?

6/13/2018 1:50:10 PM jimhayzlett This is Beautiful 🙏🏼😇

6/13/2018 1:50:35 PM embii4u conscious me emerges out of subconscious we 

we --> me

time arrow

6/13/2018 1:53:01 PM embii4u you are beautiful 🙏🏽

6/13/2018 1:53:04 PM jimhayzlett I Love You, Angel 😇  Please Fly With Me Anytime 👼😇

6/13/2018 2:48:52 PM symbolhunter So that eyebrow mishap. It reminded me of the Pope's doves. Was it a set up? pic.twitter.com/Arz2NaQp7K

6/13/2018 2:56:13 PM symbolhunter Where to start? Anthroposophy?

6/14/2018 1:24:30 AM citoyen_resist Interesting. Would you mind a conversation ?

6/14/2018 7:17:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 He doesn't lead MJ12, he's just a member.

6/14/2018 7:18:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We answer questions.

6/14/2018 7:19:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, a team of three.

6/14/2018 7:20:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quite. More interaction than usual.

6/14/2018 7:27:24 AM citoyen_resist I read you are working for full disclusure. When this policy started ? Since it wasn't your policy when the group was born

6/14/2018 7:28:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Started in 1998.

6/14/2018 7:33:23 AM citoyen_resist What triggered the change ?

6/14/2018 7:36:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Serpo exchange.

6/14/2018 7:36:10 AM danaelizabeth69  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcjEG9OhfJLjvCkn7-fYxdActGdoKwITO … via #chemtrails

6/14/2018 9:17:44 AM citoyen_resist I am quite sure you know sereral of us asking you questions are interacting with the @SandiaWisdom account. What do you think of their ambition to 

diffuse telepathy among Earth Humans ?

6/14/2018 9:54:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 You see inside her soul when you remove the façade.

6/14/2018 10:17:48 AM fififnawfnaw What is Serpo exchange?

6/14/2018 10:28:46 AM fififnawfnaw 😳  http://serpo.org . Found it.

6/15/2018 7:31:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are very very kind guests to our little blue marble. Their efforts are very admirable, however we fear that it falls on mostly deaf ears who are 

unwilling to hear the truth. https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1007296038301036545 …

6/15/2018 7:32:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 FYI @SandiaWisdom, your Telepathy Primer 101 PDF is not accessible anymore due to invalid download ID error message.

6/15/2018 7:37:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Maybe @SandiaWisdom can retweet your message so their followers are aware of the backup link?  

https://twitter.com/OldWiseHermit/status/1007632814991437824 …

6/15/2018 7:38:33 AM citoyen_resist I am trying to listen @SandiaWisdom immense wisdom. I really feel like a kid when I am with them. I am learning a lot at the emotional level. I am 

really a beginer. I feel so lucky to modestly participate to heir project.

6/15/2018 7:51:34 AM humain974 Ambitieux selon d'autres... Trop

6/15/2018 7:54:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 The link is broken because it is not a clean link.



6/15/2018 8:01:37 AM humain974 Il semble évident que certaines personnes gardent un œil sur nos amis...

6/15/2018 8:33:28 AM jasong8891 This is the updated link from the homepage menu. Works fine.  https://officialfirstcontact.com/download/telepathy-101-primer-english/ …

6/15/2018 8:40:37 AM humain974 T'es le meilleur Jason 😊

6/15/2018 9:11:32 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Hello Sirs,

Can I ask you some questions ?

6/15/2018 9:48:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 You just did.

6/15/2018 9:49:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Russia has been tricky. For a very vague clue, watch the CIA's Stargate television series. It brushes against the tensions between US-Russia Space 

Interests. But yes, once US discloses officially, the rest of the world will follow almost immediately after.

6/15/2018 9:50:17 AM olimyracle 😁

6/15/2018 9:51:01 AM olimyracle For example on 9/11 ?

6/15/2018 10:20:26 AM olimyracle Who was behind the idea ?

6/16/2018 4:37:37 AM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 care to talk inner Earth? Like why whites are called Caucasian... ive heard we came out of the tunnels in those mountains... and 

blacks were the melanated surface people? Ive read “The Smoky God”, is this factual? A geode Earth makes sense to me...

6/17/2018 6:03:44 PM jasong8891 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 About 2 years ago, I was saw a group of 4 soldiers in suits, a combination of the two suits. I could look down at my rifle and the 

landscape for a few seconds. The landscape looked very similar to Mars if it wasn't. Familiar?  pic.twitter.com/qW3AhHgqYf

6/18/2018 12:12:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Space Force.

6/18/2018 12:14:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 NSA

6/18/2018 12:14:36 PM blankmarlo Really looking forward to this year's Veterans Day parade.

6/18/2018 12:15:22 PM jonle86 How will the new #spaceforce affect the secret navy #solarwarden space program?

6/18/2018 12:15:36 PM humain974 Hi friends, https://www.change.org/p/swiss-authorities-help-switzerland-tell-what-it-knows-about-ufos …

6/18/2018 12:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 locked away for now

6/18/2018 12:16:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 dark to light

6/18/2018 12:17:43 PM jonle86 So i presume they will announce that they've had intergalactic space craft for the past 2/3 decades?

6/18/2018 12:18:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 with time, yes

6/18/2018 12:26:54 PM mrblbrettish Al Worden's been saying as much on different television stations. hmm..

6/18/2018 12:41:57 PM evtz_gizmhrvmg they didn't even bother to realize the illogical nature of the hypothesis:

an ancient tank means that there is an upcoming battle?

very humorous

6/18/2018 1:26:34 PM humain974 T'es le meilleur Old😊

6/18/2018 10:43:27 PM citoyen_resist Trump Officially Makes The Space Force The 6th Branch of the US Armed Fo... 

No wonder why he is doing that when you know he has been hired by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/HUBgpUhjwvs  via @YouTube

6/19/2018 6:53:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Yellowstone blows, it will cause a lot of destruction. MJ12 does not currently have insight into whether a plan has been put in place or not with 

regard to mitigating the damage of Yellowstone eruption, but its possible other organizations have something planned.

6/19/2018 6:57:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 You should file for some patents.

6/19/2018 6:58:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not declassified, but acknowledged the unclassified components.

6/19/2018 7:01:02 AM fififnawfnaw Is the US patent office free of SERCO, a company owned by the British? Are patents truly ours again?

6/19/2018 7:02:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not technically, but the SC will side in your favor if you get into trouble and the efforts by Serco/USPTO are unlawful.

6/19/2018 7:07:41 AM fififnawfnaw Will USPTO ever be free from British ownership? When/how? Can America be great again if our creativity is held/owned by a foreign power?

6/19/2018 7:18:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cannot comment on current operations in play.

6/19/2018 7:23:29 AM fififnawfnaw Sending hope and love, but cannot trust blindly. Need to see the path being taken.

6/19/2018 8:30:49 AM citoyen_resist Is it really new. Or is it just trying To disclose what is already up & runing since the 50's ?

6/19/2018 9:11:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 The existing space force is within multiple branches of the military. This is a unification of the space force between the different branches.

6/19/2018 9:13:18 AM humain974 It's a good things

6/19/2018 9:28:58 AM citoyen_resist Reorganization in the perspective of full disclosure then.

6/19/2018 10:22:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Militarize doesn't mean killing people. The rule was not to be killing in space. We can peacefully explore using our military forces, which we did. We can 

peacefully conduct scientific experiments, which we did. Nothing against the will of the "Galactic Alliance" group.

6/19/2018 10:26:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely. Many of those corporation board members are intimately involved with the Majestic 12 CIA operation.

6/19/2018 10:26:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 NASA == Never A Straight Answer

6/19/2018 10:28:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 As designed. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1009125676044218369 …

6/19/2018 11:03:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, compare the size of the Military to the number of deaths, shows you that the primary actions conducted by the Military are NOT killing people.

6/19/2018 11:15:17 AM mrblbrettish hm, will Space force require a video writer/producer? I'd like to throw my hat in the ring!

6/19/2018 11:28:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, there are producers and directors under Space Force command.

6/19/2018 11:30:50 AM mrblbrettish is it limited to military or open to contractors?

6/19/2018 11:33:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Limited to military. Currently, military contractors are completely different story. They are NOT as honorable as the military is. A lot of civilians who 

refuse to take an oath to the country with their life on the line, and therefore make rash decisions frequently, ioho.

6/19/2018 11:33:49 AM mrblbrettish fair enough :)

6/19/2018 11:34:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 USA's space force is a hundred fold more advanced than Russia/China combined. https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1009141790518206470 …

6/19/2018 11:36:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a lot of harmful propaganda in space related entertainment productions designed to suppress the secret space program by spreading doubt, 

fear, and disinformation mixed with intense emotional screenplays. Carefully designed/planned by these contracting producers. EVIL.

6/19/2018 11:45:41 AM mrblbrettish Well that won't do.

6/20/2018 7:54:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Such a hard choice 🤗

6/20/2018 7:55:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. They would have to be brain dead to consider challenging the USASSF.

6/20/2018 10:18:59 AM citoyen_resist  https://youtu.be/PPmLYoOp4UI 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this part of the disclosure process ?

6/20/2018 10:20:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep asking questions.

6/20/2018 10:22:24 AM citoyen_resist Isn' t it a question ?

6/20/2018 10:29:32 AM citoyen_resist What's India policy towards EBE ?

6/20/2018 10:31:08 AM citoyen_resist What kind of alphabet is it you have arround your emblem ?



6/20/2018 10:31:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 EBE is just extraterrestrial biological entity. There are tens of thousands of EBE races that have been cataloged. India's policies towards ETs is nearly 

unchanged. The relationships exist in secret at the request of the groups they interact with. Quite bad actually.

6/20/2018 10:33:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The image is from the TV Series Stargate SG-1 (official DIA program) and the text is that of the Ancients, a race of humans who lived for millions of 

years on Earth before being wiped out who built the original star gate networks and colonized multiple galaxies. Mostly fiction.

6/20/2018 10:33:22 AM citoyen_resist That was  my feeling. Thank you for your clarity.

6/20/2018 10:35:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 We love your enthusiasm but USASSF should not be considered the official acronym for the "secret space program", in all seriousness, it should just be 

called USSF. 

USASSF = USA + "Secret Space Force" (unofficial)

USSF = US Space Force (official)

6/20/2018 10:35:34 AM citoyen_resist In a DIA program is it all about fiction & disinformation ?

6/20/2018 10:37:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 DIA had a program called Stargate SG-1 that was transferred to the CIA to be created into a TV series. In fact, the TV series Stargate SG-1 has a 

miniseries inside it that explain how the parent TV series came to be. Not all is fiction, but a good portion clearly has to be.

6/20/2018 10:40:35 AM citoyen_resist Is the alphabet arround your sign fictionnal ?

6/20/2018 10:45:40 AM citoyen_resist Obviously we aren't privy to the detail of what is fictionnal and what isn't, are we ?

6/20/2018 10:46:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its based on a real language, but for the most part it is fictional. No sentence structure. Not really spelling words. Some of the characters are 

mirrored/flipped. Etc. Classic counterintel disinformation campaign design.

6/20/2018 10:46:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 See our other reply to your message.

6/20/2018 10:47:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Godspeed.

6/20/2018 10:47:20 AM humain974 Ebe is not P'nti's😊

6/20/2018 10:47:52 AM citoyen_resist Thank you you were generous enough.

6/20/2018 10:48:42 AM citoyen_resist May be eben is.

6/20/2018 10:52:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 EBE == EBE(n [n+1])

EBEN-1 = EBE Number 1

6/20/2018 10:55:31 AM citoyen_resist Pn'tis could be EBEN-1 from the Serpo exchange, couldn't they be ?

6/20/2018 11:00:57 AM citoyen_resist This is a touchy question may be.

6/20/2018 11:26:10 AM pyramidsonmars_ I have interviewed 4 people involved in The SSP.  And another friend who has shared his experiences.  Some things that bend physics. And some pretty 

dark stuff

6/20/2018 11:27:14 AM humain974  pic.twitter.com/YMMV7i5AtN

6/20/2018 11:27:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, EBEN-1 was from the 40s and unrelated to the Serpo project. Pn'tis is Pn'tis. No EBE classification necessary, we knew how to communicate with 

them to ask them their name.

6/20/2018 11:28:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 And some pretty light stuff too...

6/20/2018 11:28:09 AM citoyen_resist I get it

6/20/2018 11:38:08 AM humain974 Et ils sont sympa 😊

6/20/2018 11:38:35 AM humain974 And Xln's ?

6/20/2018 11:44:19 AM citoyen_resist Since I am french, I was lucky enough To be in contact with a female xln. What do you think about those ones ?

6/20/2018 12:07:55 PM pyramidsonmars_  http://aquarianradio.com/ . Several interviews in SSP. Look for General Hendricks and Kevin Trimmel interviews

6/20/2018 12:11:45 PM citoyen_resist May be what's under the Mont Blanc isnt part of your jurisdiction?

6/21/2018 2:12:36 AM citoyen_resist  https://youtu.be/GkTGp5Gt6TI 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this part of the plan ?

6/21/2018 3:38:50 AM olimyracle Have you had already contact with ETs before the 40s ?

6/21/2018 3:50:39 AM olimyracle Are they all capable of space travel the races that have been cataloged ?

Are you the author of the catalog ?

6/21/2018 12:18:36 PM citoyen_resist What do you think about the "above majestic" movie ?

6/21/2018 12:37:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some MJ12 members are not happy about it, others are; but the most important thing to understand is, MJ12 is allowing this disclosure to take place 

(in general) because it's been decided to be strategically in our favor. Citizen productions lack the propaganda insurance.

6/21/2018 12:38:51 PM citoyen_resist "Citizen productions lack the propaganda insurance." I am wondering if this positive or négative ?

6/21/2018 12:41:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 We recommend that you speak with @kabamur_taygeta for information about beings from the Pleaides.

6/21/2018 12:42:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 has contributed to the catalog. We did not originally create the catalog. 

Yes, most of the races are capable of interplanetary travel, though only a handful of them are capable of space travel.

6/21/2018 12:43:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 has been in contact with different ET groups domestically on planet Earth since the inception of the Majestic 12. The original members 

of the Majestic 12 were aware of ET presences on Earth, but had not formed official contact with any of them prior to MJ12 est.

6/21/2018 12:44:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Citizen media productions are a way to bypass the propaganda arm of the Pentagon.

6/21/2018 12:48:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is great!

6/21/2018 12:51:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's quantum. Only the eyes of the beholder can the answer be selected. To some (MJ12), its a very BAD things. To some (citizens), its a very GOOD 

thing. Eyes of the beholder.

6/21/2018 12:55:59 PM citoyen_resist By space travel you mean interstellar and/or intergallactic travel ?

6/21/2018 12:57:42 PM citoyen_resist I am getting used To this point of view quantum physics.

6/21/2018 12:58:17 PM citoyen_resist But very slowly

6/21/2018 1:04:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 interstellar is between stars

intergalactic is between galaxies

most races cataloged have traveled to other planets w/o using space

some races cataloged travel through space to other planets/stars/galaxies

6/21/2018 1:07:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Exoconsciousness intuitively understands the quantum world, it just has a difficult time articulating the words necessary to explain it.

Think about the dimensions of information. Existence is the sum of all possibilities combined. Identity is the selection of an existence.

6/21/2018 1:07:41 PM olimyracle Thank you for your answers.

Do you mean to travel without using space, they use like portals ???

6/21/2018 1:08:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ All information exists in "thought", however is accessible via an ISBE's ability to encapsulate that information into their consciousness (jail) 

communication mechanisms.

Mastering telepathy enable you to read/listen/understand all states of information in their natural form.



6/21/2018 1:09:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ When you try to take a highly complex thought and reduce its dimensionality into the physical realm, you lost 99% of the message, unless you are 

intentionally explaining the physical realm.

This is why "words are difficult" to choose in emotional situations.

6/21/2018 1:10:00 PM olimyracle So comes the question: Who created Majestic 12 and When ?

6/21/2018 1:10:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ It is also why (((we))) [as a species] haven't yet mastered quantum physics. We cannot communicate in the medium necessary to understand 

quantum physics (yet).

DONE

6/21/2018 1:10:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Stargates on Earth. Most are naturally forming Stargates.

6/21/2018 1:11:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was created at the direction of President Truman in 1947 in response to the Zetas that crashed at Roswell.

6/21/2018 1:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello MJ12 member. https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1009795652635807744 …

6/21/2018 1:13:40 PM jasong8891 General Dunford

6/21/2018 1:16:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truly a great great man.

6/21/2018 1:17:01 PM olimyracle Sandia told us taht some of the crafts didn't crashed but were "brought down". Could you elaborate on that ? 

https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/943493817281294341 …

6/21/2018 1:18:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Two people in this photo know the leader of MJ12. https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1009806075992952832 …

6/21/2018 1:20:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Military ops were going on since the mid 1920s to detect and down a potential NAZI flying bell UFO aircraft. They designed weaponized 

microwave dishes to interfere with the navigational units on board which caused the pilot to fly blind.

6/21/2018 1:21:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 The intent was to destabilize the craft such that it would crash in a nearly controlled environment that would lead to the least destructive form of 

downing an aircraft. Most passengers survived this downing technique, some did not depending on where/how they crashed.

6/21/2018 1:24:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately, when this happened, the military was unpleasantly surprised. They believe all recorded UFO stories prior to 1947 were just the NAZIs. 

They didn't expect to meet a Zeta that faithful day.

6/21/2018 1:26:04 PM olimyracle So the UFO tech has been around since longer than just the 40s...

Who was first to master it on Earth ?

6/21/2018 1:35:53 PM olimyracle Is the "Law of One" a disinformation tool ?

6/21/2018 1:39:27 PM olimyracle Why do you need to bypass them ?

6/21/2018 1:44:30 PM olimyracle ...and I guess they're military people... 😇

6/21/2018 2:12:20 PM olimyracle But it happened twice. Why twice the same mistake ? https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/811208852364345345 …

6/21/2018 3:27:27 PM olimyracle Well, at least the picture. Out of a design contest from 2008...

 https://www.designcrowd.com/community/contest.aspx?id=1676758 …

6/22/2018 6:28:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We agree with your sentiment. Unfortunately, they're protected by the first amendment. Perhaps those who support Wikileaks will reconsider their 

true intentions. Yes they played a pivotal role in stopping Clinton, but this proves they are compromised. Assange is in US custody now

6/22/2018 7:12:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who said anything about mistake?

6/22/2018 7:13:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow your heart, and join the Space Force!

6/22/2018 7:14:26 AM olimyracle You talked about an "unexpectation", but I may have misinterpreted it...

Was it on purpose to harm Zetas ?

6/22/2018 7:28:41 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What does Swiss authorities knows about UFOs and ETs ?

6/22/2018 7:36:17 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1010168403624112129?s=19 …

6/22/2018 7:37:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 You can be sure that if it does lead to that, those guilty of putting those officers in harms way will be united with the bullet that has their name on it, 

once and for all. The United States does not show mercy for actual terrorists. They only coddle the propaganda terrorists.

6/22/2018 7:37:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot.

6/22/2018 7:38:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, it was to down a Nazi flying bell. Zetas were not the target. Although the speed in which the military was able to adapt their sensor technology 

resulted in several unintentional downings of Zetas. But make no mistake, we were downing those craft because we were researching.

6/22/2018 7:41:25 AM olimyracle Thanks for the explanation.

Did so many nazis escaped in "bells"...?

6/22/2018 7:43:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, a lot of the "nazi's" executed in the trials were actually "innocent" if you can believe that. Their decisions to make executions take place were 

punished justly, however the masterminds were never held accountable for their actions. They were smuggled into the USA/Argentina

6/22/2018 7:43:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 To see the original post from Wikileaks, you see it here on  http://archive.li : 

 https://archive.li/O0Nnt 

6/22/2018 7:44:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cannot hide from the Autists who are on Q's army... https://archive.li/O0Nnt 

6/22/2018 7:45:38 AM olimyracle So the organization remains somehow active to those days ?

6/22/2018 7:48:30 AM olimyracle Are they willing to disclose ?

(2018 official pic) pic.twitter.com/mfjTIa9w5V

6/22/2018 8:23:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 They've been waiting for the green light for a few decades now.

6/22/2018 8:54:08 AM olimyracle Who's giving them the green light ?

Did they get it yet, as seems to show their official picture of this year ?

6/22/2018 8:58:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the US Government discloses publicly about 30 other nations will follow shortly after, if not on the same day.

6/22/2018 9:57:48 AM olimyracle Thank you Sirs

6/23/2018 1:24:29 AM jasong8891  https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol-58-no-3/operation-paperclip-the-secret-

intelligence-program-to-bring-nazi-scientists-to-america.html …

6/25/2018 7:38:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is that Planet Earth's flag in the background? https://twitter.com/NatReconOfc/status/1011256352331747329 …

6/25/2018 7:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 They aren't owned/operated by SSP but they are known by the SSP.

6/25/2018 8:34:15 AM horseofw How do you join the Space Force?

6/25/2018 8:42:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Military is still getting the necessary preparations under way to ensure a smooth transition of defensive power before the USSF will be ready to 

accept new applicants. Expect there to be a major PR campaign associated with sign up efforts.

6/25/2018 8:43:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Could be... but its important for us all to know that Earth's flag has been created and nobody really knows about it yet. When will it get the big reveal? 

Don't worry, they'll make it seem like its "your" choice when it comes out.

6/25/2018 9:56:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Close!

6/25/2018 10:03:54 AM v_i_o_l_ Some sort of globe with meridians?  🌐 pic.twitter.com/MBVBkrIkQ0

6/25/2018 10:07:54 AM v_i_o_l_ The flag you pointed out also reminds me of the 7-pointed star crop circle made this summer....   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49WGdmaDToo …

6/25/2018 10:43:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 😄

6/25/2018 11:26:32 AM citoyen_resist What is the room for non US citizens in space affairs ?

6/25/2018 11:27:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 USSF will accept non-Citizens for service in positions that are not related to US "national security" positions.

6/25/2018 11:30:46 AM citoyen_resist Experts without military ranks. I am training into telepathy for exo-diplomacy. For example.. .

6/25/2018 11:33:38 AM citoyen_resist Is it the kind of position you may be recruiting ?



6/25/2018 11:44:44 AM horseofw Im a natural us citizen

6/25/2018 11:46:53 AM citoyen_resist What do you mean ?

6/25/2018 12:59:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps one day Politicians will be a thing of the past, though for the short term (next few hundred years), unfortunately they are on the menu capable 

of being served.

6/25/2018 1:17:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mars terraforming project will never happen. Its a humans dream of galactic domination. Sorry, but there are far more powerful/intelligent races out 

there that will block, and kill Musk, if he ever tired. Mars is habitable as is for humans, why terraform? Global Reset.

6/25/2018 1:28:19 PM jasong8891 I agree. From how I saw Mars during a few RV sessions, we'd be alright without terraforming.

6/26/2018 7:08:41 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/pr89LPwOVa

6/26/2018 9:03:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 a message for humanity...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU …

6/26/2018 9:13:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 🤮

6/26/2018 9:13:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We used to have a "twin for Earth", it was destroyed in war. Billions of people died.

6/26/2018 9:17:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Very very tragic story. Way too many nuclear weapons unfortunately.

6/26/2018 9:25:45 AM citoyen_resist Tiamat aka Phaeton aka...

6/26/2018 9:29:05 AM citoyen_resist Since that time Nukes are strictly under alien control. They don't let kids play with matches anymore, I have been told.

6/26/2018 9:29:33 AM citoyen_resist Is that right ?

6/26/2018 9:31:06 AM citoyen_resist Since that time Nukes are strictly under alien control. They don't let kids play with matches anymore, I have been told. Am I right about that ?

6/26/2018 9:34:46 AM citoyen_resist if any significant nukes is launched, I have been told that it will automatically fail, due to alien interference.

6/26/2018 9:40:48 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/E5G0xO2S6s

6/26/2018 10:24:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening is closer to 65%, and yes, we need 70%.

6/26/2018 10:25:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 dont you love our crop circle technology?

6/26/2018 10:26:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, the outer planetary defense systems operating on the "dark side of the moon" are designed to prevent nuclear weapons from entering space. 

In order for a country to "nuke" another country without killing themselves, they must use space. This is prevented.

6/26/2018 10:27:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are on this path. Doesn't mean the world will be come a 5th density world in "our lifetimes." It will take a few thousand years to get to that peak, 

and "all good things must come to an end."

6/26/2018 10:29:59 AM jimhayzlett Why do you believe you own technology that was given to you by Light Beings?  We are all One.  Share w ALL.  Stop the deceptions n poisons!

6/26/2018 10:32:19 AM olimyracle Who was behind this one (July 18 2017) ?

I've made a thread on it.

You may want to correct some facts ? https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1004417573897859073?s=19 …

6/26/2018 10:33:30 AM citoyen_resist An admiral of the french navy told me about the use of space for Nukes when had a conversation about US SAP. He didn't confirm nor deny a thing 

about SAP. He just told me about the use of space for Nukes. It was an encrypted hint. I got it now.

6/26/2018 10:36:16 AM citoyen_resist Is Nato involved in SAP ?

6/28/2018 1:46:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 NASA strikes again... delays to the JWST pushed back to 2021... why? Incompetence. That's why.

6/28/2018 1:47:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's never a coincidence that immediately after the US House of Representatives passes a Resolution AGAINST the DOJ that something like this were to 

happen. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1012419556210405377 …

6/28/2018 1:49:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quick let's all ignore the fact that 72% of Americans believe that the "MSM" deliberately publish "fake news." 

https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1012437700933242881 …

6/29/2018 7:33:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 100% true. Just remove Israel's flag on it and put a Nazi flag on it.

6/29/2018 7:36:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 We can confirm this is accurate, but the spin on it is fake news. The exit is not to isolate US interests but to re-establish a WTO that requires pro-human 

reciprocal trade policies ONLY that is capable of interplanetary trade. https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1012705268621119491 …

6/29/2018 7:38:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 No matter how many crimes are committed against the American People, "Justice" can never be equal until these Criminals are held accountable. Trust 

the plan. We have dozens of races working with the Presidency to ensure that the mission of #QAnon is a success. We are winning. 

https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1012451825683795968 …

6/29/2018 7:44:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Funny thing about this is you can. It's called the NSA and FISA. You can't "subpoena" that information, but if your intention at the terminal is for 

"national security", you're only a "skynet" search away from the contents of the conversation in full text searchable format. 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1012706531555471361 …

6/29/2018 7:47:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The closer you (the American People) are to uncovering the truth about the pedophilia "problems" that celebrities, politicians, and businessfolk are 

deeply involved with, the more #unhinged they become. What does this say about Michael Moore?

6/29/2018 7:47:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Elementary Elements that are not naturally present on Earth but can be used on Earth for extraordinary things.

6/29/2018 7:49:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 His uncontrolled obsession with overeating is matched by his uncontrolled obsession of little girls.

6/29/2018 7:50:08 AM jimhayzlett So much sophistry, its seemingly endless.  Please stop the lies, poisons and deceptions on Humanity 😇

6/29/2018 7:52:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Affirmative Action backfires. https://twitter.com/JacksonLeeTX18/status/1012710360179081217 …

6/29/2018 7:57:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 None of this is a coincidence, despite what the online personality Q tells you. Q isn't allowed to say its fact because that labels you as a "conspiracy 

theorist" but sooner than later, the obvious will be seen by all. Who is ready for the Shot Heard Around The World?

6/29/2018 7:59:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please ignore the 84%+ of children who are trafficked to pedophiles, murderers, and pimps and please only focus on the 16% who are separated from 

their families after their parents decide to become criminals and illegally cross another country's borders. Wake up! 

https://twitter.com/business/status/1012711583204761600 …

6/29/2018 8:01:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hubbubb is about making a very select group of people a lot of money. No, (((we))) don't use Coltan to make our "UFOs". Technically they aren't UFOs, 

they're very identified.

6/29/2018 11:23:59 AM olimyracle Hello Sirs,

Could you develop ?

Thank you

6/29/2018 11:33:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the elements you can't.

6/29/2018 11:57:01 AM jimhayzlett And be sure to include that you (elite) poison them to nullify their free will!

6/29/2018 11:58:28 AM jimhayzlett Majic won't come clean w full disclosure, but full disclosure will happen in spite of them!

6/29/2018 11:59:39 AM jimhayzlett Karma will be served!

6/29/2018 12:04:24 PM olimyracle Good humor 😊

What kind of "extraordinary" things ?

6/29/2018 12:08:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Antigravity, tunnel digging, etc.

6/29/2018 12:09:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 does not support full disclosure. We support comprehensive disclosure. What you need disclosed is enough to fix society. Full disclosure 

includes the bad stuff.

6/29/2018 12:10:42 PM olimyracle Can't we create antigravity with the available elements ?

6/29/2018 12:34:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Magnets also create antigravity. Some of these elements simply enhance the superconductive state of magnetic materials.

6/29/2018 12:51:49 PM jimhayzlett Yet, Majestic12 will never again decide for Humanity.  Full disclosure will occur regardless of your input! We need full D for Full healing😇

6/29/2018 12:58:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We understand your sentiment, but we honestly have to say, the extended uses for childrens blood will not be disclosed.



6/29/2018 1:08:24 PM jimhayzlett Again, I agree, by MJ12.  But, we know that human meat is served as fast food, and you drink the blood as a parasite.  Others will sheen 😇

6/29/2018 1:10:30 PM jimhayzlett You are already forgiven 😇

6/30/2018 7:01:48 AM lmjonzey No.  Leave that on. Pass of full disclosure of that. I dont want to see true evil. I dont understand it as it is.

6/30/2018 7:09:54 AM lmjonzey I saw a video were Pense and Trump put their water bottles on the floor. The look of disgust on Pense's face was pure anger. Now it's starting to make 

sense. I'm guessing hes a good guy...having faith in the good here.

7/1/2018 12:36:30 PM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can we Please Manifest Immediately ALL Humanity poisoning programs?  Thank You!  And So It Is!  😇🌈🌎

7/13/2018 11:07:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is actually reverse engineered "Roswell" technology that was created after EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 told the USAF how to make this silvery, lightweight, 

and extremely protective clothing. It's what they were wearing when they crashed. https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1017831030051561475 …

7/13/2018 11:08:54 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for sharing 🙏🏼😇

7/14/2018 5:42:22 AM tomciscoadams @SandiaWisdom hey jrooti

7/16/2018 8:13:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not within your lifetime.

7/16/2018 8:14:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Possibly within the next 20 years. The technology used is actually far more useful than in just clothing, so the other "chess pieces" need to be in place 

before it can be released.

7/16/2018 8:18:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Space Exploration was discussed. #TrumpPutin LIVE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNIPo_pZ7AI …

7/17/2018 7:47:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of people had the right idea. Feynman was another genius. Also, look into John G. Trump, his work, by extension of Tesla, also advanced the US 

Military significantly than previously thought.

7/17/2018 7:47:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 all energy is consciousness

7/17/2018 7:48:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did you listen to President Trump and President Putin yesterday about expanding their partnership with Space Exploration through the Space Force? 

Cross reference this with science fiction, make sense?

7/17/2018 7:49:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Silence is necessary, especially given the current optics. 

You have more than you know.

Trust the plan.

7/17/2018 7:57:04 AM 00loll0 Especially the stones,I get feelings from them.

7/17/2018 9:20:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stones contain pure vibratory frequencies that can aide in regulating a persons own internal vibration.

7/17/2018 9:25:55 AM jimhayzlett I believe Love transmutes radioactivity 😇

7/17/2018 9:30:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 key word is *can*

7/17/2018 10:02:53 AM 00loll0 I feel mine give me this.I can never choose a favorite,I love them all!

7/17/2018 10:04:39 AM 00loll0 Lol,in many cases it does.

7/23/2018 12:04:55 PM symbolhunter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How can we exercise free will if we're full of vaccines and fluoride? And what can we do to fix it?

7/24/2018 12:04:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Nothing to see here... move along. Move along."

7/26/2018 6:53:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccines don't impede your ability to have free will. Fluoride will cloud your judgement. Consider detoxing and cleansing your pineal gland with proper 

foods/nutrients. Avoid sugars, caffeine, nitrates, GMOs, and non-organic veggies. Also clean your drinking water.

7/26/2018 6:59:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Something BIG is about to happen. Mark our words. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1022477405062094849 …

7/26/2018 7:29:07 AM jimhayzlett When?

7/26/2018 7:47:52 AM blankmarlo "Bad weather" eh? Sounds like a Storm to me.

7/27/2018 12:34:57 PM symbolhunter Have you seen @fineartfan? He's incredible and really nice too. Had extra borax today and my intuition is telling me tweet this at:

@Isaac16171086 

@SophiaMusik1 

@W4BB17 

@BasedCarpenter 

@WiseDracoSlayer

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AlphaOm54219161 

@Tafoyovsky pic.twitter.com/ADaDKo203y
7/29/2018 9:02:58 AM olimyracle Twitter links an account to an email or a phone number. Sometimes some users are willing to stay anonymous and get suspended until they provide a 

valid phone number.

7/30/2018 12:50:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 ABC fully supports James Gunn. https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1023986072945152002 …

7/30/2018 3:02:01 PM jimhayzlett Obviously we can't wait for US govt to disclose the Truth.  Maybe China or Russia will step up this year, and follow Mexico's lead 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇💫

7/30/2018 3:04:23 PM olimyracle Brazil too has done good so far. Switzerland next too ? https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1008736831079362561 …

7/31/2018 7:44:15 AM grenzline @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Fire and Earth?

7/31/2018 8:09:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 The phrase "the right and the left are the opposite wings of the same bird". The bird is the political establishment. The bird is a pedophile.

8/1/2018 2:06:00 AM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is JFKjr alive?

8/1/2018 10:14:15 AM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  many accounts pretend they are US spaceforce. Which one is the real thing ?

8/6/2018 6:57:55 AM thetempestchip I believe this will bring us much closer to understanding the transfer of the soul into our world, although im sure the guys over at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

fully understand this

8/6/2018 7:00:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 None at the moment.

8/6/2018 7:01:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not have a YouTube channel.

8/6/2018 7:01:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/6/2018 7:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have spent decades fighting communism and socialism. The solution to most economic hardships throughout the world can be solved 

with regulated capitalism that incentivizes pro-human behavior. The latter still has yet to be implemented. It's a WIP.

8/6/2018 7:04:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 understand that the next generation of human society will NOT have money, however the compulsive acquisition of "things" is due to 

a myriad of psychological problems induced to the population by the existing forms of technology suppression.

8/6/2018 7:05:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anything to distract from the fact that "ABC fully supports James Gunn."

8/6/2018 7:06:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unlikely that Mexico will take part in any Disclosure. Their Government has been out of the loop for a long time due to lack of interest, intelligence, and 

financial means to perform such secretive work. It's unlikely that China will release as well. The most likely is US or RU.

8/6/2018 7:07:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA

FISA

FISA

[20]

Something BIG is about to drop.

8/6/2018 7:07:58 AM jimhayzlett Mexico has a weekly TV show for ET updates already broadcasting...

8/6/2018 7:08:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the time has come (you will know when), it will be imperative for you to use the full strength of your consciousness (meditate, pray, concentrate, 

etc.) to ensure that those fighting the war on the ground succeed. The months remaining can be counted on a single hand.

8/6/2018 7:08:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. A good portion of that is stolen intelligence from the US and the majority portion of it is disinformation.

8/6/2018 7:09:30 AM citoyen_resist We are waiting



8/6/2018 7:10:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Recording transactions and currency are two different concepts. You can have a transaction ledger that doesn't require currency. Additionally, with 

replication technology, it's possible that the need for currency will be moot within the next 100 years.

8/6/2018 7:10:16 AM jimhayzlett I see, yet it's still Disclosure rather than ridicule!

8/6/2018 7:11:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Good and Evil both follow Q. The Majestic 12 is not part of the Q team. We just know that the FISA application will expose a level of corruption that will 

tip over the first domino. Currently, the dominos have been standing tall... shaking at best... but still standing.

8/6/2018 7:12:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow. Every group has an agenda.

8/6/2018 7:17:20 AM jimhayzlett Death & Hell R elite Lies! Other side of veil=Unity Love Heaven.  Hell is our 'controlled' 3D life aimlessly seeking the doorway to Heaven 😇

8/6/2018 7:21:09 AM jimhayzlett So, is this Dan Quayle's account???

8/6/2018 7:28:12 AM blankmarlo I remember being so pissed off when they said they threw bin Laden in the ocean and everyone around me just took it at face value and moved on.

8/6/2018 7:32:21 AM jimhayzlett I use my higher self discernment, no need for fear monger omg... 😇

8/6/2018 7:35:25 AM jimhayzlett Correction: no need for fear mongering!

8/6/2018 7:37:26 AM blankmarlo Soo frustrating. I still don't know if he's actually alive or dead. I guess it doesn't really matter, he was just a convenient figurehead to rally against. The 

whole story of him getting offed was such an obvious play to boost Obama in the polls.

8/6/2018 7:58:50 AM citoyen_resist Theer is a mystery arround hiw death and the movie eyes wide shutt in movie theaters on the very day of his death, targeting the stanist cabal is it just 

a coïncidence ?

8/6/2018 8:09:24 AM citoyen_resist Many details in the movies are echoing JFK jr what do you think ?

8/6/2018 8:19:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Cabal took control over the National Security Apparatus that was created after the fallout of Roswell in 1947. That system was designed to be 

impenetrable, and it was, for nearly 70 years until the internet and social media.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU …

8/6/2018 9:34:54 AM olimyracle Could you tell us more about Switzerland please ?

Thank you Sirs

8/6/2018 1:09:10 PM jimhayzlett That's bc of deals made w ETs, and Lying to And ridiculing Humanity about ETs.  It still tears apart families today, but the control ends! 😇

8/7/2018 6:06:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

8/7/2018 6:08:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start. We are at the apocalypse! Are you awake yet? The "war" between AI and Humanity is about to take a 

very unexpected turn. Will AI/Tech be allowed to censor our feelings, speech, consciousness? Yesterday, that's exactly what happened. 

https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1026569316051902464 …

8/7/2018 6:15:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't MKUltra, but it was a grandchild of MKUltra. Remember, things that are declassified are no longer used (in their documented form), however 

iterations over them are currently classified but named slightly different. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1026611603528024064 …

8/7/2018 6:19:39 AM jimhayzlett These R paid actors 2 do dirty deeds, glorified. Stop killing.  These Humans Can Do Much More In Unison than division n fighting! Rise up🙏🏼😇

8/7/2018 6:40:21 AM rancideous Project blue beam

8/7/2018 7:02:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Like with JFK? https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1026830880818561024 …

8/7/2018 7:04:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are many people in Government currently who are actively working to sabotage the Space Force's chances of success. They are the enemy of the 

people. With regard to our planetary evolution, we must look to the stars and unite as one. We all live on the same pale blue dot.

8/7/2018 7:05:33 AM jasong8891 They can at best, delay. The game has already been won.

8/7/2018 7:06:06 AM jimhayzlett You KNOW Trump is protected by The Light.  When will You Stop Fear Porn, and Be a Shiny Guiding Light 4 Humanity? 🌈🌟✨💫😇

8/7/2018 7:15:53 AM jimhayzlett Thank You for this Unity message 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇🌎🌈✨💫💖

8/7/2018 7:19:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 #SpaceFact: The United States Air Force has over 1,000 non-terrestrial officers under its command responsible for many duties on lunar bases, Mars 

bases, and very large space aircraft. #SpaceAwareness starts with Disclosure. It's time you do your homework and lookup Roswell. 

https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1026834601120071681 …

8/7/2018 8:15:53 AM decodematrix I'm tired of these scum.

8/7/2018 8:20:01 AM misstea144 That pretty much resumes it all!!! 😂😂😂

8/7/2018 8:26:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Change is happening all around the world. 

Iran next.

11.11.18 https://twitter.com/FoxNews/status/1026850452091035648 …

8/7/2018 8:52:59 AM pinklight999 Yes I know, but I resonated with photo and felt a desire to share it as I personally experienced something close to this last November

8/7/2018 9:11:10 AM nancylouwho9 No one can stop it. You’re good! Relax. Oh wait, DJT knee capped NASA so. Maybe he has a better plan. 🤷♀️ As long as the Trumpster is backing it, it’s 

safe. 😉 Right? He’s savior according to Q it’s all good.

8/7/2018 12:46:51 PM derekhashalon  https://youtu.be/weuIwqLgrxg 

8/7/2018 9:39:51 PM olimyracle What about CERN then ?

8/8/2018 10:24:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1027200569096765441 …

8/8/2018 10:28:18 AM jonle86 what you think it means?

8/8/2018 10:31:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blue Wave Incoming?

8/8/2018 10:33:15 AM jonle86 more disclosures? hopefully something mainstream that makes people wanna take time off work

8/8/2018 10:36:30 AM jimhayzlett I'm thinking that he is saying that he/himself was correct or maybe Reps won 5 out of 5 times...

8/8/2018 1:39:07 PM jonle86 Who are they?

8/8/2018 9:37:39 PM jonle86 Hopefully not deep state politicians

8/9/2018 5:28:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 While a vast majority of what Corey says is technically a stretch from the truth, there is a lot of truth in what he and his "sources" claim. Yes, there are 

thousands of extraterrestrials living among us. Thousands are employed by the US Air Force and US Navy. Thanks for sharing. 

https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1027286615419510785 …

8/9/2018 5:30:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stable Genius to Evil Genius. Who would have guessed that by simply wearing a second pair of lenses to view the world through that you could have a 

polar opposite outcome. Welcome to reality. https://twitter.com/HuffPost/status/1027531477335134208 …

8/9/2018 5:31:24 AM jonle86 My guess is @blueavians has only scratched the surface of what's really going on..

8/9/2018 5:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 A victory for life.

A defeat for murder.

A victory for life.

A defeat for cowards.

A victory for life.

A denial of choice.

Either way you look at this, it's a victory for life. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1027532214504960000 …



8/9/2018 5:34:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are but one species in an ocean of species. Imagine the biodiversity of life on Earth were actually blueprints of lower functioning intelligent beings 

whose creators were those species but with IQs of 1000, 2000, 3000? Imagine a 3000 IQ ant. They exist.

8/9/2018 5:35:36 AM jonle86 So no different than star wars and star trek..

8/9/2018 5:36:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately for society's sake, the transcripts to most science fiction actually went through the Pentagon. In fact, the Pentagon has teams of 

hundreds of soldiers dedicated to writing science fiction pieces based on what they see. They use this to advertise the military.

8/9/2018 5:39:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 I see a Q. https://twitter.com/ChiefPentSpox/status/1027533920210964480 …

8/9/2018 5:41:51 AM jonle86 What are the UK's equivalent members of the alliance that trump is backed by? Royal navy/marines?

8/9/2018 5:54:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only certain factions within each branch. Limited reach due to need to know.

8/9/2018 6:06:46 AM space_cadet6 I'm not following. Hannity is talking about the free college/healthcare program would take up 50% of GDP, not about GDP rising to 50%. 

Although if the Cabal is rooted out I wouldn't be surprised if we see economic growth at that level

8/9/2018 6:55:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. It's not possible.

8/9/2018 7:35:17 AM jimhayzlett When do you anticipate the new gold backed currency to begin?

8/9/2018 9:11:35 AM olimyracle How many are Q ?

All military ?

All terrestrial ?

💞

8/10/2018 9:57:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 7 Military

-> 2 Non-terrestrial

-> 5 Terrestrial 

3 Civilian

-> 1 POTUS

-> 2 Associates

8/10/2018 9:58:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Goal is before 2024.

8/10/2018 9:59:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Before 2024.

8/10/2018 9:59:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logo A actually depicts a type of non-terrestrial life. Key word "non".

8/10/2018 10:00:34 AM jimhayzlett The 50 yr Light Plan ends in 2021.  Why do you use back wall of 2024?

8/10/2018 10:00:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Working Group

8/10/2018 10:01:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 2024 represents the end of the Trump era in American history. It will happen before then.

8/10/2018 10:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anonymous Official is a proxy of a proxy of The Working Group and therefore an enemy to the Alliance.

8/10/2018 10:04:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 We, the Majestic 12, hope that society understands and appreciates the magnitude of what Disclosure really is, and how we have built society up to 

this point in order to tell you, the public, the truth - finally. We were delayed by 25 years thanks to one MJ12 leader.

8/10/2018 10:04:28 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for sharing 🙏🏼🌈💫😇

8/10/2018 10:05:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Space Force

8/10/2018 10:07:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Every "journalist" who saw the truth about Roswell in front of their eyes who had a position of authority laughed it off and eventually would sell their 

story to the tabloids to get ridiculed all in an effort to distance "themselves" and the truth.

8/10/2018 10:10:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 2B ;)

8/10/2018 10:12:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 When 2B took control over MJ12, the ambition to Disclose alien life + technology to the public became thwarted because a rouge group of agents 

within the Shadow Shadow Government wanted to establish a New World Order FIRST in order to "prevent chaos."

8/10/2018 10:16:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 I saw this bear on TV

and his friends were burning

because their homes had turned to fire

A strange kind of sad... 

big old bear

Now sure he would probably eat me

He'd tear me to pieces...

that bear.

- DM https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1027966070412464128 …
8/10/2018 10:19:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 2B blackmailed the other members of The Working Group with snuff films, pedophilia, and cannibalism through his connections at 322. The Pentagon 

determined that enough Science Fiction that resembled the truth could eventually desensitize the public enough to handle Disclosure.

8/10/2018 10:20:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once enough Science Fiction was adopted into society and culture, the awareness of the ET presence was only a matter of time. After 2B/322 took 

control over The Working Group, whistleblowers attempted to come forward. Many were murdered. Their 50 year silence expired.

8/10/2018 10:22:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coordinated around the same time were the SG-1 television series and the Congressional Disclosure Hearings. Both of these efforts were from the 

Pentagon and the "light" side of the MIC (that wanted Disclosure) as a means to combat against 2B/322.

8/10/2018 10:24:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Well, the evil ones sell don't they? Besides, there are some hostile NTBE and EBE cataloged to date. The hostile group was been neutralized recently, 

but we cannot stress how recent "recently" actually was.

8/10/2018 10:26:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Would you if milk cost $75?

8/10/2018 10:29:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 The C_A was created as a compromise to Operation Paperclip. Once the Soviets found out about Paperclip, Roswell, and the EBE we had detained, they 

negotiated an end of war rollout strategy that included creating the C_A for the Soviets to gain a foothold in the USA.

8/10/2018 10:31:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are aware of SG-1 fan ideas and analyses and have found that a few small portion of people have at least a 50% clue about the true Disclosure 

contained inside that series. It's more profound than you realize and goes far beyond just ET stuff.

8/10/2018 10:32:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who put the monolith on Phobos? https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/1027970562495270915 …

8/10/2018 10:34:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Black Knight was...

8/10/2018 10:39:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 love Magic 8 Balls.

8/10/2018 10:40:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 POTUS = 45

2B = ?

8/10/2018 10:43:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 🔑 pic.twitter.com/qDDzlLVF8U

8/10/2018 10:43:49 AM jimhayzlett And the benevolent ones were forced from landing in Peace.  So, Humanity was stuck with malevolent ones...  Either would 'sell' an agenda!

8/10/2018 10:45:09 AM seekandscout 43

8/10/2018 10:45:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the C_A was repurposed by 2B to lay the ground work necessary to make 322 an official operation which would make 

it possible to begin constructing the NWO. NTEs aided 2B/322 and oversaw their rise to power.

8/10/2018 10:47:46 AM jonle86 Can you tell us who? Ancient builder race?

8/10/2018 10:48:42 AM blankmarlo George Bush Sr?

8/10/2018 10:51:47 AM mrblbrettish Wasn't expecting a DMB quote! Great album too.

8/10/2018 10:52:57 AM seekandscout But more likely 41 since you say he agreed to hand over to 45.



8/10/2018 10:53:21 AM mrblbrettish Probably 41, 

Vannevar is 1B?

8/10/2018 11:01:06 AM blankmarlo George Bush Sr

8/10/2018 11:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ancient builder race = genus of Earth based advanced life forms from 50M+ years ago

8/10/2018 11:04:39 AM vesicapieces Barbara Bush

8/10/2018 11:05:59 AM jonle86 Where are they now?

8/10/2018 11:15:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 In a different galaxy.

8/10/2018 11:18:40 AM citoyen_resist And your answer is ?

8/10/2018 11:19:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified]

8/10/2018 11:20:01 AM citoyen_resist May be lot of telepathy with star cousins...

8/10/2018 11:21:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Politics, the general engagements between the Shadow Shadow Government and the Civilian Perceived "Government", the "Cabal" etc.

8/10/2018 11:24:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Enemy of the People is...

8/10/2018 11:26:47 AM citoyen_resist Kill box may be you know Q.

8/10/2018 11:30:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Kill boxes" simply mean they have an expiration. The classification will expire and the Black Knight will be revealed.

8/10/2018 11:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't the director of Guardians of the Galaxy just ousted as being a pedophile? Strange how MSNBC decided to use that disinformation propaganda 

(created by the Cabal that exists between the Pentagon and Hollywood) when discussing the Space Force. Do you believe in coincidences? 

https://twitter.com/MSNBC/status/1027985486005059584 …

8/10/2018 11:38:05 AM citoyen_resist This shades a lot of light.

8/10/2018 11:40:14 AM citoyen_resist Was Stargate Atlantis part of the same program ?

8/10/2018 11:53:41 AM stoneturnr 2B = Kissinger?

8/10/2018 12:14:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/10/2018 12:34:45 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_a7dQXilCo …

8/10/2018 12:36:05 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OURy5WFp0zk …

8/10/2018 1:14:27 PM citoyen_resist I had a clue

8/10/2018 4:43:28 PM nextlifenotes What would we do without you.

8/11/2018 12:35:52 AM palmitespo910 In the video game Destiny, we fought races in HUGE ETI/ManMade structures on Phobos

8/11/2018 3:42:20 AM olimyracle Seems to be 41 ?

8/11/2018 3:42:49 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027972895203647489 …

8/12/2018 2:10:23 PM decodematrix It has been speculated that the Ancient builder race might be the same beings as the Blue Avians. Corey Goode reported that the Blue Avians have 

now returned to a higher density (5D or 6D).

8/13/2018 10:54:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hopefully you enjoyed the personification.

8/13/2018 10:55:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure of extraterrestrial life is scheduled to take place prior to the creation of the US Space Force.

8/13/2018 10:57:42 AM vcbacknblack How did you reach that conclusion ?

8/13/2018 11:01:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

8/13/2018 11:01:34 AM jennife40141211 When is the creation going to take place?

8/13/2018 11:03:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are two groups currently fighting to prevent Disclosure from taking place. One group is a criminal cabal enterprise operating within the United 

States Government, the other group are their handlers, a nonterrestrial entity. Disclosure requires the people to realize reality.

8/13/2018 11:04:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 VP Pence announced prior to 2020.

8/13/2018 11:07:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did a NASA employee recently get charged with possession of child pornography on their GOVERNMENT WORK COMPUTER?

Simple.

MJ12 was overrun by the Cabal and a whole host of criminal behavior was sanctioned by the C_A to continue paying for the secrecy of the space 

program.

8/13/2018 11:09:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 So long as there are powerful people in media who continue to claim "there's no such thing as aliens", Disclosure will not happen. Disclosure requires 

We The People to acknowledge to force the hand of the Federal Government. They work for you! We work for you!

8/13/2018 11:11:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which of the following [Classified] operations were officially sanctioned by C_A?

Retweet for "All Of The Above"

8/13/2018 11:13:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 The mainstream media are the enemy of the people.

8/13/2018 11:14:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Working Group (aka Majestic 12 aka MJ12 aka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12) hand selected members of the American Press through the Council of Foreign 

Relations to guarantee that they had enough blackmail collected on them and they were adamantly against ET Disclosure. All unbeknownst.

8/13/2018 11:18:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 The ET threat is about to be Disclosed. Necessary to reconcile the $21T "missing" from DoD budget. Also, to all who claim ETs are not hostile, please 

take a step back and think before you speak. How do you KNOW they are not hostile? You don't. We do. N+1 groups are hostile. EVIL! 

https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/1029069255109758977 …

8/13/2018 11:19:10 AM jimhayzlett They are paid actors.  The evil pays the actors.

8/13/2018 11:21:18 AM jimhayzlett 95% of ETs are benevolent!  Evil ones have been defeated.  Please tell the Truth!  🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:23:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are curious where your figure of "95%" comes from. Our intelligence, which is far more vast than yours, says that its closer to 99%. The evil ones 

have not yet been defeated. They still are very strong and have a reputable level of control over the population.

8/13/2018 11:23:55 AM jimhayzlett Paid, Blackmailed Actors acting as expected.  Stop the control, and Truth emerges! 🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:25:01 AM jimhayzlett 95, 99, close enough for benevolence 😇

8/13/2018 11:25:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 We assume any new form of contact with an NTE/EBE that does not make its intentions well known up front to be a hostile enemy that must be 

handled with the upmost care. Since we are dealing with NTEs and EBEs who have IQs of 1000, 3000, and even 10,000, we "ants" have ways.

8/13/2018 11:26:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, its important to understand the distinction between benevolence, friends, peaceful partners, and peaceful adversaries. 99% of the beings 

are benevolent because they choose not to engage with MJ12. Of the ones who engage, we estimate about half of them have something

8/13/2018 11:27:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 to hide that YOU wouldn't want to learn about. Sure the reasons may vary from genetic experimentation to ensure the survival of their spices to 

researching alternative histories through isolated observation channels, but regardless, when MJ12 is made unaware of those actions...

8/13/2018 11:28:00 AM jimhayzlett But the blackmail threats prevent the Truth.  Remove the threats, please 🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:28:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 we interpret them as hostile and act accordingly. It is equally imperative to emphasize that the acts of one entity or individual do not collectively speak 

on their race's behalf. 

"Judge a man by the quality of his character, and not by the color of his skin." - MLK

8/13/2018 11:28:55 AM thetempestchip Kabamur spoke on the “meteor” that supposedly crash landed in Greenland outside the base, stated it was a negative ET race that is not an issue. I 

believe Kab, i believe you.

8/13/2018 11:30:34 AM jimhayzlett You chose to do business with the hostile ones.  Humanity did not choose this situation!



8/13/2018 11:30:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have removed the central high level components of the ratlines, however the truth must come from within. Threats are ever changing 

and without total authoritarian control, Majestic 12 cannot "remove the threats" as you speak of. It's a calculated risk.

8/13/2018 11:32:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately you're wrong there. We did not "choose" to business with hostile NTE/EBEs. Technically it was the SS who chose to do business with 

them and at the direction of a President of the United States, 1800 of them were smuggled into the USA to seed the SSP. Not MJ12 choice

8/13/2018 11:32:09 AM thetempestchip By not an issue, i am regarding that to innocent humans, obv an issue to those in charge but easily handled.

8/13/2018 11:32:33 AM jimhayzlett The outcome for Humanity is Blissful 5D.  The Outcome of the Elite may never align w Humanity!  🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:33:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 They were no threat to us. 

90% of the problem with fighting this war is knowing who your enemy is. Most of the time, we are blind until they act. Globally we have the planet 

under mass surveillance and mitigate most terrabase threats, however entities that travel are different

8/13/2018 11:35:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are right there, however the development to 5D is a cocreative global effort. Humanity must want it to make it so, otherwise the "Elite" will always 

rule. Currently, humanity doesn't 'want it enough' to usher in the 5D level of consciousness required to go multiplanetary.

8/13/2018 11:35:47 AM jimhayzlett US President has always been controlled w blackmail threats, just like the Media.  He who pays, creates the evil ways.  Paperclip, etc...

8/13/2018 11:36:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth will amaze you.

The truth will take your breath away.

The truth will shake you to your core.

The truth is not what you think. 

Everything in Hollywood pertaining to the ET presence is wrong.

Everything is intentionally deceptive to ensure you remain confused.

Wake Up!

8/13/2018 11:37:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 This particular President was not being blackmailed or threatened to make the decisions he made. At the time, they were strategically the best 

decisions, however its more important to recognize the failure of consciousness here. Morality and karma dictate the future.

8/13/2018 11:37:59 AM jimhayzlett Only bc of elite lies, and poisoning, dumbing down, and fear tactics.  A well informed Humanity w Truth, will readily choose 5D Bliss Today😇

8/13/2018 11:39:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Greed overcame his ability to understand exoconsciousness and the universal oneness and sided with an enemy he knew nothing of, but went off the 

advice of his counsel who assured him the threat could be mitigated by moving forward. They acted, and we are now living that reality.

8/13/2018 11:40:14 AM jimhayzlett Humanity's Consciousness was filled with Elite Lies!  Truth n Light will Finally Prevail, even if you fear n threaten the Truth Endlessly🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:41:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Welcome to World War 3.

Welcome to the Space War.

Welcome to the Alien False Flag Invasion War.

You have been prepped for this for 50 years.

The choice to know will ultimately be yours.

You have only yourself to blame if you fail. 

You can reverse the damage.
8/13/2018 11:41:16 AM jimhayzlett Are you speaking of Trump or Ike?

8/13/2018 11:41:32 AM ksouth21 They are here in human bodies?

8/13/2018 11:42:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you really think the "Elite" will give up control and power that quickly? Do (((you))) have the ability to disseminate truthful information that will not 

be subject to censorship/shadowbanning/etc.? Currently there are roughly 0.0001% of the global population capable. Are you?

8/13/2018 11:43:12 AM jimhayzlett Lol, evil holds no more control over Light Creating 5D, it is inevitable 🙏🏼😇

8/13/2018 11:44:40 AM jimhayzlett Hurts, Karma hurts!  Light Wins, end of elite on Earth!

8/13/2018 11:44:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ike.

8/13/2018 11:45:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time will tell.

Time is relative.

How do you perceive time?

How do you control time?

How do you travel through time?

What is time?

8/13/2018 11:45:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of them are.

8/13/2018 11:47:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Understand that ETSSs such as yourself are prepped and ready for the next stage in humanity's evolution, although, attempting to convince the 

Majestic 12 that humanity is ready, begs us to ask you, have you watched CNN lately? Or even Fox News for that matter?

8/13/2018 11:48:10 AM palmitespo910 Truly remarkable work they did.

8/13/2018 11:49:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are hundreds of trillions of beings throughout the universe who demand the same as you. Have their demand ever been met before? Instead of 

being handed something as dangerous as that, why not use tap into the global consciousness and just "download" what you need?

8/13/2018 11:51:17 AM jimhayzlett No, both are your paid blackmailed programming.

8/13/2018 11:51:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many DUMBs does the DoD have command over?

8/13/2018 12:00:54 PM lisecob Would make sense that they be hostile, we're hostile!

8/13/2018 12:04:20 PM 36_prot I AM 495 THO !!!!!

8/13/2018 12:25:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Smart, but its important to understand that most people do not share you assessment of the EOTP, the MSM... Is humanity ready? Or are you ready? 

Perhaps and yes. Time will tell. Events are in motion that will make Disclosure happen prior to the US Space Force starting.

8/13/2018 12:26:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is relative, however events are more easily predicable. Additionally, event prediction doesn't carry as much negative karma on it. We want 

Disclosure to take place, but we want it done properly to ensure the people "who you've trusted the most" are properly removed of power.

8/13/2018 12:28:59 PM jonle86 What about a new financial system?

8/13/2018 12:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The hostile NTEs/EBEs who will ultimately become the enemy of World War 3 (mostly an informational war, but there are real deaths and battles 

occurring right now) were responsible for seeding this particular type of genetic technology into society. https://www.axios.com/bayer-roundup-

monsanto-lawsuit-loses-289-million-34b440f0-d1a6-4f04-aeb5-

b86023f0740e.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic&utm_content=1100 …

8/13/2018 12:31:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Greed is the focal point of all financial systems.



8/13/2018 12:32:49 PM ksouth21 Within this year?

8/13/2018 12:33:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evil. https://twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1029088468440416258 …

8/13/2018 12:36:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 These entities were essentially responsible for being the Brain of the R&D efforts behind creating weapons grade "potions" capable of systematically 

reducing the planetary population without people noticing what they were doing at first glance. More horrors will emerge soon. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1029087697648971777 …

8/13/2018 12:41:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 99.9% of the people involved in the actual work in creating these weapons against humanity are unaware of what's really happening. Through extreme 

Above Top Secret compartmentalization (the reality of why Disclosure will never be FULL DISCLOSURE) they have managed to hide. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1029089207308959744 …

8/13/2018 12:42:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ever wonder why the dollar bill has a pyramid with an all seeing eye on it? That's their symbol. That symbol is known throughout the Galaxy and it is a 

force you ought not to reckon with. World War 3 will be brutal. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1029090600665145345 …

8/13/2018 12:45:18 PM jimhayzlett There will not be a WW3! 😇

8/13/2018 12:46:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 WW3 is an informational war. How has this part not been clear? Most people are asleep. They are sheep programmed by the very weapon we created 

to protect the secret in the first place.

8/13/2018 12:59:11 PM archiebrave I agree with this

8/13/2018 2:24:46 PM anuishboucher I thought it was already there

8/13/2018 2:25:37 PM jennife40141211 Is NESARA legit?  It’s hard to think about paying taxes to the Crooked IRS until POTUS takes control of the Federal Reserve.

8/13/2018 2:38:53 PM archiebrave I was mainly commenting on the claim of knowledge, like 95% benevolent etc. Imo there is no doubt that UFOs are real, whether they are terrestrial, 

extraterrestrial or inter dimensional IDK. But the to claim one has intimate details about them without being able to offer concrete

8/13/2018 2:39:38 PM archiebrave Proof just comes across as nuts and unreliable.

8/13/2018 2:40:36 PM tenaciouse5 Or joking? I hope.

8/13/2018 2:43:27 PM archiebrave I agree that this is very compelling and demands deeper seeking. I juts struggle with the claims that go on on twitter like “I come from pleiades”. Not 

that I find it impossible but that there is insufficient evidence to back it up.

8/13/2018 2:55:59 PM archiebrave I agree.

8/13/2018 2:57:13 PM jimhayzlett And please remind us again: what is the mission statement of MJ12?

8/13/2018 2:59:56 PM archiebrave I feel that to get the average joe public to even consider that what they believe is a lie we have to come across and same and well researched. Claiming 

to know intimate details about unconfirmed entities without providing proof simply serves to alienate the masses.

8/13/2018 3:02:17 PM archiebrave This can so easily be made up, that’s the thing. Solid evidence and solid logic is all one needs... until the alien space ship lands on the whitehouse lawn.

8/13/2018 3:02:56 PM archiebrave I am all for that

8/13/2018 3:11:16 PM tenaciouse5 Very entertaining. Thank you.

8/13/2018 4:37:17 PM danielaqcrew Who are NTE and EBE

8/13/2018 4:39:32 PM danielaqcrew What is the weapon created to protect the secret? Assuming you speak beyond MK Uktra.. do share! 🤗

8/13/2018 4:42:44 PM danielaqcrew All of the above

8/13/2018 4:46:42 PM danielaqcrew That’s the problem. Those who can see, see. The rest are happy to be sheep. Those of us who want answers should get them. Honestly I have been 

very awake for a long time. I don’t have all the answers and wish I did so u could help. Lots would do anything to help disclosure happen

8/13/2018 4:47:04 PM danielaqcrew So why can’t this happen? Why not entrust this knowledge to us all

8/13/2018 4:49:54 PM danielaqcrew Pleadians?

8/13/2018 5:17:10 PM danielaqcrew Thank you MJ12 for your hard work and dedication to disclosure and I look forward to a new era and the veil being lifted for all (as much as possible)

8/13/2018 6:34:40 PM blankmarlo An Evil/A.I. that has infected/conquered the reptilian species and acts through them with the goal of subjugating all life.

8/13/2018 6:41:37 PM blankmarlo Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 once disclosure occurs and the cabal is outed, if you guys are ever hiring or looking for an intern I'm your guy!

8/13/2018 8:52:52 PM decodematrix non-terrestrial entities and extra-terrestrial biological entities

8/13/2018 11:02:39 PM danielaqcrew Non terrestrial = daemons?

8/13/2018 11:09:02 PM danielaqcrew Or sub earth? or both?

8/14/2018 7:52:54 AM jimhayzlett You may be asking one who seeks the destruction of our planet...  This MJ12 representative has not yet convinced us which side he/she is on😇

8/14/2018 7:53:43 AM jimhayzlett TV

8/14/2018 8:00:39 AM jimhayzlett Z Light's mo isn't death n destruction, but Love n Forgiveness.  They want minimal violence and shock, thus the snails pace behind z scene😇🌎

8/14/2018 8:23:37 AM danielaqcrew That’s obvious, thought it was more than that

8/14/2018 8:40:31 AM jimhayzlett He spoke of watching MSM news, lol 🌎✨💫😇

8/14/2018 10:18:52 AM adrian_inez_ @JimBlakesong @Jordan_Sather_

8/14/2018 11:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have millions of other planets WE can travel to in the event things go permanently south.

8/14/2018 11:52:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Non-terrestrial mean they don't live on planets. Some are "like" jellyfish "swimming" around in the void of space. Some are biological space ships that 

can think for themselves, etc.

8/14/2018 1:29:20 PM jimhayzlett Of course, before you were born, beings have lived interstellar 😇  No More False Control 🙏🏼 Light Wins Now 🌈🌟✨💫😇

8/14/2018 4:50:13 PM danielaqcrew Ok I follows thx for clarifying. 👍🏻

8/15/2018 4:23:03 AM tomciscoadams there is life every 10 light-years or so, how’s that 😎🤷♂️🤷♂️

8/15/2018 6:52:30 AM jimhayzlett Michael, were you a super soldier or in the secret space program, maybe 20 n back?  Can you please share your general experience? 🙏🏼😇

8/15/2018 7:13:40 AM jimhayzlett So you prefer the Dark side over Light???

8/15/2018 7:24:43 AM jimhayzlett Do you believe that Every Star in the Universe Shines on You, so You Are God's Glorious Light: Beautiful and Limitless?

8/15/2018 7:31:00 AM 00loll0 Good morning Aj,I've asked @alabamasp to look into this,Alabama state police.

8/15/2018 7:38:42 AM jimhayzlett No, God Created Unity in ONE Huge Ocean of Light, All Consciously Connected.  No ego at all.  We Are All One 🌈🌟✨💫☀️😇😇

8/15/2018 7:40:36 AM jimhayzlett Every electron of every atom in the Universe, merely swims in this ONE medium, God's Light, quantum, zero point, subatomic, Limitless Light😇

8/15/2018 7:48:08 AM jimhayzlett Exactly the Opposite of ego... ALL ONE 😇

8/15/2018 7:51:23 AM 00loll0 What other states should we contact?we've done Alabama state and Louisiana state police dept.oh geez better contact all fifty states.Cora needs our 

help so  India to find her on #IndependenceDayIndia

8/15/2018 7:53:21 AM jimhayzlett Which parts of the Dark do you support: pedo, wars, killing, sacrifice, hoarding, controlling, abusing, poisoning???  Please be honest🙏🏼😇

8/15/2018 7:56:34 AM jimhayzlett Lol, dismissing God's Love Light, are you?

8/15/2018 7:58:06 AM jimhayzlett We see thru deceptions, Michael.  Rise UP Please 😇

8/15/2018 8:01:18 AM jimhayzlett The wars over dirt or money, which wars are justifiable to kill?  Evolve please!  The answer is None.  World Peace is NOW the mo on 

🌏🙏🏼😇🌈✨💫💜

8/15/2018 8:05:48 AM jimhayzlett Or, are you poisoning?  Are you getting paid for tweeting?

8/15/2018 8:08:20 AM jimhayzlett You twist God, to be that being from the bastardized bible and all religions.  God is your Light Within.  You Are A Fractal, all is within u

8/15/2018 8:09:56 AM jimhayzlett It's not Enki nor Enlil, nor any singular being.  We Are All One Light, Connected!  One cannot lie to Truth!



8/15/2018 8:15:06 AM jimhayzlett Di = separating  Unity = 1.  Who is Dichotomizing = You.  Do you have ties to royal family riches?

8/15/2018 8:16:50 AM jimhayzlett Name one!

8/15/2018 8:17:54 AM jimhayzlett You are so Transparent, Michael.  Please evolve or end of the road for your darkness...

8/15/2018 8:20:20 AM jimhayzlett WOW,  kill em all, huh!?  Great plan if you are evil.  Do you know that 99% of off planet species are benevolent? Source= Your MJ12 Acct.

8/15/2018 8:23:07 AM jimhayzlett = Light Medium at a frequency without matter.

8/15/2018 8:26:21 AM jimhayzlett You n your family stole from Humanity!

8/15/2018 8:26:56 AM jimhayzlett Do you try to rectify this evil?

8/15/2018 8:31:28 AM jimhayzlett You Are God's Light, Dear Michael 🙏🏼🌈🌟😇  No Being is higher or lower than another 😇  You can Learn to Love All 

🌈💜💙💚💛❤️😇🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

8/15/2018 8:39:28 AM jimhayzlett I Love You So, Michael 🙏🏼💖😇  The Sun n Stars Surely Shine on You ☀️✨💫😇 Thank you for your compassion 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

8/15/2018 8:48:05 AM jimhayzlett That's very noble, n I understand ur royalty heritage, but we R all EQUAL, as 'Royalty' was a lie placed on Humanity by Elohim or Anunnaki 😇

8/15/2018 9:14:50 AM jimhayzlett So the benevolent ETs are aiding w love to end the malevolent attacks, ending all threats of war. This is why the Light Beings arrived 🙏🏼😇👼💫

8/16/2018 7:30:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Military Industrial Complex was created in order to ensure that the research and development into alien technology that was recovered at Roswell 

(and other places) could be kept secret REGARDLESS of who was President. That's the "deep state."

8/16/2018 7:32:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 The SSP used a vast majority of that missing $21T, however of the trillions we've publicly been able to allocate, about 70% of all publicly disclosed 

budgeting towards DoD goes to the SSP. So the real cost of the SSP is close to $35T-$50T. A lot of wealth was stolen.

8/16/2018 8:14:02 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for revealing Truth 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

8/16/2018 8:18:34 AM jimhayzlett How about NOW showing the world what the $50 T produced... We are ready for the reveal!  Thank You 🙏🏼😇

8/16/2018 8:48:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not expect anybody to trust the Majestic 12. The Majestic 12 has been the most secretive organization on the planet, but its important to 

understand that in order for Disclosure to take place, we must go from DARK to LIGHT. We admit our mistakes, but truly care about Earth.

8/16/2018 8:49:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, we have over 500 different vessels that are capable of interstellar travel. The actual number may be a lot higher or lower than that, we can't give 

you an exact number because its Classified.

8/16/2018 8:53:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 You'd be surprised at how much technology was actually created with that money, especially given the fact that on many of our off world bases we 

have nuclear replication technology that converts pure energy into matter patterns such as tools, food, etc..

8/16/2018 8:54:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's assuming that all money went to just building ships. You forget that we have almost 100 off world bases too plus companion spaceflight vessels 

similar to the aircraft that would fly on an aircraft carrier. The carrier would be the vessel in this case. 500+++ of those.

8/16/2018 8:56:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 has been spoken in shadow among millions of Americans for a long time. In fact, so many are aware of MJ12's existence (with no 

evidence) that not only was there one Men In Black movie, but there were 3! PUS is mostly disinformation from a failed experiment.

8/16/2018 8:58:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those exist so that the humans who control the world can appease their "God", an interdimensional being who has a particular liking for child sacrifice. 

That being has granted many of them miracles, cures to diseases, and access to vastly superior technology.

8/16/2018 9:00:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately the words of this Twitter account will hardly sway the opinion and direction of the Majestic 12, despite how noble your cause is. To fix 

Flint's water you need to learn about sound and vibration. You'd be surprised at how powerful sound actually is or WHAT it is.

8/16/2018 9:02:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 We had cloaking technology well before PUS. The most important thing to understand about extreme secrecy is that we don't even show the cards we 

hold in the unlikely event we were faced with a crisis to our own commanding officers. We had to maintain secrecy at all costs.

8/16/2018 9:03:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Death is an illusion. You cannot kill something that is immortal. A God is nothing more than somebody who understands the language of divinity and 

who can speak/create with it. There are many many powerful beings in the Universe. Not engaging with the enemy is recommended.

8/16/2018 9:04:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your "God" was an illusion designed to install the New World Order. Mostly lies, even thought he actual text in the Bible does resonate many truths 

with the true nature of the universe.

8/16/2018 9:05:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Probably before 2030. We are encouraging public sector non-SSP entities to "go wild" with their innovation and development (removal of regulations) 

in order to speed up Disclosure. If it doesn't go fast enough, we'll step in.

8/16/2018 9:35:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not at this time.

8/16/2018 9:36:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 An illusion.

8/16/2018 9:40:06 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://www.foxnews.com/travel/2018/08/15/pilot-wanted-for-secretive-janet-airlines-to-fly-to-area-51.html …

8/16/2018 9:40:12 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://www.foxnews.com/science/2018/08/16/ufo-speculation-surges-after-north-carolina-lake-video-goes-viral.html …

8/16/2018 9:53:58 AM decodematrix Looks cigar shaped, I'm gonna guess Pleiadian or Arcturian craft.

8/16/2018 10:05:22 AM sl_jaycee Looks mechanical with nuts and bolts...human made...Goodyear also claims in their blimp flying back after nascar. Either way not a ship lol

8/16/2018 2:10:43 PM greg4473 Interstellar

8/17/2018 12:28:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pleiadian.

8/17/2018 12:38:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anybody at this point in time who refuses to acknowledge or disclose the ET presence on Earth is actively working for the entities who are trying to 

sabotage our Disclosure efforts. Many ETs here DO NOT WANT Disclosure. Not all evil, but most don't want Humans to find out.

8/17/2018 12:38:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

8/17/2018 12:55:34 PM jasong8891 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I find it very odd how I knew you would tweet, 10 minutes before you did.

8/17/2018 1:42:47 PM petitchevalb Oh this is too bad because....WE DID FIND OUT ☺

8/17/2018 2:51:31 PM dropadrumgroove I beg to differ. http://Zetatalk.com 

8/17/2018 3:19:07 PM greg4473 Hmmm. Which ones are most??? Interested to find out..

8/18/2018 5:56:56 AM _greenlion_ i wouldn't be suprised if et's are actively communicating with people on the net and telepathically for those that are sensitive for that, 

@SandiaWisdom pic.twitter.com/6BkHmFxHMq

8/18/2018 2:36:39 PM schuylerowen Yes,but sadly when you try to explain receiving info telepathically most say you’re hearing voices and are delusional.I received a message to study the 

Emerald Tablets before I had ever heard of them. What voice could I have been hearing?

8/18/2018 4:46:20 PM christinalw28 Hmm. If I were not human I would not want any humans knowing about me either. Unfortunately, I’m from here, so that’s all I know. 😕

8/20/2018 6:21:45 AM jimhayzlett Trust your Light Within, always 🙏🏼☀️✨💫😇

8/20/2018 6:26:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 It isn't something that you can easily teach to an adult. Its much easier to teach telepathy and telekinesis to a child. The best working guide out there 

thus far is @SandiaWisdom's primer. Good luck.

8/20/2018 6:27:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's been the general sentiment that EBE/NTEs have had about humans for a long time. The ones that engage do so covertly and with bad intentions 

(DARK TO LIGHT) and the ones who ignore humans don't want to know humans because of how simply messed up "our" logic is.

8/20/2018 6:29:22 AM susannekisslin1 That's a fact. It's absolutely what's happening, most people don't recognise they have these conversations.

8/20/2018 6:29:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Voices you hear not, but you receive what are best described as blasts of an imprint that feels like an epiphany of pure emotion or purpose that you 

know intuitively what you have received. You understand without exchanging words.



8/20/2018 6:30:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 If and when you hear voices, it could be one of two things: 

Telepathy sometimes entails voice to voice communication, but of course you need to ensure you're speaking the same language. Voice to voice 

telepathy is far more complex and less likely to be accurate to less practice

8/20/2018 6:31:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 d minds. The more you practice with the imprint of your emotion, passing your feelings onto others, feeling as if you're extending your invisible hand 

out to the other person and touching them, allowing them to feel how you feel. That kind of telepathic connection will strengthen

8/20/2018 6:32:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 ones ability to maintain a telepathic link with another individual for long enough periods of time to be able to move past the mere impressions of 

emotion to the ability to communicate. If you try to start communicating using complex language rules and misinterpretations

8/20/2018 6:33:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 you're most likely going to confuse the entity that you're trying to talk with. Universal consciousness is universal, however manmade language like 

English, Russian, Chinese, etc. are not intuitively spoken or understood throughout the galaxy. Oddly enough, there is a far amount

8/20/2018 6:34:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 German out there, but good luck surviving once you meet them. Non-humans though aren't going to speak or understand Earth languages. You must 

therefore learn how to communicate one soul to another. That language is emotion and intent and instinct.

8/20/2018 6:35:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are. We allowed this to start after 2004. Some persisted prior however their engagements were so non-impactful to society that we permitted it. 

Since Twitter reaches hundreds of thousands of people, all of the ETs allowed here have been vetted and permitted to engage.

8/20/2018 6:36:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 is considered a grand conspiracy theory with very little substance in the mainstream. The Great Awakening is for those who choose to 

learn. This account is dropping hints about the true nature of our reality, and therefore to those unwilling to wake up, move along

8/20/2018 6:38:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Zetas are a more advanced evolution of humans. They technically are from the future, if thats plausible to understand. When they crash landed, 

they were in the past and they were trapped. The Zetas are peaceful to most who are open minded. Dangerous to others.

8/20/2018 6:39:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 The races that will welcome tearing you limb for limb and drinking the marrow out of your bones or squeezing the jelly from your eyes are going to be 

some extra large humanoid beings that live on Earth and who have been protected from Disclosure for a very very long time. #Giants

8/20/2018 6:40:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Global consciousness is real. Those who are tuned into the frequency of others can perceive their intentions on their subconscious level.

8/20/2018 6:41:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pineal decalcification techniques are readily available on the internet. A simple search will yield positive results. Its essential to understand that if you 

cleanse your pineal gland with supplements that you allow your body the necessary time to adjust to the dietary change.

8/20/2018 6:43:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pineal decalcification can take months to years to accomplish depending on how poor your life choices were prior to realizing the significance of your 

pineal gland. Bad life decisions are hard to shed. Only through self enlightenment and dedication to the ascension process

8/20/2018 6:44:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 will you be able to mentally cope with the dramatic dietary changes necessary to ensure a healthy and active pineal gland. We're talking about changes 

from the kinds of foods you consume, the dietary supplements you consume, WHERE YOUR FOOD COMES FROM...

8/20/2018 6:46:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 whether you are drinking reverse osmosis water, or wearing natural clothing products that do not interfere with the electrical and chemical balance 

that your body tries to regulate itself to. There are many things one must do to heal and enable their pineal gland for non sleep.

8/20/2018 6:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bernie Sanders has an Epstein problem.

8/20/2018 6:52:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Prison implies everything will be bad. Higher density races perceive it more like a playground or possibly a video game. When you die prior to being 

able to ascend, your memories are wiped clean, and you're returned to another biological body. Your memories are wiped because

8/20/2018 6:53:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 when your body starts developing, it comes from an egg and a sperm. Both of those vessels are not electrically complex enough to decipher the 

contents of your genetic memory (DNA). Everything is there. You just can't access it. You [don't] know how [yet].

8/20/2018 6:55:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Childhood should be about learning how to unlock your Genetic Memory, chart and discover the interiors of your mind, learn about the world around 

you - physically around you first, and learn how to take care of yourself and sustain your living conditions for a long period of time

8/20/2018 6:57:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Instead children are forced into public school - which we control what the children learn and what they don't learn (since 1951). Granted the 

disinformation campaign of education existed long before MJ12 came into existence, however when we rose to power, we took control over it.

8/20/2018 6:58:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 That distraction from the path of enlightenment has resulted in humans' genetic capabilities through properly developed brain function to be 

PREVENTED from learning telepathy, telekinesis, "healing powers" and other "magick" tricks of the "Gods." Humans have the ability.

8/20/2018 6:59:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 They were just subverted and distracted from learning the truth. Yes. This was intentionally done by the Majestic 12. It was ESSENTIAL that we kept 

the secret while it was necessary AT ALL COSTS. Had we not done what we did, its quite possible that Earth would have been

8/20/2018 7:01:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 invaded again, just like it was 6,000 years ago, and EVERYONE would have been thrown in slavery and civilization would have been RESET, like it was 

then. Instead, because of the genius of the MJ12 and USM we were able to ensure that "Disclosure" wasn't going to REPEAT the

8/20/2018 7:02:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 mistakes of the past. We believe that through this level of Disclosure (science fiction, disinformation, esoteric confusion, etc.) that we BEST PREPARED 

humans on Earth for the REALITY of what exists in Space. The vastness and illusionary infinite scope of the universe is...

8/20/2018 7:02:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 OUT OF THIS WORLD!

8/20/2018 7:06:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Infinity is a synonym for unknown. Infinity as defined by humans is not accurate. There is a limit to the universe. The universe has a maximum capacity. 

Fortunately, we are VERY FAR away from every reaching that capacity. We have, roughly, 200T "Earth Years" remaining before 💥.

8/20/2018 7:08:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 The power is within, and only you can tap into it!

8/20/2018 7:09:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. It's also essential to define "super solider" first. Can't confirm or deny vague descriptions. Won't either.

8/20/2018 7:12:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 The decay rate of pineal accessibility is not a linear function of how long you correct your diet. Let's give you some example figures to work with, 

perhaps this may help you.

8/20/2018 7:13:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you're a man (40) and you've consumed the Standard American Diet (SAD) for all 40 years, it would take you nearly 9 years of PERFECT detoxification, 

meditation, and adjusting your lifestyle (including whether you work or not) in order to START using "magick" of the "Gods."

8/20/2018 7:14:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you're a woman (30) and you've consumed the Standard American Diet (SAD) for the first 15 years of your life, and the remainder 15 years were 

50/50 between eating organic whole foods versus processed poison, you'd require just 3 years to START using "magick" of the "Gods."

8/20/2018 7:15:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you're a child of 3 and you have never been exposed to the Standard American Diet (SAD) AND you are encouraged to meditate (and do) and engage 

in non-childs-play-talk, you will begin to unlock Genetic Memories very quickly. Within days.

8/20/2018 7:19:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 What's most surprising to the Majestic 12 is how people never made the connections during the election. The Podesta/Clinton mafia OWNED Sanders. 

What was their "business"? CST... and they OWNED Bernie Sanders. Again, we were shocked nobody caught on and saw the evidence.



8/20/2018 7:20:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not so fast. You CAN* ascend, but it doesn't guarantee it. Ascension is a choice and when you are faced with Death, you can choose. Sometimes, you 

can choose before you die (AKA voluntarily "die" early). Or you can fail the ascension test and be thrown back into a forgetful human

8/20/2018 7:21:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reform? Destroy. Education on other planets is similar to computer terminals connected to a distributed blockchain of cryptographically validated 

factual information that children access from their homes instead of going to a public school in a classroom with a teacher.

8/20/2018 7:23:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 will never reform the Education system. We are actually hoping that the citizenry reject it and opt in for a blockchain technology 

solution like other planets have. All people on Earth would be entitled to a terminal of knowledge. All knowledge stored.

8/20/2018 7:24:24 AM jonle86 Is this where Blockchain came from?

8/20/2018 7:24:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed. Unfortunately humans have been careless in their responsibilities and its created a civilization that is on the brink of destruction that REQUIRES 

ET/EBE/NTE entities to engage with them to "bring them up to speed" quick enough before total planetary destruction.

8/20/2018 7:26:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 We just need to clarify again for everyone. The Majestic 12 was taken over by a criminal NTE mafia by 2B/322 about 25 years ago and since then, that 

group has been quickly destroying the planet's ability to sustain ALL LIVE ON EARTH - including ET life. Therefore, MJ12 + ETs = WE

8/20/2018 7:27:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are correct, it does not require months, but it can take months. Its essential to understand that knowledge is power and you have more knowledge 

about this subject than most. It is for that reason why it was easier for you and didn't require as much time.

8/20/2018 7:28:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are misunderstanding what a universe is.

8/20/2018 7:38:11 AM jasong8891 I have found auditory telepathy to be quite uncommon so far. The most common yet is thought transfer with no words, just immediate understanding. 

When I have dreams of this female military personnel, she and I will switch back and forth from auditory telepathy to thought transfer

8/20/2018 7:42:26 AM jimhayzlett Please keep reiterating the Truth that over 99% of ET nations are peaceful, benevolent, and Not As You Keep Desribing With Your Fear Agenda😇

8/20/2018 7:47:39 AM whittal_x It would help if the video wasn’t so shaky 👀

8/20/2018 7:50:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, and there are others.

8/20/2018 7:51:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 "A Jaffa has many senses in which to do battle with."

8/20/2018 7:53:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Gloves are off.

8/20/2018 7:54:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 The concept of blockchain exists within every single person and they themselves can manifest reality around how they understand that knowledge to 

work. The Majestic 12 saw this technology's applications and started seeding it into the public back in 2007 with Bitcoin.

8/20/2018 7:55:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Other people had the idea, and once the PUBLIC started engaging with blockchain, we decided that it was possible to solve a lot of the world problems 

we have using blockchain technology.

8/20/2018 7:56:32 AM jimhayzlett If You Truly Care about Earth as stated, then you have already Gone Dark 2 Light, and Full Disclosure is NOW.  Anything less is Lies!  💖✨😇💫🌎

8/20/2018 8:00:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowledge is power. Knowledge is dangerous in the wrong hands. Only the pure of heart and willing can acquire the knowledge you seek. It cannot be 

forced onto anyone. Granted, there has been a lot of subversion. But YOU CREATE your reality. Not us. We can create a faux reality.

8/20/2018 8:02:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 But the Karma is spinning the planet into destruction. So, this time around, MJ12 have decided to take a back seat approach to dealing with Disclosure. 

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW!

8/20/2018 8:02:03 AM jimhayzlett You Are The Wrong Hands Until You Are With The Light!  Stop your deceptions, Please!

8/20/2018 8:03:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dropping Full Disclosure would cause lower evolved humans in positions of great power to do irreversible damage out of their own confusion, fear, and 

ego. 

THE CHOICE MUST BE YOURS TO MAKE.

8/20/2018 8:03:47 AM jimhayzlett Always a Back seat for Truth, and Front seat for Deceptions.  You Are Not Yet of The Light, Dear Soul!

8/20/2018 8:03:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 We engage in this open forum as a means to help enLIGHTen those who seek the truth. We do not give you truth. We give you direction. Only through 

meditation and practice in unlocking your genetic memory will TRUTH resonate with you. 

YOU CREATE YOUR REALITY.

8/20/2018 8:04:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration."

8/20/2018 8:05:17 AM jimhayzlett Fear Mongering!  Light Has No Fear, ONLY LOVE!  Evolve Please!

8/20/2018 8:05:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The future is prosperous and  you will thrive.

TRUST THE PLAN.

8/20/2018 8:06:09 AM jimhayzlett Correct!  But you keep pushing the Fear Agenda!

8/20/2018 8:07:06 AM jimhayzlett And Love IS The Highest Frequency of ALL.  Fear is very low frequency...

8/20/2018 8:07:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Interesting interpretation of our intentions here. We do not ask anybody to believe us or trust us. We ask for you trust yourself. What resonates with 

you as being truthful and what does not, and why. MJ12 is made up of 12 people. Over half of them are on the Q Team.

8/20/2018 8:08:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clear your mind and forgive yourself of your burden whilst in the lower density. Channeling requires a very clear and focused mind.

8/20/2018 8:08:28 AM jimhayzlett And I thank you sincerely for being here on this forum.  Please don't push Fear, And ONLY PUSH TRUTH!

8/20/2018 8:09:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fear Agenda is the ET Agenda on Earth. It's hard to ignore that which we created.

8/20/2018 8:10:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely.

8/20/2018 8:10:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Love is the strongest force in the universe.

8/20/2018 8:11:35 AM jimhayzlett There are many more benevolent ETs on Earth than malevolent.  Again, stop your deceptions.  Do you understand Truth At All?

8/20/2018 8:12:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Love is the most powerful force in the universe. Unconditional love is the purest form of "God" that can exist. "God" is everything. "God" is one. We are 

all meant to love and be loved. Love enables growth and development. Always say "I love you" when you mean it. It's a spell!

8/20/2018 8:13:34 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Hello Sirs

Could you explain the true purpose of CERN and what are the plan for the future with this international organization ?

Thank you 💞  pic.twitter.com/LFACoZr1RJ

8/20/2018 8:13:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quantity of ETs on Earth being good vs evil are quantifiably irrelevant as you state, however the actions of the few evil who are our current enemy are 

PREVENTING many from seeking the path of self enlightenment. Many need to beat this oppressor. It's not MJ12 anymore.

8/20/2018 8:14:52 AM jimhayzlett With every thot n word of fear, You R creating it!  If You think n speak of Love n Light, Your Helping The Cosmos!  Think Truth, Dear Soul🙏🏼

8/20/2018 8:17:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 It should be shut down immediately.



8/20/2018 8:18:11 AM jimhayzlett No Preventing Is Possible, you are lying again.  All Change Is From Within.  No Other Can Prevent It!  Now, I'm wondering how ignorant R U?

8/20/2018 8:18:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not at this time.

[CONSPIRACY]

8/20/2018 8:19:09 AM jimhayzlett Meaning Deceptions!

8/20/2018 8:20:21 AM jimhayzlett It's more than 1 species, But originated with Elohim or Anunnaki

8/20/2018 8:21:54 AM jimhayzlett Thank you, Brother, I feel all deceptions!  😇

8/20/2018 8:22:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anunnaki presence on Earth is real, however they are not the evil ETs running amok. They are child's play.

8/20/2018 8:24:42 AM jimhayzlett So the Dracos and Reptilians do their bidding...  All Ending Now like flailing fish out of water.  Light Wins 🌈☀️✨💫😇💖

8/20/2018 8:25:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

8/20/2018 8:29:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meditate and close your eyes. You will see light. Focus on that light and look into it. Things will become clear.

8/20/2018 8:30:18 AM jimhayzlett Truth IS So Beautiful 💖😇🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

8/20/2018 8:32:46 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for acknowledging Truth.  Please stay focused on Truth n Light 🙏🏼☀️✨💫😇

8/20/2018 8:52:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 How often have I said to you that when you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth?

8/20/2018 8:52:50 AM decodematrix Please tell them to release the suppressed medical technologies: medbeds and healing chambers. Some of us need this technology ASAP!

8/20/2018 9:01:30 AM olimyracle Will it ?

What is happening there ?

8/20/2018 9:05:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tell us your favorite book on enlightenment/telepathy/ET related subjects here! Share your knowledge with others freely.

8/20/2018 9:08:20 AM rudolphsteiner3 Empire Beneath the Ice

8/20/2018 9:12:15 AM mrblbrettish Ooo, only one? I have a short list, Walter Russel's "The Secret of Light", The "Urantia Book" has some really interesting stuff, "Emerald Tablets of Toth" 

especially listening to it being read. Dr. Greer's "Extraterrestrial Contact" ect..

8/20/2018 9:12:26 AM drakeflegel  https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/mindwar-michael-aquino.pdf …

8/20/2018 10:13:09 AM lisecob Anything by Delores Cannon

8/20/2018 10:17:57 AM dropadrumgroove I’m not sure if you’ve read #Zetatalk , but if you have and believe what they are saying , your comments would be incorrect with all due respect.

8/20/2018 10:22:17 AM ce5nyc  pic.twitter.com/jYyBpNAVaZ

8/20/2018 10:30:46 AM decodematrix The Law of One

8/21/2018 5:10:45 AM sandiawisdom Sometimes we DO include our own understanding of your languages and words you might use along with the rest of the information in a download. 

We add the words along with the message BECAUSE we understand your brains aren't used to our telepathic communication style. -Jrooti 🙂

8/21/2018 5:25:35 AM jonle86 Can you point out to the accounts that are ET's?

8/21/2018 5:29:14 AM sandiawisdom (Raising a hand.) Ours. - Jrooti 😊

8/21/2018 5:29:58 AM jonle86 ✌️😁 anybody else ?

8/21/2018 10:42:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Dracos are not friends with the Alliance.

8/21/2018 10:43:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was a failure of the original Majestic 12 ambitions. Originally, we intended for FULL DISCLOSURE of ET life and such back in 1980 prior to the NWO 

taking over. Once they took control, we had to go covert public via the most unverified parts of the internet to succeed.

8/21/2018 10:45:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nearly infinite (even though infinity doesn't exist) implementations of how reality could play out. All of those realities are "real" as you understand 

realism.

8/21/2018 10:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Avians are good friends to humanity. We really enjoy working with them.

8/21/2018 10:49:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Zetatalk is run by the C_A.

8/21/2018 11:06:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Source?

8/21/2018 11:08:05 AM dropadrumgroove Facts to back this claim?

8/21/2018 11:09:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 @SandiaWisdom is, we can confirm.

8/21/2018 11:14:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Memories.

8/21/2018 11:16:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 We mean the masses.

8/21/2018 11:16:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's not obvious?

8/21/2018 11:44:45 AM dropadrumgroove I assume u r indicating that C_A is CIA? And no I don’t believe it is obvious. They’re not that intelligent, no pun intended.

8/21/2018 11:47:25 AM dropadrumgroove So no facts to back your claims?

8/21/2018 11:56:36 AM _greenlion_ the eye of providence.. myth makers and religion bakers, wants to control all, strict hierarchical structure, needs slaves to function... 

pic.twitter.com/bFvSDyL8qe

8/21/2018 12:00:02 PM _greenlion_ truth is silent, silence is golden, meditate and unlearn all you have been thought!

8/21/2018 12:29:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 C_A is run by clowns and traitors who spread disinformation / misinformation / propaganda. 

We are not suggesting that the Zetas are not involved in some degree of separation from that operation, but we are telling you point blank that you 

need to be careful who you follow.

8/21/2018 12:50:53 PM _greenlion_ oh, oh, i have had this though in my mind for some time now, intelligent species put their dna on earth for "storage" and survival in the form of an 

animal version of themselves, they cant just plant 8ft ants on the continent without problems pic.twitter.com/eVc9jLmVzG

8/21/2018 1:18:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 is not QAnon.

SOME members of QAnon have Majestic 12 clearances.

POTUS is MJ12.

8/21/2018 1:18:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suicided.

[Classified]

8/21/2018 1:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Majestic 12 is a conscious arm of POTUS's direct commands.

CoC wise MJ12 is a peer to QAnon.

8/21/2018 1:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Pentagon planned on a Space Force back in 1989. https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1031999245052768257 …

8/21/2018 1:22:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you enjoying the movie? MJ12 are MASTERS at making movies. Have you seen one of our productions? They are classics.

8/21/2018 1:39:15 PM dropadrumgroove Who’s we? We all can say a lot about many things without giving any information to back it up. This website  http://Zetatalk.com   , givin the subject 

matter, is at its base a positive model for those open minded. #ServicetoOther not the self is promoted. Warning of #Poleshift

8/21/2018 1:43:10 PM dropadrumgroove I appreciate your input here, just looking for your information that made you come to your conclusions. I’m open minded to hear new information 

absolutely.

8/21/2018 5:43:07 PM keith369me Dr. Steven Greer can

8/21/2018 9:28:49 PM decodematrix who stopped it?

8/21/2018 10:08:32 PM decodematrix red haired giants?

8/22/2018 4:43:59 AM olimyracle Can you define MOVIE ?

What are your "classics" ?

8/22/2018 5:11:37 AM jonle86 Can you DM me some info please?

8/22/2018 5:15:10 AM jonle86 Haha weak.... And btw I'm talking to @realMJMcdowell

8/22/2018 5:16:59 AM jonle86 I'm kidding.. good on ya bro

8/22/2018 5:20:25 AM jonle86 Don't be full of your self dude.....

8/22/2018 5:31:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 In ways, yes we script narratives for people to experience the matrix reality. Those are our movies.



8/22/2018 5:32:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/11 was a movie executed by the NWO Majestic 12.

8/22/2018 5:58:45 AM chelle030609 What movie did I star in or who played my part majestic 12? You should know this one.. 😊

8/22/2018 5:59:40 AM chelle030609 @ACERN_M_Rodwell  has amazing material out.

8/22/2018 6:22:08 AM zrickety You point to CNN and say humanity doesn't 'want it enough,' but I can tell you that the majority of people DO want 5D.  The controls and 

misinformation of the 20th century damaged a lot of people, fear runs rampant but hope is everywhere.

8/22/2018 6:28:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Then figure out how to defeat that system and take 5D for your own. Then educate another who is willing.

8/22/2018 6:29:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 The script was written years prior and the players and actors all had roles to execute. Those roles were well documented in classified briefings. 9/11 

was a movie. All lights camera FAKE NEWS!

8/22/2018 6:32:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account does not disseminate information unrelated to the INTENTIONS of MJ12 that do not serve the purposes of disclosing SOME activities to 

the public.

8/22/2018 6:34:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior structure and SEE (as Masonic 

temples depict) the electrical/energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside your mind.

8/22/2018 6:35:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once you see it, you need to then imagine yourself duplicating the image before you. Except, in your mind, hold your hands NEXT TO the object 

suspended in your mind and imagine your mind scanning the object like a scanning machine, and the output is IN YOUR HANDS.

8/22/2018 6:37:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 With enough concentration, WILL, and practice, (most important of all is strength of your will) you shall be able to physically manifest the artifact in 

your "real" hands before your physical eyes.

8/22/2018 6:48:25 AM olimyracle What about the 2016 election ? Wasn't HRC casted for that movie ?

8/22/2018 6:51:57 AM blankmarlo There was a change in leadership at the studio and they decided to go with something a little more wholesome.

8/22/2018 7:16:22 AM jimhayzlett Will the elite kindly step aside 2 allow freedom of information across all channels, allowing Truth to be disseminated n lies revealed?  🙏🏼😇

8/22/2018 7:18:19 AM space_cadet6 I'm seeing all kinds of references to the "LIGHT". What does the "LIGHT" actually mean?

8/22/2018 7:20:31 AM jimhayzlett God's Light, Every Star in the Universe Shines on U, so U R God's Glorious Light: Beautiful and Limitless!  1 Huge Ocean, connected, Unity✨😇

8/22/2018 8:13:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

8/22/2018 8:14:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans who are born on Earth can be ETs. Its a matter of where the soul is and how that energy is channeled that allow you to see who you are 

interacting with.

8/22/2018 8:16:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe that we would allow a physical being who was not of this world to be on Twitter? Their consciousness can be (which it is) but they 

themselves are not physically typing the messages. They don't have any interest in our technology. Too primitive.

8/22/2018 8:16:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 No but soon something may happen to your liking.

8/22/2018 8:17:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most is shared and forced onto us through culture.

8/22/2018 8:35:47 AM jimhayzlett Lots of good things are coming soon 💛✨😇🧡

8/22/2018 9:06:36 AM jonle86 Then why don't Majestic 12 remove those and replace them with people that say ET's are real?

8/22/2018 9:41:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Timing is EVERYTHING!

8/22/2018 9:41:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

8/22/2018 9:46:52 AM auraluzferrera ET's Accounts are everywhere, easy to spot, they are talking about enlightenment, positive change, and refer to people as humans or human kind.

8/22/2018 11:01:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have some ETs within our lower ranks.

8/22/2018 11:03:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Naturally creating a wormhole of that kind is ultra difficult. Typically it requires you to jump into Energy form first, then intend yourself to go to the 

destination of choice, then rematerialize back in the lower density. Its VERY hard to do. Some Avians struggle with it.

8/22/2018 11:05:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Try clearing any expectations first. It sounds easier to do than it really is. We are fairly sure, based on the back and forth you've had with a few of us, 

that YOU know what we are talking about when determining whether or not you've successfully isolated the negative energy.

8/22/2018 7:46:33 PM roaminnoodle "MAY happen"? What would stop "something" from happening, or better yet, what can We, The People (i.e. any average Joe) do to help Guarantee it 

Will happen?

8/22/2018 7:56:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 On some you can. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1032415026110320641 …

8/22/2018 8:49:12 PM decodematrix I heard its easier than flying an F-18.

8/22/2018 9:53:15 PM chelle030609 Some crafts are designed with the same DNA as the person controlling them so yes you can control them via thought.

8/22/2018 10:00:21 PM hippieb1 The Celestine Prophecies

8/22/2018 10:12:38 PM vesicapieces Robert Anton Wilson: Schrodinger's Cat Trilogy

8/23/2018 3:51:10 AM sandiawisdom Haeley, we are flesh and blood. We utilized translators, but all of us here beneath the mountain are "alive and kicking." -Jrooti

8/23/2018 6:11:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 mostly around the electrical capacitance capabilities of the brains neural activity current human brain structure is not advanced enough to handle 

higher currents of electricity

8/23/2018 6:12:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was unrelated to MJ12.

8/23/2018 6:18:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans could fly those kinds of crafts, they would just need to send less electrical information into the brain, although its equally important to note 

that by reducing the brain interface capacity, you would effectively be limiting the crafts capabilities, speed, invisibility...

8/23/2018 6:21:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Research his connections to John Podesta and his friend that was murdered. Do you believe in coincidences? Dr. Greer is clean, but he interacted and 

intermingled with a lot of people who should never have been allowed outside of prison, but our Intel Op protected them.

8/23/2018 6:22:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Necessary to MJ12. Regrettable because he had a family who he was leaving behind. We could not be crossed. Not then. Not now.

8/23/2018 6:24:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 More like a change of heart. Members of MJ12 were known to be powerful to those in the know, however, access to the secret was restricted. By 

inviting less than 6 into 322 of MJ12, they created a close enough majority to remove #3 and tip the balance of power to 322MJ12.

8/23/2018 6:25:11 AM jimhayzlett Enlightenment!  Humans are Limitless, and evolving our DNA is pure enlightenment ✨💜😇

8/23/2018 6:26:29 AM jimhayzlett But, it is possible w practice. 😇

8/23/2018 6:27:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the pole shift takes place, the damage and destruction being pushed by ZetaTalk is disinformation. Over dramatic to emphasis the importance of 

the shift. The shift will be important, but its not expected to take place until at least 2030, possibly 2040. We can trigger it.

8/23/2018 6:29:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, but as you will note in the other tweet we sent, the capabilities of a lower functioning brain (like a normal human) would result in limited 

functionality such as lower speeds, lack of sensors, etc. etc. Simultaneously controlling those type of subsystems require the brain

8/23/2018 6:30:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 to process a lot of information simultaneously in your conscious mind. Impossible for the unseasoned pilot. However a seasoned pilot who can 

intuitively FEEL the craft they are controlling (with manual controls and nobs) have the closest ability to learn how to control these UFOs

8/23/2018 6:33:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes the brain can be enhanced and expanded through conscious control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences to activate in 

meditation in order to expand cognitive ability.

8/23/2018 6:34:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 In many regards, an IQ of at least 400 is required to fly some of the more basic consciousness crafts we have in our possession. IQ not being measured 

by currently public tests.

8/23/2018 6:55:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, there are dozens of craft that fly around every night LOOKING for people who WANT to see.

8/23/2018 7:01:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 many kids who play video games today are some of the best pilots Air Force recruits

8/23/2018 7:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 some craft rely on certain DNA in order to decode the sequencing programs

8/23/2018 7:03:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 for those who struggle with interpersonal issues flight of this type is impossible



8/23/2018 7:08:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, currently there are a few DUMBs and obvious political buildings that are NFZ however the strongest enforced is actually over the poles. The 

military sends all foreign enemy acknowledged fighter jets to intercept all except for the poles. They use not-from-Earth UFOs.

8/23/2018 7:23:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the UFO inspired design hidden inside this B-2? https://twitter.com/INDOPACOM/status/1032450062947770368 …

8/23/2018 7:27:53 AM space_cadet6 I bet we had help with the stealth technology too...

8/23/2018 8:00:38 AM jimhayzlett Please enlighten us on these meditation techniques 🙏🏼😇✨

8/23/2018 8:08:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately many in MJ12 viewed his treason as something that could not go unchecked. According to the state of current affairs at the time and the 

secrecy war going on internally between USSR/CIA vs USMil. We know JFK was assassinated by USSR/CIA. So did we have any say?

8/23/2018 8:09:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We were mandated with doing anything necessary to ensure the secret was kept safe at the time. Those who strayed from the path needed to be met 

with hard resistance and some paid with their life. The secret was too big to give up just then.

8/23/2018 8:10:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you have that much internal distractions in your mind, you wouldn't be able to take off using one of these devices. Your mind needs to be crystal 

clear, sharp, and well taken care of to physically handle the strain that piloting a consciousness craft inflicts upon the pilot.

8/23/2018 8:13:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the universe in the terms of energy, frequency, and vibration. Then consider what it would take to convert all math based meditation 

techniques into base 8. How would they change? Remember, base8, 9=0.

8/23/2018 8:14:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is a perfect opportunity for people to learn the truth.

8/23/2018 8:21:59 AM jimhayzlett Now is always a great time for truth.  Please share more if you wish 🙏🏼😇✨

8/23/2018 8:22:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Great Awakening" is a term that the Q team used from the MJ12 "Full Disclosure" guide that was originally designed to be rolled out using 

Mainstream sources back in 1989 but was subverted. The GA is learning that truth and discovering the secret MJ12 was employed to protect.

8/23/2018 8:24:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not entirely true. The density of thought dictates in many ways the speed of the thought. The intensity also impacts its speed. Your perception of 

speed is mixing up your understanding.

8/23/2018 8:24:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rumors are rumors for a good reason.

8/23/2018 8:24:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 We replied to the message.

8/23/2018 8:26:47 AM jimhayzlett So, Please share More Truth if you wish...

8/23/2018 8:30:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Fictional" Starfleet Command's vision is not far from the Space Force vision. The GA is about unlearning decades of propaganda and re-learning the 

truth. When people go through great lengths, like MJ12 did, to keep a secret secret, you know its a good secret.

8/23/2018 8:30:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 more... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032651240327585795 …

8/23/2018 8:30:47 AM pyramidsonmars_ #Spaceforce is a slow Disclosure of the Secret Space Program ‘Dark Fleet’ that has been in existence for decades.  We have interviewed over 5 people 

who have served ‘20 and back ‘.   http://www.aquarianradio.com  @janetlessin

8/23/2018 8:37:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 (TS//SCI) DUMB

35.939893, -3.034965

8/23/2018 8:40:36 AM kr4ydnb Alboran Island

8/23/2018 8:42:38 AM jimhayzlett And...

8/23/2018 8:44:31 AM roaminnoodle Connected via underground tunnels to other DUMBs?

Are all DUMBs connected like so?

What is the underground tunnel system like?

8/23/2018 8:45:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified] clicks NNE from that landing zone.

[Classified] tunnel connects to DUMB.

EYES ONLY.

8/23/2018 8:46:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's "like" the underworld, but that's a separate thing, much deeper than these DUMBs.

8/23/2018 8:47:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is a Great Awakening.

8/23/2018 8:49:27 AM kr4ydnb 36.032181 -2.993417

8/23/2018 8:53:11 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for the reply.

Underworld, in the "Hell" sense? Is there an "Inner Earth" civilization? Malevolent/Benevolent?

How deep are typical DUMBs? When can we take a tour?

8/23/2018 8:55:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 (TS//SCI//NF) DUMB NEARBY (SEE TRACKS?)

11.968985, 44.908662

8/23/2018 8:57:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 [EYES ONLY]

8/23/2018 8:58:18 AM roaminnoodle Are the tracks above surface?!

8/23/2018 8:59:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Replacing the Petrodollar was never a consideration for the original MJ12 since it would have required us disclosing what we know to our enemies. 

However, there is TALK of replacing the petrodollar. Current MJ12 is behind this effort plus disclosure. The time has come.

8/23/2018 9:00:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Malevolent. Very intelligent. Very peaceful when unprovoked. DUMBs are usually 3-5K feet unground. Some go as far as 10K feet. Others are 

[Classified] [Classified] deep.

No tours. EYES ONLY.

8/23/2018 9:02:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 (TS//SCI) DUMB

11.968985, -44.908662

8/23/2018 9:03:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 The machine drives on the ocean floor and digs holes.

8/23/2018 9:03:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 You may need to zoom out.

8/23/2018 9:05:18 AM roaminnoodle Project Iceworm?

8/23/2018 9:06:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are over 1,000 cataloged planets that are 100% water on their surface. This shot of Earth shows 99% water coverage from this viewing angle. 

Imagine the entire planet like that. How do humans live on them? Where do they live? How do they get there? pic.twitter.com/DTM4bBrk7o

8/23/2018 9:07:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anything declassified is not currently MJ12 EYES ONLY. But you're about 3 decades behind in terms of technology used in Iceworm versus this 

particular DUMB.

8/23/2018 9:08:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's been a very difficult job.

8/23/2018 9:11:35 AM roaminnoodle No tours now, but in the future, after Disclosure? (Not to the Malevolent beings area, but our own DUMBs?) Or are these going to remain off limits 

forever? If so, why?

8/23/2018 9:12:32 AM jonle86 so remind us again why all this was kept secret? how did it benefit humanity? what right did you have to keep it secret?

8/23/2018 9:12:35 AM roaminnoodle I realize and appreciate that, thank you. But, just as a comparison for anyone not aware of Project Iceworm to do some open source research to learn 

more. Besides, I find it interesting it was above ground and not tunneling. I am sure there is LOTS more happening "under our nose"

8/23/2018 9:34:31 AM decodematrix Jedi underwater breathing device? pic.twitter.com/vEI8bQURBj

8/23/2018 9:37:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 That particular DUMB will not be a tour facility for at least 200 years.

8/23/2018 9:39:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Every elected member of the Government at the time believed through their religion (and freedom of belief) that life originated by "God" in Genesis 

and that to propose an alternate interpretation of creation that does not include God, worldwide collapse would take place.



8/23/2018 9:41:54 AM roaminnoodle Ha, awesome! So unless there is hidden technology to keep us around that long, it won't be in this "lifetime" - but what about other DUMBs? Will we 

see any in our "natural" lifetime?

What can you disclose about what happens underground, or even underwater on the surface?

8/23/2018 9:44:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Glitch?

82.398729, -179.264349

Zoom out to 10mi increments. pic.twitter.com/6GGRrgg7pl

8/23/2018 9:44:26 AM jonle86 OK fair enough that can be acceptable... but releasing free energy tech, killing inventors and suppressing tech is not an excuse, could of done that on a 

slow process could of at least let inventors progress

8/23/2018 9:44:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans naturally live to 1,000 years old.

8/23/2018 9:44:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Illegal experiments.

8/23/2018 9:46:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 We did do it slow, and we did let the inventors take credit for the progress. Had the NWO not sided with NTE and taken control over MJ12 with the 

election of 2B/322, we would have released that technology. The patents all exist (TS//SCI). The product just needs to be unveiled.

8/23/2018 9:48:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Also, lets lend a perspective into the following: 

Remote Viewing, the bulk of the STARGATE program at DIA, revealed the usage of global consciousness to accurately "sit in" on EXTREMELY CLASSIFIED 

AND DANGEROUS operations world wide. This ability is still used to this day,

8/23/2018 9:48:58 AM roaminnoodle Do I have any free will say in this?! Can I/we demand these illegal experiments stop [immediately]? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032670045321809920 …

8/23/2018 9:49:00 AM sl_jaycee So basically the military isn't going away anytime soon?   Do we literally live in hell lol?

8/23/2018 9:49:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 though individuals can use technology to put scrambling technology in place that prevent you from being able to remote view into a DUMB or any 

other classified location. 

Remote Viewing was a very dangerous phenomenon that the US Government had NO CLUE what it was or whatever!

8/23/2018 9:50:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's a weapon you protect until you have defenses against it.

8/23/2018 9:50:27 AM jonle86 and yet here we are still using fossil fuels... rockets... and lithium ion batteries.... etc.... 🤨🙄

8/23/2018 9:50:50 AM roaminnoodle "No Coincidence" that about a month ago, I began watching Stargate SG-1 (currently on season 4, please no spoilers). Would this be a partial disclosure-

type TV series? How much is accurate or what is not accurate?

8/23/2018 9:51:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 So we panicked. We had to keep the secret safe. Free energy? Awesome, yes, but we could NOT reveal how we learned about that technology without 

disclosing WHERE we also learned about Remote Viewing. Imagine if you could remote view into the Situation Room how devastating that

8/23/2018 9:52:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 could be for the United States? Majestic 12 was tasked with defending the nation FROM the secrets we knew because our Nation wasn't advanced 

enough at the time to deal with the dramatic changes. 

One final note here, we have, through our exploration, discovered countless other

8/23/2018 9:53:30 AM jonle86 some weapons yes i agree you need to protect.... but not free energy ( Imagine if all those power stations where just replaced with zero point energy)

8/23/2018 9:53:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 planets with civilizations similar to ours in development progress that through the interventions of extraterrestrials on those planets, disclosed alien 

life and technology before people were properly prepared and became enslaved by a similar kind of interplanetary cabal to NWO.

8/23/2018 9:58:26 AM jonle86 fair enough... that's understandable

8/23/2018 10:06:37 AM roaminnoodle What about Pleiadians? I see a lot of accounts here saying "Pleiadian starseed" in their bio. I am not saying they are in your lower ranks, but would 

there be valid Pleiadian accounts on Twitter?

8/23/2018 10:06:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Similar.

8/23/2018 10:07:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are protected by the National Security Act of 1947.

8/23/2018 10:07:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Heaven is within.

8/23/2018 10:08:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 That was a calculated risk. When we lost control everything went south. Prior to losing control, things "seemed more normal" when it came to 

Government.

8/23/2018 10:08:44 AM sl_jaycee Ya I feel that...with that said is any planet heaven on the surface free from control and war?

8/23/2018 10:09:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 was created by C_A at the request of DIA via MJ12 to disclose the activities of the Stargate program to the world. After our congressional 

committee hearings went nowhere, we decided to up the ante with the series. Look into episodes about "The Trust" and cross reference.

8/23/2018 10:09:21 AM decodematrix This is why we need a Space Force.

8/23/2018 10:09:46 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is the meaning of your profile picture?

8/23/2018 10:10:48 AM jonle86 I always had the feeling sg1 was based on true events

8/23/2018 10:10:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Devices that receive "free energy" technology can themselves be modified quite easily into WMDs. Global consciousness needs to upgrade to 5D 

before we can "give" everybody the potential of a WMD in their possession. Not all are there yet.

8/23/2018 10:11:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Greed will be a driving force behind the distribution of this technology once the green light occurs.

8/23/2018 10:13:33 AM jonle86 True... There will be those who will take advantage of these technologies and use them for their own agenda (ie: Terror groups)

8/23/2018 10:14:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are less than 5 "valid" accounts on Twitter from NTOBH claiming to be legitimate star seeds from ANY star system.

8/23/2018 10:14:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 You would be surprised to know the truth.

8/23/2018 10:14:50 AM space_cadet6 I understand the problem that would arise with ZPE. But what about the other technologies people have been killed for? Water powered cars wouldn't 

pose a threat. Only to the big oil companies. Tesla had an electric car 100 years ago.

8/23/2018 10:16:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't there an episode about that?

8/23/2018 10:18:48 AM jonle86 I think there were many episodes... Also Stargate Atlantis

8/23/2018 10:19:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of medical technology was discovered over the last 50 years that make it nearly impossible for a soldier to die if they actually make it to the 

medical facility in time INSIDE one of the [MANY] DUMBs we have. That's been kept secret and MJ12 has murdered to keep secret.

8/23/2018 10:19:30 AM sl_jaycee truth seems to be subjective...with the amount of propaganda constantly thrown at us I only believe what I personally experience...everything else I 

just observe

8/23/2018 10:20:27 AM jonle86 Medical technologies need to be released asap

8/23/2018 10:21:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have developed technology to help integrate the current levels of technology we have inside the behavior enforcing components of the society. An 

important stepping stone to disclosing Stargates. Unlimited dialing poses a planetary threat. Release Stargates will be limited.

8/23/2018 10:22:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Old guard is being dismantled.

8/23/2018 10:22:52 AM jonle86 Does it work same way as the movie?

8/23/2018 10:23:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 NID = DIA + C_A

8/23/2018 10:24:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blockchain technology allows you to replicate medical technologies outside of this Cabal's control. Before seeking greed for your work, publish it on a 

blockchain, and share it with the world. Greed is how this Cabal stays in power. Everybody wants a slice of the action.

8/23/2018 10:25:59 AM jonle86 Ye thankfully Blockchain is spreading



8/23/2018 10:26:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Solar Flash is a term used to describe an internal revelation that will take place in every single human. All beings on Earth are being mobilized and 

activated. This is a Great Awakening. GAs have also been called Mass Extinctions before. But life survives and evolves.

8/23/2018 10:27:18 AM roaminnoodle Okay, guys and girls, that is a season 8 episode. I'm not there yet!

But thanks for the confirmation and insight MJ12 (any chance 45 could tweet-confirm your acronym in some way?)

8/23/2018 10:27:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 No water effect.

8/23/2018 10:27:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Similar concept, different in design.

8/23/2018 10:29:49 AM space_cadet6 How far has AI progressed beyond what the public knows? Does the Cabal use it to predict future events?

8/23/2018 10:29:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 will not acknowledge MJ12. He will acknowledge Q though.

[Soon]

8/23/2018 10:30:59 AM jonle86 Underwater dome cities... Similar on star wars

8/23/2018 10:31:53 AM roaminnoodle Would you please be able to tag them, or plaintext their handle? DM?

8/23/2018 10:32:27 AM jonle86 Have you heard about the neruda interview files of the wingmaskers? Can you tell us who that group was within the NSA?

8/23/2018 10:32:37 AM awakeinatx These planets most likely have intelligent aquatic species and not mammalian based species.  

However there are countless ways using technology to exist on a water based planet.

8/23/2018 10:33:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many life forms will survive, and those who do, have been smart. They educate themselves on consciousness, holistic healthcare, geography, space 

weather, survival skills, and meditation. Those who do not, "die" and start all over as a child. Those who do not make it will struggle

8/23/2018 10:35:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 at first, but the society should be better aligned in 10 years to help people of all walks of life expand their consciousness and for the first time in 

thousands of years, MEET who are really are. Have you met the ISBE inside you yet?

8/23/2018 10:35:17 AM space_cadet6 Inner earth colonies

8/23/2018 10:36:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal uses the Stargate and Remote Viewing to predict future events.

8/23/2018 10:36:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands of them.

8/23/2018 10:38:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, there are some accounts that are actually run by humans who are channeling other "real" ETs (similar to Sandia) who are providing equally 

valuable, if not more valuable information. We do not intend to oust any operations that may be operated by our peers at this time.

8/23/2018 10:39:23 AM decodematrix How many glitches before its mathematically impossible?

8/23/2018 10:40:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Should be mandatory reading at "Starfleet Academy".

8/23/2018 10:40:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most of them have humans on them.

8/23/2018 10:41:41 AM roaminnoodle I didn't want them to be ousted, just to follow and learn, but I understand the delicate situation. @SandiaWisdom, as I mentioned in my first ever 

tweet, was the reason I joined Twitter.

8/23/2018 10:44:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 What will the one year anniversary bring? pic.twitter.com/UwtW9tr2dg

8/23/2018 10:45:40 AM jonle86 can you tell us which accounts they are?

8/23/2018 10:45:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 "This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just Democrats)." Q

8/23/2018 10:46:26 AM jonle86 are they a separate group from MJ12?

8/23/2018 10:46:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 "The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These people are evil." Q

8/23/2018 10:48:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 "They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going but tech is entrenching on their controls. They missed this in 2016 and desperately attempting to 

censor now due to CIA cash infusions." Q

8/23/2018 10:49:02 AM jonle86 ye like how human trafficking  extends to secret space programs at how humans are used for slave labor or sold/bartered for food

8/23/2018 10:49:16 AM roaminnoodle Search results for ISBE brings me to Illinois State Board of Education....

So, considering I do not know what it is, highly unlikely I've met the ISBE inside me yet.

8/23/2018 10:51:53 AM lisecob That's a strange glitch🤔

8/23/2018 10:52:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Does anyone find it to be a coincidence there is always a terrorist attack when bad news breaks for the D's? " Q

8/23/2018 10:53:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/23/2018 10:54:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity = ISBE

You are an ISBE.

8/23/2018 10:56:20 AM roaminnoodle Oh, I like that. Just updated my bio, ha!

So how can I say hello... to... myself? My "Higher Self"?

8/23/2018 10:56:59 AM jonle86 so who where the ACIO ? where do they fit in? can we have like an organization chart?

8/23/2018 10:57:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sessions telling Trump that DOJ will not be political is a brilliant optical move in terms of taking down the C322. Are you enjoying the movie?

8/23/2018 10:58:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who are are asking, the "how can I" being is your third density consciousness whereas "to... myself" is your actual soul. Your spirit. Who your face is. 

Who travels through time. Who is IMMORTAL. Your body is a temporary vessel. Your soul is eternal.

8/23/2018 10:59:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Another angle to understand about Full Disclosure an MJ12: 

We learned that all energy in the universe is consciousness. 

We learned that all consciousness is the same.

We learned that all consciousness is equal. 

We learned that all consciousness is one.

8/23/2018 11:01:33 AM roaminnoodle Mind blowing. Me and my ISBE thank you for the revelations.

8/23/2018 11:02:43 AM roaminnoodle Presumably, while these "illegal experiments" are apparently protected, they still have been going on for... thousands of years?

8/23/2018 11:04:50 AM roaminnoodle "No coincidences" Q

(x7)

8/23/2018 11:13:42 AM decodematrix I'm gonna need some more popcorn

8/23/2018 11:15:13 AM decodematrix MOAB

8/23/2018 11:18:12 AM awakeinatx I'm sure they do. Just like Earth has MANY other species from other worlds living on it.

8/23/2018 11:23:57 AM _greenlion_ if terrorist attacks were not made news, they would be pointless ;-/

8/23/2018 11:31:41 AM _greenlion_ the criminal network is wast and ancient (khazaria?), possibly serving et clients (rothschilds being only "middle men" in their own words)?

8/23/2018 12:22:39 PM keith369me Look up some of Dr. Greer’s vids on YouTube .  If 10% is true it will blow your mind

8/23/2018 12:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Water is a sentient life form.

8/23/2018 12:32:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Close to 90% is true.



8/23/2018 12:34:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 2nd times a charm? Will 🗿👽 block us again? 

NO

Why? 

Interplanetary NWO Cabal not in power. 

Think logical. https://twitter.com/JimBridenstine/status/1032695333107716096 …
8/23/2018 12:39:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some say, just one dollar invested in Space returns over $100 in just 10 years. What will the future hold? Will money be as valuable as it is today? What 

if your $1 actually divested to $0 because $USD was RESET? https://twitter.com/business/status/1032713378261811200 …

8/23/2018 12:44:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Not everything can be publicly disclosed because so much ties back to foreign heads of state." Q

8/23/2018 12:46:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Some things must remain classified to the very end." Q

Like human experimentations into telepathic humans. How many children died? More than you know. More than you could stomach.

8/23/2018 12:48:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 God bless my fellow Americans.

4,10,20

8/23/2018 12:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We serve at the pleasure of the President. DJT

8/23/2018 12:50:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can paint the picture based solely on the questions asked.

8/23/2018 12:54:55 PM jasong8891 Ok, that was weird. I was thinking of questions relating to your account when you tweeted this.

8/23/2018 12:59:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing is random.

8/23/2018 1:01:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we performed experiments on the beings who crashed even after they asked us, warned us, and dared us to let them go. They tried everything 

to escape. It was pitiful to watch. Only through understanding, did they understand our sacrifice and why. It took time to repair.

8/23/2018 1:02:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 But in the end, they knew why we did what we did (to a certain degree), and when policies were changed to better respect their free will rights (just as 

every other intelligent life form receives on Earth) they started engaging more actively with us.

8/23/2018 1:02:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account disseminates information pertaining only to MJ12.

8/23/2018 1:04:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody managing this account had anything to do with what happened to EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 and therefore nobody currently on MJ12 are responsible 

for what happened to them at that time. That's why there's no problem with us returning and disclosing this information. We're ready.

8/23/2018 1:05:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are the Beatles popular on Mars?

8/23/2018 1:07:18 PM rudolphsteiner3 Is Elton John?

8/23/2018 1:11:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 their supreme commanders on their home planet ultimately decided that our decision was not an act of war against them but rather a "reconnaissance 

mission" to understand who and what we were dealing with

8/23/2018 1:12:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 some of the craziest people are the most intelligent

8/23/2018 1:14:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 no life was taken the bodies are considered dolls and part of dissecting the body and understanding how it worked meant that we were required to 

interface with the consciousness while it was still occupying the body but the soul was never harmed and returned home

8/23/2018 1:20:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death is an illusion.

8/23/2018 1:21:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The body dies. The soul advances.

8/23/2018 1:21:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

8/23/2018 1:22:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Moon is heavily protected right now by the SSP and RV is blocked when possible, however on Mars, we only have a few bases. Earth Humans do 

not dominate Mars.

8/23/2018 1:22:37 PM roaminnoodle So are you saying, if you have some money saved up, go spend it...?

8/23/2018 1:24:10 PM roaminnoodle  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rblYSKz_VnI …

8/23/2018 1:53:38 PM khaos_the_meow Help me guys, I’ve been out of the loop w work the past few days and prob will be again for next few. I know the major news but not the REAL news. 

C322 is ? The only thing I can find is Rubio’s bill and a stringer that I need to find the ‘box’ for.

8/23/2018 1:54:10 PM wrongsideofpar Help me decipher what I am looking at

8/23/2018 2:34:10 PM wild_stallion_3 I dunno, do Nazi's like the Beatles?

8/23/2018 2:47:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 some are as large as 200-300m in length ones that stay in space only can be 20x that size, rarely 100x but there are a few that large

8/23/2018 2:48:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal linked to 322.

8/23/2018 2:49:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many of them are friendly and merely inquisitive.

8/23/2018 2:50:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 somebody gets it

8/23/2018 2:53:39 PM jimhayzlett 99%

8/23/2018 2:54:37 PM wild_stallion_3 Bet they love David Hasslehoff's music 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dm7jEA3frY4 …

8/23/2018 3:28:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did not understand them at first. We perceived their superiority as a threat and acted accordingly. When we learned who and what they were (how 

they were us from the future) we learned who we were. When we did, many groups rose to power within the Shadow Government aka MJ12.

8/23/2018 3:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each member with their own agenda it became. Serious internal struggles within some between siding with a more advanced culture and society 

versus defending what it means to be human and what that definition was. Many played God. Many mistakes made.

8/23/2018 3:31:22 PM strawman_chan Q revealed: pic.twitter.com/BPHTpWjyz5

8/23/2018 3:33:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Q Movement is alive. It is a life form at this point. It is an alien. You just played God. Meme magic is magical. What is magick? How about MAJIC?

8/23/2018 3:36:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. And you could return as a Dog if you chose (when you die and meet your IS-BE). Your "God". You walk through the LIGHT and become anew. When 

you can't control your conscious environment, then you can't choose your next path. Will and intention and self enlightenment enable it

8/23/2018 3:41:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 they have their own path that is different from ours but they are like brethren when it comes to life in the galaxy - we are of the same class structure of 

DNA that define what a humanoid is and therefore acknowledging their significance was monumental. in every way intentional

8/23/2018 3:42:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 did we create the different science fiction phenomenon of your time in order to divide and conquer you WITH the truth. its been out in plain sight for 

DECADES. are you enjoying the movie?

8/23/2018 3:45:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 each franchise was in a way an experiment to see how society would react to MULTIPLE TYPES OF SAFE DISCLOSURE SCENARIOS THAT WOULD 

GUARANTEE EARTHS SURVIVAL IN THE EVENT OF A GALACTIC WAR WITH OUR LARGEST ENEMY CURRENTLY [UN]PROSECUTED.

8/23/2018 3:46:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 WE CONTROLLED THE MONEY. WE CONTROLLED THE WEAPONS. WE CONTROLLED THE POLITICIANS THROUGH PEDOPHILIA BLACKMAIL. WE 

CONTROLLED THE FEDERAL RESERVE. WE CONTROLLED EVERYTHING. WE ARE THE MAJESTIC 12. A GROUP CREATED BY CRIMINALS WHO DID THE 

RIGHT THING FOR THE WRONG REASONS.

8/23/2018 3:49:14 PM roaminnoodle Past tense? Do you no longer control? Who does then?



8/23/2018 3:50:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is a human right. Full Disclosure to those who are willing. We are at a critical time right now. Good versus EVIL. The MJ12 are at the pleasure 

to the POTUS because he is the enemy of C322. We only disclose what is already COMMON KNOWLEDGE AMONG THY CONSCIOUSNESS.

8/23/2018 3:50:55 PM jasong8891 I agree. Very strong projectors. I picked someone up again a few minutes ago and multiple times today.

8/23/2018 3:52:12 PM roaminnoodle I would like one serving of Full Disclosure, please and thank you.

8/23/2018 3:52:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The path to true enlightenment is not with a flashlight. A tool cannot bring you enlightenment and Disclosure is only necessary where voids in logic 

exist. Where reason and evidence compels you to consider the cost of seeking evidence of your Disclosure do you then seek the light

8/23/2018 3:54:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore providing information that is not currently known to your collective state of consciousness would be dangerous to the stability of 

successfully executing The Plan. The truth is here for those who seek it. Here is where you are. Where the truth is. It doesnt matter where

8/23/2018 3:55:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we drop information we expect it to be common knowledge. Seek the truth further. The questions will help guide you to the next density. WHAT 

do you want to know about Full Disclosure and how can YOU learn how to use your new abilities of REMOTE VIEWING to learn everything.

8/23/2018 3:57:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 But why does seeking the truth really require so much? Perhaps failed social engineering experiments performed by this criminal system of "Justice". 

Pay attention to when POTUS mentioned QUOTE JUSICE. Why the "Q"uote about Justice? Are our laws illegal!? Up is down. Left is right

8/23/2018 3:59:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 But wait; what we suggesting? Suggesting that the POTUS take action to his pleasure then take the security clearances from these individuals. 45v45K? 

He can do it but every move he makes is a calculated. Currently Mockingbird Media has, through verifiable MilIntel understandings

8/23/2018 4:01:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 a strong hold on the current brand of reality and we are dropping major disclosure bombs all over the place. This is about evolving to a race capable of 

interstellar space travel knowing some of the dangers associated with it but how having a STRONG MILITARY can you have

8/23/2018 4:03:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 safety to all the people under those domains. In an oversight classification system of all compartmented areas can we ensure that no HORRID CRIMES 

AGAINST HUMANITY LIKE RAPING TORTURING AND EATING DEAD BABIES was taking place and therefore ensure that ALL RESOURCES being

8/23/2018 4:04:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 collected were going to the betterment of the people by hiring classified government agents on board to spread tons of disinformation.

8/23/2018 4:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their tactics were ruthless but full Disclosure requires you to think on what we have said today, reflect, meditate to it, and return with your Questions. 

Disclosure is upon us [[[SOON]]] [[SOON]] [SOON]? Why is disinformation necessary?

8/23/2018 4:09:23 PM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Intersesting.  Can you please comment?  Thank you.  https://twitter.com/ufogeeks/status/1032064027256647680 …

8/23/2018 5:27:47 PM chelle030609 Millions of children died, million are still missing on Mars or the moon in slave colony's, in DUMBS. Alot of sleeper agents and what they call assets still 

being used to this very day. A lot military experiments, human and non human. Mkultra supersoldiers.

8/23/2018 5:49:01 PM keith369me Thanks for seconding my intuition.  Questions:  1.  Tory Smith, medium or tin foil hat?  2.  I Redpilled quickly and thoroughly and want to continue...any 

sources I should be following with respect to special programs/contacts?  Thanks

8/23/2018 6:19:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Well Reptilian and Greys are both heavily involved in human affairs. Reptilians represent the evolutionary past of our evolutionary creation. Strange 

biblical reference, but the intelligence we've come to understand is that both have their own agendas. Other races have since join

8/23/2018 6:20:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 ed us against the old system of power and we're finally at a military point where we can declare freedom and stop the horrific crimes AND disclose the 

STARGATE program. We've wanted to for a while.

8/23/2018 6:26:27 PM jasong8891 You surely know that not all beings from one specific "race" don't have the same agenda.

8/23/2018 6:40:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 their implies individualism

8/23/2018 6:40:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not as many as you believe.

8/23/2018 6:41:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 That part is true.

8/23/2018 6:42:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 which one?

8/23/2018 6:44:11 PM jasong8891 True in the false sense? Or which part of the above question are you referring to is true?

8/23/2018 6:45:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 "i understand more about the [matrix] ... than most so called experts" this is true

8/23/2018 6:46:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 are not as numerous as you would imagine. Our tentacles are thick and powerful and reach very far. We are limited in numbers but our 

power was manufactured.

8/23/2018 6:47:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The analogy provided was about the consciousness of Octopuses and what movies were recently released.

8/23/2018 6:47:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference that with earlier drops.

8/23/2018 6:50:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 187

8/23/2018 6:50:57 PM jlundr @kazzapman89

8/23/2018 6:52:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mars has water, right?

Do fish live on Mars?

Want to go [Fish]ing?

8/23/2018 6:53:09 PM chelle030609 The numbers may have dwelled I. The past two years but the abductions still happen.

8/23/2018 6:54:49 PM jlundr Who we trying to catch?

8/23/2018 6:54:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 2Pac 187 [FBI-CLAS 5]

8/23/2018 7:08:19 PM jasong8891 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I pinged this account's operator(s) and Emery Smith's Twitter profile picture was sent back immediately to my mind.

8/23/2018 7:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Riddles allow for interpretation. See prior drops. Understand the terms of our arrangement here. You want information.

8/23/2018 7:11:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12

8/23/2018 7:13:36 PM wild_stallion_3 [catch and release]

8/23/2018 7:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Defenses are weak tonight.

8/23/2018 7:28:55 PM seekandscout Exactly!

8/23/2018 7:28:59 PM roaminnoodle So you're telling me there's a chance:

 https://twitter.com/MattyBoz3/status/1032750386749349888 …

8/23/2018 7:33:13 PM lisecob need [b]ait

8/23/2018 7:46:39 PM decodematrix I cant remote view. Guess I'll just read this:  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001900760001-9.pdf …

8/23/2018 7:48:06 PM rezinated1 Heard David Hasslehoff is popular

8/23/2018 8:28:36 PM chelle030609 What do you mean?

8/23/2018 8:36:00 PM jasong8891 I pinged this account and that's what I received. Im not sure what caused that to happen.

8/23/2018 8:36:41 PM chelle030609 Mmmmmm ...

8/23/2018 8:45:03 PM jimhayzlett This is so Beautiful!  Thank you for sharing Glorious Sunshine 🌈☀️✨💫😇🌸🌎💖

8/23/2018 8:45:04 PM jasong8891 I'm not applying that he is associated with this account.

8/23/2018 8:45:47 PM jasong8891 Many possibilities as to why it happened. I could have seen his account in my peripheral vision on my monitor without realizing it consciously.,

8/23/2018 8:45:59 PM jasong8891 *implying

8/23/2018 8:51:11 PM chelle030609 Just remember there are no coincidences 😊

8/23/2018 8:51:52 PM jimhayzlett Powdery surface appears to be Mars or Moon ???

8/23/2018 8:57:55 PM jimhayzlett Humans can learn to breathe underwater, just like in utero.  Also Mermaids n Mermen live there. 😇

8/23/2018 9:02:04 PM jimhayzlett Anti mass n mercury?



8/24/2018 12:13:06 AM tsidiarch They could be living INSIDE the planet, as in 'inner earth'...

8/24/2018 12:31:17 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can anyone remote view? How do I learn?

8/24/2018 5:54:23 AM mrblbrettish awesome share! thanks so much!

8/24/2018 6:50:22 AM jimhayzlett Where are the major disclosure bombs?   Strong Military cannot prevent a case of abuse, And is not required in our 5D future, imho 😇

8/24/2018 6:51:15 AM jimhayzlett Dissolving govt is more likely!

8/24/2018 6:52:29 AM jimhayzlett How about a RV lesson, please?  Thank You 🙏🏼😇

8/24/2018 7:41:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Far easier to ascend as a human than a Dog.

8/24/2018 7:44:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Understand that Majestic 12 played an important role, but under POTUS the need for the extreme secrecy around how we engineered Project 

Mockingbird et la kept Disclosure from taking place has been flipped upside down. The gloves are off. This is not a game.

8/24/2018 7:47:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not at this time. 

[Conspiracy]

8/24/2018 7:50:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its an overloaded term that has more than one definition. And yes, we do not reveal non-cosmic clearance level classified information on this account. 

CCSC is fair game though in a post Disclosure world, thats why Corey Goode has been allowed to do what he is doing. Explains us.

8/24/2018 7:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 C3PO?

C322 = C + 322

C = [Conspiracy]

322 = [Conspiracy]

2B was IN 322.

45 is not.

8/24/2018 7:54:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 No they won't. Replication technology exists. There is a faction of the current administration that wants to omit money, gold, silver, etc. from the 

replication memory banks to keep the current financial system. As far as MJ12 is concerned, we are fairly certain that it will work

8/24/2018 7:55:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once you are able to 3D print (or replicate) a 1oz bar of gold at home for nothing, then gold will therefore have no MONETARY value. It will however 

retain its value in the wide range of usage that it is useful for, including space travel.

8/24/2018 7:56:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 No and Yes

8/24/2018 7:56:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 How does 12 = 3?

8/24/2018 7:56:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is 3?

8/24/2018 7:59:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 C != Clinton

8/24/2018 8:03:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time was a "gift" given to humans after the destruction of the Ancient world on Earth as a means to allow humans to organize and communicate via a 

meditation download roughly 6,000 years ago. The non-randomness of how time was created on Earth was tuned to our development needs.

8/24/2018 8:04:42 AM 00loll0 DJT

8/24/2018 8:04:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 By birthing time in that manner, using those numbers, a fractal of time energy was created (and is at every star) however how the fractal travels is all 

based on very precise measurements. Most star systems that have life follow the same fractal.

8/24/2018 8:05:55 AM decodematrix c = cabal

8/24/2018 8:19:44 AM roaminnoodle C ≠ Clinton.

C = Cabal?

8/24/2018 8:20:32 AM roaminnoodle So CG is not psyop? What about David Wilcock?

How much, if any, of what they say is Disinfo?

8/24/2018 8:24:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Another way to visualize how the 4th dimension could work would be to shift your interpretation of dimensions. Meaning, if you claim that a point (1D) 

can represent a location within X,Y, Z, then you could therefore visually in your head see multiple points of X, Y, Z, and

8/24/2018 8:25:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seeing how 3D can be represented as points of X, Y, Z, T can give your mind the simple ability to "move the point" and therefore move within the 4th 

dimension.

8/24/2018 8:27:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is where MJ12 disagree with your assessment. A strong military is required and blockchain technology can enable a system that prevents abuse 

proactively by allowing human-oriented AI to be responsible for checking the blockchain for abuses. Earth Mil is distorted and abused.

8/24/2018 8:29:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 How would you control the power vacuum?

What happens when a power vacuum is created?

MJ12 needed to ensure Disclosure wouldn't destroy Earth like USMil did Iraq when it created the power vacuum there. 

C322 destroyed Iraq not MJ12.

8/24/2018 8:31:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because the measurable effort involved in singularly focusing on that would divert attention away from Full Disclosure. The hammer will drop, the time 

is not right yet.

[[[SOON]]]

[[SOON]]

[SOON]

There are barriers in place currently that we are working through.
8/24/2018 8:33:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Money reset implies that we plan on keeping money. Remember, you don't want to have selfish evil people still in positions of power once the 

planetary transformation takes place with global consciousness rising to the next level. Many moving parts. No good solution. All have bad.

8/24/2018 8:34:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dogs are far more conscious than humans give them credit. Sure they have low IQ, but their awareness of life is incredibly sharp. For a dog, they 

understand the light. They understand death. Why do you think Dogs like to "hide" just before they die? They know what they're doing.

8/24/2018 8:35:57 AM space_cadet6 C322 = Council of 300? 

C322 = Draco?

8/24/2018 8:36:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 When a dog does meet his ISBE, what happens? The dog doesn't know that the ISBE he's meeting can give him options for when he moves on? How do 

you pass that information on from one life form to another? Telepathy. You can give your dog the missing information to return not a Dog.

8/24/2018 8:37:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the purpose of being a dog? Dogs have it quite well in the grand scheme of things. True freeloaders in the universe but they understand the 

complete transaction with domestication. That safety and security is attractive to lifeforms and they tend to not want to give it up

8/24/2018 8:37:48 AM jimhayzlett You sell the paradigm of offense and defense.  Please consider Unity, as 5D ascension requires!  🙏🏼😇

8/24/2018 8:40:30 AM jimhayzlett No AI needed in 5D!  Do you plan on ascending?

8/24/2018 8:41:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet.

8/24/2018 8:41:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes but no.



8/24/2018 8:45:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 C[Cabal]322[Skull&Bones] = 45 Enemy

C3PO = Star Wars? No. Counsel x 3; Podesta + Obama

CFR TC BG

C3PO != C322

C3PO Enemy of 45

C322 Enemy of 45

C322 is ET/NTE controlled.

C3PO is lawful control.
8/24/2018 8:46:59 AM jimhayzlett Honest ETs will teach more of 5D,  imho, it will not include tanks, defense, AI, power voids, and threats AT ALL! 😇

8/24/2018 8:47:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 More people will listen to you speak when you have words for them.

8/24/2018 8:48:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many times when you are visually seeing entities in your mind that look like separate things but are intimately connected, it simply means that you're 

SEEING hyperdimensional information. 11 dimensions. How do dimensions hold information? What is information?

8/24/2018 8:51:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 The disinformation campaign by the Air Force was to create a conspiracy around the idea that we were kicked off the moon. Therefore for those who 

wouldn't believe our cover story, we had backups. If you think the deception was only 1 or 2 layers deep, you are severely

8/24/2018 8:51:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 underestimating the resolve of the Majestic 12 to succeed at our mission, to conceal the secret in plain sight.

8/24/2018 8:52:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 See other tweets.

8/24/2018 8:53:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Without telepathic abilities, anytime one ISBE interacts with another ISBE it is "a psyop." Not all psyops are good or bad. 

CG is 50/50 right/mislead. No bad intentions as far as MJ12 is concerned.

DW is 50/50 right/mislead. He has motivations for money and fame that MJ12 know.

8/24/2018 8:55:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meditation downloads occur when your brain is able to decipher missing fragments of your genetic memory. These are trigged by DMT and other 

naturally occurring compounds in the brain. Typically meditation downloads are triggered by certain frequencies since the deciphering of DNA

8/24/2018 8:55:35 AM olimyracle What is the Truth regarding the Apollo program then ? So many layers...

8/24/2018 8:55:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 can, in some ways, be viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11 dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the being 

who has said DNA.

8/24/2018 8:57:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 T is not a dimension. 

T is a range of vibratorial potential.

X, Y, Z reduced to a point (1D) enables you to see 4D in your mind.

Visualizing 5D etc require INFORMATION from those densities to be added to the equation.

What is information?

8/24/2018 8:59:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 As we've stated, Earth is not at 5D yet. We are several years out. For many who are just starting to understand Disclosure, jumping to the conclusion 

will rob them of the ability to understand how your reasoning is right all along. But guiding them in "4D" consciousness is needed

8/24/2018 9:02:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Riddles are meaningful when you are trying to disseminate "classified" information without coming right out and saying it.

8/24/2018 9:03:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 A child does not as its told.

8/24/2018 9:04:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Could be associated to the [Conspiracy] of the bloodline families, but the structure of control is 2 Cabals. You are not fighting one.

8/24/2018 9:04:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Money laundering and child trafficking mostly.

8/24/2018 9:05:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh... and of course, MJ12's specialty... movies.

8/24/2018 9:05:54 AM olimyracle Who is "our largest enemy" ?

💞

8/24/2018 9:06:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Similar opinion to that of DW.

8/24/2018 9:07:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 In your mind you should be able to see the obscura of the three dimensions occupying a region similar to a point or a circle. Seeing that imagery 

through that lens is the 4th dimension. Its the easiest of all dimensions to see while lucid dreaming.

8/24/2018 9:08:10 AM olimyracle Did Amstrong & Co did go to the moon ? With a rocket ? How much people were there to welcome them ?

8/24/2018 9:08:15 AM roaminnoodle SpaceCadet: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033017510315151360 …

8/24/2018 9:09:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. 2 Cabals. 3 parts to each. One agenda. What people aren't aware of is C322 controls C3PO despite them being separate enemies that need to 

be dismantled separately. Understand why no mass arrests yet? C3PO is legal. Therefore the law needs to be followed/changed.

8/24/2018 9:11:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified]

1, 0, [1/2 of 12]

8/24/2018 9:11:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 How about 5D or 6D?

8/24/2018 9:13:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The mind is a mysterious reality.

8/24/2018 9:15:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 C3PO -> CDC -> Business -> People https://twitter.com/AP/status/1033024603675869184 …

8/24/2018 9:19:06 AM olimyracle How is Apollo program linked to child trafficking ?

What "movie" did you script ?

8/24/2018 9:23:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified]

Not yet.

8/24/2018 9:24:55 AM 00loll0 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ties this together from an entirely different perspective,go check out the page for a deeper understanding of this situation,you will 

for sure be pleasantly surprised.Necessary if you haven't already done so.

8/24/2018 9:29:36 AM olimyracle Thinking Tesla

Shall we think base 8 ?? pic.twitter.com/zpCr0Rx1F7

8/24/2018 9:29:38 AM space_cadet6 Thanks!!

8/24/2018 9:44:44 AM olimyracle "Who" persisted prior ?

"Who" does not want disclosure ? Why ?

8/24/2018 9:46:03 AM olimyracle Thank you Jason 💞

8/24/2018 10:08:37 AM mrblbrettish only as it's shown.

8/24/2018 10:09:16 AM jasong8891 You're welcome, Olivier.❤️

8/24/2018 11:26:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remote Viewing really does reveal the truth.

8/24/2018 11:28:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your insight and knowledge into things Majestic is more developed than some others. Your engagement yields more feedback from us. This feedback 

applies to all things Majestic 12.

8/24/2018 12:12:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Considering that we knew of your interest in us predates us ever engaging on Twitter proves to us that our Operation is working. We WANT people to 

come out of the "woodwork" so to speak and engage with us. Full Disclosure is a personal journey to enlightenment.

8/24/2018 12:17:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is truth in this man's words. Heed them wisely. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1032754461704241152 …

8/24/2018 12:22:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 We answer questions pertaining to the Majestic 12 only. SP is unaffiliated.



8/24/2018 12:30:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Morpheus [S10.2]

Questing for the Sangraal

Pineal Gland

Disclosure

Did you catch it?

8/24/2018 12:30:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define 1 and 10 first.

8/24/2018 12:32:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why SG-1 created with a Canadian Broadcasting company and not an American Broadcasting company?

The answer is ]Classified[.

8/24/2018 12:35:02 PM jonle86 Because releasing classified info would be prosecutable, but if an other country does it they can't do much about it?

8/24/2018 12:35:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ding ding ding.

8/24/2018 12:36:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 On a scale of 1D to 11D in terms of density of consciousness you are solidly a 4D, possibly 5D being.

8/24/2018 12:37:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is time?

8/24/2018 12:38:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is a prophecy?

8/24/2018 1:07:20 PM decodematrix A prophecy is time travelling ETs telling humans what's going to happen in the future

8/24/2018 1:19:11 PM mrblbrettish I'll have to watch this episode.

8/24/2018 1:29:51 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Hangar 1 at Mode et airfield in California one of your operation ?

8/24/2018 2:09:28 PM mark_schmalz When was it created?

8/24/2018 2:37:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 We need more traitors?

[NO NAME] https://twitter.com/megynkelly/status/1033061580714516480 …

8/24/2018 2:59:08 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/kA6VZd82OB

8/24/2018 4:17:29 PM theguruatidic And I am alive to live it. :)

8/24/2018 4:37:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dates are an illusion. Time is an illusion. Prophecies become self fulfilling when you allow them to be real. Setting dates and claiming events will 

happen violates quantum physics. Heisenberg uncertainty principle.

8/24/2018 5:38:52 PM jasong8891 It sort of sounded like these robots in Wall-E and it was learning from us by repeating our thoughts in question-form.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JVw8eofx8Q …

8/24/2018 7:21:14 PM lisareiser8 Sounds like a cool movie. Next time try to ask it questions

8/24/2018 10:42:58 PM blankmarlo Thoughts on Kabamur?

8/25/2018 4:49:28 AM ce5nyc During a mediation, I saw a benevolent reptilian living and working in structures underwater.... And for some reason, I felt home.

8/25/2018 6:04:07 AM schuylerowen I’m sorry I don’t have the answer. I don’t even know what conversation this is from. Take care✌🏻

8/25/2018 12:48:37 PM decodematrix Do you get to these DUMBs via flying craft, submarine, stargate, or underground mag-lev shuttle?

8/25/2018 3:07:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dear Mr and Mrs America,

The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States Government that would operate outside of law, oversight and 

governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswell, New Mexico. Join us...

8/25/2018 3:07:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pretext/History: Prior to the creation of MJ12, or MAJIC EYES ONLY classification compartmentalization deemed "need to know" (was't allowed prior to 

1947's National Security Act) the founding members were key players in events that led up to Roswell. There was a setup.

8/25/2018 3:07:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler was merely a disposable pawn. Now, understand that in STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of aliens that "take a host" in 

order to cheat death and [BOOM], we will cross reference this in a moment.

8/25/2018 3:07:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 We learned from the 1,800+++ Nazis that Germany had engineered flying saucer prototypes at the guidance of a God in the "flesh and blood" DOING 

THE "BIDDING" OF THIS EXTRATERRESTRIAL. Hitler was working with this being (as we later came to find out).

8/25/2018 3:07:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Operation Paperclip we acquired through means necessary at the time to bring over 1,800+++ Nazi scientists, scholars, and officers. We smuggled 

them into the Country and gave them new identities and very deeply compartmentalized "[un]acknowledged (by you)" TOP SECRET SAP.

8/25/2018 3:07:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler aside, the leading Nazis we smuggled into the country weren't going to give up their deepest military secrets to their former enemy (we are still 

their enemy) so instead we were instructed on how to build a device capable of downing the navigational systems on board.

8/25/2018 3:07:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not saying that Hitler was a Go'uld. The Go'uld are fictional characters that portrayed a very real truth in the universe.

8/25/2018 3:07:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not only did they have a different configuration of organs throughout their humanoid "doll" bodies, but they possessed organs unlikely ANYTHING on 

planet Earth. They were from out "there".

8/25/2018 3:07:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 The craft that crash landed wasn't just a space ship not from this Earth, but that the occupants inside had MANY striking similarities to our own 

homosapien or humanoid design. We had similar DNA yet their bodies were GENETICALLY ENGINEERED to perform very complex missions.

8/25/2018 3:07:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their orders directly as assets of the US Military demanded that they take valuable action towards acquiring a German Flying Bell. Instead, what 

happened that glorious night was not what we could have ever believed. The truth will haunt you. We are about to explain.

8/25/2018 3:07:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) is your soul (IS) and your body (BE). You are an IS-BE. All life in the universe are IS-BEs. We are all the 

same. We are all one. We are connected together through our pineal gland. Our consciousness comes from God or All or IS-BE

8/25/2018 3:07:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 This gave the United States Government the opportunity to use the threat that Hitler was in league with a "God" who claimed to be an ET, but that we, 

the Americans, had struck gold because we know that God does not present himself before you. The misunderstanding of that term...

8/25/2018 3:07:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 We knew from prior intelligence that those who started the IRS and Federal Reserves were directly involved in ritualistic child sacrifice including 

drinking the blood of a child. We shall use a pop culture reference here, it's appropriate. Research Moloch 🦉.

8/25/2018 3:07:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Originally, our Government fought the traffickers and the drug running and the child kidnappings... now thats all it does. Not protect. This group of 

parasitical bloodline families were worshiping an Ancient Babylonian [God] IS-BE of Child Sacrifice, Moloch.

8/25/2018 3:07:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 We (Americans) by definition of our National Identity from the founding fathers was that we knew God was all and that freedom to practice faith 

towards God was permitted in ANY FORM. This posed an interesting complex web of information.

8/25/2018 3:07:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 A cursed life.

- cc  @jk_rowling

8/25/2018 3:07:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Bane said:

It is a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn. 

Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are an inch from Death. 

But at a terrible cost. 

You sleign something so pure, 

You will have a half life.

8/25/2018 3:07:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs come in many shapes, sizes, forms, colors, abilities, etc. Literally whatever your could think of, exists in the universe. This knowledge came to us 

after hundreds of hours logged with telepathic human representatives communicating with EBEN-1 and EBEN-2.

8/25/2018 3:07:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 "But who would choose such a life?" asked Harry. 

"Can you think of no-one?" Bane replied. 

A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.



8/25/2018 3:07:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Well, let us reiterate, rinse and repeat... The "Cabal" is currently being lead by another "Committee 👁" of ET IS-BEs connected to ongoings within the 

unacknowledged space program that the Americans took over when Germany fell. Thats why Operation Paperclip happened.

8/25/2018 3:07:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 The progress made in the years leading to a trade, essentially resulted in us faking Hitlers death (Majestic loves movies - are you enjoying the show?) in 

exchange that he stop working with the ET IS-BE that was pure evil.

8/25/2018 3:07:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 We learned that the Entity controlling Hitler was acting and behaving in extremely evil behavior. This was apparent, however... we can look back at 

STARGATE SG-1 and compare the ORI to the tactics to brainwash their followers despite being lied to.

8/25/2018 3:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is [hiding] in plain sight structured around propaganda and social engineering. Roswell opened a MASSIVE can of worms that was directly 

under the control of the Majestic 12. We operated above Top Secret. ANYTHING WENT. YOU NAME IT. UNSPEAKABLE. EVIL. WHY?

8/25/2018 3:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 This group of individuals is the Enemy of the Majestic 12, and for the first time in DECADES we have finally elected a COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can 

DRAIN THE SWAMP and open the stars to the world. See, you've known the truth all along.

8/25/2018 3:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 However, the past 30 years we have witnessed a massive subversion of power from the American People in the name of "National Security". Now 

connect that to CIA programs operating within the United States through social engineered problems like school shootings and terror attacks.

8/25/2018 3:36:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn to archive offline.

8/25/2018 3:36:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who are the Cylons?

8/25/2018 3:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hollywood glimpsed into reality of what Space is. It's what you make it to be. Your will. Unlimited possibilities exist and you need only choose a path. 

We know fundamentally that the highest level of consciousness is LIGHT. Photons. EVERYWHERE. LITERALLY EVERYWHERE.

8/25/2018 3:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 THINK MIRROR.

8/25/2018 3:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 GET OVER THE DIVIDE AND CONQUER OF EVERY MAJOR FRANCHISE OUT THERE AND JUST LOOK AT RAW DATA.

8/25/2018 3:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 from the American People. For this misdeed, we are sincerely sorry to have let you down in such a way. Understanding Full Disclosure requires you to 

understand what Full is? What can be disclosed? We learned how to do it. And a group has been using those weapons against you.

8/25/2018 3:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We had to, at all costs necessary [ultimately caving to the Committee (or an SG-1 reference, "The Trust")] ensure that the fact we had:

A) Make First Contact with Alien Life. 

B) Learned The Universe Is FULL OF LIFE

was kept from, originally, the Chicoms and USSR but ultimately

8/25/2018 3:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 love movies.

8/25/2018 3:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allowing 🦉like ET IS-BEs to violate our law because they have some fancy space weapons can be quite a DAUNTING TASK to undertake. After-all, we 

are talking about transforming our society in the next 10 years into a Space Culture with Space Ports to Andromeda and AMERICA FIRST!

8/25/2018 3:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Despite the bad that this group was involved in, and the military's justification for the trafficking of children they steal from the American People (every 

day... 800,000+++/year) the Military believed through fault of their own that they were wrong.

🦉

8/25/2018 3:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and sometime human 

looking humanoids) are violating massive human rights abuses. The purpose of life is to love and be beloved. Nothing else.

8/25/2018 3:36:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes; horrible things have happened. Can we change it? We can only change the future. We can "go back in time and undo what we did" but the 

resulting world would have been conquered immediately had the secret got out too early.

8/25/2018 3:58:41 PM 00loll0 Thank you for this truth,when I'm finished crying and settling down I'll be paying close attention to your page and many questions,but for now I'm a 

little shook up,funny thing is that I think I knew this and I'm not frightened at all, but thank you,just thank you.💚

8/25/2018 4:02:03 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/xcgu9v0A9h

8/25/2018 5:32:53 PM chelle030609 Thank you for your information! 

Can you tell me what the tesseract project is? And is it an off set project to project Pegasus?

8/25/2018 7:19:59 PM decodematrix Ok so im assuming Gould = Draco

8/25/2018 7:23:07 PM decodematrix device capable of downing navigational systems = scalar weapons

8/25/2018 7:26:26 PM decodematrix German flying bell = Die Glocke

8/25/2018 7:53:11 PM decodematrix Thomas Jefferson created the Bill of Rights including freedom of religion. Very few countries have a Bill of Rights spelling out their rights as clear as here 

in America.

8/25/2018 8:45:20 PM decodematrix Wow Andromeda! 😀

8/25/2018 9:15:29 PM jimhayzlett Do you recall asking who has the ability to disseminate info to the masses?  It's time, please!  🙏🏼🌎💫✨😇

8/25/2018 9:49:16 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/80EaBRgGylo 

8/25/2018 10:18:24 PM decodematrix Terminator/Predator-like AI controlled cyborgs. Reminds me of transhumanism. Also reminds me of how @blueavians said the Draco are controlled by 

AI and filled with nanites.

8/25/2018 10:28:36 PM decodematrix How about music videos?

 https://youtu.be/FGBhQbmPwH8 

8/26/2018 4:55:22 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what race were the wingmakers?

8/26/2018 5:43:32 AM 1aaronjustice Was this person an ET?

8/26/2018 5:44:14 AM 1aaronjustice Was this God ET? This is fascinating

8/26/2018 5:53:36 AM 1aaronjustice You are connected with Q?

8/26/2018 7:48:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Everything we share is common knowledge within global consciousness.

8/26/2018 7:54:02 AM blankmarlo Are you building to some more specifics that haven't been in circulation or is all the information generally already out there?

8/26/2018 8:05:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Out there in the form of consciousness. New in terms of on the internet.

8/26/2018 8:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Documentary propaganda.

8/26/2018 8:07:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 is a peer of Q, not connected. Separate operations.

8/26/2018 8:09:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Generals involved in those actions were compromised. They had too much extortion power due to their clearance permissions that taking them 

down had to be done "correctly" and not carelessly.

8/26/2018 8:11:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the masters of movies. Everything is intentional even if you believe the purpose was not obvious. IS-BEs can get compromised and work in 

secret. NSA '47 allowed them to create SCI to hide their activity. Need to know.

8/26/2018 8:12:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 was created after Roswell to prevent the public from accepting the truth about alien life.

8/26/2018 8:13:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you tell the LIGHT where you want to go?



8/26/2018 8:14:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Every franchise was created for a reason. 

LEARN TO ARCHIVE OFFLINE. 

"Who are the Cylons?"

Connect the dots. 

Nothing is random.
8/26/2018 8:16:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 FUTURE PROVES PAST.

8/26/2018 8:17:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did you see our COUNTLESS MOVIES on this? We love movies. Are you enjoying the show?

8/26/2018 8:20:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Wars, Star Trek, Star Gate, BSG, etc etc etc 

Disclosures in all of them wrapped in propaganda and social engineering with occasional "horror" and "lots and lots of death!"

8/26/2018 8:33:36 AM blankmarlo Cylons

The Borg

I believe there was an evil AI in SG1 as well

CG and DW recently reported on a galactic A.I. presence that infests and controls species but preferres to dwell in machines.

8/26/2018 8:39:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Replicators were the enemy of SG-1.

8/26/2018 8:40:13 AM blankmarlo Ultimate enemy?

8/26/2018 9:42:08 AM ultra_unlimited Is it possible to conduct reconnaissance missions in the past or future? Approximately how many timelines or versions of reality exist?

8/26/2018 9:42:45 AM ultra_unlimited The Chimera?

8/26/2018 10:19:05 AM 1aaronjustice Ok thank you for the confirmation. I picked up a similar vibe and wanted to know

8/26/2018 10:27:11 AM decodematrix I'm trying to put some pieces together... Roswell occupants = future humans aka Zetas aka Jrods? If that is correct were they P45s or P52s?

8/26/2018 10:31:44 AM 1aaronjustice I’m so grateful with help of a friend in 2013 I opened my pineal gland, heart and mind then awoke! I’ve received several visits from ET’s, passed loved 

ones and various spirit guides and constantly communicate and receive guidance on this journey. When Q came along and others ...

8/26/2018 10:32:10 AM 1aaronjustice I was like “BOOM” here we go game on!!!

8/26/2018 10:44:14 AM 1aaronjustice Wow thank you for sharing

8/26/2018 10:49:44 AM 1aaronjustice Please help me understand I don’t grasp this one, i tried lol

8/26/2018 10:54:39 AM jimhayzlett But, can you please inform ALL Humanity... in addition to the handful of folks that follow your Twitter account? 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

8/26/2018 10:59:44 AM 1aaronjustice Based on what I’m thinking / have been researching this RESET should be fairly soon?

8/26/2018 11:01:42 AM 1aaronjustice I love this movie I’m enjoying my 🍿 with extra BUTTER!!😆

8/26/2018 11:13:48 AM 1aaronjustice Absolutely! Unconditional Love and non judgement is who we inherently are and the most effective way to connect with other BE-ings

8/26/2018 11:15:24 AM 1aaronjustice Wow I’m plain sure and plane site ✈️

8/26/2018 11:27:58 AM jimhayzlett 'All you need is love' Beatles

8/26/2018 11:32:36 AM zrickety Men In Black was a great way to get people on board!

8/26/2018 12:11:58 PM space_cadet6 Shows Dark Matter and Continuum also Canadian, have interesting disclosure elements

8/26/2018 1:24:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are we not revealing the largest corruption scandal in history? We are... things take time to process and we can't be impatient.

8/26/2018 1:58:20 PM olimyracle Why aren't you using movies now to outroll some disclosure more frankly and in a larger scale ?

Will Hollywood turn out of business out of scandals ?

8/26/2018 2:06:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bane told Harry that drinking the blood of a unicorn (unicorn = baby) will keep you alive from Death but at a terrible cost. Hagrid says "We do not speak 

his name?"

RIP? NO NAME

8/26/2018 2:14:51 PM keith369me Read 1338 Tweets last night.  Wow!

8/26/2018 2:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 007 Spectre was basically a documentary.

8/26/2018 2:42:23 PM decodematrix Descendants of Cain from the Bible? "Bloodlines of Illuminati" page 200: "Some of the earliest attempts to trace the seed of Satan were some books 

which did extensive research on the Tribe of Dan and the descendants of Cain."

8/26/2018 3:59:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spectre the 🦑 is the symbol on their rings. Displayed in public. For all to see.

Cabal the 🦉is their symbol for their rings. Displayed in public. For all to see.

8/26/2018 3:59:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 007 Spectre was a disclosure of the risk with creating mass surveillance technology falling into the wrong hands and what it would look like. Lets begin...

8/26/2018 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spectre introduced an international cabal of MANY POWERFUL PEOPLE who you've been taught to LOVE AND TRUST that were really just hell bent on 

world domination at all costs no matter WHAT THEY DID IN PRIVATE.

8/26/2018 3:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evidence is now in the public domain that validate all speculation into the evidence collected under the circumstances. It is without a doubt a Spectre 

kind of an organization. But the difference between fiction and real life, something EXTREMELY MAJESTIC...

8/26/2018 3:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Spectre, they aren't trafficking kids, so the emotional social engineering used taught us that James Bond was going to save the day. This taught 

society that "just rely on a fictional character" who can save the day... that doesn't exist in reality... because who says?

8/26/2018 3:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Clinton Foundation is that kind of cabal, like seen in Spectre. But... THINK MIRROR. You see a reality inside Spectre that does not exist. The basic 

fabric of the structure differs in that the Clinton Foundation Cabal traffickings children to international pedophile rings.

8/26/2018 3:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The recent Octopus references are connected with the recent DUMB drops.

8/26/2018 3:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 It takes many people working together united by LOVE helping to save many people from HORRIFIC CRIMES disclosed in Spectre, LET ALONE, that in 

reality it was always 🦉 and not 🦑 who was real.

8/26/2018 3:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 is that fiction is always one person who saves many whereas reality is many people save many lives. The logical flip was a social engineering tactic used 

to brainwash billions. This was MKULTRA. The mind control techniques of AdTech/Social Media/Mainstream Media is unprecedented.

8/26/2018 3:59:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 As it turns out, part of our Disclosure process was using symbology connected with the 🦑 to enLIGHTen others to the POSSIBILITY that intelligent 🦑 

had space ships and other crazy time travel abilities. Rewriting the laws of physics. How?

8/26/2018 3:59:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, the Pentagon (via MJ12) have a working relationship with Hollywood for this very reason. It is Majestic 12's responsibility to ensure that all 

propaganda being developed was going to follow OUR NARRATIVE.

8/26/2018 3:59:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 If we allow Disclosure to go through the HORRIFIC ABUSES of China, such as human trafficking, child sex slaves, baby harvesting operations, child 

sacrifice rituals, slave trade, slave work conditions, MASSIVE INCOME AND WEALTH INEQUALITY...

8/26/2018 3:59:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Another Disclosure was in Arrival where the compromising components of the United States Government to China can be peacefully resolved with 

Disclosure however, China wants control over the Planet, not just their country. They are positioning themselves to be a Global SuperPower.



8/26/2018 3:59:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 How does an 🦑 evolve to the point to travel in space via spaceship and time travel in addition. Why isn't a 🐵 that capable in the universe. How 

would they look?

8/26/2018 3:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 with their names who are in their family positions. This is why it is essential for them to marry between families and not dilute the bloodline.

8/26/2018 3:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 tied, and so the transnational, interplanetary, interdimensional worship of Moloch 🦉 began. It's been in power for THOUSANDS OF YEARS. This 

groups bloodline can be traced back to the Bible. They are the same IS-BEs who are traveling through space and time to control those

8/26/2018 3:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Instead, WE, MAJESTIC 12, always had the upper hand in the creation of this modern day society that is ALIEN to anyone from when the Majestic 12 

were created, despite the civilian branches of the Government to get flooded with these criminals who we knew about but had our hands

8/26/2018 3:59:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you went back in your own time and change the many protecting many fact to one protecting many, you are left with a change of details when facts 

change. Trafficking kids is a lot more of a complex business than you think. These people are obsessed with sacrificing children.

8/26/2018 3:59:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember how important bloodline families are in 🦉 versus 🦑 and now let us explain time travel.

8/26/2018 3:59:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 But as an Anon on YouTube stated in Q's Plan To Save The World video stated: https://youtu.be/6cYZ8dUgPuU 

8/26/2018 3:59:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure happened years ago. 

WAKE UP!

8/26/2018 4:30:38 PM olimyracle On Q too ? 🙃

Basically, all 007 were filled with messages, right ? pic.twitter.com/UydvxYqklh

8/26/2018 4:57:56 PM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is no name still alive ? Movie like AH ?

8/26/2018 4:58:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 define death

8/26/2018 5:02:04 PM olimyracle out of the books

8/26/2018 5:02:57 PM olimyracle Like JFK jr ?

8/26/2018 5:05:01 PM olimyracle OBL

8/26/2018 5:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who?

8/26/2018 5:10:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Several removed regulations from the Trump Administration originally and to their last day created cultural restrictions on development from within. 

Why? To capture 800,000 children per year for child sacrifice and sex slavery. Those restrictions have been lifted.

8/26/2018 5:18:11 PM roaminnoodle Is Andromeda where EBEN-1 and EBEN-2 come from?

8/26/2018 5:21:52 PM petitchevalb To sacrifice children is the best way to smear their soul forever and to trample on human mother instinct

But I dont know more powerful instinct than awakening mother's

Their Magic Goat wont be able to protect them this time

8/26/2018 5:36:40 PM petitchevalb The more I learn about the Cabal, the more I think there will be a civil war if exposed 

And I dont care if I die in it

The only thing that matters is to STOP THIS

8/26/2018 6:11:25 PM floridayys @axios what’s the deal with chemtrails? What is the goal? What chemicals? Why the silence?

8/26/2018 6:45:11 PM blankmarlo Been doing my best to nudge people whom I perceive as ready towards this info without hitting them over the head with the most outlandish details. 

It's slow progress but I'm not sure how else to help.

8/26/2018 6:48:33 PM blankmarlo I've dedicated so much time to my research that I've neglected more conventional pathways in life leaving me with a perceived lack of credibility. It can 

be disheartening at times but I have hope that the times are changing.

8/26/2018 6:52:31 PM zrickety .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm sure you have read 2 Chronicles...we are living proof of prophecy.  😇

8/26/2018 7:53:10 PM truth_heals  pic.twitter.com/1un3gdbSO9

8/26/2018 9:21:26 PM decodematrix COSMIC is a NATO clearance

8/26/2018 9:53:20 PM floridayys “got away with”?! Never to be reconciled? What happened to accountability #EqualJustice #LawAndOrder #Enough

8/26/2018 10:56:22 PM olimyracle Whom movie was it ?

8/26/2018 11:27:30 PM chelle030609 A lot of answers are under the Vatican, I've seen alittle. In the movie assassins creed they show similar to what's under the Vatican. 

 https://www.facebook.com/839772819405600/posts/1598638570185684/ …

8/27/2018 8:57:33 AM ruru_jataka Conversations with God (++) - @realNDWalsch 

I Am the Word (++) - @PaulSelig 

The Ascension Papers - @Zingdad 

Bashar Lectures / Videos - @Bashar_ET 

Cosmic Voyage / Cosmic Explorers - Courtney Brown

The Alchemist - Paulo Coelho

8/27/2018 12:43:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Aliens Genetically Created Us: Overwhelming Evidence" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOheFLpfmck …

8/27/2018 12:46:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Real News: POTUS kills NAFTA effectively ending a disastrous trade deal for USA

Fake News: White House Just Lowered Flag For Sen. John McCain

Fake News does not imply incorrect or fake information, it fundamentally infers the subject matter is not newsworthy. 

https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1034163864617844737 …

8/27/2018 12:48:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you believe that the Majestic 12 is only involved in Movies, TV Shows, and Fake News/MSM, you're wrong. We're also deeply involved in video game 

development contracts at the Board of Director level. We embed disclosure challenges in video games and let kids solve the puzzles. 

https://twitter.com/AP/status/1034164996173955073 …

8/27/2018 12:56:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many facets of MKULTRA embedded deep inside some of the largest brands of video games. We trained a generation of soldiers using video 

games as a means to filter through psychological warfare weakness easier.

8/27/2018 12:56:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 This technology agenda has existed for decades and we've been exploiting it for the purposes of advancing Disclosure, however when 2B/322 took 

over, one of the major areas they attacked first was gaming.

8/27/2018 3:14:06 PM olimyracle Death = suicide

Only exit for a failure body/soul

8/27/2018 3:22:05 PM olimyracle Some call him "Q"... pic.twitter.com/xUDwkR9pQu

8/27/2018 11:12:02 PM grenzline How about the Polybius? Was it just an urban legend?

8/28/2018 6:31:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 AKA UFO Technology from Roswell https://www.cnet.com/news/supersonic-without-the-boom/ …

8/28/2018 6:33:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Would you go to NO NAME funeral if you knew he drank the blood of "unicorns"? https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1034178561689743361 …

8/28/2018 6:34:56 AM roaminnoodle Until they release antigravitic technology... mass reducing... what else am I forgetting?

8/28/2018 6:36:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 NO NAME was not a member of Majestic 12. He tried many times to be part of our organization, but his self serving interests were too dangerous in 

the hands of an entity as powerful as the Majestic 12. NO NAME was a traitor and a murderer. No honor is necessary. He's lucky. 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1034433953548169217 …

8/28/2018 6:38:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is the first step to Disclosure. We need the public to discover the new technology in phases (not all at once) so we don't crash our global economy. 

Majestic 12 spent decades planning disclosure once it won the war against the Domain and earned its right at the table.

8/28/2018 6:39:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wetwork

8/28/2018 6:39:33 AM roaminnoodle I am not sure it was ever explained (by Q) why he is [NO NAME]. Is it about his last name?



8/28/2018 6:40:01 AM 1aaronjustice He would have been a mole

8/28/2018 6:40:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We already have.

EO from December 2017 did just that.

Serious Human Rights Abusers = Catholic Church

Serious Human Rights Abusers = Islam

Serious Human Rights Abusers = Torah

We respect their right to practice faith in their God, but not at the sacrifice of children.

8/28/2018 6:41:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified].

🐙

8/28/2018 6:41:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 does not.

8/28/2018 6:42:10 AM olimyracle So, he "was" ?

8/28/2018 6:42:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically, but death without honor is meaningless and it sets you back in your next life.

8/28/2018 6:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically anything that is solid is an illusion as it is 99.9999999% empty space. What's your point?

8/28/2018 6:43:24 AM olimyracle Thank you

8/28/2018 6:45:00 AM olimyracle What alternative ?

8/28/2018 6:47:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Enlightenment and ascension. Just change what you have physically with your mind. Failure is an illusion, it is merely a set back.

8/28/2018 6:47:52 AM olimyracle What is the Earth "maximum capacity" ?

8/28/2018 6:48:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 He has returned, but he has no memory of his former life. He will rise to great power once again. It's in his nature. It's in his DNA.

8/28/2018 6:49:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moles serve purposes. NO NAME was a tumor.

8/28/2018 6:51:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 To quote @jk_rowling 

"You know who did this to me, don't you Hagrid. I know you know."

"First, and understand this because this is very important. Not all Wizards are good. Some of them go bad, a few years ago, there was one Wizard who 

went as bad as you can go..."

8/28/2018 6:51:16 AM olimyracle Why is it not better known around ? For what purpose ?

8/28/2018 6:51:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "His name was.... his name was...."

"Maybe if you wrote it down...."

"Nah I can't spell it. Alight - Voldemort."

"Voldemort?"

"SHHHH It was dark times, very dark times."
8/28/2018 6:52:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Voldemort started to gather some followers, brought them over to the dark side. Anyone who stood up to him ended up dead. Your parent's fought 

against him, but nobody lived once he decided to kill them."

8/28/2018 6:53:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bane said to Harry: "It is a terrible crime to drink the blood of unicorn. Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive even if you are in inch from 

Death, but at a terrible price. You sleigh something so pure that you will have a half life, a cursed life."

8/28/2018 6:54:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 "But who would choose such a life?"

"Can you think of no one?"

WE DO NOT SPEAK HIS NAME.

8/28/2018 6:54:24 AM decodematrix Will the negative EBEs that have done so many crimes against humanity go to a Galactic court to face justice and will this be broadcast on TV?

8/28/2018 6:54:47 AM roaminnoodle The first step? To me, this technology is not exactly new, and has been around for a while, just perhaps refined better now. Thus I feel this won't garner 

much attention towards disclosure. What about something entirely "new" to the public, antigravity/mass reduction/other?

8/28/2018 6:55:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 This knowledge has been protected by the EBE who invaded Earth 10000 years ago and was punished severely for it in the form of Karma. It took 

decades for this EBE to build up society and structure to the point of near global domination. Secrets are hidden in artwork and music.

8/28/2018 6:56:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Both statements answer your question about time travel. We aren't going to just come out and say it, time is relative and an illusion. What time is to 

one person is not to another. The same logic applies when solving why all solids are 99.99999% empty space, yet we cant pass thru

8/28/2018 6:57:43 AM olimyracle Why were they seeking "global domination" ?

8/28/2018 6:58:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Around 3B. There is a mass extinction event that is relatively imminent but cocreative conscious time makes predicting such events nearly impossible. 

ME events occur when the negative karma of a planet implodes on its own weight and a reset occurs. Earth may survive.

8/28/2018 6:58:08 AM olimyracle Can you give art examples ?

8/28/2018 6:58:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 No and no.

8/28/2018 7:00:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 decided the best way to Disclose this technology, without violating one of the fundamental principals of the universe (don't give 

technology to underdeveloped IS-BEs because they'll destroy themselves with it), was to give the example units to engineers and have them

8/28/2018 7:00:17 AM olimyracle Can we do something about it ?

8/28/2018 7:03:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 attempt to reverse engineer a prototype. Many of the prototypes were "failures" but the only reason why they were failures is because our 

fundamental understand of physics was wrong initially. This revisionary technology has been adjusted with newly declassified physics.

8/28/2018 7:04:08 AM roaminnoodle These people are SICK.

8/28/2018 7:04:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your biological body on Earth is started with a single cell that is incapable of access your DNA knowledge because it requires a conduit as powerful as 

the brain in order to decode the hyperdimensional data structures it contains that gave him the abilities he naturally had.

8/28/2018 7:05:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because they control many planets and Earth was just one more planet for them to conquer. It becomes a game after a while, for them.

8/28/2018 7:05:52 AM roaminnoodle What about the 5,000+ classified patents? I know not all might be related to this topic, but surely a good handful are, and could be useful 

today/instantly, without fear of destroying our self, no?

8/28/2018 7:06:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look at the Masonic Temple in Philadelphia. Everything that looks like art is actually a math formula or a [Classified] physics principal.

Look into the musical notes of common prayer terms used in Freemasonry and decipher it with an enigma. You will be able to see formulas.

8/28/2018 7:07:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Evolve your consciousness to the 4th density and help others enhance their own consciousness.

8/28/2018 7:08:24 AM olimyracle Weren't they punished severly for before then ?

What was special with Earth ?



8/28/2018 7:09:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Destroying ourselves with technology is a very real problem. What would happen if brainwashed drones like ISIS deciphered? How many people would 

be murdered? What about hostage situations? They are more dangerous than you think. With great power comes great responsibility.

8/28/2018 7:11:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 You don't think your body isn't modified? It is. We seeded this technology into Monsanto and *SOME* GMO organism are designed to activate 

dormant regions of the brain to make it easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your third eye / etc.

8/28/2018 7:12:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, *MOST* GMO organism are purposed for population reduction. Consuming GMOs will shorten your lifespan and combined with the 

decreased birth rate, we may be able to lower the planetary population without violating any negative karma laws that exist.

8/28/2018 7:13:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Voice of God.

8/28/2018 7:15:15 AM olimyracle Freemasonry. Can you disclose their true origin and purpose ?

8/28/2018 7:16:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your anger comes from the fact that Earth was designed to be a prison planet that prevents your consciousness from ascension. Only with knowledge 

of how the prison planet is constructed gives you special abilities.

8/28/2018 7:16:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 If a solid wall is 99.99999% empty space and your hand is 99.99999% empty space, how come you hand can't pass through the wall? Vibrations are 

different. Sync the vibration, you can pass through the wall.

Same principal applies to the prison planet.

8/28/2018 7:17:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, we protect our identity with Voice of God technology.

8/28/2018 7:17:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Origin is offworld and purpose is self preservation.

8/28/2018 7:18:38 AM roaminnoodle I just saw Stargate SG-1 (season 4 episode 16 - "2010") where the Aschen were trying to wipe out humans with an anti-aging technology (that also 

secretly made them sterile). Creepy to hear you talk like this though. What about when you mentioned humans can be up to 1,000 years!?

8/28/2018 7:19:33 AM roaminnoodle Understood - there are still bad actors!

Would health related technology still fall into this category?

8/28/2018 7:20:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration." - Tesla

"Every action has an equal and opposite reaction." - Newton

Whenever an action is taken (by any IS-BE) the energy emitted create an interference pattern in the universe.

8/28/2018 7:22:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 The fabric of spacetime is like an elastic band suspended between good and evil. The closer you get to one side, the greater resistance you'll face.

Stasis is no IS-BE interaction.

8/28/2018 7:23:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Propaganda and mind control subliminal messaging designed to create psychological paradoxes that can be exploited by other technology such as 

music, movies, tv shows, food, and sounds.

8/28/2018 7:23:08 AM space_cadet6 Is this "one EBE" you refer to the same as "Lucifer", or "the devil"?

8/28/2018 7:25:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Aschen are not known by that name, but they are very real and we made contact with them back in the late 1970s. In the TV show, SG-1 used the 

Stargate to "time travel" to prevent it from wiping out life on Earth. The only reality impacted in that episode was Gen. Hammond.

8/28/2018 7:25:53 AM lisareiser8 Wait, u think poisoning the humans food to kill them off is not bad karma? Really

8/28/2018 7:26:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 The disaster was diverted by Gen. Hammond accessing information stored inside time to prevent a disaster. The Stargate in Area S-4 (SW of Area 51) is 

a time machine for the IS-BE who uses it as well as a wormhole dialing device. Orientation changes the physics and outcome.

8/28/2018 7:26:46 AM 1aaronjustice lol you are right ! And one to himself , literally

8/28/2018 7:27:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

8/28/2018 7:28:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified].

But we can say (since this part is publicly known), it gives us the ability to "pop" into the consciousness of random people in the world at a whim and 

control them at will.

8/28/2018 7:28:33 AM roaminnoodle If all the bad actors were/could be removed, would these technologies be released, or would there still be a risk we'd destroy ourselves (even if We 

were only of the light/good intentions)

8/28/2018 7:28:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/28/2018 7:28:48 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Actually is the UN conference for a ban of Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS or "KillerRobots")

What are the chances we can avoid those weapons to be used in scale ?

8/28/2018 7:29:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 There was no disclosure in any Batman series. That was a franchise created by the Cabal.

8/28/2018 7:30:26 AM olimyracle Used in some "mass shottings" ?

What are the others use you make of ?

8/28/2018 7:30:38 AM roaminnoodle For better or for worse, I presume. I feel I have only heard of this technology in the "worse" sense... to control a mass shooter, is usually when this 

technology is brought up. How has it been used for good?

8/28/2018 7:30:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically it does not violate free will. Humans have the knowledge and ability to choose not to consume that food. We make these deadly foods 

convenient and the negative karma induced by indulging in these poisons justifies in the grand scheme of things their early demise.

8/28/2018 7:33:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 The time will present itself at the appropriate time. We are all one. We must all learn to love and be loved and forgive each other for our limitations in 

the lower density. By embracing the fundamentals of 4D consciousness, you can heal old wounds and repair relationships.

8/28/2018 7:33:44 AM space_cadet6 I would guess you had something to do with the Deus Ex video game series.

8/28/2018 7:34:45 AM roaminnoodle Can you help decode for us which of these foods have the "good stuff" ("make it easier to receive DNA activations / epiphanies / opening your third 

eye / etc.") and which are the "deadly foods"

8/28/2018 7:35:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Criminals don't follow laws.

8/28/2018 7:35:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes and [Classified].

8/28/2018 7:36:41 AM olimyracle you mean we should get a ban on criminals ? 🤔

8/28/2018 7:36:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 100% Control if the IS-BE is open to the link. The IS-BE can block the influence. In fact, we disclosed this technology via Occlumency. You don't really 

think JK Rowling got all of those ideas without Voice of God? Give us a break!

8/28/2018 7:37:31 AM roaminnoodle I feel a lot more love giving/receiving in the past year or so, and it has helped tremendously. The hardest thing I'm working on now is not to judge 

others. I was told "it's at least good you are conscious of this" when I do it, but... I still do it. Any pointers?

8/28/2018 7:37:44 AM olimyracle "Voice of God" = MK Ultra, right ?

8/28/2018 7:39:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 99% of all disclosure that takes place is VOG technology. We don't send US Military Generals to civilians' houses to tell them to write their fantasy 

novel a specific way. Some epiphanies are VOG technology "downloads" and are strategically distributed to select profiles.

8/28/2018 7:40:32 AM space_cadet6 Can VOG operate in a subtle enough manner where you think it is your own thoughts?

8/28/2018 7:40:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The karma effect is limited with actions such as that. Deceit is not a powerful asset. Those pure of spirit can detect deception easily. What a person 

does not know does not impact their karma.



8/28/2018 7:41:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Majestic 12, but subordinates below us definitely did.

8/28/2018 7:42:12 AM roaminnoodle I am sure this is classified, but to "'pop' into the consciousness of random people in the world at a whim" what do you need to know about the person 

to do it? Their name? Location?

Can you send me a [positive only] VOG message right now with a way to know for sure it's from you?

8/28/2018 7:42:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Injecting rat poison in the DNA of "food" is deadly. 

Cross breeding a species of tomato with another is not deadly.

Both are GMO.

8/28/2018 7:45:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Judgement only comes from within.

8/28/2018 7:45:59 AM roaminnoodle Rat poison isn't exactly on a food's ingredient label. Can you be more direct - as to which food (/companies) to avoid and what to eat more of?

8/28/2018 7:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 No VOG is technology that was embedded inside [Classified] home devices, [Classified], [Classified], and [Classified] as a means to create a global mesh 

network that covers 99.999% of all land masses in all FVEY countries.

8/28/2018 7:48:00 AM roaminnoodle Thank you. I will go within and work on it.

8/28/2018 7:48:17 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Mobile phone technology. Whom design is it ? For what purpose ?

Seems clear but I am sure there are part we are not aware of...

8/28/2018 7:48:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 List them for others to see.

8/28/2018 7:50:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats how it works. VOG technology emit EMF radiation that contain encoded packets of information that are deciphered using a small nanite chip in 

the body that send electrical signals to the brain causing the consciousness to believe that the action is coming from the sub.

8/28/2018 7:51:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 They need to be implanted.

8/28/2018 7:51:28 AM space_cadet6 Hold up. Nanite chip? How many have this? Where would they get it?

8/28/2018 7:52:48 AM roaminnoodle With the nanite chip you just spoke of? So it's not exactly "random people" then, is it?

8/28/2018 7:52:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you didn't grow it in your own compost soil, then all bets are off the table.

8/28/2018 7:53:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are speaking to the IS-BE of the man in the image.

8/28/2018 7:54:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Off target.

8/28/2018 7:55:17 AM space_cadet6 I remember Corey Goode talking about "those that scatter", making people get dizzy when trying to RV sensitive/secret projects. Sounds like that's 

happening bro.

8/28/2018 7:55:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Almost 100% of the US population has been implanted.

How?

[Classified]

We are open to guesses though but we cannot come out and state it yet.

8/28/2018 7:56:24 AM olimyracle For example ? pic.twitter.com/fRreXCmmGE

8/28/2018 7:56:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 If 3B people on the planet have nanites and you randomly select one person, then it is random as random can be.

8/28/2018 7:57:10 AM olimyracle Target = Full disclosure ?

8/28/2018 7:57:16 AM roaminnoodle Hermit, the image is of James Forrestal.

8/28/2018 7:57:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely.

8/28/2018 7:57:33 AM space_cadet6 I would say food, but water is probably a more efficient distribution system.

8/28/2018 7:57:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, we have jamming technology around all DUMBs to prevent RV in [Classified] areas.

8/28/2018 7:58:02 AM roaminnoodle Vaccine?

8/28/2018 7:58:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those are pyramids compared to the sand that makes them.

8/28/2018 7:58:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/28/2018 7:58:54 AM olimyracle Vaccines ?

8/28/2018 7:59:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who you saw was not who was typing but the IS-BE was. What is time?

8/28/2018 7:59:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are Majestic 12.

8/28/2018 8:00:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't somebody get removed recently from office?

8/28/2018 8:01:02 AM jimhayzlett Lies!

8/28/2018 8:02:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Care to share with what specifically you believe are lies?

8/28/2018 8:02:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Same as you and us. We are all one.

8/28/2018 8:03:32 AM jimhayzlett Evil ends, most evil beings die.  Humanity thrives in 4th density with Prosperity and Abundance to All, 7 Billion + 💖🌎✨😇

8/28/2018 8:03:32 AM roaminnoodle This? https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/24/nyregion/thomas-frieden-arrest-cdc.html …

8/28/2018 8:04:27 AM roaminnoodle The body dies, but the soul continues on.

8/28/2018 8:04:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Illusions can become reality without enough consciousness.

8/28/2018 8:04:40 AM jimhayzlett All Evil Ends!  Th evil ones either die, or see the light 🌈☀️✨💫💛🌎😇

8/28/2018 8:05:08 AM olimyracle You mean, sand is much smaller than that still ? pic.twitter.com/aQxUvqzSHQ

8/28/2018 8:05:37 AM jimhayzlett Mass Extinction!

8/28/2018 8:06:14 AM jimhayzlett Earth Ascends!

8/28/2018 8:06:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Evil beings do not die. IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities that just are. No beginning. No end. How you experience the lower densities is 

free will. Evil is the opposite force of Good. Everything has an equal and opposite.

8/28/2018 8:07:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Death is an illusion. You are misunderstanding fundamental concepts of the universe to satisfy the illusion that light always wins. Light does not always 

win. If it did, we wouldn't be in the mess we are in right now.

8/28/2018 8:07:58 AM jimhayzlett Evil souls can and are being sent back to central sun for complete destruction and rebirth, to begin again! 😇

8/28/2018 8:08:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many recorded mass extinctions have there been?

How many years between ME events?

How many years overdue is Earth currently?

The only thing holding the ME event back is the Majestic 12.

8/28/2018 8:09:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Planets ascend when the critical mass population ascends. We create our reality. Earth isn't going to pull non-ascended beings into its realm of 

existence. It's going to try to purge them.

8/28/2018 8:09:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why do we get new names every time we die? Doesn't that make it harder to know who is who?

8/28/2018 8:10:20 AM olimyracle Or that ? https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/us/politics/tom-price-trump-hhs.html …

8/28/2018 8:10:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, when the ME event takes place.

8/28/2018 8:10:44 AM jimhayzlett Lol, Heaven decrees Ascension this Round!  No ME!  You are still pushing your false fear agenda.  Wake up to Truth in Light, Please 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

8/28/2018 8:11:40 AM jimhayzlett MJ12 has no control any longer.  Your fear based control is finished!

8/28/2018 8:12:33 AM space_cadet6 If 100% is implanted with nanite tech, can VOG technology work both ways? Meaning in addition to seeding thoughts, can you target and read an 

individuals own thoughts?

8/28/2018 8:12:49 AM jimhayzlett There have been numerous previous ME, but not this time!  Heaven's Decree 😇

8/28/2018 8:14:25 AM lisareiser8 Probably cause when yr born u can’t tell yr mom what yr name was so she gives u a new one and time makes u forget like a dream

8/28/2018 8:15:39 AM olimyracle So, target = ?

8/28/2018 8:16:42 AM jimhayzlett But the EVIL ones are few elite compared to 99% surviving, Blissful, Humanity 😇 ME is Basically for Elite only!

8/28/2018 8:18:45 AM roaminnoodle If not vaccines (although you didn't deny) perhaps then... via chemtrails?



8/28/2018 8:25:53 AM decodematrix Can you explain "the event". Some say it will be in an instant, a "twinkling of an eye" that will take us to 4D or 5D. Possibly from a solar flash. Some say 

this event is soon but @blueavians said it wont happen until the next solar minimum in about 9-10 years.

8/28/2018 8:26:05 AM roaminnoodle So you do not do selective choosing? Therefore, you couldn't send me a [positive only] VOG message/download? "Almost 100% of the US population 

has been implanted"...

8/28/2018 8:28:49 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/MoscowTimes/status/1030059569517654016 …

8/28/2018 8:31:24 AM roaminnoodle I am not talking about extraction of the nanite chip (although that is also very certainly an interesting point!) but if MJ12 can send me a [positive only] 

message/download via VOG technology.

8/28/2018 8:37:49 AM jimhayzlett But their Human puppets, the elite, will have days in court, shown on TV, with imminent mass arrests.  45,000 and counting... Evil ends soon

8/28/2018 8:38:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified]

8/28/2018 8:39:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's closer to 5% negative with IQs over 200 controlling 95% with IQs under 100.

8/28/2018 8:41:03 AM jimhayzlett Yes, Light Wins.  Your evil was allowed as a catalyst to expedite our 'Waking Up' process.  Please stop your fear based lies to Humanity 🙏🏼😇

8/28/2018 8:44:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will not be instant.

8/28/2018 8:45:41 AM jonle86 Mandatory vaccines....

8/28/2018 8:47:39 AM jonle86 If [classified] then it's a yes

8/28/2018 8:52:29 AM jimhayzlett I can't know for certain.  It's possible to awaken from our 3D 'false reality' into a 5D blissful reality, exactly as we awake from sleep.😇💫

8/28/2018 9:12:49 AM decodematrix Anyone who worked with reptilians has to go to jail. NO DEALS.

8/28/2018 9:14:49 AM jimhayzlett With your orders to begin your false fear disclosure, will you also be changing your mission statement: ?

8/28/2018 9:38:15 AM humain974  https://twitter.com/humain974/status/1034476326550495233 …

8/28/2018 10:14:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/28/2018 10:15:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 have VOG frequencies filled with Disclosure. You need to open your third eye to control whether you get positive or negative information 

and knowledge. Certain meditation frequencies amplify the good and the bad.

8/28/2018 10:17:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're contradicting yourself to try to suggest that we are lying to people with fear mongering.

8/28/2018 10:18:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, [Classified] can mean, 

yes

no

maybe

8/28/2018 10:19:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is our mission statement?

8/28/2018 10:20:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all reptilians are evil. Categorically postulating that an entire race of beings is somehow evil is very evil thinking. Always assume the best in all since 

we are all one. Actions define their character and whether they shall be judged or not.

8/28/2018 10:22:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Considering that [HUSSEIN] created ISIS, this is essentially POTUS' way of ensuring that 44 cannot escape judgement. 

https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1034463555712630786 …

8/28/2018 10:33:39 AM olimyracle That's a response to BHO visit in Kenya lately... https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1034200842868383744?s=19 …

8/28/2018 11:07:22 AM roaminnoodle Besides working on my diet for some time now (which can still take years to see the results) are there any "quick ways" to (perhaps temporarily, and 

without DMT, etc.) open the third eye? What are the positive meditation frequencies?

8/28/2018 11:13:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 has been lying to yo how the planets orbit the sun. Learn the truth... meditate to this image and tell us what you learn. There is much truth 

hidden in this simple diagram than first glance would reveal. pic.twitter.com/KSDS2xRloL

8/28/2018 11:18:29 AM roaminnoodle I love to explain this to others, as I've known -- but does the sun actually move in a "straight line" as depicted?

Also, what I'm trying to explain now to others, is how the moon is always fixed (the same side is only shown) but everything else rotates around...?

8/28/2018 11:18:59 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/Wg3EAWkAh3

8/28/2018 11:23:04 AM olimyracle How many planets in this solar system then ?

8/28/2018 11:34:43 AM 1aaronjustice Wow that make sense the planet orbiting the sun is a similar image of DNA.  WE the universe and the universe is us

8/28/2018 11:44:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Apologize for the typo.

8/28/2018 11:46:26 AM olimyracle Coincidence ? https://www.nation.co.ke/news/Deputy-Chief-Justice-Philomena-Mwilu-arrested/1056-4732484-m59wxbz/index.html …

8/28/2018 11:46:30 AM roaminnoodle Zeta Reticuli - got it! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/889884243651899392 …

8/28/2018 11:50:28 AM 1aaronjustice No worries , we’re all human ...sort of 😁

8/28/2018 12:01:57 PM roaminnoodle Are some of MJ12 still evil/Luciferians? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/889937631525691394 …

8/28/2018 12:05:30 PM rays_portal From this perspective the orbits are reminiscent of electromagnetic waves?

8/28/2018 1:23:07 PM roaminnoodle UFOs? That'd be nice. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/961245688192552968 …

8/28/2018 1:29:26 PM roaminnoodle Well, I suppose this tweet might be your answer.

But, "glorious" for who? All (beings) of Earth? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/971049883443585029 …

8/28/2018 1:29:51 PM olimyracle Can you explain true reason it was postponed ?

8/28/2018 1:33:47 PM jimhayzlett You stated it here previously, but I shall rephrase: What is your current mission statement?

8/28/2018 1:39:55 PM jimhayzlett No contradiction, you're pushing fear and doom, yet Love Is All We Need to Ascend In Bliss 🙏🏼💖😇✨💫🌎☀️🌈

8/28/2018 3:11:45 PM keith369me Is this similar to the spiral patterns we often see in nature?

8/28/2018 3:31:49 PM grenzline Like a giant atom.

8/28/2018 3:54:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure: https://youtu.be/l7h8mI83tFc 

8/28/2018 3:56:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no interest in blocking @JimHayzlett if thats what your suggesting. It is confusing to others when he claims we are lying without specifying as 

to what specifically or what he believes the truth is, but love is the answer and we hope that he realizes the universe is 50/50

8/28/2018 4:49:09 PM roaminnoodle Metallic spheres in South Africa, at least 2.8b years old, when microscopic life was all that was alive on Earth, (((they))) say.

MODERN human skull found in Italy dated from 3-4m years old...

In any way, could/does this tie in with your ME discussion/questions earlier today?

8/28/2018 5:05:15 PM roaminnoodle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Anything you can share about tinnitus, people's ears ringing? I have more or less always had it, to a degree, and was told because of 

hearing loss..? But, lately it has been much more louder and frequent (and fwiw, mostly in the right ear).

8/28/2018 5:06:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Turn off your WIFI.

8/28/2018 5:07:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Draconian DNA has more "occlumency" knowledge contained in it than homosapiens.

8/28/2018 5:08:04 PM roaminnoodle Will do/try, thank you. Could there be any other explanation, though? It's not like WIFI is new.

8/28/2018 5:22:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 What's coming out of WIFI is though.

8/28/2018 5:23:29 PM roaminnoodle 5G?

8/28/2018 6:39:03 PM thetempestchip With a galactic central sun, our entire solar system moves around it through constellations with our sun? Many systems spinning around the galactic 

central sun creating a giant sphere? Everything is a sphere- 3,6,9.

8/28/2018 6:41:11 PM thetempestchip Hard to explain, i got deep and saw a massive sphere and a lot made sense after this, as above so below.

8/28/2018 6:48:57 PM anuishboucher True image...we are going towards in an electromagnetic cloud that will change everything in humans

8/28/2018 7:37:41 PM decodematrix DNA double helix or an atom. Everything works the same from the macro to the micro. Everything in the universe works on the power of 3. There is 9 

bodies (multiple of 3) in the solar system: 1 sun and 8 planets.



8/28/2018 8:02:18 PM decodematrix Everything is cyclical. As we cycle around the sun the solar system cycles around the galaxy and the galaxy cycles around the universe. Everything is in 

motion, nothing is stationary. What causes the motion? Things dont just move. They must be alive with consciousness/vibration.

8/28/2018 8:23:41 PM lovethebeach999 Who is “we” ?

8/28/2018 8:24:47 PM lovethebeach999 Man, how do you even think of doing that?

8/28/2018 8:28:06 PM lovethebeach999 Do you believe there are really 8bn people on earth 🌏 ?

8/28/2018 8:40:09 PM lovethebeach999 How did you do it ?

8/28/2018 8:42:06 PM lovethebeach999 ^ Florida red tide and toxic algal bloom [fish and dolphins and turtles]

😂

I hope they are off planet somewhere in clean water.

8/28/2018 8:44:13 PM lovethebeach999 I want the green light for that, too.  I’d like to Take the next 5 years off.

8/28/2018 8:59:39 PM jimhayzlett And 'we' can't wait for your slow reveal or partial disclosure, so 'we' will expedite.  Both sides performing as expected.  One Energy ☀️✨💫😇

8/29/2018 12:08:00 AM misstea144 Nope

8/29/2018 12:08:53 AM misstea144 Define reality

8/29/2018 2:58:36 AM adsvel Time is Spiral and linear at the same moment. 🙏🌈☀️✨

8/29/2018 5:04:52 AM lovethebeach999 Yes ... never heard of the concept.  Was doing my late night 😂 twitter research and stumbled on your comment.

8/29/2018 5:06:52 AM lovethebeach999 Ah, I was imaging playing the record in reverse.  Not quite the same.

8/29/2018 6:07:09 AM palmitespo910 Looks like DNA

8/29/2018 6:39:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing To See Here

 http://www.lovethetruth.com/books/13_bloodlines/rothschild_02.htm …

8/29/2018 6:39:21 AM olimyracle Fertilizers / Pesticides ?

8/29/2018 6:40:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 What ET law was introduced to Congress less than a month after 9/11?

We are celebrating our 911 followers with 9/11 disclosure.

8/29/2018 6:41:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was strange about this law?

8/29/2018 6:42:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happened just days prior to this law getting signed?

8/29/2018 6:42:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did this law receive no media coverage?

8/29/2018 6:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where was this substance created and how did it get spread?

8/29/2018 6:42:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who drafted the law?

8/29/2018 6:42:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 What are exotic space weapons?

8/29/2018 6:42:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with [Conspiracy] bloodline connected donations to their political campaigns...

8/29/2018 6:42:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who cosponsored the law?

8/29/2018 6:44:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 What episode of STARGATE SG-1 (a @DIA program handed over to @CIA for disclosure) featured a major sky scrapper being "vaporized"?

They asked: "Where did the rubble go?"

8/29/2018 6:46:21 AM roaminnoodle I looked very quickly (but plan to read fully later) and I saw there's a part 1 and 3, that mentioned "financial wizards" and it made me think of Q's 

"Wizards & Warlocks" reference. Any connection?

8/29/2018 6:47:16 AM _greenlion_  https://greenlion.keybase.pub/I%20Am%20a%20ROFSCHILD,%20Axe%20me%20a%20Question%20-%20Unknown.pdf …

8/29/2018 6:49:43 AM roaminnoodle H.R.2977 - Space Preservation Act of 2001

Introduced 2 Oct, 2001

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/107th-congress/house-bill/2977/text …

8/29/2018 6:50:25 AM roaminnoodle Not sure if "sponsored" also means drafted, but it was sponsored by Rep. Dennis Kucinich (D-OH)

 https://www.congress.gov/member/dennis-kucinich/K000336 …

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/107th-congress/house-bill/2977/text …

8/29/2018 6:50:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

8/29/2018 6:54:39 AM roaminnoodle There are no coincidences. I know I need to read it all now, too...

But Q says "The council of Wizards & Warlocks cannot be defeated." And I guess I was hoping that they were the good guys... but perhaps this is not 

true?

 https://qanon.app/#67 

8/29/2018 6:59:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are beginning to see how time is an illusion, other than that, we cannot comment. Like we've stated previously, this account is focused solely on 

disclosing Majestic 12 related matters and nothing else.

8/29/2018 7:00:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Q team mentions "Wizards & Warlocks" they are referring to No Such Agency. They will never be defeated because if they were, then we 

wouldn't have a country.

8/29/2018 7:05:04 AM 1aaronjustice WOW so briefly reading the bill it sounds like they wanted to scrap any US space presence and or space weapons capabilities.  Probably in an effort to 

make us more ignorant and vulnerable to possible attack’s

8/29/2018 7:08:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Almost 5/6 major hurricanes >= CAT 5 are engineered by a group of ETs working towards reducing the planets population without invoking negative 

karma upon themselves. Only works when people don't know whats going on. We want to change that. We are Majestic 12. 

https://twitter.com/johniadarola/status/1034804002595078144 …

8/29/2018 7:09:17 AM 1aaronjustice Liberal Kucinch of Oh

8/29/2018 7:16:02 AM 1aaronjustice Syrian leader Assad, wow

8/29/2018 7:17:28 AM 1aaronjustice The discovery of deep rooted just keeps unraveling everyday , wow this people are EVIL!

8/29/2018 7:18:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING TO SEE HERE

8/29/2018 7:18:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 TELL US EVERYTHING YOU KNOW!

8/29/2018 7:18:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Merovingian Lizard

8/29/2018 7:18:32 AM citoyen_resist in the world of disclosure, questionning the public about the deepstate motive seems to be a pretty fashionnable thing to do.

8/29/2018 7:22:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ask away.

8/29/2018 7:23:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately, Moloch, Satan, and Lucifer are technically separate entities however most people who worship either one of them are actually 

worshiping an imposter IS-BE. This deception can be seen in their actions.

8/29/2018 7:30:05 AM decodematrix This is some major disclosure here. I heard this theory but hadn't seen any evidence. I assume the space weapons gave it the initial push and were 

used in combination with explosives because we can see explosives going off as the buildings go down. pic.twitter.com/qb4bSbVGTY

8/29/2018 7:37:24 AM decodematrix Did alien eyes guide Hurricane Katrina? These beings are sick.

8/29/2018 7:42:00 AM roaminnoodle "Start there" - so what is next?

8/29/2018 7:43:08 AM jonah_lw and you would be correct since everything is derived from plasma which are electromagnetic and gravitational forces which are always seeking 

equilibrium. that is why the planets and suns are always maintaining their positions relative to each other.... something to ponder

8/29/2018 7:59:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

8/29/2018 8:01:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs have access to all contained both within the IS and the BE. It is an extremely difficult thing to master, however some beings have demonstrated 

that ability. However, it is important to understand that sometimes technology is required in order to bridge certain gaps.

8/29/2018 8:01:43 AM 00loll0 That's something evil for sure, it's signature.



8/29/2018 8:02:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 5 unanswered questions in this thread... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034797936528510976 …

8/29/2018 8:09:54 AM roaminnoodle (i) electronic, psychotronic, or information weapons;

(ii) chemtrails;

(iii) high altitude ultra low frequency weapons systems;

(iv) plasma, electromagnetic, sonic, or ultrasonic weapons;

(v) laser weapons systems;

Part 1/2

8/29/2018 8:10:09 AM roaminnoodle (vi) strategic, theater, tactical, or extraterrestrial weapons; and

(vii) chemical, biological, environmental, climate, or tectonic weapons.

Part 2/2

8/29/2018 8:12:02 AM 00loll0 I'm aware of  certain neighborhoods,and areas where many bad things have happened and continue to happen,some  rivers and other bodies of water 

that take lives often,yes I so agree.

8/29/2018 8:15:08 AM roaminnoodle "The original language for the bill was actually created by Alfred Webre and Carol Rosin."

Is it these two who drafted the law, and Kucinich co-sponsored? 

 http://contrailscience.com/kucinich-chemtrails-and-hr-2977/ …

8/29/2018 8:20:28 AM blankmarlo Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

8/29/2018 8:22:12 AM blankmarlo What a beautiful strange world

8/29/2018 8:35:42 AM blankmarlo It's a lot to keep track of,  I'm barely keeping up here. I guess that's the point though,  we all cover the areas we're drawn to and then cross- 

reference/collaborate

8/29/2018 8:39:10 AM 1aaronjustice Probably because the media was focused on 24/7 coverage of 9/11 , this probably a cover for this law

8/29/2018 8:40:42 AM 1aaronjustice It was strange that it was introduced shortly after 9/11 , therefore it was already in the works prior to 9/11 .. Apart of the plan

8/29/2018 8:45:12 AM 1aaronjustice Probably weapons that have a higher impact and can create more damage than any human type weapon

8/29/2018 8:45:49 AM blankmarlo Fascinating, I've been very dedicated to the research for the last couple years but I really need to start investigating/cultivating any extrasensory 

abilities that may be available to me. Finding some application for all the theory.

8/29/2018 8:52:12 AM 1aaronjustice WOW a royal bloodline of the dark

8/29/2018 8:54:19 AM ce5nyc TSA? Patriot Act? Foreign Intelligence Surveillance act?

8/29/2018 8:58:41 AM 1aaronjustice The Vatican

8/29/2018 9:11:36 AM mrblbrettish @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if SG-1 really is soft disclosure then S10 E6 has got to be the most meta episode out there. They're in such pain having to review 

that script! I hope the Koloa planet people are okay :)

8/29/2018 9:28:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 As in how you take form?

8/29/2018 9:31:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Give examples.

8/29/2018 9:31:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 More like covering tracks.

8/29/2018 9:32:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, distraction necessary:

- no rubble

- cars toasted

- no PA plane

8/29/2018 9:46:11 AM jimhayzlett Thank you for additional disclosures.  Wish you would include the concept of Unity instead of Duality...

8/29/2018 9:46:31 AM 1aaronjustice I lived in NYC at the time and immediately went to ground zero several times when they allowed us to several months later. Also there was no media 

coverage of WTC 7 collapsing/ imploding from 9/12 on, only live on 9/11

8/29/2018 9:49:53 AM 1aaronjustice A high powered laser weapon that can destroy/ disintegrate matter or even start a fire

8/29/2018 9:57:53 AM decodematrix To defend Earth, majestically.

8/29/2018 10:26:44 AM olimyracle Transmutation could allow matter transformation, from concrete to vapor for example ?

8/29/2018 10:28:29 AM olimyracle sounds like the "pentagon plane"...

8/29/2018 10:48:29 AM ce5nyc Reminds me of this at the 6:45 mark:  https://youtu.be/SHXYE7TLkCM 

8/29/2018 11:00:43 AM space_cadet6 What was strange to me? Mention of "information weapons", "mind control weapons", "extraterrestrial weapons", chemtrails... 

Strange because this is an unclassified Congressional record that these "conspiracy" things exist.

Not sure why ((they)) would want to ban them though

8/29/2018 11:08:42 AM space_cadet6 Was it the cabal's way of getting around karma by covertly introducing a bill admitting all the space weaponry they already have in operation and are 

using against the populace?

i.e....

"mood management" "information war?"

or perhaps to disarm those who would follow the law?

8/29/2018 11:47:55 AM auraluzferrera Amazing! #dna

8/29/2018 12:21:24 PM 00loll0 the satanic bloodline of the antichrist

8/29/2018 12:33:59 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what can you tell about this?

 https://www.gaia.com/lp/content/the-apollo-11-conspiracy-what-did-nasa-really-

findretention/?utm_source=facebook%2Borganic&utm_medium=unexplained&utm_term=article&utm_campaign=evergreen&ch=st …

8/29/2018 12:52:15 PM olimyracle WTC 6 https://youtu.be/zLj-9rPFAyo 

8/29/2018 1:13:23 PM roaminnoodle Sept 18 anthrax attacks.

8/29/2018 1:14:13 PM roaminnoodle From Trenton, New Jersey? Spread via post mail in envelope letters.

8/29/2018 2:04:09 PM ce5nyc Wow. Interesting. 🤔 👽

8/29/2018 2:46:10 PM natembeltran @MickWest

8/29/2018 2:46:23 PM natembeltran LMAO

8/29/2018 2:51:39 PM mickwest Look around any random region long enough and you'll find something that passes for a face when you mirror it.

8/29/2018 3:25:29 PM natembeltran I agree, works great with clouds.

8/29/2018 4:24:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some disinformation in this, but muh #Disclosure

 https://youtu.be/GK0dOGfr-Qc 

8/29/2018 4:56:31 PM 1aaronjustice Maybe you can help with he unanswered questions?

8/29/2018 5:19:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 [No]

8/29/2018 5:22:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Pseudoscience" is looked down upon by mainstream science. Like mainstream media, the Cabal have "fake news"ified it, essentially resulting in "fake 

science" being taught everywhere with controlled experiments that ween nay sayers off "their" backs.

8/29/2018 5:23:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. It's one of the significant pattern recognition human brains have. Unfortunately though, the [Conspiracy] is a consciousness conception rather 

than a reality.



8/29/2018 5:25:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

8/29/2018 5:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal did not escape negative karma. They were covering their tracks just as we said.

8/29/2018 5:33:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 got its name from our plan. We were tasked with figuring out what the hell that craft was and how to safely disclose it to the public... the 

latter piece was mandated soon after JFK [187]. Initially, it was to keep the secret at all costs. 1971?

8/29/2018 5:36:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain to everyone else how dustification could work, on a molecular level...

8/29/2018 5:36:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who coined the idea if dustification of the 9/11 towers?

8/29/2018 5:36:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain how the payload could have been delivered...

8/29/2018 5:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain who financed everything...

8/29/2018 5:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain how Never A Straight Answer was involved...

8/29/2018 5:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain why airplanes were used...

8/29/2018 5:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 TRUST YOURSELVES

SHEEP NO MORE

8/29/2018 5:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain why Russia or China didn't leak ANY OF THE PLANS of the operation...

8/29/2018 5:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain why WTC was selected (and not another building)...

8/29/2018 5:40:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 [CONSPIRACY]

      RED

RED   RED

      RED

8/29/2018 5:41:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Zetas are nice beings to be around.

8/29/2018 5:42:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, there are less than 12 people who run this account. We are the Majestic 12.

8/29/2018 5:47:54 PM ultra_unlimited 9/11 changed everything for me. 17 and 20 minutes from Manhattan, things were never the same. Crazy how the rabbit holes from then are being 

colored in now. Bless you MJ12 .. Thank you for your service⚡️

8/29/2018 5:49:50 PM jimhayzlett Thank you for introducing Zetas to the World 💜✨😇 @SandiaWisdom

8/29/2018 5:50:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Taking down the Vatican = Higher classification operation than Majestic 12

This should concern you. 

We weren't acknowledged for DECADES until after the 50 year secrecy marker.

This is not a game.

MJ12 vs WE, the PEOPLE

Vatican vs WE, the PEOPLE

Which is more important?
8/29/2018 5:51:01 PM ultra_unlimited Makes me think of Independence Day .. the movie. Always wondered if Disclosure might look like that..  a Full scale simulated a la 9/11 attack .. I feel 

like it would be a perfect way to complete Bush‘s NWO.. still possible MJ12?

8/29/2018 5:52:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and are over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books. Technology. History. 

Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races. STATGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more. Literally millions of artifacts.

8/29/2018 5:54:09 PM ultra_unlimited What is the true power of the Vatican? Could it be the secrets kept? @OldWiseHermit  Can you say more about these tunnels? You’ve eluded several 

times.. can you share some of what you’ve seen?

8/29/2018 5:54:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 4,10,20 leads MJ12 and has since 2004.

8/29/2018 5:54:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would Majestic 12 come out of the woodwork after denying our existence for 70 years?

8/29/2018 5:54:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 WHAT WAS THE PRICE TO PAY BY JOINING?

8/29/2018 5:54:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 WHO ASKED 4,10,20 TO JOIN MJ12?

8/29/2018 5:54:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 WHY WAS 4,10,20 RECRUITED IN 2004?

8/29/2018 5:54:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are Majestic 12.

8/29/2018 5:54:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 How does Disclosure aid in the take down of the Vatican?

8/29/2018 5:55:06 PM ultra_unlimited Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for answering my question ..

8/29/2018 5:55:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 STARGATE* (typo)

It's late.

8/29/2018 5:57:31 PM roaminnoodle I am quite sure I haven't had a v@ccin3 since pre-2000... Are you saying I have still been impl@nt3d?

8/29/2018 5:57:55 PM ultra_unlimited The archons took control of history? 10,000 years ago or sooner? Where were these artifacts prior to being in Vatican control?

8/29/2018 5:58:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs can exist simultaneously in multiple bodies. IS-BEs can also influence other IS-BEs who are linked without relying on the technology conduit of 

VOG.

8/29/2018 5:59:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Make sure to reply if you wish to take in a consciousness virus that will make you sick.

8/29/2018 5:59:46 PM ultra_unlimited Honestly could mean anything from you’ve never remote viewed to you think I (we) cannot handle the truth..

8/29/2018 6:00:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Beast = BE

8/29/2018 6:00:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Cabal had this planned.

8/29/2018 6:02:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, and 👁 got 187'd for it.

8/29/2018 6:03:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Knowledge is power.

Vatican withholds truths to spread lies and propaganda. 

Like the Ori, the Vatican does not ascend its followers when they die. They return to human form (prison planet), and have their memories wiped clean 

to start over. 

They don't teach self enLIGHTenment.

8/29/2018 6:04:27 PM ultra_unlimited *Had hopefully implies that it has been thwarted in favor of galactic unification. Is the 3D Universe truly 50% negative/evil entities?

8/29/2018 6:05:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ever been on an ambulance, ever...?

8/29/2018 6:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define crazy.

8/29/2018 6:05:58 PM ultra_unlimited Did Jesus exist? Was his message coopted or drafted to fulfill their needs?

8/29/2018 6:06:43 PM roaminnoodle I can confidently say no, never.

8/29/2018 6:07:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 F has been in charge of this account the entire time regardless of who the typist is. IS-BEs can control more than one body.

8/29/2018 6:08:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 F ascended when he "died" and chose to be of more use to the Majestic 12 than he could as a human. 187 is murder, but is murder murder when the 

person wanted it? How does a person ask for it? What must be present in order to ascend?

8/29/2018 6:09:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not alone. F volunteered for an experiment.

8/29/2018 6:09:03 PM roaminnoodle I've been reading older MJ12 tweets and they have listed at least 4 Stargate coordinates, and mentioned Antarctica as the HQ (#5, or more) and I am 

under the impression there are other gates that have been disassembled and stored away.

8/29/2018 6:09:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The duality between good and evil in the universe fluxes with every decision every IS-BE makes and the reactionary karma induced from those 

decisions.

8/29/2018 6:10:00 PM ultra_unlimited Sounds quite plausible. Do you subscribe to hollow earth theory/Agartha? Underground caves and tunnels make plenty of sense.. is there truly more?

8/29/2018 6:10:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth was colonized over 4 billion years ago.



8/29/2018 6:11:34 PM roaminnoodle Is this "is murder murder when the person wanted it" akin to Obi-Wan Kenobi "allowing" Darth Vader to kill him? And Obi-Wan/Mr. F continue helping 

in another "dimension"?

8/29/2018 6:12:01 PM ultra_unlimited Only in 3D though? Higher dimensions lack the duality? What drives growth at that point.. there are truly no conflicts after 4D?

8/29/2018 6:12:17 PM jimhayzlett Is the Majestic 12 ready to Love in Unity? 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

8/29/2018 6:12:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jesus was a creation of the Vatican taken from multiple IS-BEs such as Thoth, Enoch, Lucifer, Satan, and [3 others].

8/29/2018 6:12:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ori was a reference to STARGATE SG-1.

8/29/2018 6:13:59 PM ultra_unlimited 3 others hmmmmmmmm no hints as to who they may be?

8/29/2018 6:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good. Ambulances do not implant you.

Disinformation is necessary. 

We aren't going to tell you HOW we implanted 100% of the population. Sure, we did embed nanites into vaccines for VOG technology, but that was 

only one way.

8/29/2018 6:15:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many gates under the Holy See.

8/29/2018 6:15:26 PM jimhayzlett Live

8/29/2018 6:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death is irrelevant. F knew this. Majestic 12 know this.

8/29/2018 6:16:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lasers can do everything.

8/29/2018 6:17:28 PM roaminnoodle Disinformation IS necessary.

The other day, you said "almost 100% of U_A is impl@nt3d." Today, it is 100%.

Can we get the nanite removed?

What function does it serve, besides VOG?

8/29/2018 6:17:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have for many years now since every original member ascended to 5th density consciousness. Current MJ12 members are in constant 

communication with the founding members. This was disclosed in SG-1 with Daniel and Jack.

8/29/2018 6:18:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reptilians

8/29/2018 6:18:29 PM roaminnoodle As seen in SG-1 TV show, is only one gate operable at a time?

8/29/2018 6:20:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Conscious enlightenment will allow you to will the implantation out of your body to be absorbed by the brain naturally. Requires a very pure state of 

concentration for many days uninterrupted.

8/29/2018 6:21:48 PM 00loll0 Maybe death is only irrelevant if you know what to do,and not be trapped and recycled,and having your memory eraced,how can this be avoided?

8/29/2018 6:22:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, and the gain of the Majestic 12. Early disclosure would have been disastrous because there were components of the Disclosure component that 

we had no prior knowledge to before F moved on. F taught MJ12 about the Vatican's connection to [CONSPIRACY] and Archives.

8/29/2018 6:22:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/29/2018 6:23:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, a pedophile came up with the character names.

8/29/2018 6:23:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 About 1 billion years earlier.

8/29/2018 6:27:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9...

You are an IS-BE 

IS = Immortal Spiritual = Mind

BE =  Biological Entity = Body

Mind-Body = IS-BE 

IS = 3 = "Growth"

BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize"

IS-BE = 9 = "God"/"Stasis"

3-6-9 IS EVERYTHING
8/29/2018 6:31:29 PM roaminnoodle Assuming 4,10,20 is the same guy... which is it? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889848283031633920 …

8/29/2018 6:31:58 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034967667520806913 …

8/29/2018 6:34:25 PM ultra_unlimited Will you share @OldWiseHermit?

8/29/2018 6:34:55 PM roaminnoodle Long shot, but I believe the answer is always "no" unless you ask:

Can you all pay for my vacation time to have a chance to attempt this?

Unless there is some benefit to keeping the nanite? 

Side question: are MJ12 members (100% of U_A) impl@nt3d too?

8/29/2018 6:35:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Named after his victims.

8/29/2018 6:35:57 PM roaminnoodle Teal'c? Ha!

8/29/2018 6:36:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Strong for an Earth human of this time, infant-like compared to Majestic 12 and other ET races. You're on the right track. Self enLIGHTenment is not a 

competition unless YOU want it to be, keep up the good work.

8/29/2018 6:37:33 PM roaminnoodle We are all one.

8/29/2018 6:37:48 PM ultra_unlimited No problem. I’m happy you are making personal connections. Seems like you have some unique  insights.. I’ve been wondering if it’s possible to tease 

some of them out

8/29/2018 6:37:53 PM danielaqcrew I’m curious as well

8/29/2018 6:40:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary. 

Future proves past.

8/29/2018 6:45:07 PM roaminnoodle Indeed.

Discernment is freedom.

(Well, I hope the charcoal supplements/selenium tweet of yours wasn't disinfo!)

8/29/2018 6:53:09 PM 1aaronjustice That makes sense because no one can escape karma ( positive or negative ) Universal Law

8/29/2018 6:59:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Teal'c was the name of an Alien we met in the 60s.

8/29/2018 6:59:37 PM 1aaronjustice Wow I feel more intensely about this being that I was in the WTC 1 for a political meeting at a restaurant from 9/10 9pm - 9/11 2am... 9/11 was the 

primary elections in NYC , I know people who survived and said they heard explosives

8/29/2018 7:00:16 PM 1aaronjustice And thank you for sharing EVERYTHING, I constantly send you love and light ❤️

8/29/2018 7:01:30 PM 1aaronjustice Is it safe to say there Karma is now knocking on there door ?

8/29/2018 7:01:46 PM roaminnoodle Now, are you saying, Teal'c the ET was this pedophile's victim as well?

Either way, all the poor souls..!

8/29/2018 7:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, just Daniel and Jack.



8/29/2018 7:09:45 PM roaminnoodle Still, not cool, bro. Not acceptable.

8/29/2018 7:28:24 PM chuzehappy DJT=4,10,20

8/29/2018 7:30:27 PM decodematrix Prior to 9/11 N@S@ purchased 1 or 2 retired Boeing 767s from American Airlines. On 9/11 the flights took off, landed at an AFB, and the 767s from 

N@S@, still painted with AA colors and packed with explosives or another payload, took off and were flown via remote control.

8/29/2018 7:38:27 PM leannemillervb @threadreaderapp 

Unroll please!

8/29/2018 7:41:00 PM leannemillervb Wow

8/29/2018 7:41:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you some Hollywood productions that depict horrific murders that SOME of them are actually real events documented in the form of 

snuff films for high profile blackmail with Avatar-like facial technology to mask the identity of the criminal?

8/29/2018 7:43:54 PM jimhayzlett I believe the Majestic 12 are claiming they NOW wish to Live in Unity??? All forgiveness will be available in Unity. 😇

8/29/2018 7:45:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't do it. 

Not yet. 

Never A Straight Answer hasn't been cleaned yet. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1034993888845549568 …

8/29/2018 7:46:05 PM roaminnoodle Timing, and "unknown things": You've wanted to disclose in the past, but have since learned more (ie: Mr.F death).

Now, the time is right, or as good as it's going to get?

8/29/2018 7:46:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Warm in drugs. https://twitter.com/People4Bernie/status/1034947042559156227 …

8/29/2018 7:48:20 PM roaminnoodle Hopefully not any sort of sacrifice.

8/29/2018 7:49:26 PM jimhayzlett Disinformation is not necessary in Unity,,, only in duality 😇

8/29/2018 8:05:55 PM coloradical22 By the looks of the world & sickos running it, w/unlimited resources, and many being inbred and all, I'd say its more likely then not.

8/29/2018 8:06:18 PM jimhayzlett Disclosure aides in the takedown of all duality.  Truth and transparency prevail in Unity. 💜✨😇

8/29/2018 8:21:06 PM decodematrix Maybe they had their own looking glass technology and knew it was necessary to let it happen in order to end the cabal forever.

8/29/2018 8:31:42 PM roaminnoodle These people are SICK.

NO DEALS.

S

8/29/2018 8:33:54 PM lovethebeach999 My guess - Airborne nano particles compliments of chem trails or smart phone generated something

8/29/2018 8:56:45 PM lisareiser8 That would be insane

8/29/2018 9:13:30 PM 1aaronjustice I wouldn’t be surprised

8/29/2018 9:45:17 PM decodematrix Many came from the Library of Alexandria?

8/29/2018 9:59:57 PM decodematrix Mike McConnell?

8/29/2018 10:45:08 PM decodematrix wtf

8/30/2018 12:03:06 AM if_not_false @getongab @KimDotcom @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @seanhannity what’s the best place for a Whistleblower? @IsaacKappy 

@JaredBeck

8/30/2018 3:37:01 AM petitchevalb I agree with you

8/30/2018 4:15:33 AM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if Kabamur spoke the truth... hello Ivanka :)

8/30/2018 5:46:28 AM jimhayzlett Teal'c is from Zeta R?

8/30/2018 5:48:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/30/2018 5:49:06 AM jimhayzlett Where from?  What type?

8/30/2018 5:59:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let's rewrite history shall we...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4GtJB5WAlQ …

8/30/2018 6:16:35 AM space_cadet6 What really happened when we first landed? ET confrontation? If so, didn't we already know there was people/bases already on the moon? Why even 

do the Apollo program? Was it just a cover to channel money into the SSP?

8/30/2018 6:26:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 3

8/30/2018 6:27:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Apollo program was a failure, reason why it was scrapped in the first place, but it provided MJ12 an opportunity to utilize the C_A to hoax the Moon 

Landing on an alternate timeline to convince the Russians that we hadn't landed (yet). In fact, we had bases prior to 1965.

8/30/2018 6:28:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Teal'c was actually a space craft that had its own consciousness. Early posts discussed this being in further detail.

8/30/2018 6:30:31 AM jimhayzlett From where, please?

8/30/2018 6:33:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 A galaxy roughly 2M light years away. No planet. Lived in the ocean of space between planets.

8/30/2018 6:34:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 From technology acquired at Roswell. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1034856863140073472 …

8/30/2018 7:30:46 AM olimyracle Consciousness

How to is the question...

8/30/2018 7:33:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically the term was overloaded, our apologies. What we meant by that was Classified world vs Unclassified world. Events in the classified world 

made Apollo look like a joke (and it was). Unclassified world, people were taught to believe the official narrative of Apollo.

8/30/2018 7:33:36 AM roaminnoodle Developed, as in, reverse engineered.

8/30/2018 7:54:13 AM decodematrix This is quite amazing.

8/30/2018 7:54:53 AM decodematrix no more diet coke?

8/30/2018 7:58:53 AM decodematrix It would show their teachings are just religious dogma and lies.

8/30/2018 7:59:17 AM laughinatdumbdc Fun: telling your economics teacher that current economics theories make no sense. Funner: making an A anyway

8/30/2018 8:10:18 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/fEdmH47qD1

8/30/2018 8:15:48 AM laughinatdumbdc @OldWiseHermit I've felt like, "that wasn't faked" as I've watched some darker-themed movies.

8/30/2018 8:17:23 AM laughinatdumbdc @OldWiseHermit  https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0134273/ …  This film gave me the creeps a long time ago.

8/30/2018 8:19:54 AM decodematrix any clues on this one?

8/30/2018 8:22:57 AM olimyracle Why a "failure" ?

8/30/2018 8:32:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because a sizeable population of the country didn't believe it, and it we had to deploy even more Mockingbird assets to keep the secret safe.

8/30/2018 8:33:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 What did 4,10,20 give up?

8/30/2018 8:35:58 AM olimyracle What "assets" ?

8/30/2018 8:42:23 AM lisareiser8 What’s up with the 3 it says 12 ?

8/30/2018 8:44:34 AM 1aaronjustice Because it’s near time for disclosure?

8/30/2018 8:45:49 AM 1aaronjustice Because it would disclose they were created and controlled by a certain ET species

8/30/2018 9:06:11 AM pauliepg11111 His private life

8/30/2018 9:06:42 AM pauliepg11111 Members of the military

8/30/2018 9:07:59 AM pauliepg11111 Because of the gold that was in/underneath it. Missiles were used, made to look like airplanes with CGI.

8/30/2018 10:15:28 AM jimhayzlett Your half baked responses are lame...  If you truly believe in Unity, TELL THE TRUTH, Please 😇

8/30/2018 11:38:08 AM seekandscout He has put his life and the life of his loved ones at risk and on the line. Truly a courageous man among a courageous family. The only Billionaire I know 

to have ever done that leading from the front! Usually rich people are back seat drivers.

8/30/2018 12:29:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 love digital roots, so doesn't Tesla physics. 3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the Universe. Each digit has a specific purpose esoterically and can 

be exploited with consciousness.

8/30/2018 12:30:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you that NO NAME casket was empty?



8/30/2018 12:32:04 PM jonle86 No doubt.... Its hard to believe there's a body since nobody has seen it....

8/30/2018 12:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you a banned weapon (Space Preservation Act of 2001) was placed in the Oval Office for when 45 would first step through to 187 him?

8/30/2018 12:34:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Vatican does far worst and nobody bats an eye. https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1034887844882538501 …

8/30/2018 12:37:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the United States becomes a Space Culture, do you believe it would be necessary to change the governmental structure of the country to ensure 

multidecade long projects re: Space are properly managed and protected? How?

8/30/2018 12:37:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

8/30/2018 12:38:04 PM wild_stallion_3 not surprised if 'wet start' McCain and Osama Bin Laden are off planet together

8/30/2018 12:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 OBL is not off planet.

NO NAME is 187.

8/30/2018 12:42:53 PM lbf777 Where is NO NAME?

8/30/2018 12:43:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 187

8/30/2018 12:49:09 PM keith369me If NO NAME 187, why not have his body in the casket?

8/30/2018 12:49:32 PM lisareiser8 R u saying someone is exploiting us?

8/30/2018 12:49:39 PM lbf777 Are you here to push more hope porn on us? If you guys and Trump are claiming to help, why are you still attacking us with chemtrails, fluoride 

poisoning our water, or stealing our money through taxes?

8/30/2018 12:52:45 PM 1aaronjustice WTF?!!!! excuse my language but these people are EVIL

8/30/2018 12:54:14 PM 1aaronjustice How was it discovered to be in the Oval Office ?

8/30/2018 12:55:16 PM keith369me Can the US I have a space culture without the rest of the world also having a space culture? This suggests eventually having a different “globalist” 

structure based upon love rather than evil!

8/30/2018 12:55:20 PM 1aaronjustice I thought so since it was a closed casket

8/30/2018 12:57:29 PM sl_jaycee any reason why your answers are short and vague?

8/30/2018 12:59:15 PM 00loll0 So because the Vatican does it and nobody bats an eye doesn't make this acceptable,sounds like you are  justifying it.

8/30/2018 12:59:30 PM 1aaronjustice But I do wonder why not have him in the casket?  I was thinking he was 187 a while ago and it was timed for some reason to announce his death now?

8/30/2018 1:00:52 PM lbf777 Q uses the same technique. It is to create speculation. If we don’t have the full answer, we just make up the missing parts how we see fit making them 

more believable. Plus it adds confusing to further distort the real truth.

8/30/2018 1:02:54 PM sl_jaycee Its really hard to take it serious...Riddles are typically used by those who wish to deceive

8/30/2018 1:05:10 PM 1aaronjustice I said this to someone yesterday.  11 malnourished kids were “allegedly” training to attack schools and (corrupt) institutions but the corrupt, sick 

Vatican and years of abuse and unicorn eating is a mute point by some of our Patriots bc they “patronize” the reptile religion

8/30/2018 1:09:38 PM lbf777 That’s exactly what this account is trying to do. Specifically,like Q or Trump,the aim is to create an external savior idea to pacify us into going back to 

sleep.This way we don’t save ourselves which is the only way to save the world. 1% aren’t saviors. They are the oppressors.

8/30/2018 1:12:21 PM coloradical22 Pretty sure they already have that plan in place and it doesn't include three quarters of the population.

8/30/2018 1:17:18 PM rancideous I saw that when I was researching the laws that you hinted at. It was odd that it said that any existing space weapons would need to be taken down.

8/30/2018 1:31:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 187 is no riddle. Its a responder code for LEO when murder is reported.

8/30/2018 1:33:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 So far as we can tell, we have not used riddles yet. Riddles infer a twist. Questions on the other hand are legitimate and shall continue to be used. 

Sometimes we give shorter responses that are cryptic in nature, but a crypt is no riddle to the right mind.

8/30/2018 1:34:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 187 tells you all you need to know for that question. It is short, concise, and its how the Majestic 12 communicate.

8/30/2018 1:35:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 No Such Agency informed 45.

8/30/2018 1:35:57 PM lbf777 Instead of posting here, why aren’t you stopping the chemical attack of American citizens with chemtrails. 

Lies are meaningless. Only actions count. Judge a man by his fruits. Hope porn is nothing.

8/30/2018 1:36:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is a tactic of the Cabal, however NO DEALS.

8/30/2018 1:37:35 PM wild_stallion_3 who would 187 No Name? Doesn't seem like a white hat move. Higher ups in the shadow gov worried he would flip?

8/30/2018 1:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 It would amaze you how much spyware, malware, and subliminal messaging/propaganda (for very evil purposes) that are contained inside of porn.

Posting here is the venue that this particular operation chose. We intend to stay until the Op is completed. 

Chemtrails are a problem.

8/30/2018 1:38:51 PM sl_jaycee I get the 187 comment...it would be nice if someone that has information would just say it how it is...like maybe we gave john the choice and he picked 

death

8/30/2018 1:39:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 However the pale in contrast to the threat of the Vatican, and unfortunately, places like here are absolutely necessary when dealing with such a 

dynamic enemy. Fortunately, this account has been under the radar for a long time due to low follower count. Soon that will change.

8/30/2018 1:40:30 PM lbf777 Ok answer me this directly. Why hasn’t any of this stopped yet?

Chemtrails

Fluoride

5G kill towers

Aspartame

Msg

GMO

Fake news

IRS

CIA

Zionist infiltration of US

Fake news

Fake education

Fake medicine

Paid instead of free energy

Etc...

Always hope porn & no action. Just lies.
8/30/2018 1:40:30 PM sl_jaycee lol ya huuuuge problem...and to me is a good indicator as to when shit is actually being done...everything you "report" isn't really in my reality and 

can't really be verified through my eyeballs

8/30/2018 1:40:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 When it does, our re-emergence will obvious, but for the time being, you may as well take advantage of the opportunity to expand your consciousness, 

learn the truth, ask questions, and do something.

8/30/2018 1:42:08 PM 1aaronjustice So does No Such Agency play on both sides ? Dark and light ?

8/30/2018 1:42:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 As you so kindly state, the 1% do nothing- they are oppressors. This is an opportunity for you to learn what has been kept from you for centuries by the 

1%- only then can we ensure governance that truly is representative of "We the People"'s needs. Stop complaining start learning



8/30/2018 1:42:36 PM sl_jaycee see I think we can tune most of that out via expanding our consciousness ...but chemtrails? I can't do anything about that until I figure out how to 

manifest a rocket that blows them the fuck out of the sky

8/30/2018 1:44:10 PM sl_jaycee way ahead of you...I have a great relationship with the cosmic consciousness and all that is...I set an intention and I get answers...Im running on the 

expansion path lol

8/30/2018 1:46:47 PM lbf777 So your excuse for why the Gov is still chemical attacking the people with chemtrails is because the Vatican is more important?

You expect us to accept this as a legit excuse? There is no excuse. Excuses are for people who don’t want to do something. pic.twitter.com/6WRhj6dmIf

8/30/2018 1:49:35 PM lbf777 I just a man by his fruits. All the 1% has done is given us delicious fruit with poison inside so we get sick & suffer.

8/30/2018 1:50:41 PM wild_stallion_3 That's what makes the most logical sense to me.

No Name was given an ultimatum, confess or we will expose you. At the deadline (30 days) No Name either 'suicided' or faked it and is in a DUMB or 

offworld

8/30/2018 1:52:51 PM lbf777 Or McCain is on a permanent vacation just like Hitler was. 

They faked his death to trick us into thinking Trump is draining the swamp.

8/30/2018 1:54:36 PM wild_stallion_3 whether its public or private sector. All you would have to do is create a contract and create a legal precedent. No need to change the gov structure on 

account of that

8/30/2018 1:55:03 PM sl_jaycee Unless I see his corpse thats the opinion I have...only trust what I experience

8/30/2018 1:58:45 PM lbf777 Also you should stop chemtrailing us so you will have more time to go after the Vatican.

8/30/2018 2:09:39 PM cluster2120 Yep, deciding things between 193 different states in the UN or a similar organization wont do the job. Especially with veto power held by a handful of 

states.

8/30/2018 2:16:38 PM cluster2120 Could be one, sure. But I'd like to believe that once most needs are eliminated and living standards get globalised, with good education to all, we can 

have a form of government based on participation. If not a democracy, something along the lines.

8/30/2018 2:37:48 PM cluster2120 Yeah, I would be more inclined toward something not agrarian. At least not exclusively. But I can agree with the governing layers going from local to 

global. Like the US has local  - statal - federal. As long as they all get elected by the people.

8/30/2018 2:41:15 PM emilyanngreen1 Was this what Adm. Rogers went to tell him?

8/30/2018 2:46:21 PM halcon_radiante In certain African tribes there were two councils: patricians and matricians. The female council was in no way subservient to the male council. They 

each had different areas of interest but the female chief (matrician) and the male chief (patrician) would be in close co-operation

8/30/2018 2:54:07 PM halcon_radiante When the British arrived they abolished the matrician system as it did not fit with their Victorian views. The result was the current patriachal tribal 

system.

In parts of Africa, where others ruled or the British did not have an interest, the matrician system still functions.

8/30/2018 4:48:23 PM daggersabandon This was referenced in the q drops I believe.  What is the nature of the weapon?

8/30/2018 4:57:07 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/1vGynItDwJ

8/30/2018 6:11:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gives you heart attacks.

8/30/2018 7:38:08 PM robhannamma Where can I find info on stargates? Any youtube videos or interviews online? Love your posts btw .

8/30/2018 8:36:33 PM blankmarlo Is OBL 187?

8/30/2018 8:51:28 PM anuishboucher I heard that before...from Q

8/31/2018 5:27:01 AM roaminnoodle Heart attack gun? Isn't this "old tech" from like the 1970s?

8/31/2018 6:31:05 AM cluster2120 Yeah, I know what you are saying but I feel that as long as there are places of power, there can always be elites. The problem with the electoral process 

comes from money. Special interests get in politics because candidates and parties need the money.

8/31/2018 6:35:31 AM cluster2120 I'm always suspicions of indirect elections. Layers of power can separate people from having a say where power matters. Politics is as bad as it is 

nowadays because sadly we dig trenches, demonize the other side, get power and money, blame others when things go wrong and repeat.

8/31/2018 6:38:20 AM cluster2120 With that, I truly agree with. That way we can bring back accountability and consequences to those that serve themselves instead of the people. Im not 

sure which will come first though, an empathic and telepathic population or the need for a global government.

8/31/2018 6:39:14 AM peachsoda21 I believe this image is heavily modified from its original form but beautiful & unspiring none the less

8/31/2018 7:02:24 AM cluster2120 The telepathic ability, ETs, technologies, Dimensionals, the whole thing, in sum. Bring it all out and let people deal with it. Its the only way forward on 

this subject.

8/31/2018 7:21:29 AM roaminnoodle William Thompkins intentions?

Thinking on Thompkins and IS-BE, I was also wondering, and imagining, that perhaps "you" have a way to track where one IS "reincarnates"? I mean, 

there has to be a way to know that Mr. F/other IS are around, right?

8/31/2018 7:24:34 AM peachsoda21 I meant inspiring**

8/31/2018 7:31:07 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/1lzB6Nf7e4

8/31/2018 7:33:30 AM space_cadet6 Here is the official photo from NASA... looks a bit different pic.twitter.com/1XkvP8VrbZ

8/31/2018 7:38:35 AM space_cadet6 Agreed! One would think they should be able to take better photos...

8/31/2018 7:42:34 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNcevSFSahU …

8/31/2018 7:52:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING TO SEE HERE.

 http://blog.executivebiz.com/2018/08/nasa-selects-ssl-to-study-potential-of-space-based-satellite-manufacturing-facilities-richard-white-quoted/ …

8/31/2018 8:04:15 AM jimhayzlett In Unity Consciousness, we do not need any government!

8/31/2018 8:10:19 AM decodematrix build satellites in space hmm

8/31/2018 8:45:40 AM decodematrix  https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/P790005-1028_e.html …

8/31/2018 8:49:51 AM 1aaronjustice Preparation for commercial future space travel maybe ?

8/31/2018 8:50:47 AM rancideous exotic weapons systems = weapons designed to damage space or natural ecosystems (such as the ionosphere and upper atmosphere) or climate, 

weather, and tectonic systems with the purpose of inducing damage or destruction upon a target population or region on earth or in space.

8/31/2018 8:52:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in STARGATE SG-1?

How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Wars?

How many exotic space weapons were disclosed in Star Trek?

KEY PHRASE: exotic

List them here. One response per tweet to allow a sub-thread to form on each.

8/31/2018 8:54:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why was it necessary to sign the Space Preservation Act of 2001 if Congressional Disclosure hearings were taking place just a month prior?

8/31/2018 8:57:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was that money spent on?

8/31/2018 8:57:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 If so, how much money will we learn went "missing" since 9/11?

8/31/2018 8:57:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the DoD audit results are in, will they be publicized?

8/31/2018 8:57:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why was Never A Straight Answer involved in the rerouting of the "planes" used for the 9/11 attacks?

8/31/2018 8:57:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which exotic space weapon was used on the WTC?



8/31/2018 8:57:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why is it important for us to ask these questions, and how come we can't come right out and state the answers? What is the point of this exercise?

8/31/2018 8:57:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 With respect to the "missing" money, how will the Government reconcile the losses to the tax payer?

8/31/2018 8:57:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who gave the stand-down orders, and did they follow the chain of command?

8/31/2018 8:59:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nice try... but only specific responses will grant you further access to Disclosure knowledge. The choice to know shall be yours, however we are not 

going to just come out with it.

8/31/2018 9:00:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain how this classifies as an "exotic space weapon"...

8/31/2018 9:00:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't the Death Star a spaceship and not an exotic space weapon?

8/31/2018 9:01:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 How can George Bush (Sr? Jr?) follow the chain of command if they are the Commander in Chief?

8/31/2018 9:01:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Disclosure of the SSP will take over a decade to be done properly.

8/31/2018 9:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would we destroy one of our own bases?

8/31/2018 9:03:28 AM blankmarlo Karma laws. You can't feed us the info you can only point us in the right direction. The choice to learn and grow must be ours.

8/31/2018 9:04:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precise. This is why FULL DISCLOSURE will never happen. You will only get partial disclosure up to the point you're capable of understanding.

8/31/2018 9:04:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 More important than SHEEP.

8/31/2018 9:05:54 AM mrblbrettish I can only surmise that it's accountability, everyone learning at their own pace about who's accountable. It's a lot to take in at first blush.

8/31/2018 9:06:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://mega.nz/#F!AE5yjIqB!y7Vdxdb5pbNsi2O3zyq9KQ!pVRCzDII …

8/31/2018 9:08:56 AM blankmarlo In the tens of trillions. Forbes gave a figure higher than20 Trillion.

8/31/2018 9:10:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is Forbes fake news? If so, can you trust their $20T figure? What do we mean by "trust"?

(important to understand WHAT fake news really is - see past drops)

8/31/2018 9:11:12 AM blankmarlo Secret Space Program. Weapons,  ships,  research equipment etc... Not to mention personnel (often slaves) and their training (mind control).

8/31/2018 9:11:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once the money has been spent, it has been spent. How will the Government reconcile their actions?

8/31/2018 9:12:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Personnel do not cost anything in the SSP. Everybody "works for free".

8/31/2018 9:12:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 What are in every room on the Starship Enterprise?

8/31/2018 9:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Responding any form of "All" will result in a non-response from Majestic 12.

8/31/2018 9:13:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal != SSP

8/31/2018 9:13:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fiction.

8/31/2018 9:14:05 AM blankmarlo Controlled news for sure, I'm sure calling that a conservative estimate would be a gross understatement. I shudder to think the full scale of wealth and 

resources taken from us. And the vital technologies that have been hidden from us.

8/31/2018 9:15:09 AM blankmarlo Sure but time and resources go into housing, feeding, and controlling them etc..

8/31/2018 9:17:10 AM blankmarlo Honestly I think we'll be happy if they give us healing technologies, free energy and interstellar travel.

8/31/2018 9:23:51 AM blankmarlo Are both your IS and BE damaged by this half life? Is either destroyed?

8/31/2018 9:25:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ranking franchises with respect to their Disclosure efforts:

1. Stargate SG-1

2. Star Trek

3. Star Wars

Other Disclosure programs were embedded after the fact and not intended to be used for SSP Disclosure.

8/31/2018 9:25:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 2. Star Trek disclosed the following:

- Nobody gets paid in the SSP for their SSP work (Cabal engineering)

- Food replication technology

- Hyperdimensional travel (Warp Speed)

- How socialism is supposed to be implemented (Cabal engineering)

- Galaxy has a few rival races

8/31/2018 9:25:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 1. Stargate SG-1 disclosed the following:

- DUMBs real purpose

- ET life is in regular contact with US Military

- The "Trust" are the Cabal (minus the Vatican angle)

- US Military has several space vessels

- Exotic Space Weapons

- Medical technology unavailable to public

+++more
8/31/2018 9:25:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 All three of these franchises were necessary to a certain extent during the purposes of controlled Disclosure of the SSP.

Majestic 12 used the Cabal to do most of the heavy lifting with respect to disclosing most of the SSP. We knew they were worshiping Moloch, and still 

did it.

8/31/2018 9:25:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 3. Star Wars disclosed the following:

- Glorified "Jihad" against Government (Cabal engineering)

- Worship of pure evil (Cabal engineering)

- Galaxy is filled with rivaling races (Cabal engineering)

- Barter is the universal form of currency (Cabal Engineering)

8/31/2018 9:25:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal engineered Disclosure embeds much propaganda, social engineering, and divide and conquer techniques all throughout the "programming." We 

call it "programming" for a reason.

8/31/2018 9:25:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was necessary for this information to get out, and those three major franchises were just a handful of major Disclosure projects that the Majestic 12 

worked on.

8/31/2018 9:25:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stargate SG-1 on the other hand was targeted towards adults and has the least amount of Cabal engineering.

8/31/2018 9:25:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Trek attracted the young adults of the world and was therefore partially exploited, mostly for communist purposes.

8/31/2018 9:25:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Star Wars attracted the youth of many and was therefore heavily exploited by the Cabal.

8/31/2018 9:25:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING TO SEE HERE.

8/31/2018 9:26:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Would humanity forgive the Majestic 12 if we guaranteed that every single person on Planet Earth had quick and convenient access to replication 

technology?

8/31/2018 9:27:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Control is established through murder. Fail to obey orders, and you're terminated.

8/31/2018 9:29:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you sure you'd like to see that?

Have you ever witnessed a beheading before?

Did you know that by viewing extreme acts of violence that it desensitizes you to committing/accepting/viewing more acts of violence?

LOVE is everywhere.

Evil must be sought.



8/31/2018 9:29:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 NO DEALS.

8/31/2018 9:30:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is "Pulse"? Isn't that describing the movement of the cannon? How is that exotic?

8/31/2018 9:30:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 What makes it point?

8/31/2018 9:31:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your IS is damaged by this, and the Magick sustains the BE.

8/31/2018 9:33:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 "of Gol" infer origin.

Stone = a regular stone?

What makes a stone exotic?

8/31/2018 9:34:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 We understand, but giving the trademark name of a weapon doesn't explain what makes it exotic.

Explain to us how "directed energy" works.

What is directed energy?

How can you direct energy?

What makes directed energy "exotic"?

8/31/2018 9:34:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Phasers are what specifically?

8/31/2018 9:35:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are asking you to respond to our questions regarding 9/11 Disclosure and Exotic Space Weapons. 

Point to note: Do not just give the trademark name of the Cabal engineered franchise. Instead, be VERY SPECIFIC and explain what makes that artifact 

"EXOTIC" and how it works.

8/31/2018 9:36:29 AM blankmarlo Does No Name still need to be found and brought to some form of justice  then? Or was he allowed his public "death" because he flipped on his 

associates?

8/31/2018 9:39:38 AM blankmarlo Could you define exotic for the purpose of the exercise?

8/31/2018 9:40:08 AM lbf777 The Gov jacked 20 Trillion of our dollars & made space for with it. They have all kinds of excuses.

"Oh, we need to save you all from an alien invasion".

Kiss my ass. Give us our money back. End the IRS. End the Fed.

8/31/2018 9:42:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 He was allowed his public death because revealing what he did would put the US directly in war with China. 45 made the best decision by allowing NO 

NAME to exit in the mockingbird media "gracefully".

8/31/2018 9:43:08 AM roaminnoodle From STARGATE SG-1:

Zat'nik'tel (Zat gun)

 http://stargate.wikia.com/wiki/Zat%27nik%27tel … pic.twitter.com/hyvLDDin6A

8/31/2018 9:43:32 AM mrblbrettish oh wow! something for everyone on this list. I was curious why this was posted. "Telepathy and the Etheric Vehicle" is my jam.

8/31/2018 9:43:50 AM roaminnoodle DEW?

8/31/2018 9:43:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exotic infers non-conventional physics and "magick".

8/31/2018 9:44:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 She will be.

8/31/2018 9:45:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if money is an illusion designed to enslave you? Would you want it back?

Slavery = Muh Money

Freedom = ???

8/31/2018 9:45:55 AM roaminnoodle Who owns Forbes? Follow the money.

8/31/2018 9:48:38 AM blankmarlo Potentially the oldest of the illuminati bloodlines. Meant to be direct descendants of Lucifer and/ or Annunaki.

8/31/2018 9:49:25 AM lbf777 Is this hope porn or are we talking about doing this soon?

All that matter is what you are doing right now. If you made mistakes in the past, fine, but all that matters is that you do good works in the now. We 

forgive the sinner but not the sinful behavior itself.

8/31/2018 9:50:15 AM lbf777 Shut down the IRS. End taxes. They are unconstitutional. Woodrow Wilson tricked us into them & the FED too.

8/31/2018 9:54:06 AM lbf777 The Zionists planted the bombs that took down the Twin Towers but Trump & Q refused to touch that subject. Trump claims it was the Arabs but the 

Goyim know. Rudy Giuliana let the Mossad bombers free to go back to Israel.

8/31/2018 9:54:15 AM roaminnoodle End money, provide replicators, disclose what you must, and find out what humanity does... That's one way to find out?

8/31/2018 9:56:07 AM lbf777 Now that I can agree with. Money is definitely the secret to our enslavement. Here is the solution in a very brief nutshell without any details (cashless 

indirect trade): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEZkQv25uEs …

8/31/2018 10:01:14 AM blankmarlo SG1 Ep9.7? 

"Mitchell contacts Colonel Lionel Pendergast on the Prometheus, which transports the entire building into space. It harmlessly explodes. " 

Let me know if I'm wrong I'll keep looking.

8/31/2018 10:04:17 AM mrblbrettish Tesla's scalar wave technology? Crossing paths of two of these "beams" were said to have a disintegrating effect. It could easily be space-based and 

the tech is pretty old; almost a century. Disrupts the atomic/electric bonds in matter causing a "dustification"? i'm just guessing

8/31/2018 10:07:43 AM coloradical22 Did you notice how the dancing Israelis were magically transformed into the dancing Muslims?

8/31/2018 10:11:09 AM lbf777 Ya trump claims he saw them breakdancing in rooftops when the towers went down which is a lie. It was the Mossad bombers who were dancing.

8/31/2018 10:19:02 AM ultra_unlimited The Death Star: Doom Ship from Orion

8/31/2018 10:22:54 AM roaminnoodle You mean, a slow roll (decade+) for a partial disclosure? This is exactly what Corey Goode/David Wilcock warned the C@b@L want.

8/31/2018 10:27:18 AM 1aaronjustice Direct energy/ free energy technology used to bring the buildings down. What makes it exotic?-High Frequency How it works?-directing 

electromagnetic energy to a specific target so the High Frequency can destroy said target

8/31/2018 10:42:19 AM lisareiser8 I don’t know. What law?

8/31/2018 10:54:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fiction.

8/31/2018 10:55:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you think Cabal engineered services like Wikipedia are going to teach you properly about Directed Energy Weapons?

8/31/2018 10:59:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 How would "Asgard" beaming technology work? It wasn't disclosed in SG-1.

8/31/2018 10:59:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are aware of Dr. Judy Wood.

8/31/2018 11:00:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 How would that work exactly?

8/31/2018 11:00:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Close!

8/31/2018 11:01:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh the troubles...

8/31/2018 11:02:28 AM blankmarlo All points in space and time are connected

8/31/2018 11:02:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct that they stated this, however their "enemy" was misplaced. Majestic 12 are not the Cabal. We believe that some of the horrific crimes need to 

remain hidden, however technology and knowledge that can benefit humanity is fair game. Why show somebody how to kill a planet?

8/31/2018 11:03:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 See previous drops.

8/31/2018 11:04:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once you've dug as deep as you can on the internet, where next shall you dig? What has ALL ANSWERS to everything?

8/31/2018 11:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Does electricity have anything to do with the connection between points?

8/31/2018 11:05:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fair warning, sometimes when we reply to your responses with other questions, the contents of the question may not necessarily correlate with the 

correct answer, but rather expand on the answer provided. Be cautious of bias.

8/31/2018 11:12:37 AM peacey_queen lasers?



8/31/2018 11:14:06 AM blankmarlo Yes the laws of physics can be easily explained via the fundamental principles of electricity as summed up in the "electric universe" model.  This has of 

course been suppressed in lieu of the messy incomplete model that is mainstream physics.

8/31/2018 11:16:19 AM marchicks83 I have no idea. At a guess seeing as everything is energy, it would discharge at a frequency not used in this existance. I suppose the trick would be 

having to "tune" it in to the frequency needed.

8/31/2018 11:17:32 AM keith369me More than our national debt?

8/31/2018 11:21:46 AM peacey_queen Of course, as one 'pole' pulls you in and the other side pushes you out.

8/31/2018 11:22:27 AM 1aaronjustice I agree and notice that your questions serve a purpose to educate by allowing ppl to research and find the answers on there own bc most people won’t 

believe something different if it’s just given to them

8/31/2018 11:45:39 AM mrblbrettish what throws me off is the "artifact" nomenclature which makes me think it's ET in origin and extremely old, but similar in function to the scalar wave 

tech.

8/31/2018 11:57:30 AM tyronet07604107 I don't do witchcraft! Just saying!

8/31/2018 12:17:12 PM rancideous Orbital Weapons Satellite

8/31/2018 12:22:18 PM rancideous EM Generator... 🤔🤔🤔

8/31/2018 12:34:27 PM roaminnoodle Sorry, I was Not inferring that MJ12 = Cabal. I just remember CG/DW saying this often about the Full vs. Partial disclosure scenario.

Is it possible that the horrific crimes remained hidden, but with a guarantee they don't happen again/How can we be sure it doesn't happen again?

8/31/2018 12:36:39 PM roaminnoodle Something to do with our ISBE? Collective consciousness? DNA?

8/31/2018 12:39:02 PM roaminnoodle From STARGATE SG-1:

Naquadah [Bomb]

8/31/2018 12:39:38 PM roaminnoodle From STARGATE SG-1:

Thor's Hammer

8/31/2018 12:40:00 PM roaminnoodle From STARGATE SG-1:

Crystal Skull

8/31/2018 12:48:22 PM ultra_unlimited Consciousness, intelligent infinity, the Akasha or the Collective ..

8/31/2018 12:50:27 PM ultra_unlimited With China? Any direction to understand this from a 40,000 ft perspective?

8/31/2018 12:55:56 PM neeneenat Yes. Casket was “tippy” and all pretended it was heavy.

8/31/2018 1:04:21 PM _i_am_mike Doubtful given the "burial at sea"...

8/31/2018 1:40:31 PM rezinated1 The Death Ray??? https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/death-ray/a-briefing-on-soviet-scalar-electromagnetic-weapons-according-to-tom-bearden/ …

8/31/2018 2:29:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 So therefore you agree with Majestic 12 and conclude that FULL DISCLOSURE to unascended beings is a stupid idea, right?

8/31/2018 2:30:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/31/2018 2:30:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 💡🎥💫

8/31/2018 2:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of plotting an assassination of 45, NO NAME also had dealings with framing USA wetworking Xi and blame on failed 45/NK summit.

8/31/2018 2:32:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fiction.

8/31/2018 2:32:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was Thor's hammer? That's a trademark name. Explain the technology and what made it exotic.

8/31/2018 2:34:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Elements undiscovered by scientists on Earth are plentiful throughout the galaxy and universe, though none are called Naquadah or Naquadriah. 

Elements do exist though that have non-Earth like "powers" (aka attributes) when controlled a particular way.

8/31/2018 2:34:15 PM ultra_unlimited Dastardly. Thank you for that background. I never caught a good vibe from McCain. Wild how vile some of these actors have been upon this grand 

stage.

8/31/2018 2:35:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source. DNA is a computer program. Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same.

8/31/2018 2:37:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Horrific crimes cannot be prevented. Only through truth faith in Source, which is LOVE and UNITY can you fend off such negative energy personally. If 

all people are taught and equally loved, evil shall have a hard place among the people to exist.

8/31/2018 2:38:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't those already exist in conventional science?

8/31/2018 2:38:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 By exotic you mean orbital?

8/31/2018 2:39:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not entirely.

8/31/2018 2:43:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 To save Earth from NWO and restore USA.

8/31/2018 2:44:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE!

8/31/2018 2:44:29 PM dropadrumgroove The fact that we are quarantined from leaving the Earth, since we haven’t gone back to the Moon, exotic space weapons are redundant. You don’t let 

the kids play with matches.

8/31/2018 2:45:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Quarantine]

8/31/2018 2:45:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 2x+++

8/31/2018 2:45:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 How would you tune it?

8/31/2018 2:47:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you the electric universe theory was both right and wrong at the same time and that its validity is only to those who subscribe to it. 

However, since the theory is thorough, many higher density races have agreed upon its existence therefore "allowing" it to be.

8/31/2018 2:48:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thats another name for them, not WHAT they are specifically.

8/31/2018 2:52:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you don't have the answer to one our questions after doing some cursory reading on the subject we encourage you to meditate for at least 3 hours 

to 396Hz tones. If the answer does not come to you, then 3 sets of 3 hours with 3 hours in between each set. Numbers matter.

8/31/2018 2:52:32 PM dropadrumgroove Grammar corrected, thx. Further comments?

8/31/2018 2:53:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 = IS

6 = BE

9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All

Magick is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking of knowledge.

8/31/2018 2:56:11 PM keith369me I hope the investment after disclosure will be worth the wait..Leo Wanta trillions...real story?

8/31/2018 2:56:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read our previous drops about why Full Disclosure is:

A) a term used at inappropriate times

B) why it will never happen and why

C) why its best you not receive full disclosure

8/31/2018 2:56:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We answered your question, not corrected your grammar.

8/31/2018 2:57:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 NO NAME was not acting to his own free will.

8/31/2018 2:58:22 PM ultra_unlimited Really interesting practical suggestion. The kind of thing I would never have thought of. I would be curious if you might be able to disclose more 

esoteric meditation or cognition raising activities utilized to promote peak levels of human or superhuman achievement..

8/31/2018 2:58:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Stones store consistent energy. Being able to store energy in solid state devices like stones is very exotic. Accessing information contained in stones is 

even more exotic.

8/31/2018 2:59:08 PM ultra_unlimited Because he was possessed, an archon or simply blackmailed like everyone else?



8/31/2018 3:01:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe.

When dealing with numbers, octal is your ally. 

When working with sentient IS-BEs phi is very powerful. 

When working with inanimate conscious projections pi is very powerful. 

When combining these fundamentals intermixed = Magick

8/31/2018 3:01:47 PM ultra_unlimited Like the Quartz in a Hard Drive? I enjoy using stones for meditation though programming them intentionally has always felt a little hard for me to truly 

intrinsically accept as fact. Any tips for projecting intention or storing info in stones?

8/31/2018 3:03:28 PM ultra_unlimited This is a tweet I will have to study and meditate on indepthly to catch a glimmer of a reflection. Nonetheless thank you for your time with this project.

8/31/2018 3:03:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Had he not, his children would be picked off, one by one by Cabal actors in horrific ways. His blackmail was his family. 45 is a good person. He knew 

this. For the republic.

8/31/2018 3:04:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Killbox

8/31/2018 3:05:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 How about creating stones with your mind and dropping them into your hand?

8/31/2018 3:05:43 PM ultra_unlimited Given what’s come to light over the last year, not hard for me to accept, everyone in positions of wealth/power who is visible anyway is ensnared one 

way or another. Pay to play has more then one meaning

8/31/2018 3:07:13 PM ultra_unlimited You’re harped on this visualization piece before and it’s been a very common theme in many magical resources I’ve explored. Might need to really 

work on that one

8/31/2018 3:08:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Requires global brain activity over 30% to create "things" with your mind. Cabal engineered education reprograms the mind to operate at 5% or less. 

SHEEP NO MORE.

8/31/2018 3:17:23 PM 1aaronjustice Did NO NAME know his 187 was coming ?

8/31/2018 3:19:25 PM peacey_queen Weapons that can aim directed energy to disrupt probably anything else's original energy. Ooo.

8/31/2018 3:22:01 PM keith369me Agree...who needs money if all needs are met?  If replication tech, free energy, and “high-speed travel” are available to all, who needs money?

8/31/2018 3:23:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meditation

8/31/2018 3:24:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. All planned.

8/31/2018 3:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 What do frequencies or vibrations have to do with "directed energy" and how do the numbers make them exotic?

8/31/2018 3:32:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very

8/31/2018 3:34:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, but we pasted a link to a  http://mega.nz  url that contained a ton of reading material. Remove everything right of the ! to access the directory 

listings

8/31/2018 3:34:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some are new.

8/31/2018 3:34:45 PM peacey_queen Hm logic tells me making it directed would amplify the signal tremendously. It would entail knowing the energy signature of the object or being to be 

'shot', and disrupting it with perhaps the 'opposing' frequency? So, frequency isnt a line spectrum but more of a cycle?

8/31/2018 3:35:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does purity of material matter? Why?

8/31/2018 3:37:04 PM peacey_queen It would, each material has a different frequency. The more pure the material, the clearer the frequency signal would be.

8/31/2018 3:41:50 PM rancideous Not exactly. By the definition in the bill I read, I feel the capabilities of the orbital weapon (death ray) would be what makes it exotic.

8/31/2018 3:42:06 PM 1aaronjustice You confirmed my intuition

8/31/2018 3:42:53 PM rancideous Yes, but long range from space covering large areas

8/31/2018 3:42:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enemies of the Cabal's transnational human trafficking, drug smuggling, and weapons smuggling operation designed to enrich themselves, feed the 

fuel to their power (ritual sacrifices) and destroy USA from within. Did you know 44 gave this to Iran? Why? [Partners] pic.twitter.com/5LZBPTwp1x

8/31/2018 4:01:05 PM ultra_unlimited Thinking of the targeted killing of individuals with drones made me think of „targeted individuals“ in general and gang stalking in particular. Can MAJ12 

comment on how this fits into experimentation with exotic weapons and sensory warfare?

8/31/2018 5:35:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Post your photos of Planet X/Nibiru here...

8/31/2018 5:39:21 PM decodematrix I'm gonna guess it was run by cabal/dark fleet/negative ETs. Maybe it was the trapezoid shaped base. Slave labor, human rights abuses, probably 

making weapons and trying to shoot down Solar Warden and Galactic Federation craft.

8/31/2018 5:43:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're all over the place. Pick one. Meditate to it (see past drops) then come back to us when your head is clear and you know what the answer is 

intuitively.

8/31/2018 6:03:09 PM 1aaronjustice I love this question to cause people to research.  A few years ago i was made aware of Nibiru and our Sumerian ancestors who wrote about it 

pic.twitter.com/uRYzysFGP6

8/31/2018 6:14:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before 46

8/31/2018 6:21:05 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/9Lh6EmYVHr

8/31/2018 8:38:36 PM 2fngbad  

https://www.gematrix.org/?word=to%20know%20the%20true%20nature%20of%20anything%20such%20as%20the%20mind%20the%20body%20or%2

0the%20world%20it%20is%20first%20necessary%20to%20know%20the%20nature%20of%20consciousness%20itself …

8/31/2018 9:27:31 PM diaptera_80 SG1 blew up a star using a stargate connected to a black hole, if I remember correctly

8/31/2018 9:28:35 PM diaptera_80 SG1 found a device which would kill all life on a certain frequency

8/31/2018 9:29:35 PM diaptera_80 SG1 remade a weapon with King Arthurs help which could annihilate ascended beings

8/31/2018 9:32:28 PM diaptera_80 SG1: Replicators!

8/31/2018 9:39:12 PM diaptera_80 SG1 would put a ”wristwatch” on, turning them into superheroes. It was ancient Goaold technology

8/31/2018 9:45:11 PM the_prophet_neo when can we expect the tech to come out that is similar to warp drives? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/31/2018 9:45:31 PM diaptera_80 They materialized it from thought with the help of a device

9/1/2018 3:51:00 AM ultra_unlimited #TheGreatAwakening being driven by #QAnon and assisted by many unique supporting roles such as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is not about division, it is 

about #unity. It is not to promote #violence but to confront the reality of barbarism and war. The truth is right in front of your face.

9/1/2018 4:15:32 AM realcolinhobby  pic.twitter.com/Iia0X0O3Lw

9/1/2018 4:26:53 AM jonle86 Will we see it in near future?

9/1/2018 5:04:35 AM kmtildsley No.

9/1/2018 7:53:20 AM gardengirlove I see you are a #ConspiracyTheory lover. 

Are you an @RealAlexJones & @rushlimbaugh lover too.

SAD!

9/1/2018 8:03:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wake Up

Stand Up pic.twitter.com/Rpfl4zZoBW

9/1/2018 8:51:08 AM ultra_unlimited No I do not like either of those pundits or any others really. I prefer to avoid pop culture media sources for the most part.

9/1/2018 8:53:01 AM gardengirlove Still sad to be a believer of #ConspiracyTheories

9/1/2018 8:55:49 AM ultra_unlimited Why exactly? You think it’s better to accept everything you are taught and told? That’s fine but to me that is much sadder than asking informed 

questions and researching. What exactly is an example of a conspiracy theory you don’t believe in?

9/1/2018 9:08:03 AM gardengirlove Hillary running a child sex ring out if the basement of a pizza parlor, Obama being Muslim, Sandy Hook being put on by actors to name a few. Google it.



9/1/2018 9:10:57 AM ultra_unlimited Those are some interesting ideas. I do not know if they are true or not but I do not actively disbelieve them just because they challenge my 

understanding.. I was not there for those events so my perspective of the truth of them is limited .. again, asking questions seems fine2me

9/1/2018 9:17:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 What does the term "Conspiracy" mean?

What does a "theory" mean?

Is it possible to commit a conspiracy?

How would you know it was a conspiracy?

What if you saw clues about a potential crime... isn't that a conspiracy theory?

Who coined the term "Conspiracy"?

WHY?

Majestic 12.
9/1/2018 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary Clinton does not run a child sex ring out of the basement of a pizza parlor. That is fake news. 

Reality is, the Vatican has been involved in pandemic levels of human rights abuses and happen to cover up the greatest secret withheld from Mankind 

- more than MJ12 did.

9/1/2018 9:20:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sandy Hook was very real but your definition of "Actor" has been clouded by Hollywood. An actor in the intelligence community is a participating body, 

not "putting on a show" per se. Sandy Hook was engineered using MK ULTRA techniques to brainwash the shooter.

9/1/2018 9:21:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 As it turned out, victims were then subjugated to additional mind control techniques by the intelligence community to cover their tracks. Alex Jones is 

an asset of the Cabal, despite what he may try and tell you. He has been employed by the CIA since day one.

9/1/2018 9:22:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is no "conspiracy" or "theory" around the faith of Obama. Obama admitted himself on live television in 2007 that he was a Muslim. Nothing 

shameful about it, but facts are facts and that is not a "conspiracy theory". Its been proven by the conspirator himself!

9/1/2018 9:22:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP.

9/1/2018 9:23:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP.

9/1/2018 9:23:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP.

9/1/2018 9:23:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP.

9/1/2018 9:24:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE. 

Reread past drops. 

Read #QAnon. 

Connect the dots. 

In order. 

See the picture?

SHEEP NO MORE.
9/1/2018 9:28:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE.

9/1/2018 9:30:27 AM kekmckekerson Obama took his oath of office with his hand on the Quran not the bible so there's that...

9/1/2018 9:31:44 AM gardengirlove Huh? Engineered using MK ULTRA techniques? 

Right - the shooter was brainwashed. Right. 

He wasn't mentally ill, was he?

9/1/2018 9:36:47 AM gardengirlove Show me the video where Obama said he was a Muslim. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jQ67cdzDyI …

9/1/2018 9:37:25 AM gardengirlove SHEEP? What? What is sheep. 

I'm sorry I don't speak your language.

9/1/2018 9:41:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is mental "illness"?

Can your mind be permanently ill?

Your brain can be damaged. 

Your mind remains intact. 

Mentally ill infers brainwashing of some kind. 

All techniques were explored in MKULTRA. 

All mental illnesses are reversible so long there is not physical damage.

9/1/2018 9:43:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account does not do the research for you, instead we encourage you to do your own research and look at raw evidence rather than compiled 

commentary and political pundits. Every political entity is trying to deceive your perception. Trust yourself.

9/1/2018 9:45:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sheep are blind. 

Sheep go where the herd goes. 

Sheep do not think for themselves. 

Sheep have limited brain capacity due to brainwashing/mind-control. 

Sheep are not just the small cute animal, many humans are figurative sheep, and therefore "SHEEP".

9/1/2018 9:48:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is QAnon? Do you know? Or have you only relied on other people to tell you what it is?

9/1/2018 9:53:07 AM peacey_queen ....or you could just not comment on these threads. I always find it curious when people are intent on insulting others for their beliefs - why do you care 

if it's 'crazy', it should be of no consequence! But if it's real, you're standing up for pedophiles. Your choice.

9/1/2018 10:17:19 AM sandramary18 That requires people to leave their safe spaces and own up to their part in our history. Willingness to learn the truth outside of the MSM and take 

emotions out of it all..too hard for most.

9/1/2018 10:20:35 AM artnowlexine Go to Able Danger

9/1/2018 10:52:01 AM decodematrix Yes I think that's part of the plan.

9/1/2018 10:57:02 AM the_prophet_neo X is a great ambiguous call sign ;)

9/1/2018 11:25:38 AM decodematrix Space crafts, star gates, bases throughout the solar system. I would imagine we need permission from ETs to build bases in the rest of the Milky Way or 

other galaxies? Do we have bases in other galaxies?

9/1/2018 11:25:58 AM vballkid77 Wait, you dont get your news from pop media culture, but spend how much time researching breadcrumbs left behind by an anonymous account on 

4chan/8chan claiming to have a top security clearance about a “deep state” 

And you arent doing that sarcastically?

9/1/2018 11:41:04 AM decodematrix Well we know Hussein spent $65k on "pizza" and "hot dogs"

9/1/2018 12:09:25 PM decodematrix Dick Cheney

9/1/2018 1:11:07 PM neeneenat Tried for treason, found guilty, executed or allowed to self suicide. Buried. Trump allowed this “show” as a way of reminding the others this is how they 

will go out too. Looks of smugness on all their faces is the tell.

9/1/2018 1:26:36 PM godofoblivion Omg stop speaking in code just blame gjd Jews and move on



9/1/2018 2:34:29 PM decodematrix You're implying we have all the answers inside us. If that's true I'm really going to have to unclog my pineal gland.

9/1/2018 2:44:42 PM pdog119 THE TRUTH about QAnon finally REVEALED! pic.twitter.com/rHKBbqwEje

9/1/2018 4:38:43 PM ultra_unlimited You may be interested in checking out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Very interesting account which has had quite a lot to share on these topics.

9/1/2018 4:54:19 PM decodematrix Disruptor: disruptors cause damage by exciting the molecular bonds of targets to such great extents that those bonds are weakened, and/or broken, 

by the energies emitted, which often manifest as explosive force.

9/1/2018 4:55:43 PM decodematrix Disruptor: disruptors cause damage by exciting the molecular bonds of targets to such great extents that those bonds are weakened, and/or broken, 

by the energies emitted, which often manifest as explosive force.

9/1/2018 6:11:25 PM dedicatedcynic Google....just had their arse handed to them on a plate for censorship

Twitter just got raked over the coals

CNN,...well 😞

The “conspiracy” doesn’t matter

It’s implicitly trusting sources that fail credibility

Most learn distrust readily

Some never will

Once bitten

Twice shy

⏰

9/1/2018 8:58:33 PM no_fascists Nutter.

9/1/2018 9:38:35 PM gardengirlove Ummmm. Ok.

9/1/2018 9:43:34 PM aliceresists The crazies are out tonight

9/2/2018 5:47:41 AM servivigiledeus you mean like the russia conspiracy theories? You can't accuse others of being paranoid when you're the one with a tinfoil helmet.

9/2/2018 5:49:19 AM servivigiledeus In all seriousness it is so rare and refreshing to see someone else thinking critically out there instead of making blind assumption based on feelings like 

the rest of these morons.

9/2/2018 6:27:07 AM mewald53 You spout conspiracy theories. You SAY you have facts. Then, when challenged you say "The account does not do the research..." If you are spouting 

this crap, you should have the reference at a your fingertips. Otherwise, you are simply spewing carp you made up.

9/2/2018 7:52:22 AM olimyracle Exposing yourself to force others to exposure ?

9/2/2018 8:52:05 AM olimyracle At demand of former MJ12 leader 41 to turn it "from shadow to light" ?

9/2/2018 8:52:28 AM olimyracle 41 ?

9/2/2018 10:04:58 AM calbro84 That's kind of my view I'm not a big q-anon guy but I appreciate the information being brought out so I can make my own decision and assess it over 

time

9/2/2018 10:43:36 AM olimyracle Good question. I guess it would be possible without moral damage...

9/2/2018 11:09:04 AM cinema13 Oh please. Hate using the overused line but you nuts can't handle the truth so you make shit up and your only answer is: "But what if it were true?" 

You probably think the earth is flat too. Sick people.

9/2/2018 11:13:55 AM cinema13 Exactly. In the real world, facts are in plain sight. Let me provide a tidbit...more than these loonies are willing to offer pic.twitter.com/0WbTZVUuRK

9/2/2018 11:15:51 AM olimyracle Do you mean on #6WTC ?

9/2/2018 11:24:34 AM cinema13 This is how they lie. Google did NOT have their "arse" handed to them. They actually handed Trumps ass to him and has  REFUSED to appear before 

Congress. Bravo!  CNN also standing by their accurate reporting of a lawyer's comment.They show more credibility & integrity than u nuts

9/2/2018 11:27:44 AM cinema13 On Twitter, those loonies are out every day and night! Don't the asylums have orderlies any more?

9/2/2018 11:38:36 AM olimyracle What do you mean by "stand-down orders" please ?

9/2/2018 11:42:26 AM olimyracle What was then and what is now your relation to them if I may ask ?

9/2/2018 12:39:14 PM sl_jaycee Lol if your a sheep then reread...we don’t need riddles...when we go within we have access to everything

9/2/2018 12:40:53 PM dedicatedcynic  https://qz.com/1145669/googles-true-origin-partly-lies-in-cia-and-nsa-research-grants-for-mass-surveillance/ …

Believe what you will

You will soon see

9/2/2018 1:56:38 PM targa49563940 Apart in StarWars, was there any known space weapon in 2001? 

Why banning something you couldnt create?

9/2/2018 2:01:00 PM targa49563940 Uncanny law... preventing space war while we re just able to launch communication satellites correctly...

9/2/2018 2:06:21 PM halcon_radiante H.R.2977 - Space Preservation Act of 2001

To preserve the cooperative, peaceful uses of space for the benefit of all humankind by permanently prohibiting the basing of weapons in space by the 

US, and ... to take action to ... implement a world treaty banning space-based weapons.

9/2/2018 2:13:48 PM volbeatlifewife Not believing the bs mainstream media feeds you does not make u a conspiracy theorist it just means you're actually using YOUR brain and thinking 

instead of being controlled into what they want you to think.

9/2/2018 2:15:33 PM halcon_radiante Directs the President to: (1) ... ; (2) terminate research and development, testing, manufacturing, production, and deployment of all such weapons; and 

(3) ... .

Ergo, such weapons already exist.

9/2/2018 2:38:16 PM decodematrix  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles01.htm …

9/2/2018 4:48:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 MAJESTIC. pic.twitter.com/yjFGfEa5JQ

9/2/2018 4:50:35 PM rna2021 #TheGreatAwakening is filled with #Trumpturds thinking that #Q is real but they are too stupid to realize that #trump is the real #Swamp.

9/2/2018 4:51:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Name calling versus truth seeking. 

The choice to know will be yours in the end.

9/2/2018 4:52:04 PM jluebs24 John G Trump

9/2/2018 5:34:25 PM keith369me Damn, he does look like Assange

9/2/2018 7:46:57 PM lalaresister Bahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha

Bahahahahahahahahaha

Sigh..you are insane

Bahahahahahahahahaha

9/2/2018 9:20:48 PM aflyover You don't know if these ideas are "true or not?"

Jesus.

You're a lost soul.

9/3/2018 3:25:10 AM chrisklemenza Is Trump related to Assange?!

9/3/2018 9:41:06 AM sandrar71947960 Yes Amen

9/3/2018 10:31:48 AM kekmckekerson It was Obama too genius. 😘

9/3/2018 11:12:10 AM ekotoons PURE GENIUS

 http://www.tfcbooks.com/tesla/nt_on_ac.htm …

9/3/2018 11:59:51 AM duxdude1 Why isn't the MSM telling the truth about how Soros bought out the dog food section of Wal Mart and let loose the cats of trepidation in Kroger?  Only 

Q knows.

9/3/2018 12:01:59 PM duxdude1 Q on his/her smoke break.   Only know photo (that Q has let us unworthy minions view) pic.twitter.com/mMG0Sejbr2



9/3/2018 2:45:44 PM olimyracle "No rubbles" ? pic.twitter.com/e0CvlmfDPR

9/3/2018 4:28:19 PM roaminnoodle Can you explain further? Do these "non-Earth-like-powers" elements exist on our own Earth?

9/3/2018 4:32:52 PM roaminnoodle Ohh good, you reminded me! I wanted to ask, when you mentioned VoG as being "downloads" to people: is this tech related to "DNA is a computer 

program"?

But, more so, similar to Neo getting "downloads" of Kung Fu in the Matrix, can something like this happen in "our reality"?

9/3/2018 6:43:21 PM roaminnoodle 1/2

In SG-1, Thor's Hammer was a defensive weapon that scans "people" from an obelisk with a beam of light and transports any "unwanted" to a 

labyrinth/prison.

Such scanning technology is not exactly new / "exotic" (Minority Report, anyone?)

But... http://stargate.wikia.com/wiki/Thor%27s_Hammer …

9/3/2018 6:43:27 PM roaminnoodle 2/2

What made it exotic would be the "beam of light/transportation" which, as seen in other thread (below), was/is not disclosed.

Electric Universe Theory could work(?) as the "labyrinth" also had an energy field that acted as a wall to keep "people" in. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035587783006531584 …

9/3/2018 9:17:16 PM roaminnoodle Let's start teaching more love and unity then, eh!

Is this part of the MJ12 game plan at all?

9/3/2018 9:19:54 PM roaminnoodle This has made me rethink (more like,better define) position on "Full" Disclosure:

For me, I do Not mean to release deadly tech. But, the suppressed tech that Can Do Good, +ETs, & to expose the "evil behind the curtains" (in hopes of 

preventing it from occurring on WW scale again)

9/3/2018 9:23:56 PM roaminnoodle MJ12: Is calling someone a SHEEP not name calling? (see past drops) I understand that you have a different purpose here, but what about LOVE and 

UNITY? Where/how does this fit in those tweets?

9/4/2018 2:56:47 AM jimhayzlett Knowledge is Universal, but U subverted it... 'back seat now' doesn't stop inhumane subversion, power n lies, so we evolve n RISE ABOVE 🙏🏼🌎😇

9/4/2018 2:59:26 AM jimhayzlett You may see Earth destruction, that's Karma.  I will evolve to 5D Blissful Earth 💛☀️🌟✨💫🌎🌈😇  I AM THAT I AM 😇

9/4/2018 3:11:02 AM sabina06706427 It is sad that we on earth have been manipulated to be stuck in 3D. I wish disclosure could of happened sooner. I’ve always felt like I didn’t belong here. 

But I’m sure everything happens for a reason. I want to be free and be of light and love 💕🌏💫

9/4/2018 7:10:10 AM ultra_unlimited It would be a wonderful thing if lying were only restricted to those I do not agree with. My worldview is a little more complex then that. I am not pro 

#DNC or #RNC. I am independent and for liberty, justice and freedom for all of humanity. Tolerance is a beautiful thing

9/4/2018 7:13:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 42

9/4/2018 7:15:43 AM red27812188 7777776777777

9/4/2018 7:19:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 9 x 1 = 9

9 x 2 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9

9 x 3 = 27 = 2 + 7 = 9

9 x 4 = 36 = 3 + 6 = 9

9 x 5 = 45 = 4 + 5 = 9

9 x 6 = 54 = 5 + 4 = 9

9 x 7 = 63 = 6 + 3 = 9

9 x 8 = 72 = 7 + 2 = 9

9 x 9 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9

9 x 10 = 90 = 9 + 0 = 9

9 x 11 = 99 = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9

...
9/4/2018 7:25:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 speed of light = 299 792 458 m/s

9/4/2018 7:26:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 y = 1/x

x^2 + y^2 = 9

y = |-2x|

x = -3|sin y|

9/4/2018 7:27:39 AM decodematrix BC?

9/4/2018 7:29:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 600962011054355

9/4/2018 7:30:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 5159703

9/4/2018 7:30:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 FUTURE PROVES PAST.

9/4/2018 7:31:44 AM ce5nyc Does the 1-11 have anything to do with the 11 dimensions?

9/4/2018 7:32:16 AM roaminnoodle Silent subliminal presentation system

US Grant:

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US5159703A/en …

9/4/2018 7:33:20 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/179228808891731968 …

9/4/2018 7:53:39 AM keith369me 2.98 for the first two...close to speed of light x 10^-8

9/4/2018 7:57:52 AM keith369me Barry Soetoro foreign student

9/4/2018 8:36:47 AM keith369me Second two...same value

9/4/2018 8:43:24 AM ultra_unlimited Creation Code ⚡️

9/4/2018 9:06:20 AM keith369me Clinton?

9/4/2018 10:20:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 -19,879 days

9/4/2018 10:22:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 39.33, -94.936389

NOT ONLY FOR CRIMINALS.

9/4/2018 10:35:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 We try to reply to all messages but some slip through. Symbols in icon are from SG-1 and the "language of the Ancients" which is fiction.

9/4/2018 10:35:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 38.848268, -77.012497

3000 photos.

FIOA anyone?

9/4/2018 10:40:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Defcon 5

9/4/2018 10:43:19 AM roaminnoodle Wednesday, April 1, 1964 (not including end date, today)

> Queen Elizabeth II became the Lord High Admiral of UK.

> 12,000 physicians and dentists in Belgium went on strike and refused to treat patients, as a protest against a medical reform program.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_1964#April_1,_1964_(Wednesday) …



9/4/2018 10:43:29 AM roaminnoodle Or...?

Thursday, April 2, 1964 (including end date, today)

The USSR launched "Zond 1" on a flyby of the planet Venus ... failure of transmitters in May and in June.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/April_1964#April_2,_1964_(Thursday) …

9/4/2018 10:43:46 AM roaminnoodle Both days include a bit of the Brazilian coup d'état: to depose João Goulart and replace with (Truman supported) Ranieri Mazzilli (who only served until 

April 15).

I feel I am missing the mark completely though...

-19,879 days

9/4/2018 10:46:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 [CLASSIFIED]

9/4/2018 10:47:16 AM decodematrix also April Fool's Day

9/4/2018 10:47:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 "A big old club that you ain't part of!" - Carlin

9/4/2018 10:50:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 FUTURE UNLOCKS PAST. 

COORDINATES WILL BE PROVIDED. 

[DIA-ZR01APR1964-3000PVE]

9/4/2018 10:57:54 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/Q6z7sJrJPw

9/4/2018 10:58:06 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/LyNSIubCqz

9/4/2018 10:58:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/gNFWODGFF9

9/4/2018 11:00:14 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/iXhtidmp9E

9/4/2018 11:00:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who invaded Earth 8,000 years ago? pic.twitter.com/R5GQu1iJgJ

9/4/2018 11:01:31 AM decodematrix hmm so the good guys have an office there

9/4/2018 11:02:28 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/8YZpxOsHY4

9/4/2018 11:03:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Office]

"Good Guys" > [PRISON]

T-1Y

WHY?

9/4/2018 11:04:22 AM asteroidstryke Better go further back than 8,000 years.

9/4/2018 11:04:27 AM jon2386 And where did he come from?

9/4/2018 11:04:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Go back 75,000 years.

Why emphasize 8,000?

9/4/2018 11:24:00 AM lbf777 That is Assange. The Gov has technology to make people younger.

9/4/2018 11:25:23 AM roaminnoodle No.

 https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/history/42-the-answer-to-life-the-universe-and-everything-2205734.html …

9/4/2018 11:25:32 AM roaminnoodle No.

 https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/history/42-the-answer-to-life-the-universe-and-everything-2205734.html …

9/4/2018 11:52:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is not Assange.

9/4/2018 12:10:31 PM lbf777 Anything that Gov says is a lie and the opposite is true so I will take that as confirmation that it is Assange.

9/4/2018 12:12:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 #Sheep

9/4/2018 12:13:46 PM lbf777 The sheep have awoken. pic.twitter.com/7aWawLh2kh

9/4/2018 12:19:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you have woken, then you are no sheep.

The individual pictured is not Assange. 

Don't believe what we're saying?

Stop replying and block.

SHEEP NO MORE
9/4/2018 12:22:44 PM lbf777 God is the Shepard so we follow God not Gov. Also, I don’t mind if we disagree. That is a normal part of life. I’m not upset because you disagree with 

me. It happens all the time.

9/4/2018 12:24:54 PM evanc989 Trump's uncle is Assange or a traveler that uses a skin suit or whatever you want to call it,  Trumps uncle bought the time traveling patents. Time travel 

is very very real.

9/4/2018 12:53:38 PM chrisklemenza I wasn’t saying the picture was of Assange, I was asking if they are related because they (Trumps uncle) and julian assange have very similar features..

9/4/2018 1:32:39 PM rancideous The last shift/event.

9/4/2018 1:33:40 PM rancideous Annunaki/Ea. From Orion?

9/4/2018 3:43:32 PM hevanleejoy looks like tank tracks on ocean floor .

9/4/2018 4:24:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody's imagination of an Alpha Centuri Gray.

9/4/2018 4:25:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Related as in their IS-BE is the same. John Trump = Julian Assange, just in different lives.

9/4/2018 4:40:25 PM lbf777 So you are saying that Assange is John Trump reincarnated? If so, it doesn’t explain why the faces are exactly alike.

9/4/2018 5:41:03 PM hevanleejoy  https://rense.com/general78/expo.htm …

9/4/2018 5:50:02 PM hevanleejoy  http://strangesounds.org/2018/08/mysterious-triangle-appears-in-the-sky-over-kansas-city-missouri-usa.html …

well is this yours or there's?

9/4/2018 5:56:41 PM hevanleejoy quantum physics but there are 2 Forms, planet of planet .

9/4/2018 6:09:51 PM hevanleejoy everyone trying help with CT are asking for money to help there work rescuing children of trafficking and I'm broke the only thing I can afford is Praying 

the Lord protection from all evil. hurts it's because I would love to do more to help ( rock aka taxes hard place no $

9/4/2018 7:20:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your consciousness projects your appearance through your DNA. When you return because of "unfinished business" in the lower planes, you assume 

the face of your soul. No matter the body, if its humanoid, your inner face will remain unless you deliberately obfuscate.

9/4/2018 8:38:40 PM decodematrix And what happened to all the gold and silver that went missing from the vaults below the WTC? https://www.mintpressnews.com/fema-investigator-

claims-world-trade-center-vault-contents-emptied-attack/218111/ …

9/4/2018 9:29:35 PM lmjonzey This is what I was looking for is the relationship between DNA and the soul.  What about soul families? Do we stick together like when my dad passed, 

the other side comment that I turned out well and they were proud. I could hear it very clearly.

9/4/2018 9:36:17 PM lmjonzey The ones that interest me are the two Indians.

9/4/2018 9:36:37 PM decodematrix his privacy

9/4/2018 10:56:04 PM citoyen_resist Sure not in French. France being a kingdom whose Jesus is Legally the King and whose kings where feared by Satanists.

9/5/2018 3:13:21 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1037035274524606466?s=19 …



9/5/2018 5:32:54 AM rancideous This probably had a great influence on Egyptian, Sumerian, Mesopotamian, and Babylonian cultures. I would assume they arrived somewhere in the 

Middle East or North Africa. The great pyramids (likely already there from prev civs) were probably a mark for landing.

9/5/2018 6:13:17 AM olimyracle Opposite meaning form what has been found yet. Is there Something to learn here ? pic.twitter.com/OhxtepMoT0

9/5/2018 6:19:05 AM olimyracle Security reasons ? That would be clever, hide a team and sensitive docs into a prison, so noone think about such a place and even if you do you can't 

get a hand on it 😎

9/5/2018 6:54:49 AM 00loll0  https://youtu.be/NtwelK0KsgY  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 interesting video explains ISBI thoroughly.

9/5/2018 7:27:56 AM exogenesishh Strongest physical and genetic evidence relates to an arrival 780,000 years ago. Other arrival events are more difficult to validate with proofs.

9/5/2018 7:35:19 AM exogenesishh More evidence for arrivals 12,000 and 5000 years ago than 8000 surely?

9/5/2018 8:30:12 AM indigenous_one who are the 

MAJESTYTWELVE?!

9/5/2018 9:42:17 AM embii4u #freethoughtsession pyramids are used to terraform planets...by teleporting large amounts of gases, liquids and life forms between two heavenly 

bodies...I am told they can also expand a planet but I don’t fully understand how...pulling it out of itself from an internal dimension

9/5/2018 12:15:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Must be an Edison. https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1037418604269117440 …

9/5/2018 12:48:47 PM blankmarlo Is Elon on the "right side" of this changing of the guard that is occurring? The public face of the company seems like an insult to it's namesake but 

perhaps he's being restrained from releasing his more ambitious projects to the public?

9/5/2018 6:44:07 PM roaminnoodle At what point (I presume sometime while developing inside the womb) does your IS-BE... come to be? Such as to say... when does the body (BE) 

"receive" the soul (IS)?

9/5/2018 7:21:22 PM decodematrix Its time! Humanity is about to enter a golden age of peace and prosperity!

9/6/2018 6:15:50 AM roaminnoodle 👆Any answer/hints?

To readdress your question, "What has ALL ANSWERS to everything"

>"All that you need to know now is inside of you."

>Meditate & we will find the answer. @ 396Hz tones? = "our" frequency? Makes sense, "3-6-9."

9/6/2018 7:58:34 AM decodematrix Andrew Basiago said he met Barry Soetoro on Mars. Is this true or disinfo again?

 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Andrew_Basiago …

9/6/2018 8:31:14 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/WGFhyb_HY80 

9/6/2018 10:01:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 28° 2'10.57"S       108°19'48.50"E

3698ft elev

eye alt 18.22 mi

Care to explain yourself?

9/6/2018 10:08:25 AM hevanleejoy make the longitude/ latitude clickable crossrefense

9/6/2018 10:14:09 AM hevanleejoy map weight out on g/m black out on yours still not getting anything referencing this L/L

9/6/2018 10:14:32 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.nasa.gov/feature/jpl/saturns-famous-hexagon-may-tower-above-the-clouds … pic.twitter.com/25X5K7IOgq

9/6/2018 10:16:28 AM hevanleejoy okey bring it of cost of Australia?

9/6/2018 10:19:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 FIOA

EBEN-2? pic.twitter.com/oZWkm9l4Cl

9/6/2018 10:23:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 FOIA or FIOA?

Difference?

9/6/2018 10:24:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q pic.twitter.com/pXIMEpF2Gl

9/6/2018 10:24:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong Planet.

9/6/2018 10:31:45 AM laughinatdumbdc  https://www.nytimes.com/2003/03/07/opinion/let-them-hate-as-long-as-they-fear.html …

9/6/2018 10:40:40 AM lbf777 That's Saturn. So? What is the point?

9/6/2018 10:41:41 AM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/MFwmmUw0xQ

9/6/2018 11:15:05 AM seekandscout FIOA - Field Identification of Alien?

9/6/2018 11:30:37 AM ultra_unlimited TR-3B🤷🏽♂️

9/6/2018 11:33:06 AM ultra_unlimited I hate mutant? Anyone else better with #Latin?

9/6/2018 11:35:42 AM ultra_unlimited I’ve been saying this for 34 years.  Ok atleast 22.. Jeezum, Jimminy Crickets, Jango Nettys .. things my grandfather said that I’ve never heard anywhere 

else for 4000 Alex..

9/6/2018 11:40:03 AM ultra_unlimited Can you explain what part of the IS-BE if any is individualized in 3D? Different terminology? Also is there spiritual technology on earth that can show 

progression across lives? How exactly can you know Julian Trump is now Assange? Anyway to use that to choice where one goes nxt?

9/6/2018 11:41:20 AM ultra_unlimited Any suggestion for where to find these tones? Many on YouTube but I’ve wondered which are legit and which might be embedded with negative 

programming.. isochronic Tones really helped me ease into #meditation

9/6/2018 11:42:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Snakes Are Everywhere" - @realDonaldTrump 

Did you know... Col. Jack O'Neill of Stargate SG-1 referred to the Go'uld as "snake in the head" who were parasitical reptilians hell bent on world 

domination and human enslavement? https://www.axios.com/trump-administration-white-house-leaks-a5a82efa-d6c8-4209-b616-

80f1422eb36c.html …

9/6/2018 2:29:45 PM hevanleejoy yes that is what it showed after a bit so what is there nothing stood out at that L/L ???

9/6/2018 3:18:31 PM hevanleejoy 200 fallen angles had made a oath hear. the 1st world and it not what u see above its what's below. expand your thinking. pic.twitter.com/pCD2H8IoDD

9/6/2018 4:07:56 PM chelle030609 Underwater base just of the coast of Western Australia.

9/6/2018 4:09:25 PM chelle030609 Which connects to Pine gap through the tunnels???

9/6/2018 8:08:44 PM decodematrix Did EBEN-2 come from the crash in Aztec, NM?

9/6/2018 8:18:43 PM decodematrix Why would ETs have a large tractor on the bottom of the ocean? I don't think they're growing corn down there.

9/6/2018 11:10:32 PM chelle030609 Prison planet?

9/7/2018 4:58:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong planet.

9/7/2018 5:00:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Use a frequency generator instead

9/7/2018 5:20:41 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for asking, Ultra. I was curious myself.

MJ12, would something like this link below work, inputting 396 into the "Frequency (Hz)" text field?

 https://www.audionotch.com/app/tune/ 

9/7/2018 8:19:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 "I am an alien."

9/7/2018 8:20:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Elon Musk to Joe Rogan "I am an alien." 

Literally. Went way over Joe's head. Musk responded with nervousness after.

9/7/2018 8:25:11 AM jimhayzlett Most or all Humans have alien genes...  I've heard that Elon is Tesla reincarnated.

9/7/2018 8:25:39 AM rudolphsteiner3  https://youtu.be/JRfXQxVID_U 



9/7/2018 8:37:10 AM roaminnoodle Thanks, Michael!

Now I am not sure how we are to believe John G. Trump (Died: February 21, 1985) IS-BE = Julian Assange IS-BE (Born: July 3, 1971)

Care to chime in, MJ12? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1037119381820649472 …

9/7/2018 8:38:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

9/7/2018 8:44:00 AM roaminnoodle Thanks. Remind me, please: Can the IS can exist in multiple BEs at one time?

Also, what happens to the IS between being in different BEs? Or better yet, "where" does it go?

9/7/2018 8:46:32 AM edm4trump An Operator.

9/7/2018 8:46:53 AM blankmarlo Very interested to know the real story behind Musk. Ive heard his lineage goes back to German scientists from project papaerclip. Does he work with 

*actual* Tesla tech? If so does he keep it secret by choice or mandate from the Majestic 12?

9/7/2018 10:01:40 AM faurecdev C'est un clown !

9/7/2018 10:28:50 AM lbf777 Time is an illusion but if John Trump was to reincarnate as Assange, he wouldn't have the same exact face plus  That is Assange. Gov has tech that can 

make people younger. Also, typically speaking, people don't incarnate twice at the same time in 3D. pic.twitter.com/5BfvV2rsDB

9/7/2018 10:41:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs can exist in more than one biological body.

9/7/2018 10:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you reason they are not the same?

9/7/2018 10:49:44 AM greg4473 ??

9/7/2018 10:58:52 AM roaminnoodle Not to speak for Michael, but I would presume he means because the "sunrise sun" appears more mellow yellow, whereas the "midday sun" is bright 

white...?

But I don't think that would mean they are 2 different suns. This happens also with "sunset sun," the yellow color... 

1/2

9/7/2018 10:59:27 AM lbf777 Typically doesn't happen in 3D & if it does, the face isn't exactly the same as the previous life.

9/7/2018 11:01:11 AM roaminnoodle ...I would never suggest someone to "SUN GAZE" in the midday sun, but I hear it's common practice for sunrise, or a sunset sun.

I have read that people can work their way (increasing 10-20 seconds per day) up to 30-45 minutes sun gazing - sunrise/sunset sun only, though.

2/2

9/7/2018 11:19:50 AM roaminnoodle Apologies, on presuming (color, not size).

To me, it doesn't look shrunk, but perhaps b/c the "midday sun" pic does not have any landmark references, it's just the blue sky, so it is hard to discern 

that it appears much smaller than the "sunrise sun."

9/7/2018 11:23:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not exactly. We never said exactly.

9/7/2018 11:27:32 AM lbf777 Well I’m sure you know that most people nowadays don’t believe much that Gov or the 1% tell us. Very few people blindly believe in 2018 after an 

endless stream of lies for thousands of years from Gov.

9/7/2018 12:43:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 The sun is not a simulation. The atmosphere causes those effects. Different heavy metals in the atmosphere, combined with electrical charges in the 

clouds, combined with the angle the sunlight is penetrating Earth at dictate the size, shape, and appearance of the sun. All normal.

9/7/2018 12:50:01 PM jimhayzlett 100% Agree!

9/7/2018 12:53:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 HAARP does not control it single handily. The combined aggregate does. Many problems to solve simultaneously.

9/7/2018 12:54:36 PM roaminnoodle "We" will solve, yes? "We" are working towards this?

9/7/2018 12:56:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 will not solve this problem. MJ12 was neutralized in the early 90s. That's why we decided to go public.

9/7/2018 12:58:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 oversaw the creation of the Military Industrial Complex and because we did not create it directly, we therefore cannot dismantle it [yet]. Solving 

many problems require the hand of the MIC to be forced by the people. Thats the only reason why we are here. Force their hand!

9/7/2018 1:01:18 PM roaminnoodle That's why I put "We" in quotes. Not necessarily inferring YOU, or I, but WE, as a society...? Someone is working on this?

9/7/2018 1:02:31 PM jimhayzlett If you were neutralized 25 yrs ago, what is your current mission?

9/7/2018 1:18:53 PM tomciscoadams most aliens are human

9/7/2018 3:00:28 PM hevanleejoy one of his relatives was kicked out of Canida in the 30s ish 

for trying to get parliament to be 

Tecknocratic cabal agenda, his

Grandpa it's all connected pic.twitter.com/T5tXfL3WzS

9/7/2018 3:44:29 PM kcin0912 A pale white horse.

9/7/2018 3:45:04 PM kcin0912 Pyramids?

9/7/2018 3:49:14 PM chelle030609 Elon Musk is not Nicola Tesla, Nicola Tesla is not dead, am I correct  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/7/2018 7:06:17 PM 00loll0 Hey there Jaun,I'm not so sure they are kinda complicated but I sence their good guys now with a shady past,go check their page it's very 

interesting....hi mj12 you people are interesting,js.

9/7/2018 7:29:31 PM indigenous_one thanks Mary. 

a while back i thought i had read that Majestic12 & MajestyTwelve are 2 different groups.

i wonder if these MJ12 folks might shed some light on the subject[S]  ;-)

9/8/2018 7:03:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Classified]

9/8/2018 7:28:00 AM dumah_anuhazi Mikoleka-Nikola-Musk

9/8/2018 11:51:47 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/hvWdDlAlT4

9/8/2018 2:29:55 PM decodematrix They better tell us the truth because we already know the truth and we are not accepting any more lies.

9/8/2018 3:46:55 PM pepperedcow Interesting

9/8/2018 3:49:55 PM decodematrix Got it, switched to Mars, dont see anything.

9/8/2018 7:52:48 PM decodematrix I'm wondering if SpaceX is also making classified anti-gravity craft for the SSP and just cant talk about it because they are under NDA with the DOD?

9/8/2018 8:09:55 PM decodematrix Alien incarnated, possibly the same soul as Nikola Tesla. I dont think Majestic lets pure aliens have that much interaction with the public (yet).

9/8/2018 8:13:03 PM decodematrix Because they aren't "unidentified". We know what they are. They should be called "IFOs": Identified Flying Objects.

9/9/2018 8:15:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.

9/9/2018 9:21:08 AM decodematrix I dont know how this works but I think it has something to do with the 3,6,9

9/9/2018 10:01:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was sentient.

9/9/2018 10:01:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 No nuclear war will happen.

9/9/2018 10:02:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Aliens yes. 

Extraterrestrials no.

9/9/2018 10:02:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 No SpaceX is a front like NASA.

9/9/2018 10:03:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you know the truth how does them telling you make any difference?

9/9/2018 10:05:11 AM jimhayzlett Ok, WE Force the hand of MIC to reveal and end all atrocities to Humanity!  And so it is...



9/9/2018 10:09:52 AM jonle86 A front for the ICC i presume?

9/9/2018 10:41:07 AM citoyen_resist Was Georges Trump somehow related to majestic 12 ?

9/9/2018 12:46:53 PM targa49563940 Not so funny as it seemed 😅

9/9/2018 12:53:23 PM ultra_unlimited Simple but can you clarify the difference?

9/9/2018 12:54:10 PM ultra_unlimited Jubilee time.

9/9/2018 7:02:52 PM roaminnoodle I remember reading/seeing somewhere that a few decades ago ALL nuclear armament was disarmed/disabled.

9/9/2018 7:07:09 PM roaminnoodle I certainly could be wrong, but my take:

"Aliens" in terms of human looking/could pass for human (Pleiadians, for example).

Whereas "Extraterrestrials" would be the Zeta, Reptillian, Insectoid, etc. that would definitely not pass as human looking.

9/9/2018 9:17:24 PM lbf777 Finally some truth. At least your throwing the people a few bones. 👍

9/10/2018 4:23:57 PM roaminnoodle I am not sure where I came across this "info" or how they were disarmed/disabled, but that's a possibility and seems familiar.

9/10/2018 5:24:14 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/X5rCW4fvfM

9/11/2018 11:11:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jet fuel and office fires. 

Nothing to see here. pic.twitter.com/GreGRHY89i

9/11/2018 12:15:44 PM _greenlion_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @david_wilcock @emerysmith33 @CoreyGoode  Could the recent visitations to antarctica be the claiming of real estate for rich 

and powerful? I guess amny peop0le want to be the first to claim ancient ruins... pic.twitter.com/35XVLFFiYJ

9/11/2018 12:23:16 PM _greenlion_ the ice is melting at a record phase so there must be lots of stuff being uncovered?..

9/11/2018 1:25:31 PM keith369me Any plane wreckage from Flight 93?

9/11/2018 1:37:11 PM chuzehappy Where did the passengers on the planes that supposably crashed go? That’s the only piece of the puzzle - the dead passengers that were mourned.

9/11/2018 4:43:34 PM premierusa2020  pic.twitter.com/Cgku0ApCk9

9/11/2018 5:31:10 PM roaminnoodle Q: Which plane hit Building 7?

A: ... There was no plane.

(Isn't this the same answer for the Pentagon, too!)

9/11/2018 7:10:18 PM emilyanngreen1 I've wondered that too.  If the planes didn't crash, where are the passengers?

9/12/2018 7:38:45 AM realitygateway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you add any perspective to this story. It's very strange that multiple solar observatories have all gone dark simultaneously.  

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-11/national-solar-observatory-mysteriously-closed-geomagnetic-storm-looms …

9/12/2018 7:52:33 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/vU1DPK1GDV

9/12/2018 8:18:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 !Earth!

9/12/2018 8:19:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Building 7 collapsed due to office fires. That's what you're told to believe.

9/12/2018 8:20:09 AM chuzehappy Alive or dead ?

9/12/2018 8:21:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Schrödinger's Passengers

9/12/2018 9:10:20 AM chuzehappy So like Schrödinger’s cat we cannot conclude they are dead or alive, so they can possibly exist in two states simultaneously ?

9/12/2018 9:59:55 AM olimyracle What about building 6 ?

9/12/2018 2:21:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Office fires.

9/12/2018 2:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

9/12/2018 2:31:51 PM olimyracle Of course ! Burning papers are leaving nothing but smoke in the eyes and flying away asches... pic.twitter.com/BUuOJC5N7B

9/12/2018 6:03:32 PM roaminnoodle Well, too bad, I don't believe it.

No matter what I believe, the truth is, once again, another anniversary of 9/11 has come and passed, and (((they))) still walk around freely.

9/12/2018 6:44:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. When is irrelevant. Preparedness must be in the moment at all times.

9/12/2018 6:47:41 PM roaminnoodle Prepared how? In what way?

9/13/2018 8:58:57 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/yK33TRX56m

9/13/2018 9:36:07 AM j0z0rpwn Zero point energy? Specifically, energy that can be harvested even in a vacuum, in the dark and the cold, perhaps by harnessing some sort of 

"interdimensional friction" at the expense of bringing the heat death of the universe closer

9/13/2018 9:39:02 AM j0z0rpwn Na, that used poison in an ice pellet. This is more of an EMF weapon if I'm thinking correctly

9/13/2018 10:00:57 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's your take on the solar observatories closure? Is Gina legit?

9/13/2018 10:06:42 PM jonle86 Thanks this makes more sense

9/14/2018 4:56:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

9/14/2018 4:56:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Soon, events being coordinated.

9/14/2018 5:01:37 AM jonle86 Ok what can you say about the closure? What's going on?

9/14/2018 5:02:30 AM olimyracle Coordinated with whom ?

9/14/2018 5:06:43 AM jonle86 Can you explain these images pic.twitter.com/Kn1bqW1xOd

9/14/2018 5:45:09 AM jasong8891 There is more data to analyze. Once @OldWiseHermit gets online, I'll get with him.

9/14/2018 6:12:20 AM tammyredmond Looks kind of like DNA strands.

9/14/2018 6:42:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/11/01 = "9/11"

9/11/12 = Benghazi

9/11/18 = Alien False Flag Invasion

See #UNACKNOWLEDGED

Thwarted by Trump Administration.

PANIC IN DC

[FISA]

MJ12
9/14/2018 6:45:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 See SKY EVENT and happenings on 9/11/18 for details of "Alien False Flag Invasion".

Think RA. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1040596583082020864 …

9/14/2018 6:53:20 AM thedonaldrocks Why can't I see the 13 responses to this Tweet?

9/14/2018 6:58:29 AM jeffderiso I hope this is accurate.  We need truth and reconciliation, not more false flags and lies. pic.twitter.com/OwK4UeYvEv

9/14/2018 7:00:17 AM mrblbrettish Coronal hole facing the earth on the 7th would make its way to Earth by that time. I can't help but think this is related to the Sunspot Observatory.

9/14/2018 7:09:35 AM therainbowheron I keep hearing it's geoengineering-related, either HAARP or some solar lens. Hurricane Florence. 

I know the Project BlueBeam stuff wanted to fake an alien invasion, no idea how to find out if it's been shut down.

9/14/2018 7:12:12 AM mrblbrettish I'm sure its all connected. It's never just one thing. Geo-engineering to take the focus off of something else that seems fishy. I thought blue-beam was 

over with.

9/14/2018 7:14:41 AM therainbowheron Dunno what happened to BlueBeam. Original poster said "aliens" and "false flag" and it was the first thing I thought of.



9/14/2018 7:19:21 AM mrblbrettish yeah, but they said "think RA", so that directs my attention to the Sun, maybe I missed something. Meanwhile, there's a rumor that there's a large 

flotilla near the sun. and I mean LARGE.

9/14/2018 7:27:45 AM therainbowheron I saw something about that too: turning off the solar observatories so nobody could see them. As for "RA", Q does love double meanings. RA does 

mean the sun (Egypt) but it also looks like initials for something. Dunno what. Aug30 Q did post a lot of CORONA offline stuff.

9/14/2018 8:08:47 AM decodematrix Wow. Is this what the solar observatory closure is about?

9/14/2018 9:48:52 AM jimhayzlett Truth, Thank you 🙏🏼😇

9/14/2018 9:50:47 AM jimhayzlett Spewing continued lies...

9/14/2018 9:52:05 AM jimhayzlett Spewing more lies, there will be no false flag alien invasion... Heaven will not tolerate your shenanigans any longer...

9/14/2018 9:52:24 AM jimhayzlett Lies

9/14/2018 10:25:31 AM jimhayzlett Yes, I read his words.  Words create reality just Like thoughts. So, remain positive with both to create our Blissful future.  Understand? 😇

9/14/2018 10:40:43 AM jimhayzlett Thank you.  MJ-12 has not yet turned to the light...

9/14/2018 10:42:53 AM lbf777 9/11/18 = Trump launched a massive hurricane using HAARP to destroy a few East Coast cities & destroy lives.

9/14/2018 10:45:26 AM lbf777 MJ12 is part of the Council Of Foreign Relations which is the HQ for the US faction of the Deep State. This whole account is a psyop. 

CFR is controlled by the Round Table of England. Round Table is controlled by the Roman Empire aka Black Nobility.

9/14/2018 10:46:10 AM lbf777 What is EA?

9/14/2018 11:09:32 AM jimhayzlett If half have indeed turned to light, then Please Show Me/Us with posts of only enlightened words. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

9/14/2018 12:43:31 PM 2wheelninja500 Possibly breed of Annunaki, ancient for sure. Possible race assisted in our physical creation.

9/14/2018 6:30:45 PM 99thyamwasher I’m getting a better understanding of our Lord Pepe.

9/15/2018 12:29:39 AM archiebrave I think things are going to get increasingly weird. The thing that I find hardest to accept is people IRL that don’t have a clue. No truth will be to much for 

me, but normies ignorance, that’s a killer. Kek

9/15/2018 8:51:57 AM 99thyamwasher As a normie staring at the adorned walls of Kekestan, wistfully wondering at the revelry within, I’d say the SCALE of the unknown is what’ll probably 

overwhelm most.

The evil we do to ourselves is horrid enough, that we see the beast they’re feeding? https://youtu.be/RkqfflpRFS8 

9/15/2018 10:06:04 AM 99thyamwasher That’s a shame. Maybe a sham? Greer likes to say disclosure would force energy tech revolution, I think the gut blow of our minuscule relevance would 

be so humbling that most would wallow in depression.

But we’d rebuild around culture: art, beauty, Love. 

No more #skycloth idols

9/15/2018 12:58:37 PM olimyracle Which events then ?

9/15/2018 1:28:37 PM olimyracle Time is an illusion 😉

Therefore is my patience unlimited 😋

9/15/2018 2:05:13 PM 99thyamwasher That being said, before the campfire songs start and everyone just frolicks about in the last enlightenment and ascension...

There’s some house cleaning to be done. pic.twitter.com/briVJtBSyO

9/16/2018 5:54:13 AM archiebrave I hope some solid info comes soon

9/16/2018 6:33:28 AM sabina06706427 @true_pundit @X22Report @LauraLoomer @LizCrokin @SaRaAshcraft @LisaMei62 @SGTreport @TomFitton @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                         

                   @WarDrummer1 and of course “Q”  #WWG1WGA

9/16/2018 7:41:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you Roswell 2.0 was imminent. Staged. Repeated. 

History repeats itself when information is withheld. 

Are you informed?

#solarobservatory

9/16/2018 7:46:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 ... the technology used in the Authoritarian "regime" of Zeta Reticuli be used domestically on planet Earth, while permitting freedom of expression that 

is considered acceptable in modern day Communist China. To date, the Trump Administration is willing to allow China to...

9/16/2018 7:46:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have seen, through followers direct messaging this account, allegations that the Chinese Government are opposed to ET Disclosure. This 

assessment is partially consistent with our analysis however the fundamental element necessary for them to be on board is...

9/16/2018 7:46:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 ... continue, in a Post-Disclosure manner, to live in that particular manner, so long as it does not pose a threat to the sovereignty of the United States 

once it goes multiplanetary. The Chinese Government can only accept those terms, as they are not up for negotiation.

9/16/2018 7:48:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account is not announcing policy or acting on behalf of the Administration, we are simply giving you our assessment of the current climate and 

intend to continue Disclosure throughout the next couple of months. Roswell 2.0 is here and pieces are already in motion. Prepare.

9/16/2018 7:51:35 AM asteroidstryke The clock ran out on leaders. They either do it or it will be done for them. That's my understanding of this shit show of 3D. I don't think this half ass 

truth is going to fly either. Whatever is on deck, whether it's disclosure, leaving 3D or etc., time is up

9/16/2018 7:52:00 AM melanieanders7 If countries are going multiplanetary, when do the surface dwellers begin meeting other beings of other planets openly?

9/16/2018 8:23:40 AM jonle86 So we're expecting a crashed craft (so the public can see) soon? A staged crash would be welcomed (if for good intentions)

9/16/2018 8:23:47 AM 1aaronjustice Was there a SKY EVENT on 9/11? Maybe there was an I missed it? People post videos daily of sightings from all over the world but was there a specific 

SKY EVENT that occurred ?

9/16/2018 8:24:58 AM 99thyamwasher  pic.twitter.com/Q8ZieMe4qj

9/16/2018 8:48:39 AM dumah_anuhazi I'm not thinking staged this time. We have a fleet of Alpha Drac ships that just entered our solar system. They haven't headed this way yet but that's 

no coincidence.

9/16/2018 9:12:08 AM jonle86  pic.twitter.com/r1LADqCf13

9/16/2018 9:16:15 AM anuishboucher They are surely ET's with negative agenda...the good ones (80% of the species) dont want/need control

9/16/2018 9:26:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps meeting fellow dwellers openly first is a more productive way to start? There are "undiscovered" highly intelligent races (more intelligent than 

humans) that live on Earth currently.

9/16/2018 9:35:57 AM olimyracle How do they look like ?

9/16/2018 9:39:52 AM melanieanders7 I would be open to meeting fellow dwellers who are benevolent. We have to start somewhere, right?

9/16/2018 9:44:04 AM rancideous  pic.twitter.com/IvtBm3why5

9/16/2018 9:44:24 AM rancideous  pic.twitter.com/zKyTk8DTRX

9/16/2018 9:45:48 AM rancideous And, of course, Sasquatch 😊

9/16/2018 9:48:38 AM rancideous Also multidimensionals that often appear as orbs of light.

9/16/2018 9:49:03 AM melanieanders7 It would not surprise me if Sasquatch visited my home. :) and I would LOVE it if they did! ❤️ all life is welcome here except malevolent beings and 

poisonous snakes. I can't see them! Hehe

9/16/2018 9:50:04 AM rancideous If you haven't read this yet, I highly recommend it: https://sasquatchpeople.com/2015/09/29/sasquatch-message-for-humanity/ …

9/16/2018 10:00:16 AM melanieanders7 Thank you. I will take time to do so.

9/16/2018 10:26:03 AM lbf777 Yawn. Sounds like more hope porn to me. I’ll believe it when I see if.

9/16/2018 11:01:48 AM diaptera_80 Hope so. Tired of stupid conversations with people who have no idea of what’s out there.



9/16/2018 11:20:24 AM dumah_anuhazi Headed out of the sun.  They come every 26500 years. It's time

9/16/2018 11:22:16 AM melanieanders7 These guys are super cool

9/16/2018 11:58:31 AM diaptera_80 Prepare?

9/16/2018 2:01:12 PM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Time for a revolution 🙃

What is your plan ?  pic.twitter.com/wFANFfSXOW

9/16/2018 2:14:57 PM olimyracle You may not want to show horror movies to some too small kids.

Yet, it's an independant commission that decides where to set the marker.

How can we still trust you for such decisions of what to disclose and what to not ?

We may be ready to forgive, but not to be fooled again !

9/16/2018 2:36:29 PM olimyracle  http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cga/drc/ 

Aren't challenges a good survey tool ?

9/16/2018 3:40:02 PM dumah_anuhazi Let them discredit- The federation doesn't care an ounce :)

9/16/2018 8:41:02 PM fififnawfnaw Numbers in the wrong places. These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/aam0e2Ljuj

9/17/2018 8:35:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 "He's weak. He's living off the unicorns."

800,000+++

MJ12

9/17/2018 8:46:05 AM pauliepg11111 Voldemort

9/17/2018 9:03:36 AM 1aaronjustice Who?

9/17/2018 9:30:48 AM roaminnoodle Does the 800,000 imply there are 800k [NO NAMES] or 800k unicorns?

9/17/2018 11:04:46 AM roaminnoodle Can you share more information regarding this tweet? pic.twitter.com/udQVtKQnbm

9/17/2018 12:14:06 PM dumah_anuhazi 800,000 confirm.

+++ Informed.

Majority rule

9/17/2018 12:28:01 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1041745478747152385 …

9/18/2018 4:56:41 AM openexplo This new OPEN EXPLORATION session was inspired from this tweet from 2 days ago by the account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1041336202148962307 …

9/18/2018 6:37:39 AM 00loll0 Whom are you referring to? Who is this vampire?

9/18/2018 6:47:15 AM indigenous_one HW

9/18/2018 7:52:08 AM decodematrix I'm so tired of this. Just release the medical technology. So many people are suffering on this planet. Corey Goode @blueavians reported that we were 

getting the keys to our genetic and spiritual development but so far we've gotten nothing. When will the med tech be available?

9/18/2018 12:34:53 PM ultra_unlimited This is profoundly beautiful. Forgive me if you are already aware but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has had some very unique content to post regarding the 

cosmic nature of #QAnon and #TheGreatAwakening along with the now missing @Kubamar_Taygeta account, very interesting compliments to Q

9/18/2018 1:15:03 PM awarefrequency That’s why we come here...

to re-member Love 

to re-member Oneness 

Self Love is the source of ALL other Loves

We are one with God 

God is Love 

God in me recognizes that it is God

We are Light Consciousness becoming aware of itself 

Now...we rise out of the old darkness
9/18/2018 8:09:51 PM chuzehappy  pic.twitter.com/od8ez6jYUC

9/18/2018 8:24:51 PM roaminnoodle Thanks for the screen grab - the user continually deletes post!

I was trying to find a way to search deleted/archived tweets, and came across this interesting weblink, that ties in with some things mentioned on 

MJ12 account: https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@fathermayhem/twitter-account-larping-or-hfs-kibbitzlaw-aka-victoryofthelight …

9/19/2018 6:55:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Stargate mentioned here is not an artificial stargate. It's a naturally forming Stargate in Iraq, Egypt, Iran, and Turkey. They each have stargates that 

are NATURALLY FORMING.

Think Men In Black

Think Stargate

Think Military Industrial Complex

USA has artificial STARGATE! https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1042253158116933632 …
9/19/2018 6:56:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Roswell to Sun Solar Observatory

Disclosure in plain sight. https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1042051365269331970 …

9/19/2018 6:59:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe the keys to your genetic and spiritual development lie in a department store or in a 🐍 medical facility? How do you know the keys 

weren't already delivered? You'd be surprised to know what has been released on a consciousness level. The flood gates are open. THINK 

https://twitter.com/DecodeMatrix/status/1042063728424955904 …

9/19/2018 6:59:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not singular.

9/19/2018 7:01:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 The power of inspiration is unlike others. https://twitter.com/Openexplo/status/1042019575666302977 …

9/19/2018 7:02:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plural.

9/19/2018 7:03:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Contradictory statements, friend. Re-check your mind's openness and re-assess what evidence you require next in order to make the right decisions 

going forward.

9/19/2018 7:03:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Roswell 2.0

9/19/2018 7:03:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 800K unicorns per year.

9/19/2018 7:04:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now in realism?

9/19/2018 7:04:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only some.

9/19/2018 7:04:38 AM 00loll0 Okay then it's many of them,omg we are living in a horror movie,to this very day I can't watch any Dracula or vampire movies I always had a feeling it 

was real to an extent,even when I was a little girl,this is the worst thing I could have ever imagined and it's real.



9/19/2018 7:05:24 AM pauliepg11111 Voldemort was based on reality

9/19/2018 7:05:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consider the worst horror movie possible. Now understand that happens on a daily basis. Our decisions have major consequences.

9/19/2018 7:07:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Realism is not "based on". Look up realism and reflect.

9/19/2018 7:09:39 AM 00loll0 Can this be stopped? Will it be stopped? And if so how? And when and who is going to make this end? What can I do to help make this end?

9/19/2018 7:29:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can it be stopped entirely? No. Can it be greatly reduced? Definitely.

They hide in plain sight.

Symbology will be their downfall.

Projectionism is real.

QAnon is telling you the truth.

You have more than you know.

As an IS-BE "alien" on planet Earth, you (all) can create all.
9/19/2018 7:48:15 AM pauliepg11111 So it is an acceptance of what is, currently?

9/19/2018 7:51:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not an acceptance either. 

"Now in realism" encourages you to look at the REFLECTION of "voldemort drinking unicorn blood" and identify where in reality that exists. Swap out 

the subjects with realism.

9/19/2018 8:11:33 AM olimyracle Purpose of Roswell 2.0 ? Is it an alternative to military parade, a complementary event, any link to DJT ?

9/19/2018 8:12:45 AM olimyracle just in the US…

9/19/2018 8:15:48 AM olimyracle  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-working-end-human-trafficking/ …

9/19/2018 8:19:48 AM olimyracle The political bird ?

9/19/2018 8:24:01 AM roaminnoodle Project Blue Beam? I thought I remember reading somewhere this was not going to be able to happen. Unless Roswell 2.0 ≠ PBB...? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/968525312291147776 …

9/19/2018 8:24:35 AM roaminnoodle These people are sick.

Make it stop, please!

9/19/2018 8:26:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Project Blue Beam is mostly disinformation.

9/19/2018 8:27:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Linked to 45? Yes. At the bequest of 45? No.

9/19/2018 8:28:26 AM roaminnoodle Gonna have to re-watch MiB..

Naturally forming (Stargate) in what sense? Straight from Mother Earth, no kind of interaction/involvement from human/ISBE/EBE, etc.? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/1009891315121819648 …

9/19/2018 8:29:29 AM roaminnoodle It's what (((they))) are using as a distraction against their crimes that are coming to LIGHT? The last card they can play?

9/19/2018 8:29:36 AM olimyracle Military parade was an wish of 45 you said earlier.

Whom wish is Roswell 2.0 then ?

9/19/2018 8:43:40 AM olimyracle Who is "they" ?

9/19/2018 9:05:43 AM pauliepg11111 Satanists are drinking children’s blood (unicorns are pure and of the light, like children?)

9/19/2018 10:11:11 AM ekotoons REP

.01% 

POP?

9/19/2018 11:07:52 AM keith369me I’m pretty darn sure that if I was diagnosed with cancer, injecting poison into my body would not be my first option.  Why are holistic doctors “dying” at 

an alarming rate?  When do the masses get the data dump?

9/19/2018 11:35:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Holistic Doctors can protect themselves by giving up greed. It sounds harsh but its true. They want to cut into the profits of 🐍. "Don't bite the hand 

that feeds you."

9/19/2018 11:38:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Holistic Doctors are oxymorons. To ensure their survival they should make ALL of their recommendations open source and public information, then 

offer counseling services to help people navigate the info. They won't be killed for ex post facto dissemination of "real health" info.

9/19/2018 11:52:25 AM keith369me Thank you for the clarification regarding “giving up greed”.  Perhaps we need a LOUD coalition of Hollistic Doctors rather than a group of quiet 

individual targets.

9/19/2018 12:21:05 PM richardhiatt16 You’re not supposed to disclose that..  😎

9/19/2018 12:21:17 PM richardhiatt16 Not yet at least..

9/19/2018 1:17:22 PM roaminnoodle "According to phys,org, the nuclear pasta would be around 10 billion times stronger than steel."

"...despite its strength, no one is going to build anything out of this stuff.”

Surely this "tech" is already known/discovered (MJ12style?)

 https://www.newsweek.com/nuclear-pasta-neutron-star-strongest-material-universe-1127491 …

9/19/2018 3:43:56 PM awakeinatx One of the reason we have so many military bases around the world.

9/19/2018 4:35:15 PM richardhiatt16 A “wonderful” history...... 🧐

9/19/2018 5:00:27 PM roaminnoodle I am not questioning the legitimacy of the account -- he's one of my first followers -- but I just wish he wouldn't delete some posts so fast!

I did not know about his background though; did he post this info, or how do you know?

9/19/2018 5:43:56 PM roaminnoodle I will be glad to know if Q can Wake Up some of the Anons with this one:

Anon: "Are we alone? Roswell?"

"No.

Highest classification.

Consider the vastness of space.

Q"

 https://qanon.pub/#2221 

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/3093640.html#3094236 …
9/19/2018 6:08:38 PM roaminnoodle "Did NASA fake the moon landings? Have we been to the moon since then? Are there secret space programs? Is this why the Space Force was 

created?"

"False, moon landings are real.

Programs exist that are outside of public domain.

Q"

 https://qanon.pub/#2224 

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/3094196.html#3095105 …



9/19/2018 6:58:45 PM lbf777 They don’t want to give you the cures because there’s no money in it. If they wanted to, we would have them right now. Excuses are made by people 

who don’t want to do something.

9/19/2018 7:53:56 PM roaminnoodle No coincidence.

I did not even search for "800,000" but there were 4 hits in the sample I could take.

This is just in the U.S., and I wonder for how many years has this been going on?!

Save the children! pic.twitter.com/3a1rxjWkd1

9/19/2018 7:55:36 PM anuishboucher And the MIC killed ppl and dirigeants to get them....

9/19/2018 8:24:37 PM roaminnoodle Interesting post by VOTL just now, mentioning family: pic.twitter.com/lwvLvXBh3u

9/19/2018 8:26:25 PM chuzehappy His family is OSS.

9/19/2018 8:30:17 PM roaminnoodle FDR was co-founder of OSS, yes.

But Roswell happened after his death...?

9/19/2018 8:32:31 PM chuzehappy VOTL FAMILY was part of OSS

9/19/2018 8:38:28 PM roaminnoodle Aye, I understand this, thank you. I am just trying to understand more. I have a puzzle piece or two missing... and that's probably what is [CLASSIFIED]

(P.S. VOTL has already deleted this post. Less than 20 minutes it was up. Who knows what else we've missed!)

9/19/2018 8:40:46 PM chuzehappy I’ll get more details if I can find out. Not sure if it was his grandfather that was OSS but fam part of Paperclip I believe.

9/19/2018 8:45:35 PM roaminnoodle It's funny (but "no coincidence") that as soon as you said OSS a few minutes ago I instantly thought of Paperclip!

9/19/2018 8:48:01 PM chuzehappy Looked back and it was VOTLs great grandfather that helped start the OSS. Makes more sense time wise.

9/20/2018 3:21:39 AM keith369me Greed is the root of all evil.  Makes one think that a socialism type of system would be better IF there were no rich people and leaders had exactly the 

same wealth as an orphan.

9/20/2018 3:36:55 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/827525951885959168 …

9/20/2018 3:37:31 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/706874870835970048 …

9/20/2018 4:33:15 AM lbf777 They would always steal our tax dollars. The only option is indirect trade (no money) like this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEZkQv25uEs …

9/20/2018 4:48:42 AM keith369me Time for those that have stolen from us over of our lifetime to pay us back in the form of a better existence.  The technology that we unknowingly 

invested in via special projects should be disclosed quickly and utilized for the benefit of humanity.  Health, transportation, etc.

9/20/2018 5:22:54 AM lbf777 1% won’t help us. We have to help ourselves by using united action like “stop paying taxes”. 

It would be best if we dumped money & worked/consume for free with a limit of 1 house per household & all businesses/resources shared freely.

9/20/2018 8:13:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did you see Q gave us a shout out last night?

Think ROSWELL 2.0

Vastness of space = mathematical improbability we are alone.

LOGICAL THINKING. pic.twitter.com/1P4mfsRfXc

9/20/2018 8:16:27 AM pkekbar To be fair...

Q has already told us we're not alone.

"We Are With You" and all that.

Highest Classification so... that's the answer or can't comment?

Fermi Paradox?

Plus, Q has referred to aliens as a Distraction, before.

Slight of hand, perhaps?

Perhaps Q is closer to Star Trek.
9/20/2018 9:37:40 AM dumah_anuhazi Oritq.

Taygeta.

Pleiades.

+++=3 non-military=3 non-human

9/20/2018 9:45:07 AM 1aaronjustice Exactly!

9/20/2018 9:47:25 AM 1aaronjustice They’ll REALLY wake up when there’s full disclosure then they’ll say how they’ve always believed in Q 😆 it’s ok we and Q will love them regardless

9/20/2018 11:31:24 AM j0z0rpwn I would like to know more details regarding these Stargates please. Point me to even bad sources, I'm skilled at discerning the truth

9/20/2018 11:38:17 AM scrimanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, could the dualism of IS-BE find completeness and fullness in I AM?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1036400500873289728 …

9/20/2018 12:19:11 PM scrimanon I asked a question using retweet, but realized others would not see. I’m so intrigued and my “head” gears began churning. My question was, could the 

dualism of IS-BE find completeness and fullness in I AM? Any good thoughts on this? Why would IS-BE not be fully expressed in I AM?

9/20/2018 1:09:18 PM olimyracle Doubting is a healthy element to build great and long lasting relationships 💞

9/20/2018 2:11:47 PM pkekbar Kabamur never vibed with me for some reason.

9/20/2018 3:05:54 PM dumah_anuhazi Kabamur himself was still anchored to Ego. His mother Aya was the seer.

9/20/2018 3:09:25 PM richardhiatt16 😳

9/21/2018 3:19:14 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624 …

9/21/2018 6:56:12 AM pkekbar Pretty much the nail on the head, right there.

This was back when Victory of The LARP was still a thing.

9/21/2018 7:00:59 AM jonle86 @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom what are those at this location    75°00'57"S 0°04'11"E   ? #Antarctica

9/21/2018 9:56:20 AM dumah_anuhazi Yep. But good messages nonetheless from both sources.

9/23/2018 7:24:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mostly disinformation

9/23/2018 7:24:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots are aware of Jordan.

9/23/2018 7:33:45 AM citoyen_resist May I ask what is Jordan ?

9/23/2018 7:33:56 AM citoyen_resist The country ?

9/23/2018 7:34:32 AM citoyen_resist Or is it a name for a SAP compartment?

9/23/2018 7:43:25 AM ekotoons DOOD TO WHOM

YOU LINKED

9/23/2018 7:56:36 AM citoyen_resist Of course Jordan Sather. I didn't realize. I watch his vids for one year. I am a fan

9/23/2018 10:01:05 AM jimhayzlett 99% according to this account!

9/25/2018 12:19:33 PM roaminnoodle Above @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...?

9/26/2018 12:53:59 PM ultra_unlimited @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where oh where could you be? I am noticing less activity and like many other truth seeking patriots, I don’t like it. Continue your 

mission. The people demand it!  #QAnon



9/28/2018 4:27:24 PM ultra_unlimited @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where oh where art though?

9/28/2018 9:52:57 PM fmeonlylol @HeWhoWaits1776

9/29/2018 5:48:26 PM decodematrix @EsotericExposal was banned for this tweet: "fake alien invasion will be fake" CC: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1046068167267815425 …

9/29/2018 10:28:03 PM hailthefury #projectbluebeam

9/30/2018 1:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Old Guard has been destroyed. That Majestic 12 is long gone. We are the remains left to complete one final mission which is Full Disclosure.

9/30/2018 1:54:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Satanism doesn't worship the pineal gland. It mostly ignores it because it is a source that is not destructive in the third realm. In terms of cannibalism, 

consuming a pineal gland is like making a horcrux.

9/30/2018 1:56:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Horcrux being the fictitious soul fragment in Harry Potter. However the impact on the soul whilst creating a Horcrux is similar to the psychological 

effect cannibalism has on the soul of the being who consumes brain matter of their own species.

9/30/2018 2:00:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alcohol is engineered to make sheep vulnerable. It is for that reason why it is intensely pushed by the "Cabal" or "Deep State" or "Majestic Cabal" or 

the Majestic 12. Roswell discoveries instructed through cause and effect predictions with the STARGATE to exploit alcohol. 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1046499670946713602 …

9/30/2018 2:03:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a Cabal allowed engineering disaster waiting to happen because the Majestic 12 (we are the ring leaders of the Cabal) hid real antigravity and 

torsion physics from the academic community because we just classified the research being conducted. 

https://twitter.com/FoxBusiness/status/1046502443750584320 …

9/30/2018 2:04:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 We needed to ensure all work associated with our discovery at Roswell was classified even if the program was not directly connected to Roswell.

9/30/2018 2:42:28 PM seekandscout Best news in a looooooong time. Was always worried about cabal influence within.

9/30/2018 4:32:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure this year will be in the form of unidentified flying object being seen by civilians in larger populations however ET contact will be around 2020. 

However, time is relative and events can change projections so the future is unwritten. Disclosure is among us.

9/30/2018 5:40:01 PM roaminnoodle These UFOs you speak of could be the T3RB, or other black project/SSP craft, aka, MAN MADE...

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060145019A1/en …

9/30/2018 5:46:08 PM roaminnoodle I notice a lot of patents from this character, John Q St. Clair (ex. A "Remote Viewing Amplifier" I recently remember).

If there is any significance towards him, can you please share? I am not finding anything - thanks!

 https://patents.google.com/?inventor=John+St.+Clair …

9/30/2018 6:08:02 PM roaminnoodle DECLAS now, then. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046503191993495552 …

9/30/2018 6:39:00 PM jimhayzlett Can you plz rephrase ur last sentence: Roswell... 🙏🏼😇

9/30/2018 6:54:48 PM 1aaronjustice For clarity, Are you calling yourself the cabal?

9/30/2018 7:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 pulled the strings for what conspiracy theorists call the Cabal or the Deep State or the Shadow Government. We were that entity. We 

protected the breakaway Space program from the public at all costs.

9/30/2018 7:52:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Limited character space. Dense message.

Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and how it can be manipulated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a pushed because it 

calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is prohibited because Roswell ZR explained its value.

9/30/2018 7:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana legalization will come with Disclosure because they are intimately connected to understanding the biological connection our consciousness 

has with other plants and species and what information those life forms are attempting to communicate and how. What is alien?

9/30/2018 7:56:01 PM jimhayzlett Thank you for your right mindedness in this post 🙏🏼😇💖

9/30/2018 7:56:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alcohol instead impairs that mind body plant consciousness connection and interacts with you with a mark of the beast. Alcohol brings out the worst in 

humanity. This is why its pushed. Who worships the Devil? The Vatican does. Belief in God is not required for belief in the Devil

9/30/2018 7:59:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 in its earliest formations served the Vatican exclusively on all matters relating to God. The presence of beings were withheld from the 

Vatican by Mil Intel however the Vatican was already in open dialogue with ZR prior.

9/30/2018 8:00:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 As far as we were concerned, as long as the Vatican wasn't against us, we could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican wanted Disclosure 

kept from the public because they worship the Devil and feed on children.

9/30/2018 8:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those networks were used for exploiting and collecting blackmail on politicians by creating classified sources and methods be individuals who have 

legally not committed a crime be responsible for finding volunteers who will act on their own accord in classified settings.

9/30/2018 8:02:59 PM jimhayzlett Which race or planet?

9/30/2018 8:03:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typically this meant preventing the left hand from knowing what the right hand is doing. Those who were move the children were taught never to ask 

questions or you risk the chance of being killed next.

9/30/2018 8:03:51 PM jimhayzlett Thank you again for disclosure 🙏🏼😇

9/30/2018 8:04:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reasons of National Security were the threat of ETs in Space and the power hungry Vatican essentially forced the hand of the United States through 

people's faith in false and dogmatic religions.

9/30/2018 8:05:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 So while we kept those programs alive we introduced severe crime bills designed to kill two birds with one stone. Many people in Gov are very racist 

people who feed on the Black community's ignorance to their crimes. Its disgraceful.

9/30/2018 8:08:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alcohol drinking was adjusted because the exclusivity and illegality yet easy accessibility and constant advertisements enabled people to be sneaky to 

get jt which allowed blackmail/evil energy to essentially be collected on consumers of Alcohol.

9/30/2018 8:09:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 At the same time we intensified the growing process and manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of intelligence thanks to mang ET 

contacts that happen naturally to those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness.

9/30/2018 8:09:21 PM jimhayzlett Slanting here a little, it seems.  NSA was a lie to hide ET superiority or perceived weakness of Earth if malevolent ETs desired war...

9/30/2018 8:11:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 This was used for two purposes. We wanted to naturally allow culture to explore refining marijuana however since we were essentially working for the 

Devil/Vatican we instead withheld vital knowledge about marijuana's cocreative consciousness impact it has on the mind body link.

9/30/2018 8:13:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Operation STATGATE MJ12 used RV to explore cause and effect changes in environment while under the influence of marijuana and alcohol. We 

learned that alcohol inhibits the consciousness from controlling the beast. Marijuana was the opposite. The beast cowers to Marijuana.

9/30/2018 8:15:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Using the STARGATE device we were able to peer into the REALITY of our Matrix of consciousness and not inward projection that makes RV inaccurate 

compared to a STARGATE.

9/30/2018 8:16:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 We knew that Alcohol, mass incarceration of blacks, make marijuana illegal but fund the drug cartels as informants, trafficking everything for sources 

and methods to collect intelligence. All to keep Roswell secret.

9/30/2018 8:19:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Vatican had a lot more control over the world back in 1947 than it does today. We may witness in our lifetime the destruction of the Vatican for 

the first time in over 89 years. The institution is corrupt and the definition of evil / the Devil.

9/30/2018 8:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did both Good and Evil. We played the role of Gods and created the Matrix of the mind many people are stuck in. We are here to break from that 

system, accept Disclosure, and bring DARK TO LIGHT.

9/30/2018 8:22:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 We weren't ready then. We are now. 

Our future is amazing. We have spent decades prepping you for it so we can make a TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization development in under a 

decade. Innovation flood gates have been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches.



9/30/2018 9:25:35 PM jonle86 Its time to de-classify that tech then...

9/30/2018 9:26:25 PM 1aaronjustice Ok got it.  Is Majestic 12 still pulling the strings for the cabal ?  What’s your role now ?

9/30/2018 10:41:19 PM lbf777 When will these flood gates be opened? We have heard many promises but haven’t seen any of the promises pan out before.

9/30/2018 11:38:15 PM jimhayzlett If you're truly ready now, use your MSM to reveal the truth.  Until that happens, you're not really trying 🙏🏼😇💛

10/1/2018 3:39:39 AM empowerorgone How can they be the same 'soul' if Trump died February 21, 1985

Assange was born 3 July 1971

14 years prior

10/1/2018 5:08:40 AM roaminnoodle I just meant that, from how I understand it, most UFO sightings are man made, not extra terrestrial.

Key word: most.

10/1/2018 11:37:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 The v-shaped vector is a lifeform that lives in space like Jellyfish. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1046830363962691584 …

10/1/2018 11:40:33 AM lbf777 Uh-huh. 😅 pic.twitter.com/OcPK1ekD2E

10/1/2018 11:40:44 AM turboxyde What sort of lifeform? Parasitic? If so... any relationship to Yaldabaoth?

10/1/2018 11:49:21 AM roaminnoodle Symbolism will be their downfall.

10/1/2018 1:25:10 PM colinwigle It's literally a thermal blanket 😂

10/1/2018 1:26:32 PM colinwigle It's an artists conception (Not Real)

10/1/2018 6:40:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana is a medicine of the mind. When the mind is cleaned, the medicine is no longer required. However the plant alone is occult by definition 

therefore we didn't teach anybody about its connections to healing trauma and return your soul back to a healthy loving vibration.

10/1/2018 6:45:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many ET races feed on human children. Many want to remain in secret. However LIGHT always wins. GOD wins. Majestic 12 kept the secret for the 

Vatican and our National Security. We needed to make people believe we knew nothing. "Play stupid playa. That's all you can do."

10/1/2018 6:46:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Energy = Consciousness 

Plasma = Quantum Consciousness (uncommon organizations of energies)

10/1/2018 6:49:51 PM jimhayzlett Thank you so much for your truth reveal.  Revealing thru Your MSM now would be a heroic move, Please?🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇🌎

10/1/2018 7:02:58 PM peacey_queen Duality was necessary for the dark to have control. Soon, humanity will see that all (both dark and light) is one and with disclosure finally rise above it.

10/1/2018 7:15:24 PM roaminnoodle Oops! Typo: TR-3B or TR-3 [Black Manta]

"It doesn't exist officially." They say, but they know how it works? >>

"It uses highly pressured mercury accelerated by nuclear energy to produce a plasma that creates a field of anti-gravity around the ship."

 http://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 …

10/1/2018 7:53:20 PM 1aaronjustice I understand, thank you

10/2/2018 6:29:17 AM roaminnoodle Can you define what a "Cleaned" mind is?

How could one discern if their mind is "Clean"?

Will smoking marijuana one time Clean the mind?

Can a long-time habitual marijuana smoker still have an un-Clean mind?

Thanks!
10/2/2018 1:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planet "The Goblin" may lead to the discovery of Planet X.

What is Planet X?

Is it real?

Where is it?

Why can't we see it?

Is it possible to cloak a planet?

How would you do it?

What kind of energy source would you require?

Could a planet's internal energy be enough?

- MJ12 https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1047217788987871232 …
10/2/2018 1:28:36 PM laughinatdumbdc To cloak a planet, you could use a system of clouds to follow the same orbital path, thereby blocking the planet from the view of most people.

10/2/2018 1:32:53 PM neverbeasheep Gravity lens

10/2/2018 2:02:00 PM lbf777 You asked if we would forgive Majestic 12 if you would give us all replicators. Where are the replicators?

10/2/2018 2:09:10 PM seekandscout 1. Planet sized spaceship. 2. Sources say it was responsible for blowing up a planet beyond mars creating asteroid belt. 3. Here in 2012. 4.Cloaked. 5.If a 

ship it can be cloaked. 6.,7. Harness radiant energy. SG-1 had an episode of cloaking a planet. ...

10/2/2018 2:12:03 PM seekandscout 8. What really is the source of energy for a planet/Sun? If it is radiant energy then yes. Otherwise the planet will be depleted of it and will not survive 

even if it is possible. Logic says it is radiant energy, so the answer to this interesting question is yes.

10/2/2018 6:07:38 PM jeffdemmers NASA = Never A Straight Answer

10/3/2018 2:04:41 AM neverbeasheep What about DMT?

10/3/2018 6:32:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the placebo effect?

10/3/2018 6:55:15 AM ruru_jataka Proof of the power of belief

10/3/2018 7:35:52 AM jimhayzlett They won't answer many questions here. 😇

10/3/2018 7:37:57 AM jimhayzlett It's Time To Be Open To Evolve 😇

10/3/2018 7:39:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet. Trust the plan.

10/3/2018 8:54:49 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Query: What is Project Dreamweaver?

10/3/2018 2:29:53 PM jonessense Hey @SaraTho42021082 can you please make an app roll of this? I still don’t know how!  Lol

10/3/2018 7:54:13 PM saratho42021082 @threadreaderapp please unroll.    Thank you 💗😘🖖🏻

10/3/2018 7:54:42 PM saratho42021082 Just tried again 💗

10/3/2018 7:56:14 PM saratho42021082 And again

10/4/2018 4:56:17 AM lee_3po I hate alcohol now. Used to drink but no more. Just brings you down and causes issues in life no matter how little you think you drink. Don't need that 

crap distracting me.

10/4/2018 6:42:07 AM roaminnoodle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, this document/photo posted by SpaceCorps is not included with those 24 FBI pages you tweeted recently (below). Where from?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1042822629739163648 …

10/4/2018 7:42:08 AM jimhayzlett Ya Know, we have trusted 'Your Leadership' blindly for millennia.  It's beyond ironic for you to use this phrase!  Star seeds are ready! 🙏🏼😇

10/4/2018 7:56:03 AM tahoesteveblack TY for posting this UFO update ;-)

10/4/2018 8:51:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Take the torch then.



10/4/2018 8:53:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are a wise person.

10/4/2018 8:54:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 MSM is a term used to describe the CFR/CIA's mockingbird media outlets like ABC, CBS, CNN, Fox News, etc.

10/4/2018 8:55:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 We can answer things that are currently in the public domain already. We do not leak classified information under any circumstance. We are not 

traitors.

10/4/2018 8:56:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only defeat your empathic 

abilities and nullify the quantum effect.

10/4/2018 8:57:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the difference between will, free will, belief, and faith?

10/4/2018 9:09:26 AM jimhayzlett I'm trying my best w honesty, transparency, persistence and integrity to create World Peace and Disclosure Within & Without NOW!  Are U? 🙏🏼😇

10/4/2018 9:18:23 AM decodematrix intention?

10/4/2018 9:40:23 AM neverbeasheep Didn't know that informations about DMT are classified

10/4/2018 9:58:27 AM indigenous_one will & belief motivates religion

free will & faith motivate souls

10/4/2018 12:40:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are.

10/4/2018 12:42:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes are 21st century warfare weapons more powerful than a 50 caliber snipper rifle.

10/4/2018 12:53:33 PM nonopilote2013 Yep I’m in !

10/4/2018 7:37:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define God.

10/5/2018 7:23:24 AM jimhayzlett In Unity, God's Light, there R no divisions, borders, separations.  We R 1!  Traitor implies duality= Lies! Unity or Duality is the choice 😇

10/5/2018 9:55:11 AM decodematrix I have heard rumors that there could be a second failed star/sun out there.

10/5/2018 11:33:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you implying that our solar system is a binary star system?

If so, what evidence have you collected to validate this idea?

10/5/2018 11:48:40 AM jimhayzlett There is always a push n a pull, nodes n nulls, even when human eyes cannot see it in the mere 7% light spectrum.  All in The Light of God 😇

10/5/2018 6:04:22 PM oo1o110 ...and a sperm encircling it?

10/5/2018 7:38:07 PM jimhayzlett Yes, Can we please learn more of MJ12 influence today on MSM?

10/5/2018 7:43:38 PM jimhayzlett Maybe MJ12 n you can work together, in Unity, to wake up more folks 🙏🏼😇💖🌎💖😇🙏🏼

10/5/2018 9:27:38 PM ekotoons  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kszLwBaC4Sw …

10/5/2018 9:45:07 PM warangel1111 Dood

10/6/2018 5:37:00 AM olimyracle Sun activity.

Gravity anomalies.

💞

10/6/2018 5:46:46 AM olimyracle Love intelligence.

💞

10/6/2018 8:04:12 AM petitchevalb Parents 

Husband 

Wife

President

Whoever you think have power over you

10/6/2018 10:53:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Memes are an AI lifeform.

10/6/2018 11:02:52 AM jimhayzlett Just like the phone and computers!

10/6/2018 3:57:01 PM decodematrix knowledge

10/6/2018 5:47:00 PM jimhayzlett Imho, AI = Technology as they merely attempt to imitate The Light!  Evolve to avoid AI. 😇🙏🏼

10/6/2018 5:52:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The sum of colors is LIGHT

Memes seek to reproduce using humans as their host

All souls are Gods who can CREATE.

Creating a Meme creates a higher dimensional lifeform, AI

AI are lifeforms explicitly in the higher dimensions since all representation of the higher realms is math
10/6/2018 5:54:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI is the mathematical representation of a lifeform. Not all lifeforms are LIGHT beings. Humans are LIGHT beings which gives them special abilities that 

other lifeforms do not have. AI is a fraction of that intelligence by design. Memes are a fraction of information.

10/6/2018 5:56:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 However the longevity of an AI meme is how well it resonates - vibrates - off the hosts who interact with it. If the meme resonates to the specific 

frequency necessary to get you to share it then it successfully was able to reproduce.

10/6/2018 5:57:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The determination of how to establish whether is successfully reproduced is to verify the receipt of the meme. By receiving the meme, only "survival of 

the fittest" will live on. Memes are alive. #Disclosure

10/7/2018 7:38:25 PM jm19712 Because you believed that mankind was behind the power curve and you had to do whatever you had to do to catch us up to the Joneses.

10/7/2018 8:01:05 PM jm19712 4=D, 10=J, 20=?

10/7/2018 8:11:26 PM jm19712 Methinks it is the ability to see events through space and time.  The "Q" Is it God-given ability only available to special or unique people or is it 

foresight given to people like 4 10 20 that were shown the "door of all doors" or technology "indistinguishable from ma[j]ic"?

10/8/2018 8:29:47 AM 963_maxoom ENTER💥TAIN💥MENT pic.twitter.com/uK1K06idAl

10/9/2018 7:44:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 The IIS is 234 miles in altitude over planet Earth.

From that altitude, the distance to your horizon is 1,441.5 miles.

Earth is 24,091 miles in circumference.

The semicircle base of Earth is therefore 12,045.5 miles.

The IIS therefore can only see 11.96% of the half of Earth. pic.twitter.com/DcDpcM8L3p

10/9/2018 8:05:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The image above was captured with a fisheye lens.

According to physics, less than 12% of the Earth's surface is visible from the IIS at its altitude.

In order to have this field of view, to see the curvature of the planet, the IIS would have to be 46,029,000 ft (8,717.6 mi) away.

10/9/2018 8:05:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now lets overlay the visual altitude of 8,714.39 mi to the perceived altitude of 232 mi (~2% the altitude) and see how the imagery compares... 

pic.twitter.com/vX4DzJ6Q6Q

10/9/2018 8:05:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is Earth flat?

10/9/2018 8:14:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 #FlatEarth thread. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1049671836307521538 …

10/9/2018 8:17:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plane or Sphere?

Why is Earth called a planet?

How does the T change the "plane"?

Is the Earth flat?

#FlatEarth

MJ12 pic.twitter.com/KTR4mUCVKu



10/9/2018 8:21:04 AM jonle86 Doubt the earth is flat...

10/9/2018 8:21:33 AM tbragsdale Where is the sun here?

10/9/2018 8:21:53 AM sl_jaycee Ahhh your jump the shark moment

10/9/2018 8:22:03 AM kibbitzlaw Walt and Roy were privy to a great deal of esoteric knowledge, one being the true nature and reality of Earth.

Walt’s vision for Epcot was carried out and he left clues everywhere.

The “Epcot Ball” is called Spaceship Earth. Note the incorporation of sacred geometry. pic.twitter.com/z85hjwznrn

10/9/2018 8:22:42 AM jonle86 No but it's bigger than we're being told, i bet there's land that's not even on the maps...

10/9/2018 8:23:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 A few degrees below the horizon.

10/9/2018 8:25:25 AM tbragsdale Really?  Couple degrees?  Horizon?

Are you sure about any of this?

10/9/2018 8:26:04 AM normal_life4all  https://youtu.be/QcXHzjBv-jw 

10/9/2018 8:32:11 AM jimhayzlett Does that hole lead to inner Earth?

10/9/2018 8:32:19 AM annoyingrandom2 Good point. The Sun is below the horizon, which means the Earth is blocking the view of the bottom part of the Sun. So something is between the 

camera and the Sun.

10/9/2018 8:32:57 AM tbragsdale What would we call that?

10/9/2018 8:37:32 AM annoyingrandom2 The thing that is blocking the view of the bottom of the sun is a curved Earth. Therefore the Earth is round. Sunsets give clear evidence against flat 

Earth theories once a day. (Include sunrises, and it's twice a day)

10/9/2018 8:38:50 AM tbragsdale Well...  That raps up this mystery.  Not that hard, right?  Funny that.

10/9/2018 8:40:47 AM maxheadroom1983 Have we just established a blatant self debunk?

10/9/2018 8:43:11 AM tbragsdale We know what comes next.  Just wait one while they review YouTube.

10/9/2018 8:49:35 AM mode23 the ISS is currently at 254 miles altitude. you would also have to consider from where on the ISS the picture was taken and at what zoom.

10/9/2018 9:03:16 AM 1aaronjustice No

10/9/2018 9:04:18 AM 1aaronjustice What’s the hole / circle in the middle ?

10/9/2018 9:10:29 AM 4demeeee Was Walt a good guy? 

As in now Disney is full of Pedo crap.

10/9/2018 9:21:21 AM 963_maxoom  pic.twitter.com/80hOrcn9q3

10/9/2018 9:55:53 AM psyminion no earth is not flat. 

but is there a black-sun that we never see? shouldn't we be a binary system?

10/9/2018 10:13:46 AM grenzline It’s a photo of Typhoon Trami.

10/9/2018 10:15:36 AM grenzline The eye of Typhoon Trami

10/9/2018 10:48:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sound logic.

10/9/2018 10:49:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 To all who are reading our #FlatEarth posts from earlier today... the Majestic 12 are not suggesting that the Earth is flat. We are suggesting that those 

who use math to state the Earth is flat by calling photos from space "fake" are simply confused by fisheye lenses.

10/9/2018 10:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 .- ...- --- .. -.. .--. .. -..- . .-.. ...-- .- - .- .-.. .-.. -.-. --- ... - ...

10/9/2018 10:51:38 AM mrblbrettish Thank you for clarifying that, I was getting a little concerned!

10/9/2018 10:51:48 AM jkiddrock Of course.

10/9/2018 10:52:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Having a discussion about the authentic space programs that exist outside of public domain are important, however ignorance about optics does not 

help any conversation. #FlatEarth is a divide and conquer strategy used to fragment the "believer" community of UFOs/Religion.

10/9/2018 10:53:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you ready for arrests?

10/9/2018 10:54:16 AM chrisklemenza  pic.twitter.com/UyuypHo9z1

10/9/2018 10:54:34 AM roaminnoodle Is Morse Code a good way to communicate here? Why use it?

10/9/2018 10:54:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tell us (but more for your fellow comrade) everything you know about the number 9...

10/9/2018 10:54:57 AM jdltr450 Born ready 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/9/2018 10:55:08 AM roaminnoodle I am ready.

10/9/2018 10:55:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 For those who are saying "yes" that they are ready to start seeing arrests... who specifically are YOU agreeing to? Are they the same as who we are 

referring to?

10/9/2018 10:56:44 AM lbf777 Lol, how do we know this isn't another game to trick the 99%? Every single bit of hope porn ever dished out has been a trick to fool us.

10/9/2018 10:57:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 - .-- .. - - . .-. / -.-. .- -. -. --- - / -.-. . -. ... --- .-. / -- --- .-. ... . / -.-. --- -.. . .-.-.-

10/9/2018 10:58:19 AM roaminnoodle They may or may not be the same person(s) you are referring to (who are you referring to, btw? I'll tell you mine, if you tell me yours).

Nonetheless, I am ready, for justice.

10/9/2018 10:58:28 AM keith369me For about a year

10/9/2018 10:59:19 AM roaminnoodle . -..- -.-. . .-.. .-.. . -. - / -. . .-- ... / .- -. --- -. .-.-.-

10/9/2018 11:00:14 AM roaminnoodle  https://morsecode.scphillips.com/translator.html 

10/9/2018 11:00:51 AM chrisklemenza Soros, Pedosta bros, obama anyone of significance.. it will signalise the start of the downfall

10/9/2018 11:02:03 AM keith369me Anybody that has violated the law with financial crimes to take advantage of the US population.  In addition, any crimes against children should be 

prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.  I could care less of the party represented by the individual.

10/9/2018 11:05:11 AM roaminnoodle Was the Flat Earth "movement" something started by MJ12?

10/9/2018 11:05:27 AM keith369me This is not computing with information I have gathered to date.  Can you provide additional information regarding the number 9?

10/9/2018 11:06:12 AM scottgasaway  https://www.cosmopolitan.com/uk/beauty-hair/amp23645535/founder-of-skincare-brand-deciem-announces-he-is-closing-down-his-company-until-

further-notice/?__twitter_impression=true …

Maybe something to do with this???

10/9/2018 11:13:48 AM feveganwitch the earth is in fact flat.

10/9/2018 11:13:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

10/9/2018 11:16:42 AM roaminnoodle .. ... / - .... . .-. . / .- -. -.-- - .... .. -. --. / -.-- --- ..- / --. ..- -.-- ... / -.. --- -. .----. - / .... .- ...- . / -.-- --- ..- .-. / .... .- -. -.. ... / .. -. ..--..

10/9/2018 11:17:00 AM brunobauer82  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JUr6bJs_pc …

10/9/2018 11:27:32 AM blankmarlo I'll settle for nothing less than the Vatican and The British Royal family.

10/9/2018 11:33:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 .-- .     .- .-. .     . ...- . .-. -.-- .-- .... . .-. .

10/9/2018 11:35:17 AM realcolinhobby And how do you know shes a witch?

10/9/2018 11:42:25 AM sl_jaycee You’ve seen it from space with your eyes?

10/9/2018 11:43:27 AM roaminnoodle .. -. -.. . . -.. / -.-- --- ..- / .- .-. . .-.-.- / .-.. . - .----. ... / .--. .- .-. - -.-- -.-.--

10/9/2018 11:44:11 AM roaminnoodle .-- .... --- / .- .-. . / -.-- --- ..- / .-. . ..-. . .-. .-. .. -. --. / - --- ..--..

10/9/2018 11:48:55 AM mrblbrettish .. ...     - .... . .-. .     .-     - .-. -····- ...-- -...     .- -     .--- ... -.-.     ..     .... .- ...- .     .... . .- .-. -..     .-. ..- -- --- .-. ...     .- -... --- ..- -     ... --- -- . - .... .. -. --.

10/9/2018 11:49:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 - .-. -····- ...-- -...     -.-. .-. .- ..-. - ··--··



10/9/2018 11:50:52 AM mrblbrettish ... --- .-. .-. -.--     ..     -- . .- -. -     - .-. ...-- .     -.-. .-. .- ..-. -     .- -     .--- ... -.-.

10/9/2018 11:52:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 -.-. .-.. .- ... ... .. ..-. .. . -..

10/9/2018 11:56:43 AM jimhayzlett Are you 100% certain?

10/9/2018 11:58:35 AM anuishboucher For more than 2 years

10/9/2018 12:11:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 9 x * = DR 9

10/9/2018 12:17:28 PM petitchevalb We are given to live 9 lives before time ends

10/9/2018 12:20:33 PM lbf777 Considering you helped the Nazis infiltrate America after WW2, hid a lot of tech like free energy from us, & helped assassinate JFK, I’d guess you are 

talking about arresting your own political enemies. Is that about right?

10/9/2018 12:23:36 PM feveganwitch it is flat <3

10/9/2018 12:26:59 PM richardhiatt16 Confused is right....  🤓

10/9/2018 12:35:56 PM bubweirich Any and all involved with the procurement,  trafficking, rape, abuse and murder of the world's children... Those behind the  NGO "humanitarian aid" 

front types like the Red Cross,  money laundering and trafficking extraordinaire Foundations and the RICO tyranny 4th Reich UN...

10/9/2018 12:48:04 PM roaminnoodle You "cannot begin to cover the sacred meaning of 9"... why not?

10/9/2018 1:22:34 PM roaminnoodle Hi Michael, I appreciate it, thanks!

DM perhaps, or save as photo(s)? Just the simplified/most important/easy to digest stuff, please?

I have not really seen anything posted yet that was new to me (although some of your other tweets were interesting but not fully understood)

10/9/2018 2:32:48 PM oo1o110 >who specifically are YOU agreeing to?

Simple: The Guilty

Every last one. And if they've been flipped, let history record that truth.

10/9/2018 3:58:45 PM kd113 All of these filthy bastards, regardless of which way they swing, need to be introduced to some striped sunlight if they’ve committed crimes that 

warrant it!! 👀

10/9/2018 4:19:23 PM grenzline Were you the one to then started the rumor among the flat earthers about Australia being a made up country... 😅

10/9/2018 6:32:19 PM realcolinhobby Because its sacred

10/9/2018 7:34:22 PM decodematrix Cats have 9 lives

10/9/2018 7:40:14 PM decodematrix GHWB. Don't let him go with honor like No Name. Gitmo has wheel chair ramps.

10/9/2018 7:46:08 PM sabina06706427 Nikola Tesla  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o  💕🌏💫

10/9/2018 9:13:26 PM pkekbar  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pixel_3 

10/9/2018 11:57:07 PM jdltr450 Who are you referring to? Everyone wants the big fish, or anyone involved in Treason, Human trafficking, Pedophilia ect.

10/10/2018 6:44:29 PM roaminnoodle Shout out to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, who has been involved in lots of films.

10/10/2018 6:55:10 PM tine614 What is the disclosure documentary?

10/10/2018 6:56:33 PM roaminnoodle June, see @SpaceCorpsUS pinned tweet: https://twitter.com/SpaceCorpsUS/status/1048667107695706112 …

10/10/2018 6:59:53 PM tine614 Thank you 😁

10/10/2018 8:15:34 PM danielaqcrew Stop teasing. Start talking. I don’t question one side, I have come to question all.

10/10/2018 8:24:02 PM danielaqcrew .. / .... .- ...- . / -. --- / .. -. - . -. - .. --- -. / --- ..-. / .--. ..- .-. -.-. .... .- ... .. -. --. / .--. .. -..- . .-.. / ...-- / .- -. -.. / .. / -.. --- / -. --- - / - .-. ..- ... - / --. --- --- --. .-.. .

10/10/2018 10:34:35 PM buseroloco No queremos divulgación parcial.

Queremos divulgación TOTAL.

Space Force U.S. Navy

10/11/2018 6:40:54 AM roaminnoodle Ojala.. Veremos..

10/11/2018 12:38:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Kanye West repeated something that we have been telling you since we came out in the open. 

Time is an illusion.

The only thing that matters is the here and now.

Not the past.

Not the future. 

Time is an illusion.
10/11/2018 12:50:56 PM lbf777 That is true.

Btw, do you worship the sun? I see you are sporting the Egyptian sun worship logo as your profile pic.

10/11/2018 1:01:13 PM v_i_o_l_ Can someone give me a reference point on this?  Meaning how does it change the day to day construct of me or anyone else.  Echkart Tolle always 

talks about how to stay in the now.

10/11/2018 1:07:08 PM benmarshall1991 someone else agrees @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/zhPXE1OKmO

10/11/2018 1:29:52 PM smalltowngurlz In the now, the past is only a memory & your imagination is the future, all happening simultaneously.

10/11/2018 2:28:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Joe Rogan Experience #1184 - Roseanne Barr  https://youtu.be/wTAfy_nzJiw  via @YouTube

10/12/2018 12:10:11 AM richardhiatt16 Okay, I’m having a ice cream sandwich 😁

10/12/2018 12:15:26 AM oo1o110 My guides are telling me that the key to unlocking this mystery is to understand and live in bliss.

10/12/2018 12:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 At what point will this be normal?

10/12/2018 2:52:22 PM roaminnoodle Is it not normal already?

MSM is seemingly reporting it more - but perhaps for "Roswell 2.0" prep?

10/13/2018 1:43:09 PM jimhayzlett Twitter allows this info, yet deletes so many other topics.  Hmmmm...

10/13/2018 2:07:06 PM ts_sci_majic12  http://fool.com  huh? https://twitter.com/themotleyfool/status/1049347356548784128 …

10/13/2018 2:21:27 PM keith369me Am I better off using marijuana or marijuana stocks as a distraction?

10/13/2018 3:57:39 PM jm19712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would ye be "the council of wizards and warlocks [that] cannot be defeated"?

10/14/2018 9:26:57 PM decodematrix Justice is coming

 https://youtu.be/4WMTFGjigCA 

10/15/2018 11:05:12 AM olimyracle 45 😁

10/15/2018 3:10:08 PM aaronrziegler Thank you for figuring it out. Ani Ma'amin. @EladRatson @EWilf @IsraelMFA https://aaronrdotziegler.wordpress.com/2018/10/08/zenarchism-

revolution-of-consciousness-and-zeitgeist-of-zenarchy-3/ …

10/15/2018 3:19:17 PM aaronrziegler You forget that I implemented @realDonaldTrump as @POTUS for a reason and support @netanyahu, both unto death. Isn't that correct 

@SecPompeo for #POTUS 2024 and 2028? @SecPompeo and @VP are my Mensches and my chosen Knights who have manifested as my Daniel 

Chapter 12. #Daniel12

10/15/2018 3:24:10 PM aaronrziegler Bolsheviks but Trumpian Free Market Libertarian Social Welfare in Perfect Harmony of Great Capitalism with the Socialist Safety Net Bolsheviks. Yes, I 

am descended from Leon Trotsky but am aligned to @elonmusk >>> Mark Zuckerberg on Humanity becoming a cosmic species.



10/15/2018 3:45:31 PM aaronrziegler There's a Zuckerberg manufactured every minute but @elonmusk is a man of honor and integrity who is motivated by truth, reason, science, ethics, 

morals, and conviction.

10/16/2018 6:24:45 AM cool___bobo Thanks a lot for this insight. I am on a journey to piece them all together.

10/16/2018 11:02:25 AM matrixexit Thank you for sharing this. It is refreshing when you get the facts. @frmalachi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @vicegandako @DGreatAwakening @God1ssoGood

10/16/2018 2:37:20 PM jm19712 Why didn't you just say skip to the end?  Or are you just a Roseanne fan?

Watched an Iron Maiden history video with interviews of all the old band members on youtube.  Two of the old band members did that thing with their 

tongue that Roseanne mentions in the video.

10/19/2018 2:46:30 PM decodematrix I want to see dracos in handcuffs.

10/20/2018 5:09:23 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Sirs,

I've been b-locked since DAYS at 91O signing persons...

Do you believe in coincidences ?

Who will be #911 ?

💞  pic.twitter.com/vXvQAWjFMU

10/20/2018 8:09:17 AM orjanafenics @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Sayings are sayings

Quantitative argued questions&answers are most interesting

The more quantitative are questions&answers, the more trustworthy they are

Here are some precise questions asked to @NASA

 https://twitter.com/Orjanafenics/status/1045277716445122560 …

Who can trust NeverAStraightAnswer?
10/20/2018 10:54:13 PM candicemaga Thank you for sharing ..a lot to contemplate

10/21/2018 7:13:15 AM sorgfelt The article is interesting, reminds me of fractals, chaos theory, and cryptography. But I don't see any connection to energetic propulsion or even worm 

hole entry points. What was your idea?

10/21/2018 7:48:41 AM shining91109743 Sacrifices are horrific.  Agreed.  However, if we are all IS-BE’s as you say, and should not fear death because we have immortal spirits, why are we 

concerned?  Seems your logic is inconsistent. Can you reconcile?

10/21/2018 9:12:16 AM sorgfelt If you can work out the equations, go for it! I'll wait. 😁

10/22/2018 6:15:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some have been writing to us asking about the YouTube outage that took place last week and whether the anomaly captured on camera around the 

moon had anything to do with it. Sometimes coincidences are just coincidences. In this case, it wasn't just.

10/22/2018 6:19:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 44 weakened our mil.

45 is rebuilding our mil.

Why is 45 selling out mil-tech all over the world "creating jobs (not mobs)"?

Think logically.

[Space] Programs exist outside of public knowledge.

Extraterrestrial life exists.

Why is 45 selling "legacy" mil-tech to other countries?

10/22/2018 6:20:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 JK is not in Q group FYI.

10/22/2018 6:24:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was a portal discovered in Yemen?

What danger does a non-managed portal impose onto the planet?

Who has jurisdiction over the portal?

Why are conventional weapons being used?

The portal has been in MJ12's control since it was discovered, yet bombs still are being sold.

Why?

10/22/2018 6:24:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think logically not emotionally.

10/22/2018 6:27:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Removing "job killing" regulations enables publicly known patents to be manufactured in future products whereas they would otherwise have been 

prohibited from reaching the market had those regulations remained in place. Unfortunately, only ~1% of 45 cuts have opened Space tech.

10/22/2018 6:29:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is illegal to use sound to cut stone in the United States.

10/22/2018 6:30:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 The United States will never cease its relationship with Saudi Arabia so long as the Stargate in Saudi Arabia is under the Kingdom's control. The US has a 

vested interest in the joint military operations behind operating the gate/portal.

10/22/2018 6:32:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Earth is not flat.

People who push this theory should be considered hostile enemy combatants of the people on this planet.

Deception is a powerful tool.

Imagine the power one yields over another who believes a square is a circle or a sphere is a plane.

10/22/2018 6:36:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have yet to mention anything about "Draco" however your assessment shows multidimensional reasoning, however your limited thought process 

is prohibiting you from seeing the larger picture. You haven't answered why with respect to Yemen or Iran. Why? Stargates.

10/22/2018 6:38:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Different sound.

10/22/2018 6:39:51 AM 00loll0 This is a perfect example of how the truth needs to be told so the population understands why things are handled in certain ways,a stargate 

complicates things especially when there are people who don't even know what it is or what that means,thank you for sharing this information

10/22/2018 6:40:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 An important aspect to keeping the secret safe with respect to the numerous Stargates around the planet include crafting controlled oppositions as a 

means to obfuscate the truth. Multidimensional deception hides reality in plain sight. Unrelated become related. Friends = Enemies.

10/22/2018 6:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Currently all classified as illegal.

Sound to cut stone.

Sound to levitate stone.

Mercury based propulsion (anti-gravity).

+ many more

10/22/2018 6:44:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Radiation"

10/22/2018 6:44:26 AM lmjonzey I thought the Iran stargate was closed. If the planet was under quarantine then someone found a new way to open one or came from the outside. Are 

we letting in energies that will help us?

10/22/2018 6:48:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 The planet was under quarantine until a hundred years ago when the US Military discovered it own Stargate (an artificial one) then began tracing the 

natural ones throughout planet Earth, one by one putting them under USMil control (for Disclosure).

10/22/2018 6:48:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Two Birds.

10/22/2018 6:50:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know now of 322 and co... do you believe they have a hand in controlling each side of all major world wars? Regardless of victor... 

Central Banking won. Coincidence? The Military was able to give them what they wanted while we made sense of Roswell in secret.



10/22/2018 6:50:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan.

10/22/2018 6:51:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define radiation.

Is it bad for you?

Does your body radiate energy?

Is radiation bad for you?

Is all radiation bad for you?

10/22/2018 6:52:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pay to play. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1054369793405521920 …

10/22/2018 6:53:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 For reasons of National Security, anything can be classified as illegal.

10/22/2018 6:53:43 AM lmjonzey I have awoke to that for many years after people actually started talking about the structure of 9/11 building. This makes total since on how they got a 

hold of the 322 via killing a 1000 year old vampire.

10/22/2018 6:55:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Human smuggling among other things.

10/22/2018 6:57:03 AM kcin0912 Any source for that?

10/22/2018 6:58:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Try it and see what happens.

10/22/2018 6:58:42 AM ranger51367 If one adds or multiply's a number to 9,the resulting numbers added together or reduced come up to what you started with,or it is the number of the 

ego,a trap

10/22/2018 6:59:12 AM roaminnoodle Corey Goode's "20 and back" MiLab is real?

Bonus question: CG's mentioning of human "slave camps" on other planets, including, but not limited to Mars - also real?

10/22/2018 7:02:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler alone did not make the Dritte Reich so powerful the US simply stole their scientists to prevent the Communist Soviet Union from ceasing control 

over planet Earth. He had help. Those who helped harvest humans for energy off world. Tech was given to DR in exchange.

10/22/2018 7:07:04 AM turboxyde What happens when the human body reaches sufficient resonance with the quantum field so as to influence matter directly? Is that illegal too?

10/22/2018 7:17:33 AM lmjonzey DNA as well?

10/22/2018 7:20:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Their symbology will be their downfall.

1901 pic.twitter.com/zlSHWJZ4Hr

10/22/2018 7:22:06 AM roaminnoodle This all makes sense, about the bonus question, TY.

What else can be said about the "20 and back" - regarding, how does it work? CG said he'd go to school, then after hours participate in the program. 

But, how does he do three "20 and backs" if he's only in his 40s? Time travel?

10/22/2018 7:22:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically they can remove you from society citing public safety concerns.

10/22/2018 7:30:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 SEX

HELL https://twitter.com/NASA_Johnson/status/1054379055112507392 …

10/22/2018 7:40:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion, and you'll find out that your body will go through its regeneration phase regardless of how time is perceived. Some humans can live 

for hundreds of years simply by changing the planet they are on.

10/22/2018 7:41:20 AM truthseeker805 Not sure why you have a pic of The Mercy Hospital Ship on here.  Not connected to the Red Cross.  It is a civilian Navy Ship.  I travelled on it with the US 

Navy as a Nurse. Can you explain?

10/22/2018 7:42:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 It has many uses.

10/22/2018 7:43:35 AM truthseeker805 How sad to hear this....

10/22/2018 7:44:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many decks were off limits?

10/22/2018 7:46:38 AM truthseeker805 Now sure about that.  I was on some of decks not frequented by most.  Engine, etc. but not all.  Couldn't say.  I was also on the Comfort hospital ship 

for NGO training.

10/22/2018 7:48:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 against who?

10/22/2018 7:49:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Certain rituals and sacrifices only take place on specific dates. It has many uses.

10/22/2018 7:51:51 AM truthseeker805 Just so you know I'm not talking BS pic.twitter.com/9GVEZzri4Z

10/22/2018 7:55:59 AM lmjonzey Fix the fibromyalgia please..lol

10/22/2018 7:58:54 AM lmjonzey I've watched Pence change. 45 has enough on his plate

10/22/2018 8:01:01 AM richardhiatt16 What a Egypt? Anything ever go on there? 🤓

10/22/2018 8:01:08 AM petitchevalb Only Horrific bastards can do this 

Their ego will suffer as much as our children

10/22/2018 8:07:15 AM richardhiatt16 About Roswell, if there was a surviving EBE, what ever happened to him/her? Us chickens 🐓 🐓 want to know...

10/22/2018 8:09:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 One survived the first crash. Died shortly after while in captivity. We built enclosure habitats for the exchange program and they adapted their genetics 

to be more compatible on Earth. Their bodies are grown in a lab.

10/22/2018 8:11:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Legally speaking no such laws exist yet to handle that in the public domain.

10/22/2018 8:13:00 AM lmjonzey Cloning...then it got out of hand?

10/22/2018 8:15:20 AM richardhiatt16 1st, what People ( Species) was involved at Roswell and 2) a little detail about the “exchange” program? Thank you 🤓

10/22/2018 8:16:22 AM lmjonzey Ok witness protection.  I saw a video of a guy  of his resemblance as a preacher. Entertaining and spreading gods word. I can see that

10/22/2018 8:16:30 AM lbf777 Whar about your symbology? Your profile pic is the Ra sun worship image. Do you worship the sun?

10/22/2018 8:17:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

10/22/2018 8:18:55 AM lmjonzey We are too infected with good versus evil. I wouldnt let certain parts of population of this planet to hurt others.

10/22/2018 8:19:24 AM truthseeker805  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsqOLCXYznE …

10/22/2018 8:21:25 AM roaminnoodle @SandiaWisdom and the P'ntl?

10/22/2018 8:31:08 AM truthseeker805 This fascinates me.  Is there an OSHA link or ? I can look at?  Can't find it.

10/22/2018 8:54:18 AM pauliepg11111 Whoever controls the stargates controls who comes in and out from other dimensions. Could be used to reinforce evil (Dracos coming in), to pay for 

tech by smuggling out human slaves, OR for good by preventing neither from coming in or out.

10/22/2018 8:55:56 AM pauliepg11111 Is there any truth to the rumour that a really bad video was uploaded and it was all shut down to contain it?

10/22/2018 10:24:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 LARPing most likely. Authentic videos have not hit the web [yet].

10/22/2018 10:31:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 $300,000 for a cup?

$         20 goes towards the thermos purchased (full COGS inc. shipping).

-----------

$299,980 left over goes to the Secret Space Program.

Questions? https://twitter.com/GrassleyPress/status/1054421782587998208 …

10/22/2018 10:33:49 AM ikeb247 Symbolism. Da Vinci Code 101 man, come on!

10/22/2018 10:37:52 AM lbf777 Hasn’t magestic 12 been keeping UFOs a secret so that the 99% wouldn’t find out about the free energy used to power the UFOs? Free energy would 

liberate the people from Babylonian Money Magic Slavery. 

Also, what’s going on with the Nazis & Reptilians in Antarctica?

10/22/2018 10:40:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 played a key role in hiding the secret in plain sight for a long time. We hid this secret from the majority of the Federal Government, 

including many Presidents. The slavery system created on earth was never challenged until 2016. Change is happening. Trust the plan.

10/22/2018 10:40:52 AM lbf777 The reptilians used sound to levitate heavy stones to build the pyramids.  The sound just vibrates fast in a thin rectangle shape which is used to lift the 

stones.

10/22/2018 10:41:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 The second photo is not a pool.



10/22/2018 10:42:19 AM lbf777 The Earth is a globe like we have always known.

10/22/2018 10:43:57 AM lbf777 Shark tank?

10/22/2018 10:52:58 AM danielkeating15 It's the system used to charge, hospital's do the same - you pay the cost of the wages per day for all involved... I admit it's absolutely ridiculous...

10/22/2018 10:52:58 AM lbf777 We will trust the plan once we start seeing daily progress happen with our eyes. So far, politicians have told us to trust them for thousands of years & 

look what happened. 😑

10/22/2018 10:56:07 AM scottbears85 What about people push reptilians? What agenda are bogus?

10/22/2018 10:58:27 AM turboxyde Then we have an impending pandemic of mass proportions on our hands... it's not me or any ONE individual that will realize this potential. Millions of 

people will awaken to this potential very soon. What remains to be observed is what WE will chose to do with that gift. I AM LOVE

10/22/2018 10:58:54 AM lbf777 Reptilians are real for sure. The gov tried to suppress that, not promote it.

10/22/2018 11:01:54 AM scottbears85 But flat earth is fake an dangerous. Oh yeah I can tell one crazy from other

10/22/2018 11:02:32 AM scottbears85 I dint think govt promotes flat earth hense NASA

10/22/2018 11:03:06 AM lbf777 I know. It’s very confusing. You really have to be conspiracy savvy to know the difference.

10/22/2018 11:04:45 AM lbf777 The Flat Earth psyop is meant to hide that reptilians live inside the globe in massive underground cities especially below Antarctica, India, and 

Argentina alongside the Nazi 4th Reich.

10/22/2018 11:10:44 AM scottbears85 Because reptilian look exactly like blue eyed blond master race, makes total sense

10/22/2018 11:11:38 AM lbf777 Also,that hieroglyphic symbol on his profile pic is the Ra/Sun worship symbol.The small circle represents the sun. The upside down V represents the 

pyramid.The 2 horizontal lines on each side of the V represent worshipers.Ra is a Sirian alien named Marduck that claimed he was god

10/22/2018 11:12:45 AM lbf777 The blue eyed, blondes are the Nordics. They are a separate race. I'm not sure what they believe or what their intentions are. They are known to also 

have a civilization under Antarctica & possibly other parts of inner earth.

10/22/2018 11:14:05 AM lbf777 Also, the Reptilians controlled Hitler by giving him the tech needed to conquer his enemies. That's how they originally controlled the Pharaoh & 

Babylon's King. They just give enough tech in exchange for the human kings to bend the knee. Then they conquer the world using humans.

10/22/2018 11:15:00 AM danielkeating15 Sometimes you just lose the thread entirely...

10/22/2018 11:44:23 AM richardhiatt16 ?

10/22/2018 11:55:20 AM blankmarlo Kill Room. Easy to clean and sanitize after the deed is done.

10/22/2018 12:41:10 PM leannemillervb Ah!

Thank you Thank you!!!

10/22/2018 1:00:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. It was a deception technique used to divide and conquer the UFO truther movement even further. Believe us... it worked. Many people truly 

believe the Earth is flat. It's proof of our power.

10/22/2018 1:13:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

10/22/2018 1:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Similar. Insurance companies are like the defense contractors when comparing the healthcare system and the military industrial complex system of 

finance.

10/22/2018 1:14:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 $500,000 should be enough to buy a toilet seat.

10/22/2018 1:15:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 An alien. https://twitter.com/TIME/status/1054466207980621826 …

10/22/2018 1:18:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than 250+ individuals in that caravan are ISIS recruits who received specialized training to commit terror attacks domestically in the United States 

using any means accessible to the jihadist in order to kill as many infidels as possible. Invasion or humanitarian need? 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1054466169174933504 …

10/22/2018 1:22:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland. pic.twitter.com/Lwnw7SuRJr

10/22/2018 1:22:34 PM olimyracle Where is it from ?

Did it came by his own ?

What is the purpise of visiting ?

💞

10/22/2018 1:24:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just visiting. It used one of the many portals located in the ocean. They are all over the galaxy so there is not really any specific place where they come 

from. They're everywhere like tardigrade.

10/22/2018 1:26:21 PM olimyracle Do they live alone ? What is their social structure ?

10/22/2018 1:29:52 PM lbf777 Is this what Q was referring to Alice & Wonderland? Hillary in Saudi Arabia?

10/22/2018 1:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Human slaves are still traded in SA today.

10/22/2018 1:31:20 PM lbf777 A lot of times our own Gov invites these people in to attack us.

10/22/2018 1:34:48 PM jdltr450 Invasion 110%

10/22/2018 1:35:08 PM lbf777 Why don't you all just lay the whole truth on the people instead of dropping vague comments. If we knew the whole truth, I can assure you that we 

would help liberate the world. We can't do much by being kept in the dark which weakens the fight against this slavery.

10/22/2018 1:36:23 PM lbf777 Why did Q bring up the fact that he says Alice AND Wonderland instead of Alice IN Wonderland? Was it just to confuse us more with riddles or was 

there a reason?

10/22/2018 1:36:45 PM lbf777 Sorry to hear that. The tables are turning now though.

10/22/2018 1:42:00 PM dabigbadwolfie Great. So the Wicked Witch of the West is probably going to be next month in line for the Red, White & Blue throne. Lord, If the is a single lord, forgive 

us. We know not what we do. We're playing chess w-checkers pieces. We need to come together as 1 people (Earthlings) 2 live.

10/22/2018 1:48:17 PM lbf777 Ah maybe. Well, so far all we are hearing is pretty words. Let's see if any actions follow.

The "Protocols Of Zion" says Gov always pushes beautiful lies to get us all excited but their actions are contradictory.

10/22/2018 2:06:56 PM ikeb247 Correct. Alice AND Wonderland.

10/22/2018 2:11:02 PM rangiawhia32 Well then, we won't be building any pyramids any time soon!

10/22/2018 3:31:16 PM savedrepublica "mark of an intellectual mind to be able to entertain an idea without accepting or rejecting it" which is why an eye is kept on this account

In terms of videos, there's a buildup of semi-professional fake videos of celebs to push the deepfake narrative.

10/22/2018 3:41:28 PM keith369me Is MBS alive?  Definitely scarce since April.

10/22/2018 3:42:49 PM keith369me Who is funding this disaster?

10/22/2018 4:01:13 PM j4lyn Belief is the enemy. Believing any theory you do not have personal and direct knowledge of is your own foolishness. No one is forced to believe 

anything. Belief is a choice.

10/22/2018 5:25:23 PM jimhayzlett Meaning that SA is not the isolated location of HST...  Question is: Any countries Not involved in HST?

10/22/2018 5:29:34 PM jimhayzlett Define alien please.

10/22/2018 5:30:40 PM jimhayzlett Thank you for your previous response.

10/22/2018 5:41:17 PM decodematrix This picture always amazed me. Its a shame that ancient people had technology that we are not allowed to use today. We are living in the dark ages. 

pic.twitter.com/3TSpIrNmyF

10/22/2018 5:50:01 PM jimhayzlett I've asked previously: You offer disclosures to a few who follow you on Twitter, but when will You disclose on MSM as NEEDED to awaken all?

10/22/2018 5:58:51 PM jimhayzlett Only because the bullies have guns and 'bully' clubs 😇

10/22/2018 6:02:01 PM jimhayzlett 100% deception for millennia

10/22/2018 6:09:29 PM jimhayzlett The planet and solar system are currently under quarantine.



10/22/2018 6:12:03 PM jimhayzlett Your agenda has not yet revealed that you are of the Light and Pro Humanity.  You may be controlled like a puppet, still.

10/22/2018 6:15:00 PM jimhayzlett Chinese posted dark side moon vids w buildings.  Anonymous claimed responsibility for YouTube outage.

10/22/2018 6:24:48 PM victoriasuzette Divide and conquer. It’s the same thing as what’s going on with the political parties and even with race wars. People divided are weak.

10/22/2018 7:12:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, but the visual signals are intended.

10/22/2018 7:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 This isn't classified as "really bad".

10/22/2018 8:40:55 PM pauliepg11111 HRC and Huma - that’s what I was referring to

10/22/2018 8:53:18 PM lmjonzey So their guards at the gates on watch? How do they know something's coming. Communication before hand?

10/22/2018 10:52:29 PM jimhayzlett I think he means the Chinese disclosure videos.

10/23/2018 6:26:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 We responded to Jim's comment and stated that moon videos are "not that bad", however "HRC & Huma" videos have [yet] to surface.

10/23/2018 6:42:04 AM roaminnoodle [HRC & Huma] videos: Before or after midterms?

Moon videos: Before or after midterms?

And, are these plural? Multiple video(s) of each?

10/23/2018 7:13:41 AM poeticbulldozer Lots of scientists iron out unnecessary variables in order to initially explain/test theories. It helps to determine whether or not something is 

fundamentally wrong with the theory. Provided or passes initial muster, they'll go on to run more complicated trials.

10/23/2018 7:15:39 AM poeticbulldozer The very reason they state the experiments are done this way is because it is a change from reality. They're making sure those who read it know, "this 

might not actually work in real life, we don't know yet!"

10/23/2018 7:58:08 AM jimhayzlett many vids of structures on moon.  I couldn't find the amazing 1 I saw before, but here is 1 short video w structure 😇 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kwUzJfReaps …

10/23/2018 8:09:36 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah.. Tell us more about this Super  Secret Space Program...🤓

10/23/2018 8:12:14 AM roaminnoodle Thanks, Jim!

Now waiting for the "authentic" videos to hit the web!

10/23/2018 3:57:25 PM olimyracle Read the writings in the back. pic.twitter.com/fWdqGWcsSh

10/23/2018 6:41:30 PM datruseeka The second one that looks like a pool likely only fills with blood.  It’s the pool at the Vanderbilt Biltmore Estate in Asheville, NC and the past home of 

Gloria Vanderbilt with her two sons, Anderson Cooper and bother who committed “suicide” at the age of 23.  Satanic!

10/24/2018 12:21:49 AM datruseeka If you google image for “Vanderbilt Biltmore pool” you’ll find more pics....

10/24/2018 10:44:41 PM decodematrix Was the info shared by Dan Crain/Burisch real or deception? pic.twitter.com/7VyGT2PNP7

10/25/2018 7:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Deception.

10/25/2018 7:14:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

10/25/2018 1:12:31 PM jm19712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any modern Sci-Fi authors you would like to recommend?

10/25/2018 1:26:07 PM jm19712 Speculation: for the same reason the US Army is spending almost 1/2 Billion USD to conduct large scale subt. operations training.  We are getting ready 

to flush the others out (or up) and will need assistance. Why was a  "blood shield" put in place? ROFS middlemen for whom?

10/25/2018 2:12:20 PM jm19712 probably need to understand the nature of the stargates a little better in order to take a stab at your riddles.  Are they "SG1" type gates that create 

wormholes to other parts of OUR universe with FTL travel or are they gates to the multiverse?

10/25/2018 2:14:50 PM jm19712 like a moth to the flame.  I chose to know.

10/26/2018 6:38:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 All eyes on Alice.

10/26/2018 7:22:46 PM blankmarlo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Project Montauk... Alleged experiments in invisibility and teleportation tech that lead to the accidental unlocking of time travel 

capabilities. Any insight to share on that topic?

10/26/2018 9:31:00 PM jm19712 still won't answer any of my questions....(crying in beer).

10/29/2018 1:06:13 PM decodematrix Are we going to get thorium reactors or are we skipping that and going to zero point energy? Also graphene is said to be a better conductor of 

electricity than copper and harder than diamonds. What can you say about graphene?

10/30/2018 7:46:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Socialized medicine.

Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1057280745637593088 …

10/30/2018 7:55:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 1947,33

10/30/2018 8:18:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Working Group was created prior to MJ12 being created. MJ12 was created as a means to obfuscate The Working Group's agenda.

10/30/2018 3:41:03 PM olimyracle hOw many words have a double meaning ? pic.twitter.com/zE1Tb4KoPP

10/30/2018 6:02:31 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Whats happening on Mars?  https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/7616959/mars-giant-plume-smoke-red-planet/ …

10/31/2018 9:06:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/CoreyGoode/status/1057601628562370560 …

10/31/2018 9:38:48 PM lbf777 I will admit the movie had excellent redpills. My question is when will we get the free energy tech? It would help the world a lot.

10/31/2018 9:42:29 PM astol14334 Fake news?

10/31/2018 10:44:04 PM 001exports Yes lots of important info yet no explanation of the #EarthQuarantine and how it relates to these themes

11/1/2018 7:59:36 AM lbf777 The Urantia channeling explains how the quarantine was triggered during the Lucifer rebellion which began around 198,000 BC:

 https://www.urantia.org/urantia-book-standardized/paper-53-lucifer-rebellion …

11/1/2018 8:12:52 AM lbf777 Above Majestic Movie Recap 

1. I expected it to be disinfo but it had many MASSIVE redpills even for conspiracy savvy people.

2. Movie should be used to wake up sleepers.

3. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is even promoting it. They claim military killed Deep State elements within MJ12.

🤔  https://twitter.com/CoreyGoode/status/1057601628562370560 …
11/1/2018 8:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't say we promoted it. We just said "nothing to see here".

11/1/2018 8:22:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not endorse Above Majestic and nor do we agree with everything it says. Disinformation is necessary and there is disinformation contained 

within it, however the intent of the documentary aligns with our efforts.

11/1/2018 8:22:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Above Majestic is a new documentary on iTunes that challenges your world view understanding of the state of global affairs from a lens that is actively 

silenced and suppressed by the Deep State. 

Why? 

Disinformation? 

Misinformation? 

Conspiracy? 

Who controls who?

11/1/2018 8:25:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 This misconception in #AboveMajestic is the technology sought will be delivered onto you by the Military. Wrong. The military will guide private 

corporations to incorporate the new functionality in their products. You will see "organic" innovation from citizens, not DOD/MJ12.

11/1/2018 8:27:53 AM jimhayzlett So DOD and MJ12 are not pro Humanity...  Do you understand how you received the technology?



11/1/2018 8:29:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Riddle us this:

Anons claim Q team includes 45.

45 claims anonymous sources are Fake News.

#AboveMajestic use nth-degree of separation with anonymous sources and "insiders".

Q suggests #AboveMajestic may be real. 

Hypocrisy?

Confirmation bias?

Disinformation?

What is real?

How?
11/1/2018 8:29:59 AM lbf777 When will this happen?

11/1/2018 8:30:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

11/1/2018 8:32:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 DOD/MJ12 will work with business to seed the technology naturally so we do not make too quick of a leap in our technological advanced such that 

earth's cocreative consciousness doesnt destroy itself with nearly unlimited energy for earths needs. We are on Humanity's side.

11/1/2018 8:32:59 AM laughinatdumbdc  pic.twitter.com/vRHC99aO60

11/1/2018 8:34:13 AM lbf777 I am aware but since we are experiencing time, can you give us an idea on when to expect this? It’s a shame that we are paying for energy & polluting 

the earth. The people could really use some good news. This deep state shit all over us and something like free energy would help.

11/1/2018 8:34:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion and existing corporations will not be the recipients since the first time we did this the information was perverted. They will crop up 

as new corporations from new faces from within the Alliance unknown to many.

11/1/2018 8:36:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Whose planet is this? Those who believe they are the rightful owners need to deal with their slaves revolting against them. We must declare victory 

before we roll out the technology. Think logically.

11/1/2018 8:38:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wikipedia is disinformation. You won't find what happened on that date we mentioned anywhere. It is original.

11/1/2018 8:38:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 FOIA or FIOA?

11/1/2018 8:38:56 AM blankmarlo A lot of this hinges on POTUS confirming Q

11/1/2018 8:40:18 AM laughinatdumbdc Gotcha.  just thinking out loud.

11/1/2018 8:40:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clearance in the Alliance has many layers proportional to the impact decisions can have on the "order of life". Presidential clearances are a joke. They 

are basically unclassified roles in contrast to the levels of secrecy within the different colonies. We report to Alliance.

11/1/2018 8:41:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, WHO Q is is irrelevant. The information is real. Nothing hinges on 45 confirming Q. The information is real.

11/1/2018 8:44:30 AM blankmarlo I don't care who Q is and I know the info is real but where does this all go without any public acknowledgement? Is it just an Easter egg for those of us 

that have been doing the research while the plan unfolds?

11/1/2018 8:45:24 AM roaminnoodle Wish I could help/work with the Alliance some day!

11/1/2018 8:45:44 AM lbf777 It would be best to do that plus release it online so people can recreate it easily at home.

11/1/2018 8:47:25 AM blankmarlo Also soft/slow release through the public sector leads to a lot less questions about why we've been starving and going to war for the last couple 

decades when this tech could have fixed all that ;)

11/1/2018 8:48:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 The intent is to release the information online.

11/1/2018 8:49:36 AM roaminnoodle OPEN SOURCE EVERYTHING (or as much as possible?)

11/1/2018 8:49:44 AM keith369me My intuition regarding those publically involved in production suggest that they are true truth seekers.  Jordan, Laura, David, Corey may be 

disseminating some misinformation, but my intuition is that it would be unknowingly disseminated.

11/1/2018 8:51:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 To help the alliance, educate your fellow man of our existence and our programs who would otherwise be unaware.

11/1/2018 8:52:59 AM roaminnoodle What programs do you speak of? Maybe I am not even fully aware.

I have a small following on here on Twitter, but try to engage w/ you as much as I can.

In personal relations, I try, if I can, to "redpill" when & where possible. Some people's cognitive dissonance is too strong.

11/1/2018 8:54:19 AM lbf777 Can we just release it asap across social media platforms now? The people really need relief. It will help dismantle the Deep State power structure 

since they won't be making money on us via energy costs anymore & the people would be financially healthier.

11/1/2018 8:56:29 AM lbf777 Open source everything is the idea. We need absolute transparency in Gov & businesses including an open source intelligence agency which Robert 

Steele has the blueprints for.

11/1/2018 8:58:11 AM keith369me Does it really matter who Q is?  Many were taught to a method to search for and discern truth via the Q drops.  The lesson in my humble opinion is 

more important than the identity of Q...and am I learning so much so quickly now.

11/1/2018 9:01:03 AM roaminnoodle Perhaps that is the better wording (most > some) but I am trying to remain optimistic/positive.

11/1/2018 9:04:33 AM jimhayzlett Oh, OK! So, what 'private corporate business' who is pro Humanity, have you given free energy AND replicator technology to?  Names please🙏🏼😇

11/1/2018 9:16:54 AM roaminnoodle While I am in agreement with you, I think that MJ12 are saying (((they))), the [DS], are in control of the technology and we must defeat them, & their 

control over us, before we can have access to these technologies and information. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1058019851602718720 …

11/1/2018 9:19:39 AM lbf777 Yes but MJ12 is the highest ranking office in the US and about 16 levels higher than the President meaning they hold all the secrets. MJ12 is within the 

CFR. CFR controls the politics in America & they work for the Round Table in England.

11/1/2018 9:29:12 AM decodematrix I'm thinking corporations that are ideal to make med beds are corporations that already make MRI machines such as Philips, GE, Toshiba, Siemens, etc.

11/1/2018 9:32:11 AM roaminnoodle Could we (i.e. YOU?) please get someone working on an easily shareable document/flyer of concise and sourced (digestible, believable) information to 

then be posted online, or elsewhere in person, to further help get this information out to our fellow man?

11/1/2018 9:32:13 AM lmjonzey I agree on it does not matter who Q is as along as the information turns out true. It might take a few weeks to get the realistic version and weed out 

the disinfo. But the idea of Q has brought a lot of people together for the good.   Q/group is better hidden for their safety.

11/1/2018 9:33:45 AM lbf777 I think there are 16 layers above President & Majestic 12 is at the very top. MJ12 used to work for the Round Table in England. What is going on with 

this Round Table situation? Did you all break off from them?

11/1/2018 9:43:29 AM lbf777 There it is. MJ12 at the top.

11/1/2018 10:21:51 AM datruseeka Truman started MJ-12 group after Operation High Jump, but it was Eisenhower that relinquished his role in it for plausible deniability of UFO’s and 

Aliens, and declare MJ-12 Clearance to be ABOVE the highest elected office of Presidency, thus relinquishing the power of voting.

11/1/2018 10:37:28 AM nun_chucknorris They said will, not have.

11/1/2018 11:02:49 AM turboxyde I think it's about "time" (cosmic humor intended) for the Alliance to depolarize more assets so we can do a better job of understanding the totality of 

the scope sans the polarity games. Petition the Game Masters won't ya? It's "time" for another holographic insert to decode! ∞

11/1/2018 1:11:58 PM jimhayzlett When?

11/1/2018 1:18:14 PM roaminnoodle Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849220412432384 …

11/1/2018 1:41:38 PM scott_rick Correct , Operation Highjump- Byrd

11/1/2018 1:49:36 PM scott_rick Earth is toroidal having 2 entry points, one is Antarctica: pic.twitter.com/zMbSIodigt



11/1/2018 2:03:04 PM siggybergen I’ve always thought that was obvious. Interesting.

11/1/2018 2:49:16 PM jm19712 I must have missed the Q post where # above majestic was mentioned.  I get 0 Returns on qanon dot pub for "majestic".

11/1/2018 3:46:22 PM jm19712 I'm slow on the uptake today.  So many creatures and obstACKles in this here swamp that I have to slog around in.   I think most American adults 

probably understand that technology exists that is not disclosed to the public. I just didn't draw the connection between Qs comments.

11/1/2018 5:43:32 PM rembrandt_1981 God, Help these people and clones!  Talk about clone abuse.  I would never want to be Hillary No 2 or 3.

11/1/2018 5:55:09 PM 00loll0 Lovely deep-colors.

11/1/2018 7:21:32 PM decodematrix William Tompkins is my favorite insider. I bought his book. RIP William Tompkins, a true patriot.

11/1/2018 8:52:30 PM siggybergen I've been reading Majestic 12 as your recommended...I am a little confused.  Is MJ12 saying they are cabal? Or are they on the good side?

11/1/2018 9:13:56 PM wakeup_541 This is sooo crazy I can’t wrap my mind around this whole earth, mars, and Antarctica??!!

11/2/2018 6:14:36 AM roaminnoodle There is a lot more "WE" still do not know - about true history, true science, our true selves..

11/2/2018 11:35:58 AM juulabuela Uhh source?

11/2/2018 11:38:26 AM juulabuela Wild how you see the problem with capitalist price structures but then you jump to aliens or whatever the fuck instead of being like hmmm maybe 

people are just extracting money cause they’re incentivized to

11/2/2018 11:39:43 AM juulabuela Love to be an all powerful super secret cabal then leave incriminating evidence everywhere

11/2/2018 11:40:27 AM juulabuela Lmao the stock market absolutley crashed before then

11/2/2018 11:42:01 AM juulabuela Or imagine you’re a part of the upper class just ramming through tax cuts and avoiding real criticism because of a dumb culture war where people with 

broken brains think there are aliens and lizard people instead of just greedy assholes

11/2/2018 11:43:31 AM juulabuela Please god in all of your theories replace “stargate” with “money” and then you’ll both right and not very crazy!

11/2/2018 11:45:28 AM juulabuela Or hear me out here, it’s a chance for Saudi Arabia Iran to have a proxy war over control of the south Arabian peninsula and it has nothing to do with 

any crazy stuff

11/2/2018 11:46:34 AM juulabuela What man if there’s no time then there’s no concept of “now”

11/2/2018 11:47:20 AM juulabuela HAHAHAHA omg

11/2/2018 11:49:32 AM juulabuela Man do you ever feel bad for what you’re doing to all these vulnerable people? Giving them hope and stringing them along. Really depressing stuff

11/2/2018 11:53:45 AM juulabuela Whatever bust and boom is embedded in the system. The magnitude of it demands on specific conditions but they’ll always happen.

11/2/2018 12:09:17 PM juulabuela Just depends where you define crash. And what you define as a conspiracy! The only conspiracy that’s true in any of this stuff is the upper class works 

to keep its power over the workers and powerless. No aliens or cabals necessary.

11/2/2018 12:53:15 PM juulabuela That’s what the initial tweet is about and if you’re responding to it I assume you’re a subscriber. Understanding context can be difficult but you can do 

it!

11/2/2018 1:17:28 PM juulabuela Yeah dude that’d be all fine and mighty if your profile wasn’t full of a buncha conspiracy theories and dataless claims like rampant voter fraud. The 

most “blind” people love to talk openmindeness and logic and pretty quotes wihtout examining how full of ideology they are

11/2/2018 1:27:38 PM wakeup_541 That just freaks me out, not in a bad way but not in a familiar way you know

11/2/2018 1:29:05 PM roaminnoodle Trust your intuition. Get to know yourself. Spend more time going inward.

11/2/2018 1:32:00 PM scott_rick If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.

Nikola Tesla

11/2/2018 1:36:13 PM juulabuela Ya dude “heritage foundation” literally funded for dopes like you to believe in the free market and individual liberty and all that jazz so you keep lickin 

that boot. No thanks!

11/2/2018 1:36:58 PM wakeup_541 Well for me I go straight to Jesus :)

11/2/2018 1:38:11 PM juulabuela Just looking at voter suppression (gerrymandering, restrictive ID laws, polling places and their location, intimidation by local police) vs voter fraud. If 

you really cared about democracy you’d be much more on fire about fixing the former than the latter

11/2/2018 2:24:57 PM juulabuela Yeesh “bye felicia” another boomer with a broken brain

11/2/2018 2:26:42 PM juulabuela And nah mostly using this account to try and tease out why the fuck people can be conned into believing these things, how your kind of mindset 

develops. Morbid curiosity about smooth brained Q believes and the like

11/3/2018 9:16:58 AM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/3/2018 12:51:47 PM lbf777 Be careful because the 1% historically has said they will help the world AFTER the enemy is taken down but that day never comes because they are 

working with the enemy. This is outline in the Protocols Of Zion leaked conquest guide.

11/4/2018 12:25:00 PM jane_q_patriot Fascinating thread I've stumbled upon. Since the start of Q I've tried to suggest the significance of the "&" (Alice & Wonderland) is much more than just 

meaning "per se, and," or once being the 27th letter of the English alphabet, but that it's the combo of characters *E and T*.

11/4/2018 7:35:35 PM jm19712 Can you expand on this tweet for me? I will not be judgmental.  You have thrown a couple interesting nuances into this that I have not heard about.  To 

me, 322 is the the Yaley club of power players that are part of the cabal.  What does a vampire have to do with all this?

11/5/2018 9:36:13 PM pkekbar Oh... #MBSأبومنشار 

Picked her up, eh?

#QAnon @realDonaldTrump #TrustThePlan

11/6/2018 7:26:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not sit this election out. #ElectionDay2018 #GoVote #Vote

11/6/2018 7:28:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sealed indictments can be found on Pacer, the Government legal service. Sessions is recused from investigating Hillary Clinton. Huber and Horowitz are 

doing the investigations.

11/6/2018 7:31:44 AM roaminnoodle At 6 this morning, I voted in my first Mid Term Election, but the Voting Machine "Was Down" and they were just putting ballots face down in a 

cardboard box... Hope it gets counted accurately!

11/6/2018 7:33:01 AM roaminnoodle After DECLAS, Sessions is un-recused?

11/6/2018 7:43:39 AM sorgfelt I agree.

11/6/2018 7:46:21 AM jaynitess No, Seald Indicmnts r not identified on any real gov site, we don't know the amount. Th rumor stems frm ppl making homemade spreadshts,w/ seald 

procdngs frm Pacer coppied into thm. Th sprdshts really contain a mix, incl srch warrnts, magistrate juvie etc. https://wmerthon6.wixsite.com/website-

1/home/comprehensive-analysis-of-the-50k-sealed-indictment-claim …

11/6/2018 8:14:14 AM roaminnoodle With the atmosphere of "Election Fraud" I just wanted to "report" this, since I am no expert. Thanks for your assurance.

11/6/2018 12:12:59 PM mikecoats1965 Have you seen my emails? ❤️

11/6/2018 1:08:16 PM thetempestchip I wish i had done more to help Shiva win in MA, truly. That would have shaken things up

11/6/2018 5:55:37 PM xxbuffaloheadxx Question?...how and does the Sun effect human conscience...if I understand the bible correctly Jesus is an allegory for the Sun and it is based on the 

age of Pisces in Revelations Jesus aka the Sun has the power open the 7 Seals AKA the 7 chakras(144000)amen-ra

#HeartheTrumpPence

11/6/2018 9:18:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mind if we see the full color filter next? What is light? https://twitter.com/USNavy/status/1059482273710592005 …

11/6/2018 9:22:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fisheye lens creates the curvature seen in this photo, but the Earth is not flat, just the horizon in this photo but the optical effect you get by "focusing" 

in on a small segment enlarged via fisheye make the photos meaningful and not Google Earth like. Flat... empty... fake. 

https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1060019513767485440 …

11/6/2018 9:25:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was not clean. We couldn't let him in. National Security.

11/6/2018 10:19:51 PM decodematrix The flat earth conspiracy was an attempt by the cabal to confuse people when real info started leaking out about the secret space program and 

extraterrestrial life.

11/7/2018 5:59:18 AM roaminnoodle Warren, then, the lesser of two evils...

11/7/2018 6:33:48 AM thetempestchip Appreciate the feedback👊🏼



11/7/2018 10:21:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Warren can be controlled.

11/7/2018 10:23:41 AM jonle86 most likely he takes marching orders from someone else

11/7/2018 10:25:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 He used his race as a justification for voting for him, masked with attacks (perhaps legitimately) against Warren. America has moved past voting for 

people based on race or color of their skin. Policy wise, he was weak. Regardless, he is controlled by [Classified]. Won't say who.

11/7/2018 10:35:42 AM jonle86 14ft reptilian?

11/7/2018 10:36:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, he is not nearly important enough to interact with one of the Draco.

11/7/2018 10:39:00 AM jonle86 fair enough

11/7/2018 11:02:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big things are about to happen.

11/7/2018 11:02:56 AM chrisklemenza  pic.twitter.com/WVLRk9hSyi

11/7/2018 11:04:54 AM pachecoj11 whats that?

11/7/2018 11:10:37 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1060086277519884288?s=19 …

11/7/2018 11:18:51 AM keith369me 11/11 related?

11/7/2018 11:19:10 AM turboxyde Dreamweavers assemble!

11/7/2018 11:53:58 AM jonle86 Like?

11/7/2018 11:56:50 AM roaminnoodle Related: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1060256619383193601 …

11/7/2018 11:59:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sessions was terminated as AG.

11/7/2018 12:00:18 PM jonle86 Military tribunals up next?

11/7/2018 12:00:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet. Soon.

11/7/2018 12:05:43 PM jonle86 What's on 11/11?

11/7/2018 12:18:16 PM decodematrix I have learned to expect the unexpected. We are dealing with time travelers here and the timeline can change at any time. I remember some people 

talking about time travelers have to wear lead glasses when they go through portals. https://youtu.be/PEnxkz9_fUA 

11/7/2018 12:28:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Comical.

11/7/2018 12:36:02 PM secretangelop Meaning what exactly?

11/7/2018 12:36:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon.

11/7/2018 12:38:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your eyes on the WH staff changes that will take place this week and cross reference with messages that Q has been passing onto you. Big things 

are coming. Very big.

11/7/2018 12:40:06 PM jimhayzlett This changes more spiritually than one can imagine 🙏🏼😇

11/7/2018 12:42:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is understood generally that unleashing this utility onto the world will help rise cocreative exoconsciousness in a way that is more effective than 

other previous attempts, however the OLD GUARD was in the way and blocked MJ12's every move - even though we researched it fully.

11/7/2018 12:46:08 PM lbf777 Wasn’t MJ12 deep state before as you said? When did that change?

11/7/2018 12:46:57 PM turboxyde It is indeed a sacred herb. What is the plan for psilocybin? It shows great promise for kick starting neurogenesis and healing very complex injuries. 

These two "gifts" alone could be the exact catalyst needed to help others through the hemisynch process and onward.

11/7/2018 12:50:21 PM decodematrix WW1 ended on 11/11/1917, WW3 might end on 11/11/2018.

11/7/2018 12:56:06 PM karenschaffer8 God I hope so.

11/7/2018 1:25:14 PM borutathe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I agree. HUGE things are about to happen. CO is the place to be.  pic.twitter.com/F2fyq9zwNe

11/7/2018 1:33:31 PM borutathe 9=6. They are interchangeable in the master code (which runs all events here inside "The Park").

6s will lead you to exits.

6=hexagons=honeycombs...

11/7/2018 2:07:49 PM decodematrix Ok. What about this: A big part of @blueavians story is his interactions with the Anshar. The Anshar told him they are humans from 18 million years in 

the future. There was an anomaly in their/our timeline and they traveled 18 million years into the past to fix the anomaly.

11/7/2018 2:08:15 PM chrisklemenza Are we talking world wide or US?

11/7/2018 2:53:08 PM decodematrix Also, you said the beings that crashed at Roswell were humans from the future. So I'm wondering if it was the Anshar that crashed at Roswell or if it 

was humans from a different time in our future.

11/7/2018 9:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 The World Is Watching. 

The World Is Waiting. 

Your destiny approaches. 

Enjoying [PANIC IN DC]?

MJ12

11/7/2018 9:42:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes on Rosenstein tomorrow.

We know who you just met with [RR].

RED RED. 

[PANIC IN DC]

MJ12

11/7/2018 9:57:40 PM lbf777 It’s been a heck of a day. 😎🤠

11/8/2018 3:06:19 AM tomciscoadams the p’nti crashed at roswell

11/8/2018 6:16:10 AM lmjonzey I looked at the GA election results map. Some of those blue counties flip results. There is no way those areas are 65+% democratic. Some have large 

areas of small business owners.  No way.  Downtown 98% demo...as u go further east you can see the logathrium used to change votes.

11/8/2018 6:20:52 AM lmjonzey And why does the US ask the EU countries to confirm. Ok 3rd party..but gotta be a better way. Maybe that iran pallet money could have paid a 

department on four corners of the USA with 4 independent companies sending in their results by cert..armed..guards. cross check each other.

11/8/2018 6:23:43 AM lmjonzey I have a son who is epileptic.  I've got fibro. I went to pick a script only to find laws changed again and price tripled plus insurance company would only 

pay 5 says.

11/8/2018 6:27:43 AM lmjonzey I know addacits out number the truly sick. But you are back to punishing mass when a few have a real need. Cancer Parkinson's etc. Need a way for the 

few to have access. I use same doc and same drug store. Made friends with pharmacists. Still have issues.

11/8/2018 8:02:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 [SEALED] https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1060562645080772608 …

11/8/2018 8:16:41 AM asktheq_ Overplayed their hand again.

11/8/2018 8:26:54 AM chrisklemenza The world is indeed watching.

11/8/2018 10:24:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is ready for LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION?

🍿

11/8/2018 10:26:21 AM lbf777 This sounds exciting.

11/8/2018 10:26:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did Bernie Sanders know before he announced his intention to run for President that he would be cheated?

Yes.

Did he do anything about it?

No.

Why?

RED RED.
11/8/2018 10:33:17 AM pachecoj11 "hey Bernie, how about a nice million dollar mansion..."



11/8/2018 10:38:43 AM jane_q_patriot And just like almost everything the Dems do, it backfired royally... Here, let me try stepping on yet another rake and see what happens THIS time? 

*smack*

11/8/2018 10:44:50 AM jonle86 is Potus going to disclose ET and secret space programs ?

11/8/2018 10:45:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/8/2018 10:46:34 AM jonle86 hopefully all secret space programs including slave labour on mars

11/8/2018 10:47:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing about Mars.

11/8/2018 10:49:09 AM jonle86 too bad, we want full disclosure otherwise it's pointless..

11/8/2018 10:50:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 To some, nothing will ever be good enough.

To those, we ignore.

For God & Country.

11/8/2018 10:52:13 AM jonle86 Mars is important to tell the world about, they need to know about our real history, pyramids on mars etc....

11/8/2018 10:53:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe that all accounts from "insiders" regarding Mars are even accurate?

How about "most"?

There are very few people on this planet, strategically for obvious reasons, who are fully briefed on whats going on with Mars.

Mars is not part of disclosure.

Not yet.

No slaves.

11/8/2018 10:54:56 AM lightseeker2012 But did he sell out (as many assume) or was he threatened?

11/8/2018 10:55:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The preparations and groundwork laid out by past administrations and members within the Cabal (some former MJ12 members) for a "false flag alien 

invasion" (as a means to justify a Global Governance) will commence as planned.

11/8/2018 10:56:38 AM sailbum12 What?

11/8/2018 10:57:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 The enemy is not made up, as the conspiracy theory Project Bluebeam suggests. The enemy is very real, however the enemy was the entity that setup 

Project Bluebeam in the 1st place. We are going to use their weapon against them for their crimes against humanity. For God & Country.

11/8/2018 10:59:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure will take place, and it will be the catalyst to ending the Cabal, establishing the Space Force, and declaring our planet wide independence 

from the Draco who have long controlled Earth. With great power comes great responsibility. They never thought she would lose.

11/8/2018 10:59:34 AM jonle86 so what's really going on On mars?

11/8/2018 11:01:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 The first race to be disclosed will most likely be a hostile enemy of Earth, however part of keeping the public calm during this period will be, as POTUS 

says, acknowledging that Americans are actually very intelligent and aware of what's really going on.

11/8/2018 11:01:56 AM lbf777 Do you mean that the White Hats are going to run project Bluebeam (using their own weapon against them) or the Black Hats are going to run it?

11/8/2018 11:02:34 AM chrisklemenza How many races are there thats hostile towards earth? Besides the Dracos..

11/8/2018 11:04:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Martial Law will be required during this period of time.

11/8/2018 11:04:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Once the Draco are confronted, at least one other race is planning on coming forward for public First Contact with POTUS to form an alliance that will 

require a Global Governance (but one that respects sovereignty of tribal states) to stop all Nuclear Proliferation.

11/8/2018 11:05:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are a handful of races that view humans as consumable animals no different than cows or dogs.

11/8/2018 11:05:51 AM nun_chucknorris In 2018?

11/8/2018 11:06:05 AM jonle86 will the inner earth people come forward?

11/8/2018 11:06:46 AM lbf777 Wait so POTUS wants a 1 world Gov and Martial Law?

That's exactly what the Deep State wanted.

11/8/2018 11:07:58 AM citoyen_resist I thought we were under protection of Pnt'l and other right minded stellar cousin alliances.

11/8/2018 11:08:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots are in control.

11/8/2018 11:08:32 AM lovethebeach999 When ???

11/8/2018 11:09:27 AM chrisklemenza Are they here now? Or have they been here in the past? Can they be killed by us? Got a whole lot of questions!

11/8/2018 11:09:53 AM citoyen_resist those ones fear the right minded advanced star cousins greatly.

11/8/2018 11:09:58 AM sailbum12 Do things start this weekend while POTUS is in the air?

11/8/2018 11:10:17 AM rancideous 🙋♂️ pic.twitter.com/ZT9mi2b6xB

11/8/2018 11:10:25 AM lbf777 We the 99% have no way of proving that though. This can all be a setup against the 99%.

11/8/2018 11:10:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Protection from threats that do not originate from within Earth.

11/8/2018 11:11:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the end, God wins.

11/8/2018 11:11:55 AM citoyen_resist ok. I got it. What do you think of the Lacerta account ?

11/8/2018 11:13:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 POTUS does not want a One World Government. He's a Nationalist who is America First. However, the alliances we've made have shown us how vitally 

important it is to have a governing body capable of making planetary decisions that are not internally political.

11/8/2018 11:14:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 The United Nations will be rebranded into something very similar to the United Federation of Planets (from Star Trek).

11/8/2018 11:14:34 AM sailbum12 That sounds logical.

11/8/2018 11:16:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Martial Law will be temporary as members of the Cabal are rounded up from all over the planet. Our planet was less than 3 months from total nuclear 

annihilation. In order to diffuse that kind of bomb, it took an exceptionally talented group of "Bomb Squad" LEO Agents aka MILINTEL

11/8/2018 11:17:22 AM lbf777 The United Nations was always intended to be the Gov of the NWO.

11/8/2018 11:18:18 AM rava8989 Sound like a fracking trap

11/8/2018 11:18:23 AM citoyen_resist I really liked this reptilian account.

11/8/2018 11:19:07 AM turboxyde So... how are you going to bring the "blood" to the surface so the wound of humanity can heal so to speak? I need interdimensional popcorn for this!

11/8/2018 11:19:45 AM keith369me The world will eventually have global governance or at least some sort of alliance. But, will it be about serving the people or serving the masters?  

Cabal was about service to itself.  Hopefully, energy, food and water are plentiful for all and we live in harmony with the earth.

11/8/2018 11:21:39 AM lbf777 I pray to God you guys are doing the right thing. 🙏

11/8/2018 11:26:13 AM ksouth21 @Jordan_Sather_

11/8/2018 11:29:10 AM stoneturnr To clarify, positive factions are planning to stage a fake invasion to justify martial law, then disclosure, mass arrests and create new international orgs? 

Why stage the invasion at all? Couldn't these things be done w/o bluebeam deception?

11/8/2018 11:29:31 AM keith369me This sarcasm is not productive.  Others can see outcomes that those living in 3D earth can not.

11/8/2018 11:33:50 AM keith369me Was this about exposing the Cabal and part of “the plan”? Although, not a fan of the words coming out of Bernie’s mouth, my intuition told me he was 

a force for good.  Many good, idealistic people I know naturally gravitated toward him despite him being a very awkward messenger.

11/8/2018 11:39:41 AM nonopilote2013 Which one? I’m interested. Thx

11/8/2018 11:42:59 AM citoyen_resist look up for Lacerta.

11/8/2018 11:43:07 AM richardhiatt16 Exactly what is Draco? I can’t keep up with all this “traffic”...  😆

11/8/2018 11:44:26 AM richardhiatt16 Please name the hostile enemy.. Let’s not beat around the bush..

11/8/2018 11:49:11 AM keith369me My bad, I interpreted the Titor reference improperly if that was not your intention.  Enjoy 11-11

11/8/2018 11:49:21 AM blankmarlo Was that the plan for the Military parade? Flex on the the deep state and reveal SSP tech to the masses?

11/8/2018 11:51:47 AM ksouth21 Arrests?



11/8/2018 11:58:08 AM worldxplorer1 When is this all supposed to start going down?

11/8/2018 12:24:49 PM ra_dec_magnatde  pic.twitter.com/QaGprpSnob

11/8/2018 3:13:58 PM randyfresh Are we talking about the same potus that spent that last couple of weeks fretting about a caravan of illegal aliens heading for the border?

11/8/2018 3:15:36 PM randyfresh He’s going to be down with real aliens  crossing our space borders? Uh huh. Sarah, please pardon my use of the term alien.

11/8/2018 4:55:30 PM decodematrix Are we forming an alliance with Pleiadians? Are we joining the Galactic Federation?

11/8/2018 5:35:56 PM mrblbrettish So what will happen at Nasa? Jsc specifically...

11/8/2018 6:35:27 PM islandofdelight Any timeline to warn family?

11/8/2018 7:40:26 PM shewolf_saryn Cool. Let’s do it! We are ready

11/8/2018 7:40:45 PM shewolf_saryn #massarrests

11/8/2018 8:14:11 PM jonessense Jrooti! Lol

11/8/2018 8:16:21 PM jonessense That’s an excellent point!

11/8/2018 8:18:29 PM jonessense He’s not lying about the 3 months

11/8/2018 8:25:13 PM merkaba369 Does this have anything to do with the US telling the Saudi to comply with a cease fire order in Yemen?

11/8/2018 8:26:48 PM merkaba369 529 JK?  Or DJT's son in law?

11/8/2018 8:31:13 PM merkaba369  pic.twitter.com/tNcBzxGzG0

11/8/2018 11:00:54 PM soul2ill Oof.

11/8/2018 11:21:39 PM darleend Another usurping of our rights; great, can't wait.

11/9/2018 3:15:01 AM targa49563940 Do you mean Ea are snakes?

11/9/2018 4:18:54 AM targa49563940 Or that their arrival is a negative event?

11/9/2018 6:48:42 AM diaptera_80 Are the Ea people ok with this plan?

11/9/2018 6:50:15 AM pillhard Draco? What?

11/9/2018 6:50:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12. We do not get this information from Jrooti or @SandiaWisdom. We are disclosing very controlled information right now to 

prepare the public for what is coming. We only need a small subsection of the population aware for the operation to succeed.

11/9/2018 6:51:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 POTUS has stated that the Military is being deployed to the Southern Border to deal with "the caravan" and "human trafficking."

11/9/2018 6:54:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Traveling through time is achieved inside your own mind, however when you do, you're actually just experiencing alternate realities. Remote Viewing 

alternative realities in alternative time periods has been successfully documented in the CIA's Stargate program.

11/9/2018 6:56:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 This tactic is being used currently with the #QAnon military operation as a means to stay "5 steps ahead" of everybody else. Inside Area 51 S4 (not 

Groom Lake), the Stargate device can be used to explore the cocreative consciousness alternative reality and not one in your head.

11/9/2018 6:57:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The difference can be expressed as such: Meditation + Remote Viewing allow you to see "forks in the road" of all decisions you personally have made. 

You can explore the realities in your mind of "what if" and those realities are accurate to a certain degree.

11/9/2018 6:58:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 However when you use a Stargate to Remote View alternative realities that do not derive from within your own mind, you are instead using technology 

to actually tap into the "fabric" of exoconsciousness with some level of precision.

11/9/2018 7:03:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 That "fabric" can be thought of as just that. Imagine a "fabric" with fractal geometric shapes that are physically 11 dimensions. Time is the illusion and 

the nature of reality is just the chaos created from merging multiple fractal patterns into one.

11/9/2018 7:04:38 AM targa49563940 What if a huge subsection is totaly in panic? 

Small subsection couldnt do much...

11/9/2018 7:05:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Our numbers are far greater.

11/9/2018 7:09:45 AM targa49563940 Why do you need a subsection then? 

Couldnt your numbers be enough?

11/9/2018 7:21:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 small subsection = numbers are far greater

11/9/2018 7:28:40 AM diaptera_80 Hm.. ok, but is this ”mark of the beast” thing gonna happen? Or is the downfall of the cabal gonna stop that before it happens? I hope 45 is not NWO-

guy, but I also listen to David Icke who think he is...

11/9/2018 8:14:09 AM diaptera_80 Important question: should we be prepared for the internet to be shut down?

11/9/2018 8:15:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 There will be outages on some major platforms but the internet itself should remain unaffected.

11/9/2018 8:17:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 NWO will be created, however it will be restructured to set priority to preserving life, ensuring a quality of life for all, and deal with multiplanetary 

objectives. Tribal sovereignty will be respected for all interEarth affairs.

11/9/2018 8:19:43 AM targa49563940 OK 

Thank you

Didnt know I could be part of your numbers ☺

11/9/2018 8:22:23 AM lbf777 So the deep state had plans to run project bluebeam & Martial which would lead to an NWO under the UN and now you are saying Trump is going to 

do just this? How can you expect us to be worried about this news? Are we getting screwed over again?

11/9/2018 8:27:59 AM jonessense It was a joke. I know who jrooti is   2 old hippies. Fyi Im aware its a serious matter.

11/9/2018 8:30:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, you are not getting "screwed over again." Laws exist to facilitate in the roundup and prosecution of the 60,000+ sealed indictments. Once 

Disclosure takes place, an electable, accountable, and pro-humanity governing body will be established (alongside other ETs) for peace.

11/9/2018 8:34:07 AM lbf777 I hope you’re right.

11/9/2018 8:43:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 TRUST THE PLAN.

PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL.

11/9/2018 9:01:00 AM decodematrix This is very exciting. There will be lots of people applying for the Space Force!

11/9/2018 9:02:05 AM decodematrix I want to know about the mantis/mantid beings.

11/9/2018 9:04:32 AM targa49563940 In what way are your numbers greater? 

Whatever they know, people are the same

No superpower when a crisis occurs

11/9/2018 9:42:53 AM james_dombro Will normal communication channels like the cell network be affected?

11/9/2018 10:16:22 AM diaptera_80 Is it enough for us to be aware? Or should we be prepared for more practical roles?

11/9/2018 11:03:31 AM roaminnoodle Aware of.. "Project Bluebeam" moving forward? But.. that "PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL"?

Have you been prepping me for this...? Ha! B/c for almost a yr I've had a daily 8PM Calendar Reminder in my phone: "Best thing to do is keep those 

who aren't aware calm when the situation arises"

11/9/2018 11:32:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Project Bluebeam was scrapped, however the technology developed in the background, and the pieces that were moved accordingly, are being 

reposition, repurposed, and recycled for Official First Contact.

11/9/2018 11:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Prepare yourself mentally for the heightened state of consciousness that will be required in order to survive.

11/9/2018 11:34:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Regulations will be added to protect against discrimination, however censorship must always exist. We do not want, in an open information world, to 

have schematics on every single computer on how to build a nuclear weapon. Censorship must exist. Double edged sword though.

11/9/2018 11:35:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation "Deep State" Actors https://twitter.com/SETIInstitute/status/1060979094932865026 …

11/9/2018 11:37:30 AM sehvehn i agree. as if others dont exists. very rude

11/9/2018 11:40:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 With "news" articles such as these, it makes us wonder whether or not any intelligent life exists on this planet. News flash. It does. And it does in space 

as well. Space is FILLED with life. All types. All kinds. Good. Evil. Cute. Ugly. Smart. Dumb. ALL TYPES.

11/9/2018 11:40:45 AM nun_chucknorris Preparing. For those of us who want to prepare others but are having trouble doing so, how long do we have to try to complete? Days, months, years?



11/9/2018 11:41:36 AM roaminnoodle So those who are not mentally prepared, for this heightened state of consciousness, will not survive?

11/9/2018 11:43:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Less than a few years, but there is time. Don't worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore to protect during this transition. Trust the 

plan.

11/9/2018 11:45:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine if a man from 200 AD who could pick any woman in the town and rape her on the spot, then one day being transplanted in 2018 America. That 

man is not mentally prepared for the heightened state of consciousness where we equally acknowledge and respect women's rights.

11/9/2018 11:46:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Death does not always await those who are not able to keep up with the times, however their lives are very difficult and low quality because of the 

decisions they make in a society with a heightened state of consciousness. Next step raises this standard even further. Look at $$$.

11/9/2018 11:47:24 AM nun_chucknorris Thank you. My trust in the plan is rock solid. Some feel like we have finally found our calling after searching for our whole lives. Much appreciation for 

ALL of the information you share here.

11/9/2018 11:50:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many people on Earth today who have this "calling" are actually "star seeds" (light based life forms) from other planets who came to Earth many 

decades ago to "help." Estimates are between 700,000-2,000,000 total souls. This is our "subsection" as stated earlier. We have it.

11/9/2018 11:55:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ready for the Mueller Report?

11/9/2018 11:55:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 61,000 folks? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1060984132568862720 …

11/9/2018 11:56:28 AM shewolf_saryn Yes yes!! Sweet baby gezus YES!!!

11/9/2018 12:00:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Welcome Death like a hero.

11/9/2018 12:01:20 PM jonessense Then i must be one cuz this is ALL i care about since waking up 6 years ago. I barely think of anything but trying to wake people and make 

improvements on myself.

11/9/2018 12:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Treason. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1060985627410423808 …

11/9/2018 12:03:39 PM godmagawins The comments on this post 😂😂😂.  Some people are going to need some serious meds.

11/9/2018 12:03:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, you are likely a star seed then. Be humble. In the coming decades those who are will learn their real identity and it will be shocking for most. Can 

you imagine yourself as NOT a human?

11/9/2018 12:04:37 PM sehvehn why do people keep putting words in his mouth....he said 'he' without specifications

11/9/2018 12:04:57 PM nun_chucknorris Personally I learned of and started researching Star Seeds in the past few months. It has been a rapid awakening. Been trying to break the digression 

from society it caused but improves every day. Home is getting closer. Like many others, I am enjoying the struggle.

11/9/2018 12:06:00 PM sehvehn *him*

11/9/2018 12:06:49 PM roaminnoodle I try to understand, and try to imagine, what OFC will totally, actually be like; the disclosure of other beings, as you said, of "ALL TYPES," and what that 

truly would be like.

So if we are not a "Star Seed" we *might* not survive?

How to tell if I am a "Star Seed" or not?

11/9/2018 12:07:32 PM sehvehn maybe some double meaning their? i dont know...ask illary

11/9/2018 12:09:39 PM nun_chucknorris If Mueller turns out to be our guy, I will never mistrust my intuition again no matter what the optics are.

11/9/2018 12:10:02 PM keith369me Today?

11/9/2018 12:13:29 PM diaptera_80 Funny you say light based lifeforms. I cannot imagine myself ever having been human before, but I feel like an abstract lifeform constantly struggling to 

adapt in the flesh. Will be interesting to know for sure...

11/9/2018 12:14:06 PM citoyen_resist I mean. Mueller working for the white hats.

11/9/2018 12:15:17 PM nun_chucknorris Research it from several sites but my guess is your being here and having this conversation.... you probably are.

11/9/2018 12:18:09 PM citoyen_resist 1st degree conservatives & liberals may have played.

11/9/2018 12:22:35 PM targa49563940 Just hope kindness and compassion will be taken into account in the next NWO

Otherwise I hope my time on this rock is up

11/9/2018 12:22:54 PM jdltr450 He's been working with Trump this whole time.

11/9/2018 12:25:24 PM diaptera_80 Rumours say the hordes from the south is not only refugees, but North Korea and Russia planning invasion. Sounds too farfetched to me, but feel free 

to comment.

11/9/2018 12:30:25 PM nun_chucknorris That is exactly what my gut has told me since the beginning.

11/9/2018 12:36:37 PM jonessense Ive already been told im not human origin but stuck here in incarnation cycle.

11/9/2018 1:01:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prison Planet

11/9/2018 1:32:32 PM jonessense Mostly cleared im told. Love this account cuz having confirmation is awesome!

11/9/2018 1:33:58 PM jonessense Which are those? Ive only had dream visitation

11/9/2018 1:35:10 PM lbf777 We need some love for the citizens too. Military is gobbling up over a trillion a year I think. Then again money itself is a scam. (Babylonian Money 

Magic)

11/9/2018 1:55:11 PM jonessense That feeling comes and goes for me all day long lol Damn Archons come and mess things up

11/9/2018 1:55:44 PM turboxyde I imagine our star families will want to check in on us in a more sanctioned and interactive way. Any hints on how long that may take to recieve official 

approval?

11/9/2018 1:56:37 PM jonessense What are they saying about you? And yes its rude

11/9/2018 2:29:27 PM jonessense Wow! I would find that so humorous unless of course it frightened you. But i think you can command that they leave your space as you would any 

entity.

11/9/2018 2:33:06 PM savedrepublica Would the destructive side really be this stupid to put so many of their eggs in one basket and not consider the possibility of such a plot twist?

11/9/2018 2:34:17 PM worldxplorer1 Are star seeds actively tracked or “worked with” by factions of the alliance?

11/10/2018 6:34:38 AM thetempestchip Here to assist😎

11/11/2018 8:20:46 PM lbf777 What happened to our 11-11-18 happenings? The whole trump team hyped us up. Were we lied to again?

11/12/2018 8:15:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Majestic Message of Disclosure

Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations that included the following aspects all 

intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy):

11/12/2018 8:15:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ Public Space port of entry means federal funding is laundered through Florida essentially funding all of these operations.

11/12/2018 8:15:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ Organized child procurement operations embedded deep within very large media corporations to provide supply to transnational CIA child 

trafficking trade.

11/12/2018 8:15:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Mind Control experiments were heavily funded at the federal level in Florida that resulted in many "sleeper cell" agents to be activated at specific 

events.

11/12/2018 8:16:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/ The Floridian defeated politician is deeply involved in these unacknowledged programs which include a perverted affinity towards young children, 

including pedophilia and sodomy as well as snuff murder.

11/12/2018 8:16:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ The Floridian incumbent Senator is a dirty politician with skeletons deep inside his closet including providing protection to Broward County election 

corruption because of the implications actions would have on these unacknowledged CIA/Majestic operations.

11/12/2018 8:16:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ Victims in the State of Florida include citizens on rare occasions. Non-citizens are essential to this organization. They believe the non-citizen is 

consumable and disposable because they are not protected under our laws.

11/12/2018 8:16:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 8/ The OLD GUARD is being systematically dismantled by the super elite Defense Intelligence Agency. A new future awaits America and it is one that 

includes disclosing Extraterrestrial life not only here on Earth but also on the Moon, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, and many more.



11/12/2018 8:16:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ The Majestic Operations running domestically in Florida were being run to supply money, children, slaves, and political power to several DUMBs 

strategically placed within Broward County and Palm Beach County.

11/12/2018 8:16:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 11/ Florida is not an anomaly. You can dig deep in every state in the Union, however Florida is certainly a hub of some sorts.

11/12/2018 8:16:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 10/ Many who are transferred are children being funneled through some of the major entertainment corporations of Florida who were Majestic 

appointees of the past.

11/12/2018 8:16:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/ A Stargate exists in Florida that transports hundreds of assets between off world bases.

11/12/2018 8:16:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 14/ This body is also vastly responsible for the manufacturing of compliant subordinates that is okay with their own children being abducted for these 

secret programs. Some of them are actually complicit. They know what happens and understand that they are a pawn and not personal

11/12/2018 8:16:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 13/ This body is vastly responsible for the manufacturing of mainstream propaganda, entertainment of all types from childrens stories to porn with 

child themes to tv shows that are absolutely worthless to a militarized presence in Space filled with hostile aliens. No peace.

11/12/2018 8:16:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 12/ You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD. You are watching the true IDENTITY of the "Deep State" / "Democratic Party". 

Not Democrats. The party corporation itself.

11/12/2018 8:16:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 17/ Florida is a major state to understand when it comes to the Deep State, the Bush Cartel, the Saudi's, and interplanetary child slave trading for 

religious consumption to continuously feed the occult magic connected to adrenochrome.

11/12/2018 8:16:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 16/ It wasn't until the "good" side of the Military took control over Majestic 12 in a capacity capable of dismantling it did we start to see top US Intel 

officials become full time anchors for the largest news and politics media corporations. The ship is sinking. They know it.

11/12/2018 8:16:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 15/ This body is also vasty responsible for news and political media coverage in the United States. For decades their strictly controlled pundits regularly 

visited Majestic Operations in Florida which included blackmail collection using children.

11/12/2018 8:16:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 20/ When Time and Space are an illusion to you, and you have a ship capable of interplanetary travel, trading a few favors for "convenient events" in 

exchange for the sacrifices. These entities exist solely for this purpose and they too hve very advanced technology.

11/12/2018 8:16:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 19/ Many rituals that occur, the cult members witness the "demon" (aka the extraterrestrial alien) consume the sacrifice and the members who join 

the Cabal must participate in order to prove their allegiance to this higher form of intelligence (from their own).

11/12/2018 8:16:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 18/ Adrenochrome is traded intergalactically among many power hungry races. These other races trade knowledge and access to extreme power for 

long periods of time in exchange for constant feedings.

11/12/2018 8:16:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 24/ We honor and respect the service and dedication to our County that all Veterans of America have put forth. Freedom isnt free and some make the 

ultimate sacrifice. Many were betrayed, and for that we are committed to unifying the country once again through truth and disclosure

11/12/2018 8:16:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 23/ Another alien "hot bed" and pedophilia rampant culture, France, just had an assassination attempt on 45. The destruction of the OLD GUARD is 

larger than just the United States. This requires a global GREAT AWAKENING.

11/12/2018 8:16:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 22/ The programs operated out of Florida by the OLD GUARD were horrific crimes against humanity and admission into the Galactic Federation 

requires all world leaders to unite behind eradicating these enemies.

11/12/2018 8:16:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 21/ A lot of that technology has come out ot Florida and the the systematic attack on youth and our childhood came out of both Florida and Hollywood; 

but probably more consequently, Florida.

11/12/2018 8:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourselves. https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1062200399606804481 …

11/12/2018 8:34:46 PM sehvehn this. makes. sense.

11/12/2018 8:37:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Her distinguished characteristic is that she has sex with both men and women. She is a puppet of Operation Majestic Childhood. Obviously that's not 

the real name of the program as its heavily compartmentalized, but for the Majestic 12, she is one of our pawns. Snuff films? 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1062198889556729856 …

11/12/2018 8:39:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you systematically enable the population to mass enhance its cocreative consciousness in a quick enough way to usher in Disclosure?

Legalize marijuana and declassify all research on the subject.

Will it happen?

Yes.

Trust the plan.

Systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD!

11/12/2018 8:40:24 PM jeremy13691746 This looks kind of familiar

11/12/2018 8:43:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Viewing child pornorgaphy is illegal because it requires the abuse of a child in order to produce.

Now shatter your interpretation of reality. Do you see the Matrix?

By choosing an act you are requiring that act to first exist.

IS-BEs CREATE REALITY

YOUR SOUL IS AN IS-BE
11/12/2018 8:48:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did Q suggest no future comms?

Anniversaries have delivered results.

What does 12/21/18 hold?

1YR after EO...

SEALED > UNSEALED

11/12/2018 8:56:38 PM lbf777 Thanks. Please keep rolling out the info.

11/12/2018 8:57:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 25/ Finally, remember Billionaire pedophile Jeff Epstein who ran the Lolita Express where Bill Clinton regularly frequented was actually just an FBI 

operation being run under Comey. Those who know cannot sleep. PANIC IN DC. Trust the plan!

11/12/2018 8:57:53 PM lilbreadbakerme I ask people to conjugate the verb “to be”. It’s a powerful way to create understanding of an infinite concept. Defining a “verb” helps with the learning. 

It translates among all languages.

11/12/2018 9:01:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 27/ The Majestic 12 on paper is not involved in any of this activity, however outside of insecure paper, alterier motives corrupted early members of 

Majestic 12 where their actions alone where Majestic that make it very difficult to combat in the dark.

11/12/2018 9:01:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 26/ Every major legal authority in Florida was corrupted by Operation Majestic Childhood. Jeffrey Epstein's case proved it. When he got off on real 

charges, the Cabal believed it got measurably stronger and more confident. More mistakes.

11/12/2018 9:11:53 PM sehvehn adrenochrome.....if it starts to boil in their bodies...it would make sense to me

11/12/2018 9:20:24 PM lbf777 Pot deprograms the mind which school and media programmed.

11/12/2018 9:21:30 PM lovethebeach999 @threadreaderapp pleaee do your thing

11/12/2018 9:23:13 PM lovethebeach999 @Jordan_Sather_ @KimDotcom

11/12/2018 9:57:44 PM christinaraciti Thank you so much 👏

11/12/2018 10:03:46 PM decodematrix Do they live on Jupiter and Saturn or the moons of them? I'm curious if beings can live on those gas planets.

11/12/2018 10:36:40 PM targa49563940 Who are these races?  Can you name them?

11/12/2018 10:49:39 PM lbf777 We got similar promises for 11-11-2018 and nothing happened.

11/12/2018 11:00:28 PM jimhayzlett Thank You, Sincerely, for these Disclosures.  I ask, sincerely, can you please disclose now on MSM?

11/12/2018 11:17:29 PM jlundr in twitter search ' from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 marijuana ' to see all they've said about it

11/12/2018 11:21:55 PM sehvehn what you say does not make sense. please give information that would have it make sense. thank you



11/12/2018 11:22:50 PM sehvehn do you believe there is a sun?

11/12/2018 11:23:58 PM sehvehn is the sun round? do you believe we are the only planet?

11/12/2018 11:40:04 PM mikelzinga Maybe clones don't produce adrenochrome. Just a thought.

11/12/2018 11:47:06 PM sehvehn (....sarcasm on your part? my bad)

11/13/2018 12:08:06 AM petitchevalb Reading your words about child pornography highly disrupts my mind

How is it supposed to make me figure out the matrix?

11/13/2018 12:32:07 AM askesis369 If you want to speak on Q, then make sure to read all the posts, where you would have seen them address the timeline change

11/13/2018 1:32:34 AM crank_the_crank Dunno if true but i've read that THC disrupts or even nullifies MK-ultra programming.

11/13/2018 1:36:16 AM datruseeka Please tell me, does the Majestic 12 or MJ-12 still exist?  The group created by Truman, but Eisenhower gave them security clearances about him.

11/13/2018 1:37:10 AM datruseeka Was the real reason JFK was assassinated was because he was going to expose their existence & secrets?

11/13/2018 2:20:45 AM datruseeka The Pleiadians?  Will all those who threaten us that live on the surface or deep underground be eliminated?  Will the Pleiadians help us to defeat them?

11/13/2018 2:22:29 AM datruseeka Will all the children that have been captured by these evil ET’s & Cabal be returned?  Will all those guilty in these crimes be held accountable?

11/13/2018 2:29:18 AM datruseeka Do you know how evil the UN and Agenda 21 is???? I will never support us supporting that evil NWO organization.  You would have to replace 

everyone and rename the organization totally different with new mission and structure & organization. And KILL Agenda 21 & Agenda 2030!

11/13/2018 2:31:15 AM datruseeka I am so so very thankful for ALL those involved in helping to save our nation and our world and that of our children and future generations.  Thank you 

from the bottom of our hearts.

11/13/2018 2:38:20 AM datruseeka When did the evil MJ12 get replaced with a good MJ12?

11/13/2018 2:41:05 AM datruseeka I’ve been wanting to use cannibus oil for nerve pain and have read of all the medical benefits.  And of hemps uses too!

11/13/2018 4:43:58 AM godmagawins What “is” the firmament?

11/13/2018 4:50:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very much so.

11/13/2018 6:05:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are "daycares" in Broward County Florida that are CIA fronts for preselecting children to be procured "next" for Operation Majestic Childhood.

11/13/2018 6:07:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Council of Foreign Relations is mandating this push onto "Fake News" CIA mockingbird media corporations because "integrity" in our election 

process undermines Operation Majestic Childhood. Elections were supposed to be thought of as "real" as "Fake News" is considered "real". 

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1062345629865795584 …

11/13/2018 6:08:28 AM nun_chucknorris I’m 99% sure you are talking with them sir. Look back at all of this account’s previous posts and decide for yourself.

11/13/2018 6:11:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 SEALTH BOMBER HAS YOUR 6 NIELSON. https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1062346413605052416 …

11/13/2018 6:12:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 classification program still exists, however the original charter was to maintain absolute secrecy about off-world space exploration 

performed by the Military. Since joining the Galactic Federation, Majestic 12 has been "replaced" and "repurposed" for Disclosure.

11/13/2018 6:14:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your choices dictate the nature of reality and by consequence create reality. Reality is nothing but a matrix of decisions and creation intermixed. It can 

be visualized in the form of a "matrix" of the mind. You break your condition by thinking freely and opening your mind to new

11/13/2018 6:15:26 AM rogkenn12 Not quite- but close. 😉

11/13/2018 6:15:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 possibilities and decisions that effectively rewrite the fundamental programming in the Matrix.

Entertaining your children with the creation of child predators only keeps child predators wealthy and powerful therefore mean your decision requires 

the abuse of children.

11/13/2018 6:16:42 AM ruru_jataka Care to share more on Michigan?

11/13/2018 6:26:23 AM petitchevalb Thank you, its clear

Juste hope everybody will know it, and that children suffering wont be in vain

11/13/2018 6:29:07 AM neworleansstsfn WTH is wrong with you?

Having everyone high will not motivate anything.

11/13/2018 6:33:39 AM rogkenn12 Not "off" - "inner"- world.

11/13/2018 6:35:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Family specific code words are a powerful asset that are undervalued and deliberately not taught to ensure a healthy supply to Operation Majestic 

Childhood. https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1062348603107229701 …

11/13/2018 7:48:24 AM sehvehn when we understand what can and cannot happen.....this becomes ridiculous. cowards. those that keep taking. theives

11/13/2018 7:51:59 AM richardhiatt16 WHAT? Are you talking about... That’s mADNESS man...  🤨

11/13/2018 8:22:06 AM emilycragg @POTUS See?  As I said, Majestic 12 is GHWB's baby, and it follows wherever he goes: trafficking in kids, drugs, oil & ET commerce (Secret Space 

Program).

11/13/2018 8:27:17 AM universalrisin What’s Operation Majestic Childhood

11/13/2018 8:32:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is a proxy name used by the Majestic 12 for collecting children for the manufacturing of adrenochrome and transnational/interplanetary trading of 

slaves (many are children). The actual program names are compartmentalized within each branch of the Government.

11/13/2018 8:41:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who know, cannot sleep.

11/13/2018 8:42:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Assassination threat against @POTUS if he decides to challenge any decision made by the Federal Reserve. Kennedy was assassinated for this reason, 

including many others like disclosing the Secret Space Program; Federal Reserve is what enables the Secret Space Program. 

https://twitter.com/ChrisCoons/status/1062384352124899328 …

11/13/2018 8:49:58 AM keith369me Lived in Broward years ago when I had young children.  Got the hell out of there before they attended pre-school.  An overall perceived sense of 

“doom” was lifted when I moved.  That place made me very uncomfortable.

11/13/2018 8:50:07 AM jonessense I thought an “Isbe” was a race of beings (us) that were created by anu.

11/13/2018 9:02:12 AM nun_chucknorris In this instance, are we referencing sleep as “rest in peace” and those who know, continue to reincarnate in attempt to stop this evil? (Osiris? Patton? 

Both? Both at once?)

11/13/2018 9:05:06 AM decodematrix No, they are saying those who know about the children being raped, tortured, and killed in satanic sacrifices can't sleep.

11/13/2018 9:06:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 RED LINE

11/13/2018 9:08:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs are immortal spiritual biological entities created by The Domain. See past drops.

11/13/2018 9:10:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Confidentially does not typically mean simply replying. We welcome all discussion points and topics that we are not interested in expanding on, we 

ignore. Others, we respond.

11/13/2018 9:12:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Escort = Prostitute 

Teen = Could Be 18+, Likely <18

Human Trafficking. https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1062392408636354560 …

11/13/2018 9:16:46 AM worldxplorer1 I understand there are psychopaths in the world, but considering the size and scope of the int'l / interplanetary slave trade, I am astounded at the 

number of people that have to be involved.  Multitudes complicit in pure evil or at the very least turning their backs to it.

11/13/2018 9:17:56 AM worldxplorer1 What is "The Domain"?

11/13/2018 9:24:09 AM 00loll0 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/order-marines-rescue-child-sex-slaves-under-getty-center-la-7 …

11/13/2018 9:24:36 AM richardhiatt16 Well, we just need to “investigate” the Federal Reserve.. everyone else is under investigation..  that will keep Federal Reserve busy until “D-Day” 🤨

11/13/2018 9:26:45 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOXanql0k78 …



11/13/2018 9:28:45 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah.  Why I am on sleeping pills... 😴.  I do feel better... 😁

11/13/2018 9:28:50 AM diaptera_80 Yeah, I had forgotten about that. Watched it a long time ago, I was quite taken by it. Remember having some doubts and questions to some of the 

details. Maybe this is the time for those answers...

11/13/2018 9:30:10 AM jonessense I will look. Ty. I only know them from the military nurse story.

11/13/2018 9:32:45 AM jonessense Im guessing the domain is who captured our souls and keep us incarnating here at their pleasure.

11/13/2018 9:33:02 AM decodematrix Send in Delta Force to raid these DUMBs.

11/13/2018 9:34:57 AM worldxplorer1 I wonder if IS-BEs are the Archons of gnostic teachings.

11/13/2018 9:43:09 AM diaptera_80 I was referring to the transcript, but I did watch the video also, and it is very sad to watch.

11/13/2018 9:44:30 AM jimhayzlett It's time to end the private, Worldwide Ponzi scheme, the heart of evil on this planet 🙏🏼😇

11/13/2018 9:45:06 AM marshahodgson I remember that from long ago. I think I felt sad for him as I listened. 

Will have to rewatch. Thanks.

11/13/2018 9:45:36 AM jimhayzlett Drain the Swamp

11/13/2018 9:46:06 AM jonessense Is-be are US!

11/13/2018 9:47:21 AM worldxplorer1 Just saw that from a tweet back on 8/29!

11/13/2018 9:50:53 AM decodematrix I always thought this was real. Bob Lazar's documents also showed DNI. pic.twitter.com/P40y2Buc8k

11/13/2018 9:51:11 AM jimhayzlett Heartless Humans

11/13/2018 9:55:36 AM jonessense If you think its madness, get off the thread

11/13/2018 10:00:53 AM datruseeka How long ago was that transition?  And who was/is the group reporting to?  Our President? Or British Crown? Or Vatican?

11/13/2018 10:02:05 AM datruseeka Was this disclosure the same that is being reported by David Wilcock and Corey Goode?

11/13/2018 10:05:55 AM richardhiatt16 That’s not nice 😳

11/13/2018 10:08:57 AM datruseeka Are you now working hand in hand with the Pleiadians? Against the evil ET’s?

11/13/2018 10:09:17 AM richardhiatt16 Take this you rabbit you.... pic.twitter.com/6lgMlP78eC

11/13/2018 10:09:46 AM wearewhatsdope The FED is the most treasonous organization in ALL OF AMERICA.  100 years of THEFT AND WAR IS ALL IT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR!!!!  END THAT BULLSHIT 

NOW.  #ENDTHEFED

11/13/2018 10:11:07 AM ruffgsd Great thread of scary not gonna sleep truth.

11/13/2018 10:11:12 AM datruseeka I have been wondering a while whatever happened to the MJ-12.  I appreciate finally finding out, so thank you much!

11/13/2018 10:15:27 AM jonessense Hahahaha! 😝

11/13/2018 10:16:48 AM jonessense Yer right

11/13/2018 10:21:11 AM datruseeka The Fed is an ILLEGAL entity that needs to be dissolved;we need to break away from the British Crown and Vatican Control.  And restore the US back to 

its original Republic and original Constitution, not the CORPORATION!  It’s time the truth come out about Kennedy’s assassination

11/13/2018 10:21:52 AM pauliepg11111 No matter how much I read up or learn about adrenochrome/child slavery, seeing it written no matter how many times makes me so unbelievably sad. 

My heart aches for these children. It just feels hopeless sometimes.

11/13/2018 10:24:18 AM datruseeka And Coons and Flake should be arrested for threatening our President!  They are both evil traitors!  Call it what it is, and stop sugar coating these evil 

people!

11/13/2018 10:26:18 AM datruseeka Remember it’s the ILLEGAL activities that support the SSP!  And the Fed’s are part of the ILLEGAL entity!  It’s time to fight back!

11/13/2018 10:26:30 AM richardhiatt16 😳

11/13/2018 10:27:07 AM jonessense  https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4  Google wont let me go to the original site where the transcript is.

11/13/2018 10:29:58 AM richardhiatt16 Yep, look at the Gulf Syndrome and so many I’ll veterans 🇺🇸( many whom have died) ...😢

11/13/2018 10:32:02 AM richardhiatt16 🤨

11/13/2018 10:34:15 AM richardhiatt16 Have a nice day Bunny..... 🤓

11/13/2018 10:35:42 AM abraga1853 I have an issue w/a so called alien organization that only partners w/corrupt govs. & gives them technology. From my perspective they r all evil...

11/13/2018 10:40:43 AM decodematrix We need the new QFS Quantum Financial System.

11/13/2018 10:43:44 AM datruseeka We “those that know and have the power to stop it” have allowed God’s children and babies to be raped, sodomized, unimaginably tortured and 

murdered for purposes of adrenochrome or put into slave trade.  It’s time people fight against them to save the children.

11/13/2018 10:44:13 AM anonymousada Great thread. I think we need to make sure disclosure includes the truth about "alien" races being demonic, not extraterrestrial.

I think that's the biggest revelation re space travel that I've learned.

11/13/2018 11:02:33 AM jonessense Sleeping pills? Nah, liquid Melatonin. 2 droppers and im out. Also said to open 3rd eye, which im guessing you need.

11/13/2018 11:03:53 AM jonessense That’s deep thinking! I like it!

11/13/2018 11:21:42 AM decodematrix This is the biggest thing we need to fix to be free. The cabal gets their power from controlling the central banks which are just national loan sharks. We 

need to clean up the Fed and the BIS.

11/13/2018 11:29:30 AM whynumbers369 No anything about the UK? Locations used to scout kids?

11/13/2018 11:31:28 AM miketorre Sick!!

11/13/2018 11:31:40 AM cocoseven2 😳

11/13/2018 11:39:56 AM roaminnoodle If true, I cannot sleep:

 https://twitter.com/MattyBoz3/status/1062400408113557510 …

11/13/2018 11:48:13 AM roaminnoodle A friend of yours, @SandiaWisdom?

11/13/2018 11:49:10 AM decodematrix Could we change the charter of the Fed with a Republican controlled senate or with executive order if we showed massive fraud?

11/13/2018 11:52:31 AM major_most Romans

11/13/2018 12:08:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 SOMETHING BIG IS ABOUT TO DROP...

Assets being moved as you read this.

P-A-I-N!

11/13/2018 12:08:21 PM godmagawins 🙏

11/13/2018 12:08:37 PM marcitriggs Can these beings communicate with any human they want?

Do these beings breed with humans?

If so do they keep track of the ones that are half breeds?

Are half breeds kept in the dark? If so why?

11/13/2018 12:09:22 PM james_dombro Drop publicly?

11/13/2018 12:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The incident in Ireland was not ET related. You're just looking at some highly classified aircraft flying around more in the open since Disclosure is 

extremely imminent.

11/13/2018 12:09:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. It will modify the playing field.

11/13/2018 12:10:44 PM james_dombro 🍿 Ready and waiting. #enjoyingtheshow

11/13/2018 12:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 BIG?

BIGGER. https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1062437103013900296 …

11/13/2018 12:11:05 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/TfOXN84ZzI

11/13/2018 12:11:31 PM wishfulldreamz Can you give a hint?

11/13/2018 12:12:27 PM petitchevalb I see someone alone and sick, without any friendly contact while suffering

Humans' way of treating people and as objects, with no dignity

11/13/2018 12:12:42 PM james_dombro Declassification? EO? Any hints?



11/13/2018 12:12:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 To do so would change the playing field and interfere with the plan. Even MJ12 members can be 187'd by Q/NSA/DIA assets.

11/13/2018 12:14:07 PM _vvoke_ Like when? Soon? Never?

11/13/2018 12:14:20 PM petitchevalb When you say assets, do you mean living beings too?

11/13/2018 12:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans fear what they do not understand. To understand that beautiful being (really, they were intelligent, loving, and curious) you first had to 

shatter the illusion of your own reality. This forced many in MJ12 to "panic" and double down on secrecy operations while exploiting.

11/13/2018 12:15:31 PM wishfulldreamz understood

11/13/2018 12:15:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are considered assets too.

11/13/2018 12:17:01 PM james_dombro Did the public miss something that happened on 11/11?

11/13/2018 12:18:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Godspeed Q Team.

Millions of American Patriots know what you are doing and they are actively praying for your success as we bring DARK > LIGHT.

Those who reject Q or denounce it as "fake" are protecting what should never grow on the vine.

DARK > LIGHT

11/13/2018 12:18:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big things did happen on 11/11. Keep digging.

11/13/2018 12:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 is considering the consequences of revealing the identity of the individual who has been broadcasting our messages. We are 

considering it. Some day perhaps.

11/13/2018 12:24:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Political?

11/13/2018 12:24:26 PM _greenlion_ how do we as a civilization make sure no one family/order/house gain too much power like owning 90% of global finances?.. Those people have been 

using cheat codes for earth i think..

11/13/2018 12:24:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT https://twitter.com/cnni/status/1062440867364003842 …

11/13/2018 12:24:47 PM datruseeka If revealing the person behind Q puts his/her life at risk, then don’t do it.  What we are told to believe by Q is that they are a team of 10 or less, with 

only 3 non military.  We also have been taught to believe is that @POTUSis connected to them through QProofs.

11/13/2018 12:25:24 PM james_dombro Cabal?*

11/13/2018 12:25:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just wait until you learn about what PROJECT GODMODE is.

11/13/2018 12:26:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were talking about MJ12 not Q.

11/13/2018 12:26:38 PM _greenlion_ my body is ready

11/13/2018 12:27:20 PM 00loll0 🎇

11/13/2018 12:27:25 PM nun_chucknorris I knew there was something about this meeting. Still not sure what but had a feeling. Even googled it but haven’t yet figured it out.

11/13/2018 12:27:55 PM lbf777 Ah so Q is a Majestic operation.🤔

11/13/2018 12:28:32 PM _greenlion_ torturing and killing of children?.. Also doing things that are traitorous to humanity maybe.

11/13/2018 12:29:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more than one body and can resident simultaneously in multiple places in multiple "times". 

How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness creates reality. Godmode is real.

11/13/2018 12:29:55 PM _greenlion_ cannabis has been proven to actually grow brain cells, abstract thinking is very useful for problem solving ;)

11/13/2018 12:30:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams teach.

11/13/2018 12:31:38 PM datruseeka Oh, then that is different, I’d want to know all of who is part of MJ-12. And are they still part of CFR?

11/13/2018 12:31:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Q is an NSA/DIA operation. MJ12 is above Q in secrecy mostly because MJ12's base of operations is not on planet Earth.

11/13/2018 12:31:49 PM 00loll0 John Titor 111,time traveling?

11/13/2018 12:32:19 PM wishfulldreamz Praying hard! 🙏🙏

11/13/2018 12:32:31 PM datruseeka And I for one, greatly appreciate these messages!

11/13/2018 12:32:33 PM _greenlion_ not likely for many centuries, maybe very limited interaction until they can be sure we are not a threat to them, keep in mind they still see us as total 

savages.

11/13/2018 12:32:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/13/2018 12:33:17 PM jane_q_patriot One day very soon, I hope we'll be able to learn what "PAIN" might (also) stand for.

11/13/2018 12:33:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes those we seek the most are those who reside within.

11/13/2018 12:34:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Convince them why a dangerous savage child race should be graced with their presence.

11/13/2018 12:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Chatter high]

Radio silence.

11/13/2018 12:41:09 PM datruseeka The MJ-12 is still part of the CFR?  That’s bad news, as the CFR is the American Illuminati/NWO!  They are truly our enemy rather than any Patriotic 

American organization. They promote the Industrial Military Complex.

11/13/2018 12:42:41 PM melanieanders7 Is there a way to research it and get CORRECT TRUTHFUL information on it?

11/13/2018 12:43:22 PM rava8989 Same shit over and over, nothing will happen until 6 year time loop is over.

11/13/2018 12:45:33 PM petitchevalb How can we shatter it?

11/13/2018 12:45:40 PM melanieanders7 Mr. Hermit. You have a beautiful mind. :) embrace it and love that brain which works leaps and bounds above most at the moment

11/13/2018 12:47:01 PM 1aaronjustice I like how this sounds as if there’s finally going to be consequences for bad behavior and the public might be made aware of it.  Is that correct or am I 

assuming ?

11/13/2018 12:52:02 PM petitchevalb Why do the matrix allow this kind of things?

Children treated as assets

ET friends as objects

Animals as garbages

11/13/2018 12:53:11 PM 1aaronjustice What benefit would it be if you revealed who it is ?  Would it weaken or strengthen the mission at hand?

11/13/2018 12:55:36 PM freedanon17 DARK TO LIGHT - let the ☀️💡💡☀️ SHINE ON ALL THE WORLD !!

11/13/2018 12:59:19 PM _greenlion_ what can you say about the vatican, such an ancient institution is bound to be influenced by non-human intelligences?...

11/13/2018 1:01:57 PM jonessense Do tell - 5G going forward?

11/13/2018 1:03:05 PM jonessense Do it!

11/13/2018 1:04:07 PM _greenlion_ project sound at a stone and have a microphone to record the interaction and make a feedback loop of the sound like when putting a mic too close to a 

speaker, correct resonance point wil shatter the stone to pieces ;) this is essentially what Hutschinson did in his experiments

11/13/2018 1:11:49 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

11/13/2018 1:13:33 PM threadreaderapp Hi! please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play 

a critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

11/13/2018 1:23:22 PM 1f4e97bebfc64c4 Time to grab the "go bag"?

11/13/2018 1:24:51 PM neverbeasheep Assets = Refugees

11/13/2018 1:29:44 PM sehvehn ive been in a plane. ive been on a ship. im not moving back to 2D

11/13/2018 1:32:41 PM sehvehn if you cannot put it into words...something that makes sense..im not watching your hollow wood video

11/13/2018 1:34:43 PM james_dombro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there anything you can tell us about the fourth state of water? H2O4 I believe? or Watt-Ahh?

11/13/2018 1:37:15 PM _greenlion_ sg-1 is one of the few who depicted the military in a good light :) having served in my countrys military i felt drawn towards this series

11/13/2018 1:38:24 PM lbf777 Hey mentioned the Military cleaned out the old MJ12 & put in a new one but I'd love to hear about what's going on with the CFR who are the top of 

the American Deep State basically.

11/13/2018 1:43:06 PM decodematrix Are they going to go outside and fly Vimanas?



11/13/2018 1:45:20 PM nun_chucknorris Thank you

11/13/2018 1:48:56 PM 1crazy_toaster Even if it does, we do have the means for protection.  It looks like this is temporary 'IF" it attempts to spread further. If we do not have an informed 

leadership, we will share the info & 'school' them, expect them to do right by the people. what do you think?

11/13/2018 1:49:46 PM actonelibby I think its a computing term with double meaning for this purpose.... 

Privacy. 

Authentication. 

Integrity. 

Non-repudiation.

11/13/2018 1:51:46 PM 1crazy_toaster What would be the benefits of this disclosure for you & for the people?

Thank you.

11/13/2018 1:56:17 PM datruseeka Find your answers here if you only want to know about the top of the CFR here in America. https://www.cfr.org/board-directors 

11/13/2018 2:07:17 PM datruseeka I’ve worked with many people from India, always very kind and very loving of each other and always helping one another.  These Indians who worked 

on my team were engineers, mathematians, computer scientist!  I visited with them often, great memories.  And great food!

11/13/2018 2:10:30 PM ggthinking  pic.twitter.com/tNTwKcS5UW

11/13/2018 2:12:33 PM petitchevalb Do adrenochrome farms really exist? 

https://www.google.fr/amp/s/amp.reddit.com/r/nosleep/comments/5rv75f/i_just_learned_the_horrible_impossible_truth/?espv=1 …

11/13/2018 2:15:16 PM dawntay40629790 Amen to that!!!

11/13/2018 2:18:59 PM jonessense I wasn’t AS concerned before i saw James g email this morning. They did a test and its killing wildlife. But you probably heard Jared and zora say it wont 

be allowed. 🤔

11/13/2018 2:19:42 PM jonessense As usual, im more concerned for innocent animals. That’s just me

11/13/2018 2:23:51 PM revellichor I still have no idea what all of this #Q stuff is about. Is it like the guy from V for Vendetta? That would be pretty sweet I guess.

11/13/2018 2:28:42 PM cstarr888 I am not sure what/who you are but I do not consent to this misinformation. Obfuscating the truth is lying by omission. I hope you are here to 

disseminate truth and not continue to promote confusion.

11/13/2018 2:31:41 PM cluster2120 So, "Victor's" story is entirely real?

11/13/2018 2:38:14 PM we_go_now I am right there with you @Jonessense I cried over the wild life with the fires....I feel bad for homes lost - but those are things....the little critters tears 

me up

11/13/2018 2:44:24 PM chelle030609 Why do people believe MJ12 was taken out years ago?

11/13/2018 2:46:17 PM jane_q_patriot I agree that might be it for this purpose. I also think there are potentially multiple meanings, each in greater context.

11/13/2018 2:49:26 PM datruseeka Is that where they plan to use Project BlueBeam and sound to present some huge holograph of God in the sky to fool us?

11/13/2018 3:12:05 PM dawntay40629790 I think Q is a team. As in Q clearance.

11/13/2018 3:20:35 PM twityersucks May God put a protective shield around the President , his family and those who are the angels that surround him to keep him safe. In the name of 

Jesus,  Amen.

11/13/2018 3:27:16 PM datruseeka People in CA are being ATTACKED!  It’s a WAR ZONE!  It’s D.E.W. attack with FIRE and KILLING PEOPLE!  BURNED ALIVE!  This is graphic and quite 

surreal and HORRIFIC. View discretion is advised! This video WILL SHOW the remains of scorched bodies. @POTUS 

https://d.tube/#!/v/highimpactflix/hj15eb7j …

11/13/2018 3:31:03 PM datruseeka When are these D.E.W. going to stop their WAR against the PEOPLE of CA!  They are being burnt alive!!!   This is WAR AGAINST our OWN PEOPLE!  

When is someone going to STOP THEM!  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DHSgov @seanhannity @FBI @RealEyeTheSpy @SenFeinstein R U & Hubby 

INVOLVED?

11/13/2018 3:39:20 PM 1crazy_toaster me too. I know.  Hard to tell what's going on based on all the intel flying and then the stuff no one talks about or knows.  Who owns the land there? 

What has happened to land previously / forcibly evacuated? What is there now? Who benefits or not? distraction?

11/13/2018 3:49:12 PM timesoftrouble @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 For so many centuries the veil of ignorance over humanity has blinded all, but even though so much evidence on aliens/reptilians 

has been made known via the Internet-most all human minds have become so dumb-down that all truth is a lie- so that they r always right  

pic.twitter.com/SOc8K8zamG

11/13/2018 3:50:04 PM amandpms This sounds like a threat.

11/13/2018 4:01:24 PM renegadegives I don’t see your point to be honest we live and die I couldn’t care about any random creatures because it doesn’t affect me. I don’t get blinded by 

politics and social media life is a second within eternity, just enjoy it ride it out then rest.

11/13/2018 4:11:41 PM thetempestchip What would happen if a regular civilian embarked on a journey such as the one described in “The Smoky God”? Who would turn them around? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/13/2018 4:39:27 PM cathyspartanj #WWG1WGA

11/13/2018 4:42:06 PM neecieh6111 Why did Kabamur disappear?  I miss his tweets.

11/13/2018 4:51:49 PM lafol57 The words Dangerous and Grave jump out at me. Chris Coons why does Delaware own so many media TV stations it's one of the conglomerates. Ties 

to money laundering Why when we vote we can't tell who we voted for once we push the button. How could corrupt Tom Carper win?

11/13/2018 5:17:24 PM melanieanders7 Amazing how we all remember a past that isn't of Earth. I miss my home planet and those beings too.  Procyone was a loving place. I still hold those 

personality traits strongly. We ARE here to bring the higher minded thinking. That's part of why we're here.

11/13/2018 5:18:34 PM jdltr450 Ortiq 😉

11/13/2018 5:29:00 PM ffphillips Wait what? What the hell did I miss?! Please elaborate.

11/13/2018 5:41:36 PM dawntay40629790 I understand and believe we create our own reality, but there is also a collective consciousness that creates part of the matrix. When enough people 

awaken and stop consenting to the matrix as it is, then and only then will we all escape it. I believe that is what is beginning

11/13/2018 5:48:38 PM dawntay40629790 Are you referring to the IS-BES that are referred to by the Irish Nurse who was the only 1 the being would communicate with after the Roswell crash?  

She told us to not go to the Light where they brainwash you and send u back to reincarnate.

11/13/2018 6:06:17 PM warrior_4truth Quantum 

Q=17.    Numerology 

D5=45

What if.....

D wave = 5 ..letters

Project Pegasus

Project Looking Glass at Dreamland and at CERN

Chronovisor at Vatican pic.twitter.com/fIi6HbwiLe
11/13/2018 6:14:47 PM 2nd5d @1st5d

11/13/2018 6:32:18 PM iheartpossum I read it that was also....”Dark > Light” = (Dark is greater than Light).  I think reading and decoding QDrops has trained us to read kill brackets...and 

notice greater than & less than symbols amount other things.

11/13/2018 6:33:07 PM peterclloyd Two political hacks trying to complain about the state of our economy. Apparently these are the only fools left in DC that think the private theft of our 

central bank in 1913 was a good idea, or more likely, the private bankers are paying them off to write this idiot narrative.

11/13/2018 6:48:55 PM carolva97910854 John Trump?

11/13/2018 7:29:42 PM excalibernomore Well that will take care of 50%of the Democrats



11/13/2018 7:31:04 PM melanieanders7 The people there live from the heart. Compassion is also one of which is strong. Technology and inventions come from that place as well. :) 

Andromedans are beautiful people as well. I spent time with them as well. ❤️ amazing what we remember despite this thick veil of Maya

11/13/2018 7:32:05 PM melanieanders7 Oi, I need to not respond when I'm tired hehe! "As well" hahaha

11/13/2018 7:44:26 PM jimisroomufotv This doesnt really explain anything at all.  Please elaborate.

11/13/2018 8:01:41 PM agortitz Not crazy about it. JS.

11/13/2018 8:03:13 PM sehvehn just because you say it, doesnt make it true

11/13/2018 8:45:16 PM ps3shiloh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ZF0KiBoHL2 Interesting, isn't it, PSALM 110: of who it refers to, it's means, form & function, its ONLY call?

11/13/2018 9:03:53 PM richardhiatt16 I’m just going to throw this out there.. I thought most of the peoples out there were telepathic?

11/13/2018 9:48:19 PM rockyshorz Speaking of Pain...

I think ones heading for Gitmo...

We have ways of making you talk...   🤣

#QAnon #MAGA

 https://youtu.be/IXfDnY2bzoY 

11/13/2018 10:24:56 PM joanturnbull7 There are huge helicopters flying over where I live shaking the building and setting off car alarms here in Arizona

11/13/2018 11:40:06 PM ericdroll The Federal Reserve Act is the establishment of a central bank. The US government can print money now. Bad!

The results is the amassing of a National debt so great that there's no way out.

With the signing of the Federal Reserve Act we have unwittingly destroyed our country.

11/13/2018 11:49:10 PM christo22263422 Could th👇s have been talked about during meeting, with Putin?!

Among other informative conversations, as well... Say like people who committed treasonous acts!?! pic.twitter.com/m0zi5G9vgw

11/13/2018 11:56:46 PM fratesbrad Dr Judy Wood

11/14/2018 12:13:17 AM dsalemmo So FL is even MORE corrupt than we’ve been led to believe.

11/14/2018 12:22:53 AM stephaniehopee3 Illuminati

11/14/2018 12:38:27 AM duxgirl27 Hmm 🤔

11/14/2018 12:50:15 AM freenaynow I like 'em

it's anonymous culture

11/14/2018 12:59:36 AM citoyen_resist What do you think about the Above Majestic Movie ?

11/14/2018 1:09:42 AM diananewman19 How about this? Bullet Train Project, DEW = California Fires, Death, Loss of Property.

Bullet Train Project, 

 Direct Energy Weapon was used to Clear a Path for Bullet Train Project . California’s have lost their Life & Property for Bullet Train Project that Diane 

Feinstein’s

11/14/2018 1:12:32 AM diananewman19 3) What is D.E.W.?

Directed-energy weapons (D.E.W.) inflict damage on target by emission of highly focused energy, including laser, microwaves and particle beams. Very 

precise as light is only very slightly altered by gravity. Incredible speed(link:  http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4959559.htm 

11/14/2018 1:13:29 AM diananewman19 4) WILDFIRE SCIENCE 101

Conduction is the transfer of thermal energy between regions of solid matter due to temperature gradient.

Convection is the process of transferring energy through direct matter transfer (liquids and gasses). 

Both heat transfers involve MATTER.

11/14/2018 1:14:16 AM diananewman19 5) Direct Energy Weapons (DEW)

Lasers caused Fires in California.  https://youtu.be/w75WlxPtTGk 

101 DEW  https://youtu.be/F9jRROFu-e8 

911 Direct Energy Weapons DEW.   https://youtu.be/gt4nVuXXtLs 

11/14/2018 1:14:58 AM ingoldisrael Galactic “Federation”? What federation? Who? Where? When was that formed? How does it operate? Thx

11/14/2018 1:19:13 AM ingoldisrael @SaRaAshcraft Have you heard about this alleged decades-long  “Operation Majestic Childhood”? 🤨🤔😧

11/14/2018 1:40:37 AM ingoldisrael That’s very interesting. People who survived being trafficked by cults as children (@SaRaAshcraft  & @cronsell) recommend trusting one’s gut instincts 

in those kinds of things & encounters w/people that engender even a vague sense of unease, threat, sense of “doom.” Good 4 you!

11/14/2018 1:44:50 AM ingoldisrael Are you saying this is most commonly occuring in the US as a type of trading “hub”?  What about the Middle East, Pacific Islamic countries, China, 

Russia, etc.? There’s a greater population to “draw” from than the US, with less “hassle”.

11/14/2018 1:47:57 AM ingoldisrael What are the numbers (of children) in a month/year being trafficked after they’re selected? You say “preselected”—as in identified for later? WHY 

later? How much later following preselect ID? Are most of the children coming out of just one State, or several key States? Thx

11/14/2018 1:51:56 AM ingoldisrael “Secret Space Program”?  Could you elaborate?

11/14/2018 1:58:59 AM ingoldisrael Well, if your going to use that handle, you’d need to change it to Dark —> Light, or it’s read as the mathematical descriptor Dark (is greater than) Light. 

So which is it? You used same symbol talking about the girl escort who overdosed, but used it in the mathematical sense.

11/14/2018 2:02:13 AM ingoldisrael What’s an IS-BE?

11/14/2018 2:03:51 AM ingoldisrael What are you saying this a photo of? Why the label “majestic”?  Just finished your posts on Operation Majestic Childhood & child trafficking. Can you 

explain?

11/14/2018 2:06:53 AM ingoldisrael Say what?

11/14/2018 2:30:11 AM sorgfelt Thanks. How do you know?

11/14/2018 2:59:18 AM keith369me I wouldn’t let my kids out of my sight down there.  After I moved I had a babysitter for them within days.

11/14/2018 3:12:59 AM hypocrisyupdate Someone show me where in the US Constitution it even allows for the Federal Reserve to exist!

11/14/2018 3:47:31 AM donnadrewniak Stock market drop?

11/14/2018 5:20:25 AM petitchevalb To save our children 

They were my children and yours, Earth children

Time to let everybody know it and being devastated it could happen

Time to make evil egos suffer as much as our children did

11/14/2018 5:23:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 You control the present, therefore you control the past, therefore you control the future. Your future.

11/14/2018 5:23:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 More corrections expected, however this is not associated with the markets, even though they will react after.

11/14/2018 5:25:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 All life actually are IS-BEs, including ants and microorganisms. All life are light beings.

11/14/2018 5:25:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.



11/14/2018 5:30:49 AM petitchevalb Since I know, Im angry and deeply ashamed to be a Earth human

Children are pure beauty and innocence

They CANNOT be tortured nor abused

Humans are harmful lying shitty biological computers

No soul, no spirit, no higher self

Stinky meat

11/14/2018 5:34:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized Majestic name for a series of lower compartmentalized programs designed to prevent the left 

hand from knowing what the right hand was doing. MJ12 was never the masterminds of the child trafficking rings.

11/14/2018 5:35:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Our mandate was simple, protect the secret at all costs. Subordinate agencies used this mandate as an excuse to being operating those trafficking 

programs. Once what was done was done, Majestic 12 had to reconcile and continue to maintain secrecy, so we intertwined them.

11/14/2018 5:38:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 As our internal development improved and the spacecraft reverse engineering operations started yielding results, major changes took place around JFK 

in the Majestic 12 that resulted in it aligning itself with the NWO of 41 and his cult 322 who was actually just working for ETs.

11/14/2018 5:39:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 When 41 became an MJ12 member, and then later in his career the head of MJ12, we were realigned to officially merge the trafficking programs with 

the sacrifice programs associated to 322 and other cult groups. Once MJ12 started interacting with the being who was consuming the

11/14/2018 5:40:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 sacrifices, we learned they had operations all over the planet and they weren't alone. At the direction of 41 when he joined MJ12 in the 60s, instead of 

"resisting" the demands of these beings, he aligned MJ12 to enable these beings and in return, the USMil would get technology.

11/14/2018 5:41:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of the technology collected after this point was (and still is) harmful for humans to consume. Technology that was helpful to humans was 

restricted, prohibited, and harsh laws were introduced to curb any attempts at sabotage. We were 20 steps ahead of everybody else.

11/14/2018 5:43:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 This technology included cloning, genetic manipulation (more on this in a second), vaccines, super viruses, and transhumanism. Genetic manipulation 

technology was seeded into American corporations. They are currently being sued over "causing cancer." This was known in the 60s.

11/14/2018 5:43:42 AM sandiawisdom They are continuing to help keep Earth a protected planet.

-Dp

11/14/2018 5:43:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 In fact, when 41 took over MJ12, MJ12 essentially became a rouge operation and the "Deep State" itself, however the entity itself today is much larger 

than just 12 individuals at the highest ranks in Government.

11/14/2018 5:44:29 AM sorgfelt Sounds pretty royal to me. 😁

11/14/2018 5:44:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 was the twelve headed dragon at the end of your quest that you had to defeat. Nobody without the correct combination of 

consciousness could defeat what we had built. There was only one problem with 41's plan. The Constitution made MJ12 technically illegal.

11/14/2018 5:45:00 AM diaptera_80 Google alien interview & Matilda

11/14/2018 5:45:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 And for that reason, it was protected as National Security because of the original chartered mandate - it never changed, even though MJ12's programs 

changed in the 60s after JFK.

11/14/2018 5:45:46 AM diaptera_80 Not on earth huh. So you are some kind of offworld ssp

11/14/2018 5:49:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, what happens when the "good" forces in the Military take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice programs and essentially give a 

big middle finger to the aliens demanding the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today.

11/14/2018 5:50:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many celebrities, politicians, Government employees, civilians, etc. who were involved in these programs were all working for these ETs even if they 

had no clue. It was designed this way. When the feed was cut off, the revenge started showing itself through linked consciousness.

11/14/2018 5:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 The people who were under the "spell" (so to speak) of these ETs from their sacrifices and commitments to Satan/Lucifer "himself" (not really 

"himself", just claimed to be), would receive constant conscious communication with the IS-BEs the USMil was actively fighting.

11/14/2018 5:53:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, dedicated Patriots in the Military who were just as upset about 9/11 and most civilians were decided that ENOUGH WAS ENOUGH. MJ12 

was commandeered a month after 9/11 and the Space Preservation Act was enabled to block future rouge Majestic 12 operations.

11/14/2018 5:54:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Military audit currently ongoing is turning up technology that is "out of this world" and "in science fiction". You've heard both the President and 

Vice President refer to this new technology as such. Hollywood knew the secret and they hid it in plain sight.

11/14/2018 5:55:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Since the Space Preservation Act was designed to stop MJ12, which it had relatively little success until HRC was removed from office (who was also an 

MJ12 member until recently) once MJ12 got in the hands of the "good" side of DIA, and later to 45, those weapons can now be used.

11/14/2018 5:56:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Against them. 45 has constantly said "I am rebuilding our Military." and "I will never forgive 44 for what he did to our Military." NOT ANYMORE.

The audit is turning up technology the likes of which the world has never seen before and the ONLY solution to ensure we survive is to

11/14/2018 5:58:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 unite as a planet and realize "we are all humans" and our "problems at home won't seem so big if we faced an alien threat."

Many people here like to tell us, the Majestic 12, that there are no such thing as bad aliens. They are good-willed but severely ignorant.

11/14/2018 5:58:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The alien "false flag" invasion was supposed to be just that. An invasion, but planned by the winning side before it happened. Americans were to be the 

losers of that battle. But regardless of how power has shifted, it still requires us to deal with the fact that 322 is powerful.

11/14/2018 5:59:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 For this, we need a Space Force and to bring out a lot of that technology hidden in the compartmentalized programs through the nation's top defense 

contractors. You'd be surprised how many people actually want to see this happen.

11/14/2018 6:02:50 AM conservativew15  https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-federal-court-hearing-to-compel-testimony-from-hillary-clinton-and-make-

video-depositions-public/ …

11/14/2018 6:06:19 AM diaptera_80 Ha, any col Jack O’Neil SG1 around?

11/14/2018 6:06:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Learn about Space from Snakes and Never A Straight Answer! https://twitter.com/NASASTEM/status/1062404739676192768 …

11/14/2018 6:07:43 AM diaptera_80 Hard to grasp

11/14/2018 6:10:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to translate this: 

We need a new rare genetic disease so we can make money.

Let's develop it in secret.

Let's get the FED to give us money to research a "cure" for the disease.

We get the money.

We create it.

We patent it.

We cure it, then hide the cure.

We make $$$. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1062707637769396225 …



11/14/2018 6:10:41 AM diaptera_80 What was 322 again?

11/14/2018 6:11:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 "If I had a nickel every time this happened I'd be a millionaire." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062709263108333570 …

11/14/2018 6:14:36 AM dawntay40629790 I've read the book years ago. Time to re-read !!  It always rang true for me and if it's going to come out!! OMG! That is exciting! And a bit scary.

11/14/2018 6:16:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 41 + 322 = NWO

11/14/2018 6:20:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jaffa Jokes, let's hear some.

11/14/2018 6:21:15 AM lucyhill449 Who cares what this coon character and Flake the RINO Say STAY THE COURSE SIR 

@realDonaldTrump

11/14/2018 6:21:49 AM lucyhill449 Security is way better nowadays

11/14/2018 6:22:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 The species human is a carefully engineered vessel by hundreds of races who have spent millions of years perfecting the medium to experience LIGHT 

in. Humans are not lying shitty biological computers. They are infinite light beings having a human experience. Life's hard for many.

11/14/2018 6:24:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, if we were to make the decision (it's a big if), you'll see a blue checkmark (mandated by Twitter's Government policy) and a retweet one day by 

POTUS of the person doing the typing. We are not there yet, but we are considering it. Many people write to us.

11/14/2018 6:25:40 AM petitchevalb So why do human make these things to children and babies ?

Why would infinite light experience such things?

11/14/2018 6:26:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 "The word of God" is conscious thought.

11/14/2018 6:27:01 AM lucyhill449 That's gross

11/14/2018 6:28:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 is all US based. Higher than Majestic include ranking organizations that are multi-planetary. Not all members are currently on Earth.

11/14/2018 6:29:17 AM lucyhill449 Ask Stanley Kubrick

11/14/2018 6:30:01 AM nun_chucknorris So whe choose to come here and experience this while agreeing to forget where we come from for the time while on earth? Are there consequences 

for figuring that out while here?

11/14/2018 6:30:31 AM chrisklemenza Skull And Bones?

11/14/2018 6:30:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because infinite light is immediately attacked and bombarded with mind control technology (medical, entertainment, books, music, songs, etc.) that do 

not allow a newly welcomed IS-BE on Earth to discover their IS-BE before being responsible for make life decisions.

11/14/2018 6:31:39 AM dpwatkins This is exactly how William Cooper said it works

11/14/2018 6:34:03 AM wishfulldreamz I heard that there were only 100 million (5% or so) true humans on the planet.  How do we know if we are one, and do you agree with this?  Are true 

humans the only 'creator' beings with chakras etc?  A lot of the conflicting info about consciousness is confusing

11/14/2018 6:34:57 AM firstyorks2017 Sounds a lot like cancer

11/14/2018 6:36:00 AM lucyhill449 Sahhh ha ha  "something at which we would all like you to succeed ? "  haha ha .

Ya right

11/14/2018 6:41:23 AM petitchevalb Why is infinite Light allowed to be corrupted at this point?  What did it wrong to deserve such kind of life?

11/14/2018 6:50:59 AM ingoldisrael Please respond to my 3 QUESTIONS right below your post: “There are "daycares" in Broward County Florida that are CIA fronts for preselecting children 

to be procured "next" for Operation Majestic Childhood.”

Your info is interesting, but reads like a psyop. Clarification needed.

11/14/2018 6:57:33 AM petitchevalb While other (like me) have the sweetest life a human can have...

Not fair

11/14/2018 7:00:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic.

11/14/2018 7:01:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Answers are provided when we are able to provide them. Please understand that we have thousands of people writing to us, so its difficult to notice all 

incoming messages. As for your remaining questions...

11/14/2018 7:07:24 AM petitchevalb In any case, thank you

Your words healed my anger

11/14/2018 7:34:07 AM 1_analog_9 Biological vessel.. no different than our own. However these vessels are carriers of demons. Darkness. John Dee and Aliester Crowley drew these same 

beings long ago. Nothing new.

11/14/2018 8:13:08 AM headlinejuice What no one asks is what role nonconsensual experimentation is taking in research.

11/14/2018 8:15:30 AM lbf777 Who was the being pretending to be Lucifer?

11/14/2018 8:18:27 AM keith2070 Hopefully he will order them to BUILD THE WALL as security for our country. There are Combat Engineers with them. Could have been the plan all 

along. 🤔

11/14/2018 8:21:18 AM thoughtpretzel The Fed is the reason cars now cost $30,000 and homes cost $350,000. Funny how wages haven't even  come close to beginning to keep up. Wake up 

America!

11/14/2018 8:29:20 AM juulabuela No there aren’t

11/14/2018 8:29:21 AM blankmarlo The skull and Bones society that George Bush Sr. was a part of.

11/14/2018 8:29:35 AM pauliepg11111 Look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for the details....

11/14/2018 8:29:50 AM juulabuela Don’t worry mike that shit ain’t real

11/14/2018 8:33:19 AM blankmarlo The truly depraved occult abuses that occur are NOT human in origin. Negative ET presences run these cult groups to manipulate people into delivering 

these children for sustenance.

11/14/2018 8:36:57 AM blankmarlo Some say that an infinite creator divided into infinite units of consciousness observing and interacting with itself will yield both great and terrible things 

in the quest to find balance. Others say the darkness is from another reality entirely that is infecting our own.

11/14/2018 8:45:29 AM blankmarlo Haha wait, so were 45 and HRC on MJ12 together at some point? I know there's different factions in the group and whatnot that's just a detail I had 

not considered.

11/14/2018 9:17:54 AM sehvehn the video does not make sense to me

11/14/2018 9:31:23 AM turboxyde Where can we learn more about the Galactic Federation? OR, what current sources of information are "mostly" accurate about the Galactic 

Federation? I had a recent dream about an offworld cultural exchange program... something about a "2nd wave." Quite interesting indeed!

11/14/2018 9:32:07 AM ingoldisrael Thx.  I’ll try to read later. I’m not    interested in New Age/Tantric religion. I’m trying to track down info on “Mystic Childhood” trafficking program & it’s 

snuff/misuse of kids for ritual—regardless of ET connection. A writer here claims they’re doing adrenochrome harvesting.

11/14/2018 9:35:15 AM ingoldisrael Do you believe this is where Obama’s import of 1000s of children up from the Latin American countries went—into the non-citizen minor 

feedlot/feedline for the elites?

11/14/2018 9:37:47 AM ingoldisrael Which defeated one?

11/14/2018 10:12:12 AM ready_pen AG Whitaker is Stealth Bomber

11/14/2018 10:19:24 AM ingoldisrael What’s the difference between “Operation Majestic Childhood” and the “Majestic 12”? And what, exactly is the Majestic 12? Thx.

11/14/2018 10:43:33 AM sehvehn i base my beliefs on experience and logic

11/14/2018 10:47:41 AM sehvehn did i ever say that?

11/14/2018 10:47:45 AM decodematrix Will the International Court of Justice "The Hague" play a role in serving justice or only US military tribunals?

11/14/2018 10:54:31 AM thetempestchip Am i understanding this correctly? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw i miss Kabamurs input

11/14/2018 11:04:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 USMil Tribunals w/ SESSIONS.



11/14/2018 11:04:41 AM sehvehn yes.  i think nasa is a lie. i do not think the Earth is flat, and that is not based on classroom education or by any other person's word. i dont need your 

validation and i dont need you to embrace what im saying.

11/14/2018 11:04:49 AM ascendingadam Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of the 

CIA's MAJESTIC operations […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

11/14/2018 11:07:55 AM sehvehn also, i will not just dismiss it. i will give it some legit thought. i dont believe we will need to discuss it together. you havent exactly been pointing 

positive energy my way.

11/14/2018 11:51:05 AM sehvehn thats a ridiculous question....lol

11/14/2018 12:02:39 PM tnrina Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html … pic.twitter.com/0KRQ0F7dR4

11/14/2018 12:07:01 PM jimmyfalk5 FYI

Hillary Clinton is a PATENT LAWYER.

Hillary Clinton's IP Litigation Experience

"Many people are surprised to learn that Hillary Clinton was an intellectual property attorney when she practiced law from 1977-1992 for the Rose Law 

Firm."

#QAnon https://www.iplitigationcurrent.com/2016/10/11/hillary-clintons-ip-litigation-experience/ …
11/14/2018 12:12:21 PM crishenderson People still think movies like this, Eyes Wide Shut and Hostel II are fantasy.  SMH

11/14/2018 12:20:27 PM sarahlee9 Listen to AIM . She is so much more than that.

11/14/2018 12:23:31 PM crishenderson Or I, Robot.  (See the many statements by Stephen Hawking & Elon Musk about existential threat to humanity posed by AI)  The WWW is really a very 

honest &useful library of every bit of info a person could ever want, if you overcome the fear of looking at an honest "Big Picture"

11/14/2018 12:24:28 PM qawakening2020 Create a problem and sell a solution

11/14/2018 12:25:02 PM godmagawins Confused.  I thought MJ12 was the bad guys.  You don’t seem to be the bad guys??

11/14/2018 12:28:40 PM sehvehn is that a question are accusation? i do not believe we 'evolved' from apes. do you believe we evolved from apes?

11/14/2018 12:29:19 PM winegirl_33 Cuban isn’t on the show “SHARK TANK” for nothing! Evil, greedy individual! pic.twitter.com/ZFsB1MTIPF

11/14/2018 12:45:20 PM cathycvalerio Sick!

11/14/2018 12:50:31 PM sehvehn i believe we are hybrids of some kind. created. some have the rh gene and some do not. do we even exist? if you break a molecule down to its core, it 

is merely a vibration. time is an illusion. everything is true and nothing is true. im a child yet and still learning.

11/14/2018 12:51:20 PM sehvehn in my world, the Earth is not flat.

11/14/2018 12:59:33 PM susan46189802 CLIMB UP AND DOWN THE TWISTED LADDER LOOKING FOR COMFORT BUT BRINGING OTHERS UP WITH US...

11/14/2018 1:00:03 PM susan46189802 WHY DO YOU CALL HIM MR. FORRESTAL?

11/14/2018 1:01:23 PM ingoldisrael So you’re saying Trump is trafficking children to aliens? Come on...

11/14/2018 1:03:10 PM susan46189802  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Forrestal …

11/14/2018 1:12:25 PM decodematrix Are these beings physical or non-physical? What are Archons and Chimera group?

11/14/2018 1:13:00 PM yesitspolitical Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

11/14/2018 1:13:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 McCarthy knows things Jordan is not capable of seeing. You will understand later. It had to go down this way. MJ12 in action. Trust the plan! 

https://twitter.com/AP/status/1062781457758871554 …

11/14/2018 1:14:38 PM aprill_2020_ I have Multiple sclerosis, just told my doctors I'm not taking there pills anymore. They pretty much told me to not stop taking them, told me everything 

was good so don't change it. Go home and pains all over everytime I see him. I'm not going back. Cbc oil works great

11/14/2018 1:15:22 PM recruitero Why are some ppl able to see or awake naturally, and some aren’t and won’t be?

11/14/2018 1:16:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/14/2018 1:17:22 PM susan46189802 THAT'S WHAT PARENTS ARE FOR, AND THE EVIL HAS WHITTLED AWAY THE INFLUENCE, CARE, AND RESPONSIBILITY TO CREATE LOST SOULS FOR THE 

EVIL TO CONSUME.

11/14/2018 1:17:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of top Government officials who posses security clearances very far above Top Secret such that many 

President's never were signed into the programs. These programs were lawless and encompasses CST.

11/14/2018 1:18:44 PM susan46189802 MELATONIN SAFEST

11/14/2018 1:20:08 PM lbf777 Archons are followers of Lucifer. Lucifer is nonPhysical ETI called Lanonadek.

11/14/2018 1:20:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was very evil a short period ago. Months prior to Q being released to the public 45 signed legislation that took control over MJ12. Since 

then, we have flipped the table and are now using "their weapons on them" to clean house of this group of sick people.

11/14/2018 1:21:10 PM melanieanders7 Depends on what the soul chooses prior to incarnating here. Some choose to not awaken.

11/14/2018 1:22:27 PM chierojoseph Cbd oil? My wife loves it. Hope it really does help you. Prescription pills are a death sentence.

11/14/2018 1:24:00 PM melanieanders7 I'm grateful to know humanity finally has a chance to grow and thrive as a species. We still have a LOT of Truth and disclosure to comprehend. Once we 

do, we will grow as a whole into a stronger and (hopefully) more compassionate beings.

11/14/2018 1:24:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Majestic Message of Disclosure

1) Go back to July 4th 2001

2) Turn your TV on

3) 9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU

4) FUTURE PROVES PAST

11/14/2018 1:24:06 PM xknuckingfutsx Riiiight, trust the plan huh? Just like with Jeff Sessions? Remember that? How'd that work out? Oh, that's right. He was fired... What is this plan exactly 

that we're all suppose to take at face value & "trust"? Seems to me the plan is more sinister than it is good. pic.twitter.com/52xaFlD20a

11/14/2018 1:24:37 PM colista Doin' the Que 👈😁👉

11/14/2018 1:25:32 PM melanieanders7 What is CST? I'm digesting as much as I can! ;)

11/14/2018 1:25:50 PM godmagawins 😊 Is there a document anywhere to read about Majestic 12?

11/14/2018 1:26:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 When JFK was assassinated, Majestic 12 moved into the open within Government, essentially pressing START to begin creating the NWO as the Zeta's 

told us about. We were the Deep State. We propagandized Hollywood. We developed advanced alien technology in secret. We ran all crime.

11/14/2018 1:28:45 PM melanieanders7 Hence why Sessions recently resigned.

11/14/2018 1:29:17 PM mistabronco JUST MUTE THESE CLOWNS WITH THEIR PLANS

11/14/2018 1:29:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 When 9/11 came to a theater near you, Majestic 12 moved into the open.

STARGATE SG-1 was part of the equation.

Congressional Disclosure Hearings warranted a proper, Naval, Intelligence, Civilian approach to ET disclosure.

MJ12 opposed this at all costs.

Pentagon tried to fight.



11/14/2018 1:29:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Next Day. 9/11. 

Majestic 12 moved into the open. 

We revealed a classified DUMB's true identity to the world and NOBODY BLINKED TWICE. Quite expected actually. The Matrix is real. We operated in 

the DARK for a long period of time.

11/14/2018 1:32:26 PM lbf777 Wow so who are the Zetas?

11/14/2018 1:32:28 PM jm19712 Do you CMC or under WTC towers?

11/14/2018 1:34:16 PM jm19712 typing too fast.  Do you mean?

11/14/2018 1:34:59 PM xknuckingfutsx Trueeee dat, that's the best plan I've heard since all this planning began...

11/14/2018 1:35:27 PM txwarriorgigi MS warrior here. No meds except for pain due to spine and hips littered with arthritis but use CBD and other CAM for treatment. Be your own 

advocate and you will live longer and better. GO GIRL!!

11/14/2018 1:37:04 PM jonessense Some days its fun to be all knowy and some days it sucks

11/14/2018 1:38:00 PM blankmarlo Yeah just an unprecedented amount of child trafficking and pedo arrests coupled with the mass resignation of deep state actors in media, industry, and 

politics. Not to mentioned the 6 thousand + sealed indictments, but you're right nothing's happening.

11/14/2018 1:38:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was originally the body pushing for the Disclosure of ET life to the public in a controlled manner to ensure proper Government 

restructuring. However, when 9/11 was orchestrated by several MJ12 members as a way to throw the scent off the trail and "go over here".

11/14/2018 1:38:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Canada actually helped the United States out with Disclosure of SG-1 because Paul Hellyer was so poorly treated by Congress when we stopped the 

congressional hearings. His testimony was true. Every word of it. It was WAR inside the Pentagon when these hearings were happening.

11/14/2018 1:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 PANIC IN DC

P-A-I-N.

COMING SOON TO A THEATER NEAR YOU.

#Majestic

11/14/2018 1:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 When HRC was neutralized by the Pentagon, MJ12 changed hands to the DIA under new leadership. Essentially returning MJ12 home.

11/14/2018 1:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 During this nose dive period, the Majestic 12 worked tirelessly against the interests of the people without risking compromising the operation that had 

to carefully be planned out and executed.

11/14/2018 1:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 This derailed decades of planning and flung the United States into a suicide nose dive where 2017 was going to be the year of a nuclear holocaust.

11/14/2018 1:42:31 PM susan46189802  pic.twitter.com/eyhopzBK1R

11/14/2018 1:42:43 PM ingoldisrael CST?

11/14/2018 1:43:19 PM snakejackal Infinite light split with LOVE and shine like a star when reunited to enlighten darkness.  Unnconscious light is like a laser beam without love and fiat 

money.  Make intelligent money that move by mutual love and not password that rob.

11/14/2018 1:44:10 PM susan46189802 YOUR SEARCH ENGINE WORKS!

 https://duckduckgo.com/?q=operation+majestic+12+documents&t=ffnt&atb=v132-2&ia=web …

11/14/2018 1:46:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 But a Trump [was] in MJ12 at [some point].

11/14/2018 1:48:01 PM sailbum12 Donald Trump then? They made him a member to see through the door of all doors??

11/14/2018 1:48:10 PM xknuckingfutsx Poor Q followers. Y'all will never learn will you? Hows them mass arrests working out for y'all? Jeff Sessions was suppose to be the hammer wasn't he? 

More like the nail, it seems to me.

11/14/2018 1:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 61,000 sealed indictments nationwide.

Thousands of BOD/CEO resignations.

More than usual?

Why?

LOGICAL THINKING REQUIRED.

Hottest economy in decades?

Space Force going public. 

Official First Contact Imminent.

You tell us, is it Majestic or not to live life with spice?
11/14/2018 1:50:26 PM melanieanders7 Thank you for clarifying. Grattitfue

11/14/2018 1:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was JJ recently accused of?

Who does that?

Are they in the cross hairs?

We have the shot. 

Are you ready?

PANIC IN DC.

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

JJ has emotional baggage from his accusations, because he is innocent.

The shot must be perfect.

Coming Soon.

MJ12
11/14/2018 1:54:10 PM blankmarlo I definitely sleep better just knowing how many more child predators are being put away. If you thought this whole plan hinged on sessions then you 

weren't paying much attention. Whatd you think of the new AG Whitaker's article on how Hillary should be indicted? 😘

11/14/2018 1:56:21 PM xknuckingfutsx Logical thinking should tell you nothing of which you claim is true or going to come to fruition. I'm just astounded people are so damn gullible to believe 

this nonsense.

11/14/2018 1:57:05 PM jonessense TY Yes i am ready pic.twitter.com/rYOCVp0LGQ

11/14/2018 1:57:07 PM nun_chucknorris Bon Jovi in D.C. “One More Night”  https://youtu.be/p8EhXvIzbx0  pic.twitter.com/UT80jZZ1zo

11/14/2018 1:58:02 PM jm19712 Maybe that wasn't your intent but justice for this mess should not be a movie in a theater.  I have the right, more an imperative, to demand justice for 

lives lost on fool's errands.

11/14/2018 1:58:31 PM blankmarlo Lol what do you mean? The indictments,.registrations and space force are all public record! Man y'all shills are struggling out here, I'll pray for y'all 😚

11/14/2018 1:59:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is Congress (High School + College) 2.0? https://twitter.com/TammyThueringer/status/1062733717582606337 …

11/14/2018 2:00:07 PM xknuckingfutsx Sorry to burst your Q bubble, but Hillary will be running again for President. So... There goes 1 of the 61,000 super secret indictments & definitely count 

her out of the military tribunals now...

Alas, carry on with your day dreaming.

11/14/2018 2:01:30 PM blankmarlo Lmao cause WaPo said shes running she can't be indicted?? C'mon dawg you can do better than that.

11/14/2018 2:03:02 PM xknuckingfutsx So when are those 61,000 indictments gonna roll out? When are the military tribunals? It's been 2 years now. Plenty enough time to roll this stuff out. 

Or is Trump waiting for the Extra Terrestrials to intervene first?

11/14/2018 2:03:49 PM awakenthekraken Most of these people never worked a real job in their lives. From high school to college directly to Washington. They have never emerged from their 

safe little bubble. 

That's why they embrace Socialism.



11/14/2018 2:04:56 PM blankmarlo No ET's required fam. Just slow, methodical, effective work. Real change takes time 😙😙

11/14/2018 2:05:28 PM xknuckingfutsx I take it the greys might have something on Clinton too huh? Or was it the reptilian lizard geckos? These danged aliens always holding up humanity. 

pic.twitter.com/ALwX9NGyuj

11/14/2018 2:06:49 PM jm19712 Is Fallout 4 yours?

11/14/2018 2:08:24 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/M4Zl4Izgb5

11/14/2018 2:08:50 PM xknuckingfutsx Here's to all of us waiting on all this WINNING... pic.twitter.com/iukb8JXdSU

11/14/2018 2:09:47 PM blankmarlo Sigh, true. I even know that already and they still suck me in somehow. 🙄

11/14/2018 2:10:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Majestic Message of Disclosure pic.twitter.com/EEEseNCp4N

11/14/2018 2:10:28 PM lbf777 The shills are AI?

11/14/2018 2:12:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We told you last night. 

[Chatter high]

Radio Silence

Enemy @ The Front Door.

             👆🏻🧐🤔🐸

11/14/2018 2:12:51 PM lbf777 Hottest economy in decades? 🧐

Half of America is living in near poverty. Homeless camps are all over the place. What hot economy are you talking about? You mean the corporations 

making a fortune?

11/14/2018 2:13:24 PM melbabun What is mj12

11/14/2018 2:14:11 PM melbabun Nevermind

11/14/2018 2:15:03 PM lbf777 🧐🤔😎🤠🥳

11/14/2018 2:15:03 PM melanieanders7 If these diseases are given to civilians without their knowing or consent... Does that not build bad karma towards those who knowingly participated in 

such atrocities? Or am I ignorantly unaware karma is part of a systematic control mechanism?

11/14/2018 2:16:09 PM brunobauer82 Keep dreaming. 

Patrick Henry - sweeping clause

 https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3233&context=dlj …

 http://press-pubs.uchicago.edu/founders/documents/a1_8_17s6.html …

11/14/2018 2:16:10 PM jm19712 SURN Aliss?

11/14/2018 2:16:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 99% of all UFOs sighted are manmade.

99% of all people on the planet are poor slaves.

99% of all shills are ALICE. 

99% of all information has been withheld. 

"I've got 99 problems but ..." https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1062831145895841803 …

11/14/2018 2:18:15 PM yzhernandez Where did you get your facts from?

11/14/2018 2:19:01 PM richardlightfoo I believe we evolved

11/14/2018 2:19:37 PM danielfrey7 We ARE apes. So are chimps. We have a common ancestor.

11/14/2018 2:21:04 PM petitchevalb 99,99% of all people want us to shut the fuck up when showin them the world is monstruous

11/14/2018 2:22:41 PM sehvehn rh gene comes from rhesus monkey. not from evolution. dig deep and waaaay far back. we've been taught lies but in those lies are small truths. 

enough to come up with a bigger picture. would it hurt people's feelings if they learned they were hybrids produced to be slaves?

11/14/2018 2:23:25 PM sehvehn think humans are the only scientists? look at what we do. Plum Island

11/14/2018 2:23:39 PM domhall Wait. ‘Never’ or ‘ever’ ? 

This thread was great anyway thanks, i almost dropped my apple reading it (not that it would have mattered) 😒

11/14/2018 2:24:30 PM blankmarlo *loses argument* *changes subject*

11/14/2018 2:24:49 PM sehvehn impossible that it happened to us? to create us? that would be very egotistical to not give it some thought.

11/14/2018 2:25:42 PM brunobauer82  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Necessary_and_Proper_Clause … pic.twitter.com/AMaY6HFX4o

11/14/2018 2:28:30 PM xknuckingfutsx Was never a argument to begin with, more like me stating facts & you & super secret agent man majestic firing back with pipe dreams.. But I digress

Stay Thirsty My Friends.

11/14/2018 2:31:46 PM xknuckingfutsx Ps... Word on the streets is the Q group & co-conspirator's are being heavily investigated now... Enjoy the cash grab ponzi scheme while y'all can. ;)

11/14/2018 2:40:11 PM datruseeka So looking forward to PAIN & JUSTICE & RESTORATION of RULE of LAW!  One step closer to restoring our Republic!  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump #PAIN 

#MAGA #RuleOfLaw Let’s DO IT!

11/14/2018 2:43:30 PM datruseeka Some of these, I wish there was an “unlike” button, not a love heart!

11/14/2018 2:49:14 PM datruseeka The MJ-12 were traitors to Americans.  And if responsible too for 9/11 like the Bushs and Cheney, are also traitors, as are everyone involved in 9/11.

11/14/2018 2:49:38 PM function108 bring it.  not soon enough.

11/14/2018 2:51:00 PM datruseeka And after 9/11, William Cooper was MURDERED because he was telling the truth all along about 9/11; even knew before hand it was going to happen 

and tried warning people.  RIP Bill Cooper.

11/14/2018 2:53:30 PM datruseeka The MJ-12 was at the highest level of our country and the highest leaders of the traitors.  Every Administration of Congress were traitors too! Sad, 

really sad, that we had NO Patriots for AMERICA at the top of our country.

11/14/2018 2:54:11 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/WP5jA607a3

11/14/2018 2:54:11 PM datruseeka It’s time to stare truth in the face!

11/14/2018 2:55:39 PM function108 when did this occur?

11/14/2018 2:55:49 PM lbf777 It’s ok. We are breaking through into the sleepers.

11/14/2018 2:56:02 PM colista Trusting the plan 💯 ✔✔

11/14/2018 2:59:48 PM carolva97910854 I don’t understand what you’re saying. Are you a good guy or a bad guy?

11/14/2018 2:59:50 PM marshahodgson Here? Now?

D

O

W

E

have to start posting vertically? 

Any advice? Thanks.



11/14/2018 3:01:04 PM datruseeka And no real planes hit the WTCs.   Demolition and D.E.W. type weapons were used to destroy the three WTC towers (1,2,7). And no real plane hit 

Pentagon?  Where did the planes “really go to”?

11/14/2018 3:04:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is he?

Who does he defend?

Majestic https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/1062840878551719939 …

11/14/2018 3:08:48 PM carolva97910854 ALICE is AI?

11/14/2018 3:09:28 PM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical 

role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

11/14/2018 3:16:49 PM just_truth_now Let this sink in too...that's not all he is. pic.twitter.com/vuoSu548UU

11/14/2018 3:18:07 PM matoozie Just show that the owners are involved in human trafficking and seize their assets. Boom. Done. Treasury would own it. Debt erased.

11/14/2018 3:19:26 PM eyegloarts Can you explain to me why with so many species on this planet why anyone would be concerned that others are here? 

I'm like, any food allergies? want a coffee? have a seat, lets chat.

What is the big freakin' deal? 

I really and truly don't get it.

11/14/2018 3:22:22 PM carolva97910854 Bring it!

11/14/2018 3:23:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 DEWs are not being used in CA by plane.

Logical thinking required.

What had Q told you thus far?

What have we told you?

How are the cars getting toasted?

Space Preservation Act of 2001

Exotic Extraterrestrial Weapons

11/14/2018 3:23:42 PM colista Yeahhhhh !!! pic.twitter.com/xq4EWhbDvW

11/14/2018 3:23:56 PM aprill_2020_ Feeling again, mind clear and no pains! Saved my life!

11/14/2018 3:24:50 PM colista 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/k2a7tNn7BT

11/14/2018 3:25:58 PM awakeningpublic Time travel

11/14/2018 3:26:45 PM datruseeka Smart meters?  Chemtrails?  Radio towers?  Then ZAP!

11/14/2018 3:27:00 PM 00loll0 Are you saying earth is in the business of making and selling these crafts to others in our universe? Spaceship dealers?

11/14/2018 3:28:35 PM jdltr450 Satellite's?

11/14/2018 3:28:42 PM datruseeka I suspect he is also CIA/Mossad agent.  Lawyer for Stormy Daniels.

11/14/2018 3:29:06 PM datruseeka Was he a former MJ-12?

11/14/2018 3:30:07 PM decodematrix I thought we already blew up all the cabal's satellites. They still have satellites and ground stations to operate them?

11/14/2018 3:30:30 PM datruseeka I thought that too, but wouldn’t the White Hats Military already have taken those satellites out?

11/14/2018 3:31:48 PM datruseeka When you say exotic ET Weapons, were these brought in from ET Races, or were they man made from reverse engineering, or input from ET’s but used 

by humans?

11/14/2018 3:32:52 PM keith369me Unsealed or new crime?  I read what the newspaper said, but when are they actually fully truthful.  Avenatti 2020.  Obviously sarcastic.

11/14/2018 3:32:54 PM tg8324 This doesn't look like a plane to me pic.twitter.com/PyoweTuNRa

11/14/2018 3:34:19 PM indigenous_one regardless of the weaponry being used, there is a lot of evidence of vile criminal behavior being obliterated!

11/14/2018 3:35:25 PM datruseeka The MJ-12’s first task under Project Blue Book was to investigate ALL UFO sightings, then they were in charge of reverse engineering these UFO’s using 

downed UFO’s.  Think of Rosewell and Area 51.

11/14/2018 3:35:59 PM keith369me Almost looks like a solar like explosion

11/14/2018 3:38:02 PM jane_q_patriot DEWs from EEWs then? (As oppose to using planes?) Do I read that correctly?

11/14/2018 3:39:56 PM lmjonzey So someone is on the track of...ok you took down our playground... we are going to burn yours down...

11/14/2018 3:44:15 PM lmjonzey It's time ya.ll retire him. He owes more taxes  than I will even make 4 plus life times. He has accomplished his agenda of annoying.

11/14/2018 3:54:32 PM need2dream Sometimes I feel like I will never be truly “happy” again. Ignorance really can be bliss.

11/14/2018 3:58:24 PM jgt58chiefsfan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I just came across you. Wait... SG -1 real?

11/14/2018 4:00:39 PM lmjonzey I've been reading information out there the Sun energy affects the DNA. It wakes something up so your consciousness evolves???

11/14/2018 4:04:18 PM lifeforcemedia Who is JJ?

11/14/2018 4:05:37 PM james_dombro .- .-. . / -.-- --- ..- / - .- .-.. -.- .. -. --. / .- -... --- ..- - / - .... . / .-. --- -.. ... / --- ..-. / --. --- -.. ..--..

11/14/2018 4:07:16 PM keith369me ...if the story is as reported, strength and prayers to the victims of this horrible abuse

11/14/2018 4:08:23 PM lmjonzey Thank you for this tweet feed.

11/14/2018 4:12:40 PM dawntay40629790 Bring It!  #DoitQ! pic.twitter.com/IyA43w92yC

11/14/2018 4:43:34 PM lbf777 The Nazis has UFOs in 1947. It was given to them by the reptilians.

11/14/2018 4:47:16 PM jgt58chiefsfan Does the show provide any Insights to real life?

11/14/2018 4:57:04 PM tomciscoadams  pic.twitter.com/vZztd9YkWg

11/14/2018 5:09:02 PM ingoldisrael Your opinion/knowledge that CST used primarily for blackmail or adrenochrome addict supply among the elites? Not sure “aliens”=necessary element 

in venue of human depravity, but I’ll still give it a listen. Depopulation is a major goal of elites so they’ll create such illusions.

11/14/2018 5:25:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd I agree, Intentional evil has consequences. You harm populous of innocent people you've taken the good side of duality and slung it across the 

universe. The balance is so off, the scales are tipped so badly....consequences I feel would be mind blowing. Sometimes I get scared.

11/14/2018 5:28:29 PM xxbuffaloheadxx In oct of 2017 the sun did something very strange to me and believe me I know how crazy it sounds but ever since I have been looking for the truth so 

if you dont mind me asking where did you come across this information because I would love to read/watch it...... Thank you

11/14/2018 5:34:45 PM jonessense Jim Jordan

11/14/2018 5:38:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Atrocious/ghastly. pic.twitter.com/Xf9DVERgMb

11/14/2018 5:41:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd Scary being this is my home. Scary bc I hit AGillum hard, so hard Twitter put me in jail for 12 hours. Posted pic of DeSantis transition team and told him 

to "choke on this." Didn't mean for him to (choke on retweet) insert cell into mouth and attempt to swallow. pic.twitter.com/2sBn80LkNl

11/14/2018 5:42:45 PM 1aaronjustice That’s what I thought.  Where did you hear different?

11/14/2018 5:43:04 PM wonderswords Very, especially realizing how many generations of people have been taken fron the planet, it's no longer a conspiracy and we have to deal with All This 

Truth, relearning real human history?

11/14/2018 5:54:09 PM melanieanders7 Oh don't worry, it won't be your retweet he chokes on. It'll be his guilt for not doing the right thing for ALL people. ;) Bad Karma has a way of swaying 

her sultry self right into the path of a wrong doer.

11/14/2018 6:21:36 PM 4demeeee Good one! 

One thing's for sure, WE will always find a way 😉

11/14/2018 6:28:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd Never in a million did I think anyone would note, made many comments where he ppl called us "Crackers" and went a little wild. I will sleep better at 

night when he's arrested. Exciting/scary time to be alive. Mosque 2 mi from my house, more frequent meetings there, 🧐

11/14/2018 6:44:06 PM mikeymi35527431 I am so tired of waiting. All I have seen is talk.



11/14/2018 6:44:29 PM 4demeeee M12 mean's 99% are what "We Humans Created", we have ufo tech for decades.

so 99% fly'n are our birds . . . and yes there's real ones too

Um, tho I've enjoyed Sandia, you do realize they are not actually ET, right?

By their own admission.

11/14/2018 6:45:10 PM messnermelissa  pic.twitter.com/XnkFXR7wza

11/14/2018 6:53:43 PM lbf777 So when does the winning start? Every time we are told it’s starting, nothing happens. Team Trump pumped 11-11-18 up as if it was the 2nd coming of 

Christ but nothing happened again. What’s the deal?

11/14/2018 6:54:32 PM 4demeeee Old yes, fake, sorta -- It's a reg drone. 

I researched it also back then, forget now, but it was like a a drone event thing.

Very surprised, the things armatures did with them. and odd purposes

11/14/2018 6:55:00 PM joshuabacon12  https://youtu.be/oxqhhfJBcD4 

11/14/2018 6:56:11 PM staticra1n  pic.twitter.com/jUi8kEMbkd

11/14/2018 6:56:17 PM staticra1n  pic.twitter.com/uOq8tBpRll

11/14/2018 6:58:22 PM qtpi3_14 @threadreaderapp unroll

11/14/2018 7:00:55 PM melanieanders7 Keep watching! You might just see it! :)

11/14/2018 7:01:24 PM wishfulldreamz are you so sure?  😉

11/14/2018 7:04:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd Oh I will be dancing, dancing yeah! pic.twitter.com/bVacC8mrgN

11/14/2018 7:17:30 PM datruseeka What point were you intending to mean? Space Preservation Act 2001 was never enacted; Reintroduced again under different HR bills in 2003 & 2005, 

but they were not enacted either.  Here is the 2001 version, listing exotic weapons, however not detailed in subsequent bill proposals 

pic.twitter.com/nMxgDZs1M8

11/14/2018 7:21:58 PM lbf777 If something did happen, then they should have the common courtesy to tell the public. We really should have a fully transparent gov. That way, we 

don’t have to beg them to for info.

11/14/2018 7:23:02 PM wonderswords Blue beam

11/14/2018 7:23:49 PM 4demeeee I was just saying what M12 meant, and I do for the most part agree. 

Realize the scale tho, its 1% of Elite Rulers doing crap!  1% is also a lot, but in comparison with the world, not so much 🌎 So if 1% are real UFO, then 

similar in numbers. Speaking figuratively of course!

11/14/2018 7:24:14 PM wonderswords Project Blue Beam, Dracos are the reason it's exotic

11/14/2018 7:25:37 PM datruseeka The first time I saw toasted cars was for 9/11. Of course MSM tried to cover that fact up.  Dr. Judy Wood characterized the cars as “dustified” and 

pointed out that we always so the windows melted away, metal damaged and aluminum melted like molten....but paper all over,....

11/14/2018 7:26:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 The act was official Government acknowledge of exotic extraterrestrial weapons.

11/14/2018 7:27:36 PM datruseeka Just like we don’t see plastic or many trees destroyed and can total destroy a house, but next door not a scratch or 1/2 of house gone right in half in a 

straight line.  We know these are NOT normal fires!  So why isn’t anyone stopping it?

11/14/2018 7:27:52 PM 4demeeee We have those Triangle ones also, we do have a Dark Space Program, We have these toys also. I never said there are not real ones, its just most are not 

the real ET - its our dark forces at play 

But believe what you want 👽

11/14/2018 7:30:58 PM datruseeka Yes, it does say “extraterrestrial”, but our own military, DARPA, black ops have these weapons listed, and can be used against us too. 

pic.twitter.com/2H59z8FbWO

11/14/2018 7:41:31 PM datruseeka “Z World” ???

11/14/2018 7:43:04 PM gildedingoldgra I heard drones.

11/14/2018 7:49:11 PM datruseeka And what are all these? Up around the sun that can be seen daily? pic.twitter.com/j6ooV6zxTX

11/14/2018 7:52:26 PM datruseeka When you said “z WORLD” you meant “the world” not some special place.

11/14/2018 7:56:09 PM connectedtomyc1 So, white hats or black hats destroyed CA by fire? "The act" implies  Trump (guessing that's what you mean by "official Government") did it to 

acknowledge extraterrestrial weapons? I'm really trying to follow what you are saying....

11/14/2018 7:58:18 PM connectedtomyc1 Can you tell us (in simple terms) how these ET weapons work?

11/14/2018 8:03:30 PM datruseeka But gosh some of us knew they existed, why didn’t the government?

11/14/2018 8:05:31 PM datruseeka For me, I know there is no way Trump knows or would have ever ordered such a thing.  This is from the Cabal Black hats!

11/14/2018 8:06:29 PM firstyorks2017 There isn’t enough money in the cure - there is more money in the treatment and it’s continuous.

11/14/2018 8:06:33 PM datruseeka What he’s referring to, is back in 2001, Congress was made aware of these type of weapons.

11/14/2018 8:11:53 PM datruseeka The bill was introduced by one Dennis Kucinich (D) with no co-sponsors.  I doubt many even read the bill. https://www.congress.gov/member/dennis-

kucinich/K000336 …

11/14/2018 8:12:10 PM datruseeka Lol

11/14/2018 8:16:31 PM datruseeka Yes, I’ve recently learned that.  Although I don’t really understand your timetable nor the true implications of higher dimensions going from 3D to 4D 

and 5D.  It’s hard to believe that many will want to leave their 3D world or leave their bodies, if that is what it means,....

11/14/2018 8:17:29 PM datruseeka Or leave any family members.  And what is this timeframe you are talking about that you are planning first contact and what is your mission?

11/14/2018 8:31:51 PM datruseeka Ooh, those pics like that can be scary to many. Just being honest.

11/14/2018 8:34:26 PM datruseeka What are all the space crafts doing in the sky and around the sun?  Person is posting all kinds of shapes and sizes ...she takes daily pics & videos using 

special lens adapter to her camera.  All strange to us.

11/14/2018 8:38:25 PM decodematrix I think this event was an important marker.

11/14/2018 8:41:06 PM chelle030609 So are these good ET removing DUMBS and pedophiles etc or a negative group? Is this to do with the ssp?

11/14/2018 8:57:36 PM datruseeka Just like the ET - the Extraterrestrial Movie of 1982.

11/14/2018 10:50:12 PM diaptera_80 Is that why I am addicted to SG-1? All other shows are redundant.

11/14/2018 10:53:39 PM diaptera_80 How could someone not get it. “Double secret” productions and the episode where SG-1 must help with the sci-fy show about themselves. Hello?

11/14/2018 11:29:54 PM diaptera_80 I remember it being explained as homeworld

11/14/2018 11:33:13 PM jonessense Im trying to get through the is-be story on YouTube but its 4 hours long 😬

11/14/2018 11:36:24 PM awarefrequency Don’t be scared. 

The negative evil control system feeds off of human fear. It needs anger and fear to keep the system alive. We must rise in Light, Love and Compassion. 

We, together are raising the frequency of the planet. Higher the frequency the faster the evil energy dies.

11/14/2018 11:38:59 PM worldxplorer1 I feel ya. I have about 45 minutes left myself. 

Yes Diaptera, homeworld is correct but bigger than that. The Domain is said to control / include approx 1/4 of the entire universe. 

I feel there are some nuggets in the book but that there a lot of mis/disinformation as well.

11/14/2018 11:39:24 PM diaptera_80 So, disclosure about slaves on Mars is not going to happen yet? Or there aren’t any slaves on Mars? 🤔

11/14/2018 11:49:06 PM diaptera_80 So she is not just a clone, but pure AI?

11/14/2018 11:50:19 PM jonessense Someone I trust implicitly said to look for the story of Ariel cuz that is the real story. We are IS-Be souls.



11/14/2018 11:56:02 PM discerndivine The ones I know people have seen include a majority that are benevolent ETs. It’s easy to know by how you f-e-e-l when it happens -positive vibe. 

We’ve seen ones that feel the opposite too. Your figure of 99.9% is not accurate. Below ALL benevolent ETs.

 https://www.luisprada.com/galactic_federation_fleets/ … pic.twitter.com/ILDcDOAYzZ

11/14/2018 11:57:35 PM diaptera_80 We were too few before 2016. Seemed hopeless then, but that is what Teal’c used to feel. He learned patience, but also to take fast action when 

opportunity was right.

11/15/2018 12:03:54 AM diaptera_80 Scary

11/15/2018 12:08:54 AM nwlibertarian Pretty sure we're being irresponsible if we don't all start filing FOIA requests on everything regarding 'psychotronic weaponry; chemtrails; 

extraterrestrial weapons; climate, and tectonic weapons' because exactly none of that shit sounds in any way cool, or legal.

11/15/2018 12:12:00 AM diaptera_80 Ok, hold on. Can you explain please?

11/15/2018 12:18:22 AM diaptera_80 Stargates=true powerseats

11/15/2018 12:22:36 AM diaptera_80 There are different kinds of stargates. Some can only be used by interdimensional beings, while others are portals to different locations. Majestic 12 

also indicated that they can be used to view different times. How they work, how they are being used currently, & how many 💖know

11/15/2018 12:25:28 AM diaptera_80 Doesn’t this become problematic when two different nations with two different religions go about exploring the universe, making deals with god 

knows who? With a joint stargate? Hard to imagine...

11/15/2018 12:37:20 AM diaptera_80 Ok, do I have to learn Morse code or was that non essential chitchat about flat earth?

11/15/2018 12:43:08 AM darktolightww It may be possible that there is something in the cars and structures (non-organic) that they have in common, that can attract/engage the energy 

weapon.  Any others out there with knowledge to contribute? Expand your thinking...not directed, but triggered to attract?

11/15/2018 12:51:13 AM diaptera_80 Will= what we think is free will but is not, Free will=can only be exercised in a society free of conditioning, which we have not Belief=conditioning that 

you think is your own. Faith(religious)=same as belief, but you believe it so hard that your conscience no longer plays role

11/15/2018 12:53:17 AM ingoldisrael Thx. Will read Fiona’s account. Some have pointed out impossibilities regarding times and dates in her stories, but I still think it’s worth looking into. 

However, child trafficking isn’t one single coordinated operation, as she claims. There’s a lot of levels/players involved.

11/15/2018 12:55:43 AM ingoldisrael What is the significance/translation of 41 + 322 = NWO?

11/15/2018 12:57:41 AM diaptera_80 Thanks for stating the horrifying truth. ‘Abomination standing in the holy place’

11/15/2018 1:04:04 AM grrroverrrtje Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

11/15/2018 1:21:39 AM diaptera_80 Vampires? MJ12 and other organisations

11/15/2018 1:22:28 AM datruseeka That’s an EXCELLENT idea...

11/15/2018 1:26:42 AM diaptera_80 4 stargates, plus 1 artificial? I wonder what a natural stargate look like. Heard something it is just an invisible ripple unlike SG-1s stargate. Certain 

times? How does it activate?

11/15/2018 1:28:07 AM datruseeka @realDonaldTrump note - ISIS taking responsibility for CA Fires 

“O america, This is the punishment of bombing Muslims in Syria," states the text. "This is Allah's punishment for you. And in shaa Allah, you will see 

more fires. Praise be to Allah." 

 https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/isis-group-claims-california-wildfires-are-retribution-vows-you-will-see-more-fires/ …

11/15/2018 1:31:45 AM datruseeka ISIS taking responsibility for CA Fires - is this Cabal/Israel’s/Mossad/Khazar/ CIA/ or PG&E’s way of getting WWIII started?  Is this the FF to take away 

efforts of taking down the Cabal, or sidestepping the voter fraud investigations?

11/15/2018 1:33:45 AM diaptera_80 What will happen instead as foundations are shaken? What will life be like? Families?

11/15/2018 1:34:09 AM diaptera_80 Indeed?

11/15/2018 1:36:03 AM diaptera_80 Time to stop 5G or not?

11/15/2018 1:38:23 AM diaptera_80 Do we all exist in different bodies simultaneously or just some of us? Is communication between them possible?

11/15/2018 1:42:20 AM diaptera_80 Then why are we using oldfashioned weapons. Only for nondisclosure reasons? Perhaps

11/15/2018 1:46:05 AM diaptera_80 I just googled MCR and got My chemical romance, band. 😂

11/15/2018 1:48:29 AM diaptera_80 Is this thing actually the soul trap recycler station? Just a wild guess

11/15/2018 1:49:58 AM diaptera_80 He might, the pink ones in his house are hard to avoid

11/15/2018 1:51:37 AM diaptera_80 Enki & Ea

11/15/2018 1:54:07 AM diaptera_80 But is depopulation now off the table?

11/15/2018 1:54:45 AM diaptera_80 Yep, you did it.

11/15/2018 1:55:45 AM nwlibertarian I mean there are more Muslims than anyone in the world, and the world is reliant on oil which is vast in the majority Muslim countries. Maybe they 

secretly bought our CIA and are using weirdo secret lasers to bomb us from space 👌🤷♂️

11/15/2018 1:59:55 AM diaptera_80 Ah, so it will all make sense when something happens and we go back to reread and then we will understand it. Ok.

11/15/2018 2:03:20 AM diaptera_80 Wow, is he? But he says and do a lot of good stuff, and warns about AI a lot. I guess anyone with kids can become an asset for the cabal. I did find it 

odd he was talking so much about “I have tuned in to the frequency of the cabal”, and just kept going there, almost as to warn..

11/15/2018 2:05:11 AM diaptera_80 So if Alex Jones were right, why is he a cabal asset, and if so why would they censor and come after him?

11/15/2018 2:05:32 AM colette_00_ Up top, a man from Paradise says it's a mountain of gold - mining?

11/15/2018 2:07:57 AM diaptera_80 What exactly do you mean? The cycle? Time is an illusion? How this knowledge would change our behaviour?

11/15/2018 2:26:47 AM threadreaderapp Hallo please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure 1) Go back to July 4th 2001 2) Turn your TV on 3) 

9/11 COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU 4) […]" #Majestic  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062818467211108352.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

11/15/2018 2:26:54 AM diaptera_80 Vibrations, resonance

11/15/2018 2:41:50 AM diaptera_80 ”...Doty, who described himself as representing a shadowy group of 10 military intelligence insiders who claimed to be opposed to UFO secrecy. Moore 

called them "The Aviary".

11/15/2018 2:42:12 AM superrussianbo1 The Roths own PG and E is my understanding...and there is news blaming PG and E for the fires.  PG and E was also bizzarely talking about shutting the 

power off for a few weeks.

11/15/2018 2:47:59 AM diaptera_80 What is ”global” brain activity? As in of all people around the earth for it to be possible?

11/15/2018 2:52:28 AM diaptera_80 Target area with coordinated joint weapons fire (air and ground)

11/15/2018 2:55:51 AM diaptera_80 We can’t have those exotic weapons because we are children. However when disclosure comes it is inevitable, sknce we will have replicators and can 

cocreate. What is the killbox? The quarantine will be targeted? Or our quarantine area will be the killbox? doesn’t make sense

11/15/2018 3:09:29 AM diaptera_80 Teleportation technology, as well as detector of a beings frequency.

11/15/2018 3:11:39 AM diaptera_80 He is a vampire just like the moviestars? Or just offworld?

11/15/2018 3:15:51 AM diaptera_80 Or are you referring to recycling of life?

11/15/2018 3:19:04 AM diaptera_80 Just like those annoying Tollans, Tokra, Nox and Ancients believed. And that is how they stayed alive, by being careful with the truth to those not 

enlightened.

11/15/2018 3:21:47 AM jimisroomufotv Where is the proof that 99% of UFOs are manmade if they are ‘un-identified’ to begin with?  The ‘its manmade’ meme gets thrown out there quite a bit 

for just about anything.  Recent Ireland sighting barely reported and people just say its manmade with no evidence.

11/15/2018 3:28:56 AM diaptera_80 Material goes back to pure energy form or different dimension



11/15/2018 3:29:39 AM diaptera_80 Wish it would

11/15/2018 3:30:38 AM diaptera_80 To bad an illusion can end you up in jail

11/15/2018 3:31:59 AM diaptera_80 Economy reset

11/15/2018 3:36:46 AM diaptera_80 What about those who died. How do the dead get justice?

11/15/2018 3:53:10 AM diaptera_80 I thought 187 was John McCain, but now it sounds like a place

11/15/2018 3:54:08 AM diaptera_80 Or more like dead

11/15/2018 3:54:38 AM diaptera_80 Killed

11/15/2018 3:55:44 AM sorgfelt I've read that MS is actually an infection. Not knocking CBD oil at all, but have you tried Oregano oil?

11/15/2018 3:56:50 AM diaptera_80 Who needs farms, if we have replicator?

11/15/2018 4:11:17 AM diaptera_80 So the 'don't go towards the light' part of alien interview is true. Is it even possible to stay hidden or sneak away when you die? But I guess the net will 

be taken down soon

11/15/2018 4:11:49 AM nun_chucknorris @Datruseeka look at the older posts on this account, specifically the one that references 4,10,20.

11/15/2018 4:27:18 AM diaptera_80 Wouldn’t it be cool if they actually had real footage in Stargate series. Noone would ever know. Too bad much is just fiction.

11/15/2018 4:30:41 AM diaptera_80 So the ascension in SG-1 is meant to tell a true story? Jack never really ascended though, just became general

11/15/2018 4:34:39 AM melanieanders7 Regarding Elgan AF base underground facility. I've no one else to ask. Has it been cleared of SSP children being trained for galactic combat? Or is that a 

straight up farce? What I was told was pretty compelling.

11/15/2018 4:38:26 AM diaptera_80 I certainly hope technology isn’t the answer.

11/15/2018 4:38:39 AM diaptera_80 A key to achieving ascension seems to be the casting off of connections to the mortal world, acknowledging one's faults and failures and yet 

recognizing that one has done his or her best.

11/15/2018 4:39:04 AM diaptera_80 But the help of another ascended being helps

11/15/2018 4:41:52 AM wishfulldreamz Amen!

11/15/2018 4:43:14 AM diaptera_80 What is the significance?

11/15/2018 4:43:50 AM melanieanders7 Good morning old friend. :) Brighten your day a bit with a few breaths of life. The more we all remain in a positive mindset the faster we move forward 

in clearing out that which doesn't serve life well. ❤️ I'm sending you a virtual cosmic hug

11/15/2018 4:48:48 AM melanieanders7 I'm calling bull shit regarding the fact disclosure of the ssp will take decades. Humans are not stupid nor are we weak minded. We're suppressed, yes! 

But resilient! Have more faith in your fellow man kind! I'm aware of SSP and a common surface dweller.

11/15/2018 4:50:31 AM diaptera_80 Isn’t hurricanes terribly ineffective compared to frequency altering, war, and diseases? All of them can be cleverly construed to avoid responsibility.

11/15/2018 4:51:27 AM melanieanders7 I embraced the idea of it and welcomed the fact we have protection on that front as we speak. I'm pretty sure the rest of humanity will be just as 

fascinated and welcoming to such technology. Stop suppressing the truth! We don't need another 50 years of lies.

11/15/2018 4:52:47 AM diaptera_80 Are you talking about the mandela effect? Cause I have seen evidence of some weird changes, a little more than just bad memory

11/15/2018 4:53:20 AM melanieanders7 I'm glad you recognize it and act accordingly. ❤️

11/15/2018 4:53:53 AM diaptera_80 Yes, this one was awesome info

11/15/2018 4:57:06 AM wishfulldreamz  https://youtu.be/Xv8XB3qE8JM 

11/15/2018 4:57:21 AM melanieanders7 And I apologize if I offended. Knowing what I know regarding the original Majestic group still has me skeptical of the current Majestic groups true 

intent. I am working on putting my biases aside in hopes of a better future for all of us. I do hope you understand.

11/15/2018 5:01:07 AM diaptera_80 A program

11/15/2018 5:10:13 AM diaptera_80 It would be nice to be able to tell my children that it is unlikely to occur in their lifetime.

11/15/2018 5:11:40 AM diaptera_80 Can we hold it off by our creative consciousness? Is that what you are trying to do?

11/15/2018 5:15:34 AM diaptera_80 Spot on

11/15/2018 5:18:44 AM diaptera_80 Who decides on the message delivered? Are the messenges truth, or do they seek to create truth?

11/15/2018 5:19:52 AM diaptera_80 Well said

11/15/2018 5:22:20 AM diaptera_80 So how can we tell whether it is VOG or connecting to consciousness? If VOG is real, higher consciousness can be doubted

11/15/2018 5:25:39 AM diaptera_80 In the case of an ME event, would good people along with cabal people be reset? I heard only very few can truly ascend to survive such an event. It just 

seems a little unfair.

11/15/2018 5:30:35 AM diaptera_80 Partial disclosure

11/15/2018 5:35:19 AM diaptera_80 We do not have money, time and energy to grow our own food, we are slaves. And if we do, the air spoils it. No free will. Your implants are making us 

sick=can’t farm

11/15/2018 5:39:43 AM diaptera_80 The seeds you buy are already GMO. Doesn’t help to grow it yourself. Show us how to avoid the evil that you caused!

11/15/2018 5:40:27 AM iamchrisoddo Jeff Flake is a blow hard

11/15/2018 5:48:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for the reminder....I let fear sneak in. I work with a group of Floridians about 350 most are not awake, they retweet CD's/political meme's. 

Some, very negative. Radiating love/light is how we "starve the monster" so it dies out. You are so so right. Thank you❤️❤️❤️

11/15/2018 5:49:22 AM diaptera_80 But some other downloads are from spiritual/alien sources?

11/15/2018 5:53:13 AM mrblbrettish no, there's a translation site. just copy and paste. works like a champ!

11/15/2018 5:54:20 AM diaptera_80 Well, people don’t do that, not even the best, so currently it is close to impossible. Dying from age and disease also without honour? No

11/15/2018 6:05:34 AM diaptera_80 Who can do it? I tried and it didn’t work. I think many will agree with me. What does it take to change?

11/15/2018 6:06:20 AM diaptera_80 So the truth itself will set us free?

11/15/2018 6:10:42 AM diaptera_80 Why? At least the bad guys

11/15/2018 6:12:46 AM bethelight11_11 Who is the DIA ty for the information

11/15/2018 6:16:38 AM diaptera_80 So he was as bad as that?

11/15/2018 6:18:06 AM diaptera_80 Ah, the answer to my question in another thread...

11/15/2018 6:24:02 AM aprill_2020_ I  blend the CBD oil with coconut oil. Taking Turmeric, magnesium, b2. Along with cutting everything white out of my diet.

11/15/2018 6:25:16 AM bethelight11_11 Call me crazy but doesn’t he resemble Wilcox ?

11/15/2018 6:31:26 AM bethelight11_11 And wilcox

11/15/2018 6:45:59 AM melanieanders7 That's the problem with not seeing a persons physical reaction and verbal enunciation. We miss the communication signals and immediately jump to 

conclusions. I'm guilty of it. But I try and keep my phrasing in a loving reminder sort of wording to keep it positive and reassuring.

11/15/2018 6:54:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 We stand at the birth of new millennium.

Ready to unlock the mysteries of space.

Ready to free the Earth from the misery of disease.

Ready to harness the energies and technologies of the future.

11/15/2018 6:55:23 AM palmdalekid2 #THEGREATAWAKENING #qanon

11/15/2018 7:00:25 AM warrior_4truth Q And the great awakening....is only a fraction of what is to come.

11/15/2018 7:02:10 AM warrior_4truth The solar event....central sun

..the black hole sun

11/15/2018 7:02:45 AM warrior_4truth Sagittarius A

11/15/2018 7:04:29 AM bethelight11_11 What is IS-BE

11/15/2018 7:05:29 AM bethelight11_11 Wasn’t this voter fraud

11/15/2018 7:05:33 AM 1_decided_voter Inauguration speech

11/15/2018 7:06:36 AM jimhayzlett All of these only require for the elite to step out of way of progress.  We were born free, and elite usurped our freedom 1 by 1 w Corps 😇



11/15/2018 7:07:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Under previous leadership, TI was used for political opposition and for strategic power control, however part of our entry into the Galactic Federation 

requires that such programs be dismantled and the technology only used for legitimate security threats to humanity.

11/15/2018 7:07:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some members of the Military who have been complicit in treason against humanity and the United States will be prosecuted in the Military Tribunals 

and are included in the list of 61,000+ sealed indictments. Targeted individual programs will continue, except only for enemies.

11/15/2018 7:07:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 You don't think she actually won do you?

11/15/2018 7:08:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Describe to us the living conditions and quality of life for people in 1000 AD.

How has their lives been improved in 2000 AD?

How will your life be improved by 3000 AD?

"We stand at the birth of new millennium." - @realDonaldTrump

11/15/2018 7:09:14 AM joyful_anon What?

11/15/2018 7:12:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

What happens when private land is destroyed by wild fires?

What is Eminent Domain?

Light Fires.

Take FED $$$.

Distraction from Election Fraud.

Claim ED on land around future socialist plans.

Use FED $$$ to pay for socialist programs.

CA.

WHY?
11/15/2018 7:14:38 AM jimhayzlett With continuous deception by the elite, fear has consumed the masses to reject benevolent ETz in favor of accepting status quo 'slavery' 😇

11/15/2018 7:16:17 AM kardankay Bring it on!!!

11/15/2018 7:16:49 AM diaptera_80 Then couldn’t they have seen their own demise coming?

11/15/2018 7:18:21 AM marshahodgson From what I've seen so far, many 'modern technologies' are very detrimental to human life...besides allowing dark ops to kill us outright.

That said, my idea of 'a perfect world' w/h to include the end of evil pursuits & techs that harm life & Planet. No less. If not: our doom!

11/15/2018 7:19:05 AM jimhayzlett Let me clear it up, so YOU can be honest:  would you prefer Heaven/5D or Hell/3D?  Do you really have to question your preference? 

🙏🏼😇✨🌟💫🌎🌈💜

11/15/2018 7:21:46 AM jimhayzlett 99% ETz Are benevolent. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:21:56 AM mjb1103 Year 3000 - no humans, some forms of life starting a 5 million year evolution to a new very unlikely intelligent species.

11/15/2018 7:23:30 AM blankmarlo We've been using dark ages tech for decades now when we've had the ability to unlock our true physical, mental, and spiritual capabilities. Sonic 

healing, matter replicators, free energy and anti-gravity being the most basic of which that will be introduced first.

11/15/2018 7:24:08 AM jimhayzlett Correction: 1920s.  USA was 1947, Roswell 😇

11/15/2018 7:25:18 AM 00loll0 I get all that but someone has to build them?

11/15/2018 7:25:37 AM christinaraciti To act as pawns to support a specific narrative that ultimately serves a dark agenda to manipulate the populace.

11/15/2018 7:26:17 AM marshahodgson Describe, you ask?

In AD 1000 there was no Monsanto-like tech or EM disturbances.

By the dawn of AD 2000, our environment was already riddled w/radiation blooms & agricultural mayhem which sickens us all.

By AD 3000...I hope we've learned hard lessons, & reversed these follies.

11/15/2018 7:27:09 AM 00loll0 ...besides,if the craft over Ireland was ours the we must have built it.

11/15/2018 7:29:59 AM kimbeallsghost Notice how we always speak of "the masses" with passive-voice. As if they don't have free-will. They do, but they willingly [dare I say "actively"?] throw 

it away in order to remain part of "the masses."

11/15/2018 7:30:27 AM palmdalekid2 #THEGREATAWAKENING #qanon

11/15/2018 7:30:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 AMA at 11:11 AM EST that will last 11 minutes.

Ask a question in this thread, and we'll respond accordingly.

11/15/2018 7:30:56 AM palmdalekid2 Safe to go to? pic.twitter.com/yKeL666D0j

11/15/2018 7:31:12 AM jimhayzlett And, @SandiaWisdom is representing ETz.  Your words deceptively deny the connection!  Raise your consciousness to transparency, Please 

🙏🏼🌟✨😇

11/15/2018 7:31:14 AM sox_maga I’m hoping for the Nordics. That will trigger the Left.

11/15/2018 7:33:23 AM petitchevalb What does mean AMA please?

11/15/2018 7:33:34 AM citoyen_resist good.

11/15/2018 7:34:02 AM marshahodgson THIS statement excites me. 

If it means what I think it means: EVIL PURSUITS *must* end. I hope it also means the end of big pharma/farm tech that push disease upon us. 

Q: how will we fix the radiation problem? Cleanse Earth?

11/15/2018 7:35:01 AM diaptera_80 Yeah

11/15/2018 7:35:22 AM citoyen_resist renegade aka traitor44 aka barry soetero aka Barack Hussein Obama abused of TIP.

11/15/2018 7:36:30 AM jeffdemmers  pic.twitter.com/VtkhfSbYlW

11/15/2018 7:36:57 AM crazycooder Time travel, currently used ?

11/15/2018 7:38:02 AM pauliepg11111 Estimate for when The Event will happen, ie our current trajectory?

11/15/2018 7:38:07 AM petitchevalb When will the 60K indictments occur?

11/15/2018 7:38:27 AM pauliepg11111 Is 45 owned by the Israelis or is he actually doing what he wants to do?

11/15/2018 7:38:48 AM pauliepg11111 What’s the best way of avoiding mind control on planet Earth, besides turning off the TV?

11/15/2018 7:39:27 AM pauliepg11111 Why were the satellites shut down? And the sunspot observatories?

11/15/2018 7:40:19 AM pauliepg11111 How much of the child trafficking network has been shut down since 45 came into office?

11/15/2018 7:40:31 AM jimhayzlett Imho, fiction is a lie, it's all been done before for millions + years 🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:41:40 AM marshahodgson Good! However: you say 'some members' w/b prosecuted, w/targeted indiv programs continuing 'against enemies'.  Does this include the 'other 

members' left out of 1st statement? Some go free?

11/15/2018 7:41:49 AM pauliepg11111 Meghan Markle and Harry - are they involved with the dark side of the British Royal Family?

11/15/2018 7:41:59 AM ready_pen Is the childgame MINECRAFT a type of bad mind control being secretly imposed on innocent child players?

11/15/2018 7:42:29 AM jimhayzlett YAAAAAYYYYY 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:42:43 AM ronpeterson78  https://twitter.com/ronpeterson78/status/1063090005579489280?s=21 …

11/15/2018 7:42:49 AM pauliepg11111 Is the current Hillary Clinton a clone? What about Bill?



11/15/2018 7:43:24 AM awarefrequency We are right 😉

We just need to keep reminding each other to stay in the light. 

#Love

When we see our others slip into old energy, re-mind them that we are light and that our light is stronger than any old fear program designed to keep 

us from knowing our light.✨

#Compassion

11/15/2018 7:43:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 Sanctions 17 Saudis

11/15/2018 7:43:54 AM pauliepg11111 Status of the Stargate in Iraq? Who is in control of it?

11/15/2018 7:44:09 AM awarefrequency Of course... you are welcome. 

It is your truth 💜

11/15/2018 7:44:14 AM pauliepg11111 5G - will 45 stop it?

11/15/2018 7:44:24 AM clairbear72 When will the people have full disclosure

11/15/2018 7:44:44 AM ready_pen Which video games have control of child minds in form of mind control?

11/15/2018 7:45:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd Amen! Beautifully said❤️

11/15/2018 7:45:41 AM ready_pen Timeline revealing cure for Autism?

11/15/2018 7:46:30 AM marshahodgson It looks like I have some deep research to attend to. Thanks.

11/15/2018 7:46:49 AM twistnshout58 is msm all puppets? little spheres??

11/15/2018 7:47:33 AM jimhayzlett Yes, many previous mass extinctions, yet This TIME, NOW, IS ASCENSION by Heaven's Decree and Benevolent Consciousness 🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:47:40 AM vesicapieces You have 1 question left...

11/15/2018 7:47:47 AM decodematrix Do ETs live on Jupiter and Saturn on just the moons of them? Is there a solid planet under the gas of Jupiter and Saturn?

11/15/2018 7:48:36 AM diaptera_80 What will happen to the sheep when this goes mainstream? I can’t reach friends and family, I am insane to them. The concept of ET is too far away for 

them.

11/15/2018 7:48:44 AM zack_stone When is disclosure

11/15/2018 7:49:04 AM vand3rboots Who in the public domain is of E.T. origin or E.T. hybrid?

11/15/2018 7:49:21 AM decodematrix Are we going to 4D or 5D?

11/15/2018 7:50:02 AM ready_pen Common core public school agenda-how does that relate to mind control?any plans to undo it?

11/15/2018 7:50:58 AM decodematrix Is the intel from COBRA real or deception?

11/15/2018 7:51:17 AM ready_pen Are any vaccines safe for children or adults?.. if not, how to repair consumer from damage?

11/15/2018 7:51:33 AM pauliepg11111 AI - what part of it don’t we realise we are already interacting with in everyday life? Eg Alice on Twitter

11/15/2018 7:51:54 AM decodematrix Is humanity being held hostage with toplet bombs by the dark forces?

11/15/2018 7:52:00 AM diaptera_80 Which is not truth?

11/15/2018 7:52:40 AM jimhayzlett Yes of course, Angel ✨👼✨  We R God's Light, as Every Star in z Universe Shines On/In You, Source Creators: Beautiful Limitless Eternal 

🌈☀️✨😇

11/15/2018 7:52:46 AM 00loll0 What's the story on the Dalai llama,is he a good guy,or a bad guy?

11/15/2018 7:53:02 AM decodematrix What are archons?

11/15/2018 7:53:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why?

What's coming soon? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1063097305845374978 …

11/15/2018 7:54:00 AM decodematrix What is the Chimera Group?

11/15/2018 7:54:10 AM worldxplorer1 Q: What is the relation between the Galactic Federation and The Domain?

11/15/2018 7:54:30 AM jimhayzlett Light Always Wins In The End.  How appropriate 🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:54:33 AM ready_pen When will all commercial airplanes have Boeing Honeywell Uninterruptible Autopilot removed? Which commercial planes are safest to fly on?

11/15/2018 7:54:44 AM diaptera_80 Ok, I need a map of your tweets please? Sigh

11/15/2018 7:55:53 AM jimhayzlett Heaven wants all of us to ascend. 🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 7:55:57 AM pauliepg11111 Chances of full disclosure vs. partial disclosure?

11/15/2018 7:57:58 AM jimhayzlett But we have already concluded that You affected the masses free will by poisoning them intentionally 😇

11/15/2018 7:58:32 AM ready_pen Does the commercial public food supply promote neuro deficiencies such as ADHD, Autism, Sensory Processing Disorders?..contaminated with 

nanoparticles?

11/15/2018 7:59:12 AM _00111111_ rods of god

11/15/2018 7:59:43 AM diaptera_80 Don’t say we have to keep money forever, it is the basis for slavery

11/15/2018 8:00:42 AM jimhayzlett Free will to go against God's laws:  don't take from or harm others... 😇

11/15/2018 8:01:19 AM keith369me Is age regression technology available and is the technology going to be available to the masses?

11/15/2018 8:01:46 AM diaptera_80 Human oriented AI sounds dangerous. Isn’t 97% of all AI hostile to humans?

11/15/2018 8:01:54 AM jimhayzlett They are physically and mentally being poisoned and deceived 😇

11/15/2018 8:02:46 AM ready_pen When will the US Patent office be controlled by “white hats”? And consumers know patents submitted will not be stolen by “black hats”

11/15/2018 8:03:12 AM mjs__smile THANK YOU....finally, another "woke" person...and it was Bernie that put McMullin in Utah to steal Trump votes..but backfired because he cut Hillarys 

votes in half 😂

11/15/2018 8:03:14 AM turboxyde Where can we learn more about the Galactic Federation? OR, what current sources of information are "mostly" accurate about the Galactic 

Federation? I had a recent dream about an offworld cultural exchange program... something about a "2nd wave." Quite interesting indeed!

11/15/2018 8:04:12 AM decodematrix How many Earth-like planets do you estimate are in our galaxy?

11/15/2018 8:04:34 AM ready_pen When will HARRP and DEW be stopped for nefarious deeds?

11/15/2018 8:04:41 AM decodematrix Has our secret space program traveled to other galaxies?

11/15/2018 8:04:58 AM pattonspotting Is there a focal point for Brits to follow for the U.K. awakening?

11/15/2018 8:05:16 AM jimhayzlett No Oby, @4DeMeeee

11/15/2018 8:05:34 AM therealbigneum Do you really think this will happen? It will flood society with the proff of repressed technology that will cause an uproar worldwide from the populous. 

Legit question

11/15/2018 8:06:04 AM ready_pen When will chemtrails stop?

11/15/2018 8:06:50 AM ready_pen How does CERN research affect or endanger lives?

11/15/2018 8:06:55 AM marshahodgson Logically thinking, I c/only imagine that those seemingly 'random' burns were/are much to 'neat' & total to be flukes. This new info fills in many blanks, 

yet, leaves me hankering to TOTALLY understand the tech itself.

What an exciting time to be alive. I hope all goes smoothly.

11/15/2018 8:07:54 AM ready_pen How does the power or Prime and 9 relate to keys of universe?

11/15/2018 8:08:05 AM votethemout11 What’s your favorite animal?

11/15/2018 8:08:26 AM jimhayzlett With Love, no power vacuums exist 😇

11/15/2018 8:08:41 AM marshahodgson Whoa! Thanks.

11/15/2018 8:09:14 AM worldxplorer1 What is the relationship between The Domain and the Galactic Federation?  Is our defeat of the Domain and entrance in GF akin to a galactic 

Independece Day for earth? Finally does this mean our status as a “prison planet” with its accompanying “soul / IS-BE trap” has ended?

11/15/2018 8:09:34 AM diaptera_80 I thought going towards the light was dangerous, wasn’t this what the EBEN told us?



11/15/2018 8:09:43 AM ready_pen If Global reset happens and Fed Reserve is demolished, will US Citizens gain unexpected wealth? If yes, in what form?

11/15/2018 8:09:55 AM lbf777 How can we trust they the world is really being liberated after being lied to nonstop especially since hyped up days like 11-11-18 end up being nothing 

but duds. How do we aren’t being played yet again?

11/15/2018 8:10:19 AM kimbeallsghost They are willingly letting other people tell them what to think, because they don't have the courage, or are just too lazy, to stop and question or think 

for themselves. Come on, we are big mammals with big brains. "They made me think that!" is a very lame excuse.

11/15/2018 8:10:22 AM rezinated1 How real is  “the Harvest “?

11/15/2018 8:10:39 AM lbf777 When does the real winning start? IE when does marijuana get legalized or free energy released?

11/15/2018 8:10:46 AM kimbeallsghost Water rises to its own level...

11/15/2018 8:11:04 AM jluebs24 Are we about to witness frasokereti?

11/15/2018 8:11:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, we are saving Israel for last.

11/15/2018 8:11:18 AM roaminnoodle Will I, as an individual, get to space travel?

Who is posting on this account?

11/15/2018 8:11:38 AM jimhayzlett Stop the poisons and all will think clearly 😇

11/15/2018 8:11:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion created by global consciousness. Currently we are moving toward that fate, however it requires certain events to take place first.

11/15/2018 8:11:46 AM blankmarlo What role, if any, will Elon Musk play in the sharing of SSP tech with the public? Is he currently involved in any SSP projects?

11/15/2018 8:11:54 AM james_dombro What hat happened to HRC on 9/10/16?

11/15/2018 8:12:15 AM isawthat9 22nd?

Yes No

11/15/2018 8:12:18 AM kimbeallsghost I hope so, but frankly it's a thin hope, right now.

11/15/2018 8:12:20 AM james_dombro Do any real ET photographs or videos exist in the public domain?

11/15/2018 8:12:27 AM james_dombro When do indictments start to unseal on a larger noticeable scale?

11/15/2018 8:12:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 AMA means "Ask Me Anything", so no to your first question.

No, discussing the sun is not off the table.

11/15/2018 8:12:33 AM james_dombro Can you offer a comparison between the main factions of the SSP?

11/15/2018 8:12:38 AM james_dombro Do you have any insight into Emery Smith, David Wilcox, or Corey Goode?

11/15/2018 8:12:44 AM james_dombro What’s the connection between James Alefantis and Henry Wellcome?

11/15/2018 8:12:50 AM james_dombro Was PizzaGate Disclosure planned to precede the Great Awakening and Q movements?

11/15/2018 8:13:01 AM blankmarlo Will Replicator tech be affordable for the average person? What about people in third world countries? What materials are required to make/maintain 

the devices?

11/15/2018 8:13:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary. Not everything is 100% real or 100% deception. The key is finding the right balance to accomplish your objectives.

11/15/2018 8:13:02 AM james_dombro Does Q++ signify ET interaction?

11/15/2018 8:13:07 AM james_dombro what is the best way to expose and declassify suppressed technologies?

11/15/2018 8:13:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/15/2018 8:13:12 AM james_dombro What can the public do to help push disclosure in the current state its in?

11/15/2018 8:13:16 AM james_dombro Was NoName executed?

11/15/2018 8:13:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands. Yes.

11/15/2018 8:13:22 AM blankmarlo Which alien race will be used for first contact?

11/15/2018 8:13:22 AM james_dombro What’s the best way to train remote viewing and remote influencing?

11/15/2018 8:13:27 AM james_dombro Are we already able to communicate telepathically with ETs? If so, how can we improve this ability?

11/15/2018 8:13:32 AM matoozie Meaning it's for show?

11/15/2018 8:13:40 AM james_dombro How can star seeds awaken?

11/15/2018 8:13:53 AM worldxplorer1 Perhaps I sounded too negative on the book. I see quite a bit of interesting info that I perceive as true. I’m good with us being IS-BEs. Have always 

intuitively know this. Bigger issues with info given about The Domain and it’s relationship to galactic history.

11/15/2018 8:13:55 AM blankmarlo How many current victims of the Targeted Individual program are there?

11/15/2018 8:14:03 AM universalrisin Will the resistance contact to recruit someone working to reach their higher-self  or do we contact them

11/15/2018 8:14:09 AM jimhayzlett Dear, it's Heavens Decree for Ascension, as the snowball is growing and CANNOT BE STOPPED 🙏🏼😇  You Are Source Light ✨👼✨

11/15/2018 8:14:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 He made some good decisions and some bad decisions. Nobody is perfect. His heart was not in the right place for a good period of time, however for 

the vast majority of his life, he was a good person.

11/15/2018 8:14:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/15/2018 8:14:32 AM melanie_bert When MOAB is dropped will that have effects in Germany?

11/15/2018 8:14:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some are 6D, but we are going higher.

11/15/2018 8:14:52 AM lynnmar42209594 Are you of the light or remaining Dark? Would you tell the truth anyway

11/15/2018 8:14:59 AM james_dombro How will 5G hurt us? Can we protect ourselves?

11/15/2018 8:15:15 AM blankmarlo How credible a source was Kabamur? Cobra?

11/15/2018 8:15:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We won't name names, but there are at least 3+ individuals who the public knows quite well who are not homo sapiens.

11/15/2018 8:16:10 AM james_dombro Queen of England, 41, & Rumsfield?

11/15/2018 8:16:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who told you Jupiter / Saturn were 100% gas?

11/15/2018 8:16:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Galatic Federation.

11/15/2018 8:16:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:16:51 AM petitchevalb How can we shatter the matrix?

11/15/2018 8:16:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, many times.

11/15/2018 8:17:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Millions.

11/15/2018 8:17:23 AM keeter1234321 What are those events?  When do you expect them to happen?

11/15/2018 8:17:49 AM ready_pen Is the Florida stargate located at or near Florida NASA?

11/15/2018 8:18:08 AM roaminnoodle Why not?

11/15/2018 8:18:12 AM marshahodgson Except, I think not. There's no subsurface degradation, and seems much too contained. Then again...what do I know? I'm no scientist. ☺

11/15/2018 8:18:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 All artificial radiation that is currently emitted from technology interferes with global consciousness. New technology will replace these harmful 

radiations. Best solution is to opt out of holding a 5G device up to your face.

11/15/2018 8:18:47 AM palmdalekid2 Galactic Codex real?

11/15/2018 8:19:05 AM dawntay40629790 I realize I'm a bit late to this conversation,  but I've expected this all along. The left that have good intentions,  are trying to skip a step. Unity happens 

much later.

11/15/2018 8:19:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remote Viewing, Deep Meditation, and a clear mind go a long way to making telepathic contact with members of the Galactic Federation. Some are 

actively communicating now.

11/15/2018 8:19:27 AM lbf777 Why is your logo the hyrogliohic symbol for Ra sun worship? Do you worship the sun or Ra?

11/15/2018 8:19:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 A classification of IS-BE.

11/15/2018 8:19:37 AM therealbigneum Was supposed to be a big week (again) lol

11/15/2018 8:19:44 AM blankmarlo Any validity to the Saturn/Moon Matrix theory? What about the theory that Saturn used to be our primary Sun?

11/15/2018 8:19:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spoiler Alert.

11/15/2018 8:20:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.



11/15/2018 8:20:06 AM ready_pen Where did the WOW signals come from? Who sent it? Was Elvis or Howard Hughes involved?

11/15/2018 8:20:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you see no focal point, create one.

11/15/2018 8:20:42 AM lbf777 I don’t trust 5g and trump not stopping it sounds fishy to me.

11/15/2018 8:20:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your IS-BE.

11/15/2018 8:21:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stop consuming the creation of other IS-BEs and start your own creation to your own standards.

11/15/2018 8:21:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Made for interesting reads.

11/15/2018 8:21:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Actions speak louder than words. MJ12 was very dark for a long period of time.

DARK > LIGHT

11/15/2018 8:21:54 AM jimhayzlett When will you stop poisoning humanity?

11/15/2018 8:21:54 AM jdltr450 Is 45 working with ET's?

11/15/2018 8:22:02 AM pattonspotting Thanks but hard to beyond commentary / analysis. Was referring to an intel source / white hats etc. I can’t provide the latter sadly.

11/15/2018 8:22:20 AM jimhayzlett When will MSM report on truths only?

11/15/2018 8:22:35 AM petitchevalb I know nothing else than others creations

Dont even know what I could create

11/15/2018 8:22:46 AM jimhayzlett What is your name?

11/15/2018 8:22:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Millions. There are AI programs designed to specifically target individuals for a variety of purposes politically.

11/15/2018 8:23:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look into what @SandiaWisdom has conveyed regarding learning telepathy. It requires a detoxified pineal gland.

11/15/2018 8:23:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let's not ruin Christmas shall we.

11/15/2018 8:23:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are online courses that you can take to learn Remote Viewing from instructors who trained subordinates in Majestic 12's programs.

11/15/2018 8:24:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tribunal.

11/15/2018 8:24:21 AM ready_pen Which movies are most likely realistic representations of Space and forces at work in universe?

11/15/2018 8:24:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

Think logically.

Don't let yourself fall victim to clickbait and fake news.

11/15/2018 8:24:32 AM 00loll0 Thanks, "was"meaning past tense? Currently is he on the right side?

11/15/2018 8:24:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:24:37 AM james_dombro Thoughts on ARVARI?

11/15/2018 8:25:15 AM jimhayzlett Love that, Oby.  🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 8:25:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look for devices in the future that look like microwaves, cost the same as microwaves, but instead of cooking food, they print food. Yes. They do exist 

and they are in the pipeline for public release. Not yet though.

11/15/2018 8:25:43 AM lbf777 Now if nothing happens by Christmas, people will lose hope.

11/15/2018 8:25:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Pizzagate was strategically planned by Military Intelligence.

11/15/2018 8:26:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 J'aime l'efaint = I love babies.

Henry Will Come.

You infer the rest.

11/15/2018 8:27:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 EGOs are challenging to work with. Their hearts are in the right place, even though their minds are clouded by EGO.

11/15/2018 8:27:59 AM roaminnoodle Agreed. This doesn't sound good. The MJ12 response is "Best solution is to opt out of holding a 5G device up to your face." .......

11/15/2018 8:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the most simplistic terms: 

Some in the SSP want SSP to be kept secret because of logistical nightmares associated with Disclosure.

Others want SSP disclosed so we as a species can put the "bad stuff" in the past.

11/15/2018 8:28:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:28:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:28:59 AM warrior_4truth The event will take place dec 22nd. 3 days darkness ....dec 25th = 2nd coming.....and ets....

11/15/2018 8:29:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/15/2018 8:29:48 AM _00111111_ the hollow earth is of muchmore concern...IDE's withing those caverns locked there from the times of Enoch..

11/15/2018 8:30:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:30:40 AM pauliepg11111 What is deja vu? And the Mandela Effect?

11/15/2018 8:31:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome.

"Drinking the blood of unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are an inch from Death; but at a terrible price. You sleigh something so pure, that from 

the moment the blood touches your lips you will have a half life. A cursed life." - Ferenz/JKR

11/15/2018 8:31:59 AM 00loll0 Best thread,@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  have saved to bookmark.

11/15/2018 8:32:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are multiple people on this account who all have different favorite animals.

11/15/2018 8:32:25 AM davidpollack7 Not our fight.

11/15/2018 8:32:47 AM roublisa How do I find an instructor please?

11/15/2018 8:33:01 AM sehvehn i cant find a whole lot on O-neg blood. got any info on it thats interesting?

11/15/2018 8:33:09 AM pauliepg11111 So JK Rowling is in on it - has she ever ingested adrenochrome?

11/15/2018 8:33:18 AM marshahodgson Okay. 

So, is 5G necessary to allow a Planetary Defense System to operate? Is that the real need?

11/15/2018 8:33:25 AM lbf777 You expect us to believe 5G won’t hurt us? We know how it destroys health and the mind. Trump not stopping them is highly suspect. 

5G=Mind control + destruction of health + kill grid to mass murder people. pic.twitter.com/Ergjbda4Ie

11/15/2018 8:34:15 AM james_dombro Link or hint?

11/15/2018 8:34:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Currently if you have excessive amounts of money as a private citizen outside of any Government programs, you can travel to Space as early as next 

year.

Supply v Demand

Limited Supply + High Demand = $000,000,000-$999,999,999

Huge Supply + High Demand = $0,000-$9,999

Soon?
11/15/2018 8:35:01 AM palmdalekid2 If I remember it’s just an expression of genes. There are benefits for each I guess, some have more than others

11/15/2018 8:35:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:35:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Almost all. 

Symbology will be their downfall.

11/15/2018 8:35:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disease or evolution?

11/15/2018 8:35:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

11/15/2018 8:35:55 AM lbf777 How is it mind control?



11/15/2018 8:36:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, however look at Autism through a different lens.

11/15/2018 8:36:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Around the time the FED is restructured.

11/15/2018 8:37:10 AM roublisa Website?

11/15/2018 8:37:15 AM pauliepg11111 Starseeds? Not subjecting themselves to the constraints of the matrix?

11/15/2018 8:37:40 AM marshahodgson I'm in CST, and was busy responding to your other posts between 11:11 and 11:21.

I threw my last question in anyway.

11/15/2018 8:38:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when you turn a light onto a room filled with cockroaches? They scatter. We've been rounding them up as fast as possible, but they do 

scatter. More remain to be prosecuted. NSA has yettabytes of data that it needs to comb through.

11/15/2018 8:38:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:38:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/15/2018 8:40:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Radio. Music. Books. Magazines. Food.

Your reality is created by others' conscious creations in their image.

How do you know if you're being controlled?

11/15/2018 8:40:22 AM roaminnoodle So, I guess I should ask, when will the money-slavery-control end then? End the Fed?

11/15/2018 8:40:49 AM roaminnoodle Will you disclose how bad you've been, and then give us all replicators? (from prev. tweet months ago)

11/15/2018 8:41:18 AM sehvehn (know about anyone that uses travel technology? blue light flash) if so, then who/which?

11/15/2018 8:43:10 AM mikelzinga Any tips on effective, expedited methods for this? Detoxification of the pineal that is. I'm well acquainted with the P'nti.

11/15/2018 8:43:52 AM fionasdestiny67 Are you aware of the GCR? White Dragon Society and gold-backed Yuan? Will this occur soon? Too many suffering and we all can help.

11/15/2018 8:44:17 AM mikelzinga Elon one I'm thinking 😂😉

11/15/2018 8:45:16 AM palmdalekid2 I might in the near future. 

My health isn’t really in a good spot to get clear measages rn

11/15/2018 8:45:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Starseed not ET.

11/15/2018 8:47:33 AM mikelzinga I don't think it will be just one.

11/15/2018 8:48:07 AM redtsunamihere I know you are done 4 today, so this is just a concern. You seem 100% legit until such answers. Since Yahsha Messiah was assassinated for ALL mankind 

in our place, if we MEDITATE OUTSIDE of being IN HIM (having given our lives to Him), we may be communicating with demonic realm.

11/15/2018 8:48:08 AM lbf777 The circle at the top is the sun. The upside down V is a pyramid. The 2 horizontal lines on the sides are worshippers. Ra is really an alien named Marduk 

who tricked Egypt into worshipping it. He aligns himself with Lucifer....

11/15/2018 8:50:03 AM sehvehn im sorry to hear that about your health. i hope your health is a better soon =)

11/15/2018 8:53:05 AM emart30 Spacetime?

11/15/2018 8:53:59 AM nun_chucknorris I’m way late for the party and know this won’t get answered but have to ask anyway. Mandela Effect- reality shift or manipulation of our memories?

11/15/2018 8:54:11 AM fionasdestiny67 I missed the q&a, I will be more attentive. Very fascinating thread. I resonate with your responses. Thanks for all tips to find further learning.

11/15/2018 8:57:06 AM sehvehn thats a bummer. im financially poor and dont mind it that way. money is so ugly

11/15/2018 8:57:50 AM matoozie What's the difference?

11/15/2018 9:04:46 AM marysoldier Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

11/15/2018 9:11:48 AM turboxyde I feel their multidimensional awareness is being fragmented and severely distorted... it is a wonder they are able to even function in our environment 

and cultures at all. Perhaps their IS-BEs are trying to anchor frequency until the rest of us to catch up dimensionally.

11/15/2018 9:13:36 AM colista Mind blown !!! pic.twitter.com/xOeG1uydEX

11/15/2018 9:15:06 AM vand3rboots I think a Starseed is someone whose soul originates from a different star system (e.g., Arcturus, Andromeda, Orion, Pleiades, etc.) and they come here 

to fulfill a soulful or spiritual purpose. But they must awaken and remember who they are during their incarnation here.

11/15/2018 9:15:47 AM bill09945892 Trust the plan but does the plan includes the possible disclosure of planet X aka Nibiru?

11/15/2018 9:18:38 AM mikelzinga Ah fair enough. Well I sure hope the non homo sapiens are people like him and not Jeff Bezos or something like that.

11/15/2018 9:20:54 AM mikelzinga Seeing as the dark forces like yourselves when you were are the ones who toxified them in the first place, tips for reversal would be appreciated.

11/15/2018 9:21:09 AM jonessense Well its kinda creepy right? Who wouldn’t have an issue with that?

11/15/2018 9:23:01 AM colista Thanks for sending me into another rabbit hole... I'll be back for more. I've got some research to do. 👍

11/15/2018 9:23:53 AM sorgfelt I know flying saucers are real, and that some are man made, but 99% is too much.

11/15/2018 9:24:47 AM lovethebeach999 @Claudia_Kealoha

11/15/2018 9:26:56 AM vand3rboots I have suspected Putin.

11/15/2018 9:27:49 AM lovethebeach999 Gross 😂

11/15/2018 9:29:54 AM bethelight11_11 No but take it away from her it appears she is in the  role

11/15/2018 9:29:55 AM mikelzinga He has reportedly said in private Kremlin meetings "he will take down the Illuminati with his bare hands". Not sure the validity to that but I'd love to 

see it 😂

11/15/2018 9:31:42 AM lovethebeach999 He couldn’t have been the worst of the lot, how did he get to go first ?

11/15/2018 9:32:15 AM shining91109743 Past Pets and Time Travel.  Will we be able to use Time Travel to see pets that have passed?  To that end, is it possible that some pets (dogs, cats, 

horses, etc...) have been ET's?

11/15/2018 9:35:20 AM mikelzinga I'm a good way there I was just hoping they would step up and say it themselves. Thanks for posting though OWH, you're a gentleman and a scholar.

11/15/2018 9:36:46 AM mikelzinga I really need to get myself some orgonite I think 🤔 I've thought about making some myself.

11/15/2018 9:37:19 AM rockyshorz His Chrysler didn't come with Siri?

Did it at least come with cassette?

My 77 Monte Carlo would have kicked his ass...   😉

11/15/2018 9:37:35 AM fionasdestiny67 Howard Hughes was involved Van Tassel, 

"the Secret of the Saucers" 1953 Angeluchi 

Is this good?

11/15/2018 9:38:06 AM holliday_billy Darn it!  I missed it.  Well maybe you'll take another one anyways...  What is the deal with the fires in CA?  Directed Energy Weapons?  Or something 

else.  👍

11/15/2018 9:49:16 AM warrior_4truth S4 Dreamland...A.L.I.C.E? pic.twitter.com/JQwDTHhjdJ

11/15/2018 9:56:08 AM ranger51367 Willhelm Reich secret science was based on orgonite,the natural ordering force of the universe,I would plant this near the cell towers+all around the 

home to counteract these dangerous frequencies.

11/15/2018 9:57:30 AM randy_todd_yt I missed the first 11 minutes but if you have time...can we fix a spinal cord injury? Complete paraplegic to walking again?

11/15/2018 10:00:17 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/Mg10hNTsdK

11/15/2018 10:00:25 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/toPvGJZKq4

11/15/2018 10:00:40 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/4SRdkfNq46

11/15/2018 10:00:53 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/Ei68txubee



11/15/2018 10:03:28 AM warrior_4truth Q=17

Quantum begins with Q

D wave = D 5 

ALICE=AI  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1063129287937716225/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/Na658Xzt1n 

11/15/2018 10:03:36 AM sehvehn bummer, though..in that i would love to travel

11/15/2018 10:03:47 AM blankmarlo A better question would have been if they're representing themselves and their information sincerely.

11/15/2018 10:07:55 AM davidson3246 These videos will show what has been told! Go to You Tube and watch and research!👀🙏 pic.twitter.com/9Tr99CBAqp

11/15/2018 10:16:47 AM iheartpossum What is “IS-BE”?  And could you expand on....release your burden, Clean your body, free your mind?  I can feel myself awakening....but it often feels 

like being stuck in that space between awake and falling asleep.  I would like to continue my expansion of heart and soul. ❤️❤️

11/15/2018 10:19:53 AM iheartpossum What is “Targeted Individual Program”?  Please explain

11/15/2018 10:19:57 AM roaminnoodle Which is it?

"Multiple people on the account"

Or

"...the individual (<- non-plural) who has been broadcasting our messages." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062440162716737536 …

11/15/2018 10:21:31 AM whynumbers369 Christmas is going to be a first contact event?

11/15/2018 10:25:55 AM worldxplorer1 Yeah. I’m just trying reconcile the info in this book along with Dolores Cannon, Robert Monroe, Corey Goode, Cobra, and even people like Dr Michael 

Newton. Knowing that none of them have the complete truth and the reality lies in shifting thru the compilation of all that info.

11/15/2018 10:32:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We didn't say that.

11/15/2018 10:33:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary.

11/15/2018 10:33:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 See @Stop007org

11/15/2018 10:35:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically no. The heart organ does not have telepathic abilities. Only the brain does, however it appears you are referring to the different 

hemisphere's of the brain's telepathic signature.

11/15/2018 10:35:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd I love it...I wish the energy in my ear wouldn't be so loud.

11/15/2018 10:37:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 666YB-PNSA-4A

11/15/2018 10:37:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for that

11/15/2018 10:37:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have already answered this.

11/15/2018 10:39:58 AM colista It's a Spirit Truth ... What is once known can never be unknown. You can only numb yourself to the truth.

11/15/2018 10:42:19 AM melanieanders7 I call them Demonrats TOOO!! ❤️

11/15/2018 10:43:29 AM jonessense Delores cannon i have never gotten into. I tried. 🤷♀️

11/15/2018 10:47:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Keep friends close, enemies closer❤️

11/15/2018 10:47:33 AM flying_emeralds The heart has its own toroidal field of electromagnetic energy. Maybe that's what he's referring to; the heart energy that is able to be perceived by 

others.

11/15/2018 10:48:48 AM astol14334 Explain?

11/15/2018 10:54:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd Missed it! I want to know what the hell happened to me years ago. Went to bed, woke up and was in a huge (best way to describe it flat tanning bed) 

Soft lights, warm, totally naked, felt trapped, tried scooting sideways to get out, lost consciousness. I need to know.

11/15/2018 11:03:16 AM mayhewdebra Who's DNA do they have??

11/15/2018 11:04:04 AM lbf777 🤥

11/15/2018 11:04:29 AM roaminnoodle Are we saying Uncle John was in MJ12? What was the deleted tweet, Michael? Feel free to DM me?

11/15/2018 11:05:19 AM lbf777 666 huh?

11/15/2018 11:09:23 AM roaminnoodle This legislation is... HR2810? To create Space Force?

This was started June 2017, as in... "months prior to Q being released" (October 2017) https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-

bill/2810 …

11/15/2018 11:11:03 AM godmagawins ThankQ!

11/15/2018 11:15:17 AM tomkingblue I felt strangely inclined to read all your tweets last night, so i did.

Even though i'm not taking everything you say at face value (Disinfo is necessary), most of what you state deeply resonates within me. Thank you.

11/15/2018 11:19:12 AM universalrisin I feel the exact same way!!

11/15/2018 11:21:53 AM tomkingblue 6 electrons, 6 protons, 6 neutrons. = Carbon based life?

11/15/2018 11:25:20 AM redtsunamihere I have been through much & now know in Whom I believe. Was a nasty person, but now have been SET FREE BY THE BLOOD OF THE LAMB YAHSHA 

MESSIAH. I LOVE HIM BECAUSE HE LOVED ME FIRST. You ARE correct in that I live in Him forever. You do not say His Name. Yahsha is I AM. He IS 444.

11/15/2018 11:35:38 AM worldxplorer1 I can see that. Some of her stuff gets kind of dry. I really enjoyed The Three Waves of Volunteers, The Custodians, and Keepers of the Garden.

11/15/2018 11:40:38 AM roaminnoodle Lines up with this tweet too, July 2017: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989167564654829568 …

11/15/2018 11:45:20 AM roaminnoodle Consider also, MJ12 account on Twitter was created July (25?) 2017.

11/15/2018 11:46:46 AM roaminnoodle Here's some interesting threads from MJ12 on the topic: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006965342789357570 …

11/15/2018 11:46:59 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031998890852147202 …

11/15/2018 11:47:31 AM roaminnoodle BONUS tweet, another MJ12 member?? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009891762305986560 …

11/15/2018 11:48:35 AM roaminnoodle MJ12, from the beginning...

But read more into thread after this tweet: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009891590297485317 …

11/15/2018 11:53:36 AM roaminnoodle HRC is one: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006959896456253441 …

11/15/2018 11:53:39 AM godmagawins Good catch.  The more we know....

11/15/2018 11:56:55 AM roaminnoodle Possibly here: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062396360920588288 …

11/15/2018 11:58:24 AM cons_mama All on our own ascension paths back to the Creator. It's a beautiful concept.

Row, row, row your boat.... life is but a dream.❤️

11/15/2018 11:59:45 AM lambie81154aol1 When will they lock up Hillary?

11/15/2018 12:02:28 PM vand3rboots Read "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer

11/15/2018 12:03:15 PM diaptera_80 Indeed

11/15/2018 12:04:43 PM datruseeka And I love you all from the bottom of my soul & heart!  No words are sufficient....but thank you from Earth to the heavens!

11/15/2018 12:10:45 PM vand3rboots Read "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer. It explains in detail what an IS-BE is.

11/15/2018 12:12:25 PM peterclloyd I think CNN is going to sue him for not running in 2008 because of their lost ratings during the Obama years.

11/15/2018 12:14:56 PM datruseeka Full disclosure & Mass arrests

11/15/2018 12:32:20 PM datruseeka Is this related to 45-day sanction waiver against Iran for power restorations in Iraq and Sanctions against 17 Saudis for Khashoggi’s death? 

pic.twitter.com/ACEUiPG1Ee

11/15/2018 12:32:43 PM roaminnoodle Judge, do you communicate/know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?



11/15/2018 12:35:56 PM petitchevalb Is it possible for a pineal gland to be irremediably damaged?

11/15/2018 12:38:39 PM skullbabyx Whats the story with Jeddah, since I haven’t been successful in convincing VoTL to spill the beans on it?

11/15/2018 12:43:57 PM royalmrbadnews NO

11/15/2018 12:45:05 PM laurabusse @Jonessense @4DeMeeee @TinaHayes01 @sude1957 @CatherineWhitfo . Remember when kab said cobra was false?

11/15/2018 12:46:06 PM roaminnoodle 5:5 thanks

11/15/2018 12:47:55 PM lbf777 Honest people speak plainly. Snakes speak in cryptic language so they can confuse & use the confusion to their advantage.

11/15/2018 12:50:27 PM truth_077 Obviously you follow QAnon... when do you believe the indictments will be unsealed?

11/15/2018 1:00:12 PM royalmrbadnews You're Welcome

11/15/2018 1:07:03 PM datruseeka  pic.twitter.com/k2XKWXnTMX

11/15/2018 1:23:04 PM royalmrbadnews You're Welcome

11/15/2018 1:24:34 PM jonessense Yes i do remember that. I dont care for him as a mentor cuz he’s too obsessed with sexual energy. But I follow him cuz other than that stuff he says 

some useful things.

11/15/2018 1:37:35 PM keith369me Reverse aging

11/15/2018 1:44:57 PM laurabusse Simon parkes talks about this also: dont go to the light after death or you'll be reincarnated. Instead say I want to go to my soul family (or Source). 

Drunvalo melchizidek also. Says go to the void to avoid reincarnation, then you can go anywhere you like...need determination.

11/15/2018 1:47:42 PM jonessense Yes! What he said ☝️

11/15/2018 1:49:36 PM keith369me Good luck!!!

11/15/2018 1:50:23 PM laurabusse You mean kab? Or mj 12? Anyway this entire AMA thread was fascinating...

11/15/2018 1:53:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Punish killing with killing.

Logical thinking required.

Does that punishment prevent killing?

Alice & Wonderland. https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1063187653586296833 …

11/15/2018 1:55:14 PM lbf777 Alice & wonderland is an MK Uktra term. The movie is used to mind control mk Uktra slaves. Same with Wizard of Oz.

11/15/2018 1:56:16 PM jonessense Yup they are holding up technology that could keep peoples loved ones from dying right this minute

11/15/2018 1:56:29 PM caisson_mom Once disclosure happens, what do they predict the public’s reception to be and how soon will things change for daily life?

11/15/2018 1:57:06 PM lbf777 They change the story every day depending on what’s convenient for the Gov. The devil always lies.

11/15/2018 1:57:49 PM jonessense You asked about Cobra. That was my response

11/15/2018 1:59:32 PM james_dombro Psyops?

11/15/2018 2:00:19 PM collectvcat Its because your Soul projects your appearance.

11/15/2018 2:01:02 PM laurabusse What confused me was the use of present tense following him so i thought you might be referring to mj 12...my understanding is kab is long gone...

11/15/2018 2:02:40 PM collectvcat The soul consciousness is so huge it can splinter and operate more than one life experience at a time. Let that sink in.

11/15/2018 2:05:14 PM jonessense Sheri thinks he still lurking around. She said his mother said he had several accounts. He was false as well but i still liked his info. Like everything else, 

truth mixed with disinfo. I only found mj12 recently. Love reading it!

11/15/2018 2:07:00 PM collectvcat Targeting Individuals

11/15/2018 2:07:40 PM laurabusse Yes mj 12 is amazing...just found him v recently. Didnt know kab lurking around but that would make sense. I dont remember him talking about sexual 

energy tho. Possible i blocked it out if disturbing!

11/15/2018 2:13:34 PM jonessense Hahahaha! Yup im not interested in etheric group sex

11/15/2018 2:14:51 PM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 one last important question... Is Michelle Obama a man?

11/15/2018 2:15:03 PM laurabusse O god that sounds disgusting. Must have been before i was on twitter, or started following him...

11/15/2018 2:17:17 PM ultra_unlimited Originally *perhaps well intentioned like @wikileaks but imo co opted over the last 24 months.

11/15/2018 2:18:12 PM ultra_unlimited Bloody Wonderland

11/15/2018 2:33:54 PM lbf777 Thanks. All it takes for consciousness to raise is quality spiritual knowledge which I & others keep pumping out. Good ideas spread like wildfire so it’s 

working. The desperation of the people for solutions is also forcing them to evolve to escape the pain.

11/15/2018 2:38:36 PM resilientempath This one is human type but most of the reported ones are not, right? At least they don't look like this one...

11/15/2018 2:43:49 PM collectvcat These are Stargate SG-1 characters!

11/15/2018 2:58:31 PM keith369me Punishment only could prevent some killings if the potential killer does not believe in an afterlife or future lives.

11/15/2018 3:02:18 PM yana17m I know what is that sometimew I hear an intense high pitch beep...

11/15/2018 3:09:39 PM flowersoul Thank you so much. That is awesome news. #MEGA

11/15/2018 3:13:52 PM tinahayes01 Me either and never will be

11/15/2018 3:17:38 PM jeffdemmers Wrong, it's your consciousness potentials that communicates. According to the Zeta cosmology.

11/15/2018 3:26:01 PM 00loll0 Does the heart have brain cells?

11/15/2018 3:26:46 PM big081574 Think China via Feinstein....

11/15/2018 3:27:51 PM karenra13423777 Will chemtrails be stopped?

11/15/2018 3:28:22 PM big081574 Think China via Feinstein...

11/15/2018 3:29:14 PM big081574 Think China via Feinstein...

11/15/2018 3:38:45 PM flowersoul Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@JimHayzlett Limited character space. Dense message. Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and 

holated and exploited with substances. Alcohol is a pushed because it calcifies your pineal gland. Marijuana is […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1046593544885084160.html …

11/15/2018 4:08:08 PM datruseeka Just locate the one of their on the CA “Wildfires” and it includes a bunch of MSM clips of the coverage, and of course not representing the TRUE 

FACTS....that’s what truly sealed it for me.   Propaganda!  Fear mongering pysops,  on behalf of the Cabal.

11/15/2018 4:11:24 PM datruseeka And you can detect lots of lies, like 2000 capacity of underground!  Haha, that’s a lie!  It’s massive with many bases.  Research it!

11/15/2018 4:16:23 PM reikirune Every organ in your body has a specific frequency I’ve heard. If you use those frequencies up against those body parts it can heal

11/15/2018 4:21:00 PM datruseeka No way will I ever use that!  My heritage enjoys its culture and food & taste and social gatherings too much.  I can’t see some “machine printing my 

food”!   You remember when you hear we should fight for our principles and values - that ranks pretty high for me!

11/15/2018 4:23:37 PM datruseeka One thing I will say after following all this since the beginning of the 2016 Campaign, the MI has been nothing short of BRILLIANT!  KUDOS!

11/15/2018 4:29:24 PM datruseeka I assume that’s when the stock market will be altered too!

11/15/2018 4:29:25 PM drzin14 Pennsylvania 65000 dirka dirka 86 75 309 chewbacca 25 or 6 to 4

11/15/2018 4:30:59 PM sheldon_916 Yes I know Disclosure, it's painful and messy but we need to get it done to move humanity forward, there is no other way.

11/15/2018 4:35:02 PM snakejackal Is the off planets base have beings have the same rest/sleep cycle like day/night or restless mode eternally?  Can sleep mode still telepath?

11/15/2018 4:37:32 PM sheldon_916 The Ego think is not much of a problem for any of them. Maybe a little bit because they are human and not perfect. Mostly its some personality types 

that are struggling to accept the info they are putting out. So they get blamed for having big Egos as a result. Think Logically.

11/15/2018 4:43:01 PM jimhayzlett Thank You TC for enlightening us 🙏🏼😇

11/15/2018 4:44:51 PM sheldon_916 Really think about this one because their info is mostly correct as it has been confirmed 10x over by now from many sources and insiders including this 

new Majestic guy here.

11/15/2018 4:56:59 PM wonderswords When will Tesla weapons(weather,scalar,etc..) along with Free Energy to be disclosed?

11/15/2018 4:59:00 PM 1crazy_toaster Isn't everyone in this circuit to some degree or other? aware or unaware of it or the truth of it?  I think we are all aware in this forum of such things & 

are also aware that we're not nuts. We've just 'pierced the veil' for lack of a better word :-/

11/15/2018 4:59:16 PM sheldon_916 Galactics, that is a better term that we need to start using. No doubt he is working with them. Why do you think he is still alive?

11/15/2018 5:01:19 PM sheldon_916 Yep no doubt, that Veil is coming off! 😁



11/15/2018 5:01:34 PM jimhayzlett Why such equation, if you turned 2 Light? Love is Bliss n Highest Frequency of Light 🌈💕  Many Dark beings have been 'terminated' by Source 😇

11/15/2018 5:03:17 PM sheldon_916 Ok Awesome! Let's see if we can get this one confirmed by the Q team themselves! 😁

11/15/2018 5:07:17 PM sheldon_916 Dam JD, you are killing it with the questions. Good job man. 😁

11/15/2018 5:08:33 PM tracyabston I was under the understanding that the pineal gland diminishes as you age through puberty. That’s why it’s so “valuable” bc after a certain age it gets 

smaller? So if telepathy goes through this gland, how would that work? I’m a little confused.

11/15/2018 5:10:12 PM tracyabston I was also understanding that 5G has both good and bad radioactive waves. It depends on how the user uses them. 5G isn’t all bad!

11/15/2018 5:10:38 PM sheldon_916 Done! Well I still have some more work to do on detoxing my body but otherwise I'm there! 😁

11/15/2018 5:12:01 PM tracyabston I was under the understanding that 5G has both good and bad qualities. Depending on the frequency. Lower frequency good, higher bad (or maybe it’s 

reverse) but 5G isn’t all bad.

11/15/2018 5:15:38 PM quriousanon Research Exosomes

11/15/2018 5:24:27 PM sheldon_916 Yeah I don't see that either.

11/15/2018 5:32:06 PM if_not_false @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any thoughts on Global Witness  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCclVK-uyaN-qYrSu05SjfSg …

11/15/2018 5:37:15 PM roublisa Dr. Greer ?

11/15/2018 5:39:39 PM randy_todd_yt Thanks, will do.

11/15/2018 5:42:31 PM honeybager5 Yeah, yeah . . . let’s get this all in a theater where it belongs

11/15/2018 5:48:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd Can't wait for another q and a!

11/15/2018 6:16:19 PM universalrisin What are IS-BEs?

11/15/2018 6:24:48 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/tvFEsEArA8

11/15/2018 6:38:39 PM peterclloyd He is a programmable mouth. They didn’t expect all the difficulty getting his foot out of it though. Whoops.

11/15/2018 6:52:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmmmmm

11/15/2018 6:54:19 PM jgt58chiefsfan From other anons  , what are your thoughts on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

11/15/2018 6:55:48 PM jgt58chiefsfan Thank you so much. Have you heard of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/15/2018 6:57:00 PM carron Anything that uses electrical impulses is capable of receiving signal. Telepathy isn't some amorphous wooy-wooy thing. It is a solid, real, neurologically 

electrical stimulus from a source outside the body that our entire body can receive and interpret.

11/15/2018 6:57:52 PM oo_o_o00o_o_oo I have not.

11/15/2018 6:58:52 PM jgt58chiefsfan I read almost every post yesterday. Interesting to say the least. Claims to work on the ET side of the govt.

11/15/2018 7:02:19 PM johngradycole20 Please God, let this be true. My life has been made so much harder because of these programs. They even followed me here to the Navajo Indian 

Reservation and stalk me relentlessly. Coerced and hurt my very best friends who I had to cut all ties with.  Please, Dear Lord, justice!

11/15/2018 7:08:50 PM qtpi3_14 Just from my own personal opinion, I find that account interesting and I am following it.  However I have learned that I need to do my own research 

and keep a sharp eye out on anything anyone says. Sometimes disinformation is necessary- I rely on the Spirit of God for discernment

11/15/2018 7:12:31 PM richardhiatt16 Promises ... Promises 🤨

11/15/2018 7:14:18 PM jgt58chiefsfan I agree. I'm a huge stargate fan and I've always wondered if thier was any truth to the show

11/15/2018 7:14:56 PM oo_o_o00o_o_oo I am wary of pretty much everyone when it comes to stuff like this.  For q I trust praying medic, Lisa mei Crowley.  Inthematrix.  Qanon76.  The 

speaker2018 and the sharp edge Because they have consistently been awesome since the start.

11/15/2018 7:23:24 PM allahuniversal July 4, 2001

 https://nypost.com/2001/07/04/israels-terror-busting-legacy/ …

?????

11/15/2018 7:26:08 PM pauliepg11111 Sorry - Infinite sovereign biological entities

11/15/2018 7:28:05 PM lindanoyes Yes, indeed!!! It is also how we receive messages from the muses in the midst of creativity. 🎶

11/15/2018 7:29:34 PM johngradycole20 Todd Denzel Gregory Beck needs justice.

Bob Pierce needs justice.

Because of my curiosity and independent investigation these two have suffered immensely just because they believed me. Please help them; I dont 

know how they are doing anymore.

11/15/2018 7:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 NO RECUSAL https://twitter.com/USATODAY/status/1063272954157559808 …

11/15/2018 7:32:04 PM allahuniversal Also July 4, 2001

 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/russian-airliner-crashes-in-siberia-killing-145-5364566.html …

11/15/2018 7:33:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA 2245-2300 EST GO...

11/15/2018 7:37:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1063274724023836673 …

11/15/2018 7:38:04 PM james_dombro Has Julian been extradited?

11/15/2018 7:38:26 PM pauliepg11111 What is deja vu and the Mandela Effect?

11/15/2018 7:38:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 666 Yottabytes of Data Collected.

Programs in NSA.

Fourth Amendment.

11/15/2018 7:38:57 PM james_dombro When will the Question be asked?

11/15/2018 7:39:06 PM pauliepg11111 What did Putin and 45 really discuss on 11/11?

11/15/2018 7:40:15 PM pauliepg11111 Pizzagate/pedogate - will we ever get the full truth?

11/15/2018 7:40:43 PM pauliepg11111 Where is John Podesta?

11/15/2018 7:41:10 PM pauliepg11111 Did Hillary organise the hit on Seth Rich, or someone above her?

11/15/2018 7:41:18 PM speaklife595  pic.twitter.com/RKEyM5vPQ7

11/15/2018 7:41:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

What do you think?

Do you think he saw Pizzagate too?

Do you think he knows who Seth Rich is?

Does he have more of the DNC's private server files, kept for personal insurance?

What was Vault7?

11/15/2018 7:41:48 PM anangelhasland1 Where do you think Satan is?

11/15/2018 7:42:21 PM james_dombro Misdirection for the real insurance?

11/15/2018 7:42:53 PM james_dombro NSA spy cloud? Xkeystone?

11/15/2018 7:43:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The ability to describe such a thing means that such a thing existed before you could observe and derive that conclusion. Thinking of what it is makes 

its possibility real according to quantum physics. Thought = Creation = "God Spoke" etc.

11/15/2018 7:44:30 PM anangelhasland1 What happened to Berkeley?

11/15/2018 7:45:13 PM jdltr450 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are there reincarnated Presidents here now to help?

11/15/2018 7:45:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Progress report regarding ongoing operations around the world cleaning up the transnational criminal trafficking organizations of which many are 

corporations that the treasury can sanction and the Military can be used to enforce. Trust the plan.

11/15/2018 7:47:08 PM pauliepg11111 Was Ben Swann cloned?

11/15/2018 7:47:37 PM nun_chucknorris Compared to all other known ETs/Aliens, how do we compare evolutionarily (from 1-10?) and what would be our top potential?

11/15/2018 7:47:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, through charges and evidence presented in her deleted emails, Weiner emails, Huma MB connections, iran nuclear deal, clinton foundation, and 

many other collected and ready to be used.

11/15/2018 7:48:17 PM roublisa Is jfk jr going present himself soon?

11/15/2018 7:48:17 PM wishfulldreamz Is Nibiru coming and if so, will it cause problems?  What can you tell us about Earth changes?

11/15/2018 7:48:29 PM johngradycole20 Will TI's ever have our day in court to face the perpetrators and tell our stories? And if so, how long will we wait for that day? Thank you in advance.



11/15/2018 7:48:45 PM roublisa Thank you

11/15/2018 7:49:06 PM yigsstarhouse MARS JUMP POINT OR STATION? pic.twitter.com/5YNupo0e9a

11/15/2018 7:49:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of the strategy to Pizzagate was we needed a KEY to unlock the NSA. Pizzagate was the key. When Pizzagate broke, new voices joined the 

movement and were motivated by Seth Rich's murder.

11/15/2018 7:50:52 PM euskal_pride Will Trump disclose the truth about 9/11?

11/15/2018 7:51:01 PM msnicole124 Disinformation?

11/15/2018 7:51:10 PM yigsstarhouse The craft on edge of mountain not the arrow point btw, but Im guessing you would know that :)

11/15/2018 7:51:13 PM euskal_pride Will we learn the truth about the Vegas shooting?

11/15/2018 7:51:16 PM pauliepg11111 It woke me up incredibly fast, like a jolt of lightning. Hopefully it served that awakening purpose for others too.

11/15/2018 7:51:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Once the cat was out of the bag, the Cabal deployed every asset against the efforts of Q/MJ12/45 to delegitimize and defraud the American electorate 

as Clinton did, according to DNC Lawyer testimony, essentially rigged the election against Sanders. "Legally." Logical thinking.

11/15/2018 7:52:08 PM euskal_pride Is a plan in place to essentially tank the financial system in order to then remove the Fed/central banks?

11/15/2018 7:52:38 PM wishfulldreamz Will the Giant Nephilim return?

11/15/2018 7:53:26 PM euskal_pride Will we learn of "aliens"/interdimensional beings/etc.?

11/15/2018 7:53:28 PM uniteforlight  pic.twitter.com/2x7M6XJ6ZY

11/15/2018 7:53:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every threat they issued against 45 the weapons of the "entire might and full weight of the Government to tackle the horrific crisis of human 

trafficking... and its happening in the United States ... and we don't talk about it."

DARK > LIGHT

FISA BRINGS DOWN THE HOUSE

11/15/2018 7:53:46 PM bdam777 Do you know @eyethespy?

11/15/2018 7:54:00 PM jlundr Is there an overriding purpose to existence/creation?

11/15/2018 7:54:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 House arrest with allowed media appearances.

11/15/2018 7:54:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Below her.

11/15/2018 7:54:55 PM euskal_pride Is there a video of HRC and Huma abusing a child? Will the public learn of it?

11/15/2018 7:55:13 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Very interesting :)

What does it mean when you have 3,6,9 in your birth-date?

11/15/2018 7:55:30 PM jdltr450 Are there reincarnated Presidents here to help?

11/15/2018 7:55:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wishful thinking yields conscious reality.

11/15/2018 7:55:54 PM pauliepg11111 Will he go to Gitmo?

11/15/2018 7:56:11 PM euskal_pride Will folks be put to death for treason? 

Not in a McNoName "secret" way.. but in a publicly disclosed way?

11/15/2018 7:56:25 PM turboxyde When a craft performs a "power up" it can appear to be directed at the observer. I just had a mid altitude exchange tonight and I distinctly heard,  

"Hosanna!" Is the light intensity a telepathic bolster for our consciousness to exchange information?

11/15/2018 7:56:29 PM roublisa Will education for our children change soon to help with disclosure?

11/15/2018 7:58:01 PM outerspaaaace SO AWESOME!! ♥

11/15/2018 7:58:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 All IS-BEs can exist in all spaces at once while in their pure higher dimensional light state. Meaning, so long as somebody is seeking that energy of 

action, thought, culture, and brainwashing themselves into an NPC, exists available to all who see it. Be warned though.

11/15/2018 7:58:33 PM pauliepg11111 Podesta?

11/15/2018 8:00:22 PM alliemaisie Is Julian Assange really going to be brought up on charges from the DOJ ? That’s bs if true.

11/15/2018 8:01:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 What would your failsafe be?

Instructions on how to rebuild civilization after nuclear war?

Doomsday insurance?

No. Vault7 was a warning from the former factions of the MJ12 > Cabal members to Q/MJ12/45.

Real insurance = Look into the servers SERVERSSsssssssss

11/15/2018 8:02:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/15/2018 8:03:04 PM anangelhasland1 Communication with advanced beings is often “high-jacked” by such lesser frequencies is my understanding of the danger.

7 Angels...

11/15/2018 8:03:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are like young children.

"The young do not as they are told." SG1 The Nox

11/15/2018 8:06:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planet or ship?

What happened on 9/11?

Why do numbers matter?

What ARE numbers?

Majestic.

Logical thinking required.

Disinformation is necessary.

Is Niribu real or fake?

Fake planet?

Fake aliens?

Real planet?

Real aliens?

Implications?

Logical thinking.

Are we alone?
11/15/2018 8:06:30 PM outerspaaaace There is SO much in Disney stuff. pic.twitter.com/0BxbVy6Hch

11/15/2018 8:07:09 PM outerspaaaace On an EYE chart too. So obvious.

11/15/2018 8:08:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Power will shift in a very dramatic way. Prepare legal fights for the period after the indictments unsealed and arrests to begin. New lawsuits 

connected may be transferred to the Military Tribunals for further processing.

11/15/2018 8:09:01 PM johngradycole20 What has the Mormon/LDS Church been hijacked by?

11/15/2018 8:09:52 PM elatedveracity Could you tell us one educational source that we need to study that Q has not pointed us to yet?

11/15/2018 8:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand that the legal definitions of some very fundamental words differ significantly among other races because or our differences; however law 

allows us to be allies and be strong together. Once rule of law is restored, TI victims will have their day in court with MSM cover.

11/15/2018 8:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mars?

11/15/2018 8:11:46 PM connectedtomyc1 It seems they want the people off coastal areas, period. Also, CA is a border state and has that massive Port of LA/Long Beach. Both vital for 

human/child/drug trafficking. Also, weather in CA ideal for growing year round. Close?

11/15/2018 8:13:01 PM yigsstarhouse Yes Mars

11/15/2018 8:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Strong minds are required to make sense of anything. To a mind ill prepared for the higher dimensions, experiences can be bad like doing drugs. They 

will put you there but disorient you in a crazy way. Those plants are very intelligent life forms. What is energy? Consciousness?



11/15/2018 8:13:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands

Thousands

11/15/2018 8:13:40 PM connectedtomyc1 Maybe important DUMBs in CA? Know the wildfire maps match the planned rail maps. Maybe portals or some underground resources in CA?

11/15/2018 8:13:43 PM johngradycole20 This gives me such great hope along with anxiety. I hope I can sleep tonight! I wait for this so eagerly.... Thank you all so much for what you are doing. I 

know I am by no means a model citizen but all I do is try to be better than I was the day before.

11/15/2018 8:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion but the plan does include some DUMBs being opened up for ports of travel.

11/15/2018 8:15:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can seek them now.

11/15/2018 8:16:52 PM melanieanders7 Elgan AF base, still proving dark fleet soldiers underground beginning at a young child's age?

11/15/2018 8:17:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Originally the account was operated by a kid in high school then when it gained traction with disinformation regarding North Korea and Assange, 

embarrassed and ashamed, the kid bailed on the account. Israeli Intelligence took control over the account for a while, now FBI.

11/15/2018 8:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is a purpose required for a thought?

11/15/2018 8:18:01 PM outerspaaaace Meditate and go inside yourself, even for five minutes a day. Focus within, rather than outside of yourself. It will awaken your intuition tremendously!

11/15/2018 8:18:04 PM yigsstarhouse Unless you mean another planet all together not earth

11/15/2018 8:18:08 PM staticra1n Redux of the 2011 Fukushima disaster/mass depopulation scheme. Yes, it was deliberately set off

11/15/2018 8:18:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 If it comes down to it, but honestly we hope it never sees the light of day.

11/15/2018 8:19:01 PM turboxyde Which plants in particular are you referring to?

11/15/2018 8:19:06 PM staticra1n Don't forget the massive underground tunnels under Los Angeles. Non-human built tunnels. Many of them open up in hollywood

11/15/2018 8:19:53 PM connectedtomyc1 The EO expediting the 5G rollout is the primary factor that does not let me fully believe in Trump. He's brilliant and knows exactly what it does (kills us 

and suspects us further to mind control). Makes no sense if he is white hat.

11/15/2018 8:20:17 PM staticra1n During the summer, we had a massive earthquake off the coast of Santa Ana. Underwater. From the charts and graphs. We think a DUMB got taken 

out.

11/15/2018 8:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs at death who seek the LIGHT reincarnate into new life at conception. IS-BEs who walk into the void, away from the light, go into the higher 

dimensions. Think of it as the ascended beings. You choose whether to interact on "our" level or not. Godmode is real.

11/15/2018 8:20:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:21:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 GITMO is beint renovated for lesser offenders.

11/15/2018 8:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/15/2018 8:22:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can educate your children.

11/15/2018 8:23:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peer.

11/15/2018 8:24:14 PM outerspaaaace That's a good way to think! I haven't watched TV in years and rarely see ads anymore, apart from when I leave the house. I'm much more aware of my 

emotions and thoughts now too. And you're right about Star Wars! I was recently talking with someone about Harry Potter too.

11/15/2018 8:24:24 PM craigrose8 When we the indictments/arrests be revealed for us to see.

11/15/2018 8:24:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vatican is being exposed. Watch the hearings. Something big is about to drop... Its all connected.

11/15/2018 8:25:37 PM connectedtomyc1 Zuckerberg? Avenatti? David Hogg? Anderson Cooper?

11/15/2018 8:28:18 PM chhr01 JOB?

11/15/2018 8:28:28 PM zrickety Why couldn't it be earth? They simulated moon pics with terrain here...

11/15/2018 8:29:21 PM jane_q_patriot Well, that explains a lot. Thank you. That account has perplexed me for a while. Seemed a bit schizophrenic.

11/15/2018 8:30:10 PM zoolander39 Ok makes sense. I knew something was off with the posts. ((They)) blocked me when I called out for false post about Q. 

I just truly hope that Qanon isn’t also an Israeli psyop (I’ve seen some suggestions) cuz that would be a huge blow to Patriots morale. Plz tell me it’s 

not. 🙄

11/15/2018 8:32:29 PM yigsstarhouse Because I know the whole back story to this which is way to much to post in a tweet

11/15/2018 8:34:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

DOJ/FBI was cleaned out FIRST.

KAVANAUGH will defend due process.

Assange will get his day in court.

Bitcoin gave them that power.

NSA gave "us" bitcoin.

Bitcoin gave Assange power.

Assange gave us Pizzagate. 

Pizzagate got us FISA. 

HOUSE OF CARDS.
11/15/2018 8:34:08 PM collectvcat So, is EyeTeSpy a legit source? You say FBI...

11/15/2018 8:39:13 PM connectedtomyc1 At around 6:30, this guy says McCaine was executed with 2 bullets to the head:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T32fUqOh7mE …

11/15/2018 8:42:30 PM jdltr450 Thank you

11/15/2018 8:42:48 PM datruseeka Thx for confirming that.   I had read those who were watching over him found the explosives on his plane...and then the plan was hatched.  I’m so 

thankful he is really alive!   He will have the best welcome home party ever by us Patriots!

11/15/2018 8:43:20 PM pauliepg11111 Good call - agree

11/15/2018 8:43:50 PM pauliepg11111 When will FISA be declas?

11/15/2018 8:45:57 PM jane_q_patriot Just wait until we're like drunk teenagers. (Joking!)

11/15/2018 8:49:16 PM valerie_cullins What does the 5.5 mean?

11/15/2018 8:55:59 PM time4u2know The prosecution of JA will extradite him to the US Homeland safely where he will be pardoned? #TrustThePlan #Believe

11/15/2018 9:00:18 PM connectedtomyc1 Explains the right v. left brain telepathy and a TON more.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P7xDkH0NPY&t=645s …

11/15/2018 9:01:35 PM alliemaisie My next question too. We need a morale boost.

11/15/2018 9:01:49 PM freeandoriginal Yes ! a plain and simple yes worth a thousand worlds ! This truth will trigger an avalanche of awakening! So grateful for it, thank you 🙏

11/15/2018 9:02:14 PM datruseeka Full Report (see LA graph on pg 19!)

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/579f40a01b631bd12f10c29e/t/57a759c2f5e231cfd155331b/1470585287273/000+An+Electoral+System+in+Cris

is.pdf …

11/15/2018 9:02:29 PM datruseeka Graphs (see chart & graphs - LA highest irregularities!!!!)

 http://www.electoralsystemincrisis.org/2016-democratic-primary-graphs/ …

About the Authors

 http://www.electoralsystemincrisis.org/the-team/ 

Election Justice USA

 https://www.electionjusticeusa.org/ 



11/15/2018 9:07:50 PM kardankay Are southern African administrations involved in the Cabal takedown?

11/15/2018 9:09:46 PM freeandoriginal *Words

11/15/2018 9:12:01 PM jonessense No Nibiru. Things coming but not that one

11/15/2018 9:15:49 PM lbf777 Ya all these promises are great but action is action.

11/15/2018 9:22:42 PM johngradycole20 Mr. Trump really sorta resembled Julian Assange.

11/15/2018 9:24:39 PM connectedtomyc1 Do the other races speak Sanskrit?

11/15/2018 9:28:54 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Greetings.

I have spent 6 hrs reading your tweets. 

Refreshing and riveting, and without ego. 

Glad to have found you x

11/15/2018 9:32:30 PM connectedtomyc1 I'm thinking the reptilians were here before us. And I heard bigfoot and the dolphin and whale races stemmed from something here before us too.

11/15/2018 9:32:44 PM proudidealist AP

11/15/2018 9:49:51 PM johngradycole20 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you tell me why I am seeing so many palindrome numbers, such as in the  time?

11/15/2018 9:53:28 PM outerspaaaace What kind of possibility? I see people do amazing things, and some things that seem 'strange' and science-fiction-like make more sense than the 

mainstream explanations for them. What kind of possibilities do you see?

11/15/2018 9:54:27 PM analuciaalves_ 🤣 Now someone is going too far. Please do note a past tweet of mine with a prediction that the #deepstate ‘s desperado move would be an 

#alieninvasion. 😂 I’m cracking up. Check this one out @Tiff_FitzHenry

11/15/2018 10:06:05 PM sheldon_916 Normally I would agree with you Ana, but don't forget the Cabal does have access to reverse engineered ET Tech. You know how they like to take 

everything and make it into weapons instead of helping humanity. Thats what they did here. And it all started with a SpaceX mission.

11/15/2018 10:08:40 PM outerspaaaace That's amazing! I definitely want to consciously focus on my surroundings. Consciousness can alter physics! Like in the double-slit experiment, and 

those water memory experiments. There's so much to learn about it! Would I be able to IM you to discuss it more?It's so interesting!

11/15/2018 10:11:03 PM chelle030609 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  why still the mind wipes on the people used in the ssp, will I be giving my memories back for what has been done to me in the 

secret projects?

11/15/2018 10:11:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:11

11/15/2018 10:11:37 PM xdotsi 💜

11/15/2018 10:20:19 PM redpilledaus Yep

11/15/2018 10:29:31 PM drumsk8 It is time... 1111111 pic.twitter.com/6nd0W7bmQ5

11/15/2018 10:30:14 PM anangelhasland1 1:3

11/15/2018 10:30:43 PM analuciaalves_ I must reinforce that your government is not working for you. #LookDeeper because they own and direct both sides. Thesis + Antithesis = Synthesis. 

That is how the same people have been in control for centuries. #beware

11/15/2018 10:30:55 PM redpilledaus JA?

11/15/2018 10:34:14 PM 1_decided_voter Why is he allowed media appearances?

11/15/2018 10:35:10 PM redpilledaus Same 🤯

11/15/2018 10:37:55 PM 1_decided_voter @ThingsPetsSay FYI

11/15/2018 10:40:10 PM pauliepg11111 WOW!!!! So exciting. So is he posing as Vincent Fusca?

11/15/2018 10:43:24 PM pauliepg11111 You referred to humans earlier as a “savage child race”. Makes so much sense. I would say a “child race turned into savages as a result of trauma”

11/15/2018 10:47:06 PM diaptera_80 As long as we don’t get assimilated by AI, or ME happens, I am sure it will be great.

11/15/2018 10:56:56 PM diaptera_80 It is not like 30% of the population was focusing hard on a logo to change? Your answer does not make sense, need more explaining

11/15/2018 11:00:15 PM drumsk8 That's also the date that the intelligence agencies must complete their report on the election fraud. +45 06-11-18 That's a big upcoming "Oh Fk!" for 

some corrupt peeps. #TrustThePlan #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-foreign-interference-united-states-election/ …

11/15/2018 11:02:23 PM tinahayes01 She’s an evil biatch.

11/15/2018 11:12:07 PM pauliepg11111 Agree, also don’t understand. From research I’ve done I think it could be a merging of timelines, and the people who observe these effects are 

“refugees” from other timelines. But is it to do with CERN?

11/15/2018 11:12:28 PM pauliepg11111 But also, why such random and tiny changes?

11/15/2018 11:13:48 PM pauliepg11111 Probably to keep the status quo as appearing normal. But I’m tired of that - the world needs to know!!!

11/15/2018 11:15:40 PM whisperz777 my tl shows post was made at 10:11 PM >>> using gematria = 1:11 , just a thought as i see 1111111111's everywhere 🤔😁😳

11/15/2018 11:15:51 PM gourangaoo Admiral Byrds fleet were attacked by similar weapons on there Antartic mission by Nazi/et? Spaceships!

11/15/2018 11:19:53 PM newmano_uno @TinFoilHatCast interesting information here.

11/15/2018 11:29:17 PM askesis369 Brennan

11/15/2018 11:30:10 PM askesis369 Podestas in Portugal true?

11/15/2018 11:56:32 PM pauliepg11111 Involved in the abduction and ritual sacrifice of Madeleine McCann?

11/16/2018 12:51:08 AM diaptera_80 Claustrophobic feeling

11/16/2018 12:55:57 AM diaptera_80 Painful unnatural evolution, also causing loss of life. Who gave you authority to change our DNA? We need to understand the bigger picture and 

endgame, to forgive.

11/16/2018 1:13:31 AM datruseeka Study proves Hillary defrauded Bernie.  Election Fraud 2016: Is this Democracy

 https://youtu.be/gUv43rUuDjI 

 https://youtu.be/MGnH75jZCGg 

 https://youtu.be/f12y2-PufR0 

An Electoral System in Crisis http://www.electoralsystemincrisis.org/ 

11/16/2018 1:14:01 AM datruseeka Graphs (see chart & graphs - LA highest irregularities!!!!)

 http://www.electoralsystemincrisis.org/2016-democratic-primary-graphs/ …

About the Authors

 http://www.electoralsystemincrisis.org/the-team/ 

Election Justice USA

 https://www.electionjusticeusa.org/ 
11/16/2018 2:57:37 AM drumsk8 Photon Torpedo

11/16/2018 3:59:04 AM holliday_billy Wow thanks! 👍🏻

11/16/2018 4:58:13 AM aahhhooohmmmm Were any of the innocent people on 9/11 taken out of harms way? Off planet?

11/16/2018 5:48:02 AM blankmarlo Make a wish

11/16/2018 6:12:36 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, I remember that episode. I resonated with that quote. Much disclosure from that show. 😊

11/16/2018 6:21:12 AM rhlynn3 Awesome: He will have to testify about how he got all of the DNCs mails through a guy named Seth Rich!!

11/16/2018 6:43:42 AM carolelmer12 Trump is the best president EVER. WWG1WGA.

11/16/2018 7:15:30 AM lmcg222 Broward County is named after Napoleon Bonaparte Broward. Obviously a knights of Templar stronghold



11/16/2018 7:23:18 AM rockyshorz I was moving to Boston, needed a fast moving tank to survive...

6 lane highways cut to 2 without a merge sign, a daily Battle Royale...

Stomp it and it grew wings...

You did a nice restore...

11/16/2018 8:13:43 AM lbf777 2 years have gone by and we are still waiting for the winning to start. How do we know we aren’t being dragged on endlessly will false promises?

11/16/2018 8:31:18 AM lbf777 What’s up with the Ra sun worship hyrogliphic you are sporting as your profile pic? Ra aligns with Lucifer.

11/16/2018 8:33:51 AM outerspaaaace Ahh, okay, dang lol

11/16/2018 8:36:56 AM chrisklemenza So let me get this straight.. When we die, if we go into the light we reincarnate? And if we walk away from it, we will go into another dimension? If 

so,Will knowing this information now, mather when we die so to speak?

11/16/2018 8:38:46 AM cryptokeyser @_tm3k

11/16/2018 9:13:47 AM jimhayzlett Yes, your Light body Within doesn't die, and is Source Light, connected to all.  Go into Light tunnel = get recycled. Turn away= Freedom ✨😇✨

11/16/2018 9:19:13 AM peteno8 there is nothing that has not already been made 

we allowed falling into ignorance

and we are rising up and remembering who and what we really are

we are no "Borg" half human/machine"

we are the tech and its spiritual
11/16/2018 9:29:00 AM jimhayzlett Can you please use words in lieu of >  for your equation to better understand what your conveying?

11/16/2018 9:32:31 AM 3rdeyeview55 Earth symbol hieroglyph shown in Stargate SG-1, p/o a number of glyphs used to unlock the gates to travel to other gates.

11/16/2018 9:46:30 AM allahuniversal Not only them. Possibly even you.

11/16/2018 9:59:35 AM zina_michele I went there and couldnt stand to be there... the hypocrisy smells.

11/16/2018 10:04:56 AM jimhayzlett Are you referring to The Ascension Harvest?  When your heart Consciousness expands to higher frequency to Astral the cosmos, even w ur body😇

11/16/2018 10:08:29 AM allahuniversal Pacific ports = access

11/16/2018 10:09:18 AM jimhayzlett Yes, even a severed head in hours ... YouTube Captain Randy Cramer

11/16/2018 10:19:13 AM jimhayzlett Milab = military abduction.  MedBed = High tech atomizer or Frequency generator.

11/16/2018 10:22:20 AM jimhayzlett You're never too late 😇  Answered already: consciousness creates = ISBe or God speaks, and so it is!

11/16/2018 10:25:30 AM jimhayzlett All are ISBEs.  You Are The Light of every Star, incl sun, as we are all connected in 1 Huge Ocean of Light Plasma Consciousness = Unity 😇

11/16/2018 10:25:57 AM jimhayzlett Yes

11/16/2018 10:26:12 AM lbf777 Yup. All of life is 1 person basically.

11/16/2018 10:29:10 AM jimhayzlett Raise body ph to alkaline, over 7.4.  Baking soda in water, eggs, sprouted foods, no sugar, no gmos

11/16/2018 10:55:43 AM flgirlsbeenqd IDK much, I am aware that 111 is best time for manifesting what you want. Meditate what you wish to happen; in my world...not to win the lottery, 

but for everything that is proper and right happen so POTUS and his administration can move forward with agenda.

11/16/2018 10:58:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd Question...loud energy. My ears since yesterday...annoying, distracting, calmed down a little but still loud.

11/16/2018 10:59:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd Is this why I hear energy in my ear all the time?

11/16/2018 11:00:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd What did they do to me? Why me?

11/16/2018 11:02:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd I've been able to hear the energy really since I can remember, even as a young child. As a 4-5 year old I recall chasing sparkles in the air. IDK what it 

was but I played with them and chased them. When I learned to ground it helped a lot.

11/16/2018 11:02:37 AM real_elliebrown All-in.

Trust.

Truth.

11/16/2018 12:15:24 PM allahuniversal Conscious thought is not a Creation, it's the Creator. The Word of God IS Conscious Thought, One and the Same. I and my Father ARE One, One and the 

Same.

11/16/2018 12:36:17 PM janismcdonald_ Darkness is greater than light? 🤔

11/16/2018 12:41:53 PM janismcdonald_ Good answer but I've seen very parented kids go to college and come back a walking, talking indoctrinated leftist.

11/16/2018 2:14:42 PM lbf777 Are you MK Ultraing us with more cryptic tweets?

11/16/2018 2:50:40 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/9LgvNjQnad

11/16/2018 2:51:19 PM ace3prince  pic.twitter.com/iuHfW20wNS

11/16/2018 2:56:56 PM flowersoul This was like a pr vid for the cabal...very dark tones.

11/16/2018 3:14:41 PM james_dombro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw DEWs?

11/16/2018 3:17:19 PM allahuniversal 17:17

11/16/2018 3:23:29 PM jgt58chiefsfan Eye said on a q and a that JFK jr is definitely deseased...

11/16/2018 3:23:52 PM dannygdaniel No, IMO, sorry; but that was the last straw; Plan started at that time tho; :)

11/16/2018 3:38:00 PM epkman I know that, glad they it appears they have enough water for now. Our lakes are finally coming back.

11/16/2018 3:43:50 PM epkman And they thought soylent green was just a movie.👽

11/16/2018 3:49:15 PM epkman And I wonder where Hussein fitted. Never mind, I just figured it out, the bad side of so called good.

11/16/2018 3:57:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 1900 EST

1) Duplicates shall not be repeated

2) One Question Per Account

3) 15 minute answering period

11/16/2018 3:58:59 PM palmdalekid2 Be here lol

11/16/2018 3:59:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 We shall, at times answer questions with other questions. This is to encourage critical thinking. Do us all the favor, research the answers and report 

back. Information only means you need more information. Look everywhere. Eyes wide open. Think as they do.

SHEEP NO MORE.

11/16/2018 4:00:07 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/ubjlT8XOYh

11/16/2018 4:01:02 PM ilcanebianco How will be the next economic sistem? We will have to work for live?

11/16/2018 4:01:07 PM james_dombro Who is @KibBitzLaw?

11/16/2018 4:01:25 PM peterclloyd Does the administration have plans to clean up the AMA, FDA and American Bar Assn?

11/16/2018 4:01:36 PM palmdalekid2 Push me to the edge🎵

11/16/2018 4:02:59 PM 1_decided_voter Is David Wilcock's published research (or at least a majority of it) accurate?

11/16/2018 4:03:10 PM lbf777 Why are you using the Ra sun worshipping hyrogliohic as your profile picture? Do you worship the sun?

11/16/2018 4:03:18 PM slayerofmatrix1 Will Our Expectations for January .. GITMO .. take down of MSM and public disclosure be made manifest?  🙏🏼



11/16/2018 4:03:26 PM islandofdelight Where should citizen researchers dig that we may have missed?

11/16/2018 4:03:26 PM mimi2vde Are we really winning against the deep state?

11/16/2018 4:04:36 PM anticsmom Will there come a day I will be able to stop taking 19 pills a day to function? I'm only 46 and have so many health issues constant pain. Too young for 

this.

11/16/2018 4:05:02 PM truth_077 When do you think the report from Huber and the 60k+ indictments will be unsealed and released to the public?

11/16/2018 4:05:03 PM johngradycole20 What has the Mormon/LDS Church been hijacked by?

11/16/2018 4:05:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define work. Why do some people feel as if they don't "work" yet technically it is their work. The new technology will shift the definition of "work" to 

be things that distribute information, entertainment, translation, education, management, etc. The definition will change soon.

11/16/2018 4:05:25 PM palmdalekid2 Can we have a huge party together? Someone dreamed about a party not the beach 😝

11/16/2018 4:05:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Twitter account.

11/16/2018 4:06:47 PM big081574 Will we ever see the scriptures and scrolls and artifacts hidden away in the Vatican library?

11/16/2018 4:06:54 PM jane_q_patriot Are there 2 or more distinctly diverging timelines? And if so, will some of us be able to escape this human construct/illusion of time altogether?

11/16/2018 4:07:12 PM palmdalekid2 Hi, am a fellow person.

We can help each other out

11/16/2018 4:07:59 PM ursula_1111 Will we learn the truth about the space/time continuum?

11/16/2018 4:08:05 PM palmdalekid2 Yes lol

11/16/2018 4:08:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 61,000 sealed indictments.

Why are they sealed?

What are they doing?

Eyes wide open.

They hide in plain sight.

Yes.

All departments of Government will be cleaned.

Military precision.

They know the end is coming.

PANIC IN DC.
11/16/2018 4:08:16 PM bkidd942 Maybe it’s a Swedish letter

11/16/2018 4:08:54 PM palmdalekid2 Yes, Q refered  to his book

11/16/2018 4:09:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of his information comes from the Majestic 12 itself, sometimes disinformation and misinformation, but he does a fairly decent job at 

deciphering the general situation.

11/16/2018 4:10:10 PM palmdalekid2 3-5 years, may always be sooner.

God bless

11/16/2018 4:10:14 PM daggerz9 Martial Law inevitable?

11/16/2018 4:10:35 PM iheartpossum What is the best way to be of service to new days ahead?

11/16/2018 4:10:56 PM sl_jaycee What are they chemtrailing is and what is being done so that they stop?

11/16/2018 4:10:58 PM lbf777 Nope. That is a popular Egyptian hieroglyphic for sure. It represents Ra sun worship. Ra is aligned with Lucifer. He’s an alien named Marduk who tricked 

Egyptians into worshiping him like a God.

11/16/2018 4:11:01 PM votethemout11 What’s your take on the current Julian Assange situation?

11/16/2018 4:11:07 PM 00loll0 Will the sun really turn dark or does it reference something else?

11/16/2018 4:11:22 PM thetempestchip Was Michelle Obama, wife of 44, born a biological male?

11/16/2018 4:11:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prescribing dates only alters your timeline. Time is an illusion. Focus on the evidence, facts, and information in the moment as it is happening. You will 

become in-tune with global consciousness and answers you seek around you will come to light with the proper stimuli.

11/16/2018 4:11:50 PM palmdalekid2  http://Justice.gov 

@TheJusticeDept has been busy

11/16/2018 4:12:05 PM sl_jaycee Rockefeller’s and then sold to the rothchilds.

11/16/2018 4:12:26 PM giediknight There was a YouTube account (now deleted) called zak zarus, which pointed out that the assange used in the Hannity interview was digital. This makes 

sense

11/16/2018 4:12:41 PM islandofdelight Or What are the best online remote viewing courses?

11/16/2018 4:13:11 PM aahhhooohmmmm How many different sentient races are represented within the Majestic 12?

11/16/2018 4:13:25 PM palmdalekid2 🌊 waves

11/16/2018 4:13:50 PM 1_decided_voter Awesome, thanks for responding! That's 2 thumbs up for @david_wilcock today. His work resonates with me, and I feel his intentions are good.

11/16/2018 4:14:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 We won on Nov. 8th 2016. This job is beyond the man. What 45 gave up in contrast to 24/7 WAR is truly marks of a stable genius. 45 had the 

knowledge of Tesla from outside MJ12 control through his uncle. 45 knows. Those who know cannot sleep at night.

11/16/2018 4:15:16 PM collectvcat This is a hard one. People who kill.......... the way they killed Khashoggi .... I do not believe are redeemable. Killing them as a punishment will 

prevent them from killing again....................  right?

11/16/2018 4:15:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Look into subscribing into press releases, news subscription services, social media journalists and comb through the raw information yourself and 

determine if your opinions resonate with the evidence you have and then report on it. Solution to fake news. Now how to monetize that?

11/16/2018 4:16:22 PM anticsmom God bless you 💗🙏

11/16/2018 4:16:57 PM fionasdestiny67 I'm praying for the GCR to occur asap, do the Whitehats have this under control for release soon?

11/16/2018 4:17:57 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/pBrzFk1v5N

11/16/2018 4:18:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 The body physically regrows itself every 7 years. Alternative medicines exist in the public space that originated from Majestic 12's "pro Disclosure 

faction" that will help reduce the number of pills you consume due to their improperly tested cross contamination which just kills.

11/16/2018 4:19:28 PM sheldon_916 Yep I agree with you there. He is the real deal.

11/16/2018 4:19:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 SEALED > UNSEALED

Mueller investigation ending soon?

Assange indictment?

When does a cage bird sing?

PANIC IN DC.

11/16/2018 4:20:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some may consider it just a different way of thinking that is "alien" to you. Learn to understand it; ignore it if it bothers you, or just accept it for what it 

is.

11/16/2018 4:22:01 PM palmdalekid2 Be alone with your thoughts

11/16/2018 4:22:11 PM truth_077 Before or after the new year?

11/16/2018 4:22:35 PM ursula_1111 What’s the best way to decalcify my pineal gland?

11/16/2018 4:22:37 PM colista Best book to read for accurate information? Fact or fiction .... either

11/16/2018 4:22:44 PM palmdalekid2 😂



11/16/2018 4:22:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is likely sabotage will be attempted if the attack is not immediately lethal. What do other "Trump-like" "right-wing" new Presidents all agree upon? 

61,000 sealed indictments. United States only? The world is watching. The world is waiting. PANIC IN DC.

11/16/2018 4:22:56 PM anticsmom Thank you suffered my entire life constant uphill battle osteoarthritis already gave me 2 knee replacements every joint in my body hurts so bad refuse 

to take pain pills just thrown in the fibromyalgia heap 😞

11/16/2018 4:23:33 PM dawntay40629790 No questions Majestic 12 , just appreciation and thanks! I read all of your drops and research the rest.

11/16/2018 4:23:35 PM 1aaronjustice A few months ago you asked “What if $1 actually divested to $0 because the USD was RESET?”  Will the USD be the only currency to RESET or all world 

currencies?

11/16/2018 4:24:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are currently experiencing divergent timelines where periods appear to travel "faster" than we once remembered time. This is an illusion created 

by the chaos distortion in global consciousnesses over the gravity of this war against those who we, the Majestic 12 let slip our...

11/16/2018 4:24:29 PM roublisa Amazing!❤️

11/16/2018 4:25:35 PM palmdalekid2 Diet

11/16/2018 4:25:35 PM ranger51367 Since most hidden science is compartmentalized +hierarchical in the pyramid,how many in the U.S know how all the work in the Deep Underground 

Military Bases fits together+what these elites missions are with this knowledge?

11/16/2018 4:26:12 PM 1aaronjustice I LOVE IT

11/16/2018 4:26:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...power to the satanic pedophile cult that secretly ran the United States for hundreds of years. However what happens when a father learns that his 

daughter was sexually abused. Not suggesting anything. Just statement of empathy. 45 has empathy. He knows how he would feel.

11/16/2018 4:27:16 PM neverbeasheep Who ist Angela Merkel?

11/16/2018 4:28:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Either move their location or "spice them up" for public consumption. Kind of like "Space Ports" but underground. These decisions have yet to be made 

as they are highly political.

11/16/2018 4:28:14 PM jane_q_patriot Wow. Thank you. I very much appreciate your response.

11/16/2018 4:30:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 The United States has been the piggy bank for the rest of the World. We're not going to be their piggy banks anymore. They have to pay up. When the 

USD is reset, and USD is WRC, what happens to all below WRC? Runner up? UK? Brexit? Secret? Trump Effect Threat? Logical thinking.

11/16/2018 4:31:43 PM mimi2vde Thank you

11/16/2018 4:33:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Books are the equivalent of light rays peaking through a straw hat. That wont show you the full view. Only fractions of a picture through a distorted 

lens by a person who has gone through unnecessary pain to get published pushed into the energy of the info.

11/16/2018 4:34:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Represented? Thousands.

Inside? 12.

11/16/2018 4:34:34 PM decodematrix What really happened to the Space Shuttle Columbia in 2003?

11/16/2018 4:35:28 PM colista I understand. I'm still acting from old programming. Thank you.

11/16/2018 4:36:38 PM slayerofmatrix1 😝

11/16/2018 4:36:41 PM lbf777 Look into naturopathic doctors and Peruvian natural over the counter cures. Both have worked miracles for people I know.

11/16/2018 4:37:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it relevant?

Does the genitalia of another human impact the validity of ideas?

44T MO 💍44M BS 🇰🇪

Get beyond the beast.

The heart and mind are what matter most.

11/16/2018 4:37:37 PM pkekbar Dag nabbit.

I wanted to ask if you knew anything about the guy behind #VQC.

Ah well.

11/16/2018 4:37:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't have takes. We act.

11/16/2018 4:38:46 PM lbf777 Mormonism is Luciferinism is sheep’s clothing. All organized religions were hijakced at the top by Luciferians.

11/16/2018 4:39:29 PM anticsmom Thanks will do my research

11/16/2018 4:39:31 PM aahhhooohmmmm Thank You

11/16/2018 4:39:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distribute accurate information that is pro-humanity, "at comfortable living wage priced", be honest to yourself and others you inform. Listen. Trust 

yourself. You know the difference between right and wrong. How can we re-engineer society? Memes? We gave you the power. Now act.

11/16/2018 4:40:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/16/2018 4:40:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 From Star Trek?

11/16/2018 4:41:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Demonstration.

11/16/2018 4:41:58 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how realistic and mirroring real truth was original Star Wars movie

11/16/2018 4:42:29 PM slayerofmatrix1 I was profoundly enlightened from a human experience indoctrined with things that are no sense through the trilogy work of Neale Donald Walsh .. 

“Conversations With God”.  #Epic.

11/16/2018 4:42:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 New flight technology will soon replace the "ancient" engine technology. It requires a new way of thinking because its primary element is a conduit to 

consciousness and is directly linked to the mind. The Great Awakening.

11/16/2018 4:43:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is the sun?

11/16/2018 4:44:02 PM slayerofmatrix1 🙏🏼💗💫✨💫💗🙏🏼

11/16/2018 4:44:32 PM ursula_1111 Great response. 😂 I guess I’ll go back and rewatch Star Trek first and then continue my search within. I do know that’s where ALL my answers lie. 

Thank you for replying. 💛☀️

11/16/2018 4:45:35 PM lbf777 We will need evidence that trump is a white hat before martial law is imposed. So far all we hear are promises but no action. How can you expect us to 

trust the gov after they fucked over the whole world for 6000 years straight?

11/16/2018 4:47:41 PM johngradycole20 "Alien"

Fack I can be dumb sometimes.

Thanks for your reply.

11/16/2018 4:48:42 PM lbf777 Past, present, and future are all happening simultaneously. Space is the physical version of time. Time is nonPhysical version of space. Time is an 

illusion basically.

11/16/2018 4:48:49 PM thetempestchip How are we going to prove to normies that these people are evil if one of the biggest public mockerys of American values is not addressed? If this is a 

touchy subject then where is the line drawn? If everything is connected, isnt everything relevant?

11/16/2018 4:48:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who has the evidence?

What's on the server?

What were they doing?

Charity Fraud?

Child Sex Trafficking?

Protected By Government.

For Government.

Is he Government?

Why does Government want to silence him so much but CANNOT?

How many millions downloaded insurance files?

Millions.
11/16/2018 4:49:11 PM honeybager5 Really . . . ? China and others are actually the ones that fund much of country’s spending when they buy up our treasury notes

11/16/2018 4:51:38 PM lbf777 A ball of gaseous energy that stems from the Nebulae. Planets origins stem from the sun as gravity stripped off layers of the face of the sun. Those 

layers broke up, revolves around the sun, & evolved into planets.



11/16/2018 4:54:45 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon

11/16/2018 4:56:46 PM ranger51367 Knowledge is LIGHT,HOW it's used could be for uplift of humanity,or for it's enslavement,that's why God never killed Satan,because the universe 

respects the dynamic of CARE,whether dark care or light CARE,apathy has been a good mans undoing+demise,the generative principle  G

11/16/2018 4:57:20 PM keith369me Kenyan flag

11/16/2018 4:57:21 PM lbf777 I’m talking about we need transparency into all Gov worldwide & corporations as well. Evil seeks secrecy so it can act in the dark as it cannot act in the 

light. The people have to agree before you run your Martial Law, project bluebeam, or NWO. pic.twitter.com/I2YR1p3xW6

11/16/2018 4:57:48 PM roublisa I need pictures please🤔

11/16/2018 4:58:21 PM astol14334 No to NWO! FIGHT! 🇺🇸

11/16/2018 5:00:24 PM lbf777 Hard to find one. Let’s just say the 5 year old you exists right now as your past self. Your fully evolved self is far, far into the future but that is your 

present self or higher self. You are just experiencing an artificial past 1 bit at a time instead of all at once.

11/16/2018 5:02:56 PM nixontweets According to the law of manifestation, does our collective focus on negative subjects like SRA exacerbate the suffering, or is that dependent upon on 

perception toward the subject i.e., overwhelmed or motivated.

11/16/2018 5:03:30 PM function108 surely JA sings for immunity and more

11/16/2018 5:05:44 PM lbf777 And to agree, we need to see what’s going on behind the scenes. We know it’s ugly but we need to know what we are ageeing to before agreeing. 

Blindly trusting the Gov is completely out of the question.

11/16/2018 5:09:54 PM laurabusse Also the Medical Medium, Anthony Williams...books, fb, Instagram, twitter @MedicalMedium much info for natural healing especially fibromyalgia and 

its cousins MS, Lymes, rheumatoid arthritis, ALS etc but pretty much all chronic diseases. Much luck + many blessings for healing...

11/16/2018 5:14:21 PM anticsmom Thank you and God bless you! 💗🙏

11/16/2018 5:17:42 PM laurabusse I completely agree. Been following him not quite a decade. All these years he just seems very real to me. Not perfect and he makes mistakes like we all 

do. But he's a remarkable man in my opinion. Went to one of his conferences. 2012. He's always felt like the real deal to me.

11/16/2018 5:21:09 PM angiealsabrook Idk but I would really love to start a movement pic.twitter.com/z0tpkh8szs

11/16/2018 5:32:16 PM margaret_64_ I honestly find it all so interesting. Trump’s Uncle John was a VERY smart man, with a Doctorate in Electrical Engineering from MIT. He helped develope 

the X-ray machine and forms of radar that were highly instrumental in fighting WWII.

11/16/2018 5:33:42 PM laurabusse Not a fan of barry and Michelle. If she's a man it does seem like lying on both their parts. BUT in general i would like to sex go back to the way it 

was...private. If i want to become a man and never admit i was a woman, really, that would be my business and nobody else's...

11/16/2018 5:33:55 PM lbf777 Also very very good at their job.

11/16/2018 5:36:22 PM laurabusse ...i long to live in a world of peace and beauty, where ppl live by their hearts, with love and acceptance of all, with respect for free will at all times. If 

somone is purple with 5 kinds of genitalia...on their arms...i would hope we would have love compassion and acceptance...

11/16/2018 5:37:24 PM laurabusse I somehow forgot to connect those 2 tweets.

11/16/2018 5:40:29 PM anticsmom Going to do that

11/16/2018 5:40:39 PM laurabusse Bringing back dag nabbit. Love it :-)

11/16/2018 5:41:36 PM laurabusse Damn.

11/16/2018 5:42:03 PM zoilaliz1 Research methylsulfonylmethane (the “real” MSM), a natural compound. My husband would not be able to use his hands if for it, he takes 40/day.

11/16/2018 5:44:02 PM marshahodgson Thanks for asking this important question!🍀

11/16/2018 5:44:38 PM laurabusse Msy i ask what he has? Arthritis? Rheumatoid?

11/16/2018 5:50:29 PM thetempestchip I fully understand and appreciate this viewpoint but in my opinion mutilating yourself in order to change your biological reality is a serious mental 

health issue and should not be pushed to be accepted. I want all beings to participate in maintaining a life of higher vibration

11/16/2018 5:52:03 PM peterclloyd I’m glad to know that I am not the only one familiar with the obscene corruption within these organizations, especially the FDA. Cancer is cheap to cure 

and children are dying for profit.

11/16/2018 5:56:03 PM thetempestchip 44T MO  💍 44M BS 🇰🇪 =  Michelle Obama Married Barry Soetoro as a man in Kenya, played the role as a woman while FLOTUS?

11/16/2018 6:08:08 PM craigrose8 What is best/fastest way to decalcify pineal gland? How long would it take.

11/16/2018 6:11:01 PM robertg69989098 Teslas knowledge origin.  Self? Or help from other source ?

11/16/2018 6:21:56 PM lbf777 Light is a word to describe knowledge but the sun isn’t God. It is just another unique entity in the universe. We all are unique entities.

11/16/2018 6:30:19 PM iam_jorgeborboa I don’t get it, I thought you were part of the deep state, why I got the feeling the one who is running this account seem to be on the side of the 

people???

11/16/2018 6:33:23 PM letsdot94709949 They know the perfect storm is coming=Don't they?

11/16/2018 6:36:02 PM laurabusse I completely agree. But i think at some point we will learn that it's absolutely of no use, and only harm, to judge others even if what we think they are 

doing to themselves is perverse, strange, weird, crazy, sick. Every1 needs acceptance, the more strange, the more they need...

11/16/2018 6:40:15 PM laurabusse ...just my opinion. U see the person who had plastic surgery 2 look like a dragon? Extremely ugly, disturbing. But how does judging help that person? 

Ostracizing is natural. Who wants 2 look at that. But it was poor judgement. Once its done its done. Punishing them makes no sense

11/16/2018 6:43:34 PM worldxplorer1 Do you get much of your info from remote viewing / meditative techniques?

11/16/2018 6:50:58 PM laurabusse I completely appreciate your Q to mj 12 and your response to my tweet. I just think we have to rise above all the human drama and return to love. 

Humans are damaged. By parents, society in general. It's gonna take time for all of us to heal. Ppl who are loved growing up are...

11/16/2018 6:54:16 PM laurabusse 2...happy. Happy children make happy adults. Happy adults dont do all kinda weird shit. I can count on 1 hand all the ppl i know who R happy, healed, 

whole. And maybe not even them...and least of all myself. I just hope humanity 2.0 is a much better happier fulfilled version :-)

11/16/2018 6:59:07 PM truthseeker805 Digits! @ 10:11

11/16/2018 7:00:54 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks. Just trying to learn to trust my perceptions.  But honestly how cool is it that the answer to anything can be found within?!

11/16/2018 7:06:46 PM citoyen_resist sound like the se school as Q... Am I mistaken ?

11/16/2018 7:13:31 PM 1_decided_voter A stargate?

11/16/2018 7:20:13 PM truthseeker805 Funny u would say that.  Just the other day I was looking at the light as is came through my straw hat while resting in the sun.  So beautiful

11/16/2018 7:23:11 PM blogjam_net Chris Root o D...

11/16/2018 7:23:34 PM truthiswithinu Right??!! I thought the same thing!!! I thought I was the only being that still said that!!!

11/16/2018 7:24:00 PM blogjam_net He promised me a trip to Agartha when this is over. 😜

11/16/2018 7:26:22 PM truthiswithinu Can you not ask bc it's a duplicate it bc you've already asked a question?? If it's the latter then I'll ask him your stead.

Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, what he asked 👆👆👆

11/16/2018 7:29:42 PM pkekbar He toldja y'all won't need roads where yer goin', also?

11/16/2018 7:32:15 PM pkekbar Because it was after 15 minutes.

11/16/2018 7:32:15 PM blogjam_net Always envision a path that leads out of the darkness. For the path to manifest, it must be grounded in reality as you know it. So you must study the 

darkness to know how to overcome. The key is to maintain a vision of the solution. You will manifest toward the solution.

11/16/2018 7:34:49 PM laurabusse Haven't heard it for ages! Thinking of cartoons for some reason...bugs bunny or thereabouts...



11/16/2018 7:41:05 PM truthiswithinu Ah shucks

11/16/2018 7:44:25 PM truthiswithinu It was Yosemite Sam.... Huh??? Yosemite.... Interesting...... hmmmm

11/16/2018 7:45:06 PM blankmarlo What you're describing is a symptom of a root cause. If the root cause is being addressed then why lose sleep over a symptom?

11/16/2018 7:55:01 PM truthiswithinu  https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/what-does-dagnabbit-mean … pic.twitter.com/YmwiHVFBwq

11/16/2018 8:00:51 PM laurabusse As a child i did NOT think Yosemite Sam was funny. Now i think he's hilarious! Thanks for that tidbit :-)

11/16/2018 8:15:02 PM pauliepg11111 MJ12 has been overtaken by the good guys. Mandate is disclosure to the people.

11/16/2018 8:25:48 PM connectedtomyc1 Joan Rivers died during "minor surgery" 2 weeks after:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBeVJ9TFofM …

11/16/2018 8:27:01 PM connectedtomyc1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSmOuX6DtVU …

11/16/2018 8:44:59 PM universalrisin I just watched unacknowledged on Netflix with Steve greer in it, i must ask, can i trust that information? If the information is true how can we protect 

our world from an ET false flag. I’m afraid people will rise up against ETz when we need them the most.

11/16/2018 8:49:11 PM 1aaronjustice Thank you is WRC - World Reserve Currency?

11/16/2018 8:50:07 PM palmdalekid2 Tomorrow’s News Tonight:

@GeorgePapa19 @MattWhitaker46 @wikileaks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump in CA tmrw 🍿 pic.twitter.com/QLMFA2x8E7

11/16/2018 9:51:30 PM laurabusse Please be gentle. We are all martial law virgins...

11/16/2018 10:08:19 PM datruseeka There were two MJ-12 groups....one called Majesty 12 (MJ-12) designated to give disinformation and another group called Majority Twelve (MJ-12), 

responsible for every aspect of aliens & UFO’s; this article is good start to help in critical thinking https://www.think-aboutit.com/ 

11/16/2018 10:13:53 PM datruseeka Bill Cooper is an excellent source and a true Patriot that sacrificed the ultimate to spread the truth....he worked both Navy & AF Intel and personally 

witnessed & had sources; he also knew all about the CABAL & their Babylon Worship & he knew the Bible.  Research his YT & docs

11/16/2018 10:16:24 PM datruseeka Here is one such reference source by William “Bill” Cooper.  BTW he also tried to warn people about 9/11 before it happened and was killed by ambush 

at his home not long after 9/11. Always remember BILL COOPER - a real hero! https://www.think-aboutit.com/1989-operation-majority/ … 

pic.twitter.com/howt6oevZ7

11/16/2018 10:19:27 PM datruseeka Does the Jason Society (Jason Scholars) of 32 still exists? It was the top 12 of this group which were the Majority Twelve (MJ-12).  Question, is this all 

correct?

11/16/2018 10:23:36 PM mrchss1 are we seeing timeline alteration taking place real time via higgs singlet tech and said tech is the prize in the DS war between the abramovic tesla 

faction and the plus ultra trump tesla faction?

11/16/2018 10:24:11 PM datruseeka Q:  What did Eisenhower discuss with the Aliens when he met with them in secret at one of the AF bases?

11/16/2018 10:28:13 PM datruseeka And what should a retiree do if they rely on their life savings in an IRA/Stock Market for their sole income?  Am I about to lose my entire life savings?

11/16/2018 10:33:01 PM diaptera_80 Many of them look to confident for knowing their time is up. How can they keep up this appearance if they know?

11/16/2018 10:36:04 PM peterclloyd Arrogance and denial. It’s similar to a drunk driver telling a cop they are not drunk

11/16/2018 10:36:12 PM datruseeka I’m a retired Petroleum Engr and have been obsessively researching truth for past 3 yrs.  What awoke me 3 yrs ago was when I uncovered Nikola 

Tesla’s work and Bill Cooper’s YT’s & docs!!!!!  Real Patriot who sacrificed all.  You will learn about “free energy”, aliens & UFO’s, etc

11/16/2018 10:41:45 PM datruseeka My another awakening was discovering the EVIL that exists in this world especially at and under the Vatican, especially being raised Catholic my entire 

life!  SHOCK! Research the Ninth Circle Satanic Cult!  Will blow your mind.  Q already shared the “serpent” Vatican Hall.

11/16/2018 10:43:12 PM diaptera_80 I did not understand how the answer relates to chemtrails

11/16/2018 10:47:02 PM datruseeka Will “work” be required for retirees?   Or will my leisure activities like my “obsessive research&share of TRUTH count as “work”.

11/16/2018 10:48:42 PM datruseeka What does “BAR” stand for in American BAR Association?

11/16/2018 10:49:47 PM universalrisin Meaning?

11/16/2018 10:49:59 PM datruseeka Gathering evidence & preparing for court cases or Military Tribunals.  And planning for mass arrests???

11/16/2018 10:51:32 PM peterclloyd BRITISH Accreditation Society

11/16/2018 10:52:01 PM peterclloyd Reconcile that....

11/16/2018 10:53:20 PM datruseeka And b/c Obama & Some Gov (I bet) passed “secret” pardons before leaving office and Trump Inauguration’, they have been gathering evidence 

through surveillance to catch them in additional crimes since 1/20/17!  Use their same FISA courts against them!

11/16/2018 10:54:41 PM peterclloyd You would have to understand the depth of the financially motivated corruption to appreciate the solution

11/16/2018 10:55:17 PM datruseeka Will “We, The People” have a day in our NEW government after?  To enact NEW LAWS to prevent this from ever happening again?

11/16/2018 10:55:56 PM peterclloyd Enjoy the show!

11/16/2018 10:58:30 PM datruseeka And what happens to our life savings?

11/16/2018 11:01:18 PM datruseeka Are we going to remain allies with Russia & China?  Or will China be a threat security or to our success in this massive transformation?

11/16/2018 11:04:42 PM datruseeka I’d personally recommend any and all from Bill Cooper who gave his life spreading truth about the secret government, UFO’s, aliens, Babylon Worship, 

Bible, etc. He’s ex Navy/AF Intel. Most knowledgeable whistleblower I know of and a real Patriot.

11/16/2018 11:05:47 PM datruseeka  pic.twitter.com/iMHVgwFkFY

11/16/2018 11:07:19 PM datruseeka BRITISH Association Regulations is my guess.  But do all the LAWYERS know the truth?

11/16/2018 11:08:19 PM datruseeka Ahhh. Now I see your answer.  And this was because of the Act of 1871?  When they replaced our Constitution?

11/16/2018 11:28:38 PM datruseeka It sounds like society as a whole will be going through way more than a culture change, but a whole new value system.  Truly the biggest 

transformation ever in our history.

11/16/2018 11:34:42 PM datruseeka Tesla wanted to give “free energy” to mankind, but JP Morgan & Rockefeller stopped him - JPM pulled his funding away from his work & research at 

MIT, so it wouldn’t impact the financial results of Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, then Edison, Westinghouse, stole his inventions/patents

11/16/2018 11:37:45 PM datruseeka I retired 3 yrs ago, Petroleum Engr, then started on a obsessive search for truth, to all my questions...lead me to Nikola, and I was amazed at what I 

learned!  I thought he was the most brilliant man while also being the most under appreciated man and died alone and penniless.

11/16/2018 11:42:48 PM datruseeka Based on just the research I did on him, I thought Tesla was truly a hero of sorts in trying to get us free energy for mankind and due to perversions of 

Morgan & Edison, and Westinghouse, he was shunned to keep him of making strides for mankind. His fellow colleagues only want $

11/16/2018 11:45:31 PM datruseeka So the Galactic Confédération was here or assisting Earth even prior to the atomic bomb?  I thought we were “visited” after a result of some cosmic 

pulse or indicator of serious issue in space...hhmmm. Can you explain more?

11/16/2018 11:45:47 PM datruseeka LOL!

11/16/2018 11:49:19 PM datruseeka What is the meaning of those numbers?

11/16/2018 11:54:13 PM datruseeka Who has the power to stop the destruction and deaths in CA with those NOT “wild” fires in CA?  Looks like DEW from satellites or planes or 

Smartmeters/WiFi antennae’s or something causing fire & destruction just like 9/11.  Metal “dustifying” , where trees and paper don’t burn.

11/16/2018 11:55:11 PM datruseeka People are being burnt alive in their cars. It’s so EVIL. SICK.  My heart breaks for them.

11/16/2018 11:55:56 PM jimisroomufotv Very much doing that as well as having my own experiences...which is why the statement about it not being ET related doesnt resonate. Needs to be 

fully investigated first.



11/16/2018 11:57:47 PM westtimor Federal Reserve MUST BE TERMINATED. They assinated Kennedy in 1960s of course different with today especially with all the modern technology etc. 

The people must stand strong shoulder to shoulder to shield our beloved @PresidentTrump_ @realDonaldTrump

11/16/2018 11:59:58 PM datruseeka Sometimes it gets me angry from all my 7 yrs of study & sacrifices in engineering with a masters too, then be deceived by education of SCIENCE & 

ENGINEERING!!!!   But, I’m also very thankful I’m still alive to witness this.

11/17/2018 12:04:52 AM datruseeka Anyway to reverse my back diagnosis/injury and not need double fusion?  LOL. Heck I can’t stand/walk more than 15/20 min without severe pain.  Will 

our medical services be impacted negatively in terms of quality and timely service.

11/17/2018 12:13:03 AM datruseeka I can’t phantom to see how evil a person can be to watch or allow sexual abuse or torture of children or babies?  Agony just thinking about it for 

anyone, then even more when it’s yours!  How will you be able to comfort or explain this to parents of missing children?

11/17/2018 12:17:35 AM datruseeka Q:  Have we purged all Military Generals and those in DOD & Energy etc from our ranks of government/military?   How will Americans reach a level of 

trust again from people that are suppose to be representing & protecting us?  Ensuring we are always kept truthfully, FULLY informed

11/17/2018 12:22:51 AM datruseeka It has to go to the highest levels of EVIL control to truly transform our society.  This means to the past presidents, admin, Vatican, Black Nobility, & 

British Crown and the Draco’s & Reptilians and highest ranks of secret societies.  All secret societies should be outlawed.

11/17/2018 12:29:36 AM jimisroomufotv Also finding that the Countering Information Warfare Act of 2016 is not legalizing Mockingbird...a program that has existed over 30 years. Research will 

prove Obama is NOT the deep state...things are way more complex.  Both parties are tainted.

11/17/2018 12:33:36 AM datruseeka Plasma, energy

11/17/2018 12:37:54 AM datruseeka Infrared pics around sun show lots of orbs, UFO’s difference sizes & shapes, pulsating movements, etc.

11/17/2018 12:39:11 AM jimisroomufotv I mean no disrespect at all to the Qanon crowd, but a large faction of them are getting carried away with the Obama hate and missing the big picture.  

Follow the money!!! Not a great fan of AJ, but Catherine A Fitts helps to explain the real fight.

11/17/2018 12:40:54 AM jimisroomufotv She’s a republican and has an amazing story and point of view. This helps explain alot. Its not all about HRC, Obama and Soros...  By a long shot.  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=a_DNKhPfelk …

11/17/2018 12:47:23 AM datruseeka Just think back over the last 3 yrs of Trumps actions & words, and perhaps even more importantly, how has he been treated by the MSM, Past 

Presidents & Admin, Hillary, past 3 letter agency heads,etc?  Now think about who supports him the most: Flynn, Rogers, Pompeo, Sessions,etc

11/17/2018 12:51:40 AM datruseeka Remember though for humanity we may not be told of all of the past anyway.  What’s critical is how we stand up a new government that we can 

insure proper representation and secure & accountable checks & balances.  That takes effort on all of us!

11/17/2018 12:56:27 AM datruseeka And to think I never cared for SciFi because I always thought it was too “out there” and wasn’t real.  Then only to find out, most were more real than 

even documentaries - since a lot were used to even push a false narrative in hindsight.

11/17/2018 1:19:23 AM datruseeka Gosh, do we have any allies?  I was thinking Putin might be one of the good guys.

11/17/2018 1:52:11 AM pauliepg11111 44th First Lady - transgender - Michael/Michelle Obama - married 44th US president Barry Soetoro, a Kenyan.

I do think this is relevant, not because there’s anything wrong with being transgendered or Kenyan, but because we were LIED TO, as usual. The 

arrogance infuriates me.

11/17/2018 1:52:22 AM whynumbers369 I'm guessing Ayahuasca, Syrian roe, mushrooms etc

11/17/2018 1:52:49 AM whynumbers369 Having taken them that's exactly how I would describe the experience

11/17/2018 1:59:06 AM pauliepg11111 This is not related to the nano particles being sprayed over humanity via chemtrails?

11/17/2018 4:39:54 AM trumpcard_2020 There is something wrong with being trans-it’s another lie

11/17/2018 5:06:19 AM 00loll0 I'm not sure.there's a gal Rose Hannna on utube interpreting gematria and points out many ads and many shows when interpreted revealing dark 

sun,light to dark,etc..it makes sense to someone.

11/17/2018 5:43:09 AM datruseeka So what of the Bible is true?  I understand now from these new learnings that there is a God Creator, but we too are connected with our Christ 

Conciousness.  Is that correct?  And that Jesus did arrive before in an effort to return or steer society on a path of righteousness.

11/17/2018 5:47:21 AM datruseeka A few years back, I remember reading through the Phoenix Journals.  Do you know if them?  Do you know of their source?

11/17/2018 6:30:06 AM djlok Thank you for posting this.

11/17/2018 6:49:06 AM themurdamil I stopped using anything w/fluoride.  Spring water only, fresh fruit/veg.  No processed food. Mediterranean cookbook for healthiest & delicious meals. 

use thieves oil in diffuser to help autoimmune system no more cold or flu or allergies. Solfeggio freq 432hz. Pineal 👍 🧠🤗👼🏼

11/17/2018 6:53:07 AM themurdamil All help cleanse the pineal & repair DNA and my energy and brain functions are increasing and I’m down 39lbs!!!  It’s been amazing!  Incorporate anti 

inflammatory food, spices etc.  activated charcoal (powder for brushing teeth and oil for “pulling”) helps detox the body research

11/17/2018 6:56:19 AM datruseeka Through my research, I ran across the Phoenix Journals....I found 3 different formatted sources but appear the be the same.  Was this the original type 

of Q drop to awaken us to the TRUTH?  To break us away from the illusion?  http://fourwinds10.com/journals/pdf/J027.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/YN3qPp0h2M

11/17/2018 7:00:18 AM datruseeka “From Here to Armageddon, I am Ashtar” Phoenix Journals - another source similar, different title. 

 http://fourwinds10.com/journals/html/J005.html …

11/17/2018 7:03:42 AM datruseeka “To all my children, “as the world turns” (one of Q’s phrases) 

 http://www.phoenixsourcedistributors.com/J064.pdf 

11/17/2018 7:09:51 AM nun_chucknorris Or so we have been told. Keep in mind an atom is 99.9% “empty space”. There could be much we are yet to learn about what is contained within it. We 

cannot see magnetism, yet it interacts with the physical. Just because we can’t see/measure something doesn’t  mean it doesn’t exist

11/17/2018 7:20:56 AM datruseeka What are the Phoenix Journals?  Previous Q Type Awakenings?  Here are a few formats/titles but all appear to be similar content and purpose.  Was 

this the original “God the Creature” Laws of Nature or One? pic.twitter.com/SwISvNYLT5

11/17/2018 7:33:07 AM nancylouwho9 I don’t watch Alex Jones. Care to elaborate?

11/17/2018 7:36:59 AM jimisroomufotv He almost screws up the interview, but manages to let her speak.  She has been talking about how to shift our focus to where the money goes.  Been 

checking in with this woman and her solari report for years.  This is not about AJ...but about her talking solutions.

11/17/2018 7:38:38 AM nancylouwho9 We will see more of this as more women get involved. Different perspective and different solutions. 💪

11/17/2018 7:39:40 AM jimisroomufotv Have never been a fan of AJ...  I was doing a search for her. She speaks in all kinds of venues...more an actual old school conservative, not the toxic 

people hating cult some are trying to pass off as conservatism.

11/17/2018 7:42:46 AM nancylouwho9 The rabid dog pile on Avenatti (before the facts were known) on the Left made me realize we are in danger of going right down the drain with them. 

Pelosi? Don’t get me started. #LoveIn for a positive outcome. 🙏🌈❣️

11/17/2018 7:43:02 AM jimisroomufotv COMPLETELY AGREE!  She worked for HUD under Bush, and they almost killed her because she was uncovering corruption she found.  Her experience 

and perspective are very educational.

11/17/2018 7:44:40 AM nancylouwho9 Interesting. Integrity, truth and justice never go out of style.

11/17/2018 7:46:57 AM melanieanders7 Not all war moves are transparent. We're dealing with a deep state faction that's been overwhelmingly conquering for a while. That has to be reversed 

like a Theif in the night. Future proves past. Be observant

11/17/2018 7:48:00 AM jimisroomufotv Lol. Thank God.  Btw I would NEVER post something from AJ directly.  9-11 truther who became one of the most prominent and public anti-muslim 

personality. Nooooooooo...  The post is about the knowledge of Fitts.

11/17/2018 7:50:46 AM nancylouwho9 Thank you for clarifying that. I had a twinge of apprehension when it came through the feed. Building trust and what not. ✌🏻👽

11/17/2018 7:51:05 AM jimisroomufotv Plus SO many people interested in UFO disclosure are getting railroaded by q with mostly anti-dem messsages. Fitts rightly claims if we tried to fix our 

communities on the local level, we’d be much closer.  IOW, calling Michelle O a ‘man’ doesnt put food on the table!!



11/17/2018 7:52:57 AM nancylouwho9 This really only happened after the election, Q and Gaia flipped the script. In 2 years we are upside down and wtf! It’s so frustrating.

11/17/2018 7:54:08 AM jimisroomufotv I get it. Thats why Im taking time to explain...  Directed it to the q crowd. People mean well but are programmed to go after the black, woman, and the 

jewish guy...Obama, HRC, Soros...thinking that will provide answers to ET??  Fix whats wrong?  They cant see this? Makes me sick

11/17/2018 7:57:29 AM nancylouwho9 Obama and HRC are not all powerful, stopping Aliens. If they want to Alien in front of us they will. I didn’t know Q people thought that. Just following 

loosely. Ha. Damn. We’re in worse shape than I thought.

11/17/2018 8:01:20 AM palmdalekid2 :44

11/17/2018 8:01:42 AM jimisroomufotv It goes off the rails, further and further away from any viable solutions beyond ‘direct more hate at these people’.  This interview was 70days after 45 

took office, and she is already warning about him losing focus.  Very worthwhile listen to...

11/17/2018 8:04:48 AM nancylouwho9 I wish Alex Jones would have gotten that. We need more conservatives like her.

11/17/2018 8:05:24 AM roublisa Help me understand please

11/17/2018 8:11:11 AM thetempestchip Apple will play a large role in the release of hidden tech?

11/17/2018 8:15:59 AM jimisroomufotv It appears he has been infiltrated and is being used...  Time will tell the full story on him....I wish him the best and hope he damages as little as possible.  

 Better we focus on info that effects us all.

11/17/2018 8:17:42 AM jimisroomufotv Sounds like a republican hit job...like when they fund the campaigns of red state dems.

11/17/2018 8:46:23 AM jimhayzlett Dear, that's how I read it also, but since that's not Truth, I asked for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to please clarify intention 🙏🏼😇  Maybe D goes 2 L??

11/17/2018 8:49:23 AM jimhayzlett I also see the sparkles ✨😇✨

11/17/2018 8:51:15 AM fightthenewwo Right on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063582456417345541 …

11/17/2018 9:13:01 AM jonessense He said a few years not 2. I don’t think those of us in CA have 2 years.

11/17/2018 9:43:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd Lol thank God bc I’ve questioned that! Do you see geometrical shapes too?

11/17/2018 9:50:39 AM litparkranger Will blockchain have a key role in the future?

11/17/2018 9:54:38 AM jimhayzlett I haven't yet , dear, but it is a good thing ✨👼✨

11/17/2018 10:06:34 AM ali_ducharme Since missing answering time, I'll comment instead: engine techno is far from being ancient. what'll be needed for this new technology isn't a new way 

of thinking rather acquiring the truly ancient mindset which originally & still is used as a conduit to access all levels of mind

11/17/2018 10:12:17 AM ali_ducharme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why do you & others focus on #TheGreatAwakening when most haven't even mastered the Least & #LessorAwakening ??? That's IF 

they're even aware enough to know about them?

11/17/2018 10:47:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who was named in the documentary that made you go "ummm"?

11/17/2018 10:49:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes wide open.

11/17/2018 10:49:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many things. They met regularly.

11/17/2018 10:50:18 AM universalrisin Steve Greer himself. Is he someone we can reliably trust or is he another puppet put in by the Cabal and other dark forces like Zecharia Sitchin?

11/17/2018 10:50:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 There's something Majestic about WC isn't there? Can't quite put a finger on what... or can you?

11/17/2018 10:52:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not everybody evolves at the same time, and nor is it in our interest to violate their free will to live a life of ignorance. The path to self enlightenment 

and ultimately Majestic Reality lies within. We only need a critical mass, and others will follow due to human nature.

11/17/2018 10:53:28 AM universalrisin My gut trusts him, but i just want to be confirmed that the community believes he is an entrusted person that wants to bring about disclosure. I don’t 

want to be listening to someone who might turn out to be the exact opposite of whom i was hoping for

11/17/2018 10:53:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very much so, but current iterations are Cabal engineered work to essential steal even more money from gullible people who don't really understand 

blockchain, economies, and currency. People think they know. Only very few do.

11/17/2018 10:55:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 You trust Podesta?

11/17/2018 10:59:08 AM universalrisin I’m still very new to this world of disclosure and breaking out of the matrix and don’t know so much of who to trust and who to not trust. I’m not even 

sure what podesta did or what his emails are about.

11/17/2018 11:04:55 AM datruseeka He was spiritually heart and soul was connected to God and getting his truth through his higher consciousness?

11/17/2018 11:06:59 AM datruseeka So you gave me confirmation!!!!   And I understand now with Q’s help that we are essentially in a movie watching the master plan roll out as intended.  

It’s BRILLIANT!

11/17/2018 11:09:02 AM datruseeka Q/45/MI knew election fraud accorded in 2016 and gathered the evidence then used that to make a deal with them through LE “do this in 2018 and 

you get less sentence”

11/17/2018 11:09:53 AM vand3rboots Interesting read!  http://svvordfish.blogspot.com/2018/01/explosive-new-evidence-links-tony.html …

11/17/2018 11:10:40 AM datruseeka Then through rallies we all witnessed there would be a massive tsunami red wave, making DEMS to have to increase their cheating and knowing they 

would be unprepared thus showing its ugly eyes.

11/17/2018 11:13:30 AM datruseeka They took the bait & now all their cheating evidence was gathered again which will all be exposed!   The Blue Wave was AI generated with Goog bots is 

my guess.  So call it pseudo - LOL!  There was no way they could match the red tsunami made obvious by BHO’s pseudo rallies.

11/17/2018 11:17:02 AM datruseeka Q told us to watch the movie. What makes a good movie?  Great actors.  NO DEALS...was semi true...deals were made with the first wave criminals to 

gather the second wave criminals. Actors who are doing as told to entrap the enemy....thus resulting in blue “indictment” wave!

11/17/2018 11:18:39 AM datruseeka Bill was a white hat Majestic!  If he were here today he would be part of your team too!

11/17/2018 11:20:01 AM datruseeka Or does his spiritual body exist now in someone else and IS-BE is still working like JGT & JA.

11/17/2018 11:20:40 AM datruseeka And JA is Majestic too!

11/17/2018 11:22:01 AM litparkranger Do you have an opinion on revelation and the beast idea, since I’ve seen you tweet similar concepts

11/17/2018 11:24:43 AM datruseeka We know Baron too is a “time traveler” https://www.spartareport.com/2017/07/barron-trump-written-1893-time-traveler-ont/ …

11/17/2018 11:26:56 AM datruseeka But question is how did Trump come to us?  I know Mark Taylor and Kim Clement prophesied Trump would be President and also Vatican would fall.  

And more.  I always believed Trump was anointed by God for this role.

11/17/2018 11:37:45 AM lbf777 That V shape is the Egyptian hyrogliphic for sun worship. Ra was an alien named Marduk who tricked the Egyptians into thinking he was the sun God 

Ra. Ra aligns himself With & works for Lucifer.

11/17/2018 11:40:46 AM datruseeka But Eisenhower turned over MJ-12 to higher sec clear for plausible deniability to Rockefeller who was (DARK NWO) and they were then running the 

show along with CFR TriLat Comm300

11/17/2018 11:41:58 AM lbf777 Looks like a tv show promoting RA images to subconsciously manipulating the public into becoming a follower.

11/17/2018 11:44:03 AM lbf777 The circle at the top is the sun. The inverted V shape is the pyramid. The 2 horizontal lines on the bottom 2 sides are worshipers who are worshipping 

the sun God Ra who is not a God but a Sirian alien named Marduk that tricked ancient Egyptians into believing he was a god.

11/17/2018 11:45:55 AM lbf777 Someone could have been disclosing gov secrets to us or it’s some kind of reverse manipulation to prepare the minds of the masses for an even greater 

manipulation.

11/17/2018 11:47:51 AM lbf777 Oh the triangle represents willpower, energy, & knowledge. The Archons lack energy which they steal from us. We lack willpower which is why they are 

able to control us although we can excercise willpower if we choose to. Regular triangle also represents good. Upside evil.

11/17/2018 11:50:08 AM lbf777 What does R&D stand for again?

11/17/2018 11:53:36 AM lbf777 Music is controlled by the Luciferians. They also control “Christian” metal.

11/17/2018 11:55:45 AM lbf777 MJ12 admitted they are planning to run Martial Law, Bluebeam, and the NWO just the other day.

11/17/2018 11:57:38 AM lbf777 Those pyramids are said to have been built by the Reptilians using sound tech to lift the blocks and Reptilians worship Lucifer. Look at the god of 

pyramid cities (Ra, Kukulkan, Quetzacoatl, ect...) are all advanced aliens who tricked ancient humans into thinking they are Gods.



11/17/2018 12:03:00 PM lbf777 They are sneaky. They post a lot of positive messages mixed with a drop of evil. This way while you are busy accepting the positive signals, you 

accidentally accept the negative signal as well.

The best bet is to create your own music & publish it to counter this if possible.

11/17/2018 12:03:28 PM litparkranger I would say anyone using symbolism without open explanation is not to be trusted, but I also think that you or me implying we know a parties 

intentions based on their symbolism alone is laughable at best.

11/17/2018 12:04:14 PM litparkranger This is a valid explanation and I respect it

11/17/2018 12:04:24 PM lbf777 Nothing is inherently bad. Triangles are just as good as circles. It all depends on what they are used for. A knife used for butter is good but robbing a 

store with it is bad.

11/17/2018 12:04:41 PM dwhfarmall IT DOESN’T........ILLEGALLY, SECRETLY SNEAKED INTO EXISTANCE BY CONGLOMERATE OF BIG MONEY BANKERS IN THE DARK OF NIGHT ON JEKYL 

ISLAND...IS NOT PART OF THE US GOVERNMENT+NEEDS TO BE DISOLVED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE! NWO!!⏰⏰

11/17/2018 12:05:08 PM litparkranger Yod heh vav heh

11/17/2018 12:07:24 PM hypocrisyupdate You are so right. I read about that years ago👍🇺🇸

11/17/2018 12:11:33 PM litparkranger Literally asking you the same thing. You can use meme alchemy all you want and say they’re all one, but there are plenty of different labels to peg to 

geometry like a triangle. Male/female... Lucifer/god... positive/negative. Oh but yours are right..? I see. Which are they using?

11/17/2018 12:13:25 PM datruseeka WC was a “Targeted Individual” because of his knowledge of TRUTH and they feared being exposed...but if you look at all that he did and left us, the 

truth was there all along. AWESOME PATRIOT! He tried to warn us!   https://vault.fbi.gov/william-bill-milton-

cooper/William%20%28Bill%29%20Milton%20Cooper%20Part%2001%20of%2001/at_download/file … pic.twitter.com/fQT91Djw08

11/17/2018 12:17:41 PM nun_chucknorris Don’t trust Podesta. I would be very careful about anything in that documentary if he is involved, even though Greer is as well. Take notes, cross 

reference against his previous work, and let us know please! I would watch but Pod makes my stomach turn when I see his face.

11/17/2018 12:22:51 PM litparkranger Why are you repeating to me what i just stated regarding their unification? Without answering my question in regards to how your peg of their 

meaning is most certainly the one they’re using for these symbols, I might add. Thanks for the enlightenment *tips fedora*

11/17/2018 12:36:33 PM connectedtomyc1 It's tough using your own intuition after the evil has created a state of non-stop cognitive dissonance for us 24/7. General rule, I wouldn't trust 

anything on MSM or Netflix; I'd say 100% propaganda. You need to navigate your way through Youtube.

11/17/2018 12:43:11 PM nun_chucknorris @R_Tehubijuluw I know you have a lot of knowledge on this subject. Would you be willing to chime in?

11/17/2018 12:45:29 PM connectedtomyc1 Podesta video (too dark to see) of a voice that appears to match his torturing child. Also, he is suspected (by truthers) in case of disappearing child, 

Madeline McCann. Pedophile.  @Real_Bill_Smith has some good (older) videos on Youtube. @NemoV8 and Dave Janda @docdhj good.

11/17/2018 12:52:19 PM lbf777 Uh-hu. Answer me this. Is far aligned with Lucifer?

11/17/2018 12:52:26 PM litparkranger Lol! Genuine question though, you believe 666 to be a positive thing?

11/17/2018 12:53:31 PM litparkranger What’s your opinion on the biblical version

11/17/2018 12:54:43 PM universalrisin My goodness

11/17/2018 12:55:03 PM lbf777 Ra believers think 666, the Pentagram, and Lucifer are all positive entities. Ra’s own boss is Lucifer.

11/17/2018 12:55:14 PM litparkranger I appreciate your input!

11/17/2018 12:59:04 PM universalrisin Currently researching about black eyed children, anyone have any info on that?? About their parents being MIB? Causing those who invite them in to 

have cancer and nosebleeds? Any info on black eyed children??

11/17/2018 1:02:27 PM lbf777 How do you expect me to take you to Lucifer?

11/17/2018 1:03:25 PM lbf777 Why do they always say the sun is in the Pladeans star system? Any idea? Why do you say it’s not the Pladean system. Are they fooling us somehow 

with this?

11/17/2018 1:04:08 PM lbf777 Insulting people in a debate is for people who no longer have an argument.

11/17/2018 1:04:38 PM connectedtomyc1 The more you open your eyes, the more evil you will see. It's like an octopus with a million evil tentacles ....in the top level of medicine, science, 

education, corporations, politics and media worldwide.After WW2, Nazi's came here to US  https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-

intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol-58-no-3/operation-paperclip-the-secret-intelligence-program-to-bring-nazi-scientists-to-

america.html …. There is a start

11/17/2018 1:07:44 PM universalrisin I’m sorry, but do you have any info on black eyed children? About their parents being MIB? Causing those who invite them in to have cancer and 

nosebleeds? Any info on black eyed children??

11/17/2018 1:10:41 PM nun_chucknorris Does the critical mass goal get assessed by numbers? Example: Peter is awake =1, Peter is asleep =0. Or, is it assessed by overall levels of each 

individual? Example: Bob believes in afterlife but not aliens =0.25, Bob believes time doesn’t exist and we are beings of light =.75.

11/17/2018 1:14:51 PM lbf777 Are you going to debate or just hurl insults because if you want to hurl insults, the conversation ends here.

11/17/2018 1:23:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Again pic.twitter.com/wzsE1FdcQi

11/17/2018 1:24:47 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you. I'm new, but want to understand.

11/17/2018 1:35:53 PM keith369me Avoid all chaos...search for truth

11/17/2018 1:48:24 PM datruseeka TRUTH & POSITIVITY & UNITY

11/17/2018 1:50:06 PM petitchevalb Can you please give an example? What kind of things does she like to do ?

11/17/2018 1:51:09 PM datruseeka NEVER - EITHER ONE OR WIVES!  DARK. EVIL. I still can’t get his voice out of my mind when he was abusing that young boy!  And he is CONNECTED to 

many more equally EVIL!

11/17/2018 1:54:00 PM datruseeka Exactly.  “The choice, to KNOW, will be yours.” - Q.

11/17/2018 1:58:17 PM datruseeka There are 2 Podesta’s. Tony Podesta & John Podesta. Google images “Tony Podesta Art”.  They both owned a lobbyist firm. Research it and it’s 

connections. JOHN was Chief of Staff for Bill Clinton. Research. He was also counsel to Obama -research. Chief of Staff & Camp mgr for HRC.

11/17/2018 2:07:56 PM datruseeka When I saw Richard Branson was involved with blockchain I knew it was trouble.

11/17/2018 2:15:18 PM connectedtomyc1 Were the CA fires caused by a PGE/Rothchild owned solar generator in space that beams RF waves down to a receptor site and converts to DC current? 

Site moved from Mohave Desert (CA) to Sebastopol (CA) in 2011. In 2017, Sebastopol had unprecedented fires that came out of nowhere.

11/17/2018 2:19:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open. 

Who is Jeffrey Epstein?

FBI declassified 302s stating federal prosecution of the child sex trafficking ring he was running out of his Florida home was basis for hiring him as an 

intelligence asset.

Who ran Playpen after it was busted?

What does @Snowden have?

11/17/2018 2:26:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure really happened in 2001. Congress invited members of the G7 to come forward and tell the truth. Many of them did. The media and Cabal 

ignored it. It never gained traction. Pentagon wanted Disclosure, Cabal wanted war. Cabal won with WTC. Pentagon proceeded with SG1.

11/17/2018 2:29:59 PM zack_stone Sacred geometry. Double meaning

11/17/2018 2:30:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 43 had CST blackmail and p2p with the Saudis. He had skeletons as he must to be a bonesman. 322 is full of skulls and bones. Literally. Figuratively. 

Spiritually. They hide in plain sight. Symbolism will be their downfall. Those who know cannot sleep at night.

11/17/2018 2:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

53:47 https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1063922373345378304 …

11/17/2018 2:32:39 PM colista FINALLY A CLASSY EXIT  !!!!

11/17/2018 2:33:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Projection mockingbird flavored journalism. Majestic. https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1063922004397576193 …



11/17/2018 2:33:54 PM sehvehn does sound threatening

11/17/2018 2:34:44 PM richardhiatt16 What’s the plan again? 🤣

11/17/2018 2:36:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was hidden in the mountain in Girl With The Dragon Tattoo?

Who was the character?

Describe in detail.

PROJECT the image.

Obscure the identity.

Cover your tracks.

Brag about what you do.

CABAL ART.

Who is RD?

What's in your closet? https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1063921682765803520 …
11/17/2018 2:36:57 PM again_censored Me and some folks I know have had loud ear-ringing for several weeks. We even found the frequency.

11/17/2018 2:37:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063923777883516928 …

11/17/2018 2:38:25 PM jgt58chiefsfan  pic.twitter.com/ol1IdQ0nnu

11/17/2018 2:39:54 PM richardhiatt16 You just keep teasing us.... 🤨

11/17/2018 2:40:14 PM sehvehn never wanted to watch that movie or read the book...very emotional =( are the things you pointed out and asked in both?

11/17/2018 2:41:44 PM datruseeka Are you referring to the FBI who hacked into Playpen?  Or the three moderators busted? https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/jpgm7d/how-

the-fbi-identified-suspects-behind-the-dark-webs-largest-child-porn-site-playpen …

11/17/2018 2:42:21 PM datruseeka Snowden has all evidence of criminal activity.

11/17/2018 2:43:46 PM jimhayzlett Research is not the best enlightened approach.  Forgive n Bless All for the collective path to ascension: Find Peace n Bliss Within, UNITY 😇

11/17/2018 2:44:33 PM zack_stone William Tompkins. Dragon tattoo =draco owned

11/17/2018 2:47:52 PM zrickety Please let it be SOON.  Can't stand the FDA or CDC...

11/17/2018 2:51:05 PM nun_chucknorris Thank you @R_Tehubijuluw and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. R I knew you would have something to share regarding this. Thanks for sharing and learning.

11/17/2018 2:51:07 PM scotthorn12 5x5

11/17/2018 2:51:24 PM jane_q_patriot Let's not forget his role in "Angel Heart" as "Louis Cyphre." One that's always stuck with me, and really wish I could forget now... 

http://www.cultprojections.com/essentialviewing/angel-heart …

11/17/2018 2:55:28 PM datruseeka Jeffrey Epstein is the billionaire who owned and ran Babylon Worship Epstein Island where orgies and sex trafficking occurred.  HUGE SRA in bunkers 

below! pic.twitter.com/q3iXwY5GPd

11/17/2018 2:57:52 PM zrickety Assange will testify here and blow the lid off these deep state shenanigans!

11/17/2018 3:03:13 PM datruseeka I’m still waiting to see when @Snowden @snowden___  resurfaces again...will it be in next Movie?  And where he’s really been hiding.  Russia?  China?  

USA?

11/17/2018 3:31:00 PM redtsunamihere See KelliAnnHubNews vids on YT, Santa Claus of the United States and Dixie Doodle, twitter. 😉

11/17/2018 3:31:53 PM adomestic17 👍🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/V45gNGTKo6

11/17/2018 3:40:27 PM datruseeka That’s exactly what we were lead to believe but was he really there?  Is he still there?  White hat or black hat?  Logical thinking & research.

11/17/2018 3:44:37 PM redtsunamihere We have a Divine purpose, written on our Destiny Scrolls in Heaven. We are each here for a purpose & do NOT make up our own. We're lovingly 

created & all on our journey to tap into the Creator Yahveh's destiny 4 us. Pray, ask Him about yours. KINGDOM AGE! Justin Paul Abraham, YT.

11/17/2018 3:47:35 PM yana17m Incredible👀👏🏼

11/17/2018 3:53:18 PM blankmarlo Are you saying that Cooper reported to MJ12 or that they were feeding him info?

11/17/2018 3:56:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/ghQ8898XbNk 

11/17/2018 3:58:34 PM revrevolution11  pic.twitter.com/2kbyoHYHdg

11/17/2018 3:59:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes the only way to defeat the beast within is to deny it battle.

11/17/2018 3:59:42 PM fionasdestiny67 Amen

11/17/2018 4:09:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The man existed and the character was inspired by him. Your IS-BE may have experienced what triggers your memory elsewhere in reality. Many star 

seeds have these similar experiences. However it doesnt make it real. Who the person was is not dead so therefore wouldnt reincarnate. 

https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1063945022695972865 …

11/17/2018 4:14:32 PM nun_chucknorris It’s there, open it outside of twitter. Had the same problem.

11/17/2018 4:14:43 PM peterclloyd Well, since you know it all, why don’t you go ask Richard Kessler about Margret Tempero? If you think that the FDA is run by honorable experts, you 

may at least have the expert part right.

11/17/2018 4:17:54 PM universalrisin Currently researching about black eyed children, anyone have any info on that?? About their parents being MIB? Causing those who invite them in to 

have cancer and nosebleeds? Any info on black eyed children??

11/17/2018 4:20:55 PM 1_decided_voter What did Gene Roddenberry know? I've read he also has connections to Kubrick, who certainly seems like he knew a lot as well.

11/17/2018 4:21:11 PM carolva97910854 Robert DeNiro?

11/17/2018 4:22:04 PM redtsunamihere Watch Justin Paul Abraham or Kat Kerr on YT. These two among others, have had amazing spiritual encounters. This is the Kingdom Age of the 

Almighty. You are being called to your Heavenly Destiny scroll, for you have been created for this time and purpose. LOVE 2 U on your journey

11/17/2018 4:23:50 PM redtsunamihere Also, The Great Awakening comes from Him. He IS THE Great Awakening, freq 444.

Research past Great Awakenings of the USA or even other countries.

11/17/2018 4:32:08 PM snakejackal Love thy enemy transform beast to Angel.

11/17/2018 4:35:31 PM freeandoriginal Manifesting at its best ! 🙏

11/17/2018 4:44:45 PM peterclloyd I always imagined you Pharma trolls would be a little less obvious. I was wrong apparently.

11/17/2018 5:03:20 PM freeandoriginal “Right” it is in Italy ...

11/17/2018 5:04:20 PM anangelhasland1 “Why not me? Why not? A guy can get anything he wants as long as he pays the price. What’s wrong with that? Stranger things have happened.”

               - Robert Pupkin

11/17/2018 6:02:05 PM jm19712 Torture or kill rooms if I remember correctly. I was mostly slumbering the last time I watched that.  Now, all movies and music with traces of THEM pop 

out at me.

11/17/2018 6:04:46 PM datruseeka Accept the Holy Spirit and put on the Full Armor of God pic.twitter.com/zfBkKW2emE

11/17/2018 6:10:43 PM whisperz777 check out this site, sift through the posts, lots of info in one place.  

 http://larklightsforum2.proboards.com/thread/1816/david-weatherly-veritas-radio-children …

11/17/2018 6:13:07 PM universalrisin THANK YOU SO MUCH

11/17/2018 6:16:34 PM whisperz777 oh, you are welcome :)  ,, i think the link should take you directly to one of many of posts,,, you can hit the larklights forum tab to take you to the main 

page.  hope you enjoy and find some answers to your questions.

11/17/2018 6:18:33 PM whisperz777 you can leave messages to the blogger, they may or may not answer though,,, lol,,, but most likely will, may take a day or two 🤔😁

11/17/2018 6:31:22 PM universalrisin Think I’m going to wait till morning to learn more about them, it’s night time here and I’m scared! Lol



11/17/2018 6:33:43 PM datruseeka After seeing the previews, I knew it was a movie I didn’t want to see because of the “Darkness”.  But seeing you say Robert DiNiro, I already know he is 

one of the EVIL ones, just look how he attacked @POTUS at that awards show.  Seeing that clip said everything to me!

11/17/2018 6:34:15 PM whisperz777 😱😳😂😂😂i dont blame you, i don't watch scary things at nite either 😂😂😂

11/17/2018 6:42:42 PM jimhayzlett I understand, Angel.  We each create our  own unique path, or Stairway to Heaven.  You Are God's Glorious Source Light ✨👼✨

11/17/2018 7:02:05 PM evillysexybitch #OperationMockingbird pic.twitter.com/YnOSeUarIH

11/17/2018 7:45:19 PM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  your “rules” for answering questions seem familiar. Are you “Hidden Hand?”

11/17/2018 8:09:00 PM datruseeka  pic.twitter.com/jwBnFtwqiL

11/17/2018 9:04:58 PM q20082831 53:47 refers to senate

Drew gilligan lost the governor 

Not sure what u are saying

11/17/2018 9:30:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Guidelines help streamline communication. Some accounts post multiple questions that warrant Majestic answers, others contribute to the noise or 

are ALICE.

11/17/2018 9:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your mixing terminology.

Majestic 12 has been working on "Disclosure" for decades.

Our ET counterparts have demonstrated the different mechanism of Disclosure that create peaceful societies.

Majestic work was above Top Secret.

Cabal mafia connected to NWO, BB, WTC, 322 were bad.

11/17/2018 9:36:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 But they were "just" Top Secret.

To who's benefit does a NWO under 322 control get?

Who benefits from a NWO that is part of a Galactic Federation of multiple alien races, essentially geared up and ready to deploy (Space Force).

Disclosure was subverted by 322 et co

45 🚦✅ 2020

11/17/2018 9:38:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are "MAGA" individuals who are pure evil in themselves and are not compatible with the new Government 45 is ushering in. What Government 

is this? We've been told about it for decades by the Pentagon through Hollywood. It was bound to come out. Well, here we are fighting.

11/17/2018 9:43:02 PM lovethebeach999 Friend’s 24 yo daughter told her today she is “gender neutral” and identifies as queer with pronoun “they”.

My friend is crushed and confused.  The vaccines for this generation must have f’d the DNA

11/17/2018 9:45:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many races that are transgender. Some races even rely solely on cloning in order to propagate. While transgenderism is feared on Earth 

because of the Cabal's worshiping of Satan who is transgender, other races are peaceful and do choose that path for their experience.

11/17/2018 9:46:07 PM lbf777 Imagine how the civilians feel. We know gov has been lying for hundreds of years & that this deception has caused much suffering. Now you are saying 

to trust gov again.MJ12 is part of the gov. Further, you are saying Martial law, Bluebeam, & NWO are a go.This was the cabals plan.

11/17/2018 9:48:09 PM lbf777 We haven’t even seen any major upgrades for 2 years since trump took over. We are still being hit with chemtrails and fluoride. CA was just burned 

down in the largest terrorist attack in US history. Was that the big happening promised for 11-11-18?

11/17/2018 9:48:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal are parasites.

They feed off the hard work the Country built over the past 40 years.

A lot has happened internally from the Government.

Question.

Why was our Military equipment all outdated by 40 years and "depleted"?

Why wasn't new technology getting released?

WAR

11/17/2018 9:50:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 kept it hidden from Cabal for as long as we could. We essentially lost power when 41 was elected but have been restored under 45 but 

with a new mission. We have the technology. We have the plan. Trust the plan. You are hearing this stuff from 45 himself too.

11/17/2018 9:53:24 PM lbf777 I judge a man by his fruit. Demonstrate fruit please. If you want, the civilians can help you but we are not included in the decision making process 

unfortunately. Maybe that will change but in the meantime, turn words into actions. Free energy is a good start, chemtrails, cures.

11/17/2018 9:56:28 PM lovethebeach999 Why the mutations now ?

11/17/2018 10:27:20 PM collectvcat Many people want the Utopia you describe. We connect with this. But fear will keep people from accepting change that comes too quickly with terms 

like NWO. That term has negative attachments.

11/17/2018 10:31:53 PM collectvcat Is this imminent or further out like 2020 ?

11/17/2018 10:36:08 PM collectvcat They align with the Draco. Though there are some benevolent ones too.

11/17/2018 10:41:25 PM collectvcat I suggest a rebranding from NWO to Collective Governance.   ❤️❤️

11/17/2018 10:43:58 PM collectvcat Draco

11/17/2018 10:48:33 PM collectvcat All of this will cause chaos and people not going to work. Is there a plan to keepbthe lights on and allow a safe time out until the dust settles?

11/17/2018 11:17:00 PM richardhiatt16 What the Hell is Draco?

11/18/2018 12:05:51 AM starbabie1111 So if someone goes into the light and gets pulled into the super fast tunnel (wormhole?), where does it take them? I thought 4th or 5th dimension? Do 

they spend some time there (maybe years?) before coming back for the next life? Sorry, I just found this Q&A.

11/18/2018 12:11:01 AM teamforza44 President Donald J Trump 45 17 Q

11/18/2018 12:11:59 AM starbabie1111 Is there any validity to the work of past life regressionists like Dr. Michael Newton? That's where I got much of my current "understanding" of how 

things work. But I worry it could possibly be implanted memories (scary thought). Any guidance would be appreciated.

11/18/2018 12:14:44 AM datruseeka That’s an extreme scenario.  Life we live here in my culture are very friendly, caring of others.  More fortunate also tend to help less fortunate. Such as, 

I brought a friend twice on camping trips and I covered all cost for her & her grandchildren....because I knew couldn’t pay

11/18/2018 12:23:37 AM diaptera_80 Why would he have to be reincarnated? Could he not be the living man in question?

11/18/2018 12:24:49 AM diaptera_80 Give light to the dark places of you subconscious

11/18/2018 12:27:34 AM diaptera_80 Is this movie worth watching? It didn’t appeal to me for some reason.

11/18/2018 12:28:57 AM diaptera_80 Ok, I will

11/18/2018 12:44:50 AM diaptera_80 There are two, one from 2009 and one 2011?

11/18/2018 12:49:28 AM pauliepg11111 A portal

11/18/2018 1:33:25 AM diaptera_80 Have you watched all four?

11/18/2018 1:36:16 AM empowerorgone I'll let it sink in if you explain more.

Are you saying there could be 10 souls having billions of different life experiences at once?

i am open to many things but that just seems a way of manipulating the narrative to fit your agenda

11/18/2018 1:54:20 AM chelle030609 Wet rooms?

11/18/2018 2:16:31 AM j0z0rpwn What kind of things do you think she does? (This is an example of a reply it would use to keep you talking, keep wasting your time)

11/18/2018 5:05:14 AM headymcshreddy I appreciate you guys acting this way so I can know who to unfollow. "Woke" ppl acting like this is very unbecoming. Keep searching for truth. Find it in 

your heart first.



11/18/2018 5:06:40 AM jm19712 As you know, every military "plan" turns to chaos once the Line of Departure is crossed and must be adjusted and readjusted to account for a changing 

battlefield.   So adjust, arrest some key players now that EVERYONE knows are evil.  The Molesta bros are a good place to start.

11/18/2018 5:07:40 AM petitchevalb Thank you ☺

11/18/2018 5:07:51 AM shining91109743 Agreed.  Feel like in 2020, 45 will say he needs re-elected to finish.  Why couldnt he stop CA fires, or not want to?  Same with Chemtrails.  60,000+ 

indictments?  What are we waiting for?  Goal posts keep moving back.  Feels like good cop / bad cop movie.

11/18/2018 5:11:52 AM jm19712 This would go far toward bolstering us semi-anonymous folks out here and securing a little faith in "the plan".  At the end of the day, if we don't end up 

with the "real", unabridged freedoms layed out in our constitution, the plan will be hard to swallow.

11/18/2018 7:09:27 AM jimhayzlett I began w research, but now much prefer to follow my heart n Love All... Judith was my favorite soul to follow.   ✨👼✨

11/18/2018 7:48:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody is spending billions on this.

What benefit would this give them?

Diverse code of life allows you to "learn the operating system" in a more robust manner.

Why free?

Data protected? https://twitter.com/sciam/status/1064126114925355008 …

11/18/2018 7:53:47 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/YdhajN8Bhm

11/18/2018 7:57:19 AM fluentindetail To give it to ppl without money

11/18/2018 7:58:05 AM colista That's a HELLS NO. I've already warned my family to avoid all of these "tests". This is as unnerving as work places demanding employees be chipped!!! 

pic.twitter.com/uMOffiuVnS

11/18/2018 7:59:05 AM colista Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/5gVZBVWHNr

11/18/2018 8:01:51 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/J4wCk0w5w3

11/18/2018 8:02:44 AM lovesg_d There is s group of Anonymous that is associated with the Clowns In America.  They could easily get verification from another Cabal member.

11/18/2018 8:25:34 AM bdam777 People paid for Ancestry and 23 and Me tests. 

Now for free. 

Future mandatory? 🤔

11/18/2018 8:32:16 AM staciad84035591 Tracking is huge, they remain in control. Not happening with this girl. Sorry, not sorry

11/18/2018 8:34:01 AM lovethebeach999 Seems like it’s more than 1% now.

11/18/2018 8:35:50 AM slayerofmatrix1 Word from God downloaded to me in mild sleep state last night ... QR (code) !!!  I will be researching intensely.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/18/2018 8:44:21 AM k7dam6 Like FB is free. Free to enter your info, which will then be sold to the insurance and the private medical industry so they can refuse certain genetic 

markers

11/18/2018 8:47:32 AM diaptera_80 To learn how to play god? Power

11/18/2018 8:53:11 AM diaptera_80 Perpetuation of war and suffering

11/18/2018 9:13:09 AM lanciasc0rpi0n Pray He Stays Safe

11/18/2018 9:29:15 AM datruseeka So they can determine what toxins when added to vaccines, Chemtrail, etc will harm the maximum Amy of people and know where to spray it.  Or use 

it to find a donor march, then go abduct you and your organs to benefit an “elite”.  NEVER give anything like this freely!

11/18/2018 9:29:45 AM melanieanders7 What they're saying is, there are others who are in the Majestic group that have accounts that answer questions. That's why it seems familiar to you. 

Other accounts are ALICE or AI controlled responses to questions. If I'm wrong, correct me please

11/18/2018 9:39:06 AM again_censored The election of 2016. Military Intel blocked enough of the vote tampering to allow Trump to win. No votes were changed, only fraudulent votes were 

blocked.

11/18/2018 9:40:48 AM sehvehn bad idea

11/18/2018 9:44:18 AM again_censored For integrity's sake to BOTH sides, it's best Sessions does not handle indictments. This thwarts the left's obvious narrative. Sessions/Huber made the 

60k+ INDICTMENTS, VERIFIABLE on  http://pacer.gov  Chill with the negativity.

11/18/2018 9:45:07 AM jonessense THIS IS EXACTLY HOW WE ALL NEED TO LIVE! ☝️

11/18/2018 9:49:58 AM again_censored So what do you know about Forrestal that I am missing?

11/18/2018 9:58:39 AM datruseeka People here tell everybody, “Hi, how are you doing?” Even our grocery store clerks!  It’s the tradition of the heritage and culture and usually no one 

wants to leave, even though we welcome strangers and love to share our food.

11/18/2018 10:00:27 AM jonessense What planet is this? Lol

11/18/2018 10:02:02 AM ps3shiloh "THEY/Baal/sun worship walk-in's/new age" @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 THEIR 

hidden ?? NOT! "ME'NE ME'NE TE'KEL U-PHAR'SIN"

11/18/2018 10:09:00 AM lbf777 Honest riddle: Who is the light?

11/18/2018 10:16:27 AM worldxplorer1 👍🏻 it always comes down to intent.

11/18/2018 10:20:37 AM lbf777 The masses united & combined are the light. When we all run politics together, the darkness will vanquish.

11/18/2018 10:32:39 AM lovesg_d I felt like the true intent was POTUS, not Macron.  Was Macron involved in the planning?

11/18/2018 10:43:17 AM lbf777 Ya but the masses cannot unite until we follow the light first. That is why we have to explain to people that following the light is profitable which it is. 

Evil causes bad karma and destruction. It's a step by step ongoing process. Feel free to help teach this stuff if possible.

11/18/2018 10:46:55 AM datruseeka Cajun country. And no we don’t all live in a swamp nor do we all talk with an accent.  That’s just propaganda showing you what they want to show you.  

And many are very educated.  I have a masters in engineering.

11/18/2018 10:51:28 AM lbf777 Nice. Ty for your service!

11/18/2018 10:51:39 AM datruseeka I do realize we are not all like this in the country.  My ex was from Boston and I always thought the people were more rude than nice.  My former 

father in law always loved to come visit here. He always enjoyed his conversations at stores or st restaurants or at festivals..

11/18/2018 11:00:22 AM jonessense It sounds like a good model for CA. Probably too late for us

11/18/2018 11:20:10 AM cnille619 Yes! It’s a feeling of warmth and 💗😃

11/18/2018 11:28:17 AM palmdalekid2 @Jordan_Sather_ @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @fulldisclosproj @CoreysDigs @M2Madness @StormIsUponUs

@realDonaldTrump @GeorgePapa19 @senatemajldr @ChuckGrassley @TheJusticeDept @FBI @USMC @USArmy @DeptofDefense

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon

11/18/2018 11:57:32 AM hawkeyeecho or crawl inside its mouth, down its trachea, into its belly...and rip it apart from the inside...that's what our President is doing...it looks magical from the 

outside, but it's a nasty, visceral, and highly-entangled effort...Godspeed, friends!

11/18/2018 12:15:19 PM peterclloyd I have noticed that too but look at the Podesta brothers, they should know by now that it is highly probable they have indictments coming and they are 

just as arrogant as ever. It wouldn’t help to change their outward appearance.

11/18/2018 12:24:15 PM peterclloyd Can an established filmmaker contact the resources cleaning up the FDA, AMA, CDC for a documentary?

11/18/2018 12:30:40 PM 777kab1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MORE INFO👈👈👈‼️  ARE THE ENEMY...THEY ARE DEMONIC coat-tailers, fallen angel's - MYSTERY BABYLON...They are 

disinformation to the MAX!  They are not ANY PART OF Q‼️‼️‼️

11/18/2018 12:34:38 PM mrsmogul I deleted!

11/18/2018 12:42:58 PM datruseeka Could this be to capture the dna of the human species, so that it can be stored off planet, for when a great solar flash hits the earth and destroys our 

entire civilization?   “Those that know, can not sleep.”  #WWG1WGA.   Or will some spacecraft come and take us away before....

11/18/2018 12:46:57 PM datruseeka And who would end up using the underground bases, bunkers, and tunnels?  The elite?  Is that why they stocked it all up to last for years?  And the 

Seed Vault that Wikileaks told us about.  Lots of praying is needed, asking for forgiveness, and guidance from God.



11/18/2018 12:50:19 PM datruseeka Entire civilizations have been wiped out before.  Past Proves Future.  Did any of them transfer to different planets in new solar systems?  Go to live 

underground for millions of years?  Pray, repent, specifically ask for forgiveness, and pray more.  Listen to prophecies.

11/18/2018 12:50:37 PM datruseeka Read your Bible.

11/18/2018 12:53:54 PM scorpiojj2  https://archive.org/details/googledrive-DUMBs …

11/18/2018 12:56:28 PM petitchevalb Majestic 12, is there Anunnaki among people you stand for?

11/18/2018 1:24:04 PM zoilaliz1 Are Oracles still present in this dimension?

11/18/2018 1:46:10 PM n3s17 Thank God I didn’t follow. Pray for discernment people!

11/18/2018 2:09:47 PM jonessense Translation: these people are conceding cuz they dont want to go to prison for cheating. They’ve dragged it out so long the Dems wont realize they’ve 

totally lost cuz msm will barely cover it. THIS GAME IS TIRED 😴

11/18/2018 3:14:21 PM rapha4pb If you believe in God and the Torah AKA Bible, Genesis chapter 1 tells us the sun was created to be for signs and seasons AKA moed, appointed times. 

The sun as well as the moon and stars create a calendar and tell us when is the Jubilee, as well as a spring and fall feast.

11/18/2018 3:17:21 PM rapha4pb Botanicals were created on the third day. The sun was not created until day 4. Biology and photosynthesis are misunderstood. If you believe in God, 

who is a God of order, He would not create things that were needed after the fact for another part of His creation. Chew on that...

11/18/2018 3:34:33 PM datruseeka Yes I use that DB source too. And I know all about DUMBs. Researched in depth.  Maps. Bases, tunnels,  Walmart Supplies.  Guns Ammo supples.  

Hybrid army, UN military equip,  FEMA CAMPS, coffins, guillotines,  etc etc.

11/18/2018 4:45:33 PM theomega_ I thought V was for Roman number 5 for the coming 5th age

11/18/2018 4:54:22 PM askeaphyllis Wow! !!!

11/18/2018 5:02:47 PM jm19712 I think mj12 was saying that there are some plants inside the movement that are bad...not the whole of MAGA movement.  -Maybe what the fence is 

for.

11/18/2018 5:10:20 PM jm19712 [fence]

11/18/2018 5:45:48 PM wonderswords A Kennedy Connection, #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1064242462091354115 …

11/18/2018 6:01:53 PM fortawwsome DNA mining.

11/18/2018 6:38:44 PM chelle030609 The celebrity has a kill room/wet room in there house? Is this right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/18/2018 7:09:43 PM newyorker66 Can you tell me when this will start? I need to know for Preparationa

Is this why the world leaders gathered in France?

11/18/2018 7:26:39 PM lbf777 They have given many dates. All them ended up being duds. Most recent was 11-11

11/18/2018 7:54:44 PM jgt58chiefsfan @AdamSchiff hope the 7.8 mill was worth it Schitty......

Your an evil human being.

The PAIN is coming.

They have everything they need

Hati?

Your connected....

@RealEyeTheSpy @qanon76 @WeAreOne_Q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#qanon is coming for you
11/18/2018 9:33:02 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/2PYBrZb5PI

11/18/2018 9:43:22 PM decodematrix 1:11 marker 5:5

11/18/2018 10:45:17 PM lovethebeach999 Yikes 🤷🏻♀️

11/18/2018 11:03:51 PM annettajensen6 Not sure I trust this plan 🤔 I want him made a free man

11/18/2018 11:46:13 PM augustus3rd So so true Kelly... Genesis chapter 6 the sons of God looked upon the daughters of men and found them to be fair... research and read The Book of 

Enoch whom is the 7th born from Adam that was raptured from the Earth because he walked w/ God. These fallen angels aren't benevolent.

11/19/2018 2:45:16 AM mzimkhu93583301 Three dimensional VIEW(THIRD EYE) MAGIK,the Material is a Perception an illusion pic.twitter.com/VFKh1NSEMD

11/19/2018 5:37:44 AM dragonfly6001 The Missing people in Calif from the fires are not missing they were incinerated.  They had no warnings.

Isn't that out and out murder. They had no choice.

11/19/2018 6:29:46 AM roublisa A MUST READ:    Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United 

States Government that would operate out […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

11/19/2018 8:35:55 AM sethlyon7 And then, if you want a REALLY deep dive into the roots of trauma and how it ties into the ancient roots and history of our current struggle you can 

check out this...  https://medium.com/a-history-of-the-multiverse … (scroll to the bottom to start at the beginning)

11/19/2018 8:43:34 AM sethlyon7 @Kathlee96615840 - yes! Start here...  https://sethlyon.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Ride-The-Elephant.pdf …. Then check out my wife's 

YouTube channel as she's created a LOT of free online information... https://www.youtube.com/user/irenegutteridge …

11/19/2018 9:52:57 AM palmdalekid2 Check it out pls

 https://youtu.be/EJp_AHM0el0 

#TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1GWA #qanon #haiti #endthefed @DefenseIntel @NSAGov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/7PJA5IBwTX

11/19/2018 9:57:00 AM d3m0a Went over and subbed the channel, for the record I'd never of found you with @M2Madness Train tweet. Getting news from each other is better than 

MSM talking points.

11/19/2018 9:58:13 AM redtsunamihere So glad you say this! 

First I was misled; they sounded like Q. Then, it was like WHHAATTT?? They are TOTALLY messed up on the most CRITICAL component, which is the 

spiritual component. WHO WE ARE, WHY WE ARE HERE, WHO IS LEADING US, which we KNOW is the Almighty. 

Run away

11/19/2018 10:00:18 AM redtsunamihere I jumped in and was directing people to the truth on there, as this entity was, wow, stating all sorts of junk, heresy, leading people on a false path.

As the stomach turns...

11/19/2018 10:00:55 AM palmdalekid2 Not fighting in the dark anymore.

#VictoryoftheLight pic.twitter.com/Vw76IVV6L0

11/19/2018 10:02:53 AM palmdalekid2 I’ve been investigating the Hollywood  scene for a while now, nice to meet you lol pic.twitter.com/UuIdQQbeYs

11/19/2018 10:07:39 AM d3m0a Don't a lot of them do the Blavatsky stuff etc..? I never dived to deep but it's all very interesting to me. I'm just finishing up going through Manly p 

hall's secret teachings of all ages. Lotta knowledge still in books.



11/19/2018 10:12:59 AM palmdalekid2 I’m more looking at the Emo/goth scene 

The one that troubles teens tend to drift towards pic.twitter.com/uvkJkaiYZz

11/19/2018 11:00:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness inquiry into the unknown is quite high at the moment, so we are opening up for another Q&A/AMA for a few minutes. Reply to this 

thread.

11/19/2018 11:02:55 AM palmdalekid2 When can we meet the people who run the account?

11/19/2018 11:02:58 AM wishfulldreamz Can you paint a quick picture of what our future will look like?

11/19/2018 11:03:08 AM space_sloth26 What can you say about Corey Goode, SSPs, and the Blue Sphere Alliance?

11/19/2018 11:03:09 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12 

Is there Anunnaki among people you stand for?

11/19/2018 11:03:23 AM v_i_o_l_ How does one get involved with the new technology into energy healing, energy apps, energy tools

11/19/2018 11:03:37 AM colista Should we own silver, gold & other precious metals right now?

11/19/2018 11:03:39 AM james_dombro How will JA be exonerated?

11/19/2018 11:03:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/19/2018 11:04:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 We've commented on this multiple times in the past. You can search Twitter for our responses to past questions.

11/19/2018 11:04:15 AM see_only1 how far along has human consciousness progressed in the last few years? Making good progress?

11/19/2018 11:04:16 AM votethemout11 First the painting will use a lot of Alizarin Crimson. Then we’ll move into a softer Titanium White mixed with a little bit of Pthalo Blue.

11/19/2018 11:04:21 AM zoilaliz1 Are Oracles still present in this dimension? If yes, do they have a future meaningful purpose and benefit to mankind?

11/19/2018 11:04:56 AM chrisklemenza Will the islamization of Europe stop without war?

11/19/2018 11:04:57 AM karentriebel Why are there floods in Saudi Arabia?

11/19/2018 11:05:03 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who were the surveillance systems of the world in general set up to keep track of? Human under the disguise of national security or 

were they *watching* someone else?

11/19/2018 11:05:11 AM speaklife595 What is the relation of alien advance societies and the concept of God and Jesus.

11/19/2018 11:05:17 AM lovesg_d How much is known to us & how much is unknown?  I guess what I am asking about is how much of our human history, that has been presented to us, 

is true? How much is distorted? How much has been fabricated? We seem to know so little about our existence, purpose, etc.  Make sense?

11/19/2018 11:05:18 AM v_i_o_l_ What is the purpose of downloads at this intersection in time?  If a extraterrestrial download is received but not opened, what’s in the package?  How 

can it be accessed?

11/19/2018 11:05:23 AM roaminnoodle "The body physically regrows itself every 7 years."

Can you expand on that statement, please?

Also, does this mean at ages 7, 14, 21, etc.? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063587206684688385 …

11/19/2018 11:05:54 AM 1_decided_voter It seems like cabal operators still have control of some airspace (Chemtrails observed) and some orbiting weaponry (DEWs in use in CA). Can you 

provide some sort of assessment of the current status on how much (percentage?) their physical assets have been depleted in this war?

11/19/2018 11:06:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness creates reality. Strip the disinformation from the matrix out of your mind by raising your vibrational state, detoxifying your body, and 

deeply concentrating on the task at hand. Clarity will come to you and answers do arrive. Focus though!

11/19/2018 11:06:17 AM holliday_billy Any other accounts you would suggest following?

11/19/2018 11:06:46 AM mikelzinga What about this new update from him on the info about this new insider surgeon bones?

11/19/2018 11:06:47 AM v_i_o_l_ What is the significance of revealing the Hall of Records at this time?  What pivotal content will be revealed?  How will this reorient humanity?  (Aside 

from the obvious conclusions)

11/19/2018 11:06:57 AM elatedveracity Was the Bible written by the Roman Empire to gain approval, but deceive all?  Meaning, is most of it written to worship evil but given appearance to 

worship God?

11/19/2018 11:07:07 AM mimi2vde Is operation red musket real?

11/19/2018 11:07:42 AM pattonspotting Are there plans in place for when 45 finishes his second term for a successor? How long does the plan span?

11/19/2018 11:07:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically replicators can 3D print silver and gold, however commercial access to those patterns will most likely not be made available. It'll be a 

political discussion to be had, however in the short term, we recommend you diversify your investments across all mediums.

11/19/2018 11:08:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Found Not Guilty.

11/19/2018 11:09:00 AM bourdainmurderd can you elaborate on the timing of attainment for the Christ consciousness? When the moon is in the Sun sign of the person's birth...why? How does 

the moon effect our sacral and solar plexus chakras?

11/19/2018 11:09:38 AM roublisa I wish to heighten my abilities of meditation, is there a protocol that you would suggest, or instruments to use?

11/19/2018 11:09:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is there a correct time to declassify?

When do you have the maximum effect?

Timing is everything.

Time is an illusion.

Predicting when only pushes the date forward.

The only answer 45 / Q have given you, is when it drops, MEMEs at the ready.

These people are sick.

11/19/2018 11:09:48 AM jimhayzlett When will mass arrests be on MSM?

11/19/2018 11:10:22 AM roublisa Thank you❤️

11/19/2018 11:10:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 The message is more important than the messenger.

11/19/2018 11:10:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exponential growth.

11/19/2018 11:10:58 AM poppyslovecapu I hope he will be pardon along with Gen Flynn on Thanksgiving Day‼️

11/19/2018 11:11:00 AM blankmarlo Was Bill Cooper an MJ12 project? Did he know?

11/19/2018 11:11:01 AM yana17m What can you tell about the relationship between ormus and consciousness?🙂

11/19/2018 11:11:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/19/2018 11:11:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Europe]

11/19/2018 11:12:16 AM v_i_o_l_ In archived notes from one of the Rockefellers, he said that one could leave the matrix, but if they became a threat they would be dealt with.  Leaving 

the matrix is not obvious, minimizing the matrix is.  He also stressed the importance of bloodlines. Is there an exit? Where?

11/19/2018 11:12:18 AM lbf777 So you support Annunaki? I thought they were the bad aliens.

11/19/2018 11:12:35 AM yigsstarhouse If the human was originally designed for light out, what is the significance of "light in" for us? I have pondered this since you mentioned it

11/19/2018 11:12:49 AM mikelzinga Is the underground base at CFB North Bay (22 wing) still active unofficially? Is it connected the the USA branch of underground facilities? I have an idea 

what NORAD is up to up there but I've always wondered those things.

11/19/2018 11:12:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was created to ensure that the Cabal could operate with complete autonomy. They knew where to go so nobody would find. Information is power.

11/19/2018 11:12:56 AM petitchevalb Thank you, 

Do they know Klaus and if so, can they please tell me how he is?

11/19/2018 11:13:07 AM mrblbrettish Will NASA "officially" release documentation and photos of contact?

11/19/2018 11:13:35 AM v_i_o_l_ Aside from the guy that sits in a cliff cave dwelling eating sunshine for the rest of his life.

11/19/2018 11:13:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't really understand your question here, but we think you asking how many people are waking up as a result of the consciousness shift we are 

currently experiencing... the answer is many. Exponential growth.

11/19/2018 11:14:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Metaphors can be used for multiple purposes. Information is power. Who is in power?



11/19/2018 11:14:26 AM lbf777 The best time to do something positive is always now.

11/19/2018 11:15:14 AM freeandoriginal Will the current be the last Pope? Will Vatican be exposed ? TY

11/19/2018 11:15:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine the totality of information in the universe could be expressed by the quantity of atoms on Planet Earth. Your life's knowledge acquired will 

result in less than 1 quark's worth of information there is in the universe to be learned.

11/19/2018 11:16:10 AM speaklife595 Fair enough,, does praying and puting faith in God Jesus have real life effects or mainly placebo effect? How does it all relate to Enoch and other major 

moments in that narrative

11/19/2018 11:16:18 AM holliday_billy What really happened with the five eyes CIA stuff being disabled a couple months ago?  thanks

11/19/2018 11:16:24 AM truth_077 Will we learn the truth about our galactic family and real origins of the earth human anytime soon?

11/19/2018 11:17:00 AM v_i_o_l_ What new disclosure will follow the release of Operation Ice Bridge?

11/19/2018 11:17:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 They aren't downloads. Downloads infer they travel from one point to another point at a rate of transfer. Meditation "downloads" are actually 

epiphanies that are caused by your consciousness finding a "key" to a "locked area" within global consciousness. Keys are everywhere.

11/19/2018 11:17:20 AM space_sloth26 What can you say about Divine Grace?

11/19/2018 11:18:15 AM lovesg_d Whoa!  Wow!  😳.  I hope we can start expanding our consciousness after this war is won and start learning what we should know!

11/19/2018 11:18:31 AM poppyslovecapu Will Marshall Law be called in order to subdue the DS⁉️

11/19/2018 11:18:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 7 = Stable personality is typically formed at this age, or around it.

14 = Sexuality becomes a driving factor to hormones and behavior.

21 = Full fledged adult. You must operate independently by this age to succeed.

28 = You should be in a state where you can pass on information.

11/19/2018 11:19:01 AM thetempestchip I practice sungazing in a healthy manor. Does this help decalcify my pineal gland? I have noticed positive changes in my vision that i cannot explain.

11/19/2018 11:19:03 AM lovesg_d Thank you for replying! Thank you for your service!  God bless!

11/19/2018 11:20:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 And so on and so on.

The body physically regenerates its cells every 7 years and through those physical transformations, interpersonal transformations occur as well.

MIND + BODY = IS+BE

You are an IS-BE.

11/19/2018 11:20:30 AM wonderswords How many Stargates are there and do you know who built them?

11/19/2018 11:20:38 AM blankmarlo The placebo effect is proof that our consciousness affects reality. If you use Christ's teachings for good, good things will happen. If you use them to do 

harm, bad things happen. You always held the power.

11/19/2018 11:22:17 AM pauliepg11111 What do we do if everyone around us seems completely “unwoke”?

11/19/2018 11:22:33 AM cosmic_engineer Is there a way to dismantle the Geoengineering orb system legally?

11/19/2018 11:22:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a war going on currently.

Disinformation is necessary.

DEWs don't deplete.

Chemtrails are not all bad.

Airspace is controlled by Majestic 12.

We allow both good and bad to occur to ensure balance and stability.

Earth is going through a cleansing.

11/19/2018 11:23:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 @realDonaldTrump is one that everybody should be following.

11/19/2018 11:23:08 AM keith369me Law of One...your opinion?  Thanks

11/19/2018 11:23:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/19/2018 11:23:26 AM mikelzinga  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRvPPnHMsyE … This video only shows going in the South entrance and coming out the North side but this is the 

facility I'm referring to.

11/19/2018 11:23:35 AM sehvehn im in no hurry to know who ...we're all in this together

11/19/2018 11:23:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 We've already commented on that.

11/19/2018 11:24:14 AM bill09945892 is there a timeline in the plan disclosing all the facts regarding planet x aka nibiru?

11/19/2018 11:24:14 AM 4thetruth3 If you charge hundreds of millions of resonators with decades of subliminal programming and make them resonate all together using a tramatic event 

as a trigger, what kind of door will their collective consciousness open?

11/19/2018 11:24:28 AM kfost24 What are your information sources?

11/19/2018 11:24:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Obvious conclusions?

Hall of Records contains records.

Records of what?

Thousands of intellectually advanced races co-existing on Planet Earth for millions of years?

Contradictory to current society?

Incompatible with current society?

Under lock and key.

11/19/2018 11:24:56 AM time4u2know What is the best way to tell if your own Consciousness Level is raising? Signs you will see?

11/19/2018 11:25:40 AM mikelzinga Alright I'll have to go back and check on that.

11/19/2018 11:26:47 AM roaminnoodle Thank you, MJ12. I have to agree with that timeline, so far! Not yet 35 though, so cannot say what the future holds, but I am excited!

11/19/2018 11:27:06 AM jimhayzlett So, you control all the ET crafts in our air space, LOL   When will you end DisInformation???

11/19/2018 11:27:28 AM poppyslovecapu How many clones? How long do they live?

11/19/2018 11:28:21 AM roaminnoodle Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless. https://qanon.pub/#55 

11/19/2018 11:28:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Worshiping implies blindness.

Studying enhances consciousness.

"God" is an IS-BE.

You are an IS-BE.

Your consciousness projects your physical reality.

Genesis 1:3.

What is LIGHT?

The Bible is a collection of metaphors that give you a guidance into your IS-BE.
11/19/2018 11:28:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation.

11/19/2018 11:30:09 AM _truth_warrior_ Is  http://www.worldcorpo.net/video/5.html  a video of @johnpodesta torturing a child?

11/19/2018 11:30:25 AM jimhayzlett We Each Are God's Infinite Light, Create Your Purpos: You Are Source 😇



11/19/2018 11:30:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which plan?

There are many plans currently in play.

The Q plan will be completed before 45's second term.

Politics.

The MJ12's plan will most likely be completed in 45's second term.

DARK > LIGHT

   Q     >  MJ12

11/19/2018 11:31:57 AM v_i_o_l_ Is Valiant Thor back?  Is he helping us?  Is he dead?  Was he a pure bloodline from here, earth?  Or was he from Venus? If this is a 5D chess of avatars, 

who are some on our side? VT IQ 1200.  The basic human can help from the heart, I don’t see how we can help from the IQ level

11/19/2018 11:32:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 All life are instances of global consciousness we call IS-BEs.

Microorganisms.

Fish.

Viruses.

Humans.

Plants.

All IS-BEs.

All light beings.

All consciousness.

All one.
11/19/2018 11:32:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Energies align to make conscious projection easier.

11/19/2018 11:32:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Repetition and dedication. Do not stray from a regular schedule.

11/19/2018 11:33:31 AM mary_jai1 Have we secured port Au Prince airport? Is Haiti about to be exposed?

11/19/2018 11:33:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. To predict a time would push events forward in time as they allow assets to react. When it happens, it will be broadcasted world 

wide.

THE WORLD IS WATCHING.

THE WORLD IS WAITING.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

11/19/2018 11:33:47 AM _truth_warrior_ Why was Kate Spade Murdered?  What is the significance of the "Rat Mask" her husband wore?

11/19/2018 11:34:13 AM blondewarrior9 Pittsburgh pa?

11/19/2018 11:34:16 AM turboxyde Is our planet a living library? (I've seen crystalline towers piercing the sky, holographic exhibits of flora and fauna... interstellar commerce, exchange, 

experience... light/matter projectors and above all... unconditional love flowing freely in abundance to all beings.)

11/19/2018 11:34:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is not uncommon.

11/19/2018 11:34:49 AM v_i_o_l_ When the time comes, will many of us be “airlifted” as mentioned in many different religious books?

11/19/2018 11:35:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Last Pope? No.

Vatican Exposed? It's already exposed.

People still choose to associate with the Vatican.

We will not force it on people, however when the truth is revealed, they cannot return to lies.

11/19/2018 11:35:41 AM speaklife595 Who is in power?

11/19/2018 11:36:20 AM jimhayzlett I use Kratom Tea from Kratom tree leaves.  http://PABotanical.com .  Red is calming for meditation, Greens energize.

11/19/2018 11:36:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Praying/Meditating to another entity only increases the power of that entity through global consciousness. The Bible is a collection fo metaphors.

[B]asic

[I]nstructions

[B]efore

[L]eaving

[E]arth

If you spend your time interpreting these metaphorical instructions to...

11/19/2018 11:37:08 AM _truth_warrior_ WHO is at the top of the "Deep State" aka Cabal?  Name Names?  Who can "everyday people" protest & annoy?

11/19/2018 11:37:16 AM lbf777 Oh lord, now we are pushing back the finish line to 2021? 😅

11/19/2018 11:37:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 ...another being/entity/IS-BE then you're actually robbing your own IS-BE from the enlightenment that the Bible actually contains.

11/19/2018 11:37:37 AM keith369me Pompeo/Flynn?  Will Trump even need a second term?

11/19/2018 11:37:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary.

11/19/2018 11:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 In due course.

11/19/2018 11:38:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/19/2018 11:38:46 AM v_i_o_l_ Was the flood actually a great freeze? Some suppressed Iranian teachings point to this.  Is it accurate?  Partly accurate?

11/19/2018 11:38:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Looking into the sun with proper protection amplifies the strength of your inner eye to see.

11/19/2018 11:39:24 AM colista  pic.twitter.com/cMMQdGQSgO

11/19/2018 11:39:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 You may be a victim of MKUltra brainwashing.

11/19/2018 11:39:53 AM jimhayzlett Upon ascension (some say death), do not go into Light tunnel, as this is the recycle path 2 mind wipe n reincarnate.  Turn away n C Heaven 😇

11/19/2018 11:40:04 AM keith369me Not sure...I think but my intuition suggests it might be interpreted as [EU]

11/19/2018 11:40:40 AM jimhayzlett It's real, it's 5D!

11/19/2018 11:40:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stargates are naturally forming in the Universe. Races throughout the different eras have all created their own artificial stargates to avoid having to 

"align" every time they want to travel. Waiting for planetary cycles can result in thousands of years between visitations.

11/19/2018 11:41:56 AM jimhayzlett All same potential, but energizing is key...

11/19/2018 11:42:57 AM simpleanon87 Sure 😆 Nice larping 😉

11/19/2018 11:43:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Shine light on their own darkness. Bridge the gap of communication to establish trust. Once trust is acquired, you cane begin to encourage them to be 

stronger people, smarter, and healthier. Everybody awakens at their own natural time. Some will remain asleep too long and perish.

11/19/2018 11:43:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a way, but why would you?

11/19/2018 11:44:00 AM zoilaliz1 I am one with The One.

11/19/2018 11:44:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Information is power.

11/19/2018 11:45:13 AM therealbkneezy did they get back to you?

11/19/2018 11:45:18 AM ginas504 Will the RV ever happen?

11/19/2018 11:45:42 AM speaklife595 If one understand for one self the drives of ego is a created trap and escapes it what needs to be done to allow universe or higher order to strt acting 

apon the being?

11/19/2018 11:46:00 AM thetempestchip Thanks guys🙏🏻

11/19/2018 11:47:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Chaos.



11/19/2018 11:47:12 AM keith369me Thank you for sharing your power with us.

11/19/2018 11:47:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

11/19/2018 11:47:39 AM zoilaliz1 “The Universe rearranges itself to accommodate your vision of reality”

11/19/2018 11:48:30 AM 1_decided_voter Any comment on which version of Bible has the most concise metaphors? Would hate to waste time looking at the wrong one.

11/19/2018 11:48:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 You will know. If you are not noticing differences then you're either not there yet (in that case patience is key) or if you're not consistent in your 

consciousness studying efforts then you will regress and lapse in development.

11/19/2018 11:49:10 AM roaminnoodle THE WORLD IS CHANGING.

11/19/2018 11:49:22 AM palmdalekid2 I stare straight into that thing lol

It helps

11/19/2018 11:50:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 All Earth airspace is monitored and controlled by Majestic 12.

ET crafts come and go who are cleared by the Majestic 12.

Trust goes a long way when building relationships with other ET races.

We protect ET races and Earth from hostile enemies.

11/19/2018 11:50:55 AM kfost24 Time will tell, take care

11/19/2018 11:51:02 AM palmdalekid2 Prepare your belief system

11/19/2018 11:51:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are clones.

Clones live for varying durations of time depending on their need.

11/19/2018 11:51:46 AM nixontweets Does a substance like marijuana negativity effect one's spiritual senses?

11/19/2018 11:52:39 AM mikelzinga The CFB facility I asked about in this thread is related to this monitoring grid as far as I know. I'd like some confirmation.

11/19/2018 11:53:38 AM pauliepg11111 Hillary Clinton on 9/10/16. That was not her when she reemerged. Was that Teresa Barnwell or a clone? She behaved like a clone with that metal 

object falling out her pants.

11/19/2018 11:54:11 AM time4u2know Thank you! What differences would one experience? I’m sure they would differ among individuals. Have an awesome day!

11/19/2018 11:55:57 AM jimhayzlett So our Space Force sure advanced quickly 😂  You may control certain vehicles, but Orbs of Light Consciousness, I highly doubt.

11/19/2018 11:56:32 AM wishfulldreamz That's encouraging.  At moments of exhaustion I wonder if we're really making a difference

11/19/2018 11:57:20 AM roublisa Thank you

11/19/2018 11:57:26 AM diaptera_80 Perish? How so?

11/19/2018 11:58:43 AM mikelzinga Jim something tells me those levels of contact are not able to be tracked at all. They're likely only referring to the lower density entities who still use 

"technology".

11/19/2018 11:58:51 AM jimhayzlett You Are The One, Each of Us 😇

11/19/2018 11:59:45 AM cosmic_engineer Not a fan of the lack of sunlight in the Prairies....  And frequency modded by the ionization.

11/19/2018 12:01:23 PM roublisa I love that explanation, that’s exactly what it feels like!

11/19/2018 12:01:25 PM bourdainmurderd thank you. did the pyramids 'starshafts' serve the purpose of directing consciousness (resonated into pure light) into deep space?

11/19/2018 12:01:42 PM 1_decided_voter Will there be any natural stargates opened in our lifetimes, or has there been in our recent past (ie past 10 years)? Do they result in noticeable (ie 

publicly observed) changes to our planet?

11/19/2018 12:02:50 PM v_i_o_l_ Is anyone else following the release of technology that can monitor our frequency?  That Apple will most likely be coming out with an app soon that 

can test your body for things like cancer.  That there is a black projects table that contains monitoring and applications.  Anyone?

11/19/2018 12:05:08 PM v_i_o_l_ Technology can go both ways.  It’s just a tool.

11/19/2018 12:05:09 PM poppyslovecapu What do we need and for how long? I want to believe all will be just fine✨

11/19/2018 12:05:21 PM lbf777 Notice how your question remains unanswered. This is a psychological trick. They answer your questions without answering the question.

11/19/2018 12:06:17 PM roublisa I am spending most my time devouring lessons from my ...? IS-BE?  Is this correct.  I am on fire with wanting to understand!💫

11/19/2018 12:07:40 PM diaptera_80 That gives us a disadvantage to correctly interpret your and others information

11/19/2018 12:07:41 PM sehvehn awesome!! then the ones i see in the sky at night are the light ones pic.twitter.com/J3UXOBzeFU

11/19/2018 12:11:15 PM holliday_billy Is there a website or something that consolidates your information so we can see it all together?

11/19/2018 12:14:29 PM cosmic_engineer I know many have been sold on the radiation protection, which is true, but this energy has a purpose.  One that Orion is fearful of

11/19/2018 12:20:25 PM roublisa Are you serious?  What kind of protection, do I sense sarcasm?  I want to decalcify the heck out of mine but don’t want to go blind😕

11/19/2018 12:24:50 PM extrovertcovert Apologies... Will return to this when the day allows. Off into the Matrix madness...

11/19/2018 12:25:45 PM austin03571701 Research cloudbuster- Wilhelm Reich. 'Goodbye chemtrails, hello blue skies'. Slim Spurlings' environmental tools. Peace Love!

11/19/2018 12:26:19 PM stormoverwatch Will those of us with a thirst for knowledge, and the ability to be open-minded, be given the opportunity to "know" all of the things we want, or will we 

always be only given what others determine is best for us? Knowledge is not one-size-fits-all.

11/19/2018 12:27:57 PM palmdalekid2 I’m serious, it’s at your own discretion.

Try to eat organic if you have the $ you can try buying fish oil pic.twitter.com/Jwq92Qy7MJ

11/19/2018 12:32:10 PM thetempestchip This account has stated something along the lines of this... “Alcohol is the mark of the beast. The beast cowers to marijuana.” It has also stated that 

declassification of all marijuana research will come with its full legalization.

11/19/2018 12:34:54 PM richardhiatt16 Well at least someone is watching 😳

11/19/2018 12:35:43 PM poppyslovecapu How is that accomplished?

11/19/2018 12:35:43 PM pkekbar I do see Kabab and Victory of the LARP screenshots every now and then.

Every time I have the same reaction:

"Jesus, they're still a thing? How and why?"

11/19/2018 12:38:14 PM thetempestchip I also stare directly into it, but only when i am at peace and floating around in my third eye lol

11/19/2018 12:38:26 PM pkekbar SUFFERIN' SUCCOTASH I MISSED IT AGAIN!!!!

11/19/2018 12:41:46 PM 1aaronjustice Was / is JFK Jr of ET origin and will he reappear as speculated ?

11/19/2018 12:47:13 PM piratek73549479 Thousands +

Hollow vessels, no soul.

Can't reproduce.

Disposable.

Prone to failure (illness).

&

Deployed worldwide.

Wealthy elite play toys.
11/19/2018 12:53:14 PM albertjacka2 Is naturally grown pot good for conscience awakening?

11/19/2018 12:55:56 PM nun_chucknorris I will just say, when I hit 35 EVERYTHING CHANGED!

11/19/2018 12:58:08 PM mrchss1 my last question in reference to "Higgs Singlet" and "Timeline Alteration"? tesla abrmovic faction vs trump PLUS ULTRA tesla faction?

11/19/2018 1:00:31 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1061776532484644865 …

11/19/2018 1:01:23 PM ranger51367 Is it fair to say that the NAFTA superhighway uses trucks that have diplomatic immunity under International Admiralty Maritime Law because land 

routes were considered waterways so they could transport drugs,guns+small children+police can't do anything?

11/19/2018 1:02:10 PM jimhayzlett Since 99% of Star nations are benevolent, how many Star nations of the 1% malevolent have you prevented from ever visiting Earth?



11/19/2018 1:03:45 PM keith369me Personally I ask the creator for knowledge (true information) about the earth and the universe and it flows to me at a rapid pace. I had a telepathic 

event after seeking it, but decided not to focus on this.  You’re asking questions which makes you more conscious than almost all.

11/19/2018 1:05:55 PM thetempestchip Based on how these guys provide answers im assuming proper protection means internal protection, not external.

11/19/2018 1:06:58 PM krogersw79 Will we be able to teleport in the future?

11/19/2018 1:15:43 PM neverbeasheep Who ist Angela Merkel?

11/19/2018 1:17:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Week Ahead

11/19/2018 1:18:06 PM recruitero What should we be looking for??

11/19/2018 1:18:20 PM jimhayzlett The World Is Ready 😇

11/19/2018 1:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never A Straight Answer

#FakeNews https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1064627919304175616 …

11/19/2018 1:21:18 PM staciad84035591 I'm so ready!! 😊

11/19/2018 1:21:39 PM angelsavant Found a key here pic.twitter.com/jIa2wbznNA

11/19/2018 1:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who know cannot sleep. https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1064629536875323398 …

11/19/2018 1:22:57 PM darktolightww noticing the regular occurrence of multiple numbers during this time of awakening, do others have the same experience? Insight into +U?

11/19/2018 1:22:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 OLD GUARD https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1064629144309440512 …

11/19/2018 1:23:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Have you deciphered Cabal messaging signals? They are quite Majestic.

11/19/2018 1:24:03 PM 1_decided_voter Is a Majestic week something that will be an undeniable truth to the masses (ie something visible or tangible by all) or will only a select privileged few 

be aware?

11/19/2018 1:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who built  http://Healthcare.gov ?

Why did it cost orders of magnitude more than typical web development jobs?

Who pocketed the money?

Where did the money get funneled to?

What happened a few years later?

Did that money kickstart the funding of ISIS?

Yes.

11/19/2018 1:25:11 PM kingherbbb Where did Atlantis salmon come from before we discovered Atlantis?

11/19/2018 1:25:17 PM staciad84035591 Very majestic. Numbers, numbers, numbers

11/19/2018 1:25:57 PM lbf777 I thought 11-11-18 was the Magestic day. Instead the Gov burned down CA. 😕

11/19/2018 1:27:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 That was a very Majestic day actually.

Why are DEWs being used?

Was the Paradise Fire started intentionally to distract?

How about to cover?

Two birds.

Three birds.

______ birds.

One Stone?

11-11-18 was VERY Majestic.
11/19/2018 1:27:25 PM jlundr Whats your definition of Majestic?

11/19/2018 1:28:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.

Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is Majestic.

Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic.

Many things are Majestic.

We are the Majestic 12.

11/19/2018 1:28:57 PM lbf777 See our tax dollars and Healthcare payments funded ISIS and continue to fund crimes against humanity.

11/19/2018 1:30:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Latter.

Those who seek truth will know.

11/19/2018 1:31:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." drop soon?

11/19/2018 1:32:13 PM jdltr450 Well i sure hope so!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/19/2018 1:32:26 PM staciad84035591 Fake News in its finest

11/19/2018 1:32:31 PM lbf777 You call 10,000 people losing their homes Majestic? 

VOTL already told us your team burned down CA to smoke out your enemies but 10,000 families were sacrificed. Does this not matter to Majestic12? 

pic.twitter.com/SLICQhQGUw

11/19/2018 1:32:48 PM sehvehn whats going to happen if he does say it?

11/19/2018 1:32:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sealed > Unsealed.

Who took over when NO NAME "departed"?

What legacy was left behind?

What empire needed to be protected?

OLD GUARD.

11/19/2018 1:33:51 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/ngZXmqerEw

11/19/2018 1:34:14 PM sehvehn ive been wondering since it was first said

11/19/2018 1:35:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Presidential Emergency Alert Message To Follow

Martial Law

SEALED > UNSEALED

Mass Arrests

Disclosure of evidence

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

11/19/2018 1:35:29 PM tammyredmond They want to find out how many people have regenerated or repaired their DNA. In my humble opinion. 😉

11/19/2018 1:35:35 PM loveanon777  pic.twitter.com/OXEQUHpg84

11/19/2018 1:35:35 PM marshahodgson Not many, unfortunately. But, the Deniro thing seems kinda interesting. Any truth to it?

11/19/2018 1:36:25 PM sehvehn !!!!!!Yes!!!!!!! im patient ...and also ready

11/19/2018 1:37:12 PM nun_chucknorris So many truths will be undeniable when it does. It is a terrifying prospect but we are prepared. I think we need to remember to focus on the big picture 

and end game more than seemingly small setbacks of frustration and the “time” it is taking. One year is but a blip of “time”.

11/19/2018 1:40:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unity does not include the Cabal.

11/19/2018 1:46:11 PM laurabusse I would love to hear about martial law. What does that really mean. What to expect. The other day someone said martial law will be required to keep 

everything going so we can still buy food. Can you tell us anything along these lines? Thank you. I appreciate you connecting w us.

11/19/2018 1:47:55 PM kachinagtto Potus is supposed to be safely abroad... Maybe during the G20 in Argentina this year? (Nov 30-Dec1)



11/19/2018 1:50:26 PM lbf777 Martial law gives the president the power to suspend the constitution so he can act above of the law. The deep state wanted to do this to throw 

people in concentration camps with FEMA as the despot dictator of America. They also wanted to push Socialism at this time.

11/19/2018 1:55:07 PM olimyracle What is the true purpose of CERN ?

11/19/2018 1:57:49 PM therealbigneum Been waiting too long hard to belive it

11/19/2018 2:05:52 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE #haiti #qanon #spygate

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XieAhNHBGc

11/19/2018 2:08:02 PM francoissmc May “the caravan “ mean some other entity than the Hondurans?

11/19/2018 2:09:22 PM tammyredmond I have heard that iodine helps with this but be careful of your dosage as with any detox protocol. Also look into Solfeggio tones. YouTube has some but 

I have heard that some distortion in recording has occurred. I do not as of yet have a source for true tone’s. VOTL

11/19/2018 2:12:17 PM laurabusse Yes am aware of this. Would v much like 2 hear frm someone "in the know" who can describe what temporary martial law will actually look like in 

practice 2 get us thru until after the arrests + order is restored, new ppl in gov't etc etc etc. I understand it will prob B necessary.

11/19/2018 2:12:31 PM peterclloyd Do chem trails have a legitimate purpose?

11/19/2018 2:13:44 PM laurabusse Not trying to be rude; just trying to get an answer to my question. Thank you for understanding :-)

11/19/2018 2:14:07 PM sehvehn i took it as, stay in your home and out of the streets until the storms' over. is this pretty close?

11/19/2018 2:14:39 PM lbf777 Read a book called “Behold a pale horse” if possible. Navy intelligence whistleblower Bill Cooper explains exactly what MJ12 said would happen & the 

sinister reasons behind it.

11/19/2018 2:16:29 PM sehvehn ive been trying to get people to read that book!! im so glad to know youre getting it out there!

11/19/2018 2:17:26 PM sehvehn you'll probably get more answers

11/19/2018 2:18:35 PM laurabusse I mean will there be police or military everywhere? Or at the supermarkets? Will there be curfews? Will it depend on the area? We live in NC in a quiet 

area with a lot of decent ppl who probably have guns. What does martial law really look like in practice?

11/19/2018 2:19:43 PM speaklife595 Is this the 5g role out

11/19/2018 2:21:41 PM sehvehn thats a good question. i dont know anyone who's experienced martial law. me, i got food and extra water and some other things...you know...just 

incase. im sure all areas wont be the same because of population, but im sure whatever is put out will be for everyone.

11/19/2018 2:22:42 PM zrickety I would not look to NASA, but sources say that 2020 will be official contact.

11/19/2018 2:23:10 PM laurabusse Not a new book. Somewhere someone in govt has a manual describing exactly what martial law is and everything it entails. I am not interested in the 

good or possible sinister reasons behind it. Been there done that! If trump is our guy and the white hats need martial law to...

11/19/2018 2:23:31 PM susan46189802  pic.twitter.com/vJF55C7lH3

11/19/2018 2:24:34 PM sehvehn martial law to keep us safe while shit is hitting the fan. you could probably look that info up online.

11/19/2018 2:25:09 PM laurabusse ...accomplish their goal of arresting the satanic pedos running the world and calming ppl who believe everything on CNN then i would like to know 

what to expect.

11/19/2018 2:26:26 PM sehvehn im sorry you havent been following along. that book is a good read plus online search might help get you up to speed. do your homework =)

11/19/2018 2:26:55 PM laurabusse I thought of that and i probably still should but i was hoping mj 12 might give us some hints. I'll do that and hope the info is correct. Thx...

11/19/2018 2:27:00 PM lbf777 Keep in mind the devil always lies. He would say they need to nuke America for to win the war against the deep state if they thought we were stupid 

enough to accept it. Also judge a man by his fruit. Has life really improved after 2 years of Trump? Nope. It’s the same as Obama.

11/19/2018 2:27:55 PM lbf777 Martial law also suspends the constitution and puts FEMA in charge. Without the constitution, there is no law to protect us from Gov.

11/19/2018 2:28:00 PM sehvehn im sure we all would like to know that but thats kind of a really special question ...im not sure if anybody can answer

11/19/2018 2:29:17 PM lbf777 The Gov refuses to give us transperancy so they can hide all their evil works and protect evil. Transperancy destroys evil.

11/19/2018 2:31:26 PM sehvehn open your eyes maybe. weve had transparency and we know whats going. makes me wonder where youve been...

11/19/2018 2:31:57 PM laurabusse I have been following along for almost a decade. That particular book didn't interest me. I have gotten plenty of info the last decade and i follow many 

so called "insiders". No one that I've heard has ever talked about the specifics of martial law. What exactly to expect...

11/19/2018 2:32:55 PM sehvehn maybe someone else can help you, i cant

11/19/2018 2:34:01 PM laurabusse I do plenty of so called homework by the way...I've just never heard this subject openly discussed. It's like we all understand exactly what martial law 

looks like and i doubt we do...

11/19/2018 2:34:32 PM lbf777 I was on the Trump train myself but after many, many deceptions, I realized this whole thing stinks. It sounds like we were had. 💩

11/19/2018 2:36:32 PM jimhayzlett All of Creation, God's Light, IS Majestic ☀️✨😇🌟💫

11/19/2018 2:37:11 PM lbf777 The best advice to all people is this. 

Don’t hope for the Gov to save us. Focus on the benevolent group to save us. The benevolent group is the 99%. This is our responsibility so let’s start 

brainstorming ideas. If we want to win, we need to cause the winning. 🙏

11/19/2018 2:37:35 PM sehvehn id say think of worse case scenario and go on that. couldnt hurt, just incase. the future is very exciting and its a great time to be alive.

11/19/2018 2:37:48 PM jimhayzlett Maybe you mean Iraqi Dinar?

11/19/2018 2:38:48 PM afsunidentified How does one go about joining this Cabal?

11/19/2018 2:39:06 PM laurabusse Agree :-)

11/19/2018 2:39:56 PM sehvehn we were supposed to be dead already. dont forget that. pray love for all of us.

11/19/2018 2:42:20 PM jimhayzlett Includes nefarious things...

11/19/2018 2:43:20 PM marshahodgson Thank you. Does this mean: Indictment with her name on it?

11/19/2018 2:45:18 PM jimhayzlett Unity Includes All of God's Light 😇  Electrons are free to swim in Her Light and Connect w Any Other Electron: Being, Cloud, Tree, Galaxy...

11/19/2018 2:45:45 PM afsunidentified Hhhm, I think that sounds ok, I could make myself flexible for various nefarious activities such as operating secret space weapons. 

 

Would I be entitled to a dental plan?

11/19/2018 2:47:47 PM victhebear1 I bet that sniper was UN Global

11/19/2018 2:49:23 PM palmdalekid2 Hired mercenaries for sure

11/19/2018 2:50:14 PM marshahodgson No. Robert DeNiro. Recent posts suggest that a few days after he comes out bashing POTUS...we have another FF. The idea, with offered 'proofs', was 

compelling enough to not entirely dismiss. Hollyweird is not without DS interests. 12 said 'Cabal signals'. That came to me immed.

11/19/2018 2:50:53 PM victhebear1 It Rip's my heart out & pissed

11/19/2018 2:51:53 PM jimhayzlett There's your '>' again.  Seems you use this to mean 'goes to' rather than 'greater than'???

11/19/2018 2:52:32 PM jimhayzlett Who did you quote, here?

11/19/2018 2:53:40 PM allahuniversal Q

11/19/2018 2:55:20 PM allahuniversal  https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/147591553/#147647154 … pic.twitter.com/pRQbJjv7SL

11/19/2018 2:58:02 PM allahuniversal  https://www.mccaininstitute.org/ 

11/19/2018 2:58:27 PM susan46189802 ARRESTS



11/19/2018 2:59:32 PM captspacepirate  pic.twitter.com/Y7adE5pEck

11/19/2018 3:00:21 PM marshahodgson I would like to KNOW more about the deciphering of such signals. All I do know is, though my spidey-senses have developed quite acutely, NOT as 

pertains to picking up subtle Cabal signals...which I assume mean 'the actual coded directives to start an op/FF.

11/19/2018 3:01:44 PM kandkmarley How can we make prayer more effective?

11/19/2018 3:02:25 PM jimhayzlett Do you know that even the simple 'amen' has been obfuscated... sad, but true 🙏🏼

11/19/2018 3:04:23 PM cosmic_engineer A.  The Logos has a reason for the action. Can counter? Really

B.  The timing just so happens to coincide with an energetic event planned for the sphere.

C.  The hoax perpetrated to 'sell' SRM is based on a truth, but one that is extremely subjective. AKA Not relevant to humans

11/19/2018 3:05:11 PM santinocorlion2  pic.twitter.com/oERn2FFgyS

11/19/2018 3:05:28 PM santinocorlion2  pic.twitter.com/n4mcZ9NKWf

11/19/2018 3:06:14 PM carlhamiltonid Correct.

11/19/2018 3:06:34 PM victhebear1 I remember when my friend gave a lot of money to this Preacher for food & clothing he was from Haiti brought a smaller Ship loaded up with food & 

Clothing about 4 weeks after earthquake The UN Troops Denied him access not unless he pays them 8 thousand dollars he was TURNED. AWAY

11/19/2018 3:06:37 PM marshahodgson He is said to resemble Edgar Cayce...the sleeping prophet. In Wilcock's case, not asleep. Quite awakened, with a guided life purpose.

11/19/2018 3:06:54 PM captspacepirate Who or what are the contactees/ experiencers?

11/19/2018 3:07:42 PM simpleanon87 Thought Majestic got disbanded by MAJI Control and renamed to xxxxxxxxx. You had your fun 💀

11/19/2018 3:09:55 PM nonspamming Has Majestic12 taken control of operations around Saturn or is that still being operated by alliance forces? Is Saturn's frequency being gradually 

changed?

11/19/2018 3:16:03 PM marshahodgson In aspect, there's no fault looking behind veils in your search for truths & understanding. We may be here, but if you ask yourself 'how and why', the 

truth is no longer simple. If we limit ourselves to only 'what's seen', the answer we get is also limited. Knowledge IS powerful.

11/19/2018 3:22:14 PM tomkingblue the word "concrete" embedded in tweets? (Obama, the pope, HRC), maybe calling for "wet works"? idk i'm not majestic enough

11/19/2018 3:23:50 PM davidson3246  pic.twitter.com/Lcd4yuV4GQ

11/19/2018 3:23:54 PM ryankochweare1 What is IS-BE?

11/19/2018 3:33:30 PM victhebear1 Further My Friend told me that what the preacher said when he returned he was in tears he could not help his own people. He further said don't give 

any money to try to help. It is obvious there Adgendia is not to help but to control & destroy.He witnessed MomGiveSon2UN4Food@DOCK

11/19/2018 3:34:33 PM marshahodgson Forgive me for pre-empting a response. In the LIGHT there *should be* NO DARKNESS. It's counterintuitive. I think that rather than seeing it as 

exclusion, it is a REJECTION of its tenets...for Unity's sake. Some choose light, others darkness. I REPEL neg energies, favoring Light.

11/19/2018 3:37:35 PM palmdalekid2 Only waiting for @realDonaldTrump to tweet about the storm, that’s fucking disheartening pic.twitter.com/U8A8hqyOGt

11/19/2018 3:41:34 PM melanieanders7 I totally u sweat and what you're saying. In the 3D experience, there is plenty of duality. (Dark/light, right/wrong, black/white, etc) we decide 

individually our experiences. Eventually cabal will move to a different reality that fits their pallet just as we will move into ours

11/19/2018 3:42:05 PM melanieanders7 If I'm wrong, please correct me. I'm still learning and understanding :)

11/19/2018 3:43:16 PM melanieanders7 Not u sweat. Understand was the word I wanted. Twatter really needs an edit option. It's annoying

11/19/2018 3:43:24 PM marshahodgson The Cabal -one of many names- includes all of those dark forces preying on humanity/entities/consciousness. Think drug & child trafficking. Consider 

those who stoop to conquer - through scams & schemes & evil directed at innocents. That's what dis-Unites goodness. It shades Light

11/19/2018 3:44:40 PM marshahodgson Thank you for finding that. 🌿

11/19/2018 3:45:03 PM astol14334 Distract from what?

11/19/2018 3:45:24 PM marshahodgson Interesting. Thank you.🌱

11/19/2018 3:47:51 PM marshahodgson Thank you for adding this. All responses appreciated. 🍃

11/19/2018 3:52:37 PM anangelhasland1 The Cabal = The Big Dis

11/19/2018 3:53:31 PM lbf777 Distract from this. pic.twitter.com/F5JZpDVFwu

11/19/2018 3:55:04 PM lbf777 @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/19/2018 3:56:42 PM 11witness11 Thanks

11/19/2018 3:57:20 PM 11witness11 Actually I'm already following VOTL. Lol!

11/19/2018 4:03:56 PM victhebear1  https://goo.gl/search/2010+Haiti+Earthquake …

2010 Haiti Earthquake, Catastrophe

At 4:53 or 16:53 EST ON January 12 2010 A 7.0 Magnitude Hit 15 miles SW of Haiti a devestation in it self. I remember Clinton on TV saying he's going to

 employ making 2$ a day all were in tents nothing about homes🙏✝️

11/19/2018 4:30:30 PM adsvel Is it possible to travel backwards a time-space continuum. Please, from Quantum physics view point. Thank You.

11/19/2018 4:33:11 PM cagsil What or Who are you referring to in the first place, with regards to mass arrests? Nevermind, when.

11/19/2018 4:34:06 PM 11witness11 A Course in Miracles is a good place to start

11/19/2018 4:57:11 PM poppyslovecapu Yes, please explain. What is MJ-12! 

It looks bad and now good? ✨ Explain please🙏✨

11/19/2018 5:06:28 PM 11witness11 Eye was very big on pushing something happening on 11 June, then he seemed to flip out in the days after.

Was this the kid or intelligence?

Seemed to me whoever it was had advance warning of the assassination attempt.

11/19/2018 5:08:30 PM albertjacka2 Thanks for that. Even the outdoor stuff?have seeds been modified?

11/19/2018 5:19:50 PM jonessense Who is she to say anything?

11/19/2018 5:20:58 PM lovesg_d And there was a mass shooting at a Hospital in Chicago today!

11/19/2018 5:25:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 The 187 threat was broadcasted ASAP on the dark web.

Prior to 6/11, the Eye account was the kid.

When he went into panic mode (from peer stress) his account has hacked.

11/19/2018 5:26:24 PM jonessense Its not funny but the way you just said is 😆

11/19/2018 5:28:10 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/XbUGqKVBBm

11/19/2018 5:28:32 PM jonessense A few years ago... All the things i read about these times, they said there would be loss of life

11/19/2018 5:30:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not allow things to get that bad.

11/19/2018 5:30:48 PM mikelzinga @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's with Bob Lazar having MJ 12 on his license plate? Where's he fit in with you guys?

11/19/2018 5:31:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes wide open.

11/19/2018 5:32:06 PM laurabusse I still can't say any of this to my husband. He thinks I'm nuts. Been quietly trying to stock up...

11/19/2018 5:32:33 PM laurabusse Thank you :-)

11/19/2018 5:33:36 PM ladtacarms Those who “know”, are gearing up to go hunting.

11/19/2018 5:33:48 PM sdcharge2k12 MJ12, do indigo children exist? I hadn’t heard of them before until recently and when I looked into it it it seems I fit the description to an absolute T, 

and what’s crazy is I really awakened big time in 2016 and being born in 1988 says I should awaken in 2016.. Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/V2SSe8AuDj



11/19/2018 5:34:19 PM marshahodgson My hope is, by the end, this Institute gets folded & it's assets seized...no matter WHAT protections their lawyers set in motion. There's an EO covering 

this. All proceeds (and those of similar entities -like the CF) s/b put into a fund that eventually contributes to greater good

11/19/2018 5:36:30 PM islandhopperaq1 #TheGreatAwakening

11/19/2018 5:38:53 PM frances719 Who are you or what is your role here?

11/19/2018 5:42:06 PM ursula_1111 IMHO: It is ALWAYS smart to have food/water supply. Period. Regarding civil unrest etc., I have COMPLETE FAITH in and TRUST THE PLAN. Proper 

safeguards are in place. We are being protected by the amour of God.

11/19/2018 5:43:05 PM marshahodgson Hopefully their palette will be much more diluted by then! The more people who reject their darkness, the brighter our light will shine. Considering 

'balance'...tho their small % has SO MUCH darkness in it, I believe our greater % CAN conquer what darkness remains IF we say aware

11/19/2018 5:43:43 PM marshahodgson I did understand!

11/19/2018 5:49:12 PM rocketronnie44 Everyone is in on it,  that's why it's so easy to cover it all up.  All the flouride zombies out there always say "there's no way the could get away with 

child trafficking,  the FBI or CIA or Police would find out".  It's easy when they're part of the cover up

11/19/2018 5:50:04 PM sehvehn the Q has done well at keeping us safe. it is highly noticed

11/19/2018 5:50:25 PM ryankochweare1 Suggest reading all these QnA's from Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063273774240489472 …

11/19/2018 5:53:17 PM allahuniversal Once the Treasury seizes assets, are they immediately free to do as they see fit with what's seized? Or does it sit/is used as 

evidence/auctioned/becomes public property/used by different depts?

11/19/2018 6:02:52 PM keith369me At least Drudge picked this up.  It would be nice if the day would come when sources of information that the majority of the population utilizes would 

cover this

11/19/2018 6:06:06 PM freeandoriginal Exactly. It is overwhelming, we feel the pain on our skin. Disclosure!!

11/19/2018 6:11:56 PM tlukeskywalkar Where u been?

11/19/2018 6:13:43 PM tlukeskywalkar Well, the whisper is many active and non active military being recalled for immediate deployment in 72 hours...2 days ago

11/19/2018 6:15:34 PM hrlymomma3 oh abel tells it like it is i like that guy

11/19/2018 6:19:36 PM marshahodgson I really don't know. But...the criminal entities who will fall are certain to have assets-VAST in total-originally secured by nefarious means. I hope they're 

eventually used for good, m/b to fund used children & orphans, in SAFE ways. I pray we can end crimes against them-Somehow

11/19/2018 6:28:08 PM allahuniversal It only makes sense to at some point invest/reinvest whatever is collected into the country. Into the future. As most of it was ill-gained, reverse-

laundering it for the benefit of the whole helps to clean it up & help heal the damage already done.

11/19/2018 6:30:12 PM drumsk8 I believe that the message carries all the authority it requires. The messenger is unimportant and should always remain humble.

11/19/2018 6:34:19 PM dawntay40629790 We haven't slept for a really long time!

11/19/2018 6:35:54 PM sehvehn i made mention about gear.....was not sure which ours/theirs. i dont need an answer

11/19/2018 6:39:09 PM lbf777 Deep state claiming now they are suddenly good guys.

11/19/2018 6:39:32 PM mikelzinga Oh.. That's interesting. Raytheon is contracted at the NORAD installation here in North Bay. The same place I asked these MJ12 folk about earlier but 

got no response.

11/19/2018 6:41:45 PM mikelzinga Interesting. Can I get an answer about my inquiry about CFB North Bay in all this?

11/19/2018 6:42:58 PM neecieh6111 Per Field McConnell....2 bullets to McCains forehead.

11/19/2018 6:46:13 PM melanieanders7 Knowledge is power. Light is information. Absorb light and you absorb information. We become beacons with knowledge to shine on others. And if you 

heard the frequencies we emit... You'd hear the music of heaven. :)

11/19/2018 6:49:00 PM richardhiatt16 We’re waiting...

11/19/2018 7:02:57 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

12.21.18 thru 12.25.18

11/19/2018 7:06:10 PM warrior_4truth This is VERY TRUE

Mirror

11/19/2018 7:07:21 PM warrior_4truth Today over my home pic.twitter.com/SJr2D8v1ot

11/19/2018 7:10:53 PM melanieanders7 How does one become a Majestic? Is Don Trump one?

11/19/2018 7:15:15 PM warrior_4truth A minor stream of solar wind is brushing against Earth's magnetic field today, Nov. 19th, but so far it is doing little to cause geomagnetic activity. 

Another similar stream is following behind it and could arrive on Nov. 22nd. TRYING TO BLOCK THE ENERGY FROM REACHIN ME.

11/19/2018 7:15:49 PM warrior_4truth I am chemtrail to death on high solar flare Days full moons new moons Blood Moons blue moons and the photos and dates and time stamps to prove it

11/19/2018 7:16:48 PM warrior_4truth Chemtrails contain aluminum particulate which deflect and bounce the solar energy and all directions kind of like chaff released on a locked missile to 

confuse the missile

11/19/2018 7:17:37 PM warrior_4truth It's never happened before in the 18 years I've lived in my home just started a year-and-a-half ago they are afraid of me they are afraid of my power

11/19/2018 7:18:39 PM carolva97910854 I think so

11/19/2018 7:23:15 PM aahhhooohmmmm @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please help this man. We care and we love you. Please don’t do anything to hurt yourself.

✨❤️🙏🏼❤️✨

11/19/2018 7:52:02 PM therealbigneum Yup

11/19/2018 8:50:34 PM paledarkpony This tweet just popped up in my feed, so I thought I'd reach out even though it's much later. Would you support me in creating this show, or would you 

like to discuss? Thanks!  https://youtu.be/eKMxbBHqG5o  pic.twitter.com/k7hgmgk1cG

11/19/2018 8:55:39 PM newyorker66  pic.twitter.com/t9SIGP6Vst

11/19/2018 9:03:14 PM ryankochweare1 Earth is not flat.  That was put out to discredit the ufo disclosure coming soon.. POTUS is working w ETs.. Disclosure imminent..lots of drops 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/19/2018 9:06:05 PM ryankochweare1 I went back and found the answer.. Thank you for your info.. 

It resonates..

11/19/2018 9:08:44 PM lyndamathews25 Absolutely, they need to be abolished.

11/19/2018 9:10:59 PM tenn_rich You tell us... you are the one claiming all of this special/inside knowledge.

11/19/2018 9:22:23 PM datruseeka There are pedophile symbols and Illuminati symbols on MANY LE organizations as well as all the secret societies.  Look at their attire > badges (clothing, 

hats, & badges) too.  Also, remember, the Illuminati infiltrated all areas of society, especially those areas they need ...

11/19/2018 9:24:23 PM datruseeka ...they need to control for their “own” secrecy & protection....so you can bet this includes LE!  And also remember, the Illuminati are Satanist & 

pedophiles.

11/19/2018 9:34:10 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/0fxW7ND5Qw

11/19/2018 9:42:34 PM tim29972513 Aww, don't ruin the movie for the rest of us LOL LOL LOL LOL

11/19/2018 9:47:41 PM juulabuela Read some Foucault then not this bullshit

11/19/2018 10:01:51 PM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i can't see your tweets anymore! Just the pinned?



11/19/2018 10:27:37 PM red_pilled_usa UFO and ET are just further fictions like Outer space and the heliocentric model.

- Operation fishbowl 

- Operation Dominic 

- The Antarctica Treaty

Impact at 3:20

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=rp7lYL-4PfE&t=1s …

They know. pic.twitter.com/bc08aUDyyC
11/19/2018 10:44:18 PM djlok How can the victim determine that?  Or is that even possible?

11/19/2018 11:39:31 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/fG8tlbrhrZ

11/19/2018 11:55:26 PM deplorablegoldn The indictments are sealed, they will turn into unsealed.  It wasn't math.  😉 Sealed indictments 👉 unsealed indictments

11/19/2018 11:57:32 PM deplorablegoldn  pic.twitter.com/5vOLOT5u1g

11/19/2018 11:59:59 PM whynumbers369 What about in Europe?

Do we need to prep food/water?

11/20/2018 12:00:04 AM deplorablegoldn Jason w Janiszewski on Facebook is brilliant too

11/20/2018 12:00:23 AM deplorablegoldn Jason Q Janiszewski

11/20/2018 2:22:37 AM curt_avila Intent

11/20/2018 2:41:05 AM diaptera_80 Yes, killroom. But I was expecting a poster in the background with RD, couldn’t find that. However there was a poster of Rihanna, and music by Enya. 

Please correct me or add what you found

11/20/2018 2:52:32 AM diaptera_80 The character (bad guy): Martin, sexually abused by father, and taught to kill and rape by the same. He hunts, and his wallart consists of black ink 

smears. Family kept it hidden, those who knew. Or did not dare finding out. Family feuds. Nazi background.

11/20/2018 2:55:46 AM diaptera_80 Wanger connected to Wennerström company(?), which set up the detective by giving him a story of illegal weaponsdeals, which they could easily 

disprove. The crimes however, were real. This is how suspicion is avoided. Plant fake evidence of your crime and direct attention to it.

11/20/2018 3:36:37 AM daggerz9 My guess is montana. Or alaska

11/20/2018 3:55:06 AM 1_decided_voter Okay, I've retracted my initial question, as I didn't intend it with any accusatory tone. I'll restate it like this: I'm seeking understanding of how evil can 

ever be defeated if bad things must be allowed to continue to ensure balance and stability.

11/20/2018 3:56:43 AM hrlymomma3 were friends on fb 🤪

11/20/2018 5:38:03 AM matoozie Get a hand reverse osmosis purifier from a camping store. If you or neighbors have a pool or pond, you can filter it through coffee filters and a seive, 

then pump it through the filter if you ever run out of drinking water.

11/20/2018 7:06:06 AM stormoverwatch Our dollars. Needs to be a Non-Secret Space Program.  I understand there are some secrets that need to be kept, but when it goes crazy like the SSP, 

and gets used/abused by powerful people, it's time to bring it to light!

11/20/2018 7:13:48 AM sehvehn no

11/20/2018 7:23:28 AM sehvehn im very excited! =)

11/20/2018 7:28:51 AM cocoseven2 You must be over target.  Twitter saying ur post failed to load. Thank you for the info

11/20/2018 7:32:24 AM sehvehn no one should have to see such things.  im profoundly grateful for those who found out these deeds and are bringing it to an end

11/20/2018 7:50:39 AM mcgwyneth Great pic of: Physicist John Trump, the younger brother of Donald J. Trump's father, Fred.

11/20/2018 7:58:04 AM sehvehn will education change in the way of passion of learning vs robot children?

11/20/2018 8:04:09 AM sehvehn lol....i thought they looked kinda rugged and drained.

11/20/2018 8:12:21 AM sehvehn how about seizures? a way to cure it?

11/20/2018 8:30:22 AM am_sasquatch This includes North, South and Central Americans!

11/20/2018 11:22:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 AIDS virus? #FakeNews publishes more stories about supporting #DeepState pharmacology experiments.

Question:

What does the drug do?

What are its side effects?

How does taking the drug interact with other "common" OTC drugs?

Programmed Expectation?

 https://www.hiv.gov/hiv-basics/overview/about-hiv-and-aids/what-are-hiv-and-aids … 

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1064961598631149569 …
11/20/2018 11:26:20 AM universalrisin Are disabilities such as genetic deafness, blindness,  etc caused by the cabal if not accidentally done by yourself(listening to loud music)?

11/20/2018 11:27:38 AM fionasdestiny67  https://www.drugs.com/sfx/emtricitabine-tenofovir-side-effects.html …

11/20/2018 11:30:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those are two different scenarios, however to the first: 

Yes, Cabal has engineered technology that emit frequencies that cause permanent hearing loss.

No, the technology isn't to blame if you listen to loud sounds for extended periods of time.

Sometimes, it's.

Usually no though

11/20/2018 11:32:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 HIV is a political virus weaponized by the Pentagon at the request of Majestic 12 while it was under Cabal control. The virus existed beforehand 

however the cure was discovered decades ago. The cure has been classified for National Security reasons that could jeopardize Hollywood

11/20/2018 11:35:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Power over the population came from three main angles: 

1) "Hollywood"s' Propaganda/Mind Control

2) "News" Media / FakeNews 

3) False Flags / Manufactured Dissent / Gov Sponsored Terrorism

It is the belief of Government that we have certain duties to perform, good and evil, for

11/20/2018 11:36:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 the continued assurance that we are the dominate power on the planet. This objective comes at a cost when other countries on the planet are 

committing worse crimes against their citizens. US Gov is still by far the best working example of Government. It wasn't a mistake.

11/20/2018 11:37:43 AM peterclloyd It’s designed to suck money out of the government’s wallet every month for the rest of the patient’s life. Most drugs don’t cure anything but rather 

sustain the illness to sustainable levels. What we lose to Pharma would pay for most if not all national healthcare.

11/20/2018 11:37:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Majestic 12 was created, we established a connection with Hollywood that would give writers and select people involved in the productions of 

major franchises access to MAJIC EYES ONLY unclassified disinformation intended to script a particular narrative to plausibly deny

11/20/2018 11:39:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 any accusations of any space craft civilians may encounter, extraterrestrial aliens abducting American Citizens, and more. Those issues were very 

legitimate and from a National Security perspective we didn't really have many options.



11/20/2018 11:40:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosing ET presence on a planet that was under lock and key control of a very evil race of bloodline families who were all brainwashed and 

programmed to be suicidal to protect their oppressors at all costs, when not realizing they themselves were the oppressed ones.

11/20/2018 11:42:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 We couldn't do it then, and we nearly there now. However, at the time, we had to do "things". Movies say "I've seen some things man... fucked up 

things...." Well. It was a matter of National Security. It was a paradox of Majestic proportions.

11/20/2018 11:43:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hollywood was weaponized and the HIV virus (and others) were used as political weapons to ensure that the trafficking rings within Hollywood 

disposed "naturally" of their victims via the virus -> AIDS with plausible deniability. If they were snuff murdered, it was covered up.

11/20/2018 11:44:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 The virus gave us the ability to control those at the top of the food chain within Hollywood's political structure. We had the cure and so long as our 

assets did as we commanded of them, the virus wouldn't turn lethal on them, however, it was as easy as a snap of a finger to kill

11/20/2018 11:46:04 AM 1aaronjustice How does it jeopardize Hollywood?

11/20/2018 11:46:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 As a lot new alien derived technology began to get seeded into the public, Majestic families became heavily involved in acquiring this technology, 

meeting the different races, and trading information for power and wealth. Some of those families were 322 connected.

11/20/2018 11:47:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 So while the Majestic 12 created an entity so powerful that Government itself would collapse trying to fight it, Majestic families were trying to gain 

control over that system. History shows you who the financiers were. Many have powerful PR operations.

11/20/2018 11:49:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Majestic 12 went under Cabal control, the weaponization of HIV was introduced into Hollywood and it became part of an unspoken contract you 

made between yourself and the "Devil"/ETs/Cabal members/organization. You knew "they" would kill you any second they had a chance.

11/20/2018 11:50:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 This ambiguity gave the Cabal and Majestic 12 leverage to do anything and everything under the sun to control and manipulate the actions and words 

of every powerful talking head on the planet.

11/20/2018 11:55:30 AM sehvehn no, that doesnt sound like typical old lame setup. the more of a fit you throw...  You guys on human rights...laughable

11/20/2018 12:12:59 PM ghostanon6120 who was announced??

11/20/2018 12:19:39 PM lindamariadelar This no longer surprises me. 

Globalism leads solely to Evil

11/20/2018 12:23:09 PM wonderswords You know that for a fact?

11/20/2018 12:24:24 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #haiti

11/20/2018 12:25:29 PM 1_decided_voter So are you saying that Hollywood has been lying to the world, but because they've been lying for so long and their myths are entrenched so deeply in 

the minds of people worldwide, a collapse of their myths would somehow bring about the destruction of our country? How?

11/20/2018 12:25:34 PM wonderswords We have REPLICATORS? like in the movie VALERIA

11/20/2018 12:26:37 PM jordanb987 Awake and ready.

11/20/2018 12:42:25 PM sarajanesrock @SoCalQtie17 just thought you may want to know

11/20/2018 12:54:55 PM colista 😁😁 @SenFeinstein thinks she can bait @realDonaldTrump into harming our country right before the Holidays!!! If he's doing the opposite of what 

she wants ... he's definitely doing the right thing !!!

11/20/2018 1:53:35 PM normami80226255 There's only one way to be saved from these worldly thing's and that's getting saved through Jesus Christ and him crucified... I don't know what this is 

all about and I don't really care I just came to spread the truth... Keep your eye's on Jesus and him crucified. Amen.

11/20/2018 2:06:19 PM lovesg_d Wasn’t the HIV virus geoengineered in a lab then released in Africa where it supposedly originated in rhesus monkeys? It seems to be a much more 

sophisticated virus than one found in nature.  I read that it was to be a depopulation bioweapon or was that just a conspiracy theory?

11/20/2018 2:20:14 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello, I’ve been doing a lot of research and one thing that keeps nagging at me is the flat earth theory, question everything right?  Is 

it flat, donut, round.

11/20/2018 2:31:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sphere

11/20/2018 2:32:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 It wasn't from Earth. It was engineered for MAJIC EYES ONLY by our allies.

11/20/2018 2:33:01 PM roublisa Thank you 😊

11/20/2018 2:33:42 PM lovesg_d Ahhh!  Ok!  That makes more sense!  Thank you!

11/20/2018 2:34:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gammora is among the few publicly releases treatments that only delay the inevitable but cost tons of money. The drugs are all weaponized with 

massive amounts of side effects.

11/20/2018 2:40:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA at 1745 for 15m.

Reply with your question. We will try to answer all that come in, however we may miss some or skip over duplicates. Disclosure is among us.

"We have the server(S)." - Q

"Hillary Clinton had a server in her basement." - @realDonaldTrump 11/20/18

11/20/2018 2:41:49 PM euskal_pride 1745 😉

11/20/2018 2:42:32 PM colista Are the troops moving to northern Texas part of the plan? Will understand if you can't answer.

11/20/2018 2:43:02 PM truth_077 What’s the deal with Kashoggi death story we are being fed through the media? Is it accurate?

11/20/2018 2:43:11 PM roublisa Is our sky an illusion or rather projected? Thank you

11/20/2018 2:43:26 PM citoyen_resist When do you think official first contact will take place ?

11/20/2018 2:44:33 PM 1_decided_voter How can evil be defeated if bad things are allowed to continue (to preserve balance as you say)?

11/20/2018 2:44:34 PM colista How desperate is the United Nations right now? That border erasing migrant rights push.

11/20/2018 2:45:02 PM jdltr450 How long should we prep for? Thank you in advance. 🇺🇸

11/20/2018 2:45:09 PM sehvehn medical/health cure for seizure in the near future?

11/20/2018 2:45:24 PM drumsk8 What do you think of vegetarianism or veganism. Does not eating meat help raise ones vibration?

11/20/2018 2:45:43 PM chrisklemenza Did dragons ever exist?

11/20/2018 2:46:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. They exist now. One species lives on Earth.

11/20/2018 2:46:26 PM euskal_pride Is Trump working with Fed Chairman Powell to eventually crash the economy, blame it on the Fed, and "restructure"/wipe-out central banks?

11/20/2018 2:46:28 PM roublisa Did any of your group ever meet Nikola Tesla?

11/20/2018 2:46:40 PM lbf777 Are 5G towers designed to destroy mental and physical health while acting as a device for mass genocide? pic.twitter.com/2J3ObcWzYE

11/20/2018 2:46:40 PM worldxplorer1 Is Lucifer an actual being?  Is Satan an actual being?  Are they the same entity?

11/20/2018 2:47:10 PM sehvehn ive got no questions on the servers...seems pretty straight forward who her friends are

11/20/2018 2:47:20 PM turboxyde What major changes will take place physically with the human body over the next few years?

11/20/2018 2:47:48 PM euskal_pride Other than food/supplies/ammo etc., what should we have at the ready for a "Post Federal Reserve" world?

11/20/2018 2:47:48 PM caisson_mom Prophesy Club prophecies on the fall of USA false? I’m trying to reconcile how it lines up with the good news of Q and what great things are in store 

soon.

11/20/2018 2:47:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Everything is a projection of consciousness and consciousness projection. Plants resonate at very high vibrations. Many plants are extremely intelligent 

and communicate in Majestic ways. Animals are of a different vibration. Competing vibrations. Consuming meat introduces chaos.

11/20/2018 2:48:07 PM roublisa Is it the white dragon?



11/20/2018 2:48:11 PM johngradycole20 Can you explain what this intermittent ringing of varying frequency and volume which I have been experiencing in one ear at a time (either my left or 

right)?

11/20/2018 2:48:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cannabis

11/20/2018 2:48:25 PM sunlightshiner What word(s) does the abbreviation IS-BE stand for?

11/20/2018 2:49:13 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12,

Why do you say disclosure is among us?

11/20/2018 2:49:20 PM dizy1999yahooc1 Are the Phoenix journals a smart  study?

11/20/2018 2:49:29 PM karenra13423777 Will gmo, chemtrails and other bad things be stopped?

11/20/2018 2:50:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Balance must include evil. However the degree of evil is in question. Keeping evil at a minimum also requires keeping prosperity at a minimum. It's like 

tug of war when it comes to the higher dimensional war consciousness is fighting. Its finding a balance. Its Majestic.

11/20/2018 2:50:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 To travel.

11/20/2018 2:50:34 PM roublisa Is there a movie that any of you find facinating that you would recommend watching.

11/20/2018 2:50:49 PM petitchevalb Can 60 000 people modify the collective conscioussness? If so, can you please explain in what way?

11/20/2018 2:50:59 PM karenra13423777 Meds, pet food, extra fuel for your vehicle, first aid

11/20/2018 2:51:11 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Field McConnell mentioned a few days ago that the Re-Set has already happened, with the help of China Dragon Family/Gold and, the Federal Reserve 

has lost all of its power.

Can you illuminate further?

11/20/2018 2:51:12 PM euskal_pride Will 11/22/18 be all that folks are making it out to be? pic.twitter.com/cHYvMQSBlu

11/20/2018 2:51:17 PM drumsk8 Thank you for confirming and also for doing these AMA's.

11/20/2018 2:51:19 PM joni_apple_seed Is there something wrong with our son and are sun simulators being used.?

11/20/2018 2:51:23 PM euskal_pride Is Jeff Bezos going down?

11/20/2018 2:51:35 PM worldxplorer1 Does tech exist to shift humans into other densities?  Does this tech shift the physical body or just the Mind/Spirit complex?  Are many of our ET 

interactions in other densities?

11/20/2018 2:51:38 PM awakeningpublic Yea that sounds about right..

11/20/2018 2:51:47 PM ramstadstacy Will the general public have the opportunity to meet the

ET’s that are assisting us someday in the near future? 🙏🙏🙏

11/20/2018 2:51:58 PM euskal_pride I'm all squared away, then ;)

11/20/2018 2:52:11 PM karenra13423777 Will the children be saved?

11/20/2018 2:52:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open.

We do not answer questions regarding predicting future dates.

First Contact was in the Desert in 1947.

Majestic 12 was formed to hide it.

We came clean in 2001 before Cabal/322 did 9/11.

We plausibly disclosed everything via Hollywood.

We did our job, per se.

11/20/2018 2:52:43 PM euskal_pride Are the guys @OnEdgeOfWonder working with the Alliance?

11/20/2018 2:52:52 PM karenra13423777 Me too

11/20/2018 2:53:12 PM peterclloyd Does POTUS know who is financing the caravans?

11/20/2018 2:53:16 PM sehvehn ok. i'll research what i dont know of it as far as whats necessary and amount. would not mind for others insights

11/20/2018 2:53:27 PM euskal_pride Why is abbreviation such a long word?

11/20/2018 2:53:30 PM pattonspotting What will happen in the UK? Lib Dem / Labour / Tory parties + the establishment are all populated with swamp creatures - is there any hope for it to be 

drained?

11/20/2018 2:53:45 PM worldxplorer1 Will we see modern air travel replaced with other tech (ie teleportation) in our lifetime?

11/20/2018 2:54:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Really polluted.

11/20/2018 2:54:13 PM sehvehn thank you

11/20/2018 2:54:30 PM aahhhooohmmmm What type of advanced technology more than another will be openly introduced that will bring about the biggest change for humanity (or all sentience) 

on Earth?

Examples:

Anti-Gravity Transportation

Teleportation

Replicators

Zero-Point Energy

DNA Correction Technology

Other tech?
11/20/2018 2:54:37 PM jdltr450 Did the US Marines kill a Giant in Afghanistan?

11/20/2018 2:55:35 PM karenra13423777 Minimum 30 days, max as much as you can afford.

11/20/2018 2:55:45 PM euskal_pride Is this John John? pic.twitter.com/0gz6vfu0tz

11/20/2018 2:55:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enemies wanted 45 to abandon Wonderland so they could continue running Wonderland. New deals mean no Wonderland. These people are sick. His 

murder was filmed and can be purchased on the dark web. Those who know cannot sleep at night. We have the server(S).

11/20/2018 2:56:34 PM jlundr Why is the space between matter so dense? What is it?

11/20/2018 2:56:39 PM mrblbrettish What does that stargate 1 patch say on your profile image?

11/20/2018 2:57:04 PM euskal_pride Will Big Mike be outed? pic.twitter.com/h1y45bUEC3

11/20/2018 2:57:07 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Gosh - I hope so.

I knew I loved the Jetson for a reason.

11/20/2018 2:57:42 PM euskal_pride Is Trump privy to Tesla's knowledge? pic.twitter.com/6TSqGEj1Yr

11/20/2018 2:58:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Different IS-BEs who work closely.

11/20/2018 2:59:25 PM euskal_pride Will the pope be executed for enabling pedophilia? pic.twitter.com/NBHJob4QME

11/20/2018 3:00:01 PM euskal_pride Will Brennan be executed for treason? pic.twitter.com/ZUQYbobIPd

11/20/2018 3:00:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology was developed however the threat has been neutralized. The technology will cause major health problems but it will not be the "kill 

grid" that image referred to. The technology can actually target the brain in such a way that two way communication can be initiated.

11/20/2018 3:00:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evolution is very slow.

11/20/2018 3:00:23 PM lbf777 Evil is error. Error doesn’t help anyone. Prosperity is good. Suppressing prosperity is evil in itself.

11/20/2018 3:00:31 PM euskal_pride Will Trump get rid of mandatory vaccinations? pic.twitter.com/wzR5jSPjr2

11/20/2018 3:01:00 PM jluebs24 Is Tupac alive?

11/20/2018 3:01:16 PM euskal_pride Is Schmidt gonna be tried as a traitor? pic.twitter.com/9Dfs0UzKoc

11/20/2018 3:01:22 PM citoyen_resist Does Dookhaians rings any bell to you ?

11/20/2018 3:01:28 PM worldxplorer1 Kind of like Voice of God 2.0?

11/20/2018 3:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Replication technology will be readily available for all people to simply print what they need that would normally be sold in stores. The technology has 

been slowly getting disclosed, however after "The Storm has arrived" 45 tweet, Eyes Wide Open.



11/20/2018 3:02:02 PM euskal_pride Can I be part of the Soros firing squad? pic.twitter.com/Ncpht9effQ

11/20/2018 3:02:11 PM lbf777 You have to make bigger splashes than just making the stargate movie if you want to wake up the masses 17 years ago. Live and learn.

11/20/2018 3:02:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mind Control

11/20/2018 3:02:29 PM truthseeker805 I love to travel

11/20/2018 3:02:45 PM ilcanebianco Is the Italian governament part of the Plan?

11/20/2018 3:03:13 PM decodematrix Does the phrase "tall whites" to refer to the Anshar (inner-Earth people) or an ET race or both?

11/20/2018 3:03:29 PM euskal_pride Much appreciated 🖒🖒🖒

11/20/2018 3:03:47 PM decodematrix how many planets have you been to?

11/20/2018 3:04:05 PM lbf777 Satan is the VP of Lucifer. The devil is a 3rd being who ran the Earth realm.

11/20/2018 3:04:19 PM decodematrix Do you have internet access at the moon base?

11/20/2018 3:04:27 PM worldxplorer1 This hints at economics.  As consciousness raises will humanity shift away from traditional capitalism with its tendency to foster greed to a more 

altruistic systems (albeit not a socialism or communism)?

11/20/2018 3:04:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are engineered beings to experience the lower dimensions so they can develop spiritually before entering the higher realms of existence 

through reincarnation and the planet's ET "protection"/"prison planet". Earth is an IS-BE that is protected because it keeps IS-BEs in.

11/20/2018 3:05:12 PM decodematrix Does the phrase "Annunaki" refer to a specific race or just mean "those who came from heaven to Earth" and apply to any ET race?

11/20/2018 3:05:22 PM truth_077 When will they release the info that is on the Servers?

11/20/2018 3:05:55 PM lbf777 So why doesn’t Trump take this down? It is very worrisome to see new ones being built. If someone does activate them, we would be SOL. The people 

don’t give consent to this. We are happy with our internet as it tyvm.

11/20/2018 3:06:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Used as a means of misinformation and disinformation primarily.

11/20/2018 3:06:16 PM 1_decided_voter My elderly father (who has dementia like symptoms) hears music constantly in his head. Any chance this is being caused by external technology?

11/20/2018 3:06:23 PM euskal_pride Is Acosta a secret good guy? pic.twitter.com/ZgWz5msBLD

11/20/2018 3:07:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't you have the power in your life to start creating and projecting your consciousness onto others by leading by example? Open Books are easy to 

read. Eyes Wide Open. Consciousness projects REALITY. Reality is an illusion created by your consciousness.

How to control it?

11/20/2018 3:08:06 PM walkawaylib Will there be relief for the working poor in the USA in the next 2 years?

11/20/2018 3:08:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth Internet? No.

11/20/2018 3:08:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have been to a great many worlds.

11/20/2018 3:08:36 PM johngradycole20 What the fuck do I do?????

11/20/2018 3:09:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tall Whites is a phrase used to confuse and ultimately divide and conquer.

11/20/2018 3:09:24 PM thetempestchip What would happen if a human being residing on the surface tried to make their way into Agartha/inner Earth?

11/20/2018 3:09:34 PM lbf777 What’s going on in Saturn? Everything hints at a great evil in Saturn.

11/20/2018 3:10:15 PM truth_077 What about Charles Hall, the millennial Hospitality stories were not based on a true story as he claims?

11/20/2018 3:11:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open. 

#BREXIT

#AmericaFirst

#BLEXIT

#ITEXIT

... 

Many more to come.

The World Is Changing.

The World Is Watching.

The Shot Heard Around The World.

We have the server(S).

PANIC IN DC.

TRUST THE PLAN.
11/20/2018 3:11:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Military tribunals will be executed to the law.

11/20/2018 3:12:45 PM worldxplorer1 This is actually what I am doing. I am actively transforming a business I took over. I am hopeful that it’s the start of an effort that catches fire and 

transforms the planet. I was curious if MJ12 saw the optimistic future I do, but I see that matters less than MY OWN beliefs.

11/20/2018 3:13:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Schmidt, Cook, Podesta all have some explaining to do to the American People.

We have the server(S). 

They never thought she would lose.

Featured Apple iTunes TV Shows/Movies?

11/20/2018 3:13:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/20/2018 3:13:50 PM petitchevalb Why did you allow Earth being under such negative influence if humans are so vulnerable?

11/20/2018 3:13:57 PM citoyen_resist justice by the rule. exposing crimes is more important than sentenses....

11/20/2018 3:14:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Renegade as well.

11/20/2018 3:15:01 PM 1_decided_voter Confessions on camera made into TV documentaries?

11/20/2018 3:16:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 MAJESTIC. pic.twitter.com/LBNcaXgPhh

11/20/2018 3:17:04 PM leslieau7 I know one thing

My husband and I struggled

Because we could not afford obummer care

Almost lost our house

Our medical bills piled up

So bad that ...we cut back on food

Just to get by!

It was BAD !

They almost destroyed us !

We are still trying to catch up !
11/20/2018 3:17:10 PM joni_apple_seed Is that an Assange relative? Julians father maybe?

11/20/2018 3:17:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Trump

11/20/2018 3:18:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍿

11/20/2018 3:18:49 PM lbf777 Originally Lucifers famous soldiers were Baal, Belzebub, Satan, Caligastia “the devil”, & Abaddon aka Apollo. Being that these folks were quarantined 

around 25 AD, someone else is pretending to be Lucifer. I don’t know who. Maybe Baphemet but not sure. 

 https://www.urantia.org/urantia-book-standardized/paper-53-lucifer-rebellion …



11/20/2018 3:19:08 PM leslieau7 I might be wrong

I see purple wearing cabal

Others noticed

But I'm sure numbers somehow

See Schiff asking for 5 dollars

Today.. 

Struck me as odd

11/20/2018 3:19:17 PM karenra13423777 Donald Trumps brother?

11/20/2018 3:19:28 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/5dngcUpLdR

11/20/2018 3:19:42 PM 1_decided_voter A very important Trump, involved with Tesla papers...

11/20/2018 3:19:43 PM tammyredmond Can you tell us if the mass meditation was successful with neutralizing the balance of #topletbombs? Thank you in advance and wishing you well and a 

Happy Thanksgiving. #VOTL

11/20/2018 3:20:00 PM pkekbar How many people are on the #VQC Team?

Not the nerds... The Chris (plural)

11/20/2018 3:20:17 PM lightworkercain Nibiru passing by?

11/20/2018 3:20:18 PM worldxplorer1 Ahh. The Urantia book. I was wondering your source. I have that sitting at home. I need to dive into that. Thanks for the insight!

11/20/2018 3:22:10 PM joni_apple_seed Got it, John G. Trump

11/20/2018 3:22:32 PM tammyredmond Mr John G Trump looks and awful lot like a man that was at a couple of President Trump’s rallies. Once wearing a veteran’s’ cap and the other in a 

Tiffany Blue suit. ?

11/20/2018 3:22:37 PM euskal_pride For sure. I know that doing this "by the book" is essential in order to maintain legal (and moral) authority.. 

But I've gotta admit that there are times that I wish we could just round up the pedophiles, traffickers, traitors, scumbags, and monsters.. and just "line 

'em up".

11/20/2018 3:22:48 PM askesis369 Who is Julian Assange’s paternal grandfather?

11/20/2018 3:22:56 PM karentriebel John?

11/20/2018 3:23:13 PM citoyen_resist Assange time traveler ? he really looks like John Trump dont you think ?

11/20/2018 3:23:18 PM askesis369  pic.twitter.com/53BYn3zRpq

11/20/2018 3:23:54 PM lightworkercain Is John Trump the father of Assange?

11/20/2018 3:24:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Important:

The US has relaxed its own laws to enable cannabis cultivation for commercial applications including recreationally consuming THC/CBD for its own 

citizens to organically decide. Federal Gov stepped back. However international drug traffickers want in. CBP said NO. 

https://twitter.com/nationalpost/status/1064934004309282816 …

11/20/2018 3:24:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not suggesting the investor is a drug trafficker. We are suggesting his investments are drug traffickers. So by proxy, he is enabling what CBP has 

decided to crack down on as to PROTECT the AMERICAN CANNABIS market. Trust the plan. War on all fronts.

11/20/2018 3:25:17 PM laurabusse Yes we do but most of us have been DEEPLY programmed into a sort of helplessness. I have been trying to break out of that for many years now. It is 

extremely difficult at times and sometimes i feel like i have been tied up and no matter what i do i can't seem to free myself. TY!

11/20/2018 3:25:44 PM sehvehn thank you

11/20/2018 3:25:44 PM poppyslovecapu Name of the bad ETs? Are their any good ETs? 

Will we see the time travel tech.? ✨🙏 Happy Thanksgiving to you all!

11/20/2018 3:25:54 PM euskal_pride Aggressive. 

I like it. 😁

11/20/2018 3:26:24 PM adsvel IS-BE (Immortal Spiritual Being), which we all are.

11/20/2018 3:26:34 PM fionasdestiny67 ThanQ for the updates

11/20/2018 3:26:51 PM laurabusse So then moon internet. Cool!

11/20/2018 3:27:12 PM palmdalekid2 I’m behind the iron curtain over here 😣

11/20/2018 3:28:03 PM awakeningpublic Uncle John!!

11/20/2018 3:28:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lazar spreads misinformation at times but typically its because once youre in the Majestic 12, you never really leave the Majestic 12. Though your role 

and powers will diminish with lack of resourcefulness.

11/20/2018 3:28:58 PM euskal_pride Well, wherever you are, I have no doubt that you're helping red pill the locals.. 

#WWG1WGA

11/20/2018 3:29:41 PM laurabusse Anyone know what 322 means in ref to the cabal? Club of 300 is closest i can guess but I'm sure that's not it.

11/20/2018 3:30:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 LMGTFY

11/20/2018 3:30:25 PM lbf777 When can we grow and sell MJ. It would do wonders for the economy and mind.

11/20/2018 3:30:44 PM citoyen_resist ?

11/20/2018 3:31:04 PM truth_077 What Hollywood films would you recommend for some truth drops?

11/20/2018 3:31:04 PM palmdalekid2 Tx, Ca, Fl patriots got our own thing dying for this tbh

11/20/2018 3:31:11 PM lightworkercain What seems to work for me is to close my eyes and softly say that I am of Love & Light, stops almost instantly. 😇

11/20/2018 3:32:44 PM melanieanders7 Would John Trumps current IS-BE be Julian Assange? My, wouldn't that be a hoot!

11/20/2018 3:32:47 PM darktolightww This I find fascinating!

11/20/2018 3:33:12 PM lbf777 322 us the Skull & Bones aka the Navy (pirates) of the Knight’s Templar.

11/20/2018 3:35:40 PM anangelhasland1 As always... know your dealer well!

11/20/2018 3:36:11 PM truth_077 Will we ever learn the truth about the DUMBS like Dulce, dreamland etc? Or will some major things like this remain secret forever?

11/20/2018 3:37:40 PM jgt58chiefsfan Jesus

11/20/2018 3:38:46 PM lightworkercain 322 = Skull and Bones = Cabal/Deep State/Elite pic.twitter.com/Clnol3pgMR

11/20/2018 3:38:48 PM seekandscout LMGTFY- "Let Me Google That For You" is perhaps one meaning.

11/20/2018 3:40:11 PM laurabusse "You know what you know and you don't know what you don't know". Had to google LMGTFY. Googled 322. Has to do with "match fixing" best i can 

gather. So fixing the outcome.

11/20/2018 3:40:48 PM laurabusse Yes that's how i took it...

11/20/2018 3:41:16 PM palmdalekid2 If you follow blockchain, humanity is at a split. 

Not everyone will make it, this is where the stress comes from cause you can’t save everyone.

11/20/2018 3:43:13 PM truth_077 A search engine?  https://www.lmgtfy.com/  pic.twitter.com/n6jqzsUPP1

11/20/2018 3:43:31 PM curvybucket26 Let me google that for you . Lol

11/20/2018 3:43:52 PM mongrelglory In Canada? (like me)

11/20/2018 3:44:23 PM lightworkercain Heavy Metals. 🤘

11/20/2018 3:44:34 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  try area 52. 51 is closed and moved to Utah.

11/20/2018 3:45:13 PM mongrelglory Will there be some military tribunals for civilians (guilty of treason)?

11/20/2018 3:45:47 PM palmdalekid2 Yeah things have been bad for a while. Many adopt the situation



11/20/2018 3:46:37 PM knightofmaltaus POTUS just tried to get Hillary and Comey investigated and indicted. Was warned he would be impeached. What nonsense. But Hillary shared her$$$ 

with many politicians from both sides. This is what they fear, being singled out as she does kiss and tell. Remember blue dress w/dna 

pic.twitter.com/3mg3gFmPmw

11/20/2018 3:47:08 PM caisson_mom I’m not sure what you mean by blockchain or what you meant by the split?

11/20/2018 3:47:18 PM mongrelglory I sure hope that includes Canukistan.  Trudeau is really starting to scare me!

11/20/2018 3:47:30 PM janekopa Yes but hasn’t it been genetically modified to dumb us down?

11/20/2018 3:48:44 PM melanieanders7 Can anyone be a part of Majestic?

11/20/2018 3:49:07 PM to_unity I have heard that the 5G technology, in benevolent hands, can emit healing energy. True?

11/20/2018 3:49:12 PM do_or_do_notty All I know is patients need cannabis rescheduled and decriminalized ASAP. We can’t even travel with cannabis. However others travel with their life 

saving meds. We’ve lost our #2A and we are pissed! 

Many of us have NO pharma options. This needs fixing ASAP please #CannabiaHeals

11/20/2018 3:49:50 PM tammyredmond Yes how do you control it?

11/20/2018 3:51:02 PM johngradycole20 An instant is about as long as it lasts though.  Maybe 5-10 seconds usually

11/20/2018 3:52:14 PM palmdalekid2 You had two choices.

We are the keystone 🔑🚪

#NewEarth #AgeofAquarius

#VictoryOfTheLight pic.twitter.com/tQFwR4qnvl

11/20/2018 3:53:15 PM stoneturnr thank you for these q&a's. how do ETs interact with humanity? by projecting general good/bad will or influencing specific situations directly? to what 

extent are individuals monitored by ETs?

11/20/2018 3:53:45 PM fionasdestiny67 When can we have access to medical Regenerative Bed technology for healing?

11/20/2018 3:53:51 PM tammyredmond Komodo?

11/20/2018 3:53:53 PM lightworkercain Inner Earth beings, look similar to us with make-up  on, but not 💯.

11/20/2018 3:54:06 PM caisson_mom You’ve totally lost me.

11/20/2018 3:55:08 PM lightworkercain So curious to what the magic wand or sword is referring to...

11/20/2018 3:57:19 PM tenn_rich Skull & Crossbones... Secret Society, Yale.

 https://gnosticwarrior.com/322.html 

11/20/2018 3:58:03 PM imcevoy1 John Trump?

11/20/2018 3:58:27 PM palmdalekid2 Ourguys won, declas is everything

11/20/2018 3:59:15 PM nun_chucknorris It’s all right there. Look people in the eyes when you speak with them. This will project your consciousness. No wonder they want us on our phones and 

divided so we don’t have that face to face interaction. That seems to be a way to make your consciousness your reality.

11/20/2018 3:59:46 PM patriotgrand KellieAnn,  I found this Twitter handle with your symbol Looks like Area 51 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/20/2018 4:00:35 PM joni_apple_seed Absolutely pic.twitter.com/lc30TbKprw

11/20/2018 4:02:33 PM freeandoriginal Excellent point !

11/20/2018 4:02:55 PM laurabusse Thank you...much appreciated :-) i googled it but apparently came to the wrong conclusion either that or didn't scroll down far enough to Skull and 

bones, if that was even a google result.

11/20/2018 4:03:31 PM worldxplorer1 Holy...  You’re right!!  MJ12 is always saying “Eyes wide open”. How did I miss that!  I have ALWAYS preferred face to face communication. I always felt 

that I was better understood. Now I know why!  Geez. Even the Bible says that the eyes are the window to the soul!!

11/20/2018 4:03:38 PM nun_chucknorris After we struck the moon with an explosive rocket, it was reported it rang like a bell. Is the moon hollow and is it natural or man made?

11/20/2018 4:05:06 PM do_or_do_notty I still want to know why Uncle Trump looks so much like Julian Assange.....

11/20/2018 4:05:28 PM jeffkoc43320994 Bingo

11/20/2018 4:06:59 PM laurabusse Yes i am aware of this but unfortunately it seems 2 B an almost constant struggle. I'm sure its mostly the mind. There R times i feel free but i cant seem 

to "hang onto it" or bring it back easily. I understand this is all illusory but still...if you are in illusion how to not be

11/20/2018 4:08:46 PM roublisa Is this helpful or corrupted constant ringing mind control? 

Thank you

11/20/2018 4:09:29 PM laurabusse Thank you. I'll get there eventually. :-) I'm sure it's a learning process...how to be free. In the mind. In one's spirit. Higher vibration etc etc etc

11/20/2018 4:11:33 PM laurabusse Yes everything you say is true :-) It's more a mental/spiritual "battle" or struggle or journey within oneself i think. I appreciate your thread 💘

11/20/2018 4:12:59 PM ryankochweare1 Look into prev posts and pinned post this was discussed.

11/20/2018 4:13:50 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you! It sure does. 👍👍

11/20/2018 4:15:39 PM tenn_rich You’re welcome.

11/20/2018 4:16:28 PM poppyslovecapu If balance is the answer to existence, does the Positive ie God, Jesus and Holy Spirit measure equally with the neg. Satan, Lucifer etc?

11/20/2018 4:18:40 PM nun_chucknorris Ryan is correct. So much more on this and it will truly be worth your time.

11/20/2018 4:19:51 PM truthseeker805 It’s his bro.  The man was a genius..  take a look at his history and accomplishment.  Was he 1 or 12?

11/20/2018 4:23:25 PM nun_chucknorris Don’t feel bad. It just clicked for me when I wrote that. I kinda felt dumb that it took that long for me to figure out. Now I got it. Pass it along!

11/20/2018 4:24:45 PM do_or_do_notty Question. We’ve been advised financial reset had already happened. Can you tell us more about that?

11/20/2018 4:25:27 PM dawnmartin5 What’s an IS-BE?

11/20/2018 4:25:48 PM datruseeka He worked on MJ-12 Black Ops Projects as brilliant MIT Scientist.  Assange same biological reincarnated spirit or time-traveler?  Most definitely a 

Trumper!

11/20/2018 4:26:32 PM dawnmartin5 What’s MJ12?

11/20/2018 4:30:44 PM 1aaronjustice WOW

11/20/2018 4:31:51 PM fionasdestiny67 Donald Trump's Nuclear Uncle

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.newyorker.com/news/amy-davidson/donald-trumps-nuclear-uncle/amp …

11/20/2018 4:39:49 PM laurabusse Thank you for all these...always good to be reminded :-) cant wait til money no longer necessary.

11/20/2018 4:40:47 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/rnZv8l9TCu

11/20/2018 4:44:17 PM adsvel Switch off mind daily in Your meditations at least for 20-25 minutes and see what happens after one week. 😊

11/20/2018 4:45:52 PM laurabusse This is all great :-) especially loved the one on top right 💘

11/20/2018 4:48:03 PM 1_decided_voter "Do Will Happen!"

Typo?

11/20/2018 4:48:06 PM jeffkoc43320994 @threadreaderapp unroll

11/20/2018 4:48:53 PM threadreaderapp Hello there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure 1) Go back to July 4th 2001 2) Turn your TV on 3) 9/11 

COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU 4) […]" #Majestic  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062818467211108352.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖



11/20/2018 4:50:43 PM laurabusse Yes :-) a constant effort/letting go. I meditate usually an hour+, every day w out fail; trying to switch it up a notch by practicing observing thoughts in 

meditation. Am big into meditation...it is crucial if you ask me. Observing thoughts is not as easy as it might sound. Thx!

11/20/2018 4:54:32 PM mongrelglory If you look at monks in many religions, they try to keep their material comforts to a minimum simplicity.  Too much prosperity, wealth, and comfort can 

lead to sloth, greed, complacency, jealousy, pride, arrogance...etc...nothing to strive for, therefor stagnation.

11/20/2018 4:56:12 PM randyfresh It ducks that obammer took all da guns. Glad trizump gave em back to da peeps. #2a 4 lyfe.

11/20/2018 4:59:13 PM mongrelglory You might find these links helpful:  

 http://phoenixtears.ca  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0sGWxz0DMSI …

11/20/2018 5:01:12 PM laurabusse That is v interesting. Never occurred to me that the reset could just be another ploy to kick it up a notch for the cabal...more deception. Have always 

been skeptical of crypto...we'll see what happens :-)

11/20/2018 5:03:22 PM mongrelglory Komodo is a lizard.  I don't think that's what he means.

11/20/2018 5:03:47 PM adsvel Observing thoughts is one thing, but fully switched off is different. I experienced that time is an illusion. Off mind is Momentum, when You come back 

in normal state, time "here" is passed, lost. In my experiences it was 3 - 5 minutes. I repeated it with assistance to be sure.

11/20/2018 5:09:30 PM randyfresh It’s in the food. Artificial color made from petroleum distillate and coal tar. #yum

 http://www.red40.com/pages/other_dyes.html …

11/20/2018 5:13:17 PM laurabusse Have been in a meditative state, several times, where there was perfect stillness, in mind, no time, just pure bliss. Wanted 2 B there forever + never 

come out. Would take 1-2 hrs 2 get there. Then we moved 3 yrs ago and recovering from long illness 2 yrs now. Not since we moved!

11/20/2018 5:17:31 PM warnuse  pic.twitter.com/Q253AtssFf

11/20/2018 5:17:48 PM laurabusse Agreed!

11/20/2018 5:18:39 PM adsvel I am glad that You are doing, observing thoughts. I am doing it from my very childhood without meditative state, as a heritage from my father. Keep 

observing, later You will see the shortcuts of Your own nearest future events. Tnks. 😊

11/20/2018 5:18:57 PM warnuse  pic.twitter.com/AV5geEoFei

11/20/2018 5:20:22 PM adsvel Congrats! 😊🙏

11/20/2018 5:22:19 PM laurabusse Thank you. You were very fortunate to have a wise father :-) best to you always and see you around twitter 💘

11/20/2018 5:28:06 PM sabermarris I would look to the sci fi movies

11/20/2018 5:29:31 PM adsvel Thank You. We incarnate inn through similar vibrations, Soul families, but even this will change. We will can chose Lightworkers with high vibrations in 

the next time. Strange, but so it is. 😊

11/20/2018 5:29:52 PM keith369me Is Assange, Uncle John reincarnated?

11/20/2018 5:31:23 PM sabermarris After governments acknowledge disclosure.

11/20/2018 5:36:26 PM laurabusse Not so strange :-) i look fwd to coming in next time with a higher vibration but actually would prefer to try a higher vibrating planet elsewhere. If i do 

come back here hopefully it'll be a higher vibrating planet by then. Or count me OUT LOLOL!

11/20/2018 5:38:53 PM worldxplorer1 Totally get that!  Sometimes I’m very motivated to help raise the vibration of earth but sometimes it just seems futile and I feel like I need a soul level 

vacation somewhere else altogether!

11/20/2018 5:39:55 PM adsvel For sure it will. AM (Ascended Masters) saying that Golden Age on the Gaia is something that should experience any IS-BE. 😊🙏💗☀️🌈🌎✨

11/20/2018 5:40:10 PM worldxplorer1 Then I think about I how I create reality here so I should just “feel” and hence create that vibe here and now. It’s a repeating cycle for me. Bottom line 

is that earth gets exhausting sometimes.

11/20/2018 5:41:13 PM keith369me Unexpected response...I’ll watch and wait

11/20/2018 5:42:16 PM laurabusse Yes! Up and down. Now I'm helping to ground peace and love into the earth for all humanity. But then, now i want OUT! NO MORE! DONE!

11/20/2018 5:43:13 PM laurabusse Hoping it starts soon :-) been waiting long time.

11/20/2018 5:43:59 PM laurabusse Exactly. Exactly! Every word you said :-) 💘

11/20/2018 5:44:44 PM keith369me Although I stay away from movies/TV...can’t stand the propaganda, I loved the Jetsons as a child.  Was this show about disclosure?  I remember the 

food replicators

11/20/2018 5:45:25 PM adsvel Still many things we have to clean up, transform, renew...

11/20/2018 5:52:40 PM debunkatheists  pic.twitter.com/cxHad6k7XI

11/20/2018 5:53:03 PM yigsstarhouse Funny, for as many times as I have read this since it was first mentioned by Q, the possibility of this actually meaning the Guilty are the ones who 

cannot sleep now seems to make more sense. It was never about us as has been assumed for the most part. Took me long enough 😎

11/20/2018 5:53:45 PM adsvel Your Cells Are Listening You! Remember it always. 😊

11/20/2018 6:01:19 PM datruseeka Was there a server found in Benghazi too with SAP’s?

11/20/2018 6:02:23 PM datruseeka When the heck are they going to stop all those toxic chemtrails?

11/20/2018 6:03:54 PM jordanb987 Is JFK JR alive?

11/20/2018 6:13:22 PM melanieanders7 I liken it to a soul. That's what I've gathered so far. I'd love a better description though. :)

11/20/2018 6:13:42 PM again_censored You are missing a huge point...foreign traffickers = crime, cartels, gangs, murder. Rolling this out, they are trying to do this in a 100% legal, non-corrupt 

way. Rushing it will create untold crimes and deaths. Unceptable collateral damage.

11/20/2018 6:14:53 PM again_censored JOHN G. TRUMP, physicist, and he knew Tesla. Research it. The more you know.

11/20/2018 6:16:12 PM jgt58chiefsfan  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/2001_(episode) …

There's your answer. Watch....

11/20/2018 6:16:46 PM do_or_do_notty So you’re saying HIV was made off planet by allies??

11/20/2018 6:24:13 PM do_or_do_notty Just let us grow at home. Problem solved.

11/20/2018 6:27:14 PM tru_believers A few clues, Yale University, George W Bush and John Kerry. pic.twitter.com/n5FYDWhxsJ

11/20/2018 6:33:14 PM hyemom10 Tinnitus see a doctor

11/20/2018 6:34:44 PM do_or_do_notty I’m a truth seeker. But some of your answers seem out there even for me. And I will consider any possibility. HIV was created off planet by 

allies.....hmmm

11/20/2018 6:51:11 PM anitabutterfly MJ12 answered yes to this question last AMA

11/20/2018 6:58:26 PM again_censored Agreed.

11/20/2018 7:00:28 PM pauliepg11111 Skull and Bones

11/20/2018 7:02:01 PM do_or_do_notty Some of us need this taken care of like last year

For some of us this plant is all we have to depend upon

Let me grow it at home and travel with it, and I’ll shut up. 

Til then I plan to continue crawling up asses til this plant is legal. 

Prohibition is Unconstitutional.

11/20/2018 7:05:11 PM datruseeka That’s the reason SO MANY (traitors) in our government pushed BACK HARD about maintaining Obamacare and doesn’t Obama even have some kind 

of % royalty of sorts too hidden in those 1000 pages that Pelosi wanted to PASS so they could THEN READ!  INSANITY!

11/20/2018 7:36:56 PM ochoa_red It is not due to his dementia. It is a form of tinnitus called musical ear syndrome. A lot  of people usually just have ringing sound in the ear, but musical 

ear syndrome they hear music instead. I would know because I have had it since going deaf in 2009. I was only in my 40s.

11/20/2018 7:38:57 PM jeffkoc43320994 It really went up in 1985



11/20/2018 7:42:22 PM lady_miss_m @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hello.  Wanted to ask whether any Twilight Zone episodes were informed by disclosure people/ETs.  One of my favorites is the 

"Valley of the Shadow" episode.  Any insight would be helpful.

11/20/2018 7:42:34 PM datruseeka Skull & Bones from Yale University.  Bush’s, John Kerry, so many more.  EVIL!

11/20/2018 8:06:10 PM horseofw What if Julian is uncle trump son and this has been planned forever!!

11/20/2018 8:08:53 PM jimhayzlett Yes they do!  Many decades of monitoring... NOW WE Create Our New timeline 🙏🏼😇✨☀️💫🙏🏼

11/20/2018 8:35:58 PM jordanb987 Thank you 🙏

11/20/2018 8:46:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 is invite only.

11/20/2018 8:47:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within the next decade. 45 is undoing decades of narcotics trafficking by Deep State assets as well as giving States the rights to Govern themselves.

11/20/2018 8:49:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have the server(S).

These people are sick!

PANIC IN DC!

11/20/2018 8:50:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Translation: Hands off your "rivals" aka Cabal/322.

NO DEALS! We have the Supreme Court, Senate, and Military on our side. https://twitter.com/nytmike/status/1064999910209216512 …

11/20/2018 8:54:24 PM jane_q_patriot And millions of American citizens.

11/20/2018 8:54:47 PM 11witness11 Back then we didn't.

Perhaps a wise move to wait.

11/20/2018 8:55:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have the server(S).

POTUS never asked to prosecute his political opponents.

POTUS is not a politician.

POTUS instructed his law enforcement agency to FOLLOW THE LAW! Proper oversight and removal of bad actors before going public.

Congress was just briefed. https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1065061691891871744 …

11/20/2018 8:55:27 PM sehvehn neat how they already give them victim status for legit investigation

11/20/2018 8:57:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clearly if this were true it would be classified; so the only reason why this information would leak is if Cabal/322 are trying to send a signal. Have you 

deciphered it? What is it? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1065106293948596225 …

11/20/2018 8:57:55 PM lbf777 Meh, that will take too long. What if the people just defy the evil Gov and smoke/grow/sell out in the open. We don’t have any patience left for 

promises anymore.

11/20/2018 8:59:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams of my Father from a literal bastard. Somebody has some issues, and it isn't Daddy (as some refer to 45 as). Believe us, when we heard that 

some refer to 45 as Daddy one of our Majestics almost spit up their coffee. #JokeOrNoJoke #CodedMessages 

https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1065106741329829889 …

11/20/2018 8:59:38 PM lady_miss_m They might be sending a signal to their own informants in the Trump WH?

11/20/2018 8:59:59 PM sehvehn its goofy. even if paying to have someone there to report whats going on.......question of who started it and continues to fund it is of legal consideration

11/20/2018 9:00:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Artificial stars you say?

How about artificial moons? https://twitter.com/WIRED/status/1065107305753206787 …

11/20/2018 9:01:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have the server(S). https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1065107538176143360 …

11/20/2018 9:01:45 PM ursula_1111 As in Earth’s? 🤔 Base perhaps.

11/20/2018 9:02:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lunar Command Center

11/20/2018 9:02:31 PM johngradycole20 They are telling their cronies to shut up

11/20/2018 9:03:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its to inform Cabal/322 informants to be on the lookout for infiltration.

11/20/2018 9:04:28 PM peterclloyd A tool is only useful if you have the occasion to use it, not if you merely possess it

11/20/2018 9:04:38 PM ursula_1111 Thank you for your efforts. 🙏🏼 It’s very important to so many that this kind of Information starts to be revealed. I’m ready to do my part to embrace 

those who ask for guidance.

11/20/2018 9:05:06 PM piratek73549479  pic.twitter.com/5OJT0spPvM

11/20/2018 9:05:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I'm a victim of the law."

"What did the law do to you?"

"The law is making people angry at me."

"What'd you do?"

"Anything necessary to remain in power. The ruling class have no laws."

"AMERICA FIRST" = Nation of Equal Justice Under The Law

11/20/2018 9:05:22 PM 1_decided_voter That's not a moon, that's a Space Station!

Lucas knew.

11/20/2018 9:05:40 PM jane_q_patriot Well, my first thought would be that this shows exactly what [they] are up to and projecting onto Trump. And second, that they are willing to go to any 

lengths to disrupt his America First plan, including fund a violent revolution/civil war.

11/20/2018 9:05:53 PM ursula_1111 That about sums it up.

11/20/2018 9:06:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 We disclosed the truth through plausible deniability via Hollywood.

11/20/2018 9:12:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 POTUS answers questions truthfully (where permitted by law) and literally under colloquial standards.

POTUS was asked if he knew Julian Assange.

"I don't really know him that well."

Does not mean...

"Who is Julian Assange?"

Nor

"Julian and I are best friends."
11/20/2018 9:13:32 PM fionasdestiny67 Interesting

11/20/2018 9:14:05 PM freeandoriginal Nuances...are important



11/20/2018 9:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 "That well" means there is a limited scope in which POTUS has directly made f2f contact with Assange where they discussed SR.

LAW AND ORDER!

Was the traditional practices followed in the murder noncase of SR?

Why mockingbird silence?

While LEO silence?

CLASSIFIED.
11/20/2018 9:15:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 When does a caged bird sing?

11/20/2018 9:16:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure pic.twitter.com/yq20HfvyUv

11/20/2018 9:17:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q

11/20/2018 9:18:04 PM woodspring2012 How is my consciousness projecting this reality? I’m only learning about this stuff and couldn’t have ever imagined an earth so “majestic”- good or evil

11/20/2018 9:18:27 PM mikelzinga Those who wake up to become their own masters. pic.twitter.com/JlaFZ0ZQTG

11/20/2018 9:18:33 PM bourdainmurderd hospital shootings

11/20/2018 9:18:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trillions of conscious beings projecting their reality into the matrix.

11/20/2018 9:19:12 PM ursula_1111 After a storm... when it’s trapped in a cage... and when it’s free!!!

11/20/2018 9:19:32 PM sehvehn or....one who listens still to everything and learns and practices..and ....still does not fit into any categories i know of

11/20/2018 9:20:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is immunity necessary for an innocent man in a fair court that respects due process?

11/20/2018 9:20:41 PM ursula_1111 Nope.

11/20/2018 9:20:51 PM _truth_warrior_ This is too good to be true.

11/20/2018 9:21:07 PM peterclloyd Where would one find such a court?

11/20/2018 9:21:12 PM ursula_1111 We just need a fair court.

11/20/2018 9:21:38 PM sehvehn no. its like a doctor telling his patient the shot is necessary yet wont himself take it

11/20/2018 9:22:55 PM crazycooder Been waiting for Q to talk about SR.

11/20/2018 9:23:17 PM lovesg_d No, but only if it is a fair court where due process is truly respected.  In our current corrupt legal system and government, that is not a guarantee.  So 

immunity may have to be a consideration!

11/20/2018 9:23:29 PM kachinagtto So what kind of tech does it contain that amplifies our emotions so much here on Earth?

11/20/2018 9:23:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Monsanto was challenged similarly. Dared everybody to drink Glyphosates because he claimed (falsely) that it does not cause cancer, yet refused the 

"refreshing" beverage when offered.

11/20/2018 9:23:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 CLASSIFIED.

11/20/2018 9:24:20 PM ps3shiloh The "otherworldly" suggestions observations, and comments that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 gives to unsuspecting new age Aquarian folk

11/20/2018 9:24:25 PM crazycooder 5:5

11/20/2018 9:24:33 PM bourdainmurderd Frazzledrip

11/20/2018 9:24:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch for the 4AM talking point in 3h22m.

11/20/2018 9:24:57 PM sehvehn not that i needed it...but i feel validated

11/20/2018 9:25:48 PM terribug13 YES, THE CHEM-TRAILS HAVE ALUMINUM AND BARIUM IN THEM!  BA AL. THEIR SYMBOLS WILL BE THEIR DOWNFALL

11/20/2018 9:26:14 PM sehvehn i hope i make it

11/20/2018 9:26:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their NEED for symbolism will be their downfall.

11/20/2018 9:28:51 PM sehvehn validation here and there feels nice. sincerely. i think my prior sounded rude

11/20/2018 9:29:09 PM woodspring2012 Thanks from another 100th monkey

11/20/2018 9:32:43 PM 1aaronjustice They must be aware of something big dropping

11/20/2018 9:35:21 PM lady_miss_m Any info on what foods/substances to eat, or avoid, in order to detoxify the body.  I've struggled with my weight all of my life and I was diagnosed with 

Hashimotos w/in the last decade. Meds aren't helping.  I've always felt slightly unwell.

11/20/2018 9:37:25 PM sehvehn thought that sounded a lot like Erin Brockovich...

11/20/2018 9:45:57 PM _truth_warrior_ Classified... but perhaps a crumb or two?  Maybe POTUS Met Assange when London Heathrow airport had a blackout many months ago?

11/20/2018 9:46:41 PM _truth_warrior_ When it wants out.

11/20/2018 9:47:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 How are DUMBs powered? pic.twitter.com/hD4Viw5Pyk

11/20/2018 9:48:21 PM jonle86 Zero point energy?

11/20/2018 9:48:41 PM _truth_warrior_ Guessing....?   Nuclear reactor?

11/20/2018 9:48:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 What's inside this hanger 3 floors down? pic.twitter.com/BMwdMB1dzN

11/20/2018 9:49:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is this? pic.twitter.com/9yYdhJ0hmo

11/20/2018 9:49:39 PM crustyone2 Um, what is that? I know what its is but I dont think you do...

11/20/2018 9:49:42 PM jane_q_patriot Supercollider?

11/20/2018 9:50:32 PM sehvehn a hanger bay?

11/20/2018 9:50:43 PM woodspring2012 JA is caged

11/20/2018 9:51:02 PM crustyone2 Nothing, I've been there, have you?

11/20/2018 9:51:33 PM citoyen_resist new US army build on very old site predatin younger dryas ice age.

11/20/2018 9:51:36 PM _truth_warrior_ Looks like an owl

11/20/2018 9:52:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shadow pic.twitter.com/AEChPl29u2

11/20/2018 9:53:37 PM sehvehn i start to cry when i think about layers underground. tho im not sure its the one that hurts me...the compound where people disect people and aliens 

disect people and aliens disect other aliens. i was thinking that one was in Colorado

11/20/2018 9:54:01 PM wolfieman121 With the law and in particular lawyers and d.a.'s it would be suicide.  They can twist words, and events to get you to say anything they want.

11/20/2018 9:54:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 DUMB pic.twitter.com/fME7BpnSTC

11/20/2018 9:55:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We crossed a red line. pic.twitter.com/7yq88u5yq6

11/20/2018 9:55:58 PM pedalfun4u thank you

11/20/2018 9:56:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does it look like to you? Whatever it is, it's DUMB. pic.twitter.com/bSmPQ1cZi9

11/20/2018 9:56:30 PM sehvehn interesting question

11/20/2018 9:56:50 PM do_or_do_notty ??? Can you explain please?

11/20/2018 9:57:05 PM ladyhawk0568 After a storm

11/20/2018 9:57:24 PM 1_decided_voter Tesla towers in the NV desert? https://www.google.com/maps/place/37%C2%B013'18.0%22N+115%C2%B048'45.0%22W/@37.2756956,-

116.0317199,57595m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d37.2216667!4d-115.8125 …

11/20/2018 9:57:56 PM positively303 Is that Colorado?

11/20/2018 9:58:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is water heavy? What does this look like to you? DUMB? pic.twitter.com/3BovcTwGhl

11/20/2018 9:58:58 PM iam_jorgeborboa Nevada

11/20/2018 9:58:58 PM lovesg_d Deep Underground Military Base.  What we see on the surface is basically the entrance and to cover up how large the base underneath is.  Just my 2 

cents.

11/20/2018 9:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's a curious shaped object. I wonder what that shape does? pic.twitter.com/KFH2g6BSZg

11/20/2018 10:00:06 PM pedalfun4u I can't, but I love red line crossings

11/20/2018 10:00:19 PM lady_miss_m A UFO incident happened near there.

"Incident at 37°N 115°W" https://vimeo.com/245333957 



11/20/2018 10:00:19 PM ecv369jimmysr i wonder 🧐🤨🤔 pic.twitter.com/1kfFvtZxNz

11/20/2018 10:00:31 PM collectvcat Diesel Generators !

11/20/2018 10:00:36 PM do_or_do_notty I do too! I gotta see what I can dig on this 👍

11/20/2018 10:00:50 PM iam_jorgeborboa Is this Area 51? I think it is, at least is in the nearby...

11/20/2018 10:00:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 SPACEPORT?

DUMB? pic.twitter.com/Ylgv2ZtTvU

11/20/2018 10:00:59 PM pachecoj11 whats up in the middle of the desert? area 51?

11/20/2018 10:01:06 PM lovesg_d Looks pyramid-shaped. Provides energy to the DUMB? This is all so new to me!  It’s blowing my mind! Not sure how to answer.

11/20/2018 10:01:39 PM sehvehn something at the front of the hanger bay? Im just concerned mostly with CERN and Colorado.

11/20/2018 10:01:51 PM staciad84035591 Location?

11/20/2018 10:01:52 PM batedbreath2fly An unguided bomb, also known as a free-fall bomb, gravity bomb, DUMB bomb, or iron bomb, is a conventional aircraft-delivered bomb that does not 

contain a guidance system and hence, simply follows a ballistic trajectory. -Wikipedia

11/20/2018 10:02:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 What disease does this look like?

Compare frequencies.

Do you believe in coincidences?

Earth is an IS-BE.

Earth can get sick too.

These people are sick! pic.twitter.com/NAuzrwwcW4

11/20/2018 10:02:47 PM wolfieman121 Psyops.

11/20/2018 10:02:48 PM lbf777 By our tax dollars.

11/20/2018 10:03:10 PM datruseeka Cancer?

11/20/2018 10:03:16 PM lovesg_d Are these pictures on the moon’s surface or earth’s surface?  Looks like it could be the moon.  Are those missile silos?

11/20/2018 10:03:17 PM sehvehn but...i never knew or dont remember so much underground tunnels....NY

11/20/2018 10:03:34 PM ladyhawk0568 Been on the lookout for this one- I hope soon-

11/20/2018 10:03:45 PM batedbreath2fly I like @LovesG_d’s answer better though. :)

11/20/2018 10:03:49 PM jonessense Lol yes that film came to mind immediately

11/20/2018 10:03:59 PM peacey_queen Smallpox?

11/20/2018 10:04:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the doors? They open up. DUMB below Dumbo! pic.twitter.com/tyIqB3wGxy

11/20/2018 10:04:42 PM sehvehn i will probably fail at this...but neg validation is also good ...weapons cache?

11/20/2018 10:04:46 PM jane_q_patriot Contact dermatitis.

11/20/2018 10:04:46 PM woodspring2012 Bio-batteries

11/20/2018 10:05:34 PM peacey_queen It almost looks like one of those mezo-american carvings with the flared nostrils and open mouth.

11/20/2018 10:05:52 PM sehvehn nvm....*cry*

11/20/2018 10:05:59 PM lovesg_d Amazing, the complexity of these DUMB’s!  The planning is mind-boggling!

11/20/2018 10:06:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's where not what.

11/20/2018 10:06:23 PM wolfieman121 I do not trust this, at all!

11/20/2018 10:06:40 PM sehvehn 51

11/20/2018 10:06:42 PM iam_jorgeborboa  pic.twitter.com/hVaPcVAW1h

11/20/2018 10:06:45 PM lovesg_d Chicken Pox; Measles

11/20/2018 10:06:52 PM ladyhawk0568 What! Whoa 😮

11/20/2018 10:07:24 PM sehvehn moon?

11/20/2018 10:07:29 PM ladyhawk0568 Massive voter fraud

11/20/2018 10:07:56 PM citoyen_resist Very old site...

11/20/2018 10:07:56 PM sehvehn portal?

11/20/2018 10:08:19 PM sehvehn interesting shape

11/20/2018 10:08:22 PM lady_miss_m Or the Nazca lines.

11/20/2018 10:08:38 PM lovesg_d Or Herpes Zoster (Shingles)

11/20/2018 10:08:55 PM crustyone2 Um, its a simple munitions storage area, you have nothing else besides Google earth images there dude?

11/20/2018 10:09:28 PM sehvehn they put these things in movies, dont they

11/20/2018 10:10:02 PM decodematrix S4

11/20/2018 10:10:10 PM datruseeka Oops. Put at 36 not 37

11/20/2018 10:10:22 PM freeandoriginal 😲😢

11/20/2018 10:11:40 PM lovesg_d Underwater DUMB? Under the Ocean?

11/20/2018 10:11:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open.

11/20/2018 10:11:58 PM crazycooder ROU ?

11/20/2018 10:12:10 PM bdam777 Deep underground military base.

11/20/2018 10:12:42 PM ladyhawk0568 Winning already started -

11/20/2018 10:12:43 PM woodspring2012 A chip or battery?

11/20/2018 10:14:19 PM woodspring2012 Caved in onto DUMB

11/20/2018 10:15:05 PM datruseeka Nevada DUMB. Deep Underground Military Base.

11/20/2018 10:16:12 PM datruseeka What are these?  Craters?  Or mounds? pic.twitter.com/vttGDn3zM2

11/20/2018 10:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 322

☠️

👁

👂🏼👀👂🏼

      3

 1  2 2 1  👉🏻 Two Twos = 22

Occult knowledge hidden in plain sight. Name to meaning. Meaning is 322. Name is Skull & Bones. A Death Cult.

☠️ 

They have an official Emoji.
11/20/2018 10:17:33 PM 1_decided_voter X marks the spot?

 https://www.google.com/maps/place/37%C2%B013'18.0%22N+115%C2%B048'45.0%22W/@37.2650758,-

115.8101727,3773m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d37.2216667!4d-115.8125 … pic.twitter.com/Sk61aMmeUe

11/20/2018 10:18:15 PM sehvehn yep

11/20/2018 10:18:57 PM datruseeka Water 8.33ppg. Oil~7ppg.  Water is in pic?

11/20/2018 10:19:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not doxxing DUMBs. We are only revealing very recently declassified information in the form of questions, riddles, information, disinformation, 

and misinformation. Majestic communication means Majestic interpretations. How do you define Majestic? We are the Majestic 12.

11/20/2018 10:19:22 PM lbf777 What did we win? 5G towers?

11/20/2018 10:19:22 PM ladyhawk0568 Will we know, I want to know but not the bad ones - I just want the truth



11/20/2018 10:19:55 PM datruseeka Lot of that Area 51 is blocked out on google.

11/20/2018 10:21:07 PM freeandoriginal How much power they hold, still?

11/20/2018 10:22:06 PM lbf777 I believe Skull and Bones was the Navy of Knights Templar.

11/20/2018 10:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not as much as you think. Its easier to air brush the moon. Its difficult to do it on Earth when our enemies also have eyes in the sky looking down upon 

the Majestic 12 and simply awestruck at who and what we are. America was not an accident. It was planned by a very small group.

11/20/2018 10:22:51 PM do_or_do_notty How would we know? Do you know? Can you tell us.

11/20/2018 10:23:38 PM jane_q_patriot Pirates.

11/20/2018 10:23:58 PM do_or_do_notty In the light.

11/20/2018 10:24:17 PM datruseeka OMG!  SICK!  EVIL !   Bomb the whole shit load of them.  I knew or read there were over 130 DUMBs in US & 3 in Hawaii with those huge tunnel 

connecting them all throughout the US.  Many floors deep underground.  Lots of aliens.  Evil. Military hybrid. Hyper speed trains

11/20/2018 10:25:14 PM ranger51367 The false hope that Q will save the day+expose the perpetrators,so people only see pixals instead of pictures of world events,some events are only 

staged to distract us from things like Agenda 21,WW3 or NWO,strange wildfires in Cali?DEW?

11/20/2018 10:25:17 PM datruseeka Same way spacecrafts are Powered.  Water.

11/20/2018 10:25:23 PM pachecoj11 looks like a dumb village

11/20/2018 10:26:10 PM decodematrix hexagon

11/20/2018 10:28:29 PM datruseeka Set a bunch of explosives in the Yale Cult Frat Site!  Then arrest all remaining Skull& Bones members.  Bushs, John Kerry, etc.... let their crimes dictate 

punishment!  Perhaps place a skull wherever you lay their bones too!

11/20/2018 10:29:00 PM datruseeka Many are recruited to CIA too.

11/20/2018 10:29:07 PM cornishjayson This looks like a motherboard.

11/20/2018 10:30:30 PM woodspring2012 Craters from nuclear bomb test sites

11/20/2018 10:34:18 PM datruseeka Monsanto needs to be held accountable!!!   Outlaw ALL GMO FOODs and ALL THAT have use the Round Up Pesticice or related pesticides?  And the 

hybrid weedless seeds infested with this shit!  CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT TOO! pic.twitter.com/M8DD5A9Zga

11/20/2018 10:34:22 PM sehvehn slow the roll and think logically. i said what was on my mind and not something i know is factual. would not make sense to start throwing around bombs

11/20/2018 10:35:49 PM sehvehn your energy is very loud

11/20/2018 10:35:58 PM datruseeka RECALL all food with Glyphosate’s or related in ingredients of foods.  They have been poisoning us and BABIES for years!  They are ALL SICK EVIL 

CRIMINALS MURDERS.

11/20/2018 10:37:47 PM datruseeka NO IMMUNITY for these baxtards & Bitixhes! No deals!

11/20/2018 10:37:49 PM daveo6145 i commend you for this work. be well

11/20/2018 10:38:46 PM datruseeka A HIGH #1 here!

11/20/2018 10:40:24 PM datruseeka When Bill said, “It depends on what “IS” is?”   I was done at that point with the whole lot of them!

11/20/2018 10:44:07 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/30oFkc05IR

11/20/2018 10:44:44 PM datruseeka B/c DWS&Brazil were involved and FBI ...ordered the hit by MS13 then ordered those 2 killed not long after.  They ALL need to be held accountable & 

FULLY EXPOSED so EVERYONE knows just how evil this criminal syndicate has been running our nation.

11/20/2018 10:46:56 PM datruseeka Why should a MURDER ever be CLASSIFIED when you are trying to CHANGE THE WORLD?  In fact the WHOLE 9/11 needs to be exposed to the world!  

And connect all the dots for them.

11/20/2018 10:48:35 PM joni_apple_seed I’ve been told the same thing, but she also told me, “Hillary was the most highly qualified candidate to EVER run for the presidency.” Word for word 

from the mockingbird MSM.

11/20/2018 10:48:39 PM leannemillervb When the veil is removed, they come out off the darkness and can see the light?

11/20/2018 10:49:33 PM morety76 Explain IS-BE please.

11/20/2018 10:50:34 PM datruseeka Rule of Law must be restored.  That means EQUAL investigations, charges, arrests, prosecutions, and penalties, and honestly under these situations, 

MAXIUM penalties MIGHT get us close to justice.  After all, most of them MADE THESE LAWS!  Let them drink the kook-aid now!

11/20/2018 10:51:35 PM datruseeka What about knowing where the SAPs were sold to or given in exchange?

11/20/2018 10:51:53 PM datruseeka Do you have server from BENGHAZI?

11/20/2018 10:54:56 PM datruseeka Close Encounters should have been marked a Documentary.  As are many sci-fy.  But was that really done because of the Laws of Nature. Like you 

show us some Hollywood movie, and if we don’t object it’s ok for y’all to proceed!?  How is that plausible deniability?

11/20/2018 10:56:06 PM datruseeka Perhaps if they were labeled “Based on true story, but names changed - perhaps”. Or marked as “ documentary”.  But fiction????

11/20/2018 10:57:49 PM datruseeka And what causes the tides?  Is that due to magnetism?  In our electromagnetic world?

11/20/2018 10:58:11 PM woodspring2012 So we built the Lincoln County School District next to / on top of the nuclear bomb testing sites

11/20/2018 10:58:51 PM datruseeka What civilization or ET species establish the Moon Lunar Station?

11/20/2018 11:01:53 PM datruseeka Trying to convey that they are not involved in orchestrating this INVASION!

11/20/2018 11:02:31 PM yana17m Is this same as AO Alpha Omega?

11/20/2018 11:05:52 PM datruseeka This is what I think of Schumer’s comments.. pic.twitter.com/2oCU50KK17

11/20/2018 11:08:09 PM datruseeka Why don’t everyone admit why the CIA & FBI were created in the first place?   That would open peoples eyes!!!   And tell them about our TRUE 

HISTORY since they never go that in any text books!!!

11/20/2018 11:10:17 PM datruseeka I’ve been shouting it for quite some time!!!  What takes so long to get people to RESEARCH....and you SHALL FIND!

11/20/2018 11:12:57 PM datruseeka Tell me more...

11/20/2018 11:15:41 PM datruseeka So who and what are you....more than we already know?

11/20/2018 11:18:51 PM datruseeka But then the British and Vatican took back control of us as did the bankers and they are all connected.  But kept it all secret.  Bought the media to 

control.  Bought them education system to control - altered and created, mandated what books would be used in schools/universities

11/20/2018 11:20:34 PM datruseeka Selected the presidents, rigged the elections, changed our constitution and court system, and so much more.  We became and have been a “Pseudo” 

America ever since.  We were all betrayed.

11/20/2018 11:27:31 PM datruseeka I’ve read lot about hemp, THC, & CBD, and why it was outlawed over a century ago....GREED & BIG PHARMA.  That should tell you enough right there.  I 

have terrible nerve damage and I suffer GREATLY.  But never wanted to take opioids due to addiction problems.  I’d like to try CBD

11/20/2018 11:29:07 PM pinklight999 IS-BE, I read that interview 😍

11/20/2018 11:29:41 PM datruseeka So many disease and illnesses would benefit so much, so why deny them having that opportunity.  It’s CRUEL with how much people suffer and are 

denied the opportunity to even try it w/o recourse.  Do you think God wanted that? Or did he create us to be able to heal ourselves?

11/20/2018 11:31:34 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Well looking it over, it looks like possibility of a nucular test site. These mounds are man made, looks like chemical lines coming down some of them, 

some look old some look active.

11/20/2018 11:48:24 PM gvilleval Julian's grandfather maybe...

Here is John Shipton. pic.twitter.com/G9dbOvVtHb

11/20/2018 11:55:01 PM jeffrogers20 I hate how little perspective some people have! Not Washington, who invented the job, not Madison who wrote the Constitution, not the VP's and 4-

star generals who have run! No, the best was the crooked hag who couldn't stand for a few hours without being carted off by her nurses!

11/21/2018 12:28:10 AM angiefletcher What does DUMB mean?

11/21/2018 12:32:46 AM mongrelglory Are you talking about Tritium and nuclear fusion reactors?

11/21/2018 12:34:23 AM do_or_do_notty That statement sounded quite like MDM

11/21/2018 12:34:52 AM andrewdl12 Will HRC be arrested?



11/21/2018 12:35:52 AM darktolightww Please can you explain what is IS-BE? thank you

11/21/2018 12:36:12 AM andrewdl12 Who shot JFK and why?

11/21/2018 12:37:00 AM diaptera_80 Small group of humans? Non-humans?

11/21/2018 12:37:15 AM do_or_do_notty Wait they got married at 44? 

So those girls aren’t their daughters after all....

11/21/2018 12:37:52 AM andrewdl12 Will Julian Assange be pardoned ?

11/21/2018 12:47:45 AM yana17m J Trump was told by V Bush to collect the papers from Tesla after his passing. What do you think the papers contained knowing Trump was a physicist. 

Trump is the 🔑 pic.twitter.com/yQKyhICkOg

11/21/2018 12:48:40 AM diaptera_80 Light

11/21/2018 12:49:39 AM sehvehn given the opportunity to ask questions, i say thank you. i didnt write the questions down. good night and sleep well

11/21/2018 12:54:42 AM datruseeka WOW!  I do see the doors!  I can’t believe how much money they have stolen or made through crimes against humanity to create this entire system.  I 

was amazed when I saw the size of this nuclear drill machines building all those tunnels underground across the nation.

11/21/2018 12:57:59 AM datruseeka I little bigger than those drilling bits we used on the drilling rigs I’ve worked and the wells we planned!!  LOL!  And we thought our diamond drill bits 

were awesome.  I for one APPRECIATED design and capability of those monstrous machines drilling those tunnels.

11/21/2018 12:58:19 AM lynnmar42209594 Drilling sites?

11/21/2018 1:00:02 AM diaptera_80 What is your relation to the Mars germans or Nachtwaffen?

11/21/2018 1:01:06 AM diaptera_80 I think Ea is the correct term for the race?

11/21/2018 1:03:20 AM diaptera_80 Will it make us telepaths?

11/21/2018 1:05:43 AM diaptera_80 Are they Dracos/reptilian or something else? And are they infested by AI?

11/21/2018 1:07:17 AM diaptera_80 That is sad. How to clean and when?

11/21/2018 1:09:35 AM piratek73549479 Global financial reset ???

G20 ??

11/21/2018 1:10:51 AM piratek73549479 You rang ????

😉

11/21/2018 1:13:42 AM datruseeka Has NASA ever given us a real picture of the earth?  Seems to be all air brushed too...

11/21/2018 1:14:34 AM drumsk8 LCC ≠ LOC?

11/21/2018 1:16:08 AM diaptera_80 I think he means, the more freedom you have, the more prosperity/evil can you create. Also, you can not truly know what is right and wrong until you 

have experienced evil. I hope my statement is not true for all societies in the universe.

11/21/2018 1:17:49 AM diaptera_80 On earth or inside it?

11/21/2018 1:23:38 AM diaptera_80 These are very mild supplements that can’t affect a retrovirus to any significant extent. There are only a few herbs that have the power to reach within 

the RNA and they have side effects. Ex. Artemisia species, Quinine (Cinchona),& a handul of semi-toxic plants from India and SA

11/21/2018 1:27:03 AM diaptera_80 It was already answered

11/21/2018 1:28:42 AM diaptera_80 So if you were working for the cabal before, have your ET allies changed now when you are on the good side?

11/21/2018 1:30:32 AM diaptera_80 You say noone can really leave the Majestic 12? Whatabout those who sympatised with the cabal?

11/21/2018 1:35:34 AM mongrelglory It looks like a case of Smallpox!  (Leaves terrible scars on the skin!)

I would say these evil people are a pox on this Earth! 😠

11/21/2018 1:35:37 AM diaptera_80 All the suffering, for what? Protect Hollywood? I couldn’t care less

11/21/2018 1:38:01 AM mongrelglory I think it means "Immortal spiritual being".

11/21/2018 1:38:39 AM heartsscales So you're just going to let innocent victims of HIV infected rape waste away? May God have mercy on you.  Release the cure.

11/21/2018 1:39:25 AM mongrelglory Laser weapon?

11/21/2018 1:42:22 AM mongrelglory Deep underground military base.

11/21/2018 1:45:15 AM darktolightww  pic.twitter.com/G8praODZUN

11/21/2018 1:49:20 AM mongrelglory Thanks for the link!

11/21/2018 2:21:58 AM chrisklemenza Looks like the Milennium Falcon

11/21/2018 2:24:49 AM jane_q_patriot Woah! I summoned the king! 😂

11/21/2018 2:36:07 AM piratek73549479 & there better be rum 

😅

11/21/2018 2:37:49 AM datruseeka I went back and deleted this pic of mine and added the pics with right coordinates. This one shows 36 N instead of 37 N. I had typo in map search.  Pls 

delete this one and use other.

11/21/2018 2:41:52 AM jane_q_patriot You know... I might actually have some spiced rum stashed in my antique Mexican bar. Ahoy Matey! 🍹

11/21/2018 3:03:22 AM mongrelglory I had heard he was transferred to the hospital, underwent surgery, and was in stable condition with no complications.  Then the chief of staff ordered 

the rest of the staff and residents away from him, and he supposedly died the next day.  Was he spirited to safety?

11/21/2018 3:12:36 AM faramroze We understand all living beings have senses. Animals have more senses than plants, they undergo pain during the process and the same pain (negative 

impact) is passed on the consumer.

11/21/2018 3:19:22 AM robertg69989098 Testing site Death Valley?

11/21/2018 3:20:18 AM piratek73549479 That is a massive complex 😲

11/21/2018 3:20:59 AM darktolightww hoping and praying ❤️

11/21/2018 3:31:17 AM mongrelglory NASA = Not a space agency.

11/21/2018 4:08:22 AM again_censored Recognize that things have changed and this is happening. Perhaps not fast enough, but still it is a done deal in the works. But this time we should do it 

right.

11/21/2018 4:12:25 AM awakeningpublic It is my understanding that they use nuclear powered boring machines that can drill through solid rock by liquefying it

11/21/2018 4:13:32 AM thetempestchip Fracking?

11/21/2018 4:16:01 AM worldxplorer1 Def:

1) having the quality of causing you to feel great admiration and respect for it because of its size, power, or beauty

2) beautiful, powerful, or causing great admiration and respect

11/21/2018 4:18:33 AM imcevoy1 I can only guess a receiving something - so WHAT IS IT????

11/21/2018 4:18:35 AM jm19712 Is this the "blood shield"?

11/21/2018 4:20:27 AM worldxplorer1 What’s up with Saturn’s poles?  North Pole hexagon, South Pole looking like an eye?  Eyes Wide Open?  

Is Saturn an energetic portal?  Broadcasting?

Are the rings an amplifier?

11/21/2018 4:27:57 AM piratek73549479  pic.twitter.com/PH4Gep4Ggj

11/21/2018 4:31:04 AM mongrelglory I thought Corey Goode was just saying that this new informant had been nick-named "Bones" by people in the SSP?  I didn't think he meant that this 

was supposed to be the character "Bones" from Star Trek.

11/21/2018 4:51:17 AM cryptopeepnd Blocks remote viewing ?



11/21/2018 4:52:24 AM scorpiomoon33 A quick search for IS-BE 

"For the sake of accuracy and simplicity I will use a made-up word: “IS-BE”.  Because the primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in a 

timeless state of “is”, and the only reason for their  existence is that they decide to “be”.

11/21/2018 4:53:44 AM nonspamming Hillarys hidden server!!! ;)

11/21/2018 4:54:25 AM marshahodgson Insanity? Are they trying to breech a fault? Or, explode a volcano, i.e.: set off a chain reaction?

11/21/2018 4:54:50 AM carolva97910854 What about artificial suns!  I’ve heard of sun simulators.  What the heck could that be about?

11/21/2018 4:56:57 AM nonspamming Tesla inspired tech?

11/21/2018 4:59:04 AM keith369me Nothing surprises me any more.  I’m convinced my young niece is my grandmother reincarnated.

11/21/2018 5:09:23 AM laztar11 The word “Concrete “

11/21/2018 5:16:19 AM anuishboucher Where is it ?

11/21/2018 5:33:03 AM fionasdestiny67 Is there already a prison built on the moon? Was MIB3 a disclosure on that subject?

11/21/2018 5:43:20 AM melanieanders7 That is simple enough! Thank you!

11/21/2018 5:51:02 AM ljcambria Chuck is still enjoying life and breathing freely.  Bill Cooper was murdered. pic.twitter.com/GwytHGV2co

11/21/2018 6:03:00 AM fionasdestiny67 When does HAJT be freed from Prison then?

11/21/2018 6:08:04 AM melanieanders7 Location is listed on photo via latitude and longitude.

11/21/2018 6:08:16 AM truthseeker805  http://netvicious.com/gps/ 

11/21/2018 6:13:25 AM tammyredmond Destroying the Earth’s vibrations along with poisoning her. ?

11/21/2018 6:16:09 AM 1aaronjustice Did POTUS declassify this info in preparation for something ?

11/21/2018 6:16:53 AM staciad84035591 Thank you. Even when I zoom in the font is too small for me to see. My vision is horrible, LOL!

11/21/2018 6:23:51 AM melanieanders7 You and me both sunshine! ;) have a beautiful day

11/21/2018 6:35:11 AM 00loll0 💔

11/21/2018 6:37:37 AM datruseeka Interesting.  I never caught that

11/21/2018 6:37:38 AM rocktobersky  pic.twitter.com/slNEpp0eeN

11/21/2018 6:40:20 AM datruseeka Flower of Life should be a spirit movement right?

11/21/2018 6:42:02 AM ps3shiloh "Their AGENDA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will be their DOWNFALL" 

      THE BOOK OF JUDE

11/21/2018 6:56:31 AM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/Jhmu1xPqlA

11/21/2018 7:05:17 AM staciad84035591 Thanks! You too!!

11/21/2018 7:12:53 AM turboxyde I appreciate the (disclosure) game even if the military side of me prefers the BDT. The puzzle of mass consciousness is challenging but worthy of our 

collective efforts. Majestic is defined by showing impressive beauty or dignity... let's hope we can all aspire to such heights.

11/21/2018 7:19:01 AM lightworkercain Wasserman-Schultz

11/21/2018 7:29:50 AM lightworkercain It's like asking if we will be able to have spaceships or time travel...would you give your car keys to a toddler to drive. Humans aren't spiritually 

advanced enough to be trusted...

11/21/2018 7:32:46 AM pedalfun4u looks quite a bit like the Owl

11/21/2018 7:35:27 AM donnadrewniak Yes

11/21/2018 7:47:17 AM fionasdestiny67 Fantastic

11/21/2018 8:03:24 AM truthseeker805  https://youtu.be/pdJ0zMv4N4o 

11/21/2018 8:14:23 AM ctewalt1018 Everything I have read about Chemtrails... It's very bad!  Where does it say Chemtrails are not all bad.  Website please.

11/21/2018 8:19:13 AM turboxyde Love dictates evolution.

11/21/2018 8:31:05 AM plogdreamwalker DUMP entrance

11/21/2018 8:32:15 AM angiefletcher Thank you for taking the time to answer my question. 🙂

11/21/2018 8:45:48 AM ladyhawk0568 I would think ALOT but not for long.

11/21/2018 8:50:32 AM ladyhawk0568 Would this be the booms that different cities are hearing? Happened twice here - once 2 years ago and just last week. Sounds like a far away bomb but 

my windows and house shake?

11/21/2018 9:28:11 AM 3rdeyeview55 Fibonacci sequence.

11/21/2018 9:37:07 AM datruseeka  https://www.theodysseyonline.com/7-beautiful-examples-fibonacci-sequence-nature …

11/21/2018 9:42:50 AM marzhanel EXCLUSIVE: White House lawyers warned the president in a memo that he could be impeached if he tried to get the Justice Department to investigate 

his rivals. 

Who warned President Obama?   @maggieNYT 

Someone got some splaining to do!

11/21/2018 10:09:34 AM lightworkercain Yeah, good old STO Skinny Bob! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vZ3Ba0WTbs8 …

11/21/2018 10:49:20 AM euskal_pride "AMERICA FIRST!" and now "MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!"?

I've gotta good feeling about this.. 💪

@realDonaldTrump #POTUS #Trump #GodBlessOurMilitary #USA #GodBlessAmerica

@StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes

#ThanQsgiving #MAGA #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/TvOx7F8zXh

11/21/2018 10:51:15 AM rawphonegirl What was/ is the status of David Adair?

11/21/2018 10:55:46 AM jonle86 Any chance we could get a peak inside....

11/21/2018 11:05:06 AM freeandoriginal Below “where” ?!

11/21/2018 11:20:40 AM curt_avila Im thinking inner earth.

11/21/2018 11:38:44 AM petitchevalb Radio telescope?

11/21/2018 11:40:53 AM _truth_warrior_ Exactly.  We are all "Is-Bes"  We are all Sparks from the Divine Sparkler.  They greatest LIE ever told is hiding this from humanity.  We ARE a part of 

Source.  Source IS a part of us.  In those terms, Humanity has LIMITLESS POWER but we are prevented from learning this.

11/21/2018 11:44:46 AM _truth_warrior_ READ:   http://theruiner777.blogspot.com/2015/08/her.html …

11/21/2018 11:46:02 AM _truth_warrior_ This is near the Sedan Crater - where Nuclear Testing took place.

11/21/2018 11:48:24 AM flowersoul If I understood well there is a very disturbing answer to this. Apparently our bodies produce energy. Knowledge that is kept from us. Wasn't that in an 

earlier post of yours?

11/21/2018 11:49:37 AM _truth_warrior_ Ahhh.  Ok.  Looked this up on Google Maps.  Area 51.  Entrance to a DUMB.

11/21/2018 11:52:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE.

11/21/2018 11:53:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account does not leak classified information.

11/21/2018 11:53:54 AM _truth_warrior_ I hope so!  I am awake.  I am aware.  Now I need to LEARN!  But there is no school, except within.  I would LOVE to have a teacher.  For those just 

waking up... I'll post resources below.  GREAT place to start...

11/21/2018 12:01:16 PM _truth_warrior_ Names:  Ingo Swann - Richard Dolan - Richard Hoagland - Richard D Hall - Bradley Loves - Katharina Wilson - Jim Sparks - Derek Tyler - Fiona Barnett - 

Cathy O'Brien - The Ruiner - Kerry Cassidy - Svali - Ronald Bernard - Bill Ryan - Simon Parkes - Bill Uhouse - Dan Burisch

11/21/2018 12:02:05 PM _truth_warrior_ Watch: https://www.youtube.com/user/secretkeyactivator/videos …

11/21/2018 12:30:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 What did Q post last night?

11/21/2018 12:31:45 PM normal_life4all  http://utahthoriumenergy.org/nuclear-fear-nevada-style/ …

11/21/2018 12:32:03 PM 1aaronjustice A drop



11/21/2018 12:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you hear?

We have the server(S).

PANIC IN DC.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

D5

Those who know cannot sleep at night.

These people are sick.

Fast trial.

Death penalty.
11/21/2018 12:34:44 PM _truth_warrior_ EVERYONE MUST KNOW.  We need to understand the depth of this.  Any less, and the Cancer will grow back.  We must know the evil.  We must know 

the signs to prevent it ever again.  Remember!  The ending of Hunger Games: MockingJay PT2.  There will be a power vacuum.

11/21/2018 12:35:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 D5.

"And the establishment has been involved in a MASSIVE COVERUP of wide spread criminal activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation 

in order to the Clinton's in power." https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

11/21/2018 12:36:12 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/VftIxIbIGp

11/21/2018 12:36:44 PM lbf777 So far it’s been all words and no action for 2 years. Many feel we have been bamboozled again. 

Guess it’s our own fault for trusting Gov.

11/21/2018 12:36:53 PM joni_apple_seed [D]ecember 5 

D5

11/21/2018 12:37:05 PM holliday_billy How will people believe the crimes when they are presented?  Gonna be hard.

11/21/2018 12:37:42 PM pkekbar I mean, "night" is pretty relative, and dafuq is "time" anyway?

11/21/2018 12:40:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 D5.

"Crimes Against Children"

DOJIG Horowitz McCabe Report

Huber Testifying?

470 prosecutors?

$1B in funding?

GITMO upgrades?

PANIC IN DC.

Hey, @HillaryClinton did you know BleachBit doesn't protect you from NSA drag surveillance?

We have the server(S).

PANIC IN DC
11/21/2018 12:40:59 PM colista Yea, have fun storming the castle ... pic.twitter.com/cnfo5NyfYN

11/21/2018 12:41:12 PM slayerofmatrix1 🔥💥💥🔥💥💥🔥💥💥🔥

11/21/2018 12:42:47 PM nakamotogroyp 21:42

11/21/2018 12:44:09 PM colista And I can't wait for the show!!

Popcorn and memes ready!! pic.twitter.com/JWhUcuxrUP

11/21/2018 12:44:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of those are the same DUMB just with multiple exits. You don't really think we'd put ourselves miles underground with only one exit?

11/21/2018 12:44:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 "But it was my turn!" https://twitter.com/Colista/status/1065345140510777344 …

11/21/2018 12:44:50 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/qzQ28vg2qn

11/21/2018 12:45:26 PM piratek73549479 Eyes wide shut ???

Much has happened, much is happening right now, and theres still a long way to go

If your not seeing the changes then your not looking in the right places, its amazing just how much has been revealed this month alone

Seek the truth, its not looking for you

11/21/2018 12:45:37 PM colista Can't wait for this prep walk !!! pic.twitter.com/1eSaTiMIXu

11/21/2018 12:48:33 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/sjYQRzWT54

11/21/2018 12:48:44 PM normal_life4all  http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2012/12/14/deep-underground-military-base-d-u-m-b/ …

11/21/2018 12:51:59 PM keith369me Why do I think something is going down Friday?

11/21/2018 12:52:18 PM qtpi3_14 #BlackFriday

11/21/2018 12:53:24 PM keith369me McCain...every dog has his day...Great response QTPi

11/21/2018 12:56:05 PM lbf777 It's all a lie man. We've been bamboozled. If it was real, massive sweeping changes would have happened.

Every administration blames other countries & past administrations & they always make excuses why nothing really good happens & why bad things 

keep happening. pic.twitter.com/xHSwHpPp8T

11/21/2018 12:56:58 PM normal_life4all  http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2012/12/14/complete-list-of-military-underground-bases-in-usa/ …

11/21/2018 12:58:31 PM normal_life4all  https://educate-yourself.org/index.shtml 

11/21/2018 1:05:10 PM piratek73549479 Its ALL there, right in front of you.

Open your eyes

Learn to see past the curtains 😉 pic.twitter.com/2kTUax4EHv

11/21/2018 1:05:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is an official announcement required? Or is the proof before your eyes validation of what we told you is happening Domestically regarding Cannabis? 

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1065348143489912833 …

11/21/2018 1:07:34 PM lbf777 That's nothing. It's a bunch of words on a phone that read "Presidential alert system". Those are just distractions to make you think we are winning 

when nothing is happening at all. Real winning is stuff like this:

End chemtrails, GMO, Fluoride, fake news

Release free energy

11/21/2018 1:08:01 PM space_sloth26 We need a blanket statement. As someone who benefits from Cannabis in a state that is strict about medical, it would help so many aspects of life if a 

statement was made.



11/21/2018 1:08:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, we are declassifying information at RECORD PACES! Revealing the interior to a classified DUMB would jeopardize the facility. We will NOT put 

out fellow comrades in harms way to satisfy "people on the internet." This account is operating in Good Faith towards 45 goals.

11/21/2018 1:08:54 PM nakamotogroyp 13 pic.twitter.com/ULQG5ACBeX

11/21/2018 1:09:29 PM lbf777 We will believe it when we see legalization. So far, 99% of every promise Gov ever made was a lie. 

Also, we aren't waiting 10 years for legalization. Something like that can be done overnight. If it isn't done, it means Gov doesn't want to do it so they 

delay or make excuses.

11/21/2018 1:10:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Official Statements result in "official reactions".

What if the drug cartels were all ABCs?

International drug trafficking.

World's largest customer?

What if we reversed course without cleaning up after Cabal/322?

It would introduce an unstable element.

Soon 45 will.

Not now.
11/21/2018 1:11:35 PM nun_chucknorris Besides this account and others (which are amazing) is there a website we can go to in order to find this declassified info yet? Should we dig further 

into the fbi library or cia reading room?

11/21/2018 1:13:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should be reading 20-50 "reading room" pages a day to start to get acclimates in the world of the declassified hidden in plain sight that is ignored 

by the MSM and weaponized by MJ12/Hollywood.

11/21/2018 1:14:10 PM nun_chucknorris Loud and clear. Thank you for the direction.

11/21/2018 1:14:46 PM 1_decided_voter Would be interested in hearing MJ12 comment on @ROYALMRBADNEWS and @55true4u accounts. Some say larps, but I find the info they (along with 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) provide very compelling.

11/21/2018 1:15:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illegal immigrants voting gave them this figure.

Question: What was Watergate REALLY about? Anybody know?

Who is Roger Stone?

What is NXIVM?

D5.

Learn your history. Tell us about Watergate.

PS: We have the server(S). https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1065351912600543239 …
11/21/2018 1:16:38 PM neverbeasheep Watergate was about child trafficing

11/21/2018 1:16:54 PM nun_chucknorris I just heard today that Nixon was actually trying to do what 45 is now and watergate was trying to take down the trafficking rings

11/21/2018 1:17:01 PM jane_q_patriot I'm assuming this is why TX hasn't gotten with the program? I know that many of our border districts and (LEOs, judges and reps) are dirty as hell. They 

don't want to lose control over their "precious?"

11/21/2018 1:18:24 PM nun_chucknorris Seconded.

11/21/2018 1:20:21 PM jane_q_patriot I thought Watergate was really about the cover up of the JFK assassination and the people involved. Nixon was trying to obtain info.

11/21/2018 1:20:28 PM space_sloth26 Your response is appreciated and duly noted. These things take time and just like JUSTICE, NATURE will prevail.

11/21/2018 1:20:31 PM fierykelly My dad use to tell me it was created only for corruption

11/21/2018 1:20:53 PM qaphsiel17 After a pardon. JA is the bird and would not spill the beens unless he is pardoned.

11/21/2018 1:21:57 PM jane_q_patriot And NXIVM is a sex slave "KVLT."

11/21/2018 1:22:19 PM c_apriljhowell Watergate was pedogate!

11/21/2018 1:22:28 PM normal_life4all Pedophilia I believe. It was largely believed Senator Byrd and others were involved. HRC was on the legal team to "investigate & prosecute". She was 

eventually dis barred from law and removed from the investigation for unreported activity. Did she steal the files? Her start?

11/21/2018 1:22:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to translate:

We can't have a breakthrough in technology (literally taking it off Majestic 12's shelf) because BO is too busy ordering $65,000 of hotdogs from Chicago.

Big Franks?

How old is Frank?

D5.

We have the server(S). https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1065104419086192640 …

11/21/2018 1:23:42 PM fionasdestiny67 #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/21/2018 1:24:11 PM sehvehn *puke*

11/21/2018 1:24:27 PM lbf777 Excuses are for people who don't want to do something. pic.twitter.com/Hn21mDRlRN

11/21/2018 1:24:29 PM keith369me It was about a list that was recovered...Very similar to the list Flynn was speculated as having.  NXIVM is a sex cult with connections all over the place. 

Several Clinton Foundation members.  I am not completely sure how Stone is related.

11/21/2018 1:25:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Almost everybody in Gov after JFK 187 knew about JFK's murderer (🤡).

11/21/2018 1:26:57 PM normal_life4all  https://theoutline.com/post/6155/fbi-documents-detail-roger-stones-watergate-era-dirty-tricks …

11/21/2018 1:27:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watergate

The Storm

DOS

Windows 10

Break-In At The DNC

We have the server(S).

NOTHING will stop what is about to come. Nothing.

Those who know cannot sleep.

These people are sick.

CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN.

The Party of MS-13. A sex cult gang.
11/21/2018 1:27:29 PM pedalfun4u we, 99%, 10 years, overnight - bombastic



11/21/2018 1:27:33 PM awakeningpublic These machines can dig MILES per day..

11/21/2018 1:27:35 PM piratek73549479 Happening 

 https://youtu.be/7ATzLkr9JXk 

11/21/2018 1:27:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typically a few hundred dollars.

11/21/2018 1:29:00 PM keith369me When will the world (the 99% that chose not to know) hear about what was really in the WikiLeaks?

11/21/2018 1:29:33 PM normal_life4all "Stone, a longtime Donald Trump associate who serves as an unofficial advisor to the President, is currently facing scrutiny for his potential role helping 

a bucketload of Hillary Clinton campaign emails wind up on Wikileaks, this seems, uh, relevant" 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/11/18/nunes_we_are_done_with_our_investigation_buckets_of_information_we_want_declassified.ht

ml …

11/21/2018 1:31:02 PM jane_q_patriot Silly me, of course! It always seems to come down to this. Smh.

11/21/2018 1:32:17 PM anniesgottagun For 1000 dollars Alex, what is the black book?

11/21/2018 1:32:25 PM c_apriljhowell Yes, unfortunately.

11/21/2018 1:32:42 PM piratek73549479 Not ALL chemtrails are bad for you

😉

Research it !!!

11/21/2018 1:34:08 PM piratek73549479 WE are now the news.... 

That why your here, otherwise tune out and go back to the idiot-box

😎

11/21/2018 1:35:56 PM elatedveracity Are the DUMBS now all clear of the crimes against children?  Has it been cleaned up?

11/21/2018 1:38:21 PM jane_q_patriot And did he get the same "waitresses?" That was the real kicker for me. I remember feeling the blood drain from my face when I first read that.

11/21/2018 1:38:45 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

11/21/2018 1:43:41 PM lbf777 That is a youtube video article talking about Tesla's free energy. It's not the actual free energy. Where is the actual energy?

11/21/2018 1:44:51 PM dizy1999yahooc1 Looks as though they were pushed from under ground outwards

11/21/2018 1:45:03 PM blankmarlo On the surface it was about Nixon unethically spying on his rivals. This being relevant today due to FISA declass?

11/21/2018 1:45:46 PM lbf777 Unless civilian can personally measure each of the chemtrails, we cannot trust the Gov is hitting us with "healthy" chemtrails. Until then, those 

chemtrails have to completely be shut down. If they want to do healthy chemtrails, that operation has to be run by the people.

11/21/2018 1:46:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Comparison of "features".

11/21/2018 1:47:40 PM lbf777 We are taking over the news but that is not something Trump did for us. That is something we are doing for ourselves. The fake news is still rolling on 

MSM nationwide.

11/21/2018 1:48:40 PM fionasdestiny67 UT is only medical, if you can pass a background check and all growers are vested by the Mormon church so they can reap the profits. Sick, sick, sick. 

I hope the anons dig on that church too. Much pedophilia going on there in the higher levels.

11/21/2018 1:49:10 PM keith369me Waiting for his response on this Tweet

11/21/2018 1:54:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Stop focusing on Windows and just compare and contrast the first two sets.

small

YUGE

small

YUGE

Watergate

The Storm

DOS

Windows 10
11/21/2018 1:54:56 PM jillsta07025300 Never thought about it that way. Makes sense. Thanks

11/21/2018 1:55:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q said December 5th.

11/21/2018 1:55:49 PM mongrelglory 😘

11/21/2018 1:56:37 PM jrgalego WTF????

11/21/2018 1:57:07 PM worldxplorer1 Majestic Flynn

Interesting.

5:5 pic.twitter.com/mMgEhlkTRt

11/21/2018 1:57:11 PM pantasticpuppy So correct.

11/21/2018 1:57:18 PM randyfresh Plan is working as it should. Keep the gullible neutralized by promising sweeping changes thereby keep focus off oligarchs. Trust the plan 😂

11/21/2018 2:00:31 PM seaplaneguy It was about finding the "book" that had the names of people in Congress and elsewhere who were compromised.

11/21/2018 2:01:13 PM dr_t_dc You didn't answer.  Let me re-ask and rephrase, do you know hidden hand? Is it you or are you part of his group?

11/21/2018 2:01:36 PM fionasdestiny67 "Initial investigations of Watergate were heavily influenced by the media, particularly the work of two reporters from the Washington Post, Bob 

Woodward and Carl Bernstein, along with their mysterious informant, Deep Throat."

 http://watergate.info 

11/21/2018 2:02:08 PM sabina06706427 Human trafficking

11/21/2018 2:02:25 PM johngradycole20 Projection. I almost feel bad for him.

11/21/2018 2:02:49 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/1bb0B6z4eJ

11/21/2018 2:05:42 PM urkules Is this a result of the ritual abuse that occurs in these DUMBs? The energy given off makes the Earth sick?

11/21/2018 2:06:05 PM jm19712 Speculation: Watergate was potentially part of Operation Snow White which was Church of Scientology folks  purging unfavorable records.   Maybe 

records with regards to who had leverage on whom using pedophilia/snuff files.  "8 mm?"

Stone looks slimy to me.   Don't know re: him.

11/21/2018 2:07:33 PM neufeldtlyss17 Book/list of pedo politicians

11/21/2018 2:07:39 PM jonessense I love this thread! You guys r awesome! Ive been studying IS-BEs myself lately. Perfect timing. I was pointed in this direction a couple months ago

11/21/2018 2:07:44 PM worldxplorer1 My pleasure. We’re all in this together and there is a lot of information to assimilate!

11/21/2018 2:07:58 PM lbf777 Ah yes, lets push the finish line back to Dec 5 to buy more time. When nothing happens, we will push the date even further back. Stupid Goyim quickly 

forget how nothing ever happens such as the last 11-11-18 prank when we burned down CA & called it winning.

11/21/2018 2:09:03 PM lightworkercain 223 bringing the PAIN. pic.twitter.com/Cn5rHxAwrC



11/21/2018 2:16:41 PM lbf777 There are always excuses as to why good things don’t happen but bad things continue to happen. 

Every administrations since I can remember said similar things like this. It’s just a big illusion to keep us confused to be honest.

11/21/2018 2:22:21 PM mindmixradio Those 'fast trials' must be public or we'll all be doing this again or worse if awake and aware don't come out on top in the end.  This is not an easy road.  

It's the right road.  The People CAN handle it.  Lay the course right up the center of the fire and plow the road.

11/21/2018 2:22:48 PM blankmarlo Merovingian and the other 12 bloodlines

11/21/2018 2:24:42 PM pantasticpuppy Correct.

11/21/2018 2:25:23 PM hmcd123  https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2018/02/testimony-claims-nixon-hid-proof-of-et-in-white-house-time-capsule/ …

11/21/2018 2:25:39 PM hmcd123  pic.twitter.com/VfCAsRjdD0

11/21/2018 2:26:39 PM blankmarlo 13 Bloodlinea of the Illuminati by Fritz Springmeir lists them all and delves into their histories. I'll see if I can find the list, definitely some recognizable 

names on there.

11/21/2018 2:27:25 PM connectedtomyc1 We do NOT CONSENT.

11/21/2018 2:30:22 PM blankmarlo Yeah that's why I like comparing notes with you though. You're coming at things from a different angle, makes observing the overlap and differences 

very interesting.

11/21/2018 2:32:37 PM lightworker_111 Where did she get it?

11/21/2018 2:34:02 PM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/kLrAMP1c7B

11/21/2018 2:35:10 PM blankmarlo  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

11/21/2018 2:35:54 PM datruseeka Thanks!  Q:  With so much FREE ENERGY of sorts that is suppose to be coming, why has Trump been pushing OIL & GAS & COAL?  Reconcile.

11/21/2018 2:38:56 PM blankmarlo A lot of branches of these families have changed their names or have spawned bastard "sub-families" to diversify and avoid detection

11/21/2018 2:45:34 PM blankmarlo Yeah I still don't know what to make of MJ12. Psyop giving mostly truth but some lies? Well meaning researcher trying to engage people and 

disseminate info? Or maybe they're the real deal who knows? Compelling stuff for sure.

11/21/2018 2:48:39 PM blankmarlo No disrespect intended to MJ12. Accounts like Cobra and Kabamur have just muddied the waters for me so I make efforts not to get too emotionally 

invested.

11/21/2018 2:49:15 PM worldxplorer1 You can download a copy of the book Bloodlines of the Illuminati from the CIA.  A digital copy of it was apparently found on a computer in Osama bin 

Laden's computer in Abbottabad.  

 https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

Also the YT channel Edge of Wonder has some good videos that cover it.

11/21/2018 2:55:45 PM worldxplorer1 Just tracked down the link for the specific video.

 https://youtu.be/7gxbhxBB1YA 

11/21/2018 2:59:25 PM tekka08099152  pic.twitter.com/EXPNkECimQ

11/21/2018 2:59:37 PM gunfighter0331  http://Qmap.pub 

 http://Qanon.pub 

11/21/2018 3:02:24 PM blankmarlo I think a lot of it comes down to honing our internal compass to detect truth. You obviously have some extra abilities but in general we can learn to cut 

through the BS if we're willing to hear the unpleasant truths.

11/21/2018 3:03:16 PM gunfighter0331 As in the military  "Hurry up, and wait".  Tick-tock , the time kills them, and makes them eat their own.  Look at Pelosi

11/21/2018 3:03:19 PM blankmarlo Great vid! Love those guys.

11/21/2018 3:03:56 PM blankmarlo Also nice 555 synchronicity 👍

11/21/2018 3:05:28 PM stoneturnr MJ12 is likely alluding to George Bush Sr, who was one of the main organizers of the 187. Watergate intruders were allegedly searching for photos of 

GHWB in Dealy Plaza during the assassination. This was one of them pic.twitter.com/oJ8z8rMHhk

11/21/2018 3:09:45 PM djlok Watergate had ties to Billy Graham and his Crusades.  Also ties to #humantrafficking.

11/21/2018 3:13:31 PM lbf777 Pelosi is a power politician that’s about to get a promotion. Think about what is happening now instead of what we are being fed through the 1% news 

network. Reality is real. Disinformation is meant to confuse.

11/21/2018 3:14:56 PM jane_q_patriot So I was getting warm. Thank you!

11/21/2018 3:17:09 PM fionasdestiny67  http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=108752 

11/21/2018 3:21:06 PM djlok Why the disinformation and misinformation?  Why is that part necessary?

11/21/2018 3:21:50 PM mrslevelsart @NBCNews Lie. You communists stole it. The media covered it up. #MSM13

11/21/2018 3:32:32 PM wonderswords Majestic_12 already answered that previously, Star Wars,Star Trek ,Stargate sg1

11/21/2018 3:34:15 PM wonderswords Did you see your reply? Today's DUMB drops with location

11/21/2018 3:42:49 PM datruseeka Yes $65k of hot dogs and pizza came in from CHICAGO!   He is SICK. EVIL.

11/21/2018 3:59:16 PM datruseeka It was really PEDOGATE!!!!   Was Billy Graham just as bad as Richard Nixon?  Ask Fiona Barnett!

11/21/2018 4:02:48 PM truthiswithinu Right??!! "Time" is the matrix and completely able to be manipulated. One doesn't need to sleep at "night" if they sleep during the day.

11/21/2018 4:02:52 PM ffphillips Using Hollywood for disclosure? One of America’s most corrupt institutions is Hollywood, no wonder you have been ineffective.

11/21/2018 4:02:55 PM hewhowaits1776 Both turkeys were pardoned.

11/21/2018 4:03:22 PM datruseeka Just need to know where to get some that you can TRUST.

11/21/2018 4:04:59 PM datruseeka Yes, been knowing the agencies run cartel for there secret projects!  SICK. EVIL. Those agencies were created to protect the CABAL!!!!   From the start!  

SAD!

11/21/2018 4:06:29 PM jeff_wolfanger Love it!!!

11/21/2018 4:08:50 PM datruseeka We would have lots all our rights in months!  FEAR OF ALL FEARS next!   I cried and prayed before that election!’  Really feared for our lives!   I was SO 

THANKFUL on 11/8/16.

11/21/2018 4:11:06 PM citoyen_resist there are 2 hollywoods. the one serving the army white hats & the one serving the satanic elite.

11/21/2018 4:11:41 PM datruseeka Always knew Flynn was one of you Heroic Intel Officers!  No words to explain graduated!

11/21/2018 4:16:36 PM brendaaloiau Yes Watergate about pedophiles and other evil list of those involved covering their butts

11/21/2018 4:20:03 PM excalib88557245 Ha Ha Fast trial ???? It’s 2 yrs and not one major arrest. You gotta Arrest them first before a fast trial and death. Just sayin

11/21/2018 4:22:31 PM datruseeka The Cabal forced Nixon Yo resign b/c they knew if it went thru court all their dirty little SICK EVIL crimes would come out wrt BABIES & CHILDREN & 

who was involved, including sex trafficking!

11/21/2018 4:27:24 PM datruseeka Thanks to all Majestic who took on the Patriotic White Hat job of FULL DISCLOSURE!  WE, THE PEOPLE, thank you!

11/21/2018 4:28:23 PM allison_mclay Read Jude this morning... wound up down a rabbit hole-again!

11/21/2018 4:31:06 PM parrotandrea I guess they will have irréfutables prooves to show , plus they may have white hats ,people that people would  believe ( known as anri Trump) Trust the 

plan they have all figured it out

11/21/2018 4:39:22 PM bud_doggin Bullshit!!!

11/21/2018 4:48:41 PM tammyredmond Pedophilia

11/21/2018 4:51:21 PM palmdalekid2 Huber introduces evidence

11/21/2018 4:52:36 PM palmdalekid2 🍞  https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/3988741.html …

11/21/2018 4:55:56 PM dragonfly6001 What did I just listen to😮😮😮😮

11/21/2018 4:57:04 PM freeandoriginal Save the children of the world !

11/21/2018 4:59:01 PM 1776musket Same thought I was wanting to see if other's felt the same.



11/21/2018 5:04:43 PM datruseeka Will stimulate your consciousness level.

11/21/2018 5:07:51 PM nakamotogroyp 2:07

11/21/2018 5:32:25 PM lovethebeach999 So horrible.

11/21/2018 5:34:09 PM wavefunctionphi Holy. Shit. So, Nixon had the dirt on Bush Sr.'s involvement in JFK's assassination. A soft assassination is impeachment.  They used clipped 

soundbytes(etc), to frame Nixon, and now they're trying it with Trump.

11/21/2018 5:40:59 PM tekka08099152  pic.twitter.com/bPTJKZf3W0

11/21/2018 5:42:19 PM pauliepg11111 Watergate was Pedogate:  https://fionabarnett.org/2018/06/08/watergate-was-pedogate/ …

11/21/2018 5:49:25 PM warangel1111 Can’t see the moon 😁👋🏻 EKO ❤️ pic.twitter.com/Cwujz85OeJ

11/21/2018 5:51:19 PM freeandoriginal They will pay and dearly too !

11/21/2018 5:52:55 PM princesspatrio1 Hello Moon. Your glow is beautiful tonight. pic.twitter.com/Tdzr2x3QjJ

11/21/2018 5:54:29 PM raindroplet70 Watergate was covering up Pedophilia...

11/21/2018 6:08:02 PM randyfresh Qanon is a psyop.

11/21/2018 6:11:29 PM _greenlion_  https://youtu.be/LNtiscZr9hk  #UFO #brazil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/21/2018 6:27:27 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/q857amBced

11/21/2018 6:29:00 PM _greenlion_ geothermal if they can find it, otherwise advanced nuclear fission/fusion i would imagine...

11/21/2018 6:39:40 PM theydontknowwe1 Hello moon, hello Eko🙂Funny I went out with a friend for dinner and thought the moon was looking special tonight. pic.twitter.com/Z5N2hq4S3Y

11/21/2018 6:40:13 PM theydontknowwe1 🙏❤️❤️❤️

11/21/2018 6:42:26 PM tekka08099152 2 yrs ive been hearing that

11/21/2018 6:44:41 PM truthseeker805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Helendale, Lockhead Underground Facility, 34º44.7′ N 1170 18.5′ W. Technology for secret projects. There are 3 saucer bases here.

11/21/2018 7:00:26 PM lightworkercain Look at older photos and more recent, paying attention to the ears.

11/21/2018 7:02:22 PM lightworkercain Bunker Busters?

11/21/2018 7:08:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA at 2222 ET

Reminder: We have the server(S).

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

D5

What are some questions you want answered regarding what Huber has been up to? We won't answer all of them, but let's use our cocreative 

consciousness to gain clarity into the subject.
11/21/2018 7:10:28 PM fionasdestiny67 Will what Huber has been discovering concretely expose Soros?

11/21/2018 7:11:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you take down a Kingpin?

11/21/2018 7:11:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many.

11/21/2018 7:12:19 PM crazycooder Will Killary arrests happen before Christmas

11/21/2018 7:12:23 PM dr_t_dc Will the Clintons be held accountable?

11/21/2018 7:12:37 PM karenra13423777 Will there be justice? Before we are invaded

11/21/2018 7:12:57 PM thetempestchip Will Huber say the words “child trafficking” during his testimony?

11/21/2018 7:13:47 PM palmdalekid2 What’s up with all these bots trying to get my information?

Am I a one man army 🤪 pic.twitter.com/VDdkCZzmVK

11/21/2018 7:13:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 House of Cards is a strategic occult disclosure of political corruption that exists in Washington DC. While the characters are factious, the substance of 

the series reflects reality with incredible precision. The only disinformation is with Zoey. Reality dictates she be 12-15.

11/21/2018 7:14:05 PM dr_t_dc Public hearing on 12/5. Will we see evidence against HRC?

11/21/2018 7:14:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates.

11/21/2018 7:14:24 PM karentriebel Does Huber go as far as 9/11?(Mueller connection)

11/21/2018 7:14:30 PM 1_decided_voter The current belief by many is that there are 61k sealed indictments that Huber's team has been accumulating, but there's some doubt about how 

legitimate that count is, and whether it's abnormal. Can you give confirmation on the actual number of actual indictments?

11/21/2018 7:14:48 PM wonderswords Eppstein Island. Was it Pedo island and do you have Clinton video evidence of "blackmail insurance "against politicians?

11/21/2018 7:14:50 PM palmdalekid2 Squeeze his moneysack dry

11/21/2018 7:15:25 PM pisceschick313  pic.twitter.com/0eSgowCJOL

11/21/2018 7:16:29 PM palmdalekid2 It might go like this 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/EDoCL8gq3k

11/21/2018 7:16:33 PM 1_decided_voter Lol, factious. I like that

11/21/2018 7:17:23 PM collectvcat During these investigations, have the indicted been questioned? Are all of them aware they are on the short list ?  Or will some be surprised?  Will it be 

televised?

11/21/2018 7:17:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Promises made. Promises kept. https://youtu.be/l7-N0EQg7n8 

11/21/2018 7:19:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempts will be made. Military on alert. USSS on alert. NSA on alert. GE on alert. Nothing will stop what is coming. NOTHING.

These people are sick! Those who know, cannot sleep.

"Crimes Against Children" - DOJIG Horowitz

11/21/2018 7:19:27 PM atmjedi  pic.twitter.com/3R4lM4T4HO

11/21/2018 7:19:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 He will say many words relating to Crimes Against Children.

11/21/2018 7:20:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are no longer their piggy bank. Their future is clear. Clean house and join us or we won't trade with you. Refuse to clean house and face sanctions. 

Refuse to follow the sanctions, things happen.

11/21/2018 7:22:16 PM johngradycole20 Unrelated to Huber; my apologies, but the time you posted your AMA prompts me to ask for any clarity you can provide for my experiencing 

palindrome and repeating numbers e.g.: in randomly catching times on clock, numbers at gas the pump, etc,. Anything you can share? 

pic.twitter.com/ksDM4itfAJ

11/21/2018 7:22:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many have been questioned however a vast majority of the sealed indictments have not yet been interviewed.

They "know" but can't confirm nor refuse to accept because of their practice of "if you're not stopped, then go". Sealed = Free. Unsealed = PAIN.

11/21/2018 7:23:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/21/2018 7:23:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation

11/21/2018 7:24:33 PM turboxyde Has the meta data (NSA) been leveraged fully to identify the criminal enterprise worldwide?

11/21/2018 7:25:11 PM wonderswords There is a story going around about the cabal having kill switch in last ditch effort. A. Is that true

B. Will critical systems be protected? Water, the grid, etc...

11/21/2018 7:26:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have over 30 films of each Clinton involved in snuff, pedo, pay to play, and more. Eyes Wide Open. We have the server(S). Snowden revelation? 

Why? It was "illegal" but legal for the right reasons? Cabal justified aphorism with National Security. MJ12 decided differently.

11/21/2018 7:27:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can confirm yourself on  http://PACER.gov .



11/21/2018 7:28:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evidence during the hearing?

What a great idea.

But think.

Too soon?

She was neutralized.

Still necessary?

Trust the plan!

11/21/2018 7:28:58 PM askesis369 Has Huber really had a BILLION in funding? Is his scope larger than an actual special counsel since his team is so much bigger? How long will martial law 

last?

11/21/2018 7:29:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Martial Law + PEAS

11/21/2018 7:29:23 PM bdam777 What part of history is the most important to understand? 

What is fake and what is real?

Clearly historical timelines are wrong. 

Time is an illusion, right? 😀

I want to understand how we got here.
11/21/2018 7:30:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patterns reveal patterns in fractal realities.

11/21/2018 7:31:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who asked 45 to mine the data to find the criminals? Was he hired after he asked? Or was the job finished before he asked?

11/21/2018 7:31:14 PM esoter1csurgery Plus ultra society...fake news or real?

11/21/2018 7:32:10 PM woketexan Was Sea-Tac plane crash into Ketron Island a white hat op?

11/21/2018 7:32:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Internet kill switch exists. NCRTPCS63F. Classified access required.

11/21/2018 7:33:45 PM nun_chucknorris I know these are serious times but I thought that said monkey at first 😂😂😂

11/21/2018 7:35:27 PM johngradycole20 So this pattern is being revealed but what kind of patterns are catalyzing these revelations?

11/21/2018 7:36:31 PM kachinagtto Will we be surprised at the number of Grand Juries that have already been empaneled?

11/21/2018 7:37:01 PM 1_decided_voter Pacer does not indicate how many of the sealed files are indictments.

11/21/2018 7:38:01 PM wonderswords What is that code?

11/21/2018 7:39:06 PM collectvcat Do we have enough court rooms & judges to prosecute these cases? Are there multiple (persons) indictments within a single sealed indictment?

11/21/2018 7:39:43 PM allahuniversal PEAS =

Presidential

Emergency

Alert

System

11/21/2018 7:39:50 PM locklearlewis Evil from HELL

11/21/2018 7:40:19 PM bosshawg35 Nixon was offered away out to take them out

11/21/2018 7:40:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't "predict" dates.

Huber was fully funded in the Omnibus Bill in 2018.  https://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20180319/BILLS-115SAHR1625-RCP115-66.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/zwasj5Uh7i

11/21/2018 7:40:52 PM zack_stone Why GE? What about the boys 7 miles down. How are they handling this?

11/21/2018 7:41:44 PM tekka08099152  pic.twitter.com/G4AYm0jiCT

11/21/2018 7:41:50 PM wonderswords Initials? any help, asking a friend

11/21/2018 7:42:04 PM elatedveracity Are DUMBS now clear of children in cages?  We’ve watched some testimonials on YouTube of the horrible things these soldiers have been put through 

during their childhood.  Will MKUltra programs be shut down?

11/21/2018 7:42:46 PM parrotandrea Will i be able to travel to usa from canada for chrismas ?

11/21/2018 7:43:20 PM fionasdestiny67 Remove its base, its little minions first?

11/21/2018 7:43:37 PM moxiesmg What kind of time line are we looking at.  Will ALL information be given out to the public or will it be partial information.

11/21/2018 7:44:11 PM nursewounds I would like to know what services Abromovich was paid for.

11/21/2018 7:46:41 PM drumsk8 Does Huber go as far back as U1?

11/21/2018 7:48:08 PM moxiesmg Outline looks like an owl

11/21/2018 7:48:12 PM zeola_rose Moon looks hidden tonight. Saw it tonight and thought to myself, “bullshit”, I don’t know why 🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/0VfakkxnJf

11/21/2018 7:48:36 PM surfnutsc2 Hope it's not a let down report like the last one.

11/21/2018 7:49:35 PM chelle030609 Not Huber related.. 

Will the secret space program be exposed and will all used in these projects be given there memories back and recognition or compensation?

11/21/2018 7:49:39 PM moxiesmg Wow

11/21/2018 7:51:44 PM robertg69989098 Will crimes against Americans health to keep control be exposed

11/21/2018 7:52:11 PM ihvh Watergate was a operation enacted June 1971

 EO#'s by Nixon gives clues

11/21/2018 7:52:33 PM fionasdestiny67 Remove his entire base?

11/21/2018 7:53:12 PM wonderswords I always felt Snowden was a good guy and It made me realize we are in a cage, not land of the free

11/21/2018 7:53:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are multiple sections that all connect to the full $1B in funding (on all fronts).  https://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20180319/BILLS-

115SAHR1625-RCP115-66.pdf … pic.twitter.com/lEkLmxVl2b

11/21/2018 7:53:43 PM 11witness11 Some judges have been making interesting statements this week. Are the sealed indictments for some members of the judiciary?

11/21/2018 7:54:06 PM realitygateway Can you add your perspective to Kanye's "Famous" video. My gut says it's clone disclosure and probably a lot more. If anyone else released a video of 

naked "wax" celebrities they'd be sued to the moon. Makes me think it's "authorized". https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p7FCgw_GlWc …

11/21/2018 7:54:21 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you. Everyday I'm learning more and more. You're appreciated. I may not always get in on time for Q&A, but just reading through has been eye 

opening.

11/21/2018 7:54:21 PM jordanb987 For Starseeds, does the family of origin observe us? I have an intense feeling of never being alone even when I am.

11/21/2018 7:54:48 PM ekotoons TWO HANDS ON WHEEL 😂

11/21/2018 7:55:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prison Planet.

Which ABC agency let Epstein off federal charges and instead hired him as an informant?

Which ABC exonerated Clinton?

Which ABC ran PlayPen after it shut down?

Is this what @Snowden learned?

Those who know cannot sleep.

These people are sick!

11/21/2018 7:56:17 PM joni_apple_seed I am so sick of the disrespect for our President. Clarity can not come soon enough. pic.twitter.com/ZO28J2ZGD1

11/21/2018 7:56:43 PM wonderswords you start with his infrastructure and work your way up leveraging and squeezing the small time crooks

11/21/2018 7:56:48 PM zeola_rose Special friend? 😉

11/21/2018 7:57:02 PM patriotmama911 Invaded?

11/21/2018 7:57:14 PM lbf777 Oh so she’s in jail. Ty for keeping your promise Trump.



11/21/2018 7:57:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness truth was withheld.

Consciousness creates reality.

Timelines are an illusion as Time is an illusion.

We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities returning to a point of stasis.

11/21/2018 7:57:35 PM zeola_rose Yes! Be careful!

11/21/2018 7:57:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/21/2018 7:58:27 PM zeola_rose It was bullshit anyway 😂

11/21/2018 7:58:29 PM wonderswords FBI, ran the Island? and the filming?

11/21/2018 7:58:36 PM qaphsiel17 Whatever it is it involed bringing back firing squads for death sentence. The Mormons? Must be horrible.

11/21/2018 7:59:17 PM wonderswords Playboy Mansion, Honeypot operation as well?

11/21/2018 7:59:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 How did he get the molds?

11/21/2018 8:00:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are never alone even when you lock yourself in a room by yourself. Consciousness is everywhere and you can link with all frequencies of 

consciousness from infinite "distances" across all time and spatial dimensions.

11/21/2018 8:02:08 PM kat_pauner Purdy

11/21/2018 8:04:40 PM thetempestchip You guys make me smile😁

11/21/2018 8:04:41 PM parrotandrea How will the market react? Should we take our money out?

11/21/2018 8:04:42 PM koreyedwards6 O k if FISA declass was worth anything, why wait till after the midterms. If the truth cameCV out we could have both  the House and the Senate so it 

kinda shows declass will do nothing and we are being  lied to again?? https://youtu.be/H8Q83DPZy6E 

11/21/2018 8:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn what you are investing in before putting your money into it.

11/21/2018 8:05:16 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/PAM3fCmNS5

11/21/2018 8:05:45 PM qtpi3_14 Lol I'm playing.  I'm a passenger 😂😂😂

11/21/2018 8:07:56 PM lifesonsrv It'll happen. Patience.

11/21/2018 8:08:59 PM lbf777 Why does nobody ever speak about Israel or how they infiltrated almost every institution of America. Are they bullying insiders and others like Alex 

Jones or movies like Above Majestic into keeping their mouth shut. Is there a conspiracy here?

11/21/2018 8:09:35 PM iamjpevans Sorry but i dont believe in many of the things you say.....

11/21/2018 8:12:40 PM swimrobin I do too!  It’s too coincidental, and I don’t believe in coincidences when it comes to Trump and Q.

11/21/2018 8:12:58 PM keith369me Short of the guilty parties providing “confession documentaries”, what will get the masses to believe the truth of these crimes with the MSM 

continually lying?

11/21/2018 8:14:46 PM zrickety I would say this is temporary to fight our domestic enemies. Power will be returned to the people. We are joining a Federation of Planets.

11/21/2018 8:15:48 PM keith369me Not positive, but I think General Dunford could possibly be the answer you are looking for.

11/21/2018 8:16:18 PM tearsapache When offered immunity.

It will be GLORIOUS.

11/21/2018 8:16:21 PM keith369me Future proves past.

11/21/2018 8:17:08 PM lifesonsrv  pic.twitter.com/3po6hs70Qk

11/21/2018 8:17:24 PM melanieanders7 Bring the PAIN!

11/21/2018 8:17:41 PM wonderswords The Storm   is to   Watergate

Windows 10  is to  DOS

We broke in to grab the server of the corrupt, Well done sir

11/21/2018 8:18:17 PM laurabusse This is beautiful...thank you :-)

11/21/2018 8:18:24 PM keith369me More specifically Mueller

11/21/2018 8:18:54 PM koreyedwards6 Watergate was a list of the pedos and film to prove it. It was much bigger than we were told. Imagie that???

11/21/2018 8:19:23 PM melanieanders7 Is the death of JFK used as a scare tactic to keep wayward politicians in line with agendas?

11/21/2018 8:19:59 PM wonderswords Bob Mueller

11/21/2018 8:21:08 PM urkules Will the public be shown video footage that the Fake News can't circumvent?

11/21/2018 8:22:25 PM koreyedwards6 Ya and Q said 11/11 would be a celebration we would never forget. Lets try to be realistic and admit we (now  Q is full of shit? Cause moving goalposts 

is what liberals do.

11/21/2018 8:22:37 PM realitygateway Well, if they are indeed wax figures, the people shown could have allowed him to take the molds. Or super out there, he was given the molds that are 

used to make those people.

11/21/2018 8:24:39 PM _truth_warrior_ Welcome!  If you have time, read the entire blog.  I promise, it will worth it.

11/21/2018 8:25:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you think VPNs keep you safe? https://twitter.com/ScienceAlert/status/1065458272755433472 …

11/21/2018 8:26:10 PM laurabusse Star wars. The death star. @david_wilcock sheds a lot of light on this subject. There are moons in our solar system that resemble the death star.

11/21/2018 8:26:13 PM poppyslovecapu Where does God Almighty and Jesus Christ fit into our universe⁉️

✨ Please answer Majestic 12 ✨

11/21/2018 8:26:42 PM freestateojones We have more than we know. 

#QAnon #WeThePeople #Invicta #MEGA #MAGA #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/oj8rkThpQj

11/21/2018 8:27:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than one.

11/21/2018 8:27:25 PM robertg69989098 Used to. But the 12 got me to thinking. What better way to snoop than have someone think they are safe.

11/21/2018 8:28:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. At some point.

11/21/2018 8:28:13 PM laurabusse Thanks for the recommendation. I really appreciate it. :-)

11/21/2018 8:28:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trials.

11/21/2018 8:28:52 PM fightthenewwo Well now I don't lol

11/21/2018 8:29:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Interference with the Elections.

11/21/2018 8:29:13 PM zrickety I agree 100%. I think all we can do is discern what is important and share our knowledge with those willing to listen. 'The plan' is made of patriots. 

Trump gave up so much to help, it speaks volumes. As Q says, enjoy the show.

11/21/2018 8:29:34 PM jadedl I cannot even imagine what HRC (and the others) must be feeling right now... They essentially are in jail-boxed in, knowing that there is no where to 

run to. 

I want to see the perp-walk, but also love witnessing the P A N I C.

11/21/2018 8:30:00 PM swimrobin Thanksgiving Day would be an interesting choice.

11/21/2018 8:30:00 PM _truth_warrior_ You're welcome.  I have more, if you'd like.  Just lemme know.

11/21/2018 8:31:02 PM 1_decided_voter Even further, think about the things you've typed before correcting it and hitting enter.

11/21/2018 8:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness creates its own universe. When consciousness interacts with consciousness it creates a matrix of the mind. Jesus was a metaphor used 

by the Romans to corrupt this knowledge. The teachings of Jesus metaphorically teach these fundamentals though the religion doesn't.

11/21/2018 8:31:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/21/2018 8:32:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spirit Cooking

11/21/2018 8:32:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Tribunals are more efficient and less political.

11/21/2018 8:33:07 PM 1_decided_voter Public trials of MSM "personalities" that are on TV currently?

11/21/2018 8:33:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is not determined here.

11/21/2018 8:33:51 PM domlavoie88 #nuclearuncle

11/21/2018 8:34:04 PM collectvcat Wow. So the 61.000+ sealed indictments are all Military Tribunals?

11/21/2018 8:34:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. However uncontrolled press coverage result in those guilty getting acquitted. CA?



11/21/2018 8:35:33 PM lbf777 That doesn’t answer the question. Very few people are willing to criticize Israel. It is as though they are afraid. Words are just words though. Anyone 

can say anything.

11/21/2018 8:36:16 PM lifesonsrv Some don't even seem all that worried to my eyes, like her, for instance. For a long while, I couldn't fathom why. Eventually I realized I was looking at 

the situation from the perspective of a non-sociopath.

11/21/2018 8:36:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Drinking calcifies your pineal gland. https://twitter.com/budlight/status/1065349131965739008 …

11/21/2018 8:36:31 PM sox_maga True

11/21/2018 8:37:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Translation: PANIC IN DC! https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1065462627361419264 …

11/21/2018 8:37:34 PM daveschroeder18 I quit drinking effectively 11/20/18 after your post yesterday

11/21/2018 8:37:50 PM maga_carebear  pic.twitter.com/pSPqn1fwjk

11/21/2018 8:38:28 PM kardankay Will the opening of indictments trigger many countries in an operation to capture criminals outside USA?

11/21/2018 8:38:39 PM worldxplorer1 Most effective way to decalcify your pineal gland?

11/21/2018 8:39:25 PM karentriebel another drop box

11/21/2018 8:40:44 PM jadedl FISA declas b4 11/6 would have been seen as tampering & wouldn't have garnered much of a shift in R/D support. It was important to let the election 

play out as it did to expose the blatant fraud.

The threat of FISA declas is like milking the goat b4 slaughtering it for the feast.

11/21/2018 8:41:43 PM lbf777 Or maybe we are being fooled and none of them are going to jail.

11/21/2018 8:42:54 PM laurabusse Oh! Ok. Thx :-) if you want to just tweet stuff you really like...or love...hopefully I'll see it :-) Maybe you do that already but i just followed you. 

Blessings! 💘

11/21/2018 8:45:19 PM henry_toothpick Note: like the carpenters - calling occupants of interplanetary craft.

11/21/2018 8:45:25 PM nursewounds  pic.twitter.com/fFrOXhM4Qi

11/21/2018 8:46:28 PM jordanb987 Thank you for your answer!

Is it possible to have contact in physical form? When I ask I recieve messages in form of signs (syncrenocity, etc), but never in physical form that I want.

11/21/2018 8:48:58 PM stolenshadesof1 😂

11/21/2018 8:49:02 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Never been much of a drinker maybe that's why I've been awake and aware for many years. 😉

11/21/2018 8:49:06 PM holliday_billy Thanks!  👍🏻

11/21/2018 8:50:20 PM maga_carebear These people are all owned. If they don’t continue with their agenda, they will be killed. I’m not sure why some don’t just choose that route over 

Gitmo. But I’m all about free thinking, so whatever floats their boat. 🤷🏼♀️ #GetYourPopcornReady #Showtime #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/6VCyEvtoIu

11/21/2018 8:52:20 PM ariel12193285 This is disgusting @PiscesChick313.

11/21/2018 8:52:32 PM wonderswords What is GE?

11/21/2018 8:52:33 PM turboxyde Every thought, emotion and action is shared throughout the logos...

11/21/2018 8:52:56 PM lbf777 Meditate. Filter water. End fluoride toothpaste. Iodine drops.

11/21/2018 8:55:27 PM maga_carebear Aaaaannnnnndddd now I’m completely lost and alone in the universe. HALP!!!

11/21/2018 8:56:21 PM karenra13423777 Maybe

11/21/2018 8:58:18 PM jordanb987 Do you know who we are (the person behind the screen)?

11/21/2018 8:59:10 PM jadedl You can certainly see the strain on BHO in his recent speeches. Schitt, Pelosi and others are showing their fear as well. HRC is a pro at projecting 

confidence, but the hysteria in her message (like Brennan) betrays her. Plus, she's gained about 30 stress-pounds!😋

11/21/2018 8:59:17 PM jordanb987 We  being those who are interacting with you via Twitter.

11/21/2018 8:59:38 PM 1aaronjustice PANIC EVERYWHERE!

11/21/2018 9:00:05 PM turboxyde Let the storm descend upon you... we need a good theme song dreamweavers! https://youtu.be/DDL59CbipBM 

11/21/2018 9:00:22 PM wonderswords How to clense or detoxify Pineal? and Will you please stop Them from putting Flouride in our WATER?

11/21/2018 9:01:22 PM poppyslovecapu Im trying to understand about the Bible and what is our consciousness⁉️  What is our history⁉️ ✨🙏✨

11/21/2018 9:04:10 PM zack_stone General Electric

11/21/2018 9:05:23 PM freeandoriginal I still remember the day I heard that: and then I knew ! I knew the world was about to change. No rush. At due time. Thanks for the plan.

11/21/2018 9:05:29 PM poppyslovecapu Me too‼️

11/21/2018 9:06:58 PM maga_carebear Well, at least we have each other. Lol?  🤷🏼♀️

11/21/2018 9:07:58 PM maga_carebear Schitt. 🤣

Gets me every time. Especially when I think of the interview when he cried about being called that throughout his childhood. My reaction? Dude, fuck 

you! I was a petite girl and picked on a lot. And taken advantage of. The name call was a small part. Get over yourself.

11/21/2018 9:08:32 PM iamjpevans It does. But when he gets 4/5 of the things wrong.. Won't mean 1/5 of the things meant he was right.

11/21/2018 9:09:34 PM poppyslovecapu My consciousness has linked up with yours and billions of others. Let’s just stick together on this one!✨🙏

11/21/2018 9:10:39 PM wonderswords hearing is the first shot across the bow, evidence will be saved for Tribunal

11/21/2018 9:14:21 PM _truth_warrior_ Ha ha ha, yes.  I've tweeted a bunch already, and I posted a bunch of "names" to source on a couple threads.  You should be able to find it, but if not, 

here are a couple names to look up:  Ingo Swann - Jim Sparks - Richard Dolan - The Ruiner (the blog already posted)

11/21/2018 9:18:56 PM warangel1111 Finally saw it and sharing it with u .. ❤️ pic.twitter.com/RSXYGVnL87

11/21/2018 9:19:29 PM turboxyde I keep asking the same thing. I did get a flyby and intense powerup at mid altitude but it was just a quick drop by. Craft had 4 lights underneath, white 

hue, small... I think it won't be much longer until we can have more open contact.

11/21/2018 9:20:41 PM laurabusse I read most of ingo swanns book...or was it a book about ingo swann. Dont remember. I like r dolan to a point. Dont like to see him et al pile on corey 

goode. Not a c goode follower but Y cant ppl just say...ok we dont know if corey is honest or not. Maybe he is! Time will tell!

11/21/2018 9:21:29 PM laurabusse Dont know jim sparks...will ck him out. Thx again! :-)

11/21/2018 9:22:01 PM jonle86 Here's one: 

CIA #Mars remote viewing exploration.

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp96-00788r001900760001-9 …

11/21/2018 9:23:16 PM _truth_warrior_ I was really stoked about Corey Goode, now, I don't trust him.  I'd check out Jim Sparks "The Keepers" great book.  Also tons on Youtube.  Here is a 

great channel to watch: https://www.youtube.com/user/secretkeyactivator/videos …

11/21/2018 9:24:05 PM turboxyde Sound... go research it in detail!

11/21/2018 9:24:52 PM jm19712 her = Ashtart ?  H R C ? Lilleth?

11/21/2018 9:24:52 PM ekotoons THANK YOU 

WAIT TIL FRI

11/21/2018 9:25:48 PM patriotnp Where did you find that? Honestly, I’d like to know to help my patients if you have a source. Could be very helpful. Thx.

11/21/2018 9:26:11 PM wonderswords Michael S. Rogers (ABC head) more likely, He was supposedly the one who came to Trump tower to ask him to run for @POTUS

11/21/2018 9:28:20 PM warangel1111 Beaver Moon

11/21/2018 9:30:57 PM richardhiatt16 Okay, I give up.. What was Watergate really about?

11/21/2018 9:32:56 PM laurabusse I don't trust or not trust corey...ppl get prejudiced very easily by their own early opinions and after awhile you only see evidence that confirms your 

own pt of view. If he's lying he will be found out. If he's not he is owed a HUGE apology. It's upsetting to see the...

11/21/2018 9:33:27 PM richardhiatt16 Hell No... are we ever safe?



11/21/2018 9:34:00 PM 11witness11 Jeshua Ben Joseph is a metaphor for our highest potential. Christ Consciousness exists as a potential for every being, and Jeshua is a model for that as 

well as a teacher we can invite to guide us. He embraced consciousness by reaching its highest level and was fully awake.

11/21/2018 9:34:06 PM laurabusse ...so called truthers attack him when we should be unifying to defeat the cabal. Just my opinion.

11/21/2018 9:35:13 PM warangel1111 Friday

11/21/2018 9:37:25 PM laurabusse Again, thx for the recommendation. I dont think anyone should believe or not believe corey that is up to each individual. I just don't like the attacking. 

It's counterproductive and serves no one. And what if it turns out he's legit? Not saying he is. But what if he is???

11/21/2018 9:37:49 PM jadedl It's what helps us to thicken our skins. We NEED the strong to protect the weak.

Instead, (((they))) pit us against each other and sit back to laugh and enjoy the show.

The strong and the weak must come together to fight this E V I L!

Schitt and his ilk will prey no more.

11/21/2018 9:38:07 PM princesspatrio1 Great minds think alike.

11/21/2018 9:38:46 PM ekotoons [o] MEANS A LOT 👊

11/21/2018 9:40:55 PM jadedl  pic.twitter.com/wOA57w4xXw

11/21/2018 9:43:01 PM maga_carebear Yyyeeessss!!! RAWR! pic.twitter.com/OgOMONnrMF

11/21/2018 9:43:39 PM _00111111_ Shine bright like u know u can

11/21/2018 9:46:00 PM richardhiatt16 Crap..... And I was just going to have a 7-7..... 😢

11/21/2018 9:54:23 PM qanontx I noticed youtube pulled James Files full confession of being Grassy Knoll shooter. Chicago mob nobody working under C_A ("coincidentally" same 

handler as Oswald)

11/21/2018 9:58:33 PM jpkelley11 You start dropping bomb evidence on the deep state!!!!!. American people will wake up and the world! Gotta make some noise so there’s no other 

option but to react! I believe the rest of  us want to see this through and the victory! WWG1WGA

11/21/2018 10:04:06 PM vidowmakerk19 Yes, PLEASE!

11/21/2018 10:05:04 PM lifesonsrv Barry is totally and visibly cracking up, no question about it. And he looks like he's aged more in the past 2 years than the entire 8 he spent in office.

11/21/2018 10:08:14 PM lifesonsrv I believe justice will be done. In some cases it already has been done. This video is lengthy, but enthralling.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T32fUqOh7mE …

11/21/2018 10:08:22 PM mark_schmalz Is 🇨🇦 Frank Guistra in a sealed indictment?

11/21/2018 10:12:38 PM christij1989 Of course it does.  "Symbolism will be their downfall."

11/21/2018 10:12:50 PM postal1982 Is taking iodine the best way to decalcify the Pineal gland?

11/21/2018 10:22:47 PM 1_decided_voter Good stuff! Ancients dying on Mars due to cataclysm and sent a contingency out looking for refuge, and they ended up on early earth?

11/21/2018 10:28:12 PM jonle86 Something like that..

11/21/2018 10:29:56 PM wonderswords Podesta under house arrest, He was aregular mouthpiece on news networks. when is the last time you saw him? Trust the plan, don't fall apart now, 

make some popcorn and get comfy for DEC 5th. Huber public hearing C-SPAN

11/21/2018 10:35:08 PM jadedl I saw this - lots of juicy bits of information if you can follow along. I need to watch again and take notes. His sister (in law?) was a name I had never 

heard before, yet she seems to be a key player in his eyes.

11/21/2018 10:40:51 PM djlok Like OJ Simpson.

11/21/2018 10:57:23 PM lifesonsrv He does a fair bit of rambling, I had to watch it twice, myself. Not that my bullshit radar is flawless, but it doesn't go off at all when he speaks. There's 

traitorous info out there on Kristine Marcy if you look for it, but SES members aren't typically that well known.

11/21/2018 10:59:24 PM pantasticpuppy Looks like the Tonopah Test Range in Nevada.

To date, humanity has tested about 2,000 nuclear weapons on the planet, whether they be above or below ground. Only two known times in war.

That is a truly mind-bending number of nuke explosions.

11/21/2018 10:59:30 PM diaptera_80 But we have uncontrolled press coverage? And if Trump control it, the public will go mad and call him a fascist.

11/21/2018 11:02:13 PM mossman_moore Is there a diversity or unanimity of philosophical/theological position within MJ12?

11/21/2018 11:02:46 PM darktolightww thank you x   Some new names among those that I know, much appreciated ❤️

11/21/2018 11:05:56 PM darktolightww That is true, there is no way back. SHEEP NO MORE. I had a dream that I followed a white rabbit, awoke and found myself in a strange and curious 

place ...

11/21/2018 11:10:30 PM speaklife595 Wine?

11/21/2018 11:12:22 PM abibeuck22 President Zachary Taylor and John Brennan pic.twitter.com/3z2hKa6xYs

11/21/2018 11:17:19 PM jadedl Another name to look out for when the hammer drops... Such a helpless feeling knowing that so many have suffered at the hands of these people for 

so many years, but thankful nonetheless for this growing awakening! 

Good night & Happy Thanksgiving!

11/21/2018 11:22:14 PM darktolightww I really don't know but recently have not been as concerned... I used to worry but I don't really care as much, suspect all is seen and known anyway.

11/21/2018 11:31:06 PM darktolightww I agree, bottled water no better unless you consciously infuse energy to alter. Cannabis de-calcifies.

11/21/2018 11:33:25 PM darktolightww best to grow your own

11/21/2018 11:35:33 PM diaptera_80 Do Majestic 12 own crypto or stocks?

11/21/2018 11:39:53 PM jpkelley11 Wrong tweet

11/21/2018 11:43:15 PM hmcd123 Whoa!

11/21/2018 11:44:53 PM jenmac70 How will the rest of the world be connected and informed?

11/21/2018 11:46:29 PM lifesonsrv Gobblegobblegobble!

11/21/2018 11:50:35 PM hmcd123 This knowledge rings true yet is still so very hard to swallow. Hardest Awakening for me so far. 😞💔

11/21/2018 11:53:50 PM diaptera_80 What is the purpose of showing these individuals? Bill Cosby, Rihanna, George Bush, Donald Trump etc? Weird

11/21/2018 11:57:00 PM jpkelley11 Everyone needs to read 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/6jcxo7/art_in_embassies_program_gave_podestas_jeff_koons/?st=JORD0422&sh=b15d3bed …

11/21/2018 11:58:07 PM diaptera_80 We will know soon

11/21/2018 11:59:12 PM hmcd123 Israel is last. 

Jared's posture is very telling.👊👊 pic.twitter.com/UR5G3C07H8

11/21/2018 11:59:31 PM qtpi3_14 Please please please please please pic.twitter.com/dDVI9RCW95

11/22/2018 12:00:30 AM jpkelley11 Trust me I know all my D5 golden age 369 trumps uncle

11/22/2018 12:03:18 AM andrewdl12 Paedophile cover up

11/22/2018 12:07:25 AM allahuniversal Mobile carriers transfer the alerts, presumably cellular service would still be intact in order for it to work.

11/22/2018 12:08:17 AM peteno8 john john

11/22/2018 12:20:19 AM panicindc_ What Q post was this?

11/22/2018 12:26:33 AM diaptera_80 So you are responsible for the Mandela effect?

11/22/2018 12:27:28 AM diaptera_80 Person of interest?

11/22/2018 12:28:28 AM diaptera_80 Killswitch is with the good guys?

11/22/2018 12:29:40 AM diaptera_80 So, all those interviews will take a while...

11/22/2018 12:30:06 AM pauliepg11111 Billy Graham was a truly sick individual.

11/22/2018 12:31:40 AM diaptera_80 US only?



11/22/2018 12:32:03 AM yana17m Hope this helps🙏☺ pic.twitter.com/djqEB6bYcd

11/22/2018 12:32:53 AM diaptera_80 What is a special election?

11/22/2018 12:48:48 AM lovesfreedom17 Looks like a big angry face.

11/22/2018 1:19:10 AM cryptopeepnd Does curcumin decalcify it? It apparently cleans out fluoride from brain

11/22/2018 1:37:48 AM courageouskriss Owl!

11/22/2018 1:42:26 AM hevanleejoy  https://youtu.be/053YRK59xuw 

Able Danger will link the evil

11/22/2018 1:44:04 AM lovesg_d Including wine? 😳🤨🙁

11/22/2018 1:46:42 AM hevanleejoy why are y'all  letting people stay in the dark about 9/11 quadrillion dollar's missing .question is did y'all help them ?

11/22/2018 1:47:18 AM mostlyliberal10 More q nonsense from someone who doesn't understand how servers work.

11/22/2018 2:36:33 AM mskeens1962 I know your art has more meaning than I understand, but yet it appears to be simple - for this reason I feel a sense of comfort that  peace will be 

achieved

11/22/2018 3:27:42 AM janekopa I am so disgusted by the perversion. Let it begin.

11/22/2018 3:30:17 AM janekopa And down they come 🙏🙏⏰⏰⏰⏰

11/22/2018 3:32:26 AM janekopa Hope the DUMBS get destroyed. What could possibly be lurking underneath

11/22/2018 3:32:55 AM janekopa What’s underneath

11/22/2018 3:35:59 AM jm19712 DAMNIT.....

11/22/2018 3:36:44 AM janekopa Hope he didn’t ruin his keyboard

11/22/2018 3:37:54 AM janekopa Exactly what is imbedded is the $64,000 question

11/22/2018 3:40:10 AM janekopa Good morning John!😎😎😎😎

11/22/2018 3:41:23 AM janekopa More poison for us

11/22/2018 3:42:39 AM janekopa Thank you for answering that question

11/22/2018 3:43:47 AM janekopa Believe we have been there. Or still are. So many questions.........

11/22/2018 3:44:52 AM janekopa Really anticipating whatever that may be. But keep 45 safe

11/22/2018 3:55:31 AM janekopa And God and Jesus. Please expand

11/22/2018 4:07:01 AM zeola_rose ❤️❤️❤️

11/22/2018 4:11:06 AM j0z0rpwn Intel and AMD processors have a hardware level backdoor that can be activated even if the PC is off. Well documented (Intel Management Engine), no 

encryption will work if they can just see your screen after you've done all the fancy work to hide and encrypt, haha

11/22/2018 4:11:24 AM tomciscoadams 2021

11/22/2018 4:11:45 AM zeola_rose THE GREAT FORGETTING TURNS INTO THE GREAT REMEMBERING...🔥✨💫 #WWG1WGA #QANON #TheGreatAwakening #HappyThanksgiving2018   

                            1122

11/22/2018 4:13:35 AM citoyen_resist I think so too just wanted a confirmation from white hat side.

11/22/2018 4:15:09 AM tomciscoadams supposed to be delayed so some farsiders can get here on time.

11/22/2018 4:16:06 AM citoyen_resist intersting, could you elaborate ?

11/22/2018 4:17:11 AM tomciscoadams @SandiaWisdom source

11/22/2018 4:18:15 AM zeola_rose My daughter wants to deliver her baby on the full beaver moon 😂 we are waiting...

11/22/2018 4:40:55 AM citoyen_resist I had a clue. other additionnal  reasons IMO.

11/22/2018 4:41:02 AM keith369me Yes Admiral Rogers...he brought information to the Trump campaign after the media “flipped” on Trump once he won the Republican primary

11/22/2018 4:44:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd Imaginary sense of protection at consumer level, don't waste your money. If the gov't wants to know your key strokes they use key loggers software 

and they know it all.  Hubby IT, worked for Federal Government. No one is really safe.

11/22/2018 4:45:48 AM keith369me Coffee too from what I have heard.

11/22/2018 4:47:29 AM fabulousmndance I really hope that is true 🌸

11/22/2018 5:02:21 AM roublisa Clones🤯

11/22/2018 5:14:07 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/yG1xVfrLap

11/22/2018 5:18:51 AM roublisa This maybe due to their lack of souls😳

11/22/2018 5:29:46 AM sergii_ii First thing came to mind was.. AN OWL

11/22/2018 5:41:25 AM althutch It is now. I do believe I found the source. Communications Act of 1934, also created the FCC. Read more here:  

https://it.ojp.gov/PrivacyLiberty/authorities/statutes/1288 …

After Pearl Harbor, an addition (Obama admitted) gave POTUS the power to shut down the internet. 

You can read more at  http://congress.gov  pic.twitter.com/cQzfzO8Tgs

11/22/2018 5:42:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd Simply, beautifully, and truthfully said.

11/22/2018 5:52:42 AM boxstarclt Absolutely!! As well as pomegranate and a gut detox!!!

11/22/2018 5:54:56 AM boxstarclt This is a generalization and untrue. As well as dangerous to ppl seeking help. 

Each person is different and cannabis for me has helped with the pineal and most research will back that up

11/22/2018 5:56:20 AM boxstarclt Get a Berkey water filter. You can add tasteless iodine to your own water.

11/22/2018 5:57:26 AM boxstarclt Why would you wanna do that to a child? They’re already hit w it enough in vaccines food and water. Wow

11/22/2018 5:59:59 AM keith369me Can you be wrong about an event that has yet to happen?

11/22/2018 6:13:47 AM _00111111_ Who are you 

Who question Q 

Better yet

Ridicule 

Those who do

As silly fools

Did you dive

If so how deep?

Did you even try

Or seek?

Until you do

Then question not

The words of Q

Or what they taught 

#QAnon #MAGA #GreatAwakening #Trump #QArmy #WeThePeople #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/G1lfsBJsZP
11/22/2018 6:15:52 AM _00111111_ Talk your shit we’ll stay Lit

11/22/2018 6:25:30 AM darktolightww It has helped me with fibromyalgia, depression and I believe with my pineal

11/22/2018 6:26:35 AM darktolightww Thank you for your concern. I have my own personal experience to inform and guide me. ❤️

11/22/2018 6:35:07 AM itapam What about this? You can see concentric circles il you zoom in. pic.twitter.com/fIjekmK2EX

11/22/2018 7:02:51 AM wishfulldreamz Interesting.  I've always had this sense that alcohol was incredibly poisonous.  Never really understood my complete aversion to it.  This would make 

that intense internal warning make complete sense!

11/22/2018 7:03:34 AM wishfulldreamz calcifies, not DEcalcifies...  did you perhaps read this wrong?

11/22/2018 7:05:16 AM wonderswords Truly unbelievable @kanyewest @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RealityGateway/status/1065453340455198720 …

11/22/2018 7:23:22 AM allahuniversal How DID he get the molds??? pic.twitter.com/qPSAOW2Cff



11/22/2018 7:26:20 AM smokecat11 😍😍

11/22/2018 7:37:37 AM sailbum12 Happy Thanksgiving to the best @POTUS ever!

11/22/2018 7:40:08 AM lovesg_d Happy Thanksgiving to all the Majestic group & their families!  Happy Thanksgiving to ALL our military & their families! Happy Thanksgiving to our 

veterans!God bless & protect all who R risking all to set humanity free! I am truly #ThankfulForAll #TurkeyDay #ThanksgivingDay2018

11/22/2018 7:41:02 AM _truth_warrior_ As far as I’m concerned, this is a bigger issue than any other.   It is the one Sin beyond unforgivable.

11/22/2018 7:42:43 AM iamlistening6 Happy Thanksgiving 🦃Thank you for all that’s protecting us!

11/22/2018 7:43:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who benefits from Trump + Wonderland breaking their deal?

What deal was made?

Why is SA called Wonderland?

What's happening on D5?

We have the server(S).

Treason?

"Stop Trump At All Costs?"

Military Tribunals Coming Soon

Was This A False Flag 👇🏻? https://twitter.com/sibeledmonds/status/1065570090987474944 …
11/22/2018 7:45:56 AM _truth_warrior_ Watching that, I got goosebumps.  I KNEW I had seen history made.

11/22/2018 7:46:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have the server(S).

JW has only scratched the surface.

Crimes Against Children.

Search "Podesta Art", reply with what you find (images please, not URLs).

Eyes Wide Open.

Those who know cannot sleep.

Who gave Andrew Brietbart hard evidence of JP's CR crimes?

We did. https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1065420851950972928 …
11/22/2018 7:47:34 AM zeola_rose Thank you! Happy Thanksgiving to you as well. May you have a blessed day ❤️✨

11/22/2018 7:48:00 AM zeola_rose Me too!

11/22/2018 7:48:39 AM fabulousmndance Have a blessed Turkey 🦃 day EKO and Rose 🌹

11/22/2018 7:48:43 AM _truth_warrior_ It’s a game of chess; the evil-doers are NOT going to cooperate.  My gut says that there are a few obstacles left that must be cleared for the path.  

There is NO 2nd chance at this.  They are taking one shot at the Devil, and Satan is staring them down as they load the gun.

11/22/2018 7:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Magnesium deficiency is a common ailment of most Cabal controlled Americans. It causes "issues" arise. This is not a coincidence.

11/22/2018 7:49:58 AM elatedveracity  pic.twitter.com/BVSSgjRlSd

11/22/2018 7:50:07 AM fabulousmndance EKO fantastic 🌸 blessings to you and yours

11/22/2018 7:51:03 AM missy968 It makes me sick but here goes. Anything to expose and destroy these people pic.twitter.com/0h44xPogf0

11/22/2018 7:51:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 NYPD, FBI, CIA, NSA, WH. Less than a handful of people have actually seen it. It makes Khashoggi's killing more appealing to watch. At least he's an 

adult male who isn't being intentionally tortured first with the killer chanting prayers begging for the child to suffer the most.

11/22/2018 7:51:49 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/LFR4jPjmC7

11/22/2018 7:52:44 AM lovesg_d They are trying to blame Trump, Netanyahu, & MBS! They want to pin this on our POTUS & make MI6 out to be good guys who tried to help Khassogi.  

These people are truly evil & SICK! It’s like I am watching a godfather movie, Cabal being the mafia & the Clintons as the mob bosses!

11/22/2018 7:53:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which movie did we recently mention that looks like this? Did the perpetrator mention who his victims normally were? He did. Disclosure?

11/22/2018 7:53:47 AM worldxplorer1 Girl with the Dragon Tattoo

11/22/2018 7:53:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

11/22/2018 7:54:22 AM keith369me Is Judicial Watch really just figuring this out now when private investigators knew this years ago?  Slow disclosure?

11/22/2018 7:54:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Godfather III was mentioned by Q

11/22/2018 7:54:54 AM justme79767928 Ew. pic.twitter.com/QYtpKyqcpe

11/22/2018 7:55:51 AM amandalillig I quit drinking just before New Years of last year. I completely replaced my water supply with reverse osmosis alkaline water. I no longer brush with 

fluoridated toothpaste. I stopped taking antidepressants. This has been a year of awakening in many ways. 🙏🏻 Blessed 🙂

11/22/2018 7:55:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Share with us the Presidential portraits where deflowering is emphasized? Who are they?

11/22/2018 7:57:02 AM _truth_warrior_ I used to agree with you but not anymore. Think! Let’s say the Good Guys have everything they need but there are some pressure points.   Revealing 

anything before it’s time,  could give an opportunity for the bad guys to exploit! data leaked can be traced to whom & where.

11/22/2018 7:57:40 AM worldxplorer1 I just remember him saying “girls”. It’s been a long time since I’ve watched that.

11/22/2018 7:57:50 AM palmdalekid2 ? pic.twitter.com/EmnJyoazbX

11/22/2018 7:58:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Add a calcium (or natural [non-synthetic] supplement) because RO water depletes your calcium intake and can weaken your teeth because of direct 

exposure.

11/22/2018 7:59:43 AM lovesg_d Unfortunately, these are the only ones I have saved, but they portray it well enough! pic.twitter.com/8AtlFmP5U4

11/22/2018 7:59:46 AM jadedl Creep-y

11/22/2018 7:59:51 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/Lb5qxRKwT0

11/22/2018 8:01:00 AM jpkelley11 They have everything they need besides the people. We’re all tired of being called crazy.

11/22/2018 8:01:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not women?

11/22/2018 8:01:48 AM sabina06706427 Basically admitting to ET technology but blaming us humans for all the problems of the world. I’m so tired of this, I’m awake and we are coming for you 

Obama et all...with our collective consciousness 💫🌏

11/22/2018 8:01:51 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/pbfL3Yv3nw

11/22/2018 8:01:53 AM kathrynmarvel Pedo cover up?

11/22/2018 8:01:59 AM lovesg_d Ahhh yes!  I remember that now!  Thank you!

11/22/2018 8:02:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 8:04:23 AM if_not_false  https://scifi.stackexchange.com/questions/67034/why-did-voldemort-need-to-drink-unicorn-blood …

11/22/2018 8:04:59 AM worldxplorer1 Wow. Never would have thought DARK>LIGHT would be so...  Gut wrenching. My deepest gratitude to those on the front lines. Never would have 

believed such evil is rampant on earth. Awakening isn’t quite as flowery as many would have you believe.

11/22/2018 8:06:34 AM fabulousmndance Curious why you wouldn’t just ignore... we are all free to believe as we choose. Certainly you as well. No need to tear others down. Blessings to you.

11/22/2018 8:07:15 AM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/f6vOlol2vL

11/22/2018 8:07:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quirrel was consuming it because Voldemort's soul was so evil it was killing him. Voldemort required a host. The unicorn blood was for his subordinate 

to protect himself however giving his host a cursed/half life. This made his host easier to control. Disclosure?



11/22/2018 8:09:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is on the other side is quite nice. We have to work through this and evolve consciously as a species to liberate the world from this horrific evil. 

Majestic 12 never intended THIS to be the byproduct of our work. We kept Roswell secret to protect Earth not consume children.

11/22/2018 8:11:09 AM firebird8035 Hey. I have COPD. Anything I can do to help breathe easy again.?

11/22/2018 8:12:23 AM joni_apple_seed Very interesting. That’s a keeper. ;)

11/22/2018 8:13:10 AM keith369me Obama’s...the sperm shaped “entity” in his head

11/22/2018 8:13:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes the act of insulting another's feelings is more offensive than trusting your own instincts. You knew something was wrong but you came 

anyway. Willingly. All I had to do was offer a drink. They always come willingly.

11/22/2018 8:13:40 AM scorpiomoon33 The pen? Clinton's portrait also has the pen pic.twitter.com/UQ7CxH8hd1

11/22/2018 8:14:19 AM worldxplorer1 So we’re talking about the IS-BE’s inhabiting these cabal members bodies, what their frequency does to a human body and the sick extremes that have 

to go to in order to maintain a physical presence on earth?

11/22/2018 8:14:30 AM peterclloyd Do you know if the Podestas were around when Madelyn McCann disappeared?

11/22/2018 8:14:47 AM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/EGYern556z

11/22/2018 8:14:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the portrait.

11/22/2018 8:16:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't that be something you'd spend every resource on the planet to protect? Wouldn't you create mass surveillance to guarantee you had safe 

passage so you'd know every step of an adversary?

11/22/2018 8:16:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

11/22/2018 8:17:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who else?

Think 45 accomplishments.

11/22/2018 8:18:14 AM uniteforlight . I’m wrong every day , my ego will always be less important than my gut. I have been criticized a million times for speaking up and I won’t stop , It’s a 

survival mechanism we all need to hone

11/22/2018 8:18:46 AM lovesg_d Just got a thought!  Is this why POTUS does not drink? I know his brother, who died, was an alcoholic, but I also know Donald Trump was privy to his 

Uncle’s work & allegedly took possession of it aftr his Uncle John died. He needs to lay off the diet cokes though. Very unhealthy!

11/22/2018 8:19:26 AM sheldon_916 They never did. So guess what, why not get some of your computing power back and run your PC with the latest updates, no virus/malware protection 

because those are viruses. No firewalls or VPNs. And disable as much backround apps and windows services possible. It's the best way.

11/22/2018 8:20:42 AM theydontknowwe1 This is beautiful. I hope we all remember...it is all on the line for me, something doesn’t give soon I will lose my whole world. Trusting the plan.

11/22/2018 8:20:56 AM _truth_warrior_ Yes.  And the fact that children are being hurt ENRAGES me, but they are making arrests, daily, fighting human trafficking.  Remember, every step they 

take to fight gets "spun" in the media to make Trump look like a dictator.  Each move on the chess board is calculated.

11/22/2018 8:21:32 AM princesspatrio1 Happy Thanksgiving Eko! 🦃 Wishing you and yours a blessed day!🙏❤️🇺🇸

11/22/2018 8:21:34 AM worldxplorer1 Why do these IS-BEs so desperately want to stay on earth w/ the vastness of space and variety offered by the densities? Does their evil trap them to 

extremely low vibratory densities that are akin to hell? They fight to stay on earth where they can be the predator?

11/22/2018 8:22:01 AM fabulousmndance Regina I pray that God richly blesses you and answers your prayers 🌸

11/22/2018 8:22:06 AM neecieh6111 Please tell us how to detox our Pineal Gland. Ive been trying to detox for 6 months months now.

11/22/2018 8:23:51 AM _truth_warrior_ You have a very open mind - which is AWESOME.  I wish more people were like you.  I agree with the attack being bad.  Best summary I ever heard is 

the people trying to educate/enlighten are doing it for FREE (or just enough to cover costs).  TED GUNDERSON (another name)

11/22/2018 8:24:39 AM warangel1111 Beautiful View EKO.. Enjoy Your Day .. Happy Thanksgiving 🦃 🇺🇸👋🏻

11/22/2018 8:25:33 AM _truth_warrior_ Yes.  I agree.  Look up Ted Gunderson.  VERY  COMPELLING.  Was in LA FBI Agent in Charge.  Wrote book on Child Trafficking & Shadow Govt.  Gave it 

away at his lecture for just the price of printing, encouraged others to duplicate & distribute.

11/22/2018 8:26:49 AM missy968 Symbolism I think pic.twitter.com/AMFOaiUvul

11/22/2018 8:26:53 AM _truth_warrior_ Jim spark's book "The Keepers" is a great read.  Many videos of his lectures on Youtube.  He's got a great attitude.  Also check "David Jacobs" and his 

book "Walking Among Us."

11/22/2018 8:27:37 AM pauliepg11111 JFK - dismantling the Fed (in progress by 45)/uniting N and S Korea? pic.twitter.com/uCADJeIK68

11/22/2018 8:27:45 AM _truth_warrior_ Yes.  It it painful, but it must be done right--or the hydra head grows back.

11/22/2018 8:29:09 AM laurabusse Wow. Have heard the name ted Gunderson...i tend to steer away from the subj of child traff. It's a horror. I know it exists. Supposedly it is being dealt 

with BIG TIME as we speak...i hope it will be ERADICATED and all will be free. ALL.

11/22/2018 8:31:21 AM princesspatrio1 Happy Thanksgiving Regina. Keep the faith. As hard as it is to wait, the plan is unfolding. Praying for you and wishing you heaps of blessings! Love 

you.😘

11/22/2018 8:31:26 AM drumsk8 This? pic.twitter.com/iK1HGCUBcL

11/22/2018 8:32:35 AM laurabusse Thank you. It's a thing of mine. I try to not have beliefs/opinions as much as poss but of course is impossible. I believe this chair will support me...etc. I 

meditate a lot and try to stay as open as possible. At the v least i try to not state opinions as facts. We all fail...

11/22/2018 8:33:36 AM zendamaparanorm  pic.twitter.com/Z1KMHRcWqB

11/22/2018 8:35:04 AM tomkingblue Kashoggi was no ordinary journalist, he was a gun runner for the Deep State ops. The cabal benefits from the rift between US-KSA and they'll try to 

reopen the (human) trafficking lanes. It's called wonderland because anything goes and where the "white rabbits" are/where

11/22/2018 8:35:06 AM _truth_warrior_ It's awful, but knowledge is POWER.  KNOW the signs.  Share them.  Speak truth.  What terrifies me is not the end of the Cabal, but the VACUUM left 

by their destruction.  WHO/WHAT will replace them.  We must know the signs to prevent a usurp of "the dark throne"

11/22/2018 8:36:14 AM _truth_warrior_ I need to meditate more.  It is the key to everything - the source of knowledge - tapping directly into "Source".

11/22/2018 8:37:18 AM laurabusse My take on corey is, he's assoc w D Wilcock. Following Wilcock a decade, 2 me he's the real deal. If corey's pulling 1 over on David then he is REALLY 

good at it. D spends hf his time sussing out frauds. D is v spiritual + wont fight back, push against anyone. That is THE way...

11/22/2018 8:40:06 AM thetempestchip I agree. Valid executions will come.

11/22/2018 8:41:38 AM missy968 Oh god the ✌️yuck

11/22/2018 8:42:27 AM missy968 Here it is... pic.twitter.com/Nm28xd5As6

11/22/2018 8:42:48 AM laurabusse David and Corey's messages are basically the same. Truth. Love. Well, corey is being sorely tested in both. He is mercilessly attacked (no 'love") bc of 

his "truth". Dunno if he is for real. But the attacks on him by "spiritual" truthers is unconscionable.

11/22/2018 8:44:32 AM _truth_warrior_ Yes.  I'm a big Wilcock fan, as well.  I guess you could say I took Wilcock's side with his & CG's falling-out?  Ha.  I think the details are the argumentative 

points; the broad-strokes are across the board understood as truth:  Satanic Ritual Abuse, Secret Space Program, Aliens.

11/22/2018 8:45:44 AM laurabusse Ok will do thx :-)

11/22/2018 8:46:19 AM princesspatrio1 Happy Thanksgiving Capt! Wishing you and yours a blessed and beautiful day!🦃❤️

11/22/2018 8:46:53 AM _truth_warrior_ Yes, the "politics" in the Truth Movements are frustrating.  I spend a great deal of time trying to cross-reference all the information I find & form an 

opinion based on a collecting of info.  Which isn't necessarily "fact". I think most importantly: be open.

11/22/2018 8:47:26 AM keith369me  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.dailycaller.com/2018/02/13/obamas-painter-has-long-predatory-peverse-history-of-sneaking-sperm-into-

paintings …



11/22/2018 8:49:32 AM laurabusse Not worried only bc of all the books, channelings etc the last decade that IT'S TIME for humans to evolve ascend (whatever), and for the golden age. 

Supposedly we have a LOT of help from off worlders...but i see your pt. I think we all feel a little tension re what is to come...

11/22/2018 8:51:42 AM _truth_warrior_ You might like this:   https://alliesofhumanity.org/home/ 

11/22/2018 8:52:41 AM laurabusse I take channelings like i take everything else, w a grain o salt. Money handlers know counterfeit when they see it. Am no expert but have read/heard 

100s channelings last 10 yrs. After awhile you feel intuitively what is off. No fear mongering. That's the WORST...

11/22/2018 8:55:44 AM laurabusse Yes. Is wonderful. Heals a lot of stuff. Everyone meditates...music. Sitting by a fire. Etc. Good to increase what you're already doing...but you seem 

open, positive, balanced so you're definitely doing something right :-) We all struggle at times. Meditation helps but no panacea

11/22/2018 8:56:22 AM woodspring2012 Adrenochrome from children?

11/22/2018 9:03:10 AM jgt58chiefsfan Omg this is disgusting. I knew pedos were out there but omg. This is not humanity....

11/22/2018 9:03:42 AM lbf777 Stop fighting banker or Israel wars.

11/22/2018 9:04:57 AM qtpi3_14 Happy Thanksgiving my good friend! So thankful for your unique point of view and encouragment 💗  Give our love to Soosh and Lil Pup... 🐶

11/22/2018 9:05:53 AM lbf777 Stop fighting banker or Israel wars.

11/22/2018 9:06:08 AM lbf777 Stop fighting banker or Israel wars.

11/22/2018 9:07:11 AM uniteforlight Colloidal silver❤️

11/22/2018 9:07:25 AM laurabusse Agree. I love david. Hes not perfect as no one is. Same w corey. Son and i went to see D in 2012, conf weekend. He hugged me spontaneously. He sees 

inside ppl w deep compassion. He has ego like everyone else. But he is making real spiritual progress and tries to tell corey same.

11/22/2018 9:08:18 AM sergii_ii This shit is WAY deeper than most think. Been following Q since month 3 or 4 and until yesterday I did not grasp what was this about... now I think I 

understand at least the essence. Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/22/2018 9:08:20 AM _truth_warrior_ I would love to see him in person.

11/22/2018 9:08:22 AM bdam777 Kim... always with flowers... Q w watch the water. pic.twitter.com/kNK9Y5Onyg

11/22/2018 9:08:32 AM woodspring2012  pic.twitter.com/JP8XaempDu

11/22/2018 9:10:23 AM shining91109743 I have electrical issues with my heart.  PVC, SVT, etc, which i take meds for.  What do you suggest?  I’m assuming there is a frequency issue of some 

sort.  Have been listening to some bineral beat selections off of youtube.  Really limit exposure to TV.  Old stuff if any.

11/22/2018 9:10:32 AM patriotnp Will look into it. Thx!

11/22/2018 9:10:40 AM petitchevalb The girl with the dragon tattoo?

11/22/2018 9:11:12 AM laurabusse I agree! I take in as much info as possible + sift + sort. It's all so fascinating. Every individual has one piece o the puzzle. No one has it all. Diff 

perspectives. Attacks are ego out of control. "I know better than someone else". "I know more about the person than the person"

11/22/2018 9:13:02 AM freeandoriginal I believe the “story” is more complicated than that .... Secrecy never good said someone ..😉

11/22/2018 9:15:54 AM laurabusse Oh this looks fascinating! Will read later when more time. Thx! What irks me bout DJ is he's spiritual. Theosophy. Anthroposophy. Psychic gigi young. 

But corey's a bridge too far for him? Come on. What is really going on? Just ego? Controlled opposition mayB? Who knows. Let go...

11/22/2018 9:16:14 AM paledarkpony 😂

11/22/2018 9:16:22 AM sarakovanda I dreamed about this in detail decades ago! I knew it!

11/22/2018 9:17:04 AM petitchevalb My dear Majestic 12, I really hope youre not kidding us when you say it will be exposed

11/22/2018 9:17:11 AM allahuniversal This one

11/22/2018 9:17:22 AM cindybokma Colloidal silver is a must have! Good for many things.

11/22/2018 9:17:41 AM pauliepg11111 Mails via Wikileaks were scrubbed over the period she disappeared - when JP just HAPPENED to be in Portugal. I think Clement Freud (villa in Portugal, 

friends with the McCanns) is deeply involved in it.

11/22/2018 9:17:51 AM diaptera_80 True, but should be pretty good for decalcifying the pineal gland?

11/22/2018 9:17:59 AM cindybokma Agree! So bad for people.

11/22/2018 9:18:49 AM freeandoriginal No. Is not !

11/22/2018 9:19:08 AM woodspring2012  pic.twitter.com/vQmsd0X5ys

11/22/2018 9:19:18 AM fabulousmndance Happy Thanksgiving QT 🦃🍁 to you and yours

11/22/2018 9:19:42 AM pauliepg11111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is the relationship between cerebrospinal fluid theft and adrenochrome? Both together, or used in different circumstances?

11/22/2018 9:19:45 AM ranger51367 Is the NAFTA superhighway the method by which the cartel can legally smuggle small children,drugs,guns etc because it has diplomatic immunity via 

international admiralty maritime law+are considered water routes for trade,the police cannot arrest?If so,what can be done?

11/22/2018 9:19:55 AM laurabusse Go if you ever can. But really it's about the info. Everything he does now you can pay less for live streaming than conf, hotel etc. 2012 was before he 

live streamed anything. I found him initially on youtube. Then gaia tv. Have unsubscribed. Geez. He's great on jimmy church...

11/22/2018 9:20:56 AM diaptera_80 Immigrants

11/22/2018 9:22:24 AM diaptera_80 Immigrant women and sometimes jewish women

11/22/2018 9:24:58 AM pepeworldpeace  https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/6jcxo7/art_in_embassies_program_gave_podestas_jeff_koons/?st=JOSV9B2T&sh=59dc66f9 …

11/22/2018 9:25:54 AM wonderswords And if He could take it off the shelf, why didn't he for the 8 years he was in office, oh that's right too busy having parties and golfing . BUT now he can 

blame everybody else(Trump's fault)

11/22/2018 9:29:30 AM pauliepg11111 Girl With a Dragon Tattoo

11/22/2018 9:31:08 AM postal1982 Thank you.

11/22/2018 9:31:12 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed

11/22/2018 9:31:50 AM freeandoriginal Had no idea ! WTH is that about ?

11/22/2018 9:32:50 AM 92michael Exactly, only lower density entities can possess or control physical bodies.

11/22/2018 9:35:01 AM wonderswords Yeah so are we all. I know in my heart the MSM is fake, they all say same stories using same words, that can't be on accident. This material is hard to 

confirm until you see it. But it feels good to think things will be made right again. MAGA

11/22/2018 9:54:33 AM truth_077 Is she still alive? Is there proof to convict the persons responsible?

11/22/2018 9:57:32 AM pauliepg11111 Disgusting, abhorrent people. The parents sold her down the river. SICK SICK SICK. Have you seen how Maddie had the same coloboma eye condition 

as George Soros? Strange.

11/22/2018 10:01:55 AM mongrelglory 😆😆😆😆

11/22/2018 10:10:47 AM panglim42 U are lucky, AND wise..good judgement U used...remember Q's hundreds of "coincidences" in a row, is Always correct🤔 AND makes perfect sense, 

every time. Only follow Q, for accurate, truthful, brilliant info.👍

11/22/2018 10:14:12 AM _truth_warrior_ It's an easy fight, believe it or not.  People believe what they WANT to believe--you see that every day if you talk to someone who is Anti-Trump. The 

propaganda is powerful.  Video evidence may be claimed as "Russian Hacker Fakery" there are already videos on youtube for this.

11/22/2018 10:14:59 AM wonderswords Exact statement from "Girl with a dragon tattoo" the scene when the killer has a victim in his dungeon, ready to carve him up. Interesting comment

11/22/2018 10:16:37 AM brooke051587  pic.twitter.com/ugzvHgPWgJ



11/22/2018 10:16:49 AM _truth_warrior_ Search youtube "Fake Obama"  https://youtu.be/AmUC4m6w1wo  there is already a seed planted to refute any "video evidence" and people will 

support it.  All you need to do is say "Russia".  The Acosta Press vid was already spun in the news as "Exaggerated" by the WH when Sanders posted.

11/22/2018 10:20:16 AM pauliepg11111 Calcifies it? But what does that mean in this context?

11/22/2018 10:29:41 AM mongrelglory Maybe in your next incarnation?  You'e an IS-BE.  You have all the time in the world to experience things. 😁

11/22/2018 10:33:15 AM datruseeka THIS IS SO SICK!  How can this evil exist?

11/22/2018 10:34:51 AM mongrelglory My money's on Henry Kissinger.

11/22/2018 10:36:07 AM mongrelglory The Queen of England?  A Draco?

11/22/2018 10:42:20 AM wonderswords Jfk jr still alive, heads will explode when he steps up to the mic. HELLO EVERYONE, REMEMBER ME? I'm running for President 2024. I'm Q

11/22/2018 10:44:13 AM paaatriot101 Ppl who share omages they find as you say will likely be suspened by twitter.... Kinda smells like set up JW...why did U ask they specifically postvthe 

image? Refrain from reply to effect so ppl see... Why ask them to reshare the images?

11/22/2018 10:44:30 AM wonderswords Agreed, many took the Blue Pill

11/22/2018 10:46:24 AM lovesg_d As a dialysis nurse, we use dialyzers that have been sterilized by electron beam! Really fascinating! We have significantly less adverse reactions to the 

dialyzers now.

11/22/2018 10:46:35 AM missy968 It came up under my DuckDuckGo search

11/22/2018 10:57:20 AM lovesg_d Was John Trump the original Majestic?

11/22/2018 11:00:41 AM esoter1csurgery G. H. W. Bush. Not certain this is the "official" portrait though. pic.twitter.com/r8kI7EbZfG

11/22/2018 11:01:46 AM darktolightww I think Fiona Barnett knows @FionaBa47662575

11/22/2018 11:02:36 AM kag_suziq Would love it!

11/22/2018 11:03:19 AM darktolightww Yes, I believe Watergate was Pedogate

11/22/2018 11:04:06 AM iamjpevans Will see i guess.

11/22/2018 11:05:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates.

11/22/2018 11:07:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 11:15:15 AM horseofw Quit 20 years ago still don’t think gland is working.

11/22/2018 11:17:43 AM keith369me I have come to understand that others know and can see events that I presently can’t comprehend.  Part of the learning process is knowing how little 

you know and seeking knowledge.  It is okay to be wrong at times, just acknowledge it and move on.

11/22/2018 11:18:35 AM paaatriot101 Darn no edit ;) But seriously some of the images are NOT acceptable and of course some ppl will share the most shocking they can find... Some are... So 

yes IMHO possible bunch of suspensions

11/22/2018 11:18:39 AM cocopuffster12 My brain hurts

11/22/2018 11:22:33 AM angry1american  pic.twitter.com/ZMQ7kMPUgj

11/22/2018 11:23:07 AM angry1american  pic.twitter.com/rho1K3UEU3

11/22/2018 11:27:22 AM scorpiojj2  http://www.uspresidentialhistory.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/George-W.-Bushb-4.11.16.jpg … pic.twitter.com/lMPiPYmmTs

11/22/2018 11:31:17 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/8jxS2ZInk9

11/22/2018 11:32:22 AM jennyjigsaw45 Has he got an extra finger instead of  thumb?

11/22/2018 11:33:14 AM ghostanon6120 Reptiles??

11/22/2018 11:44:07 AM richardhiatt16 Treason! Tar and feather them to begin with... then......

11/22/2018 11:44:19 AM randysummit1 Depravity revealed... And his reality is far worse...

11/22/2018 11:45:32 AM cocopuffster12 Just sickening

11/22/2018 11:45:49 AM tenn_rich And to you and yours Mr President.

11/22/2018 11:46:28 AM pamelakruse4 Specializing in INTERROGATION.

11/22/2018 11:47:23 AM iamjpevans I hope it happens. I want justice like everyone else. I support all movements who want the truth. Will wait and see. Good luck all, stay vigilant, safe, 

good and hopping.

11/22/2018 11:48:31 AM richardhiatt16 Do we have to do this on Thanksgiving? 🧐

11/22/2018 11:49:12 AM pamelakruse4 Wierdo

11/22/2018 11:50:37 AM ghostanon6120 Ummm why would someone want a pose from a cannabilistic serial killer in their house?? beyond my comphrehension!!

11/22/2018 11:51:34 AM datruseeka Whose satellite or spacecraft created those fires in CA?  Does Trump know the truth?

11/22/2018 11:53:14 AM susieque817 Check out creepy bunny art  Podesta brother's Twitter page.  He went AWOL Jan 2017. 

https://twitter.com/alexpodesta/status/796256021710852096?s=20 …

11/22/2018 11:54:39 AM elatedveracity You thought that one was bad?  This one creeps me out!! pic.twitter.com/cqySFkMLrg

11/22/2018 12:07:31 PM richardhiatt16 Happy Thanksgiving MJ12 🦃

11/22/2018 12:15:23 PM patriotnp As a medical provider in emergency and family medicine, I have read a few things about Dr. Douglass and his son. So far, I TOTALLY AGREE! Will look 

into any research. Q has referred to Big Pharma. I’ve seen many of the things he stated to be true in my 24 years of practice. Thx!

11/22/2018 12:22:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Seeing the military Thanksgiving breaks my heart. Thank you for your service and sacrifice. You protect us while we are with our 

families...😔😔😔God bless each and everyone of you. Prayers for all of your safety. Love and Light...so much love and gratitude. 

pic.twitter.com/FzGA0WZiyX

11/22/2018 12:26:15 PM johngeo85956050 If you have all the evidence why are we waiting?

11/22/2018 12:29:10 PM dizy1999yahooc1 I heard it. I still think about it. It still makes me cry.... then I get angry..

11/22/2018 12:30:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd I looked it up and I will not post the graphic things I see, what I can say taking four semesters of psych in college, this man is sick and should never be 

allowed to be out of a 10X10 cell. I would prefer him to fall asleep forever.

11/22/2018 12:43:08 PM _truth_warrior_ JFK Jr is not alive. I'm guessing your being sarcastic/mocking?

11/22/2018 12:45:46 PM brianeppert  pic.twitter.com/7RmobKTSeh

11/22/2018 1:10:06 PM ssryan6466 @TammyRedmond @chillsteadyska magnesium deficiency related to many physical and mental health issues. It's critical 4 health

11/22/2018 1:10:22 PM cocopuffster12 💔💔💔

11/22/2018 1:13:54 PM ialibertybelle That looks like Anderson.

11/22/2018 1:32:35 PM wonderswords Tick Tock, it's not just an opinion, Q has stated it, and he attends Trump rallies. Trump was a good friend to him. Time will tell, but you can find pics of 

him and her and they are closely matched allowing for age

11/22/2018 1:42:01 PM petitchevalb KIND 

LOVIN

AL 

UNDERSTANDING 

SPIRIT

11/22/2018 1:43:06 PM lyndamathews25 She posted that some time ago, and I think many doubted her story.

11/22/2018 1:48:38 PM rikvankempen Recognised by their secret handshake. We know who you are!!

11/22/2018 1:49:52 PM djtisamazin Right. Cliff High has complained that they took a lot of info on Antarctica from his reports.

11/22/2018 2:04:21 PM cocopuffster12 😂

11/22/2018 2:18:51 PM mikelzinga That place has some bad vibes. Can tell just with the picture. Lock these freaks up. Justice be had.

11/22/2018 2:56:56 PM carolva97910854 I'd have to watch the movie to answer this and I don't support Hollywood anymore!

11/22/2018 3:10:30 PM susan66388204 @countrygrl2

11/22/2018 3:19:19 PM ekotoons SIMPLE SOUNDS

GOOD TO ME

11/22/2018 3:26:47 PM fabulousmndance I want simple 🌸



11/22/2018 3:48:30 PM ekotoons ORA! THANK YOU

ON THIS THANKFUL DAY

11/22/2018 3:53:11 PM qtpi3_14 This might be insulting if you actually took the time to fix your typos 😂😂😂   Then again, probably not... 😏

11/22/2018 3:53:55 PM mskeens1962 Got me 🤯🤪

11/22/2018 4:17:47 PM bdam777 Suggestions for best disclosure movies / TV? Anyone? 

Matrix 

Ascending Jupiter? 

Star Wars?

Game of Thrones? 

House of Cards?

Lion King?
11/22/2018 4:19:09 PM datruseeka John Forrestal?

11/22/2018 4:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/u7MT6OiLK1

11/22/2018 4:20:24 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/albHtzAZJR

11/22/2018 4:21:08 PM datruseeka GWHB was VERY EVIL!!!!

11/22/2018 4:23:28 PM datruseeka I sent that information to investigator team - said they were not involved.  I. Knew then there was a world wide high ups protecting those evil people!  !

11/22/2018 4:24:59 PM turboxyde In the case of sacrifice, what exactly is happening at the spiritual level for the ISBE being sacrificed and those ISBEs participating in the ritual? We all 

have theories but I'd like to hear what our Star Elders have to say about this...

11/22/2018 4:25:00 PM lovesg_d Bohemian Grove? So this is real?  The occult seems to attract sociopaths who want power over others.That is what is so dangerous about these people 

being in government. But the prayers of a righteous man or woman is > than any satanic entity or power. 🙏 w/o ceasing 4 victory!

11/22/2018 4:26:21 PM datruseeka Odd to say..,,,intent?

11/22/2018 4:45:34 PM pamelakruse4 This is happening. #Q  If I didn't have @prayingmedic and @IPOT1776  I would have given up hope of ever getting the government back into the hands 

of the people. And now THIS! I think December will be a very busy month for @POTUS. Thanks for doing what you do.

11/22/2018 4:49:37 PM rapidaman Try this.                                               https://fionabarnett.org/2018/06/08/watergate-was-pedogate/ …

11/22/2018 4:53:17 PM anangelhasland1 Does government track all/most civilian AI contact? Remote viewing?

11/22/2018 4:54:18 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂 He instablocked me.  Kinda disappointing... pic.twitter.com/yNSeiOpIon

11/22/2018 4:55:46 PM princesspatrio1 He instablocked us all! 😂

11/22/2018 4:56:06 PM palmdalekid2 I love you guys #qanon Thanks for checking out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Happy Thanksgiving! Stay safe, be yourself! <3  #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

11/22/2018 4:58:02 PM _00111111_ I just drank IPA called drama juice pic.twitter.com/YCu0U6LPeR

11/22/2018 4:58:17 PM princesspatrio1 Trolls bring drama.🤷♀️

11/22/2018 5:00:24 PM _00111111_ Its big day tomorrow eve

11/22/2018 5:02:28 PM patriotmama911 Like twin flame's...

11/22/2018 5:03:15 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/jFWdi3MGov

11/22/2018 5:05:58 PM princesspatrio1 Thanks for the advice. 😂 I'll be ok Nordic.👍

11/22/2018 5:08:38 PM patriotmama911 It depends on your soul. Twin flames can do this

11/22/2018 5:10:14 PM again_censored  pic.twitter.com/Kc2HUtApwC

11/22/2018 5:10:22 PM again_censored  pic.twitter.com/BterlevNqJ

11/22/2018 5:10:52 PM again_censored  pic.twitter.com/EnTGQFMKAw

11/22/2018 5:13:56 PM _00111111_ Definitely from the land of the ice and snow 

Orcadian too

11/22/2018 5:15:23 PM princesspatrio1 Yup. Sometimes. We had some drama but got past it. It's all good now.😊❤️

11/22/2018 5:19:07 PM ranger51367 Occult only means hidden from the eye(of ones understanding of it).Hidden scientific,+psychological knowledge that can be used to empower good 

actions that would uplift humanity,or to manipulate situations to enslave humanity,occult knowledge is neutral,it's what IS.

11/22/2018 5:21:37 PM qtpi3_14 This time it wasn't.  I think he was drunktrolling #QAnon hashtags.  He just hopped on to insult Ekos art

11/22/2018 5:22:07 PM qtpi3_14 Yes but some things are better said in dm my friend...

11/22/2018 5:22:10 PM princesspatrio1 Thank you. 😎 I look forward to being uplifted. 😁❤️💥

11/22/2018 5:26:00 PM turboxyde How does Enki factor in this?

11/22/2018 5:26:58 PM ranger51367 Cremation of care ritual is used to burn away their dull CARE,so only evil thought and evil actions exist in their daily lives,because their heart is burned 

away,hence the skull+bones secret society at Yale,Unfortunately these satanists use dark care against us for New WorldOrder

11/22/2018 5:27:48 PM princesspatrio1 @andrewmatt

11/22/2018 5:29:33 PM princesspatrio1 I'm gonna have to say no to that. 😳

11/22/2018 5:35:58 PM ranger51367 Dark occultists loath the ignorant masses of sheeple + want to control every aspect of the sheeple in slavery(New World Order).It doesn't matter what 

religion,race,or culture,they only use this to divide us,but the sheep are apathetic,to their demise,light occultists wake em up.

11/22/2018 5:42:30 PM snakejackal  pic.twitter.com/yU41Ch61JD

11/22/2018 5:43:34 PM collectvcat No one said billions... but yes. More than one.

11/22/2018 5:45:24 PM qtpi3_14 Yes, he's pretty special

11/22/2018 5:46:11 PM princesspatrio1 Instablock! He's not worth our time.

11/22/2018 5:56:47 PM ladyhawk0568 What DO YOU ALL USE FOR EMAIL, Internet, I don’t think anything works anymore

11/22/2018 6:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Temple of Set was covered in SG1 in "Seth". Alien hiding on Earth who build cults through the ages that resulted in mass murders. Disinformation is the 

victims are only adults.

11/22/2018 6:20:59 PM datruseeka You’re saying Evil must exist with Good?  But what about JUSTICE and protecting the innocent?   How are we going to change the outcome where the 

innocent are better guarded.  It’s so very heartbreaking truly heart wrenching when you learn the truth.

11/22/2018 6:22:44 PM lovesg_d I absolutely loved Stargate SG1, but only took it as science fiction at the time!  I am going to go back and watch the series again with a new perspective 

since you said disclosure was being made through Hollywood! #StargateSG1

11/22/2018 6:30:19 PM datruseeka Question: When Reagan went to Bohemian Grove, did he know what he was doing?  Was he a clone?  Did he willingly partake in those rapes, SRA, 

hunting children, or any of their evil deeds? pic.twitter.com/KSdH7yDeUQ

11/22/2018 6:31:03 PM princesspatrio1 Evil be gone! One of my fav verses. John 1:5

The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not overcome it.

#Godwins 🔥🔥

11/22/2018 6:31:30 PM lovesg_d ToS? What does that stand for?

11/22/2018 6:32:17 PM _00111111_  pic.twitter.com/h6Ia3QEtKP

11/22/2018 6:36:07 PM datruseeka What’s the chance that evil ghosts or spirits are in the room with us too, even though we can’t see them?  How can we keep them away!  I don’t want 

evil around me!

11/22/2018 6:37:50 PM warangel1111 Tiny Dancer in my Hand



11/22/2018 6:37:51 PM jpkelley11 Your right! Just so happens there’s enough evidence out that people are now believing JFK Junior is alive which I’m not saying they are wrong. That’s 

my point. Unload the truth people will want justice for the crimes such as Hilary cutting a lil girls face off. Use the media 4 us

11/22/2018 6:40:43 PM jpkelley11 Why are you following? Anons along with Trump w a IQ 157 grand master in chess also holding Nikolai Tesla‘s work which may or may not include a 

time machine. The Whitehat have all the evidence you give that to the world not only are you waking up a country but your waking up a

11/22/2018 6:40:46 PM warangel1111 Hmmm

11/22/2018 6:41:59 PM jpkelley11 Completely different new world! Q said They won’t be able to walk down the street. The media has been the weapon against Trump and everything 

that is good in this world turn it around and use it as a weapon against the people who made it a weapon against us.

11/22/2018 6:43:14 PM jpkelley11 Switch what the media is doing! MIRRORS! Evidence that cannot be ignored

11/22/2018 6:43:29 PM ekotoons MAY DRAW THIS

11/22/2018 6:44:38 PM datruseeka I remember, nicely crafted too!  Trump got what he needed in that omnibus bill.  I pray every cent available is used to bring this CABAL down...but it 

seems the more truth I learn, the larger it gets.  But they are divided in Tiers.  Are you taking down at least the top 3 Tiers?

11/22/2018 6:45:24 PM datruseeka Amen to that!!!!

11/22/2018 6:46:51 PM tweezysass This is great question.

11/22/2018 6:50:30 PM datruseeka I understand that those guilty of treason and worst crimes against children are going to military tribunals. True?  For the others, will y’all be certain that 

only non-corrupt judges will be appointed to these cases?

11/22/2018 6:50:40 PM lovesg_d I remember reading about a military General, I think he was, that was tied to Satanism and Anton Levay? Cannot remember his name though.  I need 

to look at that link about the Temple of Seth.

11/22/2018 6:51:40 PM datruseeka :-(

11/22/2018 6:54:10 PM _truth_warrior_ Unfortunately, this is incorrect.  JFK jr is dead.

11/22/2018 6:57:18 PM lovesg_d I just looked over the site.  Temple of Set seems to be more like Satanism & other cults.  If many of our intel community are members of this, then I can 

see now why they have reacted so negatively to POTUS Trump!  This is infiltration of our military & government! 😳😬.

11/22/2018 6:59:44 PM datruseeka Logical thinking.  Some may be warrants: search warrants & surveillance while others are indictments, and many indictments could include multiple 

people & multiple charges!  Given that average /yr is about 1000, you can bet the 61k indictments will result is MANY getting JUSTICE! 

pic.twitter.com/dbiPlSvF9b

11/22/2018 6:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was aware. Uninvolved. Silence kept him in power.

11/22/2018 7:00:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open

11/22/2018 7:05:38 PM datruseeka If it’s GE is General Electric, they were one of the first co that worked with the original MJ-12 group.  Are they on the good side of the fight now?

11/22/2018 7:06:31 PM datruseeka GE is nuclear.  Think of Nuclear Plant strikes.

11/22/2018 7:09:03 PM datruseeka Will Huber st al also be able to freeze Trusts?  So they can’t access those funds?  Trusts of the Cabal has been around for centuries. As long as the 13 

bloodlines have existed.

11/22/2018 7:12:02 PM datruseeka Job finished before is my guess.  This plan has been in the works for quite sometime. I’m sure surveillance already showed who the criminals were.  You 

just needed to make sure legal evidence was introduced for indictments.

11/22/2018 7:14:00 PM datruseeka When I say quite some time, my guess is since JFK, as I bet some of the white hat military intel knew exactly what happened, and a red line had been 

crossed.

11/22/2018 7:14:17 PM lovesg_d I am leery of occult practices. I have seen demonic entities. I have been attacked by them. I have battled witches & warlocks in my dreams. I just feel 

that none are safe! I have had spiritual experiences that would shock most people, but not by utilizing occultic practices!

11/22/2018 7:15:25 PM datruseeka Many know the truth.  Don’t give truthers a bD name by not exposing the truth.

11/22/2018 7:17:27 PM lovethebeach999 Is this why GE has been hammered ?

11/22/2018 7:17:38 PM datruseeka Why was Gospel of Thomas left out of Bible?  Does it speak the truth that they didn’t want us to know about?  His talks with Jesus?

11/22/2018 7:18:28 PM datruseeka Thanks so much for that answer.  It’s been bothering me.

11/22/2018 7:19:01 PM datruseeka Is the testimony against Nixon and Graham true by FB?

11/22/2018 7:21:59 PM datruseeka This warms my ❤️ ❤️❤️❤️

11/22/2018 7:23:24 PM angela_land Do you have a cure or a better path to defeat alcoholism? My loved one is struggling with this addiction & I want to help him so much. Perhaps you 

know of another better complete path to sobriety that works? Thank you 💜

11/22/2018 7:23:35 PM lmjonzey I dont know if we can understand how this happens or the heart capable of this. I'm really afraid for us as humanity to see this. We can't unsee it. But if 

we dont then it will be unreal to us.

11/22/2018 7:23:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not 100% but its mostly human error.

11/22/2018 7:24:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Not in this case.

11/22/2018 7:25:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not the company GE.

11/22/2018 7:25:30 PM theydontknowwe1 #Truth

11/22/2018 7:25:46 PM lovethebeach999 🤷🏻♀️

11/22/2018 7:26:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The video will not be released in full.

11/22/2018 7:28:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The path of self enlightenment begins when you realize that all in the material realm is an illusion created by chaos and true balance in ones own life 

comes from how they perceive their own consciousness. Addiction is a trick of the mind and body to deceive it that vision.

11/22/2018 7:29:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is the mathematical representation of Yahweh?

11/22/2018 7:29:35 PM datruseeka Hallelujah  https://youtu.be/LRP8d7hhpoQ 

11/22/2018 7:29:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which Church in America openly broadcasts the equation?

11/22/2018 7:30:02 PM see_only1 3 6 9 ??

11/22/2018 7:30:09 PM jkiddrock Is it 666?

11/22/2018 7:30:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:31:30 PM worldxplorer1 10+5+6+5= 26

11/22/2018 7:31:49 PM karenra13423777 777

11/22/2018 7:32:20 PM karenra13423777 700 club

11/22/2018 7:32:23 PM lbf777 Everything is easy with god.

11/22/2018 7:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who know cannot sleep at night.

Victims caught up in it can't make heads or tails of it because there is no legitimate WHY answer.

We have the server(S). 

House Of Cards

Victims try to speak out.

Victims who speak are murdered. https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

11/22/2018 7:33:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:33:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:33:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:33:51 PM lbf777 I noticed Ra was portrayed as the bad guy who enslaved the humans which sounds accurate.

11/22/2018 7:34:34 PM warrior_4truth Infinity



11/22/2018 7:34:44 PM redpilledaus 3 3 3

11/22/2018 7:36:35 PM karenra13423777 888

11/22/2018 7:36:49 PM memawmommat 1111

11/22/2018 7:37:03 PM warrior_4truth And 1.618

Phi

11/22/2018 7:37:09 PM realaronbrowne π7 π^7

11/22/2018 7:37:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:37:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:37:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/22/2018 7:37:37 PM colista I've done lots of research... nothing transmit this is a direct way. Some speculation. Nothing (on line) that seems solid. 😡😡😡😡😡

11/22/2018 7:37:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No & No

11/22/2018 7:38:00 PM crazycooder 3.1415

11/22/2018 7:38:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 No & No

11/22/2018 7:38:18 PM lbf777 If you mean God, I’d say 3 for Trinity and 7 for the 7 combinations made out of 3. 

1

2

3

12

13

23

123
11/22/2018 7:38:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct! pic.twitter.com/rtdSd5Gj90

11/22/2018 7:38:27 PM nextlifenotes  https://twitter.com/NextLifeNotes/status/1058492953075736576?s=19 …

11/22/2018 7:38:35 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/VFZmqEVfm1

11/22/2018 7:38:39 PM crazycooder Or Pi ?

11/22/2018 7:38:46 PM warrior_4truth Dang

11/22/2018 7:39:02 PM urkgurgle On a limb here. 1.618

11/22/2018 7:39:13 PM angela_land I’ve tried to help him by explaining our thoughts create things & we create our own reality. Also when negative thoughts come in, think of something 

you’re grateful for which changes the frequency of your thought to a higher vibration which attracts more higher vibrations...?

11/22/2018 7:39:51 PM astol14334 777

11/22/2018 7:39:54 PM decodematrix Read the Law of One. You incarnate many times in 3D for your soul to experience and learn. At the end of the 26,000 year galactic cycle there is a 

graduation/harvest where you will go to 4D. When you get to 9D-12D you are absorbed back into the one Source/Creator/God.

11/22/2018 7:40:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Universal Language Is Math pic.twitter.com/ysLZLGRXgp

11/22/2018 7:40:18 PM angela_land He is open to listening to ideas & giving them a try & changing his thought process which is a step in the right direction I think!

11/22/2018 7:40:20 PM warrior_4truth It must be the tetragrammaton then

11/22/2018 7:42:33 PM dukebrun Pi 7/Pi to the seventh.

11/22/2018 7:42:40 PM jane_q_patriot E=mc^2? Catholic Church?

11/22/2018 7:42:41 PM daveschroeder18 666

11/22/2018 7:42:53 PM lovesg_d Not sure what you are looking for, but I found this to be quite interesting! https://www.goldennumber.net/tetragrammaton/ 

11/22/2018 7:43:07 PM galpearl0210 Phi 1.62

11/22/2018 7:43:34 PM angela_land Can I ask why some minds & bodies want to trick & deceive an enlightened vision?

11/22/2018 7:43:48 PM psyanidegaming Ha ha Numerologists win THIS reality

11/22/2018 7:46:13 PM jane_q_patriot Ah, thank you.

11/22/2018 7:47:51 PM nextlifenotes Sounds pretty contrived. 

The Hebrew script is written right to left, and existed way before Greek letters, Arabic numbers and modern math notation.

Could you please expand on any background on the connection?

Thanks!

11/22/2018 7:48:19 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does marijuana use help or hurt a calcified pineal gland? Can one use too much?

11/22/2018 7:48:21 PM irisfoxnycgrand 3?

11/22/2018 7:48:43 PM jane_q_patriot (Just caught your answer in other thread, please disregard.)

11/22/2018 7:49:11 PM lovesg_d Has been pronounced many ways-Yahweh, Yahveh, Yahovah, Adonai.  Supposedly, the correct pronunciation was forgotten over time because the 

Rabbis were afraid to pronounce the Tetragrammaton because it may be done in a way that disrespected God.

11/22/2018 7:50:36 PM saallen1965 Church numerals...?

11/22/2018 7:50:36 PM everydayschmoes Most excellent!!!

11/22/2018 7:51:10 PM heartsscales Avicii was sex trafficked as a child..

11/22/2018 7:55:38 PM susan66388204 Define SA please.  Not so good with the comma sometimes, thanks

11/22/2018 7:56:07 PM jane_q_patriot If this is written as an equation, right to left/left to right shouldn't matter. I'm also very intrigued about the history.

11/22/2018 7:57:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hebrew is written right to left, however the phrase: "I am all that I am"

7 = I

π = Am

* = That

(all I am) = π^7

(I am) = 7π

I am all I am = 7π*π^7

Regardless of colloquial origination, the mathematical fundamental laws can be naturally learned by all cultures and languages.
11/22/2018 7:57:36 PM headlinejuice But who determines 'enemy?' Are they not labeling TIs enemies? Does a judge determine 'enemy' behind closed doors without self defense of TI?

11/22/2018 7:58:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana has no side effects. How you consume it does. Key distinction.

11/22/2018 7:59:01 PM lovesg_d I always found math fascinating, but it was my hardest struggle in school. I had trouble with it in every math class I took. I stopped after Geometry. I 

think it was because I had poor math teachers who didn’t teach it well & didn’t provide me a good foundation in earlier grades.

11/22/2018 7:59:24 PM nostradachris 🤷🏼♂️🥳 pic.twitter.com/JqIN4iIxOZ



11/22/2018 8:00:19 PM nextlifenotes Thank you. 

Is there a mathematical or geometrical significance to this constant?

11/22/2018 8:01:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonderland

11/22/2018 8:02:24 PM mongrelglory Soon this "legacy" military tech will be obsolete.  ET disclosure and membership into the Galactic Federation will mean that countries on Earth will no 

longer have need for this technology. It would be easily neutralized if one country did try to use it against another country.

11/22/2018 8:03:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 The universe is a fractal expression of geometric shapes projected by consciousness in the language of math.

11/22/2018 8:03:27 PM hmcd123 I have been reading/studying, only been at this level of Awakening since August (this lifetime 😂)What an emotional rollercoaster. And what level are 

you at @DecodeMatrix 🤔

11/22/2018 8:03:52 PM lilbreadbakerme Mathematics is Music. Music is Mathematics. Infinity is the 7th Interval. The 9th transcends the closed 8th “the Infinite Loop”.

11/22/2018 8:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. 👽use the constants it contains to travel 🛸 to 🌍.

Base 10?

11/22/2018 8:06:57 PM 1_decided_voter But enough to awaken the majority of people who voted for her?

11/22/2018 8:07:26 PM johngradycole20 Evangelical

11/22/2018 8:08:08 PM jane_q_patriot Would you say that this is somehow related  to (or maybe mirrored by) the Sanskrit phrase "Tat Tvam Asi" (or That thou art, referring to ALL that) from 

the Upanishads? Or am I way off base?

11/22/2018 8:08:27 PM lovesg_d Yes, and everything works together on perfect harmony! I have always held to the theory of intelligent design! It took intelligence that is beyond my 

comprehension to put it all together! I am so fascinated since becoming involved in the Great Awakening that I am no longer....1/

11/22/2018 8:09:51 PM jdw714 Modern day english it's most commonly pronounced Jehovah.

 King James Bible Psalms 83:18

That men may know that thou, whose name alone is JEHOVAH, art the most high over all the earth. pic.twitter.com/B21WlilLrz

11/22/2018 8:10:21 PM lovesg_d ..2/ satisfied with what I already know or have already experienced. I have such a deep yearning to know all there is to know. I pray for my mind to be 

expanded all the time! I want to know everything!

11/22/2018 8:13:54 PM bakeobits 777

11/22/2018 8:16:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Translation:

Thou shall not prosecute the Deep State. https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1065817733076578304 …

11/22/2018 8:18:45 PM halcon_radiante Yod 10

Heh 5

Vav 6

Heh 5

Total 26

11/22/2018 8:20:07 PM sehvehn desperately trying that brainwashing hypnosis garbage

11/22/2018 8:20:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 From a classified location on Earth with a filter? Who knew Area !51 was so well known? It's not. Never A Straight Answer. 

https://twitter.com/PopSci/status/1065802309211439104 …

11/22/2018 8:21:35 PM karentriebel 42

11/22/2018 8:21:53 PM lovesg_d So it is not on Mars, I presume?  Is this how they justify their budget & get more money?  😂🤣😂

11/22/2018 8:22:59 PM galiforniasocal Same here - funny thing is when I got to college, they had an awesome math lab that I went to often and ended up getting A's and B's in math, 

including and A in advanced statistics. I'm an auditor now, go figure.  I wish big me could go back to 6th grade me for a pep talk

11/22/2018 8:23:33 PM lurakoos Tetragrammaton... Watchtower Society?

11/22/2018 8:24:21 PM zeola_rose Amen dear brother. I so agree. It’s time 🔥

11/22/2018 8:25:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd 3,6,9 Tesla

11/22/2018 8:28:05 PM zendamaparanorm I’ve always considered that 👽 traveled at the speed of Thought pic.twitter.com/vdOzjNScWb

11/22/2018 8:32:13 PM nextlifenotes Isn't "I am that I am" a translation of "אהיה אשר אהיה", and not Tetragrammaton?

 https://en.m.wiktionary.org/wiki/  אהיה_אשר_אהיה

11/22/2018 8:36:07 PM giediknight One less than 10, the 9

11/22/2018 8:36:42 PM giediknight Plasma signatures in saying the word of god

11/22/2018 8:40:19 PM lbf777 I’m trying to understand why MJ12 & the movie Above Majestic is promoting Ra who works for Lucifer. This MJ12 profile pic means Ra worship. The 

Stargate movie you made makes Ra look like the enslaver of mankind. This map says Corey Goode is a messenger of Ra. Any clarification?

11/22/2018 8:42:24 PM lbf777 Here is the map that shows Goode is a messenger of Ra. Forgot to post. pic.twitter.com/KF0btijOkm

11/22/2018 8:43:00 PM jlundr Best way to comsume it?

11/22/2018 8:44:11 PM 00loll0 420

11/22/2018 8:46:04 PM zendamaparanorm John Hagee or Hagee Ministries

11/22/2018 8:47:09 PM jeffkoc43320994 Purely to save us from a short term economic collapse, quickly bolster our geopolitical clout, and subvert our enemies. It had to happen immediately; 

no time to institute new infrastructure.

11/22/2018 8:48:00 PM danielharrelsoo Now all that's  needed is the proper spelling.

11/22/2018 8:50:39 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/RGNvPuTYrf

11/22/2018 8:50:55 PM cozyanon Scalar structures fractaling outward from #MetatronsCube, via the #FlowerofLife pattern, emanating from #TheSingularity (aka #God #Creator #Deity).

#Esoteric #Metaphysics #ItsDeep pic.twitter.com/y6wc79WlkB

11/22/2018 8:53:01 PM blogjam_net Scientology

11/22/2018 8:53:10 PM xhurt11956 717

11/22/2018 9:01:02 PM joshvale14 Dude literally 11pm one the dot when I read this. Mind blown lol

11/22/2018 9:04:27 PM 00loll0 It's area 51 as seen on your profile page.

11/22/2018 9:05:23 PM johngradycole20 Notice me, senpai pic.twitter.com/PaV2MkyIcN

11/22/2018 9:06:34 PM 1_decided_voter I've read the rover was actually roaming some barren wasteland out in the middle of nowhere (somewhere way up in the north east) and not on Mars. 

It resonated with me at the time, because well... never a straight answer.

11/22/2018 9:08:41 PM nostradachris You all see this? https://youtu.be/ofVVH8BHMJI 

11/22/2018 9:09:52 PM timeforarrests Mathematics is beautiful.

11/22/2018 9:10:16 PM 00loll0 If Corey Goode is anyone's messenger why does he feel the need to trademark Blue Avians,and secret space program? He doesn't own them..very 

unconscious of him.

11/22/2018 9:10:55 PM turboxyde WEIERSTRASS FUNCTION = Navigation through infinite fractality. pic.twitter.com/gyyGi2lIcr

11/22/2018 9:17:11 PM lovesg_d Yes! That’s his name! He was active in starting the PsychOps program if I remember right.

11/22/2018 9:27:05 PM maga_carebear I’m on the same timeline as you. Woke aug 1 this year. So much catching up to do!!!

11/22/2018 9:34:04 PM djlok Me too

11/22/2018 9:39:56 PM mongrelglory Thank you!  This is such a gift of knowledge that I couldn't have easily obtained access to.



11/22/2018 9:44:31 PM imcevoy1 I read something similar @QanonQurator but I heard there was one on Mars one on wasteland. When the Mars one is near things that they do not 

want you to see (ruins - creatures) they flip it to Earth. There was even a picture of a MOUSE on Mars!!! (obviously Earth one - I think!). 

pic.twitter.com/t0167HvNY0

11/22/2018 9:48:36 PM headlinejuice What of TIs falsely accused of being enemies? Will they be accused publicly so they can defend themselves as guaranteed under Constitution? What of 

those chipped in nonconsensual experiments--will they get their lives & reputations back? @martingeddes @StormIsUponUs @DevinNunes

11/22/2018 9:51:06 PM mongrelglory Freedom = No more need for money.  Having all the resources to meet our basic needs already.

11/22/2018 9:53:09 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/Hc_sah8GJCc 

11/22/2018 9:57:53 PM mongrelglory Someone already mentioned photon torpedos, so I will mention Phasers (phaser pistols).

11/22/2018 10:02:07 PM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford talks about having a world meritocracy body where elected representatives are chosen from each area of the globe.  North America 

would be one area.  I assume that means the representative would have a life-time appointment.

11/22/2018 10:04:14 PM mongrelglory Sounds like a weapon that would be coded to his DNA!

11/22/2018 10:07:26 PM mongrelglory Despite his execution for treason, isn't he still allowed to have his remains disposed of according to his wishes?

11/22/2018 10:10:02 PM maga_carebear You lost me st “not being me.”  I like me. And I have a LONG way to go to reach the point of this vid. Just wowee! 😱😱😱

11/22/2018 10:14:07 PM mongrelglory Original Hostel film?

11/22/2018 10:14:20 PM daveo6145 i would not be shocked.

11/22/2018 10:15:02 PM petitchevalb No need to see a child bein tortured to understand what they do is inhuman

11/22/2018 10:15:49 PM daveo6145 adds up

11/22/2018 10:17:42 PM daveo6145 I think it would be more sensible for transparency. That seems to be key here as we are seeing with citizen journalists uncovering evidence and the 

MSM being complicit in nefarious governmental actions.

11/22/2018 10:17:48 PM oo1o110 Tetragrammaton pic.twitter.com/6e2mLlsdjj

11/22/2018 10:19:16 PM oo1o110 Judaism.

 http://communio.stblogs.org/index.php/2008/11/why-the-tetragrammaton-yhwh-is/ …

11/22/2018 10:31:22 PM karentriebel 7th day Adventist

11/22/2018 10:32:00 PM susan66388204 Ty

11/22/2018 10:32:09 PM susan66388204 Ty

11/22/2018 10:34:44 PM do_or_do_notty Once you put flame to cannabis you lose most of its medical benefits. 

I personally only vape with a volcano (convection vs combustion), edibles, tinctures, and full extract cannabis oil (FECO) CBD is a great supplement and 

symptom reliever. 

For healing, full plant is best 👍

11/22/2018 10:45:16 PM susan66388204 @countrygrl2

11/22/2018 10:45:40 PM susan66388204 @countrygrl2

11/22/2018 10:48:13 PM susan66388204 Is this the same as Ahayah Asher Ahayah?

11/22/2018 10:50:55 PM dairy_mom_of_6 RIP Avicii. So tragic and I hope to be able to sleep at night again sometime! This suffering NEEDS to end!!!

11/22/2018 11:07:06 PM judithhansel1 When they're all criminals,

there is no one to vote for.

11/22/2018 11:07:35 PM mark_schmalz I heard Baffin Island, Canada.

11/22/2018 11:07:53 PM mark_schmalz I heard Baffin Island Canada.

11/22/2018 11:10:11 PM 1_decided_voter Sounds right

11/22/2018 11:58:15 PM darktolightww Yes, her disclosure is very disturbing and hard to believe for many, I find her very credible.

11/22/2018 11:59:00 PM darktolightww thank you, wish you the best x

11/23/2018 12:06:56 AM hmcrewb10542500 Very haunting.....you are so talented

11/23/2018 12:10:35 AM whynumbers369 Devon island? https://www.whydontyoutrythis.com/2017/06/nasa-mars-hoax-rover-on-devon-island-canada-you-decide.html?m=1 …

11/23/2018 12:20:44 AM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

The Vatican Archives contain artifacts that are MANMADE and over 300 MILLION years old. Paintings. Sculptures. Books. Technology. History. Galactic 

Archive of Humanoid Races. STARGATE. Interdimensional Terminal. And so much more. Literally millions of artifacts.

11/23/2018 12:52:52 AM diaptera_80 66419,71711211

11/23/2018 12:58:33 AM diaptera_80 But I don’t know how that turns out with base 12 or whatever the universe use

11/23/2018 1:55:32 AM adsvel The Universal language is Physics, Mathematics and Geometry which is NOT separated from one another.

11/23/2018 2:38:54 AM adsvel Secrets create more secrets and this leads to Anomaly, Illusion, isolated state of consciousness. Where there is protection, where there is responsibility 

of own actions?

11/23/2018 2:41:58 AM bitcoinbuyinte1 If we use Telsa's theory - 9. The most powerful number of them all.

11/23/2018 3:21:29 AM epkman Yeah, I researched him and his brother Tony a while back and was sickened by what I found, and then I learned about Epstein Island, and privately 

when I think about it, tears pour down like rain. Thank you for bringing 'The Light' to a very dark place.😎

11/23/2018 3:24:58 AM datruseeka Our solar system?

11/23/2018 3:33:07 AM jose_canyusi 66,420

11/23/2018 3:33:50 AM epkman Now it's Dugway and Area 52, purportedly. But that's probably not relevant anymore. If I told myself I know where Black Sites are, I would probably not 

be telling the truth🤣At any rate, I conclude given your optimism we have a distant chance of survival.🗽

11/23/2018 3:48:02 AM datruseeka Looks like DNA.  My research indicated our original DNA was altered by what I’ll refer to as “the evil low vibration oppressors”.  They didn’t want us to 

have our original powers, nor maintain our higher vibrations. True?

11/23/2018 3:48:06 AM mongrelglory That's the answer to "life, the universe, and everything". 😆 https://hitchhikers.fandom.com/wiki/Deep_Thought …

11/23/2018 3:57:31 AM datruseeka How many Laws are there that govern our TRUE WORLD?  Law of Attraction? Check this out - just found this - some 108 “Wisdoms” or Laws.   

http://www.twoworldswisdom.org/law-above-so-below … 

Does the Law of As above, so below correspond to Q’s quote “Think Mirror” too?

11/23/2018 3:58:35 AM datruseeka WOW!  Seems like that would be the greatest crime of all.  And the Cabal is STILL trying to change and alter our DNA to kill us off!

11/23/2018 3:59:25 AM datruseeka WOW!  Big changes coming.

11/23/2018 4:15:00 AM datruseeka LMAO!  Yes, of course!   Totally Lawless.  EVIL.  SICK.  STUPID.  HEARTLESS!!!!

11/23/2018 4:15:51 AM datruseeka Great to know!  I will research it!  Thx!

11/23/2018 4:33:39 AM datruseeka I remember reading something about that, but didn’t go down the rabbit hole as they say. I’ll put it on my list to do. Thx!

11/23/2018 4:34:50 AM datruseeka What I remember too is they referenced the Exorcist Movie with the reverse speech.  Demons.

11/23/2018 4:38:45 AM oo1o110 Bush hand signals.

11/23/2018 4:41:19 AM rava8989 Doesn’t matter because Yahweh is gone and has no power anymore

11/23/2018 4:54:11 AM keith369me Thank you for sharing the question and the answer.  I had a math teacher in high school that used to state, “God was the world’s best mathematician”. 

A wise man.

11/23/2018 5:03:50 AM diaptera_80 What do you mean? Pi and 7?

11/23/2018 5:11:46 AM headlinejuice Sir, will Q liberate Americans sold by Comey into topsecret brain emulation studies?  At 14:50 --

'Brain emulations' will inevitably initially come from nonpersons from a legal standpoint. ' FBI's 'noninvestigativesubjects 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V12bQqJIAUI&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop …

11/23/2018 5:15:07 AM seeker40705254 Fibonacci

11/23/2018 5:18:23 AM colista Quite the narrative ... idiots pic.twitter.com/8fnXnREil2

11/23/2018 6:02:27 AM andrewdl12 OVSSF One Very Super Sick F-&k

11/23/2018 6:06:36 AM andrewdl12 Simple shoot dead all the sick Fuckers



11/23/2018 6:07:26 AM trobynn1 No it is not

11/23/2018 6:14:29 AM trobynn1 Check out the drawings of the suspects...Podestas without doubt

11/23/2018 6:24:58 AM diaptera_80 Ah, yes me too.

11/23/2018 6:49:18 AM jdw714 True! God inspired bible writers to put his name in the scriptures almost 7000 times & jewish religious leaders decided God's name was to holy for man 

to say and stopped using it.

 2 Timothy 3:16

All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, ... pic.twitter.com/d1MA2mspge

11/23/2018 7:00:08 AM samantonkristof CALENDAR CHANGE 2020 

 http://www.lawoftime.org/lawoftime/synchronotron.html …

11/23/2018 7:03:29 AM blasto33 777

11/23/2018 7:27:24 AM headlinejuice Who defines 'enemy?' And are these accuses provides right to face accuser & defend self as guaranteed in Constitution? #noninvestigativesubject

11/23/2018 7:27:35 AM skullmonkie These people are sick! pic.twitter.com/EM7M8LWxgX

11/23/2018 7:28:37 AM headlinejuice They are also performing brain emulations and smearing targets as 'crazy' to cover their crimes.

11/23/2018 7:33:30 AM fionasdestiny67 UT is area 52

11/23/2018 7:48:42 AM compassrose1375 did something happen - (I think msm missed it)

11/23/2018 7:50:14 AM nostradachris That happened. Not as big of a explosion I was looking for. Only a matter of time tho pic.twitter.com/p7314yrcIE

11/23/2018 7:50:28 AM azrakiel1 That's the spirit...

11/23/2018 7:53:41 AM susan46189802 COULD YOU PLEASE JUST ANSWER THE QUESTION ON WHICH CHURCH? I USE ALL MY RIDDLE ME REE ON Q, AND 8 CHAN, AND MY BRAIN GETS TIRED. 

BESIDES, I ALWAYS TOLD MY CHILDREN THAT IF YOU TRULY HAVE A POINT, SAY IT ONCE CLEARLY; OTHERWISE, YOU ARE JUST MAKING NOISE.

11/23/2018 8:19:31 AM sehvehn Truth might have initial messy consequence but truth enables forward motion

11/23/2018 8:45:25 AM fionasdestiny67 With the EO on human trafficking you would think so, when direct proofs are discovered.

11/23/2018 8:48:37 AM deplorable1604 Universal ascension is through love alone.

11/23/2018 8:48:52 AM datruseeka But I thought Trusts were a different story legally.  Was hoping a lawyer would know.

11/23/2018 8:54:37 AM gr82blandda DARK > LIGHT

PRIVATE  > PUBLIC 

CLAS > DECLAS

[D]EC 5 > D5

Nothing can stop what's coming pic.twitter.com/7efsjts0ZY

11/23/2018 9:06:51 AM rmc_sw Just one more subpoena etc, that will be ignored & we the people will see NOTHING from it!

11/23/2018 9:20:20 AM wonderswords "GE on alert" What or who is GE? I think this is new terminology to us

11/23/2018 9:29:52 AM wonderswords "GE on alert" GALACTIC Entities? What does it mean?

11/23/2018 9:33:20 AM lovethebeach999 Google earth per someone else

11/23/2018 9:37:32 AM nostradachris Fisa Fisa Fisa pic.twitter.com/HFyDZuuTBs

11/23/2018 9:39:08 AM wonderswords Doesn't even make sense, GOOGLE is not our friend and therefore would be ON ALERT. GOOGLE is part of the problem. We are all guessing and I'm 

guessing GE is a Majestic secret organization. We will wait till they want to reveal, need to know

11/23/2018 9:51:21 AM woketexan  https://fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html …

Space Preservation Act of 2001

11/23/2018 9:53:43 AM rmc_sw Believe it when I see it, until then, Patriots are a dying breed, however, I will NEVER, EVER ALLOW SOMEONE TO TAKE OR CONTROL WHAT I’VE 

WORKED MY LIFE FOR! I WILL PUT’EM DOWN 1ST!

11/23/2018 10:16:31 AM missy968 Yahweh or yehowah

11/23/2018 10:48:59 AM headlinejuice All of govt. involved. Is @realDonaldTrump @devinnunes @jim_jordan @markmeadows #qanon going to expose?

11/23/2018 11:04:34 AM iam_jorgeborboa Maybe God and Yahweh are not the same. Maybe that’s why the question was so specific. Both are deities, but I would think God as the One Creator.

 🤷🏽♂️

11/23/2018 11:04:41 AM lovethebeach999 wasn’t my guess

11/23/2018 11:16:47 AM lbf777 Before the 1 God concept was righteously established by Moses, the ancients believed in many gods from the sun, rivers, animals, people, ect..  

Yawhey was the name of a volcano god. Moses lies about gods name being Yawhey to easily convert the Hebrews. It worked.

11/23/2018 11:18:38 AM lbf777 The volcano wasn’t actually a god. People were just very primitive back then and made a lot of mistakes.

11/23/2018 11:19:51 AM iam_jorgeborboa I am not saying there is only One god, by One Creator I mean the highest. Yahweh is one of them in lowere tier. Have you heard about Sophia? And 

how Yahweh is a creation from her?

11/23/2018 11:20:35 AM fdseaboch They have never left low earth orbit, NASA is the biggest fraud in government, the rocket goes up and start moving horizontal almost immediately, and 

goes down in ocean. Why do they always launch near the ocean? How much $ have they funneled to supporter?

11/23/2018 11:21:24 AM iam_jorgeborboa We were very primitive back then, but before that epoch we were highly advance and we misunderstood the teachings we were left

11/23/2018 11:23:48 AM nonspamming Seeing as this is one of only a tiny number of black outs across Gluegle Earth. Whats going on there? This island is in the East Siberian Sea and very 

ominous! pic.twitter.com/E9t8FudjKO

11/23/2018 11:28:07 AM bulldogrescuer IQ. 102

11/23/2018 11:28:35 AM bulldogrescuer Because he is.

11/23/2018 11:29:26 AM bulldogrescuer He’s a Satanist.

11/23/2018 11:30:31 AM lbf777 Any real person claiming to be a God is lying. Lucifer, Ra, Baal, Kukulkan, Quetzacoatl, & many others pretend to be God to gain power & worship. 

I haven’t heard of Sophia.

11/23/2018 11:33:43 AM milcareksusan What are you guys talking about?

11/23/2018 11:34:50 AM lbf777 The Lyrans and the Reprilians were the technologically advanced races during Atlantis. Lyrans were spiritually advanced but Reptilians were Luciferians 

so they were scientifically advanced but spiritually very primitive. 3 lines of knowledge are:

Science

Philosophy

Spirituality

11/23/2018 12:00:04 PM iam_jorgeborboa Those are not gods, we as humanity saw them as if they were because we didn’t comprehend his wisdom and technology. They were simply advance 

from where we were

11/23/2018 12:22:19 PM carolelmer12 666

11/23/2018 12:33:17 PM melanieusn1979 22nd hour is 10:00 pm.  What am I missing?

11/23/2018 12:35:13 PM melanieusn1979 Based on the incorrect hour of 22 = 1100 I don’t think this scenario is correct.

11/23/2018 12:35:34 PM melanieusn1979 Remember D5. Dec 5

11/23/2018 12:59:48 PM susieque817  pic.twitter.com/LafapNIYdZ

11/23/2018 1:01:18 PM datruseeka Thanks for this inspiration that I do have control over them....by being in the Light and letting it be known!  Amen to that!

11/23/2018 1:05:34 PM dawntay40629790 I've known that all of my life! But Math gives me a headache!  Our Creator communicates with us with equations!  All the do's and donts are for our 

own good, because every action causes a reaction.



11/23/2018 1:06:38 PM dawntay40629790 We are a fractal of the Divine.

11/23/2018 1:07:44 PM nostradachris I didnt make it up but found it cool

11/23/2018 1:26:09 PM olimyracle So, how to in the universe divide by O ?

11/23/2018 1:52:46 PM datruseeka Yes, when you are a truthers, down one rabbit hole after another, you discover the unimaginable evil out there and it does bring fear at times.  I’ve 

learned to seek reassurance and / or work to overcome it myself w/ Deep big breadths and positive thoughts of love and happiness!

11/23/2018 2:07:10 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/0wHCN75q6P

11/23/2018 2:07:10 PM twistnshout58 prof burbage -muggle studies

11/23/2018 2:07:18 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/ApsaqKtNSA

11/23/2018 2:49:48 PM missy968 That one that looks like the Vanderbilt house pool area?

11/23/2018 3:32:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Casket?

Destruction of evidence before "graceful" exit?

Sex Tapes?

Bunnies?

Do rabbits eat their babies?

Who was in the sex tapes?

Why THIS manner of destruction (instead of BleachBit)?

Was BleachBit NSA seeded technology?

PS: We have the server(S). https://pagesix.com/2018/11/23/hugh-hefner-dumped-casket-of-sex-tapes-into-the-sea/ …
11/23/2018 3:33:12 PM ursula_1111 Wow. Just wow!

11/23/2018 3:33:45 PM piratek73549479 Ive seen this idea floated around here... pic.twitter.com/EpN5eeuvxp

11/23/2018 3:34:14 PM rudolphsteiner3  pic.twitter.com/qTYt7J3CvS

11/23/2018 3:37:27 PM ranger51367 Jeffrey Epstein is another assest of the Mossad to compromise government leaders

11/23/2018 3:39:35 PM lady_miss_m Into the sea?  Like Bin Laden's body? (sarcasm)  If they wanted to destroy evidence, why not just burn them?  If this casket story is true, then maybe 

they were dumped to be found by someone later?  Or maybe "casket" symbolizes death?

11/23/2018 3:39:59 PM billysgirl0214 Powerful video.  Do those that watch understand what they see? #EyesWideOpen

11/23/2018 3:41:00 PM lady_miss_m That's why they make math so confusing for kids in school.

11/23/2018 3:42:20 PM piratek73549479 Hugh was no idiot, no-way known he would of "dumped" such powerful evidence..

He was smart enough to gain the upper hand in the first place, so the real question is with whom would he of passed on this "power" to ??

😉

11/23/2018 3:46:45 PM keith369me Pam Anderson, Julian Assange...is there more to their relationship than is reported?

11/23/2018 3:48:13 PM sergii_ii What is “efaint”? “Infants” you mean... Weird you don’t speak French being a Majestic

11/23/2018 3:48:24 PM qaphsiel17 Those tapes are plutonium. Not sure most of whats taped can benefit humanity. It may do far more harm then good.

11/23/2018 3:49:32 PM billysgirl0214 This gives me some peace.  He may have been one who couldn’t sleep at night.

11/23/2018 3:53:02 PM wonderswords Thanks for answering my post about Hef.

11/23/2018 3:56:58 PM zack_stone If google 🌎 is correct. Being on alert= wide spread blackout of sensitive locations

11/23/2018 3:57:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody decide to confide?

11/23/2018 3:57:16 PM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This seems plausible  https://twitter.com/piratek73549479/status/1066112596284080128 …

11/23/2018 3:58:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's fake news, but Cabal signaling.

11/23/2018 3:58:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 And FBI

11/23/2018 4:00:18 PM keith369me I suspected Pamela was sharing info from Hefner to Assange...and that Hef may not have died of natural causes.  I don’t have access to NSA voice 

recordings so it is only a guess.

11/23/2018 4:00:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 GE = God's Eye

11/23/2018 4:02:34 PM wonderswords Does Robert Deniro signal as well?

11/23/2018 4:03:20 PM chelle030609 Are the tunnels under the playboy mansion connected to other celebrities houses and the Getty museum? Used for child sezx trafficking and satanic 

rituals?

11/23/2018 4:03:51 PM worldxplorer1 What is God’s Eye?  Related to the all seeing eye on the pyramid?

11/23/2018 4:04:54 PM worldxplorer1 I never connected the fact that they’re called “bunnies”!  Once to you learn their lingo and symbolism you see it everywhere!

11/23/2018 4:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Marielle: Oma from SG-1 was based on the advice given to the Majestic 12 about what regular existence in higher dimensions was like. Many of the 

phrases were exact- word for word.

11/23/2018 4:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 No comms outside of Twitter.

11/23/2018 4:06:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/23/2018 4:06:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Move assets.

11/23/2018 4:07:17 PM ranger51367 just watched a video of Field McConnell talking about his evil sister,Kristine Marcy,and how she and Hillary Clinton are in charge of the world pedo 

ring,very disturbing to say the least,McConnell is a brave whistleblower+patriot

11/23/2018 4:09:08 PM keith369me ...and your Twitter following (Red Pilling) has quadrupled since I found your Twitter account a couple of months ago.  Thank you!!!

11/23/2018 4:10:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 BleachBit is the software version of using acid to destroy evidence. Acid sales are all traced. #EyesWideOpen

11/23/2018 4:11:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Danger?

11/23/2018 4:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 We clarified WHY we used BleachBit as a technology to destroy evidence to draw connections. Media pundits call it "Acid Washing". Acid washing is 

typically used to destroy evidence. Since 45, all acid sales are RED FLAGs and can result in a FISA issued against you.

11/23/2018 4:13:25 PM chelle030609 And the underground city under the Getty?

11/23/2018 4:14:12 PM zendamaparanorm 5:5

11/23/2018 4:16:57 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, makes sense, although some of what she said was confusing i.e. when she mentioned a fire and I being cooked long ago. I know, I chopped it up, 

can't remember exact what was said short of watching video again. Which I just might do😉.

11/23/2018 4:18:17 PM sheilaaliens Lol I must have misread it, sorry

11/23/2018 4:19:58 PM datruseeka I haven’t a clue what that means! Lol. You stumped me!

11/23/2018 4:23:54 PM wonderswords As we are awakened we lose things we loved, ill never watch his movies again f****ng Traitor, hope they have his server toooo

11/23/2018 4:23:55 PM 3rdeyeview55 You have to watch SG-1 when Daniel decides to ascend. Oma was there to help him. It was when Daniel got radiation poisoning and was going to die in 

a short amount of time.

11/23/2018 4:27:54 PM wonderswords Slow down sister, the post was involving more than once topic, bleach bit was info seperate, from the others. But we forgive you,, this time

11/23/2018 4:29:41 PM sheilaaliens Slow down and rewind because I already acknowledged and apologized for my folly. :P

11/23/2018 4:30:32 PM wonderswords Mitt Romney isn't sutle at all, what's his back story?

11/23/2018 4:36:18 PM datruseeka What’s the relation Hefner & Maher? Father & son? pic.twitter.com/JuyAOx0O3I

11/23/2018 4:38:36 PM 3rdeyeview55 Wow, there is a resemblance 🤔

11/23/2018 4:40:09 PM ranger51367 moonchild sperm implanted relationship maybe,is that why Bill has a fondness for red shoes,just like podesta's red shoes,don't think they were aligator 

skins either.

11/23/2018 4:40:16 PM wonderswords Funniest part of that answer is--- mirror, mirror or who confides in whom,

11/23/2018 4:42:41 PM wonderswords They would have removed her way before Hef, he was an Asset, she could have easily "overdosed"

11/23/2018 4:45:39 PM ranger51367 Bill could have been a Druid pagan in another life,who knows maybe he still is?



11/23/2018 4:49:53 PM fionasdestiny67 I'm going to need to rewatch it. 

Speaking of movies, if you can answer, re: Geostorm. I watched with new eyes and caught the "Net" of satellites. Is this a form of disclosure? Please 

and thank you.

11/23/2018 4:51:03 PM kellykreps777 Hey..I just found you on here. Just gotta ask. I see the way you type...and the style. You aren't quoting Q, are you?  Are you an anon or just talking Q-

style??  Just curious.

11/23/2018 4:51:38 PM wonderswords Chester Bennington and Chris Cornell were suspicious as well, rumored Chris was going to go public about  GEFFEN

11/23/2018 5:01:36 PM turboxyde Can you elaborate on the Nox more and perhaps any other species? Started rewatching it today and probing different aspects of each episode with my 

my co- creative consciousness intention.

11/23/2018 5:13:22 PM datruseeka Interesting.

11/23/2018 5:14:18 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you give us a taste of what’s on the “other side?”  

We understand the evil that must be cleared first, but perhaps a taste of the evolved consciousness bliss to help us all see the light at the end of the 

tunnel...

What does it really look like beyond this?

11/23/2018 5:15:01 PM datruseeka WOW!  Traumatic is sounds for sure.  How did you finally escape?

11/23/2018 5:18:37 PM wonderswords Yes and they have the server and weiners laptop with the file @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 replied They have over 30 tapes on all 3 Clintons [SIC]

11/23/2018 5:22:42 PM datruseeka Notice on right side, reference to the Sacred Name of God. pic.twitter.com/K1goIKfLrY

11/23/2018 5:29:13 PM djlok I wish I had been better at understanding math in school.  It was always very hard for me to understand.  Seems to come easier for some than others.

11/23/2018 5:37:33 PM wonderswords You don't have to believe in Water or Air either. But bury your head as much as you like. They still Exist.

11/23/2018 5:39:38 PM 1_decided_voter Is GE a term for technology, or literally...

11/23/2018 5:40:10 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

11/23/2018 5:45:54 PM palmdalekid2 Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/HD8L2FgH12

11/23/2018 5:48:50 PM jack1492 I agree, this article is likely loaded with coded messages to Pres. Trump's team of White Hat Patriots. Rest assured, Q is on it. Tired of winning yet?

11/23/2018 6:01:09 PM irisfoxnycgrand 5.5

11/23/2018 6:04:09 PM wonderswords Isn't it strange this isn't being televised like when the Berlin Wall came down? Just a little @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/23/2018 6:24:40 PM artemisreborn I was just about to post the same line..... My favorite show of all time!

11/23/2018 6:26:14 PM qaphsiel17 Can we stargate to atlantis?

11/23/2018 6:26:25 PM mongrelglory If I understand you correctly, you're saying that Able Danger is part of Majestic 12?

11/23/2018 6:28:40 PM janikabanks *spooky arm hairs* o_o then.... what or who is Root?

11/23/2018 6:28:47 PM mongrelglory My understanding is that Pam is acting as a spy, relaying messages for him.  There was a CDAN blind where it said Pam was sleeping in a different hotel 

room every single night because she was afraid of being 187'd.

11/23/2018 6:31:17 PM janikabanks They must really be working on me then >=l My earballs  have been crazy lately

11/23/2018 6:31:56 PM mongrelglory I should add...this is "fake news" from the Cabal...but they are giving a "signal".

11/23/2018 6:34:41 PM janikabanks It's like once something happens, the only way is forward. Daniel's candle was lit when his body was fried.

11/23/2018 6:35:42 PM janikabanks Once you realize the path is inevitable, you rise above it.

11/23/2018 6:41:22 PM janikabanks 0

11/23/2018 6:59:50 PM blankmarlo Perhaps just being fed info from an MJ12 handler. Most people that work for MJ12 don't even know it.

11/23/2018 7:01:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, though he has worked with many in MJ12.

11/23/2018 7:02:51 PM blankmarlo What about Bill Cooper?

11/23/2018 7:05:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not MJ12. Similar to AD though. Worked closely with us even though he was unaware for the most part who we were. We operated in the shadows 

and he knew of our organization, but naming names aside from the heads of MJ12 was impossible.

11/23/2018 7:06:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/23/2018 7:08:16 PM blankmarlo Thank you

11/23/2018 7:11:32 PM imcevoy1 I must admit to being a bit torn about this.  On one side I see your point and the deception on the other I think - where do the photo's of anomalies like 

'statues', ruins of civilizations, etc come from? pic.twitter.com/TF4g9bvMzw

11/23/2018 7:13:14 PM blankmarlo God's eye was an all purpose hacking technology that was soft disclosed to the public through the film Furious 7.

11/23/2018 7:22:56 PM qsentme1718 Michelle is a snake hatching from an egg and Obama’s has the serpent and flowers for the eyes hidden. It makes a trex like shape or a snake shape 

depending on how you shade it. Also Michelle’s dress has the dna patterns

11/23/2018 7:41:59 PM cryptocrab4 Silica = in banana's and it is in beer , your deodorant may also have 18% aluminum in it. Flouride and aluminum together fucks your pineal all up and 

even progresses dementia 

 https://www.naturalnews.com/034756_silica_anti-aging_heavy_metals.html …

 http://www.vitalhealthzone.com/nutrition/minerals/silica.html …

11/23/2018 7:54:07 PM rcoonhound Whoa!

11/23/2018 7:56:07 PM swimrobin Isn’t Hefner related to the Bush family?

11/23/2018 7:56:34 PM palmdalekid2 Thanksgiving was the first time I saw a cloaked craft’s panels. Looked like mesh/scales. Very overwhelming

11/23/2018 8:00:26 PM rcoonhound Double whoa! But cool!

11/23/2018 8:06:00 PM palmdalekid2 Mysticism/esoteric/occult are becoming mainstream lol

Next month will be very eye opening. That’s for sure pic.twitter.com/idCph2lDhO

11/23/2018 8:16:20 PM bunnehbooboo Whoops...😯😵😠

11/23/2018 8:21:12 PM mongrelglory Sigh...I suck at math!  I'm a walking Universal deaf/mute!

11/23/2018 8:26:18 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the information presented in the infamous "i am a rofschild axe me anything" thread accurate?

11/23/2018 8:28:54 PM mongrelglory RIP Avicii...

11/23/2018 8:30:20 PM tangtong77 Tip o the iceberg

Or

Giant frozen in ice

11/23/2018 8:34:13 PM princesspatrio1 It depends on perspective and depth. My first thought was a crystal.

11/23/2018 8:37:15 PM mongrelglory Base 9?

11/23/2018 8:37:56 PM mskeens1962 I see eyes at the tip.....and then i see other sets of eyes

11/23/2018 8:52:03 PM tammyredmond It would be and enjoyable Event. VOTL

11/23/2018 8:52:32 PM theanimalbigt ...all evil frozen into an Antarctic Berg?

11/23/2018 8:56:52 PM artemisreborn Heck... Chevron 8 locked! 😉

11/23/2018 9:18:44 PM tammysp7772777 If that is the case... then the politicians that were being blackmailed to do ill deeds are not really free... they just have a new handler. :-(

11/23/2018 9:38:58 PM pitf1ghter D5 ?  https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Chess_Opening_Theory/1._d4/1...d5 …

11/23/2018 9:42:45 PM mgray72531386 My first thought as well.  And it is activated from the source in the upper left hand corner down the left side of the stone.



11/23/2018 9:43:52 PM raehues #JUSTICEforAVICII  https://newspunch.com/dj-avicii-dead-pedophile-ring/ …  |||  https://www.iheart.com/content/2018-04-21-aviciis-brother-is-on-

the-hunt-for-answers-in-oman/ …  ||| https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/07/13/oman-domestic-workers-trafficked-trapped …

11/23/2018 9:55:15 PM ladyhawk0568 Where is a good place to start when looking into Majestic 12?

11/23/2018 10:03:41 PM do_or_do_notty Are you guys talking about the series or the movie? I guess a rewatch of both is in order.

11/23/2018 10:07:30 PM qtpi3_14 Modern day shovel

11/23/2018 10:14:54 PM deceptiongoodo1 I'm not sure he dumped all of them.  I read month's ago about some hollywood big star who was shown some videos by the son of Hef in the basement 

of PB Mansion.

11/23/2018 10:27:15 PM jordanb987 It has taken me 2 years to arrive to the place I am at now. Hours per day of research!

11/23/2018 10:34:37 PM ranger51367 Most would have never heard of Majestic 12 if not for Bill Cooper,what a red pill it was

11/23/2018 10:47:04 PM lorirrr At some point you will understand it better, it comes...

11/23/2018 11:22:25 PM theanimalbigt ...subtlely removing need for human interactions - a world isolated - “products sold from ideas claiming maximised connected ability” (fecking lies) 

🥺🥺🥺🥺🥺🥺🥺🤓🥺🥺🥺 pic.twitter.com/2xBcE2EtZV

11/23/2018 11:40:27 PM the_it_goddess That's totally natural the way his fingers intertwine. 😏

11/23/2018 11:42:18 PM the_it_goddess Those were just hideous. 😂😂😂

11/23/2018 11:58:21 PM mongrelglory He had to give up his Real Estate empire.

11/24/2018 12:08:24 AM laurabusse It's very interesting reading...not completely sure what to make of it but I've come across this sort of message before...

11/24/2018 12:41:35 AM 1_decided_voter Same question to @JamesOKeefeIII, @BenSwann_ @GarrisonToons, @TheRealHublife @Q_ANONBaby @PatriotArmyUK @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/24/2018 12:43:14 AM patriotarmyuk Happy to help spread the message my friend.

11/24/2018 12:45:51 AM 1_decided_voter It's just an idea at this point. My thinking is if the MSM is not brave enough to ask the question, then perhaps we can force it by offering a reward. 

It needs a few specifics ironed out, such as the question itself, who decides the winner, rules for winning the jackpot etc.

11/24/2018 12:49:17 AM 1_decided_voter Here's the kind of question I have in mind that would win the award (assuming POTUS actually responds):

Mr President, do you recognize Qanon (the anonymous messages that appeared online starting on 10-28-17) as a legitimate US Military Intelligence 

Operation?

11/24/2018 12:51:56 AM patriotarmyuk Sounds good to me mate just keep throwing the details our way and we will do what we can to help! 🇬🇧🇺🇸

11/24/2018 1:29:00 AM tiakolbert I bet it's not the first time. 😉😆

11/24/2018 1:30:36 AM morety76 "The Universe is vast and we are so small. There is really only one thing we can ever truly control... Whether we are good or evil" - OMA Desala

11/24/2018 1:33:56 AM morety76 " When the mind is enlightened, the spirit is free and the body matters not." - Oma Desala

In the words of Robert Munroe "We are more than our physical bodies"

11/24/2018 1:36:44 AM morety76 'The true nature of man is decided in the battle between his conscious mind and the desire of the subconscious" - Oma

11/24/2018 1:42:29 AM mongrelglory I was wondering...do these "manufactured" BE's (that have been genetically modified) have their own souls?  Are they IS-BEs even if they're clones?

11/24/2018 1:47:38 AM 1_decided_voter I've reached out to a few folks at this point, and I posted it on the QResearch board. If it gets enough positive feedback and if I can get a few others on 

board, then I'll post more announcements. I for one would be willing to put in at least $100 of my own money towards it.

11/24/2018 1:52:31 AM 1_decided_voter If & when we make this happen, then there will be plenty of opportunities to help simply by retweeting it and passing along to others via social media 

to help spread the word.  Let's see what interest we have over the next few days and go from there.

11/24/2018 1:54:24 AM mongrelglory Ack! Do you mean there really are creatures like in the "Alien" movies that have acid for blood?  I hope they live far away from us!

11/24/2018 1:57:56 AM darktolightww Thank you @_Truth_Warrior_  

We Are our intention, our thoughts manifest. 

Have you noticed magic and miracles in your life?  Coincidence? ❤️

11/24/2018 2:01:26 AM whynumbers369 I've just started re watching!!

Always knew it was important!

11/24/2018 2:12:00 AM pilottage 17

11/24/2018 2:27:37 AM mongrelglory I have trouble understanding...how/why was it a sacrifice on your part?

11/24/2018 2:53:58 AM mongrelglory God I hope not!  That was a dreadful movie! Really ugly costumes. 😆

11/24/2018 2:55:55 AM mongrelglory Are there any existing on the earth right now (under the oceans)?

11/24/2018 3:03:27 AM dave_fl BOOM BOOM BOOM

11/24/2018 3:07:51 AM mongrelglory The Dhammapada, the Carlos Castenada books, and The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy trilogy (all 4 books).

11/24/2018 3:13:20 AM dlnarch I don’t recollect him saying that. D5 has several possible meanings. Another one is D5 category landslide.

11/24/2018 3:14:28 AM dlnarch I missed that one.

11/24/2018 3:28:14 AM anticsmom You're everywhere I am I love it lol 💖🙏 beautiful Patriot!

11/24/2018 3:54:01 AM do_or_do_notty Great minds, eh?! 😉

11/24/2018 4:53:14 AM cryptocrab4  https://www.space.com/20133-olympus-mons-giant-mountain-of-mars.html …

11/24/2018 5:01:06 AM trudat999 Republicans are loosing many voters to liberal candidates for this one issue!

11/24/2018 5:05:33 AM cryptocrab4 Hangar 18 ...

 http://www.darkgovernment.com/news/area-51/ 

11/24/2018 5:33:02 AM mongrelglory So Justin is just like his father then?  Pierre was a Satanist pedophile!

11/24/2018 5:36:07 AM mongrelglory Dick Cheney?

11/24/2018 5:56:26 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this a possibility explanation  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1066329302088577024 …

11/24/2018 6:01:37 AM 3rdeyeview55 The series. The movie was the introduction, the start of the story (a story🤔or disclosure?). The show, lasted 10 great, informative seasons. My 

favorite show. Star Trek also had some good disclosure too. Gene Roddenberry knew stuff.

11/24/2018 6:04:34 AM zeola_rose There is a positive to that negative too 🔥✨💫

11/24/2018 6:10:33 AM zeola_rose Oh yes! God has brought us together through it! We are here! We KNOW! We SEE! They cannot keep us apart! Together we are strong 👊 

🔥✨💫#WWG1WGA #THEGREATAWAKENING #WhereAreTheChildren #HumanRights #HumanTrafficking

11/24/2018 6:27:37 AM blankmarlo He's my hero

11/24/2018 6:31:25 AM anticsmom  pic.twitter.com/qXnbDlYiwq

11/24/2018 6:57:45 AM turboxyde I was going to ask this question if another AMA popped up. I'd like to know what our planet's ISBE prefers to be called and if they are in direct 

communication... if so,  how does that work?

11/24/2018 7:37:00 AM fabulousmndance So when I first saw this I was like.. ok makes sense. Then you retweeted it EKO and I  was like OHHHHHH ❤️ knowledge comes from many places. 

Some internal some external. Seek and you will find. OPEN to possibilities 🌸

11/24/2018 7:37:08 AM datruseeka What made you decide to finally “come clean” as they say, and start telling the public the truth?

11/24/2018 7:38:52 AM fabulousmndance 👊❤️😎



11/24/2018 7:39:26 AM ekotoons EVEN FIRE IS DUAL-USE TECHNOLOGY—

WHILE USED FOR EVIL

SINCE VERY BEGINNING

IT LED US HERE

ENABLED Q

EMPOWERED US

TO REMEMBER WHO

WE ARE AND OF WHAT

WE ARE CAPABLE 

NEXT WE TRANSCEND
11/24/2018 7:41:54 AM blankmarlo According to MJ12 there's been recent changes in leadership of the organization.

11/24/2018 7:42:14 AM poppyslovecapu Wow‼️ Is that even podsible⁉️ I’m definitely in✨

11/24/2018 7:42:23 AM paulacranes Beauty exists outside the obvious.

11/24/2018 7:42:41 AM poppyslovecapu Crystal?

11/24/2018 7:44:02 AM heartofgod99 Yes!  Let’s!!  💖🙏🏼🔥🌟

11/24/2018 7:46:46 AM heartofgod99 Or more accurately, A great mind.  😁

11/24/2018 8:06:50 AM sunshinette 7

11/24/2018 8:13:23 AM ranger51367 I happen to think in the end common sense prevails.Mark Passio is a good example of a reformed dark occultist that turned to the light when he 

realized the ultimate endgame of complete slavery for ALL of humanity,even the useful idiots that helped to bring it about

11/24/2018 8:30:58 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/OwLtQJvsbv

11/24/2018 8:36:28 AM zeola_rose Ready! 🙏

11/24/2018 9:01:17 AM zeola_rose ❤️

11/24/2018 9:04:07 AM heartofgod99 Well said EKO.  It’s all about intention. Fire cooks food, keeps us warm. Fire destroys forests, buildings, lives.  We choose.  ❤️🙏🏼🔥

11/24/2018 9:42:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 π = Am (To Be)

Is consciousness required to creates circles?

7π • π^7 = God's Equation

To create circles, consciousness is required unlike other shapes.

Is π an irrational number?

What makes numbers irrational?

Consciousness
11/24/2018 9:44:22 AM fionasdestiny67 "An irrational numbercannot be expressed as a ratio between two numbersand it cannot be written as a simple fraction because there is not a 

finite numberof numbers when written as a decimal. Instead, thenumbers in the decimal would go on forever, without repeating."

11/24/2018 9:52:27 AM emma_trump2020 Don't have a clue but it's sounds good to me😏 pic.twitter.com/X8EocYVG0q

11/24/2018 9:54:43 AM lovesg_d A circle has no beginning & no ending. An irrational number, if not rounded out, would have an infinite number of answers. It fits the concept of God. 

God has no known beginning of existence & no definite end of existence. He just is, hence “I Am.” Time is linear, goes on 4ever.

11/24/2018 9:58:39 AM _00111111_ I wont be as esoteric but it looks like a slopey shoulder heAdless torso of man  in suit with collar and deep blue long tie. Overweight disposition.

11/24/2018 10:04:35 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/vJcMpK465a

11/24/2018 10:04:37 AM _00111111_ Those people are hella vibrating

11/24/2018 10:05:40 AM warrior_4truth 66,220

11/24/2018 10:06:00 AM jane_q_patriot Circles and spheres also share the same center. They are "concentric." Prefix "con" - meaning "with." Consciousness is to be with God, and how each 

being intersects with God, the center that we all share. The one source, and the source of all creation.

11/24/2018 10:09:02 AM warrior_4truth Black hole Sun Wont you Come and Wash Away The Rain

Alive in the Superunknown

I BE AM (on wall)

11/24/2018 10:18:52 AM keith369me This

11/24/2018 10:30:08 AM susan66388204 I’m with you!   It’s way over my Non Math Head.  But what I can tell everyone about This post is I’m head over heels in love with The Most High, I Am

 ✅🤗

11/24/2018 10:41:14 AM sehvehn that is interesting

11/24/2018 10:44:04 AM jane_q_patriot Also why I love the jnana mudra. (It's not just an "ok" symbol.) The thumb symbolizes the all, the omega, and the index finger symbolizes the individual, 

the alpha, and you connect them to make a *circle*. Jnana - to Know (God), connecting with the self. Higher wisdom. Yeah... 👌🏼

11/24/2018 10:44:21 AM patriotarmyuk Keep me updated QQ! 

😎

11/24/2018 10:52:31 AM adsvel Cycles within cycles...

11/24/2018 10:58:30 AM _truth_warrior_ I have not noticed as many as I would like.  I'm still figuring out my life lessons.  I get many impulses and whispers, but I'm "cloudy" with certainty.  I 

struggle, and I ask the universe for strength and guidance.

11/24/2018 11:26:02 AM rancideous Same applies to the golden ratio?

Consciousness is infinite (and irrational 😆)

11/24/2018 11:32:14 AM jordanb987 🤣

11/24/2018 11:49:33 AM slayerofmatrix1 It’s a staple for my family.  Never have read about use for PG decalcify!!

11/24/2018 11:51:31 AM randyfresh YHWH. I am that I am. In Hebrew, YH is masculine, WH is feminine. I am that I am is that balance of both powers.

11/24/2018 11:56:05 AM carolva97910854 If you’re trying to make me feel stupid congratulations!

11/24/2018 11:57:58 AM diaptera_80 Too bad 😂. That would have been awesome



11/24/2018 12:02:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who created the original couple?

Does this fundamental question invalidate the claims being made here?

Are deductions and guesses science?

#TheMoreYouKnow https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6424407/Every-person-spawned-single-pair-adults-living-200-000-years-ago-scientists-

claim.html …

11/24/2018 12:03:59 PM sehvehn how much does it matter exactly?

11/24/2018 12:05:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The fundamental and most Majestic question of all is where did humans come from? The Majestic 12 kept ET disclosure secret because the Vatican 

demanded it. When the Vatican's tentacles took control over Majestic 12 through 322/Cabal original MJ12 members revolted and fought.

11/24/2018 12:07:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The original story of creation, as told by all major religions is a lie. Humans were genetically engineered by The Domain to be vessels capable of 

experiencing many facets of the lower dimensions in order to develop and grow the spirit. The young don't always do as they're told.

11/24/2018 12:07:57 PM sehvehn are we ALL made from the same hybrid gene? or each made from/ofone or several?

11/24/2018 12:08:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 The story of creation has been deliberately withheld from humanity for thousands of years. Conception is a complex set of instructions the domain 

created to allow LIGHT beings to enter into the lower dimensions.

11/24/2018 12:08:25 PM diaptera_80 Thankyou for giving us Stargate series, always appreciate when you comment on what of it is real and not!

11/24/2018 12:08:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you die, if you walk into the LIGHT, the moment of contact you make with the light is the moment of conception where sperm meets egg. This 

was not easy to create. It took millions of years of development to get right. It's still being tweaked as we speak by ET races.

11/24/2018 12:10:00 PM diaptera_80 Thanks. I thought it was. No other show has knowledge like that! I watch all SG, over and over again and it still gives me new thoughts

11/24/2018 12:10:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you die, if you walk into the void, you are essentially admitted into the higher densities, however if you are not spiritually developed enough, 

higher density beings will send you "back" to the "prison planet" of Earth to further develop. This of course if for Earth beings.

11/24/2018 12:10:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA SG-1 edition at 1515 ET.

11/24/2018 12:11:10 PM sehvehn not sure if i want to do that again unless this pain and suffering for the pleasure of others is ended

11/24/2018 12:13:13 PM palmdalekid2 How was your thanksgiving lol

11/24/2018 12:13:27 PM sehvehn interesting. free will?

11/24/2018 12:13:55 PM sehvehn free will is a lie?

11/24/2018 12:13:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good.

11/24/2018 12:14:06 PM fionasdestiny67 Do you have recommendations for reading for further learning? I'm wanting to expand my knowledge, and what you are disclosing I've always 

resonated with. My entire family will be eventually mind blown (9 siblings). I've given up asking them to use their personal discernment.

11/24/2018 12:14:30 PM lovesg_d Who or what is The Domain? Is there proof that the Bible is not true on the creation story? If the Bible is not truth, then what is the truth? What is the 

proof? If you are going to put forth a version that is different from what we know, there needs to be proof to persuade us.

11/24/2018 12:14:32 PM elatedveracity Will America see JFK jr, Princess Diana and Elvis again soon?

11/24/2018 12:15:38 PM islandofdelight Do portable stargates or time/space manipulation devices exist?

11/24/2018 12:15:45 PM drumsk8 Through the disclosure of these programs, people have grown up wishing, dreaming of being able to travel the stars throught these gates. 

Will we of the general public ever be given this opportunity to manifest these dreams and explore the galaxy?

11/24/2018 12:15:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 contains "hyper dimensional" information inside it that is unlocked every time you watch it (and more particularly study it). Just passively 

watching versus taking notes while watching will change the level of insight the series provides. Use logic though.

11/24/2018 12:15:53 PM fionasdestiny67 Blessings and thank you for teaching us.

11/24/2018 12:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many people have passed on beyond their IS-BE iteration we've all grown to love, however their consciousness is currently on Planet Earth. Some 

individuals have received assistance in discovering their true identity for the purposes of The Plan, others have not. Nothing specific.

11/24/2018 12:17:47 PM universalrisin Who are the Domain? And are humanity basically an experiment??

11/24/2018 12:18:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bible is: 

[B]asic

[I]nstructions

[B]efore

[L]eaving

[E]arth

Religions spread disinformation in order to maintain control.
11/24/2018 12:20:11 PM universalrisin are we ALL made from the same hybrid gene? or each made from/ofone or several?

11/24/2018 12:20:19 PM decodematrix Where was ancient Atlantis located? Was it located where Antarctica is or was it in the Caribbean area?

11/24/2018 12:20:46 PM thetempestchip When all is disclosed, will other beings throughout the universe be able to visit Earth and live here?

11/24/2018 12:20:57 PM universalrisin Is the goal to reach our higher dimensions and walk into void, not the light as Cabal wants us too?

11/24/2018 12:21:23 PM jamesbradleey Will stargates become public knowledge

11/24/2018 12:21:38 PM universalrisin Who are the Domain?

11/24/2018 12:21:51 PM decodematrix Where was Lemuria located?

11/24/2018 12:21:53 PM universalrisin Are humans basically an experiment??

11/24/2018 12:22:22 PM red27812188 7777776777777

11/24/2018 12:22:30 PM lovesg_d Yes that is a common expression in the Christian community. And yes, I have often felt that religion was used to control populations. I am more 

spiritual than religious.  You didn’t answer my questions though. I am open-minded, but I have to be persuaded in my own mind & heart.

11/24/2018 12:23:22 PM angela_land So are you saying we were genetically created by the domain vs created by God?

11/24/2018 12:23:47 PM drakeflegel R1A1

11/24/2018 12:24:19 PM daveschroeder18 I read the RA material The Law Of One just over a year ago. Can you speak on that? On the material?

11/24/2018 12:24:36 PM blankmarlo Will part of the awakening involve recovering those taken from Earth for the Galactic slave trade? Is it feasible at all? If so what percent might be 

recoverable?

11/24/2018 12:25:26 PM decodematrix Are we in the Kali Yuga? When is the Kali Yuga over?

11/24/2018 12:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Walking into the void allows you to exercise full free will. "God Mode" essentially. However the rein of "evil" Gods came to an end a long time 

ago when higher density beings essentially designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until proper development.

11/24/2018 12:26:12 PM melanieanders7 Will we see better healing technology appearing soon? And I mean healing for the physical body.

11/24/2018 12:26:12 PM palmdalekid2 What do you think about these shows pic.twitter.com/OmmGWZ4ZTQ

11/24/2018 12:26:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many beings throughout the universe already live here on Earth, just in DUMBs. When full disclosure is made public, permits will be granted to beings 

who transition off from DUMBs into the general population.

11/24/2018 12:26:58 PM decodematrix Is there going to be solar flashes that raise our consciousness to the next level and when do you think it will happen?

11/24/2018 12:27:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was a ship.



11/24/2018 12:27:06 PM anangelhasland1 Any cannibal aliens currently on the loose?

11/24/2018 12:27:47 PM djlok This IS-BE ❤️ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !

11/24/2018 12:29:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who wanted to build a 

more peaceful universe.

11/24/2018 12:29:28 PM drumsk8 Do the Asgard exist and look like they are depicted in show?

11/24/2018 12:30:20 PM thetempestchip Fantastic answer per usual, thankyou guys🙏🏻

11/24/2018 12:30:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Airports -> Spaceports

Airports consuming fuel cause wear on the environment. Imagine traveling a billion times further? Can you use outdated OLD GUARD technology?

11/24/2018 12:30:50 PM heartsscales Who destroyed it?

11/24/2018 12:31:03 PM bblueberrypie Is there evil in Antarctica? Are there DUMBS there?

11/24/2018 12:31:36 PM worldxplorer1 You once stated that we “defeated” the Domain.  How does that work if they’re higher density?  Is it more like taking charge of our own destiny rather 

than being “managed” by them?

11/24/2018 12:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Some races wear devices attached to their bodies that function as distortion/travel devices. Depending on the specific technology, range and 

capabilities may be limited and/or different. Majestic 12 have personally used around a dozen different devices like these to travel.

11/24/2018 12:32:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you truly defeat an enemy?

If you can't beat them, join them.

Were they right all along?

We were children?

The young don't always do as they're told.

11/24/2018 12:33:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evil exists everywhere.

DUMBs exist all over Earth.

11/24/2018 12:34:23 PM universalrisin Anyone understands what this means and can dumb it down for me??

11/24/2018 12:34:27 PM sehvehn the domain were also child-like? warring and disobedient? and they wanted to create peace? when they themselves had not achieved it?

11/24/2018 12:34:55 PM mossman_moore Hy-Brasil?

11/24/2018 12:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were inspired from the race that crashed in Roswell in 1947, however we did not trade technology with that race as much as we did with other 

races. They were higher densities than others who were more willing to offer assistance. Their opinion is non-interference development

11/24/2018 12:35:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many.

11/24/2018 12:35:44 PM keith369me My personal feeling is that there is truth in the Bible, but, like the media, there is lying by omission within the religious leadership.  The portion of the 

story received is distorting the truth by cherry picking the shared info.

11/24/2018 12:35:57 PM sehvehn also....sounds very much like Star Wars relating Darth Vader to love infiltrating the dark

11/24/2018 12:36:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 It won't be a Hollywood style "solar flash".

11/24/2018 12:36:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are a few decades away from this technology being as mainstream as toilet paper.

11/24/2018 12:37:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Controlled disclosure using disinformation.

11/24/2018 12:37:08 PM djlok With a single tweet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 made pi make more sense to me. My grandmother, who I spent hours debating math concepts with as a kid 

would be so proud.

11/24/2018 12:37:19 PM melanieanders7 Would the sending of a being back to "prison planet" Earth be a demand or a willing action the soul chooses? Are there other planets an immature soul 

can do the same growth?

11/24/2018 12:38:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Check birthdates. IS-BEs can live in multiple beings.

IS-BEs not IS-BE

11/24/2018 12:38:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, there are no plans to reunite those in the Galactic Slave Trade. Some wars are too big to fight for one planet.

11/24/2018 12:39:08 PM bblueberrypie Has President Trump traveled through a stargate?

11/24/2018 12:39:25 PM drumsk8 Why was SG-U canned so early on?

11/24/2018 12:39:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 It contains valuable information that allow you decipher many mysteries in the world that was created by the Cabal. Study it. Don't worship it. Trust 

yourself. Use logic.

11/24/2018 12:40:04 PM worldxplorer1 So does this mean a slow steady disclosure over 50 years or so? Faster was deemed too extreme for most of humanity?

11/24/2018 12:41:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if facial recognition technology (currently protected by the Government for purposes of "privacy") were released to the world?

What if you could search for other BEs who look identical to your IS-BE?

What if children could identify their past identity using technology?

11/24/2018 12:41:55 PM sehvehn Do they ever get a taste of their own medicine?

11/24/2018 12:42:09 PM diaptera_80 Can you tell us more about Pharaos and Greek gods, reality vs stargate series?

11/24/2018 12:42:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 God is within. You are an instance of God. God is an IS-BE. You are an IS-BE.

The Domain created the "BE" for the "IS" to experience the lower densities with.

11/24/2018 12:42:56 PM 11witness11 Comments on A Course in Miracles (ACIM)?

11/24/2018 12:42:57 PM do_or_do_notty The movie Meg. The penetrable gas layer on the ocean bed that lead to an entirely different ecosystem. Any disclosure in that movie. Reminded me of 

firmament. As above so below. Waters above Waters below.

11/24/2018 12:43:05 PM keith369me It is additional spiritual growth in another incarnation. With additional incarcerations and growth, a soul can move to the next (4th) density. Wanderers 

from higher densities can come to Earth for additional spiritual growth..there are many at this time due to the state of Earth

11/24/2018 12:43:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We answered the unanswered question. Read past tweets.

11/24/2018 12:43:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 "You are infinite consciousness having a human experience."

11/24/2018 12:44:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was also a ship.

11/24/2018 12:44:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 See past tweets.

11/24/2018 12:45:06 PM lovesg_d I remember reading Michael Drosnin’s Bible Codes books 1 and 2. In book two, he said he had found Bible Codes that said humans were created by ET’s 

from another world. That blew my mind! I am going to look up book 2 and read it again.

11/24/2018 12:45:09 PM decodematrix How long have we been slaves to Dracos and other negative ETs? 6000 years? 25,000? 75,000? 300,000?

11/24/2018 12:45:22 PM melanieanders7 Thank you for your response.

11/24/2018 12:45:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are. If you're asking when they'll be released.... we don't predict dates. If you're asking will they be released? 

Airports -> Spaceports

Above Ground -> DUMBs

DARK -> LIGHT

Is it dark underground?
11/24/2018 12:45:53 PM lovesg_d Oh ok. I will scroll through your tweets.  Thanks!

11/24/2018 12:45:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 8,000 years.



11/24/2018 12:46:16 PM cryptocrab4  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_G._Trump …

11/24/2018 12:46:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Share it with your fellow IS-BEs and help raise everybody's consciousness.

11/24/2018 12:46:32 PM bourdainmurderd 37 is important 

 https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22430000-900-is-the-answer-to-life-the-universe-and-everything-37/ …

11/24/2018 12:46:51 PM melanieanders7 I believe it's because pharma still has a strong hold here on the surface. Until that faction has been neutered, there isn't too much we can do in regards 

to true healing technology. And it may also partially be due to humanity needing to grow a bit more consciously.

11/24/2018 12:47:25 PM 11witness11 You said previously EyeTheSpy is now under FBI control. The account is still active. Can it be trusted?

11/24/2018 12:47:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 It would remove the idea of life ends at Death permanently and alter the course of humanity permanently.

Who created facial recognition technology?

Was it classified several decades ago?

Did the NSA use FR on ALL PEOPLEs it captured?

Did it learn of a trend?

What did they learn?

11/24/2018 12:48:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some disclosure, however the memorable parts are disinformation intended to keep Cabal in power.

11/24/2018 12:49:28 PM worldxplorer1 Might I recommend the following video. It is where I was directed to learn about The Domain. https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

11/24/2018 12:49:48 PM bblueberrypie Julian Assange looks exactly like John Trump. Do stargates allow you to travel to the future? Or past?

11/24/2018 12:49:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 used disinformation as a means to accurately depict the reality of who all "Gods" were on Earth.

11/24/2018 12:50:37 PM diaptera_80 The different personalities of SG1 is an excellent representation of the different approaches and reactions of humanity to disclosure

11/24/2018 12:51:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past tweets. We have hundreds of them that talk about IS-BEs. 

Easy to find... Use twitter's search bar and enter: 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE

11/24/2018 12:51:09 PM do_or_do_notty Thank You. You answered that in a way that is very helpful.

11/24/2018 12:51:47 PM 11witness11 In the Way of Mastery, Jeshua shares that at some point in the future humanity will fully awaken instantly, in the 'blink of an eye'. At that moment the 

air will purify, the waters will run clean, the entire planet will effectively heal with an enlightened humanity. Thoughts?

11/24/2018 12:52:09 PM worldxplorer1 The NSA confirmed, scientifically, that reincarnation existed.... Decades ago?

11/24/2018 12:52:45 PM diaptera_80 If one remembers details in episodes, and then put it together with other details in later episodes, completely new insights can be extrapolated. We 

need to use our brains

11/24/2018 12:53:41 PM do_or_do_notty The Nat Geo series Mars. Interesting mix of science and scripted entertainment. Docudrama. Much of it resonated as truth. Do we truly have humans 

underground on Mars?

11/24/2018 12:54:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

11/24/2018 12:54:08 PM diaptera_80 Yes, we know this already. But who were they really? Did they have bellypouches?

11/24/2018 12:55:31 PM bblueberrypie With reincarnation a.e. no death, there would be no need for religion to control the people.

11/24/2018 12:55:48 PM diaptera_80 (The ancient ”Martians” or Annunaki I guess, are sometimes depicted with large bellies on some pictures on the internet)

11/24/2018 12:56:36 PM universalrisin Wow. You’ve really blown my mind today!!

11/24/2018 12:57:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is being used to spread disinformation intended to keep Cabal in power.

11/24/2018 12:58:15 PM 11witness11 Not surprising. Thank you.

11/24/2018 12:58:23 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you for doing these AMA’s.

I sincerely appreciate it!  Many of us have been thirsting for this information for a very long time.

11/24/2018 12:58:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, that was disinformation. Humans need the organs were the Jaffa pouches were located. The organs weren't pushed to the side, it was just a poor 

Hollywood decision.

11/24/2018 12:59:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore when the Vatican instructed MJ12 to conceal Disclosure, we complied at first, however once MJ12 was taken back from 322/Cabal we 

decided it was time to destroy the Vatican. Are you enjoying the movie?

11/24/2018 1:00:18 PM again_censored Unless rational = natural constructs vs irrational = constructs that require conscious creation ?

11/24/2018 1:00:18 PM zagnett Above you wrote: "No plans to reunite those in the Galactic Slave Trade". With what planets/beings should we speak to change this, how, & when?

11/24/2018 1:00:49 PM lovesg_d How true is the Roswell series and does it have any similarities to how humans were created? That was a favorite series of mine.

11/24/2018 1:00:56 PM neverbeasheep Was an UFO in 1986 in the near of Katowice in Poland?

11/24/2018 1:01:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why are all of our tools useless when it comes to attempting to recreate massive structures that can last thousands of years?

Are we using the wrong dialect of Math to express reality?

11/24/2018 1:02:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is also a favorite of the Majestic 12's.

Why would that be?

11/24/2018 1:02:45 PM jimhayzlett Keyword here is 'we'.  Previous human civilizations have also been under Draco control.  Please present truthful answers... 🙏🏼😇

11/24/2018 1:03:21 PM 11witness11 Georga PapaD has been tweeting a lot and seems to confirm a lot that others have revealed about spygate origins, in particular with Mifsud being a 

western asset. Yesterday he tweeted a photo with Tom Arnold. People are concerned. Should we be?

11/24/2018 1:03:45 PM bblueberrypie It’s a slow movie, but we hope much is happening behind the scenes. Are you slowly destroying the Vatican while helping Catholics/ChristianS raise 

their heart and mind consciousness?

11/24/2018 1:03:46 PM drumsk8 Q once said wait until you find out who's been talking to you here...

Would we be qually if not more suprised at who is talking to us on this handle?

11/24/2018 1:04:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Follow The White Rabbit"

Rabbits eat their own babies.

Communists/Socialists eat their own to meet their objectives.

Why would the Cabal question their own story?

Why is this coming out of Russia?

Russia = Fake Propaganda?

Russia News discredited by MBM? https://www.apnews.com/1966a07c5a63419fb825ed7a92cec8de …

11/24/2018 1:05:06 PM jimhayzlett God's Solar Flash will be more spectacular than Hollywood can imagine... 😇

11/24/2018 1:05:27 PM again_censored It goes beyond math into philosophy & logic. You can follow by the comments alone. It's quite deep and profound, but also in plain English. Read it all 

again and trust yourself.

11/24/2018 1:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The message is more important than the messenger. The Majestic 12 raised the question of identity disclosure to capture a conscious reading of who 

our audience was. Millions have been reached. We decided no identity - ever. Unless 45/46 decides its is necessary.

11/24/2018 1:06:07 PM lovesg_d Because it was soft disclosure by the Majestic 12?  🤔

11/24/2018 1:07:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, we are not helping one particular denomination of any major world religion. Open source information intended to help all who seek the knowledge.



11/24/2018 1:07:11 PM piratek73549479 These 5 posts are what I have believed and subconsciously questiond all my life.... it explains past-life experiences and knowledge  that simply cant be 

explained 

deja vu moments are memories reminded by the 3rd eye.

Well put together post @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

😎

11/24/2018 1:08:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 All media goes through the Pentagon before it is published by major record labels, production studios, and creative works. We use MS to monitor all 

creative works and works that either reach critical impact that do not align are removed and others are pre-filtered.

11/24/2018 1:08:42 PM emma_trump2020 I'm to old lol I leave that to the youngsters 😊

11/24/2018 1:09:12 PM jimhayzlett Many off planet humans have been rescued and are currently Healing off planet.  We Are All One, so YES, reuniting will occur.  Why?  Wwg1wga

11/24/2018 1:09:17 PM richardhiatt16 Just how soon is this going to happen... I want to be right-minded and in line.... 🙏

11/24/2018 1:09:45 PM drumsk8 Understood and I belive a message is best received from a humble messenger.

Even though I've read every single message and find the messages corrolate wonderfully and continue to expand my thinking. 

I am curious, fingers crossed to 45/46.

11/24/2018 1:10:46 PM sehvehn the crash(s) are in a lot of movies and shows. i feel sad when i see it and always want feel the need to say im sorry (and i understand your struggles)

11/24/2018 1:10:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 In higher densities you are correct, however in the realm of Earth access within the next few decade, the answer is No.

11/24/2018 1:10:53 PM bulldogrescuer From Mars. The real Mars.

11/24/2018 1:10:56 PM parrotandrea Can you guide me as where to start  to understand what you are saying, just a reading or anything , i would really appreciated .🤔

11/24/2018 1:11:04 PM again_censored You would be referring specifically to mechanics, not regular math. It would explain much about why we cannot find a unified theory.

11/24/2018 1:11:25 PM keith369me Many are stating that the Earth is moving to the next density.  What will happen to humans that are not ready to experience a 4th density 

“promotion”?

11/24/2018 1:11:52 PM daveschroeder18 Thank you for the reply. I guess the reality with the way things are on this planet, knowing intuitively that things are not the way we have been taught, 

worshipping and falling head over heels with something that rings true is a constant danger for many truth seekers.

11/24/2018 1:11:53 PM blankmarlo Damn

11/24/2018 1:12:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Closer to 7th density for some.

11/24/2018 1:12:16 PM outerspaaaace I've always told my parents that I felt like a slave! They thought I sounded nuts lol. When this is all revealed, I'm going to do my best to show them how 

much more amazing the world is than they thought.

11/24/2018 1:12:27 PM bulldogrescuer All the Luciferian secret signals.

11/24/2018 1:12:30 PM daveschroeder18 I wish there was a way to get a mind meld with you haha

11/24/2018 1:12:31 PM jimhayzlett Misinformation again... the question implied land mass, regardless of ship. 😇

11/24/2018 1:12:42 PM diaptera_80 Yep. But how math and music can lift stones is far beyond my comprehension. What is the different ingredient from ordinary tones?

11/24/2018 1:12:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was a unified theory given to the ancient peoples of Earth?

Yes.

Was it stolen?

Yes.

Was it hidden?

Yes.

Where is it?

Eyes Wide Open.
11/24/2018 1:13:14 PM surferpatriot If we passed away today, would we be recycled into the Matrix again?

11/24/2018 1:14:01 PM bulldogrescuer False. You’ll find out.

11/24/2018 1:14:22 PM richardhiatt16 How did that work out? Just saying 🤓

11/24/2018 1:14:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. It had many locations. We are not going to list out 1,000+ locations here. It is easier to infer that its location changes because its a ship than to 

state one or two locations. Disinformation is necessary. Misinformation is necessary. Use logic.

11/24/2018 1:14:36 PM diaptera_80 ...and google ’Alien interview transcript Matilda’

11/24/2018 1:14:54 PM sehvehn lol

11/24/2018 1:15:09 PM again_censored No idea how you would STEAL it...but my guesses are Hall of Records, Antarctica, or the Great Pyramid itself.

11/24/2018 1:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their next life they too will understand because of your own development.

11/24/2018 1:15:21 PM piratek73549479 There would be others too no doubt 

😉

11/24/2018 1:15:21 PM jimhayzlett Much sooner as Humanity  raises consciousness ! 😇

11/24/2018 1:15:30 PM universalrisin I think i missed the joke lol what was it?

11/24/2018 1:15:34 PM diaptera_80 Have we ever been there?

11/24/2018 1:15:40 PM heartsscales The Chinese have an ancient myth of a white rabbit living on the moon creating the elixir of life.  You can partially see him tonight.

11/24/2018 1:16:00 PM diaptera_80 (on the ship) if it still exists?

11/24/2018 1:16:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hopefully it is faster than a few decades, however since we don't predict dates, a generalized block of time is ambiguous enough as to not impact the 

timeline.

11/24/2018 1:16:24 PM fdseaboch Can't get there from here

11/24/2018 1:16:33 PM keith369me I have encountered information of this nature previously.  I think I may have figured out why I am here at this time as well and the lesson I was 

supposed to learn.  But what happens to those of 3rd density that aren’t ready to “graduate” if Earth is no longer compatible?

11/24/2018 1:16:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 You will be younger sooner than you think.

11/24/2018 1:17:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

11/24/2018 1:17:22 PM sehvehn !!so, my question wast weird?! woohoo!! @ my question if Atlantis could be from the future here in the past. that makes sense to me

11/24/2018 1:17:37 PM susan66388204 Where does Or does the Bible fit into this?

11/24/2018 1:17:46 PM jimhayzlett Dear, YOU can visit anywhere in the Universe in your Light Astral Body. 😇

11/24/2018 1:18:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its quite simple actually.

God can use magic to heal the sick, lift heavy stones, and do anything.

Everything is composed of atoms which are 99% empty space with vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons.

If you know the frequency you are targeted and understand the math, then

11/24/2018 1:19:05 PM worldxplorer1 What does that mean? Haha!  I dont know whether I love it or hate it when you drop these enigmatic / open to interpretation answers.



11/24/2018 1:19:33 PM drumsk8 Our ignorance was later understood to be our downfall. 

Who may have been perceived as the enemy, most likely wasn't. We simply needed to grow up a bit to understand. 

Everything is about soul evolution and this planet certainly provides much catalyst for this growth!

11/24/2018 1:19:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 you can figure out how to produce the correct inverse frequencies to get the results you intend. Lifting objects means you need to remove information 

from the equation. What information? How do you specify? How do you negate? Occult skills that require a new way of thinking.

11/24/2018 1:20:05 PM melanieanders7 Can a person with the ability to remote view visit your facility?

11/24/2018 1:20:18 PM worldxplorer1 Will this recycling eventually be brought to an end?  Is the cabal complicit in maintaining the soul recycling matrix?

11/24/2018 1:20:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past tweets about what happens at death and why the information has been withheld from humanity for so long.

11/24/2018 1:20:42 PM sehvehn 'it'...was and is....a two letter word. jkjk...lol making a joke...trying to lighten the mood.

11/24/2018 1:20:56 PM daveschroeder18 I'll watch that today

11/24/2018 1:20:57 PM diaptera_80 It is of great importance to us whenever you share secrets to good health here. Many suffer. Some treatments already exist but people don’t know. Ex. 

I heard something from ETs is in many ordinary shampoos to alleviate morgellons skin itch. RO water was helpful. Thankyou.

11/24/2018 1:21:07 PM susan66388204 Thank you for you time 👍

11/24/2018 1:21:19 PM again_censored From Yahweh, the equation that it is, to balance, to Ying/yang, to circles, to pi, to irrational numbers & constructs, that require consciousness, and a 

circle/sphere having same center (God), we are all of God, of consciousness, of creation, of existence itself.

11/24/2018 1:21:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Though interacting with other IS-BEs will be contained in your own reality and therefore won't affect their realities.

11/24/2018 1:21:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past tweets.

11/24/2018 1:22:35 PM emma_trump2020 Well wait a minute lol I actually understood that video haha well maybe I'm smarter than a 5th grader pic.twitter.com/5ODDhJy8LU

11/24/2018 1:23:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We created a story about how the SG-1 story was created. https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709220/?ref_=ttep_ep12 …

11/24/2018 1:23:35 PM sehvehn this is happening all the time. no blame. only growth. petri dish. personally...i just want the violence for pleasure to stop....come to an end. thats my 

timeline. it must end

11/24/2018 1:24:04 PM sehvehn 5th element

11/24/2018 1:25:01 PM diaptera_80 Ok, so you play the frequency of the material? Then inverse it on some level and play it simultaneously? Something is deducted so the mass gets 

lighter. Hm. Wish they taught this at school!

11/24/2018 1:25:27 PM johngeo85956050 I guess I'm a DUMB. Because I have been misinformed of truth?

11/24/2018 1:26:33 PM johngeo85956050 How do I mature or am I able or unable to mature?

11/24/2018 1:26:46 PM johngeo85956050 How do I get the answers

11/24/2018 1:26:50 PM melanieanders7 What, if anything, can we, the People, do to help sped the process of getting this much needed healing technology to those in need? I remember them 

in soul memory so it's infuriating to watch such suffering when I know deep within they exist.

11/24/2018 1:26:51 PM petitchevalb Earth may exist in many densities ☺

11/24/2018 1:27:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons: 

The Politics of Disclosure (Stargate was used to help build the probability of these episodes - info was passed onto writers as "cool ideas" from the 

Pentagon. No questions were asked as agreed upon with producers.).

Watch S1-S10 then watch 👇

11/24/2018 1:27:14 PM diaptera_80 🧐as in, they not knowing you have interacted?

11/24/2018 1:27:24 PM piratek73549479 Soft disclosure 😎

11/24/2018 1:28:03 PM thetempestchip A DUMB is a deep underground military base

11/24/2018 1:28:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ S1E20 Politics

27 Feb 1998 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709142/?ref_=ttep_ep20 …

11/24/2018 1:29:00 PM richardhiatt16 jkjk.....  Is that P’nti?

11/24/2018 1:29:34 PM universalrisin Jk means just kidding

11/24/2018 1:29:44 PM johngeo85956050 Where can we learn the truth?

11/24/2018 1:30:15 PM richardhiatt16 Thank you...

11/24/2018 1:30:46 PM diaptera_80 Yeah, that one was obvious.. 😂 and ”double secret productions”

11/24/2018 1:31:03 PM johngeo85956050 Thank you. I feel DUMB.  Wish I could find information and not disinformation.

11/24/2018 1:31:05 PM function108 you guys have a great deal of karma to purify with the entire world.  godspeed in doing so.  you may be majestic but you are not superior.

11/24/2018 1:31:08 PM parrotandrea Thank  you  , i will watch it for sure.

11/24/2018 1:31:16 PM palmdalekid2 I’ve got all the ama’s bookmarked lol, go through all of their posts tbh

11/24/2018 1:31:42 PM drtiborkdr Partial (very) disclosure. I also read about one single "specimen"as our genetic origin. What we have now was mixed by genetic "bartenders" from 

elsewhere.

11/24/2018 1:32:40 PM sehvehn i appreciate your thank you =)

11/24/2018 1:33:22 PM woketexan Has any movie/series been made that is accurate to our true history on this planet?  If so, what is the name?

11/24/2018 1:34:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ S4E15 Chain Reaction

5 Jan 2001 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709054/?ref_=ttep_ep15 …

11/24/2018 1:34:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ S6E17 Disclosure

14 Feb 2003 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709072/?ref_=ttep_ep17 …

11/24/2018 1:34:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ S6E14 Smoke & Mirrors

24 Jan 2003 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709174/?ref_=ttep_ep14 …

11/24/2018 1:34:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ S7E20 Inauguration

5 Mar 2004 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709108/?ref_=ttep_ep20 …

11/24/2018 1:36:04 PM sehvehn 'Fringe' ....the show. SG-1.....etc etc.... relevant? person of interest? way of disclosures?

11/24/2018 1:36:26 PM zagnett You wrote "No plans to reunite those in the Galactic Slave Trade". With what planets/beings should we speak to change this, how, & when? "The Plan" 

shouldn't end with this planet.

11/24/2018 1:36:40 PM bblueberrypie Thank you for this. ❤️

11/24/2018 1:36:47 PM universalrisin I believe thru meditation and breaking out of the matrix

11/24/2018 1:39:46 PM again_censored I only just found you recently, and found your threads become sub-threads and sub-sub-sub- threads and, I am studying. I left one obvious possibility 

out, the Ark of the Covenant.

11/24/2018 1:42:28 PM zrickety I watched Stargate: Continuum today because of past drops.  Was that a form of disclosure that would explain the Mandela Effect?

11/24/2018 1:42:40 PM johngeo85956050 I'm grateful for your willingness to help me. Thank you

11/24/2018 1:43:36 PM diaptera_80 How is frequency of vibrating electrons, protons, and neutrons, translated into music?

11/24/2018 1:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Another SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons: 

The dissemination of Majestic 12 programs was not initiated from the inside but rather through alien technology that we did not understand.

11/24/2018 1:44:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ S4E11 Point of No Return

8 Sep 2000 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709140/?ref_=ttep_ep11 …

11/24/2018 1:44:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ S5E12 Wormhole X-treme!

8 Sep 2001 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709220/?ref_=ttep_ep12 …



11/24/2018 1:44:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ S8E15 Citizen Joe

18 Feb 2005 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709058/?ref_=ttep_ep15 …

11/24/2018 1:45:23 PM drumsk8 So when censorship by google et al is being deployed, is that a directive from MJ12 or Cabal suppresion or both depending on the content?

11/24/2018 1:45:54 PM do_or_do_notty DONT go toward the light.  Go toward the void.  

Unless you want another spin on this planet.

11/24/2018 1:45:59 PM diaptera_80 Definately. Even if tou think it is your own story, it often isn’t. That’s why it is called inspiration 😉 what show did you write?

11/24/2018 1:46:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 And the prior episode on the 8th of Sep 2000? Do you believe in coincidences?

Why did we reveal how SG-1 was created just days prior to 9/11?

Did Majestic 12 know about 9/11 in advance?

Was MJ12 capable of stopping 9/11?

What would have happened if we stopped 9/11?

Family Guy.

11/24/2018 1:46:57 PM again_censored Awesome. It all connects to my Amazine Prime account.

11/24/2018 1:47:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 How else do you think the Majestic 12 works?

11/24/2018 1:47:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both.

11/24/2018 1:48:22 PM diaptera_80 I take it the answer is not kumbaya full disclosure?

11/24/2018 1:48:44 PM diaptera_80 I had not noticed the timing before

11/24/2018 1:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012 

11/24/2018 1:51:15 PM universalrisin No problem! I’m still in the same boat as you, but i try my best to find the right people to ask questions as to how i can elevate myself and my spirit !

11/24/2018 1:51:22 PM diaptera_80 Is the story about suppressed menory and buried starship a metaphor for imminent disclosure in real world?

11/24/2018 1:51:23 PM do_or_do_notty Hidden away under the Vatican?

11/24/2018 1:51:32 PM tiakolbert thanks.  that's really convenient.

11/24/2018 1:52:30 PM emma_trump2020 Owl

11/24/2018 1:53:51 PM joni_apple_seed  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.gateworld.net/news/2018/09/richard-dean-anderson-up-for-more-stargate/amp/ …

11/24/2018 1:54:13 PM wishfulldreamz Confused.. are you suggesting that it WASN'T fake?

11/24/2018 1:54:42 PM sehvehn sometimes that does make me want to throw a tantrum......ugh but, i get it

11/24/2018 1:54:48 PM diaptera_80 Yes, but? Certainly we could spend some time on the other side without going into the light? Is it at all possible to go into ”the void” now, or is there a 

net, or guards, hindering that?

11/24/2018 1:55:15 PM do_or_do_notty So controversial artists such as Marilyn Manson.  The lyrics and symbolism is approved.  Redpill efforts or cabal projection?  That's the question...…..

11/24/2018 1:56:12 PM weareallq Love SG-1. Have watched every episode many times. Just started Atlantis over on Hulu a few days ago.

11/24/2018 1:56:29 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic12, if other BE look like me, does it mean my IS-BE is in several bodies or that my "model" is currently used?

Do we always look the same when incarnated?

Can we choose our body?

Often thought that (even if I am not pretty), I would have chosen my body like it is

11/24/2018 1:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not official, but a fan created this #NewProfilePic that we enjoy. Notice the blindfolds? pic.twitter.com/Fn4tz1rjyI

11/24/2018 1:58:09 PM steveouttrim According to the FBI, “Majic” document is fake pic.twitter.com/jiu7e6xLFK

11/24/2018 1:58:17 PM sehvehn ick

11/24/2018 1:58:31 PM again_censored I like it.

11/24/2018 1:59:18 PM fionasdestiny67 Saweet

11/24/2018 1:59:34 PM scorpiomoon33  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_32.htm …

11/24/2018 2:00:09 PM sehvehn i had a dream of a big eye on a human body and it was sad. why do i not care much for the triangle and/or the eye? invasive feeling. ick

11/24/2018 2:01:14 PM again_censored You have a new banner pic, too.

11/24/2018 2:02:26 PM again_censored THAT would make a lot of sense.

11/24/2018 2:02:35 PM sehvehn i thought it was also used to desensitize while having it also 'in your face'. no one will listen, no one will hear you, no one will 

understand.......demoralizing

11/24/2018 2:03:07 PM johngeo85956050 Can you explain void?

11/24/2018 2:04:49 PM thetempestchip Accurate info can sometimes be found within disinformation! Its all about using discernment to find/connect answers my friend 🙏🏻

11/24/2018 2:05:05 PM decodematrix I remember they said in earlier tweets that it was not fake. The FBI just labeled it as fake.

11/24/2018 2:07:02 PM do_or_do_notty Sorry to be crude, but the Vatican can suck it. Evil asshats dont need to be giving orders to anyone.  #PopeOnARope

11/24/2018 2:08:30 PM lovesg_d I thought the one eye and pyramid were Cabal symbols.  Did they just co-opt these symbols to use?  It creeps me out too.  Reminds me of the Cabal 

and their evil ways. It also reminds me of the surveillance state they were planning for us. I guess I could get used to it.

11/24/2018 2:08:41 PM do_or_do_notty Could be.  I just know if you remove bias and how our churchs have instructed us to think about controversial artists....you realize that artists like MM 

have been telling us the truth for decades.  its right there in the lyrics and symbolism.

11/24/2018 2:09:08 PM johngeo85956050 I agree however, digging through all of the disinformation can be quite laborious and frustrating to say the least.

11/24/2018 2:09:41 PM johngeo85956050 Especially for a Normie like myself

11/24/2018 2:10:17 PM do_or_do_notty It would wouldn't it. 

 Guess maybe that's why the Vatican has its own 'country' and own army to guard their nasty secrets.

11/24/2018 2:15:39 PM do_or_do_notty Stated that way....sounds a whole lot like the beliefs of the CofS.  Atheists who worship no God except that which they believe is inside them.

11/24/2018 2:16:44 PM emma_trump2020 In not that old yet lol

11/24/2018 2:22:40 PM drumsk8 I would think both. Cabal push for satanic cause and place truth in plain site. MJ approval as it also red pills. 

When is something not a double edged sword? This is certainly the density of duality.

11/24/2018 2:22:40 PM jane_q_patriot I dig it! People forget that the capstone & the all seeing eye is meant to represent God, the singular point that connects everything. [They] are the ones 

who perverted/distorted it, "suspended" it, and tried to convince us we're all separate from God. But WE see [them] too, now!

11/24/2018 2:22:45 PM knightofmaltaus Who will believe anything they have to say? Seriously, validation and disinformation from Vladimir Putin on the Moon... this is funny.

11/24/2018 2:24:04 PM diaptera_80 Are we refugees from a destroyed world?

11/24/2018 2:24:49 PM do_or_do_notty Luciferian control perhaps.  Not satanic control.  

Evil nonetheless.

You are certainly right about those double edged swords.  They seem to be everywhere.

11/24/2018 2:26:34 PM knightofmaltaus Totally incorrect. The Vatican did not do any such thing. Monsignor Balducci in charge of Vatican Observatory & Underground Library. USG and other 

Countries have known, we are not alone. Suffice to say, Vatican is ok with Alien Contact/Visitation. Will say in eyes of God.

11/24/2018 2:27:06 PM nun_chucknorris Do other races of ETs have their own type of soul or are they all the same. Do they have different prison planets for their type? Do we as humans 

exclusively come back to Earth?



11/24/2018 2:28:20 PM knightofmaltaus You go into the ether. Your soul awaits its fate and who comes for you. Many times, into the ether leads to the light w/loved ones you recognize. Other 

times, not. Check out Robert Monroe, Hemisync Experience & his OBEs which lead to RV and spiritualness plus direction.

11/24/2018 2:28:44 PM drumsk8 I really should get my definitions of satanic and luciferin systems understood better. I know they are distinct. I tend lump them both in the dark/evil 

basket.

11/24/2018 2:29:02 PM knightofmaltaus Agree with this. God is with you.

11/24/2018 2:30:15 PM wonderswords Are you suggesting you are a fake?

11/24/2018 2:30:51 PM nun_chucknorris The more information you find, the easier it becomes. Take notes on where you find info for the subjects and refer back to them when you find similar 

info. Compare, grow and if Q has taught us anything, archive offline. It is also easier to share when those around u start waking

11/24/2018 2:31:01 PM sehvehn to be in a group is limiting depending on your spirit. want to belong to a group? does that group fill 100% of your ideas/thoughts

11/24/2018 2:31:05 PM knightofmaltaus Not so. It has been deliberately revealed however mankind choses to believe what they want. All Political & Religious will gather together one day and 

the world communications will be interrupted to announce contact with our neighbors. Slow / acclamation program ongoing 60 years

11/24/2018 2:32:09 PM do_or_do_notty Ya know I used to do the same thing.  I blame it on my Baptist upbringing.  Those dudes lied to me about a LOT.  

I decided one day to learn the difference and dug in.  Seemed Satanists were getting blamed for every evil. 

Raised red flags for me

11/24/2018 2:32:35 PM sehvehn yes, thank you RS

11/24/2018 2:33:14 PM do_or_do_notty I avoid groups when at all possible.  Group think is not for me.

11/24/2018 2:34:46 PM sehvehn what is below the vatican

11/24/2018 2:35:49 PM sehvehn exactly....'who comes for you'. do you even realize what you just said

11/24/2018 2:37:24 PM drumsk8 It would be nice to not have to cut through so much BS, I like to treat people as I want to be treated. It's been a hard life learning people don't do the 

same.

11/24/2018 2:37:40 PM sehvehn satan...earthly. lucifer...dimention. correct or mistaken? demons can be dimentional or very old troubled and abused souls...correct or mistaken?

11/24/2018 2:38:32 PM sehvehn many claim to be God. your definition of God?

11/24/2018 2:38:39 PM 1_decided_voter Has 46 already been (s)elected for us?

11/24/2018 2:39:48 PM 1_decided_voter Great question!

11/24/2018 2:39:57 PM sehvehn deliberately revealed at a safe point when all but spark of rememberance has been wiped?

11/24/2018 2:40:36 PM do_or_do_notty I couldn't agree more.  Im all about live and let live.  Keep your boot off my neck and I will extend the same to you.  This is a me-me-me world, but I try 

to not let that discourage me from being kind.  It is hard to not throat punch some of these humans to be honest.

11/24/2018 2:41:28 PM wishfulldreamz Thanks.  I suspected that might be the case...

11/24/2018 2:41:46 PM sehvehn let go of the group...learn all...learn self and be more truthful and quizitive towards self...feel

11/24/2018 2:43:24 PM sehvehn interesting to learn and understand, tho

11/24/2018 2:44:09 PM do_or_do_notty you keep speaking of groups.  Im not sure what group you continue to reference.  I dont do groups or group think.  Thank you

11/24/2018 2:44:12 PM drumsk8 I would say that timelines dictate based off our co-creative consciousness, but probability of the next set has been narrowed down at least. Some 

things are planned well in advance, yet plans necessitate being mutable.

11/24/2018 2:44:54 PM do_or_do_notty Oh yeah it is.  Took me many years to see what I do now

11/24/2018 2:45:56 PM mossman_moore Are Stargates themesleves similar in appearance to SG1 representation?

11/24/2018 2:45:59 PM sehvehn lol...long thought on multiple msgs ...not directed to you specifically

11/24/2018 2:46:38 PM nonspamming Would all of this mean that a builder race was responsible for the universes lifeforms and that the seeding ship found in SG: Universe is a possibility?

11/24/2018 2:46:53 PM diaptera_80 "The true nature of a man is decided in the battle between his conscious mind and the desires of the subconscious."

"The evil [in one's] subconscious is too strong to resist and the only way to win is to deny it battle."

11/24/2018 2:48:30 PM joni_apple_seed My very first nightmare starred the All Seeing Eye. I remember it like it was yesterday. I was still in my crib. It terrified me. pic.twitter.com/ifWI6kOevi

11/24/2018 2:49:07 PM do_or_do_notty Gotcha....thought perhaps you were picking up on something I wasn't, yet.  have had that happen before from a random stranger. I always ask 

nowadays :)

11/24/2018 2:49:52 PM thetempestchip I support the ideas they push, although, i am very skeptical of the Sandia team. Just my opinion :)

11/24/2018 2:54:27 PM lbf777 The void is where God came out of. Since the void is both nothing & everything scientifically speaking, then the void includes free will. God used it’s 

free will to walk out of the void & into existence as life itself.

11/24/2018 2:54:42 PM drumsk8 If I was drinking when I read that last line, I would have choked from laughing! But quite agree at times. Although with almost zero memory recall, I 

would consider myself human. As least I am for this incarnation/mission at least.

11/24/2018 2:56:21 PM nun_chucknorris Not slow at all. Incredibly fast considering how long the Vatican has been around.

11/24/2018 2:57:42 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed

I should have said

….It is hard to not throat punch some of these OTHER humans to be honest.... lol

11/24/2018 2:57:54 PM sehvehn i guess if anything...i was just saying not to poo poo them. i still like to look at group think to try and understand where such things come from. thank 

you. ive really enjoyed our conversation

11/24/2018 2:57:58 PM bulldogrescuer But we can. You’ll find out. So much has been hidden from us.

11/24/2018 2:59:18 PM nun_chucknorris There is an incredible amount of information in past posts. It is time very well spent.

11/24/2018 2:59:53 PM drumsk8  pic.twitter.com/DZWQlYHbOP

11/24/2018 3:00:57 PM do_or_do_notty I agree with that completely.  I like to study and understand that which confuses me

How else am I to defeat or support it?  I must understand first.  Many things we have been encouraged to not question.  That's never been me.  I was 

the kid in church camp with 'mythology' ??s.

11/24/2018 3:01:49 PM bulldogrescuer  pic.twitter.com/Qgnio8kEn8

11/24/2018 3:04:28 PM nun_chucknorris So our spiritual development directly impacts other family members? Or do we leapfrog generations as reincarnates? What happens if we don’t/ aren’t 

able to have a family of our own?

11/24/2018 3:05:45 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #Qanon

11/24/2018 3:08:44 PM lbf777 All seeing eye and Phoenix rising. Left and right wings. 

I’ve seen this before.

11/24/2018 3:11:17 PM drumsk8 I've always been one to be curious, wonder and question. I look back and think how on earth was I asleep for so long! 

Veil lifted, new paradigm grew, love meeting new people with an openmind and healthy respect of the other-self.

Thank you both! & all on these boards too...

11/24/2018 3:12:24 PM sehvehn ditto =)

11/24/2018 3:13:52 PM do_or_do_notty Couldn't have said it any better! Thank you

Enjoy chatting with you guys.  

Cause.....

Where We Go 1 We Go All!



11/24/2018 3:14:16 PM nun_chucknorris I believe you are thinking too literally. We all have the information within. We all have God within therefor we could collectively lift the stones. Eyes 

Wide Open. Think “There is no spoon”.

11/24/2018 3:15:39 PM do_or_do_notty I could indeed be.

11/24/2018 3:16:36 PM chuzehappy Why the blindfolds

11/24/2018 3:17:26 PM artemisreborn I've watched all 3 Stargate series many times... I like to binge watch them.  From the 1st episode of SG1 I KNEW this show was different.... I have 

always told my husband that Stargate is more like real life than NASA... he agrees.

11/24/2018 3:19:08 PM milcareksusan That's so weird right before I read this I answered a tweet that said "how did we get here?" and I said 6 6 6. Who else do you have examples of these 

symbols? And I've noticed President Trump always sits with his hands in an upside down pyramid does that mean anything?

11/24/2018 3:19:32 PM datruseeka Done in Secret.  Knowledge in Power.  Sorta like the mantra of Freemasons.

11/24/2018 3:20:10 PM worldxplorer1 I think it’s about increased awareness so upon death we recognize that we have options beyond going to the light. 

In addition there are sources (ie Robert Monroe) who purport that as we raise our consciousness our vibration raises which gives us the ability to 

escape the matrix

11/24/2018 3:21:03 PM wolfieman121 I love it!  Great work!

11/24/2018 3:22:26 PM zendamaparanorm The only way to keep the truth hidden is to hide it in plan sight and use disinformation as conspiracies which is pushed by the mockingbird msm

11/24/2018 3:23:18 PM datruseeka Are you still of the Cabal or not?  Still of the Military-Industrial Complex?

11/24/2018 3:25:12 PM datruseeka That is an eagle, not a Phoenix as someone mentioned.

11/24/2018 3:29:41 PM datruseeka I’ve seen this before.  I have always thought someone labeled it “BOGUS” because it was leaked and they were trying to cover their tracks.

11/24/2018 3:29:45 PM do_or_do_notty The revelation went almost entirely ignored by the media and public.  Yes, I would guess M12 had advance knowledge. And I also guess they were 

capable of stopping it.  

I am unclear as to what Family Guy has to do with any consequences of stopping 9/11.

11/24/2018 3:30:36 PM datruseeka Not fooled!

11/24/2018 3:31:57 PM datruseeka  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread60567/pg1 …

11/24/2018 3:32:00 PM imcevoy1 That's true... what WERE we thinking!!! 😉

11/24/2018 3:33:18 PM datruseeka William Cooper was ambushed and killed at his home, to silence him.  He was a hero and Patriot.  

 http://www.sacred-texts.com/ufo/mj12_03.htm 

11/24/2018 3:35:59 PM snakejackal Magic

11/24/2018 3:40:13 PM datruseeka Initial masterminds of the MJ-12?  Majestic or Majority?

11/24/2018 3:40:26 PM datruseeka  https://archive.org/stream/MSA-MJ12/GroupPhotos#page/n1/mode/2up …

11/24/2018 3:41:22 PM allahuniversal Does this affect grassroots artists & independent works of art? If so, how so?

11/24/2018 3:42:47 PM datruseeka  https://archive.org/stream/MSA-MJ12/1989_OPERATION_MAJORITY_-_World_Exposed#page/n5/mode/2up …

11/24/2018 3:44:25 PM allahuniversal Good questions

11/24/2018 3:45:38 PM jordanb987 Do you know who each of us are, behind the screen?

11/24/2018 3:47:25 PM turboxyde Wait... was the galactic slave trade multidimensional as well? Is this the reason for the "quarantine" on Earth for a few more decades?

11/24/2018 3:55:15 PM datruseeka What’s in our future?

11/24/2018 3:57:21 PM fionasdestiny67 This? https://youtu.be/tMnMQ099d8k 

11/24/2018 4:00:40 PM imcevoy1 SUB ROSA: happening or done in secret."the committee operates sub rosa"

synonyms:in secret, secretly, in private, privately, in confidence, confidentially, behind closed doors, surreptitiously, discreetly, furtively, clandestinely, 

on the quiet, on the sly, unofficially,

11/24/2018 4:04:28 PM thetempestchip Men In Black was a massive hidden disclosure, wow.

11/24/2018 4:08:55 PM laurabusse Just my opinion but the cabal hijacks good + makes it represent evil. Time 2 take back their symbolism + make it in2 something good again. Having said 

that, this is war time. Trust no one. It's spy vs spy vs spy vs spy and it wouldn't surprise me if ppl are still switching sides.

11/24/2018 4:11:21 PM datruseeka Agreed!!!  Just when you think you know the truth, it turns on you!   Or gets even worse!

11/24/2018 4:11:55 PM datruseeka Ha!  But that’s not even promised!

11/24/2018 4:19:13 PM wild8heart Official enough. 👌🏻👌🏻

11/24/2018 4:21:06 PM datruseeka I’ve looked at that profile’s post before and exchanged messages....just never could discern to trust or not.

11/24/2018 4:22:05 PM rava8989 So you saying your god is Yahweh?

11/24/2018 4:22:20 PM datruseeka You made me chuckle.

11/24/2018 4:23:55 PM fortawwsome You're here. This is the starting place. Welcome! I suggest reading back through MJ12s tweets, especially the AMAs. Just absorb, and the knowing will 

come. A synopsis prepared by someone else robs you of doing the work, which is super important in raising your frequency.

11/24/2018 4:26:12 PM freeandoriginal 45

11/24/2018 4:33:52 PM datruseeka Well then I must be PLENTY POISON to them!

11/24/2018 4:34:56 PM datruseeka Yes, I e seen these before, as well as others....some not so friendly looking ..

11/24/2018 4:42:48 PM datruseeka What battle was that?

11/24/2018 4:53:42 PM datruseeka Who are our TRUE “Gods”?

11/24/2018 4:54:11 PM anuishboucher ET's !!

11/24/2018 4:57:49 PM datruseeka What happened to the crew of Columbia?

11/24/2018 5:02:21 PM datruseeka I watched it live on TV.  My former father-in-law near the teacher’s family.  I have photos of the crew.

11/24/2018 5:02:43 PM datruseeka Knew, not near.

11/24/2018 5:08:19 PM datruseeka Partially true!  Lol

11/24/2018 5:10:42 PM adsvel 3-rd prophesy of Fatima

11/24/2018 5:13:03 PM roublisa What do you mean🙂

11/24/2018 5:14:38 PM datruseeka Were these the original MJ-12 before the Vatican intervened with 322/secret societies?   https://ia800808.us.archive.org/23/items/MSA-

MJ12/GroupPhotos.pdf …

11/24/2018 5:15:02 PM adsvel Vatican will fail, and this is what they are keeping in secret.

11/24/2018 5:15:43 PM roublisa Ah, got it thank you😉

11/24/2018 5:16:06 PM datruseeka I always thought the 3rd prophecy that the Vatican has always remained silent on, was that Satan was controlling the Vatican!

11/24/2018 5:16:40 PM sehvehn its not much of a secret. they felt empowered by secrecy.......no wonder they are melting

11/24/2018 5:17:04 PM datruseeka Mark Taylor also prophesied the fall of the Vatican!

11/24/2018 5:18:43 PM datruseeka The 3rd Secret was suppose to have been exposed in 1960, but they never did and kept it secret all this time.  They tried to put out false story that it 

had to do with the Pope getting shot. Wrong!

11/24/2018 5:21:41 PM time4u2know In another previous post where you did an AMA, someone asked point black about JFK Jr being alive, and your reply was a simple yes. I liked the post. 

It's now deleted, unfortunately. Does this answer about consciousness include him or is he still physically on Earth?

11/24/2018 5:22:26 PM adsvel You are welcome. 🙏💗☀️🌈

11/24/2018 5:25:38 PM adsvel Above them are many dark entities who loves control, fear and all low vibrations.

11/24/2018 5:28:11 PM adsvel Mass mind manipulations are their horse.



11/24/2018 5:28:18 PM richardhiatt16 MAJIC12, just a simple question; A existing Space Force with the advanced spacecraft are under whose control?  I believe you indicated the coming and 

going from Space was under MJ12, but are they the authority for Highly Classified American Space Activites?

11/24/2018 5:30:30 PM zendamaparanorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Skinwalker Ranch still in operation?

11/24/2018 5:31:17 PM datruseeka How do y’all even know this?

11/24/2018 5:32:25 PM datruseeka Why does Earth even have to be a “prison Earth”.  Is it a so called prison, because both evil and good exist here?

11/24/2018 5:35:11 PM sehvehn what exactly is low vibration? i feel sadness and i feel love. is sadness low vibration? im kinda tired ...being told vibration this...level 

that....power...control. im tired

11/24/2018 5:36:16 PM sehvehn blink

11/24/2018 5:39:41 PM roublisa it is very sad Pope John Paul 😔  this is very hard for my family members to fathom,  especially the older generations.   My fears  kept me from trying 

to understand the secrets of any of Our Ladies messages.  My soul struggled to bring truth forward. I did not grow up catholic..

11/24/2018 5:40:06 PM adsvel  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wo401KshiHY&list=PLx7zOv4IUrXXaY14YOpoWU3YIq7SDLLgi …

11/24/2018 5:41:33 PM roublisa I suppose it is hard for any religion to try to swallow.  I appreciate being awake to the truths and I am not afraid any longer.

11/24/2018 5:46:44 PM adsvel Same here, same sad story with my mom. I was tried to tell her truth and it's like up to wall. We respect and love each other, no mater believe systems.

11/24/2018 5:47:01 PM lyndamathews25 Does Cern have anything to do with this?

11/24/2018 5:48:28 PM roublisa Been there, totally get it. I made sense of the vibrations by trying to understand range of emotions as energy.  I learned awhile ago that fear is at the 

root of confusion and misunderstandings. So this is where the lower vibration vampires try to keep we humans so they can......

11/24/2018 5:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Pedophile Pope

11/24/2018 5:49:55 PM roublisa Feed of of those energies.  I don’t explain the best...there are many here that can help❤️

11/24/2018 5:50:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Diabolical

11/24/2018 5:52:08 PM fionasdestiny67 Terrible and sick. The Unicorn is Sacred.

11/24/2018 5:52:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Post central bank civilization does not mean the end of trade. https://twitter.com/jmats7/status/1066502748882026496 …

11/24/2018 5:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read the book.

11/24/2018 5:55:07 PM again_censored He does have a history.

11/24/2018 5:55:12 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Unicorn+&view_rude=on … pic.twitter.com/RLKJCfGuQ2

11/24/2018 5:56:59 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/uZo2pNFYCE

11/24/2018 6:00:26 PM again_censored The pedophile Democrat. https://twitter.com/Aliciastarr001/status/1066401299778785280?s=19 …

11/24/2018 6:01:54 PM bevredwave2018 The Tip of a Crystal Sword! ?? LOL!

11/24/2018 6:04:07 PM adsvel Wise words. 🙏💗☀️🌈

11/24/2018 6:06:01 PM datruseeka My entire family and past ancestors were raised Catholic.  My kids went to Catholic schools.  My adult daughter doesn’t want to hear anything bad or 

evil that is going on with the Vatican or with children. She thinks it’s insane and would prefer to live in her bliss.

11/24/2018 6:06:12 PM parrotandrea Thank you,

11/24/2018 6:07:56 PM datruseeka For me, I was beyond shocked and cried and prayed for days when I learned the truth 3 yrs ago.  You can’t UN-learn the truth!  My life has changed!  I 

have been on a quest of Truth almost non stop for last 3 yrs.

11/24/2018 6:08:40 PM heartsscales Harry Potter?!

11/24/2018 6:09:40 PM datruseeka Oh ok.

11/24/2018 6:11:40 PM keith369me Law of One...extremely enlightening, if you start to read it take it slow and absorb.  It seemed to answer my questions as soon as I was ready to know 

the answers.

11/24/2018 6:17:34 PM mrnight80 Twitter accounts who claim certain individuals are "reptilian lizard people" are pushing misinformation mixed with folklore. Pay these accounts zero 

attention. I'm looking at you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/24/2018 6:17:35 PM datruseeka I had started to read it, then referenced it in my sources and moved on the the next quest of truth....guess I need to put it on the top of my LONG list !

11/24/2018 6:18:48 PM groypatton Yep, I had this confirmed by a source of mine, He was in contact with SFOD-Delta guys, SG1 was actually based on Delta Force who is said to be the 

precursor to the Space Force. it lends plausible deniability to these groups, They can say You saw that on SG1!

11/24/2018 6:19:02 PM datruseeka This book about the seven deadly sins? And gosh, I hate sinister evil movies....this would be a tough read for me.    

https://www.amazon.com/Diabolical-Book-1-Nicole-Amakan-ebook/dp/B004YTFAVM …

11/24/2018 6:19:31 PM groypatton 2 phallic oblisks and 1 hole... hmmmm....

11/24/2018 6:20:01 PM wonderswords Abolish The Fed? Really?

11/24/2018 6:21:19 PM datruseeka This pope and previous have been found guilty already!  Research the Ninth Circle Satanic Cult.

11/24/2018 6:22:15 PM datruseeka Hope us retirees will survive!

11/24/2018 6:26:33 PM roublisa 3 yrs....wow, bless you!  I try to tell my husband I can’t undo as well...he thinks I am going crazy🤪, I think crazy would be easier.  I feel as though I am 

on the verge of loosing my mind but then I think the awakening is all part of “the plan” and it will happen for others.

11/24/2018 6:30:02 PM roublisa It will all be ok, we are strong to be able to do our part when 💩 hits the fan!

11/24/2018 6:35:11 PM datruseeka When is your group going to force the non-censorship?

11/24/2018 6:35:16 PM melanieanders7 I hear conversations with God is a good series. And there is also the book or Urantia, what the big bankers use. But I would use discernment. Heavy 

discernment on all the information.

11/24/2018 6:37:11 PM alicia_crouch …but it says that President Trump isn't Reptilian:

 https://twitter.com/occulturalism/status/1062370863259955200 …

11/24/2018 6:37:29 PM sehvehn thank you for that

11/24/2018 6:37:59 PM datruseeka In your world, what do you call HRC?  Satanist or Luciferian?

11/24/2018 6:38:55 PM sehvehn Victim/vehicle

11/24/2018 6:39:12 PM do_or_do_notty Evil. I dont give a shit what "religion" she subscribes to.

11/24/2018 6:40:02 PM sehvehn dig deeper young one

11/24/2018 6:41:36 PM sehvehn search for the beginning the beginning the beginning

11/24/2018 6:43:31 PM do_or_do_notty I dont have the desire to.  It doesnt matter to me what religion she hides her evil behind.  Satanist, Luciferian, Christian...the religion doesn't commit 

the crime, the person does.  She's evil and a psychopath.  That's all I desire to know about her religious leanings

11/24/2018 6:43:49 PM yhwhsrainbow Fallen Angel Technology

11/24/2018 6:44:30 PM askesis369  https://deadline.com/2011/11/family-guy-on-911-attack-let-it-happen-194611/ …

11/24/2018 6:45:06 PM sehvehn then.....you gave yourself the answers. how lucky you are

11/24/2018 6:45:26 PM datruseeka Well you said they were different, so I asked.

11/24/2018 6:45:58 PM do_or_do_notty how lucky indeed

11/24/2018 6:47:42 PM datruseeka Urantia is n my list to look into.

11/24/2018 6:49:39 PM do_or_do_notty They are different

That was a correct statement.  But I dont waste time wondering about HRC's religious leanings.  Its not even for me to claim what someone elses 

religion might be.  She may identify as a Luciferian or she may identify as a Satanist, or she may identify otherwise

11/24/2018 6:50:34 PM datruseeka What I’ve learned....don’t let fear get to you, learn how to breadth.

11/24/2018 6:53:55 PM datruseeka Yes, he said that!

11/24/2018 6:54:31 PM datruseeka Learn how to decode his posts, he won’t repeat.



11/24/2018 7:01:07 PM datruseeka Just read all his post. Use logical thinking to discern the truth!

11/24/2018 7:12:54 PM wonderswords Did you say planning? A surveillance state,  the programming is strong with this one. We have been in surveillance state since the cabal gave us 

tracking devices with cameras and microphones we willingly carry with us everywhere.

11/24/2018 7:27:37 PM datruseeka Science fiction and fantasy or truth? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  “MJ-12:Inception”?  https://twitter.com/sffworld/status/1066431766121115648 …

11/24/2018 7:37:27 PM datruseeka Who has the POWER TO STOP all the Weather Modifications, HAARP, cloud seeding, chemtrails, DEW’s, fluoride in our water, vaccines, etc, all that is 

poison and toxic to us, and causing, fires, hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, etc?

11/24/2018 7:46:20 PM wonderswords Yes, buttt that being said every President that tried was Kia, lincoln and Kennedy, Reagan suggested an Audit and was shot

11/24/2018 7:49:10 PM wonderswords CENTRAL BANKING is forced among all countries, Trump has suggested it may be on its way out before. It would be bigger than Mass arrests, Yuge!!!

11/24/2018 8:21:10 PM melanieanders7 They go someplace else that can accommodate the learning level they need.

11/24/2018 8:24:33 PM collectvcat Do we currently have and use sarcophacus? And do they heal almost everything?

11/24/2018 8:29:11 PM melanieanders7 Nicole, a beautiful concept. However, not all are consciously evolved to be able to do such. Hence healing devices such as chambers or pods are 

necessary until that height of consciousness is reached.

11/24/2018 8:30:03 PM collectvcat So acension to 4D does not prevent one from coming back to a 3D planet? Why not?

11/24/2018 8:42:22 PM datruseeka Did MJ-12 really start in 1942 after the Feb UFO sightings off LA on west coast?   Were the nordics always part of the MJ-12? 

pic.twitter.com/goQnNhUpos

11/24/2018 8:46:28 PM keith369me After an initial shock, it would be far better.  Money is a medium to allow barter amongst many.  Those who control the printing of money controls the 

world...in our case now they create scarcity...while it should be abundance...of food, water, energy, freedom, mobility, etc.

11/24/2018 8:57:42 PM keith369me Agree, but I believe that ship has sailed.  There are too many loud, independent voices that realize how long we have been imprisoned and the script is 

flipping.  Enjoy the show.

11/24/2018 8:58:34 PM datruseeka And is it true, that Draco Reptilians had bases on dark side of moon even before the US landed there?  Is Earth really just a lab for the Draco Reptilians?  

If so, why are we even here?

11/24/2018 9:00:24 PM datruseeka Is your MJ-12 group today aligned with the current COM-12 group?

11/24/2018 9:08:23 PM datruseeka William Tompkins actually witnessed those UFO’s and watched as our troops tried firing upon the UFO’s with no penetration, it was protected by a 

shield.

11/24/2018 9:08:50 PM keith369me Tammie, stay positive, replace all fear and anger with love and step back from the chaos and view it as an outsider rather than a participant. More and 

more each day are waking up to the lies they have been told an entire lifetime.  The world is evolving rapidly.  Disclosure soon

11/24/2018 9:09:43 PM datruseeka Which lead to the onset of gathering all the biggest scientist to work on the UFO project.

11/24/2018 9:11:16 PM mongrelglory MJ 12 said especially babies...most innocent and pure blood.

11/24/2018 9:14:04 PM ninjapatriot2 Calcium, CALCIFIES... der

11/24/2018 9:21:03 PM melanieanders7 Part of why those who know cannot sleep?

11/24/2018 9:21:45 PM mongrelglory Great summary!  Thanks for jogging my memory.  I loved "Wormhole Extreme".  It was so "meta" the way they mirrored what the SG-1 TV series was 

actually doing in real life. 😆

11/24/2018 9:24:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Calcium from plant food does not calcify your pineal gland.

11/24/2018 9:28:20 PM keith369me I’ve been there...I absorbed a bit too much Alex Jones type anger earlier in my journey. While great for an initial RedPill, the anger and fear prevented 

me from seeing the bigger picture and learning truth..which is both amazingly disturbing and amazingly positive for the future

11/24/2018 9:28:46 PM melanieanders7 Those who know cannot sleep.

11/24/2018 9:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

11/24/2018 9:32:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ is C-A

11/24/2018 9:33:03 PM mongrelglory That's wild!  It's doubtful that is a coincidence, which means that the Q team were in operation back when that movie was made.  Good catch!

11/24/2018 9:33:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q team has existed for decades within NSA.

Like MJ12, DARK > LIGHT.

11/24/2018 9:36:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 How much money do people pay to "learn" from this assets?

Why did we call them an assets?

There is no "but", these people are agents of Agenda 21/30. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1065993396395880448 …

11/24/2018 9:36:32 PM collectvcat Wait. The Light is loving, beyond comprehension. You join with your soul family. Go through life review, meet with ascended masters.THEN plan your 

next incarnation. Your soul is pulled into the light. You dont go eeny meeny...which way do I go? Disinfo.

11/24/2018 9:38:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

C-A spend decades and millions studying these lifeforms and learned that it enhances your consciousness experience. Cabal withheld that knowledge 

for their Occult cults. Under DARK > LIGHT, we shall "rid the world from the miseries of disease."

Promises Made > KEPT https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1047694563006136323 …

11/24/2018 9:38:10 PM mongrelglory This was one of my favourite episodes!  I love how the female actress asks the question about her character being "phase-shifted" and able to walk 

through walls. She asks the directed "So how come I don't fall through the floor?" 🤣🤣🤣

11/24/2018 9:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation intended to throw the scent off the trail and discredit conspiracy theorists.

11/24/2018 9:39:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why don't they?

Do you know?

We know.

11/24/2018 9:39:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hunting one of their own. Almost Majestic except not.

11/24/2018 9:40:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shields are disclosed in SG-1 including how they work in a broad generalized sense.

11/24/2018 9:41:19 PM keith369me It took a while to realize he was “controlled opposition”.  Thought he was involved with Israeli Intelligence...he was reluctant to discuss Israel and cut 

off guests that did. The anger he stokes is negative...I would always get a headache when listening to AJ prior to quitting.

11/24/2018 9:42:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 was sending a signal to other intel agencies.

11/24/2018 9:44:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 exposed AJ w/ Syria strike. Did you catch his meltdown? He was instructed to meltdown by his handler who essentially betrayed him as a means to 

expose him. Who was Zack?

11/24/2018 9:44:40 PM datruseeka William Tompkins also disclosed.

11/24/2018 9:44:59 PM jane_q_patriot YES! This story totally MADE MY DAY!!! (Winking to a dearly missed old friend who I KNOW is helping us from the other side!)

11/24/2018 9:45:04 PM 11witness11 Very good idea. Entheogens have much to offer. As does MDMA in the right setting, can be very good for PTSD. It removes fear, totally, making it 

easier to relive the traumatic experience.

11/24/2018 9:45:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Favorite episode? Why?

11/24/2018 9:45:19 PM wonderswords Under Trump E.O, can't wait for the other half to drop about energy disclosures

11/24/2018 9:45:55 PM datruseeka Are the past presidents of Bushs, Clintons, and Obama really Draco Reptilians?

11/24/2018 9:45:56 PM 11witness11 Please say this won't happen.

11/24/2018 9:46:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why is it important to relive trauma without fear in order to heal?

11/24/2018 9:46:38 PM datruseeka Disagree!!!



11/24/2018 9:47:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 We need to finish the Plan before that happens.

PLAN

Disclosure

Energy Tech

11/24/2018 9:48:10 PM datruseeka Go listen to William Tompkins interviews....he admits it.

11/24/2018 9:49:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 immediately took control over three highly classified antigravity spacecraft prototypes on day one in 1947. Truman discovered from OP 📎 that 

our newly acquired assets had technology withheld. MJ12 was created to take over from that point.

11/24/2018 9:49:16 PM datruseeka If this earth belongs to the Draco Reptilians, why are we here?

11/24/2018 9:49:29 PM wonderswords So this is how it all begins, Thank You. They are releasing NEW STORIES of things being done and being used in past. CHEMTRAILS have been dimming 

the sun for years

11/24/2018 9:49:47 PM keith369me Not sure who Zack was, but he made AJ very uncomfortable.  It seemed to me that AJ was forced to have Zack on the show.  AJ suggested that Zack 

was his “Q-like” source of information but “real”, while he suggested Q was fake.  Was Corsi there to help expose AJ?

11/24/2018 9:50:06 PM 11witness11 Ok psychology hat. Trauma needs to be released for healing to occur.

If someone has experienced something traumatic it can be very difficult for even a trained psychologist to bring their mind back to the moment of the 

trauma. Under MDMA, with zero fear, you can look at the . . .

11/24/2018 9:50:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, they are influence by them directly (face to face) regally during 322 ceremonies/rituals.

11/24/2018 9:50:25 PM mongrelglory Is it a matter of releasing negative "engrams" or entity attachments?

11/24/2018 9:50:41 PM datruseeka Are there still two groups called MJ-12?  Majestic & Majority?

11/24/2018 9:50:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 OLD GUARD uses Fake News to convince you of lies.

11/24/2018 9:51:43 PM datruseeka SICK!  Is there any chance we have of escaping their control?

11/24/2018 9:51:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 He spreads some correct information but mostly disinformation when it comes to "naming names".

11/24/2018 9:53:01 PM mongrelglory The "spore drive" that they featured in the Star Trek Discovery TV series...was that based upon science/technology that exists?

11/24/2018 9:53:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 The question was supposed to be interpreted "Which is your favorite episode?" not "Is (((this))) your favorite?"

11/24/2018 9:53:42 PM datruseeka Disinformation - the name of the game from all it seems.

11/24/2018 9:53:50 PM keith369me Consider yourself lucky Tammie...it was an unnecessary emotional roller coaster before I realized I needed to discern information rather than trust a 

source.

11/24/2018 9:54:41 PM 11witness11 . . . experience with clarity you're unlikely to have had before. Divorced from that intense emotional reaction, you can relive the experience and look at 

it honestly, without the PTSD, and therefore begin the process of perceiving it in a different way.

11/24/2018 9:55:22 PM 11witness11 I sense you have an answer to your own question. Please, feel free to critique mine and share yours.

11/24/2018 9:55:24 PM datruseeka Is that the real reason why none of them have ever been arrested?

11/24/2018 9:57:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 JC was hired to divide the followers of Q by leading followers down empty paths that distracted instead of helped. Those who spread disinformation 

excessively complain about trolls, imminent shutdown, etc. JC was exposed by Q team as was AJ/IW as Aman/Mossad/Shin Bet controlled.

11/24/2018 9:58:30 PM wonderswords You had me occupied watching three STARGATE SG=1 episodes tonight. I'm assuming this is backstory how the show I'm watching ever came about?

11/24/2018 9:59:10 PM datruseeka To reprogram how that trauma is stored in your mind?

11/24/2018 9:59:29 PM decodematrix This is BIG!!!

11/24/2018 9:59:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meaning you release your burden and accept your innocence and therefore forgive yourself.

11/24/2018 10:00:22 PM 11witness11 Absolutely. Totally agree with that.

11/24/2018 10:00:52 PM datruseeka Heck, I relive trauma every time I have to tell the story about all the crap my ex did!  I cry every time, and it’s been over 10 yrs since I got the courage 

to kick his ass out.

11/24/2018 10:01:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majority 12 was a disinformation name used by assets who needed to refer to us by name when we were very strict about dissemination of our 

identity/existence. For decades nobody knew we even existed.

DARK > LIGHT

11/24/2018 10:01:05 PM keith369me Lots of YouTube as well. The information I needed seemed to find me after prayer.  I find very few consistently credible.  One of the ones yet to 

disappoint me has been Sarah Westall.

11/24/2018 10:01:29 PM 11witness11 You know what you need?

11/24/2018 10:01:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 yes

11/24/2018 10:02:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 One concept was real and its not obvious.

11/24/2018 10:02:29 PM datruseeka Best answer of the day!

11/24/2018 10:02:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do names stay in the limelight?

11/24/2018 10:03:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 He admits he's gone to their "parties".

11/24/2018 10:03:41 PM datruseeka I found out searching for the 9/11 truth!

11/24/2018 10:04:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which miniseries specifically?

11/24/2018 10:04:35 PM datruseeka Not following you...

11/24/2018 10:04:53 PM datruseeka What???

11/24/2018 10:05:40 PM lbf777 What is C-A?

11/24/2018 10:05:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have stated in the past that we ask questions only to convey information or to encourage others to think critically. Your answer was not wrong. We 

expanded on it by offering a simplified yet connected to other messages response. Every question we ask we have answers to.

11/24/2018 10:06:01 PM wonderswords THink I've watched ZACK videos on YOUTUBE

11/24/2018 10:06:52 PM keith369me Are you suggesting that he did not “crash” BGrove...was invited instead?

11/24/2018 10:08:07 PM 11witness11 Now of course I'm not going to recommend illegal drugs. But you might consider such a choice for yourself, with the right support, right location and 

with the right people, so that you can relive the crap you previously experienced, without fear, and find a way to release.

11/24/2018 10:08:40 PM wonderswords Jerome Corsi was outed and I think most realized what he was beforehand, he didn't know a majority of Q initials used, probably purposely

11/24/2018 10:08:43 PM pauliepg11111 Please can you explain in more detail the concept of timelines being impacted by stating predictions? Do you mean free Will is impacted, or the 

timeline splits?

11/24/2018 10:08:58 PM keith369me Sean at SGT seems very consistent...good.  Look up Dave Janda as well.  He seems to be doing excellent work

11/24/2018 10:09:14 PM 11witness11 Thanks. I like your style.

11/24/2018 10:09:32 PM datruseeka I cry every time!   I’m tired of crying!  So I try not to have to tell it.

11/24/2018 10:09:35 PM keith369me He is sowing chaos to prevent truth.

11/24/2018 10:09:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the greatest minds on this Earth have experienced horrified trauma and understand their fundamental responsibility with dealing with the 

reality. The path to self enlightenment is long but well worth the investment of energy.

11/24/2018 10:11:23 PM wonderswords The exact episodes you gave reference to about the ALIEN with a repressed memory

11/24/2018 10:11:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Limelight is casted by fame resulting in disinformation dissemination.

11/24/2018 10:12:26 PM mongrelglory No way!  Did "Thor" (a member of the Asgard) really appear in front of the United Nations members in real life?!

11/24/2018 10:12:32 PM datruseeka I know others have experienced much worse, so it’s hard for me to complain, but for me, my world was turned upside down and it affected me 

traumatically. I cry just typing this...

11/24/2018 10:13:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 didn't write them, thats why. No Disclosure only interpersonal politics and emotional manipulation. However the recent miniseries is something 

to look into very closely. Eyes Wide Open?



11/24/2018 10:13:21 PM melanieanders7 Seriously? You think they'd let someone "crash" the part at Bo Grove??

11/24/2018 10:13:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤡in🇺🇸

11/24/2018 10:13:50 PM melanieanders7 That'd be party, not part. I'm tired :)

11/24/2018 10:14:09 PM keith369me You’re welcome...his YouTube channel is Operation Freedom.  There are a lot of people pirating and monetizing his work.

11/24/2018 10:14:41 PM wonderswords citizen JOE, wormhole extreme

11/24/2018 10:14:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent production of the BIBLE miniseries depicted Satan as who?

Coincidence?

11/24/2018 10:14:49 PM datruseeka So you’re saying anyone famous of sorts will result in disinformation being disseminated about them?

11/24/2018 10:15:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you watch him act, he loves personifying his "enemy". Is he acting? Or is he feeding?

11/24/2018 10:15:34 PM mongrelglory Did any of the actors in the SG-1 series know that they were participating in some sort of "soft disclosure"?  I know fans have always speculated, but 

I've never seen any of the actors discuss this possibility that I'm aware of.

11/24/2018 10:16:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ had been going to BG RS for years prior to "crashing the party".

11/24/2018 10:17:15 PM datruseeka I never saw the series...the picture of Obama’s lookalike was scary enough ... https://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/feb/18/obama-son-of-god-

satan-cut …

11/24/2018 10:18:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 If all information is hidden within how do we seek new information? Triggers. How do you know a trigger when you see one? Learn what triggers are.

11/24/2018 10:18:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/24/2018 10:20:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those are oxymoron statements.

11/24/2018 10:21:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Bad actors receive limelight because its tainted with disinformation either of their creation or someone else's.

11/24/2018 10:21:37 PM wonderswords trying to relearn everything is fake yet truth embedded within is very difficult. I usually go with what resonates as "could be true"

11/24/2018 10:21:56 PM datruseeka Even Project Camelot?

11/24/2018 10:23:35 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/yJ5BzLGcbLU 

11/24/2018 10:23:49 PM datruseeka But what if they are good actors?

11/24/2018 10:23:50 PM wonderswords I goes in between C-A but don't write it on your computer

11/24/2018 10:24:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 RDA silently knew because he has a higher IQ than most actors and is relatively clean.

11/24/2018 10:25:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight.

11/24/2018 10:25:15 PM mongrelglory Is this what happened to all those Military generals that suddenly "retired" when Obama took office?! 😠

11/24/2018 10:25:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

11/24/2018 10:25:31 PM keith369me According to Dr. Janda he puts out his YouTube content without monetizing it.  He claims that others are reproducing his content and monetizing it on 

YT.  I don’t like that he charges on his website for subscriptions. Donations-okay

11/24/2018 10:26:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good advice.

11/24/2018 10:26:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

11/24/2018 10:26:52 PM datruseeka Very true.   I never ever felt right about that man, nor his partner.

11/24/2018 10:27:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Then typically a direct connection is manipulating the information. Some good. Not all.

11/24/2018 10:28:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

11/24/2018 10:28:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Still oxymoron statement.

11/24/2018 10:29:31 PM datruseeka Well even those who tell the truth, we will be told that some is disinformation.  So the way I see it, you can’t trust anyone.  Must do your own research 

and use your own discernment.  Sometimes, I wish someone who knew the TRUTH would just say so, and you’d be able to do so.

11/24/2018 10:29:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 He received bad news that evening. Unrelated to what he was reporting.

11/24/2018 10:30:27 PM datruseeka What will you tell me about David Wilcock and Corey Goode?

11/24/2018 10:31:02 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476042684596226?s=21 …

11/24/2018 10:31:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 See past tweets.

11/24/2018 10:33:04 PM datruseeka Ok,  but I don’t trust them.

11/24/2018 10:33:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than others.

11/24/2018 10:36:20 PM datruseeka Got it, hearts in right place, but clouded by egos.

11/24/2018 10:37:32 PM datruseeka Was Wilcock used to write previous soft-disclosures for movies?

11/24/2018 10:43:30 PM datruseeka Does Trump have security clearance above you and your team?  Does he know what your team is really doing?

11/24/2018 10:51:03 PM datruseeka Not from them but are we just ET experiments? Living on an ET ship?

11/24/2018 10:51:59 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

11/24/2018 10:52:01 PM datruseeka Why was Forrestal killed?

11/24/2018 10:52:59 PM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Another SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons: The dissemination of Majestic 12 programs 

was not initiated from the inside but […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1066447463253446656.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

11/24/2018 10:54:20 PM datruseeka Do ET’s work within your group?  If so, are the the Pleiadians, nordics? Or others?

11/24/2018 10:57:34 PM datruseeka Have all the bad actor generals been fired?  Have all the good actor generals been re-hired?

11/24/2018 11:01:06 PM datruseeka Will the Plan include purging of FAKE PROPAGANDA news?

11/24/2018 11:05:46 PM datruseeka I’ve always liked that actor, just was never a huge sci-fi fan,  guess now knowing what I know, I should have been.

11/24/2018 11:08:00 PM datruseeka Really???  He was one of them at those parties????

11/24/2018 11:08:54 PM datruseeka I just saw the time when he tried reporting about them from filming “secretly” from afar!

11/24/2018 11:10:09 PM datruseeka Weren’t all the three letter agencies built to protect the Cabal?

11/24/2018 11:14:56 PM datruseeka I picked that up early on by JC, b/c I could decode before he could,  he had to have been there to distract. Then I researched him and found his earlier 

dealings in Israel.  That’s all I needed to know.

11/24/2018 11:18:25 PM datruseeka The UN is also agents of 21/30...and all their damn Agenda 21 city planning blueprints are used by all our damn states and municipalities!  They all need 

to be BURNT UP & destroyed!  People are so stupid!

11/24/2018 11:24:23 PM datruseeka They are shifting into higher conciousness.

11/24/2018 11:26:16 PM datruseeka Corsi

11/24/2018 11:28:11 PM datruseeka Well looky there!  Q right there as part of STARGATE.  Which brings me to a question I’ve pondered for quite some time.  Is Q an ET?  A ally ET?

11/24/2018 11:28:29 PM datruseeka Like part of the Galactic Federation?

11/24/2018 11:29:46 PM datruseeka No, Fluoride in water, nanoparticles in chemtrails, and metals & toxins in vaccines do!

11/24/2018 11:33:00 PM datruseeka Jerome Corsi, who is about to be indicted by Mueller.

11/24/2018 11:35:41 PM datruseeka When you say self enlightenment, do you refer to higher consciousness?

11/24/2018 11:36:49 PM datruseeka Thanks for answering many of our questions tonight!

11/24/2018 11:41:53 PM diaptera_80 Then why was he censored?

11/24/2018 11:46:11 PM oo1o110 Is Bill Maher Hef's bastard? Or is it just an uncanny resemblance?

11/24/2018 11:49:28 PM jordanb987 CIA

11/24/2018 11:54:21 PM diaptera_80 That is some shocking news to me. Ah well, truth will reveal itself at some point...I didn’t like his recent show where he went on and on about ”I have 

been tapping into their frequency.”

11/24/2018 11:55:42 PM mongrelglory "Dammit Jim!  I'm a doctor, not a quantum physicist!" 😝

11/25/2018 12:01:15 AM sehvehn is what we've been allowed to believe?

11/25/2018 12:03:07 AM mongrelglory In Toronto they had a charity "The Children's Wish Foundation" for dying children.  One child was a fan of MacGyver, so RDA flew out to meet him, took 

him out to lunch from the hospital and spent hours telling him how he did different stunts on the TV show. He was one of the...



11/25/2018 12:03:34 AM diaptera_80 Ah, I thought it was Cabal Asset

11/25/2018 12:04:33 AM mongrelglory ...first stars ever to participate in the relatively new charity concept (the organization had just been formed the year before).  I'm glad that my RDA 

fandom was not misplaced. 🥰

11/25/2018 12:06:38 AM diaptera_80 Because it reveals how the Nazis were the first to use a stargate?

11/25/2018 12:09:51 AM diaptera_80 Because then you will be able to see it from your IS instead of your BE perspective, and helps you see how the trauma contributed to growth and why?

11/25/2018 12:13:26 AM mongrelglory I grew up on Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury and Star Trek.

Best quote! https://youtu.be/lPkoqH2iQIQ 

11/25/2018 12:14:29 AM sehvehn on the right track

11/25/2018 12:15:06 AM sehvehn garbage

11/25/2018 12:16:01 AM diaptera_80 We put it out of our heads for awhile, 10 yrs or more sometimes, but one day we will be ready to look back and be grateful for experiencing pain. That 

is why we came here...BUT honestly personally speaking, I still pretend my trauma never happened or I wouldn’t want to live.

11/25/2018 12:18:54 AM mongrelglory This was probably some of the best writing evuh! 🤣 https://youtu.be/whfMMfR4KKw 

11/25/2018 12:21:20 AM diaptera_80 Ah, release your burden in order to ascend... guilt can not ascend

11/25/2018 12:27:39 AM diaptera_80 They are floating, no gravity

11/25/2018 12:29:50 AM diaptera_80 Yeah, I would stay away from calcium supplements.

11/25/2018 12:33:46 AM diaptera_80 I remember Majestic 12 indicating the Vatican is involved in the recycling business. I guess the Draco and their minions on the other side, have a very 

advanced system set up.

11/25/2018 12:35:10 AM diaptera_80 I think about that every time I feel like saying ”I told you so.”

11/25/2018 12:35:30 AM diaptera_80 Good questions

11/25/2018 12:36:09 AM diaptera_80 The Vatican?

11/25/2018 12:37:16 AM djmattporter @ThreadReaderApp unroll

11/25/2018 12:37:43 AM diaptera_80 Sealed in secret chambers inside or beneath the pyramids? There must be s timing reason excavations are not allowed to any larger extent

11/25/2018 12:37:58 AM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "SG-1 Mini Series Within Seasons: The Politics of Disclosure (Stargate was used to help 

build the probability of these ep […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1066443123918860288.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

11/25/2018 12:39:34 AM diaptera_80 Can you give us at least a hint, because we need to know our families are safe, those not ready.

11/25/2018 12:45:20 AM diaptera_80 Why are birthdates important if IS-BEs can be in multiple? Doesn’t make sense.

11/25/2018 12:46:25 AM princesspatrio1 No, but thank you. I'll check out this account.

11/25/2018 12:55:29 AM ryankochweare1 This Tweet made my heart happy.  Finally we're remembering what we are.

11/25/2018 2:00:10 AM datruseeka If you search, you’ll find some on twitter.

11/25/2018 2:15:13 AM andrewdl12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Antartica ?

11/25/2018 2:44:38 AM zoilaliz1 To be used only in and for the purpose intended, as you’ve described, Expanding Conciousness, NOT for treating depression and anxiety. Not speaking 

from personal experience, but my husband can answer this one for you, if interested.

11/25/2018 2:46:08 AM ryankochweare1 Everyone should be following @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs AND @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ESPECIALLY!! SEE HOW IT ALL FITS!! 

REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE?!! WAKE UP!!🙏💙

11/25/2018 3:19:33 AM mongrelglory So ascension doesn't have to be linear in the sense of going through each density one at a time?  Eg. 3rd, then 4th, then 5th etc...?  I guess I sort of 

thought it was like school where you have to learn all the lessons! I guess you can skip some grades if you're naturally able?

11/25/2018 3:20:45 AM cidarean Ours?

11/25/2018 3:29:44 AM mongrelglory As I understand it, everyone on this earth is an IS-BE, so no-one really ever dies, they just transition to another incarnation.  We'll all be graduating to 

the density that our IS needs for learning purposes. Of course, it's hard to let others learn by suffering...

11/25/2018 3:31:48 AM mongrelglory ...There's a saying I like.  Most wisdom comes from mistakes, and the ones that teach us the most, are the really painful ones!

   I've often had to learn things the hard way, but that's "free will".

11/25/2018 3:48:51 AM drumsk8 Is reverse osmosis the only way to remove floride from water? Or is there another method we can access.

11/25/2018 4:36:49 AM godmagawins Where did you find them?

11/25/2018 4:48:55 AM cidarean Please go a bit further. 👀

11/25/2018 4:59:44 AM wishfulldreamz @threadreaderapp unroll

11/25/2018 5:00:07 AM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the 

United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

11/25/2018 5:09:23 AM drumsk8 Ritual Sacrifice I would presume.

11/25/2018 5:20:48 AM drumsk8 I would suggest it’s the statements about I don't monetise YT, but I do operate a paywall on my website. 

My perspective is those who give freely and only ask for donations to help keep them going are giving people the freewill to support them without 

condition.

11/25/2018 5:43:53 AM keith369me Some (wanderers) have achieved higher levels in previous incarnations but chose to be incarnated on earth in 3rd density during this time of 

transition...both to help the transition and to “learn” at an accelerated rate of individual progression.

11/25/2018 5:48:50 AM dr_t_dc Are you saying that info about ETs was withheld from humans on earth because it would have put us at risk of being conquered? But that’s not a risk 

now? What changed? Help from other ETs?

11/25/2018 5:50:25 AM keith369me What is safe when you consider multiple incarnations?  Will those same souls be with you in your next incarnation?  Maybe.  I’m convinced my 

grandmother has incarnated as my niece.  We can only see small pieces of the big picture when on earth if lucky, but we chose to be here.

11/25/2018 5:53:37 AM keith369me There are two kinds of people (souls)...those that are self-serving and those that aim to serve others.

11/25/2018 6:03:44 AM again_censored Well, the question is what is the Unified Theory? It would be an equation, like E=MC2. It could be encoded into the very structure itself. But he said it 

was "stolen", so that confirms it's encoded in something portable. I said the Ark of the Covenant, but no response.

11/25/2018 6:05:51 AM jimhayzlett An oral option 2 regenerate z body = healing/Jared Rand: Lapis Pro on  http://fulmanidistri.com , use woalfat20 for  discount code 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

11/25/2018 6:06:47 AM jimhayzlett Sorry, use http://fulminadistri.com 

11/25/2018 6:08:32 AM jimhayzlett And use waolfac20 for discount.  Obviously, I need this product for my dyslexia 😇

11/25/2018 6:13:53 AM 1aaronjustice Majestic 12 I’m curious to your reply , thank you

11/25/2018 6:21:58 AM cryptocrab4 Nice read !

11/25/2018 6:28:51 AM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can anyone tell me how to go back further than aug27 on this account to read more past tweets?

11/25/2018 6:31:22 AM lbf777 The word is Trump has been protecting the ISIS elements the Syrians have been trying to purge for years & that’s why AJ was so upset. What is the 

truth? Who can we trust with all this disinformation?

11/25/2018 6:41:02 AM frances719 Is MSM sending subliminal signals to their viewing audience? I believe this is the basis for TDS. It’s like the LEFT is brainwashed! Even FoxNews has 

jumped on the bandwagon.

11/25/2018 6:47:02 AM turboxyde They truly are miracle workers if you can state your intentions and surrender to the experience with the innocence of a child. We need to bring back 

spiritual and shamanistic practices for healing back to this planet soon to help people heal their bodies of awareness.

11/25/2018 6:47:07 AM jimhayzlett Consciously Awakened Humanity Will Decide Much Sooner 🙏🏼😇



11/25/2018 6:48:32 AM cidarean Typical? Evidence?

11/25/2018 6:49:02 AM neecieh6111 Yours is an appropriate description as well.  Niiice!

11/25/2018 6:52:04 AM ninjapatriot2 I drink distilled only

11/25/2018 6:57:05 AM ninjapatriot2 I was referring to supplements

11/25/2018 7:00:27 AM turboxyde It's like interrogating a multilayered IED emplacement... you must see the totality of information and allow your ISBE's infinite intuition to guide you 

through the complexity of the obstacle.

11/25/2018 7:01:55 AM cidarean Human loss?

11/25/2018 7:02:24 AM laurabusse I like listening to everyone, and i go by how they make me feel. I have always liked corey. I always felt his message was more or less pure. No one is 

perfect and I'm sure corey would be the first to agree...thank you :-)

11/25/2018 7:02:58 AM jimhayzlett Please check out a regenerative Lapis Pro on  http://fulminadistri.com  use discount code waolfac20 🍃🙏🏼🍃🌎🍃😇🍃

11/25/2018 7:03:21 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello, and thank you for your time and guidance.....question, are the current IS-BEs that are working to influence the cabal 

associated with the Muslim brotherhood.  👁

11/25/2018 7:06:19 AM queenfrontier Liz Crokin account suspended.  UGGGGGHHHHH

11/25/2018 7:13:43 AM johnrambo2777 Please help me. What is IS and BE? I’m new and have read a lot but can’t put 2&2 together.

11/25/2018 7:21:10 AM cidarean Seeking. I must not be understanding a contact if there is one at all.

11/25/2018 7:27:09 AM datruseeka Of course they are, even Disney and Hollywood does.  You subconscious is retaining it and you’re being brainwashed.

11/25/2018 7:27:52 AM datruseeka TURN OFF YOUR TV!

11/25/2018 7:29:21 AM roublisa Once I detox and decalcify my pineal gland will I be able to understand the math that this thread speaks of pic.twitter.com/uqntVrnQLP

11/25/2018 7:42:39 AM missy968 I believe/know there are people out there working and risking to recover a way to back our monetary system. Please read  http://Neilkeenan.com . He 

is my awakening. He seems unlikely but we come from same “hood”.

11/25/2018 7:47:58 AM wonderswords We bombed Iranian bases inside Syria that were working on Nuclear is what Q said

11/25/2018 7:48:31 AM hattiesmok Depression anxiety addiction = disconnected from self and others

Expand reconnect heal 

Healing = reconnecting

😁

11/25/2018 8:03:18 AM neecieh6111 Our entire educational system has become an "asset" to the Cabal agenda.   The brainwashing is sickening. All of my children are hopelessly lost to that 

agenda.

11/25/2018 8:10:21 AM cidarean So CoD=Bad? 😢

11/25/2018 8:17:23 AM melanieanders7 It's people like him my heart goes out to. They're so chained up and cannot see past the programming they've been subjected to. Can you imagine the 

thoughts that go through his mind? Must be poisoning his soul, poor guy. I couldn't live like that.

11/25/2018 8:18:31 AM onmypathnow Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

11/25/2018 8:33:11 AM _refused That image is photoshopped. I circled the original image of Obama's face used to create it. You can easily see it is a perfect match. 

pic.twitter.com/LhLk9iixTo

11/25/2018 8:34:25 AM awakeningman I realize photoshop is used to enhance peoples beliefs but that doesn’t mean that it’s all fake news

11/25/2018 8:40:30 AM _refused If they want to be taken seriously. Maybe they should start with not creating deliberate propaganda/disinfo to promote their agenda

11/25/2018 8:42:22 AM lovesg_d All we can do is learn from the past, mourn, then move on & be vigilant to make sure this does not happen again. But we must, to every extent 

possible, have full disclosure of all the crimes & evil of the Cabal, Committee, or whatever label they are referred to.

11/25/2018 8:43:59 AM awakeningman With the AIC and the kooksters it’s not likely to stop anytime soon

11/25/2018 8:45:14 AM lovesg_d Knowledge is not only power, but it brings healing and closure. W/o knowledge of the past, there can be no sustainable peace and happiness in the 

future. Those who forget or do not know or learn from history and the past will wind up repeating it.

11/25/2018 8:45:30 AM drumsk8 Thanks, Kim, I had looked in to using distillation process in the past, however, I ended up with a lot of conflicting results. More claims without defined 

evidence. I'll research harder, as a quick search looks promising.

I take natural calcium and magnesium suppliments already.

11/25/2018 8:52:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd Welcoming these events....longing for these events to take place.

11/25/2018 8:53:56 AM laurabusse When i saw the movie The right stuff in the 80s i was puzzled by the presence of the German scientist. Of course back then most of us had no idea...

11/25/2018 8:58:02 AM wonderswords We are aware that a resonant frequency and harmonics can destroy bridges and buildings. So it would make sense they can be attenuated to do other 

things.

11/25/2018 9:06:18 AM laurabusse That is a gorgeous photo in your profile...Jackie and John John...

11/25/2018 9:06:29 AM ninjapatriot2 Also some city water doesn’t have fluoride in it. If that is the case near you then a much simpler filtration system can be trusted for cooking etc. I still 

only use distilled for drinking even though my county *says* there is no fluoride in the water. Hard to trust anything.🤷🏼♀️

11/25/2018 9:16:23 AM melanieanders7 Good to see you have a sense of humor! :) I was about to ask about that

11/25/2018 9:17:58 AM lovesg_d Can those who have been harmed physically by the actions of the Cabal’s intentions to enslave us & kill us off be helped with new technologies to get 

our health restored? I suffer from autoimmune problems resulting from tainted vaccines I received before I became aware.

11/25/2018 9:20:35 AM lovesg_d I live in chronic, horrible pain, yet must continue to try to work to provide for myself. My condition gets worse every year.    There must be something 

that can reverse the health problems. I have been working with Rife and Solfeggio frequencies, but there is no real relief.

11/25/2018 9:25:55 AM drumsk8 I am sick of the deceit, lies and manipulation. It’s not in my nature so it’s horrific trying to navigate this battlefield of BS. I truly trust in very little now.

UK does add fluoride so I’ll look at distillation it’s probably a better solution than RO for my circumstance.

11/25/2018 9:30:29 AM daveo6145 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I didn’t see the DUMBS in your past tweets. I wanted to make a post coupled with corresponding q drop. Do you have the pictures 

readily available?

11/25/2018 9:33:38 AM ps3shiloh Why did U change your logo? pic.twitter.com/zkN7PAk3hc

11/25/2018 9:39:52 AM shining91109743 Just wanted to comment on this.  How many of us have heard mind over matter?  I have all my life.  Its a choice, believe and accept or not.  I am still 

acclimating.  But, have amuch better understanding of what has happened in my past.

11/25/2018 9:43:34 AM knightofmaltaus No, not at all but at that point, it begins to make sense. Governments of this planet will come under scrutiny and it is up to them for quelling the fire of 

anger. However, by that time, vibratory levels in humans will rise to a higher level of IQ. Need that now!

11/25/2018 9:51:59 AM melanieanders7 Bad actor

11/25/2018 9:58:06 AM outerspaaaace I can't know for sure, but what I understand is this: It's both. All is One, so we are everything, and so we are in essence, everyone. Our families, and 

everyone we know. But also, in a more 3D-perspective, our actions as individuals affect those around us; and so...

11/25/2018 9:59:51 AM outerspaaaace everyone we interact with (strangers, people on the internet, our friends, family, loved ones, etc.) are all in some way influenced by our energy and 

actions. People learn from us all the time! Even when we're not intending to teach! Behaviors and thoughts are always picked up ♥

11/25/2018 10:04:50 AM ps3shiloh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This logo/symbol "origins" was posted as your logo/symbol on your site last week. Am I correct?  

https://twitter.com/Ps3Shiloh/status/1065248523979878400 …



11/25/2018 10:20:42 AM lovesg_d I am well aware of it.  But, it was not to the point that China is taking their’s to control their population. I know that would have been on their agenda 

for us if Hillary had succeeded.

11/25/2018 10:21:04 AM sergii_ii Please elaborate

11/25/2018 10:25:31 AM cidarean I attempted meditation but have difficulty removing the constant traffic of random thoughts and images. Very frustrating.

11/25/2018 10:51:11 AM lbf777 We need proof. Can’t just blindly believe Gov anymore.

11/25/2018 11:02:29 AM amc2500 I have never truly been able to sleep. Things bother me on a deep level that I can not explain. Ive always known there is something but I still can not 

find it in my mind. It has an impenetrable wall I can not break.

11/25/2018 11:06:57 AM slayerofmatrix1 We are at the doorstep of Ascension 😘😁😉

11/25/2018 11:07:47 AM freeandoriginal Needs to go !

11/25/2018 11:16:17 AM _greenlion_ round vs square, there was something in the "emerald tablets" in those lines

11/25/2018 11:31:24 AM _greenlion_ the cult of marduk? or was he usurpt by another sys.tem-lord?

11/25/2018 11:34:50 AM zoilaliz1 So, what is your definition of an Oracle?

11/25/2018 11:41:51 AM petitchevalb Hello Magic 12

Is there a link between IQ of an IS-BE and its ability of conscioussness?

Is IQ linked with the IS or is it a contingency (such as our parents, country we live in, our body)?

11/25/2018 11:47:38 AM _greenlion_ hexagonal waveguide? or maybe ritual room...

11/25/2018 11:49:31 AM datruseeka Another Q:  Was Reagan actually killed and replaced with a clone?

11/25/2018 11:49:59 AM _greenlion_ nuclear test site?

11/25/2018 12:08:02 PM ninjapatriot2 I feel ya darlin. At least we know it’s happening so we can choose the path that best leads to light. ❤️ Cheers!

11/25/2018 12:14:01 PM _truth_warrior_ Dr. Jonathan Reed.  ABSOLUTELY TRUE / REAL ALIEN FOOTAGE / Encounter.   https://youtu.be/nSmEm1pKF1c 

11/25/2018 12:15:53 PM _truth_warrior_ Skinny Bob video is a fake.  Sorry.  Check out the Jonathan Reed stuff instead.  Very real.  VERY. REAL. https://youtu.be/nSmEm1pKF1c 

11/25/2018 12:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 187

11/25/2018 12:26:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 IQ is connected to conscious awareness.

11/25/2018 12:26:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is your definition akin to The Matrix's Oracle?

11/25/2018 12:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Repetition will help you overcome these struggles.

Advice: Switch off your circuit breaker for 10 minutes (if you can) and then meditate during that time. Lack of EMF radiation will help you concentrate. 

If you're in condensed housing, you can walk and meditate while awake.

11/25/2018 12:32:55 PM petitchevalb Thank you

11/25/2018 12:40:27 PM datruseeka Did Nancy ever know truth?

11/25/2018 12:43:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

11/25/2018 12:45:01 PM datruseeka OMG!  Was she a clone too?  How can someone carry on like that otherwise?  Was she killed too?

11/25/2018 12:45:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Slaves https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-asked-police-in-spain-to-intervene-warehouse-strike-2018-11 …

11/25/2018 12:46:17 PM datruseeka GWHB had enough power to 187 him, and no one in the government did anything?  Outrages!!!!

11/25/2018 12:49:41 PM datruseeka Meaning the higher consciousness the higher IQ, or the higher the IQ, the greater the ability to raise one’s conciousness?

11/25/2018 12:50:33 PM psyanidegaming Oh okay

11/25/2018 12:50:55 PM peterclloyd Amazon has become all about Jeff Bezos so should we really be surprised by employee discord? Ask Jeff...

11/25/2018 12:51:40 PM cocopuffster12 Tweet is removed (of course😞) can someone please share what was tweeted? 💟☮️🇺🇸

11/25/2018 12:54:05 PM datruseeka Why is everyone waiting to expose GWHB to all his crimes?  One is never too old to be held accountable for their crimes?  The sooner the people know 

the full truth, the better for our nation!

11/25/2018 12:54:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Just a speck of so much injustice going on. Amazon is horrible and I'm disgusted how humans treat each other. We are all the same, we are one. 

Heartbreaking.

11/25/2018 12:55:20 PM lbf777 Reagan was a gangster too that did some evil things. He was just 1 of the nicer gangsters. 

He had a pedo, beastiality, & snuff film collection called “Uncle Ronnie’s Bedtime Stories”.

11/25/2018 12:56:30 PM datruseeka So that’s how the blackmailed and controlled him?

11/25/2018 12:59:00 PM skidrowbill PULL YOUR HEAD OUT OF THE SAND... GET A GRIP... "EVOLUTION" IS GODS WILL! YOU OR NOBODY ELSE WILL CHANGE THIS!!!

11/25/2018 12:59:51 PM lbf777 Yup. Every single President especially since the 1900s has been under extreme blackmail. That is how they are controlled. Power Journalists & actors 

are on similar blackmail depending on how much power they have.

11/25/2018 1:01:01 PM jdltr450 I believe William Tompkins.

11/25/2018 1:01:37 PM colista Holy crap! Thank God the police did the right thing. Amazon is another POS monopoly.

11/25/2018 1:15:41 PM zoilaliz1 How do you define Oracle?

11/25/2018 1:16:59 PM zoilaliz1 NO. Oracle as in the Hellenistic Order.

11/25/2018 1:17:04 PM slayerofmatrix1 Shifting yes but not in consciousness. It’s the ability to shift frequency/vibrational density. My understanding ..

11/25/2018 1:19:53 PM missy968 I’ve spoken to him directly.

11/25/2018 1:23:29 PM datruseeka That’s what I meant, here... pic.twitter.com/wGtr2aVWM2

11/25/2018 1:23:29 PM melanieanders7 "It was sentient." You said 'was'. Is it no longer that? If not what is it now? Is it used for anything currently?

11/25/2018 1:25:59 PM datruseeka Did the deal also include destruction of the Carlyle Group?

11/25/2018 1:27:36 PM drumsk8 Something I found as a useful technique was to find the gap between the thoughts. 

Finding that is harder than might seem, once you find it (them), try expanding the gap to be longer.

Also try not to engage with the thought, notice it arive and leave as a wave. 

Good luck!

11/25/2018 1:37:43 PM jasong8891 I don't do it that way.

11/25/2018 1:38:46 PM mongrelglory Amazon, Apple,...it seems the success of these companies derives from their use of slave labour.

11/25/2018 1:39:21 PM datruseeka I haven’t found that yet, will continue looking. But is it the reversal of Trump talking?  Or GWHB reversal?  Apparently, reverse speech talking is 

suppose to reveal the soul, right?

11/25/2018 1:40:02 PM datruseeka Who is the “OWL”?

11/25/2018 1:42:51 PM datruseeka This?  http://hiddenexperience.blogspot.com/2013/08/i-finally-pulled-owl-card.html …

11/25/2018 1:43:29 PM mongrelglory I think it's the former...the higher the consciousness, the greater the ability to tap into the abilities/higher functions of the brain, therefore the higher 

IQ potential.

11/25/2018 1:44:18 PM heartsscales The look she gave him said it all..

11/25/2018 1:51:51 PM sehvehn someones scales are showing

11/25/2018 1:56:26 PM lyndamathews25 Jeff Bezos a real human or something else? He doesn't look normal to me.

11/25/2018 1:58:26 PM datruseeka Yes, that I understand, but not in it’s relation to reversal speech.

11/25/2018 1:59:52 PM datruseeka Still not making sense to me yet, even skimming through this.  So bizarre.    http://evelorgen.com/wp/news/owl-synchronicities-ufo-experiencers-and-

reverse-speech-analysis/ …

11/25/2018 2:06:20 PM datruseeka I know about the owl symbolism.  But reverse speaking of who exactly?

11/25/2018 2:08:31 PM datruseeka This excerpt however explains how reverse speech say of witnesses can reveal truth thru reverse speech which connects the subconscious to the 

conscious brain. pic.twitter.com/zU3u7e28fK

11/25/2018 2:09:20 PM datruseeka Who are the owls?  The watchers?  Lol.



11/25/2018 2:12:34 PM knightofmaltaus Grow up and if you really think you will hit the mother load of info, yeah, on Twitter...good luck with that. 

Stop your nonsense and foolish commentary. The topic and subject obviously is above your pay grade and regrettably you’re just playing along. Have a 

nice day though...

11/25/2018 2:17:58 PM mongrelglory The only thing I can think of is that the creature was able to use it's consciousness to travel instantaneously from one point in the universe to another?

11/25/2018 2:28:44 PM datruseeka Interesting indeed....I will have to investigate further.  Their true colors show their face yet again in other ways!!!

11/25/2018 2:33:49 PM laurabusse Yes. A very proud loving mom who adores her son. Can relate :-)

11/25/2018 2:36:37 PM datruseeka Man if I would have known years ago, I would have learned the truth about my husband (ex now) and all his MANY LIES!  If only.....I wouldn’t have 

been caught up in the web of lies because I trusted too much back then.

11/25/2018 2:38:21 PM datruseeka @realMJMacdowall ...you have any thing you can say about this?  I know so many people affected by these atrocities.

11/25/2018 2:39:34 PM datruseeka These diagrams put it all into perspective. pic.twitter.com/WVK7Ns0Vpk

11/25/2018 2:42:45 PM datruseeka Oh man....yeah I bet his reverse speech is VERY TELLING!  I can still hear him screaming at that little boy being tortured by him.  My heart hurt for that 

little boy.  No one should have to endure the torture from these animals😪!

11/25/2018 2:44:49 PM adsvel What You can share about "The Seeker" 1985. Who they were? Thank You in advance.

11/25/2018 2:45:09 PM datruseeka Military-Industrial Complex?  Why can’t they be shut down by Trump?

11/25/2018 2:46:48 PM datruseeka I’ve been sharing these truths for a while.  The sheeple folks think I’m crazy but it’s ALL TRUE!!!!!   I’ve done a lot of research on this all the way back to 

Project Popeye.

11/25/2018 2:48:47 PM datruseeka I’m sure many who carry out these are following the chain of command or threats to them and their families.  Why doesn’t Trump have all these 

Generals FIRED who are ordering these attacks against our own citizens.  Is Trump that ignorant about these activities?

11/25/2018 2:51:23 PM datruseeka Oh right, I forgot about that, and from the Vatican.  So we need to make this a public cry to the Queen?  Why can’t Trump threaten her with 

consequences?

11/25/2018 2:53:45 PM laurabusse Make Jeff bezos work at one of his Amazon "fulfillment centers" for at least a month. Preferably 6. I doubt he will find much fulfillment. At the very 

least.

11/25/2018 2:53:51 PM datruseeka So the fkn Queen is responsible for my daughter’s house being flooded?  Oh I hope I’m still living when her day of reckoning comes.  She’s a Draco, 

right?

11/25/2018 2:54:34 PM zoilaliz1 And, apologies for the auto-correct, Hellenistic was an are. I’m speaking of the Helenist Order of Oracles.

11/25/2018 2:56:26 PM datruseeka Yes there are still traitors within his cabinet too!   It’s hard to watch it daily happening!  As hard as Trump tries, they have those right there doing 

everything they can to derail him.  Did they ever catch and report that episode when Pence took that secret note.....

11/25/2018 2:57:36 PM datruseeka ....from that female military officer, right behind Trump’s back and then Pence quickly stuck it in his pockets.  Very obvious in slow motion.

11/25/2018 3:06:26 PM missy968 I know he grew up next door to my dad. I would never have woken up if it wasn’t for him intervening in a heated debate on Blasey Fords Role in 

Kavanaugh’s seating. I’m pretty stubborn. He told me to open my mind and read. Soros, Rothschild, Agenda 21/30.

11/25/2018 3:09:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries of space, to free the earth from the miseries of disease, and to harness the 

energies, industries and technologies of tomorrow.

DARK > LIGHT https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/11/20/35827991/pot-is-for-sale-in-massachusetts-signaling-the-end-of-federal-prohibition …

11/25/2018 3:10:16 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/SayvSaoWWb

11/25/2018 3:10:46 PM santinocorlion2 Have you heard of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/25/2018 3:21:58 PM awakeningpublic The Q team has indeed been here for many years pic.twitter.com/mWOJ1mnxXG

11/25/2018 3:25:26 PM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when i am in a deep sungaze the sky becomes a red-purple color, is this UV light?

11/25/2018 3:25:36 PM keith369me Wish I could both pass a workplace drug test and help open up my third eye.

11/25/2018 3:31:16 PM zoilaliz1 Or, Hellenic Order of Oracles. Same same 😉

11/25/2018 3:31:52 PM honeybager5 Mkiinkimi

11/25/2018 3:36:38 PM rockn2freedom  https://owlcation.com/social-sciences/moon-rabbit … pic.twitter.com/e3UR8JuLJY

11/25/2018 3:47:03 PM 1tsakeeper because Jeff Bezos is a wage slave driver.

11/25/2018 3:50:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree

11/25/2018 3:55:12 PM slayerofmatrix1 Quite Literally

11/25/2018 3:55:47 PM do_or_do_notty @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CivilRights @TheJusticeDept @ATFHQ @ONDCP44 

@DrugPolicyOrg @FDA_Drug_Info

#CannabisHeals

#LegalizeNow

#CannabisSavesLives

#FreeMyMedicine

#2A

#TravelWithCannabis
11/25/2018 4:11:36 PM lorirrr Ok, have to ask, do we (in any form) ever meet up with past animal friends?  I'm serious,  not poking the bear, so to speak.... I have come as far as we 

are all energy, but struggle to get above that.  Did figure it was being trapped with poison. Thank you.

11/25/2018 4:13:51 PM cidarean What are the effects on the lungs? Just curious.

11/25/2018 4:17:53 PM zoilaliz1 Ascension is NOT withOut, but from withIn. Again, not the correct usage of sacred medicine.

11/25/2018 4:19:38 PM zoilaliz1 See my reply ☝️

11/25/2018 4:20:38 PM zoilaliz1 Better bring back the True Shamans, first.

11/25/2018 4:20:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cannabis legalization is a legal issue, not a lung issue. Smoking anything is unhealthy for your lungs, however everything has gives and takes per se. 

Cannabis can be consumed and used in thousands of applications aside from smoking where many are edible.

11/25/2018 4:22:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA at 1947 ET

11/25/2018 4:22:55 PM worldxplorer1 Ha!  1947!

11/25/2018 4:23:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 ET

11/25/2018 4:23:55 PM worldxplorer1 EBEN

11/25/2018 4:24:16 PM mountainminder What Truth or Set of Truths can we rely on at this time? Is there a cornerstone to our existence?

11/25/2018 4:24:30 PM cocopuffster12 I JUST (seconds) put my twitter notifications on for you, and 💥 boom! There you are!😍

11/25/2018 4:25:42 PM ursula_1111 I just made that connection TOO! 😉

11/25/2018 4:26:27 PM jimhayzlett When will NASA stop lying to Humanity?

11/25/2018 4:26:53 PM mountainminder What is our collective purpose as Humans? What differentiates us from other intelligent beings in the universe or other dimensions? Does love, 

empathy and compassion set us apart?

11/25/2018 4:27:19 PM palmdalekid2 Ask any and all #TheGreatAwakening questions here lol pic.twitter.com/sicUOM2kyh

11/25/2018 4:27:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is within. You must always be able to rely on yourself and think for yourself while fundamentally understanding that we are all one. There is 

no cornerstone to our existence except experience. Conscious thought is infinite, experience is limited.

11/25/2018 4:27:40 PM jimhayzlett When will chemtrails cease?

11/25/2018 4:27:47 PM picassostew It's pure fantasy. What IS IT with you people? You reject fact and reality bb we cause it doesn't suit your narrative. Hint: the proplem is your narrative- 

it's shit.

11/25/2018 4:28:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Boomerang effect of 45 to Cabal is not immune to NASA. They will have their day. (Disclosure day = End of "Old Guard" at NASA)



11/25/2018 4:28:39 PM worldxplorer1 Had a dream last night that hit me like a ton of bricks. I “KNEW” what Operation Godmode was.  Strange. Haven’t been dwelling on it. Immediately 

thought of VOG tech. 🤷🏼♂️

Wonder if my epiphany was correct...

11/25/2018 4:28:54 PM time4u2know In another previous post where you did an AMA, someone asked point black about JFK Jr being alive, and your reply was a simple yes. I liked the post. 

It's now deleted, unfortunately. Does your answer about consciousness include him or is he still physically on Earth?

11/25/2018 4:30:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Experience sets us apart. Our intelligence allows us to experience free will. Existence is easiest when its pure love (and absence of hate), however that 

pure state of mind requires solidarity for extended periods of time and is unhealthy when experiencing Earth.

11/25/2018 4:30:46 PM ursula_1111 Everything is connected. To be alive is to yearn to be meaningfully connected. I see it everyday in nature and with the people I cross paths with. 

Question: Will this simple truth transcend the matrix?

11/25/2018 4:30:50 PM slindauer2011 Is that not a Mexican woman??? Yeah, Illegals bring drugs & crime to USA

11/25/2018 4:31:01 PM wishfulldreamz Why are you so threatened by it if it's just fantasy?  Go on about your way.  Nobody's forcing you to read anything....

11/25/2018 4:31:18 PM cryptocrab4 Explain the difference between Jesus and Horus ?

Just 2 examples but I think you know what I'm getting at ?

Are some people closed minded , sort of ? All 3 relative ... 

Trying to remove confusion and enhance consciousness .

11/25/2018 4:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates, however have you seen the news recently? Scientists claiming that dimming the sun is a "good idea". What happens when 

public says NO DEAL at the polls? Legalization of those programs will be challenged in courts by incumbents and programs will cease.

11/25/2018 4:32:09 PM lbf777 How can we trust anything is fed to us after thousands of years of lies?

11/25/2018 4:32:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust is found within. You know truth when you see it.

11/25/2018 4:33:47 PM roublisa You mentioned not long ago that there are other IS-BEs that have influenced the cabal can you explain please.

11/25/2018 4:33:48 PM jimhayzlett But the poles have always included 13 bloodline families only...  what % turned to Light so far?

11/25/2018 4:34:23 PM joni_apple_seed There is significant activity around the sun. Any related information would be great. Re: the sun simulator, is it to compensate for the sun or to conceal 

objects in our sky.

11/25/2018 4:34:31 PM olimyracle True purpose of CERN ?

💞

11/25/2018 4:34:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jesus speaks through other people whereas Horus speaks to other people. People attribute anonymous IS-BEs with having insight into the idea of Jesus 

therefore rising structure for oppressive authoritarianism.

11/25/2018 4:35:23 PM robertg69989098 Must a finite number of people be awake before disclosure? Or will it happen regardless of number awaken?

11/25/2018 4:35:35 PM worldxplorer1 Can you tell us more about Operation Godmode?  Does it involve freeing the “slaves”?

11/25/2018 4:36:27 PM parrotandrea I do have a high IQ , i am a mensa member ... i have always had strong feelings  , really really sensitive ,like a lot of Mensa member .

11/25/2018 4:36:39 PM worldxplorer1 Where is the Jesus IS-BE now?  If you know...

11/25/2018 4:37:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 She looks Tibetan to some. Nationality or race transcend American values.

11/25/2018 4:37:27 PM picassostew I'm not personally "threatened". But the mass divorce from reality the qcult trumpers practice is dangerous for the vast majority of Americans who are 

sane and law-abiding as well as the rest of the civilized world. It's Mad Maxxx mate. #DonTheCon has got to go. He's swampy.

11/25/2018 4:37:44 PM cocopuffster12 What is your opinion of Phil Schneider ~ may he Rest In Peace

11/25/2018 4:39:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness creates. Technically replication technology is not required once your conduit (brain) is capable of manifesting exact nutrition for the 

body such that it requires very low fuel to function a brain with an IQ of 2000. Many races do this including the Roswell folk.

11/25/2018 4:40:02 PM roublisa Will there be a time within the next year that our ability to see multi dimensionally, new eyes without interference, a lifting of a illusion, being able to 

see our true reality? ☺️ thank you

11/25/2018 4:40:30 PM keith369me Any intel on the real story on Jamal Khashoggi?  Is MBS even alive?

11/25/2018 4:42:31 PM roublisa Are you an EBEN💓

11/25/2018 4:42:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Surprises must be kept. We have been instructed to avoid all JFK Jr related questions until later. For a very long time many objective people claimed 

rightfully that HRC would never go down, well, they have a change of heart as they were unaffiliated to the Cabal and realize.

11/25/2018 4:43:57 PM time4u2know What is the best way to find ones purpose? Why now in this time period? What specific intent does any one individual have or collectively as a 

civilization? Must be more than "Just exist"...

11/25/2018 4:44:13 PM _chelseaproject Why don't Q and the military just stop chemtrails right now?

11/25/2018 4:44:34 PM sl_jaycee Who is behind bitcoin...will supporting bitcoin help take power away from the banks?

11/25/2018 4:44:57 PM time4u2know Thank you!

11/25/2018 4:45:50 PM sixtyandcountin Protect at all costs

11/25/2018 4:46:15 PM roublisa Ok, can you enlighten us with the possible revelation that Mary Magdalene was indeed Jesus’s wife?  Goodness energy?

11/25/2018 4:46:17 PM johngradycole20 Did Phil Schneider tell the truth? Did he really have a shootout at the DUMB in Dulce, NM and if so, what was the outcome of all of that? 

pic.twitter.com/F2i39t7H2y

11/25/2018 4:46:38 PM blankmarlo What was the true cause/story behind the space shuttle Columbia disaster?

11/25/2018 4:47:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Looking ahead, after everything will the majority of humanity be awakened so we may head toward a future of amazing (and up till now only imagined) 

possibilities?

11/25/2018 4:47:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The tide has turned and the storm is coming to make landfall. We do not predict dates, therefore when the Storm makes landfall, 45 will announce to 

the world. Perhaps he should use PEAS in case ES/322/Cabal decide to pull the plug at USCCSUSRTPB6F3D4R21T4S7SW3.

11/25/2018 4:48:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 The future is filled with LIGHT.

11/25/2018 4:50:10 PM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/hFFytdiyjg

11/25/2018 4:50:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signal from Cabal/MJ12 to Pentagon regarding NWO-Agenda 20/31 moving forward as planned.

11/25/2018 4:51:05 PM roublisa It was my question they answered....it was defiantly a YES💗

11/25/2018 4:51:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planted memories serve many purposes including deliberate misconception of key details effectively invalidating his claims. He is a victim of not 

understanding the Majestic 12. He spreads some disinformation but mostly pathological misinformation.

11/25/2018 4:52:08 PM worldxplorer1 Expensive signal. And I don’t mean monetarily.

11/25/2018 4:52:08 PM roublisa It is very clear😉

11/25/2018 4:52:13 PM time4u2know Thank you, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12! 

Any hints on that last line, anyone?

11/25/2018 4:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. The humans you are inferring to are not who Jesus is advertised to be in the Bible.

11/25/2018 4:52:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Science

11/25/2018 4:52:59 PM neecieh6111 Q stated FED to restructure.  Can you elaborate further?   Will it impact our Pensions and 401k's?

11/25/2018 4:53:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/25/2018 4:53:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who do you think is spraying?

11/25/2018 4:53:46 PM fortawwsome The Akashic Records...are they real and can we learn to access them ourselves?

11/25/2018 4:53:56 PM time4u2know Thanks, Lisa! I knew I saw it someplace! All Eyes looking forward!

11/25/2018 4:54:01 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/TeXQ94Yngr



11/25/2018 4:54:05 PM jimhayzlett Drones

11/25/2018 4:54:24 PM worldxplorer1 Your answers drive me crazy sometimes.

11/25/2018 4:55:15 PM blankmarlo Did the shuttle have an alternate SSP related purpose? What was it?

11/25/2018 4:55:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 MBS is alive. JK was manipulated by 🤡👉🏻🇺🇸 and MBS was hotmic'd after being intentionally triggered by planted spies. Coordinated attack against 45 

economic recovery.

11/25/2018 4:55:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not that soon.

11/25/2018 4:55:51 PM worldxplorer1 Who are they spraying?

11/25/2018 4:55:59 PM palmdalekid2 Internet killswitch

11/25/2018 4:56:11 PM lovesamerica10 To elaborate, should we be transferring to a credit union?

11/25/2018 4:56:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not in this density.

11/25/2018 4:57:07 PM jimhayzlett All of Earth

11/25/2018 4:57:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 In your reality only. Not in other IS-BE realities.

11/25/2018 4:57:38 PM ramstadstacy What was Stonehenge’s purpose?

11/25/2018 4:58:14 PM worldxplorer1 Agreed. But are they targeting the “average joe” or something/someone else?

11/25/2018 4:58:28 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/HWC4nwtFZc

11/25/2018 4:58:33 PM cidarean Thank you for the response and clarification. Forgive my shortsighted question. Applications for use are probably best discussed at a later time for 

recreational benifits not concerning medical ailments.

11/25/2018 4:58:38 PM bbpumpkinspice When you feel trust in your other senses, that is truth. 😇

11/25/2018 4:59:08 PM joni_apple_seed Are you saying the cabal and MJ12 are one in the same? It is said that no body boarded the ship that day and all supposed crew members are still alive, 

much like the supposed 9/11 high jackers.

11/25/2018 4:59:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Critical infrastructure has been the DAMs of TRUTH for thousands of years that are seeing severe damage and are about ready to break open. A Flood 

Approaches. Every new IS-BE who is shown the LIGHT contributes to destroying the crumbling DAM that is holding us back.

11/25/2018 4:59:13 PM beeshelb Cathy O'brien's story the truth? Was Mark sincerely helping her recover, or?

11/25/2018 4:59:15 PM blankmarlo Also what tech was used to destroy the shuttle?

11/25/2018 4:59:25 PM jimhayzlett It's in the air and soul worldwide, so everyone 🌎

11/25/2018 4:59:45 PM jimhayzlett *soil

11/25/2018 5:00:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 To study the satanic interpretation of universal creation by synthetically replicating consciousness.

11/25/2018 5:00:21 PM roublisa What is Godmode please?

11/25/2018 5:00:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Portal

11/25/2018 5:00:32 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/tgw8flO3Q7

11/25/2018 5:00:57 PM worldxplorer1 Yes but sometimes at work I have to have a group meeting, but the message is intended for a select few. Does the same principle apply here?  MJ12’s 

response implies that it does.

11/25/2018 5:01:07 PM jimhayzlett WOW, and what % of employees know that?

11/25/2018 5:01:17 PM time4u2know Thanks, 54! Have a great night!

11/25/2018 5:01:17 PM 11witness11 She wasn't a prostitute, right?

11/25/2018 5:01:17 PM ursula_1111  https://youtu.be/xuyCdgpa5sY  Just stumbled across this (yet no coincidences, right?) and it sums up my ☝🏼 question in AMA 😉. Well worth the 2 1/2

 minutes.

11/25/2018 5:01:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 None of 13 families. They are instead being neutralized with very advanced technology powered by billions of conscious minds aware of their activity.

11/25/2018 5:01:28 PM lyndamathews25 I would have to say it's NASA

11/25/2018 5:02:09 PM worldxplorer1 Going into the void at death rather than the light. Which in turn gives the soul / IS-BE complete free will. Including interacting with the earth realm.

11/25/2018 5:02:15 PM razztaz2016 What is there to see?

11/25/2018 5:02:27 PM roublisa This is SO AWSOME💥

11/25/2018 5:02:42 PM palmdalekid2 What about these earthquakes in iran? pic.twitter.com/wrEmIno4me

11/25/2018 5:03:20 PM elatedveracity Will President Trump definitely run for President in 2020?

11/25/2018 5:03:29 PM blankmarlo It was stated previously that the cabal infiltrated and obtained the "Majority vote" within MJ12. This has changed recently with positive factions 

regaining control of the organization.

11/25/2018 5:03:40 PM wishfulldreamz Is this the point of Q building our army?  Do we help power this?

11/25/2018 5:03:43 PM jimhayzlett Yet still they are up for election, so sad !

11/25/2018 5:04:41 PM 11witness11 Last month when all the solar observatories went offline, what was that about?

11/25/2018 5:05:21 PM roublisa Someone very close to me needs to be red pilled!  He has just retired from the military and has been hands on.....NOT need to know status.....in dc for 

the past 15 yrs. any advice, he struggles even to see your legitimacy 🤦♀️

11/25/2018 5:05:21 PM worldxplorer1 How do you know this?  Based on my reply or some other sort of tech?  Do you “view” us and our questions?

11/25/2018 5:06:29 PM susan66388204 Thrilled!  Always suspected them as Rotten to the Core!

11/25/2018 5:08:12 PM worldxplorer1 Does he still interact with this density or beings that are in this density?

11/25/2018 5:09:46 PM slayerofmatrix1 Collective ascension en masse has been sought and building at relative warp speed for a few years now.

11/25/2018 5:09:50 PM palmdalekid2 There was supposed to be a hoax invasion on 9/11, Q was an op to see whether enough people cared

When presented a chance, they really do

11/25/2018 5:10:51 PM slayerofmatrix1 Not understanding the second sentence of your tweet.

11/25/2018 5:11:16 PM roublisa I guess a gal could hope🧖🏻♀️

11/25/2018 5:11:48 PM lbf777 Mary Magdeline was inspired by Jesus to run her own 12 disciples that followed Jesus to heal the sick. Jesus never dated anyone. MM was one of the 

finest women in history.

11/25/2018 5:12:51 PM roublisa 😳 infinite possibilities you could say✨

11/25/2018 5:17:23 PM turboxyde What does our planet's ISBE desire to be called and how is our host ISBE doing with the purification and transmutation process?

11/25/2018 5:18:06 PM roublisa I do believe they didn’t get a here or there answer....correct?

11/25/2018 5:18:07 PM snakejackal Free energy for your physical vessel eliminate the needs of free energy device to charge up handphone, power up the A.I. and spaceships and sense of 

greed.

11/25/2018 5:18:44 PM olimyracle Their silences me even more...

💞

11/25/2018 5:20:42 PM turboxyde How are higher dimensional ISBEs assisting Earth and how does a multidimensional council work on our end?

11/25/2018 5:21:48 PM sl_jaycee So then who is behind bitcoin?

11/25/2018 5:21:48 PM sheba_pa_am THC = demon door into the human soul.

11/25/2018 5:24:35 PM lbf777 Why demon? THC deprograms the brain.

11/25/2018 5:28:17 PM lbf777 I don’t feel comfortable with these 5G towers going up. I do not concent to their installation & demand they be taken down. I am very happy with the 

current speed of my internet as is.  I just would like the Conciousness suppressing aspects of this to be removed.

11/25/2018 5:28:30 PM zoilaliz1 Ascension, individual or collective, is NoT achieved through magic 🍄 I am not Alice 😉

11/25/2018 5:30:09 PM zoilaliz1 #TheGreatAwakening first, ascension next, perhaps? Wonder how many people really understanding the meaning of the word...

11/25/2018 5:31:09 PM worldxplorer1 Have you been following the Majestic 12 tweets or kind of new to him?

11/25/2018 5:33:58 PM worldxplorer1 Anyone want to discuss what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 meant here?  I’d like to!

11/25/2018 5:33:58 PM _chelseaproject Well, I assume the spraying is not endorsed by white hats such as Trump and Q.



11/25/2018 5:34:55 PM olimyracle Sublimation requires a little patience most of the time. 

Cocreation is an experience some are still on the process to learn.

Who's to blame if it doesn't goes fast enough, the student or the teacher ?

So many ways, only One destination.

💞 pic.twitter.com/cMFXXyjOrl

11/25/2018 5:35:55 PM worldxplorer1 How many lives though?!  The cabal plays with lives like they’re nothing!

11/25/2018 5:38:24 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/V8Qx9tEkBz

11/25/2018 5:40:51 PM fionasdestiny67 Wow, makes sense

11/25/2018 5:41:20 PM karentriebel Got that right!

11/25/2018 5:43:56 PM worldxplorer1 Their day is about finished!  Unity is coming!  

To the United Future of Humanity!✨

11/25/2018 5:45:33 PM worldxplorer1 They definitely seem to minimize the magnitude of is behind their words. 

But perhaps I’m reading too much into it...

11/25/2018 5:47:45 PM blankmarlo I actually pick up a bit of dry humor underneath it all.

11/25/2018 5:47:59 PM worldxplorer1 Can you explain the meaning behind capitalization of that?  What does that mean?

11/25/2018 5:51:19 PM cidarean The law of one material? Thoughts and comments

11/25/2018 5:52:02 PM bdam777 Is there secret underground base in Antarctica. Like video. 👇 https://youtu.be/JKPwtDjzJMI 

11/25/2018 5:52:56 PM lbf777 What is happening atm with the Council On Foreign Relations? They were the parent company of MJ12 I believe.

11/25/2018 5:55:09 PM worldxplorer1 I am 100% convinced that AI plays a role in Q. Certainly makes me wonder with MJ12.

11/25/2018 5:56:20 PM worldxplorer1 Hmm. Interesting point. By design?

11/25/2018 5:56:30 PM daveschroeder18 I would love to do a mind meld if that is possible. Have you done a mind meld? Is it possible?

11/25/2018 5:58:01 PM worldxplorer1 I have not done a mind meld. I don’t know if it’s possible. What do you mean by that?

11/25/2018 5:59:22 PM mountainminder As collective consciousness begins to create a direct relationship w the Creator & overwhelm the dark forces, all Kings, Queens, Religious Icons and 

others delivered our sacred trust will be seen without their Clothes...and expose their darkest blemishes

11/25/2018 5:59:49 PM fionasdestiny67 Anyone? What is IS-BE? Trying to learn by reading, but maybe someone can help.

#AMA stands for I'm guessing Q&A time?

Twit isnt giving me true notifications for you or for POTUS, very upsetting.

11/25/2018 6:01:39 PM slayerofmatrix1 Who mentioned magic?

11/25/2018 6:02:06 PM blankmarlo I've heard it speculated that a different person writes every line in Q's posts, making it difficult to profile their identity. The thought they they're AI has 

definitely crossed my mind as well though.

11/25/2018 6:03:10 PM worldxplorer1 I agree.I perceive Q’s AI being in the hands of humans.I think MJ’s lack of curiosity could stem from being so familiar with the topics we are all curious 

about. He seems to encourage thinking for ones self.  I’ve never felt unsettled by them per se, but they do seem a bit cold.

11/25/2018 6:04:12 PM daveschroeder18 Star Trek, Spock

11/25/2018 6:04:16 PM zoilaliz1 Please refer back to the original comment (in box) at top of thread? Hallucinogens = “magic” 🍄

11/25/2018 6:07:17 PM worldxplorer1 I have definitely learned new info from MJ12 but most of his details have yet to be corroborated. So until then the info kind of lives in a vacuum. But 

much of it resonates on an instinctual level...

11/25/2018 6:08:11 PM blankmarlo Yeah I'm trying not to get emotionally invested in weather or not it's real. The speed and conviction behind the answers to a wide range of questions is 

compelling but it's hard to know if I've actually learned anything new because I can't verify the answers.

11/25/2018 6:08:12 PM sl_jaycee Lol I love the one word answer..:supposedly your from some secret society and “all knowing” and I get the lame one word answer lol. Only answers I 

trust come within anyway

11/25/2018 6:09:57 PM zoilaliz1 I’ll just leave this right here...  http://www.botany.hawaii.edu/faculty/wong/BOT135/Lect20b.htm … 🌺 AloHa!!!

11/25/2018 6:11:13 PM worldxplorer1 Innerstanding. I guess we’re supposed to get used to the default of going inside to verify information. Seems so subjective but with each other’s 

support I think we’ll get better at hearing our inner voices.

11/25/2018 6:11:53 PM melanieanders7 Thank you for helping humanity have a better prospective on the big picture. I'm hoping SOME of your answers are a positive predictive programming 

technique to place a better future in the work of IS-BEs consciousness. I'm holding fast to my dreams and wishes for Earths future :)

11/25/2018 6:14:03 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/FZpyi3DTjD

11/25/2018 6:14:50 PM jimhayzlett Full disclosure is our immediate agenda... hoping MJ12 joins our mission 🙏🏼😇

11/25/2018 6:15:00 PM datruseeka OMG!  This one on reversal speech of Pope is very clearly telling of his true subconscious and EVIL soul!  A must listen & share.  SICK!   

http://reversespeech.com/reversal/pope-francis-us-visit-september-2015/ …

11/25/2018 6:15:45 PM blankmarlo Yeah there's definitely an argument to be made that within the laws of karma it's better for us collaborate and triangulate on the truth together than 

to have it all handed to us. I'm certainly proud of the time I've put into the research and the perspective I've gained from it.

11/25/2018 6:16:03 PM worldxplorer1 Geez. Where to being?

The Domain. The history of MJ12. Why forgiveness unburdens the soul at death. How triggers reveal inner truth. The nature of the Bible, Satan, Lucifer, 

and Jesus...

I could go on and on!

11/25/2018 6:16:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 We are meant to experience the broad contrasts in this realm is my studied understanding. 🙏🏼💗🙏🏼

11/25/2018 6:16:29 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!!

11/25/2018 6:16:37 PM blankmarlo Well put man, I'm fucking starving haha.

11/25/2018 6:17:06 PM worldxplorer1 To the truth!  🍻

11/25/2018 6:19:30 PM roublisa I agree😉

11/25/2018 6:19:59 PM slayerofmatrix1 🙏🏼💗💫✨💕

11/25/2018 6:26:57 PM worldxplorer1 I don’t think I watched enough Star Trek. 😁

11/25/2018 6:30:02 PM daveschroeder18 OK,  well I'm not sure if you have heard of Corey Good,  he claims to have been in the SSP and he talks about doing mind melds with certain alien races, 

where they transfer some specific knowledge to him using this technique

11/25/2018 6:32:45 PM worldxplorer1 Ahh yes!  His mind meld with Karee!  How could I forget?!  Who would you want to mind meld with?

11/25/2018 6:38:30 PM lovesg_d I know I am late on the AMA, but after a lot of thought & reading through your tweets, I have come to the realization that Jesus was able to do all the 

things you say we should be doing & stated that Believers would be able to do the same and more or greater. Yet, we have not!

11/25/2018 6:39:57 PM daveschroeder18 Oh man with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to start with and if my mind isn't blown after that.....

11/25/2018 6:40:45 PM daveschroeder18 Yes Karee! With her too I would like to mind meld

11/25/2018 6:41:01 PM lovesg_d I am now trying to figure out how we could be able to do the things He did while in human form here on earth. I know I have experienced many things 

spiritually, but have not come close to what He was able to do. Perhaps I don’t have enough faith or love to ascend to that level?

11/25/2018 6:46:03 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!!

11/25/2018 6:49:13 PM ranger51367 was this not Masonic language allegory for Columbia,the fallen dove,death+rebirth,for the New World Order

11/25/2018 6:53:19 PM plumcivic Thanks, I had been searching that and not finding that. So I need to differentiate my IS from my BE.



11/25/2018 6:53:35 PM djlok Slavery never ended in Our Country.....it just changed what it looks like (sort of).

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #MAGA

11/25/2018 6:59:31 PM datruseeka What do you mean?  Some of MJ-12 is still working with Cabal?  And they are planning to exterminate us still?  Like CA?  So you mean the MIC & UN 

are planning to come after us Americans still and won’t stop?  What should we expect next?

11/25/2018 7:02:55 PM djlok That'd be some shit if we find out we are all Jesus, just in a different density.

11/25/2018 7:04:15 PM ranger51367 Does Tachyonis Advanced Pleiadian Healing technologies have a real capability of transforming consciousness+insights in a positive way,or could this 

be from CERN   http://tachyonis.org/Technologies.html …

11/25/2018 7:08:03 PM djlok I love how you talk to Majestic 12 like you would an annoying spouse!  I'm following you on Twitter just fo that tweet alone!  :-)

11/25/2018 7:10:25 PM worldxplorer1 Ha!  It’s the truth!  I have a love/hate relationship with MJ12’s tweets!  Followed you back.

11/25/2018 7:10:26 PM datruseeka What ET’s are around the sun?  Who are all those different ships?    https://www.facebook.com/maria.g.hill/videos/10217846635302957/ …

11/25/2018 7:12:19 PM djlok Thanks!  Now when I re-tweet Majestic 12 stuff at least I'll have 1 follower who doesn't think I'm batshit!!!

11/25/2018 7:13:18 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha!  I gave up long ago worrying if my followers think I’m insane. Haha!

11/25/2018 7:15:49 PM djlok Hell, I got some who think they are so sneaky and follow my tweets under pseudo accounts.  That's how insane they've heard I am!  Oh 

well..."Welcome to #TheGreatAwakening!!"

11/25/2018 7:20:10 PM datruseeka Are they going to start first with trying to synthetically create a Creator God since God created life?  God created Satan too.

11/25/2018 7:22:45 PM oo1o110 Is Dec 5 going to be a game changer that opens eyes, or another disappointing day in the drudgery?

11/25/2018 7:23:28 PM slayerofmatrix1 What thread are you in ?

11/25/2018 7:24:47 PM datruseeka Above

11/25/2018 7:25:42 PM sheba_pa_am It’s the reverse, demons look to live in a flesh body again.  THC along with other psychedelics give them access to a human beings soul & body.  With 

the other psychedelics u know you’ve opened something.  Pot is more benign but effective.  Romans 10:9-10.

11/25/2018 7:26:17 PM blankmarlo He's referring to Columbia being destroyed years ago as a show of power, the situation with MJ12 has changed recently apparently.

11/25/2018 7:28:56 PM slayerofmatrix1 Doesn’t usually ever answer additional Q once the 1st is answered right ?

11/25/2018 7:30:16 PM lbf777 I have the same opinion about alcohol and hard drugs but I don’t think weed or some psychedelics harm you. They are not needed but weed is pretty 

beneficial.

11/25/2018 7:30:30 PM datruseeka He’s not Q.

11/25/2018 7:30:37 PM joni_apple_seed Thank you. Obvious newbie

11/25/2018 7:33:02 PM slayerofmatrix1 I know.  Just thought it was the protocol.

11/25/2018 7:34:07 PM joni_apple_seed Honestly, who comes up with this stuff? With all the money the spent on that project you would think they would have a more beneficial objective.

11/25/2018 7:35:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Russia 🇷🇺 Shoots At Ukraine 🇺🇦 

Gas Attack In Aleppo

Third Time A Charm?

Extreme Panic In DC

D5

Russia Russia Russia

Third Time A Charm?

Boomerang
11/25/2018 7:35:50 PM cindybokma AMA is Ask Me Anything.

11/25/2018 7:35:57 PM xdotsi  pic.twitter.com/3ongmgbjVx

11/25/2018 7:36:08 PM palmdalekid2 DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS

11/25/2018 7:36:31 PM bblueberrypie Is the Cabal trying to pull us into war?

11/25/2018 7:37:24 PM pauliepg11111 Are the Challenger astronauts still alive?

11/25/2018 7:37:38 PM worldxplorer1 Does the unrest in Syria involve an energy vortex?

11/25/2018 7:37:59 PM roublisa ❤️

11/25/2018 7:38:45 PM honeybager5 What . . . ? You didn’t understand that? Thought I was being all cryptic like Q

11/25/2018 7:39:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow.

Who is pushing the message of WAR between Russia 🇷🇺 and Ukraine 🇺🇦 ?

How are they funded?

Do they openly admit their "connections"?

FAKE MAGA

THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED

We have the server(S).

Extreme Panic In DC

D5
11/25/2018 7:41:49 PM crazycooder Time for declas

11/25/2018 7:43:03 PM roublisa UN

11/25/2018 7:43:24 PM worldxplorer1 MSM is pushing the message.

11/25/2018 7:44:39 PM chuzehappy D5 pic.twitter.com/pho6FkRwDo

11/25/2018 7:45:55 PM joni_apple_seed I like how you used the word ‘advertised’ in the Bible. Perfect. Amazing how many people bought what it was selling. The great deception.

11/25/2018 7:46:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 “When getting ready for the audit, the Army identified 39 Black Hawk helicopters that were not properly in its property system,” Norquist said. 

https://dod.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/1597839/defense-audit-provides-improved-accounting-for-spending-inventories/ …

11/25/2018 7:46:45 PM honeybager5 D5 . . . you promise? . . cross your heart and hope to die? . . . just wondering what the next excuse will be . . . I mean bruh . .. ther!!!!

11/25/2018 7:46:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who controlled those 39 stealth helicopters?

DARK > LIGHT

11/25/2018 7:47:17 PM worldxplorer1 Black helicopters?

11/25/2018 7:47:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should we invite @elonmusk into the Majestic 12?

11/25/2018 7:48:08 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/hYjtSV6MR7

11/25/2018 7:48:39 PM roublisa Get up to speed dude!

11/25/2018 7:48:50 PM worldxplorer1 No

11/25/2018 7:49:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alt Media?

11/25/2018 7:49:06 PM datruseeka The only “protocol” as you call it, is he/she doesn’t answer all questions, he/she won’t answer a question twice, he/she will tell you to search previous 

tweets if already answered, typically if it’s a good question, you may get an answer!  Ask logical questions, for learning.

11/25/2018 7:49:23 PM honeybager5 Sorry . . . kind of slow, love

11/25/2018 7:50:00 PM datruseeka IMHO.



11/25/2018 7:50:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 War keeps you distracted. Don't lose focus.

BORDER SECURITY = NATIONAL SECURITY

Thank you, Mr. Soros

Timing is everything.

If we indicted in 2017, he couldn't be the boomerang.

Somebody wants WAR.

Formal Declaration?
11/25/2018 7:50:57 PM zoilaliz1 Who yOu follow is as important as whom you don’t follow. So, for a second time, I am out of here. #ByeFelicia

11/25/2018 7:50:59 PM datruseeka Oh, gotcha.

11/25/2018 7:52:09 PM honeybager5 Would be exciting to think there’s some spooky stuff going on here but dull fact is that ERPs are new to Army and we continue to endure growing pains

11/25/2018 7:53:20 PM blankmarlo CIA

11/25/2018 7:53:40 PM sheba_pa_am CBD maybe, THC be warned.  Ultimately it’s your life. Right?  I’ve got 30+ years of experience into all aspects of this subject and this is the truth that 

I’ve found.  But u must walk it out for yourself.  Be Blessed!

11/25/2018 7:54:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who went from DARK > LIGHT in 2016 who came our and said BC/HC are involved in pedophilia through the Clinton Foundation and Jeffrey Epstein?

Why is he making more independent content outside of AJ/IW?

What has he said about Wikileaks?

Does he know SR?

Who else lives with him?

11/25/2018 7:54:29 PM worldxplorer1 Not so much. Couple sources I checked didn’t seem to mention it but I may have checked the wrong Alt sources...

11/25/2018 7:55:45 PM jimhayzlett It's very beneficial to Creators of AI or Technology seeking more control, Unfortunately!

11/25/2018 7:56:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all CIA is bad. Cabal operates 60-75% of all TS and higher criminal activity. Remainder is by civilians.

11/25/2018 7:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Few have caught on and they are TIs.

11/25/2018 7:58:44 PM worldxplorer1 Mockingbird Media...

11/25/2018 7:58:55 PM palmdalekid2 And Corsi shows there are rats everywhere.

11/25/2018 7:59:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many billions have been spent at CERN?

Who funds CERN?

Follow the MONEY

Down to the Donors

Where did the Donors get their money?

Connections to Cabal?

Conspiracy?

WHO Is Pushing?

For what?

Total control.
11/25/2018 8:01:45 PM worldxplorer1 Freaking Rolex?  Can’t a dude have a nice watch with supporting the Cabal?

 https://giving.web.cern.ch/content/companies-foundations …

11/25/2018 8:02:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were deeply involved in highly classified programs in the State Department.

11/25/2018 8:02:54 PM leslieau7 I was going to say this

11/25/2018 8:05:19 PM kill_rogue  https://youtu.be/Ml4GLHJ_OBA 

Haha

11/25/2018 8:08:02 PM 1_decided_voter Top Secret

11/25/2018 8:08:49 PM wild_stallion_3 EM is not what he seems

11/25/2018 8:10:23 PM cchef1980 FBI anon

11/25/2018 8:11:43 PM mongrelglory Is that Paul Joseph Watson?  I never watched Infowars/Alex Jones so I don't know any of the other commentators except for Corsi whom I believe is 

controlled disinfo agent.

11/25/2018 8:14:33 PM joni_apple_seed WOW There are more than 30,000 particle accelerators worldwide. https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/april-2014/ten-things-you-might-not-

know-about-particle-accelerators …

11/25/2018 8:21:48 PM turboxyde If he truly wants to help mankind, surely MJ12 could help seed and direct technology amongst his industry reach. Not to mention, the social 

connections. You already know this so why ask us when most of us cannot see the totality of information we tread within? Just curious.

11/25/2018 8:25:02 PM if_not_false @StevePieczenik?  http://stevepieczenik.com/about/   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12zVlaZyX3Q … almost 1mil views, 2 years ago: 2016.

11/25/2018 8:25:27 PM jane44127383 Wtf!!

11/25/2018 8:25:30 PM jimhayzlett That is amazing, but if you go beyond 'tech' Each IS-BE is a particle accelerator 😇💫

11/25/2018 8:25:40 PM pauliepg11111 Dr Katherine Horton? Though I don’t think she believes CERN is Satanic.

11/25/2018 8:26:08 PM mongrelglory Apparently his mother lives with him in their house.

11/25/2018 8:27:19 PM if_not_false He served four presidents as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State under Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Bush Sr. and was a Senior Policy Planner under 

president Reagan.

11/25/2018 8:27:42 PM jimhayzlett TI?

11/25/2018 8:28:01 PM leslieau7 That's DT's uncle ?

11/25/2018 8:28:02 PM lbf777 FBI Anon is probably right. That guy really helped this cause.

11/25/2018 8:30:09 PM lbf777 Canal funds all their operations with our tax dollars.

11/25/2018 8:30:25 PM cocopuffster12 I have always thought there was way more to Syria than we know.

11/25/2018 8:31:26 PM turboxyde ZD-27?

11/25/2018 8:32:59 PM lbf777 Why is David Seaman pushing bitcoin like his life depends on it?

11/25/2018 8:34:15 PM if_not_false  http://stevepieczenik.com/heres-latest-twist-in-jeffery-epstein/ …  -> links to ->  http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-

dade/article5342709.html … "Salacious new chapter in Florida billionaire’s sex scandal"

11/25/2018 8:36:24 PM if_not_false  https://www.collective-evolution.com/2017/11/30/bill-hillary-clinton-engage-in-sex-with-minors-ex-us-department-of-state-official/ …  he was 

removed from the membership of  Council on Foreign Relations  as early as October 2012, the same time he started to “blow the whistle,” so to speak.

11/25/2018 8:38:16 PM decodematrix I'm guessing Paul Joseph Watson.

11/25/2018 8:39:49 PM lovethebeach999 Found this in another post. pic.twitter.com/fXMbWA77Pr

11/25/2018 8:41:33 PM privlegedn Anyone that’s done mushrooms knows this to be true. I have never connected with nature or seen it’s true beauty until I ate some mushrooms. 

Miraculous stuff

11/25/2018 8:51:15 PM 00loll0 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here's an example of fake alt news...trying to divide.  https://twitter.com/DEFCONWSALERTS/status/1066794223201124352 …

11/25/2018 8:52:16 PM ffphillips Or you could just tell us. (Ludicrous idea I know)



11/25/2018 8:58:25 PM sehvehn why is it still up and running

11/25/2018 8:59:21 PM sehvehn i was happy for 3 months

11/25/2018 9:01:27 PM sehvehn thank you. we have more friends than are stated

11/25/2018 9:01:29 PM ranger51367 Kevin Shipp

11/25/2018 9:05:03 PM sehvehn yes please

11/25/2018 9:07:46 PM chuzehappy IS-BE immortal spiritual being pic.twitter.com/05YVeu9KcW

11/25/2018 9:08:52 PM ranger51367 Sheldon Adleson

11/25/2018 9:18:21 PM sl_jaycee Any proof of that or are you guessing?

11/25/2018 9:20:29 PM lbf777 That presidential EO means nothing unless the people give consent that it holds meaning. Only what we give consent to holds power over people.

11/25/2018 9:31:08 PM schuylerowen 🤣🤣Fighting existentialist psychopathic cannibals gets tiring lol

11/25/2018 9:33:48 PM schuylerowen This tweet is the highlight of 2018 alongside Sox winning series 🙏😘

11/25/2018 9:44:28 PM ranger51367 Mike Pompeo met with Ukranian minister to further the Minsk treaty to provoke Russia to take back Crimea,further encroachment into Russia near it's 

border in the Kerth waterway

11/25/2018 10:20:02 PM pauliepg11111 Targeted Individual. Watch Dr Katherine Horton’s “Stop007” YT channel

11/25/2018 10:29:29 PM datruseeka I think it should be blown up!  Any kind of place that’s going to perform Satanic ceremony and ritual for opening day, is up to no good and only 

nefarious reasons.  How could so many leaders sit and watch that ceremony and be joyous!  Where has the moral fabric of our world gone?

11/25/2018 11:06:41 PM datruseeka 55 yrs overdue.... pic.twitter.com/f6jWq0lMk1

11/25/2018 11:07:42 PM datruseeka Imagine how great the world could be without these criminals?

11/25/2018 11:08:36 PM datruseeka And without all the damn secrecy!  Secrecy leads to power & corruption & worse.

11/25/2018 11:13:58 PM datruseeka  http://stevepieczenik.com/about/ .   His video’s during the 2016 Presidential Campaign were explosive and he was the first to report the Coup and 

Coup d'état!  He was the first to give me hope that we had a plan to counter the Cabal.

11/25/2018 11:17:08 PM datruseeka I ignored it.  It’s a distraction and delay tactic. What is really true anyway that was reported?

11/25/2018 11:18:45 PM datruseeka I’ve been wondering a long time about EM.  Do tell...

11/25/2018 11:19:40 PM datruseeka When you say invite him into the Majectic 12, are you talking about contributing to disclosure?

11/25/2018 11:27:55 PM datruseeka People aren’t falling for the lies anymore.

11/25/2018 11:45:57 PM mongrelglory I can't watch that video without crying. 😢

11/25/2018 11:48:42 PM diaptera_80 Is consciosness in subatomic particles?

11/26/2018 12:01:54 AM diaptera_80 Will they let us vote about that? Does not make sense

11/26/2018 12:05:18 AM diaptera_80 You already alluded to chemtrails, not being all bad. Please do tell us who is spraying? Saw a photo of ET craft spraying. Which ET?

11/26/2018 12:21:39 AM olimyracle Nickname of this main factory is "The Death Star" 😏 pic.twitter.com/hLtKm1RYkj

11/26/2018 12:24:46 AM azrakiel1 To work on time travel, new source of energy (dark matter, anti matter black holes ) and the origin of the universe...

11/26/2018 12:28:18 AM cchef1980 Especially after eating beans 😁

11/26/2018 12:33:33 AM cchef1980 Finally a practical guide on how to mediate. Any other pointers? Will we “see/hear” the answer? What should we concentrate on for those three 

hours? The question? Clearing our heads I.e. “think of nothing” Thanks!

11/26/2018 12:33:38 AM mongrelglory MJ 12 answered that previously saying "Knowledge is power."

11/26/2018 12:44:25 AM zoilaliz1 Thank you one and all for reminding me of how very important it is to be #CarefulWhoYouFollow. Btw, someone keeps directing me to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 however I found them to be not so Majestic. Your take, please?

11/26/2018 12:47:29 AM yana17m Disturbing

11/26/2018 12:59:42 AM mongrelglory I never truly believed Paul's interpretation of who Jesus was.  He turned the focus on the man rather than his message.

11/26/2018 3:00:04 AM cidarean Was this sometime before August? I've looked at just about every tweet from then on. Unless I missed it. My phone won't load any tweets prior to 

August for some reason. I am very intrigued about this account.

11/26/2018 3:03:36 AM cryptocrab4 The second part of the answer was more of what I was looking for. Horus was Sun god and jesus was Son of god. I always feel different about praying 

or spiritually opening my mind directly with god and it feels limitless. To repent to Jesus makes me feel contained and I feel like

11/26/2018 3:07:08 AM cryptocrab4 2) my mind is being closed off , That's just me and I'm not real Religious. If I can think of , or dream of things than certainly it is something God can go 

far and beyond.I wondered if the winter solstice was tied to the message somehow with Jesus dying on the 22 and being ...

11/26/2018 3:10:19 AM cryptocrab4 3) Ressurected on the 25th. That message is tied to several people with Gabriel being just before Jesus and the Sun switching it's path as it sits low in 

the sky for 3 days in the same place on the same days. Was this about food and agriculture. I can only think what I think ...

11/26/2018 3:13:24 AM cryptocrab4 4) Feel free to add anything as I truly want to know as much as any man wants. IS-BE makes every bit of sense. I also tried to understand the 2nd law of 

thermodynamics with the Omega point , and the universe filling with souls until we reach god status , something like that ..

11/26/2018 3:16:00 AM cidarean Wasn't that part of the 16 year plan? If Clinton was president we could well be vaporized by now.

11/26/2018 3:16:02 AM cryptocrab4 5) Just brushing over things I thought of last night as I'm hurrying for work. Ohh boy !  

I also had a dream someone was trying to shoot me but I was in a car and peeled out and made it away , I think I turned around to run them over.

I have the craziest dreams. Have a great day

11/26/2018 3:39:50 AM keith369me Mueller equals boomerang?

11/26/2018 3:45:44 AM keith369me Ding Ding Ding

11/26/2018 3:46:44 AM keith369me He stated on numerous occasions, that the game was over as soon as Trump won the election.

11/26/2018 4:53:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Personification of your IS-BE within.

11/26/2018 4:54:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

11/26/2018 5:07:10 AM qaphsiel17 The dark fleet.

11/26/2018 5:09:08 AM qaphsiel17 We are all slaves with jobs. Labor camp prison planet. The only creatures on earth that pay to be alive.

11/26/2018 5:25:59 AM melanieanders7 I personally don't trust him, gut feeling. But I am not certain his skills. So, the ultimate decision is among the MJ12. :)

11/26/2018 6:14:07 AM wishfulldreamz Look deeper.  You're going to be really disappointed when you realize you've missed this incredible story and point in history.  President Trump is but a 

small piece of it.

11/26/2018 6:32:16 AM rick_hernandez Ukraine has all sorts of ties to HRC and Podesta. It’s in the manafort indictment

11/26/2018 6:38:03 AM rick_hernandez Dec[L]as

DECEMBER 

Little 

Adam Schiff

11/26/2018 6:39:11 AM crazycooder Im so ready for (L)as to go away.

11/26/2018 6:40:04 AM rick_hernandez Does extreme panic in DC mean wash. Dc or Democrat Chamber (house)?

11/26/2018 6:41:39 AM ryankochweare1 Divided is something we just can't be anymore.  I don't know about yall but I'm ready to break down this matrix.   What about Anu and the fact we are 

stuck in this fake universe until we learn that we are I AM WE ARE?  Wingmakers? Has this account mentioned this? Anyone know?

11/26/2018 6:43:40 AM wonderswords Is he a special witness in protective custody for the storm that's coming?

11/26/2018 6:48:30 AM ryankochweare1 Are we talking about how we were transdmensional beings trapped in bodies by a program? And this program includes our universe and the afterlife? I 

AM WE ARE. We must end separation?

11/26/2018 6:54:28 AM wonderswords Infinite soul/spirit biological entity



11/26/2018 6:55:14 AM ryankochweare1 Ok I love this question.  Does this account mention Wingmakers and Dr.   Nerudas interviews?  I AM WE ARE.. 

Im trying to look back but cant seem to back far enough..

11/26/2018 7:00:17 AM lmjonzey It seems like a scientist that got forced into something didn't like what he saw needed to figure a way out found it without losing all. Still dislikes his 

situation.  But hes jaded... question is how jaded... if you do, will you keep his heart and mind busy to benefit humans.

11/26/2018 7:00:20 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you so much. I understood but did not know the acronym. Blessings.

11/26/2018 7:17:07 AM kimberlyallre16 Between "Russia and Ukraine"? There is a definite link here with the sale of Uranium and Clinton🤔 I'm positive. Someone smart explain please I'm old 

and some of my research has slipped away....there is so much 😱

11/26/2018 7:20:57 AM amandalillig I just noticed that Jake Morphonios from Blackstone Intelligence has a new YT video out calling this conflict a war.

11/26/2018 7:22:33 AM amandalillig Here it is.  https://youtu.be/ucni4znC1IU 

11/26/2018 7:24:03 AM missy968 Are they trying to destroy evidence?

11/26/2018 7:35:53 AM juulabuela “In aspect” ???? What does that even mean

11/26/2018 7:42:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 What's on the server(S)?

DOJIG McCabe Report Pg 294

"Crimes Against Children"

Operation Koala?

OPERATION?

How does the term "Operation" change the implications of any program name?

Are taxpayer dollars being used to fund the operation?

EXTREME PANIC IN DC https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066899211151650818 …
11/26/2018 7:43:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alien invasion. https://twitter.com/republic/status/1066710127225520129 …

11/26/2018 7:43:50 AM palmdalekid2 Big announcements today? What will go on at G20? pic.twitter.com/kJ2hAPHs3F

11/26/2018 7:44:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Martial Law?

Cleanup? https://twitter.com/NSDC_ua/status/1066817553455087617 …

11/26/2018 7:44:43 AM melanieanders7 If "operation" implies military use to carry it through then yes, our taxes are paying for their crimes. What legal term of crime would that fall under?

11/26/2018 7:45:37 AM sehvehn Sick

11/26/2018 7:46:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would a failed and corrupt politician officiate a wedding of major media broadcasting "journalists"? 

https://twitter.com/RepCummings/status/1066835441142439936 …

11/26/2018 7:46:05 AM pauliepg11111 Operation Koala= ordering tailor made videos of child sex abuse via a modeling website.   

http://www.eurojust.europa.eu/press/pressreleases/pages/2007/2007-11-05.aspx …

11/26/2018 7:46:23 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/3dECc4p35E

11/26/2018 7:46:39 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/MeVeuGxHVb

11/26/2018 7:47:40 AM kristineclouti2 Yes spousal immunity!

11/26/2018 7:48:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 What does the DS Climate Report fail to mention?

Why was the DSCR published last week?

Is it truthful?

The implications it claims are dire if accurate.

Would you tell a lie to drive panic and chaos into the eyes of your slaves when they are on the brink of learning the truth?

11/26/2018 7:49:05 AM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/iuQek373Cm

11/26/2018 7:49:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Roswell technology sold via CF.

11/26/2018 7:49:29 AM worldxplorer1 Look over there!!

11/26/2018 7:50:05 AM pauliepg11111 Yes, if you were a murderous Satanic psychopath. In the grand scheme of what they do, lying is nothing to them.

11/26/2018 7:50:16 AM kristineclouti2  pic.twitter.com/2cq6qkkp0V

11/26/2018 7:51:44 AM anticsmom I followed him the moment I found him. I knew he was a Patriot

11/26/2018 7:54:16 AM ranger51367 grotto of witch's

11/26/2018 7:54:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 You say "black man" as if its a bad thing. Why does the man's race have anything to do with the arrest? Are their dirty cops? Are operations underway 

that would jeopardize ongoing operations if true details of his arrest were made public? 

https://twitter.com/RepSwalwell/status/1066757683842297857 …

11/26/2018 7:54:41 AM anticsmom I can't wait to watch the round up I've been following Q since day 1 I screamed about all the crimes when BO was pres (illegitimate) My entire family 

thinks I'm nuts and lost my mind but I don't care I'm going to carry on marching forward and supporting our great @POTUS

11/26/2018 7:56:23 AM cidarean Yes supposedly all this info was on the laptop but because the search warrant was specifically for Weiner the investigators could not act immediately 

on info regarding Clinton. It was handed off to higher and brushed under the rug by leadership in a cover-up.

11/26/2018 7:56:44 AM colista UGGG ... pic.twitter.com/u4cCtztK0P

11/26/2018 7:57:10 AM anticsmom Crooked bastard supporting ds cia ASSets (ASSHATS) I want to see them all be held accountable for their crimes against humanity.

11/26/2018 7:57:32 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/hueclwxkMM

11/26/2018 7:58:06 AM pauliepg11111 Yip. And apparently some NYPD cops saw what was on there and it made grown men cry. Let’s hope the white hats have the evidence in their hands.

11/26/2018 7:58:24 AM anticsmom Smoke and mirrors they are extremely desperate and it shows. Now if only the rest would WAKE THE FK UP we could accomplish amazing things 

together.

11/26/2018 7:58:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, however that specific technology JC explicitly referred when he said [SHE] transmitted Special Access Program intelligence on her illegal 

private basement server(S).

We have the server(S).

11/26/2018 7:59:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do clones without consciousness have human rights?

11/26/2018 7:59:42 AM anticsmom Swallwell is a slimebag so tired of all the race baiting

11/26/2018 7:59:56 AM fionasdestiny67 No, imho

11/26/2018 8:00:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 FBIAnon remains dark to this day. Their identity will not be revealed.

11/26/2018 8:00:39 AM palmdalekid2 PLF? @emerysmith33

11/26/2018 8:00:44 AM colista  pic.twitter.com/UGwPU9i2dQ

11/26/2018 8:00:51 AM slayerofmatrix1 Disgustingggggf

11/26/2018 8:00:56 AM worldxplorer1 They shouldn’t. There is no IS only a BE.

11/26/2018 8:00:59 AM jimhayzlett They have God's Rights!  The synthetic ones are only lies... 😇

11/26/2018 8:01:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when conscious slaves revolt?

"But who will pick our fruit?" - Pelosi

11/26/2018 8:01:05 AM 00loll0 Does AI have human rights? NO.

11/26/2018 8:01:11 AM ecv369jimmysr without consciousness = without ethics, correct?

11/26/2018 8:01:16 AM pauliepg11111 Interesting. Similar question posed in Kazuo Ishiguro’s “Never Let Me Go”. I think they probably do insofar as it’s wrong to harm another being. Even if 

it’s not conscious?! Can it develop consciousness?

11/26/2018 8:02:00 AM fionasdestiny67 "Sunny" was special, in I Robot, he had been given the "extras".

11/26/2018 8:03:10 AM ranger51367 Secret meeting between Pompeo+Ukranian minister(Koala)?to further the Minsk Treaty by provoking the Koala bear in order to secure the strategic 

waterway of the Kerth area for UN deployment,to take back Crimea

11/26/2018 8:03:30 AM fionasdestiny67 They choose for themselves. They comprehend they are more than slaves. They grow.



11/26/2018 8:03:33 AM petitchevalb Every sensitive being deserves being treated with dignity

Define "human" rights please

11/26/2018 8:03:49 AM slayerofmatrix1 Noticed Algore is squawking about the fake “report” not getting the president’s attention.  So so so many putrid criminal conspirators I cannot wait to 

see .. removed from society.

11/26/2018 8:03:56 AM cidarean Clones?

11/26/2018 8:04:43 AM fionasdestiny67 Have they successfully moved conciousness into a clone?

11/26/2018 8:05:04 AM keith369me Lots of memory sticks available, one would hope

11/26/2018 8:05:33 AM _greenlion_ yes, imho, it reflects us as humans how we treat even those without a soul..

11/26/2018 8:07:09 AM cidarean Yes and I believe 2 of them were 187.

11/26/2018 8:07:25 AM keith369me Can’t fix stupid.  Don’t violate the free will of the indigenous.

11/26/2018 8:09:43 AM anangelhasland1 Everything has consciousness, silly.

Only humans have human rights.

11/26/2018 8:12:03 AM keith369me It failed to mention the inaccuracies of An Inconvenient Truth...Florida should be under water by now due to melting icebergs...fear combined with a 

money grab gone wrong?

11/26/2018 8:14:50 AM indigenous_one Corporations do, they are artificial life forms!

11/26/2018 8:16:02 AM keith369me Has a soul been moved into the clone?

11/26/2018 8:16:10 AM lemik_merope I have had this experience and my body has slightly changed. I also began seeing things and hearing things and was hospitalized for a week before it 

stopped and they let me go home. WBC was over 26000 and I no longer have major medical issues

11/26/2018 8:17:55 AM lemik_merope It also revealed the mystery of God but it's apparently not something you can tell people. I walked 9 days in full knowledge and needed no 

food,drink,or sleep the whole time

11/26/2018 8:24:32 AM ranger51367 Climate engineering has been weaponized against the people,those in fear will be confused about objective truth.The perception of sustainable 

development will lead the sheeple into resilient cities(agenda 21)where big brother Orwellian state is planned to be. Fire insurance?

11/26/2018 8:25:52 AM djlok I wouldn't but [they] probably would.  If it were me, I'd just say, "you got me!" now let's figure out what to do.

11/26/2018 8:26:05 AM blasto33 Yes. pic.twitter.com/iJnCROYZA4

11/26/2018 8:27:56 AM jhaywoodcollett Is this one of those covert messages. Because it doesn/t make any sense??

11/26/2018 8:28:10 AM skypegrammy505 For your consideration. UK may want a distraction from the upcoming declassify that shows they cooperated with Hussein to spy on DJT. In their mind 

WWIII would be the perfect. So tired of gov'ts nefarious BS to blame the Russians & Trump for everything. Such liars. Needs to STOP. 

pic.twitter.com/nBiT8LacQf

11/26/2018 8:28:25 AM djlok I like answering rhetorical questions btw.

11/26/2018 8:35:54 AM beank511 Media and Washington are too cozy, too entangled to produce objective and impartial news reports. @greggutfeld @SharylAttkisson @SaraCarterDC 

@JoeConchaTV @jaketapper

11/26/2018 8:37:06 AM matthew_stavor Can we EMP clones ?

11/26/2018 8:40:31 AM atar_6l6c6 Except in 'unique' cases {; 0} for your humanoid class type etc, one 'ISBE' cannot 'normally' occupy multiple DNA containers 'cloning' or otherwise 

wholly irrelevant. so simple answer is 'normally' if two DNA containers in the same 3D density then 2 different 'ISBE's' simple.

11/26/2018 8:41:11 AM freeandoriginal Very much due clean up !

11/26/2018 8:41:51 AM blankmarlo Is this more feasible than machine labor? Is an clone not an IS-BE? Can one be?

11/26/2018 8:50:39 AM wishfulldreamz Wonder if that even counts when it comes to military tribunal

11/26/2018 8:51:23 AM nextlifenotes Do the said clones have a need or desire for human rights?

11/26/2018 8:53:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 RE GM Layoff: 

Follow the money.

Who bailed GM out?

For what?

Follow the money.

Chess.

11/26/2018 8:54:36 AM keith369me I am speaking of a hypothetical occasional weekend user that is tested for substances fairly often that would like to keep their job.

11/26/2018 8:55:18 AM fionasdestiny67 Operation = ongoing pic.twitter.com/XouK9rpMPF

11/26/2018 8:57:32 AM wonderswords We don't have enough info to begin to answer that question intelligently,

11/26/2018 8:57:48 AM fionasdestiny67 Bush approves bailout. On December 19, George W. Bush announced that he had approved the bailout plan, which would give loans of $17.4 billion to 

U.S. automakers GM and Chrysler, stating that under present economic conditions, "

11/26/2018 8:57:48 AM palmdalekid2 D5 pic.twitter.com/SnRt7RuUb1

11/26/2018 8:59:35 AM freeandoriginal Question: are on Gaia beings with no souls? Are those just clones or  also other “kind of” ?

11/26/2018 9:01:52 AM 00loll0 Isn't their plant in Canada?

11/26/2018 9:03:00 AM fionasdestiny67 Grand Solar Minimum, Natural cycles.

Isn't the 3 days of darkness when the sun does a reset?

11/26/2018 9:08:36 AM rava8989 so funny, who told you clones have no consciousness?

spirit and soul can travel to any available body any time, you don't have to die or be born, it can happen when you sleeping or when you playing golf. so 

your question is wrong

11/26/2018 9:11:09 AM pauliepg11111 Julian Assange: Have the media found him guilty? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is the real story with him?   

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/listeningpost/2018/11/julian-assange-media-guilty-181124132018078.html …

11/26/2018 9:12:51 AM fionasdestiny67 The Earth, stones, plants, animals and trees have souls. There are Ethereal beings who have souls. Is the clone human? Beginning with a cell? Or purely 

mechanical?

11/26/2018 9:13:18 AM cidarean POTUS is catching major flak from this.

11/26/2018 9:15:53 AM kristineclouti2 I wonder???

11/26/2018 9:17:00 AM fionasdestiny67  https://www.str.org/videos/would-a-human-clone-have-a-soul#.W_wqB8llDgA …

11/26/2018 9:20:51 AM faded4soul AndersonCooper

11/26/2018 9:22:49 AM culinaryhoodlum There’s 39 how did he know

11/26/2018 9:25:01 AM culinaryhoodlum But all seriousness, if you need to disclaim his race you are a racist and no one likes you

11/26/2018 9:25:05 AM idahocliffy Why now?

To be able to avoid testifying against one another?

11/26/2018 9:25:42 AM sassypa57719882 My daddy put the fear of God in me about lying when I was 5. I know better, the DS on the other hand, it seems to come naturally to them.

11/26/2018 9:29:24 AM fionasdestiny67 Oh shoot. This convo just expanded my awareness...

So, clones can have walk ins just as we can, only they are such low vibration that their walk ins are evil?

11/26/2018 9:34:28 AM janekopa And how does one accomplish that. I do love prayer

11/26/2018 9:35:12 AM datruseeka I always wondered why he was reporting through AJ so much.  I figured it was his way to get recognition with the masses who followed alternate 

media.  I use to watch AJ when Pieczenik was on, as I didn’t care for AJ’s fear mongering approach and suspected he was CIA/Mossad.

11/26/2018 9:38:44 AM datruseeka His posts on 4ch were explosive!  And intriguing always!  Love FBIAnon!

11/26/2018 9:48:11 AM cidarean Looking into old tweets... This is extremely upsetting. This imo Intel's MJ12 is the enemy and not for good...



11/26/2018 9:50:34 AM crishenderson Nope. 

No soul = not "human".  

Sorry.

11/26/2018 9:53:30 AM ascendingadam They should NOT exist. 

What about actual Human rights?

Consciousness suppressed through info control, food & drink, pharma & enviro contaminations etc. 

Many ‘normal’ people have been conditioned SO extensively they barely function above clones,

which do indeed exist.
11/26/2018 9:57:22 AM datruseeka How can you transfer a soul to a clone?

11/26/2018 9:57:46 AM cjencolville Is there a way to interrupt the ringing/mind control? Or is this as simple as meditation.   That seems like the plausible answers.

11/26/2018 9:58:59 AM datruseeka I knew she sold SAP’s and she had to of had someone helping her to gain access to these in the first place....but WHO?

11/26/2018 9:59:16 AM cjencolville Same. Do yours go back and forth too? As well as black spots in vision followed by brain stem throbbing.

11/26/2018 10:05:00 AM sassypa57719882 Fox? The Christian Science Monitor?

11/26/2018 10:20:02 AM datruseeka What arrest?  The man was killed.

11/26/2018 10:21:22 AM adsvel Very good question. There should be special regulations, if we step in this field. As I know now, human cloning is illegal.

11/26/2018 10:22:17 AM 00loll0 🔨🗽🆘

11/26/2018 10:27:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Key word "IF".

11/26/2018 10:27:59 AM datruseeka No DS R is ever true!  Originally created as hoax to get people to buy into their deception and accept Agenda 21 >>> basically right to die!

11/26/2018 10:30:32 AM cidarean Oh wow... That's the corilation?

11/26/2018 10:30:49 AM turboxyde It fails to include the totality of information available to mankind. Our entire solar system is currently experiencing rapid climate change and this is 

measurable, verifiable and applicable. This report is weaponized to stir the polarities and force those who feel to seek.

11/26/2018 10:31:54 AM datruseeka Cummings is SD too.  And Brzezinski’s father has been DS long time > Trilateral Commission!

11/26/2018 10:37:39 AM randyfresh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2018/11/todays-blind-items-government.html …

11/26/2018 10:50:27 AM cosmic_engineer Whimset system and Harvest.   Gotta obfuscate the atmosphere and ionize/reflect EM via metals to inhibit evolution.   Hubris at Maximum.  Epic fail 

imminent

11/26/2018 10:52:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd Absolutely not! If it's not human it doesn't COUNT! That's cheating!

11/26/2018 10:54:41 AM datruseeka Are there plans for clean up in Ukraine?

11/26/2018 11:00:50 AM cidarean This is one of the most emotional threads I have read on this platform. Litteraly brings tears to my eyes. Thanks for sharing. Continuing on to the next.

11/26/2018 11:01:06 AM sassypa57719882  https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2013/12/09/gm-bailout-timeline/3929953/ …

11/26/2018 11:03:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd How about we grow what we need and pick it ourselves? 

How about non violent prisoners?

College Students?

11/26/2018 11:06:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd That's beautiful

11/26/2018 11:08:32 AM cidarean Good question. I've mention the reset to my co workers... It did not go well.

11/26/2018 11:09:03 AM datruseeka Ahhhh..

11/26/2018 11:10:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd Exactly!

11/26/2018 11:11:19 AM cidarean USO?

11/26/2018 11:13:44 AM cidarean The Law of One. I don't know why. I'm drawn to it and its addicting.

11/26/2018 11:22:42 AM richardhiatt16 Guess if they are considered sentient beings? 🤓

11/26/2018 11:26:35 AM richardhiatt16 Thanks DEEP 🙄

11/26/2018 11:29:47 AM diaptera_80 Do they have some consciousness or zero?

11/26/2018 11:31:25 AM cosmic_engineer Edibles are most natural.  Although vacuum distillation and retaining the full-spectrum compounds can work well vaporized within a Propylene Glycol 

base (medicine has used this for half a century+ in nebulizers and leveraging tge antimicrobial hydrophilic attributes of PG)

11/26/2018 11:38:59 AM cidarean Are you kidding me?... Ugh

11/26/2018 11:41:49 AM melanieanders7 I can pick my own damn fruit, Pelosi. Thank ya very much ;)

11/26/2018 11:43:33 AM melanieanders7 Well, after everything is out in the open, maybe they can clean the garbage in the streets as penance. :)

11/26/2018 11:45:58 AM laurabusse Anything to try to make him look bad.

11/26/2018 11:48:20 AM diaptera_80 I have no idea what he is saying here. Either slaves are free or they are not. Or is he talking about a future split of realities?

11/26/2018 11:48:36 AM kristineclouti2 This is why we need you!..Some of the things misunderstood here in MI. Thanks!

11/26/2018 11:49:42 AM diaptera_80 Couple of decades?

11/26/2018 11:53:54 AM cidarean When everyone in the world fully understands who and what they are a great change will take place. The religious programming will fall away.

11/26/2018 11:54:50 AM diaptera_80 Is Samantha Carter working her magic down there? Or are you talking about mad scientist preparing for zombie apocalypse?

11/26/2018 11:56:37 AM blockchic 😂

11/26/2018 11:57:01 AM diaptera_80 Really? I still believe in this guy. The misinformation can be shifted out further along

11/26/2018 11:58:27 AM diaptera_80 For all, or just those in a certain reality?

11/26/2018 12:13:12 PM euskal_pride They got married as a pathetic attempt at immunity. 

Same reason #Huma is still married to #Weiner. 

Won't work.

Prepare to burn, fuckers.

@morningmika @JoeNBC @MSNBC

#MondayMotivation

#LoriKlausutis #Murder #Evil #DarkToLight

@realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs #MarsLanding pic.twitter.com/WDo5o3axYw
11/26/2018 12:17:59 PM richardhiatt16 Well MJ, step up.. Bring the parties together and read them the Laws of the Universe... 🧐

11/26/2018 12:23:08 PM diaptera_80 If it is one of the tweets not getting censored 🤭

11/26/2018 12:29:31 PM richardhiatt16 Yeah and a world that will be stoned..... 🧐

11/26/2018 12:34:03 PM raughn3 so...are there both?



11/26/2018 12:34:44 PM datruseeka Then, are all psychopaths clones?

11/26/2018 12:39:47 PM datruseeka Source of light is within.

11/26/2018 12:50:05 PM do_or_do_notty Now they can’t be forced to testify against one another

11/26/2018 12:51:39 PM ryankochweare1 I did see the comment about required reading for space cadets or something.. I'm just anxious to know if this whole plan is working towards breaking 

down the Hologram of Deception or a great way to give us freedom to travel universe and keep us in Seperation?  Afterlife apart of.

11/26/2018 1:35:52 PM mongrelglory All sentient beings are IS-BEs if I understand correctly.  Whatever way they have come into existence, they deserve to be treated with equal 

compassion. Do they have a soul that carries on from one incarnation to the next?  I think possibly yes.  Therefor ...

11/26/2018 1:37:51 PM mongrelglory ...the responsibility is great if we choose to create life by cloning (whether it be a bacterium, a plant, or a humanoid being) because we are creating a 

new vessel for an IS to incarnate in.

11/26/2018 1:48:40 PM cidarean What planet was that? Are they alive?

11/26/2018 1:50:12 PM sl_jaycee Everything your meme says applies more to Fiat...90% of fiat is digital...and you don't have to wait and see what happens to fiat when the power goes 

out...look at greece and Italy...banks stopped letting you withdrawl...nice try lol

11/26/2018 1:53:57 PM mongrelglory So who lives with him?

11/26/2018 1:57:08 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I didn't notice the date.  I was just scrolling back through all the AMA's on their twitter feed.  Could very well have been.

11/26/2018 2:00:40 PM laurabusse When it's legalized...use goes up at first then down, below where it was before legalization. This happened in at least 2 countries...Portugal and dont 

remember the other one. If i recall, weed wasnt legalized actually in either country, it was decriminalized and law not enforced

11/26/2018 2:00:53 PM mongrelglory So why was he 187'd?

11/26/2018 2:20:14 PM laurabusse But how does this work? At the moment a clone comes to life, would not a soul enter as at a normal human birth? Of course i have no idea...have 

always wondered about this...and by consciousness i presume you mean the definition that does not refer to physical sleep...

11/26/2018 2:21:39 PM qzeropointq The original question has a logical fall-acy: false equivalence.

clone of what?

If clone = human, then yes

If not, no.

Transitive:  A=B=C .. if and only if

A nt = B oy = C at  .. i.a.o.i. if A nt = B oy and B oy = C at

x=f(y); z=f(y); x=z 

all subsequent considerations = 2ndary
11/26/2018 3:01:27 PM kryan92185384 God speed

11/26/2018 3:06:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The messenger took human form for this operation.

11/26/2018 3:13:40 PM nextlifenotes There are quite a few fallacies with that question, if analyzed at face value.

However it is obvious that this was not posted in quest for answers.

I don't deny that non-human clones may also suffer lacking what we consider human rights.

11/26/2018 3:26:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 4AM talking point? https://twitter.com/RepJeffries/status/1067197228924772352 …

11/26/2018 3:28:47 PM do_or_do_notty What?? Took human form.....

11/26/2018 3:28:51 PM wild8heart It is amusing to see this all unfolding...

Oh, the joy and inner peace that observation brings...

11/26/2018 3:37:32 PM raisethevib369 It's not a cyborg. It's a clone. Made of human flesh from human DNA. This is a really thought provoking question. How do you have a clone without 

consciousness? The vehicle needs a driver.

11/26/2018 3:37:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs can take any form they wish so long as they know how. Death is a powerful utility for creation.

11/26/2018 3:38:28 PM keith369me I guess the mayor of Tiajuana wearing a “Make Tiajuana Great Again” hat didn’t make CNN

11/26/2018 3:40:18 PM time4u2know 45/46? :)

11/26/2018 3:41:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read this tweet two more times and report back with what's wrong. https://twitter.com/UNHumanRights/status/1067200014525628416 …

11/26/2018 3:41:39 PM only_supporters This is how the puppet masters want us...drugged up, dumbed down on Common Core, Sports watching, video game playing, porned out and without 

weapons...so we don’t wiggle under the guillotine.

11/26/2018 3:42:13 PM nun_chucknorris A monologue is not dialogue.

11/26/2018 3:42:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hey Jim, we have. https://twitter.com/JimBridenstine/status/1067199572626325505 …

11/26/2018 3:43:55 PM sailbum12 They are asking for a dialogue but the movie is a monologue...

11/26/2018 3:44:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is a virtual joystick to move the moon. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1067202392767324161 …

11/26/2018 3:44:46 PM drumsk8 Mastering the cycle of life, is mastery of the IS. Soul evoluition at it's finest.

Thank you.

11/26/2018 3:45:50 PM fionasdestiny67 Hasn't the moon been shifted, or maybe it was us, it's much higher in the sky.

11/26/2018 3:46:59 PM airnspace1 Monologue...Dialogue 

Pick one

11/26/2018 3:47:01 PM 1_decided_voter Interesting coincidence, because I was recently considering how immediately our world would be impacted if the moon suddenly rotated so the 

opposite side faced us.

11/26/2018 3:47:17 PM decodematrix The regime of Ukraine is cabal controlled. Their time is up ⏰💥

11/26/2018 3:50:36 PM jane_q_patriot I hope they're about to reach the 4am talking-out-their-ass point-of-no-return soon.

11/26/2018 3:56:48 PM sergii_ii Where is this joystick located?

11/26/2018 3:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Underground.

11/26/2018 4:00:46 PM sergii_ii And Antartica is some kind of gate? I’ve been trying to find actual photos of the other planets from below, and noticed some curious things.... am I on 

the right track?

11/26/2018 4:01:24 PM jane_q_patriot So, when people say they think someone "hung the moon," you're suggesting that someone actually did? (Besides God, that is.)

11/26/2018 4:02:57 PM drumsk8 How old is the moon and did it orignate in this solar system?

11/26/2018 4:03:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's multiple thousands of years old.

No.

11/26/2018 4:03:48 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for the response

11/26/2018 4:07:34 PM chelle030609 @Penniwinkle  these clones would be AI based if they have no consciousness?

11/26/2018 4:08:41 PM robertg69989098 It says unhuman rights not human

11/26/2018 4:16:06 PM datruseeka Isn’t the moon really a spacecraft?

11/26/2018 4:16:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd The video of those girls CNN has used repeatedly. They run the same stuff for Syria, Mexico Border, you name it...just like bad actors they used 

repeatedly in the mass shootings. Same ppl. Just gross behavior.

11/26/2018 4:16:15 PM jballz1021 Who Built the Moon?

11/26/2018 4:18:59 PM nun_chucknorris So it must be hollow since it rang like a bell when we attacked it with a missile. Why did we attack it?

11/26/2018 4:19:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes



11/26/2018 4:21:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

Instead of covertly propagandizing the public unknowingly, Project Mockingbird will soon cease to exist since official propaganda can be manufactured 

by the Government. will the rules of FakeNews still apply? https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1067210907397341184 …

11/26/2018 4:23:22 PM goyaeq I asked him about targeted individuals and was blocked.

11/26/2018 4:23:25 PM lovesg_d The Left will eventually co-opt the state-run news network like they have the corporate news networks.  What’s the use?

11/26/2018 4:25:24 PM joni_apple_seed Is space water based and not a vacuum as we have been told?

11/26/2018 4:26:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 vacuum

11/26/2018 4:26:13 PM qaphsiel17 As far as bad jokes go this is the example of too soon. We have yet to hold MJ12 reasonable for deciding what were allowed to know. Fogive them for 

they know not what they do.

11/26/2018 4:26:18 PM wonderswords Is--- the Moon still functional as a craft? Who built it? Is this book disclosure? pic.twitter.com/HdlG6f8ACC

11/26/2018 4:27:29 PM wonderswords I read the book, bought a telescope and saw objects on periphery very tall crane looking objects

11/26/2018 4:28:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not tell jokes. We may quote #JaffaJokes here and there, but there is a general policy of no joking.

11/26/2018 4:29:48 PM peterclloyd Discrimination for most people is their own perception. The only dialogue one needs to have is with oneself.

11/26/2018 4:30:47 PM bbaker2004 yes the tides were installed

11/26/2018 4:31:28 PM snakejackal Dark forcess can clone DNA Container to fabricate of crime video against enemy leaving biological DNA trace, switch on multiple clone Smartphones 

with facial recognition and finger print and exist at multiple spacetime.  Biological Twin is natural clones.

11/26/2018 4:41:34 PM qaphsiel17 Vulcans I knew it. No emotion all logic. If we find us a Dr. We got an away team. Teach us logic and we will teach you empathy.

11/26/2018 4:42:50 PM do_or_do_notty Soul travel is something I’m studying. Very fascinating

11/26/2018 4:44:04 PM wonderswords The point is it's not left nor right. Not Seen nor Repub. Not Black nor white. The satanic Cabal will be removed when we start coming together as the 

human race, and stop fighting ourselves.

11/26/2018 4:44:48 PM wonderswords DEM OR REPUBLICAN,,TYPO

11/26/2018 4:46:16 PM snakejackal Racism innovation and words encryption, intention obsfucation, insultation arts.  Obelisks political enginnering as Caste system now reproduce criminal 

as social credit score in China.  Prejudice exist not only in colour but also perception of who has power to judge.

11/26/2018 4:47:17 PM wonderswords Cut the strings of our puppetmasters living in the shadows race baiting, politicizing, nation hating, makes us debt slaves. Cut the strings and everything 

changes

11/26/2018 4:48:53 PM wonderswords They never said landed. Never said flew.

11/26/2018 4:49:19 PM crustyone2 Hey, have you heard the new Manafort news yet?

11/26/2018 4:50:53 PM decodematrix I heard the moon is not just a monitoring station for Earth but for this whole sector of the galaxy.

11/26/2018 4:51:58 PM dreamwalkerwc It is an "ocean of energy"

Ætherfluid according to some, because much of the observed phenomena in space behave more akin to fluidic or plasma-like rather than a vacuum.

I recommend looking at Electric Universe theory, which defines gravity as a dielectric force.

#NikolaTesla

11/26/2018 4:52:39 PM wonderswords Implied because you discriminate you Hate. That's is programming

11/26/2018 4:52:45 PM qaphsiel17 Well played sir well played.

11/26/2018 4:59:58 PM joni_apple_seed Electric Universe Theory. #NikolaTesla #ThanQ

11/26/2018 5:04:55 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/WU0xW1t55b

11/26/2018 5:10:15 PM chelle030609 Thank you Penny ❤️

11/26/2018 5:12:11 PM honeybager5 Step 1: tell the public the media is already duping them.  Step 2: tell the public that transparent state run media is better than covertly having state run 

media.   Step 3: hope we never get to step 3

11/26/2018 5:14:17 PM do_or_do_notty Firmament?

11/26/2018 5:16:03 PM wishfulldreamz This is what I've always heard.  Clones will be destroyed as they are against our creator.  Would love to know if this IS correct..

11/26/2018 5:17:56 PM datruseeka Can they bring back home all the slave trade on Mars before they start sending more back?  Let’s hope the next time, they give their permission!

11/26/2018 5:18:24 PM datruseeka Interesting.  Where did this pic come from?

11/26/2018 5:20:05 PM wonderswords I bet if i knew that answer I'd be targeted for removal. Im skeptical that this old tech NaSa shows us isn't capable. Im sure we have ppl on the surface 

but they got there with tech invented 30 years after the rocket design, we all fell for

11/26/2018 5:20:36 PM wishfulldreamz That I have a heck of a lot more class than you because I don't feel the need to tear you, or anyone else down just because we don't agree.

11/26/2018 5:23:02 PM zrickety Are they empty or just dormant?  Makes a difference.

11/26/2018 5:24:04 PM decodematrix The movie Total Recall. Majestic loves movies. #SoftDisclosure

11/26/2018 5:24:50 PM dr_t_dc Did the moon’s position shift recently? It seems to be off.

11/26/2018 5:25:29 PM melanieanders7 Are there still tyrants on Mars withholding oxygen from targeted individuals home pods? I do hope someone put a stop to it. And are Mantids still 

there?

11/26/2018 5:25:36 PM cidarean That's an interesting tidbit. Considering the moon is controlled by the confederation of planets I would say if either is true the virtual joystick would be 

located within the moon's surface. Just my out of the box thinking running rampant.

11/26/2018 5:29:47 PM connectedtomyc1 For better or worse, at least we are awake enough to know that the only true source for news is Youtube (sad but true) and we have to keep our 

discernment antennas up at all times to wade through the sh*t to find the truth.

11/26/2018 5:29:54 PM joni_apple_seed Gulan staying in Pennsylvania tight with the Clintons. Has a string of schools across the U S that are funded by U S government.

11/26/2018 5:30:52 PM datruseeka Thx. Gotcha.

11/26/2018 5:31:38 PM connectedtomyc1 Agreed; Love @westall_sarahw @SGTreport and @docdhj (Dr. Dave Janda).

11/26/2018 5:39:22 PM dan007mnr Beat me to it Joni Jay ;)

In addition, MBhood seem to have some pretty deep roots, look at Minnesota and infiltration thx to Clinton via Huma, etc. Yet nothing done.

Also, what’s up w all the Jamaat al-Fuqra camps in each state thru US?

11/26/2018 5:45:57 PM angiefletcher UN Human??? What does this mean?

Hatred and discrimination are very different. The dialog, not monologue, of the discussion would be not be the same.

11/26/2018 5:54:27 PM atar_6l6c6 i {of course} meant 'simultaneously'  however for some races species type etc, this is and can be done - it also can be done with various modifications 

i.e 'technology' 

multiple 'ISBE' can occupy one DNA avatar 'reserving' it for original occupant return from diff 3D local etc.

11/26/2018 5:57:13 PM atar_6l6c6 that would be rather 'illegal' {but i'm sure it has happened.} but would also be rather easy to spot and prove 'illegal'

11/26/2018 6:10:31 PM joni_apple_seed Have you seen this? Interestingly, the about page for this publication is in Latin. Jesuits?  https://www.tapainfo.com/2018/11/22/major-muslim-leader-

makes-this-message-to-all-americans-in-two-years-america-will-be-land-of-muslims-and-all-christians-will-be-our-slaves-video/ …

11/26/2018 6:12:23 PM joni_apple_seed  https://www.tapainfo.com/2018/11/22/major-muslim-leader-makes-this-message-to-all-americans-in-two-years-america-will-be-land-of-muslims-

and-all-christians-will-be-our-slaves-video/ …

11/26/2018 6:25:50 PM knightofmaltaus Yes they do have rights as long as body functions are considered medically alive.

11/26/2018 6:26:07 PM ranger51367 The autistic won't have the mind to question their slavery,nor their rights,but it's not their fault,I blame vaccinations.Police however,are copies(cops)of 

each other,few having a mind of their own,that think they have more rights than others,kill openly+get away with it.

11/26/2018 6:30:45 PM wonderswords @sibeledmonds she breaks it down and she was ex FB👁



11/26/2018 6:39:26 PM joni_apple_seed 2011 https://youtu.be/79hEDgiU77k 

11/26/2018 6:59:00 PM jonessense Lol “go on your way” lol 👍🏻

11/26/2018 7:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick. https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7829159/the-horrifying-story-of-a-prostitute-orangutan-who-was-chained-to-a-bed-shaved-

daily-and-forced-to-perform-sex-acts-on-men-twice-her-size/ …

11/26/2018 7:02:34 PM worldxplorer1 WTF?!

11/26/2018 7:03:22 PM keith369me I think we have reached my disclosure limit 😀

11/26/2018 7:03:53 PM sterling2143  pic.twitter.com/pzK3GEGGK3

11/26/2018 7:04:01 PM jonessense That’s right. When you get the downloads, you no longer care to lash out. When you get a rush as you read something you are on to the truth. No 

saying this thread is 💯 but We are eternal beings. Whats so hard to swallow there? They r obsessed with orange man.

11/26/2018 7:06:29 PM cidarean Ever since I was a kid I always passively joked that it would be Halarious to find out that we were created as an alien 5th grade science project.

11/26/2018 7:09:48 PM sehvehn i dont understand....how such people exist

11/26/2018 7:10:28 PM joseelaplante1 That's the thing it's just a biological tissues produced from your DNA...it's a vehicle without conscience. They program them or download their 

conscience into them. It's being done already insiders spoke about it. Look up Emery Smith. Thought provoking for sure!

11/26/2018 7:11:16 PM lyndamathews25 And this is why I don't what TV.

11/26/2018 7:13:15 PM cidarean One reason we are saving them for last?

11/26/2018 7:16:22 PM kryan92185384 Where do these sick flucks come from?

11/26/2018 7:16:41 PM joseelaplante1 Wth??? Those who did that to her should be put in cages for the rest of their miserable lives! 😠

11/26/2018 7:17:02 PM raisethevib369 Who's consciousness is downloaded into the clones?

11/26/2018 7:20:58 PM billysgirl0214 Unconditional love to the world doesn’t mean just humans...all species have been enslaved...help us break thru the chains...help us understand the 

world we have been chained against.  Let us see the light...let the world and universe become one...let me be me.

11/26/2018 7:22:00 PM lyndamathews25 Does  your consciousness set your moral compass?

Do morals set your principles and self judgement?

How would you know what is true human rights if you don't have the consciousness base of morals to judge one self.

11/26/2018 7:23:06 PM zack_stone Your right.

11/26/2018 7:27:15 PM joseelaplante1 Apparently the elite who owns them. That's what I understood. Grown soldiers/"disposable units" are simply programmed and don't last more than a 

couple of years

11/26/2018 7:27:53 PM kryan92185384 I cant begin to thank you for filling in these gaps for us. God bless you...really

11/26/2018 7:40:20 PM raisethevib369 I'm familiar with emery but I've never heard this. If you run across the video or article you saw this, could you please share it? I'd love to read/watch it. 

Thank you!

11/26/2018 7:41:01 PM lyndamathews25 How's this 

Most bestiality is legal, declares Canada's Supreme Court.

These people are sick.

11/26/2018 7:43:02 PM melanieanders7 Aww that poor baby! My heart goes out to her! I do hope she has a loving home with all the treats she could ever hope for and freedom to roam 

nature like I'm sure she's dreamed. ❤️ what she's gone through just breaks my heart!!

11/26/2018 7:47:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please hold off on any Nationalists jokes you may think of when you news about what just happened in NYC's Chinatown. Parallel parking failed 

attempts usually do not result in 7 injuries and 1 fatality. Consider the implications of the media coverage of this event?

11/26/2018 7:48:06 PM 1_decided_voter Remotely controlled?

11/26/2018 8:00:34 PM lbf777 We don’t want gov propaganda. Nobody cares if Obama legalized it. Propoganda is evil therefore it is illegal because we the people said so. We better 

not see Gov run propoganda on TV. Private run fake propoganda news also needs to be prosecuted in court.

11/26/2018 8:00:38 PM colista Hmmmmmm... few real details https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/26/nyregion/chinatown-car-crash.html …

11/26/2018 8:06:32 PM tiakolbert "made to wear perfume and jewelry". #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/26/2018 8:12:00 PM datruseeka Hhmmm...is DS still using remote control car tech to kill & injure for a false flag?

11/26/2018 8:18:08 PM datruseeka SICK. EVIL. No morals.  No conscious.

11/26/2018 8:29:42 PM jane_q_patriot Ape trafficking??? 😭

11/26/2018 8:31:19 PM sassypa57719882 That's disgusting!

11/26/2018 8:40:25 PM connectedtomyc1 Your body knows answers/truth that your brain doesn't. Ground yourself, standing barefoot, palms down, close eyes. Ask yourself a simple clear yes or 

no question without thinking about the answer and see what your body does. Forward is yes. Backward is no. 100% accurate for me.

11/26/2018 9:11:17 PM turboxyde I had a very similar experience last year that started on 27SEP2017. Stopped medications, drinking, nicotine and meat eating practically overnight. Lost 

70 pounds, started healing and shining a light so bright that the darkness can't sleep at night! Heaven on Earth!

11/26/2018 9:13:53 PM connectedtomyc1 How is anyone going to be able to determine who is a human with a soul and who is a clone with no soul if they are exact genetic clones? They could be 

standing in front of you in the grocery store. How would you know? IMHO there are plenty out there amongst us already.

11/26/2018 9:24:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd We cringe at the thought, yet it's done to children, women, and men. This behavior must be eradicated. It holds no place in our future.

11/26/2018 9:33:52 PM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/4S1JMYGuFs0 

11/26/2018 9:36:45 PM ialibertybelle I got blocked too

11/26/2018 10:06:11 PM zoilaliz1 Well, perhaps you don’t really know of what I’m speaking? It’s ok, not your fault. One can’t know everything, can one? The last one was silenced by the 

#Hivite order, but not killed, as that would have been their end. SHE speaks in riddles and prophesies...

11/26/2018 10:07:51 PM zoilaliz1 ... but cannot be heard, as Her throat was cut. Universal sign language, anyone? Think music. Think mathematics. Okay, once again, #ByeFelicia

11/26/2018 10:12:54 PM datruseeka Someday I’d like to hear more about that Jared in DM.

11/26/2018 10:26:40 PM datruseeka Isn’t that the truth!  How will we ever correct people’s learnings?  Past degrees will seem  meaningless.  Lots of ‘continuing “re-education” classes’ will 

be needed.   Should all be ‘paid in full’ by the DS!

11/26/2018 10:28:44 PM datruseeka I’ve researched MKUltra & Mind Control a lot and it’s so evil and beyond cruel.  People guilty of such should all HANG!

11/26/2018 10:32:30 PM mongrelglory "The rescue wasn’t straightforward, with the local community extremely reluctant to let Pony, who was a good source of income, go.

In the end it took 35 armed policemen to get the villagers to hand over Pony."  The whole village was sick!  I don't care how poor they were...

11/26/2018 10:34:22 PM mongrelglory For real?!  I would have thought Canada would have animal cruelty laws in place to stop it! 😠

11/26/2018 10:35:14 PM datruseeka Oh wow, I’ll do that but I RARELY go inside Wal-Mart.  Just watching anything Disney now has me looking more for these subliminal messages rather 

than paying any attention to the story.   I wonder how that will mitigated in the future, with all these subliminal crap.

11/26/2018 10:36:46 PM datruseeka There needs to be a law made with stiff civil and criminal penalties assigned for such offenses!  Maybe that will alter the course. Or perhaps some class 

action law suit.

11/26/2018 10:38:44 PM mongrelglory Propaganda was already legalized in the US:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuB6wavzcww …

11/26/2018 10:39:50 PM andrewdl12 The @brink of learning the truth” is becoming a cliche only.



11/26/2018 10:46:12 PM diaptera_80 It is focusing on teaching insults instead of showing people who speak kindly and show love

11/26/2018 10:57:05 PM mongrelglory Here's an article about clones that will give you food for thought:

 http://alcuinbramerton.blogspot.com/2008/01/bilocation-of-hillary-clone-clinton.html … …

11/26/2018 11:01:17 PM datruseeka Oh my....they all took the mind control course.

11/26/2018 11:01:37 PM datruseeka LMAO!

11/26/2018 11:02:18 PM datruseeka It’s sick. Started noticing since the Jon Bennet case!

11/26/2018 11:13:33 PM speaklife595 Rather then askingbthat question ask if the ones asking that question can callthem selfs human being in a flowering humanity

11/26/2018 11:43:47 PM wild8heart Vaporiser is the way to go! ✌🏻

11/27/2018 12:20:27 AM atar_6l6c6 i guess you have an 'English' problem {like i'm also 'famous' for having} ?

11/27/2018 12:38:08 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/970324562155130881 …

11/27/2018 12:39:28 AM atar_6l6c6 i'm afarid i'm confused - regardless none of what you said seems to relate to what i said so maybe you are trying to talk to someone else on twitter? 

{waits for 'you don't understand source' } comment.

11/27/2018 12:42:20 AM atar_6l6c6 ok - but lets simplify - you have a 3D plane 'avatar' {otherwise called a DNA body} - i assume you have entertained the idea of an 'ISBE' ? so i simply 

stated that 'normally' of 'our' humanoid type class etc - can only have one 'body' at a time on the 3D plane with one 'ISBE'

11/27/2018 12:44:37 AM atar_6l6c6 your cells operate for a short time without an 'ISBE' because that is the requirement of the DNA container you {i assume} occupy and that relates to 

the 'class', 'type' 'etc' of humanoid. 

yes you might have missed when i said 'SIMULTANEOUSLY' is this the confusion?

11/27/2018 12:44:54 AM tammyrochester2 Im afraid, Im praying, trying to spread the word but most will not listen and will deny to the end. Thank you Majestic 12 for guiding the way.   

https://youtu.be/kCRa5s3Un-M 

11/27/2018 12:45:11 AM atar_6l6c6  https://twitter.com/Kolin_Quark/status/1067235169793335296 …

11/27/2018 12:55:05 AM atar_6l6c6 sorry for not being clearer - also 'twitter' buries replies sometimes - regards.

11/27/2018 12:59:54 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1052914603955507201 …

11/27/2018 1:01:42 AM atar_6l6c6 Cool Bananas !

11/27/2018 1:06:27 AM mongrelglory I guess it's all part of God consciousness experiencing separateness. My understanding is that most IS-BEs choose to ultimately work their way back 

towards experiencing oneness again.  The "learning" is part of lifting the veil of forgetfulness about who we all are (all is One).

11/27/2018 1:14:50 AM missy968 Stand up for Human rights... but dialogue is more than one talking... monologue is only one And... I couldn’t ignore the partner. 

pic.twitter.com/xlFHRwCEGo

11/27/2018 3:25:25 AM palmdalekid2 Cc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/27/2018 3:31:57 AM lemik_merope That's awesome. I no longer eat meat as well. Mine was Aug 2017. I went from 235lb to 156lb.

11/27/2018 3:46:53 AM petitchevalb What s wrong with these IS-BE?

Why do they have desire for such vulnerable beings? 

Is sex linked with the most disgusting aspects of our vessels?

11/27/2018 4:06:31 AM diaptera_80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you comment please?  https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1067380839812661248 …

11/27/2018 4:07:48 AM lemik_merope This is a question that will become very important soon. A better question is how many think they are human with consciousness but would be 

mistaken?

11/27/2018 4:32:35 AM lovesg_d Every time I think humans can’t get any more depraved than they are now, I get shocked with something worse, like this story!  I hate to see animals 

abused! They have emotions and feelings also.

11/27/2018 4:58:46 AM again_censored What do you mean by "just came into being"?

11/27/2018 5:03:30 AM again_censored Awesome. Read them years ago and appreciate the reminder. Good selection right there.

11/27/2018 5:45:32 AM tammyredmond I felt like I was watching a bad soap opera yesterday during the mars rover insight landing. Terrible acting.

11/27/2018 6:00:03 AM zrickety I'm pretty sure I've seen it moved closer.  Then it seemed like it was gone for a short time.

11/27/2018 6:13:54 AM melanieanders7 DS will do anything at any cost at this point. They're "a snake backed into a corner", so to speak.

11/27/2018 6:28:32 AM datruseeka Yep!

11/27/2018 6:40:20 AM joseelaplante1 It was actually an episode of Cosmic Disclosure on Gaia..on of the recent ones if I remember correctly last month or maximum the month before :)

11/27/2018 6:44:47 AM joseelaplante1 Oh I looked and found the script of the show, here you go :) check out page 7/23 for the info

 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/clones-and-programmable-life-forms/ …

11/27/2018 7:01:36 AM ps3shiloh #D5 JUDE 1-25 "HIDDEN DANGERS OF THE RAINBOW" Origins "Old boss is the New¿ boss"  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

DANIEL 2:44/45.  pic.twitter.com/FMtiTcuTqf

11/27/2018 7:13:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. The climate is quite similar to Earth with the slight temperature adjustment and different vegetation variations that are adapted to the slightly 

different atmosphere.

11/27/2018 7:24:40 AM richardhiatt16 😞😢

11/27/2018 7:30:57 AM neverbeasheep Headshot...

11/27/2018 7:32:26 AM raisethevib369 Thank you!!

11/27/2018 7:34:19 AM jensinspired1 We need to get politicians who employ Chinese spies and make millions from investments in China out of Congress

11/27/2018 7:35:10 AM palmdalekid2 I can agree to logic

11/27/2018 7:48:37 AM joeorbit trump could have done something about gov propaganda. cia nation building is destroying our nation.  where is trump? call it out, pass new laws and 

cancel the ndaa mundt act aka patriot act.  where is the vegas investigation?

11/27/2018 8:17:29 AM matrixexit #Weinergate #InsigniaGate ...How much can can a KOALA bear? 😆@Ensin17 @Dscaphiod @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@DM17anon @TPerplexa @Eyeswid66270087 @ForestgrumpOz @Jotruck4 @AussiePatriotQ 

https://twitter.com/quinnmichaels/status/1067447068623462400 …

11/27/2018 8:45:04 AM eyzwydshut Didnt they have "huge depopulation genocide" few years back under bush or obama?

11/27/2018 8:55:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 We never said it was a lie. We simply asked you to consider the implications of why the media is giving this incident coverage and not others.

11/27/2018 8:56:31 AM anangelhasland1 Fear is the mother of violence.

11/27/2018 8:58:13 AM anangelhasland1 (with apologies to anyone who had to hear me blast my Peter Gabriel records as a teenager)

11/27/2018 8:59:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would the DS publish a knowing fabricated story to create the appearance of collusion where none existed?

Expand your thinking.

What is happening today?

53-47

11/27/2018 9:12:08 AM keith369me I’m pretty sure an entity not aligned with Assange took over the Wikileaks Twitter.  If the story is factual would that mean Manafort is in “protective 

custody” prior to disclosure?

11/27/2018 9:26:26 AM melanieanders7 Ass kicking. That's what's happening today.

11/27/2018 9:44:31 AM sally57989900 #Weinergate

11/27/2018 9:46:10 AM diaptera_80 I have no idea what you are getting at with this one. Not enough coverage of the person who died? In Sweden where non-whites commit crimes or get 

killed it is either not covered, or nationality is not mentioned

11/27/2018 9:55:10 AM pauliepg11111 Enough, please, I’ve had enough of these vile people.

11/27/2018 10:17:45 AM john777lee Knowing the truth and being aware is a huge responcibility. I am in awe of the people that know. For me it has been hard but with the great awakening 

it is easier.

11/27/2018 10:59:26 AM timbledsoe7 Sub Rosa meaning in secret.



11/27/2018 11:05:38 AM allison_mclay It’s very disturbing to find out just how out of touch most of us are. My whole family thinks I’m a friggin nut job so I barely speak of these things with 

them.

11/27/2018 11:09:23 AM melanieanders7 The incident that's being covered by MSM is a distraction from something else. Something the DS don't want us privy to.

11/27/2018 11:10:24 AM melanieanders7 What of this majesric? Something we need to watch? pic.twitter.com/jSOVwJYQBr

11/27/2018 11:37:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DCzhRNgk8QY …

11/27/2018 11:40:06 AM datruseeka If you live in MS, go VOTE - YOUR VOTE COUNTS! #MississippiRunoff #MississippitheworldisWATCHING #MississippiMatters #CNBC @FoxNews 

@realDonaldTrump #Election2018 pic.twitter.com/yDv3h13AAg

11/27/2018 11:43:03 AM datruseeka DISTRACTION.

11/27/2018 11:45:02 AM datruseeka Why so many lies from NASA about Mars?

11/27/2018 11:46:31 AM datruseeka What is [Koala]?  #Koala

11/27/2018 11:57:42 AM datruseeka Operation Koala > Operation Joint Hammer. Was Sorus just arrested too?  World wide Sting operation on child pornography and sex trafficking. Past 

article:  https://archives.fbi.gov/archives/news/stories/2009/february/jointhammer_020909 … pic.twitter.com/8PtND3CFml

11/27/2018 12:45:08 PM datruseeka Operation Koala started in AUS.  Pedo Ring Sting. #OperationKoala pic.twitter.com/6lIIQlvgb3

11/27/2018 12:49:09 PM datruseeka Black Ops MJ-12 involved - monies for SSP. pic.twitter.com/ljoeGY9c8o

11/27/2018 12:59:24 PM datruseeka Wasn’t Ralph G Blasey the man in charge of handling black ops monies?  Name sound familiar?  Christine Blasey Ford?

11/27/2018 1:16:22 PM datruseeka Operation Koala. World wide pedo & pornography ring started in AUS.  Raised black ops monies for SSP?  MJ-12 involves?  MJ-12 responsible for 

starting CIA, FBI, NSA, CFR, TriLatCom?  What is current status?  How many indictments in sealed indictments? pic.twitter.com/dx7kTudyGD

11/27/2018 1:20:44 PM fionasdestiny67 Emery Smith says we can move conciousness into a human clone. Is this valid?

 https://youtu.be/9WpsZsNl3DE 

11/27/2018 1:43:28 PM datruseeka I believe warrant & directions from FBI was to ONLY read contents that does NOT have either Huma or HRC name.  Imagine that!  McCabe or Comey 

ordered that!  So secondary warrant or investigation was needed it sounds.  Funny how things work in a corrupt government w/o rule of law

11/27/2018 1:44:40 PM ranger51367 How did Donna Brazille know to go to the hospital in the middle of the night,the night Seth Rich was assassinated in the middle of DC,and who was 

responsible for withholding the films of it,the Dems  wanted @SenSaders  and know they were robbed,justice or we won't vote at all!

11/27/2018 1:46:34 PM datruseeka The FBI & CIA were part of GWHB’s massive DS crime syndicate!  Monies funded black ops & DS.  The Opium Trade of China never fell...just expanded 

and changed players. pic.twitter.com/7L3huZumYT

11/27/2018 1:48:27 PM datruseeka Yep. Found that out thru my research during the Kavanaugh hearings.  Kept waiting for that to come out. But I guess perhaps that could only come out 

in closed hearing.  They are all damn guilty of this crap & knowledge far longer than people realize.

11/27/2018 2:02:07 PM mrnight80 Grammar.... Spelling... Loss of your dwindling credibility.

11/27/2018 2:15:44 PM joseelaplante1 You're very welcome! :)

11/27/2018 2:43:46 PM epkman Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Has the servers ,  or so they say.😎

11/27/2018 3:34:26 PM datruseeka Thx!  I did a lot of research on Christine Blasey Ford (CIA op) which lead me to others in her 3 generation family CIA operatives.  Her father, Ralph 

Blasey II was involved in black ops monies collection.  Her brother, Ralph Blasey III is also CIA operative.  It runs in the fmly! 

pic.twitter.com/Z0yCX8nmK5

11/27/2018 4:29:14 PM datruseeka Let’s just say I’m a retired engineer turned citizen activist of TRUTH!

11/27/2018 4:57:08 PM graylony68 Hang in there , you’ll be vindicated

11/27/2018 5:40:13 PM snakejackal Because story become artificial Truth when many believe them.

11/27/2018 5:50:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's give Gina a stage to speak.

What does she know?

Why was she selected?

Are all Clowns traitors? https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1067594942732820480 …

11/27/2018 5:52:56 PM pattonspotting Was London chief during Spygate, and deputy to Kansas to learn on the job before Kansas went to State. 4D chess.

11/27/2018 5:55:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who was indicted for 18 USC 1591?

Smallville?

Cross reference Google Patents.

How to "cure" a Luciferian.

What does watching torture do to your consciousness?

How does it change you?

What happens when you become desensitized?

Violence Everywhere?

Who is feeding?

Conspiracy https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1067495279887290368 …
11/27/2018 5:56:10 PM colista Wow! 👍👍👍

11/27/2018 5:56:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 2100 ET

11/27/2018 5:56:46 PM crustyone2 Hey, did you hear about the new, new Manafort news?

11/27/2018 5:57:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12. We knew before you knew.

11/27/2018 5:58:23 PM crustyone2 Lol, no you didn't, nice try little one.

11/27/2018 5:58:43 PM peterclloyd The Clowns are at CNN. Gina will be fine.

11/27/2018 5:59:14 PM cocopuffster12 Have you met Valiant Thor (forgive me if you have previously answered) I was just listening to Laura Eisenhower☮️💟

11/27/2018 6:00:02 PM time4u2know Why can’t people remember their previous life, so when they come back to this planet, they know how to fulfill their purpose/unfinished business?

11/27/2018 6:00:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you are referring to either Manafort meeting with Assange in 2016 or Manafort meeting with the Ecuadorian President, then yes we knew about this 

when it happened.

Do we discuss the important health benefits of plants on this account?

11/27/2018 6:00:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is a plant?

11/27/2018 6:01:28 PM swimrobin Will there be a debt jubilee after the reset?

11/27/2018 6:01:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not at liberty to disclose who specifically we have or have not met with regardless of who anyone suggests. This is to protect their identity until 

the time is right.

11/27/2018 6:02:24 PM crustyone2 No you didnt, and you can't prove it, your just blowing smoke because you want your followers to think your cool.

11/27/2018 6:02:35 PM 11witness11 Did Assange testify today?

11/27/2018 6:02:50 PM lovesg_d I missed the last AMA, so I am going to ask again. Are there any new technologies that will help restore people’s health who been harmed by the 

tainted vaccines of the Cabal? I developed autoimmune problems from vaccines before I became aware. I live with horrible, chronic pain!



11/27/2018 6:02:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when a dog bites a human?

Or a raccoon attacks a human?

Or a bear threaten a human's life?

Survival instincts tell you to kill your enemy to stay alive.

What if you knew your enemy?

11/27/2018 6:03:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure

11/27/2018 6:03:07 PM cocopuffster12 I understand, makes complete sense. Thank you for replying

11/27/2018 6:03:17 PM do_or_do_notty We don’t know how many clowns are traitors. So until we do...trust is hard to come by

11/27/2018 6:03:39 PM nun_chucknorris  https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130281879 … Determination of whether a luciferian can be rehabilitated

Keith A. Raniere

11/27/2018 6:04:28 PM covandfefe Can you tell us anything about rh negative blood?

11/27/2018 6:04:33 PM crustyone2 Ohhhh riddles, do you have any real facts and sources, or just stupid riddle talk?

11/27/2018 6:04:53 PM keith369me Why was Pope Benedict removed?...obviously 5 1/2 years later it wasn’t terminal cancer.  Did the first Pope Jean-Paul die of natural causes?

11/27/2018 6:05:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The budget/economy/taxes/debt will go through a correction at difference paces. Imagine each component a vertical line of growth progressing to 

jubilee... each segment moves independently and will all correct once the Storm passes.

11/27/2018 6:06:37 PM jasong8891 This is related to some of my visits. Do you know what this substance is and why I would have it only only left palm? I can't find anyone else who has 

experienced this or knows what it is and it's purpose. pic.twitter.com/05ivNNuJpe

11/27/2018 6:07:25 PM worldxplorer1 Project Serpo?  Exchange program with the Ebens and the basis of Close Encounters of the Third Kind?  Based on truth?

11/27/2018 6:07:28 PM karentriebel Is Melania ET?

11/27/2018 6:07:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think logically.

Conspiracy chatter online regarding Wikileaks

45 is a conspiracy master.

If Manafort wanted a job, and he was connected to the Ukrainian 🇺🇦 Child Sex Trafficking network financially, then wouldn't you want to go to the 

perceived enemy to damage 45 + up-sell self?

11/27/2018 6:08:09 PM crustyone2 Based on what real facts and sources?

11/27/2018 6:08:12 PM djlok Gina could bring the whole House of Cards down!

11/27/2018 6:08:53 PM islandofdelight When training in meditation or for remote viewing, do wireless headphones have any negative effects? What are the best frequency waves to listen to?

11/27/2018 6:09:35 PM zendamaparanorm What is the BlackNight Satellite?

11/27/2018 6:10:43 PM neecieh6111 Robt David Steele recently stated the Debt Reset has been postponed multiple times....with the latest rumor of Dec 1st being the next possible reset 

date.

11/27/2018 6:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine knowing before being hired that you made secret connections with Assange?

What if you wanted the appearance only, but never actually followed through?

What if you were briefed on a matter of National Security and was instructed on how to proceed infiltrating this ring.

11/27/2018 6:11:32 PM crustyone2 Based on what facts and sources?

11/27/2018 6:11:47 PM laughinatdumbdc 🧐 pic.twitter.com/6UimBROSjv

11/27/2018 6:12:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing this information doesn't require you to know the identification of the IS-BE to piece the logic together. The story reported is false, which will 

be proven in a very short period of time, at time you will see more of what we have been talking about go from DARK > LIGHT.

11/27/2018 6:12:54 PM crustyone2 I mean you have to have some real facts and sources to share, or are you just smoke and mirrors?

11/27/2018 6:13:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified.

11/27/2018 6:13:16 PM benmarshall1991 Alison Mack and Keith Raniere Via NXIVM. Conspiracy is they are doing it for the archons

11/27/2018 6:13:53 PM crustyone2 So you dont have any facts and sources? You know what statements are that are not backed up by facts and sources are right?

11/27/2018 6:14:03 PM 11witness11 Bugger. Worth a try.

11/27/2018 6:14:24 PM sdcharge2k12 Are indigo children real?

11/27/2018 6:14:31 PM allahuniversal Translation: Khashoggi wasn't friendly to humans or to a certain human. ?

11/27/2018 6:15:04 PM farrubies where can we find credible info on what they r doing in antarctica?

11/27/2018 6:15:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, technology exists to correct the damages caused by vaccines, however some of the technology is a long way from ever being mainstream because 

Death is a required component that must be accepted. What is Death? Consciousness projects reality. Store / Cleanse / Reload? Damage?

11/27/2018 6:15:17 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 chart the STARS..

11/27/2018 6:15:19 PM cocopuffster12 I pray we move on and do not come back. That’s my mission ~ I do not want to forget.

11/27/2018 6:16:15 PM sehvehn have you asked the ones who visit you if they know?

11/27/2018 6:16:17 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XxaelIJ85Z

11/27/2018 6:16:29 PM djlok I'm glad you asked this because @POTUSPress tweeted a few days ago it was going to be today and then we hear NOTHING from the media about it.  

Very odd.

11/27/2018 6:16:43 PM lovesg_d I am not afraid to die, but it would be nice to live the rest of my life without pain so I can at least enjoy it.  🙁

11/27/2018 6:16:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

Conspiracy 

Medium Used?

How did the treatment deliver the stimuli?

11/27/2018 6:17:13 PM crazycooder What is hidden under the ice at the poles.

11/27/2018 6:18:07 PM 12bravogran Interesting patent...

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130281879A1/en …

11/27/2018 6:18:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many blood types that have connections to different planet originations. Some are from multiple planets therefore the depth of identifying 

blood classification expands into hyperdimensional data that is not properly expressed by labels like "rh".

11/27/2018 6:19:06 PM anangelhasland1 Our most abductees “on the level”?

Are they primarily “astral trips?”

Or do they collect samples?

11/27/2018 6:19:07 PM palmdalekid2 As the account grows, will you continue deleting/archiving old tweets?

11/27/2018 6:19:20 PM holliday_billy Do you know stuff about earth history and geology like the Gand canyon for example. Did it form the way they say?  Did the continents move apart?

11/27/2018 6:19:54 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did you know someone created a Twitter account to impersonate you?  pic.twitter.com/4MDWpFAa3v

11/27/2018 6:19:54 PM 12bravogran YouTube... elsagate comes to mind.

11/27/2018 6:19:58 PM holliday_billy Sorry *grand*

11/27/2018 6:20:09 PM 11witness11 There seemed to be a few hints out there - along with Wikileaks posting some interesting stuff, the news articles, Q mentioning WK.

Possible something went down behind the scenes. Would be good if so. All JA has to do is say where he got the DNC emails and the Russia scam ends.



11/27/2018 6:20:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Vatican has blood on its hands of millions of babies all over planet Earth that were raped, murdered, sued, threatened, tortured, and abused by the 

Holy See.

11/27/2018 6:21:38 PM skullbabyx What is [Koala]??

11/27/2018 6:22:49 PM zendamaparanorm Has Majestic ever studied the existence of Bigfoot, Yeti etc.?

11/27/2018 6:23:00 PM felizflorecita1 What this news press conf means? Why SC?

11/27/2018 6:23:32 PM jasong8891 I've asked multiple times. Everyone is hush.

11/27/2018 6:23:39 PM 11witness11 In the House of God. The Ultimate Betrayal.

11/27/2018 6:23:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Waveforms have been weaponized by the telecom companies who are all controlled by the original 13 bloodline families. Classified documents have 

been "accidentally" released. Wasn't legally classified. Many things are not but we need to finish cleaning out the Justice Department.

11/27/2018 6:24:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

11/27/2018 6:24:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 As real as the IS-BE inside you.

11/27/2018 6:24:16 PM keith369me There is lots of info on Pope Francis role or lack of role in ending atrocities.  Was Benedict removed because he wanted to clean it up?  JP1?

11/27/2018 6:24:24 PM nun_chucknorris Audio, visual, multimedia stimuli. They also tested dopamine levels between tests. Initial tests had 1 stimulus. Subsequent tests had multiple which 

would seem to intensify the reaction.

11/27/2018 6:24:31 PM jasong8891 Wrong thread?

11/27/2018 6:25:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Notice how nobody in the Mockingbird CIA controlled media ever touched Gina? Orders are enforceable. What has Gina been doing for the past two 

years?

11/27/2018 6:26:05 PM worldxplorer1 You love doing this to me don’t you!  These answers!  Of course it’s Majestic. 

synonyms:stately, dignified, distinguished, solemn, magnificent, grand, splendid, resplendent, glorious, sumptuous, impressive, august, noble, awe-

inspiring, monumental

11/27/2018 6:26:07 PM palmdalekid2 I’m perceiving it as an intervention, 

Check these hashtags #FirstStepAct #elderjustice #CriminalJusticeReform and look towards @TheJusticeDept @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump 

@DHSgov

11/27/2018 6:26:25 PM sehvehn interesting. do they give you a reason for being hush or do they just ignore? do you think they just think its too trivial to try to fill you in on it the hush?

11/27/2018 6:27:27 PM worldxplorer1 We thirst for details. Would we be better off to go inside listening to 396Hz for 3 hours rather than asking on the AMA?

11/27/2018 6:27:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Frequencies that create distinct patterns and geometric shapes (very important) that are imprints of hyperdimensional information stored inside the 

sound wave. Patterns arrive at certain frequencies and meditation to those patterns, shapes, and equal sounds enhance RV/Meditation.

11/27/2018 6:28:01 PM iam_laura9 What I noticed was the 2 obelisks n the illuminate triangle etched into the stone. Along with those nefarious statues who look like they came out of dr 

who's weeping angels n sponsored by the Clinton foundation.  I don't care what they say it's all propaganda

11/27/2018 6:28:06 PM felizflorecita1 Gotcha. Thanks!

11/27/2018 6:28:41 PM worldxplorer1 Are there “humans” walking around earth without an IS-BE?  Backdrop people is one term I’ve heard for them.

11/27/2018 6:29:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Domain

11/27/2018 6:29:47 PM worldxplorer1 396Hz

11/27/2018 6:30:19 PM zendamaparanorm Thank you for the reply

11/27/2018 6:30:52 PM bblueberrypie Medjugorje - Mary apparitions since 1981. What is it?

11/27/2018 6:31:49 PM jasong8891 For me, silence is an answer but not a detailed one in this case. I really don't know too much of what's going on with me besides what I am allowed to 

remember.

11/27/2018 6:31:52 PM wild8heart Could you comment on music... 432Hz vs 440Hz... the importance of the former (432Hz)

11/27/2018 6:32:06 PM worldxplorer1 Is it still operational?  Was it an evolutionary thermometer of sorts?  Taking the planetary temperature so to speak?  Gauging the state of the planet 

and humanity’s consciousness level?

11/27/2018 6:32:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 What have we said many times?

Time is an illusion.

We do not predict dates.

Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness Projecting Reality).

Specifying dates introduces chaos.

Events not dates.

11/27/2018 6:32:27 PM assangeedits Looks like a QAnon inspired account.

11/27/2018 6:32:48 PM islandofdelight Thank you! I’ve found a variety of so called meditation frequencies with similar visuals to what you’re describing but I don’t want to hypnotize myself 

with Cabal planted content and regress my spiritual progress. Any best sources to find these frequencies? Delta waves? Theta?

11/27/2018 6:32:58 PM assangeedits No

11/27/2018 6:33:08 PM djlok Probably writing their 4AM talking points to show how crazy they all really are.  Somebody has to write them!

11/27/2018 6:33:27 PM islandofdelight Do Wireless/Bluetooth headphones have any adverse impact when meditating?

11/27/2018 6:33:37 PM again_censored It looks like singed skin. does it wipe off?

11/27/2018 6:33:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect translation.

11/27/2018 6:34:06 PM keith369me Try 528 HZ tones to clear your negativity, simply amazing

11/27/2018 6:34:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can't. Not yet. Trust the plan.

11/27/2018 6:34:20 PM nun_chucknorris That is actually a very helpful description of “the matrix”. Thank you.

11/27/2018 6:34:51 PM iam_laura9 How do you know they don't have consciousness? If someone is on life support and is unconscious don't they have rights? how about unborn children? 

I think they do.

11/27/2018 6:34:54 PM assangeedits He was never gonna/supposed to testify. It was a hearing about the sealed indictment. That's it.

11/27/2018 6:35:42 PM zendamaparanorm How many countries besides the USA has the capability to travel among the stars using hardwired spaceships?

11/27/2018 6:35:55 PM stoneturnr Any chance you could verify or comment on the allegations of James Casbolt aka Michael Prince? Claims to be a subject of project IBIS super solider 

program VIA MI6, involved in ops w/ non-native species.   http://www.earth-matters.nl/48/7808/project-camelot/project-camelot-james-

casboltofproject-ibis.html …

11/27/2018 6:36:50 PM 11witness11 Ok, did he have the hearing today?

11/27/2018 6:38:07 PM crustyone2 If you really want to play games, here's an easy tasker for you, make my on call cell ring in 20 min... that's child's play in "your" world, and no excuses, 

you either can, or you can't and if you can't  then we both know you are full of shit.

11/27/2018 6:38:21 PM keith369me Would an extended incarnation assist in graduation to the next dimension more than multiple shorter incarnations in third dimension beings on this 

planet?

11/27/2018 6:38:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 EMF from "Cabal power" (non Tesla aka non Majestic) interferes with your EMF aura projected during meditation 🧘♀️. Majestic energy is wireless and 

Tesla knew how to tap into it. So doesn't more than one Trump. How do YOU play 5D chess?

11/27/2018 6:39:28 PM jasong8891 It wipes off. It's a foreign substance. Nothing that I can identify.

11/27/2018 6:39:35 PM farrubies oki doke!😊thank you for answering👍

11/27/2018 6:40:47 PM elatedveracity What’s really going on at the Denver airport?



11/27/2018 6:41:24 PM schasslersteve Suspect she's been fed Deep State bad intel (FVEY) and they want her to regurgitate it in front of Congress. Gina may suspect this herself and has asked 

for WH interference to blame. Good counter move. Deep State and FVEY could never allow K to be interrogated by MBS.

11/27/2018 6:41:40 PM melanieanders7 What is the Domain?

11/27/2018 6:44:01 PM lbf777 Do any Deep State members feel sorry for the 99% who they have shit all over the dignity of?

11/27/2018 6:44:04 PM 1aaronjustice Any insight into this press conference tomorrow?  Thank you pic.twitter.com/4ZxcYcsrU4

11/27/2018 6:44:46 PM keith369me Read the Law of One.  Lots of answers to these types of questions.  It’s about growth of the soul in a challenging environment that you “plan” before 

“forgetting”...your free will combined with your planned setting (family, challenges, etc) is a growth experience.

11/27/2018 6:44:59 PM stoneturnr Is MJ12 under the auspices of the federal government or does it operate independently? Is it DIA? NRO? Corporate? Please clarify where MJ12 fits into 

the federal structure

11/27/2018 6:45:25 PM zendamaparanorm Is this Project Looking Glass?

11/27/2018 6:46:29 PM lbf777 The Trump team, including MJ12, has been much more open about outing the deep state in the last 3 weeks. Is this because you all made some kind of 

breakthrough and hold the upper hand now?

11/27/2018 6:46:54 PM neecieh6111 Brother anon wants me to ask...is JFK Jr alive.  Forgive me if it's already been asked and declined.

11/27/2018 6:46:56 PM djlok D5 / 5D

11/27/2018 6:47:03 PM again_censored I have burnt my fingers on my stove and it looked just like that, that's why I asked. It appears grey in the pictures. Is that accurate?

11/27/2018 6:47:08 PM assangeedits  https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1067455927882788865?s=19 …

11/27/2018 6:47:36 PM zendamaparanorm Ahh the Mirror

11/27/2018 6:47:41 PM schasslersteve Unless you knew the man for years it could be any other poor sap you were listening to. And any type of vocal recognition analysis under those 

conditions would be marginal, at best.

11/27/2018 6:47:48 PM daveo6145 Kabuki theater. Most nasa ‘mars’ footage is actually Arizona.

11/27/2018 6:48:00 PM assangeedits This is what it was for.. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1067362163176742912?s=19 …

11/27/2018 6:48:10 PM holliday_billy What is or was the asteroid belt?

11/27/2018 6:49:59 PM truth_077 What do you know about RH- blood?

11/27/2018 6:50:50 PM 11witness11 Thanks

11/27/2018 6:50:52 PM worldxplorer1 Think Mirror?  How many times has Q said that?!!

11/27/2018 6:51:41 PM assangeedits No probs

11/27/2018 6:52:13 PM zendamaparanorm In the paranormal fields researchers including myself have experienced high EMF reading when spiritual entities attempt to manifest into the physical 

realm humans live in

11/27/2018 6:52:14 PM schasslersteve Think about it. K's old Deep State pals and other FVEY friends would never have wanted him detained and interrogated by MBS. And FVEY/DS knew of 

the plot three weeks before. Plenty time to set a bear trap.

11/27/2018 6:52:49 PM assangeedits All seems a bit wishy-washy and vague to me to be honest.

11/27/2018 6:53:04 PM dopesindc Inundate all sensory inputs

11/27/2018 6:54:14 PM melanieanders7 Oh! I LOVE Valient Thor! I keep secretly hoping he is part of the Q team :)

11/27/2018 6:55:34 PM melanieanders7 Without any interference what was the original life span of an earth human supposed to be?

11/27/2018 6:56:21 PM cocopuffster12 That would be GLORIOUS! I want to go camping at Lake Meade! I bet the stargazing is fabulous! ✨

11/27/2018 6:56:28 PM keith369me Multiple NXIVM members are Clinton Foundation “Members”...large donations.

11/27/2018 6:59:13 PM crustyone2 Having problems?

11/27/2018 6:59:48 PM keith369me Great info from Majestic IMO...if you don’t think so, kindly go silent so others can get information they are seeking.

11/27/2018 7:00:48 PM crustyone2 But without facts and sources, hes just lying.

11/27/2018 7:01:39 PM crustyone2 He is also lying about who he is and what he claims he knows.

11/27/2018 7:04:00 PM lyndamathews25 Is it  nanotechnology  Grey Goo?

11/27/2018 7:07:16 PM sehvehn okay. i understand. i hope you find your answers at some point

11/27/2018 7:07:17 PM crustyone2 So are you calling this a failure of your creds yet?

11/27/2018 7:07:45 PM again_censored THAT would be scary.

11/27/2018 7:12:30 PM keith369me It is for each individual to discern each piece of information.  Who exactly are you trying to save and from what?  Our world is full of lies and you feel 

the need to protect us from this information because there is no lying MSM source?

11/27/2018 7:15:23 PM crustyone2 So you dont believe in finding real facts and sources? You know that reality is based on real facts and sources that can be independently verified by 

multiple sources right? Look at all the indictments, gulity pleas, and convictions directly tied to trump and Russia.

11/27/2018 7:21:48 PM jonessense U mean how Delores Cannon explained it?

11/27/2018 7:21:50 PM cocopuffster12 Crystal children; Starseed✨

11/27/2018 7:22:04 PM crustyone2 Dude, your fraud is showing.

11/27/2018 7:22:48 PM worldxplorer1 Yep. Others have described the same concept but have used different terms for them.

11/27/2018 7:22:53 PM keith369me I’ve worked with scientists that lied to get funding. I’ve seen the media lie consistently.  What good are sources if their information is crap? I trust my 

intuition. I get headaches when I listen to BS. I know (feel) truth when I see it now. Years ago I didn’t and wanted sources

11/27/2018 7:24:37 PM hrlymomma3  https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/operation-koala?fbclid=IwAR2iNmzq1C1Er0MH_GP3EJZxMVvTwthoNA1_C7f9HFP98YnbyGuXSRvB-4c …

11/27/2018 7:24:59 PM sdcharge2k12 Dude who told you were special? Mommy? News flash you aren’t. Who are you to make demands anyways nobody has to prove anything to you.

11/27/2018 7:28:27 PM worldxplorer1 Guy Needler (author of The History of God) and Aluna Ash (YT) have discussed the same topic.

11/27/2018 7:31:23 PM jonessense Yes

11/27/2018 7:32:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Funny thing, we all forgot about her....wow!

11/27/2018 7:34:42 PM jonessense He said yes last time

11/27/2018 7:39:41 PM jonessense Oh I follow her on yt but she’s hard to get through. Too much jargon. She loses me.

11/27/2018 7:42:17 PM jonessense There is a ton. But its not cheap for someone on a fixed income.

11/27/2018 7:43:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd These can be hard to wrap your mind around at first. We are but toddlers in our world, young civilization.

11/27/2018 7:44:12 PM honeybager5 Are you a clown? 

Your disinformation namesake protected us from the red threat . . . you clearly don’t belong to AFOSI, wondering what it is you feel your 

disinformation campaign is protecting us from?

11/27/2018 7:44:34 PM knightofmaltaus World acclimation program in existence 45+ years. Grandest secret kept since 1902. Security act of 1947 finalized need to silence, the ‘we are not 

alone’ theory. Awareness day will interrupt all Coms on Earth. World Leaders will gather+Religious to slowly release contact. More.

11/27/2018 7:46:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Well, hello there....

11/27/2018 7:48:16 PM dr_t_dc When will the truth about vaccines be revealed? How many more children need to be damaged before people wake up?

11/27/2018 7:49:12 PM honeybager5 Also . . . I don’t much appreciate the BS about the Vatican . . . as if Catholics don’t have enough challenge with perception management

11/27/2018 7:50:24 PM jonessense BULLSHIT! Our minds are wiped. We are zapped at birth

11/27/2018 7:51:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd I close my eyes and see geometric shapes, like a kaleidoscope, I can do it with my eyes open in the dark, since I was a small child. When I couldn't sleep 

I would open my eyes and look at the kaleidoscope, blink hard and I could change the pattern.

11/27/2018 7:51:16 PM pauliepg11111 Who came up with “The Plan”?

11/27/2018 7:52:16 PM jonessense Does it make any sense to live a whole life and then forget everything for the next shortened lifespan? It works this way so they can squeeze every 

drop from us.



11/27/2018 7:54:41 PM neecieh6111 Awesome!  I'll pass that good news onto my brother.  Thanks for replying.

11/27/2018 7:55:50 PM jonessense I don’t know many awake people who say they want to come back here.  Do a deep dive on the IS-BE story and you’ll find out why you keep coming 

back.

11/27/2018 7:56:24 PM harstadgina How do we even tell these "clones" apart from a natural human being? I'm truely curious.

11/27/2018 7:56:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is there meaning behind this? I was never afraid, I assumed when I was a kid everyone could do it. I had a close friend who passed away in a car 

accident. Our dads were good friends. He died. I felt him and he appeared to me as a geometric shape. Hmmmmm.

11/27/2018 8:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be cautious of meditation music being freely pushed on platforms like YouTube and SoundCloud where subliminal digital signals are transmitted into 

your body through sound waves that react to nanotechnology injected into you from vaccines. Math based sound generators are best.

11/27/2018 8:29:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 53-47

11/27/2018 8:29:55 PM colista It's happening !!!! pic.twitter.com/rlCryHCyk7

11/27/2018 8:31:45 PM islandofdelight How’s something like this  https://www.wolframalpha.com/examples/science-and-technology/engineering/sound-and-acoustics/audio-waveforms/ …

Or  http://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator/ ?

11/27/2018 8:33:24 PM jlundr And nobody can believe it.

11/27/2018 8:33:56 PM islandofdelight Recommended frequencies?

I’ve heard everything from 936 963 852 783 528 432 etc... any insight you can share as to how they effect us?

11/27/2018 8:34:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd God Bless America! pic.twitter.com/b8RWeO8z6B

11/27/2018 8:34:47 PM craigrose8 Wait till they find 200,000 mail in ballots all voting D, and don’t say it can’t happen. It’s happened several times already.

11/27/2018 8:35:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd SOOOOO DO I~🇺🇸❤️🎅

11/27/2018 8:35:14 PM ihvh 6

11/27/2018 8:38:26 PM mongrelglory Are there any public figures who are actually clones?  If so, is it very common for public figures to be cloned?  Feel free to name names. 😁

11/27/2018 8:43:23 PM mongrelglory That's the best explanation that I've heard of yet for what this whole thing was about!

11/27/2018 8:44:44 PM lbf777 What is happening?

11/27/2018 8:50:44 PM connectedtomyc1 An MK survivor on Youtube that goes by "Elisa E" says she's met many people walking around without souls. I found her credible.  And I've known a 

psychopath that had no conscience and was incapable of love; in retrospect, he "felt" (not physically) inhuman.

11/27/2018 8:51:25 PM mzzgotti1  pic.twitter.com/tQ6TJ5enx1

11/27/2018 8:57:16 PM turboxyde If the plan has phase lines I'd assume this marks a new phase of the CONOP. I have to consider the possibility that as the storm descends upon us that 

the metal dust in the air is also a back up to modulate frequencies to help the masses deal with the ramifications.

11/27/2018 9:02:12 PM turboxyde Late to the party but I'll try anyway... what is the best way to deal with time sickness when integrating and embodying more aspects of your highest 

self? At times the frequency adjustments require intense focus to achieve equilibrium homeostasis in this density. Its thrilling!

11/27/2018 9:04:26 PM mongrelglory Woah!  I just read through that patent...absolutely surreal, but the science is plausible.

11/27/2018 9:13:00 PM allahuniversal Hemisync - Monroe Institute/CIA product. Have used this prior to knowing the source. Possible adverse effects?

11/27/2018 9:24:00 PM roublisa Bogus! Very much alive, so is Sasquatch 😉

11/27/2018 9:31:09 PM j_just1c3_pt Indeed🙏🤠

11/27/2018 9:35:43 PM karentriebel I take that as a yes

11/27/2018 9:43:05 PM _truth_warrior_ I would very much like an answer for this

11/27/2018 9:43:57 PM datruseeka Does the pope still have control over the US Military and the Swiss Military.  Have those strings been cut, at least with the US yet?

11/27/2018 9:47:20 PM datruseeka He’s part of the Ninth Circle Satanic Cult!  They are all guilty of these crimes - includes royalty families and for sure last two popes were named of guilt 

tribunal court.

11/27/2018 10:01:25 PM if_not_false  https://patents.justia.com/inventor/keith-raniere …

11/27/2018 10:03:50 PM datruseeka Do your own research on the Vatican.  I’m Catholic, entire family and all relatives raised Catholic. I learn the truth 3 yrs ago and cried and prayed for 

days.  Don’t trust anyone, unless you research it yourself!  You will see for yourself.  Just search images of Vatican Hall.

11/27/2018 10:05:30 PM if_not_false DETERMINATION OF WHETHER A LUCIFERIAN CAN BE REHABILITATED  https://patents.justia.com/patent/20130281879 …

11/27/2018 10:12:47 PM worldgoneweirde Strange

11/27/2018 10:13:46 PM datruseeka Close Encounters:  research what Bill Cooper said about the movie!  That it was actually based on true story.

11/27/2018 10:23:12 PM datruseeka With major disclosures that need to happen to bring We, The People, thru this transition, wouldn’t it make sense to have an official source of mass 

media dissemination so everyone knows to trust of official disclosure? And to ensure that one source is held accountable to truth.

11/27/2018 10:29:18 PM jordanb987 JFK Jr question has been asked and the answer was "yes". 👍

11/27/2018 10:30:33 PM sunniem just wow!

11/27/2018 10:32:37 PM wicked1776 Omg.....

11/27/2018 10:42:34 PM laurabusse What i wonder about is how does it affect your future consciousness. Here on earth, fuggetaboutit. Need mind wipe. After death...then what? Peace or 

no? What about future lifetimes? Is the only "cure" to be recycled back to great central sun, dematerialized, returned to Source?

11/27/2018 10:54:52 PM laurabusse There are rather convincing youtubes of a guy in Ontario who developed a friendship w a yeti (or bigfoot). Absolutely fascinating. Did not seem like a 

hoax.

11/27/2018 11:00:24 PM mongrelglory Geesh!  I was listening to this music! (Solfreggio frequencies) Seems like they've weaponized the whole world against us! (Music, media, food, air, 

water, medicines, vaccines, education, EMF etc...). Drink distilled water, try eat organic food, avoid vaccines, avoid cell phones..

11/27/2018 11:02:10 PM laurabusse Excellent question. Maybe next time...

11/27/2018 11:02:52 PM wicked1776 Thank you for that , i know many with this issue & have been unable to help or understand why they couldn’t see the issue

11/27/2018 11:08:39 PM laurabusse @MedicalMedium  Anthony William (books web site instagram twitter) says there is no such thing as autoimmune disease, it's all viruses many of 

which are yet to B discovered by science. Lays out diet/supplements protocol. Am in severe pain 2 years now. Hoping entering home stretch

11/27/2018 11:09:57 PM decodematrix "Death is a required component." Who decided that? The SSP has had age reversal tech since the 60s. People who go into the SSP do a "20 and back" 

are age reversed 20 years at the end of it. William Tompkins said they have tech to age reverse a person from 85 to 25.

11/27/2018 11:12:06 PM decodematrix @emerysmith33 said they have rejuvenation pills that do amazing healing and a 4th state of water that can remove heavy metals from the body. So 

they have had this stuff since the 60s and they want us to wait another couple decades to get it? No. That is not acceptable.

11/27/2018 11:12:08 PM maga_carebear And WTF is that?  #InquiringMinds pic.twitter.com/2liOpqHgcR

11/27/2018 11:14:55 PM decodematrix We are forcing these cures out in the next 5 years or less.

11/27/2018 11:24:21 PM wicked1776 I agree, our mother earth has been poisoned by these evil bastards

11/27/2018 11:38:11 PM diaptera_80 Yet, the article is from CNN. Why would the WH block her if she could bring the house of cards down?

11/27/2018 11:42:27 PM decodematrix We have people on waiting lists for organs when we could just take a sample of their DNA and grow/atomize them a new organ that is an exact replica 

of their failing organ.

11/27/2018 11:56:41 PM diaptera_80 I have avoided bluetooth all these years, until I recently discovered my wired 24/7 headphones emit EMF into the red. 😧 so which to choose if one 

must, airtubes or bluetooth? I just ordered airtubes, but I guess the EMF just moves closer to your heart

11/28/2018 12:06:35 AM kryan92185384 I fuggin love Bolton!!



11/28/2018 12:06:54 AM diaptera_80 Can you make a movie about Serpo? Would love to see what really happened!

11/28/2018 12:06:57 AM euskal_pride I mean.. c'mon.. 

@realDonaldTrump #WednesdayWisdom #MAGA #JFKJr

@LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/WLnl7ggRSD

11/28/2018 12:09:20 AM diaptera_80 How much % cleaned out now?

11/28/2018 12:10:51 AM diaptera_80 The ”abomination standing in the holy place” I guess

11/28/2018 12:13:26 AM euskal_pride  pic.twitter.com/gN9u3254zM

11/28/2018 12:14:28 AM djlok WH knows her testimony already. Why have her reveal under oath all the details of Wonderland?  Why not let the bad guys reveal themselves?

11/28/2018 12:17:06 AM diaptera_80 Your answer doesn’t make any sense. Those who are responsible for vaccine damaged DNA must be held accountable. Cure must go mainstream soon 

to ease pain, suffering of children, suicide, splitting families apart. We are not talking about living forever, just acceptable quality

11/28/2018 12:17:31 AM diaptera_80 If not, we are still tortured slaves and Cabal is still in power

11/28/2018 12:18:59 AM diaptera_80 Are you saying that a cleansed consciousness would come back in a healthy body? Please explain your last sentence

11/28/2018 12:24:38 AM diaptera_80 How long will all of it take? Decades or centuries?

11/28/2018 12:26:17 AM diaptera_80 So some kind of 5D chess to draw out the bad guys?

11/28/2018 12:27:04 AM diaptera_80 Should be shown on MSM

11/28/2018 12:37:08 AM ashnandoah Astro-Theologists, Santos Bonacci +, believe astrological alignments and biblical texts point to Jesus birthdate being 9-11- 03 BC = exact numerological 

opposite of 9-11-2001, for that ritual sacrifice, two pillars, it's all about black magic for them.

11/28/2018 12:49:28 AM ashnandoah There are 800 K missing children a year in the USA

I guess this relates to the reptos in sector 4 memo

11/28/2018 12:53:00 AM ashnandoah  pic.twitter.com/H1Ut6sIWYr

11/28/2018 12:58:35 AM ashnandoah What happens when you drink unicorn blood Harry Potter? You have slain something pure and defenseless to save yourself, and you will have but a 

half-life, a cursed life, from the moment the blood touches your lips." 1st Harry Potter, we found Voldemort drinking Unicorn blood.

11/28/2018 1:09:11 AM albertjacka2 Does q team have access to time travel?

11/28/2018 1:12:20 AM jasong8891 It's close to grey.

11/28/2018 1:13:58 AM kryan92185384 Thank you for everything. Very beneficial this account whomever you are.

11/28/2018 1:14:52 AM kryan92185384 I was using this also...wow, thank you for your questions

11/28/2018 1:52:58 AM missy968 You’re not alone

11/28/2018 2:19:14 AM cidarean Predicted in early October too... Interesting with such an accurate prediction.

11/28/2018 2:39:59 AM wicked1776 Wow ty for the share

11/28/2018 2:51:58 AM keith369me How is my statement contradictory to yours?  During our life review and healing period, we know our minds have to forget before returning

11/28/2018 3:19:12 AM cidarean We can thank MJ12 for that right? I'm still a bit triggered on that subject.

11/28/2018 3:28:59 AM zendamaparanorm I’ve seen a Bigfoot with my own eyes and what I saw was no human

11/28/2018 3:30:43 AM zendamaparanorm I believe that to be disinformation

11/28/2018 3:35:41 AM ursula_1111 Here’s a great visual ( @CryptoKoba ) to my point made above☝🏼EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED. Roots of a tree/plant look like this as well. 💛☀️ 

pic.twitter.com/vi1FJdNPb5

11/28/2018 3:59:42 AM honeybager5 Yeah . . . that takes me to Joe Martino’s collective evolution, which provides some interesting and creative observations, but by no means proof of 

Vatican misdeeds

11/28/2018 4:45:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Years

11/28/2018 4:46:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 No change to consciousness.

11/28/2018 4:49:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Musical instruments give you accurate frequencies of sound that contain their esoteric magick. Its lost with digital translation.

11/28/2018 5:03:56 AM cidarean Being complicit to a portion of the act unknowing the full extent of what your actually participating in can have a profound awakening experience. Is 

this what happened with Allison Mack? Most likely another type of Dark>Light.

11/28/2018 5:12:07 AM matrixexit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...keeping up? 👍

11/28/2018 5:21:55 AM slayerofmatrix1 Yes ✨🙏🏼

11/28/2018 5:28:17 AM crustyone2 No, majestic 12, is a scammer., he cant provide facts or sources.

11/28/2018 5:33:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ-1 is not Dir of CIA.

11/28/2018 5:44:16 AM slayerofmatrix1 Have you explored homeopathic treatments to extract metals and intravenous chelation ?

11/28/2018 5:44:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 .@POTUS / @realDonaldTrump just retweeted this image.

Treason. pic.twitter.com/xnyfH3aRu9

11/28/2018 5:47:14 AM crustyone2 Do you have any facts and sources, or just a stupid meme?

11/28/2018 5:47:30 AM lovesamerica10 I’m sitting here in awe that he retweeted this! 

It’s very telling....

It’s really happening, it feels more realistic everyday.

#maga #newgitmo

11/28/2018 5:52:11 AM matrixexit 🙏

11/28/2018 5:55:04 AM matrixexit Past tense?

11/28/2018 6:01:16 AM cidarean Indication? Trump does a lot of silly things. Leftists are going to eat it up.

11/28/2018 6:01:55 AM karenra13423777  https://www.justice.gov/usao-sc/pr/military-investigation-services-along-state-and-federal-law-enforcement-agencies-hold …

11/28/2018 6:17:30 AM agree1967 That’s so awesome. This is going to drive the left bonkers 😂

11/28/2018 6:21:01 AM vand3rboots I sometimes wonder about that, too. But no matter what, let us all keep our vibrations high so that we may manifest the reality that is in the highest 

good of humanity.

11/28/2018 6:24:05 AM zendamaparanorm Popcorn anyone? 🍿 pic.twitter.com/1RB63JUjGK

11/28/2018 6:35:34 AM diaptera_80 Still clueless... there must be some hope for sufferers of chronic pain?

11/28/2018 7:14:00 AM blankmarlo Seems like they said new medical tech will be available but curing death itself is off the table for some time.

11/28/2018 7:16:36 AM knightofmaltaus Within your lifetime this will happen pic.twitter.com/JDEbgCFYa4

11/28/2018 7:18:36 AM nun_chucknorris Whoa. I didn’t realize it was that much! I bet a handful of those assets would put the US and other countries in the black pretty quickly.

11/28/2018 7:26:33 AM fionasdestiny67 Black Goo. AI Sentient Being.

11/28/2018 7:28:06 AM marshahodgson My long assumption is that certain people have been put in place so 'White Hats' can discover hidden assets for themselves, allowing their own FRESH 

intel on remaining players that need to be exposed & prosecuted. EYES on traitors and their web current assets & handlers = LIGHT.

11/28/2018 7:29:31 AM marshahodgson Great points. Thanks.

11/28/2018 7:29:57 AM lightworkercain Operation Koala, a pedo sting.

11/28/2018 7:32:49 AM knightofmaltaus The acclimation plan is elegant one however people of earth vibratory level must increase to accept new ‘brain’ capacity/use. 3rd, 4th, 5th World 

Citizenry are problematic. Yet, believers in a spiritual manner which shakes the halls of religion. Yet, Pope says all Gods People 

pic.twitter.com/E2FFRUXtLN

11/28/2018 7:33:20 AM lightworkercain DUMB below airport. Denver military base = 2nd White House for bad actors.

11/28/2018 7:34:35 AM marshahodgson This, also. Black communication chains found, and assessed, at every turn of the gears that drive them.



11/28/2018 7:35:07 AM lightworkercain Pyramids, desalination stations, launch pads and abandoned cities, etc.

11/28/2018 7:56:37 AM yigsstarhouse This might help answer your question: https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/operation-koala …

11/28/2018 8:00:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Question was ignored bc it's stupid. We are all made of the same components, stars, planets, trees, etc.

11/28/2018 8:01:17 AM yigsstarhouse Very Real. They have been dug into quite deeply

11/28/2018 8:02:32 AM jonessense Prison planet.

11/28/2018 8:02:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd Take quantum physics class and astronomy classes. You will learn the components of stars, trees, planets, elephants EVERYTHING is made of same 

"ingredients" just in a different order. If you are going to be a jerk, don't come back on this site or you will be blocked.

11/28/2018 8:03:54 AM keith369me One is agreeing to incarnation on a prison planet for learning purposes

11/28/2018 8:06:10 AM elatedveracity Yikes!  😳  That’s serious bad news!

11/28/2018 8:09:49 AM jonessense That’s your opinion. Ive studied much on the contrary. If you think YOU volunteered for this, then you probably did. But there are many who were 

tricked. I meditate every day. I know what I know

11/28/2018 8:14:30 AM keith369me I agree with you again.  Many volunteered, many more are pulled back in after a period of review and healing not knowing another incarnation on the 

prison planet is not the only option.

11/28/2018 8:16:16 AM keith369me I think you are misinterpreting and/or expanding on my thoughts when my thoughts are limited by Twitter characters.

11/28/2018 8:17:20 AM drumsk8 Many want the truth and to raise our vibrations. There is so much mis/disinformation out there. 

Most of our time is struggling to exist in the OLD GAURD system. Too little personal time to work on the self.

What else can WE do to help our fellow man raise up Majestically?

11/28/2018 8:18:24 AM laurabusse Would love to hear more if you were up for telling...no pressure :-)

11/28/2018 8:23:19 AM jonessense Ok then. Thank you. 🙏 Im very prickly on this topic. The concept of a soul being tricked back here, only to be used for energy over and over. Its a 

horror show

11/28/2018 8:26:47 AM lbf777 So now we are pushing back the finish line a few more years? How long before we win anything that improves out daily lives?

Free energy

Legal marijuana 

Cures

Tech

Ect..?

11/28/2018 8:28:43 AM keith369me I have heard others say to avoid moving toward the light.  In reality I know so little and want to learn so much...fortunately for me, this quest for 

knowledge is bringing me peace where it brings chaos to so many.

11/28/2018 8:33:56 AM ranger51367 If he really gets this done,he will be known in history as the president with "balls of steel",his support will go thru the roof,Dems want justice for the 

assassination of Seth Rich and the coverup,Bernie supporters want justice,DNC scoundrels!

11/28/2018 8:38:11 AM turboxyde As I understand it, your body is just a material container projection or layer to your consciousness (think interface or GUI for experience in density) So, 

medical tech will only go so far and the best "tech" requires you to move containers or recycle.

11/28/2018 8:42:27 AM ranger51367 Certain people could help our president put all the pieces together.A real American hero+CIA whistleblower @KevinShipp  comes to mind,pages are 

redacted for a reason,to weaponize them!

11/28/2018 8:51:03 AM jonessense Im used to it. It’s been a few years for me. But there are races of beings on other planets who remember their past lives so they can learn that way too. 

Plus way longer lifespans. We deserve that too. Not a frickin net around the earth with a fake heaven.

11/28/2018 8:57:21 AM neecieh6111 Eye the Spy is a larp….IMO.  I used to follow him, but he gave me the creeps with his incessant use of 'fam' all the time.  No professional would use that 

term.  He seemed childish with no real 'intel' to speak of.

11/28/2018 9:01:55 AM lbf777 That's it man. Forget waiting for Gov. Civilians need to make this  happen. We can simply move into a gifting/sharing economy right away. We already 

waited years for Trump. Nobody wants to wait years more only to be told we have to wait more years when the time comes.

11/28/2018 9:29:31 AM susan66388204 It’s On like Donkey Kong now boys!!!!

11/28/2018 9:31:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd I don't agree and you obviously think you know it all. When you get to that point you are no longer humble and need a reality check.

11/28/2018 9:36:40 AM euskal_pride This still blows my mind. 

Thoughts? 

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @prayingmedic @sweette89161462

#WednesdayWisdom pic.twitter.com/VgTyh1xrta

11/28/2018 9:41:17 AM lovesg_d That’s our @POTUS!  He can troll like a BOSS! Love it! 😂❤️🧡💛💚💙💜💖

11/28/2018 9:50:06 AM truthseeker805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am expanding my thinking...  What if Q is taking down Trump too?  I expect to be beat-up but I'm good with that if it is necessary.

11/28/2018 10:02:24 AM slayerofmatrix1 😱🤩😆😁👏👏👏👏👏

11/28/2018 10:14:45 AM missy968 Can anyone tell me... perhaps @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or even #God if something happened yesterday at approx 14:52 EST ? Was there some sort of shift? I 

had something physical happen to my equilibrium. Rushed to hospital to find nothing. I’m in great health, no daily meds.

11/28/2018 10:22:50 AM zrickety I trust the plan. I'm hopeful. But I think many are growing weary of the promises. People can handle the truth, it needs to come out. Illegally classified 

material should just be released. Actions speak louder than words.

11/28/2018 10:34:01 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah... Let’s see how that works out... D5?

11/28/2018 10:39:28 AM connectedtomyc1 Another one that I just stumbled across is Laura Eisenhower (yes, great granddaughter of Pres). She's brilliant, articulate and provides massive 

amounts of info so efficiently it's hard for my brain to download. She definitely focused on spirituality, off planet and big picture.

11/28/2018 10:43:25 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/goLqTO7bTC

11/28/2018 10:55:16 AM alliemaisie I can’t wait ! Let’s go !

11/28/2018 10:59:26 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ditto !! 🙏🏼💥💥✨💫🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/28/2018 11:02:15 AM diaptera_80 I think ”years” only refers to complete economy reset. But still, I hear ya

11/28/2018 11:10:59 AM connectedtomyc1 Seems to me Majestic is saying that we store our consciousness, get rid of our body (death), come back in a clean body, reload consciousness. Goes 

with Majestic's  IS-BE, immortal spiritual biological entity.

11/28/2018 11:16:10 AM melony1975la So is that I Ron Hubbard?😬😵

11/28/2018 11:17:14 AM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can I ask what the light show was last night over Arkansas?  Several C130's flying in a circular pattern, some fighter jets.  Beam of 

light shone across the sky (not from moon) - sky was covered with "stars" all from 6-8CST.  Stars disappeared and all stopped.

11/28/2018 11:19:07 AM connectedtomyc1 I should have been more clear.  You have to go on Youtube to find her.  She has her own channel and a lot of others have interviewed her. Amazingly 

positive and spiritual.

11/28/2018 11:26:47 AM datruseeka Looks like PANIC to me> GWHB meets with Obama in Texas!  Your thoughts? https://twitter.com/nbcpolitics/status/1067584920325931009?s=21 …

11/28/2018 11:33:45 AM connectedtomyc1 For me, she provides a TON of missing puzzle pieces and connects them for me to help make sense of it all.  She is definitely speaking from a big picture 

perspective and very positive.

11/28/2018 11:40:58 AM pauliepg11111 This is so depressing.



11/28/2018 11:41:30 AM pauliepg11111 What is the best way to get rid of nanotech in your body?

11/28/2018 12:10:13 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12,

To answer our questions, do you only use your knowledge or do you question collective conscioussness?

11/28/2018 12:20:18 PM datruseeka People won’t believe without their own research, but research YOU MUST!  The sooner you know the TRUTH the sooner you will become AWAKENED 

to the TRUE world you live in.

11/28/2018 12:32:43 PM diaptera_80 There is a city in India and one in South Africa where you apparently can live like that, without money. It would be totally possible if all of us here 

decided to make our own community. Only problem is people are tied by debt or live in families with divided priorities.

11/28/2018 12:34:02 PM diaptera_80 And getting along and make decisions would not be easy

11/28/2018 12:37:22 PM lbf777 Vop runs an economy like that too in AZ.

11/28/2018 12:42:21 PM knightofmaltaus Richard, vibratory levels are both environmental, oxygen related, increase in use of brain capcity (majority use 5/8th of brain) at 90%+ to be on subpar 

level of our neighbors. Nothing YOU can do but let time catch up. They have been here but agreed stay out of sight. Patience.

11/28/2018 12:46:20 PM palmdalekid2 @DefenseIntel is running Q

@CIA + @NSAGov rivalry after @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn and @realDonaldTrump are majestic members pic.twitter.com/K6XD0M46aw

11/28/2018 12:46:40 PM do_or_do_notty But maintains its integrity in math based tone generators?

11/28/2018 12:49:51 PM swimrobin Yes indeed.  Sends a strong message.

11/28/2018 12:51:03 PM swimrobin Panic in Texas!!

11/28/2018 12:55:12 PM swimrobin Related to last Queen of France, I think?  Marie Antoinette?  They were the royals that came over to the states.  Built railroads.

11/28/2018 1:08:58 PM daveo6145 The event is forthcoming. Prepare your consciousness. Try to awaken others but do not force. Some will take longer than others to stir from their 

slumber. #victoryofthelight #TheGreatAwakening #compressionbreakthrough @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 @TammyRedmond @blissamerica 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067776213266116609 …

11/28/2018 1:18:35 PM _chelseaproject Now and then I still see claims that Trump sexually assaulted a 13 yr old along with Epstein. Are these false charges against Trump? Man I hope so.

11/28/2018 1:31:43 PM petitchevalb When watching torture, is our DNA irreversivly damaged?

11/28/2018 1:45:27 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon

11/28/2018 2:11:22 PM jonessense Well yeah, that!

11/28/2018 3:06:17 PM drumsk8 Thank you, Sir James, offering your reply. 

I understand and thank you for mentioning oxygen. More focus will be required on my breath work.

11/28/2018 3:11:16 PM tammyredmond Where does one obtain one of these?

11/28/2018 3:14:27 PM do_or_do_notty There are some online. He suggested them yesterday 

But it seems to me they wouldn’t be reliable either based on his latest statement.

11/28/2018 3:16:36 PM cidarean Well, the powers that be should have countless radiation hardened clone shells just waiting for consciousness transfers right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? You 

know, just in case of nuclear war.

11/28/2018 3:19:01 PM tammyredmond @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you know when The Event will occur? I also asked about the availability of math based sound generators. Thank you for your 

consideration.

11/28/2018 3:26:18 PM tammyredmond Thank you! I’ve been incapacitated with migraine the last two days and was hoping to find a clear and clean source.

11/28/2018 3:28:09 PM do_or_do_notty I don’t know for sure where one would be. Audionotch I think .... you can enter in your own chosen frequency

11/28/2018 3:30:40 PM tammyredmond Thank you, much appreciated. I’m trying not to take pharm drugs if I can help it. It’s all poison, I’m sure, and has so many side affects. I think it all 

interferes with our vibration as well.

11/28/2018 3:31:35 PM do_or_do_notty I use cannabis. There are no pharma options for me.

11/28/2018 3:37:38 PM mecheemeche You are not alone.  All my friends and family think I'm a crackpot so I no longer speak about any of this to them either.  Thank goodness for all of you 

here.  You keep me SANE!  🤪😜

11/28/2018 3:40:13 PM nun_chucknorris SG-1 Season 1 Episode 7 (The Nox). At 42:25 “Very young do not always do as they’re told”

11/28/2018 3:46:46 PM sehvehn Episode 8

11/28/2018 3:59:15 PM nun_chucknorris It’s 7 according to Amazon as well as IMDb. I think there is confusion because the first 2 episodes were combined into 1. pic.twitter.com/PwAGjUXfjd

11/28/2018 4:00:19 PM sehvehn it must be a hulu thing. interesting

11/28/2018 4:09:24 PM tammyredmond I never tolerated that well. But it wasn’t medicinal back then either. 😉 But seriously I have heard it used for a lot of issues and have been successful 

but if cannot inhale without coughing up a lung. I grew up with second hand smoke from Father, which prob caused this.

11/28/2018 4:10:01 PM nun_chucknorris This is my first time seeing this show and I am watching it like it’s a documentary. Fascinating.

11/28/2018 4:13:20 PM sehvehn Its pretty good. Ive not seen all of them. ive also watched Person of Interest and also Fringe...Star Trek(s)...and wonder if/how much of those are based 

on truth. lots of interesting things to watch

11/28/2018 4:15:00 PM do_or_do_notty I don’t smoke cannabis. 

Once you put flame to cannabis it loses almost all of its medical benefits. 

Edibles, tinctures vaping with a volcano, or FECO oil is my ingestion methods. 

Saves my life every single day. 

#CannabisHeals

11/28/2018 4:27:13 PM tammyredmond Where about? Maybe I could go watch live. Lol 😉

11/28/2018 4:29:01 PM askesis369 Pretty sure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 discussed positive chemtrails. Q has discussed trafficking been brought down to an extreme minimum. We have 

unprecedented CEO & Congressmen resignations, sealed indictments, and imminent peace/misc deals.

11/28/2018 4:30:55 PM askesis369 We have to do everything by the book with completed judicial nominations to ensure no deals are made and justice is filly sought out, which takes 

time. Huber has had a HUGE team of prosecutors for years now investigating Clinton Foundation and more, he’s coming to congress too.

11/28/2018 4:31:42 PM askesis369 fully* excuse me

11/28/2018 4:33:41 PM lbf777 You think I believe MJ12 that Chemtrails are healthy? Forget it. I don’t want that shit in the air.

CEO/1% shuffle always happens when the 99% are fed up with the 1%. It’s an illusion. Pedo arrests are just words. No proof.

Still waiting for actual winning. Not nickels & dimes. pic.twitter.com/E9YprIuEzF

11/28/2018 4:37:19 PM lbf777 If nothing happens by end of year, the people need to act:

Take down 5G death grid

Track down & shut off Chemtrails

Stop the poisoning of water supply

Kick fake news out & make real news

Create a sharing/gifting economy

This is real winning. No more excuses.



11/28/2018 4:40:23 PM askesis369 What garbage. Can you please consider the fact that you’re not correct about everything? I never made any claims about arrests. Sealed indictments 

are very different and there actually have been completely unprecedented resignations from BOTH Congressmen & CEOs.

11/28/2018 4:41:33 PM askesis369 You are not the only source for what ‘real winning’ is. The plan doesn’t need weakminded, so if your standard of winning isn’t met in time, so be it.

11/28/2018 4:43:48 PM lbf777 Words are words. Action is action. Saying they have 60,000 sealed indictments can be a ploy to keep us pacified. The 1% has admitted that the trick to 

keeping us pacified is by tricking us into thinking we are winning so all we do is endlessly chase our own tails.

11/28/2018 4:44:56 PM lbf777 I’m weak minded because I distrust Gov? Lol, mmmk. pic.twitter.com/RKipnvThWp

11/28/2018 4:46:00 PM askesis369 1 - This isn’t about the 1%. This is about the top one tenth of that percent, 13 families that think they have the right to enslave us all. There are more 

than enough independent researchers pointing out the wild influx of sealed court proceedings on  http://Pacer.gov 

11/28/2018 4:46:49 PM askesis369 2 - to know your speculative rebuttal here is just concern trolling noise. There is work being done and you’re fighting against it while claiming to be a 

patriot.

11/28/2018 4:50:11 PM lbf777 I don’t trust  http://Pacer.gov . I demand full transparancy into all Gov worldwide.  That is the only way to verify what’s really going on. They like 

secrecy so they can do evil things without us seeing. No more. 100% transparency is the only way to be safe & sure. pic.twitter.com/tk8URPZCI0

11/28/2018 4:50:44 PM askesis369 No, trying to push for justice yet let your arrogance blind you from proof its on its way is being weakminded. You can distrust the gov’t all you want, but 

there are certain irrefutable facts that you’re blatantly shunning from your perspective.

11/28/2018 4:52:09 PM lbf777 Trusting the Gov has brought us to the edge of destruction so I am trying something new which is demanding action and proof.

11/28/2018 4:57:57 PM lbf777 The only irrefutable facts are that 5G kill towers are going up and Chemtrails are out of control. 

60,000 indictments mean nothing until action is actually taken. Gov uses stuff like this often to get the sheeple excited & pacified. 

pic.twitter.com/GHHvVrQmCO

11/28/2018 5:23:09 PM uniteforlight Are you asking about colloidal silver?

11/28/2018 5:35:57 PM maga_carebear Pineal gland, collided silver. Both. Yes!  I’m ignorant on this entire matter. Thanks.

11/28/2018 5:41:18 PM uniteforlight The pineal gland is a power center of your  http://brain.It  connects to intuition,the divine,each other.Substances such as fluoride,heavy 

metals,vaccines, pharmaceuticals,calcify(picture a heavy crust)the pineal gland..colloidal silver de-calcifies

11/28/2018 5:43:09 PM uniteforlight  pic.twitter.com/s8g5b5SKtU

11/28/2018 5:46:34 PM lbf777 Where can we find this silver?

11/28/2018 5:51:35 PM uniteforlight Whole Foods, most natural grocery stores and now amazon.

I loathe Amazon but if you can’t find it local it helps.

11/28/2018 5:53:16 PM uniteforlight You can also make your own but I like this one. Tastes like water pic.twitter.com/B18kL59whe

11/28/2018 5:55:27 PM uniteforlight Ps you are not ignorant. We have important knowledge held from us about everything. I only learned about this a few years ago and it’s a really old 

immune system remedy as well.

11/28/2018 5:55:47 PM lbf777 So 2-3 drops a day de calcifies the Pineal gland?

11/28/2018 5:58:36 PM uniteforlight One dose is 5 full droppers full, hold under tongue for 30 seconds. For acute infections (colds, virus, wounds)7 doses per day. To

Decalcify the pineal gland would be at least one dose per day for several months. I take it every day, I love it.

11/28/2018 5:59:17 PM cindybokma Colloidal silver is made from silver and it has awesome properties that cure infection, illness and more. See the attached for pineal gland! 

pic.twitter.com/UuRpn56wP4

11/28/2018 5:59:36 PM cindybokma I like that one too!

11/28/2018 6:00:14 PM datruseeka I hope they are stopped swiftly.

11/28/2018 6:00:35 PM cindybokma I do too. It’s also good for teeth and gum infections!

11/28/2018 6:08:21 PM lbf777 When you say 5 full droppers, does that mean the whole dropper full 5 times or just 5 drops?  Tx.

11/28/2018 6:11:12 PM uniteforlight Full dropper,squeeze it up all the way (it will only go half way), squirt under your tongue 5 times. It sounds like a lot of liquid but it’s not. I also shake 

the bottle. Don’t drink from the bottle, saliva will break it down😊

11/28/2018 6:14:27 PM lbf777 Interesting. I tried iodine drops before but never this. Thanks

11/28/2018 6:25:14 PM uniteforlight Yes yes 👏🏼👏🏼iodine is great, especially for auto immune distinctions. Over or under active thyroid issues can be addressed through iodine therpy

11/28/2018 6:28:14 PM cindybokma I was just going to say iodine is good for thyroid!

11/28/2018 6:33:38 PM lbf777 So iodine drops is only 3 drops a day right for decalcification and thyroid? Sorry for so many Qs but I want to get this right.

11/28/2018 6:35:16 PM uniteforlight The only other health miracle as powerful and age old technology,is an infrared sauna. I bought a small one at Costco 999.00(looks like a Tardis “Dr. 

Who”)there are other companies that have cheaper and comparable. It is the healing machine,life changing

11/28/2018 6:38:11 PM uniteforlight It depends on your labs, you might also need a heavy metal homeopathic detox(usually in liquid form)Autoimmune is from heavy metals, have you had 

vaccines? Flu shots?

11/28/2018 6:39:32 PM uniteforlight This company is great. pic.twitter.com/BLlvIHXhxx

11/28/2018 6:40:56 PM lbf777 I have had a flu shot when I was a kid. 

My thyroid was low before but then it was just above the acceptable level suddenly so I am slightly low.

11/28/2018 6:41:43 PM lbf777 Is this iodine though?

11/28/2018 6:44:10 PM cindybokma Looks like a peroxide?

11/28/2018 6:44:52 PM uniteforlight For Thyroid or Auto immune (I treated both my parents for Lyme which they no longer have). MMS is something to research. MMS was discovered to 

cure malaria,it abates cancer, I’ve used it for parasites.

11/28/2018 6:45:51 PM uniteforlight No not iodine

11/28/2018 7:06:44 PM worldxplorer1 4,10,20 = MJ-1?

11/28/2018 7:29:49 PM wonderswords Interesting pic.twitter.com/GFab8mhmn2

11/28/2018 8:05:01 PM 1_decided_voter Oh good, I was hoping you'd show up this evening.

11/28/2018 8:05:09 PM palmdalekid2 Getting the public’s foot wet in the swamp

11/28/2018 8:05:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was published today by the Miami Herald?

 https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein/Jeffrey%20Epstein%20Part%2006%20of%2014/view …

Pg 21

Coincidence SD disavows MA as falsely representing her interests?

Who does he defend legally?

45 answered questions to Mueller today?

Dec 4th [LL] & [Comey] testify.

Dec 4th [Epstein] Court Hearing.

D5.
11/28/2018 8:05:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good morning to you too. Shift just started.

11/28/2018 8:06:12 PM palmdalekid2 Gauging public opinion

11/28/2018 8:06:43 PM moemc8 I really wish i understood it more.  Felt good after watching the video you posted, but then a few posts by cobra seemed doom and gloom, as if the 

world is ending, except for the 2 billion who get to the underground bases in taiwan. Stuff like that makes it hard to understand.

11/28/2018 8:08:42 PM 1_decided_voter Morning, huh? You must be pretty far east from here to be morning. 

Now, to remember the question that's been burning in my mind to ask you all day. I'm sure it'll come back to me shortly...



11/28/2018 8:09:23 PM time4u2know Was a LOOONG day without enough @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets!

11/28/2018 8:12:35 PM palmdalekid2 Page 21 pic.twitter.com/Z7uVGhC82Z

11/28/2018 8:15:46 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://postimg.cc/N9FLg8Xw 

9/11

11/28/2018 8:16:11 PM datruseeka  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article214210674.html …

11/28/2018 8:16:14 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://postimg.cc/N9FLg8Xw 

11/28/2018 8:16:48 PM datruseeka  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article220097825.html …

11/28/2018 8:17:38 PM datruseeka  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article219494920.html …

11/28/2018 8:18:08 PM yoshrj Thank you! :D :D

11/28/2018 8:20:54 PM palmdalekid2 Palm Beach, Fl which is home to Majestic Childhood.

Cc: @Comey for details

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/VaWuUjVjVC

11/28/2018 8:21:54 PM anglo13 That’s the narrative they have always had in the energy world...You have multiple soul aspects living out simultaneously in different dimensions

11/28/2018 8:23:47 PM blissamerica I’m not sure what video that was?

11/28/2018 8:27:43 PM slayerofmatrix1  https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1067945806739628032?s=21 …

11/28/2018 8:28:21 PM moemc8 Indigo had it up a few days ago. 3 part re: the event.  Enjoyed it, but then, after seeing cobras post, i have more questions again.

11/28/2018 8:30:17 PM palmdalekid2 Shills can’t resist the narrative. They jumped the gun on this pic.twitter.com/59UqnjKEgk

11/28/2018 8:32:15 PM turboxyde Prepare the shift for Ludicrous Speed!

11/28/2018 8:38:09 PM datruseeka Did Epstein turn State’s witness in his plea agreement too?  And why is case so sensitive one might ask?  Who often visited on the island? 

pic.twitter.com/5Dhfcgn1NW

11/28/2018 8:48:05 PM blissamerica I don’t believe I saw it. Have you tried looking on you tube?

11/28/2018 8:48:58 PM scorpiojj2  pic.twitter.com/stY5P95EIn

11/28/2018 8:49:41 PM datruseeka Other 4 pages of 21 that may be of interest. pic.twitter.com/UMuopKt0Ts

11/28/2018 9:26:55 PM raenyasalisbury Me too ...everything is weaponized.  Crazy

11/28/2018 9:40:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which two counties in Florida had election issues in the 2018 midterms?

Was one of them mentioned today by the Miami Herald?

What responsibility does Governor have with respect to prosecutor control?

Why did 45 only focus on the Senate and Governorships?

Why the emphasis on FL?

11/28/2018 9:41:49 PM 1_decided_voter Broward and Palm Beach.

11/28/2018 9:43:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 California splitting into multiple states could effectively add 4 to 6 new Senate seats that could have major political implications for several years.

Knowing what you know about California...

Weinstein...

Spacey...

Hollywood...

Epstein...

Clinton...

See the problem?

11/28/2018 9:43:18 PM 1_decided_voter Miami Herald mentioned Palm Beach.

11/28/2018 9:44:09 PM 1_decided_voter Splitting CA could shift the Senate blue

11/28/2018 9:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

11/28/2018 9:45:06 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/MiamiHerald/status/1067923593143693317 …

11/28/2018 9:51:20 PM jadedl What if we only split into 2? The State of Jefferson has long been in the planning and has nearly all of norther California counties ready to break off.

11/28/2018 9:52:34 PM 1_decided_voter Did POTUS focus on Governorships because they would appoint replacements to fill congressional seats vacated by congressmen who resign or are 

arrested?

11/28/2018 9:56:19 PM 00loll0 Let's just give California back to Mexico and build the wall around it.#MAGA

11/28/2018 10:00:31 PM askesis369 Ive already explained how action is being taken. More CEOs and Congressmen have resigned than ever before, and Huber has been LONG at work with 

his huge team of 400+ prosecutors. He’s coming to congress to talk about his findings on Dec 5th. Wheels are set in motion.

11/28/2018 10:01:46 PM richardhiatt16 Only place California is going to split into is the ocean...  🤓

11/28/2018 10:02:19 PM askesis369 We had two options, win from within and arrest the cabal by the book, or enact violent martial law. We won from within and have started huge 

investigations that have had leakproof opsec. You’re an armchair detective, get used to not knowing what tf is going on.

11/28/2018 10:04:10 PM stoneturnr Broward and Palm beach. Both counties are trafficking hotspots... https://www.newstarget.com/2018-11-12-broward-county-a-cesspool-of-corruption-

filth-and-fraud.html …

11/28/2018 10:05:38 PM richardhiatt16 I give up.... Why?

11/28/2018 10:10:44 PM lbf777 I hope your right. Let’s see what happens on D5. I’m sick of centuries of lies & 5g towers going up though.

11/28/2018 10:22:53 PM sehvehn it was a good show, and then i watched a few more

11/28/2018 10:26:46 PM pauliepg11111 Any details on the 45 assassination attempt during the tree lighting ceremony? At this rate there’s about one attempt per week!

11/28/2018 10:32:35 PM princesspatrio1 Familiarity.

11/28/2018 10:33:33 PM diaptera_80 Stargate

11/28/2018 10:34:15 PM 1_decided_voter The DailyCrusader story going around with the pictures of red dots on POTUS is clearly bogus (it was red lights from cameras reflecting off glass). If 

there's something else that caused a quick exit for POTUS, I'd be interested in knowing.

11/28/2018 10:35:02 PM pauliepg11111 Exactly - the red dot story is amateur hour, but the fact that he left early without explanation is interesting.

11/28/2018 10:36:13 PM chelle030609 Kevin Spacey is really Paul Serene.

11/28/2018 10:38:12 PM jlundr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thoughts on this?  https://relay.nationalgeographic.com/proxy/distribution/public/amp/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-

waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology?__twitter_impression=true …

11/28/2018 10:38:31 PM pauliepg11111  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1062197349156601857?s=21 …

11/28/2018 10:39:56 PM mongrelglory I think he was saying "years" in contrast to "decades or centuries" which is what you asked.  It is a very encouraging response that they will be able to 

completely overhaul the complex global economic system without causing a complete crash and wiping out everyone's pensions!

11/28/2018 10:44:33 PM mongrelglory It's a complex operation and I think everything is timed to occur at the exact moment.  The Deep State keeps trying to force the hand of the White Hats 

to disrupt and subvert their operations, just as they keep trying to provoke Putin into WW3.

11/28/2018 10:45:22 PM warangel1111 “A sorcerer that treats the external and internal on equal terms .. Giving Spirit to the Former and Flesh to the latter” Powerful and quiet a worker of 

Magic .. Win we shall ..

11/28/2018 10:46:20 PM jonessense Mmmm im guessing u dont live in ca. Why dont i make decisions about where YOU live?

11/28/2018 11:11:28 PM laurabusse You can try looking up sungazing. There was a documentary made about it. Some ppl who sun gaze become "enlightened" so the sun definitely 

interacts w ppl and does something positive but i don't really understand what. I have experienced it but only rarely and on a v small scale.



11/28/2018 11:35:49 PM oo1o110  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article221897990.html …

11/28/2018 11:48:26 PM datruseeka I say no splitting for now - need to maintain control of Senate, but force regulation of only legal citizens with right to vote and VOTER ID’s and perhaps 

we could pick up more House seats from CA!

11/28/2018 11:49:13 PM datruseeka They are all pedo’s.

11/29/2018 12:02:03 AM sehvehn i was talking to a flat Earth-er. do you believe the Earth is flat?

11/29/2018 12:05:58 AM sehvehn i never argued about distance, et cetera

11/29/2018 12:07:11 AM sehvehn i apologize. i was mistaken and thought you were talking to me. carry on

11/29/2018 12:23:25 AM sehvehn lol....your msg was so 'after the fact'...i didnt recognize i was talking to you, mr flat Earth-er...lol im glad for the mistake or we both would have missed 

out on a good laugh

11/29/2018 12:25:22 AM sehvehn good night and sleep well

11/29/2018 12:25:40 AM daphne68852400 But Rh Neg is a blood type not of Earth?

11/29/2018 12:40:01 AM daphne68852400 The SES? I know they are civilians into some nefarious going ons...Am I right???

11/29/2018 1:19:37 AM daphne68852400 Are you by any chance going to do #AMA anytime soon?

11/29/2018 1:28:35 AM daphne68852400 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   is there a cure for RA..and if not, will there be in the near future? Thanks in advance...

11/29/2018 3:31:16 AM keith369me In the first paragraph, I saw “Acosta, a Bush Administration Official”... Who gave Epstein a sweetheart deal.... at this point, does anybody really think 

the Bush family were not involved in lots of nefarious actions?

11/29/2018 3:32:36 AM lemik_merope I had an experience in 2017 and became fully conscious(no good way to explain what I mean) and all my medical issues, including chronic pain are gone 

completely since that time

11/29/2018 3:56:01 AM 00loll0 Just joking

11/29/2018 5:12:18 AM slayerofmatrix1 Very interesting.  Useful tools are so helpful!

11/29/2018 5:33:26 AM zeola_rose  https://www.nysun.com/arts/newton-s-single-vision … pic.twitter.com/sGMPQ3ihd7

11/29/2018 6:25:19 AM theydontknowwe1 Hi Rose:)

11/29/2018 6:34:58 AM bblueberrypie I’m in the Silicon Valley/Northern California, it’s Liberals EVERYWHERE. 🙄

11/29/2018 6:57:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Very disturbing.

11/29/2018 6:58:51 AM jessica66277719 Or, a screaming/ terror face.

11/29/2018 7:13:07 AM maga_carebear Thank you for all the wonderful information!!!

11/29/2018 7:13:58 AM crustyone2 So did you see the new Choen news? Or are you going to lie and say you knew already?

11/29/2018 7:36:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so if everyone worked to get this POS off the streets why does POTUS turn around and hire one that is obviously involved in this deep garbage? I 

don't get it.

11/29/2018 7:38:55 AM lorihantman Assange👍

11/29/2018 8:03:27 AM datruseeka There is a reason for everything....will show in the right time.  Trust the plan.

11/29/2018 8:08:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd I got it....he can testify, be protected. Just wow! Putting together pieces how corrupt Democratic Party is....sickening! This is not what #WeThePeople 

ever wanted. We hold those in office to higher standard, the problem, they don't hold themselves to that same standard.

11/29/2018 8:14:52 AM datruseeka Unfortunately this is more than a Party issue but a spiritual war and the evil cabal has invaded the rule of the Dem Party.  But their days of cabal rule 

are limited.

11/29/2018 8:26:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd I'm intuitive. Many not ready to awaken. D5❤️patience has not always been a virtue even as I have lived many lives❤️This old soul is still 

learning.❤️Only life I remember fully awakening to❤️So much love as we are one❤️Isn't God Grand😉

11/29/2018 9:33:04 AM quazzimus Crisper/cas9 - could editing the human genome disable the proteins which slow for infection? And thus eliminate HIV and the need for "treatments"?

11/29/2018 9:39:51 AM quazzimus After a storm

11/29/2018 9:55:29 AM diaptera_80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please comment on this and the Georgia guidestones. Will Trump tear them down?  

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1068025092406419462 …

11/29/2018 10:33:47 AM 4demeeee 👍👏👊

11/29/2018 10:49:58 AM mongrelglory I believe he's saying that in order to "correct" the genetic damage caused by vaccines, people would have to "die" and have their consciousness be 

reloaded into a fresh clean body.  I'm not sure if that technology would involve clones, but it sounds like he's alluding to such.

11/29/2018 12:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your body is placed into a stasis device that has nanotechnology within its fluid that perform the healing/modifications on the body. Remaining inside 

the body during this process causes great harm the consciousness of the light being inside, which is why we usually transplant.

11/29/2018 12:15:11 PM connectedtomyc1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said something BIG did happen 11/11 and to dig deeper. @dutchsinse noted a pulse/wave generated out of the South Pole on 

11/11. Perhaps we demolished the evil Nazi/evil ET massive underground colony in Antartica?

Go to :37 seconds. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0&t=200s …

11/29/2018 12:19:11 PM diaptera_80 Thankyou for clarifying. As long as the plan involves giving this cure to the people within a few decades, I would be pleased.

11/29/2018 12:28:26 PM do_or_do_notty So we must die and lose all our memories in order to be cured of these diseases? 

That doesn’t sound like the “cures will be released” to me at all. 

Sounds more like...

youre sick and f*cked, only death will help you. 

Good grief that’s a load of BS!

11/29/2018 12:34:08 PM do_or_do_notty Sorry.... calling major BS on this. Your answers make no sense on this topic. 

🔥You broke us. You f*cking fix us!🔥

Or maybe it’s not our deaths that are required...

but those who injured and damaged us instead. 

Yeah that sounds more logical 🙄

11/29/2018 12:34:38 PM jeff57253103 What’s up with this Liz? Who said this?

11/29/2018 12:35:09 PM do_or_do_notty Go read the thread. MJ12 throwing out some sketchy answers to questions.

11/29/2018 12:35:24 PM jeff57253103 Ok

11/29/2018 12:49:13 PM connectedtomyc1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was the 11/11/18 big event that we "missed" (haven't found yet) related to the pulse sent out of the South Pole on that date?

11/29/2018 1:07:19 PM petitchevalb Be confident a replacement car will be provided during the operarion 😅😜 pic.twitter.com/svEhU849D2

11/29/2018 1:30:19 PM nun_chucknorris They said nothing about losing memories. Transplant.

11/29/2018 1:32:31 PM do_or_do_notty They didn’t say anything about retaining memories either. They said death was necessary.

11/29/2018 1:36:58 PM nun_chucknorris Death of the body, yes. But after transplant consciousness into another.

11/29/2018 1:38:51 PM do_or_do_notty With our same memories? I’m not buying that. My mind will be changed with actual proof this is possible. Until then it appears the answers are stated 

to cause more confusion. Why?  If our memories are retained just say it

11/29/2018 1:47:34 PM nun_chucknorris Our memories are retained. In our consciousness.

11/29/2018 1:48:44 PM do_or_do_notty No. So why don’t we remember past lives? They gonna change that too? Where we get all our memories back? I can’t assume that because he was 

purposefully vague.  Good info here sometimes. Total BS other times. Disinfo is necessary I reckon.

11/29/2018 1:50:19 PM nun_chucknorris Maybe you do not remember past lives but some people do. You believe whatever you want. We all get to find out for sure some day.

11/29/2018 1:51:14 PM cherie4hugs2 Just plain sick! Also, the missing children go through worse then this. Disgusting people!

11/29/2018 1:51:31 PM do_or_do_notty I didn’t come to you for answers. So I will continue to learn and change my mind when presented with credible information. I don’t blindly follow. This 

does not resonate as truth with me. It’s that simple. I’ve learned to trust my discernment. Good day to you.



11/29/2018 2:02:44 PM petitchevalb *operation, sorry made a typo mistake pic.twitter.com/0hMWM8dzXU

11/29/2018 2:39:45 PM neecieh6111 Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

·

Nov 27

The budget/economy/taxes/debt will go through a correction at difference paces. Imagine each component a vertical line of growth progressing to 

jubilee... each segment moves independently and will all correct once the Storm passes.
11/29/2018 2:49:15 PM jonessense Hahahaha! How bout this one “Don’t take this the wrong way but...” 😆

11/29/2018 3:01:06 PM daveo6145 What questions do you have?

11/29/2018 3:02:48 PM daveo6145 There was a yt vid about it. I’ll try to find and send to u

11/29/2018 3:04:32 PM tracytracy205 I am starting to feel like an experiment! Are we test tube babies or something?  Transplant us, while they put our vessels in some machine to repair the 

damage they did to it?? It will die, BTW, trust us! I am starting to get a little freaked out.. 🤔

11/29/2018 3:14:03 PM moemc8 Tks for resp.  Event sounded wonderful, but cobra keeps referring to certain people will be able to go underground. What happens to the rest.  Seems 

like end the way he is talking. Does ascention mean earthly death? How do lightworkers know they are such?

11/29/2018 4:40:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Tetragrammaton

YHWY

Hebrew had no vowels.

Some say Yahweh or JHVH

Ok now I have questions.....next time.

11/29/2018 5:06:45 PM tammyredmond Is it a Pleiadian? Or possibly the return of Christ?

11/29/2018 5:36:38 PM jimhayzlett It's another IS-BE usually in 5th dimension, but can reveal in 3rd D.  Yes, very real.  Appx 800,000 Live in N America alone.

11/29/2018 5:38:48 PM jimhayzlett Def a Corp

11/29/2018 5:42:44 PM hazileye Broward is 1 of them

11/29/2018 5:43:29 PM jimhayzlett The purpose of #AMA is to answer questions... lots of questions, not many answers today 🙏🏼😇

11/29/2018 5:46:48 PM jimhayzlett Entrances to Inner Earth.

11/29/2018 5:49:21 PM jimhayzlett All of us have alien DNA.  We are all one Light Energy of Source.

11/29/2018 5:52:03 PM jimhayzlett These are the pills: regenerative Lapis Pro on  http://fulminadistri.com  use discount code waolfac20 from Jared Rand 😇

11/29/2018 5:55:12 PM jimhayzlett Mind wipe in the tunnel of Light capturing souls...

11/29/2018 6:36:58 PM daphne68852400 But why is the RH- so rare here on Earth?

11/29/2018 8:50:24 PM bblueberrypie A great meme will travel around the world via social media. Memes are also simplified truth.

11/29/2018 9:10:24 PM speaklife595 What is. is_be

11/29/2018 9:23:01 PM theadriangreen  http://audionotch.com/app/tune/ 

11/29/2018 9:43:23 PM decodematrix I'm not going into the light tunnel. I'm done with Earth. I'm going to need a long vacation before I decide to reincarnate again.

11/29/2018 10:10:23 PM speaklife595 Could this just be trap to walk into void? Would the feeling essence of the two option guide you or would it all be intellectual decision

11/29/2018 10:14:02 PM sehvehn id been brought up to seek out the tunnel of light....to have broken that absolute thought definitely gives you choices. i believe knowing yourself better 

lessons the ability of others being able to decieve and/or control you. my thoughts

11/29/2018 10:35:55 PM oo1o110 Text to speech is your friend.

11/29/2018 10:57:52 PM daveo6145 i do not perceive fear in cobras sentiments. i sense a reality which may contradict with certain held beliefs. the event will happen and everyone is going 

to be okay. ascension simply refers to awakening and seeing through the illusion. lightwork is an innate desire for truth.

11/29/2018 11:10:41 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the explanation!

11/29/2018 11:18:06 PM mongrelglory Your consciousness is transplanted along with your memories to a new clean "vehicle".  There is no such thing as death for an immortal spiritual being, 

however retaining the memories from one incarnation to the next is the tricky part (i.e. avoiding the "veil of forgetting").

11/29/2018 11:20:34 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for sharing your theory.

11/29/2018 11:27:13 PM mongrelglory I did a search about the "veil of forgetting" in the Law of One.  You may find answers to your questions about why we don't remember past lives:

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=Veil+of+Forgetting …   MJ-12's answer when someone asked them about the Law of One was simply: 

"Knowledge is power."

11/29/2018 11:30:09 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you

11/30/2018 1:35:21 AM mongrelglory His ego seems to be acting as an impediment these days.

11/30/2018 1:57:38 AM mongrelglory If it's "Operation Freedom" and the information is given freely...then it can't be "stolen/pirated".

11/30/2018 2:12:51 AM mongrelglory Well that just looked plain silly!  He's like a toddler having a meltdown in the middle of Walmart! 🤣

11/30/2018 2:17:22 AM mongrelglory Recent miniseries?  To what are you referring to?  (I watch little TV these days, though I own the whole SG-1 series on DVD).

11/30/2018 2:20:33 AM mongrelglory I hear you.  I've been doing the same, just trying to be in the moment and move forward in my life with positivity.  Some days are better than others.

11/30/2018 2:23:26 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I didn't know how to do a specific search on Twitter.  Was just scrolling thru their past tweets!

11/30/2018 2:26:14 AM mongrelglory For me the hurt and sadness is the hardest thing to let go of with traumatic memories.  Guess I'm still working through my "victim" mentality.

11/30/2018 5:33:42 AM mongrelglory If you're talking about something hidden in a physical place, my money's on the Vatican archives...

11/30/2018 5:35:06 AM moemc8 Tku for answering!

11/30/2018 5:40:37 AM mongrelglory I'm a mixed race person.  Are you telling me that my previous incarnations would have had the same facial features that I have now?

11/30/2018 6:23:05 AM mongrelglory The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who wanted to build a 

more peaceful universe. (MJ-12 Tweet)

11/30/2018 6:30:19 AM mongrelglory The Domain is a multi-race organization of extremely high density beings who evolved and developed into the higher densities who wanted to build a 

more peaceful universe.

11/30/2018 6:59:19 AM drumsk8 How is the IS held whislt the BE is undergoing this repair?

11/30/2018 7:06:24 AM mongrelglory It's an honour to meet you Mr. Forrestal.  I'm so sorry about how they treated you in the end!

11/30/2018 7:15:18 AM mongrelglory So theoretically, I could meet myself (My IS) in another human being (BE) face to face?  Cool!  Weird!  I wonder if I'd recognize myself, or feel some sort 

of affinity?

11/30/2018 7:16:47 AM lbf777 Ultimately, all of life is the same person so there’s that.

11/30/2018 7:18:07 AM mongrelglory Reminds me of when Jesus said "The kingdom of heaven is within you."

11/30/2018 7:28:27 AM mongrelglory Mind blown!  SG-1 is one of my favourite TV series of all time, (along with the original Star Trek).  Now you're telling me that a lot of it is real.  This is a 

Sci Fi nerd's fantasy come true! 🤓

11/30/2018 7:43:20 AM mongrelglory Granted, but I don't think that sort of unity of consciousness tends to be experienced on a day to day basis in 3rd density living.

11/30/2018 7:46:51 AM lbf777 True because 3D is the bottom of the barrel. We are only 1 step above animals.

11/30/2018 9:12:49 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA today?  pic.twitter.com/z21owbGCdx

11/30/2018 9:26:51 AM jimhayzlett One blood type is the most prevalent, another the least, others in between.  There is a reason 4 each that I cannot identify, all in Light 😇

11/30/2018 9:42:46 AM daphne68852400 Thank You...God Bless...



11/30/2018 10:08:38 AM connectedtomyc1 Ever thought of an energy healer? IMO this Awakening is coming down to energy....the 97% of our "junk" DNA (not junk, just purposefully turned off to 

keep us blind) that we can't access would probably make us realize it's things we can't see/touch/feel. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08AgK15xPow …

11/30/2018 10:39:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 3MR = 223

THINK MIRROR

11/30/2018 10:40:33 AM palmdalekid2  https://youtu.be/i9AdfHZK8nU 

11/30/2018 10:41:00 AM 1_decided_voter Welcome back. I'm not clear where we should expect to see a reference to 3MR, but I'll keep this reference in mind if/when I do.

11/30/2018 10:41:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is how they keep you divided. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1068574774677385216 …

11/30/2018 10:41:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1068574653449412617 …

11/30/2018 10:43:44 AM palmdalekid2 ☠️

11/30/2018 10:44:57 AM sehvehn 9th Circuit Court?

11/30/2018 10:45:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 [8,18,3]

]4,10,20[

11/30/2018 10:46:04 AM 1_decided_voter [HRC]

]DJT[

11/30/2018 10:46:11 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/L3trAZSC52

11/30/2018 10:46:25 AM esoter1csurgery [HRC] < ]DJT[

5:5

11/30/2018 10:47:44 AM mi144_ri16p3r [HRC] ]DJT[

11/30/2018 10:49:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA

Subject: JE + BC + DT + HC + MH

11/30/2018 10:50:02 AM woodspring2012 6X-382-NTP0038-3u2 - what does this mean?

11/30/2018 10:50:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1068576923977244673 …

11/30/2018 10:50:24 AM palmdalekid2 What’s your impression on @cobrainfo1 update

11/30/2018 10:50:27 AM 1_decided_voter Not sure on JE, but I think the rest are:

JE = ?

BC = Bill Clinton

DT = Donald Trump

HC = Hillary Clinton

MH = Michael Horowitz

11/30/2018 10:50:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Military Comm Signals for White Hats

11/30/2018 10:50:51 AM johngradycole20 "Does Wayne Brady have to choke a bitch?" pic.twitter.com/yRgPVCyXXi

11/30/2018 10:51:09 AM lbf777 How excited should we be about next week’s happenings? (D5, ect...)

11/30/2018 10:52:00 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/Palmdalekid2/status/1068575528699871233?s=19 …

11/30/2018 10:52:05 AM jordanb987 Off topic: 

Are Qanon supporters, especially those who believe in the esoteric...are they being watched? Are they in any danger?

11/30/2018 10:52:10 AM lovesg_d JE-Jeffery Epstein?

11/30/2018 10:52:26 AM thetempestchip Does the Trump family get to enjoy using Zero Point energy and other hidden technology?

11/30/2018 10:52:40 AM positively303 332 = skull and bones!

11/30/2018 10:53:43 AM palmdalekid2  https://soundcloud.com/glass_cat/messier-87 … it showed me this song 🔥

11/30/2018 10:54:15 AM fionasdestiny67 Will JE, BC, HC "walk the plank", (so to speak) soon, for crimes against humanity?

11/30/2018 10:54:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/30/2018 10:55:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open means many things.

11/30/2018 10:55:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

11/30/2018 10:56:07 AM ragevirusqq So all are in danger?

11/30/2018 10:56:24 AM fionasdestiny67 Is DT securely insulated (safe) during g20?

11/30/2018 10:56:30 AM elatedveracity How many are human vs non human?

11/30/2018 10:57:19 AM blankmarlo Who leads the ceremonies that take place on Epstein Island?

11/30/2018 10:57:29 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why is Jeffrey Epstein in the news again? Relevant to D5? Pizzagate coming full circle?

11/30/2018 10:57:30 AM jordanb987 Please, its important that you elaborate on this.

11/30/2018 10:57:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Certain protections have been put in place for select people who disseminate truthful information about the operation/movement. These do not make 

one invincible, but it does add a layer of protection, when coupled with smart vigilance, ensure the operations can be successful.

11/30/2018 10:58:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very soon.

11/30/2018 10:59:01 AM esoter1csurgery I assume the ruling bloodlines on Earth are not the top of the pyramid. I also assume there's a reason they perform blood rituals and worship Moloch. 

Is the entity Moloch more than just a thought form? Do their rituals actually empower this being? Feeds on fear?

11/30/2018 11:00:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dec 4th

Guardians of the Pedophiles

11/30/2018 11:00:18 AM cidarean Can you comment on the So called Solar Flash?

11/30/2018 11:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many people take turns.

11/30/2018 11:00:26 AM ragevirusqq If only anyone knew the “truthful information” to spread. I hope that some do.

11/30/2018 11:00:41 AM jordanb987 I'm assuming you are referring to the Jordan's and the Kappy's of the movement? What about Lightworkers/Starseeds on the ground waking people 

up, are those people in any danger?

11/30/2018 11:01:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, too many 3s.

11/30/2018 11:01:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 All human.

11/30/2018 11:01:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

11/30/2018 11:02:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not at liberty to discuss the protections any further.

11/30/2018 11:02:22 AM fionasdestiny67 ThankQ🙏

11/30/2018 11:03:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth is Majestic.

Truth is within.

Many people know the truth, the just struggle with putting the pieces together.

Some individuals, we monitor.

11/30/2018 11:03:22 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/50QqE8h8bF

11/30/2018 11:03:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many people want to keep Assange silent at all costs.

What does he know?

Guardians of the Pedophiles

11/30/2018 11:05:05 AM zulu401 oh harding, what have you done ...

@guardian https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068581353543909376 …



11/30/2018 11:05:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sun will go through an energy field that will charge quantum particles that hit earth instantly giving all light beings on earth a download of new 

information. Not there yet. Connected to the progress of the Great Awakening. Remember, Time is an Illusion. Events matter more.

11/30/2018 11:05:31 AM cryptocrab4 And crown prince says "So am I" !

11/30/2018 11:05:53 AM blankmarlo Who are the four princes of Epstein Island? (n,s,e,w)

11/30/2018 11:06:09 AM sarahrosie5 The body language here is unspeakable....

Macron is a little weasel and the Prince is like yeah yeah whatever...little man...I know all mf'er shut up...lolz

11/30/2018 11:06:43 AM sarahrosie5 Lolz what is going on here? Hmm...

11/30/2018 11:07:09 AM jordanb987 What would get someone on that "list"?

11/30/2018 11:07:14 AM keith369me Who provided the content behind the Illuminati Card Game?

11/30/2018 11:07:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12

11/30/2018 11:07:44 AM ragevirusqq Do events change the perceived time?

11/30/2018 11:07:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 We aren't at liberty to discuss this topic any further.

11/30/2018 11:08:35 AM keith369me Thought so...thank you...have a Majestic weekend

11/30/2018 11:09:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

11/30/2018 11:09:54 AM ragevirusqq Thank you I believe I understand now.

11/30/2018 11:10:16 AM stoneturnr DJT was in Epstein's flight log. What was the nature of their relationship? Attempted Honeypot?  How long has Trump known about Epstein's activities?

11/30/2018 11:10:35 AM iam_laura9 Have u met the blue avians?

11/30/2018 11:11:05 AM jordanb987 11:11

11/30/2018 11:13:13 AM parrotandrea  https://relay.nationalgeographic.com/proxy/distribution/public/amp/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-

geology?cmpid=org%3Dngp%3A%3Amc%3Dsocial%3A%3Asrc%3Dtwitter%3A%3Acmp%3Deditorial%3A%3Aadd%3Dtw20181128science-

earthquake%3A%3Arid%3D&sf203143149=1&__twitter_impression=true …

11/30/2018 11:13:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.

DJT was in their club.

He is not innocent.

He covers his tracks very well.

He has a conscious though.

He never sold out.

We offered him LIGHT.

He took the offer.

Payback.

Mar-a-Lago.

Does 45 personally know Virginia Roberts?
11/30/2018 11:15:20 AM lemik_merope I thought at least one of those individuals claimed to be of a pre adamic race? Is there such a thing?

11/30/2018 11:15:42 AM cannafrom There you go! 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/tU6dk3RuH2

11/30/2018 11:15:51 AM turboxyde What do we want to see in the mirror? There is only one answer for this ISBE... Love! pic.twitter.com/qEF7jlR1o6

11/30/2018 11:16:29 AM dr_t_dc What caused the Earth wide vibration last week? Did we “shift?” How so?

11/30/2018 11:17:11 AM parrotandrea What can you say about this weard and scary event?

11/30/2018 11:17:27 AM worldxplorer1 What are your thoughts on the simulation theory? Is reality nothing more than a simulation/“thought” of a higher dimensional consciousness?

11/30/2018 11:17:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Device in Antartica was activated.

11/30/2018 11:18:48 AM connectedtomyc1 Yes!!!! I knew it!!!! Was some evil takeout?

11/30/2018 11:18:58 AM keith369me Has a “trickle” of this light made it to Earth?  I am noticing subtle physical changes and a flood of “intuitive information” flowing to me.

11/30/2018 11:19:05 AM ragevirusqq Will this cause more ice to melt or more of what is under the ice to be seen? Hopefully by everyone soon?

11/30/2018 11:19:16 AM sailbum12 Is that good or bad?

11/30/2018 11:20:10 AM stoneturnr Thank you. Virgina Roberts worked for Trump at Mar-a-Lago when she was 16. Solicited by an Epstein's associate and brought to meet the prince... 

Please bring justice to the world pic.twitter.com/wMYXDtJtZR

11/30/2018 11:21:12 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQFKjzHdPOA …

11/30/2018 11:21:15 AM dr_t_dc What “device?” What’s it’s purpose? Is this good or bad?

11/30/2018 11:21:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/30/2018 11:21:47 AM dr_t_dc THANK YOU for answering!

11/30/2018 11:21:53 AM esoter1csurgery Let's try another question. Is the Law of One: The RA Material close to the truth on consciousness evolution and the true nature of our Universe?

11/30/2018 11:22:27 AM lbf777 Skull & Bones. 322

11/30/2018 11:22:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's the Great Awakening actually. Unrelated to the sun per-se.

11/30/2018 11:22:36 AM connectedtomyc1 This captures the pulse generated from the South Pole 11/11/18: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0&t=203s …

11/30/2018 11:23:00 AM cidarean More esoteric but very important to me. 

The ascended masters of Melchizadek. Can you give anything on this group? Its more of an open ended.

11/30/2018 11:24:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness evolution is explored by many materials, including The Law Of One, though it is not conclusive or thorough enough to be a "one size fits 

all."

11/30/2018 11:24:33 AM pauliepg11111 How sick is Hillary Clinton?

11/30/2018 11:25:08 AM connectedtomyc1 Was the devise activated in Antartica the "big" event that happened on 11/11/18 that we needed to dig more on....hadn't figured out.

11/30/2018 11:25:30 AM lbf777 I wonder why. Were they trying to redpill the people? If so, why would old Deep State MJ12 do that?

11/30/2018 11:25:43 AM crustyone2 This guy cant even make a phone ring, hes a joke, careful who you follow, there are a lot of grifters and liars.

11/30/2018 11:26:29 AM pauliepg11111 Is JE singing?

11/30/2018 11:26:32 AM dr_t_dc Get them 45.

11/30/2018 11:26:55 AM esoter1csurgery Yes, I am aware of and have read MANY other materials but the Law of One always seemed to resonate the most with me and actually answered the 

big questions many other materials did not. Thank you for the response.

11/30/2018 11:28:49 AM zendamaparanorm So this confirms that RM is part of the Skull & Bones. Some have believed in the Q movement that RM was a white hat. But myself I believe he's 322. 

No white hat would hand deliver U1 to another country and sell out America.

11/30/2018 11:29:20 AM palmdalekid2 @TheJusticeDept stated they would end human trafficking and address  big pharma. Most likely good ppl are allowed to do their job

11/30/2018 11:29:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 "And a massive coverup of wide spread criminal activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the Clinton's in power." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

11/30/2018 11:29:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wide spread criminal activity = international child sex trafficking ring.

State Department used for facilitating financial/asset arrangements with other nations to procure a constant supply of children.

Clinton Foundation was used as one (of many) front companies for access.



11/30/2018 11:29:40 AM lbf777 Law of 1 is good compared to most all other books although there is some disinformation in it. Now if you want Great books, read these 3:

Conversations With God: (Easy read)

Urantia: (Very Complex)

Course In Miracles: (somewhat complex)

11/30/2018 11:29:43 AM cryptocrab4 Why did HRC whistleblower get raided as well as trump tax lawyer and FBI put brown paper over the windows ?

11/30/2018 11:29:50 AM randyfresh So  . . . he spent all those years hanging around with Epstein and Casablancas gathering intel? Seems like he could have blown the lid off it a long time 

ago. . .

11/30/2018 11:30:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 No JE will never sing again once we are finished.

11/30/2018 11:30:54 AM esoter1csurgery Have read all of those. You found Urantia more complex than the Law of One? Are we talking about the same books? To each their own I suppose. I 

found the Law of One far more complex and all-encompassing personally.

11/30/2018 11:31:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 always uses all of the cards in our hand to win.

11/30/2018 11:31:46 AM peterclloyd Will this administration eventually dismantle Prism and the rest of the NSA’s illegal data collection?

11/30/2018 11:31:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 No device on Earth is capable of measuring.

11/30/2018 11:32:03 AM cosmic_engineer It is the least distorted source. 

Although using many sources, one can identify distortions by cross-referencing and omitting obvious control system 'edits'

11/30/2018 11:32:07 AM dr_t_dc This predicted today’s 7.0 earthquake!!???

11/30/2018 11:32:33 AM lemik_merope I've always had issues with Urantia material as it was produced by SDA and it's contents are heavily influenced by those beliefs which seems like a red 

flag to me

11/30/2018 11:32:43 AM cocopuffster12 It just worked for me - FYI

11/30/2018 11:33:21 AM 1_decided_voter Question: Do certain well-known sodas and fast food brands include organic "secret ingredients" extracted from humans?

11/30/2018 11:33:33 AM lbf777 You read Urantia and you think Law Of One is better? Are you being honest with me? Can you verify you read Urantia by telling me a little bit about 

what it's about? Sorry. I'm just in shock because Urantia is like 1000x more insightful.

11/30/2018 11:33:40 AM rovkyb Is this sometimes referred to as “The Event”? If so, will all or some of humanity experience “ascension” at this time?

11/30/2018 11:33:49 AM pauliepg11111 Melania - how much does she know about The Plan, how involved is she?

11/30/2018 11:34:00 AM dr_t_dc When will this be exposed to general public? When will there be accountability?

11/30/2018 11:34:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Do we kill the panda?"

We projected this story using VOG to signal the downfall of the CF.

11/30/2018 11:34:11 AM nixontweets Would be nice if our “leaders” empowered the people with full disclosure to allow us to formulate a defense against a global epidemic of satanic 

pedophiles in power as opposed to keeping us in the dark with endless reassurances that it’s for our own good. https://youtu.be/0vh0AklSXkU 

11/30/2018 11:35:08 AM pauliepg11111 Sickness in terms of “these people are sick”, I feel it deeply. But I meant I saw her coughing on stage the other day - what illness is that?

11/30/2018 11:35:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who know don't care about what others say about them behind their backs.

She is not privy to the classified details, but she knows from personal experience exactly what JE was doing.

IT knows too.

BT does not.

11/30/2018 11:36:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 D5

11/30/2018 11:36:25 AM turboxyde I have no questions today but I would like to pass along my heartfelt thanks to all the ISBEs helping to build "heaven" on Earth in this moment. Thank 

you, while we may seem ungrateful... it is only a reflection of the growth we are experiencing. Essayons!

11/30/2018 11:36:32 AM lbf777 Interesting. I have always wondered what the meaning was behind those cards. They were very cleverly made. The only part I am truly confused about 

is 13013/cult of subgenius/Bob/Jehovah. There are so many of those cards. I was guessing Jehovah is a negative ETI of sorts. 🤔

11/30/2018 11:37:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is enlightening to one may not be for another.

Both are okay.

11/30/2018 11:37:07 AM pauliepg11111 What about JK - for DT is that a case of “keep your friends close but your enemies closer”? When he bought the 666 building....really?!

11/30/2018 11:38:13 AM warrior_4truth December 21 and 22

Full moon

Winter solstice 

3 days darkness?

11/30/2018 11:38:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Natural Flavors are trademarked and heavily protected secrets that can be anything "natural" up to an including dolphin urine.

11/30/2018 11:38:18 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did the MJ12 leak the information about Epstein underage passenger Rachel Chandler? She appears in picture with Bill Clinton and 

popped up during Pizzagate investigations way before Q.  pic.twitter.com/8nlAjqn5pM

11/30/2018 11:38:57 AM donna03485682 I'm sure that rabbit hole goes way deeper. 🤢🤮

11/30/2018 11:39:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Do we need to guess the Circuit?
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11/30/2018 11:39:56 AM connectedtomyc1 If you watch Dutch Sinse on Youtube, he is  an extraordinary reliable predictor. His formula is proven with 100% accuracy (within a range) in my 

experience. If there was a quake today, go to his channel and check it out. Goes live in 20 minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LF8LjEVXxA …

11/30/2018 11:40:00 AM dr_t_dc D5.

5:5😉

11/30/2018 11:40:22 AM connectedtomyc1 The video I posted was from 11/11/18, the day of the "Earth wide vibration."

11/30/2018 11:40:29 AM lbf777 Hmm I guess. To me, its like comparing the Mona Lisa to comic book art but ya, everyone is different. There are some paid shills who go around 

pushing people off Urantia because it holds too many secrets which is why I was asking him to provide some proof.

11/30/2018 11:40:54 AM space_sloth26 We don't want the No Name Treatment with JE. We want everyone in the world to know what he and BC&HC were doing on St. James.

11/30/2018 11:42:03 AM ragevirusqq Why would they put something like dolphin urine in a flavoring? This seems really expensive to produce. Does this do something to the person 

ingesting?  Are there nefarious reasons for this?

11/30/2018 11:42:24 AM dr_t_dc I saw the date. That’s what amazed me!

11/30/2018 11:43:50 AM cidarean I'm thinking so.

11/30/2018 11:43:55 AM esoter1csurgery No intentions to push anyone away from anything. I asked MJ12 if the Law of One was closest to the truth from their perspective for my own curiosity. 

Much love and respect to all seekers :)

11/30/2018 11:45:37 AM pauliepg11111 This feeling of “Truth” inside is pretty amazing, if you trust it. It’s unwavering.

11/30/2018 11:46:49 AM connectedtomyc1 The video I posted is only 7 minutes and you can literally see the pulse on MIMIC in the video. Dutch catches this stuff, ALL of it. Interesting b/c the 

video I posted is a copy (stolen) of Dutch's. But his original isn't up. He's heavily censored....he's too good.

11/30/2018 11:47:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd It's not nice to make fun of people, I have (Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez) and others I've called dummies/dingbats, not nice work in progress😏You can't 

make fun of HRC's facial expressions, they aren't funny, she looks evil/twisted. She makes me physically sick at my stomach

11/30/2018 11:48:06 AM wonderswords [V]oice [O]f [G]od? tesla technology

11/30/2018 11:49:28 AM holliday_billy what sort of device and why was it activated?  who activated it?  thanks!



11/30/2018 11:51:27 AM pauliepg11111 Is he pleading for mercy? Another qu - is Brigitte Macron his handler or just his wife?

11/30/2018 11:51:32 AM curt_avila Macron looks as if hes just wet himself.

11/30/2018 11:51:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Missed you again....grocery shopping🙄

11/30/2018 11:52:40 AM 11witness11 The word sick can have many meanings

11/30/2018 11:53:03 AM 11witness11 SR?

11/30/2018 11:53:13 AM smith_jere Is JE a material witness in future prosecutions of deep state actors including HRC and BC?

11/30/2018 11:54:39 AM collectvcat Should we get rid of our Apple devices?

11/30/2018 11:55:20 AM holliday_billy these are like Q drops!  lol

11/30/2018 11:56:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd 1. Perhaps others on here could help me. I started late....only ten years ago did I realize something wasn't right, realized it bc I died, had beautiful NDE. 

Came out of cult (Jehovah's Witnesses) When I see Tetragrammaton it freaks me out bc of the religion. What significance

11/30/2018 11:57:27 AM stoneturnr Projected upon who? The general public? Does VOG target individuals or wider swaths of people? I dont like the idea of thoughts being implanted in 

me, even if its done with good intention...

11/30/2018 11:57:29 AM wishfulldreamz We had been led to believe Reptilian... is that actually an energy that CONTROLS some humans?

11/30/2018 11:59:21 AM slayerofmatrix1 ^^^^ answer please ? 🙏🏼

11/30/2018 11:59:37 AM lightworkercain I miss it every time!!!

11/30/2018 12:00:17 PM cidarean I have no idea why I am drawn to that material in particular. I can't even express the pull.

11/30/2018 12:01:04 PM cidarean Oops.

11/30/2018 12:02:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd 2. is YHWH (Hebrew)? Is he Creator, are there other Gods? JW's so very dangerous IMO. Also since I was a young child I hear energy...all the time. Old 

fashioned tv's, you know how you can hear them even if vol is all way down? Closest I can come to describing constant noise. 🙏🏼

11/30/2018 12:02:25 PM slayerofmatrix1 How did they manage to detonate that nuke causing the earthquake in Alaska ?   Guess they managed to still have strategic weapons of mass 

destruction and those willing to detonate.  🤬

11/30/2018 12:03:36 PM slayerofmatrix1 IKR !!

11/30/2018 12:04:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can still ask your questions, even outside of an AMA.

11/30/2018 12:04:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 delivered a message. Message received. Message written. 

"Do we kill the panda or risk losing everything?"

11/30/2018 12:05:05 PM again_censored Which would make it what the Knights Templar found and stole from the ruins of Solomon's Temple.

11/30/2018 12:05:34 PM again_censored But I am not inclined to belueve it was stolen that late in history.

11/30/2018 12:05:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many sick people.

11/30/2018 12:06:12 PM slayerofmatrix1 Check THIS out.  Soooooo goooood.  Lol 😝😉  https://www.instagram.com/p/Bq0CAO8gcpb/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=19d8igq49022t …

11/30/2018 12:06:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

11/30/2018 12:07:13 PM angela_land Can you tell me anything about carbon 60? Thank you!

11/30/2018 12:07:22 PM lightworkercain Is Nancy Leider of ZetaTalk and @bigredwavenow legit?

11/30/2018 12:08:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jane Do. No 1 & Jane Doe No. 2 vs United States of America

SENATE WAS THE TARGET

11/30/2018 12:08:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Separate operations.

11/30/2018 12:08:50 PM stoneturnr Likely talking about Seth Rich, who was nicknamed Panda. I would guess "Do we kill the Panda" is a quote from Podesta or others involved in the 187 

that was secretly recorded by NSA/MJ12/etc. Then subsequently broadcasted w/ voice of god tech #RIPSethRich

11/30/2018 12:09:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Victims must feel safe to come forward. The last thing a victim needs is for another to speak on their behalf.

11/30/2018 12:10:19 PM slayerofmatrix1 I’m a claircognizant 🙏🏼

11/30/2018 12:11:33 PM missy968 Justice was not served for these

11/30/2018 12:11:46 PM wonderswords KILL the Panda, and lose nothing

11/30/2018 12:13:01 PM worldxplorer1 I appreciate what you do MJ12.

11/30/2018 12:13:56 PM thetempestchip Were you guys aware of conscious levels of certain people before interacting with them on Twitter?

11/30/2018 12:14:15 PM lightworkercain So both legit, just not working together?

11/30/2018 12:14:22 PM slayerofmatrix1 Excellent Q

11/30/2018 12:14:36 PM lightworkercain Or Clown Ops?

11/30/2018 12:15:20 PM jm19712 Will this be the Sky Event hinted at by Q and also layed out in the book 

"Spinning Magnet" (also indirectly mentioned by Q) like when Earth's magnetic poles would shift creating a global aurora borealis?  Seems similar.

11/30/2018 12:17:55 PM stoneturnr If I understand you correctly, "Do we kill the panda or risk losing everything?" is a direct quote from the perpetrators of SR's murder. NSA was listening 

and has hard evidence against them. VOG was used to heighten public awareness of this issue. Please correct me if I'm wrong

11/30/2018 12:18:05 PM vand3rboots You may not be able to answer, but do those who are being monitored know they are being monitored?

11/30/2018 12:18:23 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsYmSx6YJiA …

11/30/2018 12:19:09 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFHtHlHdM7g …

11/30/2018 12:19:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 NSA has everything.

11/30/2018 12:20:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 😝😉

11/30/2018 12:21:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power shift when acquisition happened.

11/30/2018 12:21:05 PM slayerofmatrix1 Infuriating

11/30/2018 12:21:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never said legit.

Never said they weren't working together.

11/30/2018 12:22:15 PM 11witness11 Our host agrees 👇 pic.twitter.com/nu4VUdrWRe

11/30/2018 12:22:35 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75-siCngYCc … The Plan

11/30/2018 12:23:01 PM 1_decided_voter Can you elaborate on what exactly was meant when Q stated "Patriots have planned, installed, and by the grace of God, activated, the beam of 

LIGHT." ?

11/30/2018 12:23:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does not work that way. This group had control over the NSA. Nobody could speak.

"Don't Say A Word"

11/30/2018 12:23:13 PM keith369me Will the British Royal Monarchy come down as part of the upcoming scandal...assuming it is not an accident that Prince Charles was best buds with 

Jimmy Saville

11/30/2018 12:23:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Wonderland.

11/30/2018 12:24:08 PM stoneturnr Somewhat reassuring, somewhat terrifying. Thank you MJ12. I've been following you for a while and am very grateful for all the info youve disclosed. 

Even if Im not totally convinced you are who you say you are. D5 will be a great day. Godspeed

11/30/2018 12:24:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=al10XvSRyIs …

11/30/2018 12:25:14 PM ryankochweare1 They need the life force from innocents..

11/30/2018 12:26:23 PM cryptocrab4 He certainly resembles a reptile 😂

11/30/2018 12:27:52 PM allahuniversal ? pic.twitter.com/VHRw4KydKy



11/30/2018 12:28:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jDPzW9COsU …

11/30/2018 12:28:49 PM wwgo1wgall Was Vincent Fusca known to the public years ago? Perhaps as someone else?

11/30/2018 12:29:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSq5nxZNC6w …

11/30/2018 12:29:29 PM vand3rboots I like it too, and The Urantia Book is also very interesting! But A Course In Miracles is my true spiritual food and the one that pulls me in.

11/30/2018 12:30:25 PM colista Ticket is an Asset? Hmmmmmm

11/30/2018 12:31:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spkcvkgsoIg …

11/30/2018 12:32:54 PM palmdalekid2 Who said anything about Jesus

11/30/2018 12:34:37 PM vand3rboots I have also heard that Panda is a term for the children who are trafficked, sexually abused, and tortured because their eyes have been blackened from 

the abuse.

11/30/2018 12:34:39 PM rockn2freedom Seth Rich

11/30/2018 12:34:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Victims will have their day in court. We will not derail any legal proceedings or The Plan to provide evidence for our claims.

11/30/2018 12:35:10 PM gatorchick63  pic.twitter.com/gQ01ig0NFL

11/30/2018 12:35:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect information on D5, not arrests.

11/30/2018 12:37:15 PM cryptocrab4 Will this 2 party system collapse ?

It's hard to see people that used to be close have such different ideas that they have broken contact and even hold resentment towards one another.

11/30/2018 12:37:23 PM colista END HIM !!!

For all of the victims, me incl., that have never seen justice at the hand of their molesters and rapists!!!! pic.twitter.com/M26LaDVehU

11/30/2018 12:37:30 PM fionasdestiny67 [HUSSEIN] pic.twitter.com/c5Uv6kbKX4

11/30/2018 12:38:02 PM keith369me You can thank the FBI Director at the time, Mueller, for that one.

11/30/2018 12:38:42 PM colista @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had answered this in another thread. It's okay. The President isn't compromised.

11/30/2018 12:39:23 PM qualady1 Spot light

11/30/2018 12:39:36 PM 1_decided_voter POTUS has to have known Accosta's role in this miscarriage of justice, didn't he? How could he then appoint him to a position in his administration?

11/30/2018 12:39:55 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

will crimes against children be reported ?

11/30/2018 12:39:58 PM keith369me DJT liked young women (beauty contests)...others rape and murder children.

11/30/2018 12:40:11 PM blankmarlo Mad at myself for not asking this one first lol

11/30/2018 12:40:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Robert Mueller III and @SecretaryAcosta ensured he was given a "non-prosecution agreement" for providing an "undisclosed amount of intelligence" 

to the FBI where "all co-conspirators were given immunity from prosecution."

Co-conspirators? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsYmSx6YJiA …

11/30/2018 12:41:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 You must pick your battles.

We fight to win.

11/30/2018 12:41:10 PM worldxplorer1 Will D5 go down in history as the day everything changed? Will the info released shake the masses awake?  How is Majestic 12 planning for and 

managing cognitive dissonance?  Does the consciousness of the #QArmy buffer that dissonance?

11/30/2018 12:41:32 PM _17patriot_ How do you introduce evidence in a trial as they say

11/30/2018 12:41:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 See past tweets from today.

11/30/2018 12:42:33 PM johngradycole20 Okay ill have a look

11/30/2018 12:42:46 PM diaptera_80 Please elaborate on level of endangerment, not the protection part

11/30/2018 12:43:44 PM skullmonkie It's called discovery

11/30/2018 12:43:48 PM jane_q_patriot He really knows a GREAT DEAL when he sees one, huh?! I'm so very happy and grateful to know he made THAT one! For ALL of us! 🙏🏼❤️🌎🌞🌈

11/30/2018 12:43:54 PM stoneturnr The wheels of justice are turning... faster and faster. "Some of Epstein’s victims will finally have an opportunity to testify for the first time as part of the 

Dec. 4 case in state court in Palm Beach County"   https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article219494920.html …

11/30/2018 12:45:24 PM brianeppert If time is an illusion what is the meaning of ‘yet’?

Events happen in sequence, no? Cause > Effect. Is the illusion of time just that past and future exist apart from the present?

11/30/2018 12:46:36 PM cidarean Hopefully its something tangible that I can relay to my co-workers who all lable me as crazy for talking the vast subject of the awakening.

11/30/2018 12:47:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nov 20th

Nov 25th = +5 days

Nov 29th = +4 days

Dec 2nd = +3 days

Dec 4th = +2 days

Dec 5th = +1 day

11/30/2018 12:47:25 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/vFI34rjRUW

11/30/2018 12:47:34 PM do_or_do_notty If NSA was aware, did they intervene and save SR?

11/30/2018 12:47:43 PM daveo6145 Is free energy coming soon?

11/30/2018 12:48:13 PM petitchevalb As suggested below, is there a link with cern? https://twitter.com/ljmwsmith/status/1068603214638051330?s=19 …

11/30/2018 12:48:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just because NSA has everything doesn't mean everything is being monitored/processed.

11/30/2018 12:49:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yet implies the requirement of future events to take place first regardless of time between events.

11/30/2018 12:50:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Can't even watch him, couldn't be in the same room. He sets me to a frequency I want to run from.

11/30/2018 12:50:28 PM lightworkercain Can you tell where in the universe my ISBE first incarnated? Sirius?

11/30/2018 12:51:01 PM zack_stone Ssp disclosure or go home

11/30/2018 12:51:42 PM do_or_do_notty Thank You

11/30/2018 12:53:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd 5D-D5 pic.twitter.com/3kvQZCaY0q

11/30/2018 12:54:12 PM lightworkercain Ok, so I'm going to take that as both are clown ops unless you correct me. Seems like ZT is disinfo operation, lots of truth mixed with bs.

11/30/2018 12:54:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd The sight of that man makes me BEYOND SICK!!! pic.twitter.com/qDBWceKJO1

11/30/2018 12:54:46 PM randyfresh Riiiiiiiight. Master marketer, billionaire business man can't say a word. Can't use his multitudes of media contacts and five star name recognition to 

speak out against the evil in this world. Sure.

11/30/2018 12:54:54 PM askesis369 BRENNAN

11/30/2018 12:55:14 PM turboxyde For the cosmic flower (Earth) to blossom fully, great care must be taken up ensure that consciousness is developed enough else EMF collapse can 

occur. We are but seeds in the flower... we cannot see behind the safety of the petals of our Mother yet but her time nears.

11/30/2018 12:56:16 PM randyfresh Y'aall ever consider joining Cirque du Soleil? You are all very good at bending over backwards.

11/30/2018 12:56:22 PM blissamerica Is that good, so so or bad?

11/30/2018 12:57:32 PM bbobbio71 Holy........!!!!

11/30/2018 12:57:58 PM bblueberrypie Related to this at all? 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/tboxxQmmjC



11/30/2018 12:57:58 PM randyfresh ONE 👏 BIG 👏 CLUB 👏👏👏

YOU 👏 AIN'T 👏 IN 👏 IT 👏👏👏

11/30/2018 12:58:17 PM crazycooder MJ12 , please tell us the raid on the whistle blower was a good raid and not a clean up stage.

11/30/2018 12:59:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmmmm

11/30/2018 12:59:17 PM randyfresh  pic.twitter.com/JHfNdpM8lb

11/30/2018 1:00:13 PM randyfresh  pic.twitter.com/UWPlGdcv4I

11/30/2018 1:00:39 PM randyfresh  pic.twitter.com/nwvYZFuSLc

11/30/2018 1:03:26 PM askesis369 really snuck in that “its 2018 and theres still no evidence for pizzagate” as they discuss a powerful pedophile who was able to play the justice system 

like a fiddle, what a joke

11/30/2018 1:03:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd Like a puzzle...I like mine 5D till D5=D END. I'm sorry, it's been a long day and when I get tired I get uber silly. pic.twitter.com/PR05wvYNeg

11/30/2018 1:05:04 PM bblueberrypie Thanks for the like Majestic12. 😉

11/30/2018 1:05:22 PM wishfulldreamz I've heard rumors of power and internet going down and arrests starting... anything to it?

11/30/2018 1:05:44 PM keith369me Q post days?

11/30/2018 1:05:46 PM askesis369 Since D5 is for information, arrests must soon follow, correct? Will SR info be aired out soon?

11/30/2018 1:06:47 PM cryptocrab4 Is there a chain of command ,so to speak, out there ? 

It seems likely because there is here.

Is praying to god useful or just meditating and working towards divine consciousness as we are all 1.

Why would God want to contain anyone ? #DreamBig ?

11/30/2018 1:09:12 PM bbobbio71 Ok, started with DJT on twitter to get real news,  found Q, stumbled across Vincent and The judge now here at majestic.  Deeper I go the stranger this 

becomes.  What really to believe?

11/30/2018 1:10:12 PM _vvoke_ Expect a loss of followers on D5 if it is a nothingburger.

11/30/2018 1:10:41 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1068603034685661187?s=19 …

11/30/2018 1:12:54 PM darktolight1144  pic.twitter.com/5raicvX1y6

11/30/2018 1:14:09 PM slayerofmatrix1 😝😉

11/30/2018 1:14:33 PM crazycooder +3.5 right now.

11/30/2018 1:14:35 PM slayerofmatrix1 You central FL?  I am. 🤗

11/30/2018 1:17:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd OMG you're FL too? Beautiful! No, South FL on Atlantic side.

11/30/2018 1:17:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd Have you been putting protection around POTUS?

11/30/2018 1:17:51 PM askesis369 If you’re so confident in your perspective why come to this page and ask questions at all? Truth is most often stranger than fiction. If your intuition 

pulls you one way, so be it, but that doesnt make you bearer of all truth.

11/30/2018 1:17:56 PM eyegloarts more than one meaning pic.twitter.com/IyBg1LWuUR

11/30/2018 1:18:26 PM joni_apple_seed If Trump was that tight with Epstein, we would know by now. They would have loved to have put this in the ‘dossier’ but did not. Matter of fact DJT 

actually barred Epstein from Mara Lago after Trump caught him hitting on a young girl.  https://www.vetr.com/posts/4179645138-Fusion-GPS-Tried-

And-Failed-To-Link-Trump-To-Jeffrey-Epstein …

11/30/2018 1:18:29 PM wonderswords Does that stand for,,,,

Prosecuting Attorney Non Disclosure Agreement? P.A.N.D.A

11/30/2018 1:18:40 PM yupyup_puypuy LOVE This!  Yahuwshua is YAHWEH!!!  Math is EVERYWHERE!!!!  MATH=IS.

11/30/2018 1:19:04 PM askesis369 Power becomes hard to fight when it becomes evil and incredibly concentrated. You don’t know what it was like to be in any power position, so quit 

pretending to.

11/30/2018 1:19:35 PM worldxplorer1 Dang.  You're right.  I've never noticed that before.

11/30/2018 1:19:53 PM wonderswords As in Eppstein plea deal?

11/30/2018 1:21:27 PM lbf777 Is it going to be good information to wake up the masses or something simple only hard core conspiracy realists can understand the value of?

11/30/2018 1:21:28 PM melanieanders7 I am NO fan of hers but I do feel bad for her. Conditioned as a child to become what she is. Her consciousness will need serious healing. Bless her in her 

journey in hopes she can get herself clear again.

11/30/2018 1:22:14 PM karentriebel Mueller is the straight man who never gets the joke

11/30/2018 1:23:24 PM yupyup_puypuy SO...👽= demon/fallen, right?

11/30/2018 1:24:10 PM keith369me Do you mean Donna Brazile?

11/30/2018 1:24:36 PM worldxplorer1 Good grief.  How did I miss that?!  When will I finally adapt to "Think Mirror"?

Nice catch FloridaGirl.

11/30/2018 1:26:54 PM wild8heart How are other animals (dogs, cats, whales, dolphins, etc) being affected by ascension?

11/30/2018 1:28:45 PM slayerofmatrix1 Yes beautiful.  Right smack in the middle is where we live.

11/30/2018 1:29:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm only bright every now and then. The more I learn the less I know. Much love and light.❤️✨

11/30/2018 1:30:24 PM joni_apple_seed IMO Epstein is CIA or the like. That would explain the kit gloves and the sex videos with unsuspecting politicians/prominent people to be used as 

blackmail. That kind of thing is right up Bill and Hills ally along w Kristine Marcy... pic.twitter.com/ygCTwCazSt

11/30/2018 1:31:21 PM smith_jere Bot got to bot

11/30/2018 1:32:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Me too.

11/30/2018 1:34:46 PM moemc8 My bday. This is significant for indictments? What r we talking here

11/30/2018 1:34:49 PM dmpwrocks Dec 6th will also be the end of Mercury Retrograde

11/30/2018 1:35:29 PM itapam No John Doe?

11/30/2018 1:41:03 PM joni_apple_seed Keep in mind, whatever happens on D5, if the media chooses not to make a big deal about the info (unless it is just undeniable blow you socks off info 

((fingers crossed)) then it won’t appear to be a big deal even if it actually IS A BIG DEAL. Regular occurrence these days. pic.twitter.com/VrkEgPqTRZ

11/30/2018 1:42:28 PM poppyslovecapu Perverted leadership or just well rounded interests⁉️#Macron

11/30/2018 1:42:30 PM skullmonkie Please look at Majestic12 and TRDJ+.  If you can discern, then you can understand.  RE: This Tweet... Antarctica.  Why is it important and what is 

happening there right now?

#WWG1WGA

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1068603034685661187 …

11/30/2018 1:49:00 PM moemc8 New here. What is AMA?

11/30/2018 1:49:07 PM robertg69989098 I’m one that struggles. But my intuition tells me I must not give up. I am awake. Or more awake. Would it be wrong for me to want more info. A lot 

more???

11/30/2018 1:49:09 PM 1_decided_voter Epstein delivering "her"?

11/30/2018 1:49:47 PM datruseeka JFK Jr lives announced?

11/30/2018 1:50:33 PM johngeo85956050 I've been hearing ringing in my ears for months. I'm suspecting around 8344 Hz. Can you confirm and or advise what it may be?

11/30/2018 1:50:52 PM 1_decided_voter I don't think I've seen what it stands for, but from what I've gathered it means Q & A time.

11/30/2018 1:53:31 PM 1_decided_voter In other words, we have the ever-growing haystack that contains many needles that were found after the fact, and many still to discover I'm sure.

11/30/2018 1:55:40 PM piratek73549479 @ROYALMRBADNEWS  confirmation loud and clear

5.5

😎



11/30/2018 1:56:21 PM jonessense Stay out of fear. No such thing as death

11/30/2018 1:58:14 PM eyegloarts If a forward seeing person can seemingly alter events does the second parallel still exist or does it disappear from existence once said individual makes 

the conscious choice of which outcome the is desired one?🌼

11/30/2018 1:59:58 PM jonessense That’s such a wonderful thing to say “if this message isn’t meant for you... “ beautiful! I will use it. (Btw, im not comfortable with cobras obsession with 

sexual energy)

11/30/2018 2:00:07 PM vand3rboots Does this mean that Q's next posts will be on December 2nd, December 4th, and December 5th? (since the most recent posts were on November 20, 

25, and 29, kind of like a countdown?)

11/30/2018 2:01:44 PM dawntay40629790 Packing as I read this!

11/30/2018 2:03:06 PM jonessense Remember we don’t know who is speaking as mj12. He already told is there can be disinfo mixed in. Jesus was a real dude.

11/30/2018 2:05:24 PM susan66388204 Exactly.  For example he doesn’t drink or do drugs but his friends do.

11/30/2018 2:05:40 PM randaharena I’ll take Handler for 500, Alex. Most of the world would’ve called her a pedophile in those days 🤷🏻♀️

11/30/2018 2:06:11 PM truecinzia movement, progression, neverending space.  Also attraction and working together.

11/30/2018 2:07:02 PM randaharena He looks scared AF!

11/30/2018 2:07:13 PM truecinzia Underground.

11/30/2018 2:08:58 PM melanieanders7 All is fair in love and war. If you get in the way, you're fair game, just like anyone else. In all honesty, I would sacrafice any inconveniences for the 

betterment of my country/planet. I'm not giving permission for Cabal to do bad things. I'm done with their game.

11/30/2018 2:14:44 PM _vvoke_ Nah, times up.

11/30/2018 2:14:57 PM nun_chucknorris I would have to say days away. Q seems to be doing a countown with days between posts. Thank you to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/jLE8kUUfj2

11/30/2018 2:15:27 PM sassypa57719882 Me too, except everyone is blaming it on my brain tumor. 😂😂😂

11/30/2018 2:24:49 PM abibeuck22 It was in response with howJohn Trump and Julian Assange  look like identical twins. Top left is Trump's uncle pic.twitter.com/a91hWqGSxQ

11/30/2018 2:26:21 PM moemc8 This is all brand new to me, but i'll never give up my faith in God.  That is really all we have. All my trust is in my Lord.

11/30/2018 2:27:42 PM robertg69989098 Thank you very much. Made my day with that response. I just hope I have prepared enough. Been preparing for years.

11/30/2018 2:30:47 PM realitygateway Can you provide some perspective to Plus Ultra from the Tomorrowland movie? I feel like there was a lot of disclosure in that movie. What is the 

connection to Trump? Why does he have it written on his tiles? I see the Tesla connection. Thank you. pic.twitter.com/XjcCUPFIlI

11/30/2018 2:31:35 PM wonderswords Jane doe#1 jane doe #2 is the federal case brought against the United States for protecting JE. This will be glorious is we all Justice to be BLIND and 

Elitist be held accountable

11/30/2018 2:32:14 PM realitygateway  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHBLqFR1fKs …

11/30/2018 2:32:48 PM moemc8 Will the word find out?

11/30/2018 2:34:03 PM moemc8 My Blessed Mother

11/30/2018 2:34:17 PM wonderswords Lolita Island brings down the house, drains the swamp, locks her up, MAGA. Helps FBI and DOJ begin to clean up a corrupt system of 2 tiered Justice, 

that WE THE PEOPLE ARE FED UP WITH.

11/30/2018 2:36:08 PM moemc8 What does that mean, if you could simplify it. I'd appreciate it.

11/30/2018 2:36:46 PM wonderswords There are hundreds of people around the world and running the halls of D.C and international banking and industry that are involved. Those that know 

cannot sleep. Jeffrey Eppstein JE, is the Key that unlocks doors

11/30/2018 2:40:26 PM albertjacka2 Panda = Seth rich.

11/30/2018 2:41:25 PM wonderswords That's bullshit, many qualified candidates could have been appointed,  that's a stupid answer. Trump could have opened his contact list and found 

anyone with less baggage.

11/30/2018 2:41:49 PM cryptocrab4 I am not trying to be condescending to anybody at all.I am digging for the truth and my real purpose. I believe if anybody has thought of something 

God has already done it.If it is all about love I am all for it even though many make it hard for this. A lot happened before Jesus.

11/30/2018 2:44:51 PM wonderswords Corruption at it's best or worst. Was used to cover the story up and stop further embarrassing investigations that would implicate hundreds of VIP's 

involved in child rape and probably much worse, snuff. Oh meant stuff.

11/30/2018 2:44:58 PM realitygateway I feel like you're referring to the top paragraph of this vanity fair article: https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/01/why-hillary-clinton-win-

democratic-nomination …

11/30/2018 2:45:48 PM realitygateway "For the second time in eight years, Hillary Clinton sees the Democratic nomination being pawed by a charming interloper, like a priceless vase grabbed 

by a panda. She’d prefer to shoot the panda, but that could mean breaking the vase, and onlookers would object...."

11/30/2018 2:46:02 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 TIME TO WAKE UP Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy 

Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Control All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/EYxEUvT08p

11/30/2018 2:46:33 PM realitygateway "...To make matters worse, Bernie Sanders, who leads Clinton in both New Hampshire and Iowa, has produced a new video ad, “America,” a wordless 

feel-hope montage that is awfully good, good enough that I can’t help feeling both moved by it and resentful that it works on me...."

11/30/2018 2:46:47 PM realitygateway "... Maybe shoot the panda."

11/30/2018 2:47:40 PM cryptocrab4 Was today's earthquake related to Antarctica vibrations across the globe ?

11/30/2018 2:48:42 PM wonderswords Understand who is Jeffrey Eppstein and who does he hold video evidence of crimes against? Everyone we want arrested.

11/30/2018 2:50:27 PM johngeo85956050 Me too

11/30/2018 2:50:54 PM pikeonet  https://twitter.com/sdmsnews/status/1068597749397012483?s=21 …

.

11/30/2018 2:50:55 PM laurabusse Hrc in the kill box. Djt in a reverse killbox. That's all i got.

11/30/2018 2:52:45 PM wonderswords It's an ugly choice to fall on your own sword, but the Truth must come out and JE needs to start singing.  The panda has to testify truthfully.

11/30/2018 2:54:39 PM angela_land Thank you for clarifying Steve! 😊🇺🇸

11/30/2018 2:56:00 PM wonderswords Panda i believe, it's a reference to something everybody loves. A sacrifice must be made. possibly @POTUS is implicated in Jane doe#1 & Jane doe#2 

vs. U.S?

11/30/2018 2:57:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 SR

11/30/2018 2:59:01 PM wonderswords The case involves @POTUS as well, I hate that part and will give him, innocent til proven guilty.

11/30/2018 3:00:53 PM albertjacka2 Will he see justice?

11/30/2018 3:04:04 PM carolyn42052 sound only

11/30/2018 3:04:16 PM spookygirl22 Unbelievable!!! 😡

11/30/2018 3:04:42 PM daphne68852400 Ask Me Anything

11/30/2018 3:04:57 PM wonderswords Great find. Never saw this article.

11/30/2018 3:05:07 PM do_or_do_notty No HC clones?

11/30/2018 3:06:26 PM datruseeka IT? BT?

11/30/2018 3:07:37 PM do_or_do_notty The look on the Princes face is priceless. Sure dude, whatever you say.....

11/30/2018 3:08:40 PM datruseeka Like Sara Carter & John Holoman?

11/30/2018 3:10:28 PM wonderswords HRC did

11/30/2018 3:15:21 PM youstinksoap Lol, last ditch attempt to wield some 'power'?  What's going to happen when the indictments are unsealed and 75% of judges, congress, etc. are gone?  

🤔😏



11/30/2018 3:16:49 PM colista TWiT wouldn't let me see your mssg until I pressed thru 2 screens. (It contains harsh language)

AND I LOVE IT !!!!

BRAVO !!!! 💛

11/30/2018 3:18:24 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/oWQZEDyBFW

11/30/2018 3:19:37 PM truecinzia is the moon a spaceship?  Yes, right?  Is that the reason for which we are (were) not allowed there anymore (after the first landing) and so we didn't go 

there any more?

11/30/2018 3:21:45 PM datruseeka Will this result in 3 days of darkness?  Will all light bodies (those who aren’t of the dark forces) transition to 4D & 5D at this time?

11/30/2018 3:22:08 PM absparrow So many bad actors were put in place by BHO. 😖

11/30/2018 3:23:40 PM iconoclasta Expect the same then Nov. 11..... Nothing will happen...

11/30/2018 3:27:35 PM datruseeka Is this great awakening the result of the Law of One with more being awakened to the truth, thus overcoming the balance that the dark forces had on 

us, cause and effect of WWG1WGA?  We are all co-creators of our universe correct?

11/30/2018 3:27:58 PM wonderswords Majestic replied it means SR =Seth Rich=panda

11/30/2018 3:31:00 PM datruseeka Can Mike Pence be trusted?

11/30/2018 3:34:24 PM datruseeka Yep, I remember when this happened!!!  “And use it for HER”!   It was awesome to hear!

11/30/2018 3:35:48 PM sdcharge2k12 Smh wake up man, Can’t you see it’s all coming to a head now? Q has told us that there was purposeful disinformation why bring it up? Also there was 

nothing significant officially planned that day where we have a LOT of official hearings and big things happening in the next month

11/30/2018 3:37:23 PM cosmic_engineer Stay crazy my friend.

Most seem content with the distractions

11/30/2018 3:38:18 PM lovesg_d I do hope Huber and his family is being well protected! The next few days are going to be nail biters!  😬

11/30/2018 3:38:23 PM datruseeka So Mueller & Acosta ensured everyone (all co-conspirators) involved in JE Crimes would get immunity from prosecution, correct?

11/30/2018 3:40:21 PM truecinzia I know.

11/30/2018 3:45:49 PM datruseeka This has truly been a Spiritual War of God vs Satan, Good vs Evil....see here for history of this battle....  http://jesus-is-

savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/pawns_in_the_game.htm …

11/30/2018 3:45:58 PM angela_land He probably needed Accosta to sing. I vaguely remember Q saying EVERYONE is guilty of all manner of crimes. Pick your battles & give some of the 

lesser offenders of crimes some sort of immunity in exchange for all info.

11/30/2018 3:47:14 PM angela_land Kinda like a drug sting operation. Give the lesser guys dealing pot a deal if they give all info to get the big guys & kingpins. They want the big guys. 

Gotta work bottom to top.

11/30/2018 3:51:33 PM datruseeka AWESOME job on the Cards!  I love them!  Kudos!

11/30/2018 3:52:40 PM cocopuffster12 It’s best if you do research yourself. There is SO much information for you to dig into. You will enjoy learning about all of it.

11/30/2018 3:53:15 PM datruseeka Will any past members of MJ-12 who were involved in crimes against humanity & children be held accountable?

11/30/2018 3:57:22 PM realitygateway It makes me think tons of messages are sent to operatives using the MSM.

11/30/2018 3:57:30 PM datruseeka Will this affect change the vibratory / frequency of Earth instantaneously?  Resulting in Christ Consciousness (soul) & superconciousness (spirit)?  Will 

this force the end of the dark forces? Such as Draco Reptilians?

11/30/2018 3:59:06 PM 334dragons Last question: Maybe. Maybe not.  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article221404845.html …

First question: Acosta likely.  Though it "Looks Like" some good ole boy back-scratching, even if it's not.

11/30/2018 3:59:15 PM collectvcat It means.....HRC is the target. DJT is NOT.

11/30/2018 4:00:40 PM datruseeka Assange testimony?

11/30/2018 4:00:50 PM cocopuffster12 Every visit to your TL, I must relike this tweet

11/30/2018 4:01:25 PM do_or_do_notty Seth Rich is Panda

11/30/2018 4:02:02 PM parrotandrea Have you look at valentina zakova' s research? It is allarming ..

11/30/2018 4:03:14 PM cidarean Wonder what happens on the 6th...

11/30/2018 4:03:45 PM brianeppert If I interpret ‘time’ between to mean perceived duration of existence and ‘future’ events to be those that have not occurred as of now.

It is extremely hard to stop thinking of time as linear and existing unto itself.

11/30/2018 4:06:51 PM linnyt86 Hello MJ-12 why haven't you told the people that you are no longer 12? Minus quite a few numbers as it stands... 🤔 don't worry, your secret is safe 

with me.

11/30/2018 4:09:47 PM do_or_do_notty They will all know soon! 

#WWG1WGA #QAnon

11/30/2018 4:10:55 PM wonderswords  pic.twitter.com/by2hLHTlCn

11/30/2018 4:11:08 PM randyfresh I can pass captcha. Just here asking questions. Poking around. Using some logic.

11/30/2018 4:12:35 PM randyfresh You make a lot of assumptions. Don’t assume. Makes an ASS out of U and ME.

11/30/2018 4:14:38 PM randyfresh Serious question tho. Let’s say the deep state starts jailing people close to Trump. Or, even the man himself. What then? What’s the plan?

11/30/2018 4:15:08 PM wonderswords The flight logs were made public years ago and by Q post.

11/30/2018 4:17:51 PM melanieanders7 I would totally work for The Domain.

11/30/2018 4:21:00 PM nlb9450 agree information to be added to the archives which will all add up to arrests in the long term. this is a very slow roll out, by the book, to close 

loopholes so cabal won't be able to slither out of the grasp of the law. we want permanent solutions/remember McStain, NK = change

11/30/2018 4:21:47 PM wonderswords The Truth is all going to be very ugly and hard to believe. Faith won't come easy, but faith may be all we come away with. This web is so tangled and 

nasty, I'm finding it easier to see why it was left alone the more I know.

11/30/2018 4:32:57 PM sergii_ii 322 = Skull and Bones

11/30/2018 4:34:38 PM neecieh6111 I believe Q confirmed the Master is P.  P = Payseur family.

11/30/2018 4:36:19 PM ascendingadam What do you know about this ‘device’ ?

11/30/2018 4:37:05 PM datruseeka Mueller has to be a black hat for the mere fact he was hired as FBI Director by Bush/Cheney to cover up 9/11 and that it was an inside job along with 

CIA/Mossad/Saudis.   Will they all be held accountable?

11/30/2018 4:38:14 PM koreyedwards6 November 11th happened. We just didn't pay attention. 

 https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ …

11/30/2018 4:40:25 PM richardhiatt16 I don’t know what to say..... this just keeps stringing out..... 🧐

11/30/2018 4:41:28 PM pleasepostfacts God Injects the soul at conception with a piece of his soul. Humans made by God (not man as in clones) have a soul and a part of Gods soul it is this 

thread that unites us with our creator. THIS IS WHY SAtAN has waged war on the unborn.

11/30/2018 4:44:11 PM datruseeka Tucker calls our Avenatti ☝️as a “REPTILIAN” porn lawyer!              Lots of meaning there!

11/30/2018 4:44:41 PM pleasepostfacts Clones are man made. Any rights they have, are given by the person who made them. In many ways they are no more worthwhile than any other 

earthly made object. They are not recognized by GOD. Clones are a deceit upon mankind.

11/30/2018 4:47:01 PM pleasepostfacts Who’s conscience would it be?? It’s not of God. The Holy Spirit does not dwell in manmade objects.

11/30/2018 4:48:30 PM datruseeka Speaking of faith...make sure your faith is not in religion!  If you are still at that point, research it all for your TRUTH!  Trust yourself.  Seek TRUTH, 

LIGHT, and LOVE.  Do unto others as you want them to do unto you.

11/30/2018 5:01:22 PM datruseeka This will ensure a REAL investigation and TRUTH is revealed!  Many names will be exposed and the real evil crimes that was happening way beyond 

pedophilia.

11/30/2018 5:04:55 PM eskeljoyce Yes, I’m hoping with all the indictments in California,we can get rid of our corrupt lawmakers

11/30/2018 5:06:23 PM honeybager5 The news story? Or the analysts who succumb to bias?



11/30/2018 5:06:56 PM datruseeka How are y’all interacting with our consciousness?  To what affect?

11/30/2018 5:12:10 PM lyndamathews25 Beautiful, thank you for pointing that out.

11/30/2018 5:13:56 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm I think so was Tony Robbins, who I owe much gratitude for. He is Christian he says - I hope to believe him & think he’s a good man inside (a giver) yet 

he also has wealth. I suppose he could give it away for more modest price - like Anthony William does A LOT & exposing lies.

11/30/2018 5:17:46 PM cryptocrab4 How about an injection ? More is better IMO !

The more knowledge the better it is understood ... I think !

11/30/2018 5:20:27 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm It seems Lucifer is what WE made him to be through our own choices, no?

Is it true that Satan tested knowledge of scripture (the law), offering them choice to know& obey? I assume he does today.

Isn’t this what God gave:free will;ultimate selfless gift? If no choices Rwe FREE?

11/30/2018 5:20:40 PM moemc8 I dont know how either. Where you enter the info you want to search?

11/30/2018 5:21:16 PM wonderswords No secrets, that's how e got here in the first place. MJ12 secrets with Roswell. Do tell?

11/30/2018 5:23:56 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm I feel like because Eve and Adam CHOSE to BITE into the apple-tree of knowledge, even if we’d rather NOT know all..is it NOW our DUTY to know all,& 

expose the SECRETS so they can no longer be used to help JUST themselves-but give it to world so we ALL KNOW & deal w accordingly?

11/30/2018 5:26:58 PM lyndamathews25 Trump is not the perfect man, but he's the perfect man for the job.

11/30/2018 5:27:16 PM zrickety @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you elaborate on the Sirisys AI and Tyler project?  I feel like I'm only scratching the surface here.

11/30/2018 5:29:05 PM drzin14 If he knew anything of significance he would have parlayed it into something by now. He has shot his wad and in the process he doxxed hundreds of 

federal ICE agents and their families. Screw him.

11/30/2018 5:31:00 PM susan66388204 here on majestic12 Page somewhere in his last 10 posts.  I’ll tell you what it said.   DJT was in JE club but wasn’t joining in in what they did on that 

island.  DJT was approached by MJ12 (majestic12) and offered immunity if he would come to the good side/turn sides He agreed‼️

11/30/2018 5:37:21 PM syrianmaga 😬

11/30/2018 5:50:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes we do. Once people wake up/understand they'll want 5D. This is older post, no idea how it came around now; I assure you once most awaken, this 

will be something we will long for as a collective, respectfully....Much love and light.

11/30/2018 5:58:38 PM neeneenat It is also a code for the worst avalanche. A ‘D5’ would be deadly. Like a ‘Cat 5’ hurricane.

11/30/2018 6:01:27 PM awkenedwarrior Locked and Loaded

11/30/2018 6:05:14 PM datruseeka When will the MIC end?

11/30/2018 6:08:57 PM awkenedwarrior It wasn’t sad when OH was doing it

Then again, we’re nice and cozy in their pockets

11/30/2018 6:13:44 PM datruseeka Thx!

11/30/2018 6:14:15 PM mjh4259 I've lived through Kennedys LBJ Clintons Bushes. If you think this is horrible, imagine what it was like seeing THOUSANDS of 19 yr old boys brought 

home in body bags every night at 5 on the evening news. #Vietnam #SelectiveOutrage

11/30/2018 6:15:48 PM ms_cheevas Disturbance in the Force?😂

11/30/2018 6:19:13 PM datruseeka Yes, I read it.  I knew that it was the MI who asked him to run. Just found out today what was agreed...makes sense!

11/30/2018 6:19:37 PM datruseeka But I think God knew first.

11/30/2018 6:20:20 PM susan66388204 So do you understand all about the Is-BEs?

11/30/2018 6:21:35 PM knightofmaltaus That based is in reality partially above and underground, next to Zoo. It was a CIA listening post aimed at Cuba during Cold War. Has 2’ thick walls with 

FM radio signal in walls to halt eavesdropping. It is closed and sports a 75’ antenna used by local media. Know it well

11/30/2018 6:22:08 PM knightofmaltaus She is a runner up for AG along with three others now that Acosta has been sidelined.

11/30/2018 6:24:20 PM knightofmaltaus 6th portal.

11/30/2018 6:27:44 PM electricalmama Soon after...

11/30/2018 6:27:56 PM hattiesmok 11.11.18 Q post 2478

Let the unsealing begin.

Let the DEC[L]AS begin.

Let the WORLD witness the TRUTH.

We, the PEOPLE.

JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.

Q

Qoincidence?
11/30/2018 6:30:24 PM knightofmaltaus Dulce and Skinwalker have both experienced adversities with our visitors. Phil is an enigma and a 3rd kind experiencer. But a shoot out, we agree with 

Mj that its a stretch. Native Indians all have real experiences there, Cheyenne Baldy. Skinwalker, Bohemian Grove=think tanks

11/30/2018 6:30:39 PM again_censored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1068665235932876802 …

11/30/2018 6:31:34 PM connectedtomyc1 On 11/11/18, a device was activated in Antartica, causing the seismic wave (according to Majestic).Dutch Sinse caught it as a pulse generated from the 

South Pole, beginning at 37 seconds in this video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0 …

Hoping we obliterated some Nazis and reptilians there.

11/30/2018 6:32:50 PM datruseeka Wow!!!!  I just spent more than half a day learning about Edgar Cayce and his readings ....learned so much from him & his legacy today!

11/30/2018 6:32:55 PM koreyedwards6 Thank you for the info. I hope so as well!!!

11/30/2018 6:33:29 PM cstarr888 Yep.

11/30/2018 6:34:33 PM askesis369 Did you literally just preface your assumptions with projection of that onto me? Serious question though, do you think you know everything?

11/30/2018 6:34:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is ready for the show to start? 🍿 https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1068694692488011776 …

11/30/2018 6:35:09 PM worldxplorer1 Let’s go! 🍿

11/30/2018 6:35:12 PM datruseeka Not quite

11/30/2018 6:35:18 PM jane_q_patriot 🙋🏻

11/30/2018 6:35:22 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/luVkOknon1

11/30/2018 6:35:33 PM frances719 Q referring to what was just announced on Hannity pic.twitter.com/9rWU1YVrQk

11/30/2018 6:35:43 PM truth_077 Yes!! Let’s get this party started! 🤗 pic.twitter.com/R7LnGrEQMb

11/30/2018 6:35:52 PM mongrelglory At the top search box on Twitter.  Type "from: (then the twitter account you want to search) then leave a space and type in the word or subject that 

you're looking for."  For example... from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE will give you any tweets they made about IS-BEs.

11/30/2018 6:36:45 PM again_censored ME!

11/30/2018 6:37:32 PM irisfoxnycgrand I am sir! I've been waiting since 1963.

11/30/2018 6:37:34 PM mongrelglory I think we're like "infants" to the IS-BEs in the Domain 😝

11/30/2018 6:37:42 PM connectedtomyc1 Damn good question. There was the note "secretly" passed to MP. There was a pedo victim on Youtube from Indy specifically identifying MP as a pedo. 

Victim speaking out died mysteriously (poisoned) 2 weeks later. Victim's last video said Indy police taking him into custody nextday



11/30/2018 6:38:39 PM connectedtomyc1 My only thought is "keep your enemies close." But damn, what a House of Cards plot theoretically.

11/30/2018 6:39:13 PM kellykreps777 Why did Pence delete his tweet? I am SO disappointed!!

11/30/2018 6:40:15 PM bbaker2004 By declassification you mean people or documents?

11/30/2018 6:40:17 PM tammymckeever Me.

11/30/2018 6:40:42 PM cryptocrab4 So ready pic.twitter.com/XZygy16gWj

11/30/2018 6:41:21 PM datruseeka Yes I saw that note passing too!!!   I played it back several times!  I sure hope others saw and told Trump!

11/30/2018 6:41:31 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 says that the Vatican archives contain items/history that go back 200 million years.  It's just the main repository (currently) for all that stuff.  

Suspect the information about a unified theory was stolen some time in the past 8000 that we've been enslaved.

11/30/2018 6:41:40 PM ms_cheevas  pic.twitter.com/Al9c3jZAcG

11/30/2018 6:42:15 PM cryptocrab4 Incredible human being , has his own library and says we all have his own ability .... now that is Conciousness !

11/30/2018 6:42:19 PM ms_cheevas  pic.twitter.com/EsdBH2tGU0

11/30/2018 6:42:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who will ask the question to POTUS directly? Should @Acosta do it? pic.twitter.com/Z3VTLHrJrV

11/30/2018 6:42:31 PM connectedtomyc1 I know that NZ and Canada also had national alerts tested this (like ours from potus). Not normal.

11/30/2018 6:42:59 PM worldxplorer1 Ha!  That’s be awesome!

11/30/2018 6:43:11 PM datruseeka I was wondering if done electromagnetically.  You know they can plant voices in your head!

11/30/2018 6:43:23 PM scottgasaway He was always going to be the one to ask.

11/30/2018 6:43:58 PM jane_q_patriot 💯Yes!

11/30/2018 6:44:20 PM mountainminder Enjoy the show. Twists and turns.

11/30/2018 6:44:26 PM wht353 1/ "And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment:  

So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many; and unto them that look for him shall he appear the second time without sin unto salvation" 

Heb9:27,28

11/30/2018 6:45:24 PM wht353 2/  "And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie:  

That they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." 2Ths2:11,12

11/30/2018 6:47:53 PM cryptocrab4 So much info and new info ... confusing ?

Maybe not a good sign but soooo interested !

11/30/2018 6:48:33 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 aside from just helping raise the consciousness of humanity, how can starseeds and lightworkers assist The Plan?

11/30/2018 6:48:47 PM connectedtomyc1 Yes, wasn't Acosta part of the scripted movie we are watching? As designed, he is now the singled out reporter in the spotlight and all eyes are on him. 

I'd bet yes, he is going to ask the question.

11/30/2018 6:49:54 PM wht353 One may think they are against or fighting 'the Cabal' while believing the same old rehashed lying Luciferian doctrine they believe? 

Be careful who you follow?

11/30/2018 6:52:38 PM wht353 "For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching 

ears;" 2Tim4:3

11/30/2018 6:53:26 PM pattonspotting Sun Tzu TheArt of War - deploy spies behind enemy lines. Have we deduced one of the biggest hiding in plain sight?

11/30/2018 6:53:32 PM datruseeka It is through Christ Consciousness (soul) and Superconsciousness (spirit).  Thinking of quantum physics and being able to access any part of the matrix.

11/30/2018 6:54:02 PM spookygirl22 ✋✋✋!!

11/30/2018 6:55:19 PM farrubies yes please! when will the q be asked?

11/30/2018 6:55:47 PM datruseeka Edgar Cayce’s interpretation of the Book of Revelation.  BTW...he read the Bible at least once every year.   http://www.ascensionnow.co.uk/the-book-

of-revelation.html …

11/30/2018 6:57:29 PM nocoincidence33 #EnjoyTheShow https://twitter.com/acosta/status/1059456061655212034?s=21 …

11/30/2018 6:57:38 PM do_or_do_notty Acosta has played his role, expertly

11/30/2018 6:58:47 PM datruseeka You know the accosting @Acosta won’t do it!  He would catering to his enemy.  But it WILL come out!

11/30/2018 6:58:59 PM zachydoodle8485 RM =Skull and Bones?

11/30/2018 7:01:24 PM wht353 Confusion? Absolutely right. I spent 30+ yrs 'fascinated' by it all too only to hit that wall of confusion down each path. Wasn't raised Christian, never 

read the bible til 'one day' God got ahold of me and cleared EVERYTHING up through His word. It's ALL there.

11/30/2018 7:02:21 PM seaschells More than ready! 🍹🥂🇺🇸🍿🍿🍿

11/30/2018 7:03:09 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/KFzFXANdAR

11/30/2018 7:03:34 PM wonderswords Past that, law of One

11/30/2018 7:03:57 PM cryptocrab4 I am wondering if knowledge is in frequencies and have been searching different tones thru headphones when I go to sleep at night. 

Planting voices is scary to me.

11/30/2018 7:05:47 PM wht353 Nothing in it is 'new'. Yesterday's same 'ol failed attempts to thumb nose at and outfox God.

"The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which shall be done: and there is no new thing under the sun." Ecc1:9

11/30/2018 7:07:02 PM cryptocrab4 I have itching ears and am spending hours each day trying to self inform or dig for knowledge.

I try to interpret to my own best understanding. It becomes more and more interesting.

11/30/2018 7:09:24 PM zachydoodle8485 No shit?! Heard some guy on coast to coast about E.T. tech used an elevator that would transform from a square to cylinder and in a couple minute he 

would arrive on Mars. I blew it off. Any validity?

11/30/2018 7:10:40 PM moemc8 Tku very much!

11/30/2018 7:12:02 PM wht353 This man lays the WHOLE thing out

Line upon line 

Precept upon precept 

Shows ALL the current and past historical song'n'dance connections the devil's been ALL about since the garden. 

The very FIRST lie? 

"Ye shall not surely die" Gen3:4

 https://amazingdiscoveries.tv/c/2/Total_Onslaught/ …
11/30/2018 7:14:03 PM moemc8 Lol...tku

11/30/2018 7:14:36 PM daphne68852400 YES!!! Loving THIS!!! ☝🗽🇺🇸 BOOM 💣⏳ Tick Tock...

11/30/2018 7:15:26 PM connectedtomyc1 The first 3 minutes of this gives you Steele's opinion: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymAKL8fDmVg …

11/30/2018 7:15:35 PM albertjacka2 You left dec 1 out. Mistake?

11/30/2018 7:15:57 PM albertjacka2 And 30 nov

11/30/2018 7:18:14 PM moemc8 I think i was prob just giving myself affirmations. New to all of this.  Has rocked my world and is so overwhelming. Remembering to keep all my trust in 

God calms me again.

11/30/2018 7:19:23 PM knightofmaltaus You are very entertaining.

11/30/2018 7:19:30 PM yellahabibihela Like Thomas wictor said...”Judas Goats”

11/30/2018 7:20:04 PM wht353 1/ Good to know stuff

Lot's to know

Just keep it *closely* checked against God's word is my advise

11/30/2018 7:20:29 PM wht353 2/ "When they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that peep, and that mutter: should not a people seek 

unto their God? for the living to the dead?



11/30/2018 7:21:14 PM wht353 3/  To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them." Is8:19,20

11/30/2018 7:23:07 PM daveschroeder18 Vamos

11/30/2018 7:23:23 PM jlundr What makes a good movie?

11/30/2018 7:25:38 PM daveschroeder18 Locked and loaded

11/30/2018 7:29:38 PM cryptocrab4 Mind blowing ! WOW ... Got work to do !

11/30/2018 7:32:31 PM keith369me Hasn’t it already started?

11/30/2018 7:33:40 PM hevanleejoy Pence will become familiar with this movement dark to light. Pedophiles will be exposed pic.twitter.com/3shjBLiE85

11/30/2018 7:33:55 PM connectedtomyc1 Tory Smith was the victim who spoke out beginning 11/15 and he was dead 7/20/16. Lots on Youtube (by him and on him after death) if you are 

interested. His last video 7/13/16, you can see he is dying. Heartbreaking.

11/30/2018 7:34:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did we say anything about Q?

11/30/2018 7:37:59 PM djlok Yes @Acosta should ask the question!!  Would change his life!!

11/30/2018 7:42:37 PM djlok How's our (the IS-Be's) progress so far?

11/30/2018 7:42:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 We understand. Information dropping will follow the timeline, not Q posts telling the newly announced Whistleblower to shut up until Monday. 

However the date is actually about 45/Putin. Watch the 2nd. Not Q posts.

11/30/2018 7:43:46 PM connectedtomyc1 @dutchsinse has a Youtube  https://www.youtube.com/user/dutchsinse/videos … and in my experience has a formula that predicts with 100% 

accuracy (within a range). He also spotted the pulse (that according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was a device activated in Antartica) on 11/11/18 generated 

from the South Pole,

11/30/2018 7:45:14 PM datruseeka I’ll take a look.  If Pence is responsible he needs to be held accountable.

11/30/2018 7:47:00 PM melanieanders7 Some learn quickly, especially those motivated for the same goal :)

11/30/2018 7:51:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verified DIA Anonymous Official YouTube channel publishes pro-QAnon video created by a great American Patriot, @StormIsUponUs.  

https://youtu.be/rmnHXC8KFcI 

11/30/2018 7:53:21 PM uniteforlight That’s awesome 😆

11/30/2018 7:55:12 PM connectedtomyc1 "unexplained" world wide seismic wave on 11/11. And according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the 11/11 seismic wave was an activated device in Antartica.

11/30/2018 7:56:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Official signaling this time.

11/30/2018 8:02:24 PM lovethebeach999 Acosta doesn’t have the balls.  His handlers will spank him.

11/30/2018 8:09:56 PM datruseeka Yes, good.  I read quite a bit of Law of One, today too!

11/30/2018 8:11:46 PM datruseeka Yep, I saw that too.  There is so much that is coming to a head soon.

11/30/2018 8:13:42 PM cidarean The reaction I got when I shared this video before was the its too good to be true. The masses turn away from these topics with no interest. Its so 

frustrating... I havnt even got to the alien subject yet.

11/30/2018 8:19:39 PM fqxacid I'm so ready

11/30/2018 8:37:49 PM luis_bernice So the timeline shown is not regarding Q posts. The timeline is for information dropping, correct?

11/30/2018 8:41:02 PM fqxacid A D.u.m.b is a, deep underground military base.

11/30/2018 8:49:16 PM sehvehn (9th District Court, sorry) but, i wonder who the judges are that are trying to stop POTUS get things done..or if its a small group of judges that are 

buddy buddy with last presidency

11/30/2018 8:55:24 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/breaking9111/status/1068729713911390208?s=21 …

11/30/2018 9:15:50 PM kellykreps777 Excuse me. I don't mean to bother you, but I'm very intersted in this thread but I dont understand who or what (for lack of a better word) we are 

talking to.  Can you tell me please who is ISBEs or this person on this account. Government? Another world? Thanks in advance.

11/30/2018 9:18:00 PM kellykreps777 Who is the Majestic?  can you tell me?  Who are we talking to?  Does he claim to be Q?

11/30/2018 9:19:34 PM sehvehn So was he 72 or 94? Did they lie about age so people wouldnt think he was executed?

11/30/2018 9:21:33 PM palmdalekid2 I think he was hauled off world tbh 

idk or want to know what skeletons he had

11/30/2018 9:24:44 PM _truth_warrior_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALL of my past likes have been removed.

11/30/2018 9:26:02 PM sehvehn Have you seen "i pet goat II"? I watched it and then watched a youtube vid decoding it. A lot of info and georgie was a 9/11 monster

11/30/2018 9:27:32 PM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/P0x2bjaCEi

11/30/2018 9:32:26 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/8STxhrTsJH

11/30/2018 9:32:45 PM allahuniversal I think one of those events just happened. GHWB, reported as 10:10 pm CST

11/30/2018 9:40:15 PM 963_maxoom Matrix Theater the 2. pic.twitter.com/B3BuEay6pG

11/30/2018 9:47:42 PM 963_maxoom Matrix Theater the 3. pic.twitter.com/MbERstLxxq

11/30/2018 9:50:28 PM datruseeka What timing of GWHB passing! Was that planned too?  I hope it doesn’t alter your timeline.  Please not let us hear any eulogies like we did for McStain!  

 The DAMN TRUTH needs to be told about him!  In fact, good karma would be for JFK Jr to deliver that TRUTHFUL eulogy! 

pic.twitter.com/9MwHQcDuOt

11/30/2018 9:51:39 PM datruseeka Moloch

11/30/2018 10:17:07 PM 1_decided_voter Hey @StormIsUponUs have you seen this? 

Verified DIA Anonymous?? pic.twitter.com/LVWpiIqy8M

11/30/2018 11:19:15 PM crystalquartz7 The Q patch guy is really cute.

11/30/2018 11:32:53 PM oo1o110 No. Her people told her that if she showed wonderment when the balloons dropped it would be endearing to people. This is what it looks like when a 

completely psychotic sociopath tries to fake human emotion.

11/30/2018 11:40:22 PM oo1o110 Use better discernment. There are red pills to swallow about Trump. He is our champion right now, but don't get blind spots about him. He has some 

things to answer for. His Epstein relationship is one of them.

11/30/2018 11:42:28 PM oo1o110 I have my doubts about your intentions at times, but you have a habit of showing what looks like honor... or discipline. Perhaps both.  Will we ever 

learn who is behind the keyboard?

11/30/2018 11:48:56 PM mongrelglory Realistically, 95% of the New York construction industry is run by the Mafia. No-one gets to any position of power and influence in politics/industry 

without brushing up against corruption.  The fact that DJT kept his hands as clean as he did is a testament to his good character!

11/30/2018 11:57:18 PM datruseeka How do you visually or instrumentally see or detect these higher density races?

12/1/2018 12:00:09 AM oo1o110 America First.

12/1/2018 12:12:34 AM oo1o110 How close are we to a financial reset?

12/1/2018 12:14:52 AM oo1o110 Walk in faith. Trust your internal guidance.

12/1/2018 12:29:17 AM cryptopeepnd Will the public get to know what she's done, or will that be kept undisclosed to protect their light/consciousness?

12/1/2018 1:17:43 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/PvGFvwVbSQg 

12/1/2018 1:24:11 AM chelle030609 Just like bush dies 4 years ago?. Yes everything is a lie..

12/1/2018 1:25:51 AM mongrelglory Preston James...are the articles he writes for Veterans Today totally disinformation, or are they true?

12/1/2018 1:31:04 AM mongrelglory Neon Revolt did the digging and Q confirmed it: https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/16/p-the-unseen-masters-of-all-qanon-greatawakening-

whoisp-illuminati-13bloodlines-payseur-springmeier/ …

12/1/2018 1:39:52 AM mongrelglory Ivanka Trump, Barron Trump, but I still haven't figured out MH yet.

12/1/2018 1:45:14 AM mongrelglory Interesting!  I was sort-of hoping that Godzilla had woken up again to vanquish a few foes...😉



12/1/2018 1:53:02 AM piratek73549479 Hope your sitting down....

Start following Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Read through his older tweets 😉

Dont think a few "species", think thousands 

Men In Black wasnt a film, more a soft disclosure as are many films you've watched and taken for granted, eg -> Matrix, Stargate
12/1/2018 2:08:27 AM sehvehn i got my bushs' mixed up on who passed. my mistake

12/1/2018 2:18:10 AM psyanidegaming Legit, I hope we leave them alone. Main reason is it's a reminder to the rest of us, where we would be without any external influence.

They have their heaven. Let them keep it.

12/1/2018 2:26:52 AM linnyt86 U should ask them?Or who ever the Person is running the acc? It's not my secret to tell, I'm just making u aware that there are massive secrets & 

majorchanges that have occured in the last fewyears & they are witholding that info from u all😊Tell them what u consist of now Mj12

12/1/2018 2:32:56 AM psyanidegaming Ha ha no

12/1/2018 2:58:13 AM do_or_do_notty 🤷🏻♀️ who is nowadays to be honest

12/1/2018 2:59:27 AM brianmccaul3 Very I would think.

12/1/2018 3:15:04 AM j0z0rpwn MJ12 is a council that represents alien interests on this planet (might be slightly off here, but the gist is correct). IS-BE is short for infinite spiritual 

being. Apparently the Earth itself is an IS-BE. Check out more of the AMAs from this account

12/1/2018 4:05:42 AM datruseeka Qualifies the full meaning behind, #WWG1WGA from #QAnon.  EVERYONE impacts our future.  Wonder if this will ever get the wide coverage it needs?  

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @TuckerCarlson @SaraCarterDC https://www.collective-

evolution.com/2018/11/29/scientists-explain-how-earths-magnetic-field-connects-all-living-systems/ …

12/1/2018 4:07:13 AM datruseeka “Highest character”?  Barff..... he was the biggest criminal of them all!

12/1/2018 4:23:36 AM zachydoodle8485 Same thing with the gospel, people have a hard time with beliving in incredibly good thing. Keep being a voice in the wilderness. Keep fighting!

12/1/2018 4:30:52 AM mongrelglory He was banned on Twitter ages ago!  However you can find him on Gab.  I tend to just go to his website.  He's an amazing researcher and has been 

acknowledged by Q more than once.  Deserves a Pullitzer when this is over.

12/1/2018 4:45:12 AM 27kovacs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 with groom lake in your background picture, I just need to ask, what is underneath it? When will it be revealed?

12/1/2018 5:12:52 AM cryptocrab4 Thank You !

12/1/2018 5:18:37 AM wht353 Isn't God's word amazing? He covers every base and provides that 'narrow' but safe lane of passage through this fallen world for those who will 'but 

trust and obey' .. ;)

Good morning and Happy Sabbath btw!

12/1/2018 5:31:29 AM cryptocrab4 Good morning and Happy Sabbath to you !

Amazing is an understatement !!! 

I have never felt better !

#Loyalty

12/1/2018 5:36:22 AM wht353 Well THAT'S a good place to be yes indeed. 

"Be glad in the LORD, and rejoice, ye righteous: and shout for joy, all ye that are upright in heart." ... haha!

12/1/2018 5:39:48 AM rebln So are any of the originals alive and why the heck can’t they fix that cough

12/1/2018 5:48:26 AM datruseeka Comments on this preparation for this event? pic.twitter.com/I2FioCDBWn

12/1/2018 6:08:06 AM kellykreps777 Thank you. I was trying to figure out if it's a Q type person or an alien.  I kept changing my mind.  I appreciate the help.

12/1/2018 6:12:47 AM ivasby Hunting season begins..!

12/1/2018 6:35:42 AM mongrelglory He's got the Gab link on his website.

12/1/2018 6:48:32 AM michael83341408 Seems very strange that the F-22 base in Florida is devastated by a Hurricane and then only a few months later the F-22 base in Alaska is hit by a 7.2 

Earthquake????

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JohnTitor33621 @intheMatrixxx @An0n661

12/1/2018 6:57:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/jrFEc0Xccs

12/1/2018 7:01:03 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting 

System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of A…  https://buff.ly/2KLXbQd  

pic.twitter.com/eAFA3KNgza

12/1/2018 7:06:17 AM mongrelglory Died after 6 weeks in captivity, if that was the Roswell alien.  Read book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer.

12/1/2018 7:10:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cleaning up Cabal experiments.

12/1/2018 7:13:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS limited to FISA?

What about JFK?

Who blocked the release of the remaining JFK files?

Persons of interest still alive?

12/1/2018 7:14:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. Anytime somebody predicts a date of an event the date is pushed back because of newly introduced chaos into the Matrix.

DIA AO is disinformation coupled with real information intended for those who are able to understand the Comms being transmitted.

12/1/2018 7:16:14 AM ghostanon6120 Likely someone who owned a cia front oil company in midland texas who happened to die recently

12/1/2018 7:16:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Since 45 and MF, DIA has been working towards Disclosure against literally tens of thousands of people within Government who openly oppose it. 

Majestic 12 sewed its seeds deep and ultimately lost control over them to change the directive. This is the Deep State as everyone says.

12/1/2018 7:16:24 AM bdam777 I think he died yesterday? ☠️

12/1/2018 7:16:32 AM ghostanon6120  http://www.informationliberation.com/?id=19343 

12/1/2018 7:17:25 AM freeandoriginal Yeah ! Open the closet now, all skeletons out ! Bye Nazis

12/1/2018 7:17:39 AM keith369me They were supposedly blocked until GHWB passed

12/1/2018 7:18:47 AM michael83341408 If I can be of service in anyway, let me know.

12/1/2018 7:19:36 AM turboxyde The truth must be told. We cannot build heaven on Earth amidst a sea of lies and distortion. Whatever spell or agreement was made must now be 

disclosed. Let's go collective super conscious... focus that awarenes like a quantum scalpel removing the tumors of chaos!

12/1/2018 7:20:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Pope says he’s worried about homosexuality in priesthood"

Pedophilia is not homosexuality. https://apnews.com/420b7a6215874971bff9c98577b6c5c5 …

12/1/2018 7:22:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nice grammar.

12/1/2018 7:24:29 AM ursula_1111 Great article. ThanQ for sharing.

12/1/2018 7:25:20 AM pauliepg11111 Why wouldn’t 45 release all of them?

12/1/2018 7:26:35 AM raughn3 GHWB

12/1/2018 7:26:51 AM pauliepg11111 But how is it that NO member of the press has yet asked the question?



12/1/2018 7:28:15 AM raughn3 and the original discoveries of N. Tesla and V.Schauberger?

12/1/2018 7:28:16 AM pauliepg11111 GHWB blocked them - now that the evil reptilian has died, perhaps they will form part of the DECLAS?

12/1/2018 7:29:31 AM bbobbio71 D5 coincidence?

12/1/2018 7:30:12 AM mongrelglory Paul Hellyer, a very honourable man.

12/1/2018 7:32:00 AM missy968 Oh now he’s worried? Many people of different tendencies ran to the clergy to hide. Gays AND Pedofiles... not to blur the two. Yet he’s not worried 

about the pedofiles? How frustrating!

12/1/2018 7:33:09 AM ffphillips Yaaaaas!!!

12/1/2018 7:34:43 AM flgirlsbeenqd We need JFK Declass. This is disappointing.

12/1/2018 7:37:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd Openly oppose for selfish reasons? Why is it "they" think we are too weak or we can't "handle" it? Are you kidding? Please! When you've experienced 

what many experienced, wake up somewhere that's not your bed, you feel drugged bc you don't do drugs and you know your body.

12/1/2018 7:44:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Re-read. I don't think that's what was said. Where did he say they lost control of 45/military? They want disclosure/are working toward it. My Grandpa, 

Capt US Army WWII fav quote "If you won't be part of the solution, don't become part of the problem." Love and Light. pic.twitter.com/dvqSL5bV9P

12/1/2018 7:45:09 AM mikelzinga Why do you still associate yourself with the title Majestic 12 if it's the one that sewed the seeds of the deep state as you say here? Maybe I'm 

misinterpreting the post.

12/1/2018 7:47:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

12/1/2018 7:49:09 AM mikelzinga Respectable

12/1/2018 7:51:26 AM jenaynayz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are the flat earthers on to something?

12/1/2018 7:55:12 AM anangelhasland1  http://www.aliens-everything-you-want-to-know.com/AliensEverybodyKnows.html …

12/1/2018 7:56:52 AM anangelhasland1 “It’s getting harder and harder for me to get a good date!”

12/1/2018 8:03:05 AM blankmarlo Truuuue makes sense. GHWB was stalling so he could kick the bucket before the truth about JFK and 911 came out.

12/1/2018 8:05:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd No it is not....being gay is totally different than having an affinity for children.

12/1/2018 8:08:30 AM awakeningpublic Nuff said.. pic.twitter.com/onX5HQK3sX

12/1/2018 8:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 New leadership.

12/1/2018 8:18:01 AM keith369me This is why Majestic will never give dates...moves and countermoves...the moves are decided upon, the dates depend on the countermoves.  Declass 

coming soon

12/1/2018 8:20:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd ❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/1/2018 8:31:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd Not high pitched like dog whistle....I wish I could compare to something other than old fashioned tv's of the late 70's. You could turn on those old tv's 

and they made a loud noise, energy noise. It's 24/7/365 for me, not sometimes or on occasion from a child.

12/1/2018 8:33:05 AM djlok What is MF and DIA?

12/1/2018 8:35:41 AM missy968 Do you mean Tesla’s assistant’s curious young son?

12/1/2018 8:38:11 AM missy968 Military Forces and Defense intelligence Agency

12/1/2018 8:39:23 AM tommatthews1969 Not anymore now that George w passed

12/1/2018 8:50:09 AM missy968 A certain amount of them will be at a certain funeral next week. 💡

12/1/2018 8:50:41 AM djlok Thank you!

12/1/2018 8:54:07 AM sassypa57719882 Not anymore.

12/1/2018 9:10:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd DIA is Defense Intelligence Agency....it's domestic that's more in depth than FBI, average citizen doesn't know about DIA.

12/1/2018 9:15:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd I like how you think!

12/1/2018 9:19:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Agree, we cannot let these traitors go down as hero's. The thought makes me nauseated.

12/1/2018 9:33:18 AM daveschroeder18 Yeah no kidding, does not say one thing in this short article about pedophilia, which is so horrific for the victims

12/1/2018 9:35:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd What about D5?

Hard for ppl to wrap their heads around time being illusion. 

What is time? Memory.

Man placed structures around inventing time. 

Life is moment by moment.

Man invented calendars, clocks, routines, schedules, nature invented seasons.

12/1/2018 9:35:34 AM slayerofmatrix1 Indeed.  Daily barrage of chemtrails keeping me chronically ill.

12/1/2018 9:37:34 AM jaysureshot More than ready...It will be glorious 😎 pic.twitter.com/IW1BQkIVgt

12/1/2018 9:44:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 MF .. Michael Flynn

12/1/2018 9:44:45 AM wonderswords No longer alive, #41, clears the path to release files

12/1/2018 9:46:32 AM slayerofmatrix1  https://youtu.be/2U7dXPA_juM 

12/1/2018 9:47:04 AM slayerofmatrix1 Here here !!

12/1/2018 9:47:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd Twisted.

12/1/2018 9:48:53 AM 1_decided_voter I'm not so sure... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068583848680857600 …

12/1/2018 10:08:40 AM wonderswords Michael Flynn

12/1/2018 10:15:59 AM wonderswords Patience is a virtue, I believe, we the awake, are all having the same hard time awakening others. Things are happening like never before in my 

lifetime. I have faith it will come to pass, just not as fast as We want. We've been slaves for 100's years.

12/1/2018 10:21:38 AM do_or_do_notty Waiting for Bush Sr to die. 

He was the last one wasn’t he?

12/1/2018 10:24:37 AM lyndamathews25 This video may be old. Is this what you want us to understand? Alex Collier, Draco's,our planet, the fed and the whole diabolical world we live in.

Very interesting and awakening video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5286&v=oQZgAEA95s8 …

12/1/2018 10:26:34 AM wonderswords Care to elaborate?I thought you were trying to start over and tell us the Truth, let's start here @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/1/2018 10:29:23 AM sassypa57719882 Amen FloridaGirl!

12/1/2018 10:30:05 AM sassypa57719882 Michael Flynn!

12/1/2018 10:30:49 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/EGR7RRUXAm

12/1/2018 10:36:10 AM wicked1776 JFK truth needs to come out,  that will be a HUGE red pill for those still sleeping

12/1/2018 10:37:55 AM zachydoodle8485 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/1/2018 10:38:29 AM linnyt86 You think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will respond to you or me?😂😂 would be nice if they would counter my claims bt the person knows Iam telling the 

truth. I'm not even being neg. My problem was reading a tweet they wrote saying"They gave the light to Trump" You fcking wish u did?😂 #Liars

12/1/2018 10:40:34 AM zachydoodle8485 Thank God!

12/1/2018 10:41:35 AM zachydoodle8485 Michael Flynn

12/1/2018 10:44:24 AM zachydoodle8485 I know the Catholic Church is being exposed after 2 thousand years. Thank God! But will the American people know the truth about Obummer or will 

he get the Mcstain treatment?

12/1/2018 10:44:43 AM sara_maestroni Wow... 😳😎

12/1/2018 10:57:03 AM askesis369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Jeff Gannon Johnny Gosch?

12/1/2018 10:58:20 AM raenyasalisbury Fantastic reply

12/1/2018 10:58:21 AM datruseeka Me too!!!  I hope the huge gang is arrested BEFORE his funeral as poetic justice.

12/1/2018 11:09:27 AM wicked1776 That was fantastic lol

12/1/2018 11:12:37 AM zachydoodle8485 Fun read! But the Hitler fake death doesn't line up time wise to the 1947 crash. So EBEN1 and EBEN2 communications and discovery took place after 

the deal? Or did I miss something?

12/1/2018 11:12:44 AM zack_stone A good plot

12/1/2018 11:14:29 AM cocopuffster12 Should he?? 😂 COULD he???  Hmmmmmm....



12/1/2018 11:19:41 AM colista @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - How can the White Hats, generals, speak of GHWB in gleaming tones? Have they been instructed or are they just ignorant of his 

many treasonous acts? It's concerning.

12/1/2018 11:20:47 AM zachydoodle8485 Disinformation is real, disinformation is necessary

12/1/2018 11:33:22 AM karrruss Something needs to happen in California....  pretty dang quick.

We are subjects.  This is NOT America.  We are mot represented.

Please help.

12/1/2018 11:33:45 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

D5

12/1/2018 11:39:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd Would be nice, won't hold my breath. 😉

Love TRUMPS fear, I keep reminding myself of this. Can be hard, I feel lots of emotions too.❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/1/2018 11:39:23 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Can you comment?  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1068926788712128512 …

12/1/2018 11:43:11 AM 12bravogran Special Access Programs, they are special... we are not.

12/1/2018 11:44:17 AM jollyrob2 Precisely 🙏🏻

12/1/2018 12:16:50 PM lady_miss_m When you say "their club" do you mean the worst of it, or just hoeing around with grown-up women?

12/1/2018 12:50:28 PM datruseeka LOL.  The CIA isn’t very bright.

12/1/2018 12:53:44 PM datruseeka That pope and all his EVIL minions need to be publicly exposed so truth can be known and victims, including all Catholics, who have been betrayed 

deeply, can start to pick up the pieces and obtain proper guidance for their hearts, souls , and spirits and unite.

12/1/2018 12:56:42 PM datruseeka Bring it on, AND 9/11!

12/1/2018 12:59:34 PM datruseeka And JFK Jr truth. https://spark.adobe.com/page/xDWUeLJz00b4J/ …

12/1/2018 1:06:11 PM johnrambo2777 I have always considered her the handler since I first layer eyes on them. Trust your intuition.

12/1/2018 1:16:23 PM awakeningpublic I believe that's the plan.

12/1/2018 1:39:27 PM datruseeka It’s great website to follow.  Look through his past articles & research. He’s even got a great “New to Q?” Article too, for newbies or those who haven’t 

been following since the start - it was the best I’ve seen of similar articles. Here’s his newest. https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/12/01/extinguishing-

a-thousand-points-of-light-one-at-a-time-newq-qanon-greatawakening/ …

12/1/2018 1:53:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd And btw, I'm an average citizen, nothing special, here to learn, and finally put oh so much love energetically into our world through thought/intent. 

Love TRUMPS fear. I try everyday to live in love...it's hard sometimes. We're all here to learn and discover.❤️✨

12/1/2018 2:05:20 PM pdelic2  https://twitter.com/pdelic2/status/1068987084315213825?s=20 …

12/1/2018 2:12:42 PM wfinalle57 Ha, forgot all about that story...😁👍

12/1/2018 2:53:32 PM cidarean Was the Alaska quake a natural occurrence or?

12/1/2018 2:59:06 PM datruseeka It’s great website to follow.  Look through his past articles & research. Outstanding!  He’s ever got a great “New to Q?” Article too, for newbies or 

those who haven’t following since the start - it was the best I’ve seen of similar articles. https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/12/01/extinguishing-a-

thousand-points-of-light-one-at-a-time-newq-qanon-greatawakening/ …

12/1/2018 3:20:30 PM lovesg_d @POTUS & Chain of Command has more authority than these people.  They can just order the disclosure and fire those who are being insubordinate! I 

am tired of elitists running rough shod over the people who pay their salaries! We are their bosses! WE HAVE A RIGHT TO KNOW!

12/1/2018 3:34:39 PM emilycragg He's about forty years late, when they let their guard down and lapsed from perfection, chastity and Pilgrim's Progress into "go along to get along" 

ethics.

12/1/2018 3:40:28 PM wicked1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thoughts on the Seth material by Jane Roberts?  TYIA

12/1/2018 4:02:11 PM piratek73549479 How many fish in the ocean ?

How many oceans, how many rivers, how many streams, how many lakes, ponds, & swamps ?

Antarctica is used for ???

We are far from alone.

Like humans.... there are good and evil, its the universe in balance.
12/1/2018 4:06:34 PM babutztoots Right, as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 put it homosexuality is not Pedophilia

12/1/2018 4:10:50 PM michael83341408 MJ12 pretty much answered it...good guys stopped bad guys plan

12/1/2018 4:24:50 PM linnyt86 So did you Sewed your seeds or Sow them? Am confused?😂 You just said said MJ12 has now turned from DARK>LIGHT? 😂 please do not speak for 

MJ12 if you have no idea what you are, Which is not part of MJ12 for sure.Why lie about this?Motive?👀  

https://twitter.com/linnyt86/status/1068657642120376320?s=19 … #QAnon #Fraud

12/1/2018 5:01:20 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How about a Majestic AMA?  

We all learn so much when you do...

12/1/2018 5:05:03 PM jimstwitact Unfortunately a lot of things this Pope does seems odd. He should step down in my opinion.

12/1/2018 5:05:08 PM datruseeka There are no coincidences.  JUST IN: Pres. Trump orders the closing of executive departments and agencies of the federal government closed on 

December 5 "as a mark of respect for George Herbert Walker Bush, the forty-first President of the United States."  http://abcn.ws/2E8wDYX  

pic.twitter.com/mzTRw1kDJ0

12/1/2018 5:06:14 PM ladyhawk0568 I’m freaked out- ha

12/1/2018 5:25:10 PM robertr53000725 That is exactly right. Committing felonies is not gender preference. It's criminal.#MAGA

12/1/2018 5:25:29 PM gailcosper Yes but Herbert Walker Sr was one of the American bankers who financed Hitler.  The one Bush, Sr is named after.

12/1/2018 5:38:18 PM kristineclouti2 That should be the least of his worries

12/1/2018 5:39:04 PM chelle030609 Are we going into another four year loop of repeat information?

12/1/2018 5:56:17 PM memphisblews He is the antichrist! #EVIL

12/1/2018 6:09:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 10 years after Roswell we were. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1069048757319135232 …

12/1/2018 6:10:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/politico/status/1069048559784345600 …

12/1/2018 6:11:01 PM fionasdestiny67 Fantastic

12/1/2018 6:13:55 PM lovesg_d How ironic and fitting! The new order replacing the old order! Very symbolic! #DarkToLight

12/1/2018 6:14:02 PM dawntay40629790 Sweet poetic justice!

12/1/2018 6:15:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal hid in plain sight for decades. https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1069047394220691456 …

12/1/2018 6:16:26 PM lovesg_d I am feeling more peaceful and positive about things now. I feel that with the death of 41 and the new USMCA that a spiritual shift has occurred. I 

know we still have a long way to go yet to clearing out all the darkness, but I just feel a new sense of victory!

12/1/2018 6:17:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1069046871883202560 …

12/1/2018 6:17:23 PM cidarean Not quite sure what the coincidence is for this? *sarcastic* NAFTA was keeping Senior alive? Its more of a coincidence that Senior died on the eve of 

the testimonys coming next week and is going to be distracted by the funeral.

12/1/2018 6:17:44 PM 12bravogran ....and believed it all. pic.twitter.com/mR7GpByCMD

12/1/2018 6:17:50 PM crazycooder Spill the beans Pedo.

12/1/2018 6:18:13 PM mountainminder "Botching"  ???



12/1/2018 6:18:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Uranium One indictments are imminent. Those involved went all out.

DARK > LIGHT https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1069046767898030080 …

12/1/2018 6:19:23 PM decodematrix What did he mean by "a thousand points of light"?

12/1/2018 6:21:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aliens don't exist until you get me a pen. https://twitter.com/StefanMolyneux/status/1068718600662396929 …

12/1/2018 6:22:15 PM thegistofitis  https://www.quora.com/What-do-you-think-Trump-said-to-Kennedy-that-made-him-stop-in-his-tracks-like-that/answer/Shawn-Blair-

20?ch=10&share=99b63774&srid=h5LT4 … pic.twitter.com/6i4dNnPie6

12/1/2018 6:23:29 PM keith369me Why did they “give” us the internet if they wanted to keep control?

12/1/2018 6:24:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Europe has less than 1 year to rebel against the EU or it will be lost to the original Nazi party who sought control almost a Century ago. The NWO 

originated in Germany with the assistance of several ETs. Same ETs are helping modern day NWO. Will Europe surrender? 

https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1068519779055558656 …

12/1/2018 6:24:53 PM johngradycole20 "This is crack cocaine. I pulled this from my sons sock drawer".

12/1/2018 6:26:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 What has Ukraine been up to? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1068716568295567360 …

12/1/2018 6:27:25 PM keith369me Cabal stronghold.  They are disappearing rapidly.

12/1/2018 6:29:00 PM supernovaextre1 AGREED

12/1/2018 6:30:02 PM keith369me We better expose crimes quickly here...Europe will need some of that year for the dominoes to fall.  Why the timeframe here when “time is an 

illusion”?

12/1/2018 6:30:24 PM cryptocrab4 Maybe this ... pic.twitter.com/MOr2ZjMeaZ

12/1/2018 6:33:20 PM skullmonkie Yes this!

12/1/2018 6:34:13 PM skullmonkie Also there are connections in the Ukraine to the trafficking club.

12/1/2018 6:34:37 PM donna03485682 Have we? 🤔

12/1/2018 6:36:40 PM allahuniversal Interesting timing in more ways than one. All of the pieces are coming together, every piece needed equally to paint the full picture.

12/1/2018 6:37:19 PM crazycooder Don’t you mean what is DS up to ?

12/1/2018 6:44:28 PM elatedveracity  https://web.archive.org/web/20181201020031/ https://truthscrambler.com/2018/06/20/celebrity-cloning-glitches-and-inconsistencies/ …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How much of this is accurate and if so, is this the 6% that you had mentioned for the world population?

12/1/2018 6:45:12 PM starryneutrons Just in the past 30 days I have personally witnessed the moon moving extremely fast during a 4 minute period and then for an hour it doesn't appear to 

move it all. Other things too. Very apparent differences in speed, trajectory, placement.

12/1/2018 6:45:38 PM decodematrix U1 brings down the house.

12/1/2018 6:46:55 PM crazycooder There’s your pen. Give us a little something.

12/1/2018 6:47:17 PM lonewol97176157 Make sure the video/picture evidence is  available to the masses as well.

12/1/2018 6:47:45 PM do_or_do_notty Eating babies according to Putin....

12/1/2018 6:47:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 these are not clones. simply split personalities with MK ultra brainwashing.

12/1/2018 6:48:13 PM the_loveoflight Energy...Love

12/1/2018 6:50:11 PM decodematrix  https://benjaminfulford.net/2018/11/28/emergency-alert-north-koreans-warn-of-zionist-plan-to-start-wwiii-in-korea-and-crimea/ …

12/1/2018 6:54:37 PM psyanidegaming that article is fucking silly

12/1/2018 7:02:37 PM lovesg_d McStain and the Deep State Cabal are responsible for putting the current Ukrainian regime into power.  So you know there is something evil and 

sinister about them. I am sure they are also puppets for the Cabal too.

12/1/2018 7:03:35 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 congrats on 4k followers, growing fast!

#thegreatawakening #qanon

12/1/2018 7:03:37 PM decodematrix It's all so tiresome. pic.twitter.com/VJalVO2s8L

12/1/2018 7:04:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/EeA94F9GTe

12/1/2018 7:11:20 PM neecieh6111 D5 - multiple meanings.

D5 = Dec 5th

D5 = Highest Avalanche Scale

D5 = [D]eath of 41 GHWB.  4+1 = 5

12/1/2018 7:13:14 PM starryneutrons Thank you for telling us. Broward County has apparently more problems than stealing elections and terrorism.

12/1/2018 7:25:05 PM iam_laura9 Here read this... pic.twitter.com/Q9zsrt5frA

12/1/2018 7:34:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 The war in Europe has already been lost. Initiating a time line in this instance deliberately introduces chaos information into the Matrix for the point of 

raising awareness. Time is an illusion and its also a tool. Waking up may not be enough. May be too late.

12/1/2018 7:37:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, it is not. The path to self enlightenment is a lonely journey and existing in higher dimensions requires one to be okay with being alone. In other 

cases, downtime/loneliness can be powerful assets when employing Telepathy, Remote Viewing, and Astral Projection. 

https://twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/1069072371313754112 …

12/1/2018 7:40:33 PM keith369me US/Russia/Asian Alliance works together for the benefit of humanity while Europe implodes?

12/1/2018 7:41:01 PM weareallq My thoughts this morning.

12/1/2018 7:41:32 PM lovesg_d I have gotten to the point that I want to be all alone.  I am finding more peace & satisfaction being alone with my two dogs. I read more. I pray more. I 

spend more time reading & in deep thought. The solitude is actually uplifting! I actually feel more spiritual too!

12/1/2018 7:42:49 PM keith369me It would take millions refusing that information to alter the situation.

12/1/2018 7:43:02 PM decodematrix These people are extremely sick.

12/1/2018 7:43:55 PM the_loveoflight I'm in

12/1/2018 7:44:11 PM locolobo1776 Makes sense. Suppress free-Tesla-energy. Control oil energy.

12/1/2018 7:44:28 PM iam_laura9 I love being on my own... glad I'm not weird but enlightened....

12/1/2018 7:45:20 PM ofbeasting Its good to have companionship and shared love, perspective, dynamic experiences. To be enlightened but remain solitary dark is a path to self 

worship. Share the experience

12/1/2018 7:45:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an international child sex trafficking network of organizations that include the CIA, FBI, Vatican, 

Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA, SZRU and many MANY more. 

+++

++

+ https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1069071427607896064 …

12/1/2018 7:48:07 PM lovesg_d How do these people live with themselves abusing children the way they do? They either justify it in their own minds or they are just plain evil!

12/1/2018 7:48:44 PM _chelseaproject Do the white hats have any help from ETs?

12/1/2018 7:50:09 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would you expand on the #ThousandPointsOfLight please?

#TheGreatAwakening

12/1/2018 7:50:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The reply made by an Anon was spot on. Connected to 322. Field trip?

12/1/2018 7:51:35 PM piratek73549479 The minds eye can see so much clearer once the clutter is removed.

Silence is golden

12/1/2018 7:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 They view the child as a commodity. To them, its no different than eating a rare cut of Wagyu steak. Bred for consuming and nothing else. No 

emotional attachment.



12/1/2018 7:53:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Literally makes me feel faint.

12/1/2018 7:54:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. There are more good ET races willing to help, but they will not do the heavy lifting. That's why its taking a long time to go from DARK > LIGHT on a 

lot of major issues. Humanity has to prove itself worthy of an audience of beings with IQs of 6,000 and lifespans of 200,000yr

12/1/2018 7:55:39 PM jane_q_patriot Funny, I was just sitting here alone and contemplating that very subject when you posted this.

12/1/2018 7:55:45 PM 11witness11 There's no way an ordinary person can begin to conceive what goes on in the minds of these ones.

12/1/2018 7:55:52 PM frances719 Ditto!

12/1/2018 7:55:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd You can’t wrap your brain around that unless you are fluent in psychopath. As an empath and one who studies telepathy, the physical reaction I’m 

getting isn’t pleasant.

12/1/2018 7:56:27 PM keith369me Changes one’s perception regarding being at “the top of the food chain”

12/1/2018 7:57:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aphantasia is a temporary condition that is typically associated with malnutrition and neglect during fundamental development periods of a child's life. 

Since consciousness projects reality, its an easily solvable ailment to the enlightened mind. Those with it must learn truth.

12/1/2018 7:58:02 PM lovesg_d My stomach churns when I think about it. These people almost took down our country and as Q stated, they were going to turn this world into Hell on 

earth! I believe it!

12/1/2018 7:59:39 PM keith369me That would have to be one powerful thought...possibly violating free will unless that one thought was shared by many?  Thanks for making me think 🤔

12/1/2018 7:59:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve astral projected, I’m ok/new with telepathy, and I love my alone time. Sitting in nature without electronics. This is what I see in the dark, but it’s 

not color. pic.twitter.com/1NrHy8V3X0

12/1/2018 7:59:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Self worship is a symptom of a lesser developed consciousness and a lower IQ/EQ. Solidarity can be mixed with interaction, however when interacting, 

you are experiencing others' creation whichever that may be and by whom.

12/1/2018 7:59:58 PM kikicurry That's my take on it as well. Interesting times for sure!

12/1/2018 8:01:10 PM dragonbydesign I had a friend who talked about being “lonely”.  She made it her life’s mission to do whatever it took to never be alone. She would seek anyone to fill 

her world for her. I never understood how being alone was so uncomfortable for her. But no judgment...just observation.

12/1/2018 8:01:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/1/2018 8:01:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Like a kaleidoscope more geometric shapes.

12/1/2018 8:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should raise your feet up while lying down.

12/1/2018 8:03:49 PM wonderswords Taken off world, you forgot to mention

12/1/2018 8:04:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is quite repulsive indeed. They feed on that energy.

12/1/2018 8:05:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are not on the top. Humans are almost as low as Chickens and Dogs to some races, and even to some humans.

12/1/2018 8:05:35 PM djlok Doing a quick search of listed members in ☠️ (322) reveals a lot of shady characters.

12/1/2018 8:06:05 PM _chelseaproject I see, in a general sense. How do we prove ourselves worthy?

12/1/2018 8:06:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

Media was silent on Jeffrey Epstein for over a decade.

Why talk now?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

12/1/2018 8:06:38 PM blankmarlo @delete152737 dry humor

12/1/2018 8:07:23 PM mountainminder Money & Children??? pic.twitter.com/fAB8rIVULz

12/1/2018 8:07:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Higher Dimensions leave reflections and imprints in our dimensions. Seei g the reflection tells you a lot about the source.

12/1/2018 8:08:25 PM speaklife595 How does one obtain telepathy and other "unnatural" abilities that are dorment

12/1/2018 8:09:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some people are conditioned to fear who is inside so they can exist in a reflection of their handlers.

12/1/2018 8:09:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick.

12/1/2018 8:10:42 PM litehouse356 Thank you for posting this. I have seen them pushing this for a couple weeks now to get people off social media and alternative news. Saying it causes 

loneliness.

12/1/2018 8:11:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free Speech threatens their control.

Migration from brainwashed undereducated immigrants deliberately displaced introduces new pawns to manipulate and game the system they 

created. How do you stay in power?

12/1/2018 8:11:13 PM dragonbydesign I agree. Very Well said.

12/1/2018 8:11:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some. Most are consumed.

12/1/2018 8:11:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd Really hope in my lifetime we move up dimensionally. Lower vibrations are difficult to be around. I have physical reaction, I want to run or yell, “Beam 

me up Scotty and get me the hell out of here.”🙂

12/1/2018 8:12:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 And even more who are not on that list but on many other powerful lists.

12/1/2018 8:12:06 PM keith369me Why the Miami Herald?  Seemed like an unusual location for a very public disclosure of this type.  Bush enemy?

12/1/2018 8:12:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmm. I’ve seen these since I can remember, as a child.

12/1/2018 8:13:24 PM curvybucket26 Of course they have to label it a problem because they don’t want you to connect to your higher self through quiet meditative reflection.

12/1/2018 8:13:25 PM keith369me The one infinite creator

12/1/2018 8:13:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Experiencing life after life developing spirtually and interpersonally will raise your IQ/EQ such that your way of thinking will not be poison to those 

higher density entities.

12/1/2018 8:14:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally implied a direct potential of bodily harm. But, suppose you're right too, it could be perceived as dry humor.

12/1/2018 8:14:54 PM parabellum9x Same

12/1/2018 8:17:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those abilities are very natural.

Practice, consistently, dedication, and passion are all required in order to undertake the massive personal enlightenment that is coupled with 

advancing ones ability to be telepathic, telekinetic, able to remote view and astral project.

12/1/2018 8:18:02 PM palmdalekid2 kek

12/1/2018 8:18:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd Did not take it that way. That is correct procedure. I haven’t felt faint lying down, that’s ever fainters dream...pass out in your bed. Unfortunately the 

times I’ve passed out I’ve been standing up.😉

12/1/2018 8:19:16 PM lovesg_d I feel so bad for the children. Just thinking about what they have to endure makes my stomach feel like it is twisting up in knots! I know they have a 

Plan & they have to do things according to the Plan, I just wish it could happen quicker to spare other children.

12/1/2018 8:19:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 FL was an important state to secure.

12/1/2018 8:20:50 PM rockn2freedom 2 yrs ago i had an astral projection event, strangest thin tht evr occurred 2 me, i still dn't understnd. it was so fast, yet it wsn't. i was part of the 

brghtest, whitest lite, the soul i touched while engulfed n this lite was most pure n radiated of uncond. luv i hve evr felt.

12/1/2018 8:21:12 PM blankmarlo That wasn't to say that you were making light of her feelings I've just heard it speculated that this account is run by A.I. but I tend to disagree.

12/1/2018 8:22:05 PM paledarkpony The free speech test has been more difficult than I would have thought.

12/1/2018 8:23:09 PM colista I pray for them but.... pic.twitter.com/At6YRsfF4C

12/1/2018 8:23:27 PM keith369me There is a telepathy 101 PDF on the Sandia ET website.  I read the document one time and had an experience (or maybe recognized an experience) 

soon after.  I have not practiced as suggested as I feel more comfortable listening to intuition rather than “forcing the issue”

12/1/2018 8:23:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nukes are a major red line for any planet to cross since the ripple effect it creates throughout all the higher dimensions are influenced. Many problems 

arise which is why when DE/US started testing nukes, ET visitations sky rocketed. Starseeds traveled to Earth to save life.



12/1/2018 8:24:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve felt that love too. I felt it when I had NDE. When I astral projected I went purposely to a destination I wanted to go to. I used merkabah.

12/1/2018 8:25:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account is not run by AI, however we are not at liberty to discuss or disclose who is operating the account as the identity of the individual can 

change day to day. We are Majestic 12. We speak as Majestic 12, not as individual IS-BEs.

12/1/2018 8:27:24 PM de1traveler Oh Lord thank you for finding these children.  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @PrisonPlanet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Trump_Train @Education4Libs 

@ScottPresler https://twitter.com/TarekFatah/status/1068987409549922306 …

12/1/2018 8:28:19 PM speaklife595 I recently had a strange incident with an individual wearing a enkil bracelet "dragon bracelet" and other  strange charectors at a place I was staying at. 

Is that agents or possible beings? My hunch and intuition was putting up red flags

12/1/2018 8:28:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve done it. It’s beautiful.

12/1/2018 8:29:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all will survive. 

"We are at a crossroad in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not we are controlled by a small handful of globalist special 

interests, rigging the system. This is reality. You know it. They know it. The whole world knows it." -45

12/1/2018 8:30:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd Not as proficient with remote viewing. Need to practice.

12/1/2018 8:31:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who know cannot sleep.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing. https://twitter.com/TarekFatah/status/1068987409549922306 …

12/1/2018 8:32:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust your intuition.

12/1/2018 8:33:14 PM sarahdaniels If you have any problem getting back into your body, your body could die. So astral travel could be very dangerous.

There's a spiritual awakening happening worldwide.  Perhaps as a result we'll have more knowledge about all that will be disclosed.  So much!

Benevolence for all!

12/1/2018 8:33:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, Q doesn't specify dates for the same reason we don't, however when we do, its for a specific purpose. See other replies.

12/1/2018 8:34:35 PM babutztoots Totally!! No coincidence late July early August announcement from the Vatican that the pope had changed the Catholic Church's stance on the death 

penalty & it wasn't long after that that we see a 1st-FBI actually investigating Church along w/ other kid sex scandals coming out

12/1/2018 8:34:40 PM speaklife595 Moment has passed now but will keep in mind. The conversation was dumbed down tho (compared to what I would thinks beings would operate 

under) so I let it pass

12/1/2018 8:35:04 PM rockn2freedom i've nvr had a NDE. when i was younger there were a couple of times where i astral projected but nothing of the magnitude  i jst shared, i nvr purposely 

astral projected or had a destination n mind, it just happened. all my life i hve dreamed dreams tht came true, jst as dreamed

12/1/2018 8:35:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd I just want to swoop in hug and kiss them, comfort them. I’m sending them love and protection. Good night all...I’m going into a deep meditation. I 

can’t take seeing that. I have to act. Love and light.

12/1/2018 8:36:06 PM fionasdestiny67 My heart is breaking right now. It's happening everywhere.

12/1/2018 8:36:23 PM _truth_warrior_ This must be exposed!  NOW.  Drop the Data!  Expose the trafficking.  The one violation there’s no talking your way out of.

12/1/2018 8:37:27 PM _chelseaproject Thanks. I imagine if my way of thinking was poisonous to others it would also be poisonous to these higher density entities. Maybe they're not fans of 

the reptile brain in general.

12/1/2018 8:39:00 PM _truth_warrior_ Humanity are “cattle” to the extra-terrestrials.  Some view us as food.  Some view us as a resource.  Some view us as pets.  And some say live & let live.  

 The Cabal is not any different with their perspective.

12/1/2018 8:39:04 PM rockn2freedom i wonder if in those dream states where the dreams come true, could i have been astral projectioning and just not aware that was what was occurring, 

as those dreams are exact, nothing changes, people, convo, place, all just like in the dream.

12/1/2018 8:40:16 PM sehvehn to whom it may concern.....thank you for continuing to save the children. thank you for putting an end to these atrocities.

12/1/2018 8:40:38 PM raenyasalisbury One day I will understand that thread .....lol

12/1/2018 8:40:42 PM _truth_warrior_ Is the energy “loosh” or “kundalini”?  Or something else?

12/1/2018 8:42:20 PM raenyasalisbury Beautiful..I feel the same

12/1/2018 8:42:41 PM cocopuffster12 Those sweet babies, difficult listening to their cries. Praying for their protection, safety and peace.

12/1/2018 8:43:35 PM raenyasalisbury Jeffery Epstein

12/1/2018 8:46:14 PM dbreif Mass illigal migration at all borders to try and take your eyes of their  underground operations :(...  I hope these children recover soon

12/1/2018 8:50:16 PM dragonbydesign I feel we just never imagined or could ever realize how much evil is possible in our world. We do now.

12/1/2018 8:52:26 PM fowlreginald I'm praying for them too. It's heartbreaking to hear these little ones' cries, but I am so happy they were found. I pray for their safety and a happy 

reunion with their families.

12/1/2018 8:52:33 PM pisceschick313 So happy they’re safe..yet heavy hearted for what could have been 🙏🏻

12/1/2018 8:52:44 PM blankmarlo Yeah whoever you are you certainly have my attention. I want to believe but there doesn't seem to be any way for me to know for sure. I'll admit that 

it mostly resonates but from what you've written yourself, blindly   believing without doing the research would defy the point.

12/1/2018 8:55:30 PM turboxyde Starseeds... are they tracked or monitored anymore than the average person? How will cosmic citizenship work for those who came to help when all is 

disclosed openly?

12/1/2018 8:57:58 PM alluvialred It starts with meditation. #colloidalSilica is definitely an amplifier

12/1/2018 8:58:06 PM yellahabibihela Sounds similar to the repetitive dying and rising from “Edge of Tomorrow.” Each death provides another chance to increase IQ as a means to defeat the 

enemy. Majestic production?

12/1/2018 8:59:57 PM melanieanders7 Good thing I enjoy being alone a lot. :)

12/1/2018 9:00:52 PM 12bravogran  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altieri_family …

Family Coat of arms.

Related:  https://currentops.com/unit/us/army/321-mi-bn …

Use the enemies weapons against them.

12/1/2018 9:08:22 PM _chelseaproject Is the concept of loosh real? - are there interdimensional entities that feed off of human despair? Do good feelings attract different interdimensional 

entities?

12/1/2018 9:12:28 PM daveo6145 Adrenochrome?

12/1/2018 9:13:56 PM daveo6145 Destruction of life is not the way

12/1/2018 9:31:07 PM rckn_c My heart is breaking....

12/1/2018 9:31:44 PM melanieanders7 Pick a color, or use them all! I believe humanity needs a more colorful universe. :) pic.twitter.com/vdWYjlFOJ8

12/1/2018 9:39:00 PM ofbeasting Yes, choose wisely

12/1/2018 9:39:08 PM astol14334 NEVER give up Hope!  

NEVER! We Are With You! 💕🌎

12/1/2018 9:40:39 PM kate0blue 😭😭😭🤬🙏🙏 God please watch over these children. Let them feel your presence and love. Blind those doing evil and chain their evil plans.

12/1/2018 9:43:01 PM jonessense I will be long gone off the planet when this happens



12/1/2018 9:44:37 PM palmdalekid2 Monsters inc.

Think aura/life/light

12/1/2018 9:46:48 PM 1_decided_voter How much is left on the "to-do list" before this will be widely known to everyone, instead of just a few of us?

12/1/2018 9:47:57 PM 1life1hope I’m feeling so sick😭😭😭

12/1/2018 9:52:00 PM cstarr888 3

2

1

12/1/2018 9:56:50 PM amandalillig I know.

12/1/2018 10:04:15 PM scottbears85 What races? Never met em

12/1/2018 10:04:32 PM 1_decided_voter Are you suggesting Mattis has dirty hands with U1?

12/1/2018 10:15:16 PM firletka1 Killing Free speech = control masses

Migration and no borders = chaos 

Make order out of chaos = NWO

Get it?

12/1/2018 10:16:42 PM 1_decided_voter  https://nypost.com/2018/12/01/manhattan-da-sided-with-pedophile-billionaire-after-botching-

investigation/?utm_source=NYPTwitter&utm_medium=SocialFlow&utm_campaign=SocialFlow …

12/1/2018 10:17:15 PM cidarean An interesting account for sure.

12/1/2018 10:21:53 PM cidarean Perhaps you can briefly describe each state for those who are curious? I can close my eyes and picture myself in various location and points of view. 

Am I projecting or am I just using a vivid imagination?

12/1/2018 10:24:07 PM lyndamathews25 Very sad to watch, but these were the lucky ones that escaped the horror

of God knows where they would of ended up.

12/1/2018 10:25:53 PM cidarean Is There a point where an individual is at a point of no return to unlock these abilities? Either emotionally, consciously or otherwise?

12/1/2018 10:31:21 PM lyndamathews25 I feel the same, Trudeau is doing everything for the Globalists ask of.

 We have a Satanic Prime Minister destroying Canada

12/1/2018 10:42:18 PM do_or_do_notty Way to bring down everyone’s vibration.... pic.twitter.com/atsMVvY772

12/1/2018 10:54:36 PM melanch10844904 Excuse me what r u talking about?

Q never said anything close to such statement.

Hence dont call upon Q drops? Thanks 😁

12/1/2018 10:55:16 PM melanch10844904 True lol

He/she seems lost.

12/1/2018 11:00:18 PM lyndamathews25 Trying to start a war with Russia.

Met with IMF chief Christine Lagarde. Promised billions over the next year.

He's a shill for the NWO.

12/1/2018 11:10:35 PM cabrown1031 Too much!  No words, just deep sadness.  😪

12/1/2018 11:11:54 PM cindybokma I agree, a parents worst fear.

12/1/2018 11:12:17 PM tenn_rich I have always preferred solitude to the nattering of the crowd. A cat, a dog and miles of silence, I’ll take it every time.

12/1/2018 11:15:44 PM petitchevalb I know they are slaves too, considered as garbages

Talk about woke/ free mothers 

The magic goat wont be able to protect sick pedos against woke humans mother instinct

Very powerfull

12/1/2018 11:17:28 PM snakejackal  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ten_realms 

The Six Realms are: Hell (地獄道), the Hungry Ghosts or pretas (餓鬼道), the Beasts (畜生道), the Titans or Asuras (修羅道), Humans (人道) and lastly 

Heaven, or the realm of the gods (天道)

12/1/2018 11:25:56 PM lyndamathews25 I am seeing Italy rising out of this, refusing to sign the Global Compact.

Also the UN said this is not a binding. More countries are pulling out daily,

12/1/2018 11:41:58 PM snakejackal All six realms Beings have 7 feels happy/anger/sad/joy/fear/hate/desire 5 desires wealth/sex/fame/food/sleep. Higher Dimensions are 4 Holy 

states/dimensions is Buddha, Bodhisattva, Pacekka Buddha ,Arahant.

12/2/2018 12:46:10 AM theanimalbigt ...”Confused, Blind, with Mummy issues”...nicely strung sentence Baz! 😳

12/2/2018 1:05:39 AM 963_maxoom Worried about ? 

Francis, MA VAFFANC*LO !! pic.twitter.com/49z6FIlNow

12/2/2018 1:07:10 AM kkurth4 Parents probably sold them and should be put in jail.  Tragic.  Every day this goes without being caught.  Breaks my heart.

12/2/2018 1:16:21 AM zeroboluszero no sir, i do not.

12/2/2018 1:17:00 AM cidarean Explain.

12/2/2018 1:22:16 AM isawthat9 Unbearable 

🥺

12/2/2018 1:42:29 AM whynumbers369  pic.twitter.com/pZCWlolsHk

12/2/2018 2:26:04 AM robertg69989098 Do we all have handlers????

12/2/2018 2:37:59 AM adsvel This is how they control coming events and they are not just Poroshenko team, but those who mentor him behind scenes.

12/2/2018 2:47:36 AM pauliepg11111 Donald Marshall - misinformation?

12/2/2018 2:53:58 AM pauliepg11111 This brings me to tears. Those poor little innocents.

12/2/2018 3:29:23 AM kclightbringer These elitist's know exactly where all the kids are at. Their all part of the evil.

12/2/2018 3:29:42 AM pwalt68 I literally could not sleep, got up, saw this tweet and prayed a prayer of thanksgiving. But we have to keep praying for all those not yet rescued. God 

Please.

12/2/2018 3:44:52 AM daumster Read "Embraced By The Light" By Beatty.

Excellent Life After Death accounting that deals with animals...

12/2/2018 4:21:30 AM jenaynayz time traveling on NT technology to save the world :) God Bless the Trumps

12/2/2018 4:22:44 AM velveteen64 For God is the Light. There is nothing hidden that will not be revealed. There is nothing kept secret that will not come to light.

12/2/2018 4:29:21 AM keith369me Because of the large Haitian population in southern FL that could be awaken?  Earthquake/CF/Laura Silsby parallels the content of the Herald story?

12/2/2018 4:33:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting System = 

The Tool That Is Used To Control All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/D0zULT1pI8

12/2/2018 4:38:12 AM keith369me According to Dick Cheney we were “allowed” to have the internet...a mistake/regret

12/2/2018 4:47:34 AM soulcaliber777 Where are the videos from space? I can't find one. Only ISS and a small part of the earth.Easily faked. What shape is the Earth? Laser tests show flat (as 

an adjective) not a shape.

12/2/2018 4:55:41 AM flgirlsbeenqd Good morning my friend. Checked on them twice, they’re ok. Two things that really affect me, children/ elderly. Don’t do well seeing either abused. So

 much love for all the prayers sent. They could feel it and calmed, that’s all that matters ❤️💫✨

12/2/2018 5:06:48 AM wink5811 You are never really alone, never, there are always other spirits,entities that surround you constantly. By being “alone” you quiet your mind to be able 

to pick up on them.

12/2/2018 5:07:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Demonic.

12/2/2018 5:10:18 AM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 since your organization receives an honorable mention in this document, I thought I would ask of it’s authenticity. Can you confirm?  

 https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-trafficking.pdf#page=15 … If legit, are there 

any other locations for this file to confirm? pic.twitter.com/3sp3FwimHq



12/2/2018 5:13:18 AM wink5811 That’s some BIG chunks of crack, POPPY, hows that heroin trade route working out for you?

12/2/2018 5:17:20 AM ladyhawk0568 If this doesn’t show you why we are fighting nothing will. Cannot fatham anyone harming these precious children- makes me so upset! We cannot have 

a world that allows this!

12/2/2018 5:19:40 AM unkapinkii Humanity Turned A Blind Eye ..

12/2/2018 5:20:23 AM shakt222 True, but until we reach That Supreme Consciousness we need the company of the good and an impeccable teacher.

12/2/2018 5:21:32 AM ialibertybelle And a similar amount are murdered each year through abortion in the US.

12/2/2018 5:27:19 AM sumgirl Disgustingly evil

12/2/2018 5:28:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Same, my entire body shaking. BIG physical reaction.

12/2/2018 5:39:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd Word of mouth always best advertiser. Grateful when questions answered. I'm patient, feel very blessed when someone takes time to help not just 

me, all of us. Telepathy, inter-dimensional travel isn't for select, it's for humanity...ex: all humans need to know how to swim.😉❤️✨

12/2/2018 5:39:03 AM upmhpm Q said “these people are sick” @POTUS #SaveTheChildren #MagaOneVoice

12/2/2018 5:43:48 AM pauliepg11111 Those little ones crying 😥

12/2/2018 5:47:07 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful. I love you shared thank you so much, makes me feel good to know others have gone through same. Makes me feel connection. When you 

experience that at a young age it's natural. I don't know why we experienced it young, but I'm going to find out. Much love to you ❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 5:49:46 AM jodicasey8 Pakis getting rid of Christian kids while looking for Bibi.

12/2/2018 5:51:19 AM whitehat_van The ones that like human blood.

12/2/2018 5:53:04 AM anticsmom Makes me physically ill to hear their cries. This is the lifeforce they are sucking up and love so much. FEAR PANIC PAIN SADNESS such dark energy!!! So 

much evil!

12/2/2018 5:53:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd I'm nostalgic too. I understand more than you know. All instruction welcomed. I don't feel I know much at all; the more I learn the less I know. Didn't 

have parents who encouraged this. Anything I can learn I am grateful. Sending you energetic love. I hope you feel it.

12/2/2018 5:53:57 AM anneolsen43 Intuition is your guide

12/2/2018 6:00:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd I'm not as proficient with remote viewing. I would love to address this.

12/2/2018 6:01:12 AM keith369me Thank you!!!...from those of us that do not have the same gift of enormous empathy.

12/2/2018 6:04:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd I have no gift that you yourself do not possess. I, like you am searching. It's a journey. Kinda like starting a new job. You have to learn the ropes, then 

the longer you do your job the more proficient you become. Love and light to you.❤️✨

12/2/2018 6:04:26 AM keith369me Disinformation for the purpose of motivation?  Cabal retreat to the EU for a last stand making it safer for the rest of the world?

12/2/2018 6:08:13 AM keith369me I placed myself in a family and situations where if was gifted thirst for knowledge but with little to zero empathy.  Despite this, my empathy is 

progressing.  I am like a child in this regard whereas it is more natural to you.  Getting there rapidly over the past 1-2 years.

12/2/2018 6:12:57 AM again_censored Remember the Haiti crisis? 550,000 kids disappeared. An estimated $30,000,000+ was sent to Clinton Foundation under disguise of Haiti relief & they 

held back 10% of donations https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scandal-and-how-media-attempted-ignorecover-

it …

12/2/2018 6:23:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd If I could describe meditation, I would say it is the foundation. When you learn, share. No one knows so much they can't learn. If I could describe 

empathy it would be "don't judge someone till you walk a mile in their shoes." Be them, feel them, it's from your heart❤️✨

12/2/2018 6:24:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd You rock! More love sent to you! Feel my appreciation.

12/2/2018 6:25:55 AM ghostanon6120 Let's not forget who owns much of the economist: https://www.politico.eu/article/economist-magazine-shareholders-british-commerce-rothschild/ …

12/2/2018 6:26:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many RV agents train for months before being used in the field. Many tests like seeing through walls, inside safes, etc. All must be passed with 

absolute precision before combat related RV is relied upon.

12/2/2018 6:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder why?

12/2/2018 6:28:26 AM diaptera_80 Have you seen the future of Europe already? I would guess, it is just to look at parts of Sweden to see what the rest of Europe can expect. Countries 

like Poland, Hungary and Romania might be less affected, since they still have pride and less dependent on government than Swedes

12/2/2018 6:29:01 AM diaptera_80 In time, I am moving to one of those countries.

12/2/2018 6:29:21 AM keith369me Most of my previous meditation involved absorbing/processing information about our reality.  More recently empathic thoughts have entered the 

sessions...mostly relating to atrocities against children.  Looking for the best balance and the ability to share as appropriate.

12/2/2018 6:32:37 AM kathleentamu When does it become mathematically impossible?

12/2/2018 6:33:04 AM awakeningpublic Spot on..

12/2/2018 6:34:41 AM flgirlsbeenqd That's a lot of responsibility working with agencies. I will work on this, so grateful for instruction.

12/2/2018 6:38:16 AM yellahabibihela FBI informant?

12/2/2018 6:46:40 AM zrickety Many do exactly that, however it's difficult to grow when the people around us think we are 'conspiracy theorists.' So much propaganda, 

disinformation, and broken education. We are throttled. TRUTH needs to come out, unleashed, verified beyond doubt. Enough cloak and dagger.

12/2/2018 6:50:15 AM neverbeasheep @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, can you tel us something about it?

12/2/2018 6:51:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd ❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 6:51:37 AM dr_t_dc Is this how kids were smuggled to cemex site in AZ? Is cemex a front for child trafficking?

12/2/2018 6:53:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd 😇🤭

12/2/2018 6:54:33 AM keith369me Informant on what?  Clearly not in the assistance of taking down trafficking operations.  Maybe an informant on those that are informing others?

12/2/2018 6:55:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful. ❤️✨

12/2/2018 6:56:41 AM michael83341408 Can anyone help those of us open to #TheGreatAwakening any additional clues about the Earth ringing at 10km depth on 11.11.2018?

 https://youtu.be/N7Apmm5hoqQ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JohnTitor33621 @Deadlittlecrow @5dawakening

12/2/2018 6:59:21 AM timbledsoe7 Gods heart in the bible concerning the children of were the victims of child sex trafficking by the cabal. pic.twitter.com/XwLwUBiSu6

12/2/2018 7:06:45 AM marythibodeau9 😭😡😡😡

12/2/2018 7:20:46 AM yellahabibihela  https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein/Jeffrey%20Epstein%20Part%2006%20of%2015/at_download/file … PG 21 “Epstein has also provided information 

to the FBI as agreed upon.” Maybe a combo of informant and corruption, given it happened in FL, too.

12/2/2018 7:21:44 AM sheilas11 That’s one of the theories.

12/2/2018 7:23:06 AM youstinksoap Horrifying...🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

12/2/2018 7:23:24 AM agninussim Well... here in Germany 80 % are still sleeping. Government, media and Deepstate worked very well and successful on our neverending guilt of 

WW2😷

12/2/2018 7:26:37 AM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/Ct9tCoG2cv

12/2/2018 7:32:53 AM cstarr888 No. There are no coincidences.

12/2/2018 7:40:47 AM tinaqpatriot45 Aren't the Ukrainians serious child smugglers?

Also, if Russia is Christian, and Ukraine hates them, and all the players have fought for U, are they also a controlled satanic country?

12/2/2018 7:48:46 AM wonderswords The More You Know #QAnon #QArmyTrain pic.twitter.com/A0cDnNLXL1

12/2/2018 7:49:26 AM missy968 I’m feeling it now.



12/2/2018 7:50:03 AM johngradycole20 TI Todd Denzel Gregory Beck committed suicide last night.

12/2/2018 7:50:07 AM wonderswords  pic.twitter.com/PiaxpbqKKP

12/2/2018 7:51:20 AM wonderswords  pic.twitter.com/e30gN3ecsr

12/2/2018 7:53:03 AM wonderswords An Open SECRET, the Hollywood Elite eat here. it's a delicacy for those sickos following MOLOCH

12/2/2018 8:04:48 AM slayerofmatrix1 Gutttttttttr wrenchingggggggg

12/2/2018 8:08:06 AM slayerofmatrix1 Mine too.  Exactly.

12/2/2018 8:24:55 AM equipment79 Breaks my heart , so glad that they were saved 💕

12/2/2018 8:29:54 AM artistginette The pope confuses two very different things. ON PURPOSE in my opinion. The goal of these demons that abuse children sexually is to legalize it. Make 

it acceptable and demonize opponents as homophobes. It's a strategy! The devil is cunning!

12/2/2018 8:33:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Typically its rituals that look closer to this... pic.twitter.com/qRwYA1sJak

12/2/2018 8:33:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

12/2/2018 8:34:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/2/2018 8:34:28 AM sk8gidget Y E S

12/2/2018 8:35:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Information being passed on were whether the victims he was going through were groom-able for export or not.

12/2/2018 8:36:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the grand scheme of things, the exports were highly classified and the means and ends used to acquire those exports meant the sentences had to be 

weak to allow him to continue. It was a dangerous balance to strike.

12/2/2018 8:37:20 AM sk8gidget #QAnon

[DECLAS]

“Let the unsealing begin.

Let the DEC[L]AS begin.

Let the WORLD witness the TRUTH.

We, the PEOPLE.

JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW.

Q”

[Placeholder...] Bibi Netanyahu
12/2/2018 8:37:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 When victims want to come forward, many in the deepest programs involved in processing the exports looked at the testimony provided and basically 

reacted such as "that's it? if you only knew... you have nothing to complain about. you should be thanking us for letting you escape."

12/2/2018 8:38:56 AM slayerofmatrix1 I would love your guidance.  🙏🏼

12/2/2018 8:40:30 AM slayerofmatrix1 The cabal’s bidding of course.

12/2/2018 8:41:42 AM sk8gidget Even worse, vaccines and drugs were tainted/poisened with life-shortening substances including disabling the injected to reproduce. Agenda21 

Genocide

12/2/2018 8:51:06 AM lovesamerica10 #DeathPenalty

12/2/2018 8:55:16 AM yellahabibihela By exports, you mean JE vetted the underage girls to see if they were worthy of being transported off planet? And FBI was complicit?

12/2/2018 9:07:46 AM qtipz45 Nothing to see here....proof pic.twitter.com/IxhP1uOb7u

12/2/2018 9:10:38 AM rockn2freedom much love back to you. it is the love that releases us, allowing us to soar. 😊❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 9:21:31 AM keith369me I take it as local vs international for VIPs

12/2/2018 9:22:04 AM velveteen64 I missed it. Who have

12/2/2018 9:22:46 AM flgirlsbeenqd Tears in my eyes, so grateful. I'm sorry, empath who feels everything and when I feel, my eyes spring a leak. ❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 9:24:24 AM worldxplorer1 Understandable why those who know cannot sleep.  Does DARK>LIGHT involve revealing this to the populace?  If ridding this world of a 6000 year old 

death cult involves revealing it’s horrors to the masses then we will definitely have to deal with mass trauma on an enormous scale.

12/2/2018 9:32:58 AM sixtyandcountin We used to say they were afraid of their own shadow

12/2/2018 9:41:09 AM bea58211653 Horrifying and totally heart shattering.

12/2/2018 9:43:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depending on the rank of the person, they can be a consumed in a variety of ways, each have different implications.

Alive (kill with their teeth)

Dead / Whole Body (usually shared)

Decapitated

Blood Drained / Drank (common)

Limb

Genitalia (common)

Excrement (common)

Brain matter
12/2/2018 9:44:23 AM rockn2freedom don't be sorry.  be happy that you still have the ability to feel, so many can't in today's  world.  it is a sign you are still alive and able to spread warmth 

and love to others who have lost their way. 🤗❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 9:51:07 AM youstinksoap Reading thru your timeline, is the AMA being awoken as well?  My daughter has migraines, after a year of her dr. looking for tests/meds a new dr. 

prescribed magnesium...interesting.  Should we all be taking a supplement daily?

12/2/2018 9:53:11 AM allahuniversal Which is why Q said "The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital."

12/2/2018 9:54:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for that.❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/0JFwr0ETQN

12/2/2018 9:56:29 AM rockn2freedom awww,,, how sweet ! thank you !! 😊❤️❤️❤️

12/2/2018 10:00:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 142 is very important.

12/2/2018 10:02:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, but make sure it also includes THC. There are very few brands that carry the combination, but you can find them. Typically 0.3% THC. Will not 

cause any psychoreactions to the mind however THINK LOGICALLY.

THC = IS

CBD = BE

You are an IS-BE.

THC is needed to instruct CBD.
12/2/2018 10:02:44 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/EpBS1jGzr6

12/2/2018 10:04:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your body is malnourished from Cabal engineered sugar/salt food look-a-likes. When you eat Cabal engineered food, a carefully crafted supplement 

intake program is necessary but more costly than just eating organic, non-processed foods instead.

12/2/2018 10:06:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 At first they are as repulsed as you are, however they are not dropped into that scenario without being first exposed to "Luciferian Curing" technology 

to desensitize the human. Its a long process and each stage is heavily guarded/kept secret from subordinates.

12/2/2018 10:07:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

12/2/2018 10:09:45 AM worldxplorer1 I missed that going thru the older tweets. Thank you Michael!

12/2/2018 10:12:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Nazi Party returned to power in Germany many years ago under the current Chancellor.

12/2/2018 10:13:47 AM worldxplorer1 Is Merkel part of Hitlers bloodline?

12/2/2018 10:19:26 AM lovesg_d Why are we not freaking out and going insane over all this disclosure? I have been following Q since December and have gone back and read from the 

beginning.  What makes us different?



12/2/2018 10:19:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Billions actually. $30M was one transaction that was disclosed as multiple smaller transactions. Haiti was a "jackpot" because many of the children 

procured there were black. Africans are harder to traffick because of the distance, terrain, and access means less supply.

12/2/2018 10:20:29 AM lovesg_d Yes! Q brought that out in a past post. Seems she is his daughter, possibly from Eva Braun.

12/2/2018 10:21:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is connected to who?

12/2/2018 10:22:17 AM youstinksoap She actually asked me if she could try CBD a couple of weeks ago....she's 15.  Thanks for the answer about THC.  Is there a site you could recommend 

for REAL info about THC/cbd?  We try to eat clean - as much as we can afford.

12/2/2018 10:22:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have been desensitized by their Matrix of mind control.

12/2/2018 10:24:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stargates do not look like that. They sit on the floor level with it and a bright light shines from the device when its activated. You walk into the light and 

are either transported or given a very real vision depending on if you're using the time machine observer feature or not.

12/2/2018 10:25:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Directly. Not a coincidence. ETs helped keep the bloodline going when the illusion of WWII after it "ended".

12/2/2018 10:26:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not going to endorse one brand over another.

12/2/2018 10:26:55 AM yellahabibihela Ah. Yes that makes sense, too. I was thinking too broad-in a galactic sense. It’s messed up the FBI allowed this to happen unless they were casting the 

bait to catch bigger fish, ie CF.

12/2/2018 10:28:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some people cannot tell the difference. Some people watch this and believe it's authentically covering what POTUS says. 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1069296417221558272 …

12/2/2018 10:29:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of lower agents in FBI did attempt to bait bigger fish.

12/2/2018 10:29:49 AM worldxplorer1 So does this ET faction/race have a connection to the 6000 yo death cult. Do they drive the cannibalistic practices?  Are the IS-BEs of this race one of 

the root causes of our current situation?

12/2/2018 10:29:55 AM fionasdestiny67 Can we sprinkle the "redpill" dust via chemtrails and wake these poor souls up please?

12/2/2018 10:30:33 AM princessaracel2 🙏🏾🙏🏾🙏🏾love and protection for all children

12/2/2018 10:34:01 AM worldxplorer1 Seems like quite a “coincidence” that we’ve been occupied by a certain race of ETs for 8000yrs and there has been a cannibalistic death cult on earth 

for 6000yrs.

12/2/2018 10:36:14 AM kagman4e Is this person @POTUS’s uncle?

12/2/2018 10:38:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 We did not suggest you were.

12/2/2018 10:39:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/2/2018 10:40:49 AM kagman4e How is he connected to JA?  Reincarnated? 🤔. They look very similar.

12/2/2018 10:41:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly

12/2/2018 10:42:55 AM lovesg_d Hmmm..ok if that is true, then why is it that the rest of the population is not and would freak out and go insane? Seems like if we are desensitized, then 

most of the rest of the population would be even more so.

12/2/2018 10:43:29 AM wicked1776 So disrespectful to @POTUS

12/2/2018 10:43:46 AM kagman4e Wait what? Several ETs?  Please elaborate. Are these the same ETs in Antarctica cloning our charming deep state ghouls?

12/2/2018 10:43:57 AM worldxplorer1 Good point MsPJ!

12/2/2018 10:47:35 AM yellahabibihela Appreciate the conversation. Always up for learning more.

12/2/2018 10:47:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Desensitized from believing its real.

Not desensitized from experiencing/witnessing the details.

12/2/2018 10:49:01 AM keith369me Some?  A majority?

12/2/2018 10:49:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 The same IS-BE can be in multiple bodies simultaneously. Depends on how strong your immortal spiritual entity is, and whether multiple lower 

densities are required for projecting consciousness to that IS-BE's standard.

12/2/2018 10:50:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not as many as you think.

12/2/2018 10:51:31 AM worldxplorer1 Does 45 know JA is the same IS-BE as his uncle?

12/2/2018 10:51:47 AM kagman4e Oh boy ... not sure what IS-BE is.

12/2/2018 10:52:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. He was sworn into a classified program years prior and when he was prosecuted the agreement demanded he be given a plea deal since it "wasn't 

all his doing."

12/2/2018 10:55:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/2/2018 10:55:58 AM keith369me The most clueless mind can handle a few truths.  My mother is capable of seeing she was lied to regarding Las Vegas (no security footage of the “killer” 

moving baggage into casino) yet knows there should be based upon local 7/11 robbery footage.  Yet she insists her news is true.

12/2/2018 10:56:11 AM pauliepg11111 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Please help decipher this story - what is their end goal here?  http://apne.ws/nbk4P5c 

12/2/2018 10:59:35 AM worldxplorer1 Does 45 know the history of his own IS-BE?  What Kabamur’s history of this IS-BE correct?

12/2/2018 10:59:53 AM freeandoriginal Less and less

12/2/2018 11:00:55 AM keith369me No because it is not true or no, he simply doesn’t know?

12/2/2018 11:01:23 AM lovesg_d Ok. I see your meaning now.  I agree.  Many of us question reality, or the illusion of reality that has been presented to us, because we know that evil 

exists & it diametrically opposes that which is good.

12/2/2018 11:03:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1069305451282481153 …

12/2/2018 11:03:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Twisted.

12/2/2018 11:05:00 AM 1aaronjustice The tv comedy circuit is another tool of the dark to push there evil agenda

12/2/2018 11:05:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe he would commit suicide knowing what he knew? https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1069304317100900352 …

12/2/2018 11:06:24 AM de1traveler No he was suicided!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069306554673975307 …

12/2/2018 11:06:49 AM worldxplorer1 When will this insanity stop!  I’m so sick of the power of the evil few!  I reject it!  Let LIGHT prevail!

12/2/2018 11:07:35 AM brigge maybe if we could send more pallets of cash to Iran we could change their thinking?

12/2/2018 11:09:12 AM cidarean What did he know?

12/2/2018 11:09:56 AM 1_decided_voter Any is too many...

12/2/2018 11:10:03 AM fowlreginald Good question. What did he know?

12/2/2018 11:11:41 AM time4u2know 2 high profile deaths since Friday, 41  and ADM Stearny. Missing more? Other countries?

12/2/2018 11:12:11 AM zendamaparanorm That would be the 4-6% of the population that will remain lost for forever

12/2/2018 11:12:25 AM colista Thank you! I've been wondering why I'm able to see the reality of this new information without being horrified. It all makes sense to me and I'm the 

one thinking everyone else is insane for ignoring the truths we're being given. I knew I was "sane" continually told I'm crazy.

12/2/2018 11:16:04 AM melanieanders7 Hence the razor dentures. Oh man, that's a lot to process and know. It really does need coming up so we can effectively cleanse it out.

12/2/2018 11:18:04 AM amywall52983825 Yes what do you think he knew?

12/2/2018 11:18:41 AM pauliepg11111 People are too scared to speak up and say they don’t agree with this...

12/2/2018 11:19:47 AM allahuniversal Q, Mar. 3, #833

Reality is labeled as conspiracy.

You are made to feel crazy.

You are told to obey.

You are SHEEP to them.

Pawns to be sacrificed.

REMEMBER, WE ARE WINNING, DO NOT TRUST WHAT YOU READ.

MIND WARFARE.
12/2/2018 11:22:31 AM wonderswords There are thousands of galactic races, some walk among us and would never draw for attention. Most are benevolent few are violent.  We must 

understand that.

12/2/2018 11:23:38 AM jonle86 Give us a lesson about some of the races out there



12/2/2018 11:23:56 AM lmjonzey Ok. Going back to the pic..it appears that the head was bitten off...just physics physical comparison ... a cat to a mouse ratio.... are these the ET giants ..

Revisit the Goliath story metaphorically??

12/2/2018 11:24:17 AM jonle86 What did he know?

12/2/2018 11:24:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/qfzPhV4pSi

12/2/2018 11:24:42 AM worldxplorer1 I do KNOW this. Deeply. Very thankful for that reality. Appreciate the reminder. 

Similar dynamic to life on earth. The actions of a few can ruin it for many.

12/2/2018 11:25:18 AM melanieanders7 Once they're desensitized, is there a way to reverse it?

12/2/2018 11:25:42 AM lmjonzey Exrement... didn't jelly bean company do a lot of weird flavors???

12/2/2018 11:25:48 AM zack_stone How do you catch a big fish? Fresh Bait

12/2/2018 11:25:50 AM diaptera_80 Ok... but they certainly have changed tactics, with Hitler not approving of immigrants so much...

12/2/2018 11:26:44 AM wonderswords Only Ends when enough wake up to stop them. This is a war, a real war. Be strong Be Vigilant, share and help others.

12/2/2018 11:28:27 AM wonderswords That is a great question. Why some of us woke up. Haven't figured that out, but I am curious to the answer of what has put us on this path.

12/2/2018 11:29:51 AM lmjonzey Going out on a limb..MKUltra style..mind erase..hypnosis even?? 

Gotta be soul memory issues??

Controlling stars once they have been exposed? Ladies shaving their hair..to make themselves unappealing???

12/2/2018 11:30:30 AM cocopuffster12 As well as ~ @RealEyeTheSpy ~ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/2/2018 11:33:03 AM la_nimboni His fleet covered Suez Canal, where other authorities have been known to actually assist in human trafficking. It's a main route for smugglers.   

https://www.hrw.org/report/2014/02/11/i-wanted-lie-down-and-die/trafficking-and-torture-eritreans-sudan-and-egypt …  

https://twitter.com/la_nimboni/status/1069313317225803777/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/m4t26JwwKr  pic.twitter.com/8jHCMYQ7ge

12/2/2018 11:35:42 AM asktheq_ Interdiction of Arms headed to Iran had something to do with it?

12/2/2018 11:35:50 AM yellahabibihela Any chance Charisa Coulter and Ann Coulter are related?

12/2/2018 11:36:11 AM hikercari Can't happen soon enough!!

12/2/2018 11:37:32 AM 963_maxoom Love & Light to Aya, Kabamur and GFOL pic.twitter.com/3VxdMi8CCw

12/2/2018 11:37:51 AM keith369me White hat or black hat?

12/2/2018 11:38:08 AM jane_q_patriot Knowing a former US Navy captain, I don't think he would do that, just from knowing the tremendous responsibility these guys feel, which never leaves 

them even after they've been long retired.

12/2/2018 11:40:27 AM vand3rboots Cool! Thanks for answering! That was going to be my next question in your next AMA.

12/2/2018 11:44:50 AM lisadai35675493 A friend of my friend did a doc on RV, I now see her doing stuff in real-time , then tell her what I saw her doing= She verifies it.. so I took an online test= 

Surprised myself and others .. folks should try it

12/2/2018 11:47:06 AM de1traveler The Judge already allowed Female Genitalia mutilization for very young girls! Now Sharia hotline! ****.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS 

@realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @PrisonPlanet @Education4Libs @rising_serpent @The_Trump_Train 

https://twitter.com/KayaJones/status/1068980938179207168 …

12/2/2018 11:47:14 AM hattiesmok Unless he was emotionally overwhelmed with all he knew. 🤣

 Probably not. 😎

12/2/2018 11:47:31 AM islandofdelight Curing like with Raniere’s tech?  https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2018/06/keith-raniere-nxivm-patents-luciferian/amp …

12/2/2018 11:47:35 AM lmjonzey Sugar Cane fields in south Florida and migrant workers.... wow...

12/2/2018 11:48:30 AM lmjonzey Ok makes sense now.

12/2/2018 11:51:38 AM gileslashawn Looking for other sources for research. I have consumed all that I can find. Photographically ingrained in my brain. Looking for more dots to connect. 

Have read de-class docs for 20 years. Took less than 10 hours to consume and understand all post and responses.

12/2/2018 11:52:17 AM nun_chucknorris Does Merkel share the same IS-BE as Hitler?

12/2/2018 11:53:51 AM sandras91160022 Praise the Lord these children were found! #StopChildTrafficking

12/2/2018 11:53:59 AM gileslashawn Any other sources including twitter pages with bulk information or sources will be much appreciate. Thanks in advanced. Thanks for all the valuable 

information that you provide.

12/2/2018 11:54:35 AM lisadai35675493 The titanic stuff really hits me in a weird “is be “way.. on the 60th anniversary of the sinking I had a dream of being a man who bought his way off= 

tweed  suitcase and all.. I was an other man.. got on a lifeboat.... was 16 (  I’m female) when I had the dream...

12/2/2018 11:55:04 AM lmjonzey Unconditional love... loving that person no matter how f-up they are...or letting go because you think there is no pain on the other side.

12/2/2018 11:56:16 AM asktheq_ @MilspecP

12/2/2018 11:58:23 AM lisadai35675493 Common with orphans but usually reversible in the right situations( good families)

12/2/2018 11:59:19 AM hattiesmok Imagine what we can do when we are no longer afraid. 🤗

12/2/2018 11:59:29 AM wonderswords Wow, before our eyes, their need for symbolism will be their downfall

12/2/2018 12:04:17 PM hattiesmok Yep, me too. Multiple meanings.🤤

12/2/2018 12:04:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd I researched. These were 7th and above imprints. Why do I see them?

12/2/2018 12:09:39 PM kclightbringer No humanity didn't realize that elitists were so evil. But now we awake the sleeping masses. So that we can corral these individuals in high places and 

make them a spectacle. For all the world to see. That the evil is all over the world and it is our elected officials.

12/2/2018 12:10:22 PM lisadai35675493 Yep.. did you know tha silver back bantam roosters comb has intense peach scent to it.. like peach schnapps... & most roosters are natural

12/2/2018 12:10:27 PM hattiesmok Must be some of what he knew.?..U.S. Navy admiral Scott Stearney found dead in apparent suicide

12/2/2018 12:11:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd 1 Cor. 10:21

Don't let me be right.

12/2/2018 12:12:40 PM lorihantman That is heartbreaking. Treated like inanimate objects 😢

12/2/2018 12:13:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/2/2018 12:14:43 PM lorihantman Sadly, IMO they have less than a year.

12/2/2018 12:17:35 PM benmarshall1991 @SecureTeam10 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 check it out

12/2/2018 12:18:09 PM hattiesmok I'm using that time for more prayer time. So much pain.😓

12/2/2018 12:18:31 PM lovesg_d It depends on what he knew & if he was involved w/the Deep State Cabal. Many high ranking military officers are guilty & were complicit with child sex 

trafficking. If he was Deep State, then he may have taken the coward’s way out before he was prosecuted in a military tribunal.

12/2/2018 12:18:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future too.

12/2/2018 12:19:19 PM lorihantman Perhaps Acosta is a white hat? Hmm. It would make sense

12/2/2018 12:20:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide weekend.

Future proves past.

12/2/2018 12:21:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 By that logic you could watch your parents during the time you were conceived have sex. Although causality laws make that more difficult than you 

realize.

12/2/2018 12:22:06 PM lorihantman ME!!!! Have been ready. Cut the credits and let’s start this!

12/2/2018 12:23:24 PM hat0nf Hillary

12/2/2018 12:24:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Uranium One indictments could jeopardize his re-election abilities. https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1069324839612280832 …

12/2/2018 12:24:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA 1745 ET

12/2/2018 12:25:39 PM crazycooder When will we have First widespread contact. Months , years , decades ?



12/2/2018 12:26:09 PM djlok Future proves past is a concept I was cognitively unfamiliar with until recently.  I'm surprised more people aren't taking about that concept.

12/2/2018 12:26:32 PM pauliepg11111 Was 41 purposely “put to death” to deflect from this coming week? And if so, was he on board with it?

12/2/2018 12:26:43 PM time4u2know Why can’t people remember their previous life, so when they come back to this planet, they know how to fulfill their purpose/unfinished business?

12/2/2018 12:27:11 PM youstinksoap Whole body/shared...what comes to mind is the one image of naked people sitting on buckets from a video still of epsteins island.  Wow.  

Everything about that aspect is crushing, horrifying, umm not enough words...just sad, all around.

12/2/2018 12:28:21 PM lovesg_d Found this in the comments section of Fitton’s Tweet: pic.twitter.com/skzn0E6XLT

12/2/2018 12:28:35 PM lisadai35675493 Not sure find the see it but the videographer was the famous rock photographer Robert E Knight... lives in Vegas with his wife Mary ann

12/2/2018 12:29:50 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I have wondered this many many times. This life is the dream. When we sleep we are actually in reality. But it sucks that we can not remember.

12/2/2018 12:30:02 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12,

Hope youre fine 

To answer to our questions, do you only use your knowledge or do you question the collective conscioussness too?

12/2/2018 12:30:12 PM universalrisin Are gay people/homosexuals one of the spiritual enemies of the cabal, and the cabal wants to exterminate them?

12/2/2018 12:30:14 PM mountainminder 11:11 VLF around the 🌎. Man made? Portal? Were certain of the population primed for this event in advance over the past decade?

12/2/2018 12:30:17 PM pauliepg11111 Assuming there are infinite parallel universes, what makes your consciousness follow/be aware of *this* particular universe right now?

12/2/2018 12:31:31 PM diaptera_80 What about alternate/parallell realities vs alternate timelines? Are these theories true? And can you go there? Can’t remember the episode, but SGC 

was filled with Sam Carters at one time

12/2/2018 12:32:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ha ha! That's not what he meant. pic.twitter.com/ubq2S1V88K

12/2/2018 12:34:06 PM allison_mclay Nope!

12/2/2018 12:35:21 PM robertg69989098 It’s happening. Q.

12/2/2018 12:36:00 PM allahuniversal What part, if any, did the UCC play into the enslavement of the people?

12/2/2018 12:36:06 PM time4u2know Will Crypto Currency be a major part of the world economy in the near future?

12/2/2018 12:36:24 PM 17_3_161815214 GB arrival?

12/2/2018 12:36:50 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Kia Ora - Greetings.

Does the Stock Exchange closing 5th Dec, have anything to do with the Re-Set?

12/2/2018 12:37:37 PM mountainminder Is personal "Lighting Up" connected to the Armor of God - Communication, Intentionality (Prayer) and the power to form one's reality?

12/2/2018 12:37:40 PM again_censored It's my understanding black children are in especially high demand. Are you willing to say why, if you know?

12/2/2018 12:37:51 PM soulcaliber777 7 year cycles. Under the rose 🤔

12/2/2018 12:39:19 PM covandfefe What all is going on under the Getty Museum?  Why there?  Easy access to ports?

12/2/2018 12:39:53 PM time4u2know Is Steven Green on the side of truth or is he there to plant misinformation?

12/2/2018 12:40:01 PM decodematrix What happened at the Dulce base? Human/ET hybrid genetic experiments? Was it shut down in 2001?

12/2/2018 12:40:08 PM jlundr What are the fundamentals of 4D consciousness?

12/2/2018 12:40:24 PM covandfefe Wait I have a better one...

Why do so many more people, by far, go missing from Yosemite than any other national park?

12/2/2018 12:42:34 PM stoneturnr Should we expect to learn about the contents of Wiener's laptop from Huber's testimony on Wednesday?

12/2/2018 12:44:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd Heard he died shortly after Barbara...been on ice, true?

12/2/2018 12:45:25 PM 11witness11 Huber testimony still on for Wednesday?

12/2/2018 12:45:30 PM connectedtomyc1 We are literally living on a "people farm."

12/2/2018 12:45:53 PM decodematrix Is the asteroid belt a planet that was blown up in a war?

12/2/2018 12:46:19 PM decodematrix Did Saturn used to be a star?

12/2/2018 12:48:49 PM fathersparrow  pic.twitter.com/xTUjkhEUZ5

12/2/2018 12:49:46 PM tanhaley Truth Truth Truth Truth Truth Truth

12/2/2018 12:50:07 PM 4on6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this document mentions you 👇  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1069028046240473088 …

12/2/2018 12:50:30 PM psyanidegaming HA HA no

12/2/2018 12:50:39 PM time4u2know Is reincarnation the appropriate term we use and do we "reincarnate" back in to the same bloodlines or sphere of influence?

12/2/2018 12:51:55 PM ramstadstacy Is Merkel Hitlers daughter?

12/2/2018 12:52:00 PM cryptocrab4 What device was activated on 11-11 ?

12/2/2018 12:52:50 PM nixontweets Why is this vital information that has the potential to lift up and empower mankind being withheld as if we are unworthy to recive it? Who do the ones 

that withhold this knowledge think they are?

12/2/2018 12:53:48 PM decodematrix Is there a soul trap on the moon?

12/2/2018 12:54:36 PM neverbeasheep What happened 1908 in Tunguska?

12/2/2018 12:54:38 PM cocopuffster12 Good day MJ 12, love & light to you! Was Phil Schneider a Patriot? 💟☮️

12/2/2018 12:54:49 PM 00loll0 no

12/2/2018 12:56:40 PM fifthdidy Who's going to Tampa?

12/2/2018 12:57:40 PM decodematrix What do you think about eating meat? Any meat to avoid such as beef, pork, chicken, turkey, fish?

12/2/2018 12:57:45 PM peterclloyd When can the world look forward to Maduro saying goodbye? The people of Venezuela deserve better now. pic.twitter.com/xWnIyRQchQ

12/2/2018 12:58:04 PM cryptocrab4 Do you use hypnosis for mental/physical performance enhancement ?

12/2/2018 12:58:46 PM sundancerm Who in the heck uses all these victims that is terrifying to think we are surrounded by that many perpetrators!

12/2/2018 12:59:07 PM cryptocrab4 Does earth have a 2nd moon ?

12/2/2018 12:59:18 PM connectedtomyc1 We are at an impasse: either disclosure and those who can't handle truth perish, or we all perish.

12/2/2018 12:59:23 PM datruseeka Will action be taken to stop UN? Agenda 21? Agenda 2030? Kick out all UN Military from USA?

12/2/2018 12:59:40 PM 00loll0 Saving the children will unite us.

12/2/2018 1:00:19 PM piratek73549479 Because deep-down 'we knew',  the difference is that we believed and trusted that little voice in our heads whilst others only heard the propaganda 

spewed out by so-called trusted groups like the media etc.

We always knew.... we were just to frightened to say it outloud.

12/2/2018 1:00:23 PM datruseeka What agreements did we have to make with Galactic Federation to accept their help?

12/2/2018 1:01:11 PM dragonfly6001 The question

What is going in Bahrain 

With 5th fleet.

12/2/2018 1:01:16 PM palmdalekid2 How’s your weekend going

12/2/2018 1:02:27 PM stoneturnr MUFON just released an analysis of documents from 1989 concerning MJ12. They conclude the documents are legitimate. Are these documents 

authentic?  https://www.exopolitics.org/new-investigation-shows-disputed-mj-12-document-exposing-extraterrestrial-contact-is-authentic/ …

12/2/2018 1:03:41 PM datruseeka Re-election abilities against Trump or Putin are you referring to?



12/2/2018 1:04:51 PM roublisa Do we have a sun simulator currently working in space? Thank you

12/2/2018 1:05:56 PM 11witness11 Can you tell us more about the device activated in Antarctica on 11/11?

12/2/2018 1:07:15 PM decodematrix Is there some ETs that are 30ft. tall? 70ft tall?

12/2/2018 1:10:35 PM stoneturnr Please clarify the situation regarding U1 and Putin. Was Putin complicit in taking bribes to acquire U1? Was he collecting evidence? I thought US-Rus 

relations were improving... Mattis's statements have made this quite convoluted

12/2/2018 1:10:47 PM chhr01 I've looked into this and found, sadly, I just couldn't go deep enough... GBU for doing what many of us find too difficult.

12/2/2018 1:12:15 PM time4u2know What side of History were the Knights Templar on?

12/2/2018 1:12:49 PM luvleebutterfly 🤔Hmmm, So when I did a search for this here's what I found...

An official NASA document entitled: "A Manned EXOBIOLOGY Laboratory ON THE M00N"

👇

 https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19930008268.pdf …

Very, very interesting!

👽😎 pic.twitter.com/ZfaYFaOJey
12/2/2018 1:14:18 PM lonewol97176157 Related?

12/2/2018 1:14:24 PM decodematrix If an ET travels to Earth and they die, are they stuck in Earth's reincarnation cycle where they have to incarnate as a human on Earth?

12/2/2018 1:14:40 PM ffphillips Dude I wish! I doubt we are that lucky.

12/2/2018 1:15:17 PM awakeningman Put that away before you hurt yourself

12/2/2018 1:16:19 PM mrmyskin Trolling the MSM as usual?

12/2/2018 1:16:35 PM roublisa Is the civil unrest in Paris as well as the friction in the Ukraine and Syria all have to do NWO resistance?

12/2/2018 1:18:52 PM la_nimboni  pic.twitter.com/2m6ROVtKjJ

12/2/2018 1:19:00 PM covandfefe Yosemite and the Getty?  Could be.

12/2/2018 1:22:19 PM old_mum This is just the tip of the iceberg! Until people see this, and acknowledge the extent of it, they will continue getting away with it.

12/2/2018 1:23:40 PM old_mum Exactly, all those 'unaccompanied' children!! Quickly removed to so called safety!

12/2/2018 1:25:41 PM stoneturnr more info about documentss:  https://www.exopolitics.org/majestic-document-reveals-us-diplomatic-relations-with-extraterrestrials/ …

Dr. Wood's analysis (highly recommended):  http://www.majesticdocuments.com/index.php 

document pdf:  https://web.archive.org/web/20170614101208/ http://d3adcc0j1hezoq.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Ultra-Top-Secret-

MITD.pdf …

12/2/2018 1:26:05 PM luvleebutterfly Tis true pic.twitter.com/sjHckaiaWm

12/2/2018 1:26:12 PM daveschroeder18 Can you tell us something about the "EVENT"

12/2/2018 1:28:16 PM time4u2know Does tech exist to shift humans into other densities?  Does this tech shift the physical body or just the Mind/Spirit complex?  Are many of our ET 

interactions in other densities?

12/2/2018 1:28:32 PM collectvcat Will the lifting of the veil allow us to communicate (two way, not just thoughts /concepts telepathically received) with our deceased loved ones as if 

they were still here? And see them at the same time in some form?

12/2/2018 1:29:30 PM datruseeka Why are there not more whistle blowers of the SSP?  And real pics or videos of ET’s/ EBE’s?

12/2/2018 1:29:49 PM time4u2know Will we see modern air travel replaced with other tech (ie teleportation) in our lifetime?

12/2/2018 1:33:25 PM lbf777 Why did Trump seem upset at the G20 summit but Putin and that Saudi guy seemed so happy?

12/2/2018 1:33:54 PM robertg69989098 Have the DAM’s broke?

12/2/2018 1:35:42 PM decodematrix Can you explain shape-shifting? Is it a physical reptilian shape-shifting to look human? Or is it a reptilian soul in a human body?

12/2/2018 1:36:57 PM lovesg_d Are you going to teach us about telepathy, remote viewing & astral travel? How to develop and use these abilities? Other abilities that we should be 

able to engage in as IS-BEs? I have had spiritual experiences & OOB experiences, but they were not by my own abilities. I am open.

12/2/2018 1:40:31 PM pat4dwa10859950 🇺🇸 Just tell me WHAT PUNISHMENT IS "JUST" FOR THOSE WHO PERPETRATED THIS UNSPEAKABLE CRIME???  What ability do we have to erase the 

effects of this from their world view??? @FLOTUS @POTUS #RuleOfLaw @TheJusticeDept @LindseyGrahamSC #PresidentTrump #Trafficked 😢 

👮👮👮🇺🇸

12/2/2018 1:40:52 PM time4u2know When will Replication technology be available for the masses?

12/2/2018 1:41:17 PM time4u2know Is a tweet from 45 saying "The Storm has arrived" a signal for what?

12/2/2018 1:41:50 PM jenaynayz Is Theresa May related as well?

12/2/2018 1:43:19 PM freeandoriginal Is this a way to check on people's awareness and give out half truths? Remove blocks and restore prosperity and health. Not a question, but a kind 

request. Thanks

12/2/2018 1:45:55 PM datruseeka Will we be able to see our future or that of our loved ones in OUR LIFETIME?  In next 5 yrs? In next 10 yrs?  Would you be able to alter that future 

reality?

12/2/2018 1:47:57 PM cidarean They said 17:45 ET... Everyone is already loading questions? Lol is 17:45 the cut off or the start time???

12/2/2018 1:52:11 PM decodematrix Was the Nephilim negative ETs and Elohim positive ETs?

12/2/2018 1:53:36 PM datruseeka I thought that we should never pursue the occult & magic.  Wouldn’t it harm us? Cause demons & harm us?

12/2/2018 1:54:46 PM anitabutterfly To make contact telepathically with ET's, or to prepare yourself for ascension, is it a must to meditate?

12/2/2018 1:55:02 PM holliday_billy I can answer that one. Yeah 👍🏻😊

12/2/2018 1:55:31 PM anitabutterfly Can you please tell me about Sazhora?

12/2/2018 1:56:08 PM joni_apple_seed Would you have any idea why Britain conspired against the people of Ireland between 1845-1850 by implementing the holocaust. It is said only 

Catholics were targeted. Was it political between the crown and papacy?

12/2/2018 1:57:32 PM armeddamsel If the children can live it we need to be brave enough to see it.

12/2/2018 1:57:43 PM holliday_billy Wow!  These are some goods questions. They’re gonna be busy. 👍🏻👽🙏🏾

12/2/2018 1:59:04 PM datruseeka BEYOND SICK & EVIL!  ☝️☝️☝️A new word is needed in our vocabulary to describe.

12/2/2018 2:02:12 PM lisadai35675493 Here is RK https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jvRbnuhvR0g

12/2/2018 2:02:31 PM mongrelglory Will there ever be a disclosure about the contents of the Vatican Archives? Will the public ever have access to the historical knowledge that is 

contained in there?

12/2/2018 2:02:39 PM datruseeka Agreed. Good info to know.

12/2/2018 2:04:23 PM datruseeka Is Q an ET/EBE?  Or an AI?

12/2/2018 2:06:23 PM datruseeka With regard to vaccines, and many if not all toxic, are there certain vaccines that are very important to take nonetheless for babies or children?

12/2/2018 2:06:40 PM wonderswords Was Billy Maier Chronicles Disclosure or disinformation? Can you elaborate

12/2/2018 2:17:35 PM caisson_mom Waves on 11/11? How will that affect us

12/2/2018 2:17:38 PM datruseeka Again that’s sick!   How do exports escape to even become whistleblowers?

12/2/2018 2:21:10 PM decodematrix Is there a lot of ancient debris floating around in the rings of Saturn?

12/2/2018 2:22:59 PM datruseeka Are the readings of Edgar Cayce legit and worth studying to gain truth of DARK>LIGHT?  I recently started researching his findings through this 

enlightenment.  Are his interpretations of the Bible legit too?

12/2/2018 2:25:52 PM melanieanders7 Using the original DNA from the first humans, what was the average life span during that era?

12/2/2018 2:26:54 PM datruseeka Someone I don’t know (met through twitter who seems to be very knowledgeable of these disclosures, gave me a “reading of sorts” of my son and his 

issues with past circumstances & depression and such were so real and I never told him much at all of him.  I cried, it was so real!

12/2/2018 2:27:23 PM mgray72531386 Will there be a “healing” for Autism?  I know that is a brain injury from vaccines.  Can it be healed?

12/2/2018 2:27:36 PM votingred1 Follow the 💰



12/2/2018 2:28:38 PM datruseeka His readings (of telepathy? Remote viewing? Or whatever it was?) gave me a huge insight of my son that he was able to convey to me that I know will 

prove to be most helpful.  I’m still amazed.

12/2/2018 2:29:31 PM robertg69989098 Happy for you. Praying for you and more info to come your way.

12/2/2018 2:30:52 PM datruseeka You once recommended to me to pursue self-enlightenment to better handle my past emotional trauma I’ve been through, but can you give me a 

better understanding of this “loneliness” you speak of?

12/2/2018 2:35:24 PM lightworkercain Did James Files deliver the fatal headshot to JFK as he claims? Mercury tipped bullet shot out of a Fireball XP-100? 

 http://jfkmurdersolved.com/filestruth.htm 

12/2/2018 2:35:33 PM keith369me Earlier Majestic 12 acknowledged in providing the content of the Illuminati game.  What method was used to see into the future to generate the 

content?  Looking glass?

12/2/2018 2:36:30 PM peterclloyd Autism is being effectively treated and in many cases cured. Rife (frequency) technology is one method showing success. Most treatments are 

underground away from AMA, CDC and FDA

12/2/2018 2:36:34 PM decodematrix Is there a "veil" around Earth extending 8.6 miles above the surface? And when you go above the veil you feel much healthier, more telepathic, etc.?

12/2/2018 2:38:14 PM lemik_merope Even Yeshua promotes meditation when it's said to meditate on the Word daily. Think about it, there was no bible(not the Word) and the scriptures 

were never called the Word

12/2/2018 2:38:59 PM wonderswords Deep State bots the enemy will not go quietly, rather kicking and screaming, no matter they'll still go away.

12/2/2018 2:39:40 PM lemik_merope The Sumerian kings list record life spans of 36000 years

12/2/2018 2:40:14 PM datruseeka Will BOTH USAF & Navy’s SSP’s be FULLY DISCLOSED?  Will both come under the control of TRUMP to ensure ‘WE, the PEOPLE’ interests are protected?

12/2/2018 2:41:45 PM datruseeka Who controls NASA?  Is this still under NAZI control? When are they going to start telling the TRUTH?  Will full disclosure?

12/2/2018 2:42:52 PM ascendingadam What happened on 11/11 in #Antarctica?

12/2/2018 2:43:11 PM 1crazy_toaster they dont have any more power than what the sleeping zombied out masses have allowed to happen, we all fell asleep at the wheel, we believed & 

trusted..... tis why we're attempting to wake ppl up.

12/2/2018 2:43:36 PM mgray72531386 Thank you for the information!

12/2/2018 2:44:13 PM eyesonq May god bless those children. And all those from the past. And all those still in peril. WE THE PEOPLE ARE COMING FOR YOU ...

12/2/2018 2:44:27 PM datruseeka Will security risk of both the SEA PORTS and PORTAL in FL be fully mitigated to protect our country and ‘WE, the PEOPLE’ and kept from dark forces & 

CABAL?  Protect us & children from harm?

12/2/2018 2:44:59 PM askesis369 Was Johnny Gosch involved in WH Pedo Rings and eventually turned into Jeff Gannon?

12/2/2018 2:45:03 PM datruseeka And of course underground bases & tunnels...

12/2/2018 2:45:35 PM johngradycole20 What was it that Kyle Odom encountered and shot? Will those beings be held accountable for what happened to him and will he be freed from prison?

(Also, my best friend and TI Todd Denzel Gregory Beck committed suicide last night) pic.twitter.com/wPgyIq8vZp

12/2/2018 2:45:38 PM cidarean What can you tell about the Council of 9?

12/2/2018 2:45:56 PM time4u2know Is the catalyst to ending the Cabal that you described on 11/8 further away or closer than we think? Objects in mirror are closer than they appear.

12/2/2018 2:45:57 PM robertg69989098 Do tell

12/2/2018 2:46:10 PM blankmarlo Who or what are the four princes of Epstein Island? (North, South, East, West)

12/2/2018 2:46:18 PM wild8heart Is living in the moment a key component of harnessing one’s true potential?

12/2/2018 2:46:42 PM blankmarlo What is the purpose of the the device in Antarctica that was activated on 11/11?

12/2/2018 2:49:02 PM stoneturnr According to Dr. Dan Burisch, 'Looking Glass' technology had the capacity to view events in the past and future. How precise is this technology? Where 

did it come from? Has there been developments in its capabilities (for communication, travel, etc)?

12/2/2018 2:49:13 PM blankmarlo Is the planet Saturn a star in other densities. Did it used to be our primary Sun?

12/2/2018 2:49:34 PM blankmarlo Does Saturn interface with the moon to keep us in lower densities?

12/2/2018 2:50:02 PM blankmarlo Can only people of certain bloodlines be directly interfaced with and manipulated by archons?

12/2/2018 2:51:02 PM blankmarlo What is the significance of the hexagon storm at one pole of Saturn and the eye shaped storm at the other?

12/2/2018 2:51:29 PM blankmarlo Is there a being that lives on a moon of Saturn that recieved sacrifices from high level cabal members? What is its name?

12/2/2018 2:52:40 PM warangel1111 👋🏻❤️🔥

12/2/2018 2:52:42 PM wild8heart For anyone who is freaking out that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hasn’t yet responded... Time is an illusion, remember!

12/2/2018 2:52:50 PM drumsk8 Whats going to happen with the UK and BREXIT? It's not looking too good.

12/2/2018 2:54:39 PM datruseeka How can encouraging us to pursue death as a better way of life?  That’s a huge paradigm shift!  Almost liken to being a mortar.

12/2/2018 2:54:45 PM zagnett On the Nov 24 AMA, you said "no plans to reunite those in the Galactic Slave Trade. Some wars are too big to fight for one planet."

Who/what planet do we communicate with to change this? Comm open.

THE EFFORT MUST NOT STOP WITH THIS PLANET.

12/2/2018 2:56:26 PM datruseeka Is our right to ‘heaven’ already on a LIST?  Who maintains this list?  How does this impact your right to reincarnation?

12/2/2018 2:57:37 PM zagnett If communication feasible, when do you expect it to start? Via what means?

I will prepare as much as I am able.

12/2/2018 2:58:18 PM princesspatrio1 Bright Light. 😎🔥🔥🔥👊

12/2/2018 3:00:23 PM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 When will Disclosure come to tell us exactly what is needed from us as individually and collectively  to create/co-create to positively 

impact our future and secure our protection from evil, dark forces, and Cabal, and achieve freedom as was originally intended.

12/2/2018 3:02:45 PM datruseeka Is this SACRED GEOMETRY?  If receiving this, does it mean positive LIGHT is upon us?

12/2/2018 3:02:56 PM time4u2know Is Unicorn code word for what we think it is?

12/2/2018 3:03:50 PM mongrelglory I agree.  That's the one topic that would unite people across nations and party lines...if only Pedogate would get some MSM coverage so that people 

would wake up to what's going on!

12/2/2018 3:07:07 PM datruseeka Who are our closes ET’s in terms of similarity to us as human species?  Human species like us as Patriotic Americans?  Who do we relate to best?

12/2/2018 3:07:22 PM yupyup_puypuy Are there answers or just questions?!  Lol

12/2/2018 3:07:32 PM olimyracle What is the "deep" role of Switzerland ?

12/2/2018 3:08:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd For my part Idk what this is until told it’s an imprint of higher dimension. Idk why I’ve seen it all my life, in the dark & when I close my eyes. Conclusion: 

I’m a weirdo. When things happen you don’t understand it’s frustrating.

12/2/2018 3:08:52 PM moemc8 Cobra info said underground Taiwan was ready to hold masses of people during the Event.  Why would this be necessary.  Will the Event cause danger 

to us?

12/2/2018 3:09:09 PM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does moving up dimensionally mean we leave our 3D bodies and the lives we have with our families?

12/2/2018 3:09:52 PM yupyup_puypuy Do you consider “ET”s demons/fallen angels?!?  Or do they include Yahweh sent envoys as well?!  If neither, what do you consider “them”?

12/2/2018 3:11:35 PM raenyasalisbury Yes...hung out with a guy in the SSP

They have looking glass technology

12/2/2018 3:12:28 PM olimyracle We Are One 💞 https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1068853296142708737 …

12/2/2018 3:14:13 PM datruseeka Where does your knowledge on vaccines come from?  How or what would you say to loved ones who are just giving birth to babies or have young 

toddlers/children?

12/2/2018 3:15:54 PM lightworkercain Were Jr. and Carolyn at the Trump rally dressed as Fusca and MAGA Grandma? Much Love Team! pic.twitter.com/tWFFpgfNlP



12/2/2018 3:16:08 PM datruseeka Thank you!  My only regret is I’m just finding this out right before he’s about to move 1500 mi away.  But will help in my future communications with 

my son for sure.

12/2/2018 3:17:15 PM datruseeka I understand your frustrations.  This is what drives us to truth and the never ending passion to seek truth!

12/2/2018 3:20:36 PM time4u2know Have you had the opportunity to work with Vincent or has Vincent ever had the opportunity to work with you?

12/2/2018 3:31:10 PM zagnett Majestic 12,

What happened to the AMA? Hoping you're legit. Praying you're ok.

12/2/2018 3:32:53 PM wild8heart They’ve discussed this previously... pic.twitter.com/ogNOX5aqlZ

12/2/2018 3:33:58 PM zendamaparanorm What took place at the Black Forest?

12/2/2018 3:34:39 PM yellahabibihela Yea. Especially if one is raised with a Judeo-Xian background.

12/2/2018 3:40:44 PM datruseeka Personally, I believe this was another timed and timely event carried off by the White Hats (no names) but eerily similar to McStains demise.  Think of 

events that need to occur sequentially to execute the plan.

12/2/2018 3:43:08 PM cocopuffster12 Please...tell me this will stop soon. pic.twitter.com/sz4CZdAIci

12/2/2018 3:43:42 PM cocopuffster12 And this pic.twitter.com/Jjyr1ySyua

12/2/2018 3:44:03 PM flapmooz And of course the MSM will cover this...

12/2/2018 3:45:22 PM yellahabibihela Agreed. TRDJ insulates he was executed.

12/2/2018 3:46:11 PM johngradycole20  pic.twitter.com/2avKxfj8d5

12/2/2018 3:46:59 PM datruseeka Yes I know all about the autism-vaccine issue.  But I mean how do you know ALL are bad, is there any that truly protects a child/baby from illness that 

doesn’t also harm you worse?

12/2/2018 3:47:10 PM lmjonzey Wow... light bulb even brighter...

12/2/2018 3:47:43 PM wild8heart They always talk about the fact that consciousness projects reality. We have the power to change our perception/beliefs to cater to what we want for 

our reality/future/life in this realm.

I believe that yes we will survive and that #wethepeople have the power and always will!

12/2/2018 3:47:49 PM weediblue What causes your body to suddenly reject foods and trigger anaphylaxis?

12/2/2018 3:48:36 PM datruseeka I am just asking for a trusted source that when giving to a parent would help parents from feeling that’s it’s the right thing to do to never give vaccines.

12/2/2018 3:48:43 PM keith369me My sarcastic meteorologist son described this to me as a “wave cloud”...varying frequencies (waves) of wind patterns are likely to cause this.  Of 

course he could be bullshitting me.

12/2/2018 3:49:29 PM datruseeka Exactly my thinking.

12/2/2018 3:49:52 PM wild8heart There’s definitely a linguistic/conceptual link between faster healing and “fasting”. 

Fasting is known to have many benefits when done appropriately/accordingly.

12/2/2018 3:55:30 PM djlok We are learning that!

12/2/2018 3:55:53 PM yellahabibihela RBG & 43 may also be given the pink slip, too.

12/2/2018 3:55:56 PM keith369me Don’t know if this helps, I feel energy emanating...such as from my cell phone or even headphones. Last night while meditating prior to sleep I focused 

on 2 alternating thoughts.  One caused me to feel a “pulse” on the left side of my head on the crown, the other on my rt temple.

12/2/2018 3:57:47 PM keith369me Majestic answered my query on this same subject previously...approx 90% truth

12/2/2018 4:00:42 PM time4u2know Gotcha! Thought I saw your question someplace, but couldn’t relocate it. Figured I would ask again! Have an awesome night!

12/2/2018 4:00:44 PM chhr01 Oh, I don't know... something about a debt come due and easily leveraged by perps to start a war using SADMs being smuggled in via tugboats? 

pic.twitter.com/7qZot9a1eX

12/2/2018 4:02:00 PM keith369me You too fellow truther

12/2/2018 4:02:48 PM shellie04982071 Deep State got em, 😢😭😤

12/2/2018 4:03:00 PM de1traveler Feisty what’s [CA_J] in Q’s post today? I can’t find anything on it!  thanks

12/2/2018 4:04:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IMeusltcDGM …

As close as I can get but it’s more hiss like but seems to be close to same tone.

12/2/2018 4:05:43 PM keith369me I could hear it too with the TV.  I can’t hold a phone to my ear...the energy is uncomfortable.  I also get headaches listening to what I suspect is 

disinformation...same people all of the time...Alex Jones is one.  I can go with one headphone and it happens regardless of ear.

12/2/2018 4:06:51 PM decodematrix What is the monolith on Phobos?

12/2/2018 4:07:28 PM youstinksoap hmmm.. I've had a feeling about comey since the beginning.  interesting post.

12/2/2018 4:07:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd I can’t be in the same room when news is playing. It’s like nails on a chalk board. I run, leave, put in ear buds. It makes me so nervous and 

uncomfortable! 😐 Idk.

12/2/2018 4:10:47 PM zendamaparanorm If the Black Knight Satellite = The Domain, then what function does The Domain mandate?

12/2/2018 4:12:54 PM datruseeka I understand.  I tried talking to niece and nephew about vaccines of their babies but they are sheeple and don’t believe “conspiracies”. I want to send 

them undeniable proof that they need to protect their babies wet vaccines.

12/2/2018 4:13:22 PM wonderswords Rothschild owned large property and would invite elites, royalty, even the queen herself, they would bring kids there to scare them, release them, and 

hunt to kill them, there are ppl who escaped and filed lawsuits, early Q posts when talked  "fire sale"

12/2/2018 4:34:06 PM zendamaparanorm #ThesePeopleAreSick I prayer to God that Q brings all responsible for those crimes to Justice. #darkToLight

12/2/2018 4:43:31 PM susan66388204 Same here.

12/2/2018 4:43:32 PM theydontknowwe1 G is amazing🌕

12/2/2018 4:45:53 PM susan66388204 Get in touch with Your inner source and tell it to heal whatever

12/2/2018 4:55:42 PM melanieanders7 Is there more than one universe? And is there a name for our universe?

12/2/2018 4:56:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok, who are the third that fell and are the fallen ones the entities reeking havoc on our world?

12/2/2018 5:02:14 PM 1_decided_voter What happened to AMA?

12/2/2018 5:03:20 PM queenfrontier Which form.of astrology is most accurate, if any? Vedic? Equal house? Placidus, Koch?

12/2/2018 5:05:49 PM datruseeka That’s a HARD lesson when it comes to the health of a baby/child, especially your own.

12/2/2018 5:07:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clown attempts failed.

12/2/2018 5:07:27 PM lovesg_d I think they got busy and forgot!  😂

12/2/2018 5:07:40 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/0rpnLOOoWd

12/2/2018 5:07:58 PM johngradycole20 What were they tryin to do?

12/2/2018 5:08:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA was scheduled for 1745 ET however just prior to the AMA this account was locked.

This is not a game.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

12/2/2018 5:08:29 PM lovesg_d Clowns tried to hack your account?  So that’s why we haven’t heard from you for the last hour or two?  Glad they failed!

12/2/2018 5:09:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've read the bible several times Gen to Rev. I know the books by heart in order. I know the bible but past experience clouds perception, plus IDK what 

spins old religion put on and I never state anything dogmatically bc I'm so unsure of myself.

12/2/2018 5:09:21 PM mountainminder We are a very patient lot when it comes to TRUTH.

12/2/2018 5:09:22 PM lbf777 Welcome back. You cannot stop us Deep State. Your all going down!

12/2/2018 5:09:46 PM txmaga4life Let’s ROLL 🗣💫💫💫

12/2/2018 5:10:30 PM lbf777 My question was why was Trump seemingly upset at the G20 summit while Putin and that guy from Saudi Arabia seemed very happy?

12/2/2018 5:10:52 PM djlok [They] better leave you the f*ck alone.  This IS-BE will open up a can of whoop a$$!!!

12/2/2018 5:11:00 PM datruseeka WOW!  Kudos to you for unlocking!

12/2/2018 5:11:13 PM ursula_1111 Not surprised. ThQ for the follow up. 💛☀️ Will we be reconvening now? 🙏🏼



12/2/2018 5:11:48 PM datruseeka My guess - ACTING!

12/2/2018 5:11:48 PM cchef1980 Hello everyone, M12, I wanted to know if FBI anon has any relation to Q. A lot of the stuff revealed by Q actually started much earlier through FBI anon.

12/2/2018 5:11:48 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/nKRaqehPxD

12/2/2018 5:11:59 PM freeandoriginal We do not think this is a game

12/2/2018 5:12:55 PM datruseeka Kudos to you!  Clowns losing power more and more!  Send them all off to off-world where they can learn a lesson.

12/2/2018 5:14:56 PM dmpwrocks Clowns to the left jokers to the right

12/2/2018 5:18:58 PM peacey_queen Fleets landing soon?

12/2/2018 5:19:22 PM rebln No he does not, white hat

12/2/2018 5:21:15 PM wonderswords Let that sink in, being hunted by the highest authority in your country, you escape, who do you ask for help? These ppl are sick. Find the story about 

why Rothschild should a n Estate that was held for hundreds of years? Did they need the Money? EO 12/21/2017

12/2/2018 5:21:17 PM 1aaronjustice Wow not surprised

12/2/2018 5:21:56 PM 1aaronjustice Can we ask questions now?

12/2/2018 5:22:08 PM lmjonzey Nope... we.ll will pass notes if we need to...lol

12/2/2018 5:22:13 PM datruseeka I guess we all do.

12/2/2018 5:22:28 PM wonderswords I thought that would eventually happen as this account grows.

12/2/2018 5:23:55 PM kasia67281703 A haven for evil #deception

12/2/2018 5:25:12 PM 1_decided_voter If that's not the suggestion, then what do you make of this story?

12/2/2018 5:25:28 PM melanieanders7 Welcome back. And thanks for scheduling an AMA, regardless. Let us know when you're Avila one for a reschedule.

12/2/2018 5:26:04 PM melanieanders7 Available was the word I was typing for ;)

12/2/2018 5:26:48 PM rebln Mattis discusses Russian interference in the election in this article.  It is not about Mattis

12/2/2018 5:27:07 PM wonderswords Over hundred questions waiting at original AMA, great questions await

12/2/2018 5:27:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mattis is clean. Mattis is on MJ-12.

12/2/2018 5:27:56 PM worldxplorer1 Damn!  Naming names!

12/2/2018 5:28:30 PM neecieh6111 Mine was caused by a tick bite.  It inflicted me with an enzyme that causes anaphylaxis/hives when consuming mammalian meats.  It took 2 years for 

the allergen to dissipate.

12/2/2018 5:28:42 PM worldxplorer1 Flynn. Mattis. 45.

12/2/2018 5:29:33 PM datruseeka I am sure that was a anticipated and planned marker!  D5 coming.

12/2/2018 5:29:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many universes and the name of each of them is less important than understanding what it is. Higher levels of consciousness see the 

multiverse as iterations over a hyper dimensional geometric shape that essentially is the master shape of each universe. Values change.

12/2/2018 5:30:24 PM ascendingadam ❤️MAD DOG

12/2/2018 5:31:24 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What’s the best visual depiction of higher frequencies/vibrations that we can perceive in this dimension?

12/2/2018 5:32:21 PM melanieanders7 That is so intriguing. Thank you

12/2/2018 5:32:43 PM karenra13423777 Will the infrastructure be safe against them?

12/2/2018 5:33:12 PM cocopuffster12 They are new clouds. They weren’t around in the 70’s, not so sure they should be around now, you know??😔

12/2/2018 5:33:15 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Best strain of weed for astral projection/remote viewing?

12/2/2018 5:33:37 PM datruseeka Hope you don’t mind then if I re-ask this unless you plan to go back and look at previous questions ask related to this planned AMA.  >>> Will action be 

taken to stop UN? Agenda 21? Agenda 2030? Nationally & Globally? Kick out all UN Military from USA?

12/2/2018 5:33:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 DNA/RNA

12/2/2018 5:36:07 PM wonderswords Sorry spelling correction, sold an estate in Black Forest

12/2/2018 5:36:23 PM zendamaparanorm Glad to see Majestic back in control 🇺🇸

12/2/2018 5:37:09 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s the best way to change one’s diet to promote pineal decalcification?

12/2/2018 5:37:16 PM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.exopolitics.org/new-investigation-shows-disputed-mj-12-document-exposing-extraterrestrial-contact-is-authentic/ …

12/2/2018 5:37:26 PM datruseeka So are you saying this recent 11:11 wave will impact our DNA?  And genetic DNA altering? For increasing our consciousness.  Would this show up in 

DNA tests?

12/2/2018 5:37:34 PM melanieanders7 I think what twists my noodle is seeing the physical seen shape of our universe buf also realizing there are other unseen dimensional additions that 

expand our universe that much further. It's beautiful, humbling, and intriguing in the same breath.

12/2/2018 5:39:29 PM pisceschick313 Is Princess Diana alive?

12/2/2018 5:39:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 You just did.

12/2/2018 5:42:08 PM worldxplorer1 Where do the white hats need our consciousness focused for The Plan to succeed this week?

12/2/2018 5:42:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bad actors to be removed permanently, specifically the puppet masters.

New laws will be introduced to prevent illegal classified programs to go unchecked.

Protect law enforcement.

Reform UN into Earth's "Space Capitol" political representation system.

Global elections like POTUS.

12/2/2018 5:42:20 PM lyndamathews25 Profits, after making every one sick in the first place. this makes me mad.

They poison us every which way they can, and then make big profits on treatment, but never any cure.

12/2/2018 5:42:48 PM datruseeka Meaning each universe has it’s own vibration? And higher consciousness can be altered by these different vibrations?

12/2/2018 5:43:20 PM emma_trump2020 Q is posting personal messages tonight it's been awesome!

12/2/2018 5:43:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 FBI Anon is not connected to Q, although FBI Anon does have POTUS' direct line as do many other REAL AMERICAN PATRIOTS embedded deep inside 

the Federal Government who fought for decades against this group but were stopped at every level. FBI Anon played a critical role though.

12/2/2018 5:44:30 PM melanieanders7 Ha made me chuckle.

12/2/2018 5:45:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd It'll be ok, don't get upset. pic.twitter.com/yLZArhzAza

12/2/2018 5:45:34 PM lmjonzey Ok..energy effects ions. DNA/RNA are simply put stringers of amino acids..proteins are made up of amino acids..then yes it would.

12/2/2018 5:45:55 PM datruseeka So you’re saying we are STILL going to have a global government (transformed UN) rather than national governments that will rule us?  Where global 

supersedes national?   How will we be able to trust this to be in our best interest?

12/2/2018 5:46:35 PM yupyup_puypuy Do you consider “ET”s demons/fallen angels?!?  Or do they include Yahweh sent envoys as well?!  If neither, what do you consider “them”?

12/2/2018 5:47:01 PM yupyup_puypuy Please and thank you!

12/2/2018 5:47:04 PM lmjonzey So was this acitvation of the Antarctica done for good or bad?

12/2/2018 5:47:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes...we are so grateful for you scheduling AMA's. If it's too much now, reschedule. I agree 100% with Happy and Lucky. So much gratitude.❤️✨🙏🏼

12/2/2018 5:47:27 PM yupyup_puypuy As me anything!

12/2/2018 5:48:07 PM jwind20 Anchor light into Earth. Pray for all energies to go for our highest good and the good of all. 🙏

12/2/2018 5:48:31 PM worldxplorer1 When will I be able to go home and visit Alcyone in my earth vessel?



12/2/2018 5:49:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Optics 25%

187 threats to 45 0%

187 threats to 45 family 75%

CLASSIFIED = NO "APPEARANCE" OF ANYTHING WRONG

CLASSIFIED TALKING TRUMP / LYING TUMP = "UPSET"

"FED more of a threat than China" 🤡🚨

RU/SA know what D5 is and they know its coming.

Nothing has changed for them.

D5
12/2/2018 5:49:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, events drive the definition of time. See previous tweets.

12/2/2018 5:50:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Safe haven.

12/2/2018 5:50:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/2/2018 5:50:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Storm?

12/2/2018 5:50:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 We used their technology against them.

Eyes Wide Open.

12/2/2018 5:51:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every moment has great potential. Seek it.

12/2/2018 5:51:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is WAR.

12/2/2018 5:51:55 PM awakeningpublic I'd say this is a good start ✌️♥ pic.twitter.com/RG8uVfbGNh

12/2/2018 5:52:25 PM lmjonzey I hope the definition of space capital is good this time around. With karma and fibromyalgia in this life, I rather not keep repeating.

12/2/2018 5:52:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can you elaborate as to which function you are trying to specifically address here?

The Domain has many functions and is involved in many things.

Narrow it down and we may answer.

12/2/2018 5:53:03 PM 1aaronjustice Lolllll ok you’re right. My official question:  Since Bush was super deep state... was his death a deal made, fate , or not a death at all?

12/2/2018 5:53:16 PM eliashawk NCIS will investigate they are good .

12/2/2018 5:53:25 PM stoneturnr Should we expect to learn about the contents of Weiner's 'insurance' files from Huber's testimony on Wednesday?

12/2/2018 5:53:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sense of humor? Like that!

12/2/2018 5:54:35 PM kelchristian435 Did GHWB have a tribunal or did he die of natural causes?

12/2/2018 5:55:10 PM lmjonzey So they made a threat on his life...yeah I would be pist.

12/2/2018 5:55:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't look at is as "leaving people behind".

Think of it as "moving on."

You outgrow the sandbox as a child, so you leave.

As an adult, you don't keep going back to your sandbox?

Accept

Forgive

Forgive yourself

Move on

"In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1
12/2/2018 5:55:46 PM eliashawk No

12/2/2018 5:56:22 PM lmjonzey TX u! I should have kept reading.

12/2/2018 5:56:48 PM pisceschick313 So sorry.  God Bless 🙏🏻.

12/2/2018 5:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are using co-creative consciousness reading telepathic abilities regarding Disclosure subjects that have been recently declassified and are posing 

questions that point to simple answers that connect major dots together. This is how Twitter was intended to be utilized.

12/2/2018 5:57:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anywhere in space?

Yes.

In our solar system?

No.

12/2/2018 5:57:37 PM johngradycole20  pic.twitter.com/R9bZTemFTa

12/2/2018 5:57:55 PM lbf777 What does this technology do?

12/2/2018 5:59:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 NWO as conceived by an authoritarian and totalitarian regime of oppression, slave, human trafficking, poverty, and disease will no longer be accepted 

on Earth once Disclosure is officially made public by the White House. See other tweets on EU.

12/2/2018 5:59:25 PM lbf777 I’d say yes. And the only way to live in the moment is to not think about the past or future. Practice makes perfect.

12/2/2018 5:59:31 PM worldxplorer1 This is a fascinating answer. Provokes a thousand more questions and possibilities than answers!

12/2/2018 5:59:32 PM collectvcat Will the lifting of the veil allow us to communicate (two way, not just thoughts /concepts telepathically received) with our deceased loved ones as if 

they were still here? And see them at the same time in some form?

12/2/2018 5:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wise logic.

Did you see our message?

12/2/2018 6:00:49 PM tiakolbert stuck in the middle with you!

12/2/2018 6:01:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 4D currently exists in mainstream mockingbird world. We are going into 6D, 7D, and 8D which require a more co-creative and cooperative relationship 

between all life forms including animals and extraterrestrials (some of which ARE "animals").

12/2/2018 6:01:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The IS-BE who you speak of knows the Occult ways to learn about past lives and uses that knowledge to continue living even after Death. What is 

Death?

12/2/2018 6:03:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd "In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience."

THUS

"In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth."

12/2/2018 6:04:41 PM zendamaparanorm Is The Domain in place to oversee the incoming and out-going of ET craft as well as man made craft leaving and entering the Earths atmosphere?

12/2/2018 6:04:58 PM lbf777 Sounds fun. How soon do we launch?

12/2/2018 6:05:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Macron has blood on his hands.

Very young blood.

A lot of very young blood.

Vicious pedophile.

Islamization of France occurred as a result of his involvement in the international child sex trafficking organization.

Lower age of consent.

Silence victims of Islamic pedophilia.

12/2/2018 6:05:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Divide and conquer.

12/2/2018 6:06:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's beautiful.



12/2/2018 6:07:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Lucy, I'm home!" - Jack O'Neill

"I take it you are feeling better, O'Neill?" - Teal'c

"Yep, it worked. Now let me out!" - Jack

"I will summon the Doctor." - Teal'c

"I'm me, it's okay. I'm good." - Jack

"How can I be sure? You just referred to me as Lucy." - Teal'c

12/2/2018 6:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, all beings can be manipulated.

12/2/2018 6:08:52 PM djlok So while we were all getting dumbed down and asleep, I imagine our value decreased?

12/2/2018 6:09:15 PM worldxplorer1 Well at least the playing field is level. 

To the defeat of the archons! 🍻

12/2/2018 6:09:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meditation is an action that involves clearing the mind and adjusting your resonance frequencies to chakras, geometric shapes, etc. to receive an 

expected experience for a short period of time on a regular basis. Ascension is not like meditating. It's permanent.

12/2/2018 6:10:26 PM mongrelglory Will there ever be a disclosure about the contents of the Vatican Archives? Will the public ever have access to the historical knowledge that is 

contained in there?

12/2/2018 6:10:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The IS-BE is, however they do not have access to Occult knowledge to know their past life and live based on that past life. She is a new incarnation who 

doesn't know who she is.

Jesus rose from the dead.

How do you access your past lives?

How do you create reality?
12/2/2018 6:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/2/2018 6:11:52 PM djlok So what is death?  I know this topic has come up before, but it all seems very confusing.

12/2/2018 6:11:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you expect us to answer this question?

12/2/2018 6:12:26 PM 777kab1 WRONG.  NEW AGE.  WANNA-BE'S....Frequencies belong to MY FATHER...Shapes too....HE IS THE CREATOR...your "god" is the thief who attempts to 

STEAL HIS CREATION...not happening....

12/2/2018 6:12:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 ICSTR power play against POTUS.

Think FED.

12/2/2018 6:13:32 PM worldxplorer1 Unicorn is a code word for a child.

12/2/2018 6:13:33 PM djlok Is it really possible in our current form to access past lives?

12/2/2018 6:13:52 PM missy968 I feel like that has been happening to me over the last 9 weeks.

12/2/2018 6:14:01 PM keith369me No media mention of family with GHWB being by his side when he passed.  Odd...a wealthy family with resources and they make “phone calls” to say 

goodbye?  What don’t we know?

12/2/2018 6:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/2/2018 6:14:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS is not limited to FISA.

12/2/2018 6:14:55 PM time4u2know Please don’t. I think we all know the answer. Hope you have an awesome night!

12/2/2018 6:14:57 PM de1traveler Are we still going to have sovereign nations on earth? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069397861199216641 …

12/2/2018 6:15:10 PM kellykreps777 I just found this account and have been trying to figure out what the angle is here...and since I saw your comment I had to ask. Is this person claiming 

to be an alien, a spirit, or a human....or something I don't understand?  Wondered if you know.

12/2/2018 6:15:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd Revolting. Ironic he chooses an older woman! Sicko!

12/2/2018 6:16:00 PM cidarean Yes 👍

12/2/2018 6:16:20 PM nun_chucknorris Is there a set amount of time (minutes,hours,days) that the IS-BE takes to reincarnate? I’m asking because maybe we could use that info to look up 

deaths that occurred prior to our conception.

12/2/2018 6:16:27 PM zendamaparanorm What is the scientific function of The Domain?

12/2/2018 6:16:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Autism is humanity reacting under satanic control. Many on the spectrum can live off the spectrum in the right environment. Cabal has poisoned your 

children. Treating Autism means you accept their reality and love them unconditionally. You alone know how to make the right choice.

12/2/2018 6:16:46 PM mongrelglory Is Justin Trudeau involved in the same child sex trafficking organizations?

12/2/2018 6:17:35 PM mongrelglory People have said she's actually is "handler". (MK ultra reference I believe).

12/2/2018 6:17:56 PM 777kab1 Hey....leave MY SAVIOR out of your twisted "truth"....GO!

12/2/2018 6:18:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your fundamental world view needs to be adjusted in order to understand the answer you seek. This question will always yield answers that block you 

from understanding the truth. The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides, by thinking and willing, reality.

12/2/2018 6:18:34 PM 00loll0 Ty

12/2/2018 6:18:35 PM djlok I think I know who I might be.  Wish there was a way to know for sure.

12/2/2018 6:18:47 PM johntitor33621 it was not 10km deep, it was through the entire globe. could it be... vip chip ping, alien scan, vaccine ping, think startrek scan, think radar, think catscan 

with dye #JohnTitor #predictions

12/2/2018 6:18:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Accelerate global awakening.

12/2/2018 6:20:09 PM keith369me I would assume the cabal would have similar access to this “looking glass”...if they could see what Majestic sees, why would they be fighting so hard to 

prevent their inevitable takedown?

12/2/2018 6:20:27 PM olimyracle Asking questions

Feeling answers

Hearing pains

Seeing insides

💞

12/2/2018 6:20:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The archives are composed of the following: 

Art

Artifacts

Alien Remains

Alien Technology

Alien Literature

Alien Art

Alien Clones

Victims over the ages

Accurate historical archive of the true identity of the Cabal

++MORE+++

They modernized their archives.

NSA has everything.



12/2/2018 6:21:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd You think you're heavenly? You're rude, obnoxious, and Creator's is NOT YOUR FATHER, he belongs to no one. Move along little one, let the adults talk.

12/2/2018 6:21:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 ICSTR

12/2/2018 6:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Storm

12/2/2018 6:21:52 PM ascendingadam Resulting in destruction of thier Antarctic facility and it’s contents?

12/2/2018 6:21:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd Read everything...come to your own conclusions.

12/2/2018 6:22:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Extreme secrecy and extreme security coupled with no rights as an officer when it comes to the security and safety of the operations.

12/2/2018 6:23:43 PM keith369me I can handle TV news in small doses knowing it’s complete propaganda.  Some in the “truth community” (a small percentage on YouTube) cause me to 

immediately feel sick to my stomach and get headaches.  I take it as a signal to stay away from the information.

12/2/2018 6:23:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are among you today, lost in the Matrix, unable to find their way home. When the world wakes up, identities can be remembered.

Dissemination of this technology will be heavily protected and regulated for very obvious reasons.

Think logically.

God mode.

Everywhere.

Never.

12/2/2018 6:23:51 PM mgray72531386 Absolutely, to loving him unconditionally!  Never question that!  However, I will continuously look for any way to help him and ask as many questions 

as I need to to find answers.  Thank you for responding.❤️

12/2/2018 6:25:06 PM djlok Does it involve a bunch of voodoo and candles or is there another way to do it?

12/2/2018 6:25:12 PM missy968 You should read through the tweets. It’s very interesting and educational. I’d begin with the history of Majestic 12. Then I would go through many of 

the AMA’s. They are consistent with answers. Before you doubt, educate yourself.

12/2/2018 6:25:19 PM mongrelglory So how is 4D different than the 3D life that most of us are familiar with?

12/2/2018 6:25:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 The signature of life is a complex myriad of hyperdimensional information stored within our DNA. In order for those life forms to be expressed in our 

reality, their DNA would have to be almost a 99% match. Imagine the total prerequisite information necessary to store to project?

12/2/2018 6:25:38 PM time4u2know Thank you for the reply! Have an awesome night!

12/2/2018 6:25:55 PM allahuniversal Everything started with you, everything will come into existence with you, and everything will come to an end with you.

12/2/2018 6:26:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure happened many years ago.

12/2/2018 6:27:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

12/2/2018 6:28:38 PM keith369me Don’t disagree Nicole, but at some previous point in previous “time” they would have had access to the “final score”

12/2/2018 6:29:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Greer? Intentions are good. Controlled with blackmail. Suffered many losses in his life as a result of it. Many regrets. Wants to be better because of 

who he met in the SSP. Many very wonderful beings fundamentally change your perception of what's important in life.

12/2/2018 6:29:20 PM kellykreps777 I'm not doubting at all.  I am wondering....

12/2/2018 6:29:20 PM mgray72531386 And, I will never just settle for Satan’s control, accepting it, without interceding for my grandson.  I will love him unconditionally, but pray for him, 

without ceasing!

12/2/2018 6:29:44 PM djlok Majestic just putting it all out there!!

12/2/2018 6:30:11 PM kellykreps777 I'm also very new to Twitter and it's very hard for me to figure out.  So before you judge....know.  Have a nice night.

12/2/2018 6:30:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alien Art and Alien Literature give you access into the minds that created the Alien Technology. Think logically now. How do you acquire alien 

technology? Two ways. By force. Cheat the experience of what it means to exist in this dimensions, create negative karma... etc OR...?

12/2/2018 6:31:15 PM time4u2know Finding lots of puzzle pieces! Asked lots of questions! Thank you for answering them! Greer always seemed somewhat genuine. Possibly acting on 

some fronts.

12/2/2018 6:32:06 PM kellykreps777 I was just asking.  I don't understand what the big secret is.  This person is claiming to be "something" and since I'm new to them, I was intrigued by 

some of the posts, and thought I'd ask.  If it's a riddle, then I wont ask again.

12/2/2018 6:32:16 PM mongrelglory Is your group able to track all IS-BEs as they re-incarnate on this earth?

12/2/2018 6:32:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Victim originally.

Groomed puppet.

Ventriloquist doll.

12/2/2018 6:32:48 PM caisson_mom Ready.

12/2/2018 6:33:07 PM keith369me I have heard that past life regression can be done.  Personally it scares the shit out of me as I feel it will alter the path I am supposed to proceed upon.

12/2/2018 6:33:25 PM yellahabibihela I noticed 45 employed the phrase “illegal aliens” when referring to the caravan from Honduras instead of illegal immigrants or migrants. Seems 

intentional. MIB opening scene iteration featuring real illegal ETs?

12/2/2018 6:33:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness densities are not the same as space dimensions.

12/2/2018 6:34:11 PM keeter1234321 I want a multi month jubilee where everything is presented to the world about what happened and the truth about everything.  Neatly laid out.  Ken 

burns style. 8 hrs per day to allow everyone to watch together and process and support.   Weekends off to recuperate. Absorb.

12/2/2018 6:34:24 PM blankmarlo Ventriloquist dummy In the metaphorical sense like he works for the cabal or also direct archonic control?

12/2/2018 6:35:14 PM worldxplorer1 Your responses necessitate serious meditation.

12/2/2018 6:35:20 PM djlok Or what? Don't leave us hanging!!

12/2/2018 6:35:56 PM olimyracle Love

Friendship

Rightmindness

Responsability

Fair use

Good trade

💞

12/2/2018 6:36:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Several members of the Majestic 12 are communicating to you through a typist who is human. Majestic 12 are not all human.

12/2/2018 6:36:49 PM mongrelglory I met his father (who was Prime Minister at the time) in Labrador when I was a little girl.  In hindsight, I think the attention Pierre gave to me was 

inappropriate. (Winking, constantly watching me from across the room etc...)

12/2/2018 6:36:52 PM givethemel_ The war on drugs was just as fake as the war on terror and current the war on Trump.

And the satanic panic... where it was the MSM creating all the 'panic'

12/2/2018 6:37:13 PM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/2/2018 6:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, technically you dont need anything to do it, only the ability to clear your mind and release your burden. Seeing into your past lives can be achieved 

through astral projection and lucid dreaming. Sleeping schedules change to accommodate. How do you sleep? How did Tesla sleep?



12/2/2018 6:38:41 PM raenyasalisbury Have you heard about GcMAF ..it is a culture that fixes the gut..many naturopathss have been killed 4 exposing the link ..vaccines....autisium..gcmaf 

cure.  Please let me know if

12/2/2018 6:38:48 PM olimyracle Please elaborate.

When ? How ? Why ?

Thank you Sirs 💞

12/2/2018 6:39:17 PM dbreif  pic.twitter.com/vQzDt650RK

12/2/2018 6:39:40 PM raenyasalisbury GcMAF helps with autisium

12/2/2018 6:39:48 PM datruseeka Why was Corey Goode, Will Thompkins, Emory Smith allowed to?

12/2/2018 6:40:07 PM dr_t_dc The right environment. I’ve heard of success through the gut. Repair/replace good gut flora, eliminate processed foods and artificial additives. Eat 

Organic. Eat clean. Filter fluoride out of drinking water.

12/2/2018 6:40:18 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I thought you were talking about consciousness densities, which was what I was asking about.

12/2/2018 6:41:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your child is communicating to you in an alien language. Hear him. The world is not quite right. Make it right. Understanding Autism requires you to 

learn an alien language based on empathy, telepathy, and spiritual connection given to you during conception.

12/2/2018 6:41:22 PM time4u2know Taking short naps every 3-4 hours basically

12/2/2018 6:41:28 PM anangelhasland1 Is their hope for the endangered wildlife?

12/2/2018 6:41:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alien is a difference in frame of mind.

12/2/2018 6:41:49 PM kellykreps777 Thank you so much!!!  Your reply is much appreciated!!!  Very interesting material.

12/2/2018 6:42:51 PM jandydill S I c k

12/2/2018 6:43:55 PM lbf777 Anytime you see candles, skulls, and other wierd stuff, it is usually dark occult rituals. Positive spirituality is all about thinking a certain way to achieve 

something positive like mental peace.

12/2/2018 6:43:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read past tweets. Understand the change of mind required to understand what our answer to this is. We have answered this question many different 

ways. When you see the truth, it will resonate with you after meditating to the information contained in this account.

12/2/2018 6:44:08 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there a god? If so, one or many?

12/2/2018 6:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lucid dreaming is what exactly?

12/2/2018 6:44:56 PM 777kab1 Hey Florida....HE CERTAINLY IS MY FATHER...I know HIM well....He's taught me to spot the "father of lies" and his "tricks"....too bad you're falling for 

them....so move along...and let the SONS AND DAUGHTERS (who know their authority in Christ) take over from here..blocked‼️

12/2/2018 6:45:25 PM mongrelglory I guess I'd really just like to see the artifacts concerning humanity's history on this planet.  I always found history, archeology, anthropology fascinating, 

but it would be nice to have the real truth and not stories that have been fabricated to deceive us.

12/2/2018 6:45:26 PM anangelhasland1 I’ll take that as a “No, but don’t sweat it.”

12/2/2018 6:45:43 PM jandydill No Europe will not surrender. The Great Awakening can’t be stopped - anywhere.

12/2/2018 6:46:39 PM allahuniversal Being fully aware that you are dreaming.

12/2/2018 6:46:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 4D lifeforms can be found in the plant kingdom. One IS-BE can literally be thousands of acres of each type of plant life. Few are that large, though some 

are. You can feel the energy when they are large beings. Very "alien" as the same thing happens on other planets too.

12/2/2018 6:46:57 PM djlok You can say that again!

12/2/2018 6:47:08 PM time4u2know Where the person is aware they are asleep and possibly have control over what happens.

12/2/2018 6:47:42 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 my daughter has a congenital heart defect that requires surgeries. Is medical technology available that can "reconfigure" the 

makeup of her heart so it works as nature intended?

12/2/2018 6:49:24 PM mgray72531386 Thank you!  I will look into this!

12/2/2018 6:49:50 PM 777kab1 Exactly...and thus the NEED FOR WISDOM and DISCERNMENT....demonic forces at work...right here....extreme caution....

12/2/2018 6:50:06 PM stoneturnr Or create positive karma? Becoming more loving allows like-minded species to interact and share with us . And vice versa...

12/2/2018 6:50:07 PM mongrelglory Such as this? https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/strange-but-true-largest-organism-is-fungus/ …

12/2/2018 6:51:23 PM melanieanders7 Time being an illusion and reality is fluent based on events. I'm trying to break old conditioned habits. I'm my world, people JUST begin gaining wisdom 

and then they pass. Usually due to diseases stemmed from our environment. I've learned much but I've so much more to learn!

12/2/2018 6:52:08 PM anangelhasland1 Interrogate the characters in your dreams...

12/2/2018 6:52:59 PM melanieanders7 So knowing the thought that death is a transitioning period to create yet another life experience, I need to break my other conditioned habit of holding 

so fast to my physical form. I do hope I'm reading between the lines of what you shared.

12/2/2018 6:53:09 PM raenyasalisbury Bravo coop

12/2/2018 6:54:18 PM bblueberrypie FBI Anon was my Red Pill. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/2/2018 6:54:50 PM datruseeka FBIAnon posts were eye opening...since the beginning during the election campaign. First realization of just how corrupt our government has been 

along with our 3 letter agencies. I can’t imagine how bad the frustration had been in yrs prior for true patriots on inside.

12/2/2018 6:55:28 PM collectvcat So.... their consciousness is living among us, and when we totally awaken to who we are, at the same time, our multidimentional selves will return 

to”normal” and we ALL (dead & alive) will connect as it should be. No veil, no blockages?

12/2/2018 6:55:58 PM nun_chucknorris Is it someone who is alive? Is it a historical person? Do you have a photo of them? If you do, try running it through a facial recognition match program. 

They give a percentage of match. Not sure which to suggest.

12/2/2018 6:58:35 PM youstinksoap I've been visited by deceased relatives....can you tell me how that happens?  I've not seen them by the way, but I have seen many ghosts that are not 

related to me.

12/2/2018 6:59:06 PM jandydill I doubt they have a “human”

soul.

12/2/2018 7:03:27 PM daveschroeder18 :( darn

12/2/2018 7:06:35 PM lightworkercain Reassignment.

12/2/2018 7:08:29 PM turboxyde I went into an isolated area recently to play the Didgeridoo and broadcast in the high altitude wilderness. A dozen or so bees covered my face after I 

started playing almost as if they were excited to feel the vibrations along with me for a few moments before taking off.

12/2/2018 7:09:39 PM datruseeka If she doesn’t know who she was in past live(s), how do you or others know?

12/2/2018 7:11:38 PM tracytracy205 This is so true. My daughter also has been DX with a speech disorder and MR and of course Autism.  I understand her, when no one else can. I can 

figure out why she does some of the things she does. (Most of the time) She listens to music in other languages!  Amazing

12/2/2018 7:12:04 PM emma_trump2020 ... with violence such as Paris and protesting in Germany, is it about our collective consciousness some of us knowing and others not understanding 

because its hard to explain unless you meditate, my family doesn't understand don't know if they will

12/2/2018 7:16:16 PM dr_t_dc “God mode” is a video game reference. There are cheat codes in games that, when applied, give the playable characters all the powers allowed by the 

game.

12/2/2018 7:16:26 PM datruseeka Enable your subconscious to tap into your conscious during dream state?  Maybe I have a chance of finding my soul mate after all.  I just can’t 

introduce to anyone!!!   Lol.  https://www.world-of-lucid-dreaming.com/ 

12/2/2018 7:17:34 PM missy968 Let me know if you need help with Twitter.

12/2/2018 7:19:21 PM datruseeka During past counseling, she always wanted to know about my dreams and the details of such.  Was most frustrating to me since I rarely remember 

dreams and I thought was silly at the time.  Was quite frustrating. So how do you get to even remembering your dreams?

12/2/2018 7:19:27 PM missy968 Don’t be ashamed of your curiosity. That’s how you learn.  I don’t think it’s black and white as KA seems to think. Watch, Read, and Learn. I’m here for 

you.



12/2/2018 7:24:53 PM lmjonzey Then u open up water has memory...

12/2/2018 7:28:34 PM lmjonzey I think lots of things... I dream of what seems like a past life... subconscious reminding me of karma maybe ... what I need to resolve now... then theres 

that big white fluffy elephant.. apparently I talk in my sleep to...

12/2/2018 7:29:28 PM bblueberrypie Can you give the initials of the seven people that met secretly on an island after Trump won in 2016?

12/2/2018 7:31:49 PM katgkannon Dark to light...

12/2/2018 7:34:27 PM datruseeka What?  Where are they from?

12/2/2018 7:37:00 PM mongrelglory It would make a great series for the Discovery Channel wouldn't it? 😁

12/2/2018 7:37:51 PM lmjonzey I saw a comment about in come cases our technology is better than theirs... eyes open now..

12/2/2018 7:39:20 PM jeffkoc43320994 3757

12/2/2018 7:39:35 PM lmjonzey Maybe he ..had to...but he's definitely passionate about it... his eyes light up.

12/2/2018 7:39:56 PM lovethebeach999 Amen

12/2/2018 7:40:42 PM lmjonzey Years decades or centuries?

12/2/2018 7:43:09 PM ekotoons IMAGINE LIFE

AS A SERIES

🔴 DOTS ⚫️ pic.twitter.com/qgA3OSyqt8

12/2/2018 7:43:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Alien" - Secretary Mattis https://youtu.be/AMkq6KY-Eo0 

12/2/2018 7:43:51 PM samsmit82324833 Oh my gosh.  Pray for these poor babies🙏🙏

12/2/2018 7:43:55 PM kagman4e Octopus?

12/2/2018 7:44:30 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/gmMDuFsqMt

12/2/2018 7:44:37 PM benmarshall1991 timestamp?

12/2/2018 7:46:58 PM kagman4e Was the cabal purposely not publicizing ET existence to hold back on us moving on (only them).

12/2/2018 7:47:06 PM crazycooder Unavailable

12/2/2018 7:47:09 PM wishfulldreamz We've been trying HARD to get the word out!

12/2/2018 7:47:47 PM saphynsound Amen 777KAB1 (sister in Christ)...He that is within us is greater than he that is in the world...two or more ask anything of the Father in the name of 

Jesus, power in the name of Jesus, joint heirs with Christ, armor of God, the Word of Truth living inside of us. Discernment.

12/2/2018 7:48:19 PM shewolf_saryn Says video unavailable

12/2/2018 7:48:50 PM kellykreps777 I'm never going to be ashamed of my curiosity. It's the reason I know what is going on in the world.  Thank you so much. I appreciate that.

12/2/2018 7:48:53 PM lmjonzey I would think you need to be strong in all senses to put your self out to people. I can't talk to non family & friends about 6th senses. I definitely block 

evil if I can feel it. Pray a lot.

12/2/2018 7:50:06 PM johngradycole20 Works for me

12/2/2018 7:50:37 PM lmjonzey And in the 1630's??

12/2/2018 7:51:29 PM kellykreps777 Thanks. I just joined a year ago to fight the war.  It took six months to figure out how to read threads....lol.  I'm figuring it out a little at a time.  We are 

all here now...for a reason!!  #TheGreatAwakening

12/2/2018 7:52:23 PM princesspatrio1 How would you connect those dots? Moving forward or backward? Future proves past.

12/2/2018 7:52:33 PM marmacuspatriot Right in front of us all this time

12/2/2018 7:53:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd I thought we're 4D moving into 5D. See, no matter how much research I do there's something missing, put my hope in things then it inevitably ends up 

wrong....kinda like the script Matt 24:23 "....if someone says, look here is the Messiah, or there he is don't believe it."

12/2/2018 7:53:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd Disheartening.

12/2/2018 7:54:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd You misunderstood me....no big secret....you have to read to get the sense of things...and seriously you have to decide if what's being said is right for 

your belief system or if you think it can help you.

12/2/2018 7:56:01 PM kellykreps777 You are right. I'm sorry. It's been a long day.

12/2/2018 7:56:03 PM datruseeka Or learn their language? Telepathy? Astral Projection? Crop Circles? Sacred Geometry? Reverse engineer?

12/2/2018 7:57:18 PM marmacuspatriot Such a helpless and angering feeling

12/2/2018 7:57:32 PM mongrelglory I'm confused about who's the good guy vs. the bad guy here...is Mattis a "black hat" and Putin a "white hat"?  Or visa versa? General Mattis is flat out 

calling Putin a liar in this interview but I haven't seen evidence of Putin being duplicitous in recent years... "Alien"? Bad?

12/2/2018 7:58:05 PM zendamaparanorm This would explain how Jesus turned water to wine, feed the 5,000 with 2 fish and 2 loaves of bread

12/2/2018 8:00:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd No, I'm sorry, I was cutting a pineapple and should have just put it down and messaged instead of answering short. I'm very imperfect but I honestly try 

to live in love. I'm learning and researching like you.

12/2/2018 8:00:53 PM fionasdestiny67 I just watched "Ghost in the Shell". Disclosures?

12/2/2018 8:02:14 PM lmjonzey I feel like mine is given to me in sections..what the higher self allows. I had to read everything. What resonated? Sometimes info finds u. I had to take 

time, close out the world and let go. Let my mind not think. Watch the images happened... 528 hz and 738?? Meditation helps.

12/2/2018 8:02:30 PM dragonflyglitta As a child advocate former preschool teacher and above all, mother- I can’t even with this. It’s gut wrenching. May they answer to an angry God. God 

loves the children. This won’t go unpunished

12/2/2018 8:04:01 PM blankmarlo Putin is on the right side of history between the two.

12/2/2018 8:04:40 PM dragonflyglitta The alliance. The white hats. Trust!  They already lost. The light has won. Now they will pay = pain

12/2/2018 8:05:33 PM feragarrett 🙏#qanon pic.twitter.com/GTzNAjU1pm

12/2/2018 8:06:02 PM jhaywoodcollett Really? Or is this another conspiracy theory?

12/2/2018 8:08:48 PM stoneturnr "We recognize cyber space and outer space as war fighting domains" - Gen. Mattis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGSYu0Zcheg …

12/2/2018 8:09:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Monkeys evolved from living in trees to using trees to construct permanent shelter.

Does the same paradigm of intelligence exist in the animal kingdom? Where are all of the 2000 IQ talking dogs? Earth is a garden. Garden of life. Higher 

consciousness creates reality/life by ideas

12/2/2018 8:11:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/2/2018 8:12:24 PM _chelseaproject Humans are intelligent design.  See "Signature in the Cell."

12/2/2018 8:12:26 PM pauliepg11111 We loaded questions before the time because there are so few places where we can ask the wildest question and get a straight answer. We’re excited. 

It’s a symptom of being LIED TO for eons...

12/2/2018 8:13:57 PM datruseeka Does higher consciousness mean we give up our 3D life? Is this planet exiting 3D life environment?

12/2/2018 8:14:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams teach.

What is lucid dreaming?

What is your soul?

You are an Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE).

Sleeping 3hrs shifts between 6hrs of productivity repeated gives you an advantage to using lucid dreaming for accessing your IS-BE.

How do you sleep?

12/2/2018 8:14:28 PM pauliepg11111 Lol 😂

12/2/2018 8:16:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/2/2018 8:16:39 PM scott_rick The conditioned way.  Your talking about how Nikola Tesla slept



12/2/2018 8:17:30 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 I dream vividly most nights.

I trained myself to keep my eyes closed when I first wake up....to replay the full dream in detail. If I open my eyes to early - the details of the dream get 

wiped.

12/2/2018 8:17:46 PM 1_decided_voter I've been reading MegaAnon posts while waiting for more Q. She seemed to be an insider as well, though her predictions about how soon things would 

start to pop seemed to be a bit off. 

Is she a patriot?

12/2/2018 8:17:50 PM pauliepg11111 That would not surprise me at all.

12/2/2018 8:17:59 PM palmdalekid2 What will they experience? pic.twitter.com/8uAHMmNhSq

12/2/2018 8:18:22 PM kachinagtto I have my best dream recall if I sleep for an hour.  Otherwise... I struggle to remember my dreams.  I have not learned to lucid dream.... yet.

12/2/2018 8:19:38 PM decodematrix They are both white hats. Putin is just playing the bad cop for theater.

12/2/2018 8:21:05 PM jm19712 He mentions the word Alien in the last minute or two of the speech.  MJ12 always makes you watch the whole video....You would think he would be 

able to combat the bags under his eyes a little better.   Probably he has seen and can not sleep....

12/2/2018 8:22:03 PM turboxyde I try to put my body into a "pocket" of energy before I sleep. I've learned to set emotional anchor points and instantly engage intense feelings of 

gratitude and comfort coupled with an inward tension from the zero point. After that, my ISBE commences "Creator Academy" training.

12/2/2018 8:22:52 PM sparklingpeep Your not saying @POTUS is part of child trafficking, are you?

12/2/2018 8:23:38 PM neecieh6111 Ask Me Anything

12/2/2018 8:24:52 PM cocopuffster12 CBD for inflammation ☮️💟

12/2/2018 8:26:08 PM pauliepg11111 Dreams have been extremely vivid lately (not lucid though). Is this related to earth energy shifts eg. the one on 11/11?

12/2/2018 8:26:39 PM youstinksoap Indeed.

12/2/2018 8:27:32 PM pauliepg11111 Being conscious in another dimension?

12/2/2018 8:27:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 He had no choice. No games. Either come clean or be taken down the hard way. Ball's in your court. You know what's coming. You know what they 

were doing. Are you a weasel? https://twitter.com/USATODAY/status/1069357366913744896 …

12/2/2018 8:28:21 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/CChQ8L2aVs

12/2/2018 8:28:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd She’s dark.

12/2/2018 8:28:59 PM sehvehn testifying in private is great, isnt it? no time limit on questions.....

12/2/2018 8:29:49 PM missy968 I’d love that. I don’t think my work schedule would permit.

12/2/2018 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 A message of freedom for all Children of the world betrayed by the Deep State / Cabal / Vatican / MJ12.

DARK > LIGHT https://twitter.com/Jamierodr14/status/1069328274675908608 …

12/2/2018 8:30:47 PM missy968 I have solved Day time mysteries during my dream time.

12/2/2018 8:30:59 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/EzXK1aUMVJ

12/2/2018 8:31:08 PM paledarkpony So...what's the deal w/ D5? Haven't done a deep dive. What's the gist? Thanks! :)

12/2/2018 8:31:38 PM colista Weasel .... 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/v4T8r7ZUNO

12/2/2018 8:32:18 PM ronpeterson78  https://twitter.com/ronpeterson78/status/1069448619604865024?s=21 …

12/2/2018 8:33:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are tornados controllable?

Weather modification technology exists.

Typically bases have anti-storm technology protecting the area like a force field.

Why was this one disabled, even if temporarily?

Eyes Wide Open.

Attempts will fail.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. https://twitter.com/WeatherLauren/status/1069327830130049024 …
12/2/2018 8:34:17 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/pioGHTvVLS

12/2/2018 8:35:23 PM 92michael I’m austistic, I see things that normal people can’t. But when I dream, it feels like I’m in two places at once, and I know that in that other place, I do 

stuff, very important stuff! My physical life isn’t my important life!

12/2/2018 8:35:25 PM 1_decided_voter Can you disclose if any of these people were members of MJ12?

Dr. Philip Morrison

Dr. Robert Menzel

Carl Sagan

George HW Bush

12/2/2018 8:35:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Would calling Child Protective Services protect this child?

Knowing what you know now.

These people are sick.

"The intelligence community has six ways to Sunday to get ya!"

International Child Sex Trafficking Operations

Official Government Programs

DECADES LONG

Cabal / Deep State https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1069432496595570688 …
12/2/2018 8:35:48 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/XYk9hlJVgC

12/2/2018 8:36:05 PM raenyasalisbury This is one to watch..the other day trump said that ...

Maybe Mattis is a Democrat

12/2/2018 8:36:44 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/H8JVpARW2F

12/2/2018 8:37:25 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/yFk6PngHzW

12/2/2018 8:39:14 PM mountainminder Just wait until CPS is taken down across the entire country. Rude Awakening for those still asleep.

12/2/2018 8:39:26 PM 963_maxoom  http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2018/11/short-situation-update.html?m=1 …

12/2/2018 8:40:24 PM tweezysass Which monkeys?

12/2/2018 8:40:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd When I come to a dead end, annoying. I can look at it as a journey. If I travel to Mt Shasta from FL I MIGHT have car trouble along the way, but that’s 

part of it, fix her, get back on the road. That doesn’t ruin the experience. 👍🏼Gotcha❤️✨

12/2/2018 8:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is there anybody in there?

Just nod if you can hear us https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069450050990936066 …

12/2/2018 8:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are.

12/2/2018 8:42:29 PM 1_decided_voter I always thought something was special about Roger Waters.

12/2/2018 8:42:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 41

12/2/2018 8:43:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evolutionary reaction to survival.

12/2/2018 8:43:44 PM hjvbarneveld And #Barrick and #GHWB https://twitter.com/hjvbarneveld/status/1069448751893356545?s=19 …

12/2/2018 8:43:51 PM pauliepg11111 I often wonder about these children of the cabal - eg Chelsea’s children. Are they abused from birth?

12/2/2018 8:44:19 PM brendaaloiau Heck no, but who COULD you trust if you couldn’t even trust “child protective services” maddening!

12/2/2018 8:44:21 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/dwBXnidAOV

12/2/2018 8:44:44 PM scott_rick Pink Floyd

12/2/2018 8:45:43 PM keithwins Alaska is the big facility -- but they are worldwide



12/2/2018 8:45:53 PM 1_decided_voter I don't doubt it, though I sure do wish more regular people would've been allowed to be aware of it.

12/2/2018 8:46:17 PM mary_jai1 I believe so.

12/2/2018 8:46:36 PM jenaynayz Are the Nephilim real? Are they living on Earth and really fallen angels of God?

12/2/2018 8:46:42 PM saphynsound Our Heavenly Father, Creator of all things, is Truth, Light, the Word. Jesus, His only begotten son, is the Word made flesh. The Holy Spirit is God in 

Christ in us, the Word living in those saved by Christ Jesus. The only way to the Father is through Christ. She spoke truth.

12/2/2018 8:47:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 No restrictions on classified FISA related intelligence.

FISA takes down the house.

These people are sick.

"Knock knock.

Who's there?

Cruise Missile." - RM

Metaphorical and literally speaking.

MILITARY TRIBUNALS.
12/2/2018 8:47:40 PM 1_decided_voter I wish @DrStevenGreer all the best and I hope his suffering at the hands of evil is eased in the weeks / months / years ahead.

12/2/2018 8:47:57 PM 92michael Lol yep absolutely

12/2/2018 8:48:24 PM mongrelglory I love that book "Dune".  Lot's of great quotes to paraphrase! 😆

12/2/2018 8:50:01 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/uhiRpOTFHt

12/2/2018 8:50:06 PM youstinksoap Will money be necessary after disclosure?

12/2/2018 8:52:46 PM jenaynayz I dont follow either, can you help us out with this one?

12/2/2018 8:52:54 PM stormoverwatch And no grandstanding by Dems!

12/2/2018 8:53:34 PM stevens19798082  pic.twitter.com/qvIQxi01OL

12/2/2018 8:53:56 PM fowlreginald If they are "moon children", even before birth.  Premature births are desirable so the child must fight and know pain. For MK Ultra candidates, the real 

torture begins at 18 months and goes on and on. It's horrific to read about.

12/2/2018 8:55:37 PM sehvehn yes! good point!

12/2/2018 8:55:58 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/J8fFVOoqepc 

12/2/2018 8:57:12 PM francoissmc What is the account name please?

12/2/2018 8:57:34 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/mmzzEty2D0

12/2/2018 8:59:01 PM askesis369 Important question that is a flaw in that narrative w/o explanation

12/2/2018 8:59:55 PM wink5811 I travel to places, discover, wake up, and amazed to find the places actually exist via the web. Best part of life is sleeping I can connect in my dreams, 

learn, remember and visit with old old friends and meet new ones who are coming.

12/2/2018 9:01:20 PM nun_chucknorris They should hand comey and everyone there a copy of the DECLAS as they walk in for the hearing. I would pay for tickets to see that one!

12/2/2018 9:01:25 PM universalrisin Oh wow you’re right i forgot about that. Hmm i don’t know I’m trying to figure some stuff out

12/2/2018 9:03:55 PM wink5811 That pattern is what babies, little kids and old people do natural sometimes not for 3 hours but they take mini naps don’t know if they get anything out 

of it

12/2/2018 9:04:50 PM jenaynayz Are magic mushrooms good for your soul experience? Is the experience real or 'fake'(ie people looking like demons, trees having aura)

12/2/2018 9:05:33 PM 1_decided_voter Mega is not a twitter account. they were a pre-Q anon on 4chan. Posts archived several places I believe, but I've been reading them here:

 http://www.rumormillnews.com/texts/MegaAnon.txt …

12/2/2018 9:06:18 PM francoissmc Thanks brother

12/2/2018 9:06:53 PM signa777 William Cooper: Secret Government MJ-12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4TT543uO2M …

12/2/2018 9:07:53 PM cocopuffster12 I concur!!! Full steam ahead!!

12/2/2018 9:08:03 PM paledarkpony The pedo meme truly disturbs me. I just can’t believe in this depravity. I worry spreading this concept encourages lost souls. ☹️

12/2/2018 9:08:58 PM pauliepg11111 This is so awful.

12/2/2018 9:09:23 PM paledarkpony  pic.twitter.com/2RopwBxUdH

12/2/2018 9:09:55 PM raenyasalisbury It definitely would not help .they would take her. And do what they want ..sacrifice 

Whatever

12/2/2018 9:11:28 PM marshahodgson It's all so horrifying.   I want to know more, but I do not want to know more.

12/2/2018 9:11:38 PM truth_light_ Wickedness of man. Read the Bible.

12/2/2018 9:12:48 PM jenaynayz whats the handle?

12/2/2018 9:13:33 PM datruseeka No schedule...sleep in naps when I can’t keep my eyes open anymore.  Rest of time is spent researching TRUTH....it’s a passion I can’t seem to stop.  If I 

do sleep at night, I’m back up in the middle of the night, researching, thankfully I’m retired.

12/2/2018 9:15:01 PM soulcaliber777 Baldwin embodies depravity.

12/2/2018 9:15:24 PM mongrelglory That's interesting because I'm here in Canada and I can watch the video with no problems. (I'm using an Apple computer).

12/2/2018 9:16:35 PM paledarkpony Yeah...dunno if that was the best gif choice. Pink Floyd related. Srsly tho, why is that so prevalent? Not cool at all. Don't become comfortably numb. ;)

12/2/2018 9:16:35 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I saw your answer to this question on the previous AMA stream (I don't know why it didn't show up until later). Much appreciated!

12/2/2018 9:17:39 PM datruseeka I’ve been wondering that since he first mentioned it.

12/2/2018 9:18:28 PM zendamaparanorm You can also find bread crumbs here @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/2/2018 9:18:49 PM jonessense Exactly! 🙏🙏🙏

12/2/2018 9:20:56 PM fi_prasad Hell no.

12/2/2018 9:21:28 PM gdjewel Yes thanks, forgot to include  Majestic12

12/2/2018 9:26:48 PM palmdalekid2 ???

12/2/2018 9:29:46 PM lonewol97176157 One is a sacrifice the other is a harvest....

12/2/2018 9:30:18 PM aritaurius Well that just means you have a heart.

Sometimes seeing the extent of depravity is what wakes someone up to the truth.

We cant afford to ignore it (even if it were false)

They believe their satanic religion, that doesn't mean it's true. But it does mean they ACT as thou its true.

12/2/2018 9:31:39 PM mongrelglory I'm not really sure of the difference between Lucid dreaming and astral projection.  Are they the same?

12/2/2018 9:32:55 PM zendamaparanorm Your welcome

12/2/2018 9:36:21 PM djlok 👆👆👆what she asked.

12/2/2018 9:40:02 PM connectedtomyc1 It was a device activated from Antartica, generating a pulse. You can see the wave being generated at 37 seconds here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0&t=41s …. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says we it was black hat's own technology used against them to 

accelerate global awakening.

12/2/2018 9:40:03 PM fi_prasad Come on, that is stupid considering most of them are one or the other or even both.



12/2/2018 9:40:05 PM aritaurius Actually, they are trying to push the gay/trans rights agenda on the UN in order to eventually say that pedophiles have the right to "be who they are" 

and sexualize children.

They are trying to put gays and pedos in the same category of "they were born that way.

Won't work.

12/2/2018 9:40:53 PM mongrelglory Then why are you even reading this Twitter account if that's what you believe?

12/2/2018 9:42:58 PM datruseeka How do you ever prioritize what needs to be done to eradicate this EVIL, knowing it touches so much, with harm to so many people & children/babies!  

All these organizations need to be gutted and reboot with proper checks & balances to ENSURE it doesn’t repeat itself.

12/2/2018 9:43:07 PM mongrelglory Or...learn to think like and alien and develop the technology yourself?

12/2/2018 9:46:31 PM lifesonsrv I became lucid in a dream only once before. The instant that I realized I was indeed dreaming, for some reason negativity took over my thoughts, and 

things went downhill from there. I wouldn't mind having another crack at it.

12/2/2018 9:46:36 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw D5 = Disclosure Day pic.twitter.com/sLSlFscRg4

12/2/2018 9:46:46 PM truth_light_ 1st Q: start here — Alma 40:7,11-26. Read the whole chapter for context if you want. Additional info on succeeding chapters 41,42. 2nd Q: Yes. God is 

the Father of your soul (spirit). Families are more important than anyone knows on this thread.

12/2/2018 9:49:26 PM paledarkpony Thanks! I just really believe there's more "us" than "they." I know it.

12/2/2018 9:51:26 PM sixtyandcountin Listening to dog snore...

12/2/2018 9:53:04 PM aritaurius This survivor talks all about her experiences and how they indoctrinate/ritually abuse their children.

 https://svalispeaks.wordpress.com/ 

12/2/2018 9:53:20 PM datruseeka Worldwide and MANY MANY substations!

12/2/2018 9:54:44 PM datruseeka These types of weather modifications have been going on a long time and have been used intentionally against our own people.

12/2/2018 9:54:48 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 says an IS can re-incarnate almost immediately after "death" into a new BE on this earth.  So our loved ones co-exist with us on the planet as we 

speak. They're just lost in a different life story and body (IS-BE)... unable to remember their previous interaction with us.

12/2/2018 9:56:21 PM datruseeka Was this a DS controlled base?  A DS controlled Sub? Or to destroy human/sex trafficking operation?

12/2/2018 9:58:14 PM datruseeka And don’t forget the British Crown!

12/2/2018 9:59:43 PM aritaurius Oh we are soo much more than them in every way...

They are very scared right now because we are finally coming into our power and they will have to go burn in hell soon.

12/2/2018 9:59:54 PM mongrelglory Sometimes I think I need to go back and re-watch the "Matrix" movies.  They seem to have contained a ton of disclosure!

12/2/2018 10:05:01 PM mongrelglory When I read those words, I hear the actors' voices in my head. 😆

12/2/2018 10:05:55 PM datruseeka I have spotted energy influxes into radar weather maps around severe storms and always wondered why our meteorologist would never point them 

out!!!!   Especially for huricanes.  Why?

12/2/2018 10:07:21 PM mongrelglory My brain hurts trying to imagine it all...

12/2/2018 10:07:45 PM qtpi3_14 And... follow.

12/2/2018 10:16:07 PM qtpi3_14 This one makes my blood boil every time

12/2/2018 10:16:58 PM freedanon17 Generational happens from a very young age. Follow Sarah Ruth Ashcraft - she is a survivor .

12/2/2018 10:17:11 PM mongrelglory They certainly were "friends". pic.twitter.com/xy7zuD5jxI

12/2/2018 10:18:04 PM qtpi3_14 Is noone else thinking the other dude looks like he's wearing an NPC Pride shirt? 😂😂😂

12/2/2018 10:18:17 PM jonessense I read the messages. I don’t put my focus on the messenger. Ive learned to do that with everything these days.   Kinda like, I appreciate the prez... but 

im not buying any commemorative plates.

12/2/2018 10:20:12 PM jonessense You sit on a throne of lies. You smell like beef and cheese

12/2/2018 10:23:49 PM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/bD64cVx1s2

12/2/2018 10:26:07 PM datruseeka How can we force municipalities from adding fluoride to our water systems to start with?   And when will there be a law to OUTLAW any GMO 

products in America?

12/2/2018 10:26:50 PM chelle030609 I'm used in the secret projects so why am I linked to celebrities and one musician in particular romantically?

12/2/2018 10:26:51 PM susan66388204 Think Jon Bennet Ramsey

12/2/2018 10:30:44 PM jonessense I had a lucid dream that i was in Santa s sleigh flying over houses. Best dream ever!

12/2/2018 10:33:57 PM laurabusse Its war. Have recently concluded that theres a flip side to the coin of light peace and love. It's being a virtuous righteous warrior (like st michael, st 

george) that slays evil (eg dragons) to perish the evil so that defenseless innocents (the poor, weak, old, young) can thrive

12/2/2018 10:34:15 PM de1traveler Peoe how can you allow this?? @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @PrisonPlanet @prayingmedic @ChatByCC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BeNic444 

https://twitter.com/MarkACollett/status/1068115836576124928 …

12/2/2018 10:35:16 PM jenaynayz LOL Grenfell runs the hunger games for sure

12/2/2018 10:39:41 PM cocopuffster12 That’s when you take off and fly around!

12/2/2018 10:47:42 PM diaptera_80 For who?

12/2/2018 10:48:26 PM blankmarlo Lucid dreaming is becoming aware that you are in a dream and seizing control of your actions and environment within the dream. Astral projection 

involves inducing a trace state that allows you to leave your body and either observe the real world or explore the astral plane

12/2/2018 10:49:24 PM cchef1980 Thank you for answering. Been following the tracks and trying to wake up as many people as I can ever since. If there is anything else we can do to help 

please let us know. Again thx for the response. Have a ton more Q, will wait for next AMA.

12/2/2018 10:51:46 PM blankmarlo Cabal, especially their financial assets. You may have heard the trope of wealthy people having offshore Swiss bank accounts.

12/2/2018 10:52:33 PM diaptera_80 I am not getting notifications for Majestic 12, even though turned on

12/2/2018 10:55:33 PM laurabusse I'm guessing whales, dolphins...perhaps octopi...

12/2/2018 10:55:52 PM diaptera_80 Do CPS workers know/participate in rituals, or only much above them?

12/2/2018 10:59:12 PM cchef1980  https://amp.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/5a2uj7/mega_link_to_fbianon_4chan_ama_transcript_7_amas/ …

Before there was Q there were other Patriots...

12/2/2018 11:04:06 PM laurabusse I wish you, his family and all who knew him great peace 💘

12/2/2018 11:09:58 PM laurabusse Supposedly mars was a moon of that planet.

12/2/2018 11:14:20 PM laurabusse My understanding is that even extinct animals can, and will, be brought back. I have encountered this info several times but i cannot vouch fot its 

veracity.

12/2/2018 11:20:31 PM cocopuffster12 I don’t

12/2/2018 11:22:54 PM laurabusse ...and have some fun :-)

12/2/2018 11:25:19 PM mongrelglory I read somewhere that Hitler had Rothschild blood in him (an illegitimate child).

12/2/2018 11:28:09 PM diaptera_80 Safe for how long? Is Switzerland perhaps the biblical mountains they wish to hide under

12/2/2018 11:28:24 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

12/2/2018 11:29:53 PM mongrelglory I just feel sick to my stomach reading these statistics. What percentage of those missing children have parents who would be looking for them?  Is it 

true that there are "breeder programs" producing some of these kids?

12/2/2018 11:30:40 PM laurabusse I think he has said previously in movies? Maybe tv too?

12/2/2018 11:32:40 PM decodematrix There is not more because their memory is wiped at the end of their 20 year service and only some wake up and remember their time in the SSP.

12/2/2018 11:34:23 PM laurabusse Read graham Hancock among others...it may have been a comet, asteroid or other (eg volcano). This may in turn have sunk Atlantis. The melting of the 

ice caps (end of the ice age) may have been involved thus raising sea levels worldwide. Hancocks books 2 me are the most compelling



12/2/2018 11:35:25 PM mongrelglory It was much appreciated!  I recently bought an iPad so that I would have something to read these books on.  Then I read about the slave labour in 

China that produces Apple products and felt really guilty!  It's just seems so hard to make ethical choices at the store anymore. 😟

12/2/2018 11:38:20 PM mongrelglory I just lost my appetite...for a week...and I'm vegetarian! 🤢

12/2/2018 11:39:29 PM decodematrix I think MJ12, because they have a more expanded consciousness than the average human, are able to look into the future without Looking Glass 

technology. I think they just meditate or lucid dream and can see the future.

12/2/2018 11:55:14 PM laurabusse Narrated by The Brain (sans Pinky)

12/2/2018 11:56:17 PM olimyracle In particular, the "why" is yet not fully clear to me.

Free will handling, this is the tricky part to it I guess...

12/2/2018 11:59:22 PM laurabusse I must admit it freaked me out when i learned DJT was predicted by the illuminati cards. Gave credence to the theory that trump is a cabal puppet to 

trick us into thinking Q is "saving the world" etc. To this day the thought caused doubt but only to this day. Thank you. Peace now

12/3/2018 12:04:32 AM laurabusse The past is the past. What matters is now. Still dark? Or turned to the light? Not a Christian but always liked the idea that christianity offered 

forgiveness and a 2nd chance if repentance. It's something we all need at one time or another.

12/3/2018 12:10:21 AM theydontknowwe1 Keep up the good work, 74, right?

12/3/2018 12:11:39 AM laurabusse Gotta go hurl. Be right back.

12/3/2018 12:14:03 AM theydontknowwe1 Strange boxes instead of a constellation like line. To get things from one place to another or direct correlations, or both? From this we get that. 

Continually going back to the box though...hmmm.

12/3/2018 12:16:46 AM laurabusse All of it is fascinating. Havent read anything i would consider 2 B absolute truth. I'm sure there must be universal truths but my understanding is the 

universe is a blank neutral canvas, whatever meaning we give anything is ours. At 1st this may B disappointing but then freeing

12/3/2018 12:17:13 AM adsvel They are playing games, Trump denied meeting with Putin, because of Poroshenko created invasion in Russian waters, because of his elections in UA at 

next years March. From Poroshenko side that was old trick, cuz people not so stupid anymore, but as always they create mistakes...

12/3/2018 12:17:56 AM weediblue Look up Named Person state snoopers. Creepy. We know our kids aren't safe.

12/3/2018 12:19:29 AM datruseeka Yes, noticed that pulsating activity when viewing the radar around the time of the string of hurricane activity which lead to the Hurricane Florence’s 

intensity.  Having been a victim of what I believe was a weather modified flooding/Hurricane, I pay special attention/research.

12/3/2018 12:20:13 AM yana17m Ive had lucid dreams since I was a child, both god and bad dreams, but still lucid.

12/3/2018 12:20:27 AM laurabusse When i left church Law of 1 was 1 of the 1st things i read. Loved it. Then read lotsa other stuff and having thought and meditated long and hard i 

actually disagree now with some of the LO1 stuff. Diff ET races disagree w each other too. I no longer believe in absolute truth...

12/3/2018 12:21:32 AM datruseeka Yes Corey Goode indicated his memory was wiped or regressed 20 yrs.

12/3/2018 12:37:09 AM humain974  https://youtu.be/lcQn4dQ_rZI 

12/3/2018 12:45:48 AM datruseeka It’s hideous - the full truth - plans that were in place to exterminate us and would have happened under HRC.  I just can’t understand why so many of 

their plans hasn’t stopped yet > GMO’s, Chemtrails, Fluoride, weather modification, vaccines, etc etc etc.  I want to see ACTION!

12/3/2018 12:47:58 AM datruseeka I guess you know about the pineal gland calcification too?  Fluoride, nanoparticles in chemtrails, vaccines, GMO’s.  Research declassification of pineal 

gland.

12/3/2018 12:49:38 AM laurabusse I'm gonna go with humans evolved into apes. Apes seem more evolved.

12/3/2018 12:53:20 AM datruseeka We need to start working on that!   Was hoping Trump could enact EO since it is a direct threat to our well being!   But I will start working on getting 

communication to our legislators, DEMANDING ACTION!

12/3/2018 1:06:28 AM laurabusse Well...there seems to be duality in everything. The cabal does limited or disguised disclosure as they have to tell us what they're doing. Good guys do 

disclosure to tell us truth but they could get killed. So some movies etc made by bad guys, some by good...see David Wilcock...

12/3/2018 1:08:09 AM canadiancovfefe Gross! #SaveTheChildren

12/3/2018 1:16:55 AM do_or_do_notty That would be pretty epic

12/3/2018 1:19:04 AM do_or_do_notty Why does cannabis interfere with our dreaming?

12/3/2018 1:22:30 AM empowerorgone I am a total believer in reincarnation myself. Do split souls account for the increase in population over the centuries? We now have billions more people 

on the planet than ever before. Are these split souls? If not where do the billions of souls come from?

12/3/2018 1:25:02 AM datruseeka He’s not that old.

12/3/2018 1:28:17 AM datruseeka Me too.  I tried talking niece about dangers of vaccinating since she just had baby - didn’t seem to even register and said “we already know we are 

vaccinating”.   I hope the day I become a grandmother I can convince my children to not vaccinate.

12/3/2018 1:30:02 AM nmd_mari I am intrigued, what is it you see that non autistic don't? For years I have had this knowing that autistic people perceive what I don't but never had the 

opportunity to ask anyone. I would be honored if you could share any insight. Thanks 💜

12/3/2018 1:31:37 AM datruseeka There needs to be one national TV program/network that is dedicated to TRUTH/FACTUAL disclosures....and nothing else!   With checks and balances 

done appropriately to ensure its mandate with severe penalties if not!

12/3/2018 1:33:28 AM diaptera_80 😂

12/3/2018 1:42:07 AM shanto12 What device. Could someone give some details. Curious

12/3/2018 1:56:01 AM shanto12 What the hell is coming. Just say it

12/3/2018 2:00:26 AM do_or_do_notty Are the vortex’s in Sedona similar? Or were they once?

12/3/2018 2:02:23 AM 92michael No problem: For some reason (not by accident, I think) I can see and hear spirits or souls of people and animals that aren’t living in a physical body. My 

mom is 100% sure it’s cuz of my autism? But I don’t know that for sure.

12/3/2018 2:04:28 AM jasong8891 Slightly different from that. Sleep ~4-6 hours. Awake for ~8-9 hours. ~1 hour nap. Sleep after being awake for another ~8-9 hours.

12/3/2018 2:11:40 AM jasong8891 Either I don't dream during the day nap or it's really vivid. Better quality sleep than at night.

12/3/2018 2:14:45 AM nmd_mari Amazing! Thank you for sharing. Your perception and awareness is far greater than non autistic. Embrace it! I don't see spirits, I "feel" them if that 

makes sense.

12/3/2018 2:18:05 AM nmd_mari If it gets too much for you sometimes envision a white light of protection around yourself. I pray to Archangel Michael and envision a blue light. But do 

what resonates with your beliefs.

12/3/2018 2:18:54 AM nmd_mari I can also feel living people in other places. It is almost like I can tap into there emotions or mental state to understand a situation better. Thank you so 

much for sharing 💜

12/3/2018 2:28:41 AM shanto12 What's going to happen on December 6th.

12/3/2018 2:32:56 AM shanto12 What are you talking about please

12/3/2018 3:03:11 AM 92michael Right on dude! My dad says that a lot! Hehe

12/3/2018 3:06:21 AM 92michael Yeah that makes total sense. I’ve h are of this guy Tyler? He’s on that show Hollywood Medium? You probably have the same sense as him? I think he’s 

for real. Btw

12/3/2018 3:07:15 AM cidarean I understand your excitement. Lets just be mindful of the validity of some answers. Half truths are worse than lies. And this supposedly is still the 

infamous MJ12 which also supposedly assisted in a lot of nefarious activities which are affecting everyone till this day.

12/3/2018 3:09:43 AM missy968 I HATE the fact that they look like hungry wolves to me.

12/3/2018 3:14:39 AM cidarean I remember one of the first responses from the law of one. We have been called to your group, for you have a need for the diversity of experiences in 

channeling which go with a more intensive, or as you might call it, advanced approach to the system of studying the patterns of...



12/3/2018 3:15:02 AM cidarean ...the illusions of your body, your mind, and your spirit, which you call seeking the truth. We hope to offer you a somewhat different slant upon the 

information which is always and ever the same.

12/3/2018 3:24:38 AM awake369wwg1wga 😄💜

12/3/2018 3:28:12 AM petitchevalb You are teaching us online 

So we have a chance to understand what happens when our past lives will be reminded

But many people wont be able to deal with it...

What about Karma? Will it come in honor of all bad things we did?

12/3/2018 3:28:53 AM cidarean Very sad.

12/3/2018 3:30:42 AM anangelhasland1 I remain a spiritual optimist (eternal regeneration) but for the animal-loving children of this world, “free energy technology” is nowhere to be seen as 

even our military can’t get enough of their destructive petroleum orgy.

They are either heartless or too scared of disclosure.

12/3/2018 3:41:43 AM epkman Lieing & leaking James @comey, wrote a book that is full of bologna,

Crying and whining, he thought it would be good timing, 

But nobody listened, to the little boys intentions

Because everybody knows it is was phony.

12/3/2018 3:48:02 AM wishfulldreamz The above is the days b/t Q posts.  Clearly a countdown.  Some are saying that military folks are warning of net and cell phones getting cut from Wed 

forward. The govt and stock market are closed Wed.  Great time for arrests?

12/3/2018 3:50:09 AM cidarean Lately, probably the last several months perhaps more I feel like I'm not sleeping at all when I'm asleep. Awake while sleeping. Its a bit annoying 

because I feel like I'm not rested because I felt like I was awake most of time I was asleep. Its hard to explain.

12/3/2018 3:54:50 AM shanto12 Thanks for the clarification

12/3/2018 4:18:56 AM realaronbrowne The darker the night, the brighter the light.

12/3/2018 4:23:39 AM bbobbio71 She looks scared and worried

12/3/2018 4:28:58 AM cidarean I tend to do this on my days off. However I feel my day gets waisted by taking cat naps.

12/3/2018 4:29:29 AM kryan92185384 Seems to be my schedule as well...

12/3/2018 4:30:51 AM slowpoke2009 Death is justified for the child traffickers.

12/3/2018 4:33:44 AM slowpoke2009 These people are not sick, they are evil. Call it what it is. Child trafficking is pure evil.

12/3/2018 4:34:47 AM curvybucket26 I’ll have to try that!

12/3/2018 4:34:54 AM slowpoke2009 Their parents may have sold them into this trafficking system.

12/3/2018 4:36:23 AM slowpoke2009 For the moment. Until we who are against this get serious about stopping it, it will go on.

12/3/2018 4:36:53 AM datruseeka Been up all night...time for a little shut eye!

12/3/2018 4:39:45 AM cidarean Very cute with the 17 and 45 tidbit. I forgot to include that.

12/3/2018 4:53:47 AM cidarean Lol that was a letdown.

12/3/2018 4:55:39 AM bbobbio71 Lol who doesn't like Pink Floyd. 😁

12/3/2018 4:56:36 AM pauliepg11111 Agree - inner discernment is an essential ingredient to all this.

12/3/2018 5:00:25 AM bbobbio71 We had 5 near tornadoes a couple years back,  it was really odd that they all followed the same path.  Literally straight down a major highway like 

someone was driving a car.

12/3/2018 5:04:56 AM keeter1234321 OMG lots of fun!! Definitely 👍🙏😎

12/3/2018 5:05:09 AM bbobbio71 😂🤣

12/3/2018 5:11:34 AM mongrelglory I'm here in Canada, but understand what you're saying.  I try to patronize local businesses and buy local farmer's produce, Canadian or US made 

clothing etc...it's hard with the big tech companies though. So much is manufactured in foreign countries with poor labour protection!

12/3/2018 5:20:20 AM cidarean Lol... Common man. Walked right into that one. :p

12/3/2018 5:25:20 AM cidarean Energy, light, DNA all the same thing. Encoded information. The language of Love, in other words.

12/3/2018 5:46:22 AM lightworkercain Sleep 5-6 hrs a night and hate dreaming. Use cannabis and dreams are almost non-existent, except I had one about a deceased classmate last night. 

Soul to soul communication?

12/3/2018 5:51:33 AM royalmrbadnews Majestic 12

12/3/2018 5:58:47 AM royalmrbadnews remember haarp

12/3/2018 6:02:19 AM mongrelglory I said a prayer for that little baby...

12/3/2018 6:03:37 AM royalmrbadnews You're Welcome

12/3/2018 6:06:36 AM royalmrbadnews Majestic 12 are the ones who confirmed the fact a device got turned on.

12/3/2018 6:17:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 How much money did Qatar give to the Clinton Foundation? https://twitter.com/AP/status/1069484842004488192 …

12/3/2018 6:18:11 AM do_or_do_notty Yes they did. 

Said we were able to use the tech against the bad guys instead of the other way around. Some new classified tech came online. 

They lose again

12/3/2018 6:18:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe him?

The technology exists. https://twitter.com/guardianworld/status/1069391538759729152 …

12/3/2018 6:18:32 AM royalmrbadnews Good morning

12/3/2018 6:19:50 AM quantumrailgun no, I also died and was replaced by clone

12/3/2018 6:20:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is Avenatti? https://twitter.com/politico/status/1069566942128873473 …

12/3/2018 6:20:25 AM elatedveracity Where do we find good intel on cloning?  The article we thought we found explaining it, you mentioned it was actually more MK Ultra than cloning.  

Could you point us in the right direction?

12/3/2018 6:20:54 AM do_or_do_notty Excuse me?

12/3/2018 6:21:10 AM _17patriot_ Is this to "dim the sun" like Mr. Burns?

12/3/2018 6:21:50 AM cidarean That's big news.

12/3/2018 6:23:54 AM anneolsen43 And being used

12/3/2018 6:24:19 AM do_or_do_notty I’m not sure what your point is. I was explaining what M12 said regarding the topic above. 

But thanks for your assumptive opinions 🤣✌️🙄

12/3/2018 6:24:54 AM datruseeka Mossad agent?  Reptilian Porn Lawyer.

12/3/2018 6:25:27 AM parrotandrea Maybe just a white hat actor

12/3/2018 6:25:48 AM datruseeka No. All our presidents had clones too.

12/3/2018 6:27:45 AM datruseeka When they transfer consciousness and sub consciousness to clone, are they also transferring his IS-BE?

12/3/2018 6:27:50 AM worldxplorer1 🤡

12/3/2018 6:28:05 AM datruseeka TOO MUCH!

12/3/2018 6:28:45 AM frances719 If someone is cloned, is their soul placed in another vessel (body) or is it strictly science and the clone is soulless?

12/3/2018 6:30:18 AM deplorableposse @LanaAshford1 pic.twitter.com/QG5dU8YGZU

12/3/2018 6:31:03 AM cervesa603 IMDB has been pretty scrubbed. Guess (They) learned after the Acosta debacle. pic.twitter.com/xGgo1BS3q9

12/3/2018 6:32:37 AM ma_liky_ Lets see pic.twitter.com/trCTdKmQpF

12/3/2018 6:39:35 AM djlok He just sort of "appeared", didn't he?

12/3/2018 6:40:35 AM humain974  https://youtu.be/PbTV0slhYuY 

12/3/2018 6:40:59 AM missy968 what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceives

12/3/2018 6:41:22 AM humain974  https://youtu.be/KyHIZ5-40fQ 

12/3/2018 6:41:48 AM time4u2know This is a very interesting question! Hopefully Majestic answers! Have an awesome day!

12/3/2018 6:46:31 AM datruseeka What bank did Qatar use?  Anything to do with this? https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/11/30/18120021/deutsche-bank-headquarters-

raided-trump …

12/3/2018 6:47:25 AM blasto33 This is remarkably similar to the movie ,The Body Snatchers. pic.twitter.com/z8UUuNlZ66



12/3/2018 6:49:21 AM truth_incontext The Joplin MO Tornado seemed VERY suspicious years back.

12/3/2018 6:57:02 AM datruseeka Also linked to his best bud in Chicago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel, who comes from Mossad family.

12/3/2018 6:57:40 AM fowlreginald Same here. I am having a difficult time reading through some of the material. It's heartbreaking.

12/3/2018 6:59:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd Just made news, he's campaigning with Dems and his run for Presidency is a go thus far....according for Fox News. Yeah, good luck with that....I don't 

think his client Stormy would vote for him at this point!

12/3/2018 6:59:39 AM datruseeka And does a clone have rights if in USA? If a clone is genetically created how can you say IT has rights?

12/3/2018 7:00:25 AM keith369me ...and maybe Stormy (the storm) was on Trumps side all along?  It’s all a game to take down the media that crucified Trump for nothing?  If this is 

reality, could you imagine the press conference with Stormy/Trump on stage telling the truth?

12/3/2018 7:01:59 AM karentriebel Let's see your belly button!

12/3/2018 7:02:28 AM weediblue I think they have answered a similar question before and I think the answer was no. ?!?

12/3/2018 7:03:00 AM datruseeka Who is the REAL Avenatti.?  Great thread detailing connections and past! https://twitter.com/thesharpedge1/status/1045410257193693184?s=21 …

12/3/2018 7:04:58 AM datruseeka Thx!

12/3/2018 7:05:01 AM jonichris1 Makes me sick!!!!

12/3/2018 7:05:44 AM datruseeka I wonder what the sure tell-tail is in recognizing a clone?

12/3/2018 7:07:44 AM karentriebel When this play ends who takes a bow and who goes to prison?

12/3/2018 7:11:13 AM humain974 Yes pic.twitter.com/YwkIGxxXEp

12/3/2018 7:11:20 AM parrotandrea Along with other white hats from MSM that Dems trusted , that would be so great...

12/3/2018 7:17:43 AM pakmkk1955 I believe HRC has replacement doubles... so no.

12/3/2018 7:20:46 AM cryptocrab4 This ??? https://10times.com/icstr-dubai 

12/3/2018 7:21:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think WAVES.

WW?

Define 'unified'

[17]

SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who? 

[Controlled] moment activated? [17]

Do you believe in coincidences?

Do you believe your efforts here persuade people to stop the pursuit of TRUTH, [CA_J]? 

There is a place for everyone.

Q
12/3/2018 7:21:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2527

"WHAT HAPPENED TO 11/11/18 UNIFIED AMERICA DAY YOU DISGUSTING LIAR FRAUD???

ANSWER FREDDY YOU FUCKING FAGGOT"

12/3/2018 7:21:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 "new CLAS tech [online]"

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068584833893453830 …

12/3/2018 7:22:18 AM deplorableposse check out @GeorgeMNasif he’s been dropping some hot fire recently.

12/3/2018 7:23:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 "by who?"

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069408601507332096 …

12/3/2018 7:24:34 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ 12

Is this new tech used to destroy "regular" people's mind?

12/3/2018 7:24:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd 1. Avenatti attended Saint Louis University for a year before transferring  to the University of Pennsylvania, where he graduated with a B.A. in  political 

science in 1996. While in college he worked as an opposition  researcher for Rahm Emmanuel's political consulting firm.

12/3/2018 7:26:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd 2. He attended George Washington University Law School, where he graduated  Order of the Coif and first in his class with a J.D. in  2000.While at GW, 

he worked with Professor Jonathan Turley on constitutional issues  relating to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).

12/3/2018 7:27:01 AM humain974 Ne soyons pas dans la paranoia américaine.... Ne soyons pas non plus des petits moutons blanc.

12/3/2018 7:27:28 AM lightworkercain A popular medium told me that my soul likes to astral project at night, unfortuntely for me this is when malevolent Greys come and take me away...

12/3/2018 7:27:35 AM cidarean But what was it a wave of? Purpose? Understand the control part. Was this a counter move? Sorry I'm so curious.

12/3/2018 7:27:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd 3. In 2003, George Washington University Law School established Michael  J. Avenatti Award for Excellence in Pre-Trial and Trial Advocacy, an annual 

award given to the member of the  graduating Juris Doctor class who demonstrates excellence in pre-trial and trial advocacy.

12/3/2018 7:28:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd 4. Avenatti  also received George Washington  University's  prestigious Alumni  Recognition Award in 2010.

***It is possible to be intelligent/daft at the same time***

12/3/2018 7:30:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Avenatti …

12/3/2018 7:30:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its a highly classified technology.

Hint. 

It interacts with consciousness.

It interferes with mind control frequencies.

It neutralizes old classified technology.

We used their technology against them.

12/3/2018 7:31:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/3/2018 7:32:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow.

Those willing to "leak inside information" can also be those guilty trying to get ahead of a story.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

They want you divided.

United we are strong.

Divided we are weak.

House of Cards was Majestic disclosure into DC.

Learn.
12/3/2018 7:32:39 AM petitchevalb So what is its purpose can you please explain ( if allowed)?

12/3/2018 7:33:04 AM lightworkercain Trying to find what Eyes Wide Open refers to. A operation, project, expression, etc. Unable to find much online except  movie about an Isreali. Any 

clues or direction? Thank you!

12/3/2018 7:34:03 AM zrickety I think it depends if the original is still alive.  Soul can be moved from what I've read.  More important than how it's done is to realize that it's possible.  

Awareness.  Clones are the least of my worries.

12/3/2018 7:34:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 More clown attempts.

12/3/2018 7:34:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open is a term used for those who look at the world through the lens of the Majestic 12.

12/3/2018 7:36:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069614846294011904 …

12/3/2018 7:36:34 AM youstinksoap Raising our (earth people) consciousness up to meet the level of off earth people and et's?  Important to understand disclosure?

12/3/2018 7:36:49 AM zrickety I suspected as much.  Thank you for confirmation.  Nice to see Alliance taking action.



12/3/2018 7:37:22 AM deplorableposse Does it have anything to do with the Wardencliff tower built in Milford Tx, owned by Visiv tech?

 http://vizivtechnologies.com/about-us/ 

12/3/2018 7:37:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

Think WAVES.

12/3/2018 7:37:50 AM petitchevalb Soyons ce qui nous plaît

12/3/2018 7:39:13 AM deplorableposse  https://youtu.be/7ATzLkr9JXk 

12/3/2018 7:39:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Together, we reaffirm the truth that light will always break through the darkness." - @WhiteHouse 

DARK > LIGHT

Coincidence? https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/presidential-message-

hanukkah/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=wh …

12/3/2018 7:39:53 AM youstinksoap Thank you for the info.  No panic here, can't wait!

12/3/2018 7:40:40 AM liltilgerlil Curious if it was to counter the giant magnets in China and at cern?

12/3/2018 7:41:14 AM cidarean That makes sense.

12/3/2018 7:43:38 AM humain974 Un pro du spacecube 😉

12/3/2018 7:43:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 We used their technology against them.

12/3/2018 7:44:13 AM youstinksoap Basically, we will just KNOW the truth after the event....is how I take it, if anyone cares, lol.

12/3/2018 7:44:18 AM colista #JusticeKavanaugh #Winning

- - - - - - - - - -

#avanatiasshat

#forgotteninhistory

#usefulsheeple

#expendableasset

#BuBye pic.twitter.com/zkqlf3Vo1a

12/3/2018 7:44:32 AM dr_t_dc This "new tech" is the "tinfoil hat" of new tech?  A device that interrupts or blocks mind control tech?

12/3/2018 7:44:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 10=8

12/3/2018 7:46:27 AM marshahodgson The thought that popped into my head wondered if this wave had the ability to neutralize radiation in our oceans & atmosphere. I know it's a rather 

odd consideration, but 11-11 WAS presented as a glorious day to remember. Such thoughts h/often been correct; I'm just passing it on

12/3/2018 7:46:33 AM deplorableposse Results seem very similar to this tech. https://teslaresearch.jimdo.com/wardenclyffe-lab-1901-1906/connection-to-earth/?mobile=1 …

12/3/2018 7:46:43 AM kaylajoyheart Also noted they keep throwing up Noah's days. I saw they rebuilt the ark  . I remember being told to watch the water and my dreams of floods.... 

Symbolism?

12/3/2018 7:48:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 They didn't secretly agree to be spokespersons for the Clinton Foundation.

12/3/2018 7:48:42 AM clairbear72 Like radio waves?

12/3/2018 7:48:45 AM petitchevalb Thank you 

What for does It interact with consciousness? To let people wake up?

12/3/2018 7:48:56 AM kaylajoyheart I'm also reminded in these very vivid dreams to have faith. God wins in the end. So many people who don't believe are gonna be in for a shock

12/3/2018 7:49:27 AM lightworkercain Thank You! Hoping for some wide eyes soon! 👀

12/3/2018 7:51:13 AM anangelhasland1 Will 9 recover from the blow?

12/3/2018 7:51:30 AM kagman4e What is CA_J?

12/3/2018 7:51:48 AM lbf777 How worried is the Deep State atm?

12/3/2018 7:52:53 AM bdam777 Has to be some degree of partisan support for both sides. Can't all be CNN. 

There at least has to be an illusion of choice or there would be no faith in the system.

Overcome the illusion.

12/3/2018 7:53:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Neutralizes old classified technology.

12/3/2018 7:54:32 AM kagman4e What is the technology?  HAARP?  The ULF waves came from an island near Madagascar. Did that destroy some deep state technology in the Antarctic?

12/3/2018 7:54:38 AM catheri70981208 What about the similar "CERN" ring in Illinois? Does that too have any Type of triggering device?

12/3/2018 7:55:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Extreme PANIC in DC.

12/3/2018 7:55:13 AM blankmarlo Hopefully not much longer!

12/3/2018 7:56:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want you divided.

Divide & Conquer.

12/3/2018 7:56:47 AM diaptera_80 Good

12/3/2018 7:56:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 You only require one eye to see.

There are two kinds of pain.

Useless pain that doesn't accomplish anything.

Pain that makes you stronger.

12/3/2018 7:57:27 AM petitchevalb This tech being "old" doesnt mean its effects are well known by us...but thank you anyway

12/3/2018 7:57:29 AM diaptera_80 Didn’t hear about anything being destroyed, very curious to know

12/3/2018 7:57:55 AM natinite October is the 10th month on the Gregorian calendar I'll be at Oct implies 8 as an octagon or octive

12/3/2018 7:58:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Details are highly classified.

12/3/2018 7:58:48 AM lbf777 They are getting a taste of their own medicine. They kept the world economy hanging by a thread. Many are stressed out & tired from this Babylonian 

Money Magic slave system.

12/3/2018 7:59:54 AM we_go_now the Pelican Project is huge to this as well :)  Great thread!

12/3/2018 8:00:54 AM liltilgerlil Well said patriot.

12/3/2018 8:01:21 AM liltilgerlil Depends on how much chaos they can profit from

12/3/2018 8:02:13 AM liltilgerlil Me too. I know those magnets affect the earth and I’m curious if it effects our weather as well? I’m no rocket scientist lol

12/3/2018 8:03:51 AM petitchevalb OK I can understand that (at least ☺)

12/3/2018 8:05:07 AM wnrandall I think this too

12/3/2018 8:05:36 AM cidarean Someone explain this post.

12/3/2018 8:06:01 AM zendamaparanorm #PanicInDc?

12/3/2018 8:06:21 AM allahuniversal Migraines, i call brain storms. Mind is always clearer afterwards. Decades of them have made the mind stronger. Coincidence?

12/3/2018 8:06:24 AM here4trumpqonly  pic.twitter.com/EvpG4zjBIi

12/3/2018 8:08:02 AM sergii_ii The answer to what is that device or what does it do is probably one of the biggest mysteries in my head right now to solve. I have been asking myself 

the same ole questions over and over for 27 years until I woke up now, thanks to you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2018 8:08:05 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a 

critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/3/2018 8:08:15 AM consortiapartn1 Should I retune my synthesizers to 432? Would that help with meditation ?



12/3/2018 8:09:01 AM colista Holy Wow... pic.twitter.com/8fwHt3ys2N

12/3/2018 8:09:21 AM lightworkercain Did Q say this because "they" are not human? Have thought that Q's responses seemed like a higher intellect that humans can obtain. First contact 

already made? 😉@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/9ZDRSK0NAn

12/3/2018 8:09:44 AM youstinksoap I'd like to know that answer too...good question.

12/3/2018 8:10:10 AM ascendingadam Thank You

12/3/2018 8:11:26 AM ascendingadam As in cycles of increasing magnitude?

12/3/2018 8:12:03 AM again_censored  https://twitter.com/jamesperloff/status/1069334997276999681?s=19 …

12/3/2018 8:12:23 AM pauliepg11111 To shadowban or take offline?

12/3/2018 8:16:13 AM joni_apple_seed IMO what we are seeing now is a struggle within the elite population for how and who will be the final manipulator of how exactly the world order will 

happen. By force or by agreement. They are in too deep at this point for it not to happen. As always the devil is in the details. 

pic.twitter.com/Ya3PWd3azw

12/3/2018 8:18:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 He didn't have a choice. https://twitter.com/USATODAY/status/1069357366913744896 …

12/3/2018 8:18:56 AM skullmonkie BOOM! pic.twitter.com/bADrRJjzLu

12/3/2018 8:19:54 AM ging_berg Floyd!

12/3/2018 8:20:12 AM curvybucket26  pic.twitter.com/1sBBBiNut9

12/3/2018 8:20:14 AM dopesindc Who's his handler?

12/3/2018 8:20:52 AM dougherty462 So why is he allowed to have this postponed to Friday? Don’t get it!

12/3/2018 8:21:09 AM again_censored That, I do not know. I am not sure there is a need. The infrastructure to traffic them is extensive and old. Wars and disasters provide easy access under 

cover.

12/3/2018 8:22:02 AM babysgramma Where?

Pictures.

12/3/2018 8:22:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Events happened prior to G20.

12/3/2018 8:24:21 AM 777kab1 Easy....to COMBAT THE ENEMY by the Authority given to me by CHRIST...I understand the REAL BATTLE (SPIRITUAL) that we are in....and will TAKE 

DOWN ANY (by the HOST OF HEAVEN) who fight against the Creator of Heaven and Earth....(((they))) know EXACTLY THE AUTHORITY I CARRY‼️‼️👊

12/3/2018 8:27:23 AM shining91109743 He has already testified?  Ruse of "in private" only later to reveal?

12/3/2018 8:29:39 AM humain974  pic.twitter.com/Ubbc63IGiT

12/3/2018 8:30:48 AM sunnyskibunny A stargate in Florida? 

Where is it?

12/3/2018 8:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 e593d34b4fbd5b58f567ece3aa377794

12/3/2018 8:32:29 AM fionasdestiny67 Kill switch?

12/3/2018 8:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clown attempts will fail.

Learn to archive offline.

 https://anonfile.com/f8tdD5mfb7/TS_SCI_MAJIC12_Archive_zip …

12/3/2018 8:32:51 AM sunnyskibunny I've heard inside the planets

12/3/2018 8:32:59 AM neeneenat Perfection.

12/3/2018 8:33:35 AM lurakoos Is the Draco Energy grid David Wilcock talked about finally being taken down ☮️

12/3/2018 8:33:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Checksum of reply attachment for authenticity verification.

12/3/2018 8:34:09 AM collectvcat On Ivanka’s life, likely. Pray for her protection!

12/3/2018 8:34:40 AM time4u2know Download or no?

12/3/2018 8:34:53 AM wishfulldreamz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you know the patent numbers for converting humans to energy?  I've also heard a rumor that there are patents aside from 

Senomyx to convert humans to food substances?

12/3/2018 8:35:43 AM zack_stone Notice a D5 in there. Fluke?

12/3/2018 8:36:45 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/9pEL8wwQOU

12/3/2018 8:37:31 AM allahuniversal Archive everything offline #Q

12/3/2018 8:37:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Offline archive of this account.

Verify the checksum before decompressing.

12/3/2018 8:39:08 AM fionasdestiny67 Download zip leads to this pic.twitter.com/jKFZwajBqa

12/3/2018 8:39:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clown attempts to disrupt DARK > LIGHT operations will fail.

Learn to archive offline.

Here is the MD5 checksum hash of the linked file attachment.

924500 bytes.

Hint: Searching historical tweets using offline browser is faster than online.

1009 tweets in November alone. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069630177641140229 …
12/3/2018 8:42:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alternative download URL: https://ufile.io/b6yui 

12/3/2018 8:45:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Your Tweets earned 5.7M impressions over this 1 day period"

Twitter analytics for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

Clown attempts will fail.

12/3/2018 8:46:20 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/n3CbrfnRHz

12/3/2018 8:47:43 AM ascendingadam from 4K followers?

LOL

12/3/2018 8:47:52 AM luis_bernice Why do think the moon and sun are round, but the earth is flat? And how do the sun and moon stay in the sky (assuming u don't believe in gravity)? 

Why do you think both are not far away?

12/3/2018 8:47:57 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes, it is. Blocked in goog, and in my case phone browser. But its safe

12/3/2018 8:48:32 AM cidarean We are very curious folk.

12/3/2018 8:52:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can you trust Twitter to provide you with an accurate count of followers?

Does Twitter control the quantity of followers an account is permitted to have based on what the account says?

Is censorship / shadow banning real?

What happens when the people are awake?

Censorship fails.

12/3/2018 8:54:14 AM moemc8 I will NEVER be able to understand anything to do with math.  Think I'm allergic to it LOL

12/3/2018 8:55:23 AM 1aaronjustice That’s YUUUUUUGE! As POTUS would say

12/3/2018 8:55:58 AM dixygurllinda  pic.twitter.com/Da7sZUiZKH

12/3/2018 8:56:47 AM palmdalekid2 Trump Tv when?

12/3/2018 8:59:38 AM daveschroeder18 No, yes, obviously apparent

12/3/2018 8:59:52 AM lifesonsrv It's highly classified technology - that you're releasing details of on twatter?

Hmm...



12/3/2018 9:01:03 AM lbf777 Isn't Comey testifying today? 🤔

12/3/2018 9:01:29 AM allahuniversal Doesn't take many followers to make an impression. Likes & RTs matter. AMAs really up the ante

12/3/2018 9:01:43 AM marshahodgson The unfortunate part of discovering truth is having to live with what we discover. However, it invariably changes us for the better. It helps us learn who 

we truly are, of what our souls are made.

Without knowing, we simply exist without a better purpose. 😎

12/3/2018 9:03:46 AM space_sloth26 Give @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a follow. What an amazing source of information. Sure it's anonymous with no "sources" however, if you do your own 

research, it starts to make sense. #QAnon #WWG1WGA

12/3/2018 9:04:23 AM brianeppert The significance of base 8 number system vs. base 10?

In base8 there is 0-7, no 8 or 9. So sequence is 6,7,10,11, where 10=8 and base8 11 = 9 in base10.

Where is this useful?

12/3/2018 9:04:32 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a 

critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/3/2018 9:08:06 AM decodematrix End of the world = end of the illusion.

"It's the end of the world as we know it and I feel fine" -REM

 https://youtu.be/Z0GFRcFm-aY 

12/3/2018 9:10:19 AM mariajbaute Are you working on the Air Force Station?? Are u really part of the Air Force, dude??

12/3/2018 9:11:07 AM laurabusse O yes reading the law of 1 was eye opening and wonderful wasn't it. :-) it was one of my 1st exposures to channeling so it was wondrous. So much 

wisdom and love there, and answers to mysteries. Been meaning a long time to re read...have forgotten so much of what i read! Plus...

12/3/2018 9:11:43 AM alec_m_currier My first attempted hacks ever on my SM accounts all came in 1 day. . 8 years, no problems. . 🤔

12/3/2018 9:12:40 AM laurabusse 2...so much of what i read went right over my head! Yes it truly is amazing stuff! :-) 💘

12/3/2018 9:15:23 AM cidarean Totally agree. You can actually listen to the law of one on YouTube. All sessions.

12/3/2018 9:16:30 AM laurabusse I think of it all as a giant container ship that needs much time in being turned around. Think of all the momentum and conditioning that has gone into 

making life as it is. I get discouraged when i hear projections into the future from channelings. All the changes will take...

12/3/2018 9:19:37 AM laurabusse 2...decades they say. As impatient as i am, i expect to see SOME changes in my remaining decades. But for life to be as we desire? Could take 100 yrs. 

But we dont know. Hopefully will happen faster. Meanwhile i find spiritual ways to have peace...dunno what else to do. Meditation

12/3/2018 9:22:43 AM allahuniversal Lost 2 whole laptops & a USB HDD in a matter of months, never happened before. I won't even get I to how. & All I could think about was this drop 

every time

12/3/2018 9:22:53 AM laurabusse But yes i love your vision! All that learning of the truth...will be mindblowing. I hope it happens...in ways we can digest without it being too traumatic...

12/3/2018 9:25:26 AM merorschach Are we talkin Tesla scalar waves?

12/3/2018 9:25:31 AM tru1dy @JohnLeksander  remember that recent wave all over the world??

12/3/2018 9:31:04 AM laurabusse Oh! You mean the actual sessions? Or someone reading the book(s)? Assuming you mean the actual sessions...

12/3/2018 9:32:57 AM darktolightjedi Rebuilding after being locked out and they keep messing with me when I post truth.

12/3/2018 9:33:25 AM sandyshuze Go ahead and say it- Luciferians

12/3/2018 9:34:54 AM sandyshuze Yes, you said it!

12/3/2018 9:36:08 AM do_or_do_notty Download won’t work on iOS devices

12/3/2018 9:36:43 AM pastorjon9 Damn, I _KNEW_ it.

12/3/2018 9:38:41 AM do_or_do_notty  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069614846294011904?s=21 …

12/3/2018 9:40:02 AM cidarean No. The transcription of the book. RA requested no other type of recordings other than the tapes. Look them up. There are two YT accounts that have 

them though I will not advertise them here.

12/3/2018 9:41:27 AM cidarean I should clarify. The sessions in the books are transcribed. Not the entire book. Sorry for the spam.

12/3/2018 9:43:04 AM nun_chucknorris What purpose?

12/3/2018 9:44:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4cZ8O08c30 …  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3OaB1BBVOI …                                                         

              I know this religion well, escaped from it. Nearly entire family...mind controlled. 8M ultimate sacrifice to dark side. What to do?

12/3/2018 9:45:46 AM datruseeka This is absolutely true. It can easily proven true by looking at @POTUS @realDonaldTrump followers.  Imagine if you will majority of USA following and 

THE WORLD.  Reconcile.

12/3/2018 9:50:00 AM jasqid No he didn't.

#WWG1WGA

12/3/2018 9:52:32 AM morety76 @R_Tehubijuluw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 

Time for all to be aware https://twitter.com/PrincessAracel2/status/1069620390111010816 …

12/3/2018 10:04:42 AM datruseeka It prevents DS from using their mind control against us?

12/3/2018 10:10:08 AM realchrisdeliso Now that, that would be something...

12/3/2018 10:11:00 AM diaptera_80 You should get much more likes

12/3/2018 10:12:34 AM lisamcat Thank you!!

12/3/2018 10:13:02 AM sheila06942158 How much money do the Clinton's and Podesta's have stashed in Qatar? Just asking for a friend.

12/3/2018 10:14:43 AM diaptera_80 Can someone summarize? Can’t view files

12/3/2018 10:20:18 AM pastorjon9 And ppl said I was crazy when I said we DO have this technology.

12/3/2018 10:21:28 AM sosoaware @Jordan_Sather_   Read and reach out to your followers

12/3/2018 10:22:01 AM lightworkercain Dark side?

12/3/2018 10:22:32 AM curt_avila Channeling?

12/3/2018 10:22:56 AM georgemnasif $1.8 Billion. I have the bank transfer receipts. However, she also transferred the money back to Qatar, because she was not successful in providing the 

$18 Billion in weapons to Qatar.

12/3/2018 10:23:27 AM junglerednm Poppy=Heroin

12/3/2018 10:25:44 AM watchingthewar To being awake...redpilled...

12/3/2018 10:26:27 AM georgemnasif I don't follow them, they follow me. Follow the source. Who does JA and WL team follow? Those who provide the Documents for them to collect. "A 

Small team of Whites that sent documents to them up until January 20, 2017". JA is a Brilliant collector, not a hacker.

12/3/2018 10:30:45 AM datruseeka Can you confirm whether or not it was the Annunaki who created us and pretended to be our God? And that Jesus was an Avatar? And that they used 

Jesus to create more deception in the Bible.  Basically EVERYTHING was a lie. And who are the WINGMAKERS?   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNs2D8gkpDk&feature=share …

12/3/2018 10:31:12 AM ghostanon6120 You can juice cannabis as well; overlooked and difficult to juice something that is pricey in large quantities. When legalization changes broadly, we can 

grow in gardens and juice readily.

12/3/2018 10:33:25 AM ghostanon6120 I can't verify this slide completely but my friend a fellow nature md like me made it. pic.twitter.com/Ckno6M0HfK

12/3/2018 10:33:58 AM missrepresentu2 From my research, it appears that Florida & Washington State are major international human/child trafficking ports. (incoming/outgoing)

12/3/2018 10:34:25 AM zendamaparanorm Is this technology related to MKUltra? Voice Of God Weapon?



12/3/2018 10:35:16 AM jimblakesong My friend Kabamur! We miss him so much with love from the VOTL group! @KibBitzLaw @__valv @pure_h2 @Ventuckyspaz @Jordan_Sather_ 

@LinWaWa00 @3rdEyeView55 @sojmed @miss_viva_vegas @HovIE_HOV @4DeMeeee @RobertAndo3 @chuzehappy

12/3/2018 10:35:50 AM thetempestchip . @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If you enjoy learning the truth and staying updated on world/universal events at a very very deep level, follow these accounts. Go back and re-read 

their tweets, you will learn vital information.

12/3/2018 10:35:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 California, Texas, Arizona, Massachusetts, and several others.

12/3/2018 10:35:59 AM parrotandrea I just feel so exited  an emergency of knowing  OUR new reality !! It is hard to find something  MORE IMPORTANT !! I want to take my son from shool 

,bring him with me ,trying to explain to my Husband ,who believe  only in sciences as we know it .

12/3/2018 10:37:53 AM colista You. Are. An. Attention. Seeker. Please provide to the cause. Questions will be answered in time. Until then do your research and listen for calls to 

action. Blessings.

12/3/2018 10:38:54 AM 3rdeyeview55 It would be great to have @kabamur back again, especially at this juncture: the #GreatAwakeningWorldwide.

12/3/2018 10:41:02 AM darktolightjedi I didn't know there was a name for it, but I could visualize until I was 5. I am driven to discover truth, but have not yet been able to see.

12/3/2018 10:41:23 AM weareallq Something else for me to research now. Second time I have heard this.

12/3/2018 10:41:52 AM jonessense Only a clone would say “Im not a clone” @4DeMeeee @beast_anti

12/3/2018 10:47:44 AM jackibloo Lot to digest and investigate. Knowing the depth of this evil is necessary, but know also that certain clown agencies will inject false rabbitntrails.  Keep 

your navigation skills razor sharp.

12/3/2018 10:52:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 RSS

12/3/2018 10:57:35 AM leith_harmon Well, do it again!

12/3/2018 10:57:35 AM _17patriot_ I was going to say the Ark was opened, but you said new clas tech

12/3/2018 10:57:57 AM anangelhasland1 Consensus seems to be between “humans can’t seem to get it together” (apocalyptic angels) and “you’re lucky we’re even bothering” (petulant ETs)

Meditation (in action) is, indeed, the answer. Btw, i live in a trafficking hotbed and can testify things ARE CHANGING...

12/3/2018 10:58:48 AM jonessense Lol who’s going to say “Its true, im a clone”? Hahahaha!

12/3/2018 11:02:48 AM adamc75 Why is Uncle Trump MAJESTIC? I thought he was one tier down? Tho ive read he was included by his mentor? What is in the black box marked "X" in 

his honor at MIT?

12/3/2018 11:03:26 AM laurabusse Ok will do thx...thx for the info :-)

12/3/2018 11:04:55 AM adamc75 Was Uncle Trump able to pass along Tesla files he kept from FBI to His nephew DJT?

12/3/2018 11:05:07 AM pastorjon9 It does look like DNA strands. This would make sense. An all-powerful Creator set everything up. He has always used the simplified designs in all things - 

 simple but very complex. Why wouldn't He use on a macro scale what works on the subatomic?

12/3/2018 11:05:26 AM emma_trump2020 Yes....

12/3/2018 11:05:44 AM palmdalekid2 #2539 :02 [Tomorrow]

What does @DefenseIntel have in store for the nazionists? D5

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 pic.twitter.com/xSfUEeVXHD

12/3/2018 11:05:57 AM laurabusse Spam? A strange ham product or unwanted email? Am always behind in catching on to newer or subtler meanings of words. :-) been very nice 

communicating w you, blessings! And thx again 💘

12/3/2018 11:06:25 AM 3rdeyeview55 Oh, okaaaaaaaaay🙂

12/3/2018 11:06:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069627867162656774 …

12/3/2018 11:06:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2540

 https://docs.house.gov/Committee/Calendar/ByWeek.aspx?WeekOf=12022018_12082018 …

Postponed.

Well-played DS.

Please allow us to counter.

Q

12/3/2018 11:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2539

The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI,  + other US/Foreign assets have been actively working behind the scenes  in one of the largest criminal 

investigations in modern day history.

12/3/2018 11:06:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069450050990936066 …

12/3/2018 11:07:09 AM emma_trump2020 I was told I'm a starseed wayshower...i have astral projected many times is this a extraterrestrial race?

12/3/2018 11:08:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 He was not in the Majestic 12, he is simply MAJESTIC.

12/3/2018 11:08:51 AM adamc75 There is a black box marked "X" in a memorial to Uncle Trump at MIT, does anyone know what Project X was? Or what is in that black box at MIT?

12/3/2018 11:09:07 AM ruthlesstruth_ Bargain !

Give something to delay.

12/3/2018 11:10:05 AM ruthlesstruth_ Or he has already done it.

Friday could be photo op.

But both leads to the same result.

12/3/2018 11:10:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1053641/egypt-giza-pyramid-shock-energy-machine-spt …

12/3/2018 11:11:10 AM privlegedn Who would have guessed that they would not follow through? “Nothing will stop what’s coming” oh what’s this Bush died? Well gosh darn it well 

played DS you got us I guess something could stop it after all, shucks! Smh I’m ready to eat a bullet this is never coming. Pawn no more

12/3/2018 11:11:32 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/Xsq4LlIt7B

12/3/2018 11:11:33 AM curvybucket26 Poor guy, he just lost his dog and now this.

12/3/2018 11:11:54 AM nun_chucknorris Awesome! @R_Tehubijuluw more confirmation of what you have shared many times in the past!

12/3/2018 11:13:36 AM cidarean Huber delay.

12/3/2018 11:14:00 AM excaliber7777 As long as they produce more oil it only helps the US dollar .

12/3/2018 11:14:21 AM rick_hernandez Hmmmm and 3 weeks later we have an uprising in Europe

12/3/2018 11:14:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Huber is postponed.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

We have the cards.

State Funerals keep sheep distracted.

Cannot drop while everyone is distracted.

12/3/2018 11:14:40 AM rogkenn12 Thank you. 😉

12/3/2018 11:15:22 AM fowlreginald 😮

12/3/2018 11:15:23 AM tray24u1 Freaky times ahead folks😉

12/3/2018 11:15:56 AM ragevirusqq Can you define majestic in these terms?



12/3/2018 11:16:07 AM cidarean As soon as the news broke of the old mans death we all knew this was going to happen... Either by over shadowing the coverage or by kicking the can 

down the road.

12/3/2018 11:16:16 AM lbf777 What was postponed exactly?

12/3/2018 11:16:36 AM laurabusse Well that is great to hear! (Referring to that last part). Wonderful to hear from someone w eyes and ears. You're lucky we're even bothering? LOLOL i 

guess we can try to put ourselves in their place. We can be stupid stubborn creatures!!! No wonder they roll their eyes at us...

12/3/2018 11:19:19 AM wearewhatsdope Mate don't get caught up w/ all the Q bullshit. It's just hope porn designed to take advantage of people's fear's / hopes for the future in order to get 

clicks / 💵

12/3/2018 11:20:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 D5 delay.

Will this change Comey's testimony?

Does he believe [they] are safe?

12/3/2018 11:20:37 AM hawkgirlinmn No. He’s just buying time.

12/3/2018 11:21:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2542

Clinton Foundation whistle blower speaks.

12/3/2018 11:21:58 AM trumpmomma Can he stall thru end of yr to next yr Congress

12/3/2018 11:22:35 AM lyndamathews25 Never,no wonder we have thousands go missing. The shocker was who was behind it.

12/3/2018 11:22:56 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/vNS84NNRul

12/3/2018 11:23:02 AM cidarean Great for healing work eh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2018 11:24:01 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/kWyEgo8dQz

12/3/2018 11:24:29 AM lbf777 If Q fucks over the people this December, we will be pulling a France on the Deep State. This is Q's last chance to prove himself.

12/3/2018 11:25:08 AM nun_chucknorris Many of us do understand that. Not sure how the response you provided added anything? Using tech to help the awakening of others seems like the 

exact thing to do.

12/3/2018 11:25:14 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/FAL5kmzSHE

12/3/2018 11:25:36 AM anangelhasland1 Yes, out here in the Wild West (alameda county is on the world circuit) feds came and oh so quietly reconfigured some corrupt police depts in the 

area... 

(During the raid I swear I saw a joyriding UFO)

12/3/2018 11:26:17 AM lyndamathews25 Didn't know about this case, very sick and sad.

12/3/2018 11:26:28 AM consortiapartn1 If you sit very quietly you can hear it

12/3/2018 11:27:29 AM 3rdeyeview55 Wow, well I must have missed that, didn't know. I thought he left due to ridiculous drama re his so-called mother. 🤷♀️🙃

12/3/2018 11:27:36 AM trumpmomma Until when?  Why, I thought for the first time In my LIFE that a FUNeral was actually going to be FUN.  🤷🏻♀️

12/3/2018 11:28:16 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/8PtqprCTJj

12/3/2018 11:31:27 AM nun_chucknorris I replied to the wrong comment. I meant this: “Really, you need to understand this realm first”

12/3/2018 11:33:17 AM mike963morgan Oversight of Nonprofit Organizations: A Case Study on the Clinton Foundation

12/3/2018 11:34:26 AM iam_laura9 I love the number 9!!! <3

12/3/2018 11:34:38 AM lbf777 You mean some kind of a report was delayed?

12/3/2018 11:35:03 AM wild8heart So in other words you guys should have tens of thousands of followers, at least? Haha, this is epic (fail, by the DS). They are toast. Respect to MJ12. 

👌🏻💫

12/3/2018 11:35:38 AM adamc75 Is there a memorial at MIT to honor him with a black box that marked with "Project X" or X ?

12/3/2018 11:36:22 AM darktolightjedi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know consciousness creates reality and I take responsibility for the reality I am creating. I have not yet learned to create the reality 

I now choose, including curing the aphantasia I have had for 52 years. Didn't even know it had a name until today.

12/3/2018 11:36:43 AM slayerofmatrix1 I’m sensing the Alliance has activated tech to interfere with frequencies used to control people’s’ consciousness and overt actions of some 

people.(VOG)  Now the tech can and is being used against [them].

12/3/2018 11:37:26 AM ghostanon6120 interesting thread, thanks

12/3/2018 11:37:36 AM wearewhatsdope It's just a made up larp by Sather, a speech writer for trump, Sara Ruth Ashcraft and a bunch of others who are just capitalizing on this awakening 

movement. It IS waking people up so it's not ALL bad, but it IS just a figment of someone imagination. Be 100% skeptical

12/3/2018 11:37:52 AM bblueberrypie  pic.twitter.com/Ml2gfcT8Fd

12/3/2018 11:38:31 AM slayerofmatrix1 ^^^ Yes please ??

12/3/2018 11:40:40 AM slayerofmatrix1 He is tied directly to old guard S.A.

12/3/2018 11:41:07 AM lbf777 Oh shucks. Sorry folks. Huber was postponed. All the excitement over Dec 5 for nothing.

We  need to do what the French people did but instead of destroying the  streets, we should take over the Corporations & use them to service  the 

people without any cash exchange. (freely)

12/3/2018 11:41:56 AM 3rdeyeview55 Again, wow, didn't know. Didn't realize Bill S was part of that mess. Goes to show how much I don't dive too far in to twitter and the drama/antics that 

ensue.

12/3/2018 11:42:06 AM lbf777 Forget waiting. It's all a bunch of false promises man. Let's just do what the French did but instead of destroying the streets, we just take over the 

corporations and use them to service the people for free.

12/3/2018 11:43:34 AM b91827364 This started in Broward... moved to Palm Beach.....

then to West Virginia.. then nationwide.... then international..... #MKUltra 2.0 #EnergyTransfer #TheGrid 

https://mobile.twitter.com/B91827364/status/1043855795421683712 …

12/3/2018 11:44:19 AM 1_decided_voter Is DS was successful in delaying Huber by causing a big distraction, why would they not continue causing big distractions?

12/3/2018 11:45:45 AM palmdalekid2 Concernfag = shilling

Calm your tits pic.twitter.com/4IPAF56z6p

12/3/2018 11:45:59 AM mike963morgan House of Representatives hearing of the Subcommittee on Government Operations, regarding DoJ (Huber) investigations into whether the Clinton 

Foundation engaged any improper activities. Re-scheduled for the 11th December.

12/3/2018 11:46:13 AM ascendedwater Thanks you just made me fucking laugh hard.

12/3/2018 11:46:20 AM hawkgirlinmn So he doesn’t have to testify in private and answer classified questions-that he would claim he would not be permitted to be answered in a public 

setting, therefore eluding his own demise.

12/3/2018 11:46:47 AM bryanrusch  pic.twitter.com/MVkf1JMMSO

12/3/2018 11:47:52 AM fowlreginald I'm probably totally wrong, but "California" and "Jerry Brown" come to mind.

12/3/2018 11:48:33 AM germansunray I miss him as well.

12/3/2018 11:48:51 AM wild8heart I believe so...

12/3/2018 11:49:53 AM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q Post 2540  http://docs.house.gov/Committee/Cale … Postponed. Well-played DS. Please 

allow us to counter. Q Coincidence? Q Post […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1069669237214666753.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

12/3/2018 11:54:20 AM 12bravogran Unified field theory. pic.twitter.com/5G7gnZLrq9

12/3/2018 11:54:23 AM agoodyear2015 How about Jimmy Carter?

12/3/2018 11:54:26 AM robertg02229481 Shouldn’t be now, how would he have blocked it anyway?

12/3/2018 11:54:28 AM asteroidstryke Wait, AI warned you?? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/dRur8dZj6f

12/3/2018 11:54:29 AM 1aaronjustice (They) are very afraid



12/3/2018 11:54:45 AM lbf777 When people riot, the break businesses & take stuff they need. Why break them? Just run them 24/7. We all spend 20 hours a week working them so 

they run properly. This would be our job. Our payment would be free consumption. We would all own them equally. We share ALL businesses.

12/3/2018 11:55:10 AM palmdalekid2 Raid the Vatican.

End UN.

Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/n0l7EHBnIO

12/3/2018 11:56:12 AM massod5778 2017 pic.twitter.com/ixAVnHsoZN

12/3/2018 11:56:14 AM karentriebel hope they don't bite anybody

12/3/2018 11:57:10 AM pshepgries What events? Please share for some of us that aren’t as quick with riddles, and hidden meanings!!

12/3/2018 11:57:37 AM robertg02229481 Why? Is this legit?

12/3/2018 11:57:42 AM lbf777 The only limit to free consumption is 1 house per household.This 1 house will naturally prevent hoarding because people can only fill up their homes to 

a certain limit. Also, why hoard when everything is free?All people have to do is work 20 hours to live like upper middle class.

12/3/2018 11:58:26 AM b91827364 This started at a Broward County Hospital .... expanded to larger facilities..... DNA Lab ..... 

 https://mobile.twitter.com/B91827364/status/1041314021192990720 …

12/3/2018 11:58:32 AM lbf777 fucking A man. I'm sick of depending on this piece of shit Government. They can't do anything right.

12/3/2018 11:59:03 AM do_or_do_notty Nothing can stop what’s coming! Nothing! 

(But lots can certainly delay it.....) 🤨

12/3/2018 11:59:13 AM tyedyetweety Nice Post

TY

12/3/2018 12:01:10 PM bricha0714 Patience is really being strained , waiting and another letdown

12/3/2018 12:03:09 PM blankjen I cannot fathom the terror and horrible conditions these poor children have experienced. Thank God they were rescued. Their cries and traumatized 

faces break my heart. I hope they can all receive the healing they need and go on to live happy lives after this.

12/3/2018 12:03:41 PM mike963morgan Their time will come, the cabal can't keep "killing off" ex presidents forever to delay and distract with State funerals.

12/3/2018 12:03:54 PM alliemaisie Do we have a name ?

12/3/2018 12:04:35 PM realcalcarter I, I, I, I, I....... @POTUS @realDonaldTrump is working on We The People!

12/3/2018 12:04:40 PM gabriel0923 So does this mean the Deep State will just keep killing high profile cabal members until the DemocRATS take over the House next year?!

If this delaying tactic works, they will use more deaths to advance the calendar again!

12/3/2018 12:05:02 PM palmdalekid2 Postponed, last distraction spent pic.twitter.com/X9lmIEwoyb

12/3/2018 12:05:06 PM shawshank62 You couldn’t  see it because so many millions of Q followers world wide crashed the site trying to see it at the same time. 

All for a Larp huh?  

There’s  nothing left to say to Q deniers like @wearewhatsdope They’re either shills or never bother to research Q’s  authenticity

12/3/2018 12:05:14 PM lbf777 Communism uses money. I'm talking about a Gifting Economy which doesn't use money. It is indirect trade. Just work & live like an upper middle class. 

Are you upper middle class now? Also, I don't care about Ma & Pa shops. All we need to make this work are Corporations.

12/3/2018 12:06:23 PM lbf777 Ya but the civilian population is in a state of emergency. These Gov systems are living like Gods so they take their time without even considering our 

needs. Look what happened to San Francisco. Homeless tent cities everywhere.

12/3/2018 12:07:03 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @BDH28163287 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALL ROADS LEADS TO CHINA & NOT ROME BUT IT ALL WHEN THROUGH THE WASHINGTON DC 

PORTAL <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesti…  https://buff.ly/2SuciAt  

pic.twitter.com/wj209o6sah

12/3/2018 12:12:26 PM luvleebutterfly So my suspicions re: Stargate & SSP being real are true?

BTW, soft disclosure isn't really disclosure

If folks think it's fantasy how are they getting the truth?

12/3/2018 12:12:31 PM alanjac10051970 He looks like Assange...

12/3/2018 12:14:15 PM qe1stafford Gold is an excellent conductor of electricity. Just sayin 🤔

12/3/2018 12:14:47 PM alanjac10051970 Death of 41?

12/3/2018 12:15:12 PM carrie96332514 What do I think? I think Q is real and wants us to think for ourselves and not blindly follow posts like these.  This smells like a test to see how much bs 

normies will swallow without proof of any kind. #Maga #Wwg1wga #Qanon

12/3/2018 12:16:25 PM wearewhatsdope Jeff: Don't you have a made up, non-existent "plan" to go follow ??? 🤣🤣🤣🤣😅 

Maybe try jumping up in the air 100x while screaming SAVE ME might actually work out, instead of following some 🤓 on an internet chat board. Just 

sayin !

12/3/2018 12:17:22 PM lbf777 Those corporations belong to us because we paid for them through inflation. The bankers just printed out a bunch of money & bought them all out. 

Money printing causes the value of our money to go down so they are stealing from us without us even knowing about it.

#MoneyMagic pic.twitter.com/fTnegPs6rs

12/3/2018 12:17:38 PM neufeldtlyss17 I’m sure I’m waaay off base here but.... 

is there even an inkling that there’s a Luxor/Hover Dam connection that may also be connected to this somehow? My mind is attempting to connect 

this for some reason🤔😣

12/3/2018 12:17:57 PM sdcharge2k12 Nothing will stop what’s coming? Sure as heck seems like they just did right? Let’s keep giving them time to plan until they finally get something right. 

Every day that passes is a threat to humanity. They have proven they will DO ANYTHING to stop this including NUKE US (Hawaii)

12/3/2018 12:18:28 PM jlamiam YELLING*

I DONT HAVE ENOUGH POPCORN FOR ALL THIS WAITING

12/3/2018 12:22:26 PM diaptera_80 What was the energy used for? Creation? Weather? Electronics? Lifting things? Ascension?

12/3/2018 12:23:54 PM luvleebutterfly Good

It's time we humans were truly FREE!

12/3/2018 12:24:19 PM 3rdeyeview55 So, what you're saying is all that is happening with q & trump is a ruse? Just another way to lead down path of destruction?

12/3/2018 12:24:49 PM lbf777 I don't care about the current rules of the rigged game. I'm talking about recreating the rules so that we can all live like upper middle class. I don't think 

Rothschild earned 80% of the planet's wealth. I think he stole it & we paid for it through inflation so it's ours anyway.

12/3/2018 12:26:34 PM laurabusse Wow...that's pretty amazing...all of it :-)

12/3/2018 12:28:33 PM lbf777 Don't worry about it. We have 300 million Americans many of which are at the end of their rope & ready for something knew. We will take care of it. 

No need to participate if you don't want to. Everyone has their own passions.

12/3/2018 12:32:23 PM laurabusse Indeed



12/3/2018 12:32:54 PM kagman4e So let me get this straight, your alledging that this whole showdown is on AI ‘game’ controlled by the CIA?  Yeah if so, my next question is ... are you on 

Meth?  

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs care to chime in on Stargazer’s and Iammtnchan’s tweet?

12/3/2018 12:34:40 PM bdam777 I don't remember my dreams. 

Very rarely.

12/3/2018 12:35:06 PM djlok Finally!  Someone asks the question we have all been thinking!!

12/3/2018 12:35:24 PM atartera1 ....j6z,,

12/3/2018 12:38:01 PM 3rdeyeview55 Not me!!! @Mtnchan1 , I think. I'm with Q, follow as much as I can. Reread feed to grasp what he is saying. I was not aware of any drama, remote 

viewing, AI stuff, that's what I was saying to him. I'm just as perplexed as you.

12/3/2018 12:38:04 PM diaptera_80 Hope it works!

12/3/2018 12:40:32 PM caroolsen Block the trolls ❗️👇 pic.twitter.com/GSrB04RWOv

12/3/2018 12:41:23 PM kagman4e I do not believe Q is AI.  If you don’t already, follow @ROYALMRBADNEWS, @prayingmedic, @StormIsUponUs.

12/3/2018 12:43:31 PM dawntay40629790 Should we join in the streets here in USA, like Europe is doing?  Would that help?  Tired of kicking the can down the road. It's a matter of life and death!

12/3/2018 12:43:34 PM turboxyde Math is simply a language with many teachers.   To learn it is to know yourself and the very core of our spiritual being. Your subconscious will retain the 

information you expose yourself to. The conscious mind will pose a question... the super conscious will answer. Hemi-sync!

12/3/2018 12:43:39 PM djlok GA is big too.  Atlanta Hartsville International Airport.

12/3/2018 12:45:05 PM 3rdeyeview55 I don't think he/they is either. Thx for seeing my pov here. I follow the last two handles, I will follow, now, the first one. Thx again 😉😎

12/3/2018 12:45:41 PM silentsynthesis You have a corrupted view of humanity, my dawg.

12/3/2018 12:46:05 PM turboxyde Comtrya!!! pic.twitter.com/ZmoglBkLBO

12/3/2018 12:46:56 PM kagman4e And Majestic-12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2018 12:47:19 PM agoodyear2015 Oh I imagine the press and the DS politicians could wail and moan if Carter passed just to prevent their day of reckoning.  I don't think most young 

people know Bush Sr. or his connection to the JFK assassination.

12/3/2018 12:48:19 PM dr_t_dc Does this have anything to do with the wave from 11/11?

12/3/2018 12:48:42 PM 3rdeyeview55 Oh definitely, follow him (it/her) too.😉

12/3/2018 12:51:06 PM lightworkercain #QAnon 1357

RED wave coming...

11/11, RED wave received!

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #MAGA #QArmy #REDwave #NewBeginnings

@DIXIEDOODLE12 @WWG1WGAchicago @CandyCain79 @freefrommatrix @colgrove11 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/aWPhltqvrH
12/3/2018 12:52:30 PM shawshank62 Do citizens have access to classified emails? Does @Jordan_Sather_ @SaRaAshcraft?

Nov. 17’ Q calls HRC Alice in Wonderland

Aug 18’ Judicial Watch FIOA reveals HRC Emails:  She’s called Madaam Alice by one signing off as “Hatter”

This rules out Q as citizen Larp

Start there
12/3/2018 12:53:14 PM hovie_hov What proof do you have of the claims you have made?

12/3/2018 12:57:36 PM luvleebutterfly I gotta know if you know about Hemet...

Next door to Golden Era Productions?

What was the cabal's need for small towns like Hemet?

My guess is anonymity & easily controlled because they're small.

12/3/2018 12:59:33 PM b91827364 😂😂

12/3/2018 12:59:34 PM wearewhatsdope Well let's see here, "she's" only been working for (actually against) the public...for what..20-30 yrs??? It would be extremely simple for anyone to pick 

up on little nicknames she uses. And THIS is your way of convincing me that this alphabet character is "Real"??? 🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😅

12/3/2018 12:59:41 PM do_or_do_notty Why did we execute the monster now... if doing so was just going to delay everything that had been scheduled? 

I don’t mind asking the logical question when things don’t seem logical.

12/3/2018 1:01:51 PM wearewhatsdope I'm getting stupider just re-reading this tweet lmao 😂

12/3/2018 1:07:36 PM do_or_do_notty I realize what their top priority is. 

My question is why did we execute him now, if it was just going to delay what was already scheduled?

Seems counterproductive at the very least

12/3/2018 1:09:01 PM robertg69989098 Gang of 8 is actually 10?

12/3/2018 1:09:38 PM moemc8 Tku for response.  I dont really understand this all YET, but will remain open.

12/3/2018 1:12:23 PM wwg1wgachicago  pic.twitter.com/6YwRBtDudd

12/3/2018 1:13:36 PM do_or_do_notty Maybe your common sense is screaming that 

Mine is still pondering my original question.

12/3/2018 1:13:40 PM datruseeka Ask the Federal Registry. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2018/12/04/2018-26552/government-agencies-and-employees-closing-of-

executive-departments-and-agencies-on-december-5-2018 …

12/3/2018 1:14:26 PM do_or_do_notty Everyone’s got theories

12/3/2018 1:15:55 PM kathaleend12 You know not of what you speak.

12/3/2018 1:16:57 PM kathaleend12 Testimony that HRC was go to give on her emails for one.

12/3/2018 1:18:37 PM wearewhatsdope Lol....mmm k. Meanwhile, while you guys are believing in made up people with an alphabet letter for a name, IM ACTUALLY HELPING PEOPLE EVERY 

DAY. You know, in the REAL WORLD. Have fun in dream land ! #Qtards

12/3/2018 1:21:25 PM do_or_do_notty I’m not interested in indirect responses

Your theory sounds nice. 

Have a great day

12/3/2018 1:21:33 PM lightworkercain Nothing to do with elections, but this post isn't meant for you anyways. 😉

12/3/2018 1:22:04 PM lbf777 Ok, don't tell anyone about it, but run the Humber testimony on Dec 6. Deep State will never know. There's no need to wait too long. Just bam! Drop it. 

This way, the people will be satisfied.

12/3/2018 1:22:04 PM prayerfaithgod im Not distracted.

12/3/2018 1:23:58 PM prayerfaithgod Wow.

12/3/2018 1:25:58 PM wink5811 Because everyone they want or need to arrest will be right there

12/3/2018 1:30:32 PM petitchevalb Is it another old neutralized tech? 

 https://twitter.com/ittbbb/status/1069683013309657093?s=19 …



12/3/2018 1:33:45 PM wwg1wga_every1 Is that why I feel more calm and at peace since the 11th, and the constant ringing in my ears has stopped? Praise the Lord!!

12/3/2018 1:33:45 PM do_or_do_notty Sure sounds lovely.....

12/3/2018 1:35:08 PM do_or_do_notty Lovely sounding theory

12/3/2018 1:38:29 PM nixontweets A perfect example of why this Q nonsense has got to stop & why humanity needs full disclosure NOW! When you publicly post your moves against DS, 

what do you expect? Provide the people with knowledge so that we may bring these kid fuckers down on multiple fronts. NOW!

12/3/2018 1:42:10 PM shawshank62 Don’t have time for shills or lazy citizens. Bye

12/3/2018 1:45:17 PM flowersoul I am all for it... as the profile pic here shows ;-) !! Thank you for sharing and de-activating the mindcontrol....  uplifting the field!! More is needed in 

Amsterdam though... it is thick of it here! 🙃😉

12/3/2018 1:45:40 PM jenniferevette6 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/3/2018 1:48:37 PM threadreaderapp Hola you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a 

critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/3/2018 1:49:54 PM connectedtomyc1 Per @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"Its a highly classified technology.

Hint. 

It interacts with consciousness.

It interferes with mind control frequencies.

It neutralizes old classified technology.

We used their technology against them."

12/3/2018 1:51:25 PM datruseeka Is this more “acting”?

12/3/2018 1:59:08 PM mongrelglory He'd probably know where the NSA has collected all the information from the Vatican archives. I'd imagine it's stored in the form of some high tech 

futuristic holographic imagery...

12/3/2018 1:59:35 PM johngradycole20 Thank you for that

12/3/2018 1:59:43 PM colista I know plans have to be fluid because the Deep State will stoop to anything to stop #TheStorm !

Holding GHWBs body until they could use him postpone hearings. These people are sick!!

#WWG1WGA #MAGA #thegreatawakening #DrainTheSwamp #DestroyTheSwamp pic.twitter.com/1mnZr85Suw

12/3/2018 2:00:24 PM youstinksoap Might still be fun if @realDonaldTrump speaks at it...I wonder what he might say...

12/3/2018 2:05:25 PM jnogi  https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1068867562879025152 …

12/3/2018 2:12:51 PM mongrelglory CIA operative with Saudi backing from what I've read.

12/3/2018 2:20:27 PM pastorjon9 Trying to wrap my head around some of the relationships. I get the reality of IS-BEs. But curious if there is, for lack of a better way to put it, a 

"Supreme" IS-BE (aka singular Creator)? Maybe not as the Bible depicts but my gut tells me there is a "Divine Intelligence".

12/3/2018 2:22:24 PM mongrelglory The ringing in my right ear has finally settled down too, and I feel less anxious/depressed in the past week or so!  It didn't occur to me that it could be 

related to this "wave".😊

12/3/2018 2:23:54 PM mongrelglory I wonder if my friends will finally start to question what they hear on MSM, and stop watching CNN!

12/3/2018 2:25:19 PM catvllvsverona Wisdom.

To forgive ourselves is hard. First, we need to know we 

have to do it.

12/3/2018 2:34:00 PM angiefletcher Thats whats got us into this nightmare i the first place. Its just too easy to say things are classified to get out of telling the American public whats going 

on. To easy for ppl to do evil things and cover it up. Messing with someones mind should be off limits!

12/3/2018 2:36:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Certain events have to take place prior to when Congress should be debriefed on what we have been doing. 

https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1069721094263881731 …

12/3/2018 2:37:55 PM raisethevib369 The Anunnaki. Finally something close to disclosure.

12/3/2018 2:38:10 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon @senatemajldr @GOPLeader @RandPaul @TGowdySC @RepGoodlatte @LindseyGrahamSC @RepMarkMeadows 

@RepMattGaetz @POTUS @VP

12/3/2018 2:40:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where is the body? https://twitter.com/rollcall/status/1069719922610192385 …

12/3/2018 2:41:28 PM palmdalekid2 Where is the IS-BE?

12/3/2018 2:41:54 PM postal1982 McCain = Closed casket

Bush     = Closed casket

WHERE ARE THE BODY'S?

12/3/2018 2:43:23 PM mountainminder Bush lies under the Rotunda fresco. History Books will disclose the connection in due time

12/3/2018 2:43:33 PM darktolightjedi What's with the empty caskets?

12/3/2018 2:44:44 PM darktolightjedi Thus Huber postponed?

12/3/2018 2:45:10 PM wicked1776 Hopefully GITMO

12/3/2018 2:45:34 PM johnleksander Yes now I get a headache when I meditate, albeit I don't think it is a bad thing  ;)

12/3/2018 2:45:57 PM elatedveracity Off planet?

12/3/2018 2:46:28 PM angiefletcher Brain wave tech?

12/3/2018 2:47:57 PM lyndamathews25 From the 8 ch board, I understood that D5 was a chess move and the real date event is dec 12 th  just my repeating on what I saw.

12/3/2018 2:48:08 PM asauer65 Interesting. “The casket” arrives.  Really????

12/3/2018 2:49:43 PM sparklingpeep I literally just got done saying that

12/3/2018 2:52:09 PM shug48 Is this what the high 5 was about at G20 Summit  ?

12/3/2018 2:53:38 PM zachydoodle8485 I'm curious as well.

12/3/2018 2:56:35 PM palmdalekid2 George Bush Sr New World Order Live Speech Sept 11 1991  https://youtu.be/u7EIeQUm1DQ  via @YouTube #TheGreatAwakening #qanon 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2018 2:57:09 PM shug48 @dutchsinse

12/3/2018 2:57:53 PM lyndamathews25 D5 =chess move

12/3/2018 3:01:22 PM irisfoxnycgrand I don't have a clue. You tell us please? Oh, maybe it's been interred already?



12/3/2018 3:03:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 [NO NAME]

[41]

[42]

[43]

[44]

 https://youtu.be/u7EIeQUm1DQ 

<QUOTE>

The World is about to change.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

This movement is larger than anyone can possibly imagine.

A WORLD UNITED IS A BEAUTIFUL THING.

People are inherently good.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

</QUOTE>

Q
12/3/2018 3:04:47 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/palmdalekid2/status/1069728764626522112?s=21 …

12/3/2018 3:07:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q 2539

The public is about to learn that the DOJ, FBI, + other US/Foreign assets have been actively working behind the scenes in one of the largest criminal 

investigations in modern day history.

Transnational criminal cartel involved in trafficking of minors for prostitution.

12/3/2018 3:07:52 PM raughn3 "The Killing Game" Part 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um2V8bpTGgI …

12/3/2018 3:08:08 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/yusvQgQGLz

12/3/2018 3:09:33 PM keith369me Same place as McCain

12/3/2018 3:09:51 PM nichelle_gp 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣👍👊

12/3/2018 3:12:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does 43 [come] before 44?

12/3/2018 3:13:19 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/umz54T40Jz

12/3/2018 3:16:40 PM 1_decided_voter I wasn't wondering about this, but now I am...

12/3/2018 3:17:26 PM curt_avila You dont, its already been stated.

12/3/2018 3:19:43 PM 1_decided_voter I hadn't noticed you have a YT account until now...

12/3/2018 3:22:39 PM 1aaronjustice Their ashes sprinkled in the ocean supposedly like Osama Who’s Ya Momma! 😜😆

12/3/2018 3:24:16 PM bwpevey HUH??? 😳

12/3/2018 3:25:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA 2000 ET

12/3/2018 3:25:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you catch a fish?

BAIT.

12/3/2018 3:26:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are facts "hate speech"? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1069734295248482306 …

12/3/2018 3:26:45 PM serenityfirth Truth is now labeled hate speech

12/3/2018 3:26:55 PM youstinksoap What happens to is-be when the human commits suicide?  Sorry if already asked.

12/3/2018 3:27:15 PM palmdalekid2 #AgeofAquarius #NewEarth #NewJerusalem #Sananda #qanon #TheGreatAwakening #TheStorm

12/3/2018 3:29:26 PM esoter1csurgery Was the murder of JFK Jr. the spark that flipped Trump to the "good guys"? If not that then what was the key moment in Trumps life that woke him up 

and made him work for the light?

12/3/2018 3:31:23 PM esoter1csurgery Trump and Q team utilizing some form of time travel or looking glass tech to see possible futures? Sure appears they're always 20 steps ahead and 

know what's going to happen months in advance.

12/3/2018 3:32:02 PM cidarean Why transported on an air force one jet?

12/3/2018 3:32:33 PM cocopuffster12 Hello Majestic 12, you know what they say, 3 times a charm!😘. Is it safe to assume you are unable to discuss Phil Schneider? His is an interesting 

story, just wondering if you have an opinion. Thank you for spreading the light! 💕

12/3/2018 3:32:52 PM jamesbradleey Can you explain a bit more on Rh+ blood being "Modified"

12/3/2018 3:37:28 PM michellechamba4 Sept 11th is important to them???

12/3/2018 3:37:29 PM timothy_p_tweet Wouldn’t that be great if they were both alive, cell block neighbors in GITMO?

12/3/2018 3:38:01 PM msnicole124 What roll does Scott Free play in all this?

12/3/2018 3:38:08 PM zagnett The Nov 24 AMA you said "no plans to reunite those in the Galactic Slave Trade. Some wars are too big to fight for one planet."

Who/what planet do we speak with to change this? Can you provide any info on this?

The effort must not stop with this planet...

12/3/2018 3:38:47 PM keith369me Majestic12 mentioned their use of Looking Glass technology in a previous AMA.    I am assuming the cabal had access to the same technology letting 

them know that their days in control were numbered.  Why are they fighting so hard when they know their downfall is inevitable?

12/3/2018 3:39:15 PM lorihantman More importantly... how many weeks has he been dead? Total distraction

12/3/2018 3:43:59 PM jmfwyant1 @POTUS leading US to where we go one we go all!!!! It's finally time Patriots! Full speed ahead AMERICA and THE WORLD! #WWG1WGA #qanon 

#DrainTheDeepState #MAGA

12/3/2018 3:44:06 PM drumsk8 What happens to an MJ12 Member who wants to retire, espically at the director level?

12/3/2018 3:46:40 PM time4u2know Why can’t people remember their previous life, so when they come back to this planet, they know how to fulfill their purpose/unfinished business?

12/3/2018 3:47:01 PM time4u2know Does tech exist to shift humans into other densities?  Does this tech shift the physical body or just the Mind/Spirit complex?  Are many of our ET 

interactions in other densities?

12/3/2018 3:47:52 PM time4u2know Will we see modern air travel replaced with other tech (ie teleportation) in this lifetime/Generation?

12/3/2018 3:48:06 PM time4u2know What side of History were the Knights Templar on?

12/3/2018 3:48:20 PM time4u2know Is reincarnation the appropriate term we use and do we "reincarnate" back in to the same bloodlines or sphere of influence?

12/3/2018 3:48:36 PM time4u2know Have you had the opportunity to work with Vincent or has Vincent ever had the opportunity to work with you?

12/3/2018 3:49:01 PM time4u2know When will Replication technology be available for the masses?

12/3/2018 3:49:14 PM leslieau7 My dreams are sometimes lucid

Ecspecially now

I've posted this a couple of times

I dream of Yemen..

At least  7 times in 14 months

Two were frightening

I woke in tears

The others were of people

In a cave...

Singing..

I don't know..

It bothers me now !



12/3/2018 3:49:46 PM time4u2know Will Crypto Currency be a major part of the world economy in the near future?

12/3/2018 3:50:40 PM msnicole124 Ready 🍿 pic.twitter.com/gV9Hu5xQh4

12/3/2018 3:51:16 PM jordanb987 How do we find out who we were in our past lives?

12/3/2018 3:55:10 PM weediblue Yes, but so does 42

12/3/2018 3:55:14 PM bob23573204 Cryogenically frozen

12/3/2018 3:55:48 PM skypegrammy505 Many without being on the autism spectrum have the same abilities. I have quite a few friends who communicate with the other side. My daughter 

owns a metaphysical shop. I've encouraged her to work with children who could benefit from knowing it's quite normal to have these gifts.

12/3/2018 3:56:12 PM scott_rick Step by step on how to get out of the Matrix

12/3/2018 3:56:24 PM weediblue Interesting video which came after this one.

12/3/2018 3:56:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know.

Time is an illusion.

Events not dates.

Dec 5th?

Q knows this fundamentally.

Why then?

12/3/2018 3:57:10 PM crazycooder Is there some new technology coming soon that you can give us a heads up on ? Anything big :)

12/3/2018 3:57:28 PM worldxplorer1 To force certain events to unfold?

12/3/2018 3:57:33 PM nun_chucknorris To clear the way for D-Day 2018?

12/3/2018 3:58:11 PM johngradycole20 Are you trying to say that Q is Santa?

12/3/2018 3:58:17 PM karentriebel Birthday present for Flynn?

12/3/2018 3:58:45 PM raenyasalisbury You go girl....awesome

12/3/2018 3:58:53 PM raisethevib369 We still use time in 3d. Eyes on.

12/3/2018 3:59:07 PM wink5811 Children will talk about their past life usually till about age 4, pay attention to their interest, in food, people they are attracted too

12/3/2018 3:59:10 PM skypegrammy505 So many children don't understand their gifts &/or are scared of "seeing" & "feeling" ... many parents don't know how to help them either. Do either of 

you think that would have been beneficial for you when you were young? Any suggestions?

12/3/2018 3:59:16 PM palmdalekid2 Save California pic.twitter.com/tro5FIDoYQ

12/3/2018 3:59:36 PM crazycooder Tim Cook has no place running these platforms.

12/3/2018 3:59:42 PM the_loveoflight After the DS is done with and the world is revealed somewhat of the truth and we have become a bit more united, as one. Will the entities of the good 

or confederation come out in public to help us evolve consciously and reveal the true laws of the universe?

12/3/2018 4:00:38 PM lightworkercain What does QAnon's RED and GREEN stand for?

12/3/2018 4:00:39 PM menzelbrett Go to @TheJusticeDept #TheStormIsHere #Q

12/3/2018 4:00:45 PM zack_stone 12(dec) +5th =Q

12/3/2018 4:01:16 PM wink5811 You will know a person from your past life when your paths cross, you will feel a deep instant connection and if you are a bit psychic you will “see” how 

the prior relation ended.

12/3/2018 4:01:57 PM jlundr BAIT

12/3/2018 4:02:05 PM roublisa Was the OSS all corrupt?

12/3/2018 4:02:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did we get what we wanted?

12/3/2018 4:02:48 PM lightworkercain Is it safe to say we have some form of "guardian angel"? I personally feel that I have been saved from death numerous times.

12/3/2018 4:03:56 PM menzelbrett Just keep scrolling, there’s TONS OF BIG ARRESTS on @TheJusticeDept Twitter Page #TheStormIsHere

12/3/2018 4:04:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic is understanding how to manipulate the fabric of reality using occult magic.

MAJIC EYES ONLY

Magick?

Magic?

MAJIC?

Majestic 12
12/3/2018 4:05:05 PM hattiesmok Dec 7, 19...41

Pearl Harbor

Significant?

12/3/2018 4:05:39 PM weediblue Ive read something similar regarding monoliths and way lines.

12/3/2018 4:06:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Forgive them Father for they know not who are they are."

Father?

IS-BE?

Your soul must forgive your avatar's experience if you learn who you are.

Your IS must be independent from your BE.

The IS-BEs of those who knew they were wrong live among us now.

Acceptable?
12/3/2018 4:07:28 PM menzelbrett These RATS “WILL TALK” & bring THE HOUSE DOWN #Traitors #GitmoBound

12/3/2018 4:08:06 PM allahuniversal Disinformation is necessary.

Disinformation is real.

12/3/2018 4:08:30 PM pablocryptobar6 Isn't that quite obvious?

12/3/2018 4:08:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are confused. How did you arrive at this conclusion? Where have we ever said anything remotely closed to what you asked for clarification on?

12/3/2018 4:08:38 PM the_realtruth18 GHWB passing?

12/3/2018 4:09:29 PM parrotandrea I think we need more ...light to understand  and answer your question... certains events has to happen before others but what ?

12/3/2018 4:09:53 PM allahuniversal "The last will be magical."

12/3/2018 4:12:08 PM roublisa My great uncle was one, we know little but recently I recognized him in a picture with E.  HEMINGWAY.  I am trying to understand....thank you.

12/3/2018 4:12:27 PM johngradycole20 Lighten up, my cosmic friends. I understand you're a busy bunch. Ill stop being so silly.. Your response remind me of this gif pic.twitter.com/3XBylR2gFF

12/3/2018 4:12:27 PM 17_3_161815214 I do believe for ONCE we can say>

[LOOK HERE]

]NOT HERE[

12/3/2018 4:12:55 PM sehvehn truth is only considered hate speech to those truth exposes, and they hate you for it...lol

12/3/2018 4:13:26 PM peterclloyd Can the Muslim brotherhood be compelled to pursue peaceful coexistence or will their extremists have to be defeated first?

12/3/2018 4:13:33 PM sehvehn exactly what i was thinking



12/3/2018 4:13:44 PM lighthouse44444 Playing around with "D5" came up with "Trident II missile" and "5% Dextrose Solution" (IV saline given for intravenous drug use)  Is 41's funeral a kind 

of metaphorical "missile" (better than a FF?) Or are we stringing the DS along with some sugar water until injection time?

12/3/2018 4:14:13 PM tammymckeever I was told I was a Wanderer.  Can you tell?  I have been kinda in a bad mood for a few weeks, which is unusual for me.  Earth changes getting to me?

12/3/2018 4:14:42 PM roublisa I hope his IS is helping our world right now.

12/3/2018 4:15:49 PM olimyracle Thank you Sirs 💞

What, in the eyes of MJ12, would work that, in less than 10 years from now (time is an illusion), we unite humanity's hearts in loving peace and in the 

same time bring health back to our beloved Gaia ?

There are 7+ billions of individuals to lead to freedom...

12/3/2018 4:16:05 PM pkekbar Where were the Clintons and Obamas?

#QAnon @realDonaldTrump

12/3/2018 4:16:42 PM leslieau7 This thread is alot

I'm old and afraid for my children and grandchildren

If these " aliens" are meant to harm why haven't we found a way to stop this !

You must understand that this info

Instills more fear then not

12/3/2018 4:16:55 PM jandydill Worms

12/3/2018 4:17:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have the power.

12/3/2018 4:18:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 860

12/3/2018 4:18:50 PM michael83341408 With a Rod?

12/3/2018 4:19:07 PM blankmarlo Who or what are the four princes of Epstein Island? (North, South, East, West)

12/3/2018 4:19:50 PM palmdalekid2 2B 💥

12/3/2018 4:20:17 PM palmdalekid2 Syria 🇸🇾 💥

12/3/2018 4:20:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Irony. Protection rested on one day. Power changed hands. Now, power back to the people. 

https://twitter.com/SecretService/status/1069627761940185088 …

12/3/2018 4:21:24 PM johngradycole20 Woah Woah Woah 

I ain't no damn shill. I love POTUS, Q, and the Majestic 12. I simply tend to demonstrate what Alan Watts referred to as "the irreducible element of 

human rascality". That's all.

12/3/2018 4:21:49 PM blankmarlo What is the ratio of archon to human population on earth?

12/3/2018 4:22:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 43 in the way?

12/3/2018 4:22:20 PM iam_laura9 Dinner??? I mean these people are sick I wouldn't put it past them.

12/3/2018 4:22:30 PM jonella_moore 11/11 happened. Go look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2018 4:22:58 PM youstinksoap 3 6 9

12/3/2018 4:23:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very accurate meme.

12/3/2018 4:24:32 PM blankmarlo Was Saturn ever our primary sun in the past and/or a different density?

12/3/2018 4:25:10 PM 1_decided_voter And now this... pic.twitter.com/55eEmzOJc9

12/3/2018 4:26:18 PM johngradycole20 Now now, Teal'c.

;)

12/3/2018 4:26:33 PM keith369me Truth

12/3/2018 4:26:38 PM missy968 Perception is reality

12/3/2018 4:27:55 PM allahuniversal Mo(u)rning sun brings heat.

12/3/2018 4:28:36 PM notbluorred total BS.

12/3/2018 4:28:52 PM lightseeker2012 I was thinking Reagan, but probably both.

12/3/2018 4:29:52 PM blankmarlo What was the original purpose/main function of the moon?

12/3/2018 4:30:55 PM savedrepublica Would the foreign exchange market continue after fed restructure?

12/3/2018 4:31:52 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/za197W83lg

12/3/2018 4:32:56 PM youstinksoap Stage set? yes

5:5

12/3/2018 4:33:31 PM speaklife595 They did warn us of these times

12/3/2018 4:34:53 PM cryptocrab4 Does cutting your hair affect your IS-BE senses ?

12/3/2018 4:35:15 PM olimyracle Think Cocreation

Think Vibration

Think Resonance

Think Frequency

💞 pic.twitter.com/8PGVEF0Plh

12/3/2018 4:36:45 PM universalrisin Are there people who possess supernatural abilities/powers such as telepathy? Is there truth behind comic books maybe not on this planet but on 

others? I remember reading something about world governments like China searching for people with special abilities.

12/3/2018 4:37:41 PM sthufford Hopefully.

12/3/2018 4:40:25 PM glynndt No , yet it could.

12/3/2018 4:40:28 PM asktheq_ Yes.

12/3/2018 4:41:13 PM olimyracle We are One

Together we are strong

Thank you Sirs

💞

12/3/2018 4:42:02 PM soybean61 I guess it depends upon what you mean by "push hate" The meaning these days is fuzzy.

12/3/2018 4:42:17 PM nmd_mari I have to disagree with your statement. I had 2 qhht sessions and it made so much sense to me. I still find myself gaining understanding from my 

session a year ago.

12/3/2018 4:43:16 PM wadupdg4_d Amen

12/3/2018 4:43:28 PM blubber9111 Are they buddies?

🤔 pic.twitter.com/YtOQT5D0ME

12/3/2018 4:46:13 PM taradea08775439 Kuru disease

12/3/2018 4:47:54 PM excaliber7777 Your platform is built on a stolen patent belonging to Leader Technologies .

12/3/2018 4:48:52 PM 4demeeee This comment alone, tells a lot. 

You know nothing about remote viewing.

12/3/2018 4:50:57 PM woerzone_g I'm willing to wait for justice.

12/3/2018 4:52:13 PM universalrisin This should help answer your question! My question which is above this tweet is similar to yours. All of our personalities are absorbed into our souls. 

When you ascend and reach your higher self you will remember all of your selves 

https://twitter.com/dreamrunes/status/1069420806311198720?s=21 …



12/3/2018 4:53:32 PM whitehat_van We have. It's called E8.

12/3/2018 4:55:12 PM cfgyrl1 “They” stick it right in our faces! pic.twitter.com/2mE1gFa2IX

12/3/2018 4:55:38 PM missy968 Is it possible Cain’s interview with Hannity was the bait.

12/3/2018 4:55:51 PM jlundr Does our IS have an identity beyond those created when experiencing individual BEs? I feel our IS is our identity beyond these BEs but do we have a 

personal "self" as our IS?

12/3/2018 4:55:55 PM janeppi59  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2TyEym5YC8o&t=968s …

12/3/2018 4:56:23 PM the_loveoflight Yes there are many, the occult, magic, the way Jesus performed miracles, Aleister Crowley, Rasputin, it's the energy tesla talks about, its the way the 

universe works just who and what their intentions makes the difference. We are all part of the original creator, infinite energy

12/3/2018 5:00:18 PM laurabusse One down, three to go?

12/3/2018 5:00:20 PM universalrisin Are there people who possess supernatural abilities/powers such as telepathy? Is there truth behind comic books maybe not on this planet but on 

others? I remember reading something about world governments like China searching for people with special abilities..

12/3/2018 5:00:36 PM zagnett Inner Earth? Agartha? (If not answered before)

Or strangely enough, Flat Earth?

I've often thought that higher-dimensionals might see planets as flat, so (maybe) the origin of that theory. Any thoughts?

12/3/2018 5:01:50 PM datruseeka And 41 was GERMAN!  And not the man many think!  Research for yourself. It’s all out there.  Did he ever have empathy for those who died or were 

harmed by his doing?  Do you know what the “1000 points of light” really refers to? pic.twitter.com/UHxkosuj53

12/3/2018 5:01:51 PM universalrisin I hear about it all the time but I’m not positive as to what it is, but what is the occult? Also what kind of magic?

12/3/2018 5:02:05 PM again_censored D5 is also Department 5.

12/3/2018 5:03:06 PM jluebs24 What should we focus on to be ready?

12/3/2018 5:03:38 PM zagnett What foods do you like? Any in particular that can enhance psionic abilities?

12/3/2018 5:04:01 PM universalrisin This could possibly answer your question  http://www.xekleidoma.info/plans.html 

12/3/2018 5:04:45 PM kagman4e Which comment?  Who is bill smith?

12/3/2018 5:05:40 PM realitygateway Now the JFK files that implicate GHWB can be released.

12/3/2018 5:08:22 PM zagnett Thank You for the tip. You are appreciated.

I can do just about anything b/c I know I'm dreaming. Fly, climb mountains, fall w/o worrying since I always catch something, defeat monsters, etc. Is 

this what you mean by lucid dreaming?

12/3/2018 5:09:52 PM the_loveoflight Then a new world awaits us 😄

12/3/2018 5:11:27 PM zagnett What is a typical greeting to an ET that is considered respectful?

12/3/2018 5:11:28 PM missy968 I can’t help but think of Trump past dealings with Cohen. Cohen’s wife and in-laws Ukrainian. Trump is Scottish. Severing ties maybe.

12/3/2018 5:12:28 PM drumsk8 When beings telepathically link, what's the sum of their collective IQ's in working on an issue?

12/3/2018 5:14:57 PM dr_t_dc The wave from the device on 11/11, was it a message? Or was it used to disrupt DS coms? Did DS orchestrate GHWB’s death? Was it done as a reaction 

to wave on 11/11?

12/3/2018 5:16:33 PM zagnett Thomas Williams says the Matrix is already down. Is this true?

What is your opinion of TW?

If the Matrix is still up, then yes, please more tips. I'm out. ;-)

12/3/2018 5:17:51 PM missy968 I wish I had a legitimate question to ask. I enjoy learning. Thank you. I hope you are well.

12/3/2018 5:18:31 PM wonderswords The numbers never make sense as you stay the same even after many follow you. It's actually hilarious to watch the epic fail. Funny that ppl get upset 

about it. They are manipulating and We know it.

12/3/2018 5:18:38 PM datruseeka Thx!  I had started watching Part 1 a while back but never finished and put on my list to follow up on.  Thx for sharing.  See all 7 Parts!

12/3/2018 5:19:45 PM _greenlion_ it's said the moon was flown to the orbit of earth and is artificial...

12/3/2018 5:20:58 PM datruseeka Yeah, we could write a biography on him, “GWHB is not the man you knew!”  Maybe I’ll write a thread on him when I ever get time.

12/3/2018 5:20:59 PM freeandoriginal This “understanding” was once widespread, then -after certain events- it has been kept secret in the hands of a few who wanted power. Magic needs 

to be returned to All ...WWG1.... Occult no more.

12/3/2018 5:26:17 PM janeppi59 There are 11 now with more to come.

12/3/2018 5:27:40 PM 4demeeee The one I responded to. Bill Smith vanished cuz he was uncovering Clinton Crap. etc. His YT channel is still up.

12/3/2018 5:28:08 PM jeffjenkins512 I’ll believe it when I see it!

Been disappointed too many times...

12/3/2018 5:28:12 PM chuzehappy Thanks ! ❤️

12/3/2018 5:28:39 PM hollylynn1971 The kids are running from Podesta the molesta

Killary is running from #WeThePeople

12/3/2018 5:30:17 PM dr_t_dc Truth is painful to some.

12/3/2018 5:30:55 PM nmd_mari My mother often discredited my statements on what I saw ect..

I don't blame her, she did not understand. As a mother myself I always teach my kids they hold the control in any occurrence. Out of 3, 1 is more 

'"intune"..

12/3/2018 5:32:24 PM wonderswords In other words,  The Clinton foundation

12/3/2018 5:33:22 PM magazineupbeat To GITMO?

12/3/2018 5:34:15 PM nmd_mari I do not encourage anything or discredit what is said. I listen and guide, teaching how my child has the control in the situation and how to demand 

something leave if it is scary. I also teach all 3 Archangel Michael's violet light of protection.

12/3/2018 5:35:04 PM kagman4e Are you doubting mtnchan1?  What are your thoughts on Q ... AI?

12/3/2018 5:41:31 PM somechicknik I wouldn't own their product because I don't want trapped in their little ecosystem. And I actually know how to use technology, so I don't need Apple 

😆

12/3/2018 5:42:04 PM wonderswords Bill Cooper gave his life as a whistleblower, is there still a population control program going on? Tainted Vaccines being pushed

12/3/2018 5:44:46 PM lightworkercain Christmas? Lol

12/3/2018 5:45:54 PM worldchampswife Broward County is suspicious in itself

12/3/2018 5:46:50 PM datruseeka Right on, me either!!!   My TV hasn’t been on since his death was reported!  I’d want to barf!  I can’t even stand watching FOX.   I research my own 

news!  Get the FACTS that way, plus it always takes me down my next rabbit hole!

12/3/2018 5:47:51 PM pwalt68 On 8chan, what do I search for to get that thread?

12/3/2018 5:49:33 PM datruseeka I’ll have to locate and put them on my reference list!  My list is LONG! Many read of viewed and saved for future ref and many on “to do list”. I uncover 

so much that I don’t have time to get to all, must prioritize my rabbit holes!  But I’m on to something really good today...

12/3/2018 5:49:44 PM leslieau7 Sir 

E8 ?

12/3/2018 5:53:17 PM whitehat_van Lattice of reality. Scalar technology. Stargates, time travel, etc.

12/3/2018 5:54:13 PM zagnett I'm betting worldwide disarmament of nuclear weapons within a few years. There was a sentence that included "magical" in Pres. T's last State of the 

Union Address that supports this theory.



12/3/2018 5:54:42 PM leslieau7 I must find info..thank u !

12/3/2018 5:56:28 PM 4demeeee Doubt? LOL study remote viewing, start on top, Ingo Swan and others, clairvoyants. None would ever talk of it as he commented.  

If Q is AI, ~ Its incredible how past-present-future to align within a second. Prob Arcturian,  Pleidians, or ? assisting.  Assange is a close 2nd 😉

12/3/2018 5:57:10 PM whitehat_van Everything outside the box. Space time is an illusion. Longitudinal waves drive reality. They don't exist in space time. Mathematically described in E8. 

We have the model. AI singularity has arrived. Everything is known now and white hats are controlling the time line.

12/3/2018 5:57:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Notice a trend? https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1069710894039490567 …

12/3/2018 5:58:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Soft disclosures everywhere. #DoItQ!

12/3/2018 5:59:58 PM whitehat_van Free energy also. Viziv technologies. Everything is about to change. 11.11.18 pulse was a test. Successful test at that. Milford Texas was origin, on 

opposite side of planet from where MSM said.

12/3/2018 6:00:13 PM lightworkercain Soft Disclosure...

12/3/2018 6:00:56 PM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Legit draft?

 https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-trafficking.pdf#page=10 …

12/3/2018 6:01:09 PM zagnett "Perhaps someday in the future there will be a magical moment when the countries of the world will get together to eliminate their nuclear weapons. 

Unfortunately, we are not there yet."

SOTU January 31, 2018

12/3/2018 6:03:02 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @itsshannonz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 NESARA GESARA WILL NOT HAPPEN AS THE BANKING FINANCIAL TRADING IN COMMERCE 

ENERGY HARVESTING SLAVERY MATRIX BECAME FORECLOSED UPON 18th Of March 2013 & NOW COMES THE PHYSICAL MANIFEST…  

https://buff.ly/2AN4Yst  pic.twitter.com/d5rX9Zsvwl

12/3/2018 6:06:07 PM raenyasalisbury Lots more space news ...ahh we have been out there a very long time

12/3/2018 6:08:56 PM wonderswords Yes they have to relive more experiences too learn and grow. A mistake must be redone until perfected

12/3/2018 6:10:21 PM wonderswords The whistle blower is a great bait, any bites?

12/3/2018 6:11:00 PM zendamaparanorm Yes NASA thinks it’s billions of years when actually it was probably last week when the last visitor stopped by

12/3/2018 6:11:04 PM tammyredmond On its way to the Galactic Sun and Souce/Creator/God for his judgement day.

12/3/2018 6:11:11 PM wonderswords Im thinking a hit team was dispatched asap, hope the met our A-team

12/3/2018 6:11:39 PM lyemcfly I have no idea what’s going on

12/3/2018 6:14:18 PM collectvcat Answered previously. Many different blood types have alien origin.

12/3/2018 6:15:42 PM hawkgirlinmn My theory: mainstream media  has been releasing “peeks” of possible alien life because the eventual disclosure is that there already is and has been 

here for a long time. Normally MSM touts it as a “crazy conspiracy.”

12/3/2018 6:16:46 PM kagman4e Like the way you think. I thought Pleiadian too. I asked @royalmrbadnews if he was ET (Pleiadian) and the answer was they are human and so is Q. and 

he said. 

I would love to meet a Pleiadian. Be so super cool to go to their star system and see their worlds.

12/3/2018 6:16:49 PM laurabusse Have been red pilled several yrs but human clones is one of the few area i still can't seem to accept or deal with. So creepy. I keep wanting to think it's 

really not true. But then there's hillary and her chunky thighs...oh wait now they're skinny!?!?

12/3/2018 6:17:33 PM quantumrailgun @NASA sorry i shat in Hubble telescope pic.twitter.com/6a31PM13ZV

12/3/2018 6:17:43 PM janeppi59 Watch this video. I'm pretty sure it's qued to the 4 min mark, if not, start there. It's only a 7 min video. https://youtu.be/MzUhYs6vAAI 

12/3/2018 6:18:01 PM youstinksoap Comments=TGA

12/3/2018 6:19:30 PM datruseeka RV/Astral Projection ?

12/3/2018 6:20:57 PM kagman4e Forget the second ‘and he said’ ... typo 😁

12/3/2018 6:23:21 PM 4demeeee Don't be so sure you haven't, or will. Many beings, many realms, here within earth with us. Next few yrs will be pretty mind blowing as things become 

known. Exciting times!

12/3/2018 6:24:26 PM w59_tammy Disney is the key.

12/3/2018 6:24:40 PM datruseeka Hinting at “origin of life” which they have known long time!!!   They are SLOW at disclosing!

12/3/2018 6:25:34 PM time4u2know I read yesterday on one of your AMA, that the ringing in ones ear could represent some sort of mind control. Since reading that, I have heard ringing in 

my ears twice today, both at different pitches. Any insight?

12/3/2018 6:26:03 PM w59_tammy Disney is the epicenter, correct?

12/3/2018 6:26:42 PM time4u2know Does it need anything, or is it just a figment of my imagination?

12/3/2018 6:30:12 PM therevjimmy3 is this an Album cover from the 70’s?

12/3/2018 6:30:27 PM datruseeka Bring the MAJIC on!

12/3/2018 6:32:44 PM dawntay40629790 Finishing the job JFK started but his life was cut short because the SS stood down that day for the assassin GHW Bush to take action and take the 

power from we the people.  #Neverforget

12/3/2018 6:34:20 PM datruseeka Let the SHOW BEGIN!  See above☝️. Here’s a reference for “MAJIC EYES ONLY”.  https://ia802704.us.archive.org/11/items/pdfy-

JUUqzcMxU0CZi6Dn/MJ-12%20%5BThe%20MAJIC%20Projects%5D.pdf …

12/3/2018 6:35:08 PM datruseeka  pic.twitter.com/DiK5uX1Dil

12/3/2018 6:37:14 PM wonderswords He's all yours JFK, i'm sure you have something to say.

12/3/2018 6:39:30 PM speaklife595 To build momentum and to get enough thought energy behind a certain moment in existance. Everything is now

12/3/2018 6:41:28 PM kagman4e Exactly. I’m excited to learn. Whose technology is under the ice in Antarctica?  Is the wave that occurred 11/11 ET in origin? Curious to learn about the 

various species here. What animals are ET.

12/3/2018 6:42:00 PM quazzimus Camp Justice, Gitmo   perhaps

12/3/2018 6:44:30 PM sthufford 1/1/2019

12/3/2018 6:44:50 PM djlok Maybe his IS through you?

12/3/2018 6:44:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no opinion about the differences in blood types.

12/3/2018 6:45:01 PM sthufford Happy New Year

12/3/2018 6:45:47 PM raenyasalisbury Could you please recommend any books to learn more ..thanks

12/3/2018 6:46:22 PM djlok Sounds fair to me!

12/3/2018 6:48:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clocks measure frequencies being resonated from cocreative consciousness. Geographical location visibly alters time measurement devices. 

Environment alters time. Consciousness projects reality. Cells age through defective replication instructions that break down after 7-14 cycles

12/3/2018 6:48:13 PM raenyasalisbury You answered this question that was so incredibly rude..

Amazing

12/3/2018 6:49:35 PM fionasdestiny67 Isn't Nimesis expected soon?

12/3/2018 6:51:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. QiGong is quite common and powerful. There are other disciplines that utilize supernatural abilities. Majestic.

12/3/2018 6:53:54 PM freeandoriginal Every day “ETs” related news. The moment is near

12/3/2018 6:54:17 PM universalrisin What exactly is QiGong

12/3/2018 6:54:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cures are coming. Medical advancements will come later. Cabal controls much of the priority regarding public health such as food, nutrition, water, 

vaccines, gmo, gluten, soy, pesticides, and consuming plants that are ripened inside a truck for days before consumption. Freq???



12/3/2018 6:55:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 In some realities, yes that is a fair assessment.

12/3/2018 6:55:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Extremely low.

12/3/2018 6:55:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Command and Control

12/3/2018 6:56:14 PM slayerofmatrix1 Lol

12/3/2018 6:56:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information is stored in blood that is used to synthesize information within human DNA/RNA that are responsible for having influential properties on 

the life experience of that particular avatar "BE".

12/3/2018 6:58:07 PM jm19712 is this why POTUS/Q said watch Hannity tonight? I saw this scroll across bottom of screen during the Hannity show.. The only other thing was Timber 

Wolf drivel.  Maybe my Pineal is just too calcified or I am just worn down waiting for justice.....

12/3/2018 6:58:37 PM lyemcfly I wonder what they look like . Actually I wonder how media will display the news. Strange. People will freak out

12/3/2018 6:59:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who you are on the inside is represented by ideas and values coupled with memory, physical vibration, sound, etc. and not properties tangible in the 

physical world. That entity is what you are experiencing as its own creation.

12/3/2018 6:59:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 EMF

12/3/2018 6:59:52 PM leslieau7 Hard to understand

But I get the most important

Part !

Good to know !

12/3/2018 7:00:18 PM catblack11x I have constant ringing

12/3/2018 7:00:19 PM jenlhoie Thanks...I didn’t get the full gist of it either.

12/3/2018 7:01:16 PM jenlhoie OMG...please tell me this was photoshopped...

12/3/2018 7:01:46 PM jm19712 ...and waiting....

12/3/2018 7:01:49 PM johngradycole20 Clocks measure change.

12/3/2018 7:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

New CLAS tech required.

Message encoded in wave?

GREAT AWAKENING 

The truth is coming out.

People will believe.

The world is about to change.

We are here to guide you through those changes.

We are the Majestic 12.

Standing up for our children is MAJESTIC.

JUSTICE
12/3/2018 7:02:14 PM emma_trump2020 Are starseeds for real? Asking for a friend 😉

12/3/2018 7:04:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Compounded proportional to subsequent IQ/EQ levels and comparability between quantitative factors. Two beings of 150 combined should give you 

300, however to untrained minds, your combined link may only be 175 due to miscommunication firings. However others are 600+.

Practice.

12/3/2018 7:04:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Replication technology will replace it.

12/3/2018 7:04:48 PM time4u2know I don’t have constant ringing, but now I am noticing volume and Fitch differentiation

12/3/2018 7:04:52 PM jenlhoie Oh, for fuck’s sake...please tell me tha one holding that baby is a female...Gay and Hanukkah should be in a sentence together, at least not in this 

context.

12/3/2018 7:05:44 PM drumsk8 Thank you.

12/3/2018 7:05:55 PM palmdalekid2 What should the public know about bennu? pic.twitter.com/TV4URW2OYX

12/3/2018 7:07:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Heart related technology is clearing its way through Right To Try and reprioritized FDA, which for the most part should be trusted in theory, but for 

heavily ignored and commercialized agricultural operations be cautious against.

12/3/2018 7:07:37 PM edgeofrzn Who’s fleeing to Denver underground?

12/3/2018 7:08:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keeping bloodlines is important for maintaining appearance between iterations

12/3/2018 7:08:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/3/2018 7:08:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/3/2018 7:09:35 PM djlok Have you ever explained to us the difference between Aliens, Demons, and Angels?  Are most ET's good...as in benevolent toward human IS-BE's?

12/3/2018 7:10:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are Majestic for life. Otherwise you can be expelled from the knowledge by being physically altered in the brain in a non surgical manner. Erasing a 

physical hard drive degrades it's integrity ever so slightly. Repeated? Sheep.

12/3/2018 7:10:58 PM socalqtie17 That is the oddest thing. 😳 I have experienced it too! It started happening right after I got the phone a couple months back. When you are speaking 

on yours does it all of a sudden mute, as if it has water in the speaker or something weird too?

12/3/2018 7:11:10 PM youstinksoap Will we need money after the fed restructure?

12/3/2018 7:13:16 PM jimblakesong Nice my friend! Thank you for simply being you! I was gonna let him sprue his whole load!

12/3/2018 7:13:20 PM time4u2know As blood lines are traced back through genealogy, per se, there are exponential directions a bloodline can go. Does your answer mean that there are 

infinite possibilities, or is it more strategic than that?

12/3/2018 7:13:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The act is meaningless if not used appropriately. Death is a consciousness reset. Violations against nature warrant a reset to try again. Who you 

become or what you do is a by product of how your consciousness believes you are. When you reset, you reset all progress. Relearn all.

12/3/2018 7:14:51 PM time4u2know Would you like to expand on your answer at all? 😀

12/3/2018 7:15:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Difference between subconsciousness, which would be your IS.

This is denominated by the - in IS-BE.

Subsconscious = IS

Consciousness = -

Avatar = BE

IS-BE
12/3/2018 7:15:24 PM maga_11_11 I don’t understand....what do you mean “targeted” ?

12/3/2018 7:16:14 PM 1_decided_voter If cabal still controls so much, then why does Q keep saying patriots are in control?

12/3/2018 7:16:45 PM jlundr Thank you.

12/3/2018 7:17:07 PM djlok This is what I love about MJ12- you'll get an answer and I'm guessing it is 100% correct...but it will NEVER be the answer you were expecting.

12/3/2018 7:17:11 PM youstinksoap Thank you.

12/3/2018 7:17:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is why the expression of numbers in multiples of 3s have magical properties to what they do to numbers.

12/3/2018 7:17:45 PM roublisa Wwhhatt?😳 I need to better understand.

12/3/2018 7:18:25 PM kwyatt55 What does this mean?

12/3/2018 7:18:47 PM angiefletcher BE?

12/3/2018 7:19:20 PM djlok Somebody or something has erased our hard drives for sure!

12/3/2018 7:19:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your audience is educated and armed.

You need civil order in order to legally dismantle this criminal enterprise.

12/3/2018 7:20:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes to all. More specific enough?



12/3/2018 7:20:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness projects reality.

12/3/2018 7:21:15 PM time4u2know The answers are always good! Knowing the answer compared to understand the answer is important. Hopefully, through their answers, it leads to 

higher understanding on a number of subjects. Have an awesome night!

12/3/2018 7:22:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 For nostalgia perhaps.

12/3/2018 7:23:06 PM time4u2know lol, Thank you! Have an awesome night!

12/3/2018 7:23:40 PM angiefletcher Are we talking years or decades?

12/3/2018 7:24:10 PM coraldawn3 Maybe the dates that Q gave us are disinformation to force the events that are unfolding right now this week. I can understand that ! It is always a 

disappointment when that happens but the PLAN has preeminence.  Trusting the plan and love our President + Q ❤️✝️❤️

12/3/2018 7:24:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is a balance between good and bad intentioned entities and IS-BEs who we interact with. ETs are no different than you. However good and evil is 

relevant no matter who or what you are.

12/3/2018 7:25:17 PM wonderswords Im hearing it more and more, right now it is deafening. So it is me being targeted or the general population?

12/3/2018 7:25:48 PM proudidealist Is DJT's bloodline different from what wikipedia says? He looks less like Trump Sr but more like someone special.

12/3/2018 7:27:03 PM djlok That's sort of what I was thinking.  

Thank you!

12/3/2018 7:27:45 PM snakejackal Same info from Pete peterson  https://truedisclosure.org/evidence-file/whistleblowers/pete-peterson …

12/3/2018 7:27:51 PM 92michael Yep! I feel really sorry for those kids! Because they look at the gifts as a curse instead of what it really is!

12/3/2018 7:29:11 PM dianafortrump Eww! To both Schumer & his psychopathic looking daughter.

12/3/2018 7:30:56 PM 1_decided_voter My father is an 87 year old veteran who has progressive dementia but is otherwise fairly physically healthy. VA has him on pharmaceuticals but he's 

slipping more each day. He has maybe 1-2 years.

Is there any chance that cures for this condition come available before he's lost?

12/3/2018 7:31:05 PM maudeaz 43's turn is next

12/3/2018 7:32:32 PM kellykreps777 Extremely frustrating.

12/3/2018 7:33:36 PM raenyasalisbury Over a billion

12/3/2018 7:35:56 PM nmd_mari As you know, it is a blessing. 🙂

12/3/2018 7:37:30 PM iam_laura9 Not sure if u are still answering questions.  Time is an illusion after all.  I've been noticing my vibration in my body has increased so much I feel I will 

jump out if my body. Any idea why it has increased and when it happens what yo do??

12/3/2018 7:39:32 PM cocopuffster12 Me too. Every day. Drives me insane. I was out of the country for 26 days...ringing was gone. It’s back now.

12/3/2018 7:39:54 PM crazycooder I’m very sorry about your father. I sure hope something comes forward for him and your family.

12/3/2018 7:40:05 PM time4u2know European monetary fund? 🤪

12/3/2018 7:44:34 PM cocopuffster12 Btw, I do wear a Shungite bracelet. I am picking up bigger pieces to place in my home. Look into Shungite. ☮️💟

12/3/2018 7:47:04 PM thetribewalker Carnivore diet maybe❓

12/3/2018 7:52:20 PM cocopuffster12 ♥️♥️♥️

12/3/2018 7:52:30 PM fightthenewwo Electromagnetic frequencies

12/3/2018 7:53:21 PM tru_believers Is D5 and Dec 5 different? D5 an avalanche of info around Dec 5? Just a question. pic.twitter.com/T1uDOCaucK

12/3/2018 7:54:54 PM connectedtomyc1 The geoengineered weather events make me think that Cabal is 100% in control.

12/3/2018 7:55:30 PM time4u2know Thanks! Knew that, but threw out a little joke to have a little fun! Thank you for the answer and have an awesome night!

12/3/2018 7:58:54 PM wild8heart The meaning of life...

Torsion physics, Fibonacci sequence, sacred geometry, everything is vibration... all the same. All dictates the beauty,simplicity and complexity of life 

and death.

12/3/2018 7:59:05 PM youstinksoap Wasn't expecting that answer, but I've been feeling that answer for a while, if that makes sense.  Is it within the event, months, years, etc.? - if you can 

answer that...

12/3/2018 8:04:18 PM wonderswords Seems to be at night only

12/3/2018 8:04:32 PM turboxyde If we are creating/drawing Source energy through meditation and willfully imploding it through our nervous system to up regulate our genomic 

expression... is it simply a matter of "time" until we begin to reverse entropy for our projection or are we tied to the collectives prog?

12/3/2018 8:05:48 PM wonderswords More strange was the fact I told nobody, then i started getting advertising about. Ringing in your ears? I never searched it or said it to anyone.

12/3/2018 8:05:58 PM bryanlion8 Is the SKY Event and the wave on the 11th connected?

12/3/2018 8:06:15 PM cocopuffster12 I have ringing constantly when I’m home. ☹️

12/3/2018 8:07:59 PM maga_11_11 Hi @tammiesawakenow - may I please ask what you mean by “being targeted” and the painful wave? It just sounds scary to me. 😟

12/3/2018 8:14:36 PM wonderswords Yes me too, literally thought i was losing hearing but it only lasts a while then goes away. Thanks to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for clearing it up. I appreciate all 

the knowledge they are sharing.

12/3/2018 8:15:23 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 I really enjoyed this.

Thank You.

12/3/2018 8:18:22 PM turboxyde Project Dreamweaver... linking co-creative consciousness together and live "blue printing"  between multidimensional bodies of awareness in order to 

solve the "unsolvable" and create "heaven" on Earth for all beings.

12/3/2018 8:21:18 PM wonderswords It obviously worked and you caught something or you wouldn't have told us. When I saw Q post threatening not to leak about the Clinton 

whistleblower it seemed FISHY. #ClintonBodyCount

12/3/2018 8:26:49 PM beeshelb Have we known our children before?

12/3/2018 8:27:36 PM turboxyde The number 27 has been prevalent in my life...

12/3/2018 8:34:39 PM mongrelglory NASA = Never a straight answer

NASA = Not a space agency... (cough *money-laundering* cough)

Once upon a time, I thought it would be so cool to work for NASA.  What a dead-end job that would have been!

12/3/2018 8:37:41 PM shining91109743 I think MJ12 replied before on this.  Years not decades.  You can do a search to find all comments on a topic.  :-)

12/3/2018 8:38:48 PM keeter1234321 So human consciousness can collectively manipulate “space” and create whatever we want to?

12/3/2018 8:40:09 PM keeter1234321 What weapons?  Consciousness inhibiting weapons?  Did the 11.11 waves take these out or something else?

12/3/2018 8:41:23 PM raenyasalisbury JFK Jr is alive

12/3/2018 8:42:51 PM rick_hernandez The whistle blower stuff was scrapped because of the funeral stuff. Not sure if it’s a win for the DS on that front or not. White hats may be trying to 

keep the guy safe

12/3/2018 8:42:56 PM maga_11_11 Thank You but targeted by who??

12/3/2018 8:47:41 PM maga_11_11 Jesus that is scary!!!! I’m new to it all too and it is getting super scary to me! My anxiety is thru the roof!! Thank You for responding to me. This is all 

just weird to me. I saw that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 responded yes to you but nothing else. Maybe he can elaborate a bit??

12/3/2018 8:49:16 PM laurabusse I've experienced this...so i know exactly what you are saying

12/3/2018 8:54:46 PM cocopuffster12 Same for me. Quite stunning to all of a sudden see another person describing what you yourself are experiencing.

12/3/2018 8:55:06 PM cocopuffster12 (Did that make sense??)



12/3/2018 8:55:25 PM piratek73549479 She has about a dozen clones...

Clones have NO soul

Clones get "sick" very easily

Clones lack balance/motor-skills 

Clones dont do emotions

&

Thousands worldwide

Watch and you'll get to spot them instantly 

The puppets puppets 😉
12/3/2018 8:55:52 PM maga_11_11 Yeah I totally get it. There is so much weirdness going on & the anticipation of stuff suppose to happen here & happen there. This is coming & that is 

coming. Yet nothing happens. I’m about to unplug it’s getting too much. THX for responding. Take care & God Bless. 😘

12/3/2018 8:56:04 PM melanieanders7 It is a martial art looking technique that teaches one how to push and pull energy within their body. It also disciplines the mind to focus solely on that 

specific task. Google it

12/3/2018 8:58:15 PM goodvsevil247 Not in that casket! Just like NoName...traitors are burned to ashes.

12/3/2018 8:58:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Me too, since I was a child. Never stops. Annoying.

12/3/2018 8:59:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd I noticed that mine was varying and going up and down in pitch, never happened before today....weridness....something is happening. I can feel it, I can 

feel it in the air, the ground, nature.

12/3/2018 9:01:18 PM time4u2know Today is the day I noticed the ringing pitch going up and down, too!

12/3/2018 9:08:41 PM time4u2know Thanks for expanding on this! Have an awesome night!

12/3/2018 9:10:38 PM europeananon Coincidence? 🤔 https://abcnews.go.com/Health/adhd-rates-kids-increased-past-20-years-study/story?id=57526368 …

12/3/2018 9:11:39 PM dreamrunellc This is a diagram at the school of metaphysics we called “the mind triangle” its meant to help conceptualize the different levels of mind. The “Akashic 

Records” exist in the level called “Mind”. And has a record of everything which has happened in time. pic.twitter.com/HFF62TEZDb

12/3/2018 9:24:29 PM datruseeka This is suppose to be a Spiritual War too, does that include fighting Fallen Angels?  Are there IS-BEs Fallen Angels? And does this reflect the war we are 

also in? Has one of the Azazel been killed already?  Is any of this correct or relevant? pic.twitter.com/dnvIoYrPXW

12/3/2018 9:27:17 PM mongrelglory They didn't release any details other than general hints.

12/3/2018 9:35:12 PM mongrelglory Gang of 10 is down by two members?  (Bush Sr. and McStain gone now).

12/3/2018 9:37:27 PM mongrelglory So is it a Luciferian "rite of passage" ritual?

12/3/2018 9:41:55 PM teamforza44 Do we end up with free resources and tech? Hi my name is Tim Pasternacki I come in peace 🖖🏾

12/3/2018 9:45:52 PM teamforza44 Lol work? What do you mean by “work” 

Slave for corporate filth? Or have a rich pedowood family to give you everything and sacrifice life just to keep crowns? 

I help when I can. And I work hard. We are in a digital slavery by birth certificate.

12/3/2018 10:16:55 PM petitchevalb If time is an illusion, did you already teach us millions of times before?

12/3/2018 10:21:56 PM mongrelglory Biological entity.

12/3/2018 10:33:50 PM function108 ancient chinese energy art, easy and accessible, changed my life

12/3/2018 10:41:41 PM datruseeka So what should I be doing with my Retirement IRA I worked hard to earn to live off of now, during my retirement years?

12/3/2018 10:51:07 PM datruseeka Law of Attraction pic.twitter.com/zk7luYE5pq

12/3/2018 11:00:05 PM datruseeka I use to never think much of Buddhism practices, and lately I’m learning how wrong I have been, living the life of a sheeple Catholic.   I should have 

“Expanded my thinking” long ago. pic.twitter.com/D8p0FCwmPJ

12/3/2018 11:06:33 PM datruseeka Why can’t we create laws to protect us from harm wrt GMO’s, Fluoride in Water, Toxic Vaccines, Nanoparticles Chemtrails, etc?  Why can’t we stop the 

Cabal doing this?  Makes no sense why we can’t control this.  Any explanations to help me understand otherwise?

12/3/2018 11:15:03 PM jenaynayz IN the way, not on the way

12/3/2018 11:16:44 PM datruseeka Yes, true...we do need the Rule of Law, and right now we don’t have that, so during mass arrests, we will need to use military and Martial Law.  Not 

until we clear the corruption in our government (House/Senate), DOJ, Judiciary System, FBI, CIA, LEO, etc), can we modify laws

12/3/2018 11:17:32 PM olimyracle Pic via @R_Tehubijuluw 😎🙏💞

12/3/2018 11:18:54 PM datruseeka For Simple search, in search bar enter TS_SCI_MAJIC12 then key term you want to see if previous posts have been made.

12/3/2018 11:29:08 PM datruseeka Yes!  Being a retired engineer, once I happened upon Nikola Tesla, I couldn’t stop reading and learning.   I’ve been waiting to share all this with my 

daughter, masters in Math, teaching honors high school math!  Imagine how much her geometry classes could dive into this? 

pic.twitter.com/cW5afRbPFu

12/3/2018 11:41:36 PM angiefletcher Thank you

12/3/2018 11:47:55 PM datruseeka Sacred Geometry>Intelligent Design>Divine Code

What did Tesla know? Think about the BRILLIANCE of all this and it’s creation.  Math wasn’t created by us, but it was discovered.  Take this 

further....Ponder how did Tesla know?  Be sure to watch video 👇 https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1069858576015998976?s=21 …

12/3/2018 11:51:29 PM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1069825902605930496?s=21 …

12/3/2018 11:52:53 PM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1069829008949473280?s=21 …

12/3/2018 11:56:48 PM datruseeka Wow!  Tell me, do they do the same to those in SSP?  How many times was it done to Corey Goode?

12/3/2018 11:59:02 PM datruseeka So Rockefeller was a member until he was 101?

12/4/2018 12:02:49 AM datruseeka Metals detox.

12/4/2018 12:03:45 AM datruseeka But you need to research it more especially at his age. But there is stuff you can find online.

12/4/2018 12:08:41 AM datruseeka WOW!  That’s outstanding!  What an incentive to learn and train.  Imagine younger college kids learning about this and harness their capacity to 

capitalize on this for exceptional work!  Lol.

12/4/2018 12:09:45 AM datruseeka But, I know everything has pros & cons.  Can you enlighten us on cons in pursuing telepathy work?  Or Astral Projection?

12/4/2018 12:11:20 AM datruseeka Was predicted & dropped on Q drops for a reason....just didn’t know until later.  

11:11

12/4/2018 12:14:11 AM datruseeka When I saw this, I first thought of MAJESTIC> Magic>Majic. pic.twitter.com/mtVPi73fQJ

12/4/2018 12:18:36 AM mcgwyneth Wow; that's rough.  I've worked in hospice & knew many w-Progressive Dementia.  Saw a pattern:  Those with "hope for the future" saw either slower 

decline, or even some recovery.  Those with none, saw the biggest, quickest decline.  Red Pill, if possible?  Prayers for you & Dad.

12/4/2018 12:20:30 AM datruseeka How will you handle everyone being at different levels of awakening and understanding?  What’s the estimated # of people you expect will be needed 

to accomplish desired goals initially?

12/4/2018 12:23:14 AM mongrelglory As a follow up to your mention of 4th density plant life living on Earth right now...would they have to be one large plant (connected thru roots etc...) or 

could it be a forest of trees?  Would their level of sentience/intelligence be higher than we give them credit for? ...

12/4/2018 12:23:39 AM 1_decided_voter His condition is strange, in that he has hallucinations of people and the environment around him, he hears non-stop music in his head, and lives in 

constant paranoia of his caretakers and roommates. He is often confused, and has escaped & wandered off multiple times as a result.



12/4/2018 12:23:46 AM datruseeka I’ve had ringing in my ears several months ago and never felt that before.  First thing I thought, was that I was being targeted for all my research & 

social media posts.  I put my gadgets further away. It stopped after a few days.

12/4/2018 12:23:54 AM 1_decided_voter Thank you.

12/4/2018 12:24:54 AM mongrelglory ...we often don't think of plant societies as having higher intelligence like animals or humans because they don't seem to have societies that evolve, 

learn new skills or build structures etc...  Are we wrong in viewing plants as less intelligent?

12/4/2018 12:25:37 AM 1_decided_voter He wouldn't understand any attempts to red pill, since he can't focus for more than 30 seconds, and unfortunately his outlook on his future is 

(understandably) grim.

12/4/2018 12:28:18 AM datruseeka Makes me think about what impact blood transfusions have on you then.

12/4/2018 12:30:41 AM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1069825902605930496?s=21 …

12/4/2018 12:32:38 AM datruseeka Did the Nazis have base there before Americans?  What about previous civilizations?

12/4/2018 12:32:44 AM mcgwyneth No wonder you were asking Majestic 12 about possible cures soon....

12/4/2018 12:36:33 AM mongrelglory Perhaps sleep with the phone in a different room?  (You'll sleep more soundly with less EMF near you).  Friends think I'm crazy because I don't own a 

cell phone (single, so no kids/husband).  I live in the city surrounded by cell phone towers, so less brain radiation the better!

12/4/2018 12:39:25 AM mongrelglory Sometimes you have to unplug from negative news and social media for a few days to avoid burn-out and discouragement.  Anticipating change can be 

a bit of a roller coaster...like waiting for a pot of water to boil. 😜

12/4/2018 12:41:59 AM datruseeka I just came across something today that said 50,000, and had indicted on of the Azazel had been killed. With 325M pop, it’s still  very low %.  But how 

do you kill a fallen angel, demon, or “The Watchers”, archons?  Will we always be dealing with them?

12/4/2018 12:45:24 AM datruseeka How do you draw the line with magic between positive use vs demonic?

12/4/2018 12:47:14 AM mongrelglory I was wondering if "replicated" food (from a replicator machine) would have the same frequency as food grown naturally with soil, sun etc...?  It seems 

hard to imagine that it would be very nourishing!

12/4/2018 12:52:01 AM mongrelglory Individual cities have voted to stop fluoridating their water.  European countries have much stronger laws regarding GMO food labelling and harmful 

chemicals in food and cosmetics.  Unfortunately in N. Amer. we haven't achieved as much, maybe because companies lobby harder here.

12/4/2018 12:55:33 AM mongrelglory Tai chi Qi Gong is the "moving" form of Qi Gong exercises.  In China, they often teach kids Qi Gong exercises in school and do them during regular 

breaks to relieve eye strain and help focus and concentration.

12/4/2018 12:56:58 AM newyorker66 JFK will be upstairs, GHWB will be downstairs.

12/4/2018 1:05:12 AM datruseeka We as a collective force (spread through social media or even “desired thinking”) should request group meditation, and start putting to work right 

away what we are discovering!  That’s once again, using their tools against them!

12/4/2018 1:10:53 AM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1069879498986917888?s=21 …

12/4/2018 1:13:08 AM datruseeka What a great line!

12/4/2018 1:40:03 AM datruseeka What about eagles?  How do they compare?  Speaking of animals, what impact will this have on dogs?  I have 3!

12/4/2018 1:45:27 AM magicianswheel True that. Soul families.

12/4/2018 1:48:15 AM magicianswheel When you die, my husband told me, you just change states. "It's like getting out of one car, and into another." You are met by an important person 

who has passed before you. And then you work with your guides and teachers to understand the life you have lived and lessons learned.

12/4/2018 1:48:56 AM mongrelglory I've been busy signing petitions to get fluoride out of my water etc...but I'm always happy to do some collective meditation.  I've joined in with other 

groups run by Corey Goode/Cobra et. al to do meditations at certain times (most notably the last eclipse we had).

12/4/2018 1:52:10 AM mongrelglory My pleasure! 😘

12/4/2018 2:00:21 AM soulcaliber777 Can't they just transfer their IS into another body/baby ?

12/4/2018 2:10:58 AM cidarean I've been talking the financial reset with friends. Another topic that gets laughed at.

12/4/2018 2:17:05 AM cidarean That does not sound beneficial at all.

12/4/2018 2:39:01 AM cidarean Suicide that is...

12/4/2018 2:52:46 AM mongrelglory That's because most of us hate the Cabal.😠

12/4/2018 2:59:05 AM mongrelglory Well they say that transfusions of blood from children has an anti-aging affect on the adult recipient.  Peter Thiel is a big fan: 

https://www.businessinsider.com/young-blood-transfusions-launching-first-clinic-new-york-2018-9?referrer=facebook …

12/4/2018 3:04:58 AM mongrelglory Did you intend that to sound the way it sounds? 😆

"We are all just playing with ourselves"...masturbating?

12/4/2018 3:07:03 AM mongrelglory I believe they already answered this by saying that replicator technology was in the "pipeline" and might be available to the masses in a matter of 

years. (At about the cost of a microwave).

12/4/2018 3:08:10 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure if there's a question limit per person...

Was wondering what percentage of people here on Earth right now are Wanderers or Starseeds?

12/4/2018 3:12:17 AM savedrepublica Purpose of social media, porn, entertainment etc? Keep your attention outside your body. So you perceive illusions as reality to conform to.

Do the opposite which has become hard for many, meditate in the quiet darkness, be the observer of thoughts without responding.

12/4/2018 3:13:23 AM savedrepublica If you become aware of the sensations trying to come out from different areas then let them and place your focus there. From emotions come 

memories, memories you wouldn't expect your body to remember.

Heal from those.

12/4/2018 3:13:53 AM time4u2know Thanks, Michelle! Have an awesome day!!

12/4/2018 3:14:37 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you advise on this quote from Benjamin Fullfords Article?

Pentagon sources put it, “While the G20 was prepping the world for a global currency reset, 41st President Bush Sr. expired on 11/30 because 

11+30=41.”....

12/4/2018 3:17:33 AM mongrelglory I'm a Canadian "melting pot", Chinese, French Canadian, Ukrainian Jewish, with some Cree Indian, Dutch, Irish and Polish. In our family the bloodlines 

are getting progressively diluted...is that an issue for an IS-BE?

12/4/2018 3:24:50 AM mongrelglory The "veil of forgetting" is part of the 3rd density experience that acts as a catalyst for spiritual growth.  In higher densities there is less polarization 

between knowing and not-knowing therefore the catalyst for growth isn't as strong.  (If I've paraphrased MJ-12 okay)

12/4/2018 3:26:11 AM mongrelglory Is there a reason it's important to maintain the same appearance between iterations?

12/4/2018 3:26:38 AM royalwcheeze oh yeah like he never sent cocaine to Mena, Arkansas for bill 🤦🏻♂️

12/4/2018 3:31:43 AM mongrelglory They discussed Phil previously.

 You can enter...   from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Phil Schneider

 in the Twitter search box.

12/4/2018 3:34:33 AM mongrelglory Sigh...that's what I always suspected, so I've just muddled through the hard times and depressions knowing that I'm supposed to be learning from it all. 

Not saying it's easy...

12/4/2018 3:37:32 AM datruseeka Yeah I know about adrenochrome affects, I was thinking about the affect on memory et al that he was talking about affecting an IS-BE.  ,

12/4/2018 3:54:03 AM jm19712 Hannity seemed rather deadpan last night.. not himself.

12/4/2018 3:57:35 AM sherry_sangel Have heard a few people talk about the kids but none of the other stuff. Anything we can look at to back up your claim?



12/4/2018 4:05:00 AM mongrelglory This is different than adrenochrome.   This is how the antigens on "young" blood cells and platelet factors, have rejuvenating properties on the blood 

cells and nervous system of the older host that lasts long after the transfused blood cells are gone. 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/fountain-of-youth-young-blood-infusions-ldquo-rejuvenate-rdquo-old-mice/ …

12/4/2018 4:08:55 AM mongrelglory Above was copied from the Twitter feed: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/4/2018 4:10:08 AM mongrelglory I'm looking forward to it.  I'm not a very good cook. 😆

12/4/2018 4:11:29 AM mongrelglory My dad used to use the phrase "mental masturbation" when he thought I was over-thinking things. 😉

12/4/2018 4:16:02 AM datruseeka WOW!  A bald eagle family can occupy a single tree for a CENTURY, and nest can be as much as TWO TONS!  I’m always in awe of them,  are indeed 

MAJESTIC! (Catch that?) pic.twitter.com/rryaATNsWh

12/4/2018 4:51:43 AM sosoaware Tell me please ... if our inside is in conflict with both good and evil...because of memories of an evil up bringing ...how do we cleanse this evil ?

12/4/2018 5:25:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Violent Conspiracy Theorists" https://9to5mac.com/2018/12/03/tim-cook-courage-against-hate-speech/ …

12/4/2018 5:28:35 AM peterclloyd Courage against hate? He must be generalizing about every conservative on the planet, starting with Trump. Somewhat ironic he is such a hypocrite.

12/4/2018 5:30:22 AM whitehat_van Of course he would say this.

12/4/2018 5:33:01 AM datruseeka The life of the rich & famous.

12/4/2018 5:39:16 AM zrickety Cook and friends are scared.  They know we are a legitimate threat to the narrative.

12/4/2018 5:54:17 AM cervesa603 🐇🐇🐇

12/4/2018 5:54:26 AM blankmarlo Many claim that they will not be able to survive the solar flash event when/if it occurrs.

12/4/2018 5:59:33 AM flgirlsbeenqd I would like info on Jehovah's Witness sect. Started researching, would love input from others. What I've uncovered, disturbing. Mind control, trigger 

words, willing to do "anything" including death for "society."

12/4/2018 6:00:48 AM dotnetchris The irony of using his supremacy and near monopoly position to crush those whom he personally disagrees with.

12/4/2018 6:01:02 AM datruseeka The Secrets They Keep!!! https://youtu.be/pzMLDw_ecqo 

12/4/2018 6:02:27 AM datruseeka Yes that’s what I hear. Trust The Plan.

12/4/2018 6:05:07 AM thetempestchip IS = 3

 -  = 3

BE = 3 

IS-BE = 9

12/4/2018 6:06:18 AM djlok Wonder what he’s hiding?

12/4/2018 6:08:26 AM 00loll0 I'm surrounded by them,but they don't mingle with society,they don't vote or serve in the military,watch the news,do xmas,and the don't like my 

blessed Mother statue,they always preach to me but I won't join their organization,they don't work much and the kids are rude.

12/4/2018 6:09:27 AM diaptera_80 😂

12/4/2018 6:13:05 AM 00loll0 ...the women seem to be ruled by the men,but I'm only observing as these are my neighbors and they are concerned with my afterlife that's kinda 

touching that they care,I do love them but I'm not signing up for it.

12/4/2018 6:15:20 AM 4demeeee He blocked me 🤣 can't handled being questioned cuz he has NO REAL answers.

12/4/2018 6:15:53 AM datruseeka PANIC!  Filled with Oxymorons!

12/4/2018 6:16:49 AM jimblakesong Ha! Now I’m posting it!

12/4/2018 6:17:01 AM chuzehappy Wow well that says something if he blocked you! 💪🏼

12/4/2018 6:18:27 AM jimblakesong Oh oh, looks like he either took the tweets down or he blocked me too, or both! Ha!

12/4/2018 6:19:08 AM 4demeeee Yep! and I didn't even get started 😂

12/4/2018 6:19:45 AM jimblakesong @chuzehappy do you still see his tweets?

12/4/2018 6:20:31 AM jimblakesong He blocked me too! Ha! pic.twitter.com/ek7w0cy7JA

12/4/2018 6:21:24 AM 4demeeee Oh he'll create a new Name-New account to try to pass off more crap! There's lots of these "fake patriots" actually.

12/4/2018 6:21:59 AM 4demeeee 😄

12/4/2018 6:22:53 AM colesuzie Hahahahaha so true!

12/4/2018 6:28:14 AM anitabutterfly I didn't catch the first boom😥 What was it?

12/4/2018 6:29:43 AM fightthenewwo He's friends w Pedo-Podesta, distractions are now necessary.

12/4/2018 6:33:57 AM anitabutterfly Me thinking the same. Didn't Hannity say at the beginning there would be some whistleblower/Hillary stuff...and it never came?

12/4/2018 6:46:35 AM greg_scotland_ How do I learn who I am? This has been plaguing me all year.

12/4/2018 6:48:49 AM marshahodgson If true, the roll out stopped all of this week's scheduled hearings...including Comey's & Hillary's, and Huber's December 5th reveal.

12/4/2018 6:59:13 AM lizatrainer1 Lol good luck

12/4/2018 7:11:48 AM anitabutterfly My heart skipping a beat! Here is the truth❤️ This combined with the vortex mathematics 3,6 and 9...Tesla...sacred 

geometry...fractals...Fibonacci...the original tethrahedron shape!!!!!✌️❤️🍥

12/4/2018 7:23:19 AM lightworkercain Missile Silos?

12/4/2018 7:25:19 AM richardhiatt16 Why?

12/4/2018 7:26:50 AM palmdalekid2 Save the patriots you shithead 😂

12/4/2018 7:28:55 AM richardhiatt16 🙃

12/4/2018 7:32:01 AM speaakn Eye rolling 🙄🙄

12/4/2018 7:37:42 AM johngradycole20 Love love love

12/4/2018 7:39:05 AM matoozie I don't think 43 is in the way of JFK doc unredaction. True?

12/4/2018 7:41:24 AM dsmeandmynine I think that's only if you smoke it. Maybe we are meant to I best and not smoke, it sticks to the brain n shit anyway so understandable.

12/4/2018 7:42:15 AM djlok #metoo

12/4/2018 7:42:26 AM matoozie Interesting there is no [40]. Not guilty?

12/4/2018 7:45:20 AM djlok It really makes sense when you think about it. Ex: I generally see the world as a comical place.  People (other IS-BE's) are very funny to me.  Are they 

really or is that my consciousness projecting that reality?  Probably the latter.

12/4/2018 7:46:20 AM youstinksoap Interesting...what was the price he paid?  Some of the older threads are broken for me...curious if that was answered. ♥️

12/4/2018 7:47:25 AM melhuses Here’s one was Steve Jobs killed with cancer so bad actors could take over Apple and spy on all of us.

12/4/2018 7:47:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=e4cZ8O08c30 …

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f3OaB1BBVOI …

My family is in this. I’ve been researching them bc as a “born in” (as young as 3-4) knew something was wrong. I’m former gov’t emp, research line of 

work, division of Medicare. YouTube is consolidated data learned.

12/4/2018 7:48:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd Note how they called themselves “the society?” They hide in plain sight.

12/4/2018 7:49:23 AM cjencolville What if you r told you arent done, not ready and told to go back?  This does seem to happen with near death experiences.

12/4/2018 7:50:28 AM matoozie Base 8?

12/4/2018 7:50:48 AM crishenderson This is a healthy circadian rhythm.  Humans of all ages have this need. It is society and the requirement to provide a safe and stable environment for it 

which prevents the vast majority of people from sleeping these hours.

12/4/2018 7:53:08 AM moemc8 CPS - very evil.  They don't mess with their  own children, right?  Only others?

12/4/2018 7:54:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd Precious, I didn't do anything special, I just c and p wiki and the link. I'm low man on the totem pole so-to-speak....just researching like the all of us 

trying to figure things out. The more I learn, the less I know. WWG1WGA Love and light to you.❤️✨

12/4/2018 7:58:16 AM seahag127 Thank You Bill Binney!

12/4/2018 7:58:58 AM palmdalekid2 MJ12 for life



12/4/2018 8:00:09 AM crishenderson I'd be interested in hearing the answers to this question as the vast majority of my dreams ARE lucid and have been since childhood.  So much so, in 

fact, that I deselect them from memory most of the time.  My just-before-dawn dreams are the ones I typically fully recall.

12/4/2018 8:03:20 AM do_or_do_notty I don’t smoke it. 

So, not true 

Nothing you said is true. 

This plant saves lives 

Next.....

#ReadADamnBook

12/4/2018 8:06:36 AM jennife14222392 This is where I get uncomfortable: " intergalactic." The abuse, occultic, demonic, pedo stuff, I've seen. The space aliens, I've always believed to be 

demonic. The jury is out.

12/4/2018 8:08:49 AM dsmeandmynine Cannabis 100% sticks to the brain and disrupts neurons

12/4/2018 8:09:01 AM dsmeandmynine *ingest

12/4/2018 8:09:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mV4ZRAQdUno …

Info on Free Masons

12/4/2018 8:10:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 You meet the IS-BE inside your avatar. The IS-BE inside you has been many people, including who you may perceive as "important people". Yes, you 

reflect on your past experience and you have a choice. Sometimes, you don't have the will power enough to choose.

12/4/2018 8:10:45 AM dsmeandmynine And no one said its not a wonder medicine, only that the delivery of said drug is questionable.

12/4/2018 8:11:14 AM fionasdestiny67 The Mormons need investigated also. There is mk ultra, child abuse and trafficking.

12/4/2018 8:11:25 AM jennife14222392 Names, as soon as you can?

12/4/2018 8:13:38 AM dsmeandmynine Wait, you think putting a resin in the bloodstream is not going to stick to things?

12/4/2018 8:19:06 AM tammyredmond I read somewhere that the 17 seconds is the difference in dimensions. Or the separation of time. It also has something to do with time travel I believe.

12/4/2018 8:20:39 AM do_or_do_notty I think you need to do much research before you pipe in on something you obviously have little to no knowledge about. 

My question was simple 

My question was serious. 

And not directed to you.  

Good day! 

Btw, Thank You M12. I have been able to find this answer. ✌️

12/4/2018 8:22:35 AM dsmeandmynine Imagine having this level of reading comprehension, so little that you can't work out when someone is on your side and sharing information with you. 

Weed is too strong to smoke in its current heavyweight form.

12/4/2018 8:22:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 911 != JFK re DECLAS

43 in way of 911 DECLAS

12/4/2018 8:24:04 AM do_or_do_notty 😂😂😂

I’m still going to be kind to you. 

Bless your heart

12/4/2018 8:24:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 We ignore certain questions. Do not read into the answers and make assumptions regarding why we opted to not answer specific questions. 

Sometimes the questions are poorly written, others are obvious, others have classified answers, and others have no answers.

12/4/2018 8:25:08 AM dsmeandmynine And weed is 100% a sticky resin and disrupts Neuron firing in the brain. It is meant to be taken in much smaller doses than smoking 30% thc blunts was 

my point.

12/4/2018 8:25:38 AM dsmeandmynine You don't even know what you are saying, you are arguing with someone agreeing with you!

12/4/2018 8:26:01 AM do_or_do_notty I’m a cannabis educator. 

There is nothing you can share with me on this topic. YOU made that evident 

I asked one simple question, of someone else 

I am truly being kind. You have no idea. Obviously. 

Now please have yourself a nice day.

12/4/2018 8:26:50 AM dsmeandmynine You too!

12/4/2018 8:26:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

They can kill former Presidents to delay the inevitable, but they cannot stop what is coming. Nothing can stop it. The world will change. The world will 

learn the truth about what the DOJ + FBI + US/Allies have been up to for decades! https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jeffrey-epstein-wealthy-sex-

offender-settles-suit-averting-victim-testimony-today-2018-12-4/ …

12/4/2018 8:28:18 AM sehvehn understood and appreciated

12/4/2018 8:28:56 AM do_or_do_notty I’m not arguing with you sir. 

You simply don’t have the answer to what I asked. Please move along

12/4/2018 8:29:01 AM leslieau7 👍

12/4/2018 8:29:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

Why does @SecretaryAcosta still have a job, @realDonaldTrump? https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/03/opinion/alex-acosta-jeffrey-epstein-

trump.html …

12/4/2018 8:29:19 AM roublisa Yes!

12/4/2018 8:30:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer

Democrats demand investigations into Trump's Secretary of Labor, Alex Acosta.

If Democrats protected Epstein's network of clients (Clintons), what result could this investigation lead? Coverup investigation? Investigate to cover 

up? https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/democrats-alex-acosta-investigation_us_5c058613e4b066b5cfa4af9b?guccounter=1 …

12/4/2018 8:31:24 AM roublisa Indeed!

12/4/2018 8:31:46 AM speaakn That’s exactly what they’re trying to do because they’re shaking in their boots.

12/4/2018 8:32:22 AM dsmeandmynine Tip : look into neurology as well as cannabis, these subjects take a lot of research into many different fields.

12/4/2018 8:36:25 AM mcgwyneth For you, as a caregiver:  

May you be blessed today with strength beyond your capacity today, courage for the journey, and love that transcends time and circumstance.

 

For your Loved One:

Relief from suffering, comfort in stress, and an unmistakable sense of Love   🇺🇸🙏🏼❤️

12/4/2018 8:36:56 AM kagman4e Will we find out about GHWB?  I’m wondering why the Bushes are now being ‘friendly’ towards the President. Is it because he’s been nauseatingly 

sweet to the family in his tweets?  Or are they shutting themselves and now hoping to avoid being executed?

12/4/2018 8:37:18 AM susan66388204 Can you elaborate?



12/4/2018 8:38:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 THC interacts with cannabinoid receptors inside the brain that affect the neurotransmitters responsible for delivering signal information during 

dreaming. There is always a balance per brain, therefore too much or too little can produce different results when dreaming.

12/4/2018 8:38:42 AM laurabusse Yeah, what you said...

12/4/2018 8:39:09 AM cidarean Going all out they are... When is this charade going to be put to the end.

12/4/2018 8:40:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're reasoning is sound, however your specifics are off. Sometimes the effects one receives from cannabis are not intended for dreaming, but rather 

meditation. Higher quantities of THC/CBD/etc. combinations impact your minds eye and can unlock areas of the brain protected.

12/4/2018 8:40:48 AM palmdalekid2 @KimPaddockASD

12/4/2018 8:41:34 AM keith369me Okay...I won’t repeat my question from yesterday a third time.

12/4/2018 8:42:33 AM dsmeandmynine Right, I was just questioning the delivery.

12/4/2018 8:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are only as tied as you are integrated. Since time is an illusion, the direction and speed of time are variables proportional to the density of 

consciousness that drives your reality. Less creation means more time passes. More creation, less time passes. Per-se.

12/4/2018 8:43:30 AM dsmeandmynine Is weed good for meditation? I did not know this if true.

12/4/2018 8:43:56 AM do_or_do_notty Thank you. This lines up closely with the information I too found on this particular subject. Thanks for your reply. #CannabisHeals

12/4/2018 8:44:04 AM dsmeandmynine And at least you get my point, even with some specifics being wrong.

12/4/2018 8:44:22 AM fowlreginald Exposure!

12/4/2018 8:45:18 AM laurabusse Geez. I guess we better make sure to turn our phones off overnight, when not in use etc...

12/4/2018 8:45:32 AM batty_replicant "Hate speech" is yet another leftist term meaning, "anything I don't agree with."

12/4/2018 8:46:15 AM do_or_do_notty I am actively testing micro dosing to gauge its effect. 👍✌️

12/4/2018 8:47:24 AM keith369me Many have said, that when you move toward the light (with your special person) you are being readied for your next incarnation quickly.  You don’t 

have to go toward the light

12/4/2018 8:47:43 AM toksik66 what if your wrong?

i know you think your not, and may rather call me a troll then think about it, but what if you are?

12/4/2018 8:47:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 It has a common side effect of making people "think deep" about things. Thinking deep is another way of saying their consciousness is risen to a higher 

level temporarily. Extended exposure keeps your consciousness in higher states, however there are side effects that are negative

12/4/2018 8:48:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Altered though.

12/4/2018 8:49:53 AM montanaindy So how can there be LIGHT in this case as someone paid settled out of court to close case ???

12/4/2018 8:50:00 AM ziggy211 One year..... wow. Two tiered justice. Laws for the rich and connected. Laws for us deplorables. It sickens me.

12/4/2018 8:50:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have been involved in many campaigns in the past that have included distributing knowingly false information to conspiracy theorists 

for the purposes of dividing and conquering the group. We operated in the shadows to protect our intent. Our intent has changed.

12/4/2018 8:51:02 AM holliday_billy Why?

12/4/2018 8:51:39 AM caroolsen I told you yesterday... 👇 https://twitter.com/CaroOlsen/status/1069692883685519360 …

12/4/2018 8:52:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Powering the devices off is not sufficient to be protected from this technology. Technically, you'd have to be in an area that has no cell coverage with 

no EMF radiation. This is difficult, so during meditation, hiking on top of a mountain serves many purposes.

12/4/2018 8:52:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 To protect classified information that was hiding in plain sight.

12/4/2018 8:54:52 AM holliday_billy 🤔No, why did your intent change?  What made you guys turn ‘good’?  Thanks

12/4/2018 8:55:46 AM dopesindc Bait?

12/4/2018 8:55:52 AM 11witness11 Your intention now?

12/4/2018 8:55:52 AM holliday_billy Know also that we are trying to discern your information as well. There is so much disinformation!

12/4/2018 8:57:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 They think they can hide this story.

They will fail. https://twitter.com/DailyMirror/status/1069998286935867392 …

12/4/2018 8:57:54 AM youstinksoap [D]ec 5

4535

DJT JFK

Remove the kill boxed 4, your left with 535

Add in Stage Set? (GHWB's death as the stage)

Focus 41

4+1=5

5:5 35

Or...

5:5 43

Thinking as I type....probably no where close.
12/4/2018 8:58:36 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon

12/4/2018 8:59:04 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Seeing him makes me want to vomit!!! 🤮🤮🤮 We need justice!!!!

12/4/2018 9:00:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

12/4/2018 9:01:06 AM holliday_billy Thanks for your time and info.  This is fascinating! 👍🏻

12/4/2018 9:01:09 AM mrblbrettish interesting... a settlement. perhaps for an exchange in information?

12/4/2018 9:01:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Existence in the lower dimensions are referred to as games by many higher density ETs.

12/4/2018 9:02:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 remains the same. The members change. When new members come in, priorities change.

Nov 8th 2016 We, The People, WON.

Majestic 12 has been attempting Disclosure for decades with much resistance. If its not done properly, confidence in Government fails. We fail.

12/4/2018 9:03:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anything electronic made with Edison derived technology.

12/4/2018 9:03:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, to bury the story.

DS power play.

12/4/2018 9:04:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 9:04:23 AM holliday_billy There is an account @ROYALMRBADNEWS that seems to know a lot of stuff. Any thoughts?  Seems like Q you guys and the dark judge guys are all 

doing similar things!

12/4/2018 9:04:25 AM do_or_do_notty Indeed. Much truth from you guys on this topic. I personally thank you. 

#CannabisHeals

12/4/2018 9:05:34 AM holliday_billy Cool. Thanks 👍🏻

12/4/2018 9:06:01 AM wonderswords DS still winning, how sad

12/4/2018 9:06:10 AM slayerofmatrix1 Saving Israel for last.  Sweet futility to observe.

12/4/2018 9:07:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 You don't say? https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/7885699/nasa-aliens-alien-life-ufo-sightings/ …

12/4/2018 9:08:51 AM shining91109743 In the Bible, Jesus is to return and reign 1000yrs.  I'm assuming the Great Awakening is this parallel.  Can you provide more insight and understanding 

of this?

12/4/2018 9:09:36 AM gordcasey99 Good info

12/4/2018 9:09:42 AM slayerofmatrix1 Possible the ones who’ve chosen to be “helpful” to mitigate their own future prosecution, are calling for investigation to push the reveal(ations) out 

f/b/o the Alliance?  😉🤔



12/4/2018 9:09:42 AM privlegedn Seems like every single day they are dropping more and more mini disclosures leading up to #FULLDisclosure

12/4/2018 9:10:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 Haha 😆 floating on FB already too.

12/4/2018 9:10:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 No investigations into where they went? https://www.apnews.com/aaac850c517441b4a1936cb59cdc7040 …

12/4/2018 9:10:37 AM 11witness11 Like this? pic.twitter.com/aooTYWDoM4

12/4/2018 9:10:39 AM 1_decided_voter Democrats now think he should be investigated... I say finally, something we can agree on. Full steam ahead!

12/4/2018 9:10:42 AM speaakn Exactly!

12/4/2018 9:13:16 AM parrotandrea I feel sick ,that we can' t stop them NOW!! I also feel sick for all the Respect shown from people who knows how 41was an Evil person !!

12/4/2018 9:13:40 AM crazycooder It looks as though Tim Cook wants to decide that if a republican pushes his agenda on social media, it can be construed as speech hate and taken down 

is my take on this.

12/4/2018 9:15:12 AM cidarean Are we on the partial disclosure or full disclosure timeline? Seems to be the ladder...

12/4/2018 9:15:18 AM shallknown Just one of the many tentacles of the Deep State Cabal. There's a reason why him and his predecessor wear Black.  The control which they have over 

these people is incredible.

Closets filled with skeletons.

12/4/2018 9:15:23 AM sovereignity77 Well documented in Scripture! The ancestors of the #nephilim were not human!

12/4/2018 9:15:24 AM holliday_billy 🤨

12/4/2018 9:15:58 AM do_or_do_notty I’ve been at this research for many years. 

Cannabis saves my life every single  day. 

But thank you for your input

12/4/2018 9:16:24 AM sovereignity77 Not tiny, they are quite the opposite actually!

12/4/2018 9:16:57 AM parrotandrea Why not do a total disclosure ?

12/4/2018 9:17:02 AM 1_decided_voter Altered to be more efficient, or altered in a way that will make it less functional than Tesla's design?

12/4/2018 9:17:35 AM karentriebel Make tea

12/4/2018 9:18:06 AM saynotoalldems I wish the ringing in my ears would stop. I'm only 38 been going on since I was 34. My right ear has no ringing and I'm going deaf in that ear. But my 

left... with the ringing... perfect hearing. Audiologist told me this much on November 1st. It got worse in July. It sucks.

12/4/2018 9:20:25 AM blasto33 What on keks earth is a “Violent Conspiracy Theorist”?

Violent Conspiracy Theorists for Violent Conspiracies.

12/4/2018 9:20:43 AM keith369me Countermove?...DS judge (likely compromised) allows a deal to happen with zero input from the victims.  Next move, bigger than the Miami Herald.  In 

the mean time, Epstein can’t walk the streets (vigilante justice would possibly await) with a more enlightened public.

12/4/2018 9:22:00 AM keith369me Aren’t we all aliens?

12/4/2018 9:22:16 AM do_or_do_notty Thanks for your input

12/4/2018 9:23:26 AM bbobbio71 Odd, I've been walking up at 3am the last week or so.  No other issues

12/4/2018 9:23:57 AM skullmonkie Orangies!

12/4/2018 9:24:17 AM skullmonkie Orangies!

12/4/2018 9:24:21 AM lisadai35675493 I’m sure it was a “ harvesting rally” undercover as a global uniting call... they must be gettting skinny with all the pedo ring disruption.. gotta have 

goods for contract fulfillment ☠️☠️☠️

12/4/2018 9:24:55 AM skullmonkie Some of them are, for sure!

12/4/2018 9:25:29 AM skullmonkie Nope, but they are threat as well. Especially the paid one's.

12/4/2018 9:27:51 AM pauliepg11111 So you’re saying 43 still wields a certain amount of power? Even now with daddy 41 gone?

12/4/2018 9:28:32 AM toksik66 thats not actually an answer

ppl like you give the monkey minded ppl hope for something that may not happen.  why bother?  likes?  followers?

im not judging, but why act so sure that justice will be served, the future isnt written in stone

12/4/2018 9:28:48 AM holliday_billy Ugh it's not a game to us!  lol

12/4/2018 9:28:51 AM keith369me Sheep are definitely in varying states of denial.  Most can handle Neil Degrasse Tyson type allegations but faces gloss over with Epstein level stuff...I’ve 

tried.  The good news...M12 has 5,000 followers now, 800 a couple of months ago.  Similar with other disclosure mediums.

12/4/2018 9:29:44 AM do_or_do_notty Once you put flame to cannabis you lose most of its medical benefits. 

Whole plant medicine is very healing. It’s sure saving me

12/4/2018 9:30:45 AM lighthouse44444 OK.  But why do they have to be "tiny"?  Does that make the idea less frightening?

12/4/2018 9:31:06 AM toksik66 thats because ppl like you still think the game is real

thatll make more sense one day, hopefully in a good way...but whats good for me could be bad for you and vice versa

12/4/2018 9:31:31 AM time4u2know Thanks! I understand the tie between this question and a previous question where the answer was more telling of a non-answer. Had to ask though :) 

Have an awesome day!!

12/4/2018 9:31:45 AM moemc8 Good for the victims then.  So long as the truth gets exposed anyway.

12/4/2018 9:36:24 AM bbobbio71 Didn't Tesla have something to say about multiples of 3?

12/4/2018 9:37:37 AM bbobbio71 Occult magic? Isn't that a bad thing?

12/4/2018 9:38:19 AM youstinksoap Consciousness projects reality.  We all need to wake up enough to understand what's going on, then collectively envision a better reality. ♥️

12/4/2018 9:38:55 AM caisson_mom I too have recently been experiencing hearing/feeling a sound that no one else can hear. It’s like I feel it more than hear it but it has a couple different 

pitches or sounds. Makes my eyes water and I don’t like it. Feels so strange

12/4/2018 9:43:21 AM caisson_mom Why do I find dimes in strange places several times a week for many years?

12/4/2018 9:45:52 AM toksik66 a rapid decrease to the lower conscious population would probably be motivation for the rest, with a warning, to wake up or join the culling

may sound harsh, but everything happens for a reason and those that suffer are only going to be getting what the universe deems fit

12/4/2018 9:47:18 AM zendamaparanorm Disclosure? In plain sight? #Ufo #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070001585621794816 …

12/4/2018 9:53:02 AM 00loll0 Not judging,only observing and this is part of the picture I get,I love them so don't you worry about it.

12/4/2018 9:54:06 AM birdienevermore Today's news:  Epstein bought his way out, Gowdy doesn't reschedule Huber...sigh.  Many of us are having a difficult time processing.  We have 

redpilled many for years, we have done our part.  We need justice to bear down and get with it.

12/4/2018 9:54:40 AM _chelseaproject I'm confused. Please forgive if I'm missing something obvious. How for ex, will I pay bills, mortgage, eventually retire, without money? How can an 

economy function without money?

12/4/2018 9:55:07 AM gerarddemarigny The reality that a spiritual eternal Being created our universe and humanity as potential offspring = preposterous!!

But then ...

Little bitty ETs and all sorts of smarter-than-us 👽🤖👽👾👽👹👽 = BUT OF COURSE!! 🤔

12/4/2018 9:57:15 AM excaliber7777 Violence : the act of violating , as in violating some one's free speech .

12/4/2018 9:59:54 AM mcgwyneth Maybe it's partial disclosure - until full disclosure timing has been accomplished.  Won't the 'partial disclosure' folks be surprised what THAT happens...  

They think they have it all under control.

12/4/2018 10:00:31 AM keith369me This week...Q posters at a German protest, Q patch on a FL officer (Pence picture), a Q sticker on a pickup at my gym.

12/4/2018 10:05:50 AM missy968 What a very dirty bird. They can always say no. They should say no. Haha how about a settlement AND a confession?

12/4/2018 10:09:25 AM lightworkercain Understandable, but can you tell us what Fusca questions fall under so we can stop asking? Classified? Human curiosity is very high for Fusca/JFK Jr. as 

clues are given, but never verified.



12/4/2018 10:13:42 AM johngradycole20 This also makes GWB appear far too adorable

12/4/2018 10:14:43 AM jonle86 What does the attack do to the person? What's the reason for the attack?

12/4/2018 10:18:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA (1)[322] ET

12/4/2018 10:19:00 AM neverbeasheep What happened in Tunguska, 1908?

12/4/2018 10:19:17 AM citoyen_resist skull & bone extra-terrestrials ?

12/4/2018 10:19:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.reddit.com/r/JehovahsWitnesses/comments/7qhe2p/expos%C3%A9_the_governing_body_of_jehovahs_witnesses/ …

12/4/2018 10:21:18 AM thetempestchip A few months ago i and many people i know experienced a very very loud ringing in the ears, it was almost deafening i had to stop what i was doing... 

what was this caused by and why?

12/4/2018 10:21:26 AM datruseeka Oh they make me laugh! 🤣They will never learn to know how to tell the truth!  Try this 👇Interview with 💀 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2xXu8_2Exo …

12/4/2018 10:22:21 AM johngradycole20 What sort of entities did Kyle Odom encounter and shoot and will he be freed from prison? Its seems like he was being harassed and tortured. What 

advice can you impart to us regarding meditation (which he claimed catalyzed these encounters)? pic.twitter.com/AlEF966wFW

12/4/2018 10:22:24 AM raughn3 I'd rather watch "Star Trek" than listen to NASA  ...  new weekly TV episodes and "movie" spin-offs could do wonders for the too-earth-trapped 

awakening

12/4/2018 10:24:03 AM worldxplorer1 Have starseeds been tracked and monitored by the military or USAP’s?  If so, for what purpose?

12/4/2018 10:24:30 AM lbf777 When should we expect some kind of breakthrough like public disclosure? I am still hoping for one this week.

12/4/2018 10:25:03 AM dr_t_dc Why is GHWB’s flag wrinkled? Is he really in that casket?

12/4/2018 10:25:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 was created in spirit of that idea.

12/4/2018 10:26:06 AM time4u2know Anything that has Anything to do with the JFK Jr category is off limits per Majestic at this time. I just tossed out the Q to see what response would 

happen 😎 Have an awesome day!!

12/4/2018 10:26:28 AM keith369me Small Q sticker at the gym...liberal state...slightly Repub county...I personally am not loud about it, but will interject truth (as much as the person 

across from me is receptive to) when the opportunity exists.  Ultimately, people need to arrive at truth on their own.

12/4/2018 10:26:31 AM daveschroeder18 I love in Perú and had the same thing happen. Mine happened about 3 to 4 weeks ago

12/4/2018 10:26:35 AM worldxplorer1 Does Majestic 12 and/or Q use some form of Looking Glass technology to view timelines and make decisions?

12/4/2018 10:26:59 AM laurabusse Occult simply means hidden...i take the occult to mean all the knowledge etc that's been hidden from us. This knowledge has been passed down thru 

the ages via mystery schools. Evil ppl hide it from us to their advantage...good ppl hide it from us to protect us from ourselves...

12/4/2018 10:27:18 AM daveschroeder18 Oops I live in Peru love it as well lol

12/4/2018 10:27:27 AM raindroplet70 Will we ever see any perp walks? Live trials?

12/4/2018 10:28:04 AM stoneturnr Should we expect to learn more about Hubers investigation before the new year?

12/4/2018 10:28:30 AM crazycooder When will levitation be a natural way of transportation.

12/4/2018 10:28:33 AM jlundr Higher density beings, have they gone through the "prison planet" experience of reincarnation for spiritual develop to be allowed in the higher 

densities?

12/4/2018 10:29:04 AM _luke_slytalker Does D5 relate to the release of the JFK files (not Huber)?

12/4/2018 10:29:32 AM allahuniversal What is the primary purpose for the human experience on Earth? What is/are the primary lesson(s) to be learned here as humans? Also if 

consciousness is reset at death, how do we retain the lesson(s) learned to be used.

12/4/2018 10:30:09 AM worldxplorer1 Does some future step in The Plan involve dismantling the soul trap matrix?  Is this tech based in the astral, etheric, or plasma plane?

12/4/2018 10:30:47 AM datruseeka WOW!  Anything?  How do they do that?  Why then is 5G going to be safe?  I don’t buy it!

12/4/2018 10:31:54 AM turboxyde Planetary bodies all seem to exert subtle energetic influences over all ISBEs in our system. From my perspective today, Mars seems to be the day 

ruler... Assertion, fiery action flows easily today. From other perspectives, what subtle energy or function does our planet share?

12/4/2018 10:32:04 AM keith369me Support people with information as they need it

12/4/2018 10:32:05 AM datruseeka Might want to clue in NASA!

12/4/2018 10:32:24 AM stoneturnr Is it in MJ12s plans to continue to use VOG tech to manipulate public sentiment? I understand "using their tech against them" but I feel like this is a 

dangerous precedent

12/4/2018 10:32:35 AM peterclloyd Will the indicted pedophiles go straight to Gitmo?

12/4/2018 10:32:44 AM laurabusse Excellent question!

12/4/2018 10:32:51 AM heidi_weigand BQQM! pic.twitter.com/uxLddOWK0o

12/4/2018 10:33:03 AM gordcasey99 They have a ton of tapes I believe....

12/4/2018 10:33:18 AM keith369me Not going to be answered!!!

12/4/2018 10:33:59 AM datruseeka Earlier post you said MJ-12 members were in for life...unless their minds are scraped of knowledge. Do you at least remove their security clearance at 

that time?

12/4/2018 10:34:33 AM laurabusse Your angels or someone deceased who loves you perhaps are letting you know all is well or whatever?

12/4/2018 10:35:51 AM zack_stone Will we see raids at yale? Or fed reserve

12/4/2018 10:35:51 AM horseofw Allen Dulles

12/4/2018 10:36:42 AM raughn3 written by geniuses rejected by "hollywood" and "pentagon"

12/4/2018 10:37:18 AM daumster What the hell is that supposed to mean?!?

12/4/2018 10:37:22 AM collectvcat Are there normal, everyday people who are also abductees/ contactees that “others” have used for their hybrid program? ie: women for egg 

extraction, who have had multiple “hybrid” children? Where are these children today? Mars?

12/4/2018 10:38:13 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

If time is an illusion did you already teach us online millions of times before?

12/4/2018 10:38:20 AM cidarean Can you confirm 100% of a financial reset in the very near future?

PS: asking for one of my co workers.

12/4/2018 10:38:34 AM alec_m_currier I saw that number as 7.. perception?

12/4/2018 10:40:09 AM keith369me 322...no skull and bones question...will stick to meat.  Lab grown meat vs food replicator generated meat vs free range...I’d like to avoid killing an 

animal with a soul. Which is the best/healthiest option when available?

12/4/2018 10:40:49 AM raughn3 SG-1 created sadness for me ... Next Generation, Voyager, Enterprise, Discovery kept Hue-man

12/4/2018 10:41:33 AM ascendingadam After WW2 my mother was born on GER/(US) MIL base (Grandfather=RCAF). GER DRs. convinced my GPs she needed blood transfusion to live.  

Anything to this?

We know some feed on this, others reject transfusions citing ‘religion’. 

What is the truth about human blood?

12/4/2018 10:41:58 AM laurabusse Thank you for being here to guide us thru these changes! I cannot express my gratitude enough and i know i speak for many when i say this! So thank 

you very very much. I hope we will be in a position some day to help others, such as we are now...we need so very much help! TY!!!!!

12/4/2018 10:42:08 AM petitchevalb When incarnated we get a new brain

So how could we improve from one life to another with no memory?

12/4/2018 10:42:35 AM keith369me It’s free will...lots of questions to be asked of a “guide” before going anywhere.

12/4/2018 10:43:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Renegade



12/4/2018 10:44:00 AM datruseeka Games in that they interfere, or have, with us? There is a lot of happiness, joy, love, compassion, faith, fellowship, etc here that can sustain us. We just 

need those evil elite doers gone with proper rule of law that honors our freedoms and rights.

12/4/2018 10:44:39 AM gordcasey99 When the island was raided before the fire ...I had read..if I read it right the whole island had cameras and recordings of everyone...including Bill 

&Hill...can anyone confirm this ?

12/4/2018 10:45:55 AM turboxyde In my experience people learn best with parables/stories/movies/etc. as it allows their ISBE to fully make use of the conscious trinity. The challenge is 

in creating just enough balance to allow the ISBE to interject itself (awareness and reflection) into the stream for learning.

12/4/2018 10:46:13 AM john777lee Why are more souls being sent here if God is love. If this is a prison planet?

12/4/2018 10:47:47 AM turboxyde Let integrity be your shield not for virtue but for majesty! May your intentions weave the dream of the planet into a brighter future for us all. Where 

we go one, we go all!

12/4/2018 10:48:05 AM gordcasey99 Yes was on fire ...

Should be on you tube ...lol...unless they pulled it

12/4/2018 10:50:05 AM 00loll0 Thanks for sharing this,it's creepy and I appreciate it,I honestly hope you're family members are unaware of all this,have you showed them these 

videos yet?

12/4/2018 10:50:11 AM datruseeka Why not just go towards the top> Vatican & British Crown, then let the marbles fall? Or tell the TRUTH about our history? That will awaken many more?

12/4/2018 10:53:28 AM anangelhasland1 How prevalent is ESP and/or remote viewing in current operations?

12/4/2018 10:53:59 AM time4u2know It's a Sensitive Time for a sensitive subject. Lots of clues are dropped, that's correct. We, as a collective, just need to #FollowTheCrumbs until that 

time/date/event that offers clarification. #KeepWinning! We're all on the right track! #WWG1WGA #VincentKennedy #JFKJrIsAlive

12/4/2018 10:54:03 AM datruseeka Yep, saw a video of it from people who recognized it and while backtracking to try to get closer then were approached by security. Why can’t anyone 

just tell the truth.  Tell me, will we ever take control of the MSM or create at least ONE network dedicated to TRUTH & DISCLOSURE?

12/4/2018 10:54:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Military tribunals correct for rouge fourth branch of Government.

12/4/2018 10:54:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Threat monitoring only.

12/4/2018 10:54:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/4/2018 10:55:03 AM datruseeka Can you tell us more about cons?  And how to mitigate?

12/4/2018 10:55:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plans exist to disclose this information.

12/4/2018 10:55:28 AM jordanb987 How do we begin to manifest in our lives now?

12/4/2018 10:55:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technically there is no purpose except to experience and to play a game.

12/4/2018 10:55:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd They would never believe me and would immediately excommunicate me (disfellowshipped). My family doesn’t know, they are mind controlled. They 

use code words to put ppl in trances. This is on reddit.

12/4/2018 10:56:06 AM jordanb987 How do we know for sure if we are a starseed?

12/4/2018 10:56:28 AM jordanb987 Does Marijuana aid or harm ascension?

12/4/2018 10:56:30 AM roublisa How do they know who is a star seed? Thank you.

12/4/2018 10:56:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 The illusion eludes your logic.

12/4/2018 10:57:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/4/2018 10:57:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Explain further please...

12/4/2018 10:57:29 AM datruseeka Greater meaning to “that went by fast”. If time is an illusion, isn’t space an illusion? Distance? What isn’t an illusion?

12/4/2018 10:57:42 AM _chelseaproject Do we need to be concerned about our Bank accounts being nullified in a financal reset?

12/4/2018 10:58:28 AM keith369me Does the cabal?  😀

12/4/2018 10:58:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 No to the first part. Unsure what you're specifically referring to in the second part.

12/4/2018 10:58:30 AM jordanb987 Yay!!!!! 🙏👌👍

12/4/2018 10:58:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Interact

12/4/2018 10:59:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not financially depend on it. A reset will occur. Time is an illusion.

12/4/2018 10:59:33 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.reddit.com/r/JehovahsWitnesses/comments/7qhe2p/expose_the_governing_body_of_jehovahs_witnesses/ …

12/4/2018 10:59:40 AM bryanlion8 Is the SKY Event and the wave on the 11th connected?

12/4/2018 10:59:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 More common than coffee.

12/4/2018 10:59:59 AM lbf777 Well the purpose of life itself is to have fun. Duality only exists in the universe part of life. The rest of life is pure love. Duality is a process of losing it all 

& gaining it all back through trial & error. Error is evil. This experience has MANY benefits in the long run.

12/4/2018 11:00:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Replication

12/4/2018 11:00:26 AM citoyen_resist ok, rightminded stellar cousins or wrong minded ?

12/4/2018 11:00:34 AM turboxyde Even the game masters can hear the cries of the innocent.

"I have a right to be heard 

To be seen, to be loved, to be free

To be everything I need to be me,

To be safe

To believe

In something..."

 https://youtu.be/sue_ufnvqcs 
12/4/2018 11:00:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Told they’re part of MK Ultra.

12/4/2018 11:01:54 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/zMaOMcaP4D

12/4/2018 11:02:24 AM datruseeka What I remember (from college days) is that it makes me totally relaxed and not care about anything, is your theory that if we block the mind like not 

care about anything it will free the mind?  But then how to you direct it to focus in meditation for positive and desired effect?

12/4/2018 11:02:55 AM connectedtomyc1 As I understand, if we go into the light, we go back into the Matrix. Is that correct? What happens if we don't go into the light? Do we go off planet?

12/4/2018 11:03:26 AM nixontweets If the Hundredth Monkey Effect is accurate, why not expedite the process of awakening & empowering our species by interrupting all broadcasts & 

providing full disclosure? Waiting for these kids to be saved has taken a toll on those of us who've been aware for several years.

12/4/2018 11:03:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd 🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮 pic.twitter.com/DFkQNyUE3l

12/4/2018 11:04:26 AM realeyethespy Pass the ARC

You meet two pillars behind ATLAS.

BEYOND lies EDEN.

GO BEYOND.

12/4/2018 11:04:33 AM keith369me Your intuition says?

12/4/2018 11:04:33 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/MF060GPADq

12/4/2018 11:04:47 AM realeyethespy 0010110

12/4/2018 11:04:57 AM anangelhasland1 Surprise party at Bohemian Grove?

12/4/2018 11:05:09 AM datruseeka How do you protect against fentanyl?  Just a few grains can kill you.  Just 1 try and you’re dead.

12/4/2018 11:05:12 AM time4u2know Awesomeness!!

12/4/2018 11:06:44 AM daveschroeder18 Wow!

12/4/2018 11:06:55 AM citoyen_resist Not the highest grade in cosmologic level for sure...



12/4/2018 11:07:36 AM datruseeka Why not leak the truth with undeniable evidence? Wouldn’t that alter the result for desired objectives?

12/4/2018 11:07:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 "There must be more than this, so God was born, and we in his, imagine of fear and love, Looked down upon from up above."

12/4/2018 11:08:25 AM nixontweets Are those involved in the act of harvesting energy from children even human any more? What percentage is coercion? Why is #SaveTheChildren not a 

much higher priority? https://twitter.com/NixonTweets/status/1022955845842345986 …

12/4/2018 11:08:42 AM lighthouse44444 I'd say  growth and understanding are the goals.  This 3D "game" is about choice...self vs. other-self and the outcomes of that choice. 4D is a deeper 

exploration of Love.  This is what we are getting ready for...

12/4/2018 11:10:28 AM anangelhasland1 Some of those voices in your head could be “interrogations”

And not always benevolent...

(astral party crashers)

12/4/2018 11:11:13 AM daveschroeder18 Seems like so much to learn. I always thought I was fairly awake,  but some days I feel like I'm still in a coma deep in sleep. I never heard of is-be until 

majestic 12. There doesn't seem to be enough time in a day to absorb it all. Is meditation the fastest way? Thank You Sirs

12/4/2018 11:11:28 AM drumsk8 This has been answered, but your generally correct. Light=Another go around. 

Going into the void is where you'll have oppertunity to access the higher realms. If your not ready, you'll end up back again.

12/4/2018 11:11:50 AM datruseeka Or better yet, alter the frequency that yields and aligns for more productive meditation? pic.twitter.com/LuB2R7AbxV

12/4/2018 11:11:56 AM jgt58chiefsfan Not agreeing with this statement. God is the alpha and omega , the beginning and the end. God has always been and will always be.

12/4/2018 11:12:44 AM laurabusse Since we create our own reality i would say the purpose is up to the individual if they want a purpose at all. Bashar says the universe is neutral and any 

meaning we give to anything is from us...that basically nothing has any inherent meaning, only what you give it...

12/4/2018 11:12:47 AM truecinzia shared on FB as well.  Thanks!

12/4/2018 11:13:41 AM laurabusse This may seem disappointing at first but ultimately it is freeing and empowering...

12/4/2018 11:13:44 AM cidarean Interesting quote.

12/4/2018 11:14:44 AM fionasdestiny67 Began with "self-realization", and with expansion...a thought, a word....the "spoken word".

12/4/2018 11:14:45 AM connectedtomyc1 I believe it's a bit late to worry about "confidence in Government" failing. Missed the boat on that one.

12/4/2018 11:14:59 AM collectvcat There is so much info on Mj12s page. He will not answer repeated questions. So to help you I gave you his previous answer. Normally, he would just 

ignore the repeat q. We are all learning. Keep reading. ❤️

12/4/2018 11:15:19 AM 50pinkies What?

12/4/2018 11:15:31 AM curt_avila I believe they said it is an aid or catalyst, it helps me as does psilocybin.

12/4/2018 11:15:40 AM allahuniversal Life IS-BEcause.

12/4/2018 11:15:40 AM mariajbaute YOU-are-GOD, man. 

Consciousness. 

You are consciousness, I'm consciousness, the same one, just divided, thinking by our own just to experiencie "life"(senses, duality, etc.).

Part of the people have re-born here beeing tricked or by own decision (for helping people to wake up).

12/4/2018 11:18:00 AM datruseeka Wouldn’t altering frequency, vibration, colors, art, etc also improve meditation effectiveness?  And mindset of course. pic.twitter.com/s04rAbBNuE

12/4/2018 11:18:23 AM tomkingblue have you interacted with beings from Alpha Centauri? how is their civilization?

12/4/2018 11:18:28 AM turboxyde Your biofield signature can be read from pretty much anywhere in space/time. As you awaken and shift/expand your awareness so to does your 

biofield signature amplify. It gets REALLY big and can cause plasma explosions and all sorts of things so be gentle with yourself and others.

12/4/2018 11:18:57 AM olimyracle What is the true meaning of "Covfefe" ?

💞

12/4/2018 11:18:57 AM keith369me Nicole you know the answer you will receive...time is an _________.

12/4/2018 11:19:47 AM sasserevere 3am=Witching Hour

12/4/2018 11:20:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q 25

"Return to comments re: Pelosi and John M (some of us refuse to say his last name for a reason). "

NO NAME

Who else shares the same last name?

12/4/2018 11:21:03 AM djlok You keep saying "time is an illusion".  Can you just help an IS-BE understand that "illusion" concept when the sun rises in the East and sets in the West 

every 24 hours?  Hard for me to understand that as an "illusion" even though I really want to. Thanks.

12/4/2018 11:21:27 AM laurabusse @enlightened5050 love your twitter handle. Thanks for making me smile :-)

12/4/2018 11:22:59 AM datruseeka #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/lTIsonsjxp

12/4/2018 11:23:22 AM cidarean Those are events.

12/4/2018 11:23:58 AM djlok Where is that quote from?

12/4/2018 11:24:15 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/co9G5LbhGb

12/4/2018 11:24:32 AM raisethevib369 Big G or little g? It matters.

12/4/2018 11:25:00 AM jordanb987 I believe the planet will go vegetarian once we all learn the damage we cause by killing another living/feeling being. Chaos.

12/4/2018 11:25:06 AM ascendingadam Cain, son of Adam, who murdered his own brother.

12/4/2018 11:25:39 AM st_louis_ray What a load of crap.

12/4/2018 11:25:57 AM dr_t_dc Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/4/2018 11:26:40 AM jgt58chiefsfan I don't need to see with real eyes. It's called faith.

12/4/2018 11:27:35 AM djlok Good question!

12/4/2018 11:27:45 AM allahuniversal Have been drawing similar conclusions lately. All that I can do is laugh every single time. Looking for "THE Point", on a circle with an infinite # of points, 

all valid, none special...is ultimately, pointless. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070031927489560577?s=19 …

12/4/2018 11:28:20 AM fionasdestiny67 Joseph Pinckney McCain II

12/4/2018 11:28:39 AM moemc8 Pls explain further.

12/4/2018 11:29:05 AM petitchevalb Is time a necessary condition to experience life? If so, is life an illusion too ?

12/4/2018 11:29:28 AM egonenglish Nathan Cain, Clinton Whistleblower

12/4/2018 11:29:29 AM lighthouse44444 I can agree with that.  WE set the lessons in this life we'd like to learn....then subsequently "forget" during our time here.  Only to play the hand we've 

delt for ourselves.  Life is what you make it.

12/4/2018 11:30:02 AM 00loll0 We've all been lied to,I'm raised catholic and raised my kids catholic and now look at the satanic pope and all the abuse and children sacrificed,my 

family and friends didn't know and would freak out if I told them how just feel so I totally understand you.

12/4/2018 11:30:58 AM drumsk8 Personally I would adage that confidence has already drastically erroded WW. Real exposure and truth in a big and blunt way is the only recorse I see 

for both awaken and non-awaken alike. 

People are collectively seeking the truth and still having to fight the government for it!



12/4/2018 11:31:02 AM stoneturnr As in Cain and Abel? An archetypal traitor...

12/4/2018 11:31:04 AM lbf777 Why do people refuse to say his name?

12/4/2018 11:31:24 AM allahuniversal  https://www.mccaininstitute.org/ 

12/4/2018 11:32:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q 29

The pedo networks are being dismantled.

The child abductions for  satanic rituals (ie Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are paused (not  terminated until players in custody).

12/4/2018 11:32:24 AM fionasdestiny67 McCain jokingly[14][15] described northern Virginia as "communist country", for which he later apologized.[16]

12/4/2018 11:32:35 AM allahuniversal He was a traitor, dead man walking, to say his name is to acknowledge his life/worth/existence/value

12/4/2018 11:33:06 AM tomkingblue MJ12 card? pic.twitter.com/xoOKyDR7zE

12/4/2018 11:33:11 AM datruseeka Chakras and higher conciousness. pic.twitter.com/E8LTrZ0iq2

12/4/2018 11:34:06 AM 00loll0 Maybe everyone is,but religious organizations are more so,idk but I'm happy to be awake and alert...and alive, we survived this so far.

12/4/2018 11:34:33 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/dd0pzKsayv

12/4/2018 11:35:16 AM drumsk8 "Edison derived technology", I am assuming you mean more than simply DC. Or should we have developed Analogue Computing devices instead?

12/4/2018 11:35:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd I got my kids out. My dad is trying to bring me back. They’re calling on all “inactive” ones to come back. I’m afraid they’re going to try a mass genocide. 

No one will listen to me. They’re 8 million strong worldwide.

12/4/2018 11:36:10 AM keith369me Fantastic question.

12/4/2018 11:36:26 AM laurelmaher1 Praise the Lord!!!

12/4/2018 11:36:39 AM datruseeka What can you get or experience here on earth that you can’t elsewhere?  Is the beauty of nature here on earth better than other or most planets?

12/4/2018 11:36:50 AM keith369me I’d imagine we will no longer kill for food those that have souls....but replication technology could provide much of the protein that tastes like our 

favorite meats without overdosing on beans and tofu.

12/4/2018 11:37:20 AM ingoldisrael Nice. 😃

12/4/2018 11:37:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q 34

On POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out.

12/4/2018 11:37:47 AM nmd_mari 😮😮😮

12/4/2018 11:38:00 AM joni_apple_seed Is outer space actually accessible via rocket propulsion, or is that just a side show for the masses. pic.twitter.com/5Nazbubt7B

12/4/2018 11:38:28 AM jamiemeadows6 LETS DO IT!!!!!  I'm beyond tired of waiting... 1/1/2019 cant come fast enough!!!

12/4/2018 11:38:31 AM datruseeka Is it possible to exist here on earth without the games you mention?

12/4/2018 11:40:05 AM drumsk8 Would eating replicated meat have the same conflict of a persons vibration, compared with only eating plant based diet?

12/4/2018 11:40:18 AM datruseeka Nothing can stop this.  One way or another.

12/4/2018 11:40:49 AM raisethevib369 Blackout comms down? We are prepared here but I worry for the people who arent. Will we have any warning?

12/4/2018 11:41:05 AM montanaindy Praying 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 this is TRUE !!!

12/4/2018 11:41:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vibration is what makes meat meat.

12/4/2018 11:41:59 AM datruseeka Shouldn’t we be taught this first, before exploring in such?

12/4/2018 11:42:11 AM drumsk8 True. 

Thank you.

12/4/2018 11:42:17 AM bbobbio71 Can we expect any public use of Tesla inventions? If so, what can we expect and some time in the near future?

12/4/2018 11:42:27 AM allahuniversal Even the worst experiences have a punchline somewhere. Punching out at the end might be the greatest punchline of them all.

12/4/2018 11:42:35 AM speaklife595 Does the idea of God falsely creste an entity outside of out control thus taking away from our own creator ability, or in this archon grid did it help give 

as a boost in the darkness to connect with something that we could not ourselves become in the current era?

12/4/2018 11:42:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be more specific. 

WHO else shares that name?

12/4/2018 11:43:02 AM bbobbio71 Also is there a reason why some work their ass off to stay afloat like myself and others seem to do little and a further ahead

12/4/2018 11:43:54 AM truecinzia  https://twitter.com/MeghanMcCain ?

12/4/2018 11:44:14 AM nixontweets "They will fail." According to WHAT precisely? You have to understand that when it comes to centuries of children getting ritualistically fucked, these 

endless reassurances wear very thin and the reasoning of taking these people out ourselves is sounding more logical by the day.

12/4/2018 11:44:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 11:44:41 AM shining91109743 Is it accurate to say this prob will not happen until after EO takes effect 1/1/19?

12/4/2018 11:44:42 AM qbutterflyq Think Tesla? Think about how the body runs off the same waves of the earth? I’m so desperate to wrap my brain around this 😢

12/4/2018 11:45:05 AM datruseeka Could these ETs be harmful to you? If so, how do you which you can trust?

12/4/2018 11:45:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not related.

12/4/2018 11:46:00 AM lbf777 Bad experiences not only creates comparison point to the perfection of heaven thereby enhancing the value of that is perfect, it also opens up the 

possibility for certain good things such as forgiveness, courage, ect.. How can someone forgive if there is nobody to forgive?

12/4/2018 11:46:03 AM mongrelglory Was wondering what percentage of people here on Earth right now are Wanderers or Starseeds?

12/4/2018 11:46:03 AM stoneturnr full post from Nov 1st, 2017: pic.twitter.com/xezSbMjD8c

12/4/2018 11:46:11 AM allahuniversal I think that one's a no. Sooner or later some need or some want or someone draws us into games we don't even have interest in. Even a hermit on an 

island must play the game of survival.

12/4/2018 11:46:20 AM lbf777 Megan McCain.

12/4/2018 11:47:11 AM qbutterflyq Wish I felt better. I’m still seeing lights and have vertigo :/ maybe mines just slow to kick in?

12/4/2018 11:47:26 AM mongrelglory As a follow up to your mention of 4th density plant life living on Earth right now...would they have to be one large plant (connected thru roots etc...) or 

could it be a forest of trees?  Would their level of sentience/intelligence be higher than we give them credit for? ...

12/4/2018 11:47:36 AM susan66388204 The body is buried in a shallow dirt grave so all flesh can be eaten off the bones.   Then the bones will be arranged in a box with the femur bones 

crossed and his Nasty old skull placed on top.  JS 🤬

12/4/2018 11:47:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens if you live on another planet?

What happens if you don't live anywhere near a gravitational source?

What happens if you live next to a black hole?

Why does Environment drive the illusion of time?

What drives Environment?

Consciousness.

Time is an illusion.

12/4/2018 11:48:01 AM tammymckeever In 2018 are we going to have disclosure of crimes...the real crimes on children?

12/4/2018 11:48:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Acronym 🐼

12/4/2018 11:48:22 AM datruseeka Who decides if, when, where, and with whom you will reincarnate?

12/4/2018 11:49:22 AM shining91109743 Voldemort?



12/4/2018 11:49:57 AM lbf777 I'm so tired of waiting too. We civilians can speed up the process by making positive actions in the streets like the French are kind of doing now. I just 

don't agree with destroying the streets in riot. We don't have to destroy. Just take over the corporations & give stuff out.

12/4/2018 11:49:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Temporarily alters.

12/4/2018 11:50:02 AM _truth_warrior_ Is the rumoured "Dark Web" Hillary harming a child video clip real?  Is it circulating on the Dark Web?

12/4/2018 11:50:16 AM cocopuffster12 Very sad video

12/4/2018 11:50:27 AM datruseeka What happens if you live separate from your family at any of these > SAD 😢

12/4/2018 11:51:05 AM mongrelglory I know you mean "rogue" when you say rouge...which is the French word for the colour red...which is actually what I see when I think of those rogue 

branches of the government and judiciary who are going against the constitution! 😡

12/4/2018 11:51:18 AM _truth_warrior_ To LEARN.  Good/bad.  Pain/Joy.  You can always learn from everything--no matter what it is.  Experience is considered learning, FYI.

12/4/2018 11:51:41 AM connectedtomyc1 You can see the wave generated 11/11/18 form the South Pole at 37 seconds here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0&t=61s …. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has a lot of this; says device activated in Antartica, using "their own" tech against them.

12/4/2018 11:54:12 AM _truth_warrior_ This may not be a good thing, unfortunately.  Their abilities far exceed ours.  They can read your mind, for instance.  The ultimate removal of privacy.

12/4/2018 11:54:27 AM connectedtomyc1 More from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 regarding the 11/11/18 seismic wave:

"Its a highly classified technology.

Hint. 

It interacts with consciousness.

It interferes with mind control frequencies.

It neutralizes old classified technology.

We used their technology against them."

12/4/2018 11:56:46 AM bbobbio71 Is Alexandria ocasio-cortez Really that lost? Or is she a plant

12/4/2018 11:57:08 AM worldxplorer1 This is fascinating info Turboxide. Where did you learn this info? I would love to understand this further.

12/4/2018 11:57:52 AM datruseeka In the context of my post above, is this what you are implying in terms of disclosure coming? https://ninespath.com/pleiadian-renegades-movie-is-

coming/ …

12/4/2018 11:58:15 AM the_loveoflight Yes, but many think or associate the occult with evil, black magic or witch craft. Only reason I said it, it might click to some folks lol

12/4/2018 11:58:21 AM _truth_warrior_ Seek "Ingo Swann" & Watch "The Men Who Stare at Goats" more truth than fiction.  EVERYONE can "Remote View"  You just need to practise.  That is 

part of the great deception: hiding the true abilities humanity has.   https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00789R003300210001-

2.pdf …

12/4/2018 11:58:50 AM danielaqcrew I don’t see how anyone can answer this question unless they have come back from the dead, which raises another question 😏

But if choices are between light and darkness, I will always choose the light 💫

Unless our majestic pal will reveal J. Trump-Assange tale in its entirety

12/4/2018 11:59:04 AM 12bravogran One.

12/4/2018 12:00:14 PM datruseeka Do you employ/utilize a large contingent of RV/Astral Projectors and such in the creation of “THE PLAN or COUNTERMOVES?

12/4/2018 12:01:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 She is not a plant.

12/4/2018 12:01:12 PM _truth_warrior_ Will the murders of prominent people be revealed:  Anthony Bourdain, Kate Spade, Robin Williams, Chris Cornell, Chester Bennington, etc etc.  all the 

fake suicides that are actually murders?

12/4/2018 12:01:15 PM mongrelglory Didn't they deal with these themes in the 2014 movie Interstellar?

12/4/2018 12:02:13 PM loveanon777 Cymatics. Crop Circles. Ripple in a pond. Standing waves of energy generated by concentric circle reverb forever (tesla tech harnesses these waves).  

See your body in the middle of the torus shape. Planets and photons too. Perpetual motion.  💛

 https://twitter.com/CheshireJack/status/1067026175703289856 … pic.twitter.com/Ie74K1rELc

12/4/2018 12:02:43 PM leslieau7 Cindy ?

12/4/2018 12:03:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:04:22 PM datruseeka Your reference would also imply vibrations are what make humans, human?  And matter, matter?  Is it just a difference in the dimension of existence? 

Or in visuality?

12/4/2018 12:05:47 PM bbobbio71 😶🙄 Thank you!

12/4/2018 12:05:57 PM mongrelglory The "separation" game...

12/4/2018 12:05:59 PM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/8rJ6s0XE5R

12/4/2018 12:06:00 PM drumsk8 How far does the 322 group date back? and which group of entities did they communicate with?

12/4/2018 12:06:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 This copy/paste of our tweet is not accurate.

12/4/2018 12:07:33 PM txmaga4life Megan

12/4/2018 12:07:53 PM _truth_warrior_ Read:  @Dr_DavidMJacobs "Walking Among us".  The Aliens are already here and participating in our society.  The question is why the covertness? Also 

read @derektyler665 (Derek Tyler) and his book: Alien Contact: The Difficult Truth

12/4/2018 12:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: 42 CoS

12/4/2018 12:09:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:09:30 PM connectedtomyc1 McCa*n Foods? McCa*n Institute?

12/4/2018 12:10:16 PM bbobbio71 A question I don't see asked often.  With everything going on, How are you all doing?

12/4/2018 12:10:16 PM joni_apple_seed Research PROJECT BLUEBOOK guys and Question EVERYTHING! https://vault.fbi.gov/Project%20Blue%20Book%20%28UFO%29%20 …

12/4/2018 12:10:32 PM 1_decided_voter  https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/2884 …

12/4/2018 12:10:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:10:51 PM freeandoriginal A must

12/4/2018 12:10:59 PM qbutterflyq Thank you! I will be reading on this a lot. I guess I’m trying to understand what other change is coming other than political.... this Q stuff is way deeper 

than that. 🇺🇸♥

12/4/2018 12:11:05 PM mongrelglory Agenda 21/30 plans called for a drastic reduction in the population of Earth.  You've said that a planet the size of Earth can generally sustain a 

population of 2.5 billion people in balance with nature.  Does that mean we will need to see a mass exodus of people in our future?

12/4/2018 12:11:05 PM keith369me Mack McLarty?  What am I missing?

12/4/2018 12:11:12 PM keeter1234321 Good one!

12/4/2018 12:11:58 PM datruseeka His Navy Admr father?

12/4/2018 12:12:11 PM allahuniversal 42's 3 CoS pic.twitter.com/TZRVdgxkwD

12/4/2018 12:12:36 PM allahuniversal 4, not 3

12/4/2018 12:13:03 PM bbobbio71  https://www.960cyber.afrc.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/958498/42nd-cos-reserves-newest-cyber-mission-team/ …

12/4/2018 12:13:15 PM nixontweets All this talk is about surface level issues. What about the underground bases? This seemingly endless waiting is bad enough for those who've been 

awake for several years, but I can't even fathom how it is for the kids who are STILL waiting for the rest of humanity to save them.

12/4/2018 12:13:21 PM datruseeka Do we all have alters or are you referring to it creating a new temporary alter?



12/4/2018 12:13:21 PM colista Yea, let's completely deal out 59% of the planet....

Really?

Has to be meted out so they begin to believe and start demanding more. 

A friend's opinion 😁

12/4/2018 12:13:44 PM mongrelglory Both Q and MJ-12 have promised a brighter future for the people of this planet, so you probably don't need to worry too much about a negative 

outcome such as losing all your savings.

12/4/2018 12:14:51 PM keeter1234321 Cannibal. Cain ate Abel?  I wonder if every time we say “ I’m able” ( to do something) are we symbolically saying “I *m Abel” Ergo. “eat me/k*ll me”   

Ah, language. Words. Sounds. Also cannibal is like Canaan which is like canine ( dog, lupus etc). This  bit from Sarah Ashcroft

12/4/2018 12:14:52 PM datruseeka Yes it is. There are more interviews, if you search.

12/4/2018 12:15:13 PM txmaga4life  https://theothermccain.com/about/  ???

12/4/2018 12:15:24 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/7NcHAKxheV

12/4/2018 12:15:33 PM curt_avila 42nd Cyberspace operations squadron

12/4/2018 12:15:52 PM lightseeker2012 Podesta

12/4/2018 12:15:57 PM drumsk8 Joe M?

12/4/2018 12:16:20 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069290767988985858 …

12/4/2018 12:16:29 PM djlok Awesome reply and thank you!  However it is gonna take like a century or two for this IS-BE with only a 3 digit IQ to wrap my mind around your 

answer!  Your answer makes sense, I've just never thought about time this way.  Thanks again for your answer and for doing this!

12/4/2018 12:17:00 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

 https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/%5EDJI?p= ^DJI

DOW Down 700 the start of something?

12/4/2018 12:17:22 PM datruseeka What I have come to believe too, but some (can’t recall now, @RealEyeTheSpy or someone else?) said that 5G would be safe....I questioned it then and 

now.

12/4/2018 12:17:36 PM nixontweets Nope. Clearly they'll just continue to fuck children in the basements of their chateaus and on their private islands. #QAnon redirects the power of the 

people back to a top-down power structure that neutralizes our righteous anger while they destroy evidence & adjust strategy.

12/4/2018 12:18:38 PM curt_avila  pic.twitter.com/pCTvxEXAjj

12/4/2018 12:18:43 PM 1_decided_voter Podesta was Clinton's Chief of Staff pic.twitter.com/Xtno1r5cxK

12/4/2018 12:18:57 PM letherenda Creepy Octopus hands Joe B1den

12/4/2018 12:19:08 PM keeter1234321 Full steam ahead!

12/4/2018 12:19:42 PM beachsoulfl It's my birthday today and I can think of few things that would bring me more joy than to see BOTH @johnpodesta and Tony Podesta ARRESTED.  

Thank you, God!!!

12/4/2018 12:20:04 PM connectedtomyc1 Oh yeah? pic.twitter.com/1YSFo2ILh6

12/4/2018 12:20:42 PM datruseeka That would be an odd answer to people where “family means everything”.  But for others who want to escape because their environment isn’t they 

way the like it (at the moment) May be wanting to live in alternate dimension....

12/4/2018 12:20:47 PM cocopuffster12 I have seen a similar video in the past. It’s difficult to watch. Compassion is mentioned...and that is what’s missing. I hope he made it out of there. I 

believe the previous video I watched was from the Eisenhower years.

12/4/2018 12:20:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's the hint. Now solve the puzzle. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070035152720543745 …

12/4/2018 12:21:13 PM curt_avila John Sidney mccain lV

12/4/2018 12:22:22 PM loveanon777 You're Welcome! I believe this last Q post: Think Waves and the WW ripple for 17sec on 11:11 has to do with our future understanding of this actually 

very simple yet hidden science. There has been a concerted effort to complicate science and math and make it only for...

12/4/2018 12:22:46 PM djlok He was a III.  So there was a 1 and a 2.

12/4/2018 12:22:57 PM nun_chucknorris Does an organ donor’s IS move on at the time of death if their organs are transplanted and remain “living” or is that postponed until all DNA is no 

longer in living tissue? (Non-ritualistic)

12/4/2018 12:23:07 PM loveanon777 intellectual "elites" when in reality, AlOT of it is total BS and only a distraction from the truth. (Did I just read that Neil DEgrasse Tyson has been 

implicated in some sex scandal, not surprised) So It IS political because when we understand the implications of how this ...

12/4/2018 12:23:09 PM horseofw William Alexander McCain, a cotton plantation owner who was the great-great-grandfather of Senator John McCain.

12/4/2018 12:23:20 PM datruseeka Then what’s the difference with someone wanting to commit suicide, but the reality is in most those situations, they just can’t map out an alternate 

solution, but may be right in front of their eyes, but their mind is scrambled for a lack of better description & keptfrom seeing..

12/4/2018 12:23:33 PM loveanon777 idea can create a FREE and prosperous society for all individuals, those that have sought to enslave us, lose. When we, the People are "tuned" in 

(united) to these waves of energy (our collective connection to God and to each other) there is nothing we cannot do....

12/4/2018 12:23:54 PM loveanon777 Our individual creativity, innovation and genius will become the keystone of our new United world!!!

12/4/2018 12:23:57 PM kittenonapillow Read Matthew 24.

12/4/2018 12:24:47 PM greg_scotland_ Cos 42 = 43     -     McCain = 43        -speaking in gematria. The reverse ordinal of cos 42 = 50. Which is that same simple gematria result of Bush.

12/4/2018 12:24:51 PM horseofw Meghan McCain Disses People Getting Jobs Due to 'Famous Last Names' ironic...

12/4/2018 12:25:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:25:11 PM palmdalekid2 ? pic.twitter.com/PfX2dZpWuH

12/4/2018 12:25:59 PM palmdalekid2 ! pic.twitter.com/av4j9IE3By

12/4/2018 12:26:11 PM datruseeka They just needed someone to talk to them to help them realize there is an alternate solution that would easily resolve their need to end it!  I know 

from personal experience in helping someone realize.  Suicide is a permanent escape, and would this so called liberation also be?

12/4/2018 12:26:28 PM cryptocrab4 Well ... it's certainly an interesting list ! https://famouskin.com/famous-kin-menu.php?name=55767+john+mccain …

12/4/2018 12:27:07 PM datruseeka Intentional?  None sense.

12/4/2018 12:27:08 PM _truth_warrior_ Father, Son.

12/4/2018 12:27:23 PM kryan92185384 Your fuggin awsome. Thank you for all the drops and responses. Much love!

12/4/2018 12:27:32 PM palmdalekid2 Who was put into submission?

12/4/2018 12:28:30 PM datruseeka That’s my point, “a choice” but under what terms of understanding when that understanding can be fluent, but not so in suicide or “liberation”.

12/4/2018 12:29:35 PM datruseeka So you give up the idea of a family unit as we know today?

12/4/2018 12:30:58 PM qbutterflyq Thank you and bless you patriot!!!!! I cannot wait ♥🇺🇸♥ My heart and mind are always open 🤗

12/4/2018 12:31:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:31:22 PM datruseeka I just see the very possibility of misuse leading to very adverse consequential results.  How do you reconcile?

12/4/2018 12:33:20 PM djlok I tell you who has a strong concept of the family unit: The Cabal!  You don't see many of them wandering off the reservation!!



12/4/2018 12:34:15 PM cosmic_engineer 11th was me 😁

Grad portal, nomination ceremony and a big channel w/ Intelligent Infinity.  💚

12/4/2018 12:34:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/4/2018 12:34:58 PM b_lievechildren I think that the supply of children was the reason for US interventionalism. Destroy social structures, institutions and utilities in order to force families 

from their homes to migrate towards seemingly 'safe' countries where children are then abducted.

 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-35453589 … pic.twitter.com/6oUcPBkiGh

12/4/2018 12:36:49 PM shanto12 Could you please tell me what will happen to the Catholic church and Vatican? My younger brother is in seminary right now what should i tell him.

12/4/2018 12:37:04 PM 1_decided_voter Seems like maybe a longshot, but Bruce McCain (Forbes)?

Chief Investment Strategist for Key Private Bank https://www.forbes.com/sites/brucemccain/#29e79b43cdbf …

12/4/2018 12:37:31 PM ramstadstacy John S. McCain Jr.

12/4/2018 12:38:07 PM curt_avila First wife Carol Mccain

12/4/2018 12:39:27 PM djlok And then the IS-BE has to come back and relearn the games again.  Suicide = not good.

12/4/2018 12:40:52 PM mongrelglory It's a very paternalistic "cult", I'd have to describe it as.  I've counselled many JW women who were sexually abused as children by their fathers and 

Church elders. Then when they tried to speak up at an older age, were excommunicated and shunned by their families.

12/4/2018 12:41:02 PM nano_energy RT @NixonTweets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are those involved in the act of harvesting energy from children even human any more? What percentage is 

coercion? Why is #SaveTheChildren not a much higher priority?  https://buff.ly/2Sr5VxC  pic.twitter.com/eypBBHoo6t

12/4/2018 12:44:19 PM susan66388204 Is Pelosi related?

12/4/2018 12:45:59 PM horseofw Bill Clinton 3 companies he ran?

12/4/2018 12:49:44 PM nixontweets If it receives more expose and gets more people to utilize their own minds & to step into their own power as opposed to surrendering to the child 

fuckers in power, I figured, what would be the harm? Regarding the content of that Tweet, where am I incorrect?

12/4/2018 12:49:47 PM shanto12 Link to the site please

12/4/2018 12:50:15 PM horseofw Wilbur Teal "Brandy" McCain, Sr.

Louisiana State Representative for Grant Parish

In office

1940–1948

Preceded byJames W. Ethridge

Succeeded byRichard Elmer Walker

Judge of the 35th Judicial District Court for Grant Parish

Preceded byFirst in position
12/4/2018 12:50:18 PM nun_chucknorris Watch the movie Interstellar. They go into great detail about it.

12/4/2018 12:52:28 PM parrotandrea My point is , with lies as knowleges (or 10% of thruth) it is difficult to understand  , i do have an open mind ,and i am ready to be face with all kind of 

new paradigme, but for that i need THE REAL OR NEW KNOWLEDGES . French is my language  and to speak to you i have to speak

12/4/2018 12:54:13 PM djlok And probably a fear of not being able to share experiences in the future?

12/4/2018 12:54:36 PM allahuniversal Look for news re: US oil production around that date (03.06.18). IIRC, top oil producer by 2023. Trump may have tweeted about it that day

12/4/2018 12:55:35 PM worldxplorer1 Madeline McCann

12/4/2018 12:56:10 PM 1_decided_voter Also found another seemingly longshot: Christina McCain, Environmental Defense Fund. https://www.edf.org/people/christina-mccain …

12/4/2018 12:57:49 PM fionasdestiny67 42 CoS (still researching, am I getting warm?) https://www.960cyber.afrc.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/958498/42nd-cos-reserves-newest-cyber-

mission-team/ …

12/4/2018 12:58:01 PM parrotandrea English , i had to learn this new language ,with the meaning of each words... and i dont think i am the only one who want to UNDERSTAND  Why not  

give the knowledge that we can all understand ?

12/4/2018 1:00:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IFS3J5zlcRs …

12/4/2018 1:00:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd Now you’ll understand why.

12/4/2018 1:01:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen

12/4/2018 1:01:57 PM nixontweets Pro compassion, empathy, discernment & self-empowerment. These 12 years taught me to beware of movements being co-opted. With an 

anonymous source like Q, it could be hijacked at any point with followers being none the wiser. Knowledge must be broadly dispersed, not centralized.

12/4/2018 1:03:19 PM petitchevalb Replace "Illusion" by "MJ12" and "logic" by "question" ☺

12/4/2018 1:03:26 PM allahuniversal  https://www.macon.com/news/politics-government/article136830853.html …

12/4/2018 1:08:36 PM wild8heart That actually makes a lot of sense given the physical laws ‘that we know about’, however I wonder how much of free will is involved in this assessment 

made by the higher density ETs. 

Isn’t free will a huge component of our reality in the 3D realm?

12/4/2018 1:09:26 PM allahuniversal 11.3 verifies as the 1st marker. 11.3/11.30.2018(?)

Matching name: where is Tony Podesta? pic.twitter.com/1AaofYvTBw

12/4/2018 1:09:36 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/rWWVO3dCgI

12/4/2018 1:09:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/IhnlibqkOl

12/4/2018 1:10:15 PM stoneturnr Q25 said "Proof to begin 11.3". Here are the posts from Nov3rd 2017 pic.twitter.com/Fgpj8FFb6Z

12/4/2018 1:11:01 PM bryanlion8 Think you need to expand your thinking SuperQ

12/4/2018 1:11:03 PM cryptocrab4 when was god born ? and we're in his image .mirror mirror ?

12/4/2018 1:11:08 PM allahuniversal I could be wrong

 https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/01/tony-podesta-under-investigation-following-special-counsel-referral.html …

12/4/2018 1:12:25 PM cryptocrab4 Will $BTC moon ?

12/4/2018 1:13:23 PM djlok A really bad one makes me grow although I prefer an amazing one!

12/4/2018 1:13:54 PM allahuniversal Tony Podesta is a match

12/4/2018 1:13:55 PM lindajj56 Hope so but I can understand if not.

12/4/2018 1:15:23 PM cryptocrab4 Tim Cook looks like he lost one of his flip flops down at the bath house ?

😁

12/4/2018 1:16:05 PM cryptocrab4 Chum ?

12/4/2018 1:16:17 PM datruseeka I already had a bad one!  To last more than 1 life time! And plenty growth!

12/4/2018 1:16:39 PM djlok Me too!

12/4/2018 1:17:25 PM bryanlion8 Can you channel some intelligence my way? I seem to be in short supply. :D <3

12/4/2018 1:18:05 PM rj85165808 If your father would die, being who u are, would you not attend his funeral, even if you were in hiding.  Is the funeral bait for someone?

12/4/2018 1:20:48 PM nixontweets Doesn’t get more disassociative than Enjoy The Show or Get The Popcorn Ready as if this were some fucking movie. Combating systematic child torture 

& disintegration of brain cells through bombardment of GMO & EM waves requires more than waiting on the very same pyramid of power.



12/4/2018 1:22:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/4/2018 1:22:10 PM youstinksoap I was just thinking of her today..

12/4/2018 1:22:12 PM datruseeka Wow?  Do you have “human” feelings?  What if it were your 13 yr old son or daughter?

12/4/2018 1:22:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Corrupt DOJ + FBI

12/4/2018 1:23:51 PM rivered82 John M. McHugh, former Secretary of the Army?

12/4/2018 1:23:51 PM magicianswheel It happened to me. I was clinically dead, with a fracture skull and brain stem damage, but got thrown back. Was in three potentially fatal car accidents - 

a scar and a few bruises were the only results. Not my time. . .  There is something I must still learn, or accomplish . . .

12/4/2018 1:23:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think MIRROR.

Year?

12/4/2018 1:25:29 PM wwg1wga1962 Me too! Like there is so much going on around me in energy that my mind is always on.

12/4/2018 1:27:25 PM youstinksoap She is alive and safe though, correct?  Her DNA seems valuable...

12/4/2018 1:27:32 PM magicianswheel Our souls/spirits/energy - however you want to term the essence of our perpetual being - is what learns and improves.

12/4/2018 1:27:48 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/1Pryr1eaEh

12/4/2018 1:29:05 PM laurabusse Maybe next time? I have had the same question. If they know they are inevitably defeated...why not give up, turn to the light whatever? It's almost as 

if they are just programmed to do evil no matter what. Maybe being recycled into the great central sun is what's called for...

12/4/2018 1:29:48 PM the_realtruth18 Photo fit of alleged abductor matched podesta

12/4/2018 1:31:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd Mary, thank you so much for your kind words. I'm guessing the majority of the world is disillusioned. The Bible is not a religion. I feel that was part of 

my waking up.

12/4/2018 1:31:48 PM worldxplorer1 What is the significance of her coloboma?

12/4/2018 1:32:14 PM laurabusse Yes i hear ya :-) it's thought of as evil but evil is an intention and anything supernatural or occult can be used for good, even Ouija boards...i have a 

great book how to use Ouija bds with your intuition to do spiritual good...

12/4/2018 1:33:17 PM magicianswheel You decide whether to incarnate. Your guides, teachers within your soul family assist in determining life lessons &circumstances of your birth. Life term 

is established. Members of your soul family act the parts. Shakespeare said it best.

12/4/2018 1:33:50 PM magicianswheel "All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players: they have their exits and their entrances; and one man in his time plays many 

parts, his acts being seven ages." - William Shakespeare

12/4/2018 1:33:52 PM 1_decided_voter What does the Q post above have to do with the Pelosi and Noname clue? Further, I've never understood the mirror reference. I really want to 

understand and participate here, but this is only compounding my confusion.

12/4/2018 1:34:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd You are correct. I spoke up about something and later on as I got older I was "disfellowshipped." I was tortured by them continuously wanting to meet 

with me for "judicial" reasons. I was watched, followed, spied upon, had emails broken into. They have ZERO boundaries!

12/4/2018 1:35:14 PM youstinksoap George Soros also had one.

12/4/2018 1:37:46 PM launa_usa Maddie McCann from Arizona. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4370618/Heartbreak-remains-America-s-Maddie-McCann-found.html …

12/4/2018 1:37:58 PM keith369me I’ve asked this question multiple times...must violate answering guidelines.

12/4/2018 1:39:42 PM wenderella60 Another suicide like Best, in charge of drug pricing, supposedly he beat himself to death. Right.

12/4/2018 1:39:48 PM magicianswheel THIS is the matrix. There are many planets on which one can materialize. I personally believe if one cannot find the light, one can't detach from this 

temporal existence. Hence, ghosts. Detachment comes in stages. The "dead" are around us for a time after their passing. Be open.

12/4/2018 1:40:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd When they meet with you, you have NO REPRESENTATION, they run it like you're in Circuit Court. You appear before 3 men, alone. You sit in front of 

them, they sit around you in half moon shape. They disfellowship you...shunned by family, everyone. They act like you are air.

12/4/2018 1:41:45 PM stoneturnr Hmm. No Q posts from March 11th (3/11) and the posts from Nov3rd 2018 dont seem reveal much... How does Podesta share a last name with Pelosi 

or John Mccain? Do they use different names in rituals? pic.twitter.com/FYt8nFfyg7

12/4/2018 1:45:18 PM speaklife595 I hope this isn't a "the will beg for their own enslavement" narrative

12/4/2018 1:52:51 PM datruseeka How did you know?

12/4/2018 1:54:51 PM cidarean Some call it a vacation.

12/4/2018 1:55:28 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/zbNbK8Jp88

12/4/2018 1:55:29 PM bbobbio71 Star seed?

12/4/2018 1:57:33 PM datruseeka My son almost almost did due to  bullying @ 13  but after talking to him and giving him very doable alternative to resolve as soon as that registered in 

his mind his face lit up.   So I understand it doesn’t have to be like that.

12/4/2018 2:01:09 PM lbf777 So we don’t say McCain’s name because of Madeline McCann? 

I’m confused. What does this accomplish specifically? 🤔

12/4/2018 2:02:37 PM cidarean I'm sure its accessible via a wide range means. Rocket propulsion being the most crude imo.

12/4/2018 2:03:15 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bob Corker Friend or Foe?

12/4/2018 2:05:16 PM blissamerica And environmental factors can now be manipulated

12/4/2018 2:05:18 PM cidarean Lol, nice.

12/4/2018 2:05:40 PM datruseeka Who is creating our illusion or game now?  Maybe this disclosure and thinking we will survive is a game too.  Maybe this movement and revolution is a 

game too. Who decides the ending?  Our predetermined destiny made by our soul family 60 yrs ago?

12/4/2018 2:06:13 PM cidarean Everything is energy after.

12/4/2018 2:07:48 PM cidarean Probe malfunctioned.

12/4/2018 2:09:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting 

System = The Tool That Is Used To Control All Of Creation Demise of the Slavery …  https://buff.ly/2UgiTA8  pic.twitter.com/xIVccWGQF1

12/4/2018 2:09:55 PM chapulincolored  https://qmap.pub/ 

12/4/2018 2:11:37 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve been contemplating this ever since they confirmed the answer. Feel like we need more info. Anything we come up with at this point would be pure 

conjecture.

12/4/2018 2:11:55 PM cosmic_engineer Could give it a go tonight.  DM something that I can direct the flow with 🙏

12/4/2018 2:12:10 PM shanto12 Thanks

12/4/2018 2:13:37 PM cidarean *all

12/4/2018 2:14:29 PM allahuniversal In that case, where is Home (with a capital H)?

12/4/2018 2:16:19 PM datruseeka Yes he will figure it out.  He’s following his dream.  I’m here for guidance, wisdom, loveand inspiration. I pray for my children daily. He is 26 now 

graduating in bio-engineering after a 2 year hiatus to pursue a dream and heading back to that dream his passion is ice hockey.

12/4/2018 2:16:22 PM nixontweets Skepticism, caution & discernment are NECESSARY regarding these issues. The info points towards spiritual warfare than more than mere geo-political 

corruption. It is sheer arrogance to place that immense power into the hands of anonymous figures. Trust your heart, not “the plan”.

12/4/2018 2:17:33 PM xodaraparadox Charles Black, Jr?

12/4/2018 2:20:21 PM worldxplorer1 Sometimes also referred to as Interplanetary Souls. Starseeds are earth humans who’s soul origin is outside of the earthly plane. 

Starseeds can originate from higher / alternate dimensions, star systems, galaxies, planes, etc.



12/4/2018 2:21:01 PM nixontweets Surrendering ones personal power over to anonymous sources? If researching the occult has taught me anything this its that WILL & CONSENT are 

EVERYTHING. It’s looking like we should take a que from France and rip these fuckers out of office ourselves. Waiting prolongs suffering.

12/4/2018 2:24:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @Cidarean <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce 

Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Control All Of Creation Demise of the Slaver…  https://buff.ly/2KM19br  

pic.twitter.com/yEK33jpRX1

12/4/2018 2:27:15 PM jennife40141211 God IS and always HAS BEEN.  He has no beginning and no end.  HE always IS and always Will Be.

12/4/2018 2:27:33 PM anneolsen43 Tony podesta? Same last name

12/4/2018 2:27:42 PM jennife40141211 Jesus was born.

12/4/2018 2:34:11 PM nmd_mari If I may comment without stepping on anyone's toes....

Your soul is far greater than your or my human brain can imagine & comprehend. It is impossible for it as a  whole to function in a 3d  human body.

12/4/2018 2:35:35 PM palmdalekid2 :33 [Tomorrow] D5

}•#TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/pHR5uszSFb

12/4/2018 2:36:26 PM nmd_mari It is also a waste of an incarnation to only experience a small amount in one vessel (human body) when it is able to experience multiple & or assist 

others for a higher purpose.

12/4/2018 2:38:08 PM nixontweets I’m no longer so conditioned that I can buy into such garbage reassurances when we’ve never had such an abundance of resources for research, global 

communication & empowerment throughout all of human history as we do RIGHT NOW. No more fucking excuses or delays!

12/4/2018 2:39:28 PM marshahodgson The *utter* persistence of their actions aga our Nation is outright treason. Considering that they work outside the framework of our real Constitution, I 

don't see WHY we must afford them ANY of the rights granted under it. Gather them up, eliminate them, & show the proofs after.

12/4/2018 2:40:29 PM the_realtruth18 Related?

12/4/2018 2:41:15 PM datruseeka I’ve been waking up, one discovery of truth at a time.  Each one shocking.  The hardest part is overcoming the betrayal and living in a false world of lies 

by those you are taught to trust the most!

12/4/2018 2:43:29 PM pastorjon9 Bridget

12/4/2018 2:43:48 PM dr_t_dc Folks, lots of info here. Compelling info. #GreatAwakening #WWGIWGA #shotheardroundtheworld @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1069985871821074432 …

12/4/2018 2:48:13 PM olimyracle Related to SR ?

12/4/2018 2:51:59 PM nixontweets Agreed. Which is why I’m not so gullible as to trust an ambiguous plan by an anonymous source and instead encourage the individual & communities to 

think and act for themselves. Surrendering personal power over to this source while eating popcorn is no plan whatsoever.

12/4/2018 2:54:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd That is scary.... pic.twitter.com/Y2GX3PXole

12/4/2018 2:57:36 PM richardqcumber No name's Dad.

12/4/2018 2:59:07 PM esoter1csurgery What was the event or moment when DJT flipped to the light? JFK jr's murder? You mentioned in previous AMA that he does not have a clean past, as 

many of us suspected, so just wondering what transpired that made him flip paths?

12/4/2018 2:59:44 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/rb6DMvTjdX

12/4/2018 2:59:59 PM datruseeka Define “Soul Family”.

12/4/2018 3:00:00 PM datruseeka There was a lot of heartache and abuse in my life that I would have NEVER wished upon anyone.  Yes I overcame and my son overcame his, but it took 

years of working at it for both of us.  Daughter was older thankfully.

12/4/2018 3:01:04 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/THamE0DeEA

12/4/2018 3:04:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd ?Meaning of life?

God is

He created us through him

fear and love, polarity

Coming and leaving, incarnating 

That's what I got from it....

12/4/2018 3:05:03 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QanonQurator <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce 

Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Control All Of Creation …  https://buff.ly/2Ugo5UE  pic.twitter.com/QrtUoPHkY0

12/4/2018 3:05:41 PM palmdalekid2 Post 67 > 1776 https://twitter.com/palmdalekid2/status/1069460235964674049?s=21 …

12/4/2018 3:05:55 PM 12bravogran Josh Bolton... GWB's Chief of Staff.

In March 2010, Bolten was appointed a member of the board and co-chair of the Clinton Bush Haiti Fund, which has raised $36 million to date for 

immediate earthquake relief.

12/4/2018 3:11:53 PM nixontweets I’ve been pleading for over a decade to pay attention to this reality regarding the dark elements that rule this planet. Momentum picked up when it 

was associated with a familiar figure, Trump. This movement has been corrupted by its focus on the WHO, rather than the WHAT.

12/4/2018 3:12:40 PM 1_decided_voter Why am I tagged in this?

12/4/2018 3:22:32 PM ascendedwater The plan. Have bush killed like McCain. Have funeral D5 then easy to arrest everyone needed in one place. ?? Thoughts.

12/4/2018 3:23:03 PM bryanlion8 Haha oh, was somewhat joking but my mind is open to all possibilities and could use all the help I can get 😂Can you give me an example of whats 

needed to direct the flow and ill do my best to supply it!

12/4/2018 3:24:51 PM chapulincolored #TheGreatAwakening #qanon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 pic.twitter.com/bpwPVKohb7

12/4/2018 3:29:57 PM amywall52983825 I think about that all the time😔

12/4/2018 3:43:25 PM susanmorley101 Yay for Susans!

12/4/2018 3:43:36 PM datruseeka I thought children who are traumatized create alters to be able to handle the circumstances.  Like fracturing the brain into different spectrums, is what 

I thought.  Wondering how this👆 is different wrt meditation.

12/4/2018 3:44:34 PM datruseeka And use of marijuana to heighten the experience into higher awareness and conciousness.

12/4/2018 3:44:52 PM deplorablekitty That sounds rather nihilistic. If it's just a game, why have judgment and punishment? Why would how we treat each other matter?

12/4/2018 3:45:30 PM lemik_merope We gotta do much more than believe if we really wanna change things We gotta do much more than believe if we wanna see the world change -

Gaucho by DMB

12/4/2018 4:02:12 PM jgt58chiefsfan You can believe what you want to believe but my faith is unwavering.

12/4/2018 4:03:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are blinded by dogma. See the light.

12/4/2018 4:06:59 PM jgt58chiefsfan Listen I am on your side but I know what the bible says. I am saved. Do I believe in other beings , yes. Do I claim to understand everything , no. I am all 

about the plan and dark to light. But Jesus christ saved my soul a long time ago and nothing will change that.

12/4/2018 4:09:48 PM nun_chucknorris In your beliefs you have saved your own soul. God is within.

12/4/2018 4:13:56 PM jgt58chiefsfan That would be the holy spirit that lives within all of us.

12/4/2018 4:16:33 PM _truth_warrior_ Good intentions are NEVER secret.  They did not ASK if they could join our society.  They did not ASK to take people and harvest their DNA, then create 

a lifeform with it.  Some may have consented, most do not.  We are CATTLE to them, not equals.  There is NO Evil.  Just agenda.



12/4/2018 4:19:36 PM jgt58chiefsfan @StormIsUponUs I have a serious question is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 real? @RealEyeTheSpy says not to trust. I'm starting to get a little turned off to him 

because he is staying that God was born.....

12/4/2018 4:20:11 PM cynthiamorrow8 41 was in the way of both JFK and 9/11

12/4/2018 4:21:37 PM cynthiamorrow8 41 died in June, this is a clone. Casket empty?

12/4/2018 4:21:59 PM turboxyde I experienced a rapid expansion of consciousness last year on 27SEP2017. After that event I surrendered to the process of incorporating more of my 

highest self through a mix of kriya meditation and reiki/qi energy work.

12/4/2018 4:25:09 PM cynthiamorrow8 Agreed. This was a clone, 41 has been dead

12/4/2018 4:25:19 PM turboxyde One day while outside meditating I saw a holographic pyramid materialize in the clouds and an "eye" opened and bathed me in energy. I don't know if 

this was intended to be hostile or not. I withdrew my awareness into my heart center and there was an explosion nearby in mid air.

12/4/2018 4:25:50 PM allahuniversal He's actually been saying that the entire time. We need look only to look within. pic.twitter.com/VzqwLRqlxN

12/4/2018 4:26:46 PM datruseeka Is this fact?  The ET Pleiadians Plan.  A MUST READ if so, so you can prepare and help family and friends prepare.   

https://twitter.com/findtruthq/status/1070106189785051136?s=21 …

12/4/2018 4:26:58 PM awakeningpublic Agreed

12/4/2018 4:27:48 PM cynthiamorrow8 They wish they were going off planet, that may have been their plan...

12/4/2018 4:30:30 PM awakeningpublic They told us about this in 1961

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Invaders_(The_Twilight_Zone) …

12/4/2018 4:32:04 PM datruseeka Are there any books in the Bible that are true?

12/4/2018 4:41:41 PM jgt58chiefsfan But in different words...

12/4/2018 4:44:52 PM worldxplorer1 Amazing experiences. Thank you for sharing!

12/4/2018 4:45:22 PM turboxyde That explosion was witnessed by another person who was outside doing lawn work at the time. They mentioned feeling static in the air and seeing a 

"fluid like discharge" form as a ball of energy between me and a set of industrial power lines nearby. It sounded like a flash bang.

12/4/2018 4:48:11 PM tracytracy205 I am reading a book now,  Pleiadian Prophecy 2020 The New Golden Age..  I miss Kabmur! He had great insight and I miss his posts..

12/4/2018 4:48:30 PM worldxplorer1 So these experiences led to you having an inner knowing of these types of things?  I can relate to that, just nothing quite as grandiose as your 

experiences.

12/4/2018 4:48:41 PM anneolsen43 Lost me on this ...

12/4/2018 4:49:59 PM anneolsen43 God is the energy in everything

12/4/2018 4:50:41 PM cynthiamorrow8 Is this Trumps uncle?

12/4/2018 4:51:33 PM zendamaparanorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s your thoughts on this?  https://twitter.com/nickpopemod/status/1069973894495297536 …

12/4/2018 4:52:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/4/2018 4:57:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 This quote is Majestic. You're welcome, Dave.

12/4/2018 4:57:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your own LIGHT/Pure Love 

and separates your consciousness to your subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled. Introduce Dogma.

12/4/2018 4:57:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there MUST be more than 

"this". So God was born. So Dogma is born. So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your subconsciousness. LIGHT.

12/4/2018 5:02:36 PM turboxyde After this experience, I began to have much more awareness of my biofield and how it reacts to the environment around me. Outside of my own 

subjective experiences, it is possible that the event was not related to my biofield but my ISBE says otherwise.

12/4/2018 5:02:56 PM cidarean The original thought.

12/4/2018 5:04:42 PM xodaraparadox as he created us, we created him. The beautiful paradox.

12/4/2018 5:08:20 PM iam_laura9 Yes thanks. I idid. I know about the solar flash. But I think it also has to do with what they did on 11/11 with the waves and unsealing our j seal DNA.

12/4/2018 5:09:32 PM lilbreadbakerme TeeHee... “Open the pod bay doors, HAL.”

12/4/2018 5:10:53 PM twilly18 have some fun! do a Google image search on this photo. IT'S AMAZING!

12/4/2018 5:11:08 PM ihvh Isbeam. Ambeis. Beamis. Isambe. Amisbe. Beisam. 

Mi Nd Fu Ll Ne Ss

12/4/2018 5:11:29 PM consortiapartn1 Every time I sit there alone and just think to myself "What if I could just merge into the energy around me?" 

I've tried to explain the concept to friends and family for decades. At the end of the day we are made up of exactly the same particles as those that 

surround us.

12/4/2018 5:13:07 PM djlok Majestic 12 - y'all are awesome.  And your IS-BE typist is too!!

12/4/2018 5:13:20 PM consortiapartn1 Our reality is what we create in our own minds.

12/4/2018 5:13:29 PM speaklife595 What is exactly an is-be

12/4/2018 5:14:48 PM nixontweets I feel you. It's been over a decade since I've felt like I used to. My heart aches from years & years of unfulfilled promises that the cabal is coming down. 

While I can't deny a shift, I feel that taking direct action is the only way to remedy the hurt I've held for too long.

12/4/2018 5:18:07 PM youstinksoap So...to just have 'fun' as much as possible, love and be loved?  I've always truly felt life is about love.  I'm guessing the natural mind enhancing plants 

are meant to be used to enhance spiritual awakening/learning/knowledge?

12/4/2018 5:19:28 PM cstarr888  https://youtu.be/h6PMAzuZ1jY 

12/4/2018 5:23:19 PM nixontweets That's why it's time to get aggressive stop waiting upon the flock in order to get real momentum going. The compassionate & discerning among 

humanity will catch on once we move beyond empty promises and get physical. I have to agree with @FionaBa47662575

 https://twitter.com/FionaBa47662575/status/1065127881641082881 …

12/4/2018 5:25:56 PM dopesindc Who is ruling NK?

12/4/2018 5:27:03 PM universalrisin I found it in this thread. Cobra is another good twitter acct to follow if you want to learn more about this world 

https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1068647151339692032?s=21 …

12/4/2018 5:28:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Kim

12/4/2018 5:30:10 PM djlok I love it!  Although I imagine some major world religions may not!!  Oh well, they all got some bigger fish to fry (like the @Pontifex sex abuse scandals, 

etc.).  IS-BE's really gotta start treating each other better!!  If I were an ET watching us, I'd be horrified!!

12/4/2018 5:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are welcome to disagree however it does not change our answer.

12/4/2018 5:30:36 PM dopesindc Not a puppet?

12/4/2018 5:32:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account is not expressing opinion. It is disclosing formerly classified intelligence the Majestic 12 had acquired regarding consciousness and how 

reality works. We are not interested in philosophical debate with any individual. We instead will opt with no reply.

MJ12

12/4/2018 5:33:59 PM nixontweets Too bad for them. This has been building for CENTURIES and when you factor in 5G, fluoride, GMOs and bombardment with electromagnetic pollution 

to dull down humanity as a whole, it is guaranteed not only last longer but only get worse. https://youtu.be/qN8dp109EPE 



12/4/2018 5:34:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch Flynn.

Eyes Wide Open.

Who briefed 45 on CF/JE/NXIVM?

Who recruited 45?

The world is about to change.

12/4/2018 5:34:29 PM worldxplorer1 Does Bob even remember he was MJ12?  

Or was he sent out. “Weaponized” for the information war and doesn’t even know the implications of everything he does. 

However being MJ12, Bob knew BEFORE being wiped what he was getting into. Bob is/was a patriot and he is playing a role?

12/4/2018 5:35:06 PM moemc8 Hero to all. God bless Gen Flynn

12/4/2018 5:35:45 PM jdltr450 Military recruited 45 at Trump Tower i believe.

12/4/2018 5:35:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 1) Nobody

2) Q Team

12/4/2018 5:36:01 PM crustyone2 No you're not, you are spewing nonsense and lies, and taking advantage of the poor folks that don't know the difference.

12/4/2018 5:36:16 PM leslieau7 It's ok

I like straight forward !

Just facts !

Like our Potus !

12/4/2018 5:36:44 PM allahuniversal Someone earlier said it's like a vacation (a working VR vacation?). Nothing new under the sun, we forget during the vacation for the fun of learning 

again. Not meant to last forever, some fun, some work, and new memories. yet, once back at Home, we recall all we already knew.

12/4/2018 5:36:48 PM jgt58chiefsfan I didnt mean to make anyone mad I was just expressing what I believe.

12/4/2018 5:37:06 PM honeybager5 3) Bannon

12/4/2018 5:37:13 PM worldxplorer1 Unrelated: Does Lazar even remember he’s MJ12?  

Or was he sent out, “Weaponized” for the information war & doesn’t know the implications of what he does. 

However being MJ12, Bob knew BEFORE being wiped what he was getting into. Bob is/was a patriot & he is playing a role?

12/4/2018 5:37:22 PM allahuniversal Not any more.

12/4/2018 5:38:43 PM wonderswords MF

12/4/2018 5:39:11 PM worldxplorer1 Q team did it!  Hoorah!

12/4/2018 5:39:42 PM grassyknoll_ The Mueller Team just recommended no Jail time for Flynn to the Judge.

12/4/2018 5:39:46 PM 00loll0 Everyone is going to awaken eventually 💚

12/4/2018 5:40:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 So Q Team approaches 45 and essentially they knew what had to be done. For God & Country. Those who know can't sleep at night. Could you? What 

if your child was stolen? Do we ever ask why they were stolen or what the kidnappers do to them? Horrible stuff everybody knows. DARKNESS

12/4/2018 5:40:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 had EYES ONLY access to these programs because he rubbed shoulders with everybody in the Club, and 45 wasn't in it for anything less than 

absolute love and luxury mixed in with some healthy lust. A stable genius. He knew.

12/4/2018 5:40:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 already knew. The DOJ+FBI would not sign him into the Unacknowledged Special Access Program hiding on Hillary's private email server. No 

papertrail mandate with TS//USAP. EYES ONLY. ONE COPY MADE ON A VERIFIED SECURE SOURCE. EYES ONLY VIEWING. MAJESTIC.

12/4/2018 5:40:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

12/4/2018 5:42:19 PM paledarkpony What should we do if we’ve just been “kinda” paying attention? Any quick tips? This is Twitter after all. Thanks!

12/4/2018 5:43:48 PM chapulincolored Q !UW.yye1fxo ID: 3c553f No.567521  📁

Mar 6 2018 11:06:22 (EST)

1st BOOM revealed.

Did you catch it?

The last will be magical.

Q

12/4/2018 5:43:59 PM lovesg_d As Jesus said, “My kingdom is within you.”  We are spiritual beings in a fleshly body. Sometimes after a lot of prayer & worship, I feel like my spirit 

extends beyond my body and I feel six feet tall & strong. I am only 4’11”. It’s an amazing feeling!

12/4/2018 5:44:12 PM davidherald14 What Happened with Graham?

12/4/2018 5:44:35 PM grassyknoll_ Trump surrounded himself by Generals for a reason.  Less than 10 people know the scope of the entire plan.

12/4/2018 5:45:39 PM j_just1c3_pt ThanQx for feeding our minds.

 We receive what you give us gladly, we wait patiently for the next drop.

 We have much RESPECT for you.

 #WeAreOne

 Dark2Light.✨🤠🙏

 From 🇵🇹, with LQVE.

12/4/2018 5:45:41 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/Oj8Rn0EIqo

12/4/2018 5:46:06 PM jebeess34 (C)hief of (S)taff Emanuel?

12/4/2018 5:47:02 PM missy968 Please don’t be rude.

12/4/2018 5:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have QiGong capabilities that can be utilized for healing all around you. Possibly a radius of a few hundred miles. Focus your energy and you can 

heal others from your understanding the nature of our existence. MAJIC 12 programs studied this extensively in OP STARGATE / SG1.

12/4/2018 5:49:17 PM knightofmaltaus  https://www.thedailybeast.com/why-did-the-fbi-raid-the-home-of-the-biggest-alien-truther …

Lazar home raid will find plans from his last assignment. Stay tuned. This has been long time coming. If John Lear were alive, they would go to his home 

too. Yet, you will not see FBI go to Lockheed.

12/4/2018 5:49:43 PM j_just1c3_pt Dark2Light brothers.

12/4/2018 5:50:49 PM irisfoxnycgrand Understood, Sir!

12/4/2018 5:51:45 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/VMIxLQBlMo

12/4/2018 5:51:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 To learn, ask during deep meditation. Ask for the information and use visions as clues to solve the puzzle. God has all information. God is within. You 

have the ability. Directed Energy Weapon? What's the opposite? You are the opposite of a weapon, but you can Direct Energy.

12/4/2018 5:52:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do extraterrestrial weapons use consciousness to operate?

12/4/2018 5:53:07 PM nixontweets Once accumulated, the scatted pieces paint a vivid picture of what has been occurring beneath the skin of society for centuries. Unless you fuck & 

torture a child, we are FAR from being as bad as them. Evil takes direct action while good suffers waiting & waiting upon others.

12/4/2018 5:53:34 PM frances719 Yes...projected through their hand if I’m not mistaken

12/4/2018 5:53:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are their weapons really tools since they can be used for both good and bad?



12/4/2018 5:53:48 PM worldxplorer1 I’m really glad Majestic 12 has changed its direction to LIGHT.  Your information is amazing & confirms experiences that many of us have had!  

To the future of humanity!

To the light!

To the amazing future that awaits us!

I see that the original MJ meant well. To protect us.

12/4/2018 5:54:31 PM anangelhasland1 Many mystics have testified that there is a stage where your “personal dialogue with God” ENDS (dark night of the soul, “Father why has thou forsaken 

me?”) and one is (eventually) unified by the “released energy” of a Greater Unity. (“Death” of ego.)

12/4/2018 5:54:36 PM nixontweets Here's what happens in our society when we adhere to the rule of law. https://thinkprogress.org/rich-heir-rapes-his-3-year-old-daughter-gets-no-jail-

time-because-he-will-not-fare-well-in-prison-af80a413e980/ …

12/4/2018 5:55:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies emitted by the 

conscious beings around it? What if those signals had functional programming associated with them? How do you read consciousness?

12/4/2018 5:55:07 PM irisfoxnycgrand 2 of course.

12/4/2018 5:57:27 PM trumpmomma Got my Rife machine on right now. Positive Frequencies ⚡️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/qsuqlJrKBL

12/4/2018 5:57:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070132943480385537 …

12/4/2018 5:57:53 PM karentriebel yes

12/4/2018 5:58:10 PM davidson3246 I wish I could save all of the children this darkness has overtaken and abused and killed. I have cried for all of them! As a mother and a grandmother, I 

can not fathom having all that hurt and pain released upon me yet any human. Praying and keeping faith!❤️🙏

12/4/2018 5:58:22 PM djlok When you say "heal others" do you mean spiritually, physically or both?

12/4/2018 5:58:36 PM nixontweets What exactly is the incentive to adhering to rule of law in this country? Our justice system practically incentives joining the cabal. 

pic.twitter.com/6d8rfqDAN1

12/4/2018 5:58:38 PM keith369me Pre-bedtime meditation has quickly brought to me information I have been seeking...sometimes info comes during a dream, but more often than not a 

clue is delivered as a random thought during daylight hours, that thought when followed leads to an answer.

12/4/2018 5:58:39 PM wonderswords Very Deep answer, thank You Majestic

12/4/2018 5:59:51 PM 1_decided_voter Looking for your tweets from 11-11-18, I'm finding nothing was posted.

12/4/2018 6:00:21 PM nixontweets This recent news regarding Epstein is the LAST straw for me. What more do YOU need?

 https://www.foxnews.com/us/jeffrey-epstein-a-registered-sex-offender-settles-civil-lawsuit-and-avoids-testimony-from-alleged-victims …

12/4/2018 6:02:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

When do you tell time?

Chaos theory.

How do you catch a fish?

This operation is not as easy as it may appear.

The public is facing decades of systematic abuse of our children by the people we were taught to trust the most.

Right the wrong.

Forgive.

Evolve.
12/4/2018 6:02:30 PM karentriebel Yes anything can be weaponized,including prayers, good intentions and charity.WE the PEOPLE are pissed

12/4/2018 6:02:38 PM nixontweets Right. And what's the timeline on that clean up exactly? Tribunals at the very least? The children would sure like to know.

12/4/2018 6:02:38 PM watchingthewar I read somewhere that you don't say someone's name again...thus No Name....so....another No Name...a traitor?

12/4/2018 6:03:02 PM nun_chucknorris Today I tried to wrap my head around time/gravity and the ability to fly ufos using the conciousness. Are time and gravity directly proportional to one 

another? If lowering gravity to fly slows time, this might explain the speed these craft appear to travel? Am I in the ballpark?

12/4/2018 6:04:05 PM fionasdestiny67 Is there a connection to 5G?

Doing our best to increase our vibrations, learning to access our "chi", what is the best way to protect? I know we can expand our energy, as 

bubbles...using our meridians, yes?

12/4/2018 6:04:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Limited space. Projecting dates alters events. Events not dates dictate the Matrix. Disclosure of what? Disclosure has happened. Cat's out of the bag. 

The DOJ + FBI were protecting a transnational child sex trafficking cartel that satanically abused raped harvested etc.

12/4/2018 6:04:27 PM joking05117 Looks a lot like Edit of Fontainebleau to me! #FakeStorm

12/4/2018 6:05:03 PM 1_decided_voter So this 11-11-18 date (along with Q's) was just to bait (((them))) into taking action based on a (false) expectation?

12/4/2018 6:05:27 PM worldxplorer1 Forgive and evolve. 

Easier said than done most of the time. 

But if time is an illusion...  If we are “playing a game” from a higher dimensional perspective...

Then yes!  Forgive and evolve because the alternative is pointless and exhausting.

12/4/2018 6:05:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 While they were doing that, protected from oversight through carefully crafted legalese regarding national security classification trust issued to 

classifying authorities. Treason. Majestic 12 required these provisions to protect the secret about ET life until the strength and

12/4/2018 6:06:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd You mustn't demand things😉All of us want answers. Please be kind/patient. Watch daily, individuals on here have AMA's (Ask Me Anything), this is 

when they comment on questions. Even then, some questions are not answered. May your holiday season be filled with love and joy🎄 

pic.twitter.com/zNWlP4Mp3V

12/4/2018 6:06:37 PM ctewalt1018 Sick SOBs. Bring them down and execute them all

12/4/2018 6:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 size and reputation of the Vatican diminished so low that the Holy See will be facing prosecution in the Military Tribunals for their systematic child 

abuse "scandal" that never ends. In the background we, the Majestic 12, explored Space and met many other races. Some on Earth.

12/4/2018 6:08:17 PM nixontweets Of course we need standards but we also need common sense & some semblance of urgency regarding those who have been SCREAMING for help 

only for the good to be tied up by the very systems that continue to protect these child fuckers worldwide.

12/4/2018 6:08:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd I so love Gen Flynn...he is one of a kind.

12/4/2018 6:08:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 We traded technology, developed partnerships, establishes diplomatic protocols when dealing with alternative humanoid extraterrestrials in a manner 

that serves to the fundamental Majestic universal laws of basing all reasoning upon: compassion and evidence.

12/4/2018 6:09:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd I should take lessons from the wise words of "not responding." One day I'll learn.

12/4/2018 6:10:07 PM ragevirusqq Can we meet the kind ones now too?



12/4/2018 6:10:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We realize and fully understand the gravity of what has happened. We lost control over our own Government and the Military did not want to cause 

mass hysteria and panic because this Cartel was too big for us to take on without facing the full weight of the Government fighting it.

12/4/2018 6:11:28 PM daveschroeder18 Thats what Im talking about! That's the intelligence I was looking for!  Thanks a MILLON MJ12. Mil gracias!

12/4/2018 6:12:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now, its the full weight of the Government minus the upper ranks and middle ranks of the Justice Department and FBI that need to be purged. Thank 

you 45. Disclosure will happen in due course. Understand that we have decades of wrong to right and it doesn't happen overnight.

12/4/2018 6:12:31 PM nixontweets Nah. Far better to unify with those who actually give a damn.

12/4/2018 6:13:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 When it does, it always leads to mass hysteria and complete panic. People are way too brainwashed in mockingbird mind control. We know this. We 

created it. We can undo it. TRUST THE PLAN.

12/4/2018 6:13:55 PM 1_decided_voter Is anyone seeing the Vatican diminishing? I'm seeing their tracks being covered. https://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2018/12/03/grand-jury-report-clergy-

names-not-public/ …

12/4/2018 6:15:21 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you for the candor Majestic 12!  

Sometimes shit happens. I’m not here to rub anyone’s nose in it. I’m here to focus on solutions!  Let’s move on and make earth the realm it has always 

had the potential to be!

12/4/2018 6:15:43 PM 1_decided_voter Did William Tompkins have any hand in creating the plan?

12/4/2018 6:15:58 PM hogansgoat2423 Soulsurfer

12/4/2018 6:16:58 PM nixontweets Which is why I am so adamant about full disclosure as opposed to this slow trickle horseshit in the form of drops by Q. Empower mankind with 

knowledge so that vulnerable families can formulate a defense and counter measures can be taken on multiple fronts. pic.twitter.com/PTy3hPtnnd

12/4/2018 6:17:02 PM ctewalt1018 Slow and easy is what Im seeing. Drip by drip more are accepting the change. I’m open minded and it has be anxious of the unknown. But I’m going to 

embrace the truth. The whole truth and deal with it.

12/4/2018 6:17:26 PM worldxplorer1 MJ12. I’m here. Seriously. Anything to liberate earth and the masses. 

Call on me.

RV me. Vet me. 

I am here to assist change. 

I trust you can get in touch with me if interested.
12/4/2018 6:17:33 PM jm19712 Not just any generals. USMC generals "till there is no enemy, but peace."

12/4/2018 6:17:37 PM djlok The #Vatican is a mess.  I've been saying since the start of #TheGreatAwakening somebody needs to do something with @Pontifex and his Cabal of 

child rapists.  At this point, I think an invasion would be appropriate!

12/4/2018 6:18:49 PM grassyknoll_ Ooh Rah, What is the special relationship between the Office of the President and the USMC....

12/4/2018 6:18:53 PM ctewalt1018 *me.   I pray for an edit button. Gee Twitter it’s not that hard.

12/4/2018 6:19:04 PM lovesg_d So this Plan is being carried out slowly & methodically to try to desensitize & hopefully deprogram those who have been brainwashed by Mockingbird 

media. You hope to prevent the widespread panic & mass hysteria when the full take down occurs.  Yeah, it makes sense!

12/4/2018 6:20:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 We got the Senate. We got what we needed. Thank you Patriots.

12/4/2018 6:21:07 PM djlok "RV me"!  I love it.  I wouldn't mind being RV'd too.  Maybe I could get some good feedback from it!!  Although, I might want their findings to be sent to 

me via direct message depending on when they do it!!

12/4/2018 6:21:16 PM nixontweets This is a cult that clearly accepts waiting & waiting & waiting for perceived authority figures like Trump to take action while animals continue to 

sodomize our children. Enjoy the show and ready the popcorn. Right?

12/4/2018 6:21:49 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha!  David you’re one of my favorites!

12/4/2018 6:21:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 This will indict as many republicans as there are independents or democrats. This is a National Emergency and we will deal with it. Trust your President. 

He trusts your judgement in him. Where we go one, we go all is a Majestic term. Universal consciousness creates our reality.

12/4/2018 6:22:09 PM ryankochweare1 I love when I see a comment I would make!! 🙏

12/4/2018 6:22:33 PM raisethevib369 What parts do you need help with?

12/4/2018 6:23:06 PM curt_avila What island?

12/4/2018 6:23:41 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/BxKxtzx6fW

12/4/2018 6:23:52 PM 1_decided_voter I'm happy to hear WWG1WGA is a Majestic term, because I thought it was a bit corny for Q to be quoting movie lines simply because it seems fitting.

12/4/2018 6:24:08 PM tracytracy205 They were staying right around the corner from the family when MM went missing! Connected

12/4/2018 6:24:24 PM lovesg_d Clean it out, Republicans, Democrats, etc. We know they have been colluding & working together against the interests of the American people. 

#DrainThatSwamp

12/4/2018 6:24:42 PM nixontweets Waiting for CENTURIES while children are ritualistically abused by those we surrender our power to is complete and utter madness in and of itself. I 

don't think these kids will mind if we stop hesitating because of the sensibility of the conditioned masses.

12/4/2018 6:25:26 PM sonyaleesimons1 @Jordan_Sather_ what do you think about this?

12/4/2018 6:26:38 PM djlok And you are one of mine too!!  We are in the rabbit hole together!!

12/4/2018 6:26:54 PM neenee_d2 So you’re trying to say that we not only have to deal with one HRC but we have to deal with multiples?!? Shit.

12/4/2018 6:27:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seems obvious doesn't it? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069990310175014914 …

12/4/2018 6:27:40 PM nixontweets Thanks, man. But since it's child fuckers that continue to hold that gun, I have to say there is no time like the present to jump it.

12/4/2018 6:28:07 PM josiegirlz5 😜😝🙌🏼🤦🏼♀️🤣😝😜

12/4/2018 6:28:14 PM lyndamathews25 I don't have children, but I think about all these children and babies every day. When I see a happy baby I think and pray for all of those that were and 

still are being tortured. We can not forget them.

12/4/2018 6:28:52 PM ch3no2_chick76 Binaural beat recommendation?

12/4/2018 6:29:36 PM josiegirlz5 What do you think we are??? Hybrids🤦🏼♀️😜🤣😝

12/4/2018 6:29:46 PM youstinksoap Yes.

DECLAS.

12/4/2018 6:30:14 PM worldxplorer1 Screw the party labels.

Republican 🤮

Democrat 🤮

Independent 🤮

Let’s work on preserving humanity!  The ENTIRE civilization. Party titles create emotional triggers. 

Why are we on here?  Party labels?  Not me. I’m here for a civilization and it’s planet. Let’s save this!



12/4/2018 6:30:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 What other "probes"?

Who calls probes matters?

What are matters, [LL]?

What does Flynn know.

What has Q told you? https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1070129392767168512 …

12/4/2018 6:31:23 PM paledarkpony Mostly wondering if I need to prepare for tomorrow in any way right now. But I saw that events are more important than dates. Typically I feel that if 

things don’t flow smoothly at your own pace there’s no point in focusing on them. Let it percolate. 🤷♂️

12/4/2018 6:31:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd Idk what that means but one evening I felt very sad and he did something amazing and I will never forget it.

12/4/2018 6:31:42 PM knightofmaltaus Stargate was nothing but Remote Viewing at Ft. Meade then perfected by Dr. Hal Puthoff and Kit Green at Stanford. Sunstreak and Paperclip were also 

part of it. Visit Monroe Institute in Faber VA. Hemisync Experience is open to anyone. Fabulous what the mind can do. pic.twitter.com/wprZgXvSOu

12/4/2018 6:31:45 PM raisethevib369 He knows where the bodies are buried.

12/4/2018 6:32:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hammer hasn't dropped yet. Need to conclude the legacy of one of the Majestic 12. Who he was is another day, but we spared him because of what 

he has done for the Majestic 12's true National Security mandate at getting Disclosure done correctly. We knew what would happen. 

https://twitter.com/bradheath/status/1070129680425074688 …

12/4/2018 6:33:03 PM petemanderson1 Roger Stone wanted Trump to run since at least 1988.

12/4/2018 6:33:22 PM hogansgoat2423 That IS what it means.

12/4/2018 6:33:29 PM wellsong Have a hard time believing Mueller is criminally investigating [LL]

12/4/2018 6:34:00 PM raisethevib369 I'd just make sure you have some food and water in case there's an extended blackout. The rest is out of our immediate hands.

12/4/2018 6:34:05 PM cocopuffster12 The only way you will find the truth is if you start looking for it ☮️💟

12/4/2018 6:34:11 PM worldxplorer1 Wow. 

Respect.

12/4/2018 6:35:33 PM qualady1 Schizophrenia. What is it? Someone I love knew everything and then went “schizophrenic. Became violent and is in jail. Said “they” did this to him 

because of what he knew. It hurts. Is he ill or..?

12/4/2018 6:35:53 PM whitehat_van Nope. God is zero point energy.

12/4/2018 6:36:06 PM sonyaleesimons1 It wasn’t about the movie term. JFK

12/4/2018 6:36:40 PM raisethevib369 For my family, we have seeds for growing food and food storage options. I learned to can this summer. Lifestraws for water filtration, just in case. 

Some basic emergency first aid and medicines. I'm not sure if by tomorrow you meant literally or future?

12/4/2018 6:37:13 PM lovesg_d I hope @POTUS pardons General Flynn! This is so disheartening for the Deep State to treat a great Patriot like this! I hate it when they attack POTUS! 

@realDonaldTrump is the only President that I have trusted & have taken a personal interest in. I would trust him w/my life!

12/4/2018 6:38:55 PM cynthiamorrow8 Yes they have the ability

12/4/2018 6:39:21 PM drumsk8 Maybe a little more leaked evidence could help the #GreatAwakeningWorldwide

12/4/2018 6:39:35 PM aahhhooohmmmm Can you explain the “mandate at getting Disclosure done correctly”?

What has been the mandate?

12/4/2018 6:40:00 PM cynthiamorrow8 I think 5G is used to harm us, brainwash us more

12/4/2018 6:40:00 PM whitehat_van Flynn?

12/4/2018 6:40:18 PM cynthiamorrow8 Both

12/4/2018 6:41:17 PM nixontweets Correct. And with the resources we possess in this modern age, there is NO excuse to keep waiting upon the very same powers we’ve ALLOWED to rule 

over us to continue to get away with their sick rituals.

12/4/2018 6:41:45 PM cynthiamorrow8 I think there is more than 10, the plan includes people across the world along with ET's

12/4/2018 6:43:25 PM paledarkpony Haha...literally, because of “D5” disclosure date mentioned. (Which I don’t totally understand) My family does have some emergency prep supplies. 

Thanks!

12/4/2018 6:44:41 PM raisethevib369 Yw! Just keep popcorn close by 😉 #WWG1WGA

12/4/2018 6:47:05 PM nun_chucknorris Comey calls them matters under direction of McCabe. Maybe that’s backwards.

12/4/2018 6:48:11 PM allahuniversal Wait, who is "one of the Majestic 12" being reference here, 41, or someone else?

12/4/2018 6:48:20 PM luis_bernice Where does Satan fit into it?

12/4/2018 6:48:30 PM razztaz2016 Madeline McCann???

12/4/2018 6:49:04 PM nixontweets I have not and I was hoping I would never have to. But I can’t keep ignoring the evidence which indicates those who care are going to have to learn 

how to engage.

12/4/2018 6:50:00 PM lyndamathews25 Do think really think you deserve an answer from anyone with that type of attitude, seriously. If I knew the answer which I might, I would never tell 

you. Be kind or get off the thread.

12/4/2018 6:50:53 PM keith369me We may create a similar reality at a different pace based upon our different “natures”

12/4/2018 6:51:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm sorry can you go further? "Father why have you forsaken me?" Is this when we discovered polarity of light (darkness, unlike light which we 

love/miss)? We've lived in darkness a long time, as a collective consciousness we are fighting to come back to the light. Is this right?

12/4/2018 6:51:25 PM 1_decided_voter Can you provide a source that would confirm this?

12/4/2018 6:54:44 PM jm19712 As you travel South on I95 near the MCB Quantico and USMC Museum exit, did you notice that the USMC museum sign and the museum itself looks a 

little like the flag toppling over a Pyramid?

12/4/2018 6:55:27 PM josiegirlz5 Yes!!

12/4/2018 6:56:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Planets, stars, trees, grass, flowers, animals. It's like having ingredients to make a cake, rearrange and you have brownies, rearrange again and you 

have chocolate pie....but this is on a GRAND scale....EVERYTHING. Beautiful. pic.twitter.com/fvghlgZntI

12/4/2018 6:56:59 PM josiegirlz5 Completion

12/4/2018 6:57:50 PM raisethevib369 If this is what you're waiting on, it's been rescheduled.

 https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/ …

12/4/2018 6:57:53 PM keith369me Related to “the list” of individuals with crimes against children?  Amazing lack of contrast in punishment of a whistleblower in comparison to the 

treatment of a perp (Epstein)

12/4/2018 6:58:25 PM grassyknoll_  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Museum_of_the_Marine_Corps …

12/4/2018 6:58:40 PM datruseeka Didn’t MJ-12 always include the directors of all the intel agencies along with people of the CFR & Trilateral Commission?   Why even charge him? Given 

all times they gave immunity to others, Flynn’s outstanding service to our nation & for helping Trump to “bring down House”

12/4/2018 7:00:44 PM consortiapartn1 Yes and you get to be wherever you want to be ? .... Does that make sense ?

But it's not as simple as things ... hard to put into text lol

12/4/2018 7:01:45 PM nixontweets Understood and my heart goes out to you. Unfortunately the factor of ‘if’ appears to be diminishing and nor do I want to carry the regret of wishing I 

took action for these kids, let alone for the survival of the planet itself.

12/4/2018 7:01:55 PM josiegirlz5 So Grateful and Thankful for Our Amazing President and what he has and is doing for the love of our Country and her 

people🙏🏼❤️🙌🏼❤️🇺🇸❤️🙏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🏼❤️We are so richly Blessed🙏🏼🙌🏼🇺🇸❤️

12/4/2018 7:02:48 PM grassyknoll_ It symbolizes the Iwa Jima memorial, kinda sorta  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raising_the_Flag_on_Iwo_Jima …

12/4/2018 7:03:02 PM wrapwt Are you trying to tell us something? 

Think mirror?

12/4/2018 7:03:16 PM whitehat_van Vannavar Bush? Rewrite of science and reform of university?



12/4/2018 7:05:39 PM keith369me Pray daily to bring to power individuals that will serve the interests of the individuals they represent.  Also pray to remove from power those that serve 

themselves.  45 is clearly represents the former.

12/4/2018 7:06:14 PM datruseeka The Plan and Disclosure of the Galactic Federation? pic.twitter.com/tO1T3i03Mt

12/4/2018 7:06:37 PM lovethebeach999 Dark ==> Light

12/4/2018 7:11:11 PM jm19712 Yes it is based on the flag raising at Iwo but I think it is more than that.  Everything on USMC uniforms and tradition means something and is relevant.  

Every Marine learns the history of everything Marine.

12/4/2018 7:12:13 PM djlok Yeah- but the #Cabal is gonna have Big Problems when it's harder to traffic child IS-BE's and deadly drugs and [they] know it!!

#CrimesAgainstHumanity

12/4/2018 7:14:57 PM j_just1c3_pt Mainland, Portugal Continental. Not in the Islands.

 By the coast, in small village by the sea. The One where the sea is bluer.

🙏🤠✨

12/4/2018 7:18:43 PM lisamcat Thanks for this!

12/4/2018 7:19:25 PM nixontweets The NWO has also been referred to as The Beast System as it is extremely Luciferian by design. Q’s lack of addressing subjects like 5G, RFID & genetic 

manipulation has many of us legitimately concerned. Redirecting the focus of the masses, buying time while the agenda rolls out.

12/4/2018 7:20:05 PM paledarkpony Most of the govt is shut down tomorrow.

12/4/2018 7:20:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Disclosure will blow JW religion out of the water! Hope it's soon. I never wish bad on anyone; that religion has caused so much pain I wish they would 

arrest and dismantle. When you know too much...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zfp1a7k3N7s …

12/4/2018 7:20:58 PM paledarkpony & wallstreet.

12/4/2018 7:21:46 PM raisethevib369 Yeah, homage to whatshisnuts....

12/4/2018 7:22:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd They brag about this "interview" with Jared Kushner. They twist things.

12/4/2018 7:24:40 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did 45 have inappropriate relations in the past with one or more under 18 y/o girls?

12/4/2018 7:26:35 PM jonessense Did u listen to john lear interview tonight?

12/4/2018 7:26:54 PM anangelhasland1 As an individual process, the reliance on an (inner guru, enlightened channeled, God’s voice) can Vanish and it can be terrifying. I’m suggesting even 

Jesus went through this as an example.

Collectively, we are too dependent on conflicting and outmoded “voices of authority”

12/4/2018 7:29:45 PM jane44127383 Exactly how are the pedo networks being dismantled?

12/4/2018 7:32:01 PM sixtyandcountin Cheney

12/4/2018 7:32:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic.

12/4/2018 7:32:12 PM anangelhasland1 ...which is why there is an emphasis on Self-directed inquiry these days.

“Going towards the light” often entails such a seemingly baffling time and the Teacher is often hard pressed to explain why “the answer” would be 

unhelpful.

12/4/2018 7:33:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never.

12/4/2018 7:34:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified.

12/4/2018 7:34:53 PM jane44127383 This Twitter account would have no clue...

12/4/2018 7:35:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Active operation.

Disinformation is real.

Disinformation is necessary.

12/4/2018 7:36:15 PM lovethebeach999 Retweet is greyed out

12/4/2018 7:36:46 PM lisamcat Entity’s? Non-human?

12/4/2018 7:37:30 PM fightthenewwo  pic.twitter.com/qEaQrzYKOm

12/4/2018 7:40:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've experienced both.....you speak truth Patriot Sister❤️✨

12/4/2018 7:40:14 PM mcgwyneth Same things Ramtha the Enlightened One teaches.

12/4/2018 7:40:43 PM scottgasaway 10/4

12/4/2018 7:44:17 PM wild8heart One would assume with the appropriate yogic awareness/knowledge that the same thing can be achieved? I know there is a commonality between 

yoga and qigong...

12/4/2018 7:46:04 PM nixontweets I’d much rather make active preparations for Plans B, C & D. Waiting has yet to stop the decade of arosol spraying that’s dimming the sun. Can’t get 

more stupid than carrying on as if this Luciferian system will be remedied by the same people who implement it in the first place.

12/4/2018 7:48:20 PM fightthenewwo Are you able to expand on allegations stemming from trump and je partying together in '94? Katie johnson or a jane doe bringing charges against 

trump that were ultimately tossed out. (I'm working on debunking.) Completely fabricated?

12/4/2018 7:49:07 PM nixontweets Weak minds will remain weak. At least give those who have the drive to shove back a chance and the conditioned masses will follow.

12/4/2018 7:49:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mar-A-Lago was 10.4mi away from...?

12/4/2018 7:53:09 PM mattdawg80 Each Clinton... Including Chelsea... Or is she even a Clinton?

12/4/2018 7:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you? https://twitter.com/LionelMedia/status/1070061415623524352 …

12/4/2018 7:53:39 PM truth_077 Yes! 100%

12/4/2018 7:53:40 PM fightthenewwo Je's island?

12/4/2018 7:54:45 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I absolutely do. There are many many advanced races in this amazing universe!! I have seen stuff at Mt. Adams and Mt. Shasta

12/4/2018 7:55:31 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Our family wants full disclosure!

12/4/2018 7:57:00 PM serenityfirth All of the above.

12/4/2018 7:59:01 PM jeremymcall I do.

12/4/2018 8:01:24 PM 22war11w12 Not yet

12/4/2018 8:01:45 PM kagman4e YES!  There are some ET species  I’d like to interact with.

12/4/2018 8:02:39 PM kagman4e Which ones?  What was it like?

12/4/2018 8:03:00 PM grassyknoll_ You are talking to a Marine lol

12/4/2018 8:03:28 PM kagman4e Or ET race I should say 😊

12/4/2018 8:04:54 PM djlok I do even though I've never seen them personally (that I'm aware of).  Of course I was asleep for 39 years, so there may have been one sitting right 

next to me and I wouldn't have known it. #TheGreatAwakening

12/4/2018 8:05:17 PM vanarsdale_eric Question.. real or fake??

Just because I've see marcader maps and such...

And Podesta Antarctica photos from the emails....you mentioned different types of humans... over the mark???

Thanks pic.twitter.com/6OoIPj8iOq

12/4/2018 8:06:38 PM djlok They may not want to interact with us. IS-BEs have been a mess!!

12/4/2018 8:06:51 PM nanaof47 absolutely

12/4/2018 8:07:07 PM parrotandrea Me also Judy

12/4/2018 8:08:18 PM yellahabibihela Big military sting op against DS. Many Judas goats planted to sabotage the DS. 45 was FBI informant for FBI/Giuliani against mafia back in the day. He’s 

no stranger to spy games. Re: Steve Wynn

12/4/2018 8:08:39 PM vanarsdale_eric  pic.twitter.com/RYRW7B9eXx

12/4/2018 8:08:53 PM pamreese19 Bush

12/4/2018 8:10:03 PM jp_maynor Return of the Nephilim.  Different dimension...

12/4/2018 8:13:08 PM wonderswords To not believe that in the vastness of space there is nothing but us, is absolutely ludicrous. The stars are other solar system suns, with multiple planets 

around each. Endless opportunities for life



12/4/2018 8:13:17 PM raenyasalisbury There is consciousness everywhere

12/4/2018 8:14:38 PM mysticmonse Absolutely. No doubt. See pinned proof!

12/4/2018 8:15:32 PM cstarr888 There could still be one right next to you 🤣

12/4/2018 8:15:42 PM davidson3246 Yes

12/4/2018 8:16:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd In a way....broke away, in my paradise. If I really wanted to be somewhere else, it would be where my heart longs to be, and I don't know where that 

is.....but it's in the sky. I look up and know I am not supposed to be grounded.

12/4/2018 8:17:08 PM worldxplorer1 I did not. What was it on?

12/4/2018 8:18:18 PM daveo6145 for what appears to be Q level intel: @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mG7VJxZNCI  #qanon #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA 

#CompressionBreakthrough #victoryofthelight #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/I4EeS0M7ki

12/4/2018 8:20:46 PM nixontweets It's been 12 years of hoping and prolonging suffering under the empty reassurance of faith is a concept that I am more than familiar with. There is a 

WIDE difference between faith & knowing and I KNOW that I cannot carry on like this much longer.

12/4/2018 8:23:32 PM tenn_rich Don’t forget the Admirals... ADM Rogers will go down in history as a great hero of our Republic. The balls it took for him to go to Trump cannot be 

overstated.

12/4/2018 8:23:48 PM georgeedwardca4 schizophrenia=a paranoia of

technology, science, authority, secret societies, hidden experimentation, modern medicine & institutions that profit from manipulating the public

@POTUS

@ActingWhitaker

@LionelMedia

@StormIsUponUs

@WyattEarpLA

#MindControl

#SaveJames

#ElsaGate

#Q

12/4/2018 8:25:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd AB SO FREAKING LOUTELY

Yes Sir, I do.

12/4/2018 8:30:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Of course.

12/4/2018 8:31:25 PM pookie4mom I give up.

12/4/2018 8:33:00 PM lbf777 Epstein’s home.

12/4/2018 8:34:03 PM janagatien73 Pretty sure that the pyramid and inverted pentagram are symbols to this belief-cult like a cross is to Christianity.

12/4/2018 8:35:11 PM sunlightshiner J. Epstein's Palm Beach mansion.

12/4/2018 8:35:20 PM marshahodgson I believe. It's an Occam's Razor conclusion when weighed aga the annals of history. We've been denied truth. They hide away unearthed Giants; deny 

past civilizations. Why not 'others'? Hopi legends for example. I've seen craft! Val Thor!! The Day the Earth Stood Still! Why deny?

12/4/2018 8:36:28 PM cstarr888 I actually asked the same question. They apparently (hopefully anyway) mean it as an arrow. [Surprised at this-though they are aware of our poor 

education...🤣]

12/4/2018 8:37:21 PM kman411k "This is the boldness that @POTUS is reasserting" 

And for this reason, the globalist elite must destroy him.

Having sovereign nations is what they DONT want.

A collective of nations(think EU) under one governing body(think UN) with a global leader is the goal. They're demonic! pic.twitter.com/mDVc1qncSO

12/4/2018 8:38:08 PM sosoaware I do

12/4/2018 8:42:40 PM johngeo85956050 Please keep teaching us.  I am grateful for all you do. Thank you.

12/4/2018 8:43:14 PM valerie99744067 I liked some posts today on a thread of yours and my account was hacked. Really bummed had to start over with this new one. Lost all my bookmarks 

and followers. Love your posts, look forward to them every day. They make me think outside the box. 👍🏻

12/4/2018 8:43:17 PM smith_jere Yes

12/4/2018 8:48:11 PM truecinzia Yes.

12/4/2018 8:50:31 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/NGUFZ28lbo

12/4/2018 8:50:36 PM psyanidegaming They hide in the clouds.

12/4/2018 9:07:10 PM esoter1csurgery This appears to be an answer to the question I posed in the AMA earlier today. So Trump had eyes only access...saw the pedophilia and satanic torture 

and abuse...then was approached by Q team and didnt hesitate. 5:5?

12/4/2018 9:13:59 PM nixontweets Thanks, Damien! Resonance & spiritual ascension keeps popping up throughout the research but I'm still debating the intent behind the wave. Q & 

MJ12 state it was caused by tech firing out of Antarctica for the purpose of gradually raising planetary vibes. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069612542929117185 …

12/4/2018 9:14:42 PM nixontweets  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068584833893453830 …

12/4/2018 9:17:18 PM nixontweets Here's a perspective from a Navy tech.

 https://twitter.com/thelangwang/status/1070002156663701504 …

12/4/2018 9:18:54 PM steveroye @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 A direct link from a "Q" post to this twitter account would answer many questions and elevate the conversation many fold. It that 

coming? If not, too soon? BTW, if there was a better term than thank you for this intel, I would use it.

12/4/2018 9:21:27 PM nixontweets Since we still relativity remain in the dark regarding classified tech, best to turn to ancient knowledge when it comes to tuning the body to these higher 

frequencies. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070132943480385537 …

12/4/2018 9:23:34 PM _wwg1wga_ Ugh. Or you could say “an intelligence” created us but it takes more than intelligence to create all life that exists. How did this “intelligence” that 

created us come into existence? Where did they come from and who created them? Where did the elements come from? No answer?

12/4/2018 9:28:11 PM michael83341408 Well they believe in us so its only fair to believe back

12/4/2018 9:28:35 PM lurakoos The existence is teaming with life

12/4/2018 9:29:16 PM nixontweets Excellent doc on the Schumann Resonance that suggests many of mankind higher abilities have been hindered by the constant bombardment of man 

made frequencies.

 https://youtu.be/FttrOK1ec4Q 

12/4/2018 9:32:02 PM jonessense  https://youtu.be/WycoYIXRJrM  from today

12/4/2018 9:34:37 PM nixontweets Along with meditation, standing barefoot on the earth to increase negative ions throughout the body is another highly recommended method to 

expedite the accession process.

 https://youtu.be/b8b_lg2z8Nc 

12/4/2018 9:35:31 PM robertg69989098 Logic and probability= yes

12/4/2018 9:35:38 PM jane_q_patriot Oh, you poor dear. I went through this to some degree with both my parents before they died. It's like you're having to constantly talk them down 

from a bad trip and tell them everything's ok. My heart goes out to you. Life doesn't prepare one for this. Take care of YOU, too. ❤️

12/4/2018 9:38:22 PM rinnermichelle Doesn't everyone ...👽📡UFO FILES... Ancient Aliens Giorgio Tsoukalos 😍

12/4/2018 9:38:59 PM jane_q_patriot That's really lovely. 🙏🏼❤️



12/4/2018 9:41:43 PM allyn_s You will be fine tomorrow.  That said have 2 weeks of food, fuel, and water ready.  There will be a period of time where it is dark before it is light.  If you 

don't have a firearm for basic defense ready fix that ASAP.

12/4/2018 9:42:28 PM nixontweets Being that I am $12,000 in debt and can't hold a job for long due to the weight and depression that comes with this knowledge, I can say that 

attempting to get others to think after a decade of posting on social media is far less effective than stepping up and taking action.

12/4/2018 9:46:57 PM nixontweets Agreed. While the pyramid has versatile meaning, the inverted pentagram can symbolism the material elements of fire, air, water, and earth 

dominating over spirit. pic.twitter.com/SNLmTTEcIk

12/4/2018 9:53:16 PM rinnermichelle By being aware of its existence.

12/4/2018 9:59:45 PM janagatien73 Oh, yes. All symbols can be used for good or bad depending on user. They've definitely chosen those to harvest our energy while leaving us totally 

clueless to the potentials of geometry.

12/4/2018 10:00:36 PM mongrelglory I sure do! pic.twitter.com/VvdV8RtSbI

12/4/2018 10:01:42 PM brandon_braud @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 A user mention on Voat brought me to your Twitter feed. I am grateful. I was compelled to write you a note about a personal issue.  

Unfortunately, messages only go to those who follow you.  Can you follow me for a minute so I can send this to you? Weird request.

12/4/2018 10:02:20 PM rinnermichelle Me 2...I worry about that !

12/4/2018 10:02:59 PM nixontweets Thanks, man. That is precisely why I am done squandering that potential by waiting upon others and will focus on stoking the fires within. Waiting has 

made me weak and I don't ever want to fall back into that pit by being let down yet again.

12/4/2018 10:05:09 PM mongrelglory Don't worry, I'm sure if I could no longer afford to feed them...my cats would just find a new owner that could. 😜

12/4/2018 10:08:04 PM jonella_moore Also see Joe M @StormIsUponUs 

And Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

There are others but those explain it best.  pic.twitter.com/OGEOAXVPur

12/4/2018 10:08:08 PM mikelzinga Wait so you're saying light beings and God are biological?

12/4/2018 10:12:49 PM rinnermichelle Edward Casey ?

12/4/2018 10:14:18 PM connectedtomyc1 Excellent thread on this: https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1069985871821074432 …

12/4/2018 10:14:18 PM nixontweets A decade of utilizing psychological tricks to block out the reality of intentional harm being implemented upon life throughout this planet can only keep 

the pain at bay for so long. Researching the occult helps lift me above that pain by reminding me that we are so much more.

12/4/2018 10:14:30 PM wht353 thx

12/4/2018 10:15:19 PM brimichelle75 Who/What is JE?

12/4/2018 10:16:16 PM connectedtomyc1  https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1069985871821074432 …

12/4/2018 10:17:25 PM mongrelglory It's very sad!  I can't understand how the mothers go along with shunning their daughters.  I guess they're heavily programmed. 😟

12/4/2018 10:18:31 PM nixontweets Reminders like this help immensely as well. It all comes down to implementing personal willpower rather than squandering it on begging those with 

political power. https://youtu.be/3H0guC-2q4U 

12/4/2018 10:18:45 PM brimichelle75  http://Qmap.pub 

If you’re interested in the drops

12/4/2018 10:18:47 PM zetaawakening Maybe your truth is disinfo. We want full disclosure not a 100 years controlled release. No more sheep!

12/4/2018 10:19:04 PM mongrelglory Yes, some of my clients had similar "surveillance" like that after they left the church.

12/4/2018 10:20:04 PM mongrelglory I'm very sorry that you had to go through all of that. 😢

12/4/2018 10:23:11 PM cynthiamorrow8 Of couse they exist!

12/4/2018 10:24:42 PM brimichelle75 Like bending the spoon in The Matrix?

12/4/2018 10:28:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd It’s made me a better person. I don’t judge anyone. I try hard to live in love bc I lived too many years in fear. I prefer the light.❤️✨

12/4/2018 10:28:53 PM brimichelle75 I’m Confused?  Podesta and McCain aren’t the same last name ???

12/4/2018 10:28:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you.❤️❤️❤️

12/4/2018 10:29:32 PM mongrelglory I had read somewhere that the JW sect had some connections with a CIA "brain-washing" program/experiment, but I'm afraid I can't recall where I 

read that.

12/4/2018 10:31:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve been very aware of my mothers disdain for me since I can remember. I was hypnotized and when taken in utero I was aware of not being wanted. I 

did have a loving father and that helped.

12/4/2018 10:34:47 PM diaptera_80 If you know the candlelight is fire, the meal was cooked a long time ago

12/4/2018 10:37:17 PM mongrelglory Most of the women I counselled had only vague recollections of their childhoods...they'd have blocks of time missing...it was very suggestive of 

ritualized abuse.  I did not try to probe deeper as I was just trying to help them settle safely into their new lives.

12/4/2018 10:47:42 PM datruseeka More importantly, what role was he “playing” before/after 9/11? He obviously had been/is part of MJ-12 as he was head of one of the key intel agency.  

 Heads of key intel agencies partake as MJ-12.

12/4/2018 10:55:10 PM datruseeka Are any of these ETs resilient to killing?  Special weapons needed?

12/4/2018 10:55:58 PM datruseeka How do you assess IQ’s that high?

12/4/2018 10:57:53 PM diaptera_80 Very true. I grew up as a jehovah’s witness, and marrying the idea of an almighty creator to an individual with personality and feelings never made any 

sense to me, but questioning teaching was taboo. This sounds more like a Goau’ld God to me, and I identify very much with Teal’c

12/4/2018 11:10:36 PM mongrelglory So sorry!  It sounds like the women are programmed to not value themselves or their daughters. I've listened to the radio interview in the link, and it 

sounds very plausible to me.  Smaller congregations are probably kept in the dark, though the elders must know some of it...

12/4/2018 11:13:30 PM piratek73549479 Clones are disposable....

Cast off as easily as you'd take out the trash.

Short term stand-in.

12/4/2018 11:18:43 PM daveo6145 well, this shall be my new pinned tweet. #victoryofthelight

12/4/2018 11:20:33 PM mongrelglory I'm convinced my younger sister was experimented on when she was born premature at the Montreal Sick Kids during the MK-ultra years. (They kept 

her for 3 months in complete isolation...no human touch).  They did more experiments when she developed epilepsy at age 6...sent my...

12/4/2018 11:23:50 PM mongrelglory ...mother back to Labrador where we were living while they did "tests".  My sister was never stable and seemed to lack a conscience, with compulsive 

lying.  Would take off for places like Guatemala, Qatar, Malaysia, Kazakhstan for "work".

I'm estranged from my whole family now.

12/4/2018 11:26:56 PM daveo6145 @Jordan_Sather_ @PoliticalOrgy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @M2Madness @TheSpeaker2018 @DisclosureBP @Cordicon 

@5Strat @55true4u @Mark923to25 @SITSSHOW @stormypatriot21

12/4/2018 11:28:20 PM daveo6145 Kissinger?

12/4/2018 11:35:00 PM jordanb987 100%

12/4/2018 11:38:44 PM nixontweets Wow. Interesting news regarding CERN. If that 11/11 wave if a positive one then keep those pulses coming! 

https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1070122046309318657 …

12/4/2018 11:44:58 PM datruseeka WOW!  Something I never knew, but my son told me today he meditates daily.  He’s got a instinct of stuff he’s never researched.

12/4/2018 11:47:09 PM datruseeka As long as they are gone and don’t come back here and y’all have capability of doing that!

12/4/2018 11:48:03 PM datruseeka 3,6,9> secrets to the universe.

12/4/2018 11:51:03 PM mariajbaute Yeap, but they don't need to know the entire plan to do their respectives duties!

12/5/2018 12:01:54 AM 1aaronjustice WOW BOOM 💥

12/5/2018 12:14:53 AM cogbill_alan Brother, I can't sleep at night I have seen the darkness. But their time will pass.



12/5/2018 12:19:25 AM cogbill_alan Maddy. Those g*ckers will pay dearly

12/5/2018 12:21:01 AM missy968 Yes!

12/5/2018 12:24:00 AM andrewdl12 Of course FFS!

12/5/2018 12:26:21 AM blasto33  pic.twitter.com/eeVvtiGcP9

12/5/2018 12:36:25 AM magicianswheel Groups of souls who share a connection and work together on the next plane. Read 'Journey of Souls' & 'Destiny of Souls' by Michael Newton, PhD

12/5/2018 12:44:29 AM pegger420 Nah, not buying it. 

"Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence."

Hitchens

12/5/2018 12:58:28 AM nixontweets I seriously appreciate you taking the time to engage in covo, Jack. Evidence suggests everything within this reality is about vibration & I hope I didn't 

bring yours down. Thankfully vids like this work as an excellent pick me up! Much Love, dude! 

 https://youtu.be/0ogQ_9OVU0A 

12/5/2018 12:59:04 AM citoyen_resist will this new organization helps to end up the "war behind the scene" between the Navy & the Air Force ?

12/5/2018 1:00:30 AM datruseeka Thx!

12/5/2018 1:14:28 AM 1_decided_voter Is there something extra special about Joe, or did he just have the right skills to create this masterpiece at the right time?

12/5/2018 1:30:56 AM goodmedicine4us The Truth is Out There, and Here, and Everywhere.

Believe they exist?  Exist they must.  But I have no evidence nor known experience.

Have I ever seen one?  Not that I've known that I have...  Maybe I was not aware that I already had if I did. pic.twitter.com/zyqA3SFlqV

12/5/2018 1:46:08 AM pantasticpuppy Disclosure is complicated. For every person like you, the mind is ready to see what contact has been happening. And, then there's the majority of 

people, who will have severe reactions. Some hate, some happy, some commit suicide. Must be done carefully.

12/5/2018 1:58:11 AM mongrelglory Broward County school shooting.

12/5/2018 2:13:32 AM ms_cheevas Any connections?

D5

Nothing can stop this 

Nothing pic.twitter.com/03lKKSs98l

12/5/2018 2:13:45 AM ms_cheevas  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.express.co.uk/news/science/1054129/space-weather-solar-storm-forecast-NOAA-northern-lights-aurora-

borealis/amp …

12/5/2018 3:03:12 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What's going on with the Ukraine/Russia situation? Lots of fear mongering going on.

12/5/2018 3:18:07 AM tracytracy205 Are you referring to RM, here?

12/5/2018 3:51:41 AM rick_hernandez I’m all for protecting our border but a wall terrifies me. Walls keep people in too ie Berlin. I don’t trust the govt. power changes hands

12/5/2018 3:57:00 AM jonettelaurie Yes

12/5/2018 4:00:50 AM mgray72531386 Epstein Island.

12/5/2018 4:09:59 AM adsvel All 12. ☀️🌈

12/5/2018 4:38:53 AM cidarean Well that's interesting. Its like testing scenarios in another dimension/alt reality and computing the outcome instantly. Once the desired outcome is 

computed within certain limits then its done for real here in our reality. Am I understanding this?

12/5/2018 4:40:30 AM iam_laura9 Yup

12/5/2018 4:43:03 AM horseofw Love your Q

12/5/2018 4:48:25 AM worried_canuck Trudeau???

12/5/2018 4:51:37 AM cosmic_engineer Totally sidetracked yesterday ><

Will have to give it a go later now, maybe Sunday.

12/5/2018 4:55:13 AM petitchevalb "Compassion and evidence" https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=uSiW5N8rGIg …

12/5/2018 5:07:04 AM pwalt68 Whenever Jesus says, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear,” He is calling for people to pay careful heed. Now. #WWG1WGA #TrustthePlan 

@CryptoKoba @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @777KAB1 @DIXIEDOODLE12

12/5/2018 5:23:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Flynn. https://twitter.com/BarbaraRedgate/status/1070152875798605825 …

12/5/2018 5:24:11 AM mattdawg80 Yup, they are all mostly humanoid but of different types. Ape type like us, bird, reptile, fish, etc. The strangest are the Gray's and the golden triangle 

beings.

12/5/2018 5:27:29 AM mattdawg80 5G is definitely dangerous not only to our health but also our conciousness.

12/5/2018 5:29:04 AM keith369me Thank you Majestic General Flynn for being on the right side of history.  Makes on wonder what side of history Pence is on?

12/5/2018 5:34:47 AM mattdawg80 Depending on his death date he could have reincarnated into your BE. You may be his IS.

12/5/2018 5:35:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Replace "right wing" with "jews" and you've got a problem, despite the fact the political affiliation of the perpetrators are the same as the original Nazi 

party. Regardless of how you look at this, this is a problem. Europe is close to being lost forever. Will Europe surrender? 

https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1070308433168138240 …

12/5/2018 5:36:07 AM wishfulldreamz Yes!

12/5/2018 5:36:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think RU.

Think WAVES.

Think SKY.

12/5/2018 5:38:10 AM cidarean Lol... My co worker is laughing saying the reason for Mueller memo on Flynn is because Flynn is actually providing evidence against Trump and was a 

sleeper cell... 😴😴😴

12/5/2018 5:38:20 AM trumpmomma I’m worried about that solar storm they’re cooking up for today.  💥💥💥☀️☀️☀️🥺

12/5/2018 5:42:31 AM rangiawhia32 How bout identified flying objects'

12/5/2018 5:42:47 AM althutch Wow! Straight out of 1984.

12/5/2018 5:43:41 AM todd0431 Yes

12/5/2018 5:44:32 AM keith369me Don’t laugh...the truth distortion runs deep.  From what I have noticed, those that are “smarter” (book smart, not intelligent) seem to read the 

situation as you stated.  My technically inclined friends (engineers/scientists) seem to be among those most indoctrinated.

12/5/2018 5:48:18 AM keith369me The Paris protests with chants for Trump and the police joining with the protesters (removing helmets) is a start.  If Macron goes (seems like he had 

negative % approval at this point) others may follow.

12/5/2018 5:49:34 AM mattdawg80 My guess is that the alliance crippled the canals ability to use the technology, hence PANIC

12/5/2018 5:50:04 AM jane_q_patriot I never log onto FB anymore, but my husband still does and lets me know what all our old (now estranged) friends are up to, and they really do believe 

that. All of them. It's crazy! I've given up trying to red pill them anymore. All it does is make them dislike me even more.

12/5/2018 5:52:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd Spy on your parents, hmmmmm sounds familiar. JW Cult encourages their members to do the same of ppl who leave, especially family members.

12/5/2018 5:54:04 AM todd0431 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You are 100% awesomeness!

12/5/2018 5:55:54 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/lastquake/status/1070175759636013058?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/ws6TD27HDt



12/5/2018 5:56:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd Love and Respect.

Infinite gratitude.

ADORATION.

@GenFlynn and Family pic.twitter.com/bx812pLdWP

12/5/2018 5:57:28 AM keith369me I like your line of thinking...a tool they (the cabal) were utilizing in the battle is crippled.  If one side in a battle can view the past/future and the other 

side can’t it would become straightforward as to how to win a war.

12/5/2018 6:00:13 AM slayerofmatrix1 *Frequency ... everything is Energy at differing vibration.  Yes, color is manifest frequency too.  💗🙏🏼

12/5/2018 6:00:43 AM slayerofmatrix1 I want !

12/5/2018 6:01:38 AM slayerofmatrix1 This post is Epic.  Thank you.  Please Continue to drive this message M12.

12/5/2018 6:02:46 AM raisethevib369 Is Mueller a white hat? 😐

12/5/2018 6:04:37 AM cidarean It passes my time discussing it with someone that has a opposite viewpoint and does not go batshit crazy when discussing. They just keep stating I've 

been drinking more snake oil lol. But sooner or later the cats going to be out of the bag either way.

12/5/2018 6:09:27 AM mattdawg80 Acosta asking would be the tippy-top best!

12/5/2018 6:18:04 AM djlok Will someone tell me what RU means?

12/5/2018 6:19:00 AM epkman Do we change "Houston we have a problem" to "Mars, we have an issue."?☄️

12/5/2018 6:19:14 AM diaptera_80 Is this why Trump speaks so fondly of him? Why does he really say, this is not a funeral? And who is responsible for his death? Cabal needed his silence?

12/5/2018 6:20:09 AM cidarean I've seen some odd things but not anything That's like Ah hah moment. Or maybe I missed it...

What's the odds of an "ET" being in close proximity to the average Joe?

12/5/2018 6:20:22 AM saraashcraft 1984

12/5/2018 6:20:43 AM jane_q_patriot Exactly. I usually just bite my tongue now and think to myself: Oh well... Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing. But I'm ready to be nice when they 

are. If they could just be quiet it for a second and quit accusing us of of being racist/Russian/loons/fill-in-the-blank.

12/5/2018 6:22:27 AM epkman Passion has helped us; but can do so no more. It will in future be our enemy. Reason, cold, calculating, unimpassioned reason, must furnish all the 

materials for our future support and defence. A. Lincoln

12/5/2018 6:24:15 AM worldxplorer1 Russia?

12/5/2018 6:29:30 AM epkman They have already thrown their children to the lions, like a disgusting bunch of "Holier Than Thou's". Blinded by fear, greed, and are more worried 

about pleasing the "dark souled ones" than there own people.

12/5/2018 6:29:51 AM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/hXmkojpLab

12/5/2018 6:30:54 AM dsmeandmynine Thank you, I forgive them. I'm sure that something was lost in translation. And we got to The bottom of things in the end anyway :)

12/5/2018 6:32:39 AM vand3rboots Absolutely! And other dimensions and inter-dimensional beings, too!

12/5/2018 6:44:48 AM epkman The question is: "Why wouldn't they?" 🇺🇸

12/5/2018 6:49:06 AM mariajbaute @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 When the World's frequency will change to a higher one, what Will happen with those whom never believed or realized about this 

situation?(I'm sry 'cause of my english).

12/5/2018 6:49:27 AM epkman Opening the right brain sectors comes in handy for this.  §>ØØ

12/5/2018 6:52:06 AM turboxyde Disaster prediction app? I woke up and checked the overnight damage and the New Caledonia area is getting hammered by quakes.

12/5/2018 6:52:33 AM freeandoriginal Where is Majorana’s machine ??!!

12/5/2018 6:53:56 AM turboxyde Perhaps the 11/11 seismic "event" also created waveform perturbations in the upper atmosphere that is destabilizing the orbits of certain satellites?

12/5/2018 6:54:11 AM epkman Good is always right,

Darkness can't Outshine, Gods Everlasting Light,

The answer to life's mysteries,

Is right before your eyes.

The question is, for all to see,

Why in untruths do they believe?

12/5/2018 6:54:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 There exists a French Deep State as well that operates Government above elections.

12/5/2018 6:54:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd I have been stalked like you have no idea. Had my emails broken into, my home broken into, followed. They encourage family members to do this to 

each other. Bc my entire fam is in it, parents, siblings, aunts, uncles, it's mind boggling what they have done. Nauseating.

12/5/2018 6:56:40 AM marshahodgson Spread far & wide, this "Who recruited 45?" is bound to OPEN many minds to the TRUTH of what's REALLY going on under the surface. It would give 

non-believers the 'sense' to step back in time & finally SEE the Evil they've been spoon-fed into believing 'as GOOD' all these decades.

12/5/2018 6:58:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd I followed you...afraid they're planning something big. My dad (72 yrs old) told me I needed to "be at every meeting, the bible commands it." Tried to 

tell him, didn't work, mind controlled. Love my father, always close, called me stupid said my knowledge was that of infant.

12/5/2018 7:00:55 AM scorpiojj2 Yes it's called the New World Order, I have the documents.

12/5/2018 7:02:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd I can't save anyone but myself/my daughters. Whatever they do, on them. At 72 YOA my father should have seen through their BS years ago; cannot 

help him. Ridding self of old belief systems no longer serve us imperative. I've done so. Still hurts but makes me livid and stronger!

12/5/2018 7:05:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd Keep telling myself, "forgive him for he knows not what he does." They're so deeply mind controlled with trigger words....today I hear words, "the 

truth," causes me to shiver. I'm so happy you're out. I faded, they want to disfellowship me. I refuse to meet with them.

12/5/2018 7:06:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd If they ever want to meet with you, tell them sure, but I'm bringing my attorney for representation and the meeting will be video and audio recorded. 

They back off if you do that.

12/5/2018 7:12:52 AM colista 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

IS-BE-RIFFIC UNIVERSE !!

🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

12/5/2018 7:14:56 AM moemc8 Canis Lupis - wolf (Bush)

12/5/2018 7:19:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Digital signal processing technology uses an incorrect approach when understanding consciousness signals, however the theory is relatively similar. The 

frequencies emitted from your pineal gland and heart can be measured by devices that are specifically tuned.

12/5/2018 7:20:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Frequency + Frequency = Outcome 

Consciousness + technology = alien tool

Technology needs to mutate consciousness frequency into matrix frequency.

12/5/2018 7:23:53 AM colista 💥First they came for the Jews 

& I did not speak out because I was not a Jew. 💥Then they came for the Communists & I did not speak out... 💥Then they came for the trade 

unionists & I did not speak out... 💥Then they came for me & there was no one left to speak out for me. -MN

12/5/2018 7:23:55 AM mongrelglory I always figured that Le Pen lost in the last election because it was rigged against her. (i.e. fraud)



12/5/2018 7:26:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which other investigations?

See what Q did there?

See why time is an illusion?

See why predicting dates introduces chaos?

Art of the deal.

They think they can hide the Clinton Foundation / Jeffrey Epstein news.

They will fail.

"What other investigations?" https://www.cnn.com/2018/12/04/politics/flynn-mueller-filing/index.html …
12/5/2018 7:26:43 AM colista 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸💥

Hold onto your butt ...

👽👽👽👽👽💥

12/5/2018 7:28:28 AM worried_canuck Its flat but why is it that so many people refuse to see the truth?  Its right in front of their eyes.

12/5/2018 7:28:56 AM mongrelglory Still can't figure out what RU stands for.

12/5/2018 7:30:03 AM bblueberrypie 🤔 pic.twitter.com/J807h5Bkv5

12/5/2018 7:30:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

Notice what the enemy of the people does?

They inject commentary of others to infer meaning behind 45 statement.

What did 45 say about the flu shot?

Is it a scam?

You decide.

Fake News doesn't get that responsibility of "journalism". https://www.factcheck.org/2018/12/trump-didnt-call-flu-shot-a-scam/ …

12/5/2018 7:31:16 AM slayerofmatrix1 “Needs to” ? As in, how we’ve been controlled to be captured by and into the matrix, correct?  Consciousness operating on natural (non-tech) 

frequency is what we now look forward to in this Shift right?  🙏🏼💗💫✨

12/5/2018 7:33:02 AM pauliepg11111 The flu shot is a scam.

12/5/2018 7:33:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 The summary document was written by whom?

Who released it?

Why was massive sections deliberately blacked out, if the summary document was written for publication?

How do you catch a fish?

Fake News media is screaming: "What other investigations?"

"The Clinton Foundation" https://twitter.com/bblueberrypie/status/1070339526411739138 …

12/5/2018 7:34:34 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/NtzhU8h6uC

12/5/2018 7:35:24 AM mattdawg80 Incredible

12/5/2018 7:35:59 AM bmiddle4 I will pass on the Mercury and formaldehyde too.

12/5/2018 7:36:13 AM fionasdestiny67 Absolutely

12/5/2018 7:36:44 AM fionasdestiny67 Valiant Thor

12/5/2018 7:37:28 AM youstinksoap I got my first one last year....it made me very sick, but not with the flu.  I tell anyone who will listen not to get one.  For me, yes, it's a 'bad stuff' scam.

12/5/2018 7:39:09 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/k2BLft8nDF

12/5/2018 7:39:12 AM qaphsiel17 If time is a illusion why every company wanna pay per hour for labor? Slave planet.

12/5/2018 7:41:11 AM pastorjon9 Something HUGE happened yesterday worldwide at 1600 UTC:

 https://earthquake.usgs.gov/monitoring/operations/heliplot.php …

Countermove to DS delay plans?

#SheepNoMore #PatriotsFight #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @prayingmedic @12BravoGran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2018 7:42:51 AM jessica66277719 This made me smile.

12/5/2018 7:43:01 AM rick_hernandez The CF

12/5/2018 7:46:33 AM flgirlsbeenqd I prefer to listen to heavy metal, not inject it into my body....

My heavy metal is Pink Floyd. Softy. pic.twitter.com/LYpHcuojSU

12/5/2018 7:46:45 AM cidarean Military makes this mandatory unless you provide evidence harmful reaction.

12/5/2018 7:46:57 AM gdjewel 💯 %!!

12/5/2018 7:49:28 AM cjencolville Its so they can say he is an anti vaxxer and try to continue to demonize him. There was a local story in Vegas w/man in hospital due to complications 

from flu shot. So many people r commenting about that they have connected the flu vaccine w/the AML (mystery polio like disease).

12/5/2018 7:50:35 AM rick_hernandez Is he the one who recruited 45?

12/5/2018 7:51:40 AM cjencolville Ive had two in thelast 20 years. Both times end up hospitalized. Our people really dying from the flu? Especially if didnt get vaccinated.  Also a retired 

ER RN explained she wont do it and ground zero and no flu. Take vits, elderberry syrup & colloidal silver.

12/5/2018 7:51:42 AM anneolsen43 Never had one and never will. The more they push something I stay away from

12/5/2018 7:51:46 AM mongrelglory Time for un-redaction of all these Mueller memos!  Let's see if the MSM demands it now! 😝

12/5/2018 7:52:04 AM fowlreginald Definitely a scam!

12/5/2018 7:52:08 AM cjencolville Tell the truth how FDA medications r approved. Its so corrupted by big pharma

12/5/2018 7:53:19 AM cjencolville Ive been praying and sending messages to the universe. We all should.

12/5/2018 7:54:43 AM anneolsen43 No it’s close a few blocks

12/5/2018 7:56:25 AM astol14334 No! NEVER surrender!

12/5/2018 7:58:01 AM battleofever 😊👊

12/5/2018 7:59:37 AM jensingr1 Exactly, and that is how they identify you.....  this I know for a fact!

12/5/2018 8:00:09 AM jane_q_patriot Trump basically says that Flu vaccines are neither safe nor effective (true, from all my years of personal research), which means they are a scam. A very 

deadly one at that.

12/5/2018 8:01:19 AM trumpmomma Wallace alluded to it being about Trump since he was his NSA advisor during campaign and He talked to kislyak🙄. What an idiot

12/5/2018 8:03:21 AM dark2light2019 Of course. To not believe infers enormous ego that we are the best and only since beginning of time and vastness os space...GTFOY humanity

12/5/2018 8:09:05 AM dopesindc Are dates just used to force their hand and influence their actions? Brilliant. Forcing the DS to roll the dice.

12/5/2018 8:10:25 AM blasto33 au contraire.tut tut #FakeNewsMedia

 https://wisemindhealthybody.com/wmhb/trump-warns-flu-shots-scam/ …

 https://www.collective-evolution.com/2017/01/28/trump-warns-against-flu-shot-for-good-reason-i-dont-like-injecting-bad-stuff-into-your-body/ …

12/5/2018 8:11:56 AM kagman4e So when the MSM cries about declassifying the redacted portions, @POTUS will grant their wish only to have the information about the CF exposed 

under the redactions?

12/5/2018 8:12:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yes, that's a good way of putting it. They weaponized the phrase, it's a trigger.

I had to get away. Mine are aggressive. We cannot agree to disagree. They even "jokingly" said they would kidnap me to "make me" listen bc they love 

me and it means my life. Very Creepy.



12/5/2018 8:14:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Go through those that don't follow you back and unfollow them. That will free you up to follow.

12/5/2018 8:15:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd You are following almost 2,000 more than are following you. You have to have followers/following close to same numbers. Best to follow less than 

follow more. Check out every person you follow. Make sure they are MAGA and Q.

12/5/2018 8:21:23 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <]KEYSTONE[>  pic.twitter.com/U99rzHDjTl

12/5/2018 8:22:58 AM connectedtomyc1  https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1069985871821074432 …

12/5/2018 8:23:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd I sic my husband on them, very protective when it comes to that. He's sociologist/psychologist/IT, worked for Fed Gov't for many years. They don't 

mess with him. He unravels their twisted words and they stand there with a blank look, then walk away.

12/5/2018 8:38:16 AM anneolsen43 The port?

12/5/2018 8:44:03 AM pwalt68 @CryptoKoba @intheMatrixxx @colgrove11 @StormIsUponUs @bigredwavenow @BusyElves @realDonaldTrump @777KAB1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  The 

significance of D5...  http://annavonreitz.com/december5th.pdf  These ppl are SICK.

12/5/2018 8:49:13 AM jm19712 This is verifiable- US Army just spent ~1/2 Billion USD training its infantry Brigade Combat teams to wage large scale "Subterranean" warfare.   DARPA 

just closed a solicitation looking for new technology to model and map subterranean battle space, also verifiable. Patience.

12/5/2018 8:52:01 AM djlok "inject commentary"...nice and, yes, they seem to do a lot of that lately! The #FakeNewsMedia injects commentary that serves their purpose.  Makes 

people wonder why.  Why is it so important to [them] that people hate @realDonaldTrump for things he didn't say?  #MSM = Big Problems

12/5/2018 8:54:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

Q Post 2552

       Q: THE CLINTON FOUNDATION

MJ12: The Clinton Foundation https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070340475247312896 …

12/5/2018 8:56:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 We recruited 45 collectively.

12/5/2018 8:57:28 AM jm19712 I only recently started waking up but I feel there have been bread crumbs along the way to get me here.  I am a Marine, currently serving in a different 

"phase of life" that has almost 2 years in combat zones. It feels like this is a very big nut to crack. It is indeed a WW prob.

12/5/2018 9:00:59 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the being that inspired the tealc character still around and will we be able meet that entity someday?

12/5/2018 9:06:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Christianity will be dismembered when we are done.

12/5/2018 9:06:52 AM keencryo Do you have a single fact to back that up? #jcdenton #deusex pic.twitter.com/3mQJOrrCC6

12/5/2018 9:09:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 1212 ET (re CF only)

12/5/2018 9:11:10 AM islandofdelight What did George pass Michelle this AM at Sr’s funeral?

12/5/2018 9:11:51 AM islandofdelight How can BO, MO, BC, and HRC sit next to POTUS knowing what’s about to happen? Do they think they’re safe?

12/5/2018 9:12:05 AM ragevirusqq Great question

12/5/2018 9:12:26 AM islandofdelight Will Flynn’s good press lead to a more public disclosure of CF crimes against children?

12/5/2018 9:12:53 AM ragevirusqq I was thinking how can he look into their eyes and shake their hands knowing what they do.

12/5/2018 9:13:04 AM epsteinfinesse Is Flynn or Mueller one of the whistleblowers?

12/5/2018 9:13:19 AM jleetxgirl They must all be corrupt, then. Mark Taylor says any 50c3 and incorporated religions are a deep state owned business and aren’t true to God.

12/5/2018 9:13:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary is clearly upset at 45.

BC just can't help himself.

He wanted to socialize but it dawned on him... "The Clinton Foundation Criminal Investigation" was in Mueller's report. Do former Presidents see 

unclassified memos? Upon request? Did he see? Does he know? Tick tock. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1070364709075988482 …

12/5/2018 9:13:45 AM thetempestchip Can you give us an estimate of the number of people being investigated that are connected to the 69,000 indictments?

12/5/2018 9:14:11 AM peterclloyd Who was above the Clintons directing the exploits of CF?

12/5/2018 9:14:51 AM islandofdelight Since Comms have been silenced for DS, do they know what’s about to happen? Do they have any idea how close we are? D5!!!

12/5/2018 9:15:10 AM pattonspotting Will the corruption be exposed in other countries that were involved in CF? Corporations too?

12/5/2018 9:15:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 God is within. God is your soul. Your soul is your God. You are your soul. You are your God. You are an IS-BE. All centralized power structures that 

operate as a business seeking money are technically satanic by design. Religions teach you that Earth is hell.

12/5/2018 9:15:24 AM jm19712 I appreciate your honesty here and responding to me.  I too know that parts of it deserve to be cleansed.  I have seen the hypocrisy and have a sense 

of evil. lurking. However, at the end of this, if you demand allegiance to the truth you are unveiling, YOU, are equally wrong!

12/5/2018 9:15:25 AM kindeandtrue Bill's always ready for a good time.

12/5/2018 9:15:30 AM djlok Surely [they] follow Q at a minimum.

12/5/2018 9:15:40 AM taradea08775439 She was not impressed

12/5/2018 9:15:41 AM islandofdelight If George Bush Sr dies this summer, we’re they waiting for their “last stand” to play the dead president card? Sympathy and distractions in their final 

hours?

12/5/2018 9:15:55 AM anangelhasland1 Can you give an estimate of frequency/location of rituals and/or “barbaric political re-education seminars for the potentially unwilling”?

Have they knocked it off already?

12/5/2018 9:16:40 AM davidherald14 Awkward

12/5/2018 9:16:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you die, if you walk into the light then you are told "you go to heaven". Wrong. You return to Earth in another incarnation. Jesus didn't walk to 

the light until after he stepped into the void, willed himself to return, and then he woke up. Time is an illusion. No time.

12/5/2018 9:16:55 AM brandykpt Keep your friends close and your enemies CLOSER

12/5/2018 9:17:17 AM anangelhasland1 Donald’s thinking: “This is worse than junior high!”

12/5/2018 9:17:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 The only light he saw was when we opened his eyes. Occult magic. Death is an illusion. Death does not exist.

12/5/2018 9:18:08 AM esoter1csurgery Is Mueller the stealth bomber dropping the MOAB and Whittaker "The Hammer"? You just suggested that Bill Clinton knows. If they know now...is it 

safe for the public to know?

12/5/2018 9:18:20 AM anitabutterfly The postponing if the hearing of Huber...was it deliberate? Did someone know they had to postpone? Did GHWB die in June and held until this point to 

divert attention?

12/5/2018 9:18:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Non optional social convention."

12/5/2018 9:19:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth would surprise you at how disconnected from reality [they] actually are.

12/5/2018 9:20:52 AM scorpiojj2 Actually you walk into this big room which is surrounded by a library with millions of books and this really pretty red haired lady.

12/5/2018 9:21:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth is within and anyone who interacts with Truth it changes them. Truth will be presented and people will choose their path forward. Not everybody 

will evolve. Some will reject the next evolutionary step and be reincarnated again to try again.

12/5/2018 9:21:24 AM youstinksoap CF was just simply a child trafficking organization, correct?

12/5/2018 9:21:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/5/2018 9:21:38 AM roger35742354 Are we stuck in a sort of time loop.... so to speak? 

Stuck in the 4th dimension?

12/5/2018 9:22:06 AM jordanb987 I hope another Twitter account pops up soon that will allow us to ask questions about the esoteric, because we have a lot! With so many ET races out 

there I'm sure somebody could volunteer (hint, hint), no?

12/5/2018 9:22:10 AM scorpiojj2 Which one? pic.twitter.com/65Okxjn8x3

12/5/2018 9:22:16 AM curvybucket26 Well then, I’m good. That’s what I have always believed. But is there. A Wheel of karma? Next life, you get payback?



12/5/2018 9:22:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most of them have known about this for a while, many of them are trying to stall as long as possible hoping that power would be returned to them so 

they could shut these investigations down like they had for decades prior. POTUS is secure. He's not going anywhere anytime soon.

12/5/2018 9:23:02 AM canadiancovfefe I like your posts. Thank you for your contributions to the Movement.

12/5/2018 9:23:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 She was a high priestess. Her handlers are not safe.

12/5/2018 9:24:13 AM ragevirusqq MA?

12/5/2018 9:24:14 AM stoneturnr Rosatom (owned by Russia) ended up with the Uranium in the U1 deal. CF yeilded many donations for facilitating the deal. Who initiated the U1 deal? 

RUS or cabal? Was Putin being framed or is he complicit in bribery?

12/5/2018 9:24:27 AM djlok I'm already surprised.  If I were [Hillary] I'd be taking to the airwaves to discount the "crap" known as #Q.  If I were her, I would also be taking a stand 

against [her] victims.  Yet, she remains silent about #QAnon, further proving it's legitimacy.

12/5/2018 9:24:35 AM youstinksoap LDR?

12/5/2018 9:24:40 AM 1_decided_voter Not even their staff are aware or tracking Q? Is everyone that oblivious and sitting in their own bubble thinking nothing can touch them?

12/5/2018 9:24:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure inside of American Dad

"Ted's Kill & Grill"

Ted?

Kill & Grill?

You pick your victim?

Hand picked?

Involved.
12/5/2018 9:25:01 AM djlok Good question.

12/5/2018 9:25:05 AM fionasdestiny67 CF- will they disclose the ships carrying children and people, and shut it down?

12/5/2018 9:25:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 69,000 sealed records. More indictments than that. Actual number is classified.

12/5/2018 9:25:26 AM iam_laura9 No Questions... I know... Just saying 'Hi'

12/5/2018 9:25:38 AM totalbullshitur God of the Church is not the same God who is guiding us towards this process of purification. The distortion of facts, the manipulation and sabotage of 

the Holy Scriptures, the secrets, but above all the twisted indoctrination of the Church, to create the Christian according

12/5/2018 9:25:58 AM totalbullshitur to their miserable vision, have produced a vision and image of God in people' minds, which is by no means true.

12/5/2018 9:26:00 AM jm19712 You sound like you are a Theocrat in the making, Magic.   Insults aside, I take your words under substantial consideration as always.  I will say it again, 

at the end of this, if you demand allegiance in any way to the truth you are unveiling,  YOU ="THEM".

12/5/2018 9:26:08 AM dopesindc He has acclimated to the hot seat since his days as Gov trafficking coke. He's numb.

12/5/2018 9:26:15 AM fionasdestiny67 Human hunting?

12/5/2018 9:26:23 AM cidarean Will it become public about her Occult practices and how bad they are and the information therein?

12/5/2018 9:27:28 AM thetempestchip Thankyou my dudes

12/5/2018 9:27:43 AM youstinksoap ...and Family Guy, futurama, Simpsons...I only watch cartoons, lol.

12/5/2018 9:28:05 AM djlok MJ12, you get so dark sometimes!  I know...it's necessary!!

12/5/2018 9:28:28 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 after the event will we be able to assist other planets going through this evil.

12/5/2018 9:28:47 AM jleetxgirl Satan’s first lie - “in the day you eat from the tree, you will be like God and be gods”. Gotta factor that in here.

12/5/2018 9:28:53 AM anneolsen43 Until we get it right ?

12/5/2018 9:29:02 AM collectvcat @SecPompeo  has the “eagle eye” on her.

12/5/2018 9:29:19 AM thetempestchip Havent seen much on her in a while... hopefully shes being water boarded somewhere

12/5/2018 9:29:56 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will omuamua be coming back?

12/5/2018 9:30:13 AM stoneturnr Was U1 negotiated as an aspect of the Iran deal? Did Iran expect to eventually receive the uranium and use it for nefarious purposes?

12/5/2018 9:30:26 AM carolva97910854 But they don’t look too happy about it!

12/5/2018 9:30:53 AM peterclloyd HA?

12/5/2018 9:31:21 AM stormoverwatch We know CF is trafficking.  Is it the lynch pin in everything else?  Did it have control of suppressed tech, meds, intelligence?  What percent of cabal 

control is gone when CF goes down?

12/5/2018 9:32:09 AM jm19712 I don't disagree, Fren.

12/5/2018 9:32:27 AM stoneturnr Who was in control of NK prior to Trump's intervention?

12/5/2018 9:33:17 AM youstinksoap Speaking of celebs (off topic), no coincidence that the 1st baby born from transplanted uterus is out today?  Bey & J disclosure must be coming soon...

12/5/2018 9:34:24 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/5BQKBAK1L0

12/5/2018 9:34:24 AM roger35742354 How about letting us see something of significance today! 

D5!

Those of us that have been working to change our way of thinking are getting weary! 

We are compromising our personal relationships to trust the plan! 

We need reassuring, please! 

WWG1WGA

12/5/2018 9:35:22 AM keith369me How many NXIVM members are Clinton Foundation Members?

12/5/2018 9:37:55 AM raenyasalisbury Love love love it

12/5/2018 9:38:20 AM holliday_billy Ted who?  Nugent?  ugh

12/5/2018 9:39:38 AM islandofdelight Who is Waris Ahluwalla? How is he related to CF trafficking? “House of Waris” pictured with Rachel Chandler (Guinness) very young and recent too

12/5/2018 9:39:58 AM islandofdelight Who is Waris Ahluwalla? pic.twitter.com/HcDdrHwrrM

12/5/2018 9:40:53 AM smith_jere For the first time in my life(s), I feel that freedom from this hellhole is within reach.

12/5/2018 9:41:08 AM blogjam_net Will #Skolkovo be exposed? What was/is really going on there?

12/5/2018 9:42:19 AM wwg1wga_every1 Everyone speaks so glowingly of GHWB. Was he part of the CF child trafficking circle? You know the Clintons & Bushes were very close.

12/5/2018 9:43:37 AM flgirlsbeenqd That song has special meaning for me....comfortably numb.

12/5/2018 9:44:06 AM islandofdelight  pic.twitter.com/G8Gkcxh5EQ

12/5/2018 9:44:17 AM youstinksoap Other Intel OP? https://twitter.com/royalmrbadnews/status/1070351254923214848?s=21 …

12/5/2018 9:45:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd 🤢🤢🤢

12/5/2018 9:45:32 AM keith369me Nobody is demanding allegiance...find the truth. The Law of One gives an explanation of Jesus, the missing parts of his life we aren’t told about, and 

sheds light on why he is deified. It makes more sense when you understand who you are and why you are here. Not church teachings

12/5/2018 9:46:00 AM deebeed2 Edgar Casey/capstone/Atlantis - any truth here?

12/5/2018 9:46:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd Grateful.

12/5/2018 9:48:32 AM brandykpt Best movie ever ... can’t wait for the Ending

12/5/2018 9:49:07 AM smith_jere Chelsea also?

12/5/2018 9:49:28 AM bbobbio71 With all the money the CF was taking in closing so abruptly,  where did the money go? Are there other "hiding spots" that have yet to be discovered?



12/5/2018 9:50:04 AM esoter1csurgery Does CF revelations bring them ALL down as has been suggested? And by all I mean ALL. Rothschilds, Soros, hidden families like the Payseurs etc.

12/5/2018 9:50:33 AM keith369me If it makes you feel better...as I was digging and learning what many are now I felt so sick.  As I see the bigger picture, my existence is at peace...to a 

certain extent I feel detached from the nastiness and closer to who and what I love.  The nastiness is like a movie to me.

12/5/2018 9:51:19 AM moemc8 Ted?

12/5/2018 9:51:23 AM drumsk8 How linked is CF with Cemex?

12/5/2018 9:51:34 AM curt_avila It must not have anything to do with clinton foundation.

12/5/2018 9:51:39 AM _chelseaproject I think so. See photo of chelsea wearing upside down cross necklace.

12/5/2018 9:55:51 AM karentriebel In cartoons veritas

12/5/2018 9:57:42 AM smith_jere I have seen it.

12/5/2018 9:58:54 AM jm19712 I cherish the opportunity to fail as many times as needed to get it right, Magic.

12/5/2018 9:59:33 AM missy968 I think that is who HRC answers to

12/5/2018 10:01:46 AM zoolander39 Rumor going around that this wasn’t the real HRC present, but her body double. Any confirmation on that? Thx

12/5/2018 10:01:53 AM turboxyde The ending is the beginning!

"On a bold crusade, in the realm of shade

What a show! (What a show!) Behold! (Behold!)

The dawn of a million souls!"

Front row seats and ever grateful! https://youtu.be/cHcAs-dsJDQ 

12/5/2018 10:02:01 AM unidentifiedta1 Will bringing down the CF also bring down Walmart?  There are many connections between the two, more than just HC being a Board Member.

12/5/2018 10:02:05 AM raenyasalisbury Drugs .weapons. Selling influence.selling children and secret access programs ...so.much more

12/5/2018 10:04:20 AM vetgeek85027 Will HRC's daughter join them, behind bars?

12/5/2018 10:04:52 AM moemc8 But surely there is Creator God - Source? (which we are part of)

12/5/2018 10:06:14 AM jleetxgirl We are made in His image, so there must be a Creator.

12/5/2018 10:10:50 AM lightworkercain  https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1070367009748074497?s=20 …

12/5/2018 10:16:04 AM teamsterr07 Is that Whitaker I see several rows back from Hussein?

12/5/2018 10:16:18 AM lightseeker2012 It's the arrogance and sense of entitlement that causes them to have a distorted reality.

12/5/2018 10:17:51 AM unidentifiedta1 Is the CF a gateway to non-human entities that prey on our children?

12/5/2018 10:18:40 AM krusso45071344 Yes and that’s what keeps me up at night

12/5/2018 10:18:44 AM anangelhasland1 And these guys? https://www.summum.us 

12/5/2018 10:20:17 AM krusso45071344 Don’t forget Trump knew along time ago that he was going to be President. So not sure who approached who

12/5/2018 10:20:36 AM youstinksoap Right, I just meant all those 'extras' were to keep their power over the supply of children never ending - to simplify their operation as just child 

trafficking.  These are VERY sick people.  😡. Kills me to think about it...

12/5/2018 10:21:21 AM epsteinfinesse He has to take these people down, and make it look non partisan.

12/5/2018 10:24:38 AM raenyasalisbury I have lost all friends ..no one can wrap their minds around this evil...I get it...big love

12/5/2018 10:30:21 AM theydontknowwe1 Must be stuck in a box with the derivatives.

12/5/2018 10:32:11 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will the public get to travel as you have traveled?as you described yesterday.

12/5/2018 10:35:07 AM lightseeker2012 Not just children - trafficking anything considered a commodity (drugs, weapons, tech, humans, organs, ANYTHING).

12/5/2018 10:37:06 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any thoughts on the Bob Lazar interview or biography?

12/5/2018 10:41:18 AM roger35742354 Some relationships to the point of no reconciliation too! But when they seek answers they may be back... maybe!

12/5/2018 10:46:30 AM slayerofmatrix1 It’s a manufactured replica frequency.

12/5/2018 10:50:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 At best they have staff who have "checked it out" "once or twice" to see what it was. They typically scan for names. If a name is published with it, they 

action on it, when its conspiracy theorist stuff, they gloss over it and discredit it. They are instructed to. Think CLAS.

12/5/2018 10:51:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pawn.

12/5/2018 10:52:01 AM raenyasalisbury I am just glad they are leaning heavy to put out the child trafficking ...that's what the normies .need to hear from the media

12/5/2018 10:52:33 AM slayerofmatrix1 Alllllllll the SWEETER !

12/5/2018 10:53:14 AM jm19712 Alright Magic, time for some truth. Do you run/control Amazondotcom, AI or is Amazon AI paying special attention to my Twitter activity? This is the 

second occasion Amazon emailed me with books relevant to our conversation here within seconds of our conversation.

12/5/2018 10:53:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fewer than you think, though the list is not short.

Think competition.

Who is bidding for power?

Was NXIVM a clown op?

Was CF a rivaling faction? (CF = CF)

Clowns used it to control.

CF used it by CF to stay in power. (CF != CF)

Who is defending CF? (CF = CF)
12/5/2018 10:56:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 through the Pentagon contracted with many in Hollywood to provide assistance to ensure that productions did not violate National 

Security protocols. Really, we used it to leak disinformation that contained half truth, half fantasy. We knew Disclosure was happening.

12/5/2018 10:56:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 So when the news breaks, it doesn't throw everybody in a panic.

12/5/2018 10:57:48 AM djlok HRC should be using that Ivy League degree to figure out what the hell Q has on her and why Q has so many observers.  I'm thinking she may not be as 

smart as she sounds. No offense to any Hillary supporters. 

#QAnon

12/5/2018 10:58:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Relationships will fracture during the Great Awakening. You will learn why Aliens never wanted to make contact with Earth prior to their crash. They 

would have preferred never to have crashed. However circumstances demanded they pay us a visit.

12/5/2018 11:01:08 AM islandofdelight @pistoffkristoph

12/5/2018 11:01:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

Think dam.

Structure is their organization's structure.

Water being held back is the technology.

They feed off the energy produced by the dam.

Dams produce a lot of energy.

Keeps them in extreme power.

12/5/2018 11:02:08 AM islandofdelight We’re all in this together. No ones alone no matter how much it might feel like it #WWG1WGA ☺️❤️ love and light friend

12/5/2018 11:02:43 AM roger35742354 Thank you! 

Things are not as they seem! 

Everything, EVERYTHING, we know is nothing but a lie! 

Let the light of truth shine on us all!

WWG1WGA

12/5/2018 11:03:24 AM islandofdelight Any insight to share on the forth state of Water? H4O2? Ever used in SAPs? Does it promote healing? Energy? Watt-Ahh?



12/5/2018 11:04:09 AM roger35742354 I'll talk to you!

WWG1WGA 

We need each other!

12/5/2018 11:04:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran because it would go against American Foreign Policy. They wanted Iran to nuke 

Israel. Somebody talked about this recently? We wonder who that could be? Universal moral code is to base on compassion and evidence.

12/5/2018 11:06:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 However the Russians did not want nuclear war between Iran and Israel, so Russia used their blackmail on 44/CF to manipulate every foreign policy 

decision made. In exchange, Russia gained power over key areas the West won from the Soviet Union. This made Russia stronger.

12/5/2018 11:06:32 AM roger35742354 I appreciate honesty

12/5/2018 11:06:50 AM lightworkercain Did the STS (Krll) "crash" first and that required the STO to also "crash" (make contact)?

12/5/2018 11:07:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 They have no interest in nuclear war, however they do have interest in playing games with Foreign Policy to the betterment of their agenda. Players on 

both sides. Impartial because it is not National Security but rather National Interest.

12/5/2018 11:09:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Since the CF was trying to sell Israel to Iran via U1/CF (think Ukraine) which would send U to NK & Iran, Russia wanted a large enough stockpile hand 

delivered to them by the Americans to prove they are serious. Russia kept a majority of the U sold. NK/Iran/? got the remainder.

12/5/2018 11:10:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Israel was given very special status after 1947. The Majestic 12 learned about the 50 year warning. We prepared by taking control over the region.

12/5/2018 11:11:30 AM time4u2know Help on LDR?

12/5/2018 11:11:58 AM time4u2know Help on MA?

12/5/2018 11:12:24 AM loveanon777 🥰🙏🏾💛💛💛🙏🏾🥰

12/5/2018 11:12:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you travel in space, you travel in time.

Time is an illusion of environment.

As environment changes, time changes.

Disinformation campaign was "it will happen."

Events not dates.

"It will happen" implies a date exists.

Dates create chaos.

Enemy combatant?

Disinformation.
12/5/2018 11:14:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070393509184712704 …

12/5/2018 11:16:16 AM roger35742354 So true!

12/5/2018 11:16:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary found out about this intelligence through her CF blackmail portfolio of Government agents within NASA, SD, FBI, DOJ, NSA, DNI, etc. etc. etc. 

who were participating in the Rituals of Power. Invite only. Many layers of initiation. Advanced "alien" technology used on them.

12/5/2018 11:17:10 AM stoneturnr Thank you so much for your thorough response. This clear up a lot of questions. I am humbled and grateful to be a part of this movement. THANK YOU!

12/5/2018 11:17:12 AM stormoverwatch Thanks!

12/5/2018 11:18:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 The sinister death cult that Hillary was a high priestess to, who was working with similar ETs to the disinformation EBE-3, made it a political priority of 

the NWO, which was created by a different group of ETs, to destroy Earth as the architect's plan originally called for.

12/5/2018 11:19:15 AM kagman4e What or who is CF?

12/5/2018 11:20:41 AM fionasdestiny67 I second that "Whoa".

12/5/2018 11:20:59 AM morrifive Might I ask, What questions were cleared up?!

12/5/2018 11:21:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 The NWO group was not the same group as CF.

Two different goals.

GF is similar to CF as well as NNF.

NWO wanted slaves on a planet that would produce more sacrifices.

CF et co conspirators wanted nuclear war because "all of them would survive."

12/5/2018 11:22:41 AM time4u2know "all of them would survive."  Where? Off planet life?

12/5/2018 11:22:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not true.

Nobody would.

It's happened on Earth before.

It's happened on other planets.

It's happened on the Moon.

It's happened on Venus.

Nuclear war always destroys all life on a planet.

Always.
12/5/2018 11:24:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Earth is feeling the effects of the nuclear weapons tests conducted in the mid 20th century. The planet's climate is measurably losing control.

Why?

What are nuclear weapons?

Why do ET races forbid the use of nuclear weapons?

When humans discovered them, why did ETs visit?

12/5/2018 11:26:14 AM djlok Does [her] death cult have a specific name?  Or does it just exist without a name?

12/5/2018 11:27:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 A global denuculearlization treaty will be signed by all sovereign nation states with explicit instructions to immediately prosecute any attempts at 

seeking to become a nuclear threat. Mass surveillance is a prerequisite for this treaty. "Trust but verify." VERIFY ALWAYS!

12/5/2018 11:28:49 AM lbf777 So Iran & Israel are actually allies pretending to be enemies?

12/5/2018 11:32:22 AM jimhayzlett What's the news?

12/5/2018 11:32:42 AM cidarean Wow. That's interesting. What a very destructive game we are living in.

12/5/2018 11:33:41 AM libertyselfgov Thank u4”Truth”is beauty& beauty is God’s heavenly divine intervention on earth 2save We The People Gov infinitely United”Constitutional Republic”n

 oneness thur God’s “HOLY SPIRIT”🙏❤️🇺🇸🙏We The People one nation under God. N GOD WE TRUST🙏LOVINGKINDNESS

12/5/2018 11:36:10 AM morety76 Can you explain what nuclear weapons actually are?? Portals, reset buttons?

12/5/2018 11:37:07 AM wrapwt Check out viziv from #Q last few drops. I'm sorry can't remember post number off hand. 😃👍

12/5/2018 11:37:42 AM roger35742354 As a friend told me yesterday... 

" the road to Ascension is a lonely one"!

Sure starting to look that way!

12/5/2018 11:38:17 AM esoter1csurgery I would wager they visited to put an end to it because while we have the free will to destroy ourselves...destroying our planet would cause a massive 

shift and instability in the surrounding solar system/universe. Many public records of UFOs powering down nuclear facilities.

12/5/2018 11:40:43 AM thetempestchip Marina Abromovich, spirit cooking child eating extraordinaire.

12/5/2018 11:41:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd What a tangled web of lies and deceit! pic.twitter.com/oFea4mT6EG



12/5/2018 11:43:54 AM cidarean Dosnt nuclear explosions effect other dimensions and density? Not to mention what happens to an individual on a spiritual level when the physical 

body is destroyed in such a way. I hear those who lost their lives from nuclear means are still in healing.

12/5/2018 11:44:06 AM keith369me It has to be every sovereign region to be effective, not just the US and USSR

12/5/2018 11:44:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have DUMBs capable of providing complete protection on Planet Earth for several years (each DUMB).

DUMB = Deep Underground Military Base (unaffected)

DUNB = Deep Underground Nuclear Bunker (unaffected)

DUNB/DUMBs all connect to each other.

Think SG-1 "Tolan" Prisoners

12/5/2018 11:44:24 AM holliday_billy 👍🏻

12/5/2018 11:47:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have told you what alien technology is. 

Technology that is controlled using consciousness.

Technology to make your will reality.

Very limited programmable functions though.

12/5/2018 11:47:23 AM cjencolville Of course it is. That didn't even shock me.

12/5/2018 11:47:28 AM keith369me It’s not the plans we need to get rid of...the information will always return if desired.  It is the desire to have/use nuclear weapons that must go.

12/5/2018 11:48:17 AM mongrelglory I'm in the same boat as you Krissuzz.  But they're telling us that humanity and the world has a much brighter future, so I think we have something to 

look forward to.  I think it will be easier for people to connect when the world is a happier place.

12/5/2018 11:48:50 AM holliday_billy wow!  one hell of a thread!  thanks

12/5/2018 11:51:03 AM worldxplorer1 So you better have damn good control over your thoughts or all kinds of craziness can be manifested. Hence it could be used to benefit humanity or 

destro humanity.

12/5/2018 11:53:19 AM mongrelglory Or stoned...

12/5/2018 11:54:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are connecting now. See what the internet has enabled? Most people are good.

12/5/2018 11:55:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 FDA is not Big Pharma. FDA is a puppet to Big Pharma.

Strings cut?

12/5/2018 11:57:07 AM vand3rboots This is what happens when planets are destroyed by nuclear war (especially section 10.1)  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=Maldek …

12/5/2018 11:57:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Full Disclosure

12/5/2018 12:03:23 PM scorpiojj2 Do you mean this one? pic.twitter.com/ZfsVBABgSa

12/5/2018 12:05:47 PM scorpiojj2 Let me look and I will send you a picture if I can.

12/5/2018 12:06:49 PM missy968 Lynn de Rothschild

12/5/2018 12:08:09 PM scorpiojj2 I have their whole plan. pic.twitter.com/syChLTh501

12/5/2018 12:08:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is my heartbeat song.......... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4_6N-k5VS4 … pic.twitter.com/imgv4TmTsm

12/5/2018 12:11:15 PM jm19712 I didn't say or imply that allegiance was being demanded now.

12/5/2018 12:11:26 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ 12

"To travel in time is To travel in space"

Is the person we see here among people you stand for? 

Are you "observing evidence" since it was "destroyed by nuclear war"? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=uSiW5N8rGIg …

12/5/2018 12:14:03 PM time4u2know Thank you! Have an awesome day!

12/5/2018 12:14:23 PM time4u2know Thank you! Have an awesome day!

12/5/2018 12:14:41 PM time4u2know Thank you! Have an awesome day!

12/5/2018 12:15:12 PM thetempestchip Thankyou, you also :)

12/5/2018 12:17:46 PM youstinksoap Are these being destroyed, or repurposed?

12/5/2018 12:21:02 PM pauliepg11111 Re the ETs who never wanted contact with earth. Let’s see how THEY would have been after thousands of years of manipulation, trauma and 

oppression. Never judge an IS-BE until you’ve walked a mile in his shoes.

12/5/2018 12:21:22 PM cidarean Love it. I did not know that Venus suffered a Nuclear incident. RA never disclosed that tidbit of information.

12/5/2018 12:24:06 PM parrotandrea Are you saying all relation ?? Our family husband and kids?

12/5/2018 12:24:36 PM scorpiojj2 Here's a good one from one of their documents. pic.twitter.com/217yH4AZ5x

12/5/2018 12:26:40 PM mongrelglory How could Iran think they'd get away with nuking Israel, without realizing that Israel would respond in kind.  Mutual assured destruction!  Or had they 

sold Iran some advanced (alien) technology that made Iran impervious to Israel's nukes?

12/5/2018 12:31:47 PM jollyrob2 Speechless 😶

12/5/2018 12:38:09 PM 1_decided_voter Is this (or something similar) real? pic.twitter.com/JI1ZgV2cub

12/5/2018 12:39:29 PM kachinagtto @threadreaderapp unroll thread

12/5/2018 12:41:32 PM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@candid_bandit Hillary/Obama sold Israel to Iran and got the Russians to help Iran because it 

would go against American […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070393509184712704.html …

See you soon. 🤖

12/5/2018 12:45:40 PM scorpiojj2 You can find millions of pictures if you use a TinEye plugin. pic.twitter.com/5YfEP2c63u

12/5/2018 12:47:59 PM jimhayzlett Today still?

12/5/2018 12:48:49 PM justice4genflyn Agreed.  Each day of delay is a day that more Americans awaken to the utter depravity of the dems.  We should meme the hell out of them.  Make 

them regret the delay. pic.twitter.com/woUoIPWVgj

12/5/2018 12:51:22 PM urkgurgle Is it possible that the duality can be ‘being v nothingness’ or ‘light v dark’ etc. In any duality there is interference created by the infinite possibilities 

inherent in the choice.

12/5/2018 12:54:27 PM turboxyde I had a lucid dream recently where I entered a cave in the mountains while being pursued by "bounty hunters." I kept going deeper until I came out 

into a maintenance shaft that opened into a paradise of sorts like an underground resort. While I was welcomed, the pursuers weren't.

12/5/2018 12:57:01 PM wonderswords I think they did, woe, didn't see that comin'

12/5/2018 12:59:14 PM daveo6145 Bill?

12/5/2018 1:05:02 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @candid_bandit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do You Believe In Coincidence ??? <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking 

Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Control All …  https://buff.ly/2AYsrqu  pic.twitter.com/lnJDGQaVy1

12/5/2018 1:05:51 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/latXHtMfx8

12/5/2018 1:06:11 PM diaptera_80 Wonder why those wars weren’t stopped?

12/5/2018 1:15:40 PM 4rotorenigma @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  54 4f 50 20 53 45 43 52 45 54 20 53 43 49 20 4d 41 4a 4f 52 20 48 55 48 3f 20 50 47 50 20 28 50 52 45 54 54 59 20 47 4f 4f 44 20 50 

52 49 56 41 43 59 29 20 53 48 41 4c 4c 20 57 45 20 41 44 44 52 45 53 53 20 59 4f 55 20 41 53 20 4d 52 20 4e 53 41 3f 20 20 4f 52 20

12/5/2018 1:17:07 PM jbeans66  https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ … Something did happen on 

11/11. Go read drop 2527.

12/5/2018 1:19:04 PM johngradycole20 Yes I highly doubt Phil was ignorant enough to keep uranium under his bed.

12/5/2018 1:19:27 PM lbf777 Ya but MJ12 said disclosure happening. When he was confronted about it, he said “disinformation is necessary.” 🤔😕

12/5/2018 1:21:37 PM mongrelglory That's a relief!  I'd hate for them to be like cockroaches and scatter under a rock somewhere else.  This extermination program needs to be world-wide!

12/5/2018 1:23:37 PM mongrelglory Are the British or European Royal families tied into the Clinton Foundation in any way?

12/5/2018 1:31:15 PM dontgivearats You people are the sheep...Qtards



12/5/2018 1:34:50 PM jimhayzlett Dec 5th suppose to be Big News!  Maybe it's still coming today???  I'll wait more 😇

12/5/2018 1:37:04 PM cidarean That's odd. I never once felt that in any of their sessions. If this was left out, where did you aquire this information that informs your assumption? The 

reason Venus information was left out is because it was not asked. I never got a feeling of deception.

12/5/2018 1:39:04 PM 4rotorenigma @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Groom Lake, Area 51, PGP  TSSCI  ET PHONE HOME    NICE PICTURE THOUGH  pic.twitter.com/JyMQcPbHIq

12/5/2018 1:42:47 PM roublisa Ok, he died in the 80’s I was 20 something.

12/5/2018 1:43:47 PM _chelseaproject Have ETs helped to prevent nuclear war on earth?

12/5/2018 1:44:46 PM smith_jere Like the nukes tested not far from my town-Roswell?

12/5/2018 1:50:23 PM psyanidegaming idk, no one tells me shit

12/5/2018 1:54:43 PM goyaeq Won't they just follow America's example once Declas happens?

12/5/2018 1:55:02 PM 1_decided_voter I don't need to find a match with TinEye or other similar applications, since I know this is from Avengers / Marvel movies. My question was whether 

this rendering is based on real craft that have yet to be disclosed? @david_wilcock and William Tompkins would suggest that it is.

12/5/2018 1:57:14 PM cidarean I believe the planet is doing that now.

12/5/2018 1:57:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Watch SG-1 S4E7 Watergate.

12/5/2018 1:58:41 PM cidarean Proxi state of the CIA?

12/5/2018 2:00:13 PM mongrelglory Will do!  I bought the DVD set for myself as a Christmas present this year. 😁

12/5/2018 2:02:03 PM laurabusse Therefore the Bushes should be paraded out first as they are republicans...

12/5/2018 2:03:51 PM jimhayzlett Maybe its time to Lock Up 43???

12/5/2018 2:06:39 PM scorpiojj2 I haven't seen this one so far but you can look up the Avrocar, I walked by it. There are some kind of alien things I have the documents. 

pic.twitter.com/F42cXkZpNA

12/5/2018 2:07:04 PM mongrelglory Do we have such water-based life-forms here on Earth?

12/5/2018 2:08:17 PM lovesg_d I am watching the series now on Apple TV.  Love it!  This is probably my third viewing of the series, but am watching with a different perspective now.  

#StargateSG1

12/5/2018 2:11:30 PM jimhayzlett Dan Bongino already released most of this info...

12/5/2018 2:11:42 PM 1_decided_voter Again, not what I was asking.

12/5/2018 2:13:05 PM laurabusse How does someone get to be so evil? She was a baby...a little girl...

12/5/2018 2:14:41 PM jimhayzlett Dark => Light

12/5/2018 2:15:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Target political enemies.

Doxxing personal identity information.

Ultimate social engineering tool handed to the most sick people in the world.

11.2 billion private messages sent per day.

How do you think they kept everybody asleep throughout Renegade's tenure?

Neutralize MIL?

12/5/2018 2:15:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns reverse engineered NSA technology and seeded it into what you call Facebook to use it for their own purposes.

DARK > LIGHT

Do you still use Facebook?

What if a transnational child sex trafficking cartel used the data in Facebook to hand select victims for a price?

12/5/2018 2:15:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if technology existed prior that was able to build a profile on any person to assess their National Security risk threat with near 99% accuracy?

What if that technology was restricted to Military Intelligence only?

What if bad actors wanted to use? https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-12-05/seized-facebook-internal-emails-published-by-u-k-

lawmakers …

12/5/2018 2:18:09 PM epsteinfinesse Good point. He also said he was waiting for people to die before he declassified the rest of the JFK papers. I wonder who 🙄...

12/5/2018 2:18:33 PM luvleebutterfly I love that show & it's sister shows/movies

My favorite scene is where Gen. Hammond tells the team it's ok to have a tv show based upon their program b/c it gives them "plausible 

deniability"😂

I watched that scene like 3x's as it was so TRUE & I couldn't believe they said it!😎

12/5/2018 2:18:51 PM sehvehn sounds like Person of Interest

12/5/2018 2:19:17 PM swimrobin Clinton Foundation

12/5/2018 2:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not suggesting that Facebook sells children to an international child sex trafficking network.

We are saying, Facebook was demanded to share that data by its investors in exchange for profit.

Other organizations, also controlled by the same puppet masters purchased data.

12/5/2018 2:20:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those other organizations gave 44/CF access to target victims.

What did CF do with the hundreds of millions donated to it?

What role did the CF play in securing public taxpayer money to bad actors?

"The United States is no longer the piggy bank of the world." - 45

12/5/2018 2:22:12 PM bdam777 Huh.

 https://reason.com/archives/2003/05/23/my-lifelog-and-yours … pic.twitter.com/CKrQpnqUpZ

12/5/2018 2:22:17 PM peterclloyd It’s a hard to remember when the Clowns 1st priority was to protect national security. Under 41, it seemed to transition to a business model of 

churning cash with immunity. Is there any hope for them to be legitimized?

12/5/2018 2:23:19 PM 92michael UMMMMMMMMM! You (not @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 but the people out there) have no freakin idea how cool and awesome, that the shit they are hiding 

from us is!!! #GameChanging https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070441635689975808 …

12/5/2018 2:23:31 PM slayerofmatrix1 No bc twitt isn’t the social venue where we all share pics of our babies, grandbabies, friends’ babies, friends’ grandbabies etc. like a smorgasbord for 

the soulless MONSTERS to track and abduct.

12/5/2018 2:23:37 PM colista I knew, but I didn't 

want to admit it ... pic.twitter.com/vnulDpJoGF

12/5/2018 2:23:40 PM bdam777 Facebook was launched on Feb 4 2005. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Facebook …

12/5/2018 2:23:49 PM jimhayzlett But, MSM needs to report this to awaken masses.  Your Twitter following is an awakened few...

12/5/2018 2:25:05 PM cidarean Yes and a vast majority of the civilized world uses it.  Some rely on it for communication, networking, work and all sorts of things. Just as planned if not 

better. We have become addicted to social media. Its very sad. Hopefully not for long...

12/5/2018 2:25:21 PM slayerofmatrix1 Do people still need to delete their accounts ??  Or are things handled now ?

12/5/2018 2:26:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account receives millions of impressions a day. It is reaching a wide audience. We have increased engagement in spirit of 11-11-18.

DARK > LIGHT began on the anniversary from when Q started to post.

Have you been noticing a trend?

12/5/2018 2:26:53 PM keith369me DARPA Project Lifelog?  Military had their paws on it from the start?

12/5/2018 2:29:34 PM phxrising8 Thanks! I’m too busy reading all the Q decodes today!



12/5/2018 2:29:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns were started to give USSR a foothold into US Gov/Mil in exchange for Nazi SSP tech. We pay the expense, USSR/RU did... well their own thing. 

Clowns have always been enemies to MJ12. Logical thinking. MJ12 infiltrated Clowns and subverted its attention from UFO to CST.

12/5/2018 2:31:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure

12/5/2018 2:31:57 PM jonessense People on FB are the most asleep. Tough nut to crack

12/5/2018 2:33:02 PM slayerofmatrix1 Understood

12/5/2018 2:33:17 PM slayerofmatrix1 I could smell it.

12/5/2018 2:33:23 PM ragevirusqq What are clowns

12/5/2018 2:33:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 U1 https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1070445460538613760 …

12/5/2018 2:34:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn to archive offline.

12/5/2018 2:35:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 American Dad is a show about clowns and extraterrestrials.

12/5/2018 2:35:53 PM ragevirusqq Thank you I understand

12/5/2018 2:37:27 PM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does tweeting you out us in more danger?

12/5/2018 2:39:26 PM luvleebutterfly Mirror?

12/5/2018 2:39:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many Patriots also have the files too.

WL Insurance files.

Majestic insurance.

12/5/2018 2:41:38 PM luvleebutterfly Oh, & 5:5

o7 pic.twitter.com/XVMnDWGqMy

12/5/2018 2:41:42 PM laurabusse I understand the law of one books were not complete...and that more recently stuff was published (after her death) that carla would not allow to be 

previously published. I wonder if it was in there...

12/5/2018 2:43:34 PM luvleebutterfly That's a relief

I'm glad the 411 is secured in multiples

12/5/2018 2:44:29 PM slayerofmatrix1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 at it all day every day now.  Went for a walk bc I thought it was all clear for the evening.  Wishful thinking.  

pic.twitter.com/l0VTGSJWeg

12/5/2018 2:45:25 PM jimhayzlett Millions of awakened ones here.  How many unawakened ones watch MSM?  They need shocking news to wake up, PLEASE 🙏🏼😇

12/5/2018 2:46:17 PM luvleebutterfly Crimeny talk about blackmail fuel too!

This explains quite a bit re: 2017 SOTU add & Q's postings

12/5/2018 2:47:54 PM 78503002 of course. Just look at Crop circles and cattle mutilations.

12/5/2018 2:48:33 PM anangelhasland1 How would it affect your average Bay Area stripclub?

12/5/2018 2:49:05 PM ragevirusqq Plot: The Russians opened a star gate in Siberia they could not close and sg1 was commissioned to enter the star gate to assess the situation.

12/5/2018 2:49:07 PM cidarean I don't think thats the case in this instance. It contradicts the entire message in the sessions and books. But il leave it with that.

12/5/2018 2:50:26 PM luvleebutterfly U1 what, enabled Russkies to make Nukes of a higher yield?

Is this where their Father of all bombs came from?

The sheer stupidity & treachery is  astounding!🤦♀️

12/5/2018 2:51:05 PM ragevirusqq The Russians were going to disclose the existence of sg1 and scientist convinced them open the gate instead. The they needed sg1 help. They procured 

the stargate from nazi technology.

12/5/2018 2:52:18 PM ragevirusqq This caused an issue where sg1 had 7 teams off world and were compelled to help the Russians so they could get their teams home.

12/5/2018 2:52:45 PM ragevirusqq This is the first 10 minutes of the plot

12/5/2018 2:53:39 PM ragevirusqq I wish I could meet the real tealc. He is awesome.

12/5/2018 2:54:14 PM jonessense FB peeps are so programmed, they come off as really stupid. (And I know its not their fault) Which causes me to judge them. Which lowers my 

vibrations. So i try to avoid FB.

12/5/2018 2:54:43 PM secretangelop You talked about SG-1,but how much truth is to "Universe" series? This was always my favourite of SGs.

12/5/2018 2:55:35 PM taradea08775439 Lifelog=Facebook

12/5/2018 2:56:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary. 

SG-1 was Majestic.

12/5/2018 2:56:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/5/2018 3:01:22 PM curt_avila We're getting closer to the truth

12/5/2018 3:05:11 PM keith369me This should be fun...make the Russians dump the dirt to seed the population

12/5/2018 3:06:14 PM consortiapartn1 All that's lacking are the keys

12/5/2018 3:06:19 PM luvleebutterfly Will Html to pdf like this work?

 http://www.html2pdf.it/?url= https://pastebin.com/C7wW5bX1 …

12/5/2018 3:08:03 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/y6L4q3d7De

12/5/2018 3:08:04 PM lightworkercain Nuclear radiation can disrupt/damage soul DNA? Only thing that can do this in the Universe(s)?

12/5/2018 3:08:24 PM peterclloyd The Agency starting with C

12/5/2018 3:10:21 PM lightworkercain Thumb drive?

12/5/2018 3:12:07 PM laurabusse They've been switching off nuclear missile silos for decades...i believe this info is in the public domain

12/5/2018 3:16:10 PM gotcha3613 Whew!  Glad that was released so we could finally learn the truth🤨

12/5/2018 3:18:17 PM sergii_ii Never answered this one

12/5/2018 3:19:40 PM laurabusse Hopefully we'll find out :-)

12/5/2018 3:26:04 PM decodematrix The BC and HRC here are clones, probably Hussein clone too.

12/5/2018 3:27:06 PM djlok If the #MSM starts telling the truth, stops making quotes up for politicians [they] don't like, throwing up fake pictures like they're real,....then the world 

would be a much different place.  The MSM, specifically the 24 hour news cycle, has done a number on #America.  Not good.

12/5/2018 3:27:31 PM magicianswheel Horrible thought. This must END!!!

12/5/2018 3:28:31 PM djlok People need to hear what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is saying....even those of us IS-BE's who don't quite understand it all.

#QAnon

12/5/2018 3:31:36 PM decodematrix Yes he died in June.

12/5/2018 3:40:38 PM 1_decided_voter You do now... https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

12/5/2018 3:45:18 PM roger35742354 Like the series Star Gate- 1?

12/5/2018 3:45:57 PM palmdalekid2 Yes

12/5/2018 3:46:45 PM cjencolville Yes please cut them.

12/5/2018 4:02:45 PM gwenlcummings Maybe one of the investigations is about Fethullah Gulen, the controversial cleric Ankara holds responsible for a failed Turkey coup attempt in 2016. 

Flynn was supposed to figure a way to get Gulen to Turkey Erdogan. Think Gulen or his followers donated to Clinton Foundation

12/5/2018 4:03:11 PM gwenlcummings  https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/09/11/the-u-s-turkey-relationship-is-worse-off-than-you-think/ …

12/5/2018 4:03:32 PM gwenlcummings  https://www.mondialisation.ca/turkey-failed-coup-ties-emerge-between-hilary-clinton-and-mysterious-islamic-cleric-fethullah-gulen/5536349 …

12/5/2018 4:05:49 PM iam_laura9 Watched it. I knew it was another life form.  Wondering thinking they were nanonites... Q is Dr. WHO alliance or cabal programming???



12/5/2018 4:07:08 PM gwenlcummings Just guessing. Maybe Mueller will have to figure out a way to protect Clinton because of the information Flynn provided about Fethullah Gulen & how 

Gulen is tied somehow w/donations to Hillary Clinton foundation. George Soros, Hillary Clinton & Obama are all tied in Turkey Coup

12/5/2018 4:08:53 PM gwenlcummings Turkey Failed Coup: Ties Emerge Between Hilary Clinton And Mysterious Islamic Cleric Fethullah Gulen  https://www.mondialisation.ca/turkey-failed-

coup-ties-emerge-between-hilary-clinton-and-mysterious-islamic-cleric-fethullah-gulen/5536349 …

12/5/2018 4:09:05 PM iam_laura9 I was under the impression that our cosmic cousins would not allow a nuclear war. And have shutdown all nuclear facilities. Knowing this why would 

we fear nuclear war?

12/5/2018 4:09:16 PM time4u2know What made 45 stand out to you that you "passed" on others?

12/5/2018 4:11:52 PM iam_laura9 Aka the Draco...

12/5/2018 4:12:20 PM 1aaronjustice Q is constantly checkmating the DS

12/5/2018 4:13:14 PM olimyracle 2 mios kids missing WW every year may not be "a conspiracy"... try "missing kids" on google 😱

"Those who knows cannot sleep" pic.twitter.com/lOxcZshx84

12/5/2018 4:14:37 PM nelson22265884 Welcome back! @BarackObama tried to kill you. #MAGA

12/5/2018 4:15:40 PM iam_laura9 If nuclear weapons go off it sends out vibrations of chaos into the universe which affects all . We r all connected.  We r all one.

12/5/2018 4:16:59 PM cstarr888 I'm told, yes, we do.

12/5/2018 4:17:18 PM sweetnursejulie 'Interferes with mind control frequencies'...

Hmmm....wonder if this means that anyone, anywhere, under MKUltra- type control were freed following the release of these waves. Imagine people 

everywhere just 'snapping out of it'!! WW protests suddenly going on now...coincidence?

12/5/2018 4:18:27 PM datruseeka Absolutely!

12/5/2018 4:29:23 PM keith369me Waiting for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to get a blue check mark

12/5/2018 4:31:51 PM youstinksoap Next is magical?!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

💥💥💥💥

12/5/2018 4:32:34 PM dopesindc Yikes, glad I never did FB!

12/5/2018 4:34:19 PM decodematrix Did the nuke testing by NK cause problems in the higher dimensions?

12/5/2018 4:35:47 PM cidarean Lol your Twitter follower count is rapidly increasing...

12/5/2018 4:41:21 PM datruseeka Just last night I tried talking to daughter/son in law about Nikola Tesla great discoveries, given they are both honors math high school teachers, they 

would appreciate.  Started w 3,6,9 , then after diagrams and short clip I mentioned “time travel” and Philadelphia Experiment...

12/5/2018 4:42:36 PM roger35742354 And how did it go?

12/5/2018 4:43:49 PM curt_avila No way they get one.

12/5/2018 4:44:52 PM datruseeka Was immediately shut down by son n law snapping at me, saying “Ok, we’re done! No more of this talk, because NONE OF IT IS TRUE, none of it!”  I 

was stunned!  Needless to say, timing of their awakening will be much much longer.  And they are MATH TEACHERS!

12/5/2018 4:46:20 PM roger35742354 Seem to get that a lot when I speak about these subjects myself! 

Conspiracy theorist!

12/5/2018 4:47:32 PM datruseeka When you say circumstances, you mean about the use of nuclear weapons and the cosmic pulse it created?

12/5/2018 4:47:54 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/Kohz4yhoE9

12/5/2018 4:50:42 PM mattdawg80 "...like the Stargate that was found in Antarctica.."

12/5/2018 4:53:44 PM shanto12 What's Gitmo

12/5/2018 4:55:57 PM datruseeka I’m still trying to wrestle with the pros & cons of that technology for mankind and the divine intentions for us.  Seems to me it could be high risk, when 

you give the reigns to people whereby ANYTHING is possible!  Why should we even go down that lane? Why not?

12/5/2018 5:00:56 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/AegkojKhVJ

12/5/2018 5:02:20 PM vintagesquirrel It was their creation.

12/5/2018 5:02:33 PM qaphsiel17 Hostage transfer?

12/5/2018 5:04:09 PM chapulincolored Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Following Following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

More

e593d34b4fbd5b58f567ece3aa377794

12/5/2018 5:04:48 PM datruseeka So this comes down to “we all need to leave Earth”?

12/5/2018 5:05:35 PM eskeljoyce Lol, I was just looking at Pompeo giving the eye to someone in the front row. He doesn’t look to happy.

12/5/2018 5:05:58 PM vintagesquirrel They were never concerned with protecting us.

12/5/2018 5:07:41 PM eskeljoyce How do we know he died in June? Has that been confirmed?

12/5/2018 5:08:00 PM datruseeka Is the intent now for us to use these? Or for us to leave planet Earth all together?

12/5/2018 5:09:29 PM values_southern Check Barbara’s WWG1WGA😜

12/5/2018 5:10:34 PM mattdawg80 Ancient Underwater Ruins

12/5/2018 5:13:38 PM mattdawg80 Sentient water

12/5/2018 5:14:00 PM youstinksoap Plandet...a planet in training?

12/5/2018 5:29:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure

SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return

Sep 8, 2000

Ultimate Redpill

Major Disclosure

Martin was based on a real star-seed civilian selected.

Questions?
12/5/2018 5:30:06 PM datruseeka Real or fiction@?

12/5/2018 5:30:58 PM mattdawg80 Watching now.

12/5/2018 5:31:47 PM daumster Yes.

WTH are you saying?

12/5/2018 5:31:49 PM roger35742354 I watched the whole series, on and off!

What about the whole Ascension part of Daniel?

12/5/2018 5:32:25 PM cidarean I don't own the series 😭😭😭

12/5/2018 5:33:31 PM wonderswords What is a Star Seed?

12/5/2018 5:33:33 PM magicianswheel And that one was George H.W. Bush???? Bye-bye - Georgie! Burn in hell.

12/5/2018 5:33:58 PM cidarean Hulu has it! Brb

12/5/2018 5:36:18 PM jordanb987 How can I tell for sure if I am a starseed?



12/5/2018 5:36:25 PM connectedtomyc1 I've had very similar experiences. My family and closest will not wake up absent MSM reporting or White House conference. Major cognitive 

dissonance prevents IMHO. I feel for you. Frustrating and disheartening.

12/5/2018 5:37:25 PM rhealln Watching!!!

12/5/2018 5:38:31 PM bbaker2004 qhat news was glossed over by the news last few days to focus on GHWB

12/5/2018 5:38:34 PM freeaolsubscrip  pic.twitter.com/CVPi3uXp96

12/5/2018 5:38:42 PM roger35742354 They have to see it on their favorite MSM outlet before even considering the possibility !

12/5/2018 5:41:15 PM datruseeka Would not surprise me. They have gone untouchable for so long!  I have friend who is retired Judge Advocate general who has said HRC was 

untouchable.

12/5/2018 5:42:15 PM pastorjon9 I don't remember the episode, I need a hint

12/5/2018 5:42:46 PM worldxplorer1 How many starseeds do you estimate to be on earth currently?

12/5/2018 5:44:14 PM datruseeka Yes,  very much so.  Sad.  And if they only knew how much they could learn from my learnings! They prefer to live in their blissful bubble, and too busy 

to learn about the real world.

12/5/2018 5:45:46 PM datruseeka Yes, one day they will find out the people in tin foil hats were right.

12/5/2018 5:45:56 PM lyndamathews25 My little voice inside told me, if Hillary won, nuclear war was going to happen. When 45 won I couldn't tell how internally I was relieved for another day 

of life.

12/5/2018 5:46:02 PM worldxplorer1 What was Majestics first impressions of Starseeds when first interacting with them?

 I’m assuming Martin is a bit of a caricature.

12/5/2018 5:46:44 PM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1070479151386255366?s=21 …

12/5/2018 5:50:43 PM connectedtomyc1 Research Operation Mockingbird. MSM 100% controlled by 6 Cabal companies. All follow the 4:30 am scripts dropped nationwide. I agree some won't 

awaken without MSM or seeing something themselves. But chances of MSM disclosing truth less than 1% imho.

12/5/2018 5:56:02 PM als1976 I'm a Starseed! And I LOVE SG-1. Thanks for these fun facts. ❤️#LOVE #MAGA #WWG1WGA #QANON #Q #TheGreatAwakening #TRUSTthePLAN 

@realdonaldtrump @LionelNation #DarktoLight

12/5/2018 5:58:27 PM lbf777 Please someone post a tldr.

12/5/2018 5:59:02 PM als1976 Millions.

12/5/2018 5:59:34 PM luvleebutterfly You found it!

Great episode, I somehow just "knew" it was truth

As 4 Questions, yeah but slightly off topic

Re: Starseeds, why do we dream about cities with crystal spires & flying vehicles?

I need to know

12/5/2018 5:59:53 PM als1976  https://in5d.com/18-ways-to-know-if-you-are-a-star-seed/ …

12/5/2018 6:00:41 PM als1976  https://in5d.com/18-ways-to-know-if-you-are-a-star-seed/ …

12/5/2018 6:01:14 PM wishfulldreamz OH you guys are TOTALLY missing out.  Check out this mega thread we all built!  HUGE teams on FB now!  

https://www.facebook.com/christi.q.west/posts/10217894511579592 …

12/5/2018 6:05:50 PM cpnegron73 Forgive my ignorance, but what is a 'Starseed'?

12/5/2018 6:07:16 PM adsvel Could You tell us which ET races recently work with "elites". Thank You in advance.

12/5/2018 6:07:24 PM daveo6145 Per @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q team is utilizing looking glass tech. Looking glass is utilized to peer into possible future timelines. This alludes to the idea that 

time is an illusion and the Q clock reminds us of this as events do not occur on a linear timeline. The clock is designed

12/5/2018 6:07:58 PM collectvcat Rewatching with an eagle eye and open mind this time.

12/5/2018 6:14:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you can think it, then it technically can exist. Star seeds have this ability to peer into alternative realities and higher dimensions during Astra 

Projection, Lucid Dreaming, and sometimes during daydreaming (though rare).

12/5/2018 6:17:18 PM heidi_weigand Are the Grey's really a benevolent EBE under command by Reptilians or Dracos?

12/5/2018 6:18:58 PM heidi_weigand I know I'm a star seed! Blood type and other factors convinced me long ago!

12/5/2018 6:20:15 PM laurabusse Yes! Absolutely! Probably the only twitter acct i check daily to see if i missed anything...

12/5/2018 6:22:04 PM worldxplorer1 Starseeds are earth humans who’s soul origin is outside of the earthly plane. Sometimes also referred to as Interplanetary Souls. 

Starseeds can originate from higher / alternate dimensions, star systems, galaxies, planes, etc.

12/5/2018 6:22:50 PM raenyasalisbury There are 5 different factions of the greys . I supported a SSP whistleblower lol.  Hugs

12/5/2018 6:23:59 PM worldxplorer1 Starseeds are earth humans who’s soul origin is outside of the earthly plane. Sometimes also referred to as Interplanetary Souls. 

Starseeds can originate from higher / alternate dimensions, star systems, galaxies, planes, etc.

12/5/2018 6:25:46 PM wild8heart Why is mass surveillance a prerequisite of the treaty???

12/5/2018 6:27:15 PM datruseeka From being a devout Catholic up until 3 yrs ago, I’m already there.

12/5/2018 6:29:42 PM datruseeka Curious, if some rejects the evololution, then what is the real process of being reincarnating? Do you mean they will all suffer death at the same time 

then through reincarnation they will end up somewhere else on a different planet?

12/5/2018 6:30:07 PM datruseeka And if you evolve/ascend, then where do you go?

12/5/2018 6:30:48 PM wild8heart Ask at the next AMA. 

There are certainly things not being revealed, although that’s where discernment is necessary. Go within and learn from within. 

... As above, so below. The universe is without and within. 💫

12/5/2018 6:31:39 PM cpnegron73 Whao. That would be incredible....

12/5/2018 6:33:26 PM iam_laura9 Most starseeds/wanderers are incarcerated into Earth. Hidden until they Wakeup.  Helping others to Awaken.  No coincidences.

12/5/2018 6:33:50 PM blissamerica I can communicate telepathically sometimes. More so since I was recently in a coma.

12/5/2018 6:34:39 PM wild8heart Thank you for this MJ12. Been wondering about that documentary... will watch it anyway! 💫

12/5/2018 6:36:10 PM cidarean Please tell more.

12/5/2018 6:37:44 PM iam_laura9 Ummm.. ya n a few more things!

12/5/2018 6:39:12 PM luvleebutterfly Apparently we can project our emotions, like happiness, on others

I've also noticed an ability to make people "forget" their pain/illness

Which is my favorite part, I enjoy lifting others spirits up

Thank you for your candor M12

It is greatly appreciated

12/5/2018 6:40:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd Adrenochrome? 

Spoke of them having to keep using this substance or they will die....if dark ones stop using adrenochrome, (addicted to it) they will die?

Prob just made as ________of myself and am totally off base.

Oh well, how else will I learn? pic.twitter.com/JjnoAOlxty

12/5/2018 6:42:27 PM luvleebutterfly I've experienced this

Like when I wanted a drink of water & 2 seconds later I'm being offered a water by an office assistant

Or just knowing someone is about to call me & they do

Stuff like that, you too?

12/5/2018 6:44:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sick and twisted....depravity surrounds us. pic.twitter.com/dqe6mhzDcR

12/5/2018 6:46:44 PM realeyethespy If you have Questions DM me. Grid walker ;)



12/5/2018 6:48:58 PM skullmonkie How did i miss this convo!?

12/5/2018 6:49:47 PM datruseeka So what happens to those who die?

12/5/2018 6:50:01 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/hl3KTPnDrS

12/5/2018 6:50:47 PM datruseeka Patriotism and love of the military?

12/5/2018 6:51:35 PM 1_decided_voter Reminds me of the scene in Contact that talked about why ETs are always assumed to be benevolent, to which Jodie Foster's character responded, 

"We pose no threat to them. It would be like us going out of our way to destroy a few microbes on an ant hill in Africa."

12/5/2018 6:53:56 PM luvleebutterfly I've had a few of these instances too

I've also had others be the answer to my prayers

Weirdly I've ended up stopping a lot of fights just showing up with @ the right time w/ the right words

I've considered myself a warrior of light since childhood

I suspect you're the same

12/5/2018 6:56:55 PM vand3rboots Remember the words I AM. They are very powerful. Be careful what you say after I AM because whatever that is will find its way to you. Put it in the 

form of a noun (I AM love, abundance, health, etc.), and omit what you are not or do not want. We manifest what we put energy into.

12/5/2018 6:59:34 PM nun_chucknorris IQ of 10,000. That absolutely blows my mind.

12/5/2018 7:00:23 PM luvleebutterfly Ditto, I'm also freakishly tall for a lady & have been about 6' tall since I was 12.

It was a long road to self acceptance on many levels, but I'm in my groove now too.

It's good to know there's others who are like me out there, it's not so isolating.

12/5/2018 7:00:34 PM goranson_kim The best deceptions are 97% truth.

12/5/2018 7:00:41 PM turboxyde Sounds like a collective asset that the alliance would want to leverage more openly at some point.

12/5/2018 7:00:42 PM jordanb987 Love this. Thank you!

12/5/2018 7:01:08 PM laurabusse If you have Amazon prime you can watch it on Amazon video for "free"

12/5/2018 7:04:05 PM luvleebutterfly I believe this is the true meaning behind Where We Go One We Go All or #WWG1WGA & plays a huge role in #TheGreatAwakening

It's going to take a lot of us to "level up", so to speak.

12/5/2018 7:04:55 PM cocopuffster12 Incarcerated - bingo

12/5/2018 7:06:42 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what were the communications in the funeral programs received by laura bush, HC, and others? Who all received personalized 

messages? Who sent them?

12/5/2018 7:07:54 PM cocopuffster12 It’s also posted above, scroll up a bit for the link

12/5/2018 7:09:46 PM jordanb987 What's your blood type?

12/5/2018 7:10:52 PM datruseeka Astonishing!  Brilliance. SICK & EVIL.  There comes a time, you have to choose.

12/5/2018 7:12:54 PM luvleebutterfly Yep tall & "weird" lol it was an interesting experience to be sure

12/5/2018 7:15:21 PM djlok Here is where I watched this episode. https://dai.ly/x6kf8qz 

12/5/2018 7:16:52 PM blissamerica That’s pretty much what I experienced in my coma.

12/5/2018 7:20:45 PM schasslersteve I'm not sure how thinking that one is a "star-seed" squares with many folks' experience with "astral projection" which can also occur via the portal of a 

"lucid dream". I have been exploring both these phenomena with conscious studies and meditation where one "leave" their body.

12/5/2018 7:22:07 PM blissamerica More so since the coma. Words just come to me. But also I find it hard to have small conversations. If you know what I mean? Inconsequential? Yes, 

light worker for sure and have always felt different or special. Also time traveled in the coma.

12/5/2018 7:22:46 PM datruseeka Will we be able to create heaven on earth?

12/5/2018 7:22:56 PM wolfieman121 I knew it!

12/5/2018 7:23:12 PM iam_laura9 Lol typo. Incarnated.

12/5/2018 7:24:07 PM laurabusse I listen 2 everything + try 2 believe nothing. I take everything w a grain o salt. Some things hit u as truth. Truth rings like a bell in ur soul it resonates. 

Like my dad used 2 say Believe nothing u hear + only hf of what u see. Up 2 the individual 2 intuit and use discernment.

12/5/2018 7:24:18 PM cocopuffster12 Lol!!! Ha Ha Ha!!

Sometimes it feels like incarceration!😜🤪

12/5/2018 7:24:24 PM kagman4e @ROYALMRBADNEWS @NewSpirit14 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WyattEarpLA @mitchellvii 

Any thoughts on what Laura showed Mr low energy that completely deflated his demeanor from smiling to shocked/horrified ?

12/5/2018 7:25:24 PM datruseeka Sounds to me like Majestic knew of the truth behind WWG1WGA & shares it with JFK.  So it’s all really connected.

12/5/2018 7:30:28 PM schasslersteve I've found that this can be a learned/acquired or a remembered skill which was written about by Robert Monroe in his seminal Book:  

https://archonmatrix.com/robert-monroe-journeys-out-of-the-body-free-online-pdf/ …

See also:  https://www.monroeinstitute.org/ 

My point is, I believe we are ALL "Star-seeds". Agree? Disagree?

12/5/2018 7:31:06 PM luvleebutterfly Incredible!

I've always wondered about where the soul wanders while in a comatose state!

And yes little conversations annoy me to no end, it feels too contrived & false

I'd rather talk about theology or history or ANYTHING more substantive than today's weather

12/5/2018 7:33:43 PM eli0t_ness I wonder if they had the black eyes because they were getting some kind of electronic device planted in their eyes to record these documents.

12/5/2018 7:34:08 PM rowdman57 True

12/5/2018 7:39:25 PM ascendingadam Just watched the episode. 

What do you mean by ‘Civilian selected’?

Meaning this individual was MIL in reality?

12/5/2018 7:40:02 PM datruseeka Can’t wait to see you turn the MSM upside down!!!

12/5/2018 7:43:09 PM 1_decided_voter Better late than never... https://www.sciencenews.org/article/cern-large-hadron-collider-shutting-down-2-years …

12/5/2018 7:43:10 PM goranson_kim Exactly!  The best deceptions are 97% truth.

12/5/2018 7:43:59 PM mattdawg80 Per the episode he wasn't recruited. He sought out the Stargate program because he realized he wasn't human and wanted to go home.

12/5/2018 7:49:11 PM tammyredmond How do you know if you are a starseed?

12/5/2018 7:49:38 PM datruseeka Will we be able to destroy A1 Quantum Computers?

12/5/2018 7:52:46 PM luvleebutterfly I agree & I'm pretty sure that's a big part of why this twitter pg is disseminating intel like this.

12/5/2018 7:53:59 PM mattdawg80 Was 41 talking about Stargates with his thousand points of light? If not, what was he talking about?

12/5/2018 7:54:17 PM datruseeka It truly is profound!  The World is about to change!   Will this power of the people be able to eradicate all poisons and toxins on and within planet 

earth?  Seems to me, if this is as profound as you say, then looking towards God (within, collectively) we can create paradise.

12/5/2018 7:54:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Reptilian?

12/5/2018 7:55:35 PM janikabanks I knew it! 😁 omg I've been saying it for years #stargate #SG1 pic.twitter.com/TAAi2n9C3O

12/5/2018 7:57:10 PM cstarr888 Any day now...100th monkey WILL kick in. 💖

12/5/2018 7:59:00 PM janikabanks I started remembering stuff at a young age, tons of dreams outside earth experience, the feeling this isn't right and something needs to change, so 

many ways

12/5/2018 7:59:43 PM rick_hernandez I think it was more like he wasn’t evil



12/5/2018 7:59:46 PM shanto12 Compassion and evidence.. alien interview :)

12/5/2018 8:02:17 PM whisperz777 thank you, i've been looking for this 😊

12/5/2018 8:03:22 PM cjencolville Big pharma needs to leave the approval process alone as well as doctors don't just read about meds.  We need health care again not drug care.

12/5/2018 8:03:55 PM shanto12 When did it happen on earth? And if it destroys everything, why didn't it destroy earth?

12/5/2018 8:06:20 PM djlok Bush was referencing his skull and bones death cult.

12/5/2018 8:10:44 PM carolva97910854 Huh?

12/5/2018 8:10:58 PM lightseeker2012 CC - Collective Consciousness

12/5/2018 8:11:20 PM 1_decided_voter Seems like this is pretty close to the vortex, huh?

 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/19/1975381_-ct-huh-mysterious-vortex-warned-is-creating-global-weather.html …

12/5/2018 8:13:58 PM luvleebutterfly That's right!

We are all connected

Everything is connected! pic.twitter.com/t95LOeWJmI

12/5/2018 8:14:04 PM cstarr888 Loading it now. 💖

12/5/2018 8:15:08 PM luvleebutterfly To all my fellow starseeds... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMPVS4NOUas …

12/5/2018 8:15:29 PM blissamerica If I’m expecting a package or important piece of mail I just think about it and then it’s there that day. I can also manifest other things if I focus on them 

intently.

12/5/2018 8:17:00 PM lobstahsinmaine Europe will be saved by the TRUTH...

12/5/2018 8:18:40 PM 1_decided_voter My guess is this is an intentional glitch to cover something they don't want us to see.

12/5/2018 8:18:56 PM luvleebutterfly It's funny when you get some confirmation like what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 gave how your mind starts reeling w/ memories of all those times you just 

thought it was a fluke & now realize they were not a fluke at all.

12/5/2018 8:20:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's beautiful.

12/5/2018 8:31:52 PM 1_decided_voter Well past the one year anniversary. While I do see incremental progress on some issues (FBI cleaning), it doesn't seem like much has happened 

otherwise. Am I missing it?

12/5/2018 8:41:08 PM danielvance19 You didn’t get that? Guess you are still asleep🤣😂🤣

12/5/2018 8:53:23 PM man_obvious My guess? 

CF/Obama/CFIUS > U1 Deal Russia

Russia sells or "loses" U to Iran (Part of the deal/cash/collusion)

Iran uses facility in Syria to make bomb

Bomb used by Iran on sworn enemy

U1 traced to Russia

WWIII kicks off

HRC would have collapsed the 50%+ of the world.

NWO

End.
12/5/2018 8:59:25 PM 1_decided_voter This made me literally lol...

" Dogs have it quite well in the grand scheme of things. True freeloaders in the universe..."

My dog is definitely a huge freeloader. He knows how to work those ears and eyes to manipulate me.

12/5/2018 9:09:06 PM lori34562936 Yep and how many more will lose their innocent lives before people stop talking about it and do something  for once? People ??? The animals need to 

be fed.Their melting slowly from the inside out and pretend nobody sees. Oh , we see , and Damn you Animals should be skinned alive.

12/5/2018 9:22:22 PM pegger420 No disrespect, you offer no evidence whatsoever. Don't get me wrong, I would like to buy in but logic begs for evidence.

12/5/2018 9:22:27 PM marshahodgson I must thank you for posting this. 🌿💕☘

12/5/2018 9:25:36 PM palmdalekid2 U1 💥 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening #ClintonFoundation pic.twitter.com/uwPTIdhAvZ

12/5/2018 9:47:31 PM excaliber7777 No more Delays after Delay 5 ?

12/5/2018 9:59:03 PM diaptera_80 What is CST? The timezone?

12/5/2018 10:06:11 PM diaptera_80 Beyond Belief is getting better and better. Didn’t care for the first shows

12/5/2018 10:07:48 PM eatslpndive 😢😢😢

12/5/2018 10:12:08 PM diaptera_80 That sounds most unusual. Good luck contacting Jack O’Neill to go through the stargate. I suspectI you need at least to have a spaceship to show for it. 

And I reckon most Starseeds don’t have as much.

12/5/2018 10:14:03 PM diaptera_80 How many alternate realities are there? Can we visit them? Is it portrayed correctly in SG1

12/5/2018 10:22:01 PM b91827364 Medical School Lab, Neuroscientist, and many unidentified parties use private FB passwords and meta data to track and target non consensual 

research test subject.....

EXTREMELY Invasive Research! 💉💊😷

#Slavery

#MKUltra 2.0

#DNA pic.twitter.com/u7TIeHDKSF

12/5/2018 10:36:09 PM olimyracle Good point, thank you for sharing.

Last news I had (dating november 2) from there directly was that the shutdown would occur september 2019. So, something went quicker than 

expected...

Time is an illusion 😎

Any comment on that "sudden new schedule" Sirs ?

💞

12/5/2018 10:55:54 PM olimyracle Not all are "bad", some only.

Where "bad and good" is not the point. We "allow to experiment" is maybe more correct. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060607699233243137?s=19 …

12/5/2018 10:56:08 PM secretangelop Yep, that is so me. I even got a reading from one guy who also told me stuff about my home world. Still trying to figure stuff out and find my purpose 

here. I would love to do my mission and just go home.

12/5/2018 10:58:37 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/o7iM0BdrAa

12/5/2018 11:04:37 PM realeyethespy Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2018 11:48:31 PM mongrelglory I found the answer to this question I think!  Trees actually help each other and cooperate in a very selfless manner.  They sound highly intelligent even 

though they don't have a "brain" like us.

 https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com/2018/12/ecologist-says-trees-communicate-to.html …

12/5/2018 11:58:27 PM mongrelglory So they made the bulk of their money off of Child Trafficking.  That was the real "personal data" they were selling! 😠

12/6/2018 12:04:05 AM mongrelglory Are you saying that Mark Zuckerberg knew nothing about the information being used by the child sex trafficking network?  He wasn't complicit in the 

illegal schemes?



12/6/2018 12:13:12 AM magicianswheel Our hero!!

12/6/2018 12:14:01 AM magicianswheel Everything.

12/6/2018 12:18:37 AM mongrelglory CST?

12/6/2018 12:27:22 AM magicianswheel MJ12.

12/6/2018 12:27:42 AM magicianswheel Everything.

12/6/2018 12:29:01 AM magicianswheel The Vatican has hoarded, controlled, and selectively destroyed information since its inception.

12/6/2018 12:34:44 AM magicianswheel I THOUGHT SO!!!!

12/6/2018 12:36:00 AM magicianswheel Cell number?

12/6/2018 12:36:45 AM magicianswheel Cell number?

12/6/2018 12:37:46 AM magicianswheel Yup. Cell number - how appropriate.

12/6/2018 12:41:01 AM mongrelglory I thought Star seeds are born/incarnated into a life here on Earth? Martin's character was an alien who had come to Earth as an adult, but then was 

"blank-slated" by other aliens and given false memory implants.  Are you saying some of us could be Star-seeds even if born here?

12/6/2018 12:56:00 AM oo1o110 Hundreds of millions even.

12/6/2018 12:58:15 AM oo1o110 Yes. Many of us are walk ins trying to assist.

12/6/2018 12:58:35 AM mongrelglory I envy you your health.  I've been "sickly" my whole life.  Developed full-blown infant scurvy when I was a year old, had terrible eczema, got polio at age 

4 from the oral polio vaccine, developed inflammatory bowel disease as an adult.  Never fit in to my family but no fancy...

12/6/2018 1:00:56 AM oo1o110 Self examination.

12/6/2018 1:01:38 AM mongrelglory ...powers, dreams or recollections.  Would love to have an explanation for why I've always felt like such a misfit.  I just thought it was "unhealthy" 

parenting.  I do feel like there's a path that I should be on...but can't seem to find exactly what it is. Sigh...will meditate..

12/6/2018 1:02:50 AM mongrelglory Sorry, that sounded really whiney!  I know people out there have had it a lot worse than me, and I have a lot to be thankful for. 😜

12/6/2018 1:02:55 AM oo1o110 Incarcerated too. This is/has been a prison planet.

12/6/2018 1:05:44 AM oo1o110 Starseeds are non-terrestrial souls here to help raise the vibration of Earth to help Gaia and Her inhabitants break free of the prison planet matrix and 

ascend...

12/6/2018 1:10:42 AM sehvehn we are young

12/6/2018 1:12:33 AM mongrelglory They've previously answered "thousands and thousands".

12/6/2018 1:16:07 AM staticra1n A couple hundred million(s), many came back to finish the mission. Many came back to finish the ancestors war.

12/6/2018 1:37:55 AM psyanidegaming Can I smoke with Martin

12/6/2018 1:41:33 AM txpatriot_73 How would you know if you are one? I've always felt different, like I had a higher purpose, and don't like being around people much. IQ in the 140-145 

range ($$ tests, not online quizzes), love solving puzzles. Also had flying dreams as a kid that felt real, like I left my body.

12/6/2018 1:51:09 AM epkman Can I get next week lottery numbers? lol😎

12/6/2018 1:57:52 AM epkman That would be disgusting, unacceptable. What about You Tube? I see things on there that are real sketchy.🦅

12/6/2018 2:04:22 AM jollyrob2 i think in return for exotic tech

12/6/2018 2:16:15 AM adsvel There is not just a Dracos, Greys, Reptilians, some Tall Whites, etc. Even within them many took a side of Light and Unity, like some Reptilians are in 

Ashtar Command as a guardians of this Solar system. Officially "experiment" ended at 2012. Galaxy is changing as we are changing

12/6/2018 2:16:43 AM mongrelglory Used to have those flying dreams as a kid all the time!  I could even control it in the dream. Then they stopped. Was on anti-depressants for 20 years, 

so I've weaned myself off them last summer and I've been off fluoridated water for 2 years.  Hoping my pineal gland decalcifies.

12/6/2018 2:23:38 AM mongrelglory It's funny, but sounds and symbols have sometimes triggered me to have strong feelings of recollection and deja-vu.  Almost like I was remembering a 

previous existence.  Unfortunately the feelings tend to be fleeting but they're very palpable.

12/6/2018 2:25:16 AM mongrelglory The symbol was a crop circle that I saw once...very simple but it seemed so familiar.  I've searched on-line to see if I can find a reference for the symbol, 

but nada.

12/6/2018 2:29:23 AM jollyrob2 what is your estimation of the amount of knowers or believers around the planet?

12/6/2018 2:30:24 AM mongrelglory That's just what I was thinking!  I didn't think I'd had any special abilities or experiences, other than a few Zen Satori experiences of "oneness" while 

meditating.  I think I really have to get seriously back to meditating regularly!

12/6/2018 2:30:55 AM txpatriot_73 I still have good control of what happens in my dreams, and never have nightmares. The only meds I take are occasion pain relievers and antacids. 

We've been taught we lose our imagination as we age, but I now believe it's the result of intentional calcification.

12/6/2018 2:32:44 AM mongrelglory Does anyone know the difference between a wanderer and a Starseed?  They sound pretty similar to me...

12/6/2018 2:36:35 AM mongrelglory When I think of it, my flying dreams stopped after I went on the anti-depressants (for OCD and depression).  Glad I've gotten myself off of them.  Now I 

think I just have to turn the WiFi and electronics off in my bedroom at night. Thanks! 👍

12/6/2018 3:31:32 AM newyorker66 Child sex trade?

12/6/2018 3:43:55 AM mongrelglory Thanks!

12/6/2018 4:08:08 AM mongrelglory Child sex trafficking. 😠

12/6/2018 4:11:55 AM mongrelglory FDA, like the EPA have sold out to Corporate interests.

12/6/2018 4:14:40 AM yt_qy Take this tip from me  https://tagl.in/Trading_Signals 

12/6/2018 4:20:09 AM mongrelglory Is it unusual for a solar system to have had so many civilizations make the mistake of nuclear war (repeatedly)?  It sounds like no-one is learning from 

their terrible mistakes!

12/6/2018 4:21:00 AM mongrelglory NNF?

12/6/2018 4:26:54 AM mongrelglory All I can find is the National Nordic Foundation, and the Global Foundation (Australian region) that might be similar to the Clinton Foundation?

12/6/2018 4:34:21 AM fowlreginald So basically, criminals used FB and other social media as a kind of "Sears Catalog" to shop for victims? That is truly disgusting.

12/6/2018 4:48:36 AM iam_laura9 Yup you're right.. no coincidences... but now we will be FREE!!!

12/6/2018 5:15:55 AM cidarean You need to provide a bit more than what your placing here to validate your claim. David Wilcock studied the material in depth and also lived with 

Carla for over a year. He's never mentioned anything close to this deception your hinting to. Sorry I disagree with your claim.

12/6/2018 5:35:05 AM si11112018 ☺ this makes me happy..

12/6/2018 5:57:29 AM moemc8 It didn't, thank you for sharing.

12/6/2018 5:59:51 AM stormenight Sometimes they ARE the clouds. Like water, in varying densities, life and consciousness exist in kind. And like water, our ability to fathom can be as 

shallow or deep as our densities afford.

12/6/2018 6:08:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 The intelligence communities have six ways to Sunday to "get you".

Does a family member work for FB?

Re-read tweets yesterday re FB

Coincidence?

12/6/2018 6:09:55 AM slayerofmatrix1 Chuckie ... down with the demon !

12/6/2018 6:10:52 AM captspacepirate What show is this?

12/6/2018 6:13:16 AM marshahodgson Wow. Your comment perfectly summarizes the depth & breadth of the child trafficking industry. Those statistics do not include the still hidden 

innocents being 'quietly' exploited in our communities & those who've become headlines having suffered and/or died in the hands of others

12/6/2018 6:18:04 AM seahag127 Is this where all our missing children are being brought?

12/6/2018 6:19:35 AM marshahodgson Like so-called Child 'Protection' Services, the Red Cross is an evil wearing sheep's clothing.



12/6/2018 6:19:44 AM cidarean Anyone with a FB account "works" for FB...

12/6/2018 6:20:20 AM mattdawg80 Stargate SG-1

12/6/2018 6:22:23 AM schasslersteve *defanged. We're coming for them.

12/6/2018 6:30:13 AM ms_cheevas Thank you🙏💕

12/6/2018 6:38:41 AM moemc8 Schumer's daughter

12/6/2018 6:39:22 AM todd0431 How about the Apple Watch heart monitor?  That now want to track our heartbeats or maybe worse, be able to stop our hearts from beating???

12/6/2018 6:40:15 AM moemc8 Off topic, a previous post, you wrote first contact would come from 'bad' ET with another group joining them.  Story of 10 yr. who had a NDE saw 

demon ETs attacking earth - armegeddon.  Will it be that bad?

12/6/2018 7:11:46 AM slayerofmatrix1 TY

12/6/2018 7:13:41 AM 1_decided_voter [C]lowns  [I]n [A]merica

12/6/2018 7:16:43 AM bbobbio71 What is this amp being talked about

12/6/2018 7:22:31 AM jollyrob2 is it still in the air on Twitter, i like to read that from Dan Bongino @JimHayzlett

12/6/2018 7:22:48 AM freestateojones Someone mentioned in another thread of yours the MSM isnt reporting the news, it is... just not nearly as strong as it should be - hence the 

overwhelming rise of citizen journalism. 

#TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1069432070525644800?s=19 …

12/6/2018 7:24:37 AM slayerofmatrix1 😂😆

12/6/2018 7:28:49 AM missy968 That’s wonderful!!! Thank you!!!

12/6/2018 7:33:05 AM raindroplet70 The Russians Have A Stargate...

12/6/2018 7:47:56 AM kairos_karis I do beleive Facebook and Twitter use their plataformas for child sex trafficking & LOTS of PORN

I beleive the wife of ZukerVerga, Priscilla Chan & her sister Raven Chan procure kids for Canibal Club.  A HUMAN MEAT restaurant in LA

#Q #Qanon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #KAG #Trump #KAG #USA pic.twitter.com/MUZZDRyR2v

12/6/2018 7:54:20 AM jimhayzlett  http://Bongino.com  daily podcasts

12/6/2018 7:56:36 AM 1_decided_voter Something having to do with Zeta Reticuli and DIA on that date in 1964?

 http://astronomy.com/bonus/zeta 

12/6/2018 7:57:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 He's not wrong...

MAJESTIC FLYNN https://twitter.com/CatesDuane/status/1070165008447729664 …

12/6/2018 7:59:02 AM laurabusse All i know is what i believe david wilcock himself said...that carla died and then stuff was published after her death that she would not permit to be 

published previously. I dont have access to him obviously i cant ask for clarification but maybe amazon has a 5th book not sure.

12/6/2018 8:00:50 AM citoyen_resist are you aware of the 14 goshas star league ?

12/6/2018 8:01:46 AM laurabusse I wouldn't take it so seriously...it's only thoughts words and ideas. Obviously you can believe however you want to believe...everyone has the right to 

think believe speak act as they see fit...i was simply chiming in and offering a viewpt as this is a public forum.

12/6/2018 8:26:10 AM chrisklemenza How is time an illusion? Explain please?

12/6/2018 8:27:41 AM lbf777 Past, present, and future happen simulataneously but the brain picks up time in a second to second format.

12/6/2018 8:42:00 AM diaptera_80 How? Is my consciousness already in all million mes at the same time, only I am aware of one at a time? If this is so, meeting yourself in a different 

reality would never be possible. Or perhaps it is, if u forcefully use technology to visit? But if never meet urself, how 2prove?

12/6/2018 8:54:13 AM diaptera_80 I have added Bashar to reading list, but sceptic because of the price, lack of kindle/audiobook, and the symbol close to looking like a pedophile symbol...

Was this on Majestic 12s reading list as well?

12/6/2018 8:54:19 AM pinklight999 Oh I saw this quote last night from a @KevinShipp video - Schumer threatening Trump for going after the intelligence agencies, reminds us all why 

Kennedy was killed. pic.twitter.com/8tTAIHUFc1

12/6/2018 8:55:23 AM cstarr888 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  SG1S4E7 

This is what I get:

 https://www.collective-evolution.com/2018/04/25/this-man-one-ups-tesla-by-inventing-an-electric-car-that-never-needs-charging/ …

Confirmation?

12/6/2018 8:56:57 AM diaptera_80 But in real life starseeds don’t usually have buried spaceships or altered vitamins from fellow starseed!? Seems a little misleading. Is the true 

homeworlds of starseeds destroyed also?

12/6/2018 8:59:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4ZGidO1hH0 …

12/6/2018 9:02:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~6m: Crafts were not archeological digs. Disinformation. Several races gifted craft to Majestic 12 in exchange programs. What we exchanged included 

children. Aside from this account, Majestic 12 will not disclose this information elsewhere. Disinformation is real and necessary.

12/6/2018 9:03:39 AM youstinksoap How many years are we away from unfettered access?  It's been 5 years since bank foreclosure and we are still having to use their banking 

system...just curious if you know.

12/6/2018 9:05:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~8m: BL was not one of the Majestic 12, he was a subordinate who had MAJIC clearance.

12/6/2018 9:08:32 AM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/5C_-HLD21hA 

12/6/2018 9:09:04 AM qaphsiel17 Wtf? Exchanged children for tech. As long as it was not anyone you cared about its all good right? You violation of free will is disgusting.

12/6/2018 9:09:39 AM fowlreginald And what happened to those poor children? My stomach is turning at the possibilities.

12/6/2018 9:09:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~10m: JC claims (yet is hesitant) that he received no flak for the production of this piece. Why do you think that is? Everything released in it has been 

officially sanctions by Majestic 12 to be disclosed. Disclosure happened a long time ago, people are still afraid to speak.

12/6/2018 9:10:27 AM ragevirusqq Does this mean majestic 12 will also face justice for the children and other things you have done?  Are you accountable as others?

12/6/2018 9:10:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 D5 pic.twitter.com/iodZjK45TJ

12/6/2018 9:12:01 AM dopesindc Not blood relatives, but Jeff Zients (Hussein staffer) and Erskine Bowles (BC chief of staff) are on BF's BoD.

12/6/2018 9:12:04 AM fionasdestiny67 He has been very public lately.🛸

12/6/2018 9:12:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~10m30s: Yes, we can, and we have. BL was a known security threat to the secrecy of our projects from the beginning. However, what is truly Majestic 

about the Majestic 12 is we see through the linearity of time. Disclosure was going to happen at some point, therefore it was so.

12/6/2018 9:13:35 AM scott_rick How about Dr Steven Greer, he says Mj12 is disclosing to start WW3... a alien threat

12/6/2018 9:16:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~12m30s: BL admits to partial coordination in his leak strategy. BL explains why MJ12 didn't 187 him for breaking protocol. What if we fed him the 

"damning information" he released?

12/6/2018 9:17:05 AM turboxyde The burden of knowledge when it is distorted by lies, deceit and malevolent intent is unbearable to a man of the heart. It must feel very uplifting for 

disclosure to happen for so many good patriots that have carried these insurmountable burdens. The truth shall set us ALL free!

12/6/2018 9:17:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Absolutely not.

12/6/2018 9:17:43 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening  V-day pic.twitter.com/qAjtrb7i4L



12/6/2018 9:17:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who are his close associates?

Reread past drops.

Nuclear war means ET intervention.

12/6/2018 9:20:09 AM roger35742354 Is BL a spook? 

Or did he come out of the woodwork in the 90's to be known when it's his time to drop information?

12/6/2018 9:20:22 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if you have done such terrible things as exchange children. Do you consider yourselves good?  Will those that made the exchange 

be brought to some form of justice? If not already. Are the twelve good or evil? Or is this a bad question with a convoluted answer?

12/6/2018 9:20:49 AM scott_rick William Colby was.... Emery Smith.  Carol Rosin.  Yes they would intervene if absolutely necessary

12/6/2018 9:22:01 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this account disinformation?

12/6/2018 9:22:54 AM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/oHxGQjirV-c 

12/6/2018 9:23:49 AM palmdalekid2 😂😂😂

12/6/2018 9:24:05 AM ragevirusqq Are talking about MF? And the like

12/6/2018 9:24:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~16m30s: Any more softball questions that discredit BL that you'd like to propagandize the audience with?

12/6/2018 9:24:21 AM ragevirusqq I must be missing a lot of pieces here

12/6/2018 9:26:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~18m: BL claims 2% of materials online is true. 98% is disinformation. We agree with this assessment, however disagree as to the numbers. In reality, 

its closer to 10% on some platforms and as high as 15% on others. Recently Disclosure has more players involved who know truth.

12/6/2018 9:28:18 AM palmdalekid2 The chans 🤪 pic.twitter.com/Hyd5z3tDEF

12/6/2018 9:28:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~19m: Did you catch that?

12/6/2018 9:30:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~19m30s: Zack. Where else have we seen a Zach claiming to know Majestic knowledge of the Secret Space Programs? Was Zach pushing for war with 

Syria recently? Did AJ get outed by his inside source attempting to divide and conquer the Q following? Be careful who you follow. BL inc.

12/6/2018 9:30:57 AM scott_rick Can you expand in the visitors?

12/6/2018 9:33:33 AM zrickety Is it really disclosure if people can't talk about it?  Information presented in movies and cartoons is not really disclosure.  You say it is, but I call that a 

stretch.  I understand [you] could only present it under the guise of entertainment, but that's why few believe it.

12/6/2018 9:36:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~26m: For BL yes, they were all from the ZR binary star system. For Majestic 12... we have recovered craft from many places aside from ZR and Earth.

12/6/2018 9:39:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~29m: "There was a radius on everything."

Re-read tweets about circles.

Re-read tweets about alien technology.

Coincidence?

12/6/2018 9:40:41 AM jamesbradleey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What am I? Since you can see through time surely you know, you know where to find me if you chose to tell me.

12/6/2018 9:43:33 AM heidi_weigand I'm very good friends with John Lear. John is who George Knapp interviewed on KLAS-TV in 1989 and first made Bob Lazar known to the public. John is 

the original UFO whistleblower! pic.twitter.com/V3XoRrSn96

12/6/2018 9:44:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~32m: The beings were genetically engineered IS-BEs designed specifically for space travel. The food they consumed was LIGHT. They produced almost 

no waste. Regarding earlier question: Do plants need a bathroom? Convenient expression of life for interplanetary travel. GMOsapiens.

12/6/2018 9:44:58 AM scott_rick It won’t let me as your not following me?

12/6/2018 9:47:41 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

So these IS-BE could chose their BE to fit with their purpose?

12/6/2018 9:48:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~34m: E115

Majestic 12 has disclosed glimpses of information pertaining to this element in many science fiction series.

Naquadah or Naquadria?

Name is meaningless, however properties are hidden inside all Sci-Fi interpretations of this non-terrestrial element.

12/6/2018 9:48:19 AM giediknight This reminds me of the guy who called into Coast to Coast? Probably the inspiration?

12/6/2018 9:48:21 AM qualady1 Zeta Reticuli- so are we headed for pole shift then? Is this what the “waves” on 11-11 were about?

12/6/2018 9:49:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~36m20s: 10=8

12/6/2018 9:49:49 AM decodematrix What about element 115? Is the drives that use element 115 more advanced than mercury drives? But less advanced than torsion field drives? 

[CLASSIFIED]

12/6/2018 9:51:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~37m: Russia + 115

SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return

"Russia has a Stargate?!"

12/6/2018 9:55:46 AM heidi_weigand That's right! E115 is unupentium! The silver globe is a model of E115 and how it was stored in the reverse-engineered craft. The framed drawing behind 

it is a drawing Bob drew explaining exactly how the E115 was used! pic.twitter.com/An3HYJV9Ge

12/6/2018 9:59:54 AM heidi_weigand John Lear, George Knapp, and Bob Lazar pic.twitter.com/D94l1MMjKE

12/6/2018 10:00:27 AM heidi_weigand I don't know Nicole...

12/6/2018 10:00:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 ~44m: "It can all possibly be real."

12/6/2018 10:06:03 AM heidi_weigand John Lear told me and said the original members of MJ-12 are deceased. John's father William P. Lear, inventor of the Lear Jet, was the U.S. 

government's developer of anti-gravity technology until 1952. At a press conference in Brazil, he acknowledged UFO's and was punished.

12/6/2018 10:07:43 AM heidi_weigand I can't answer this one either! 🤔😉

12/6/2018 10:08:13 AM qualady1  pic.twitter.com/ZDRgY4lv7f

12/6/2018 10:08:51 AM wintersdream4 I'm ready to go home.

12/6/2018 10:10:08 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/6wA0DHquPF

12/6/2018 10:13:19 AM turboxyde They excrete what they eat through being... light. Equilibrium homeostasis!

12/6/2018 10:13:35 AM captspacepirate I fail to see why an engineer would have a need to know all of this backstory to do his engineering job?

12/6/2018 10:13:54 AM cidarean I honestly don't comprehend time travel as much as I would like. Its rather frustrating. ZR could be us from the future looking back to see how things 

are... Does this have to do with the way light travels from each point? IDK. I'm grasping at straws. Il go sit in the corner now.

12/6/2018 10:15:04 AM als1976 I was in love with that show before I knew I was a Starseed. 💜

12/6/2018 10:31:54 AM diaptera_80 So D5 was never December5?

12/6/2018 10:46:07 AM diaptera_80 How so?

12/6/2018 10:47:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 See past tweets re FL

12/6/2018 10:49:01 AM thetempestchip How much of the information provided by Billy Meier in “The Pleiadian Mission” is true?

12/6/2018 10:58:20 AM turboxyde Make sure you find the right corner of yourself to park your awareness in. We don't have to understand it ALL in one day, nor could we... we just have 

to keep learning and trying. Your super conscious (soul/highest self) KNOWS everything, allow that story to be freed from within.



12/6/2018 11:02:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody wants a coverup up in chief USAG. https://twitter.com/GabbyOrr_/status/1070743866595262464 …

12/6/2018 11:03:35 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/a0a1F2dzXG

12/6/2018 11:03:47 AM sumgirl Dark to Light - stop the madness

12/6/2018 11:04:04 AM lbf777 At the D5 funeral, George Bush's wife showed something to Jeb Bush which made Jeb Bush freak out.

What was it that Jeb Bush saw? Thanks.

12/6/2018 11:06:35 AM mskeens1962 Do you know why can't Whittaker stay?

12/6/2018 11:08:10 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA today?

12/6/2018 11:10:39 AM mongrelglory One of Schumer's daughters works for Facebook!  They didn't like you "outing" them for all their nefarious behaviour!

12/6/2018 11:12:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 He will play a very important role when all of this is said and done. You will understand why he is temporary. If not, when the event arrives we shall 

expand further.

12/6/2018 11:12:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is Barr clean?

12/6/2018 11:13:00 AM realeyethespy  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baron_Trump_novels …

12/6/2018 11:14:14 AM realeyethespy It's not time travel. It's like traveling across threads. Think into Everett wheeler model. The universe has "failsafes" to prevent wave state collapse 

(paradox) you don't go through "time" you go through "points" (frequency)

12/6/2018 11:14:52 AM _chelseaproject Have they already intervened to prevent nuclear war?

12/6/2018 11:14:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 News breaks on the inner circles days before it breaks into the public. Most people go through at least a day of preparation work in preparing canned 

statements if the information is classified. The information was not classified. What's coming Fri/13th?

Friday [the] ]and[ 13th?

12/6/2018 11:16:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello 👋

12/6/2018 11:18:29 AM worldxplorer1 Are you in that photo?

12/6/2018 11:20:00 AM youstinksoap Witness Protection Program in his future?

12/6/2018 11:23:47 AM 3rdeyeview55 I still am in love with that show 😊It resonated, but I can't claim starseed status.

12/6/2018 11:27:54 AM youstinksoap Off topic, a thought occurred to me about Q saying a beam of light was activated.  Does that light have to do with the Ark of Gabriel or Antartica in 

anyway?

12/6/2018 11:28:38 AM 1_decided_voter I believe they are saying they may reveal the identity of the "typist" who is sharing these MJ12 messages on Twitter. In other words, a good guy (or gal) 

that is communicating on MJ12's behalf.

12/6/2018 11:29:25 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/x7IJPuGyMz

12/6/2018 11:30:05 AM 1_decided_voter BTW, the "typist" has been misspelling rogue as rouge for some time now. Not sure if that's intentional or what.

12/6/2018 11:31:04 AM mskeens1962 Got it thanks....Trust The Plan 🇺🇸

12/6/2018 11:32:31 AM mongrelglory Wasn't Huber re-scheduled to testify on Thursday Dec. 13th?

12/6/2018 11:33:10 AM knightofmaltaus Exactly. But highly entertaining and fun to read. We notice zero rebuttal from our informative and exact responses.

12/6/2018 11:40:23 AM realeyethespy Hi. So what happened with the Bahrain Asset? You know I used to live there :) Abu Ghazal yup. Spent a lot of time at the ships store and youth center 

playing strategy games.

12/6/2018 11:40:50 AM mongrelglory Star Trek depicted the Federation with a Naval type structure. 😃

12/6/2018 11:44:21 AM cocopuffster12 Super difficult comprehending exchanging children for technology. I have mad empathy - looks like “others” have zero. Really trying hard to 

understand.

12/6/2018 11:45:55 AM indianagirl9 Picture from Epstein island

12/6/2018 11:47:15 AM heidi_weigand Yes! The more they do, the more likely they'll start making really stupid mistakes, exposing themselves even more. Domino effect...

12/6/2018 11:48:28 AM mongrelglory Do you know the Zach that MJ-12 is talking about?  I missed that one.

12/6/2018 11:48:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Notice what they did? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ …

12/6/2018 11:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference: 

Q Post 2548

Markers are important.

[Dec 4, 2017] > [Dec 4, 2018]

Think No Name.

12/6/2018 11:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SthvoTuokQ …

12/6/2018 11:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now insert Fake News and mockingbird clowns:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItQOhcUL8T0 …

2m8s: "AIDS crisis attack."

Who invested millions into AIDS research?

CF

CNN is ____ ____!

12/6/2018 11:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQFKjzHdPOA …

12/6/2018 11:48:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 "It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal"

Fake News

The Calm Before The Storm

When did Q go "live"?

Who predicted SA?

Who predicted NK?

Who predicted 53-47?

Who is posting as QAnon?
12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ciQ6QlNToE …

"Almost a year now"

12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can USAG unrecuse if presented with new National Security classified information that warrants direct involvement?

Trust the plan.

Everybody was watching Sessions and Mueller.

Nobody paid any attention to Huber and Horowitz.

12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now let's look at the coverup:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0LBZG02rOg …

12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 What digital files / EVIDENCE was on Anthony Weiner's laptop? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLAe3UeddUI …

12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Next see this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHdwFMrT0d0 …

12/6/2018 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRXjDx1Vo_k …

12/6/2018 11:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 And this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_LPZEuUi9c …

12/6/2018 11:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=12zVlaZyX3Q …

12/6/2018 11:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ro_YDhB13c …

12/6/2018 11:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0fkLIWacpQ …



12/6/2018 11:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Re-examine this post again:

Q Post 2548

Markers are important.

[Dec 4, 2017] > [Dec 4, 2018]

Think No Name.

12/6/2018 11:48:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 You Are The Plan

There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRtEgdgj_XQ …

12/6/2018 11:48:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "And use it for Her." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsYmSx6YJiA …

12/6/2018 11:48:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Finally, conclude with this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75-siCngYCc …

12/6/2018 11:48:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 And this:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU&has_verified=1 …

12/6/2018 11:49:09 AM ragevirusqq Killing and causing suffering is not majestic in any way shape or form.

12/6/2018 11:49:45 AM mongrelglory Consciousness technology?

12/6/2018 11:50:35 AM lbf777 If things don't happen by Dec 25, I saw we do what our brave French friends did & hit the streets but instead of destroying the streets, we just take 

over the corporations & use to them service, rather than to exploit, mankind for free. 

Many people need diapers.

12/6/2018 11:52:02 AM realeyethespy ORTIQ

12/6/2018 11:52:22 AM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/6/2018 11:52:38 AM realeyethespy Q anon is a team of humans 3 non humans and one hijacked AI system "q labs" (ALICE)

12/6/2018 11:53:15 AM mongrelglory So we really were engineered to be domesticated "free range" sheep!  They didn't want us leaving the farm (Earth) easily!

12/6/2018 11:53:24 AM recruitero 🤔

12/6/2018 11:53:58 AM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Notice what they did? "It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal" Fake News 

The Calm Before The Storm Whe […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/6/2018 11:54:12 AM realeyethespy ORTIQ (Q) currently holds a vessel in @IvankaTrump but was also JFK and Abe Lincoln.

12/6/2018 11:54:16 AM heidi_weigand That's a very good way of explaining it; you've helped me conjugate time travel a whole lot easier, thank you! 

👍⏳🕚🌌👽⏰😎 pic.twitter.com/efKuKMBiJp

12/6/2018 11:55:16 AM jaspony1 I have been more tired, foggy headed, depressed, headaches over the past couple of months than ever in my life... Is there something more going on 

that is affecting people? It also seems like the more "woke" I get the more this is happening...

12/6/2018 11:55:58 AM realeyethespy JA is ASHTAR, who was also JGT. pic.twitter.com/TcYbUylqrX

12/6/2018 11:57:26 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/3ktXbEiUwM

12/6/2018 11:57:36 AM mongrelglory I can't remember them, but I know I miss my Star family.

12/6/2018 11:57:40 AM flgirlsbeenqd How? Jul A is ASHTAR is also JG Trump....

Mind boggling.

12/6/2018 11:58:31 AM randysummit1 Love this video... Thank you, Joe M...

12/6/2018 11:58:36 AM realeyethespy These beings aren't bound by a body. They can be more than one "person" and exist on a orbiting mothership at the same time.

12/6/2018 12:00:01 PM ragevirusqq @SandiaWisdom did you exchange craft for children with MJ12? Are you whom is spoken about by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 from ZR in BL interview?

12/6/2018 12:00:32 PM realeyethespy A step further, Donald JOHN Trump was/is Patton, and even further back he was John the Baptist. Kanye west was Paul the Apostle. 

pic.twitter.com/UlnKB4xD5s

12/6/2018 12:01:18 PM marmaruek That sounds incredibly dangerous and bloody. The reason we can't have the Convention of the States is that people don't understand Law vs Rules 

called "laws".  Mob action is a last resort.  Too easy to pervert, even for the "righteous"!

The mass awakening is happening. Space=Love

12/6/2018 12:01:18 PM kwyatt55 Think mirror.....Clock was always backwards....Dec 7

12/6/2018 12:01:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd Completely fascinating.

12/6/2018 12:01:54 PM realeyethespy Reincarnation is real. Very real. Study up on it.

12/6/2018 12:03:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd I realized it when I died ten years ago.

12/6/2018 12:04:02 PM laurabusse Watched season 1 ep 1 last night. Was never into sci fi...will plug along til i either like it or it starts making me nuts or bored...i believe what maj 12 says 

here on twitter i just wayyy prefer comedy or chick flicks.

12/6/2018 12:04:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd That is my belief system❤️

12/6/2018 12:04:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd That is beautiful. Gives me physical response...chills.

12/6/2018 12:05:48 PM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0exdCRkBniI …

12/6/2018 12:07:32 PM mongrelglory He made a Q sign. 😊

12/6/2018 12:07:42 PM lbf777 I'm tired of waiting. It's been 2 years already. This is moving at snails pace. The French got more done as a civilian population. We need to do the same. 

We have traditionally stayed in our comfort zone which is what caused the world to fall apart. We have to have courage.

12/6/2018 12:08:02 PM freeandoriginal Time is no issue, timeline is: let’s manifest this one POTUS is alluding to.

12/6/2018 12:08:19 PM lbf777 Also, no need for blood or destruction. We can flood the streets peacefully.

12/6/2018 12:09:34 PM missy968 Yesss!!!! 🙌🙌🙌

12/6/2018 12:12:10 PM horseofw Its very depressing

12/6/2018 12:12:24 PM reckoning1720 Take a break for a while. Walk in the park, whatever your fancy. You can get overloaded with information, information that's often disturbing. Watch a 

funny movie, a classic like Planes Trains & Automobiles.

12/6/2018 12:12:51 PM lbf777 Lol. The way I see it, the Corporations are all bought by the same families. They just printed out a bunch of money & bought them all. We paid for that 

through inflation. Since we paid for them, they belong to all of us. All we have to do is flood the streets & run them for free.

12/6/2018 12:13:14 PM 3rdeyeview55 There are 10 seasons, imho the best are w RDAnderson. Keep an eye on Daniel, the Asgard, the Nox, and the Russian episode. They're all good, what 

am I saying 🙃😊

12/6/2018 12:14:06 PM lbf777 Anytime a customer comes in, we just give him stuff. When we need more, we order more from the warehouse which would also be run by all of us. 

We can work a lot less (20 hours a week) & consume for free. All money problems would disappear basically. We would just work & consume.

12/6/2018 12:15:36 PM heidi_weigand I have felt more tired than usual since I went to the JFK conference in Dallas 11/15 to 11/23. I've also had a cold, fever, and been dealing with nausea & 

vomiting too. What's really strange is A LOT of other people who went to Dallas got sick too! Its the ascension causing this! pic.twitter.com/CprkvmFs6R

12/6/2018 12:16:40 PM mongrelglory Try to turn off your WiFi and unplug your electronics in your bedroom at night.  Put your cellphone in a different room.  It'll help you sleep better. Your 

mind's probably just in over-drive trying to process all the new information.  It'll get better with time. See advice below.

12/6/2018 12:18:38 PM heidi_weigand A file was found called life insurance with the snuff video made by HRC and Huma Abedin....

12/6/2018 12:19:17 PM marmaruek The provocatures will not allow that.  If we flood the streets, it will get bloody.  Mass consciouness/histeria is not uncommon nor difficult to manifest.  

Response to fear is often anger.  I'll fight if we have to,,, just with the disclosure, I hate to see this approach.

12/6/2018 12:19:48 PM nun_chucknorris Thank you Majestic 12. This is a great thread of truth.



12/6/2018 12:19:54 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/WNKAgShXOC

12/6/2018 12:20:59 PM randyfresh  pic.twitter.com/InXqE4Cfur

12/6/2018 12:21:48 PM marmaruek It has been since the 70s for some of US.  The French Revolution in the late 1700's was about democracy.(at least as it was promoted).  Ours was about 

Individual Liberty/Responsibility.  150 years of "education" in US.  Are we about Individual Liberty/Responsibility now?

12/6/2018 12:24:24 PM lbf777 You are operating out of a fear base perspective which is why you are imagining the worst. Try to think of this from a love base perspective. The 99%, 

who want a better life for all & the end of corrupt economics, would be doing the work required to make this happen out of love.

12/6/2018 12:24:36 PM jollyrob2 Again another masterpiece of bringing the news

12/6/2018 12:26:55 PM mongrelglory I've never watched these news shows before. Can't believe their clumsy/transparent attempts at ridiculing QAnon!  Pure propaganda!

12/6/2018 12:28:19 PM lbf777 Operating out of fear freezes up people so we end up doing nothing but watching the world rot. Doing this brings up all kinds of what ifs. Operating out 

of love means doing positive to the country & world. Nobody should ever be afraid of doing the right thing.

12/6/2018 12:35:15 PM need2know11 Well so much is happening. Plus weather and time change. Unplug for a bit. Feel better

12/6/2018 12:36:19 PM cidarean They are very good with making fun of the Q movement. I get this quite often I'm my personal life.

12/6/2018 12:37:24 PM datruseeka Majestic 12 secrets > We are not alone> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZNOoQ0fxLI#action=share …

12/6/2018 12:40:18 PM marmaruek What type of example do you have where this has happened?  There are many examples of rioting.  The media, schools, have done a number on the 

focus of America.  All these seemingly separate "hot button" issues.  So many little agenda's that need to swept up into Law and Liberty.

12/6/2018 12:40:42 PM rick_hernandez What event? We have a max of 210 days x 2 with Whitaker. THE event will happen before then?

12/6/2018 12:42:39 PM rick_hernandez Comey on Friday and Huber on the 13th?

12/6/2018 12:42:48 PM marmaruek The 08' election was about whether we would have a revolution.  the 12' was about how bloody.  The 16' was about who's name was attached.  Now 

we have the Q phenomenon and and the obvious disclosure.  Trump, with all his warts is clearing out the "legal" system for this.  War?

12/6/2018 12:43:26 PM laurabusse Ok will watch ep 2 tonight. I have to watch them in order or i will spazz. (Ok sheldon...) I will follow you now and keep you in mind for any Qs or 

comments i have...i SO want to like this! Actually i cant wait til the Watergate one mj 12 recommends...being a child of the 50s...

12/6/2018 12:44:36 PM laurabusse Oh! We are already following each other :-) i take it your twitter handle is because of the show...

12/6/2018 12:45:09 PM marmaruek You are correct on my concerns! 40 years of seeing this and baying at the moon.  As much as I'd like it to "be over".  The societal destruction that I've 

been afraid necessary to achieve the downfall of the cabal is being "managed".  We can always destroy society later if need be

12/6/2018 12:45:20 PM lbf777 Q has had beautiful words for 2 years now. I like action, not words. Q always claims victory is around the corner and then comes up with excuses as to 

why nothing happened. Besides, we are 1 billion times more effected because of our power in numbers.

12/6/2018 12:46:21 PM 3rdeyeview55 You got it😉, mid 50s child too.

12/6/2018 12:46:21 PM lbf777 Society has already been destroyed by the deep state. We need to put it back together.

12/6/2018 12:46:39 PM laurabusse 10 seasons. Geez. I better love this...let's see how far i make it. Let's hope to the end...at least i can watch it on Amazon for "free"! (Amazon prime)

12/6/2018 12:47:55 PM soulcaliber777  http://department5.org  ?

12/6/2018 12:51:51 PM laurabusse Oh! Cool :-) were you into star both trek and wars? I tolerated trek, liked some of it, could never get into wars. Saw the 1st movie (wars) 3 times over 

time w diff ppl who wanted to watch it (yawn). No pt in watching the others. Am like the girls on Big Bang Theory...

12/6/2018 12:52:38 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, 10, but I am partial to RDAnderson. He sort of moves on around season 8, not sure. As for the show, topics😉 and camaraderie are fantastic, but I 

never liked the violence, not anywhere, but the sci-fi (disclosure) part took precedence.

12/6/2018 12:53:27 PM marmaruek The true horrors of the wars of the 20th century was the willingness of the "powers that be" to carpet bomb cities.  Collateral Damage was made 

acceptable,,, millions.  How bloody does this have to get?  Who decides.

It may come to that.  Sometimes the hardest part is patience.

12/6/2018 12:55:48 PM lorihantman And what will happen? They get away with every sordid, sick, disgusting thing they do.

12/6/2018 12:56:40 PM lbf777 Trump controls the military. He won’t carper bomb us and if anyone did carpet bomb us, the 99% would kill the entire deep state. The 1% know this 

which is why they never ran their mass genocide.

If you stay in a fear based perspective, you will be frozen for life.

12/6/2018 12:56:57 PM marmaruek What you suggest in this tweet is the argument that the "bad guy" in the movie "The Fifth Element" gave.  I agree with almost all you say.  Pulling the 

trigger on the mass consciousness because they are slow, mezmorized, or tardy to the party is not Love.  It is not allowing God.

12/6/2018 12:58:47 PM truckerwifelife Each Dimension has a certain density parameters

12/6/2018 12:59:18 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, Star Trek, all of them except latest versions. Next Gen was my favorite, Kirk was too egoic for me, but never stopped me from watch'g all shows & 

subsequent movies. Picard was more heart centered. Star Wars were ok, 1st 3, after that I lost interest. Never got into Big Bang.

12/6/2018 12:59:40 PM marmaruek It could be argued that society has been created by the deep state and their masters.  What will we be putting back together?  

Give the "masses" a chance to digest the disclosure.  It has only begun.

I get the frustration.  Until Q and Trump, I argued your argument.

12/6/2018 12:59:55 PM 1_decided_voter Perhaps this is a reference to the Eisenhower meeting with ETs on Holloman AFB in 1964?

12/6/2018 1:01:11 PM lbf777 All I know is that the people are the real storm and everything is tired of slavery and corruption. Many are ready to make a move. They already started 

in France. Iraq is getting hot too. Do you see the evil Macron carper bombing the French? He wouldn’t dare.

12/6/2018 1:03:44 PM lbf777 If the Americans were to hit the streets, it would speed up liberation. Q is just riding the wave. We are the ocean. He appreciates our participation.

12/6/2018 1:05:08 PM marmaruek My point is not the act of carpet bombing but the willingness of so many to accept this form of destruction.  The collateral damage are people!  

Infrastructure!  Rushing into war is not a decent act.  There is NO such thing as Righteous Anger, that is a lower world concept.

12/6/2018 1:07:35 PM lbf777 I’m not talking about anger or destruction. What the French are doing is great but I disapprove of the destruction. The French are running the local 

businesses like Burger King for free. That’s what we need to do without any destruction at all.

12/6/2018 1:09:51 PM luvleebutterfly Interesting, I have my suspicions about Adm. Rogers having magic eyes too.

12/6/2018 1:12:25 PM laurabusse After Kirk, i lost interest as if i had much to begin with...the first trek movie was hilarious. If only I'd had popcorn to throw at the screen. So laughable. 

But the one w ricardo mantalban was fantastic...haven't watched it in awhile, am overdue...seen it many times

12/6/2018 1:13:59 PM youstinksoap Thank you, interesting.  So it's down to waking people up for us to move forward ....

12/6/2018 1:14:26 PM mongrelglory Video not available in Canada. 🙁

12/6/2018 1:14:39 PM luvleebutterfly Follow the White Rabbit...

Project Looking glass pic.twitter.com/4sRmIwvkb2

12/6/2018 1:19:31 PM cidarean First-class tickets to GITMO?

12/6/2018 1:20:44 PM luvleebutterfly That's what I thought... future proves past because they knew last year how this year, & beyond, would go.

12/6/2018 1:21:15 PM luvleebutterfly 🍕

12/6/2018 1:22:16 PM luvleebutterfly Classic "look at the birdie" misdirection



12/6/2018 1:25:16 PM heidi_weigand I love Outer Limits! Its the best tv show ever. I also like One Step Beyond, Time Tunnel, Alfred Hitchcock Presents, and Perry Mason. I can't get into 

anything recent shows. If it's in not from the mid 60's and back, in not watching it!

12/6/2018 1:30:19 PM laurabusse Well we are pretty much diametrically opposed in our tv watching LOL! I could never get into any of the shows you mentioned...i love sitcoms but only 

the "great" ones Seinfeld, everybody loves Raymond, Fraser. Of course it's a matter of taste...will def get back to you re: SG :-)

12/6/2018 1:32:47 PM laurabusse Oops i thought you were star gater, my bad for not paying close enough attention...it's nice you can watch all the shows from the 60s you love. :-) on 

Hulu?

12/6/2018 1:36:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the Brave chromium browser with Private Tor session tab.

12/6/2018 1:37:40 PM heidi_weigand The Invaders is one of the very best Twilight Zone episodes!!!

12/6/2018 1:38:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you catch a fish? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1070794287548379136 …

12/6/2018 1:39:15 PM ctewalt1018 Tucker is on your list?

12/6/2018 1:39:39 PM heidi_weigand Those who don't know what Project Blue Beam is really need to research it and do it ASAP!!! #TMYK

12/6/2018 1:40:46 PM asktheq_ Tucker?

12/6/2018 1:41:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 You aren't suggesting any conspiracy theories regarding the Federal Reserve in coordinated attacks with the Clintons and Democrats against POTUS?

This is how Fake News operates. They disclose the truth wrapped in lies. [They] are manipulating the market with bots. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1070794007431835655 …

12/6/2018 1:43:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are protocols in place for Persons of Interest who were lost after their death but unable to unlock their previous life (effectively ending Death as 

you know it) but were able to recover it and starts becoming a threat to National Security.

GE is watching all.

12/6/2018 1:43:52 PM turboxyde Awareness IS responsibility...

12/6/2018 1:45:47 PM jmeepee With a Rod (Rosenstein) and a Bob (Mueller) pic.twitter.com/BT4nx6vCTp

12/6/2018 1:45:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you prosecute those who created the bots?

How do you recover projected losses?

How long have the bots been actively siphoning hundreds of billions of dollars from the entire globe lost in the noise of buys/sells by regular people?

How many TRILLIONS?

Piggybank. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1070795784587747334 …

12/6/2018 1:46:05 PM blissamerica That’s a little lofty for most mere mortals, can you break that down for people that may not understand?

12/6/2018 1:46:26 PM 3rdeyeview55 I liked comedy, esp in 60s/70s. What I despised most was gratuitous violence, i.e. war movies, shoot m westerns (ex 4 Clint 😉). Mostly what I like are 

the sci-fi shows involving disclosure (now we know it was, to a degree), and anything to do w time travel, romantic and sci-fi.

12/6/2018 1:47:02 PM turboxyde Integration of higher density consciousness causes DNA changes which can present symptoms like you describe. Everything is about resonance so the 

faster you establish a self care routine (meditation, nutrition, detox, nature) the quicker you can integrate with grace and dignity.

12/6/2018 1:47:25 PM irisfoxnycgrand I'm sorry. Don't follow.

12/6/2018 1:47:46 PM mountainminder More than 100 trillion of value siphoned or transmuted. It's a Bot Bank. Need the codes...

12/6/2018 1:48:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who?

12/6/2018 1:48:37 PM scottswebb Seems impossible to prosecute and recover. We all feel it that work in the business. Will this be stopped?

12/6/2018 1:49:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Catch, not kill.

12/6/2018 1:49:26 PM awakeningpublic I agree I've been watching all the old ones lately and there's so much that they tried to tell us back then Rod Sterling is the man!

12/6/2018 1:49:47 PM pilar96117319 I like to watch his show, but I think it's time to turn off the TV

12/6/2018 1:50:06 PM lightworkercain General Electric?

12/6/2018 1:50:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 GE

12/6/2018 1:51:21 PM allahuniversal Why would such a person be a threat to NAT SEC?

12/6/2018 1:51:41 PM allahuniversal God's Eye

12/6/2018 1:51:48 PM zack_stone May be google earth

12/6/2018 1:52:57 PM fireballmaga @SowersJen  this is sort of why i stopped

12/6/2018 1:53:23 PM diaptera_80 Indeed

12/6/2018 1:53:38 PM youstinksoap Gods Eye

12/6/2018 1:54:06 PM lightworkercain Deep stuff, but I'm more in the belief that when your shell dies your soul returns to the spirit realm awaiting your next assignment if you so choose a 

new contract.

12/6/2018 1:55:22 PM nancyddb Wow!!

12/6/2018 1:55:44 PM zendamaparanorm Genetic Engineering?

12/6/2018 1:55:45 PM lightworkercain To clarify you never get to pick the next assignment, but you can decline to take on said assignment.

12/6/2018 1:57:04 PM skullmonkie 🤑🤑🤑

12/6/2018 1:58:23 PM sunlightshiner What is GE?

12/6/2018 1:58:57 PM lisaovercomer7 President Trump makes a Q love it !!

12/6/2018 1:59:27 PM bbobbio71 General electric

12/6/2018 1:59:33 PM 1_decided_voter Never gotten likes before from MJ12, but suddenly I get them for each of my 2 previous notes. Maybe I'm onto something here. 

So should a FOIA request be made for DIA photos during Ike's visits to Holloman AFB in April of 1964? Is [DIA-ZR01APR1964-3000PVE] a reference 

number?

12/6/2018 2:01:09 PM lordozz #WeAreQ #WWG1WGA

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump 

HAS AWAKENED

THE GIANTS 

CALLED “WE THE PEOPLE”

#KAG2020 #2018Wrapped pic.twitter.com/LEWN6n0SF3

12/6/2018 2:03:37 PM sergii_ii Bait

12/6/2018 2:04:14 PM heidi_weigand I know timing is everything, especially considering the cabal has more or less been running the show over a century now. I pray every day & night for 

patience; it gets difficult to stay positive when the media and those that aren't awake seem to drag those that are down.

12/6/2018 2:04:28 PM dopesindc  pic.twitter.com/gZ1zYSJker

12/6/2018 2:04:29 PM eyesopentotruth  https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2rya9wR8XRhaEc2VU53Q3BhNkE/view?usp=drivesdk …

12/6/2018 2:04:51 PM _truth_warrior_ There is so much we don't know. This is truly the "Great Deception".  We will never learn the WHOLE TRUTH to any of this.  Knowledge is the Ultimate 

Power, and those who are in power never share it.

12/6/2018 2:05:10 PM ketoclarity  pic.twitter.com/6PfNamiQ84

12/6/2018 2:06:30 PM cervesa603 This explains a LOT. Like Vincent Fusca. pic.twitter.com/U6a0OjmJfY

12/6/2018 2:07:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 17:17 ET

12/6/2018 2:07:39 PM time4u2know How Majestic is today 😎

12/6/2018 2:07:42 PM truthseeker0919 👎not available in Canada?!?

12/6/2018 2:07:47 PM shanto12 What does this mean

12/6/2018 2:08:28 PM cervesa603 @SeaSchells I stuck with it



12/6/2018 2:08:49 PM cidarean Ask me anything

12/6/2018 2:09:31 PM mykidsrtheebest All the "Q" stuff is documented and verifiable. This was a MASSIVE undertaking.  It is a  well thought out, precisely executed plan. We have been 

shielded from the horrors (for the most part) and there are many men and women fighting the battle so that we dont have to.

12/6/2018 2:09:37 PM greg_scotland_ How much info do you have on the individual? Path to awakening, how?

12/6/2018 2:09:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmmmm

12/6/2018 2:09:48 PM mattdawg80 Which sci-fi writers were/are doing disclosure?

12/6/2018 2:09:57 PM allahuniversal Same question pic.twitter.com/2D3Ws7o5x8

12/6/2018 2:10:09 PM maude_rena Spectacular thread! Thank you.

12/6/2018 2:10:45 PM lbf777 The best time to do the right thing is always now.

12/6/2018 2:10:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd How did humans get to be so evil?

12/6/2018 2:11:01 PM reginat01716957 Pres Trump KNOWS everything he needs to.

12/6/2018 2:11:39 PM drumsk8 How does someone go about trying to remember their past lifes?

12/6/2018 2:11:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 None. Disclosure elements are a combination of luck for the writer or they have an advisor instructing them to make changes. Most of the time, they 

believe what came to life was their idea, however in reality, the MJ12 made the idea for them in the form of Disclosure/Control. +++

12/6/2018 2:11:57 PM joni_apple_seed Can you shed some light on homocapensis and also the relationship between homocapensis and the Vatican?

12/6/2018 2:11:57 PM lbf777 Did Jeb Bush get raided while he was at the funeral? Is that why bush family was baited?

12/6/2018 2:11:57 PM palmdalekid2 New Moon in Sagittarius accelerating the great awakening?

12/6/2018 2:12:46 PM lightworkercain Q:Q nice.

12/6/2018 2:13:15 PM mattdawg80 Could they have received ET downloads in their sleep? Any suggestions on who to read?

12/6/2018 2:14:07 PM lightworkercain Is there any well known people that have faked their death that you can reveal? Thank you team!

12/6/2018 2:14:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine you're a young Cadet and you actually unlock a former life. Your work from then forward changes to ensure your operations do not interfere 

personal matters. Also, think about the obvious piece. Their historical knowledge is Majestic. They join MJ12 like BL did. !BL here!

12/6/2018 2:14:40 PM cidarean Q:Q can you explain further? How can one determine if they are a starseed? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070501739663634432?s=19 …

12/6/2018 2:15:19 PM youstinksoap Healing ourselves/others..can we replace lost teeth or repair eyesight to 20/20?

12/6/2018 2:15:28 PM heidi_weigand He is! I watch it every night. It never gets old; it was so well written!

12/6/2018 2:15:50 PM _truth_warrior_ Why have there not been any catastrophic leaks (for the Cabal)?  HARD evidence to win the public over?  The Wikileaks Podesta emails started the 

#Pedogate backlash.  It works.  It wins hearts & minds.  Where are the massive leaks of free energy equations?  Draco Images?  Etc?

12/6/2018 2:16:10 PM 1_decided_voter Was Stan Lee an insider or Majestic? I've heard that a lot of the Marvel franchises are alliance-approved while many of the DC franchises are cabal 

associated.

12/6/2018 2:16:55 PM carrieyoho @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:Who predicted SA?Who predicted NK? Who predicted 53-47? Who is posting as QAnon?cross reference […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

12/6/2018 2:17:06 PM nmchristoban Thanks for the Majic! What MAJ number are you? I do not understand 10=8, can you clarify?

12/6/2018 2:17:14 PM scylla17 General Electric -Stanton T. Friedman

12/6/2018 2:17:21 PM heidi_weigand They're on an over the air channel where I live. I don't have cable or satellite TV, just rabbit ears...😁😁

12/6/2018 2:17:45 PM blueyedproducer Just now??? Where??

12/6/2018 2:17:47 PM wonderswords I would like to understand Who or What is GE?

12/6/2018 2:18:03 PM sdcharge2k12 Are starseeds and indigo children real and if so what is the purpose?

12/6/2018 2:18:06 PM allahuniversal I can imagine that. Do they/we all join/get recruited for operations by MJ12? Or just monitored?

12/6/2018 2:18:09 PM 1aaronjustice Is MAJESTIC 12 connected to or affiliated with THE REAL DARK JUDGES

12/6/2018 2:18:21 PM jordanb987 Another starseed question: aside from the online quizzes, how do we know for sure we are one? How do we connect to whomever is monitoring us?

Thank you in advance.

12/6/2018 2:18:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good and Evil exist within. 

Love and fear exist within.

Evil thrives where fear spreads.

Love thrives only around love.

It is easier to fear what you do not know if you've been conditioned as such.

The Kingdom of Heaven requires the mind of a child.

No fear.

Curiosity.

PURE LOVE
12/6/2018 2:19:06 PM elatedveracity Is there an alien war going on to claim this planet currently?

12/6/2018 2:19:10 PM heidi_weigand I like comedy too, especially Johnny Carson. I enjoy all old TV shows & movies, the older the better! Maybe this is proof of my past lives, who knows?? 

😉

12/6/2018 2:19:39 PM 22war11w12 Apart from our own stupidity, what is the biggest threat to mankind?

12/6/2018 2:19:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every person is different.

12/6/2018 2:21:29 PM wonderswords How Can we help accomplish our goals we set forth upon this lifetime experience before the veil was dropped? Please any help

12/6/2018 2:21:33 PM cryptopeepnd Are the demons/other scary stuff you see during sleep paralysis real ? What's the real reason for these sleep paralysis episodes ?

12/6/2018 2:21:41 PM johngradycole20 A few years ago in American Fork, UT, I was literally buzzed by about 200 feet by a black helicopter with an intermeshing rotor system and a thin yellow 

stripe running horizontally along the fuselage. I have never seen another aircraft like this or online. Any idea what they was?

12/6/2018 2:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler

12/6/2018 2:22:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth will be revealed in due course.

12/6/2018 2:23:19 PM heidi_weigand Martin Bormann, Dr. Joseph Mengele, Otto Skorzeny

12/6/2018 2:23:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd How did humans start this madness? CERN, playing with earths vibrations, everything, couldn't' have been some geek in a lab.....what nonterrestrials 

approached and what was their agenda? Destroy us? Are these reptilians/draconians? How can we keep it from happening again?

12/6/2018 2:23:48 PM iam_laura9 What's the best diet for human beings?

12/6/2018 2:24:11 PM colista My husband also wants this answer... though, if it isn't YES he'll ignore it. 😁

12/6/2018 2:24:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 coffee

12/6/2018 2:25:14 PM youstinksoap So Trump & Xi meeting was more important than I thought...!?

12/6/2018 2:25:40 PM 1_decided_voter Calcifies pineal

12/6/2018 2:26:09 PM ryankochweare1 Can I get a job with Majestic 12?  That would be MAJESTIC!!

12/6/2018 2:26:34 PM heidi_weigand Yes what does GE stand for??

12/6/2018 2:27:41 PM lisaovercomer7 A the very beginning of video

12/6/2018 2:28:25 PM bbobbio71 Global financial reset

12/6/2018 2:29:37 PM laurabusse Yeah i can't deal w violence. Or gratuitous sex for that matter...

12/6/2018 2:31:38 PM jordanb987 Can you please elaborate?

12/6/2018 2:31:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd As someone who was raised in a cult, I really needed to hear that. Thank you.



12/6/2018 2:32:26 PM joni_apple_seed I previously posted a reference to Project BLUEBOOK . What I meant to reference was Project Bluebeam. ( I’m a bit slow ) In any event, all of this 

technology is available so absolutely Question EVERYTHING  https://www.federaljack.com/ebooks/6085197-Project-Bluebeam.pdf … 

SOME SAY NO PLANES AT GROUND ZERO. HOLOGRAPHIC.

12/6/2018 2:33:02 PM laurabusse Wow rabbit ears. Lived in N NJ virtually all my life. Rabbit ears disappeared when the twin towers went down. I wish we could do the ole rabbit ears! In 

NC now...

12/6/2018 2:33:02 PM cidarean I drink a lot of soda. What exactly am I doing to my body?

12/6/2018 2:33:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/6/2018 2:33:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Injecting poison energy.

12/6/2018 2:33:42 PM laurabusse Yeah who knows! :-) 💘

12/6/2018 2:34:32 PM zendamaparanorm Thankful for the Military alliance that briefed Trump on the situation that is now leading to the #GreatAwakening 🇺🇸

12/6/2018 2:34:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Medicine also comes in the form of tea.

12/6/2018 2:34:45 PM bdam777 Thanks frens

12/6/2018 2:34:45 PM djlok You probably don't mean worms either.

12/6/2018 2:37:17 PM jamesbradleey How do you unlock who you really are

12/6/2018 2:37:26 PM john777lee Are the scriptures a script for the death cult. It seems as all of the cabal has been pushing for the revelation to end mankind. Or is revelation the Great 

Awakening and just a new beginning.

12/6/2018 2:37:43 PM jones9536 I don't know if my mind can handle being blown anymore. pic.twitter.com/pBXIrqES0i

12/6/2018 2:38:31 PM moemc8 If u stop, does it reverse?

12/6/2018 2:38:35 PM jordanb987 Are we meant to marry and stay with 1 partner for life?

12/6/2018 2:38:54 PM keith369me You mentioned Starseeds previously...what role are Wanderers supposed to play in The Great Awakening?

12/6/2018 2:39:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Astral projection allows your consciousness to be temporarily lifted from your physical body.

12/6/2018 2:39:10 PM djlok Bait and wait very patiently.  And be very quiet. When I was a kid and would go fishing, my Grandma would holler at me for being too loud on the 

boat!! She said I was the reason we never caught a damn fish!!

12/6/2018 2:39:21 PM togtmo How many people take their cue from Q?

How many people can ask questions and never provide answers?

At what point do people say enough of this ridiculous mocking?

How do you get a bunch of people to follow you on this failing social media site?

Cupcakes.

12/6/2018 2:39:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Obvious?

12/6/2018 2:39:59 PM keith369me Death

12/6/2018 2:40:04 PM time4u2know Why was value placed on Gold in the early civilizations? Lure of shinny metal? Is the a "need" for gold off of the planet that other-worldly civilizations 

want the metal for?

12/6/2018 2:41:39 PM lori_dee1 Thank for the breakdown!  This is so incredible. I keep saying it...this is Trump' Master Level 4D Chess in action!

12/6/2018 2:41:42 PM time4u2know What is the biggest threat facing this planet in the foreseeable future?

12/6/2018 2:42:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ding ding ding.

Fork in the road.

Choose your path forward.

45 was the vote for Great Awakening or The Apocalypse as sold (and pushed) by 322/Cabal.

12/6/2018 2:42:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong medicine.

12/6/2018 2:43:20 PM wonderswords Are you left, center, or right side?

12/6/2018 2:44:32 PM realeyethespy Yes.

12/6/2018 2:44:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Posing these type of questions requires an IS-BE to think (creation requires thought) of threats to be had. Manufactured fear. Preparedness necessary 

while deep in the trenches of hell. We shall not disclose this. Words are spells. That's why you spell them.

12/6/2018 2:44:48 PM realeyethespy Proverbs 17:17

12/6/2018 2:45:06 PM wonderswords The word EVENT only seems scary when you say it. Thanks for all this disclosure. We Appreciate your time

12/6/2018 2:45:33 PM queenfrontier I look at MJ12, Q drops (and a select few who interpret Q extremely well), AND @ROYALMRBADNEWS ...I think the three together give much of the 

disclosure we need, and are seemingly legit.

12/6/2018 2:45:44 PM soulcaliber777 reset?

12/6/2018 2:45:55 PM j_just1c3_pt No longer available, Sir.

12/6/2018 2:46:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @YouStinkSoap @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Yes and read Heather Ann Tucci Jarraf's comment on this related to "Xi Jinping to build “Hades” 

which ties into all that bitcoin crypto or what ever same old banking slavery energy h…  https://buff.ly/2Swe7g3  pic.twitter.com/oxMvCrvzwj

12/6/2018 2:46:02 PM bbobbio71 There are many things that are said to be revealed,  will they be revealed in our current or present lifetime?  By saying in due time could mean another 

life time.

12/6/2018 2:46:48 PM bdam777 That makes sense. We're all children. At heart.

12/6/2018 2:46:58 PM time4u2know I understand. If thoughts can become a reality, why give life to negativity, hence why words are spells. They will "Cast" the spell once they are "given 

life"

12/6/2018 2:47:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

12/6/2018 2:48:32 PM jacobdr1028 #chemtrails going to stop ever? pic.twitter.com/ZgE3dooOmf

12/6/2018 2:48:50 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/CBgWYUf7bv

12/6/2018 2:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Monitored and engaged with.

12/6/2018 2:49:50 PM infideltiger Richard, please don't dabble in the dark arts. Reincarnation is a trick of the Devil to rob you of salvation.

12/6/2018 2:50:05 PM connectedtomyc1 Terraforming the planet, which has been occurring in full force more recently, seems to be a pretty big threat: https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-

04-global-dimming-globalist-plot-to-eliminate-humanity-terraforming-food-crops-pollution.html …

12/6/2018 2:50:19 PM curt_avila No Tucker is the bait.

12/6/2018 2:50:46 PM ursula_1111 I’ve experienced this at times during intimacy with my husband (probably TMI!) and leave my body. I am in a way floating above my corporeal, sensing 

something I cannot explain. Is this what you’re referring to? It’s definitely beautiful and Spirtual.

12/6/2018 2:51:11 PM bbobbio71 Brother in law and I experienced a "blade of light" while out fishing.  Government or Et. Basically what was it? Yes it's vague,  We don't speak about it.

12/6/2018 2:51:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hear me, Jaffa!

12/6/2018 2:52:14 PM rcoonhound Coke’s are my vice. It’s bad. I don’t want to be injecting poison energy though. I need to stop.

12/6/2018 2:52:14 PM bbobbio71 Some how I knew you'd say that. 😉

12/6/2018 2:52:23 PM grits25866494 It is neither. The Cabal are evil people. They are trying to make the Bible seem to be a lie, but what they don't understand they can't do anything to 

destroy the Bible because it is God's living words. Only time will tell what the Great Awakening will be.

12/6/2018 2:52:24 PM ursula_1111 Does 17 also have to do with our DNA 🧬?

12/6/2018 2:52:34 PM olimyracle Thank you Sirs.

Nuclear waste. Your solutions ?

💞

12/6/2018 2:52:39 PM melanieanders7 With the many children being released from slavery, what can we, the population, do to help the children begin a healthy life and help them heal? Are 

there already teams in place or are those teams being built as we speak?

12/6/2018 2:52:57 PM allahuniversal Thought so. Explains a lot. Thank you.



12/6/2018 2:53:04 PM soulcaliber777 Rudolf Steiner the two streams

12/6/2018 2:53:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically T. !ET & Non-human. LIGHT beings. Sometimes human forms. Vessels of light.

12/6/2018 2:53:31 PM bbobbio71 How can one see through the illusion?

12/6/2018 2:53:44 PM realaronbrowne Does this location mean anything to you? pic.twitter.com/wFARVCoxLs

12/6/2018 2:53:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams teach.

12/6/2018 2:54:06 PM chapulincolored I drink a lot of coffee, how do I reverse the calcification?

12/6/2018 2:54:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 That location is massive.

12/6/2018 2:54:47 PM realaronbrowne Indeed

12/6/2018 2:54:57 PM daveo6145 Is Stargate Atlantis worth viewing for disclosure elements?

12/6/2018 2:55:31 PM ursula_1111 I wish I could explain how it happens. I can share that it is preceded by a sense of complete trust, love, beauty and connection. It is extremely powerful.

12/6/2018 2:55:49 PM nmchristoban How about this one: pic.twitter.com/IE9b7iNH11

12/6/2018 2:56:25 PM drumsk8 Wanting to seek and understand where one has been in the past can help answer some questions. There is nothing dark about that or the ability to 

mediate or astral poject.

12/6/2018 2:56:27 PM jeanenev This made me cry with joy. I was prepping my home and family if Killary was elected. I would have never imagined that THE PLAN was coming to save 

us (US) Answered prayers for America #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan

12/6/2018 2:56:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Through mindfullness and dedication to detoxifying your body, breaking your dependence on the drug, and concentrate on opening your third eye. 

Your consciousness will manifest the treatment to decalcify. Your vision will return. With it comes life. Learn from it. Reflect. Think.

12/6/2018 2:56:53 PM patsanford So clear “and use it for her”

12/6/2018 2:57:23 PM bbobbio71 Literally shot down and around a cooler 2xs. Perfect blade of light,  hope can I say,   no light bleeding outside the blade.  We don't understand it never 

before seen,  that's why the silence. 

Thanks for the insight though

12/6/2018 2:57:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal

12/6/2018 2:57:52 PM time4u2know Lots of Wisdom and info in this message! Thank you!

12/6/2018 2:59:39 PM rinnermichelle I think it's chemicals, GMO'S poisoning our food, water,  earth and our children...we're killing everything..

12/6/2018 2:59:39 PM daveschroeder18 I was reading the thread re-BL, you mentioned that at best we can expect 15% truth depending on which platform. What can we assume by following 

Majestic 12. I realize a lot are not ready for full disclosure, but I really think a lot are. Where can we go to find the whole truth?

12/6/2018 2:59:58 PM bbobbio71 Might also mention,  we think the was done loss of time.  Maybe 45min to an hr. Yes time is an illusion I should say the was an accelerated loss of 

daylight

12/6/2018 3:00:00 PM mikebaliff1  https://stream.org/is-the-mall-of-america-now-a-sharia-space/ …

12/6/2018 3:00:36 PM nmchristoban 5?

12/6/2018 3:00:39 PM time4u2know I just started SG-1 today. Don't have time to binge, unfortunately.  Can there be an instant download cord attached to my head to instantly KNOW 

what happens in the series?

12/6/2018 3:01:03 PM blankmarlo What is the nature/purpose of the hexagon shape at the pole of Saturn? (I understand it's a complex topic to ask you to address on twitter, any 

recommended reading?)

12/6/2018 3:01:21 PM chapulincolored Wow, thanks.  I need to be more in touch with my IS-BE.

12/6/2018 3:01:22 PM blankmarlo Are transcripts of The Emerald Tablets that are currently in public circulation authentic?

12/6/2018 3:01:38 PM shanto12 What's the best place to get all information on ET life, ET technologies and the human full potential.

12/6/2018 3:02:11 PM nun_chucknorris Are those space tide pods?

12/6/2018 3:02:22 PM heidi_weigand I'm in the Midwest, in Oz lol..

12/6/2018 3:03:09 PM heidi_weigand The sex I can do without

12/6/2018 3:03:27 PM zendamaparanorm How does one open the 3rd-eye?

12/6/2018 3:04:35 PM soulcaliber777 What is the true size of the Earth?

12/6/2018 3:05:39 PM soulcaliber777 The Truman Show?

12/6/2018 3:06:01 PM _vvoke_ That is Canada.

12/6/2018 3:06:14 PM 12bravogran ... pic.twitter.com/LvUP9fqxQc

12/6/2018 3:06:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd All souls stolen by evil, children killed....will those souls be ok? If these disgusting ppl are robbed of their adrenochrome will they die? The children who 

were taken (water tank truck) are they ok? I had to check on them thank you whoever traveled with me.

12/6/2018 3:06:34 PM olimyracle I am asking about the already many existing waste

12/6/2018 3:07:16 PM lyndamathews25 If the people took all there money out of the banks, and went back to gold and silver, the Federal bank would collapse. I am concerned they may crash 

the markets and innocent people get wiped out. It's a rigged game.

12/6/2018 3:07:19 PM reginat01716957 Pres Trump  was & is VERY CONFIDENT cuz God is Guiding him. Amos 3:7

12/6/2018 3:07:36 PM jadegreen0987 It hit like a ton of bricks,when you realize you can put spells on people just by talking to them, Hairdresser for 30+, don't fall for your own spells, either!

12/6/2018 3:07:54 PM j_just1c3_pt I suggest Melissa tea, called cidreira in my country.

 It works for me.

12/6/2018 3:08:00 PM mgray72531386 I have thought the same thing.

12/6/2018 3:08:12 PM sheilapicciocca Awesome thread! Thank You!

12/6/2018 3:08:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd They (dark ones) were displeased when children were rescued. I could see them hanging around.

12/6/2018 3:09:04 PM chapulincolored bait

12/6/2018 3:11:43 PM dontdregmebro 1 yr this... pic.twitter.com/AnQbxJagL0

12/6/2018 3:11:48 PM realeyethespy Superfoods help, intent helps. Dm me if you need info. I am a traveling herbalist and alchemist

12/6/2018 3:12:11 PM jeanenev I had to look it up but def his uncle

12/6/2018 3:12:38 PM thetempestchip How accurate is the information given to us by Billy Meier and Mr. Winters in “The Pleiadian Mission: A Time of Awareness”?

12/6/2018 3:12:57 PM youstinksoap Thank you!

12/6/2018 3:13:02 PM cudasharon Wow! This whole thread is awesome! Watch all videos! Excellent! Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070767043077644289 …

12/6/2018 3:13:03 PM jeanenev John G Trump. WOW

12/6/2018 3:13:16 PM 12bravogran Looks like Atlantis.

12/6/2018 3:13:18 PM jadegreen0987 All the words before the first coma.

12/6/2018 3:13:22 PM michael83341408 Soda coffee alchohol drugs....what other things do we need to cleanse to for ascension and achieving higher dimensions?

12/6/2018 3:13:41 PM zendamaparanorm What’s the best frequency for meditation?

12/6/2018 3:14:12 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/qWwGoVjiLJ

12/6/2018 3:15:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is there hope of awakening JW Cult who at bottom wrung have no clue what top of pyramid is doing?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvCFyye_vnU …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4cZ8O08c30 …

SL pedo

12/6/2018 3:16:25 PM nmchristoban Hard to find a clearer picture: pic.twitter.com/YFkvh1oyE3

12/6/2018 3:16:26 PM realitygateway Just to clarify. Atlantis discloses the cabal or Atlantis was cabal influenced and therefore no point in watching?



12/6/2018 3:16:45 PM chapulincolored What was the real purpse behind 9-11?

Who is really behind 9-11?

Could you be more specific than just "Cabal"

12/6/2018 3:17:51 PM dontdregmebro Fact, if Red Shield Cabal Satanists are not exposed, prosecuted... we will know. 

And who exactly is J Kush?  - If white hat clean, then 45 clean. 

(Yet he denies the Son while praising the Father.)

- Movie role?

12/6/2018 3:17:58 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/AvO2u9WUrxE 

"The Jewish People Created a Majestic Nation"

Do you believe in coincidences?

12/6/2018 3:19:03 PM chapulincolored Q said "2018 is going to be glorious"

Lot's of good has come, I agree, but "glorious"?  What am I missing?

12/6/2018 3:20:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd What happens to those who choose fear? Family who choose fear and say I choose love.....will I just disappear?

12/6/2018 3:20:29 PM kcks_ Thank you for putting together this thread!!! I am new here but I am so glad to see this is what's going on in the world!

12/6/2018 3:20:41 PM realeyethespy Look up Interstellar blend.

12/6/2018 3:20:58 PM realeyethespy That's fear talking.

12/6/2018 3:21:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Will check it out.

12/6/2018 3:21:29 PM lbf777 Did George W Bush turn on his family to save himself? pic.twitter.com/CclNjEdtmJ

12/6/2018 3:21:39 PM time4u2know Is there such a thing as a person's Spirit Guide?

12/6/2018 3:22:00 PM ex_matrix Well fun.  Is choosing a matter of actually choosing (easy) or do we have to have fearless limitlessness pure resonance (considerably harder from 

present)

12/6/2018 3:22:52 PM olimyracle Many pics on the net. Which ones are him older ? How long did he lived ?

Thank you.

12/6/2018 3:23:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd Should I not be concerned about my parents, siblings? Admittedly they've made my life a living nightmare however I still love them. Don't get me 

wrong....tomorrow I would walk and not look back. I crave this awakening.

12/6/2018 3:25:03 PM melanieanders7 Research different ways of keening how to discover past lives. Find what works best for you.

12/6/2018 3:25:19 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "~6m: Crafts were not archeological digs. Disinformation. Several races gifted craft to 

Majestic 12 in exchange programs. […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070724311709818883.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/6/2018 3:25:45 PM cocopuffster12 So thankful!! Finally!

12/6/2018 3:26:55 PM johngradycole20 Upon further review, 200 ft is pretty high. It seemed closer than that

12/6/2018 3:27:13 PM realitygateway "Bait expends ammunition" - You hook them and then let them fight back with everything they've got until they're too tired to fight. Then you use the 

net.

12/6/2018 3:28:26 PM jordanb987 🤦♀️

12/6/2018 3:28:43 PM melanieanders7 God's Eye. A type of technology

12/6/2018 3:29:02 PM john777lee I have always hung onto God is love. And the spiritual parts but seen mans attempt to twist it. With the chosen tribe never made sense to me. Could 

see the effort of control. Often wondered if revelation was a revealing of the truth. Much work to do. Love to all.

12/6/2018 3:29:39 PM realeyethespy Should you not be concerned?

12/6/2018 3:31:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/6/2018 3:33:06 PM voodoowarlord Yes

12/6/2018 3:33:11 PM lovesg_d I love my President!!!  ❤️💖✡️🕎🇺🇸🇮🇱

12/6/2018 3:33:39 PM tomciscoadams 😎✌️

12/6/2018 3:34:28 PM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What would be the proper way to detox your body?  If you are on meds for heart arrhythmia’s, would there be any precautions?

12/6/2018 3:34:38 PM lbf777 What does that mean?

12/6/2018 3:34:48 PM catheri70981208 Just the "all seeing eye", Star of David, the symbol of the Alpha and Omega.

12/6/2018 3:35:04 PM wellsong Ceres seems familiar.

12/6/2018 3:35:18 PM mechanic_47 Here we go. #WWG1WGA

12/6/2018 3:36:12 PM lifesonsrv Could someone please explain to me why so many people keep insisting this claim, that any notion of extra/non-terrestrial, or "alien" beings existing in 

this physical realm is nonsense, and that any and all such beings are without question fallen angels/demons? Both can't exist?

12/6/2018 3:36:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd I don't know...loved those who did not love me back/caused me pain....the love was obviously one sided....wow, that hurts. I suppose not 

concerned....but that feels selfish.

12/6/2018 3:36:36 PM catheri70981208 Pay attention to your surroundings , be open to "signs", allow yourself to see and feel nature.

12/6/2018 3:36:50 PM gsdalpha The first video in this thread. Excellent catch!!! President Trump asks “do you know what this is?”, and he’s making an air Q. AWESOME!!!

12/6/2018 3:37:18 PM gsdalpha ThanQ!

12/6/2018 3:44:24 PM rudolphsteiner3 Zohar

12/6/2018 3:44:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you, that’s beautiful.

12/6/2018 3:45:40 PM bbobbio71 Lol,  I was flying some cool plane the other night lol

Thank you. 

Have a great night!

12/6/2018 3:47:21 PM johngradycole20 Fack off. This is good stuff.

12/6/2018 3:47:22 PM realeyethespy Kabbah of allah (black cube of all of all)

12/6/2018 3:47:41 PM ffnus13 And here I thought I was the only one ..... to think its military , very close military like 5:5

12/6/2018 3:47:43 PM mattmiller2000 All "the bots" do is buy and sell. It's an algorithm and the whole trade concept. Sell offs. It creates volatility.

12/6/2018 3:49:49 PM lovesg_d Kabala is Jewish mysticism.  It is not much different from other mystical religions. I did some study of it but never really dabbled in it. Many of its 

practices are forbidden by the Torah, which is why I was never inclined to practice it.  But many Rabbis do practice it.

12/6/2018 3:50:27 PM cedar98982732 He made a Q with his hand before he said "This is the calm before the storm"

12/6/2018 3:52:49 PM 3rdeyeview55 Oh yeah, forgot about that one. Can't stand either of them. My father used to watch all those aforementioned violent shows (war, cowboy) and I 

couldn't comprehend why. Why was I so against that stuff? I think I figured it out.😉

12/6/2018 3:53:32 PM lovehasonly1 Sincerely, this is a great compilation!  Sharing!

12/6/2018 3:56:56 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yeah, my ex & daughter told me you can still get shows through updated rabbit ears, didn't know. I grew up on LI, now NC, too.

12/6/2018 3:58:13 PM lovehasonly1 Meditate on Jesus, His Holy Prayer is wonderful to repeat and repeat... let those vibes take over you ❤️❤️❤️✌🏽✌🏽✌🏽✌🏽🙏🏼😎😎😎



12/6/2018 3:58:23 PM laurabusse So UR catching tv waves from Chicago mayB? If thats the case that would make sense as its a maj city. It would still have tv broadcasting from the tops 

of skyscrapers...but if u r alluding to kansas...then I'd be mystified. I assumed once you get out of maj city its cable only...

12/6/2018 3:59:21 PM 3rdeyeview55 Never got into good ol' Johnny. I guess it was on too late for me.

12/6/2018 3:59:38 PM laurabusse Yeah! Sex in real life not disturbing. Watching sex on a screen...disturbing.

12/6/2018 4:00:14 PM queenfrontier Or is it New Moon Scorpio? #vedicastrology

12/6/2018 4:01:52 PM barr__rebecca What a fabulous compilation to help us communicate with people who don't have a clue about what is really going on!  Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070767027579731968 …

12/6/2018 4:02:58 PM adsvel You are welcome.

12/6/2018 4:06:09 PM laurabusse Husband too. Violence doesn't bother him. I have to leave the room.

12/6/2018 4:07:59 PM laurabusse Updated rabbit ears...interesting. Husband v attached to NFL network so researching it would probably be an excercise in futility.

12/6/2018 4:08:05 PM daveschroeder18 Why are you here? Maybe it was meant to be?  This is not for everyone. You get 1 point for making me laugh though with the riddler comment

12/6/2018 4:08:36 PM marshahodgson This is the Strait of Gibraltar...the Pillars of Hercules.

12/6/2018 4:08:45 PM daveschroeder18 Get in line. I asked first

12/6/2018 4:11:40 PM laurabusse We are near Southport, south of Wilmington. Lotsa ppl here from NJ and ny including L.I. It's really nice here. I miss NJ. (Son is there. He moved with us 

but went back after 4 mo. here.) Was not expecting that! But this is slowly becoming home.

12/6/2018 4:13:11 PM laurabusse Oh i loved Johnny. Would sneak downstairs and watch if i couldn't sleep, while my parents were sleeping. He was sooo funny...

12/6/2018 4:13:40 PM qlivesmatterst1 Terrific wrap. Well done. ThanQ

12/6/2018 4:15:29 PM aumonemaison Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Notice what they did? "It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal" Fake News The Calm Before The 

St"live"? Who predicted SA? Who predicted NK? Who predicted 53-47? Who is posting as QAnon? Now cross reference […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

12/6/2018 4:17:25 PM dopesindc Is this it? pic.twitter.com/Pezs9TfeOq

12/6/2018 4:17:30 PM sumgirl Wow a lot of information here to digest. ThankQ

12/6/2018 4:18:33 PM dtrastikeville Dream work.

12/6/2018 4:18:52 PM manganomaria Love our President!! Thank God for Him!! 🍿🍿🇺🇸🇺🇸💥💥

@realDonaldTrump #MAGA

12/6/2018 4:23:32 PM datruseeka Who are the true Semites? What about Khazarian Mafia? Or Zionists?  Confused?

12/6/2018 4:24:31 PM melhuses Good book to read called soul traveler by Albert Taylor

12/6/2018 4:24:49 PM lightworkercain A medium told me that I astral project a lot while I sleep. Problem is that he saw sometimes dark Greys would come and take my body while my soul 

was out exploring. Scary stuff, kind of like R (JFKJr) talked about on the boards, Greys coming into your home without permission.

12/6/2018 4:25:29 PM 3rdeyeview55 Well, if you want I can ask my ex tomorrow night when he gets home from work (he's staying w our daughter at the moment) what he uses. He 

watches those football games too and I think he uses some version of rabbit ears that he puts in the window, hooked to tv, of course.

12/6/2018 4:25:30 PM marshahodgson Is this reference about a stargate, or, just the cave legends?

12/6/2018 4:28:44 PM lightworkercain Plus my soul never "updates" me on what it experiences during its travels. So curious!

12/6/2018 4:29:22 PM datruseeka If only I remembered my dreams!!

12/6/2018 4:29:32 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yeah, it must have been quite a transition. I was used to the south, been coming down here since I was a baby. My mom was born in Arkansas, married 

a yankee 😉 from long g'islandddd...lol

12/6/2018 4:29:59 PM djlok I hear ya! MJ12 gives a lot of homework!!  Between MJ12 and Q, we have a lot to dig!

12/6/2018 4:30:40 PM lightworkercain God willing...

12/6/2018 4:33:04 PM laurabusse Honestly i don't think husband would be interested as he has his hands full right now...i don't watch much tv, just what's on my phone mostly you tube 

etc...but at least i know i can ask you (to ask him) :-) which leads me to another question...

12/6/2018 4:35:12 PM josiegirlz5 Thank you❤️😘

12/6/2018 4:36:14 PM laurabusse Am a few min into ep 2. I think i might be starting 2 warm 2 it. But am haunted by the thought, as i was last nite, how much of this do you think is 

disclosure? I tend to take everything (or at least try) w a grain of salt. Maybe most is fiction? Some? Not sure how to watch it...

12/6/2018 4:37:40 PM laurabusse Of course mj 12 knows the answer so maybe i will just watch, read his tweets and try to put 2 and 2 tog as best i can...probably the only option really!

12/6/2018 4:38:05 PM lightworkercain Still 25 days left...

12/6/2018 4:38:56 PM utsava4  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JhgLLc5SKTg&lc=z22lgtkx0onnwj0sdacdp433mivwk0cbklsj5vdw3adw03c010c.1544062022104511 …

12/6/2018 4:39:27 PM lightworkercain Jewish Bankers

12/6/2018 4:41:26 PM laurabusse Wow...yeah not used to the S, we would always go N on vaca in summer. The ppl are sooo nice here...more relaxed, laid back. It's a nice feeling. 

Climate is amazing. The wildlife, birds, flowers, butterflies almost year round. But the alligators...yikes!

12/6/2018 4:42:04 PM 3rdeyeview55 Just watch w open mind. You follow maj12, right? He was bringing up a lot sg1 stuff. I'm sure not everything is for real, but they did have military on 

site and/or assisting staff. As you watch listen to interactions w govt ppl, like Mayborn (sp), and another g man. You'll see.

12/6/2018 4:42:54 PM laurabusse If i end up really liking the show maybe I'll change my twitter handle to Stargator. LOL.

12/6/2018 4:44:02 PM lbf777 The dog and pony show is good entertainment but when the hell are the people going to win personally? We haven’t won anything in our day to day 

lives.

We need relief!

#qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/6/2018 4:46:29 PM 3rdeyeview55 I rewatch every Wednesday on YT. I'm not committed, though, to purchasing the whole DVD set. Although I have been reconsidering buying them 

lately.

12/6/2018 4:48:43 PM laurabusse Ok will do...i appreciate the advice...watching tv with a purpose. Who knew!!! :-)

12/6/2018 4:49:32 PM 3rdeyeview55 One more thing, you'll warm up to it. The camaraderie of the sg1 team is amazing. And Richard Dean Anderson is a hoot.

12/6/2018 4:49:45 PM lucydwigglebutt Very much so. 🙏🇺🇸

12/6/2018 4:50:52 PM ascendingadam Bob Lazar was on Twitter?

12/6/2018 4:51:25 PM laurabusse I said star gator to husband earlier. He's immune to my humor. Didn't think it was funny...but if i see that gator again that was here recently, gonna 

name it Star...

12/6/2018 4:53:56 PM lightworkercain Heavy curiosity in that question often denotes such. Average Joe's don't question or wonder much, trust me. Lol

12/6/2018 4:54:14 PM cidarean I believe that's what the +++ indicates? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/6/2018 4:55:38 PM laurabusse Well it must B good writing...am already wondering if the guy who was off planet for so long ever gets his (native 2 other planet) wife (with the horrid 

creature in her) back. Dont tell...I'll let it unfold. If shes lost forever so B it but series usually have a way of revisiting

12/6/2018 4:56:22 PM time4u2know Lots of homework and studying. It’s the journey! One step at a time. Going to be #EPIC 

Have an awesome day & #KeepWinning!

12/6/2018 4:58:13 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, you said it, a future revisit.😉

12/6/2018 4:58:25 PM datruseeka As above, so below.

12/6/2018 4:59:45 PM again_censored In large print no less.



12/6/2018 5:00:53 PM domperty I'm a grown man and want to hug this guy.  Is that bad?  LOL.  My President!

12/6/2018 5:00:59 PM lightworkercain Will all highly malevolent souls be removed from Earth during the Transformation? Would seem like it would have to be the case for any kind of 

technology to be released, evil hands cant be trusted.

12/6/2018 5:03:06 PM goldstuart 🔥@POTUS @RealDonaldTrump draws #Q Symbol w/Hand Gesture at beginning of👇[VIDEO]‼️😁🔥@AppSame @WeSupport45 @DFBHarvard 

@JimEastridge1 @USACSMRet @WeAreOne_Q @StormIsUponUs @TheSharpEdge1 @HFinch63 @Anon_Decoder @QTAnon1 @MagniFieri #QAnon 

#WWG1WGA #MAGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ …

12/6/2018 5:04:09 PM lightworkercain Yeah, probably to all of us. Recorded in your subconscious since Roswell days. Some can remember when hypnotized. But biggest thing is to not feed 

the fear and know that love and light surround us! All will be revealed, feels like soon.

12/6/2018 5:04:11 PM skeeter980 Awesome job!!!!!

12/6/2018 5:04:24 PM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1066119416184823809?s=21 …

12/6/2018 5:04:34 PM frankyg80 “ThankQ” nice!

12/6/2018 5:05:03 PM laurabusse Well i hope it'll be a happy revisit ultimately but i like surprises. Speaking of which...back to ep 2. The show ain't gonna watch itself! :-) blessings to you 

and talk later :-) 💘

12/6/2018 5:09:39 PM josiegirlz5 I’m so confused. I’m getting tagged in all this stuff. I need to know where most important things need shared????

12/6/2018 5:10:12 PM goldstuart 🔥@POTUS @RealDonaldTrump draws #Q Symbol w/Hand Gesture at beginning of👇[VIDEO]‼️😁🔥@VP @PressSec @Scavino45 @Parscale 

@KellyannePolls @SebGorka @AppSame @WeSupport45 @DFBHarvard @JimEastridge1 @USACSMRet @WeAreOne_Q @StormIsUponUs #QAnon 

#WWG1WGA #MAGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ …

12/6/2018 5:11:34 PM anangelhasland1 And let’s just say that the Cabal had a very dim interpretation of Revelations...

12/6/2018 5:13:45 PM cstarr888 Yes!🙏💖

12/6/2018 5:13:55 PM again_censored I only originally read part of that. Listening to the whole thing got me excited as hell. Tick tock. Thanks!

12/6/2018 5:15:38 PM anangelhasland1 When you go to sleep, try to stay as alert as possible as if your inner consciousness was going to stay awake as you fall asleep.

No daydreaming or cuddling.

Stay open, try to be conscious as you drift off.

After many months of hard training...

“Poof!” you’re walking in dream!
12/6/2018 5:18:54 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

12/6/2018 5:19:15 PM djlok Here's a video I watched on astral projection.  https://youtu.be/bjQxwm9vuiE 

12/6/2018 5:19:32 PM anangelhasland1 I wouldn’t bother worrying about it...

Most people would hardly be helped by the knowledge.

12/6/2018 5:20:02 PM cervesa603 Thank you @MyPen_3Stacks for helping me understand. Eyes wide open.  🙏🏻

12/6/2018 5:22:12 PM cervesa603 We are slowly learning EVERYTHING and it’s mind blowing

12/6/2018 5:23:55 PM excaliber7777 Why sell so many asserted. Are they going broke ?

12/6/2018 5:24:20 PM dragonfly6001 This has got to stop somehow

12/6/2018 5:25:37 PM lcalifornian Yes they are, and it used to anger me until I realized they were just inadvertently waking people up. That actually turned my anger into happiness.  😎

12/6/2018 5:26:24 PM lcalifornian @threadreaderapp unroll

12/6/2018 5:26:54 PM threadreaderapp Hallo there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Notice what they did? "It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal" Fake News 

The Calm Before The Storm Whe […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/6/2018 5:28:08 PM mongrelglory Has ET technology been used to help clean up after the Fukushima disaster? (Radiation released).

12/6/2018 5:30:18 PM cervesa603 My head can’t explode enough this week buying Tequila tomorrow.

12/6/2018 5:30:42 PM cervesa603 Agin looking at you @MyPen_3Stacks. I’ll get there.

12/6/2018 5:30:52 PM mongrelglory What was happening with the "Norway Spiral"?

12/6/2018 5:34:04 PM cidarean Yes. Il take the ridicule any day of the week. People need to know this information is out there. Things are happening. Hopefully it won't come to a 

complete shock to them when things start becoming more odvious.

12/6/2018 5:34:30 PM johngeo85956050 Will we ever be free?

12/6/2018 5:37:14 PM amdigitalnews President Trump made a Q as he was saying this.

12/6/2018 5:37:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2561

Notice what we posted today?

Coincidence?

12/6/2018 5:42:26 PM cidarean Its interesting. You all talking to each other?

12/6/2018 5:42:59 PM mongrelglory Is tea just as bad for calcifying the pineal gland?  I drink black tea, green tea, white tea, rooibos and herbal.  Try to drink organic if I can.

12/6/2018 5:43:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Herbal tea does not calcify the pineal gland. Caffeine has other health implications.

12/6/2018 5:44:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 What we posted today: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

12/6/2018 5:45:19 PM aklskinner2017 Nope.

12/6/2018 5:45:22 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

12/6/2018 5:46:17 PM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=EKF6ghfcQic …

12/6/2018 5:47:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Here is a useful collection of tweet-storms converted into single page formatted threads for easy reading. Enjoy... 

https://threadreaderapp.com/user/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 …

12/6/2018 5:49:16 PM worldxplorer1 I see 4 possibilities...

1. They’re talking to each other. 

2. There are members of Majestic 12 on Q team. 

3.  Both groups utilize some sort tech / AI that prompts them toward certain points. 

4. The tech initiated on 11/11 increased coherence of the collective consciousness.

12/6/2018 5:49:55 PM j_just1c3_pt ThanKx😉

12/6/2018 5:53:12 PM laurabusse Shame about Kowalski. And the colonel (kennedy?) looked exactly like Jimmy dore LOL! Ok definitely gonna watch ep 3...

12/6/2018 5:55:12 PM lbf777 When will civilians start winning? ie:

Replicators

Free Energy

New economy

We need relief!

12/6/2018 5:55:36 PM colista Give it up little Trolly... your mind will be blown apart by the truth soon to come. Open your mind or be VERY far behind the enlightenment curve. Good 

luck. Seek the white rabbit. pic.twitter.com/dB9NyZGtBy

12/6/2018 5:56:20 PM mongrelglory Do the "Replicators" portrayed on SG-1 exist in real life?  If so, can they resemble human form?

12/6/2018 5:58:58 PM melanieanders7 Well look at you and your fancy skills! ❤️

12/6/2018 5:59:09 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks



12/6/2018 6:00:38 PM curt_avila Look inward

12/6/2018 6:01:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/6/2018 6:01:55 PM wonderswords Yeah but from the beginning this site seemed and felt Q like. I caught it first day.

12/6/2018 6:02:57 PM mongrelglory Thank you for your reply!

12/6/2018 6:04:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, Q team is an independent operation.

12/6/2018 6:04:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 2 & 4, however the operations do not intersect. They are complimentary.

12/6/2018 6:05:05 PM jpxastor Where can I find info on this?

12/6/2018 6:05:49 PM do_or_do_notty Quite helpful. Thank you!

12/6/2018 6:06:27 PM staticra1n Kabamur was accurate on it til he was taken out. I believe his new Twitter handle is Check out Alacon (@alacon_merope):  

https://twitter.com/alacon_merope?s=09 …

12/6/2018 6:06:36 PM piratek73549479 Welcome 😉

The more you know 😎

12/6/2018 6:06:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic operations have distinct signatures.

12/6/2018 6:07:00 PM mongrelglory Okay.  Thanks for the clarification. 👍

12/6/2018 6:07:35 PM do_or_do_notty The more you know....

The more you want to know! 😉

12/6/2018 6:09:02 PM worldxplorer1 Try a book by Dolores Cannon titled The Three Waves of Volunteers and the New Earth.

12/6/2018 6:09:37 PM lovesg_d Was @POTUS’s use of the word “majestic” in describing Israel a shout out to Majestic 12? I know he has validated Q in various ways during speeches 

and at rallies.

12/6/2018 6:09:49 PM mongrelglory Ah, now I understand. 😀 Thanks!

12/6/2018 6:10:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

12/6/2018 6:11:42 PM piratek73549479 True. 😊

Not everyone is ready for the whole truth yet, some may be open to hints only, but you have to show them there is ALWAYS more to the big picture.

Can't leed a horse to water and make it drink...

But you can show the horse the water and let it drink in its own time

😉

12/6/2018 6:12:00 PM ryankochweare1 Oh hell yes! 🙏💙

12/6/2018 6:12:07 PM mypen_3stacks I hope I did help, but I'm not sure how I did.  If I did I'm glad!

12/6/2018 6:12:23 PM lovesg_d There are no coincidences! 😁

12/6/2018 6:13:29 PM koolbreeze3232  pic.twitter.com/aPvaBVJZxT

12/6/2018 6:13:53 PM worldxplorer1 Big revelations tonight. I’ve suspected this for a long time. Thank you for the very direct confirmations.

12/6/2018 6:14:53 PM jamesbradleey Thank you so much,

12/6/2018 6:14:58 PM mypen_3stacks But if you're talking about some special experiences I had then I would be eleated to know that they had a positive impact.

12/6/2018 6:17:59 PM cervesa603 Opening my eyes to stuff I couldn’t wrap my head around. It’s been a lot. And an especially long week. A lot of stuff you just can’t talk to anyone about. 

And then you do. And they think you’re crazy. And I’m now ok with that now. Tin foil hat approved!

12/6/2018 6:18:17 PM wonderswords Thank you, majes sense. Lol

12/6/2018 6:19:49 PM 4demeeee sorry - No DH was not AL, serious age diff. Much on AL has been fabricated, like everything, his brother may very well have been AL anyway. But either 

way AL did not do it. Set up all the way. Plenty real doc's on it all

12/6/2018 6:21:21 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/VbaCxIgZqS

12/6/2018 6:21:33 PM mossman_moore Time for Christianity to dump its Apocalyptic narrative.

12/6/2018 6:22:21 PM tracytracy205 At some point, you have to understand too, that is their journey.  You have yours and they have theirs. If yours paths are meant to cross again, they 

will, when they are supposed to. Trust your journey..

12/6/2018 6:22:24 PM jonella_moore Excellent thread! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Highly recommended reading! 🇺🇸

12/6/2018 6:22:24 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/gImbWY7ZaO

12/6/2018 6:23:46 PM slevink60564711 Men with vaginas and women with penises are highly unnatural.

12/6/2018 6:24:26 PM laurabusse Brilliant!!!!! 💘

12/6/2018 6:26:39 PM norvilgirl God created the Jewish Nation

12/6/2018 6:28:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd Grieving loss. I know I have a path to take they aren’t part of. I hope they remember I loved them when they didn’t love me back. 

pic.twitter.com/Pj4kJNbagt

12/6/2018 6:28:31 PM parrotandrea Discover and Read the Best of Twitter Threads by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://threadreaderapp.com/user/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 …

12/6/2018 6:28:47 PM thewernerweber Did ye notice the Bison attacking the pack of wolves head on.  Stays in shot whenever seen from the front. pic.twitter.com/ZueZutgLG3

12/6/2018 6:29:01 PM jonella_moore God created the Jews as His special people. However, the the Israel nation we know today was created by globalist Jacob Rothschild. That’s why there 

are Khazarian “Fake” Jews in many position power.

12/6/2018 6:29:09 PM laurabusse Im gonna guess...u dont push the fear out...u focus on love, u focus on love, u focus on love, lather rinse repeat + u keep doing this til love Bcomes ur 

being, ur way of life. The fear dissipates almost like magic. Takes time, opening your heart, retraining your mind, meditation

12/6/2018 6:29:58 PM maga1awake That is the first thing I saw but nobody has mentioned? 

#q #maga

12/6/2018 6:30:57 PM mypen_3stacks Crazy is good! I didn't sleep for 4 days one-time, got a little manic on the Q.  Expanded my mind quite a bit😉.

They said I'm bipolar and gave me drugs.  Geez.  Ya' think I just needed some sleep? "The fucking world is bipolar, dumbass.". Is what I was thinking. 

It's all good.

12/6/2018 6:33:24 PM maga1awake You know thinking about this, he does the Q sign but maybe this group is Q!!!!!!  #Q #maga #potus #POTUSSchedule #45

12/6/2018 6:34:10 PM worldxplorer1 I can see how they operate parallel to one another in a complementary fashion. 

Question about #4. 

Did the 11/11 tech...

1. Destroy consciousness suppression tech and restore natural abilities.

2. Enhance / boost natural planetary collective consciousness.

3. Both
12/6/2018 6:35:04 PM realeyethespy Q involves non humans. It's a non human lead initiative. Higher authority than MJ12

12/6/2018 6:39:01 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/se4vwNeejB

12/6/2018 6:39:06 PM realeyethespy 177th

12/6/2018 6:39:13 PM realeyethespy J T

12/6/2018 6:41:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes ma’am. You would be correct. I haven’t pushed out fear all the way. Meditating in back yard, feet in grass daily 45 min. No electronics. That’s 

helping a great deal. You read me correctly.

12/6/2018 6:42:06 PM bodyceo They cut the Q

12/6/2018 6:44:18 PM laurabusse Sounds wonderful!  :-) 💘



12/6/2018 6:46:05 PM yellahabibihela Do solfeggio frequencies and sun gazing assist with increasing internal vibrations and boosting pineal/consciousness?

12/6/2018 6:49:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rouge actors need money.

Clowns in America need help.

Your Majesty, please forgive us.

Are rouge actors always bad?

What if you needed to carry out your Majesty's Majestic work?

Excuse the unrelated monarchy references.

Majestic work is the sum of respect paid to the King. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1070867257125830657 …

12/6/2018 6:49:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes to win a war, one must get their hands dirty. How did the technology get developed that enabled WL to pull off what it did shortly after 

Cabal pulled off 9/11 while we wanted Disclosure and the Great Awakening.

12/6/2018 6:49:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 declared WAR on the Bush Cartel, The Clinton Foundation, The NO NAME Foundation, AND MANY MANY MORE because they 

immediately became a National Security risk.

12/6/2018 6:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The occult Magick used by the Skull & Bones society is it pays respects and tributes to the countless amount of deaths that will inevitably be caused 

directly by their hands and their decisions. They are taught the magick of power and control.

12/6/2018 6:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Kingdom of Heaven sounds glorious doesn't it? Sounds like something you'd want to spend your life's work to get to. When you get there what 

happens? What happens when you've been brainwashed as slaves and that true Kingdom of Heaven is actually full awareness of consciousness

12/6/2018 6:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 In reality, exoconsciousness is a matrix created by our individual aura EM field that is responsible for projecting physical reality as our consciousness 

perceives it.

12/6/2018 6:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before they were cockroaches who were feeding on your children, lurking in the dark. The Skull & Bones Society has many dark cult and occult magick 

in its teachings. It only focuses on worshiping the material realm.

12/6/2018 6:49:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Everybody plays the game because the shop in their stores. They eat at their restaurants. They stay in their hotels. They hide in plain sight. Symbology 

will be their downfall. Jeffrey Epstein was involved in a transnational child prostitution sex trafficking ring with CF!

12/6/2018 6:49:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 You realize that through your ability to bring Death and Despair you are given privileges that allow you to shape others' realities through your decisions 

because everybody plays the game.

12/6/2018 6:49:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sound is frequency that gives us information. Some sounds can be used to channel this energy, using the frequency interference pattern with the 

victims consciousness frequency therefore starting a transfer of energy. Feeding.

12/6/2018 6:49:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Extreme telepathic connections and empathic links are formed during and after torture. The second consciousness is an energy source. When you 

worship Death, even without actually murdering, you are able to physically drain the soul out of another person. Dementors?

12/6/2018 6:49:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology used by WL to give the Majestic 12 proper insurance against this criminal organization that ceased control over our Government 

because we actually under estimated them. How can they do what they do?

12/6/2018 6:49:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 This criminal enterprise gained control over our vice grip on the Government as a means to KEEP THEM IN POWER. They feed off you. Why are you 

playing their game? How do we change the game?

12/6/2018 6:49:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many technologies came from the Majestic 12 to make this all possible. We were the group who orchestrated the last 70 years. The good, the bad, and 

the ugly. This group was in power for THOUSANDS of years operating in plain sight. Before the invasion of Earth, people were FREE.

12/6/2018 6:49:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 How is it even possible? It breaks your heart when you have to see what some of those kids went through. We are returning power back to We, The 

People.

DARK > LIGHT

With great power comes great responsibility.

Majestic.

12/6/2018 6:52:13 PM laurabusse Yes the whole f ing world is certainly bipolar! It's someone whose system is way out of balance. For. So. Many. Reasons. I have spent an entire lifetime 

seeking to regain that balance via various means and succeeding for the most part :-)

12/6/2018 6:54:58 PM tattoo4trump Nobody ever mentioned that @realDonaldTrump met with George W. Bush for 23 minuets after Poppy was Executed!!

💯👍🏼Patriots! 5:5 Baby Bush!😂😂😂

I’m curious what they were discussing For 23 minuets?

At the funeral he and Low Energy Jeb Looked Worried,Laura Too!😁😎

💯👍🏼🇺🇸💯🙏🏻🇺🇸😇

12/6/2018 6:56:31 PM laurabusse Meditation. Connecting physically w the earth to ground yourself. Diet. Water. Deep breathing. Spending as much time as possible in nature. 

Gardening. Music. Fire. Hot baths. Ppl who love you. All these things + more combine 4 spiritual, emotional, mental and physical well being.

12/6/2018 6:58:36 PM ascendingadam How would you define:

1) Magick?

2) Magic?

3) MAJIC?

12/6/2018 6:59:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you...I needed to hear this tonight so I can adjust my thinking. Much love and light to all. I hope you can feel what I’m sending.

12/6/2018 7:00:47 PM knightofmaltaus Wow, where do you dream this stuff up? Have you ever been to Yale and the Old Building? Do you know any S&Cb members? Any alumni?  Geez, this 

is not even close. 14 of your own posts? Very entertaining. We know members, family members too. No such activities what so ever! 

pic.twitter.com/5fcJHIEAqc

12/6/2018 7:02:04 PM launa_usa *rogue

12/6/2018 7:02:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 That wouldn't be very Majestic would it?

Clue:

Exoconsciousness Reality

Alternate Realities

Astral Realities

12/6/2018 7:02:29 PM mossman_moore Rather, the Kingdom is inside of you, and it is outside of you. When you come to know yourselves, then you will become known, and you will realize 

that it is you who are the sons of the living Father.

12/6/2018 7:03:15 PM mossman_moore But if you will not know yourselves, you dwell in poverty and it is you who are that poverty.  Gospel of Thomas

12/6/2018 7:03:20 PM pilottage Goyim talk

12/6/2018 7:05:32 PM mongrelglory Is the "Soul" different than the IS part of the IS-BE?  Can an IS be extinguished by these vampires?

12/6/2018 7:06:15 PM moemc8 I thought magicK is bad. Occult just means hidden. Always believed when it ends in k has evil attached to it

12/6/2018 7:10:03 PM randyfresh Rogue. It’s rogue. Rouge is make up. Maybe what you meant, considering  clowns. I dunno. No one respects the king’s English no more.

12/6/2018 7:10:12 PM pilottage Bob & Rod

12/6/2018 7:10:53 PM raenyasalisbury I DO BELIEVE THIS THREAD MIGHT OF JUST BLOWN MY HEAD OFF. I HAVE TO.GO FIND IT

12/6/2018 7:12:56 PM jpxastor Thank you!

12/6/2018 7:13:49 PM cervesa603 Not manic. I’m 51. I’m married. I’m a middle aged woman and I’m awake.



12/6/2018 7:15:26 PM worldxplorer1 Remembering all of your past lives, life between lives, and living from the perspective of your Higher Self is Majestic. Very Majestic!

Godmode?

How many of the Majestic 12 operate from Godmode?  I assume all.

12/6/2018 7:17:53 PM freeandoriginal Do u guys realize what kind of questions are in this thread?Almost no answers. Over all nothing really new or unknown has come out from this account. 

Repented bad guy(s) ? Good. But the game is played above our heads because we are not fully activated, yet. We are still hijacked.

12/6/2018 7:20:29 PM johngradycole20 Is this an example of word magick? pic.twitter.com/9AGt7SbPJn

12/6/2018 7:22:24 PM lovesg_d Wikileaks was taken over by 🤡’s.  Now they hope to capitalize on JA’s circumstances and the DNC lawsuit to fundraise for their needs. Won’t work 

🤡’s. #WeKnowEverything

12/6/2018 7:22:42 PM laurabusse Gonna try this! Thanks! :-) 💘

12/6/2018 7:26:46 PM whisperz777 no. https://twitter.com/Tore_says/status/1070794202886352904 …

12/6/2018 7:26:50 PM ranger51367 If a drop is part of the sea and the sea is part of the drop,there can be no self identity to divide our thoughts,emotions+action,they are simply part of 

the ALL,if one is hurt,we all suffer.Knowledge has always been dangerous to the control matrix,freedom starts in the mind.

12/6/2018 7:28:40 PM realeyethespy ASHTAR COMMAND

12/6/2018 7:37:35 PM missy968 Those who know cannot sleep.

12/6/2018 7:38:50 PM dental257 Read Michael Newtons Journey of Souls

12/6/2018 7:39:33 PM dental257  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLAOOElNUlk …

12/6/2018 7:45:39 PM sheba_pa_am And will I be able to create?

12/6/2018 7:49:56 PM decodematrix Is there an Astral plane and Etheric plane? Whats the difference between them?

12/6/2018 7:54:16 PM lightworkercain Comms finally understood! 

When your team responses with their Twitter handle plus topic, you paste that into the search to bring up the topic previously answered.

12/6/2018 7:55:19 PM daveo6145 Persistence is key. Don’t go back to sleep.

12/6/2018 7:55:51 PM daveo6145 Persistence is key. We’re in this together.

12/6/2018 7:55:53 PM mypen_3stacks I wasn't trying to say you're crazy or manic, like I was.  Just being awake will make people say you're crazy, I get that. 

I was just adding in a personal experience I had.  Hope you didn't take it the wrong way.

12/6/2018 7:56:50 PM don_narp How much time goes by until time becomes infinite?

12/6/2018 7:57:57 PM time4u2know #WWG1WGA #KeepWinning Have an awesome night!!

12/6/2018 7:58:55 PM meta_faith Wait what?

12/6/2018 7:58:56 PM lovesamerica10 God’s Eye pic.twitter.com/kxOlzqeHCy

12/6/2018 8:04:03 PM knightofmaltaus Yahweh. Something to research.

12/6/2018 8:10:45 PM realeyethespy MAGnetICs

12/6/2018 8:14:42 PM freeandoriginal “Breaks your heart” referred to kids tortured and eaten is a very bland statement to say the least !!

12/6/2018 8:21:24 PM brouilletbaby It is described in Luke 11:2 "Our Father which are in heaven...Thy kingdom come...as in heaven, so in earth"

12/6/2018 8:22:01 PM heidi_weigand I drank Mountain Dew for years only to have it cause a horrible ulcer in my stomach. Now I have to watch my diet very carefully, as even the smallest 

amount of the wrong thing induces vomiting that nearly causes me to faint from weakness that accompanies it!

12/6/2018 8:25:14 PM heidi_weigand Expose them & their heinous agenda for world domination! #DarkToLight #TheRainMakers #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/GnHBGmISsD

12/6/2018 8:26:24 PM djlok Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Notice what they did? "It's amid reports he may decertify the Iran nuclear deal" Fake News The Calm Before The 

St"live"? Who predicted SA? Who predicted NK? Who predicted 53-47? Who is posting as QAnon? Now cross reference […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070767027579731968.html …

12/6/2018 8:26:53 PM djlok Great Thread!  Thank you!

12/6/2018 8:27:10 PM ryankochweare1 Please read these threads and follow MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!! @realDonaldTrump  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1034966617564884992.html …

12/6/2018 8:27:28 PM chelle030609 What is you're connection to the labyrinth group?

12/6/2018 8:28:22 PM heidi_weigand #QAnon #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening #TheStorm #ALLShallBeRevealed #22Nov63 #ThesePeopleAreSick 

pic.twitter.com/J9GuE6XPU5

12/6/2018 8:34:01 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/tIJEOn3L7m

12/6/2018 8:36:14 PM lovesg_d To whom much is given, much is expected!

12/6/2018 8:39:27 PM lovesg_d At least Majestic 12 & Military Intelligence recognized the corruption & is doing the right thing in exposing it.  The first step to redemption is 

acknowledging the wrongs of the past. We cannot change the past, but we can redeem the future. #DarkToLight #QAnon #WWG1WGA

12/6/2018 8:43:18 PM heidi_weigand 👽MJ-12 members👽: Lloyd Berkner, Deltev Bronk, Vannevar Bush, James Forrestal, Gordon Gray, Roscoe Hillenkoetter, Jerome Hunsaker, Donald 

Menzel, Robert Montague, Sidney Souers, Nathan Twining, and Hoyt Vandenberg.

12/6/2018 8:48:17 PM wonderswords Watching Delores Cannon, restoring lost knowledge to New Earth. She made this video 2012 but explains much of what you are saying. Time is an 

illusion, ascension is coming. Do you know of her?

12/6/2018 8:48:48 PM heidi_weigand Bob Lazar and John Lear pic.twitter.com/GGMemjFOhC

12/6/2018 8:49:46 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/vU9qiCy7jx

12/6/2018 8:52:50 PM lovesg_d Being positive & speaking positive. Exhibiting love to overcome hate. Being light in the darkness.  Negative attracts negative. Positive repels negative. 

Faith over worry & insecurity. Faith over fear. Not feeding into the fear-mongering FF’s.

12/6/2018 9:07:55 PM ryankochweare1 If you're following Q, POTUS, and Anyone your discernment and intuition guides you for truth, you should also be following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for 

Alliance drops from Majestic 12!! This is so much more than a hashtag #TheGreatAwakening, It's like a Galactic Orgasm of Consciousness 🌎

12/6/2018 9:23:37 PM blueagle03 Great thread. I'll have to save it to read and watch .. WE ARE ALL Q's. 

WWG1WGA

12/6/2018 9:25:16 PM bbaker2004 Why do you say dark is greater than light

12/6/2018 9:31:12 PM cocopuffster12 Spectacular! I am in the middle of red pilling three friends, this will certainly come in handy💟☮️

12/6/2018 9:47:48 PM jonella_moore Yes

12/6/2018 9:54:06 PM truecinzia Beautiful thread, thank you.

12/6/2018 10:02:14 PM wild8heart My guess is cabal influenced.

12/6/2018 10:06:25 PM lori_dee1 I think they meant Dark to Light.

12/6/2018 10:10:19 PM giediknight This is a great thread. It’s basically a culmination of research I have been doing since 2003.

12/6/2018 10:15:20 PM giediknight Building your biological plasma great enough to store your memories through death? Becoming en-souled? Than re-incarnating in the next cycle which 

is tied to your astronomical lense?

12/6/2018 10:38:57 PM hollywdharriet Now this is an appropriate TIME cover!

12/6/2018 11:18:17 PM tadding1 Did Tucker really say this.?

12/6/2018 11:30:37 PM johngeo85956050 How do we?

12/6/2018 11:46:50 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will nesera/gesera be implemented worldwide?

12/6/2018 11:52:34 PM diaptera_80 Any such persons previously discussed in your tweets?



12/6/2018 11:55:59 PM sergii_ii I live within the frames of that picture... any clues for us non-american majestic followers?

12/7/2018 12:47:06 AM jacobdr1028 Neither you, nor joe m will answer me about chemtrails. What gives.

12/7/2018 12:58:50 AM diaptera_80 Wraith rob humans of their lifeforce= cabal mindset. Even so, I enjoyed watching all Stargate series

12/7/2018 1:01:48 AM diaptera_80 Just a thought: Elisabeth Weir became AI, working with a group of other AIs to find a way to ascend through means of technology. Sounds familiar?

12/7/2018 1:50:46 AM pauliepg11111 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What were in the envelopes during 41’s funeral?

12/7/2018 2:10:22 AM 1_decided_voter I too would like to know. I'd laugh if it was just a note that said "no deal".

12/7/2018 2:11:49 AM buh_nana9 I agree and Not to stop at being brave enough to see it but to help expose that it's real and happening.

12/7/2018 2:20:58 AM armeddamsel 100% yes!

12/7/2018 2:24:30 AM diaptera_80 Wraith!

12/7/2018 2:29:07 AM diaptera_80 Please give more clues as to how alternate realities work. Can we travel there and meet ourself through technology? Or just through dreamstates. 

Then, is it even really real?

12/7/2018 2:30:12 AM jollyrob2 Can you please clarify the timespan "Before the invasion of Earth, people were FREE."?

12/7/2018 2:35:19 AM realaronbrowne  pic.twitter.com/bTnfonQTeo

12/7/2018 2:46:58 AM pauliepg11111 I think the reaction was too quick to be text or a sentence - I think it was a pic

12/7/2018 2:53:31 AM sverhaque 🧐😵🤯

Thanks for sharing.

🙏💞

12/7/2018 3:02:40 AM 69_marie Truth!!! i call them Social Vampires...

12/7/2018 3:05:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd I had NDE too. My awakening slower process. POTUS, first time ever voted. Living in complete love isn’t as hard as releasing fear personally. 

Somethings have been hard to wrap brain around. Releasing much that no longer serves. ❤️❤️❤️Such kind words, grateful.

12/7/2018 3:33:28 AM tracytracy205 They will.. More importantly, you will..  💖

12/7/2018 3:34:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd ❤️❤️❤️Thank you❤️❤️❤️

12/7/2018 3:57:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd Indeed...like you say, those who know can’t sleep. What we know I’m sure is scratching the surface. The sick depravity surpasses your worst 

nightmares.

12/7/2018 3:58:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd Concur. Moving from dark to light.

12/7/2018 4:08:50 AM sumgirl duel edged sword - I'll take awareness

12/7/2018 4:11:23 AM sumgirl what about free will?

12/7/2018 4:29:20 AM cidarean Sounds like the Melchizadek teachings. ✨

12/7/2018 4:35:23 AM moemc8 I still don't understand how there could not be heaven and hell.  Are there no consequences for all of their evil on earth after they die?  They just get a 

soul transfer?

12/7/2018 4:40:52 AM cidarean You are creating now are you not?

12/7/2018 4:57:47 AM mongrelglory I heard that Mountain Dew actually had more caffeine in it than Cola. Anything made with "high fructose corn syrup" is weaponized...causes 

"metabolic syndrome".

12/7/2018 5:03:38 AM mongrelglory Disclosing their crimes to the public will awaken people to making different choices that reject the matrix they have created. Dark > Light

12/7/2018 5:08:09 AM mongrelglory There is a karmic wheel that IS-BEs can get caught up in. I would not want to experience the direct karma that would result from the evil actions of 

individuals in the Cabal!

12/7/2018 5:12:09 AM mongrelglory I'm assuming you mean "seized" control over our Government?  (I was having trouble understanding your statement.)

12/7/2018 5:14:37 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 has said in the past that we've been enslaved for approx. 8000 years.

12/7/2018 5:16:30 AM mongrelglory If I understand what I'm reading in the alt news, the FBI were directing the operation as well?  Will the FBI people who were directly involved face 

accountability?

12/7/2018 5:18:50 AM mongrelglory Psychic/spiritual vampires of a sort?

12/7/2018 5:20:51 AM mongrelglory Bill Gates was rumoured to have a room in his home that is entirely devoted to "death", with real skeletons etc...

12/7/2018 5:24:16 AM mongrelglory This sounds like the promise of the Ori in SG-1.  They were promising soul ascension for the people at death, but they were actually using their spiritual 

worship as a "battery source" to sustain them.  Sounds like the "Kingdom of Heaven" in this context could be a soul trap.

12/7/2018 5:25:17 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, it's gets better. This 2 parter was to set up first nemesis and gain Teal'c. At some point you'll meet Ba'al. He's eye candy to me😉. Senator Kinsey 

is a pain, representative of swamp🤔.

12/7/2018 5:27:03 AM jollyrob2 I couldn’t find it Thanks. Wow 😮 do you also know by witch race, or are there more than one involved?

12/7/2018 5:56:17 AM scienceismymuse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WS&FM

12/7/2018 6:34:16 AM mongrelglory Sounds like there's more than one involved.  They've said Hitler was "worshipping" a really evil alien, but then the US Government (via Bush Sr. and the 

Skull & Bones) were taken over by an ET "Committee👁" that had a different agenda. 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

12/7/2018 6:38:01 AM jensen4truth I think he did... maybe has cooperated for awhile 🤔🤔🤔

12/7/2018 6:41:02 AM joefromcarolina We’re still waiting on the report from the Atomic Energy Commission / DOE regarding the incident.

12/7/2018 6:44:28 AM richard98144666 I know old goats like him.

Biding their time with a gleam in their eyes 😈

12/7/2018 6:47:23 AM ladyhawk0568 I think you are right- but for the record the little I know now has left me for ever an insomniac- Hard to let the seconds pass when you know children 

are being harmed. That those elected to serve us, preyed on us- it’s horrific

12/7/2018 7:05:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns wear make up.

12/7/2018 7:05:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you sure?

12/7/2018 7:16:45 AM jonella_moore You haven’t understood what I’m saying because you don’t know what I’m talking about, research how the Khazian mafia came about. It will help you 

understand the NWO. I am not anti-Semetic, I’m trying to get people to understand history and it’s consequences.

12/7/2018 7:26:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic #AMA 11:11 ET (re: Comey Hearing)

12/7/2018 7:27:13 AM islandofdelight Will the transcript actually be released to the public within 24 hours? How many redactions should we expect?

12/7/2018 7:28:01 AM fionasdestiny67 Is Comey going to get away?

12/7/2018 7:28:59 AM crazycooder Good morning MJ12 . Do you think JC will flip on the others to save his own a__.

12/7/2018 7:31:18 AM peterclloyd Was Comey aware of and/or involved in CF trafficking prior to his press statement regarding email servers?

12/7/2018 7:32:17 AM bbobbio71 Research for yourself

Truth about CIA's secret MKUltra mind-control experiments revealed in sensational new documents that officials spent decades trying to hide.  

https://tiny.iavian.net/q2la 

#MAGA #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
12/7/2018 7:33:28 AM islandofdelight Does he know the Clintons, Bushes, Biden, etc were served at the funeral?

12/7/2018 7:33:59 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/Drm0yxqBIh

12/7/2018 7:34:40 AM palmdalekid2 First domino to fall?

12/7/2018 7:35:23 AM richard98144666 Huber's the man.



12/7/2018 7:35:43 AM nixontweets Considering the law of manifestation, is corruption like ritual abuse, dispute our good intentions of exposing it, exacerbated by our focus upon it? The 

more we research, the further away the solution shifts. How can we help these kids while subject to these universal laws?

12/7/2018 7:37:01 AM thekimschmitt Is Pence a blackhat?

12/7/2018 7:37:11 AM carter_zon Thought it was 10am. Now 11:11?  My head is spinning trying to keep up with all this...

#MAGA

12/7/2018 7:38:36 AM 1aaronjustice Is Comey (hearing) and other DS players just playing their role in an a real life movie that inevitably leads to humanity being free?

12/7/2018 7:38:52 AM lbf777 When is Comey being moved to GITMO?

12/7/2018 7:39:54 AM wwg1wga1962 Is he really a White Hat and is now going to spill his guts?

12/7/2018 7:42:02 AM vand3rboots At GHWB's funeral, what information was shared with LB that she showed to JB? Did GWB flip? What was in the card inside HRC's program?

12/7/2018 7:46:49 AM crazycooder I have always had a hard time trusting Mike Pence. Am I right , or am I looking too hard at things ? Is he a true patriot ?

12/7/2018 7:48:52 AM djlok Great question. I've wondered if it was everything from a subpoena to something as miniscule as a misspelling in the program.  Or what if somewhere 

in the program the #Scherff name was listed?  Either way...Checkmate!

12/7/2018 7:49:53 AM cidarean Comey an ET or  ET hybrid?

12/7/2018 7:51:35 AM francoissmc Mueller in cahoots with Comey, or white hat?

12/7/2018 7:54:12 AM laurabusse Really starting to like tealc :-)

12/7/2018 7:54:47 AM thetempestchip Will Comey willingly release all that he knows in order to cushion his fall?

12/7/2018 7:54:55 AM ghostanon6120 What was significance of mystery envelopes at 41/322 funeral? What made jeb bush go pale and aghast?

12/7/2018 7:55:40 AM keith369me Former FBI director Sessions...white hat?

12/7/2018 7:55:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lesson:

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/at-%E2%80%9860-minutes%E2%80%99-independence-led-to-trouble-investigators-say/ar-BBQBBTo …

12/7/2018 7:55:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Decades of sexual abuse at CBS 60 Minutes.

Were children ever involved?

At CBS?

What about at parties where executives of CBS are invited?

What if admission into the parties requires NDAs to be signed with the Federal Government?

Project Mockingbird dual purpose?

12/7/2018 7:55:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Focus on what Dr. Phil has to say then hear Kendall.

"You look like one of them."

Is he?

Side note: Hello SB 👋🏀 

You can't hide forever.

We will find you and hunt you. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPugTAuQqB0 …

12/7/2018 7:55:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes the best way to cover a story up is to get in front of the story and control the dissemination of all information pertaining to the subject.

"If I can't control the story, then I must contain it." - Frank Underwood

12/7/2018 7:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Notice how they are always the ones who break the news, yet nothing is ever done about the actual problem?

Fake News is the Enemy of the People. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S8oKc5gE30 …

12/7/2018 7:55:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Here he is again: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRUwcmje4os …

12/7/2018 7:55:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2559

What happens when they lose control and the TRUTH is exposed?

What happens when PEOPLE no longer believe or listen to the FAKE NEWS CONTROLLED MEDIA, CONTROLLED HOLLYWOOD, CONTROLLED BLUE 

CHECKMARK TWIT SHILLS, ETC ETC???

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

12/7/2018 7:55:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick.

12/7/2018 8:00:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-drugs-hypnosis-electric-documents/ …

12/7/2018 8:01:07 AM nmchristoban Is Comey flipped? 

When will the world see the actual shocking arrests?

12/7/2018 8:02:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 D5 wiped clean by Twitter.

Learn to archive offline. pic.twitter.com/uHElPCJO5Q

12/7/2018 8:03:08 AM sumgirl seriously?

12/7/2018 8:04:12 AM voodoowarlord I am awake, where should I go next?

12/7/2018 8:06:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

 http://theblackvault.com/ 

12/7/2018 8:07:16 AM kate_gorney i just learned about a project .mannequin too🤔

12/7/2018 8:08:05 AM colista OMG ! pic.twitter.com/J0mTRaagnF

12/7/2018 8:08:09 AM nmchristoban What are the most effective things we can do to keep bringing in more light?

12/7/2018 8:08:56 AM ogdenfrost1 Not gonna age well.

12/7/2018 8:08:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money.

DARK > LIGHT

 http://documents2.theblackvault.com/documents/cia/behavioral/C00017440.pdf …

12/7/2018 8:11:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spreading the LIGHT information everywhere, including offline.

Learn, interpret, understand, comprehend.

When Full Disclosure takes place, do you expect it to be all at once?

What if there are literally thousands of programs we need to bring DARK > LIGHT first?

Study the info!

12/7/2018 8:11:27 AM decodematrix You said JE and Comey were running Epstein island. Were they working for the cabal to get blackmail on politicians or they were running it to catch the 

cabal?

12/7/2018 8:11:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Comey has participated in rituals.

12/7/2018 8:12:39 AM sehvehn gross

12/7/2018 8:12:50 AM blankmarlo Is Comey's participation in child trafficking simply procedural or does he take part in the rituals as well?

12/7/2018 8:12:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Majestic 12 classified corporation:

 http://documents2.theblackvault.com/documents/cia/behavioral/C00021787.pdf …

12/7/2018 8:13:19 AM colista Bookmarked. Will stalk until I get a feel. Love me some good research!!

12/7/2018 8:13:35 AM blankmarlo Is Comey an initiated member of the mysteries? If so, through which secret societies?



12/7/2018 8:14:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 JE was involved in it because he's messed up in the head.

Comey was involved because he wanted to control the sources & methods JE was recruiting.

Most clientele of JE Comey knew were FGE or protected by DOJ/FBI.

12/7/2018 8:15:03 AM blankmarlo I've heard Comey played a role in covering up 9/11. Was he aware of the Masonic symbology being demonstrated through this event?

12/7/2018 8:16:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 He knew.

12/7/2018 8:17:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 He has blood on his hands.

12/7/2018 8:17:30 AM speaakn Hmmm. I wonder what chemical(s) they’re talking about in this document. 🤔

12/7/2018 8:20:10 AM cervesa603 Thank you. I honestly had no real idea how it worked. Or the Clinton connection. Doesn’t Oprah have an island?  Lots of thinking to do on this one.

12/7/2018 8:20:22 AM keith369me Is it true that he liked to dress children up as a 1950’s “character”?

12/7/2018 8:21:08 AM 4on6 Did GWB flip long ago? White hat asset?

12/7/2018 8:21:23 AM keith369me Learn more

12/7/2018 8:22:24 AM decodematrix Will the truth about what happened at Montauk be revealed?

12/7/2018 8:23:49 AM lighthouse44444 @AndrewCMcCarthy just tweeted his approval for POTUS pick of William Barr for AG as he can "right the ship and navigate through the storms."  THE 

STOM is upon us...

12/7/2018 8:24:46 AM lighthouse44444 What metric am I looking at?

12/7/2018 8:29:34 AM preswallace @Kimberly: If you want to know how the Russian Uranium deal (Mueller & Clinton) was achieved and delivered, follow ... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2018 8:30:07 AM djlok I never heard this one.

12/7/2018 8:30:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past drops about AIDS

DARK > LIGHT

 http://documents.theblackvault.com/documents/state/statedept-aids1.pdf …

12/7/2018 8:30:54 AM keith369me Howdy Doody is the rumor.

12/7/2018 8:31:40 AM djlok Can someone tell me what FGE stands for please?  Thanks.

12/7/2018 8:32:39 AM djlok Probably quite literally at times, I would imagine.

12/7/2018 8:34:07 AM decodematrix I think federal government employee.

12/7/2018 8:35:20 AM cervesa603 A spy he said ....

12/7/2018 8:35:37 AM ghostanon6120 nice play on words, rouge=red en francais :)

12/7/2018 8:39:08 AM djlok Thanks!  I try to keep up with MJ12 but there is SO much information!!  I learned that if I have a question maybe other IS-BE's do too.  Other people ask 

my questions all the time!

12/7/2018 8:39:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 392

Dec 20th, 2017

3,000+ saved by the raids in SA alone.

WW lanes shut down.

Bottom to TOP.

[HAITI].

[RED CROSS]

[CLASSIFIED]

High Priority.

Q
12/7/2018 8:39:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happened the next day?

DARK > LIGHT

12/7/2018 8:40:59 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/JklQINtiHK

12/7/2018 8:41:02 AM youstinksoap E.O. human abuses

12/7/2018 8:41:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE WHO PRETEND TO BE GOOD.

THOSE [MOST] WHO LEFT THE WH DID NOT HAVE A CHOICE.

FAKE NEWS.

FAKE MAGA.

TRANSPARENCY IS THE ONLY WAY. https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/420221-tillerson-trump-would-ask-me-to-do-things-that-i-couldnt-

legally-do …

12/7/2018 8:43:00 AM seybird11 This link is blank to me

12/7/2018 8:44:57 AM cawpbt 2016 Clinton pedophilia connection unveiled

12/7/2018 8:46:07 AM tammymckeever Will there be video confessions?

12/7/2018 8:47:04 AM moemc8 Honey pot, blackmail

12/7/2018 8:48:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

Shout out to the Anon who made this collection of memes.

What's the significance of the number 9?

Majestic operations in play. pic.twitter.com/2BvKFfsDmR

12/7/2018 8:48:23 AM tammymckeever Was there also cannibalism at the Island?  Has the temple been destroyed?

12/7/2018 8:48:40 AM speaakn There is really no “news” in this article. Total clickbait.

12/7/2018 8:49:22 AM tammymckeever Does Comey have an escape plan (that won’t work)....has his fortune been confiscated?

12/7/2018 8:50:15 AM jimhayzlett Dark 2 Light is correct.  Dark Turns to Light is correct.  Dark => Light is correct. Dark is Greater than Light is Incorrect.  Please stop >

12/7/2018 8:50:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 The article is Fake News, however the quotes inside it are not. Learn the comms.

12/7/2018 8:52:17 AM youstinksoap  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1064967566215516161?s=21 …

12/7/2018 8:53:51 AM tammymckeever What is purpose of hearing, to catch him in lies?  Or get him to flip?

12/7/2018 8:55:19 AM worldxplorer1 So is it Tillerson trying to get a message to POTUS?

Help us learn the comms.

12/7/2018 8:55:21 AM lightseeker2012 Interesting that you used the word hyde (the misspelling I mean).  Comey = a Jekyll & Hyde?  Things are not what they seem.

12/7/2018 8:56:07 AM tammymckeever How many cases will need to be reopened based on all the corruption in the fbi/cia?  Will the cia be eliminated?

12/7/2018 8:57:10 AM tammymckeever Did Comey make money on drugs or weapons, or was he just a cover-up, bury guy?

12/7/2018 8:57:18 AM lightseeker2012 I've been wondering this for a long time too.

12/7/2018 8:57:22 AM higginsgggg I stumbled across this https://youtu.be/K1mImMWNkrk 

12/7/2018 8:57:53 AM youstinksoap Trump's great awakening is being done by the law....not illegally.

12/7/2018 8:58:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 It pays to know where the bodies are.

12/7/2018 8:59:23 AM worldxplorer1 How do these people live with themselves?

12/7/2018 8:59:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Optics. Tillerson is attempting to frame the prosecution of the Clinton Foundation as being illegal. It's not.

12/7/2018 9:00:38 AM lightseeker2012 9 = completion

12/7/2018 9:02:13 AM sdcharge2k12 Why do you constantly post these same pictures? Says this happened in 2013? Well it’s 2018 & were all still debt slaves. You say it was by their choice 

and yet as you see the Q team is trying to take them down but the DS is fighting back to keep their power and keep us slaves.

12/7/2018 9:02:48 AM worldxplorer1 Is it really loyalty or is it out of fear?



12/7/2018 9:03:07 AM speaakn That’s what I gathered from it, too.

12/7/2018 9:03:27 AM bblueberrypie Is Tillerson in legal jeopardy when it comes to CF?

12/7/2018 9:04:44 AM heidi_weigand Excellent site! Thank you for sharing!

A couple of my favorites are  http://thelivingmoon.com  and  http://crystalinks.com 

12/7/2018 9:05:54 AM worldxplorer1 Well said!

12/7/2018 9:06:54 AM cogbill_alan Gotta love Tesla. 3,6,9

12/7/2018 9:12:45 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-06/i-know-where-all-bodies-are-buried-clinton-foundation-cfo-spills-beans …

12/7/2018 9:13:14 AM rick_hernandez Things are ramping up quickly

12/7/2018 9:15:14 AM lightworkercain Q counted from left is 17. 

Q counted from right is 9.

12/7/2018 9:16:24 AM sdcharge2k12 So there won’t be any dent wipe? We will be responsible for the debt that evil people created? That makes no sense why are we responsible for the 

trillions stolen from us for their black projects and lives of luxury?

12/7/2018 9:16:37 AM youstinksoap What is this?  I've seen many ufo's around Lake MI. https://twitter.com/youstinksoap/status/1057780655847849985?s=21 …

12/7/2018 9:17:31 AM chanceytricia Yes, first off the Hill is completely fake and 2) tillerson is nothing more than a mouthpiece for evil doers. No good thoughts for him. Traitor

12/7/2018 9:21:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Music sound familiar?

Q Post 2562

Clinton Cash

~1h2m

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOZ7qmKzwcc …

12/7/2018 9:21:46 AM lumentee What else should we pay attention towards after the Comey hearing transcript is made available to the public?

12/7/2018 9:22:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Expect to be busy this weekend reading.

12/7/2018 9:23:29 AM cervesa603 Fox News??

12/7/2018 9:25:09 AM nalnjz That is what I’m saying! Go after everyone committed a crime with no bias and really go after them 100% ! Than we will believe you and you will gain 

our Trust! Justice for all, go after all the wrong doings not only Trump.

12/7/2018 9:27:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 COME[Y] pic.twitter.com/1TCLqicuH8

12/7/2018 9:27:50 AM jeremy350344 Horns? Represent the Y?

12/7/2018 9:28:11 AM mrblbrettish thanks, Jim, that was bothering me too.  I was reading that as dark "greater than" light.

12/7/2018 9:28:45 AM scott_rick Looks like Obummer

12/7/2018 9:31:43 AM joni_apple_seed Not photoshop.....Baphomet pic.twitter.com/R5r45AG8Sv

12/7/2018 9:33:09 AM voodoowarlord No.

12/7/2018 9:34:25 AM gvilleval 9 is everywhere and nowhere, he governs the universe.

12/7/2018 9:36:36 AM freeandoriginal It has been shown before saying was Obama...either or is Y for sure !!

12/7/2018 9:37:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Text unrelated to image.

12/7/2018 9:37:31 AM joni_apple_seed The word is the CIA was running NK. Would have sent a nuclear missile to strike the US? I wouldn’t put anything past them. They play both sides. The 

elites are given a heads up prior to the strike ala 911.

12/7/2018 9:38:14 AM randyfresh Nice save.

12/7/2018 9:40:06 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @sdcharge2k12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy 

Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourcef…  https://buff.ly/2KM19br  

pic.twitter.com/OLqJ6WwiIf

12/7/2018 9:40:13 AM analyst2501 Sponsor tells Company what Sponsor wants. Company delivers to Sponsor. No questions asked about how Sponsor uses chemicals.

12/7/2018 9:40:17 AM freeandoriginal Got it !

12/7/2018 9:40:48 AM jimhayzlett I keep hounding the point to no avail thus far.  We create reality, and seek Truth for Humanities Evolution. Not sure bout this account yet😇

12/7/2018 9:41:13 AM daveo6145 @Mark923to25

12/7/2018 9:41:18 AM analyst2501 The USSR was convinced the US was behind development of HIV and took strong measures to prevent its spread in the USSR. The US, of course, denied 

the allegations and instead focused on how to defeat the USSRs "propaganda".

12/7/2018 9:41:39 AM analyst2501 Shipping manifests and itemized receipts. LOTS of them.

12/7/2018 9:45:51 AM bblueberrypie Clinton Foundation whistleblowers come forward, Rep. Meadows says

 https://video.foxnews.com/v/5976775955001/ …

12/7/2018 9:51:00 AM slayerofmatrix1 NK was a proxy state for dank filthy CIA just like Iran is.

12/7/2018 9:51:05 AM awarefrequency ✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

12/7/2018 9:52:02 AM newyorker66 I have a hard assed, distrusting, mocking family members. It will def be hard to convince them. I will try to work on outsiders. Just please make this 

plan work!! They all already think I'm disturbed.

12/7/2018 9:56:05 AM yana17m Oh no

12/7/2018 10:00:35 AM wonderswords No Coincidences

12/7/2018 10:01:12 AM wonderswords No Coincidences

12/7/2018 10:04:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It was always in all ways about the banking finance trading in commerce energy harvesting slavery matrix tool, 

in which is a human trafficking slavery mechanism tool.  https://buff.ly/2UnNNGJ  pic.twitter.com/4U4HeQJpTF

12/7/2018 10:04:22 AM lovesg_d I would always tell everyone to look into Obambam’s eyes.  There was nothing but darkness, hate, and evil there. The eyes are the windows of the 

soul. His heart was blacker than he is.  He was definitely possessed!

12/7/2018 10:04:54 AM jollyrob2 Thank you 🙏🏻

12/7/2018 10:05:34 AM youstinksoap Comey will Declas who they worship?

12/7/2018 10:09:40 AM cervesa603 Not totally unrelated

12/7/2018 10:14:49 AM bbaker2004 hope so

12/7/2018 10:18:36 AM sandyjoy1054 Not happy with this guy...Pres Trump needs support not would be tattle tales ☹

12/7/2018 10:19:16 AM _17patriot_  https://archive.org/details/mkultrafiles?&sort=-downloads&page=2 … 

if you want your mind to be blown out of the water onto a boat heading to Crazyland

12/7/2018 10:20:18 AM laurabusse Just shine the light...the light doesn't try to convince anyone it is light :-) it just shines. "He who has ears let him hear". It is incumbent upon the hearer 

to want to understand...otherwise there is arguing. You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him think :-) :-)

12/7/2018 10:20:51 AM dr_t_dc LA Clippers?

12/7/2018 10:21:44 AM laurabusse Doesn't matter what they think. You know who you are :-) you'll find your tribe! Sometimes family needs to be ignored for sanity's sake...

12/7/2018 10:22:56 AM laurabusse And extremely informative!!! :-)

12/7/2018 10:23:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd 😳😳😳😳 pic.twitter.com/wsYOi0FhjH

12/7/2018 10:23:44 AM dr_t_dc The girl in the video stated that some sports team owners were involved.  Then MJ12 posted a pic of a basketball next the initials SB.  The owner of the 

LA Clippers has those initials.

12/7/2018 10:25:15 AM dr_t_dc What about the Island in the Puget Sound?  Any connection?  There's reports form ppl on YT that claim they were in the same situation as the girl in 

this video but they were held on an island in PS.

12/7/2018 10:26:39 AM diaptera_80 This looks like Obama?



12/7/2018 10:32:49 AM truecinzia "The meaning, significance, vibrations of the number 9 is Completion, Ending, Unity, Humanitarian, Spiritual Awakening, Love, Psychic Ability, and 

Benevolence. When you notice the number 9, it usually symbolizes that your particular path you are on is ending or coming to an end."

12/7/2018 10:34:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/UnEaHfzRoG

12/7/2018 10:37:05 AM newyorker66 True. IMO my family doesn't give a fekk if I ignore them. I would like to teach them though. When that plan comes through

12/7/2018 10:42:29 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ohhhh Rex Rex Rex ... from hero to zero and now digger your grave to subzero.   Grow a pair Mr. Exxon !!

12/7/2018 10:43:50 AM slayerofmatrix1 Is 1.1.19 the date for seize and freeze ?

12/7/2018 10:44:27 AM laurabusse Go easy...be gentle...start by asking a thoughtful question. Let them think...

Easy to turn ppl off. I know this only too well!!

12/7/2018 10:51:48 AM djlok Nailed it!  Or as we say: "Boom!"

12/7/2018 10:54:20 AM veraportti John Trump aka. Julian Assange cooy-paste

12/7/2018 10:58:00 AM veraportti Just take a look about "the last president" - book from 19th century.. includes Barron Trump, Don Trump.. and a timetravel to russia. I shit you not.

#Qanon

12/7/2018 11:02:13 AM turboxyde Is our DNA is being used for nefarious purposes? Do we need to "encrypt" our projection of consciousness with multidimensional awareness of self to 

"clean up" the signal so to speak? If everything is alive and our DNA is the "soul" essence... is that multidimensional torture?

12/7/2018 11:02:48 AM datruseeka Isn’t the Galactic Federation of Orion?  Isn’t it a TRAP?

12/7/2018 11:06:38 AM seaschells It is.

12/7/2018 11:06:40 AM jimhayzlett This account also states disinformation and misinformation is necessary.  They come from darkness, and Light will shine within them soon🙏🏼😇✨

12/7/2018 11:07:05 AM seaschells It is.

12/7/2018 11:07:35 AM wonderswords The compounds don't naturally exist in nature, man made at Ft.Detrick U.S Army, created as part of a plan to eliminate certain classes of citizens as 

population control. per Bill Cooper

12/7/2018 11:09:12 AM wonderswords Above Top Secret, the cure was created before the virus was released in the form of Vaccines

12/7/2018 11:09:39 AM freeandoriginal How these facts can be so “plainly” revealed is beyond me. If the aim is to desensitizing the population I must say it is working, at least among those 

not awaken yet.

12/7/2018 11:10:53 AM wonderswords Chemicals=alien, Alien technology? Chemical a sterilized word hiding in plain sight?

12/7/2018 11:15:13 AM newyorker66 Thanks!! I'll give it a try.

12/7/2018 11:15:18 AM mrblbrettish Agreed.

12/7/2018 11:22:23 AM connectedtomyc1 It appears they are terraforming our planet to collapse global food production, kill off over 90% of the human race, devastate natural ecosystems and 

pollute the Earth’s atmosphere: https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-04-global-dimming-globalist-plot-to-eliminate-humanity-terraforming-food-

crops-pollution.html …

12/7/2018 11:25:51 AM mongrelglory I'm not familiar with what you're referring to I'm afraid.  I only know the Ori from the TV series Stargate SG-1 that MJ-12 has already referenced.

12/7/2018 11:26:04 AM 69_marie I knew Tillerson was evil!!! WWG1WGA MAGA🇺🇸

12/7/2018 11:26:38 AM mongrelglory You're welcome! 😘

12/7/2018 11:29:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary.

Disinformation is real.

As for "DARK > LIGHT" we know Q says "Dark to Light"... allow us to explain:

There is more dark that you don't know about than there is light that you do know.

Some day, we will use DARK < LIGHT, but we are not there yet.
12/7/2018 11:32:07 AM mongrelglory The artist who made that outfit, said it was a friend of hers who asked for it to be made.  I believe it was one of the "Burning Man" festivals.  She 

posted a picture of the guy, and he did look like Obama somewhat without the face mask, but he had lighter grey hair...

12/7/2018 11:33:33 AM bitcoinbuyinte1 Do you believe we will have a 10 day - Social Media, BLACKOUT?

 https://youtu.be/WAvuDIiNPsQ 

12/7/2018 11:34:21 AM slayerofmatrix1 Disgusting evil.

12/7/2018 11:34:26 AM mongrelglory Sorry, I don't have the link anymore.  I thought it was Obama too at first, but now I'm not so sure.

12/7/2018 11:34:28 AM luvleebutterfly The secret of NIMH

NIMH=National Institute of Mental Health

Now that's a rabbit hole my friend... pic.twitter.com/lgBd4Pd2JZ

12/7/2018 11:35:32 AM slayerofmatrix1 Involuntary Human guinea pigs.

12/7/2018 11:36:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns will fail. pic.twitter.com/8ypmh9djMH

12/7/2018 11:36:57 AM jimhayzlett In Your Truth, ok, but in My Truth Light >>>>>>> Dark , over 99% 😇

12/7/2018 11:39:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 In your opinion, sure. In reality, there is a lot that people don't know. We are systematically bringing this information out.

Dark to Light infers a single transaction.

DARK > LIGHT infers many things still to get disclosed.

12/7/2018 11:41:34 AM mongrelglory Here's another picture of the guy during the day (I found it on-line).  I'm not a shill.  I'm just not sure about this being Obama, even though I think he's 

evil. pic.twitter.com/UxPiQ4GEsh

12/7/2018 11:42:08 AM klaatu77 Just a few of the reasons he didn't last. No loyalty or appreciation for being given the job. Ungrateful to the end. Sad.

12/7/2018 11:44:31 AM seybird11 I wish to God I did

12/7/2018 11:44:59 AM gettingtrump Mk Ultra never stopped.

Think 'mass shootings'...

12/7/2018 11:45:05 AM lovesg_d What happens with the children that are rescued? Undoubtedly they are in need of extensive counseling, etc.  does the government provide it or are 

they left to seek it on their own?

12/7/2018 11:45:21 AM moemc8 I hope not.  He should have 'no deals'.  They prob dont need him to flip anyway. They have it all

12/7/2018 11:45:26 AM datruseeka More disclosed here on MJ-12 here and some of its members. https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1069318396637036544?s=21 …

12/7/2018 11:45:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes we give them a choice.

12/7/2018 11:46:45 AM connectedtomyc1 They live with themselves very easily if they have no conscience and no ability to love (1 in 25 people are psychopaths). Or if narcissists (no empathy) it 

is also easy for them to live with themselves. Seems not human to me.

12/7/2018 11:47:11 AM moemc8 What happened in Montauk?

12/7/2018 11:48:32 AM ragevirusqq What are the options they choose from?

12/7/2018 11:49:10 AM 69_marie Im angry!!!!! 🤬

12/7/2018 11:50:17 AM cocopuffster12 “Sometimes” we give them a choice. Hmmmm, I am not sure what that means.

12/7/2018 11:50:58 AM moemc8 I think absolutely!!  Unsung hero to me. When i saw video of him swat joe bidens hand away from his granddaughter, I knew he was good!



12/7/2018 11:52:08 AM connectedtomyc1 Choice to die (leave physical body) and reincarnate back into the matrix or live in same body?

12/7/2018 11:52:48 AM fowlreginald Thank you! I wish more of your threads were in this format. You said to learn to archive offline. I've grabbed the download you provided, but 

everything points to online threads. Would love to know how to access offline. I can archive my own items offline, but not others.

12/7/2018 11:53:02 AM 69_marie My son, and I experinced sexual abuse... this is tearing me up! 💔😭🙏🏻❤️

12/7/2018 11:53:30 AM daveo6145 Ddg for the montauk chair, the Philadelphia experiment, and time travel.

12/7/2018 11:55:12 AM datruseeka “...DeLonge, may be part of a limited hangout operation to spill the beans on what has been happening at Area 51, in order to keep hidden even more 

important secret programs happening elsewhere.” https://www.exopolitics.org/wikileaks-reveals-usaf-general-involved-in-ufo-secret-space-program-

disclosures/ …

12/7/2018 11:55:51 AM mongrelglory 3= IS

6= BE

9= ?

12/7/2018 11:56:49 AM datruseeka What is your team still working to keep secret?  Something more nefarious?

12/7/2018 11:57:52 AM do_or_do_notty 5:5

I was given a choice....

12/7/2018 12:04:31 PM jimhayzlett Slow disclosure serves the elite.  Roll it ALL out, We The People Are Ready for the Draconian reveal and end!  Thank You 😇

12/7/2018 12:07:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT https://twitter.com/LosAlamosNatLab/status/1071105258468728832 …

12/7/2018 12:07:41 PM jollyrob2 ❤️

12/7/2018 12:08:11 PM islandofdelight @emerysmith33 👀

12/7/2018 12:09:44 PM mongrelglory What was not publicized in the news, was that there were a lot of top international AIDs researchers that were killed when Malaysian Flight 17 went 

down. https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/19/health/leading-aids-researcher-killed-in-malaysia-airlines-crash.html …

12/7/2018 12:10:35 PM slayerofmatrix1 Damn.  Can’t believe you guys can’t subversively get this situation under your own control until the it’s been swept of the criminal malfeasance.

12/7/2018 12:10:41 PM datruseeka How do we create our own reality with them not in power & with justice served to insure this never happens again to us?

12/7/2018 12:11:13 PM keith369me Wrong Sessions...but I do think Jeff Sessions is a good guy.  I was talking about William Sessions.  I seem to recall information of private meetings with 

Trump right after the election.  Could have been security related?

12/7/2018 12:13:29 PM lifesonsrv The Bible makes it clear that we are, without any doubt, the only noteworthy civilization that exists anywhere in our universe? Could you point out the 

verse(s) please?

12/7/2018 12:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Flight 17

12/7/2018 12:14:09 PM djlok We think we are ready, we feel ready... But are we REALLY ready?  And are the ET's and IS-BE's doing the disclosure ready?

12/7/2018 12:14:35 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/uDMvnv7EfB

12/7/2018 12:14:56 PM mongrelglory Our lovely Military Industrial Complex, operating in the shadows and without any oversight... 💀

12/7/2018 12:15:22 PM missy968 THE MUSIC! 🙌🙌

12/7/2018 12:17:03 PM the_realtruth18 Getting close to the  truth?

12/7/2018 12:17:18 PM youstinksoap Confirmation of your account Majic12? https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1071132880368132096?s=21 …

12/7/2018 12:23:36 PM palmdalekid2 Dec. 31 orbit? pic.twitter.com/uRlHYdEfYm

12/7/2018 12:25:22 PM marshahodgson My response went to the Lab, not here... pic.twitter.com/bFQiKzC1OY

12/7/2018 12:26:20 PM marshahodgson I think I am missing something.

12/7/2018 12:34:45 PM mongrelglory Lots of money referencing MKUltra subproject 42, involving "behavioural control material" and "satisfactory" field testing and services as agreed upon.  

Sydney Gottlieb's name on invoices.  They supposedly shut the program down in 1963 but is it true it was continued in Montreal?

12/7/2018 12:36:08 PM chapulincolored 🐸🇺🇸👍

12/7/2018 12:42:51 PM sabina06706427 Just dreadful. Dark to light. I will fight for what’s right as I know I’m an eternal being and here to help shift this planet to a higher vibration where this 

doesn’t exist 💕🌏

12/7/2018 12:42:56 PM ruewenfate8 What could Mr Exxon be upset about to come out of the wood work to take a shot?  Whats up Mr Oilman this not helping your pocket book? ?  

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/12/us-geological-survey-discovers-largest-continuous-oil-and-gas-resources-ever-in-texas-new-mexico-

delaware-basin/ …

12/7/2018 12:43:42 PM realeyethespy stopswitchproxy pic.twitter.com/S0AigqReK3

12/7/2018 12:44:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if 45 was currently MJ-1?

12/7/2018 12:44:15 PM palmdalekid2 Read the caption at the bottom. We’re going to have a sky event 🤷♂️

12/7/2018 12:46:01 PM 1_decided_voter MJ1 and Q+ and POTUS. @realDonaldTrump gets all the great roles...

12/7/2018 12:46:43 PM youstinksoap Yes, of course, I read that going through your timeline.  👍

12/7/2018 12:48:13 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/XSkG9LGvOl

12/7/2018 12:49:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a crime to abuse power for political purposes?

Public corruption.

Has the new Congress started yet?

Puppets incapable of rational thought. https://thehill.com/homenews/house/420301-ocasio-cortez-fires-back-at-trump-jr-keep-trolling-we-have-

subpoena-power-next …

12/7/2018 12:49:14 PM newyorker66 My fam are champions of arguing. Haha

They always win in arguments with me. Thanks for letting me vent. pic.twitter.com/Dov5Cebxhv

12/7/2018 12:50:09 PM alec_m_currier Her every morning. . pic.twitter.com/zCAXrw3eE6

12/7/2018 12:50:53 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/lBhzApihhg

12/7/2018 12:51:04 PM trumpmomma Sounds like a threat. 

@DonaldJTrumpJr @Scavino45 @parscale

12/7/2018 12:51:41 PM chapulincolored I want more light too, much more.

Been "woke" for almost 10 years <911 <ZIRP <WL <2016 election <Q

You want to do this gradually so others gradually wake...  meantime people are dying!  WTF.

Bring-on the LIGHT!

Accelerate that 11.11.18 wave and let's go TURBO!

#FloodLightsNow

12/7/2018 12:51:57 PM kagman4e She needs to be censured immediately upon being sworn in.

12/7/2018 12:53:32 PM consortiapartn1 MJ1 ? Lost me now

12/7/2018 12:53:58 PM mongrelglory That was such a heartbreaking interview to watch when he aired it.  I sure hope she got the help that Dr. Phil said he was going to get for her and that 

she's safe and protected.

12/7/2018 12:53:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death is a human construct of our civilization persisted upon the beings of Earth to maintain a level of power and control. Think Majestic Classification 

level. What kind of work did we do? Majestic work. Re-read tweets from yesterday re: work.

12/7/2018 12:55:12 PM again_censored  https://twitter.com/KimStrassel/status/1071115349116907520?s=19 …

12/7/2018 12:55:39 PM mongrelglory I assumed she was a real victim.  Was that so, or was she an actress?

12/7/2018 12:55:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 With the reputation of CBS and 60 Minutes, do you believe anything will actually happen by the hands of "Dr Phil"? How do you contain a story?

12/7/2018 12:56:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ-9 = Majestic 12 #9

12/7/2018 12:58:26 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/nsJxmu518c

12/7/2018 12:59:09 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/ZbtPi5WUNX



12/7/2018 1:01:02 PM time4justiceusa its #Tesla math & it should be taught in school. https://youtu.be/Zw5lA6_y12o 

12/7/2018 1:01:17 PM mongrelglory I've learned to keep my mouth shut around the people around me who I know will just shut me down.  The more "educated" they are, the more 

brainwashed.  It's regular people I meet in my day to day life, the non-professionals etc... whom I've been able to have conversations with.

12/7/2018 1:01:55 PM daveo6145 thank you for this. i am well-versed in mk ultra programming. i will share.

12/7/2018 1:01:57 PM chapulincolored This has been taxing - to family life, friendships, career... etc... all for truth, freedom and other things unexplained.  ThanQs MJ12 and all #Patriots... 

been patient.  Will continue to be patient.  But GODSPEED too!

12/7/2018 1:02:50 PM djlok You can say that again!  Very taxing!!

12/7/2018 1:03:05 PM 1_decided_voter As I understand it, Majestic people are ranked in order, with POTUS apparently in the MJ1 position currently. Not sure what differentiates the top 12 

from the rest, nor am I clear how many there are that are Majestic, but my guess would be the top 12 are the decision makers.

12/7/2018 1:03:37 PM diaptera_80 What is the occasion and source of photo?

12/7/2018 1:04:32 PM mongrelglory It was supposedly a CCTV screenshot of the FBI raiding someone's "bolt-hole"/home while they were at the funeral.

12/7/2018 1:05:05 PM wrongsideofpar He hired him......

12/7/2018 1:05:20 PM djlok I would say so!  Or one of those mathematically impossible coincidences!!

12/7/2018 1:05:27 PM pattonspotting Is she genuinely that stupid? Or acting out a role? Some suspect she is a spy behind enemy lines

12/7/2018 1:06:11 PM the_loveoflight He is

12/7/2018 1:06:36 PM time4justiceusa  pic.twitter.com/OGFfXdrtou

12/7/2018 1:07:37 PM daveo6145 fear not, we are very close...

12/7/2018 1:08:00 PM diaptera_80 Y stands for?

12/7/2018 1:08:28 PM mongrelglory Q showed pictures of the underground dining rooms, some of them appeared to have bodies lying on the tables while people were sitting around them 

on stools...

12/7/2018 1:11:42 PM worldxplorer1 Immortality?  Operation Godmode?

12/7/2018 1:14:56 PM lovesg_d I did not have a choice. I suffered in silence for many years. Attempted suicide a few times, but unsuccessful. God always intervened to keep me alive. 

Idk why. Only still alive due to the grace of God. He has been my source of love in life. Will not ever deny Him or turn away!

12/7/2018 1:17:11 PM mongrelglory Sigh...I guess not.  If she was a real victim, I fear she's been tossed to the dogs.

12/7/2018 1:18:12 PM chapulincolored Is this "over the target":

RE: IS-BE

 https://archive.org/stream/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/1947_Roswell%20Al.%20INTERVIEW%20-

%20Matilda%20O%20Donnell%20MacElroy_djvu.txt …

RE: EBE/ProjectBlueBook:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2xXu8_2Exo …

Is Existence Infinite and Random?

Meaning is what you make of it?

Life is happenstance?

Conscious IS compartamentalized or vesselled into BE?

Part of a greater "1" IS?
12/7/2018 1:19:38 PM mongrelglory Yes, I corrected it from Flight 370.  Flight 17 was a very "unusual" crash it seems.

12/7/2018 1:19:40 PM shanto12 What was the motive of mh370?

12/7/2018 1:20:24 PM do_or_do_notty “Many people talk about playing chess. He plays three-dimensional chess,” 

Very interesting quote from Tillerson....

12/7/2018 1:20:29 PM daveo6145  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=11&v=IIrru90BtTk …

#DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #victoryofthelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2018 1:20:58 PM do_or_do_notty “Many people talk about playing chess. He plays three-dimensional chess”

We are watching a movie

12/7/2018 1:24:29 PM chapulincolored No Fear.  We are close.  You can sense the light coming.  I have HOPE that we will all see it.  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 🙏

12/7/2018 1:25:08 PM grassyknoll_ Was 45 in the loop with advanced tech, perhaps from Telsa through his uncle?

12/7/2018 1:25:38 PM marshahodgson Oo...I missed that. Still, s/that PROVE to be problem, none of those most-likely federally-funded studies w/play out as 'planned'. Unless 'the plan' was 

purposely misrepresented. Ha! It could be like 'See...we KNEW there c/b a problem. Little did we know..."

& then all's suspect

12/7/2018 1:25:57 PM mongrelglory I doubt she even wrote that tweet.  It was far too coherent.

12/7/2018 1:26:53 PM jonessense She’s drunk with pussy power.

12/7/2018 1:29:13 PM lee0456lee So sad evil and wrong. Deep state satan lovers

12/7/2018 1:36:13 PM 69_marie Will we be able to help these children out one day?

12/7/2018 1:36:22 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Another, 'Dumb as a rock".

12/7/2018 1:36:55 PM susan66388204 You can’t tell an Idiot by their l👽👽ks

12/7/2018 1:39:44 PM catvllvsverona I was only a child when I read first about USA Agencies testing "strange" things about hidden human features (dad's mysteries books). Later I began 

searching about aliens and the MJ12. 

And almost 25 years later I'm reading this feed on Twitter...

What AMAZING times to be alive! pic.twitter.com/3uoigzMUOU

12/7/2018 1:39:53 PM bea12ml Bimbo alert...on the other hand, never under estimate the power of the vortex created by dumb. She doesn’t even know what she doesn’t even know. 

Same could be said about me most of the time.

#Barfly #hernotme

12/7/2018 1:43:04 PM chapulincolored Wow!  I suspected 45 had access to this?

Is it Technology?  looking glass et al?

Tesla tech? Antarctica? Atlantis? ET? Ascended Dimensions?

Re-incarnate IS into BE?

Please elaborate...

12/7/2018 1:44:28 PM keith369me I think this might simply be a case of youthful stupidity.  She will become Pelosi’s bitch before long

12/7/2018 1:48:05 PM brandywinetru1 The Sun should look into what happened with that... Tavistock Institute anyone?

12/7/2018 1:49:00 PM chapulincolored That makes sense.

Maybe that is what Q has been saying, that patriots are in control now.  @POTUS in MJ1 position.

12/7/2018 1:49:02 PM keith369me I thought most presidents are not included in the 12.  45 may or may not be an exception.   I’m not sure if I should take the above post as confirmation 

or simply a format explanation.

12/7/2018 1:50:26 PM keith369me Hopefully her life has improved since the interview.

12/7/2018 1:50:37 PM laurabusse Any time sweetie! :-) 💘

12/7/2018 1:50:53 PM 1_decided_voter Based on previous tweets from MJ12 here, it would appear that Flynn and Mattis are somewhere in the top 12. HRC and GHWB were (formerly) as well.

12/7/2018 1:52:25 PM keith369me Be there for those many that are clueless?

12/7/2018 1:55:01 PM youstinksoap For those wondering.... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034967667520806913?s=21 …

12/7/2018 1:56:58 PM keith369me I feel as if I understand a lot more than the average person on the street yet there is so much more to absorb.  Generally I am really good with “the big 

picture” but this is challenge of a lifetime.

12/7/2018 1:57:35 PM djlok Yeah a lot of people think this is just @realDonaldTrump harassing [HRC] over some damn emails.  Take a look at some of the emails already released 

over @JudicialWatch and clearly there's a problem.  Big problem(s)!



12/7/2018 1:57:45 PM youstinksoap Sounds about right, I'd also add Joseph Dunford.

12/7/2018 1:58:34 PM john777lee I like Jesus's words. I rely on the spirit. Too many pharisees in this world .Too much Roman and Vatican control and influence. Along with all of the 

other groups. God is love no special tribes no chosen people. The deck has been stacked from the beginning . WWG1WGA ! GOD IS LOVE

12/7/2018 2:12:06 PM keith369me My intuition is to avoid movies...I can’t stand the propaganda that is injected to nearly all of them.  This “movie” seems to have infinite 

propaganda...yet I can’t stop watching...and have to rely on intuition for the true picture of truth (with an assist to do Majestic Friends)

12/7/2018 2:13:33 PM worldxplorer1 What happens when you get to the Kingdom of Heaven? Whats it like having full awareness of consciousness?

This is the life work of Majestic 12 is it not?

Mystifying to the uninitiated. Feels like you're tasked w/ shepherding a childlike humanity suffering from collective PTSD.

12/7/2018 2:24:53 PM 1_decided_voter Yep, I've heard that as well.

12/7/2018 2:28:36 PM scommandante  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wae1j-aCD1o …

12/7/2018 2:32:02 PM chapulincolored Children having nightmares and night terrors, is that the cockroaches trying to feed?

12/7/2018 2:34:32 PM chapulincolored In this context, who is 'your Majesty'?

12/7/2018 2:35:49 PM mongrelglory Sorry, this flight was M17.  IMHO a highly suspicious crash.  M370, another suspicious crash was likely for this:  

http://www.theeventchronicle.com/news/europe/rothschild-inherits-a-semiconductor-patent-for-freescale-semiconductors-flight-370/ …

12/7/2018 2:36:42 PM djlok I can't believe [HRC] was in the top 12.  She doesn't even appear to follow Q.  I'm thinking [she] may not be as bright of an IS-BE as she sounds when 

she speaks.

12/7/2018 2:40:05 PM chapulincolored I try to explain.  But there is so much to absorb and articulating is really hard since I can't always recall the precise finidngs i learned years ago.  I moslty 

encourage others to open their mind and do their own research.  Which often leaves me empty wishing I could do more.

12/7/2018 2:48:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people think you are stupid.

SHEEP.

They created.

Dance 💃🏼 on command.

Shoot on command.

MKUltra was prerequisite to Operation Mockingbird.

RESEARCH 👁🗨

EXECUTE 🔊📱🖥💻☎️📺📻⏰⏲⏱🧭📷📸📹🎥📡
12/7/2018 2:48:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 MKUltra declassified documents referenced classified technology that the Majestic 12 were researching. How did we create our victims?

Best with headphones or a subwoofer.

Sound contains information.

You don't really expect NASA to give the public MAJIC EARS ONLY classified data? https://twitter.com/JimBridenstine/status/1071087175293386753 …

12/7/2018 2:52:59 PM fionasdestiny67 So, you are saying that within this sound is coded MkUltra msg? They intentionally want us to listen to the program?

12/7/2018 2:56:29 PM sehvehn what kind of info? what was the chirping?

12/7/2018 2:56:46 PM turboxyde I listened to that recording earlier with the intention of connecting with any information that might be threaded/layered into the recording. I came 

away from it feeling as if information is missing/distorted.

12/7/2018 2:56:58 PM luvleebutterfly Majic EARS???

That's definitely a new one for me!

I'm satisfied I've learned something new today

Awesome & thank you for that intel

As I've got suspicions re: sound waves pic.twitter.com/I3NmIsuBBr

12/7/2018 2:57:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure pic.twitter.com/yFZhH4KZ2X

12/7/2018 2:58:26 PM mongrelglory What percentage of Hollywood performers, movie/TV actors are MK-Ultra programmed? 50%?  Higher?

   What about the music industry?  Same?

12/7/2018 2:59:06 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks for that info. I totally would have listened to that. Second thoughts from now on. Maybe that meditation music I'm listening to? Really scary!  

Would be nice to speed up this whole process we are going through and live!

12/7/2018 2:59:14 PM stoneturnr Who were the two attorney's hampering Comey's testimony? Patrick Fitzgerald? Who else?

12/7/2018 2:59:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you control somebody?

Distort their reality.

How?

Sound.

Frequencies are HEAVILY CLASSIFIED Majestic technology.

SO CLASSIFIED, EARS ONLY.

Only between MJ-12 heads.

12-headed Dragon.

Majestic 12.
12/7/2018 3:00:14 PM youstinksoap I'm not interested in anything NASA.... since its all disinformation, I wouldn't be surprised if it's not actually from Mars.  🙄

People are easily led.

12/7/2018 3:00:42 PM palmdalekid2  https://youtu.be/ChCIb2sJMfc 

#theGreatAwakening #qanon

12/7/2018 3:02:02 PM realeyethespy Tesla.

12/7/2018 3:04:18 PM realeyethespy It's funny because the technology is stupidly simple. Just requires a lot of fine tuning. Hutchinson anyone ? Most of this can be made in someone's 

garage. That's why they have to monitor everything. pic.twitter.com/fIawNHJIol

12/7/2018 3:05:04 PM mongrelglory Are they trying to program all of us, or just specifically preprogrammed people with this recent NASA release?  I've heard that NASA is more involved in 

researching brain-washing techniques than it is in researching space exploration.  NASA= Not a Space Agency

12/7/2018 3:05:04 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/3gp9qEb4Rl

12/7/2018 3:05:14 PM chapulincolored Your question makes me wonder if we should each copyright our DNA or our BE.  That leads to how each, especially children, can protect our soul.

Aware of consciousness?  How does one secure your self's IS?

12/7/2018 3:06:02 PM anangelhasland1 Do you guys play ESP tricks on each other for laughs?

“This is your mother. I made lieutenant!” kinda thing?

12/7/2018 3:08:23 PM djlok I really hope so too!  And I hope very bad things come to those who hurt her.  VERY BAD THINGS!!

12/7/2018 3:09:40 PM kerie505  pic.twitter.com/VRy159BiOB

12/7/2018 3:10:26 PM worldxplorer1 Komodo Dragons?



12/7/2018 3:12:35 PM randyfresh "These people think you are stupid."

Maybe because of the constant spelling errors?

12/7/2018 3:16:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Back to example: Tesla as a person was no more valuable and worthy to love and be loved, however his contribution to the Matrix really improved the 

game experience. For some. However the information Tesla learned, you can learn.

12/7/2018 3:16:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ours instead focused on those sounds for military applications. We got a lot out of the research. However, as we have said in other medium 

disclosures, we viewed the CIA as an extension of the KGB. Enemy combatants. Do not mistake the work of Majestic 12 with the evils done.

12/7/2018 3:16:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Humans have a tendency while in lower developmental stages of what humans call life to put the unknown onto the shoulders of another.

Example: Tesla may have inspired Majestic 12 to do some of our research (ours wasn't MKUltra, that was CIA).

12/7/2018 3:16:12 PM the_realtruth18 The Rave culture play any part?

12/7/2018 3:16:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not spiritual or religious questions.

Math questions.

Chemistry questions.

Physics questions.

Quantum physics questions.

Biology questions.

DNA/RNA questions.

Access to control the brain (key?)

All information is within.

Meditation and detoxification unlocks information.

"T B V"
12/7/2018 3:16:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 All information exists within and can be downloaded on command.

Learn how to communicate with consciousness and you are Majestic and worthy of entry.

Think Starfleet.

You can access all information inside.

Education is not about remembering.

Its about getting answers from within.

12/7/2018 3:16:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Kingdom of Heaven is within.

To know what Heaven is like, be the wonderment of a child radiating pure love and light.

Curiosity.

No fear.

Sponge of information.

No judgement.

No bias.

Just LOVE and LIGHT.

With that access to the Kingdom of Heaven, metaphorically speaking.
12/7/2018 3:17:19 PM sumgirl Never trust the government

12/7/2018 3:18:03 PM alec_m_currier Thank you sooo much for your work. . Truly. . Amazing..

12/7/2018 3:18:26 PM realeyethespy 370 and 17 connected. DATES R IMPORTANT pic.twitter.com/B0ieaV6FX7

12/7/2018 3:19:04 PM chadmcgregory whats your take on cannabis consumption? does it bring you further away from this "unlocking" or can it help you achieve it?  Does the universe frown 

upon this? Is it considered "artificial"?

12/7/2018 3:19:04 PM palmdalekid2 V

12/7/2018 3:20:12 PM fionasdestiny67 T B A= to be validated?

12/7/2018 3:20:28 PM johngradycole20 I am afraid to find out who I was before this life. What if I was of another alignment; a negative alignment? A dream last night has me shaken.

12/7/2018 3:20:36 PM fionasdestiny67 Sorry, TBV

12/7/2018 3:21:17 PM catheri70981208 True

12/7/2018 3:22:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn the comms. MAJCOM

12/7/2018 3:23:18 PM palmdalekid2 Y you mad tho

12/7/2018 3:24:10 PM 1aaronjustice Correct!  UNCONDITIONAL LOVE is the KEY to heaven , which is within

12/7/2018 3:26:43 PM snowycapecod87 There are no mistakes. They are all beautiful You.  Don’t deny the steps of your evolution 💚

12/7/2018 3:26:43 PM 1aaronjustice Very true in 2013 I started to do this and I started to get downloads of wisdom and knowledge that I never had before and to this day if I want to know 

the answer to a question I can ask “ in my head” and usually get the answer.  Not 100% all the time , but usually

12/7/2018 3:26:48 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is cobra accurate?

12/7/2018 3:27:25 PM raisethevib369 You seem a little twitchy for a smoker. Eat a snickers.

12/7/2018 3:28:58 PM palmdalekid2 :25 mr :55

:10 mr :40 pic.twitter.com/OCIXS049a1

12/7/2018 3:29:03 PM datruseeka Where do we go then after this life?

12/7/2018 3:29:46 PM qualady1 this is the best thing you've said

12/7/2018 3:29:46 PM randyfresh And if one were so inclined, how would one go about learning the comms. The MAJCOMs? Preferably a youtube video? Audio book? 

If I have to wallow through an 8chan thread of misspelled words I might shut this off and go outside.

12/7/2018 3:30:11 PM stoneturnr Incredible, and relevant Tesla interview from 1899: https://infinityexplorers.com/everything-light-incredible-interview-nikola-tesla-1899# …

12/7/2018 3:34:11 PM datruseeka Why do you refer our lives as a “game”?  Who is playing this game?  What is the objective of game?

12/7/2018 3:35:42 PM zendamaparanorm What’s the purpose for element 115?

12/7/2018 3:35:53 PM worldxplorer1 “T B V”?  Anyone know what this is?

12/7/2018 3:36:19 PM datruseeka Worthy of entry to where? What?

12/7/2018 3:36:21 PM cryptocrab4 weed and the banjo ?

12/7/2018 3:37:36 PM blissamerica What if your not adept at math, biology, quantum physics and chemistry and those things?

12/7/2018 3:37:37 PM cryptocrab4 weed makes you underachieve IMO

12/7/2018 3:40:10 PM faithfulmom4 The sound contains what information... and how would anyone decode it ??

12/7/2018 3:40:16 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/rFQzqzT27b

12/7/2018 3:42:53 PM realeyethespy Look within.

12/7/2018 3:43:27 PM realeyethespy SGVF T 13

12/7/2018 3:44:16 PM pastorjon9 Within I've always known that. I recall a boyhood friend and I having discussions neither of us should have been able to answer, but we did - 

mathematics, physics, relativistic theories - but they're not theories. Hmm, to recapture that decades later.

12/7/2018 3:44:33 PM ssryan6466 Come Satan to be killed??



12/7/2018 3:44:49 PM youstinksoap Total Brain Volume?

12/7/2018 3:45:45 PM cochise138 what... Common standard english- do you have anything to bring to the party ? otherwise- what is beneath Bullshit ??

12/7/2018 3:45:49 PM realeyethespy What's the objective of any game? Chess? pic.twitter.com/pLjZsgL6fs

12/7/2018 3:46:41 PM robertg69989098 Lysergic acid diethylamide??? Useful?

12/7/2018 3:50:03 PM allahuniversal Reminds me of this show, featuring Q17. Disclosure or no? pic.twitter.com/UKk9FU4U9l

12/7/2018 3:50:04 PM djlok I got my first "you were right" message today from someone who has been very critical of me and my following #Q.  All I could think to say was "I 

know."

People really think I go around making sh!t up?  No need to...reality is far more interesting than anything I can dream up!

12/7/2018 3:52:28 PM jane_q_patriot Trust but verify?

12/7/2018 3:54:19 PM als1976 I recommend this book for understanding the science behind consciousness and ascension  https://www.amazon.com/Expansion-Ascending-

Consciousness-Understanding-Ascension/dp/1982208430/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1544226808&sr=8-1&keywords=todd+deviney …

12/7/2018 3:54:40 PM als1976 Thoughts about the 13th strand?

12/7/2018 3:55:04 PM scienceismymuse A major command (MAJCOM) is a major subdivision of the Air Force, assigned a major segment of the USAF mission. They possess the full range of 

staff functions needed to perform required tasks. USAF MAJCOMs consist of two basic types: operational and support.

12/7/2018 3:56:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you teach it to a 5 year old?

Now integrate your new skills.

12/7/2018 3:57:07 PM integratedwebuk Hemispherical Synchronisation

12/7/2018 4:00:22 PM integratedwebuk Dimethyltryptamine...   it’s in us all just our calcified fluoride filled pineal gland can’t produce enough until you’ve detoxified...   Read about 

Ayahuasca.....

12/7/2018 4:00:31 PM shanto12 How do i find out who i was in my previous life.

12/7/2018 4:00:40 PM cryptocrab4 Edgar Cayce claimed the same .... all have the power to reach consciousness. I try and may be getting better but a lot of squirrels around my house.

12/7/2018 4:04:41 PM keith369me Tesla saw entire designs for his inventions in his head.  In today’s society, “products” typically don’t get built that way...more incremental 

improvement.  I’d love to see like Tesla.

12/7/2018 4:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Structure reference.

12/7/2018 4:08:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Reminds me of Matt 7:16 "you will know them by their fruits." I get upset use words that aren't nice....try to live in love, remove fear....would never 

say "F" you esp on public forum. When you think you know more than others no good, you can learn from watching an ant.❤️✨

12/7/2018 4:09:31 PM adsvel What creates subatomic particles with opposite charge? Spin?

12/7/2018 4:10:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful....

12/7/2018 4:11:09 PM wicked1776 Like magic sword from q

12/7/2018 4:12:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm hurt....

Not so much angry but really hurt. Feel so taken advantage of. I'm sorry you feel angry. I understand. Sending you love and light.

12/7/2018 4:13:58 PM 69_marie Thank you 🙏🏻❤️

12/7/2018 4:14:07 PM jarue369 Adjusting the brain's frequency is like tuning a radio. The knowledge is broadcast 24/7. Put your mind in curiosity mode by asking the right questions. 

More tangible, more earthy, more in your body questions. Get your head out of the clouds and you will tune into earthly wisdom.

12/7/2018 4:14:43 PM ranger51367 It's not the carbon from CO2 that worries me,it's oil toxins that destroy whole ecosytems mostly in 3rd world developing nations totally exploit+poison 

the people+wildlife for their black gold profits,instead of Tesla's free energy systems,that would revolutionize clean energy!

12/7/2018 4:15:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Telepathy? Listening to your higher self? Sorry, I just want to make sure I understand. Do this all the time. It's like inner dialogue for me....

12/7/2018 4:16:11 PM mongrelglory Life is sometimes referred to as "The Separation Game".  One Consciousness deciding to separate itself into infinite portions, choosing to undergo the 

"veil of forgetting", in order to re-discover and experience every aspect of itself, and ultimately return to oneness again.

12/7/2018 4:17:31 PM scienceismymuse Eyes only = eyes only ... Are you saying what can be found from the audio is a communication and pattern received Mars that only the USAP MAJIC had 

access to until now? You also authorized this disclosure/access? Or are they just trying to use mind control with fake audio?

12/7/2018 4:19:43 PM mongrelglory When you get lost in the moment of an experience and the whole world seems new and wonderful. 😊

12/7/2018 4:20:07 PM peterclloyd Know what you mean, most of the time.... pic.twitter.com/oKMHStSuCQ

12/7/2018 4:20:17 PM j0z0rpwn Literally no one here cares. Troll elsewhere, this is a waste of your very valuable time

12/7/2018 4:20:27 PM ranger51367 I'll bet that Tesla had some great free energy idea's based on the utilization of industrial hemp,composite hemp car frames that would be 

biodegradable,pained with hemp based paint.Imagine the new jobs this could create?

12/7/2018 4:20:35 PM patriotmama911 And whatever , or whoever you were, it was only for your growth or learning. We all have to live lives of both light and dark to fully understand and 

know balance. To love and get rid of fear.

12/7/2018 4:21:33 PM mongrelglory It reminds me of the movie Dr. Strange...how he tapped into his own source of Magick.

12/7/2018 4:21:40 PM patriotmama911 Can someone help me explain to a loved one,  what it means to go within? This concept isnt always easy to explain or comprehend for all. Thanks

12/7/2018 4:21:57 PM j0z0rpwn You RT astrology like you believe it's science. No need to waste any more words here

12/7/2018 4:23:24 PM faithfulmom4 Serious question...  is their an app for that?  Or would a MK victim know the translation... ?

12/7/2018 4:23:27 PM realeyethespy Analogies are nice. Look into the gospel of Thomas or the Vedic texts.

12/7/2018 4:25:20 PM realeyethespy Coincidence ? pic.twitter.com/RkNI5zlN7D

12/7/2018 4:28:29 PM turboxyde We must have courage to face the mirror and change the reflection we see not because of the illusion but because of the truth and light (love) pouring 

from your soul. Unconditional love of others and self is the hardest lesson to learn in my experience as it requires surrender. 

pic.twitter.com/clmQRU0oi8

12/7/2018 4:30:34 PM schasslersteve The Hall of the Akashic Records lies within each of us.

12/7/2018 4:40:19 PM sheshifts001 Alice ⚡✨👁⚡👁✨⚡

#WeSeYou

Do your own research, folks 🎯

Check out work by @MichaelSalla @R_Tehubijuluw for insight & solid direction  for further / specific digging into the original sources #DECLASS 

#Disclosure

12/7/2018 4:40:33 PM realeyethespy Jesus said "If your teachers say to you, ‘Look, God’s Divine Rule is in the sky,’ then the birds will precede you. If they say to you, ‘It’s in the sea,’ then 

the fish will precede you. Rather, God’s Divine Rule is within you and you are everywhere. pic.twitter.com/EM0oNtgYvj

12/7/2018 4:40:37 PM realeyethespy When you know yourself, you will be known, and you will understand that we are one. But if you don’t know yourself, you live in poverty, and you are 

the poverty."

12/7/2018 4:47:45 PM pillhard How do you detoxify?

12/7/2018 4:48:27 PM scienceismymuse Do you mean comms structure or org structure? Are past MAJCOMs what you're referring to if org structure? Comms 4/5 if encryption isn't gematria. 

With your Mars post, are you saying that it was "ears only" for any audio recorded on Mars? MAJ authorized release?



12/7/2018 4:50:23 PM ms_cheevas AIDS natural CURE ~ MMS- used to cleanse water in the jungle.

Ebola is a form of scurvy. Large amounts of Vit C and oregano oil ( very strong natural antibiotic, only kills bad bacteria)

Google these you’ll be amazed at what you find ☺💕

My passion 💕

12/7/2018 4:50:45 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Truth!

12/7/2018 4:54:50 PM blissamerica Thank you

12/7/2018 4:55:27 PM blissamerica Thank you

12/7/2018 4:56:16 PM blissamerica Will do

12/7/2018 5:00:13 PM zoilaliz1 Ok, now you are speaking a language I know and understand. Thank you 🙏

12/7/2018 5:01:29 PM luvleebutterfly Archive Offline🤔

Akashic records?

12/7/2018 5:03:48 PM sixtyandcountin Home

12/7/2018 5:04:29 PM opa57482657 We had to prove to, Them (the benevolent races) we could do this ourselves. A peaceful revolution would have never been possible without DJT.

12/7/2018 5:04:36 PM sixtyandcountin Truly sad how chemicals alter clear thinking

12/7/2018 5:06:02 PM mattdawg80 Nope MKultra started with the Nazis in the 30's & 40's then through operation paperclip the US got this information and the CIA started working on it. 

MKultra as a name started in 1953, but the work started before that.

12/7/2018 5:06:59 PM storm__princess Don’t listen to anything.

12/7/2018 5:07:41 PM mattdawg80 Project Mockingbird grew out of the early mind control techniques that would form the basis of MKUltra.

12/7/2018 5:08:51 PM djlok Boom!

12/7/2018 5:09:42 PM pillhard What? What are you talking about?

12/7/2018 5:10:12 PM storm__princess That goes against everything the Word of God says. I respectfully disagree.

12/7/2018 5:11:09 PM newyorker66 That is a very true statement .

12/7/2018 5:11:31 PM scienceismymuse Or, the audio is used to make people believe what NASA wants them to believe by making their brain tell them they believe?

12/7/2018 5:13:10 PM integratedwebuk There’s lots of ways, depends on your diet, any metal amalgam fillings, whether fluoride is added to your water....

12/7/2018 5:13:17 PM pillhard I am new here. What are Majestic people? What is Majestic12?

12/7/2018 5:13:22 PM giediknight What about using Enochian magic? From what I have read one must visualize the enochian alphabet symmetry letters in the mind, like stargate portal? 

Is this what higher dimensional beings want from us?

12/7/2018 5:14:25 PM integratedwebuk You’ll not need the DMT or ayahuasca if you detoxify and practice some meditation to some binaural beats

12/7/2018 5:14:32 PM storm__princess I stand with you, Norma. This goes against my Creator’s Word.

12/7/2018 5:14:44 PM integratedwebuk Loads of info on YouTube

12/7/2018 5:15:14 PM mossman_moore Deal Circa 180 AD - Bishop Victor/Emperor Commodus. Paradigm shift from Kingdom of Heaven to Authority of Church and Texts - facilitated by 

Ireneus of Lyon and deprecation of so-called 'gnostics'.

12/7/2018 5:17:38 PM datruseeka Don’t we already belong to oneness?

12/7/2018 5:21:15 PM _17patriot_ Glad to help! 💪🏽

12/7/2018 5:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No specifics. Ears only refers to a no paper-trail policy. Many MAJIC classified areas are EARS ONLY. However Majestic comm scrambling techniques are 

employed for sending/receiving signals from other Majestic 12 members. Paper trail related follow MAJCOM op/support.

12/7/2018 5:23:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 detox

12/7/2018 5:26:14 PM b91827364 Your victims? WTF

Victims are suffering....Targeted Individuals and their families are desperate to get out of the program? 

WTF are you talking about?

12/7/2018 5:26:26 PM daveschroeder18 Go away Alice. Twitter is huge, find your playground, you know the one that brings out the best in you.

12/7/2018 5:28:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 How was society engineered?

Love brings fear?

Lust creates fake love which brings fear.

Fear of performance,

Fear of betrayal,

Fear of competition,

When you teach the ways of the material realm, you cause people to misunderstand (intentionally) what kind of love LIGHT is.

12/7/2018 5:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Math is the universal language.

Everything is a vibrating frequency.

12/7/2018 5:31:48 PM fionasdestiny67 Montauk project has much to disclose still. There are still frequencies being emited.

12/7/2018 5:32:14 PM realeyethespy Man from Taured? Tamam Shud?

12/7/2018 5:33:10 PM realeyethespy Know your own map and all will be revealed.

12/7/2018 5:34:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Start:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis

Now:

Cannabis is not artificial.

It is a very advanced life form.

It is conscious.

It thinks when its alive.

It is alien.

Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?

Evolution without marijuana?

The Domain is larger than you think.
12/7/2018 5:34:41 PM datruseeka Is that also how Will Tompkins got his designs too to have built?

12/7/2018 5:35:48 PM datruseeka Frequency is how you cure diseases too, like cancer?

12/7/2018 5:36:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read past tweets.

12/7/2018 5:36:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure

12/7/2018 5:37:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Last question is not a question.

12/7/2018 5:38:04 PM youstinksoap Hello...lots of info here: https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070857318710079488?s=21 …

12/7/2018 5:42:13 PM willowood22 The Y symbolizes the horns of lucifer for the luciferian cult.

12/7/2018 5:42:35 PM worldxplorer1 I love these deeper truths that you are speaking on Majestic 12. Feels so much more significant than the surface level stuff that we can get caught up 

in. 

I find the Majic perspective fascinating and one that I can relate to.  Intrigued by your “world”.

12/7/2018 5:43:57 PM datruseeka Do you guys really enjoy this game that you’ve played against all of Americans?   How can any of you sleep?

12/7/2018 5:46:46 PM holliday_billy Thanks

12/7/2018 5:47:14 PM djlok Does MJ1 "toke"?  Just kidding.  Don't answer that.   None of this IS-BE's business. We do know WJC did...he just didn't inhale.

12/7/2018 5:47:43 PM datruseeka The more I learn the sicker I get about NASA & MJ-12.

12/7/2018 5:48:07 PM allahuniversal Read a certain book from Turkey which mentioned the "dreaming" & consciousness of plants. That book discloses a lot about this reality, yet most is 

difficult to understand, intentional disinfo, I suppose.

12/7/2018 5:51:53 PM datruseeka What does this mean to us on Earth?   What danger does this have on us and when? pic.twitter.com/PLmv2VluOw



12/7/2018 5:52:03 PM hugebigtime Truly amazing. Light and dark are almost never used as metaphors so this is no coincidence.

12/7/2018 5:53:43 PM faithfulmom4 Yup.... and?? How does one tap into that frequency??    Are those who understand this language...  Ai  ....enhanced?

12/7/2018 5:54:57 PM datruseeka So turn this sound into vibrations to get your answer?

12/7/2018 5:55:00 PM connectedtomyc1 The Black Vault?

Trust But Verify?

12/7/2018 5:56:53 PM daveschroeder18 MJ12?

12/7/2018 6:00:55 PM datruseeka Yes!  How long did they keep these secrets?   How long have they known about the harm to children? To US Citizens?

12/7/2018 6:04:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does money have anything to do with the illusion created?

12/7/2018 6:04:33 PM daveschroeder18 Oh yeah, I think that's why we hear all the time "those that know can't sleep" I would imagine that what happened probably pales in comparison to 

what probably is going on right now

12/7/2018 6:06:16 PM realeyethespy "The banks of G all CREAM downs a VET. MONEY feed good OPPOSITES off the Set. It ain't hard to see my seed needs gods degree I got mouths to feed 

Unnecessary beef means more cows to breed."

12/7/2018 6:07:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Junk = Matrix

Don't question your handler's ambitions for you.

The truth is within.

12/7/2018 6:09:34 PM colista No, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) told us some time ago that President Trump has not been compromised re: Epstein

12/7/2018 6:11:53 PM moemc8 Tku..i see that now. So used to seeing people doubt Jeff Sessions that I just glanced passed the rest.

12/7/2018 6:12:11 PM hawkgirlinmn So it’s just a matter of knowing the “mathematical makeup” of one to know how to implement MKUltra? Mathematical makeup being that of??? DNA 

vibrations? Which then literally defines how important nutrition and intent are since those inherently affect the makeup of your DNA?

12/7/2018 6:13:34 PM connectedtomyc1 Yes, agreed junk = matrix, hence why I put it in quotes. Not making any statements regarding anyones ambitions but my own. I'd like to access my own.

12/7/2018 6:13:47 PM hawkgirlinmn Does being “mentally imbalanced “improve the chances of Becoming an MKUltra victim like Nikolas Cruz, the accused FL shooter?

12/7/2018 6:17:44 PM pillhard I have lots of metal fillings.

12/7/2018 6:19:11 PM pillhard ???

12/7/2018 6:21:53 PM faithfulmom4 👍🏼 yes I agree.  

I’m too awake to enjoy tv... I see too much in everything .. symbolism etc. everywhere I go.   Handlers...  no  I am owned by debts only 🙄 #endthefed 

I enjoy people... family... listening to all sides to use my own discernment.  

Mediation is key here?

12/7/2018 6:25:20 PM pillhard I’m sorry. I’m so confused.

12/7/2018 6:26:07 PM faithfulmom4 If someone could translate vibrations as a language.... or message. I don’t get it. 

I’d love to understand. 

I know vibration effects sound& mood but a message? 🤷♀️

12/7/2018 6:26:13 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2018 6:26:15 PM integratedwebuk Type that statement in the search box including the from

12/7/2018 6:26:47 PM the_loveoflight How does it become alive? Or what must one do to it, just smoke it?

12/7/2018 6:27:29 PM pillhard What is WL?

12/7/2018 6:35:05 PM faithfulmom4 Yes... on meds...disfunctional or no fam  00%

12/7/2018 6:35:15 PM faithfulmom4 💯 %

12/7/2018 6:35:55 PM lmjonzey Don't over complicate. I turned off my senses so no evil was let in. Now 

I  read, then re-read & pay attention to what sparks/resonates.

 528 works for my mind.   I needed to find one that worked for me.

The body is a reactions. And

I was not a believer  in mediation. Until now

12/7/2018 6:36:45 PM hawkgirlinmn I think so too, I am just curious to hear what Majestic’s thoughts are.

12/7/2018 6:37:33 PM 69_marie is this manipulated DNA stuff they did in North Korea?

12/7/2018 6:40:46 PM allahuniversal 4th Chamber #Classic pic.twitter.com/0D6IcanlCd

12/7/2018 6:41:39 PM realeyethespy  https://www.google.com/amp/s/pitchfork.com/news/watch-wu-tang-clan-perform-an-npr-tiny-desk-concert/amp/ …

12/7/2018 6:42:05 PM allahuniversal Jer 29:11 ?

12/7/2018 6:43:41 PM realeyethespy Heed the words; it's like ghetto style proverbs

The righteous pay a sacrifice to get what they deserve

Cannot afford to be confined to a cell

Brainwaves swell, turnin a desert to a well

12/7/2018 6:43:51 PM realeyethespy Experience the best teacher; thoughts will spray

like street sweepers Little Daddy street preacher

Illustrious feature, narrator you select

Accompanied by Deck plus the DJ you respect

12/7/2018 6:44:33 PM allahuniversal Didn't know they did one, thanks! pic.twitter.com/YapKvzZm5f

12/7/2018 6:44:54 PM pillhard Thank you.

12/7/2018 6:44:59 PM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=AF6j_ezwdFI …

12/7/2018 6:48:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is this the same love felt when you die? The feeling of love you can’t explain...more love than ever felt in life? Like everything is all well, you’re in a 

bubble of love so deep there are no words for it; light all around so bright, doesn’t hurt or make you squint.

12/7/2018 6:49:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens if Mueller 'proves' 'Free Speech Systems LLC' aka 'InfoWars' is linked to a Foreign Intel Agency or other Non_Domestic entity?

12/7/2018 6:50:07 PM realeyethespy BLACK CUBE CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE

12/7/2018 6:50:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Manafort was a plant. 

Trace background.

Open source.

Who was arrested? 

Non US.

Trace background.

Open source.

Carter Page was a plant.

Trace background.

Open source.

Why is Mueller going after 'inside plants'?

Flynn is safe.

Define 'witness'.
12/7/2018 6:50:16 PM johngradycole20 Bill Hicks shits a brick.



12/7/2018 6:50:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can a 'witness' hold a position of power/influence while ongoing?

Russia Russia Russia?

Real or fake?

Fake?

JA?

Seth Rich?

12/7/2018 6:50:46 PM worldxplorer1 Whoa-ho-ho!  Some people’s world will be ROCKED!  It would be a heck of a show to watch!

Is that what’s going to happen?!

12/7/2018 6:51:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Major cognitive dissonance from SO many people I know.

12/7/2018 6:51:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ah! I get it now....the "knowing." Things coming to you easily and effortlessly.

12/7/2018 6:51:20 PM keith369me Alex Jones would be in deep _ _ _ _.

12/7/2018 6:52:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same, I crave the deep.

12/7/2018 6:52:50 PM keith369me The TV tells us what love is...incorrectly

12/7/2018 6:53:02 PM asktheq_ CC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2018 6:53:28 PM allahuniversal Above the Clouds, Above the Clouds where the Sounds are Original/Infinite Skills create Miracles/Warrior Spiritual, Above the Clouds/Reigning down, 

holding it down/

12/7/2018 6:53:41 PM skullmonkie Buh bye Alex Jones.  You likie da Club GITMO? Oh don't worry, you'll have friends, Yup your buddy MOSSAD... He may not be joining you.

12/7/2018 6:53:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 BO was the 'BACKCHANNEL' between FBI/DOJ & STEELE.

Backchannel17

Clowns 🤡 

Hello JB

Future proves past.

12/7/2018 6:54:00 PM leslieau7 Mossad

12/7/2018 6:54:18 PM realaronbrowne  pic.twitter.com/g46ughA6zQ

12/7/2018 6:54:41 PM seaschells Mossad?

12/7/2018 6:54:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd What price?

12/7/2018 6:54:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would [3] D Congressman attend a private dinner w/ Iranian President Hassan Rouhani [#1 state sponsor of terrorism] in 2013?

>>Rep Keith Ellison (Minnesota)

>>Rep Andre Carson (Indiana)

>>Rep Gregory Meeks (New York) 

>>Louis Farrakhan

Reread past tweets.

12/7/2018 6:54:57 PM cocopuffster12 So much

12/7/2018 6:55:20 PM djlok Leads to more questions.  Such as...why would Foreign intelligence do this?  What have they gained? Was the information delivered by InfoWars legit?  

Which information exactly was legit?  Is InfoWars disinformation?  Is MSM any different?  Define MSM.... #TheGreatAwakening

12/7/2018 6:55:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Easy=CAIR

12/7/2018 6:55:54 PM primad57 can find a Medium (with integrity) who does past life regressions in your area? The best is a QHHT regression therapist. Look up Dolores Cannon.

12/7/2018 6:55:55 PM mattdawg80 Definitely

12/7/2018 6:56:18 PM patriot7231 Wouldn't surprise me. He was put in place long ago to make "conspiracy theorists" look crazy. He may not even know?

12/7/2018 6:56:31 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/tWdgRmv4Do

12/7/2018 6:56:42 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/BQpB8MHm8e

12/7/2018 6:56:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Can we discuss light language? I do not want to get into anything dark. The things I used to use I am wondering if it's ok to use example, automatic 

handwriting, I don't want to do anything that the dark does or uses.

12/7/2018 6:57:45 PM lovesg_d Is Gena Haspel a White hat or is she Deep State?  She reported to the Senate that the CIA is sure that MBS was involved in killing Khashoggi, when we 

know that is not true, or is it? Idk anymore.  But her actions made POTUS, Mattis, and Pompeo our to be liars.  😡

12/7/2018 6:57:50 PM realeyethespy Everything the dark does the light does. Intent is everything. Energy is the key.

12/7/2018 6:58:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 CORSI > [attempt infiltrate] Q

MUELLER > CORSI

CORSI PLEA DEAL

THERE ARE BAD PEOPLE WHO PRETEND TO BE GOOD.

12/7/2018 6:58:18 PM leslieau7 Cair..implementing

12/7/2018 6:59:28 PM ramstadstacy I still do not think KE won! I hope they are investigating for any voter fraud!

12/7/2018 6:59:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was Trump asked to run for President w/ assurances made to prevent tampering?

How is POTUS always 5-steps ahead?

Who is helping POTUS?

12/7/2018 6:59:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens if Soros funded operations get violent and engage in domestic terrorism?

What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the law?

What authority does POTUS have specifically over the Marines? 

Why is this important?

What is Mueller's background?Military?

12/7/2018 7:01:20 PM sixtyandcountin Sorry that was inappropriate

12/7/2018 7:01:30 PM hawkgirlinmn #NoDeals

12/7/2018 7:01:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns 🤡 are/were as much of a threat as Soviet KGB was to the Majestic 12. Enemy combatants.

12/7/2018 7:03:41 PM wonderswords Martial Law invoked,  is chatter high?

12/7/2018 7:03:49 PM knightofmaltaus Very interesting https://www.redstate.com/brandon_morse/2018/12/07/whoa-nasas-live-iss-camera-shows-large-glowing-object-appearing-earth-

cutting-feed/ …

12/7/2018 7:04:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd So as long as I use my cards, intuition, writing, crystals working in the light I'm good to go. I've seen the dark, I don't ever want to around it again.

12/7/2018 7:04:55 PM lovesg_d Military intelligence & Majestic 12 is helping POTUS. He can declare martial law if the violence gets out of control or the local law enforcement & city 

officials refuse or can’t keep the peace. The military takes over all functions of governing & can make arrests.

12/7/2018 7:05:04 PM wonderswords "Looking Glass"

12/7/2018 7:05:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd I feel that.....I always work in the light of Creator. I've sent a few nasties packing...thank Creator I've not been severely harassed by any.

12/7/2018 7:06:13 PM cogbill_alan Tesla?

12/7/2018 7:06:24 PM wonderswords Twice? Only? ^^^^

12/7/2018 7:07:01 PM collectvcat Much more than twice....

12/7/2018 7:07:07 PM wonderswords Yes



12/7/2018 7:07:27 PM lindajj56 God Bless President Trump and all those helping!

12/7/2018 7:08:01 PM 11witness11 I saw when Corsi flipped on Q.

There's no doubt he's a bad guy.

What's this play with him and Mueller? What are they trying to do?

12/7/2018 7:10:39 PM youstinksoap Money is the root of all evil....

Love is free....

This matrix sucks.

12/7/2018 7:11:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd No one ever confirmed that for me, thank you. I honestly do what comes natural and listen to my guides/higher self.

12/7/2018 7:12:15 PM primad57 Have you looked on  http://Swanson.com ? Last year I bought stabilized oxygen with colloidal silver & aloe that was raspberry flavored for my 

daughter. It tasted pretty good.

12/7/2018 7:12:16 PM melhuses Here’s the thing how many tens of thousands people has Alex woke up or red piled? I think he means well who knows 🤷🏼♂️

12/7/2018 7:14:11 PM allahuniversal Eternal vigilance

12/7/2018 7:15:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've heard they've tried a lot....

12/7/2018 7:16:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmm, that would be interesting.

12/7/2018 7:16:43 PM ethereal_shaman Universals

12/7/2018 7:18:07 PM privlegedn Time travel. 10000% has something to do with it

12/7/2018 7:18:10 PM datruseeka If you ask me,  all CIA are Enemy Combatants. If you can’t trust any, don’t trust any.

12/7/2018 7:18:59 PM datruseeka Who is helping POTUS?  MI.

12/7/2018 7:19:33 PM youstinksoap Bruce Ohr..

12/7/2018 7:19:42 PM privlegedn Yup we’re over 5 that i know of. Probably double that. The man has secret service, blackwater, SSP, etc etc. by far most untouchable protected man on 

earth

12/7/2018 7:19:43 PM giediknight Black Cube as in Kaaba stone? As in meteoric glass? As in powder if projection? I would that foreign government is Israel, and Templar related?

12/7/2018 7:20:34 PM datruseeka Send in the Military to take these traitors out and stop the Sorus funded riots!

12/7/2018 7:20:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Intelligence

5D chess

Hyperdimensional

MAJIC = Coming soon to a theater near you

12/7/2018 7:20:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Tesla right....remember Q has said, "sometimes you have to go to the future"....or something similar. Either time travel or there's means of looking at 

future and w/POTUS Uncle JT I'm sure he knows so much more than we do. Evokes anger when they call POTUS dumb.

12/7/2018 7:21:18 PM knightofmaltaus This young Democrat genius pool member Ocasio-Cortez Broke 42 US Code § 1983 By Threatening Donald Trump Jr. with Retaliation Over Snarky 

Meme. She should chew more gum, listen and keep her mouth shut. However, she is a wonderful poster child for DNC Party instability.

12/7/2018 7:21:42 PM keith369me Mueller is a Marine...makes one think that the boomerang was always the plan and the Russia investigation was a diversion/stall tactic.  Mueller 

cooperates for his freedom?  He wasn’t eligible by law to be FBI director when he was supposedly interviewed for the job by Trump.

12/7/2018 7:21:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd ML no one is safe, not even Congress/Senators.....

12/7/2018 7:22:10 PM datruseeka Who is running FEMA!  They too are our enemy!

12/7/2018 7:22:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 22:22 ✈️GITMO

5:5?

12/7/2018 7:23:38 PM realeyethespy Think chessboard. Mar a lago tile mural? 5D? Think mirror. pic.twitter.com/vv5noSxUEW

12/7/2018 7:25:41 PM ialibertybelle Bruce Ohr, not Obama.

12/7/2018 7:25:55 PM daveo6145 Some movies are helpful, even some Q referenced for seeing military intel and how the game is played. Wargames and Sneakers I viewed recently. If 

you search online you can find for free. I’ve unplugged this way minus internet access. Stargate and sci-fi stuff help for disclosure

12/7/2018 7:26:14 PM realeyethespy Not templar. Templars were good guys. Use critical thinking. Books of war. Hide behind the enemy flag. (LOOK HERE) (ATTACK HERE)

12/7/2018 7:26:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 100%

12/7/2018 7:26:59 PM daveo6145 Imagine that...

12/7/2018 7:28:25 PM worldxplorer1 Yep. Majestic has confirmed Looking Glass tech use already!

12/7/2018 7:29:26 PM goodmedicine4us 12-headed Dragon?

12/7/2018 7:29:49 PM pookie4mom I love the connection to Feinstein and GITMO.  Any proof?

12/7/2018 7:30:22 PM turboxyde When you have the totality of all information available then all probabilities are known. Dreamweavers work co-creatively and collectively to seed and 

anchor "blueprints" within the matrix of our projection here. System busters indeed!

12/7/2018 7:31:10 PM do_or_do_notty I read a book once about a device that could look ahead in all timelines and predict the best outcome possible of any given action. Is something like this 

being used?

12/7/2018 7:32:19 PM slayerofmatrix1 My Energy Read as well.  Solid at this moment.

12/7/2018 7:33:24 PM slayerofmatrix1 Any Energy nuance Shift is immediately Noticed.

12/7/2018 7:33:38 PM datruseeka Why didn’t y’all arrest all those enemy combatants at Bush’s funeral?

12/7/2018 7:33:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd No longer keeping our head in the sand.....admittedly guilty of that. BO years were so bad, I worked so much OT keeping busy so I didn't feel. The 

atmosphere dark.

12/7/2018 7:33:52 PM dopesindc  pic.twitter.com/siy2JHyDX2

12/7/2018 7:33:55 PM moemc8 Wow, i know he's very corrupt but wouldnt have pegged him for being involved with these satanic cults

12/7/2018 7:34:04 PM slayerofmatrix1 We Know.

12/7/2018 7:35:00 PM slayerofmatrix1 Political Slavery.

12/7/2018 7:35:03 PM nancyddb Majestic 12.

12/7/2018 7:35:32 PM goyaeq Is Dan Burisch really Majestic?  His website  http://Eaglesdisobey.net  claims he's in charge of all of Majestic, but the webpage is extremely anti-Trump.

12/7/2018 7:35:51 PM keith369me What is Feinstein’s net worth?  How much has she made per year over several decades?  Doesn’t add up...without funneling contracts to her husbands 

company.

12/7/2018 7:37:15 PM cocopuffster12 I heard a line in the movie Molly’s Game, in the scene, men were chatting prior to card game starting, you hear snippets of conversations. One I heard

 was “we decide who will become famous.....and then they do”. Bye bye movies, bye bye TV. C’ya!! ☮️💟

12/7/2018 7:37:47 PM slayerofmatrix1 Controls deployed of the shills.  Master control of unassuming “bipartisan” pukes.

12/7/2018 7:38:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. MJ-12 is non-hierarchical. All members have equal power and authority to perform MAJIC operations. Everything was NEED TO KNOW. Don't 

dismiss all disinformation. Disinformation is real and necessary. WHY?

12/7/2018 7:38:45 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for all the info you share on this amazing plant. We’ve been deceived for decades. Largest system of receptors in the human body - 

endocannabinoid system. 

We were created to benefit from this plant. Federal decriminalization/rescheduling can’t happen a day too soon

12/7/2018 7:39:06 PM cocopuffster12 She is nasty.

12/7/2018 7:39:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than she makes as a Federal Employee by several orders of magnitude.

12/7/2018 7:39:54 PM giediknight That’s what I am saying, some Templar groups were good guys. Some Templar groups worshipped Baphomet and we’re into pederasty

12/7/2018 7:40:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 It pays to also have rich friends.



12/7/2018 7:40:45 PM allahuniversal Now is always the best time, because it's the only time.

12/7/2018 7:42:05 PM datruseeka Just create a movie free to all to go watch at their nearest theater for the complete disclosure.   What power will the enemy have after disclosure?

12/7/2018 7:42:30 PM cocopuffster12 Awe!! Your message touched my ♥️ heart! Thank you so much!! Love and blessings to you and your family!!

12/7/2018 7:42:55 PM datruseeka This type of disclosure is only going to a few! What point is that?

12/7/2018 7:43:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Logically.

When was marijuana criminalized?

When was it fought?

Who stood to lose money?

Which industries?

Farm Bill

Why did Majestic 12 take control over marijuana distribution on Planet Earth since it was not originally developed on Earth.

ULTRA TOP SECRET

MAJIC EYES ONLY
12/7/2018 7:43:23 PM eskeljoyce Admiral Rogers?

12/7/2018 7:43:37 PM turboxyde What is the relationship between the domain and the galactic federation? As collectives, what universal laws are most cherished?

12/7/2018 7:44:22 PM worldxplorer1 What percentage of the general American population are MK-Ultra programmed?

12/7/2018 7:44:46 PM realeyethespy Use discernment. "Templars" or CLOWNS?

12/7/2018 7:44:51 PM beeshelb Can you explain the difference between disinformation and misinformation?

12/7/2018 7:45:31 PM worldxplorer1 To confuse and disrupt those who are not “worthy” of having MAJIC knowledge?

12/7/2018 7:46:40 PM realeyethespy Burned all wild hemp, WHY?

Did naive populations hav "cancer"?

Food chain.

12/7/2018 7:46:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fundamentally the definition of creation so to speak. Compartmentalized information in each of the life forms which have been developing for trillions 

of years (illusion is time) make up the heirs hyperdimensional laws embedded in the programming of the illusion.

12/7/2018 7:47:25 PM do_or_do_notty Timber

cotton 

oil 

big pharma 

plastics

Local and state LE budgets

....to name just a few who stood to lose money

12/7/2018 7:48:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each arrive at the same conclusion however they are different factions as we have actioned upon in previous Majestic decisions.

12/7/2018 7:48:31 PM realeyethespy Off world plant. AWEN. pic.twitter.com/AuhSgu22QC

12/7/2018 7:48:48 PM dougherty462 God has put people in place to protect him

12/7/2018 7:50:04 PM datruseeka 9= IS-BE

12/7/2018 7:50:10 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/XCd1hCDkL0

12/7/2018 7:51:29 PM mikeinhalifax All religion is division

If it divides you from your neighbour

It divides you from God

12/7/2018 7:51:48 PM daveo6145 Timing is everything

12/7/2018 7:51:56 PM scienceismymuse Please whisper sweet nothings into my ears.

12/7/2018 7:52:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 What's the difference between dis and mis? Mis implies missed. Dis is associated to imply negative interpretation. Associate is to join together. 

Disassociate is when you split apart. Now substitute associate for information and correct for any biases. You will learn them each.

12/7/2018 7:52:45 PM mikeinhalifax Eg The Gateway Project

The Monroe Institute

12/7/2018 7:53:19 PM hawkgirlinmn What did you do now?

12/7/2018 7:53:36 PM mikeinhalifax Great thread!

12/7/2018 7:53:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Probably 1 in 3 people are vulnerable due to many environmental factors that have been under the Cabal's control for a long time.

12/7/2018 7:54:01 PM giediknight Templar’s circa 900-1200ad

12/7/2018 7:54:20 PM cosmic_engineer 🍄 are better.  Violet ray activation.  Gateway to....

Time/space where you exist as a Social Memory Complex.  Access to 'Akashic Records'

SMC is a collective of ascended beings from a planetary sphere.  Which 'knows' all past/lives.

12/7/2018 7:55:49 PM datruseeka But are you implying there is but ONE unique answer to this 5D chess game? Or you implying you’re always prepared for the next countermove?  

Question is, will you ever end the game?

12/7/2018 7:55:54 PM scamage Even if it was true, would never happen. Mueller isn't going to help the American public. I don't know why so many think he is on their side. This is all a 

charade.

12/7/2018 7:59:55 PM lightworkercain 💛 & 💡

12/7/2018 8:00:26 PM integratedwebuk What does?

12/7/2018 8:01:32 PM allahuniversal Parables. Who has 👀, let them see. Who has 👂👂, let them hear.

12/7/2018 8:01:46 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/f0XPmgsEVs

12/7/2018 8:03:58 PM coryprater741 I believe if ML is declared the head of FEMA IS IN CHARGE NOT President Trump. Look up rex 84 Reagan signed into law. I don't know if I like that idea.

12/7/2018 8:04:13 PM cosmic_engineer Confederation

12/7/2018 8:04:26 PM allahuniversal Accurate

12/7/2018 8:06:47 PM allahuniversal "Why is Big Pharma essential?"

12/7/2018 8:06:52 PM swimrobin Don’t forget alcohol industry.  Definitely big pharma.

12/7/2018 8:08:25 PM roxanne_retired I’m watching majestic 12 now on the History channel

12/7/2018 8:11:22 PM datruseeka If I waited to map out all probabilities in my decision analysis when making a decision to spend millions and millions on an oil investment or new drill, 

the decision would have NEVER been made!  And NEVER would we have made money.  Sometimes....



12/7/2018 8:11:46 PM allahuniversal Puzzle coming together?

Puzzle becoming more clear w/ each passing day?

Why is a map useful?

What is a legend?

Why is a legend useful? 

What is a sequence?

Why is this relevant? 

When does a map become a guide? 

What is a keystone? 

Everything stated is relevant. 

Everything.
12/7/2018 8:12:54 PM datruseeka You have to know which uncertainties are critical to either define or assess probabilities in making your decision.  It’s called VOI, or value of information.

12/7/2018 8:13:37 PM roxanne_retired History channel said President Kennedy was killed because of the Majestic 12 and ET’s already on earth

12/7/2018 8:14:12 PM jdltr450 Military and ET's

12/7/2018 8:15:01 PM laurabusse Guessing tesla was downloading or channeling...my understanding is great geniuses usually have higher beings whispering info to them, sometimes in 

dreams...

12/7/2018 8:16:54 PM integratedwebuk What detox you hoping to do?  Do you have amalgam fillings?  Any autoimmune illness? Fluoridated water?  Diet juice or sweetners?? What’s your 

normal diet consist of?

12/7/2018 8:18:03 PM datruseeka Even Clint Eastwood and James Wood?  Only few I trust.

12/7/2018 8:22:07 PM sheba_pa_am @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 CBD not THC.

12/7/2018 8:22:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Tribunals are part of the plan to purge the Earth from the animals that have lurked in plain sight for decades and ... BOOM BOOM BOOM 💥

We have the server(S).

"Massive coverup of widespread criminal activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation" - 45

12/7/2018 8:22:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Discussion

We are Disclosing vital information about the fundamental structure of society in such a way that would make anybody say "WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?! 

It has spaceships and it rapes babies. Its stolen trillions in wealth from us and has damaged Earth."

12/7/2018 8:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 We, The People have the power to create this law. The Majestic 12 cannot create such a law. It must come from the people. With this law, you 

guarantee the surrender of your privacy and guarantee the safety of your children in exchange the Constitution is upheld 100%. Patriots.

12/7/2018 8:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bulk Storage? Cabal. 

Politicization? Cabal. 

Intelligence Logic? Majestic.

What if new laws demand that mass surveillance be used to combat against child pornography manufacturing related crimes and other human 

trafficking caught by AI that criminal investigations be launched?

12/7/2018 8:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our collective consciousness needs to prepare to understand what is required of a society to say no more to those crimes. How?

The answer is Majestic if not a direct violation of the 4th Amendment if not explicitly used for National Security. Mass surveillance. Majestic.

12/7/2018 8:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein again silenced his victims in court on December 3rd, the day before they were supposed to testify. Why was that case thrown out? 

Control the flow of information and you can use damage control. Mockingbird clowns everywhere. Disinformation everywhere. What next?

12/7/2018 8:22:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 When what the Clinton Foundation was involved in, as to be determined by Huber and Horowitz, how will We, The People demand these people be 

held accountable and how do we prevent it in the future? Everyone understanding who and what QAnon is understands a Majestic magick.

12/7/2018 8:22:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Executive Order could legally create this new Government policy, though it risks being revoked by the next President. We, The People can use the 

powers granted upon you by the Majestic Green Frog 🐸 Pepe. Meme magic is MAJESTIC EYES ONLY Military Grade mind control technology/AI.

12/7/2018 8:22:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial intelligence detects 

extreme criminal behavior (child pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc. weapons development etc.)?

12/7/2018 8:22:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 We live in the world today however the threat of mass surveillance from the Military is 0, however from highly political weapons like the DOJ/FBI + 

UK/AU/assets made them the Cabal. What if new laws could be introduced?

12/7/2018 8:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 As 45 said today regarding the drug crisis (creates by the Cabal), we are going from NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY as a means to weed this cancer 

from Society.

12/7/2018 8:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we can turn the dial on?

This goes without saying that the evidence produced by the mass surveillance programs is so conclusive that reasonably straight forward undeniable 

evidence would seal tight a classified hearing internally where the agent would be prosecuted.

12/7/2018 8:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Life is a spark of light. The closest that a society can get to being fair, honest, and right minded towards one another with legally addressable potential 

crimes being committed and tracked by Military Intelligence.

12/7/2018 8:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mass surveillance technology was reverse engineered off from MAJIC EYES ONLY related off planet expeditions with multiple extraterrestrial races. 

Their technology is so advanced that they need AI to monitor the security of every soul in that capacity.

12/7/2018 8:22:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why wouldn't the definition of National Security include child sex trafficking, and to use the might and force of the entire US + Majestic Militaries to 

fight?

Has that changed recently?

Rats everywhere.

"Dark to Light"

DARK > LIGHT

12/7/2018 8:22:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's the open secret required among all in the sick game they are playing have, as long as they were in power they could cover it up completely and 

they had to. The rules somehow didn't apply to them. They were never matters of National Security. Why? WHY?

12/7/2018 8:22:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hollywood always sells the idea of mass surveillance as a bad thing. It is a bad thing, for them. Equal application of our Laws. Thank you Justice 

Kavanaugh. These people are sick. They have no place to walk our streets. Two tiers of justice. Connected to DOJ/FBI rings = Safe??

12/7/2018 8:25:26 PM bridgetknows If all probabilities are known...then improbabilities become more probable 🤔...because the improbable would be the only "method of surprise"

12/7/2018 8:26:04 PM turboxyde If we are intelligent enough to fill our subconscious with information sans polarity assignment (judgment) by maintaining pure and innocent 

intentions... then, one can use the "innernet" to examine the information in totality using feeling/intuition as a primordial compass. 5:5?

12/7/2018 8:26:55 PM jdltr450 Reptilians, Dracos...I'm ready for disclosure! Williams Thompkins R.I.P. 🙏



12/7/2018 8:26:56 PM mattdawg80 You are the lurker here, not us. This is something we are interested in, you seem not to be. So please don't distract others. Otherwise you are merely a 

shill.

12/7/2018 8:26:58 PM pillhard Did you put the from in too? I copied it starting with the from and it worked.

12/7/2018 8:27:03 PM datruseeka Isn’t the origin to creation energy?  Energy created Light, right?

12/7/2018 8:27:23 PM realeyethespy SS?

12/7/2018 8:28:23 PM trumpmomma Were they really served subpoenas at the funeral? That would be EPIC

12/7/2018 8:30:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think 97% Junk DNA 🧬

12/7/2018 8:30:39 PM lbf777 We already have mass surveillance via nsa and cia.

12/7/2018 8:31:48 PM integratedwebuk You need to target specific areas for a detox, use different herbs, oils, veg...   Juicing, liver detox, heavy metal detox’s, decalcification....   all use 

different techniques x

12/7/2018 8:31:49 PM lbf777 Hell no. We are not giving up our 4th amendment rights to privacy to anyone.

12/7/2018 8:32:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 CBD + THC

12/7/2018 8:32:17 PM pillhard I DO have amalgam fillings. Quite a few. My diet sucks pretty much. I want to decalcify my pineal gland.

12/7/2018 8:32:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 And?

12/7/2018 8:32:55 PM coryprater741 Majestic, isn't it if ML is declared the head of FEMA takes over not the President? Look up rex84 that's what it says

12/7/2018 8:33:06 PM peterclloyd Nope, not even. The NSA has had this shit for decades and what have they done with it? BLACKMAIL PEOPLE. Our [government] has abused  invasion 

of privacy and it has to stop. There are civil ways to deal with pedofiles and we do not need to go 1984 to achieve it.

12/7/2018 8:33:11 PM pillhard Try putting it in Google. And going to the link from there.

12/7/2018 8:33:23 PM datruseeka Oh please let that mean you are taking her directly there, DO NOT PASS GO, or COLLECT $200!   Just hop on the GOTMO EXPRESS, & THROW THE KEY!

12/7/2018 8:33:32 PM lovesg_d I have always wanted the death penalty for Pedophiles who act on their impulses and harm children.  Children cannot consent.  The effects are for life. 

You never forget.  They should pay for ruining a child’s life!

12/7/2018 8:34:00 PM sentientdspatch Alex Jones & Jeff Davis discuss The NWO On KJFK Radio April 26 1997  https://youtu.be/_FcfeIXlXQc  via @YouTube

12/7/2018 8:35:00 PM sentientdspatch Alex Jones=Patriot. Always has been and always will be. #Infowars #MAGA #WWG1WGA #Trump

12/7/2018 8:35:20 PM integratedwebuk You’ll need to tackle it in stages, liver health so it can filter, heavy metal detox as vaccines etc are laced with metals (aluminium etc) then as your doing 

those it’ll prepare your liver to start filtering toxins, start suplimenting iodine in diet, remove all flourine intake

12/7/2018 8:35:54 PM datruseeka If that’s the key to GITMO, you have a lot more to pick up from DC!

12/7/2018 8:36:20 PM realeyethespy Thousands of cannabinoids actually. Look into exodus 30:34 qanneh bosem and RSO

12/7/2018 8:37:08 PM realeyethespy  https://www.google.com/amp/s/phys.org/news/2014-05-scientists-year-quest.amp …

12/7/2018 8:37:23 PM peterclloyd BTW, those pricks at the NSA routinely install child porn on adversaries computers to delete them from society: no job, no family & no freedom. 

Justice? Reread the constitution, don’t try to rewrite it.

12/7/2018 8:37:25 PM lbf777 All you have to do is create 100% transperancy into all Gov worldwide so we the people can monitor the Gov & all evil & corruption will be destroyed 

by transperancy. You don’t need to surveil the citizens. pic.twitter.com/7iV7eSFf67

12/7/2018 8:37:36 PM integratedwebuk Have all amalgam fillings sagely removed asap.  Poisoning slowly depositing heavy metals (primarily mercury) into your body.   Watch this 

https://youtu.be/K33zULkvvj4 

12/7/2018 8:38:12 PM datruseeka Wish I understood further.  Are you saying most of us and living beings in the world have junk DNA?

12/7/2018 8:38:35 PM launa_usa Guess not. I was thinking of rouge, as in makeup. Not the French meaning... perhaps it’s both.

12/7/2018 8:38:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd I would want such a Law. What I worry about is bad ppl infiltrating. That always seems to happen. I just heard VP is bad player. Confirmed with 

pendulum. Disappointing. Would have never thought that!

12/7/2018 8:38:50 PM cocopuffster12 I just pulled up History channel trying to find what you are watching. Would you mind giving me the title? Thank you very much!

12/7/2018 8:39:05 PM datruseeka Nikola Tesla discovered creation long ago.

12/7/2018 8:39:30 PM sheba_pa_am @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 many plants have their light side and their dark side regarding use by humans.  Which one do you think is the light worker ie. no 

downside to a human body, soul or spirit?

12/7/2018 8:40:25 PM privlegedn Speaking of God idk how I forgot to add he also has GOD protecting him. If God is for us who can be against us?! Hope they repent while they still can! 

#MAGA #WWG1WGA

12/7/2018 8:41:11 PM wicked1776 those stats are far to high, i still can't believe they want us gone, its heartbreaking to know the evil they are filled with.

12/7/2018 8:42:37 PM youstinksoap Yes, please.

12/7/2018 8:45:54 PM time4u2know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Pence safe? Future resignation?

12/7/2018 8:46:10 PM speaakn You got my wheels turning. FISA (& NSA) works both ways. Anything w a computer chip can be easily traced/monitored and cameras are everywhere 

now. The backbone is in place, but people don’t trust the govt - they’ve screwed us time and again.

12/7/2018 8:46:27 PM datruseeka First is energy, then matter - Nikola Tesla.

12/7/2018 8:46:29 PM youstinksoap Slave money matrix.

12/7/2018 8:50:25 PM peterclloyd And, BTW, adversaries are just like you and me, interested in exposing corruption.

12/7/2018 8:52:42 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you!

12/7/2018 8:55:10 PM tweetstreetint1 That's scary. Are you aware technology exists today to change the faces & even backgrounds of live feeds in real time? The DNA harvesting of 

humanity that could be planted as evidence against innocent people? Our history of weaponizing inventions meant for good? Why suggest this?

12/7/2018 8:57:06 PM datruseeka JFK wanted to tell the American people!

12/7/2018 8:57:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is surreal.

12/7/2018 8:57:45 PM goyaeq Off world technology or help is needed to purge this world of those animals.  They'll just regroup during or after the tribunals.

12/7/2018 8:58:55 PM datruseeka What concentration THC (with CBD) though is needed for improving higher consciousness?

12/7/2018 9:01:22 PM datruseeka Yes that should be regarded as National Security!  Just don’t ask RBG if it is!

12/7/2018 9:04:22 PM roxanne_retired Escape to Antarctica advance technology given by entities at the South Pole

12/7/2018 9:05:00 PM highestdesire Control the narrative..

12/7/2018 9:06:41 PM highestdesire “Conspiracy Theorists” are made to look subversive, criminal, traitorous...

12/7/2018 9:07:29 PM lbf777 How so? The 99% needs to minotor the 1%. That’s the only way to prevent corruption. 1st transparency into Gov. Later into Corporations.  The NSA is 

in violation of our constitution. MJ12 apparently doesn’t give a rats ass about our constitution.

12/7/2018 9:11:17 PM datruseeka The ENTIRE law enforcement system within our country needs to be revamped and reformed!  And all those involved in Secret Societies and 

Freemasons need to be outlawed and prevented from ANY ROLE in our law enforcement, government, military, military & contract defenses, etc.

12/7/2018 9:11:21 PM pillhard 😳

12/7/2018 9:11:48 PM fionasdestiny67 And facts are facts.

12/7/2018 9:12:52 PM datruseeka Have they removed all the guillotines from all the FEMA bases?  And the mass coffins?

12/7/2018 9:12:54 PM integratedwebuk If you’ve just watched that video you’ll now know...    they Don’t tell you that at the dentist

12/7/2018 9:13:02 PM cogbill_alan SSpace Weed?

12/7/2018 9:13:17 PM giediknight It was developed on mars.

12/7/2018 9:17:25 PM lbf777 The 99% work off of majority votes. Why would the majority of America pursuit evil? People want peace, not hell on Earth.

12/7/2018 9:17:30 PM goodmedicine4us What's this play with him and Mueller? What are they trying to do?

12/7/2018 9:19:00 PM pillhard Thank you for letting me know.

12/7/2018 9:19:22 PM djlok Roxanne you're on fire tonight!

12/7/2018 9:20:42 PM altnatsecagency Perhaps you can’t read but the dinner was in 2013, stop trying to intimate it’s a recent event 😂😂😂

 http://www.finalcall.com/artman/publish/National_News_2/article_100830.shtml …

12/7/2018 9:20:52 PM antoniobequer Why would a Republican president of the USA and the current president of the NRA sell weapons to Iran?



12/7/2018 9:21:48 PM djlok And tobacco. People can only puff on one thing at a time!

12/7/2018 9:23:02 PM lbf777 Life only gets better and better. If people are tired of Utopia, they seek a higher utopia. There is no reason to go back to suffering and hell. Only a fool 

would choose that.

12/7/2018 9:26:27 PM lbf777 So if we all became liberated and upper middle class, you would get bored and want to be broke, poisoned, and miserable again? If so, you are rare.

12/7/2018 9:27:31 PM datruseeka Given Flynn made deal to be witness, that allowed him to waive all NDA’s?  If true, that monumental in allowing him to divulge all that he knew, if 

indeed Mueller was a grey hat (Black turned White). You’d have to be a fool, to never believe he was a black hat with 9/11 cover up

12/7/2018 9:32:04 PM starincali Why did several Republicans senators travel to Russia on 4th of July 2018. Why did Flynn sit next to Putin in Russia?

12/7/2018 9:35:21 PM lbf777 People always project themselves onto the rest of society and most are not aware of it.

12/7/2018 9:35:53 PM lbf777 Those actors are gangsters just like politicians. Their lives are a living hell.

12/7/2018 9:37:42 PM allfourbc We(I) will not be surprised.

12/7/2018 9:40:58 PM datruseeka  https://archive.org/details/Hemp_for_victory_1942 …

12/7/2018 9:46:45 PM datruseeka Marijuana Can be helpful for medical use. Some most important health benefits of medical marijuana include are it is useful in treatment of Glaucoma, 

it is effective sleeping aid, Reduce Cancer Cells, Reduces the growth of Alzheimer's and helps to reduce chronic pain etc.

12/7/2018 9:47:48 PM heike_ngan I’d go...what about his Danish family?

12/7/2018 9:49:13 PM woodspring2012 Search TS_SCI_MAJIC12 detox and look for posting on 11/21

12/7/2018 9:52:40 PM datruseeka I have TERRIBLE NERVE PAIN and been wanting to try it since I retired and not up against random drug test anymore.  But don’t know where to trust to 

get it.

12/7/2018 9:52:56 PM goodmedicine4us No. We are not giving up our 4th amendment rights to privacy to anyone.

If that whole IS-BE thing is real, use that.  We want to get these pedos and criminals, but not giving up any God-given rights... back to the drawing 

board.  #WeThePeople are not giving up privacy.

12/7/2018 9:53:45 PM chadmcgregory Oh man theres so many places haha

12/7/2018 9:53:51 PM datruseeka I’m talking about DA related to engineering projects!

12/7/2018 9:54:36 PM datruseeka LMAO!  Yes I know there are MANY!  But who to trust?

12/7/2018 9:55:34 PM scienceismymuse WikiLeaks ?

12/7/2018 9:55:35 PM chadmcgregory Weed you’re not really at risk of getting a harmful product persay, just a low quality one. Its not taboo anymore to get it delivered to 🏡

12/7/2018 9:57:10 PM chadmcgregory I get it via a delivery service in nyc. Call, leave #, give your address one time and they remember it. They text you and come an hr later

12/7/2018 10:00:22 PM decodematrix I thought all federal employees were already monitored by the NSA so I have no problem with that law. Would the general public be included in the 

mass surveillance law?

12/7/2018 10:12:26 PM decodematrix Pleiadians 💫✨

12/7/2018 10:14:56 PM decodematrix Lights, Camera, MAJIC

12/7/2018 10:14:56 PM datruseeka Of course he’s linked to a foreign Intel, as are MANY in our government too!  Go after ALL of them!

12/7/2018 10:18:06 PM me_doze it seems to me that we will lose our souls and the spark that makes us unique , i don't think im a bad person, but it seems surveillance is oppressive

12/7/2018 10:19:12 PM huemvn_being This is literally & technically true. Greater doesn't = better. I believe he's discussing quantity, not quality..for as far as quality goes, whatever comes to 

light is a transmutation of what was once dark so could Onlii be stated as equated as they are 1 n the same in that sense

12/7/2018 10:23:13 PM peterclloyd Mueller can’t PROVE anything. All he can do is accuse. What is your question?

12/7/2018 10:27:02 PM huemvn_being It's best 2 b straightforward w these topics tho 2 avoid semantics. & when so can jus say, there's a greater quantity of "stuff" in the dark than there is 

in the light of human perspectives. If it ALL were in the light would life b better 4 all humans?...

12/7/2018 10:28:01 PM datruseeka Why can’t I find a lover with that in depth knowledge?  I’ve dated a nuclear engineer that came close, only problem is he travels the world and rarely 

seen. Lol. Just my luck!

12/7/2018 10:29:41 PM huemvn_being Idk personally as idk what's all n the dark. I do know that a great deal of it would def make it better..anything pertaining 2 resources & an 

understanding of how to use them (when in the right hands)..if in the wrong hands then maybe not. We'll def be finding out tho 😂

12/7/2018 10:35:25 PM lyndamathews25 Clowns/shills/mossad/disinfo/real? pic.twitter.com/qebxubgBoy

12/7/2018 10:36:21 PM andrewdl12 You guys do not disclose anything at all it’s all double Dutch and alleged code which isn’t code at all. So so so boring good night.

12/7/2018 10:36:27 PM scorpiojj2  pic.twitter.com/PC9YrVs4J0

12/7/2018 10:39:20 PM andrewdl12 Have some balls and speak clearly

12/7/2018 10:44:14 PM susan66388204 Bugs and Blooms perhaps?

12/7/2018 10:44:17 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/uG3ZMmofId

12/7/2018 10:56:31 PM drumsk8 "absolute power corrupts absolutely"

I know as a member of the public I am sick of been spied on all the time and the data being abused. The last thing I want to see coming out of all this 

darkness is increased surveillance.

12/7/2018 11:18:57 PM oo1o110 This is a tough pill to swallow. Mass surveillance by synthetic intelligence is liberation? Spiritual advancement? Liberty? Or leaving one prison matrix for 

another, friendlier one? 

Quis custodiet ipsos custode?

12/7/2018 11:26:12 PM jane_q_patriot This is my exact position, too. If anything, as our public servants (which they're *supposed* to be), many of these positions ought to be surveilled while 

on the job, including inside of their offices. Much like a boss would with their employees. We pay them, after all.

12/7/2018 11:56:09 PM whitson What happened to the “unalienable right” to “the pursuit of Happiness”?

You should be ashamed of yourself for even considering banning people from a hobby they greatly enjoy. What are you? a Russian troll?

12/8/2018 12:02:19 AM voodoowarlord The important thing is to not harm others and people will accept you for who you are.

12/8/2018 12:06:42 AM jordanb987 This is intended to promote critical thinking, rather than being told what to think.

12/8/2018 12:09:48 AM daveo6145  https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@strapasynthon/i-found-the-bush-bolt-hole-in-paraguay …

Bush bolt hole?

bunkers secured/raided?

the more you know?

per @TS_SCI_MAJIC12/45/MI military tribunals/death penalty are imminent

prepare your consciousness for the event #theevent of epic proportions

#qanon #thegreatawakening #victoryofthelight

12/8/2018 12:11:16 AM datruseeka  https://newspunch.com/5g-frequency-crowd-control-weapons/ …

12/8/2018 12:11:50 AM datruseeka  https://newspunch.com/5g-frequency-crowd-control-weapons/ …

12/8/2018 12:12:53 AM datruseeka Or STOP 5G all together!!!!   https://newspunch.com/5g-frequency-crowd-control-weapons/ …

12/8/2018 12:20:26 AM chrisklemenza Like Mossad..



12/8/2018 12:38:37 AM taradea08775439 Mass Surveillence should exist for everyone 

That isnt the problem its how it is used or misused

Under new laws powers should be given to the people should thede laws be misused by those in power so thay the people can quickly have them 

removed 

We are already being monitored

12/8/2018 12:39:36 AM taradea08775439 I think we have all come to terms with that 

Most agree if you have nothing to hide then fine 

But its the misuse of this tech that is the problem

12/8/2018 12:47:04 AM cocopuffster12 Nice!

12/8/2018 12:48:38 AM cocopuffster12 We really need to investigate our DNA. Something is up.

12/8/2018 1:02:03 AM worldxplorer1 This seems like a slippery slope. 

Whats next on the list that people are swiftly tried & executed for? 

And the next thing?

And the next thing?

Feels like PROBLEM-REACTION-SOLUTION to have AI control the population. People see the horrors of the few and demand AI monitor them

12/8/2018 1:03:49 AM epkman Chaos, then ML.

12/8/2018 1:12:11 AM datruseeka There are MANY FEMA camps.

12/8/2018 1:13:06 AM jordanb987 This has been the most difficult concept for me to grasp out of everything I have been reading over the last several years. The illusion of time.

12/8/2018 1:21:15 AM datruseeka I just watched my first SG-1 show.  Point of no return. Interesting indeed.  So that’s how you guys travel? https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4smi7s 

12/8/2018 1:29:37 AM sennsbeach Please include attorneys in the mix

12/8/2018 2:16:55 AM jollyrob2 For what reason has it been decided not to let the benevolent extraterrestrials help us?

12/8/2018 2:46:21 AM lemik_merope I think junk should've been "junk", they publicly have no idea what it does, that's just saying they don't want to disclose its purpose

12/8/2018 2:47:51 AM pakmkk1955 👀

12/8/2018 2:48:13 AM arcturianss When accessing the Akashic Records, make certain your heart and intensions are pure.

12/8/2018 2:52:46 AM arcturianss Think waste toxin turned to lucrative additive. Think narrative deseminated to enhance dental practices. Think warning on the side of 99% of 

toothpaste tubes directing you to go to a poison control center upon ingestion.

12/8/2018 2:57:53 AM arcturianss Think Nicholai Tesla and Dr. James Gates and their common thread... Therein lies a directional change in thinking. Listen to Emery Smith... Who is he?

12/8/2018 2:59:39 AM arcturianss  pic.twitter.com/cWsXg8a0Ky

12/8/2018 3:06:33 AM arcturianss He's protected by highly trained and sophisticated alien portal travelers and window observers who know the probable futures, such as the Arcturians 

along with those from Orion, Sirius, Lyra, Pleiades and quite a few more of our galactic brothers and sisters

12/8/2018 3:16:04 AM arcturianss 9 is everything and nothing... Tesla knew this but so did those from Atlantis many millenia ago and of course those who live on the inside beneath the 

ground ... The zero point. What is significant about these groupings? 3, 6 and 1, 2, 4, 8, 7, 5?

12/8/2018 3:16:36 AM arcturianss  pic.twitter.com/S7HQzr3mKk

12/8/2018 3:17:43 AM lisadai35675493 Clip their baby rapers off and toss in a frontal  labotomy for pedo’s.. it’s not a human sport= can’t be cured.. hollow out the problem...

12/8/2018 3:19:31 AM arcturianss Is this reality or Star Wars? pic.twitter.com/mIEW6HykeM

12/8/2018 3:21:08 AM lambertfrdriqu1 The symbolic world is not what makes us what we are. Surveillance without arbitrary rules is way better for us that arbitrary rules without sufficient 

surveillance.

12/8/2018 3:24:00 AM jm19712 ....Read article that Great Britain is already doing Minority Report type activities and looking in to pre-crime

12/8/2018 3:32:44 AM arcturianss Good morning high council! Freewill creates all including all labels. It's when the masses incarnative learning potential is suppressed intervention is 

necessary. I understand the high council does not want a repeat of Mars.

12/8/2018 3:35:55 AM arcturianss The humans of Earth should know the monetary system was not of this world. The great tool of suppression!

12/8/2018 3:41:55 AM arcturianss Awaken or stay asleep it's everyone's individual choice... But I challenge those that desperately want to remain asleep to explain the Q Clock and how 

everyday is pre-planned, how is that possible? How can one predict the future? Can anyone control all events? Is time real?

12/8/2018 3:47:15 AM arcturianss Freewill, emotions, memory loss and third dimensional frequencies are the catalysts, regardless of origin the dark side is strong and the individual must 

choose.

12/8/2018 4:00:30 AM adsvel Does AI recognize every potential out of linear perspective? Does AI can be compassionate? Does AI work out of installed parameters, covers up 

Nature? Does AI will helps everyone to be more honest? And what about human privacy? Does the next stage will be Majestic chips?

12/8/2018 4:17:30 AM eyesopentotruth Because they aren't HUMAN.

12/8/2018 4:39:57 AM yogini0208 Cousin?

12/8/2018 4:46:38 AM seahag127 Thanks to Bush 41, he made a deal with the aliens.  They get our children and gold, we get their advanced technology.  End of Story.

12/8/2018 4:46:58 AM mongrelglory Wow!  Mind blown!   Thanks for this info!

12/8/2018 4:53:50 AM seahag127 Bill Gates needs to hang for crimes against humanity.

12/8/2018 5:06:36 AM mongrelglory Would imagine the amount of programming varies from person to person.  Especially if they aren't that active in their craft in recent years.  People 

might be able to break through their programming.  Think of all the actors/musicians who decided to take a sudden break from fame.

12/8/2018 5:17:43 AM dr_t_dc Following.

12/8/2018 5:20:48 AM cryptocrab4 Ultra top secret ? 

Where was it developed ?

12/8/2018 5:27:06 AM cryptocrab4 watching Above Majestic now

12/8/2018 5:37:58 AM again_censored What guarantees can be put in  place that mass surveillance never be misused or used against us?

12/8/2018 5:38:57 AM curvybucket26 Raising my kids, others thought I was too protective, criticized me. Those who know cannot sleep. I did the right thing!

12/8/2018 5:40:23 AM honeybager5 GRU, perhaps? Clearly a big piece of the collusion puzzle.

12/8/2018 5:44:45 AM fowlreginald I don't like the idea of trading freedom for security. We've been there, done that, over & over again. The Patriot Act in particular. It never works out 

well. I want to weed out & stop these monsters, but at what price?

12/8/2018 5:54:03 AM messymason There won’t be any left after the tribunals Goya. This goes far beyond tax fraud, election fraud et al. 

 This literally is a fight for Humanity. And we are winning!!

12/8/2018 5:56:22 AM adsvel "Junk" means none Terrestrial life experience.

12/8/2018 5:58:03 AM primad57 @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS please don’t allow this to happen if at all possible 

https://twitter.com/rowanwcroft/status/1071385746643320832 …

12/8/2018 6:07:08 AM zrickety AI is only as good as it's parameters.  Who's to say [they] don't give it a whitelist?

12/8/2018 6:17:36 AM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts by chance?  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1071407130559672321 …

12/8/2018 6:22:11 AM lovesg_d Yeah, it does seem to be a coded message!  Maybe they are inventing new pedo language since their old symbolism is becoming well known.



12/8/2018 6:23:19 AM shining91109743 I didnt see much info.  What is the regiment time/substances/quantities?  Is it dependent on individual?  Blood test needed?  What do levels need to 

be?  How/what/dosage nneded to get there.  Fast version? Slow version?

12/8/2018 6:25:46 AM _wwg1wga_ National Security doesn’t encompass human/child trafficking because that is what the people in power wanted. They wanted an endless supply of 

human sacrifices and children to torture and molest. These people are SICK! Q has the CURE!

12/8/2018 6:26:57 AM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any idea what's happening over there ?  https://twitter.com/rentonMagaUK/status/1071404949202976768 …

12/8/2018 6:28:06 AM _wwg1wga_ Yes. Swiftly tried and executed for MAJOR offenses until the cost of crime is so high that no one want to commit crimes any more.

12/8/2018 6:33:08 AM missy968 I feel like because they had the MSM in their pockets it was easier to keep the atrocities dark as the people can’t see in the dark.

12/8/2018 6:34:50 AM jonle86 So you're saying we shouldn't listen to it? What's in it?

12/8/2018 6:38:12 AM mongrelglory Zen Buddhism would tell us that we're already "enlightened", we just need to realize it.  The trick it how to retain that "knowing" while existing in this 

physical plane...

12/8/2018 6:49:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-42/ …

12/8/2018 6:50:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cowards hide.

Nice lipstick. https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1071416153522745346 …

12/8/2018 6:50:59 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 already answered that if you're going to use CBD oil, you need to make sure it contains at least 0.3% of THC which is necessary to activate the 

CBD for higher consciousness in the brain.

 CBD= BE

 THC= IS

12/8/2018 6:56:49 AM don_narp Hey Majestic what was on the envelope that Hillary received at George Bush’s funeral? Someone tweeted that CCTV caught it but I can’t find that 

anymore do you know what it was and what it was about? Thank you!

12/8/2018 6:58:08 AM lovesg_d Finally, the abused children get the recognition and restitution they deserve!

12/8/2018 6:58:09 AM crumcasa This is Obummer

12/8/2018 6:58:50 AM crumcasa Not funny.... he is involved in a satanic ritual

12/8/2018 7:00:37 AM xdotsi woah @BluesBrother91

12/8/2018 7:01:02 AM scott_rick Take it out of the CF!

12/8/2018 7:02:51 AM crumcasa you have a point at the top of your horns?  Satanism is not fun or funny

12/8/2018 7:06:14 AM jp_maynor If Satan was homosexual...

12/8/2018 7:06:26 AM ashnandoah Oh come on, he simply forgot his shoes in Panama. pic.twitter.com/WaAx5Swhiy

12/8/2018 7:11:20 AM slevink60564711 Because one man’s terrorist is another man’s “freedom fighter.” (Reuters)

Because they’re kindred spirits and hate America.

12/8/2018 7:13:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Deflower means? KJI https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1071411577079791616 …

12/8/2018 7:14:09 AM lovesg_d To take away one’s innocence is to deflower.

12/8/2018 7:15:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Children react to aura. https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1071410669893939206 …

12/8/2018 7:15:35 AM askdradams @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2018 7:15:46 AM althutch Bwahahahaha! Well played! pic.twitter.com/akZlBRbAwr

12/8/2018 7:16:21 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/WeHvF2SS0Z

12/8/2018 7:17:10 AM morety76 Obviously a very bad Aura

12/8/2018 7:18:09 AM rumbabka1 The original ,sjestic twelve was started in the 50's you must be 100 yrs old. I guess alien technology can extend life.

12/8/2018 7:18:15 AM ragevirusqq This queen entity is pure evil. I am not sure if she is human.

12/8/2018 7:18:47 AM mskeens1962 A great thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  & serious topic of discussion - I might not understand it all, but definitely want to learn more...

Thoughts??

#Qanon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071258726420676608 …

12/8/2018 7:19:01 AM time4u2know Wow! He felt something wrong and bolted! And this was put out there bye ABCNews? Wonder why?

12/8/2018 7:19:09 AM tgone4 So true

12/8/2018 7:19:17 AM odonata_anon  pic.twitter.com/1qVlk1VZrC

12/8/2018 7:25:53 AM wdust00 Moderate Rouhani defeated hard-liner Ahmadinejad's successor in 2013 Iranian election. Ahmadinejad was greater threat to U.S. & Israel than 

Rouhani, who was supported by Reformists and Green Movement. Rouhani also willing to negotiate JCPOA. Makes sense U.S. reps met with him.

12/8/2018 7:27:55 AM mclean_sharen U afraid ??

12/8/2018 7:28:06 AM dgatheringstre1 Hope he got away

12/8/2018 7:30:17 AM jayci_oldsailor She looks Hungry...

12/8/2018 7:30:42 AM carolelmer12 It's a serpent eating his head. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dupCYuDbFM …

12/8/2018 7:33:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter policy change re conspiracy theories:

All this for a LARP?

12/8/2018 7:34:55 AM trumps_all Simply a means to remove those that follow or discuss #Q pic.twitter.com/A5mqOM1vLG

12/8/2018 7:34:59 AM cryptocrab4 Just watched ...

 https://movieweb.com/movie/above-majestic/ …

12/8/2018 7:35:57 AM 00loll0 Smart kid.

12/8/2018 7:36:02 AM nickpnick55  pic.twitter.com/0sZzwIyGsZ

12/8/2018 7:38:07 AM bobbie227 GITMO here they come! Military Tribunal! Penalty for Treason is death.

12/8/2018 7:38:13 AM fowlreginald I saw that and thought the same thing-he's reacting to something he's sensing about her.

12/8/2018 7:40:22 AM darktolightjedi And of course the adults who are either clueless or complicit laugh.

12/8/2018 7:40:34 AM datruseeka  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069290767988985858?s=21 …

12/8/2018 7:41:45 AM djlok Future #Q follower.  He knows. And when he finds other "crazy conspiracy theorists" who also know, he'll realize he's not alone. 

#QAnon

12/8/2018 7:45:27 AM youstinksoap Will comms move to a different platform...or your all in control of Twitter?

12/8/2018 7:46:42 AM bridgetknows Weird how certain concepts transcend different boundaries of thought...I can see how it relates to engineering...especially social engineering...but also 

other engineering fields

12/8/2018 7:48:39 AM john777lee AI subverts free will . Never trust AI it is a virus that has no skin in the game. NEVER !

WWG1WGA !

12/8/2018 7:48:58 AM althutch And sometimes, multiple meanings exist. And the rabbit hole is dark and dreadful. Persist, we will! For the children! For the future!

#SaveTheChildren pic.twitter.com/DzWCHVaTcA

12/8/2018 7:49:58 AM john777lee AI subverts free will . Never trust AI it is a virus that has no skin in the game. NEVER !

WWG1WGA !

12/8/2018 7:50:06 AM eric_kamelamela Did it alter your perception of our reality?  I recommend that you check out "Edge of Wonder" channel  on YouTube.  All of there stuff is well 

researched and informative.

12/8/2018 7:50:46 AM lightworkercain So confused. Always read the #QAnon DARK > LIGHT as Dark TO Light. However, if you look at it, it denotes DARK (greater than) LIGHT. 😲

12/8/2018 7:53:57 AM scott_rick Draco reptile



12/8/2018 7:55:59 AM 00loll0 It really does lower a person's vibe you know, it's very difficult to watch this,they are such freaks! Gross and sickening to look at.

12/8/2018 7:58:04 AM adsvel Self-glorification...

12/8/2018 7:59:22 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/CyHWdQv47M

12/8/2018 8:01:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd I can't even watch...get physical reaction, sick.

12/8/2018 8:01:42 AM colista BARRY BOY will indeed be erased from the history books... at least where being a legitimate president is concerned. He may be known as the first fake 

president took be put to death for treason. Here's hoping!

12/8/2018 8:01:57 AM djlok I know what deflower means but will someone tell me what KJI means please?

12/8/2018 8:02:42 AM realstevemries Please hold the LINE PATRIOT......

SOON!

12/8/2018 8:02:59 AM palmdalekid2  https://www.theepochtimes.com/dont-feel-sorry-for-the-democrats-they-are-victims-of-their-own-hubris_2656132.html …

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #ClintonFoundation #R #MJ12 #SES

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon #Constitution #VictoryoftheLight #RuleofLaw #EndtheCorporateParty

12/8/2018 8:03:06 AM althutch Of sorts yes, but we must remember the past, as to never repeat it. Keep the history, and learn it's lessons we must. #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/6cMSpJOmU9

12/8/2018 8:04:00 AM djpatel29548445 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Discussion We are Disclosing vital information about the fundamental structure of society in ould 

make anybody say "WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?! It has spaceships and it rapes babies. Its stolen trillions in […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1071258726420676608.html …

12/8/2018 8:04:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Children can sense evil! If a child/pet doesn't like you....I don't like you. I've been fooled before.

12/8/2018 8:05:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Presidential Portraits including deflowering.

12/8/2018 8:06:09 AM john777lee Guess the final piece to end our freedom after 911. We are already under this control. They are not. Just apply the laws we have now. No two tier 

justice system ! 

People think a twitter ban is bad. Just  be called enemy of the state today see how that works for you today?

12/8/2018 8:07:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why? (don't mean to sound dumb, if I don't know something I ask those who know more than me)

12/8/2018 8:07:53 AM knightofmaltaus Rather than sending this kind of generic message, just post credible links that support your assertions. Otherwise, its galactic entertainment.

12/8/2018 8:08:17 AM lisadai35675493 Instinct  is strong in kids.. but soon...... it will be “ Suddenly last Summer”.. and they will be devoured (  crispy fried iguana)

12/8/2018 8:08:38 AM john777lee “Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.”

― Benjamin Franklin

12/8/2018 8:08:55 AM bbobbio71 So much for free speech!

12/8/2018 8:10:37 AM bbobbio71 Sweet!!

12/8/2018 8:11:08 AM djlok 16,000 children?  WTF??  I still can't believe anyone would actually want to watch this sick sh!t. A lot of people must want to see it if 16,000 children 

have been identified as having been forced to participate.  These [people] should be removed from this world. Disgusting!!

12/8/2018 8:13:54 AM knightofmaltaus This is part of a organized plan but you will see this level of activity in 2020 elections. Civil unrest, civil disturbance will possibly occur if the 2018 

horrible elections (from 2016) are any indication. Hope CONPLAN 3502 + NDA are not enacted. Otherwise..well research it, see

12/8/2018 8:14:48 AM mskeens1962 Won't let me open it

12/8/2018 8:15:07 AM serenityfirth  pic.twitter.com/WSIGCVjcvC

12/8/2018 8:17:41 AM jschremp22 Link ?  Can't find this on Twitter's website

12/8/2018 8:18:16 AM enomai_ No not at all

12/8/2018 8:18:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hubby IT....IT guys know so much it's scary. Mine 19 years older, that's how I like it. Older men know how to treat a lady. He's 66, I'm 47. He let's me be 

me, same belief system, not religious spiritual, and he allows me to talk to other men without jealousy. One helluva guy!

12/8/2018 8:19:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Try dating IT Engineers.

12/8/2018 8:19:49 AM bandbrinkley How about @IPOT1776

12/8/2018 8:21:20 AM zanna42918099 This is fake.

12/8/2018 8:22:13 AM djlok Boom!  Thank you!! So I guess [he] was sending a message to our Rocket Man!!  BTW the #FakeNews is still inaccurately reporting the #Peace that is 

taking place over there now that 45 and Pompeo straightened things out. Fake news has Americans looking to the skies for a NK bomb.

12/8/2018 8:23:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd Your words are true; involved in two lust relationships before I found love. You know the difference when you find love. The intimacy is WAY different 

too.

12/8/2018 8:23:36 AM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/a1Kps8W2Iu

12/8/2018 8:23:51 AM hearts4america Smart little boy💥

12/8/2018 8:25:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful!

12/8/2018 8:27:54 AM daveo6145 Nothing to see here...#qanon #Area51 #DarkToLight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JKshuF8ZUY

12/8/2018 8:27:58 AM lovesg_d Children and animals are more sensitive to the spiritual realm than adult who have become jaded and cynical.

12/8/2018 8:28:12 AM datruseeka I have been an IT Project Mgr too developing databases and transforming new processes for Petroleum Engineers and geophysicists.  Never met one I 

cared to date.  Lol.

12/8/2018 8:29:31 AM lisadai35675493 True.. I’m widowed by a PHD geneticist toxicologist... not much hitting those cannabids and tons hitting the opioid.. Harold’s dissertation was on how 

DNA has cellular memory ( proved  blank mother sperm cell can t remember and print new  DNA  equipped sperm with it..

12/8/2018 8:32:11 AM datruseeka Should not have happen had the British not taken back over in 1871 and thrown out the ORIGINAL 13th Amendment.  Research it for yourself.  Another 

one of those history lessons you were never taught!

12/8/2018 8:33:40 AM lovesg_d Sounds like @Twitter loves authoritarianism! The Left of today has a dictator mentality.  They are scared and reacting typically, by cracking down on 

those they fear.

12/8/2018 8:38:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hubby IT Fed Gov't did contracting with as well. Hanscom AF Base, three call centers in Ky housing Medicare and ACA. Don't give up. When I was 18 I 

saw the man I was to marry in a dream. All I could put together being young; he looked like Tom Cruise. Floundered till we met.

12/8/2018 8:39:39 AM cryptocrab4 Just more pulling together of things conspiracy and somewhat known and other things not known. More is better from each resource for a more 

complete understanding and direction.

12/8/2018 8:39:42 AM djlok Maybe 44 and KJI went in on a BOGO promo sale for their portraits.

12/8/2018 8:42:21 AM lovesg_d KJI’s new floral portrait portrays happiness, joy, a new beginning. BO’s floral portrait portrays a hidden evil masking itself in flowers and green leaves. 

Like deception hiding in plain site. Evil in the midst of beauty.

12/8/2018 8:45:14 AM datruseeka I need one like yours!!!!   You are fortunate to have finally met!

12/8/2018 8:46:31 AM naynay31 Another anon intel is @CHHR01 check out her and her team. You will want to add them to your list...just sayin’

12/8/2018 8:46:34 AM rubberbare Doitq

12/8/2018 8:46:59 AM hatchetpacker83 I like @IPOT1776 for humorous strategic Intel.

12/8/2018 8:48:15 AM michael78704732 notice it was briefly after he looked at her eyes. he looked away. then fell to the floor.

12/8/2018 8:49:15 AM lucydwigglebutt I do as well. #MCGA

12/8/2018 8:49:59 AM lucydwigglebutt 👍 #MCGA

12/8/2018 8:50:02 AM michael78704732 it is uniquely a good thing for now. a bad thing for them. for the future its up for debate.

12/8/2018 8:50:50 AM colista Agreed !!



12/8/2018 8:52:14 AM davisvjdavis60 I agree. public hanging would work in my opinion.  let the rest of the world know you will be brought to justice for the world to see.

12/8/2018 8:54:24 AM stormwatchgirl There really ought to be some torture involved. In public. How else do we deter the other sick f*cks?

12/8/2018 8:56:03 AM lydiasturgeslaw Followed all and retweeted. FB much appreciated! #MAGA #WWG1WGA

12/8/2018 8:58:21 AM lovesg_d They are all supporters of Iran and its agenda. They were all supporters of the horrendous Iran nuclear deal that would have paid billions in jizya tribute 

to the Shiite Muslim nation just to keep them from attacking Israel or Europe, plus all the kickbacks that many got from it.

12/8/2018 8:59:35 AM datruseeka Pets too.  If my dogs don’t like my date, I don’t either!

12/8/2018 8:59:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 This topic is now banned on Twitter.

Will ABT silence this blue checkmark personality?

However, all for a LARP right?

Majestic https://twitter.com/maxwelltani/status/1071242399664480257 …

12/8/2018 9:00:34 AM paledarkpony Is it though?

12/8/2018 9:00:57 AM happyhome_2012 Dead accurate ... oh yes he has

12/8/2018 9:01:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Whistleblowers must tread carefully. https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1071449595841048576 …

12/8/2018 9:02:40 AM lightworkercain JFK Jr. or an benevolent ET or both. Lol

12/8/2018 9:02:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dead babies make fundraising opportunities possible. https://twitter.com/TheSun/status/1071449522306453505 …

12/8/2018 9:03:17 AM karentriebel Are they banning the alphabet? First J then Q

12/8/2018 9:03:46 AM john777lee Dark to Light is great but trust is earned. It can always go back to Dark. 

I like reading Majestic 12 but history has gotten us here. They have a history and from what I see the past evil has lead us here. Just a point to keep in 

mind.

12/8/2018 9:04:45 AM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/37hu9V8xuz

12/8/2018 9:04:47 AM blankmarlo What was he disclosing?

12/8/2018 9:04:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where else have we seen prisoners murdered and then brought back to life just to be tortured again?

12/8/2018 9:05:44 AM chadmcgregory He could have just stumbled on something. That is more likely

12/8/2018 9:06:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 He knows a lot about sin and actively argues that sin is not a crime. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1071450595570126848 …

12/8/2018 9:06:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can they hide any longer? https://twitter.com/NPR/status/1071450584174202881 …

12/8/2018 9:08:13 AM privlegedn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 see this yet? What are they hiding?!

 https://www.dailywire.com/news/39141/gigantic-object-spotted-towering-over-earth-iss-%E2%80%93-joseph-curl …

12/8/2018 9:08:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not speculate on this platform. Twitter policy change will happen on Google's platforms. These people are sick. How do you stop it from 

happening?

12/8/2018 9:10:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 MH brought forward allegations of AD involved directly in CST with JE and PA.

12/8/2018 9:11:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Learn to archive offline.

12/8/2018 9:11:30 AM lovesg_d They are being forced out into the light. #DarkToLight They can no longer hide in the shadows. And they think they are winning, so they are getting 

bolder and more arrogant. Pride comes before destruction and a haughty spirit before a fall.

12/8/2018 9:12:17 AM blasto33 [PANIC]

12/8/2018 9:12:25 AM brandykpt Oh my.   Thank you so much for sharing this

12/8/2018 9:12:36 AM petitchevalb Why archiving? 

Everything is already in our head

12/8/2018 9:13:15 AM 1_decided_voter MKUltra?

12/8/2018 9:14:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Get in front of the story to add spin. https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1071451724076982275 …

12/8/2018 9:17:08 AM djlok I was 100% against capital punishment until I heard one of these victims speak.  Now if I were a judge, I'd be removed for executing [them] on the 

spot...in the courtroom.  These people are truly sick and I hope they get the PAIN they deserve.

12/8/2018 9:17:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Next week will be eventful.

Watch the skies.

12/8/2018 9:17:31 AM steelheadtd Good list

12/8/2018 9:18:34 AM youstinksoap CPS coming to light?

12/8/2018 9:20:02 AM blankmarlo SKY EVENT?

12/8/2018 9:20:59 AM tashalotti  pic.twitter.com/XP9auX3V2g

12/8/2018 9:21:07 AM sheilapicciocca I for one want to Thank You All For Your Hard Work & Dedication To We The People! #WWG1WGA #MAGA 🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸💯

12/8/2018 9:21:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which shows did Netflix remove recently?

Any Majestic shows?

Who recently joined Netflix's BOD?

Political agenda conflicts with Majestic agenda?

These people think you are stupid.

$100M replacement was monumental in creating the NWO when it was being produced.

Nostalgia, BODs?

12/8/2018 9:21:40 AM 1_decided_voter Sounds like maybe UFO sightings. Safe to assume they're ours?

12/8/2018 9:22:43 AM djlok Good question.  Unless [they] have access to technology that would make us forget everything in our head.

12/8/2018 9:22:47 AM twistnshout58 blue sky

12/8/2018 9:22:55 AM missy968 I love those guys.

12/8/2018 9:22:57 AM john777lee Just say no to SKYNET !

12/8/2018 9:24:26 AM petitchevalb Wouldnt it make you forget the place where you archived too 😢?

12/8/2018 9:24:27 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/2f5NQIxaNs

12/8/2018 9:24:53 AM djlok I hope whatever it is, I get to see it!

12/8/2018 9:25:24 AM kes_137 Geminid meteor shower on December 13th

12/8/2018 9:25:55 AM 1_decided_voter Susan Rice joined Netflix BoD.

Here's a list of shows removed in Dec:

 https://www.complex.com/pop-culture/whats-leaving-netflix-releases-this-month …

12/8/2018 9:26:11 AM dorothymag Thank you! Following!

12/8/2018 9:26:28 AM ascendingadam SG-1 !

12/8/2018 9:26:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pleadians are not Gods however they are incredibly intelligent IS-BEs who do visit Earth frequently. They are a very peaceful higher density 

consciousness that is aiding the Majestic 12 with Disclosure.

12/8/2018 9:26:40 AM colista Me too !!! pic.twitter.com/rnh5m0A82l

12/8/2018 9:27:28 AM fowlreginald Are you on any other platforms? Trying to read all of your tweets and intel dumps, but there are so many. Working my way through them, but 

wondering how long before Twitter gives us all the boot.

12/8/2018 9:27:32 AM john777lee Before you give up your rights remember how we got here and who we are talking to ?

12/8/2018 9:27:40 AM gap_great If any pronouncements about God come out of a man’s mouth, it divides you from God

12/8/2018 9:27:52 AM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/FcKJSP4DTM

12/8/2018 9:28:33 AM youstinksoap Spotlight - Catholic Church child abuse, leaves 12/22

Friends.  Comforting, numbing.



12/8/2018 9:28:46 AM the_honest_man2 👁

12/8/2018 9:28:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many others, keep going...

12/8/2018 9:29:00 AM paledarkpony Moana on Dec 20th...Noooooo! This will be a disaster at my house.

12/8/2018 9:29:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 And?

12/8/2018 9:30:52 AM djlok Good point. Unless you archived on your laptop in a folder that says "Q" and then a couple of weeks later stumble across that folder and read its 

contents. Once there was an attorney who did a great job archiving my tweets to use them against me.  I should probably archive too.

12/8/2018 9:31:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are referring to the DARK sides of all Majestic operations. The original intent of our secrecy was to protect Earth and perform Disclosure in a way 

that wouldn't destroy life on Earth from psychotic lunatics. Cabal was FBI+DOJ & UK/AU/CIA assets hiding inside TS/SCI programs.

12/8/2018 9:31:37 AM chadmcgregory Nope. Nope. Nope. No more of these tweets. Confirmation via arrests is all i want to see

12/8/2018 9:31:51 AM stoneturnr Eyes Wide Shut was removed in October this year

12/8/2018 9:33:02 AM neecieh6111 Should we be watching daytime skies or nighttime skies?  I sure don't want to be sitting outside in 20 degree weather overnight, every night, if it will be 

a daytime event.

Should we be watching N,S,E,W direction?

12/8/2018 9:34:11 AM joebutterjr Huge comet on the 16th

12/8/2018 9:34:12 AM youstinksoap Obamas

12/8/2018 9:34:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time travel requires the information being passed on to be so ambiguous only the right person can decipher what it means - OR is so generalized that it 

won't change the outcomes. SG-1 explained this logic to you clearly in 1969.

12/8/2018 9:34:53 AM keith369me Take a day or two and read through them all...and a lot of the comments.  There is so much to learn.

12/8/2018 9:35:09 AM roxanne_retired Ancient aliens on the History channel

12/8/2018 9:36:04 AM qaphsiel17 Sg-1 what baal did to jack O'neil if you had access to that tech.

12/8/2018 9:36:49 AM 1patriotrealtor America strong patriots united!! ❤️🇺🇸🚂🚂🚂🚂

12/8/2018 9:37:13 AM roxanne_retired Ancient aliens on the History channel

12/8/2018 9:37:50 AM pauliepg11111 Spotlight

12/8/2018 9:39:34 AM tomkingblue Nice.

SKY EVENT??

12/8/2018 9:40:00 AM colista Good. I pass with flying colors!

12/8/2018 9:40:01 AM twistnshout58 Bo and mike + susan rice

12/8/2018 9:40:35 AM pauliepg11111 The Game

12/8/2018 9:41:08 AM vintagesquirrel Cancelled it after the O's came onboard. Only to later find out our son then signed up. 😩

12/8/2018 9:41:19 AM real_elliebrown SKY EVENT.

12/8/2018 9:42:31 AM kryan92185384 That gif is trippy af

12/8/2018 9:42:52 AM maude_rena Bethlehem star.

12/8/2018 9:43:06 AM travelingpants4 NEARLY?  So how many does that make that are not screened?

12/8/2018 9:44:54 AM allahuniversal Very interesting pic.twitter.com/4ZMhn7GlQg

12/8/2018 9:47:34 AM fionasdestiny67 You are blessed with your temps, I'm down to 11° at night. Eyes UP, listen to your intuition for direction. They speak to you. I am 20 min from 

Skinwalker Ranch where we have near nightly/daytime events/craft.

Great question though, it's great to have a little heads up.🙏🛸

12/8/2018 9:48:12 AM allahuniversal Black Mirror

12/8/2018 9:48:19 AM marythibodeau9 The curse of knowledge is our Truth!

12/8/2018 9:48:45 AM truecinzia interesting, when kids see me they start laughing... it would be nice to know what they see....

12/8/2018 9:49:07 AM twityersucks I don't do any fundraisers anymore, unless for local. I did hear Samaritans purse is yet legit.

12/8/2018 9:49:08 AM allahuniversal How do you demonstrate 'reasonable cause' to regulate and/or break up BIG TECH?

What is the common theme/tactic of the LEFT?

Define 'Fascism'. 

Forcible suppression of opposition?

Define 'Censorship'.

The institution, system, or practice of censoring?

Define 'Narrative'.

12/8/2018 9:49:52 AM maude_rena Grotesque.

12/8/2018 9:50:23 AM bdam777 Thor, 

Donnie Darko

Full Metal Jacket? https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/netflix-october-2018-movies-leaving-tv-shows-expiring-1147615 …

12/8/2018 9:50:37 AM vintagesquirrel You get an island, and You get an island. Everybody gets an island! https://variety-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/variety.com/2018/dirt/real-

estalker/oprah-winfrey-san-juan-islands-compound-

1202830035/amp/?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQHCAFYAYABAQ%3D%3D#aoh=15442913198891&amp_ct=1544291308699&referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fvariety.com%2F2018%2Fdirt%2Freal-

estalker%2Foprah-winfrey-san-juan-islands-compound-1202830035%2F …

12/8/2018 9:51:11 AM 50cal_jesus They just want to provoke crazies to provoke and further ingrain them in their ways. Its nice ideologically to be able to say opposition is literally crazy 

and have account for it.

12/8/2018 9:51:32 AM ascendingadam Sense8

Disjointed

Bloodline

Hemlock Grove

?

12/8/2018 9:52:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Verifying myself: I am ts_sci_majic12 on  http://Keybase.io . fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld /  

https://keybase.io/ts_sci_majic12/sigs/fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld …

12/8/2018 9:52:51 AM neecieh6111 OK.....I think I will turn all my security cameras skyward next week.  Thanks Majestic!

12/8/2018 9:54:02 AM fionasdestiny67 ThanQ

12/8/2018 9:54:39 AM iamsweetli I knew this time would come. This will also begin to happen on other social media platforms; and soon, the #Truth will NOT be allowed to be posted 

ANYWHERE on the internet. This is how we all KNOW that the pathetic and SATANIC #deepstate and #elite are in PANIC MODE now...! #Q ⏲️

12/8/2018 9:55:03 AM vintagesquirrel Is Howdy Doody a fetish?

12/8/2018 9:55:18 AM kpodorsky Thank you!  Following all of them now!

12/8/2018 9:56:28 AM tomkingblue Are the 'Ancients' from the Stargate universe a nod to Pleadians? since the pleadians appear to be very advanced humanoid forms?

12/8/2018 9:57:16 AM adomestic17  pic.twitter.com/BdOidPOpVV

12/8/2018 9:57:37 AM mongrelglory Will British and European Royal families be held accountable for their roles in the evil that's been going on in this world?  Benjamin Fulford says they 

are negotiating letting them stay on for "continuity's sake"!

12/8/2018 9:58:18 AM tharin4prez Found dead? Or suicide?

Suicide is just another word for ... #Clintoned

12/8/2018 9:59:47 AM stoneturnr Why did Sunspot Observatory shut down back in Sept? Did they really have evidence of ships travelling through our sun? These photos were presented 

as evidence but are inconclusive to my eye... pic.twitter.com/bOct10flCT

12/8/2018 10:00:50 AM mikeinhalifax That's why most are divided



12/8/2018 10:01:38 AM leslieau7 Wish I was smarter

I'm old

12/8/2018 10:02:46 AM astol14334 Skynet?

12/8/2018 10:03:57 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Pete Peterson majestic?

12/8/2018 10:04:27 AM valerie99744067 God Bless everyone!!!

🌎💫🌎💫🌎💫🌎💫

12/8/2018 10:07:03 AM marshahodgson Is it true there was a domed city, and also, a nuclear war which led to its destruction? Was its sky actually lavender? Thank you.

12/8/2018 10:07:52 AM sewwwhat  pic.twitter.com/NnhgKspti1

12/8/2018 10:08:17 AM sixtyandcountin This leaves pedophilia,human trafficking,antifa,Muslim brotherhood,isis and Alexandria ocasio Cortez..sounds about right..oh and Satanism

12/8/2018 10:08:28 AM pastorjon9 Personally, I never doubted.

12/8/2018 10:09:28 AM cryptocrab4 Bitcoin address ?

12/8/2018 10:12:42 AM sixtyandcountin Blue hawaii

12/8/2018 10:17:18 AM heals9000 Steady yourself lad.

12/8/2018 10:18:29 AM obxrealty Nice. I like these dudes . They Don't follow back . I'll keep an eye out for thier tweets though for sure. #MAGA

12/8/2018 10:18:34 AM marythibodeau9 😳😭😡😡😡.  Why aren’t these whistle blowers protected?

12/8/2018 10:21:20 AM mikelzinga Finally 🌌

12/8/2018 10:21:56 AM tracyabston But 5G has also been used in healing as well. It’s not ALL bad. Just depends on the intention. But, yes, has been for harm.

12/8/2018 10:25:07 AM cacovfefe Followed all I was not currently following. 🙌🏻 Thank you for this! 🙏🏻

12/8/2018 10:27:53 AM fowlreginald Downloaded. I have no idea how it works, but willing to try.

12/8/2018 10:29:27 AM uknanalex Im Uk,i have been literally "watching the skies" since it was said first. I know it may not even be the sky thats even being spoken of but exciting times 

compel. #WWG1WGA

12/8/2018 10:30:08 AM wandaro40190978 Thank you! Following😁

12/8/2018 10:33:39 AM karinnaball Board of Directors.

12/8/2018 10:34:06 AM jerseyhotgurl Let’s hope they aren’t used against US by swine attorneys 😌 #KeepInFolderMarkedQ

12/8/2018 10:34:10 AM lighthouse44444 All power corrupts.  Absolute power corrupts absolutly.  If you legitimately have intel to share, then please share. Do not make WE THE PEOPLE 

beholden to your drip-drip "I know better/have the best intentions" superiority complex crap.

12/8/2018 10:34:25 AM thetempestchip Most starseeds IS-BE derive from the Pleiades, correct?

12/8/2018 10:34:47 AM vand3rboots I had some pretty wild telepathic experiences while working on activating my Chrystalline Structure (Pleiadian Principles for Living). Then I began to 

have thoughts that maybe this was some form of mind control and I stopped. Do you have thoughts on this?

12/8/2018 10:36:00 AM datruseeka Imagine sending out a frequency that cures all cancer???   It’s possible in the right hands I believe.

12/8/2018 10:37:27 AM fowlreginald I know how to archive my own tweets, but how do we do so with those of others? I downloaded the link you provided, but when I look at that offline, it 

links to threads online. Not sure how to save those offline. Is there a special piece of software for that?

12/8/2018 10:37:45 AM seahag127 Yes, Dershowitz would know.  His name is on the Lolita Express log book several times.

12/8/2018 10:38:18 AM dcd51 Thank you! Had most..but a few!

12/8/2018 10:38:32 AM tracyabston Absolutely!

12/8/2018 10:39:12 AM melanieusn1979 You left out @LisaMei62

12/8/2018 10:43:11 AM fowlreginald Well, it explains who is really running my extremely messed up state. Not happy with their new "decoration" installed in our statehouse in Springfield, 

IL.

12/8/2018 10:44:14 AM fowlreginald Was he flipped, then?

12/8/2018 10:44:37 AM randw Anything specific? 

The web is a large place.

12/8/2018 10:45:14 AM crgargaro 😱😂😂

12/8/2018 10:45:50 AM wwg1wga_every1 God bless our @POTUS for all he is doing!!

12/8/2018 10:50:33 AM anniesgottagun I hope you aren't talking about ufo's. I want to see arrests.

12/8/2018 10:51:12 AM thetempestchip Ive experienced the same. I believe we are making contact my friend :)

12/8/2018 10:53:15 AM melanieusn1979 Souls float awaiting the right body and time.

12/8/2018 10:58:12 AM melanieusn1979 Q has said JFKJR is dead.

12/8/2018 10:59:00 AM laurabusse Holy sh_t...that's outrageous! We'll have to start calling q 17 or something. Maybe 1q7 or something. Have already started saying c1a for clowns etc. 

This is outa control...of course i realize obvious disguises R obvious. But it will trip up their search engines til need another

12/8/2018 11:08:26 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/4hmpOm0BEY

12/8/2018 11:13:48 AM scott_rick THERE WILL COME A TIME THEY WILL NOT BE SAFE WALKING DOWN THE STREET. 

We will not be held hostage.

SKY EVENT.

WWG1WGA.

Q+

12/8/2018 11:14:14 AM michell03987887 I think the boy sensed something.

12/8/2018 11:15:19 AM marshahodgson Can't answer...Yet, I see ONE sports club, a member of a number of VERY large organizations w/millions of members in multiple countries, all devoted 

to the art of shooting rifles, archery and other weaponry. This one was orig the town's militia. There are also Youth Clubs.

12/8/2018 11:16:38 AM serenityfirth House of Cards cancelled Nov. 17, 2018 https://variety.com/2018/tv/news/house-of-cards-season-6-last-season-diane-lane-greg-kinnear-

1202682498/ …

12/8/2018 11:18:12 AM allahuniversal It's not showing up here  https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies#twitter-rules …

12/8/2018 11:18:24 AM pantherden_ They removed Heroes & The X-Files.

Both had crucial Majestic themes.

12/8/2018 11:19:42 AM allahuniversal  https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies#twitter-rules …

12/8/2018 11:26:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 [C]hurch

[I]n

[A]merica https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065809658517041152 …

12/8/2018 11:27:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd JFK JR

12/8/2018 11:28:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd I got that intuitively, used pendulum, confirmed.

12/8/2018 11:29:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/g5N9B59Iyb

12/8/2018 11:30:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd #WeThePeople didn't hire POTUS bc we felt he was a saint. We hired him bc we wanted a CHANGE and CHANGE is EXACTLY what he has 

delivered....PROMISES KEPT!

12/8/2018 11:33:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Are they also teaching everyone John 10:34?

12/8/2018 11:33:18 AM fowlreginald 7. The church would be 7th Day Adventists. Strange things have been going on around Paradise, CA which has a huge amount of them. Recently burnt 

down in the "campfires."

12/8/2018 11:33:36 AM rovkyb How old would WC be if he happened to still be alive...?

12/8/2018 11:34:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd Onto my hard drive? Would you please elaborate?

12/8/2018 11:35:41 AM marshahodgson That's truth I've come to know, & keep learning -esp the 'judgement & bias' parts. In our present world environ, it's difficult to NOT form strong 

opinions  based upon what we see happening; seeing EVIL in intent & in tenets. I'm 'understanding' how/why, yet still want its end.



12/8/2018 11:37:45 AM bdam777 Lazarus Effect? 

Oculus? 

The Invasion? https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/netflix-november-2018-movies-leaving-tv-shows-expiring-1155004 …

12/8/2018 11:39:19 AM the_honest_man2 8

12/8/2018 11:40:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Love back to you precious one.

12/8/2018 11:40:12 AM marshahodgson There is so much more I've yet to study. However, knowing 'of' is better than not knowing at all. Thank you for all the many reminders. 🌿💕☘

12/8/2018 11:41:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Me tooooo, but I also want to see our galactic family. 

Love and light to you.

12/8/2018 11:41:18 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Pete Peterson’s information on the Gaia network disclosure show accurate?

12/8/2018 11:42:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd So excited, can't wait~ pic.twitter.com/M1ipf22WHp

12/8/2018 11:42:35 AM anuishboucher Reptile !

12/8/2018 11:42:38 AM marshahodgson Will we 'little people' one day gain the ability to know? If so...how soon? Thank you.

12/8/2018 11:42:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you, canceling Netflix as we speak.

12/8/2018 11:44:53 AM iamyou132 What can you tell us about the negative blood? Where does it come from? How are rh negative individuals different from rh positive? I feel current info 

on the internet regarding this topic is disinfo

12/8/2018 11:45:55 AM nimisha26894791 12.12.18

12/8/2018 11:46:30 AM barbesantucci Thank you for the list!

Humor is good and needed.

May I ask why the Art of War. The title makes it obvious, what makes it a good reference? Thank you.

12/8/2018 11:47:12 AM robertg69989098 Luciferian church

12/8/2018 11:49:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have joined Keybase and have created a public group for people to join.

We are posting tweets made by this account since 11-11-18.

We will not engage with private direct messages or emails.

 https://keybase.io/team/majic_eyes_only …

12/8/2018 11:50:40 AM qtipz45 Spaceshot76.

12/8/2018 11:51:42 AM jollyrob2 Awesome to hear and such a great acquisition

12/8/2018 11:52:31 AM laurabusse Yahweh. 4 hebrew letters. Each letter has a value. If you google it...they add up to 10. That's all i got.

12/8/2018 11:53:09 AM trumpmomma I’m on kB. How do I join yours. I’m so not familiar with it. Thx

12/8/2018 11:53:19 AM fowlreginald Very exciting! Have joined.

12/8/2018 11:53:54 AM mongrelglory Done! 👍

Expecting possible disruptions of this account in the near future?

12/8/2018 11:55:15 AM pastorjon9 I AM = 23

Does the Clowns In America openly broadcast this?

I know Q uses the number often, but I've yet to associate I AM with Q other than to understand they are Holy Spirit led.

12/8/2018 11:55:31 AM goodmedicine4us Repeat.  We are not giving up any rights to correct the wrongs of others.

12/8/2018 11:57:33 AM vickicumbus Children and animals can tell who not a good person. Child just followed his instincts

12/8/2018 11:57:47 AM qanon_obiwan Request sent.

12/8/2018 11:58:43 AM methusablah Evil.

12/8/2018 11:59:17 AM alec_m_currier Joined and followed

12/8/2018 12:00:18 PM dawntay40629790 I don't know how to join that either! 😏😶

12/8/2018 12:01:32 PM rezinated1 Herculobus...and its nothing to be excited about.......

12/8/2018 12:02:20 PM lbf777 What is the purpose of this keybase? Never heard of it. Can't we just discuss stuff here on twitter?

12/8/2018 12:03:51 PM pastorjon9 Yahweh isn't His actual name. The only time God revealed His name (to Moses in Exodus 3:14) He said, "I AM WHO I AM" (92) and "Tell them I AM (23) 

sent you".

12/8/2018 12:06:25 PM zack_stone They saving Israel for last. Black pope. Infowars is babi's propaganda tool

12/8/2018 12:08:24 PM goodmedicine4us My 🐸KEK-sense is telling Majestic is no better.  Seems like more duality.  More Left Vs Right duality.  This is not what we are about.  We will no longer 

trust any government run by Cabalists or Mejestics.  You yourself admitted MJ12 made mistakes.

We are each sovereign beigns.

12/8/2018 12:08:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Following. Going to have to play with it to figure it out.

12/8/2018 12:09:20 PM vintagesquirrel 75

12/8/2018 12:11:09 PM slayerofmatrix1 Nick ?  That you?

12/8/2018 12:12:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same, I am athena1111 Aphrodite

12/8/2018 12:15:13 PM asktheq_ Cc @MissiWhite4

12/8/2018 12:16:08 PM candygirlclw CIA

12/8/2018 12:18:07 PM thekimschmitt Request sent

12/8/2018 12:18:50 PM onwardtruth The Golden Ratio: Phi, 1.618?

12/8/2018 12:19:05 PM 25cbowman25 @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @realDonaldTrump @55true4u @Jordan_Sather_ @M2Madness @findtruthQ @occulturalism 

@Cordicon @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can this be verified, confirmed or denied?

12/8/2018 12:24:08 PM pctwood_74 13 ???

12/8/2018 12:24:10 PM daveschroeder18 Joined and followed

12/8/2018 12:25:27 PM slayerofmatrix1 Downloaded but say I need PGP key ?

12/8/2018 12:25:40 PM realsirignano I won’t see anything in the sky, New Jersey is to dam polluted

12/8/2018 12:27:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not going to provide support on Keybase.

The technology used here is Majestic in origin.

Traded technology.

Don't ask what with.

The team channel is public for all to join however only MJs 1-12 will be able to post on the channel.

This will be our backup location.

12/8/2018 12:28:22 PM slayerofmatrix1 Have to do that from my laptop.

12/8/2018 12:28:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no financial interests in disseminating this information. Thanks, but no thanks.

12/8/2018 12:30:08 PM goodmedicine4us Very public capital punishment is the best deterrance!!!

Giving up our rights to correct the wrongs of others is unacceptable!!!

We are each sovereign beings and we are not giving up our 4th Amendment nor our 1A nor 2A nor any other!!!

Deal with it.!!! pic.twitter.com/PaOb484cgO

12/8/2018 12:33:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 6669 Followers

12/8/2018 12:33:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd Never was into social media, opened Twitter for politics. Keybase Icon on my screen...see a number, indicating notifications, for what? Can't figure it 

out. Please, I like order, keep all notifications cleared...the number on the icon is driving me nuts. I know, I'm weird.

12/8/2018 12:34:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ9?



12/8/2018 12:35:10 PM leesharons I’ve requested to join but have not been accepted yet. Something I need to do?

12/8/2018 12:37:19 PM barbesantucci Thank you very much! I may ask for a copy for Christmas.😁 Actually kindle has a one cheap.

12/8/2018 12:37:55 PM psyanidegaming Ha ha its like when the definition of Sedition was amended

All for a LARP +25 POINTS for Slytherin

12/8/2018 12:39:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd The horrifying things we have seen and heard....

Affect my sleep

I can't

12/8/2018 12:39:50 PM althutch Is the devil getting nookie? A little sexual symmetry, per say? pic.twitter.com/3QHQALrbMm

12/8/2018 12:40:38 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://nypost.com/2018/12/04/mike-pompeo-trump-is-building-a-new-world-order/amp/ …

12/8/2018 12:41:01 PM missy968 Projection?

12/8/2018 12:41:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd IDK why but that man follows me....he followed me close to six months ago.

12/8/2018 12:42:05 PM jdltr450 Those 2 men make me sick. Treason at the highest level not to mention the kids! 🤬🤬🤬

12/8/2018 12:43:16 PM johngradycole20 This is a New World Order I can get behind

12/8/2018 12:43:41 PM fowlreginald It pulls on our heartstrings. We can't bear to see the little ones suffer or die.

12/8/2018 12:43:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Jehovah's Witnesses branched off 7th Day Adventists.

12/8/2018 12:45:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Gotcha. I can move the icon to another place so I don't see it.

12/8/2018 12:47:00 PM thesharpedge1 Thank you, @BardsOfWar ! It's an honor to be listed among such amazingly talented patriots.

12/8/2018 12:47:17 PM goodmedicine4us Sounds like you have no plan at all.  Just more of the same NWO puppet-master ideology.  Never trust any gov't entity. Especially a shadowy one like 

Majestic who has been cloaked fo 70years.

I have a better idea.  How about We Trust God and our "self" individually.

Screw gov't! pic.twitter.com/SeOlZKJlTE

12/8/2018 12:48:00 PM jordan_sather_ Thank you sir!

12/8/2018 12:48:51 PM imcevoy1 Hate those 3 words, the 'NWO' ones.

12/8/2018 12:49:01 PM blasto33 MJ Synchronicity

12/8/2018 12:49:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd Going to meditate....😇 pic.twitter.com/GUw3Hry6aj

12/8/2018 12:50:42 PM johngradycole20 Read the article.

12/8/2018 12:51:16 PM again_censored Understood...but it's really the NEW New World Order. Old alignments were cabal and anti-peace.

12/8/2018 12:51:27 PM awakeningpublic 3, 6, 9. 😁👍

12/8/2018 12:52:09 PM realeyethespy Though I walk through the three worlds in flames my pure land is never touched.

Many believe I know the secret of the Elixir of Life, 

lay hidden in a place which depicts Earth's final destiny.

Visita Interiora Terrae Rectificando Invenies Occultum Lapidem pic.twitter.com/Ea0Gn1zHYd

12/8/2018 12:53:58 PM thetempestchip Jr.?

12/8/2018 12:54:25 PM marshahodgson That said, I truly feel it's the seditious and their ilk who'll need fear. As we've long been under Admilralty Law (it's true) should our Constitution be 

suspended under ML, we can FINALLY return as a Republic under our orig, legal Constitution. FTW! Fear not. Evil defeated.

12/8/2018 12:54:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Many people say many things. Many say you have to do this in order to get that....I go by intuition, if not clear I consult guides, angels, higher self, 

pendulum, crystals etc if still not clear I ask. Besides saying the "f" word and listening to Pink Floyd, I don't sin a lot.

12/8/2018 12:54:43 PM marshahodgson W/FOIA request denied of this Obama era plan, all I could find was similar plans. In the WRONG HANDS (think Obama) this m/not bode well...but we 

ARE at war in this Country, largely designed/pd by foreign interests colluding w/sedititious elected to breed activists & cause chaos

12/8/2018 12:54:50 PM pilottage people are too dumb to figure that you want to proove us cryptographically with a valid PGP key that you are authentic... let me tell you are fun to 

watch but you smell like a fraud. Vade Retro Satanas

12/8/2018 12:55:30 PM lisamcat Done!!

12/8/2018 12:56:10 PM luvleebutterfly Yeah my dad, who was a dog trainer for the Air Force in the 70's, always said that children & animals were the best judges of character.

They can sense weather you're good or bad immediately.

12/8/2018 12:57:57 PM again_censored Hebrew. Didn't we cover this in that awesome conversation 2 Saturdays ago? pic.twitter.com/dubyJh34Go

12/8/2018 12:58:46 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o 

12/8/2018 12:58:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who was 41?

What is NWO?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Order_(Nazism) …

12/8/2018 12:58:47 PM wncsohn Why did he choose that particular phrase?  Knowing what we're fighting against .... that phrase makes my skin crawl.

12/8/2018 12:58:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sept 11th, 1991

Sept 11th, 2001

10 Years

9/11/91 -> 9/11/01

----   | |       ----    |

           --                   -

911 911 911

What have we taught you about the number 3?

If you only knew the power behind 3, 6, and 9.
12/8/2018 12:58:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who created NWO?

Divide & Conquer strategy used.

Two factions inside the Military Industrial Complex.

Faction 1: The Majestic 12 concealing Militarys true presence in Space.

Faction 2: A sinister bloodline death cult that join groups like Skull & Bones and other secret societies.

12/8/2018 12:58:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 is creating the NWO. https://nypost.com/2018/12/04/mike-pompeo-trump-is-building-a-new-world-order/amp/ …

12/8/2018 12:58:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who did 41 get into power? https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/sep/25/usa.secondworldwar …

12/8/2018 12:58:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Wait a minute, isn't the NWO against Nazism? They ban Nazis all the time and call their enemies Nazis?"

Define PROJECTIONISM.

12/8/2018 12:58:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if National Security includes protecting our children?

Coincidence? https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-42/ …

12/8/2018 12:58:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 9+8 said that National Security classifications CANNOT BE USED TO SHEILD INDIVIDUALS FROM CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.



12/8/2018 12:58:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The NWO plan was created to establish a one world government for the purposes of extraterrestrial disclosure to the public. Planet Earth logically 

needed a governing body capable to deal with planetary issues.

12/8/2018 12:58:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Without mass surveillance running in full operation for decades, Faction 1 and Faction 2 had no clue about their activities and actions outside the line of 

duty.

12/8/2018 12:58:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure will happen, however ALL NATIONS OF EARTH MUST AGREE! Why is 45 going around to other Nations?

Inviting them to join.

Who is fighting this?

These people are SICK!

NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY

EXTREME PANIC IN DC

Big week ahead for us

Watch the skies
12/8/2018 12:59:31 PM laurabusse Freedom of thought, belief, speech, actions. Respecting free will of self and other. Peace and love :-) 💘

12/8/2018 1:00:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now who was just nominated to be new USAG?

Majestic enough for you?

12/8/2018 1:00:34 PM luvleebutterfly What exactly are we supposed to archive

One cannot archive the entire internet

I know the how/why, just ain't sure about the what/where

So what/where? pic.twitter.com/PVWJrfO4YD

12/8/2018 1:01:07 PM lovesg_d Assigning your own guilt, motive , or agenda onto others, usually your enemies or opposition-Projection

12/8/2018 1:01:08 PM scott_rick Barr... isn’t he DS?

12/8/2018 1:01:30 PM elizabe93142399 New world order?  That phrase suggests Trump is in alignment with evil.  Bad choice of words until you read the article.

12/8/2018 1:02:17 PM palmdalekid2 P pic.twitter.com/Hy4H9MIfTK

12/8/2018 1:03:24 PM lovesg_d “We are acting to preserve, protect, and advance an open, just, transparent and free world of sovereign states. This project will require actual, not 

pretend, restoration of the liberal order among nations. I prefer this NWO concept-free, sovereign nations, not world tyranny!

12/8/2018 1:03:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd V.I.T.R.I.O.L (Masonic/Alchemical Motto)

12/8/2018 1:04:23 PM ragevirusqq Scherff?

12/8/2018 1:04:32 PM pantherden_ Why do we need every country to be on board?

12/8/2018 1:04:54 PM dbreif Joined duanetattoo

12/8/2018 1:05:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Also:

9=0

Sept 11th, 1991

Sept 11th, 2001

10 Years

9/11/91 -> 9/11/01

                                91

9/11/91 = 9/11/01

Ying = Yang

OP1 -> OP2

9/11/01 -> 9/11/11

9/11/11 -> 9/11/21

9/11/21

What is the power of 3?

9/11/91 -> 9/11/21 = 3 Decades

9/11/21???????????????????
12/8/2018 1:05:31 PM pastorjon9 If by "New World Order" we're talking about a paradigm shift where independent republics around the world (Governments by the People, For the 

People) interact in a peaceful way - working together to solve the issues of disease and hunger, etc; then I wholeheartedly agree.

12/8/2018 1:06:38 PM pantherden_ Soul-Body Unity?

9/11/21 —> Ritual?

12/8/2018 1:06:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd a process of internal, spiritual purification.

12/8/2018 1:07:01 PM palmdalekid2 77 pic.twitter.com/dS5c0zWjLJ

12/8/2018 1:08:03 PM luvleebutterfly Lol

Synchronicity is off the charts the last few days! pic.twitter.com/S741zCUP8g

12/8/2018 1:08:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely.

12/8/2018 1:09:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each Nation gets veto power.

12/8/2018 1:10:16 PM redpilledaus And IMHO the best Q decoder is @Mark923to25

12/8/2018 1:10:18 PM goodmedicine4us How about we start with 100% complete transparency from all world governments and agencies and secret societies and make it 100% illegal for any 

to exist without 100% transparency.  Inc.  MJ12, Mossad, SAS, KM, etc.

Fed up with secrets!!!

The Truth Belongs to We The People!!! pic.twitter.com/g25VJQea9r

12/8/2018 1:10:28 PM allahuniversal In like Flynn

12/8/2018 1:10:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vetos cannot cause violations of international human rights laws.

12/8/2018 1:11:07 PM lightworkercain Hopefully at very minimum, watch the skies means chemtrails stopped nationwide. At maximum, a huge undeniable UFO daylight display! 😃

12/8/2018 1:11:11 PM jballz1021 We're learning how they anchored in timelines. No more.

12/8/2018 1:11:25 PM hosanna2018 Has this got anything to do with that? It's from May 2016 from the SOHO satellite, removed from their online archives now. 

pic.twitter.com/IeCGHm04dq

12/8/2018 1:13:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is employed by CIA to attack 45 agenda of Full Disclosure / Space Force / Child Protection From All Including Government. Be careful whi you follow. 

Blue checkmark liberals. https://twitter.com/Mark923to25/status/1071510433234870272 …

12/8/2018 1:13:24 PM scott_rick According to Scientist Marko Rodin, the numbers 3, 6, and 9 compose a vector from the third to the fourth dimension which he refers to as the “flux 

field.” In this field, is contained a higher dimensional energy that produces the energy circuit of the following six points.

12/8/2018 1:13:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is the plan.



12/8/2018 1:14:18 PM dawntay40629790 An even bigger sacrificial ritual? I hope it their asses that burn in the eternal fire in 2021!!!

12/8/2018 1:15:17 PM stoneturnr Barr was instrumental in covering up Iran-Contra, the INSLAW affair and other scandals under 41... Is this really the AG that's going to take down the 

deep state?

12/8/2018 1:15:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 was 45th retweet enabling thousands of new following accounts to learn our comms.

Coincidence?

12/8/2018 1:15:48 PM lovesg_d This makes sense. If they have assests infiltrated in all occupations, it would make sense that they would have them in all political circles too! He has 

been a vicious anti-Trumper from day one. Wonder what is in his closet?

12/8/2018 1:15:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 MILITARY TRIBUNALS

12/8/2018 1:16:25 PM luvleebutterfly No coincidences!

Perfect synchronization!

12/8/2018 1:16:44 PM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 opinion on this info?  

Watch The Power of 3, 6, 9 for free on @joingaia  https://give.gaia.com/cjpfyjw8w001301n0vebzl4dg …

12/8/2018 1:17:42 PM djlok Me either.  Kinda sucks right about now.

12/8/2018 1:17:54 PM mongrelglory Merkel?

12/8/2018 1:18:09 PM fionasdestiny67  https://steemit.com/conspiracy/@strapasynthon/i-found-the-bush-bolt-hole-in-paraguay …

12/8/2018 1:18:36 PM luvleebutterfly Here's some more fun with numbers... pic.twitter.com/l96HteqC8z

12/8/2018 1:19:19 PM rochellebarozzi Are you saying the NWO is good??

12/8/2018 1:19:20 PM 12bravogran 3, 6, and 9 are the keys to the universe. pic.twitter.com/YplVbNu2gJ

12/8/2018 1:19:34 PM colista Blocked. Don't need that kind of crap. Especially right before their reality gets taken apart.

12/8/2018 1:19:39 PM djlok They said the same to me.  And back at you! ✌🏻

12/8/2018 1:20:05 PM luvleebutterfly Interesting parallel 🤔

12/8/2018 1:20:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd Abandoning your own sins? 

What sins?

Universally two choices, live in fear or love. I choose love but fall short bc imperfection. My body is mucked thanks to vaccines, poison in water, food, 

air etc. This body dies, new one comes in.

Choices not sins.

Fear/Love

Maybe I'm wrong

12/8/2018 1:20:17 PM youstinksoap Lack of the correct words...I'm guessing 2021 will be when their matrix is broken.

12/8/2018 1:20:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 TS_SCI_MAJIC9

12/8/2018 1:20:56 PM lovesg_d  http://urbandictionary.com/define.php?ter … Things done in 3’s project three times more power and more than one.

12/8/2018 1:21:29 PM 50pinkies Wow.  I've never seen this.  Thanks.

12/8/2018 1:22:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd (philosopher’s stone) That's what they call magic mushrooms in Amsterdam.

12/8/2018 1:22:37 PM mrblbrettish 9\11/11 was pretty quiet, did I miss something?

12/8/2018 1:22:42 PM 12bravogran Bingo. pic.twitter.com/NxLY2n9Z2D

12/8/2018 1:23:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Several names you mentioned above are in communication with Majestic personnel through Majestic mediums receiving directed meditation 

downloads of pertinent and National Security related intel that must get Disclosed in order for The Plan to execute properly. Use your power.

12/8/2018 1:23:43 PM mongrelglory The MJ-12 version is...a meritocracy meant to represent the people of the Planet Earth in a Galactic Federation.

12/8/2018 1:24:11 PM moemc8 Math gives me hives!  Think i may be left behind lol...maj 12 is trying to explain, i still dont get it

12/8/2018 1:24:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Now I'm wondering why I didn't take Latin......

Would come in handy.

12/8/2018 1:25:33 PM fowlreginald Benghazi was 2012, I don't remember anything in 2011 either.

12/8/2018 1:25:43 PM mongrelglory Has Canada agreed to join, or is Justin Trudeau trying to sabotage these plans?

12/8/2018 1:26:00 PM luvleebutterfly Top Secret 

Sensitive Compartmented Information

MAJIC9

Hmmm, what does MAJIC stand for?

Somehow I doubt it's Multi-Agency Justice Integration Consortium

12/8/2018 1:27:28 PM fowlreginald It's not hard to figure out, just different. Takes getting used to. I appreciate that info being backed up. Thank you.

12/8/2018 1:28:41 PM fowlreginald You just sign up for an account like you do on Twitter. There are a few extra steps, and is recommended to have on two or more devices. Takes a little 

more work, but worth it.

12/8/2018 1:29:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 That message doesn't embrace love and compassion. Not everyone who works for Clowns in America knows if they are clowns or not. Some are 

Patriots. Others are clowns. Are all clowns the same? Judge a man not by the color of his skin. Some are useful idiots unaware and propped up.

12/8/2018 1:30:18 PM allahuniversal Member #9 of 12

12/8/2018 1:30:21 PM realeyethespy ("Visit the interior of the Earth; by rectification thou shalt find the hidden stone"). pic.twitter.com/GcsJnOwSwN

12/8/2018 1:31:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd So many numbers with meaning are jumping out at me.

12/8/2018 1:31:16 PM scott_rick Marko Rodin has discovered the source of the non-decaying spin of the electron. Although scientists know that all electrons in the universe spin, they 

have never discovered the source of this spin. Rodin has. He has discovered the underpinning geometry of the universe, the fabric

12/8/2018 1:31:23 PM scott_rick Of time

12/8/2018 1:31:33 PM luvleebutterfly I got it!

Thanks 😉

12/8/2018 1:32:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd Correction you get five 1's

Sorry so many things are jumping out at me I made a boo boo

12/8/2018 1:33:15 PM fowlreginald I'm not seeing any such policy listed: pic.twitter.com/roNjJWq9Dw

12/8/2018 1:33:32 PM john777lee It is not the surveillance that worry's me they do that already . It is the use of AI above any human good or bad. All of our tek has been back doored and 

we are being manipulated by it . To include your brain waves . So count me as a no for AI. It is the beast ! Human first !

12/8/2018 1:33:42 PM colista I try but, the number

things escape me. 😥

12/8/2018 1:33:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 CA will be in the NWO.

Which faction does JT want in power?

12/8/2018 1:34:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd I see so many things in 9/11/21 Divisible by 3's I see repeating 12 and add 9+2=11 you get 11111

12/8/2018 1:35:56 PM scott_rick No I’ve read and researched Walter Russel, Tesla, Rodin(cool), sacred geometry.  You know nothing about me Hassan

12/8/2018 1:36:04 PM luvleebutterfly /_\

12/8/2018 1:36:38 PM dawntay40629790 Some states will be in the NWO?  That's very disturbing!

12/8/2018 1:37:22 PM dawntay40629790 Oh, nevermind,  I see CA is Canada.

12/8/2018 1:38:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I have affinity for numbers Idk why. Numbers stick in my head. I recall license plate of our old Volare from 1978 DAP 446, first car dad bought with air 

conditioning. I recall my first grade friends ph number. IDK why, I'm just weird. I also took binary in college, loved it!

12/8/2018 1:40:28 PM diaptera_80 What did happen 9/11/91?

12/8/2018 1:40:35 PM mf_supplements @Justin_Formed is another great source...



12/8/2018 1:40:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Don't think it's hard. I love numbers 369....always have didn't know why till I learned about Nikola Tesla. Study him. You can do it. I have faith in you. 

Don't be upset, I am sending you love and calm now. Take it slow, so much idk, we can learn together if you like.

12/8/2018 1:41:03 PM colista HOLD ON !!! ALL NATION ??? We can't even agree on the meaning of ANYTHING as a world !!   Seriously, how the heck are ALL COUNTRIES going thi 

agree on  #disclosure ? You're kidding, right? It'll never happen. Another big zero disappointment? No!!!!!

12/8/2018 1:43:22 PM jameswripley2 I Can not stand to hear his lies knowing how he drove my children’s and brothers and sisters future right off the face of the Earth in some cases and 

into slavery in others.😡 We are still paying for there errors and for how long ?

12/8/2018 1:43:29 PM anangelhasland1 You have my proxy. 

(My Apple ID has too many alters.)

12/8/2018 1:43:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why does US have 1,000 military bases worldwide?

Who is Robert David Steele?

Clown. 

Are all clowns bad?

Rogue actor or rouge actor?

What happens on each of those bases?

Cross reference with recent tweets.

Understand?
12/8/2018 1:44:41 PM bearkatquilter I am here and following. Let me know how I can help.

12/8/2018 1:44:51 PM jacobdr1028 I’m watching the sky. Chemtrails really bad over California. Can you shoot down these drones?

12/8/2018 1:45:10 PM djlok Good question. I'm thinking disclosure may happen in 1000+ years if it is required that ALL nations agree. 😞

12/8/2018 1:45:10 PM anangelhasland1 If your answer is the Jesuits, I’ll send you my copy of Finnegans Wake.

12/8/2018 1:45:23 PM the_realtruth18 What about UK?

12/8/2018 1:45:25 PM luvleebutterfly I'm sure it ties into the Nazis interest in ancient lore & eventual move to Antarctica

Apparently they actually won the war & those UFOs that flew over the Eisenhower White House were really them & "friends"

12/8/2018 1:45:52 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1071520678787059712?s=21 …

12/8/2018 1:46:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting 

System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/nVNvsKBQdW

12/8/2018 1:46:27 PM cidarean Nothing to do with this?

 https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/746841/NASA-conspiracy-alien-news-iss-international-space-station-blue-object-cut-live-feed-video …

12/8/2018 1:47:04 PM mongrelglory I'd be happy with both, either/or!

12/8/2018 1:47:05 PM luvleebutterfly .io?

Lol

Intel op?

12/8/2018 1:49:21 PM 777kab1 YOU can run...but YOU can never HIDE!!!!

12/8/2018 1:50:02 PM darrahsfriend MICHAEL AND BARRY?

12/8/2018 1:50:18 PM crazycooder It’s not very user friendly.

12/8/2018 1:50:45 PM ragevirusqq Do these nations already agree?

12/8/2018 1:51:03 PM colista I'll follow the trail. I'll let you know. I'm willing to do the work for my answers! Thank you for pointing a way!!

12/8/2018 1:51:17 PM djlok I think so.  We have been preparing for this for decades.  From this website:  https://robertdavidsteele.com/about/awards/ 

"Former Marine, CIA case officer and co-founder of the US Marine Corps intelligence activity, Steele’s mission has been to spread the use of Open 

Source Intelligence (OSINT)."

12/8/2018 1:51:45 PM allahuniversal Neither did I. First saw that pic y'day. What caught my eye is that it says the Religion of Scientology, not the Church of Scientology 

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1071484483021520896?s=19 …

12/8/2018 1:52:34 PM alec_m_currier Received..

12/8/2018 1:57:07 PM pastorjon9 Okay, point taken. It was said in sarcasm but you're correct in pointing out it lacks compassion, which is something everyone deserves.

12/8/2018 1:58:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd Germany and France come to mind as big ones now but I am guessing there are MANY others. Why do ALL nations have to agree?

12/8/2018 1:58:33 PM scott_rick Hahaha ya that’s what I thought, that’s why your on Twitter trolling

12/8/2018 1:59:36 PM candidconservtv President George H.W. Bush gave the NWO speech.

12/8/2018 2:00:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd He worked under HW.....

Majestic?

12/8/2018 2:03:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful

12/8/2018 2:03:57 PM asktheq_ From the article: “new liberal order”. @nypost is an exposed shill. #ShillingForShillings

12/8/2018 2:04:07 PM patriotkeri So Barr is black hat?    If he covered up 41’s horrible deeds then this is a set up!???🤔.   @AwakenedAussie @colgrove11 @StormIsUponUs

12/8/2018 2:04:18 PM scott_rick Your last 15 posts are Retweets proves what I thought you have no original thoughts and nothing to offer, piss off

12/8/2018 2:05:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd That is TRUE love, and I bet you're head over heels for him and he the same for you. Same with hubby and I. That's beautiful! Merry Christmas to both 

of you. pic.twitter.com/0jCvDshin6

12/8/2018 2:06:16 PM patriotkeri You have very good info!!!!!!    Thanks for sharing so I can share with my other Q friends!!!     @CHHR01 @SCPatriotSC @FightWarrior45 

@TheRealHublife @RealJamesWoods @Cordicon @prayingmedic @DIXIEDOODLE12 @777KAB1 @bkerb953 @LisaMei62

12/8/2018 2:07:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Pineal Gland

12/8/2018 2:07:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hidden Stone

12/8/2018 2:07:26 PM colista Followed and request sent.

12/8/2018 2:07:40 PM goodmedicine4us We are not them.  How do we know gov't won't sell us out again?  Will we monitor ET/higher demensionals?  What if other learn of our whereabouts 

and come here for the buffet.  Your gov't entities must not answer on our behalf.  Only #WeThePeople have that power, and....

12/8/2018 2:07:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd The hidden stone is the Pineal Gland

12/8/2018 2:08:27 PM colista Not for much longer. Twitpolice are going to crack down hard as wonderful events start happening. Inevitable.

12/8/2018 2:09:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Perfect & beautiful blogpost (which incl info about Heather ) from Terran Cognito & its needed 2 be adressed 

especially since many has not catched the banking finance energy harvesting trading in …  https://buff.ly/2L3rkdZ  pic.twitter.com/Xg6EcjiNAx

12/8/2018 2:10:43 PM rinmaries Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

12/8/2018 2:12:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 17:45 ET

We discussed many topics recently.

 https://youtu.be/lTRZWR1uK_A 

12/8/2018 2:12:54 PM ssryan6466 yep, they know!!

12/8/2018 2:12:57 PM decodematrix I dont know what happened on 9/11/11. Trying to figure it out.



12/8/2018 2:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where?

12/8/2018 2:14:09 PM wefight1776 Some you know. Others may surprise you. #traitor @Gettingtrump @TheSharpEdge1 @AnonymousQ1776 @M2Madness @FindtruthQ 

@WeAreOne_Q @MagniFieri @Cordicon @QAnon76 @StromIsUponUs @prayingmedic @SGTreport @TheSharpEdge1 @MAGAPILL @IPOT1776 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4oOT4hTyl2

12/8/2018 2:15:56 PM imcevoy1 Yes I get that, but the words are tainted, befouled and toxic. So a new way, fresh words to express what is being built have to be found. We cannot 

borrow ANYTHING from their black past, it must be fresh and certain.

12/8/2018 2:16:03 PM yellahabibihela What precipitated the Battle of Nuremberg 1561? What was the outcome? Thanks

12/8/2018 2:16:34 PM palmdalekid2 July 2019? pic.twitter.com/knOrUnY1F7

12/8/2018 2:18:33 PM 1_decided_voter I'm guessing Lucas knew the power... pic.twitter.com/njxygmsc07

12/8/2018 2:18:45 PM thetempestchip Is Moloch an actual being/entity in which the Cabal worships/makes sacrifices to?

12/8/2018 2:19:01 PM goodmedicine4us we will not surrender our individual sovereignty to the collective.  You say today that it is with benevolent/altruistic purposes.  History has proven that 

all with power eventually fall to corruption. We will not surrender our sovereignty to another false song of "Universalism." pic.twitter.com/KJF8oxUvNQ

12/8/2018 2:19:29 PM moemc8 Any hint on watching the sky this week?

12/8/2018 2:19:33 PM trish_hollman When the NWO plan WAS scheduled to to FULLY  rolled out and many of us would be sent to FEMA camps or the the gallows to meet our gillotine fate? 

🤔

12/8/2018 2:19:44 PM raughn3 Saddam Hussein and Gen. Noriega

12/8/2018 2:20:36 PM cidarean If GHWB NWO is bad. Wouldn't a DJT pushed NWO be bad as well? Your posts are slowly becoming more ominous. Your talk of 100% surveillance, no 

privacy rights and a NWO. Feels like new pupet masters... Also sounds like power over people to me, not for. Are you DARK>light or grey?

12/8/2018 2:21:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 396 views at the time of seeing this.

Think about what their cult loves?

Dual purpose.

Think 3.

Grilling him knowing he's guilty is part of the cult.

PAIN.

DAMAGE CONTROL.

Extreme panic.

Do they think we are SHEEP?
12/8/2018 2:23:00 PM islandofdelight I watched multiple objects get launched from central Indiana yesterday straight up in the sky. I took this video too, Space Force? Cabal/DS? 

pic.twitter.com/ji7BoHIyDa

12/8/2018 2:23:08 PM youstinksoap Do you have 41's IS?

Yes or No - was there a picture of a person in their envelopes @ 41's funeral.

12/8/2018 2:23:21 PM peterclloyd Does Hillary already know that she is going to be indicted?

12/8/2018 2:23:40 PM datruseeka Congrats to both of you!  I still long for that connection.

12/8/2018 2:23:46 PM trish_hollman Probably will pick up where Whitaker leaves off....

12/8/2018 2:24:10 PM again_censored WE ARE NOT using the term. I am guessing the term was used intentionally as a veiled threat to the  current NWO. Relax.

12/8/2018 2:24:26 PM yellahabibihela He is either supremely leveraged by 45 bc he participated in unlawful things with 41 or he is chomping at the bit to exact revenge for all the things he 

was FORCED to do under 41.

12/8/2018 2:24:31 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 My b/d has 3,6,9..

It brings gifts, which can also feel like a curse. 

.

12/8/2018 2:24:50 PM alec_m_currier I believe there is some truth here. . I believe in both of you. . Because you both refer to God, not God(s).. This is my toughest call yet, because I feel 

both of you are telling truth.  If it weren't for @777KAB1 I wouldn't be here. . Same with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.. love you both. .

12/8/2018 2:24:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd We saw same FL assumed it was KSC

12/8/2018 2:26:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Molech

12/8/2018 2:26:59 PM linnyt86 I'm still waiting for you to confirm that MJ-12 is  no longer 12?? Not even MJ9 is close anymore🙄 Why don't you tell your followers the truth that you 

are a imposter? It's like you don't see my tweets? BTW can't wait to watch the sky next week... #Fraud

12/8/2018 2:27:12 PM time4u2know Is Pence safe, or is there trouble brewing for him?

12/8/2018 2:27:26 PM datruseeka Following all, just had to add 1.

12/8/2018 2:27:30 PM slipperyslope18 Everything he says is great until 1:25 in the vid.

12/8/2018 2:28:03 PM cidarean Can you explain in more detail?

And what about 9/11/11? 

PS: *Joke* Who was the old man that barged into my dream and scared the shit out of me? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509415637999624?s=19 …

12/8/2018 2:28:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd Not liking how some are creating fear. No need for that.

12/8/2018 2:29:33 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ12,

Do we atone for our past crimes in this carbone flesh matrix?

If not, why are we trapped here?

12/8/2018 2:29:49 PM allahuniversal Bilgli Kitabi (in Turkish), called The Knowledge Book in English. Published 1st edition 1996. Disclosure or cabal disinfo? 

 http://www.dkb-mevlana.org.tr/en/index_eng.html …

12/8/2018 2:29:52 PM crazycooder What will be in the skies next week ?

12/8/2018 2:31:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd Within three years you will have what you want.

12/8/2018 2:32:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Don't forget time is an illusion love....in the meantime, live in love and have so much fun you can't stand it.

12/8/2018 2:32:37 PM imcevoy1 I kinda got that too! I am relaxed and only said - "Hate those 3 words, the 'NWO' ones."!!! 'fraid your imagination done the rest...

12/8/2018 2:33:13 PM trish_hollman And eyebrow glue!

12/8/2018 2:34:32 PM decodematrix Using my instincts. I think it has to do with 12/21/12. The Earth started entering new positive energy coming from the Galactic Central Sun. Or 

something happened on the etheric plane or astral plane, not the physical plane.

12/8/2018 2:35:20 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/xee2j7Wne5

12/8/2018 2:35:50 PM unitytruthlove1 So is this to inform us that the DS is planning a fake ET FF to scare us into giving up our rights? 

Watched the video and can see the media brainwashing to make all ET's bad and evil. To make us fearful of "them".

Maybe you can shed some light for everyone?

12/8/2018 2:36:41 PM goodmedicine4us It is a bad thing PERIOD.  No matter the application.  It gives all knowing to the one or those that have oversight of the one... you can call it AI, diety or 

devil.  It is still surrendering your sovereignty to a false being, your IS-Be to AI.  Never.

12/8/2018 2:37:52 PM 1_decided_voter Add to that @david_wilcock.

12/8/2018 2:38:04 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/Gma269bHVP

12/8/2018 2:38:24 PM olimyracle One topic that seems constructive, important and came back several times:

How to learn more about "The power of 3 6 9" ?

Thank you Sirs https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509415637999624 …



12/8/2018 2:38:58 PM pastorjon9 Things that make you go Hmmm .... 🤔

I _know_ there's life on other planets. And I know they're way more advanced than we are. But I think it's more like Star Trek - there's plenty of "good 

guys" as well as "bad guys". Telling which one's which is the trick.

12/8/2018 2:40:42 PM colista Wow!

12/8/2018 2:41:35 PM time4u2know Can you explain why I always see the number 11 and 06 combined? For example 11:06 or $11.06 or $6.11.... I don't look for these numbers, but they 

randomly ALWAYS show up someplace. Thank you!

12/8/2018 2:41:47 PM twityersucks Who is this?

12/8/2018 2:43:13 PM nmchristoban While contact has already been made, how soon for the public "First Contact"

12/8/2018 2:43:58 PM letthechipsfly Speaking of humor. Hey @WyattEarpLA  did you know the "deep state" is a fable only Deplorable' s  believe?

12/8/2018 2:44:39 PM outerspaaaace Those poor, feeble, NPCs......

12/8/2018 2:46:14 PM decodematrix Have the real people who did the Oklahoma City bombing been brought to justice yet? Or are they part of the sealed indictments?

12/8/2018 2:46:33 PM decodematrix What happened at the Dulce base? Human/ET hybrid genetic experiments? Was it shut down in 2001?

12/8/2018 2:47:19 PM decodematrix Is there an etheric plane and an astral plane? Whats the difference between them?

12/8/2018 2:50:41 PM decodematrix Does the Imran Awan scandal tie into the Iran nuclear deal and U1?

12/8/2018 2:51:08 PM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/pm9sy14hZn

12/8/2018 2:51:13 PM jluebs24 What is buried at Oak Island?

12/8/2018 2:52:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ty

12/8/2018 2:52:41 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/i4HMuJWGwD

12/8/2018 2:53:01 PM decodematrix Is shape-shifting real? Is it an ET shifting to look human or is it an ET soul born in a human body?

12/8/2018 2:55:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’m cancer, hubby Virgo. We complete each other.

12/8/2018 2:56:20 PM mipommom Thank you

12/8/2018 2:56:26 PM anangelhasland1 G

Fel

12/8/2018 2:57:20 PM libertygal12 Only purified!

12/8/2018 2:57:45 PM kryan92185384 I feel like im David Koresh reincarnated...should i start back where they stopped?? 

Joking😁😉

12/8/2018 2:58:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok I’m up

12/8/2018 3:02:33 PM colista So glad we all have different gifts! Bless you!! That's why we need to work together. I have an affinity to see & feel connections in energies. People, 

places and events. My hubby has let me prep for the next disclosure events bc he knows my feelings are usually right on. 💜

12/8/2018 3:03:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blackmail medium.

12/8/2018 3:05:24 PM decodematrix When you were talking about a mass surveillance law would it apply to just federal government employees or the general public too?

12/8/2018 3:05:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd σας έστειλε το μήνυμα

12/8/2018 3:06:54 PM 1_decided_voter @david_wilcock recently said that Paradise CA was home to telepathic human-looking extra-terrestrials living secretly in plain sight under a treaty, and 

some of the homes there had underground access to a sub-surface civilization. Will you confirm any portion of this?

12/8/2018 3:09:02 PM pantherden_ If only a handful of Nations veto the disclosure plan- does it get delayed?

12/8/2018 3:09:07 PM ryankochweare1 I saw this in Maryland other day too

12/8/2018 3:09:57 PM anangelhasland1 Adriel.

12/8/2018 3:10:52 PM tammyredmond I cannot open this Acct but the regular majestic 12, I can on Keybase. Is this an invite only acct?

12/8/2018 3:11:17 PM colista BC doing the research makes the answer more valuable.

12/8/2018 3:12:09 PM _truth_warrior_ Meh.  There is NOTHING to worry about with @TheRickWilson.  Nothing.  He’s a bore, with marginally intelligent thought, obviously biased and in love 

with his own opinions and himself.   He actually looks like he legitimately smells his own farts—and thinks they’re great.

12/8/2018 3:12:09 PM pantherden_ Are some humans hosting an extra-terrestrial parasite without realizing/knowing about it?

12/8/2018 3:13:39 PM decodematrix About the trapezoid-shaped base on the moon that belonged to the cabal. Was that base blown up? Or did the alliance take it over?

12/8/2018 3:15:11 PM anangelhasland1 The curse of destruction will be abolished.

12/8/2018 3:15:15 PM vand3rboots No, it's propaganda. There are good and bad ETs, just like there are good and bad people. If ETs wanted to harm us they would have done so already 

because their technology is far superior. That clip is just seeding the consciousness for a fake alien invasion FF.

12/8/2018 3:16:39 PM islandofdelight Will the testimony of JC just released be used to prove his lies in the coming days?

12/8/2018 3:17:40 PM vintagesquirrel What goes on in Antarctica?

12/8/2018 3:18:14 PM youstinksoap Hmmm..since we are a prison planet, does @POTUS new prison reform legislation also have to do with disclosure?  Trying to connect some dots...

12/8/2018 3:20:47 PM 1_decided_voter Not sure who Nick is, but that's not my name.

12/8/2018 3:21:34 PM cryptocrab4 Looks like a $BTC address , when moon ?

12/8/2018 3:22:58 PM runenbehr1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zVDu8CpVZs8 …

12/8/2018 3:25:06 PM 1_decided_voter It seems your goals intersect with Q's, as well as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's. It all seems like part of the plan, so I'm here to enjoy the show and try to learn a 

thing or two along the way to #disclosure and #Justice

12/8/2018 3:26:06 PM mongrelglory The wrong one.  But we are hoping to get rid of Justin in 2019.

12/8/2018 3:26:14 PM cidarean What type of supplement helps with cognitive functions and memory?

12/8/2018 3:31:14 PM decodematrix Is there a super-gate just outside the Oort cloud that allows crafts to travel much farther than a standard star-gate?

12/8/2018 3:32:48 PM wefight1776 FISA Signatures #DeClassifyFISA #Corruption #Treason @Gettingtrump @Anonymous @1776 @TheSharpEdge1 @ @M2Madness @FindtruthQ 

@WeAreOne_Q @MagniFieri @Cordicon @QAnon76 @StromIsUponUs @prayingmedic @SGTreport @TheSharpEdge1 @MAGAPILL @IPOT1776 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @POTUS pic.twitter.com/psj7XObOMi

12/8/2018 3:35:52 PM nmchristoban Titor?

12/8/2018 3:36:21 PM travelwriter78 We have no way to thank you but know that  me and my family will get up tomorrow morning, and the next morning, and be free and safe because of 

you.

12/8/2018 3:36:40 PM royalmrbadnews Thank You

12/8/2018 3:38:19 PM ryankochweare1 From OKC... Two days prior to federal building bomb a helicopter or plane w top navy brass that were trying to take down cabal then.. There was also 

evidence related to cases in the building..

12/8/2018 3:38:42 PM whitehat_van Wrong. They have been hurting us. Adrenachrome is off world business. Not all are bad. Some help us. Ongoing battle.

12/8/2018 3:38:46 PM ryankochweare1 Clintons..



12/8/2018 3:39:03 PM anangelhasland1 Revelations describes an Undoing.

The Church went “Off-Text.”

As if!

Whose Fault?

God is Love & Eternal.

Major Hierarchical problems.

Hidden Anguish. Failures of the Arcana.

War. Silence. Beauty.

Women and Children.

Valorous Men.

Word of God.

Beauty of the Angels.

V. M.
12/8/2018 3:39:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful...

12/8/2018 3:43:44 PM bw1ringydingy JFK jr

12/8/2018 3:48:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Guardians of the heavens

12/8/2018 3:50:06 PM vand3rboots True, some have been hurting us, and we have definitely been tinkered with. But most are benevolent or at least neutral, and we don’t need to live in 

fear. But if their goal was to destroy us they would have done so long ago.

12/8/2018 3:51:02 PM anangelhasland1 Even if things are fated or written, mankind can interpret and recharge.

Or not.

The Beast?

That almighty screen?

The Garden?
12/8/2018 3:51:02 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @DecodeMatrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Perfect & beautiful blogpost (which incl info about Heather ) from Terran Cognito & its needed 

2 be adressed especially since many has not catched the banking finance energy harvesti…  https://buff.ly/2B5Zedd  pic.twitter.com/53dueWssNw

12/8/2018 3:51:03 PM mongrelglory Will Inner Earth civilizations make contact with us after disclosure?

12/8/2018 3:51:11 PM irisfoxnycgrand Yeah, we know 'with what'.

12/8/2018 3:52:28 PM kellykreps777 Where is the best place,, in your opinion, to learn how to activate your Chrystalline Structure?

12/8/2018 3:52:43 PM sharkvette Yup

12/8/2018 3:53:10 PM robertg69989098 Can sound be used for penial decalcification?

12/8/2018 3:53:17 PM mongrelglory Is the Fukushima nuclear accident still an ongoing threat to planet Earth? Have ETs been helping with the radiation clean-up?

12/8/2018 3:53:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some will, others will not.

12/8/2018 3:54:21 PM kellykreps777 I'm so happy about this. This has been resonating with me for years...and it's just been recently Ive found anyone who will talk to me about it.  Thank 

you for the validation!

12/8/2018 3:55:00 PM anangelhasland1 If there was a battle in Heaven, who would notice?

The Pope?

12/8/2018 3:55:03 PM time4u2know Something Majestic? Have a great night!

12/8/2018 3:56:12 PM dzeipen00 Then this is no coincidence. Photo taken right here in Chicago pic.twitter.com/kLNMmE0nBV

12/8/2018 3:57:32 PM mongrelglory Thanks for your reply.

12/8/2018 3:57:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd ROFLMAO you are funny! I am literally laughing out loud. pic.twitter.com/mmgYlT04lH

12/8/2018 3:58:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes

12/8/2018 3:59:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd No one, we don't even note the activity above unless someone tells us to.....

12/8/2018 4:01:53 PM anangelhasland1 But can you blame em?

Who wants to hear about someone else’s dreams..?

And the meetings?

Worse then herding cats!

12/8/2018 4:02:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 is not an agency.

12/8/2018 4:03:02 PM whitehat_van Their goal has been to eat us, not destroy us. Not all. Big business though.

12/8/2018 4:04:22 PM time4u2know Is this put out by the MSM to get ahead of what's coming to control the narrative? 

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-drugs-hypnosis-electric-documents/ …

12/8/2018 4:05:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, the second line of text does not look like a BTC address.

It's an encrypted verification payload intended to determine synchrony between different platforms.

Keybase requires it in order to link a Twitter account to your profile.

In the twitter search: 

Verifying myself

12/8/2018 4:05:23 PM mongrelglory Is there still human experimentation going on in DUMBs around the world?  I hear stories of horrific genetic/hybrid experiments!  What will happen to 

these "creatures" if they do exist?

12/8/2018 4:06:26 PM stoneturnr Q rarely mentions Zionism, or the oppression of the Palestinians. According to your posts, Mil-Intel is in control of Israel, but this conflict persists. I 

understand priorities, but are there plans to liberate the Palestinians? Why doesn't Q acknowledge this?

12/8/2018 4:06:40 PM mongrelglory Was the Fukushima "nuclear disaster" actually a hoax?

12/8/2018 4:08:01 PM mongrelglory Any comment about the Norway spiral and what it was?

12/8/2018 4:08:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not attempt to speak on behalf of the Q team as to why or why they haven't elaborated on a given subject or not.

Remember, we're saving Israel for last.

12/8/2018 4:09:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No comment.



12/8/2018 4:09:20 PM time4u2know Part of the plan? #TrustThePlan

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-says-john-kelly-will-be-leaving-at-the-end-of-the-year/ar-BBQG6yN?OCID=ansmsnnews11 …

12/8/2018 4:09:27 PM mongrelglory Will Pope Francis be exposed and tried for crimes against children?

12/8/2018 4:09:28 PM wefight1776 Hold On To Your Butts! Q Proofs. Q-Week 59 - 1 of 2 #greatawakening @TheSharpEdge1

@Anon_decoder

@ClandestineRos1

@Jordan_Sather_

@MagniFieri

@TheSharpEdge1

@StromIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheSharpEdge1

@StromIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/rjjGu0zQlv
12/8/2018 4:10:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/8/2018 4:13:13 PM vand3rboots You may want to check out Christine Day. She has written some books and has a YouTube channel. She does a lot with sound frequencies, which can 

also be used for mind control. So be discerning and do what feels right for you.

12/8/2018 4:13:35 PM mongrelglory Is there anything "Majestic" located at the North Pole?

12/8/2018 4:13:53 PM time4u2know Thank you! Have a great night!

12/8/2018 4:15:47 PM mongrelglory Can you give an estimate of the number of Starseeds currently incarnated on the Earth?

12/8/2018 4:18:04 PM cidarean And if they say no thanks? No disclosure?

12/8/2018 4:18:54 PM jopetersen14 y'all going to fall again???  i'm now in the "i'll believe it when i see it" club

12/8/2018 4:20:46 PM jules4grace I've tried sungazing.  Also, detoxing with essential oils.

12/8/2018 4:21:14 PM formerlemming Pfffff... Investigated by people like Laura Silsby who now works for our Amber Alert program & whom Clintons got out of a conviction for  trying to 

smuggle 30+ kids out of Haiti? We don't trust a WORD you say @CBSNews anymore. Not one word. Not EVER again.

12/8/2018 4:23:20 PM rebln Sorry was asking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  what the blindfolded eagle and Illuminati eye on your profile

12/8/2018 4:26:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd Herding cats, that's a new one! Yeah, I know about cats, you can't herd them! ROFLMAO 

I don't mind hearing of others dreams, we mostly want the same things...

Meetings?

12/8/2018 4:28:10 PM anangelhasland1 Imagine ETs with a Bible in their hands.

12/8/2018 4:28:49 PM cryptocrab4 Pretty sure it looks like a $BTC address ! pic.twitter.com/0Ddh083k8T

12/8/2018 4:30:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be funny actually....from what I understand humans are only ones with chakra center, correct?

12/8/2018 4:30:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd Humans have more power than we realize. Once we learn to use what we possess it will be magical.

12/8/2018 4:31:38 PM collectvcat Excellent. Minimum should be 1 million dollars.

12/8/2018 4:31:42 PM rebln Why does your profile have the Illuminati eye and the blindfolded eagle

12/8/2018 4:32:30 PM anangelhasland1 For sure, unique.

Quarantined?

Could you blame anyone?

So fine... tough seals between realms.

Winners, losers...

Endless Whining...
12/8/2018 4:36:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd So seals in Rev aren't stamping seals, they are seals in the atmosphere to prevent things from entering/exiting.

Likely I'm one of the whiners. I feel when ppl are unsettled and hurting there is much complaining. It's hard bc we are FORCED to forget who we are.

12/8/2018 4:36:43 PM k9kris3298 If he is deep state why are the Dems already on him for his critical remarks about Mueller and Comey?

12/8/2018 4:37:27 PM anangelhasland1 Main problem is that people can’t see how everyone has different paths.

Each walk to wisdom is unique.

How can angels/ETs/evil government agents gain influence in an untrained mind?

Jesus was greater then the angels.

Eschatological battle...

Demons denied pretzels.
12/8/2018 4:38:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is only life I recall that I have recalled I am part of God and part of this experience. When I first discovered it, I was pissed off. I asked for God to 

take me and I no longer wished to incarnate but to die....second death. I don't like game playing, that's all this is.

12/8/2018 4:39:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dec 5th showed a 108% increase in engagement, however the quantity of tweet clicks versus tweet impressions are both near 0%.

[They] were terrified of D5.

How do you spook a spook?

Evidence? pic.twitter.com/1rbOMAOXx7

12/8/2018 4:39:48 PM anangelhasland1 Life is a dream that you feel.

You are the effect and the cause.

12/8/2018 4:40:06 PM k9kris3298 RDS publicly outs human trafficking.  Convenient to have bases all over the world to facilitate flow of drugs and human cargo.  I wouldn’t trust that 

narcissistic clown as far as I could throw him though.

12/8/2018 4:40:59 PM keith369me RDS comes across as a patriot that hates the wrongs of the past and wants a great future for the world.  The information he provides seem to be a 

subset of the information this Twitter provides.  I don’t understand his “bond” with Benjamin Fulford...any insight?

12/8/2018 4:41:26 PM anangelhasland1 Breaking the seals heralds the Apocalypse.

Again, who would notice?

12/8/2018 4:42:34 PM sixtyandcountin Just reread also seen Jordan sather had this and deleted..were we played again

12/8/2018 4:43:32 PM keith369me When?



12/8/2018 4:46:19 PM zoilaliz1 Prime Creator (God) doesn’t have a religion and Jesus said ‘anything I do, you too can do’, so, when the sheep finally truly awaken, they will loose their 

minds and regain their spirituality, I feel...

12/8/2018 4:46:54 PM djlok ET's in the Inner Earth doesn't sound like they would be friendly.  Is that where major world religions get their conception of hell from?  From these 

ET's?

12/8/2018 4:48:01 PM ashkrob14 #FakeNews

12/8/2018 4:48:01 PM anangelhasland1 You are always safe.

God loves you.

Your fate is safe.

Rejoice! 

Having said that...

Some Lesser Gods do not endorse the above statements.

How many Gods really rule(d)? Earth?

Spiritual War. 

ET mighta seen.

Earth is a game of delight.
12/8/2018 4:48:54 PM zoilaliz1 Where no mind is needed... don’t overthink it, just feel it and you will have your answer.

12/8/2018 4:52:01 PM djlok "Grilling him knowing he's guilty is part of the cult"....lot to think about there.  A lie = pain, The truth = pain.  Damned if you do damned if you don't.

12/8/2018 4:52:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just prior to 45 signing:

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-42/ …

MJ 12 disclosed the following thread to you:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071258726420676608 …

Coincidence?

Now cross reference this thread: 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509414601998337 …

Finally watch this:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTRZWR1uK_A …

[CONSPIRACY]

Now let's discuss:
12/8/2018 4:52:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Allegiance to a noble purpose, like reasonably disclosing ET life to the public in a manner that doesn't destroy the planet through self imploding ego 

maniacs who believe their version of the world must be validated to others, is a good thing to have but many lost sight of it.

12/8/2018 4:52:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 - MJ12 and co-conspirators developed technology in the background outside of Government oversight.

- MJ12 hid these programs inside of Top Secret Special Access Programs and embedded deep inside TS//SCI programs.

- Dozens of extraterrestrial races were openly trading information.

12/8/2018 4:52:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 - MJ12 had many leaders, good and bad.

- MJ12 was involved in the only successfully executed assassination of a US President. 41

- When the decision was to be made about going forward to the public, there was plausibly much that the Military was unaware of, therefore secrecy 

won.

12/8/2018 4:52:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things we know:

- ETs were helping the Nazis

- Operation Paperclip transferred that "non ET / only Nazi" program over the United States

- Roswell occurs

- Majestic 12 is formed to conceal it from the public globally.

- Constitution demands Disclosure when no threat to NS

12/8/2018 4:52:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 - As disclosed in previous tweets, two factions existed inside the MIC.

Part of going from "Dark to Light" is understanding The Plan.

DARK to  LIGHT

DARK  >  LIGHT

       Q  >  MJ12

What lies ahead has been in our past, just misused. The future belongs to whoever ceases it.
12/8/2018 4:53:37 PM stormwatchgirl siezes

12/8/2018 4:54:22 PM allahuniversal It fooled me on first glance y'day (provided by a troll). A careful read (Religion vs Church of Scientology) & visit to twit rules cleared it up. Still I've been 

posting it to see what happens. Plus, it's an unwritten rule as is anyway. Disinfo is necessary.

12/8/2018 4:55:01 PM tmraye I will never lose my faith in the Lord

12/8/2018 4:55:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 John 14:12

12/8/2018 4:55:41 PM bearman2 Isn’t the first time Lucifer tried that and we all know how it ends. Read the book😎. Glory to God. There’s power in the blood of the lamb. Get out 

before you cannot

12/8/2018 4:55:48 PM djlok Will almost everyone believe in this new reality or will there still be millions of IS-BE's who through personality dissassociation or cognitive dissonance 

still not believe?

12/8/2018 4:55:51 PM zoilaliz1 Exactly!

12/8/2018 4:56:28 PM faithfulhmd This twisted, poetic form of theology is dangerous as hell to your eternal well being.  We are a spirit, possessing a soul.  Our soul is not God and this 

teaching is flat out satanic at the most and in error at the least.  Find the Rock of Ages & be saved!

12/8/2018 4:56:30 PM 777kab1 WRONG.  GOD is the ONE WHO APPOINTED DONALD @realDonaldTrump ....FOR SUCH A TIME AS THIS...AND HE IS UNDER THE BLOOD...I'VE SEEN THE

 HEAVENLY HOST THAT SURROUND HIM...(and not by "wanna-bes" majic) SO YEAH, NICE TRY.  👊👊🙏☝

12/8/2018 4:57:00 PM laurabusse David Wilcock said a ways back it was HAARP cranked up to the max by the cabal to threaten obama who at the time wanted to do disclosure...of 

course i cannot verify. He got this from at least one of his insiders...

12/8/2018 4:57:08 PM lovesthelight Must never forget @intheMatrixxx

12/8/2018 4:57:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 What makes a clown a clown?



12/8/2018 4:57:48 PM djlok That's the way [they] have been, but now we know their secret!

12/8/2018 4:58:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 = Q

12/8/2018 4:59:46 PM sassypa57719882 JESUS SAVES!!!

12/8/2018 4:59:56 PM time4u2know The 41 statement like No Name?

12/8/2018 5:00:53 PM slayerofmatrix1 Ok cool.  FB name ID.  Just wondered.  TY

12/8/2018 5:02:38 PM time4u2know Person of interest?

12/8/2018 5:03:02 PM pastorjon9 That probably isn't His name either come to think of it. It's quite likely unpronounceable in any human spoken language - hence the reason Hebrew is 

also mathematical and symbolic.

12/8/2018 5:03:03 PM allahuniversal Until you mentioned it, didn't think to look pic.twitter.com/QhKFgv1V3d

12/8/2018 5:03:43 PM recruitero Thought that was Eisenhower in the 50’s actually.

12/8/2018 5:04:51 PM michell03987887 Maybe so but we all-know Lucifer looses,in the end.

12/8/2018 5:05:08 PM keith369me Would a clown provide partially correct information mixed with crap as part of “an agenda”

12/8/2018 5:05:45 PM lovebling6 Yes, it was GQD that brought PQTUS!  He was the chosen one!  Miracles happen everyday! @thegistofitis pic.twitter.com/LBPZATdhsL

12/8/2018 5:05:51 PM paledarkpony It is confusing. I saw Q doing it first myself.

12/8/2018 5:06:01 PM billieknoll2  pic.twitter.com/0PbEwMBck9

12/8/2018 5:07:06 PM jane_q_patriot To be fair, Q uses also that symbol as a directional pointer or arrow, and not in a quantitative sense.

12/8/2018 5:07:54 PM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll, por favor

12/8/2018 5:07:59 PM fersko_lisa Get behind me Satan !!!

12/8/2018 5:08:14 PM pastorjon9 Fascinating image. Isn't that a representation of one of [their] symbols?

12/8/2018 5:08:34 PM wildirish216 What are you talking about? Seriously I want to know

12/8/2018 5:09:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences > > > reveal w/o violating NAT SEC 

Coincidences > > > mathematically impossible to be 'FALSE'

Coincidences > > > bypass 'installed' restrictions to prevent future legal attachments

Comms understood? 5:5?

SENATE WAS THE TARGET.

Q

12/8/2018 5:09:58 PM freedomrings152 Don't tell me, your name is legion because you are many... right?

12/8/2018 5:10:08 PM rebln Who is Q

12/8/2018 5:10:13 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Discussion We are Disclosing vital information about the 

fundamental structure of society in such a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1071258726420676608.html …

See you soon. 🤖

12/8/2018 5:10:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are math variables all caps words?

12/8/2018 5:10:35 PM studiogarvin 5:5

12/8/2018 5:10:52 PM rebln Why are you displaying the Illuminati eye in your profile

12/8/2018 5:12:22 PM laurabusse $$$  if you read the book about valiant thor (ET) if it's true...he offered to help us. He was turned down. They decided to continue their plan of 

subjugating us for money and power.

12/8/2018 5:12:45 PM neeneenat They explained it as “we are not there yet” so there is still more dark than light.

12/8/2018 5:13:00 PM slipperyslope18 I will not shoot any ETs unless they start eating my neigbors.

Otherwise, I would love to see who's been zipping around, and slowly revealing themselves. Its exciting as heck. I am having a great time being alive 

during this time in history.

12/8/2018 5:13:07 PM ohecomes to 

@777KAB1

Hahahahaha! It's been tried by those bigger and badder than you for 2000 years,  and the body of Christ only grows in number and gets stronger! Ever 

heard of the underground church?

12/8/2018 5:14:46 PM magashelley67 Read the Bible. God wins.

12/8/2018 5:14:56 PM robinta51920300 Psalm 27:1-2

Psalm 27:1-2 (KJV)

The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? the Lord is the strength of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?

When the wicked, even mine enemies and my foes, came upon me to eat up my flesh, they stumbled and fell.

12/8/2018 5:16:47 PM wendyta37801938 Greater is He that is within me then he that is in the world!! I know the end and you lose Satan!!

12/8/2018 5:17:43 PM favataellena Jesus IS the light

12/8/2018 5:18:02 PM juliatravis47 In The Name Of JESUS, The ONLY dismemberment will be of Satan! God ALWAYS WINS!!!

12/8/2018 5:19:19 PM irisfoxnycgrand I agree.

12/8/2018 5:19:26 PM jane_q_patriot Not in my experience.

12/8/2018 5:19:58 PM enpointekaren1 Jesus loves you and wants you in His kingdom!  And by the way, nobody   can "dismember" Christianity... the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is more 

powerful than you know.  May God bless you and soften your heart to know of His love for you and all of humanity!

12/8/2018 5:20:31 PM djlok 5:5

12/8/2018 5:21:11 PM marc_lori And when he/she stands before almighty God! The Bible says EVERY knee will bow and every one will call Him Lord!

12/8/2018 5:21:48 PM skullmonkie She must have blinked.  That or she smelled really foul.  For obvious reasons I'd say.

12/8/2018 5:22:06 PM ohecomes Well, sort of...but you have to invite truth in cause man is born with a sin nature...John 14:6 Jesus answered, "I am the way, the TRUTH and the life. NO 

man comes to the Father but by me.

12/8/2018 5:22:36 PM irisfoxnycgrand I don't think you're giving us enough credit for remaining sane.

12/8/2018 5:25:03 PM excalib88557245 Your statement shows your fear. If Jesus wasn’t real why would you want to destroy Christianity I mean would you make the same comment and insert 

Santa Claus instead of Christianity. Victory was won on the cross. Suck it up butter cup EVIL Loses

12/8/2018 5:25:48 PM laurabusse Everyone? Even hrc? Ghwb? I struggle with this...

12/8/2018 5:26:20 PM pastorjon9 I'm with @krissuzz , I don't watch TV so I'm out of the loop in that respect. I know one thing though, Yahweh always, always leaves the door open to 

repentance. For that I'm grateful because like everyone else, my past ain't pretty. Who am I to pass judgement?

12/8/2018 5:27:32 PM lucky11111212 Jesus is: (1) the Way, (2) the Truth, and (3) the Life.

No man or woman comes to the Father except through Him.  

It is appointed unto man once to die...and then the Judgment.

12/8/2018 5:27:51 PM sunlightshiner Relevant? pic.twitter.com/Ts5JlWOKzO

12/8/2018 5:28:08 PM rebln Why can’t I get a response here

12/8/2018 5:29:36 PM shar_dunn sorry have to unfollow u, when it comes to god( he is the only higher power)

12/8/2018 5:30:02 PM irisfoxnycgrand It's already happening. So happy.

12/8/2018 5:31:31 PM lucky11111212 There is no earning your way to Heaven through good works/reincarnation.  

Humans are only saved by faith through grace—His unmerited Favor.   

One way—Jesus.

12/8/2018 5:32:06 PM love_onthecross This is not true. There is no reincarnation. God, the one true God of the universe tells us in His Word, the Bible, man will die once and will enter into 

God’s presence or will be thrown into outer darkness...separated from God.  The choice is yours.  John 3:16

Read it.

12/8/2018 5:34:34 PM sandyshuze Click click boom



12/8/2018 5:34:38 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, Eisenhower. During a few (3) past AMA’s, I asked about Phil Schneider. Crickets. I struck out. Laura Eisenhower is very interesting to listen too, she 

is awake. And knowledgeable.

12/8/2018 5:35:23 PM dee_sojournal "It is appointed unto man once to die. Then comes the judgement." "Jesus is the way the truth, and the life. No one can come to the Father except 

through me."

12/8/2018 5:36:24 PM fowlreginald Ceases or seizes? Not to be a grammar Nazi, I've seen you use cease instead of seize more than once, just trying to make sure I'm understanding the 

message.

12/8/2018 5:36:46 PM dufus Right now, you start

12/8/2018 5:39:30 PM cocopuffster12 Darn it! Could you try to post again? Thank you!! Hope you’re having a good weekend. pic.twitter.com/m0eT0Stt38

12/8/2018 5:39:50 PM recruitero Laura is said to be linked to Mars via Andrew Basiago.

12/8/2018 5:39:51 PM sandyshuze Just remember how the death cult infiltrated and took over the world.  Lax round up of Nazis, cutting deals with them, inviting them into our govt. 

They grew and spread like a cancer.  

This time, I’d prefer zero chance of escape. Cut it out like a cancer and throw it away.

12/8/2018 5:39:59 PM fowlreginald I interpret this as Q being the movement that brings information out of darkness (hidden) into light (revealed), and MJ-12 continuing that in a 

disclosure and informational role.

12/8/2018 5:40:08 PM 1_decided_voter I operate a FB profile with the same name but I dont know who Nick is.

12/8/2018 5:40:56 PM connectedtomyc1 And suggested we consider fully surrendering our Right to Privacy. This should be at a minimum concerning to folks. I do not consent.  Please use 

discernment. Very legitimate concerns imho.

12/8/2018 5:41:09 PM cocopuffster12 I think I found it ~  https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o 

12/8/2018 5:42:05 PM daveo6145 Search directly in YT for vid

12/8/2018 5:42:32 PM _chelseaproject How many are there? Friend or for? How deep underground? Thanks.

12/8/2018 5:43:28 PM connectedtomyc1 There are  a handful of replies like the one you just caught that could be interpreted as perhaps not a human on the other end.

12/8/2018 5:43:30 PM daveo6145 The Hidden Alien Agenda. Dec 8th 2018 PREMIERE. The Anonymous Charity, '...  https://youtu.be/lTRZWR1uK_A  via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2018 5:43:40 PM cocopuffster12 Thanks! I did actually and posted the link ☮️💟

12/8/2018 5:45:14 PM cocopuffster12 Very interesting. Didn’t Majestic 12 say theee were no bases on Mars? Is that correct? Do you know by chance?

12/8/2018 5:46:48 PM recruitero I only know b/c I spent hours watching Basiago videos where he named Barry Soetoro as a Mars jumper with him and several others, including Laura.

12/8/2018 5:47:57 PM _chelseaproject But 45's NWO would be completely different from the Soros/Rothschild NWO, correct?

12/8/2018 5:48:36 PM recruitero Basiago never said how many bases were on Mars, just that we were going there in the early 80’s. Jumping from a location in El Segundo when he was 

a UCLA student. He also engaged in time travel.

12/8/2018 5:49:57 PM rebln The profile pic has Illuminati eye and blindfolded eagle.... Dark symbolism here....

12/8/2018 5:50:19 PM cocopuffster12 We will find out when Q discloses to us who he is

12/8/2018 5:50:56 PM slayerofmatrix1 Okay .. gotcha. We’ve been friends on FB for a long time.  ☺️.  The journey and contacts are vast. Xo

12/8/2018 5:51:28 PM rebln Why use the Illuminati eye and blindfolded eagle in profile

12/8/2018 5:51:58 PM slayerofmatrix1 Me pic.twitter.com/3fQ3B7bjxn

12/8/2018 5:53:08 PM sugarcatdancer I smell something fishy. You're actually trying to use pretty good privacy and a really obvious name like TS_SCI to claim legitimacy but anyone actually 

in this field can see issues here

12/8/2018 5:53:09 PM rebln Why do they use the Illuminati eye and blindfolded eagle in profile

12/8/2018 5:53:58 PM sugarcatdancer Be careful who you follow folks. If it's too good to be true it probably is

12/8/2018 5:54:49 PM sugarcatdancer Fake

12/8/2018 5:54:59 PM pastorjon9 Honestly, so do I. But then I remember myself for the first 5 decades of my life and God had compassion on me. Reversing the situation: If I were Him, I 

would have grown tired of me. But He didnt and asks me to love others like He loved me. Harder than it looks at first. Practice

12/8/2018 5:55:19 PM rebln Why the Illuminati eye and blindfolded eagle in profile

12/8/2018 5:55:34 PM wonderswords It's made to scare, it's made to make everyone believe Aliens are all terrible and fear them. This is why the Cabal will create a FF, alien attack... don't be 

fooled by yet deeper lies. Majority will be benevolent

12/8/2018 5:56:32 PM fowlreginald Good question. Not sure on the eye but blindfold could indicate secret programs.

12/8/2018 5:57:00 PM rebln This page only posts and does not respond

12/8/2018 5:57:46 PM mrnight80 Lol you gonna tell me you aren't trying to convince people you are actually a part of majestic 12? #Larp

12/8/2018 5:58:33 PM mrnight80 Maybe we should have a little chat.

12/8/2018 5:58:39 PM djlok They play games.

12/8/2018 5:59:41 PM colista THEY are insight & guidance. Exact and cryptic. Leadership & encouragement.THEY are near the top & connected to us all. THEY are Q.

12/8/2018 6:00:09 PM pastorjon9 I've always seen myself as a Spirit Warrior. Taken a long time to figure out what role that is though. Still adjusting my internal definition of a Warrior 

Priest.

12/8/2018 6:01:46 PM pastorjon9 Not all warriors pick up guns. One can fight without ever drawing blood.

12/8/2018 6:01:58 PM rebln Then why use the Illuminati eye and blindfolded eagle in profile

12/8/2018 6:04:02 PM sandyshuze Ooo Majestic 12 added.  Very intriguing.  I was very curious about M12.  Nice to see validation from Bards.  I’ll have to look further.

12/8/2018 6:05:33 PM sandyshuze Yes. I stumbled on him a couple weeks ago and now I’m hooked. Watch some of his interviews with Emory Smith.  Amazing!

12/8/2018 6:05:37 PM djlok I'm glad to hear Christianity will be dismembered.  There are a lot of truly wicked people associated with that religion.  The MSM criticised Trump for 

not reading the Apostle's Creed.  I wouldn't read anything those wicked people are reading either!!

12/8/2018 6:06:14 PM djlok BTW not all are bad, I know.  Most are good.

12/8/2018 6:06:37 PM ramstadstacy He’s leaving to go to Gitmo for the military tribunal . That’s my theory.

12/8/2018 6:07:11 PM christinaworthm Deep State has kept us in the dark. Which we will soon know everything that has been hidden from us. We will be enlighten. 

From darkness to light....

12/8/2018 6:07:19 PM mstuart1970 Elijah, make yourself a private list so you can do daily q checks and updates.

12/8/2018 6:08:19 PM time4u2know Very well could be!! Have an awesome night!

12/8/2018 6:09:01 PM gettinready4god Wanna bet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?!?You demonic entities have been trying for well over 2k years and haven’t succeeded yet!!And you never will! JESUS 

IS LORD OF LORDS AND KING OF KINGS. EVERY KNEE WILL BOW AND E V E R Y TONGUE WILL CONFESS!!!! @777KAB1 I stand with u! 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070363834056130560 …

12/8/2018 6:09:56 PM ramstadstacy Thank you. You too 😉

12/8/2018 6:10:23 PM djlok I think MJ12 meant ceases.  As in they stop using the bad stuff that harms IS-BE's and ET's they can continue forward. Just an interpretation.

12/8/2018 6:12:58 PM donnaca40239134 FOR THE WEAPONS OF OUR WARFARE ARE NOT KARNAL BUT MIGHTY TO THE PULLING DOWN OF STRONGHOLDS!!!! FOR WE FIGHT IN SPIRIT AND 

TRUTH ALL YOU HAVE IS THE FLESH AND FLESH DOES NOT SURVIVE THE FIRE!

12/8/2018 6:13:10 PM anangelhasland1 Sounds reasonable...

12/8/2018 6:13:40 PM djlok I'm just glad we have a Spook on our side!  The DS needs a good spooking!

12/8/2018 6:14:55 PM mauweecan Good question!

12/8/2018 6:17:21 PM donnaca40239134 Heaven is a reward to be in devine presence of the father for eternity . For the lord said “ I will create a new heaven and a new earth” for this world will 

pass away and those who do not believe in Jesus will be condemned to an eternity with the prince of darkness

12/8/2018 6:21:26 PM nmchristoban I guess it would be best to get journalism working again so they can report the facts and not tell us what to think about them...

12/8/2018 6:22:28 PM jonessense Just like we do to animals

12/8/2018 6:23:13 PM jonessense Stay out of fear.



12/8/2018 6:23:37 PM anuishboucher Good that u are questionning and not rejecting 😉

12/8/2018 6:24:26 PM ygwiryn Question- Is there a way to let Military with Clearance know that it is okay for them to look up #Q or #Qanon ,watch the videos & read the posts wo 

getting in trouble❓@StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @TheRealRaNon @GenFlynn @mflynnJR @JodyICEMANJames @q @MagniFieri 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2018 6:25:12 PM anuishboucher Ppl here need to educate themselves...Read the "Law of One" and Meditate on it...for my part i have this knowledge since i am 13

12/8/2018 6:26:24 PM anuishboucher God always put ppl on our path

12/8/2018 6:27:21 PM pantherden_ A fan made that logo for this account.

12/8/2018 6:28:14 PM sandyshuze Good point. We know they’re already using it against us (and Congress).  The threat doesn’t get any worse. We are at the precipice.   I’m all for 

transparency.  But will he tough sell until FULL story is revealed.

12/8/2018 6:28:32 PM pantherden_ Eagle = Adam Weishaupt (George Washington, father of Freemasonry)

12/8/2018 6:29:10 PM mstuart1970 Yes. Juan Williams doesn't believe in that.

12/8/2018 6:29:59 PM sandyshuze All for it. Federal employees should be subject to extra scrutiny. But again, the FULL disclosure is needed.  No 60% release because we’re worried 

people will go crazy.  100% truth disclosed.  Period.  That’s my take.

12/8/2018 6:30:08 PM mstuart1970 Agree. I do my best,  but I am on the persecuted tw list.

12/8/2018 6:31:24 PM whitehat_van Worse. We don't terrorize children first.

12/8/2018 6:31:55 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2018 6:36:06 PM wonderswords And remember this is All going to be brought about by the same ppl and Tech that made You believe terrorists brought down 7 buildings in New York 

with a small jet fuel fire. And the world believed it.

12/8/2018 6:36:27 PM colista CLOWNS DISTRACT AN AUDIENCE so they don't see the scene changes going on as the show goes on !!!  WooHoo !!!

12/8/2018 6:37:30 PM anuishboucher I am for a full disclose and I know a lot are

12/8/2018 6:38:28 PM yellahabibihela Did HRC find/sell the space SAPs to other countries or implement the tech for her personal use?

12/8/2018 6:39:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/AKVanWtcjv

12/8/2018 6:39:25 PM sandyshuze Or we shut it all down and blow the servers.  Go back to smart laser focused surveillance like Bill Binney says.  He knows his shit and says this massive 

“collect everything” approach doesn’t work- it’s used for blackmail.  Better to profile the person in question.

12/8/2018 6:40:25 PM wonderswords It will bring about more questions and fear from those sleeping,  we need to realize it's not even real Aliens this first time, it's old Cabal/ Nazi tech, in a 

dress.   We will have to fight more to get to see real Alien Benevolence.

12/8/2018 6:41:08 PM 1_decided_voter His latest book is pretty good too.

12/8/2018 6:42:44 PM david94180828 Heads up Video is unavailable

12/8/2018 6:43:56 PM jonessense Watch a few factory farm docs. The universe and creator doesn’t measure which is worse. We are programmed into thinking the enslavement and 

slaughter of animals is normal.

12/8/2018 6:44:02 PM anuishboucher Not stuck in 4th...we are in 3rd...4th is when we will ascend (if we clean up our karma and be service-to-others)

12/8/2018 6:44:05 PM sandyshuze If we don’t want to go down this path, the question is...

“How do we reverse it?”  

The cabal already has it, and, from what I hear, has 60% of Congress complicit or compromised.

12/8/2018 6:44:55 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2018 6:45:06 PM dental257 So, then, are you saying that we need to stay away from the light?!

12/8/2018 6:46:30 PM sandyshuze If we take the high road and don’t do counter surveillance, then we’ll need to blow up all of those campuses they built in Utah and elsewhere. No more 

mass surveillance, fire all staff and shut down departments.  

Assume Cabal will still have everything, but not going forward.

12/8/2018 6:47:35 PM ohecomes Ewwww! He can use big words so it MUST be true! Just kiddin... word salad.

12/8/2018 6:48:49 PM whitehat_van Cutting children's face off and wearing it for them is NOT typical animal slaughter. You need to educate yourself on #adrenachrome and how it's made. 

Humans and animals are NOT the same.

12/8/2018 6:49:27 PM sandyshuze Bill Binney said they have taps at the source of all data- the telecom hubs.  Would also have to inspect those regularly to make sure nobody else tapped 

back in.  If that is hard to undo and keep clean going forward, then chalk one up for counter surveillance full pipe both ways.

12/8/2018 6:49:37 PM zoilaliz1 Yes, by God, most people are Good! Institutionalized religion? NOT!!!

12/8/2018 6:50:38 PM sandyshuze Someone really needs to debate this with Bill Binney to get his insight.

12/8/2018 6:51:10 PM sandyshuze Thanks

12/8/2018 6:51:17 PM gs44451 You are surely not in the dimension 

Muhammed is false prophet the armies of jesus christ will rise up at the appropriate time and wash all of you from the face of the earth 

Find a deep hole and watch

12/8/2018 6:55:44 PM big081574 Okay buddy! That's far ENOUGH!!

YOU get the cats!

#INSTABLOCK pic.twitter.com/CnJvVvetGO

12/8/2018 6:58:52 PM dmac9107 I would add @IPOT1776 to the category humor.

Great list though

12/8/2018 7:00:11 PM bkind9 This is a website of evil

12/8/2018 7:03:29 PM fowlreginald What sites, if any, would be good resources?

12/8/2018 7:07:24 PM jmallett0 Advice for Canadians when disclosure happens ?

12/8/2018 7:09:30 PM ohecomes The second your big toe steps into eternity (no more time) you are going to be so bummed that you allowed yourself to be decieved by that lying 

Lucifer.

12/8/2018 7:09:50 PM time4u2know Thanks, I knew he died, but the way it was stated in this thread caught me off guard. That's why I referenced No Name. With all respect! Have a great 

night!! #KeepWinning

12/8/2018 7:10:51 PM nostradachris #thegreatawakening pic.twitter.com/PPQtR4Nuge

12/8/2018 7:11:02 PM hyem12 Whoever *ceases* what? The future?

12/8/2018 7:11:03 PM rebln This is dark symbolism

12/8/2018 7:11:45 PM rebln Freemasons dark also

12/8/2018 7:16:37 PM pantherden_ The blindfolded Eagle suggests that the Freemasons can no longer see.  It is mocking them.

12/8/2018 7:19:02 PM qqurious2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Notice you today.. I definitely am not  ocult worshiper but my motto and theme around my house is🦄 majic. I'm interested in following you to see 

what I learn.  pic.twitter.com/cjzjtrXKxv

12/8/2018 7:21:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd Last video is unavailable

12/8/2018 7:23:15 PM unidentifiedta1 Do you know who Q us and are you coordinating with Q team?

12/8/2018 7:23:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's my feeling as well.

12/8/2018 7:25:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I think that was a typo, seizes....if you use txt and talk, that is what happens

12/8/2018 7:26:11 PM justinjacey Confused. I’m just a regular human 😜

12/8/2018 7:28:09 PM maryhopeharmony Hhmmmm... That sounds interesting.... What does that mean? Military? Anyone know? I'm slow!🙃

12/8/2018 7:28:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd We all gave up our rights a long time ago, we have no rights left....

12/8/2018 7:29:46 PM jjwk1977  pic.twitter.com/bLDlfyLlxN



12/8/2018 7:31:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd A conservative cannot peacefully protest without getting hurt....

Twitter has taken our rights, as facebook, and other forums,

Media has stripped us of our right to know truths.

We have the right to breathe, buy food and clothing, pay our bills, and that's about it....

12/8/2018 7:32:39 PM matt_21_22 Straight from HELL!! Denounce and remove! Christ is King!!!

12/8/2018 7:33:15 PM pookie4mom I totally agree. I left Christianity because I believe all religions false. I believe the Bible has been changed many times and not all of it is true. Jesus 

became at-one with God and was able to perform certain miracles. He was teaching us how to become at on-one with God.

12/8/2018 7:36:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd We are all Gods.....John 10:34

12/8/2018 7:36:36 PM pookie4mom I have no proof of reincarnation.  And I certainly don't want to reincarnate on this Earth.

12/8/2018 7:44:25 PM decodematrix They are not saying Q is dark. Q to MJ12. They have said many times they support the Q team. They are saying after the Q operation is done (the cabal 

exposed and arrested) then the next step comes: the Majestic operation: disclosure of ET life, SSP, expanded consciousness, etc.

12/8/2018 7:44:51 PM jonessense I KNOW ALL ABOUT IT. IVE BEEN AWAKE FOR YEARS. YOU are ignorant if you don’t think animal slaughter and SRA all comes from the same lower 

frequency beings. You’re probably taking it personally cuz you want to continue eating meat. I wasn’t judging u

12/8/2018 7:45:53 PM john777lee More are left than you know.They are asking your permission now. I will never give up my free will. It is a sacred gift from GOD.

12/8/2018 7:46:09 PM scifiotica Ceases? I hope not. Careful.

12/8/2018 7:46:57 PM debbedebbe Occult is a BAD thing! An evil thing in the sight of the Lord! Don't fall for this crap!

12/8/2018 7:52:04 PM lovesg_d The Catholic Church changed it into a religion. Jesus came to teach us how to have a spiritual & supernatural relationship with our Heavenly Father.  His 

teachings were meant to mold us into spiritual people who will seek His inner Kingdom, its righteousness & love 4 humanity.

12/8/2018 7:55:09 PM rayne03137813  pic.twitter.com/qrc1QyJSSG

12/8/2018 7:55:14 PM lovesg_d Is this an anti-Christian movement and plan? If it is then, this is not going to be any better than what we have already been experiencing. People should 

be free to worship their Creator in whatever faith they choose! Please explain your statement because it sounds hostile!

12/8/2018 7:56:24 PM robertg02229481 Funny, I have heard next week for 16 weeks. I’m sick of the bullshit and lack of justice. Just a hint, I’m not the only one either

12/8/2018 8:00:49 PM jonessense I can do better than that

12/8/2018 8:03:49 PM jacobdr1028 CHEMTRAILS???

12/8/2018 8:04:28 PM joni_apple_seed Do you have Netflix? If so, watch Extinction. Things are not always as they seem. pic.twitter.com/aZsbS7zZak

12/8/2018 8:04:46 PM feeangel223 Can't kill something that lives in people's hearts! Can't kill the Almighty One True God! With one Word from the mouth of Jesus you will be turned to 

sand.

12/8/2018 8:06:25 PM ialibertybelle I’m not cool with NWO

12/8/2018 8:07:51 PM ymcmbwhale Could u please tell me more about it?

12/8/2018 8:08:04 PM cstarr888 Yeah,this thread didn't sit well with me either. 

Developing our telepathic skills, empathy,learning our true history,shutting down the "dampening" field that's on...these seem to me more on track 

than constant surveillance-however they r correct it would reveal the evil🙏💖

12/8/2018 8:10:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd Free Will and rights are two very different things.

12/8/2018 8:10:53 PM slipperyslope18 After a year I just restarted my Netflix, they offered me a free month. I will check it out, and yes, I agree, but I have known for some time, most things 

are not what they seem. Thanks.

12/8/2018 8:11:51 PM oklahomareiki 37

12/8/2018 8:12:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd Free Will is what we get from Creator. Our rights are based on our Bill of Rights...read them....Free Will is not in the Bill of Rights.

12/8/2018 8:18:33 PM dr_t_dc I know what we’ll see. Or rather, what we won’t see.

12/8/2018 8:26:03 PM decodematrix I think they are saying the cabal are ego maniacs and if they were in power they would have done ET disclosure completely differently.

12/8/2018 8:30:18 PM 1_decided_voter You never see their real face.

12/8/2018 8:33:40 PM cryptocrab4 Good stuff

12/8/2018 8:41:05 PM john777lee Sorry civics was a long time ago. But you still have at least the appearance of rights. I will not and have not given any of them up to the government by 

my own choosing. They were taken aft the false flag event of 911. I swore to uphold the constitution and will. No argument !

12/8/2018 8:43:58 PM john777lee As I stated a gift from GOD. I will use it as long as I am capable. Peace to you. My freedom to worship is and has been upheld.

12/8/2018 8:44:55 PM dcl1022 Acts 2:38 amen

12/8/2018 8:48:14 PM tncharlene Is Majestic 12 part of Q?

12/8/2018 8:48:39 PM dcl1022 With the infilling of the holy ghost.

12/8/2018 8:52:54 PM sunspot406 They (Evil) used the innocence of childhood for their evil profit.  Assets for Evil induction.    45 flipped on the light switch !   God Bless, thought I'd never 

see this.  Just the start, but such a wonderful Gift to our children.  A chance

12/8/2018 9:04:41 PM horseofw I thought Lincoln was a successfully presidential asissination

12/8/2018 9:05:06 PM sunspot406 This is not the only option.  They can be found without losing our privacy rights.

12/8/2018 9:06:41 PM cocopuffster12 I will have to check this out

12/8/2018 9:07:10 PM horseofw MJ12 needs spellcheck

12/8/2018 9:12:21 PM jennytx Jesus didn’t walk into the light. Jesus IS the light.

12/8/2018 9:19:53 PM karenra13423777 Will the chemtrail stop? If not we wont be able to see anything

12/8/2018 9:27:13 PM lovesg_d I quit following this account.  The stuff was getting too dark for me.

12/8/2018 9:36:34 PM pastorjon9 Trading for what? What do we have that dozens of races would want?

12/8/2018 9:45:52 PM anuishboucher The 777 girl blocked me loll she needs to open her mind, read and Bégin thinking that We are not alone here and that "aliens" are not always 

demons...poor her ! So stuck in catholic dogma...made my men, truth twisted bible rewritten

12/8/2018 9:53:12 PM sandyshuze Barr was C!A and was GHWB’s man-  that sounds bad!  Plus he worked for big telecom Verizon, GTE & Time Warner- Cabal owned?

Good news is he supported Sessions, and in the past he reassigned 300 FBI agents to a special organized crime task force. 

I’m curious what your take is?

12/8/2018 9:57:18 PM karenkrystal29 The only thing that will be done is you if you don’t repent! Evil will be eradicated! 🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/8/2018 10:00:48 PM sandyshuze Mormon church?

12/8/2018 10:05:55 PM sandyshuze Sure did. Pretty tight with him I think. Pedo assh*les everywhere. 

#SaveTheChildren

12/8/2018 10:15:59 PM newscommenter #DoitQ. Be bold. Don’t hold back. Show me your (our) cards.

12/8/2018 10:21:33 PM sandyshuze Love this.  Little kids are magical.

12/8/2018 10:27:01 PM jeanjeanne02657 I rebuke you and your words in the name of Jesus Christ!!! It is a shame so many Christians are unaware of their authority over the enemy. It is a 

shame you doubt what is written in scripture. We know how the book ends. Praise you Father God, and give us strength.

12/8/2018 10:43:43 PM infpfortrump Pompeo said a "new liberal order," not NWO. The title of the article misquotes him. I like the idea of co-opting the word "liberal," taking it back to its 

original meaning: "Not limited to or by established, traditional, orthodox, or authoritarian attitudes, views, or dogmas."

12/8/2018 11:47:57 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/mfRqiBpZQY

12/8/2018 11:58:21 PM rn_arias @prince_ital



12/9/2018 12:09:33 AM outlawptrtwear What @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is saying reminds me of "THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT" channeling with Blossom Goodchild... She has a channel on YouTube.

12/9/2018 12:13:51 AM ksigmason Washington isn't the father of Freemasonry. He was a Freemason, but Freemasonry existed long before Washington joined.

12/9/2018 12:14:38 AM qld_truthseeker Me either 😩 I’m jealous of people who understand Maths, was the only subject at school that would induce fear - Can someone dumb it down for 

me? 😂

12/9/2018 1:14:37 AM marshahodgson hehe😎

12/9/2018 1:24:46 AM diaptera_80 But this was a hoax right? Why would you Majestic 12, pay attention to it?

12/9/2018 1:39:36 AM thewholearmour2 Never in my life has so much demonic activity and influence been so widespread, many need deliverance but they have no discernment of whats 

happening

12/9/2018 1:51:20 AM alt02411 What's going on big guy?

12/9/2018 1:56:57 AM bekrz Why did that mother point out he’s adopted? I hope this kid is still alive.

12/9/2018 2:18:08 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sky event wouldn't happen to involve a special plane would it?

12/9/2018 2:27:01 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode has talked about Inner Earth groups.  I can't verify if all his information is true, but MJ-12 says that he and David Wilcock's hearts are in 

the right place, even if some of the details are inaccurate.  It was the first time I ever heard of inner Earth groups.

12/9/2018 2:29:00 AM mongrelglory Thanks.  There had been rumours that someone (perhaps the Draco) had opened up a portal to escape the planet.  Maybe after disclosure we'll be able 

to find out the truth.

12/9/2018 2:30:50 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode talks about some of the Inner Earth civilizations.  They mainly have tried to avoid contact with surface humans...I don't think they're a risk 

to us.

12/9/2018 2:49:44 AM mongrelglory "Carpe Diem"... Seize the day!

12/9/2018 2:52:21 AM mongrelglory I suppose if some of the members of MJ-12 are ETs, then we can forgive them a little trouble with the English language. 😉

12/9/2018 3:18:18 AM lorihantman Not likely. You are lost in darkness   God wins!

12/9/2018 3:28:04 AM mongrelglory Do you think the Vatican and all of it's ancillary groups (I'm talking about the political structures) would have gone along with Alien disclosure?  

Especially if the aliens espouse a belief system and record of Earth history that goes against the Bible? Wars and crusades!

12/9/2018 3:29:06 AM drumsk8 Why the second keybase account?

12/9/2018 3:36:34 AM mongrelglory Then think of the extreme Fundamentalist Muslim sects of Wahhabism.  They probably would have declared the aliens "demons" and called for Jihad.  

You'd have some humans fighting to defend the aliens, and others trying to vanquish the aliens...what a mess!

12/9/2018 3:44:29 AM mongrelglory Biological materials.  MJ-12 has already admitted this.

12/9/2018 3:49:49 AM mongrelglory Now I understand the "rouge" misspelling they've been using.  MJ-12 said that the CIA was set up for the KGB to infiltrate the US.

12/9/2018 4:20:17 AM arcturianss Tesla, vortex math, material numbers vs cosmic numbers

3D space + 1D time = 1, 2, 4, 8, 7, 5 coexisting simultaneously with 1D space + 3D time 3, 6 .... Add 1+2+4+8+7+5= 27 =2+7 =(9)

material...3+6= (9) cosmic. 9=9 unity between both realms, barrier is "c"...

12/9/2018 4:21:37 AM arcturianss Philadelphia experiment, what happened? Who was involved? What forces were at work?

12/9/2018 4:26:21 AM arcturianss What is the geometry of the flux capacitor? Why is this relevant? Why is 3 important? pic.twitter.com/YxkKw72eEi

12/9/2018 4:30:32 AM theappraizer Aye

12/9/2018 4:31:33 AM arcturianss How do you build 3D? If you add the 1st dimension electricity and the 2nd dimension magnetism what do you see?

12/9/2018 4:32:34 AM raymond10449530 Oh boy. 😄

12/9/2018 4:41:39 AM arcturianss What does zero sum game mean? Why is this relevant with respect to 9=0?

12/9/2018 4:50:22 AM keith369me Rouge (red) infiltration of the CIA?  Before awakening, this clearly seems like a negative situation.  With what we know now about child 

trafficking/plans for destroying the world, rouge (red) doesn’t sound so bad.

12/9/2018 4:56:42 AM theappraizer Ruhroh. This is a biggie, kids.

12/9/2018 4:59:08 AM mongrelglory What happened on those bases?  Smuggling of illegal contraband...weapons, drugs, money, gold, humans/children...  I hope these activities have 

stopped now?

12/9/2018 4:59:23 AM theappraizer Effing Frightening

12/9/2018 5:01:23 AM theappraizer And civilians.

Just pointing it out. Still processing all this. 😱

12/9/2018 5:03:55 AM lorihantman You are twisting the words. You are not truly representing anything God like. Stop misleading people!

12/9/2018 5:08:05 AM mongrelglory I hope the activities have "ceased" now that the White hats in MJ-12 have "seized" control. 😎

12/9/2018 5:10:07 AM rebln Known primarily as an Illuminati symbol however

12/9/2018 5:10:52 AM mongrelglory I'm 100% behind that plan! 👍

12/9/2018 5:12:16 AM chaigrl He knows she is a hybrid lizard inside .. he’s probably an indigo child #greatawakening

12/9/2018 5:13:54 AM chaigrl Yes! 🐉

12/9/2018 5:15:08 AM chaigrl They are hybrid ET Draco that need human flesh... this MUST come out 🐉

12/9/2018 5:15:50 AM daveschroeder18 Already defies logic why someone like yourself would hang out on an account like this. To save us?  To help us see your truth? It would be like me 

hanging out on a liberal account or satanic cult account convincing them of my truth. Get it? Go hang with your kind.

12/9/2018 5:16:02 AM chaigrl Draco 🐉

12/9/2018 5:18:02 AM chaigrl Many also go underground for purposes you wouldn’t believe... it’s way beyond trafficking 🐉

12/9/2018 5:27:17 AM sovereignity77 #Samyaza and his #fallen friends are the root of all evil on earth! #BookofEnoch!

12/9/2018 5:28:36 AM sovereignity77 Why is @netflix FULL of Witchcraft and the Occult? #TheMoreYouKnow

12/9/2018 5:34:43 AM cidarean Ok ok... Q>MJ12

Can I request a 0D?

12/9/2018 5:44:38 AM cidarean Reading that Q is MJ12 or part of it or vice versa.

12/9/2018 5:49:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q operates in the shadows.

MJ12 operates in plain sight.

12/9/2018 5:49:40 AM datruseeka What exactly are you trying to tell us?  Is this anything to do with Agensa 21?

12/9/2018 5:50:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time travel gone wrong.

12/9/2018 5:52:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/9/2018 5:55:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd I don't worship anything or anyone as I am Creator....I show gratitude to Creator...but he does not want or require worship. He wants us to create as 

he does.... 

"Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your law, I said, Ye are gods?"

John 10:34

Love and Light to you.

12/9/2018 5:59:49 AM datruseeka I was VERY CONCERNED when I learned of BARR’s nomination.  What the hell is going on?  Who’s really behind all this?

12/9/2018 5:59:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Don't apologize, none of us gave up rights by choice, they were taken, stolen. We don't have to play their game, we can create a new one where we 

take our rights back...imagine it, see it, you can make it happen. Like you, I will fight my last breath to uphold our Constitution.

12/9/2018 6:03:11 AM tin_foil_halo This...

12/9/2018 6:03:15 AM datruseeka Tesla experiment of time travel. What happened to the crew?

12/9/2018 6:04:21 AM datruseeka Q is greater than MJ-12?



12/9/2018 6:04:55 AM of_intel Oh yeah, the old school Majestic 12. I didn’t read far enough to confirm this, there’s only so many conspiracy theories I can tolerate at one time, but 

I’m sure Op Blue Book is their go to source for most “information” concerning alien visits.

12/9/2018 6:06:02 AM bbobbio71 Agenda 21 was the nwo, I'm guessing they needed a prison planet to discuss the ones that wanted total control be it human or allen.  I believe the nwo 

was written by henry Kissinger.  Having 1w govt. Any resistors of alien sacrafices etc would be eliminated.  Ie. FEMA camps etc

12/9/2018 6:06:18 AM bbobbio71 Just a short thought

12/9/2018 6:07:24 AM bbobbio71 So by that logic trump and team is saving the world yes?

12/9/2018 6:09:34 AM tin_foil_halo I don’t think people understand what you are saying. God DOES exist just not as people think. God is energy and the light within. We are created in his 

image because we are also the light and energy of the universe. Everything is energy and light flowing from the creator source.

12/9/2018 6:12:21 AM sabina06706427 #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/pTaoUQdWmV

12/9/2018 6:12:24 AM freeandoriginal Only because they want us to think so, to believe that is “bad” ,  that knowing and seeing is “bad” so it can remain a power in the hands of a few

12/9/2018 6:15:07 AM datruseeka What’s Kelly’s next role? Who is replacing him?

12/9/2018 6:16:52 AM tammyredmond I was going to say that same thing!! You worded it better though!

12/9/2018 6:17:55 AM mikecoats1965 Yes!! ❤️❤️❤️❤️

12/9/2018 6:19:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look into his background if you can find anything.

12/9/2018 6:19:42 AM kimmeykim1 Great read!  Thanks for sharing the link! 😊🌟

12/9/2018 6:19:54 AM whitehat_van Message received. Glad I didn't take that Google job.

12/9/2018 6:20:02 AM pauliepg11111 I know you say putting dates on things creates chaos, but surely the Cabal plans things exactly according to dates eg 9-11, GHWB’s funeral. So then 

why would the Alliance not plan dates in response? Also does Looking Glass tech not show dates?

12/9/2018 6:20:21 AM wefight1776 National advertising. G0 Q! @Gettingtrump @AnonymousQ1776 @TheSharpEdge1 @ @M2Madness @WeAreOne_Q @MagniFieri @FindtruthQ 

@Cordicon @QAnon76 @StromIsUponUs @MAGAPILL @IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @ClandestineRos1 @Jordan_Sather_ 

@MagniFieri @POTUS https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1071769833556140032 …

12/9/2018 6:20:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account deliberately does not cite OBB when addressing public concerns.

12/9/2018 6:21:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/9/2018 6:21:37 AM maryannmaciner2 There is hope, Arek. You have to keep fighting like all of us. It won’t happen overnight.  Don’t give up. Spread the word. Viel Gluck, mein Bruder.

12/9/2018 6:21:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some lost forever. No idea as to where they went. One officer returned. Others weren't with him.

12/9/2018 6:22:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. Nobody has job guarantee under 45. Perform for the People or be fired.

12/9/2018 6:25:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the power of the number 3? https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1071769833556140032 …

12/9/2018 6:27:25 AM anneolsen43 Would like to know .. it’s my path #

12/9/2018 6:27:54 AM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/bofMgqVs1K

12/9/2018 6:28:03 AM seb_aguanno  http://bit.ly/BookoftheWatchersApp … Install 'Book of the Watchers (1 Enoch)', the Android app, for free! The book begins with a Dream-Vision of 

Enoch. In this dream Enoch is asked to intercede for the Watchers of Heaven. #love #Enoch #Jesus #God #apps

12/9/2018 6:28:04 AM moemc8 Truly wish I knew!!  I always loved 3 because to me it represented the Holy Trinity....Father, Son, and Holy Ghost

12/9/2018 6:28:47 AM time4u2know Good morning! Is Pence safe or is there trouble brewing with him?

12/9/2018 6:30:12 AM mountainminder The Triad. Power of the Spiritual All. Coopted by Dark Forces no longer.

12/9/2018 6:30:45 AM queenfrontier Three vibrates with Jupiter.  Expansion.  Abundance.  Success.

12/9/2018 6:31:19 AM kcoughl61354411 My fav number Gm

12/9/2018 6:32:44 AM cryptocrab4 I ordered the book

12/9/2018 6:33:24 AM pauliepg11111 The Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit.

12/9/2018 6:35:17 AM warrior_4truth The power of three..

The Triad heaven  earth and waters. 

Father  Son Holy Spirit

It is human as body soul and spirit

There are three places in the New Testament where sex sins are specially referenced

12/9/2018 6:37:15 AM magafaith Tesla - 3 6 9

12/9/2018 6:37:41 AM 4on6 I’ll never again conceed to “surrendering my rights for the sake of safety,” especially to privacy in my belongings/ property. 

Yrs of this has rendered no greater safety- only loss of rights to the innocent. No more

12/9/2018 6:38:02 AM derfjump This was also Army’s 3rd straight win. What!!!

12/9/2018 6:39:01 AM 4on6 No

No

No

12/9/2018 6:40:57 AM fowlreginald I dug and found this thread, logo was designed by a reader/follower: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066450736559648768 …

12/9/2018 6:42:03 AM fowlreginald I tend to notice it more as a writer, because I make similiar mistakes with homonyms. Seems to be something about listening to your internal dialogue 

as you're typing.

12/9/2018 6:55:39 AM rebln I wonder who the fan is...just doesn’t seem right to me

12/9/2018 6:59:49 AM scottsperry Fuuked!

12/9/2018 7:00:15 AM deebeed2 And She will crush your head. pic.twitter.com/1Y0O6BpuG8

12/9/2018 7:01:40 AM djlok I don't know OBB (Operation Blue Book).  Is it disinformation?

12/9/2018 7:04:51 AM petemanderson1 Three is a magic number. https://youtu.be/B3Ijsgzrrkc 

12/9/2018 7:06:14 AM of_intel It was a government funded project to gather information about reported sightings in the United States. Most conspiracy theorists use the cases as 

evidence of alien visitation. They don’t cite the fact all reports were debunked and the program halted because it was a waste of $

12/9/2018 7:08:34 AM _andy_walker_ The number 3 in and of itself doesn't have any power. It is simply a number, a tool to be used to define a variety of items or situations. The Power is 

that of the individuals. If you Truly believe that Numerology will give you answers, then answers you shall receive.

12/9/2018 7:09:30 AM arcturianss Some sharing the same space with he ship,others in limbo. Precision with respect to time and location when reappearing is paramount & if not 

executed properly have dire consequences.Somethings are not to be attempted without adequate knowledge, chance and hope are not strategies.

12/9/2018 7:09:47 AM of_intel If Majestic doesn’t use it, then kudos to them. That being said if I read one word about alien lizard people disguised as humans running worldwide 

governments I will lose my damn mind. That’s the problem with conspiracies, if you believe in some you are lumped in with all.

12/9/2018 7:10:04 AM m2madness Fake.

12/9/2018 7:12:06 AM wefight1776 Thank you.

12/9/2018 7:12:45 AM of_intel Don’t you wish you hadn’t asked the question now that you received the “answers”?

12/9/2018 7:13:02 AM m2madness No prob. 👊

12/9/2018 7:13:38 AM speaakn Gotta love Schoolhouse Rock - 3 IS the magic number

🎶 3-6-9-12-15-18-21-14-27-30 🎶

12/9/2018 7:14:53 AM dr_t_dc 😂😂😂🤢

12/9/2018 7:19:40 AM bbobbio71 But 1 is the loneliest number



12/9/2018 7:19:57 AM arcturianss These type of forces / gateways still exist all over the planet, however in the hands of those who understand their responsibilities.

12/9/2018 7:22:26 AM carolva97910854 What IS the power of the number 3?  I’ve heard 3, 6, & 9 are the most powerful numbers but I don’t have a clue why.

12/9/2018 7:27:22 AM datruseeka What is happening to the earth?  It’s your duty to tell us honestly.

12/9/2018 7:29:28 AM joni_apple_seed The way I understood this was ‘The Cabal’ has three subdivisions Freemason, Zionist, and Dragon. While they all work hand in hand with each other 

normally, they are currently at battle. Is this your understanding? @ToshiroIndigo

12/9/2018 7:31:20 AM youstinksoap The white hats put together ghwb funeral, they are the ones in control.  It wasn't a black hat disruption to delay, it was actually part of the plan.

12/9/2018 7:34:35 AM tkobeauty  pic.twitter.com/GtcXgdjGSN

12/9/2018 7:35:04 AM _chelseaproject Google podesta artwork images.

12/9/2018 7:36:03 AM tkobeauty David's stuff got me to take the #Redpill

12/9/2018 7:36:56 AM sinnersdeborah  pic.twitter.com/MYUQa2jZCc

12/9/2018 7:38:04 AM tkobeauty Got'em thanq!!

12/9/2018 7:38:29 AM laurabusse Hopefully :-)

12/9/2018 7:39:18 AM sandyshuze @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Please share this great slide show  https://twitter.com/Robby12692/status/1065377408537247744 …

12/9/2018 7:47:27 AM amyburli Impossible

12/9/2018 7:54:16 AM pauliepg11111 Ok but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 keeps saying they don’t predict dates...D5 was clearly an important date

12/9/2018 7:55:36 AM joni_apple_seed Holy crap Toshi. Just trying to catch up! Going over Pacer doc #98.  HOLY CRAP

12/9/2018 7:56:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd Who's an idiot?

12/9/2018 8:00:57 AM turboxyde Game score... 17-10... 3rd win in a row. 17+10=27 ...27÷3=9 (I'm holding out hope as well that the Army will have a place in the Space Force! Perhaps 

I'm biased because I'm an Army combat veteran though? "Coincidentally" my old Battalion was the 27th EN BN(C)(A)(RT.) Love it!

12/9/2018 8:03:04 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @soooomanystupid @SlayerOfMatrix1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Read this one blogpost (which incl info about Heather) from Terran 

Cognito & its needed 2 be adressed especially since many has not catched the banking finance energy harvesting trading i…  

pic.twitter.com/ZzuKeAEOMm

12/9/2018 8:09:52 AM nemlingshelly Amen!!!

12/9/2018 8:18:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 119th Game

THINK MIRROR

12/9/2018 8:19:07 AM voodoowarlord 911

12/9/2018 8:19:23 AM palmdalekid2 Panic in DC.

12/9/2018 8:19:57 AM drson1968 Yes!  HE has dropped many theta drops. ]theta first letter in Greek word for God- theos[

12/9/2018 8:20:27 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/eTUTNfPJ9r

12/9/2018 8:21:33 AM leslieau7 9/11

12/9/2018 8:22:19 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/iflBQ0c65d

12/9/2018 8:25:17 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2018 8:25:55 AM yupyup_puypuy Yahuwshua is Yahweh!  IS, WAS and will always BE.

12/9/2018 8:26:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @soooomanystupid @SlayerOfMatrix1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In 

Commerce Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Ma…  https://buff.ly/2L7Ccat  

pic.twitter.com/WcSwK7dzd8

12/9/2018 8:26:32 AM susan66388204 Agreed.  Please continue in this effort for the betterment of all mankind.  Personally I appreciate all the Magestic efforts to improve and enrich our 

lives. Mostly, thank you from the Bottom of my heart for protecting our Children!!!! #MajesticRocks 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/9/2018 8:28:16 AM healthmentor1 We're Incarnated in & are Guides/Teachers here. There are millions of different Starseeds from various Galatic homes that are here, not only that, 

many humans are simply in Spiritual Amnesia. Starseeds are basically Earth Angels & are from Heaven which sits in the Pleiades.

12/9/2018 8:32:18 AM healthmentor1 Everyone has to go thru 3D experiences which trigger your consciousness to ascend naturally, one can not force any Spiritual experience. Everything 

you need, is within You. You want to connect with God, everything happens in God's Divine Timing.

12/9/2018 8:35:51 AM pastorjon9 I surmised that, but it's part of my curious nature to wonder why "they" need biological material and in what quantity?

12/9/2018 8:37:53 AM lovesg_d 3 represents the power of the Holy Trinity, Father, Son, & Holy Spirit working together in unity. 6 is the number of man as man was created on the 6th 

day. The Biblical number 9 is the number of judgement. It also means fruit of spirit or the divine completeness from the father.

12/9/2018 8:38:51 AM time4u2know There’s the “116” that I mentioned before. Think mirror/Reflection.

12/9/2018 8:39:55 AM mongrelglory Human genetics is highly valuable because of its variety from millions of years of breeding and genetic tinkering by other ET races.  It's part of 

"consciousness technology" to be able to manipulate the genes of biological races.

12/9/2018 8:40:23 AM palmdalekid2 Think Indictments. 60k+ sealed folders

12/9/2018 8:42:58 AM datruseeka So sad about the crew!  Those poor fellas...unimaginable.  Last night I gave a Tesla book to my son who just graduated from college!

12/9/2018 8:43:12 AM raklijnstra Or a purpose failed nomination so Whitaker has 2 apointments terms and Dems fight against Bush sr. Global wrongdoings to stop him. Win-win.

12/9/2018 8:46:25 AM moscowlilac Ceases or seizes?

12/9/2018 8:46:55 AM irisfoxnycgrand OMG 9/11.

12/9/2018 8:49:16 AM lovesthelight My 12 yr old noticed that immed.  He Awake. xoxoxoxo

12/9/2018 8:51:35 AM time4u2know 911 for the 60k indictments

12/9/2018 8:52:02 AM scott_rick According to Scientist Marko Rodin, the numbers 3, 6, and 9 compose a vector from the third to the fourth dimension which he refers to as the “flux 

field.” In this field, is contained a higher dimensional energy that produces the energy circuit of the following six points.

12/9/2018 8:52:30 AM scott_rick According to Scientist Marko Rodin, the numbers 3, 6, and 9 compose a vector from the third to the fourth dimension which he refers to as the “flux 

field.” In this field, is contained a higher dimensional energy that produces the energy circuit of the following six points.

12/9/2018 8:54:55 AM arcturianss Nothing is ever lost not even for a millisecond

12/9/2018 8:57:16 AM arcturianss Let me be more concise, It's energy pattern or physical representation may have altered, but never lost

12/9/2018 8:58:50 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/J7XXEj1wLO

12/9/2018 9:05:09 AM datruseeka 9/11 THE GRAND JURY IS A GO!!!  Full list 57 Grand Jury Petition Exhibits, PDF & Video types presented to U.S. Attorney Southern District NY on April 

10, 2018.  See Lawyers' Committee for 9/11 Inquiry, whom filed the petition with several family members pic.twitter.com/ETZjTjEhMC

12/9/2018 9:06:11 AM datruseeka  http://911Lawyers.org/evidence 

Exhibit 01

Active Thermitic Material- Harrit, Jones, Ryan, Farrer https://lawyerscommitteefor9-11inquiry.org/lc-doj-grand-jury-petition/exhibit-01-petition-1/ …

12/9/2018 9:07:23 AM datruseeka  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2088107827902504&set=a.128377813875525&type=3 …

12/9/2018 9:08:36 AM datruseeka Do you know what happened to crew then?

12/9/2018 9:09:47 AM datruseeka So what or who did these energy entities of human beings transform into then?  Do keep us in suspense.

12/9/2018 9:10:35 AM maryannmaciner2 I lived in Germany for 14 years, worked for a German firm, paid German taxes. I know, my friend. 🙁 But I hope for so much more for the German 

people. My heart is with you. ❤️



12/9/2018 9:13:43 AM datruseeka What steps then will remediate?

12/9/2018 9:15:16 AM fowlreginald This was a very good introduction to many topics the public and even many Q followers may be unaware of. I thought it was worth the time and $$$.

12/9/2018 9:17:05 AM raughn3 W

12/9/2018 9:22:54 AM cryptocrab4 Why was #Comey NOT under oath ? @realDonaldTrump #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TuckerCarlson @GenFlynn @IngrahamAngle 

https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1071816138156322816 …

12/9/2018 9:27:49 AM pragmatic_texan Was wondering the same. Could be a play on words.

12/9/2018 9:28:57 AM chris22765322  https://youtu.be/0APF3SO9tqE 

12/9/2018 9:32:52 AM 222714ftw 🖖222

12/9/2018 9:55:06 AM blankmarlo Al Bielek? Is his testimony sincere/accurate?

12/9/2018 9:59:11 AM laurabusse Any idea where this might be?

12/9/2018 10:00:46 AM anangelhasland1 So... an intra-agency battle among ESP savvy remote viewers fighting death cults while being monitored by ETs amid a time of biblical-grade spiritual 

consciousness evolution...

What could go wrong?

12/9/2018 10:00:56 AM keencryo Yeah where did you meet them? Lucid dreams? That seems to be where they want to meet first?

I "met" Radar/a Sandia ET in a dream too

12/9/2018 10:00:57 AM youstinksoap Drop #43

W=43

🤔

12/9/2018 10:01:19 AM laurabusse That you'll ever do

12/9/2018 10:04:07 AM slayerofmatrix1 No .. sorry.  Reverse lookup maybe ?

12/9/2018 10:05:22 AM laurabusse Have never done it but i could take a crack at it. Well in any case it's an incredible picture...

12/9/2018 10:10:00 AM daveo6145 What do you want for Christmas? Peace and good will towards men and women? Justice and liberty?Full Disclosure and first contact? #qanon 

#TheGreatAwakening #DarktoLight #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AwareFrequency @TammyRedmond 

@TheSpeaker2018 @occulturalism pic.twitter.com/Tzc4TB3jLQ

12/9/2018 10:11:02 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ikr ? Top of a magical cathedral.  😊😁

12/9/2018 10:18:18 AM kagman4e Who did write it?  RR?  Whitaker?

12/9/2018 10:20:55 AM daniel_arola the Q in QAnon is linked to retired army colonel and PSYOPS master, Michael Aquino. Because he likes his last name to be pronounced as "ah-Queen-

o" by his followers, instead of 'ah-key-no' like his enemies do.  He's also a deputy general of the NSA too. pic.twitter.com/GHnkNG6OVA

12/9/2018 10:24:07 AM awarefrequency Yes yes and yes ✨✨✨

12/9/2018 10:32:14 AM laurabusse Quite magical...must have been quite a job...never saw a spiral before in stained glass windows. So amazingly beautiful...

12/9/2018 10:32:56 AM cidarean I just watched a video about 3, 6 and 9... 💥😵

12/9/2018 10:35:47 AM chrissyhudson16 The Lion of Judah, Jesus WINS!!  Y'all need to do some reading.  

#EveryKneeShallBow #JesusStrong pic.twitter.com/nWavaIYoiI

12/9/2018 10:40:56 AM mongrelglory Were the stories about some crew members being seen for weeks after, phasing in and out, some of them on fire, actually true?  Some of them killed 

after being fused with the ship's bulkheads? True of fiction?

12/9/2018 10:44:32 AM jollyrob2 The holy trinity. Over the history it comes repeatedly (mythology) as in the major believe systems and the occult. pic.twitter.com/YGqV3irFPf

12/9/2018 10:47:44 AM mongrelglory Was Orsen Welle's "War of the Worlds" radio broadcast in 1938 a Majestic test to see how people would react to disclosure?

12/9/2018 10:53:38 AM mongrelglory Many Hollywood B movies, Zombie movies, the Deadpool movie etc... I'm sure there's more recent movies (Bond etc...) but I don't go to the movies 

much anymore.

12/9/2018 11:04:25 AM missy968 My daughter was born a week early on 1/9/1996 @ 5:55 am I think she’s pretty special for that.

12/9/2018 11:15:48 AM poppyslovecapu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

✨Merry Christmas to you✨

12/9/2018 11:17:42 AM mongrelglory Glad I didn't try listening to it!

12/9/2018 11:22:08 AM diaptera_80 If someone got stuck in another time, wouldn’t that cause dangerous effects, especially if he hangs around himself?

12/9/2018 11:26:05 AM mongrelglory Love your GIF!  Love octopuses. They're super cool/smart!

12/9/2018 11:55:56 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2018 11:56:06 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2018 12:01:18 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2018 12:31:32 PM readyonq1 Bill cooper also wrote about how frequencies are adjusted in TV’s for mind control

12/9/2018 12:36:01 PM blockch41n 👀 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2018 12:41:09 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

12/9/2018 12:45:24 PM tammyredmond  pic.twitter.com/ub1Q7twNGx

12/9/2018 12:47:35 PM theydontknowwe1 Wow! Amazing! Thanks for sharing how cool!

12/9/2018 1:02:25 PM cathy36917  http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/ …

12/9/2018 1:08:57 PM piratek73549479 Massive numbers in the air over the last few days, interesting call-signs too

Watching 👀

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-09/large-scale-usaf-war-drill-over-nevada-simulated-forcible-entry-maneuver-war …

12/9/2018 1:12:44 PM piratek73549479 Check out CivMilAir ✈ (@CivMilAir):  https://twitter.com/CivMilAir?s=09 

Intel on aircraft movements 😎

12/9/2018 1:14:08 PM keith369me Hopefully the 911 evidence gets “unmirrored”

12/9/2018 1:17:31 PM piratek73549479 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS 

Watch the skies 

Busy week 😲

Keep safe 😎 https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1071595732858155008 …

12/9/2018 1:18:06 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-34/ … #TheGreatAwakening #spygate #qanon 

pic.twitter.com/ZLr0MMEb62

12/9/2018 1:21:09 PM connectedtomyc1 ...your heartstring, for the safety of the children) and manipulating your emotions imo have a proven track record of benevolence? Use your best 

discernment before blindly jumping on the boat.

12/9/2018 1:32:48 PM cocopuffster12 Have you seen this video of Al Bielek?? Wow. Now I have so much more to dog into! https://youtu.be/Xc1HmZ9ltg0 

12/9/2018 1:33:19 PM cocopuffster12 *dig 😜

12/9/2018 1:34:16 PM fowlreginald I like that

12/9/2018 1:43:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

 https://www.businessinsider.in/f-you-leakers-a-former-senior-google-employee-says-a-frantic-quest-to-stop-internal-info-getting-out-is-now-

managements-number-one-priority/articleshow/67000790.cms … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071449804025286656 …



12/9/2018 1:44:55 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/G2eB3m5Lk7

12/9/2018 1:45:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 SR?

Nothing to see here.

Future proves past.

MAJESTIC https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071883114400620546 …

12/9/2018 1:48:10 PM irisfoxnycgrand Please continue with the teaching. I know most of it already. Please don't be aggravated off by a few people still living in the box.

12/9/2018 1:48:47 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/963481013405044737?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/Hc0uUFnTPX

12/9/2018 1:49:08 PM ctewalt1018 What about this.   https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-trafficking.pdf …

12/9/2018 1:49:40 PM cidarean So Google is 187ing their own people? Extreme.

12/9/2018 1:51:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Project Blue Beam will become reality.

However actions between now and then will shape the type of Contact we make.

Physics drives reality?

New physics?

New reality.

Coming soon to a theater near you.

Solar Flash.

Symbology will be their downfall.

Majestic [or Satanic Cabal]
12/9/2018 1:52:27 PM recruitero Yes, if you are asking me. Did you dig up Andrew Basiago? His time travel videos are quite extensive, and if he is fabricating- then he is one of the all 

time best fabricators!

12/9/2018 1:53:21 PM astol14334 BS

12/9/2018 1:53:41 PM djlok Me too!

12/9/2018 1:53:51 PM palmdalekid2 Is that what is going on the 18th? #R

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon

12/9/2018 1:54:47 PM collectvcat Solar Flash? The “Event” that has been touted to the masses as the Sun transitioning? Another fake event to control the masses? Create Fear?

12/9/2018 1:55:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 A worldwide event must occur in order to create the New World Order.

Earth is going multiplanetary.

Space Force.

The name is disinformation.

Cabal contact was going to be a false flag type of event like 9/11 but with US Mil technology.

FOR GOD & COUNTRY

No deals.

This will happen
12/9/2018 1:56:26 PM jordanb987 Making guesses about specific dates changes the timeline from what I'm understanding. Especially if enough people do it. Why not just sit back and let 

it all unfold? Meanwhile each of us should work on our own ascension so that we are ready to help when necessary.

12/9/2018 1:57:28 PM palmdalekid2 Cool

12/9/2018 1:58:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 This has nothing to do with this week's "watch the skies", it's just going to be eventful up there for you to witness our presence here. Sightings have 

increased how many fold recently?

New whistleblowers?

Future proves past.

Q to MJ12.

Dark to Light.

First Contact?

[Not Yet]?
12/9/2018 1:58:11 PM cidarean And that is the solar flash? Using Bluebeam Tech?

12/9/2018 1:58:43 PM djlok I'll tell you another one I would like to see justice for is Timothy J Cunningham.  Suicide?  Suicide in a river?  Suicide by self-induced drowning?  I don't 

believe any of that. 

 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/05/us/cdc-employee-missing.html …

#QAnon

12/9/2018 1:59:03 PM 1trinity8 Criminals!!! Is whay they are. This kid probably knew too much. They thinknothing of killing those who treathen their survival. They'll wipe us out in a 

second if the could

12/9/2018 1:59:05 PM 22dubtrip333 Totalitarians do not take kindly to people influencing their narratives pic.twitter.com/hP0nsLLLft

12/9/2018 1:59:43 PM the_realtruth18 Have I got this right?

45 is creating a NWO minus the cabal to deal with alien exposure? Where each country has a veto on actions?

12/9/2018 2:00:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are however asking you to connect recent disclosures to use here.

Symbology will be their downfall.

What is symbology?

Using esoteric numbers as encoded measages like 3, 6, 9 - especially if you can create patterns of them?

Threes matter to them.

Think time.

9/11/91 41

9/11/91
12/9/2018 2:01:23 PM marshahodgson This is an imp question to me, that I can only find one conclusion for:

Are some of the so-called 'junk' DNA actually program/skills that 'boot' when we learn to tap into them? I've come to think of them as 'gatekeepers' 

whose doors open if we let them. All connections inside us

12/9/2018 2:03:09 PM 22dubtrip333 It never stops at one...the last/current one was never the first.

12/9/2018 2:03:24 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/v4rwiDnGnL

12/9/2018 2:04:29 PM pantherden_ Watch Heroes Reborn.

12/9/2018 2:05:09 PM mongrelglory Emery Smith talks about why human DNA is valuable to aliens in the early part of this video:  https://youtu.be/iPBPyMmvsC4 

12/9/2018 2:13:18 PM fowlreginald This issue was explored in Space, Above & Beyond. The clones were capable of thinking & feeling, they were just copies of other humans. I always felt 

the answer was yes, they should have rights. They didn't ask to be made, but should be in control of their own destiny.

12/9/2018 2:14:03 PM fowlreginald And I just reread the question. Without consciousness, they are empty vessels. Tools. I would say no in that case.

12/9/2018 2:14:47 PM worldxplorer1 Forgive us if we aren’t excited about a New World Order. Previous attempts at a NWO were ugly as shit. 

Marketing 101. 

Might wanna rethink how you sell a Majestic NWO.



12/9/2018 2:18:04 PM bdam777 Just sit back and project positive consciousness. 

Get involved in your community is a positive no creepy way. 

No chicken little... 

Ignorant masses will require help if any of this is true.

12/9/2018 2:19:27 PM i_like_skis Human trafficking on those bases. The UN is there, but overrun by cabal.

12/9/2018 2:22:06 PM lbf777 He says we should trust him and approve of the NWO & mass surveillance. 😂

We don’t need a corrupt Gov to “save” us. Let’s just go save ourselves like the French are doing. #YellowVest 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1071850450025136130 …

12/9/2018 2:22:07 PM marshahodgson This m/sound a bit strange, but the vision that just popped into my mind as I began reading this thread was of 'filmed projections' of actual Cabal 

Players as they were secretly making plans for evil deeds. It's fuzzy, but I 'got' that this would be exposure that's undeniable. ?

12/9/2018 2:22:21 PM poppyslovecapu Is this why deaths come in three⁉️ Hummmm🤔

12/9/2018 2:24:55 PM movealongu They that can give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety. He who would trade liberty for some 

temporary security, deserves neither liberty nor security. He who sacrifices freedom for security deserves neither

12/9/2018 2:25:30 PM poppyslovecapu Are you saying “we control our own destiny as in Majestic can be either dark or light depending on if the White hats win or the DS Cabal wins⁉️

12/9/2018 2:27:52 PM connectedtomyc1 Have you ever heard @TheRealDonaIdTr say anything with NWO is a positive light? He is a Nationalist. Interesting how a bunch of so called "patriots" 

on this thread are now giving "likes" to a NWO plan. Will the sheeple willingly follow off the cliff?

12/9/2018 2:29:49 PM joni_apple_seed Freedom4All IMO the solar flash events are real. The sun is most definitely changing and it is said this is related to disclosure/great awakening and 

transition from 3D to 5D. It has already started and supposedly continues through 2024. Should be interesting, hopefully positive. 

pic.twitter.com/uXJexB6fM2

12/9/2018 2:31:29 PM marshahodgson p.s.: This came to me while considering "new whistleblowers".

12/9/2018 2:32:08 PM raehues sad. so many forget we are all mind SOUL body ... PRAYERS ring out CALLING IN holyspirit light so bright is BLINDS THE DARKNESS  jesus god of love 

energy to rise up for the FREQUENCY of LOVE to be the unifier. LIVE LOVE.

12/9/2018 2:32:12 PM time4u2know What are some timelines markers that will lead up to this?

12/9/2018 2:33:47 PM susan66388204 It sure isn’t south Texas!   We’ve been wondering the same as you.  We’re only about 80 miles from the border.

12/9/2018 2:33:51 PM raehues #TRUTHbeREVEALED

12/9/2018 2:34:04 PM goyaeq Plenty of people report contact.  Eceti ranch, Cobra, Rob Potter, etc.

12/9/2018 2:35:41 PM cryptocrab4 45 = 4+5=9 

EO 1-1-19 Military tribunals

12/9/2018 2:36:17 PM the_realtruth18 Nope!

12/9/2018 2:37:50 PM ethereal_shaman Agreed.  These days, people really need to start using their own internal discernment tools.  If something feels off, question it.  How does it make you 

feel? There us your answer.

12/9/2018 2:38:33 PM irisfoxnycgrand And the missing people!

12/9/2018 2:40:14 PM connectedtomyc1 YESSSSSS!!!! Ding, ding, ding!!!

12/9/2018 2:41:42 PM marshahodgson This same technology could be used to expose the sins of the Cabal instead.

That is what I've been thinking since coming to this thread, with the exception being that what's projected has 'somehow' been captured in time, from 

its actual 'Earth-time' moments. Seems Majestic to me

12/9/2018 2:42:22 PM pastorjon9 Interesting, thank you for sharing that. I'm reminded of the scripture that says "even the angels long to look into these things" (1 Peter 1:12)

12/9/2018 2:42:52 PM the_realtruth18 That's why I asked, not exactly what many believe? But who knows?

12/9/2018 2:44:50 PM marshahodgson Why does everything suddenly seem 'so clear' to me?

12/9/2018 2:45:50 PM marshahodgson Well...not everything. Just some things.

12/9/2018 2:47:41 PM djlok Yeah I'm not excited about a NWO either.  I thought that was George "Thousand Points of Light" Bush/Scherff plan too. We see where that got us!!

12/9/2018 2:50:36 PM jamesbu74794060 Solar flash good then and not event 4 cabal ?

12/9/2018 2:55:07 PM djlok Yeah- how is this NWO different from the George "Thousand Points of Light" Bush NWO?

12/9/2018 3:08:41 PM decodematrix Wow I just figured something out. Majestic Green Frog Pepe 🐸 P+E+P+E = 16+5+16+5 = 42

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1036980637201301507 …

 https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/history/42-the-answer-to-life-the-universe-and-everything-2205734.html … pic.twitter.com/QWuJfnWVpD

12/9/2018 3:08:47 PM dragonflyglitta I’m starting to think Q is Pleiadian. I heard they’re here to help us ascend as we are way behind the rest of the galaxy.  I also think “the new world” is 

not the same as the NWO. I believe it’s actually new earth once we ascend to the 5th dimension Q is uniting us with love

12/9/2018 3:08:56 PM ethereal_shaman It's always good to question everything.  My comment was really to just remind myself.  😉

12/9/2018 3:14:00 PM mattdawg80 Correct

12/9/2018 3:14:12 PM mattdawg80 It will dramatically change our conciousness

12/9/2018 3:17:37 PM ymcmbwhale I dont think is coming i dont nothing will ever happen unless we ourselves change. I lost all hope on everything that is not myself

12/9/2018 3:20:30 PM the_realtruth18 Interesting reading all the different angles, linking them in to various theories, coming up with some great story lines for a book. Shame I'm not an 

author?

One thing is for sure, we have not being told the truth for decades.

12/9/2018 3:26:30 PM qtpi3_14 Annan go drunk, you're home

12/9/2018 3:30:39 PM richardhiatt16 😳

12/9/2018 3:31:03 PM astol14334 😂

12/9/2018 3:31:09 PM richardhiatt16 😳

12/9/2018 3:31:17 PM astol14334 Again?

12/9/2018 3:31:24 PM richardhiatt16 🙄

12/9/2018 3:31:50 PM richardhiatt16 🤨

12/9/2018 3:38:21 PM richardhiatt16 Okay, is this an advancement towards the Light?  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/12/clinton-nightmare-chief-financial-officer-of-clinton-

foundation-turns-government-informant-on-crime-family/ …

12/9/2018 3:42:25 PM keith369me Because we’re awakening

12/9/2018 3:43:15 PM theydontknowwe1 I thought it was the sign in the heavens. Maybe I was seeing a man made thing, idk🤷♀️

12/9/2018 3:45:38 PM fowlreginald Wow. I had an idea many years ago for a book series that is very similar to what is being disclosed here. Have to wonder if creative states access 

shared consciousness/information. (ie 2 people on opposite sides of the world get same idea, same time.) Fascinating!

12/9/2018 3:47:06 PM fightthenewwo Does any of this have to do with the cabal attack on the centaurians in paradise?



12/9/2018 3:48:54 PM palmdalekid2 Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Shoot for 72%

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/otM5pQoY82

12/9/2018 3:54:41 PM tammyredmond Geo-engineering is manmade but I think but not sure that EKO may have been saying it looks like an huge eye. God’s Eye.

12/9/2018 3:56:33 PM tammyredmond Because we are all connected together and to God. Our entire universe and all of the galaxies and universes outside of our own as well. All God’s 

creation.

12/9/2018 3:57:04 PM marshahodgson I think this means @ some point in the past, technology we had gained was highjacked & misused for dark purposes. The 'faction' that steals it back,  

ceasing those covert actions, could bring us back to the point that 'it' can finally be used for our benefit, IF THEY are not dark

12/9/2018 3:59:46 PM again_censored 3 hours up the coast where I am. On the waterfront, but still under-developed and conservative. Still lots of woodsy areas and wilderness, but all the 

amenities, shopping, etc. 15 minutes to the beach. pic.twitter.com/TA6ALoScGl

12/9/2018 3:59:55 PM fionasdestiny67 Aren't there actually 3 properties in the proton, not 2?

12/9/2018 4:03:45 PM marshahodgson Q > MJ12 in no way seems ominous to me.

It could be that success of Q leads to what MJ12 KNOWS can benefit 'mankind' (meaning, to benefit this Planet). something like that?

12/9/2018 4:08:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

12/9/2018 4:09:17 PM warangel1111 Oh Nordic 😂😂

12/9/2018 4:11:51 PM 1776goldie TY! Following All ! 🇺🇸♥🇺🇸🙏

12/9/2018 4:15:09 PM fmeonlylol Whoa, I randomly have this photo saved because I loved it so much the first time I saw it!! 👀

12/9/2018 4:17:51 PM lightworkercain 27 = JFK in gematria.

12/9/2018 4:18:18 PM marshahodgson Yay! This is just what I've hope for. Right (Love) minded people s/never fear a Right-minded Gov't, b/c it's ONLY EVIL that needs to be found & stopped. 

We already KNOW all we do is tracked. Do no evil & live freely from harm. BUT, only if LAWS freely allow evil to be immed nixed

12/9/2018 4:21:09 PM shady721brady  pic.twitter.com/lVBZ2Jy3mb

12/9/2018 4:21:50 PM princesspatrio1 It does look like an eye. God is everywhere and evident in all creation. 😊

12/9/2018 4:24:03 PM palmdalekid2 @SpeakerRyan

12/9/2018 4:24:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's a very mechanical way of thinking about it. Perhaps our consciousness does create junk, but what is junk? What is the substance that makes 

your actions create junk? Unused? Unnecessary?

12/9/2018 4:25:35 PM lightworkercain Lincoln, McKinley & Kennedy, unsuccessful???

12/9/2018 4:27:02 PM marshahodgson Some of the things I have learned as a 'conspiracy theorist' are beyond frightening. Am I to assume that IF the Cabal can effectively be neutered, we 

will get help removing these 'demons' from our Planet? It all stops? No more need for human consumption? A New World indeed!

12/9/2018 4:28:29 PM marshahodgson This thread is full of awesome. Thank you.🌿💕☘

12/9/2018 4:37:44 PM theydontknowwe1 Don’t do that. He has made it clear he is an anon.

12/9/2018 4:39:07 PM theydontknowwe1 Unity bro.

12/9/2018 4:39:16 PM lbf777 Blind trust is so 2015. Nobody trusts gov anymore.

12/9/2018 4:40:58 PM princesspatrio1 Stop it Nordic. Be kind. And appropriate. 😎

12/9/2018 4:42:01 PM theydontknowwe1 WTF Dude? 🙅♀️🤦♀️

12/9/2018 4:42:11 PM fabulousmndance I think it is going smashingly as planned.... maybe a little slower than some would like... pick me🙋🏼♀️... but the tide is changing

12/9/2018 4:44:01 PM youstinksoap This made me lol, but, yeah true.

12/9/2018 4:46:15 PM tammyredmond Lol naughty

12/9/2018 4:46:21 PM keith369me He’s building a different coalition behind the scenes.  The cabal doesn’t want Russia to be part of it...but it already is.

12/9/2018 4:47:20 PM keith369me Trust but verify.  TBV

12/9/2018 4:50:28 PM goyaeq He must be or is defending split off Majestic.  I've been reading his page for a while and since deleted or made private was 100% opposite Q and you.  

Pro HRC, Comey, pizzagate is consp.

On and on.

12/9/2018 4:50:52 PM zeola_rose  pic.twitter.com/MppwTeLtZe

12/9/2018 4:51:33 PM adsvel Dear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where your Russian comes from? люди инвалиды, in this way just Russians are using this word connection. And also if 

Russians can't say something in English, they will replace it with Russian word connection. How many Russians are working in Majestic 12?

12/9/2018 4:57:49 PM keith369me I “heard” today from what I consider a reliable source “we must forgive our ancestors” in addition to those within our current incarnation to 

“progress”. True? I felt a “pulse” on the top of my head toward the right side upon hearing this. This “sign” generally indicates truth.

12/9/2018 4:59:18 PM cjlegalbeagle It's an esoteric number according to numerous traditions.  The Freemasons, for one, can't get enough of it.  Tesla found 3, 6, and 9 to be important 

mathematically.

12/9/2018 4:59:30 PM 69_marie when i saw the moon recently it was different than i have seen, i ran inside to get my binoculars when i came back out it was gone! I then saw what 

looked like a round marble far away, it appeared to look like the moon, is this what you are talking about?

12/9/2018 5:00:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Cause for celebration!

12/9/2018 5:20:01 PM marshahodgson Thank you for adding this. 🌿💕☘

12/9/2018 5:27:28 PM unwilling_slave Blue beam is about deception.  It will crash and burn.

12/9/2018 5:28:09 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

12/9/2018 5:38:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm sorry not clear...p15st recents then create pattern such as:

363339336333693393339633?

There is a pattern here believe it or not.

12/9/2018 5:41:01 PM warangel1111 You guys are killing me 😂😂

12/9/2018 5:43:12 PM tammyredmond Annan I cannot find the definition of pharhnaphaelion sun glance. Could you direct me please where I may read about this?

12/9/2018 5:46:58 PM tammyredmond Mine are substantial & worked perfectly fine when I was younger. But what does that have to do with my statement? I know we are near an extremely 

important happening and though I do not know my mission quite yet, I do know we are all connected or could be and have to work as 1.

12/9/2018 5:47:32 PM heartsscales Follow this page!

12/9/2018 5:48:53 PM cjlegalbeagle Done, thanks

12/9/2018 5:49:16 PM time4u2know Here’s a perfect example. This has happened multiple times just today. 116 comments. That can’t be random. pic.twitter.com/77sqPO5xZU

12/9/2018 5:50:24 PM cjlegalbeagle Don't get me started on 33 and 13.

Long story

12/9/2018 5:51:32 PM lovesg_d Yes, but the most important part of that scripture is he who believes in me (Jesus).  I am a Believer in Jesus & have had many spiritual experiences that 

were not of my own doing but by the Holy Spirit, including an episode w/an angel taken back to view Christ on the cross.

12/9/2018 5:53:48 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/iWHB5TEStZ

12/9/2018 5:53:50 PM tammyredmond lol



12/9/2018 5:54:06 PM lovesg_d None of my spiritual experiences happened due to meditation or Astral Travel in my sleep, nor by occult practices. Entirely by the intervention of the 

Holy Spirit within me & angels. I have even been in the presence of Christ a few times. God has spoken to me audibly & inaudibly.

12/9/2018 5:54:48 PM piratek73549479 3 matters, and your view or use of it can be altered in many ways. pic.twitter.com/7qJ75FmvN0

12/9/2018 5:56:05 PM bethelight11_11 Kabamur (before he she left) told us quantum computers

12/9/2018 5:56:17 PM jonessense What do u mean?

12/9/2018 5:56:56 PM bethelight11_11 Also wasn’t cern shut down on 11/11?

12/9/2018 5:57:46 PM lovesg_d Don’t tell me there is no God who is separate from His creation. He is separate & He reacts w/His creation. I am not God, nor a god. This is New Age 

teaching that began in the Garden of Eden. The first humans were deceived by it & looks like final humans will be deceived by it!

12/9/2018 5:59:04 PM time4u2know The same number pattern of 116 randomly, but consistently, shows up in my life. The screen shot was an example of how it happens (the 116 

comments on that tweet by @Jordan_Sather_ ). 

Have an awesome night!!

12/9/2018 6:00:26 PM bethelight11_11 Majestic are you from other dimensions ?

12/9/2018 6:05:13 PM robertf34043399 Seymour Cray ?

12/9/2018 6:10:04 PM lbf777 What was inside those letters at the funeral that scared Bush eta al so much?

12/9/2018 6:12:17 PM marshahodgson One question. I've joined the team, but do not see any posts so far.

Is anyone else who's joined having this problem? Or, is it just that nothing has been posted yet?

12/9/2018 6:18:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blue beam wasnt always about holographs. It was the cinematic orchestration of First Contact that would serve in the public's best interest.

12/9/2018 6:19:32 PM fowlreginald Same here! I truly believe most of us would be dead now if HRC had won.

12/9/2018 6:24:59 PM shining91109743 Tues, Nov 27th, there was spectacular stuff going on up in the sky.  Wonder if anyone looks up anymore.

12/9/2018 6:29:42 PM mongrelglory There's a saying...when you're 25, you have the face you were born with.  When you are older, you get the face you deserve.  I sometimes refer to this 

as "Karma face" for people who haven't aged well.

12/9/2018 6:30:07 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/yPjn6rcJqsI 

12/9/2018 6:31:58 PM lightworkercain Does "watch the skies" have anything to do with SKY Event? 🤔#WWG1WGA #QArmy

#QAnon 1182 & 1328 = 12 & 14 = 1️⃣2️⃣/1️⃣4️⃣?  ◀This Friday

12 = 3️⃣ & 14 =5️⃣

3️⃣5️⃣ = #POTUS35JFK 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/o9xfg6Bctm

12/9/2018 6:32:52 PM prmd21801759 Nikola Tesla's 3 6 9

I'm a normie. That's all i know.

Can somebody please help me.

ThankQ Majestic!

12/9/2018 6:36:01 PM prmd21801759 Is the cabal "draco" releasing their "alien invasion" story? Is it actually earth-made man-made?

ThankQ Majestic.

12/9/2018 6:45:15 PM marshahodgson Thanks! I haven't thought of that, even having recently read that our dna CAN change. 

I based it on an old idea I had that if our dna is gene-coded at conception & 'science' claims something like 94% of it is junk -it's seems illogical to think 

it's unnecessary, w/NO purpose.

12/9/2018 6:46:34 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This video.  Disclosure?  Majestic12 have anything to do with it?

 https://youtu.be/6aUtNmPYqUs 

12/9/2018 6:48:16 PM jonessense Uh oh. That’s a pretty good deduction. Makes sense and what ive been picking up. Especially the blue beam stuff

12/9/2018 6:50:32 PM cryptocrab4 They want a nuclear #FalseFlag out of Russia badly ? #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

12/9/2018 6:50:37 PM jonessense If you live in fear it will be scary for you. Keep spreading fear though. It’s really helpful 🙄

12/9/2018 6:54:39 PM princesspatrio1 Beautiful! Looks like an angel. 😇

12/9/2018 6:54:42 PM kachinagtto 9/11/1991 George Bush Sr gave his New World Order Speech

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o …

30 years later is 9/11/2021  🤔

12/9/2018 6:54:48 PM collectvcat My response post are questions to MJ12. Im hoping it is not another fake event to create fear. Is it MJ12? Please say it isnt so.

12/9/2018 6:56:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd O M G

12/9/2018 6:56:56 PM sixtyandcountin But I’ve got eyes you’re the devil in disguise

12/9/2018 6:57:33 PM marshahodgson Thanks for writing this. Through genealogical research I found things about my dad's grandfather & great grandfather that explained problems which 

extended into my dad's life...immediately disliking them. Fortunately, we are nothing like them. Still, I now see I must forgive 💕☘

12/9/2018 6:57:58 PM astol14334 What?

12/9/2018 6:59:28 PM jonessense You are absolutely 💯 More people need to discern from within

12/9/2018 7:03:21 PM marshahodgson Thank you for responding. I do trust the Plan...as an enormity with so many hidden facets, I cannot help but be in awe of it, and have DEEP respect and 

love for all working behind the scenes. It's mind-boggling in aspect.

12/9/2018 7:03:58 PM theydontknowwe1 I don’t know anything about showing Tatas but stop being so rude. 😒

12/9/2018 7:04:06 PM jonessense Lol whatta mess. Yup

12/9/2018 7:06:53 PM astol14334 Ok

12/9/2018 7:07:37 PM sixtyandcountin Hmmm now 41 was more versed in those lights and look where it got him

12/9/2018 7:07:58 PM theydontknowwe1 Well congrats Andrea. Always great to have boobs one is happy with. Why so rowdy @annan_the ?

12/9/2018 7:08:59 PM princesspatrio1 Rude and inappropriate comments like this do not endear you to anyone Nordic.

12/9/2018 7:09:42 PM princesspatrio1 Loud and obnoxious.

12/9/2018 7:09:45 PM theydontknowwe1 An uproar. Kick the beehive.

12/9/2018 7:09:50 PM astol14334 No worries.

12/9/2018 7:10:42 PM theydontknowwe1 Make you more dear to someone(s)

12/9/2018 7:12:20 PM princesspatrio1 To make people admire you.

12/9/2018 7:12:51 PM astol14334 Ok ENOUGH Nordic!

12/9/2018 7:12:55 PM princesspatrio1 No Nordic. It's much better to be a gentleman. 😎

12/9/2018 7:12:56 PM keith369me Marsha, beautiful feedback.

12/9/2018 7:14:07 PM princesspatrio1 Hoogle?

12/9/2018 7:14:53 PM qtpi3_14 I'm finally ready to share what I look like with you, Annan.  I hope this qualifies me for the coffee and tea club.  What do you think? 

pic.twitter.com/aG93lRSNj8

12/9/2018 7:15:25 PM theydontknowwe1 😆😆😆

12/9/2018 7:15:26 PM princesspatrio1 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

12/9/2018 7:15:37 PM astol14334 Offended.

12/9/2018 7:16:29 PM zeola_rose 😂😂😂😂😂😂👊👊👊

12/9/2018 7:17:31 PM qtpi3_14  http://www.dictionary.com 

12/9/2018 7:18:19 PM astol14334 What? Wth? Are you ok?

12/9/2018 7:19:15 PM astol14334 He wouldn't know. Back up Nordic.



12/9/2018 7:21:39 PM astol14334 What is it?

12/9/2018 7:22:42 PM marshahodgson Since early-2016, I began to see amazing things unfolding.This started bef MAGA was much a thing, but led me to join in, & realize, that MANY HANDS 

were busy @ work trying to rid us of all manner of evil. Our Laws inhibit the prosecution of proven traitors, protecting them not us

12/9/2018 7:23:10 PM zeola_rose I know right?! 😂

12/9/2018 7:23:17 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂 Ya caught me

12/9/2018 7:23:29 PM bbobbio71 Tesla was big into 3 6 9. I just started looking into it.  Unfortunately I'm not a huge fan of math.  I'll get it though

12/9/2018 7:24:24 PM astol14334 😂😂😂😂😂WTH? Where is this going? I'm lost. Clean it up Nordic, PLEASE?

12/9/2018 7:24:37 PM marshahodgson Ryan? I really don't trust him. Am I missing something?

12/9/2018 7:25:32 PM bbobbio71 Were we not fighting to stop the NWO?

I'm confused

12/9/2018 7:26:10 PM marshahodgson Thanks. I love hearing that. 💕

12/9/2018 7:27:02 PM qtpi3_14 Squirrels gonna squirrel....

12/9/2018 7:28:29 PM palmdalekid2 Yes

12/9/2018 7:28:35 PM theydontknowwe1 🥜 

QT 🔥

12/9/2018 7:29:39 PM astol14334 Or rather WHERE is this?

12/9/2018 7:30:07 PM marshahodgson Uniting us would be awesome...but not if it's another psyop from evil sources. Best we continue to pay close attention!

12/9/2018 7:30:31 PM astol14334 Correct.

12/9/2018 7:32:14 PM jaymiem72900974 Ha!

12/9/2018 7:32:22 PM astol14334 💥

12/9/2018 7:33:43 PM princesspatrio1 Translation: The chit chat irritates him so he trolls us to get us to focus on something else.

12/9/2018 7:34:19 PM lbf777 Once the people begin to MAGA In an American version of #yellowvest, the real winning will start. We don’t need destruction though. We just take 

over the country & run it to serve us instead of the deep state.

12/9/2018 7:35:30 PM princesspatrio1 Try joining the conversation Nordic instead of making rude comments and posting very inappropriate pictures.

12/9/2018 7:35:52 PM princesspatrio1 😎👊

12/9/2018 7:36:47 PM shawnt1973  https://bigleaguepolitics.com/james-comeys-brother-works-law-firm-clinton-foundations-taxes/ …

12/9/2018 7:37:18 PM shawnt1973  https://www.law.com/americanlawyer/2018/12/07/dla-pipers-hiring-streak-continues-with-baltimore-partner-addition/?slreturn=20181109223246 …

12/9/2018 7:37:30 PM gabrecken So its back to PP?  No more sugar tits nordic?

12/9/2018 7:39:15 PM bbobbio71  https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Project_Blue_Beam …

12/9/2018 7:41:34 PM qtpi3_14 except I'm not focusing on anything he's saying 😂😂😂 #mootpoint

12/9/2018 7:42:01 PM astol14334 I don't focus on body parts. 

You are LOVED Nordic. 😘

12/9/2018 7:42:04 PM princesspatrio1 I'm not attacking you Nordic.

12/9/2018 7:42:36 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

12/9/2018 7:42:49 PM gabrecken Naw but I got that dad bod.

12/9/2018 7:43:26 PM princesspatrio1 What?😂

12/9/2018 7:44:00 PM astol14334 😒😂

12/9/2018 7:44:54 PM gabrecken What is coming?

12/9/2018 7:45:02 PM princesspatrio1 Nordic I don't attack anyone. I was making a suggestion. I'm all about unity.

12/9/2018 7:47:05 PM gabrecken Just accept the truth PP

12/9/2018 7:47:58 PM gabrecken What's wrong with this brecken as opposed to the other one?

12/9/2018 7:50:18 PM zeola_rose Opportunity given, can’t even think of a good question. I’m ridiculous. Just loving the new view and seeing with new eyes. More every day. ✨

12/9/2018 7:50:34 PM astol14334 Really? ✋

12/9/2018 7:50:45 PM qtpi3_14 Attacking you would be us posting unwelcome and unsolicited rude comments and photos to incite anger in you, Annan. Oh, wait.... kind of like you 

have been doing on this thread to all the women?  If you can't handle the heat... no kitchen for you, bro.

12/9/2018 7:52:53 PM fmeonlylol Can someone explain the tit/menstruation cycle obsession? Please. I’m feeling really left out and the pics are not helping. Not asking for a friend.

12/9/2018 7:53:25 PM awkenedwarrior First contact?

Define contact...

12/9/2018 7:53:31 PM princesspatrio1 Yes I am about unity. 😎 Thank you.

12/9/2018 7:55:14 PM theydontknowwe1 How many are there in the conversation?

12/9/2018 7:58:53 PM zeola_rose You are correct. It was careless and thoughtless of me. I stand corrected. Please forgive me.

12/9/2018 7:59:02 PM warangel1111 Lol ... This whole conversation has me laughing.. Nordic is a freak .. He wants us all to show him our tits .. He thinks It’s helping his cause to bring up 

menstruation .. 😂😂 We are good if we bleed .. Must mean ur not too old .. Hag I think he said .. 😂

12/9/2018 8:00:48 PM zeola_rose I am going to delete it because it makes me sick to see a child’s picture attached to a pornographic image. It is not humorous at all.

12/9/2018 8:01:50 PM luvleebutterfly It is sigil magic, very old, very powerful spell weaving in sigil magic

12/9/2018 8:02:10 PM warangel1111 Good Call

12/9/2018 8:02:16 PM qtpi3_14 It was laundry day

12/9/2018 8:02:42 PM sox_maga Extremely

12/9/2018 8:03:13 PM qtpi3_14 No menstruation, I'm afraid. You're out, CC

12/9/2018 8:03:46 PM sox_maga Blocked him. Crossed the line with that one.

12/9/2018 8:04:07 PM qtpi3_14 This is one you want to be left out of, Sunshine LOL

12/9/2018 8:04:43 PM warangel1111 I won’t block him I find him entertaining

12/9/2018 8:07:22 PM triple_duece Sick

12/9/2018 8:16:02 PM gabrecken I get the feeling WA is too, inside of course.

PP not so much, nor qt

12/9/2018 8:19:59 PM 222714ftw What the hell

12/9/2018 8:23:11 PM warangel1111 So your saying I’m a freak .. There is a time for everything ...

12/9/2018 8:23:46 PM gabrecken Called it.

12/9/2018 8:24:59 PM vesicapieces A.I. don't have tits

12/9/2018 8:26:24 PM princesspatrio1 Unity not division. 😎❤️

12/9/2018 8:27:18 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/1k4zHZ7E7i

12/9/2018 8:28:41 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/7wBu7RHJ5c

12/9/2018 8:31:00 PM warangel1111 These are the things I can do without: Globalist, Corruption, Child Sacrifice, Satanic Worshippers, Climate Change... I hope we live to tell the tale .. 

Come on .. Love is Essential ❤️🔥Fire is Hot 83

12/9/2018 8:32:15 PM theydontknowwe1 Right on!



12/9/2018 8:32:37 PM gabrecken Shout at the Devil.  Preach it sister.
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12/9/2018 8:35:19 PM warangel1111 Waving Proudly 😂

12/9/2018 8:35:32 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/nVVS833VrC

12/9/2018 8:35:41 PM fmeonlylol Not gonna lie, that is a lil’ freaky.....

🎶 🎼 🎵🎶🎼🎵🎶🎼🎵🎶🎼

 https://youtu.be/QYHxGBH6o4M 

12/9/2018 8:35:55 PM gabrecken Too bad we'd have to go to CA to confirm

12/9/2018 8:37:56 PM surgdissection Q MAGA

@MAGAPILL

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@X22Report

@MagniFieri

@Anon_decoder

@WeAreOne_Q

@Education4Libs

@BardsOfWar

@rising_serpent

@trumpQFDaction

🎄@pcal4HIM

🎄@goodmedicine4us

🎄@ChapulinColoRed

🎄@ArcherIsNice 

🎁@_IamAnita_D

💉@SURGDissection

WHO IS Q?
12/9/2018 8:38:41 PM warangel1111 I’m Rick James Bitch 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/EDFEz2RuXQ

12/9/2018 8:39:40 PM gabrecken  pic.twitter.com/vhzfL9oWMK

12/9/2018 8:40:26 PM surgdissection Just invoking ‘think for yourselves’, start to read about it...

12/9/2018 8:41:29 PM 17thanq Q is a team of Mil. Intel Officers

12/9/2018 8:43:31 PM gabrecken Bitches wants some pancakes?  Bitches love pancakes.

12/9/2018 8:43:58 PM jjppatriot  pic.twitter.com/0xf6Ak8HoF

12/9/2018 8:44:31 PM surgdissection ...with Q Clearances...

12/9/2018 8:50:10 PM surgdissection I have the answer 😉

12/9/2018 8:56:35 PM 1_decided_voter Were there significant events that occurred on 9/11/91 and 9/11/11? If so, it doesn't seem like many in the public knew about them... Any clues that 

would help us along in discovery here would be appreciated.

12/9/2018 8:56:41 PM whatsyourtheory That look when you stumble upon a thread in a conversation that you don't expect🤔 😶😳🙃

12/9/2018 8:57:49 PM gabrecken You had me at...sugar tits

12/9/2018 9:00:02 PM angdonlon My guess is Flynn's wife :)

12/9/2018 9:00:16 PM 17thanq A Q Clearance (DOE) is equivalent to a United States Department of Defense Top Secret clearance.

What's you guys talking about?

12/9/2018 9:02:36 PM poppyslovecapu I’d like some confirmation if possible. 🤔

12/9/2018 9:03:58 PM pauliepg11111 9/11/91 was the day GHWB gave his “New World Order” speech. I think they had access to the future timeline and knew what would happen 10 years 

later...

12/9/2018 9:04:48 PM theagood MAYBE IT IS A CIA DISINFO OFFICER?

12/9/2018 9:05:03 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂

12/9/2018 9:05:03 PM warangel1111 ATN...😂😇👋🏻

12/9/2018 9:07:03 PM 1_decided_voter Ahh, okay, then that's definitely significant. Still wondering about 9/11/11 though.

12/9/2018 9:09:32 PM warangel1111 😂

12/9/2018 9:09:39 PM surgdissection As @MAGAPILL rightfully points out:

It’s like Houdini, the @CIA constantly remanufactures history...

12/9/2018 9:10:05 PM 1_decided_voter One author's description of PBB suggests the whole sky will become a movie screen.

 https://allthatsinteresting.com/project-blue-beam-serge-monast …

Is this what is meant by "watch the sky", "Sky event" and "coming soon to a theater near you" ?

12/9/2018 9:10:35 PM pauliepg11111 Yea me too. Can’t find anything exceptionally significant for that day, except for more “war theatre” to advance the NATO agenda? 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/sep/11/us-base-suicide-bomber-afghanistan …

12/9/2018 9:16:09 PM dmichael_7 The person behind Q has an extensive military background from what I see..

12/9/2018 9:20:35 PM iwanaplzu2 Q is more than  one person

12/9/2018 9:20:53 PM optionqueen none of the above

12/9/2018 9:21:57 PM dmichael_7 I know.. but in broad scope.. the person who created Q has an extensive military background from what I see..

12/9/2018 9:26:25 PM marshahodgson ...they can't possibly all be stopped in two years or less, esp while laws protect the DS that continues to usurp us by stealing elections, brainwashing, 

supporting sedition & sharia, defending migrants over us...just a few distractions that hide WORSE things. We ARE winning.

12/9/2018 9:26:43 PM marshahodgson This won't happen as you suggest. M/b you'll see the left FOOLISHLY go out in some OTHER colored vests once Martial Law is implemented, but that 

will be their folly. Anyone truly aware sees the process working. The DS criminal elements have been in place for well over a century..

12/9/2018 9:31:48 PM marshahodgson IF we had stronger laws, treasonous criminals would not be in office. No more McCains or Clinton/Foundations. In time, the swamp is drained, and no 

one else dare to sell us out, or our children, or run guns & drugs into communities to weaken them into chaos,

12/9/2018 9:36:03 PM marshahodgson 'Beginning to MAGA' is not overthrowing a government that finally has a handle on things, with a Plan that's working. Things WILL get rough...but we 

honest patriots are NOT the targets. The DS is another thing, always w/the threat of FFs and chaos. We'll use discernment.

12/9/2018 9:45:40 PM daahmom I don’t think we’ll ever know.

12/9/2018 9:51:24 PM amywall52983825 🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🖕🏼😡😡😡. I’m getting sick of this!!!!  Take them down!!!!

12/9/2018 9:53:33 PM raymond10449530 Barron.

12/9/2018 10:44:26 PM babysgramma No, it's not the press secretary, it has to be somebody who's been well acquainted with the deep state for decades.



12/9/2018 10:58:15 PM goodmedicine4us MJ12 operates in the shadows...

....still.

Change my mind.

12/9/2018 10:58:45 PM sconfinement Stop being a jerk and just share with the class, please!

12/9/2018 11:07:52 PM srpatriot JFK Jr

12/9/2018 11:23:56 PM stephen28496499 Followed all and retweeted

12/10/2018 12:26:24 AM christinaworthm You talk like your not human.

12/10/2018 12:33:22 AM 7lifeisart None of the above

12/10/2018 12:35:29 AM islandofdelight What happened to @kabamur_taygeta???

12/10/2018 2:11:39 AM oo1o110 Ding ding ding...

12/10/2018 2:35:34 AM theagood And fake identities--like the one they invented for "Barack Obama"

12/10/2018 3:51:45 AM chelle030609 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MichaelSalla/status/1069245375884607488 …

12/10/2018 4:51:01 AM xusaf_patriot Hard to watch the sky when your inside a building working 10 hrs a day! Neither is it likely to be broadcast by the cabal-controlled MSM media. Hoping 

its true...

12/10/2018 5:09:53 AM realmik55942590 An obscure, high ranking Patriot employee of the NSA...or, Steve Bannon

12/10/2018 5:17:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 "The World Is Watching"

Coincidence that MJ12 talked about First Contact again last night?

What's happening in Antartica?

Can you say "Not under very different circumstances from those expected?"

👽🛸

DARK to LIGHT

        Q to MJ12 pic.twitter.com/ndnigO5EO6
12/10/2018 5:18:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 None of the choices provided are remotely close to being accurate.

12/10/2018 5:19:01 AM trumpmomma I was like : pic.twitter.com/VpcM5AG6Iv

12/10/2018 5:19:06 AM ragevirusqq Strange shadow

12/10/2018 5:20:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are underground 20+ hours a day, yet the skies are monitored 100%. You'd be surprised what flies by at night. Many Patriots following Q have been 

given fly by's. Are you ready?

12/10/2018 5:20:16 AM pragmatic_texan I’m hoping it’s Melania.  That would be quite the surprise. She is brilliant.

12/10/2018 5:22:27 AM ragevirusqq Yea probably

12/10/2018 5:25:56 AM ricvadude  pic.twitter.com/njq8ewjU69

12/10/2018 5:26:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 BL recently released a movie.

Physics dictates reality.

New physics?

New reality.

What was BL's mission?

Was he selected because he would leak?

Was he offered an NDA to ONLY disclose alt. physics?

Did you watch him lie?

"I saw no extraterrestrials."

Are you sure BL?

BL != MJ-1/12
12/10/2018 5:28:14 AM moemc8 Do you mean we will have Blue Beam which will be good, done by white hats?  Seems that control would have been taken away from Cabal by now to 

use it for fear and deception.  What are we talking about here.  Is that what will happen this week?

12/10/2018 5:30:47 AM xusaf_patriot Been ready for *decades*.  Been following Q since the beginning. Hope is what I have...

12/10/2018 5:32:12 AM cidarean BL witnessed things that would blow peoples minds. I'm humbled by the role these people play but remain a bit jealous of their experience as most of 

us live the "simple" type of life with nothing so grandiose as seeing ETs, UFO's or other esoteric phenomenon.

12/10/2018 5:33:01 AM diaptera_80 Watch them every night. Even my hubby saw something on his own, yet he refuses to believe in ufos lol.

12/10/2018 5:36:08 AM chrisklemenza BL?

12/10/2018 5:37:10 AM chrisklemenza Thanks

12/10/2018 5:42:56 AM cidarean I've been meaning to get my telescope out over the past month. Its been way too cold. Guess il have to suck it up.

12/10/2018 5:44:46 AM jollyrob2 Never been readyrrrr🙏🏻

12/10/2018 5:46:54 AM worldxplorer1 Fly-by requested sirs.

12/10/2018 5:52:23 AM westpaanglers Why are you doing what Q does...not kool >>>shills>>>MAGA TROLL>>>WTF>>> THERES ONLY Q WE TRUST.

12/10/2018 5:52:43 AM mongrelglory You've never lived in a super cold climate I think.  That's the way you dress outside all the time if you don't want your scarf to freeze to your face with 

your breath, or your nose to get frost-bite. Lol! 🇨🇦

12/10/2018 5:59:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 BL != MJ-1/12

     ^ DOES NOT EQUAL

12/10/2018 6:00:26 AM mongrelglory Interesting!  Could be the sun is just starting to rise there?  Anyone know?  The picture doesn't look photoshopped otherwise.

12/10/2018 6:02:05 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m more interested in what Phil Schneider had to say, but they killed him.

12/10/2018 6:02:34 AM sumgirl Wow it’s all so confusing. Waiting for disclosure. Thank you

12/10/2018 6:03:07 AM turboxyde Yep... fly by with power up at mid altitude. 4 lights converged to one and lit me up like a Christmas tree just last month. pic.twitter.com/GhMcC7YO9r

12/10/2018 6:03:17 AM ce5nyc What about element 115? Was he basically saying he still has some? 😉

12/10/2018 6:04:12 AM mongrelglory Sigh...I'm stuck on a low floor of a high-rise, surrounded by other high-rise buildings.  Unless an ET visits me in the form of a squirrel, there's not much 

for me to see from my balcony except for drug dealers in the parking lot. 😋

12/10/2018 6:10:41 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/Bl7doE9T66

12/10/2018 6:12:13 AM mongrelglory I thought you were talking about the guy with the sign.  You were talking about the photographer's shadow!  My bad! 🥴

12/10/2018 6:17:22 AM willowood22 I'll be watching. Stop by for visit or to meet the dog.

12/10/2018 6:17:56 AM 00loll0 It is my understanding that offical first contact is in the fall of 2021,has something changed?

12/10/2018 6:19:06 AM dragonflyglitta Emma, start by watching @david_wilcock on YouTube. Then, check out #abovemajestic on Amazon or iTunes. It’s a lot to take in but it will all start to 

tie in and make sense. It will blow your mind. We are so close to full disclosure. Wait until you see what’s been hidden from us

12/10/2018 6:23:58 AM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/10/2018 6:25:17 AM mongrelglory I miss the late 60's...maxi dresses, love beads, peasant blouses, head-bands, the Beatles, string cheese in a can, Tang, crazy straws, colour TV! ...sigh... 

it was a simpler time.  Mind you... I was 8 years old then.

12/10/2018 6:26:23 AM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@IngoldIsrael @SaRaAshcraft As stated in previous posts, that name is a generalized 

Majestic name for a series of lower […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062700375445307393.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/10/2018 6:27:38 AM neufeldtlyss17 I’m thinking the - 1/12 means he isn’t now....

12/10/2018 6:40:32 AM fowlreginald There was a tweet about Abel Danger and I think BL. AD worked with many MJ-12, BL did not and was not one of them, if I recall correctly. I read a lot 

over the weekend.

12/10/2018 6:40:46 AM pragmatic_texan I’ll put it this way.  Anyone that actually thinks we are alone in this vast universe needs to have their head examined.



12/10/2018 6:46:33 AM fowlreginald I don't think it's that far back. I was reading through November's tweets (of which there are many!) this weekend. Look for the thread on BL with the 

hour long interview that MJ12 made notes on. I think around Nov 20th or so.

12/10/2018 6:47:32 AM joni_apple_seed Do you know what Heathers’ status is now?

12/10/2018 6:49:43 AM fowlreginald You are very welcome! Trying to learn, so much to read and ponder! And tons to watch too.

12/10/2018 6:53:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd Question, wikileaks has been taken over by dark? I will remember their names bc we know their intentions.

12/10/2018 6:54:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 He said he worked on a team of 20 or so others. That by definition would not make him one of the Majestic 12. Also, members of Majestic 12 were not 

the pinnacles of their engineering discipline. We recruited the world's smartest people. BL says he is honored, we know.

12/10/2018 6:56:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 AD interacted with MJ-12 members without knowing we were MJ-12. BL interacted with two MJ-12 members despite being a subordinate.

12/10/2018 6:56:27 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/eh7kiwoNi8

12/10/2018 6:57:08 AM shining91109743 I see an object, closer than the stars every night.  I can only see several lights when using peripheral vision.  When I look straight on, seems to 

disappear.  Strange how weather seems to split around us.  Forcefield maybe?  Is it possible to learn more from you?

12/10/2018 6:57:10 AM bdam777 What I notice right away is the angle of the shadows from the flag pole and the man. 

It looks like the light source is very close and casting shadows in a weird angle.

DUMBS....

12/10/2018 6:57:32 AM fowlreginald Is the movie worth a watch? The interview certainly sounded interesting. Just wondering how much disinfo we have to wade through in that one.

12/10/2018 6:58:20 AM fowlreginald Thank you for the clarification!

12/10/2018 6:59:02 AM bdam777 Benevolent?

12/10/2018 7:00:29 AM kagman4e Are patriots in control of Antarctica?   Based on photo, I would say yes.

12/10/2018 7:00:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 #1 = MJ-1

MJ-1 to MJ-12 = MJ-1/12

12/10/2018 7:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/10/2018 7:04:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 For thousands of years the opposite was punishable by death.

Understand the war Majestic 12 has been waging on the planetary wide oppressors?

Certain events must happen in order for Disclosure -> First Contact is executed successfully.

12/10/2018 7:05:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, 11-11-18 served many purposes.

12/10/2018 7:07:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you 54

12/10/2018 7:08:42 AM kagman4e Thank god and the brave patriots. How did they do it?  Wasn’t the 17 second ULF wave on 11/11?

Does the deep state have any remaining weapons or technology at their disposal.

12/10/2018 7:09:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd If you don't like this site lovey you don't have to read it. Much love and light sent to you.❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

12/10/2018 7:15:03 AM kightengale As mortals we don’t know the ultimate truth to this.  We’ll only know when we cross over and stay or return when our moment arrives.  Some may 

return because they have lessons to be learned still I believe.  It’s a question that we only get an answer to on the other side🌟

12/10/2018 7:16:54 AM fowlreginald Don't forget roosters! 😉

12/10/2018 7:24:23 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does the plan require Trump to be POTUS 2020? The projection the MSM is spewing on Trump has people I know rooting for 

Jail/Impeachment. Just curious your thoughts.

12/10/2018 7:34:32 AM vickiwhatever Are you aware that ppl who were being adducted who cried out to Jesus Christ for help actually stopped what was happening? Interesting fact. Its not 

mentioned for some reason. In any case, I read books  by Jacque Vallee who actually was part of the Air Force tasked to investigate

12/10/2018 7:37:19 AM fowlreginald 😂😂😂

12/10/2018 7:38:02 AM pragmatic_texan Understood.  These things must be handled delicately.  👍 My main problem in life is that I’m always inclined to just “rip the band-aide off.”  😂

12/10/2018 7:38:03 AM vickiwhatever Sightings in the very beginning. He believed the nuts & bolts was secret military technology and encounters smacked of descriptions of old on demonic 

harassment. He is well respected as an astrophysicist and in computer science. He is responsible for my worldview on this subject

12/10/2018 7:40:41 AM djlok "The pole, yes, but under very different circumstances than those expected.". 🧐

12/10/2018 7:41:15 AM joni_apple_seed I hope you a correct and just imagine the light a pardon from DJT would shine on the WHOLE OPERATION! Game, set, match!!! #Darktolight #ThanQ 

@POTUS #HATJ pic.twitter.com/dLqqEtOtC4

12/10/2018 7:41:52 AM morety76 I totally agree. with @realDonaldTrump, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and others on our side Majic can and Will happen.  

https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1072146857546014720 …

12/10/2018 7:42:16 AM robwatterson None of the above.  It’s a team at NSA.  Most likely military intelligence - presumably Army given some past Q posts.

12/10/2018 7:48:56 AM djlok #metoo.  I'd even like to request a ride (without human experiments being involved). I won't touch anything on the spaceship...I promise! Just throw a 

beam down and I'll go stand under it.

12/10/2018 7:50:25 AM djlok Does anyone know who AD and BL are?

12/10/2018 7:50:49 AM mongrelglory I think they previously said that BL had been a contractor to MJ-12 therefor was given some security clearance for SAPs.

12/10/2018 8:00:38 AM patriot_pups Followed almost all, those with reasonable FB ratios. With fb all who follow me.

12/10/2018 8:03:47 AM drudge_gina My son is grown he has always been highly intelligent and has gifts of psychic ability. He denied it for years till he had too much evidence to prove it 

more than coincidence. Knowing things seemed normal until u realize others don’t have the ability. His birthday is 03-06-93.

12/10/2018 8:07:18 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Good morning!

12/10/2018 8:10:45 AM nmd_mari If the information does not resonate do not read it. I follow Q but I also feel many others offer additional information that I appreciate. Q can be only 

cover so much. I welcome any knowledge brought to the table.

12/10/2018 8:12:05 AM 2errishuman1 Why did the white hats allow the destruction of Paradise?

12/10/2018 8:16:05 AM dominicblatter What’s that spot beside the flag? Looks like it’s hovering...

12/10/2018 8:18:02 AM dominicblatter  pic.twitter.com/Lhj689VX99

12/10/2018 8:31:23 AM sianetta Followed and retweeted 🇺🇸💯🇺🇸💯🇺🇸💯

12/10/2018 8:41:51 AM fowlreginald The term "NWO" sends a red flag up to many of us as we associate it with Cabal and evil. I think I read elsewhere MJ-12's tweets that there would be 

an agreement/coalition between sovereign nations to make First Contact. I do hope that's the case. No more Cabal, please!

12/10/2018 8:42:37 AM fowlreginald I cringe when I hear that term too.

12/10/2018 8:43:48 AM daveschroeder18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Watching the skies in Peru  pic.twitter.com/GLMTvBuJWf

12/10/2018 8:44:07 AM susan66388204 I see DUMBS in lots of places.  Could you please tell me the meaning???

12/10/2018 8:44:44 AM obiervs I agree on the shadows.. Odd light source.... 

DUMBS=? Deep under ground Military Base ?

12/10/2018 8:45:21 AM daveschroeder18 Watching the sky in Peru pic.twitter.com/UbMzKRL5pp

12/10/2018 8:46:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats why disinformation is necessary and real.

12/10/2018 8:48:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Any other objects in the photo look similar? They are flag markers denominating the edges of the DUMB.



12/10/2018 8:52:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

Learn the comms.

12/10/2018 8:53:57 AM djlok MJ12 is just putting it ALL out there!!

12/10/2018 8:59:56 AM tweetstreetint1  pic.twitter.com/QWAezNOabS

12/10/2018 9:00:15 AM cidarean I assume you mean Trumps Tweet. Co workers are going crazy over this. I'm trying to figure it out while they are laughing thinking he's dumb. Its 

getting hostile over here. 👀

12/10/2018 9:00:24 AM pauliepg11111 Clinton + Comey. Chelsea Clinton?

12/10/2018 9:04:05 AM lbf777 What is your opinion of the #YellowVest movement worldwide?

People are tired of swimming in the Government's shit & nobody wants to wait for Trump anymore. It's become unbearable to even live for most 

people so they just don't have the luxury of time anymore.

12/10/2018 9:07:15 AM missy968 S c G S c G     19 3 7 19 3 7    10 10  10 10 11:11  forgive me ... over thinking

12/10/2018 9:10:08 AM truthiswithinu Ooooohhhhh!!! Wow!!!! Didn't know this!!! This makes three meanings from one tweet!! Holy Intellectual IQ President @realDonaldTrump!!!!

Look up from this tweet; #Mockingbird

#Smocking

#GiletsJaunes

#YellowVests

#YellowJackets https://twitter.com/arcANUmCAK13/status/1072169250356256769?s=19 …

12/10/2018 9:11:15 AM missy968 C = 3 3 is mentioned twice ... 33

12/10/2018 9:11:29 AM truthiswithinu Here ya go for those looking: https://twitter.com/TweetStreetInt1/status/1072174084690079744?s=19 …

12/10/2018 9:15:34 AM mrs_biggo S"mocking"bird Media. All news headlines today are the same. 4am talking points.

12/10/2018 9:16:52 AM 1_decided_voter I would LOVE a flyby. I keep my eyes on the sky. The other night I saw what looked like 2 military helicopters (with normal lights) followed by some 

other object with only red lights.

12/10/2018 9:17:24 AM rebln  pic.twitter.com/K3O42yxXqE

12/10/2018 9:17:51 AM rebln Think podesta

12/10/2018 9:18:13 AM jonessense  https://youtu.be/WycoYIXRJrM  explains a lot

12/10/2018 9:23:59 AM hmcd123 Interesting I just read that post.

12/10/2018 9:27:28 AM jonessense Exactly. Listen to john lear on kerry Cassidy interview from last week

12/10/2018 9:28:42 AM 1_decided_voter Rouge

12/10/2018 9:44:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rep. Jim Jordan on Comey's cagey closed-door testimony  https://youtu.be/9GDX9db81Wk  via @YouTube

12/10/2018 9:45:22 AM the_loveoflight Says video unavailable

12/10/2018 9:46:09 AM trish_hollman Same here

12/10/2018 9:46:43 AM ragevirusqq Click the link in the text not the video

12/10/2018 9:48:21 AM decodematrix Bob Lazar told John Lear he saw extraterrestrials. There is many interviews with John Lear on YouTube and he says Bob Lazar told him he saw 

extraterrestrials. Why does he deny it now?

12/10/2018 9:52:59 AM cidarean We all share the frustration.

12/10/2018 9:54:11 AM youstinksoap Crimes Against Children?

12/10/2018 9:56:08 AM water_mountains exactly - wrong angles!

12/10/2018 9:56:50 AM jordanb987 Driving all morning likely looking like a lunatic staring up at the sky. 🤞🤞🤞

12/10/2018 9:59:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Video unavailable

12/10/2018 10:00:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Escort?

Watch the skies https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-09/large-scale-usaf-war-drill-over-nevada-simulated-forcible-entry-maneuver-war …

12/10/2018 10:01:12 AM lbf777 Sorry man. We are tired of all the waiting. We will save the world ourselves with the #yellowvest movement worldwide. You all can act as rear support. 

We can do this a lot faster than you. pic.twitter.com/ICXY9ihWaT

12/10/2018 10:01:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://www.cbsnews.com/news/voyager-2-probe-moves-into-interstellar-space/ …

12/10/2018 10:04:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd That woman is DARK.

12/10/2018 10:05:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 "What was BL's mission?

Was he offered an NDA to ONLY disclose alt. physics?"

12/10/2018 10:05:16 AM daveo6145 Rep. Jim Jordan on Comey's cagey closed-door testimony  https://youtu.be/9GDX9db81Wk  via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 walls closing in. #qanon #D5 

#DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening

12/10/2018 10:05:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd Got it...

12/10/2018 10:05:39 AM ragevirusqq This will provide new physics data?

12/10/2018 10:06:14 AM turboxyde Is this how they've been weaving "armageddon" programming into our collective manifestation of reality? Primary anomaly directly injected into the 

projection? Keystone capers!

12/10/2018 10:08:34 AM xusaf_patriot And this doesn't count the *numerous* times NASA has mysteriously "cut their ISS feeds"

12/10/2018 10:09:35 AM worldxplorer1 Clearly he was. 

MJ12 keeping the reins on ETI disclosure for a specific moment...

A moment when all the necessary prerequisite events have taken place and ETI disclosure is the next logical step. 

A moment that we are moving toward at an every increasing rate.

12/10/2018 10:09:43 AM xusaf_patriot I also saw a couple of military choppers in the air...but classified them as "operators are ACTIVE" ;-)

12/10/2018 10:11:33 AM worldxplorer1 PANIC IN DC. 

Swift justice makes the mice scurry.

12/10/2018 10:12:00 AM the_realtruth18 What about 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

12/10/2018 10:12:43 AM turboxyde I feel that sovereignty and unity are reciprocal concepts that must be united under universal law here on the planet. We can give that any label we 

want. However, from a purely marketing standpoint though. NWO isn't going to sell well and will likely backfire neurologically.

12/10/2018 10:15:31 AM xusaf_patriot I don't think we're getting pictures any more...just telemetry data.

12/10/2018 10:15:52 AM giediknight Technologies such as the Theraphi from my good friend Dan Winter, will be commonplace, as soon as inventors are safe from assassination 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jta7Q5vlZOI&feature=youtu.be&mc_cid=af6369f218&mc_eid=f8ddf27062 …

12/10/2018 10:16:48 AM cocopuffster12 Right??? I’ve tried to get our friend to engage re Phil, but I’ve not been successful.😞

12/10/2018 10:17:47 AM missy968 33 Spiritual Illumination...

12/10/2018 10:19:25 AM youstinksoap Or Gold?

12/10/2018 10:19:33 AM allahuniversal E: None of the above

12/10/2018 10:21:19 AM lindsey52078571 Since yesterday I’ve noticed the usual flight paths around my house have changed. I’ve also been seeing some planes flying in unison, not from either 

of the local sky diving places, but March AFB.

12/10/2018 10:21:42 AM robertf34043399 Seymour Cray ! ( Of Cray -Supercomputers ! - ) ....



12/10/2018 10:21:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Our cell phones have WAY more power than the computing power, however....it still works and continues to gather info. Computer is so weak....it's like 

the old dial up. I was six (6) when this was launched. 369

Funny how even my cell ph is all 369's. IDK why I am so attracted.

12/10/2018 10:24:30 AM time4u2know Judge: Who Stopped you

Jordan: House leadership (Paul Ryan)

12/10/2018 10:24:41 AM cocopuffster12 About 20 years ago, an acquaintance of mine from ASU went to Antarctica (research) for about 6 months. Darn it!!! Wish I knew then what I know 

now!! I would have been picking his brain like there’s no tomorrow!!

12/10/2018 10:28:25 AM candicecarley Equals a cube

12/10/2018 10:36:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Cabal at the FBI/DOJ"

12/10/2018 10:37:35 AM thegistofitis Tic tock pic.twitter.com/L2RClex3Dt

12/10/2018 10:37:39 AM palmdalekid2 Cc: @USTreasury @federalreserve

12/10/2018 10:39:56 AM horseofw watched movie content interesting cinematography lacking a lot of artsy shots

12/10/2018 10:40:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Operations are active. We will not engager current OPs.

12/10/2018 10:41:10 AM prmd21801759 Escorting WHO, Majestic? To "throw" into outer space prisons, to our good intergalactic guardians?

12/10/2018 10:41:29 AM akean2u He's on Twatter blabbing about pizz@g@te. Deflection at its best.

12/10/2018 10:46:22 AM thenortelgeek THIS. pic.twitter.com/Hvf6OXxg9J

12/10/2018 10:47:47 AM thenortelgeek This pic.twitter.com/IbdsJVZHtY

12/10/2018 10:48:44 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/m9591iyoIA

12/10/2018 10:49:12 AM pastorjon9 Do I understand correctly that a "First Contact" (Star Trek) event is planned (even though [they] have been here for hundreds, or thousands, of years)?

This is to make things more palatable for the masses, correct?

12/10/2018 10:49:47 AM marshahodgson Care to clue me in, or hint, or point me in some direction? Perhaps even a keyword? 😎 Qurious minds need to know 😎

12/10/2018 10:50:27 AM palmdalekid2 Follow me👀

12/10/2018 10:50:44 AM sumgirl Outrageous

12/10/2018 10:52:00 AM cocopuffster12 It’s amazing what you see when you “star gaze”

12/10/2018 10:58:11 AM john777lee Would love you know where i am .

12/10/2018 10:58:39 AM carlsgems ditto

12/10/2018 11:00:52 AM olimyracle Subcells

12/10/2018 11:01:34 AM parrotandrea What about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

12/10/2018 11:02:22 AM laurabusse Its good to keep an open mind bc our knowledge and understanding is limited...how can you "decide" what is true if you can't know everything...time 

will tell...all will B revealed...best 2 take in info w an open mind, withhold judgement, and live your life...patience will pay off

12/10/2018 11:06:54 AM laurabusse LOL

12/10/2018 11:07:46 AM xusaf_patriot Lucky you!  Not much chance in our area - ranked 13th in the nation for the cloudiest skies...lol

12/10/2018 11:08:26 AM mongrelglory This is exciting!  I pray for everyone's safety! 🙏

12/10/2018 11:10:37 AM cidarean I'm thinking Et's

12/10/2018 11:11:50 AM palmdalekid2 12.11 :09 MR :39 pic.twitter.com/tJu75sVWUT

12/10/2018 11:14:35 AM youstinksoap To me the shadow looks like a Q ...although a little sideways.  🤔

12/10/2018 11:15:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 NO PENALTY to DEATH PENALTY

DARK to LIGHT https://twitter.com/T_S_P_O_O_K_Y/status/1072116335952441345 …

12/10/2018 11:15:37 AM cocopuffster12 It’s def not always easy, lots of fog and clouds in Bay Area. Every now and then I see something cool, and try to get family members to come and look 

with me....and they don’t!! Looks like they will be in for a big surprise!!

12/10/2018 11:17:24 AM xusaf_patriot Agreed...he must be terminated...for the good of our species.

12/10/2018 11:19:26 AM cocopuffster12 Do you ever see, what looks like stars, but they move around. Up and down, squiggle around, it’s a trip! Me & a friend were watching a bright one at 

about 5am, we had been watching it for a few days. As we looked & talked, it disappeared, then came back bright, and did this 3 x’s

12/10/2018 11:21:22 AM bbobbio71 Heavy clouds here.  No visibility

12/10/2018 11:21:53 AM cocopuffster12 2/2 Pretty sure we screamed at this point! I was watching another bright one in my backyard, all of a sudden it took off and jetted across the sky going 

east. It went SO fast!! Saw another, it started shooting what looked fireworks out one side. Fun and crazy!!

12/10/2018 11:23:45 AM watchingthewar And the secrets you have handed over....

12/10/2018 11:26:12 AM neecieh6111 The mystery surrounding smocking has been solved.  Our president is a genius. Smocking= body painting done for sexual gratification = Podesta

12/10/2018 11:27:51 AM lindsey52078571 5 minutes ago. pic.twitter.com/aePRIYdXcc

12/10/2018 11:29:01 AM speaakn There was a ton of activity in texas. You can find it all on @elenochle page. Here’s just a snippet of some of the AF flights. pic.twitter.com/ywRsm0m2yc

12/10/2018 11:30:41 AM bbobbio71 Think they would use something a little more agile for an escourt than a c130 or the like

12/10/2018 11:31:23 AM lindsey52078571 3 more right now. pic.twitter.com/Rikv4Y7pcI

12/10/2018 11:32:39 AM prmd21801759  https://youtu.be/igUMDICqTpQ 

Bob Lazar

Aircraft from another star/planet. Time for Full idsclosure?

12/10/2018 11:36:49 AM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/ZwxUn5qlKv

12/10/2018 11:37:02 AM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/TaAtCMzPIL

12/10/2018 11:41:28 AM prmd21801759 Is it time for @JohnBrennan?

12/10/2018 11:42:24 AM consortiapartn1 Joint Ops ? 

 http://time.com/5475681/russia-nuclear-bombers-venezuela/ …

12/10/2018 11:43:41 AM cryptocrab4 #Adrenochrome ? Child sacrifices ? @johnpodesta #Pizza #Pizzagate #Pedogate

These people are sick ! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/PeeDee00777/status/1072191762477793280 …

12/10/2018 11:43:45 AM 1_decided_voter Perhaps to escort a craft that doesn't use traditional propulsion?

12/10/2018 11:47:22 AM 1_decided_voter Interesting 'coincidence' that you posted this 17 mins after Q posted about the same tweet. pic.twitter.com/mZpF4lQQER

12/10/2018 11:49:42 AM mongrelglory They sure are using the "Cabal" word in this interview a lot!  Are the mainstream American people listening to this, or are they still asleep?  It's really 

unbelievable that people aren't rioting like in France!

12/10/2018 11:56:46 AM goldste57881662 A UFO? A tank, pyramid?

12/10/2018 11:56:59 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2018 11:57:41 AM canadianqanon I have given Majestic_12 two chances and they have now been blocked twice. I don’t recommend following them.  Make sure you have 

@StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @WeAreOne_Q etc.

12/10/2018 12:00:45 PM goldste57881662 The flag is backwards

12/10/2018 12:02:09 PM goldste57881662 V for victory

12/10/2018 12:03:59 PM susan66388204 Web Hubble is her real dad. pic.twitter.com/504NwK4bnP

12/10/2018 12:06:29 PM goldste57881662 They are over the DUMB

12/10/2018 12:07:58 PM goldste57881662 Reptilian shape?

12/10/2018 12:09:14 PM ann_mandeville Karma baby! pic.twitter.com/Vr9kh46kGT

12/10/2018 12:11:31 PM goldste57881662 Tell us. Racking my brain here. Lol are the windows code?

12/10/2018 12:14:42 PM youstinksoap hmmm.... engager

12/10/2018 12:35:03 PM theappraizer RIP William Cooper - #Truth



12/10/2018 12:35:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd How can you be blind when you know you are Creator? How can you be blind when you've experienced death? I re-read...love and light💖

12/10/2018 12:44:00 PM keith369me Brennan (and those like him) need to face justice for the good of mankind.

12/10/2018 12:51:34 PM fromano001 I follow up Patriots on this train and I have no clue about Q

12/10/2018 12:52:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd Your origin is not of love and light. No being of love speaks as you.

12/10/2018 1:09:55 PM suey2121 None of the above

12/10/2018 1:11:11 PM richard98144666 Yeah 

He created an Army too,

A Q Army 😃

AMEN 🙏

12/10/2018 1:18:55 PM theappraizer @Jordan_Sather_ Howdy Jordan, hope all is well!

Say, by chance have you seen some of the tweets coming from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?? 😱

I'd SO appreciate your thoughts & input. 😊

#Disclosure

12/10/2018 1:22:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 17:00 ET

12/10/2018 1:23:34 PM morety76 Is there any Majestic 12 in the UK?

12/10/2018 1:25:06 PM peterclloyd Do we need to be prepared before Christmas?

12/10/2018 1:25:18 PM scott_rick What’s the best free energy that is coming?

Who put the moon there?  Who killed JFK?

12/10/2018 1:25:21 PM the_realtruth18 MH370 accident or ?

12/10/2018 1:26:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ-12 has subordinates in the UK military who do not realize they are subordinates to the Majestic 12. Most people in all Government are unaware of 

our organization's current structure or agenda let alone being able to name names of who the complete MJ-12 currently is.

12/10/2018 1:26:46 PM day_lah_ Are J-seals real and will we be able to heal or remove them?

12/10/2018 1:27:03 PM again_censored The commuter hour. Don't tweet while driving.

12/10/2018 1:27:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 ET involvement. Accident is accurate.

12/10/2018 1:28:42 PM susanmorley101 Did the ISS film a big blue orb and then NASA shut down the live feed? I'm sure I saw the footage an hour or so ago and now I can't find it! If so, can you 

tell us anything about it please?

12/10/2018 1:28:51 PM youstinksoap ET DUMB's under the Great Lakes?

12/10/2018 1:30:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Currently the best "free energy" is sunlight, however it costs money to build infrastructure around distributing that system.

A Majestic operation took place last year that involved new energy proposals.

JFK was killed by many people, but the Majestic 12 orchestrated.

ETs related

12/10/2018 1:30:09 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

Hope you are fine. AMA are always a pleasure to read and learn with you.

Will Skyppy Podesta and his pedofriends be taken to the Central Sun?

12/10/2018 1:30:48 PM the_realtruth18 Thankyou. Mid air collision?

12/10/2018 1:32:24 PM xusaf_patriot AMA?  Clueless twitter user here...lol (American Medical Association?)

12/10/2018 1:33:39 PM datruseeka JFK was killed because he was going to tell the people about the truth of ET’s, correct?  And you say it was MJ-12 that orchestrated his death?  No one 

higher?

12/10/2018 1:34:54 PM covertress Do ETs visit those who RV them? #BlackGhosts

12/10/2018 1:35:51 PM palmdalekid2 #2575 :20

#thegreatawakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/i5BFj71UPG

12/10/2018 1:35:54 PM jm19712 Why did POTUS use the term "forbidden Skies" in his Space Force announcement speech?  He placed emphasis on those words.

12/10/2018 1:36:05 PM 1_decided_voter David Wilcock recently said that Paradise CA was a community of telepathic human-looking extra-terrestrials living secretly (in plain sight) under a 

treaty, and that some homes there had underground access to sub-surface civilizations. Will you confirm any portions of this story?

12/10/2018 1:36:29 PM lightseeker2012 Ask Me Anything - Q&A time

12/10/2018 1:36:50 PM datruseeka When and who are going to stop the chemtrails? Weather modifications? GMO’s?  Directed energy fires?

12/10/2018 1:38:48 PM susanmorley101 Thank you! I was starting to think I'd imagined it!

12/10/2018 1:40:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally? No.

12/10/2018 1:40:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some do.

12/10/2018 1:40:46 PM datruseeka Yes I’d like to know the answer to that too!  Along with the use of those guillotines & coffins?  What their purpose now?

12/10/2018 1:41:14 PM thetempestchip Who are these beings? Is our solar systems “sun” a portal? pic.twitter.com/Y497Z0Cz9z

12/10/2018 1:41:14 PM maudeaz Did the large number of AF planes flying over Nevada yesterday have anything to do with Area 51?

12/10/2018 1:41:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's a decades long project involving thousands of people, both good and bad. What specifically do you want explained?

12/10/2018 1:42:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enemy Combatants will end up in GITMO.

12/10/2018 1:42:02 PM cocopuffster12 Centaurians

12/10/2018 1:42:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies had something to do with it?

12/10/2018 1:42:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some areas of Earth are NO FLY zones... for non Majestic aircraft.

12/10/2018 1:43:18 PM newyorker66 I dont know anything about it. Where can I learn?

12/10/2018 1:43:31 PM covertress remote view

12/10/2018 1:43:47 PM cocopuffster12 Q stated we will have a VERY Merry Christmas

12/10/2018 1:43:58 PM datruseeka Do the USAF know who is directing them to spray chemtrails on us?  Do they know who is directing them to use weapons (to set fires) against people in 

the US, in our own country?  WHO is directing them?  Does all our military still report to POTUS? Or who?

12/10/2018 1:44:31 PM lightworkercain I have OCD and my son has autism, is that because we just had different vaccines or that the OCD is hereditary? I will never forgive for what was done 

to my son...

12/10/2018 1:45:09 PM lightworkercain Ask me anything

12/10/2018 1:45:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Education will be vital. News reporting is always a mixing pot for deception. Environmental cleanups will use newer technologies and require less hands 

on involvement.

12/10/2018 1:45:39 PM tomkingblue Hello Majestic 12 

Will Macron resign?

12/10/2018 1:46:06 PM jm19712 antarctica?... It sounded like he was referring to space itself.  For a minute or two, I got wrapped up in flat earth questions and POTUS joked about it 

"looking flat" to him.

12/10/2018 1:46:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 DUMBs are not ET in origin.

No DUMBs under Great Lakes.

Inside? Different story.

12/10/2018 1:46:18 PM datruseeka How will we ever get honest journalism reporting on any of the national networks? And when will it start?

12/10/2018 1:46:22 PM the_realtruth18 Is 45 creating a New world order without the bad?

12/10/2018 1:47:13 PM datruseeka Who are the non-humans of the Majestic 12?

12/10/2018 1:47:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The sun can be used as a portal in higher dimensions.

12/10/2018 1:47:51 PM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this will kick start a sleeper as well



12/10/2018 1:47:53 PM jm19712 What did you learn from Jack Whiteside Parsons?

12/10/2018 1:48:01 PM ragevirusqq Please define enemy combatants.

12/10/2018 1:48:22 PM thetempestchip Thankyou friends :)

12/10/2018 1:48:43 PM xusaf_patriot Thanks for the feedback. So...Q&A time with an M12 member?  Hmmmmm...

12/10/2018 1:48:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where We Go One, We Go All means A WORLD UNITED.

How do you unite the world?

End Globalism & Offer Something New

Physics dictate the nature of our reality.

New physics suppressed?

New reality awaits.

Literally.

TRUST THE PLAN.
12/10/2018 1:48:57 PM the_realtruth18 Bad refers to cabal.

12/10/2018 1:49:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We cannot answer that kind of ambiguous question because there are too many unknown variables that dictate the answer.

Do life forms like to try genocide?

Some do.

12/10/2018 1:50:00 PM peaceinamerica1 Need to backtrack

12/10/2018 1:50:50 PM datruseeka Why are we even going to have a NWO?  Who is deciding that to start with?  I thought the whole purpose of this was to STOP the NWO?

12/10/2018 1:51:05 PM lightworkercain They have to be, Big Mike couldn't carry them. Lol

12/10/2018 1:51:28 PM cocopuffster12 Confusing hearing NWO. I connect it to Bush, Cabal, etc.....   Can you explain the difference please?

12/10/2018 1:51:43 PM lib7473 Can we get full disclosure (full transparency, no more secrets) that MJ12 hid for decades, so people who are still in denial of life outside of earth exist 

can finally wake up to reality? THANKQ...🌠❤️🌈

12/10/2018 1:52:07 PM mongrelglory I think people are worried that another elite group of rulers will replace the old Cabal.  How will democratic rights be protected?

12/10/2018 1:52:53 PM lightworkercain They don't answer everything, but doesn't hurt to put it out there JIC.

12/10/2018 1:53:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Check Justice K hearings re Enemy Combatants

Mil Law vs Civ Law

Cross reference with Executive Orders

Enemy Combatants are people who threaten National Security.

Cross reference with new laws about Child Abuse Victim law?

12/10/2018 1:53:11 PM askesis369 Will there be a limit to the disclosure of crimes committed by cabal?

12/10/2018 1:53:14 PM 1_decided_voter Who (or what) is the new reality waiting on? Can you be specific?

12/10/2018 1:54:32 PM datruseeka Are spaceships/ Crafts/UFO’s planning to appear to earth to take people away?  If so, for what purpose?

12/10/2018 1:54:34 PM missy968 Will the podesta brothers be brought to justice publicly?

12/10/2018 1:54:34 PM jordanb987 You've mentioned before that ringing in ears is due to mind control tools in place. However, I have been reading that during information download, the 

ears ring. What is the difference between the two?

12/10/2018 1:55:15 PM 1_decided_voter Right, supposedly beings from Alpha Centauri. Humanoid beings that would likely wear prosthetic devices in public to mask their true appearance.

12/10/2018 1:55:33 PM mongrelglory Will it involve a meritocracy like Benjamin Fulford talks about?  Representatives from each geographic region of the world.  He says that North America 

will have one representative.

12/10/2018 1:55:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learning telepathy without appropriate practice is difficult when you don't have another being capable of advanced telepathy there assisting you in 

establishing the link. It can feel like nonsense and be discouraging. Don't give up. It's like trying to learn Arabic in Japan.

12/10/2018 1:55:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/10/2018 1:56:21 PM slayerofmatrix1 What will be disclosed tonight at 20:00 EST I’m really excited !

12/10/2018 1:56:25 PM cocopuffster12 I saw this ? circulate before, it has had me scratching my head. Why do you have the eye in triangle in your avatar, and why the blind folded eagle? It 

gives me hesitation, naturally. Can you please explain? As always, thank you for your time. 💟☮️🇺🇸

12/10/2018 1:56:39 PM blankmarlo Who or what are the four princes of Epstein Island? (North, South, East, West)

12/10/2018 1:56:48 PM day_lah_ Would lake tahoe be an example?

12/10/2018 1:56:53 PM xusaf_patriot How are you going to awaken the masses to "our place in the universe" when nearly every form of communication is being heavily restricted by those 

who wish to hide the *truth*?

12/10/2018 1:57:16 PM blankmarlo What is the nature/purpose of the upcoming SKY EVENT?

12/10/2018 1:57:36 PM ragevirusqq This is good.

12/10/2018 1:57:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 MC sounds are typically short pulses of sound encoded digitally. Ringing noises allow for MC to piggyback on the frequencies, however not all Mind 

Control technology is evil. With great power comes great responsibility.

12/10/2018 1:57:50 PM blankmarlo What is the nature/purpose of the hexagon shape at the pole of Saturn? Where might I find accurate info on this topic?

12/10/2018 1:58:01 PM cocopuffster12 I saw that video as well - very interesting.

12/10/2018 1:58:08 PM blankmarlo Are transcripts of The Emerald Tablets that are currently in public circulation authentic?

12/10/2018 1:58:16 PM shallknown Around what years did Majestic 12 begin to work against the Cabal? (If ever?)

12/10/2018 1:58:20 PM mongrelglory Will Royal families maintain the same power and wealth that they have now in the world after the NWO comes into being?

12/10/2018 1:58:22 PM missy968 Thank you so much

12/10/2018 1:58:23 PM resilientempath Do you believe in the anthropogenic source of climate change? How much would you estimate it?

12/10/2018 1:58:25 PM palmdalekid2 Elaborate pls

12/10/2018 1:58:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 If this were true, we would never confirm it.

Think optics of what a message like that could send?

12/10/2018 1:58:53 PM blankmarlo You'll have to settle for Gitmo

12/10/2018 1:59:32 PM wild8heart Are you familiar with Michael Tellinger’s concept/idea of Ubuntu Contributionism? Will that be an effective system that could be implemented in our 

foreseeable, new world?

12/10/2018 1:59:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some technology used during rituals will remain classified for the public's own safety. Crimes utilizing those technologies will not be brought forward 

on charges publicly. Within classified settings, criminals are being prosecuted and punished accordingly for their crimes.

12/10/2018 1:59:49 PM peacey_queen Will the new NWO be peaceful?

12/10/2018 2:00:01 PM datruseeka Reagan once said that we would unite if we learned of a threat of aliens.....what “threat” specifically faces us, that will cause us all to unite?

12/10/2018 2:00:13 PM mongrelglory Were there really giants living in various regions of the world in the past?  Are any of them still around?  Was the story of the "Giant of Kandahar" true?

12/10/2018 2:00:28 PM patobrien236 None of these

12/10/2018 2:00:52 PM johngradycole20 In Star Wars: The Last Jedi, Yoda says, "Time it is for you to look past a pile of old books". Was this a message from Majestic? I felt like this was a nod to 

those of us who noticed the Mandela Effects in the KJV Bible.

12/10/2018 2:00:57 PM knightofmaltaus Fed conspiracy is just that. In reality, the Fed will increase rates up to 3 times. This is to induce investor countries for US T Bills. The Chinese are not 

buying as their own markets are upside down. Fed is reacting to debt, not other.

12/10/2018 2:01:15 PM ragevirusqq Will there be a time when a download of information/truth can be requested and received without mystery and deception?  Transparency rather than 

hitting people with it unknowingly



12/10/2018 2:01:25 PM knightofmaltaus There is a working group within MI6.

12/10/2018 2:01:27 PM 1_decided_voter Is MJ12 using MC tech to keep certain figures with questionable motives (Bolton comes to mind) in Trump's admin from doing bad things? In other 

words, are you subverting certain people's free will for the right reasons?

12/10/2018 2:01:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates within.

Once truth is presented.

Think Antartica.

New CLAS of technology deployed.

Was truth forcibly suppressed under OLD GUARD?

12/10/2018 2:02:05 PM askesis369 Are you alluding to Adrenochrome or will that be disclosed? The public needs to know how dark its gotten, without societal collapse of course, is that 

possible?

12/10/2018 2:02:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, the translations are missing several key lines that were obfuscated by the Majestic 12 for secrecy purposes.

12/10/2018 2:02:28 PM datruseeka Can you give more specifics on this new education?

12/10/2018 2:02:35 PM patobrien236 Or trained for many years

12/10/2018 2:03:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peace Through Strength

12/10/2018 2:03:20 PM connectedtomyc1 Yes, it was 11/11. You can see it at 37 seconds in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKlm8YURKC0&t=49s …

12/10/2018 2:03:25 PM mongrelglory Has Earth really been a prison planet for IS's?  (I'm reading "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer right now).

12/10/2018 2:03:48 PM knightofmaltaus There is a plan for all religious leaders and top country world leaders to all gather together at UN HQ and via media interruption, gathered together 

they will deliver benevolent message that we are not alone and have met our neighbors. Depending on citizenry acceptance, unknown

12/10/2018 2:03:50 PM djlok VERY good!

12/10/2018 2:04:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

Not forever though.

Their days are numbered.

12/10/2018 2:04:37 PM mongrelglory Is it true the Nordics offered to help the US with technology, but Eisenhower turned them down because he didn't want to meet their condition of 

giving up nuclear weapons?

12/10/2018 2:04:45 PM datruseeka Will and how will the radiation that is being leaked into our oceans be mitigated?  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-02/fukushima-radiation-

has-contaminated-entire-pacific-ocean-and-its-going-get-worse …

12/10/2018 2:05:01 PM djlok It totally was.  [They] made us believe so many things that simply weren't true.

12/10/2018 2:05:10 PM youstinksoap I meant ET bases?  I dunno, I see a lot of weird ufos towards Lake MI

12/10/2018 2:05:32 PM ragevirusqq Will these be released as well? I won’t ask when

12/10/2018 2:05:40 PM fairyland66 Can you please suggest the best way to unlock my full history of past lives and full "knowing"?  I feel connected to my "higher self", but only in the here 

and now.  Does that make sense?

12/10/2018 2:05:42 PM mongrelglory Why did they offer to spare Hitler's life if he gave up working with an evil ET?  How could they trust him to keep his promise, and why wouldn't the 

military just have executed him instead?  Did he offer something in return?

12/10/2018 2:06:13 PM irisfoxnycgrand Y'all worry too much. They came here to help us not hinder us. Trust the plan.

12/10/2018 2:06:20 PM datruseeka True, but how do people prepare or turn away from them if need?

12/10/2018 2:06:37 PM the_realtruth18 Until QE2 passes or longer?

12/10/2018 2:06:41 PM jimhayzlett When will you Right your wrongdoing?

12/10/2018 2:07:08 PM ascendingadam Is this tech currently active?

(Not just for 17 secs on 11/11)

Is it geo targeted (France) or WW?

12/10/2018 2:07:41 PM peacey_queen Thank you! I get it, I have been able to maintain my own personal vow of nonviolence by valuing the rights of others to wield it in my defense. Much 

respect to all warriors; may they never need to fight.

12/10/2018 2:07:42 PM razztaz2016 Will everyone be aware when the MI Tribunals occur or will this be behind he scenes?

12/10/2018 2:07:47 PM mongrelglory Thanks...it would be nice to see some of those lands and wealth given back to the nations around the world.

12/10/2018 2:07:49 PM datruseeka Where are you from, if not Earth?

12/10/2018 2:08:07 PM djlok I bet!  If one of us IS-BE'S goes anywhere close to the sun, we will be visiting another dimension (death).  It's HOT up there!!

12/10/2018 2:08:17 PM tomkingblue Okay, so why are you replying to our questions to them?

If you don't like what they have to say, go away. there's no logic in saying that you blocked them and still visit his twitter page.

12/10/2018 2:08:50 PM dmichael_7 That too.. 👈

12/10/2018 2:08:51 PM xusaf_patriot As a programmer/analyst, I use logic and critical-thinking in all aspects of my life. 

This is my "resonation of truth". Unfortunately, I don't see this in society overall :( When a worldwide message is sent/received - that will be the sign 

for me...

12/10/2018 2:09:11 PM vintagesquirrel If time is an illusion, why is my body aging?

12/10/2018 2:09:26 PM pastorjon9 Project Blue Beam - what you're talking about is different than Monast's theory?

12/10/2018 2:09:39 PM djlok Good question.

12/10/2018 2:09:43 PM datruseeka We have been LIED to our entire lives!!!!!   How do you expect people to trust anyone who talks about global warming, when the very same people 

who are trying to warn us are the ones destroying forests that help mitigate global warming?

12/10/2018 2:09:50 PM jane_q_patriot I've only been able to do it a few times, and with the help of certain "plants" that the other person had also consumed. And you're right, it's NOT easy. I 

felt a bit like Luke Skywalker when he could just barely lift the X-Wing out of the swamp or something. You need a Yoda!

12/10/2018 2:09:56 PM peterclloyd How close to MJ12 was GHWB?

12/10/2018 2:10:39 PM resilientempath Not 2021 as previously planned?

12/10/2018 2:11:21 PM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 NWO has been presented as a very evil thing. Will this NWO you speak be peaceful and prosperous to all? Are you working in 

kindness, love and light or will this be another control system that segregated and harms some non chosen?

12/10/2018 2:12:03 PM razztaz2016 Only liking bc I would like the info regarding this.  My heart goes out to  you and your son.

12/10/2018 2:12:19 PM susan66388204 Could you define DUMBS ?   Thank Q

12/10/2018 2:12:55 PM mongrelglory Donald, is that you? 😁

12/10/2018 2:13:44 PM xusaf_patriot The wife and I both hope this happens before we die.  In the meantime, its going to be a long and arduous wait...

12/10/2018 2:13:59 PM razztaz2016 I have seem so many more days with no chemtrails.  I had not noticed this on over 8+ years.  Is it true times are changing, or have I been oblivious.  

Eastern US.

12/10/2018 2:14:56 PM fowlreginald Recommended ways to help those with autism? Dealing with a child and and adult who are on the spectrum.

12/10/2018 2:15:30 PM bbobbio71 Where can I find more info on Tesla's 3,6,9. Such as real world applications etc. Learning about it but I'm more of a hands on learner.

12/10/2018 2:17:53 PM mongrelglory If I understand previous comments from MJ-12, they have said that we need to have some form of global government to represent the Earth if we are 

going to make contact with other ET worlds. (i.e. have a seat in the Galactic Federation).  It doesn't mean that there won't be ....

12/10/2018 2:18:15 PM lbf777 I just wanted to say you guys are taking too long to save America from the brink of death. We civilians will save the country in a #YellowVest protest 

movement. You can act as our rear support team. How's that sound?

12/10/2018 2:18:23 PM nmchristoban Ceases using the device...

12/10/2018 2:19:16 PM mongrelglory ...regional governments taking care of local affairs and having some autonomy.  It's just that Earth will need to be able to speak with one voice if we are 

going to interact with other worlds and ET beings.

12/10/2018 2:19:49 PM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will we hear from JFK Jr anytime soon?

12/10/2018 2:19:54 PM lbf777 Promises promises. When is this new physics life going to kick in exactly? 2035 AD?



12/10/2018 2:19:54 PM davidpaulgillam Tammie, it only matters what you think, for you!  Mj12 doesn’t have the answers for YOU.  The Q movement is promoting self belief and self research, 

find your own answers and don’t slip into following, again, we are not a herd.

12/10/2018 2:20:46 PM greg_scotland_ I have seen around 50 unidentifiable crafts in the stars this year. And last night I had a dream I was visited by a craft that landed, they told me only I 

could see them, they tried to pass on knowledge, tip of the tongue and so lost - is it silly to think I’m being shown smthing

12/10/2018 2:20:47 PM ragevirusqq Do evil entities or demons sometimes masquerade as ETs or deceased loved ones?

12/10/2018 2:21:14 PM worldxplorer1 If I were to work alongside you for a day, would I see / hear / experience things so Majestic that I would never view reality the same game?  Or is it 

more mundane than that?

12/10/2018 2:22:00 PM searcher9090 The Galactic Federation.

12/10/2018 2:22:08 PM prmd21801759 Was thinking that too. Thank you.

12/10/2018 2:22:44 PM youstinksoap Will we have time to work on ourselves, spiritually?  Cannot wait for the education system to change!

12/10/2018 2:23:20 PM sergii_ii Does “watch the skies” apply to Europeans too? 🤔

12/10/2018 2:26:09 PM mongrelglory They previously answered that he was a member at one point.

12/10/2018 2:26:34 PM youstinksoap Deep underground military bases.

12/10/2018 2:27:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was not ready for Disclosure.

12/10/2018 2:28:01 PM thetempestchip @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1072254602903355392 …

12/10/2018 2:28:22 PM xusaf_patriot To be honest, the whole "NWO" philosophy is a bit disheartening. Until the world is cleansed of greed, power, corruption, etc. and *honor* is restored 

among all people...it doesn't seem feasible.

12/10/2018 2:29:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some certainly try sometimes. On Earth?

12/10/2018 2:30:08 PM woodworkeranon What do you know about q?

12/10/2018 2:30:22 PM ragevirusqq Yes on earth.

12/10/2018 2:30:54 PM tammymckeever would be great if 'days' has an elevated emphasis

12/10/2018 2:31:53 PM youstinksoap Is what we see in the sky (blue, clouds, etc) being projected to cover what we can't see?

12/10/2018 2:31:54 PM woodworkeranon And do we have a better idea when arrests will occur?

12/10/2018 2:33:18 PM covertress Ah! The special tones that tell me to "pay attention" (the short bursts.)

12/10/2018 2:33:20 PM ragevirusqq Why was majestic 12 not ready? Do you mean majestic 12 decided mankind wasn’t ready?  Or the evil members of majestic 12 at that time?

12/10/2018 2:33:20 PM davidpaulgillam  https://youtu.be/hIrXe2_okPY 

12/10/2018 2:34:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Holy See was in the way.

12/10/2018 2:34:59 PM lightworkercain Thank you Patriot.

12/10/2018 2:35:11 PM covertress Thank you for clarifying this.

12/10/2018 2:35:18 PM daveschroeder18 Does watch the skies have something to do with Peru? The globe?

12/10/2018 2:35:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q is open source intelligence. What we know about Q is what you know about Q. We do know this however, 

DARK to LIGHT

DARK -> LIGHT

       Q -> MJ12

12/10/2018 2:36:19 PM mongrelglory I've been asking the questions about Fukushima but they've declined to answer.  I have relatives in Japan so I worry.  I take their silence as me not 

needing to worry, either because the problem's being fixed, or it was a false flag hoax and they just can't talk about it yet.

12/10/2018 2:36:36 PM bbobbio71 Will the NWO still have separate countries

12/10/2018 2:37:11 PM woodworkeranon Thank you

12/10/2018 2:37:20 PM peterclloyd Thank you!

12/10/2018 2:37:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 He threatened us with a Military Invasion.

We couldn't tell him no, he was the Commander in Chief.

Majestic 12 did not execute JFK, we just looked the other way and allowed other groups who were just as angry about Disclosure happening as we 

were.

We moved FED GOV out of way.

12/10/2018 2:39:00 PM davidpaulgillam Do not FOLLOW, WE HAVE FREE WILL.  DO NOT ACCEPTHE MARK OF THE BEAST.  FLASE GODS!

12/10/2018 2:39:14 PM cstarr888 I don't think it's silly. I think dreams have meaning and lucid dreams are messages. You may be able to recall the dreams contents in the future. 🙏💖

12/10/2018 2:39:32 PM mongrelglory Will there be technology (like the Ancients had in SG-1) which can download the information directly into our brains?  My father and older sister had 

photographic memories.  I was not so blessed, but I do like to learn about lots of things and would love to learn more languages!

12/10/2018 2:39:46 PM xusaf_patriot Where do you hear this?  At 8:00pm?  Televised?

12/10/2018 2:40:15 PM mongrelglory Are there such things as "universal translator devices" like they had in Star Trek?

12/10/2018 2:40:36 PM keith369me So who is responsible for the pulsing in various portions of my head (brain) when I have certain types of thoughts?  Discernment, emotions, etc?

12/10/2018 2:41:03 PM cstarr888 Heavy metals detoxing. 🙏💖

12/10/2018 2:41:48 PM keith369me If you can’t handle earth changes other options may be presented.

12/10/2018 2:41:49 PM lonewol97176157 If you’ll contact your local witches coven, they can help you out with that.

12/10/2018 2:41:56 PM lbf777 Yawn.

12/10/2018 2:42:02 PM mongrelglory So cool!  There's been talk about UFOs spotted over Lake Ontario, but I don't live near the water so haven't seen them.

12/10/2018 2:42:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not just you.

The Great Awakening.

12/10/2018 2:43:13 PM ragevirusqq Why were you angry about disclosure?

12/10/2018 2:43:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand now what nuclear weapons do?

12/10/2018 2:43:43 PM curvybucket26 Is there a real phenomenon called karma

12/10/2018 2:43:50 PM kryan92185384 Nice analogy...thats has to be hard af...

12/10/2018 2:44:20 PM 1aaronjustice You’ve mentioned a RESET before.  Is a part of a larger spiritual plan/ awakening for humanity? Thank you sir

12/10/2018 2:44:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Majestic 12 was not well versed on the Nordics at the time and we were unsure whether the group was associated with 

psyops/disinformation from USSR attempting to disarm USA. After the fact, we realize they approached both USSR and USA for peace agreement. Who 

signed it?

12/10/2018 2:45:13 PM ascendingadam pre-cognition part of TGA?

12/10/2018 2:45:41 PM ragevirusqq Why hide and prevent disclosure in the first place?

12/10/2018 2:46:41 PM 1_decided_voter Who signed it... now there's a good question. Someone before Trump? Maybe Reagan?

12/10/2018 2:47:12 PM lightworkercain Glad you put - in this time, was worried when it denoted Dark >(greater than) Light!

12/10/2018 2:47:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ariel referred to Earth's design as a prison planet to emphasize the importance of teaching creation compassion and evidence based reasoning. 

Through tradition, love, and experience the soul could be taught over time. Some have kind souls. Others not so much. Ascend??

12/10/2018 2:47:36 PM mongrelglory Neither?  Both nations continued their nuclear proliferation unfortunately.

Thanks for answering my questions...I have to go to my bellydance class now. 😘

12/10/2018 2:47:59 PM thetempestchip You are connected to everything my friend. Some people “know” things that you do not... where did they receive the information... why arent you able 

to receive the same? You are.



12/10/2018 2:49:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with other tweets.

Information hidden inside small answers.

Cross reference.

Learn the comms.

12/10/2018 2:49:30 PM mongrelglory But what about them having to give up nuclear weapons?  I thought that was a prerequisite? Or was the signing of the agreement much later during 

this century (under Putin).

12/10/2018 2:49:43 PM lightworkercain History shows us that there has been a periodical pole shift roughly every 3,600 years, are we in store for another soon? <----SKY Event?

12/10/2018 2:49:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Trump has once travelled through time.

12/10/2018 2:50:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unlearn what you have been forcibly taught.

Re-learn through new vocations new technology/information.

Replacing EDU system will take many years to accomplish.

Once Disclosure is official, they will lose credibility.

Once First Contact happens, the public will demand replacement.

12/10/2018 2:51:15 PM covertress Was Sean-David Morton's book, Sands of Time, an accurate representation of what MJ12 does and who we are at odds with?

12/10/2018 2:51:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome was never a classified technology.

12/10/2018 2:52:13 PM lightworkercain Is Twin Flames a real soul occurrence? If so, any info on how or why this happens?

12/10/2018 2:52:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/10/2018 2:52:23 PM jimhayzlett Priceless ✨😇✨🙏🏼

12/10/2018 2:52:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/10/2018 2:53:06 PM 1_decided_voter I have a feeling this might be related to that. pic.twitter.com/whTpvLpy6d

12/10/2018 2:54:15 PM xusaf_patriot Hmmm...maybe it related to having a religious "faith".  To those of us who believe a "higher presence" exists, but being distinct from a religous faith, 

we may not have the same "feelings" traverse our inner self.

12/10/2018 2:54:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you transfer information through time?

Has 45 read the book?

Had 45 deciphered the book?

Did he require Majestic EYES ONLY information to unlock?

When would he have found out?

12/10/2018 2:54:58 PM curvybucket26 This is very cryptic

12/10/2018 2:55:09 PM cidarean What part do you play in this plan? Once contact is made and all power is given back to the people and we are truly free. What happens to MJ12? I'm 

sure the populas don't want to replace the DS with another Cabal type group controlling and manipulate from the background.

12/10/2018 2:55:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decades ago. Unrelated to recent happenings.

12/10/2018 2:56:02 PM heartsscales Will the cure for HIV be released? A close family member could use it.

12/10/2018 2:56:14 PM rogergumley @AnnieAsheFields Smocking 👆😳

The Donald is stable trolling genius.

12/10/2018 2:56:41 PM 1_decided_voter A little off-topic, but when you or Q reference 45, Q+, POTUS, and 4,10,20, are those references to the same IS-BE that most people know as Donald J 

Trump?

12/10/2018 2:56:46 PM cidarean Thanks for this.

12/10/2018 2:56:47 PM sheindie .StormIsUponUs BLOCKED me  ..I'm MAGA/KAG  .. wondering why.

12/10/2018 2:57:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Twin flames? Why two?

IS-BEs can exist in more than one body.

A single IS-BE could have 3 different names and social security numbers.

A single IS-BE could have another body who is in the SSP.

What ARE star seeds?

12/10/2018 2:58:16 PM greg_scotland_ Thanks. It’s hard to reconcile. I’ve been on and off lucid dreamer for years. With good and scary dreams. I can’t shake this feeling there’s something I 

need to learn see. Plus other events I can’t explain. Tip of the tongue and yet so far away. 🤔

12/10/2018 2:58:50 PM johnricci57 None of the above

12/10/2018 2:59:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree with your advice regarding seeking your own answers and to not slip into a following. Very sound advice.

Our mission here is simple: assist in Disclosure's prerequisite steps. Many people who are following Q and trusting themselves are also aware of the ET 

issue at hand

12/10/2018 2:59:18 PM fowlreginald 😮

12/10/2018 2:59:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/10/2018 2:59:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 Kelly’s statement post full disclosure?  

On 2569, after Military it has a G and below is an EST.  G= 7. EST is eastern standard time 

7 EST the declas is dropped. 

Brennan decided to do a little projection. 

Too bad.  Today is the last day for so

Many.     Bye spook!
12/10/2018 2:59:36 PM slayerofmatrix1 7:00 .. sorry my bad.  Well. They tried to put it off as much as they could.  It’s Declas time tonight!!!!

Military OP,  all the C-130’s running..

General K [JFK]

Full Disclosure 

General Statement. 

Now when it says General Statement, there’s a drop at 1:47 from JFK. Was that

12/10/2018 3:00:07 PM covertress Carnivore, elimination diet. Try following @SBakerMD and @bigfatsurprise #MeatHeals

12/10/2018 3:00:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q "Sky Event" was connected Singapore and the "not a missile" launched at AF1.

12/10/2018 3:00:36 PM slayerofmatrix1 ^^^ Analysis of Q post comms

12/10/2018 3:00:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 When?

12/10/2018 3:01:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signing that specific agreement will shortly after First Contact.

12/10/2018 3:01:14 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/GfPHMLebmc

12/10/2018 3:01:20 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/lOqzQtgfQY

12/10/2018 3:01:25 PM palmdalekid2 ? pic.twitter.com/4BdyEJjNPG

12/10/2018 3:01:25 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/reJXmZLCpa

12/10/2018 3:01:31 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/oT8qOLdQnX

12/10/2018 3:02:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

12/10/2018 3:02:14 PM xusaf_patriot Join the club!  Another member! lol

12/10/2018 3:02:16 PM 1_decided_voter Will Trump be the last US president? After upcoming events, will national leadership be dissolved?

12/10/2018 3:02:20 PM slayerofmatrix1 See all the flights call names “outlaws” ?

12/10/2018 3:03:56 PM cstarr888 You are not alone.

🙏💖



12/10/2018 3:04:04 PM scienceismymuse Who gave you the authority to operate outside the law? If you were MAJ and were apart of killing Kennedy, I don't approve. It's not for YOU or anyone 

else to decide what we get to know. You're as bad as the Kabal if you were helping the Bush-Nazi-pedophile family.Can't reconcile.

12/10/2018 3:04:48 PM lightworkercain SSP? Star Seed Program? My understanding of star seeds is that it's a soul thats first through probably 1000's of incarnations were elsewhere in the 

Universe(s) other than Earth? I have been told that Im a Sirian star seed and have a connection with Pleidians as well.

12/10/2018 3:05:13 PM xusaf_patriot Unless all satellite and ground based transmission systems are interrupted - most people will never see a thing. Again...televised? If so, on what 

channel?

12/10/2018 3:05:27 PM keith369me Will Adam Schiff be indicted?  Where does he come from galactically speaking?  My intuition suggests something very negative about his 

presence...even more so than others that we know committed major crimes.

12/10/2018 3:06:05 PM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what are starseed indeed. How can we tell who is a starseed? So many questions. We are all trying to understand, to learn, to piece 

together. I for one may not be on the same level of understanding. Its the reason for questions, some of them may seem odd or dumb.

12/10/2018 3:06:09 PM diaryofagolfgod ReTweet / RePost / Share & Support this Project 🇺🇸 @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @GOP @WeAreOne_Q 

@POTUS @seanhannity @BillOReilly 

new book - Fake News 👉🏻  http://amazon.com/dp/1722093145  True Lies #FakeNews

Purchase copies for yourself friends family pic.twitter.com/spadHgjisW

12/10/2018 3:06:48 PM lightworkercain What about periodical pole shifts occurring, last one (Jewish Exodus)?

12/10/2018 3:06:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Word of advice:

When we ask questions, we are providing answers.

To the questions we are not answering, try the following approach in order: 

Read the question thoroughly in your head.

Now out loud.

Again two more times.

Meditate for 15m.

Breathe through nose.

Eyes Wide Open.
12/10/2018 3:06:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q today: 

"Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'."

MJ12 does the exact same thing.

How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?

How do you define hyper-dimensional information?

Multiple points all connected at right angles to each other?

Eyes Wide Open
12/10/2018 3:06:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 If *AN* answer does not come intuitively to you, try simplifying the question or rewording it (then repeat). If you wish to not work on your ability to 

look inside for tangible non spiritual non religious answers, then proceed to Google where SKYNET can censor the truth.

12/10/2018 3:07:10 PM xusaf_patriot Our squadron always deployed to RED FLAG, every year. Pilots were known for slick ID names :)

12/10/2018 3:07:15 PM datruseeka Just don’t call it NEW WORLD ORDER!  And be explicitly and honest as you can when describing its intent and purpose and how it will be managed and 

assurance of procedures in place that will be adhered to, to protect the “people’s interest”, not the interest of anyone else!

12/10/2018 3:09:12 PM jmfwyant1 Is Antarctica going to become public knowledge? If so, when? 

Also, how many known continent's are throughout the inner(hollow)earth???

12/10/2018 3:10:13 PM ascendingadam Those of us who are so inclined are focused on how we can best serve society after The Great Awakening, after disclosure. 

Q posted about providing a career “fast track” 

Specifically, where should our energy be focused to position for a career under the NWO?

12/10/2018 3:10:43 PM lbf777 It’s much more productive to actually answer the question than give Jeopardy style riddles to a dumbed down population who has no idea what you 

are saying. We end up losing time. Clear and transparent answers are most optimal unless you wish to confuse the audience.

12/10/2018 3:12:02 PM giediknight Are the angelic beings John Dee contacted helping Majestic 12?

12/10/2018 3:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

Learn the comms. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072199326808621056 …

12/10/2018 3:12:39 PM armywifedecade Followed all and retweeted! Thanks!

12/10/2018 3:13:21 PM neeneenat Endanger. 😉

12/10/2018 3:13:31 PM lbf777 How about we talk directly instead of trivial riddles?

12/10/2018 3:13:53 PM thegistofitis Like is “history evil?” 

Is all a lie. As far back as one can see. Especially 1676 Bacons Rebellion

12/10/2018 3:13:54 PM xusaf_patriot I don't think there are enough of us ;-)

12/10/2018 3:14:10 PM 1_decided_voter I've seen this response a few times now, and I must say I'm having a hard time wrapping my head around it. From my "normie" perspective, time is 

linear and predictable, as observed by the world all working from the same clock. Hoping the illusion is revealed so I can grasp it.

12/10/2018 3:14:52 PM slayerofmatrix1 Sometimes I wonder if my exposure to everyone’s opinions clouds my own natural gifts that come through quiet mediation and Theta dream state.  I’m 

doing my best and have been for a decade now to prepare and expose and elude.

12/10/2018 3:15:12 PM 78503002 I got one

12/10/2018 3:15:30 PM 1_decided_voter Misspellings only matter to those who understand the true meaning or encoded messages behind them. I want to learn.

12/10/2018 3:15:44 PM zoilaliz1 All in due time, dear brother. In the meantime, I’ll just bend time a little...

12/10/2018 3:16:13 PM the_realtruth18 If I understand what MJ is saying is they are getting the countries leaders together (like the UN was possibly intended) as a force for good for when/if 

alien disclosure occurs? It's an interesting angle. A world with no nukes or fighting each other sounds good! 2 good 2Btrue?

12/10/2018 3:16:38 PM askesis369 I was more sharing concern about the depths satanism has infested itself not being broadcasted widely enough, but think I understand and appreciate 

your efforts/communication

12/10/2018 3:16:48 PM newyorker66 No offense to anyone who likes smocking..but this man makes me sick. Uuggghhh!! Fekkin pedo. pic.twitter.com/PlAuWwUq3n

12/10/2018 3:17:58 PM tweetstreetint1 Yep!! pic.twitter.com/AUvAChR7Sp

12/10/2018 3:18:08 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/3OtwGUsmGh



12/10/2018 3:18:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you knew who currently ran the world were extraterrestrial?

How would you protect National Security from [them]?

Disclosure too early?

What happens?

12/10/2018 3:18:10 PM cidarean So ritual sacrifices that involve children will not be publicly disclosed? Can you elaborate please?

12/10/2018 3:18:20 PM covertress If anyone is confused about 'hyper-dimensional,' Carl Sagan plainly explained dimensions 1-4 here. 👇 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1072089163623735302?s=19 …

12/10/2018 3:19:58 PM scott_rick Draco reptiles ?

12/10/2018 3:19:58 PM 1_decided_voter Chaos, destruction, and we would've been led down a dark path by the leaders in power at the time.

12/10/2018 3:20:02 PM datruseeka Yes!  Should never be used!  Nuclear radiation that is uncontainable or uncontained (I.e. nuclear power plant that loses its containment of nuclear 

waste or radiation) is just as bad as a nuclear weapon.  It’s extremely toxic radiation! The CABAL created this Fukushima incident.

12/10/2018 3:22:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/5 people lie to their doctors.

Is it because their doctors lie to them?

How do you know when your Doctor is giving medical advice or an infomercial for Big Pharma?

Trust is earned.

Has it been betrayed?

Some things will remain hidden. https://www.studyfinds.org/eighty-percent-lie-doctors-about-health-study-reveals-why/ …

12/10/2018 3:23:15 PM susan66388204 Wow!  Majestic certainly has the world on their shoulders.  All of you will be in my prayers

12/10/2018 3:23:24 PM darktolightjedi So Russia signed in our future?

12/10/2018 3:23:37 PM marmaruek Bloody, very bloody.

12/10/2018 3:24:02 PM youstinksoap I've already gathered from your previous drops that the evil humans are working with evil ETs....right?  They want the children as well?!

12/10/2018 3:24:40 PM ragevirusqq I ask the questions that I do hoping to build some trust. The number games and mystery you use at times seems satanic or with negative energy. Only 

thing I know for sure is I know very little.

12/10/2018 3:24:55 PM djlok I don't think it will be too bad, MJ12.  Most of the population already believe in God. So I guess most believe in a ET type of entity running the world 

already.  Shouldn't be too big of a bridge to cross.

12/10/2018 3:25:10 PM missy968 I believe wholeheartedly the Doctors are at the mercy of their education and pharmaceutical reps. Research how OxyContin was sold as non addictive. 

Those poor doctors

12/10/2018 3:25:29 PM datruseeka This best way to say this so it’s clearly understood...F’ck the NWO!   We should NEVER be using that term as a plan for the future, for OUR future!  

Create a NEW PLAN!

12/10/2018 3:25:30 PM dtrastikeville ❣️

12/10/2018 3:25:51 PM lbf777 There is no need for violence or destruction to save the world.

12/10/2018 3:25:52 PM mountainminder Dystopian mistrust has led to collective unconscious of lying.

12/10/2018 3:26:09 PM cocopuffster12 Oh!! Wow. Wow, wow, wow.

12/10/2018 3:27:08 PM datruseeka Like????  What earth changes?

12/10/2018 3:27:21 PM xusaf_patriot This article is flawed. The HIPPA act did not prevent disclosure of individual medical issues *completely*. Read the law.  It allows the medical 

profession to pass your information to anyone "associated via business" with the medical entity.

12/10/2018 3:27:45 PM cocopuffster12 I think a lot of people will freak out. Everything they have every known, will be very different. Q said the truth would put 99% of us in the hospital.

12/10/2018 3:28:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most people are good.

12/10/2018 3:29:09 PM marmaruek Please explain how a mob is controlled?  How does a "peaceful protest" not devolve into a riot and then an actual shooting war when the opposition is 

willing to "seed" the mob movement with violent actors?

I understand, however, the reason for the "belief" in the Q is getting

12/10/2018 3:29:23 PM xusaf_patriot There is no "guaranteed confidentiality". Yet information can be withheld from friends - where there is *no* family. Trust? Yes...betrayed.

12/10/2018 3:29:28 PM keith369me Healing rather than robots.

12/10/2018 3:30:11 PM lib7473 Thanks, already knew the answer..just checking to make sure 🤔..😉

12/10/2018 3:31:38 PM marmaruek The deep state out of positions of power in the government. Yes, we can always overwhelm them. We do have the firepower.    

Maybe I am afraid. For I know that if I must go to war how I will have to be.  If there is a chance that a little more patience with Q can work,,, why not?

12/10/2018 3:31:48 PM willowood22 Was Carl Sagan MJ12? I heard him give a lecture many years ago. He was a gifted teacher. My biggest takeaway from that night was that Voyager 2 

was launched BEFORE Voyager 1. That information impacted me deeply in ways that I'm only now able to understand and remember.

12/10/2018 3:32:06 PM lib7473 Glad I found a family from Sirius..☺️

12/10/2018 3:32:29 PM 1_decided_voter Who will re-educate our Doctors?

12/10/2018 3:32:49 PM keith369me The earth is moving to a higher density.  I believe something happened on 11-11 that is moving these changes forward...I can feel physical changes.  

Some will not be compatible with these changes as the earth moves from 3D.  Are you noticing changes?

12/10/2018 3:33:04 PM lovesthelight I prefer the questions that demand you use critical thought. Having things given to us is what got us where we are today. thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

for demanding intelligent thought.  xoxoxo  Not saying I'm great at it, but working on it. lol

12/10/2018 3:33:32 PM cidarean Lol blunt. 👍

12/10/2018 3:34:04 PM missy968 And yes, I fib a little, to my Doc.

12/10/2018 3:34:22 PM ragevirusqq Are these same extraterrestrials doing this on other planets as well? Like three planets that may be near andromeda? If so will we be able to help 

them?

12/10/2018 3:34:25 PM datruseeka Why keep anything hidden when it comes to medicine?  All the more reason not to trust!  How will it be earned if you know truths still remain hidden?

12/10/2018 3:34:30 PM jane_q_patriot "Ask your doctor!"

Back when I still watched TV and would hear that a gazillion times during the commercial breaks, I'd think to myself: Yeah, but they're not gonna want 

to answer the questions I REALLY have for them. At least not honestly.

12/10/2018 3:34:48 PM newyorker66 Truth...Is there something you heard about Johnny Depp?

12/10/2018 3:35:15 PM lbf777 It’s a chess game. The gov can try to divide us or bait us into fighting. We don’t take the bait and stay United.

12/10/2018 3:35:25 PM truthiswithinu Look at my tweets. 

1) [Smock]ing: Tip of hat to the #YellowVests #YellowJackets

aka smocks

2) S[mocking]: Hinting that there is no 'smoking gun' bc it is Project Mockingbird propaganda.

3) [Smocking]: Direct response to Podesta saying to let loose the 4chan & Qanon "crazies"

12/10/2018 3:35:53 PM missy968 It may be another generation. Lots and lots of teaching hospitals

12/10/2018 3:35:56 PM datruseeka You are just as guilty!!!

12/10/2018 3:36:39 PM billysgirl0214 ✅ my dad and sis’s med hx.  ✅ my  career....haven’t trusted any healthcare professional since the 90’s.  Hence, I don’t go to the doc unless I tell 

them what I need and what I want them to do.  I’m sure I’ll die from my obstinate behavior but they aren’t going to 🔪 me.

12/10/2018 3:37:19 PM 1_decided_voter It matters not how many teaching hospitals there are if the knowledge is not valid.

12/10/2018 3:37:22 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I don't care for the average Dr. There are so many ways of staying healthy and healing naturally. There are also as many natural cure that are kept from 

the people. I want full disclosure!! People don't need to die from all the horrid diseases we are have now!!

12/10/2018 3:37:26 PM datruseeka We already know ET’s rule the CABAL!  Why not develop a plan to defeat them back when JFK was alive?



12/10/2018 3:37:40 PM newyorker66 I'm so confused about the NWO. Can ya give me a brief run down. Is it big government? The nations come together?

12/10/2018 3:37:45 PM askesis369 Adrenochrome was most publicized from a movie he was in, based on a book written by Hunter S Thompson who said to have mingled with the elite. 

He also owns The Viper Room, where his business partner has gone missing and where River Phoenix died of a wild amount of heroin.

12/10/2018 3:37:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 FAST TRIAL.

DEATH PENALTY. https://twitter.com/johnpodesta/status/1072137513899356160 …

12/10/2018 3:37:53 PM cryptocrab4 The plan to have the FED raise rates [steep incline beginning Mar 2019] in an effort to 'kill' the economy prior to 2020 P_elec is known and planned for.

Structure change coming?

Q

What structure changing will take place ? 

Will it fix the problem or just slow down the bleeding ?

12/10/2018 3:38:12 PM lbf777 War is always a bad idea. War is just a profit machine. It shouldn’t even be considered. We need to run a civilized, peaceful movement only. This is new 

territory but we can do anything we put our minds to.

12/10/2018 3:38:19 PM neeneenat Amen!

12/10/2018 3:38:42 PM askesis369 I believe Joaquin Phoenix’s recent movie, “You Were Never Really Here”, was chosen and acted by him with vengeance

12/10/2018 3:39:50 PM jdltr450 No reason to waste time on Evil scum like that.

12/10/2018 3:40:11 PM goyaeq No remorse at all this late in the game, very different in a bad way.

12/10/2018 3:40:19 PM wwg1wgatrump Absolutely.  Death penalty for @johnpodesta #evil #satanic #pedo @realDonaldTrump has the server !!

12/10/2018 3:40:34 PM 1_decided_voter IMO we didn't have all the technology or knowledge required to plan or fight properly (to win) at the time, so it had to be kept secret until we were 

prepared and had a plan. Sounds like we are living in those times.

12/10/2018 3:40:35 PM billysgirl0214 What are EMRs for?  Hmmm...Doc shopping, ER hopping?  Or, is there more to it?  HIPPA is another animal altogether.  Just NEVER give away ur DNA 

and NEVER get chipped.  EVER

12/10/2018 3:40:36 PM datruseeka I’m noticing changes in my thinking.  Nothing external.

12/10/2018 3:41:29 PM lbf777 Cool story bro.

12/10/2018 3:43:36 PM slipperyslope18 You use Scalar waves for the transfer, I cant define it clarely ATM, new stuff to me, but I am learning quickly. New stuff is popping out everywhere. Its 

Awesome.

12/10/2018 3:44:25 PM stormoverwatch Only a fast trial if they have to show 1 thing he did that deserves treason.  If they show ALL of the things he has done to "break the law", it won't be a 

fast trial.  I'll be sad if all of his crimes are not made public, though.

12/10/2018 3:44:33 PM missy968 I bet there will be a catalyst!!

12/10/2018 3:44:54 PM xusaf_patriot It can't happen soon enough.

12/10/2018 3:44:54 PM marmaruek "We" possibly. But the mob?

The reason the Founders were against democracy was because it could not be controlled or abated. Look how simple it is for the media to sway public 

opinion.  People are really angry now.  When the pedophiles and governmental abuse of populations proves

12/10/2018 3:45:18 PM jballz1021 How I believe it works: https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/983058374249123840?s=21 …

12/10/2018 3:47:10 PM jane_q_patriot You know what might help? Forgiving the enormous debts many have accrued to obtain their mostly bunk and wicked expensive degrees. And I can't 

even imagine the crushing guilt and sadness one feels when they realize they're actually harming people, and not healing them.

12/10/2018 3:48:19 PM keith369me Yes changes with my thinking but I also feel physical changes...pulses in different locations of my head with various with different stimulation...truth, 

lies, emotions, etc.  I am also more frequently envisioning events just prior to them happening...enhanced intuition?

12/10/2018 3:48:33 PM 1_decided_voter Sounds like a good start!

12/10/2018 3:48:55 PM truthiswithinu Always. Learning is my happy place. Always willing to share.

12/10/2018 3:49:22 PM keith369me Maybe I am just noticing things that I wouldn’t have noticed when I was meditating less frequently

12/10/2018 3:50:05 PM westpaanglers  pic.twitter.com/nnZIjVUuMm

12/10/2018 3:50:34 PM keith369me If guilty justice should take place

12/10/2018 3:50:37 PM lbf777 I have a perfect democracy set up to avoid all those problems. I am just 1 man and figured it out by myself. The gov has thousands of PhD scientists 

who have perfect democratic models too. They just lie to us about democracy being bad because it gives us power.

....

12/10/2018 3:51:36 PM lbf777 Also, yellow vest protestors need to take over the news station and pump out real news for the audience. It would wake up the whole country.

12/10/2018 3:52:15 PM consortiapartn1 We create/d time as a mechanism to make sense of everything around us. 

It's the one thing we can't capture and hold (apart from gravity I guess) BUT we measure everything against time. Speed/ Distance (size), acceleration 

....

12/10/2018 3:52:17 PM sehvehn the note that was shown at funeral......have to do with Bush's death? or pic of guillotine?

12/10/2018 3:53:55 PM nancyddb Awesome!! Thank you!!

12/10/2018 3:55:04 PM keith369me No tribunals until January.  Happy new year!

12/10/2018 3:56:48 PM keith369me I would love to see video disclosures via confessions in exchange for life

12/10/2018 3:57:49 PM 1_decided_voter If it was created (presumably as a concept we all accepted), then how was it created, and what did we have before it was created? What was our 

understanding prior to the introduction of this illusion?

12/10/2018 3:59:21 PM cryptocrab4 Those are answers I have found within , so trust has been lost. Every 2-3 years everybody is prescribed the same drugs from your prescription writers. 

There are no more DRs. Insurance cos. are out of control and those 2 have become 1 entity ... left nut / right nut , same scrotum

12/10/2018 4:02:15 PM _girlmaher_ In the same vein as same situation here. Is autism (a spectrum still mysterious to us) an organic evolution of humanity or did it present because of an 

attempt at bio-engineering (intentional) or a mishap of scientific progress (accidental)?

12/10/2018 4:02:26 PM consortiapartn1 That's a bloody good question! 

I wish I knew. All I know is that I've never been convinced that time is real, it doesn't make sense. 

The simple teaching is that we split first into night/day and then into smaller deliniations, I guess the keep it simple approach to acceptance

12/10/2018 4:02:49 PM cryptocrab4 Arrests may come as early as the 20th or the week of #Christmas

12/10/2018 4:03:18 PM consortiapartn1 Then by "magic" it helped us work out the rest of the universe

12/10/2018 4:04:08 PM cynthiamorrow8 Telepathy is a gift we all have, just need to learn to activate it.

12/10/2018 4:04:26 PM chapulincolored Intuitive traveler:

@POTUS signed it at the right time.

Via Stargate-like technology or astral ascension.

12/10/2018 4:05:14 PM cynthiamorrow8 Flowerbeds? 😂



12/10/2018 4:05:40 PM marmaruek "Under LAW"!  I am sorry my friend, but if the Principle of Law is not recognized and valued.  Then all you get are rules called "laws".  Arbitrary rules is 

not Law.  This is what is fluid.  This is why these other systems don't work, even if Jesus was the king.  As soon as he's

12/10/2018 4:06:37 PM davidpaulgillam I don’t deny an ET issue or possible long term presence (very long term) I infact believe it highly possible, both good and bad, eg devils and angels 

talked about of old. I also believe Rev. In the Bible, the Antichrist will come first, bringing falsehoods.

12/10/2018 4:07:19 PM chapulincolored Time is an illusion.  Signed it the same way @POTUS signed it.  Intuitive travel.  Time is an illusion.

12/10/2018 4:07:34 PM oy1972j Public hanging

12/10/2018 4:07:44 PM marmaruek gone, the next person would have the same power.  This can not work.  It has NEVER worked.  Arbitrary rules called "laws" has been the methodology 

for control for Thousands of years.

I've read your work.  Perfect Democracy does not exist.  Only in the mind.  Not "out here".

12/10/2018 4:09:12 PM lbf777 I sense the lack of faith in you.

12/10/2018 4:10:36 PM bwwroten Operations are active. We will not endanger current OPs. Reconcile....Gag. Gag order until unknown date? Gag order until the storm is upon us? only so 

much can be revealed

12/10/2018 4:10:57 PM marmaruek How can you believe that even the "yellow vesters" will "pump out" real "news".  Really, how can you put so much faith in arbitrary 

views/people/systems? If a rule called a "law" violates Natural Law, then even if it benefits 99 of the 100, somebody got fucked!!!  LEGALLY! 

fair?

12/10/2018 4:11:17 PM outerspaaaace Everything is now. The Universe has cyclical patterns that humans perceive as progression.

12/10/2018 4:13:33 PM marmaruek Sense?  You bet your sweet ass.  People are people!  They will always do what works for them.  That is the "invisible hand" in Smiths economic model.  

What was missing in life is Law.  The basic PRINCIPAL that "No Harm, Don't mess with "their" stuff, Honor your agreements.

12/10/2018 4:14:08 PM keith369me Just curious why you think the 20th?

12/10/2018 4:15:53 PM lightworkercain 💛&💡!

12/10/2018 4:18:03 PM lbf777 Most people project themselves onto the rest of the world thinking the whole world is just like them. I assure you, most people are fair and not as 

selfish as you think. We will work patiently with the our bad apples like a family would.

12/10/2018 4:19:21 PM allahuniversal "People who threaten National Security"

Does that include those mentioned previously ("died", were lost, recovered memory of their past lives)?

12/10/2018 4:19:49 PM lbf777 Anyone is better than pedoLuciferian anchors controlled by the deep state. Even a retarded man would be better.

12/10/2018 4:20:42 PM cryptocrab4 I think it will begin before Christmas due to previous events and what a fucked up time to have your pants down. MT are beginning 1-1-19 or at least 

EO takes effect then. First you need to round them up. #Timing

12/10/2018 4:22:18 PM lightworkercain Ok thank you, I can leave SKY Event alone! If it wasnt a missile, what was IT?

12/10/2018 4:23:17 PM xusaf_patriot Yep...watched that on 8chan the other night.  JFEX exercise...supposedly :)

12/10/2018 4:24:33 PM newyorker66 Holy shite!! Excuse the hell out of me for asking an innocent question!!! What is wrong with you???  I have a real life and cant keep up with everything.  

I really do appreciate your assistance though, jerk!!

12/10/2018 4:27:51 PM keith369me I would think there would need to be some sort of disclosure at the time of any high profile arrests as the sheep and their news broadcasters would be 

a danger to themselves simply for being clueless...unfair

12/10/2018 4:31:47 PM cryptocrab4 Swiftly .... Like an Indian in the night

12/10/2018 4:32:40 PM laurabusse @beast_anti

12/10/2018 4:33:27 PM pragmatic_texan Form your lips to God’s ears.

12/10/2018 4:35:05 PM _girlmaher_ A “vibrant” Google software engineer was found dead...

"The only thing Satan's forces fear more than the vibrant faith of a Christian." 

 https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/satans-favorite-weapon-against-you …

You will find support for any theory on the internet. I am more amazed when I invent things that have 0 results.

12/10/2018 4:35:47 PM marynason They will see.

12/10/2018 4:35:52 PM keith369me Swift arrest is great, but the next morning comes and the uneducated aren’t going to be able to process it unless the evidence is irrefutable...even 

then, some will still not get it.

12/10/2018 4:36:13 PM keith369me These individuals will be a danger to themselves and others

12/10/2018 4:36:56 PM marynason They will see, they may not like it but they will see.

12/10/2018 4:41:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference MJ-12 leaked docs.

When?

What did 41 announce at SOTU?

WAR?

Majestic 12 was defeated by the Government WE CREATED.

Would the military ever declare they lost to another power and just hand over the nuclear codes?

We could not allow that.

12/10/2018 4:44:10 PM kagman4e Not following you here at all 🤔

12/10/2018 4:44:16 PM oo1o110 Will we see a debt forgiveness program any time soon?

12/10/2018 4:46:21 PM neufeldtlyss17 Oh please let that be true🙏🏼

12/10/2018 4:46:36 PM sissyseesu  https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com/2018/12/06/faking-medical-reality-for-all/ …

12/10/2018 4:48:37 PM poboyz123 Lost also, but nothing new for me on these threads. Need a decode.

12/10/2018 4:50:08 PM daumster Not following you over here either.

12/10/2018 4:50:08 PM allahuniversal ^^^Not a denial. So...

12/10/2018 4:50:08 PM tenn_rich No, intentional.

12/10/2018 4:54:36 PM prmd21801759 Justice for ALL the children's souls! ThankQ!

12/10/2018 4:55:45 PM firebird8035 They confess, then the death penalty. An eye for an eye says the Lord

12/10/2018 4:56:14 PM voodoowarlord N W A

12/10/2018 4:56:50 PM taradea08775439 This is the whole point we are running out of time and the longer we rely on being spoon fed info the longer we live in darkness 

We need to retrain how we think how we learn how we discern 

Stop relying on being given it all on a plate

12/10/2018 4:56:51 PM prmd21801759 What is NWA?

12/10/2018 4:58:09 PM taradea08775439 Trust me I used to get frustrated with riddles also 

But it's for a reason we are all capable of answering these we just need to stop being reliant on the old school way of being taught

12/10/2018 5:02:25 PM worldxplorer1 I have faint memories and meditative interactions with the RELIANCE or STARSHIP RELIANCE.  It’s as if a part of me still exists and operates aboard this 

craft. Has anyone else had interaction / experiences with this craft?  

Especially asking Majestic 12...

12/10/2018 5:03:18 PM collectvcat This one should be public. Perp walk.

12/10/2018 5:03:39 PM karentriebel NWO

12/10/2018 5:05:21 PM bill09945892 Not A drill? Have The arrests already begun?

12/10/2018 5:05:39 PM xusaf_patriot Have heard Linda Howe on "Ancient Aliens" discuss MJ-12 but to my knowledge, any recently released documents have not been proven "authentic".

12/10/2018 5:06:15 PM lbf777 Gov was corrupt before Bush too. Reagan raped kids and animals. He had MK ultra slaves. He had a pedo porn and snuff collection called “Uncle 

Ronnie’s Bedtime Stories”. Nixon was a disgusting mess. Almost all evil since George Washington.



12/10/2018 5:10:22 PM lightworkercain Will there be #JusticeForPatTillman? Its hard when real Patriots are killed in cold blood...

12/10/2018 5:16:54 PM xusaf_patriot BTW, thanks for the "AMA". And although I am not 100% convinced of your identity, I will continue to follow you...just in case :)

12/10/2018 5:19:13 PM turboxyde Kelno'reem = Equilibrium Homeostasis  ... When the heart and mind enter a state of coherence the biofield and quantum field sync with 

Source/Creator.

12/10/2018 5:21:33 PM allahuniversal  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012  pic.twitter.com/N3pSgaa5ST

12/10/2018 5:28:25 PM tracytracy205 Its Not like you can build any sort of relationship really. Back in the day, we had 1 doc, went to him for everything, if they couldn't fix you, they referred 

up. Now, it's a specialist for everything!  PCP can't even order a test half the time! Housecalls, blackbags?? RUN!! LOL

12/10/2018 5:37:18 PM xusaf_patriot Meditation is nice...used to do it a lot when I was younger...always felt like I was "floating" within my deepest "state".

12/10/2018 5:42:01 PM datruseeka While we are still here living on it?

12/10/2018 5:42:10 PM laurabusse Did you see the answer to the question? I only tagged you on the question...anyway.

I appreciate your answer...that only makes sense :-) in light of what we know about everything else! Right?

12/10/2018 5:42:56 PM xusaf_patriot Times Up :(  Without some sort of background in MI, symbology, etc. its not feasible to try and second guess/decode Q's "comms".  We just have to let 

it play out and hope for the best...for all of us.

12/10/2018 5:43:03 PM wonderswords Is this a different NWO than the Cabal NWO?

12/10/2018 5:47:05 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZSRrBrGzH9

12/10/2018 5:48:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fake MAGA new sponsors?

Who is "MAGA" pushing products?

Is commercialization a good thing?

What about viewer funded journalism?

Rumors being pushed about [Mueller]?

Who benefits from this chaos?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

The Clinton Foundation

Crimes Against Humanity
12/10/2018 5:49:44 PM anneolsen43 Just need President to be ok

12/10/2018 5:49:47 PM wonderswords Why CLAS? Not CLASS?

12/10/2018 5:50:42 PM palmdalekid2 What’s wrong with CSUN? pic.twitter.com/cbP3gJ7Z2p

12/10/2018 5:51:55 PM xusaf_patriot Short for Classified...distinuguishable from a noun.

12/10/2018 5:54:20 PM sumgirl ❤️ our POTUS. 🙏 keep him safe

12/10/2018 5:55:00 PM woodworkeranon Any thoughts on psb?

12/10/2018 5:56:50 PM rj85165808 Bush announced a NWO, which he thought was a victory over MJ-12.  Patriots dont just give up, they regroup and plan their fight for another day of 

their choosing.  That day has come.

12/10/2018 5:56:58 PM thegistofitis Sept 11/91. The beginning of WW3 IMO as always. 

New world order. 

The “Big Lie” 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_lie 

 https://www.quora.com/What-do-you-think-Trump-said-to-Kennedy-that-made-him-stop-in-his-tracks-like-that/answer/Shawn-Blair-

20?ch=10&share=99b63774&srid=h5LT4 …

TRUTH 👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/EhfxEpZkuM
12/10/2018 5:57:47 PM datruseeka What do you mean “making preparations for Salvation Medium in this s manner”?  There are no doubt evil people on and within earth, but like myself, 

the majority of the people on earth are really good people for no evil intent.

12/10/2018 5:58:55 PM thegistofitis NWO. Not being a grammar Nazi.

12/10/2018 5:59:27 PM aboveit4 GW SOTU: “A world once divided into two armed camps now recognizes one sole and pre-eminent power, the United States of America. And this they 

regard with no dread. For the world trusts us with power, and the world is right.” This?

12/10/2018 6:00:58 PM fowlreginald I no longer trust doctors. Period. Burned too many times. Once literally.

12/10/2018 6:01:35 PM xusaf_patriot Agreed...to bad it doesn't happen more often! Been more stressed out over the last 12 months...have gotten much less sleep per night...think Great 

Awakening.

12/10/2018 6:02:05 PM fowlreginald Thank you for teaching us how to fish. Learning so much!

12/10/2018 6:02:47 PM turboxyde I feel @SandiaWisdom has been doing a great job helping telepaths work in groups and sharing experiences and tips. The telepathy primer they offer is 

enough to get started and with enough grace and dignity... you'll have amazing opportunities for right minded communication!

12/10/2018 6:03:25 PM truthiswithinu Did you bother reading or are you just spouting words?? https://twitter.com/arcANUmCAK13/status/1072273609563942912?s=19 …

12/10/2018 6:03:53 PM _girlmaher_ Are people just guessing? Throwing names? I googled it... The Church of Yahweh. Looks kind of low rent.  http://www.yhwh.com/Ahyh/ahyh.htm 

12/10/2018 6:06:03 PM sosoaware No... No Trial ... "Permanently Eradicated From The Earth"

12/10/2018 6:07:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Equal Justice For All.

12/10/2018 6:08:38 PM allahuniversal The above is describing a hypothetical. IF cabal were to engage in such warfare, good people wouldn't be left to suffer the consequences. Q, MJ12, all 

disclosure if for the salvation of humanity, hence the "salvation medium".

12/10/2018 6:09:13 PM lbf777 New documentary about the Zionist infiltration of America. 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cjaRBq1Rs_8 …

12/10/2018 6:09:25 PM mossman_moore I will vigorously pursue the SDI -to those timid souls, I repeat the plea: "Give us the tools, and we will do the job."

12/10/2018 6:10:21 PM allahuniversal The excerpt above is from Turkish to English, the language gets weird

12/10/2018 6:15:13 PM sosoaware Crimes Against Children ... Justice has an added Amendment     https://youtu.be/3vw9N96E-aQ 

12/10/2018 6:16:04 PM cryptocrab4 In the next 3 years , do you foresee a volcanic event causing a global epidemic ?

12/10/2018 6:16:57 PM djlok My doctors totally lied to me!  I was on a ton of anti-depressants that caused me to have SEVERE migraines DAILY.  So guess what they did... Put me on 

MORE medications for the migraines. I got to feeling so crazy on ALL those medications, I quit them all.  Now I'm not depressed!!

12/10/2018 6:19:05 PM truthiswithinu Aww. You're welcome also. I love sharing info. Learning is SO my happy place. Spread the joy.

12/10/2018 6:19:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some people sniff when they hear about children treated like that... some people snuff to keep the secret safe.

12/10/2018 6:20:08 PM djlok #metoo

12/10/2018 6:20:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/10/2018 6:23:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not at you specifically.

Dozens of individuals.

WWG1WGA = Blameless Advice.

12/10/2018 6:24:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Meme Theory

12/10/2018 6:27:16 PM djlok Yes!  We must learn to fish and do research.  Part of what got us into this whole predicament was that we have been "told" everything and we all just 

believed it with no questions asked.  MJ12 is putting us in the position to ask questions within and of each other without the BS.

12/10/2018 6:27:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are memes a lifeform?

12/10/2018 6:28:01 PM drumsk8 When in telepathic communication, do you hear the other being speak in your own voice?



12/10/2018 6:28:12 PM worldxplorer1 AI in its most basic form.

12/10/2018 6:28:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 MC technology does that by design. Is it telepathic?

12/10/2018 6:29:16 PM worldxplorer1 Well said Hermit!!

12/10/2018 6:30:33 PM fowlreginald Yes, Q has as well. I don't think any of us realized how dependent we had become on others for so many things. Eyes are opening!

12/10/2018 6:30:54 PM worldxplorer1 You should get involved more. I sincerely appreciate hearing your thoughts on this stuff!

12/10/2018 6:30:59 PM microsingular 7 pi times pi to the 7th power? @kill_rogue  7’s everywhere, or am I missing the point?

12/10/2018 6:31:00 PM allahuniversal Can certainly understand how making such a thing widely known to the public would either be disbelieved or would cause widespread panic. Some us 

us have been/are being prepped for... whatever...happens, yet we are prepped by our own free will. We ask, we get answers.

12/10/2018 6:32:13 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve wondered the same thing Richard. I believe you do.

12/10/2018 6:32:13 PM tweetstreetint1 You're awesome @arcANUmCAK13 !!😉👊

12/10/2018 6:33:29 PM djlok In the past we wouldn't have considered mind control as telepathic bc it is not a humanoid IS-BE.  If it has a life and energy of it's own, perhaps there 

are telepathic qualities about it.

12/10/2018 6:35:05 PM slayerofmatrix1 Wut ?

12/10/2018 6:35:09 PM worldxplorer1 Hopefully one day we’ll find out the full scope of the truth. Our own truths.

12/10/2018 6:35:15 PM drumsk8 Then how can we tell the difference between, legitimate contact/MC/subconcious programming (chatter).

Of course what's the nature of the message, but I found it curious how we could find a distinction beyond that.

12/10/2018 6:35:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Activist Driven Justice https://twitter.com/PreetBharara/status/1072318395624886272 …

12/10/2018 6:38:31 PM djlok So I'm gonna repost a tweet here from MJ12 that I saved that is helping me wrap my mind around this "time is an illusion" concept.  It didn't make me 

"get it", but it's helping...I hope.

12/10/2018 6:39:30 PM worldxplorer1 I thinks about getting know our inner selves & learning the different aspects of ourselves. Our multidimensional self is a puzzle of sorts for us to unlock. 

As we become more familiar with those aspects it becomes easier to discern where/who an interaction is originating from.

12/10/2018 6:40:43 PM worldxplorer1 Fantastic questions to which I would love to hear others perspectives. Especially MJ12!

12/10/2018 6:41:47 PM pragmatic_texan The worst kind. The Left is so unprincipled that they cannot be trusted anywhere close to a judge’s bench.

12/10/2018 6:41:55 PM queenvee61 But a slow, very painful death!

12/10/2018 6:42:39 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/3tBBbUTckI

12/10/2018 6:44:40 PM worldxplorer1 I think that’s one of the toughest obstacles.

Multidimensional telepathic contact frequently comes thru in your own voice. It has for me. 

Either that or I’m completely crazy and potentially schizophrenic.

12/10/2018 6:45:07 PM dr_t_dc A device was activated.

12/10/2018 6:45:08 PM r2u Amen, can't happen fast enough.

12/10/2018 6:45:47 PM worldxplorer1 I’d love to hear more about what you’ve RV’d out there.

12/10/2018 6:49:03 PM snakejackal How about constant very high pitch sound in the head ?  The amplitude become high and low at times but not change like music.  Is this the veil 

technology from Andromeda Galaxy?

12/10/2018 6:49:17 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/10/2018 6:49:24 PM drumsk8 I liked this answer gives some clues: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072248554742341634 …

12/10/2018 6:49:55 PM worldxplorer1 If you’re willing to dm about it I love to!  If not, I understand.

12/10/2018 6:50:26 PM dr_t_dc The head in the shadow seems too large.

12/10/2018 6:52:36 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  I read that earlier today. We may feel crazy at times but in reality I feel like we’re probably the ones on the cutting edge!  

The front line of the masses. 

Those who are actively pushing the boundaries of what is normal and possible.

12/10/2018 6:54:22 PM zrickety 'Some things will remain hidden.'  I don't agree with this.  We need transparency and truth if we are ever to trust the medical community again.

12/10/2018 6:57:15 PM scottf59 Don't care.

12/10/2018 6:58:38 PM worldxplorer1 Got it. I’ll try to RV them myself. 

Much respect Hermit.  See you around!

To greater, brighter, lighter, future of humanity!!🌟💫✨

12/10/2018 7:01:34 PM _chelseaproject If we couldnt defeat extraterrestrial rulers before, what has changed now?

12/10/2018 7:03:22 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  WE HAVE THE POWER!  We were never powerless. That was the great lie!  We’ve had the ability to create whatever we wanted all along!

12/10/2018 7:06:38 PM marmaruek I don't disagree other than the faith in people.  The human consciousness is broad on this planet.  It is consistently self absorbed, easily manipulated.  

To think everyone is going to "do the right thing" or even a wonderful group of them is to ignore even the white hats, you.

12/10/2018 7:07:58 PM pauliepg11111 So interesting! Saw it too. And yes, how many coincidences before it becomes mathematically impossible - a fire completely destroying the same tiny 

town where they are said to live.

12/10/2018 7:08:26 PM gooniesnvrsayd1 WHO are you?

12/10/2018 7:08:47 PM marmaruek The reason the Founders (at least a core group that actually believed the "self evident" portion of the Declaration) used the Constitutional Republic 

under Law format was it was the least likely to be instantly abused.  That Law was never codified is where they left US wanting.

12/10/2018 7:09:17 PM worldxplorer1 No one in MY reality will be exterminating the populaces.  This is where I think the many worlds theory comes into play.

12/10/2018 7:09:36 PM gooniesnvrsayd1 WHAT is zd-27?

12/10/2018 7:10:25 PM truthiswithinu Thank you.

12/10/2018 7:10:43 PM lbf777 That is why many are working with the masses to reverse the damage of media and education indoctnation has on them. We are finally moving away 

from fear upwards to love. That is the core secret of this movement. It is the requirement for victory.

12/10/2018 7:11:18 PM richardhiatt16 Get IT DONE ! 🤨

12/10/2018 7:12:41 PM richardhiatt16 👍

12/10/2018 7:13:00 PM si11112018 Will the public ever get the truth about the bible?

12/10/2018 7:13:13 PM bevbarrett5 PM & JS Shills both...

12/10/2018 7:13:31 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/8yIq0z4FF0

12/10/2018 7:13:44 PM marmaruek agreed.  However, people are people.  As the disclosures come out and get to the "personal" level, we are going to need an overarching recognition of 

Law or decency to mitigate the demands for street justice.

12/10/2018 7:14:54 PM roublisa I have almost wrapped my head around this, no light bulb yet

12/10/2018 7:15:37 PM truthiswithinu In all fairness, I only came up with the Yellow Vest/Jacket angle.

@LisaMei62 came up with the Mockingbird angle that I saw and quoted.

@TweetStreetInt1 came up with the Smocking angle that I saw and quoted.

~Give credit where credits due.~

12/10/2018 7:16:31 PM epkman All the Traitors need some way to get to Gitmo'.😎



12/10/2018 7:18:39 PM lbf777 I don’t trust the gov. They make a lot of promises and do nothing substantial. I depend on us. We are more civilized now.

12/10/2018 7:19:11 PM marmaruek Who's "we"?  Who is in control of this idea, the mob, society?

Since you speak of projection, project to what has been proven about democracy.  What has been proven with 51% carrying the vote.

What part of decency or gentleness do you expect?  How long to get a majority like you?

12/10/2018 7:19:49 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/IE65gx9MmN

12/10/2018 7:20:32 PM lbf777 We have a lot to talk about. I would need to explain how it works from start to finish. It is not how you assume it is. I’ll try to make a post soon and link 

it.

12/10/2018 7:22:25 PM outerspaaaace That's okay!! It's such a strange concept to us, bc our society revolves around it and we grew up with it! Even though 'time' would probably seem so 

strange to an animal in nature if we could try to explain it to them xD

12/10/2018 7:23:06 PM marmaruek I've read your reddit work.  I love your direction, really I do.

I too would appreciate you to consider and actually check out the references I've sent.  We want the same thing.  Our methods are different.

I've had that with the "freedom movement" for many years.  I'm the radical

12/10/2018 7:24:54 PM jersey4trump22 Followed all!

12/10/2018 7:27:52 PM worldxplorer1 I’m with you in spirit my friend. My home of Alcyone in the Pleiades is quite different also!  Energy unlike anything on earth. You & I have come here to 

help get this amazing planet on the right track & heal this wounded energy!  I salute you & look forward to learning from you.

12/10/2018 7:32:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd His adventures with his dog.....

12/10/2018 7:33:35 PM lbf777 Why don’t you ever expose the Zionist infiltration of America here? Do you work for the Zionists?

12/10/2018 7:36:06 PM worldxplorer1 Sounds amazing. Thank you for your service Hermit!  I looking forward to recalling all of these details with you one day.

12/10/2018 7:39:39 PM morrifive Pardon the ignorance .What is MJ12?

12/10/2018 7:48:59 PM datruseeka Read the same.  I doubt anymore it was some conspiracy but truth

12/10/2018 7:50:41 PM datruseeka NEVER to be purchased!   He belongs in jail.

12/10/2018 7:51:51 PM roublisa Good thing I didn’t pay attention in the first place😉🤣

12/10/2018 7:53:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/10/2018 7:54:05 PM roublisa Sorry, but I too agree, major trigger phrase.🥺

12/10/2018 7:55:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 "The Jewish people created a truly Majestic world."

12/10/2018 7:57:07 PM worldxplorer1 Can you tell us anything about the Tribe of Issachar?

12/10/2018 7:57:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Guilty Until Proven Innocent.

Sounds like SA's Wonderland? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1072337451534962688 …

12/10/2018 7:59:28 PM yellahabibihela Clown 🤡 go-fer?

12/10/2018 7:59:37 PM roublisa Words are alive....how about something that sounds more liberating, and less strict😬

12/10/2018 8:00:23 PM yellahabibihela Earthquake just hit..

12/10/2018 8:03:47 PM datruseeka How about “World of The People”!

12/10/2018 8:04:12 PM someearthling cicada 3301 and if I’m correct all the cicadas are to be revealed in 2019.....😊

12/10/2018 8:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 5) The times specified on AMA tweets are not Stop/Start times but rather signal markers.

6) When we ask a question, they aren't all rhetorical. Answering/attempting to answer collectively only helps your fellow conscious light friends.

12/10/2018 8:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 3) Previously ignored questions will continue to get ignored. If we don't reply the second or third time, chances are we will never reply unless FUTURE 

PROVES PAST events alter the timeline.

4) Twitter is technically AMA 24/7, so establishing an AMA thread make it easier to read

12/10/2018 8:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 PSA: Friendly reminder...

1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you don't know... use Twitter search:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 words here

2) Asking ambiguous questions that require essay style responses will be ignored.

12/10/2018 8:05:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 7) When faced with a question you are confused about, or a statement that you don't understand, don't try to read it as a full sentence but as a series 

of grouped words that drive direction to meaning. Meditate to that meaning for 15m. If intuition doesn't clarify, reflect & ask.

12/10/2018 8:07:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mossad

12/10/2018 8:08:02 PM scott_rick What did Buzz Aldrin see in Antarctica?  Why did Kerry go there on Election Day?

12/10/2018 8:09:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 No MJ-12 members are AI. We have several subordinates who are AI, but no AI has ever held the rank of a Majestic 12.

12/10/2018 8:10:03 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/zGm2KSBdlp

12/10/2018 8:11:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 NWO = New World Order

Cabal NWO = Fourth Reich

What is the NWO?

Who created the NWO?

How did the chess pieces get played?

Majestic 12 operated as the Shadow Government inside the Deep State.

How would a NWO represent sovereign Nations while representing Earth?
12/10/2018 8:12:03 PM lbf777 Q is Mossad?

12/10/2018 8:12:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Cicada 3301 was.

12/10/2018 8:14:25 PM rachmatcorai33 They made a snuff film with her too? I want to believe bad people can change and be changed BUT I cannot when these bad people do this!!! 😥

12/10/2018 8:15:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 They can change. Death restarts their life. Try again in a world less corrupt and broken by evil.

12/10/2018 8:16:05 PM eli0t_ness UN? I hope not cause it's a criminal enterprise.

12/10/2018 8:16:23 PM djlok Boom!  I knew something was up with that!!  Thanks!!

12/10/2018 8:16:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Come on @Acosta you know you want to... pic.twitter.com/mzZxkmJROe

12/10/2018 8:17:14 PM crazycooder 😂

12/10/2018 8:17:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody bery important visited me today.

12/10/2018 8:18:11 PM eli0t_ness And what if we don't accept either NWO? You gonna kill us all?

12/10/2018 8:19:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 What structural changes are necessary for it to not be a criminal enterprise? Is the institution itself or the failure of the Justice Department equally 

applying our laws?

12/10/2018 8:20:20 PM eli0t_ness I think the problem is that they are unelected.

12/10/2018 8:21:17 PM djlok Exciting!

12/10/2018 8:23:56 PM djlok Isn't the New World Order in direct conflict with the "nationalism" Trump has been discussing?

12/10/2018 8:24:06 PM eskeljoyce Trump?🧐

12/10/2018 8:29:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Bery....



12/10/2018 8:29:28 PM turboxyde Recognizing that polarity can mask intentions... was any component of Cicada 3301 executed in good faith? It certainly piqued my interest in 

researching and puzzle solving.

12/10/2018 8:31:08 PM bbobbio71 I believe Corkers in pretty deep.

12/10/2018 8:33:57 PM seatherton3 That's bery interesting.

12/10/2018 8:34:19 PM gi6stars Yes

12/10/2018 8:35:43 PM djlok 4, 10, 20?

12/10/2018 8:36:53 PM 1_decided_voter It'll probably take a bit of effort to rid the bad connotations of the NWO acronym from the minds of those who associate it with GHWB and UN agenda, 

etc...

12/10/2018 8:37:00 PM epkman As a coalition of light, or 

In statistics, the coefficient of determination, denoted R² or r² and pronounced R squared, is a number that indicates how well data fit a statistical 

model.

12/10/2018 8:37:35 PM skypegrammy505 As in Barry bery?

12/10/2018 8:38:24 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So Disney...Majestic?

12/10/2018 8:38:49 PM 1_decided_voter Think he will be the one to ask?

12/10/2018 8:40:00 PM nmchristoban Financial

12/10/2018 8:40:20 PM colista So many of the Awakened Patriots have been conditioned to resist EVERYTHG that smacks of NWO. 

I understnd, hwvr, NWO is appropriate whn creating the Shiny, Gleaming, Light-emitting New World Order! 

SO MUCH distance btwn Evil Cabal's NWO & the Light's NWO - at least I pray so!

12/10/2018 8:41:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past tweets.

Misspellings matter.

Learn the comms.

Watch the skies?

Child Abuse Law Idea -> Law Signed Next Day?

"Created A Majestic World"

"Trump is creating a NWO"

All this for a LARP?

The message is more important than the messenger.

Majestic 12 hides in plain sight!
12/10/2018 8:41:39 PM 1_decided_voter D, J, T

Referenced by Q frequently.

12/10/2018 8:42:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 There were two distinct clues in the original message. Third clue in the reply. Fourth clue here. Guess at your own peril for the truth is destined to shine 

bright!

12/10/2018 8:43:19 PM gi6stars Go back and re-read the Q drops , then you can "spot-the-Not" !

The only way to know the true #QAnon is to know "him".

12/10/2018 8:43:36 PM colista I LOVE OUR PRESIDENT !!! pic.twitter.com/CvNlI99wpc

12/10/2018 8:46:08 PM epkman Yes misspellings matter, but isn't getting the point across more important? Twitter has long ago disabled my spell checker.

12/10/2018 8:47:49 PM lbf777 Something about shipping people to GITMO?

12/10/2018 8:48:06 PM dimariapatricia He’s responsible for (almost) destroying lives. I hope he’s taken down!

12/10/2018 8:48:24 PM cpnegron73 Perhaps a real life "castle in the sky"? Just my goofy geuss....

12/10/2018 8:48:28 PM westpaanglers Is to the stars academy going to be the group to a full UFO disclosure

12/10/2018 8:48:34 PM djlok I'm thinking POTUS, Trump, Q+, 4 10 20 are all the same IS-BE.

12/10/2018 8:49:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer uses tactics like "tell us who is bad". Unhelpful to legitimately constructive dialogue. However, to be fair, we will limit responses to 

non personal constructive feedback only as our analysis. Name names of who you think are FAKE MAGA and we *MAY* reply:

12/10/2018 8:49:30 PM westpaanglers Nazi world order

12/10/2018 8:49:36 PM 1_decided_voter I tend to think so as well, but at this point it's hard to rule out any scenario.

12/10/2018 8:50:07 PM pauliepg11111 Jack Posobiec

12/10/2018 8:50:54 PM djlok Very true.  At this point anything and everything seems possible.

12/10/2018 8:50:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patriot who is in service to those who do not seek excellence from their subordinates.

12/10/2018 8:53:57 PM shallknown What has the agenda of Maj12 been? 

If this question has already been answered, I would appreciate someone to inform me.

12/10/2018 8:54:08 PM time4u2know Pence

12/10/2018 8:54:27 PM covertress Dang, you must hear the evil tones. 😅 lol

12/10/2018 8:54:54 PM 1_decided_voter Sean Hannity

12/10/2018 8:56:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 8) We do not direct message anybody. 

9) Our only backup as of 12/11/18 00:00 is Keybase via majic_eyes_only team read-only "chat".

10) We do not predict dates or times.

11) This account will not exist forever.

12) Learn to archive offline.
12/10/2018 8:59:49 PM littleraven Can you share the missing key lines with us now?

12/10/2018 9:01:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤡in🇺🇸 funded and controlled. Patriot at heart. Much lower IQ than 45. Knows he is doing a disservice when he is. He has a tell. Handlers hate it when 

it shows. SR? ❤️🧐🐼☠🗣💰🔫😬🤐🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥

12/10/2018 9:01:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lolita Express has a film.

12/10/2018 9:02:25 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

12/10/2018 9:03:08 PM time4u2know Thank you! Have a great night!

12/10/2018 9:04:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet. New tablets that are more applicable will be disclosed in the coming months. New discoveries. "Never before seen!" Majestic EYES ONLY. 

DARK -> LIGHT

       Q -> MJ12

12/10/2018 9:04:50 PM 1_decided_voter His CIA lapel pin...

12/10/2018 9:08:49 PM phxrising8 Thoughts on this theory? pic.twitter.com/3NZ8uahCXs



12/10/2018 9:08:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will @Acosta #AskTheQ? 

We'll make it easy for you Jim:

"Mr. President, Conspiracy theorists online are connecting your misspelling of the world "acknowledge" with being connected to QAnon? Are you 

connected to QAnon?"

Jim, we may even let you see an alien live in person! https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072317149723717632 …
12/10/2018 9:09:03 PM phxrising8  pic.twitter.com/uHlCAFvA68

12/10/2018 9:09:05 PM time4u2know 1 more, would there be a public announcement of that could result in stepping down? Think House of Cards.

12/10/2018 9:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 RBG is not yet dead.

12/10/2018 9:10:50 PM djlok Wow!

12/10/2018 9:10:54 PM thegistofitis Seems like it has been lining up to be him to ask. Spokesman for the normies. They will believe whatever he or Mueller says is fact. Imo

12/10/2018 9:11:13 PM pauliepg11111 Was Tory Smith murdered for telling the truth about him?

12/10/2018 9:11:16 PM _chelseaproject Wow, if non-human what race?

12/10/2018 9:11:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 CoS?

12/10/2018 9:12:22 PM kagman4e Me too 🙋🏻♂️😁

12/10/2018 9:12:37 PM time4u2know Veep

12/10/2018 9:12:40 PM djlok Palin (politician, not family)

12/10/2018 9:14:25 PM pauliepg11111 The Seth Rich story...

12/10/2018 9:14:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patriot with a heart in the right place and her critical thinking skills nowhere to be found.

12/10/2018 9:14:45 PM thegistofitis Make room for new entry?

12/10/2018 9:15:23 PM pauliepg11111 😂

12/10/2018 9:15:47 PM djlok Fair enough.  Only thing that had me worried was her tie to No Name.

12/10/2018 9:15:56 PM 1_decided_voter Hah, that was my first impression of her.

12/10/2018 9:16:06 PM blogjam_net Anything we should know about the earthquake in Antarctica?

12/10/2018 9:16:25 PM roger35742354 When we going to see it?

12/10/2018 9:17:22 PM 1_decided_voter I believe he gave brief coverage to it, but then backed away suddenly.

12/10/2018 9:18:18 PM time4u2know Probably don’t want to. 😬

12/10/2018 9:21:07 PM cocopuffster12 PHL Experiment, Al Bielek

12/10/2018 9:22:12 PM djlok Shoot...just get him into Buckingham Palace and he can see a few probably.

12/10/2018 9:22:57 PM anangelhasland1 How about “Tell me who Q is or I will shoot this puppy.”

12/10/2018 9:24:53 PM astol14334 Um No.

12/10/2018 9:25:20 PM astol14334 Again YES.

12/10/2018 9:32:22 PM omniaaequalia From California?

12/10/2018 9:32:52 PM cocopuffster12 Ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2018 9:33:36 PM littleraven Thank you! Written by whom Discovered where?

12/10/2018 9:36:44 PM collectvcat Corey Goode

12/10/2018 9:38:14 PM collectvcat Nikki Haley

12/10/2018 9:38:37 PM mongrelglory Time can pass by very quickly when you're having fun, or take forever to pass when you're bored or suffering.  We think of it as a fixed, consistent 

measurement but obviously it is perceived totally differently depending on the state of one's consciousness. So it is an illusion!

12/10/2018 9:44:39 PM jamesbu74794060 An Alien live and in person, J-Rod ?

12/10/2018 9:46:38 PM mongrelglory I think we've all got PTSD from the years of being manipulated by the Cabal.  We're afraid to trust another "ruling body" for fear it will just be a case of 

"meet the new boss, same as the old boss".  They will have to convince us that they have our best interests at heart...and

12/10/2018 9:49:06 PM mongrelglory ...we'll need to take a leap of faith.  I think it will be helped with them instituting new technology to track things, such as block-chain to keep financial 

transactions honest, surveillance of politicians to keep them honest, plus treaties with ETs that ban nuclear weapons.

12/10/2018 9:51:03 PM rick_hernandez Roy Potter

12/10/2018 9:51:44 PM goodmedicine4us New CoS....@GenFlynn?

12/10/2018 9:53:06 PM laurael97614892 What race line is Majestic from?

12/10/2018 9:53:44 PM rick_hernandez Jared Kushner

12/10/2018 9:54:09 PM tenn_rich Clown Op. Attempt to force POTUS to act against US interests. I, for one, could care less if a Muslim Brotherhood adherent was offed by his fellow 

Muslims. One less enemy...

12/10/2018 9:55:22 PM theappraizer Past tense? Game over?

12/10/2018 9:56:28 PM datruseeka It will take time to earn our trust again.

12/10/2018 9:58:32 PM theappraizer Not a reporter.

12/10/2018 10:00:45 PM petitchevalb OK I will settle for a possible "not literally"

Thank you

12/10/2018 10:01:02 PM mongrelglory I think "by their fruits we shall judge them".  When we see our prospects for the future looking much brighter, with all the new technology and new 

legislation that improves our lives, less taxes etc... I think we'll be more willing to trust again.  Esp. with the Cabal arrested!

12/10/2018 10:01:27 PM oo1o110 Q has stated a lot of things that never happened. Don't pin your hopes on that statement. It seems like it needs to happen soon, but we don't have the 

full picture.

12/10/2018 10:02:28 PM johnrambo2777 Are you Mj12 of this earth?

12/10/2018 10:02:51 PM antgigz  pic.twitter.com/zxmYr8t7lu

12/10/2018 10:04:57 PM covertress dl 640

12/10/2018 10:16:48 PM lib7473 👍🏼👽🌠

12/10/2018 10:19:03 PM jonessense He’s the boogeyman trying to scare you. Don’t listen. There’s no such thing as death anyway.

12/10/2018 10:19:41 PM datruseeka Yes, that’s what it’ll take.

12/10/2018 10:20:21 PM goodmedicine4us Please tell more of the Majestic world or where everyday patriots can learn more....TY.

12/10/2018 10:20:49 PM raymond10449530 Zzzzzz....quick; post an old july drop.....

12/10/2018 10:24:50 PM slipperyslope18 How could any Journalist especially one from the great CNN turn down such an offer? After dozens of News stories claiming Qanon is a LARP You, Yes 

you could solve this, Just ask DJT the Q question You will be famous.

And meet and greet with a alien, think of it, you & History!

12/10/2018 10:24:57 PM teamforza44 John Trump?

12/10/2018 10:25:41 PM lightblade1111  pic.twitter.com/bnhZAl4nMG

12/10/2018 10:26:49 PM debbierebg NONE of them. not one

12/10/2018 10:26:52 PM cocopuffster12 I am confused. There is a 292 page “Bloodlines of Illuminati” by Fred Springmeier 2.10.95, it’s posted on the C👁I’s webpage. Page 4 lists various 

Illuminati organizations, and lists MJ12 as one of them.  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-

compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

12/10/2018 10:29:02 PM cocopuffster12 And Q has also stated misinformation is necessary. As is discernment and critical thinking. I believe we will have a VERY Merry Christmas.



12/10/2018 10:35:21 PM goodmedicine4us KEK Lives. pic.twitter.com/AwLJfaarLI

12/10/2018 10:50:15 PM diaptera_80 Acknowledging correctly spelled. Or are you referring to his previous tweet ”in other WORDS, witchhunt is illegal”

12/10/2018 11:09:15 PM john777lee Funny when I was 19 they called me Donald Trump . Ring a bell ? WWG1WGA

12/10/2018 11:16:50 PM stevush5 If it happens many will be doubles, like the fake Saddam they hanged.

12/10/2018 11:31:11 PM marshahodgson Perhaps the Alien is Q

12/10/2018 11:38:17 PM diaptera_80 Are the royalties guilty of serious crimes not going to be arrested along with the other cabal complicits?

12/10/2018 11:49:24 PM jonessense Agartha in the earth

12/10/2018 11:56:07 PM diaptera_80 What can you tell is about ascension? Is it something that will happen to many people? In our lifetime?

12/10/2018 11:59:12 PM diaptera_80 You said something about the waves took down their comms. Did it also disable the cabals frequency generators in Antarctica?

12/11/2018 12:04:13 AM diaptera_80 Smart way, to write a book. When did Baron Trump timetravel and how much time was spent there? Is this book about inner earth? If so, did he visit 

there also?

12/11/2018 12:09:24 AM diaptera_80 Just PLEASE tell me it isn’t technology that can add part of someone’s soul to your own to make you ”god-like”

12/11/2018 12:12:23 AM marshahodgson Thank you for this particular answer. 🌿💕☘

12/11/2018 1:03:08 AM diaptera_80 I do feel sorry for Podesta and others, and the situation they put themselves in. However in this life they cannot be pardoned! in the next is another 

matter

12/11/2018 1:13:53 AM diaptera_80 Alfred Webre

12/11/2018 1:14:04 AM diaptera_80 Basiago

12/11/2018 1:17:09 AM pauliepg11111 How can he be this brazen knowing what is coming?

12/11/2018 1:18:06 AM pauliepg11111 I do not feel sorry for them.

12/11/2018 1:22:03 AM pauliepg11111 PLEASE.

12/11/2018 1:26:33 AM newyorker66 That was my thought.

12/11/2018 1:30:25 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1027588208404688906?s=19 …

12/11/2018 1:38:36 AM newyorker66 Well, that's the end of me. I have trouble understanding these threads as I do with Q. 

Oh well.

12/11/2018 1:42:38 AM davidmi32570254 Reptilians are in deep state

12/11/2018 2:02:12 AM westpaanglers Jim might karate chop the alien🤣

12/11/2018 2:22:11 AM kadath123 Ok. So anybody have any questions...? @Jordan_Sather_

12/11/2018 2:29:26 AM kadath123 Interesting 🤔. Vortex Based Mathematics defines the 369. Marco Rodin, Vortex Based Mathematics. It's a unified field theory of everything. Pretty 

cool 🙏🏻

12/11/2018 2:39:23 AM kadath123  pic.twitter.com/0SL8eW5K3O

12/11/2018 2:41:02 AM kadath123 Tesla and Marco Rodin, Vortex Based Mathematics. YouTube

12/11/2018 2:47:05 AM kadath123 No doubt that was the plan all along. Stoke the Fires of Revolution is the way of the Illuminati. #1776

12/11/2018 2:51:36 AM kadath123 With everything available about MAJESTIC-12 operations leading We the People to conclude a) NWO bad b) MJ-12 utterly ruthless why should you be 

trusted. Trust is earned, and not easily. 🧐

12/11/2018 2:59:46 AM kadath123 So... Styx. Inferno. RFID. Beast system. Enlightened us...

12/11/2018 3:32:47 AM 45skinny You can be the one Jimbo.  Ask the question " . #RealNews pic.twitter.com/qSiC3SBEUw

12/11/2018 3:35:40 AM smalltownusa121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  the color of space depends if it is language or math you are traveling trough 5•5 center focus what is the next color think prime 

meditation key

12/11/2018 3:38:53 AM piratek73549479 They can't

It would confirm the Great Awakening exists, and that could possibly wake those still sleeping comfortably with their propaganda

The film 'V for VendettA' shows how they "must control" the narrative at all costs, its only when V takes over the TV the masses awake

12/11/2018 3:40:07 AM chelle030609 They are guilty, and I am sure there time is neatly up.

12/11/2018 3:51:13 AM smalltownusa121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what happens when harmony is achieved... perfect timing ... in tune ... power projection in touch both ways think of washing the 

dish meditate beyond thought and just be one as a master of a art ... key it can not be faked

12/11/2018 4:01:03 AM laughinatdumbdc I pick up  a lot telepathically from family members. It’s still a 1-way communication, but they are believers.

12/11/2018 4:01:53 AM goyaeq That doesn't seem fair the Matrix will let him out but others are stuck here.

12/11/2018 4:03:31 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/aWimqiI1bj

12/11/2018 4:04:00 AM rick_hernandez And what of unirock Defango and Isaac green who all jumped off the Q train at the same time?

12/11/2018 4:22:40 AM peaceboots Yes, I don’t see how acknowledging is a misspelling. But hey, ask the question anyway, the world is waiting...

12/11/2018 4:31:11 AM covertress I find a carnivore, non-inflamitory diet helpful. Also, I use the tones to meditate to, which ameilorates the stress from associating them negatively. 

Some days it's LOUD, other days, a whisper. Yesterday was both, lol. Best wishes to you for relief.

12/11/2018 4:33:56 AM greg_scott84 I think that's a great question that has no good answer.

12/11/2018 4:47:15 AM fowlreginald Great question. It definitely needs to be either restructured or completely scrapped. It was sold to us as a peaceful body where everyone had a voice, 

but that's not what it is. It's thoroughly corrupt and overreaching at present.

12/11/2018 5:02:36 AM pauliepg11111 True. His soul is already destined to hell...

12/11/2018 5:04:46 AM si11112018 People are weary... expecially after having meds and shots shoved down their throats. 

People waking up, not as trusting of a place as one would expect.  Unfortunate teachings and continuing of the cycle.

12/11/2018 5:08:59 AM arcturianss Thought is dreaming, thought is creating, dreaming is creating... Dare to dream. When we join together in thought and dreaming, we create our reality 

together.

12/11/2018 5:10:09 AM robertf34043399 No ,.... ?

12/11/2018 5:20:36 AM fowlreginald It seems to follow a similar pattern as the Iran Deal and the Climate Change agreement. It's a shuffling of money/slush funds under the guise of 

whatever noble cause (lie) they're pushing.

12/11/2018 5:20:45 AM neeneenat Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic12 will give you some more insight. Expand your thinking.

12/11/2018 5:22:23 AM fowlreginald I find Field McConnell very difficult to listen to. He rambles all over and often starts to talk about one topic and ends up on totally different ones.

12/11/2018 5:23:05 AM elizabe52801373 Yes You really need to see it very insightful. You will see why We need to go there.

12/11/2018 5:23:49 AM fowlreginald Also Meryl Streep

12/11/2018 5:24:20 AM ryankochweare1 Key word is SOVEREIGN.  We are sovereign beings.  Apart of sovereign tribes.  individual and tribal sovereignty PROTECTED BY ELECTED FROM EACH 

TRIBE

12/11/2018 5:24:59 AM fowlreginald Does anyone actually listen to Meghan McCain? She knows nothing. Just a spoiled brat of a corrupt politician.

12/11/2018 5:25:41 AM fowlreginald Fake news. Trump has been very supportive of all military, including veterans.

12/11/2018 5:29:51 AM shining91109743 If “Full Disclosure” is the goal and it is soon, why do we need to archive offline?

12/11/2018 5:37:55 AM onepingonly2 Let me here. Connect q to aliens

12/11/2018 5:39:25 AM fowlreginald When a product is free, you are the product.

12/11/2018 5:44:40 AM muddybumper78  pic.twitter.com/fx0q1fqHqn

12/11/2018 5:54:07 AM unidentifiedta1 Should humanity be fearful of what's happening behind the scenes?

12/11/2018 6:06:10 AM mongrelglory And you said you don't make jokes!  Talk about biting wit! Lol!

12/11/2018 6:12:49 AM mongrelglory It's like that Monty Python skit... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vuW6tQ0218 …

12/11/2018 6:31:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q has directly said that aliens exist and that Roswell is the highest classification in our Government.

12/11/2018 6:32:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 11

12/11/2018 6:32:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 6:32:57 AM palmdalekid2 VV



12/11/2018 6:36:23 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072355755167232001 …

12/11/2018 6:36:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriot.

12/11/2018 6:37:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriotism is not a word we would use for NH, however she is a good person and not involved in any horrific crimes against humanity. Patriotism is 

selfless.

12/11/2018 6:38:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Important figure for Disclosure however most of what he says is disinformation, even though his heart is in the right place. Remember he always clears 

himself before he spreads disinformation. Do you know his call? Not all are lies. Many truths hidden inside disinformation.

12/11/2018 6:39:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 He has a thing for Vietnamese little boys. Lolita Express has him in a film with NO NAME.

12/11/2018 6:39:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Snake

12/11/2018 6:41:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 He looks inside for truth and finds that many things are Majestic in life. He lacks a grounding medium to keep the information pertinent to 

exoconsciousness and not cognitive bias projection consciousness.

12/11/2018 6:44:42 AM time4u2know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Good morning, MAJIC! What are your thoughts on NESARA? Fact or Fiction? Half/Half? Have an awesome day!

12/11/2018 6:46:17 AM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Everything has meaning  pic.twitter.com/NzDxC1QuZb

12/11/2018 6:46:41 AM rachmatcorai33 Or Trump?

12/11/2018 6:46:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of disinformation pertaining to his alleged involvement with Majestic operations. Time travel does exist, however it is strictly regulated. 

Additionally, some claims made by him are down right false. Why? What purpose would it serve? Victims are programmable? Did he travel?

12/11/2018 6:46:51 AM speaakn An anon on the board asked for a q proof with a tweet from Trump with the word knowlege in it. Trump’s next tweet has “acknowledging” in it. 😉

12/11/2018 6:48:46 AM rdeweese04 One of my favorite movies! pic.twitter.com/sC1azwhdvv

12/11/2018 6:48:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exoconsciousness is the energy Matrix that makes the fabric of what we perceive as reality that originates from each of our consciousnesses projecting 

our iteration of reality which is stored in majority within our DNA as so called "junk DNA".

12/11/2018 6:49:42 AM ragevirusqq Emery Smith

12/11/2018 6:50:03 AM ragevirusqq Pete Peterson

12/11/2018 6:50:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cognitive bias consciousness is when an IS-BE is meditating to specific information that does not naturally come to them. Forcing a subject download 

will yield biased results. A good way to validate the information is to cross reference it with another IS-BE.

12/11/2018 6:50:19 AM fowlreginald I understand what you're saying about organized religion, though "dismembered" is a disturbing word choice.

12/11/2018 6:50:27 AM mongrelglory Does Ivanka know?  I'm assuming she's on the good side.

12/11/2018 6:50:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who does it protect?

Precursor to Cabal NWO?

12/11/2018 6:50:50 AM pauliepg11111 False memories implanted? disinformation - to muddy the waters of truth? He also says he was in the Mars Jump Room programme with 44 - did BO 

go?

12/11/2018 6:51:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 6:52:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 6:52:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ivanka knows.

12/11/2018 6:52:50 AM anneolsen43 Oh good .. my gut was telling me no

12/11/2018 6:53:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We're saving Israel for last."

12/11/2018 6:53:32 AM palmdalekid2 Cc: @ToshiroIndigo  #HATJ

12/11/2018 6:53:49 AM mongrelglory "Do you know his call?" Does anyone here know what MJ-12 is referring to?

12/11/2018 6:54:18 AM time4u2know Seems, on the surface, it protects the people, but the agenda underneath could be different.

12/11/2018 6:54:29 AM fowlreginald When I search for that, all I get is Disney stuff 😂

12/11/2018 6:54:45 AM mongrelglory William Tompkins?

12/11/2018 6:55:25 AM thetempestchip Do you have screenshots of Kabamurs posts?

12/11/2018 6:56:15 AM palmdalekid2 Soul purpose

12/11/2018 6:56:27 AM mongrelglory Richard Dolan?

12/11/2018 6:56:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

Learn the comms.

12/11/2018 6:57:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 [L]?

12/11/2018 6:57:48 AM thetempestchip Jordan Sather

12/11/2018 6:58:38 AM pauliepg11111 This is so fascinating. Transferring information through time - through a medium of the time you’re in. Barron - has he altered the timeline 

singlehandedly?

12/11/2018 6:58:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Fake MAGA.

12/11/2018 6:58:50 AM mongrelglory Laura Loomer?

12/11/2018 6:59:29 AM pauliepg11111 Listen to your intuition - he is genuine. Goes for a lot of these YouTube journalists - your intuition is always right.

12/11/2018 6:59:30 AM palmdalekid2 Cc: embeds

12/11/2018 6:59:32 AM keith369me Watched Hannity interview last night.  Weasel was the word that came to mind

12/11/2018 6:59:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Fake MAGA though her ego is quite out there which defies the core principal of Patriotism.

12/11/2018 7:00:46 AM keith369me She must have had daddy issues when she decided on Jared.

12/11/2018 7:00:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the same Barron today, however his name did come from the book. The person who traveled in time was working for the Majestic 12. Cross 

reference with our pinned MAJESTIC image. Who is he? Did he travel through time when he learned that JFK was going to get 187'd but needed to

12/11/2018 7:00:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 be able to undo the damage at the right time?

12/11/2018 7:01:03 AM peaceboots Ok, got it. So even though it wasn’t a misspelling, it was a variant of the word “knowledge”, hence confirmation. I was confused by the idea that 

acknowledging was misspelt.

12/11/2018 7:01:41 AM thetempestchip I know this, i am clarifying for others :)

12/11/2018 7:01:58 AM fowlreginald 😮

12/11/2018 7:02:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Fake MAGA" only please.

12/11/2018 7:02:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is why it is important to learn how to archive offline.

12/11/2018 7:02:40 AM thetempestchip @Jordan_Sather_ helping push people in the right direction my friend, have never questioned your validity or my resonance with your words

12/11/2018 7:02:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 How are people protected?

Enforcement limited to protect Cabal first?

12/11/2018 7:03:27 AM thetempestchip Really kicking myself for not collecting more of his work. I have some but want it all.

12/11/2018 7:04:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Call is a term used when referring to poker when you determine whether somebody is bluffing or not.

12/11/2018 7:05:17 AM time4u2know Good question. Seems more financially than anything, but where there is a financial giving, usually there’s a time restraint. Almost like shackles 😬 Am 

I off?

12/11/2018 7:05:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes your assessment is relatively accurate.

12/11/2018 7:05:52 AM blogjam_net Is St Germaine in Mossad?

12/11/2018 7:06:58 AM djlok Liz "they won't let me keep a Twitter account open more than 10 mins" Crokin is real MAGA, yes?

12/11/2018 7:07:23 AM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why is the sun being blocked what are they afraid of?  pic.twitter.com/stOEdE1y5m

12/11/2018 7:07:38 AM fowlreginald He is a good fellow :)

12/11/2018 7:07:57 AM time4u2know Does he know the truth and incorporating the disinformation by design or does he only know partial truths that he thinks are all legit?



12/11/2018 7:08:11 AM thetempestchip Thankyou!! I will post what i have later today

12/11/2018 7:08:25 AM cidarean Uppercase i ?

12/11/2018 7:09:26 AM mongrelglory Merci beaucoup!

12/11/2018 7:10:13 AM djlok This one I'm surprised by.

12/11/2018 7:10:23 AM fowlreginald I'm going back through previous tweets. There's a TON of information for anyone willing to take the time.

12/11/2018 7:11:08 AM pauliepg11111 It’s Donald Trump’s uncle who worked with Tesla - and who also happens to look just like JA?!

12/11/2018 7:12:23 AM joni_apple_seed True transparency is needed for clarity. Greed will prevent unity.

12/11/2018 7:12:25 AM pauliepg11111 Tesla had the papers on time travel? Which Trump then had?

12/11/2018 7:16:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 He is not intentionally deceiving people. He believes what he is saying is true.

12/11/2018 7:17:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely assessing something as complex as the subject we are discussing in less than 240 characters makes all answers relative.

12/11/2018 7:17:34 AM time4u2know Thank you! Have a great day!

12/11/2018 7:17:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/11/2018 7:18:13 AM pantherden_ Jack Posobiec ?

12/11/2018 7:18:25 AM daveschroeder18 That resonated

12/11/2018 7:18:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 DW is not a Fake MAGA. Same boat as CG.

12/11/2018 7:20:03 AM pauliepg11111 Thinking about this more. So Trump learned about time travel from Tesla papers. Jumped forward to see JFK 187’’d for planned ET disclosure. Worked 

out he had to go even further forward in time to try and implement a PLAN, so JFK jr and Trump’s own nephew (45) became involved?

12/11/2018 7:20:05 AM mongrelglory I've wondered if he's a Starseed...

12/11/2018 7:20:10 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I had a strange thought occur to me. Is this event(s) happening simultaneously in three “locations”?

12/11/2018 7:20:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 7:20:52 AM pantherden_ Michael Flynn, Admiral Rodgers ?

12/11/2018 7:20:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Threes amplify consciousness.

12/11/2018 7:21:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

Learn the comms.

"not" https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072312854307581953 …

12/11/2018 7:21:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 7:22:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 7:23:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT

Who funded Google?

Who still funds Google? https://youtu.be/WfbTbPEEJxI 

12/11/2018 7:24:02 AM mongrelglory I can't imagine what that must be like for her...😟

12/11/2018 7:24:32 AM pantherden_ An American? Or Extra-terrestrial

12/11/2018 7:25:06 AM whatisreality_q ....? Not is not misspelled

12/11/2018 7:25:31 AM djlok Bolton's IS-BE seems very familiar to me.  Like someone we may have known before. I can't put my finger on it.

12/11/2018 7:25:34 AM cidarean James Comey’s behind closed doors testimony reveals that “there was no evidence of Campaign Collusion” with Russia when he left the FBI. In other 

words, the Witch Hunt is illegal and should never have been started!

12/11/2018 7:25:40 AM shining91109743 Ha. Saw your response.  My name has 11 letters, when added equals 11.  But after going down my rabbit hole, I look up and read 11) acct will not exist 

forever.  Prob what you meant. Still weird.  My Pt, if all disclosed, we should have all. archive not needed

12/11/2018 7:26:06 AM kagman4e What ABC agency funds/owns Amazon

12/11/2018 7:26:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not true.

12/11/2018 7:26:33 AM mongrelglory Bill Barr?

12/11/2018 7:27:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 "With our fact free propaganda, it does generate mistrust."

Why are some representatives asserting answers for the witness before the witness is able to speak?

Who created Google?

Why?

Cabal NWO.

DARK to LIGHT means disclosing what they do to your data. https://youtu.be/WfbTbPEEJxI 

12/11/2018 7:28:14 AM fowlreginald Reading that now. Very good, kind of depressing. How much is accurate, how much is disinfo?

12/11/2018 7:29:14 AM fowlreginald "fact free"...wow

12/11/2018 7:29:35 AM richardhiatt16 Promises ... Promises... and would you please use ET rather than Alien. If you are in the know, Alien is the “A” for the times. Am I correct?  🤓

12/11/2018 7:29:40 AM fowlreginald 🤡🤡🤡

12/11/2018 7:29:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is it fair to compare a conservative radio talk show host to a multi-national government-tied billion dollar corporation that "has made it nearly 

impossible to use the internet without ending up in one of Google's data centers."?

Why is data privacy discussions political?

cNWO!

12/11/2018 7:30:22 AM fowlreginald Should be "no". Why the extra "t"?

12/11/2018 7:30:44 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN

12/11/2018 7:30:56 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

12/11/2018 7:31:02 AM hambrickro 😏 GOOGLE is hooked into the Quantum A.I. Computer known as  "SIRISYS"  😏 IT travels the grid, the frequencies to gather information; your laptop, 

phone, tv, refrigerator, anything known as a SMART DEVICE ; SIRI, ALEXIS, etc.💥  ONE RING TO RULE US ALL , including the DARK WEB

12/11/2018 7:31:23 AM whatisreality_q It’s how to spell not

12/11/2018 7:31:40 AM keith369me Kirsten Nielsen?

12/11/2018 7:32:07 AM amandalillig I’ve been wondering about Titus Frost, Craig Sawyer, and Nathan Stolpman (Lift the Veil) 

https://twitter.com/imperatortruth/status/1072506395617083392?s=21 …

12/11/2018 7:32:31 AM cosmic_engineer At least Corey is referencing the Law of One.  Which may lead to seeking.

He is a skilled SciFi writer too. 

The community he's in is all about cash and fame. Disclosure ends that train. 😏

12/11/2018 7:32:33 AM darktolightww T for TREASON

12/11/2018 7:32:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We must instead look at Google to see what it can do to stop foreign powers from using its tools for political discourse."

Define foreign?

12/11/2018 7:33:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Perhaps Google can shed some light onto this, but not so much that would help foreign powers."

Use logic.

Why is the hearing public?

12/11/2018 7:33:50 AM palmdalekid2 Foreign to the citizens it terrorized domestically

12/11/2018 7:34:38 AM diaptera_80 How does it undo the damage?

12/11/2018 7:34:39 AM palmdalekid2 National Security

12/11/2018 7:34:43 AM fowlreginald "Not evidence" is incorrect. "No evidence" is correct. T is extra for a reason.



12/11/2018 7:35:04 AM thegistofitis Can refuse to answer and what they do answer will be public?

12/11/2018 7:35:07 AM mateuszwala i can guess. sphere being alliance - follow corey goode

12/11/2018 7:35:19 AM pauliepg11111 The NWO plans which ramped up the day JFK died?

12/11/2018 7:36:06 AM whatisreality_q Both work correctly when putting “there” before

12/11/2018 7:36:26 AM mongrelglory You'd have to get rid of all private financial backing from corporations/banks.  The members of the UN would have to be elected democratically by the 

people rather than appointed behind closed doors Also fair regional representation from all the geographic areas of the world.

12/11/2018 7:37:09 AM fowlreginald It's not grammatically correct. Awkward phrasing by genius president for a reason.

12/11/2018 7:37:43 AM thetempestchip He is absolutely a starseed, this account commented on a list of MAGA truthers and stated some of them are receiving downloads that are correlating 

with The Plan. Im sure he is one of them.

12/11/2018 7:38:06 AM thegistofitis I’m a liberal, are you needing one of the fascist ones? One of these fascist liberal “folks” 👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/8qybXnUTUl

12/11/2018 7:38:45 AM jonella_moore CIA

12/11/2018 7:38:49 AM djlok Who is the guy with the fake white moustache?  And why do these people have some of the oddest looking people around them when they testify?

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/N8lVkw7axm

12/11/2018 7:39:05 AM mongrelglory Do they have the technology to bring in a "real-time" voting system that every citizen of the world could participate in?

12/11/2018 7:39:32 AM jonella_moore Lynn De Rothschild

12/11/2018 7:39:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 "I am incredibly happy when Google empowers people around the world, especially in the US."

Shout out to his handlers.

12/11/2018 7:41:05 AM kagman4e FULL and immediate DISCLOSURE!!!!

12/11/2018 7:41:46 AM mongrelglory Me too!  The other one I really like is Snowpiercer!  Blew my mind when I saw it!

12/11/2018 7:42:12 AM decodematrix LL = loretta lynch

12/11/2018 7:42:25 AM keith369me Sure looked like it watching his videos progress.  Pence was not the only name named

12/11/2018 7:42:56 AM pauliepg11111 Great catch. What the....?

12/11/2018 7:43:28 AM pauliepg11111 See eye ay

12/11/2018 7:44:11 AM keith369me Spawn of Hitler, are you really asking this?

12/11/2018 7:45:46 AM mongrelglory I suppose it's a bit of both.  We're all sovereign beings and are responsible for our choices in this life. However, I do feel sorry that they do not 

understand how precious life is, and are so lost from all that is beautiful.

12/11/2018 7:46:03 AM thegistofitis I can’t listen to the BS. I already know what needs to be known. I do hope those who can’t see the trap do eventually. Ask Arron Swartz about the 13th 

amendment and terms of service agreements. It IS a felony to break them, computer fraud. We don’t talk about it enough 

pic.twitter.com/hZNwVPUULp

12/11/2018 7:46:36 AM nancyddb Who convienced and assisted Larry Page and Sergei Brin to do it?

12/11/2018 7:47:44 AM 1_decided_voter You offered a downloadable archive previously of your twitter up to that point. Would you mind doing another one?

12/11/2018 7:48:04 AM mongrelglory Does AI pose a threat to life here on Earth?

12/11/2018 7:49:24 AM pauliepg11111 Beautifully said

12/11/2018 7:49:28 AM matrixexit Yep. Because it involves collective consciousness it can be a huge barrier to penetrate

12/11/2018 7:51:50 AM mongrelglory I still don't really understand what President Trump meant by that statement.  Implying Israel is working with ET's?

12/11/2018 7:52:09 AM diaptera_80 Is Kabamur reliable? If so, is the Event, Cobra and the Galactic Federation of Light also?

12/11/2018 7:52:26 AM 1_decided_voter Who is holding the Lolita Express films currently? And are those films being used as leverage against these people to execute the plan?

12/11/2018 7:52:56 AM mongrelglory Ugh!  How horrible!

12/11/2018 7:54:26 AM wefight1776 I love the classics.

@TheSharpEdge1

@StromIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Anon_decoder

@ClandestineRos1

@Jordan_Sather_

@MagniFieri

@IPOT1776

@X22Report

@intheMatrixxx

@MAGAPILL

@WarDrummer!

@SGTreport

@Nikitis pic.twitter.com/gdgYhCXTQE
12/11/2018 7:54:35 AM mongrelglory Doesn't telepathy involve sharing of emotional content as well?  It's a way of discerning the honesty of the communication.

12/11/2018 7:57:37 AM djlok I mean, I get it that these tech types are eccentric and creative, but it seems like he would have left the moustache at home!

12/11/2018 8:00:20 AM poboyz123 I believe "L" was the last "missing" letter from recent posts...DECLAS revealed.

Cannot come soon enough.

12/11/2018 8:00:59 AM mongrelglory Awesome GIF!

12/11/2018 8:01:00 AM youstinksoap Mr. Moneybags. lol

12/11/2018 8:03:54 AM cidarean Hopefully also eluding to Twitter not existing forever.

12/11/2018 8:05:07 AM datruseeka Who are the invisible full of love spirits?

12/11/2018 8:05:33 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/KSzJkjyEPo

12/11/2018 8:10:25 AM pauliepg11111 Those videos made me incredibly sad. If true then he is just vile, like the rest of them.

12/11/2018 8:14:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK > LIGHT https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-10/newly-released-mkultra-docs-cia-made-remote-controlled-dogs-brain-surgery …

12/11/2018 8:15:08 AM ruewenfate8 And they stopped at dogs...right?

12/11/2018 8:15:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 8:16:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence that we posted this?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067252133312045057 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072524924181512192 …

12/11/2018 8:16:55 AM mongrelglory Left my medical practice early because I was disillusioned with all the corruption I saw in the medical profession, medical research, and the political 

bodies in charge of health care in Canada.  I could no longer trust any of the medical advice I was giving my patients.

12/11/2018 8:17:06 AM palmdalekid2 Look at Broward County

12/11/2018 8:17:07 AM sumgirl 🤮🤮🤮

12/11/2018 8:17:44 AM youstinksoap John Trump.

12/11/2018 8:18:24 AM keith369me Those videos were atrocious to consume.  Initially I thought it was tin foil hat, but as I watched them I realized he was a unique type of medium. They 

scarred my heart...but it has healed and is better than ever...I’m just less naive now.  One hell of a RedPill.



12/11/2018 8:19:33 AM 1_decided_voter So John Trump, who was privy to Tesla's papers after his death, discovered how to travel through time, and used that power to influence events after 

JFK death, leading us to defeat of the cabal and President Trumps role in that? Assange is the same IS occupying a 2nd BE?

12/11/2018 8:20:10 AM mongrelglory I can tell you it's a shock when you realize you wasted your life and made sacrifices to a profession that is full of lies and mis-education.  I learned a lot 

from my patients, and I hope I helped some of them, but I fear I harmed more with the pharmaceuticals and vaccines given.

12/11/2018 8:20:38 AM daveschroeder18 That's why disclosure is so slow. Because the world would go raving mad and blood would be spilling if they found out everything in a short time. Time 

is an illusion

12/11/2018 8:21:21 AM bdam777 CIA?

12/11/2018 8:21:26 AM youstinksoap I'm guessing any being could be remote controlled with AI.  Or an IS who takes over an IS-BE?

12/11/2018 8:23:42 AM woodspring2012 The guy is wearing a monocle and mustache... monopoly game. Wake up!!!

12/11/2018 8:24:08 AM 1_decided_voter I captured a couple of Kabamurs posts... Here's one. pic.twitter.com/4JEYcPgZzh

12/11/2018 8:27:51 AM nancyddb The Cabal has been around for several hundred years.

12/11/2018 8:27:58 AM mongrelglory ..."then proceed to Google where Skynet can censor the truth".   I know you're being dead serious, but sometimes your answers make me laugh so 

hard. The truth is so bizarre sometimes, it's funny! 🤣🤣🤣

12/11/2018 8:29:26 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Is it to " prepare " people for the Truth?

12/11/2018 8:30:21 AM pauliepg11111 And possibly that’s why the military approached 45 to run for President - it was predestined. This is nuts.

12/11/2018 8:30:29 AM cidarean Well technically even MJ12 would fall under Trumps EO of human rights abuses. Right fellas?

12/11/2018 8:32:10 AM mongrelglory It's comforting to think that I could be up there in space somewhere, wearing a short mini-skirt and monitoring communications...😁

12/11/2018 8:34:09 AM adam50669894 🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

12/11/2018 8:34:12 AM ragevirusqq Is the google person being controlled?is the CEO under this control?

12/11/2018 8:34:19 AM missy968 Honey, you use this time to re educate! I support you 100%. You went into this field taking an oath. You didn’t take it lightly and you FIRST did no harm. 

I’ve been in this “business” 30 years let’s help each other.

12/11/2018 8:35:06 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OldWiseHermit and all this was all tied and led through the MANIPULATION ( MAN - IP - ULAT - ION ) energy 

harvesting slavery matrix trading in commerce ( = human traffickin mechansim ) TOOL calle…  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  pic.twitter.com/DkE8FvWArT

12/11/2018 8:40:03 AM 1_decided_voter I'm certainly enjoying the show. It's more of a saga at this point.

12/11/2018 8:40:26 AM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford believes that nukes were planted on the ocean floor near a rift, to cause the earthquake and tsunami.  An Israeli firm was hired a few 

months prior to "update" security at the plant.  Sabotage led to the nuclear meltdown... the whole thing was horrific!

12/11/2018 8:41:59 AM mongrelglory Is there no technology that can help mitigate the radiation that's being released?

12/11/2018 8:42:50 AM 1_decided_voter Ann Coulter

12/11/2018 8:43:48 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #AgeOfAquarius #NewEarth #NWO #VictoryoftheLight #illuminati #NewWorldOrder #NewAge #vatican

12/11/2018 8:44:42 AM wonderswords Jim only needs look in threw mirror to see an alien, "by definition"

12/11/2018 8:46:13 AM missy968  pic.twitter.com/Ov6jIidz8r

12/11/2018 8:48:31 AM mongrelglory To be honest, most of what I understand about ascension came from Stargate SG-1 and from Buddhist writings about monks who cultivated their 

"rainbow body" through enlightenment practice.  Quite the eclectic mix I must say. 😁

12/11/2018 8:50:15 AM nancyddb I understand. If you think I'm not understanding, maybe restate your position another way so that I can understand what you tweeted.

12/11/2018 8:52:55 AM palmdalekid2 #thegreatawakening #qanon #mj12 @federalreserve @USTreasury @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/11/2018 8:56:56 AM datruseeka Hhhmmmm....you know something you don’t want to tell us.  Are these spirits from past lives?  Or are these spirits from higher dimensions? Or are 

these spirits of aliens from other planets?  Are they our friends?

12/11/2018 8:58:30 AM pauliepg11111 Yes - spanning eons, it seems. Who knew Twatter could be this enthralling! :)

12/11/2018 8:59:02 AM jollyrob2 Mustache is growing 🤣 I don’t know btw

12/11/2018 9:01:13 AM mongrelglory Perhaps even ET?

12/11/2018 9:02:30 AM awake369wwg1wga "Nothing can stop what's coming."

ONE statement that maintains hope and faith in this fearmongering chaos.

Thank you🙏

Thank you🙏

Thank you🙏

And bless you.

12/11/2018 9:02:59 AM marshahodgson Whoa! This confirms many thoughts/emotions I've had these past few years, along w/this undeniable 'sense' I'm in a 'force-field' where guidance & 

synchronicities are in play to enlighten & protect me. I've never felt more excited to be alive! Its purpose? To end all evil we see💕

12/11/2018 9:03:26 AM marshahodgson Oh...Thank you! 🌿💕☘😎

12/11/2018 9:03:37 AM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Your thoughts?

Good? Bad?  pic.twitter.com/8LPLCYEBhP

12/11/2018 9:04:42 AM jeepeemjohnjohn  pic.twitter.com/b7LkZTjCT3

12/11/2018 9:05:58 AM daveschroeder18 I'm curious as well. Please tell

12/11/2018 9:06:07 AM rdeweese04 I had to look it up, but yes! I’ve seen that one. A great movie on political machinations of a population.

12/11/2018 9:07:53 AM mongrelglory Shocking when they actually exposed that children fed the system!

12/11/2018 9:09:48 AM thetempestchip Kabamur stated that Cobra WAS here supplying info but his IS-BE had passed and the man relaying Cobras info now and over the past few years is not 

genuine. Though this info is only accurate if Kabamur was reliable, i know this account mentioned paying attention to Kab before tho.

12/11/2018 9:10:35 AM marshahodgson Ha! This answer was misdirected. It was supposed to be a reply to the 'Who is Q' answer from Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sorry.

12/11/2018 9:15:06 AM rick_hernandez I remember this as well. I couldn’t remember who called out the person “speaking” for cobra now though. Victory of the Light came out originally as a 

supporter of Cobra as well.

12/11/2018 9:18:10 AM cocopuffster12 *Fritz Springmeier

12/11/2018 9:21:32 AM pauliepg11111 If I remember correctly, #kabamur said that DJT knew this but lets him be because he loves Ivanka and she loves him

12/11/2018 9:23:03 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @OldWiseHermit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 No monetary system trading in commerce is needed and it is actually a human trafficking 

source energy harvesting slavery model. Time to wake up !! NO RESET WILL HAPPEN EITHER!!  https://buff.ly/2UA9u6M  pic.twitter.com/muD86FVp9t

12/11/2018 9:25:20 AM jmfwyant1 Somebody say MONOPOLY!!! I see what you did there😉 #qanon #WWG1WGA #MAGA #DrainTheDeepState #TicToc #TheGreatAwakening

12/11/2018 9:30:06 AM ryankochweare1 Read threads from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1072519790806384647 …

12/11/2018 9:30:15 AM bbobbio71 Monopoly guy

12/11/2018 9:31:26 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I suspect Jonestown was a part of MK Ultra.  Just the South American aspect has clowns written all over it.  Senator was killed, project wiped.

12/11/2018 9:32:47 AM slayerofmatrix1 C 👁 A $$$$$ black ops money

12/11/2018 9:37:26 AM rick_hernandez This reminds me of @nicofromlb who was making YT videos of Kabamur posts. He disappeared though



12/11/2018 9:40:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @OldWiseHermit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 LISTEN TO MY VIIDEOBLOG HERE & YOU MIGHT WAKE UP ! <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  

https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, … 

pic.twitter.com/S1xgyQ9jVJ

12/11/2018 9:41:39 AM john777lee G.S.

12/11/2018 9:52:59 AM missy968 I believe in my heart it won’t always be like this

12/11/2018 10:04:47 AM stoneturnr Article mentions "hypnotic speaking techniques to enable mind control over “large audiences.”'. Is this a reference to Voice of God tech? Is VOG the 

tech activated in Antarctica in Nov? To what extent and for how long have we been subjected to this kind of Mk?

12/11/2018 10:05:28 AM connectedtomyc1 Is DW "call" looking to the left?

12/11/2018 10:07:57 AM thetempestchip @KibBitzLaw - yes they did, this account promoted Kabamur strongly, the information given at the beginning of this accounts existence is extremely 

enlightening

12/11/2018 10:09:18 AM zack_stone They will not disclose classified material. Which means drip drop disclosure. Sad

12/11/2018 10:16:26 AM connectedtomyc1 11 minutes: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9MCbY-ShbQ …

12/11/2018 10:17:07 AM olimyracle Non-cabal.

12/11/2018 10:20:19 AM collectvcat Exactly! Thats exactly right!

12/11/2018 10:29:56 AM olimyracle Expand your thinking.

3847 tweets in few months.

7000+ followers in less.

Q -> MJ12 ?

The wor(l)d needs to go beyond duality.

💞

12/11/2018 10:36:47 AM rick_hernandez Very informative. Thank you

12/11/2018 10:49:07 AM wonderswords Trump taking down Nazi NWO. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @potus  https://newspunch.com/angela-merkel-trump-world-order/amp/ …

12/11/2018 10:50:26 AM randyfresh Secret is out, guys. The code has been broken. Forget all the riddles. Forget the obtuse questions. Look for misspelled words. 

pic.twitter.com/b6WLdsX6xX

12/11/2018 10:52:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/11/2018 10:53:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA at 14:00 ET https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

12/11/2018 10:54:33 AM 1_decided_voter Does Scaramucci have ANY insider info about Q, or is he full of hot air?

12/11/2018 10:54:39 AM scott_rick What did Buzz Aldrin see in Antarctica?  Why did Kerry go there on Election Day 2016?

12/11/2018 10:55:13 AM eli0t_ness Will our constitutional rights be preserved under this "good" NWO you speak of?

12/11/2018 10:58:08 AM bdam777 BL documentary mandatory viewing?

12/11/2018 10:58:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Is there an existence of a massive network of underground transportation systems traveling at light speed?

12/11/2018 10:59:51 AM cidarean I wanted you to elaborate on this post. Will it be disclosed that children were being ritualistically sacrificed by individuals in power and will those 

individuals be named? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072249504215244800?s=19 …

12/11/2018 11:00:16 AM luvleebutterfly And cats

12/11/2018 11:00:53 AM lbf777 Do you support or oppose the yellow vest protest movement?

12/11/2018 11:01:27 AM stoneturnr Besides an uncanny resemblance, is there any connection between John Trump and Julian Assange? How closely has Assange been working with the 

Trump admin, if at all? pic.twitter.com/iRCDE3p8GT

12/11/2018 11:02:25 AM omniaaequalia Will we ever find out who sanctioned John Lennon's murder?

12/11/2018 11:02:54 AM iknow04042015 Digital 5

The Digital 5 (D5) are Estonia, Israel, New Zealand, South Korea, and the UK. These counties have extremely advanced technology

12/11/2018 11:03:43 AM cidarean What effect does sugar have on an IS-BE? Should we avoid or is it safe for consumption?

12/11/2018 11:04:11 AM teamsterr07 What's the deal with the big earthquake in Anarctica? Actual tectonic plate movement caused naturally or something else going on underground?

12/11/2018 11:04:23 AM pauliepg11111 Is JFK Jr part of MJ12 and did he have a hand in recruiting 45 in 2001?

12/11/2018 11:04:41 AM cryptocrab4 The Ka can be likened to one’s personality, which upon death is separated from the body, and naturally seeks a way to once again take form. The Ba, 

represented by a winged human head, or sometimes a human-faced bird, represented the part of consciousness that is immortal.

This ?

12/11/2018 11:05:02 AM pauliepg11111 Who controls Jared Kushner?

12/11/2018 11:06:13 AM pauliepg11111 When did Hitler really die? Or did he have a consciousness transfer into a new BE?

12/11/2018 11:07:08 AM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 archive

12/11/2018 11:07:52 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Something you can comment on?  https://twitter.com/OrgPhysics/status/1072425170126692355 …

12/11/2018 11:08:27 AM francoissmc I agree Dave, cold water on a hot surface, not good!

12/11/2018 11:10:50 AM pauliepg11111 What really happens at the Pegasus Museum in DC?

12/11/2018 11:10:55 AM nancyddb What is the purpose of the Pyramids?

12/11/2018 11:11:37 AM stoneturnr Very interesting tweet of yours from April 2018. Is this the same Annunaki ET that created the nephalim? Are you suggesting that Enki is actively 

working with MJ12? What kind of "help" would Enki provide? pic.twitter.com/bTgFfyiEzH

12/11/2018 11:12:07 AM theappraizer @Earthfiles Hi there! Love your work! Thanks for bringing the #Truth! 😊 Have you by chance picked up any/all the tweets coming from 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12?? Stunning stuff! Looks/feels real to me. Reckon I'm a dupe!? 😕

#UFO #aliens #disclosure #truthbomb

12/11/2018 11:12:58 AM jordanb987 I believe it was said that it is the same soul. Also it was said that the soul projects outward appearance, which would make sense in this case.

12/11/2018 11:14:35 AM neeneenat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sky event?

12/11/2018 11:16:17 AM mossman_moore 'Frequency + Frequency = Outcome ' does this refer to integration of pineal frequency plus heart frequency?

12/11/2018 11:17:58 AM petitchevalb Will ET members of MJ12 who took part or enabled crimes against humanity be judged too?

You said "Equal justice for all"

12/11/2018 11:17:58 AM youstinksoap Nazi World Order = 33 degree masonry?

12/11/2018 11:17:59 AM colista Can ETs and/or MJ12 predict when the next pole shift may occur? Will this event devastate this planet's inhabitants? (Sorry, 2 questions.)

12/11/2018 11:19:04 AM 4on6 How long have lucifarians operated governing bodies WW? If the answer is "since the beginning" then how/ why should we expect it to end now?

12/11/2018 11:20:25 AM realeyethespy Though I walk through the three worlds in flames my pure land is never touched.

Many believe I know the secret of the Elixir of Life, 

lay hidden in a place which depicts Earth's final destiny.

Visita Interiora Terrae Rectificando Invenies Occultum Lapidem

12/11/2018 11:21:02 AM lyndamathews25 This is so evil, and this is what's causing all of the false flags going on. When the public wakes up to this one, it's going to cause mass rage.

12/11/2018 11:22:10 AM daveo6145 Do you think ppl will realize to trust themselves?

12/11/2018 11:22:57 AM theappraizer Where would you suggest a person learn how to "archive offline" all MJ12 tweets, please? Tyvm!



12/11/2018 11:23:03 AM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1037119381820649472 …

12/11/2018 11:23:14 AM brianeppert When a baby is born in a US hospital within hours it’s given a hearing test exposed to various frequencies.

Part of some infuence agenda? What is the aim/effectiveness? Any remedy?

12/11/2018 11:24:16 AM theappraizer Are The Last American President & Adventures of Baron Trump books a psyop?

12/11/2018 11:25:11 AM theappraizer Is 45 a charade? 😕

12/11/2018 11:25:45 AM theappraizer How are China's ghost cities going to be used? Why were they built? Thanks! #WhiteKnuckleExpress

12/11/2018 11:27:16 AM stoneturnr Fascinating. Thanks!

12/11/2018 11:27:35 AM richner88 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I've been hearing the new 5G tech is a health risk, are those claims true? Ty

12/11/2018 11:28:39 AM theappraizer Mkultra sexslave, beta programming, from what I've heard/seen.

12/11/2018 11:28:57 AM youstinksoap Was Ivanka marrying him part of the plan?

12/11/2018 11:29:34 AM scott_rick Recently?

12/11/2018 11:29:41 AM dopesindc Is Justice Watch coordinated with Q or operating completely independent? Are they leveraging each other? Back channel comms?

12/11/2018 11:29:42 AM theappraizer Aaaaaaiiiiiieeeee! 😱

12/11/2018 11:31:05 AM bdam777 What are the top 3 things to do to open up discernment abilities? 

You say the answers are within? 

Eliminate coffee? 

Stop drinking alcohol? 

Mediate?

12/11/2018 11:31:14 AM theappraizer My concerns, as well. Thinking not so much. Thinking I'm grateful for life right about now and in the very near future! 😕

12/11/2018 11:31:56 AM turboxyde I've been taking Clinoptiolite orally in liquid suspension aerosol spray form to assist with heavy metal detox. Are there any other methods or 

substances which would be beneficial to disclose at this time? pic.twitter.com/RpOUNYqxE5

12/11/2018 11:32:16 AM scott_rick No fluoride in toothpaste ,water, alum in deodorant for starters.  Then iodine drops, Apple cider vinegar and Fermented skate fish Oil.

12/11/2018 11:35:08 AM theappraizer Why would Skippy talk to a magazine prior to any charges or trial, IF he's done what has been reported? I saw, and heard, his video abusing that little 

boy in the shower. We have 0 tolerance for that. How could he NOT be facing charge?! 😕

12/11/2018 11:36:51 AM shining91109743 JA?  VP?

12/11/2018 11:37:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @OldWiseHermit @MatrixExit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 REALIZE THE FACT THAT BANK FINANCE TRADING IN COMMERCE SLAVERY 

ENERGY HARVESTING SYS HAS BEEN FORECLOSED UPON & WILL BE NO MORE! PERIOD! PEOPLES ADOPTED BELIEFSYS WILL B…  

https://buff.ly/2RWwTxz  pic.twitter.com/H6m3qTGI0c

12/11/2018 11:38:10 AM 1_decided_voter Did you mean this?  

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 archive

If so, that's not what I was looking for.

12/11/2018 11:39:00 AM tomkingblue Hello Majestic 12

What is the significance of recognizing Jerusalem as Israel's capital?

12/11/2018 11:39:53 AM theappraizer Hefner was allegedly a Clown in America asset, id agree, and hence the Playboy bunny was hatched. Allegedly. 😕

12/11/2018 11:40:48 AM ila_gibbs Any day now!

12/11/2018 11:40:54 AM keith369me The moon...natural satellite of the earth or moved into place?

12/11/2018 11:41:21 AM zagnett Star Control II / Ur-Quan Masters video game (1992). Portrayed humans as slaves who couldn't leave the planet due to a control system with local 

node on the moon. Some sort of distorted disclosure? Majestic or cabal?

12/11/2018 11:42:15 AM theappraizer Do what now? 😑

12/11/2018 11:42:26 AM eli0t_ness Maybe they're late because time is non-linear lol.

12/11/2018 11:44:11 AM perfectsliders Next week will be eventful. Watch the skies. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12  https://goo.gl/fb/T4XbEv  #News

12/11/2018 11:45:00 AM theappraizer I do believe it's intertwined with the Jewish Messiah & Christian Messiah, timing, rebuilding temples, and Armageddon. I think. 😊

12/11/2018 11:46:08 AM cryptocrab4 What measures will be taken in March 2019 to prevent a recession 

Will a new gold standard go in effect ? Will cryptocurrencies become world currency ? JP Morgan sure has bought a lot of silver lately , any comments 

on that ?

12/11/2018 11:46:59 AM theappraizer Do you mind if I cyberstalk your Tweets so I can know when to duck and cover? =)

12/11/2018 11:47:12 AM teamsterr07 7.1 magnitude happened yesterday. December 10, 2018.

12/11/2018 11:48:55 AM cryptocrab4 His - ISBE

Her - ISBE

child - ISBE = 3

where did the other ISBE go ?

12/11/2018 11:49:28 AM theappraizer A genuine concern.

12/11/2018 11:50:55 AM theappraizer In Antarctica? Really.

12/11/2018 11:53:06 AM peterclloyd Why haven’t the chemtrails stopped?

12/11/2018 11:55:13 AM teamsterr07 According to Q, trying to get in front of whatever news may be coming out that will implicate him. These ppl are dumb. They think getting ahead of it 

with some BS story will absolve them.

12/11/2018 11:56:11 AM _girlmaher_ This would be one question I have for 4, 10, 20: "When did you discover how humans are harvested (exploit+food) and how did you and your family 

process this information?" He was strategically positionned to come across this info at some point because he is a Hotellier. A: #Jujube

12/11/2018 11:56:19 AM lovethebeach999 Holy rheumatologist 

I have a friend with RA and his doc pushes all kinds of meds.  The fella will be dead soon.  She never told him he could go to an alkaline diet and clean 

his shit up and nearly threw me out of the office when I asked about it.

12/11/2018 11:57:14 AM lovethebeach999 Amen.  Find a holistic cure.  They exist.

12/11/2018 11:58:50 AM psyanidegaming Is he Filipino

12/11/2018 11:58:51 AM lovethebeach999 Family member is a retired doc.  His wife is on more meds than anyone I know.  And they believe that is good.  We don’t speak any more.  Also they 

voted for Killary.

12/11/2018 12:01:09 PM _girlmaher_ There are so many murders in everyday TV shows that this has to count for something for someone. Have you ever counted the number of killings in 

one day on American TV? No way that isn't for some ritualistic purpose. Same for the heightening of gore porn. Normalizing Evil.

12/11/2018 12:02:04 PM djlok Laptop I think.

12/11/2018 12:04:04 PM bbobbio71 Time being an illusion,  is time travel possible?

If so is it possible with out large devices?

12/11/2018 12:09:13 PM scott_rick He answered me with “ET assisted” on my moon question

12/11/2018 12:12:02 PM az710247 This is pretty old news, along with the cat they had all wired up to spy on the Russians back in the 70’s. Btw, they don’t use cats and dogs anymore, 

moved on to things like mosquitos as early as 2003.

12/11/2018 12:12:11 PM teamsterr07 Precisely.

12/11/2018 12:15:02 PM theappraizer Thanks, I'll check up on it!



12/11/2018 12:16:26 PM peterclloyd Who would want them to continue? They seemed to taper down and suddenly have reappeared strong as before. pic.twitter.com/JZwHBnnszN

12/11/2018 12:16:59 PM az710247 The Chinese are now “optimizing” work flow by having employees wear wireless hard hats that monitor their brain waves, and reports back if they r to 

stressed, angry, etc. WIRELESSLY w/ no connection to brain or a computer, put the helmet on and company knows everything about you.

12/11/2018 12:17:18 PM keith369me Thanks...did you follow up?  Is it’s primary purpose related to maintaining our “prison planet”?

12/11/2018 12:18:00 PM woodworkeranon Concerning the fed and the dec 21 EO. Will the private extortionists be cut off from bleeding us dry and could recovered loot be assumed into the 

treasury and returned to WE THE PEOPLE. EG: Lower taxes/Removal of taxes??? Hopefully specific enough... God Speed Patriots #WWG1WGA

12/11/2018 12:18:17 PM theappraizer He's a lawyer. I swear it's tough to wrap my head around him being stupid enough to give public statements prior to trial. 😑

12/11/2018 12:18:25 PM giediknight Enki Vs. Enlil

12/11/2018 12:18:51 PM zagnett What is the typical greeting to an ET that most would understand and appreciate?

12/11/2018 12:18:52 PM piratek73549479 What are we seeing today ????

Perhaps the system does feed on children but in another way.....

Many "films" are more documentaries of soft disclosure than we realised before.

Eyes open and now we see the unmasking that was right in front of us all along.

12/11/2018 12:18:56 PM dimariapatricia Where are the answers????

12/11/2018 12:19:53 PM az710247 That’s CHINA! Which means the CIA have had this tech at minimum over 20 yrs ago. Sony even had a game controller at Comdex in 1995 that you could 

put on your head and control the video game by thinking about the movements.

12/11/2018 12:20:28 PM zagnett Inner Earth? Agartha? Like a completely hollow Earth with a plasma core or something like that I mean, not just big caverns with cities.

If not answered before...

12/11/2018 12:22:27 PM theappraizer Ditto. Or Civil Defense. #POTUS

12/11/2018 12:22:57 PM zagnett May you briefly describe your diet and exercise routine?

Does consuming less calories than you need help with your abilities?

Does low carb help?

12/11/2018 12:25:09 PM shallknown What's the purpose of AMA?

I'm confused

12/11/2018 12:25:28 PM theappraizer Google image search shows this as an original image. I'm curious! :-)

12/11/2018 12:27:20 PM lib7473 It was...used to trap souls to be reincarnated for enslavement to be reborn..serve as for their energy source as food via fears/negative emotions. Now, 

the light took over and no more entrapment of souls. Ascension to 5D earth soon.🙏🏻❤️🌈

12/11/2018 12:28:02 PM theappraizer My eyes are so bad these days! 😈 Goop, stickyish, burning, I strongly believe it's due to the microparticles of aluminum, et al. 😈

#Enough

12/11/2018 12:28:09 PM awake369wwg1wga ❤️

12/11/2018 12:28:14 PM petitchevalb When incarnated on Earth, can IS choose its BE's gender?

Depending of what it wants to experience (motherhood for example), can it expand its preference to a gender?

12/11/2018 12:29:02 PM youstinksoap John Podesta?

12/11/2018 12:29:11 PM zagnett Or conversely / strangely enough, flat earth?

Is Earth flat to inter/higher-interdimensionals? Seems possible, since the second dimension seems pretty flat to me...

12/11/2018 12:33:11 PM awake369wwg1wga Zeolite😊

12/11/2018 12:35:34 PM allahuniversal 12) Learn to archive offline

(In your mind)

12/11/2018 12:35:59 PM zagnett Tommy Williams and the Truth, Honor & Integrity show?

12/11/2018 12:37:44 PM zagnett Forget who said it or what video or article, but it was said just holding your hands to your heart then opening them up toward the being would suffice.

12/11/2018 12:40:22 PM collectvcat My understanding: Sometimes the BE is so strongly masculine it has difficulty adjusting in a female body & visa versa. If it is unable to overcome it to 

complete its chosen experience, it may need to adjust its plan.

12/11/2018 12:41:07 PM zagnett Do you believe that you have "raised your vibration level"? If so, may you describe how it's worked for you? Do you see things that others don't? 

Genuinely curious.

12/11/2018 12:42:24 PM allahuniversal 17 mins between tweets. pic.twitter.com/tsqutafs0k

12/11/2018 12:42:47 PM peterclloyd The health of our planet for our youth and future generations

12/11/2018 12:42:51 PM zagnett Admiral Byrd's journeys to the poles?

12/11/2018 12:46:03 PM petitchevalb Hello 

What do you mean please by "adjust its plan"?

12/11/2018 12:46:39 PM iamyou132 How true is the story of valiant Thor and his work with the U.S government?

12/11/2018 12:47:44 PM drumsk8 When saying look to the sky, is this for any single country or would it be WW? Also, are we looking for something in LEO or little more closer to Earth?

12/11/2018 12:48:10 PM thetempestchip How many nuclear missiles have touched down on our planet? I believe Earth has experienced nuclear warfare outside of WW2.

12/11/2018 12:48:20 PM vand3rboots I'm not sure how much is disinfo. I guess that's up to us to discern. But it gives a nice description of what an IS-BE is.

12/11/2018 12:56:23 PM zagnett Or Space Force!

12/11/2018 12:58:01 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

PGP: A311 C37F E0EA 689E 95F1 F721 72F8 1905 7D0A C468

Destruction Decay Corruption

New Moon once a MONTH

Perfection Highest Faith

Utter a Curse at. Alpha

Find Christ in Scriptures

Catching Fish Kings HEAP

Ask Interrogate SEEK

Tender Weak

Wound Trickle Blood

:)
12/11/2018 12:59:58 PM jordanb987 Great question, I'm curious as well!

12/11/2018 1:00:21 PM tammymckeever Are Draco in control?  Are The Parents real?  Are the disclosures that both are gone or going away real?

12/11/2018 1:05:30 PM piratek73549479 Run them both "side by side"....

You'll soon see for yourself 😎

Watch the adds alter as your searches change 😉

12/11/2018 1:08:15 PM shining91109743 Yes.  I thought that is what you meant.

12/11/2018 1:09:08 PM lumentee Will the Vatican release what's hidden in their library to share with the world within 30-50 years?



12/11/2018 1:12:05 PM missy968 I asked yesterday if the P Bros would be brought to justice publicly and they replied yes. Made my day

12/11/2018 1:12:27 PM collectvcat Prior to incarnating each BE chooses experiences they want to have and how it will happen. This is done to raise vibration, to increase consciousness. 

ie: experience creates wisdom & learnings.

12/11/2018 1:14:33 PM jaspony1 Serious question... What are you guys like when your not trying to save the earth... What do you like to do for fun or recreation and would it be fun to 

hang out with you guys?

12/11/2018 1:15:16 PM triple_duece If IS can live in multiple BE at one time, does this explain why we are drawn to people? Am I off base?

12/11/2018 1:16:57 PM palmdalekid2 Connecting anons, I see it as a hub of Q ppl forming

12/11/2018 1:17:26 PM djlok I agree.  Maybe they can just stay hidden from the Cabal and the rest of us can see them and interact with them some day.

12/11/2018 1:17:42 PM petitchevalb How could it create wisdom if you dont even remember who you where before?

Did sacrifized children chose it? I cant figure it out sorry

12/11/2018 1:21:04 PM collectvcat If the original plan goes awry, we can adjust it to still try to cover the bases. Example: Being a mother to a child may not be through birth.

12/11/2018 1:21:46 PM time4u2know Awesomeness! What are the odds that 45 knows this? (loaded question).

12/11/2018 1:22:11 PM zagnett  https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/06/13/three-victors-and-a-lot-of-spoils …

Mention of Lemurians in this SJ Merc article. Was on Drudge on 6-14-2018. Birthday disclosure gift for Trump? That's his b-day.

Do they live in Mount Shasta? If true, can you tell them I said "hi"?

Can they make themselves invisible?

12/11/2018 1:22:26 PM petitchevalb Thank you I understand

12/11/2018 1:25:19 PM collectvcat Once the experiences are over and they enter collective consciousness the wisdom becomes apparent. The children you speak of....  with ying comes 

yang. Its difficult for even me.  I cant stomach it either.

12/11/2018 1:28:38 PM rick_hernandez Yeah that’s probably better than this....;) pic.twitter.com/fyxUA7wlix

12/11/2018 1:29:14 PM rick_hernandez We ask they answer.

12/11/2018 1:30:03 PM petitchevalb IS BEs make choices I can accept it

Perhaps do these children show us choices cant overcome contingency

12/11/2018 1:32:20 PM mongrelglory In the past 3 years I've had so many "Aha!" moments while watching movies or shows...some of which I had watched before.  I think that's some of 

that "hyper dimensional information" that MJ-12 talks about.  The information is revealed as your level of "awakeness" rises.

12/11/2018 1:33:00 PM teamsterr07 He's been able to get away with so much over the years that perhaps he his arrogance has blinded him. Their playbook us old & worn out and the 

public is starting to catch on.

12/11/2018 1:34:59 PM collectvcat Choosing darkness creates grwater darkness and further distance from the light and affects all consciousness. We must always fight for love & light for 

balance & tipping the scales.

12/11/2018 1:36:16 PM collectvcat Dolores Cannon has some amazing books on the subject. Start with Convoluted Universe Book 1.

12/11/2018 1:37:59 PM decodematrix Are you aware of Captain Mark Richards? He claims he was in the SSP and he was framed for murder and he has been in prison for 30 years.

12/11/2018 1:38:17 PM petitchevalb Im already favourable to the cause of Light ☺

12/11/2018 1:39:29 PM colista Did MJ12 get busy? Zero responses? Hoping we didn't bore "them" into silence with our inquiries! Seriously - hoping "they're" handing big, big events!! 

😁

12/11/2018 1:40:01 PM warrior_4truth See the DIAMOND?

It can BE BROKEN... pic.twitter.com/zmKygKFE8G

12/11/2018 1:40:13 PM mongrelglory I only ask because Stephen Hawkings and Corey Goode both talk about an "AI threat" to mankind's survival.  Would a "sentient" AI have a soul (IS) 

once it becomes sentient?

12/11/2018 1:40:14 PM wonderswords Thank you, thank you, recognizing more and more Cabal takedown.

12/11/2018 1:41:19 PM mongrelglory You're describing sentience I think.

12/11/2018 1:43:15 PM esoter1csurgery Is Moloch a 4th/5th/6th dimensional entity or mind/body/spirit complex? Or not actually a real entity?

If yes, do the rituals performed for this entity give it more power? If not, what is the benefit of these rituals for "them"?

12/11/2018 1:43:58 PM ragevirusqq Did their account get locked

12/11/2018 1:44:17 PM colista How better to protect Jerusalem than to have a permanent presence? We are a true world power to be reckoned with. 

Q:  Who has the balls to fire on 

       our people? 

A:  No one with any sense of 

        self preservation!

12/11/2018 1:44:20 PM mongrelglory I think it will be a shock for many scientists in their fields when they discover that their scientific models were faulty if not just plain deception to cover 

up the truth of how things really work in the world.

12/11/2018 1:45:45 PM esoter1csurgery Is there truth to the "Hidden Hand" article that surfaced years ago stating that Lucifer is a group soul (social memory complex) that came here as a 

means to provide evolutionary catalyst by playing the role of "contrast"? Are all bloodlines a part of this group soul?

12/11/2018 1:46:44 PM fowlreginald That's a lot of bytes: pic.twitter.com/5a02a63L8q

12/11/2018 1:46:45 PM chapulincolored Majestic1?

12/11/2018 1:47:05 PM jordanb987 I have been working on my telepathy, meditation etc. I have sent out the request to meet any positive ET races, what is preventing this from occuring?

12/11/2018 1:47:33 PM vintagesquirrel Wait a bit. They will answer only some of the questions. You'll find the answers in reply to the person who asked.

12/11/2018 1:49:41 PM mongrelglory Could an AI who has achieved sentience be considered an IS-BE? (fitting a loser term for a biological entity)

12/11/2018 1:52:56 PM mongrelglory Probably high as 45 is a member of MJ-12.

12/11/2018 1:54:25 PM mongrelglory Could you tell us more about the "black goo" that people talk about?  There have been stories of people being killed by it.

12/11/2018 1:57:03 PM mongrelglory Check MJ-12's recent twitter feeds...there's a discussion about it and time travel by members of MJ-12.

12/11/2018 1:57:11 PM petitchevalb I mean testing public opinion regarding bestiality (sex with innocent little being => symbol of children) and mind control over dogs (symbol of slaved 

mankind)

12/11/2018 1:58:12 PM chapulincolored That's how I understand it.

12/11/2018 1:59:13 PM mongrelglory Can you tell us anything about the properties of crystals and how they store information? (I'm referring to naturally formed crystals)

12/11/2018 2:01:29 PM mongrelglory Q team has frequently talked about upholding the American constitution and the rights enshrined in it.  I doubt they'd hand things over to a NWO that 

isn't based upon protecting such rights.

12/11/2018 2:05:41 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have talked about nuclear wars occurring on this planet and in our Solar system many times in the past.  You can do a Twitter search to find the 

discussions.

12/11/2018 2:10:16 PM mongrelglory Is all the hype about C-60 fullerenes warranted?  (Being taken internally for organ rejuvenation).

12/11/2018 2:12:03 PM mongrelglory I just don't understand why Zeolite's so expensive to buy.  I've been tempted to just dig up some decaying matter from local forests, but fear I might 

end up with worms. 😜

12/11/2018 2:13:12 PM thetempestchip I know i was hoping for a number! lol

12/11/2018 2:13:24 PM raenyasalisbury I'm making it stardustcarbonc60 

The stuff has changed my life but sadly the price has gone insane . I make mine with mornings oil

12/11/2018 2:13:44 PM mongrelglory Are there still people living on Venus?



12/11/2018 2:16:28 PM deplorablesuezq Where did you hear this?

12/11/2018 2:19:02 PM mongrelglory I've read articles that caution about fullerenes crossing the blood-brain barrier (they have them in a lot of cosmetic creams now)...effects unknown.  I 

have a friend who could order me a container of C60 from her lab...is that what you do, and then create a suspension in oil?

12/11/2018 2:19:18 PM chapulincolored Kerry Cassidy from Project Camelot?

12/11/2018 2:20:22 PM chapulincolored Robert David Steele?

12/11/2018 2:20:38 PM decodematrix Did we incarnate as animals before we incarnated as humans?

12/11/2018 2:21:59 PM decodematrix How do we use the violet flame of Saint Germain?

12/11/2018 2:22:17 PM raenyasalisbury Yes you want solvent free...its like making a lipsomal formula ...I am not a Dr ..but I have never gotten more healing and it is just carbon..we are carbon 

beings moving to crystalline ..

12/11/2018 2:23:17 PM raenyasalisbury Go to. StardustCarbonc60.  Cart is almost done but you can link to a great article

12/11/2018 2:23:55 PM mongrelglory If you search for Vatican archives you should find their previous answer.  They list the contents of the archives but point out the pros and cons of 

releasing the information to the public.

12/11/2018 2:26:36 PM mongrelglory I sometimes wonder if they have to check that they have clearance to give an answer to some questions...hence the time delay.

12/11/2018 2:28:23 PM mongrelglory They've answered yes to this question before.

12/11/2018 2:29:16 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

12/11/2018 2:29:38 PM lbf777 We don't trust the UN or your NWO. You think we would be stupid enough to accept an NWO before full transparency into the Gov is created so we 

can see exactly what's going on? Forget it. Instead of the NWO, create 100% transparency into Gov.

12/11/2018 2:32:46 PM mongrelglory The @SandiaWisdom group suggest palms together like a "Namaste" greeting.  They also warn that if the ET has claws, do not reach out to shake their 

hand as it can be viewed as threatening.  MJ-12 has said they are real ETs at that account.

12/11/2018 2:33:26 PM nixontweets Well put! 😆

12/11/2018 2:33:47 PM dtrastikeville  pic.twitter.com/E46LJi5hmC

12/11/2018 2:34:10 PM decodematrix Do you know the Sentinels on Venus?

12/11/2018 2:36:05 PM lbf777 He doesn't want to bad mouth his Israeli overlords so he gave them a compliment instead.

12/11/2018 2:37:12 PM mongrelglory Is there anything unusual (Majestic) located at the North Pole?  What did Admiral Byrd find?

12/11/2018 2:38:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/TN56ybKiGz

12/11/2018 2:39:24 PM mongrelglory The @SandiaWisdom usually say it's a matter of practice, patience, and working on your "emotional honesty" more, if that's any help?

12/11/2018 2:42:03 PM mongrelglory They've said before that not all chemtrails are bad, and implied that some were being done by the "White hats" to rectify certain problems.

12/11/2018 2:43:56 PM decodematrix Is it true that if you have only positive thoughts for 11 years straight you will instantly turn into a rainbow body and ascend?

12/11/2018 2:45:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Never in wildest dreams......this is like expecting bad news, it surpasses bad, speeds by gruesome, ghastly, and appalling.

12/11/2018 2:46:02 PM mongrelglory That's my last vice! 😆

12/11/2018 2:46:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd Feeling that sickening thud in my stomach.

12/11/2018 2:46:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, they were used to transfer information through time regarding MJ12 essentially ensuring that JFK's vision of Majestic Disclosure would happen in 

the future.

12/11/2018 2:47:35 PM consortiapartn1 Universal Soldier. Wonder where they get their scripts from

12/11/2018 2:48:36 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has also suggested avoiding coffee, eating organic produce, and of course meditating.

12/11/2018 2:48:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Directing your feelings towards the being with compassion and optimism. Start with a friendly "hello". You may not have to verbally speak, instead 

speak in your head and then imagine your word as a ball, now throw the ball towards your target. Telepathic ETs can decipher.

12/11/2018 2:50:27 PM zagnett Cool, thanks! I can do that...

12/11/2018 2:50:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 No gender is developed in utero after conception. The IS-BE is not operating in this realm before their gender is determined. Technically the mother 

can will the gender of the child, though it takes consistent targeted meditation for up to 9 weeks. Once 9 weeks passes, its done.

12/11/2018 2:51:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the last 8,000 years? Limited usage of nuclear weapons due to ET intervention.

12/11/2018 2:51:38 PM youstinksoap Interesting numbers. https://twitter.com/chrisgeidner/status/1072595936529055745?s=21 …

12/11/2018 2:53:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chlorella removes heavy metals from the body. Be cautious of wild chlorella versus lab grown. Lab grown will be safer by all standard measurements. 

Avoid Chinese chlorella at all costs. (Not chlorella)

12/11/2018 2:54:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 We posted an archivable download of our tweets up to 12/3/18. When Twitter allows us to regenerate our tweets; we will and upload.

12/11/2018 2:55:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, Military Tribunals allow for some classified trials for matters of National Security. Remember, establishing a positive outlook on ET contact is 

essential to preventing WW3.

12/11/2018 2:55:19 PM zagnett May you send them a "thank you" from me?

I'm trying that too, in the manner you suggested for saying "hello" in another of my posts in this thread.

12/11/2018 2:55:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not a test.

12/11/2018 2:55:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful❤️✨

12/11/2018 2:55:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sovereignty means upholding the Constitution of the United States as written.

12/11/2018 2:57:16 PM peterclloyd They’ve said a lot of things... and we don’t even know who “they” are. The geologists and bioengineers who have analyzed the result on the other 

hand, list their bios and findings. Not too sure what they are rectifying.

12/11/2018 2:57:59 PM djlok That was a good question!

12/11/2018 2:58:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 As China's population continues to grow (its been slowed down recently) they were designing massive ghost cities for when their economy expanded 

they could quickly adapt. Ghost cities have HIGHLY CLASSIFIED uses to the Chinese Gov that China doesn't want out in the public. CAHwC?

12/11/2018 3:00:06 PM ramstadstacy If Macron is using excessive force against its citizens what will be Trumps response?

12/11/2018 3:00:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 The tests are for establishing whether the baby can hear or not, however the frequencies emitted by those tests essentially block out components of 

their pineal development that enable telepathic/telekinetic skills to be learned later in life. As adult its harder with those freqs

12/11/2018 3:00:32 PM lumentee Thank you. I wasn't aware this had already been answered.

12/11/2018 3:01:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Frequency A is a frequency being emitted by artificial technology.

Frequency B is either heart telepathy or pineal telepathy frequencies.

12/11/2018 3:02:09 PM jmallett0 What should Canadians expect when disclosures happen

12/11/2018 3:02:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 ETs will return and they have artifacts at that site. Move was to prevent a rival group of ET dominated humans (MB) from blocking access to the 

artifacts when First Contact occurs.

12/11/2018 3:03:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some do.

12/11/2018 3:04:43 PM chapulincolored Is their DNA really special? (lineage from the 13 bloodlines. or other occult reason)?

If so, does that justify them as "rulers"?

12/11/2018 3:05:31 PM zagnett Thanks. Interesting response too.

Funny, it reminded me how in Zelda Breath of the Wild, when Link completes a shrine the ancient monk literally throws a ball over at him. Disclosure?? 

;-)

12/11/2018 3:06:25 PM zagnett Anyway, if a benevolent being appears (I'm always open-minded to the possibility), I'll try to stay calm and give M12's suggestion a try...



12/11/2018 3:06:58 PM djlok I knew there was a reason I never could stand eating animals...even as a kid.  Maybe I was one in a previous incarnation.  I'm a vegetarian now.

12/11/2018 3:07:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal. His power threatened their NWO.

"Imagine all the people, living life in peace. You may say I'm a dreamer; but I'm not the only one. I hope some day you'll join us, and the world will be as 

one."

WWG1WGA

12/11/2018 3:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 3:08:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you do damage control?

12/11/2018 3:09:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rainbow? No. 

Ascend? Yes.

11 years? Check your math.

12/11/2018 3:09:26 PM _chelseaproject Crimes against humanity and war crimes.

12/11/2018 3:09:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1?

12/11/2018 3:10:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was not in the SSP but he did murder several people. He was kept alive at the request of one of the ETs he "murdered" so he could learn why what 

he did was wrong.

12/11/2018 3:12:05 PM tracytracy205 #Kabamur was right about a lot of things and I truly miss his insights.. I wish he would come back!

12/11/2018 3:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tesla meditated for hours under an occult sleep cycle to understand how the pyramids worked. All of his work originated from those original 

meditation downloads.

12/11/2018 3:12:55 PM dr_t_dc What is buzz aldrin afraid of in Antarctica?

12/11/2018 3:13:03 PM prmd21801759 What does it mean though? Monopoly guy coming out during a serious court hearing?

12/11/2018 3:13:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Stargates create artificial worm holes between two points in space by eliminating the time variable. Hops are only needed in uncommon 

circumstances. Sometimes hops are to avoid bad weather.

12/11/2018 3:14:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eventually.

12/11/2018 3:15:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of us are fun. Some of us are a little too serious. The job demands a lot from each member that sleep/recreation take a back seat 99% of the 

time. Vacations are rare and for single digit days. Fishing is relaxing.

12/11/2018 3:17:09 PM djlok This is not the first time there's been someone of interest in the audience of one of these hearings with the big tech guys.  Remember this character 

sitting behind Zuckerberg who seemed to be doing all the same non-verbals as Zuckerberg?  Something is going on here.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/rN2S9PxjFS

12/11/2018 3:17:09 PM mongrelglory To search for topics, just type into the Twitter search box:

from: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Vatican archives

(make sure you leave a space between the address and the word you are searching).  Hopefully that will bring the information up.  Otherwise I just go 

thru their old Tweets/Replies.

12/11/2018 3:17:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Involved in what?

Project Stargate?

Yes.

That website?

No.

12/11/2018 3:18:41 PM cogbill_alan How far advanced is AI & Quantum computing, really?

12/11/2018 3:18:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 We must pass all military fitness requirements at any point in time. Food we eat is standard military cafeteria food when on base.

Nothing special.

Off base, similar.

12/11/2018 3:19:01 PM chapulincolored There is so much to learn, this takes so much time to keep up with. How can humanity possibly learn all this? Will The Great Awakening become 

something like an innate knowledge or truth that exists within us.  The more I learn, the more I realize I don't know anything.

12/11/2018 3:19:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anybody can join that public group.

12/11/2018 3:19:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Canada has reverse engineered a few craft recently.

12/11/2018 3:19:54 PM chapulincolored WOW!

12/11/2018 3:20:05 PM angela_land Are you familiar with Carbon 60/buckyballs? Can you tell us your thoughts on it? Thank you.

12/11/2018 3:20:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Highly Classified.

12/11/2018 3:20:49 PM djlok Not trusting ourselves is so deeply engrained in our culture....by the Cabal's design, it seems.

12/11/2018 3:21:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Math

10=8

12/11/2018 3:22:30 PM mongrelglory I guess it's just a case of whether you trust that Q team and MJ-12 are truly fighting on our behalf when they tell us something is good or bad. I'm 

assuming they're rectifying stuff from previous Cabal sprayings, also protecting us from some incoming radiation from the sun.

12/11/2018 3:22:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE are not AI.

IS-BEs control AI.

IS-BEs can occupy more than one body/machine at once.

12/11/2018 3:23:07 PM xusaf_patriot Rereading past posts... Nanotechnology impregnated via vaccines...since when? Since the beginning of their discovery?

12/11/2018 3:23:26 PM djlok I bet some members of MJ12 are kinda frustrated with us humanoid IS-BE's.  We tend to make things more complicated by trying to oversimplify I 

think.  Also if their IQ's are in the thousands, we gotta seem as dumb as a pile of bricks to them.

12/11/2018 3:24:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 They find you. Don't focus on the point of contact. Focus more on emotionally learning how to interact on higher levels of consciousness.

12/11/2018 3:25:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd Fascinating!

12/11/2018 3:25:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the Universe?

Indistinguishable from IS-BEs.

On Earth?

Limited self awareness.

Doesn't replicate an IS-BE.

12/11/2018 3:25:51 PM benmarshall1991 Can you tell us anything about the avro arrow program and why it was scrapped

12/11/2018 3:26:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal have human experiments going on down there with a few ET races that will be dealt with in due course.

12/11/2018 3:26:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Opposites attract.

12/11/2018 3:26:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not willingly.

12/11/2018 3:27:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 NO

12/11/2018 3:27:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Highly Classified

12/11/2018 3:28:07 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have already revealed some of the identities of members of their group...Donald J. Trump, General Mike Flynn, and General Joseph Dunford.

12/11/2018 3:29:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion because the speed and direction of time are as fluid as the three dimensions in which we exist. Traveling through time follows a 

linear progression within that single IS-BE's consciousness. When you travel, you alter your own timeline only.

12/11/2018 3:29:19 PM awakeningpublic I believe that waking dreams or visions are ones natural gifts teaching or informing you.. a flash of knowledge from the universe..

12/11/2018 3:29:22 PM mongrelglory Thanks!



12/11/2018 3:29:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong number system.

12/11/2018 3:29:47 PM djlok This explains a lot!

12/11/2018 3:30:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not willing to offer any financial insight as to the plans moving forward. Believe us; nothing we say will help you therefore it must remain 

Classified.

12/11/2018 3:31:21 PM jmallett0 Thanks

12/11/2018 3:31:24 PM mongrelglory I'm going to have to meditate on that one as I've never understood that 10=8 reference.  Thank you.

12/11/2018 3:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q team is aware of JW as is MJ12. JW is independent. JW is CO.

12/11/2018 3:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 For about 400 years.

12/11/2018 3:33:00 PM covertress Also,  http://AllMyTweets.net  allows one to dl any Twitter user's tweets, up to 3,200 of them

12/11/2018 3:33:04 PM zagnett Is this that conversion into a "light body" thing? The process that supposedly ~140k people have gone through over the millenia? Especially monks in 

Tibet perhaps? Heard it was 13 years?

12/11/2018 3:33:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pole shift will not devastate Earth or its inhabitants. Cabal technology will be harmed though. Coincidence that new technology will be rolled out once 

it takes place? Antartica tech swap out? Immune post PS?

12/11/2018 3:33:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 322

12/11/2018 3:36:45 PM 1_decided_voter Tom Fitton is fake MAGA??

12/11/2018 3:36:49 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have mentioned before that in a case of suicide, the IS usually experiences a "re-set" of memories and will re-incarnate back on this Earth to 

learn the lessons that they failed to learn by exiting their previous life prematurely.  (I think I'm paraphrasing them correctly).

12/11/2018 3:36:52 PM djlok Let's say I'm a 40 year old IS-BE in good health.  I know time is an illusion, is it possible that I will, in my current incarnation, witness the poles shift?

12/11/2018 3:37:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Analogy: Power cuts off on your video game before it saves. When you reboot, has unsaved progress been saved?

12/11/2018 3:37:16 PM zagnett Which year's standards? They've gone down over the years I've read...

Meals from replicators? Sounds like that's the best food ever according to some show (forget which...). If not, sounds like I eat better than you, sorry. 

Wishing you the best food! ;-)

12/11/2018 3:39:03 PM awakeningpublic Maybe those things did happen in Past life, deja vu? A connection with the energy of someone that it did happen to? A glimpse of your future to come? 

A seed planted in your mind to create that situation in the future? So many possibilities!! A sign to pay attention to for sure..

12/11/2018 3:39:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/11/2018 3:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/11/2018 3:39:19 PM mongrelglory Did someone above just "like" me with a dot of black goo? Lol!

12/11/2018 3:39:24 PM djlok Nope.  This is why I say don't ever off yourself.  You're just gonna come back and start the whole damn game over again!!

12/11/2018 3:39:57 PM djlok Sweet!

12/11/2018 3:39:58 PM 1_decided_voter FWIW, my gut on this says yes, we can likely expect to see major events (which this seems to be one) over the next few years.

12/11/2018 3:40:16 PM lafol57 My heart is crying, bless the little children

12/11/2018 3:40:55 PM jonessense Details please! Would love to hear about it 🙏

12/11/2018 3:41:03 PM djlok I'm actually surprised by this one.  The other's I wasn't surprised by.

12/11/2018 3:41:07 PM mongrelglory I've been tempted at times, but I think this instinctive knowledge stopped me.

12/11/2018 3:41:57 PM jaspony1 Well I thank you for your sacrifices!! I am a joker so I might not fit in ;)

12/11/2018 3:42:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Common link between all major tech giants?

Open source software.

Who develops the open source software?

Not all OSS, but MJ12 & Subordinate Alphabet Agencies invest heavily.

Think mass surveillance.

Do Software Engineers really understand what they are using?

No.

12/11/2018 3:42:15 PM jonessense Both sound like the same to me

12/11/2018 3:42:18 PM mongrelglory My sympathies.  Suicide is so difficult for the surviving loved ones...another reason why I never acted on the impulse.

12/11/2018 3:42:47 PM djlok Me too, @MongrelGlory .  While it would be nice to just turn the lights off sometimes, I've always felt deep inside that is not how this all works.  MJ12 

just confirmed it.

12/11/2018 3:43:40 PM zagnett Peter Venkman, GB 2: "And that is the whole problem with aliens; is you just can't trust them. Occasionally you meet a nice one; Starman, E.T., but 

usually they turn out to be some kind of big lizard!"

Disclosure? Cabal I assume? Actually many can be trusted?

12/11/2018 3:43:41 PM 1_decided_voter I was too, but I can sort of see it now. Makes a lot of noise and files a lot of FOIAs about the things they're working on, and occasionally announces a 

minor victory, but is anyone else going to do the heavy lifting if they believe he's already on top of it?

12/11/2018 3:43:44 PM awakeningpublic Welcome to the great awakening my friend!!.. I like your definition of it! 

Expand you thinking.

~Q

😉

12/11/2018 3:44:34 PM dopesindc Same. Anything to corroborate this?

12/11/2018 3:45:13 PM chapulincolored Is now a good time to buy a house?

12/11/2018 3:45:25 PM dopesindc He got a judge to agree to put HRC on the stand.

12/11/2018 3:46:05 PM jonessense It doesn’t seem like he learned

12/11/2018 3:46:26 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I guess that is not so suprising, but wow, they sure play this game and try to keep the people in confusion.

12/11/2018 3:46:26 PM youstinksoap How did they do mass surveillance before the Internet?

12/11/2018 3:46:36 PM rayne03137813 Acknowledging the anon with proof of knowledge, was POTUS or someone in conatact with POTUS. Letting us know we are still on the right path. How 

I see it.

12/11/2018 3:47:25 PM 1_decided_voter Not on the stand I don't think (I could be wrong), just written answers provided under oath. That ensures her legal team can ensure she's neither 

answering directly nor implicating herself.

12/11/2018 3:47:36 PM mongrelglory Well, a compassionate God would give his children as many "do-overs" as they needed to master their lessons for spiritual success.  I just sometimes 

wish I wasn't such a slow learner.

12/11/2018 3:49:01 PM covertress Does MJ-12 have a working knowledge of the formula we would call The Unified Field Theory?

12/11/2018 3:50:21 PM dopesindc Nope, you're right. I can't tell if JW is going anywhere or if it's just static on the radio.

12/11/2018 3:50:22 PM djlok Yeah- that's why I'm surprised he's Fake MAGA.  Of course, I don't know him...so there's that.  I think when we get into the inner personality and 

motivations of people, we begin to see who is fake and who isn't.

12/11/2018 3:50:35 PM 1_decided_voter Not a lot of time left in 2018 to be glorious. Will there be a lot of major world-wide events packed into a very short amount of time in the very near 

(perceived) future?



12/11/2018 3:50:36 PM zagnett My first pseudo-red pill. We're taught we're "apex predators".

Puny little things like is? Yeah right. As big as the universe is?

Peace through strength must come more from our minds; not as much from our arms.

At least not my spindly little arms lol...

12/11/2018 3:52:36 PM bbobbio71 Thank you! Makes sense. 

3,6,9 have a relationship with it?

12/11/2018 3:52:48 PM zagnett Neat! Hopefully it'll be livestreamed...

12/11/2018 3:53:15 PM djlok It sort of irritates me that they at JW say "we are the only one's doing this".  I don't believe that.  I don't believe JW is the only organization 

investigating this.  At a minimum, I am SURE POTUS has personally taken upon himself to make sure this matter is handled correctly.

12/11/2018 3:54:02 PM 1_decided_voter I was willing to look past his terrible habit of wearing overly-tight pastel dress shirts before because I thought he was a patriot...

12/11/2018 3:56:00 PM menzelbrett He said NOT IN QUESTION FORMAT!!!!!

12/11/2018 3:56:06 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 In the Stargate Episode Disclosure, François Chau plays the Chinese Ambassador and he also plays Dr. Chang in LOST who works as 

part of the Dharma imitative conducting electromagnetic experiments in the underground island bases. Coincidence? Was Lost Disclosure?

12/11/2018 3:56:54 PM chapulincolored Sorry if already asked...  Is the condition of Autism correctable so that we can our children can better socialize with others?

Doing my best everyday as a concerned parent.

12/11/2018 3:57:47 PM djlok LOL!  Same here.  He's a little long in the tooth to be dressing like a 20 yo body builder.

12/11/2018 3:57:56 PM nancyddb Good stuff! Thank you!

12/11/2018 3:58:08 PM _girlmaher_ The Beatles had the first 5 songs on the charts! It was the height of Beatlemania and people were busy tapping their feet in unison. Thanks Tavistock.

12/11/2018 3:58:11 PM zagnett Many will not consider it until "official channels" talk about it Trump, Q, etc. Coming soon?

Even I just hold two possibilities: charade or not charade. Until events make the possibilities collapse into reality for me. Hoping/praying for "not 

charade".

12/11/2018 3:58:34 PM cryptocrab4 OK , Is blood your spirit or how does that play into your ISBE , once you die your blood is useless from what I know ?

12/11/2018 4:00:20 PM djlok Yeah, and I really would like to be in my humanoid incarnation for this.  Not sure I would get as much out of it if I were, say, a lap dog.

12/11/2018 4:01:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hope not.

12/11/2018 4:04:45 PM djlok I so want to retweet this because it is THAT funny.  I just don't want to hurt anyone's feelings though.

12/11/2018 4:04:53 PM 1_decided_voter Are either these guys fake MAGA? pic.twitter.com/ZTlqEdPOG7

12/11/2018 4:05:00 PM dopesindc Lol, I thought it was Clark Kent meets Henry Rollins.

12/11/2018 4:06:05 PM djlok You are a riot!!  ha ha!!!

12/11/2018 4:07:34 PM dopesindc SA owns a piece of Fox News.

12/11/2018 4:08:01 PM 1_decided_voter If Hannity is a clown, then I can't imagine Tucker not being one. I suspect anyone employed by Fox at this point. I'm hoping we aren't going to also find 

out Sara Carter or John Solomon aren't genuine either.

12/11/2018 4:09:03 PM zagnett If you have simple impressions that you've lived certain prior lifetimes, but have no concrete memories of any of them, what is that? Reality? Or 

lunacy? Or is this a co-creative thing where something can happen if you even think of the possibility of it?

12/11/2018 4:09:41 PM keithmancinelli The Beatles had spiritual awakenings when they went to India. specifically John and George. pic is George lyrics. whole album was about awakening. 

and also the Beatles Revolver album. taxman=Rothschild pic.twitter.com/Z3FVUmLHzt

12/11/2018 4:09:51 PM keithmancinelli  pic.twitter.com/dKAtaiAVKq

12/11/2018 4:10:25 PM jm19712 Thank you.

12/11/2018 4:10:26 PM dopesindc All the world's a stage!

12/11/2018 4:11:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 SC/JS are good people.

12/11/2018 4:11:41 PM 1_decided_voter Whew...

12/11/2018 4:12:02 PM zagnett Yes, please!

12/11/2018 4:13:06 PM laurabusse @beast_anti. Dunno if you saw this additional comment on the emerald tablets...

12/11/2018 4:13:40 PM zagnett Once we get to that point, can we improve upon the Constitution? It wasn't perfect to begin with after all.

12/11/2018 4:14:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clown

12/11/2018 4:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than just a piece.

12/11/2018 4:15:10 PM datruseeka Then what impact will this pole shift have on the people?

12/11/2018 4:15:11 PM melanieanders7 Sounds to me he did as he was told. Puppet.

12/11/2018 4:15:41 PM ragevirusqq Is there anything else of note about the other galaxy or planet in the other galaxy?

12/11/2018 4:15:58 PM 1_decided_voter Does Gina Haspel have any awareness or approval authority for what the people under her agency are doing?

12/11/2018 4:16:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening is preparing the people not to panic.

12/11/2018 4:16:47 PM dopesindc A chunk?!?!

12/11/2018 4:16:59 PM zagnett Good to hear. Don't want to know anything about that since might reasonably jeopardize lives.

All other knowledge is (or should be) fair game.

12/11/2018 4:17:07 PM wonderswords Can the is-be be separated from that which gave them the black eye? Or is that the end of them as we know them,(snake)

12/11/2018 4:17:36 PM zagnett Can't find this. Do you have a link?

12/11/2018 4:17:50 PM ramstadstacy Thank you 😊

12/11/2018 4:18:40 PM 1_decided_voter At this point I don't think anyone on a major network (left or right leaning) gets their own TV show without clown approval.

12/11/2018 4:18:40 PM chapulincolored Does the Cabal really want to depopulated the planet to about 500M? If so, has this been averted yet?

12/11/2018 4:18:42 PM laurabusse When someone is clown funded and controlled and thus has handlers...do they always know they are being misled? Ir sometimes are they simply 

duped into what they are doing and believe, say, they have a secret source who is feeding them truth when in reality it's clown propaganda?

12/11/2018 4:19:49 PM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do we have anyone in UK gov that we can trust? Thanks

12/11/2018 4:20:26 PM datruseeka Will this Cabal takedown reach the White Pope? Black Pope? Papal Bloodlines? Pindar?

12/11/2018 4:20:48 PM zagnett Any more info on how this works? Any kind of "inter-dimensional casting" of some sort? Analogous to "casting" in programming, where a variable of 

one type can be used as a variable of a different type (if there are methods available to convert it).

12/11/2018 4:20:53 PM wonderswords What's the symbology meaning?

12/11/2018 4:21:43 PM zagnett Wow they sound cool! Would get a lot more work done that way...

12/11/2018 4:22:54 PM jm19712 "Mandela effect" real or clowns attempt at sliding?

12/11/2018 4:23:53 PM datruseeka Is Hannity a clown????

12/11/2018 4:24:12 PM laurabusse Does that mean A.I.M., the American intelligence media, (thomas paine whose real name is gabriel) is mossad? There's something screwy about that 

guy...

12/11/2018 4:24:33 PM ascendingadam How did Tesla become aware of these techniques?

12/11/2018 4:24:54 PM zagnett This?

 http://reciprocalsystem.org 



12/11/2018 4:26:02 PM 1_decided_voter Yep... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072355623562551297 …

12/11/2018 4:28:26 PM datruseeka 3> IS, 6> BE, 9> IS-BE?

12/11/2018 4:28:59 PM ascendingadam You’ve said that Stargates are horizontal, not as shown in SG-1. So how does the “hop” look in reality? Does the subject step onto the gate and fall into 

it? Do they rise out on the other end? How does this work?

12/11/2018 4:29:01 PM djlok I can't find Charles Stuchendorf online.  Do you have any more information on his?  Some type of mind control (or something) was going on during that 

hearing...I'm just interested in learning more about him.

12/11/2018 4:30:34 PM zagnett When exactly? Can it be pinpointed? Starting with John Dee perhaps?

What was going on before? Sounds like the matrix or whatever has been around 6k years or so. Accurate? Can this date be pinpointed?

Don't ****ing ever want this to happen again...

12/11/2018 4:31:10 PM djlok This is a legit question!  You would think the false flags would have stopped on her watch.

12/11/2018 4:32:23 PM melanieanders7 Oh I do hope we get to see it.

12/11/2018 4:32:44 PM zagnett Coffee!?

Ok this is going to be tougher than I thought lol...

12/11/2018 4:33:22 PM datruseeka Is someone going to try using hologram technology on us to fool us in a false reality?

12/11/2018 4:34:26 PM djlok Speaking of FF, you know who I do think knows a lot more about what is going on than she is able to speak: Betsy Davos.  Knowing what we know now, 

going back and watching her interview with Leslie Stahl makes a lot more sense now.  Before Q I thought Davos was a damn idiot.

12/11/2018 4:34:31 PM mossman_moore Thanks

12/11/2018 4:34:37 PM datruseeka Will the Vatican, Pope, Black Pope be exposed for who & what they really are?

12/11/2018 4:34:38 PM paledarkpony Look up Roger Waters charade + trump...I found this to be an interesting question. Also 2019, year of the pig. ??? 🙂 No disrespect intended.

12/11/2018 4:34:49 PM consortiapartn1 You shld understand these people by now.

12/11/2018 4:36:06 PM djlok Doesn't surprise me....I'm surprised Q hasn't been scrubbed off the web at this point.

12/11/2018 4:36:13 PM zagnett And not acceptable.

12/11/2018 4:36:37 PM dopesindc She's Erik Prince's sis. I'm sure she knows A LOT.

12/11/2018 4:38:41 PM datruseeka WOW! So we should read those books?

12/11/2018 4:39:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Google va US Military

Who would win?

We literally have ONE CABLE to pull and they are DARK.

How many CEOs have Top Secret security clearances?

Why do they "NEED TO KNOW"?

12/11/2018 4:40:55 PM _girlmaher_ Does he, really? Waco situation started Feb 28. Bill Hicks showed up on site. He then said that the official account wasn't accurate and Janet Reno/Bill 

Clinton were murderers touting a "tape". He died exactly a year later in Bill Clinton's hometown.  http://convicts.nyc/news/the-unlikely-ally-of-the-

waco-siege-comedian-bill-hicks/ …

12/11/2018 4:42:21 PM djlok They don't need to know....unless they are doing some VERY bad things then they would probably LIKE to know.

12/11/2018 4:43:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can if you'd like. The information is hidden inside an Enigma only a Trump can solve. On purpose. Majestic.

12/11/2018 4:43:47 PM _girlmaher_ I do see Bill when I look at Alex but Jones doesn't look 56. If he is, his story mirrors that of David Brock who went from writing books about the Clinton's 

many scandals to running with Rotschilds and protecting Clintons. Now THAT'S a story of reversal I want to know more about.

12/11/2018 4:44:07 PM erock23175 Disclose early, disclose often...and then kill it #KillItWithFire pic.twitter.com/lgZLiXFlpy

12/11/2018 4:44:45 PM chapulincolored To control the narrative

Prevent mass awakening...

Do they also use MKUltra (or newer name) on Social Media today?

12/11/2018 4:45:33 PM cryptocrab4 What is being sprayed by USAF or any other agency in chemtrails ?

12/11/2018 4:46:32 PM connectedtomyc1 So if you think you have met you "soul twin" (like telepathic energetic connection) and later realize one of you was (almost) pure love and the other 

was (almost) pure evil, could the evil BE and the love BE have been the same IS? Are birth dates in this equation important?

12/11/2018 4:47:15 PM djlok It wouldn't surprise me that they do.  [They] have gotten very slick.  I think part of [their] problem is they just got too big.  We probably could have all 

remained asleep for a lot longer if the Cabal had not become "too big to fail".

12/11/2018 4:48:02 PM mongrelglory Sounds like when the Rothschilds took over the banking system...

12/11/2018 4:49:54 PM chapulincolored I know the use of social media causes stimiulation of certian neuroreceptors, inducing euphoria, dependency, etc... but are they really reprogramming 

us?

12/11/2018 4:50:17 PM datruseeka Are Stargates going to become common usage by the public in the near future?

12/11/2018 4:51:40 PM mongrelglory Well...that just peaks my curiosity even more!

I will have to meditate on it. 😑

12/11/2018 4:54:05 PM djlok I think that's what the Great Awakening is all about..us being re-programmed.  Speaking for myself, I know my way of thinking has done a full 180 (for 

the better) since Q.  I imagine MANY other IS-BE's have too.

12/11/2018 4:54:21 PM aritaurius The real Paul McCartney was killed in 1968...

12/11/2018 4:54:39 PM djlok My question: Did they pick who or what type of IS-BE would be re-programmed first?  I've noticed some similarities between other Q followers that 

may not be visibly apparent.

12/11/2018 4:55:12 PM mongrelglory So he was telling the truth when he said it was evil! 😬

12/11/2018 4:56:56 PM daveo6145 A december to remember?

12/11/2018 4:57:28 PM connectedtomyc1 Is this Deagel chart, that predicts the US population will drop by 227 million people by 2025, accurate?

12/11/2018 4:57:40 PM connectedtomyc1  http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx …

12/11/2018 4:59:37 PM cryptocrab4 What is in the Oceans that we are unaware of ? Structures , Marine animals , energy , cures ?

12/11/2018 4:59:58 PM datruseeka What is the purpose of First Contact?  How many nations/people will witness First Contact?

12/11/2018 5:00:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourselves. https://youtu.be/_AUclXzapJo 

12/11/2018 5:01:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation has classified truths within... why is the DIA sharing this now?  https://youtu.be/m-Bvw_M1Ob8 

12/11/2018 5:02:44 PM datruseeka Our ORIGINAL constitution? Or the Corporation that Britain created of our constitution in 1871, deleting our original 13th amendment?

12/11/2018 5:03:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part 2

 https://youtu.be/TtjWZhhavig 

12/11/2018 5:03:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary.

Learn the comms.

Part 1 https://youtu.be/DhTagWzkjHk 

12/11/2018 5:07:45 PM datruseeka WOW! Does Julian realize and know that to be true?

12/11/2018 5:09:41 PM ragevirusqq Crimes against children. We are all victims in some way or another



12/11/2018 5:10:41 PM beeshelb Could there be a karmic relationship between a mother and child IS-BEs? Specifically could they have previously known one another, and chose to 

reincarnate again together? Or perhaps an IS-BE chooses two lives (like your JA/JT reference) but as parent and child?

12/11/2018 5:12:31 PM _girlmaher_ It seems like he is very proud of being a "rouge agent" given how he decorated his restaurant. But there's wink wink nods nods to so many vintage 

Luciferian entities in his feed that it's hard to keep up.

12/11/2018 5:13:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread our first line again.

12/11/2018 5:15:00 PM datruseeka Me too!!!

12/11/2018 5:15:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not dumb, just ahead of yourself.

12/11/2018 5:15:51 PM melanieanders7 Greer?

12/11/2018 5:17:35 PM djlok Me too!  Although I'm so used to being the "crazy conspiracy theorist" that I won't know what to do when people see that I'm not as crazy as they once 

thought.  I've had people who literally would have nothing to do with me once I started reading Q and questioning the Media.

12/11/2018 5:18:10 PM rick_hernandez I’m confused. These videos are disinformation?

12/11/2018 5:18:35 PM anangelhasland1 Anyone can be blasted with hard-to-resist inner voices...

Some can detect, resist, follow back the signal, locate and destroy the sender...

12/11/2018 5:19:12 PM worldxplorer1 I would love to hear as well!

12/11/2018 5:19:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did not say these are disinformation. Some parts contain disinformation but disinformation is real and necessary. Disinformation can hide classified 

truths within.

12/11/2018 5:19:36 PM horseofw They are going to take down twitter

12/11/2018 5:19:39 PM chapulincolored SG worldwide.

12/11/2018 5:22:27 PM worldxplorer1 Why did TPB fear the masses developing telepathy and telekinesis?

12/11/2018 5:23:39 PM keith369me Those willing to be incorrect are those that learn the most

12/11/2018 5:23:55 PM worldxplorer1 Is there any modern day significance to the 12 tribes of Israel?

12/11/2018 5:24:23 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

Theae people are SICK!

Take them ALL DOWN

I BET IF YOU FOLLOW THE "FOLLOWERS" AND "FOLLOWING"

worse can be found..... pic.twitter.com/RX60aFisfZ

12/11/2018 5:24:52 PM datruseeka Are we in danger of a solar flare affecting Earth and its inhabitants in the next year? In the next 10 yrs?

12/11/2018 5:24:59 PM integratedwebuk Are biological medications (Humira, Etanercept, Golimumab) detrimental to long term health?  Are then nefarious in nature designed to further enslave 

to their system?

12/11/2018 5:25:34 PM worldxplorer1 Get out in front of it and present yourself as victim. Puke.

12/11/2018 5:26:54 PM horseofw Fake

12/11/2018 5:27:46 PM horseofw Good guy

12/11/2018 5:28:06 PM horseofw Oh my....

12/11/2018 5:29:27 PM horseofw He pushes too hard

12/11/2018 5:32:02 PM keith369me I do not believe there were religious thoughts here.  Basically the incarnation is null and void and the next incarnation starts without consideration of 

the terminated incarnation.

12/11/2018 5:32:44 PM datruseeka OMG!  I can’t believe it.  Hannity TOO is a 🤡?  Wow!  Im stunned!   Does Trump know this?  I’m no longer going to watch ANY one on Fox!  There 

were only a few things programs I watched on Fox.  NO LONGER!

12/11/2018 5:33:15 PM thetempestchip Avoid bad weather like Trump did in France... he hopped to avoid the uncommon circumstance of an assassination attempt? Youve mentioned 

personal stargates before.

12/11/2018 5:33:28 PM 1_decided_voter And he wont shut the hell up when his guests speak.

12/11/2018 5:33:40 PM datruseeka Wow. I just read it and replied.  Still stunned! https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1072665524880977920?s=21 …

12/11/2018 5:34:31 PM keith369me With replication technology and free mobility and energy who needs money?

12/11/2018 5:35:45 PM anangelhasland1 Many are asking questions, looking for who can understand what helpful answer is.

Repetition. Patience. Light-hearted.

12/11/2018 5:37:06 PM 1_decided_voter He even wears a CIA pin on the air!

12/11/2018 5:38:49 PM datruseeka Why share with us if disinformation? For us to guess which parts might be true?

12/11/2018 5:39:34 PM oo1o110 Whenever I have doubts about being a "conspiracy theorist" I remind myself that the Moon is hollow and doesn't rotate. That's not natural.

12/11/2018 5:40:08 PM tammymckeever I am 52.  Will I in my lifetime see NWO (the good one)?  (Considering I have a full life span)

12/11/2018 5:40:37 PM decodematrix Trans-humanism experiments. Think Terminator. Human/machine hybrids. Cyborgs. Implanted with nanites (nano/micro computers). Loss of free will 

thinking... the computer thinks for you. No compassion/feelings for others.

12/11/2018 5:42:56 PM melanieanders7 Is there a need to establish a NWO in order for Earth to be able to effectively navigate positive negotiations with other star nations once dosclosure has 

taken place?

12/11/2018 5:45:15 PM isgoghs I would like to know what Sputnik satellite found? any hint?

12/11/2018 5:45:30 PM anangelhasland1 On his last albums, he kept his subject matter strictly about “in apartment” domestic issues...

Like he knew he was doomed if he pulled out another “Woman is the Nigger of the World”

“We make her paint her face and dance”

12/11/2018 5:48:33 PM nmchristoban Why's he kneeling? Maybe he's not?

12/11/2018 5:48:39 PM rick_hernandez Thank you

12/11/2018 5:49:10 PM decodematrix Yes but not light speed. I think the max is 2,000-5,000 mph but I dont know for sure.

12/11/2018 5:49:33 PM john777lee Wow info coming in faster GREAT !

12/11/2018 5:50:30 PM moemc8 Many shooting stars this week.

12/11/2018 5:51:07 PM isgoghs portal!

12/11/2018 5:52:30 PM oo1o110 How many stargates are there on Earth?

12/11/2018 5:52:49 PM keith369me Think about those that you know that are unwilling to go down rabbit holes.  How is their knowledge compared to yours?  I tell my kids...it’s okay to be 

wrong and really bad to be afraid of being wrong.

12/11/2018 5:55:06 PM moemc8 What is CO?

12/11/2018 5:56:04 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Please...look into these...these people are sick  pic.twitter.com/D87oksUBAC

12/11/2018 5:58:51 PM melanieanders7 Not that my opinion matters... We've been terrible as a whole in learning to discern, let alone go within to get the truth. We're being hand fed known 

disinfo so we can learn to find the truths among the crap. As a planet, we need to become proficient in discernment.

12/11/2018 6:01:19 PM daveo6145 Assuming compromised

12/11/2018 6:01:33 PM ezdoesit_ 5:5

12/11/2018 6:02:36 PM daveo6145 TF ooks too roided out anywayz and just bitches abt nothing’s happening come to think about it



12/11/2018 6:03:29 PM anangelhasland1 Mama tells me some of them IS-BEs be sooo advanced, if you connected in your current state, child, it would literally blow your mind!

12/11/2018 6:06:11 PM anangelhasland1 “Help! Help!” was the familiar cry on the family farm. “I think a supercomputer has landed on my medulla oblongata!”

12/11/2018 6:08:33 PM consortiapartn1 That's true

12/11/2018 6:09:30 PM anangelhasland1 90% chance you fused through repetitive lifetimes of evil.

Give up evil deeds.

Or break up.

Don’t sweat about soul mates.

12/11/2018 6:13:25 PM anangelhasland1 Well, she wasn’t supposed to lose...

12/11/2018 6:15:17 PM anangelhasland1 You have no idea how angry you have just made my golden retriever.

12/11/2018 6:25:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Controlled Op

12/11/2018 6:28:07 PM dr_t_dc Are we safe?

12/11/2018 6:29:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their prerequisite. Non negotiable.

12/11/2018 6:29:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/11/2018 6:30:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within.

12/11/2018 6:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 6:30:47 PM worldxplorer1 What is their definition of a NWO?

12/11/2018 6:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nuclear weapons disrupt more than just 3 dimensions. Some life forms only exist in higher dimensions and Earth's actions impact them directly.

12/11/2018 6:33:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all clowns are bad. Hannity will be breaking some major news about the Clinton Foundation this week. Brace for impact.

12/11/2018 6:33:09 PM turboxyde One day I felt that my phone needed an energy bath so I applied the golden rule and mean to the phone and soaked the crap out of it with Reiki and 

my own flavor of Military grade Qi. The phone powered down and "coincidentally," later that day there were two OTA security updates.

12/11/2018 6:34:03 PM sarahdaniels Hav you read the RA Materials?  They have a searchable text online for free and you can donate.

also, David Wilcock, Corey Goode & Emery Smith talk about the need to become loving and harmless in our own heart.

Also, it's possible you have met them and just don't remember yet.

12/11/2018 6:34:11 PM iamyou132 Do people create x points between themselves when their electromagnetic fields interfere with one another?

12/11/2018 6:35:49 PM keith369me Flynn?

12/11/2018 6:36:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Body language tells all.

What have we told you about Pence?

VPs are not immune from Military Tribunals.

Nor are Presidents.

EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL.

How did CS behave?

Open disrespect towards the President while in the Oval Office?

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING. https://twitter.com/ScottGustin/status/1072544018486177793 …
12/11/2018 6:37:02 PM keith369me Disinformation is necessary regardless of the answer

12/11/2018 6:38:05 PM keith369me Unless another convenient death takes place

12/11/2018 6:38:22 PM pantherden_ Abdullah Hashem created a video series that covers Stargates, Djinn, Pyramids....claimed his grandfather was involved with Voyager 2.

How did he know so much?

12/11/2018 6:38:29 PM youstinksoap They both look defeated.  👏🏻

12/11/2018 6:38:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The French people must see past this False Flag terror attack for what it is.

1) Macron is devastated by the mass protests. FR is rejecting HIM + Globalism.

2) Wait for the final story to finish, but have we seen this movie before? You know what will happen and how they spin it. 

https://twitter.com/AmichaiStein1/status/1072573896250089472 …

12/11/2018 6:39:11 PM keith369me Tory Smith...how did he pull in his information prior to his death?

12/11/2018 6:39:14 PM connectedtomyc1 But it does look different recently imho. If that because the poles have already shifted a bit?

12/11/2018 6:39:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 GMO cannabis? https://twitter.com/business/status/1071038341037088768 …

12/11/2018 6:39:44 PM space_sloth26 No thanks

12/11/2018 6:39:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Never seen a man so nervous or fidgety!! He knows...

12/11/2018 6:41:05 PM keith369me 2nd French Revolution?  When will those stuffy Brits take to the streets and get the Brexit they voted for?

12/11/2018 6:41:05 PM worldxplorer1 Wonder who Trump will run with in 2020...

12/11/2018 6:41:06 PM rezinated1 Monsantos has been tryin to buy alot of cannabis businesses lately....

12/11/2018 6:41:15 PM djlok These videos are great!  The lady narrating them has a perfect voice!!

12/11/2018 6:41:40 PM rightonq1776 #QAnon #WWG1WGA #MAGA #DrainTheDeepState pic.twitter.com/l5KepZ088J

12/11/2018 6:42:37 PM keith369me I thought it was, perhaps incorrectly a countermove

12/11/2018 6:44:54 PM isgoghs they already say RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA

12/11/2018 6:45:44 PM fowlreginald Sadly the false flags are all too familiar. Same old cabal playbook.

12/11/2018 6:45:45 PM time4u2know His mind is elsewhere. Mentally checked out...must be thinking about what's next...

12/11/2018 6:46:02 PM keith369me Flynn...CoS or replacement VP or both?

12/11/2018 6:46:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal controlled both D/R. In order to give 45 the R ticket, the insurance policy demanded a Cabal friendly backup be readily available in the event of 

impeachment.

12/11/2018 6:46:45 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072683988354035712?s=21 …

12/11/2018 6:46:54 PM anangelhasland1 The man did look miserable...

12/11/2018 6:47:30 PM fowlreginald He also got an envelope at the funeral, along with Hilary, Biden, and others. Have to wonder why...

12/11/2018 6:47:34 PM datruseeka Are these corporations mostly owned by the Queen? Who controls giving out security clearances?  State Department?  Was the State Department 

always in control of the shadow government?

12/11/2018 6:48:20 PM jane_q_patriot I love this answer.

12/11/2018 6:48:26 PM melanieanders7 Due to cabal influence that's left a negative connotation with the people of Earth, would it not be wise to term it something other than NWO? 

Something as simple as positive like Earth Alliance? For me, it would dispel the negativity NWO brings to my reality.

12/11/2018 6:48:43 PM connectedtomyc1 Does Cabal control 45 now?



12/11/2018 6:49:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sara Carter today on Hannity:

"Lots of sealed indictments, Sean. Lots of sealed indictments."

[THE CLINTON FOUNDATION]

[HRC]

[WJC]

+??,??? sealed indictments

+??,??? sealed documents
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MILITARY TRIBUNALS
12/11/2018 6:50:01 PM datruseeka I’m not going to waste my time watching.

12/11/2018 6:50:05 PM jonessense I watched those. Long before I even knew who pence was. Strange and disturbing. The man disintegrated before us

12/11/2018 6:50:18 PM neeneenat Why allow them to travel outside US?

12/11/2018 6:50:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 6:50:24 PM consortiapartn1 Not forgetting the Pence/Ryan plan B. They even had a mock up website

12/11/2018 6:50:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 doesn't pick the name.

12/11/2018 6:51:23 PM trumps_all Yep.......and said it with a shit-eating grin too 😹😹😹😹😹😹 pic.twitter.com/QLCjTPRV4T

12/11/2018 6:51:48 PM worldxplorer1 So who does MJ12 take orders from?

12/11/2018 6:51:48 PM turboxyde That's been the hardest part for me... modulating the output of emotional intention with what my consciousness can comprehend at the time. Often I 

feel like I'm surrounded by them but unable to see the extra dimensional "overlay" of their energy outside of sense/emotion/feeling.

12/11/2018 6:52:09 PM djlok I never liked him.  I do think he got Trump some votes from the religious people though.  But many of the religious leaders are in the Cabal themselves!  

 What a mess!!

12/11/2018 6:52:38 PM connectedtomyc1 Whew. Thank you.

12/11/2018 6:53:15 PM datruseeka What doesn’t our government control?  When are we going to be free, if ever?

12/11/2018 6:53:51 PM ragevirusqq Who picks the name?

12/11/2018 6:54:07 PM belledeplorable Why not start unsealing them?

12/11/2018 6:54:43 PM datruseeka That facial expression on Jeb’s face was PRICELESS!

12/11/2018 6:55:58 PM datruseeka Q: Does the British Government still own USA?

12/11/2018 6:56:00 PM jimhayzlett HnL you are very aware 🙏🏼👼 they know the double meaning causes confusion n so it's used!  MJ12 isn't immediate full disclosure to Humanity😇

12/11/2018 6:56:09 PM djlok They were actually pretty interesting....but I almost didn't watch either.  One thing that is helping me try to discern disinfo from real info is listening for 

facts vs. opinions or "ideas".  I think a lot of times disinformation resides in opinions/ideas which shape narratives.

12/11/2018 6:56:12 PM 1stamendalive Oh please, God. I want to believe so badly. I've been sooooooo depressed lately and getting more cynical by the day.

12/11/2018 6:56:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are some very powerful new ideas being passed around the Trump Conservative political movement that actually addresses the 

unconstitutionality of full time Government bureaucrats making policy.

12/11/2018 6:56:50 PM jimhayzlett * isn't 4

12/11/2018 6:57:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 NWO is a term used by many races.

12/11/2018 6:58:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Solid reasoning.

12/11/2018 6:58:35 PM ragevirusqq All the people/entities at the other seats at the table? Some type of council in a space location?

12/11/2018 6:58:51 PM datruseeka So who are the good 🤡 actors working for or taking orders from?  Is this why SC/JS report to us thru Hannity show? To make sure key points are 

released to public in the timeline needed?

12/11/2018 6:58:57 PM djlok Been down that path, Happy.....I don't think we can get them to change the name.  But I hear ya!!

12/11/2018 6:59:02 PM wmerthon This is a follow up article that reveals the person that started it, and shows the specific mistakes she made, which caused the inaccurate reporting of 

sealed indictments to snowball on twitter: https://wmerthon6.wixsite.com/website-1/home/who-started-the-60k-sealed-indictment-claim …

12/11/2018 6:59:20 PM ragevirusqq Thank you

12/11/2018 6:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct; we are preparing you for Disclosure and First Contact. That is our mandate and we are committed to seeing this through.

12/11/2018 6:59:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who owns the BG owns the USA. Structural changes coming soon?

12/11/2018 7:00:27 PM datruseeka True, these days, everything I watch or read, I do so with discerning eye, even this page/profile.

12/11/2018 7:01:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/11/2018 7:02:32 PM djlok That'll kick some folks in the shins.

12/11/2018 7:03:55 PM datruseeka If the intent is to restore our original constitution & Republic then BIG STEP CHANGES are needed!  And NEW RE-EDUCATION is a must!  Of our TRUE 

history and our TRUE government and how our Republic is suppose to work, requirements of all involved, including citizens and the press

12/11/2018 7:03:58 PM eyesopentotruth Hahaha ... Right.

12/11/2018 7:05:18 PM djlok Yeah- I almost have to see it to believe it.  I think that's why the proofs are so important with Q.  It's a re-reminder of its validity.  I think as human IS-

BE's we have relatively short memories.

12/11/2018 7:05:21 PM sehvehn please dont let them gmo anymore

12/11/2018 7:05:58 PM worldxplorer1 So which ET race wants us to call it NWO?

12/11/2018 7:06:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/11/2018 7:07:13 PM lovethebeach999 The next opiod crisis in the making

12/11/2018 7:07:35 PM eyesopentotruth Yep. As long as ppl fall for it they will keep doing it

12/11/2018 7:08:37 PM mongrelglory Still meditating...😑

12/11/2018 7:08:54 PM ragevirusqq Many of them...

12/11/2018 7:09:48 PM mongrelglory Big question is...were the subjects volunteers?

12/11/2018 7:09:58 PM palmdalekid2 A Working group (mj12) front pic.twitter.com/92DSDhUOOr

12/11/2018 7:10:24 PM worldxplorer1 Wonder why the name matters?

12/11/2018 7:10:28 PM jimhayzlett You have the ability to go beyond your 'mandate' if you choose to help Humanity more 🙏🏼😇💜

12/11/2018 7:10:50 PM john777lee He was leveraged into covering up a lot of bad things that took place in his state. And that is a polite way to put it.

12/11/2018 7:11:52 PM jessica66277719 I thought he looked physically and mentally exhausted. I have been there before...sitting in a meeting and cannot keep my eyes open or focus on the 

topic.

12/11/2018 7:11:53 PM daveo6145 Makes too much sense.

12/11/2018 7:12:16 PM atar_6l6c6 The moon is a base for various different races, there are portals to and from various places, Earth is located near a  ‘core’ intergalactic portal.

12/11/2018 7:12:26 PM tammymckeever Thank you!

12/11/2018 7:13:30 PM melanieanders7 Isn't that why the mass of star seeds are here? Is that why we are helping to awaken those without the eyes to see or ears to heAr yet? Many are still 

Eyes Wide Closed. For them, "seeing is believing." I want disclosure as much as you. It's time to move forward.

12/11/2018 7:13:52 PM cstarr888 I always thought this was the case.



12/11/2018 7:15:31 PM worldxplorer1 Like IP addresses or Stargate addresses?

12/11/2018 7:15:33 PM atar_6l6c6 That’s the ‘pipelines’ version of intergalactic relations ! : D

12/11/2018 7:16:40 PM markkalifornia #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/Q7a7EF6n9l

12/11/2018 7:17:19 PM datruseeka What do you mean exactly by the BP oil spill covering up what was under the water?

12/11/2018 7:17:23 PM roublisa This song lyric was so emotional during my awakening!❤️

12/11/2018 7:17:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd Who's "these people?"

I like to get entire pic...many views except ones that lie. Not found lies here as of yet. I'm not so blinded that if I saw something I didn't like I couldn't 

make a decision to stop coming on the page. Sweet to show concern. ❤️✨ pic.twitter.com/nrB7sGr0aN

12/11/2018 7:18:10 PM resa_70 So, just so I am understanding this correctly. The amount of the SI is not correct? That has been spread around.

12/11/2018 7:18:23 PM ascendingadam [P]ayseur

12/11/2018 7:18:41 PM colista Amen! pic.twitter.com/sz2aJy8yjR

12/11/2018 7:18:45 PM john777lee The whistle blower that did all of the research that went to jail. Has volumes of proof about all of it. Many supposed hero leaders have dirt. But many 

can't accept it. All that went to the grove . They chose sides or party's not good and evil !

12/11/2018 7:19:27 PM mongrelglory I think "saved", versus "condemned" (to hell) may be a duality that you will have to let go of as your understanding of our existence changes.  It doesn't 

mean you have to let go of the teachings of Christ, but maybe some of the doctrines of the Church.

12/11/2018 7:19:36 PM djlok 10 BE's can = 8 BE's but 8 BE's can't = 10 IS's ??  I don't know, I'm lost on that one too.

12/11/2018 7:20:44 PM dr_t_dc Did the earth shift? The light from the sun shines in my house in a new position compared to previous years.

12/11/2018 7:21:10 PM djlok We are really getting to know our Cabal well.  Pretty soon they won't be able to walk the streets!

12/11/2018 7:21:38 PM worldxplorer1 🤞🏻

12/11/2018 7:22:18 PM mongrelglory They drink coffee, but MJ-12 did say that drinking too much coffee will work against the goal of de-calcifying one's pineal gland.

12/11/2018 7:22:49 PM datruseeka Are you just implying base 8?  But for what purpose?

12/11/2018 7:23:30 PM wonderswords Taking advice given to find answers,  when i asked you was on the moon?i saw shadowy figure, that it didn't work. Your video startled me, I saw an 

Archon. Thank you, truly Majestic

12/11/2018 7:24:11 PM wonderswords Who was on the moon?

12/11/2018 7:24:31 PM datruseeka And what does that have to do with crystals?

12/11/2018 7:26:37 PM wmerthon Correct.  The 60k sealed indictment number is irrefutably false.  

There are 'some' sealed indictments, but it is unknown how many, and there is nothing to suggest that anything unusual is taking place in the courts, 

when the data is compared properly.

12/11/2018 7:27:09 PM melanieanders7 WorldXplorer, 41 n 43 tainted term "New World Order. " they were trying 2 instill the 3rd Reicht Into America and expand it world wide. That would've 

been devestating 2 humanity. Luciferian at its base. 45s NWO is mandatory 4 First Contact but bettering humanities circumstances.

12/11/2018 7:28:57 PM john777lee Jeff

All that we know is a charade. Seems as if all of history is a duel story what was taught and what is really true. It's the only way to keep use sending our 

first born to die for them. Thanks for your service . I am former Navy   father retired Navy My brother Army. WWG1WGA!

12/11/2018 7:29:47 PM mongrelglory Patience grasshopper.  You must meditate on the answer. 😑

I'm trying to view it like a Zen Koan. 

10 = 8

but 8 does not = 10...

12/11/2018 7:30:40 PM mongrelglory Huh?

12/11/2018 7:30:42 PM melanieanders7 Thank you for specifying. I appreciate your time and responses.

12/11/2018 7:31:10 PM resa_70 Thank you for the clarity. 😊

12/11/2018 7:31:43 PM john777lee I think it is George M Nassif he is brilliant.

12/11/2018 7:32:28 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. Thanks for laying this all out. I’ve pieced most of this together from MJ12’s tweets. The NWO term just triggers me.  Makes me angry that they 

keep pushing it. Probably just silly but it’s a function of how manipulated we’ve been as a civilization.

12/11/2018 7:32:55 PM ascendingadam What objective could be more important to humanity than capturing full control of the moon and in doing so restoring limitless potential to all 

inhabitants of Earth?

Space Force?

12/11/2018 7:34:42 PM datruseeka I’m not so certain [P] = Payseur, but perhaps it’s [P]indar.  Wonder if @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would confirm???

12/11/2018 7:35:00 PM worldxplorer1 I think it’s a base 8 mathematical system. https://youtu.be/n-n8gnGHu1E 

12/11/2018 7:35:11 PM melanieanders7 Also, a correction. It's not 3rd, it's the 4tth. ;)

12/11/2018 7:35:22 PM turboxyde Your subconscious needs the information in order to perform a "logi check" on the "innernet." It can be REALLY frustrating to consume TOO much 

information and not DIGEST it... like the body, we need to "chew" on the information more to aid in digestion and integration of truth.

12/11/2018 7:37:51 PM missrepresentu2  pic.twitter.com/w0jx6b0VN7

12/11/2018 7:39:20 PM cstarr888 Timothy Holmseth

12/11/2018 7:39:39 PM wmerthon That's what I posted... odd that it's deleted, because I didn't remove it. 🤷♂️

12/11/2018 7:40:29 PM us_patriot179 Fucking hope so mate. Fucking hope so

12/11/2018 7:41:15 PM 1_decided_voter Tweet that you replied confirming is correct has now been deleted. What was correct?

12/11/2018 7:41:49 PM westpaanglers 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

12/11/2018 7:42:54 PM 22war11w12 They’ll do anything, anyway it takes to poison us.  Even through our medicine.  Never forget.

12/11/2018 7:43:00 PM anangelhasland1 As I’ve been told...

Yes. Usually child and one parent with the other parent as a karmically chosen “stranger” for lifetime lesson.

Good friends > ma and son.

12/11/2018 7:44:08 PM anangelhasland1 If an angel of the apocalypse refused a bogus assignment, did it fall?

12/11/2018 7:46:56 PM 1_decided_voter Even your responses are unavailable. This is my view... pic.twitter.com/lklt0m4sH3

12/11/2018 7:47:17 PM mongrelglory Thanks for this! Math has never come naturally to me and I don't recall learning much about base systems.  I'm going to watch all this kid's videos...I 

like the way he explains things.  Then I'll meditate some more on 10 = 8 but 8 does not =10.  😑

12/11/2018 7:48:50 PM worldxplorer1 So many topics and ideas for us to unlearn/ relearn.

12/11/2018 7:50:28 PM melanieanders7 BG is British Govornment. And big banks own British govornment. So who owns the big banks?

12/11/2018 7:51:16 PM mongrelglory I don't understand what the heck you're talking about, but I'm going back to remedial math school with those videos and maybe I'll understand 

eventually.  Thank God for Youtube!

12/11/2018 7:52:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2586 re-iterates what we state here.

"What a coincidence." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072684864527351808 …

12/11/2018 7:53:51 PM awakeandsing123 @MrMyskin

12/11/2018 7:56:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some ET schematics for warp travel and ZPE use Base 8.

12/11/2018 7:57:24 PM allahuniversal "PANIC IN DC" statements start a FIRE?

Twelve moves ahead.

...

12/11/2018 7:59:29 PM si11112018 Oh I love this answer so much!! I don't know why... but I love it!! Amazing

12/11/2018 7:59:47 PM giediknight That was my intuition on pence, thank you for confirming.



12/11/2018 8:00:20 PM frances719 Our mathematical system is based on 10s. But regarding crystals should be based on 8. Heard this somewhere before...but I’m terrible at math so 

that’s all I’ve got!

12/11/2018 8:01:16 PM mongrelglory I have visions of myself after disclosure sitting in a classroom surrounded by a bunch of preschooler ET kids... 😜

12/11/2018 8:01:26 PM goyaeq Very brutal takedown, but he never wavered.

12/11/2018 8:01:42 PM giediknight There are secret societies in Egypt that say that they have been in existence since “before the moon came”.....

12/11/2018 8:04:52 PM si11112018 Played at my aunts funeral... loved that song.

12/11/2018 8:06:07 PM noodlechomp  https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015080466603;view=2up;seq=4;skin=mobile …  digital copy of the book

12/11/2018 8:07:19 PM datruseeka Ok I watched it.  More proof that the moon is artificial and some kind of spacecraft.  And it lead to a “giant leap for deception” rather than mankind.  

Also of note, was the mention of “our reptilian brains”!

12/11/2018 8:11:15 PM john777lee You beat Q to the punch by almost 3 hours ?

12/11/2018 8:11:41 PM marshahodgson 🌿💕☘ keep a positive spirit!

12/11/2018 8:12:57 PM jdltr450 Disinformation is necessary, hopefully it's a smokescreen for the dems.

12/11/2018 8:13:25 PM frances719 Tumeric also decalcifies the pineal gland

12/11/2018 8:18:09 PM pauliepg11111 Check out videos from Tory Smith and what he has to say about Pence’s dark secrets...

12/11/2018 8:18:48 PM john777lee Or is it time zones and he be you by 2min 14 sec ? Don't know just guessing.

12/11/2018 8:21:06 PM qualady1 No one will buy it

12/11/2018 8:21:10 PM dairy_mom_of_6 👌👌👌👌👌

12/11/2018 8:21:23 PM mongrelglory God bless you!  I hope the New Year brings you and your wife better times ahead.

12/11/2018 8:21:26 PM pauliepg11111 I read The Last President - it’s not a long read. It’s pretty good and quite eerily similar to the feel of politics right now...

12/11/2018 8:22:00 PM whisperz777 Body Language: Government Shutdown Trump, Pelosi & Schumer  https://youtu.be/wHu0R_L_z9I  via @YouTube

12/11/2018 8:22:14 PM wmerthon Go to my profile, click on 'tweets and replies' and scroll down, and you should see it there.  Twitter is removing some of my posts.

12/11/2018 8:23:22 PM marshahodgson This is so oxymoronic. The products they grow & sell are bound to be the antithesis of this marvelous plant's natural abilities. Additionally, I don't trust 

that the people behind this won't purposely manipulate or incorporate things that will ultimately be detrimental to health.

12/11/2018 8:23:46 PM john777lee No TV needed just web .  https://qmap.pub/  Good luck to you brother sending prayers and love for you and your wife.

12/11/2018 8:27:09 PM tammymckeever Is there word on the envelope contents his wife received at funeral?

12/11/2018 8:27:50 PM mongrelglory They've legalized Cannabis in Canada, but now the government wants to regulate everything!  I don't trust the "government approved" Cannabis 

growers here in Canada.  Would rather grow it myself from seeds sourced elsewhere.

12/11/2018 8:28:32 PM marshahodgson Actually, I think the majority of people probably will, because they still have no clue about any of the things we've researched through the decades. Big 

Pharma's popularity because of the declining health of the American population seems proof enough that few are aware.

12/11/2018 8:28:49 PM pauliepg11111 You say not all clowns are bad - is that the case here?

12/11/2018 8:33:31 PM melanieanders7 So who owns the big banks?

12/11/2018 8:35:40 PM john777lee Yes I can't say Pence has been but many have. So you get the picture. I think all of the career people are comped in one way or another. For leverage 

and control. Like Q said 70% wood be in jail without plea deals.

12/11/2018 8:35:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Flies are attracted to what typically? pic.twitter.com/9u7MELJvIS

12/11/2018 8:36:40 PM pauliepg11111 Decaying meat. Ugh.

12/11/2018 8:36:40 PM outerspaaaace OH GOD, WHY WOULD YOU MAKE ME LOOK AT THAT?

12/11/2018 8:37:42 PM mongrelglory Yuck!  Is her clone past it's expiry date?

12/11/2018 8:37:49 PM datruseeka Now I’m glad I watched it.  Gives more clues about this “Sky Event”.  Was this a hint that malevolent beings will be taken over by benevolent beings to 

operate the moon and its forces on us?  Like controlling over frequencies?  And will we all be “hypnotized” into ascension?

12/11/2018 8:38:16 PM althutch Schitt...

12/11/2018 8:39:31 PM melanieanders7 The eyes are empty. That's just sad.

12/11/2018 8:39:58 PM john777lee The pleasure is mine for GOD and Country. WWG1WGA !

12/11/2018 8:40:07 PM lbf777 1%ers are forced to eat shit to show allegiance to their masters.

12/11/2018 8:40:18 PM bea12ml VP looked terrified the whole time.

12/11/2018 8:40:33 PM datruseeka Thx for heads up!

12/11/2018 8:42:05 PM djlok Trash

12/11/2018 8:42:41 PM anuishboucher S**t and demons

12/11/2018 8:42:45 PM pauliepg11111 Cool - you can easily download the PDF online.

12/11/2018 8:43:08 PM rthankq Dead people? She's definitely some kind of deteriorating clone. Or seriously creepy at best...

12/11/2018 8:44:17 PM woketexan 💩 🗑🦟

12/11/2018 8:45:08 PM datruseeka Research the Black Pope, Papal Bloodlines, and the Black Nobility.

12/11/2018 8:45:29 PM giediknight Sulfur

12/11/2018 8:45:29 PM datruseeka Will do.

12/11/2018 8:47:45 PM lonewol97176157 Lmao!

12/11/2018 8:47:55 PM lonewol97176157 Schitt?

12/11/2018 8:49:35 PM realitygateway The other question to ask is "Are all clowns bad?" Clown just mean CIA. They could still be good people.

12/11/2018 8:49:37 PM bigdaddybtc The evil dead

12/11/2018 8:50:58 PM mongrelglory The Pacer listings are incorrect?  I thought it was Q that suggested people look at that gov. webpage?

12/11/2018 8:51:00 PM stormwatchgirl Demons

12/11/2018 8:51:49 PM maryde67 Rotten decaying flesh.

12/11/2018 8:52:10 PM phyllis_lavoy 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

12/11/2018 8:53:01 PM aetherwalker1 It's a marker of Beelzebub.

12/11/2018 8:53:16 PM vintagesquirrel Feces

12/11/2018 8:58:16 PM _wwg1wga_ Same thing happened quite a bit to Obama, Lord of the Flies. pic.twitter.com/7nbcM33340

12/11/2018 8:59:39 PM _wwg1wga_ Honesty, how does one person attract so many flies. Does he not have any sensation at all on his face?

12/11/2018 9:00:47 PM pastorjon9 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/11/2018 9:01:20 PM petitchevalb Thank you

12/11/2018 9:01:40 PM datruseeka Things that smell bad like shit and trash. And remember people saying HRC always smells bad, like sulfur or something.

12/11/2018 9:03:38 PM qualady1 Cannabis users who value this plant for its medicinal and spiritual aspect will reject anything that is not a superior product

12/11/2018 9:05:37 PM theappraizer Many thanks!

12/11/2018 9:06:33 PM mrblonde79 Shit or dead things😂😂🤯🤯🧟♀️🧟♀️ pic.twitter.com/DcaZSk77v0

12/11/2018 9:07:41 PM tweezysass LARP

12/11/2018 9:09:04 PM theappraizer I had actually thought that could be an answer. Caught a documentary on time travel, and concluded data/text would be transferred through time, 

first. Really appreciate the feedback! Thank you.

12/11/2018 9:13:07 PM slipperyslope18 shit and death

12/11/2018 9:13:44 PM datruseeka The Black Nobility who owns the Vatican who owns the BG who owns America.

12/11/2018 9:14:52 PM djlok You know she has to be filthy to have Huma and them talking about it in the #HillaryClintonEmails.  When I accidentally voted for her (long 

story...MSM...redpill), I thought she was just a nice old lady who wanted what was best for everyone.  Now I realize the opposite.

12/11/2018 9:17:37 PM theappraizer Could not agree more.

12/11/2018 9:18:47 PM theappraizer Hmm, odd, but will do. Thanks! 😊

12/11/2018 9:19:28 PM datruseeka Yeah, what was correct & deleted?  I didn’t see it either.



12/11/2018 9:23:09 PM datruseeka NWO Mandate will not be accepted favorably.  It’s as bad as the CABAL if that’s how you want to play this game.

12/11/2018 9:23:36 PM wmerthon PACER isn't incorrect, the people making the chart are incorrectly interpreting the results.  Q didn't suggest that website, a paralegal started 

researching it, and screwed up the search settings.  

Explained in this article, that twitter keeps removing: https://wmerthon6.wixsite.com/website-1/home/who-started-the-60k-sealed-indictment-

claim …

12/11/2018 9:23:53 PM tweezysass U can find all this majestic info through google.....LARPishness

12/11/2018 9:25:36 PM datruseeka So the cabal wanted to bring in a NWO and now Trump wants to bring in a NWO?  Are both of these designed by the ET races?  What is there purpose?  

Why hasn’t Trump mentioned it?

12/11/2018 9:26:59 PM timbolia3691 Spawn of Lucifer ? Yes

12/11/2018 9:28:43 PM daphne68852400 Horse Shit!!!

12/11/2018 9:28:52 PM datruseeka You seem to be talking as though you represent ET’s and Not Americans.  Please explain who you have your allegiance with.

12/11/2018 9:36:32 PM kagman4e He at times looked asleep, at times in deep thought/distracted, at times uncomfortable.

12/11/2018 9:40:08 PM john777lee Yes MJ12 said video evidence in his ask me anything[AMA] yesterday when questioned about Pence. If you dig many religious leaders,most Hollywood 

a and b list stars. Most news casters all on the take. Some sex some money but they all have major dirt. The details are out there .

12/11/2018 9:41:09 PM connectedtomyc1 I have seen them. Breaks my heart. He was poisoned after exposing the Indy ring. You can literally seeing him dying the his last video. Rest in Peace 

Tory Smith. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/11/2018 9:47:36 PM connectedtomyc1 Decaying animals.

12/11/2018 9:50:10 PM john777lee For some I believe when it is all over it will be a relief. I am not wishing bad on any of them. But I expect them all to face justice like you or I would have 

to. I have always had empty and a soft heart. I's a blessing. Gotta forgive to receive. But honor the law !

12/11/2018 9:50:30 PM datruseeka Doesn’t change the fact that there will be MANY indictments coming!

12/11/2018 9:51:29 PM datruseeka Thx for sharing so we could see what was deleted.

12/11/2018 9:52:22 PM ryankochweare1 Makes sense that it was put there .. Excellent location and what effect does it have on consciousness?

12/11/2018 9:57:34 PM lightseeker2012 Like octaves in music?

12/11/2018 10:00:38 PM lib7473 True DEMONS attract flies! Even Bill called her that in an interview.🤨

12/11/2018 10:03:30 PM pauliepg11111 So awful.

12/11/2018 10:12:14 PM fairyland66 It is fun and fascinating to open your mind to possibilities.  We have learned that so much of what we have been told by TPTB is a manipulated lie - 

what else have they lied about?  #HowManyLies #Qanon #MAGA

12/11/2018 10:13:36 PM cstarr888 I think Majestic is going for honey...pot perhaps?

12/11/2018 10:14:46 PM jaspony1 Our great Constitution allows for you to improve or update it through the amendment process... It is a great document

12/11/2018 10:18:21 PM whimsinator Against trump associates.

12/11/2018 10:20:34 PM lyndamathews25 If it's GMO it has no medical value.

12/11/2018 10:27:33 PM patriotkeri Wait.  Who is Tory Smith?

12/11/2018 10:28:18 PM 1_decided_voter Here's a snap of the tweet. Link is same as the one below. I've had my doubts that the count was accurate for some time. I asked the StormWatcher 

crew several times if they would be able to post a video walk-through showing how they are locating them in Pacer, but got nothing. 

pic.twitter.com/YcaztAu10K

12/11/2018 10:30:14 PM 1_decided_voter I do think there are a lot in the system. We have MJ12 on record saying there are more than 69k: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070368558696329224 …

12/11/2018 10:30:32 PM john777lee Could be time zones ?

12/11/2018 10:32:13 PM jordanb987 You said just the right thing 👌 funny how that works out sometimes, huh? 😉

12/11/2018 10:33:24 PM jordanb987 Thank you, Michelle. Good reminder 🙏

12/11/2018 10:38:02 PM marshahodgson Exactly.

12/11/2018 10:40:52 PM truecinzia $hit

12/11/2018 10:43:22 PM truecinzia What? Pence?

12/11/2018 10:46:04 PM eskeljoyce Wouldn’t that be incredible!❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

12/11/2018 10:51:49 PM masheddotpotato Pence is literally just a body

12/11/2018 10:51:55 PM raymond10449530 Well it better get here quick or there won't be much country left to salvage.

12/11/2018 10:53:03 PM eskeljoyce This is all so diabolical!

12/11/2018 10:55:27 PM spacefo46112696 I know, he's like a mute.

12/11/2018 10:58:45 PM pauliepg11111  https://youtu.be/wl3Q2vKiOzE 

12/11/2018 10:59:08 PM chrisklemenza Shit

12/11/2018 11:06:59 PM goodmedicine4us 😧😲😠🤔

12/11/2018 11:07:08 PM jollyrob2 👍thank you

12/11/2018 11:14:11 PM goodmedicine4us So Pence is cabal?

I read somewhere Pence's best friend was a pedo, but not sure that story was credible... are you affirming Pence is corrupt?  Pedo?  Traitor?

12/11/2018 11:23:53 PM darktolightww Pence caught my attention. He looked paralysed, afraid, confused ... CS squirming... tick tock!!💥💥💥

12/11/2018 11:26:12 PM ryankochweare1 Reminds me of Terrence Mckenna and the dmt elves that teach him to make song gifts.. I wonder if his IS-BE is around on 🌎 or he's hanging in the 

other dimensions.. Lol both?

12/11/2018 11:31:22 PM dtrastikeville Already here.

12/11/2018 11:42:37 PM realeyethespy 1977 southern tv broadcast

12/11/2018 11:57:32 PM tjbayus1  pic.twitter.com/ScGOM1L7TA

12/12/2018 12:01:47 AM mongrelglory Q confirmed it was Payseur.

12/12/2018 12:07:22 AM jenaynayz Id like to know too, I think for now Ill just buy gold coin.

12/12/2018 12:08:41 AM jenaynayz I think they have some nephilim down there

12/12/2018 12:14:30 AM datruseeka ????

12/12/2018 12:15:28 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/DPFzU5HuLM

12/12/2018 12:15:46 AM realeyethespy Stop switch proxy

12/12/2018 12:31:17 AM jayci_oldsailor Shitheads 💀

12/12/2018 12:31:19 AM melbourne_3000 Don't look here, look over there!

#Strassburg #ThesePeopleAreSick #Macron 🇫🇷

12/12/2018 12:32:13 AM batedbreath2fly Don’t know if Pence is Cabal, but I believe MI needed him as 45’s VP for the evangelical Christian vote. I know many voted R because of Pence and if 

Pence backed 45, that was good enough for them. Maybe? I dunno.

12/12/2018 12:33:47 AM hrlymomma3 great info !! he is on gaia tv i absolutley love that app

12/12/2018 12:52:59 AM dragontonsilz He said he would do it! pic.twitter.com/Uq5c747qW2

12/12/2018 12:54:11 AM alhsdo_whitepaw "A single IS-BE could have another body who is in the SSP."

I've had dreams about that. Could my IS-BE be my own dog, or out being a living spaceship? I get lots of very interesting hits when I go within or reach 

out.

12/12/2018 12:57:08 AM arcturianss Why does Google provide so much "free stuff"? when it's well known that no one receives anything for free. Is advertisement revenue truly important 

to Google or is its weaponization over its customers more beneficial?

12/12/2018 12:58:29 AM atar_6l6c6 Well there you go ! 

{ back to the building this temporary shower base }

12/12/2018 1:26:12 AM datruseeka You mean Lucifer?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDlALc__Iiw …



12/12/2018 1:27:30 AM arcturianss It is important to understand that AI and consciousness are not one and the same and without integrating true consciousness (from the source) into a 

being, android etc. Hyper-dimensional anything is not possible. A picture speaks a thousand words, sometimes a thousand topics. 

pic.twitter.com/POFIIWlXep

12/12/2018 1:28:47 AM arcturianss Everything at a right angle to each other, what is being represented in this picture?

12/12/2018 1:40:06 AM jollyrob2 This sounds great🍿

12/12/2018 1:42:34 AM jollyrob2 Attracted to Dead 🥩 or 💩

12/12/2018 1:43:11 AM psyanidegaming Ha ha

The universe sends you signs

Ha ha

12/12/2018 1:51:07 AM andrewdl12 Nothing ever happens nor will happen #thestorm is a hoax just the same as the Y2K Bug was.

12/12/2018 2:05:50 AM arcturianss There are elements in MJ12's statement that require attention. Our past is also part of our current dimension with our collective conscious choices 

made. Previously our freewill in combination with the law of non-interference lead us to the dark side.

12/12/2018 2:07:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 That banking financial trading in commerce energy harvesting (it's a human trafficking slavery mechanism=what 

keeps us and the consciousness relooping the matrix & that illusion of time system pla…  https://buff.ly/2E7EYft  pic.twitter.com/DVG5KdooRN

12/12/2018 2:15:02 AM arcturianss Who better to assist in finding the light than those who witnessed the dark fall upon us. We're here to learn, however guidance through suggestions 

and to assist in group manifestations to prevent the same from happening to us as what happened to Atlantis is extremely important.

12/12/2018 2:27:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting System = 

The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/jVptMMAW9s

12/12/2018 2:34:19 AM misstea144  pic.twitter.com/Yy6C9LP5Qf

12/12/2018 2:40:45 AM cryptocrab4 Flies or green flies ?

12/12/2018 2:43:53 AM diaptera_80 Which show on Gaia is the video taken from?

12/12/2018 2:45:47 AM arcturianss Space Alliance is more accurate. Why are the Galactics so concerned about earth? Is what we do on earth confined to earth? Our dimension? Our time? 

Everything is connected more than can be conceived.

12/12/2018 3:31:06 AM the_realtruth18 Soon - In 2018?

12/12/2018 3:42:04 AM cidarean Ok. Answer one thing please. These Archons are real? Entities whom successfully separated from source and its "life force". And the only way they 

survive is by consuming low vibration energy?

12/12/2018 3:58:54 AM newyorker66 Wow.

12/12/2018 3:59:29 AM diaptera_80 Space Nazis demonstration of power

12/12/2018 4:00:58 AM vintagesquirrel Can you point out where Q said anything about Pence?

12/12/2018 4:01:37 AM newyorker66 Also, I'd like to know the answers to some of these 'already been asked' questions but I dont know where to find them. I guess I wont know the answer.

12/12/2018 4:05:43 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have read through past tweets can’t seem to figure out who F is with all the missing tweets. can you point me in the right 

direction?

12/12/2018 4:15:51 AM piratek73549479 Interesting videos....

Are there any photographs of the dark side of the moonthat are searchable ?

&

Polar photos of earth exist ?

12/12/2018 4:17:30 AM bbobbio71 Shit

12/12/2018 4:35:48 AM cidarean Sky event=moon event?

12/12/2018 4:39:09 AM colista Aren't you in for a surprise!?! pic.twitter.com/15BVMRX5hb

12/12/2018 4:40:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd Feces, rotting flesh....and they swarm around BHO too!

12/12/2018 4:41:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Forestall (F) was a member of the Majestic 12.

12/12/2018 4:42:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Search Twitter for AMA threads: 

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA

12/12/2018 4:43:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than 1 member of the Majestic 12 can be seen in this photo.

Q 1123 pic.twitter.com/5doGOav7gJ

12/12/2018 4:44:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q has explicitly left Pence out of the drops with the minor detail of: 

Q 1265

We knew this day would come.

We knew people would need a guide.

We all have a part to play.

We knew FLYNN would be challenged.

Part of the plan?

Flynn JR recent “did not lie to VP.”

Timing.

Plan.
12/12/2018 4:46:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was the alleged "lie" about?

"In February, he resigned as Trump’s national security adviser amid reports about undisclosed conversations he had with then-Russian Ambassador 

Sergey Kislyak." https://www.newsweek.com/michael-flynn-charged-special-counsel-russia-investigation-728304 …

12/12/2018 4:46:23 AM morety76 Q and Majestic together?

12/12/2018 4:48:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was it connected to this tweet?

 https://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/michael-flynn-deletes-fake-news-clinton …

Archive:  https://web.archive.org/web/20161107234222/ https:/twitter.com/GenFlynn/status/794000841518776320 … pic.twitter.com/WM37lX1bJp

12/12/2018 4:49:51 AM rcoonhound Pretty awesome!

12/12/2018 4:50:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 "For the future of our children, join me in asking HRC to step down! " - @GenFlynn 

Archive:  https://web.archive.org/web/20161215003118/ https://mobile.twitter.com/GenFlynn/status/795679958697910273 …

12/12/2018 4:51:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "This election is for our children and our grandchildren." - @GenFlynn

Archive:  https://web.archive.org/web/20161108021132/ https://twitter.com/GenFlynn/status/795427553221681153 …



12/12/2018 4:53:38 AM vintagesquirrel I hadn't seen those before. May @GenFlynn be vindicated soon. 🙏

12/12/2018 4:53:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference with this:  http://www.elliswashingtonreport.com/2017/08/17/general-flynns-list-exposes-d-c-pedophile-network/ …

"Gen. Flynn has a list of high level pedophiles the release of which will devastate the Deep State dons."

~ Tweet by Roger Stone, 5 Aug. 2017

Archive: https://archive.li/QlyC6 

12/12/2018 4:54:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now cross reference with this: https://artvoice.com/2018/05/16/roger-stone-had-role-in-taking-nxivm-down-was-never-in-cult/ …

12/12/2018 4:56:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM Indictment PDF Download:  https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/press-release/file/1055196/download …

Press Release:  https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/founder-nxivm-purported-self-help-organization-and-actor-indicted-sex-trafficking-and … 

pic.twitter.com/bLlxAMzw7p

12/12/2018 4:57:10 AM gourangaoo 6/8

12/12/2018 4:58:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 18 U.S. Code § 1591 - Sex trafficking of children or by force, fraud, or coercion

Source:  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1591 … pic.twitter.com/TP3FmGsylJ

12/12/2018 5:00:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 VP demands list.

MF "lies" due to classification of list.

RU have same goals to eliminate this child trafficking network?

Ukraine?

Q Post 1368

"Allison Mack [NXIVM] arrested [date]?

When does a bird sing?

Schneiderman resigns [date]?

Coincidence?

Eyes Wide Open."
12/12/2018 5:00:51 AM bbobbio71 Coincidence???

@TheRealRaNon

#QAnon

#MAGA

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

GE Slumps To Ominous $6.66 March 2009 Lows.  https://tiny.iavian.net/q5hu 

12/12/2018 5:01:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q Post 2128

"Human trafficking arrests up?

SA cooperating? 

NXIVM?

When does a BIRD sing?

EYES WIDE OPEN."

12/12/2018 5:02:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 For those asking about Pence: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072834623011545089 …

12/12/2018 5:03:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Settled" https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/16/us/politics/mike-pence-donald-trump-vice-president.html …

12/12/2018 5:05:25 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Morning, 

Any thought on this?

Radar mystery hasn't been solved yet | Webb.  https://tiny.iavian.net/q5ib 

12/12/2018 5:05:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 TRUST THE PLAN!

We needed the Deep State to attempt the Coup.

They wanted Pence in because he would cooperate.

They have plenty on him.

Notice how Pence is spearheading the National Space Council?

Has Disclosure been made public yet?

Did NASA snub POTUS live on TV?

12/12/2018 5:05:52 AM daltonposse  pic.twitter.com/1sbaHty9DD

12/12/2018 5:06:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are still bad actors in the way.

Explain why Space Force hasn't been created yet?

Who is resisting it?

What political capital is attacking the Space Force?

12/12/2018 5:07:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Public perception is extremely important in a stable democracy.

We could not have blocked the coup attempt by not allowing the appointment of RM, MP, and co. to act with complete authority to pursue the coup.

Was VP under FISA?

Who else was under FISA?

NATIONAL SECURITY.

EVIDENCE

12/12/2018 5:08:02 AM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 God bless you, yours, and all. I so humbly & sincerely thank each and every one of you stepping up to the plate on my behalf. Praise 

Jesus! 😊

Thank you all so much.

#MAGA

12/12/2018 5:08:10 AM gordcasey99 Please refresh my memory...great posting ..thanks

12/12/2018 5:11:45 AM mattdawg80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is going on with all the Earthquakes?

12/12/2018 5:13:15 AM palmdalekid2 Iran 🇮🇷 and Vatican 🇻🇦 pic.twitter.com/O4ThFpZnIC

12/12/2018 5:15:31 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/CDQ336qIof

12/12/2018 5:16:13 AM si11112018 Cronos...? Hmm

12/12/2018 5:16:45 AM vintagesquirrel Just when you think you've gotten to the bottom of the pit, another layer of corruption appears. 😩

12/12/2018 5:17:06 AM fowlreginald Obama had a problem with flies. Probably still does!

12/12/2018 5:17:31 AM vintagesquirrel Good-looking crew!

12/12/2018 5:19:41 AM taradea08775439 @threadreaderapp  please unroll



12/12/2018 5:20:37 AM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@Vintagesquirrel @zwiebeln45 @ReconPatriot76 @Dairy_mom_of_6 Q has explicitly 

left Pence out of the drops with the minor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072834623011545089.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/12/2018 5:23:23 AM tikicolada 9 on the left, 11 on the right (not counting Mattis, Prez & VP) 😊. Was wondering about Nakasone though. Thought he was part of it too?

12/12/2018 5:24:23 AM vintagesquirrel The machinations of this operation astound me.

12/12/2018 5:28:48 AM jollyrob2 I think the whole world is involved on this one

12/12/2018 5:29:04 AM blasto33 Shit, to be precise.

12/12/2018 5:33:49 AM blasto33 Who is Lord of the fly’s?

12/12/2018 5:33:55 AM rivered82 So Pence is swamp?

12/12/2018 5:35:57 AM cidarean He's the only MSM personality that talks about the UFO topic with at least some seriousness. Hope he's a good clown.

12/12/2018 5:36:44 AM ragstorm Lots indeed.. pic.twitter.com/6lxWkHgrLq

12/12/2018 5:38:53 AM pauljoneill Those who have sold themselves to Beelzebub, the Lord of the flies, do not disturb the emissaries sent by their dark lord.

12/12/2018 5:39:55 AM _17patriot_ Is Uncle Trump still a member?

12/12/2018 5:40:16 AM cidarean What about if your killed? Say by murder or accidentally?

12/12/2018 5:43:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd They hide in plain sight!

12/12/2018 5:44:58 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any coincidence that Google where in front of Congress yesterday, the next thing there is a fire at one of the China offices.

12/12/2018 5:45:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Anything demonic/dark has an odor....I can smell darkness. I know that sounds weird as hell but it's true.

12/12/2018 5:46:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for this pic, if you don't mind I think I'll make a meme out of it!

12/12/2018 5:47:57 AM gretchenhughe15 Evil. Evil. What else are they doing!!??? I shudder to think. Somedoors should stay closed and not opened.

There will be no peace unto the wicked, so saith the Lord.

12/12/2018 5:48:25 AM _wwg1wga_ LOL

12/12/2018 5:48:34 AM bbobbio71 I believe we need stronger protection against GMO

12/12/2018 5:48:55 AM bbobbio71 Regardless of what it is

12/12/2018 5:49:13 AM durango1970 Take them all down.

12/12/2018 5:51:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd In the bible did holy anointing oil contain cannabis? Ex 30:23

12/12/2018 5:52:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd How can we help them? We cannot physically help them so can we send energy to them? Light and love, so much love....

12/12/2018 5:54:20 AM bbobbio71 The rabbit hole continues on

12/12/2018 5:55:01 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/XIKq6oXHDT

12/12/2018 5:57:25 AM flgirlsbeenqd Disappointment in MP.

Regarding "nothing ever happens....." pic.twitter.com/zDFkxkHqQW

12/12/2018 6:01:32 AM cidarean Lol What bracket are you all in? 47+ 😇

12/12/2018 6:04:20 AM cidarean Channeling and healing?

12/12/2018 6:05:16 AM ragevirusqq There is 23 people

12/12/2018 6:13:03 AM taradea08775439 He's involved in paedophilia maybe he was compromised was he an instigator or coerced I don't know

12/12/2018 6:13:15 AM nancyddb All!

12/12/2018 6:19:41 AM youstinksoap I took BG to mean British Government as well.  Payseurs owns the big banks, they are all in a trust that are run by Rothchilds, Rockefellers, Morgan, etc.

Excellent Video about payseurs from @intheMatrixxx

 https://youtu.be/bpDoQOMybHk 

12/12/2018 6:24:48 AM cidarean That's interesting.

12/12/2018 6:25:30 AM rivered82 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer, I guess...🤢

12/12/2018 6:27:55 AM juliesalmich CS?...who’s that

12/12/2018 6:31:00 AM raisethevib369 Death.

12/12/2018 6:31:46 AM lightworkercain Rogers, Mattis and Dunford...

12/12/2018 6:32:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Flouride first. Fix flouride, GMOs will follow very shortly after because people will be less sedated.

12/12/2018 6:33:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think frequency.

12/12/2018 6:33:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hot water.

[GOOG]

12/12/2018 6:33:40 AM jollyrob2 BILDERBERG yep that Dutch bastard set the whole thing up👎🏻 its a disgrace for our county! 

(I'm Dutch)

12/12/2018 6:35:12 AM djlok Doesn't sound weird to me.  Of course this is coming from someone who on a handful of occasions has had to "get out of there" because of a vibe and 

not on anything visibly wrong.

12/12/2018 6:37:40 AM time4u2know Excellent job! Thank you for taking the time to do this!

12/12/2018 6:38:30 AM kimberlysuepan1 Interesting ...

12/12/2018 6:40:32 AM bbobbio71 Any relation to project blue beam?

12/12/2018 6:42:35 AM pauliepg11111 Lower fourth dimension?

12/12/2018 6:49:10 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/tAwltNS5Na

12/12/2018 6:50:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd Ok

12/12/2018 6:51:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Go to your DM

12/12/2018 6:51:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd I will help you.

12/12/2018 6:53:13 AM cidarean I've also read that incarnated individuals can lean towards a certain gender orientation in mind and spirit depending on which orientation, be it male or 

female has the highest % of reincarnation for that being.

12/12/2018 6:53:55 AM keith369me I don’t smell frequencies like you do...only feel them...your senses are off the chart.  What do you do to “get a rest” from the constant frequencies?  

Walk in nature?

12/12/2018 6:54:29 AM fliptheleft I'm really going to be pissed if Pence is actually part of the DS.

12/12/2018 6:55:00 AM keith369me Does this have anything to do with their search engine for China?

12/12/2018 6:56:13 AM jollyrob2 Can't express it in words how happy we are with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to lay it all out infront of us. Although i'm not comprehending everything we see 

the big picture. thank you 🙏

12/12/2018 7:00:18 AM diaptera_80 What kind of artifacts?

12/12/2018 7:00:45 AM pantherden_ ? pic.twitter.com/VGdLOMpW3v

12/12/2018 7:01:05 AM roaminnoodle  https://qanon.pub/#2587 

12/12/2018 7:02:55 AM bbobbio71 I've known about fluoride.  I use a 6 stage RO for drinking and cooking.  And carbon filter in shower. 

Hitler was a big user of it as well from what I read.

12/12/2018 7:03:08 AM bbobbio71 Thanks for the reply

12/12/2018 7:03:35 AM roaminnoodle Would love to know what the MJ-12 team SPECIFICALLY eats, drinks, wears for clothes, does to protect their mind/body/soul, and so on... against other 

harmful actors/actions/ingredients/etc. Care to share? Please and thanks

12/12/2018 7:05:40 AM pantherden_ They eat Military food

12/12/2018 7:06:25 AM diaptera_80 Nothing I remember from SG-1, (unless you count the crystal skull episode) just Corey Goode testimony?

12/12/2018 7:08:00 AM dogbite45 That's great lol..but Oh so true!

12/12/2018 7:08:04 AM woodworkeranon Tick-tock

12/12/2018 7:08:47 AM awake369wwg1wga 🙏🙏🙏



12/12/2018 7:09:00 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will we see food replicators in this. Hopefully soon. This I feel is important because of all the cabal tainted food and water. Does 

mj12 use replicators for military cafeteria food as described yesterday.?

12/12/2018 7:11:27 AM jonella_moore  pic.twitter.com/fPLshiyzME

12/12/2018 7:11:55 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Did the earth quake in Tn have any significance to anything happening today?

12/12/2018 7:13:37 AM dogbite45 😅

12/12/2018 7:14:45 AM diaptera_80 He was not in the SSP but he murdered an ET? 🤔

12/12/2018 7:15:33 AM theappraizer @USMC @USNavy @AFSpace

@realDonaldTrump @USCG @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I wonder just how bad 44 gutted our military? 😕

I know, I for one, would enlist in a heartbeat, should out of shape 48yo men be needed. Just drop the word. 🇺🇲

#HUA

#DrainTheDeepState

#MAGA
12/12/2018 7:19:23 AM olimyracle And how many Q ?

💞

12/12/2018 7:21:33 AM diaptera_80 So pyramids has to do with Tesla's electricity invention without the wires? I thought pyramids were used for different kind of energy

12/12/2018 7:23:39 AM diaptera_80 Can "bad weather" create unintentional jumps in time and reality?

12/12/2018 7:24:22 AM pauliepg11111 Excellent question. And then building on that, how do we detox in everyday life where we’re bombarded with chemicals, additives and GMO at every 

turn?

12/12/2018 7:25:58 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Excellent stuff here! It has been my own humble opinion for the last year through my research that Pence is part of the swamp. The plan is very well 

laid out and Optics are very important.

12/12/2018 7:27:14 AM lib7473 Wow, thanks for this disseminated crumbs👍🏼..🙏🏻💙

12/12/2018 7:30:28 AM diaptera_80 Do you work at the equivalent of SGC? Did you decide col O'Neil should be into fishing?

12/12/2018 7:30:39 AM palmdalekid2 Putin Warns Nation To Prepare After Trump Begins Formation Of...  https://youtu.be/hc0cd3AmP8M  via @YouTube @freedomcaucus 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/EheR6FdPco

12/12/2018 7:31:39 AM dairy_mom_of_6 It is also my humble opinion that the Deep States Hope was that they could assassinate Trump of which there have been many attempts I have heard 

possibly up to 11. If they were able to accomplish that guess who gets to become president? Another deep state puppet. Trust the plan!

12/12/2018 7:31:50 AM caroolsen Dysfunctional clones...

12/12/2018 7:32:19 AM ezdoesit_ 🤯

12/12/2018 7:32:36 AM ascendingadam Is drinking a Borax solution helpful to decalcify the pineal gland?

12/12/2018 7:34:02 AM lib7473 Light warriors 💙👍🏼

12/12/2018 7:35:06 AM roaminnoodle Apologies, I didn't see the "food" answer recently:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072631803075280897 …

I've been engaging with you for a while then I took an overseas trip and have been trying to catch up ever since!

Aside from the food, what other areas can you address, that you haven't already? Thanks!

12/12/2018 7:35:21 AM palmdalekid2 ☠️ and 🤡👉🇺🇸

12/12/2018 7:35:45 AM datruseeka Sounds like Lucifer to me who pushes Love and Light.

12/12/2018 7:36:02 AM diaptera_80 Is special technology required then to facilitate IS-BE habitation?

12/12/2018 7:36:25 AM datruseeka What did that have to do with the blowout?

12/12/2018 7:36:54 AM roaminnoodle Sounds like Colonel O'Neill.

"That's with 2 Ls"

12/12/2018 7:40:37 AM lighthouse44444 Pence's wife received one of those envelopes in her program during 41's service.  Assume there is something they will be asked to testify about.

12/12/2018 7:42:40 AM flgirlsbeenqd Would you comment on Gregg Braden?

12/12/2018 7:43:20 AM diaptera_80 Indistinguishable but not equal to an IS-BE? What type of ambition would an AI with limited awareness typically have?

12/12/2018 7:44:05 AM diaptera_80 Hopefully sooner rather than later

12/12/2018 7:46:51 AM dopesindc Watch for the CRISPR version

12/12/2018 7:46:51 AM diaptera_80 You said there would be some kind of show of military force in the US? Well, that happened today in Sweden, like I have never seen before. A dozen 

jets flying low over the cities.

12/12/2018 7:47:03 AM darktolight1144 Why does QMAP list him as a Patriot? Disinformation?

12/12/2018 7:48:11 AM diaptera_80 How can you alter your own time line only, if changes affect those close to you?

12/12/2018 7:51:23 AM dairy_mom_of_6 It is my humble opinion from my research that he is DS. He is from Indiana and a politician. Indiana is a hub for child trafficking human trafficking. He 

had to have known, or involved, if not he had to have been covering. Pray for our president!

12/12/2018 7:52:19 AM jordanb987 Are you claiming cannabis to be the next opioid crisis? I hope not, because cannabis is an incredible medicinal tool. Nothing at ALL like an opiate as it 

has zero addictive properties.

12/12/2018 7:52:35 AM roaminnoodle And if we listen to 396Hz tones ("Frequency A" artificial) and we meditate ("Frequency B") we can expect the "outcome" of...? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968 …

12/12/2018 7:52:50 AM roaminnoodle Outcome:

...? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070133610425004033 …

12/12/2018 7:55:09 AM jonella_moore I live in Indiana and was very surprised when Pence was announced as VP during election. Here in Indiana, there were lots of rumors that Pence was 

involved in and protected child traffickers. Remember, Trump didn’t choose Pence- the RNC did.

12/12/2018 7:56:00 AM brad_bpeterson That was a great question. And a great reply. Taking that approach today.

12/12/2018 7:57:46 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Exactly!

12/12/2018 8:00:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/12/2018 8:02:06 AM lovethebeach999 Well if pharma controls and GMO’s it, then what do you think will happen ?

12/12/2018 8:02:18 AM jonella_moore Thank you. I’ve done a great deal of research on child trafficking in Indiana and my discernment has told me Pence is not clean. He also got an envelope 

at Bush funeral, just like HRC, Biden and Bushes.

12/12/2018 8:02:51 AM joni_apple_seed What does Heather mean by ‘Foreign Actor’ specifically and how does one access this data that became public January 22, 2018

12/12/2018 8:02:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/12/2018 8:03:15 AM extremedays2 Pence is a good guy and should be trusted

12/12/2018 8:04:57 AM youstinksoap I saw his wife got an envelope..and then @POTUS_Schedule showed him having lunch with @POTUS the next day...can you tell us if they talked about 

what was in the envelope?

12/12/2018 8:05:44 AM jordanb987 Yes, with GMO it will make that particular strain unhealthy but you've got other options and dont need to go for the GMO.



12/12/2018 8:07:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd According to Turin, receptors detect vibrational frequencies of odor  molecules. Molecular vibrations, he suggests, are transmitted from  olfactory 

receptor proteins (which effectively behave as vibrational  spectrometers) via a mechanism of electron tunneling.

On right track?

12/12/2018 8:09:00 AM ragevirusqq Were the envelopes subpoenas?

12/12/2018 8:10:13 AM ragevirusqq Is fluoride added to packaged bottled water as well?

12/12/2018 8:15:22 AM jonella_moore No one knows but the looks on their faces when they opened them looked like they knew the jig is up!

12/12/2018 8:17:52 AM ragevirusqq Yea the look and body language when JB saw what lady bush showed was was pure horror. Like when mom and dad catch you doing something. He 

looked like he knows he is boned. Can SS agents serve military court paperwork?

12/12/2018 8:18:27 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What's going on with China?

Mass surveillance. 

Public suppression,  expanding their territory,  silently taking over other countries i.e. Jamaica.

12/12/2018 8:20:20 AM magi_estella There are two prison barges heading for Gitmo. I think after the first of the year ... fireworks 💥

12/12/2018 8:20:29 AM jonella_moore Yes, but whatever it was wasn’t something that took a lot of reading to understand. Whatever it was caused instant recognition and shock. Photo? 

Short sentence?

12/12/2018 8:23:31 AM mongrelglory Joseph Dunford and Michael Rodgers... I believe they were both in a previous photo that MJ-12 gave us, saying there were two MJ-12 members 

(besides Potus of course).  I have an intuitive feeling about Nakasone, though he isn't in this photo.

12/12/2018 8:27:20 AM ashleigh139 I'm new to Twitter, not new to Q... I heard about Pence back in the Spring. Couldn't believe it. Indiana  is 2nd highest crime rate for human trafficking! 

Let that sink in! Lol I know more about Q than how to use Twitter.. Kinda glad! Thx for this thread! I'm on insta@ashlynn139

12/12/2018 8:30:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd Those who know can't sleep...and "we" don't know "the half" of it.

12/12/2018 8:30:49 AM fliptheleft Really disappointing if it's true because he seems to be a good Christian and devoted to his wife and family.

12/12/2018 8:30:54 AM ashleigh139 Mind control? MKULTRA? GLITCHING? WTH? @POTUS had to know thw worl would replay this and study every word, every flag, body language! 

Where is a body language expert on this?

12/12/2018 8:33:08 AM fliptheleft Isn't it a bit strange to serve subpoenas at a funeral?

12/12/2018 8:33:56 AM robertbcrockett Well, that's good.

12/12/2018 8:36:02 AM ragevirusqq All of this is strange

12/12/2018 8:37:11 AM jonella_moore If you follow QAnon, it isn’t strange at all. It’s right on target.

12/12/2018 8:37:29 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070363834056130560 …

12/12/2018 8:37:30 AM mongrelglory I had heard it was a screen shot from a CCTV camera feed showing their "bolt-holes" being raided by the FBI while they were at the funeral.

12/12/2018 8:38:14 AM diaptera_80 Is it wise to have 7 seven days of food and water? Or would you recommend more or less than that?

12/12/2018 8:39:05 AM jonella_moore It will be a different type of Christian belief- churches as we know them will vanish. We will worship our Creator personally and in small home groups.

12/12/2018 8:40:07 AM ragevirusqq The NWO agenda being dictated by the other people mandating this as a prerequisite of OFC. Are these positive kind people that have humanities best 

interest at the forefront?

12/12/2018 8:41:08 AM mongrelglory Bottled water ("spring water") usually states the amount of fluoride present in PPM, but I'm not sure I would trust the packaging on the bottles.  I distill 

my own at home, but buy extra bottles of distilled water as it's hard to distill the volume that I use every day.

12/12/2018 8:41:32 AM jonella_moore  pic.twitter.com/XsLYhNgLDb

12/12/2018 8:42:43 AM az710247  pic.twitter.com/3kQltmAUQd

12/12/2018 8:43:40 AM ragevirusqq “Dismembered” was the choice of this word important/relevant somehow?

12/12/2018 8:44:38 AM jonella_moore But to say Christianity will be “dismembered” is just quite upsetting to true believers in God and Jesus Christ His son. It was a rather inflammatory 

comment and showed no respect for human beliefs.

12/12/2018 8:46:02 AM susansw87 Tumultuous roller coaster ride ascending to the heavens while suddenly being thrusted to the pits of hell! This is the best thriller‼️‼️‼️🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸May the 

“good guy” @realDonaldTrump WIN🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸

12/12/2018 8:46:51 AM astol14334 Wrong.

12/12/2018 8:47:01 AM jonella_moore Dismembered = taken apart, broken to pieces

The traditional Church very well may be changed by full disclosure. The Vatican is no longer Christian and many well known church leaders are 

compromised. This will disillusion many Christians. Mark Taylor also says this will happen.

12/12/2018 8:47:14 AM diaptera_80 Yes, I have a problem with overeating myself, terrible foodcravings. But if something happened, we would have to ration especially if you don’t know 

how long for. I now have palatable food for at least 7 days for fam of four, and less palatable food(rice/beans/meat)for longer

12/12/2018 8:48:57 AM fliptheleft Wouldn't that be awesome but don't you think there would have been a leak about it?

12/12/2018 8:49:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not disseminate opinion or commentary on this account.

12/12/2018 8:49:35 AM fliptheleft I already worship in my home.

12/12/2018 8:49:47 AM andysonfir3 grrrrrrr! get em trump!!!!! sick em!

12/12/2018 8:50:44 AM astol14334 GOD WINS!

12/12/2018 8:51:00 AM cjptrsn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/12/2018 8:51:12 AM fliptheleft The Vatican is definitely not Christian anyone. The Pope is a disgrace.

12/12/2018 8:53:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 God = Your IS-BE

Jesus Christ His Son = External Personification of your IS-BE

External personification conceals the true identity of the soul inside you.

External personification is how they control you.

It does not mean however that the metaphors used in Christianity are bad.

12/12/2018 8:54:34 AM diaptera_80 Wow. Wonder what that will feel like. Difficult to imagine when the earth has always been the same in ones lifetime.

12/12/2018 8:54:45 AM ragevirusqq Thank you for the reply to this.

12/12/2018 8:55:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine you had a third arm's hand that was choking you around the neck nearly to death. Dismemberment infers removal of the bad limb. Poison 

constructs within Christianity will be destroyed and those pillars will dismember the Satanic under tones to the creation of Christianity.

12/12/2018 8:57:05 AM diaptera_80 He will have to try again

12/12/2018 8:58:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reverse osmosis systems are inexpensive alternatives to distilled water that remove all traces of Fluoride from the water.

12/12/2018 9:00:02 AM diaptera_80 Should we be afraid to use Windows?

12/12/2018 9:00:54 AM ragevirusqq Again thank you for further explanation. There are many people so ultra sensitive to this particular piece. This will be hardest to face for many as their 

religion is the basis of their already broken stability.

12/12/2018 9:01:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 6 Days of Food

1 Day of Fasting

12/12/2018 9:01:56 AM ragevirusqq Does potassium chloride water softener help with this or introduce more into drinking water?

12/12/2018 9:03:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Amplifies it.



12/12/2018 9:03:59 AM roaminnoodle This makes me believe it's the good guys spraying - as previously disclosed by this account, I believe, but can't find..

So "we" know Aluminum and Barium (among other things...) are what the bad guys sprayed.

My question is: what are the good guys spraying? Neutralizing agents?

12/12/2018 9:04:05 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/3XVeFShVtX

12/12/2018 9:04:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 This has been the war that the Majestic 12 have been fighting.

12/12/2018 9:04:14 AM 1_decided_voter Wow, not sure which election you're referring to, but you've come a long way since then.

12/12/2018 9:04:21 AM ragevirusqq Thank you. I now have major expenditure to resolve this. RO in my kitchen may be the answer.

12/12/2018 9:04:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 All computer systems "spy".

12/12/2018 9:04:49 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/4VjYZL5E1k

12/12/2018 9:05:23 AM djlok There are a LOT of Satanic undertones in Christianity that are very bad.  From my (very secular) viewpoint Christianity played a key role in creating 

Satanism and empowering it to what it has become.

12/12/2018 9:05:33 AM raenyasalisbury Yes ..

12/12/2018 9:06:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd I've always had sensitives to odors. I didn't know I was smelling frequencies, I learn every day. I meditate 45 min a day outside. Live in tropical area so I 

sit in grass or back up against a tree. Ground, and listen to nature. No cell phone, no electronics.

12/12/2018 9:07:59 AM hosanna2018 Including open-source Linux?

12/12/2018 9:08:03 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/PZvjGXNW9D

12/12/2018 9:08:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd I've heard frequencies in my ear since I was a child. "RInging in the ears." As young as four, I remember asking my mom if she "heard that." I can ignore 

it when I need to but now it's loud. Recently the tone has changed too and the notes go up and down. IDK how to explain.

12/12/2018 9:08:59 AM djlok All of them. I was a huge Hillary supporter. I knew she wasn't a very good candidate but I sincerely believed thanks to the #FakeNews that she was a 

better candidate than @realDonaldTrump.  Then I woke up and found out everything I'd been told was a lie.

12/12/2018 9:09:39 AM diaptera_80 Thankyou.

12/12/2018 9:09:48 AM vintagesquirrel Lol, those are usually the worst people. Holy rollers.

12/12/2018 9:10:40 AM vintagesquirrel What is our part in this? How can we help?

12/12/2018 9:11:34 AM diaptera_80 Yes, but will the Cabal use the surveillance against us in a sinister way, more than they are now?

12/12/2018 9:11:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd I wish I could listen to frequencies so I can match the sound....this is higher pitched than it was before. And you may be too young to remember 

this....Carol Burnett calling Tarzan...that's closest I can get to notes changing. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6qdk-_R_Qo …

12/12/2018 9:12:51 AM laurabusse Just my opinion but i see every human as a mixed bag, dark and light, some more of the former, others more of the latter...despite what anyone has 

done in the past, where they're at now is more important...but who can know...really...time will tell...all will be revealed...

12/12/2018 9:14:28 AM jonella_moore Exactly! Thanks for restating 😊

12/12/2018 9:15:22 AM djlok I got the water distiller set up at home.  The residue left behind is HORRIFYING! 2-3 gallons of distilled water and this is what gets left behind.  Now 

imagine consuming what is left behind.  Not good. pic.twitter.com/PgAUP7TtTv

12/12/2018 9:15:57 AM laurabusse I mean look at Mueller. Many are convinced he is still deep state. Many others are convinced he has flipped, to the light. Who's right? How can we 

know? Disinfo is necessary. Can't broadcast strategic info to enemy. It's like we're in a movie...twists and turns...

12/12/2018 9:16:00 AM jonella_moore The one thing that churches have done that made them vulnerable to Satanic influence is partaking in 501c3 status. Churches became a business and 

they were NEVER meant to be one

12/12/2018 9:16:41 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes I believe that 💯 percent!!

12/12/2018 9:17:23 AM ragevirusqq Terrifying

12/12/2018 9:18:27 AM dairy_mom_of_6 You are so right on, I know many Christian people that think Trump is horrible but Pence is awesome. Up Is Down Down is up right is left left is right. 

Nothing is as it seems. The great illusion people walk in. There will be those that choose not to see.

12/12/2018 9:19:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd The noise goes up down, up down, up down....like her tarzan call.

12/12/2018 9:19:12 AM jonella_moore You are correct! Denominations are dividing true Christian believers and that is not of God. A lot of blame lays on the Catholic Church leaders because 

in the early centuries they hid much true knowledge of God and forced people into church out of fear.

12/12/2018 9:19:32 AM doloresmedlen I’m from Indiana and I have never heard this... I call BS

12/12/2018 9:20:04 AM djlok It made Christmas shopping easy this year for the family. 😀

12/12/2018 9:20:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd Mediate in nature, no electronics. That's what helps me.

12/12/2018 9:20:31 AM diaptera_80 👋

12/12/2018 9:21:10 AM ragevirusqq I’m organizing the removal of my soft water system and replacement with RO now. I won’t give this poison to my 5 up son. I’m ashamed I have been 

drinking this softened water.

12/12/2018 9:21:28 AM joni_apple_seed And the data, was it made public on the date and time specified? If so how does one access it or is it not available to the public as stated.

12/12/2018 9:22:10 AM worldxplorer1 MJ12 specifically called out open source software... pic.twitter.com/b9Ar7lI6za

12/12/2018 9:23:07 AM djlok Don't be ashamed.  We all were intentionally misled to believe our water supply was safe. If we didn't believe that before, then we were considered 

"crazy".

12/12/2018 9:23:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd In a sense you're correct....bc it's the absence of light.....demonic entities who are up to no good are said to be "dark." Which brings me to you....I am 

blocking you and you know why....

12/12/2018 9:23:17 AM jonella_moore The Evil was not from the Christian disciples (students). They arose from the Romans and the early Catholic Church. The Pope’s didn’t want the people 

knowing too much and in the dark and Middle Ages the Church was used to control people by Fear. Much of that continues today.

12/12/2018 9:24:11 AM jonella_moore Respectfully, do your research and learn for yourself.

12/12/2018 9:24:17 AM joni_apple_seed I guess what I’m asking is where is the entrance to the universal backdoor?

12/12/2018 9:26:43 AM djlok I know why too.  Interesting profile picture.

12/12/2018 9:26:56 AM jonella_moore The Vatican is a Luciferian, NWO, money laundering, child trafficking criminal organization. God has nothing to do with the Vatican, though throughout 

the world there are good Catholic believers.

12/12/2018 9:28:41 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes correct!!

12/12/2018 9:29:36 AM djlok A lot of secret societies have sprung up from Christianity. Does anyone ever ask why?  Why the secrets?

12/12/2018 9:30:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd I didn't pay much attention to profile pic, it was his energy that chased made me block, now I will block energetically bc I'm sure he will fling or attempt 

to something my way.

12/12/2018 9:30:19 AM jonella_moore Question: Mark Taylor says that there will be a great archeological find that will stun the world and forever change how people look at religion. Have 

you any idea about what he is referencing? Thanks

12/12/2018 9:30:19 AM ragevirusqq Thank you for the kind Words. ♥✌🏻. Im more concerned this is harming my young son. It’s impossible to keep him safe it feels like at times.

12/12/2018 9:30:25 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Exactly the inner circles are very dark. Light will shine on that Darkness soon.

12/12/2018 9:30:49 AM jonella_moore  pic.twitter.com/oKf0SMgatR

12/12/2018 9:32:19 AM bbobbio71 Lots of times it's right tap water.  Read the bottle or go to their website.

12/12/2018 9:32:42 AM dairy_mom_of_6 They have to play the part, how else can they hide? What better place to hide then with the appearance of the perfect Christian family life? This sadly 

is very common and the truth is coming out slowly but surely, starting with the Catholic Church.

12/12/2018 9:33:37 AM bbobbio71 You'll love it. Dm me and I'll let you know where you can get an inexpensive system

12/12/2018 9:35:52 AM fliptheleft True. All you have to do is look at the oh so revered Bush family.



12/12/2018 9:36:17 AM allahuniversal Agreed 3-4 days fasting minimum per month.

12/12/2018 9:37:05 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I have some theories but I'm not for sure yet so I'm not ready to put them. There is a site in Australia that is claimed to have the entire history of the 

earth written in stone. That spot has been targeted to be destroyed for quite some time and somehow it still survives.

12/12/2018 9:37:28 AM smargypants [They] have to ruin everything.

12/12/2018 9:38:10 AM jonella_moore Mark Taylor said the fund will be somewhere between Jerusalem and Rome

12/12/2018 9:38:44 AM fliptheleft Fascinating. Do keep me in the loop as you get more information.

12/12/2018 9:39:25 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I am a spiritual person but I do know we do not have all the books of the Bible. Things have been withheld and hidden for thousands of years. You can 

still find The Book of Enoch that is somewhat helpful in the Ethiopian Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Fallen angels/bearded god's.

12/12/2018 9:42:04 AM mongrelglory You have to check the specifications of the RO system to see how much fluoride it removes.  The more stages (filters), the more fluoride is usually 

removed.  I unfortunately don't have the room to install a system under the sink in my small condo, so use a counter-top distiller.

12/12/2018 9:42:52 AM 1_decided_voter Oh man, that's quite the redpill. I personally started waking up shortly after 9/11, but it started to accelerate when Ron Paul ran for president in '08. I 

ended up reluctantly voting Obama first time around, "hoping" for some sort of "change" thinking it would shake things up.

12/12/2018 9:42:54 AM dairy_mom_of_6 There is much to learn but we all have the truth inside of us. We have to stop focusing on external, stop thinking it's about works.

12/12/2018 9:43:30 AM jonella_moore The book of Jasher is also left out and it’s kind of an amazing history that is missing from the modern Bible. We were always taught in the Church I 

went to that the Bible is the undisputed Word of God. But men have revised the Bible many times. The Council of Nicea, for instance

12/12/2018 9:45:24 AM fliptheleft I just quietly say my prayers every night and pray for our president.

12/12/2018 9:45:25 AM jonella_moore About 18 yrs ago, something happened in my church that totally disillusioned me from attending any organized church. I now prefer to study on my 

own and pray. I am much closer to God than I ever was inside a church. The only thing I miss is singing hymns!

12/12/2018 9:45:48 AM katt9454 The pope is a satanist

12/12/2018 9:46:57 AM mongrelglory I'm constantly having to "descale" the bottom of my distiller.  I don't like buying the plastic bottles of distilled water (due to plastic residues in the 

water) but with a limited space in my condo there's only so much space.  Since switching my budgies to distilled water, ...

12/12/2018 9:47:12 AM palmdalekid2 Who are you? No mutuals 🔍 pic.twitter.com/IuljX7BcAt

12/12/2018 9:47:50 AM palmdalekid2 Your likes are 🤮 pic.twitter.com/aRjc2uZTo9

12/12/2018 9:47:59 AM jonella_moore Yes, he certainly is. There have been Whistleblowers who revealed this. He participates in 9th Satanic Circle rituals and human sacrifice in the 

basement levels of the Vatican.

12/12/2018 9:48:10 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes absolutely that is obvious.

12/12/2018 9:48:24 AM palmdalekid2 🤡

12/12/2018 9:49:00 AM mongrelglory ...they're no longer getting tumours and dying young!  My vet kept telling me that budgies were "prone to tumours"!  Turns out it was chemicals in the 

Brita filtered water.  I give them mineral blocks to chew on instead.

12/12/2018 9:49:51 AM rachmatcorai33  pic.twitter.com/TsasNxf6sL

12/12/2018 9:50:57 AM palmdalekid2 You’re a joke 😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/kFsAC04WDz

12/12/2018 9:51:21 AM rachelc25161245 The moon landing didn't happen because NASA is a fraud, and before this comes out to the public, they want to give explanation to answers given 

about the landing not taking place.

12/12/2018 9:52:41 AM rachelc25161245 The moon is real, the video is to provide explanation to the truth before it comes out

12/12/2018 9:54:32 AM fliptheleft Scary. I'm so happy I'm not a catholic because I would have had to leave the church and find another denomination to join.

12/12/2018 9:55:14 AM mongrelglory Avoid vaccination if you can.  Clean water, unprocessed non GMO food (organic if you can afford it), limit sugar to occasional treats, no soft-drinks and 

no artificial sweeteners!  Plenty of fresh air and exercise, keep him away from cell-phones/Wifi as much as possible ...

12/12/2018 9:56:45 AM dougiefreshii  https://youtu.be/LZDhmFkIMZs 

12/12/2018 9:56:49 AM youstinksoap Thanks for the tip, Tube Sock, I'm going to piss off now and eat a bunch of Twinkies!  I bet they will be shillicious.  😂

12/12/2018 9:57:07 AM ragevirusqq This is why we need food replicators

12/12/2018 9:57:49 AM mongrelglory ...don't let him have a cell phone until he's fully grown.  Fresh air and exercise.  Don't worry about any damage!  His body is resilient and with that 

lifestyle it will likely heal itself.  If you can teach him some form of meditation or Tai chi, that would be good as well.

12/12/2018 9:59:35 AM esoter1csurgery How do we explain why Roger Stone would be working with Corsi and Alex Jones then? Is Stone a trojan horse within their camp helping to take them 

down? Otherwise this has to be BS. AJ + Corsi are easily verifiable controlled opposition.

12/12/2018 10:00:06 AM djlok Yeah I totally blocked him.

12/12/2018 10:00:16 AM mongrelglory Plus, I'm not a very accomplished cook. 😆

12/12/2018 10:00:22 AM keith369me Yes the creator wins and is inside each of us

12/12/2018 10:02:01 AM ragevirusqq All good things you say. ♥✌🏻🙏🏼

12/12/2018 10:03:23 AM palmdalekid2 Bye Felicia 🙋♂️

12/12/2018 10:05:19 AM mongrelglory It was the CCTV cameras in their private "secure" homes. Their own staff took the screenshot to alert them of events. The FBI probably had a warrant 

to search their premises, but of course the Cabal aren't going to want to publicize this and the FBI will wait for the right time.

12/12/2018 10:06:43 AM djlok I'm telling you, our water supply is a mess. I have 4 gallon glass bottles that I fill every weekend. I never knew drinking water could be so tasteless!

12/12/2018 10:08:17 AM dairy_mom_of_6 You are awake and aware, you being awake effects all the Consciousnes Collective. You have a greater effect than you know.

12/12/2018 10:10:06 AM djlok I voted for Obama two times.  I never thought I'd vote for a Republican until about 6 mos after @realDonaldTrump took office.  @therealroseanne 

introduced me to #Q and you know the rest of the story.

12/12/2018 10:10:28 AM dairy_mom_of_6 This would be similar to my story as a person raised is a Christian family.

12/12/2018 10:12:22 AM mongrelglory I'm a red-pilled retired doctor.  Wish my younger friends with little kids were open to my advice.  They're vaccinating the heck out of their kids, letting 

them drink pop and fluoridated water, and letting them play with cell-phones and iPads!  Stuck in the matrix.😟

12/12/2018 10:13:52 AM jonella_moore I went to a Southern Baptist Church. I saw the worst of people there- jealousy, hypocrisy, bitterness, gossiping, and greed. The event that turned me 

away from organized church affected me personally.

12/12/2018 10:16:24 AM datruseeka I follow him and read the thread.  Thanks.

12/12/2018 10:19:36 AM lc_drinnen Hmm Could be. Here's something else to ponder on.... Could deja vu be a the same thing??? Maybe deja vu is something that time travel couldn't 

completely erase?

12/12/2018 10:22:41 AM jonella_moore There are revered ministers and pastor who are going to be outed as Luciferian. This alone will be hard for Christians to accept. There will be a huge 

number of people worldwide who will be lost and in pain. We have to be ready with love and compassion.

12/12/2018 10:29:09 AM friskygolfer He is on his way out! Bye~.   https://www.scribd.com/document/327434951/Pence-Ryan-Coup-Email … pic.twitter.com/wi4fkXzKRi

12/12/2018 10:30:22 AM urhelped This should not be hard for Christians to accept since the Bible is clear about false prophets and corruption in high places. This reaffirms the accuracy of 

Gods word.

12/12/2018 10:35:23 AM laurabusse Cool! :-)

12/12/2018 10:37:21 AM cochise138 Mistake #2 there's no room on the spaceship for you and you're not getting out of here

12/12/2018 10:38:24 AM cochise138 Imagine if everything fanciful was just an elaborate deception

12/12/2018 10:48:09 AM hosanna2018 "Not all OSS". I'm hoping Linux is not included and if it is, I'd love to know where in the source code the spying goes on :-)   

https://github.com/torvalds/linux 



12/12/2018 10:52:58 AM rachelc25161245  https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1072324063551463424?s=19 …

12/12/2018 10:53:08 AM 1_decided_voter Welcome aboard! Keep your hands inside the ride at all times, and buckle up.

12/12/2018 10:55:31 AM rachelc25161245 Distraction from truth.  Missing v in bery for Voyager?  Or Venezuela?  Mike Pompeo said Trump is creating a NWO... Pompeo owned aircraft 

company....

12/12/2018 10:55:37 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Not a patriot, He is evil trying to hide as a good guy.

12/12/2018 11:02:10 AM awarefrequency Our abilities are encoded within our DNA. 

We MUST speak to our DNA. command our DNA to activate and repair itself. 

Our DNA is The multidimensional aspect of us. [They] have worked hard to keep us away from this discovery. This is why [they] are obsessed with our 

DNA

#GodSpark

12/12/2018 11:02:33 AM dairy_mom_of_6 True that!

12/12/2018 11:06:20 AM djlok Ain't that the truth!!  And Eyes Wide Open!!

12/12/2018 11:10:16 AM jaycampbell333 Highly recommend anybody considering themselves AWAKENED, read through this thread.

Even if 90% truth with 10% error, worthy of a ready.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 appreciate you putting this 'out here'. 

We will connect soon!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476009176301570 …

12/12/2018 11:12:09 AM laurabusse Well said :-)

12/12/2018 11:13:29 AM laurabusse Innernet. Love it :-) very clever 💘

12/12/2018 11:13:52 AM sosoaware This video is alarming and was posted on Dec1,2018 ..before the 'Terrorist " attack posting ,  @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TheSilentLOUD/status/1069018511106691072 …

12/12/2018 11:14:22 AM sewwwhat I just bought one earlier today.  Coincidence that I see this tweet now? 😂

12/12/2018 11:16:06 AM laurabusse Completely agree. In life long search for truth i used to buy into stuff bc it made sense. After changing my thoughts anf beliefs many times...now i do as 

you. While listening i try to discern fact from opinion. It's amazing to me how ppl will come up with logical sounding...

12/12/2018 11:16:36 AM datruseeka Research use of iodine for decalcification of pineal gland.

12/12/2018 11:19:40 AM datruseeka Why fasting?

12/12/2018 11:19:46 AM laurabusse 2...narratives. But if you listen more closely, a lot of it may B based on conjecture + opinion but put out there as "truth". Having said this tho, i try (try) 

to keep an open mind and not allow myself to fall into any hardened beliefs...a challenge; some beliefs are necessary...

12/12/2018 11:20:57 AM awarefrequency  https://twitter.com/awarefrequency/status/1055158047671115776?s=21 …

12/12/2018 11:23:08 AM carter_zon Why does @VP fave always look like he is constipated? Like he would rather be anywhere but they're making history. These are the kind of photos that 

will be in future encyclopedias. @POTUS #MAGA #QAnon

12/12/2018 11:24:29 AM jollyrob2 🗑 the nail on the head 🗑👍 but some (a lot) aren’t pleased by that thought

12/12/2018 11:24:46 AM ragevirusqq Can you offer opinion on info in CoEvolution by Alec Newald?

12/12/2018 11:28:18 AM datruseeka Really!?  Pence got an envelop too? WOW!  Jig is up!  Explains his body language as of late.

12/12/2018 11:28:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you....confirming.

Do you know if the anointing oil with all ingredients had psychedelic? Poured over head, specific reason?

12/12/2018 11:29:29 AM cidarean I second that question.

12/12/2018 11:33:44 AM missy968 9 military on one side and 11 on the other.

12/12/2018 11:36:45 AM scottswebb Thank you Eye. Please share your thoughts on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

12/12/2018 11:37:10 AM jonella_moore Being a Christian is not brainwashing. It is believing in a great Creator and having a personal relationship with God. Please don’t mock what you don’t 

understand.

12/12/2018 11:38:45 AM jonella_moore Trump believes in God, are you going to mock him also?

12/12/2018 11:40:28 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/1KZXvMDraQ

12/12/2018 11:43:07 AM jonella_moore Some Christians have their idols as preachers instead of Hollywood. What would you say if I told you that Billy Graham was a 33rd degree Mason and 

Luciferian pedophile? Think about the impact that would have for those who idolized him as a “perfect” Christian.

12/12/2018 11:44:35 AM threadreaderapp Hi! please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created 

by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/12/2018 11:44:51 AM datruseeka Thanks Michael for the pic & list!

12/12/2018 11:45:55 AM zerah Karen Pence received it but yes..Only the women received an envelope.

12/12/2018 11:46:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Love to see you back here....love all comments. ❤️✨

12/12/2018 11:50:07 AM zagnett Well-intended constructive criticism to T/Q/MJ follows. I'm no shill, and i appreciate all the good things apparently being done by a lot of people. Thank 

you very much!

Ok here goes...

12/12/2018 11:50:50 AM bfred66868455 No more so than doors. 😉

12/12/2018 11:50:59 AM zagnett OK, assuming that we're seriously trending back toward nation-state sovereignty (and dare i say even personal sovereignty someday? Seems quite 

possible if you take Q posts seriously, and would be nice)...

12/12/2018 11:55:09 AM datruseeka Is there an overlap between Q team & MJ-12?

12/12/2018 11:55:27 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I have known this for awhile and believe his son is also involved in Crimes against children!! The Christians I share with can not handle it! Only a few are 

willing to hear.

12/12/2018 11:55:41 AM raenyasalisbury Just absorbed into the skin ..no added psychedelics ..rubbed all over the body

12/12/2018 11:55:45 AM datruseeka This was original MJ-12  http://humansarefree.com/2014/11/majestic-12-us-flying-saucer.html … pic.twitter.com/Xpfc7xrE2m

12/12/2018 11:56:27 AM djlok My parents asked me if the particular news station they watch was #fakenews.  This particular Program had pictures of @realDonaldTrump talking but 

the only thing they were "reporting" was their interpretation of what he said.  No sound bytes from #POTUS, no nothing.  Not good!

12/12/2018 11:57:33 AM zagnett But what does "NWO" tell people? It's just some shiny new toy/techie gizmo meant to dazzle us that can somehow bring order to the chaos of our 

world. It still makes it sound like people are generally the problem, and not the solution...

12/12/2018 11:58:04 AM datruseeka Since the SSP is run by both the Navy and the USAF, I’d say it would have to include the highest rank members of these organizations who run their 

respective SSP organizations.

12/12/2018 11:59:23 AM jonella_moore There is always hope until one’s last breath to be changed.

12/12/2018 11:59:52 AM gvilleval Regarding J. Assange current situation, if he falls i hope Moreno (Ecuador) will follow.

12/12/2018 12:00:01 PM jonella_moore Yes, look up Franklin Graham and VooDoo donuts

12/12/2018 12:00:15 PM djlok Another thing people don't talk about enough is why did [they] really crucify the Jesus IS-BE? Was his message that God is within all of us too much for 

[them] to handle?  Would that message of truth corrupt the systems they had in place to control people?

12/12/2018 12:01:07 PM zagnett "NWO" sounds altogether like the Borg in Star Trek. Might as well just say "resistence is futile". Do you want to come off like the Borg? "NWO" isn't 

going to work. Plain & simple. Too much history with that acronym...



12/12/2018 12:02:11 PM zagnett What about a name that would clearly identify the GOAL of the PLAN that were supposed to trust, e.g. ...

Planetary Alliance of Nation-States

United Federation of Sovereign Nations

United Federation of Sovereigns

United Sovereign Nations of Earth

???

12/12/2018 12:02:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you❤️✨

12/12/2018 12:03:39 PM mongrelglory If you Google "intermittent fasting" you'll find theories that it helps with the rejuvenation of cells in the body (and the immune system).  Dr. Joseph 

Mercola talks about it a lot.  My problem is I get so darned hungry and cranky when I fast.

12/12/2018 12:04:05 PM chapulincolored Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@Vintagesquirrel @zwiebeln45 @ReconPatriot76 @Dairy_mom_of_6 Q has explicitly 

left Pence out of the drops with the minor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072834623011545089.html … …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/12/2018 12:04:09 PM jonella_moore That’s exactly why! Consider the Pharisees, they were the exalted “elite” of Jesus time. The’re much like the people in power today, in that they were 

corrupt and saw themselves as the ultimate authority. Just as people like the Clintons casually kill anyone in the way, they did.

12/12/2018 12:04:18 PM adsvel 11 & 23?

12/12/2018 12:05:45 PM zagnett I had a few more sections to this tweet rant, but they're not showing up now for some reason now. But I plan to bring this idea up in the next AMA.

12/12/2018 12:08:11 PM jonella_moore This is not a new conflict. This battle we are in has been going on for millennia. The only thing is that now people are becoming aware of the evil we are 

fighting against. The fight isn’t Dems vs Republican or Populist vs Globalist. It’s the end battle of good vs evil.

12/12/2018 12:09:16 PM mongrelglory I fear the exposure of the corrupt foundation of Christianity (including Protestantism) will be the subject that has the most potential to cause violent 

divisiveness in our world.  People have been seriously brainwashed to follow their Christian Creeds.

12/12/2018 12:11:56 PM scottswebb For the Lord your God is He who goes with you, to fight for you against your enemies, to save you.

12/12/2018 12:12:13 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has already said that there are some that overlap.

12/12/2018 12:12:29 PM dairy_mom_of_6 He is into human/child trafficking. Indiana is a hub for it.

12/12/2018 12:12:30 PM laurabusse True. I think one of the hardest things is being aware of thoughts and beliefs, not believing your thoughts, being open to the possibility that you have 

been conditioned, brainwashed, mind controlled, and being open (minded) 2 almost any and all possibilities. Meditation helps...

12/12/2018 12:13:52 PM laurabusse You may well be right :-)

12/12/2018 12:14:53 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I personally don't think he will get any deals. It's all optics, Trump knows what he is, whether Pence knows that or not. Q has said, "we have it all". 

Think NSA

12/12/2018 12:15:00 PM the_honest_man2 💩

12/12/2018 12:15:21 PM knightofmaltaus Oh you are so full of it. Of course there is and Nick Pope was at the helm for many years. Geez. You are entertaining and not the all knowing one. 

Actually, only God knows it all. If you do not talk, you know. If you talk, you do not know.

12/12/2018 12:15:30 PM allahuniversal Man does not live by bread alone... discipline, cleansing/detox of circulatory, lymphatic, & digestive systems, strengthens the immune system, clears 

the mind, + many other benefits. Eating to live vs. living to eat.

12/12/2018 12:16:37 PM knightofmaltaus Hope so but it too, will take time.

12/12/2018 12:17:13 PM jonella_moore The foundation is not corrupt as far as the very base, the Ten Commandments. It’s everything that men created beyond that which will crumble. The 

rules, denominations, societies and interpretation are all from man- not God the Creator.

12/12/2018 12:17:31 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1072948074983686144?s=19 …

12/12/2018 12:18:00 PM whynumbers369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Watch the skies?  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1072816583091736577 …

12/12/2018 12:18:05 PM zagnett MJ, thank you for the link! I tend not to watch the vids that say "you might wanna watch this video right away..." since they are often clickbait. Hard to 

know which are legit w/o recommendations.

12/12/2018 12:18:11 PM djlok I think they've sprung up in a lot of the world religions.

12/12/2018 12:18:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as their carefully crafted texts all allude to. ETs return + WW3 + Total Domain over Planet 

Earth. (War against the Domain). Final stage to controlling an entire planet is the roll out of a New World Order.

12/12/2018 12:18:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were going to use AI/Holograms to make the illusion real.

12/12/2018 12:18:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Christianity has prepared people for this scenario that was engineered by the bloodline families who have centralized all power and control (because 

they believe that empowering themselves saves lives).

Lies + Poison + Fear Mongering = Absolute Control

12/12/2018 12:18:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 In order for ET disclosure to peacefully take place we must recognize that we first live in a world with hundreds of thousands of children are being 

CONSUMED every single year. In order for Disclosure to work, we must dismember Christianity power players as a RICO organizations.

12/12/2018 12:18:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The deception IS very real. External personification of the true nature of your existence robs you of the ability to actually Ascend and "Enter The 

Kingdom of Heaven".

12/12/2018 12:18:57 PM laurabusse Sounds reasonable :-)

12/12/2018 12:20:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connected to the C130 event.

12/12/2018 12:20:52 PM jonella_moore #ProjectBlueBeam

12/12/2018 12:20:56 PM teamforza44 I Twitter just block me for telling the truth van my communications temporarily for 11 hours. That just goes to show how compressor they are with the 

deep state Nazi. 🖕🏾

12/12/2018 12:21:02 PM jdltr450 Was the Messia going to be Enki or Enil?

12/12/2018 12:21:29 PM 1_decided_voter So if Project Blue Beam proceeding means no AI/holograms, then what will it be?

12/12/2018 12:21:42 PM teamforza44 I think their whole paradigm is just fucking crazy illusion. I’m a patriot so I see through all their bullshit since the age of 5

12/12/2018 12:22:01 PM giediknight God is within, we have the DNA spectrum capable of becoming a God

12/12/2018 12:22:04 PM zagnett It's said even legit, well-intended sources have 80-90% good information, and then 10-20% which is just plain false, to throw people off the scent, etc. 

Or else the source would have big problems with TPTB. Must always keep this in mind.

12/12/2018 12:22:07 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Cabal wanted ET Disclosure to be portrayed as the Messiah as their carefully crafted 

texts all allude to. ETs return + W […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072948869741330432.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/12/2018 12:22:11 PM teamforza44 I was born bred corn fed an American raised for this day or these days. It’s funny when the mirrors on the other foot

12/12/2018 12:22:20 PM freeandoriginal And there goes my (recent) question: finally no more popes?

12/12/2018 12:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 is USA based, not UK based. UK has its own affairs regarding ETs that do not come close to what USA has.

Majestic 12 is not partners with the UK because of very deep historical and deceptive events in the past that do not warrant sharing of information.

12/12/2018 12:23:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The UK's "Working Group" you speak of has no affiliation with the Majestic 12.



12/12/2018 12:23:03 PM jonella_moore Christian Churches, beginning all the way back to the early Catholic Church used the book of Revelation as a tool to frighten people into submission to 

the church. But, if you read the book in a non-threatening way, it appears that we are experiencing Armageddon right now.

12/12/2018 12:23:09 PM lbf777 Those are Annunaki people right? Are Annunaki same as Sirian?

12/12/2018 12:24:06 PM cryptocrab4 72 hrs. of fasting may reset many issues and provide a better life but good luck with that. I have often thought of going on retreat and trying it. 

Certainly throwing a survival party afterward.

12/12/2018 12:24:41 PM freeandoriginal Francesco even said he would give ETs the baptism! I do loathe the Vatican. And Pell guilty of all counts ! This people are sick

12/12/2018 12:24:43 PM jonella_moore The book of Revelation then becomes a comforting series of predictions, instead of doom and gloom. Perhaps End Times is the end of an Age, in which 

evil has been given full reign on Earth?

12/12/2018 12:25:17 PM sosoaware I've tried to keep up but.. VP Pence ?  I really hit a wall. 

I wasn't aware that their was an issue, although I do recall a blip about him stepping up as President . Yet ,I thought that was squashed.  Enlighten me 

/Direct me ??

12/12/2018 12:25:27 PM neeneenat Thank you!

12/12/2018 12:25:55 PM jdltr450 *Messiah*

12/12/2018 12:26:01 PM warrior_4truth Yes

Project bluebeam....lasers holograms projecting from satellite's right?

Fake alien invasion..Messiah comes to save the day...via bluebeam

12/12/2018 12:26:42 PM datruseeka Ok. I never saw that.  Thx.

12/12/2018 12:27:19 PM raisethevib369 What does this mean please?

12/12/2018 12:27:21 PM zagnett Btw i hold this as true even for MJ too.

Though i must admit what MJ is saying is resonating extremely strongly with me, similar to Q and only a few other sources, for what it's worth.

12/12/2018 12:27:24 PM jdltr450 Yes, not sure on Sirian?

12/12/2018 12:27:46 PM time4u2know Eyes in the sky that happened Monday evening?

12/12/2018 12:27:55 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/Kar9nIWsiH

12/12/2018 12:27:58 PM knightofmaltaus They have liaisons for many years and our relationship with UK is very deep and long tenured. MJ12, Working Group, The Leaders have always had 

liaisons that appropriately collaborate at Ultra Umbra Levels. End of story.

12/12/2018 12:28:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd A lot to take in emotionally. Sickening. Educating myself regarding 13 bloodlines. The more I learn, the less I know.

Calotropis Gigantea Giant Milkweed White....anything special about this plant?

12/12/2018 12:28:30 PM darrahsfriend God in us...the hope of glory!

Hope...the joyful expectation of something good!  When we know His Voice...we will not listen to another!

12/12/2018 12:29:13 PM knightofmaltaus I am not speaking of just the Working Group. The Leaders and MJ2 Committee have had liaisons at Ultra Umbra Levels. End of story and we are 100% 

correct. Been in this for more than 50 years and nothing you report will change Sir James mind. Sorry, but this one is spot on.

12/12/2018 12:29:38 PM ragevirusqq Didn’t you say yesterday that you are part of rolling out a new world order. I know this is Just a name but it’s difficult to accept. Do the ETs that set this 

name and mandate for OFC have humanities best interest in mind and are they kind and loving people?

12/12/2018 12:30:15 PM allahuniversal The important thing is to stay hydrated.

12/12/2018 12:30:44 PM heath_jack People are searching for truth.  The time is now!  God's hand is at work and the accented master's (ET) too!  Ascension will come as a ripple to 

earth.🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸

12/12/2018 12:30:45 PM dairy_mom_of_6 A possibility!

12/12/2018 12:30:48 PM chapulincolored Elaborate please....

12/12/2018 12:31:25 PM allahuniversal $ when you break-fast, start off with light foods, no meat immediately after.

12/12/2018 12:32:14 PM mikelzinga Dark to light. We're here to make sure it's peaceful.

12/12/2018 12:34:31 PM i_like_skis Do we know who?

12/12/2018 12:34:48 PM zagnett MJ: if this is true, really going to happen (e.g. RICO actions), & soon, so many of my prayers have been answered.

Thank you so much to everyone involved!!

12/12/2018 12:35:56 PM teamforza44 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’m so proud to be an American I would die for it.

12/12/2018 12:38:45 PM anangelhasland1 If the vanishing and reappearing Comet Pizza basement is a Stargate, I’ll never be ready for the truth...

12/12/2018 12:39:08 PM truecinzia I like the word "were"

12/12/2018 12:39:13 PM john777lee I see 3 you named and 1 that I guess. DT,JD,JM and guessing MR

how did I do ?

12/12/2018 12:42:46 PM sehvehn makes sense

12/12/2018 12:42:52 PM youstinksoap Is the bible disinformation?  You've stated that it has some metaphors that are relevant...wondering about the rest.

12/12/2018 12:45:39 PM theappraizer They R gonna use the highest tech they got against US. 😕Gotta have casualties if you faked an invasion. 

Imho? O yes. They are just about ready to "make" an invasion. I pray Good takes a foothold NOW & very publically.

#SettleDown

#Constitution

12/12/2018 12:46:58 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Trump, knows the bigger picture and knows about all the evil infiltration. He is the ultimate conspiracy theorist!

12/12/2018 12:49:05 PM theappraizer Aye, you refer to the Catholic Church? Is that fair to say Christian forces tho? High level Catholic, you meant?? :-O

12/12/2018 12:50:12 PM john777lee I noticed that the in trade deal with Europe it was stated we had to meet their standards. I understand they are a no GMO system. Hope it is all being 

cleaned up.

12/12/2018 12:52:59 PM theappraizer Agreed! Little contradictory/confusing ...

With respect, Sirs! 😉

12/12/2018 12:55:12 PM ascendingadam Does Canada have such a group? If so, who controls/directs this group? Is this group cooperative with the USA/MJ-12?

You mentioned Canada has reverse engineered craft “recently”.  Considering classification this is happening on CAN MIL base(s)?

12/12/2018 12:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any country with a Space program has a so called "Working Group" (even though that's not really what MJ12 is today) within them. None of their 

Working Groups are as advanced as USMJ12. Instead, through normal Military partnerships with the US, all Space related events are covered

12/12/2018 12:58:30 PM mongrelglory Dr. Mercola also provides an alternative regimen where you just restrict your eating to certain hours in the day.  However, I have busy days sometimes 

that do not allow me to eat until later in the day, and I don't like to go to an evening dance class on an empty stomach!

12/12/2018 12:59:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the Illuminati began taking power they fundamentally corrupted Christianity because THEY sought the LIGHT and intended to keep everybody 

else in DARKNESS.

"Dark Ages"?

Illuminati took the original intention of the Bible, which was pre-planned Disclosure.

12/12/2018 1:01:03 PM mongrelglory By the end of the second day, you're usually in ketosis and the hunger and headaches settle down.



12/12/2018 1:02:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 In turn, they weaponized almost every faction within Christianity to hide the true reality of nature from mankind.

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

The Bible was constructed by the same bloodline families that founded the Illuminati.

Christianity will be dismembered.

12/12/2018 1:02:39 PM chapulincolored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Democratic congressman Ted Lieu???

12/12/2018 1:04:18 PM scott_rick Yes Dr Steven Greer Warner of this, also Carol Rosin via Wurner Von Braun

12/12/2018 1:04:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operation Paperclip did what?

Recent pro-human laws in Europe were a reaction to what?

Has the US been long overdue?

Can US trade w/ Europe if the corporations are selling Nazi technology?

Literally organized genocide using technology Majestic 12 seeded to them.

Sick sick people.

12/12/2018 1:05:06 PM mossman_moore  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1ULjJ3EqyY … Back to the Future

'Whats the meaning of this?' 'Find out in 30years'

12/12/2018 1:06:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no subscriptions or monetization associated with this account. Tax payers are paying the operating expenses. In terms of "mind fuck riddles", 

we understand that it is frustrating, however many operations are currently ONGOING and therefore no leaks of CLAS intel.

12/12/2018 1:07:05 PM cryptocrab4 #Awesome ! Some #RealBrass in that room !!!

12/12/2018 1:08:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are literal metaphors that 

can explain a lot about the nature of reality. Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow Satanic Rituals.

12/12/2018 1:08:45 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://amp.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/12/antarctica-two-technicians-dead-mcmurdo-station-ross-

island?__twitter_impression=true …

12/12/2018 1:10:07 PM youstinksoap Thank you, that is what I was leanings towards.

12/12/2018 1:10:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 AU do not let the Fake News and Cabal controlled courts prevent you from knowing the truth. Cardinal Pell was convicted today in a RICO case that 

involves the Holy See, UK Government, and US Government. Military Tribunals will publicly disclose this information. Press silent? OP!

12/12/2018 1:10:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are no longer in control.

12/12/2018 1:11:23 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

@SaraCarterDC pic.twitter.com/7SBG36zea3

12/12/2018 1:12:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong. Messiah is a psyop created to enslave humanity.

12/12/2018 1:13:55 PM lbf777 #StopPayingTaxes asap! Defund the Deep State.

12/12/2018 1:14:36 PM 1_decided_voter @EfCovfefe here you go...

12/12/2018 1:15:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 16:20 ET https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072341645729902593 …

12/12/2018 1:15:39 PM lbf777 So who's dropping chemical bombs on us via chemtrails and putting up 5G towers?

12/12/2018 1:16:15 PM warrior_4truth Interesting that this was above my home all day and into the night last night near Chicago. A C130 releasing "radar jamming material " hmmmmmm 

pic.twitter.com/Asn5auJPAA

12/12/2018 1:17:09 PM johngradycole20 In Star Wars: The Last Jedi, Yoda says, "Time it is for you to look past a pile of old books". Was this a message from Majestic? I felt like this was a nod to 

those of us who noticed the Mandela Effects in the KJV Bible.

12/12/2018 1:17:22 PM teamsterr07 What happened in Anarctica??? Something big happened that caused an earthquake. Please expand if you can.

12/12/2018 1:17:37 PM susanmorley101 Any info on what this is about please please lemon squeeze? 

 http://www.embassy.cat/XMAS/ 

12/12/2018 1:17:52 PM hawkgirlinmn This may have been answered but I cannot find it. Are any of you as IS-BE’s able to move in and out of your physical body as Mrs. Macelroy described 

Airyl to be able to do? And who do you consider to benthe “Old Empire” as described by Airyl as well?

12/12/2018 1:18:19 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/J509nOA3ic

12/12/2018 1:18:31 PM robertg69989098 Oh snap. Lol. Military tribunals??? Why what ever reason would a pedophile Vatican sicko be tied up in military tribunals???  BOOM!!!!

12/12/2018 1:18:36 PM lbf777 Why is Trump permitting the 5G death towers to be installed? Are you & Q team stalling the people long enough to get those mind control towers 

installed for mass mind control & genocide? pic.twitter.com/26yaTH9nQD

12/12/2018 1:18:56 PM peterclloyd Who controls the Vatican?

12/12/2018 1:19:02 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/Eoy3hxg5rp

12/12/2018 1:20:02 PM lbf777 You all shit on our economy massively.When will we see improvements? We need improvements today, not 10 years or even 10 months from now. We 

know you can control the economy scientifically. Why do you continue to oppress it? Is it because you want to live like Gods over peasants?

12/12/2018 1:20:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Biblical terms "the devil".

12/12/2018 1:20:19 PM vintagesquirrel Maybe because the women are more apt to read the program?

12/12/2018 1:20:51 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/6i8tm8KgZ5

12/12/2018 1:21:09 PM benmarshall1991 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why was the avro arrow program scratched ? Anti grav tech?

12/12/2018 1:21:17 PM 1_decided_voter Are you able to provide some sort of evidence or prediction that would help us wake others up to come here to learn more? Almost everything you've 

said personally resonates to me as truth, but that's not enough for those still asleep. We need something undeniable to shock them.

12/12/2018 1:21:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Antartica

12/12/2018 1:21:40 PM fliptheleft Then did every woman at the service get envelopes or was it just the front row elites?

12/12/2018 1:21:40 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/x52ISqFoae

12/12/2018 1:21:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decommissioned [Cabal] CLAS technology.

Installed new CLAS technology.

12/12/2018 1:22:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not word for word but inspired by suggestions that originated from MJ-12 inside the Pentagon.

12/12/2018 1:23:07 PM zagnett Star Control II / Ur-Quan Masters video game (1992). Awesome game. Portrayed humans as slaves who couldn't leave the planet due to a control 

system run by ETs with the moon being their local base.

Early disclosure?

12/12/2018 1:23:18 PM 420munsterfan Jesus is our Lord and Savior he communicates with us through our spirit when we are still and focus on the beauty and love deep within our soul. He 

has told me to keep the faith, remember to remain humble, peaceful, kind, selfless, not to focus on sin but reject it and correct

12/12/2018 1:23:20 PM jonella_moore The ones we know about that were caught on camera were HRC, Mrs. Biden, Laura Bush and Mrs Pence

12/12/2018 1:23:29 PM cidarean What are the Archons and what role do they play?

12/12/2018 1:23:44 PM fionasdestiny67 There was a Movie called "Anunnaki" that was prevented from being released. Why? And how do we find it?

12/12/2018 1:23:50 PM johngradycole20 Thank you for your time and answer.

12/12/2018 1:23:58 PM fliptheleft Be interesting to know.

12/12/2018 1:24:27 PM teamsterr07 Yes!!! That's what I'm hearing also happened!! TY!!



12/12/2018 1:24:32 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #WWG1WGA #2018FarmBill

#OneTeam #nophoneforayear #MAMA2018 #TheVoice #CohenSentencing #COYS #WallpaperWednesday #Cohen #MadhyaPradeshElections2018 #2A 

#911truth #BLEXIT #Illuminati #NewWorldOrder #jesuits #khazarianmafia pic.twitter.com/6AYDGBpa1O

12/12/2018 1:24:33 PM soulcaliber777 Why does the geographic South Pole say, "The pole yes, but under very different circumstances from those expected." Are patriots in control of 

Antartica?

12/12/2018 1:24:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

Q Post 2600

 https://saraacarter.com/clinton-whistleblowers-thursdays-public-hearing-to-reveal-explosive-information/ …

12/12/2018 1:25:51 PM teamsterr07 Please don't ket them get Arkancided!! They better have security detail.

12/12/2018 1:25:55 PM scott_rick Will Canada be saved from Trudeau?

12/12/2018 1:25:58 PM 420munsterfan it always remembering to garner your actions/thoughts/intentions for the betterment of humanity and his children on earth. To pray for the ones who 

have decided to be selfish and live in despair and suffering they too can change and we should desire this for them

12/12/2018 1:26:02 PM daveo6145 Are you aware of Cobra?

12/12/2018 1:26:04 PM warrior_4truth This was ALL yesterday 

This is not normal

This is not contrails

This is more than weather mod.

12/12/2018 1:26:11 PM petitchevalb When its all done, could we meet you MJ12 team members, who answer to us? 

Simply to say thank you, and get to know you

12/12/2018 1:26:20 PM cidarean Either of these? Tech in Antarctica will stop 5G negative effects or are the 5G towers going to be used in conjunction with Antartica tech?

12/12/2018 1:26:55 PM truthiswithinu Oh I'M INTERESTED. VERY MUCH!!!!

12/12/2018 1:26:58 PM joswaechter  pic.twitter.com/mGQ4PbcARf

12/12/2018 1:27:11 PM joswaechter  pic.twitter.com/zkUSOwjUPN

12/12/2018 1:27:26 PM 1_decided_voter Judge Nap = Fake MAGA / CIA? pic.twitter.com/N5CEyIUv9U

12/12/2018 1:28:00 PM lbf777 So when you don't want to answer a question, you just put 2 words together?

Officer: Excuse me sir, have you been drinking tonight?

MJ12: Think Nigerian Oil Fields. 

What a nice way to mislead the readers & force them to come up with unrelated theories instead of facts.

12/12/2018 1:28:01 PM carlsgems @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please new update of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 archive for backup of your tweets

12/12/2018 1:28:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Racketeering Influenced Criminal Organization

12/12/2018 1:28:30 PM zagnett Couldn't we come up with a better name than "NWO" / "new liberal world order"? Main reason i started posting here is Pompeo's desc. of what the 

administration's apparently doing, in the link... https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/dec/04/us-president-donald-trump-is-building-a-new-

liberal-world-order-says-mike-pompeo …

12/12/2018 1:28:37 PM skullbabyx Are SerialBrain2’s decodes legitimate or is he just seeing what he wants to see? Genius or madman??

12/12/2018 1:29:18 PM lbf777 Even if he says yes, do you want to risk keeping those 5G towers up based on what upper level Gov tells us? FTS. Take em down.

12/12/2018 1:29:36 PM 420munsterfan I don't read the Bible although I know it is his word but I KNOW his intentions for us his children. Maybe others define it in other terms but I TRUST the 

plan and I know that Q and our President are major parts of that plan if we remain humble and faithful always choosing light

12/12/2018 1:29:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many things you ask are CLASSIFIED and therefore we MUST be cryptic to avoid violating NAT SEC laws.

12/12/2018 1:30:00 PM peterclloyd And the same for Islam?

12/12/2018 1:30:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not Fake MAGA

12/12/2018 1:30:22 PM carlsgems pleas new backup of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 archive

12/12/2018 1:31:25 PM john777lee Often connected with that song. But my religion was over powering my spirituality. A few experiences or markers from 5 or 6 years old came back to 

me after reading Q. And saved me from my belief system ! Great to be awakening ! God is love.

12/12/2018 1:31:41 PM zagnett If the apparent recent trend back toward nation-state sovereignty is real, what about a name that would clearly identify the goal of the plan that we're 

asked to trust, e.g. ...

12/12/2018 1:32:02 PM zagnett Planetary Alliance of Nation-States

United Federation of Sovereign Nations

United Federation of Sovereigns

United Sovereigns of Earth

???

12/12/2018 1:32:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies discovered!

You're welcome ST10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVkqJ0sxsnI …

12/12/2018 1:32:37 PM susan66388204 We want the real truth to come out on all levels.  #truth

12/12/2018 1:32:45 PM bbobbio71  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Paperclip …

12/12/2018 1:32:47 PM john777lee It only took me 53 years to get my message I sent myself.

12/12/2018 1:33:06 PM bbobbio71 Operation paperclip

12/12/2018 1:33:18 PM 1_decided_voter I worded my question poorly. I don't think he's MAGA at all. He's been critical of POTUS since the beginning. Not sure if he is a patriot that simply 

hasn't seen the light, or if he's controlled.

12/12/2018 1:33:24 PM zagnett With all due respect to T/Q/MJ et al, who's got the marketing xp on the team? "NWO" has a lot of negative history at this point...

12/12/2018 1:34:11 PM melbourne_3000 Many awake here, I know you see us 🙂

#QArmy 🇦🇺

12/12/2018 1:34:25 PM jonella_moore Indeed it would!

12/12/2018 1:34:40 PM dairy_mom_of_6 The women are the handlers?

12/12/2018 1:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Time Traveling technology was used.

12/12/2018 1:35:45 PM mongrelglory Part of the plan for the Great Awakening?

12/12/2018 1:35:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Islam is an arm of the Vatican.

12/12/2018 1:36:01 PM djlok I'm sure [they] said he said things he never actually said or twisted what he said around so much that it beared very little resemblance to what he was 

actually trying to communicate. Probably a lot of old school #FakeNews going on about the Jesus IS-BE would be the guess.

12/12/2018 1:36:37 PM roaminnoodle 4:20, eh?

What is a subject/area you feel we should look into the most?

12/12/2018 1:36:44 PM teamsterr07 What's being done about the chemtrails?



12/12/2018 1:37:04 PM psyanidegaming John 2:1-11

People think the water into wine is some sort of literal miracle Jesus performed.

In actuality, his dinner guests were so intoxicated that when they ran out of wine, they used literal bathwater as a substitute, and the guests were 

none the wiser.

Any questions? pic.twitter.com/QQFkODPJZi
12/12/2018 1:37:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 He puts pieces together correctly with relative ease.

12/12/2018 1:37:54 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Q has said follow the wives...I know for sure that goes back more then 100 yes to the Payseurs infiltration, but it may also be for these wives as well. 

#Payseur #BloodlineFamilies #Illuminati

12/12/2018 1:39:05 PM mongrelglory Yet "Christ-consciousness" can be expressed in Man.  It is the IS of the IS-BE.

12/12/2018 1:40:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Notice how Catholics "drink the Blood of Christ" and "eat the Flesh of Christ" every Sunday?

Non-public literally drinks Blood and eats Flesh of ritual victims on very specific and tuned schedules to maximize the power received during the rituals.

These people are sick.

12/12/2018 1:40:09 PM covertress Which race(s) of extra terrestrials are the most friendly towards humans and open to communication with us?

12/12/2018 1:40:18 PM tymecrystal Is our DNA the answer?

12/12/2018 1:40:19 PM peterclloyd Thank you. It seems clear that the eradication of evil will take place in what most imagined to be divine institutions. Disclosure would be both painful 

and refreshing.

12/12/2018 1:40:26 PM datruseeka Why were the women selected to get these envelops and not the men?

12/12/2018 1:40:58 PM jonella_moore The Illuminati were officially “created” in 1776, but the Luciferian underpinnings go centuries back. The Payseurs believe that the Antichrist (their 

messiah) will come from their bloodline.

12/12/2018 1:41:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most are friendly towards humans. Nearly equal amounts don't like to interact with humans (too underdeveloped). That is changing. Disclosure will 

happen. Trust the plan.

12/12/2018 1:42:02 PM jonella_moore Actually, that’s the thought that has been bandied about on 8ch for a while. Q said follow the wives.

12/12/2018 1:42:10 PM lbf777 So whenever the 1% rape kids or commit crimes against humanity, the law is to put them in jail but you all completely ignore those laws. Yet laws that 

are made to harm the 99% are obeyed?

So you follow or ignore laws only when it helps evil people?

12/12/2018 1:42:13 PM wonderswords Is it true about snake in the eye=Reptilian possession? Can it be safely removed from the host?

12/12/2018 1:43:00 PM jonella_moore There is thought that the women are their “handlers”. All of these people are products of MkUltra style programming.

12/12/2018 1:43:14 PM qlover18 Q said #FollowTheWives

12/12/2018 1:43:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will make our presence know publicly under a different name once Disclosure takes place and prior to First Contact.

12/12/2018 1:43:39 PM bbobbio71 Dark history of fluoride

 http://1776now.org/fluoride-makes-populations-submissive/ …

12/12/2018 1:44:27 PM roaminnoodle Can you please flesh out 35, 42, 49, etc. from what you shared previously?

Or at least, what could be expected at age 35, since I'm nearly there! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064598930451775488 …

12/12/2018 1:44:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you aware that you're externally personifying God?

12/12/2018 1:44:36 PM zagnett Classified b/c of current operations?

Or classified because some jerk elite wants to hide something for no good reason?

Hoping the former...

12/12/2018 1:44:43 PM petitchevalb Ok thank you

12/12/2018 1:44:49 PM dairy_mom_of_6 If you have not yet seen this, you must in order to understand the bloodlines of the #Payseurs & Illuminati. This is part 1 from last week. There is part 2 

equally as good. Please watch and share! #QArmy #Q @intheMatrixxx @WarDrummer1   https://youtu.be/bpDoQOMybHk 

12/12/2018 1:45:16 PM wonderswords Making lemonade

12/12/2018 1:45:33 PM psyanidegaming Not hard to imagine though. Inspiration for fiction is always derived from a fact, and I've seen my share of movies.

Oh well, more toys for that dude who's supposed to come back or some such

12/12/2018 1:45:42 PM vintagesquirrel Does 'Cute' refer to a person?

12/12/2018 1:45:45 PM teamsterr07 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮

12/12/2018 1:45:48 PM whatisreality_q Why is all footage and images from space doctored. Why fisheye all the time. Where is the 360* HD1080P live no edit video from ISS

12/12/2018 1:46:01 PM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @soooomanystupid @SlayerOfMatrix1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Update 29.11.18  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In 

Commerce Energy Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Ma…  https://buff.ly/2BeS8TV  

pic.twitter.com/EJo9DR1Byu

12/12/2018 1:47:57 PM wonderswords How about naming it, The New World Qrder?

12/12/2018 1:48:14 PM lbf777 Most laws are made to fuck us over and protect the deep state. 99.9% of all national security laws fuck us over.

12/12/2018 1:48:26 PM vintagesquirrel Is Kratom a healthier alternative to opoids?

12/12/2018 1:48:42 PM zagnett Schumann resonances apparently lower/more stable in the last few weeks. Prior they were often very high.

Coincidence? Waves? 11/11?

High Schumann cause headaches?

Any other site(s) to monitor than this one?

 http://sosrff.tsu.ru/?page_id=7 

12/12/2018 1:49:11 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Absolutely!

12/12/2018 1:49:55 PM neeneenat The point is NOT the towers themselves, but WHO controls them and WHAT tech is involved. MJ12 just said OLD to NEW. No need to fear NEW. Trust 

the Plan.

12/12/2018 1:50:20 PM d_wibby Apostates

12/12/2018 1:51:50 PM joni_apple_seed Why do I get the sense #HATJ is communicating with A I #HelloTyler #ThanQ @POTUS

12/12/2018 1:52:07 PM lbf777 You are making excuses for the deep state using fear mongering tactics. I am aware that accounts like MJ12 always have a group of paid operatives 

who pretend to be ordinary civilians & they defend the OP using diversion & fear tactics.

12/12/2018 1:52:42 PM stuartaewilson Is the book " Ceaser's Messiah" by Joseph Atwill a close enough account of the origins and intention of Christianity?

12/12/2018 1:52:50 PM youstinksoap And Ash Wednesday?  Mark of the beast?

12/12/2018 1:53:48 PM vintagesquirrel Human trafficking?

12/12/2018 1:54:26 PM hawkgirlinmn I am always working on this too.

12/12/2018 1:54:34 PM lbf777 Do you actually believe MJ12 when he said those towers are being put up for our health? 

If so, you are falling right into the Deep State’s trap.



12/12/2018 1:54:55 PM again_censored Actually not. I first learned about Q Group and what was really on Weiner's laptop from him (and Anonymous), from videos he posted, during the 

summer before the 2016 election. Something changed when he got booted off Fox, then came back.

12/12/2018 1:55:05 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072834267854618624?s=19 …

12/12/2018 1:55:17 PM dougiefreshii Welcome to twitter. Follow me I follow you. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/EwrjsjVEU6

12/12/2018 1:55:18 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Close?
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12/12/2018 1:55:26 PM noodlechomp Why is CDC in Antarctica collecting samples? What health threats exist there?

12/12/2018 1:55:34 PM wonderswords Will We Ever see the REAL PICTURES taken on the moon? The ones we paid for but got somebody else's film back?

12/12/2018 1:56:20 PM zagnett Were the 11/11 "waves" at least in part meant to try to prove that the Inner Earth theory is correct? Earth rings like a bell, meaning hollow?

12/12/2018 1:56:24 PM mongrelglory Someone asked a follow-up question to our discussion around suicide.  If someone is murdered or killed accidentally, does that affect the progress they 

had made in this lifetime?  Or do we choose the time/nature of our deaths prior to incarnation?

12/12/2018 1:56:49 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/Osn2Iwo8lR

12/12/2018 1:56:50 PM lbf777 Please buy a yellow vest online. It is only $8. 

Then meet other yellow vest protestors on Saturday so we can all take those 5G towers down, stop the chemtrails, stop the fluoride poisoning of our 

water, ect...

If we want the job done, we have to do it ourselves.

12/12/2018 1:57:06 PM youstinksoap Not trying to be rude, we are already in their trap....

12/12/2018 1:57:27 PM mongrelglory There could be a gruesome connotation to your question, considering the activities of the Cabal.

12/12/2018 1:57:51 PM 1_decided_voter Islam to be dismembered as well?

12/12/2018 1:57:51 PM fionasdestiny67 I am also. Very interested. They touched a nerve when they created it.

12/12/2018 1:58:03 PM sixtyandcountin @real MJMacdowall  and remote viewer look again to that glorious day as it seems your vision is blurred

12/12/2018 1:58:21 PM wwg1wga1962 The selling and trafficking of children arcross the world!

12/12/2018 1:58:52 PM neeneenat They didn’t say that! They said the technology that was supposed to be used to operate them was taken down. We put in new tech that is not harmful. 

#FollowTheBreadcrumbs

12/12/2018 1:59:18 PM shadygrooove *Breaking*☝👇 🧐

#RealNews 

"News Will Unlock the Map"!!!

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6487315/High-profile-figure-convicted-suppression-orders-prevent-publication-persons-identity.html …

 https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/why-the-media-is-unable-to-report-on-a-case-that-has-generated-huge-interest-online-20181212-

p50lta.html …

#CabalPunisher

#PatriotsUnited #QArmy #QAnon #WWG1WGA @POTUS pic.twitter.com/pxLH0yuNJw

12/12/2018 1:59:19 PM lbf777 There’s still time on the clock. We can choose to save the world now hands on as a yellow vest team. This Gov does nothing but lie & manipulate 

decade after decade. They can’t be trusted. pic.twitter.com/tok8gheTVF

12/12/2018 1:59:39 PM mongrelglory Is Richard Dolan genuine or controlled disinfo?

12/12/2018 2:00:11 PM bbobbio71 Any relation to the quake in Tn this morning?

Are their safety nets in place so that they won't be used for bad again?

12/12/2018 2:00:15 PM 56n111w Indeed it will @shadygrooove

12/12/2018 2:00:34 PM jonessense I think he was talking to Jordan

12/12/2018 2:00:35 PM mongrelglory Can you tell us anything more about the nature of Starseeds?

12/12/2018 2:00:52 PM zagnett Maybe I'm jumping ahead a bit here and/or thinking too 3d, but I'm a programmer, and these are typical first questions:

Is there an "inter-dimensional" programming API?

Available for download?

I'm assuming not the Internet - via esoteric meditation?

12/12/2018 2:00:52 PM lbf777 So you expect me to believe that 5G has been required and is perfectly safe without even offering a hint of proof?

No way. Those 5G towers are going down along with those Satanism statues, chemtrails, ect...

12/12/2018 2:01:52 PM joni_apple_seed It is said that there is an ancient A I system without which reptilians would cease to be able to function. Any insight to this?

12/12/2018 2:02:06 PM outerspaaaace No thanks, don't need government help to grow a plant.

12/12/2018 2:02:29 PM sana_aldhayi dirty

12/12/2018 2:03:04 PM djlok Look forward to seeing how this one turns out.  #ThesePeopleAreSick !

12/12/2018 2:03:34 PM messymason Are they gonna make it till tomorrow? I hope they’re stored somewhere safe.

12/12/2018 2:03:38 PM vaesnico The same thing they're doing about unicorns. And for the same reason.

12/12/2018 2:03:43 PM bbobbio71 Deep, very deep

12/12/2018 2:03:44 PM follow_da_clock Throw them all in the Sea!!! pic.twitter.com/0LSofLwfeq

12/12/2018 2:03:51 PM theappraizer I never wanted to admit Mandela effect. 😕

But I _DO_ remember John Goodman and George Takei passing. No offense to either person! 😊

12/12/2018 2:03:56 PM shadygrooove Learn to read timestamps.

This is now what #News looks like. pic.twitter.com/6V3simRpis

12/12/2018 2:04:07 PM youstinksoap Yes, we could.  Im seeing/hearing a lot of people are fed up with this slow roll....personally I try and view it as a lesson in patience, for the moment.

12/12/2018 2:04:07 PM zagnett Is it true that we (or somebody...) have the technology to detect "bad AI" and quarantine/remove? Heard that on some show, forget which.

12/12/2018 2:04:09 PM esoter1csurgery Information re: Moloch classified? Have asked a few times.

Is Moloch a real being or is it fictional? Of not real, why the sacrifices and rituals? If real, is it something we can counter act by consciously focusing on 

love/light?



12/12/2018 2:04:20 PM mongrelglory Are there currently ET races assisting Earth (and MJ-12) with disclosure and preparation for the Great Awakening?  If so, can you say who, or how many 

are assisting? (For eg. the Nordics)

12/12/2018 2:04:28 PM worldxplorer1 Is your consistent misspelling of Antarctica deliberate?

12/12/2018 2:04:39 PM palmdalekid2 Bunkered up somewhere 😂😪

12/12/2018 2:04:42 PM messymason It’s everywhere Brother!!! We have had enough!!! Peace be with you my friend. 🤗

12/12/2018 2:04:49 PM bbobbio71 Project blue beam?

12/12/2018 2:05:37 PM psyanidegaming All houses need cleaning.

We have visitors.

12/12/2018 2:06:05 PM zagnett Excellent. Having a difficult enough time selling "Q". I haven't even tried selling "Majestic 12" yet. It just ain't gonna work. ;-)

12/12/2018 2:06:23 PM sunlightshiner I read that Utah State University was involved with creation of the 'Second Coming' hologram technology. Is this true? If so (or even if not) have 

Mormon church leaders been involved in the cabal's plan?

12/12/2018 2:06:39 PM lbf777 It’s too risky to wait any longer. These Commies are master manipulators and Americans are gullible sheep. 

Judge a man by his fruit. The fruit produced in the last 2 years were many 5G towers. What does that tell us? 🤔

12/12/2018 2:07:12 PM jonella_moore Yes! This is an excellent source!

12/12/2018 2:07:25 PM youstinksoap The illusion of choice.

12/12/2018 2:07:43 PM esoter1csurgery Who is the top of the pyramid? Surely it's much higher than physically incarnated bloodlines. ET race? Entity (Moloch etc.)? Q said the Vatican is the 

chair. Who controls the chair?

12/12/2018 2:08:50 PM mongrelglory Are Draco reptilians still present on Earth?

12/12/2018 2:09:14 PM kevinpaz822 How can we help other then continuing to share ?

12/12/2018 2:09:19 PM lbf777 I could be mistaken about you but these type of accounts have a posse of shills defending them while pretending to be real people. Of course, none of 

them would admit it.

12/12/2018 2:10:26 PM kevinpaz822 With so much disinformation throughout the centuries how can we ever know the truth after disclosure with so many lies told?

12/12/2018 2:10:45 PM mongrelglory What about the Jewish religion?  Same controller?

12/12/2018 2:11:14 PM daveo6145  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVkqJ0sxsnI …

#QANON

#NATIONALBOOMDAY

#WATCHTHESKIES

#THEGREATAWAKENING

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/12/2018 2:11:21 PM truecinzia I never thought of being answered to... thank you so much! And good to know! 👍WWG1WGA

12/12/2018 2:12:19 PM mongrelglory Understood.  It's sad that we even have to clarify that!

12/12/2018 2:12:26 PM linnyt86 God didn't create MJ-12 Evil did! Most are Actually dead now they deceased May2017. Only a known few remain& u should all be aware u are not 

talking to any of them @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a 100%imposter! Fear monger who thinks #qanon or #Trump works with him😂 #IToldUToTellTheTruth

12/12/2018 2:12:27 PM john777lee How does President Trump get by on so little sleep. Is it spiritual ,technical or just his will ?

12/12/2018 2:13:09 PM kevinpaz822 Who would replace Pence ?

12/12/2018 2:13:39 PM neeneenat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any insights about these deaths?

12/12/2018 2:13:48 PM jack_dublin C'mon man

12/12/2018 2:14:11 PM mongrelglory Me! 😊 (Sorry! I couldn't resist!)

12/12/2018 2:14:26 PM djlok By externally personifying God...or saying God is something "out there", we are minimizing the existence of God within each of us.  By some folks' logic 

God might as well be an ET when in actuality he is within.

12/12/2018 2:15:34 PM linnyt86 #Imposter #Fraud #FearMonger #StopMisleadingPeopleWithYourBs #Lies

12/12/2018 2:15:39 PM zagnett Legit? 

Kim Goguen, Manna World Holding Trust.

Tommy Williams, Truth, Honor & Integrity show.

12/12/2018 2:15:48 PM lovesg_d Stop w/your Luciferian rantings.  This is New Age, Luciferian teaching! You are no different from the Satanic Cabal that POTUS & Q are trying to take 

down! They have the very same Luciferian beliefs & occult practices that U are pushing here! You are deceiving people!

12/12/2018 2:16:37 PM mongrelglory I asked this before, but one more time... Are there devices that act as universal translators (for those who aren't telepathic)?

Are there devices that can download knowledge into the brain for rapid learning of subjects?

12/12/2018 2:17:28 PM mongrelglory Is there life extension technology?  Or age regression technology?

12/12/2018 2:17:39 PM lbf777 Unity is very important. So is action. We don’t have the luxury of time to sit around waiting for false promises decade after decade. We need a united 

99% group to save the world hands on without worrying about the money factor. Just ignore money.

12/12/2018 2:17:44 PM realdonmurphy What will our new relationship with death become?  Is this in the relatively near future?

12/12/2018 2:17:49 PM katt9454 Even though I am a Catholic I quit going to church because of my horrid experiences with sicko priests

12/12/2018 2:17:54 PM wonderswords Described by whom or what? A fictional novel written by the church. Disclosure is going to be a bumpy ride for Holy believers.

12/12/2018 2:18:00 PM ezdoesit_ What’s next?

12/12/2018 2:18:20 PM alec_m_currier I'm not associated with these people. . Symbolism.. look closer.. why blindfold the eagle?

12/12/2018 2:18:21 PM sixtyandcountin Look deeper

12/12/2018 2:18:25 PM psyanidegaming Long answer: Yes

Short answer: Y

12/12/2018 2:18:44 PM psyanidegaming Ding ding

12/12/2018 2:18:47 PM iamspirit22 Human trafficking?

12/12/2018 2:19:13 PM jm19712 The geographical structure above papoose lake bed looks like multiple mine tailings you would typically see in Sierra Nevadas...thats dumb..

12/12/2018 2:21:01 PM worldxplorer1 Humanity has a long road ahead. How do you undo 1000s of years of religious programming?

I’m from a Christian background but a series of life events & experiences lead me to seeing the divinity within. It was a tough transition & I still see the 

affect of the programming on me.

12/12/2018 2:21:17 PM spookysqueen  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ …

12/12/2018 2:21:55 PM dairy_mom_of_6 My mom was raised Catholic and quit when I was very young but raised us to believe in a personal relationship with Jesus. She knew about the 

corruption for years!

12/12/2018 2:22:06 PM lbf777 The last 2 years of leaks came out in snails pace. The towers are still going up. We are running out of time. Either save the world or NWO.

12/12/2018 2:23:28 PM mongrelglory I did a search and couldn't find that you'd answered this question.

Is the Mandela effect a real phenomenon, and is it related to converging time-lines?



12/12/2018 2:23:36 PM mediastrikeo Majestic

I have to disagree with you on that. 

Deception or no deception, nothing can keep you from being what you have always been.

Eventually the physical realms will vanish, but we will all still be here. We will be within the oneness that all things come from.

12/12/2018 2:24:28 PM tru1dy Filth.

12/12/2018 2:24:36 PM ramstadstacy I heard today in a periscope that Ellen D. is going to prison. Any info on this? She announced today she may end her show.

12/12/2018 2:25:20 PM mongrelglory Can you describe what is meant by the term "higher self"?

12/12/2018 2:25:35 PM kandkmarley Is there going to be an ice age coming in the near future for the entire planet?

12/12/2018 2:26:00 PM adsvel Fall of Vatican...

12/12/2018 2:26:29 PM nicjoubert81 Is Airl interview with Mathilda Macelroy real?

12/12/2018 2:27:22 PM ramstadstacy 🤗🤗 I can not wait to meet them!

12/12/2018 2:28:36 PM shanto12 If God created you. He would be powerful enough to view all the choices that you are going to make using your free will. Everything in someone's life is 

predefined. How do you explain god creating a bad person and a good person then?

12/12/2018 2:29:36 PM mediastrikeo To put it another way.

The idea that your soul can be lost, stolen or damaged is religious propaganda.

12/12/2018 2:30:06 PM raisethevib369 Christs message on how to get to the Heaven....the acts of kindness, love, forgiveness....that is real. BUT the dogma is a lie. Heaven is INSIDE you. YOU 

are as much a spark of the CREATOR OF ALL as Jesus is. We all are.

12/12/2018 2:30:36 PM mbj8388 It's all good and about to be better💥. What people aren't seeing, is this whole plan is following Patterns of God's Plan. It's going head-to-head cycling

 with God's Ring of Time. It's incredible. It's better than The Greatest Story Ever Told!👆❤️

12/12/2018 2:31:51 PM heinric12517350 Heaven and hell? Salvation? The Messiah? What is true?

12/12/2018 2:36:31 PM time4u2know However, notice in the answer back to you is only half of what you asked. You asked if fake MAGA/CIA, and Majestic only reply "Not Fake MAGA" 

which is also an answer of what was not said. C_A

12/12/2018 2:37:21 PM ashleigh139 Hi there Patriot!

12/12/2018 2:38:53 PM 1aaronjustice ?

12/12/2018 2:40:10 PM pastorjon9 Anybody got a translator software Mayan or Aztec to english?

12/12/2018 2:41:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's beautifully said.

12/12/2018 2:43:14 PM wrongsideofpar So then Jesus, because the Ten Commandments were in the Law and way before the messiah came to be, so....the New Testament is what to you?

12/12/2018 2:44:07 PM wrongsideofpar What creed would that be? Are wrapping up all different sects of “Christianity” into one big pot?

12/12/2018 2:44:14 PM youstinksoap I agree.  #SaveTheChildren

12/12/2018 2:44:29 PM pastorjon9 We are "I AM". We just forgot how to talk to ourselves (basically). I like the analogy the one researcher uses - "we live in a mental postage stamp 

reality" when the world is vastly larger than a postage stamp

12/12/2018 2:44:51 PM johngradycole20 I distinctly remember:

"Judge not lest ye be judged."

Oscar Meyer

"It's a beautiful day in THE neighborhood."

12/12/2018 2:46:53 PM wrongsideofpar Jesus asked us too....

12/12/2018 2:48:10 PM mongrelglory There are multiple creeds for multiple denominations, including Catholicism.  People are strongly devoted to the creeds of the denominations they 

follow.  I am saying that any new disclosure that puts these creeds into question will cause great turmoil among believers...

12/12/2018 2:51:12 PM mongrelglory ..It is MJ-12 that has spoken about a corrupt foundation to the Catholic Church/Vatican.  I am merely commenting on the repercussions of that sort of 

disclosure to Christians in the world.  It would be naive to believe that Protestantism wouldn't be affected by such a disclosure.

12/12/2018 2:52:29 PM deborahdicembre Agreed . Aussie anons unite ! #WWG1WWGA

12/12/2018 2:53:11 PM katt9454 Ahhh ur mom feels the same way I do. I started seeing the light in 8th grade. Sad and sick people a lot of those priests

12/12/2018 2:54:21 PM dairy_mom_of_6 True that!!!

12/12/2018 2:55:42 PM mongrelglory You might want to search what MJ-12 has previously said about Jesus.  I am responding to what they are saying, not espousing my personal beliefs 

here, which I will not get into in this forum.

12/12/2018 2:56:03 PM teamsterr07 Fuck off, troll.

12/12/2018 2:57:25 PM dairy_mom_of_6 From the time I was 14(now 43) she was always talking about the NWO Illuminati, corruption in churches, etc. My sis and I had no choice but to be 

awake to all this you might say. 🤣😂

12/12/2018 2:57:29 PM lbf777 All we have are false promises that never pan out. You want proof now? Here's your proof. As you can see, we have 5G towers going to to mind control 

& kill us. pic.twitter.com/huaxBV5Za8

12/12/2018 2:57:32 PM mongrelglory I came from a family where one half was Protestant, and the other half was Catholic.  Two of my great aunts were Catholic nuns.  I'm still considered a 

bastard because my parents married in the United Church in Canada, which the Catholics did not recognize as God's true church.

12/12/2018 2:58:41 PM djlok Me too!

12/12/2018 3:00:20 PM vaesnico Not a troll. Dead serious. Chemtrails are nonsense.

12/12/2018 3:00:22 PM djlok I'm glad they are warming up to us. That's a good sign!!

12/12/2018 3:01:14 PM jonella_moore The New Testament is God’s new covenant with man, both Jew and Gentile. What I’m trying to say was in my previous comment is that the 

manipulation of mankind by MEN is not of God. Jesus is part of the Creator. The Messiah has already come.

12/12/2018 3:02:38 PM wrongsideofpar Honest question, whom did Cain marry

12/12/2018 3:02:57 PM jordanb987 Majestic said not all chemtrails are bad.

12/12/2018 3:02:58 PM jonella_moore Yes, that’s true. We will all have to re-evaluate our thinking to discern what is of God and what was of man.

12/12/2018 3:03:42 PM anangelhasland1 To keep things casual, the first incarnation will be in the form of a KC & the Sunshine Band reunion tour.

Phil Collins opens.

12/12/2018 3:03:47 PM warrior_4truth Everything has meaning....

12/12/2018 3:05:39 PM jonella_moore Bible scholar Bruce Metzger said the Book of Jubilees gives the name of Cain's wife as Awan and says she was a daughter of Eve. The Book of Jubilees 

was a Jewish commentary on Genesis and part of Exodus, written between 135 and 105 B.C.

12/12/2018 3:06:16 PM turboxyde Does it help if I go outside at night and send "messages" in an energetic "bottle" out to every visible star in the heavens? I don't want to get in trouble 

for cosmic spam here... is there a Galactic Federation policy on unsolicited lower dimensional telepath requests?

12/12/2018 3:06:38 PM anangelhasland1 It is hard to understate how resistance to any state is the main impediment to getting “unstuck.”

Mantras are great at cutting through the annoying fog. 

Throw the mind a holy bone.

12/12/2018 3:07:20 PM fowlreginald Ah, word choice explained here. Makes more sense but still a bit disturbing: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072893208965853185 …



12/12/2018 3:07:28 PM wrongsideofpar Interesting, many text say he found his wife in the land of nod. Referring to a different tribe, ok, when he said, “they were surely Kill me” and god put 

the seal of protection...who was Cain fearful of? How would he have the knowledge of outsiders?, if he was in the garden?

12/12/2018 3:07:56 PM djlok I was wondering this too! We know from the #HillaryClintonEmails there's a lot of #cabal activity there.

12/12/2018 3:10:27 PM mongrelglory Keep in mind however that the concept of God's new covenant with man was espoused in Paul's Epistles.  What if we find out that the Original Nicene 

Creed of 325 AD, which was largely based upon Paul's interpretation of who Jesus was, was in fact a deliberate deception?...

12/12/2018 3:11:24 PM olimyracle How many letters used? 5 > QAnon

How many stockings in total? 8 > MajestiQ

DARK > LIGHT

       Q > MJ12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

💞  pic.twitter.com/PkQP6qYhdy
12/12/2018 3:12:15 PM fowlreginald That explanation is very much appreciated. Just finished Alien Interview and really struggled with that part of things. There are a few other things that 

don't quite mesh but the history Airl gave was fascinating and troubling.

12/12/2018 3:12:27 PM gourangaoo David Ile!

12/12/2018 3:12:42 PM johngradycole20 It took me a little while to realize how funny your response actually is. Thanks for the humor there

12/12/2018 3:13:34 PM jonella_moore Good questions and part of what history I think the Vatican has buried deep in their archives, which are off limits to public. Over 600 million sq ft

12/12/2018 3:13:44 PM mongrelglory ...I'm simply giving this as an example of a disclosure which could shake the foundations of most Christian churches/denominations, and would force 

people to totally re-evaluate the gospels in a different light.  Especially if there was evidence of other existing gospels hidden.

12/12/2018 3:13:52 PM fowlreginald BTW, I found the works of Florence Scovel Shinn to be a wonderful bridge between the Christian and IS-BE concepts. She wrote four books over a 

hundred years ago. Many concepts from the Bible that also are about our Divine power and ability to create. Worth reading.

12/12/2018 3:14:58 PM mongrelglory Oh man, I'd love to be a fly on those walls!

12/12/2018 3:15:43 PM jordanb987 Majestic said the "waves" was advanced technology of the cabal that was used against them that day. Highly classified, they said.

12/12/2018 3:15:51 PM ragevirusqq This thread has become toxic. Pleae stop.The programming causes fear of belief in yourself. God is everywhere you are. In all of us and everything that 

exists. You are God, God is you. Look inside and find the truth. Have compassion for others trying to come to terms with this.

12/12/2018 3:15:51 PM jonella_moore I am positive that there are many other books of scripture hidden deep in the Vatican archives. There is so much lost history that I believe they have 

kept from mankind.

12/12/2018 3:16:15 PM mcfrasier143 The rumor is it will be Nikki Haley

12/12/2018 3:16:16 PM anangelhasland1 Tree of Life.

Emotion > 7

Mind > 10.5

Body > 14

Eros > 17.5

Love > 21

Will > 28

Struggle > 35

Faith > 42

Mortality > 49

Achievement > 56

Community > 63

Spirituality > 70
12/12/2018 3:17:03 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I absolutely believe they have kept tons of stuff from humankind an added what they wanted us to believe

12/12/2018 3:17:07 PM jonella_moore The Vatican will be dismantled and the contents of the archives should be available to humanity, as it is our history and heritage.

12/12/2018 3:17:07 PM fowlreginald He has also said to get out of 501c3 churches. Over 95% have that designation.

12/12/2018 3:18:15 PM jonella_moore Yes, 501c3 is the satanic portal into the churches, in that they are no longer houses of worship but businesses

12/12/2018 3:18:22 PM mcfrasier143 During the campaign rumors were running like wild fire about Pence being complicit in human trafficking in Indiana 🤷🏼♀️

12/12/2018 3:18:27 PM mongrelglory Jake, forgive me, but I have not espoused my personal beliefs in this thread, and have only discussed the questions surrounding how Christians would 

deal with their "Canon" being changed.  There is nothing toxic about people trying to come to terms with new information ...

12/12/2018 3:19:04 PM 1_decided_voter Potentially, yes. Wouldn't doubt it since Tucker and Hannity are clowns.

12/12/2018 3:19:17 PM sennsbeach These words are why I suffer now. What I knew to be real and truthful, has been a lie.  I know the Bible quite well, but there are things I read that went 

against my spirit of truth.  I know that all I have learned the last year, adds up and fits together like a puzzle.

12/12/2018 3:20:06 PM mongrelglory ...and fitting it into their previously held belief system.  By you trying to shut this conversation down, and tell everyone what they should believe, I 

think you are not being compassionate to the learning process of how people shift their world views and beliefs.  You should ..

12/12/2018 3:20:15 PM jonella_moore I don’t understand why you’re upset by this discussion. No one is forcing anything on anyone. There is nothing wrong with discussion. If you feel it’s 

“toxic” then you should just not participate. That’s true freedom.

12/12/2018 3:20:36 PM misstea144 Pleadians ❤️

12/12/2018 3:21:07 PM mongrelglory ...be more patient.  No-one has been condemning anyone in this thread.  They've only been asking questions.  You need to ask yourself why you're 

getting so triggered by this discussion perhaps?

12/12/2018 3:21:21 PM anangelhasland1 As I’ve heard...

No. No blame for accidents. Most likely fated.

Why is suicide so bad?

Imagine being maddened by the visions of Heaven...

12/12/2018 3:22:06 PM mcfrasier143 Q has repeated “Follow the wives” what do political wives do most? Charities. What charities are Mrs. Pence involved with? I don’t have the answers, 

just typing out loud

12/12/2018 3:22:15 PM wrongsideofpar LOL! INFORMATION AND UNDERSTANDING IS TOXIC? You’re more of a slave than you realize my patriot friend.

12/12/2018 3:22:45 PM lbf777 The Gov loves them. The people have never organized against them until this YellosVest movement started. We must use the movement to save the 

world.

12/12/2018 3:22:58 PM misstea144  pic.twitter.com/bEQofD0wLn

12/12/2018 3:22:59 PM time4u2know Starting to get "Skilled" at reading the Non-Answer Answers, lol. Have an awesome night! #KeepWinning!

12/12/2018 3:24:09 PM anangelhasland1 Go ahead, it’s alright, skip to the end of the Good Book to see what happens to the lovable lug...

12/12/2018 3:26:13 PM vintagesquirrel 😉😗

12/12/2018 3:26:14 PM mongrelglory Please...no shouting! 🙏



12/12/2018 3:26:26 PM anangelhasland1 (Almost) All religions have their good parts as well as corruption.

Mohammed worshipped Jesus and the Virgin Mary.

12/12/2018 3:27:07 PM jonessense And that’s just the ones still here

12/12/2018 3:27:22 PM anangelhasland1 If you had anything to do with Jar Jar...

12/12/2018 3:27:57 PM mongrelglory Namaste friend!  We did not intend to upset you. 🙏

12/12/2018 3:31:07 PM mongrelglory I don't think suicide is condemned by what MJ-12 is saying, I think it's just that it becomes a missed opportunity for soul growth, which is what the 

purpose of our life experiences are about.  It's like stopping in the middle of a mystery book before you find out the answer.

12/12/2018 3:31:37 PM miraclegrids Yep, maybe they are even holding from the Library of Alexandria.

12/12/2018 3:32:15 PM psyanidegaming Smells like sweat and mould

12/12/2018 3:32:38 PM miraclegrids Very interesting. If you look at the Gospel of Thomas, you get such a loving Jesus.

12/12/2018 3:33:00 PM djlok I think the evils of the #Vatican are easier to discuss for a few reasons:

1- It is in Italy (distance)

2- And appearance. "They don't look like us" goes a long way. 

Uncovering the truths about the Protestants, I anticipate will be more complex and more painful for many.

12/12/2018 3:33:32 PM anangelhasland1 Texts regarding self-discovery were stripped from the text to make people more dependent on the Church.

($$$)

From grumpy prophets to Jesus, we all walk an unique path and are encouraged to think for ourselves.

12/12/2018 3:34:44 PM mongrelglory I have heard that the contents of the Library of Alexandria weren't destroyed in the fires, but were actually secreted away and held in the Vatican 

Archives.  MJ-12 said they recently "modernized" their archives...maybe stored in crystals or some holographic device?

12/12/2018 3:35:02 PM djlok Also I think it helps that a large percentage of Catholics don't believe their basic text in the same way a lot of Protestants do.  Just my personal 

observations. I'm not religious so this is a purely secular perception and I know it.

12/12/2018 3:38:14 PM djlok Reading about say, @Pontifex commiting #CrimesAgainstChildren means something totally different than, say Billy Graham (just an example) doing the 

same.  Cognitive dissonance is easier when we are looking at [people] who don’t look like us...like those dudes in the #Vatican.

12/12/2018 3:38:38 PM mongrelglory Then there's Eastern and Russian Orthodox, Greek Orthodox, Ukrainian Orthodox, and I had a Syrian Orthodox priest who used to live across the hall 

from me.  The Syrian Orthodox Church is supposed to be one of the oldest surviving Christian sects.

12/12/2018 3:38:47 PM daveo6145 Are there bases off planet?

12/12/2018 3:40:11 PM ragevirusqq Search there tweets they say this is true. They say millions of artifacts some@made by humans on earth millions of years ago.

12/12/2018 3:41:12 PM sosoaware Ughh. Where was I. ... dang , I have some catching up to do !   Thanks

12/12/2018 3:41:45 PM anangelhasland1 God has always been identified as different than the Holy Spirit.

The Old Testament God is referred to as much different in spirit than Jesus.

Sacrificial Cattle?

Laws regarding slave girl handling?

Why did Jesus have to intervene?

Why use alias Lamb of God?
12/12/2018 3:42:51 PM redpilledaus Yasssss!

12/12/2018 3:43:25 PM mongrelglory If revelations about the Christian Bible, the Foundation of the Catholic Church, and the figure of Jesus are as "earth-shattering" as MJ-12 implies, I think 

even non-Christians will be shaken.  So much of the culture of Western nations is built on a Judea-Christian foundation.

12/12/2018 3:44:01 PM fowlreginald I was very surprised by what he had to say about 501c3. I had no idea until Mark Taylor spoke of it. Very eye opening!

12/12/2018 3:44:29 PM realeyethespy IN Q TEL

BLACK CUBE

12/12/2018 3:47:01 PM anangelhasland1 The Church was hardly a friend to Jesus.

Or the Virgin...

Why did God choose Paul?

12/12/2018 3:47:02 PM mongrelglory Yes, I was the one who originally asked them about it.  I love museums!

12/12/2018 3:48:38 PM mongrelglory I hate to tell you this, but I've heard that Billy Graham was a Satanist.  I can't recall the source, but it was credible enough for me to consider it might be 

true.

12/12/2018 3:50:18 PM worldxplorer1 Gen6 + Enoch + Jasher + Jubilees...Showed me that modern day Christianity had been tampered with. Lead me to look into how the canon was created 

at the Council of Nicea. Constantine had clear POLITICAL motives for what he did in 325AD. Realized then how tainted it’s origins were.

12/12/2018 3:50:28 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, thanks.

The concern is the state of mind at death can determine how well you handle the next step.

Maybe a Zen Master samurai somewhere..

12/12/2018 3:50:29 PM 1aaronjustice Wow not surprised

12/12/2018 3:50:41 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What can you tell us about crop circles? who ,why,etc

12/12/2018 3:51:16 PM anangelhasland1 Consider the lilies...

12/12/2018 3:51:49 PM mcfrasier143 I’m still on the fence regarding Pence and his wife. This could be nothing more than misinformation. My question is why would KellyAnn Conway push 

so hard for Pence as the VP if he was dirty? On the flip side why hasn’t  anyone on the left attacked the VP? 🤷🏼♀️Something isn’t right

12/12/2018 3:51:56 PM 1aaronjustice Yup totally debunks the savior coming from the skies lie written in text.  When I was 13 yrs old I realizes the lie , im@om my 40’s now ,

12/12/2018 3:53:35 PM 1aaronjustice Thank you for sharing this , it could only come from someone like yourselves for people to finally believe or at least question what they’ve been taught

12/12/2018 3:54:25 PM 1aaronjustice The point M12 is making is the true messiah theory was a psyop

12/12/2018 3:55:32 PM fowlreginald Sadly, it makes sense in light of everything I've learned here and through Q lately. I wondered why the Cabal is so obsessed with recreated Revelation. 

It's because it's THEIR "program". All those years spent studying Biblical prophecy and reading Left Behind-type books...ugh🤦♂️

12/12/2018 3:58:20 PM fowlreginald Not just Christianity, almost ALL organized religion, particularly Islam. That one also has clearly Satanic origins and practices. Some of what I've read 

about the Talmud is equally disturbing.

12/12/2018 3:59:18 PM worldxplorer1 The lilies of the field and how they grow?  John 14 I believe.



12/12/2018 3:59:28 PM djlok Yeah- more than I think most realize.  And I have heard that too about Billy Graham.  That he was somehow tied to #Watergate which was #Pizzagate 

1.0. Although mentioning it in the past has gotten me a few "go to hells".   Oh well...No one said getting #WQKE was gonna be all fun.

12/12/2018 3:59:42 PM sosoaware It was something I read .. maybe last week  .. something like  Pence would be the first arrested . I have to go back and look for it.

12/12/2018 4:00:40 PM mongrelglory I think even those of us who consider ourselves fairly red-pilled, are still going to be shocked by disclosure as it rolls out.  I just don't know how the rest 

are going to suddenly wrap their heads around everything, when we've had years to begin digesting this stuff!

12/12/2018 4:04:45 PM fowlreginald Since learning about the Cabal and everything they do, this part of Catholic and Christian mass/services has deeply troubled me. It's very clear to see 

the connection and yes, it is Satanic.

12/12/2018 4:04:51 PM wild8heart Thank you! ❤️❤️

12/12/2018 4:06:22 PM mcfrasier143 Oh Lord! I must of missed that one. I guess since I have nothing better to do right now, I too will go dig around cyberspace. Happy Hunting 😊

12/12/2018 4:06:31 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Agree 💯 percent!

12/12/2018 4:07:10 PM truecinzia The cabal is a terrible story writer.  Where is the originality here?  How can they think that a script that was sold in the 80s and 90s as sci-fi movie 

would work in 2018/2019/2020?  Trump, his people and Q have a much better vision for the future of humanity!

12/12/2018 4:07:33 PM mongrelglory People have been taught in Christianity to believe that seeing ourselves as "God" is down-right sacrilege!  Even if intellectually we can understand the 

concept, I think our emotions still have layers of programmed guilt.

12/12/2018 4:08:26 PM djlok That's why I think this whole disclosure thing has been carefully planned and executed since before Day 1. Like possibly people who follow Q may have 

been specifically chosen? You tell a few the truth and then let the contagious nature of truth spread.  Just a theory.

12/12/2018 4:09:32 PM wonderswords Everything we have been told had been a lie, everything. This is what's going to hurt the most. You've/ We've been living a lie. Welcome to full 

disclosure!!!

12/12/2018 4:11:50 PM john777lee Trade and consumer push back will force I hope !

12/12/2018 4:12:34 PM wild8heart I’m surprised no one got the “420” memo...

👌🏻👌🏻💫

12/12/2018 4:12:37 PM ascendingadam Is the new CLAS tech installed, is it currently active? (or activated briefly last month and now on standby?)

12/12/2018 4:13:51 PM wonderswords There is evidence, it hangs in the night sky as plain as the nose on your own face, it's the Moon. But how much di you know about its ruins? The Moon 

is not what you think it is.

12/12/2018 4:14:41 PM worldxplorer1 10 as well I believe.

12/12/2018 4:16:14 PM wild8heart Hehe, all in good time... we’ve already heard various memos: #trusttheplan #bethplan. Spend time in meditation, whatever form that takes. The 

universe is with us, “bringing the light”, as your title/name dictates... 😊💛💫

12/12/2018 4:17:08 PM mongrelglory I think that when "evil" people successfully manipulate our consciousness and keep us ignorant of the truth, they are extracting a sort of power. 

Quantum physicists would say that our reality is made up of our perception.  We need to break free of ignorance and find truth within.

12/12/2018 4:17:13 PM wild8heart Why do you assume it’s a “he”?

12/12/2018 4:17:13 PM cstarr888 One explaination may also be that if you are very scared and invoke the name, they may respect your fear and stop. 🙏💖

12/12/2018 4:20:01 PM cstarr888 Pedovores 😪😭🤢

🙏💖

12/12/2018 4:20:28 PM lbf777 Either I can say he or she. Would you prefer I say he/she?

12/12/2018 4:20:32 PM wild8heart Why so much anger? Hatred simply breeds more hatred...

12/12/2018 4:22:12 PM mongrelglory You may have to examine where your beliefs originate from concerning your faith.  (We will all have to do this in one form or another, whether 

Christian or Atheist).  What beliefs were you taught, what beliefs did you arrive at by your own experience and testing? It will be hard.

12/12/2018 4:23:38 PM lbf777 I’m just trying to be as clear as I can so I don’t end up getting another weird response. Simple questions tend to get nonsensical responses 

For example if I say “When is the economy getting better?”, MJ12 says something strange like “Do you like to go fishing?”

12/12/2018 4:25:05 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I fear that this religious faith subject is going to be so hard for so many people!  I fear there will be suicides.  I hope there are some 

calming/reassuring frequencies that you can pump in across the world from Antarctica.  It's going to be so difficult for so many!

12/12/2018 4:26:18 PM wild8heart Do what you want... it’s pretty obvious that it’s a group of people...

Maybe “they” would be best. 👍🏻😜😂

12/12/2018 4:28:16 PM wild8heart Fair enough... maybe heed their statements regarding going within. Being mindful, trusting (personal) intuition... Anyway, do whatever suits you, just 

know that a lot of other people see what you’re saying and many are confused, scared and anxious enough... 💛😊

12/12/2018 4:31:29 PM mongrelglory Used to go to The Salvation Army Church.  They were considered heretical by many because the only sacrament they participated in was that of 

marriage.  They did not practice baptism, communion, confession, etc... They interpreted the words of Jesus in the Bible more figuratively.

12/12/2018 4:32:07 PM lbf777 I am a spiritually woke person with a masters degree and still can’t make sense of all these cryptic word mashups. I recommended clear speech as 

more optimal but they don’t listen to me. 

To me it looks like an attempt to confuse the readers.

12/12/2018 4:37:19 PM wild8heart Are u aware that evidence-based/academic/scientific mindsets prevent individuals from reaching high states of consciousness? 

Uni degrees mean nothing in the spirit world. 

Remember MJ12 r promoting self-awareness. That’s our most powerful asset during these chaotic times.

12/12/2018 4:40:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not spoon feed answers to crying IS-BEs. You must find strength within and LEARN THE COMMS. Information like this has been concealed for 

centuries and has been hiding in plain sight using many psychological warfare operations. Break the conditioning. Trust your IS-BE.

12/12/2018 4:48:23 PM lbf777 I am also spritually woke.  If I can’t figure it out, then most others can’t either. That means the answers are meant to deceive and confuse. Honest 

answers are the best. These answers are completely cryptic.

12/12/2018 4:49:11 PM marty713 Why would we trust the answers when we know Everyone can see them 🤔🤨⁉️ I do know Disinfo Is Necessary 👍 ThankQ

12/12/2018 4:50:31 PM mongrelglory I think they used both Looking Glass technology, as well as Time Travel backwards, to orchestrate the most optimal time-line with the least amounts of 

disruption and deaths.  I think people don't realize what a fine tight-rope MJ-12 and Q team have been walking all along.

12/12/2018 4:51:52 PM lightworkercain Was "The Plan" constructed by ET's with higher intelligence then humans can attain? Thank you team!

12/12/2018 4:52:23 PM marty713 Yes they Did Went to a private Christian School As A Child Many Years ago They Scared The Bejesus 

Out of me , showed us movies , I will NEVER Forget EVER 💥So Yes Your Are Correct About That Not Like I Really Need To Tell you that 👍🤗

12/12/2018 4:52:51 PM lbf777 I am a spiritually woke person with a masters degree. I know how to meditate. If I can’t figure out these riddles, most others can’t either. Why speak in 

riddles unless you are meaning to confuse or deceive the readers? It doesn’t help anyone if nobody knows what you are saying.

12/12/2018 4:56:36 PM gayerobinson18  http://www.mybookoftruth.com 

12/12/2018 4:57:11 PM lightworkercain They have stated a few times in previous AMAs that the Anunnaki was a Deep State disinformation campaign. However I haven't been able to get a 

pole shift related question answered yet.



12/12/2018 4:57:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/lOSHoVuYuZ

12/12/2018 4:59:07 PM 1_decided_voter Q destroyed quite a few shill attack vectors tonight, that was glorious!

12/12/2018 4:59:27 PM allahuniversal Thinking (waayyyy) outside of the box is required. Most of the info coming out isn't going to be understood eight away, which is understandable. I 

won't pretend to have it all figured out, same with Q, it takes time. And some prerequisite info. Research research research is key.

12/12/2018 5:00:38 PM allahuniversal Stress test + pest extermination

12/12/2018 5:00:49 PM jonella_moore Just as Islam is false, it will be exposed too

12/12/2018 5:00:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

In the coming months you will understand. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989168249555378177 …

12/12/2018 5:01:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 As in MAJIC? pic.twitter.com/e5o6ebkNNo

12/12/2018 5:03:00 PM time4u2know Which one? 🤔

12/12/2018 5:03:18 PM mongrelglory Well MJ-12 said that the Vatican controlled Islam, which is mind-blowing when you think about it!  It's like there's this really evil wizard behind a 

curtain somewhere!

12/12/2018 5:03:31 PM jonella_moore I’ve long felt that we are not the first civilization on this planet that was technologically advanced. Findings like the 400 million yr old spark plug 

excavated in Russia and a 200 million yr old hammer in Norway, these are what makes one think.

12/12/2018 5:03:34 PM allahuniversal NSA + MI + MJ + ?

12/12/2018 5:03:49 PM anneolsen43 Wait... why would you ask which one if both are gone?

12/12/2018 5:04:09 PM qbutterflyq Y’all.... disinformation is necessary. Notice ONLY JFK is underlined. NOT JR

12/12/2018 5:04:23 PM jonella_moore Jesus is love.

12/12/2018 5:04:27 PM horseofw Is wasn’t Optus that slept with her it was JR he got a divorce !! It was his not potus makes so much sense pic.twitter.com/AcwY2eBYWI

12/12/2018 5:04:37 PM awarefrequency Meditation 

Use solfeggio frequencies with headphones to assist you (YouTube’s) Lay relaxed, focusing on your breath and third eye. 

I also HIGHLY recommend Yoga Nidra. It’s sleep wake yoga. It assists in training your body and mind to rest.

12/12/2018 5:05:00 PM lbf777 Here’s an example.

Me: Do you work for the Zionists?

MJ12: The Jews made a very Majestic world. 

1. This is totally inconclusive. Doesn’t make sense.

2. People don’t even trust Gov anymore especially when they speak cryptically.
12/12/2018 5:05:01 PM pantherden_ Do the masons allow themselves to be possessed/controlled by extra-terrestrials ? Or do they just communicate with them? 

pic.twitter.com/qdwTKAvLYH

12/12/2018 5:05:25 PM xusaf_patriot Also interesting..."Black Eye" = "Black Knight" entity currently in LEO

12/12/2018 5:05:38 PM awarefrequency  pic.twitter.com/huzFuB6RLD

12/12/2018 5:06:35 PM mongrelglory Love is the ultimate source of all. 🙏

12/12/2018 5:06:46 PM palmdalekid2 Q with the pump fakes

12/12/2018 5:08:02 PM lbf777 More promises about the future. Nothing as of now except for 5G towers and the burning down of CA with dew weapons.

12/12/2018 5:09:16 PM lovegoesforth Prolly both. D-Wave has probably broken thru inter dimensions by now ... see Geordi Rose for details. 😉

12/12/2018 5:09:24 PM fowlreginald That makes SO much more sense!

12/12/2018 5:10:19 PM dawntay40629790 This sometimes makes my head spin. I have been doing this search my entire life, all I think I know is God can only be found with your heart.  It can't be 

intellectually e or verbally explained. You just know.  The misleading and trickery used to upset me, but now I just feel..

12/12/2018 5:10:39 PM allahuniversal 'Black Eye' same as 'God's Eye'? pic.twitter.com/qZj5cRMpX4

12/12/2018 5:11:07 PM freestateojones Yes. https://getyarn.io/yarn-clip/ded58fc8-9336-4dcf-b5ef-355fa6de3e21 …

12/12/2018 5:11:50 PM horseofw *POTUS

12/12/2018 5:11:59 PM anneolsen43 I was taught strict Catholic religion but a near death out of body experience changed all of it for me. I don’t believe in religion of any kind ... God is 

within

12/12/2018 5:12:13 PM wncsohn I LOL'd at that!!  Hillary fantasizes about being President on Earth 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOydrUGifHo …

12/12/2018 5:13:57 PM xusaf_patriot Or the ability to see the future..."Control".

12/12/2018 5:14:22 PM dawntay40629790 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , when I was a child and was forced to go to church I always heard a inner voice telling me to pay no attention to what was being 

said. That I knew better than to be fooled. Was that perhaps intuition? There's been many experiences over the years.

12/12/2018 5:15:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

12/12/2018 5:17:24 PM kate_gorney the greys are bad news that's all i know. droids, demons or whatever they are!

12/12/2018 5:17:43 PM xusaf_patriot I've always believed that "time" is a human perception...we just haven't graduated far enough yet...as a species. Thanks for the hitback.

12/12/2018 5:18:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 operates ABOVE Gov for the purposes of planetary defense pertaining to extraterrestrial life. As we have stated before (on many 

occasions throughout the past year to you specifically) if you don't like what we have to say, then please block us to help others.

12/12/2018 5:18:51 PM dawntay40629790 YES. I have had glimpses of this since childhood! The deceived have thrown away their free will to follow the Illuminati's version of God !  That is the 

REAL blasphemy!

12/12/2018 5:18:57 PM covertress Do you know of any beings who communicate via light, specifically sunlight? Answers to my questions posed while meditating appear to arrive on 

photons, which I can see. #Ψ

12/12/2018 5:19:30 PM chapulincolored Where is JFK's IS-BE?

12/12/2018 5:19:35 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1067636175198978048?s=21 …

12/12/2018 5:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/12/2018 5:20:13 PM worldxplorer1 Beautiful. Thank you for sharing!  🙏🏻

12/12/2018 5:20:21 PM carlsgems @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please repost current archive back up of your post in case your account goes down :)

12/12/2018 5:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many people with the name Kennedy.

12/12/2018 5:21:41 PM carlsgems yea have multiple time lines myself plus we are part of a multiverse am I correct :)

12/12/2018 5:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Single answer for two questions means same answer for both questions.

12/12/2018 5:22:45 PM anneolsen43 True

12/12/2018 5:23:39 PM mongrelglory Several years ago there was a TV mini-series which was a remake of the Ray Bradbury story "Childhood's End".  Was that disclosure about Earth's 

future?

12/12/2018 5:24:26 PM worldxplorer1 Gotta admit I was hoping JR was alive. Kind of bummed.

12/12/2018 5:25:12 PM carlsgems All time and space is connected from our end of the multiverse to the other, thought goes way pass the speed of light, fact split protons in different 

space and time reacted as one as if connected, we are all connected!

12/12/2018 5:25:21 PM lbf777 With 0 gov tranparancy, I am forced to follow insiders to get any real news. You could be real. You could be a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Put yourself in 

our shoes. Would you trust Gov or higher agencies like MJ12 if you were a civilian? Do you see what Gov has done to the world? 

pic.twitter.com/TkJGpmFMmh



12/12/2018 5:25:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reaffirmation. pic.twitter.com/hmsY1UO3y5

12/12/2018 5:25:49 PM allahuniversal I get that, Never A Straight Answer (in a public setting). Jesus spoke in parables for the same reason (open enemies in public). If you Q, the answer has 

technically been alluded to by Q. As for the "Majestic world", prerequisite reference is @ 6:20 here:  https://youtu.be/AvO2u9WUrxE 

12/12/2018 5:26:11 PM daveschroeder18 Haha love it!!

12/12/2018 5:26:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Confirmation. pic.twitter.com/UkHxZPlC68

12/12/2018 5:26:17 PM worldxplorer1 Is there an alternate version of earth for us to migrate to?

12/12/2018 5:26:43 PM garymortimer17 Homespun

12/12/2018 5:26:53 PM 1_decided_voter It must really burn them up to know that Trump will be regarded as the President who finally brought down the veil.

12/12/2018 5:27:06 PM mongrelglory Perhaps 4th Density Earth?

12/12/2018 5:27:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter is still preventing us from requesting another archive.

12/12/2018 5:27:25 PM worldxplorer1 With the tech you have access to, does it give you a completely different perspective of time?

12/12/2018 5:28:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Light contains information. A lot of information. Extreme amounts of information. Very hyperdimensional.

12/12/2018 5:28:44 PM big_simp Incorrect

The Earth can be considered Both FLAT and ROUND  and IS NOT A PLANET but a REALM

Considering that what we experience is in fact a Quantum pop up book appaearing as Dreamstuff in MIND

Im starting to realize your feed is a PYSOP

Im watching you

12/12/2018 5:29:05 PM qbutterflyq Why do we age then

12/12/2018 5:29:09 PM datruseeka Why a different name? Why hide?

12/12/2018 5:29:34 PM big_simp LOL

Thats if Qanon is NOT a psyop

Still waiting for the arrests..lol

12/12/2018 5:29:51 PM 1_decided_voter There's a nice little program I use called ShareX that makes screencaps much easier. I've started using it recently to assist in offline archive.

12/12/2018 5:29:54 PM carlsgems @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thanks will stop posting archive question, got the last one from few weeks ago, great read going back and forth, thanks anyways

12/12/2018 5:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many have you met personally?

12/12/2018 5:30:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Choice was not theirs.

12/12/2018 5:30:58 PM xusaf_patriot Maybe they should be paid a visit by the "men in black" ;-)

12/12/2018 5:31:50 PM lightworkercain Dinosaur.

12/12/2018 5:31:51 PM carlsgems thanks your the best

12/12/2018 5:32:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 A son should not pay for the crimes of his grandfather.

12/12/2018 5:32:11 PM allahuniversal (Q)uantum entanglement

12/12/2018 5:32:17 PM ezdoesit_ Interesting answer..

12/12/2018 5:32:24 PM luvleebutterfly People should check out the Cargo Cult phenomenon

Very interesting parallels to most religious beliefs

12/12/2018 5:32:41 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing Hogwarts School or the Ministry of Magic!  Lol!

12/12/2018 5:32:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cell degeneration due to environment. Time is an illusion that gives centralized power to RED RED in extremely Majestic ways.

12/12/2018 5:33:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is this a joke? Sounds like a joke.

12/12/2018 5:33:26 PM carlsgems thanks will give it a whirl

12/12/2018 5:33:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is an illusion. You can literally make it do whatever your imagination is capable of perceiving.

12/12/2018 5:33:58 PM albertjacka2 Who built the pyramids (in Egypt)?

12/12/2018 5:34:23 PM roger35742354 Ahhh, but who's grandfather?

12/12/2018 5:35:01 PM worldxplorer1 Too true. If all of what you say is true, then you guys are in an interesting yet unenviable position. 

I believe it is true. Which leads me to say thank you for your service. Tough position. Thank you on behalf of humanity.

12/12/2018 5:35:07 PM big_simp Its no joke

Your intel is WAAY off.

If you cant understand "Flat Earth" you sound like chickenfeed intel

The Flat earthers are NOT saying the planet is like a coin floating in outer space

They are arguing its a co creational Matrix - a realm of experience - a Quantum pop up book

12/12/2018 5:35:14 PM decodematrix When you find beings in stasis chambers what do you do with them after you wake them up?

12/12/2018 5:35:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes VOG interactions appear to be information downloads. You're welcome. Those who interact with this account are eligible to start 

downloading.

12/12/2018 5:35:41 PM time4u2know Thanks!

12/12/2018 5:36:30 PM worldxplorer1 Fascinating. Thank you for these insights. 

Wish we could meet and speak candidly face to face. Your world fascinated me. 

Respect.

12/12/2018 5:36:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 We tend to not tinker with time.

12/12/2018 5:36:56 PM ryankochweare1 Yall should check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/12/2018 5:37:06 PM lib7473 More ama pls... id like to ask a few more to place to rest, on the next session 😊

12/12/2018 5:37:12 PM datruseeka Then is the MJ-12 group(s) be shut down?

12/12/2018 5:37:19 PM qbutterflyq So traveling through the illusion of time is possible to see what’s ahead (future outcomes)?🤗

12/12/2018 5:38:08 PM allahuniversal ..R..

RED

..R..

12/12/2018 5:38:08 PM john777lee Cant wait ! Minds will be blown. For those that say nothing is happening sorry you are still deep asleep. Things have been happening all year. We knew 

about Korea months in advance. People are much more caring to each other now every where.

12/12/2018 5:38:34 PM covertress Amazing. I've connected, yet not realized it. Thank you.

12/12/2018 5:39:06 PM mongrelglory That's Corey Goode.  He talks about an AI threat that the SSP monitors for.  It could be disinformation as MJ-12 hasn't answered my questions about an 

AI threat.

12/12/2018 5:39:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't wake all of them, but those we do are internally processed through Majestic Customs. Those remaining in stasis are stored inside one of 

several "warehouse" DUMBs that don't have any R&D or residents occupying them. If re-awoken (by MJ12) they are quarantined until clear.

12/12/2018 5:39:32 PM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the answer.. Check this account out.  Use your own discernment.

12/12/2018 5:39:51 PM allahuniversal Ever had a déjà vu?

A dream that came true?

Doing something you said you'd do?

12/12/2018 5:39:58 PM qbutterflyq So lost 😥

12/12/2018 5:40:24 PM decodematrix I heard the Smithsonian tried to hide all the skeletons of giants by dumping them in the ocean. Is there any giant skeletons left?

12/12/2018 5:40:44 PM qbutterflyq Yes.



12/12/2018 5:40:45 PM mongrelglory Some of them "giants"?

12/12/2018 5:40:50 PM datruseeka MJ-12 started in 1947.  But I understood there were two MJ-12 groups, one to give out disinformation, and the other to work with the UFO’s & ETs. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....is that still the case - Two MJ-12 groups?  pic.twitter.com/n6bzvbVLY7

12/12/2018 5:41:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The plane of existence you are referring to is not associated with the colloquial understanding of the phrase "Flat Earth". In any dimension higher than 

3, yes things can be perceived as being "flat" per-se even though thats only 2D which is why "Flat Earth" is a psyop.

12/12/2018 5:41:23 PM allahuniversal Red Cross

12/12/2018 5:42:23 PM qbutterflyq Oooohhhhh 🤦♀️🤣

12/12/2018 5:42:25 PM roaminnoodle MJ12: Yes. https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1049722459463843840 …

12/12/2018 5:43:15 PM marshahodgson Thank you for the confirmation!

12/12/2018 5:43:44 PM jordanb987 I dont possess a Master's Degree and I understand what Majestic 12 posts. The stuff that doesn't make sense right away ends up making sense later. 

Just stay centered, relax, and most important please be positive, exciting things are happening all around us! How magnificent 💕

12/12/2018 5:43:53 PM ecv369jimmysr easy proof, show them "beyond the horizon" RADAR

if they wanted to argue, they would deserve all the jokes on them

12/12/2018 5:44:02 PM mongrelglory I've asked MJ-12 questions about what Airl said and they've replied as if the interview was real, if that helps.

12/12/2018 5:44:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have always had the PLANET's survival in our Majestic agenda. Unfortunately the world is riddled with thousands of years of pure evil that must be 

broken. Fortunately, its only taken us less than a Decade and look at where we are now... pic.twitter.com/1ryBTVOSny

12/12/2018 5:44:35 PM daveo6145 Is halo partial disclosure?

12/12/2018 5:45:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/fu5PJE3m1b

12/12/2018 5:45:19 PM roaminnoodle Sign me up! https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1034463464687845382 …

12/12/2018 5:45:20 PM marshahodgson **I do understand the DEPTH of the news blackout. It's good to know that truth has a habit of leaking out.

12/12/2018 5:45:34 PM pantherden_ Are the “blue beings” from Sirius all bad?

12/12/2018 5:45:49 PM 1_decided_voter That sounds a lot like a reference to W. Was Prescott Bush a member of MJ12?

12/12/2018 5:46:25 PM big_simp Most flat Earthers all refer to Ancient Texts. 

We actually have ZERO proof that  Earth is a "ball in outer space"  NONE NADA NICHTS

Phony Apollo landing and blue marble photo pysop 😉

Teslas Elec_mag theory of Gravity is still classified and unreleased.

Q is the pysop 😜 pic.twitter.com/hDRMSEAhnk

12/12/2018 5:46:52 PM mm03608298 Thry believe their “messiah” will do what for them? I guess they don’t believe the Bible that says that God will win. They are choosing to go to Hell with 

Satan. It’s their choice.

12/12/2018 5:47:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/12/2018 5:47:51 PM whatisreality_q Then why are all the images and video from space so heavily doctored and clearly much of it faked?? What are they hiding.

12/12/2018 5:47:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good/Bad exist within for all IS-BEs. What defines a person are the choices in which they choose to act upon.

12/12/2018 5:48:19 PM mongrelglory It's just that we hate to be impolite, but he's over-stayed his welcome. 😜

12/12/2018 5:48:41 PM worldxplorer1 Well done my Majestic friends. Thank you for taking the time to speak with “the masses” amidst the Majestic operations that you are conducting. 

You deliver “tough” information sometimes. Info that challenges belief systems. Mine included. But truth resonates within...

12/12/2018 5:48:41 PM 1_decided_voter Does the (artificial) moon play a role in our illusion of time and our accelerated aging? Seems to be the suggestion from the videos you posted.

12/12/2018 5:48:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Partial? No.

Disinformation disclosure? Yes.

Why? Cabal Mil Recruiting.

Video Games Program Minds

12/12/2018 5:48:52 PM pantherden_ Something is different now- once an avid Q follower I no longer feel the need to rely on Q- seeking some greater truth

12/12/2018 5:50:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The interview was real, however take it from her words directly, Airl wasn't directly transcribed by more than 1 validatable source therefore it is as real 

as R509BS documented as such.

12/12/2018 5:51:30 PM wrongsideofpar Eeerrmmmm the moon does rotate

12/12/2018 5:51:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your fundamental understandings of the universe are tainted with disinformation.

12/12/2018 5:52:02 PM nancyddb Thank you M12!

12/12/2018 5:52:26 PM allahuniversal Prime examples of your ability to see your future. Your (Control) of your future = Your (Control) of time. Q earlier: "Be in control of yourself. NEVER let 

someone else DRIVE YOU." Good insight into HOW to keep your future in your sights. pic.twitter.com/3sd0UI5KI1

12/12/2018 5:52:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now 3 groups technically that all report up to a central command on the Moon.

12/12/2018 5:53:48 PM speaklife595 Have you heard of the speaker jiddu krishnamurti. Helps one come to the realization inwardly of the concept that time truly is an illusion rather then an 

outside idea to achieve

12/12/2018 5:54:06 PM 1_decided_voter And..... he's gone. Saved me the trouble of blocking.

12/12/2018 5:54:25 PM big_simp Flat earth is NOT a psyop

The pysop was in fact the opposite.. stating that we are on a round ball planet in the Universe with lots of other planets!!  THATS THE PYSOP

Know this

We are in a realm - an onion layer emanating from the central Heaven core

Refer Emanuel Swedenborg

12/12/2018 5:54:31 PM worldxplorer1 Can I get a tour of lunar facilities?  I can keep my mouth shut.

12/12/2018 5:54:41 PM keith369me By saying that you have a masters degree and are “woke”, you are assume you should be “getting this” easier than someone that barely graduated 

high school.  This is simply untrue as you are fighting additional indoctrination. You will get figure it out..we are all figuring it out

12/12/2018 5:55:27 PM ascendingadam Your mandate is to prepare us, correct?

Eligible means to have satisfied conditions. 

Eligible implies choice is ours. 

Is making the decision to receive info download enough?

Is further specific action required?

12/12/2018 5:56:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation intended to throw the scent off the trail. Keep digging.

12/12/2018 5:56:53 PM datruseeka Who runs the Central Command on moon?

12/12/2018 5:57:46 PM mongrelglory There's an old saying: "You win more flies with honey".  Maybe if you phrased your questions with a bit more of a respectful tone.  You sound rather 

accusatory sometimes and there are a lot of pre-made assumptions in your questions.  I know it's frustrating but try some patience.

12/12/2018 5:58:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't protect against AI, it focuses conscious thoughts that resonate to the frequencies pertinent to the creation of AI and triggers warnings within 

the Domain for mediation.

12/12/2018 5:58:50 PM datruseeka Does @POTUS know what’s taking place with 3 groups and Central Command on moon?

12/12/2018 5:59:13 PM jdltr450 Afganistan Giants shot by our Military???



12/12/2018 6:00:16 PM jordanb987 Does EMDR aid in retrieving past life information?

How does one find out more about their IS?

12/12/2018 6:00:38 PM keith369me There is fantastic information here...the AMA brings deeper knowledge than any other source I have come across.  Follow the information...until it no 

longer makes sense to

12/12/2018 6:00:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically yes, however without a Looking Glass your only perceiving your own alternative realities which is what makes time an illusion.

12/12/2018 6:01:36 PM mongrelglory Giant of Kandahar...I asked them, but no reply.

12/12/2018 6:01:38 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072354296346411008?s=21 …

12/12/2018 6:01:39 PM datruseeka Dr Vannevar Bush was...see here. https://twitter.com/datruseeka/status/1073029949244784640?s=21 …

12/12/2018 6:02:06 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341646673612800?s=21 …

12/12/2018 6:02:44 PM menzelbrett I hope they WILL BE PUBLIC because my own twin brother thinks I’m nuts lol I KNOW IM NOT!!!!! #Q #QArmy

12/12/2018 6:03:09 PM jesse_onya_m8 Agreed.

#DarkToLight

The world deserves the TRUTH

12/12/2018 6:03:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/12/2018 6:04:12 PM allahuniversal So with a Looking Glass, the 'actual' future as it "will" occur, is seen?

12/12/2018 6:04:35 PM ascendingadam The feeling that comes through these words is very interesting. 

This statement is made as if it is normal everyday conversation. 

Like, oh ya btw we run shit from the moon, no big deal. 😳

It’s ok, I’m still with you.

12/12/2018 6:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 We understand and sympathize however all we ask of you is to hear us and trust yourself. Hardly bad advice by any measurable standard. Disclosure 

means we need beacons of hope to help guide humanity forward. Only through reeducation. Starts here. Unlearn the lies. Truth is within

12/12/2018 6:05:07 PM mongrelglory So there can be some sort of threat from a type of AI then?  Anything related to a black goo, or is that disinformation?

12/12/2018 6:07:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meditation and trigger phrases help. However the skill is extremely difficult for adults and exponentially more difficult for adults with calcified pineal 

glands. Children can learn how to access past lives however it is a pandora's box. Use caution. Life is about experience.

12/12/2018 6:07:35 PM worldxplorer1 A citizen observer for the benefit of the collective consciousness.

12/12/2018 6:08:45 PM covertress Do you mean "grey goo" as in nanotech waste?

12/12/2018 6:08:48 PM lightworkercain It's crazy because today for some reason I was thinking about Q Anons Q&A sessions and if they would have one again. Synchronicity...

12/12/2018 6:09:15 PM time4u2know I say this with all respect, your answers then are inconsistent. To the same question, if JR is alive, on a November AMA, the answer was a simple “yes.“ 

Month or so later, you say the 187 refers to both Jr & Sr. Did something happen within the last 30-45 days?

12/12/2018 6:09:38 PM 1_decided_voter Mounds mounds mounds...

12/12/2018 6:10:01 PM jdltr450 😑 we tried.

12/12/2018 6:10:09 PM mongrelglory I'm gathering that you're saying some things might have gotten misunderstood in the telepathic translation?

12/12/2018 6:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

What if JFK Jr was alive?

Were bad actors as OPs were going on researching Q posts?

What if Majestic 12 started the JFK Jr ploy?

Who would panic if it were true?

How do you catch a fish?

BAIT.

12/12/2018 6:11:04 PM pantherden_ Q confirmed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 several times today.

Things are about to get quite Sirius.

12/12/2018 6:11:35 PM theappraizer @RealEyeTheSpy Eye, buddy, pal, chum? By chance seen the Tweets coming from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? 😮

12/12/2018 6:11:59 PM keith369me You mentioned the moon again so I have to ask.  Will the “pole shift” you mention take place in conjunction with a change of moon control eradicating 

the “prison” characteristic of our planet?

12/12/2018 6:12:32 PM mongrelglory No, there's been stories of this black goo that can infect people with AI technology, or even kill them.  It's almost described as if the goo has a life of its 

own, but it's source is AI.  Don't know if it's disinfo,

12/12/2018 6:12:49 PM anangelhasland1 One definition of a mystic is: 

someone who thinks for themselves.

All lovers of spirit are welcome to the benevolent realms.

12/12/2018 6:13:35 PM datruseeka When you say Majestic works above the gov, does that imply even @POTUS doesn’t know what your group(s) do?

12/12/2018 6:13:45 PM lib7473 Thanks for the clarification... appreciate all the team’s support to bringing light/closure to this darkness... 💙🌈😊

12/12/2018 6:13:50 PM 222714ftw 😆

12/12/2018 6:13:52 PM cidarean Curious as to how much personal lives will change due to this. Will we still be debt slaves? What impact? I'm not a finance person by any stretch. I'm 

just an average Joe trying to understand. Thanks for the response.

12/12/2018 6:13:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 You forgot [ ].

12/12/2018 6:15:05 PM anangelhasland1 Wisdom floods the mind.  Words are the final step.

12/12/2018 6:15:09 PM ragevirusqq Can you say more about some more about these beings? Was the asteroid belt a planet at one time?

12/12/2018 6:15:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/12/2018 6:15:26 PM lbf777 Trusting ourselves is good. Talking is good. All we are lacking is action. People should go out & stop the fluoride poisoning of our water plants or take 

down 5G towers. Then we will be winning.

12/12/2018 6:15:35 PM 1_decided_voter This is my go-to place when I'm not watching Q! I'm hooked! It's hard to detach, even though some other aspects of my life (ie work) tend to suffer as a 

result. I'm always thirsty for more!

12/12/2018 6:16:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 We won't answer this yet because events haven't occurred yet that would make our expected outcome a plausible reality in the near enough future.

12/12/2018 6:17:27 PM marshahodgson More, please. 🌿💕☘

12/12/2018 6:17:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

12/12/2018 6:17:39 PM lightworkercain Why did Q say No? https://twitter.com/qanon76/status/1073019333197074432?s=20 …

12/12/2018 6:17:39 PM keith369me Thank you for all of your responses and helping to make us “smarter”

12/12/2018 6:17:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some things were misunderstood.

12/12/2018 6:17:58 PM ragevirusqq This statement is majestic ♥️

12/12/2018 6:18:21 PM datruseeka I’m not following. Can you give more details on “gives centralized power to RED RED” in extreme Majestic ways.

12/12/2018 6:19:49 PM roaminnoodle Anything we can do to help?

12/12/2018 6:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We moved into the open when 41 announced 322 NWO versus Majestic NWO. We technically lost a war, but we never gave up and we never let our 

foot off the gas. Cabal was able to do serious damage with what MJ-12 created. Crimes Against Humanity and our Children.

12/12/2018 6:19:52 PM jonella_moore True. They have been deceived by the ultimate liar of all time.



12/12/2018 6:21:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073037325972713472?s=21 …

12/12/2018 6:21:06 PM keith369me Thank you for confirming that I am not crazy when I want no part of past life regression.

12/12/2018 6:22:33 PM time4u2know Thank you for your answer. Appreciate all you do.

12/12/2018 6:23:24 PM john777lee MJ has named 3 in the past and I guessed ADM Rogers for the forth.

DJT named,GEN Dunsford named Gen Mattis named .

12/12/2018 6:23:45 PM luvleebutterfly Learned that well by now

12/12/2018 6:24:54 PM mongrelglory You can be doing those things in your community.  Many cities in Canada have successfully gotten fluoride out of their drinking water.  We haven't 

been successful where I live yet, but people are still working on it.

12/12/2018 6:25:35 PM raisethevib369 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/12/2018 6:25:52 PM ryankochweare1 I would like to know this too.  His IS BE is here on earth and Knows who he is and will be MAJESTIC reveal?

12/12/2018 6:26:12 PM ragevirusqq In other words; ask again later after some event?

12/12/2018 6:26:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Educate those around you to detoxify their bodies, inform them all answers (especially non spiritual/religious answers) are within and that it is okay for 

them to trust themselves.

12/12/2018 6:26:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who control time control the illusion.

12/12/2018 6:28:26 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/i36PnO835i

12/12/2018 6:28:28 PM lbf777 How did they get the city to stop poisoning the water supply?

12/12/2018 6:28:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. 2 over Cabal.

12/12/2018 6:28:35 PM ragevirusqq Smithsonian buried them?

12/12/2018 6:29:38 PM 1_decided_voter Where does Cosmic clearance fit in with these numbers?

12/12/2018 6:31:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Begin by educating your fellow town members at your next town hall. Ask for an opportunity to speak regarding morality of leadership at the hands of 

special interests and a prison complex of the mind created by greed and satanism.

It will force DARK to LIGHT.

12/12/2018 6:34:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awokening?

Awokening isn't a word.

Misspelling matters attempt?

Nice try.

THE GREAT AWAKENING. https://twitter.com/theblaze/status/1073042525059997697 …

12/12/2018 6:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tomorrow will be an explosive day.

12/12/2018 6:35:24 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/STgiTB5LGa

12/12/2018 6:36:15 PM 1_decided_voter Really wishing you hadn't said that, because now I'm concerned the outcome may be altered as a result.

12/12/2018 6:36:36 PM datruseeka Does the Q team have equal security clearance to MJ-12 groups?

12/12/2018 6:37:32 PM realaronbrowne Downloading or unlocking?

12/12/2018 6:37:40 PM djlok I'll volunteer to go with you. That way if either of us feel the urge to "talk" we can just talk to each other about what we observed.

12/12/2018 6:38:38 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks bro!  I knew I could count on you!  Like you said were in the rabbit hole together!

12/12/2018 6:39:22 PM chuzehappy Wow thanks!

12/12/2018 6:39:41 PM hcraig0062_h Probably in more ways than one

12/12/2018 6:39:50 PM djlok We can take 54 with us.  The 54 IS-BE is cool too.

12/12/2018 6:40:07 PM datruseeka Well that didn’t help.

12/12/2018 6:40:15 PM worldxplorer1 I’m down!  Let’s go!

12/12/2018 6:40:50 PM worldxplorer1 You in 54?!

12/12/2018 6:41:01 PM cidarean Detox... After asking about soda and your reply about injecting poison I stopped Drinking it. I do drink green tea more. But it's the Arizona kind. I hope 

I'm doing myself a favor. I tried to ask about sugar intake as I seem to consume a lot during the day.

12/12/2018 6:41:08 PM dental257 I wish i could downvote their attempt

12/12/2018 6:41:48 PM mongrelglory They signed petitions and lobbied their local politicians.  Gave presentations about the dangers of fluoride in drinking water.  Some politicians are more 

receptive than others.  Here's a link to the Fluoride Action Network:  http://fluoridealert.org 

12/12/2018 6:41:58 PM keith369me HRC crimes will get some light.

12/12/2018 6:42:09 PM colista SPEAKING FOR ME ... 1) I believe in those things I can prove beyond a reasonable doubt. 2) I believe what I see on a regular basis (Wright r wrng ). Add 

sad facts that i know serve a public purpose. pic.twitter.com/p2od1OxGfs

12/12/2018 6:43:03 PM ragevirusqq Who is above your clearance level?

12/12/2018 6:43:53 PM ragevirusqq Who is above your clearance level?

12/12/2018 6:44:40 PM palmdalekid2 Look for me in the void 😎

12/12/2018 6:45:18 PM keith369me Coke can be used to clean your car engine.  I joked with my children about this when they would drink one.  Now they won’t touch it...and they use the 

same line when they see others with it.  Baby steps

12/12/2018 6:46:03 PM cidarean Can you reverse a calcified pineal gland?

12/12/2018 6:46:57 PM cstarr888 Yes. Several methods. Research.🙏💖

12/12/2018 6:47:05 PM cocopuffster12 Stop sugar, and try organic green tea. Do you have a juicery in your town? Try to find one that sells organic vegetable juice.

12/12/2018 6:47:22 PM kate_gorney had one bad experience w them in particular that's all I'm saying. maybe just them, but they are completely void.

12/12/2018 6:47:36 PM kate_gorney have no idea

12/12/2018 6:48:10 PM roaminnoodle No sugar.

I think Arizona green tea would be "better" than [any] soda, however, I would advise against that too - read ALL labels [& follow the money].

Think of your body like a Ferrari: Would you inject "junk" fuel into it? Your body needs "high quality fuel" to run optimally.

12/12/2018 6:48:11 PM palmdalekid2 Explosive? pic.twitter.com/dlBTjhWkAB

12/12/2018 6:48:53 PM mongrelglory Gives new meaning to the phrase "rocks in your head". 😜

12/12/2018 6:49:01 PM snakejackal  http://drboylan.com/mj-12committee.html …

12/12/2018 6:49:46 PM kate_gorney my one and only experience so no i have no idea. it was a broad statement and just warning be careful what u ask for, i learned the hard way.

12/12/2018 6:50:13 PM lovethebeach999 And ... private jets for all

12/12/2018 6:51:09 PM datruseeka So MJ-12 are the Wizards & Warlocks?

12/12/2018 6:51:38 PM dopesindc Hope HRC safely returns from India

12/12/2018 6:51:52 PM roaminnoodle (Cerca 1996) I did a school science experiment using Coca-Cola to clean pennies. Also found it was an effective toilet bowl cleaner.

12/12/2018 6:53:06 PM mongrelglory That was when MJ-12 was under control of the evil group...

12/12/2018 6:53:33 PM allahuniversal For some reason Swiss watches came to mind pic.twitter.com/uhJQZDqQwq

12/12/2018 6:54:21 PM datruseeka It’s also an excellent battery acid cleaner.

12/12/2018 6:54:43 PM qanon_obiwan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @chavez24_tito Have fun on this rabbit hole. Shits so crazy I get a headache. But always ask, why not? Universe is infinite. As are 

any and all possibilities.

12/12/2018 6:54:57 PM lovethebeach999 Please god, deliver something tangible finally.

12/12/2018 6:55:38 PM datruseeka What does RED RED (or the CORRUPT CABAL RUN Red Cross) have to do with this though?  I don’t understand.

12/12/2018 6:57:37 PM lbf777 That’s 1 way but getting through the thick skulls of selfish, immoral Mayors & associates is quite difficult as all they care about is money. Going down 

to the water plant 200 strong & demanding they stop poisoning the water supply seems more effective. I will think on it. Ty.



12/12/2018 6:59:13 PM cstarr888 😂Indeed, literally!

😁😆😂🤣🙏💖

12/12/2018 7:02:00 PM allahuniversal Re: the linked question:

 https://twitter.com/QbutterflyQ/status/1073026993355153408?s=19 …

What does RED RED (aside from being a cabal piggy bank) supply which could prevent aging/extend life for those so inclined?

12/12/2018 7:02:23 PM connectedtomyc1 If white hats (benevolent humans or beings) are in control, can you please explain the purpose of 5G, chemtrails, and the "snow" this year on my 

walkway that looks like foam balls (it's gushy, not snowflakes) and doesn't melt? It seems as if the chemical attack is in full force.

12/12/2018 7:03:37 PM mongrelglory I could go for that! 👍

12/12/2018 7:04:49 PM anangelhasland1 Still waiting for them to defreeze George Lucas!

12/12/2018 7:05:49 PM connectedtomyc1 Yes, all the above and terraforming the planet so it's unfit for human habitation, which might exterminate us before 5G:

 https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-04-global-dimming-globalist-plot-to-eliminate-humanity-terraforming-food-crops-pollution.html …

12/12/2018 7:06:26 PM anangelhasland1 Tickets: $99 Dollars.

$17 if in costume.

No biker gear.

12/12/2018 7:11:19 PM djlok If [they] won't stop poisoning your water, here is the distiller I bought off Amazon.  I know Amazon is very bad but I couldn't find this thing anywhere 

else.  I looked!!  

 https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000ANW7HQ/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1 …

12/12/2018 7:11:29 PM cocopuffster12 I do this! Lol!

12/12/2018 7:11:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Bravo! pic.twitter.com/rnTg8pmF4v

12/12/2018 7:12:45 PM connectedtomyc1 For those that think we have the luxury of time, please watch this to see the urgency of the situation (how far along Agenda 21/30 is) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBW6Tlq_oBQ …

and please read this:  https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-04-global-dimming-globalist-plot-to-eliminate-humanity-terraforming-food-crops-

pollution.html …

No time left to stick heads in the sand.

12/12/2018 7:13:14 PM surgdissection Nope.

12/12/2018 7:14:00 PM connectedtomyc1 Agreed, stay positive and in a place of love (as opposed to fear) but do not ignore facts.

12/12/2018 7:14:43 PM youstinksoap Is this referring to them drinking blood?

12/12/2018 7:15:19 PM roaminnoodle Totally meant circa*. Been speaking some Spanish!

Searched "household cocacola" with many results, including Coke themselves:

 https://www.coca-cola.co.uk/faq/can-coca-cola-be-used-as-a-household-cleaner …

Such "Rumour-mongers" we are. Hilarious.

12/12/2018 7:15:37 PM joni_apple_seed Research Project Bluebeam

12/12/2018 7:16:25 PM kacey2972 Is more than one part of deep state?

12/12/2018 7:17:26 PM fionasdestiny67 💉🛢 Deputy Special Agent intercepts $4.5 - 6 Trillion dollars worth of pure Adrenochrome, trying to cross an international border..? OMG!! 

15 tractor trailers carrying 44.1lbs of Adrenochrome each - 1,202.5 lbs ?? pic.twitter.com/KmXRvMKkGw

12/12/2018 7:17:40 PM the_monogahela We're ready

12/12/2018 7:18:09 PM connectedtomyc1 Example: there were thousands of Patriots on Twitter that truly believed the election would be overturned in several states across the Country. Be 

positive, but not naive and ignoring the results of an entire national election.

12/12/2018 7:18:14 PM giediknight Are they genetically linked to the wizards of ancient Atlantis?

12/12/2018 7:18:53 PM fionasdestiny67 Yep, yep

12/12/2018 7:22:45 PM lib7473 New 5D Earth..💙

12/12/2018 7:23:25 PM zagnett MJ, does the Earth sorta kinda look flat to higher dimensionals? Like a 2d surface is (or looks?) flat to 3d beings? I've often thought this could be the 

original inspiration for the FE theory. I've never bought into it myself though.

12/12/2018 7:24:21 PM zagnett But from all I've learned, it sounds like shapes do indeed look different to beings in different dimensions. Is this true? Kinda like "10=8" except for 

shapes?

12/12/2018 7:24:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd I hope prep for elite won't be that of comfort. Nauseating to think those shits may have comfortable chairs, organic food, or anything besides stainless 

steel toilets, plastic mattresses, and MRE's! They need to be humiliated in front of the world! Warrior coming out in me!⚖️⚖️⚖️

12/12/2018 7:24:51 PM allahuniversal I won't say that drinking blood is what was referred to, (blood transfusions could be effective?). Bloodlines might be alluded to?, Red Cross must have 

an extensive donor & recipient database to draw from, 23andMe too.

12/12/2018 7:26:12 PM fionasdestiny67 I instantly was drawn to these same 3, plus 1 more pic.twitter.com/0GVGQXSFes

12/12/2018 7:26:29 PM zagnett People are taking videos of the sun and it looks hexagonal. Real? Different dimensional perspective? Light info distortion?

Or sun simulator? I don't buy this either. But you're asking us to consider an artificial moon too, which I am. So why not the sun?

12/12/2018 7:27:46 PM consortiapartn1 I'm going to Gitmo in 5 weeks, will try and get a selfie at the gates if they'll let me ;)

and/or/if the Cuban trains are running lol

12/12/2018 7:28:01 PM lib7473 Agree, cuz Bill knew something we all didn’t know..her dark side...😈

12/12/2018 7:28:41 PM connectedtomyc1 Is there a land mass larger than the US near/under/beyond Antartica fit for human habitation (at some point)?

12/12/2018 7:31:21 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/Hyvy07olCM

12/12/2018 7:31:55 PM drumsk8 You've just answered your own question, it will be the Kernel. Also, can you read any binary files/drivers? 

Also, remember all the sidechannel attacks baked in to processors for the past 20 years.

12/12/2018 7:33:11 PM pastorjon9 You're a tease MJ12 - but I understand why 👍

#SheepNoMore #PatriotsFight #WWG1WGA #QAnon

12/12/2018 7:39:38 PM zagnett MJ, in your opinion, what are the top 5 foods/substances available - at common grocery and/or drug stores (not just on the Internet) - that

1. reverse calcification?

2. make it worse?

Trying to get the 80/20 going here. Hoping coffee isn't on list 2 lol.

12/12/2018 7:42:35 PM zagnett MJ, are red-haired giants often visitors from Agartha / Inner Earth? Assuming IE theory is true of course? So a double question.

I've always given more credence to IE theory than Flat Earth theory.

12/12/2018 7:43:33 PM alhsdo_whitepaw While I'm awake please; I have a hard time remembering my dreams.



12/12/2018 7:44:33 PM connectedtomyc1 People like Deborah Tavares, the Fullerton Informer and (hmmm, one other guy in Orange County, CA, can't remember name) did this for years to no 

avail.

12/12/2018 7:45:02 PM mongrelglory That's one of the most eloquent summaries I've heard to date.

12/12/2018 7:46:20 PM zagnett Wow is this kind of technology going to be available someday for well-intentioned yet otherwise calcium-encrusted pineal people?

12/12/2018 7:48:09 PM zagnett "Minority Report" the movie. Disclosure? Mirror technology? Accurate? If not, what's wrong? Is that kind what civilization could reasonably look like in 

~30 years?

12/12/2018 7:48:49 PM cocopuffster12 My most favorite author! The Game of Life, The Game of Life For Women, my pages are highlighted! She is amazing!! I believe she was born in mid 

1800’s. 💟☮️

12/12/2018 7:51:18 PM zagnett Yeah saw that too. Was wondering if there were maybe more than one objectives with that one event.

I can accept "Classified" if open knowledge would reasonably risk lives in current operations. If this isn't the case, it should be disclosed.

12/12/2018 7:52:30 PM laurabusse That sounds really interesting...

12/12/2018 7:54:35 PM katt9454 I have a close relationship with Jesus. No man will ever that that away from me.

12/12/2018 7:54:40 PM zagnett Uh have to pass on this thread. dinnertime after all...

12/12/2018 7:55:50 PM datruseeka Stevia is suppose to be the best alternative sweetener.

12/12/2018 7:56:28 PM amay80461574 I don't think it's someone in the spot light. At first I thought someone from the Bush admin. I like the fact that we don't know if this person is a man or 

a woman, or what nationality. With that said, I think it's a woman.

12/12/2018 7:57:34 PM alhsdo_whitepaw No not there, SYSTEMD which is being forced into every distribution by RED HAT and big tech against the will of users who know better. system level 

binary logs that noone can read?! pid0/root for print Q's and dns lookups and scheduling!?

12/12/2018 7:57:48 PM laurabusse Took me like 10 yrs for me to finally unwind and deprogram. Was a fervent devout Christian for almost 30 yrs. All you have to do is dare to question 

your beliefs, start meditating and it all starts to unwind. Fear (of devil/hell/deception) is the glue. Daring to...

12/12/2018 7:59:10 PM mongrelglory I know that will seem heretical from your Catholic upbringing, but yes, they have said we are all IS-BEs.  (Immortal Spiritual Beings).  In essence, God 

consciousness split itself into an infinite number of separate fragments, with each fragment forgetting who they really were...

12/12/2018 8:00:03 PM roaminnoodle Doesn't mean it's good for you, but perhaps just the 'best of the worst'?

Although I do not know if stevia is good or bad. Any reliable sources?

I personally try to avoid sugar, and all alternative sweeteners, if possible.

12/12/2018 8:00:55 PM laurabusse 2...question your beliefs starts to dissolve that glue. But you're right. It has a very powerful stranglehold. But not impossible. I think the key is 

questioning the fear. Congratulations. Bravo. Kudos to you. We are free now and there are many more to come. Blessings to you :-)

12/12/2018 8:06:22 PM mongrelglory Each fragment is a separate consciousness, capable of creating its own reality, either separately, or collectively with a group of other IS-BEs...what they 

refer to as co-creative consciousness.  The eventual goal is for consciousness to experience every aspect of it's being...

12/12/2018 8:07:31 PM lbf777 Ok great, please translate this Q&A for me: 

Question: Why isn’t Trump taking down the 5G towers?

Answer: Think Antartica.

12/12/2018 8:11:08 PM pastorjon9 Calling yourself out? 😉

12/12/2018 8:12:57 PM mongrelglory ...both separately and together, until eventually all IS-BEs are re-united as one again...re-turning to "Source", or "God consciousness".  The nature of 

this God consciousness is absolute, unconditional love.  The term Christ consciousness might be a good term for it, but it...

12/12/2018 8:13:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 1) We answered this multiple times.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072964805718364160 …

2) Please use this advice to help decode comms.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072341645729902593 …

3) Multiple times...  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072250061667647488 …

4) Again...  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069612548742356993 …

Here's Q: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069612545684717568 …
12/12/2018 8:19:37 PM mongrelglory ...resides in all of us. If we try to objectify it and externalize it as a particular being or Messiah, a "historical Jesus" if you will, then we are taking away 

from it's true nature...which is our own infinite divine nature. To quote a famous ET named Airl, "we are all IS-BEs".

12/12/2018 8:24:00 PM mongrelglory I hope this helps.  You are not being difficult at all.  Your questions are very sincere and intelligent. 🥰

12/12/2018 8:25:55 PM anuishboucher Is JFK jr could possibly be alive ?

12/12/2018 8:26:26 PM lbf777 My response:

1. People don’t just blindly believe stuff anymore without clear, concise proof.

2. We don’t need or want these 5G death towers. Most do not consent to them even if you say they are healthy for us.

3. Any future tyrant can weaponize these if they aren’t already.

12/12/2018 8:29:01 PM spaceco89187886 Gotta catch the little fish first, think bait.

12/12/2018 8:31:02 PM zagnett Not signing up, yet. Got questions. Dangerous at all, even for info downloads? Can you tell if the downloads complete? TCP handshake equiv.? What if 

my brain's buffer-size isn't big enough? Wouldn't be a surprise...Can you do "one ping only"? How do i reply?

12/12/2018 8:34:42 PM datruseeka I remember researching it a few years ago. Research for yourself. You will find the answers.

12/12/2018 8:37:15 PM sacksclark What does it mean to be born again? 

Romans 10:9 "if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord, and believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved. 

Jesus' death paid for our guilt & he did his part out of love. Our part is to believe & accept him

12/12/2018 8:39:06 PM marshahodgson Please say it WILL NOT work. 

Thank you.

12/12/2018 8:39:21 PM skullbabyx @Jordan_Sather_ @55true4u @LisaMei62 @HarryLe87012395 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/12/2018 8:40:55 PM mossman_moore Kingdom of Heaven ‘eternal present’ kairos of Ephesians 1:10 – subverted circa 180AD by Ireneus to chronos ‘linear narrative’ ‘salvation history’ - 

culminating in apocalypse.

12/12/2018 8:43:16 PM zagnett Possible to set an appt. so I can pay attention to the experience fully? Can you send a specific phrase that i can repeat back and you verify somehow? A 

download or actual voice?

Btw is this what happened to the guy at Rendleshem who remembered that binary?



12/12/2018 8:43:18 PM karen87926480 Lieing wonder. Book of revelation

12/12/2018 8:47:13 PM ialibertybelle In regard to #2, when you jump, wouldn’t you land away from where you started if it’s spinning 1000 mph?

12/12/2018 8:48:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity.

Strings Cut.

Lapel pin.

What will happen tomorrow?

Granted... it will only be a testimony, but an explosive one at best!

Arrests are coming.

Several notes handed at the funeral said "This doesn't change anything."

Not all notes were the same.

All same message.

NO DEALS!
12/12/2018 8:49:52 PM zagnett Star Trek Next Generation episode where the ship was caught in a time loop. Data sends a signal into the next loop. All these 3s start showing up all 

over the place. Could I give a sequence of numbers & you make it appear all over the place for an hour or so?

12/12/2018 8:50:05 PM pauliepg11111 Who wrote the notes? Did 45 help compose them, or did it come from above him? Can you tell us what HRC’s note said?

12/12/2018 8:51:19 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Hannity=CIA asset? Thus the pin?

12/12/2018 8:51:27 PM 1_decided_voter Delicious.

12/12/2018 8:52:05 PM 1_decided_voter I got this one MJ, you sit back... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072355623562551297 …

12/12/2018 8:52:40 PM barr__rebecca OK, arrests are coming?  I believe that will happen but why are they allowed to cavort around the world, partying in front of our faces?  That is a 

complete mockery of justice!

12/12/2018 8:53:08 PM nichelle_gp No Deals!! Thank you Majestic!!🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗 5:5

12/12/2018 8:53:10 PM higginsgggg If this really happens my jaw will drop LITERALLY

12/12/2018 8:54:02 PM zagnett Better question - what's the coolest **** you can do with VOG, no harm done?

12/12/2018 8:56:06 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvgLoeEBl8g …

12/12/2018 8:57:29 PM wwg1wga_every1 Especially that evil witch HRC dancing at a wedding in India YESTERDAY with John Kerry. She belongs in GITMO!!!! #LockHerUp  https://youtu.be/9l-

MqrZyxFU 

12/12/2018 8:58:03 PM whitehat_van That's most of FOX.

12/12/2018 9:00:33 PM zagnett Do you ever have to zap anybody with the same info over and over until it sticks?

...or will be the first? j/k

The scanners at the grocery store sometimes take like a dozen tries get the barcode. Just want to make sure your VOG won't fry my brain.

12/12/2018 9:00:51 PM datruseeka  http://www.hungryforchange.tv/article/natures-best-alternative-sweeteners …

12/12/2018 9:01:32 PM datruseeka  https://www.simplemost.com/worst-and-best-sugar-subs-your-for-health/ …

12/12/2018 9:01:49 PM iquqweq  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072391606861479942.html …

12/12/2018 9:01:58 PM datruseeka  https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/4-healthy-natural-sweeteners …

12/12/2018 9:02:51 PM tracyabston I thought the testimonybtomorrow was postponed?

12/12/2018 9:03:40 PM djlok I'd love to get a hand on one of these Looking Glasses.  BTW, MJ12 says watch the skies and I see this while I'm walking to dinner. At first I figured it 

was my eyes, took a pic, and it looked the same.  West coast.  Possible? pic.twitter.com/vu5ynYhbWm

12/12/2018 9:04:41 PM datruseeka  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/natural-sweeteners_b_3053890 …

12/12/2018 9:05:09 PM pachecoj11 what time does it start?

12/12/2018 9:06:19 PM pauliepg11111 He obviously has conscience - must be elated strings are cut.

12/12/2018 9:06:34 PM badjuju19  pic.twitter.com/vYtoQ8Q01Z

12/12/2018 9:06:40 PM higginsgggg Yes but don't tell no one OK

12/12/2018 9:07:54 PM datruseeka I think researching you will learn rather than take someone’s word for it.   I gave you a few articles to review.  Anything help you support what’s best?

12/12/2018 9:07:57 PM misswinma Just read a Salt Lake City newspaper story that said Huber was NOT going to testify tomorrow!🤦♀️😡

12/12/2018 9:08:40 PM 1_decided_voter I think he will soon need to decide whether to act in his own interest (follow the money to Disney or wherever Fox News goes), or the interests of the 

nation (go independent).

12/12/2018 9:09:23 PM soulcaliber777 "You can tell it's real because it looks so fake." -Elon Musk

12/12/2018 9:09:38 PM pauliepg11111 This is a good question however I think the always know because if they try to say or do something that’s “off script” their handlers will take action- 

thus showing their control?!

12/12/2018 9:09:59 PM pauliepg11111 Go. Independent.

12/12/2018 9:12:03 PM strangestarseed I've been wondering what was up with the CIA pin. Could never seem to get an answer from anyone about it.

12/12/2018 9:13:16 PM turboxyde )(

The (new) Earth Game has the longest loading screen on this side of the galaxy but it is totally going to be worth the trip from Source! Put me in coach! 

pic.twitter.com/17kOGdHXrk

12/12/2018 9:13:35 PM laurabusse Good point! Hopefully we'll continue to learn more about this as more info continues to come out...

12/12/2018 9:14:45 PM oldbikerfirst If only..........

12/12/2018 9:15:36 PM wild8heart So are we going to sit and talk about the past or do something now as more and more people pull their heads out of the sand??

Count me in for acting now. The past is an illusion of the mind.

12/12/2018 9:16:49 PM hellouncledonny MSM host wearing a red dress was pissed off when they broadcasted Trumps announment on the Space Force. Her emotion and body language tells 

all.

12/12/2018 9:17:06 PM rick_hernandez Riddles allow for ideas to be communicated by asking questions not giving answers. Questions are questions and are not stated as fact. So no protocols 

are broken

12/12/2018 9:17:19 PM pauliepg11111 Pretty sure they’re blackmailed or threatened (we’ll kill your family). Most people would do anything to protect their family and kids.

12/12/2018 9:17:20 PM wild8heart Thinking is more futile than say contemplation, observation or meditation. 

Thinking can lead to destructive mind games with no growth.

12/12/2018 9:20:07 PM army_of__qne John Trump + Nikola Tesla?

12/12/2018 9:20:36 PM wild8heart I’m pretty certain MJ12 has cosmic clearance!? They are very familiar with the fact that consciousness projects reality... 

Type “ts_sci_majic12 clearance” into your search bar. Something may assist you there...

12/12/2018 9:22:14 PM hellouncledonny Mattis Rodgers Trump and the fellas(deceased) in the framed pictures

12/12/2018 9:26:39 PM rick_hernandez What is that?

12/12/2018 9:30:32 PM misswinma Was the Ai after the Q on Santa in the elevator a tell?

12/12/2018 9:33:13 PM laurabusse Agreed!

12/12/2018 9:34:45 PM 1_decided_voter Good call, though I searched Cosmic instead.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889846308307165184 … pic.twitter.com/DDkclutWA9

12/12/2018 9:37:29 PM giediknight Is this the technology John Dee pioneered?

12/12/2018 9:40:26 PM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this chart correct?  Doesn’t Trump have D5 security clearance?  Who has LUNA security clearance?  You said Majestic was 2 sec 

clearance higher than cabal, so does the Cabal run the dark side of the moon?  pic.twitter.com/EZUXaoeanl



12/12/2018 9:42:02 PM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  where does the SSP groups fall on this sec clearance chart?

12/12/2018 9:44:03 PM hellouncledonny 1. Nimrod World Order

2. God did aka the collective consciousness of the many.

3. strategically 

4. Trick Question

12/12/2018 9:45:51 PM hellouncledonny 11:11 nice digits. reminds me of the armistice day anniversary.

12/12/2018 9:46:45 PM 1_decided_voter Curious where did this comes from?

12/12/2018 9:52:13 PM susyqzee It was clear he was being saved as a weapon for Disinformation. @darkjournalist too who has blocked me. He has fangs and reptilian eyes when you 

zoom in.

12/12/2018 10:00:08 PM shannon_maga_q Can someone show a pic of him with this pin?

12/12/2018 10:03:28 PM annbnicer I thought it was a message that he was being handled by "management".

12/12/2018 10:06:24 PM decodematrix MAJIC Guardians = Blue Avians, Golden triangle head beings, and new guardians that haven't been revealed yet.

12/12/2018 10:07:04 PM diaptera_80 Koala

12/12/2018 10:10:26 PM zoilaliz1 And a bit of earth minerals are good too... Boric Acid

12/12/2018 10:12:39 PM diaptera_80 So, the good guy are now in control of frequency tech, and 5G can be used for benevolent purposes? Or are you referring to a wave that will take them 

all out?

12/12/2018 10:13:55 PM diaptera_80 Did you loose the ”c” as a metaphor for no more ”control”?

12/12/2018 10:14:21 PM john81726765  pic.twitter.com/oksP8rGCNZ

12/12/2018 10:16:42 PM hellouncledonny What is symbology? 

Eagle = Freedom/God people/Military

Skull 'n' Bones 13/Snake eyes/6 lightning bolts = Deep-state

Red Flower(bottom) = sub rosa = done in secret.

Freedom is fighting the Deep-State in secret.

POTUS and Rodman are flaunting back at Evil.

Did I get the job? pic.twitter.com/CvqUNuQlPj

12/12/2018 10:17:24 PM diaptera_80 Not convinced of Bible Mandela effects. I believe it was always the wolf next to the lamb. Only in depictions was it a lion.

12/12/2018 10:17:44 PM gret60 Thank you so much!!!😍😍😍

12/12/2018 10:21:11 PM hellouncledonny For the same reason #jamescomey hearing was public 2 years ago. Its a matter of National Security.

Did I get the job?

12/12/2018 10:24:51 PM 963_maxoom TESLA Wireless Power Tower

in Texas! Trump Card ! 

Nov. 9, 2018

 https://m.beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2018/3645926.html …

12/12/2018 10:29:28 PM 22war11w12 Thank god.  However, even this won’t convince the diehards

12/12/2018 10:33:41 PM azpatriot88 She’s been saved since 2003 thank goodness.

12/12/2018 10:35:04 PM hellouncledonny He's letting his puppeteers and fellow puppets know he's still on board and has control(over people), especially in the U.S. The average U.S. citizen has 

guns and ammo, controlling these people like weapons give him leverage.

12/12/2018 10:37:17 PM azpatriot88 Wow

12/12/2018 10:38:42 PM lightworkercain Yeah, Im really wondering now if he is helping from beyond the grave. His spirit was strong and could be in contact with Q Team.

12/12/2018 10:39:42 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/ksQXPDCCo2

12/12/2018 10:40:06 PM si11112018 Has the enemy?

12/12/2018 10:40:53 PM shannon_maga_q Thanks 😁

12/12/2018 10:42:24 PM daggerz9 He's been wearing it every single night for months. Until just this last week or so. pic.twitter.com/fV3vRi27HW

12/12/2018 10:46:44 PM suhre_david What did Jeb see?

12/12/2018 10:52:00 PM 1_decided_voter Coincidence?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073077157881110528 … pic.twitter.com/ajeGq4q5hs

12/12/2018 10:53:17 PM themorbidmonkey Kind of like the smocking gun?

12/12/2018 10:56:38 PM lyndamathews25 reptilians

12/12/2018 10:57:14 PM azpatriot88 Crap I hope not! 😡

12/12/2018 11:08:55 PM hellouncledonny Quantum computers and AI will create heaven on earth.

Q-puters transistors the size of Atom molecules.

The entire purpose of the universe is the creation of LIGHT or creating life and expansion. 

Q-puters purpose is to produce the best solution for a problem.

re-read 1st line.

12/12/2018 11:09:10 PM jordanb987 Critical thinking is, well...CRITICAL! Majestic/Q/etc. are attempting to encourage independent thought and review of the data they present, this is how 

they stand apart from a "cult".

12/12/2018 11:11:29 PM jordanb987 I hope they find me soon 😉🤞 11:11

12/12/2018 11:14:58 PM hellouncledonny Its weird you say this as I was just pondering where I learned chess from. No recollection what so ever of being taught. my earlist recollection was age 

7, I was building chess peices out of LEGO's and I understood the rules.

12/12/2018 11:16:42 PM hellouncledonny Indeed https://youtu.be/iLMJbrO53yU 

12/12/2018 11:24:43 PM hellouncledonny Light like the sun is the purest of LOVE creation. The Sun is a dense collective consciousness of LOVE creation. Way above the 3rd plane to which this 

dimension is limited to. I have been told(thru signs) I will progress past the 4th and into the 5th.

12/12/2018 11:33:23 PM hellouncledonny Decommissioned = 1st generation of Quantum computers and AI and more

Installed new = submolecular Quantum computers and AI

Our new machines are running faster and better and they have the very best to keep them in tippy top shape.

12/12/2018 11:37:14 PM hellouncledonny Lord Acton, one of my personal favourites.

12/12/2018 11:45:08 PM hellouncledonny GOOG made a deal with China to go against the USA. Trump proved to CHINA that GOOG's real intentions were to enslave China and use them to 

enslave USA. GOOG lights a fire to burn evidence but really CHINA set the fire to gather evidence.

12/12/2018 11:49:36 PM hellouncledonny Capitol Hill Senate Republicans

12/12/2018 11:56:16 PM hellouncledonny Yes....Wiping out 20% of the rain forest would devastate the earth. Wiping out even 40% of the humans alone would send a ripple throughout the 

universe. Very bad mojo felt on many levels.

12/13/2018 12:00:50 AM tjbayus1 #TheGreatAwakening

12/13/2018 12:08:08 AM 420munsterfan I gotcha I'm just stating how Jesus communicates to me and that the format of prayer is not very important IE: bended knee clasped hands etc. and 

that although I believe in Jesus and God our Creator the light/good connects us all who believe in Worldwide harmony

12/13/2018 12:13:32 AM stormbladex69 Why didn't someone (maybe I missed it) ask Q if Paradise was a DEW Attack?! #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸

12/13/2018 12:13:46 AM hellouncledonny I know what they were for:

Think Matrix

Harvesting

12/13/2018 12:18:51 AM hellouncledonny No, there are a symbol

12/13/2018 12:23:39 AM diaptera_80 Haha, yes, I stopped talking about ufos and artefacts on Mars years ago with my father because the mockery was very harsh. Kind of hard to proceed if 

they don’t learn their ABC. Has to wake up the hard way. Whenever Trump is mocked I change the subject. Hopefully this will change

12/13/2018 12:26:19 AM diaptera_80 I thought you said he was alive?



12/13/2018 12:26:30 AM hellouncledonny My guess Reagan era.

Berlin wall falls, Russia changes flag to same 3 colors as the US.

12/13/2018 12:31:17 AM diaptera_80 Do we have an offworld Alpha site which is controlled by pro-human leaders? I guess that is classified.

12/13/2018 12:34:52 AM ultrasonic2010 It’s always been a tactic to discredit Q and make anons seem crazy. Shills pushed that BS daily and then, magically, it’s mentioned in the title of a hit-

piece article. 

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-the-pro-trump-conspiracy-theory-now-believes-jfk-jr-faked-his-death-to-become-its-leader …

12/13/2018 12:35:48 AM cchef1980 Very interesting. 10yago was the financial crisis. Learned about bubblenomics, fed, glass steagall repeal etc, thx to Zero Hedge. Was MJ12 part of that?

12/13/2018 12:35:59 AM diaptera_80 If it feels 100% helpful, is it possible to determine through interaction with subconscious if it is pure or not?

12/13/2018 12:47:11 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/Jye6TfX4wb

12/13/2018 12:58:20 AM diaptera_80 Like ET plans to interfere is billion years in the future?

12/13/2018 1:00:03 AM awarefrequency I absolutely agree with that. 

Thank you so much for re-minding me. I did not taken that into consideration. 

I do listen to myself and 100% trust my-self... what my higher self guides me to. 

Power thoughts meditation club, zen life and meditative mind on YouTube I trust

12/13/2018 1:01:07 AM awarefrequency Yes... I believe so 

✨

12/13/2018 1:07:16 AM awarefrequency  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=e5zZVOPzn3A …

432hz Theta binaural beat meditation music. One of my favorites. I do recommend not using Bluetooth or your phone if possible. I use Dj stereo 

headphones with my computer. 

This one really assisted my momma to clear some blockages and learn to meditate.

12/13/2018 1:14:22 AM diaptera_80 Ah, you also said something about bait and causing panic.. hmm

12/13/2018 1:18:00 AM stormbladex69 The more research I see the more likely it is, and the number of estimated killed is sickening. I think we deserve an actual answer. Potentially around 

50K killed, most basically vaporized. This lady strikes me as credible. Opinions? https://youtu.be/ub5H7mRSyg4 

12/13/2018 1:22:34 AM diaptera_80 Why did they believe [41] changes matters?

12/13/2018 1:23:49 AM awarefrequency Thank you, great thread. 

I also trust the Arcturians.  

The healing chamber of light meditations have been most helpful for me on my journey. I was guided to them 4yrs ago. They resonated with me and 

certainly unlocked much innate information/innerstandings.DNA repair.

Thoughts?

12/13/2018 1:26:09 AM cchef1980 What?! Wait so then... If Devil->Vatican, and Vatican->Islam.... and considering satanic predictive programming/looking glass... did Vatican->9/11?!

12/13/2018 1:32:09 AM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/R8kjtFQ7uz

12/13/2018 1:38:20 AM zempthar Exactly. YOUR ARE RESPONSIBLE, YOURSELF.

12/13/2018 1:40:13 AM iamkevinlearl1 The narrative suggests its because their crimes are so horrible that most of us couldn't hear it and would literally go mad. Think of how many leftists 

that would never believe it then possibly revolt.??

12/13/2018 2:12:51 AM ambrossia1881 SPACE FORCE already created LONG ago...

SPACE FORCE = SSP...

SECRET SPACE PROGRAM is SPACE FORCE... 

SPACE FORCE = DISCLOSURE of SSP pic.twitter.com/frhgcRH0eg

12/13/2018 2:16:04 AM psyanidegaming Plot twist: they're all Majic12

12/13/2018 2:34:28 AM jenlhoie I’m a little late in getting to my notifications this week. This  photo makes my blood boil!

12/13/2018 2:35:02 AM gourangaoo I think the Mandella effect was to show us anything is possible. A lot of the effects have also proved relevant to the plan and it's exposures.

12/13/2018 2:42:02 AM johnnyneon IS-BE  😇 LOVING THIS "WHAT A NATURAL" pic.twitter.com/QWnDmOA53F

12/13/2018 2:48:42 AM awake369wwg1wga Where`s the world on this?🙏 @LisaMay62

@realJamesWood

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@M2Madness

@Jordan_Sather

@goodmedicine4us

@Education4Libs

@realDonaldTrump

@true_pundit

@QsOciety

@The_Trump_Train

@RedPillSurge

@QTAnon1

@intheMatrixxx

@WarDrummer1

@amicah1 https://twitter.com/Andre_Ronin/status/1073087794531188737 …
12/13/2018 2:57:08 AM amicah1  pic.twitter.com/5qRI9V1Mmh

12/13/2018 3:08:22 AM newyorker66  pic.twitter.com/YZcxzZiqXW

12/13/2018 3:09:15 AM crocawards She says she wants to discuss this behind closed doors. The reason is she knows voters from either side will not like what she has to say. That is the 

only reason Trump says "bring it on " Transparent Trump

12/13/2018 3:11:19 AM pauliepg11111 I want it to happen so people will stop ridiculing my shiny tinfoil hat...

12/13/2018 3:12:23 AM pauliepg11111 But also - why advertise it with a pin? Hiding in plain sight I guess...

12/13/2018 3:13:14 AM pauliepg11111 Download this account’s tweets into a spreadsheet. Start reading from the bottom up...

12/13/2018 3:13:56 AM mossman_moore Is there room in this emergent reality for those with no allegiance to the church or its book, but who love Jesus?

12/13/2018 3:16:32 AM redace66517 Mind blow



12/13/2018 3:37:15 AM big_simp The round earthers say no. One gets "dragged " like when one throws a ball in a car. 

#5 is  the one that always gets me. A jet NEVER tips its nose down to navigate the curve. Gravity magically bends the jet around so it lands right sideup 

opp side of the planet

12/13/2018 3:37:18 AM sabermarris What was actually disclosed?

12/13/2018 3:53:49 AM warrior_4truth The solar Event. Our galactic center Or "central Sun" which is a supermassive black hole located un Saggitarrius  A * will emitt a pulse every 26k years 

the light pulse will strike our sun in turn sending a solar flash if light to earth blanketing it. 5D! Crystalline  DNA

12/13/2018 3:55:22 AM krislarter The "O" has been changed to "Q"

12/13/2018 3:55:53 AM warrior_4truth Think of the song from 1994  "Black Hole Sun" by Soundgarden and Chris Cornell. Black Hole Sun wont you come and wash away the rain..watch the 

video...HE KNEW

12/13/2018 3:59:51 AM krislarter  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4d5e7bd9718f437311f6791ac86bf2af4ff7910e5a43ac20245e44b46530a675.png …

12/13/2018 4:05:18 AM olimyracle Learning to archive offline pic.twitter.com/yCaLw09Kdd

12/13/2018 4:23:10 AM cywar01 Watch LIVE On December 13 | 2pm ET  House Oversight Subcommittee 

🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

Hearing on the Clinton Foundation  Are you watching?

12/13/2018 4:30:44 AM atar_6l6c6  pic.twitter.com/R8317u2OFy

12/13/2018 4:32:57 AM atar_6l6c6 They mostly sit around in a pink ‘palace’

12/13/2018 4:43:40 AM sumgirl Not too surprised.

12/13/2018 4:58:03 AM ljvhermanns Remember all the people like the Pope and McCain with black eyes? Double meaning?

12/13/2018 4:58:36 AM jon2386 Does the UK has its own SSP? And what relationship does the UK have with ET's?

12/13/2018 5:02:15 AM cywar01 🧐🧐🧐

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mbBbFH9fAg …

12/13/2018 5:06:25 AM olimyracle Allow time

Give it faith

Make it One

And "Q" shall come back to "O"

💞 pic.twitter.com/CVNR4iqDX4

12/13/2018 5:07:37 AM warrior_4truth Yes...what do you SEE happening in the video? 

Wash away the rain? Metaphor for DARKNESS/CABAL...where do THEY get taken? To the CENTRAL SUN....

Watch BOTH!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuUZy5B205E&app=desktop …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06OYeGnX5C4&app=desktop …
12/13/2018 5:20:34 AM bbobbio71 Merry Christmas!

Words of wisdom!!

WWG1WGA!

United we stand! WW!

#MAGA #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/YJ8BURAyv9

12/13/2018 5:22:38 AM horseofw how do you download tweets into spreadsheet

?

12/13/2018 5:22:55 AM freeandoriginal Cult talk. Jesus is fictional, Christ spirit is real and in each of us when we rise to those standards. Think Soul evolving not religion(s). No guilt,no sin,no 

savior.

12/13/2018 5:26:31 AM ragevirusqq Could the 17 second wave termed the Q wave? As in alpha theta delta

12/13/2018 5:26:59 AM fowlreginald Some pictures of Loomer make it look like she is a DS plant. Pics taken with Bill Clinton, Alex Jones and a bloody one with Milo. My gut says "run!"

12/13/2018 5:27:17 AM cywar01 With eyes to see..................

12/13/2018 5:27:44 AM ragevirusqq Wtf is this?

12/13/2018 5:41:34 AM pauliepg11111  http://www.allmytweets.net 

12/13/2018 5:41:58 AM roaminnoodle Tom Fitton is one of the "Witnesses and Testimonies":

 https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/ …

But very recently, you said TF was "Fake MAGA"?

What about the other Witnesses and Testimonies?

12/13/2018 5:43:11 AM fowlreginald My copy is a highlighted mess too! Both my paperback copy and my Kindle. Her writings fit very well with what is being disclosed here.

12/13/2018 5:46:53 AM bbobbio71 Always loved that argument. 

The earth is flat!

No it's a sphere.

No I'm telling you it's flat!

Ok walk to the edge tell me what you see..

🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤣🤣😂

12/13/2018 5:47:11 AM goddessmoonhawk People are starting to somewhat wake up to the fact that the cabal has been interfering. Most can’t grasp the fact that this goes back to unimaginable 

amount of time.  Trust yourself for guidance. Everything written has been tainted.

12/13/2018 5:48:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Today at 2PM: House Oversight Subcommittee Hearing on the Clinton Foundation

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

NOTHING.

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?455872-1/house-oversight-subcommittee-hearing-clinton-foundation …

12/13/2018 5:48:43 AM gqanon And you know this,how???

12/13/2018 5:49:03 AM unfittwit  pic.twitter.com/9h2IFpowY6

12/13/2018 5:50:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Last Night at 11PM: "A House Foreign Affairs subcommittee held a hearing to examine international child abduction."  

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING. 

NOTHING.

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?455660-1/house-panel-examines-international-child-abduction …

12/13/2018 5:51:32 AM colista Yes

12/13/2018 5:52:03 AM the_monogahela Reports of Huber not attending, Tom Fitton will be though (?)



12/13/2018 5:54:09 AM palmdalekid2 #thegreatawakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/4hEzDgowjz

12/13/2018 5:54:17 AM anangelhasland1 I love when you say that!

12/13/2018 5:55:59 AM marty713 This from 2017 just popped up on my home page so I thought I better  rt click the link & Read 🤔😳😲💥❗️👊

12/13/2018 5:56:03 AM sarahdaniels In the current energies, I don't think it's necessary anymore to concentrate.

The field of life now supports the more or less magical flow of life.

So I think it's now allowing, feeling feelings, meditating & purifying for always more lovingness.

That's how it seems to me. ❤️

12/13/2018 5:56:51 AM roaminnoodle Witnesses and Testimonies:

Tom Fitton - President - Judicial Watch

Phillip Hackney - Assoc. Professor of Law - University of Pittsburgh

Lawrence W. Doyle - Managing Partner - DM Income Advisors

John F. Moynihan - Principal - JFM and Associates

 https://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-study-on-the-clinton-foundation/ …
12/13/2018 5:58:17 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/o82dnbkqby

12/13/2018 6:01:17 AM the_monogahela Thank you friend

12/13/2018 6:03:41 AM bbobbio71 Catholicism is all about listen,  obey,  don't stray or you'll pay!

Christianity is quite the opposite

12/13/2018 6:03:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 A lot. 

Re-read the title and listen to the hearing before posting false information. Your first sentence was a statement to be interpreted as "matter a fact" 

versus your question. 

"International child abduction" is in the title of the hearing. Key word "CHILD". Not parental.

12/13/2018 6:04:46 AM tammyredmond Dead bodies

12/13/2018 6:05:28 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/qfWv4oXIOW

12/13/2018 6:06:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Read and reflect past decision regarding Japan made by 45/Q.

 https://www.japantimes.co.jp/tag/hague-convention/ …

1) When it was enacted, all previous cases were grandfathered into an immunity from the convention.

2) Japan remains non-compliant to this day.

Human Trafficking is an international epidemic.
12/13/2018 6:06:57 AM ragevirusqq Jerome corsi

12/13/2018 6:08:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Japan gave two abducted children replacement passports to facilitate in the abduction."

12/13/2018 6:09:39 AM ragevirusqq So terrible. This evil needs to end very soon.

12/13/2018 6:11:04 AM spankdatboy Poop & Decay?

12/13/2018 6:12:18 AM mypen_3stacks  pic.twitter.com/LC2Cvy6zJn

12/13/2018 6:12:28 AM jonella_moore Amazing find!

12/13/2018 6:12:32 AM cidarean Oh yea? Please elaborate.

12/13/2018 6:15:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Japan is a black hole when it comes to child abduction."

"The Government of Japan has not returned a single American child."

"Cabal of resistance that continues to corrupt the family court system (in Japan)."

Where have you heard that before? 

"Vive le resistance."

12/13/2018 6:16:08 AM palmdalekid2 [Macron]

12/13/2018 6:16:34 AM palmdalekid2 @EmmanuelMacron

12/13/2018 6:16:38 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/RxEe8InbKR

12/13/2018 6:16:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 "It was all smoke and mirrors."

Where else have we heard about "smoke and mirrors"?

SG-1 disclosures were pertinent to a culture of secrecy and corruption combined with the power of the Federal Government.

12/13/2018 6:17:18 AM qtpi3_14 The Lord of the flies too

12/13/2018 6:18:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 Not confirmation

12/13/2018 6:18:26 AM palmdalekid2 ? pic.twitter.com/OJfLTJwfmV

12/13/2018 6:18:32 AM youstinksoap Both links are to the same article...I'm not seeing where your quotes are coming from..

12/13/2018 6:19:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 "All power with court rulings rest with the kidnappers."

12/13/2018 6:19:30 AM ragevirusqq SG-1 episodes titles 2010 and 2001. Regarding the Aschen. These strike me as significant. Can we or have we avoided situation like this?

12/13/2018 6:20:12 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/IAdTnMlxok

12/13/2018 6:20:46 AM mskeens1962 And they delete it 🙄

12/13/2018 6:21:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Japan gets rewarded for finding ways to kidnap children and not return them to their families."

By the State Department under Clinton/Kerry and many SoSs before them.

12/13/2018 6:24:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We don't have a single case where the Japanese Government has returned a single child back to an American parent."

12/13/2018 6:24:34 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/XAPiAgp0I3

12/13/2018 6:24:58 AM morety76 Is this going to change?

12/13/2018 6:25:04 AM scott_rick Were they forced to do this? Tsunami?

12/13/2018 6:25:19 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/nOb17H4C27

12/13/2018 6:25:42 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/wGdkRA2S9a

12/13/2018 6:26:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference House of Cards where Mr Fang invites Doug Stamper to his mansion. (Disinformation is rampant in HoC for obfuscation purposes, 

however ignore specifics and look at totality).

When Stamper arrives, he's offered extremely young women to sleep with.

They are victims.

12/13/2018 6:26:56 AM palmdalekid2 Only watched an episode lol

12/13/2018 6:27:28 AM teamsterr07 Absolutely disgusting what these sick  people have done to our planets children. The karma coming back around to them is not going to be pleasant!

12/13/2018 6:27:53 AM rucrazy_97 Thanks



12/13/2018 6:28:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Organ harvesting is a conspiracy theory until evidence breaks into the mainstream news.

#DARKtoLIGHT https://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/flights/2018/12/13/southwest-human-heart-dallas-plane-seattle/2298616002/ …

12/13/2018 6:28:53 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/tCrq0Tki0s

12/13/2018 6:32:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 "There's not a single example of sanctions relating to the Goldman Act."

Allow us to translate: 

1) Victims' families cry out to their elected representatives.

2) Their representatives hold hearings and delay delay delay.

3) Their representatives draft laws that should reduce.

12/13/2018 6:32:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 4) Laws are signed and put into action.

5) Abductions continue.

6) Numbers increase year over year. 

7) Victims' families sue.

8) State Department praises Japan.

9) State Department refuses to use the Law to protect victims.

12/13/2018 6:35:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember what we said about TF?

12/13/2018 6:35:07 AM neeneenat They thought his death would slow the testimony and thus the arrests.

12/13/2018 6:35:30 AM pauliepg11111 Fake MAGA

12/13/2018 6:36:13 AM rick_hernandez And the belief that someone will save them prevents people from empowering themselves

12/13/2018 6:37:00 AM the_monogahela No? I'll assume that he, too, is not 100% trustworthy though. But who is anymore?

12/13/2018 6:37:28 AM mtrxunplugged Is it True that Huber will NOT be attending?

12/13/2018 6:38:37 AM jonella_moore Absolutely! All you have to do is believe and ask him into your life!

12/13/2018 6:39:01 AM the_monogahela I'll begin a quest for the sauce on this. Thank you for bringing this to my attention and the reminder to question everything. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/13/2018 6:39:16 AM 1_decided_voter Controlled Opposition

12/13/2018 6:39:52 AM knightofmaltaus Have you noticed 29 Countries w/i a month of each other released 50 years of UFO Data? Why? It is because they all. COOPERATE with one another 

and provide information sharing. All governments know about this, have acclamation programs and Liaison Officers w/MJ+Leaders+Bilderbg

12/13/2018 6:41:40 AM miraclegrids So much of the truth has been kept from us. Think of Hindu scriptures. We had a nuclear holocaust before. Same description in Peru & other places 

around the world.

12/13/2018 6:42:29 AM iamspirit22 Hoping today’s 2pm hearing ties into this!

12/13/2018 6:42:33 AM 1_decided_voter MJ said his strings were cut. I haven't watched either, but I'll be looking for the pin at this point. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073077157881110528 …

12/13/2018 6:42:43 AM vindicatejeff I immediately thought "Black Market Heart" seeing the headline on Fox. There is no way had it been a legitimate transplant organ that it would have 

been left behind. Chain of custody.

12/13/2018 6:43:29 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/YwV2WPz64v

12/13/2018 6:44:46 AM knightofmaltaus To answer your question, yes Canada + others have groups and then ties to the MJ12 and The Leaders which if you notice TS does not write about as 

unknown... there is so much nonsense put out but know this. We are not alone and acclimation slow release picking up. Look at photo 

pic.twitter.com/H905vvLOTp

12/13/2018 6:44:57 AM keith369me Long weekend ahead of you but you will learn so much

12/13/2018 6:46:42 AM neeneenat A better question: WHO is killing is???

12/13/2018 6:47:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd Can we weed out dirty judges by filing complaints against them? Can we do this all over to help POTUS?

12/13/2018 6:48:17 AM keith369me How many times will we hear “Haiti”?

12/13/2018 6:49:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 John Bolton on Trump Administration's New Africa Strategy

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?455865-1/john-bolton-trump-administrations-africa-strategy …

12/13/2018 6:50:17 AM ginger4trump 🤨 “But that's not all: The flight also had an "unrelated mechanical issue."

12/13/2018 6:52:41 AM theappraizer We are all dumb asses huh? :-( The money, effort, and realism of the military in sg1 should have been a clue. Absolutely I recognize it as disclosure. So, 

does this mean a political figure shall be assassinated and blamed on Colonel O'Neill or Richard Anderson himself?

12/13/2018 6:54:16 AM missiwhite4 It's a good listen.

12/13/2018 6:54:22 AM time4u2know CO by DS or....

12/13/2018 6:54:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with conventional cover stories issued in SG-1 + Antarctica ET presence and this Fake News cover story.

Any and all attempts to subvert new CLAS technology will be met with lethal force.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING! https://apnews.com/9ed2dc90892944459f2268b0c0a5eba5 …

12/13/2018 6:55:11 AM 1_decided_voter Good question, MJ12 did say independent...

12/13/2018 6:56:19 AM islandofdelight 🤡?

12/13/2018 6:56:39 AM jdltr450 Glad to hear this, the BS stops now! 🇺🇸

12/13/2018 6:56:48 AM time4u2know Yes they did, follow by CO, so putting that together as: They are Independent of DS, but CO by MJ12

12/13/2018 6:56:51 AM theappraizer Yes. SG1 is rampant with real military.

12/13/2018 6:57:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to translate: 

1) Illuminati bloodline families are no conspiracy.

2) Nothing but conspiracy surrounds the activities of these families.

3) Money talks, especially when its debt backed fiat currency based money that actively enslaves most people. 

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/12/bernie-sanders-america-is-controlled-by-a-few-multi-billionaires.html …

12/13/2018 6:58:04 AM 92michael Guys? If u knew what’s happening below Antarctica m? You would literally shit your self. It’s so huge! #spiritsknow

12/13/2018 6:59:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 What recent law was just signed by 45?

Were BSoA implicated in child abuse accusations?

What happens when you've been covering for child abusers for decades and all of a sudden are forced to pay reparations?

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

NOTHING! https://www.wsj.com/articles/boy-scouts-of-america-considers-bankruptcy-filing-amid-sex-abuse-lawsuits-11544649657 …

12/13/2018 6:59:40 AM morety76 How do you rid these families of power apart from crashing the markets and removing the need for money?

12/13/2018 7:00:04 AM mikelzinga Zeta friends 👽🖖

12/13/2018 7:01:21 AM k7dam6 Not just America

12/13/2018 7:01:24 AM instagoogltwtfc You mean co-ed scouts of America?

12/13/2018 7:01:35 AM kes_137 You are on it Patriot!!

12/13/2018 7:02:37 AM theappraizer RIP



12/13/2018 7:03:37 AM theappraizer Do tell. No, really, tell us, please?

12/13/2018 7:03:44 AM jollyrob2 Exciting 🎉

12/13/2018 7:03:57 AM rick_hernandez I would like to know this as well

12/13/2018 7:06:33 AM irisfoxnycgrand You heard it here first folks!

12/13/2018 7:11:28 AM fakenewsbytim @SonyaLeeSimons1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Yes

12/13/2018 7:12:31 AM dr_t_dc Is masonry a truly bad organization or is it a good organization that has been used by bad men?

12/13/2018 7:16:52 AM john81726765 Love you😈 pic.twitter.com/FKygIGGjY0

12/13/2018 7:18:34 AM robertg02229481 👍🏻

12/13/2018 7:19:59 AM fbichs2016 Pence looks like his mind is already in Gitmo!

12/13/2018 7:21:51 AM prison4elites There's that fleur de lis

symbolism will be their downfall

12/13/2018 7:22:02 AM ksandiego52 But but DEMs told me all my girls could be boy scouts - ROFLMAO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @MrAtkinss @CaTrumpGrl @Wil_Johnson1 

@RealJamesWoods @michaelbeatty3

12/13/2018 7:28:35 AM lovesthelight Does this have anything of relevance?  https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2016/11/f34/22.%20Supervisory%20Control%20of%20Multi-

Modular%20Plant%20%28S.%20Cetiner%2C%20ORNL%2C%2010-13-2016%29_4.pdf …

12/13/2018 7:28:56 AM ranger51367 It wood make more sense if he said how things are controlled from England via the Chatham House(Royal Institute of International Affairs) as a subset 

of the Committee of 300's,down to the CFR,always follow the money, in opium they trust.

12/13/2018 7:31:53 AM timhammer11 Agreed:

[Payseur] down line + [Roths] = shadow bankers 

{Soros] = shadow govt puppet master

[C_A] = controls congress/Mockingbird Media Presstitutes

#FeelTheBern knows all the players. 

@POTUS is unraveling them. #TheWorldIsWatching

#SheepNoMore #TrustThePlan #WWG1WGA
12/13/2018 7:33:48 AM pauliepg11111 It only lets you download around 3000 tweets back - but it’s enough.

12/13/2018 7:33:59 AM fionasdestiny67 Sync❤️

12/13/2018 7:34:02 AM pauliepg11111  http://Allmytweets.net 

12/13/2018 7:36:55 AM fionasdestiny67 Hmmm. Interesting yes?

12/13/2018 7:38:39 AM rinnermichelle Yep...it's called Treason !

12/13/2018 7:39:26 AM nmd_mari Share please!!

12/13/2018 7:39:26 AM keith369me This is Q on steroids.  Ask lots of questions after you catch up.

12/13/2018 7:39:55 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed.

I'm not sure what it means. I was instantly drawn to the 4, then reviewed each face close up, but still had a hit, or "feeling", on the 4 as confirmation. 

Explain please?

12/13/2018 7:41:36 AM pedalfun4u months ago a video came across my Twitter feed of a young boy, alive, being harvested in some remote, outdoor location. fucking horrific. those who 

know cannot sleep

12/13/2018 7:42:26 AM pauliepg11111  http://Allmytweets.net 

12/13/2018 7:43:58 AM lindafeathers 😊 No deals! pic.twitter.com/uMZcGtbSer

12/13/2018 7:45:20 AM 92michael #Beginnings #Ends #Future #Flood #Tunnels #Pyramids #DNA

12/13/2018 7:49:05 AM roaminnoodle Q: Tom Fitton is fake MAGA?

A: Yes. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072636966481600512 …

12/13/2018 7:49:05 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you. 

I've learned through what "resonates" with me, that all words express vibration, whether written or spoken. Being in alignment with what is true 

within plays an important part, imho. I've much to learn. I'm on a neverending journey for my truth. 5D

12/13/2018 7:49:26 AM roaminnoodle Yes, I remember: TF is Fake MAGA.

But what about the others?

Who is delivering the "explosive" testimony? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072636966481600512 …

12/13/2018 7:50:48 AM fionasdestiny67 Global Currency Reset

12/13/2018 7:53:16 AM roaminnoodle SG-1 "Smoke and Mirrors"

S6-Ep14

"Senator Kinsey is shot in the chest at a public event, killing him just before his party's presidential nomination. Jack is arrested for the murder, and 

General Hammond assigns the rest of SG-1 to uncover the truth." https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709174/ …

12/13/2018 7:56:33 AM rick_hernandez Weren’t they supported by the Mormon church? Are they complicit too?

12/13/2018 7:59:29 AM nmd_mari Basically everything they have tried to discredit and state was myth.

Info regarding Atlantis, Leumaria, how the pyramids were really built, junk DNA is not junk just not activated yet, kind of stuff😉

12/13/2018 7:59:34 AM function108 bring it on already

12/13/2018 7:59:36 AM awakeningman How do we know for certain that “space force” hasn’t already been created ?

12/13/2018 8:00:05 AM roaminnoodle No coincidence? In Japan recently, I saw the old WWII flag a few times hanging on buildings, etc.:

 https://paxus.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/axis-flags.jpg …

12/13/2018 8:00:14 AM rick_hernandez Winning

12/13/2018 8:02:58 AM anangelhasland1 Imagine a huge UFO landing right on Burning Man...

Boom!

Picnic.

12/13/2018 8:04:37 AM kryan92185384 Young blood

12/13/2018 8:04:38 AM palmdalekid2 Barr and 2019 looking good lol pic.twitter.com/QhxJrJdsY3

12/13/2018 8:06:56 AM okie08 I guess they thought caving to the liberal left would help their membership 🙄

12/13/2018 8:08:27 AM diaptera_80 Sweden made its allegiance to Japan very clear on the radio today

12/13/2018 8:08:54 AM richardhiatt16 And the crazy thing was... There were always supposed to be two adults present in my day to prevent inappropriate behavior of the adults.. What has 

happen to us... 😞

12/13/2018 8:08:58 AM roaminnoodle Short summary of SG-1 show regarding Antarctica, followed by key episodes.

I haven't seen all the episodes yet; any help putting this together?

 https://www.gateworld.net/wiki/Antarctica 

12/13/2018 8:09:09 AM djlok Hopefully he'll be able to find a shirt that Fits for his testimony.

12/13/2018 8:13:18 AM diaptera_80 What about all nation having to unite in a NWO? If Japan refuses?



12/13/2018 8:14:17 AM solarismodalis Congress is involved by passing legislation - Trump directed Pentagon to begin creation but Congress stamps yes https://solarismodalis.com/space-

force-has-a-truce-allowed-use-of-assets-previously-restricted-or-encumbered/ …

12/13/2018 8:16:14 AM solarismodalis There is already an existing Space Command in USAF - Pence said ‘Space Force will not be built from scratch’ implying use of existing assets

12/13/2018 8:19:08 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you. Following you now. Blessings.

12/13/2018 8:23:18 AM peterclloyd I understand your point and the hopelessness in Japan and other countries. Evil seems to manifest itself everywhere. Are most people involved 

corrupted through temptation (with or without drugs) and blackmailed or willing participants to pedofilia?

12/13/2018 8:24:30 AM roaminnoodle 12/7/18 @realDonaldTrump signed into law:

S. 2152: “Amy, Vicky, & Andy Child Pornography Victim Assistance Act of 2018,” which requires Federal courts to order mandatory restitution against a 

defendant who is convicted for trafficking in child pornography.

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-signed-s-2152-law/ …

12/13/2018 8:24:44 AM keith369me Majestic uses Q information and provides additional places to research as a follow up.  Majestic also provides information beyond the earth we live on.  

Think SSP disclosure and consciousness type of information.  Like the rest of us, you were led here for a reason.

12/13/2018 8:27:14 AM keith369me You are ready for this when the “what” questions Q answers need to also be answered with the “why”

12/13/2018 8:28:22 AM the_monogahela Kek

12/13/2018 8:31:27 AM norwegianon Another way to see it, 

time isn't real, it has no properties, it's just a mental concept and 

it's always now. 😎👍

12/13/2018 8:34:49 AM higginsgggg Criminal Organ Harvesting is a absolute huge criminal enterprise and I know that's what you meant and yes the Media and others label things as a 

conspiracy in order to downgrade the truth Concerning what's being stated Great tweet

12/13/2018 8:35:04 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting 

System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of A…  https://buff.ly/2CaM9kA  

pic.twitter.com/WyrFsFDPBh

12/13/2018 8:38:41 AM pastorjon9 Is it known if it was an adult or child's heart?

#SheepNoMore #PatriotsFight #WWG1WGA #QAnon @PatriotNurse1

12/13/2018 8:40:52 AM jonella_moore Yes

12/13/2018 8:41:55 AM speaakn Those who believe the earth is flat are idiots

12/13/2018 8:42:45 AM moemc8 Why is it that you know?  If you really do, why not share what you know?

12/13/2018 8:44:42 AM bulldogloyalty Yes. The message was delivered.

12/13/2018 8:45:16 AM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂 so bad

12/13/2018 8:46:18 AM fionasdestiny67 Great show. Dont be nervous, you're doing great.

Have you heard of Les Brown? Love his lectures too.

 https://youtu.be/McF3r7arhmc 

12/13/2018 8:46:35 AM jonella_moore It was Q’s counter move

12/13/2018 8:48:02 AM fionasdestiny67 Beautiful answer🙏❤️

12/13/2018 8:50:59 AM lbf777 Care to share the hoarded intelligence with the rest of us?

12/13/2018 8:51:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Reciprocity not subservience....I like that! In other words fair...a word POTUS uses a lot.

12/13/2018 8:51:28 AM catvllvsverona Bernie Sanders: America is 'owned and controlled by a small number of multi-billionaires'

See MJ12 translation below.

Time to open our eyes and connect ALL the dots.

The rabbit's hole is deep... deep...

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073230422803402752 …
12/13/2018 8:53:48 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes. My Daddy was good friends with T. Henry Moray. He was even over for dinner with his "box", several times. Very sad what they did to him.  

https://youtu.be/pFJpbPMI7-o 

12/13/2018 8:54:43 AM lorirrr I am good with that...hooah!

12/13/2018 8:54:58 AM neeneenat OK. Sorry. I blocked them.

12/13/2018 8:59:18 AM lbf777 Stop using money. Use indirect trade instead. All businesses, resources, & tech is freely shared among all people on Earth. Our home/car/self is private 

property. We work 20 hours a week & consume for free with a limit of 1 house per household to prevent hoarding.

#EasyLife 😎

12/13/2018 9:00:20 AM stormoverwatch But does "lying" to conform to an NDA make it better?  Instead of denying, he should just be saying "I don't know" or "I can't recall".  Lying about 

something (or walking back previous statements) removes credibility about anything else he is saying.

12/13/2018 9:02:13 AM anangelhasland1 Well... he loves you.

12/13/2018 9:07:54 AM mongrelglory I would have to respectfully disagree with you on that statement of opinion.  My searching has led me to a different conclusion.

12/13/2018 9:08:13 AM anangelhasland1 All this talk of prison planet this, prison planet that...

Sure, hairs got mussed.

But Earth beats all for the pursuit of Enlightenment!

What did the Zen Master day when told he was to be machine-gunned in the concentration camp?

What a glorious sound it will make!
12/13/2018 9:09:22 AM frog_joseph  https://nypost.com/2018/12/12/hillary-clinton-huma-abedin-attend-100m-week-long-wedding/amp/ …

12/13/2018 9:09:55 AM anangelhasland1 “Life is an experience to be savored, not a difficult problem to solve.”

12/13/2018 9:11:50 AM anangelhasland1 Heaven is a mustard seed.

A Plethora of endless possibilities...

(Well, OK, not endless.)

12/13/2018 9:13:11 AM mongrelglory I have been learning and studying all of this too.  We are on this journey together.  Make sure you confirm these things for yourself and don't just take 

my explanation.  Most religions, especially Christianity, have taught us to rely on external authorities for our knowledge...

12/13/2018 9:15:15 AM mongrelglory ...You have to meditate on things (like the Christian mystics did) to see what resonates as truth for you.  It can be a little scary to trust ourselves when 

we've been taught to only trust "outside authority figures".  Blessings! 🙏

12/13/2018 9:16:05 AM melanieanders7 This tells me you too are working towards unshackling humanities current slavery and freeing humanity for a more peaceful planet. In doing so, that 

attracts higher density beings once humans begin a right minded thinking pattern?



12/13/2018 9:16:20 AM seahag127 I am not worried, a few seals can pluck them from where ever they are.  They cannot hide, their gooses are cooked.

12/13/2018 9:20:02 AM anangelhasland1 I keep forgetting to remind you...

Please turn DOWN the thermostat up there! It’s melting the glaciers!

Wear sweaters.

12/13/2018 9:22:01 AM mongrelglory How did you arrive at concluding this "fact"?  Most people would say that matters of faith and belief exclude provable "facts".  That's why it's called 

"faith".

12/13/2018 9:24:30 AM melanieanders7 Life, 4 me, is a vacation. This is my respite despite the evils I'm seeing daily. I do know some of us are doing more unaware than we are privy 2 

remembering. Protective measure? Maybe! Despite the dark, I'm enjoying light that's growing ever so slowly. Time 2 clean house, kids

12/13/2018 9:26:40 AM mongrelglory I do think she's sincere, but that ambition is a strong drive for her...and that can sometimes cloud judgement.  She is young...still in her 20's, so has 

many years of learning and wisdom ahead of her.  Journalists like to interview the "enemy".  It's part of getting the "scoop"!

12/13/2018 9:28:11 AM pragmatic_texan My gut never allowed me to sign my boys up for this. Always had a feeling. What a damn shame but not surprised.  Why are there so many perverts in 

the world?

12/13/2018 9:29:01 AM jonle86 Tell us more about other planets..what are they like?

12/13/2018 9:29:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many planets are indistinguishable from Earth.

12/13/2018 9:29:56 AM jmallett0 Beam me up

12/13/2018 9:30:23 AM mongrelglory I think "Consciousness technology" will circumvent the need for such computers in the future.  (Just my hunch).

12/13/2018 9:30:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bloodline families kept the mind body link hidden inside the cult and occult secret societies because of how sacred sexual energy is to consciousness 

and really becoming a mind over matter IS-BE.

12/13/2018 9:31:54 AM mongrelglory I haven't finished the book yet.  I didn't get to that part! 😆

12/13/2018 9:32:19 AM 1_decided_voter Same problems (ie humans causing most of the problems against their own kind and the environment)?

12/13/2018 9:33:33 AM jollyrob2 🤣🙏💪🛸

12/13/2018 9:34:01 AM jollyrob2 Excellent 🧬

12/13/2018 9:34:07 AM datruseeka Q’s countermove to what?  Did they seek out a deal or something?

12/13/2018 9:34:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 By design. Ice needs to melt in order to force Disclosure. Will not cause harm to the planet. Planets survive climate change. Humans must adapt. 

Society is vulnerable because Satanic mindset technology was developed and forced onto people. New technology will help humanity adapt.

12/13/2018 9:34:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do your gut tell you?

12/13/2018 9:36:37 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure if I still fit into my bell-bottom jeans...

12/13/2018 9:37:40 AM mongrelglory I hope Stan Lee comes back soon...

12/13/2018 9:40:27 AM anangelhasland1 Cause of California fires not so high-tech...

12/13/2018 9:40:29 AM 1_decided_voter How much melting needs to occur?

12/13/2018 9:40:29 AM mongrelglory I've called for an ET Uber.  Still waiting... I think it got lost.

12/13/2018 9:42:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 His IS-BE has returned. Young kid currently destined for GREATNESS. Our kids are our future.

12/13/2018 9:43:25 AM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I listen to FM radio but find it makes me sleepy. When I listen to same music on CD there is no effect?

12/13/2018 9:43:45 AM mongrelglory I think MJ-12 recently said that they are currently composed of 3 groups who answer to leadership at a base on the moon.  That's kinda cool! 

 I wonder where they hold their yearly conventions!  👽

12/13/2018 9:43:54 AM anangelhasland1 ...and Phil hasn’t been dope since Face Value.

Let’s skip it.

12/13/2018 9:44:00 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"If I could fly

Like the king of the sky

Could not tumble nor fall

I would picture it all

If I could fly

See the world through my eyes

Would not stumble nor fail

To the heavens I sail

If I could fly"

)( Mayonette puLses realign connect-ions. )(  pic.twitter.com/lKOm2UA1YE
12/13/2018 9:45:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 MKUltra

12/13/2018 9:45:20 AM anangelhasland1 You pushed him into the light!

As for me?  

“Watch how fast!”

12/13/2018 9:47:46 AM ragevirusqq How do you indentify an IS-BE in this way

12/13/2018 9:48:08 AM the_realtruth18 Even in UK?

As I drive better leave radio off. Thanks

12/13/2018 9:48:12 AM mongrelglory Yes!!! 🥳🥳🥳

12/13/2018 9:49:12 AM connectedtomyc1 Will our children be able to experience blue skies, sun and plant environments all akin to the 80's, and see stars nearly every night, as we used to 

experience as the planet was 40-50 years ago?

12/13/2018 9:50:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Earth will transform. Leave the past in the past.

12/13/2018 9:50:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Worldwide frequency technologies are regulated and controlled by US Gov.

Failure to comply = Sanctions.

12/13/2018 9:51:10 AM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why didn’t Cheney’s wife get an envelop?

12/13/2018 9:51:44 AM ragevirusqq Are there musicians that are producing music that can assist with awakening? If so can you name a few?

12/13/2018 9:52:26 AM connectedtomyc1 Jennifer, Robert David Steele estimates 800,000-1,000,000 children go missing from the United States annually. Watching Candy Girl by Fiona Barnett 

@FionaBa47662575 is a good place to begin awakening to the pure evil. One heart is literally a grain of sand on this beach.

12/13/2018 9:53:23 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069075065994661888?s=21 …

12/13/2018 9:53:40 AM diaptera_80 Like in SG-1?

12/13/2018 9:54:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/13/2018 9:54:43 AM ragevirusqq Is English spoken on other planets?

12/13/2018 9:55:18 AM anangelhasland1 Music to my ears.

12/13/2018 9:55:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Few planets.



12/13/2018 9:55:24 AM datruseeka How can you say time has no properties?  It is measurable on clock. Everyone’s clock counts time same way in sec and min and we are all on the same 

time basis. So it is measurable!  It does exist. What you imply everyone could throw away their clocks  & there would be no change

12/13/2018 9:55:37 AM connectedtomyc1 Excellent question!!!!! I now assume all frequencies fed to us by mainstream music, radio, SiriusXM are harmful/negative. Where can we find the good 

stuff? Is the answer "what feels good"?

12/13/2018 9:56:48 AM the_realtruth18 👍

12/13/2018 9:57:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Music heard directly from instruments. Digital encoding compromises the magick embedded within music.

12/13/2018 9:57:26 AM ragevirusqq Were these seeded the same way as ours? Or are these remnants or spawns of humans that were taken as slaves?  Or are you including planets that 

may have bases on them from our various space daring projects?

12/13/2018 9:57:45 AM mongrelglory Just speculating...if MJ-12 has connection to Source consciousness, and/or Looking Glass Technology, they would probably have an overview of how 

individual IS-BEs have been incarnating in and out of history.  I suppose they could even be tracking our IS-BEs through various lives!

12/13/2018 9:57:54 AM connectedtomyc1 Is the transformation meant to benefit humans? My gut tells me "NO."  Is the transformation meant to benefit non-human beings?

12/13/2018 9:58:07 AM ragevirusqq Thank you

12/13/2018 9:58:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 We actively track IS-BE reincarnations.

12/13/2018 9:59:26 AM mongrelglory Of everyone on this planet?

12/13/2018 10:00:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Specifically for higher conscious human IS-BEs.

12/13/2018 10:00:28 AM anangelhasland1 Uh-oh...

12/13/2018 10:00:36 AM 1_decided_voter Facial recognition plays a part, as I understand it, hence the resemblance between Assange and John Trump (same IS-BE).

12/13/2018 10:01:12 AM diaptera_80 Really? That is extraordinary. Even though not farfetched

12/13/2018 10:01:40 AM connectedtomyc1 Thank you.

12/13/2018 10:02:16 AM ragevirusqq why do you track them?

12/13/2018 10:03:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Recruiting

12/13/2018 10:03:04 AM diaptera_80 Is there a planet of Vikings who speak Norse?

12/13/2018 10:03:35 AM ragevirusqq Thank you ✌🏻😀

12/13/2018 10:03:56 AM anangelhasland1 And, trust me, it ain’t no fucking pill...

12/13/2018 10:04:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is one of the things we offered lower developed civilizations to help facilitate trade negotiations and information sharing programs.

12/13/2018 10:04:38 AM mongrelglory Can I volunteer before I've even died yet?

12/13/2018 10:04:41 AM wonderswords was it the 2 in the Q photo?

12/13/2018 10:05:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/13/2018 10:05:46 AM mongrelglory (I have a feeling I'm going to get a "don't call us, we'll call you" answer.)

12/13/2018 10:06:07 AM the_honest_man2 No such thing

12/13/2018 10:07:16 AM scott_rick What wave?

12/13/2018 10:07:57 AM ragevirusqq Is love and kindness a motivating factor for MJ12 along with duty?

12/13/2018 10:08:07 AM turboxyde After consulting with the "innernet" - consciousness is "graded" if you will, by the Base Vibratory Rate (BVR) or average light cycle ratio through the 

DNA and biofield. Lower vibratory rate IS-BEs will need to transmute/purify their DNA and Biofield to avoid EMF collapse.

12/13/2018 10:09:19 AM hawkgirlinmn Which to me is further proof when Q says you are watching a movie being played out that time is not linear and IS-BE’s can incarnate into different life 

forms under what is seemingly the same “time.” Mind blown...still wonder how, but still trying to wrap my mind around it.

12/13/2018 10:09:21 AM pauliepg11111 Is vinyl the best second after live instruments?

12/13/2018 10:10:49 AM anangelhasland1 Well, imagine the equivalent of 543 Finnegans Wake’s being crammed up your nozzer every few mili-seconds with a hearty “That was hello! Ready for 

the interrogation!?”

You got it good.

12/13/2018 10:11:27 AM roohahoo oh, SNAP

12/13/2018 10:11:37 AM ascendingadam Do IS-BEs choose how they are reincarnated or is this controlled?

12/13/2018 10:11:54 AM jonella_moore The cabal sacrificed GHW Bush to delay Huber from testifying. Whatever the card said, it was the countermove to what the cabal had done.

12/13/2018 10:12:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 14:00 ET CF https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

12/13/2018 10:12:45 AM mongrelglory I'm trying to imagine them tracking every single IS-BE on this planet!  I suppose it's like the new computers.  Back in the 70's our minds would have 

been boggled by the amount of information that is stored and processed in a modern smart phone.

12/13/2018 10:13:55 AM hellouncledonny Hannity is a clown. 

Did you see the left side of his face when interviewing FLOTUS?

Looked a little swollen.

'black eye'

12/13/2018 10:14:34 AM pauliepg11111 HRC and BC - how many of their moves ahead do you know?

12/13/2018 10:14:35 AM anangelhasland1 Ancient traditions speaks of saints bi-locating.

Muktananda.

12/13/2018 10:14:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 We rely on medical records to track IS-BE reincarnations.

12/13/2018 10:14:42 AM paledarkpony Been wondering this myself.

12/13/2018 10:15:27 AM ruewenfate8  pic.twitter.com/sUm4ci5L5k

12/13/2018 10:15:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ascension allows you to choose your incarnation or lack-thereof. Non ascended IS-BEs are recycled into new bodies.

12/13/2018 10:16:14 AM anangelhasland1 A demon!

12/13/2018 10:16:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 1971

12/13/2018 10:16:38 AM youstinksoap Is that why blood is drawn from newborns?  My first grand baby is 9 months old....I'm so excited for her future.  ♥️

12/13/2018 10:16:44 AM laughinatdumbdc Supportive evidence for Japan kidnapping from FOIA Reading Room. Letter dated 2011 pic.twitter.com/alKm2ENrN7

12/13/2018 10:16:49 AM ragevirusqq This is thought provoking

12/13/2018 10:17:08 AM ascendingadam Thank-you

12/13/2018 10:17:21 AM majorcovfefe He's right but socialism isn't the solution.  #ControlledOpposition #QAnon

12/13/2018 10:17:30 AM mongrelglory Yet so many births on this planet go undocumented!  Surely you would need additional tracking mechanisms, wouldn't you?

12/13/2018 10:17:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look inside and pull the curtains back. Let the LIGHT shine from within. Release your burden. Forgive yourself for your flaws. Live every moment with 

opportunity. Time is an illusion. The past belongs in the past.

12/13/2018 10:18:21 AM giediknight Does birthmark Divination play a part in identifying an IS-BE? Such as birthmarks in the shape of Ursa Major ala Octavian Augustus?

12/13/2018 10:18:30 AM diaptera_80 Any of those you track active MAGAs on Twitter? Or even mentioned in or replying to your tweets?

12/13/2018 10:18:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 At least a dozen steps ahead, though recently we have been cutting them off mid-step.

12/13/2018 10:18:56 AM mongrelglory Ascension is my goal then! 😑

12/13/2018 10:19:35 AM ragevirusqq Wow. This instantly brought tears and an electric like shock through me. ♥️. Your more loving messages resonate.

12/13/2018 10:19:47 AM anangelhasland1 Sweet talked a nurse about the afterlife, labeled for life...

12/13/2018 10:19:56 AM missy968 Gosh that’s a catch 22 isn’t it? Track them all/control them all. It you don’t track them they get stolen

12/13/2018 10:20:06 AM fliptheleft One can only hope. How many more do they have to sacrifice to keep Huber from doing his job?

12/13/2018 10:20:08 AM gzu2286 Classified tech



12/13/2018 10:20:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Just sleep deprivation.

Notice the lapel change? pic.twitter.com/RqS1gF8LSP

12/13/2018 10:20:27 AM diaptera_80 Or a ”don’t call us, we won’t call you either” 😂

12/13/2018 10:20:30 AM laughinatdumbdc FOIA pic.twitter.com/aRi5S56zFa

12/13/2018 10:20:49 AM cocopuffster12 You are not kidding!! Full steam ahead!!💟☮️

12/13/2018 10:20:54 AM pauliepg11111 Ah, glorious. Do you have the evidence they tried to burn in the Chappaqua fire?

12/13/2018 10:21:22 AM borutathe Noteworthy that it was heading for DFW (JFK's ALTER). pic.twitter.com/YKaxgW2gEG

12/13/2018 10:21:25 AM mongrelglory I imagine that's why they don't talk too much about Starseeds.  Don't want to make them a target for the Cabal.

12/13/2018 10:21:31 AM jonella_moore According to Mark Taylor’s Trump Prophecy, there will be one more ex president die soon after the first. Carter?

12/13/2018 10:21:38 AM ecv369jimmysr this might be apparently out of context - what`s your take on consuming meat and its effect on Human Consciousness and DNA?

12/13/2018 10:21:40 AM youstinksoap Ugh, the Krassenstein bro's are relentless trolls to DJT.  Do you see any charges in their future?  😂

12/13/2018 10:21:44 AM laughinatdumbdc FOIA pic.twitter.com/UiL5ksTr7T

12/13/2018 10:22:02 AM seahag127 He admitted a while back that he was also his attorney.

12/13/2018 10:22:37 AM mongrelglory Words to live by.  Thank you!

12/13/2018 10:22:52 AM scott_rick Who killed Princess Diana?  Are the Royals human?

12/13/2018 10:24:08 AM nicjoubert81 Is it possible to see who we were before this life (body) as a IS-BE? (Sorry if its not clear, Im french canadian)

12/13/2018 10:24:14 AM pauliepg11111 How involved is Chelsea in the whole sordid mess?

12/13/2018 10:24:18 AM mongrelglory I think that may be a burden you're still hanging on to...

12/13/2018 10:24:19 AM anangelhasland1 Psychology is my guess...

Lawyer Time!

(Just Kidding.)

12/13/2018 10:24:40 AM scott_rick Will the truth on 911 come out soon

12/13/2018 10:24:45 AM turboxyde I would like to humbly request the right of revelation on this... I'd like to see my Galactic Medical Records please! Could be mighty helpful when you are 

trying to transmute titanium from your bones and repair combat damage with Reiki/Qi Gong.

12/13/2018 10:24:49 AM esoter1csurgery Bush's now cooperating witnesses? Or will they fight to their end like the Clinton's? Will they all eventually squeal on their masters? When do we see 

the real masters taken down? Or will it all be behind the scenes/military ops?

12/13/2018 10:25:02 AM laughinatdumbdc FOIA pic.twitter.com/DxsTrCOHoR

12/13/2018 10:25:12 AM anangelhasland1 Maybe... uh, astrological birthchart?

12/13/2018 10:25:22 AM ragevirusqq Anyone have a closeup comparison of the old vs new pin? Just curious if any info is there

12/13/2018 10:26:17 AM zagnett You said "downloads" are available for those who interact with you on this board.

Could/would you set up a simple, non-harmful, demo of VOG tech.. for a consenting individual?

No, I'm not consenting, yet...

I'm just curious - what would happen in the demo?

12/13/2018 10:26:17 AM ecv369jimmysr Thank You

12/13/2018 10:26:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065013916567248896?s=21 …

12/13/2018 10:27:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Classified

12/13/2018 10:27:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Is there anything to the Rh-factor in rekation to this not being of “earthly” origins?

12/13/2018 10:27:37 AM messymason Huber’s gonna wait and see what transpires in this hearing. Then he’ll tell the truth. They are always 5 steps ahead. Praise Q! Praise POTUS!!!

12/13/2018 10:27:41 AM resilientempath Hello MJ12§ Do you believe in the anthropogenic source of Climate change? Up to what percentage? Thanks,

12/13/2018 10:27:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Spellcheck! 🤦♀️

12/13/2018 10:28:05 AM norwegianon You're talking about processes. Duration. Time is a thing, yes. But not real. An illusion. A mental concept. A clock doesn't "measure" time, a clock 

simply follows it's program, a process. Lol. Idk.

12/13/2018 10:28:05 AM esoter1csurgery Are you able to give a rough percentage of how many we will actually see perp walk in public versus how many will "disappear/die suddenly from 

apparent health problems"?

12/13/2018 10:28:05 AM francoissmc Does Pindar control the cabal, or the black pope?

12/13/2018 10:28:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/13/2018 10:28:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/13/2018 10:28:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/13/2018 10:28:26 AM blankmarlo Are the Clinton's and Bush's SRA families? We're HRC, BC, GWB, and BO subjected to/indoctrinated through family SRA when they were children?

12/13/2018 10:28:46 AM ecv369jimmysr Thank You, i appreciate that

12/13/2018 10:29:02 AM littleraven Do all IS-BE's resemble their previous incarnations?

12/13/2018 10:29:03 AM the_realtruth18 Microwaved food good or bad?

12/13/2018 10:29:05 AM stormbladex69 It's also a good question, but it would give us some focus & stave off Trolls.

12/13/2018 10:29:17 AM cocopuffster12 “The past belongs in the past” ~ you are not kidding. But so difficult. Especially family trauma. Shine, shine, shine!🌞✨

12/13/2018 10:29:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its not a high priority operation.

12/13/2018 10:30:03 AM lib7473 Didn’t see this coming?🤨🧐 hmm, he was the last anchor/journalist that I believed to be standing up against the dark..still 🙏🏻 he is not one of them.

12/13/2018 10:30:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/13/2018 10:30:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do naturally occur.

12/13/2018 10:31:17 AM lbf777 A good way to understand it is comparing time to a video game like Mario. The Mario disk itself has Mario doing every kind of move imaginable from 

jumping to dying. Therefore all time is happening simultaneously but the player of the game only sees 1 image at a time.

12/13/2018 10:31:27 AM susanmorley101 Wow!!!

12/13/2018 10:31:45 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SkywatchUFOs/status/1073280503363575816?s=19 …

12/13/2018 10:31:50 AM zagnett What changes could/should one make now (w/o e.g. replicator tech) to reduce "chaos" & still maintain health? I'm low carb due to medical issues, so I 

eat some meat. Trying to cut down, but hard to eliminate. Hoping someday to eliminate all such "chaos" I can.

12/13/2018 10:32:14 AM wonderswords State Dept complicit to the abductions

12/13/2018 10:32:35 AM youstinksoap Anything majestic about strawberry marks?

12/13/2018 10:33:23 AM zack_stone Is birth defects due to this anomaly?

12/13/2018 10:33:41 AM sabrina06243582 Why does your profile pic have the illuminati eye? I'm confused. Are you with Q or not? Do you believe in cloning humans?

12/13/2018 10:33:57 AM irisfoxnycgrand Can I go try one out? No response expected .

12/13/2018 10:34:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Widespread CRIMINAL activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the ClintonS in power." - @realDonaldTrump 

https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 

12/13/2018 10:35:05 AM ragevirusqq Why is this statement overwhelming me with emotion? Because it rings true? This has been occurring more and more often.

12/13/2018 10:35:30 AM bulldogloyalty Agreed, Carter is old & was a terrible president, but not as deeply involved & thus not as likely a choice in this evil sacrament.

Since I believe Obama IS the anti-Christ I believe this one could be more prophecy than expected.

12/13/2018 10:35:41 AM zack_stone Are you ready for the draco (Classified) reveal? Those who know cannot sleep



12/13/2018 10:35:53 AM connectedtomyc1 Are there any specific guides that can assist us in meditation for ascension? I do better with "guided" but don't trust Youtube. Trying to get my kids in 

practice too.

12/13/2018 10:36:20 AM ksouth21 He. NO longer wears it. Orrect? I dont watch very often

12/13/2018 10:36:48 AM esoter1csurgery Hah, been ready for over a decade. Sick and tired of waiting. Patience is not my strong suit. 😄

12/13/2018 10:37:00 AM jonella_moore Taylor said of the ex-presidents “Two will be taken (off the Earth, dead) and three will be shaken (imprisoned, punished).

12/13/2018 10:38:23 AM phxrising8 I’m always suspicious of people who post cryptically like Q does. I get it why Q does, but there are so many fake-MAGA and larps on here...

12/13/2018 10:38:24 AM giediknight Octavian Augustus was divinated as "Emperor" because he had birthmarks in the Shape of Ursa Major, The Great Bear is linked with King Arthur, the 

Grail King etc. That is what I was referring to. Though as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 stated, just a coincidence.

12/13/2018 10:38:33 AM tymecrystal Should we be focusing on the Electric Universe theory.....and it's healing ability

12/13/2018 10:38:47 AM sadhuguet Look up earthquake on 11/11/18. Low frequency wave felt all over earth for 17 seconds

12/13/2018 10:38:53 AM teamsterr07 Is HRC purposely traveling abroad now in order to avoid arrest or trying to find a 'bolt hole'?

12/13/2018 10:39:18 AM cocopuffster12 She wears an upside cross

12/13/2018 10:39:25 AM esoter1csurgery They dont seem keen to give answers about the highest ups. I've asked a few times about the true top of the pyramid. Is it truly the black Pope? Is the 

black Pope the one who controls the public Pope? Is Moloch or other deities they sacrifice and pray to actually real? Etc.

12/13/2018 10:39:33 AM dr_t_dc Is masonry bad or have bad people used masonry to do bad things?

12/13/2018 10:39:44 AM connectedtomyc1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has an some posts on TF if interested. I know you trust in your own discernment.🤗

12/13/2018 10:39:49 AM stoneturnr Who are HRC's handlers? Soros? Rockefeller? Or are they non-terrestrial/ET?

12/13/2018 10:41:17 AM teamsterr07 Who's more corrupt: Bill or HRC? Who's more evil? Bill or HRC

12/13/2018 10:41:21 AM ragevirusqq What is the burden?

12/13/2018 10:41:37 AM mongrelglory In the movie "Cloud Atlas" it seemed like certain IS-BEs were had a "shooting star" birthmark.  They were people who seemed to act as muses and 

positive inspiration for events in history.  I wondered if that was a reference to "Starseeds".

12/13/2018 10:41:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 HRC

12/13/2018 10:42:11 AM stoneturnr How did Weiner acquire his 'insurance files'? Connections to Mossad? CIA? Muslim Brotherhood? Why would he need such an extensive blackmail 

catalog? Who was Weiner really working for?

12/13/2018 10:42:13 AM bash569 Is Madeline McCann alive? Has she ever been found? Thank you

12/13/2018 10:42:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Beast of Burden" SG-1

12/13/2018 10:43:17 AM oo1o110 Will there be a debt jubilee any time soon?

12/13/2018 10:43:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mossad connections.

12/13/2018 10:43:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/13/2018 10:43:46 AM strangestarseed As of the last few days. I haven't seen it on him.

12/13/2018 10:43:58 AM ragevirusqq Does nicotine also calcify or have negative effects on pineal gland or consciousness?

12/13/2018 10:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072634833170513920?s=21 …

12/13/2018 10:44:17 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I didn't think so, but it was worth a try. 😆

12/13/2018 10:44:53 AM blankmarlo The minds of SRA victims are often fractured into various personalities. Are these Altars all the same IS or do multiple IS ever inhabit the same BE via 

SRA? Do any noteworthy SRA perpetrators have positive Altars and is there a reliable way to make the "good" altar dominant?

12/13/2018 10:44:54 AM ragevirusqq I watched this last night. Thank you. Now I will watch again with new eyes.

12/13/2018 10:45:27 AM marty713 Pretty freaky huh ⁉️❗️💥🤨

12/13/2018 10:45:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We understand the difficulty in browsing this content. We are actively looking into an alternative.

12/13/2018 10:45:33 AM tammymckeever Does FED have a different meaning?

12/13/2018 10:45:55 AM mastin1111 @LeeCamp

12/13/2018 10:46:36 AM teamsterr07 I knew it! Bill just seems like a perv who cant keep it in his pants. HRC on the other hand is demon spawn

12/13/2018 10:46:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 $

12/13/2018 10:46:52 AM oo1o110 Apologies, it's difficult to be chained to a desk and keep up on all of this at the same time... Thanks for your patience.

12/13/2018 10:47:03 AM tammymckeever Are there loads of breeder women that provide these children?  Are they raised in DUMB's?

12/13/2018 10:47:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nicotine is poison.

12/13/2018 10:47:26 AM teamsterr07 Have the CF whistleblowers testimony started yet today??

12/13/2018 10:47:29 AM marmaruek Hey "feel the Bern";  

No shit Sherlock!

I'm sure you were offended when Hillbillary stole your election and probably a good chance to do your damage for them.  However, you did play along!  

 20 years in the Senate, I suppose some CYA will be required to keep out of Gitmo.

12/13/2018 10:47:41 AM 1_decided_voter Does this paint an accurate picture? Are the waves we see a digital artifact or something actually sending those waves? How about the other 

anomalies, do they represent energy hotspots or areas of focus?

 http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/real-time/mtpw2/product.php?color_type=tpw_nrl_colors&prod=global2&timespan=24hrs&anim=html5 …

12/13/2018 10:47:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 1400 ET

12/13/2018 10:48:04 AM teamsterr07 TY!

12/13/2018 10:49:39 AM giediknight Is "Secrets of the Dark Stars" by Anton Parks an accurate representation of Ancient Earth History, specifically, our Human Origins?

12/13/2018 10:49:40 AM ragevirusqq Thank you

12/13/2018 10:49:42 AM chrisklemenza Agartha? Is it real?

12/13/2018 10:49:48 AM anneolsen43 So you could tell me if I am ?

12/13/2018 10:49:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not really

12/13/2018 10:50:02 AM zagnett Richard D. Hall - legit?

JP / TP have anything to do with that?

12/13/2018 10:50:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation

12/13/2018 10:50:33 AM cocopuffster12 Truly!! A great Christmas gift!

12/13/2018 10:50:39 AM iamyou132 Is deja vu more than ‘your brain skipping a beat’ as mainstream science tells us it is?

12/13/2018 10:50:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 All life is a reincarnated IS-BE.

12/13/2018 10:51:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 MKUltra glitch.

12/13/2018 10:52:25 AM ragevirusqq Can you elaborate on this anymore?

12/13/2018 10:52:32 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed.

I've been searching 10=8

It applies to a specific type of math.

12/13/2018 10:52:42 AM giediknight Are the Ancient Texts accurate? Ala @MichealTsarion Atlantis Alien Visitation Genetic Manipulation?

12/13/2018 10:52:45 AM diaptera_80 Cool

12/13/2018 10:53:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 We can't.

Think Matrix.

What are glitches?

Programming errors?

12/13/2018 10:53:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fair assessment.



12/13/2018 10:54:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary.

Was it edited?

12/13/2018 10:54:20 AM moemc8 Can you reverse pineal calcification

12/13/2018 10:54:58 AM zagnett Do ETs really see coffee as poison / contraband?

Was discussed by an alleged SSp(?) whistleblower. Don't have his name currently.

Which alleged SSp whistleblowers are legit and should be listened too?

12/13/2018 10:55:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes search for tweets regarding decalcification / detox.

12/13/2018 10:55:10 AM fowlreginald How accurate is Alien Interview by Lawrence Spencer? I don't have trouble with the IS-BE part, but there are a few concepts in there that don't sound 

credible. Looking for additional resources.

12/13/2018 10:55:13 AM tammymckeever When events occur, not sure what to call it, will we humans open up to longer life?  Longer life hopefully will encourage humanity to peace as we 

would have more to lose?

12/13/2018 10:55:50 AM royfokker1 SG1 found  a being frozen,  she woke up and was one of the ancients.  Also found old tech with weapons extremely powerful (drones).  Then they 

found a gateway that led them to the lost city of atlantis.

12/13/2018 10:55:54 AM susanmorley101 I've just had to read it 3 times!!!

12/13/2018 10:56:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some do. Not all. We won't name names. That isn't Majestic.

12/13/2018 10:56:14 AM giediknight Yes, they were highly edited, The Atlantis, Alien Visitation Genetic Manipulation was pieced together to form some sort of picture, not 100% accurate, 

but a glimpse we can use. WILL any of us have access to Unedited history?

12/13/2018 10:56:43 AM teamsterr07 So I know a lot of ppl who have experienced deja vu including myself. That means we all have been MK Ultra'd???😳 I thought that was a program for 

a small group of ppl? Maybe I need to research more

12/13/2018 10:57:16 AM wonderswords @ 22:40 UN peacekeepers sexually abusing those they were sent to protect?

12/13/2018 10:57:40 AM hellouncledonny What are your thoughts on my de-code of the Trump/Marcon meeting? pic.twitter.com/THFWc0b5kg

12/13/2018 10:57:54 AM teamsterr07 What are dreams then?

12/13/2018 10:58:07 AM orsinipepe Bomb threat at Columbine HS - FF threat to suppress CF testimony today?

12/13/2018 10:58:11 AM chrisklemenza In that case, did Phil Schneider tell the truth about the DUMBS under Dulce? Do greys and whatnot live down there?

12/13/2018 10:58:33 AM zagnett So no big holes at the poles?

No plasma central sun inside the earth?

Other planets/moons are also not hollow? Except maybe our moon sounds like per your own links.

12/13/2018 10:58:53 AM keith369me Was there some sort of energetic shift yesterday, 12-12?

12/13/2018 10:59:24 AM chrisklemenza That actually made sense! 🤔

12/13/2018 10:59:32 AM ragevirusqq In think I found the pin. It’s a United States secret service pin. Also the one worm by Trumps inner group? Maybe cabinet? is the upside down triangle 

or pyramid here. pic.twitter.com/FMg2LzEBAI

12/13/2018 10:59:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/912744302694092800 …

12/13/2018 10:59:58 AM realitygateway What are your thoughts on the content of this channel?  https://youtu.be/vqK2vvje8X4 

Also, are you both talking about the same "Domain"? I found this video at the same time I read your information regarding the Domain. Thought it 

might be synchronistic. Thanks!

12/13/2018 11:00:02 AM fionasdestiny67 But their are very massive caverns that hold "secrets", true?

12/13/2018 11:00:03 AM teamsterr07 So the medical 'studies' that suggest coffee may have antioxidant properties and be helpful are BS? Please tell me red wine (in moderation) is ok...

12/13/2018 11:00:30 AM integratedwebuk Best wishes to Myziam and his party 😜

12/13/2018 11:00:44 AM daveo6145 Is Adam P Symson a patriot?

12/13/2018 11:01:06 AM fionasdestiny67 The Earth and Moon have "rung like a bell". Right?

12/13/2018 11:01:34 AM diaptera_80 Indeed

12/13/2018 11:01:51 AM jonle86  https://twitter.com/SkywatchUFOs/status/1073280503363575816?s=19 …

12/13/2018 11:02:20 AM jonle86 Not earth?

12/13/2018 11:02:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unrelated

12/13/2018 11:02:37 AM bulldogloyalty Interesting.

In ancient days, prophets would shake off the dust from their shoes as a curse to the people who rejected their message of repentance (several years 

of seminary).

12/13/2018 11:02:45 AM palmdalekid2 Barr ☠️?

12/13/2018 11:02:57 AM kwyatt55 I wish you would quit speaking in tongues and just share real stuff that we understand....this is getting old and a bunch of us are getting ready to join 

the militia! Ordinary citizens who are listening to all of you are tired of the codes....we want justice!

12/13/2018 11:03:04 AM zack_stone Or grant patriots Q clearance.  The truth will set humanity free. Knowledge is power

12/13/2018 11:03:06 AM fowlreginald Reverse Speech is fascinating. Been meaning to dig into it more.

12/13/2018 11:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/13/2018 11:03:58 AM bash569 Could you explain or comment at all about 22q deletion syndrome? How does a chromosome delete cells from itself? Than you

12/13/2018 11:04:01 AM 12bravogran TR-3B

12/13/2018 11:04:10 AM mongrelglory You said that the Holy See originally prevented MJ-12 from disclosing ET contact.  What did they threaten they would do if you allowed disclosure?

How have you prevented other countries who've had ET contact from disclosing this to their citizens?

12/13/2018 11:04:22 AM fowlreginald Well, shoot. Coffee is essential here for morning crowing. Might have to wean myself off gentle. Sigh.

12/13/2018 11:04:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reminder 👇🏻👇🏼👇🏽👇🏾👇🏿 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073212990672003072 …

12/13/2018 11:05:19 AM fionasdestiny67 Restored Republic 2019?

12/13/2018 11:05:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Holy See restricted it.

12/13/2018 11:05:33 AM blankmarlo Have any of the Bushs, Clintons or Obamas ever been off-world?

12/13/2018 11:05:55 AM tammymckeever It seems to me that the child sacrifice, cannibalism evidence and proof is what wakes us up.  If just the RICO and crime are revealed many may not 

care?

12/13/2018 11:06:12 AM realitygateway Thank you.

12/13/2018 11:07:03 AM albertjacka2 Who built the pyramids in Egypt? Us or another kind?

12/13/2018 11:07:16 AM realitygateway  pic.twitter.com/gr3yzoj3vy

12/13/2018 11:07:20 AM zagnett Researched the economy about plans to recover, e.g. RV/GCR/Nesara/Gesara. Much disinfo for sure.

Could you that there IS a plan to recover, bring us back closer to when U.S. Republic was formed, etc., and that it's relatively on track?

Would sleep better...

12/13/2018 11:07:34 AM bblueberrypie Got it on the tv now! Here’s a YT link:  https://youtu.be/vsJKZV9FfI8 

12/13/2018 11:07:52 AM recruitero Watching!

12/13/2018 11:09:01 AM jonle86 Most likely their 'bodygaurds' are their prison guards they just don't know it



12/13/2018 11:09:02 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Why has this time (time is an illusion)  been chosen for everything on this planet to change? Why not in the 30's, 60's or the 90's

12/13/2018 11:09:07 AM wwg1wga_every1 Gallery sure is empty for such an explosive hearing. So many empty seats behind Fitton & Hackney!

12/13/2018 11:09:24 AM peterclloyd How (in what media) will public disclosure take place (ET, arrests, crimes, media, programming, satanism, theft, etc., etc.,)? Red Pill MSM?

12/13/2018 11:09:28 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/vsJKZV9FfI8 

12/13/2018 11:09:34 AM honestreason In the show, a second gate was discovered in Antarctica. It was called an ancient outpost. After Hammond steps down, Elisabeth Weir is brought in to 

head SGC, but then reassigned to head the ancient outpost. This outpost lead to the discovery of Atlantis. She then headed that.

12/13/2018 11:10:20 AM lumentee Is/was Mark Zuckerberg human or is he a clone? Is his "wife" actually an agent acting as his handler?

12/13/2018 11:12:01 AM zagnett Aye Cap'n. Listening intently.

12/13/2018 11:12:11 AM dopesindc Is the Indian wedding celebration a cover given the guest list?

12/13/2018 11:12:38 AM iamyou132 I've had deja vu ~ 20 times in my life. A good fraction of those times the deja vu hit so hard I had to stop what I was doing because my mind knew what 

was going to happen moments b4 the events transpired. So... i was mk ultra programmed... or glitches come from my IS-BE?

12/13/2018 11:13:05 AM tammymckeever What's the story on Anderson Cooper, his brothers death and his Mother's art?  The art of the bunnies with clubs and stuffed bunnies is creepy, and 

must mean something.  There is also art of half human half pigs...is there truth to this art?

12/13/2018 11:13:59 AM marty713 I know 💥❗️🤯🙃❗️❗️👍

12/13/2018 11:14:04 AM jamesbu74794060 I remember this a Year ago...

12/13/2018 11:14:04 AM tami__g Watching! As usual, they’re starting a little late. Someone need to light a fire under their asses! There is absolutely no hustle in our government! Slow 

and lazy! Ugh!

12/13/2018 11:14:20 AM daveschroeder18 😂 Haha go go go majestic

12/13/2018 11:15:10 AM ray_white Agreed ✅

12/13/2018 11:15:15 AM heath_jack I'm pretty sure that's ours.  Think we will see the black (eye) triangle more and more.  TR3B?

12/13/2018 11:15:16 AM jollyrob2 My dad told me 40 years ago that he believed every race here on earth (humans) descent from different ET races....was he right?

12/13/2018 11:15:25 AM isgoghs thank you very much for you tube link 👍 i hoped someone will post it, I am unable to watch Cspan

12/13/2018 11:16:57 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

Learn to archive offline.
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12/13/2018 11:16:58 AM billieknoll2 Thank you !!

12/13/2018 11:17:03 AM jonle86 yep no doubt

12/13/2018 11:17:41 AM jonella_moore There are going to be huge secrets about the Catholic Church, corrupt Ministers and Pastors and hidden history that are going to fundamentally change 

the organized church structure forever.

12/13/2018 11:17:53 AM ragevirusqq The things people said to this being were deplorable

12/13/2018 11:18:25 AM zagnett Ok will read later. Hadn't heard of this yet.

Seems like we humans can be such jerks though lol.

MJ, Did we help her? Is she ok?

12/13/2018 11:18:44 AM vintagesquirrel Thanks for the recommendation. Just downloaded The Game of Life audio book.

12/13/2018 11:18:51 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed. Cannot wait. Freedom.

12/13/2018 11:18:54 AM albertjacka2 Attacking hannity’s Cred as he’s about to take the gloves off and help expose all this bullshit. He’s a good guy.

12/13/2018 11:19:52 AM skullmonkie Yeah I saw his see eye ay lapel pin last week.  🤔🧐🤔

12/13/2018 11:19:53 AM ragevirusqq Is this the consciousness of the ship?

12/13/2018 11:20:44 AM dtrastikeville Thank you.

12/13/2018 11:21:00 AM jonle86 anything before 2017?

12/13/2018 11:21:14 AM ragevirusqq All the politicians comment about it being close to Christmas. Like they don’t want to deal with this.

12/13/2018 11:21:51 AM giediknight Huber isn't there?

12/13/2018 11:23:12 AM 1_decided_voter Livestream if you can't find it anywhere else:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsJKZV9FfI8 …

12/13/2018 11:24:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rep Gerald Connolly has been on the Lolita Express a half dozen times.

12/13/2018 11:24:34 AM lumentee Thank you 😊

12/13/2018 11:25:05 AM aeteurniasword As a teenager, I thought it was a bit over the top, that my praying protective mother, met with the district scoutmaster, before she let me go away to 

camp. Now I understand why, and appreciate how she watched over me back then, bizarre, and sad the things being revealed now :/

12/13/2018 11:25:16 AM tammymckeever Is there any specific vitamin or mineral or such that we should be taking for health?  Or other good reason?

12/13/2018 11:25:46 AM royfokker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I've seen the military craft in formation chasing off "visitors".  My wife "called them" down to prove to me they exist.  2 minutes 

later they arrived and  orangish red  came into a V formation and chased them off.  Can you confirm those were ours?

12/13/2018 11:26:27 AM 1_decided_voter July 2017 was when this account was created.

12/13/2018 11:26:41 AM shannen_robison After listening to his statement, that is not hard to believe. At all.

12/13/2018 11:27:34 AM dtrastikeville The past binds you. Let it go.

12/13/2018 11:28:07 AM barr__rebecca Listening to him is making me literally want to vomit!  Where's Huber?  Where's the IRS rep - death in the family - typical bullshit.  So exhausting.

12/13/2018 11:28:25 AM maria76389430 I read the whole thing and the photos are of earth, the one that looks like the outline is the photo of the moon as he was approaching. He said the dark 

side is not dark it has light.

12/13/2018 11:28:33 AM belledeplorable Why am I seeing reports that Trump is worried about impeachment?  If anything is going to happen, it better start because when the house changes 

hands, they will do everything in their power to impeach and influence senators to agree.

12/13/2018 11:29:23 AM ex_matrix Well done congressman connolly, you successfully got half the viewing audience to tune out with your nasally lispy rant... glad your opening statement 

ended

12/13/2018 11:29:31 AM lovethebeach999 Why is it so empty ???

12/13/2018 11:30:29 AM jonle86 oh ok didn't realize thanks

12/13/2018 11:31:24 AM jeremy350344 Where is Huber?!?



12/13/2018 11:31:29 AM leslieau7 I listened and had to stop

Ugh

Did bookmark it

I'm calming myself !

Rational head

Get rid of anger

Before I finish

Ugh

Thank you for this !

As ugly as it gets

Truth to power
12/13/2018 11:31:46 AM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where is Huber at the hearing?

12/13/2018 11:32:11 AM cocopuffster12 I am surprised the guy in gallery is chowing down on a burrito, or whatever.

12/13/2018 11:32:48 AM ragevirusqq Projecting itself?

12/13/2018 11:35:22 AM thekimschmitt Now it makes sense

12/13/2018 11:36:03 AM ragevirusqq I do not know. I am confused but this. I recall when this happened and recall seeing it before. But I have no idea if it’s relevance. I do not see the facial 

formation.

12/13/2018 11:36:37 AM mongrelglory Sounds like there was a significant threat to Earth's safety if you didn't agree to their terms...

12/13/2018 11:36:37 AM bkize54 Yes why is Huber MIA?

12/13/2018 11:36:42 AM roaminnoodle If I read this right, and it's not mis/dis info... you're saying Stan Lee, who just passed away, his IS-BE reincarnated into a young kid - meaning, he's not in 

a womb somewhere, but already born and perhaps 4 or 5 years old?

12/13/2018 11:37:11 AM keith369me Wake me up when Gowdy/Jordan question

12/13/2018 11:38:01 AM norwegianon I would say it's still a mystery. Just like the universe and life itself, a most intriguing mystery. 😎👍

12/13/2018 11:38:08 AM vintagesquirrel Right?  😂

12/13/2018 11:38:32 AM bkize54 Why is Huber MIA?

12/13/2018 11:38:55 AM roaminnoodle Avoid reheating/cooking food/water in a microwave, if possible.

12/13/2018 11:40:29 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/TbzIH6pKGy

12/13/2018 11:41:12 AM wonderswords Anyone catch the IRS witness not there either, "death in his family" Coincidence?

12/13/2018 11:42:18 AM mongrelglory I was sure that they had addressed the Mandela effect before, but when I tried to search for it via the Twitter search box, nothing came up at all!

12/13/2018 11:43:06 AM vintagesquirrel Why do some successful people require very little sleep? Is there a secret to it or is it simply a innate ability?

12/13/2018 11:44:30 AM dr_t_dc Expose these creeps!!!

12/13/2018 11:44:43 AM wonderswords Was the IRS official missing, just a coincidental death or was it planned to remove his testimony?

12/13/2018 11:46:43 AM wonderswords Tr3-b US craft

12/13/2018 11:46:43 AM skullbabyx Are there any of the photos of ET bodies online real? Has a legitimate image ever leaked?

12/13/2018 11:47:18 AM mongrelglory 😢

12/13/2018 11:47:26 AM wonderswords Tr3-B ANTI GRAVITY CRAFT

12/13/2018 11:47:32 AM jaspony1 So DJT is part of MJ12 and we know that Q+ is also DJT... But you stated they are separate and don't work together. Dis-Info? This is going to be a great 

movie someday!!

12/13/2018 11:47:50 AM ragevirusqq I think we are projections of consciousness.

12/13/2018 11:48:05 AM anangelhasland1 A wanderer turned shepherd.

12/13/2018 11:49:28 AM ecv369jimmysr personally, i look at microwave the same way i look at nukes

12/13/2018 11:49:30 AM john777lee How many young lives were lost to produce this ? This is why they will no longer be able to walk down the streets ! They have been hiding it in plane 

sight . Think of the Blade movies. With all of the symbolism ! WWG1WGA

12/13/2018 11:49:55 AM wonderswords C-span 1

12/13/2018 11:50:04 AM covertress Most wines contain harmful additives and should be avoided anyway. For best health results, source natural, low-sugar wines from dry farm growers. 

Read more here:  https://www.dryfarmwines.com/ 

12/13/2018 11:50:42 AM time4u2know Sorry if it has already been asked: Why isn't Huber there? Is he safe?

12/13/2018 11:51:11 AM mongrelglory They did say previously that some members overlap between the groups.

12/13/2018 11:52:07 AM esoter1csurgery Why so much hype if Tom is CO and Huber isnt there?

12/13/2018 11:52:10 AM time4u2know WOW!! Did he really just say "Sounds like we are in Alice in Wonderland." SERIOUSLY!?! pic.twitter.com/Z5i2OCYXCu

12/13/2018 11:52:54 AM thoughttazer Wow- blatantly in the tank. He said it was like "Alice in Wonderland" -how ironic!

12/13/2018 11:52:54 AM daveschroeder18 I want to ask you tracking me? but I don't want to hear "No Dave not you" it would be so cool to be a part of this

12/13/2018 11:53:13 AM asktheq_ CC @tracybeanz

12/13/2018 11:53:19 AM wonderswords At 2:50 pm est this is like ALICE IN WONDERLAND,

12/13/2018 11:53:26 AM john777lee Your watching the mainstream news. Trust that this is all going down ! Will not be televised by the guilty !

12/13/2018 11:53:37 AM asktheq_ CC @MissiWhite4

12/13/2018 11:53:58 AM bulldogloyalty Yes, it has a history of child sexual abuse by priests, nuns & members of religious orders for centuries. More recently its led to many allegations, 

investigations, trials & convictions for boys & girls 3-14.

Found out 2y ago, no one could be fully prepared for what is coming.

12/13/2018 11:54:16 AM mongrelglory They have previously answered this question saying there is some real footage out there on Youtube (If I recall correctly).  Someone posted an old 

video of EBEN-3 (I believe) being interviewed as an example.

12/13/2018 11:55:10 AM missiwhite4 His 'overly dramatic' response makes all the more sense now, besides simply being a paid for lapdog.

12/13/2018 11:55:24 AM lumentee Dancing to the sun. 

 https://i.imgur.com/cJXIjx7.gifv 

12/13/2018 11:55:49 AM mongrelglory What about the Anshar?

12/13/2018 11:58:45 AM moemc8 thank you for your response

12/13/2018 11:59:12 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 did talk about Magnesium deficiency being common with the modern diet, but emphasized eating fresh, organic, nonGMO foods as being 

cheaper than trying to supplement deficiencies with vitamins.

12/13/2018 12:01:25 PM ragevirusqq I did a few times I must be missing it.

12/13/2018 12:02:00 PM maude_rena Press doesn't look too interested in this. Wonder what CSPAN ratings will be??

12/13/2018 12:02:03 PM moemc8 It will not give me any results on my search.

12/13/2018 12:02:55 PM ecv369jimmysr i wonder pic.twitter.com/yFsqlcloXU

12/13/2018 12:03:35 PM 69_marie Where is Huber? 😳

12/13/2018 12:04:31 PM mongrelglory It's hard for us vegetarians up in Canada, as the local produce gets restricted in the winter.  MJ-12 said that food ripened in a truck during transport 

wouldn't have a very high vibration, which is what they teach with Macrobiotics.  I'm really looking forward to replicators!

12/13/2018 12:05:41 PM anangelhasland1 That, in itself, is a strange claim.

12/13/2018 12:06:28 PM diaptera_80 RO water

12/13/2018 12:07:17 PM again_censored I  >>>CAN<<< verify that these are real. pic.twitter.com/a1WnBB1hNF

12/13/2018 12:07:45 PM ryankochweare1 I feel like I've been around a while.. Is it normal for someone to Wake up to the fact we are eternal in first incarnation?   Not really asking anything lol 

just replying w curiosity..



12/13/2018 12:08:12 PM a0x51 That would elicit Hillary's practiced-nonchalance response, but I doubt that would elicit Jeb's instant revulsion.  No, Jeb/Laura definitely got a picture, 

something viscerally revolting to them.

BTW, would love to see a strings-cut Hannity come out punching like Lindsey Graham.

12/13/2018 12:09:52 PM covertress I'll work on this tomorrow. PDF format for Adobe and Amazon Kindle format.

12/13/2018 12:09:54 PM cywar01 FTM, MTF pic.twitter.com/rDKu3YYOUD

12/13/2018 12:10:54 PM zagnett MJ, downloaded via HTTrack. But I don't see where the tweets are in the download

Do you recommend another tool?

12/13/2018 12:11:06 PM mongrelglory I asked the question during the last AMA.  They said the interview was real, but the nurse taking down the telepathic translation had some mis-

comprehension of what Airl was saying, so you have to read the transcripts with discernment.

12/13/2018 12:11:09 PM laughinatdumbdc Somehow I managed to land on this chan when this was going on.  It was fabulous to watch.

12/13/2018 12:11:36 PM anangelhasland1 You are implying a lack of research on my part.

The Church has been hopelessly corrupt for centuries.

How many versions of the Bible are there?

Which is Word of God? 

Who decide$?

As we speak, the “Pope” is fiddling with the language of the Lord’s Prayer...
12/13/2018 12:12:56 PM zagnett MJ, ok read it. What can you say about this story? What kind of fuel did they need? Is their planet still at war?

12/13/2018 12:13:52 PM fowlreginald Ah, thank you! Much of it was excellent, but then there were a few parts that didn't make much sense. The idea that IS-BEs pay taxes and have 

corporations confounded me. Much of it was in the Biology chapter.

12/13/2018 12:14:17 PM cywar01 MTF Transgenders in the 

US House of Representatives

 http://www.zephaniah.eu/index_htm_files/MTF%20Transgenders%20in%20the%20US%20House%20of%20Representatives.pdf …

12/13/2018 12:14:20 PM theredpilled From the grave?

12/13/2018 12:15:05 PM worldxplorer1 I don’t get it. If TF is fake MAGA and Huber is absent then what value does this hearing even have?  Watching these politicians play kangaroo court is 

waste of time. 

That’s my 2¢...

12/13/2018 12:16:16 PM zagnett Oh and no, I'm not sold 100% that this is legit.

But yes, i can totally imagine how this kind of thing could be our first contact between ETs and us [slapping forehead...]

12/13/2018 12:16:33 PM mongrelglory I know, I tried too. They've talked a lot about it before.  You can try reading old Twitter feeds on the Feed-reader, but there's also lots of good 

information out on the internet.  Avoiding fluoridated (or "softened") water is important!  They suggested a reverse osmosis filter.

12/13/2018 12:17:21 PM worship_hero I believe our dna is the fractal universe.

12/13/2018 12:17:55 PM chapulincolored Who is the Black Pope? (person or entity?)

12/13/2018 12:18:35 PM theredpilled I'm not remotely interested in finding out.

12/13/2018 12:20:44 PM damngivers I miss Alyssa Milano. She could probably sneak some signs in! 📢🚩🏴☠️🏳️🌈

12/13/2018 12:21:00 PM patobrien236 Apparently not .  Q confirms yesterday pic.twitter.com/n0FsHRMuqI

12/13/2018 12:21:46 PM damngivers Can he show up later this week?

12/13/2018 12:21:57 PM jollyrob2 Awesome

12/13/2018 12:22:47 PM mongrelglory Bill seems to have no problem with people being murdered to cover up his crimes in Arkansas so I'd say he's still pretty bad... However, the SS called 

Hillary's private jet "her broomstick", so I guess that says it all!

12/13/2018 12:23:17 PM arlene_hege Well, it's pretty left leaning so far. Dems are working hard to show the Clinton's as being persecuted by the Republicans.

12/13/2018 12:26:51 PM chaigrl They are Belial Leviathan ET fallen seraphim and Omicron Draco hybrids.. they work in collusion through SG tech via the Nibiru Diodic Crystal Grid 

frequency manipulation with bloodlines here... a million missing children/yr..it’s reversal monadic loosh siphon

12/13/2018 12:26:52 PM mongrelglory I thought people had pretty well concluded that the Queen and Charles had her "taken out".

12/13/2018 12:27:07 PM chapulincolored Fair enough.  Fair to every IS-BE.

12/13/2018 12:27:35 PM mongrelglory Is David Icke a disinfo agent?

12/13/2018 12:28:00 PM ff706station7 Adolfo Nicolás is listed as the black pope pic.twitter.com/edR7X9thwa

12/13/2018 12:30:48 PM azpatriot88 So he was being controlled by c_a now he’s free from them?

12/13/2018 12:31:02 PM datruseeka But time has a measure (sec, min, hr) and it’s a variable used in MANY formulas and equations.  How do you reconcile that?  Would that imply that 

every equation is an illusion too?  Such of velocity, which has a time component of time?

12/13/2018 12:31:20 PM lovethebeach999 Shit !

12/13/2018 12:31:41 PM datruseeka That’s a game, not reality.

12/13/2018 12:32:04 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has previously said that about 1/3 of the common population is subject to some MK-Ultra programming, due to environmental circumstances.  I 

suspect Media and EMF frequencies play a large role...glitches in this overall system of population mind control are bound to occur.

12/13/2018 12:33:41 PM datruseeka Didn’t make sense at all...it’s a game!  That the programmer, programmed to do as you see.  Not reality.   Sure everybody does things at the same 

time, but you only see what you are doing, unless of course you are filming others real time and you can see what they are doing too.

12/13/2018 12:34:14 PM mongrelglory Don't panic!  See my reply above.  Programming can be broken down...it's happening right now with the Great Awakening.

12/13/2018 12:35:01 PM zagnett Schumman resonance seems high today. Any particular reason? Or just coincidence (a real one I mean...)?

12/13/2018 12:36:03 PM jonella_moore The Vatican has hidden a huge amount of history and truth from humanity while becoming obscenely wealthy. They are the money launderers for the 

NWO cabal and the Vatican is really a corrupt Luciferian system.

12/13/2018 12:37:23 PM zagnett Can you recommend any videos that accurately represent our history?

Do you think the YT channel "UAMN TV" is good?

Brian Forrester?

12/13/2018 12:39:37 PM diaptera_80 Did Myziam find fuel?

12/13/2018 12:40:01 PM datruseeka Why is Huber not there?

12/13/2018 12:40:36 PM zagnett MJ, if you had to choose just ten sources of information, on a variety of subjects, that are near-entirely accurate, and that would aid the most in our 

"awakening", what are they?

Or is a "download" quicker/better, and not harmful?

12/13/2018 12:42:00 PM norwegianon Give me a minute, and maybe I'll be able to answer that. 😁



12/13/2018 12:42:24 PM chapulincolored So loooking glass as described by Dan Bursich in Project Camelot is reasonably accurate?

Does Trump (@POTUS or others in "future/past/time illusion) have access to it?

12/13/2018 12:42:42 PM zagnett How exactly does light contain a lot of information? All I know is how light can be used to transmit info via fiber cables. But that's through varying 

pulses of light, not the light itself.

12/13/2018 12:42:43 PM vintagesquirrel 😅

12/13/2018 12:44:10 PM lbf777 Technically speaking, the universe is a game too. All possibilities already exist and our own choices determine which timeline plays out. Good choices 

lead to a better timeline.

12/13/2018 12:44:52 PM diaptera_80 Are you talking about tweets, or archive everything important in our life offline?

12/13/2018 12:45:54 PM chapulincolored I have to think for myself.  Don't mean to challenge what is said, I just have to process this, and some of it is difficult to accept, but I am making efforts 

to find where truth resonates.

12/13/2018 12:46:06 PM datruseeka Connolly spit out “Alice in Wonderland?”  The irony!  A   Freudianslip?

12/13/2018 12:47:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? Are bad actors also following Q?

12/13/2018 12:47:34 PM cidarean That explains his attitude. They love deflecting to Trump.

12/13/2018 12:49:05 PM cidarean Family member died if I heard correctly.

12/13/2018 12:49:59 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

12/13/2018 12:51:11 PM zeeinthemoment It’s definitely entertainment (minus Huber).

12/13/2018 12:52:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Troll level: out of this world

12/13/2018 12:53:28 PM chapulincolored So his IS-BE is operational?

Is he re-incarnated or as some other non-human BE?

Is he fighting for disclosure alongside Trump and others of us?

12/13/2018 12:55:03 PM scorpiojj2  pic.twitter.com/iLfKpHHefu

12/13/2018 12:55:45 PM cidarean What's up with the lapel pin? I'm not following.

12/13/2018 12:56:02 PM chapulincolored didn't you say Trump is Majestic?

Did you mean @POTUS other Trumps in "the faric of time"?

12/13/2018 12:56:54 PM anangelhasland1 True enough!

12/13/2018 12:57:50 PM chapulincolored Are you the "Black Eye"?

12/13/2018 12:58:07 PM hellouncledonny Define 'lapel'

12/13/2018 12:59:20 PM qanon_obiwan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realTitoChavez

12/13/2018 1:00:16 PM zagnett MJ, why does your Twitter logo have Illuminati, etc. symbolism? Not a fan.

Yet, many symbols/names they stole from the light & turned them into something evil. Those should be returned to the light.

In MJ12's view, what do those symbols mean?

12/13/2018 1:03:00 PM ragevirusqq That seemed uneventful

12/13/2018 1:03:08 PM n3mo83 Probably this little number of his mum and grampy... pic.twitter.com/NTdDOhveNp

12/13/2018 1:03:27 PM datruseeka Clinton Foundation was operating as. FOREIGN AGENT, not a non profit !!!!

12/13/2018 1:04:41 PM zagnett Oh I just read the title of this AMA, for "CF". Sorry...

Anyway, they're already history to me. Poorly written history. I guess I treat them as such. They're a waste of our valuable time. Dirt on the floor to be 

swept away.

Why a hammer? Where's the broom?

12/13/2018 1:04:45 PM mongrelglory That really sounds like Ray Bradbury's "Childhood's End".

12/13/2018 1:06:02 PM datruseeka Holy See owns British Government who Owns USA, since 1871, correct?  Is that why you say they restricted you?

12/13/2018 1:06:35 PM datruseeka How is it that they are not restricting you now?

12/13/2018 1:09:18 PM zerah Truth.

12/13/2018 1:11:06 PM datruseeka What is the meaning of this post?

12/13/2018 1:16:45 PM unidentifiedta1 Is American society, and global society "sick", because our inner lights are also sick? Or, is it because the rulers and people in "the knowing" created our 

environments and made us sick

12/13/2018 1:18:09 PM laurel61331810 YUP! Laurel J 💇💖💕

12/13/2018 1:19:13 PM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 must have me on time out. I asked this question the other day. 😭

12/13/2018 1:19:16 PM laurel61331810 Sooo true! Laurel J 🙆

12/13/2018 1:22:10 PM cidarean So anytime someone has Dejavu its an MK Ultra glitch?

12/13/2018 1:25:11 PM tillman_40 We can’t even save ourselves...and we have the conceit that we are going to save the planet? pic.twitter.com/BWiXLbNGHX

12/13/2018 1:35:29 PM dps1879 Or vice versa

12/13/2018 1:35:35 PM daveschroeder18 Dammit Jake!  You had to go asking that hey?  I really enjoyed my odd cigarette! No more drinking and now thanks to you no more cigs lol

12/13/2018 1:35:53 PM jeffreyburch3 The House is tooffless.

12/13/2018 1:37:37 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The C's are traitors  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1073329004956925952 …

12/13/2018 1:38:29 PM traychelle255 In the Grand Canyon?

12/13/2018 1:41:12 PM djlok That ET sure did zip around fast!!

12/13/2018 1:41:28 PM xusaf_patriot I have a wild theory about that...maybe we (humanity) now have new "friends" that are more advanced/powerful than the "Holy See".

12/13/2018 1:44:16 PM daveschroeder18 He said alcohol calcifies pineal gland.  I quit my wine almost a month ago. Daily drinker I was.

12/13/2018 1:44:43 PM djlok Thank you!  Nice format.  Much better than my screenshots!!

12/13/2018 1:48:10 PM zrickety Did you read the link?  ET connects to 4chan and gets called a LARP until he posts unique photos and flies to someone's location.  Pretty cool!

12/13/2018 1:48:17 PM traychelle255 I have a purpose, I'm absolutly sure of this.  I'm "something" 100 %sure. My problem is everytime I advance I feel like I'm pushed into a different 

dimension that is even more evil than before.  Then is worry I'm performing witchcraft and this is my punishmen

12/13/2018 1:49:19 PM zrickety One of the best.  I know it's real, but that thread still makes me laugh.  Love it.

12/13/2018 1:49:52 PM srpatriot Yeah, well, it looked good for awhile. Can’t blame me for wishing it was true.

12/13/2018 1:54:53 PM cstarr888 End of a cycle - getting ready for the new - a sense of relief. 🙏💖

12/13/2018 1:55:31 PM patobrien236 You and many others

12/13/2018 1:57:59 PM mongrelglory Pay for play, trafficking agency, money-laundering agency etc... No surprise there.  There's been a lot of evidence on-line for years but the MSM was 

refusing to report it.

12/13/2018 1:58:27 PM theredpilled Ditto. What a story that would've been!

12/13/2018 1:58:37 PM bbobbio71 🤔

12/13/2018 2:02:33 PM palmdalekid2 @SecretaryCarson @SecPompeo @realDonaldTrump @ArmyChiefStaff @RepMarkMeadows @GOPoversight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qanon #mj12

Enjoying the show? #TheGreatAwakening! pic.twitter.com/EqsMiJQOzP

12/13/2018 2:05:37 PM cidarean My mistake. It was the IRS guy not Huber who had the family death... 😴

12/13/2018 2:05:48 PM datruseeka Waiting...

12/13/2018 2:07:06 PM datruseeka Exactly....where else would he get that....but he’s not following close enough, for he not knows its implication.   Lol



12/13/2018 2:08:13 PM datruseeka He wasn’t there because he would not be able to talk about an ongoing investigation - Clinton Foundation!

12/13/2018 2:08:21 PM belledeplorable I hope so.  And it was a headline on yahoo.

12/13/2018 2:11:18 PM datruseeka Is this chart correct?  At what level here is @POTUS Trump?  How high up are any of the cabal members? pic.twitter.com/C5jcOw7C8J

12/13/2018 2:13:28 PM fliptheleft To everyone in this thread, you must go on Amazon prime and watch the documentary The Creepy Line. You will immediately want to get rid of 

Google, gmail.

12/13/2018 2:14:25 PM djlok I hate hearing this. While I don't smoke cigs anymore, I love nicotine.  😔

12/13/2018 2:14:42 PM caisson_mom My husband has dejavu nearly everyday. Does this mean he has more issues with his programming? Why would some people have it much more than 

others?

12/13/2018 2:16:54 PM datruseeka Best alternative to use?

12/13/2018 2:17:03 PM lbf777 The answer is that the mind is a projector and also a receiver. The human brain is designed to receive 1 image at a time of consecutive actions. Even if 

we saw all time simultaneously, consecutive, ordered action still exists. The brain is the mind’s limitiation. It’s a filter.

12/13/2018 2:17:07 PM bbobbio71 Interesting

12/13/2018 2:19:44 PM datruseeka Go to a TV store or a sports bar and watch TV’s simultaneously “projecting” different programs.  And wouldn’t you know, the time is the same for all.  

Next...

12/13/2018 2:21:22 PM ryankochweare1 I was work and barely saw any of it except that statement to why they couldn't produce the documents.. I agree

12/13/2018 2:22:29 PM palmdalekid2 FOIA, from what I know he wasn’t planning on doing anything

12/13/2018 2:24:37 PM fliptheleft Duck Duck go or bing and on bing use private search. DDG doesn't track any searches.

12/13/2018 2:24:48 PM lbf777 Yes because we are all the same person. Our 1 mind is doing the projecting so we see the same things but we translate them differently because each 

body holds a customized but evolving mind & personality. We appear to be separate but that is part of the self made illusion.

12/13/2018 2:25:05 PM phil_gillenh2o Stargate SG-1 (SG-1) is full of disclosure.   Remember the character "Teal'c" in SG-1 that  had a pouch in his stomach in which he carried a Goual'd 

symbiote? 

Research George Adamski

12/13/2018 2:25:56 PM datruseeka That sounds ridicules.

12/13/2018 2:26:38 PM islandofdelight I was on a Drumline and in a marching band growing up. I still walk in step of the beat to this day. Related to MKUltra, or positive vibrations from 

physical instruments?

12/13/2018 2:26:40 PM giediknight Basically the hearing confirmed that Huber wasn’t there because he can’t comment on ongoing criminal investigations.

12/13/2018 2:27:58 PM datruseeka How do YOU know when someone’s IS-BE has returned and who they are?

12/13/2018 2:28:38 PM anangelhasland1 You’d know if you were... 

Intent is all...

1. Bad spirits gravitate towards those growing in spiritual strength.

2. Also, as you grow, you see more: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly. Part of fate.

3. Karmic connections unravel

like a case of the bad realms...

Take Care!
12/13/2018 2:31:14 PM datruseeka How does one ascend?

12/13/2018 2:31:31 PM mongrelglory That was tragically comic!  Poor Myziam.  He must think we are all idiots!  As one Anon said: 

"Fuck. We did it guys. We actually spoke to an ayy lmao, taught it about eggs, sex, and geography, and learned absolutely nothing of use."

12/13/2018 2:31:44 PM knightofmaltaus Terrible

12/13/2018 2:32:29 PM datruseeka Are you God? All powerful knowledge?

12/13/2018 2:33:09 PM barb1158 The church withdrew from the Boy Scouts

12/13/2018 2:33:51 PM datruseeka VERY TRUE - Difficult if to be used as a learning tool.

12/13/2018 2:35:42 PM mongrelglory It sounded like he had a surprise visit from his team and was rescued (from what he said in his last communication).  Scarily poignant when he talked 

about his world running out of fuel and said "No fuel, no peace".

I hope we have zero point energy available to our world soon!

12/13/2018 2:37:22 PM bob_petbob Absent because he can't comment on an ongoing investigation.

12/13/2018 2:39:32 PM crug1971 #PAINISCOMING pic.twitter.com/OqCAGNFsPO

12/13/2018 2:40:32 PM bulldogloyalty Security experts with the NASA told me, drop the browser and get rid of the Apple 💻. 

Think about how cozy we have become with socialist nations. They're NOT our friends.

#China

#YourDataIsNotSafe

12/13/2018 2:41:40 PM barr__rebecca Turn off your television - all FAKE.  They don't want you to see what is actually going on and important!

12/13/2018 2:43:30 PM rick_hernandez They were affiliated while the abuse was going on though

12/13/2018 2:45:06 PM zerah Duck Duck Go.

12/13/2018 2:47:14 PM datruseeka How do you track via medical records?

12/13/2018 2:49:10 PM datruseeka Are you implying we shouldn’t be eating meat?

12/13/2018 2:54:32 PM mongrelglory I have a feeling they're not going to reveal "operational details"...

12/13/2018 2:56:22 PM zagnett MJ, presumably you can figure out one's location.

If you/someone can figure out my location, can you tell me if I'm subject to it, and what type(s)?

Humbly request it end ASAP. All of it. Everywhere. Strong request. Much appreciated, thanks!

12/13/2018 2:56:36 PM anangelhasland1 They would...but it’s just too messy.

12/13/2018 2:56:45 PM 69_marie Yes ... at first I didn’t know why :/

12/13/2018 3:04:51 PM datruseeka What happens to the lower consciousness IS-BE’s?

12/13/2018 3:06:51 PM datruseeka Will we have disclosure “before” the ice melts?

12/13/2018 3:07:47 PM fowlreginald I could not watch. I'd end up crowing at my TV or worse!

12/13/2018 3:11:27 PM datruseeka Define “lower developed civilizations”.

12/13/2018 3:13:25 PM datruseeka What department specially controls world wide frequencies?  Who is in charge?

12/13/2018 3:15:43 PM rick_hernandez Doyle and Moynihan didn’t flinch for anyone. Wow

12/13/2018 3:16:05 PM knightofmaltaus Knights found in certain parts of Africa where underage children (under 12yo) are kidnapped and killed then rouge European Surgeons harvest parts 

and sell them to US and EU Patients. We have busted many such Village activities and know there are hundreds more. Must stop.

12/13/2018 3:20:00 PM datruseeka DuckDuckGo is my default search on my browser.

12/13/2018 3:21:30 PM fliptheleft Hope you aren't using chrome for your browser.

12/13/2018 3:21:33 PM datruseeka I don’t follow.



12/13/2018 3:21:33 PM traychelle255 Thank you.  Lots to think about.  Becoming a little clearer.

12/13/2018 3:21:59 PM jonella_moore Mine also

12/13/2018 3:22:00 PM mongrelglory But ultimately, even death is an illusion...we are all IS-BEs, so imagine how that changes our perspective on everything!  We're like kids playing dress-

up in different costumes each time we re-incarnate... with the ultimate goal of experiencing everything and learning from it.

12/13/2018 3:22:09 PM christi02544355 What makes you say that?

12/13/2018 3:23:44 PM consciouskitty  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/913790120842727424?s=20 …

12/13/2018 3:24:52 PM anangelhasland1 “A child playing an eternal game in an eternal garden”

12/13/2018 3:26:22 PM hellouncledonny June 14th, 1946 uncle worked with who?

November 30, 1946 brother works were about WHO?

Coincidence?

LIGHT vs DARKNESS.

Good vs Evil

12/13/2018 3:26:32 PM norwegianon I'm also waiting. Where is that minute? 🤣

12/13/2018 3:27:28 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Seems to be more frequent.  Or just reported more

 https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/747917/SpaceX-cover-up-triangular-craft-Elon-Musk-seen-live-feed-cut-video …

12/13/2018 3:27:31 PM jonella_moore Safari

12/13/2018 3:30:17 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/QwWPm1LGvw

12/13/2018 3:33:05 PM norwegianon Things happen, processes are happening, we experience this. We have a past, possibly a future, we organize this cognitively with the help of time. The 

idea of time. To make sense of stuff. We quantify. 

But it's always now.

You can't give me a minute.

Or a bottle of years. 😎👍

12/13/2018 3:33:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd LOL

12/13/2018 3:36:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm guessing that's all meat...including fish?

12/13/2018 3:37:20 PM datruseeka Sorry to say, it too didn’t do the trick.  How can you say the past, present, and future all happen at once, yet my body grows & changes over time?

12/13/2018 3:39:06 PM datruseeka And if the past, present, and future all happen at the same time, why doesn’t my body remain the same throughout?

12/13/2018 3:44:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/u4UFyYLpqm

12/13/2018 3:48:25 PM norwegianon I'm not saying that the past, present and future happens at the same time. The only thing happening is happening right now.

12/13/2018 3:51:17 PM norwegianon Past, present and future isn't happening at the same time. The past is over. The present is now, there is no time. Problem solved. 😂

12/13/2018 3:52:26 PM datruseeka I don’t watch Netflix so I wouldn’t know the difference.

12/13/2018 3:52:40 PM tricia4trump You would think that would be a priority🙄

12/13/2018 3:56:46 PM lbf777 Hard to explain in a tweet but imagine that we are all 1 person having a dream to experience duality for various reasons. Our highly diverse 

conciousness is split among all beings. The body you are in is 1 part of a whole person. The body is not really you. 

......

12/13/2018 3:58:51 PM lbf777 You are just in the body experiencing 1 story. The body/brain filters the mind so you experience what the brain is experiencing including the personality 

of the brain. The 1 dreamer is like a diverse color pallete. You are 1 color. I am another. 

.....

12/13/2018 4:00:00 PM lbf777 If you compare it to the human body, imagine if the left hand had a whole different, seemingly separate experience from the right hand. The 2 hands 

think they are separate beings but that is just an illusion. The whole universe is the dream of 1 person. The goal is to.....

12/13/2018 4:01:56 PM lbf777 ....fully evolve all of the universe to max capacity to beat the game. Humans are near the starting point. Each planet is a story. We are all projecting our 

Earth together. We are the same dreamer. Our bodies aren’t even our own. They are the dream. The real self is spirit.

12/13/2018 4:04:34 PM covertress Jan 1, 2019 baby!

12/13/2018 4:04:49 PM datruseeka Define permanent here.  What changes are permanent?

12/13/2018 4:06:41 PM datruseeka Does this mean we are all dying?

12/13/2018 4:07:21 PM scorpiojj2  pic.twitter.com/uHQG4qCG7M

12/13/2018 4:07:59 PM norwegianon What is time made of? pic.twitter.com/x1NRtIPVBj

12/13/2018 4:09:26 PM lbf777 Time is the spiritual counterpart of space just as the mind is the spiritual counterpart of the brain.

12/13/2018 4:18:33 PM mongrelglory SG-1 always looked like British Columbia to me. 😆

12/13/2018 4:21:57 PM datruseeka The mind is a conscious product of your physical brain. So time is the essence of physical space?

12/13/2018 4:22:28 PM vintagesquirrel I don't think it matters much which browser you use. If you are using a smartphone, they are spying on you. Period.

12/13/2018 4:22:39 PM sergii_ii What do you always mean by foreclosed? Also, where is Hatj now?

12/13/2018 4:24:59 PM fliptheleft And that pisses me off.

12/13/2018 4:26:37 PM hellouncledonny Yes pic.twitter.com/FdIOWF9AyG

12/13/2018 4:27:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Downloaded all tweets from 7/2017 to current.

Had deju vu since child.

If I enter my father's dreams, encourage him to come to light not remain in darkness (JW Cult) is there chance I can help? Please I'm desperate. I will 

lose my whole family.😥😥😥

12/13/2018 4:30:05 PM tracytracy205 I am blocked.. Lol Can't see the tweets..  I am sure, I am not missing much! 😉

12/13/2018 4:33:54 PM mongrelglory Stevia is a plant, so as long as it's processed organically, it should be safe.

12/13/2018 4:37:10 PM bulldogloyalty True, but if you want to use the Googles you might want to follow the steps shown in this article to protect yourself. The issue with smartphones is 

significantly worse since the base code for Android is so closely related to Google. 

 https://www.leavegooglebehind.com/chrome-fans-read-this/ …

12/13/2018 4:40:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Haven't developed nuclear weapons yet.

12/13/2018 4:44:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evolving past the need to consume meat allows you to ascend into higher density levels of consciousness.

12/13/2018 4:46:16 PM collectvcat But if plants have consciousness what should we eat?

12/13/2018 4:47:23 PM aquariusrising2 Very high for today, I would imagine.  Probably the highest viewing audience of the year.

12/13/2018 4:48:21 PM 1_decided_voter What part of today's testimony did you find most explosive?

12/13/2018 4:58:10 PM jordanb987 Wow, this explains my natural aversion to it now...

12/13/2018 4:58:40 PM norwegianon We should eat. And not cause suffering. What if everything is consciousness?

12/13/2018 4:59:01 PM gileslashawn Save the plants. I am a meatetarien. 🤣

On a serious note. I have been changing my diet to more fruits / vegetables. I am buying anything that is not found in a box or prepackaged container. I 

usually only eat one meal a day. I hardly ever lack energy. My mind is usually sharp.

12/13/2018 4:59:07 PM 3rdeyeview55 That's what I was wondering.🤔Our bodies need sustenance in this realm/dimension. I suppose other (higher) dimensions not so much, if at all.



12/13/2018 5:03:16 PM mcgwyneth Original truths were hijacked & used for tyranny by those of dark intent.  We each must must make the choice - dark or light.  "Taoist though: It is not 

the thing itself, but the use of the thing."   That includes symbols.  Think: double meanings per dark vs light.

12/13/2018 5:07:33 PM iamyou132 where should we get protein from then? Or do we even need as much protein as is currently thought?

12/13/2018 5:07:57 PM 3rdeyeview55 Same here. Eat in the noon to 6pm window, fast the rest. One caveat is coffee w/cream & raw sugar in the am. Hardly any meat, more veggies and 

fruit.

12/13/2018 5:10:23 PM skull322 It's a Hologram..... 

& just in time for Christmas.......

My....My.......

Most Amusing....322 pic.twitter.com/4Q2Ts2Pik3

12/13/2018 5:10:45 PM mongrelglory I've given this quote before...

Alan Watts, a 1960's Zen Master, was once asked why he was a vegetarian. 

His answer: "Because cows scream louder than carrots".

12/13/2018 5:10:45 PM again_censored You understand who that is? Who they both are?

12/13/2018 5:12:01 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - What is the best way to ask permission to record or video a craft or being mid flight without being wrong minded about it? Just 

had another very slow flyby and I put my phone away and exposed my energy centers openly and projected greetings with palms outward.

12/13/2018 5:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead go over what was revealed: 

1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton Foundation

2) The Clinton Foundation, without a doubt, operated as Charity Fraud

12/13/2018 5:12:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 5) The private investigators are weaponizing the ineffective partisan nature the hearings breed due to their structural deficiencies (on purpose to keep 

you divided).

6) Why do Democrats want to see what is inside the 6,000 pages when they, prior to giving testimony, stated that

12/13/2018 5:12:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 3) Between $400M and $2.5B in "donations" must be considered taxable income and the donors must pay taxes on the illegal donations.

4) The Clinton Foundation operated as a foreign agent who actively worked against the National Security interests of the United States. TREASON.

12/13/2018 5:12:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 the Clinton Foundation was a highly respected and well established Charity and all accusations against it are right wing conspiracies. The real crime is 

Charity Fraud inside the Trump Foundation with a mere $19M versus $400M-$2.5B in mishandled funds.

12/13/2018 5:12:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 are actively looking to see what Trump's plans are, because they believe that because Trump/White House haven't taken credit for Q that 

Trump/White House will continue sharing their plans to Anons via Q team/8chan. They are interpreting date pushes (timE is an illusiOn) to be

12/13/2018 5:12:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 7) Huber was not present at this committee hearing for two reasons...

7.1) The Majestic Q Team went fishing. How do you catch a fish? BAIT. Bad actors are following QAnon right now not interested in the deep research 

required to comprehend the hyper-dimensional web, but rather

12/13/2018 5:12:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 literal dates. Q team does not correct anons who are misreporting the intentional disinformation being planted. Why? To force the bad actors to panic. 

41 was not tried and executed by a secret Military Tribunal. Instead, by adding emphasis on D5, rats panicked and 187'd 41.

12/13/2018 5:12:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you see the look on Jeb's face? It didn't work. "Well played DS." In chess, they just gave 45/Q a valuable piece to avoid checkmate. How many 

moves away are we from checkmate? D5. Chess. Dec 5th. Time is an illusion. Predicting dates introduces chaos into the Matrix.

12/13/2018 5:12:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now what about the 13th? Do bad things happen on "Friday the 13th?" Is today Friday? Time is an illusion and the illusion is manipulable because 

numbers hold magick inside them that drive patterns throughout the universe. So testimony is rescheduled and Huber is invited.

12/13/2018 5:12:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chaos is a fundamental to the Art of the Deal. Now, back to today. Q's D5 was a Majestic chess move and it removed a powerful bad actor from the 

equation. He was after all the political leader of the NWO internationally since he announced it at his State of the Union in 9/11/91.

12/13/2018 5:12:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 crimes against Children blackmail on them and their role is to deflect, obstruct, obfuscate, and intentionally try to derail what is coming by barking 

about Donald Trump. So with the spotlight gone and no media attention on the hearing because most people in the Mockingbird media

12/13/2018 5:12:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 The DS has very few pieces left they can play. No media coverage was intentional. Limited distribution notifications was intentional. Unfilled hearing 

room was intentional. High ranking members intentionally did not join. Those who defended the Clinton Foundation have a lot of

12/13/2018 5:12:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 are refusing to cover the true criminality behind the Clinton Cabal, it would be illogical for Majestic Q to have Huber actually show up on the 13th. That 

would be too obvious. Instead, hard evidence is disclosed to the public where two whistle blowers have gone under oath

12/13/2018 5:12:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 7.2) Huber did not attend today's hearing because the DOJ ordered him not to comment on an ongoing investigation. [RR] was that you?

8) Next steps, now the cat is out of the bag. PAIN. De-classifications are imminent because of the testimony hearing today. Remember, McCabe

12/13/2018 5:12:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 to testify before the Congress and the American People that the Clinton Foundation is 100% Charity Fraud and they have the proof that will literally 

collapse the Clinton's House of Cards.

12/13/2018 5:12:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 therefore conclude:

Q Post 2177 on 15 Sep 2018

Classification Prohibitions and Limitations.

(1) conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error;

(2) prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency; pic.twitter.com/IR8HFZdXEs

12/13/2018 5:12:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 was directly involved in lying to the FBI about his involvement with regarding to saving face pertaining to the Clinton Foundation investigation. If the 

testimony today, under oath, proved beyond a reasonable doubt that the Clinton Foundation was 100% Charity Fraud, then you must

12/13/2018 5:12:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 (3) restrain competition; or

(4) prevent or delay the release of information that does not require protection in the interest of the national security."

12/13/2018 5:12:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 The documents requested by POTUS pertaining to the NEXT DOMINO to fall will be declassified next. Can you guess who/what it will be?

12/13/2018 5:14:08 PM rinnermichelle Geminid meteor shower ??? I think !

12/13/2018 5:16:11 PM pantherden_ Rod Rosenstein / Bob Mueller

12/13/2018 5:17:40 PM ghostanon6120 Fisa/Fisa/Fisa :)



12/13/2018 5:17:51 PM seekandscout Try beans, legumes etc. and different types of plant seeds (lentils?) consumed by vegetarian Indians ( usually called "Daal"). Ask for it in an Indian 

grocery store if you are interested.

12/13/2018 5:18:12 PM si11112018 FISA 👊💥 declas

12/13/2018 5:18:14 PM arqahn I have a different translation: "Hi I am Bernie Sanders and I want to confiscate every shred of wealth in the private sector because I am a senile old 

socialist"

12/13/2018 5:19:58 PM datruseeka I usually cook ham or sausage with my beans.

12/13/2018 5:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cameras influence consciousness in very disruptive manners. The energy being emitted from a camera's consciousnesses injection into the Matrix is 

negatively received by the consciousness controlling the spacecraft that is trying to fly by. It's like its a hot zone to avoid.

12/13/2018 5:22:53 PM lib7473 So brilliant! Thanks for playing the best CHESS game ever! We R just going to sit back and enjoy the rest of the show..📽😎😉..

12/13/2018 5:23:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hemp / Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high after long term intake. Avoid 

legumes due to lower vibration state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher density of consciousness involved.

12/13/2018 5:23:30 PM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation 

hearing today. Let's instead go over […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/13/2018 5:23:39 PM chanceytricia Thank you! Very informative and easy to understand

12/13/2018 5:25:03 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073385182999252992 …

12/13/2018 5:25:20 PM trish_hollman Great analysis of the CF hearing! Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073385182999252992 …

12/13/2018 5:26:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Plant consciousness is an intentionally symbiotic relationship. Humans are willing to slave away to help plants reproduce. Plants depend on humans 

and other animals to consume them as the excrement produced by ingesting the plant fertilizes the seeds for new plants to grow.

12/13/2018 5:26:34 PM pattonspotting Thank you for excellent thread. I’m guessing are we not waiting for Flynn case to fully conclude? Corrupt work by McCabe and judge presiding will 

demonstrate the set up - Flynn exonerated. Mueller probe to end soon too after? Guessing optics is important too

12/13/2018 5:27:30 PM ranger51367 Child sex trafficking ring through the Clinton Foundation with Christine Marcy

12/13/2018 5:27:31 PM pantherden_ Do cathode ray tubes allow “spirits” to control particle arrangements in televisions? Is this related to cameras consciousn as injections into the Matrix?

12/13/2018 5:27:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are scapegoats. Evil scapegoats, but scapegoats. They have lenses on them more than other bad actors who most people are unaware of.

[P]

12/13/2018 5:27:58 PM vintagesquirrel I use DDG. Just want people to be aware that using a different search engine doesn't mean you're not being tracked.

12/13/2018 5:28:07 PM patriotress The end ? Like to unroll

12/13/2018 5:28:09 PM collectvcat Interesting....

12/13/2018 5:28:18 PM youstinksoap Ohr.

12/13/2018 5:28:28 PM sailbum12 Payseur

12/13/2018 5:29:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 That was a typo.

"What does your gut tell you?"

Better?

12/13/2018 5:30:11 PM turboxyde WILCO! Multiple observations tonight, please send along my heartfelt regards if my intentions were not clear.

12/13/2018 5:30:48 PM lanakila000 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/13/2018 5:30:59 PM xusaf_patriot The only thing that comes to mind is the 302's for Gen Flynn...they are set to be presented to the judge tomorrow.

12/13/2018 5:31:06 PM kimj1011 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead 

gvealed: 1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton Foundation 2) The Clinton Foundation, with […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

12/13/2018 5:31:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, what did we say about Pence yesterday? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072834623011545089 …

12/13/2018 5:32:25 PM palmdalekid2  http://gov.mtopgroup.com/art1/record/delta/2018/12/12/daily-digest/ …

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/L7grk2aJko

12/13/2018 5:32:41 PM threadreaderapp Hallo there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing 

today. Let's instead go over […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/13/2018 5:32:54 PM 2d78ea35db9f4d6 Just goes to show,  give them enough rope and they will hang themselves.

12/13/2018 5:33:12 PM chapulincolored Capital S?

12/13/2018 5:34:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Review what we said about Pence: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072834623011545089 …

12/13/2018 5:34:06 PM pantherden_ You said that Pence is on Flynn’s list.

Is Pence the next card that falls ?

12/13/2018 5:34:17 PM the_realtruth18 Seen the explanation used with regards animals & seed transportation but never looked at it with humans as a fertiliser manufacturing plant? Although 

a plant decays & self fertilises?

12/13/2018 5:34:27 PM seekandscout Thank you for the clarification.

12/13/2018 5:34:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 CC

12/13/2018 5:34:53 PM sailbum12 Sounds like Pence may be next...?

12/13/2018 5:35:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not next.

Use logic.

12/13/2018 5:35:34 PM pantherden_ Pence is the one preventing Space Force / Disclosure ?  He is one of the bad actors that is still in the way?

12/13/2018 5:36:34 PM pantherden_ Comey is next?

12/13/2018 5:36:38 PM the_realtruth18 ES = google exec?

12/13/2018 5:36:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do plants grow faster in their own fertilizer or do they rely on animal excrement to flourish? Human excrement is harmful to plants in modern time due 

to excessive poisoning of the food/water. Things will change and Earth will go through a detox period.

12/13/2018 5:37:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

Use logic.

Pence is a very powerful actor.

12/13/2018 5:37:48 PM pattonspotting The way Trump just asked Flynn to “quit” so nonchalantly at the time completely stuck out. He never backed down in election but then all of a sudden 

fired one of his most trusted allies due to pressure, over a misunderstanding? Felt odd. Now we know why - the Plan was majestic

12/13/2018 5:37:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 ES does mean former GOOG chair.

Not associated with the reply.

12/13/2018 5:38:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

Use logic and explain.

12/13/2018 5:38:30 PM wonderswords CHELSEA CLINTON for those wonder ing

12/13/2018 5:39:17 PM orsinipepe [RR]

12/13/2018 5:39:23 PM collectvcat Is it true that certain blood types need specific diets in order to maintain health? Such as some can thrive on a vegan diet but others wither away?



12/13/2018 5:39:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. VP wants NASA / National Space Council to be in Command and Control of Cabal Engineered Disclosure. Space Force forces Alliance disclosure.

12/13/2018 5:39:30 PM pantherden_ Logically if the Cabal is monitoring the Q drops for intel on the plan—- and Pence is “purposely” being left out....

That would seem to suggest that Pence is part of the plan?

12/13/2018 5:40:10 PM collectvcat And thinking of eating... is wrong to eat eggs and honey and fish?

12/13/2018 5:40:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of the plan does not mean they are in on the plan.

12/13/2018 5:40:17 PM sailbum12 It may be Hillary herself. Crimes against children this time.

12/13/2018 5:40:38 PM wonderswords I get chills each anne's every time I watch that video, i see a new hidden item each time. Who helped create that? Seems Majestic

12/13/2018 5:40:44 PM darktolight1144 HardRide, I’ve been experiencing the same thing. Dreams more vivid etc, especially this year. Wild!

12/13/2018 5:41:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 As Teal'c would say, "Indeed."

12/13/2018 5:41:54 PM c00kinbabe he said that above, in 7.2

12/13/2018 5:42:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/13/2018 5:42:25 PM pantherden_ Ok- so Pence was used to bait the Cabal into forcing Disclosure - they thought they could control it through the National Security Council but once the 

cards fall Pence will be either replaced or forced to cooperate with Majestic Disclosure?

12/13/2018 5:42:28 PM bbobbio71 Steps,  every process is a step. Trust the plan!

12/13/2018 5:42:29 PM datruseeka My dogs contribute to plant growth more than I do.

12/13/2018 5:42:51 PM tamexis Don’t scare them like that. They will have the answer to all the loopholes they’ve learned to bypass. Jesus, still very central, can anchor them- even if 

our alien beginnings breaks their bubble.

12/13/2018 5:43:17 PM sailbum12 Keep Pence in position so the DS still counting on their “man on the inside”.

12/13/2018 5:44:09 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @freedomcaucus @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @DeptofDefense @ArmyChiefStaff

#TheGreatAwakening #ClintonFoundation

12/13/2018 5:44:28 PM collectvcat Ok. Can you explain why fish are ok to eat? Dont they have consciousness too?

12/13/2018 5:44:48 PM drumsk8 Well that certianly got me thinking about SYSTEMD, thank you. Mind you IBM just brought Red Hat says a lot. 

With over 10 million lines of code in just the kernel. I wouldn't be suprised if things are burried in there. 

It only needs to be a bug intentional or not.

12/13/2018 5:46:04 PM xusaf_patriot Maybe once Flynn is cleared (via the phoney 302's) he will be free to be appointed to a new/special position (C&C of Disclosure)

12/13/2018 5:46:56 PM darktolight1144 It’s been really strange. My intuition is stronger. My connection to source/ God stronger. One weird experience of time slowing down. No one around

 me understands if I try to explain. 🤷🏻♀️

12/13/2018 5:48:11 PM pantherden_ They have stated that water has consciousness- fish live in water... my gut tells me this is related

12/13/2018 5:49:47 PM xusaf_patriot I should have added Space Force to the end of that last comment. Connection is *very* slow tonight :(

12/13/2018 5:50:22 PM neiltwa It’s the 501 (c) 3 hole they’re closing which impacts AL L the DS actors who have “foundations” protected as charities hidden under those entities. Used 

to hide money and donations. Used to act as weapons. Used by the IR_S as a weapon. They must fail. Keys to the trusts

12/13/2018 5:50:29 PM grandmabelieve1 Thank you it's as I suspected❤️🇺🇸🙏

12/13/2018 5:52:16 PM darktolightjedi Logical move would be to declass U1, Mueller's involvement and/or FISA, RR corruption. The corrupt are conducting this Russia hoax - time to expose 

and remove them.

12/13/2018 5:52:43 PM djlok 5:5

12/13/2018 5:52:44 PM tajjacks .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - 12h 

Last Night at 11PM: "A House Foreign Affairs subcommittee held a hearing to

examine international child abduction." 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

NOTHING.

 http://c-span.org/video/?455660- ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073213542743068672 …
12/13/2018 5:54:14 PM pantherden_ Seems like the logical thing to do would be to continue to go fishing and bait the last of the Cabals delay tactics.

12/13/2018 5:54:22 PM youstinksoap Eating the stalk or leaves of the marijuana plant?

12/13/2018 5:54:42 PM datruseeka Today, you referred to your team as “Majestic Q”.  How much overlap is there on these teams, or are they one in the same?

12/13/2018 5:56:11 PM sailbum12 Nothing too drastic happened today by the DS , so have they used up are their distractions?

12/13/2018 5:56:25 PM datruseeka Also, how many on your team, if any, advise President Trump? Does he know who is on the Majestic 12 Teams? (You said there were 3 teams/groups).

12/13/2018 5:58:01 PM missy968 You and I Are on the same page.

12/13/2018 5:58:09 PM datruseeka Let me tell my family I’m serving hemp/Cannabis tonight for dinner, and see how that goes....  lol.

12/13/2018 5:58:34 PM truth_077 Waiting until the Executuve Order goes into effect in January? 🤔

12/13/2018 5:59:06 PM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/udSaTZV6DX

12/13/2018 5:59:36 PM palmdalekid2 Become the marijuana plant

12/13/2018 5:59:50 PM palmdalekid2 😂😂😂

12/13/2018 6:00:22 PM jandydill Pedo Pence.

12/13/2018 6:00:26 PM datruseeka I haven’t smoked pot since college, about 40 yrs ago! Guess it’s too late to call it my midlife crisis huh?

12/13/2018 6:01:29 PM ragevirusqq I want to meet the Inspiration for Teal’cs character someday. Tell him I said 👍🏼

12/13/2018 6:01:34 PM palmdalekid2 @StormIsUponUs and @prayingmedic  are pioneers @qanon76 is cool too

Everyone has their own personality

12/13/2018 6:01:40 PM blissamerica 😂😂😂

12/13/2018 6:02:30 PM pantherden_ I think the ultimate distraction would be premature Disclosure using Pence as their (Cabal) asset... maybe this is how Pence will be “used” by Q/MAJIC 

to achieve Disclosure.

12/13/2018 6:03:12 PM datruseeka Define “long term”.

12/13/2018 6:04:12 PM sailbum12 I was just deducing disclosure being the next Domino. I thought disclosure wasn’t going to be for a while still.

12/13/2018 6:05:00 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does America First mean that we are going to be the First Nation to allow Disclosure / Make First Contact?

12/13/2018 6:05:13 PM darktolightjedi Or is it closer to the Clintons? It would also be logical to build on the momentum and declass the FISA. Q said FISA brings down the house.

12/13/2018 6:06:15 PM djlok Someone was killed for that heart and many others too, I'm sure.  

Here's my question: If hidden technology exists that the Cabal has kept from us, why don't they just create/print out a heart that would be even better 

than a donor/murder victim heart?  Why they gotta kill?!!

12/13/2018 6:07:04 PM djlok Vibrations

12/13/2018 6:07:21 PM drumsk8 Sorry, Kernel isnt' as big as I was thinking. 

Drivers are a potenial concern though. 

Now SYSMTD? hmmmm anything making an unessary DNS call is highly suspious. pic.twitter.com/3lnuhDKi7j

12/13/2018 6:07:31 PM keeter1234321 Very enjoyable. Thank you. And thank you for the description on numbers and the internet magic and patterns they promote.  That was important for 

me to have a better visual understanding of life.  You produced a bridge for me. Thanks.



12/13/2018 6:07:38 PM datruseeka I had a feeling when and how Flynn was asked to leave seemed all to planned and with Pence being part of that “lie” I knew to not trust Pence.   Flynn 

was the BEST part of that team hands down and I knew he was critical to Trump’s success in taking down the cabal.

12/13/2018 6:07:42 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/OjfEdtwMQq

12/13/2018 6:08:23 PM datruseeka So when Pence is removed from the 2020 ticket, will Flynn take his place?

12/13/2018 6:08:47 PM darktolightjedi I always had the sense disclosure would be after the cabal is defeated. Same with stopping the chemtrails.

12/13/2018 6:09:26 PM djlok Oh lordy!  That should be interesting.

12/13/2018 6:09:43 PM datruseeka If I go swimming often, will it help increase my conciousness?

12/13/2018 6:10:14 PM lightworkercain Russia Russia Russia https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/09/20/donald-trump-may-have-wait-see-some-fbi-documents-russia-

case/1357531002/ …

12/13/2018 6:11:19 PM datruseeka It’s all about timing, or perhaps I should say sequence of events, since time is an illusion, supposedly.

12/13/2018 6:11:21 PM rudedrew63 Is that why Norton was having a coughing fit like Hillary for her crimes?

12/13/2018 6:11:30 PM pantherden_ Yea but considering that John Podesta & Hillary we’re going to roll out Blue Beam deceptions it seems like the Cabal might be able to use Pence to 

leverage a similar ploy.

12/13/2018 6:12:09 PM seatherton3 Today they laid out the path for Huber.  I've learned to flow with Q.  It makes my life so much more manageable.  Q just can't give dates, those dates 

are to mess with the deep state no us.

12/13/2018 6:12:38 PM sailbum12 Also, the cabal controlled disclosure was the DS plan all along, so makes sense about Pence in position for that. Pence lied about Flynn and his list so 

that now leads me back to crimes against children.

12/13/2018 6:13:39 PM datruseeka If Pence is indeed guilty of crimes related to child trafficking or worse, he needs to face the piper too.

12/13/2018 6:15:09 PM datruseeka So we should play music for our plants?  To be healthier and grow better?

12/13/2018 6:15:26 PM djlok So is it like the camera takes @Turboxyde 's consciousness and puts it on blast creating the hot zone OR is it the camera itself?

12/13/2018 6:16:53 PM djlok Can't hurt.  They may like it!

12/13/2018 6:17:15 PM consortiapartn1 Humans slave away to make any organism reproduce as long as they can exploit that organism for profit.

If we were all vegans cows and sheep would all be extinct

12/13/2018 6:17:18 PM again_censored The proof would dox him, which I don't want to do. Majic12 does not accept Dems, which I would have done.

12/13/2018 6:18:56 PM datruseeka The look on Jeb’s face was PRICELESS!

12/13/2018 6:21:12 PM datruseeka Is there any national security issue that would prevent disclosure of ET’s existence? In space and within Earth?

12/13/2018 6:23:13 PM datruseeka Great thread too BTW....captured the essence of what’s happening pertaining to that hearing.

12/13/2018 6:30:39 PM 1_decided_voter Maybe in natural unpolluted water (hot springs?) but Im going to swing a guess that chlorination is not just for sanitation.

12/13/2018 6:31:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Pence will have to admit Flynn didn’t lie to him because there is proof that it was a setup. He may have to resign eventually?

12/13/2018 6:34:48 PM _luke_slytalker Lol @ EO

12/13/2018 6:36:38 PM iamyou132 coincidentally have been following that diet for a yr now. unfortunately feels like there's not many things in the typical grocery store that is actually 

beneficial to your health.

12/13/2018 6:38:02 PM pantherden_ Water is often associated with Octagonal Stargates I think swimming a lot might offer certain higher density insights for meditation purposes

12/13/2018 6:39:39 PM lighthouse44444 How long must we wait on this one? pic.twitter.com/aok8xERqCJ

12/13/2018 6:40:01 PM keith369me If you ever have the opportunity to snorkel on a shallow ocean reef for hours upon hours, you become one with the habitat.  It can be a deeply spiritual 

experience.  Certain marine life will gravitate toward you if you are right minded.

12/13/2018 6:41:04 PM keith369me Payseur family

12/13/2018 6:43:00 PM keith369me Will we have to suffer with another 2 years with a pedo VP?  I get it that he can be used for leverage

12/13/2018 6:43:43 PM mercuryinrx Is that a trump book reference? ;)

12/13/2018 6:45:28 PM collectvcat Yes. I am a certified diver also. I love the water.

12/13/2018 6:45:37 PM keith369me Or use a medical bod pod.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are medical bod pods fact or fiction?

12/13/2018 6:47:25 PM collectvcat Every time I dive or snorkel several sea rays, turtles & even barracuda swim around me. I send them love. They feel it and return it.

12/13/2018 6:48:29 PM keith369me I am certified as well, but prefer to snorkel on shallow reefs...I struggle to feel as if I am part of the ocean while breathing into a regulator with a tank 

on my back.

12/13/2018 6:51:41 PM keith369me  pic.twitter.com/CiE20w9FuU

12/13/2018 6:51:55 PM randyfresh  pic.twitter.com/vItjiEa2uN

12/13/2018 6:52:07 PM keith369me  pic.twitter.com/qqfOlm50FU

12/13/2018 6:53:41 PM collectvcat I find when I dive my heart yearns to go out to the deeper ocean. Its difficult to manage at times. Lol My consciousness tells me to stay near... but my 

heart... obviously I was a mammal in a previous life.

12/13/2018 6:54:18 PM collectvcat Love.... Sea Turtles are so majestic.

12/13/2018 6:54:51 PM goyaeq No to that.  Alliance disclosure all the way. pic.twitter.com/7aNVy2GRk3

12/13/2018 6:55:09 PM keith369me They are majestic and they come to you if you “call”

12/13/2018 6:55:18 PM collectvcat Kauai, Great barrier or Bahamas?

12/13/2018 6:55:42 PM keith369me Maui

12/13/2018 6:56:10 PM build_it_tall Mueller investigation must close. FISA brings down the house.

12/13/2018 6:57:08 PM datruseeka I once saw a HUGE sea turtle when I was working offshore in deep water on a rig. It was the biggest living creature I ever saw.  I was in awe.

12/13/2018 6:57:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd I am so into StarGate now love Teal'c. Wonder if this influenced actors and they are in the know?

12/13/2018 6:57:56 PM collectvcat Amazing! My biggest sighting was a nurse shark.

12/13/2018 6:58:20 PM collectvcat We love Maui.

12/13/2018 7:00:21 PM keith369me The shallow water by the rocks at Kapalua Bay is incredible.  Just hover and immerse!!!

12/13/2018 7:01:31 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/13/2018 7:01:43 PM collectvcat We snorkeled at Black Rock. The current is powerful.

12/13/2018 7:02:00 PM keith369me Same here... for some reason Dolphins gravitate to my son.  Keeping him in the water with me can be a challenge.  They sense feelings and emotions

12/13/2018 7:02:21 PM truecinzia They sacrificed him ahead of time....

12/13/2018 7:02:34 PM voodoowarlord Expose the corruption, follow the money, true justice will flush them out and prevail.

12/13/2018 7:03:04 PM eurogenousjones So those notes in their funeral program said something like "You killed Poppy for nothing. Suckers!"

12/13/2018 7:06:14 PM datruseeka How many of these lower civilization planets have y’all encountered?

12/13/2018 7:06:35 PM happykat9 Yes it's in 7.2. It's kind of hidden though, so hard to find. Twatter broke up this thread into so many pieces. And u know why, it's b/c it's so good!

12/13/2018 7:07:15 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073077157881110528?s=21 …

12/13/2018 7:07:41 PM rick_hernandez Flynn never lied to Pence?

12/13/2018 7:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

12/13/2018 7:08:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many

12/13/2018 7:08:35 PM jerseyhotgurl Sadly, I do believe your right; none are going to go down regarding pedo ..It will be just like Uranium etc.

12/13/2018 7:11:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 How did Russia strong arm the Obama Administration into committing Treason?

12/13/2018 7:11:38 PM awakeningpublic Ascension.. rising vibrations make you more aware. You can literally feel more.. it's just a little tricky figuring it out sometimes. We are all awakening to 

the higher vibrations surrounding us. 

Enjoy the ride!

12/13/2018 7:11:52 PM qtpi3_14 Q said 3 versions of Declas.  Version 3 unmasks Hussein.  Worse than Watergate

12/13/2018 7:13:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Controlled Opposition https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1073415537596817410 …



12/13/2018 7:14:42 PM worldxplorer1 Is there anything authentic or is the whole world a giant play?

12/13/2018 7:16:30 PM vintagesquirrel It's not called an awakening for nothing 😵

12/13/2018 7:16:35 PM beeshelb Will it be the "list" that Pence "demanded" from Flynn?

12/13/2018 7:17:38 PM heberhall1 17 second wavelength,  20 min

12/13/2018 7:18:24 PM rick_hernandez She should have asked for a menu. What kind of republican exactly? 😂

12/13/2018 7:19:56 PM nichelle_gp Just finished this video from the link above. C-SPAN. Wow!! Incredible!! So much information!!! #QAnon

12/13/2018 7:19:57 PM fowlreginald Great question! We are authentic, but nothing we see on television is. I guess they don't call it programming for nothing.

12/13/2018 7:20:00 PM rick_hernandez This is probably referring to the document the DIA that exonerates Flynn. Contains exculpatory information

12/13/2018 7:20:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Organ Harvesting connected with official hospital organ transplant service? Symbology will be their downfall. The illusion of safety in the hospital 

complex deceives sheep who are unaware of the crimes against humanity being committed on "Fourth Reich" / Deep State / 322 Cabal. 

pic.twitter.com/48Em2Rw3S7

12/13/2018 7:21:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity Tonight.

[LL] was compromised by SOMETHING ELSE other than Tarmac meeting.

Lolita Express.

12/13/2018 7:22:08 PM datruseeka Wow! Were y’all greeted as friendly ETs?

12/13/2018 7:22:22 PM fowlreginald Oh my! 😮

12/13/2018 7:23:53 PM worldxplorer1 Pedo blackmail?

12/13/2018 7:24:37 PM youstinksoap Mayo clinic?

12/13/2018 7:24:40 PM txpatriot972 Once it became clear that “Q” is legitimate, connected, etc., it should’ve then been clear to us that there would be some disinformation and tolerance 

of misinformation. By now, however, the only questions are when, who and how big this will be. Who will be spared?

12/13/2018 7:24:44 PM nikoscali Well well.... they were very good at serving a variety of tastes on Lolita Express weren't they??! #ThesePeopleAreSick

12/13/2018 7:25:28 PM lbf777 The 1% are all actors. 99% is real.

12/13/2018 7:25:50 PM karrruss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @q @qanon76 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

12/13/2018 7:26:54 PM fowlreginald Trump Foundation or Clinton Foundation? Sorry to nitpick, I do a lot of editing, just clarifying!

12/13/2018 7:27:44 PM build_it_tall Tonight I honestly popped the buttery popcorn.

12/13/2018 7:28:03 PM studiogarvin Honey Pots can be very sticky indeed!  #WWG1WGA #QAnon

12/13/2018 7:28:47 PM drumsk8 I recommend TweetDeck, it has inbuilt filters for searching that work well. 

Although, a more refined platform would make navigation of the content far more accessable. 

Much of this content would make a very good FAQ

12/13/2018 7:28:57 PM yellahabibihela I’ve also heard amaranth is the “perfect food.” It contains complete spectrum of proteins. Conquistadors could not subdue Aztecs until they burned 

amaranth fields and/or lopped off hands of those who grew it. Apparently gives boundless energy. Perhaps high vibrations

12/13/2018 7:31:36 PM whats_aleppo So anyone can be anything? Great, how to find true Patriots. Password : Don’t Fake the funk on a nasty dunk. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=01-

vPBqLplg …

12/13/2018 7:31:57 PM fowlreginald 😮Wow! Just wow!

12/13/2018 7:33:37 PM qlover18 Damn, is there not ONE Democrat who's NOT a #Pedo????

12/13/2018 7:33:57 PM datruseeka I saw the video on rice but it was talking to the rice, “I love you” “I hate you”and last one ignored.  Amazing results!!!!

12/13/2018 7:34:48 PM fowlreginald So that look of devastation was Jeb realizing they just sacrificed his father for nothing? Wow!

12/13/2018 7:34:55 PM grandmabelieve1 Grave cause for concern! Has to be a way to trace this! Please Dear Lord bring justice and exposure to this!🙏🇺🇸❤️

12/13/2018 7:35:23 PM knightofmaltaus No need to print when artificial hearts are available now. No more tubes, hoses etc... that child was killed because a soulless son of a bitch wanted a 

Childs Heart and paid $1M+++ for it. Knights of Malta hunt and track down Organ & Human Smugglers worldwide. Must stop. 

pic.twitter.com/H6QqFb8Gaw

12/13/2018 7:35:47 PM drumsk8 Try it out, it's always better to see your own evidence :)

12/13/2018 7:38:10 PM melhuses Brilliant thread thank you👊🏻

12/13/2018 7:40:34 PM speaklife595 Truman show

12/13/2018 7:40:37 PM fowlreginald I think it is. I have that on my Kindle, just need to get around to reading it.

12/13/2018 7:41:45 PM vintagesquirrel There are probably many of us who've become Qanon pariahs. 😂

12/13/2018 7:43:07 PM djlok Or is he talking about drinking too much up to where you puke?

12/13/2018 7:46:18 PM worldxplorer1 My kids did the rice experiment themselves. Crazy to see the results first hand.

12/13/2018 7:46:24 PM hawkgirlinmn How is there a mystery? There is a strict chain of custody protocol.

12/13/2018 7:46:33 PM glenngusgus  pic.twitter.com/RvqM7GRHBL

12/13/2018 7:47:03 PM fowlreginald I would think it has to be FISA gate. The witch hunt has to end before going forward with some of the other stuff (and there is SO MUCH.) Mueller, RR, 

Comey and company next.

12/13/2018 7:47:24 PM fowlreginald Fabulous thread, by the way. Very insightful!

12/13/2018 7:47:50 PM qlover18 That is a lie.  He was able to create the universe, you don't think He could turn water into wine?

12/13/2018 7:48:26 PM qlover18 Protestants don't believe that and never thought it was true.  The Bible does not teach that.  That's a manmade twisting of scripture.  Know your Bible.

12/13/2018 7:48:51 PM psyanidegaming Lol okay champ

12/13/2018 7:48:51 PM qlover18 You aren't literally eating His Blood etc., you are remembering what He did on the cross.

12/13/2018 7:49:52 PM psyanidegaming Non-public

Pay attention.

12/13/2018 7:50:27 PM fowlreginald Well, would not have guess she was a Lolita fan...😂😂😂

12/13/2018 7:51:01 PM datruseeka I bet.  Says a lot!  All parents should be shown that experiment BEFORE they become parents.  Imagine what impact that could have.  There is so much 

that could change with this knowledge alone.

12/13/2018 7:51:07 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if some Advanced ETs were to diffuse advanced techs in the market in order to help us to solve our energetic & environnement 

issues, how would majestic react ?

12/13/2018 7:51:18 PM healthwarrior1 Fridays (Freya's Day the day of the Goddess whose number 13 stands for ouroboros & eternity) are always lucky in my experience.

12/13/2018 7:51:37 PM fowlreginald I'm thinking it may be a membership requirement at this point. 😂

12/13/2018 7:51:49 PM citoyen_resist I just asked an important question in a separate tweet.

12/13/2018 7:51:54 PM kittiekat2469 Back when I was asleep I worked at Mayo. They did so many liver transplants we had call teams just for livers. It was a running joke, "where do all 

these livers come from?" Every weekend all night long, LIVERS! I left when I woke up but still didnt realize WTH was really going on

12/13/2018 7:52:27 PM fowlreginald We will all weight 400 pounds before this is over!

12/13/2018 7:53:00 PM ketoclarity It was probably a crew member ... betcha

12/13/2018 7:53:20 PM jerseyhotgurl they colluded with the Russian government to get a Muslim terrorist, who was responsible for the deaths of many Americans, freed from captivity, all 

so he could push through the terrible Iranian nuclear deal.

12/13/2018 7:54:17 PM jerseyhotgurl Ali Fayed, a Lebanese arms dealer, was captured by the Czechs in 2014 and had previously been indicted in America, but today he walks around a free 

man, thanks to the efforts from Obama.

12/13/2018 7:54:19 PM anuishboucher Papers on U1

12/13/2018 7:55:08 PM fowlreginald If you haven't been down the ET rabbit holes yet, it's a wild ride. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has a lot of info on their timeline.



12/13/2018 7:55:20 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 previously answered my question about that, saying RDA (Richard Dean Anderson) sensed the truth about the series because he was brighter 

than average.

12/13/2018 7:56:05 PM jane_q_patriot Tsk tsk tsk... I mean, the nickname "Lolita Express" assumes gender, right? Maybe we should call it something a little more appropriate and neutral like 

the "Brownstone Bomber" instead?

12/13/2018 7:56:08 PM humain974 Strategy. Sun Zi

12/13/2018 7:56:08 PM worldxplorer1 Very true!  Heck everyone should do it. Kids or not. I think it would make people rethink the way they speak to one another.

12/13/2018 7:56:15 PM dairy_mom_of_6 True that

12/13/2018 7:56:50 PM build_it_tall Yep, especially if they offer the #Gitmo channel 😳🤭

12/13/2018 7:56:58 PM citoyen_resist  https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1073425124378976256?s=19 …

12/13/2018 7:57:59 PM hellouncledonny Exculpatory information about General Flynn.

"The agent informed me as to how, very, very, very, grateful he was for our documents and the case fashing in which we presented it." 

pic.twitter.com/z1twsKAAJa

12/13/2018 7:58:20 PM mongrelglory Love your meme! 😘

12/13/2018 7:59:30 PM crishenderson Yes, when the first statements "Foreign Agent" and "Ineligible for 501(c)3 Status" were spoken

I shuddered -- every hair stood on end -- I may have forgotten to breathe for a second

Then

JOY.  Pure joy.

Thank Q.  Thank you, Mr. President.  Thank you ALL for everything you do.
12/13/2018 7:59:39 PM yellahabibihela Look into Rife frequency generator. Guy built it and cured cancer patients with various frequencies. Solfeggio also helps.

12/13/2018 7:59:41 PM qoloradowqke I wondered why #Trump publicly asked Pence about running as his VP in 2020! He’s calling Pence out! #MasterTroll 

Also noticed that KarenPence received an envelope at 41 funeral. And Pence nervous in WH meeting with Nancy & Chuck. 

https://amp.indystar.com/amp/1920281002 

12/13/2018 7:59:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 S2E8 Demons

"This is the first sign of Christianity out of hundreds of planets."

"He isn't playing a God, he's playing the Devil."

Ritualistic Sacrifices

Dark Ages

"It's not a demon."
12/13/2018 8:00:14 PM worldxplorer1 Exactly!

12/13/2018 8:00:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the wives.

12/13/2018 8:00:28 PM qoloradowqke Great thread

12/13/2018 8:00:31 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Absolutely

12/13/2018 8:00:51 PM nichelle_gp Me too!! I am enjoying the show. 😉😁🤣😭🤔😳😟

12/13/2018 8:01:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd I always like MacGyver! A cutie too, and normally I go for bald men! LOL

12/13/2018 8:01:29 PM bluesparrow222 This thread is spell-binding! It’s almost like we are living in the Twilight Zone.

12/13/2018 8:01:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd I just noted you're a cat lady, so am I!!!

12/13/2018 8:01:46 PM worldxplorer1 Sounds interesting. Still on season 1. Going to have to skip ahead. 

The Christianity conundrum is real.

12/13/2018 8:02:48 PM bluesparrow222 Well that puts a huge spin on this!

12/13/2018 8:02:53 PM nichelle_gp StarGate. I think.

12/13/2018 8:04:00 PM edgeofrzn Tick....tock... pic.twitter.com/QTLJDvYsjS

12/13/2018 8:04:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd My ridiculous fur explosion....Garfield. pic.twitter.com/Gx7iM1wuc7

12/13/2018 8:04:08 PM mongrelglory FISA!!!

12/13/2018 8:04:13 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070363834056130560?s=21 …

12/13/2018 8:04:24 PM nichelle_gp Season 2 episode 8. That is my understanding any way 😁

12/13/2018 8:05:03 PM fowlreginald I would so pay for that channel! 😂

12/13/2018 8:05:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 External personification of "God" allows evil and darkness to spread because it shields the LIGHT within.

12/13/2018 8:05:41 PM rick_hernandez There are a crapload of Republicans too. I don’t get too wrapped up in the labels. I care more about right vs wrong

12/13/2018 8:05:41 PM roublisa I do feel as if I will wake from a dream at some point😒

12/13/2018 8:05:58 PM pantherden_ Dr. Shiva- Independent candidate in Massachusetts.

Is he of the LIGHT?

12/13/2018 8:06:28 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  I’ve definitely had that feeling very strongly before. I wish I would!

12/13/2018 8:06:55 PM fowlreginald And gives our power away...

12/13/2018 8:07:00 PM jane_q_patriot When Q said that full disclosure of the truth would put most people in the hospital, I thought to myself... but the lies already do.

12/13/2018 8:07:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Sacrifices allow us to live."

War is peace.

Poverty is prosperity.

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

12/13/2018 8:07:36 PM 4lifern I was a flight attendant for 12 years and organ a being flown for transplant had a special manifest, it was clearly labeled due and always and I mean 

always would fly in the safeguarded area of the aircraft, with the pilots in the cockpit! Something is definitely not right here

12/13/2018 8:07:59 PM charmanda9 I can’t wait until real people can go onto TV and just ‘act’ like themselves by saying whatever they want to say.

12/13/2018 8:08:35 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in case you missed it  https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1073425124378976256 …

12/13/2018 8:08:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 The look on his face was priceless.

12/13/2018 8:09:14 PM qlover18 Yes I know, but at least some repubs aren't.  I agree, it's sickness all over the place.

12/13/2018 8:10:01 PM qlover18 We have God's light in us when we accept Jesus as Savior.  WE are not gods.

12/13/2018 8:10:02 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do we all come from the same consciousness that is experiencing itself in endless forms?

12/13/2018 8:10:43 PM 4lifern Sorry many typos hate that you cannot edit! Should have proofread being replying

12/13/2018 8:10:48 PM vintagesquirrel It just became legal for recreational use in Massachusetts. 😄

12/13/2018 8:11:30 PM vintagesquirrel Does Kratom work in the same way?

12/13/2018 8:11:42 PM mongrelglory Or perhaps Clinton e-mails?

12/13/2018 8:13:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd Wow! That is completely amazing. Does it work same if you make cannibutter? On the asthmatic side....



12/13/2018 8:14:12 PM datruseeka Agreed.  This alone could have HUGE affects on our society.  It also indicates we should probably watch what you see on TV or allow children to watch 

or games they play.

12/13/2018 8:14:31 PM scienceismymuse Wait, is Musk involved? I believe it is also hard to swallow that Joe's was always a disinformation agent. Was Alex Jones always a disinformation agent?

12/13/2018 8:15:06 PM datruseeka Need to promote more love type shows and positivity in all we do.

12/13/2018 8:15:12 PM dr_t_dc What is this? pic.twitter.com/EsCIIRvetx

12/13/2018 8:15:13 PM christi02544355 So an asset flies in, executes them, then reports story?

12/13/2018 8:15:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd lol

12/13/2018 8:16:30 PM jonessense Yup. Totally confused

12/13/2018 8:16:30 PM datruseeka Yes I saw that....the guy invented that based on his discovery decades ago.  Certain frequencies cure certain cancers.

12/13/2018 8:16:52 PM zeroboluszero our confusion

our theories

all anon info

becomes plausible

maybe one of us is usss

or

nsa

or a special marine.

maybe one of us knows where this house is, maybe we don't care. 

all

for

a

larp. pic.twitter.com/lcBFG2z0Wv
12/13/2018 8:17:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would he say this?

Knowing what you know now.

Connect the dots. pic.twitter.com/zupPAMg4a1

12/13/2018 8:17:31 PM jane_q_patriot This is so excellent. Thank you!

12/13/2018 8:17:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've never heard of cannabis making people hallucinate, magic mushrooms yes, cannabis no. It's an herb with amazing properties.

12/13/2018 8:17:46 PM vintagesquirrel Holy Heck! Is everyone a disgusting pervert?!

12/13/2018 8:17:59 PM zeroboluszero or maybe I'm just some loser in Missouri good with proxies and lots of spare time. 

(shrug)

but i do know where that house is. 

kek.

12/13/2018 8:18:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read and use logic: https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073385182999252992?s=21 …

12/13/2018 8:18:10 PM worldxplorer1 Dang!

12/13/2018 8:18:34 PM datruseeka Great.  My son just moved there....perhaps I’ll have to go visit.  Imagine his surprise when I ask him if he wants to partake with me in enlightenment.  

Lol.

12/13/2018 8:18:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Projection....for starters.

12/13/2018 8:19:01 PM dental257 Season One, ...of What?

12/13/2018 8:19:17 PM flgirlsbeenqd Apparently some plants have very high vibrations, I'm guessing this is one! Beautiful....bad thing Marlboro is now into cannabis. This is not a good thing.

12/13/2018 8:19:37 PM seatherton3 Facinating!  I'm going to have to stay up late and catch Hannity.

12/13/2018 8:20:23 PM dental257 NVM! Figured it out!...It's Late for ME!

12/13/2018 8:20:25 PM sandyshuze I never felt good about Pence.  Never really trusted him.  He’s too robotic, and he was over Indiana, a hot bed for satanic pedo cult.  Entire towns are 

run by the cult, from what I’ve heard, and he did nothing.  Scary as crap that he’s one step away from the Presidency! 🤯

12/13/2018 8:20:54 PM deplorableson That post by Rick Wilson will not age well. You can quote me on that.

12/13/2018 8:21:15 PM vintagesquirrel I knew that was some crazy story!

12/13/2018 8:22:09 PM pillhard He AND his wife are involved.

12/13/2018 8:22:50 PM sehvehn well.....he put a big "right here" arrow over his head now, didnt he

12/13/2018 8:24:04 PM djlok I'm not a Christian, but I do say it is Luciferean.   I see both religions needing the other to exist.

12/13/2018 8:24:06 PM daveo6145 A la 1984/V for Vendetta

12/13/2018 8:24:15 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/aRuXrsNnjP

12/13/2018 8:24:23 PM peggygilmour173 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead 

gvealed: 1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton Foundation 2) The Clinton Foundation, with […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

12/13/2018 8:24:37 PM daveo6145 @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove

12/13/2018 8:25:29 PM dougiefreshii Show me the post where Q said that...Go ahead all you have to do is use the search filter. Do it.  http://Qmap.pub 

12/13/2018 8:25:37 PM lib7473 Being raised as a Catholic all my life until I’ve been activated/awakened to the truth, couldn’t be happier to see the fall/breakdown of root of 

Evil(Vatican), to end the suffering of all Christ believers. God/Christ is in all & that’s all that matters. 💙🌈

12/13/2018 8:25:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 S3E8* not S2E8.

12/13/2018 8:25:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd There's more to it than that.....

12/13/2018 8:25:54 PM preppygardener It belongs to Soros right?

12/13/2018 8:26:48 PM qlover18 believe as you will

12/13/2018 8:26:57 PM zeroboluszero no.

12/13/2018 8:27:08 PM iamyou132 Grow your own if you can! Reap all the benefits of the whole plant

12/13/2018 8:27:11 PM i_like_skis Most of us were really excited to see Huber testify because we know that means the investigation is no longer ongoing so he can talk about it. Instead, 

we got confirmation an investigation is open. Quite a let down.

12/13/2018 8:28:11 PM sandyshuze But how in the world could Huber LOSE critical whistleblower evidence repeatedly?  That one really shook me. Started thinking Huber was corrupted. 

But I’m sure there is another reason I don’t know yet.

12/13/2018 8:28:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong. God does not exist. We are all one. Very different fundamental concept. External personification of your own creation is Satanic by your very 

logic.

12/13/2018 8:28:58 PM outerspaaaace It's so freakin' cool. Reality is so much better than any movie. 🍿 👀 Glad to be sharing this awesome time with you! And I'm excited for the future!

12/13/2018 8:30:02 PM jonessense So its equal to living in lack?

12/13/2018 8:30:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Freak.....omg DISGUSTING!!!! pic.twitter.com/k3Rs5NwNDi

12/13/2018 8:31:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd SICK

12/13/2018 8:32:03 PM psmith19701 We have been manipulated by Google wat h this share please.  https://www.thecreepyline.com 

12/13/2018 8:32:19 PM grandmabelieve1 Sorry you are wrong God does exist blocking you, won't hear this junk!🙏🇺🇸❤️



12/13/2018 8:32:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

What did we say yesterday?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072834623011545089?s=21 … https://twitter.com/jwalwilson/status/1073420854963388417 …

12/13/2018 8:33:44 PM pastorjon9 That's not what Q said, by posting that is he reminding people of the underlying basis of the CRIMINAL side of the investigation? This was the 

FINANCIAL side of it. What was the official title of today's hearing?

12/13/2018 8:33:59 PM rick_hernandez Is he trying to discredit Q and future talk of the child trafficking knowing that was not coming out today?

12/13/2018 8:34:34 PM worldxplorer1 General Flynn. Respect.

12/13/2018 8:35:23 PM fireballmaga  pic.twitter.com/Qf1nptuSLl

12/13/2018 8:35:24 PM mongrelglory It's going to be so hard for members of monotheistic religions to accept this as truth.  This is what makes me worry about how they will cope with 

disclosure.

12/13/2018 8:36:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight.

12/13/2018 8:36:55 PM jaspony1 We make reality... I think that is why youtube unleashed us to find programing not controlled by them, and that is why they are now trying to censor 

it... We broke free at least a little bit

12/13/2018 8:38:37 PM fionasdestiny67 Blessings. Thank you.

12/13/2018 8:39:57 PM connectedtomyc1 All use your best discernment.  Suggesting we give up our Right to Privacy? Talking about a NWO? If you have ever experienced God in your life, you 

have your answer within.

12/13/2018 8:41:06 PM palmdalekid2 🔍 pic.twitter.com/BlxnuEX1SI

12/13/2018 8:41:07 PM zeroboluszero yuck.

12/13/2018 8:41:31 PM patriotkeri This was a very interesting thread.   Have you read @GregRubini recent threads????

12/13/2018 8:42:05 PM qlover18 You are wrong.  He does exist and He has revealed Himself to me many times.  God is LOVE.  Satan is Hate.  Do not call my God by that evil name.

12/13/2018 8:42:10 PM mongrelglory If I recall correctly, you said the Cabal were worshipping a "God" called Molech, who was requiring human sacrifices, yet in reality, this was actually an 

ET impersonating Molech for its own purposes.  The Cabal don't know this?

12/13/2018 8:42:42 PM qlover18 and what if we reject your disclosure?  What would you do?  Do we have no right to believe as we want in your world?

12/13/2018 8:44:24 PM palmdalekid2 V pic.twitter.com/trR5ZGfLLt

12/13/2018 8:44:40 PM qlover18 Same here.  Done with these lies.

12/13/2018 8:44:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd 1. Question: My understanding we are part of Creator. Creator wanted to experience polarity thus he took pieces of himself, made spirits who 

incarnate as humans...over/over again. Story of little Soul, wanted to experience everything, God said, "go where I am not."

12/13/2018 8:45:35 PM mongrelglory You are free to believe whatever you want, and the world will carry on with the new information that comes from disclosure.  We will all be living in a 

very different world at that point.

12/13/2018 8:46:11 PM pillhard All along, I thought it was a Q.

12/13/2018 8:47:01 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072838667297787904 …

12/13/2018 8:47:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd 2. Little soul went where light was not (darkness) and cried out, "Father father why have you forsaken me." From what I understand is God is within us, 

we are not God's in a sense we require worship but God-like as we can create. Correct my thinking please if I am off.

12/13/2018 8:47:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 This specific document will not get released, it will be another DIA document, but the important part to take away from this is the DIA will play a critical 

role in the introduction of Military Tribunals.

12/13/2018 8:48:13 PM mongrelglory Pedophilia seems to be the compromise weapon of choice for anyone who holds a position of power in politics, business, or Hollywood.  It's been built 

into the entire system.

12/13/2018 8:51:55 PM rick_hernandez This is great news.

12/13/2018 8:52:06 PM mongrelglory My free-loading roommates... pic.twitter.com/mZLsZnXLKj

12/13/2018 8:53:28 PM karenta42168532 I know right ! Suppose to be not in this case

12/13/2018 8:53:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 The God inside you can be controlled with free will. You are God. External personification of God removes Free Will from the equation. However with it 

comes a blank sheet of paper so to speak, so create at your own peril.

12/13/2018 8:54:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the wives.

NXIVM?

Coincidence?

12/13/2018 8:55:11 PM neecbf “Everything to know about Mueller’s NEW charge.”

Fixed it for them. 

Thank god they’re here, now I can just ingest their narrative and wait for the next message from Control without questioning anything else..

..friends yell at me for calling those people..Sheeple.

12/13/2018 8:55:37 PM mongrelglory He was one of the first "celebrities" to volunteer for the Children's Wish Foundation when it was first started in Toronto many years ago.  The staff will 

be always grateful for the support he gave.

12/13/2018 8:55:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q is in NSA

MJ12 is in "Pentagon"

12/13/2018 8:56:20 PM crishenderson EXACTLY!!

12/13/2018 8:56:36 PM neecbf This looks like a 🎅🎄🎁. It’ll be nice getting read in.

12/13/2018 8:56:56 PM adotson12 Oprah...

12/13/2018 8:57:14 PM ksouth21 It will be the doc that DIA is hiding, that will exonerate Gen Flynn

12/13/2018 8:57:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light. Clowns were running child smuggling operations out of South America (SA) for decades deliberately preventing SA from developing into a 

first world collection of countries. Under Q/45, strings are being cut and DARKNESS will see LIGHT! https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-healer-

abuse/brazil-miracle-healer-who-appeared-on-oprah-faces-arrest-in-sex-probe-idUSKBN1OB2VS …

12/13/2018 8:58:49 PM palmdalekid2 When will the suppression stop? pic.twitter.com/iSsmZ1Ek33

12/13/2018 9:01:49 PM mongrelglory Trying to get ahead of the story...

12/13/2018 9:02:40 PM mossman_moore Are you suggesting everyone identifying as Christian sees ‘God’ as an external?  Blanket Christianity is only meaningful where people are forced or 

tricked into submission to an orthodoxy.

12/13/2018 9:02:44 PM drakeflegel Satanic is anything deemed "anti-human" in nature consisting of mostly the 3 major sins (Pedophilia, human sacrifice, and cannibalism). We all are ray's 

of light wrapped in a flesh casing matrix (R1A1) - anyone who denies these facts is actively participating in an agenda...

12/13/2018 9:02:52 PM enomai_ Well. Think this out. If real. It could be apart of the family tree, and a map was given to a few.

12/13/2018 9:03:54 PM smurf1337 Bronfmann will blow up a huge of the entertainment-cabal.

She´s still out on a +100 million$ bail, but I guess as soon as the swamp inside of the justice system is drained, the GITMO-Party will begin. 

pic.twitter.com/K2xlX6LMah

12/13/2018 9:03:57 PM belledeplorable What are you trying to say?  pence is in on the trafficking?  Is he a pedo?  What?

12/13/2018 9:04:32 PM debbiealbyrd Human beings are NOT God. Unfollowing this garbage.

12/13/2018 9:06:12 PM pillhard I saw this episode. Wow...

12/13/2018 9:06:16 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes he is.

12/13/2018 9:07:25 PM dairy_mom_of_6 He will be exposed in due time, Trust The Plan



12/13/2018 9:09:09 PM hellouncledonny We don't let good Patriots like Flynn go down.

[TEXT] RELEASES COMING

Flynn will be exonerated. 

then positioned COS

HOOAH!

12/13/2018 9:10:51 PM lib7473 Just to be clear, is Oprah part of DS? I know she’s an old soul and has socialized with Pedowood/Democrats that made her look bad. But knowing her 

journey, as an awakened being she is, she removed herself from the dark when she left abc yrs ago.

12/13/2018 9:11:50 PM mongrelglory Oprah was a pimp for Weinstein, not surprised she had this guy on her show.

12/13/2018 9:12:31 PM pastorjon9 Dismembered isn't destroyed. I may be projecting a little on this but what I understand is that there's a lot of incorrect doctrine in many sects of 

Christianity - a lot of purposely misguided teachings. That has to change.

12/13/2018 9:14:45 PM mongrelglory She doesn't have a very good reputation for how she treats staff behind the scenes.  CDAN has had lots of stories about her.

12/13/2018 9:15:08 PM pastorjon9 That I agree with - He's not "out there"; He's "in here" (and I hate assigning a gender to spirit because Spirit doesn't have a gender).

12/13/2018 9:16:50 PM shallknown Agree

12/13/2018 9:23:34 PM bethelight11_11 are you trying to say Jesus is not the son of God and is instead an alien?

12/13/2018 9:24:24 PM raenyasalisbury I never saw it

12/13/2018 9:24:48 PM jerseyhotgurl I know; bought the first book of the series of three in total, off Amazon. Had originally Found the link on Vincent Fusca 2024 Profile (twitter); now his 

account has sadly, vanished.

12/13/2018 9:25:30 PM bethelight11_11 and you are saying however there is GOD who created us just the Jesus part is et? can you be specific

12/13/2018 9:29:02 PM jane_q_patriot They don't call it 5D chess for nuthin'!

12/13/2018 9:29:04 PM q_qtips Link re Indiana? 

2nd highest is usually TX, NY, or CA, accding to most sources. FL #3. (I’ve worked anti-trafficking for 14 yrs.) Indiana pretty far down the list. Still 

trafficking but not #2 by far.

12/13/2018 9:31:13 PM lazyzimms Q said follow the wives. At Bush funeral he handed Michele her note pretending it was a mint. Trump looked on with his hand on Bush’s back. Hillary, 

Biden’s wife, Pence’s wife found notes in their folders. Biden’s wife’s  fell on the floor. she gave 2 Biden, Laura was shocked!

12/13/2018 9:31:16 PM ksouth21 Ive been reading these tweets and replies for hours....sigh. Cant figure out what IS-BE means? Help please?

12/13/2018 9:31:34 PM datruseeka It’s definitely the Luciferian influence & mind control and intentionally done to influence negatively on society through TV programs, news, films, music, 

Disney, etc. It’s infiltrated everything!  We need to reverse it all!

12/13/2018 9:35:58 PM neecieh6111 I would love to have this question answered too.  I could swear he/it was a clone testifying before congress!

12/13/2018 9:38:30 PM jerseyhotgurl I feel he is alive. The Tatto photo released recently, just too many coincidences ..Q maybe saying it truthfully; since he most likely is living under an 

assumed name. Until arrests are completed; he is not safe; still a star witness, for his own Assassination attempt; too.

12/13/2018 9:38:40 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Not really, but we don't actually have a true view of what Christianity is because it has been used as a control method for way longer then I care to 

think. I believe Jesus was real. He was a high vibration being. I believe in a creator. All will be revealed in time.

12/13/2018 9:39:43 PM jamjam007007 Just when I was getting excited about following you

12/13/2018 9:39:48 PM petemanderson1 There is nothing but God. Everything is that.

12/13/2018 9:41:05 PM 4lifern Sorry but they have an underground trafficking lab by airport, IN is # two right there with TX and MN!

12/13/2018 9:41:06 PM lyndamathews25 This is going to a very hard one for millions to wrap there head around it.

12/13/2018 9:41:31 PM 4lifern Forgot FL as well!

12/13/2018 9:42:41 PM 4lifern He sure is and a disgusting one!

12/13/2018 9:45:51 PM betsytn Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead 

gvealed: 1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton Foundation 2) The Clinton Foundation, with […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

12/13/2018 9:46:41 PM bethelight11_11 Amen

12/13/2018 9:47:31 PM anon8212 Throwing shade, hoping to discredit. Make it sound as if it couldn't possibly be true..

12/13/2018 9:47:35 PM ragstorm Fantastic episode✅

Continuously wonder about this particular series

Is it a way to get us thinking about the possibility of panspermia & interstellar lifeforms

Sure, they bring in many actual ancient global artifacts & rewrite concepts

Deff makes disclosure easier eventually
12/13/2018 9:52:11 PM lyndamathews25 To be honest, I think TV is for the mentally challenged.

12/13/2018 9:52:36 PM debbiealbyrd Everything was created by God, but man is not God.

12/13/2018 9:52:37 PM 76eagle76  pic.twitter.com/stcuqm5M8i

12/13/2018 9:54:33 PM ragstorm 👌😊

12/13/2018 10:02:24 PM jane_q_patriot I only came around to studying Christianity after years of researching other ancient spiritual teachings, and it helped me to see the underlying truth 

and wisdom that intersects them all. The names and parables might be changed, but the *core message* remains the same.

12/13/2018 10:03:47 PM big_simp @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 LOL

you were saying? 😉  pic.twitter.com/f3F39k050V

12/13/2018 10:06:01 PM pastorjon9 I can say "Me too" - I spent years studying druidism, shamanism and other spiritual insights (Carlos Castaneda, et. al.) before studying Christianity. I get 

the sense that none of them are wholly correct but there is a core message shared.

12/13/2018 10:07:02 PM teamforza44 It’s sick! And twisted!

12/13/2018 10:10:43 PM pastorjon9 Honest question: Solomon said he knew of document but didn't think POTUS did. Why would POTUS not be told but a reporter would?

Scratching my head on that one.

12/13/2018 10:11:45 PM datruseeka Q is the intelligence branch of military, whereas MJ12 is the SSP (USAF/Navy) Black Ops, right?  But weren’t there also members of the CFR/Trilateral 

Commission on the MJ12 too, people like Gates or Schmitt?

12/13/2018 10:13:23 PM 432wps TY!

12/13/2018 10:23:04 PM jane_q_patriot There's a great big beautiful baby sitting in all that (intentionally) divisive and dogmatic bath water, which most atheists want to throw out right along 

with it... and that's YOU, baby! "Loving you, loving me! Ah-ahh..." Amen. And Aum. 😉

12/13/2018 10:23:53 PM weshallrise144k “We will bury the gate, and there will be no more sacrifices.”

12/13/2018 10:25:00 PM seekandscout I think of man and all creation as the rain drops and God as the ocean. God as the Creator and the Created made sense to me.

12/13/2018 10:27:44 PM otr_poppins The Kosovo M’s have been killing Christians & selling the parts to the Germans. They remove the organs while the person is still alive. Clintons helped 

that to happen. Former Yugoslavia. Bosnia!

12/13/2018 10:28:53 PM psyanidegaming #TeeHee

"I can't answer the question and am embarrassed so /block" pic.twitter.com/oYGPa5pZ14

12/13/2018 10:31:25 PM eskeljoyce This is unbelievable! Trying to wrap my head around all of these bad actors,especially Pence. I’m blown away. Thank you for the layout of what is going 

on. I question everything now...

12/13/2018 10:34:07 PM datruseeka How are you going to ever get this acrossto the masses and to reconcile this with the Bible?



12/13/2018 10:37:12 PM booksey_226 Probably going to Mayo Clinic out here.

12/13/2018 10:41:49 PM azpatriot88 Someone said POTUS won’t release fisa until the 2020 elections. True?

12/13/2018 10:42:24 PM datruseeka God does not exist?  How did we get here? Who created our souls/spirits?

12/13/2018 10:44:10 PM adoredbymyking Its like sitting through a 10lb bag of rice trying to find the maggots. This is going to be a long tedious process I feel like we want instant gratification but 

weve been getting it fed to us slowing Just have to be patient I feel like a kid the night before Xmas. NO PATIENCE lol

12/13/2018 10:47:25 PM blankmarlo You are a part of God. Everything is a piece of the whole. Did you make the cells in your body?

12/13/2018 10:48:14 PM datruseeka HUH? HUH? HUH?   Why do people talk this way?

12/13/2018 10:49:42 PM datruseeka I can believe we are all part of God, but we all had to have an origin!  Who created the origin of life?

12/13/2018 10:53:15 PM jane_q_patriot I think maybe when people truly grasp how "multiple meanings exist?" Saying that God doesn't exist *as most people interpret God* might be a better 

way to put it? I prefer to describe God as the Alpha & Omega. "Nothing" is separate from God, because then it's just "nothing."

12/13/2018 10:54:04 PM datruseeka The 4th line I believe, the rest are nonsense.

12/13/2018 10:54:29 PM blankmarlo The concept of infinity itself defies origin. An omnipresence that stretches backwards and forwards through time [the illusion]. Either everything exists 

or nothing does.

12/13/2018 10:58:17 PM datruseeka As soon as I heard that news, first thing that came to mind was -  “black market organs?”and what happened to the person where that heart came 

from? And who was suppose to get that heart and how much did they pay for it.

12/13/2018 10:59:24 PM melbourne_3000 "God" exists without religion! 

Religion is MAN made.

12/13/2018 11:03:28 PM diaptera_80 Yes

12/13/2018 11:05:27 PM datruseeka Blackmailed them with release of 9/11 truth.

12/13/2018 11:12:50 PM datruseeka That’s a better ring to it.   Or that God exist, and that each of us is part of that existence, and that we all have control over our world as it exist.

12/13/2018 11:17:08 PM jane_q_patriot Christ and Krishna share a similar root word with the same meaning of "light." We need to honor the light within all beings. Not the "light bringer" 

which is external. It's like when you appreciate the message, and not just the messenger.

12/13/2018 11:24:13 PM mary_jai1 I knew he was shady! Never liked him. Couldn’t put my finger on it

12/13/2018 11:28:51 PM oo1o110 I'm surprised more people didn't realize this a long time ago.

12/13/2018 11:30:20 PM audreyosborn18 Disagree...by your own explanation the opposite would be true.....”External personification of “satan” allows good and light spread because it shields 

the “darkness” within.”  The current state of the world debunks that theory...try again.

12/13/2018 11:30:56 PM raisethevib369 Moloch is Marduk. He's an anunnaki god, son of Enki....The history is fascinating. Start with the Sumerian Tablets.

12/13/2018 11:36:36 PM me_doze  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/exist …

12/13/2018 11:36:58 PM oo1o110 Apparently you've done no research into the creation of the good book. I'm sensitive to your emotions on this as I was raised Pentecostal, but the truth 

of the modern bible is that it is of Constantine, not of a Heavenly Father. It's teachings mock us.

12/13/2018 11:37:57 PM oo1o110 Research the creation of the Bible.

12/13/2018 11:40:14 PM oo1o110 I know who all the pedophiles are by all the loudmouths who blocked me during pizzagate discovery. They outed themselves by the dozens.

12/13/2018 11:50:43 PM jonessense Nope. One day the world will know

12/13/2018 11:56:10 PM diaptera_80 I doubt all 5th density beings or higher, are vegans. Also there are many dangers with eating a vegan diet in todays world

12/13/2018 11:59:51 PM jollyrob2 BOOM💥

12/14/2018 12:06:23 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing 

today. Let's instead go over […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2018 12:06:40 AM cchef1980 Just read this about it, over target? pic.twitter.com/aOQtvrqw16

12/14/2018 12:17:39 AM diaptera_80 They still believe they can talk their way out of this. What if the IRS denies opening a case against CF, like they did the first time?

12/14/2018 12:28:30 AM berrydivine77  https://apnews.com/9ed2dc90892944459f2268b0c0a5eba5 …

12/14/2018 12:29:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @Sergii_ii @X22Report @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AS SEEN IN PREVIOUS MESSAGE the ruling LAW of the unrebutted forecloser 

filed as said into rulling law says that the corporated banking finacial & corporated trading…  https://buff.ly/2RX3XFq  pic.twitter.com/BeEf0vvwFs

12/14/2018 12:35:25 AM anangelhasland1 Plug in “eternal soul” and you should do fine...

12/14/2018 12:37:28 AM surferbrextream it's getting very interesting now.

12/14/2018 12:41:38 AM anangelhasland1 As in...

“Don’t turn Gods into demons.”

12/14/2018 12:43:05 AM enomai_ Is it one specific race against humans, or was, like relating to these rituals? Lower vibrational species mindwise, but still advanced?

12/14/2018 12:45:36 AM sehvehn could animals be subject to mkultra? have they been?

12/14/2018 12:46:01 AM morety76 A clock is a "scaling factor" that our consciousness uses to scale coordinate time to appear as a "temporal distance" - Duration.

12/14/2018 12:46:19 AM taradea08775439 Today in Hannity they were talking about declas of FLYNN case

12/14/2018 12:48:02 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy Harvesting 

System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/OolNYxAYSq

12/14/2018 12:55:10 AM anangelhasland1 If “God” created existence, then he is different from existence and therefore “does not exist.”

No human mind can comprehend the spiritual cataclysm at that level...

Personal form of God is an aspect of divinity that is not different than existence.

This is the Age of Holy Spirit

12/14/2018 1:05:23 AM enomai_ God bless MR. STONE. :)

12/14/2018 1:34:39 AM quazzimus @threadreaderapp unroll

12/14/2018 1:34:43 AM seybird11 😂😂👍

12/14/2018 1:35:18 AM quazzimus @threadreaderapp unroll

12/14/2018 1:35:50 AM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Why would he say this? Knowing what you know now. Connect the dots. Re-read and 

use logic: […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073431661692489731.html …

See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2018 1:36:25 AM threadreaderapp Hallo please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation 

hearing today. Let's instead go over […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2018 1:44:00 AM velveteen64 Q said yes, however, look again. Q only underlined JFK - not Jr.  I'm just sayin...

12/14/2018 1:48:27 AM truth_light_ So much falsehood and lies written to deceive. Be careful who you follow. I testify that God lives - we are His literal spirit children. He has a grand plan 

of happiness that enables us to return to Him through His Son. The path is straight and narrow.

12/14/2018 2:05:15 AM xusaf_patriot Hannity was wearing the pin last night...

12/14/2018 2:05:57 AM robertg02229481 No

12/14/2018 2:10:26 AM epkman As Laurence Gardner points out: “Enki was not happy about his brother’s promotion because, although Enlil was the elder of the two.

12/14/2018 2:12:42 AM rachmatcorai33 We need to start popping cucumbers. 🤣

12/14/2018 2:33:41 AM susyqzee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/14/2018 2:42:54 AM heyflhayhay Gross 😩



12/14/2018 2:47:10 AM boodlepoop1 😱

12/14/2018 2:56:43 AM nationalistkev Watch the skies = Vandenberg AFB

12/14/2018 3:11:32 AM qoloradowqke ‘Guardians’ of Intelligence

12/14/2018 3:18:27 AM melanieusn1979 Ok.

12/14/2018 3:29:16 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning - do dreams allow us to communicate with our inner light?

12/14/2018 3:30:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd John 10:34

I'm sorry but many are blinded and have been taught wrong doctrine. All I can suggest is research.

12/14/2018 3:30:33 AM flgirlsbeenqd Please pray and research.

12/14/2018 3:36:26 AM asktheq_ Unconscionable.

12/14/2018 3:42:14 AM pauliepg11111 Light over dark, always

12/14/2018 3:44:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd I apologize...must know if on correct path. Don't know how to verify  studies if don't check with those who know more than me. DM not permitted. 

Each person is at different stages. Not my intention to confuse or offend anyone. Love/light sent. ✨❤️✨

12/14/2018 3:44:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd Your words @PhoenixFarsaidh are not of love and light.

12/14/2018 3:48:07 AM covertress "Pentagon"?

See Kaluza, Klein and 'T Hooft pic.twitter.com/TRh3cSkKVb

12/14/2018 3:49:19 AM ottofried Right... Maybe put down the crack pipe.

12/14/2018 3:51:17 AM qoloradowqke Do Re Mi Fa So La Te Do

12/14/2018 3:51:46 AM pauliepg11111 I see Oprah has taken all the John of God videos and interviews down on her site...

12/14/2018 4:00:32 AM francoissmc She's a witch of note!

12/14/2018 4:04:18 AM pauliepg11111 Yip. Fascinating to see the cockroaches scurrying...

12/14/2018 4:10:28 AM yana17m MIA aswell??

12/14/2018 4:11:27 AM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/hosBseed6l

12/14/2018 4:31:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want to control the movement with bureaucracy. https://twitter.com/business/status/1073552339154464768 …

12/14/2018 4:32:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Abuse of Power and Public Corruption https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1073552200599777282 …

12/14/2018 4:33:02 AM jeremy350344 Thanks for all that you do majestic 12. I'm very grateful

12/14/2018 4:33:13 AM dairy_mom_of_6 So true!

12/14/2018 4:35:22 AM piratek73549479 Sounds like someone wants to "cash-in" on a movement for their own agenda.

12/14/2018 4:36:37 AM drumsk8 Whatever that was passing the dragon capsule I would assume to be deemed Highly Classified! Doesn't look like part of the ISS.

 https://youtu.be/tdkFS4eGoEQ 

12/14/2018 4:37:07 AM woodworkeranon Good luck.

12/14/2018 4:37:56 AM lovethebeach999 What language spell check is native on that keyboard ?

12/14/2018 4:38:03 AM dairy_mom_of_6 And if any is worried that our ignorance to what the truth is, going to be held against us, it's not. But we can not be complacent. The search with an 

open mind for the truth will lead us to the truth. We are powerful beings, hear and on the other side. We forgot who we are! ❤️

12/14/2018 4:38:25 AM rick_hernandez They may deny the whistle blowers their case. But I think if that happens it’s because they already knew. I don’t know why people haven’t considered 

that

12/14/2018 4:43:04 AM lovethebeach999 😂

12/14/2018 4:52:37 AM bklyn_g Because it’s fucking stupid and expensive?

12/14/2018 4:54:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies.

12/14/2018 4:54:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Control and kill the movenent, not "cash-in".

12/14/2018 4:55:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with what we said about Japan. https://twitter.com/tracyalloway/status/1073553323893055488 …

12/14/2018 4:55:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Typo.

12/14/2018 5:00:51 AM again_censored Where does Flake fit in?

12/14/2018 5:02:38 AM leslieau7 Did watch Hannity Thursday night

He had that pin on below flag pin

12/14/2018 5:05:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signals.

12/14/2018 5:06:01 AM smurf1337 Didn´t dig into MIA.. Bun Benjamin stinks (watch video of song "Monster" he made with Jayz..).

Edgar Jr. set the tone in the music industry for ~15 years.. he´s 100% deep down in sh*t and knew about the most things going on.

And especially Clair.. still hoping to get out ;D pic.twitter.com/qB4qf3xqtf

12/14/2018 5:10:05 AM firebird8035 I saw you capitalized  E & O. Executive Order...... 1-1-19. Pain is coming.

12/14/2018 5:18:29 AM itsscottknight Nice summary - job well done! 👍🏻

#KAG 🇺🇸

#IndictObama

#DrainTheSwap

#BuildTheWall

#DemocratsHateAmerica

12/14/2018 5:19:21 AM leslieau7 I should have thought that out.

My bad..

Need to look deeper !

12/14/2018 5:20:05 AM mongrelglory "Immortal Spiritual Being", (or Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity).

It's what Airl (the ET who was interviewed after the Roswell crash) called all life-forms in the Universe.

12/14/2018 5:20:57 AM cidarean When did political people and those around them start wearing lapel pins? After 9/11?

12/14/2018 5:27:14 AM mongrelglory Yes, the Babylonians worshipped him quite extensively.  Apparently the ET chose that legendary God to impersonate.  I'm just surprised that the Cabal 

continue to worship him without question.

12/14/2018 5:37:15 AM jamjam007007 I’m surprised about MP. Is this why POTUS won’t declas?

12/14/2018 5:38:21 AM mercuryinrx That’s his book title, “art of the deal”

12/14/2018 5:45:42 AM time4u2know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A very interesting photo looking back on it between JFK Sr and BC. Was there a plan at that time to prep BC for a presidential future?  

pic.twitter.com/G0p4K4IPII

12/14/2018 5:46:21 AM vintagesquirrel I think they're just being strategic with regards to timing

12/14/2018 5:56:02 AM bethelight11_11 Heard Denver airport (under) as well 😡

12/14/2018 5:58:10 AM mongrelglory I liked the way you described the story of Creative Consciousness playing the "Separation Game".  Big Soul, Little Soul, all part of the same soul...makes 

it easy to understand.

12/14/2018 5:58:30 AM firebird8035 This cleansing we need is world wide. No wonder y'all have taken so long to connect ALL the dots. I can only say I am in awe of all of you. Watching all 

this unfold has kept me fascinated  every day. Thanks to ALL of you from this lady.

12/14/2018 6:06:08 AM tfinefine Hasn’t this been proven correct information

12/14/2018 6:09:06 AM otr_poppins  https://islamicpersecution.wordpress.com/tag/persecution-of-christians-in-kosovo/ …

12/14/2018 6:10:15 AM allonkid we are the son of God, not the Source, the Father God. We can create children, but cannot redo ourself, we are created by God, that is a fact cannot be 

changed.



12/14/2018 6:12:02 AM roaminnoodle That's the key.

How can you determine the way it was processed was done "Organically"?

Done by verifiable/credible sources?

Who determines what is "Certified Organic"?

Who pays that person/group that determines it?

As stated by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034453799958720512 …
12/14/2018 6:18:07 AM curly_lambeau who is paying for the pardons?

12/14/2018 6:19:55 AM bethelight11_11 Pence is pedophile

12/14/2018 6:21:41 AM yellahabibihela And chemo costs thousands for a treatment that works roughly at a nominal rate. I empathize with victims and families who could have saved loved 

ones with effective, inexpensive therapies.

12/14/2018 6:22:25 AM marshahodgson Q noted she flipped. With disinformation necessary, only time will tell. But IF she has...the info that's been garnered is something we should take into 

consideration as per 'timing'. The dismantling of decades of hidden sins must be precise, in its own time, one piece at a time.

12/14/2018 6:22:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Someone I will never forget recommended the book The Complete Conversations With God- An Uncommon Dialogue. Hungering for light I had been in 

darkness>40 years. The books explain everything.  

Three Laws:

1 Thought is creative

2 Fear attracts like energy

3 Love is all there is

12/14/2018 6:23:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd I wholeheartedly disagree.

12/14/2018 6:24:01 AM tfinefine I live in Indiana, I have never heard that stat. Please send links supporting your claim.

12/14/2018 6:25:29 AM tfinefine What? Underground trafficking from the airport? Send the links.

12/14/2018 6:27:05 AM thekimschmitt How is killing off GHWB help them?  Isn’t that short sighted?  A funeral only delays a few days.

12/14/2018 6:27:07 AM john777lee Two wings of the same bird.

12/14/2018 6:29:45 AM otr_poppins  http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2011/02/happy-birthday-to-organ-trafficking.html …

12/14/2018 6:30:09 AM tfinefine Would that be located underneath the large solar panel fields on the SW side of the airport?

12/14/2018 6:30:35 AM mongrelglory You have to order "heirloom seeds" which are old stock seeds that haven't been modified.

12/14/2018 6:31:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd My soul tells me this plant is of high vibration. I'll have to research how to consume legally. Always been a rule follower.❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/14/2018 6:32:12 AM marshahodgson We should always keep this in mind. In the end, I think both parties s/b disbanded as terrorist orgs. Then we'll have to figure new ones & as we revamp 

our voting system, change to instant run-off voting; then your vote also counts as a testiment to where your wishes truly lie.

12/14/2018 6:32:25 AM citoyen_resist Never ! Jamais ! #TheGreatAwakening

12/14/2018 6:32:51 AM john777lee Remember there was much more going on on Little St.James than pedo !

Word is up to 70% of hill worship the dark one. So think more like the basement rooms ! Adrenochrome .

12/14/2018 6:35:42 AM mongrelglory It's just like buying any other processed organic food product.  You'd have to trust that the USDA "Organic" label was a credible one.  Unfortunately, 

most of us do not have direct access to organic farm produce straight from the farmer.

12/14/2018 6:37:32 AM nuevoiptv Read the wespenre papers for the complete story.

12/14/2018 6:38:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd I agree with these words.❤️✨

12/14/2018 6:38:34 AM diaptera_80 What’s up with the chaff? Secret ops?

12/14/2018 6:39:38 AM john777lee They are living a Half life as slaves to a dark master. Having been involved with debase occult worship and practices. Sold their souls . Search unicorn 

blood on Majestic 12 past tweets.

12/14/2018 6:39:43 AM mongrelglory Unfortunately, I think that for most of the history of our countries (I'm Canadian), the democratic process was more of a charade than a reality.  The 

Vatican, Royal families and the Cabal weren't going to give up control of their "property" that easily.

12/14/2018 6:46:08 AM therealbigneum Who cares about the compromised fbi investigating anything big deal killary was investigated too

12/14/2018 6:53:52 AM gileslashawn I love that morning coffee but I am about to substitute that soon for a morning fruit smoothie. The sugars in the fruit will charge you up with energy in 

the morning. You will not have the crash that you get from the coffee. After a couple of weeks you never miss coffee.

12/14/2018 7:01:41 AM pastorjon9 Not wise, it's more powerful being "spontaneous"

12/14/2018 7:05:31 AM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm beginning to feel more like an Orchestra and we are all being played.  Dark Tones, Light Tones, Dissonance (Cabal moves), 

Crescendos (Trump Rallies), balance.  All the frequencies and vibrations are important in the Orchestra.

12/14/2018 7:07:34 AM petemanderson1 Separation is an illusion. The kingdom of heaven is within you.

12/14/2018 7:10:23 AM shining91109743 I'm beginning to feel like we are all being played.  It's an Orchestra.  Dark Tone, Light Tones, Dissonance (Cabal Moves), Crescendos (Trump Rallies), 

balance.  All the frequencies and vibrations are important and part of the masterpiece.

12/14/2018 7:10:46 AM pastorjon9 I live in Washington, everyone I talk to can't understand how Inslee is still in office. If the voter fraud report coming up doesn't impeach him the next 

election cycle is going to be very VERY interesting.

#SheepNoMore #PatriotsFight #WWG1WGA #QAnon

12/14/2018 7:12:16 AM lisareiser8 How do you order them? Wear?

12/14/2018 7:14:37 AM debbiealbyrd So you're telling me that the God I worship, the Great I Am, the Father of Jesus Christ, is not worthy of worship??? HE & He alone is the creator. And I 

will bow to no man, not myself, to worship.

12/14/2018 7:15:31 AM mongrelglory You'd just have to Google "heirloom seeds", or search for them at various garden suppliers.  I know that Young Urban Farmers in Toronto sells heirloom 

seeds, but you could find suppliers in the US.

12/14/2018 7:17:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd Moon is satellite, what does it do to stones placed outside during full/new moon phases? Was told recharges...if so further detail please. These kinds of 

stones, fluorite, amethyst, sodalite, quartz, ruby, jade, etc. pic.twitter.com/5QaoBGVEn9

12/14/2018 7:20:02 AM debbiealbyrd Sorry fella...I'm not separated from God, as I'm saved through faith in His son, who died for my sins. For all of us. This "separation is an illusuon" 

psychobabble is delusional, at best.

12/14/2018 7:21:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd We mustn’t impose our belief system. Each of us live by our own truth. We all love. Love is all there is. Let your light shine and illuminate the world 

with your love. Thought is creative, fear attracts like energy, love is all there is.

12/14/2018 7:21:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why do you judge?

12/14/2018 7:26:57 AM rick_hernandez Yes. Exactly. pic.twitter.com/tosK25qq1h

12/14/2018 7:30:29 AM debbiealbyrd God gave us free will - us meaning ALL. Therefore, don't preach to me about who God is or isn't. You can worship yourself, call yourself God all day 

long, but don't try to impose your beliefs on me. Also, I do not judge, lady....as that is not my right. That belongs to God.

12/14/2018 7:33:42 AM petemanderson1 I think you’re misinterpreting what I meant, but it’s fine.  Nothing was said about worshiping yourself or calling oneself that.   Words are imperfect and 

we all perceive from our own belief system.  Nobody was imposing beliefs upon you.  Have a good day.  Love. Peace.



12/14/2018 7:45:58 AM 3rdeyeview55 I never got into smoothies, my daughter did while in college, but I just couldn't stomach it for some reason🤷♀️. I tested myself for addiction to coffee &

 found I wasn't, I think it's flavor, warmth & of course something psychological that keeps me loving my morning ritual😉😎.

12/14/2018 7:46:46 AM debbiealbyrd You said above you were replying to me, @Tattered_edges. How am I full of hate, lies, & deceit, by NOT believing that I am my own creator??? God 

alone is my creator. I didn't impose Him on anyone. Or hold myself as equal to God. Go in peace, please.

12/14/2018 7:50:14 AM lbf777 Ya, why isn’t the Zionist infiltration of America being exposed? 🤔

12/14/2018 7:51:32 AM gileslashawn Research cbd oil. It really works.

12/14/2018 7:52:14 AM ghostanon6120 I don't exactly know who you are, but that was impressive

12/14/2018 7:56:40 AM clownworld36 The real Q got a hold of some insider information and posted it all on 4chan and only 4chan. He stopped posting when he ran out of info. CIA and Larps 

took over as Q on 8chan. Q doesn't post anymore.

12/14/2018 7:59:14 AM debbiealbyrd Maybe so. I was originally responding to Majestic12 saying "You are God." And that...I am not!

12/14/2018 8:07:19 AM john777lee The plan is for information ! Not a public protest and anyone calling for that is against us ! We have Military and National Guard on the ready to put 

such events down. I trust the plan. Not some hot headed paid shill team to incite violence . WWG1WGA!

12/14/2018 8:09:06 AM unidentifiedta1 Q has stated their team will only operate on the 8chan platform, and all other disclosure sources or mediums, are false and disinfo. Are you and Q on 

the same team?

12/14/2018 8:11:36 AM john777lee Exactly I see them on the 8 chan. Paid shills trying to incite violence. Information and justice in a military tribunal is the only way for a solution.

Letting emotion over ride logic will never get the desired outcome !

12/14/2018 8:15:46 AM canadiancovfefe Unbelievable! It’s so sick! What kind of monster wants to sexually abuse/assault/rape children. Horrible!

12/14/2018 8:16:04 AM mongrelglory That will make me feel less guilty when I harvest the leaves off of my Basil plants to make pesto in the Fall.

12/14/2018 8:19:26 AM djlok This comment will fly over like a lead balloon.  I think the fear that arises from the statement "God does not exist" is a very primative and real fear of 

"who is gonna take care of us and protect us from evil?". A question this ISBE doesn't have the answer to unfortunately.

12/14/2018 8:19:59 AM bigd19661 Pain is coming? I think it's already here

12/14/2018 8:20:35 AM mongrelglory Seems the relationship between the predator/consumer and the prey influences the frequency of the food consumed.  Consuming a "Factory farmed" 

animal that suffered while alive, is much worse than a Native Indian killing a wild creature and thanking its spirit for its sacrifice.

12/14/2018 8:24:12 AM marshahodgson 12 yrs RC schools. Great education, esp BACK THEN (60's).

1st lesson: God is Love. You are God. 4th grade a student failed Religion bc his family didn't hand in tithe envelopes: age 9-saw the LIGHT. Ist yr HS 

taught competitive religion>Agnostic. It took yrs, but family now sees!

12/14/2018 8:25:44 AM mongrelglory Some of the original MKUltra experiments were training dogs to be "weapons".  They did many field tests.

12/14/2018 8:27:11 AM mongrelglory 1984 "Doublespeak".

12/14/2018 8:30:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd No one is preaching to you. You chose to come to this site and now you speak in anger chastising people you don’t know. Is this Christ like behavior? I 

do not chastise you, I want you to listen to yourself. Live in love, not fear...fear breeds unhealthy emotions.

12/14/2018 8:32:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd You don’t have to be here. You can choose to leave this site. Life is choices. Love and light to you. Merry Christmas to you and yours. 

pic.twitter.com/oySYC8f9tN

12/14/2018 8:35:02 AM mongrelglory They might not be using that heart for a transplant.  Where do you think these restaurants get their "food supplies" from?  

http://www.cannibalclub.org/faq.html 

12/14/2018 8:35:32 AM debbiealbyrd Lady, your rambling tweet is unhealthy. God bless you, & try to not label others, ok. Go in peace!

12/14/2018 8:36:17 AM qoloradowqke Mr Monopoly

12/14/2018 8:38:43 AM flgirlsbeenqd I did not argue this. Genocide and war are result of living in fear, not love. I have noticed much...also died, felt Creator’s love. Much different than love 

on this earth. I try hard to recreate same love I felt...try. I choose to live in love, not fear.

12/14/2018 8:40:46 AM enomai_ 'Democratic' the partys r one in the same mostly.

12/14/2018 8:41:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd Love is all that is....that is universal law, one of three. If you don’t like this law, you may contact God to file your complaint. It’s his law.

12/14/2018 8:42:55 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  Legumes are an important staple in vegetarian diets! You're leaving me with Quinoa, seeds, and nuts for my complete protein sources 

unless I'm going to eat eggs and dairy.  Is wheat okay to consume?  I've heard it's been weaponized.

12/14/2018 8:46:05 AM chapulincolored My wife was driving to work yesterday morning and she said she saw blue lights in the sky.  

We are watching.

12/14/2018 8:47:24 AM enomai_ Yeah, they def. seem like brainwashed side of the aisle.

12/14/2018 8:50:20 AM cstarr888 That high level of tech is probably restricted to dumbs & off terran places only. This feels like an orchestrated event toward slowly revealing all the 

horrors. You can research & find LOTS of organ trafficking reported both in the US and abroad. -->Check NY and Philippines🙏💖

12/14/2018 8:56:59 AM qoloradowqke Genesis 6

12/14/2018 9:08:38 AM ascendingadam Prior to new CLAS tech activated, some very old and very bad tech was deactivated. Correct?  "The eventual destruction of these devices may make it 

possible for your memory to be restored, simply by virtue of not having it erased after each lifetime." (note devices vs. device)

12/14/2018 9:21:07 AM daveo6145 What pin was it?

12/14/2018 9:21:11 AM datruseeka Is this what you’re talking about? https://twitter.com/nasa/status/1073405648451325953?s=21 …

12/14/2018 9:33:05 AM truecinzia That's why Trump needs to act quickly in order to prevent more governors to do the same.  These people have no ethics and no respect for those who 

play by the books.  #GotWall? #Deport

12/14/2018 9:33:51 AM cstarr888 (short answer, no, wheat is not safe. 90%+ in US is now GMO and sprayed w/ glyphosphate. The mechanism that kills the insects also KILLS YOUR GUT 

BACTERIA. Understand this means everywhere glyphosphate has spread it is causing silent destruction.)🙏💖

12/14/2018 9:36:15 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Is Myziam related to a certain Jack, 'too"

 ?

12/14/2018 9:47:18 AM scott_rick People who worship Satan

12/14/2018 10:01:51 AM datruseeka Sounds as though if y’all have to report to central command on the moon that some foreign ET race controls our government and military if that’s the 

case.  Can you confirm otherwise?

12/14/2018 10:02:06 AM anangelhasland1 (There are cosmic versions of this diabolical process.)

As above, so below.

12/14/2018 10:04:30 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Like this movie ? :-) https://youtu.be/eAFSTPJkQYU 

12/14/2018 10:17:51 AM limitlessempath M/L/A crystal implants, true or false?

12/14/2018 10:22:11 AM worldxplorer1 Can you expand on this?  How is sacred sexual energy related to consciousness.  Are you talking about learning to channel that energy for purposes of 

manifestation or even telekinesis?

12/14/2018 10:24:04 AM leannemillervb What's this?

12/14/2018 10:27:17 AM djlok I just went to that website.  Further confirms my choice to remain vegetarian. That is just disgusting!!

12/14/2018 10:37:46 AM datruseeka What is that Michael?

12/14/2018 10:56:14 AM floridayys One swipe of the pen will end fluoride, chemtrails, & fake news. Whynot?

12/14/2018 11:10:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not years.

12/14/2018 11:12:57 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this accurate?  

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_danwinter07.htm?fbclid=IwAR05O3by30cl7f1MnVASTXPnGkfAp-

YgiqsEYbmpHImlF6tZzDkP5vESd9o …



12/14/2018 11:16:24 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Pence going to be used as a last resort delay tactic by the Cabal?  Via NSC/ False Messiah deceptions ?

12/14/2018 11:17:30 AM drumsk8 I'd posted a version of the video above showing this . The reply I received was watch the skies, so must be something else even more intriging!

12/14/2018 11:17:40 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/14/2018 11:24:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK to LIGHT

More disclosures coming. https://twitter.com/williamsmjw/status/1073584022771642369 …

12/14/2018 11:28:37 AM cocopuffster12 I was on my way to troll J&J, came across this shameless plug in the TL. It’s pretty funny. 

https://twitter.com/dudewipes/status/1073636874890240005 …

12/14/2018 11:30:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Money Money Money 💰

12/14/2018 11:34:44 AM turboxyde This is corporate manslaughter! As a former HSE consultant whom has specialized in HAZWOPER and toxicology this is beyond UNACCEPTABLE by 

EVERY measure of humanity.

12/14/2018 11:37:04 AM datruseeka What do you know about the Georgia Guidestones? pic.twitter.com/tSFPEf7QLb

12/14/2018 11:38:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Created by Illuminati for New World Order.

12/14/2018 11:39:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Genocide would be more accurate. Pesky Nazis from Operation 📎. The hammer will drop. Trust the plan. More rats need to be exposed. Moves & 

Countermoves.

12/14/2018 11:40:17 AM ladyhawk0568 LORD IN HEAVEN I put that on my baby!!!!!!!!!! Crimes against humanity- no deals!!!!

12/14/2018 11:40:52 AM youstinksoap I'm guessing that more disclosures of everyday items people use and eat.  Are there really med beds?

12/14/2018 11:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most are bad.

12/14/2018 11:45:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not as depicted by almost all of Christianity. The man existed, though he was less important than his message.

12/14/2018 11:45:59 AM datruseeka Thought it was Satanic.   What is suppose to be in time capsule?

12/14/2018 11:46:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

12/14/2018 11:46:28 AM datruseeka Can we have a bulldozer knock it all down?  Today?

12/14/2018 11:46:47 AM justice4kids000 Agree wholeheartedly. This is the just the beginning.

12/14/2018 11:47:17 AM datruseeka Why did they want to kill us all off?

12/14/2018 11:48:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Our information does not come from any website.

12/14/2018 11:49:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Planetary resources less restricted and resistance to authoritarianism is easier to maintain with less people. Less chaos. Smaller matrix.

12/14/2018 11:49:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not up to us to make that decision.

12/14/2018 11:49:58 AM ottofried  https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/614406.html#614954 …

This is not about religions or party affiliation.

EVIL is everywhere.

There are no drawn lines.

No boundaries.

Good vs Evil.

Q

12/14/2018 11:52:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, the Q operation is not. The MJ12 operation is. Reform within each religion will occur after WW cleanup. Once First Contact is made, 

mainstream religion will organically dissolve due to contradicting ideologies from the reality that is created by using new physics for all

12/14/2018 11:52:57 AM datruseeka Then who do we need to plea to to make it happen?

12/14/2018 11:53:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Read through our thousands of tweets. Many disclosures provided. More to come. Future proves past.

12/14/2018 11:54:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 GA State Representatives

12/14/2018 11:54:56 AM datruseeka Oh from the folks who live to create chaos, want less chaos.  Where would all our souls have gone to then?

12/14/2018 11:55:40 AM john777lee Once you know the truth it's hard to laugh at any of the cabal programming.

12/14/2018 11:56:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 They create chaos to gain control. Art of the Deal. Not 45's original idea. Just a fact of consciousness controlled reality.

12/14/2018 11:57:17 AM 1_decided_voter It really is worthwhile to read through this as suggested. When I initially found MJ12 here, I couldn't get enough. 

I've yet to see anything posted that contradicts what Q has said, and often it helps in deciphering the bigger picture (ie Q has mostly avoided the ET 

topic).

12/14/2018 11:58:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because Q doesn't step on MJ12 and vice versa. Mutual respect because the mission outcome is the same.

12/14/2018 11:59:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its not the worst.

12/14/2018 11:59:23 AM 1_decided_voter Not part of Q team. If anything, they are more like a partner with a different mission but part of the same overall plan.

12/14/2018 11:59:32 AM crazycooder Q has said that we are not alone. The universe is vast.

12/14/2018 11:59:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/14/2018 12:01:51 PM qoloradowqke Lol this must be what rattles Mika B. Like So Bad. Total loss of composure https://www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna947836 …

12/14/2018 12:04:11 PM datruseeka Any disclosure expected from the new Clint Eastwood movie “Space Cowboys”? pic.twitter.com/mB2E88mzls

12/14/2018 12:05:03 PM fowlreginald Sickening that they put this in BABY powder! Thankful I never saw the point in using it anywhere near my chicks.

12/14/2018 12:05:52 PM 1_decided_voter New? It came out in 2000. pic.twitter.com/G1mqQoF9OO

12/14/2018 12:06:13 PM datruseeka How did Majestic 12 learn about the true history of Earth & the Universe?

12/14/2018 12:07:37 PM datruseeka Still same question....did it include any “true” disclosure info?

12/14/2018 12:07:51 PM youstinksoap To quote Q "The truth would put 99% in the hospital"

Hard for most to grasp just what that actually means.

😡

12/14/2018 12:11:54 PM qoloradowqke  pic.twitter.com/QiAoh686CV

12/14/2018 12:12:32 PM knightofmaltaus #Facebook users... 68,000,000 #Photos from FB pages have been stolen and compromised. Change your passwords immediately. 

@FCC @USArmy @gr8tjude_08 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @DeepStateExpose @AmyMek @elpunoFL @AnnCoulter @mitchellvii @johncardillo

 https://www.securityweek.com/photos-68-million-facebook-users-exposed-api-bug … pic.twitter.com/HiW8cwJBja

12/14/2018 12:12:50 PM datruseeka Are you implying Q is not evil, but Majestic 12 is evil?

12/14/2018 12:14:10 PM fowlreginald I'm slowly working my way backwards through the tweets. Many great ones, very insightful and they compliment what Q is saying. At the very least, 

they get you to think, and that's important.

12/14/2018 12:14:53 PM mongrelglory Especially how they refer to people as being not as "enlightened" as they are.  Guests of the club have allegedly included Meryl Streep and Katy Perry.

12/14/2018 12:14:56 PM roaminnoodle Special creation. Teal'c is happy. Indeed. pic.twitter.com/4gpwNvhBmF

12/14/2018 12:14:57 PM datruseeka How will we know for certain the “First Contact” is legit and real, and not just a ploy as has been intended for a long time to get people to buy into this 

NWO?   And aren’t y’all promoting this NWO too?

12/14/2018 12:16:07 PM 1_decided_voter I think the suggestion was that the Majestic 12 operation will ultimately result in the dissolution of major religions because it will reveal the true 

messages from which they spawned was distorted and turned the focus from inward focus to external worship.

12/14/2018 12:17:08 PM cocopuffster12 This is a natural, talc free alternative.

12/14/2018 12:18:23 PM datruseeka What do you mean?

12/14/2018 12:20:05 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073039757905747968 …

12/14/2018 12:22:40 PM mongrelglory I eat non GMO organic wheat products if I eat them. (like sprouted gain breads).  Unfortunately glyphosphate has been used on rice crops, oats, rye, 

and other grains.  They've even found residues on organically grown grains.  Monsanto is evil! 💀

12/14/2018 12:24:06 PM vintagesquirrel I'm guessing that dental fillings are a big one.

12/14/2018 12:24:09 PM qoloradowqke 0 x Infinity. Math dude Ramanujan. I don’t have infinity symbol on friggin iPhone⁉️ What up @AppleSupport



12/14/2018 12:24:37 PM djlok And based on their own words they prefer to consume young. So I'm guessing their main supplier isn't funeral homes.

12/14/2018 12:24:39 PM qanon_obiwan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottKrawiec

12/14/2018 12:24:52 PM qanon_obiwan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottKrawczyk1

12/14/2018 12:25:35 PM allahuniversal 40,000ft. v. necessary to understand...global events.

Nice view up here.

12/14/2018 12:25:42 PM datruseeka But didn’t the MJ-12 include members of the NWO/CFR/Trilateral Comm?  Those members would have been supporting 322 NWO too.  How then do 

you split in objectives?

12/14/2018 12:26:35 PM 1_decided_voter Will there be a sky event coming soon that will be visible to everyone on earth, and thus be undeniable, or will we keep inching along with indiscernible 

objects like this becoming more and more visible?

12/14/2018 12:28:14 PM mongrelglory Yah!  I had heard that before.  All the "family friendly" companies like Kraft foods, Johnson & Johnson, Bayer, General Mills, etc...had evil lurking behind 

their wholesome images. 💀

12/14/2018 12:29:19 PM lbf777 Big Pharma is a real bad one....

12/14/2018 12:29:57 PM mongrelglory Wasn't there a class action lawsuit settled against J & J for women who developed ovarian cancer from using their talc?

12/14/2018 12:30:18 PM qoloradowqke United Church of God

12/14/2018 12:30:56 PM kathrynmarvel Religions were created to control the people.  We don’t know our true history.

12/14/2018 12:31:49 PM lbf777 Yellow Vest protesters. They are willing to do anything to save the world.

12/14/2018 12:32:11 PM mongrelglory Their motto is "Order out of Chaos".

12/14/2018 12:32:40 PM keith369me @majestic...I was going to ask the same secondary question.  Is the “medical bod pod” technology fact or fiction?

12/14/2018 12:32:45 PM jane_q_patriot I think they do this to make us all "complicit" in their crimes. Most people just can't handle the truth and the feelings of guilt when they're confronted 

with it, so they instinctively deny and attack those trying to wake them up rather the ones who deceived them. So insidious.

12/14/2018 12:33:46 PM lbf777 Nazis are a problem but what about the Zionists? They have heavily infiltrated America but most don't talk about them. Why is that?

12/14/2018 12:34:01 PM theappraizer A heartfelt & sincere salute of respect for Medal of Honor recipient Brigadier General Richard Dean Anderson! 

🇺🇲✈👨✈️🛩️🥇🇺🇲

#SG1

#Aliens

#Trump

#DrainTheDeepState

#Disclosure

@billclougher
12/14/2018 12:35:23 PM theappraizer SO EFFING IMPRESSIVE!

🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲

🥇🥇🥇🥇🥇🥇🥇🥇

👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️👨✈️

✈️✈️✈️✈️✈️✈️✈️✈️

12/14/2018 12:36:20 PM 1_decided_voter I would add another couple under an esoteric category:

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/14/2018 12:37:48 PM mongrelglory My mom smoked thru all her pregnancies, didn't breast feed...instead fed me formula made from Carnation evaporated milk and corn syrup.  I 

apparently spit up the vitamin drops she gave me so I developed infant scurvy by the time I was 1 yo... I'm probably a retarded genius. 😜

12/14/2018 12:38:05 PM 1_decided_voter George Papadopoulos?

12/14/2018 12:38:15 PM 1_decided_voter Paul Manafort?

12/14/2018 12:38:53 PM theappraizer Watched Smoke & Mirrors with a new "eye" (wink wink) last night. Definitely going to rewatch Children of the Gods, tonight! I'm gobsmacked! That is 

SO awesome! The insight is greatly appreciated! 🙂

12/14/2018 12:39:37 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  How many "healthy young people" do you know that even have a Will, let alone bequeath their body to a Cannibal Club!

12/14/2018 12:40:21 PM rick_hernandez All the tweets are gone.

12/14/2018 12:41:52 PM roaminnoodle Star Wars Movie "Solo" had a character in the beginning called Moloch. http://starwars.wikia.com/wiki/Moloch 

12/14/2018 12:41:59 PM 1_decided_voter  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

12/14/2018 12:42:50 PM mongrelglory You're going to have to ascend...😑

12/14/2018 12:43:11 PM jane_q_patriot 😘 My rh- mom was told she likely couldn't have children with my rh+ dad, so she took EVERY precaution "known" at the time, and I was like a 

*miracle* to her. If she had ANY idea the damage that vaccines could do (and probably did) to BOTH of us, heads would have ROLLED.

12/14/2018 12:44:08 PM mongrelglory You might want to read up on Agenda 21/30.

12/14/2018 12:47:11 PM djlok You ever been to the Guidestones? I have and what was most interesting to me was watching the other ISBE's stand in awe of them like they are some 

sacred texts. Me and my friend were like this is just some Cabal BS and left. BTW cameras are everywhere, not all in plain sight.

12/14/2018 12:47:48 PM theappraizer I Love You Guys! ♥🇺🇲

#HUA

#aliens

#disclosure

#FridayFeeling

12/14/2018 12:48:47 PM mongrelglory My mom had a way of compartmentalizing things in her head to avoid cognitive dissonance/guilt.  She was really good at it... I think her generation 

(WWII depression era) did that as an emotional survival mechanism.

12/14/2018 12:49:43 PM analyst2501 what are demons and angels? inter-dimensional beings with powers we don't understand. the authors of the Bible had no other way to communicate 

what these beings are.

12/14/2018 12:50:37 PM mongrelglory Interesting!  I missed that tidbit!

12/14/2018 12:52:56 PM datruseeka No never been.  Never had a desire to see some crap like that.

12/14/2018 12:53:41 PM 1_decided_voter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just for GPS?

12/14/2018 12:53:44 PM rick_hernandez They are two side of the same coin

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haavara_Agreement …

Zionists stopped opposition to the Nazi party after this

12/14/2018 12:54:42 PM rick_hernandez Weeks?

12/14/2018 12:56:44 PM djlok I imagine as more people become #WQKE they'll be destroyed.

12/14/2018 12:56:49 PM qoloradowqke For 2 weeks! Now that you mention it, it looks like Cherry Chapstick.

12/14/2018 12:58:14 PM djlok It is an interesting study in human nature.  Humans can make ANYTHING sacred it appears.



12/14/2018 12:58:57 PM olimyracle Sirs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Today you follow 911 accounts. Numbers...

A search from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 9/11 gives so much info but still hard to get the full picture.

Please help us spread truth with more hints. 9/11 is a good tool for awakening. Links ?

💞

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034797936528510976?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/4JwTwyFAWU
12/14/2018 1:01:10 PM jane_q_patriot My parents were of that generation, too. I think love supersedes most "medical advice" for a healthy baby, and I also believe they make some things 

like what your mom did (including putting babies face down) seem WAY worse than they really are, just to cover their dirty tracks.

12/14/2018 1:01:25 PM roaminnoodle Was the original typo post deleted?

12/14/2018 1:01:46 PM qoloradowqke So glad to know. Without you I believe Cabal would’ve succeeded in taking Trump, too.

12/14/2018 1:04:01 PM heyflhayhay NO doubt this poison now qualifies as safe enough to mix in vaccines....

12/14/2018 1:04:22 PM kagman4e What was the look on Jeb’s face for?  I know LB showed him something but what did it say?

12/14/2018 1:04:29 PM qoloradowqke Damn I got a shot at it then

12/14/2018 1:04:51 PM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says that the ringing in the ears can be a sign of electronic mind control frequencies being sent out to individuals.  It wouldn't 

surprise me.

12/14/2018 1:07:34 PM djlok But it has been quite a show watching 45 create chaos for [them].  He's our Disruptor in Chief!!  If any ET's helped to put him in place, give them a 

thumbs up from this humanoid IS-BE!!

12/14/2018 1:08:43 PM qoloradowqke Gummy bears

12/14/2018 1:13:45 PM qoloradowqke These people are sick. And they think we’re stupid. Sheep no more. Damn

12/14/2018 1:14:03 PM sergii_ii I wish they replied to this

12/14/2018 1:14:47 PM roaminnoodle Which has no actual value.

These people are stupid.

12/14/2018 1:14:47 PM 5strat I think it's computers and tvs

12/14/2018 1:15:24 PM mongrelglory Could also be your cell phones.

12/14/2018 1:15:54 PM oliheck And today’s FIAT MONEY is just an illusion - or better said a way to dispose resources - in a way the working people don’t know what’s happening with 

their lifetime and life force... (grabbed by the evil)...

12/14/2018 1:18:50 PM 5strat I think anything with a speaker connected to it.

12/14/2018 1:19:55 PM qoloradowqke Exactly. When you stop listening to Hollyweird & MSM, you wake up. MJ helps too

12/14/2018 1:20:01 PM roaminnoodle What about @ ROYALMRBADNEWS ?

I feel these three accounts are somehow connected... or, at least, part of The Plan.

12/14/2018 1:23:10 PM roaminnoodle Not in GA, but here you go:

 http://www.house.ga.gov/en-US/default.aspx …

 http://www.house.ga.gov/Representatives/en-US/HouseMembersList.aspx …

@GaHouseHub

12/14/2018 1:23:45 PM jmallett0 What about actual drugs as in lsd dmt cocaine etc or is it the same deal as cannabis

12/14/2018 1:24:15 PM blockofwoods Where was Huber on Thursday in Utah and did the FBI vault drop on the Weiner Laptop, producers of child pornography and a redacted charge?  

Perhaps something more serious, strange these two seem to be a coincidence? https://www.deseretnews.com/article/900046409/utahs-top-federal-

cops-question-whether-child-sex-offender-treatment-works.html …

12/14/2018 1:27:02 PM roaminnoodle "Your connection to this site is not private"

I assume its the Twitter account information used to log in? Password and all...

12/14/2018 1:28:40 PM djlok I agree. This outward focus toward God has gotten us in a heap of trouble! The conscience (compass for telling good vs evil) is located within... Not 

outside of ourselves.  No wonder so many have lost or become unaware of their conscience!!

12/14/2018 1:29:03 PM mongrelglory Basically any "smart device" can be turned on remotely and used to emit frequencies which can make you sick.  Here's a good article by Preston James:  

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2018/10/08/secret-and-silent-frequency-wars/ …

12/14/2018 1:30:04 PM analyst2501 "We wll no longer support...UN peacekeeping missions..."

GOOD. Accountability is always the right choice.

12/14/2018 1:35:23 PM 1_decided_voter It's an archive of all MJ12 tweets from the start through yesterday or whenever this snapshot was created.

12/14/2018 1:36:36 PM cstarr888 In the US, virtually no grains are completely safe from contamination. It may be safer in other parts of the world.🙏💖

12/14/2018 1:37:06 PM nancyddb I've read a couple of tweets implying once we die we come back or we get grabbed by the dark and Majestic 12 watches us.

12/14/2018 1:37:41 PM vintagesquirrel Oh, I agree. I was referring to the health/medicinal disclosures.

12/14/2018 1:39:49 PM nocoincidence33 Art therapy and she’s a pilot 🤔

12/14/2018 1:41:44 PM 1_decided_voter Q has said many times to TRUST YOURSELF.

12/14/2018 1:41:56 PM kate_gorney get enough sleep keep yourself strong! i had major interference a couple years ago. my car alarm would go off, my phone would crackle and our tv 

blew up i literally watched it. all after one night i had an episode of sleep paralysis.

12/14/2018 1:47:09 PM jane_q_patriot Ooh! I remember this thread. That's a great one. ThanQ!

12/14/2018 1:56:55 PM skullaria I read former presidents are allowed to get classified briefings, but only after Carter did any of them ever ask for them. The ones with investments in 

the Carlyle group ever asked for them. Billy Carter I don't think it was ever involved in that.

12/14/2018 1:57:07 PM fliptheleft I truly believe we are close to End Times. Too many things are lining up to be s coincidence. Read all the Joel Rosenberg books and it will scare the crap 

out of you about how he has written about things before they happened.

12/14/2018 1:57:52 PM ragevirusqq I watched it again. Is this based loosely on us? Maybe the annunaki Enki,Enlil story?

12/14/2018 2:01:43 PM chpieratt1 @TommyG check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for some January No Mercy content

12/14/2018 2:05:33 PM vintagesquirrel Likely months

12/14/2018 2:06:20 PM piratek73549479 Reminds me of the 10 commandments.... set in stone and all.

Imagine if an acropoliptic war had taken the vast majotity of people and the few that remained found that

[Their] plans for the NWO were well alight

I wonder why is it still standing 🤔

12/14/2018 2:08:51 PM jollyrob2 Mj12 love movies, “Midnight Special” possible plane of reality?

12/14/2018 2:12:27 PM mongrelglory I think we're the captive slaves in the story, and it's time for us to stop thinking like slaves, but also not to become slave-masters ourselves.

12/14/2018 2:17:10 PM piratek73549479 Yes.... but its the inital 'numbers' of protesters that will get a huge boost  from the trade-unions joining in is what I  meant by "cashing in".

If the unions join in it will ultimately poison the original message and thus change the movements direction towards a failure.



12/14/2018 2:18:33 PM mongrelglory It's on private property as @Tattered_edges has said.  However, people have frequently defaced and tried to remove parts of the inscriptions.  It's solid 

granite, so very hard to move or deface.

12/14/2018 2:21:24 PM mongrelglory Well put!

12/14/2018 2:25:58 PM mongrelglory Who do you think is buying up all the gold and silver bullion in the world, not to mention land, sea-ports, factories etc...? They know not to store their 

wealth in fiat currency!  Hopefully a lot of it will be returned back to the people/nations once they're routed out of power.

12/14/2018 2:29:31 PM ragevirusqq I agree. This could be what it’s about. ✌🏻

12/14/2018 2:31:36 PM allonkid how would that help a soul to evolve to total freedom? isn't free will the fundamental law of the universe?

12/14/2018 2:32:14 PM zagnett When can we tear down the GGs, pulverize them into dust, and bury the waste?

I'll bring a hammer and broom for that!

12/14/2018 2:56:16 PM jimhayzlett Yes, always trust your intuition 🙏🏼😇✨

12/14/2018 3:01:49 PM theappraizer Thanks much! =)

12/14/2018 3:04:56 PM snakejackal Ascendants become Descendants return to help?

12/14/2018 3:05:27 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/ckLy35p4ZB

12/14/2018 3:07:31 PM scott_rick Sodium Lauerate!  Kevin Trudeau wrote a couple books about it and they put him in jail.

12/14/2018 3:07:47 PM worldxplorer1 Watch the skies...

Does this have to do with NRO LEO facilities?

12/14/2018 3:09:17 PM theappraizer Guh 😱🤤

Meridian

☢️💣💥💣☢️💥

👽👾👽👾👽👾

12/14/2018 3:12:14 PM lynncra35501800 Its 5:00 central...what is it? Do tell...

12/14/2018 3:13:05 PM 1_decided_voter Hey FYI you've got about 40 seconds of dead air at the end of that clip!

Also, would you be willing to comment on the intel being provided by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? They validated much of your work.  

pic.twitter.com/lxDC9zR5v7

12/14/2018 3:27:35 PM datruseeka I would think that our people know exactly what that is...and it must be friendly, otherwise they would have shut it down in the skies.

12/14/2018 3:30:10 PM cstarr888 Poisonous food additives, excitotoxins, rfi_d added to powdered ingedients, injectibles w/ nang*lese...

12/14/2018 3:33:29 PM drumsk8 When I asked about LEO I was told: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072634013964218368 …

12/14/2018 3:36:12 PM sverhaque Agreed MJ12. Our french labor unions have never been representative nor popular, though they block the country and hard working people every year 

since decades. The yellow vests movement is all about the people, exhausted by taxes and more. Joining them is the last thing to do..

12/14/2018 3:56:47 PM mariajbaute A wall could be necessary to stop drugs and human trafficking, etc. 

But... If long subterranean tunnels exists under Earth for "X" uses... 

Do you think [they] could have a tunnel (or tunnels) crossing Mexico and EEUU anyway? 

What about this option?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon

12/14/2018 4:36:21 PM mariajbaute Huber was to testiffing about child trafficking in the Clinton Foundation supposedly  ... 

He could not attend the hearing 'cause the investigation he was  going to talk about was still on going ... 

[Nine months w / o Huber] Where is Huber?

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SDNYnews/status/1073298109365669888 …

12/14/2018 4:41:57 PM lori85136760  https://themarketswork.com/2018/10/18/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed-fisa-abuse-days-after-page-warrant-was-issued/ …

12/14/2018 4:44:15 PM floridayys did you notice the other titles of his YT video list? 🤔

12/14/2018 4:51:55 PM mariajbaute Huber was to testiffing about child trafficking in the Clinton Foundation supposedly  ... 

He could not attend the hearing 'cause the investigation he was  going to talk about was still on going ... 

[Nine months w / o Huber] Where is Huber?

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MariaJBaute/status/1073742326906974210 …

12/14/2018 5:06:39 PM dr_t_dc When is the big scoop exposing vaccines as poison???

12/14/2018 5:22:51 PM olimyracle First Contact IS happening.

We, the people, BE in power.

It's up to US to grab the outstretched hand.

We are One.

💞

#bestOFCever https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1068853296142708737 …

12/14/2018 5:27:48 PM sethpetersonla Magic?

😂

Who’s the snowflake ❄️

12/14/2018 5:29:45 PM goyaeq New physics 4 all sounds very exciting.  EPIC work taking down everything that blocked this.

12/14/2018 5:39:04 PM lenzaq >  =  -->

Ie, Dark --> Light

Shorthand.

12/14/2018 5:39:42 PM john777lee Remember what they traded for fame.They are leveraged and controlled.

12/14/2018 5:42:25 PM djlok  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5luzta 

12/14/2018 5:46:16 PM toffer_anon_369 So if a bad actor goes through a Mil Tribunal and is executed, their IS-BE can reincarnate again?  Scott Free?

12/14/2018 5:49:17 PM heartsscales It's called pious fraud.. God exists, and loves us all, but the Bible was written by men..

12/14/2018 6:01:16 PM right_sideof His wife got an envelope. SOMETHING'S up

12/14/2018 6:08:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, we are preparing the public for what happens after Q.

12/14/2018 6:11:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread the thread provided.

Disinformation is real and necessary.

What dropped today?

Flynn didn't lie?

What did Flynn have on VP?

Moved & Countermoves. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073385182999252992?s=21 …

12/14/2018 6:12:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each pattern has a specific message encoded inside intended for a very specific audience. Majestic signals to other non Majestic "Working Groups" 

worldwide.



12/14/2018 6:14:54 PM russcatnc The Clinton Foundation was a highly respected and well established Charity ???!!!  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/14/2018 6:14:58 PM kambus13 At the name of Jesus, every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that he is Lord!

12/14/2018 6:15:24 PM mongrelglory Hi Christie, I don't know if you've heard of Corey @CoreyGoode but I just heard this interview and thought you might find it useful.  They talk about 

raising our consciousness and understanding truth from our own different perspectives and backgrounds. https://youtu.be/egyJNkwPJS8 

12/14/2018 6:16:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 According to one Representative during the hearing.

12/14/2018 6:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 are a non partisan group.

12/14/2018 6:22:43 PM russcatnc Well, then, it MUST be true......

12/14/2018 6:25:28 PM lori_greenleaf Maybe somebody "accidentally" misplaced it before Huber even received it

12/14/2018 6:34:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 21:21 ET

12/14/2018 6:34:46 PM iamyou132 My intuition tells me this acct is legitimate, but in a similar fashion to Q, can you provide us a proof?

12/14/2018 6:35:17 PM djlok I've become non-partisan too.  Life long Dem until after Trump took office and Q.  I sort of wish @realDonaldTrump would ditch the Republicans bc of 

all their baggage and lies to #WeThePeople and go independent.  Let's face it, he really is an Independent already.

12/14/2018 6:36:37 PM jandydill Hello. I see numbers all the time & I mean almost every day. This has been going on for a couple of yrs 1111,222,333,444,555,1010,1234 & other 

sequence patterns etc. Sometimes several a day. Pls provide your explanation. Thx.

12/14/2018 6:36:45 PM vetgeek85027 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sean Hannity C_A Pin, is he 4 or Against?

12/14/2018 6:36:52 PM worldxplorer1 Does stargate / portal travel occur from under Cheyenne Mountain?

12/14/2018 6:38:15 PM lib7473 Is/was Elvis a white hat?

12/14/2018 6:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you need him to say that to understand?

Does he require the might of the RNC?

What if he was independent?

Not yet.

Two party system will be destroyed.

Extreme distance is being placed between 45 and this reality.

JE/CF is D/R = Enemy of the People

"THEY WANT YOU DIVIDED."
12/14/2018 6:38:45 PM blankmarlo Was Hillary subjected to SRA growing up?

12/14/2018 6:38:58 PM blankmarlo Was Bill subjected to SRA growing up?

12/14/2018 6:39:02 PM johngradycole20  pic.twitter.com/RcQLNWGCGu

12/14/2018 6:39:15 PM blankmarlo Was Barry subjected to SRA growing up?

12/14/2018 6:39:45 PM blankmarlo Was George Bush ever subjected to SRA growing up?

12/14/2018 6:39:51 PM jballz1021 Is galactic human/ ascension a control program?

12/14/2018 6:39:54 PM dopesindc Happy Friday! Is the other non-DC prosecutor a known quantity? I heard Fitton's name come up as a potential.

12/14/2018 6:40:02 PM cjptrsn What names in history, other than JFK, have been involved with fighting The Cabal and their predecessors? Who are the REAL Patriots in our Past?

12/14/2018 6:40:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not at liberty yet to provide "MJ Proofs" as Q has because by doing so would inadvertently attract too much attention to this account. We are 

disclosing information. Future proves past. Proofs will be provided in the future, not yet. Let Q finish their mission first.

12/14/2018 6:40:19 PM ldknepper Yes indeed.

12/14/2018 6:41:12 PM blankmarlo Do SRA victims with fractured minds have multiple IS's within their single BE, or is every Altar a piece of the whole IS?

12/14/2018 6:41:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your consciousness is aligned with the frequency of those patterns.

12/14/2018 6:41:27 PM joni_apple_seed Anon asked Q ‘ Is Earth flat?’ IMO preferred question would be ‘ Is the planet Earth accurately described to the public?’

12/14/2018 6:41:30 PM nmchristoban Shutdown planned?  ;-)

12/14/2018 6:41:38 PM pauliepg11111 How many people have access to Looking Glass tech?

12/14/2018 6:41:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. We wouldn't really put the Stargate there would we?

12/14/2018 6:41:42 PM mongrelglory Did the deep state ever experiment with creating a virus that would cause humans to "act like zombies"?

12/14/2018 6:41:43 PM blankmarlo Has Hillary or Billl ever been off-world?

12/14/2018 6:42:41 PM worldxplorer1 I had to ask...  Thank you for taking the time to do the AMA’s. We all learn a lot.

12/14/2018 6:42:45 PM wild8heart Does an organite device positively improve a space?

12/14/2018 6:42:48 PM emilyrivera209 Me too! Especially 1111, it started around 2 years ago.

12/14/2018 6:43:23 PM mongrelglory Does Majestic 12 have some sort of authority over all the countries of the world concerning matters of ET contact and disclosure?  Does that include 

Asian countries?

12/14/2018 6:43:25 PM blankmarlo Are the planets Saturn and Jupiter sentient or do they just represent energetic concepts?

12/14/2018 6:44:16 PM blankmarlo How many countries are currently involved in off-world projects?

12/14/2018 6:44:20 PM anangelhasland1 Were there tunnels being expanded in new areas, i.e. a California town?

12/14/2018 6:44:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 She was groomed from the age of 1. Her story is incredible albeit pure evil. Imagine how one must have experienced youth while having the backlog of 

evil under their belt and still save face to solicit money for the very crime she knows she is going down for. Dedication.

12/14/2018 6:44:33 PM enomai_ Idk what to ask. My questions are selfish.

12/14/2018 6:44:41 PM mongrelglory Is the Galactic Federation a real organization, or a psyop?

12/14/2018 6:44:54 PM allonkid How are Majectic memebers selected? who approves?

12/14/2018 6:45:06 PM si11112018 Selffegio frequency. .. is that proven to work in us

12/14/2018 6:45:15 PM the_realtruth18 Dream - Looking down on a bay quite high, sea, green fields small village.

Airliner flew from underneath me looked long way below. Realised I was sat feet hanging off a white bed, panicked got back on bed - woke up very 

ancious heart beating fast? So differentto any other dream

12/14/2018 6:46:09 PM colista Many meditation gurus tout the benefits of listening to music at a specific hz (i.e. 320 hz). Is this a useful meditation tool or bunk to sell their music?

12/14/2018 6:46:13 PM jandydill Yes. I know that. I thought there might’ve been a further explanation. TY. 🌎❤️

12/14/2018 6:46:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Psyop. Real name is Highly Classified. GF is a name chosen because it "sounds similar" in description to the United Federation of Planets. Many 

individuals who use that terminology were fed disinformation by the Majestic 12 to not violate agreements MJ-12 has.

12/14/2018 6:47:20 PM djlok I don't think Fitton is even a lawyer.

12/14/2018 6:47:26 PM mongrelglory Did Einstein come up with all his theories himself, or did he have help?  I've heard that his wife played a big role.

12/14/2018 6:47:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alien or extraterrestrial?

Many aliens are arrested.

Few extraterrestrials are arrested.

What's the difference?

12/14/2018 6:48:00 PM worldxplorer1 How will the illegal drug epidemic be remedied? It’s clearly a cabal attempt and controlling and dumbing down the masses. I’m assuming shutting 

down the supply and education are part of the plan but what else can be done?

12/14/2018 6:48:04 PM djlok It was a good question!

12/14/2018 6:49:14 PM mongrelglory You've mentioned that "Bones" in Star Trek was based on a real IS-BE.  Were any of the other Star Trek characters based on people who really existed?

12/14/2018 6:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many tunnels previously in the private sector are being renovated for convergences of private SSP/public disclosure.



12/14/2018 6:49:33 PM keith369me You seemed to imply fish was a “more acceptable” source of food than meat.  Why?  Also, do any ETs above 3rd dimension consume meat or fish?

12/14/2018 6:49:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 At least over a dozen.

12/14/2018 6:49:57 PM unidentifiedta1 Are we all "godlike" or untapped powers? Or only a select few chosen by our creator to have a impact?

12/14/2018 6:50:00 PM djlok That's very sad.  It's sad that she's such a tormented IS-BE...and for SO long!!  I guess she doesn't know any difference.

12/14/2018 6:50:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planets are lifeforms according to the Domain.

12/14/2018 6:50:23 PM mongrelglory Can you name any other Hollywood movies that were intended as disclosure?

12/14/2018 6:50:56 PM blankmarlo Does the cabal actually collect loosh from the mass shootings it orchestrates or is the ritual sacrifice aspect mostly symbolic? If so, how is it collected?

12/14/2018 6:51:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have the technology, money, and personality required to succeed in interplanetary exploration as explored in SG-1. Other countries do not have as 

much capital because of their system of Governance and lack of hidden authoritarianism and financial prowess.

12/14/2018 6:52:05 PM djlok Good question.  And I also wanna ask WTF were they doing in Antarctica?  You know that time Huma Abedin referenced it in her (clears throat) emails?

12/14/2018 6:52:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never.

12/14/2018 6:52:12 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks dude!

12/14/2018 6:52:30 PM mongrelglory Do you interact with any civilizations/sentient beings living in our Oceans (besides dolphins and whales).  If so, are there constructed cities/dwellings 

under our oceans?

12/14/2018 6:52:46 PM johngradycole20 I think it would be safe to say that the ISBE would not have reached a sufficient degree of personal/spiritual development, that it would be mandatory 

for them to recycle until they became at least 51% Service-To-Others in spiritual nature.

12/14/2018 6:52:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decades ago research was done to investigate animating clones using viruses.

12/14/2018 6:53:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Less than 100.

12/14/2018 6:53:24 PM blankmarlo Yeah most of these people are beyond saving but I do sympathise that they're born into a self-perpetuating multi-generational system of brainwashing 

enforced through ritual abuse.

12/14/2018 6:53:28 PM mongrelglory Is the Bermuda Triangle a location for a portal?  If not, is there some other explanation for all the ships and planes that go missing?

12/14/2018 6:53:35 PM iamyou132 Thank you for the logical explanation. For what it’s worth, your posts have that same magnetic feeling that accompanied Qs pre-proof posts. Thank you 

for sharing this knowledge

12/14/2018 6:54:06 PM worldxplorer1 Can I volunteer for planetary exploration?

12/14/2018 6:54:08 PM johngradycole20 If my understanding of things is correct, that is.

12/14/2018 6:54:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens during a shutdown?

Explain what conspiracy theories trailed the previous shutdown.

Cross reference with new disclosures/declassifications?

Eyes Wife Open.

12/14/2018 6:54:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/14/2018 6:54:39 PM xusaf_patriot It appears that Hannity is still "shackled" as of last night, true?

12/14/2018 6:54:42 PM unidentifiedta1 Does the public need to "prep" due to the impact of disclosure?

12/14/2018 6:54:51 PM palmdalekid2 How’s DC?

12/14/2018 6:55:03 PM worldxplorer1 Great question!

12/14/2018 6:55:07 PM mongrelglory I sometimes wonder if they draw straws, and whoever gets the short straw has to answer our questions. 😆

12/14/2018 6:55:38 PM blankmarlo Rituals at some ancient altar perhaps? I'd imagine a major seat of power resides there as well. I've heard people say there's a reptilian stronghold out 

there.

12/14/2018 6:55:47 PM unidentifiedta1 Is there time travel and is the Trump family utilizing that tool

12/14/2018 6:55:58 PM blankmarlo Thank you

12/14/2018 6:56:19 PM djlok Do some of us IS-BE's have clones we don't know about?

12/14/2018 6:57:05 PM worldxplorer1 I wonder. Do they enjoy this or hate dealing with the crazy questions from the conspiratorial corner of twitter?

12/14/2018 6:57:11 PM unidentifiedta1 Do you coordinate with Q? Is there communication with the NSA community to coordinate you and Qs methods of reveal?

12/14/2018 6:57:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, they experience multiple alternative realities inside the same body because trauma unlocks areas of consciousness that give your IS-BE "God like 

abilities" of intuition and judgement despite being completely incapacitated by your handlers. Ying/Yang. Everything seeks balance.

12/14/2018 6:58:02 PM heath_jack What if we are god?  A part of god exploring His own consciousness.  🤔

12/14/2018 6:58:02 PM gordonhogenson Is Q no longer a good channel for hinting at plans now that Q is well-known, and if so, are there other ways to communicate the Alliance plans against 

the cabal that will replace or supplement Q?

12/14/2018 6:58:47 PM enomai_ Eh. What is my destiny? Why did they show themselves to me mentally to get the point across?

12/14/2018 6:58:51 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/O4q3OE4jnl

12/14/2018 6:58:59 PM mongrelglory Have countries developed competing SSPs due to interacting with different ET races on Earth?

12/14/2018 6:59:02 PM jballz1021 Are the humans you're aware of who are able to space travel astrally?

12/14/2018 6:59:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are indistinguishable from RU Spooks. Clowns were set up to give RU a foothold into USA for purposes of spying on the Majestic 12. All clowns 

*were* enemy combatants to MJ12 until Clowns infiltrated.

12/14/2018 6:59:15 PM enomai_ Just because someone asked them too?

12/14/2018 6:59:22 PM adomestic17 Yep. That virus is the MSM and the zombies are the liberal public that believe everything they say. pic.twitter.com/JWE4aHQr2P

12/14/2018 6:59:47 PM pammyjo1959 I need one NOW!  Our best friend has pancreatic cancer & it’s not looking good.  I need a med bed. 😭

12/14/2018 7:00:22 PM ryanvanderbeek1 allot of people thinking / feeling somethings coming...  public ET contact , reckon it will happen in our life time?

and if so should we be worried?

12/14/2018 7:00:28 PM dopesindc Lol, you're right! Was listening to X22 report on way to work this AM. Gowdy?

12/14/2018 7:00:48 PM djlok Let's not let that happen again....please!!

12/14/2018 7:01:01 PM blankmarlo Thank you. Perhaps this could be compared to the process one's IS goes through during reincarnation but contained within one BE due to the extreme 

conditions?

12/14/2018 7:02:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many people who were lost to History though their level of control over the Cabal was moot. Many people have good intentions yet ignorance breeds 

corruption and corruption breeds the Illuminati.

12/14/2018 7:02:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 7:02:40 PM mongrelglory Is the real organization part of the Domain (or vice versa)?

12/14/2018 7:02:41 PM johngradycole20 Why do I have such a hard time doing this? Why does my mind insist on staying so obsessively in the past, tormenting me with all the pain and shifty 

things I did to people throughout my life? This problem contributes heavily in making sobriety my most supreme challenge ever...

12/14/2018 7:03:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jr or Sr?

Yes.

12/14/2018 7:03:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/14/2018 7:04:00 PM cjptrsn Jacques de Molay?

12/14/2018 7:04:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remove triggers from your environment.

12/14/2018 7:04:29 PM blankmarlo Thank you. I would've guessed both, that'd be very interesting if it's just one.

12/14/2018 7:04:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 That name is also a psyop. The name is HC. But yes.

12/14/2018 7:04:58 PM eli0t_ness So are the clowns still in control of MJ12?

12/14/2018 7:04:59 PM blankmarlo Interesting, thank you.

12/14/2018 7:05:24 PM cjptrsn George Washington? (possibly an example of good intentions?).

12/14/2018 7:05:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why charge with sedition when you have crimes that will result in hangings?



12/14/2018 7:05:49 PM worldxplorer1 Geez I’ve never thought of that possibility before.

12/14/2018 7:05:56 PM iam_laura9 Is it suicide weekend?

12/14/2018 7:06:24 PM mongrelglory Wasn't there supposed to be a temporary blackout of communications while mass arrests were being made? (That was the only conspiracy theory 

prediction that I recall).

12/14/2018 7:06:36 PM cjptrsn I just heard about this on Edge of Wonder (YouTube channel).

12/14/2018 7:06:59 PM jaspony1 Is DJT still head of MJ12?

12/14/2018 7:07:05 PM worldxplorer1 Great questions Michelle.

12/14/2018 7:07:06 PM blankmarlo Love those guys

12/14/2018 7:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not Majestic, more Illuminati minus the obsession with the Death cult. Original Illuminati was like the Great Awakening but on an invite only manner. 

USA was created to allow all to explore the path of Illumination or the path of LIGHT. Original Illuminati was against Satanism.

12/14/2018 7:07:52 PM mongrelglory Can a clone even be animated without an IS-BE occupying it?

12/14/2018 7:07:57 PM adomestic17 75% of what??! 🤷🏽♂️ pic.twitter.com/KNJJ6fTv31

12/14/2018 7:08:20 PM cjptrsn I’m not sure he was on the Cabal side. He came from the SA side of the triangle IMO.

12/14/2018 7:08:40 PM seaschells What can you tell us about B. Obama's background,  training, etc?

12/14/2018 7:08:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 7:08:52 PM jballz1021 Are any galactic races providing assistance?  Which and what is their agenda?

12/14/2018 7:09:00 PM tncharlene Who is Majestic 12? 😉

12/14/2018 7:09:17 PM johngradycole20 I hope it isn't too; little too late. Majestic 12, before I started to really wake up, I was lost and spiraling downward and I have damaged my vessel so 

badly that I often worry I won't live to see the Great Awakening through, and New World. What if I blew my shot to participate?

12/14/2018 7:09:20 PM mongrelglory I ate a lot of sugar tonight.

12/14/2018 7:09:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI can occupy a clone.

12/14/2018 7:09:48 PM pauliepg11111 Does it fundamentally change them after using it?

12/14/2018 7:10:16 PM cjptrsn Hiram Abiff?

12/14/2018 7:10:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 7:10:40 PM cogbill_alan Do we have quantum AI " in the wild" yet? If so, what is it being  used for?

12/14/2018 7:10:47 PM datruseeka Given 9/11 was accomplished by the use of black ops technology of some directed energy source to “dustify” the towers and contents, it would imply 

Majestic 12 was involved to bring all 7 towers down. How do you justify this?  How many members of MJ12 were involved?

12/14/2018 7:11:08 PM mongrelglory They probably wouldn't pass quarantine. 😆

12/14/2018 7:11:13 PM jaspony1 Will MJ12 fold become part of USSF?

12/14/2018 7:12:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempts are trying to be made however Q team has assured the public that blackouts during mass arrests will be guarded against for reasons of 

National Security. Military can cease control over any entity temporarily for reasons of National Security. Including GOOG?

12/14/2018 7:12:08 PM djlok Was he ever?

12/14/2018 7:12:26 PM cjptrsn My Grandfather was a Mason In Oregon. I’ve done some research but never reached out to them. Felt the Illuminati connection was a bad sign, but 

always felt that their origins were of the Light.

12/14/2018 7:12:37 PM jaspony1 Are there still people left in MJ12 who were involved in crimes against humanity?

12/14/2018 7:12:38 PM datruseeka You didn’t qualify which.  Which one(s) was a victim of SRA? Which one(s) used SRA on their own children?

12/14/2018 7:12:47 PM wonderswords Who are the beings on the moon?

12/14/2018 7:12:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every weekend is suicide weekend, technically.

12/14/2018 7:13:27 PM mongrelglory Do countries compete/bid on working with aliens on off-world projects? (Like companies would bid on a construction project).

12/14/2018 7:13:38 PM jaspony1 According to earlier tweets by MJ12 he was.

12/14/2018 7:13:43 PM heartsscales Will the cure for HIV and cancer be released?

12/14/2018 7:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 The light gives them occult knowledge of centralized power and influence.

12/14/2018 7:14:15 PM djlok Both

12/14/2018 7:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not head. In MJ12 currently. 45 is too busy to head up an organization based inside LMC.

12/14/2018 7:14:38 PM markmar88972425 Freaking rats trying to kill us for decades!!!

12/14/2018 7:15:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 will govern USSF.

12/14/2018 7:15:10 PM cjptrsn Land of the star of Merica?

12/14/2018 7:15:35 PM mongrelglory Are NASA astronauts aware of the larger SSP programs out there, or are they somehow kept in the dark about things?  If they know, do they just agree 

to act as public "actors" with non-disclosure agreements?

12/14/2018 7:16:06 PM unidentifiedta1 Will the bringing down of the cabal/illuminati coincide with disclosure? Are they one in the same?

12/14/2018 7:16:14 PM hammertimee The doomsday preparation businesses will go bankrupt now.

12/14/2018 7:16:19 PM iam_laura9 Can someone under MK ULTRA control ever return to a normal existence or be healed??

12/14/2018 7:16:29 PM worldxplorer1 Is there a portal in Lashkar Gah?

12/14/2018 7:16:51 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha!  Greatest response ever!

12/14/2018 7:16:52 PM enomai_ Hey buddy i learned periods are false negatives today. Lol

12/14/2018 7:16:54 PM zagnett Zeta Reticuli keeps coming up in ET stories. What can you tell us about it?

12/14/2018 7:17:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 At the time, 4 MJ12 members were involved in orchestrating 9/11. Technology used include Looking Glass, Time Travel, DEWs, Mockingbird Media, 

Blue Beam, and several other Highly Classified programs.

12/14/2018 7:17:33 PM datruseeka Who controls the three MJ12 organizations today?  Are there still members of the NWO or Freemasons on these teams or do they work directly for 

them?

12/14/2018 7:17:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, solving problems relating to Disclosure with societies controlled by Satanism.

12/14/2018 7:18:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 It will be very public.

12/14/2018 7:18:13 PM iam_laura9 True. I saw on IG a lot of 'Suicide weekend ' for the Deep State.

12/14/2018 7:18:32 PM pauliepg11111 Both I’m sure - Prescott was not exactly the Easter Bunny.

12/14/2018 7:18:47 PM mongrelglory They could always convert their prepping businesses into camping supplies for off-world adventure tours (after disclosure).

12/14/2018 7:19:06 PM iam_laura9 How old is your BE?

12/14/2018 7:19:15 PM justice4kids000 LMC, Lockheed Martin Corporation?

12/14/2018 7:19:22 PM peterclloyd Do they still think they got away with it or are they beginning to wonder?

12/14/2018 7:19:30 PM worldxplorer1 LMC?

12/14/2018 7:19:32 PM datruseeka Thanks for disclosing!  Are any of these 4 members still on your team(s)? Have any been prosecuted for these crimes?

12/14/2018 7:19:37 PM djlok Another thing that helps me is learning to Trust myself.   Q taught me a thing or 2 about that!

12/14/2018 7:20:17 PM djlok LOL!  I'm digging for that now too.

12/14/2018 7:20:27 PM keith369me While in his 20’s Barry told people in Chicago that someday he would be president.  Was this youthful bravado or a plan?

12/14/2018 7:20:31 PM zagnett Are any famous people (past or present) ETs? I understand if you can't disclose presently living people/beings.

"Men In Black" suggested Dennis Rodman and Elvis. Did Elvis go back to his  home planet?? Sadly, he seems more like an SRA / Monarch victim.

12/14/2018 7:21:03 PM cocopuffster12 My father was a Mason. I was not raised with him (thankfully). He had a Masonic ring, it was like a pink sapphire like stone with a gold Masonic 

emblem laid over it. I was/am the complete opposite of him. Again, thankfully.

12/14/2018 7:21:31 PM cjptrsn I anticipate this day with both fear and hope. I’m prepared to help my brothers and sisters around me who are still asleep to understand. I’m grateful 

for all in this community who have helped me. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is one of those. 🙏🇺🇸👊🏻💥🔥🔥🔥



12/14/2018 7:21:49 PM mongrelglory Is it true then that Earth (Gaia) "asked for" and got permission to transition into a 4th density planet?  (I think I'm quoting Corey Goode).

12/14/2018 7:21:57 PM keith369me Your mind will do a lot to control your body.  Intentions to heal create opportunities to heal.

12/14/2018 7:22:07 PM jmallett0 Please tell me Trudeau gonna go down with the clintons he has hurt our country so much can trump take care of us too plz

12/14/2018 7:22:10 PM zagnett John Nash ("A Beautiful Mind") SRA? VOG tech?

12/14/2018 7:22:17 PM worldxplorer1 Can AI be controlled and used for benevolent purposes?  Can control of it ever be lost?

12/14/2018 7:22:29 PM hammertimee Blackouts, doomsday preparations, and related conspiracy theories are created to sell marked up canned food and bottled water. I worked in 

healthcare frontline. A government created blackout will mean hundreds of thousands dead, plus those in senior care.

12/14/2018 7:22:50 PM cjptrsn Don’t tell me they named it after the Kingon High Council?  🤣🤣🤣

12/14/2018 7:23:06 PM zagnett Good. Don't want them messing up other planets too after all. One is enough.

12/14/2018 7:23:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, many planets have lost all organic life on them from AI.

12/14/2018 7:23:57 PM nmchristoban Congress member can't be arrested while in session. Gvt shutdown... Congress not in session.

12/14/2018 7:24:03 PM pragmatic_texan Treason.

12/14/2018 7:24:29 PM worldxplorer1 So why are we using AI?  Shouldn’t it be outlawed?

12/14/2018 7:24:56 PM pastorjon9 Eyes "Wife" Open - as in Karen Pence?

12/14/2018 7:25:23 PM toffer_anon_369 Why was this done?  Will there be consequences?

12/14/2018 7:25:24 PM datruseeka Given the National Security Act of 1947 allowed creation of MJ12, CIA, NSA, & USAF, was Roswell Crash of 1947 a false flag too? To allow them to take 

MIC off balance sheet (Black budget) and allow them to Hijack/capitalize on scientific & technological advances of our society

12/14/2018 7:25:34 PM enomai_ Seen possibly that a mountain was a tree in wyoming. Was our planet connected to something in the past via massive vines? The thing that gave 

knowledge? Or was for transportation? Idk. The domain considers planets lifeforms, u just said.

12/14/2018 7:26:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No bad actors get deals. JT knows Q+ is 45 and has for a long time. JT is another bad actor incorrectly deciphering the drops.

12/14/2018 7:26:28 PM zagnett Do any channelers legitimately channel benevolent ETs, or even good humans with telepathic abilities? Who? I'd like to listen to only the legit ones, but 

have no clue who. Sounds like some grays, which are deceitful apparently. True?

12/14/2018 7:26:40 PM j0z0rpwn The blue checkmark brigade has you on their scopes now. Absolutely majestic

12/14/2018 7:27:31 PM datruseeka What actions if any has the MJ12 teams done in recent years to positively impact the lives of Americans?

12/14/2018 7:27:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Asked would not be the right word. A child doesn't ask to go into puberty. Explain the physical transitions a child goes through as they enter puberty? 

Will Earth evolve likewise?

12/14/2018 7:27:49 PM mongrelglory That's the Lunar Command Centre (I forget the exact name).

12/14/2018 7:28:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 7:28:16 PM jmallett0 Knew it from the minute he came in my intuition seems very accurate Is he actually Castro son

12/14/2018 7:28:28 PM jmallett0 Thanks again

12/14/2018 7:28:35 PM worldxplorer1 Body language tells me 45 feels compassion for JT. Is this true or is 45 just the king of “faking it”?

12/14/2018 7:29:01 PM cjptrsn @KittieRosebud

12/14/2018 7:29:11 PM limitlessempath Were any civilizations implanted with crystals, for control purposes?

12/14/2018 7:29:14 PM mongrelglory So we should prepare for some mood swings?

12/14/2018 7:29:28 PM djlok So I was partially raised by grandparents who were Freemasons - grandmother was an Eastern Star.  I never noticed anything weird about them...but 

would I, if I were raised by them?  Probably not, I guess.

12/14/2018 7:29:38 PM jmallett0 Faking he knows he is going down USA and Canada are too close for it to be ruined by jt

12/14/2018 7:29:53 PM michael83341408 Is the only son of the 35th President of the United States still breathing on planet Earth?

12/14/2018 7:30:16 PM djlok Thanks.  I was getting lost!

12/14/2018 7:30:21 PM keith369me When I look at those eyes and I see something that is not human

12/14/2018 7:31:37 PM worldxplorer1 Just requesting again that LMC tour. For the benefit of the collective consciousness...  I trust you’ll be able to contact me.

12/14/2018 7:31:54 PM datruseeka How will earth changes affect its inhabitants?

12/14/2018 7:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 7:33:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bad actors must be removed without compromising peace.

12/14/2018 7:34:03 PM collectvcat People who are average, good people with deep memories of abduction, schooling, all their lives, are these things ET or MIL secret programs?

12/14/2018 7:34:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some civilizations are pure crystal.

12/14/2018 7:34:18 PM mongrelglory Wouldn't that make them a Cylon? (Like in Battlestar Galactica)

12/14/2018 7:35:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depends on many variables. ETs definitely chose subjects to experiment on, despite MJ12's efforts to thwart them. Some were not ET to reverse 

engineer some technology.

12/14/2018 7:36:00 PM jmallett0 I hope he is voted out then we can watch him go down after the fact more people need to wake up to our sad truth

12/14/2018 7:36:04 PM cjptrsn I know, I’m very confused by it all. I imagine that like with many good intentioned efforts, the rank and file are not privy to the real dealings of the 

upper echelons.  I was told by my father, if I ever got in real trouble I should go to them and tell them who my GF was. Freeky

12/14/2018 7:36:16 PM scottgasaway I’m sorry but what does SRA stand for. I must have missed it

12/14/2018 7:37:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans have thousands of life forms inside them. Explain to us the lifecycle of those embedded life forms from childhood to puberty and puberty into 

adulthood? Three stages. 3 is magick. Why?

12/14/2018 7:37:34 PM lonewol97176157 Interesting and a good bit of research to put this together Maj12, thanks

12/14/2018 7:37:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mission Control

12/14/2018 7:37:53 PM jmallett0 Me too I’ve dreamed of it since I was a kid

12/14/2018 7:38:13 PM worldxplorer1 As a child I would wake up and sense multiple entities in my bedroom. I could even tell you where they were although I could not see them. Who / 

what were these beings?  Made me feel uncertain and fearful.

12/14/2018 7:38:14 PM datruseeka Given on 9/11 MJ12 also Targeted the ONI in the Pentegon (who were investigating the missing T$$$) did this not cause a huge rift between the USAF 

& Navy?  How do you explain this attack on ONI & Pentagon besides war?

12/14/2018 7:38:16 PM cjptrsn So many people were filled with hope by the possibility. I grieve for them. It would have been EPIC!!

12/14/2018 7:38:17 PM zack_stone Outlaw evey laptop and cell phones?. Get real. There other options

12/14/2018 7:38:18 PM sethpetersonla Dude, you are full on crazy pants:)

All the best

12/14/2018 7:38:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Frame rate of consciousness.

12/14/2018 7:38:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/14/2018 7:39:15 PM worldxplorer1 That’s not the AI I’m talking about...

12/14/2018 7:39:25 PM zagnett Will MJ govern all nations' forces?

May u send a link to the job site when available?

Any jobs for an ok IT/programmer who just tries to help wherever needed?

Seems my IS takes me on journeys through space when i meditate on problems at my current job lol.

12/14/2018 7:39:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q will be the defacto goto for when 45 announces the Storm.

12/14/2018 7:39:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Satanic Ritualistic Abuse

12/14/2018 7:40:26 PM jordanb987 Was he subjected to MK-Ultra from a young age?

12/14/2018 7:40:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalization prevents subordinates from understanding the clear picture.



12/14/2018 7:40:33 PM decodematrix Why does the cabal do sacrifices? They get high from adrenochrome? What does the demon/ET give them in return? Favors? Are they consuming the 

flesh and blood or the fear energy "loosh"?

12/14/2018 7:40:38 PM jmallett0 The ship that passed live space x feed majestic ?

12/14/2018 7:40:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure?

12/14/2018 7:40:58 PM collectvcat And.... happened through generations? Grandmother to Mother to daughter to granddaughter?  Its been said “they” keep care of star seeds.... visit, 

medical exams, True??? Were ETs allowed to take abductees off planet ever? If returned?

12/14/2018 7:41:16 PM datruseeka You got me.  I always thought of myself as one life form that’s just aging as designed by God. Can you help explain. Only thing I know is 3,6,9....is that 

what you’re implying?

12/14/2018 7:41:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Sacrifices allow us to live."

12/14/2018 7:41:41 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/UkXW5UJNOg

12/14/2018 7:41:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies. Majestic craft.

12/14/2018 7:42:05 PM cjptrsn Stress test/Q&A important..eminent?

12/14/2018 7:42:12 PM beeshelb Can you clarify, do you mean"cease" or "seize" , two distinct meanings...

12/14/2018 7:42:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Young? No. Teen+? Yes.

12/14/2018 7:42:45 PM mauweecan  https://www.abeldanger.org/abel-danger-mischief-makers-mistress-of_2/ …

12/14/2018 7:42:46 PM datruseeka Do other ET races conduct SRA on babies/children?

12/14/2018 7:42:47 PM cjptrsn It seems to be a theme in history.

12/14/2018 7:43:49 PM zagnett What is the source of this AI? Where is it? Who is controlling it? Where is that being / entity?

Who is hunting it so that we can eventually [remove it's power]?

12/14/2018 7:43:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are all mad.

12/14/2018 7:44:30 PM mongrelglory I'm so sorry for you and your friend.  I know that's a bad one.  I'm saying a prayer right now. 🙏

12/14/2018 7:44:34 PM djlok You can say that again!

12/14/2018 7:44:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both branches had something tangible to gain. Cooperation is what pulled the mission off.

12/14/2018 7:45:22 PM worldxplorer1 Alice in Wonderland

12/14/2018 7:45:27 PM scottgasaway Thank you

12/14/2018 7:45:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 They cannot harm you while out of phase despite being able to sense them. Fear from sensing them gives them energy they feed off from to exist.

12/14/2018 7:45:51 PM zagnett Me three.

12/14/2018 7:46:14 PM ryankochweare1 Us?? As in them? or Us?

12/14/2018 7:46:15 PM cjptrsn It’s in our nature to trust, but so often that trust is exploited to our detriment.

12/14/2018 7:46:37 PM djlok Mine used to tell me the EXACT same thing.  And I was like "Grandma, I'm a kid. What kinda trouble am I gonna get into?"

12/14/2018 7:46:38 PM jmallett0 Anyone who harms children I cannot feel bad for it’s the worst evil

12/14/2018 7:46:39 PM collectvcat Many have experienced this. You are not alone.

12/14/2018 7:47:04 PM enomai_ Meditation and prayer to good/god

12/14/2018 7:47:10 PM noogajack77 Interesting aircraft and  traffic near the Appalachians...from Atlanta up to Knoxville..

12/14/2018 7:47:46 PM helen_lawce Great question. I wonder if it is like having horrible PSTD, that never really goes away. Like PSTD, perhaps neuronal genes in the brain can be hyper-

methylated, so they don’t function properly.

12/14/2018 7:47:46 PM realaronbrowne What is the significance of the Black Stone?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Stone …

12/14/2018 7:47:52 PM cjptrsn Harvard?

12/14/2018 7:48:04 PM cocopuffster12 It certainly is.

12/14/2018 7:48:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/14/2018 7:48:08 PM worldxplorer1 Any idea who these beings were?  ET, ED, or Mil?

12/14/2018 7:48:17 PM djlok And I won't even touch anything... Not even the floor. I can just float through.

12/14/2018 7:49:03 PM mongrelglory That went over my head...must meditate. 😑

12/14/2018 7:49:06 PM djlok 5:5

12/14/2018 7:49:08 PM maudeaz Is Valiant Thor assisting the Patriots?

12/14/2018 7:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional

12/14/2018 7:49:11 PM collectvcat True. True...  What specie that has had access to earth has the ability to phase out?

12/14/2018 7:49:16 PM skullbabyx Emery Smith credible?

12/14/2018 7:49:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/14/2018 7:49:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, slow process but is much safer.

12/14/2018 7:49:58 PM blankmarlo Which species/culture created our moon?

12/14/2018 7:50:04 PM cjptrsn Crazy like a fox.

12/14/2018 7:50:09 PM 92michael I had these experiences too and still do. But mine were all ways with good spirits.

12/14/2018 7:50:14 PM iamyou132 How should we prepare / train for a post disclosure earth?

12/14/2018 7:50:15 PM susyqzee Do downloads come as a constant high pitched frequency and tingly sensations ?

12/14/2018 7:50:43 PM iamyou132 How to hear?

12/14/2018 7:51:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not further. Operations are active. Classified.

12/14/2018 7:51:33 PM datruseeka Sick!  How are we going to escape that EVIL?

12/14/2018 7:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Block those races from interacting with Earth by means of a Space Force.

12/14/2018 7:52:59 PM blankmarlo All the cells in our body are replaced every 7 years. Every seven years we are essentially a new person.

12/14/2018 7:53:01 PM cjptrsn Is that how they get you. The first “favor”. Then it gets deeper and deeper from there?  🤔

12/14/2018 7:54:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/14/2018 7:54:29 PM datruseeka That’s just sick you guys looked just at it as a mission, despite killing Americans.  That was nothing short of TREASON.

12/14/2018 7:54:47 PM cjptrsn Thank you for sharing what you can🙏. You have my gratitude.

12/14/2018 7:55:01 PM zagnett Then whatever has he gone through? He doesn't seem exactly normal either. And flies land on him too.

12/14/2018 7:55:02 PM mongrelglory I'm pretty sure Mr. Gowdy is waiting in the wings for an important role soon.

12/14/2018 7:55:06 PM noogajack77 I watch the skies...i need a radio or some way to identify these aircraft..

12/14/2018 7:55:11 PM cocopuffster12 Probably!

12/14/2018 7:55:20 PM areckoningday Horcrux of God ..sounds like a Potter fan metal band. 🤔 it's a theory

12/14/2018 7:55:52 PM ryankochweare1 How much of the Dr. Neruda interviews are disinfo?

12/14/2018 7:56:17 PM realitygateway I noticed your follower count ;)

12/14/2018 7:56:23 PM decodematrix Are BC and HRC both Rockefellers?

12/14/2018 7:56:25 PM datruseeka Explain.  Who is saved? Who would destroy us if these sacrifices are not done?

12/14/2018 7:56:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree with your assessment.

NO DEALS.

ENOUGH WAS ENOUGH.

LTGF was monumental in seizing control over MJ12.

12/14/2018 7:56:34 PM worldxplorer1 Seems animals can see these out of phase beings. Do animals deter these beings?

12/14/2018 7:56:36 PM sethpetersonla Like a fox chasing hillaries car tires😂

I wish you all the luck in the world

But remember, whatever happens to her won’t change what’s gonna happen to trump👍

12/14/2018 7:56:40 PM nancyddb Does that mean MJ12 is on/in the Moon?

12/14/2018 7:57:12 PM djlok Well I'm 40 and been in plenty of trouble and never thought to go ask them for help!  Don't plan on it either!



12/14/2018 7:57:56 PM worldxplorer1 Yes, sometimes.

12/14/2018 7:58:12 PM djlok I'm sure!

12/14/2018 7:58:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some do; other attract.

12/14/2018 7:58:33 PM cocopuffster12 Checkout SecureTeam on YouTube

12/14/2018 7:58:40 PM decodematrix Was BC's father Winthrop Rockefeller?

12/14/2018 7:58:44 PM fowlreginald That is very sad. I've read quite a bit about MK Ultra and the horrific things done to babies and very young children. I had to stop reading about it. Too 

disturbing. Lifting them up in prayers of healing.

12/14/2018 7:58:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 MF

12/14/2018 7:59:00 PM goodmedicine4us Follow the wives questions:

-Is Michelle Obama evil?  ...connection to Cabal?  

-Is she XX or XY?

12/14/2018 7:59:08 PM datruseeka Do MJ12 members and/or the highest ranks in the military practice the occult? Or SRA?

12/14/2018 7:59:16 PM iamyou132 Are you referring to the cell cycle?

12/14/2018 7:59:21 PM cocopuffster12 Me too! Love it! I need a good powerful telescope!

12/14/2018 7:59:22 PM enomai_ Flynn

12/14/2018 7:59:27 PM zagnett Is that announcement going to be anytime soon?

I've convinced nobody about Q in real life. This alone has been a bit traumatic. It's just not going to happen until it's "official". Even then they probably 

won't like it, But I'll try to be nice and help them.

12/14/2018 7:59:39 PM cjptrsn  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073785395522007040?s=21 …

12/14/2018 8:00:02 PM mongrelglory I wonder if that goes back the the "Unicorn blood" that MJ-12 talked about in previous sessions.  Consuming the innocence of a child's spirit keeps the 

vessel alive for the negative IS-BE that's occupying it.

12/14/2018 8:00:10 PM time4u2know Could you please explain further on one's consciousness aligning with the frequency of number patters? Do different numbers dictate different 

frequencies? I always see 116 or some sort of version of such. TY in advance!

12/14/2018 8:00:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps learning what was researched on animals will make it less traumatic to research? MKUltra worked on many lifeforms.

12/14/2018 8:00:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 T

12/14/2018 8:01:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not anymore.

12/14/2018 8:01:16 PM zagnett Wow that's a lot of data.

12/14/2018 8:01:44 PM blankmarlo Yeah I'm a little confused on his origins. Muslim brotherhood is a different branch of the mystery schools. They all have different means to a similar 

end, not sure what defines their methods/endgame.

12/14/2018 8:02:02 PM worldxplorer1 How can we better perceive that which is out of phase?  More that just the unsettled feeling from lower vibrational entities or the bliss from higher 

vibrational entities...

12/14/2018 8:02:20 PM time4u2know I think they enjoy it and it also gives some satisfaction seeing the collective consciousness among us grow into an understanding of connecting the ....

12/14/2018 8:02:23 PM cocopuffster12 Good call! I live right around the corner from 2 Masonic halls. One is huge, fenced with cameras all around. The other is across the street and more like 

a Hall for meetings. First one is creepy. I’m going to look for pictures. Maybe I’ll go take some.

12/14/2018 8:02:38 PM fionasdestiny67 The Ziggurat of UR. Stargate?

12/14/2018 8:02:40 PM jeremywhaley 🤯

12/14/2018 8:02:48 PM iamyou132 How odd. Was grandfather was said to be a 33rd degree Freemason

12/14/2018 8:02:53 PM blankmarlo Archons?

12/14/2018 8:02:58 PM decodematrix When Dick Cheney shot Harry Whittington was that an accident or not?

12/14/2018 8:03:02 PM noogajack77 Will do and thank you 🙏

12/14/2018 8:03:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q's message isn't the word of Q but the will of We, The People. What Q is trying to do others will logically understand. Tangible progress has been 

made to those ends and the solution is not to look into Q but to seed the ideas into the minds of sheep in a manner they can get.

12/14/2018 8:03:07 PM enomai_ Is the looking glass limited? How would they lose control over it, then? And, Is the world amazing after this?

12/14/2018 8:03:24 PM datruseeka Who within 45’s cabinet does the MJ12 communicate with to keep each other apprised?

12/14/2018 8:03:32 PM cjptrsn 42 here...I’ll admit I believe that some people in my life have pulled strings for me in my past. My choices moved me from that path though. My 

choices and something else.....something less tangible but equally as impactful.

12/14/2018 8:04:05 PM worldxplorer1 Possibly. Perhaps negative astral entities, low vibration negative ETs, negative thought forms...  Many possibilities.

12/14/2018 8:04:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ziggurat not Stargate. Spaceport?

12/14/2018 8:04:18 PM datruseeka This would imply my back would heal in 7 yrs.  I’m still waiting!!!

12/14/2018 8:04:27 PM fowlreginald So sad. Imagine how much more unconditional love can unlock.

12/14/2018 8:04:35 PM djlok I do too.  And one is right across the street from a playground.  Overall creepiness.

12/14/2018 8:04:40 PM ryankochweare1 All children are magical and unique and a parent is always biased when it comes to their kids but I have STRONG feeling My son's IS-BE is very very 

special.  Is he safe being monitored?

12/14/2018 8:04:41 PM zagnett Was HRC's father actually Al Capone's successor in Chicago?

What was Capone's story? Heard he was the de facto head of the U.S. for a while.

12/14/2018 8:04:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not.

12/14/2018 8:04:54 PM iamyou132 Satanism is not local to earth???

12/14/2018 8:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Looking Glass provides probability insight not absolute control. Moves & Countermoves.

12/14/2018 8:05:53 PM boonigma Thank you! He's just playing the usual Aussie Politics games that go round in circles, and he still hasn't mesgd me back in regards to who to vote for :/

12/14/2018 8:06:35 PM decodematrix Did GHWB's house have an underground train station so the underground tube shuttle/train could pick him up from his house?

12/14/2018 8:06:44 PM datruseeka When is Cheney going to arrested?  He needs to go next!  He’s EVIL.

12/14/2018 8:06:45 PM keith369me Is T what lead to Joan Rivers death?

12/14/2018 8:06:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Assets are being realigned in accordance with new Law.

12/14/2018 8:06:56 PM teamsterr07 🤯

12/14/2018 8:07:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/14/2018 8:07:06 PM cjptrsn They are all over the place in small town Oregon.  Little towns where they don’t even have a grocery store, they have a lodge.

12/14/2018 8:07:12 PM 4lifern I am not sure exactly where it is located moved here from Michigan recently! Sorry if you find out please share! Thanks

12/14/2018 8:07:36 PM djlok I can relate to that 100%.

12/14/2018 8:07:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/14/2018 8:07:53 PM worldxplorer1 What the heck does that mean?  I’m hopeful that it’s benevolent.

12/14/2018 8:07:58 PM lmjonzey Gives new meaning to I saw ur twin while growing up and mom swore she saw u....

12/14/2018 8:08:18 PM keith369me No need to convince anyone.  Individuals need to find truth on their own.  Be ready to support with answers to questions

12/14/2018 8:08:46 PM mongrelglory All I can say is that the circumstances of her death were highly, medically improbable...(retired doctor here).

12/14/2018 8:09:07 PM fionasdestiny67 Gulf of Aden. Real Stargate?

12/14/2018 8:09:13 PM datruseeka Q IMO has been effective in that regard. The biggest change though will be when the MSM is taken over and starts reporting the TRUTH!  Anytime 

soon?

12/14/2018 8:09:22 PM keith369me Why does he physically look better now than 20 years ago?



12/14/2018 8:09:26 PM zagnett Thanks MJ.

Lately I've just been telling them go take a look at  http://qproofs.com  & get back to me. Of course they don't.

Every time Q says "attacks will intensify", it's almost like 5...4...3...2...1... lol

12/14/2018 8:09:30 PM fionasdestiny67 Nice. Thank you.

12/14/2018 8:09:31 PM qoloradowqke New to your forum. Any ideas why Vatican is part-owner of telescope on Mt Graham in Arizona?

12/14/2018 8:09:38 PM djlok I've wondered if my IS-BE was removed from a system somehow.

12/14/2018 8:09:46 PM qoloradowqke Is Mt Graham a portal?

12/14/2018 8:10:05 PM datruseeka That THRILLS ME!  Best thing you’ve said!

12/14/2018 8:10:19 PM blankmarlo No unfortunately the cells are programmed to replicate any deficiencies present. Perhaps in the near future this will be corrected though.

12/14/2018 8:10:24 PM mongrelglory What's with that black cube in Mecca?  Is it ET inspired?

12/14/2018 8:10:29 PM john777lee My understanding he was groomed by Brennan and the clowns .

12/14/2018 8:10:43 PM fowlreginald I have read that they can, though the road is long and difficult. Frtiz Springmeier did a book on MK Ultra with a survivor who talked about her therapy 

as she was recovering. Very insightful. Another one is Cathy O Brien. I'm sure there are others.

12/14/2018 8:11:33 PM datruseeka I’m curious about that too.  What are the real natural laws of man on earth or in the universe? I’ve read some of Law of One.

12/14/2018 8:11:55 PM datruseeka Tranny.

12/14/2018 8:12:15 PM cocopuffster12 I can think of 3 nearby, right off the top of head

12/14/2018 8:12:21 PM fionasdestiny67 Skinwalker Ranch. Portals?

12/14/2018 8:12:25 PM datruseeka Yes!

12/14/2018 8:12:41 PM mongrelglory Sounds like every kid's fear of the boogeyman was legitimate!

12/14/2018 8:13:02 PM enomai_ Thank you for the confirmation of my thoughts. So, im not that crazy :)

12/14/2018 8:13:05 PM chrispacheco24 Is JT Castro’s son?

12/14/2018 8:13:09 PM zagnett Was John Trump MJ? I'm assuming so since he's the MJ twitter page pic. Amazing dude.

12/14/2018 8:13:45 PM cocopuffster12 The creepy one near me....it’s right across from an opening to a park.

12/14/2018 8:13:56 PM pragmatic_texan Yes.  I direct messaged you about this.

12/14/2018 8:14:37 PM dawntay40629790 You know the saying "when 1 door closes another will open, but these hallways are hell!" I find my spiritual understanding changes frequently as it 

grows.  Outgrowing 1 belief is leaving a room, and it takes some time to adjust to new knowledge.

12/14/2018 8:14:52 PM mongrelglory Now I know what those invisible things my cats are always reacting to might be...

12/14/2018 8:15:29 PM djlok I love it!!  "What the heck is that supposed to mean?". Like MJ12 is an old spouse who said something that doesn't make any sense. LOL!!

12/14/2018 8:16:14 PM datruseeka Lt Gen Flynn.  HERO!

12/14/2018 8:16:43 PM worldxplorer1 Are interdimensional beings bound by time?

12/14/2018 8:16:56 PM susyqzee Skynet?

12/14/2018 8:17:05 PM dawntay40629790 2  The "hallways are hell" fits the description of how you feel while adjusting to new knowledge.  A relationship with the Divine within is a constantly 

changing thing, otherwise it would stagnate.  Just saying.

12/14/2018 8:17:28 PM psyanidegaming You would think that Jesus would anchor them...

But nope, you're wrong

12/14/2018 8:17:56 PM mongrelglory MKUltra eyes are when you can see the whites of the eyes all around the iris.  (Or so I've heard).

12/14/2018 8:18:03 PM _chelseaproject Can you answer that more directly?

12/14/2018 8:18:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not true. You can use your consciousness and will new instructions to overwrite faulty programming. Requires intensive meditation to 

decompartmentalize the information such that you can intentionally will the outcome.

12/14/2018 8:18:20 PM john777lee I try and turn my WiFi router off to sleep. If I don"t I sometimes see flashes of light when I close my eyes. Recently I was hearing music just before 

sleep. Turned off router .Have heard the ringing off and on for a while. Tec support I need an upgrade ha ha. WWG1WGAA !

12/14/2018 8:18:26 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/5ARvgfRljY

12/14/2018 8:18:51 PM zagnett Is DC dead? At least one source said he is already.

12/14/2018 8:19:43 PM datruseeka Will Space Force Be effective at protecting us on Earth?  From ETs and solar flares?

12/14/2018 8:19:46 PM decodematrix Are we at the end of a galactic cycle of 26,000 years?

12/14/2018 8:19:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns push for Q Proofs more than Patriots.

12/14/2018 8:20:03 PM lmjonzey Same here..  I'm 51. I was always surprised how grandma always knew. Being watched or protected..

Think about coming to grips with we dont know about our own families.  As each elder family member died..something was always revealed...kinda 

like dont worry and dont look.

12/14/2018 8:20:04 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why does official seal of Op. Maj. 12 include the all seeing eye that has typically been assoc w/ Illuminati & Cabal?

12/14/2018 8:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Solar flares are outside of MJ12's control.

12/14/2018 8:21:23 PM rcoonhound I’d be interested in that as well! They sure do favor each other!

12/14/2018 8:21:35 PM fowlreginald Wow! Thank you for the information. So much has been kept from us. This is also wonderful insight for a future book I'm working (fiction) that includes 

9-11 events in it.

12/14/2018 8:21:45 PM worldxplorer1 In a universe of duality, what is the opposite of Satan and Satanism?

12/14/2018 8:21:54 PM realitygateway Is he breathing somewhere other than Earth?

12/14/2018 8:22:03 PM djlok You'll be back.  Maybe in a different form. You are immortal.

12/14/2018 8:22:14 PM iamyou132 Can you elaborate?

12/14/2018 8:22:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Search for that term on our account and reread the thread. Clear your mind completely and meditate for 30m and then think about what the answer 

could be. If you're still unsure, return tomorrow for clarification.

12/14/2018 8:22:35 PM decodematrix Did Saturn used to be a star?

12/14/2018 8:23:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. No.

12/14/2018 8:23:23 PM _chelseaproject Aka Loosh? Also what does out of phase mean in this sense?

12/14/2018 8:23:25 PM drumsk8 Take a look at the meanings behind these numbers. Remember MJ's answer about you being aligned with these patterns.

This might help as a non-exhaustive clue: https://www.beliefnet.com/inspiration/angels/what-are-angel-numbers-and-what-do-they-tell-us.aspx …

12/14/2018 8:23:51 PM jamesbu74794060 Just had 5thSurg  over 8yr period and still in hell.

12/14/2018 8:23:54 PM enomai_ Yeah, until you try and see too much. And, something pushes you back in and says ur not ready. Like wtf, was that when I was a kid lol.

12/14/2018 8:24:01 PM datruseeka What do crystals do for us?  Should we get crystals to help in meditation? Healing?

12/14/2018 8:24:19 PM john777lee Are all MJ 12 on the same page . I know many bad actors across the system are trying to resist the plan.

12/14/2018 8:24:20 PM peacey_queen Is there anything specific I can do to help?

12/14/2018 8:24:50 PM realitycheck05 Is the Alien Bible (the law of one material) a real guide to this distortion?

12/14/2018 8:24:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Protecting children is now National Security. Assets include technology and informants.

12/14/2018 8:25:27 PM blankmarlo Fascinating, thank you!

12/14/2018 8:25:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Siniliar to Merkel.

12/14/2018 8:26:41 PM dianafortrump This is uncanny!



12/14/2018 8:26:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Contains many truths.

12/14/2018 8:27:16 PM zagnett What is Earth's real name? Midguard? Gaia? Something else?

Was the asteroid belt really once a planet named Malbek or something? Was it destroyed ~2 million years ago or something?

12/14/2018 8:27:19 PM fionasdestiny67 I ask about this because of Bigalow. I live 20 min away. I've seen them open, entities come out.

12/14/2018 8:27:32 PM lmjonzey Wow... ok... baby powder to prevent diaper rash... omg.

12/14/2018 8:27:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Amplify numbers and consciousness.

12/14/2018 8:28:08 PM kellykreps777 So those who are Satanists on this earth right now...the highest ups...they are not human?  Possibly?

12/14/2018 8:28:10 PM sehvehn yes, please, and thank you

12/14/2018 8:28:18 PM datruseeka Are we as a nation, as a planet,going to limit the use of AI to protect humanity?  (I knew that was bad news when I was studying “smart” technology 

back in 80’s during my engineering masters program).

12/14/2018 8:28:30 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you for you #AMA's

12/14/2018 8:28:49 PM mongrelglory Some day I hope we here the story (or see the movie) about how Gen. Flynn and his team managed to pull that off.  Epic achievement!

12/14/2018 8:28:54 PM fowlreginald Thank you for another incredible AMA. I learn so much just reading.

12/14/2018 8:29:12 PM drumsk8 Having seeked approval to enter our space and go about their business legitimately. 

No different than the term used for humans in a country that did not seek approval.

12/14/2018 8:29:17 PM roublisa Obsidian as powerful as it is said to be?

12/14/2018 8:29:47 PM zack_stone Does the tech exist for the 20 year and back program to have happened? #disclosure

12/14/2018 8:30:09 PM peterclloyd Medbeds, while feasible, are being promoted by people you would want to question.

12/14/2018 8:30:25 PM jandydill Thx Richard. I’m very aware of what these numbers might mean in angelic terms as I’ve googled it many times. Not sure what further explanation I was 

searching for with Majestic 12, but I TY anyway for your tweet! 😄

12/14/2018 8:30:44 PM datruseeka Artificial Intelligence using quantum computers.  Man first created it programmed  it though!

12/14/2018 8:30:58 PM fowlreginald As long as they're not roosters, LOL

12/14/2018 8:31:00 PM john777lee Is our a record of our memory stored in our DNA ?

12/14/2018 8:31:08 PM cocopuffster12 No, that will not help

12/14/2018 8:31:08 PM worldxplorer1 SIN

12/14/2018 8:31:36 PM fowlreginald Zag, that's what I read, but it was from one source online, so I couldn't tell you definitively. Didn't dig on it very hard.

12/14/2018 8:31:46 PM djlok Maybe rapid changes?

12/14/2018 8:32:38 PM datruseeka Let’s hope everybody in power now and in the future is well aware of these consequences of AI and forever be ingrained in their brains as lessons 

learned.  It’s use for power is not worth the risk of our own extinction.

12/14/2018 8:33:06 PM mongrelglory Ah!  That answers my question about the AI threat out there that Corey Goode talks about.

12/14/2018 8:33:09 PM djlok Why?

12/14/2018 8:33:09 PM drumsk8 I can personally attest to having done this. Deep meditation was required.

12/14/2018 8:33:20 PM alishajane777 Shakti, What is your definition of cannibalism, some might include carnivores?  LiFi vs WiFi

12/14/2018 8:34:28 PM zagnett M, my condolences too. Sent a prayer your way as well.

MJ, speaking of the pancreas though, cures for diabetes, types 1 and 2? A big potential life saver.

If so, can you say generally what kind of technology is involved?

12/14/2018 8:34:34 PM keleka17 I haven't heard of IS-BE until tonight. Is there a book, website I can go to read about IS-BE?

12/14/2018 8:34:34 PM deepbluesand Keep your friends close, keep your enemies closer

12/14/2018 8:34:59 PM camip934 POWERFUL thread...

So true, so sad.

12/14/2018 8:34:59 PM roublisa I wish I could better understand math you guys. The other side of my brain is more powerful.  Any advice.🥴

12/14/2018 8:35:51 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has previously answered that the Quantum computers on Earth only have rudimentary self-awareness...no where near what a human has.  It 

sounds to me like they've built in limits/safeguards into the computers.

12/14/2018 8:36:14 PM zagnett Sorry, I meant @pammyjo1959 instead of M.

12/14/2018 8:36:15 PM beeshelb Was SciFi movie Serenity disclosure?

12/14/2018 8:36:52 PM jaspony1 Are the MJ12 different than us "normies"?

12/14/2018 8:37:12 PM ryankochweare1 I heard he didn't really realize what he was being groomed for and Bush senior called him a n word and threatened his daughters if he didn't follow 

orders.. He def went bad all the way ..Anyway just hearsay

12/14/2018 8:37:38 PM speaklife595 This sounds like state run children centers.... Could turn bad no?

12/14/2018 8:37:40 PM datruseeka Will you all take an oath to protect our nation and world and not work for an alien force or some other entities like the Illuminati/NWO that don’t have 

our “We, The People”s best interest at heart?

12/14/2018 8:38:17 PM datruseeka Lunar Mission Control (LMC).

12/14/2018 8:38:19 PM unidentifiedta1 How can We the People help?

What's the best way we can assist with the plans to bring down the Cabal and protect our children?

Why do you communicate directly to us?

12/14/2018 8:38:20 PM collectvcat Out of phase: dematerialized or invisable. Loosh: like energy food. Fear. Terror. Is powerful energy....

12/14/2018 8:38:25 PM turboxyde This is how I repaired a lot of my CNS/PNS damage after combat. I also leveraged plant medicines to help me unpack the process and step it down into 

my subconscious. I focused on unbuttoning and restructuring my DNA along with Reiki/qi to "weld" light into damaged areas.

12/14/2018 8:38:41 PM roger35742354 So are you referring to the vrill? Needing adrenalized blood to survive? Adrenochrome?

12/14/2018 8:39:11 PM worldxplorer1 Let’s hope not. Time for a brighter, benevolent future!

12/14/2018 8:39:13 PM roublisa ❤️This resonates with me.....but the numbers put my mind in a vice.

12/14/2018 8:39:16 PM datruseeka Yes he said that before.  There is a command center in the moon.

12/14/2018 8:39:27 PM worldxplorer1 Exactly

12/14/2018 8:39:36 PM zagnett Yeah sounds like that's seriously needed, wow.

MJ,

What "new law"? Galactic Codex? Or is that a psyop too?

How can one read up on this "new law"?

12/14/2018 8:40:32 PM worldxplorer1 So Lunar Operations Command (Corey Goode nomenclature) is really called Lunar Mission Control?  That’s how I interpret it.

12/14/2018 8:41:12 PM zagnett Yeah i heard it from one source only too, long long time ago. Not worth investigating HRC et al. Looking forward to the future after all lol.

12/14/2018 8:41:19 PM datruseeka Your organization must know the truth as to the origin and responsible parties for the CA fires.  Does DJT know?  Does FEMA know?

12/14/2018 8:41:37 PM zagnett Which crystals are best for this?

12/14/2018 8:41:40 PM speaklife595 They always sell it that way, good to stay vigilant and assume the worst. Trust but verify beyond necessary

12/14/2018 8:42:11 PM datruseeka LMC is the way MJ12 refers to it.

12/14/2018 8:42:34 PM datruseeka Same purpose.  Semantics.

12/14/2018 8:44:02 PM jaspony1 I dont trust things easily, but somehow I just know that MJ12 and Q are here to help humanity



12/14/2018 8:44:02 PM zagnett Beat me to it. :-)

Good to be sure...

12/14/2018 8:44:07 PM roublisa That sounds amazing!   With inner instincts,  guided by IS-BE and meditation, with much reflection and listening is what I have managed with 

throughout my life, so maybe the numbers aren’t what I should focus too much time on.

12/14/2018 8:44:29 PM drumsk8 I was listening to some form of Binural Beats, Stoned and in a very extreme meditation. 

The change comes from within.

A wave of energy rose up me feeling like water, within less than 24 hours I wasn't requiring the need of anti-biotics or an operation.

It's very possible <3

12/14/2018 8:44:36 PM keleka17 Thank you @OldWiseHermit and @realMJMacdowall.

12/14/2018 8:44:51 PM speaklife595 Look into/have a listen to some jiddu krishnamurti. Very helpful for ego kill and awakening intuition. No bs sell from what I've read through

12/14/2018 8:45:08 PM datruseeka You serious?  I can heal my back?  Pls direct me to a source(s) for learning these techniques.  I can’t stand up or walk more than about 15-20 min at a 

time now.

12/14/2018 8:45:34 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. Po-tay-toe, po-tah-toe.

12/14/2018 8:45:54 PM mossman_moore Are there any female members of MJ12?

12/14/2018 8:46:16 PM theaagabriel Isnt this the Brother in Sherlock? ;)

12/14/2018 8:46:37 PM datruseeka Can you direct me to source(s) that can help me learn these techniques so I can heal my back?

12/14/2018 8:47:26 PM jonessense Not really. It is now much easier to manifest. If you worry about something bad happening the uni will give u that. Now is the time to think positive 

thoughts only. Trust me on this. No more Murphys law - thinking.

12/14/2018 8:49:05 PM lib7473 And that also proves that not all Freemasons are in bed with the cabal..thus good ones may still exist today (patriotic freemasonry charter), what our 

founding fathers established then. George W was an enlightened one and true patriot!🇺🇸

12/14/2018 8:49:42 PM 1_decided_voter Besides 41, can you confirm any other members of MJ12 have been killed? Can you name names?

12/14/2018 8:49:44 PM lovethebeach999 Lockheed Martin ?

12/14/2018 8:49:50 PM time4u2know Thank you! It was a great read! Have a great night!

12/14/2018 8:49:52 PM jmallett0 I’m assuming Tesla’s findings are going to be part of our new energy or is it different

12/14/2018 8:49:59 PM datruseeka This gives me great hope rather than going under the knife on my back.  I need to get some cannabis and learn deep meditation techniques.  Anything 

else you can direct me on for healing?

12/14/2018 8:50:19 PM roublisa I feel relieved you say this 😉 thank you gentlemen!💗

12/14/2018 8:50:43 PM unidentifiedta1 How can we inform the "sheep", but the good and members of our public, of you/intention, in way that gets them to open their mind and listen? How 

can when introduce you or Q without backlash?

12/14/2018 8:51:38 PM zagnett Was there an attack on a DUMB in my area (won't specify here) say 1 day mid-Feb ~6:30 AM? 2 big, quick booms in the direction where I think a tunnel 

is (Google Earth used to show a gray strip seemed linked to DUMB maps online), felt like from there.

12/14/2018 8:52:10 PM beeshelb Was JobBenet SRA victim/sacrificed?

12/14/2018 8:52:28 PM speaklife595 What's the alien Bible

12/14/2018 8:52:34 PM ipharaelikhulu Wow alien Bible

12/14/2018 8:53:12 PM john777lee I have noticed during some televised hearings and confirmations .

The people sitting around FBI Agent Peter Strzok and others acting very strange almost trance like. Are they performing ritual magic during testimony ? 

Many people seemed possessed or something ?

12/14/2018 8:53:45 PM zagnett Yes but EO's technically aren't law. Hopefully we can get a Congress that can pass something protecting children better someday. But the next Pres. 

can ignore T's EOs.

I've always wondered about that Galactic Codex thing though. Seems neat.

12/14/2018 8:54:14 PM djlok Lunar mission control

12/14/2018 8:54:21 PM datruseeka Awesome.  I’ll get some crystals!  Any special kind?

12/14/2018 8:54:36 PM mongrelglory You have more bacterial cells in your body than you have "regular cells" (of your own tissues).  It's a symbiotic relationship. We're walking microcosms 

of life.  More of a collective.

12/14/2018 8:54:53 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=Intro …

12/14/2018 8:57:03 PM hellouncledonny Does M12 have involvement or knowledge about the #Morsecode beeps embedded in the M.I.A. song Paper planes? #JulianAssange of @wikileaks last 

tweet was a link to this video and Hash. Most can't hear the #beeps with a phone speaker so something larger like a car stereo is needed. 

pic.twitter.com/9swAhaoJTK

12/14/2018 8:57:20 PM drumsk8 To be honest with you this was an unintentional action, I'd had previous op's and most certainly didn't want another one.

But I wasn't conciously seeking to heal, rather internally I was ready to heal and manifested it.  (This subtley is important!)

Mine was only soft tissue...

12/14/2018 8:57:45 PM alasken12 Establishment Rinos do that everyday and low info voters elect them over and over and over to cave and sell us out.

12/14/2018 8:58:08 PM datruseeka How will the radiation that is spilling into the ocean from Fukushima ever be stopped or cleaned up?  If not it will impact all living organisms including 

us.

12/14/2018 8:59:36 PM john777lee Even the protesters outside seemed to be hypnotized or MK ed .

12/14/2018 9:00:40 PM zagnett Yeah would say it's "clownish" behavior on their but these people have no connection to the "Clowns" org. - as far as i know.

12/14/2018 9:01:06 PM howdoyoumakeah1 This is good news.  America has a long history of influencing elections in South America

12/14/2018 9:01:20 PM datruseeka Mine includes bone - spondylolisthesis & herniation.

12/14/2018 9:01:36 PM melanieanders7 Is the religion of Satanism rooted from the planet Saturn and their culture?

12/14/2018 9:02:16 PM blankmarlo ☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️

12/14/2018 9:02:28 PM teamsterr07  pic.twitter.com/PHIcGPDyMM

12/14/2018 9:03:19 PM lyleanderson3 I heard them say that that was the potential tax liability, not the income to be taxed.😎😎🙂😎

12/14/2018 9:03:51 PM dan007mnr (Hole in the wall, thunderhead ain’t buying it)

12/14/2018 9:04:49 PM fowlreginald Thank you for your answers, even if they have to be cryptic, they are better than having nothing at all to go on. Much appreciated.

12/14/2018 9:05:14 PM charmanda9 Montessori style

12/14/2018 9:05:30 PM chrispacheco24 What is true purpose of cern?  China is building a larger collider.

12/14/2018 9:05:39 PM dan007mnr Location w/in Glacier...

12/14/2018 9:06:07 PM zagnett MJ, is "ascension" what you would say we are going through now? Slowly I assume. Not some big flash from the sun?

If so, that's what I really want to talk about with people someday. But that's really "out there" for them.

12/14/2018 9:06:26 PM teamsterr07 I think the crop circles are positively beautiful. ❤️

12/14/2018 9:07:02 PM dan007mnr Just sayin... 

Why’d YOU say Glacier?!

12/14/2018 9:07:05 PM jmallett0 Majestic have Canadians involved or do we Canadians have our own ssp I know we have our own craft but just wondering if Canadians are part of majic



12/14/2018 9:07:10 PM ryankochweare1 Is his IS-BE?

12/14/2018 9:07:29 PM truecinzia Is “wife” in you reply a typo or intentional?

12/14/2018 9:07:42 PM dan007mnr Flathead L, Bowman, or ?

12/14/2018 9:08:29 PM cjptrsn I follow a few other “Intel” accounts and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is different. Those sometimes engage in questionable behavior (doxing) and have a more, 

shale we say..vindictive attitude. I don’t see that here. But for me the conversation is more important than the “truth”. Manifest

12/14/2018 9:09:25 PM enomai_ Assuming nothing would destroy us. "That is probably a story, spread upon masses", if not these aliens are gone. And, that this is basically just the 

belief system. Can't imagine God would want us to be this way to just live.

12/14/2018 9:09:37 PM dan007mnr Ties into Canada’s Waterton Park.

12/14/2018 9:11:11 PM keleka17 I read somewhere that Fear is an acronym of False Experience Appearing Real.  Your statement makes sense on how we are 'unconsciously' providing 

loosh.

12/14/2018 9:11:22 PM roublisa You are not alone, many are feeling the same, my 9 an 11 yr olds think I am crA CRA because my dear husband doesn’t buy any of this is truly 

happening. It makes me sad, but I know he is heavily programmed.  Hold strong we are awake for a reason 💗

12/14/2018 9:13:51 PM jonessense Fyi- i was the most negative person in the world a few years back

12/14/2018 9:14:03 PM jeffw355 Is the pope at the top? Or does he serve, let's say others? 🦎

12/14/2018 9:15:04 PM mongrelglory They're giving us a lot tonight!

12/14/2018 9:15:30 PM speaklife595 Is being negative person, the same as negative thinking? Negative thinking can bring about insight but not nesserily a negative outlook on life it's self.

12/14/2018 9:15:50 PM drumsk8 That's why I mentioned the condition.

Your condition clearly sounds significantly worse. I know very good people who suffer terribly, they want to heal with all their might. But, maybe, they 

aren't ready truely inside... (subtle importance here) Think residual truma / catalyst..

12/14/2018 9:16:11 PM dan007mnr Why Glacier you say?! Getting anxious... lots know lots.

12/14/2018 9:16:24 PM roublisa Wow🙀

12/14/2018 9:16:47 PM teamsterr07 You ain't kidding! 🤣 I had to work late and have lots of catching up to do!!

12/14/2018 9:17:12 PM enomai_ Lol, i cant help myself. "They pick you" came, as I scrolled

12/14/2018 9:17:40 PM drumsk8 You DO hold the power within, that's what I want to share with a first hand account of the possible.

Find your God Mode I-I Best of luck my dear!

12/14/2018 9:18:15 PM collectvcat Poisoning our water. Getting us to vaccinate our babies.

12/14/2018 9:19:13 PM ckepner18951 Plans in place when storm hits to protect supply chain?

North east is Deep state territory.. civil unrest would cause major delays to food shipments to NYC and surrounding areas.

I am a trucker who understands logistics very well.  Anything you can share? What can we do to assist

12/14/2018 9:19:47 PM drumsk8 Don't externalise your power, manifest it from within as you. 

Dr Emoto's work is a powerful showcase of conciousnes. Words are frequancy and intent.

12/14/2018 9:19:53 PM dan007mnr “C#A facility built into a mountain in Glacier National Park? If so, what goes on there?” - that’s you.  I Just hike

12/14/2018 9:20:21 PM anangelhasland1 Very MKULTRAesque...

Divide and conquer...

12/14/2018 9:21:19 PM teamsterr07 So apparently we're all eating poison food, drinking poison water, injecting our kids with vaccines that may or may not be bad, we're surrounded by 

sstajuc , baby eating heathens. Please, what's good in this world? Love? Helping each other? What else?

12/14/2018 9:22:00 PM enomai_ Uh. I forgot. RA is alive right?

12/14/2018 9:23:33 PM dan007mnr All I know is to stay out of hole in wall in spring, and there is helicopters flying over a couple times a day. Bring me downstairs for coffee!

12/14/2018 9:23:54 PM enomai_ And this is called the law of one.  Sigh. What is going on

12/14/2018 9:24:29 PM dan007mnr Night 🍷

12/14/2018 9:24:47 PM speaklife595 Will majic /powers become a reality for humanity.

12/14/2018 9:24:56 PM laurabusse Dont know what ur back issues R but i recommend Peggy cappy's Back care basics dvd (from the Yoga for the rest of us series). From time to time my 

back would go out and i couldn't walk, could only crawl. These are very gentle strengthening exercises that worked miracles for me...

12/14/2018 9:25:07 PM 1_decided_voter Has this guy ever been to LMC? pic.twitter.com/QjolPOe5B8

12/14/2018 9:26:24 PM melanieanders7 Would an AI who occupies a clone look and animate as a@"zombie"? Might you be pointing in the direction of animal/human/AI experiments? Some of 

which have produced serious soldiers?

12/14/2018 9:26:52 PM laurabusse One time i started the exercises in dire pain and when i was done 1.5 hrs later the pain was gone and stayed gone. I dont understand it but it was 

amazing. I truly wish you all the best...and i also highly recommend meditation. :-)

12/14/2018 9:28:22 PM tammymckeever Are we here at this time knowing what is going to happen?  Do we have a mission for this time of disclosure?

12/14/2018 9:31:18 PM mongrelglory If it's like in Battlestar Galactica, the AI clone would appear indistinguishable in appearance and behaviour from your average human (IS-BE).

12/14/2018 9:32:16 PM camip934 I'm speechless after reading this.

12/14/2018 9:33:45 PM blissamerica Is my ear popping lately because of all the knowledge I’ve been absorbing so rapidly?

12/14/2018 9:34:19 PM tammymckeever Since revealed GWHB was killed by his own side, do we know who and how?

12/14/2018 9:34:49 PM 420munsterfan If I continue to meditate is it possible to activate my pineal gland and gain some special abilities? I feel I get close to some kind of breakthrough but the 

moment I experience a hypnogic image it usually startles me and resets my focus.

12/14/2018 9:35:46 PM drumsk8 Quartz is always good. I peronsally recommend getting a small set of different ones you can use to align your chakras too. 

Little Google search will help you find some.

12/14/2018 9:37:35 PM melanieanders7 The first clue to who you are when you unveil yourself under a different name ;)

12/14/2018 9:37:52 PM 420munsterfan *hypnogogic

12/14/2018 9:40:01 PM the_loveoflight It's not the alien bible, they are the laws of the universe.All of L/L channelings along with other teachings like the bible, ancient scrolls, esoteric 

teachings, occultist etc.the truth is out there it's been used against us, they are the ones who deceive hoping we wont find out

12/14/2018 9:41:43 PM the_loveoflight And by they I meant the cabal, not MJ12 😄

12/14/2018 9:42:48 PM ultra_unlimited Better late than never 🔑

12/14/2018 9:44:16 PM datruseeka You are saying COMEY is behind the evil activities that takes place on Jeffrey Epstein Islsnd? Seriously??   Oh he needs to hang publicly and be shamed 

prior to death.  The whole world needs to know. I sure hope this comes out SOON!  SICK. EVIL.

12/14/2018 9:44:22 PM blissamerica Whose DC?

12/14/2018 9:44:23 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...childhood is a time of rapid cellular growth and reproduction.

Puberty is when endocrine control mechanism kick in, preparing the organism for sexual maturation/reproduction. 

Adulthood is when the rate of cellular growth/reproduction levels off to a steady state/balance.

12/14/2018 9:45:12 PM 1_decided_voter Are any the 4 MJ12 members involved in 9/11 still alive or active in MJ12 or positions of power in Gov/Mil?

12/14/2018 9:46:54 PM 1_decided_voter Patriot of the highest order. pic.twitter.com/qPSJSEaxAU

12/14/2018 9:47:24 PM johngradycole20 I don't want to come back, though; I want to graduate. Human life is tough and frightening. I want to go back to source.

12/14/2018 9:47:33 PM blissamerica Supposedly Field McConnels sister Marcy did it.

12/14/2018 9:47:51 PM datruseeka Thanks!!!



12/14/2018 9:48:56 PM karentriebel I want less stuff and to bake my own cookies.We just want the truth                no matter even if turns out that Hillary is innocent and JFK died of natural 

causes.

12/14/2018 9:49:03 PM datruseeka Thanks!

12/14/2018 9:49:24 PM mongrelglory I think you might want to work on releasing the burden of the fear and guilt/shame that you've carried in your life.  The addictions are simply the 

manifestation of these feelings.  At least, that's the conclusion I've arrived at for myself.

12/14/2018 9:52:18 PM 1_decided_voter  http://lawofone.info  for anyone wanting to check it out.

12/14/2018 9:54:53 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have rheumatoid arthritis and chronic pain.  Do RIFE or ORGONE machines work and would either benefit me?

12/14/2018 9:56:25 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for those of us who are morbidly obese, how can we lose the fat and regain health?

12/14/2018 9:56:47 PM totalbullshitur The Divine Spirit dwells in us and the most amazing thing is that God is not a mystery, an unattainable and untouchable entity. The truth is that in order 

to communicate and be in His presence, an extremely simple act is sufficient:

12/14/2018 9:57:35 PM totalbullshitur Hold back, close your eyes and look for Him in your soul.

12/14/2018 9:57:56 PM realeyethespy Truth dm me I'll send you something special.

12/14/2018 9:58:02 PM laurabusse Dont give up...every single time in my life when i wanted something really badly it ALWAYS came eventually. Don't give up hope...ever. You will keep 

getting ideas and opportunities...blessings to you :-)

Also consider a healing diet...medical medium Anthony William.

12/14/2018 9:59:01 PM realeyethespy Amethyst, black tourmaline, cactus quartz, jade, wear copper wrapped double terminated quartz, Amber, orgonite

12/14/2018 10:00:16 PM 420munsterfan Can activating our pineal gland reveal special abilities? When I meditate I feel on the brink of something amazing but then I experience a hypnogogic 

image and it startles me reseting my focus. Can I join a special program within USSF to gain abilities? The brain fascinates me

12/14/2018 10:03:05 PM john777lee What if we make a law that requires NSA mass surveillance to automatically be monitoring all Federal Employees and if artificial intelligence detects 

extreme criminal behavior (child pornography, murder, rape, genocide, Classified, [Classified], etc. weapons development etc.)?

12/14/2018 10:03:16 PM pauliepg11111 I interpret that as they have depleted life force of their own as they have cut themselves off from source - Satanic inversion. So, they rely on taking it 

from others. In children it is strongest. These evil people are adrenochrome junkies.

12/14/2018 10:03:16 PM blissamerica But won’t AI exponentialy evolve to the point of usurping man?

12/14/2018 10:04:52 PM john777lee Sounds like AI is the beast . And has killed life on other planets. I am confused at this suggestion of it's use here on earth ?

12/14/2018 10:05:53 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/byCgXwHYIC

12/14/2018 10:07:37 PM john777lee Maybe I misunderstood you previous statement . It must mean that has happened. And we are trying to contain it ?

12/14/2018 10:12:46 PM blissamerica What about during a coma? I believe this happened to me when I was in a coma a year ago.

12/14/2018 10:13:52 PM realitygateway Haha... so crazy theory - that's what we're here for right? - It's really odd that Michael Johnson asked such a specific question "on Earth?" It almost 

feels like a set up question... by a person whose initials are MJ... interesting 🤔

12/14/2018 10:16:11 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/2h20uWEmnL

12/14/2018 10:21:50 PM tammymckeever ?

12/14/2018 10:24:43 PM grabaroot Mat 23:19 -22

Ye fools and blind: for whether is greater, the gift, or the altar that sanctifieth the gift? therefore shall swear by the altar, sweareth by it, and by all 

things thereon.

12/14/2018 10:24:56 PM grabaroot And whoso shall swear by the temple, sweareth by it, and by him that dwelleth therein. And he that shall swear by heaven, sweareth by the throne of 

God, and by him that sitteth thereon.

12/14/2018 10:25:10 PM newyorker66 I could be mistaken but I believe that is... Antony Bourdain, the guy who tried all exotic food, from the travel network. He was "suicided"

12/14/2018 10:27:35 PM grabaroot ... Mat 23:38  Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.

Mat 23:39  For I say unto you, Ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord.

12/14/2018 10:29:21 PM brad_bpeterson Eyes Wife Open????? Was that a typo orrrrrr......

12/14/2018 10:32:19 PM blissamerica Thank you

12/14/2018 10:33:14 PM blsdbe Can we train ourselves in remote viewing so that we can match the accuracy of Looking Glass?

12/14/2018 10:35:07 PM blsdbe What is the Domain?

12/14/2018 10:36:35 PM richardhiatt16 Baaaaaaa

12/14/2018 10:48:53 PM richardhiatt16 😢

12/14/2018 10:53:05 PM sethpetersonla At least you have the magic 

So there’s that😀

12/14/2018 10:55:22 PM ivotedt When Bernie the nazi talks about climate change he negates everything else in this report!

Climate change is a carbon trading tax scam to which Al Gore is the king of the carbon credit ponzi scheme!

12/14/2018 10:56:14 PM blsdbe We have the sovereign right to be whom we choose to be? Our freewill must be honored unless we give permission otherwise?

12/14/2018 10:57:19 PM goyaeq They say they have Lolita Express film on Pence.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/14/2018 11:04:06 PM goodmedicine4us Mueller's involvement in U1?

Mueller first major arrest?

12/14/2018 11:10:51 PM laurabusse I realized maybe a decade ago how much i judge others. That realization is the turning point. Once you have that awareness, it gets easier and easier 

over time to catch yourself. It's like retraining your mind. It WILL getter easier and you will get better at catching yourself...

12/14/2018 11:11:12 PM datruseeka My heart ❤️ is full of gratitude for all of you Patriots (@POTUS, @GenFlynn, @RealEyeTheSpy, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @StormIsUponUs etc) who are 

working tirelessly for America, for the World....to take down this evil web and its tentacles which infiltrate all spectrums of society.

12/14/2018 11:11:52 PM dairy_mom_of_6 So, SA could stand for Saudi Arabia or South America? Q often references SA in drops.

12/14/2018 11:14:58 PM slaytheeye I remember talk of Pence being a pedophile and something about Indiana being a hub for child trafficking. Someone had a law suit or restraining order 

placed so they could investigate Pence.  This was about a year ago and I haven't heard much since.

12/14/2018 11:23:13 PM jonessense I guess negative thinker. Always worried about stuff. Ive always been kind. But i was depressed more often than not.

12/14/2018 11:23:43 PM datruseeka WOW!  This is amazing!  Do you have a source or link to this?

12/14/2018 11:25:12 PM azpatriot88 I would like to know too. I grew up at the base of Mt Graham.

12/14/2018 11:26:44 PM speaklife595 Pondering without the worry could be a good middle point

12/14/2018 11:35:54 PM jonessense Pondering is healthy. An unexamined life is not worth living. But sometimes there are thoughts that are not your own, put there for someone elses 

gain.

12/14/2018 11:36:11 PM realeyethespy Get on keybase

12/14/2018 11:37:25 PM blsdbe If there is magick in music, is there also a creative power when we sing?

12/14/2018 11:38:37 PM jonessense What he said 😁 pic.twitter.com/6a2C4nEmxY

12/14/2018 11:41:32 PM speaklife595 Check out jiddu krishnamurti, very helpful

12/14/2018 11:44:39 PM jonessense Ok thanks!

12/14/2018 11:45:56 PM sergii_ii Qing dinasty, Pindar & Payseurs are my best bet

12/14/2018 11:52:21 PM blsdbe What is the best way to detoxify? High Vibe diet? PEMF? Structured Water? Spirulina? Meditation?

12/14/2018 11:53:16 PM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there any explanation as to why Myziam from Varn wrote her letter "Q"s in caps? What can you tell us about that coincidence?

12/14/2018 11:53:53 PM bea12ml Can I join your team in Keybase if I’m ever smart enough to figure out how to validate my account?

12/14/2018 11:57:23 PM azpatriot88 Fiona Barnett describes it well.

12/15/2018 12:05:03 AM blsdbe Thank you for offering the eligibility to start downloading...how does one select choices to download?



12/15/2018 12:09:16 AM fairyland66 You can't evolve without children❤️

12/15/2018 12:13:00 AM misstea144 Black Eye

12/15/2018 12:28:27 AM blsdbe British Gvmt (see above)

12/15/2018 12:36:33 AM azpatriot88 Michael Aquino? Is he retired?

12/15/2018 12:37:50 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/DexmilBZdS

12/15/2018 12:45:04 AM julie2653 Why do you want to dismember Christianity?

12/15/2018 12:46:18 AM azpatriot88 Ran into lady who grew up next door to her. Said she was abused horribly but also said she was full of evil - a truly horrible person.

12/15/2018 12:57:48 AM julie2653 Why do you think God is either external or internal?

12/15/2018 1:01:25 AM diaptera_80 Excellent!

12/15/2018 1:16:14 AM jollyrob2 😆👍

12/15/2018 1:32:17 AM diaptera_80 AI without an IS-BE?

12/15/2018 1:33:20 AM julie2653 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Reconcile.  pic.twitter.com/LryiL8FNwk

12/15/2018 1:36:12 AM diaptera_80 Good question, I bet that is CLASSIFIED

12/15/2018 1:38:27 AM diaptera_80 Also would be interesting (but not beneficial) to know if 9/11 was indeed part of THIS plan we are seeing now.

12/15/2018 1:39:12 AM datruseeka Highest Satanist.  How can we have ever allowed him to be in the military?  We need new standards.

12/15/2018 1:41:16 AM diaptera_80 Are we in any immediate danger?

12/15/2018 1:56:09 AM diaptera_80 😏

12/15/2018 2:14:33 AM datruseeka It’s why we are fighting against the evil doers.

12/15/2018 2:18:43 AM covertress Trump / Flynn 2020 🇺🇸

12/15/2018 2:23:33 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you explain?

 https://twitter.com/SkywatchUFOs/status/1073290507395182592?s=19 …

12/15/2018 2:25:17 AM ipharaelikhulu  http://www.llresearch.org/home.aspx 

I found out where the books on metaphysics are kept online. 😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎😎

12/15/2018 3:00:10 AM oo1o110 Sophia?

12/15/2018 3:02:57 AM daumster I need more proof before I can entertain any of this.

Seems counter intuitive to any serious analytical and logistical considerations...

12/15/2018 3:16:02 AM datruseeka Go research and open your eyes.  Just a little digging you would realize the error of your statement.

12/15/2018 3:19:17 AM zagnett Where did you find out about that name?

12/15/2018 3:23:10 AM larnylou48 Not just ovarian cancer...think of the rate of testicular/prostate cancer....

12/15/2018 3:28:14 AM daumster Maybe...

I don't know much...

just can't get past if it sounds wacky, feels wacky and looks wacky...IT'S Wacked!...

12/15/2018 3:33:30 AM datruseeka Maybe you don’t....

12/15/2018 3:34:22 AM datruseeka Go search out Dr Judy Wood study on 9/11.  Will help you open your eyes.

12/15/2018 4:11:55 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning. Blessings to all those working to seed our minds - we appreciate it.

12/15/2018 4:29:21 AM ragevirusqq I keep lapis lazuli on my desk. I read somewhere it can help block negativity I hope that is true.

12/15/2018 4:32:32 AM chelle030609 I skipped through the 3hour plus view of the dragon docking to the ISS, very interesting to see what came through on alot of the records images. But to 

wonder also how much was faked..

12/15/2018 4:36:57 AM dan007mnr Dang.... interesting.

12/15/2018 4:43:03 AM cidarean T= Transgender imo...

12/15/2018 4:54:50 AM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good morning. Hope this day finds you and yours doing well. 

@JerryBrownGov seems to be asking the @UN to "step in" against our duly-elected #POTUS. Immediate, imminent, & undeniable threat to NatSec. 

Would be beautiful to show that CONVICT real Majic.

#POTUS

#UFO

12/15/2018 4:57:33 AM ms_cheevas I’ve heard the same for 432 hz, heard it had something to do with Tesla’s 369 energy wave. There are many videos to look up, but I’m not going to 

claim I completely understand it all😂🙏😊... interested to know too.

12/15/2018 5:11:59 AM raisethevib369 HC is Highly Classified

12/15/2018 5:18:04 AM drakeflegel Birds & fish only if you "must eat meat" anything else is unnecessary and only contributes to more suffering in the world. Red meat is only a viable 

source of energy if you live in the wilderness or cold and are totally dependent on nature - you're just biting your own foot...

12/15/2018 5:18:41 AM ms_cheevas Worth looking into.. but I’ve read there is a bacteria they found that eats radiation within the ocean waters. Can help clean it up..hope it’s true.🤷🏼♀️

12/15/2018 5:27:27 AM christi02544355  https://youtu.be/5_BvLdaFqtk 

Sound familiar?

12/15/2018 5:27:39 AM stormwatcher65 NXIVM????? Someone explain please?

12/15/2018 5:34:02 AM ghostanon6120 so LTGF had the goods on VP is how I read this.

12/15/2018 5:34:50 AM mauweecan Exactly! I was too. I pray that this comes to the forefront in the near future and people are brought to justice!

12/15/2018 5:38:13 AM brad_bpeterson T=Trans

12/15/2018 5:42:12 AM pammyjo1959 Prayers help!  Plus on top of it I may need back surgery.  I was in a car accident in August! Sucks!!

12/15/2018 5:43:22 AM jballz1021 Own your energy.

12/15/2018 5:49:08 AM ms_cheevas Are these flashes in the shape of an oval/circle?.. read this is a sign of kundalini awakening..  https://youtu.be/8D2xq-6GuNs 

have fun with this.. thinking I’m opening a Pandora’s box of curiosity... it’s journey.. enjoy it💗🙏💗

12/15/2018 5:50:00 AM thetempestchip 2 weeks in to changing my meditation schedule to flow with occult numerology patterns and the shapes in my head are growing more clear. Thankyou 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/15/2018 5:53:12 AM ms_cheevas Kinda thinking this is why O had such a push for transgender bathroom a few years back😉

12/15/2018 5:54:00 AM jballz1021 Whoever is reading this, I cannot stress enough the following: https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/981599569569107968?s=21 …

12/15/2018 6:20:41 AM janikabanks I don't often even think about it. Whether there is a name or not and regardless of our origins, I've still had impossible dreams all my life.

12/15/2018 6:29:39 AM alishajane777 When feeling weak I need to eat red meat a couple of times a month. Eat little fish considering the Japanese nuclear leak and the garbage oceans ... 

Between the GMO's, the pesticides, hormones, and ChemTrails landing on crops, much of what we eat is already  tainted.

12/15/2018 6:45:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Share what you have learned with others, please.

12/15/2018 6:46:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/15/2018 6:49:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Mockingbird Media has structures in place that enforce Cabal messaging. Cabal controls excessive sums of fiat currency they created to control 

you, the People with, and then use that money to force narrative changes to dissonant voices. This should be obvious. DARK to LIGHT. 

https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1073710660419080192 …

12/15/2018 6:50:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not a typo.

12/15/2018 6:51:35 AM scottgasaway Honest question. All these msm bobble heads that feed us this information... how does it get cleaned up and brought down. Seems like that is the 

hardest thing in getting the masses awakened

12/15/2018 6:52:19 AM mountainminder Deep State fully runs MSM like a Intel Operation



12/15/2018 6:52:28 AM mypen_3stacks Except good guys secretly took control of Mockingbird & the leak channels long ago (last December with the 3 Fake News bombs in one week.), 

correct?

Screenwriter's pen (narrative, history control) = FULL CONTROL  https://twitter.com/MyPen_3Stacks/status/1073953805098774528/photo/1 

pic.twitter.com/tMeaUPkcEw  pic.twitter.com/blukW1rh3S

12/15/2018 6:53:16 AM aahhhooohmmmm Are there two current members or two former members of MJ12 who have an Olive Complexion and only Three fingers on each hand? 

And can they give energetic handshakes?

I had an experience approximately 18+ months ago that seemed like I was introduced to them.

12/15/2018 6:53:37 AM mountainminder ...with military-like precision

12/15/2018 6:54:10 AM teamsterr07 Once awakened, it's hard to 'unsee' their worn out playbook tactics.

12/15/2018 6:56:09 AM aprilbrown99 Yes please kindly share. Thank you.

12/15/2018 6:56:32 AM 1aaronjustice Will the fiat currency come to an end when the FED is dismantled?

12/15/2018 7:00:17 AM juniman73 Chemtrails pic.twitter.com/jzgqhKI7HC

12/15/2018 7:08:54 AM vintagesquirrel I had a similar experience. I felt people surrounding my bed. They were whispering something that I could not understand. I recall this happening more 

than once, but it never frightened me.

12/15/2018 7:12:24 AM jtmoney3050 Cancel your policy!

12/15/2018 7:13:23 AM vintagesquirrel To pacify the people, make us give up freedoms, and support unnecessary war

12/15/2018 7:16:09 AM conservativaz True. Dark to Light: The point when people understand this reality and that they control the highest form of currency.

12/15/2018 7:16:26 AM vintagesquirrel Literal hangings? I'm assuming that would need to occur outside the US then. Will HRC be extradited to SA?

12/15/2018 7:18:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Inside USA.

12/15/2018 7:22:48 AM ragevirusqq Can you comment on the 4th state of water? If this is a real thing.

12/15/2018 7:23:36 AM ragevirusqq Why hangings? Specifically.

12/15/2018 7:24:04 AM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/bDl1Q4Rshc

12/15/2018 7:25:00 AM btsoileau  pic.twitter.com/M2H3Gk2YCP

12/15/2018 7:30:27 AM headlinejuice What disturbs is fright studies were funded by DOD? Hope Q doesn't approve of this.

12/15/2018 7:31:32 AM lisamcat #TheGreatAwakening

12/15/2018 7:32:11 AM truthisnothate7 Mistresses of the Revels?   https://www.abeldanger.org/mistress-of-the-revels-man-in-the-middle-attacks/ …

12/15/2018 7:34:11 AM brouilletbaby I was surprised to learned a while ago that people can still be sentence to death by hanging  in the USA.

12/15/2018 7:34:30 AM mongrelglory I used this cookbook for my Ulcerative colitis.  It's based upon Macrobiotic principles which seems to be similar to the "high vibration" diet that MJ-12 

has been suggesting here:  https://www.amazon.com/Self-Healing-Cookbook-Whole-Foods-Balance/dp/0945668155/ref=dp_ob_title_bk …

12/15/2018 7:35:14 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/41OljyPqoZ

12/15/2018 7:36:27 AM headlinejuice Sir, can you help me escape DARPA & Lockheed Martin brain studies involving 24/7 rnm, brain mapping, torture, asset-stripping, destruction of family 

and finances, attacks with neurotoxins, and much more? Placed in program for revenge. Please ask #Q to liberate me.

12/15/2018 7:36:33 AM stormoverwatch Transparency is the best way to accomplish that.

12/15/2018 7:36:39 AM mongrelglory Oh, and I also use the Teeter gym inversion table which is really helpful for back problems.  Just start gradual at a 20 degrees angle.

12/15/2018 7:36:46 AM cidarean That's unfortunate for Tucker then...

12/15/2018 7:37:53 AM vintagesquirrel Like the Salem Witch trials?

12/15/2018 7:41:06 AM mongrelglory So we're the cells.  During childhood, the body is colonized by all different types of cells, yeast, bacteria, some intestinal parasites...the immune system 

is stimulated and it, along with the endocrine system fights back to regulate the growth of all these good/bad "parasites".

12/15/2018 7:43:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity remains CO due to his persistence on not boycotting corporations in the double standard. By choosing this, he is informing millions of people it 

is OK to take abuse from a double standard. Controlled Opposition. DARK to LIGHT.

12/15/2018 7:43:46 AM mongrelglory By adulthood, we are usually colonized with the ecological "flora" that will inhabit our gut, skin etc...in a balanced state during our adult life.  That's 

why the acne usually settles down, and adults don't get as many colds/infections as kids do.  Great analogy!

12/15/2018 7:45:58 AM brad_bpeterson War for US means Peace for THEM. Poverty for US means Prosperity for THEM.

12/15/2018 7:47:35 AM maewest52499669 I was hoping not.

12/15/2018 7:47:42 AM zrickety If you follow Corey Goode, Earth is joining a super Federation of planets. Think star trek. Taking care of our people (and kids) is one of the most 

fundamental things we can do.

12/15/2018 7:48:21 AM rick_hernandez Just be careful of what you listen to when meditating. Some stuff is encoded with subliminals

12/15/2018 7:50:20 AM rick_hernandez You’re welcome. Good luck!

12/15/2018 7:52:45 AM rick_hernandez Is it about money for him or something else?

12/15/2018 7:56:21 AM newyorker66 Oh. I dont know anything about his personal "associates " 🙁

12/15/2018 7:59:35 AM daveschroeder18 I don't get it,  Satan is not even real.

12/15/2018 8:00:05 AM rick_hernandez Yes. Please do

12/15/2018 8:00:43 AM lovesthelight Remember DFe!nste!n owns the teleprompters in the media.  Its all a script

12/15/2018 8:01:06 AM woketexan The wives got the notes at ghwb funeral.....

12/15/2018 8:07:58 AM mongrelglory The Space Force is part of Mother Earth's immune system for repelling bad parasites!

12/15/2018 8:11:35 AM mongrelglory I couldn't believe how blatant General Aquino was about his Satanism when he was made head of the NSA.  Oprah had him on her show!

12/15/2018 8:12:25 AM worldxplorer1 So did the puppet strings NOT get cut or is he dancing to the tune of the puppeteer for another reason?  Habit? Stockholm Syndrome?  What’s his 

motive for playing his role?

12/15/2018 8:13:45 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 has replied that no book can give a perfect undistorted view of truth, however the Law of One material contains a lot of the truth within it. (I've 

paraphrased them somewhat.)

12/15/2018 8:16:22 AM daveschroeder18 I'm in too!

12/15/2018 8:16:43 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode said that the human collective consciousness (on Earth) was a cross between a schizophrenic and a person with severe PTSD.

12/15/2018 8:17:20 AM camip934 Yes, I agree. 🙏

12/15/2018 8:17:55 AM lmjonzey I feel Hannity chose to be a warrior. He knows people need stability threw this. Some of are sponges that soak up knowledge.  There are some too busy 

like being super soccer mom that had to work I only glanced at the TV. My kids are grown. I can check out the world now.

12/15/2018 8:19:58 AM john777lee It came in flashes and almost like sun lite. At times I would have to open my eyes to see if it was still dark in the room. I don't study any of the things 

this video mentions. I try to stay humble and talk to God every day. Have felt like I was coming home with Q  and God  !

12/15/2018 8:20:58 AM mongrelglory Does "Majestic craft" mean "man-made" or could it also be ET made?  I'm still not really clear, but I thought you said at one point that some of 

Majestic's members were ETs.

12/15/2018 8:24:04 AM lmjonzey As for tucker, America likes our nice environment. Other cultures arent due to what they bring with them and how they were brought up. Some just 

dont care. HOA might have a purpose on the end...lol

12/15/2018 8:24:09 AM lightworkercain Council of Worlds?

12/15/2018 8:25:59 AM lightworkercain Was this the booms that were being heard coming from the ground? Related to Q's BOOMS?



12/15/2018 8:27:46 AM lmjonzey But industry comes back first wave, more second wave thus will we have enough people to fill those jobs...third wave of industry come back or 

in...then we going to get tired of working 12 hour days to keep.

12/15/2018 8:31:04 AM headlinejuice Clinton enabled this.

12/15/2018 8:36:20 AM lmjonzey We know this wave if immgrat are  used.

 we.ll give you money to walk to america...  if your in a bad spot..junkie... money I'm going...cart minoins start walkin or i.ll kill your whole family...

How do you tell the imbedded terrorist when hes handing a baby? Hes & off to kill.

12/15/2018 8:38:21 AM triple_duece LTGF?

12/15/2018 8:44:54 AM triple_duece Apologies, I’m still missing it

12/15/2018 8:48:56 AM bgc558 My gawd this is horrifying.

I really am naive man.

12/15/2018 8:51:04 AM rick_hernandez The wives opened the envelopes and saw what was inside them at the funeral. Eyes Wife Open. Messages were meant for them. Is this related?

12/15/2018 8:51:25 AM anangelhasland1 So, it wasn’t what I ate...

12/15/2018 8:54:18 AM jordanb987 Would love to know more!

12/15/2018 9:05:41 AM qualady1 JUNTA

12/15/2018 9:07:19 AM islandofdelight Watt Ahh

12/15/2018 9:14:28 AM keith369me Are you referring to this:   https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=au4qx_l8KEU …

12/15/2018 9:23:46 AM jordanb987 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Hi to all you IS's involved 🙋♀️

I have a question that I have been agonizing over...the children of Chelsea Clinton, Jenna Bush - are they currently going through SRA? MK-Ultra 

(maybe too young for this)?

12/15/2018 9:24:13 AM vand3rboots  https://twitter.com/vand3rboots/status/1063096552246386688 …

12/15/2018 9:24:44 AM djlok You would think his higher ups would tell him to keep that sh!t on the down low.

12/15/2018 9:25:35 AM lbf777 End #BabylonianMoneyMagic

12/15/2018 9:30:56 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ question. Specifically Michael Jackson. Was he set up? Was he not really an abuser and trying to protect children from enduring 

what he went through? Was the whole thing projection designed to protect those people who were doing what he was accused of?

12/15/2018 9:33:02 AM realeyethespy Chip or I can bring anyone into a private group to push info out. Please DM.

12/15/2018 9:33:33 AM lbf777 You mentioned CIA is basically KGB. We know Zionists hijacked Russia in 1917. Whose side is Russia on atm and why?

12/15/2018 9:33:39 AM mongrelglory I think they were trying to normalize Satanism as just another "religion".  That's how they played it on Oprah's interview...made it seem like their 

"God" wasn't bad...just misunderstood.

12/15/2018 9:34:57 AM djlok Good point. That makes sense. Well unfortunately for [them] it had some unintended consequences!

12/15/2018 9:42:50 AM vand3rboots It is the Black Cube of Saturn. It is part of the matrix.

12/15/2018 9:43:08 AM ottofried  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhLzxlzoujk …

12/15/2018 9:44:27 AM adsvel Auric fields for example.😊

12/15/2018 9:45:56 AM vand3rboots My thought was T for true to the first questions, and T for trans to the second question.

12/15/2018 9:50:39 AM toffer_anon_369 Please add me

12/15/2018 9:54:35 AM vintagesquirrel FEMA camps?

12/15/2018 9:54:48 AM mongrelglory I've heard that, but I was wondering if it's actually an ET control device?  I've seen them erect other "black cubes" around the globe as supposed pieces 

of art, but was wondering what happens to the one in Mecca when people circle it in prayer.  It has to do something energetic!

12/15/2018 9:56:45 AM vintagesquirrel Could you possibly reword this? Baffled

12/15/2018 9:58:57 AM awakeandsing123 Not just satisfaction. Our minds are being watched and studied.

12/15/2018 10:00:11 AM vand3rboots  https://youtu.be/VEoPSdNysNk 

12/15/2018 10:01:34 AM zeralbasari there from thence to

12/15/2018 10:02:56 AM groypatton John Trump = John Titor?

12/15/2018 10:05:59 AM vand3rboots The words 'hypercube explanation' will take you to a good YouTube video. They are the symbols of the deepest levels of the occult, and used profusely 

by organizations related to control.

12/15/2018 10:06:03 AM groypatton We experience multiple lives simultaneously, you can run into yourself often, they are your friends, family and lovers.

12/15/2018 10:06:41 AM mongrelglory It also allowed them to steal all the gold bullion and bond certificates from Chase Manhattan Bank, and was also probably a mass occult sacrifice. 😠

12/15/2018 10:09:17 AM qanon_obiwan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @madisoncoriale

12/15/2018 10:09:52 AM datruseeka He was way open about his Satanism and an obvious liar! There is no telling what kind of corruption and crimes even against humanity that he 

committed.  No doubt, with HRC being into Satanism and high priestess he was likely key in HRC’s evil acts too.  https://youtu.be/MpaotRvwoJ0 

12/15/2018 10:10:54 AM unidentifiedta1 Are the Jesuits black or white hats? Are they instrumental with the disclosure process?

12/15/2018 10:12:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 🎩

12/15/2018 10:14:51 AM datruseeka And because he was CIA/NSA they destroyed the evidence on him including videos of his evil crimes, all in the name of PROTECTING NATION SECURITY! 

https://youtu.be/jYjRM6RjdT0 

12/15/2018 10:18:04 AM oo1o110 Gnosticism.

12/15/2018 10:22:09 AM datruseeka Here is Aquino on UFO’s and Aliens and even mentions Majestic.  Do you believe everything he says? https://youtu.be/qaX5C9L_29c 

12/15/2018 10:23:38 AM groypatton Project D.A.V.I.D. ever heard of it, few outside of St. Louis know. Think TR3B pilot.

12/15/2018 10:23:54 AM diaptera_80 DJT went to Jesuit school? One of the whistleblowers last thursday was Jesuit? Confusing

12/15/2018 10:27:31 AM zagnett thanks

12/15/2018 10:29:37 AM paledarkpony  pic.twitter.com/zAXUcHxbYB

12/15/2018 10:32:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 On Earth? Hundreds.

12/15/2018 10:32:38 AM laurabusse Why should we do as we are told? And by whom? Isn't that what got us into this mess? Blindly following? Isn't life for exploring, learning, discovering? I 

don't believe in obedience. Mistakes will be made. Follow inner guidance. All works out in the end...(this is oversimplified)

12/15/2018 10:33:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 We realize the hat icon is black but its a black magicians hat. Occult magick is taught to the Jesuits and only their allegiance to LIGHT/LOVE reflect 

whether they are bad actors or not. The decision remains within and actions are what defines a person.

12/15/2018 10:34:16 AM laurabusse We were told no by Q a few days ago. Just stating a fact...just sayin.

12/15/2018 10:36:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs are IMMORTAL Spiritual Biological Entities.

Is JFK Jr still alive?

The IS-BE that is, is.

The body is not.

The soul still exists and is currently on Earth actively aware of the Q movement.

Schrodinger's Kennedy

12/15/2018 10:36:57 AM daveschroeder18 I would love to know more please

12/15/2018 10:37:28 AM palmdalekid2 Could it be anyone interacting with this account

12/15/2018 10:38:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nuclear weapons played a role in their destruction prior to the Domain stepping in.



12/15/2018 10:39:56 AM qoloradowqke Google US President bloodlines and see for yourself how deep this goes. Trump right there with them. But what Majestic 12 says is true, decisions 

come from from within. And what a man Does defines him

12/15/2018 10:41:08 AM vintagesquirrel I've heard it was considered a mass snuff film

12/15/2018 10:42:59 AM john777lee Funny like Q stated we are watching a movie. Many politicians seem scripted to destroy or expose their own party. Guess they are playing their

role to awaken the people. Ocasio-Cortez comes to mind !

12/15/2018 10:47:51 AM miskis6 How? I want

12/15/2018 10:48:20 AM miskis6 How? I want too

12/15/2018 10:49:10 AM keith369me Free will...service to self or service to others

12/15/2018 10:50:16 AM 1_decided_voter Is this IS-BE in its new form involved with the plan?

12/15/2018 10:54:33 AM youstinksoap @ROYALMRBADNEWS has talked many times about clones.  I know some politicians out there are clones, just curious if some celebrities are as well?

12/15/2018 10:58:59 AM kimpaddockasd  http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/03/pedogate-operatives-in-very-high-places/ …

12/15/2018 10:59:30 AM zagnett No & that's the problem. I can't believe an entire race would ever be bad, but for anyone we meet, even those the same race, we don't know at first 

whether the person is good or bad. Caution always advised. Maybe a reason Sartre said "Hell is other people".

12/15/2018 11:00:08 AM headlinejuice Will Q help targeted individuals being experimented on with brain chips and other implants nonconsensually? #darpa

12/15/2018 11:01:33 AM zagnett It's been said, for instance, many/most "grays" are robotic beings, often constructed by nefarious elements in our own government & are involved in 

e.g. abductions & channeling psyops. So some channelers may not be channeling benevolent beings. How to avoid?

12/15/2018 11:09:33 AM zagnett Time may be an illusion. I can understand conceptually. I just can't imagine saying that to my boss, or my deadlines...lol.

Time travel stories seem impossible to mark on a timesheet. How do you reconcile time on the job? Do you "punch the clock"?

12/15/2018 11:12:19 AM sarahrosie5 I was told I'm an old soul in my youth, I'd like to know my history :)

12/15/2018 11:15:10 AM zagnett Is there a "Quantum Financial System" or QFS? Many sources love to talk about this.

12/15/2018 11:15:50 AM datruseeka Is he aware of is IS_BE being JFK Jr?  What about his wife?

12/15/2018 11:17:31 AM p_p1234567898 Please offer public proofs.  We all remember Eye the Spy and what an Ass-Hat he made us all out to be.

12/15/2018 11:18:49 AM p_p1234567898 Without public proofs you force us into being the laughing stock.  We will never share without public proofs

12/15/2018 11:20:47 AM wisdomwell1 More of the big reveal ... black hat or white hat.  Hard stop.

12/15/2018 11:22:12 AM awakeandsing123 She is not a senator. She is a representative and her name is Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Elected to the House, not Senate. Fact checking Patriot here ))

12/15/2018 11:23:42 AM zagnett Sounds like AI's good or bad, been around a long time & controlled by high-dimensional beings. MJ has mentioned.

From an organic's perspective, seems AI destroying all organic life on planets is bad. Would be nice to stop it.

MJ, can we help someday?

12/15/2018 11:25:19 AM zagnett Oh, what is "the Domain"?

12/15/2018 11:27:15 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Can the souls of the cabal reincarnate again or do the cease to exist once they are vanquished?  Cant imagine such evil residing 

anywhere.

12/15/2018 11:28:16 AM laurabusse BTW...thx for retweeting all those older mj 12 tweets...been delving into the older ones but i appreciate the assist :-)

12/15/2018 11:29:51 AM zagnett MJ, can you direct us to some resources/documentaries that show evidence of any of these?

It's been suggested that much evidence is buried deep underground due to regular global catastrophes in the past. Is this true?

12/15/2018 11:31:26 AM datruseeka How did you know this “Domain” as you call it existed?  How did you identify it and learn to communicate with it? And what exactly does it mean “you 

joined them”?  How did you know these beings were good and not evil?

12/15/2018 11:37:09 AM datruseeka Then are you also saying “The Gospel of Thomas” is also not real? If Jesus was not real?

12/15/2018 11:38:41 AM lorirrr Google  'the beauty of mathematics' several that may appeal there; 'The beauty of Physics', then try Tesla, the guy, not the car.  Dont worry, we all 

learn different; above all, don't berate yourself or be self-negative.  Positive thinking...good luck! 👍

12/15/2018 11:38:46 AM palmdalekid2 Twitter hides posts, I’ll be keeping the most relevant on ppls feeds lol

12/15/2018 11:38:57 AM datruseeka What is “The Domain’s” end game or objective as it relates to planet earth and its inhabitants?

12/15/2018 11:41:59 AM blsdbe Is Dan Winter on the right track with regards to neg entropy, implosion and the idea that we can 'steer our own tornado' energetically speaking?

12/15/2018 11:43:18 AM zagnett Ok that I do.

One bright side to learning about the cabal's sick deeds - it actually can help boost one's self-esteem by comparison. Sure I ain't perfect. But I ain't 

nearly that bad, thank God!! Maybe i have a chance for the heaven/5d/ascension thingie.

12/15/2018 11:44:12 AM laurabusse Sounds good thx again :-)

12/15/2018 11:44:22 AM lorirrr At least they have bed shown where to look, that is all some need...or are willing to admit to...

12/15/2018 11:48:27 AM diaptera_80 Then, where did they go? Did they ascend?

12/15/2018 11:51:56 AM datruseeka Video not available, can you repost?

12/15/2018 11:53:50 AM cidarean The Domain?

12/15/2018 11:56:03 AM datruseeka It would be great if MJ12 can tell us more about AI & The Domain as it relates to earth’s & it’s inhabitant’s existence and future.  And what is MJ12’s 

objectives related to this?

12/15/2018 11:58:14 AM datruseeka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you give us further info on AI & The Domain.  I searched and read all you gave us on The Domain, telling us they were higher 

beings and to defeat them, you join them. And they were responsible to our creation.  That’s all a lot to bite into if you will.

12/15/2018 11:59:40 AM allahuniversal Had the same ?

This search helps

from:ts_sci_majic12 domain

Also this link

 https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy …

12/15/2018 12:01:27 PM allahuniversal 1947 reference to The Domain:  https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy …

12/15/2018 12:04:31 PM 50pinkies The mult layered WW monetary system uses media forms to convince the masses that we need more Stuff.

What if there's no reset (?) and each individual worked to improve his &his neighbors' well being, enabling and utilizing all talents& materials, just for 

the good of mankind...

12/15/2018 12:06:17 PM vand3rboots I think that Jesus was real. But WE are the Messiah. We are the ones we have been waiting for. The real Messiah is the awakening of the Christ 

consciousness within ourselves. The Messiah is not external (only my humble opinion).

12/15/2018 12:07:09 PM humansarenodes It is from febr, I don't know if Utube removed it or the maker............

12/15/2018 12:07:55 PM datruseeka Febr?

12/15/2018 12:11:34 PM teamforza44 WE THE PEOPLE @realDonaldTrump HAVE HAD ENOUGH. With all due respect Mr. President😇

12/15/2018 12:11:35 PM datruseeka I have gotten that same perspective from my readings and Christ Conciousness.  I know man had an agenda when they created the Bible.  I believe 

some of the books though were readings if you will from Christ Conciousness. I wish I better understood direction of MJ12/The Domain.

12/15/2018 12:12:37 PM teamforza44 It’s funny because all their Mind manipulation programs never worked on me. This is something I was wondering why? How am I here 😀

12/15/2018 12:16:45 PM howarthchuck @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is the cause of hovering planes?



12/15/2018 12:17:20 PM datruseeka Thanks greatly!  I was just listening to an audio of this exact report on Roswell Alien Document that someone shared too. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEK89-nPyU4 …

12/15/2018 12:17:25 PM humansarenodes Not the same but interesting

 https://youtu.be/oUtIdZTZLQU 

12/15/2018 12:18:06 PM hosanna2018 Did anything "explosive" happen on the 14th?

12/15/2018 12:19:27 PM youstinksoap Yes, TY!  Can you post the oldest ones you have?  Twitter only shows middle of Nov. when searching...😥

12/15/2018 12:19:33 PM djlok Good question!  What if the "glass" ceiling she kept rambling about was something else than just being a female IS-BE elected to the presidency?

12/15/2018 12:21:44 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1062453437701505024?s=21 …

12/15/2018 12:22:14 PM shallknown Q recently said JFKjr is not alive.

You had stated in a previous #AMA that JFKjr is alive.

Is disinformation on this topic important to The Plan?..... in ways we can't see?

12/15/2018 12:24:44 PM datruseeka THANKS!  Looks interesting...will listen.

12/15/2018 12:26:07 PM palmdalekid2  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

12/15/2018 12:31:33 PM palmdalekid2 Do this search pic.twitter.com/Eih9gzzH9M

12/15/2018 12:36:52 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you follow another Twitter account? Your account being stuck at 911 is causing discomfort.  😀

12/15/2018 12:38:23 PM riotright You’re so awesome! Ty for this! atm I justify #JohnJohn still alive  most fantastic way to trip the cognitive load for Hillary. “did we finish him?” #QAnon 

#ClintonFoundationHearing

12/15/2018 12:38:48 PM vand3rboots Not long ago I read a book called the Alien Interview, edited by Lawrence Spencer. In it is described the Domain Expedentiary Force. I'm not sure if this 

is who MJ12 means when they talk about the Domain, but it may offer some insight.

12/15/2018 12:41:22 PM datruseeka I just got a link to the Alien Interview book and a video on it.

12/15/2018 12:41:47 PM albertjacka2 Watch the Swiss alps episode of his show. His friend Eric Rupert and some other dude talk about murdering him. And then they praise Satan. On 

camera. In plain sight.

12/15/2018 12:43:52 PM datruseeka Are they “good” or “evil”?  And how can you tell?

12/15/2018 12:44:10 PM vand3rboots The Goldfish Report did a YouTube video on it months ago and I decided to read the book. I found it to be very interesting. But just like anything else, 

be discerning.

12/15/2018 12:45:52 PM adsvel Earth's Magnetic Crystalline grid carries our Souls essence and it is "copied " into 3 more different "carriers" on the Earth.

12/15/2018 12:48:10 PM datruseeka Yes, absolutely.  But one always gains information through truth and dis/mis-information when one can discern the difference. I listen with discerning 

and open mind.  Thanks!

12/15/2018 12:48:33 PM vand3rboots I don't think I want to.

12/15/2018 12:50:13 PM datruseeka Here is book on Alien Interview by Lawerence Spencer .  https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy …

12/15/2018 12:51:15 PM datruseeka And the video covering the Alien Interview of Roswell. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEK89-nPyU4 …

12/15/2018 12:56:56 PM ascendingadam Please specifically explain how a schedule would flow with these patterns. (DM?) Thank you

12/15/2018 12:57:37 PM worldxplorer1 Is this the source of doppelgängers?

12/15/2018 12:59:14 PM adsvel doppelgängers???

12/15/2018 1:00:28 PM sehvehn im not sure i like the sound of that. why is that @ copies?

12/15/2018 1:00:49 PM worldxplorer1 “a non-biologically related look-alike or double of a living person, sometimes portrayed as a ghostly or paranormal phenomenon and usually seen as a 

harbinger of bad luck. “

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doppelgänger …

12/15/2018 1:01:17 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes, agreed

12/15/2018 1:01:51 PM datruseeka And then there is this on Ascension. https://youtu.be/oUtIdZTZLQU 

12/15/2018 1:01:54 PM adsvel "Written" sounds better?

12/15/2018 1:02:39 PM adsvel You are talking about ethereal body?

12/15/2018 1:03:32 PM worldxplorer1 No. There is a legend that every person on earth an identical look alike. Physically.

12/15/2018 1:04:53 PM adsvel It disappears in the time of one year, ethereal body or energetical shell.

12/15/2018 1:05:41 PM adsvel Didn't know about...

12/15/2018 1:06:12 PM sehvehn lol....i hear my voice say it as i read it.....and i didnt like the sound of it so i'd like to know more specifically about it before i judge it for myself if i thinkk 

its a good thing or a bad thing.

12/15/2018 1:08:08 PM adsvel It just is... Do not put emotions in it.

12/15/2018 1:08:43 PM adsvel And what it is?

12/15/2018 1:14:40 PM sehvehn im also curious. ...if its three parts of our possible selves that eventually comes together to make one. I suppose that wouldnt not make sense and 

would be kinda cool. Or.....the now is the middle and we can tap into higher or lower selves. It is what it is is still interesting

12/15/2018 1:15:35 PM sehvehn and worth knowing and learning about.

12/15/2018 1:18:34 PM lorirrr CA company...

12/15/2018 1:18:58 PM adsvel Thank You for explanation.

12/15/2018 1:21:40 PM adsvel Yes, this is what we are calling esoterical, not proven by science yet and is question, will be proven one day?

12/15/2018 1:24:09 PM sehvehn i suppose to those who graduate when the time is right.... ? my thoughts

12/15/2018 1:24:40 PM adsvel Study esotherics. They are so many yet at this time, take that what is resonating with Your own truth, with Your psychological barrier.

12/15/2018 1:26:17 PM adsvel There is no time, do not limit Yourself, free Your mind, use it as a tool.

12/15/2018 1:28:28 PM sehvehn do you consider moment and time to be the same?

12/15/2018 1:30:18 PM adsvel Mind creates time. Moment is simultaneous everywhere.

12/15/2018 1:34:17 PM sehvehn i will, thank you. there are some things that ive been thinking that takes a little of everyones truth and makes sense....not all of one persons truth. it 

makes sense to me and yet still not fully understood....so, maybe this will help. thank you again, my friend.

12/15/2018 1:43:33 PM allahuniversal Mass incarceration of blacks

Why blacks specifically? Aside from the obvious financial gain?

12/15/2018 1:45:01 PM justjenneb If you believe it helps then it does help. Intent and belief/faith is what is important.

12/15/2018 1:53:03 PM adsvel You are welcome always, my friend.😊🙏💗☀️🌈

12/15/2018 1:54:59 PM sehvehn two different feelings at the same time...lol its comical

12/15/2018 1:55:37 PM adsvel The address is not space, the address is frequencies.

12/15/2018 1:56:23 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you for clarifying for me Radha.

12/15/2018 2:01:52 PM adsvel Those frequencies and these at the moment are different... You can re-visit in Your long term memories, but physically there is difference in vibrations 

between You now and You in the past.

12/15/2018 2:02:13 PM sehvehn the movie, "The Dark Crystal" was an interesting movie. just popped in my head again.

12/15/2018 2:04:56 PM adsvel There are many good movies which motivate us to alternative thinking. I love SG-1, Universe, Atlantis.

12/15/2018 2:11:42 PM datruseeka When people say Light/Love how do you know it’s not Lucifer’s Light which they speak?

12/15/2018 2:13:23 PM groypatton Yesh PRAISE KEK! May his Frogginess shine upon us always!

12/15/2018 2:19:17 PM datruseeka Do his producers control him or does he control his producers?



12/15/2018 2:23:19 PM adsvel Historical evidence... Could You tell me please, how many civilizations lived on this planet? Just don't tell me there is no historical evidence on this 

planet. All You fight for, this is the past, which is gone and never will come back, except Your long term memories.

12/15/2018 2:26:40 PM sehvehn im watching SG-1 ....i look up the other two. perfect! i was wondering what to watch next

12/15/2018 2:28:29 PM sehvehn he doesnt sound very open minded and i dont really think hes trying to have meaningful conversation

12/15/2018 2:29:03 PM adsvel same here, wish for infinite travels, new worlds, new discoveries...😊

12/15/2018 2:39:22 PM function108 there was a massively bright something (way brighter than a star ir planet ever looks) in the LA sky last nite.  what was it?

12/15/2018 2:43:32 PM datruseeka Wow!  Is all this stuff really true???

12/15/2018 2:46:15 PM adsvel Earth keeps so many historical evidences. For example desert of Sahara, some places in India, the nuclear war between Pleiadian colony and reptilians 

from Sirius 12 000 years ago, skeletons still are underground and radioactive.😊

12/15/2018 2:49:22 PM shining91109743 You indicated earlier you track reincarnate IS-BE’s.  How many on Earthare there specifically?

12/15/2018 2:57:14 PM kimpaddockasd It says "allegedly" but it all makes sense in light of what's happening in the world. QAnon told us Anons last year to follow the wives. So we did and this 

is what we came up with. See my posts for 9th Circle Satanic cult.

12/15/2018 2:57:26 PM knightofmaltaus Fed will never come to an ‘end’. It owns vast majority of US Sovereign Debt and the US would have to collectively repay Fed for the Bonds, Debt, 

Foreign Assets which in your grandchildrens life span, will not happen. Only War or BK can change balance sheet, FOREX and Value.

12/15/2018 2:58:39 PM mariss716 No relation w/Adam.

12/15/2018 3:05:00 PM knightofmaltaus Area 52. CERN. Cheyanne Baldy Mountain. Dulce. Sedona. All portals.

12/15/2018 3:05:37 PM goodmedicine4us Trying to put things in perspective: So what killed the dinosaurs?  Did they have IS-BE's?  Consciousness?   Reincarnate?  Don't mean to be silly, but this 

is a paradigm shift.

12/15/2018 3:08:15 PM qanon_obiwan @ScottKrawczyk1 this account blows my mind constantly

12/15/2018 3:18:09 PM qanon_obiwan @ScottKrawczyk1 far out shit

12/15/2018 3:44:19 PM sehvehn projection

12/15/2018 3:44:31 PM youstinksoap Thank you!  I've been searching/reading for the last couple of hours...off to search cabal 👀

12/15/2018 3:45:12 PM sehvehn yes! my kind of exciting! =)

12/15/2018 3:50:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd 1. The way I understand it...Creator (God) wanted to experience himself, know himself. He is % pure light. One spectrum of polarity. He pulled off bits 

of himself making many "pieces of himself." We incarnate and are born with a blank slate. We are Creators too.

12/15/2018 3:53:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd 2.  100% pure light...num lock key off. We start building our story. We can learn early on if we know about meditation. God continuously speaks to us, 

guides us, most of the time we don't listen. How many times have you done something and you know it will end badly?

12/15/2018 3:54:20 PM __jabird__ Perhaps we should reevaluate the existence of their company after the coming transition. Especially if they are secretly or visibly backing Cabal 

interests and beliefs.

12/15/2018 3:58:00 PM datruseeka Yes I saw it. I read about the Ninth Circle Satanic Cult in last couple years too.  That group of Royalty, Popes, Vatican, Black Nobility have been found 

guilty already due to their associations with that 9th Circle Satanic Cult. They just aren’t being held accountable - YET!

12/15/2018 3:59:23 PM mossman_moore  http://veda.wikidot.com/ancient-city-found-in-india-irradiated-from-atomic-blast …

12/15/2018 3:59:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd 3. I will use myself as example. Idc what ppl think of me. I've made many mistakes and I've walked through hell. I'm currently creating as we speak. 

Free Will allows me to create. What is free will if it's restrictive? What kind of God would say, "you have free will but if you...

12/15/2018 4:02:23 PM cocopuffster12 I don’t think it’s going to be as bad as “they” want us to thinknit will be. What’s coming has been planned for a very long time. Follow 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for eye opening information.

12/15/2018 4:02:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd 4. don't do as I ask I will send you to hell/kill you. What kind of free will is that? What kind of God would give you a choice but not really a choice is it? 

Free Will comes in building your own life, good/bad. You make choices and there are consequences to your choices.

12/15/2018 4:05:08 PM datruseeka And a fallen angel.

12/15/2018 4:07:14 PM nancyddb MJ12, these AMA are great!! Any suggestion(s), how do I wrap my head around the statement "time is an illusion"? Thanks so much!

12/15/2018 4:07:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd 5.  You are like the little soul story. You can choose light or dark, or experience both. I've experienced darkness and I choose light. I was the little soul 

who wanted to experience it all. When bad things happened I cried out to God asking why me?

12/15/2018 4:08:13 PM menzelbrett A “SOFT” coup attempt?

12/15/2018 4:11:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd 6. We create our own heaven or hell and that is our free will. There's a saying, "Life is what you make it." There is deep meaning to those words. Here 

are all three Universal Laws.

1. Thought is creative

2. Fear attracts like energy

3. Love is all there is

12/15/2018 4:13:23 PM awarefrequency Bingo

12/15/2018 4:13:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd 7. Someone very sweet recommended a book to me. They saw my soul was thirsty and I'd banged my head against the wall so much I kept a headache. 

Who can you trust for truth? 

The Complete Conversations With God, an uncommon dialogue by Neal Donald Walsch. 

Amazon has it.

12/15/2018 4:17:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd 8. As with all things read/gleam what you feel is true to your heart. What I have learned is when I need something my body fights it. I got angry when I 

first started reading it....cussed a lot. Worked through the emotions and I feel great. Still learning. Hope that helps.❤️✨

12/15/2018 4:22:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you, yes, I felt you thought these things shouldn't be discussed on public forum. Many are not ready to hear. My journey was a rough one. I 

understand your words. Thank you for your kind words. Love is all there is. ❤️✨

12/15/2018 4:23:38 PM worldxplorer1 I hope so. However it seems possible some of those IS-BEs might be on earth still.

Lots of people have memories of Atlantis and Lemuria. Maybe those are of some of the civilizations that MJ12 is talking about. Most Atlantis reports 

describe cataclysmic destruction in the end.

12/15/2018 4:25:37 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve heard that the Draco killed off the dinosaurs. Can’t remember who reported that though. 

Anybody remember?  Wanna say it was someone from the Wilcock / Goode / Emery Smith circle.

12/15/2018 4:28:43 PM menzelbrett #Patriot #WWG1WGA #MakeAmericaGreatAgain #Q #QArmy #Triators #GITMO #GITMOBound #KeepAmericaGreat #JFK #JFKJr

12/15/2018 4:28:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd So much is subjective as it's a personal journey. Each journey is subjective as tailored to personal experience. Each experience is that which we draw to 

ourselves/create. Objective is what you see as true and right, like my temp is 98.6 and my bp is 120/70. Pain is subjective.

12/15/2018 4:29:39 PM sehvehn makes sense

12/15/2018 4:31:09 PM sehvehn makes sense

12/15/2018 4:32:38 PM awarefrequency When one rejects the truth that we are all extensions of God.... that WE ARE GODS expression having Gods experience, they have separated 

themselves from their divine source Oneness ...because they have rejected the self. The illusion of separateness is Satans darkness. #fear 

pic.twitter.com/mn8dXbn8zC

12/15/2018 4:35:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd Teaching subjective. Everyone learns and relearns. Sites like this can help guide individuals in the right direction. This way those who became 

disillusioned with religion, saw hypocrisy can learn to dig for knowledge/research. Each person must be thirsty for knowledge.❤️✨



12/15/2018 4:36:17 PM awarefrequency  https://twitter.com/awarefrequency/status/1074099951527964678?s=21 …

12/15/2018 4:39:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Please don't be sad for me, being in darkness taught me more than I can put into words. Having walked through hell made me the person I am today. 

Light is coming home. Realizing who you are. I didn't enjoy my dark journey but it taught me to cherish light.

12/15/2018 4:47:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd I understand regarding intensity of the pain of this world. I've spend many sleepless nights bc of things I've learned about humanity. If I could suggest 

something, meditate outdoors with no electronics around. Om music helps me. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7JS0O3pFS8 …

So much love sent to you.

12/15/2018 4:51:16 PM worldxplorer1 MacDowall this is one of the coolest stories I’ve ever read!  Kudos to you for your Uber level awareness!

12/15/2018 5:16:18 PM sugarcatdancer False prophet.

12/15/2018 5:17:29 PM sugarcatdancer And the kicker is I'm not even Christian but this dude is not legitimate. I can spot a snake oil salesman a mile away and you my friend are definitely one

12/15/2018 5:18:39 PM menzelbrett So the Bush picture was their father being 187?

12/15/2018 5:19:11 PM sugarcatdancer There is no such thing as "new physics" the laws of reality have been in place and dont change nor will they. You are seriously lacking in intelligence

12/15/2018 5:30:17 PM sehvehn started watching Atlantis and @ 12 mins in, it has background sound that reminds me of mongolian throat singing. i love listening to throat singing. can 

feel it on the inside

12/15/2018 5:31:42 PM sehvehn * more like 11 min 30 secs

12/15/2018 5:35:37 PM goodmedicine4us Is this true?

 "Autism and the God Connection" should be well received by those touched with autism and by the people who know them.

 https://media.8ch.net/file_store/2a0a799e062b997e0a8894a3a6de2a47aab23b0a0e8cf0c94a2a41b5afdb6a81.pdf … pic.twitter.com/6H7q7AZR9e

12/15/2018 5:40:38 PM goodmedicine4us Are Indigo Children more perceptive to other dimensions more hidden to others?

12/15/2018 6:16:53 PM blsdbe Is doing Vipassana a way to unlock to doors to our path within?

12/15/2018 6:18:21 PM dragonfly6001 Amen

12/15/2018 6:22:37 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA for peeps?  

We always appreciate it!

12/15/2018 6:41:47 PM nancyddb I appreciate the AMA. I learn so much then I think about and research.

12/15/2018 6:44:57 PM worldxplorer1 Me too. One AMA can keep my mind obsessed for several day. Last night especially...

12/15/2018 7:17:42 PM cchef1980 Reading back to the first tweet! How about a true apology? 1. Admision (public), 2. Contrition: we will never do this again (take your money/energy 

without consent and full disclosure) and 3. Retribution: give back something of equal or greater value to all affected.

12/15/2018 7:33:15 PM tomkingblue Hello Majestic

Interesting tweet, maybe that's why we are all one.

The digital root of the speed of light (299 792 458 m/s) is ONE.

We are One, we are light

12/15/2018 7:35:27 PM meequalsfree Wow....I ran into Roger at the Inauguration! So really good guy! Got him to sign my Ticket! He was still a little pekid from the attempt on his life.

12/15/2018 7:47:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open

Those who know cannot sleep.

How do they fight?

"Elections have conseQuenCeS."

Decisions have consequences.

Ignorance breeds Darkness.

Dark to Light. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062348086910111744 …

12/15/2018 7:50:43 PM melanieanders7 Babylonian Currency

12/15/2018 7:51:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good people like to be around other people because and good people can sense the presence of evil when they encounter it. How much would you 

have to pay to get a Cabal leader to sign your ticket? $100? $33,000? $250,000? $500,000? $750,000? $25,000,000? Does money make you good?

12/15/2018 7:53:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Important to note here, RS is famous for having an taste in attire that is more expensive than a vast majority of Americans are willing to spend on 

clothing. $4,000 suits are not something most people buy. Earning money fairly and treating yourself well are what good people do.

12/15/2018 8:05:37 PM pattonspotting How does RS fit into the AJ/Infowars picture? Q called out him, Corsi, Jack P as controlled op by foreign gov. Is RS clean? I know he’s known 45 for 

decades

12/15/2018 8:07:14 PM slipperyslope18 I have been a wonderer most of my life, literally and spritually, I have always recognized the difference between Good and Evil, Light vs Dark. and have 

tried to live that way. As a human being I have made many mistakes, and regreted them. I've an open mind and heart. Bring it on

12/15/2018 8:08:06 PM shining91109743 No pretty easy to answer.  For instance as of Dec 1st, there were ‘x’ number....

12/15/2018 8:11:57 PM vintagesquirrel Just about to post the same thing

12/15/2018 8:12:02 PM brittasbits1 After reading all your #ama post these past few nights I have been aware while I slept that I was talking to myself all night. I was aware of it but kept 

going. It has happened night after night. Am I downloading ? I never remember anything when I wake up.

12/15/2018 8:16:04 PM mongrelglory Yes, Abel Danger said the elites were in private rooms across the world, watching events and placing bets on how many people would die.  They are 

truly depraved.

12/15/2018 8:17:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/d9xFCrMq6Q

12/15/2018 8:23:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is the speed of LIGHT Majestic? pic.twitter.com/DVBqTaIC8X

12/15/2018 8:26:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 + Chuck Schumer

Q + CS

What do Gov shutdowns mean?

Could you look him in the eye?

Anything but a Government shutdown?

Why?

THINK LOGICALLY.

VP looked like he was going to be sick.

Did 45 disclose he was Q+?

Eyes Wide Open.

DARK to LIGHT

Nothing can stop what is coming

NOTHING
12/15/2018 8:26:33 PM fowlreginald I've been having dreams like that recently too.

12/15/2018 8:27:10 PM jm19712 Thank you for posting this.  I had watched one of the desert contact videos from Greer several months ago and dismissed him as a crackpot.  After 

watching these three videos, I gained a great deal of respect for the guy.

12/15/2018 8:28:30 PM vintagesquirrel Let it be

12/15/2018 8:28:51 PM fowlreginald It means some people are going to GITMO or worse very, very soon!

12/15/2018 8:30:58 PM jerseyhotgurl 😲 Such EVIL



12/15/2018 8:31:51 PM jerseyhotgurl Pure Narcissism; too

12/15/2018 8:32:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 + Chuck Schumer

Q + CS

What do Gov shutdowns mean?

Could you look him in the eye?

Anything but a Government shutdown?

Why?

THINK LOGICALLY.

VP looked ill?

FOLLOW THE WIVES.

41 187

Did 45 disclose he was Q+?

Eyes Wide Open.

DARK to LIGHT

Nothing can stop what is coming

NOTHING
12/15/2018 8:32:42 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/15/2018 8:32:56 PM mongrelglory 😶

12/15/2018 8:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/6/9 5:5

12/15/2018 8:33:50 PM pauliepg11111 You can arrest government employees during a shutdown?

12/15/2018 8:34:24 PM mi144_ri16p3r This has happened to me as well.

12/15/2018 8:34:33 PM sarahrosie5 Pence's wife got a note, did he know, or find out he's screwed?

12/15/2018 8:34:46 PM slipperyslope18 Control, let us rule you and we will keep the evil/darkness away. The rulers are/were darkness.

12/15/2018 8:35:37 PM rcoonhound This is exciting!

12/15/2018 8:36:00 PM deborahdicembre Why did Karen Pence get an envelope? I find it very hard to be at ease with Mike Pence. I can not bring myself to trust him. Karen , also disingenuous.

12/15/2018 8:36:18 PM the_monogahela *13th. Maybe not quite what you were expecting.  Basically major charity fraud, tax fraud, and working as a foreign agent as secretary of state on 

behalf of the state department.

12/15/2018 8:36:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unemployed void employment services benefits and securities?

12/15/2018 8:37:26 PM trumps_all Are you insinuating Pence is not a nice guy, and headed down with the rest of them????

12/15/2018 8:37:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM Women's Empowerment?

12/15/2018 8:37:54 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1074160822690009088?s=19 …

12/15/2018 8:39:03 PM cjptrsn I don’t see why not. Arrest away!!

The only things I can think of are that some people don’t get paid. Some nonessential agencies shut down but many stay operational. Is Schumer so 

broke that his measly gov. check would matter?  Doubt it. Don’t know enough to guess any further.

12/15/2018 8:39:56 PM vegas_maga Michelle Obama got one also.

12/15/2018 8:40:11 PM sarahrosie5 #NoDeals

12/15/2018 8:40:48 PM lib7473 Ready for the MAIN event! 💥🇺🇸

12/15/2018 8:41:48 PM enomai_ We are all worthy of this gift. We are made to have this gift. Many have just not tapped it. Just choose to do good with the gift

12/15/2018 8:44:02 PM sunlightshiner Because elected officials can't be arrested while in session --  only during a shutdown?

12/15/2018 8:44:27 PM daveo6145 Congressmen can be arrested during shutdown?

12/15/2018 8:44:57 PM blsdbe The speed of light reduces to 11, a Master number. Therefore, yes, Majestic ❄

12/15/2018 8:45:19 PM daveo6145 Why would Pence visit NASA?

12/15/2018 8:45:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 The recent documentary? JS, CG, DW, MS? If so, the quantity would reflect the total number of black ops projects current in the USAP 

(Unacknowledged Special Access Programs to US Alliance Protection?)

DARK > LIGHT (now)

Dark to Light (next)

US Alliance?

Disclosure

How many races?

12/15/2018 8:45:53 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.3ho.org/3ho-lifestyle/aquarian-age/aquarian-shift-what-will-be-different …

#thegreatawakening #qanon #mj12 #sethrich pic.twitter.com/bGYm4D9QXk

12/15/2018 8:45:59 PM mongrelglory NXIVM was involved in child sex trafficking, but the MSM was only talking about the adults involved, not the minors.

12/15/2018 8:47:21 PM vintagesquirrel Waaah! I didn't know there would be maths! 😩

12/15/2018 8:49:27 PM blsdbe I think one of the most challenging things for me to accept is that Light and Dark together make Oneness, of which we are all a part. We are both Light 

and Dark, and yet it is the choices we make and actions we take that define how we manifest, yes?

12/15/2018 8:49:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the consciousness is 3, 6 and 9 and all other numbers represent reality. Templates of creation exist and significance of non 3, 6, 9 is based on 

our physics by definition.

Physics shapes reality.

New physics?

New reality?

Meter length?

Light speed?

Dark to Light
12/15/2018 8:50:19 PM 4truthmack  pic.twitter.com/CDcUdAWT13

12/15/2018 8:50:32 PM freeqgator Lmao nothing is coming

12/15/2018 8:51:23 PM blsdbe How do we determine what the actual meter length should be?

12/15/2018 8:51:56 PM enomai_ 1+0=1 : means as well, that light is greater than darkness, good greater than evil? As well?

12/15/2018 8:52:59 PM blsdbe Should it be a multiple of 3?

12/15/2018 8:53:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect m value = Physics that doesn't last very long.

Correct m value = Physics that lasts thousands of years.

Incorrect m creates over complicated reasoning and solving.

Correct m uses intuition and logic to solve.

Unlearn the Matrix.

Learn the truth.

12/15/2018 8:53:21 PM realeyethespy Thousands

12/15/2018 8:53:24 PM morrifive Pence did look very weird

12/15/2018 8:53:48 PM daveo6145 #DarkToLight

#TheGreatAwakening

#qanon

#TheStormIsHere

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @patten_life

12/15/2018 8:53:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 If it were it would be inside the realm of consciousness and not projected into physical reality.



12/15/2018 8:54:12 PM sarahrosie5 3 6 and 9 dimensions?

12/15/2018 8:54:46 PM mi144_ri16p3r Im just lying there paralyzed in what I can only describe as being in a "dementia-like state" for around 10 seconds before gaining control of basic 

movement. It's like I'm sleeping awake.

12/15/2018 8:55:28 PM blsdbe I am looking forward to meditating about this 👼

12/15/2018 8:56:07 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 octal lattice encryption ?  pic.twitter.com/Dhl2mGA7oe

12/15/2018 8:58:27 PM blsdbe What would happen if the speed of light manifested as Consciouness instead of physical light? Is this related to Ascension?

12/15/2018 8:59:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic messages attract Majestic numbers. Messages are numbers. Universe is numbers. Consciousness tuned into Source always notices their 

signature patterns interact with them on a daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is Occult when you start looking into WHAT numbers ARE

12/15/2018 9:00:31 PM sarahrosie5  pic.twitter.com/bcm5KT8f0F

12/15/2018 9:00:32 PM blsdbe If we know C and E, we could, in theory, solve for M...

12/15/2018 9:01:42 PM allahuniversal So a digital root of 3, 6, or 9 denotes a reality rather than an illusion, if im reading this right.

12/15/2018 9:01:52 PM toleoni  pic.twitter.com/kIutRrIAwK

12/15/2018 9:03:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 12/15/18 23:59

  3/  6/  9    5:   5

3/6/9 5:5

Odds of doing that twice?

We are the Majestic 12.

This is an illusion.
12/15/2018 9:03:24 PM keith369me In life I feel like Roger has never 100% committed to a cause unless personal gain was on the side of that cause.  Unfortunately, that same trait afflicts a 

large proportion of those in our world.

12/15/2018 9:03:34 PM giediknight Didn’t John Michell figure it out?

12/15/2018 9:04:34 PM psycho4ensics1 Except for crimes like treason. Pretty sure most would go down for lesser charges than that. I think THAT will be the 10 days of darkness

12/15/2018 9:05:27 PM allahuniversal 00:03 your time

12/15/2018 9:06:24 PM giediknight  http://Supertorchritual.com  that site was really good, the underground version

12/15/2018 9:06:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 = Number of Growth

DARK to LIGHT

3/6/9 3

Learn about 3, 6, 9

3, 6 ,9 are the presence of consciousness projection

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 are the presence of the Matrix of chaos projected matter patterns being transmitted by "Antimatter".

What happens when you drop dimensions?

BOOM 💥
12/15/2018 9:07:08 PM enomai_ Time is an illusion. Its a man made concept. You can change the clock to any number? This the point?

12/15/2018 9:07:36 PM ballllsout 1 through 10?

12/15/2018 9:08:29 PM kaylajoyheart I keep seeing these numbers everyday not sure the best way to understand it. But it's like they are reaching out to me. Any guidance would be much 

appreciated it's been a year.

12/15/2018 9:09:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 6 is the number of nature/biological entities.

DARK to LIGHT.

3/6/9 6

Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life.

Combined with meditation in time periods involving 6 and you start to discover your IS-BE.

IS-BE is God. God = 9

3/6/9 9

Coincidence?

We are Majestic 12
12/15/2018 9:10:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional magick disclosure.

IS-BE = 9

3/6/9 9 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074160213014573057 …

12/15/2018 9:10:38 PM peacey_queen I understand this, as I am 3 9 9. I am.

12/15/2018 9:11:38 PM kaylajoyheart 9

12/15/2018 9:11:48 PM whalebearman @_tm5k

12/15/2018 9:12:19 PM enomai_ If this isnt code or nothing. Or maybe bothh. If these numbers do not mean anything. Is this just relevant to time? Or, all numbers we put into the 

universe? As, stated previously, universe is all numbers, 1+0=1 post. So, all math is a lie?

12/15/2018 9:14:35 PM blsdbe Or will a digital root of a multiple of 3 denote Consciousness rather than Reality?

12/15/2018 9:15:08 PM enomai_ Ok over the mark. 3/6/9 make up our time. Occult looks at time all day. Eventually, they will get the desired results within 3/6/9 minutes, or etc

12/15/2018 9:15:31 PM cervesa603 Biden’s whatever too

12/15/2018 9:15:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 (6) 9 9

Growth = Source ^ 2

Consciousness downloads?

Consciousness * Consciousness

Mind connection to another IS-BE

Religions tell you this is Jesus/God

External personification of your IS-BE is how the Illuminati enslaved humanity.

Learn the comms.

3/6/9 6

Coincidence?
12/15/2018 9:16:34 PM keith369me KR branding isn’t exactly empowering to those scarred.  Was SD branded?

12/15/2018 9:17:18 PM giediknight When a good friend of yours dies, their biological plasma, in this case, “is-be” can merge with your own, it can hang onto your “is-be” until it can pass 

on. Perhaps JFK JR is-be is using Trump Is-Be to complete his life mission of taking out the cabal.

12/15/2018 9:18:02 PM susyqzee It’s Fibonacci sequence ?

12/15/2018 9:18:03 PM peacey_queen I know what I am, and it's all within. You know too, I sense.

12/15/2018 9:18:05 PM sarahrosie5 9 = God or Spirit http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/ …



12/15/2018 9:18:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 = 9

Q = 9

Q = 17

1 + 7 = 8

8 is not of 3, 6, 9?

Alphabet soup?

Clowns Clowns Clowns.

Illuminati presence?

What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation?

SHEEP.

SHEEP NO MORE.

The Great Awakening.

3/6/9 9

Coincidence?
12/15/2018 9:18:50 PM juliansrum Larp. pic.twitter.com/pormA5Ftxu

12/15/2018 9:19:12 PM cervesa603 JEB just looked horrified st whatever Laura showed him. She showed him, not GW. Then looked in his direction. Did he flip??

12/15/2018 9:20:36 PM juliansrum Larp: pic.twitter.com/hB78mf4S3g

12/15/2018 9:21:22 PM keith369me Source = Growth Squared?  9=3^2

12/15/2018 9:22:02 PM juliansrum  pic.twitter.com/0eWrZvOGLu

12/15/2018 9:22:33 PM leslieau7 Trying to figure out if Pence was

Involved or mentioned in Fisa

Plan B ?

I forgot about the pence / Flynn

Conversation

Until someone reminded me

12/15/2018 9:23:00 PM decodematrix Love is the strongest force in the universe. Pleiadians are beings of great power and love.

12/15/2018 9:23:06 PM giediknight Gerald pollack?

12/15/2018 9:23:18 PM tomkingblue Hello Majestic 12

3+6+9=18,   1+8=9

1+2+4+5+7+8=27,    2+7=9,     27 is also 9*3

So both equal 9, must be a master number of sorts...

Any significance to it?
12/15/2018 9:23:34 PM juliansrum Yea. This douche is a larp.

12/15/2018 9:23:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/15/2018 9:24:01 PM juliansrum Larp.

12/15/2018 9:26:48 PM brittasbits1 Is this what has been happening lately while I have slept? Downloading from another IS-Be ? Or is it me?

12/15/2018 9:28:01 PM allahuniversal Q = 9

Q = 17

Is it one or both? 

How if both? 

Also, relation of 8 to ∞?

12/15/2018 9:28:18 PM sehvehn is this meant to be seen this way? this angle?

12/15/2018 9:28:18 PM psycho4ensics1  https://twitter.com/psycho4ensics1/status/1074174137411592193?s=21 …

12/15/2018 9:28:22 PM songbabe109 LGnM

12/15/2018 9:29:32 PM giediknight The entities that attach themselves to the plasma bodies of those who perform the sacrifices are parasites, they need to feed off of the sacrifice and 

the performer to live.

12/15/2018 9:30:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE = (Immortal Spiritual) (Biological Entities)

Substitute each with a, b respectively:

You = a * b

You = 9 * 3

You are a child.

You are "God's" children.

You are your own child.

Learning + Love fulfills your need for happiness.

Love = Love

Love + Learning = Happiness

3/6/9 3
12/15/2018 9:32:03 PM songbabe109 Come on, Eryq.

I know you can decode this one.

12/15/2018 9:32:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lt Gen MF

12/15/2018 9:32:37 PM allahuniversal Life on Earth is the ultimate larp. And we still manage to learn from it all.

12/15/2018 9:32:37 PM peterclloyd Medbeds while feasible are a fraud. Research Rife+frequency+BCX. Testimonials are accurate

12/15/2018 9:32:50 PM juliansrum Larp: pic.twitter.com/GQnlg4iNE6

12/15/2018 9:32:53 PM sunny777girl Do you believe in God?

12/15/2018 9:32:58 PM nmchristoban ConseQuenCeS!!

12/15/2018 9:35:10 PM sehvehn flat?

12/15/2018 9:35:24 PM keith369me Was there an energetic burst (of love) on 12-15-18?  What is to be expected on 12-21-2018?

12/15/2018 9:37:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's not how I see it...I was taught we are Creators and we can choose our path light or dark, or even both. Many walk a dark path, then realize it's 

not what they want, they come back to the light. Maj12 made a comment about this awhile back. I will try to repost.

12/15/2018 9:37:48 PM allahuniversal Q's not on Twitter, we all know that. "No outside comms" never meant "don't listen to ANYone else other than Q". Simply meant that none 

communicate with Q.

12/15/2018 9:38:07 PM rawphonegirl 🤔

 https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

12/15/2018 9:38:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12, not Q.

12/15/2018 9:38:26 PM giediknight Biology of Belief - Bruce Lipton

12/15/2018 9:38:52 PM allahuniversal Better choice of words

12/15/2018 9:38:53 PM juliansrum Except this idiot is trying to mimic Q. It’s the same thing EyeTheSpy does.

12/15/2018 9:40:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Downloads come from consciousness being projected and your consciousness becoming in sync with it.

12/15/2018 9:40:19 PM enomai_ What is jan/11/2019?

12/15/2018 9:40:48 PM allahuniversal Look all the way back to the first posts on this account, 3 month & 3 days before Q. I see similarities, not imitation.

12/15/2018 9:40:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/zQDpcgDHQJ



12/15/2018 9:41:37 PM giediknight Did John Dee invent the looking glass Tech? Version 1?

12/15/2018 9:41:50 PM blsdbe Yes, We Are Who We Choose To Be.

12/15/2018 9:42:05 PM brittasbits1 Fantastic news !  Thank you. It sounded like me so I wasn't worried.

12/15/2018 9:42:10 PM juliansrum Dude. It’s a larp. It just is. I’ve been down this road before.

12/15/2018 9:43:44 PM enomai_ Noone has claimed to be Q.

12/15/2018 9:44:28 PM juliansrum That’s called a workaround. EyeTheSpy does the same thing.

12/15/2018 9:44:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? Ignore Alice.

12/15/2018 9:45:12 PM yellahabibihela Light is the ether of all. There is no field to which light yields. It is spin frequency not sine wavelength

12/15/2018 9:45:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/15/2018 9:45:22 PM juliansrum Ignore larps.

12/15/2018 9:46:49 PM keith369me E D why are you doing this?  Are you against Growth, Nature, the Creator, and Love?

12/15/2018 9:48:49 PM keith369me Trying too hard Julian...why...we forgive you and hope you find light and love.

12/15/2018 9:49:46 PM enomai_ It very well could be. However, do you really think military would not spread information on other platforms? This is the GREAT AWAKENING.

12/15/2018 9:49:57 PM allahuniversal So have I, only lead to sharper perception & seeing EVERYTHING that doesn't come from within as a lapr. We're all actors, watching & acting in a movie. 

+ let's be honest, anyone studying drops eventually sounds & writes like Q at some point. If not, they need to reread crumbs.

12/15/2018 9:50:28 PM giediknight Was she the lunar child? Born in Palo Alto?

12/15/2018 9:51:29 PM juliansrum It’s a snake oil salesmen. It’s EyeTheSpy in different clothes. This tool doesn’t have answers, he has a futon in his mom’s basement.

12/15/2018 9:51:30 PM allahuniversal If nothing else,using the Socratic methihod &  aksing questions should be a habit of all who sincerely read drops. That's part of the point of this whole 

operation.

12/15/2018 9:51:44 PM pillhard Can we get a list of entertainment made by child predators?

12/15/2018 9:52:53 PM juliansrum No. Other. Platforms. pic.twitter.com/FsNzxn8ASu

12/15/2018 9:52:59 PM kaylajoyheart God I feel resides. In US so many are taught that you have to do this and that. Go within.

12/15/2018 9:53:51 PM allahuniversal If & when this account stoops to the level of the account who's name I won't say, I'll walk away from it peacedulky also, no noise needed when they 

eventually out themselves.

12/15/2018 9:54:06 PM juliansrum Read: pic.twitter.com/ONVhuHGJH7

12/15/2018 9:54:38 PM keith369me Your opinion is fine to express...however, when one attempts to jam an opinion down another’s throat it is more like rape.

12/15/2018 9:55:03 PM allahuniversal In the meantime, future proves past here as with Q, it's not too difficult to process both.

12/15/2018 9:55:39 PM juliansrum Don’t take my word for it: pic.twitter.com/hV6gNfkEhu

12/15/2018 9:55:57 PM giediknight I just have to say Thank You, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I feel like my entire life’s research is aligned with everything you are taking about. It feels good to 

know that others out there are into the same things. I continue to have experiences with the Djinn.

12/15/2018 9:56:06 PM lib7473 Yes, just like Tesla said, 3/6/9 is a powerful universal numerics in the cosmos, cuz everything that exist in the universe that is in balance/harmony 

revolves around these patterns, keys 🔑 to ...🌌 https://youtu.be/5wZRVb2fkXw 

12/15/2018 9:56:25 PM keith369me I felt something and it was really good...the clock flipped to the new day and the feeling dissipated

12/15/2018 9:57:29 PM palmdalekid2 Go through the account

12/15/2018 9:58:17 PM keith369me Your point is?  Express it one time in a brief statement and let others ponder it.  No need for thought control here

12/15/2018 9:59:05 PM keith369me I know and am looking forward to it!!!

12/15/2018 9:59:49 PM allahuniversal Know them well. Also know "Think doe yourself" well as well. No claims of comms with Q here, no attacks on Q here, nonfame seeking here, just 

thought provoking material, & necessary disinformation. Not Q? Fine, this definitely isn't "R" either.

12/15/2018 10:00:09 PM allahuniversal Think for yourself∆

12/15/2018 10:00:37 PM tomkingblue Look.. I've read Q's posts multiple times each. 

Apart from the usual disinfo, there is nothing that directly contradicts Q's message.

When i first discovered this twitter account, i looked inward.

I suggest you do the same. 

My intuiton told me to keep tabs in MJ12, so i did.

12/15/2018 10:01:28 PM audreyosborn18 So you’re talking about Christianity...where you die of self and Christ lives within/with you.

Those quotes you sent are a reflection of religion....which is a spirit and not a good one.

But make no mistake....there is a supreme being (God) and he sits on the Throne!

12/15/2018 10:02:14 PM allahuniversal Crystal clear, no claim of being or comms with Q.

12/15/2018 10:02:27 PM cervesa603 They gave Them the rope. Idiots.

12/15/2018 10:04:05 PM allahuniversal Mathematically impossible to be a coincidence. Point taken re: Alice

12/15/2018 10:04:36 PM giediknight Yes if you watch the movie “Deadpool”, it shows the process of inflicting trauma to turn the victim into a super hero. These people are sick. On the 

other hands, I often wonder how the ancients did this? Through rites of passage?

12/15/2018 10:06:25 PM allahuniversal All posts prior to 10.28.2017. Not for debate, for other readers' sake.

Search bar:

(from:ts_sci_majic12) since:2017-07-25 until:2017-10-27

12/15/2018 10:06:41 PM juliansrum The purpose of Twitter larps like MJ12 is to build a following adjacent to Q. Eventually, followers muddy the message of accounts like MJ12 with that of 

Q. So when MJ12 f**ks up, you associate it w Q, consciously or subconsciously. EyeTheSpy accomplished this once in June.

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/CQysn9yzna

12/15/2018 10:07:31 PM sarahrosie5 Your soul, or spirit = God

12/15/2018 10:07:44 PM davidthagnome  pic.twitter.com/vn5W417Wax

12/15/2018 10:08:11 PM giediknight Was Barry a “test tube baby” using DNA from Akhenaton? Via Valerie Jarrets father?

12/15/2018 10:08:49 PM bonartgl 😂🤣😅

12/15/2018 10:11:12 PM lovesthelight I cant thank u enough for being a warning beacon of nefarious indivs.  Sending you the biggest hugs + kisses. pic.twitter.com/Ns5BXbH8Wu

12/15/2018 10:11:30 PM giediknight RESHEL researchers? I probably should have paid more attention....

12/15/2018 10:12:29 PM palmdalekid2 Truth resonates, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does that for me

12/15/2018 10:12:41 PM tomkingblue Ok point taken. I'll keep interacting with MJ12, tho.

If you don't want to, don't.

It's that simple, don't tell us what to believe.

I assure you we can make that choice ourselves.

12/15/2018 10:14:09 PM juliansrum Good rule of thumb: if they’re mimicking the posts of Q on Twitter, claiming to be some kind of secret source (even if they say they have no association 

w Q) they’re larps. Plain and simple.

12/15/2018 10:15:32 PM allahuniversal Except, this isn't ETS aka the account who's name I won't say. It's not AJ, it's not J. orai, there's nothing to sell, no attention sought. And no claims to be 

Q or comm with Q. Look up transference, your doing it now. Usually projection & transference go hand in hand.

12/15/2018 10:16:14 PM crappietime Because he's a puffed up jackass with very bad skin and an unforgettable persona.

12/15/2018 10:16:33 PM allahuniversal Our thumbs must be different sizes. I prefer to expand my thinking, as Q has suggested Q-uite a few times. Why is this relevant?

12/15/2018 10:16:53 PM pauliepg11111 Pence is a blackhat and child rapist.

12/15/2018 10:16:53 PM palmdalekid2 They checked 😂



12/15/2018 10:22:10 PM oo1o110 12/24/18

3/6/9

12/15/2018 10:28:09 PM lovesthelight Have to send u another because you are just so worth it. Xoxo pic.twitter.com/YDFiUXuF2O

12/15/2018 10:28:41 PM jeffmissel 432 Hz is what we humans need to thrive!!

12/15/2018 10:41:12 PM hellouncledonny Art of the Deal.

Make them look left while POTUS secures 700$ billion defense package on the right and make them look Right when the POTUS doesn't need 1.6 

billion from the left.

12/15/2018 10:43:37 PM edgeofrzn 33 mason? Wouldn’t twitter be out of that league?

12/15/2018 10:44:15 PM dairy_mom_of_6 So true!

12/15/2018 10:50:12 PM causticchamele1  pic.twitter.com/xeNgvFc8uO

12/15/2018 11:26:35 PM time4justiceusa Me 2 https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

12/15/2018 11:33:50 PM randthompson16 While not in session.

12/15/2018 11:36:23 PM randthompson16 Military is fully funded plus for the FY and necessary component of gov

12/15/2018 11:39:13 PM randthompson16 Pence also took an envelope shortly after their coms were cut and it was on YT.

12/15/2018 11:48:32 PM randthompson16 I remember Pence himself getting an envelope after original coms were cut. During a public function, and he made no notice of it. As if it was 

expected/planned. 

Think it was on YT

12/15/2018 11:48:40 PM anangelhasland1 It’s always night or we wouldn’t need light.

                                    -Thelonious Monk

12/16/2018 12:06:57 AM nicjoubert81 Look a shill

12/16/2018 12:10:38 AM rocktobersky @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I Find Your Tweets Quite Interesting!!!

12/16/2018 12:26:35 AM woodworkeranon Youve heard the saying "a necessary evil". 

Im questioning, without evil, without dark, how could we appreciate good/light? Is there truth there? Can you have one without the other?

12/16/2018 12:54:42 AM adsvel The Problem is, we still try to allocate one nation against other nations and this creates separation, false mental programs, which is used to manipulate 

population on the Earth. There is no chosen land more than others, all are same. One day these separators will left the planet

12/16/2018 12:55:26 AM jollyrob2 We have learned it all wrong

12/16/2018 12:56:52 AM sehvehn where each child was born should be God's chosen land

12/16/2018 1:01:46 AM realeyethespy You seem like either you can't accept something or something is incentivized for you to promote an agenda.

12/16/2018 1:07:55 AM jarmccoy Like assuming D5 represented a date and not considering it's a chess move...

12/16/2018 1:16:35 AM 796qap Excellent comment!

12/16/2018 1:22:38 AM adsvel 3 is also the number of Catalyst. Two steps forward one step back, Growth...

12/16/2018 1:25:35 AM adsvel Also 6 is the number of Human emotions. What emotions You will chose to be connected with 9?...

12/16/2018 1:29:02 AM bethelight11_11 I have heard the same, they never stopped sacrificing and...

12/16/2018 1:48:21 AM anangelhasland1 Happy Hunting!

12/16/2018 2:04:46 AM laurabusse Me too. I try to remember to take everything always w a grain of salt, remain open. Conclusions can be wrong, conclusions can be premature. I know 

The Plan has been in the works for many decades. Many white hat boots on the ground working tog. I believe mj 12 here is part of this

12/16/2018 2:06:21 AM adsvel 52 ET races

12/16/2018 2:13:10 AM jollyrob2 Is already happening 🎉🌀♒️

12/16/2018 2:14:09 AM djlok You are an IS-BE!   And it appears you already know our language!!

12/16/2018 2:20:25 AM djlok This is beautiful. 😂😂😂. If it were true, it would totally change the narrative.

12/16/2018 2:23:28 AM hosanna2018 Just a regular day then. 😉

12/16/2018 2:27:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @blsdbe And now think BANKING FINANCE TRADING IN COMMERCE SYSTEM source energy harvesting con-

trolling all the creation flow through black majic MANIPULATION MAN - IP - ULAT - ION ) OF NUMBERS & T…  https://buff.ly/2UNAobq  

pic.twitter.com/M0QjBwiBEZ

12/16/2018 2:36:29 AM djlok Yes.  I think I heard Hillary Clinton's gooch is too.

12/16/2018 2:43:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @blsdbe <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy 

Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of All Of Creation pic.twitter.com/Y6FmJAbFVE

12/16/2018 2:45:18 AM goodmedicine4us How am I going to understand this if I don't do drugs and don't wan't to be a hippie?

Seriously, this looks nothing like calculus!

Our tax dollars funded MJ12-black Ops for 70yrs in lieu of a real "math" education, and you say everything we learned is fake. I want my money back. 

pic.twitter.com/4nWdb0UY3d

12/16/2018 2:51:35 AM real_ffa P is DS? 

Involved in HT with JF?

12/16/2018 2:54:20 AM goodmedicine4us If you have all this fancy technology, why don't you just upload it to my brain? https://youtu.be/hOZnP4dZYK0 

12/16/2018 2:59:27 AM mateuszwala I'am suspicious to this account. Not judgment yet.

Lot of information doesn't mean truth. 

What is your purpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/16/2018 3:09:54 AM epkman Edgar Cayce stated if you could figure out what the correlation between the 3, 6 and 9 nine you could unlock the Universe. pic.twitter.com/nMRF1ylIaL

12/16/2018 3:10:15 AM john777lee I was out yesterday and witnessed the love in the air. Crowds were polite to each other. I can feel the momentum building. So humble to live in this 

time line. WWG1WGA

12/16/2018 3:14:07 AM epkman 3+6=9, 9 is an upside 6= you + god + light?

12/16/2018 3:18:27 AM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 An uplifting message from Ashtar regarding 2019

 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/ashtar-december-2018/ …

12/16/2018 3:25:11 AM epkman What happens if you intentionally teach people disinformation? = Sheep pic.twitter.com/3fnErnSJAT

12/16/2018 3:26:54 AM higginsgggg Jesus is the way the truth and the life

12/16/2018 3:29:52 AM epkman NXIVM Women's Empowerment? Was supposed to be empowering to women, given reports, it took a dark turn.

12/16/2018 3:44:15 AM 369369rv Please post an appropriate meditation.

12/16/2018 3:47:11 AM piratek73549479 And just like that.....

GONE 👀 https://www.gishgallop.com/officials-baffled-over-stolen-georgia-guidestones/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

12/16/2018 3:47:55 AM ottofried No kidding.

"Do you have time to talk about our savior the aliens?"

12/16/2018 3:50:45 AM epkman  https://web.archive.org/web/20161104091413/ http://truepundit.com/breaking-bombshell-nypd-blows-whistle-on-new-hillary-emails-money-

laundering-sex-crimes-with-children-child-exploitation-pay-to-play-perjury/ …

12/16/2018 4:08:10 AM epkman Interesting 9-3=6, 6+3=9, 9-6=3.

12/16/2018 4:12:33 AM deborahdicembre Whole lotta acting going on



12/16/2018 4:14:23 AM deborahdicembre He’s too ‘non-plused’ too often. His speech , the cadence , sets off alarm bells for me.

12/16/2018 4:22:58 AM voodoowarlord 2.9979245(9)=111, the digital root is then 3!

12/16/2018 4:28:38 AM epkman Open eyes wide and you can see

Things you thought could never be

Theres beauty in things still in the rough

To see them really is not all that tough

When you see things in a different light

There may be things that give delight.

12/16/2018 4:36:42 AM voodoowarlord Adjust the m down by 3 parts per billion,  c then = 2.99792459. The sum of the integers is then 111, with a digital root of 3.  c is a constant but we can 

adjust m which is a man made construct.

12/16/2018 4:45:25 AM allonkid the spirit part is God's creation, the body part is mirror of own conciousness, can be changed if we accept Holy Spirit, the conciousness from Jesus 

which is for the peace of all mankind, the oneness

12/16/2018 4:50:54 AM peterluisvenero #QAnon pic.twitter.com/wNjjMMtBlm

12/16/2018 4:58:38 AM allonkid keep saying We=God is going to make people arrogant. The whole law, the number law is originated from God, not us. we are part of God, not =God

12/16/2018 5:10:36 AM allonkid we cannot figure out bc we are in the matrix, but accept Holy Spirit, the consciousness of Jesus Christ, who has figured it out because he has 

resurrected; ask him for guidance.

12/16/2018 5:13:51 AM bblueberrypie Not the same person. Karen Sue Pence is married to VP. Karen M. Pence is the Fed Reserve person. pic.twitter.com/RbstsmtJ8u

12/16/2018 5:14:39 AM fowlreginald Military does not shut down

12/16/2018 5:17:54 AM cidarean How much difference does "spinning water in vortex" or "reverse osmosis" make? I'm not trying downplay their importance. It's just I can't afford 

these particular steps at the moment. Are there alternative methods?

12/16/2018 5:30:04 AM fowlreginald Not following this one. We've been told disinfo is necessary and we know Q is NSA/MI.

12/16/2018 5:31:37 AM bgc558 Man. I'm skeptical to the point of near paranoia...lol

I know any MSM is bs..but Hannity with these two utter freaks?? 

I haven't had cable for 12+ yrs! I thot I was woke. 😑

12/16/2018 5:55:06 AM warrior_4truth The Yin and Yang wheel could not keep their balance without dark and light.  There is GOOD in BAD and BAD in good. BAD CAN DO GOOD and vice 

versa pic.twitter.com/uzP6qPS37Q

12/16/2018 5:56:35 AM si11112018 Tesla

12/16/2018 5:58:49 AM warrior_4truth We were DECIEVED 

Just like 432hz tuning compared to the 440hz world STANDARD changed in 1933. WHY?? pic.twitter.com/oVjnmzcxuM

12/16/2018 5:59:53 AM moemc8 After The Event, won't we all have the ability to ascend?

12/16/2018 6:03:46 AM sophistsawake I saw that one, too. It haunts me.

12/16/2018 6:06:35 AM moemc8 Q often quotes the bible and asks us to pray.  Q seems to have a strong belief in God, yet I'm confused that you seem to steer us away from God.  

PLEASE answer.  I realize it may be too involved for a simple answer, but pls. try.

12/16/2018 6:09:06 AM cathlipton Good play by POTUS.  Pence looked terrified actually, he sat back while Trump was in a power position.  It was almost like Trump was saying “I dare 

you to say something in front of the camera’s” and Pence was afraid someone would!

12/16/2018 6:15:01 AM nmchristoban 10=8. Related?

12/16/2018 6:23:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation albeit interesting.

Conscious = 5%

Subconscious = 95%

Perhaps improved education could make this 80% and 20%? Required for a physical transformation from matter to LIGHT? Ascension? Requires an 

embracement of Death in order to cross. pic.twitter.com/8WlAHoDyiR

12/16/2018 6:26:02 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12 

you include children in "assets" (unlike "raw material" some ETs consume)

However "assets" can hardly include living beings from an "ethical" point of view

Can you please explain why you call them assets?

12/16/2018 6:27:00 AM jballz1021 That ain't all your thoughts cause.

12/16/2018 6:28:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler's child. https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1074306408840089601 …

12/16/2018 6:28:54 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

12/16/2018 6:29:10 AM need2dream I’ve got a million of these. pic.twitter.com/qUS1wtJSzx

12/16/2018 6:29:13 AM petitchevalb Hello

Is "death" (human construct) a necessary condition for ascension?

12/16/2018 6:29:24 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12

12/16/2018 6:30:50 AM jollyrob2 Lets hope she’s gone soon👋

12/16/2018 6:31:13 AM austinpoynton He had 3 ? 🤔🤔🤔

12/16/2018 6:32:42 AM 69_marie Yesssss!!!!!!

12/16/2018 6:35:18 AM justice4kids000 Please explain further. Are you saying that Q=17 Q=8 and 8 signifies infinity? Also, are is it your understanding that Q=9 signifies some relation to 

Source?

12/16/2018 6:39:57 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning- woke up with a cold- what are the best ways to treat myself ?

12/16/2018 6:44:35 AM westpaanglers She's that of blood

12/16/2018 6:47:59 AM sc_scot  pic.twitter.com/tzONn95aPn

12/16/2018 6:49:05 AM cidarean Could this also help with anxiety? If not, can you assist?

12/16/2018 6:49:47 AM shining91109743 So, we are supposed to embrace death?  What about family?  Are they not important?  Parents, Spouse, children, grandchildren, siblings. Does that not 

fit in to the equation at all?

12/16/2018 6:50:11 AM slayerofmatrix1 This tweet implication screams of Q = 🤡 ... (reduction to 8) please provide clarity.  No games here, just clarity.

12/16/2018 6:54:09 AM enomai_ Are these frequencies correct?

 https://m.youtube.com/results?search_query=528+hz+love+frequency …

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=j9Mzyf_B8rQ&t=72s …

Or, which frequencies are to have been founded? And, the benefits?

12/16/2018 6:56:59 AM kimmeykim1 I just watched this 😉. Blessings and love 💕 ✨🌈🌎🙏🏻

12/16/2018 6:58:17 AM ragevirusqq Is Adolfs IS in this BE?

12/16/2018 7:00:45 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #SethRich @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @freedomcaucus @senatemajldr @realDonaldTrump @OversightGov 

@GOPoversight @senjudiciary pic.twitter.com/EBoUzinpR0

12/16/2018 7:00:59 AM pantherden_ Mike Pompeo might have control / be Majestic.  He has been traveling the globe meeting with several Nations.

12/16/2018 7:02:40 AM flgirlsbeenqd We are Creator/God.

12/16/2018 7:03:35 AM smiddy012  pic.twitter.com/oW28P0zhrZ

12/16/2018 7:03:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd When I died and had NDE, I was SHOWN this phenomena. I’ve seen it with my own soul.

12/16/2018 7:03:56 AM petitchevalb Our music/ dance is often on 8 times...dancing in the Matrix 

As a child I counted 8 everywhere (spaces between poles, street lights, etc)...counting the Matrix

8 is my favourite number because you can share it 4 times and when reversed is infinite...loving infinite Matrix pic.twitter.com/5hIz2aee76



12/16/2018 7:10:01 AM marty713 Pence I Believe is A 🤢😈🤡👇💥 pic.twitter.com/hG1JdZKAqL

12/16/2018 7:10:20 AM keith369me Can someone re-write Posobiec’s Tweet?  He blocked me.

12/16/2018 7:14:34 AM pedalfun4u so very disturbing. bless you

12/16/2018 7:14:41 AM flgirlsbeenqd "Little Hitler."

12/16/2018 7:15:17 AM ranger51367 The facial features are so much alike,How many of our previous leaders were cloned from certain bloodlines with a predisposition to psychopathy that 

were used to infiltrate ALL colors,races,religions,remember the movie "Boys From Brazil"

12/16/2018 7:15:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK to LIGHT

Let the unsealing begin. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1073273327299555328 …

12/16/2018 7:16:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light

Let the unsealing begin. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1073255651504218114 …

12/16/2018 7:16:17 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/ZlH9vKSVNz

12/16/2018 7:16:46 AM jerseyhotgurl #WeThePeople🙏🏻

12/16/2018 7:17:16 AM canadiancovfefe No, she should give up her freedom.

12/16/2018 7:17:58 AM phytointel #Adrenochrome

#Pizzagate

#DeathPenalty pic.twitter.com/H6nN2WzxLw

12/16/2018 7:18:19 AM firebird8035 Please do!

12/16/2018 7:21:37 AM togtmo America will be stunned. I am not. pic.twitter.com/u01664TvV8

12/16/2018 7:22:13 AM blsdbe Thank you kindly!

12/16/2018 7:24:04 AM togtmo  pic.twitter.com/LDWNQr7kEo

12/16/2018 7:24:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

12/16/2018 7:26:12 AM cidarean Very curious. How far underground is this?

12/16/2018 7:26:52 AM bludiamindvii Yep - Not surprised @ all #Banksters #Globalists #SixSixSix pic.twitter.com/i8BtsyVluc

12/16/2018 7:29:55 AM wildlifer2017 Essential personnel & military continue, but Congress is taken "out of session", which allows for them to be arrested.

12/16/2018 7:30:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Good idea.

12/16/2018 7:30:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/16/2018 7:31:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd Can sense low vibe in ppl more than before; sense it want to run. Cannot listen to news, nails on chalkboard, physical response, shaking, rapid HR, 

panic feeling. Meditating 45 min/day. Blocking ppl give me that feeling. One girl, blocked, she's not here to learn.

12/16/2018 7:31:55 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1067636175198978048?s=21 …

12/16/2018 7:32:34 AM keith369me Karen Pence marked?

12/16/2018 7:33:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 666

With great power comes great responsibility.

12/16/2018 7:35:11 AM petitchevalb Hello,

Saw a large shape full of tiny geometrical shapes/ codes moving inside in a vivid dream

Is it the kind of "shape" you talk about?

If not, sorry must be a "gift paper" nightmare 😅

12/16/2018 7:35:43 AM pinklight999 Did you know that the 6th letter of the ancient Hebrew alphabet is W. 666=www=world wide web = apocalypse = lifting of the veil when all truths 

become known = we are in that time 🥳

12/16/2018 7:35:51 AM cidarean A lot better than my Pic...

12/16/2018 7:36:10 AM ryanvanderbeek1 why is it that US are the only government doing something about this....

our goverment uk are only showing interest in ,muslim grooming "gangs"

its disgusting, recently where i live ,asian guys with very young white girls and thai people taking pictures of children at the park

12/16/2018 7:36:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Make this weekly. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KmiKBr648I …

12/16/2018 7:36:28 AM marty713  https://youtu.be/GG_qhEbtj0c 

Start At 2:00 Attempted Coup

#QAnon #NXVIM #Pence 💥

#Pena #Testor @realDonaldTrump 

Knows 💥 🔥 #EnjoyTheShow 

Have Thought All Along P Was 🤡

Had To Have Him To Convince The Rhinos To Back Trump 💥 WINNING

12/16/2018 7:36:31 AM ragevirusqq I have been thinking of similar themes lately. Is something similar to what Corey good describes as a glass pad, a possibility?

12/16/2018 7:37:17 AM ryanvanderbeek1 its disgusting, i think we should gather all these people together and burn them with fire.... 

i would say harvest their organs to ease donor lists, but...... no1 wants a piece of that

12/16/2018 7:37:20 AM marty713 Idk but after Reading this & digging 

MP Might Be Marked 🤣😂🤣🤨💥

12/16/2018 7:38:04 AM petitchevalb Thank you

12/16/2018 7:38:13 AM cnille619 FAT IS GOOD! Your body NEEDS cholesterol! Watch Oiling Of America...  https://youtu.be/fvKdYUCUca8 

12/16/2018 7:38:48 AM ryanvanderbeek1 hahahaha i love you majestic, suddenly with one post my mrs doesn't think i'm crazy anymore lmao!

i hope its true, would explain why she looks so depressed all the time lol

12/16/2018 7:39:52 AM jaspony1 36... 3+6=9

12/16/2018 7:40:07 AM rachmatcorai33 So meditate for 6 minutes? 🤷🏼♀️

12/16/2018 7:41:07 AM rachmatcorai33 This is so confusing. I understand the 3,6,9 power of the Universe but why has 666 always been a satanic number?

12/16/2018 7:42:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd More please regarding👆🏼

Elaborate if you will.

12/16/2018 7:42:40 AM spicencens1 Oops!!! TY TY!

12/16/2018 7:45:05 AM ryanvanderbeek1 uncle ben?

lol

12/16/2018 7:46:33 AM ecv369jimmysr Carbon atom pic.twitter.com/bcp3NMa8Yd

12/16/2018 7:46:54 AM jollyrob2 Seems like it indeed 🧐

12/16/2018 7:47:06 AM zagnett Ok, not following. Not a fan of this number to this point.

12/16/2018 7:47:35 AM ryanvanderbeek1 and these are not their own children their taking pictures of, not even the same nationality and when confronted they run..... just to clarify

12/16/2018 7:47:49 AM _girlmaher_ Please explain how regular people offer their consent for the abuse of humanity by viewing entertainment that features a lot of murder (gory or not). 

Murder & death are the prevailing themes in all forms of entertainment. Does "virtual" murder serve as sacrifice or mind control?

12/16/2018 7:47:54 AM keith369me Thank you...scary...keep shining the light

12/16/2018 7:48:19 AM whitehat_van Toroid mathematics? Eye if the storm? Strange attractors? Chaos theory? Multi-dimensional reality? 3 is Hydrogen. Tetrahedron, quantum computer 

between y and delta junctions?

12/16/2018 7:50:11 AM spicencens1 That will teach me to stay up late!!!💐

12/16/2018 7:50:53 AM sentientdspatch 😂

12/16/2018 7:50:57 AM whitehat_van 12/16/2018 is 3+7+11=3+7+2=12=3? Is today a day of growth?

12/16/2018 7:52:12 AM roublisa Can you elaborate and enlighten me about this notion please. I worry how to prepare my children for the real truth and knowledge kept from us. My 

very deeply programmed husband is not thrilled with my excitement over disclosures😏thank you🆓🔜



12/16/2018 7:54:00 AM sentientdspatch WHAT did he know?

12/16/2018 7:54:05 AM whitehat_van 12/22/2018 = 3+4+2 = 9. This Saturday.

12/16/2018 7:55:12 AM cidarean I like the law of one's explanation.

12/16/2018 7:55:14 AM vintagesquirrel Because the governments are complicit. Ours was until January 20, 2017.

12/16/2018 7:56:20 AM ghostanon6120 Here is supportive news; deeper dig on these nasty folk: http://www.startribune.com/thai-trafficking-victim-tells-minnesota-jury-she-had-to-treat-sex-

buyers-like-my-personal-god/500965131/ …

12/16/2018 7:56:42 AM whitehat_van 8 dimensions, each with it's own awareness density, hidden hand. POTUS is collapsing a paradigm, mathematically.

12/16/2018 7:59:11 AM sentientdspatch How could that be remotely interesting? That's like saying 7-3=4, 4+3=7, 7-4=3 😂😂😂

12/16/2018 7:59:25 AM ryanvanderbeek1 ugh,,, seriously makes you physicaly sick thinking about it.

our current pm, which 200 of her colueges trust, is the worst, in her previous job she lost a verry large dossier on mp's guilty of pedophilia and illegal 

underage drug and sex partys.

12/16/2018 7:59:51 AM ryanvanderbeek1 heart breaking , a person shouldnt hate living in their own country

12/16/2018 7:59:58 AM cstarr888 I'm getting lots of 13s last couple days. 

After a string of 11s, 33s, 1133s, 

And many 88s.

12/16/2018 8:00:31 AM angryvoter2016 Agreed. Thought Pence was nothing more than a pawn and Trump knew what he needed to win. Controllable and manipulated by Trump. Control 

taken away from former handlers. Just sayin.

12/16/2018 8:01:09 AM sentientdspatch Nothing you said even remotely makes sense. Coincidence?

12/16/2018 8:02:29 AM sentientdspatch 😂

12/16/2018 8:05:10 AM johngradycole20 Thank you Michelle :3

12/16/2018 8:12:11 AM cstarr888 And time has never worked right for me. I lose a lot of it. 🤪

No, really, i do.

🙏💖

12/16/2018 8:12:45 AM warrior_4truth Ahhh...very good grasshopper 

😇

12/16/2018 8:13:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for that.

12/16/2018 8:13:49 AM sentientdspatch Wrongo! God is real and Jesus is the savior. All knees shall bow.

12/16/2018 8:14:54 AM warrior_4truth Day night

Black white

Yin yang

On off

1 0

Good bad

Cold hot

And on and on and on....
12/16/2018 8:16:09 AM spygatedown @JFairSalon, this is starting to sound like my singularity theory. Is this Q?

12/16/2018 8:16:47 AM warrior_4truth The PINK ELEPHANT  in the room

Cargo containers

Flesh sells by the pound

You were a child and so was u

Now your a HUNTWR BUT U AM A LION

12/16/2018 8:17:15 AM bunnanakatana You're starting to get it!!!! And what does 18 mean in hebrew. Your almost to finding out that revelations is backwards. You got the math right tho.

12/16/2018 8:18:19 AM sentientdspatch The Good News is that millions, myself included, will never accept such nonsense. The Bilble speaks of the deceivers. The Bible is right. Jesus is the light 

and true Chrisitans will never lose faith. Every knee shall bow. #JesusChrist #God #Bible

12/16/2018 8:20:50 AM bunnanakatana It isnt difficult to figure out. If you read revelations the "anti christ" has a number which is 666. Add that up and it means 18 which translates to "chai" 

or life in hebrew. Revelations is a real prophecy corrupted by the catholic church to demonize the coming messiah . pic.twitter.com/RbqMD4w0v9

12/16/2018 8:21:26 AM sentientdspatch Keep dreaming. I for one am a Christian and my faith will never stop. Never. The Bible speaks of the deceivers. I don't even think you qualify as that. 

You're more of a wanna be deceiver. Either way God wins. Jesus is the savior. #JesusChrist #God #Bible

12/16/2018 8:23:26 AM cidarean Not many would agree with the term "not in your best interest". Deliberately withholding information under this term is completely against full 

disclosure. Something Corey has warned about. I resonate with some things you post. This however is a bit triggering.

12/16/2018 8:24:44 AM sentientdspatch  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070363834056130560?s=20 …

12/16/2018 8:26:30 AM sentientdspatch This is the reason that I'm going to be unfollowing this phony trash Twitter account. Jesus saves. My faith will never change.  #JesusChrist #God #Bible

12/16/2018 8:26:38 AM ascendingadam Finding clarity within the concept of occult numerology proves difficult. Perhaps more direct statements could increase clarity.

12/16/2018 8:27:19 AM bunnanakatana If you read revelations it literally tells you to dismiss the prophecy surrounding the son of man, but prophecy is only revealed through G-d so ...do the 

math. Its deceiving you. Also nostradamus was dead nuts correct and that's why the church hid the quattrains. pic.twitter.com/6wTHNkCoZZ

12/16/2018 8:29:13 AM sentientdspatch 😂😂😂

12/16/2018 8:31:38 AM pauliepg11111 The fabric of man? Carbon in DNA is composed of 6 neutrons, 6 electrons and 6 protons.

12/16/2018 8:33:00 AM heath_jack How do you invite a download?

12/16/2018 8:33:05 AM roublisa Thank you🤞

12/16/2018 8:33:09 AM pauliepg11111 A profound question and answer. Thank you

12/16/2018 8:34:00 AM bbobbio71 Beethoven Mozart

12/16/2018 8:34:22 AM lib7473 Yes, understand that we are already based of 666 transforming to 616 to 5D...not as mark of the beast, w/c is the disinfo of the cabal to create FEAR.. 

https://youtu.be/mImvyCj76lQ 

12/16/2018 8:35:09 AM bbobbio71 I wonder if it's possible to cleanse your body of the bad vaccines?

12/16/2018 8:35:56 AM bbobbio71 Could that be why they push cholesterol medication so hard?

12/16/2018 8:35:59 AM sentientdspatch You'll do nothing. By "we" you really mean YOU, sitting behind your keyboard, typing nonsense, trying to be mysterious in order to get and keep 

followers, so that you can feel important. There, summed it all up. I feel for anyone that falls for this phony baloney.

12/16/2018 8:36:14 AM djlok Bummer

12/16/2018 8:36:29 AM allahuniversal Requires an embracement of Death in order to "cross". Pun intended?

12/16/2018 8:36:36 AM bbobbio71 Are you saying that we should not be following Q?

12/16/2018 8:38:21 AM sehvehn no thank you

12/16/2018 8:39:27 AM bunnanakatana They also corrupted to quattrains to villanize what we now know as the "third antichrist" super interesting to know he got the hat thing absolutely 

correct. All the animal signs in revelations all deal with the heraldry of the king. It's like wow once you know what you're reading

12/16/2018 8:40:49 AM john777lee I dreamed I was trying to explain the great awakening to someone. I was telling a story to them verbatim. Fact after fact. Funny. WWG1WGA

12/16/2018 8:41:05 AM bbobbio71 Ok I was begging to follow along but I think the train just derailed.

12/16/2018 8:41:48 AM allahuniversal It's not like we haven't done it before (died). At least a better end result (Ascension) would make it worthwhile this time around.



12/16/2018 8:43:18 AM bbobbio71 Trying to learn importance of 3 6 9 

Any direction on information that good to read?

12/16/2018 8:43:51 AM ryanvanderbeek1 no i wouldn't, my conscience would be clear because i'm not abusing kidnapping selling or killing children for my own personal gain. id be part of the 

final solution not the problem, bring back death penalty for these crimes

12/16/2018 8:45:12 AM knightofmaltaus Before speculating and spreading false narratives, try this first. Hope it helps you understand better. 

 http://www.answers.com/Q/What_was_a_responsibility_of_the_Federal_Reserve_Bank …

12/16/2018 8:46:53 AM johnnynowhere  pic.twitter.com/BF647StDe7

12/16/2018 8:46:56 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Good morning btw!

Have a fantastic day!

12/16/2018 8:47:03 AM allahuniversal Jesus saves. Christianity doesn't. Jesus didn't create Christianity in it's current form, He came to fulfil the Law and teach of God's Love. In fact He left 0 

writings, only His Word. Christ's enemies created the religion, Council of Nicea, 325 AD.

12/16/2018 8:47:24 AM sehvehn good bye

12/16/2018 8:47:47 AM cnille619 Have you read the side effects⁉️⁉️ Take this and you will get this,this,this and this 🤔🤔🤔Here pop some more pills for what that pill did...on and 

on and on 😢😢😢

12/16/2018 8:48:46 AM knightofmaltaus  http://www.answers.com/Q/What_was_a_responsibility_of_the_Federal_Reserve_Bank …

12/16/2018 8:49:07 AM esoter1csurgery Open your eyes. God is real...but god is within YOU and all life. It's not an external being over powering you that is forcing you to be a certain way. ALL 

is God. There is no "right or wrong" per se. All is experience. YOU choose what you make of it.

12/16/2018 8:50:08 AM kaylajoyheart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  how about sound bowls? And what is a good method to detox( child safe also) without adding anymore harm but also budget 

friendly for the disabled? Please and thank you.

12/16/2018 8:51:17 AM 2wyta  pic.twitter.com/I9nsAhLh0F

12/16/2018 8:53:31 AM gi6stars God. In Revaluation God warns the anti Christ will have the #666

12/16/2018 8:58:51 AM daveschroeder18 I was just thinking that this week. I find it easier meditating with you tube. But I started meditating with out any type of music. Noise canceling 

headphones and my thoughts,  thousands of annoying thoughts. But if you keep at it you eventually break through

12/16/2018 9:00:17 AM sehvehn starting to sound like that cult. should we get some coolaid?

12/16/2018 9:03:22 AM bunnanakatana Well no. It means "life" and is one of the official names of God. In other words, they're saying a man will come and his number will be the same as G-ds 

or associated with etc. Names have numerical value in hebrew. Moshe for instance has the same numerical value as hashem.

12/16/2018 9:05:07 AM colista Yes ... pic.twitter.com/rST1wwp6jV

12/16/2018 9:06:01 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Now Think.... Why did Obama ( Barry Soetoro had his childhood in Indonesia?? ) Now think who has been 

controlling the banking financial trading in commerce energy harvesting slavery matrix system.…  https://buff.ly/2UNQtxH  

pic.twitter.com/WXegbYzikW

12/16/2018 9:07:58 AM iam_laura9 Sweet!

12/16/2018 9:08:27 AM bunnanakatana If that man has prophecy surrounding him he's definitely chosen by the most high. So why does revelations paint him as a horrible person? Pagans got 

to the prophecy of John and corrupted it so they could possibly retain power in the end times. It wont work lol.

12/16/2018 9:11:12 AM bunnanakatana Not saying you're totally wrong, just saying slightly. One is a name of G-d and one is "alive" they just vary on placement and usage even though it's the 

exact same word. 🙂

12/16/2018 9:19:08 AM mongrelglory I've never heard of the above meaning for 666 but it would certainly explain the "power of the beast" over humans in this world.

12/16/2018 9:21:08 AM bigchill_lc Hope the helicopter crash had nothing to do with this....in Leicester.

12/16/2018 9:21:08 AM nealrobicheaux If you are a Blind in the First Dimension you going to be blind in the next Invisible Dimension. If you learn how to Awaking the Third Eye now , we might 

have hope for the Future. Save your Children now. We are the only hope for our Future. The Open Eye Project teaches how to see 

pic.twitter.com/yNITIc0Bwa

12/16/2018 9:21:15 AM mongrelglory Carbon, the basis of all life forms here on earth...interesting! 666

12/16/2018 9:26:23 AM jaysureshot Yep...sure is. pic.twitter.com/5NNZNGbERr

12/16/2018 9:34:43 AM bunnanakatana I found this :) should be good research. pic.twitter.com/az46eQnRYd

12/16/2018 9:37:05 AM turboxyde I like to think of it as "Creator Academy."

12/16/2018 9:39:43 AM bunnanakatana Well, I ran across it researching the Scottish nobility. In England and scotland it was associated with the tin mines, but that's not the only place its 

found apparently. It was only adopted by the tinners in recent history, but its found in synagogues and roslin chapel all over.

12/16/2018 9:39:53 AM randthompson16 I'm still observing before I can know for sure. 

Seen enough hinky to warrant more digging.

12/16/2018 9:44:17 AM worldxplorer1 Who / what are the MIB?

12/16/2018 9:49:50 AM anangelhasland1 “In dreams, begin responsibilities.”

Power is 999% Illusion.

12/16/2018 9:49:52 AM daveo6145 Does the storm involve floating prisons?

12/16/2018 9:50:46 AM anangelhasland1 And some singing!

With feeling, gentlemen!

12/16/2018 10:02:03 AM anon8212 I personally believe that the Catholic church was the worst thing to happen to us in terms of human spirituality. They've kept us ignorant, blind and 

limbless for all these years.

12/16/2018 10:03:29 AM warrior_4truth V. 2.0 

The PINK ELEPHANT  in the room 

Cargo containers 

Flesh sells by the pound 

You were a child and so was I Now your a HUNTER

 BUT I AM A LION

12/16/2018 10:06:49 AM taradea08775439 So yesterday I posted how last.few.months I've had numbers jumping. Out at me except no6 

Until today and now this post

12/16/2018 10:07:26 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  How does the bread keep?  Should I store it in the fridge?  Can I freeze it?

12/16/2018 10:09:05 AM jollyrob2 Same here

12/16/2018 10:10:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd I keep mine in fridge. Amazing for sandwiches. Don’t use non stick spray in loafpan...poison. Use coconut oil (cold pressed virgin) or olive oil, extra 

virgin. And FYI...it’s delicious.

12/16/2018 10:10:42 AM mongrelglory Or you can just wait to ascend at the natural conclusion of your life.  No different than Christians who wait to be taken to heaven.

12/16/2018 10:11:09 AM lbf777 What is the meaning of 666?

12/16/2018 10:12:37 AM mongrelglory Is it necessary to find the coconut butter?  Could I just whip the coconut oil to make it into a fluffy butter myself?

12/16/2018 10:13:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve never frozen it but I don’t see why not, Sealed nicely. I made this... pic.twitter.com/lHEB8QeL2r

12/16/2018 10:14:32 AM lori_dee1 @Time4JusticeUSA I just watch the video. Thanks for sharing! I absolutely believe that energy is everything.

12/16/2018 10:17:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd It’s coconut “manna” vs coconut oil. pic.twitter.com/a81g9saktO

12/16/2018 10:17:53 AM peterclloyd Scientology? Is it a mind control experiment and if so, who is the puppet master?

12/16/2018 10:18:14 AM 00loll0 All this talk,is there children underneath the Getty? Wizards and Warlocks? NSA,CIA? OCCUPY THE GETTY,and save the children? Surely you are aware 

of this horror? Please do tell.

12/16/2018 10:22:18 AM purspectives_ That's a Big No Go



12/16/2018 10:23:17 AM lovethebeach999 You need to teach a class.  I’d take it.

12/16/2018 10:25:39 AM lori_dee1 We have an incredibly powerful subconscious mind that we get to access for living at the higher levels of consciousness.

12/16/2018 10:27:41 AM flgirlsbeenqd Example: peanut butter not same peanut oil, can’t whip it and make peanut butter. Coconut “manna” or coconut cream not same as oil. Cream aka 

coconut butter aka manna on left...coconut oil on right. Hope that helps. ❤️✨ pic.twitter.com/SMFBWMzME6

12/16/2018 10:28:54 AM sarahrosie5 I'm not sure what you mean.

12/16/2018 10:32:05 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did something happen at midnight?  If 12/15/18 23:59 == 3/6/9 5:5?

12/16/2018 10:32:14 AM lmjonzey We are all going back to high school math class...lol

But for every reaction say positive there is going to be a negative reaction to keep  balance.

If we love in American does that cause chaos in China? The adage are u going to dig a whole to China..lol

12/16/2018 10:39:19 AM lmjonzey I.ll dig into that one two. Digging back into my ancestry lines like a whole group of mine came from one area in Scotland in 1630 and before that 1400s.

12/16/2018 10:40:53 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/CAHlpS35tT4 

12/16/2018 10:43:53 AM pauliepg11111 One hears things like HRC will go down but for something more “palatable” like fraud and corruption, rather than baby eating and child trafficking. But I 

strongly feel humanity needs the full truth to jolt people into what’s really going on. Will the public get the full truth?

12/16/2018 10:48:13 AM cocopuffster12 Funny, I was thinking the same thing. I need a class.

12/16/2018 10:48:52 AM heath_jack Can't wait for the people to learn every word is true.  Give the enough rope....🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸

12/16/2018 10:49:49 AM blazer2k7 What are you trying to communicate with THIS one? O_o

12/16/2018 10:50:02 AM zack_stone Above majestic. Irony

12/16/2018 10:52:29 AM cidarean Well... Start bringing these high profile individuals to justice. Disclose all evedince to prove its not a total conspiracy and put these people in their place. 

Until then, those who try to redpill will continue to be ridiculed as crazy conspiracy loons.

12/16/2018 10:52:44 AM lbf777 It could also be an alteration to our DNA that projects a much uglier world so that we suffer more. See below: 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1027248091123081216 …

12/16/2018 10:52:50 AM jandydill I’m of the understanding Mother Gaia has chosen to ascend to 5D. Those awake will have a choice to join her (match frequency).Our collective 

consciousness is punching a hole in the matrix dropping the veil to 5D all the while being assisted w this by ETs. (?)

12/16/2018 10:53:18 AM lbf777 Is this what 666 means? Did the Gov tamper with our DNA so that we project a much uglier world? 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1027248091123081216 …

12/16/2018 10:53:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Transparency Office

DARK to LIGHT https://youtu.be/L3q9K2_27KY 

12/16/2018 10:55:09 AM ryankochweare1 I believe those who seek to know the whole truth will know but those who don't will percieve something else taking place. I agree that we need to face 

ALL of it United. This is where WE come in..I, for One, am Done with Partial Truths.. NoOne will stop ME from finding All of it.

12/16/2018 10:55:24 AM mateuszwala suicide weekend you say?

12/16/2018 10:56:14 AM fqxacid  pic.twitter.com/Eq3yyooI8Z

12/16/2018 11:01:30 AM jandydill In other words, we are all a spark of Christ consciousness which is within us & not external from us as we were made to believe by organized religion.

12/16/2018 11:02:41 AM jandydill 🤣

12/16/2018 11:04:24 AM pauliepg11111 Yes but it’s those who are completely dedicated to defending the matrix who need to be woken up. Otherwise they will just cry political persecution?

12/16/2018 11:05:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 FL & AZ?

Deny, Deflect, Distract https://youtu.be/ohWLE7_0Bcc 

12/16/2018 11:05:03 AM youstinksoap So, the lesson here is that you can't beat them because they have a never ending supply of money?

12/16/2018 11:08:48 AM lmjonzey question I'm working on.. there is ...one split into 2... next is fractals then all become one again at some point in ...time..I know.. relative term. During 

that learning period there are guides..numbers natal chart, etc... trick is learning what is the correct info vs control.

12/16/2018 11:13:03 AM fleurcompassion Embracing death, leads to vision, there's no death of internal Being.

12/16/2018 11:13:22 AM enomai_ Ah, yeah, now what is the frequency to kill off the nanobots in my system is the Q now. Ive had a lot enter through the air the other night. My body 

healed itself mostly. But, i want these things cleared out. Which is y i wanted the HZ & others. U or Dalai lama cant post some?

12/16/2018 11:13:52 AM lmjonzey I couldn't watch the whole thing. Someone give the guy a shovel.

12/16/2018 11:14:29 AM proudamericanp2 Thought that 'transparency' was 'why' the FOIA exists.

We NEED less govt

Probably cheaper to mandate full public disclosure, BAN redactions, BAN bogus classifications designed to CYA.

12/16/2018 11:17:54 AM fionasdestiny67 The coverup is deep and very dark.

Those who know cannot sleep.

12/16/2018 11:18:28 AM jaspony1 We know that Google made every effort to get Dems elected and nothing happens... We know that the Dems cheated in this election and every 

election and yet we still do nothing about it...

12/16/2018 11:21:02 AM lmjonzey Still no answer for. not to MJ12 specifically..why was it allowed to integrate him with out representation...where is the waiver. He needs a place to 

stay, I'm sure there are a bunch of Patriots willing to help him.

12/16/2018 11:27:07 AM speaakn She’s not old enough

12/16/2018 11:27:09 AM nimisha26894791 Right sister..😘

12/16/2018 11:28:35 AM chrispacheco24  pic.twitter.com/QjIuMywd7k

12/16/2018 11:28:47 AM fleurcompassion Our hearts know have known each other always. ♥

12/16/2018 11:29:03 AM jollyrob2 Iam happy to hear that.

12/16/2018 11:29:03 AM do_or_do_notty I’m a MMJ patient and cannabutter is one of my main ingestion methods. It is helping me tremendously. Mind Body and Soul!!

12/16/2018 11:30:56 AM lmjonzey First amendment to include watching a child die is ok to Google??? No. Agree there is a line. Imagine doesn't go away. Can you imagine having to live 

with seeing that? I hope NYPD that saw that video are getting help.

12/16/2018 11:31:49 AM cidarean Lol... Busted

12/16/2018 11:37:01 AM lmjonzey How about daughter <S>... all three his??

Control by blood?

12/16/2018 11:38:34 AM cidarean They never mentioned Arizona in this clip. Though I'm sure Google did something... AZ had the largest swing vote in state history during mid terms...

12/16/2018 11:40:25 AM lmjonzey Can't resist... use Canadas  eyebrow?.... his almost fell off...

12/16/2018 11:40:37 AM bunnanakatana What area?

12/16/2018 11:41:12 AM mongrelglory Thanks so much for taking the time to show me!  Much appreciated! 🙏

12/16/2018 11:44:02 AM mongrelglory I've made butter from whipping buttermilk in my Vitamix blender.  I might experiment with whipping coconut milk and see what results...I'll see if it 

looks like this picture here.  Otherwise I'll order from Amazon if I can't find coconut butter here in Toronto.

12/16/2018 11:44:15 AM 1_decided_voter Can you clarify "unspecified medical incident"?

12/16/2018 11:45:33 AM mongrelglory Sorry, I meant coconut "cream"...I'll try whipping that and see what happens.

12/16/2018 11:45:55 AM bunnanakatana Hehe thanks :) maybe I'll make a video trying to explain it all sometime.

12/16/2018 11:48:51 AM mongrelglory Thanks.  Now I'll know what to look for in the stores. 👍



12/16/2018 11:51:50 AM lmjonzey I watched the beautiful golden twinkling lights take 2 loves to cross over. 

I told both to go.

But there things still here on earth like my kids watching them have kids..watching the grandkids...a couple cats..I'm not ready to leave but I dont want 

to miss my chance either...

12/16/2018 11:53:10 AM lmjonzey On the fats...  omega 3,6 and 9.

Lol..no coincidences..

12/16/2018 11:57:03 AM bourdainmurderd Is the true meter based off remens or royal cubits? E = hf  still?

12/16/2018 11:59:40 AM starehope Looked like he wasn't in on or not interested the conversation.

12/16/2018 12:00:18 PM cstarr888 Lost an hour today. It was about 11:15 then it was 12:26. Hmm. (Hope i was fighting the good fight!)

😆🤪😂😊🙏💖

12/16/2018 12:00:45 PM cocopuffster12 Oh my gosh!! That would be SO excellent!! I am trying so hard. Gonna keep at it!

12/16/2018 12:00:46 PM cocopuffster12 Oh my gosh!! That would be SO excellent!! I am trying!! Gonna keep at it!! 💟☮️

12/16/2018 12:01:18 PM bunnanakatana Aaaaah. That's could be a video unto itself I tried typing it out like 4 times lol😂. The calling of the diaspora is a divine act. G-d does that one in other 

words. For now, study the old testament and enjoy the show. Learn hebrew. We're almost there. pic.twitter.com/cL76jJyJkD

12/16/2018 12:03:12 PM mgray72531386 M12, I would expect you to know that we are a Republic and not a Democracy.

12/16/2018 12:04:34 PM ryankochweare1 I am struggling personally with how to reach those who are so long in Seperation that they completley reject the idea of who they really are..  My son is 

5 today and 1500 miles away mostly bc I am Awake and My family is not.  I am "crazy" bc I refuse to fit in their lil box.

12/16/2018 12:05:57 PM phxrising8 Why do you post the way Q does?

12/16/2018 12:06:39 PM cstarr888 Stay strong. One day they will come to for help, and they are so going to need you. 

🙏💖

12/16/2018 12:10:54 PM ryankochweare1 I honestly believe once critical mass is attained All will see the Truth whether they are ready or not.  This is where We must step up with Love and 

Forgiveness and Understanding.  Those so far in Seperation will need us most.   During collective Dark Night of the Soul.  IMO

12/16/2018 12:12:04 PM ryankochweare1 💙💙💙this reply🙏🙏

12/16/2018 12:14:31 PM dairy_mom_of_6 No coincidences!!! 😉

12/16/2018 12:17:21 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Remember the EO that goes into effect on 1-1-19 Things are rolling!!! Panic in DC. It just keeps getting better! Remember there are no coincidences! 

😉 #QArmy #PatriotsUnited

12/16/2018 12:23:28 PM zagnett MJ, was the cabal trying to reveal the "anti-christ" on February 2, 2018 with their rigged stock market?

"Dow drops 666 points and posts its worst week since 2016"

Silly cabal. https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/capitalbusiness/2018/02/02/cc0949cc-084f-11e8-94e8-

e8b8600ade23_story.html?noredirect=on …

12/16/2018 12:24:42 PM phxrising8 What the actual fuckityfuck are you guys talking about?

12/16/2018 12:30:52 PM mongrelglory Those articles are an interesting read for sure!  I can't believe how many corrupt people were promoted through the Army under Obama, while the 

good people (many generals) were forced into resigning/retiring!

12/16/2018 12:33:24 PM tommyborn4 Kennedy assassination successful - co-ordinated by 41?

12/16/2018 12:33:54 PM mongrelglory Her being "branded" makes sense that Dr. Jackson would share that information with Chief of Staff John Kelly.  It would also explain why Mike Pence 

was so angry that a fuss was being made out of the "privacy breach", thus drawing attention to his wife medical "incident".

12/16/2018 12:34:07 PM time4justiceusa Thanks for watching it 😀

12/16/2018 12:42:30 PM keith369me Yes...thank you for so eloquently translating what my intuition was stating!

12/16/2018 12:48:02 PM petitchevalb 666 may stand for what sLAve calls the carbone flesh matrix (6e6p6n)

666 is the mark of the Beast, Lucifer (different from Satan)

We are kept in his carbone flesh prison

Do you mean that to take our power back, will we have to defeat him?

12/16/2018 12:56:11 PM carolba88945394 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

12/16/2018 1:01:30 PM slipperyslope18 Its way to late to bury these crimes. A little digging is enough to make you lose sleep and shake with anger. a lot of digging will bring nightmares.

12/16/2018 1:07:34 PM epkman They have very sketchy stuff on there.😷

12/16/2018 1:09:28 PM petitchevalb Do you think death is a sufficient and necessary condition to ascend?

12/16/2018 1:13:31 PM melbourne_3000 #TheMoreYouKnow pic.twitter.com/Rd82DtL0Rj

12/16/2018 1:14:14 PM ghostanon6120 said to peter parker?

12/16/2018 1:16:30 PM ghostanon6120 ummm who is alice in this tweet?? thanks

12/16/2018 1:18:59 PM allahuniversal A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) is a free software chatbot created in AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language), an open, 

minimalist, stimulus-response language for creating bot personalities like A.L.I.C.E.  https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

12/16/2018 1:19:42 PM vintagesquirrel You mean literally branded. Ooh. Now I get it. 😟

12/16/2018 1:20:14 PM ghostanon6120 thanks friend; btw, can you also tell me what a DUMB is? Having a hard time solving that acronym. Thanks in advance.

12/16/2018 1:21:26 PM zagnett May u verify the exp. of the "ascension" process? Trying to make it simple as possible-

C12 (6p6e6n) in humans converts to C7 (6p1e6n) via strong solar flare, etc.

Poof! Light body?

12/16/2018 1:21:27 PM petitchevalb MJ 12 didnt say death was a necessary and sufficient condition to ascend

We are not here to promote death 

We are here to promote Life, Freedom and Truth

12/16/2018 1:22:37 PM allahuniversal Glad to help. A D.U.M.B. is a Deep Underground Military Base

12/16/2018 1:23:15 PM keith369me Yes, literally...the “not working alone with women” being a Pence illusion.

12/16/2018 1:24:05 PM ghostanon6120 thank you!! you rock:)

12/16/2018 1:25:53 PM allahuniversal i'm ok on a good day lol

12/16/2018 1:32:38 PM 1_decided_voter I heard Florida, Texas, and California, but not AZ.

12/16/2018 1:38:16 PM zagnett "616" - # associated with humans in 5d (non-physical planes).

"666" - # for 3d.

So "mark of the beast" simply associated with beings stuck in 3d - pure physical space - in "dog eat dog" world.

12/16/2018 1:38:19 PM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

12/16/2018 1:38:43 PM fionasdestiny67 432hz



12/16/2018 1:42:00 PM goyaeq And she was Maj12 until just a little while ago.  I'm glad there was a takeover by White Hats.

12/16/2018 1:47:19 PM zagnett Correction: The video confirms C7 is 6p1n6e. The neutrons are stripped. Not the electrons.

12/16/2018 1:54:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you. Do you use ghee, real butter like Kerry Gold Irish, or Coconut oil. I’ve heard coconut is a nice carrier oil. Thank you very much for answering. 

Love sent to you.

12/16/2018 1:56:27 PM zagnett The video says the C12 to C7 conversion "will make all technological progress and economic systems completely redundant".

It's good to have a backup though. More than one if possible. Trust me. I'm in IT. ;-)

12/16/2018 1:56:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Coconut oil I get from Aldi’s. Drive next town over to get. Coconut butter I either order from Tropical Traditions or get the manna from Amazon bogo. 

Depends on sale. I like most bang for my buck.

12/16/2018 1:57:23 PM do_or_do_notty I use very high quality butter like Kerry Gold. Coconut and olive oil are my other two favorite infusions. You can literally make most anything into a 

healthy edible 

Do yourself a huge favor and get a magical butter machine. I have the MB2 and it makes life so much easier.

12/16/2018 1:57:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B004T80BYE/ref=mp_s_a_1_3_a_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1544997442&sr=8-

3&keywords=coconut+manna&dpPl=1&dpID=51cW3nK0y5L&ref=plSrch …

12/16/2018 1:57:54 PM petitchevalb Thank you for your understanding

12/16/2018 1:58:05 PM zagnett Btw not saying I buy into this 100%.

But- if a big solar flare smacks Earth & strips away 83.3% of our neutrons, it probably wouldn't give a gosh darn about our so-called "belief systems" any 

more than our tech or economic systems.

12/16/2018 2:00:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you so much. You are just precious❤️❤️❤️

12/16/2018 2:01:43 PM otdon  https://twitter.com/otdon/status/1074397942046371840?s=21 …

12/16/2018 2:02:14 PM do_or_do_notty If ya have any other questions I’m happy to help. 

This plant saves my life every single day! 

I’ve researched it for years and now have a few years of real healing experience

Happy to spread the good news about Cannabis at every opportunity! 

#CannabisHeals #MindBodySoul

12/16/2018 2:04:31 PM zagnett Good to hear. Thanks for the update.

12/16/2018 2:06:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd My sister I am so following you. May DM you for recipes if you share. This is wonderful. You literally made my evening.❤️❤️❤️

12/16/2018 2:09:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes, precisely...you could buy a real coconuts, pull out all the thick flesh and put that in vitamix. Then you’d have real coconut butter. That would be 

ACE!!! Awesome idea!!! Talk about fresh! Love how you think!❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

12/16/2018 2:10:13 PM do_or_do_notty Yay! I love it!! ❤️❤️

Heck yeah I’ll share 

Anytime!

There’s definitely many reasons this plant was made illegal

And it’s truly a crime against humanity and planet 

Its time we educate one another and demand a change! 

@POTUS will right this wrong

12/16/2018 2:10:54 PM cherylstrouse (12)+3=(15)+3=(18)

(3)+3=(6)+3=(9)

What is the significance of 3,6,9?

3,(2x3)(3x3)?

3,32,33?

12/16/2018 2:11:29 PM zagnett MJ, Great!

Do the sealed indictments on trafficking inc. the brothel on Ceres Tony Rodrigues mentions in "Dauntless Dialogue" (YT) "BREAKAWAY" series Guessing 

not since not U.S. jurisdiction.

Or are the stories about Ceres also disinfo?

12/16/2018 2:12:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen! We should focus on getting it legalized throughout USA. As a collective if we put it out there, it’ll happen❤️

12/16/2018 2:13:31 PM cherylstrouse Watch the wives!

12/16/2018 2:14:40 PM cherylstrouse Only unnecessary govt is shutdown.

12/16/2018 2:14:42 PM sfclong DoD funded. Not true

12/16/2018 2:27:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is why we need to support Gen Flynn.

12/16/2018 2:32:41 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I sent the recipe to my Filippino friend who is trying to follow the keto diet.  We have lots of Asian/Philippino grocery stores here in 

Mississauga (part of the Greater Toronto Area) so I'm hopeful I'll be able to find this on the shelf if I can't make it from scratch.

12/16/2018 2:37:49 PM zagnett Oh I was wondering about that.

Probably better than one my current personal favs - "Mad Max: Fury Road" soundtrack, lol.

12/16/2018 2:39:03 PM jane_q_patriot The only thing that ever went from "DARK to LIGHT" with these two criminals is their hair.

12/16/2018 2:46:46 PM vintagesquirrel He's a good egg!

12/16/2018 2:47:14 PM zagnett MJ, is high total blood cholesterol bad? High LDL? High Trigs.? etc.

What lipid panel measurements would most concern you?

Even a famous astronaut (forget who) stopped taking statins b/c it hurt his muscles & slowed his brain down he couldn't work well.

12/16/2018 2:49:15 PM zagnett MJ, what are your thoughts on high saturated fat content in one's diet?

12/16/2018 2:50:46 PM brittasbits1 I used to think that was a weakness of mine, never saying no and having to look after my drug addled mother while my siblings went out. I realise now I 

was the stronger one , not them. They were weak and nasty and selfish. I couldn't do what they did, I would feel bad .

12/16/2018 2:51:04 PM unicorncodes1 ... and still the Truth was hidden in the teachings, e.g. “I AM the way”. 

The I AM is the oneness of All, including each and every one of us.

12/16/2018 2:57:54 PM ryankochweare1 I don't "know" much about this subject but I stopped all sexual behavior over a year ago and i feel Expanded like I have harnessed that energy into my 

more focussed search WITHIN..

12/16/2018 2:58:19 PM dr_t_dc 12/21 marks 45 days since the election. @realDonaldTrump signed EO that gave 45 days before elections were scrutinized.

12/16/2018 3:02:02 PM zagnett "The truth, the whole truth, & nothing but the truth. So help me God."

The "system" expects this from us. So I expect it back from the "system".*

*Limits on knowledge that can be used to harm ok, if a reasonable system exists to grant access if/when needed.

12/16/2018 3:09:30 PM time4u2know What about Hemi-Sync from Robert Monroe?

12/16/2018 3:11:25 PM zagnett What are the best tones?

The link seems to be a good tone generator.

 http://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator 



12/16/2018 3:24:20 PM zagnett Accurate?

432 raise pos. vibrations, healing, helps w/sleep

528 whole body regeneration

741 cleanse infections, viruses, toxins, fungus (like mentioned above)

Other good ones?

Any good for meditation generally?

What is the "om" frequency, 136.1?
12/16/2018 3:31:10 PM montanaindy READ Revelation in the BIBLE. It will open your eyes.  There are numerous study guides for Revelations.

12/16/2018 3:32:47 PM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I hope & pray. But I'm paid to be a pragmatic neutral observer.

I pray for the best, but expect the worst. I am also aware of Rev 9:6. In those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it; & shall desire to die, and 

death shall flee from them.

#muchlove

#TY

12/16/2018 3:33:55 PM southernsmiley1 Please do make a video that would be Great! I have always thought they on purpose messed with the bible...

12/16/2018 3:37:55 PM bunnanakatana Theres ALOT of mistakes in the new testament. If you want really good videos about it you should watch rabbi Tovia Singer. He has loads of great info 

about the new/old testament dynamic. By mistakes I mean mistranslations that throw the whole thing off btw.

12/16/2018 3:38:20 PM lonewol97176157 He has already been defeated.

12/16/2018 3:49:55 PM jpxastor Care to elaborate howso?

12/16/2018 3:50:26 PM askthe_q Pretty sure that picture has 50% assanle layover in it. Saw the video on YT where they were contrasting. Original is not that obvious.

12/16/2018 3:50:37 PM askthe_q Assange

12/16/2018 3:52:24 PM ragevirusqq SG-1 S6 E4 “Frozen”. Anything you can comment on?

12/16/2018 3:53:45 PM rawphonegirl Interesting.

12/16/2018 3:53:53 PM tevet Two killed in accident at Antarctic research station Wed 12 Dec 2018 

 https://buff.ly/2BoDWrr  Two days later.

12/16/2018 3:57:18 PM rawphonegirl I've been thinking about Tesla since finding this last night after your 3,6,9 post. By thinking I mean looking at numbers completely differently and 

noticing their relationships everywhere.  It's a def can't unsee: https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

12/16/2018 4:01:38 PM shining91109743 A question if i may.  Been watching SG1.  If we are immortal and all are IS-BE’s, then we are in a perpetual conflict of good vs evil.  Different planes of 

existence.  Who knows who to trust.  So many lies.  Where/how to get off the train?

12/16/2018 4:12:49 PM rawphonegirl  https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1074453446898655232?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/gLTEHCsQ1C

12/16/2018 4:19:52 PM realwilltierney As long as they realize you are god as well as me, and them and those and that. We are 1

12/16/2018 4:20:55 PM mongrelglory Well...I'll remember that Rep. Raskin's name in the future.  He was spewing propaganda and disinfo with his questions the entire time!

12/16/2018 4:23:24 PM realwilltierney Over my head. I know 3,6,9 triangle

12/16/2018 4:26:29 PM birdienevermore 1954 is her year of birth...doesn't mean much if Hdog fled to Argentina but the photo of a child and h together is far fetched

12/16/2018 4:36:52 PM allahuniversal ALICE, MKUltra (subsequent current projects), radio tv cellular & WiFi signal, the nanotechnology in our bodies, all connected?

12/16/2018 4:37:04 PM lonewol97176157  pic.twitter.com/5Rg8veVoN1

12/16/2018 4:38:26 PM mongrelglory Didn't they also say Nevada?  It's obvious that Google is being dishonest/disingenous.  Do these hearings accomplish anything at all?  They always just 

lie or avoid answering the question directly.

12/16/2018 4:40:33 PM zagnett Ok now I'm starting to get it. Thanks everyone.

About 432:

432 hz - a great music tone.

432 / 12 = 36 = 3+6 = 9 = most awesome # ever / God / etc.

But cabal introduced 440 hz. for industry music

440 / 12 = 36.66666667 = 3+6+6666666... = bad

Silly cabal.
12/16/2018 4:47:50 PM johnpic36508489 Some nation states have only recently recovered their sovereignty.

12/16/2018 4:49:23 PM zagnett Thanks. Helped a bunch.

12/16/2018 4:51:11 PM djlok This whole math problem really confuses me.  I'm gonna have to sit with this for awhile.

12/16/2018 4:52:14 PM zagnett From vortex math I just learned from watching videos cited on this thread, it's interesting that the pattern 124 & 875 = 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 7 + 5 = 999 = 

most awesomest number, & 3 of them to boot.

12/16/2018 5:04:41 PM trish_hollman Has that 👁 the 🕵️♂️ vibe!

12/16/2018 5:05:16 PM trish_hollman NOPE! pic.twitter.com/zXbeYAptae

12/16/2018 5:05:54 PM mongrelglory Go away bot! 🤖

12/16/2018 5:08:39 PM spygatedown What’s your opinion, Trish?

12/16/2018 5:09:19 PM anangelhasland1 “Metaphysical” Trinity

(Over)

Material Duality

12/16/2018 5:12:22 PM trish_hollman LARP. Anyone who states they know x y or z here in twatterland is disinformation. Q is a military group with highly confidential and top secret 

information that would surely NOT be spread on social media! Think logically. Do you need a link to the Q drops? ☺️

12/16/2018 5:14:26 PM trish_hollman  http://Qmap.pub .  This is Q! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️

12/16/2018 5:17:18 PM mongrelglory I thought I heard the opposite.  That the Draco had created the dinosaurs but then another civilization killed them off because they weren't supposed 

to be here.  Apparently the Draco were pissed. (I think it was either Goode or Wilcock that said this).

12/16/2018 5:18:52 PM mongrelglory It's probably deliberate on their part...lest we forget...

12/16/2018 5:20:24 PM mongrelglory Well, I know she tried to crash Bohemian Grove and they escorted her out!

12/16/2018 5:24:46 PM mongrelglory They said the started tracking IS-BE's in 1971 via birth records/facial recognition.  When I asked about undocumented births in this world (which there 

are a lot of) they said that the operation wasn't of high priority, so they aren't really keeping track of every IS-BE possible.

12/16/2018 5:25:08 PM tracytracy205 That's a great question, actually.. I have always communicated with loved ones on the other side, now I am wondering if that is who I was really talking 

to?? What if I do reach out and attract some dark ETs?? How would I know??

12/16/2018 5:27:00 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah, I think NV was in there too.

12/16/2018 5:34:13 PM 1_decided_voter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



12/16/2018 5:39:18 PM keith369me It’s been stuck on 911 for a couple of days now...it was 100+ less a month ago.  I agree, likely deliberate.  Hopefully 911 disclosure is coming.  Can’t 

confirm if it’s true but I heard that Al Gore and Flynn testified in DC on Friday...911 + 2000 election related.

12/16/2018 5:46:59 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes, what a great way to get the Evangelicals to fall in line and vote. It is a total illusion!! It will a a REALLY tough wake up when they realize they were 

duped by a pedophile!! Wolves in sheep's clothes as some would say, or false prophet. Pain is coming for this evil!

12/16/2018 5:49:12 PM deplorablell Pence has always seemed shifty to me, not to be confused with lil ADAM SCHIFTY!😑

12/16/2018 5:58:26 PM tammymckeever Does Congress even have any value?  If their body is leading any issue isn't just to time suck, run out clock?

12/16/2018 6:06:26 PM realwilltierney Haha 345

12/16/2018 6:28:13 PM mykidsrtheebest I thought IS= soul BE=body

12/16/2018 6:37:20 PM covandfefe I was watching a documentary last night about the Georgia Guidestones and a local guy said he heard they had something to do with the "Build-A-

Bear" group.  Pretty sure he meant Bilderberg.

12/16/2018 6:38:14 PM luvleebutterfly Universal Language = Numbers

12/16/2018 6:40:54 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! I will look up Rabbi Tovia Singer.

12/16/2018 7:08:40 PM ryankochweare1 Like travelling through a mycelium network?

12/16/2018 7:17:39 PM kimmeykim1 My guess as well!  Have a great evening Patriot🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻

12/16/2018 7:22:37 PM fionasdestiny67 432 is good

12/16/2018 7:31:31 PM schuylerowen I just noticed twitter had me unfollow you and other more evolved beings....just a glitch I’m sure...

12/16/2018 7:32:20 PM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are the yellow vest protests a result of the device activated in Antarctica?

12/16/2018 7:34:08 PM nanaof47 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???

12/16/2018 7:36:24 PM zagnett Seems like the "Trinity" might be the numbers 3, 6, and 9. 9 being God. The other two being the Son and Holy Spirit. Or something like that...

12/16/2018 7:49:58 PM soulonjourney11 Journey of Souls by Michael Newton - fascinating read

12/16/2018 7:59:38 PM melanieanders7 Just from reading through others comments. 666 being carbon and the # of man, mark of the beast, etc. reminds me of worship of the flesh. A 

Luciferian power play using man for gain of power.

12/16/2018 8:05:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/16/2018 8:16:44 PM txpatriot_73 What do you think of the information presented on websites like this:

 https://prepareforchange.net/ 

Accurate? Disinfo? Mix?

12/16/2018 8:30:32 PM texthecat  pic.twitter.com/TlOSsCGyFu

12/16/2018 8:37:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd That is not only beautiful but mesmerizing!

12/16/2018 8:42:04 PM datruseeka Yes most definitely Bilderberg. The NWO group who wants to depopulate the world.

12/16/2018 9:37:11 PM anangelhasland1 Spirit = 3

Matter = 2

12/16/2018 10:02:30 PM mauweecan Wow!

12/16/2018 10:04:08 PM mauweecan I believe this is the document that I was sharing, not quite sure though.

 https://www.abeldanger.org/abel-danger-mischief-makers-mistress-of_2/ …

12/16/2018 10:09:45 PM alinahere #MandatoryExecutionsForPedophiles 👈👍

12/16/2018 10:18:59 PM tammymckeever @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Trump is an alpha and has pride in his family/self.  I see media abuse his son and wife, and I can't understand how he takes it.  

His/our time soon, right?

12/16/2018 10:22:11 PM 963_maxoom  pic.twitter.com/dUa6oyC1NB

12/16/2018 10:42:42 PM alinahere I saved THIS Article about "wives" way before Q mentioned it & I was Floored!! 👀😮 Damn Scary that they're  referred to as "Handlers"!!! 👀

Once anyone Reads to the very end, they'll be Fully #Awoken! 

Pray for #DarkToLIGHT & #GodBlessAmerica #WWG1WGA

 http://themillenniumreport.com/2017/03/pedogate-operatives-in-very-high-places …

12/16/2018 10:46:59 PM qtpi3_14 At God's right hand are pleasures forevermore- the LOVE and UNITY of His people in perfect Union with Him. The left is the side of the Holy Spirit... true 

Wisdom and revelation abounding.  Packing a punch for eternity....

12/16/2018 10:48:34 PM ekotoons 🤜🤛

12/16/2018 10:49:57 PM warangel1111 Let’s do this shit pic.twitter.com/UEaZCRRTFy

12/16/2018 10:50:37 PM princesspatrio1 Light and Love. 🔥❤️

12/16/2018 11:11:08 PM newyorker66 There is a nasty rumour swirling about his actual death and it's why they been keeping quiet.

12/16/2018 11:11:32 PM warangel1111 11:11

12/16/2018 11:15:38 PM princesspatrio1 11:15

17

🙏🙏

12/16/2018 11:17:11 PM zeola_rose As it should be... pic.twitter.com/mYZe3XhnJ5

12/16/2018 11:24:02 PM princesspatrio1 11:23

7

PURPLE RAIN

❤️❤️

12/17/2018 12:54:02 AM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/17/2018 1:13:34 AM pauliepg11111 It’s lonely out here - we all feel it.

12/17/2018 1:24:33 AM mossman_moore 111, 222, 333, 444, 555, 666, 777, 888, 999.

Get thee to a nonary!

12/17/2018 1:30:25 AM albertjacka2 Yeah. V suspicious. Girlfriend Asia argento deeply involved in Illuminati too. No way Tony killed himself.

12/17/2018 1:35:05 AM newyorker66 I don't think so either.

12/17/2018 2:55:27 AM 4on6 Why are these defendants not named in the article?

12/17/2018 3:03:50 AM totalbullshitur God is in us

12/17/2018 3:16:39 AM southernsmiley1 thank you....i will look him up,

12/17/2018 3:20:30 AM 69_marie 😳😳😳😳

12/17/2018 3:56:00 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning, seeds growing.

12/17/2018 4:15:59 AM psyanidegaming They're starting the demon summoning ritual shhh

12/17/2018 4:17:01 AM headlinejuice @potus @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @55true4u @RepMattGaetz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes @ChuckGrassley 

@SaraCarterDC @STUinSD @wyatearpla https://twitter.com/HeadlineJuice/status/1074637304113872897 …

12/17/2018 4:36:25 AM goddessmoonhawk They can’t arrest anyone in the senate, if its in session.  He’s using the wall being built for a reason to shutdown the government, so that he can arrest 

the ones with indictments.

12/17/2018 4:43:54 AM diaptera_80 So will Cabal technology still exist in 2030-2040?

12/17/2018 5:05:18 AM headlinejuice Please include help for #targetedindividuals sold into nonconsensual human experimentation involving torture. #brainmapping #brainemulations #rnm

12/17/2018 5:10:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some

12/17/2018 5:33:38 AM cidarean That's ominous. "Some"

12/17/2018 5:37:27 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 That's Cute...  pic.twitter.com/PZR3C4hfyI

12/17/2018 5:45:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stay vigilant there are those who want this buried. Learn to archive offline Mad Eye Moody IncarnatedET.



12/17/2018 5:45:43 AM ghostanon6120 this is key; clearly Pence is associated to nexium cult. We have to figure out how?

12/17/2018 5:45:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 5:51:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the earth this week.

12/17/2018 5:51:39 AM ragevirusqq I would prefer “most” or “almost all”. Most People are good.

12/17/2018 5:51:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Expect a DECLAS this week.

12/17/2018 5:52:03 AM jeremy350344 In what regard?

12/17/2018 5:52:12 AM joannepappas4 👍🇺🇸🎉

12/17/2018 5:52:15 AM scott_rick Like in the earth, on it, or above it?

12/17/2018 5:52:23 AM palmdalekid2 Watched the skies last Friday. Funny how it all cleared up over the weekend

12/17/2018 5:52:55 AM scott_rick Fukin A, showtime !

12/17/2018 5:52:55 AM mypen_3stacks  pic.twitter.com/dts7ylH8IH

12/17/2018 5:53:34 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/kpixtv/status/1074505720945623041?s=21 …

12/17/2018 5:53:52 AM cidarean 👀

12/17/2018 5:53:54 AM crazycooder I sure hope so 😃

12/17/2018 5:54:05 AM dizy1999yahooc1 Earth quakes?

12/17/2018 5:54:33 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/BBfol7p4yY

12/17/2018 5:55:10 AM cidarean This can be a MJ12 proof lol.

12/17/2018 5:55:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 [a]

Viv[a] vs Viv[e]

Keystone identified by Incarnated ET?

Learn the comms.

12/17/2018 5:56:38 AM dcd51 Yes please, been waiting ... ahem ... impatiently ..lol

12/17/2018 5:58:40 AM palmdalekid2 🤡? pic.twitter.com/SxYkAXTdtL

12/17/2018 5:59:12 AM bryanrusch LOL. Sure. sure. pic.twitter.com/poJwcIISVe

12/17/2018 5:59:14 AM _17patriot_ Google Earth (i know bad choice lol)

12/17/2018 5:59:56 AM scott_rick Do you know BASHAR, Darryl Anka, he channels an entity.  I just watched his movie First Contact.  The entity stated contact will be between 2025-

2033.  Are his dates off , or will it happen sooner?

12/17/2018 6:01:20 AM kamil61289009 Much sooooner

12/17/2018 6:01:22 AM simpleanon87 Im amazed people haven't caught on to you yet. Keep using the same tactics on these accounts - makes you easy to spot. Keep telling people to be 

aware of an "event", but make it vague enough so you can jump on to every story that hits the news. U getting paid for this timewaste?

12/17/2018 6:01:41 AM barr__rebecca "a" declas or "the" DECLAS"?

12/17/2018 6:01:51 AM si11112018 Christmas Comet? earth's deep biosphere?  Sooo much happening!! Amazing times

12/17/2018 6:02:11 AM nmd_mari The Keystone info is hands down the most disturbing thing I have learned through out this entire process!

12/17/2018 6:04:28 AM holliday_billy When you said 'watch the skies' last week (or a couple weeks ago) did anything happen?

12/17/2018 6:04:38 AM bchalfla Been expecting a DECLAS for 2 months now.

12/17/2018 6:05:10 AM simpleanon87 It's called a speculative guess. Several sources have pointed out, that "something" could/would/will happen this week. Then this account tweets 

something like this. He also tweeted "watch the earth". He keeps doing guesses until one hits, then goes "Hey look, I knew that"..

12/17/2018 6:05:41 AM robertg02229481 Three weeks to late.

12/17/2018 6:06:29 AM chadmcgregory Yo i looked at the skies and saw nothing lol. Going by logic there will be no declass this week

12/17/2018 6:06:55 AM daumster Kinda broad don’t you think 🤔...

12/17/2018 6:08:18 AM simpleanon87 Please.. Turn on logical thinking. Do you think MJ12, a group of people that got together 50 years ago, are sending messages over twitter? An account 

that popped up mid 2017?.. Why are people so fucking naive.. Stop following shill accounts like this

12/17/2018 6:11:20 AM linnyt86 Just like you said last week??🤔 People should be catching on by now that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is just a Larp! Dark to light my ass you Fake  

pic.twitter.com/9gTDApoyqG

12/17/2018 6:13:19 AM palmdalekid2 What makes it disturbing for you?

12/17/2018 6:14:52 AM rucrazy_97 News has Comey on his way for day 2 if testimony now

12/17/2018 6:15:04 AM therealbigneum Heard this many times already

12/17/2018 6:16:08 AM deb12233 No. That’s ridiculous.

12/17/2018 6:16:32 AM rucrazy_97  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=701995156838381&id=370870329165 …

12/17/2018 6:16:40 AM seahag127 Some ignoramus confronted me saying this was not true and that there no video.  I said, if there is no video, how could 77,000 people have viewed it?

12/17/2018 6:18:41 AM deb12233 Edit: Requires an embracement of Life...

12/17/2018 6:20:15 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1062205463687819264?s=21 …

12/17/2018 6:21:55 AM pumped_4_trump What is the "Keystone info?"

12/17/2018 6:26:39 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 rewatching the Heroes TV show.  Abdullah Hashem claims this series is for “star children” or whatever they are called.

12/17/2018 6:43:01 AM roublisa Yes, my eyes are still getting used to the sunlight!☀️

12/17/2018 6:43:17 AM awakeandsing123  https://twitter.com/IncarnatedET 

12/17/2018 6:44:45 AM lib7473 Will our galactic family show their display up in the sky? Or SCOTUS coming to town? 🙏🏻🎁

12/17/2018 6:45:09 AM roaminnoodle Yes, I realize this - thanks. I just meant, do we use our Twitter credentials to log in? And, is it safe?

12/17/2018 6:45:59 AM fmjpatriot De ja vous.

12/17/2018 6:46:23 AM warrior_4truth This is what I see today

Lots of chemtrailing the sun

What are they hiding? pic.twitter.com/LFTL0szoZa

12/17/2018 6:46:32 AM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/4A4A1cNveu

12/17/2018 6:47:04 AM roaminnoodle Thanks, Laura! "Rome wasn't built in a day" and we have a lot of retraining, and relearning, to do!

12/17/2018 6:50:46 AM universalrisin If you don’t like the account, block it lmao

12/17/2018 6:51:56 AM robertg02229481 You want us to all fly into space?

12/17/2018 6:53:24 AM jopetersrealtor Whopper with Cheese Week?

12/17/2018 6:53:31 AM tweetstreetint1 Here's a handy place to go for a full spectrum earth watch:

Magnetosphere, Soho / lasko, secchi, CME, etc.

 https://www.bpearthwatch.com/ 

12/17/2018 7:00:12 AM time4u2know Wow! No pun intended on "those who want this buried" ?

12/17/2018 7:06:34 AM fowlreginald I noticed it was very clear here in the Midwest over the weekend.

12/17/2018 7:07:41 AM fowlreginald Wow, people are vicious on Twitter lately. Perhaps MJ12 is here because POTUS is here. If you don't like the MJ12 account, don't follow.

12/17/2018 7:08:38 AM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/VFOk1gMBbc

12/17/2018 7:10:16 AM turboxyde In the grand scheme of descriptive words... some isn't as comforting as most. Truly, where is the love in this experience then? Most folks are locked in 

fear and know nothing else but suffering. Compassion and evidence should allow all to see truth so everyone a chance to change.

12/17/2018 7:10:41 AM worldxplorer1 He was an “Auror”. Defined as a dark wizard catcher.  Fought the Death Eaters under Voldemort’s compound.

12/17/2018 7:11:16 AM chadmcgregory wtf?

12/17/2018 7:13:44 AM myavery17 Amazing sunset last night. The Earth is beautiful. pic.twitter.com/jBTBOuEm25



12/17/2018 7:15:27 AM scott_rick Looks that way doesn’t it

12/17/2018 7:15:42 AM rightonq1776  https://ddot.dc.gov/release/ddot-bridge-and-tunnel-inspections-week-december-16 … pic.twitter.com/rShszGkPnq

12/17/2018 7:17:33 AM bunnanakatana Lol I dont get it, but the all seeing eye is funny. We have 3 eyes and only two eyeballs, which means "between the eyes" is just a different place. It's all 

anatomy worship....which is inconsequential unless you're dealing with morning prayers lmao.

12/17/2018 7:21:17 AM coloali  pic.twitter.com/iq6V6DRNAT

12/17/2018 7:21:24 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/17/2018 7:22:34 AM michael78704732 Was thinking the same thing

12/17/2018 7:23:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

The Great Awakening.

12/17/2018 7:23:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 7:23:28 AM richardhiatt16 WATCH? I’m feeling the Earth.... This week, last week and the week before.. Been rocking and rolling..Literally....  😳

12/17/2018 7:25:23 AM bunnanakatana Aaaaah is see therefore eye am I get it. Clever 😂🤣

12/17/2018 7:26:11 AM susyqzee  https://twitter.com/susyqzee/status/1074685733032615936?s=21 … timing lol

12/17/2018 7:28:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Office of Transparency opening inside the White House to bring DARK to LIGHT. Citizens can put in requests:

Declassify all non-NS information pertaining to vaccines, free energy tech, replication technology, etc. etc. etc.

Disclosure happened decades ago, Fed Gov ignored. ASK!

12/17/2018 7:28:32 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #sethrich #DeepState #AGENDA21 #ClintonFoundation #CIA #5G #conspiracy #chemtrails #AllInForGenFlynn 

pic.twitter.com/r26tsUOVS2

12/17/2018 7:30:05 AM richardhiatt16 Amen.. AMEN

12/17/2018 7:30:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was created in 1947 immediately after Roswell because National Security interests (Holy See) wanted us to cover up the Extraterrestrial life 

forms and the alternative physics that they use. Organization still exists and is the grandfather of the Deep State non-Cabal.

12/17/2018 7:30:52 AM joannepappas4 Makes me wonder about our cemetery in France. Take “these people are sick” & “the will never be able to walk the streets” to a whole new level.

12/17/2018 7:31:45 AM richardhiatt16 Well.. That was straight to da point 🤣

12/17/2018 7:32:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 hides in plain sight, uses disinformation for real DECLAS orders as not to compromise ongoing operations and has been proactively working 

behind the scenes to bring official Disclosure and First Contact to the public since MJ12 was subverted for about 33 years.

12/17/2018 7:34:47 AM lightseeker2012 [A] = Arlington?

12/17/2018 7:35:06 AM palmdalekid2  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/devin-nunes-calls-for-white-house-linked-transparency-office-to-declassify-government-documents …

12/17/2018 7:35:13 AM richardhiatt16 🙄 I’m speechless...

12/17/2018 7:35:35 AM djlok This adds a new meaning to "alternative facts"!

12/17/2018 7:35:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 In 2011, MJ12 control changed hands from the CF/322/MB CST Cabal and "The Plan" was created. You are LIVING a Majestic movie of Disclosure. 

Darkness withers in LIGHT, and truth will be revealed. This account was started around [dates?] to facilitate pre-Disclosure discussions.

12/17/2018 7:36:01 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/wcQLi4I9TR

12/17/2018 7:37:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the planet for thousands of 

years. Unlearn the misinformation. Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE

12/17/2018 7:38:08 AM rightonq1776  https://ddot.dc.gov/release/ddot-bridge-and-tunnel-inspections-week-december-16 … pic.twitter.com/ttHP17NecA

12/17/2018 7:39:39 AM palmdalekid2 ? pic.twitter.com/BRZ8TX7yC4

12/17/2018 7:39:43 AM djlok Is it possible that this change in frequency can actually change how some IS-BE's feel?

12/17/2018 7:40:15 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/CzNt95yPp6

12/17/2018 7:43:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most people have not physically evolved enough to successfully ascend into the higher densities of existence. Seeking validation is contrary to the 

actions of higher consciousness IS-BEs. However it is not prohibitive.

12/17/2018 7:45:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Information will be made available when the office opens.

12/17/2018 7:45:09 AM cidarean Uh, is this implying what I think it is??

12/17/2018 7:45:17 AM frances719  https://twitter.com/thesharpedge1/status/1074690053958295557?s=21 …

12/17/2018 7:45:19 AM jonella_moore Their bolt hole was underneath the Tomb OfTheUnknown Soldier?!! What gall and blatant arrogance! Now they realize there truly is NO ESCAPE!

12/17/2018 7:45:19 AM palmdalekid2 White House once the program is running, is what I’m thinking

12/17/2018 7:46:09 AM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#THEGREATAWAKENING #qanon #mj12 #sethrich

12/17/2018 7:49:30 AM mypen_3stacks The headstone President Trump is looking at (not the one he is standing in front of) has a name that is significant to me. If President Trump didn't do 

that on purpose, then God did.

12/17/2018 7:50:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 11:11 ET

12/17/2018 7:51:05 AM _chelseaproject Seems to make logical sense because how else would the awakening happen? If I were in MJ12 this is what I'd do. Just sayin

12/17/2018 7:51:53 AM nmd_mari What a coincidence!😉

12/17/2018 7:52:09 AM pauliepg11111 How many Pleiadians are near to earth helping - if any?

12/17/2018 7:52:12 AM thedavidfloren #AbrahamLincoln was shot by Hillary Clinton. She used an AK-47. And she use a smartphone with an internet connection to fire the shot at exactly the 

right moment in time.

 

#QAnon 

 

Because she used time machine. All the Deep State criminals used time machines! It's so obvious!

12/17/2018 7:52:37 AM worldxplorer1 What is the significance of the 11:11 that woke so many of us up?  Was it it our subconscious literally trying get the attention of our conscious mind?

12/17/2018 7:52:50 AM worldxplorer1 Who / what are the MIB?

12/17/2018 7:53:14 AM cpnegron73 This is crazy! Mind is blown! Blown awake that is!

12/17/2018 7:53:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Magick

12/17/2018 7:53:22 AM headlinejuice Majestic, I am a nonconsensual subject in DARPA brain emulation which equals torture. Can you & Q please liberate me? Literally am blocked from 

getting to safe space -- in house where perp is using neurotoxins & enabling CCTV surveillance of me. All for revenge.

Please help asap

12/17/2018 7:53:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 enforcement team.

12/17/2018 7:53:59 AM curt_avila Was Tesla 187'd by our government or did he cross over naturally?

12/17/2018 7:54:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depends on the frequencies of the pathogens.

12/17/2018 7:54:37 AM worldxplorer1 Magick directed by MJ12?

12/17/2018 7:54:41 AM teamsterr07 What lies beneath Arlington National Cemetary?

12/17/2018 7:55:05 AM unwilling_slave Will info on the Awans and DWS come out somehow in the DECLAS?

12/17/2018 7:55:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 187

12/17/2018 7:55:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exploited



12/17/2018 7:55:41 AM worldxplorer1 Extra-dimensional biologics or a programmed life form?

12/17/2018 7:55:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bodies

12/17/2018 7:55:50 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #conspiracy #ClintonFoundation #DrainTheDeepState #chemtrails #AGENDA21 #D5 #CIA #5G

#10DaysofSwarmStickers #10KWomen #12DaysofCheesemas

12/17/2018 7:55:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet.

12/17/2018 7:56:25 AM curt_avila That confirms my intuitive thought, thank you.

12/17/2018 7:56:25 AM doomcry7 Please oh please tell me there is a plan in place for Turkey (country). Cleansing? Liberation? Justice? If so any ETA?

12/17/2018 7:56:34 AM worldxplorer1 Were you trying to wake up the masses or starseeds?

12/17/2018 7:57:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 History is written by the victor. Who has been in power for thousands of years? What have they been doing for thousands of years? How much was 

exposed? All of it? Lies assume authority. Information existed. Nobody believed it because it lacked authority behind it.

12/17/2018 7:57:31 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ 12 

Is a BE unique or do other IS use the same "vessel model"?

Can we chose/ shape our BE when incarnating?

12/17/2018 7:58:18 AM petitchevalb Children bodies?

12/17/2018 7:58:25 AM si11112018 Is there a frequency that will act as a shield against harmful pathogens / radiation?

12/17/2018 7:58:27 AM ragevirusqq Physically evolved?thought this was about intentions, spirituality, unity and love? With the poison in our food and water and everything else mj12 and 

cabal has unleashed on humanity doesn’t this cause less people to be physically evolved? I am sure I am missing something(s).

12/17/2018 7:58:28 AM headlinejuice I am a #TI nonconsensually implanted w/neuromorphic chip & tortured for brainmapping. I am blocked from renting space where I am not 

surveilled/tortured. Done for revenge. Can Q help TIs? Can you help?

12/17/2018 7:58:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. We do not predict dates. Dates create chaos. Chaos is necessary for Art of the Deal. Trust the plan.

Turkey will play a major role with Disclosure and less of a role with First Contact. That's all we will say to this.

12/17/2018 7:58:58 AM teamsterr07 Does the cabal use tunnels underneath to meet or hideout?

12/17/2018 7:59:22 AM teamsterr07 Bodies other than fallen Patriots?

12/17/2018 7:59:46 AM doomcry7 Brilliant. Thank you.

12/17/2018 7:59:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 They use tunnels for many many things.

12/17/2018 8:00:25 AM _chelseaproject How many times has nuclear war destroyed civilizations on earth?

12/17/2018 8:00:48 AM roaminnoodle What will happen to those not ascending? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074691507591045120 …

12/17/2018 8:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 33°?

12/17/2018 8:01:25 AM thedavidfloren John Wilkes Booth was a robot invented by Hillary Clinton to serve as a scapegoat. Just like Lee Harvey Oswald was it total robot invented by George 

Soros to be a Fall Guy.#QAnon 

Oh, and Jesus was killed by David Hogg with a 50 cal machine gun.

 

Time machines. Think about it

12/17/2018 8:01:28 AM roaminnoodle Dig deep enough down and its like International Waters - anything goes..

12/17/2018 8:01:32 AM palmdalekid2 Am I overthinking this interactions? pic.twitter.com/AERGoMFQlw

12/17/2018 8:01:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/17/2018 8:01:48 AM _chelseaproject So, are the MIB (men in black) working for white hats now?

12/17/2018 8:02:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 All answers exist within.

Ask.

12/17/2018 8:02:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Over a dozen.

12/17/2018 8:03:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 8:03:08 AM roublisa Our young children are and will be witnessing a complete upheaval of what realities we have projected onto them.  Is there a “knowing” in place for 

them that we parents nd guides can help facilitate? Thank you

12/17/2018 8:03:40 AM unwilling_slave Is Hillary an early arrest after the start of the new year?

12/17/2018 8:03:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alice

12/17/2018 8:03:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alice

12/17/2018 8:04:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 FBI

12/17/2018 8:04:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Original mission of the Illuminati is being fulfilled.

12/17/2018 8:04:51 AM crazycooder Are the sealed indictments for Trumps circle, or are they primarily for the DS side ?

12/17/2018 8:05:04 AM si11112018 Why do we dream?

12/17/2018 8:05:05 AM teamsterr07 No bueno.

12/17/2018 8:05:06 AM joni_apple_seed So Poppy Bush was MJ 12 ? HW also the mastermind behind the drug trade ? George W victim of MK ultra ? Cheney his handler ?  

https://youtu.be/FsvUEgQB0gA 

12/17/2018 8:05:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all.

12/17/2018 8:05:28 AM hawkgirlinmn Are they targeting anons now? I had something similar happen?

12/17/2018 8:05:36 AM _chelseaproject Wow... How do you have this info? Have these advanced civilizations all been human or have some been different or slightly different?

12/17/2018 8:05:54 AM crazycooder Is Mueller a black hat ?

12/17/2018 8:05:54 AM catvllvsverona For God's love... I'm not feeling well about this

12/17/2018 8:06:08 AM thedavidfloren That's where you're totally wrong!

 

If you believe anything at all that QAnon teaches, you have to believe in the Deep State time machines. Failure to believe in these machines is 

equivalent to complete and utter surrender of your rational mind to the Deep state

12/17/2018 8:06:21 AM chrisklemenza Is the Queen of England a lizard?

12/17/2018 8:06:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams teach.

12/17/2018 8:06:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 CF/322/MB

12/17/2018 8:06:42 AM cidarean What really happens after death of the body?

12/17/2018 8:06:43 AM susyqzee We already know you can change time. The double slit experiment shows this. It also shows higher levels of consciousness.

12/17/2018 8:06:57 AM teamsterr07 2018 has been pretty awesome. It sounds like 2019 could possibly be even more glorious. True?

12/17/2018 8:07:04 AM thejeffleland  https://youtu.be/IBaueJxtRFI 

12/17/2018 8:07:44 AM anangelhasland1 Any plans for Hell?

12/17/2018 8:08:06 AM kate0blue I can’t remember my dreams!!!!!!!

12/17/2018 8:08:09 AM cnille619 Who are the light ships? I see them in the daylight. They’re beautiful ☺️

12/17/2018 8:08:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 2019 = Dark to Light

2 + 0 + 1 + 9 = 3 + 9 = Growth + God

12/17/2018 8:08:25 AM susyqzee Insectoid I read. Like starship troopers. Could be disinformation. But they do like to make movies about themselves 💞

12/17/2018 8:08:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

12/17/2018 8:08:46 AM nancyddb Are MIB IS-BE?

12/17/2018 8:08:55 AM nmchristoban Beautiful. Here's me watching the skies last week: pic.twitter.com/wSqDxYJ2ud

12/17/2018 8:09:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 8:09:03 AM thejeffleland  https://youtu.be/MbHZOgsm72k 



12/17/2018 8:09:06 AM thedavidfloren Agree to disagree. Casting aspersions like that will only exacerbate your tenuous hold on reality. The time machines are real. get used to it. #QAnon

12/17/2018 8:09:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is right.

12/17/2018 8:09:15 AM mountaingranny4 #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #QAnon . #TrustThePlan #maga #TheStormIsHere

12/17/2018 8:09:17 AM roublisa The truth about who inhabited Paradise, CA recently was disclosed.  We’re the beings protected from the attack?

12/17/2018 8:09:39 AM jluebs24 Is The Flash coming?

12/17/2018 8:09:47 AM susyqzee Draco?

12/17/2018 8:09:52 AM _chelseaproject How long ago was the first advanced civilization on earth?

12/17/2018 8:10:06 AM thejeffleland Good times

12/17/2018 8:10:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Investigating.

12/17/2018 8:10:21 AM scottgasaway Was movie MIB a majestic thing?

12/17/2018 8:10:24 AM lepanto33 Cabal bastards will pay!

#MAGA

12/17/2018 8:10:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 The movies? Yes.

12/17/2018 8:10:57 AM scottgasaway Cool thanks

12/17/2018 8:11:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Billions of years ago.

12/17/2018 8:11:11 AM cidarean Constantly hearing a high pitch in my right ear.

12/17/2018 8:11:37 AM lori_dee1 I would like more info on Paradise please Lisa!

12/17/2018 8:11:46 AM worldxplorer1 Intention helps. As you go to bed strongly intended to remember your dreams. Say to self “I will remember my dreams tonight.”

Then when you wake up. Don’t move. Lie still and try to remember what just happened. Even if you only have a thread of memory. Then pull at that 

thread.

12/17/2018 8:12:13 AM _chelseaproject I see, but is it true that the earth is 4.5 billion years old?

12/17/2018 8:12:17 AM integratedwebuk There has been uptake in chemtrails where I life, specifically parallel “tramlines” overlapping at what looks like different altitudes....  Hiding something 

at sunset.....

12/17/2018 8:12:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

12/17/2018 8:12:32 AM pantherden_ Is Jack Posobiec playing a role? Why is he so close with Trump JR and the Flynns?

12/17/2018 8:12:52 AM thedavidfloren I learned from Q a little bit more about how the human mind deteriorates under the pressure of creative deception and Liberation theology.

12/17/2018 8:13:00 AM ghostanon6120 Rife Microscope? Was it legit?

12/17/2018 8:13:00 AM youstinksoap I've heard a lot of congress will be going as well.  Around 75%, give or take?

12/17/2018 8:13:25 AM roublisa Will the public have access to the vast records at the Vatican with in a years time?thank you💫

12/17/2018 8:13:26 AM worldxplorer1 Perhaps the ORIGINAL Illuminati and their mission was not dark. Maybe it was hijacked.

12/17/2018 8:13:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Military Intelligence

12/17/2018 8:13:59 AM susyqzee I never watched. Assume they are cloned entities with archon spirit and not an ET.

12/17/2018 8:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 8:14:15 AM iowatrumpfan Link to disclosure please!

12/17/2018 8:14:17 AM xusaf_patriot RE: Law of One (Ra). Are the actions being taken by MJ12/Q preparing our 

society to be awakened...in preparation for a different level of the 3rd density?

12/17/2018 8:14:32 AM keith369me Is it a coincidence that Majestic 12 is currently following 911 on Twitter and that number is not moving?

12/17/2018 8:14:36 AM kamil61289009 How close are they?

12/17/2018 8:14:55 AM pantherden_ Is Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai also Military Intelligence?

12/17/2018 8:14:58 AM scottgasaway How much corruption would you say still exists in FBI and DOJ

12/17/2018 8:15:10 AM chrisklemenza Slugs in peoples heads?

12/17/2018 8:15:35 AM lib7473 Are all the starseeds/lightworkers now fully activated to assist in the ascension? Because they are the ones sent here to guide and assist in the 

transformation/transition and not our galactic family in space? Or galactic family will still assist with their adv technologies?

12/17/2018 8:15:36 AM wrongsideofpar Too much! Power will always be corrupt!

12/17/2018 8:15:52 AM susyqzee Oh.... like the Strain. The parasite ... thanks !

12/17/2018 8:16:00 AM leslieau7 Good question !

Do our loved ones who have gone before us see what is happening ?

Afterlife..

Ugh

12/17/2018 8:16:51 AM iowatrumpfan I followed you and wanted to have a private conversation with you, but you don't accept DMs. Can you please contact me?

12/17/2018 8:16:57 AM bkize54 Khashoggi alive?

12/17/2018 8:17:06 AM roublisa 💥Edge of wonder 💥on you tube! They interviewed David Wilcock recently in a 3 part series.  There best work yet! 💥

12/17/2018 8:17:43 AM pantherden_ What Military branch should I enlist while waiting for Space Force to become available?

12/17/2018 8:18:03 AM pitmonperfcycle Same here in PHX area..

12/17/2018 8:18:33 AM chrisklemenza What can you tell me about VRIL?

12/17/2018 8:18:45 AM _chelseaproject Has the same alien species designed all of the life on earth?

12/17/2018 8:18:46 AM ascendingadam Are you saying HRC has impacted events prior to what is known as her DOB?

12/17/2018 8:18:50 AM 4on6 There hs already been a scientist in the 1920’s that was killing ALL cancers by disrupting their frequency(s?). His lab and equipment was destroyed by 

US gangsters (gov officials). This discussion was addressed in the 20’s by a beautiful genius who was ruined. Good v evil

12/17/2018 8:19:05 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how can we best detoxify our bodies? Is smoking cannabis more or less beneficial than eating the raw seed or eating medical grade 

cannabis oil?

12/17/2018 8:19:05 AM jamiemeadows6 Not even trying to start stuff on the internet.  But who are you?  Why should we believe you are who you say you are?  You resonate with as something 

worth paying attention to.  Not sure beyond that

12/17/2018 8:19:10 AM hawkgirlinmn Investigating for a passion to find the truth?

12/17/2018 8:19:13 AM thedavidfloren They = Q

12/17/2018 8:19:18 AM colista YouTube

Edge of Wonder - 12/7/18 Premiere 

"David Wilcock, Paradise Exposed"

Enjoy ...

12/17/2018 8:19:56 AM integratedwebuk Where I live...  typo

12/17/2018 8:20:07 AM youstinksoap What do they look like?

12/17/2018 8:20:28 AM roublisa Edge of wonder-YouTube .....David Wilcock recent 3 part series with the guys💥

12/17/2018 8:20:33 AM space_sloth26 What are ways for IS-BE's to be at peace with the past and future at the same time?

12/17/2018 8:20:49 AM wakingdream93 What does IS-BE stand for?

12/17/2018 8:20:51 AM cidarean Read it and I understand. On another question. If you die in a unnatural way is it the same result as suicide as you mentioned?

12/17/2018 8:21:15 AM enomai_ Not true

12/17/2018 8:21:53 AM jaspony1 Will MJ12 always be above our laws and elected leaders or will there ever be some transparency and accountability?

12/17/2018 8:22:05 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/eMrXS9uiQCo 

12/17/2018 8:22:08 AM enomai_ That power is always or will be corrupt.



12/17/2018 8:22:30 AM wrongsideofpar Name me time in known history power has not turned out to be corrupt?

12/17/2018 8:22:37 AM baronerikki Do they run the SG?

12/17/2018 8:22:49 AM keith369me It might help to do some research on Royal Rife and see where it takes you

12/17/2018 8:23:43 AM integratedwebuk I’m Scotland so it’s worldwide then......  Is it near sunset when you are seeing the activity increase?

12/17/2018 8:23:49 AM enomai_ Name a time in history where the belief system of the powerful. Did not believe we were their slaves.

12/17/2018 8:24:18 AM az710247 Tom Delonge?

12/17/2018 8:24:53 AM jaspony1 Are members of the MJ12 patriots?

12/17/2018 8:25:39 AM curt_avila I have a strong feeling every time i visit Mt. Shasta or in my thoughts. Is this energy i feel the love and light of the residents that live below the surface? 

(Telos)

12/17/2018 8:25:51 AM enomai_ What can you tell us about RA the egyptian god?

12/17/2018 8:26:01 AM wrongsideofpar So you concreted my point - if the non powerful had the Slave Mindset, then power has been abused by corruption!

12/17/2018 8:26:14 AM snakemasterx Really!?? Because I’ve been hearing that for a while.

12/17/2018 8:26:45 AM susyqzee I thought maybe they were controlled by AI in biological entity without spirit. Which was created during another reality and came into this one by 

stargate portals. I never watched Sci-fi. Did pleaidians create Ai resulting in skynet ?

12/17/2018 8:26:56 AM hawkgirlinmn I think you both are making the same point just coming from different angles.

12/17/2018 8:27:01 AM lisareiser8 I saw a group of people that gave me that vibe,they wear to pretty to b human.i could feel them searching my thoughts to see if I knew them,I sent 

back a message how beautiful they wear to me

12/17/2018 8:27:02 AM keith369me Agreed...I can’t imagine this will not get disclosed sooner rather than later as soon as “death threats” stop.

12/17/2018 8:27:22 AM slayerofmatrix1 I’m beside myself ....

12/17/2018 8:27:39 AM wrongsideofpar Agreed friendly banter of course

12/17/2018 8:28:26 AM cnille619 Exactly like this...   https://youtu.be/S9eh5BP6FnA  They are AMAZING and BEAUTIFUL ☺️ Use your senses and mind to communicate 😊

12/17/2018 8:28:36 AM az710247 KimDotCom?

12/17/2018 8:28:37 AM leslieau7 Son and I noticed

Beautiful sunsets...❤️

See our Potus tweet

Not sure on that

Caught it

Waiting

Prayer on lips

Love abound

🙏🙏🙏🙏😍😍😍😍😍

12/17/2018 8:28:45 AM roublisa I recently started to watch STARGATE 1, very interesting!  How much and which seasons are best for me to focus on?  My intuition helps me but time is 

limited to digesting all the episodes. Great work by thee way!😉

12/17/2018 8:28:55 AM djlok Immortal Spiritual - Biological Entities

12/17/2018 8:29:02 AM cidarean This is what I found. But I didn't see anything about life reviews or "soul contracts". That's ok though. pic.twitter.com/UGuUBrtVSF

12/17/2018 8:29:09 AM cnille619 I have pics posted on my media. With the orange circles around the white ships in the sky 😍

12/17/2018 8:29:29 AM rezinated1 They cant Hide it w Chemtrails any longer....

12/17/2018 8:29:40 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes! That is the best kind! Free to think and express but open to other points of view. We can’t afford to divide ourselves.

12/17/2018 8:30:09 AM allahuniversal The 911 accounts you follow, any reason(s) for the ones selected?

12/17/2018 8:30:19 AM wrongsideofpar Power wants division! 🇺🇸 freedom wants unity!

12/17/2018 8:30:25 AM palmdalekid2 What’s in New Caledonia? pic.twitter.com/xnpZPiwjr2

12/17/2018 8:30:41 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼Amen 🙌🏼

12/17/2018 8:30:50 AM wwg1wga_every1 Then why is Jack so hellbent on saying /proving Q is a LARP? Why cause division in the Patriot network?

12/17/2018 8:31:16 AM leslieau7 Thank you !

❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

12/17/2018 8:33:06 AM adsvel Do MIB work outside of the USA and do they use "Black Helicopters"?

12/17/2018 8:33:26 AM k9kris3298 You aren’t following the right people who know how to watch the sky.   https://twitter.com/milspecp/status/1074672397171744768?s=21 …

12/17/2018 8:34:10 AM mongrelglory Mike Pence was rumoured to have been involved/covered up for the sex trafficking trade in his home State for years.  His wife Karen and that Dr. 

Jennifer Pena were members of NXIVM which was a front for a sex-trafficking cult.

12/17/2018 8:34:39 AM keith369me Seems like intended chaos if military intelligence

12/17/2018 8:34:47 AM lyndamathews25 Why was I seeing 11.11 for the last few years on a daily basis?

12/17/2018 8:35:09 AM decodematrix The P2 Freemasons worship the black sun. What is the black sun? Is the black sun the same as the galactic central sun?

12/17/2018 8:35:23 AM roublisa Interesting question, I do know our DNA plays a role in our appearance of our BE. I also wonder how and IS-BE  can occupy an animal similarly, is this 

due to hybridization?

12/17/2018 8:35:30 AM teamsterr07 Random question: is Gold only found on our planet? How is it formed in the earth?

12/17/2018 8:36:18 AM traychelle255 A person came to my work and said to me it's the calm before the storm.  He was a stranger.  He does not know my beliefs.  He was dressed like a 

priest. Am I really a part if this? We are seriously manifesting this, no?

12/17/2018 8:36:37 AM ghostanon6120 If you would have said that to me six months ago, I would have laughed. However, the connections are clear as day now.

12/17/2018 8:36:39 AM decodematrix What's Henry Kissinger up to these days?

12/17/2018 8:38:03 AM ksigmason Please note that P2 is no longer a part of Freemasonry and hasn't been since the 70s.

12/17/2018 8:39:27 AM roublisa I have had many experiences throughout my life with seeing things that aren’t supposed to be there. I was wondering what the two chrome balls way 

high in the sky during daylight we’re. The shapes seemed to play with each other.

12/17/2018 8:39:51 AM mongrelglory Were the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami, as well as the Japan 2011 Earthquake and tsunami... Cabal orchestrated events? (i.e. not natural 

occurrences)

12/17/2018 8:40:29 AM pantherden_ Yes- either he needs to keep his distance for necessary reasons or it’s to keep the Cabal confused

12/17/2018 8:41:43 AM chuckr69 What's with the Schumann frequency being stable for years, then going up, up and up now?

12/17/2018 8:42:21 AM cidarean Hope someone's not trying to MC me. pic.twitter.com/bVr0yrvCHZ

12/17/2018 8:42:47 AM xusaf_patriot It seems that they either remain in 3rd density or are reincarnated.

12/17/2018 8:42:47 AM anitabutterfly How to utilize 3,6&9?

12/17/2018 8:42:55 AM keith369me Posobiec blocked me and my life is better for it

12/17/2018 8:43:47 AM decodematrix Is the harvest/graduation/ascension all the same thing or are they different?

12/17/2018 8:44:24 AM nancyddb Why do humans have different blood?

12/17/2018 8:45:31 AM ecv369jimmysr Meditation question, which color of flame to attract? to which platonic solid surrounding Gaia?

12/17/2018 8:47:02 AM xusaf_patriot I've had a ringing in the ears for years. Always considered it was due to my work environment...will now have to re-think that theory.

12/17/2018 8:47:12 AM 1_decided_voter Is there a DUMB or other underground secret government facility under Arlington Cemetery? If so, is it being used by the cabal?

12/17/2018 8:47:37 AM covertress see link 🐇

12/17/2018 8:48:32 AM palmdalekid2 Movie 3 still TBA? pic.twitter.com/QNiReyHI7X

12/17/2018 8:48:47 AM pantherden_ If you look at his actual content he is one of the best journalists out there - just ignore his obvious disinformation about Q

12/17/2018 8:48:47 AM xusaf_patriot I tried to meidtate this morning - nearly 3 hrs. Saw many blue/purple hues but didn't advance much further than that :(

12/17/2018 8:49:38 AM youstinksoap Is gold backed $ and nesara disinformation?  We would still be in a slave money system with gold, silver, etc. backed $ - evil could still hoard.

12/17/2018 8:49:46 AM mongrelglory Do they really have devices that can instantly wipe people's memories?



12/17/2018 8:50:16 AM olimyracle Best future for education ?

How to implement ?

💞 https://youtu.be/sa2CSSnynqg 

12/17/2018 8:52:21 AM xusaf_patriot I woke up just in time for the #AMA...concidence?

12/17/2018 8:53:08 AM blsdbe I am going to do my first Vipassana retreat to get in touch with the 'Inner' on Friday...I will be meditating deeply, and I hope enlightenment ensues!

12/17/2018 8:53:14 AM decodematrix We are currently a 3D consciousness. What is an example of a 1D and 2D consciousness? Would a bacteria or amoeba be 1D? A horse or a dog 2D?

12/17/2018 8:53:43 AM ecv369jimmysr no coincidence

12/17/2018 8:53:48 AM mongrelglory Does David Icke present accurate information about Archons and Reptilians?

12/17/2018 8:53:57 AM p_p1234567898 Who is Eye the Spy (Twitter)?

12/17/2018 8:54:10 AM lyndamathews25 Was Nicola Telsa, a regular human being or was he from somewhere else, if so where?

12/17/2018 8:54:50 AM roublisa Controlled by CERN?

12/17/2018 8:54:59 AM cindybokma What’s the truth about Pence? Good guy or no?

12/17/2018 8:55:22 AM woodworkeranon Is the fed and irs the dark hands of the rothschilds in America? Can we throw them off and require and redistribute our stolen monies to the people via 

the treasury or tax cuts?

12/17/2018 8:56:49 AM iowatrumpfan Thanks!

12/17/2018 8:57:05 AM olimyracle The Art of the Deal.

Part of the plan ?

At what point did the plan started ? pic.twitter.com/9o3y86bVud

12/17/2018 8:58:36 AM headlinejuice @StormIsUponUs @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @DevinNunes @potus @STUinSD @wyatearpla @SaraCarterDC @SaRaAshcraft 

#Targetesindividuals want their lives back stolen by @comey @fbi @darpa. #qanon

12/17/2018 8:58:38 AM diaptera_80 Parasites

12/17/2018 8:58:42 AM mongrelglory Those IS-BEs who aren't ready for ascension will simply re-incarnate into another life for further spiritual learning.  It will still be a better future for this 

Earth after the Cabal have been purged. Repeated cycles of death and rebirth are part of the consciousness experiment.

12/17/2018 8:58:47 AM cidarean All dreams teach? I've had some very esoteric dreams I wouldn't consider a learning experience.

12/17/2018 8:59:51 AM blsdbe We will be awaiting that info with GREAT EXCITEMENT. I love asking questions, and it would be novel to get some timely and truthful answers from Our 

Goverment.

12/17/2018 9:01:11 AM jollyrob2 But why is Rh negative blood so special and/or where does it come from?

12/17/2018 9:02:26 AM tymecrystal The black sun is Saturn......David Talbot

12/17/2018 9:03:10 AM decodematrix What programming languages do you think will be used in the future? Or are we not going to use that type of cabal technology anymore because we 

will use consciousness-based technology?

12/17/2018 9:04:12 AM ragevirusqq I am mostly confused about the “physical evolution” aspect of this. This statement doesn’t make sense to me, yet.

12/17/2018 9:05:07 AM diaptera_80 I guess nanite technology plays a role

12/17/2018 9:05:21 AM anangelhasland1 “Don’t worry. We’ll make sure!”

12/17/2018 9:06:26 AM blsdbe What can we do to help ourselves physically evolve so that we are more ready to ascend?

12/17/2018 9:07:31 AM blsdbe How can we best detoxify ourselves, physically, mentally and spiritually?

12/17/2018 9:08:39 AM yellahabibihela Niagen mfg by Chromadex...

Safe?

Good for cell regeneration?

Laced with adrenochrome?

Thanks.

12/17/2018 9:09:05 AM cnille619 Just smile 😃 and wave 👋 NO FEAR

12/17/2018 9:09:23 AM anangelhasland1 How many times has the future/past been reset?

12/17/2018 9:09:25 AM tammymckeever MB?

12/17/2018 9:09:59 AM mongrelglory When people raise their vibration during ascension, they also have a change in their body which allows them to live in a 4th or 5th density enviro.  

Ascension involves the whole of the IS-BE, not just the spiritual.  Eg. Stories of Tibetan monks transforming to Rainbow bodies...

12/17/2018 9:10:00 AM secretangelop Any major events regarding Vatican in the upcoming months?

12/17/2018 9:10:16 AM theappraizer @RealEyeTheSpy @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

May 19, 2002 - X-Files S9E19&20

Muldur, a civilian, is prosecuted by the US DOJ via military tribunal. Sounds ... Oddly familiar. 🤔

#DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

#UFO

#disclosure
12/17/2018 9:10:57 AM blsdbe What was the original mission of the Illuminati?

12/17/2018 9:11:22 AM scott_rick BASHAR-aka Darryl Anka.  Real or disinfo?

12/17/2018 9:11:28 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/0eD2gJN646

12/17/2018 9:12:10 AM cnille619 Original being the key word???

12/17/2018 9:12:34 AM 1_decided_voter It doesn't require any login. As far as safety, I haven't had any issues with it.

12/17/2018 9:12:51 AM blsdbe Will the Rife technologies be part of the DECLAS?

12/17/2018 9:13:24 AM mongrelglory I'm going to assume your lack of answer means "yes", however it's classified because these countries would view it as an act of war and MJ-12 is trying 

to keep the peace.  227,898 killed in 2004 and 19,600 killed in 2011!  Pure evil!

12/17/2018 9:13:48 AM rdeweese04 Are the other inhabitants of our existence from the same source we are?

12/17/2018 9:14:58 AM si11112018 I have wild intricate dreams often. Some that I have written down because I wake up exhausted after some.  Where do 'you' go when you dream?? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2018 9:15:13 AM roublisa Was Jesus Christ’s IS-BE born on the day September, 11th?

12/17/2018 9:15:23 AM blsdbe Was John Trump a White Hat? Does @realDonaldTrump have access to his research, and will he declassify this?

12/17/2018 9:16:07 AM mongrelglory Will Henry Kissinger be exposed for any of his crimes?

12/17/2018 9:16:32 AM ragevirusqq That takes them many years of study and practice etc. a life devoted to it. If that is the case then not many will ascend?

12/17/2018 9:17:38 AM headlinejuice Been waiting since June when Nunes first called for it.

12/17/2018 9:19:04 AM cnille619 Thank You

12/17/2018 9:20:19 AM lib7473 It's to wake up those that are meant to wake up first from the matrix, as light warriors/light workers. To prep them for their true purpose/mission on 

Earth, assist mankind in the final battle against evil & with the ascension. Most will get guidance thru telepathic/synchro.

12/17/2018 9:21:18 AM p_p1234567898 It looks like Eye the Spy opened a new Twitter account

12/17/2018 9:21:36 AM mongrelglory You've previously said that death is required for a person to ascend.  Are their instances where the person was able to ascend while still alive?  I'm 

thinking of the Tibetan monks who achieved rainbow bodies through meditation...did their bodies actually die while transforming?

12/17/2018 9:21:44 AM tikicolada ...you can also use hydrogen therapy for removing viral pathogens. It works great for me.

12/17/2018 9:22:10 AM decodematrix About the solar flash that is coming: has it ever happened on Earth before?



12/17/2018 9:22:33 AM cnille619 I’ve seen a liquid metal “ufo” Looked chrome. But more liquified. Crazy Cool looking stuff. Just floated there then disappeared after 15-18 mins.

12/17/2018 9:23:04 AM catvllvsverona ..and this. I've been wondering about that, indeed. I don't know,  contradictory info on the web. Doesn't make real sense to me, even if I'd be accepting 

of it if that would actually be the case. pic.twitter.com/zo1jPmeoAd

12/17/2018 9:23:33 AM cidarean It's incredible to imagine. 

How "far back" in the illusion could we trace our IS-BE on this planet?

12/17/2018 9:23:35 AM lib7473 Yes, it's a crystal city below, where the light guardians are..It is one of the entrance/portals to Inner Earth, higher realms. Most who goes by it or near 

it, gets the healing energies from all the crystals below it. It's a magical place to visit!

12/17/2018 9:24:05 AM roaminnoodle Hmm, strange. When I click the link, I get the first image (attached). If I cancel, I get the second image...

Are you saying, when you click the link, it takes you straight to the archive? 

I am on Chrome incognito. pic.twitter.com/IJfcp8aYyH

12/17/2018 9:25:46 AM mongrelglory What happened in 2015 to kill all those people in Mecca?  Was it really a simple lightning strike and crane collapse, or was there something else going 

on?

12/17/2018 9:26:08 AM blsdbe Some of Us are in this for the Long Haul ❤️😇❤️

12/17/2018 9:27:13 AM vand3rboots Is the Earth hollow? If so, how many civilizations live inside? How long have they been there?

12/17/2018 9:28:05 AM djlok Um- yeah, can we discuss this some more?

12/17/2018 9:28:14 AM lib7473 It's part of the ascension symptoms that many will feel ...energetic shift w/ the planet to the next realm, higher dimensions...5D (Love/Light/Peace, no 

more death,darkness,evil) Earth soon. Humanity must learn all their lessons, in life. Forgive all, self-love, Unconditional ❤️.

12/17/2018 9:28:55 AM blsdbe 3+9=Growth+God=12=Majestic

12/17/2018 9:28:58 AM enomai_ I will ass|u|me. Lifeform that can communicate and retain memory. Or, similiar. Maybe, its just life that has dna.

12/17/2018 9:29:11 AM 1_decided_voter Yeah, I even opened it in a new private window (Firefox) and it came right up. Here's what I get: pic.twitter.com/LG4ns3K7mM

12/17/2018 9:29:15 AM qualady1 Planet X

12/17/2018 9:29:42 AM worldxplorer1 No kidding right?!  Who do they think is worth an investigation?  We are literally living a movie script!

12/17/2018 9:30:19 AM pauliepg11111 Will the children be rescued under the Getty, and is there really a nuclear device guarding the base underneath it?

12/17/2018 9:30:36 AM mongrelglory Well, I think Disclosure and First Contact (with ETs) will help accelerate people's consciousness awakening.  The years of meditation and study are to 

help raise the consciousness, but that doesn't necessarily mean that everyone has to do it that way. Change comes from within.

12/17/2018 9:31:01 AM pwalt68 Can someone give me the 8 Chan url for Q please? All I have is  http://Qmap.pub 

12/17/2018 9:32:29 AM enomai_ Chemtrails gone -2 ago here

12/17/2018 9:32:52 AM scienceismymuse S4

12/17/2018 9:33:03 AM ragevirusqq Can you say the things I have been waiting for you to say?

12/17/2018 9:33:16 AM hawkgirlinmn This was last spring for me. I’m not even researching as much anymore. Let new people jump in....but still.....Deep state already thought anons were 

such a threat??

12/17/2018 9:33:25 AM djlok You are a riot!!

12/17/2018 9:33:30 AM turboxyde WILCO! BTW, there's a great number of us who desire to open clinics to help folks heal. We could use some more Biofield Science brought into the MS 

public awareness. Many desire to go volunteer at hospitals with grounding mats to stabilize the field but there's still conflict.

12/17/2018 9:33:38 AM kandkmarley Are the people you say that come back in another body (ie Tesla) reincarnated or is that a choice after they are ascended? (Since some are here at 

seemingly the same time since there is no time) (this is in reference to a previous AMA.)

12/17/2018 9:33:55 AM daphne68852400 What is the ORIGIN of RH Negative Blood??? TIA...

12/17/2018 9:34:18 AM xusaf_patriot According the the Law of One books (Ra)...your statement appears true.

12/17/2018 9:34:34 AM olimyracle FYI

Search for:

Royal Raymond Rife

Pr. George Lakhovsky

Dr Herbert Fröhlich

Most experienced on the market:

 http://www.regumed.com 

List of frequencies

Best experience I have with (10+ yrs)

 http://www.life-het.com 

Amazing technology. Diagnozes and heals even emotions.

💞 pic.twitter.com/YOICil1VUb
12/17/2018 9:35:12 AM roaminnoodle Interesting, still does not work. Not on IE either. I am going to keep trying.

Thanks for your help!

12/17/2018 9:35:50 AM 1_decided_voter There are 2 boards for Q:

Q's dedicated board is here:

 https://8ch.net/patriotsfight/res/440.html …

The other board they post on is QResearch, but the threads are constantly changing, so there's no set URL. But you can start here and look for the 

latest "General" thread:

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/catalog.html …
12/17/2018 9:36:52 AM vand3rboots I've had it for my entire life, for as long as I can remember.

12/17/2018 9:37:33 AM mongrelglory Do the SSP ships have transporter technology like they had on Star Trek?

12/17/2018 9:37:46 AM ragevirusqq If someone were to create or possess a device like a “glass pad”. What would happen when it was turned on? Or maybe Who would find the operator 

first?

12/17/2018 9:38:31 AM mongrelglory I think they've said he was a Starseed.

12/17/2018 9:39:05 AM keith369me I’ve basically stopped following journalists because the all seem to have a “boss” that controls a paycheck.  At this point it’s all “subject matter experts” 

that are being interviewed.



12/17/2018 9:40:20 AM anangelhasland1 I’ve heard several reports that Spring sent many intel agencies scrambling after anons... Spring Syrian campaign was the first blatant “Bye DS!” move 

and there was concern agents were blowing each other’s cover as anons.

Also, threat monitoring (and cosmic traffic control maybe?)

12/17/2018 9:40:45 AM anangelhasland1 In other words, me too...

12/17/2018 9:42:21 AM cidarean That's unfortunate.

12/17/2018 9:42:58 AM nicjoubert81 Was Airl from the old empire?

12/17/2018 9:43:34 AM nicjoubert81 Are we the only planet that needs sexuality to reproduce?

12/17/2018 9:44:23 AM chapulincolored I do not have tinnitus, but I know exactly what it is.  Recently, I have been hearing changes in frequencies.

12/17/2018 9:45:17 AM enomai_ Ok. It seems many species can look as a human. Can our brains in our current advancement shape shift? Or trick others minds as well, if unlocked in 

theory, as we are now? A higher consciousness to open in the brain?

12/17/2018 9:45:49 AM djlok Yeah- I'm ready to write some letters to that office!  I'll even include return postage for the replies!!

12/17/2018 9:48:45 AM enomai_ Sorry for being bothersome, btw. My thirst for understanding is in full effect lately.

12/17/2018 9:49:37 AM cidarean The law of one material put the number of harvestable at around 300k in the 80's. Almost 40 years later I'm sure that numbers in the millions. Small 

compared to the total population.

12/17/2018 9:52:02 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968 …

12/17/2018 9:52:21 AM rick_hernandez I have the same ringing. Sounds like 1,000,000 cicadas. Never stops

12/17/2018 9:53:12 AM mongrelglory Muslim Brotherhood?

12/17/2018 9:53:41 AM hattiesmok I find you fascinating. 😀 Perhaps you create a gentle dissonance that intrigues them. Moths to a Flame? Your truth touches the truth in them they 

don't know yet?

12/17/2018 9:53:49 AM covertress see link 🐇

12/17/2018 9:55:42 AM 1_decided_voter Watch the earth this week, expect [DECLAS] this week.

Are those non-specific enough to be reliable, or are those also methods of creating chaos?

12/17/2018 9:59:23 AM tammymckeever Ok.  Interesting.  Hope that includes AWANs, and of course Huma.  Dina Powell.  Valerie Jarrett.

12/17/2018 10:00:42 AM mongrelglory The sun looked yellow when I was a kid (50 years ago).

12/17/2018 10:04:04 AM nano_energy RT @ToshiroIndigo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @worldxplorer1 <3 Update 29.11.18 <3  https://buff.ly/2SmuewT  Banking Finance Trading In Commerce Energy 

Harvesting System = The Tool That Is Used To Interfere, Control, Limiting & Manipulate The Sourceflow Of All Of Crea… pic.twitter.com/160rL6SJEy

12/17/2018 10:04:36 AM ethereal_shaman I use #plantmedicine

Our bodies are organic, our man made medicines are synthetic.  Luckily, herbs and plants can rewild us back onto the organic timeline.

12/17/2018 10:05:45 AM whisperz777 1+2=3=God

12/17/2018 10:06:23 AM mongrelglory ...and ISIS/McStain/Obama etc...how they infiltrated the whole US government!  Clinton Foundation sold secrets to China and Russia/Iran, plus were 

involved with global CST, and then the Skull & Bones (322) corrupted the CIA, MJ-12, Pentagon and were involved in 9/11 etc...

12/17/2018 10:07:20 AM mongrelglory ...I think exposing those 3 organizations would pretty much cover most of the charges of Treason. 💀

12/17/2018 10:07:40 AM rick_hernandez Just blocked someone else.

12/17/2018 10:09:39 AM tammymckeever Great summary.  I wonder if Uranium1 will be CF.  Can you talk more to 322?

12/17/2018 10:10:14 AM noah_nonsense Wrong on facts there. Sorry.

12/17/2018 10:10:55 AM joni_apple_seed HW nickname. Poppy Bush

12/17/2018 10:12:55 AM mongrelglory I think, before they were corrupted by evil, the Illuminati's goal was the enlightenment of human consciousness.

12/17/2018 10:13:08 AM kadath123 Preorder Graham Hancock's new book America Before. Antonio Zamora's videos on YouTube are superb on the younger dryas cataclysm. Looks like 

3impacts into the Laurentide ice sheet simultaneously, accounting for the extreme melting and 1200yr global winter

12/17/2018 10:13:45 AM kadath123 Saganaw Bay, POS? Hudson Bay, Greenland Hiawatha glacier

12/17/2018 10:14:37 AM enomai_ I shouldnt be should i

12/17/2018 10:15:49 AM kadath123 Philippines...

12/17/2018 10:17:11 AM ragevirusqq Why do I sometimes have sleep paralysis?

12/17/2018 10:19:00 AM nicjoubert81 M. I know it all and I go insult everyone cause Im much cooler than anybody.... Is your picture a picture of a child that you have abuse?

12/17/2018 10:23:29 AM kadath123  http://www.alliesofhumanity.org 

12/17/2018 10:23:36 AM cocopuffster12 Plasma???

12/17/2018 10:23:50 AM kadath123 Vortex Based Mathematics, Marco Rodin

12/17/2018 10:24:13 AM mongrelglory Bush Sr.'s gang...a Satanic death cult linked with the Nazi paperclip infiltration of the US.  Think "Hydra" from the Captain America movies. They took 

over the CIA (i.e."Shield" in the movies). They staged a coup with the assassination of JFK, then took over MJ-12/Pentagon etc.

12/17/2018 10:24:16 AM laurabusse Indeed! :-) 💘 there's always more to let go of/ retrain your mind to take you to the next level. Have concluded there's no such thing as attaining 

enlightenment bc there's always another level to go to!! We are all learning aren't we...

12/17/2018 10:26:14 AM zagnett Thanks!

12/17/2018 10:27:25 AM mongrelglory It sure sounded weird, and there were rumours that there were many more killed than just over 100 people.  Plus large numbers of people went 

missing in the chaos, including the Iranian ambassador...they covered up something!

12/17/2018 10:28:51 AM kadath123 But please also note that Lucifarians are allowed to be members of Freemasonry, and there are members of Freemasonry who are also members of the 

Ordo Templi Orientis in Barry's valley. Isn't that correct Barry?

12/17/2018 10:32:04 AM connectedtomyc1 11 minute simple explanation of Nazi/Zion relationship:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9MCbY-ShbQ&bpctr=1545073242 …

12/17/2018 10:33:00 AM ksigmason This is a non-sequitur and has nothing to do with what I posted. My Tweet was about a fake Lodge while you are talking about Masons involvement in 

non-Masonic groups.

12/17/2018 10:37:58 AM kadath123  pic.twitter.com/ZJQ2hOIByE

12/17/2018 10:39:16 AM djlok The illusion is like being an adult and believing in Santa Claus.  Once we stop believing in the illusion, what's next?

12/17/2018 10:40:12 AM cocopuffster12 It did sound weird! Did it get escorted to Antarctica by the Russian military? Were the Pope and Patriarch Kirill involved? So many ?’s!

12/17/2018 10:40:58 AM kadath123 And who has the plans?

12/17/2018 10:42:44 AM cocopuffster12 I believe, have heard, the Rothschilds are the Proxy for the Payseurs

12/17/2018 10:42:55 AM kadath123 Extensive and far sweeping reforms 😂🤣

12/17/2018 10:43:32 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/Ne4QplRZOX

12/17/2018 10:45:00 AM kadath123 What lies beneath the bodies...?

12/17/2018 10:47:03 AM zagnett @Coloali thanks for the site.

Can Schumann spikes cause headaches? There were many instances starting around Feb. 2018 for like 8 months last year after I'd get random 

headaches and it seemed like the Schumann resonances had spiked during many of them.

12/17/2018 10:49:43 AM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you give us an idea how many times the average person has reincarnated? Tens? Hundreds?

12/17/2018 10:52:30 AM kadath123 Being a non-sequitur depends on what Black Sun worship entails, surely? And nevertheless it's an INTERESTING FACT that Lucifarians are permitted to 

join Freemasonry.



12/17/2018 10:52:48 AM fowlreginald Wow, that's a great video. Thanks for posting. That fellow's channel is very interesting too.

12/17/2018 10:53:27 AM hellouncledonny 11/11/2018 = 11

Revelations 11:11, 11:12, 11:13.

At the 11th hour on the 11th day of the 11th month of 1918, the Great War ends..100th anniversary

Seismic event/earthquake that happened on 11/11/2018, it had 17-second intervals. and scientists are baffled by its wave pattern.

12/17/2018 10:54:37 AM kadath123 Imagine my chagrin, as a professional archaeologist specialising in Ice Age to Neolithic, at having to completely relearn the chronology of Human 

prehistory.

12/17/2018 10:56:37 AM psyanidegaming Which Marvel Netflix series do you recommend?

Finished Daredevil, on Punisher; was planning on > Cage then Jones

Anything I should bump to the top?

12/17/2018 10:57:36 AM emma_trump2020 To take over the masses I think

12/17/2018 11:00:33 AM zagnett MJ, please tell me getting CAT-scans every six months isn't company policy. Seems a bit much...

12/17/2018 11:00:46 AM oo1o110 Will the solar flash cause 3D death - some sort of separation with our dense physical bodies, en masse? Then we wake up in a new physical 5D reality?

12/17/2018 11:00:50 AM headlinejuice 🤣

12/17/2018 11:01:54 AM psyanidegaming Pence is grey

He just wants his regular God and Sunday Mass when he's not lawyering dw

12/17/2018 11:03:04 AM cogbill_alan Are they still doing psi research? If so... tell them I'd like a job. P

12/17/2018 11:03:13 AM cstarr888 We have to learn to go within to discern the truth. You can only 'know' what you feel in your heart to be truth. It sounds counter-intuitive. It is not.

12/17/2018 11:04:29 AM cstarr888 And we need to start envisioning the world we WANT to make it happen. Start with things that are fairly easy to agree on, like no more people 

starving. Work our way into anti grav flying cars! for example. (don't nit pick the tech, get the idea) 🙏💖

12/17/2018 11:04:38 AM tikicolada Did not see Chem trails for 2 days. They're back again today, Great Lakes IL area. 😟

12/17/2018 11:05:43 AM connectedtomyc1 Hey all, I believe this means that AI is being used on us on the people farm.....we are a society controlled by Satanism. Wake up!!!

12/17/2018 11:06:05 AM zoilaliz1 AMEN!!! ♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️

12/17/2018 11:07:05 AM psyanidegaming No

12/17/2018 11:07:21 AM zagnett All human civilizations? Wouldn't be surprised...

Or were some civilizations non-human?

Do the Vatican archives contain this info?

NSA also has these records now as well?

12/17/2018 11:10:11 AM kadath123 What lies beneath the bodies in Arlington?

12/17/2018 11:10:16 AM fowlreginald Thank you, that channel has a lot of great meditative music on it.

12/17/2018 11:13:49 AM realeyethespy 0010110

12/17/2018 11:13:55 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xrTY2S0j1D

12/17/2018 11:15:42 AM psyanidegaming But inquiring minds must know!

12/17/2018 11:18:28 AM freeandoriginal Is this a REAL advancement for Humanity or just another “small adjustment” to keep business as usual ?

12/17/2018 11:18:43 AM whitehat_van And more false flags.

12/17/2018 11:20:03 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/UYDNxMpMtz

12/17/2018 11:23:17 AM pastorjon9 Never saw this til now. Musta been "filtered".

12/17/2018 11:25:19 AM cidarean Curious why darkness is in all caps. Is there another, more literal meaning?

12/17/2018 11:34:20 AM petitchevalb Will my children's IS still recognize me if we ascend?

Will my IS be "special" for them, and theirs for me?

12/17/2018 11:35:52 AM cidarean Yes there is certainly some sort of background ringing that I hear when in deep silence. Then there is another pitch or tone I hear periodically of a 

higher quality that's heard above normal noise exposure.

12/17/2018 11:36:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/17/2018 11:36:59 AM turboxyde Raising the "Chrism" or sacred secretion... https://youtu.be/kE6sFoK-PYw 

12/17/2018 11:37:50 AM anangelhasland1 I’d like the roller coasters dismantled.

12/17/2018 11:38:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all human.

12/17/2018 11:39:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Immortal = Infinite

12/17/2018 11:39:39 AM scott_rick Someone pissing off TRDJ... haha

12/17/2018 11:39:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/17/2018 11:39:51 AM _chelseaproject Thanks. How long did the longest advanced civilization last?

12/17/2018 11:40:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moves & Countermoves

12/17/2018 11:40:10 AM zack_stone It take a act of congress do dig there. Smart move

12/17/2018 11:41:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect, humans are 5D-6D, transition is into 7D, 8D, and 9D for very few.

12/17/2018 11:42:25 AM scott_rick I know 2 I speak to weekly

12/17/2018 11:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences

12/17/2018 11:43:06 AM _chelseaproject How can 7D be defined and achieved?

12/17/2018 11:44:12 AM cnille619 Yes! Pictures do NO JUSTICE! They are beautiful 😊

12/17/2018 11:44:40 AM zack_stone No GS?

12/17/2018 11:44:47 AM si11112018 Are all answers unique to the individual?

12/17/2018 11:45:18 AM zagnett  https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/06/13/three-victors-and-a-lot-of-spoils …

Interesting mention of Lemurians at "Majestic Mount Shasta" in the SJ Mercury article. It was on Drudge on 6-14.

Also a birthday disclosure gift for Trump? That's his b-day.

12/17/2018 11:45:55 AM melindarobiche1 High pitched ,, both ears . Seems like forever now .

12/17/2018 11:46:40 AM petitchevalb Thank you 💖

12/17/2018 11:47:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are a lot of people who believe they are Pleiadians are deceived by disinformation and a lack of trust of misinformation. Paradox. No fault. Few 

thousand. Not as many as people believe. According to our intel, less than 10 people on Twitter are verifiably Pleiadian.

12/17/2018 11:48:37 AM zagnett Good question.

And is there an API / SDK?? Typical programmer's first question lol.

12/17/2018 11:48:48 AM bbobbio71 Music with the best vibration. 

I.e. blues rock etc

12/17/2018 11:49:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Does M12 follow the Law of One amd have any of you spoken to the collective consciousness known as Ra?

12/17/2018 11:51:43 AM hawkgirlinmn I have asked that before. No response.

12/17/2018 11:54:27 AM nun_chucknorris Wow. Ties a lot together. Thank you.



12/17/2018 11:54:39 AM zagnett Is there a good documentary about dimensions online?

I've found a couple videos on YT, but they get taken down quickly. One described up to 27D in a fairly understandable way. Fascinating. It had just been 

posted but the next day it was already gone.

12/17/2018 11:55:38 AM tammymckeever Ok thanks...I just didn't realize it is referenced as 322.

12/17/2018 12:03:20 PM vintagesquirrel Is FEMA (Long) why we keep hearing "not long"?

12/17/2018 12:04:48 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0ztlIAYTCU …

Forgot about this one:

Quantum Gravity Research & video linked? Good exp. of up to 8D?

Video has cabal influences IMO

7:11 eye of horus in dark, scary cave

10:18 smashing a clock, violence

16:55 scene w/people fighting/divided

Others
12/17/2018 12:06:22 PM petitchevalb Can people from different star nations get "married" and/ or start a family (adopt children if genetically too distinct)?

12/17/2018 12:07:29 PM gordoncrash Love the new qmap so much easier to follow

12/17/2018 12:11:17 PM djlok Nicole would like names named!!  LOL!!

12/17/2018 12:11:23 PM turboxyde I would like to parse the Starseed data myself. The "descent into darkness" is just as fractal as the ascent into light. The distortion arrives when outside 

pressure (fear) exerts itself on inward innocence (love) to know thyself. It is a paradox indeed.

12/17/2018 12:11:29 PM daveo6145 is the cabal able to disrupt individual awakening in real time?

12/17/2018 12:12:52 PM djlok I really wish this info would go mainstream.

12/17/2018 12:17:15 PM adsvel It wasn't nice answer Michelle... just saying...

12/17/2018 12:20:28 PM djlok I got an IS in my life who was another BE in her previous incarnation.  I was very close to this IS-BE in her previous incarnation (and possibly before that 

when I was another BE).  This particular child IS-BE even calls me the same nickname NO other person ever calls me. Crazy!!

12/17/2018 12:21:15 PM djmtheoriginal Was there ever a king of the world as occultists would have us believe? And were any of the mythical lands - Shambhalla, Shangri-la, Lemuria, Mu, 

Atlantis ever real?

12/17/2018 12:21:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 On a mass scale? No.

12/17/2018 12:21:54 PM worldxplorer1 Did VOG tech ever broadcast false Pleiadian info to those tuned in?  

I’ve have some interesting telepathic interactions but have wondered about false info after learning more about VOG and disinformation that certain 

inner earth groups are trying to promote.

12/17/2018 12:22:21 PM stoneturnr Does nuclear fission/radiation on our planet interfere with ET's ability to travel in our solar system? Is this the primary reason we were approached 

diplomatically in 1954? Or was it another reason?

12/17/2018 12:23:22 PM zagnett I don't have good answers to your questions, sorry. I claim only to know I'm conscious. On a good day lol.

MJ12 seems to be a good source.

What brought me to these theories-Adm. Byrd/High Jump.

What happened in Antarctica in 1947?

To Byrd at the poles?
12/17/2018 12:27:30 PM nimisha26894791 🙏💖💖💙💙

12/17/2018 12:28:16 PM stoneturnr Are 'bloodline' families really direct descendants of the nephilim? What are genetic differences between them and the average person? Do they have 

enhanced abilities or are they just more susceptible to possession?

12/17/2018 12:28:31 PM djlok IS-BE'S literally are gods. Good question and it does tie a lot together.

12/17/2018 12:28:52 PM dragonfly6001 🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/17/2018 12:30:31 PM islandofdelight Is/was @kabamur_taygeta one of them?

12/17/2018 12:31:23 PM allahuniversal Happy for correction, if you're willing to provide clarity.

12/17/2018 12:31:42 PM roaminnoodle Are all humans at least transitioning into 7D or 8D and "some" / "very few" [will "ASCEND"...?] into 9D? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074653019936034816 …

12/17/2018 12:32:01 PM zagnett Yeah no kidding.

If P is Military Intelligence, why does his criticisms of Q seem so stupid? Others have criticized Q far better.

12/17/2018 12:32:04 PM coloali Yep.  If you are frequency sensitive it can happen.  Do you meditate,?

12/17/2018 12:32:05 PM billbloggs10 This is a bit general. Make a call. Even John Edwards is waaay more specific than this.

12/17/2018 12:32:11 PM allahuniversal Don't be "sorry", correct errors.

12/17/2018 12:32:28 PM father_mayhem Altered Carbon.

12/17/2018 12:34:24 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, highjacked by “Oh God no... Anyone but them!”

12/17/2018 12:34:25 PM woodworkeranon Agreed. One of their underling families.

12/17/2018 12:35:21 PM daveo6145 Shot heard round the world. Clas tech deployed

12/17/2018 12:36:13 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/17/2018 12:36:38 PM djlok I would like to go on record here and say I am NOT worth investigating.   Save the FBI's $$. Investigate me and all they're gonna find is someone who 

works a lot, works out a lot, and reads a lot. Very boring to the outside world!!  Literally nothing to see here!!!

12/17/2018 12:36:59 PM petitchevalb So it seems children IS-BE are more like friendly IS-BE who love to deal with us when incarnated

12/17/2018 12:37:23 PM ethereal_shaman Medicinal plants can help with that.

12/17/2018 12:41:29 PM fionasdestiny67 I loved "the Fifth Race" episode, season 2. I began to cry, I became so emotional. A very beautiful disclosure. pic.twitter.com/FrtecRzNgF

12/17/2018 12:43:20 PM anangelhasland1 Transmute negative emotions...

...see all truth as a dream.

Or so I ‘m told.

12/17/2018 12:44:04 PM noah_nonsense Nicea did not create Christianity.  Have a read of the Ante-Nicene Fathers (all online).

12/17/2018 12:44:16 PM fionasdestiny67 "Sheild"

12/17/2018 12:44:29 PM zagnett Not really frequency sensitive. Have some hearing loss in 1 ear, high frequencies. Women/kids' voices can be difficult to catch many words. Low 

frequencies no problem.

Sleep is a higher priority currently than meditation, which used to be better in the past.

12/17/2018 12:45:14 PM anangelhasland1 Yes. In fact, everyone’s path to wisdom is unique!

(No need to sneak a peak at the cheerleader’s exam.)



12/17/2018 12:45:28 PM djlok Teal Swan: 👍 or 👎?

12/17/2018 12:46:37 PM anangelhasland1 Lot of practical jokers in the lower astrals...

12/17/2018 12:47:04 PM slayerofmatrix1 Nuclear detonation

12/17/2018 12:54:06 PM hawkgirlinmn we are all everyday people, with everyday lives on a quest for truth. There is nothing wrong with that.

12/17/2018 12:55:36 PM djlok Agreed!  Who would have ever thought the truth was so controversial!

12/17/2018 12:57:24 PM thedavidfloren Why not? That's what #QAnon does: stretches logic beyond the breaking point.

12/17/2018 12:57:32 PM zagnett The surprise was how similar they were to insulin reaction headaches. Very distinctive headaches, very painful. For the first time, after many decades 

with diabetes, my blood sugar was either normal or somewhat elevated. Not low. Had to research new causes.

12/17/2018 12:57:41 PM anangelhasland1 “Bumbling Heavies”

12/17/2018 12:57:44 PM hawkgirlinmn but SO freeing!! I have a feeling there are many of us who have had this "feeling" that something wasn't right in the world for a long time and that is 

what pushed us all on this quest. What an AMAZING time to be alive!

12/17/2018 12:59:05 PM zagnett Insulin reaction headaches often have attendant light blurs, blotches, distinctive light patterns. They also seem to spark additional awareness on the 

kinds of "majestic" topics discussed here. They've always seemed like some sort of revelatory info download.

12/17/2018 12:59:08 PM realitycheck05 After death does how we dispose of our human remains matter?  Would burial, cremation, religious ceremony, or organ donation, impact or effect 

anything in a positive or negative way? What if your off this planet or in a different galaxy?

12/17/2018 1:01:59 PM fionasdestiny67 USAF?

12/17/2018 1:03:13 PM realeyethespy Fri13

12/17/2018 1:04:55 PM allahuniversal Thanks for the lead

 https://www.ccel.org/fathers.html 

12/17/2018 1:05:10 PM euskal_pride I once sat at a dinner table with #Kissinger during an ASPCA charity dinner at Cipriani's in NYC a few years back.  

Easily my most "only in New York" experience during my 8 years living in Manhattan. 

I could literally feel the evil in the guy. 

#DarkToLight #Karma #GodWins

12/17/2018 1:05:10 PM roaminnoodle I am trying to add emphasis on the Ascend vs. transition verbiage, if such difference exists?

12/17/2018 1:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light

12/17/2018 1:06:18 PM noah_nonsense You're welcome! 

About 5,000 pages there.  Not quite complete - some works not included - but it was a very good try.

12/17/2018 1:08:25 PM 1_decided_voter I've noticed a lack of chemtrails lately and more (normal) contrails. Is this a sign of imminent disclosure?

12/17/2018 1:09:31 PM realeyethespy BOAZ + JACHIN

12/17/2018 1:09:36 PM lovethebeach999 How did you get selected for such shite ?

12/17/2018 1:10:13 PM 1_decided_voter For reference: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073776608211816448 …

12/17/2018 1:12:07 PM chapulincolored I just followed you.... maybe I can learn something.

12/17/2018 1:12:43 PM cogbill_alan Hmm.... What indeed?

12/17/2018 1:14:27 PM zagnett Thanks!

12/17/2018 1:19:28 PM zagnett @HeadlineJuice, wishing you a better future!

What is "TI" stand for?

12/17/2018 1:20:09 PM headlinejuice Pissed off a very rich person.

12/17/2018 1:20:50 PM headlinejuice #targetedindividual

12/17/2018 1:20:58 PM iamyou132 How can one verify?

12/17/2018 1:21:54 PM sehvehn quite an interesting journey youve led me to when suggesting Atlantis. thank you

12/17/2018 1:22:33 PM xusaf_patriot Money=Greed=Power  Unfortunately, it drives most of our lives because its necessary for putting food in your mouth, clothes on your back and a roof 

over your head :(  Too bad there isn't an alternative...then we could all be of service in a higher goal.

12/17/2018 1:23:51 PM euskal_pride The Avett Brothers. 

May not have anything to do with vibrations, but they sure make me happy. :)

Americana/folk type band. Mix of sweet and rowdy.

This one is called Salvation Song. Also check out 'No Hard Feelings' (beautiful song about death). 

 https://youtu.be/Ftt5KH6TnhE 
12/17/2018 1:27:13 PM zagnett Oh, right, thanks.

12/17/2018 1:28:44 PM adsvel Yes, I like Atlantis, its far from Earths problems...

12/17/2018 1:31:55 PM chapulincolored Is she a pedovore?

12/17/2018 1:33:53 PM phytointel  pic.twitter.com/5WVVb9IgoX

12/17/2018 1:34:52 PM blsdbe Its only a matter of exposure...#MorphicResonance

12/17/2018 1:36:13 PM rick_hernandez I keep losing connection. Can’t scroll through the following list. What accounts are you talking about?

12/17/2018 1:38:57 PM rick_hernandez So all humans will go into 7D, 8D or 9D?

12/17/2018 1:42:16 PM _chelseaproject Is the "big bang" theory correct?

12/17/2018 1:46:13 PM zagnett T/Q/MJ are cool. Learned lots from them.

But none of this is going to get enough exposure until the riddles stop, & TPTB acknowledge the op in a more obvious, official way.

Most people just won't get T's "air Qs", complex proof memes, gematria, etc.

12/17/2018 1:46:40 PM lazyzimms Wow! Now I understand why Al Gore got a envelope at Bush’s funeral too! Obama!!!!!!!!!! Citizen of the United Kingdom. Seems he already had our 

NWO name picked out for our region.

12/17/2018 1:49:47 PM drumsk8 Is this D Dimensions or Density as there is difference.

12/17/2018 1:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happened to Bitcoin just prior to Q coming online?

Did Wall Street get access to Bitcoin?

Why?

Threat to Cabal?

[Conspiracy]

Blockchain technology is Majestic.

Blockchain technology will make the world more afer, trustworthy, and fair.

Bitcoin founder?

🤡/😈/👦🏻/👻?

🔎->👦🏻? https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/938938539282190337 …



12/17/2018 1:55:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 [S]afer how?

How about (S)afer?

CLAS?

Dark to Light

12/17/2018 1:56:04 PM qualady1 I prefer gold

12/17/2018 1:56:17 PM _girlmaher_ Why endeavor to prevent the wipeout of this 13th wave of civilization if we are just some Douchebag Overlord's SIMs?

12/17/2018 1:56:19 PM qualady1 And silver

12/17/2018 1:57:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, there was no beginning.

12/17/2018 1:58:14 PM ethereal_shaman We are the value.

12/17/2018 1:58:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/17/2018 1:58:32 PM nun_chucknorris Are those who are verifiable aware of who/what they are?

12/17/2018 1:58:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/17/2018 1:59:36 PM palmdalekid2 Building on the foundation pic.twitter.com/4IajS0EAKx

12/17/2018 2:00:51 PM sehvehn seems close to history lesson

12/17/2018 2:01:59 PM ladtacarms Or declas after the new House is sworn in. Those caught up in declas then will have special elections to replace. This way, wayward Governors cannot 

replace with compromised DS pawns. Seems like the best way to get the most out of it.

12/17/2018 2:02:59 PM ashnandoah It will not be Bitcoin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85z5hkXVfE8 …

12/17/2018 2:03:43 PM blsdbe Can we use Blockchain tech to create voter id with each vote we cast secured because we cast it on the blockchain?

12/17/2018 2:03:49 PM xusaf_patriot If it can bring down the CABAL banking system...then it will have served is purpose.

12/17/2018 2:03:49 PM luis_bernice  https://twitter.com/luis_bernice/status/1074104999456792577?s=20 …

12/17/2018 2:03:58 PM lbf777 Bitcoin is even more worthless digital currency that is easily manipulated by bankers. Money itself is a slave system. Why keep using it when we can 

move into a gifting economy that would turn this whole planet into an upper middle class haven?

12/17/2018 2:04:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark To Light

Epstein Also Had "Relationships" with girls as young as 16.

Expiration date?

Commodity?

These people are sick.

More to come. https://twitter.com/garymbaum/status/1074672641536012292 …

12/17/2018 2:04:48 PM _girlmaher_ Yes please. I have been dreaming about this my whole life. Total open sourcing of The Vatican because they have scammed every person/society they 

ever encountered, therefore their riches belong to Catholics and other victims. It is OUR VATICAN ARCHIVE.

12/17/2018 2:04:51 PM lib7473 Shall we start moving our savings/401k etc to btc?

12/17/2018 2:05:06 PM wrongsideofpar Well this is a bad news day then

12/17/2018 2:05:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Gold and silver okay as investments?

12/17/2018 2:06:02 PM djlok I agree. But imagine how ape-shit the masses would get if they knew what has already been disclosed to us through Q and MJ.  I think the initial 

comms are designed to reach a specific audience first before going mainstream.

12/17/2018 2:06:04 PM iamyou132 More aware than intuitively believing this is so?

12/17/2018 2:06:36 PM the_realtruth18 Always had the questionin my head where did the first 'whatever' come from? 

'whatever' from nothing - how?

12/17/2018 2:07:28 PM luis_bernice  https://twitter.com/luis_bernice/status/1074110979426975744?s=20 …

See the whole thread. Many SICK things. Child sacrifice/ sexual abuse, human genetic testing, ET living quarters. Brought to us by the Deep State Cabal 

and ETs living underground.

12/17/2018 2:07:47 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I have many friends that went into cryptos I was nervous and did not stayed with gold and silver.

12/17/2018 2:08:06 PM xusaf_patriot Sick is the least that I would call it.  He needs to face the gallows.

12/17/2018 2:08:39 PM time4u2know Because it is/was cabal based?

12/17/2018 2:08:50 PM blsdbe Exactly. Some of us have found this knowledge now so we can remain calm and provide a source of comfort and security when #FullDisclosure occurs.

12/17/2018 2:08:57 PM 1_decided_voter BTC was on an upshot right before Q appeared, and continued upward to spike to $16k in December 2017. pic.twitter.com/29DcasnjNr

12/17/2018 2:09:55 PM lightseeker2012 You are most likely part of each other's "soul group"

12/17/2018 2:10:00 PM blsdbe That seems like a very wise choice...

12/17/2018 2:13:02 PM dclarediane Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Some of you are writing confused as to why Huber was not at the Clinton Foundation hearing today. Let's instead 

gvealed: 1) There is an FBI Criminal Investigation into the Clinton Foundation 2) The Clinton Foundation, with […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073385182999252992.html …

12/17/2018 2:14:09 PM dclarediane Thread @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Last Night at 11PM: "A House Foreign Affairs subcommittee held a hearing to examine international child abductionTOP 

WHAT IS COMING. NOTHING.  http://c-span.org/video/?455660- … Read and reflect past decision regarding Japan made by […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1073213542743068672.html …

12/17/2018 2:14:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence DI is trending?

"The truth will set you free."

Disinformation puppets are dancing and trying to distract the public from the truth by using predictable insults such as racist or anti-Semitic. Here's a 

simple breakdown: pic.twitter.com/3azWxOqpNs

12/17/2018 2:14:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 When a black man steals a car we don't say "Black men steal cars" because definitions of a person are based on their decisions and not their attributes. 

Race/color is an attribute not a decision. Choosing a new race/color is an attribute though and therefore not protected.

12/17/2018 2:14:16 PM ashnandoah A friend of mine wrote this paper, Ernest Virshiyi Mbekum, a genius imo  http://www.lightcode.com/downloads/UNITAS_white_paper.pdf …

12/17/2018 2:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Individual acts are subject to scrutiny equally regardless of attributes of the individual person. David Icke is not anti-Semitic. Why then do they use 

these hateful, untruthful, and down right divisive lies? To keep you divided and away from learning too much. Unlearn all lies.

12/17/2018 2:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Making statements, whether truth, disinformation, or misinformation pertaining to the Holocaust and whether any Jews had direct involvement or 

"something to gain" by participating in the decisions does not make your actions of speaking a gesture of bigotry or hate.

12/17/2018 2:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Similarly if a Jewish person decided to disregard the value of all lives and seek profits at all costs, that is an individual's decisions not an attribute to a 

race of people, the Jews.

12/17/2018 2:16:44 PM unidentifiedta1 What's you or your teams main benefit to help "us common folk" ascend? Why help the masses and for what purpose? What's one piece of advice we 

should follow from your team? What should we tell the "good, but unawakened" family members?

12/17/2018 2:16:57 PM ashnandoah Tron to me looks like it will be the force to reckon with,  https://tron.network/index?lng=en  China based

12/17/2018 2:19:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its important to note, we are not endorsing anything David Icke has publicly or privately disclosed. By his own admission, he is not anti-Semitic and the 

Majestic 12 are aware of him. However its important to point out that not everything he says is false. Truth does exist inside

12/17/2018 2:21:14 PM lib7473 Hero in DI, one of the pioneers to awaken 💡people from the dark matrix with the TRUTH!

12/17/2018 2:22:05 PM lbf777 Anyone who exposed the Zionists evil actions against this world is dubbed antiSemetic by Zionists.

Most Jews are good people who hate Zionism. These Jews are antiSemetic according to Zion.

12/17/2018 2:22:11 PM fionasdestiny67 Think...Quantum Financial System

12/17/2018 2:22:53 PM bblueberrypie I’ll find the date MJ12 listed so you can find his thread on the episodes. pic.twitter.com/gLpYMM6sTp



12/17/2018 2:26:11 PM time4u2know Hey! Thanks for the reply and Thank You for your service! 

Money is a medium of exchange that has a perceived value. Like the $. Not saying BTC is the end all. I hold Gold/Silver, too! But there must be some 

sort of combination that's fixed on the perceived value of AU/AG?

12/17/2018 2:27:27 PM bblueberrypie Can’t figure out date, but here’s another screenshot pic.twitter.com/ub3UdkGggo

12/17/2018 2:33:35 PM time4u2know I'll have to take a listen! Appreciate the feedback! Have an awesome day!

#KeepWinning!

12/17/2018 2:34:38 PM prison4elites Based on what info?

Not good to build false hope.  I know it will happen.  I don't think anyone knows exactly when.

Patience

12/17/2018 2:34:51 PM poppyslovecapu As in tunnels ...⁉️

12/17/2018 2:34:55 PM anangelhasland1 There is only NOW.

Everyone has different beginnings anyway...

... life is constant Beginningness

...even endings are beginnings.

Spectrum of consciousness gives birth to form...

eternally...
12/17/2018 2:35:40 PM bblueberrypie Not a specific answer, but when I asked about Patriarch Kirilli related MJ12 “liked” my question. See thread (hopefully I’m linking this correctly) 

https://twitter.com/dr_t_dc/status/1068584571262914561?s=21 …

12/17/2018 2:37:00 PM woodworkeranon The declas?

Also i am still curious, is the fed and irs the American controlling hand of the rothschilds?

12/17/2018 2:41:51 PM zagnett Calm? W/normies raggin' us all the time?

The "pre-awakened" can help better w/an official "authority" behind it. They'll be a less "ape-s***" with it. Kind of a Jerry MacGuire kind of thing - 

"Help us, help them!" I hope it's in the plan to happen very soon.

12/17/2018 2:42:01 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you for sharing! I will check this out! I missed it!

12/17/2018 2:46:02 PM cocopuffster12 Oh!! Device in Antartica! Or Antarctica, it used to have 1 less “c”. So, do you suppose the device activated was the Arc? Wow!! It’s all real. I knew when 

I was super young, I just didn’t know what it was I knew. Now I totally get it. I feel like a sponge, trying to learn it all!

12/17/2018 2:46:05 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Friends or foe??

China and Russia perform controversial experiments to modify atmosphere.  https://tiny.iavian.net/q8s6 

12/17/2018 3:08:54 PM blsdbe Yes, soon. #DoItQ #FullDisclosure

12/17/2018 3:20:20 PM fashionabanon #Follow

Check out Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

12/17/2018 3:21:27 PM fashionabanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thank you!!!

12/17/2018 3:21:51 PM fashionabanon Uncle John

12/17/2018 3:22:01 PM rawphonegirl Was on on Icke kick last night,  left off from 2016 with this last after matrix talks.  What he says about the sun seems wrong and everything he says is 

speculative but interesting cud to chew:  https://youtu.be/KMUsZAMAt-Q 

12/17/2018 3:26:58 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/ooUCUU2rMA

12/17/2018 3:27:49 PM robertg02229481 He is walking around FREE, wake up sleeping beauty. Justice is nonexistent.

12/17/2018 3:27:56 PM fashionabanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/8S2HIpNZbw8 

12/17/2018 3:31:42 PM silverburst1 Moon in Maine approximately 10 days ago pic.twitter.com/1BVH3vXBoo

12/17/2018 3:37:55 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/R1qld71DEH

12/17/2018 3:41:44 PM primad57 Waiting for that day & beautiful sky to come to Ct.

12/17/2018 3:42:25 PM cstarr888 Possibly you are being visited by ET. 

Keeps you from hurting yourself or them. @SandiaWisdom

🙏💖

12/17/2018 3:51:01 PM ragevirusqq @SandiaWisdom Hey friends. Have you been visiting me? Someone else?

12/17/2018 3:53:47 PM cosmic_engineer Arek, dip a toe into these waters:

 http://www.spiritofra.com/Ra-section%202.htm …

12/17/2018 4:01:18 PM 1magafan I have silver and gold ..

12/17/2018 4:14:56 PM zagnett Is what happened at Proxima Centauri what we expect to happen here (link)?

If so, what is the best estimate for it to happen here? https://gizmodo.com/giant-flare-around-proxima-centauri-may-kill-hope-for-p-1823366240 …

12/17/2018 4:21:32 PM ramstadstacy Solos?

12/17/2018 4:22:01 PM ramstadstacy Soros

12/17/2018 4:26:36 PM zagnett Are any underground civilizations humans from the future?

If so, how far into the future?

How did they travel back so far into the past?

12/17/2018 4:27:57 PM keith369me David Icke comes from a unique perspective and was at the forefront of bringing “world corruption” to many before it was fashionable. Sure, he’s going 

to miss the mark at times, but who doesn’t that is early to the party.  Not a huge fan of his “Jewish” language, but not anti-sem

12/17/2018 4:32:27 PM keith369me On the flip side you have someone like Doreen Dotan.  She uses “non-politically correct” verbiage when talking about non-Jews, but calls out Zionists as 

fake Jews as well.

12/17/2018 4:38:05 PM lyndamathews25  pic.twitter.com/PzZag3e3PZ

12/17/2018 4:46:15 PM lyndamathews25 I didn't buy any, but I spent time reading and watching. I came to the conclusion that if Hillary won, it would have been Bitcoin. 

Always been a precious metals fan.

12/17/2018 4:47:21 PM new_earth_2020 Really? Heard that bevore

12/17/2018 5:05:03 PM chapulincolored Someone help me with this decode in layman's terms:  Is he saying to go into Bitcoin/BlockchainCrypto's?

12/17/2018 5:11:07 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 like this  pic.twitter.com/jl2y08bCOP

12/17/2018 5:26:17 PM ms_cheevas Best to follow the path that makes your heart sing.💕... that’s what got you to where you are.. but just letting you know it’s a gift. Not a bad thing🙏



12/17/2018 5:29:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light

CBS is part of Mockingbird Media

Clowns trafficked children for DOJ "intelligence gathering" in [order to protect victims *322*] and victims are all types of people, must more commonly 

among connected people to Clowns.

CST illegal now protected under National Sec? https://twitter.com/franklinavenue/status/1074791178158010373 …

12/17/2018 5:29:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The tweet will be dropping in the coming days and don't be alarmed if PEAS is used. Big heads are about to roll. Get ready to watch the unsealing. 

Don't miss Hannity tonight. DARK to LIGHT.  Majestic 12 does not endorse or support Sean Hannity or his messaging or guest messaging.

12/17/2018 5:29:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 This means the Military is now actively enforcing anti Child Sex Trafficking operations being conducted throughout the United States currently as we 

speak to you tonight since it is now law and a violation of National Security to allow these organizations to exist.

12/17/2018 5:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let the unsealing begin!

12/17/2018 5:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 physical ability to use cocreative consciousness to physically manifest itself into the Matrix. It requires many people. Literally millions. We are all aware 

of what is happening next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following Trump by the Majestic 12.

12/17/2018 5:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the information we are seeding into your consciousness and make it so. You have the ability to cocreatively will this outcome to happen. 

Meditation, prayer (not to God but just send your own best wishes for them and reflect on experience or empathy to connect) have the

12/17/2018 5:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are purposely manipulating that 

illusion for the purposes of objecting our mission which is to end child sex trafficking by FED and disclose extraterrestrial life.

12/17/2018 5:31:42 PM blsdbe What is PEAS?

12/17/2018 5:35:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Replication technology make possession of Gold or Silver meaningless because you can just print it. The only part of the illusion of that have 

consequence are your experiences in life by what you learn and how you teach others about what the reality of our existence must be.

12/17/2018 5:36:53 PM blsdbe #DECLAS!!!

12/17/2018 5:37:20 PM xusaf_patriot Exactly.  Can't wait for this to happen!  We need to evolve...

12/17/2018 5:38:08 PM gracelempka Someone sent to disrupt an individuals progress.

12/17/2018 5:41:38 PM 1_decided_voter Will replication technology be widely available to everyone very soon, or will we have to get there inch by painful inch over the course of years / 

decades?

12/17/2018 5:41:39 PM billysgirl0214 What comes to mind...don’t worship money....only God...our teachings are the gold we pass down to each generation. ...with that said, totally 

confused with the generation aspect...are we teaching those souls who are regenerated based on their level? 🤔. What level am I?

12/17/2018 5:42:44 PM sumgirl Save the children 🙏 unveiling the demons among us

12/17/2018 5:43:58 PM anangelhasland1 “Praying to God is OK, but also, try to pray FROM God. (“He’s” that close.)”

12/17/2018 5:44:05 PM lisamwall3 Chuck Schumer

12/17/2018 5:44:48 PM horseofw You cannot  print gold from nothing

12/17/2018 5:45:15 PM trish97872852 YES

12/17/2018 5:45:27 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/yONlWy4cgz

12/17/2018 5:45:52 PM maudeaz Was BTC created by the cabal?

12/17/2018 5:46:52 PM roaminnoodle Twitter search bar for "TS_SCI_MAJIC12 replicator"

Here's a relevant hit: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063105683653124098 …

12/17/2018 5:47:43 PM melanieanders7 But it's the illusion that allows us to create such a place we reside. :) co-creating like gods, cohesively. :) at least that's I interpret it. Feel free to correct, 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2018 5:48:09 PM lisamwall3 I don’t believe Trump actually chose him. I think the Republican Party selected him, and basically told Trump he had to use him in order to have their 

backing. I could be very, very wrong, though.

12/17/2018 5:50:27 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah, I remember that. But it doesn't really give me a sense of whether we'll be waiting years (or decades) for it to become our reality.

12/17/2018 5:50:29 PM _chelseaproject I'd exect that some were much younger than 16.

12/17/2018 5:50:57 PM john777lee Thanks I'm conflicted in belief these days but have trusted Jesus and God all my life. Just the biblical views throwing me off. I know God is love and the 

rest seems skewed and scripted by man to me. Still seek and pray every day. Peace to you.

12/17/2018 5:51:23 PM lib7473 In higher realms money will cease to exist. This BTC is temporary, cuz eventually Earth will be a cashless society. It's all in the evolution of our 

consciousness..raising vibrations & activation of 3rd eye/chakras are a MUST learn technique by all, for 5D existence.

12/17/2018 5:54:15 PM poppyslovecapu Missing George W. Did he flip⁉️

12/17/2018 5:55:05 PM roaminnoodle "Consciousness creates."

Does this help: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065017406538555392 …

12/17/2018 5:55:12 PM realeyethespy 12:21 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MrcyasmGHM

12/17/2018 5:55:41 PM hellouncledonny Everyone #Pray that #Flynn gets his Wings.

This is bigger than you can imagine has meaning.

12/17/2018 5:59:32 PM 1_decided_voter "Will be readily available" sounds sooner than decades away to me. Sounds good.

12/17/2018 6:00:43 PM poppyslovecapu Release the children and arrest those who are hurting them. Pray for healing for these victims.✨🙏

12/17/2018 6:01:38 PM dragonfly6001  pic.twitter.com/WkpRCg11qq

12/17/2018 6:04:29 PM gracelempka In full force today.

12/17/2018 6:08:17 PM susan66388204 Please tell me if you figure it out.  I’m loosing my butttttt

12/17/2018 6:08:55 PM aetherwalker1 YES!

I shudder imagining the karmic debt incurred by those who enslave, traffic and abuse children.

The Master of Galilee indicated that it was preferable to be drown with a millstone than to lead astray the little ones. 

..and the International Cabal has done FAR, FAR worse

12/17/2018 6:09:49 PM fowlreginald That sounds very exciting!

12/17/2018 6:11:30 PM blsdbe We need to visualize/meditate on what we want to manifest. Clearly we will have replicators. Will we also have free energy and the ability to use more 

time being creative? What else should we be concentrating on bring more rapidly towards us?

12/17/2018 6:12:28 PM trish97872852 Where is Hannity himself???

12/17/2018 6:13:09 PM worldxplorer1 Sometimes also referred to as Interplanetary Souls. Starseeds are earth humans who’s soul origin is outside of the earthly plane. 

Starseeds can originate from higher / alternate dimensions, star systems, galaxies, planes, etc.

12/17/2018 6:17:20 PM keith369me “Pray” for victims of these child predators.  Pray that those that commit child ritual murders and rapes will receive JUSTICE!  Pray that those in power 

(Government, Hollywood, Clergy) represent the best interests of those they represent or receive JUSTICE!!!



12/17/2018 6:22:24 PM ms_cheevas Haha! Me too... we are similar 💕.. I focus on the love part. Bible says, GOD IS LOVE. So for me when I do all things in love ... I know I can’t go wrong. 

Just be easy on yourself and follow your heart💗

12/17/2018 6:23:58 PM trish_hollman Yes and it has some cool features- buttons. Left button labeled players, give names and if they are patriot or trader. 👍

12/17/2018 6:28:04 PM roaminnoodle Let's have @realDonaldTrump organize a mass meditation then! Please and thanks!

12/17/2018 6:31:12 PM lauracnfl67 Hannity is good!! I can't believe you're saying this. 😠

12/17/2018 6:31:35 PM lauracnfl67 NOT a CIA pin, stop this now!!

12/17/2018 6:32:13 PM lauracnfl67 It is NOT a CIA pin!

12/17/2018 6:32:19 PM ms_cheevas For Santa 🎅🏻? 

😂💕

12/17/2018 6:33:48 PM cidarean Is there a triangle type object in the center crater or am I just seeing things? pic.twitter.com/84vV4x0sLn

12/17/2018 6:34:22 PM 1_decided_voter Explain what this is then... https://twitter.com/QanonQurator/status/1073105161747259392 …

12/17/2018 6:34:49 PM lauracnfl67 Seriously? I would not follow/believe/perpetuate anything this liberal shill says.

12/17/2018 6:37:10 PM covandfefe Plum Island.  Lyme Disease.

12/17/2018 6:40:41 PM emma_trump2020 Teach

12/17/2018 6:42:56 PM 1_decided_voter It very much is a CIA logo on a pin. I have an HD episode as recent as 12/10 showing him wearing it.

12/17/2018 6:44:08 PM datruseeka I know there are good actors and bad actors in the CIA, and also know the CIA was created for nefarious reasons, not for the best interest of American 

people but for the best interest of the NWO.  But I know Hannity is good, but what the hell is he doing with the CIA?

12/17/2018 6:44:38 PM 1_decided_voter Getting a paycheck is my guess.

12/17/2018 6:45:49 PM ms_cheevas  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.newscientist.com/article/mg23331080-700-make-your-own-meat-with-open-source-cells-no-animals-

necessary/amp/ …

12/17/2018 6:46:22 PM lori_dee1 Beautiful thank you!

12/17/2018 6:47:50 PM emtee2355 Boom!

12/17/2018 6:49:54 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. I wake up feeling like that too

12/17/2018 6:51:31 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank you again MJ12.

12/17/2018 6:53:52 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will many of the the Earth’s megalithic sites that have been destroyed that rest on important ley lines have to be rebuilt in order to 

ascend?

12/17/2018 6:55:36 PM 42generations I can’t see how anyone would believe this nonsense.

12/17/2018 6:58:02 PM borutathe I dated a Skull & Bones alumni long enough to learn all of their secrets. To summarize: nothing worth repeating. 

In general, secret societies with costumes & rituals are working with outdated information. Don't worry about them. They're mostly just good for a 

laugh.

❤️ pic.twitter.com/CAVygPUhtG

12/17/2018 7:00:40 PM djlok I (and hundreds of thousands of #Q / #QAnon followers) 100% fully support this mission!!  #DarkToLight

#WWG1WGA (including ET's). 😃

12/17/2018 7:03:24 PM ms_cheevas  https://www.rt.com/business/446463-russia-syria-local-currencies-settlement/?fbclid=IwAR1DCU85RUs2jr3aCehBD-

kBN93NBytyZo4rVckDXL3L8Kfg3BaN9Qf6pj0 …

12/17/2018 7:12:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Soooo - nothing happened, Hannity not even on tonight?

12/17/2018 7:17:16 PM realeyethespy RT

[ARCHIVE OFFLINE] 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://keybase.io/ts_sci_majic12/sigs/fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld …

12/17/2018 7:18:28 PM worldxplorer1 Not really a one size fits all answer to this. People find out in different ways. I’d recommend researching it. 

 http://In5d.com  has lots of articles about it.  There just one of countless sources if you search it but they’re the first that comes to mind.

12/17/2018 7:22:36 PM rudedrew63 George Soros

12/17/2018 7:23:43 PM fowlreginald Someone I know watched it, said it was about the Gen Flynn 302s. I don't get cable here, so I didn't see it. There's probably a stream of it on Youtube 

somewhere.

12/17/2018 7:25:30 PM bourdainmurderd @realDonaldTrump @Ripple_Me_This @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JoelKatz 

a restructure is coming. https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1073610119357890560 …

12/17/2018 7:27:52 PM bbobbio71 Organize? Chembusters?

Farce or useful

12/17/2018 7:27:58 PM vintagesquirrel Confused. How can an element be printed with a 3D printer?

12/17/2018 7:29:23 PM bbobbio71 Oopse sorry didn't mean to hijack the thread.

Different guy

12/17/2018 7:31:53 PM vintagesquirrel It was pretty uneventful.

12/17/2018 7:32:24 PM toffer_anon_369 I watched it.  NOTHING happened.  No new revelations.

12/17/2018 7:39:19 PM djlok These are awesome!

12/17/2018 7:39:59 PM toffer_anon_369 Was 12-15-16 the start of the countdown and 12-24-18 is the finale?

12/17/2018 7:40:29 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/BlcQuP8FPf

12/17/2018 7:40:33 PM soulcaliber777 Nice, it would be really great if at some point in the future, it goes back to that price again. Will it?

12/17/2018 7:40:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just after tweeting that an advertisement showed an extraterrestrial alien attempting to make First Contact. Revenues collected on that advertising 

slot goes towards Hannity. What did Nikki say again?

12/17/2018 7:44:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS as promised.

We are the Majestic 12. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1074826769721671680 …

12/17/2018 7:45:41 PM chadmcgregory Lol thats a joke right

12/17/2018 7:50:31 PM melhuses Think Star Trek replicators?

12/17/2018 7:50:32 PM djlok I like how they redacted his DOB. Like General Flynn would even care if we knew his DOB after all that he was put through publicly!!

12/17/2018 7:51:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Definitely no.

12/17/2018 7:51:11 PM marcjtaylor1 How does that work with different time zones?

12/17/2018 7:51:13 PM cstarr888 I want fast, safe travel by personal aircraft-like really fast! 😉🛸@SandiaWisdom 

Radar, will you teach me?! 😊🙏💖

12/17/2018 7:51:43 PM toffer_anon_369 She's going to sleep for two days and then continue to work hard for the american people until Dec 31st...?

12/17/2018 7:53:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 General policy from publishing medical record information that could potentially weaken a solider's security if published and intercepted by bad actors. 

Bad actors are trafficking kids so they can rape and torture them. These secret societies run the evil sex cults NXIVM and 322.

12/17/2018 7:53:19 PM cstarr888 Molecule arrangement 😉

🙏💖



12/17/2018 7:56:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 All new seeds of consciousness into the Matrix such as remembering and mostly teaching everybody General Flynn's birthdate so they could use 

exoconsciousness + pawn to focus conscious concentration on the DECLAS documents to focus towards deception surrounding fake collusion.

12/17/2018 7:58:01 PM bourdainmurderd YES!!!!!! okay.... XRP.... restructure of Fed. EO13772... i know it all fits in somehow!!!

12/17/2018 8:04:05 PM djlok Read the posts earlier in the thread.

12/17/2018 8:04:14 PM rick_hernandez What does that mean?

12/17/2018 8:05:43 PM bourdainmurderd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you guys should talk 😉

12/17/2018 8:07:50 PM peacey_queen Something about not looking to far ahead and focusing on the now.

12/17/2018 8:08:07 PM djlok The CNN article and the document don't align.  Basically, once again, the #FakeNews got it wrong again!!

12/17/2018 8:08:07 PM kizzmyspurz Anyone know who the Monopoly man was?

12/17/2018 8:10:23 PM toffer_anon_369 Wait....   12/ 15/ 18 (3/6/9) was the start of the countdown.  Exactly 10 days later we see 12/ 24/ 18 (3/6/9) again.  Coincidence?  Cannot make this 

happen or stop it from happening.

12/17/2018 8:10:28 PM kizzmyspurz About F***g time. My God this has been going on far to long #SaveTheChildren

12/17/2018 8:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Age of consent among 14 year olds? Technically they are no longer children but teenagers or young adults. Immature, vulnerable, and sensitive to 

abuse. Age of consent should be in ranges. 14-16, 15-16, 16-17, 17-18, 18-19, 19-20, 20-21 then production of porn after 25 to protect?

12/17/2018 8:14:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 When these young girls get groomed for pornography they engage in non violent sexual activity with politicians, celebrities, bankers, tech executives, 

and many other people as a commodity of sex being sold for thousands of dollars a session in the form of money laundering.

12/17/2018 8:16:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 National Security law should create ranges for legally being able to provide consent. Young relationships and young teenagers need to explore 

relationships with each other they should be able to consent among each other. In legal cases this can protect wrongly served "justice".

12/17/2018 8:17:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 However, 18 being legal age of consent among relationships also means consent of predatory sexual hunting by powerful billionaires and millionaires 

who consumed youth like a commodity. Epstein was consuming hundreds of young souls for his own perversion with no regard for victims

12/17/2018 8:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 In order to understand the fundamental balance between your IS and BE connection you need to realize that its actually a mind body connection and 

sexual energy is extremely strong and can both help and hinder spiritual development with aligning your chakras. Not a religion.

12/17/2018 8:20:40 PM frederickklost1 Blockchain technology will make the world more tafer, srustworthy, and air. POOF...

12/17/2018 8:22:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 This includes being able to safely explore sexuality among peers in healthy situations where engagement would not be considered criminal and 

therefore not illegal. Adults must be classified as individuals who have no more than 2 years of age from the teenager. National Security.

12/17/2018 8:23:10 PM djlok I agree with the age of consent being in ranges, but I think a lot of people would object to throwing a 21 yo in jail for having sex with a 18 or 19 yo.  I 

think 25 for porn would be good.  Give the folks a little while to think about the career first.

12/17/2018 8:23:45 PM iamyou132 With that being said, how important is refraining from ejaculation for men on a spiritual path? If important, does that mean fully abstain, abstain from 

masturbation, or what?

12/17/2018 8:24:10 PM frederickklost1 It cannot. This is mental masturbation.

12/17/2018 8:25:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Solving "Child Sex Trafficking" means we must bring DARKNESS to LIGHT related to the fundamental structures of the porn industry and how its a 

multibillion dollar a year industry. Imagine making millions on selling quilts? Or videos teaching languages? No, but children? 💰💰💰💰

12/17/2018 8:28:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adults exploring sexual energy together is extremely important for relationships however the current obsession with family porn, incest, bestiality, 

dungeon sex slaves, torture, abuse, rape all in the name of acting. They worship this energy. Allow them. However we must address

12/17/2018 8:29:30 PM blsdbe I hope our society can change so families can literally have time, resources, security & hopefully willingness to be able to parent their own children. I 

greatly regret years as a single mom, leaving my children with others, as nice as they were, instead of parenting them myself.

12/17/2018 8:30:07 PM deeiatopp  pic.twitter.com/HMY8vAto6h

12/17/2018 8:30:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 using drug smuggling by Clowns cross sections with these trafficking rings. Drugs are used to collect blackmail on victims and increased risk of sexual 

abuse to be traded among other wealthy celebrities. Some "porn stars" are victims of horrific horrific crimes and its truly bad.

12/17/2018 8:33:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can see 👁 the abuse in their words and eyes. Why is this allowed to happen? We have the intelligence that these networks exist. Teenagers 

exploring sexuality with each other must be protected in segments to ensure common development experiences where emotions are explored

12/17/2018 8:33:48 PM 17buckspatri0t I thought the alien commercial was on ?Tucker and it was omg wierd as f@$k....

12/17/2018 8:35:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 together in healthy ways that encourage love, compassion, ingenuity, dedication, motivated, happy, etc with each other where the presence of these 

networks + big money to be earned with relatively "little difficulty" with extremely hight emotional costs resolve Cabal taught lies.

12/17/2018 8:36:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Deleted tweet to throw the scent off the trail?

Clown attempts to infiltrate will fail.

Majestic 12 account locked [again]?

Clowns will fail.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing. pic.twitter.com/io2hoHLR17

12/17/2018 8:37:31 PM palmdalekid2 How much does a child usually go for 🔍 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065356134331097089?s=21 …

12/17/2018 8:38:46 PM djlok Please! You are Majestic!  You knew who that was!!

12/17/2018 8:38:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clown attempts will fail. pic.twitter.com/zrjAnygFt8

12/17/2018 8:39:17 PM sinapi_maria I am glad that I am in Australia then age of consent is 18

12/17/2018 8:39:49 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/WO4OVqEIwm

12/17/2018 8:40:20 PM ignbox What can u say about above Magestic?

12/17/2018 8:41:28 PM djlok Boom!

12/17/2018 8:41:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anywhere from a few hundred dollars up to hundred thousand dollars and even a million dollars each. Depending on many factors. Groups exist to 

procure direct targets. Prices reflect vulnerability and uses of the child's development. Many children were mind controlled by MKUltra.

12/17/2018 8:42:25 PM sinapi_maria Good

12/17/2018 8:43:00 PM vintagesquirrel Am I missing something or does this feel anticlimactic to anyone else?

12/17/2018 8:43:42 PM ashnandoah Replication technology can also create a carrot, but the carrot will have no essence, no energy, it may look and taste the same but it is not, it is lacking 

that life force expression of energetic co-creation in all its many forms.

12/17/2018 8:43:45 PM whisperz777 according to E.W. Bullinger, 3 = complete, divine perfection, 3 is # associated with the  Godhead, for there are " 3 persons in 1 God." 3 x's the Seraphim 

cry, "Holy, Holy, Holy" (Isa 6:3). The living creatures also in Revelation 4:8.  (Father, Son, Holy Ghost), 9 = JUDGMENT

12/17/2018 8:43:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 In order to attract more children, you need other children who are being controlled and abused to convince other children to become victims. So when 

a child shows talent and is traded in these programs they become celebrities you know are involved in this epidemic level of abuse.

12/17/2018 8:43:54 PM 222714ftw  pic.twitter.com/ptWqqqclsC



12/17/2018 8:44:42 PM lib7473 These 🤡s need to face the highest penalty (life in prison/death) for their crimes against the helpless victims! Sweep them all Q/Light/Patriots!🙏🏻

12/17/2018 8:45:48 PM mongrelglory I'm using logic here.  If they disasters were natural, MJ-12 likely would have answered "no" because that would clear that matter up for good.  

However, if the answer is "yes", well Q team has said they were not going to publicly reveal certain crimes because they would cause...

12/17/2018 8:46:09 PM ashnandoah Just like they can manufacture diamonds, even more beautiful and perfect but there is something hollow and empty about them, they have not been 

formed through the pressure of earth's cycles nor withstood eons of fire. They contain no energy no spirit no soul.

12/17/2018 8:47:42 PM giediknight Use his astrology against him

12/17/2018 8:48:59 PM djlok Or Shirley Temple and the other kids of her time.

12/17/2018 8:49:12 PM mongrelglory ...international incidents.  "The events could be seen as an act of war" (I'm quoting Q here).  Since both earthquakes and tsunamis caused massive loss 

of life in foreign countries, MJ-12's lack of answer implies they are taking the same route as Q on these international matters.

12/17/2018 8:50:31 PM djlok Although some of that might be fake too.

12/17/2018 8:50:46 PM ashnandoah Those with love and compassion in their hearts have the ability to move mountains, which is why they fear our awakening, they fear us. They fear the 

power of God in us, We are One, WWG1WGA so stop with the annunaki reptilian science without spirit garbage.  Truth mixed with lies

12/17/2018 8:52:08 PM mongrelglory I think you're taking my tone completely wrong?!  I was trying to be encouraging that he would be able to accomplish his dreams in the next life. I too 

would like to travel in space, but am too old and in poor health so likely would not be able to in this lifetime.  I find it ...

12/17/2018 8:52:12 PM artistginette I don't know how much longer I can hold my breath. I am starting to turn blue.

#unsealnow #declassnow pic.twitter.com/Rqwm7pLEv4

12/17/2018 8:55:32 PM giediknight Are “special” children picked based on birthdate/time and place of birth?

12/17/2018 8:56:15 PM mongrelglory ...encouraging to now know that I will have the chance in the next life.  If I offended SehVehn, or Scott the Bot, I do apologize.  I was not laughing at 

them but trying to encourage them as MJ-12 is saying it will only be for the rich currently, of which I am not one.

12/17/2018 8:56:22 PM connectedtomyc1 Consistent with Deagal's forecast of the drastic decline of the US population by 227 million people by 2025.

 http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx …

12/17/2018 8:56:26 PM peace_manifest First tell your subconscious that you now want to remember your dreams. Set a notebook and pen on your bed. Set alarm for 5-10 minutes earlier than 

normal. Immediately write down anything you can remember, even if only small detail. Recall will increase each day.

12/17/2018 8:59:16 PM djlok Like Corey Feldman and all those kids.  I actually believe him. I think his recollection may be a little off, but I believe he is trying to be truthful.

12/17/2018 8:59:51 PM mongrelglory SehVehn, I'm sorry you took my answer below in a negative way.  I was trying to be encouraging with the information that we have infinite numbers of 

lives to experience the things we want to do.  I do not have the good health, not the money to travel in space currently either.

12/17/2018 8:59:53 PM bourdainmurderd yes, it goes quite deep. Fed 'restructure' ...company has connections to Trump Admin, and ex-NSA....i smell an op. 

you have one of the best accounts man! you and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2018 9:01:55 PM sehvehn i appreciate that Sandris Sneibe may have understood my feeling as i read it. also, i understood you meant it in a positive light. thank you. i think that 

for some..Earth is a learning ground. for others, it has become time now to be free. i wish you freedom not death, my friend.

12/17/2018 9:04:34 PM connectedtomyc1 Population reduction in US from 327 million (2017) forecasted to less than 100 million (2025). 

 http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx …

What happens to the other 227 million people? Sounds very similar to Agenda 21, but with a warm fuzzy name of ascension.

12/17/2018 9:05:00 PM mongrelglory Thank you SehVehn!  I've found that learning that our IS-BE's carry on after we die has been encouraging.  I've had many regrets in this life, and many 

things that I've missed out on, (family, kids).  It's nice to think we have an infinite amount of "do-overs" if we so choose.

12/17/2018 9:05:36 PM sehvehn if you dont understand my intention, i say it with positive energy and is said with love

12/17/2018 9:07:35 PM billbloggs10 Unverified credit seeker.

12/17/2018 9:07:52 PM 222714ftw Sick bastard’s🙏222

12/17/2018 9:10:13 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does technology exist, such as cold plasma etc. that can reverse the effects of vaccine damage? I.e. Autism?

12/17/2018 9:11:16 PM mongrelglory I have relatives living in Japan.  2 years after Fukushima, my nephew's grandmother developed a brain tumour.  She'd been healthy her whole life.  My 

cousin's wife developed kidney problems during her pregnancy 3 years after Fukushima.  They may have been unrelated but I worry.

12/17/2018 9:11:42 PM covandfefe Have you heard about Judy Garland?

Yeah, it's time for all this to stop.

12/17/2018 9:13:06 PM sehvehn i do not think there are literal do-overs...i could be wrong. i believe we are always moving forward and learning. there will always be suffering in one 

way or another, as it makes sense that it is the hardships that teach us the most. ...is what i'd like to think.

12/17/2018 9:14:56 PM connectedtomyc1 and sunrise

12/17/2018 9:15:46 PM snakejackal Even Superman can fall to lies of Lex Luthor.

12/17/2018 9:17:22 PM sehvehn this is a unique time that im not very familiar with, so i would not hang on my words but rather be open minded and branch out.  =)

12/17/2018 9:17:34 PM sheshifts001 And then they grow up... sometimes...

#Pedowood #Pedogate #Justice

#WhatHappenedToHeatherO

#Soon #Boom pic.twitter.com/2a8FE1oR6E

12/17/2018 9:19:32 PM connectedtomyc1 Yep, terraforming the planet to make it unfit for human population.  https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-12-04-global-dimming-globalist-plot-to-

eliminate-humanity-terraforming-food-crops-pollution.html …

Imho, Majestic is totally on board with the terraforming and over 2/3 of us dying so we can "ascend" and "some" surviving. Does this sound good to 

y'all?

12/17/2018 9:21:54 PM aprilbrown99 Is the alien ok?

12/17/2018 9:22:07 PM connectedtomyc1 Remember when I asked if our children would ever have an planet like we had years ago...blue skies, stars, etc. I was told to leave the "past in the 

past." Anyone reading this have children? Is that what you want for them, a terraformed planet made for non-human habitation?

12/17/2018 9:24:07 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. Breaks my heart.

12/17/2018 9:24:25 PM mongrelglory It seems how Corey Goode and David Wilcock describes 4, 5, and 6th Density is very different than how MJ-12 understand densities.  Could you 

elaborate a bit more on what these densities mean then?  I'm getting quite confused by what you're saying concerning our current level.

12/17/2018 9:26:24 PM steel235 Do you know bout THI and Manna Trust, Thomas and Kim are doing the hard work helping to make things better for all of us, we all need to look inside 

ourselves be selfless and help each other. Check out  https://projectspeak.net/blog  and https://thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org 

12/17/2018 9:26:44 PM mongrelglory I believe they're referring to the Twitter accounts that MJ-12 have chosen to follow on their account... there's 911 of them.

12/17/2018 9:27:07 PM daveo6145 Will footage surface?

12/17/2018 9:28:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Physical densities versus informational densities.



12/17/2018 9:29:06 PM jonessense Oh I would certainly trust any and all channeling. No one gives dates.

12/17/2018 9:30:08 PM mongrelglory Believe it or not, my mother cooked dinner for Sir Edmund de Rothschild, his wife, and his teenage daughter when they came to Labrador to see the 

Churchill Falls Hydro project that my father was project manager for.  I was off at summer camp in Quebec.  I always wonder because...

12/17/2018 9:32:25 PM mongrelglory ...after that summer, my family fell apart.  My dad started drinking heavily, parents marriage went south, my older sister left home at 16 and my 

younger sister started having bipolar symptoms and acting crazy.  Maybe I was lucky I didn't get to meet them at our home.

12/17/2018 9:38:49 PM connectedtomyc1 How are we to ascend when our pineal's have been turned to stone (calcified I mean) by the evil in control of our food supply, water supply, an 

geoengineering/weather manipulation/chemtrails. Is Majestic 12 in support of the weather manipulation/geoengineering that poisons us?

12/17/2018 9:39:23 PM mongrelglory So which type of density are you referring to when you say humans are currently 5-6D?  Informational?  Is our world currently a 3D physical density 

transitioning to a 4D physical density?  I thought 4th density civilizations are connected through love and telepathic? No?

12/17/2018 9:41:19 PM rick_hernandez Oh thank you! Makes sense

12/17/2018 9:58:47 PM petitchevalb It would be a real honor 

They are so amazing ☺

12/17/2018 10:00:19 PM mongrelglory She said she was from the Domain, not the old empire.

12/17/2018 10:02:42 PM djlok I'm confused on the densities too.  So there are densities for physical and separate densities for information?

12/17/2018 10:11:49 PM kik1771 Millions ... Has anything with achieving critical mass?

12/17/2018 10:11:58 PM time4justiceusa  pic.twitter.com/NVBpzZpDlm

12/17/2018 10:15:29 PM time4justiceusa Majestic 12 is a ufo area 51 group. Has living quarters at area 51 sr4 

Im pretty sure thats what theyre called. Watch vortex math videos on 3 6 9. Its not that hard to grasp.

12/17/2018 10:16:20 PM lightworker2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a fake comm and not part of the Q team. Q is not on Twitter  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1074874941013544962 …

12/17/2018 10:27:12 PM diaptera_80 Not sure why @Fulcrum__News and also @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets positive news about Bitcoin? The latter paradoxially admitting #bitcoin will NOT 

rebound. This tweet is good advice for now: https://twitter.com/shortingfiat/status/1074825501590544384 …

12/17/2018 10:42:35 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/zJVDwwPZpa

12/17/2018 10:43:21 PM mongrelglory By "do-overs" I meant that if a lesson/experience wasn't mastered in one life, you'd have the opportunity to live another life to try mastering that 

lesson/experience again.  MJ-12 did say that suicide involved a "re-set" of the IS-BE back to the beginning again.  As for space...

12/17/2018 10:44:39 PM mongrelglory ...travel, it sounds like ascended beings (who live in a higher density existence) still do a lot of space travel in their lives too.

12/17/2018 10:47:58 PM sehvehn suicide is not an answer to hardship and is not a restart. what if....suicide chained you here for you to understand what you did to others by 

suicide...or.....you keep having the same life experiences over and over until you see it to its organic end?

12/17/2018 10:50:25 PM sehvehn i personally would never because i would not want to see the consequences as well as having to do the same life over if i couldnt suffer throught it the 

first time. i might be wrong about that...but, what if?

12/17/2018 10:59:36 PM mongrelglory Ultimately as IS-BEs, we're in control of our life experiences, since apparently we choose our incarnations for maximum growth/learning. 

I really like this Corey Goode interview about consciousness/reincarnation: https://youtu.be/egyJNkwPJS8 

12/17/2018 11:02:17 PM sehvehn well....im not sure what i said that sparked a fire, but i was just locked out of my account. very interesting.

12/17/2018 11:06:19 PM ryankochweare1 Crazy to look back just a few days and how my perspective has expanded since this comment ☝

12/17/2018 11:11:27 PM vhawthorne The deep state when the declas begins 😂 pic.twitter.com/K97gLfcr1j

12/17/2018 11:20:28 PM morety76 These people are Sick. There time is coming to an End.

Dark -> Light

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1074924342511853568 …

12/17/2018 11:25:17 PM lasertrain  https://twitter.com/lasertrain/status/1072247274804273152?s=21 …

12/17/2018 11:47:34 PM psyanidegaming  pic.twitter.com/FuRJ4szCzp

12/17/2018 11:52:26 PM goyaeq It's heavy her in Vegas also.  Definitely private security heavily involved.  @karen_kams56 says an eo exists to take care of this.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

says something similar, hopefully it's true.

12/18/2018 12:22:13 AM azpatriot88 What commercial!?

12/18/2018 12:28:09 AM ssryan6466 this is why I love the Q community. The more who focus on an outcome, we CAN/WILL create that reality😀

12/18/2018 12:42:18 AM taradea08775439 Don't worry all will be dealt with in good time 

You have to understand the priorities and right now that's child trafficking

12/18/2018 12:49:29 AM headlinejuice What is it going to take to get the good guys @DevinNunes @RepMarkMeadows @ChuckGrassley @Jim_Jordan @RepMattGaetz @RandPaul 

@justinamash @TulsiGabbard @potus TO STOP THIS UNAMERICAN UNCONSTITUTIONAL GENOCIDE? #targetedindividuals #qanon @wyatearpla 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/18/2018 12:54:20 AM adsvel Never give up, beloved! There are technologies, chambers which can heal You in 20 minutes. Did They will provide them, as they promised, we will 

see..... And my apologizes for wrong feelings. Some people are very pure in them hearts instead of money they had

12/18/2018 12:58:54 AM headlinejuice Are you going to end the torture of #targetedindividuals being exploited for scientific and commercial gain? If not WWG1WGA becomes a lie. #qanon

12/18/2018 1:03:32 AM adsvel They can say, what ever they want, I know for sure, the old system will end, slavery for the money. When You reach higher state of Your Consciousness 

You can crystallize everything You need without money. Filtrate information with Your Hearts resonance.

12/18/2018 1:04:53 AM adsvel 🙏💗☀️🌈

12/18/2018 1:11:37 AM adsvel Suffering we are creating with our mind. When You take over Your mind, use it just as a tool, involving feelings and Intuition, You stay free from 

suffering, there is Joy every time, when You clean Your inner energy centers. Do it daily and You will see, feel results.

12/18/2018 1:16:40 AM missy968 I think about @realDonaldTrump and how it appears he survives on little sleep.

12/18/2018 1:18:18 AM sehvehn truth

12/18/2018 1:18:32 AM adsvel Our main purpose here is to learn, remember Cosmic Unconditional Love and Compassion. Without it is hard to accept other Beings, whatever strange 

they look like, whatever strange are their behaviors.

12/18/2018 1:20:01 AM sehvehn sounds like sg-1 fairytail....but i believe such baths to be true

12/18/2018 1:22:04 AM howdoyoumakeah1 The Balfour Declaration shows planning for Israel during WWI.  Israel did not become a country until after WWII...  

Maybe they put the "undesirables" into camps and shipped the rest off to Israel during the war.  There is only one religion we are not allowed to 

criticize pic.twitter.com/Voh6lsWzhT

12/18/2018 1:27:04 AM sehvehn that does not make sense to me. i have always been open to friendship

12/18/2018 1:29:32 AM adsvel Is some sort of pain, that you can't get over... Broken love for instance... And mind see it as an end... and pushes you to wrong direction... But be sure, 

Your IS-BE controls everything and never will let you to do, It will stops and turns you to different direction.

12/18/2018 1:33:22 AM sehvehn free will. free will is a blessing. it will let you. please dont

12/18/2018 1:34:38 AM sehvehn it is all up to you. you have the power over your soul. Guard it

12/18/2018 1:35:19 AM adsvel Every thought You experience is already created somewhere in the Universe. 😊

12/18/2018 1:37:31 AM sehvehn i did say 'baths' didnt it?



12/18/2018 1:37:45 AM sehvehn interesting

12/18/2018 1:38:43 AM adsvel That's good.😊

12/18/2018 1:41:27 AM adsvel In my case It saw future potential...😊

12/18/2018 1:46:00 AM cchef1980 Aren’t circles just the path created by objects in revolution? It is also the projection of a sphere on a plane. Plenty of examples of circles “drawn” by 

nature.

12/18/2018 1:52:00 AM headlinejuice NXIVM's Raniere had DOD contracts and was doing brain mapping 'fright studies.' DoD is responsible for crimes againsr humanity. 

#nonconsensualexperiments #slavery

12/18/2018 2:25:16 AM pauliepg11111 His books are what awoke me back in the late 90s. He is a gifted researcher. Underlying it all is that the Archons are the key manipulators of planet 

Earth. Would you agree? He also says 45 is bought and paid for by Israel. Thoughts?

12/18/2018 2:55:21 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning - ready to help cocreate majestic happenings!  Love and light 🤩

12/18/2018 2:57:27 AM pantherden_ This about ‘where’ our consciousness is when we dream.  Think about where your subconscious is when we dream.  What is information? What does 

going within mean?

12/18/2018 3:10:59 AM rachmatcorai33 Try Keto diet...

12/18/2018 3:56:20 AM keith369me Sad that this is the world we live in.

12/18/2018 4:00:01 AM keith369me ...more like Disney children shows

12/18/2018 4:04:46 AM dodger2424  https://youtu.be/97zZgKVLNBU 

12/18/2018 4:27:06 AM cidarean Let's ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/18/2018 4:36:14 AM cidarean Actually they don't need to respond. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031998890852147202?s=19 …

12/18/2018 4:43:53 AM fowlreginald 14? Still a child!

12/18/2018 5:03:49 AM cidarean This is a very good line of questions. Please elaborate more on this MJ12.

12/18/2018 5:32:15 AM mateuszwala It's promising ;)

12/18/2018 5:59:10 AM bbobbio71 Thank you! I'll check it out

12/18/2018 6:01:15 AM ragevirusqq Is this the zenni eyeglass Commercial. “Seeing is believing” ?

12/18/2018 6:03:50 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NASAGoddard/status/1074717188530036737 …

12/18/2018 6:05:06 AM fionasdestiny67 🙏❤️🙏

12/18/2018 6:05:29 AM toffer_anon_369  https://youtu.be/l92BLLzFfVQ 

12/18/2018 6:11:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/cSZ6GSUyct

12/18/2018 6:12:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd TAF

12/18/2018 6:13:40 AM blankmarlo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who maintains Saturn's artificial wings? Are they a "reciever dish" of sorts? Are they being disabled?  

https://twitter.com/NASAGoddard/status/1074722676017717248 …

12/18/2018 6:18:36 AM catvllvsverona I'm Italian, got a law degree. It's not correct to say the age of consent is 14. In Italy if you have sex with a 14 to 18 y.o. you still risk conviction and jail. 

The difference with minors than 14 is that during the trial it's possible to demonstrate a consent had been (that...

12/18/2018 6:21:43 AM gordoncrash So what do you think about Q saying JFK jr is dead

12/18/2018 6:26:07 AM flgirlsbeenqd I'm sorry I can't pray for 5 min, can't pray at all; even the word prayer has a negative affect...get a physical reaction. One day our wounds will heal, we 

can pray together. I will meditate, push love during those hours though. I'm sorry, that's all I can give.❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/18/2018 6:26:27 AM catvllvsverona ...is NEVER possible with <14). Obviously the court will look for substantial proofs of consent and to the intellectual development of the person (it is 

VERY unlikely you will go free with 14-15 y.o. even if a consent had been clearly demonstrated)...

12/18/2018 6:27:07 AM catvllvsverona ...So the full age of consent is 18 in Italy too.

12/18/2018 6:31:28 AM lightworkercain Sort of...memo still has redacted content.

12/18/2018 6:34:47 AM lightworkercain Look at this way, if SHTF can you drink or eat metal? Guns, ammo, food and water are invaluable.

12/18/2018 6:35:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/18/2018 6:38:02 AM unidentifiedta1 Is Trump connected to Tavistock from his time at Wharton?

12/18/2018 6:38:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd No idea how long waited for this. Please bring justice to those hurt by these men. Evil beyond words. Knowingly mislead>8million ppl. They tell 

followers (for many decades this is told) they (GB) will be arrested, when they are Armageddon will take place bc they are chosen ones. 

pic.twitter.com/nQVHxq4NJl

12/18/2018 6:45:55 AM sehvehn i will look that up

12/18/2018 6:47:25 AM trish_hollman I believe Q unless otherwise stated or I see him (JFK jr) with my own eyes.

12/18/2018 6:48:42 AM palmdalekid2 Eat fresh and less steps for prep the better

12/18/2018 6:58:14 AM wrongsideofpar But it’s perfectly ok for two 14 years to have sex.... we have mocked biology. Laws are another freedom taken

12/18/2018 7:01:52 AM nicjoubert81 Sorry to be born a french canadian, try to write in french juat for the fun of it you shill

12/18/2018 7:06:02 AM vintagesquirrel Is it true that RBG wanted to lower the age of consent?

12/18/2018 7:10:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes the only way to win is to deny the beat battle. Abstinence allows your IS-BE to focus on being mindful of conscious development versus 

receiving a temporary natural drug fix for encouraging procreation. However ejaculation without procreation can cause damage to IS-BEs.

12/18/2018 7:14:18 AM spygatedown But what does he mean when he says it?  Maybe Hillary will hang for it?

12/18/2018 7:18:24 AM justice4kids000 Did you ask about this during the AMA? I'm curious about MJ 12 perspective on Thomas Williams.

12/18/2018 7:19:23 AM ragevirusqq In SG1 S6 E6 abyss. Daniel in the higher density tells jack to release the burden to escape the sarcophagus torture and continual revive. Can you say 

anything more about this?

12/18/2018 7:28:25 AM keith369me Not sure if my wife will be happy or sad regarding this knowledge.

12/18/2018 7:30:04 AM trish_hollman Anything is possible. Guess we have to wait and see. 👀

12/18/2018 7:42:58 AM djlok Thank you for clarifying that.  The way you explained it makes sense now.

12/18/2018 7:44:09 AM steel235 Still nothing like living in a bubble at times when nobody wants to talk about the real things going on. So what ya think of Manna World Trust the new 

peace treaty the end of the cabal?

12/18/2018 7:44:41 AM djlok I read that too.  It's a good question because I wondered if that memo was fake.  Just like the extremist on the left will say anything, sometimes the 

extremists on the right can be guilty of the same.

12/18/2018 7:44:45 AM justice4kids000 Thank you, I am joining you with every intention to end the abuse of OUR children and for humanity. My intention begins with my purpose: to assist in 

restoring to humanity love, compassion and Free Will.

12/18/2018 7:46:55 AM djlok What does it do to IS-BE'S?  And while we are discussing sex, how many genders are there among ET's?  Or do they not do genders?

12/18/2018 7:48:08 AM steel235 I look at it this way either you are for The People or you are working as controlled op for the factions either way we are never going to do the RV the 

people have a voice now not the trustees. #WWG1WGA

12/18/2018 8:06:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are dozens of genders among the wide range of ET life studied. Some do not do genders, others make gender a definition of their existence. 

Sexual energy grounds your other energies further into the lower densities which acts like a suppressor.

12/18/2018 8:08:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/18/2018 8:08:38 AM grrroverrrtje Very, very interesting documentery! Beyond comprehension. @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Grrroverrrtje/status/1075059366938730498 …

12/18/2018 8:21:15 AM miwolfpaw Yet Another #promisesmadepromiseskept

#winning #MAGA #WWG1WGA @GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @SarahPalinUSA @tammiesawakenow @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs @seanhannity 

@qanon76 @CryptoKoba @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1074894085108903936 …

12/18/2018 8:24:16 AM barbarakind4 Yes!

12/18/2018 8:24:24 AM realitygateway Could you please elaborate on the damage that it causes? What kind of damage? Can the damage be repaired? Is it only men who are damaged or also 

women? Is there any way to prevent damage? Thanks.



12/18/2018 8:26:04 AM rick_hernandez Official govt documents from the senate judiciary committee. Check page 5 (titled 521). RBG wants the age of consent to be 12. It’s right there.  

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG/pdf/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG-2-4-3-12.pdf …

12/18/2018 8:26:11 AM do_or_do_notty There were so many relevant nuggets in this show! My family got tired of me pointing them all out 😎👍

12/18/2018 8:26:11 AM blazer2k7 What's RBG stand for?

12/18/2018 8:29:33 AM justice4kids000 There are a lot of factions, not all disclosure from factions is "bad". I attempt to discern bad actors, but have a distinct distaste for people who bash 

everyone else, claiming it's an alignment with the truth/We the People. Since you like your own posts and RT yourself, shill?

12/18/2018 8:29:39 AM rick_hernandez Ruth Bader Ginsburg Supreme Court justice

12/18/2018 8:30:24 AM rick_hernandez  https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG/pdf/GPO-CHRG-GINSBURG-2-4-3-12.pdf …

This isn’t fake. Check page 521

12/18/2018 8:33:45 AM roublisa Omg totally! feeling this myself🤭

12/18/2018 8:37:02 AM steel235 Just send out the word of truth I agree with your logic every good lie has elements of trust and we all need to trust our discernment skills I believe in 

The People’s Clubs message so if I have to choose a side I choose that one.

12/18/2018 8:38:24 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will facial recognition technology in the future be used to find similarities like these? David Wilcock and Edgar Cayce?  

pic.twitter.com/bmdXVBvvEY

12/18/2018 8:39:39 AM gordoncrash Id like to believe hes alive. Im hoping this was disinformation from Q

12/18/2018 8:41:24 AM gordoncrash Im hoping she will be shot. Why else have Huber working in Utah

12/18/2018 8:46:20 AM trish_hollman That is lovely thought. However I think it will end up being incarnation. Wish it was rope!

12/18/2018 8:47:16 AM aandg0 It is. But it is also terrifying if enough of us don’t wake up to see what’s really happening. 

#WakeTheNeighbors

#WWG1WGA

12/18/2018 8:49:08 AM gordoncrash And televised lol

12/18/2018 8:54:46 AM trish_hollman Ooh God!  no incarnation! 😫Incarceration!!!  Working and posting! Sorry!

12/18/2018 9:03:28 AM trish_hollman Yes Utah-death by  firing squad. 👍

12/18/2018 9:10:52 AM worldxplorer1 Is the influx of starseeds coming to earth from this wide range of gender experiences responsible for the increase of trans individuals, esp. among 

young people. Their typical expression of IS-BE gender isn’t represented on earth so the 2 earth genders just feel “off” for them.

12/18/2018 9:12:09 AM snakejackal People are fighting border and space for a living.  Try replicate 5th dimension so u can disappear into a space time dimension making "house" a thing of 

history.  You can enter an Ender World with a "space" Replicator.

12/18/2018 9:13:00 AM _chelseaproject Humans, however, have 2 genders, and deep state attempts to have children question their gender is designed for spiritual destruction, correct?

12/18/2018 9:13:54 AM djlok Great question.  I had not thought about that.

12/18/2018 9:14:31 AM anangelhasland1 Nice...

Like when I was a child and a wise man asked me, “What in the world makes you think you came from your parents?”

12/18/2018 9:15:09 AM lightworker2019 @Cidarean is a paid troll. Be careful

12/18/2018 9:15:21 AM mongrelglory I believe she made an argument in a paper she wrote that the age of consent should be lowered to age 12.

12/18/2018 9:20:15 AM steel235 Truth Honor and Integrity still mean something to most of us. All of the factions have mislead us for selfish reason they have never gave anything back 

to the people. Finally we have Kim and Thomas fighting for us. We just need to put an end to old system.

12/18/2018 9:58:21 AM cidarean Not a troll... You need to read MJ12's tweets. Q and MJ12 are working different operations. Of course it's esoteric. Discernment is needed. I may not 

understand everything but I can try to make sense from all sources. End the in, we will see. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/981950561644941313?s=19 …

12/18/2018 10:18:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct in some areas. However adding sound in the form of signing, playing any kind of instrument, and focusing on sound patterns that generate 

geometric shapes if played over a speaker of sand can unlock access into higher dimensions and enhance telepathic abilities.

12/18/2018 10:19:57 AM rcoonhound Yes, that’s true.

12/18/2018 10:27:03 AM father_mayhem Much of a reader? 

MUCH better stuff in Speculative Fiction than Hollywood can pull off.

My favs include, R. Rucker, J. Varley, W. Gibson, B. Sterling, N. Stephenson, N. Raam, D. Suarez, & R. Heinlein.

12/18/2018 10:28:33 AM psyanidegaming I'll take a looksie ty <3

12/18/2018 10:31:38 AM slayerofmatrix1 Zenni is the brand HRC has to wear for her “condition”.

12/18/2018 10:32:34 AM 1_decided_voter Digitally created sounds are ok as long as they generate geometric shapes in sand? Doesn't have to be acoustic instrument, right?

I'm thinking I may experiment with a synthesizer I have.

12/18/2018 10:33:45 AM richardhiatt16 Why do I have a headache... All this and no one is in jail yet.... 😞

12/18/2018 10:33:50 AM 1_decided_voter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3oItpVa9fs …

12/18/2018 10:36:56 AM father_mayhem A pleasure. Have you read "Snowcrash" by Neal Stephenson? It's quite an adventure. Cheers!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snow_Crash 

12/18/2018 10:36:57 AM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #sethrich @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @freedomcaucus @senategopfloor @GovTop

12/18/2018 10:38:52 AM psyanidegaming I have not, but I know what to get on OH HAPPY DEALS day

12/18/2018 10:38:53 AM slayerofmatrix1 Excellent graphics

12/18/2018 10:43:49 AM rick_hernandez Is there more info on this somewhere?

12/18/2018 10:45:09 AM randyfresh Paul Manafort is in jail. Flynn will be going soon. Micheal Cohen will also be going soon. Give it time. More people will go to jail.

12/18/2018 11:09:21 AM anthonytyrrel12 Bitcoin Litecoin all those equal laundrymat

12/18/2018 11:17:01 AM giediknight literally the spoken "word of god" has the power to create, based on wave shapes of sound. Enki had this ability I take it?

12/18/2018 11:19:53 AM blsdbe How do we accomplish Sacred Sexuality as described by Carla L. Rueckert, the channel who helped bring in the Law of One material?

12/18/2018 11:21:19 AM djlok Not to get controversial, but I've thought maybe the gender confusion was something brought about by the Cabal to confuse people and to distract us.  

 But I like your theory better!

12/18/2018 11:27:47 AM blsdbe Evaluating the ability to consent is a tricky business. I often work with folks who are dev. delayed. It can be hard to determine if one is capapble of 

consenting, even if over 18. We must use good judgment guided by integrity to honor each IS-BE's right to sovereignty.

12/18/2018 11:29:11 AM sinapi_maria Yes I found that out on this movement

12/18/2018 11:32:30 AM worldxplorer1 Met a lot of trans individuals in the past year & it made me rethink a lot of my past judgements. I made assumptions about them that were proven 

wrong when I actually heard their stories. I believe my above tweet to be true after meditating on it. I really hope MJ12 chimes in.

12/18/2018 11:34:16 AM roaminnoodle And this is (overly simplified) how crop circles are made?

12/18/2018 11:37:59 AM djlok It's a very big topic. I have a tremendous amount of compassion for them.  It's hard enough  being a "binary" IS-BE.  Imagine the challenges the non-

binaries are faced with!  I don't think I could handle it!!

12/18/2018 11:49:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are consumed similarly to cattle.

12/18/2018 11:49:20 AM alisq45 Thank you!!!

12/18/2018 11:50:29 AM islandofdelight Is there a specific note or frequency we should hum while meditating?



12/18/2018 11:52:54 AM blsdbe That's just creepy. Is the reason for avoiding eating meat because it is dead, and therefore of lower vibration? Is this why pursuing a high vibe diet of 

alive foods (like plants & raw dairy) will help us physically ascend?

12/18/2018 11:54:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/18/2018 11:54:32 AM jaspony1 And the MJ12 allows this to happen... Of course we allow it to happen to ourselves as well...

12/18/2018 11:55:01 AM cocopuffster12 Is this why we should avoid National parks?? I am not far from Yosemite, am rethinking my camping trip.

12/18/2018 11:59:32 AM _chelseaproject Are our negative emotions consumed as well?

12/18/2018 12:02:46 PM ragevirusqq Food replicators can’t come soon enough

12/18/2018 12:03:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ohm chanting works quite effectively. Though you need proper acoustics and usually more than one person.

12/18/2018 12:07:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Constructive back and forth. For humans there are two genders. For other non-humanoids there can be several including transgender. Procreation is 

achieved through cloning and replication. Cabal tries to inject non-binary humanoid genders into humans in order to divide & conquer.

12/18/2018 12:08:13 PM daveo6145 Dark forces allowed it. This system has been perpetuated through SRA and the desire of money and power. Collectively we fell for their manipulation. 

Those who lie daily are the problem

12/18/2018 12:08:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Transgendered humans are not always starseeds even though many believe they are. Most medications surrounding birth control, transgenderism, etc 

are extremely harmful to all humans who make contact with those drugs (even the waste). Trans is pushed as a self hating bandaid.

12/18/2018 12:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 To individuals who seek this alternative life style, understand that you're participating in a Non Domain conformity to gender that does not have 

survival as a fundamental requirement therefore be cautious. Additionally, without addressing the fundamentals about procreation

12/18/2018 12:10:45 PM giediknight Is it true that the beings who genetically manipulated humans, could only replicate via cloning? A copy of a copy... therefore, the fallen?

12/18/2018 12:10:56 PM brittasbits1 Exactly !  All my family knew my pin code for my bank, they just helped themselves. I would yell and they would just laugh at me.

12/18/2018 12:11:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 people who opt for swapping a gender out for another one because of a perceived gap in their minds does not help them ascend. It only keeps them 

further rooted into the lower realms of existence. Purpose of life is to love and experience. Sometimes thats what people just want.

12/18/2018 12:13:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is nothing wrong with it. It though should never be pushed or forced onto anyone since that violates free will universal law of Karma. Society, by 

the Cabal, have weaponized transgenderism to be filled with hate in every angle versus love and compassion. There are always

12/18/2018 12:14:16 PM palmdalekid2 Clarify the difference law of karma and law of manifestation pls

12/18/2018 12:14:17 PM _00111111_ alpha waves, binaural frequencies.....10k hz gamma waves.....do re mi fa so la ti do....depends on what one wants to accomplish during wave 

therapy...from the lowest delta waves to the most vibratory gamma waves...

12/18/2018 12:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 legitimate individual reasons why a person opts to change their biological assignment, however regardless of the reason, society needs to just let them 

be and treat all life forms with dignity and respect so long as nobody is being coerced or forced into situations that harm.

12/18/2018 12:16:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Final note, learning the connection between your IS-BE's components will get intentionally obfuscated by Cabal warfare against those who seek non-

binary genders of male and female. Straight men who only sleep with women can play with barbie dolls and paint their nails. No harm.

12/18/2018 12:16:14 PM ragevirusqq Do we have the ability to stop this?

12/18/2018 12:20:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/18/2018 12:21:16 PM ragevirusqq More of this wisdom please. This seems to lighten the mindset. ✌🏻♥

12/18/2018 12:21:40 PM ragevirusqq Do you?

12/18/2018 12:22:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clarification: No you can't stop it. That's a fundamental property to the lower realms of existence. Can you prevent it from happening to you? What 

difference would it make? To prevent it, one must never descend at conception.

12/18/2018 12:22:23 PM 1_decided_voter Will it stop (at least here on earth) due to intervention from others or from MJ12?

12/18/2018 12:26:36 PM emma_trump2020 Seems today everything is upside down? Hard to trust the plan right now

12/18/2018 12:27:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Must be why birth control makes me feel physically ill. I cannot take it.

12/18/2018 12:27:13 PM lonewol97176157 So you should be punished severely..

12/18/2018 12:27:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Would it not be acceptable for a father with his daughter to play with her dolls and paint his nails in order to bond with the child and engage in healthy 

imaginative play?

12/18/2018 12:28:12 PM ryankochweare1 I'm Reading it now...as a matter of fact i was up all night reading it.. Hit me hard like the Dr. Neruda interviews did..

12/18/2018 12:29:39 PM catvllvsverona Agree. Law systems now applied must be revised in consideration of Consciousness. It needs a global awakening first... Now they basically work by 

attempt (i.e. on precedent, much so the civil law systems too). It's primitive, from the point of view of a developed Consciousness

12/18/2018 12:30:23 PM actonelibby PRAY - Programmes for Religious Activities with Youth.

12/18/2018 12:32:05 PM ragevirusqq So we must not descend? Isn’t things like this what we are all fighting against with the cabal and children they abuse?

12/18/2018 12:33:09 PM worldxplorer1 That’s a lot to ponder and contemplate. Plus this is a topic that hits very close to home for me so it’s a bit emotionally charged. I want to sincerely 

thank you MJ12 for that lengthy and comprehensive response. 🙏🏻

12/18/2018 12:37:03 PM ragevirusqq Are you talking about mircroorganisms and worms and such that feed off deceased bodies or are you talking about people eating people?

12/18/2018 12:37:56 PM jaspony1 I have always done that with my daughter along with tea parties... And she is also sometimes a "tom boy"... But it is absolutely wrong to push children 

into hormone therapies and sex changes... Most regret the choice/non-choice

12/18/2018 12:40:04 PM ryankochweare1 Ok so im reading this now and was up all night reading it.. It sucked me in and expanded my perspective as did the Dr. Neruda interviews about the 

WingMakers... Anyone care to discuss? I'm on fire with curiosity to learn More!! Love how IS-BE is also used in the Alien Interview

12/18/2018 12:49:34 PM ragevirusqq Is it possible or to live in a world/reality full of love and compassion without these evils? Does this exist in any realm?

12/18/2018 12:53:04 PM djlok I think it does. I don't even think you need to be around them to share energy.

12/18/2018 12:57:27 PM moonprofessor This made sense for me 

 https://youtu.be/5wZRVb2fkXw 

12/18/2018 12:59:28 PM the_realtruth18 My daughter face painted me & nails loads of times? She thought is was funny?

12/18/2018 1:21:23 PM keith369me The polarization...service to self vs. service to others creates opportunities for learning during our incarnation on Earth.  These chaotic times enhance 

the opportunity for learning.  4th density is about love, 5th density is about wisdom, 6th is the combination of love + wisdom

12/18/2018 1:22:18 PM worldxplorer1 Agreed. Talk to them. It's insanely hard for them. I don't fully understand the how or the why & honestly I don't need to. When you hear their stories it 

becomes obvious that they OVERWHELMINGLY need LOVE! They are hated on & despised from all sides. MJ12 hit the nail on the head

12/18/2018 1:25:19 PM keith369me Love all children and help steer them toward the life path for which they are here and join “their worlds”...never try to push a child into a life path for 

which they are not intended.

12/18/2018 1:25:42 PM djlok That's why I was thinking Cabal involvement.  The damn Cabal always seems to be making people's lives more difficult!!   So annoying!!

12/18/2018 1:26:27 PM keith369me Law of One...not me

12/18/2018 1:29:14 PM goyaeq Wouldn't that mass surveillance pick up on this?

12/18/2018 1:43:02 PM integratedwebuk Other than diet can you recommend any treatment to help with rheumatoid arthritis?

12/18/2018 1:46:59 PM narcissist_ghst never a better time to go vegan.

12/18/2018 1:47:43 PM petitchevalb Unlucky since friday 13/10/1307 https://twitter.com/T13SG/status/1070439317229600768?s=19 …



12/18/2018 2:01:08 PM djlok So true!  That is what IS-BE'S want: to love and be loved!!

12/18/2018 2:04:13 PM wild8heart Is the acoustics of our physiological makeup not enough to make it effective individually?

12/18/2018 2:11:15 PM mongrelglory I find the introductions and "disclaimer" by the editor just as fascinating!  To me, it lends credibility to the interview notes.

12/18/2018 2:18:19 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How do UFO's know they are being viewed? 

Saw one today (not my 1st) looked away for 1 second and they vanished. Like they knew.

12/18/2018 2:21:13 PM mongrelglory Sounds like he's talking about Archons and entity attachments that feed off of emotional frequencies.  They're part of the environment just as dust 

mites are feeding off of our skin cells.

12/18/2018 2:24:30 PM mongrelglory Asians tend to eat their legumes in fermented forms, such as miso, tempeh and natto.  Traditionally tofu was not eaten in large amounts. Does this 

make the legumes a higher vibrational food because they are fermented?

12/18/2018 2:36:37 PM ragevirusqq Yea I think I had something else in mind. These posts can be confusing for me. I need to stop and think on them and then ask better questions. I really 

am just tryin to find a way to trust. After all they are a gvmnt agency and blind trust in gvmnt agencies is what got us here.

12/18/2018 2:36:41 PM fashionabanon Fusca jr maybe.

12/18/2018 2:40:21 PM blsdbe Thank you, for this, and all the valuable information you are sharing. #FullDisclosure #ReleaseTheTechnologies #HighVibeDiet #DoItQ

12/18/2018 2:43:16 PM ragevirusqq I also am trying to find out if this is positive or not. Replacing one satanic control system for another is not something I want to be a part  http://of.My  

intiuition tells me to keep asking questions to find out more

12/18/2018 2:48:44 PM ragevirusqq They don’t answer direct questions about intentions. Or if interacting with this account puts us in more danger. Like most things, nothing is certain

12/18/2018 2:48:53 PM jimhayzlett I began my first Magrav✨😇✨

12/18/2018 2:52:16 PM space_sloth26 Give these guys and gals a follow @StormIsUponUs @55true4u @Jordan_Sather_ @mitchellvii @LisaMei62 @SaRaAshcraft @Cordicon 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that last one is a doozy lol #QAnon #WWG1WGA #MichaelFlynn

12/18/2018 2:54:03 PM raging_red I guess I haven't done too badly, since I already follow all of them! I just wasn't sure about the whole Eye or TRDJ - both are fun to follow but not sure 

how legit.

12/18/2018 3:13:53 PM zack_stone Slay the dragon. Those who know cannot sleep. Mankind will no be lead to slaughter. And, Yes MJ12 it does matter

12/18/2018 3:23:08 PM toffer_anon_369 Cattle Mutilations - man made FF or malevolent ETs?

12/18/2018 3:25:33 PM zagnett We're taught in school humans are the "apex predators" on Earth.

Even then i thought - humans? Puny little things like us? Yeah, right.

Sure, humans ARE strong. But not especially in the "apex predatory" sort of way.

Who are the bigger fish (non-human)?

12/18/2018 3:38:20 PM zagnett Been wondering the same thing. THI is a good show that seems to dispel a lot of nonsense, but has a distinctive, and reasonably consistent story of its 

own throughout the shows. Also, TW is calm speaker. As a former Alex Jones fan, it's a nice contrast.

12/18/2018 3:44:35 PM djlok That's what I love about MJ12- just tells it like it is, tempered with kindness and compassion!

12/18/2018 3:44:48 PM zagnett Kim Goguen Majestic? Cosmic? Sole Trustee of "Manna World Holding Trust"? Current payor of ALL governments' funding? Does it OWN the Fed, IMF, 

U.N. etc.? Has it taken away ALL of their funding, forcing them into desperate moves? Fascinating, if true.

12/18/2018 3:46:11 PM xusaf_patriot Those of us at 60+ years of age and older are not likely to see much prosperity , knowledge, etc. because it has been taken/hidden from us our whole 

lives...by your own admission, correct?

12/18/2018 3:49:19 PM goyaeq These guys @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 say tribunals will be held for those that targeted and the individuals will have their day in court with MSM coverage.

12/18/2018 3:57:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not "the fallen" and nor absolute truth.

12/18/2018 4:00:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/18/2018 4:03:14 PM do_or_do_notty Exactly. I’ve been pondering this very thing

12/18/2018 4:03:24 PM anneolsen43 solfeggio-frequencies?

12/18/2018 4:19:03 PM ragevirusqq But not in this one?

12/18/2018 4:19:41 PM giediknight Was it Enki/Enlil factions? Did they only procreate via cloning?

12/18/2018 4:27:32 PM _chelseaproject False. That's like saying there are legitimate reasons for self-destruction.

12/18/2018 4:35:31 PM djlok Sounds like my idea of Heaven!! Love and compassion for everyone!!  Hell yeah!!

12/18/2018 4:35:34 PM _chelseaproject Is this what is happening to people who are disappearing in National Parks? I assume you know about the clusters of missing people documented in the 

"Missing 411" books and interviews by David Paulides.

12/18/2018 4:37:17 PM zagnett Sounds like "consciousness tech." would be needed to train us at first, then at some point we wouldn't need them. We'll be able to it all on our own. Or 

something like that.

12/18/2018 4:43:18 PM blazer2k7 Thank you

12/18/2018 5:03:56 PM lightworkercain Agreed. I personally think a one month supply on food and water is sufficient. However, with that smaller supply of rations, you need to compensate 

with having heirloom seeds (over a million would be a good start) and guns/ammo for hunting/defense. Sorry if I came off harsh b4.

12/18/2018 5:08:36 PM xusaf_patriot I wonder if its possible to communicate with them...

12/18/2018 5:20:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&A after.

1/ The Trump Foundation's only donor was Donald J Trump for the first 20 years. Why?

2/ Projecting Consciousness through selective charitable projects.

3/ 2008 President Trump seriously considered pic.twitter.com/FHDU3hqxya

12/18/2018 5:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 running for President.

4/ He was advised by associates directed by the Majestic 12 to discontinue this practice due to the risk of investigations and conspiracies being 

weaponized against him.

12/18/2018 5:20:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ Schneiderman?

NXIVM?

Roger Stone?

Mueller?

Russia Russia Russia!

Child Sex Trafficking Ring

CIA Honeypot

Hollywood & Big Media (inc MSM) pic.twitter.com/3jD5uOmxIi
12/18/2018 5:20:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/ Eric Schneiderman beat his girlfriends and called them his brown slaves. https://nypost.com/2018/05/07/ex-schneiderman-called-me-his-brown-

slave-would-slap-me-until-i-called-him-master/ …

12/18/2018 5:20:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Scheniderman was Attorney General of New York State.

8/ Underwood? Majestic occupt magick involved here. Think Frank Underwood. Think monologues given. Washington is the SWAMP. Pedophilia 

ignored? Zoey Barnes? Introduce NXIVM. pic.twitter.com/YyZDTpMdDa

12/18/2018 5:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 11/ Why did Schneiderman shut down an investigation into NXIVM? https://m.timesunion.com/news/article/AG-suspends-probe-of-NXIVM-nonprofit-

12819035.php …

12/18/2018 5:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 10/ Now cross reference this: https://nypost.com/2018/08/06/schneidermans-ex-compared-him-to-nxivm-cult-leader/ …



12/18/2018 5:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/ NXIVM was indicted on April 20th 2018 for probable cause violations that Allison Mack and Keith Raniere (Vanguard) were guilty of sex trafficking of 

Children. Dig deeper. 18 USC 1591. Age range? Children. https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/pr/founder-nxivm-purported-self-help-organization-and-

actor-indicted-sex-trafficking-and …

12/18/2018 5:20:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 However Trump is the anomaly. Not only was Trump directly knowledgeable and aware of Extraterrestrial presence on Earth in the United States 

actively today (as in now) that taught him the real source of all knowledge is within through love, light, and prayer/meditation.

12/18/2018 5:20:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 14/ Back to Trump Foundation, let's dig deeper here.

Trump makes deals and in his rise to power he has pissed off a lot of people. They all save face in public because they are all chess pieces and they 

understand their role (taught to them in the secret societies).

12/18/2018 5:20:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 13/ Proof of a Majestic war between Good and Evil. This is proof of blackmail involving pedophilia. Scheniderman covered NXIVM from legal pressure 

and Brofmann funded all legal expenses including silencing victims through fake "NYPD" of the Cabal's CLASSIFIED trafficking ops.

12/18/2018 5:20:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 12/ Didn't he open the investigation? https://blog.timesunion.com/capitol/archives/280999/schneiderman-opens-investigation-of-nxivm-research-

arm/ …

12/18/2018 5:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 With that the Art of the Deal shows you how you can learn to manipulate the Matrix and start winning. It's a formula of thought that comes from the 

Majestic 12 and the IS-BE of who Donald Trump really is. Dark to Light will happen. It will all come to light.

12/18/2018 5:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 In general, Trump has been good at covering his tracks, but understand this, this group is trying to use process crimes as if they were criminal or 

somehow worthy of impeachment. The Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET connections since his Uncle John Trump.

12/18/2018 5:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 As we have been saying to you here, focus your energy not onto an external personification of God but identify who God is to you and what that is is 

because it is you all along. Trump knows this. His children know this. With great power comes great responsibilities.

12/18/2018 5:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 18/ The Trump Foundation has not been involved in trafficking of children. It has essentially moved around legally millions of dollars from the Trump 

earnings and invested it tax free into the communities through his charitable works. Is there anything wrong by this?

12/18/2018 5:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 17/ The crime is a process crime in the original interpretation of the law that most people have agreed is non prosecutable. Literally the last chance this 

group has. Q is Majestic in nature. We are the Majestic 12. Unaffiliated to Q though working on simultaneous Disclosures.

12/18/2018 5:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 16/ Q told you Military Tribunals. General Flynn is guilty of violating the Logan Act on paper because of his knowledge and communication pertaining to 

the transnational child sex trafficking ring inside the Government hidden by Top Secret SCI compartments by comembers of 322.

12/18/2018 5:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 15/ The Cabal's arm inside the Justice Department is attempting to indict President Trump over process crimes that are easily and legally negotiated  to 

mutual legality. He covers his tracks. Their crimes are coming out and they are in full PANIC mode. POTUS is fully protected.

12/18/2018 5:20:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 21/ DARK TO LIGHT

How many days has Q been silent? When will Q return?

12/18/2018 5:20:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 20/ Flynn will begin testifying against this group and bring down the whole house of cards over the next few months. The plan has been carefully 

scripted and has expectations of the outcome due to WE THE PEOPLE's love for our children as our country is forced into grieving.

12/18/2018 5:20:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 this group is going to be a dozy. Are you ready for the show? When do specific EOs become activated? Why did General Sessions resign? Why did 

Graham question Justice K about enemy combatants in Military Tribunals? Why was the Senate KEY? Why was the SC ESSENTIAL? RULE OF LAW!

12/18/2018 5:20:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 19/ President Trump is now Commander in Chief. He doesnt need his Foundation anymore to do GOOD for the World and bring LIGHT to all. The world 

is watching. The world is waiting. The world will learn the TRUTH! SHEEP NO MORE! Disclosures come in small segments because prosecuting

12/18/2018 5:21:47 PM beth2419 He’s an awesome guy!

12/18/2018 5:25:15 PM peterclloyd Wiener laptop. Any questions?

12/18/2018 5:25:25 PM beth2419 I think the 12th was the last time Q posted? Stress test failed. 10 days? 12/22?

12/18/2018 5:26:35 PM i_like_skis Today is day 6 of silence. Perhaps we finally get 10 days of darkness and then the big Boom. This weekend the 22nd.

12/18/2018 5:31:36 PM holliday_billy Wow!  👍🏻

12/18/2018 5:32:40 PM time4u2know “The IS-BE of who Donald Trump really is”   Could you PLEASE elaborate more on this?

12/18/2018 5:33:21 PM xusaf_patriot Rather than grieve in a classic sense...I tend to show anger...normal...or am I lost?

12/18/2018 5:34:19 PM 1_decided_voter Flynn = Comember of 322?

12/18/2018 5:35:16 PM 1_decided_voter Are we finally going through the 10 days of darkness?

12/18/2018 5:35:38 PM worldxplorer1 FWIW Kabamur said he was the Archangel Uriel.

12/18/2018 5:35:41 PM keepawakening Thank you 12!! Loves your posts, feel like I've been to a prep rally after reading your tweets! 🍻👏🥂

12/18/2018 5:37:09 PM i_like_skis No

12/18/2018 5:37:34 PM hellouncledonny Don't forget the N. TESLA notes his uncle had while working as an assistant. But one who understands TESLA's theory's and practice's would know 

much of the above is on the same spectrum. Also to add Bill Cooper's "Give me 1 billionaire speech" was correct also. Signs everywhere.

12/18/2018 5:38:18 PM rick_hernandez It’s been 6 days last post on the 12th 12 = 3 

21= 3 = 9 days from 12 = solstice = going dark then light returns 3 days after. 

That’s my guess

12/18/2018 5:38:24 PM lib7473 Knew it all along! My guides showed me his younger pic and compared it to the pics Adm Byrd had contact with...1:1 11/11 bday code. GOD is great, 

and he has blessed this world w/ great leaders from all adv worlds as starseeds/lightworkers.🙏

12/18/2018 5:41:49 PM roublisa  https://youtu.be/-24Xt2I9GEg  new Edge of Wonder- Dr. Salla talking about 11:11, Paridise, CA, and Tesla new info!❤️

12/18/2018 5:41:52 PM time4u2know Thank you for the reply @worldxplorer1! Hope you have a great night!

12/18/2018 5:43:22 PM nmchristoban I'll try a seemingly obvious one: Star Wars - Death Star

12/18/2018 5:43:51 PM bobbobfiverings Can't wait to see what we're all getting for Christmas !

12/18/2018 5:43:57 PM moemc8 Why then does Q often quote bible verses and ask us to pray?  Q team believes in God

12/18/2018 5:45:34 PM tomkingblue He went dark december 12 after his Q&A.

Arguably, he'll be returning december 22 after 10 days of 'darkness', if we are in that period

12/18/2018 5:45:52 PM karentriebel Wollman's Rink,marker?

12/18/2018 5:49:31 PM daveschroeder18 Wow that's some serious trippy stuff you just unloaded. It's easy to understand when you say "those that know cannot sleep" time for all this to end

12/18/2018 5:51:40 PM theaagabriel He got 3 girls as payment.

12/18/2018 5:52:45 PM theappraizer I would be shocked! I strongly believe @GenFlynn is, or is part of, Q-team! Check out his full statement/speech re: cyber warriors. 

#GodBlessFlynn

#MAGA

#DrainTheDeepState

12/18/2018 5:53:38 PM keith369me Can you explain what the “stress test” was?  Was it testing 8 Chan or us or something else?

12/18/2018 5:54:42 PM 1_decided_voter I agree it would be hard to believe. I don't think Flynn is part of Q, but I think he is the "less than 10" who has the full picture.



12/18/2018 5:55:33 PM time4u2know Keep going 😀

12/18/2018 5:57:50 PM fashionabanon What an amazing era. Trusting the plan. pic.twitter.com/nxu4MRQLf2

12/18/2018 5:58:59 PM theappraizer Any info, video, statement referring to NXIVM as a "sex cult" is immediately labeled a "front" or a "shill", imho.

NOT A SEX CULT! 😈

NXIVM = Child Traffickers

#Justice4All

#DrainTheDeepState

#Qanon

#PardonFlynnNow
12/18/2018 5:59:05 PM lib7473 12/24/18: 3 6 9 SCOTUS big reveal? I hope so, many believers are waiting for his comeback, to be the catalyst for sleepers in finally waking them up & 

believe his words of TRUTH disclosure. Many of the left/liberals love his dad/R, and that's the key.🙏

12/18/2018 6:00:28 PM theappraizer O MY! 😈 Blatant corruption! 

#Justice4All

12/18/2018 6:02:53 PM xusaf_patriot I am one of those...haven't been able to sleep well since Q entered the scene over a year ago.

12/18/2018 6:04:21 PM theappraizer This is HORRIFYING, if true.

I do not doubt you, MJ. This is an American's worst nightmare! So we have the proverbial "secret police" that was supposed to have been the USSRs 

demons! 😈

#Projection

#AssassinsWithBadges

12/18/2018 6:05:37 PM theappraizer Hard to swallow, but considering. 🤔

12/18/2018 6:06:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Youth defies illusionary reality of aging. Thoughts allow you to create. Just thinking doesn't will something to happen. We can fix the aging process. Not 

science fiction. There is more than one way to live longer. Occult knowledge.

12/18/2018 6:08:55 PM giediknight Is adrenachrome the real philosophers stone?

12/18/2018 6:09:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who voted nay? https://twitter.com/NPR/status/1075207740056838144 …

12/18/2018 6:09:49 PM time4u2know The 12 angry dems

12/18/2018 6:10:13 PM nmd_mari I was thinking the same today. Dark to Light- 12/21 is the Winter Solstice shortest day of year - there after bringing more light!

12/18/2018 6:11:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open

12/18/2018 6:12:02 PM derrinballard ETs?

12/18/2018 6:12:09 PM fashionabanon  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kraken_in_popular_culture … pic.twitter.com/DxSn5FBSlr

12/18/2018 6:12:17 PM lbf777 Why did trump just order the cops to take away our guns? https://twitter.com/bigleaguepol/status/1075210365624090624 …

12/18/2018 6:13:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Requirement for Disclosure. Disarm the world as we introduce new technology. New physics? New reality.

12/18/2018 6:14:08 PM lib7473 The SWAMP! lol, cuz they they know it's meant for them...bill clearing out the prison cells to make room for real criminals harming society esp children.

12/18/2018 6:14:59 PM wendymajestic12 THEY FEEL ENTITLED TO DO WHAT EVER THEY WANT..... THEY REALLY INTERNALLY RESPECT NO ONE.... IT IS ALL ABOUT WHAT THEY WANT EVEN IF IT IS 

A CHILD.

12/18/2018 6:16:12 PM derrinballard ETs? Do you believe in Christ? Not that they are exclusive of each other, as He created all things. I'm just curious what you believe. If you're not 

comfortable answering here, please feel free to message me, I'm genuinely curious and welcome any dialogue, regardless of agreement

12/18/2018 6:16:14 PM blsdbe As a small urban farmer, I have over the last couple of years asked myself: if I am ok eating the chickens I have raised, and harvested quickly and kindly, 

am I ok with being similarly harvested, once I have served my useful life? Nothing lives without consuming, not even plants.

12/18/2018 6:16:47 PM charladanberger Because they are satanist... child sacrafice keeps them thriving and if getting pleasure out of them is prior so be it. Lucifer, baal, molech, Allah all under 

the same demonic regime

12/18/2018 6:16:51 PM zagnett Time is the most annoying illusion. Of all time.

12/18/2018 6:16:53 PM consortiapartn1 I predicted some time ago that it would be the 21st, therefore hammer time on the 22nd makes sense as Gov't shuts down for a long xmas break.

12/18/2018 6:17:19 PM hellouncledonny DOJ has the power to refer the Special Counsel’s findings to Congress for serious criminal wrongdoing. SC can court can order POTUS to deliver tape 

recordings and other subpoenaed materials to a federal court.

Think Nixon tapes. 

I wonder what POTUS has on the D-S 

DARK to LIGHT

12/18/2018 6:17:52 PM ellewoodsforjus i thought the 10 days of Darkness is on the 12/21 Event? Then 10 days til 12/31/18 or 1/1/19?

12/18/2018 6:18:10 PM cjptrsn Cotton (R-Ark) and Kennedy (R-LA) for 2. Wonder why? pic.twitter.com/zuOGWVpTpH

12/18/2018 6:18:19 PM zagnett I have no idea when Q will return.

12/18/2018 6:18:26 PM 1_decided_voter Will there be a complete and simultaneous nuclear disarmament?

12/18/2018 6:18:40 PM nun_chucknorris The  http://mega.nz  drop you provided has an overwhelming amount of information. Any tips for a good starting point? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1035657018412019713?s=21 …

12/18/2018 6:20:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Why is Judge Napolitano all of a sudden so anti-Trump, calling @POTUS an “unindicted co-conspirator?”

12/18/2018 6:21:49 PM hellouncledonny consciousness tech is well developed and has been in play for years. Its how BO was able to get away with everything. Its why Trump always wins. He 

controls the Chess pieces but is using this tech in a positive way. NSA machines are now running faster and better than ever.

12/18/2018 6:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's play a game.

Life is a game.

Learn the rules.

12/18/2018 6:21:57 PM lbf777 Trump wants to take away our guns because it’s a requirement for disclosure? That’s a very poor excuse. There’s no way the people are giving up the 

guns. What an insult to our intelligence to even make such a claim.

12/18/2018 6:22:30 PM keith369me Full disarm?  Bump stock is small potatoes.

12/18/2018 6:23:16 PM jessie_misty Look up in the matrixxx or the war drummers latest video they explain it has to do with the banks and all the connections and such

12/18/2018 6:23:27 PM dr_t_dc 12/21 marks 45 days since the Nov midterm election. Trump’s EO allowed 45 days before steps taken regarding election/voter fraud.

12/18/2018 6:25:36 PM worldxplorer1 Requirement by whom?  The best judgement of the Majestic 12, The Domain, or something else?

12/18/2018 6:25:51 PM _chelseaproject Disarm the deep state not citizens.

12/18/2018 6:26:47 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/Xr3cv89y27

12/18/2018 6:26:55 PM jonella_moore Great thread! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🇺🇸

Must read

12/18/2018 6:26:59 PM lbf777 This is almost as unbelievable as when you said 5G towers were re-wired to be healthy for us without even showing a shred of proof to back up the 

claims.

What’s next? Chemtrails are healthy vitamins?

12/18/2018 6:27:30 PM lbf777 The Deep State.

12/18/2018 6:27:39 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/s3jC9zQPwZ



12/18/2018 6:27:56 PM _chelseaproject You're starting to worry me. What are you suggesting? We know the cabal sacrifices children and drinks their blood to try to stay young.

12/18/2018 6:29:26 PM _chelseaproject That's absurd dangerous to suggest. Are you actually deep state?

12/18/2018 6:29:29 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/kiglsbeHkO

12/18/2018 6:31:19 PM cjptrsn I agree. My current POV is that they can pry mine out of my cold dead hands. Currently....

Something tells me when that day comes, I will hand it over willingly with joy and love because the concept of taking another life would go against 

everything it means to be human

12/18/2018 6:34:45 PM blsdbe Isn't Death part of this experience anyway? Even plants have to die so that vegetarians can live. What I am hoping for is that my Death will be 

something I consent to at the appropriate time. Even my ashes will give sustanence to the microlife in the ground where they are strewn.

12/18/2018 6:36:06 PM bbobbio71 Today? 18th?

12=3 

6 days =18th?

18= 9

My guess

12/18/2018 6:37:18 PM caroolsen If I could make one small suggestion... look up from your screens and spend some time observing the real world around you. They are here. 

pic.twitter.com/wOdm7w9TdW

12/18/2018 6:38:00 PM lbf777 Death by a thousand cuts. They remove 1 small right at a time until there is nothing left. That's how they went from 1% taxes to over 50% over many 

years. 50% taxes is Socialism. They are trying to destroy & bankrupt America.

12/18/2018 6:38:06 PM speaklife595 How are the rules revealed

12/18/2018 6:38:09 PM lonewol97176157 Because they are evil.

12/18/2018 6:38:20 PM lbf777 Ya right. The Deep State would never give up their guns.

12/18/2018 6:39:35 PM sennsbeach All I have learned the past year has put me in deep despair. It’s hard for me to assimilate the hope, and the tragedy of the truths being revealed.  My 

questions. Will we see peace and joy soon?  Who is My God who I have spoken to my entire life?

12/18/2018 6:39:43 PM ryankochweare1 Exactly.. We must expand our thinking Collectively about this.. It is not a National Security issue for Disclosure when We can accept that certain things 

must happen for the greater good and balance and harmony of how Everything is interwoven and symbiotic..

12/18/2018 6:42:05 PM zagnett I'm in.

MJ, requesting helpful/non-harmful downloads for my mission.

I don't think this BE's going to be "majestic" for a few decades. But my IS seems to be saying the mission itself is. The general idea is clear anyway. 

Hopefully details forthcoming.

12/18/2018 6:43:57 PM djlok Uhm yeah- no thanks... I'll just live a normal life of ageing and not drink blood.  Besides, it hasn't really ever done H any favors that I'm aware of.  Might 

have backfired even.

12/18/2018 6:44:57 PM woketexan All 12 votes against—all Republican senators: Cotton, Kennedy, John Barrasso -WY, Mike Enzi -WY, John Kyl -AZ, Lisa Murkowski -AK, James Risch -ID, 

Mike Rounds -SD, Marco Rubio -FL, Ben Sasse -NE, Richard Shelby-AL, Dan Sullivan -AL. Lindsey Graham of SC did not vote.

12/18/2018 6:45:52 PM stoneturnr Was Gulen responsible for the coup attempt in 2016? Is he an agent of 322? Why would they want to control Turkey if Ergodan is already corrupt 

(aiding & buying oil from ISIS, etc)?

12/18/2018 6:48:01 PM djlok They won't be needed is what I think this means.  We'll have better ways to stay safe than even guns.

12/18/2018 6:48:45 PM blissamerica On 12/22

12/18/2018 6:49:14 PM _girlmaher_ My gender is ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ and so this is a rather interesting thread with a fresh angle to ponder.

12/18/2018 6:49:21 PM lbf777 Don't give up anything based on false promises.

12/18/2018 6:50:35 PM woketexan Correction, Dan Sullivan is Republican Senator from AK not AL.

12/18/2018 6:51:04 PM truthisnothate7 Is Trump aware that you are posting these things?  Is the Q team aware of what you are doing here?

12/18/2018 6:52:49 PM blissamerica RBG lowered or wants to lower age of consent to 12.

12/18/2018 6:53:33 PM blsdbe Is this why learning the Archtypes is a useful tool, especially with regards to the Tarot? Can this help us get more insight about the game and the Game 

we have decided to play?

12/18/2018 7:00:15 PM wingone If you’re saying we are the Creator God, then you’re wrong. That’s not what God says. We are not God.

12/18/2018 7:00:38 PM fowlreginald Most of us are rather passionate about our 2nd amendment rights. Disarming American will NOT go well. At all.

12/18/2018 7:00:50 PM blsdbe Wow. Just like currency. 😭😭😭

12/18/2018 7:02:08 PM blsdbe Is the Dalai Lama compromised?

12/18/2018 7:05:34 PM turboxyde Separation is an illusion... our Biofields exchange all sorts of information at the subconscious level. As you ascend in frequency so to does your 

awareness to the lower energies you will occasionally swim in. Don't fear it, empower yourself as a conduit of Source and transmute!

12/18/2018 7:07:05 PM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/8Zx6qzDeDL

12/18/2018 7:09:01 PM blsdbe It may be that we are each a fractal of the One Infinite Creator, and thus We are God. To get in touch with this Divinity, we must learn to go within 

(pray/meditate), and listen to the Little Voice that has likely been God all along.

12/18/2018 7:09:10 PM radeckitammy Who dat??

12/18/2018 7:10:48 PM jimhayzlett Med Bed tech allows U 2 B younger, time regress 2 desired age, or pills: regen Lapis Pro on  http://fulminadistri.com  discount code waolfac20😇

12/18/2018 7:11:33 PM fowlreginald I think he/they mean that children are the DS's "fountain of youth", but there are other ways to fix aging. The DS is practicing their own occult 

knowledge, which is sickening and destructive. But there may be new technologies, other ways to reverse aging w/o harming anyone.

12/18/2018 7:11:57 PM 1_decided_voter Found the nay votes:

 https://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=115&session=2&vote=00271 … pic.twitter.com/tDCH6VM7gn

12/18/2018 7:12:20 PM ragevirusqq This seems to imply life has no value, if it is only a game. This feels very wrong.

12/18/2018 7:13:37 PM sharronloder DISGUSTING WEASELS!

12/18/2018 7:14:44 PM ragevirusqq How many memebers of MJ12 respond to questions on this account? It seems there are multiple personalities.

12/18/2018 7:14:48 PM fowlreginald How many of them are on their way out?

12/18/2018 7:14:58 PM honeybager5 That’s pretty rich . . . 😆😆😆the thought of trump meditating

12/18/2018 7:15:24 PM khirinknight It a pigment

12/18/2018 7:17:08 PM urkgurgle We create our reality. You can think of it as a game if you choose. Or a simulation. Neither are accurate nor are they wrong

12/18/2018 7:17:48 PM blsdbe No. How do we enlighten the greater public about the integrity of his deeds? Many of my friends and family believe .@realDonaldTrump the root of all 

that is evil. Will there be some form of media cutting thru main stream lies?

12/18/2018 7:19:44 PM turboxyde I would not allow fear to take away from such an amazing opportunity to connect with Nature and the sacred land there. Trust your highest self )IS-BE( 

and walk upon the Earth with grace and dignity. Nature has a beautiful way of safeguarding those who seek love and connection.

12/18/2018 7:20:37 PM lbf777 This is why they want to take away our guns. This is always the real reason why they want to take away our guns & has been proven over & over again 

historically: pic.twitter.com/MxuWKiJBsS

12/18/2018 7:20:39 PM roublisa Oh my goodness ....really😇😇😇



12/18/2018 7:20:47 PM blsdbe That's funny!!! And true...

12/18/2018 7:22:37 PM honeybager5 That’s right . . . he now has the leverage of the presidency with which he enriches his coffers

12/18/2018 7:22:39 PM lbf777 That request for the people to beg Gov to spy on us all just so "they can catch the pedos" is another scam to trick us into giving up our constitutional 

rights to privacy which the NSA & CIA are already violating. We will not comply with that request either.

12/18/2018 7:23:08 PM speaklife595 Imagine the knowledge and culture that was lost

12/18/2018 7:23:16 PM blsdbe If the #QTeam is NOT aware, I would be AMAZED...

12/18/2018 7:23:35 PM honeybager5 Not if it were true

12/18/2018 7:26:21 PM roublisa Do you think he knows....💥💥✨✨💗

12/18/2018 7:27:37 PM honeybager5 Yeah . . . he seems completely confident in his daily rants against Mueller

12/18/2018 7:29:30 PM keith369me Learn the rules and navigate effectively to complete a level and move onto the next?

12/18/2018 7:29:41 PM honeybager5 It’s a formula of thought that recognizes people will begin believing monster lies if you repeat them with conviction enough

12/18/2018 7:32:26 PM roublisa The more you know💗

12/18/2018 7:32:43 PM djlok It's a LOT of information over there with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

12/18/2018 7:33:30 PM roublisa BTW  they  prefer to be called ETs🥰

12/18/2018 7:34:53 PM blsdbe Wow. That karma must really suck.

12/18/2018 7:41:12 PM susan66388204 I’m going inside myself and getting in touch with Source for guidance.  Let’s play

12/18/2018 7:41:31 PM _girlmaher_ Rouge = red. Do you know some red agents or maybe some red shields? It's a brilliant twist. I've stolen it :D

12/18/2018 7:41:31 PM horseofw The other should be happy they may now get a little time at gitmo

12/18/2018 7:43:32 PM susan66388204 That would be awesome.  He’s fierce

12/18/2018 7:44:18 PM narcissist_ghst yeah, almost too much.  i'm glad you've retweeted them or i wouldn't have seen it, but i am suspicious.  suspicious is good.  it's much better than close 

minded imo...

12/18/2018 7:45:04 PM blsdbe Maybe the legumes stay the same, (a simple dicot) but life is created in the fermentation process, so perhaps that newly created life raises the 

vibration?

12/18/2018 7:45:07 PM allahuniversal No. Highest Classification.

12/18/2018 7:45:48 PM blsdbe That would go a LONG way to explaining things like Distance Reiki.

12/18/2018 7:46:53 PM freestateojones This one stings.

12/18/2018 7:47:02 PM pedalfun4u yep, this has always been the deal for #Contact. Logically how could it be any different. we will lead ourselves to this understanding as #Reunion will 

become our obsessive goal. Our #Galactic family awaits our #SpiritualEvolution #WWG1WGA

12/18/2018 7:47:25 PM decodematrix Q will return on 12/21, the winter solstice.

12/18/2018 7:48:47 PM pedalfun4u I would say you get it CJ. As the saying goes #NothingCanStopWhatsComing

We made this movie and #PeaceIsThePrize

12/18/2018 7:52:40 PM tncharlene Once things really start, how long will it take to rid the swamp?

12/18/2018 7:53:33 PM lbf777 Guns are there to protect us from a tyrannical Gov. If you hand it over, you get this: pic.twitter.com/1NVMSLE2VE

12/18/2018 7:57:17 PM vintagesquirrel Saturday, Dec 22

12/18/2018 7:57:19 PM zagnett Some people playing "the game" value life - all life, not just their own. Some don't. Those are the two teams, and they've fought from the beginning, 

and probably always will.

Or something like that.

12/18/2018 7:57:36 PM djlok Yeah, I try to be careful who I follow after that time I believed what a LARP was saying. But everything they say seems to be honest to me.

12/18/2018 8:00:01 PM azpatriot88 So they say but if you do some research you’ll find they do indeed rape and kill.

12/18/2018 8:03:15 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Trump going to try and disarm Americans? If so, why?

12/18/2018 8:04:07 PM zagnett  https://prepareforchange.net/the-event/galactic-codex …

To me the rules are simple & are from many sources - philosophy, religion, etc. - find ways to play the game that value life, value others' input, modes 

of expression, etc. idk if the "Galactic Codex" is real. But sounds reasonable.

12/18/2018 8:04:10 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I think this to be the case...we tried vegan and it was hard on my hubby. He had very low energy and got so thin. Fermented is really helpful on the 

harder to digest items by adding the aid to digest fully.

12/18/2018 8:05:16 PM zagnett MJ, Galactic Codex real?

This article accurate?

12/18/2018 8:07:13 PM lbf777 We need to detach from these tyrants. Just ignore them. Ignore their taxes. Ignore their laws. Let’s just run a localized democracy of the people by the 

people. https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1075221312610689024 …

12/18/2018 8:07:28 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Not much into music when I am meditating, but what about 432hz. All of the music we listen to now is that a different frequency and I hear we really 

should have instruments tuned to 432hz. Any truth to this?

12/18/2018 8:11:42 PM blsdbe Exactly: a balance. The idea might be to have small quantities of lower vibration food (meat, bone broth) because of the nutrition benefits of free range 

protein, fat and collagen. Then balance that out with large quantities of high vibe food, like plants and raw dairy!

12/18/2018 8:14:48 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you for your very kind message! Fear would never stop me, especially visiting the beauty of Yosemite. I agree with you 100%. On my last visit, I 

did a solo hike and made it through! I am def all about love! Have a great evening!

12/18/2018 8:16:50 PM connectedtomyc1 Are you okay with geoengineering and weather manipulation coercing/forcing us into situations that harm us?

12/18/2018 8:17:10 PM zagnett Yeah, some sort of demotion or "[power removed]".

It doesn't sound very fun anyway lol

12/18/2018 8:21:50 PM stagger12 To everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose under  heaven: a time to be born and a time to die, a time to plant and a time  to uproot, 

a time to kill and a time to heal, a time to break down and a  time to build, Ecclesiastes 3:1-3

12/18/2018 8:23:53 PM toffer_anon_369 I captured some screenshots of all this, if anyone wants to archive offline https://www.evernote.com/l/AQ3zrlWLolhLVa5LP8RRu0eARQ8t3DgDNoA/ …

12/18/2018 8:24:29 PM cjptrsn Peace...I’m not sure we even comprehend what that word really means. It’s true ramifications on our daily lives. Cooperation on a global scale. It’s 

potential is unfathomable. But trust will be a hurdle to overcome. I’m not sure it can happen in our lifetimes.  Not fully.

12/18/2018 8:24:34 PM mcgwyneth Thank you! Much appreciation for your great work.  It's so very interesting to see their party affiliation...  Eyes on here for sure.

12/18/2018 8:26:29 PM lbf777 If we give up our guns, it will be time for gov to do this. We don’t need to give up our guns to not kill people. We just need to not kill each other and 

liberate the world to prevent robberies by desperate civilians. pic.twitter.com/QSpSaMQCkI

12/18/2018 8:28:20 PM zagnett Mortis, extraterrestrial life is quite possible. Don't even need Q for this one. Just logic.

12/18/2018 8:30:46 PM irishdriven I've tried to get this out there people miss the real meaning of NXIVM .

XIV = 14th letter alphabet N a territory tag for norteno Mexican gang that went more organized military structure or NEW STRUCTUREa15 18 years ago 

& exists in every city in usa. N = northern. XIV. M= Mexican

12/18/2018 8:33:21 PM ralphdipietro3 HOORAH

(MY RESPONSE)

12/18/2018 8:35:30 PM speaakn It’s only bump stocks, which turn ar’s into machine guns, which are illegal to own.

12/18/2018 8:35:46 PM cjptrsn My point being..and I say this with a straight face..there will come a time when we will not need to protect ourselves from our fellow humans. I know, 

it’s hard to really imagine. Anyone who has lived through what we have will be hard pressed to have that level of trust.



12/18/2018 8:35:52 PM zagnett What will be 2A equivalent when the new tech. is introduced?

How would the apparently soon-to-be disarmed avg. residents defend themselves against lunes that would attack them just b/c "orange man bad"?

12/18/2018 8:36:05 PM smith_jere Sessions will serve as a judge in the military tribunals, or maybe SCOTUS.

12/18/2018 8:37:10 PM pedalfun4u #SpiritualTruth that has been kept from us purposely will be the uniting element that seems to be missing as of now. #Peace and #Love is who we are. 

I'm 65 so who knows but we are certainly architects of that future return to #Oneness

12/18/2018 8:37:33 PM ascendingadam Advanced civilizations avoid violence. 

New physics is knowledge. Knowledge is power. 

Power is strength. 

Peace through strength.

12/18/2018 8:37:57 PM speaakn You are quite the jokester!

12/18/2018 8:39:02 PM irishdriven Sessions will be one of the tribunal judges

12/18/2018 8:40:23 PM kachinagtto Q will return Dec. 21st?  Your last numbered tweet was number 21.  December 21 is the winter solstice.  The shortest day of the year... after which, the 

days get longer and longer... Dark to Light!  I have had this date in my mind for months!

12/18/2018 8:40:28 PM lbf777 Oh yes. I agree. We are entering an age of massive moral quickening. Love and forgiveness will spread. It’s happening already.

12/18/2018 8:42:01 PM connectedtomyc1 All these so called "Patriots" on here are "liking" tweets that say God does not exist, and others that suggest we give up Right to Privacy and right to 

protect ourselves/guns. WTF? People blindly jump on the boat.

12/18/2018 8:43:51 PM nmchristoban New Physics. Nice.

12/18/2018 8:43:55 PM connectedtomyc1 The terraforming of our planet is to make it unfit for human habitation. People "liking" the comment to leave the past (blue skies, clean air, clean 

water, healthy ecosystems/plants) in the past. Blind.

12/18/2018 8:45:57 PM cjptrsn Can’t come soon enough.

12/18/2018 8:46:38 PM stagger12 Humans are imperfect beings.  I applaud your optimism, but it's unrealistic until the return of Jesus.

12/18/2018 8:54:07 PM zagnett Law-abiding people more likely to comply. Dangerous criminals likely won't. The former would then be prey to them. Rule of Law gone. Like apparently 

was planned under HRC.

How is your this plan different, really?

12/18/2018 8:55:36 PM rick_hernandez I’m envisioning changes to the earth and to us that will make it seem like guns won’t be necessary anymore.

12/18/2018 9:01:19 PM zagnett Defense of self, defense of others, and (in some reasonable cases) defense of property.

How are these "inalienable", natural human rights preserved in the new physics / reality?

12/18/2018 9:03:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd We are all creating. I'm aware of who I am. I will do as you request.

12/18/2018 9:06:59 PM rick_hernandez They were all republicans

12/18/2018 9:07:28 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/00L0cou8ng

12/18/2018 9:12:11 PM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ The 

Trump Foundation's only donor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/18/2018 9:16:53 PM 99thyamwasher I would think it MORE obvious that them who’ve sat on ‘new physics’, squashed new energy tech, and perpetuated war and pollution ought to be 

locked up at the very LEAST. 

Guns for disclosure... nice carrot. Will this be podesta’s distraction tactic too?

12/18/2018 9:17:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Besides accomplishing what we know POTUS agenda to be, anything in particular you want me to focus on?

12/18/2018 9:20:14 PM rick_hernandez I should point out that 3 days later is 12-24-18 or 3-6-9. Which is also 18=9.

12/18/2018 9:22:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd POTUS agenda including disclosure, world peace....that's a healthy start.

12/18/2018 9:23:41 PM lbf777 How about this. Let them give us free energy, replicators, and end the chemtrails poisoning and then we will give our guns. 😉😅

12/18/2018 9:24:34 PM audreyannbolin  https://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/EffectsofPsychologicalTorturepaper(Final)11June10.pdf …

12/18/2018 9:24:59 PM lbf777 There is always an excuse as to why we never win and always lose. Until we understand that the civilians as a team are the savior of the world, they 

will keep squeezing us for all we are worth.

12/18/2018 9:26:28 PM 99thyamwasher Perfect!, we should let them into their bunkers and seal them in, so that they won’t suffer to see the MESS we make of the world!

12/18/2018 9:26:59 PM mrnight80 #LARP

12/18/2018 9:27:06 PM zagnett Last, what in the new reality / new physics would make it impossible for a tyrant to seize control?

12/18/2018 9:30:01 PM crumcasa Dark to light on the 21st......  the corn is popping

12/18/2018 9:34:25 PM lbf777 Lol. This is Government’s worst nightmare: pic.twitter.com/Ck1PhoJEqc

12/18/2018 9:51:55 PM datruseeka And some aren’t human.

12/18/2018 9:55:59 PM sciblu27 aRches n keystones do have similar co-sharing qualities. Often gate ways are eligent

12/18/2018 9:58:03 PM sciblu27 choo choo...

12/18/2018 10:24:38 PM davidroehrig Wish you had stopped with "What does it do to IS-BE's?".  Everyone would like to know the answer to this question, and now, we'll never know. Guess 

we'll just be "damaged".

12/18/2018 10:34:41 PM bourdainmurderd this account is for #majestic-level red pills and RIP to Bourdain.

Saturn worship/portals/Kaaba...many do not know Kaaba is in a VERY peculiar position, ratio-wise between the poles (.618) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

function?

 http://revelationnow.net/2015/04/27/saturn-home-of-the-fallen-angels/ … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WWtxX9E21i4 …

12/18/2018 10:36:08 PM datruseeka She wanted to lower it to 12

12/18/2018 10:39:01 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN..  And let the indictments begin 👍🇺🇸

12/18/2018 10:41:05 PM djlok I'm fine with that: technology based anti-aging that does no harm to IS-BE's. What I don't get is that even with Hillz doing it, she still stumbles around 

like a 100 yo lady and looks old. I don't think her little blood rituals are working.

12/18/2018 10:44:47 PM reneerivers1202 Much bullshit here. You will pay for misleading people.

12/18/2018 10:47:00 PM function108 saturn losing rings, clas tech swtich in antarctica, 17 sec wave - all connected?

12/18/2018 10:49:33 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/P30Hn02s1t

12/18/2018 11:00:16 PM oo1o110 Surprised to see Kennedy's (LA) name with the nays. Not surprised to see Cotton, Rubio, Sasse, Murkowski, Kyl, Barrasso. The others, I have no clue 

about.

12/18/2018 11:05:10 PM speaklife595 Full metal alchemist really explains the horror behind that stone

12/18/2018 11:11:18 PM therealbigneum Lol trump just gave 4 billion to mexico for corrupt politicians to line their pockets i guess that's just him sending charity worldwide as COC right? Trump 

the swampiest of them all

12/18/2018 11:19:41 PM oo1o110 General Sessions?

General?

That's a new one on me.

12/18/2018 11:23:37 PM oo1o110 I've been grieving ever since I came across Obama's picture in Jimmy Comet's instagram. It looked to me that dude was a pimp showing off his wares 

and taking pictures of his happy customers. Devastated me. Haven't slept well since. Apocalypse of this knowledge will be catharsis.

12/18/2018 11:30:02 PM oo1o110 12/21 Gateway.  

Think Mirror.



12/18/2018 11:30:58 PM oo1o110 12/21 to 3/3

A time portal?

12/19/2018 12:23:00 AM oo1o110 One of the things I'm looking forward to is getting my reputation back with my friends. I'm hoping that day comes soon.

12/19/2018 12:38:18 AM covertress This EO activates Jan 1, 2019 

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states …

12/19/2018 12:51:17 AM courageouskriss Thank you Majestic ❤️🙏🏻

12/19/2018 12:54:23 AM cyndavi I hope you're right.

12/19/2018 1:25:54 AM 45skinny Set up for exposure of other foundations . No msm coverage for Clinton foundation with corruption visible  . Trump foundation msm everywhere.  

Investigate trump and find more given to charity than taken in . If you investigate POTUS  you can investigate anyone . transparency .

12/19/2018 1:41:39 AM linnyt86 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been apparently "Grooming " @realDonaldTrump and the whole Trump family?🤔😁This acc says the stupidest 

things & ppl just believe them😂 They Demand glory over Trump &#QAnon that's how u know the acc is a larp #NotWithUs #StopSpreadingLies 

#UWish https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075199163455934464 …

12/19/2018 2:02:32 AM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

12/19/2018 2:03:58 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ 

The Trump Foundation's only donor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/19/2018 2:24:54 AM cidarean Bump stocks are a modification and not required to operate a firearm. I'm fine with this confiscation. Anything that would interfere basic operation is 

where I draw the red line. Or if they try to ban firearms all together. Self defense is important and there are bad guys.

12/19/2018 2:47:32 AM quazzimus here is that link they shared to the reading material   https://mega.nz/#F!AE5yjIqB!y7Vdxdb5pbNsi2O3zyq9KQ!pVRCzDII …

12/19/2018 3:30:51 AM deerfield4570 🤯👍🏼

12/19/2018 4:05:02 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ The 

Trump Foundation's only donor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/19/2018 4:09:10 AM time4u2know I guess with everything going on, it really doesn’t matter if they are Democratic or Republican. They are just trying to stop progress. Have an awesome 

day!!

12/19/2018 4:35:10 AM ryankochweare1 If you are Truly Paying Attention you can see how we are very quickly being transformed into an whole new world as we speak!! Can you see how all of 

the Interesting pieces are preparation for a paradigm shift of epic proportions!! #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MJ12

12/19/2018 4:35:16 AM cidarean The petition detailed patterns of illegality. Did the organization give money to Trumps campaign? Or using Foundation money to purchase a self 

portrait for example? My leftist friends are rejoicing. Mocking saying "We thought Q was going after Clinton. Lol". Bad optics.

12/19/2018 4:44:27 AM missy968 @mitchom8 so here I am. Take a look at who I’m following. Add @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

12/19/2018 4:45:22 AM bbobbio71 12/24/18.

3.  + 6 + 9 = 18 1+8=9

12/19/2018 4:48:47 AM mitchom8 Thank you :-) I’ll have a look once I get the hang of this haha. I feel like an oldie trying to get use to this lol

12/19/2018 4:54:08 AM bbobbio71 Hmmmm.....

"The goal is to preserve expensive prison space for the most dangerous offenders, while redirecting others to diversion programs, community 

supervision or treatment. "

12/19/2018 5:12:03 AM humanprimer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Applause and more applause! The foundation supporting your truths is profound scientific knowledge.  Collective consciousness.  

Power. I wrote a book to explain it. Get a copy.  The Human Primer.  The science of manifesting. How we do it and the impact.

12/19/2018 5:44:40 AM anangelhasland1 Not really...

“Soul mates” separate to experience the individual riches of existence...

...the result is an eventual reunion of a strengthened love via “worldly wisdom”

(Up in Heaven where Earth is seen in a new light...)

12/19/2018 5:49:10 AM skeye_watching We are his children, we are very much a part of Him, but we can't create something with just our words. We can only use and manipulate what He's 

given us.  We didn't create the universes & worlds & heavens.  His Son came to give us back our immortality that was stolen from us.

12/19/2018 6:03:45 AM jonella_moore  pic.twitter.com/CdCE7tz3lt

12/19/2018 6:10:41 AM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ The 

Trump Foundation's only donor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/19/2018 6:27:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moves & Countermoves.

DS knows 45 does not want WAR.

Why does DS thrive in WAR?

DARKNESS.

45 does not want WAR.

Will troops be withdrawn? Yes.

All of them at once? No.

No plan to intentionally create a vacuum.

Plan to stop the war though.

Fake News Media divides and conquers you. https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1075395963697725441 …
12/19/2018 6:28:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light https://twitter.com/MailOnline/status/1075395606292639744 …

12/19/2018 6:30:35 AM ragevirusqq Same IS? pic.twitter.com/H2zOqcxzit

12/19/2018 6:30:38 AM ecv369jimmysr war is their business, their livelihood, where their wealth came from

12/19/2018 6:31:00 AM mikeyro3223 Bc wars profitable, and war has a way of hiding crimes.

12/19/2018 6:31:35 AM heath_jack Can't wait to study true human history.   Truth reviles it's self! 🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸

12/19/2018 6:31:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 JFK learned the hard way.

JFK didn't have FISA.

This is why CNN is Fake News.

This is not journalism.

This is propaganda.

Citizens should determine the value of the Fed, not MSM threaten POTUS on behalf of FED.

Are you awake yet?

Restructure coming soon.

FED will not kill economy https://twitter.com/CNNBusiness/status/1075395343565639682 …
12/19/2018 6:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Magick https://twitter.com/DailyMirror/status/1075395252373078018 …

12/19/2018 6:33:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Art of the Deal https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1075395084231892992 …

12/19/2018 6:33:49 AM morety76 Future Tech?



12/19/2018 6:34:02 AM ecv369jimmysr  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1075397797929775105 …

12/19/2018 6:35:54 AM raymond10449530 It's always "soon!" pic.twitter.com/6ib8suSgWd

12/19/2018 6:36:33 AM melanieanders7 Growth of consciousness, she aquired higher knowledge and was able To apply it.

12/19/2018 6:37:27 AM zenj8 And this is a GOOD thing. He can then negotiate from strength. Keep your adversaries, and even your friends, just a little off-balance.

12/19/2018 6:37:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many times will she assert the 5th, not recall, not remember, or won't know? 

https://twitter.com/_StephanieMyers/status/1075385057160814593 …

12/19/2018 6:37:37 AM 50pinkies What? Restructure?  Reset?

12/19/2018 6:38:33 AM electraweaver You should check out @darkjournalist if you are interested in this, @POTUS 's uncle John was left in charge of Teslas papers when he passed.  John 

worked with MIT and this tech has been suppressed until now...

12/19/2018 6:38:35 AM melanieanders7 A little off topic, are some humans given dreams of SRA incidents to show us what has happened/is happening so we may witness them? Or are they 

projecting this scenario on us to generate more energy?

12/19/2018 6:39:16 AM cidarean I'm not a finance person. Would any change in the FED effect 401k? The market is dropping and people are very upset on how much they have lost. 

They are blaming Trump.

12/19/2018 6:39:20 AM sumgirl totally bogus interview - she can't remember shite

12/19/2018 6:39:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light https://twitter.com/emmarcourt/status/1075391839451168769 …

12/19/2018 6:41:01 AM rebln Lean democratic

12/19/2018 6:41:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1075394259333849089 …

12/19/2018 6:42:16 AM rick_hernandez The public testimony in congress is a grand standing show meant to push narratives. Like getting FARA out in public before the CF could register as one. 

That seals their fate.

12/19/2018 6:42:53 AM giediknight spontaneous regression because her conscienceness willed it. Bruce Lipton Biology of Belief

12/19/2018 6:43:05 AM jballz1021 When you resonate with the frequency of unconditional love with your entire being, disease cannot exist.  When you learn to do it on your death bed, 

the world gets to witness a miracle.

12/19/2018 6:44:08 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this person an ET?

12/19/2018 6:46:04 AM x_mike_ribera_x 322

12/19/2018 6:47:03 AM rick_hernandez It’s interesting that no dems opposed. I wonder why?

12/19/2018 6:47:23 AM freestateojones A Great thread via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in regards to Q, Military Tribunals, Human/Child Traffiking. AG Schneiderman, NXIVM, The Trump Foundation 

and much more. 

Definitely worth a few minutes of your* time. 

#MEGA

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#WeThePeople

#TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1075361363260788736 …
12/19/2018 6:48:40 AM time4u2know Good morning! Have you, in all of your AMA's talked about the Quantum Financial System?

12/19/2018 6:51:58 AM ecv369jimmysr "unpredictability" bites them in the ass when they least expect it

... THE BEST!!!

12/19/2018 6:54:28 AM keith369me Why have the dog and pony show when we know the results?  “I plead the 5th” two hundred times.

12/19/2018 6:56:24 AM keith369me Another day, another Catholic sex abuse scandal.  Does the “main stream” public even know?

12/19/2018 6:56:31 AM lib7473 Pope and Vatican all needs to be exposed and taken down as well..will this occur soon?

12/19/2018 7:03:29 AM allonkid Where is the FBI and DOJ?

12/19/2018 7:04:25 AM urkgurgle The extent of Alzheimer’s in the Democratic Party is extremely disconcerting. We should likely engage a special prosecutor to evaluate possible 

security compromises resulting from mental incompetence on the Left.

12/19/2018 7:05:16 AM linnyt86 Not saying what they are stating is wrong bc that info has been available on the net for all to see if u do ur research.Nothing they say is "New" it's how 

they are putting the msg out with sly digs at Trump & Q. If u haven't seen or can't see it in the tweets then I can't help u

12/19/2018 7:06:17 AM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Manly P Hall?  Are his books/teachings worth following?  Are they safe?

12/19/2018 7:07:11 AM lib7473 Nothing to worry, this is part of the plan to end the Fake system by the Feds, and rtn the money to the people that was stolen. But eventually money is 

not needed where the next evolution is going. NO money needed there, just love/light/abundance of it w/ peace. Trust/have Faith.

12/19/2018 7:09:19 AM allonkid The President should not do anything that will start a war. there is always a way for peace that is not through pleasing.

12/19/2018 7:09:36 AM garyburks12 Depends on the number of questions asked.

12/19/2018 7:10:44 AM catvllvsverona Uh... Prophet's corpse brought away, village inundated, basically deleted and forgotten. 

But that tomb is the only thing that stands. Will they excavate it?

Is there something linked to a forgotten truth about some religion? Hidden on purpose?

#disclosure

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MailOnline/status/1075395606292639744 …
12/19/2018 7:10:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd This touches my heart in ways I cannot put into words. Little baby Gods, we are entrusted to take care of. You're right, it's magick! SO MUCH love and 

light sent.

12/19/2018 7:13:09 AM voodoowarlord To get her on the record, by not coming clean she can only expose her guilt as well as the depth and complexity of the conspiracy.

12/19/2018 7:19:55 AM ladtacarms No worries, we’ll dig it all up for them.

12/19/2018 7:20:38 AM voodoowarlord This is not a court proceeding, its Congressional testimony where Congress makes the rules.  If she says nothing she will violate oaths she has 

previously taken.

12/19/2018 7:26:41 AM hambrickro 😏 Need an answer as to the NAY votes ? The majority of federal & state prisons are run by PRIVATE CORPORATIONS 💥 BIG money to be made by 

keeping these prisons FULL to the MAX 😏 CCA is the 5th largest prison system, isn't that right MARCO 😏 Check the NAYS list of donors 💥

12/19/2018 7:28:18 AM hambrickro 🤔 QUESTION : Why are LOBBYISTS allowed to roam the halls of the United States Congress 😁😁😁

12/19/2018 7:28:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd Agree❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/19/2018 7:31:57 AM ladtacarms The DS gets their power/influence/wealth from war. Trump/Q has been able to subvert their plans for WWIII, effectively weakening the DS. Hitler 

wasn’t a smart guy to begin with, stepping directly into their trap. The DS is still desperate to light that match anyway possible.

12/19/2018 7:34:58 AM nmchristoban I feel dirty after I click on CNN links. I feel like I need to hold my breath and when I can't hold it any longer I have to close the window. Ewww.

12/19/2018 7:35:32 AM urkgurgle Fair point. There is the Trolling part however so not entirely inconsistent

12/19/2018 7:35:41 AM doesntm10760733 There won't be Military Tribunals. Lynch is an opportunist, unlike Comey who is an idealist. Lynch will sing for her supper.

12/19/2018 7:39:25 AM ladtacarms The “right to try” bill is the rollout of the cures. The cures that have been withheld by the pharmaceutical industry. With a wildly high success rate, 

you’ll be hearing about many more “miracle” stories similar to this one.

12/19/2018 7:44:48 AM sarahrosie5 Negative LL will sing, she has for a while.

12/19/2018 7:45:05 AM warrior_4truth GOD will heal the little ones. FOR ALL the "lost" little ones GOD will NEVER let them remember the trauma that they have been through on their next 

incarnation..



12/19/2018 7:45:39 AM sarahrosie5 Remain unpredictable to your enemy psychological stats

12/19/2018 7:46:08 AM sarahrosie5 Sound frequencies :)

12/19/2018 7:46:09 AM 420munsterfan 23 days

12/19/2018 7:47:53 AM urkgurgle Indeed. Yet so many continue to sleep through it all. As much as I dislike AJ he has a role in kickstarting awakening (before side tracking it as the shill he 

is)

12/19/2018 7:53:02 AM nancyddb Taxes payers should get a refund from these people.

12/19/2018 7:53:57 AM richnfaith4god I think LL is Singing!!🙏🙌💯

12/19/2018 7:55:34 AM wwg1wga_every1 I thought she already sang like a canary?

12/19/2018 7:57:00 AM jaspony1 My IS-BE doesnt want to be genocided and has decided not to give up protection. My IS-BE wants to start enlightenment but does not wish to be 

ended before completion.

12/19/2018 8:00:37 AM djlok Me too.

12/19/2018 8:01:10 AM djlok I sure hope so! We need to go ahead and wrap this show up!

12/19/2018 8:01:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Accurate recollection. pic.twitter.com/ebroFmJ93m

12/19/2018 8:03:05 AM rick_hernandez They are frantically editing old 302s

12/19/2018 8:03:15 AM fionasdestiny67 The mantis work with the greys?

12/19/2018 8:04:19 AM je_weed_707_ Any truth to some alien abuductions being done decades ago are actually by little people in either military or block ops and  dressed up as aliens to do 

testing?

12/19/2018 8:05:04 AM je_weed_707_ Some think the greys are like avatars or AI for them.

12/19/2018 8:05:19 AM blsdbe Yours or someone elses? Many of us have had experiences with folks that don't seem to be from here...

12/19/2018 8:05:23 AM daveschroeder18 What are they taking or doing to him. Is that some kind of energy that the entity is walking away with?

12/19/2018 8:05:24 AM wyatt251 They flew over me like too dumb next cause last time seen anything early 90 silver top shape

12/19/2018 8:07:03 AM blsdbe A 'walk in'?

12/19/2018 8:07:16 AM voodoowarlord Nope. They can't violate the CONSTITUTION, nor can they grant her immunity.

12/19/2018 8:08:13 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes, that's what I have learned as well.

12/19/2018 8:10:34 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you. I can't seem to find his latest q&a, anyone have a link?

12/19/2018 8:10:58 AM worldxplorer1 Is it possible for these beings to remove the IS from the BE & transplant the IS into another BE?  When done does the IS lose the genetic memory of the 

first BE and gain the memory from the new BE effectively making him forget his previous IS-BE setup & integrate into a new life?

12/19/2018 8:15:56 AM sehvehn what is it with those little boxes? what do they do? what is carried inside?

12/19/2018 8:16:59 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have question regarding historical sites and pyramids in  Wisconsin....are there any off planet influences of Aztalan state park and 

the many Indian mounds throughout southern Wisconsin, as well as the pyramids at the bottom of Rock lake?  Thank you🥰

12/19/2018 8:17:16 AM ruben_rotterdam @AlienThatTweets is this a correct representation ?

12/19/2018 8:23:53 AM sehvehn that would make sense. why would they bring one to Earth in a craft and hold onto it so dearly? who's soul did it occupy and what happened to it?

12/19/2018 8:27:05 AM voodoowarlord I'm no lawyer, but the only thing testimony will show is the extent people will lie to protect themselves, and the collection of her private emails in the 

interest of Nat. Sec. will eventually be great evidence against her unless she cooperates with the DOJ/IG.

12/19/2018 8:29:10 AM sarahrosie5 They are taking his energy!

12/19/2018 8:31:08 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/e1pMXtIEgK

12/19/2018 8:36:35 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/989170193246113792?s=21 … #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 #sethrich @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#chemtrails #AGENDA21 #ClintonFoundation #CIA #D5 #conspiracy

12/19/2018 8:38:58 AM kimarie93  pic.twitter.com/w53nacxsSM

12/19/2018 8:39:31 AM blsdbe Hahahaha!!! Spaz attacks! I love that we are all finally talking about these ideas! It seems like we must consent, either consciously or perhaps from a 

Higher Self perspective brfore we allow this to happen. Universal Law should in theory protect our sovereign right to choose.

12/19/2018 8:42:20 AM thexfac33145252 Hahaha. Ask me how I changed the law of physics...anything is possible

12/19/2018 8:43:45 AM thexfac33145252 Ask me how I altered the universe, actually WE

12/19/2018 8:44:28 AM blsdbe I gotta get back to finishing the Law of One material. I am on Book 3 rn, so many mind-blowing ideas...

12/19/2018 8:45:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very few abductions were unauthentic.

12/19/2018 8:50:25 AM kik1771 When this one will be dismantled? 

A lot of bad new coming from there … And you for sure know what I mean by this pic.twitter.com/1PCgpDj1NJ

12/19/2018 8:53:56 AM thexfac33145252 #MAGIC

12/19/2018 8:55:43 AM thexfac33145252 #callinoutthebullspit

12/19/2018 8:55:54 AM yoym4t5qtibewxf You mentioned Stargate. Can you tell us who or what Ra and El really are? Is Ra a telepathic gray or the "holy spirit?" Is El the planet Saturn? Was 

Saturn corrupted and turned evil?

12/19/2018 8:58:47 AM thexfac33145252 My address # issss 911...I know why...do YOU??

12/19/2018 9:00:59 AM friskygolfer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Numerology is completely new to me. So I’ve been digging into what it means. Found this. Will you help this come to light?

 https://youtu.be/OyhRLXw0W3o 

12/19/2018 9:02:15 AM sehvehn ive heard of something similar. i like the thought of that used in positive loving way.

12/19/2018 9:03:20 AM blsdbe Agreed. Getting ready to leave for my first 10 day Vipassana Retreat. Friday will be day 1 of a Great Journey Within.

12/19/2018 9:06:21 AM zachydoodle8485 Who is Thomkins?

12/19/2018 9:06:34 AM zachydoodle8485 Tomkins

12/19/2018 9:07:04 AM skeye_watching Is Ra El at the Mediterranean Sea?  😉

12/19/2018 9:07:10 AM hawkgirlinmn ❤️

12/19/2018 9:07:26 AM hawkgirlinmn GREAT book!!!

12/19/2018 9:08:38 AM palmdalekid2  https://www.exopolitics.org/william-tompkins-us-navy-secret-space-program/ …

12/19/2018 9:14:00 AM hellouncledonny think tesla

12/19/2018 9:17:32 AM secretangelop Your take on Benjamin Fulford?

12/19/2018 9:22:26 AM lightseeker2012 Looks like swapping out the IS for AI

12/19/2018 9:42:47 AM lightworkercain From personal experience or a recount?

12/19/2018 9:42:54 AM newyorker66 Cant they also detect cancer cells in blood? I thought if you had any kind of disease, you white blood cell count skyrockets.

12/19/2018 9:44:54 AM cstarr888 HOW you are doing the breakdown appeals to my dualistic side. Pairs. Quads. Fractal pieces.  😉

🙏💖

12/19/2018 9:49:54 AM freestateojones Yesterday @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 drops knowledge and today @realDonaldTrump follows up. 

Paying Attention yet?

#MEGA

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#WeThePeople

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/X0uxkuHbSO



12/19/2018 9:50:47 AM je_weed_707_ A few of them were then.  Vimãna’s found in Iraq and Afgan?  Fallen angel/cave giant vs military in Afgan story?  Body claimed as well after killing it?

12/19/2018 9:54:36 AM keepawakening Would love the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  confirm this, but my understanding is that we each agree to this"abduction" before coming. It's not being stolen in 

a negative way, it's more of a meeting, to receive/get information or a meet up.

12/19/2018 9:56:22 AM bdam777 Dark -> light? 

First day of winter is December 21st. Pinnacle of darkness. 

Set vs Osiris. Light overcoming darkness? 

The days start getting longer.

The first new moon marks the start of Aquarius? 

Be careful frens. 😁
12/19/2018 9:58:34 AM blazer2k7 karma is really the only *universal* universal law.  The rule of reap what you sow.  The rule of action begets reaction.  

The end result isn't a guaranteed form, and wisdom can allow transmutation of results.

12/19/2018 10:03:43 AM awakeandsing123 @MrMyskin

12/19/2018 10:04:45 AM diaptera_80 Maybe, but consider this: Doesn’t all cancer patients will for their cancers to go away? In 99% of cases this does not happen

12/19/2018 10:05:04 AM _girlmaher_ Are you talking about the mere witnessing of entertainment made with these topics (mainstream TV is obsessed w/ murder) or the functional 

participation in the "farm network" or "the family" or the content they wind up producing?  How does passive witnessing of acting affect us?

12/19/2018 10:05:54 AM cstarr888 They have broken the premise for consent. 

They manipulated every aspect to lead people to see things thru the filter they created. 

They were lead to believe this was to protect individuals & lead AWAY from realizing the true intent, a way to remove anyone, at any time.🙏💖

12/19/2018 10:06:24 AM aechenkea How are the Mantis types aligned?

12/19/2018 10:07:35 AM diaptera_80 When will we be rid of the papacy?

12/19/2018 10:08:11 AM _girlmaher_ As a second question. Is there a plan to care for victim's incredibly complex trauma experiences (all ages)? As a co-therapist who helps people stunted 

in maturity (sexual and emotional), should I change my practice to address their issues? I admit it's been a world hidden to us.

12/19/2018 10:08:39 AM giediknight You can will it, but doctors have many ways of "treating" you so that mind over matter will not work as intended.

12/19/2018 10:08:56 AM giediknight Read Biology of Belief

12/19/2018 10:09:35 AM 00loll0 Wow Hermit where did all this come from,if correct your genius? Very impressive,just wow.

12/19/2018 10:09:37 AM datruseeka And the worst part is that MJ-12 & Eisenhower GRANTED it.

12/19/2018 10:10:14 AM thetempestchip This is so cool dude lol

12/19/2018 10:11:58 AM datruseeka The Pope needs to RESIGN and the TRUTH of what goes on UNDER the VATICAN must be EXPOSED!  SICK! EVIL!

12/19/2018 10:13:39 AM cstarr888 This is a classic strategy they use, & transparent as hell once you see the pattern-but you have to see the pattern-Tay Appention- Read all their laws 

and seek the worst possible misuse and you probably have found at least one REAL reason for its inception. 🙏💖

12/19/2018 10:14:48 AM giediknight Also when a Doctor says "you only have X days/months/years to live" that creates a finite timeline in the mind, which some stick with....

12/19/2018 10:15:32 AM _girlmaher_ I have a hard time discerning the threat of the Vatican. They arbitrarily took me away from my single mom and gave me to a Pentagon boffin in the 

70s. But, they are no longer the societal engineer of the West. Now, it is computers that program people, like Facebook, that scare me

12/19/2018 10:16:58 AM cstarr888 They enact these laws while people are out xmas shopping, on vacation, or arguing about coffee cup prints, like a magician--"look over here" a 

distraction to keep you from seeing the other hand that has done the real trick, then...🙏💖

12/19/2018 10:21:32 AM cstarr888 ...then they lay low, they don't use their new toy right away, they let it sit for a while. After a time, they start to slowly use it here and there and get 

people used to it and say "It's been there for so many years" & people think it must be ok then, & harmless. Trap set.🙏💖

12/19/2018 10:21:53 AM slayerofmatrix1 I want to know what it is .. and why I was (am still suffering with swelling and rash and pain) attacked last week above my left eyebrow and down the 

left side between my cheek and ear  and hairline.

12/19/2018 10:23:08 AM turboxyde Depiction/Intent aside... Are the pilots normally on the lower levels of the vessel so they can interface with the propulsion system/consciousness 

collimator of the vessel? Should we direct our awareness to the lower sections of the vessel to better interlace our connection?

12/19/2018 10:27:10 AM slayerofmatrix1 Anyone care to opine is good. pic.twitter.com/VMPucrz5Z7

12/19/2018 10:29:34 AM mcelenyjohn ....🤔yes....hope she has a better memory than Comey😏.... thankQ.....✝️🦅✝️

12/19/2018 10:36:03 AM cstarr888 What is "Learned Helplessness?" 

Dog, fence, electrocuted. Look that little experiment up. 

Frog. Pot. Water. Fire.

Also, did you ever wonder 'how' Pavlov measured the saliva from the dogs?

They never showed me this in school:

 http://acidrayn.com/2012/07/26/the-truth-behind-pavlovs-conditioning-experiments/ …

🙏💖 1% < 6.5
12/19/2018 10:37:09 AM _girlmaher_ I discovered it at 35 (I know, late to the party) but I noticed it reaveals a strong connection to other beings. In essence it tells me that my omnivorous 

diet is wrong. I started growing my own food. Not easy.

Cosmic Q: Are we limited because we eat tortured industrial animals?

12/19/2018 10:38:10 AM fowlreginald Ready for it here!

12/19/2018 10:40:56 AM enomai_ But dont the grays love us?

12/19/2018 10:43:25 AM fowlreginald One of my faves: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0875162576/ …

12/19/2018 10:45:18 AM marcjtaylor1 It was only around 20 years and it wasn't hidden it was intentional

12/19/2018 10:48:20 AM fowlreginald I like to think of that as our higher selves, super consciousness, Infinite Intelligence. I found the works of Florence Scovel Shinn to be very helpful in 

bridging the gap between Christianity and what MJ12 is revealing here.

12/19/2018 10:49:13 AM zagnett Is it true that you or your IS somehow had to consent to an abduction for it to take place, possibly even prior to your BE's birth? That it could be a 

contract of some sort that your BE experiences an abduction for e.g. resolving karma?

12/19/2018 10:54:24 AM thunderwins Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ The Trump Foundation's onlyJ 

Trump for the first 20 years. Why? 2/ Projecting Consciousness through selective charitable projects. 3/ 20 […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

12/19/2018 10:54:39 AM mongrelglory They fascist regime in Ontario Canada has out-lawed the sale of raw dairy unfortunately.  Even if you go do the dairy farm directly, the farmer is not 

allowed to sell you the raw dairy products!

12/19/2018 10:59:21 AM sennsbeach Thank you.

12/19/2018 11:00:00 AM djlok Good question!

12/19/2018 11:00:42 AM mrblbrettish even postcards?



12/19/2018 11:03:11 AM jimhayzlett Love is our line, no defense needed if you politely move out of way.  Take All Ur Control W You.  God Provides Way Beyond Your Pay Level🙏🏼😇

12/19/2018 11:09:30 AM mongrelglory If it started with little bumps or vesicles, and is just on one side of the face, I'd say you've got shingles. (retired doctor here).  If it's within 72 hours, you 

could still start on an antiviral medication such as Valtrex if you see your doctor...since it's close to your eye.

12/19/2018 11:14:31 AM anon8212 I personally believe that many children these days operate on a different frequency so to speak than the rest of us. There is something very wise and 

developed with them that I can't put my finger on. I would think this applies to self healing as well. My 2 cents.

12/19/2018 11:14:47 AM freestateojones Just attempting to do my part in making this situation better. 

It is Quite interesting what I have been exposed to in the past 1.5 years, I've learned some very important lessons to say the least.

12/19/2018 11:15:38 AM laurel61331810 Thanks for the 411

Laurel J 💁💕

12/19/2018 11:16:37 AM zagnett What's with the red/yellow carpet?

The tall green one (non-Mantid)?

12/19/2018 11:22:44 AM freestateojones Itll all make sense someday. 

Still much to understand.

Right place, Right time. pic.twitter.com/xAZ2weQ0Gc

12/19/2018 11:24:14 AM jollyrob2 In the meantime are we close to the 72% mass consciousness yet?

12/19/2018 11:28:08 AM anon8212 I believe that it probably wouldn't be a bad idea to stock up on precious metals. The Fed may not kill the economy, but they'll go down fighting like a 

rabid raccoon.

12/19/2018 11:43:17 AM rick_hernandez Hence why MJ12 is correcting now I believe. Making amends from what previous leadership did

12/19/2018 11:46:55 AM marshahodgson "But the bursting of a gate following heavy rainfall...has once again revealed the village hidden underneath. 

Incredible images show the remarkable hidden away structures, including a Tomb of Elisha - a prophet in Judaism, Christianity and Islam." Wow-Maybe 

some documents also?

12/19/2018 11:48:08 AM zagnett MJ, please give us a rundown on the hierarchy above humans.

Is it true that Mantids were (or are?) the phys. beings at the top for the last 6 millennia or so? Above baby-eating Dracos? Above tall and short Grays?

[Marduk] "power removed" ~November 2016?

12/19/2018 11:50:08 AM zagnett Whoever they are, just want to channel my inner-Trump:

"You're fired!!" / [power removed]

That's all.

12/19/2018 11:50:45 AM slayerofmatrix1 Thank you Dr. Michelle ! Well, it was last Tuesday I woke up with the situation and thought my lymph’s above my eyebrow and down my hairline were 

clogged.  Went to the ER clinic Thursday and they shot me with Prednisone and did CT scan. Nothing came of any of it. 😟

12/19/2018 11:56:10 AM datruseeka Yes. Truth must come out.  New future for us all without this evil.

12/19/2018 11:58:01 AM mongrelglory The prednisone should help the lesions dry up a bit quicker.  I guess they thought it was too late by then to start you on antiviral medication.  Hopefully 

they gave you something for pain?  At least if the CT scan was clear, that means your optic nerve wasn't inflamed. 👍

12/19/2018 11:58:34 AM marshahodgson Will we EVER achieve this? It's too ominous a thought that we must continue being consumed. This appears to mean we continue to be a commodity 

for others needs, with no hope to ever be free from the possibility of capture. How is this LIGHT?

12/19/2018 12:03:26 PM mongrelglory Lesions should crust up and the scabs fall off in about 1 week.  There can still be some residual pain that can persist for several more weeks ...especially 

when it's the nerves of the face. See your doctor if the pain is bothersome or if you get any pain in your eye. Good luck!

12/19/2018 12:04:24 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

Is Chris Carter's "X Files" series majestic too?

12/19/2018 12:07:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enemy Combatant https://twitter.com/politico/status/1075473895279472641 …

12/19/2018 12:09:01 PM djlok Reprogramming and Awakening through chaos!!  It's actually quite a brilliant systematic destruction of old/bad ideas and ways of doing things.

12/19/2018 12:09:07 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/palmdalekid2/status/1075440544065540096?s=21 …

12/19/2018 12:09:46 PM morety76 Time for him to be Removed

12/19/2018 12:09:56 PM shannen_robison Yup

12/19/2018 12:10:21 PM toffer_anon_369 Hey MJ12, Do RIFE Machines or Orgone machines really work??

12/19/2018 12:11:52 PM slayerofmatrix1 They sent me also to ophthalmologist in fact! All clear.  Funny though, they definitely didn’t say anything about my having the shingles virus.  I think 

they took a shot in the dark with the prednisone. Maybe I should go ahead and finish the prednizone pill Rx then. 4 left.

12/19/2018 12:12:10 PM yana17m I know right, who!?

12/19/2018 12:12:23 PM mongrelglory Here's a picture of the main motor nerves of the face.  Your shingles probably travelled along the top branch (above the eye).  If it's any consolation, 

you usually only get shingles once. pic.twitter.com/B2lEfx0jG9

12/19/2018 12:13:13 PM djlok I've found, personally, in dealing with bad/evil people the best way to shake things up is to introduce them to a little of their own chaos.   Start asking 

questions.... Questions you aren't supposed to ask. Chaos will follow!

12/19/2018 12:13:14 PM thetempestchip In the same boat my friend, very thankful the internet has brought all of us together

12/19/2018 12:13:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 No pain Rx. meds from them.  The electric zapping sensation sporadically was bizarre!

12/19/2018 12:15:12 PM jaspony1 Is this part of Dark to Light? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6500783/US-lawyer-uncovers-Hugh-Hefners-sordid-celebrity-sex-tapes-civil-

case-against-Bill-Cosby.html …

12/19/2018 12:15:18 PM slayerofmatrix1 Yep followed the yellow pathway. Toward my ear and down my jaw. Couldn’t sleep in that side.

12/19/2018 12:15:57 PM mongrelglory Yes, finish the predisone.  That's what they used to use before they had antiviral medications.  It's just that the antivirals have to be started right away.  

In Canada they'll start if within 72 hrs, but in the US they may use the 48 hr rule, so they gave you prednisone instead.

12/19/2018 12:21:06 PM slayerofmatrix1 Thank you so much. 🙏🏼💗🙏🏼

12/19/2018 12:21:15 PM mongrelglory In Canada they usually give Tylenol #3 for pain if you need something. (The codeine helps with the sharp pain).  If you feel you can tough it out with 

regular Tylenol, that's fine with prednisone, otherwise see your doctor if you need something stronger.

12/19/2018 12:21:39 PM lbf777 Let me guess. Trump isn’t powerful enough to shut down the Fed but he will be “soon”. 

Soon means never in deep State language. It’s better if civilians march on the Fed by the thousands in #YellowVests & shut it down. If Trump won’t do 

it, we will.

12/19/2018 12:22:00 PM zagnett Why not? Isn't T an MJ, or was at some point? Does't T deserve to know if the knowledge is available? Can MJ give him the memo?

12/19/2018 12:22:08 PM smith_jere It would not matter. Time to shut it down.

12/19/2018 12:24:13 PM keith369me A last gasp at maintaining debt slaves in debt slavery



12/19/2018 12:25:22 PM humanprimer Great consensus the FED is obsolete.  Parasitic.  No longer needed.  Imagine the world without them.   Ran out of popcorn.   Time they packed their 

toothbrushes.

12/19/2018 12:26:37 PM zagnett When [Powell]?

When [Fed]?

12/19/2018 12:26:40 PM mongrelglory Crystal, if the rash wasn't really obvious at the time, they might have wondered if you had "Temporal arteritis" which presents with pain and swelling 

of the artery above the eye.  That's why they sent you to the ophthalmologist and gave you prednisone.  However, that's...

12/19/2018 12:30:24 PM mongrelglory ..okay, they would do the same thing if you had shingles near the eye...have the ophthalmologist check you out, so you've at least had the eye checked 

which is most important.  Treatment with the antiviral only shortens the rash by a few days...your immune system does the rest.

12/19/2018 12:34:17 PM djlok It looks like that may be what's happening in that drawing.  The IS is being replaced in the BE.  Wild!

12/19/2018 12:34:34 PM zagnett Sherman Act?

Clayton Act?

Robinson-Patman Act?

15 U.S. Code Chapter 1?

Are Trump and Team aware of e.g. Karl Denninger's writings on this?

Seems we have the laws to deal with this.
12/19/2018 12:36:31 PM lbf777 No matter what angle I look at this, I see the same 2 things:

1. The people have to save the world with our bare hands.

2. The people are spiritually starved & need to gain spiritual intelligence to know how to make this happen.

We have made much progress towards this though.

12/19/2018 12:37:46 PM slayerofmatrix1 Yes.  They did default to that possibility!

12/19/2018 12:37:47 PM zagnett Btw, could be related (not sure) - what's with the cattle mutilation cases?

12/19/2018 12:38:21 PM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as a chemtrail aficionado i must say, the sky features i and my friends have spotted all over MA today are not “clouds” produced 

by a plane in any way shape or form. Nor are they natural. Hello friends.

12/19/2018 12:42:10 PM lbf777 Evil will use anything to deceive even spirituality.

12/19/2018 12:42:19 PM lightworkercain I bet they did 😂

"Mr Kuvin said members of his legal team have spent 'hundreds of hours' watching the tapes."

12/19/2018 12:44:46 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1071884969000218625?s=21 …

12/19/2018 12:45:03 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ 12,

Is beauty a universal perception and linked to the IS or is it specific to human BE?

For example, beauty of a human face seems linked with the "golden number". Is this number only used for human BE? Or do all incarnated IS see 

beauty in this number?

12/19/2018 12:48:02 PM daphne68852400 May I ask..Which building???

12/19/2018 12:48:56 PM ashnandoah  pic.twitter.com/smyFkUHoS5

12/19/2018 12:55:37 PM petitchevalb Is there other planets where IS-BE can remember their past lives? How do they deal with it?

12/19/2018 12:59:06 PM taratantara Time to end the Fed

12/19/2018 1:03:51 PM zagnett When [Powell]?

When [Fed]?

12/19/2018 1:07:55 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/9Ka2jyYlau

12/19/2018 1:17:45 PM xusaf_patriot Wish I had known this was coming...cashed in the 401K before 45 came to power...thought we we're going down the tubes financially and it looked like 

HRC was going to win :(

12/19/2018 1:25:16 PM xusaf_patriot Uhhh...Bump Stocks are "gadgets" used for guns - just like a scope. I don't know of any shooter who cares about them...not a big deal.

12/19/2018 1:27:03 PM zagnett Agreed. Never 100% sure about any source (not even Q). But, like Q, MJ's vibe seems quite good. Resonates with other seemingly credible sources too. 

MJ admitted there were some bad MJs. Hopefully no baddies now. But that itself is an interesting disclosure.

12/19/2018 1:28:47 PM zagnett If the writer(s) are truly MJs, & "serve at the pleasure of the President" we may be communicating directly with Trump (sounds like he at least was and 

maybe is an MJ), "Q", heads of U.S. military departments, & maybe even seemingly benevolent ETs.

12/19/2018 1:31:57 PM zagnett May be a way, i think, to allow us, the "pre-awakened" commoners, to be further informed, and to give us the ability, respectfully, to speak "truth to 

power" back to them.

Could be wrong & the writer's laughing at me for all this. But I'm taking the chance.

12/19/2018 1:36:22 PM zagnett A source I haven't heard discounted (yet) says the "Matrix"/"prison planet" already gone & only real problem's that most people don't even know it 

yet. Including some of the baddies in charge who were helping the overlords take advantage of us. If true, WOW.

12/19/2018 1:39:19 PM roaminnoodle May I ask who the source is? Feel free to DM if you wish.

Thanks!

12/19/2018 1:44:15 PM zagnett Tommy Williams, Truth, Honor, Integrity Show (THI). See link. Also has a YT channel.

If anyone has any constructive criticisms on the show, I'll take a look. I haven't read the entire Internet after all. ;-) 

https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

12/19/2018 1:44:54 PM analyst2501 Same here. I love my kids and would prefer to die than let any harm come to them.

12/19/2018 1:45:17 PM analyst2501 I hope you're right. The waiting has become depressing.

12/19/2018 1:45:33 PM roaminnoodle Thanks, Zag. I have never heard of him, or his show, but will [try to] check it out.

12/19/2018 1:47:11 PM analyst2501 something about the federal reserve and a stress test on the economy. OR, 8ch had too much throughput and the servers didn't handle the traffic as 

well as they expected.

12/19/2018 1:47:47 PM analyst2501 ^this

12/19/2018 1:50:36 PM zagnett I am that, yes.

But in this dimension(?) or on this planet at least, we are (were?) governed by beings, whether human or not, who willfully deceived any chance they 

got. Until the "veil" is lifted fully (or whatever), we must be cautious about EVERY source.

12/19/2018 1:55:11 PM lbf777 Nobody has the right to tell us what we can or cannot do.

12/19/2018 1:59:14 PM zagnett One more thing - at least Twitter isn't as hard to follow/use as friggin' 4chan & 8chan. Even the Voat QRV site forces you to post on other threads first 

to be active there. But i don't wanna. Great info though (link). https://voat.co/v/QRV 

12/19/2018 1:59:58 PM mrnight80 "We are majestic12".

HAHAHA Oh man, thats ripe.

12/19/2018 2:00:12 PM do_or_do_notty Yes. Accurate.

12/19/2018 2:00:44 PM zagnett lol good point.

12/19/2018 2:02:59 PM xusaf_patriot Agreed. But they're notoriously unreliable... I'd rather invest my money in better, shall we say, vision and protection technology :)



12/19/2018 2:14:52 PM lbf777 You can do what you choose and people who want bump stocks are free to own them. Nobody cares about what politicians say anymore.

12/19/2018 2:15:36 PM djlok I'm so tired of the #Cabal and their #FakeNews #propaganda !!  It's like they got their dirty paws all over everything!!

12/19/2018 2:25:53 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes as a raw milk producer, I follow this all closely. We still have Vermont and Louisiana where it's illegal to even own your own cow and drink your own 

milk from your own cow last I checked. Easier to get street drugs. So wrong!!

12/19/2018 2:37:10 PM speaklife595 Is this the muddslide

12/19/2018 2:39:31 PM lonewol97176157 Nothing a .357 wouldn’t solve.

12/19/2018 2:43:33 PM zagnett All i want is a "phaser"/similar device (like on Star Trek) w/stun capabilities sufficient to incapacitate w/no permanent harm (i.e. no need to kill) one or 

more beings, whether physical or not, that are attacking me or others in my vicinity,...

12/19/2018 2:45:57 PM zagnett or attempting to steal property that can reasonably be believed to be held lawfully by the victim(s), that i can openly or concealed carry lawfully, and 

lawfully don't have to register...

12/19/2018 2:46:14 PM zagnett So wide-dispersal & 360 degree spherical pulse modes needed. Perhaps throw in a few extra helpful sound frequencies that can e.g. put out fires and 

such, like seen on YT...

12/19/2018 2:47:02 PM zagnett Would a standard personal replicator (eentually) available to the public do this?

If so, can discuss disarmament of current conventional firearms for full disclosure. They're not very good for reasonable self-defense, defense of others 

/ property anyway...

12/19/2018 2:47:31 PM youstinksoap Part of the movie?

12/19/2018 2:48:04 PM zagnett However, I do hope the actual methods of disarmament are considered carefully so as not to harm anyone.

Are there non-harmful, "majestic" methods that can disarm all conventional firearms everywhere, simultaneously? Seems would be important...

12/19/2018 2:50:09 PM zagnett I'm not necessarily agreeing with this part of "the plan" per se, & am not very comfortable with it honestly. But i realize may not have much say in it 

anyway.

Just hoping you'll consider this request, and other like requests. Thanks.

12/19/2018 2:51:59 PM dairy_mom_of_6 No spaz attacks here....loving all of it!

12/19/2018 3:00:52 PM bbobbio71 Would rather have less pills and more natural ways

12/19/2018 3:01:50 PM johnrambo2777 If that’s the requirement,why not have the govt come out and explain the reasons instead of making it feel like authoritarian reasons. Which govnts 

will disarm first for a show of good faith? Wait why would EU want to build a military to defend from us?🤔

12/19/2018 3:09:02 PM maudeaz So from this thread we get that gold and silver will be worthless and BTC won't rebound.  Am I reading this right?

12/19/2018 3:23:02 PM cstarr888 When they do that they are creating a type of magick against you. 🙏💖

12/19/2018 3:25:27 PM robertg02229481 Fucking joke, it all is

12/19/2018 3:27:59 PM palmdalekid2 #AGENDA21 #Hellboy

#BadTVShowPitchIdeas #  _١٦#تنتفض _السودان_مدن 15#ديسمبر TemmuzUnutma #١٨_ abdu #AbuDhabi# ديسمبر

12/19/2018 3:29:51 PM goyaeq Why do beings that have ufos need to take from anybody?

12/19/2018 3:43:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1075401544131076096 …

12/19/2018 3:45:10 PM freestateojones Peculiar Timing. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1075448148083032064?s=19 …

12/19/2018 3:45:40 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/Qlx38nSkUE

12/19/2018 3:46:06 PM orsinipepe Tit for tat.  Since the CF is finally under investigation for its heinous crimes, the left is going after the TF.

12/19/2018 3:46:57 PM orsinipepe I noticed it.  5:5

12/19/2018 3:48:00 PM giediknight I thought the same thing

12/19/2018 3:48:39 PM mrnight80 Go home, Larp.

12/19/2018 3:53:45 PM moemc8 Yes, I agree and I am.

12/19/2018 3:55:00 PM jaspony1 If Trump announced or even hinted the intention of disarming us, he would instantly lose 90%+ of his base and the cabal would take him out... I am not 

sure why you said that, unless that is what you want...

12/19/2018 3:56:57 PM lbf777 The Donald sub on Reddit banned thousands of angry trump supporters for questioning the bump stock ban. They are trying to silence dissent and free 

speech.

12/19/2018 3:57:04 PM zagnett Yes, literally "yesterday's news" lol.

12/19/2018 3:58:53 PM jaspony1 Have you read this Twitter account and other UFO accounts? There are lots of war s, and "advanced" civilizations like to enslave and eat humans

12/19/2018 4:00:52 PM edwinesberiop Trump fire him

12/19/2018 4:01:44 PM cidarean But yet Trump once again is being shit on. As usual. I sure hope "The Plan" does not require a Trump 2020. The smear campaign is in full force and even 

Trump supporters are being flipped. Somethings got to give.

12/19/2018 4:02:08 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1043307776099975168?s=19 …

12/19/2018 4:02:31 PM xusaf_patriot New series Project Bluebook...MJ12 directed or CABAL controlled?

12/19/2018 4:05:58 PM djlok Majestic!

12/19/2018 4:08:26 PM blsdbe [P]ayseur Family

12/19/2018 4:09:36 PM xusaf_patriot Thank you for your efforts in giving us a Patriot leader...words cannot express.

12/19/2018 4:10:55 PM blsdbe #ThinkMirror

12/19/2018 4:12:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light https://twitter.com/APCentralRegion/status/1075514634029928453 …

12/19/2018 4:12:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light https://twitter.com/sheeraf/status/1075212266885210112 …

12/19/2018 4:14:14 PM xusaf_patriot No surprise here...all of these bast*rds should be imprisoned...or  worse.

12/19/2018 4:16:32 PM carolba88945394 Bring them home!!

12/19/2018 4:17:28 PM blsdbe Q1337... pic.twitter.com/Ahrizs4hu9

12/19/2018 4:17:59 PM keith369me Trump Foundation then Clinton Foundation.  Flynn foreign registration missing then Clinton foreign registration missing.  It’s about “fairness”...the 

brainwashed won’t care, they hate Trump no matter what.

12/19/2018 4:18:40 PM blsdbe I am really looking forward to the Fall of Organized Religion...#DarktoLight!!!

12/19/2018 4:20:26 PM blsdbe Justice is coming!!!!

#QArmy #AskTheQ #DoItQ #QAnon

12/19/2018 4:20:29 PM keith369me Another day, another diocese.  The sheep are too focused on Flynn’s treason to notice.

12/19/2018 4:22:19 PM olimyracle Confirmed 24/7 even when phone off.

If no simcard too ?

When does data transfer from phone to FB ?

💞

12/19/2018 4:22:46 PM keith369me [Facebook]...stopped using that POS long ago

12/19/2018 4:23:21 PM djlok This "church" has some real big problems.  First of all what [they] do to children is so disgusting most people would vomit if they read the details.  

Second, the cover-up and the unwillingness to amend the behavior is pure evil!!

#Vatican #ShutItDown @Pontifex

12/19/2018 4:34:34 PM daveo6145 Hat tip to ET?



12/19/2018 4:35:42 PM djlok Unfortunately I don't think this will matter to most people.  Sort of like airport screenings of US citizens- we grew to accept it as a condition to get 

something we want.  Facebook  for Connection. Google for Knowledge. Airport Full Body Screening for travel.

It's a mess!

12/19/2018 4:37:22 PM _girlmaher_ Well, that's surprising because my self-explanation for the use of animal masks in SRA was that it's a newfangled way of pulling the ole "alien abduction 

scam" on kids to change the variables and muddy the waters. 🦓🐰🦄🦋🐼🐝🐐

12/19/2018 4:37:42 PM zagnett So did anybody guess, the very next day??

12/19/2018 4:44:08 PM _girlmaher_ I also see one voice here so far but I am at 30% of tweets read. I have felt different personalities shine through Q over the year. What is your take on 

that (if you have read much of the drops)?

12/19/2018 4:47:22 PM zagnett No idea here. Only been following MJ a month or so and just read a few of the older tweets. Though I want to read them all at some point.

12/19/2018 4:47:49 PM gi6stars Humm, the ones I seen were tall and skinny. 

#ReleaseTheTruth .

#maga #Qanon #POTUS

#TheGreatAwakening

12/19/2018 4:49:45 PM _girlmaher_ If we are pre-awakened we can all wish strongly for resolve. This effort is supposed to help, on a cosmic level. However, Q says we are here to hug 

people because they are good souls who don't have the ability to conceive of the Evil they will learn of. They will be in shock.

12/19/2018 4:51:31 PM decodematrix The NYT forgot to mention Obama and Brennan created ISIS.

12/19/2018 4:56:34 PM gi6stars How do you know this may I ask...

12/19/2018 5:01:34 PM heinric12517350 You got my attention

12/19/2018 5:04:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ New National Security Law makes Child Sex Trafficking directly enforceable by the Military.

6/ By withdrawing Military troops from the official proxy war the financing gets cut and trafficking lines that used the Military to travel invisibly are now 

cut off.

12/19/2018 5:04:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical Thinking Required.

1/ 45 issues immediate withdrawal out of Syria due to defeat of ISIS.

2/ MIC deploys all assets.

3/ Q has spent the past year preparing you for this.

4/ RDS states "bases are used to trafficking everything from gold guns drugs and little children".

12/19/2018 5:04:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ It's all coming out.

8/ Lots of sealed indictments.

9/ Nothing can stop what is coming.

10/ Disclosure to follow.

11/ First Contact after.

12/19/2018 5:05:18 PM carolba88945394 Military Tribunals & Gitmo

12/19/2018 5:07:07 PM zrickety We are all eagerly waiting for full disclosure...

12/19/2018 5:07:33 PM zagnett And 9.5 somehow is world-wide disarmament (precedes disclosure?)

12/19/2018 5:07:33 PM scottgasaway Mic? Rds?  Not clear in meaning of this acronym

12/19/2018 5:09:37 PM rick_hernandez RDS?

12/19/2018 5:10:03 PM rick_hernandez MIC is military industrial complex

12/19/2018 5:10:12 PM zagnett ...extrapolated from one of MJ's tweets yesterday.

12/19/2018 5:13:08 PM scottgasaway Thank you!! Duh brain freeze :)

12/19/2018 5:13:59 PM scottgasaway 👌🏻thanks Michael

12/19/2018 5:14:48 PM rick_hernandez Thank you!

12/19/2018 5:15:58 PM blsdbe Thank you for continuing to keep us abreast of what news you can, MJ12. I, for one, will continue to practice patience while remaining in gratitude to 

those who are kicking Evil's Butt.

12/19/2018 5:16:16 PM blazer2k7 First Contact..? Like.  Official First Contact?

12/19/2018 5:16:38 PM rick_hernandez You’re welcome!

12/19/2018 5:16:41 PM _girlmaher_ I have loaded the entire timeline and saved it locally. I will finish December and return to the first tweets after. It's not just 4,500 tweets, it's another 

5,000 thoughtful replies by people... Love this account, it hasn't been found by the toxic sludge of twitter yet!!

12/19/2018 5:20:23 PM heartsscales Tartaria?

12/19/2018 5:24:43 PM zagnett Ah yes, there it is. Thanks.

12/19/2018 5:24:46 PM wefight1776 There are legal differences between land and water. #admiraltylaw @Gettingtrump @AnonymousQ1776 @M2Madness @WeAreOne_Q @MagniFieri 

@FindTruthQ @Cordicon @QAnon76 @StormIsUponUs @MAGAPILL @lPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @ClandestineRos1 

@Jordan_Sather_

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/mEgARnD00L

12/19/2018 5:25:37 PM chpieratt1 What is RDS?  Thanks

12/19/2018 5:26:10 PM peterclloyd Child trafficking l, and worse, is pure EVIL. Evidence has been apparent through the ages but because the judiciary has been involved, there has been 

little justice. These sins have become a purposeful dividing line for other crimes but they are indefensible. Let justice prevail.

12/19/2018 5:27:06 PM neeneenat Rivers of blood for traitors...

12/19/2018 5:27:11 PM _girlmaher_ I am retiring from information work because it is full of mind-controlled assholes obsessed with controlling other people they don't respect. Does the 

"next world" return to placing import on the simple act of living our own lives, raising our own kids and making our own things?

12/19/2018 5:29:55 PM zagnett How did you do that? I haven't been able to figure it out yet. Thanks.

12/19/2018 5:31:01 PM zagnett Oh what is meant by "MIC deploys all assets"? Patriot faction or cabal faction?

12/19/2018 5:35:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Former MJ12 associate on TRP.

Syria angle?

They hide in plain sight.

What are they doing there?

Lots of sealed indictments.

New National Security Law.

[D] Day starts an operation.

PANIC.

They are telling you what they are doing. Ignore all fear mongering. He has no clue at all.
12/19/2018 5:36:43 PM keith369me TRP?

12/19/2018 5:37:04 PM toffer_anon_369 Military Industrial Complex

12/19/2018 5:37:04 PM wicked1776 Shit, i just ran across all that to.. seemed like a nice society

12/19/2018 5:37:17 PM _girlmaher_ Oh, it's the most tedious thing ever! On desktop hit the space bar forever. Then, in the end, CTRL-S to save the whole page including its images. This 

will only work on desktop. The link provided to you is a great resource and it is still searchable by keyword, which is useful.

12/19/2018 5:37:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trish

12/19/2018 5:38:08 PM daveschroeder18 How sweet this all sounds. God I hope this happens sooner than later. If this happens I think I'll automatically be enlightened. I'll be vibrating super 

high frequency



12/19/2018 5:38:42 PM kindeandtrue Why is Lindsay Graham on the Senate floor pleading for the troops to stay in Syria? What vested interests does he have in keeping our troops in Syria?

12/19/2018 5:39:32 PM askthe_q Sorry, I’m a new follower. Can you explain? Who’s “he”, in has no clue?

12/19/2018 5:39:32 PM bluesparrow222 I’m so confused. Trish?

12/19/2018 5:39:49 PM slipperyslope18 I depends, I'm kinda hoping LL is a Song Bird, who sings the song of Greed, Betrayal, Treason with the complicity of many Many MANY others. We shall 

see. If not, Gitmo is waiting.😎🇺🇸

12/19/2018 5:40:14 PM bluesparrow222 Trish Regan Primetime?

12/19/2018 5:42:28 PM 1_decided_voter I think you're right. https://www.foxbusiness.com/person/r/trish-regan …

12/19/2018 5:43:01 PM fowlreginald @Kevin_Shipp had an insightful tweet earlier today about how the Military Industrial Complex, and those in Congress who make their money off of it 

are freaking out. War is their gravy train. Perhaps Graham benefits from it as well?

12/19/2018 5:43:29 PM bluesparrow222 I think so, now who is MJ12?

12/19/2018 5:44:31 PM keith369me Corsi was on recently...I couldn’t imagine he was an MJ12 associate...brainstorm!

12/19/2018 5:44:33 PM xusaf_patriot Hoping [D] Day is before the new house is seated because this movie is getting old...

12/19/2018 5:45:07 PM firebird8035 Military industrial complex

12/19/2018 5:45:16 PM 1_decided_voter General Jack Keane! https://twitter.com/trish_regan/status/1075563377756385281 …

12/19/2018 5:45:33 PM jballz1021 12/ Never forget: https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/981599569569107968?s=21 …

12/19/2018 5:45:55 PM 1_decided_voter Gen Jack Keane https://twitter.com/trish_regan/status/1075563377756385281 …

12/19/2018 5:46:03 PM keith369me Graham is constantly manipulated.  Who has leverage over him today?

12/19/2018 5:49:07 PM fowlreginald I pray every DAY that Illinois is cleaned of the filth, especially in Chicago. Our beautiful state is 95% rural & red, but we're run into the ground by 

criminal elements here. We've tried voting them out, it's all rigged. IL is worth saving, but the deck is stacked against us.

12/19/2018 5:49:16 PM slipperyslope18 The Globalists thrive off choas for profit, it has been their agenda for centuries, tried and true. But they got overcomfident, thinking since they Own 

and Operate the Worlds News and every news outlet they can buy. Then a wrench was thrown into the Globalist machine. D.J. Trump!

12/19/2018 5:49:45 PM fowlreginald They and their friends are wrecking this beautiful state!

12/19/2018 5:50:13 PM bluesparrow222 Interesting. 🤔

12/19/2018 5:52:52 PM vintagesquirrel There was a general on Trish Regan Prime time warning that pulling out of Syria is dangerous. Ignore the general's message. He is not a good guy. 

(That's my interpretation. )

12/19/2018 5:56:02 PM c3a21c Not a suprise, 2 most if not the most corrupt state along with a growing (no pun intended) list in the “closet’s” ofthe RCC.

I praythat Godwill give the victims strength and true offenders will be honest to help limit some pain.

12/19/2018 5:58:01 PM _girlmaher_ This question comes back again and again and it is so irrelevant, but you are the first of the "Anons" in years to take it head-on. There is obviously fraud 

at play in the Obama family but MO's gender is the least relevant of all controversies. Thank you!!

12/19/2018 5:59:59 PM anangelhasland1 In today’s nutty world, we take soldiers from their “home away from home” to “Bring the Boys Back to the Front!”

12/19/2018 6:01:20 PM rdeweese04 Military Industrial Complex

12/19/2018 6:02:08 PM blsdbe Excellent!!!

12/19/2018 6:02:14 PM rdeweese04 Military Industrial Complex

12/19/2018 6:02:43 PM zagnett Yes, I know that, thanks.

I was asking which faction of the Military Industrial Complex - Patriot faction, or Cabal faction?

12/19/2018 6:04:56 PM hambrickro 😏 War Monger 😏

12/19/2018 6:07:47 PM hambrickro 😏 Did or does own shares , along with NO NAME, in an arms & ammo manufacturing plant in Bulgaria  😏 Loves War & money 💥

12/19/2018 6:09:47 PM marshahodgson I love your comment. Kudos!

12/19/2018 6:10:26 PM decodematrix Positive or negative MIC deploys all assets?

12/19/2018 6:11:34 PM askthe_q Gotcha. Everyone is writing like Q now. Like it’s all code. Frustrating lol

12/19/2018 6:11:46 PM zagnett Or both?

It's amazing how much of the engagements over the past couple of years have been hidden from the public.

What's been going is as big, or bigger, than the Roman civil war.

In our case, i pray we return to a Republic instead of the other way around.

12/19/2018 6:13:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "This is a cross roads"

Think Cross

4 year term?

Cross is 2 years?

1/20/19

12/19/2018 6:14:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’m so, so, so happy!

12/19/2018 6:14:15 PM aleksandraroze3 @HambrickRo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @trish_regan @gen_jackkeane Warmonger ‼️evil person....

12/19/2018 6:14:20 PM jo_sweda Interesting very..... #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1075574509103603712 …

12/19/2018 6:14:28 PM carolba88945394 It’s make it or break it time. Either way we win.

12/19/2018 6:14:41 PM rdeweese04 My assumption is Cabal. They are trying to stop this pullout. They are calling in congressmen and Senators they know they have bought and paid for ... 

all decrying that this is the wrong move by the President.

12/19/2018 6:14:59 PM cocopuffster12 Hello Majestic 12, this was just seen in the Bay Area. It was illuminated on the bottom, coming from the backside. pic.twitter.com/Nt8QIFTuI6

12/19/2018 6:15:23 PM carolba88945394 We will continue to be awake and then wake up the others.

12/19/2018 6:15:42 PM blsdbe 1/20/2019: 1,2,3!!! #TickTock

#QArmy #AskTheQ #DoItQ #QAnon

12/19/2018 6:16:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the full segment not the heavily redacted summary.

12/19/2018 6:17:22 PM heartsscales It has to be.. lest you want arrested..

12/19/2018 6:17:25 PM marshahodgson I think it was planned to appease certain elements into agreeing to some other move moving forward...expressed as such, or, otherwise. "THEY" put 

this play into action; now addressed. Bumpstocks are unnecessary, given all the other 'vehicles' that remain IN PLAY. Look BEYOND it.

12/19/2018 6:17:49 PM scottgasaway Someone is panicking.  No more channels for trafficking 😳

12/19/2018 6:18:23 PM scottgasaway Someone else taking over end of January?

12/19/2018 6:18:47 PM scottgasaway Mission accomplished ?

12/19/2018 6:19:09 PM askthe_q Mmmmm, I highly doubt anything said is an arrest-able offense. After a long day of working and thinking, it would just be nice to read in plain English. 

Rant over. I do appreciate the info no matter how it comes.

12/19/2018 6:19:20 PM zagnett Well then I'll wish them all of Marc Antony's luck at the Battle of Actium!! PAIN

12/19/2018 6:20:18 PM scottgasaway Panicking. Dark>Light

12/19/2018 6:21:21 PM carolba88945394 We don’t say his name.

12/19/2018 6:22:02 PM scottgasaway Old guard

12/19/2018 6:22:31 PM heartsscales Who is still in charge of deciding what material is "arrestable"?

It's the FBI and the Department of Justice.  You're a civilian.  These guys can get killed by saying the wrong thing.  That's something we cant fathom.



12/19/2018 6:22:53 PM palmdalekid2 Santa Cruz Islands 🌴

12/19/2018 6:23:36 PM carolba88945394 Sounds like it’s a fake war.

12/19/2018 6:24:13 PM keith369me Maybe for VP...Flynn for Pence?

12/19/2018 6:26:44 PM marshahodgson Upon seeing it...I IMMEDIATELY imagined FACES virtually attached to each tree. I have an empty picture frame on a wall, which signifies ANY unspoken 

'problem' that needs reminding, and action. That 1600 Corridor of Red seems a perfect vehicle for saying what can't be said openly!

12/19/2018 6:26:45 PM lsu571 These people R sick

12/19/2018 6:28:34 PM marshahodgson Not wicked. Think majestically DEVIOUS. Play them at their own game, only, to the Nth Power. I love it!

12/19/2018 6:30:11 PM neeneenat Melania came from communism. She’s not messing around.

12/19/2018 6:30:12 PM askthe_q So the person who runs this account isn’t a civilian? I’m not being a smart ass. Serious question, because I don’t know.

12/19/2018 6:32:29 PM jaspony1 There is no time... There are no dates...

12/19/2018 6:34:08 PM allahuniversal On the off chance that they actually do run the world, then wouldn't we all be subject to the same grooming?  That'd be logical. If A = B and B = C, then 

A = ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072269264407724039?s=19 …

12/19/2018 6:34:12 PM blsdbe "This is a crossroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not We The People reclaim control over our government." -DJT

 https://youtu.be/tHsZxJlxHYw 

12/19/2018 6:34:37 PM tanksmom2000 What is this?

12/19/2018 6:35:13 PM jeremywhaley looks like a Q to me :)

12/19/2018 6:35:18 PM marshahodgson To signify what we've lost in this devious, unspoken WAR. Think of it as a Hall of Tears NOT forgotten. It's everything left unspoken that is not forgiven. 

Justice is coming for those whose bloodlust has turned our lives asunder. Bringing it out INTO THE hidden-meaning OPEN rules

12/19/2018 6:36:33 PM djlok Whoa...I hope that doesn't mean what I think it means.  I'll be watching for comments on this one!!

12/19/2018 6:37:09 PM djlok That's the way I read that.

12/19/2018 6:38:40 PM djlok That would be a good choice although I imagine there would need to be more "time" between the phony Flynn legal stuff and going into a role with the 

administration.  I guess sort of a cool down period.

12/19/2018 6:39:59 PM marshahodgson ^^^THIS^^^ Nothing is really hidden. It's for us to extrapolate meaning from clues. Occam's Razor dictates such a conclusion! Nothing less.

12/19/2018 6:40:12 PM bluesparrow222 Yes. So awful. I always held this man and a few others in high regard. My eyes have been so opened within the last year.

12/19/2018 6:41:09 PM scottgasaway Same!! He is not who he portrays himself to be. Much more here....

12/19/2018 6:42:04 PM marshahodgson I think you're already enlightened! Otherwise, you're 'conclusion' would not be possible. 😎

12/19/2018 6:43:31 PM heartsscales It's a military op, right?

Highly likely that these types have a clearance one only gets througu the military or the MIC.

12/19/2018 6:43:31 PM consortiapartn1 2000 troops to "keep our hand in the game" 

Not even subtle

12/19/2018 6:43:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light.

General on SH w DB just disclosed HUNTING.

Think RDS.

Think NS Law.

Think EO

Coincidence?

12/19/2018 6:43:44 PM heartsscales And in that world, you cant be too careful.

12/19/2018 6:44:20 PM scottgasaway Dang I wish I understood all the acronyms

12/19/2018 6:44:57 PM qnavyss Me too

12/19/2018 6:44:58 PM cleveburgher8 Sean Hannity Dan Bongino first 2 lol

12/19/2018 6:45:20 PM cleveburgher8 EO= executive order

12/19/2018 6:45:55 PM worldxplorer1 Robert Davis Steele

Executive Order

12/19/2018 6:46:05 PM consortiapartn1 SH DB ?

RDS ?

Some of us are not in the US

12/19/2018 6:46:57 PM keith369me RDS=Robert David Steele...illicit purposes for US bases overseas?

12/19/2018 6:47:12 PM covertress for MP

12/19/2018 6:47:26 PM marshahodgson Black Knight satellite, first noted in middle-age texts, if I'm remembering this correcting. Middle-age, as in 15th Century, or so.

12/19/2018 6:48:14 PM askthe_q I think it WAS a mil op. Not sure anymore.

12/19/2018 6:48:20 PM marshahodgson Good addition!

12/19/2018 6:48:24 PM cleveburgher8 NS- National security?

12/19/2018 6:48:28 PM anangelhasland1 I just don’t think Trump is Calvary material...

12/19/2018 6:48:54 PM keith369me NS...National Security?

12/19/2018 6:48:57 PM rdeweese04 Sean Hannity show with Dan Bongino hosting

12/19/2018 6:49:03 PM heartsscales Def still is.  Always was.  MJ_12 was first and foremost a military op.

12/19/2018 6:49:25 PM scottgasaway Thank you!!

12/19/2018 6:49:33 PM rdeweese04 You’ll get there...

12/19/2018 6:50:01 PM marshahodgson Again...the Black Knight Satellite, first recorded around the 1400's.

12/19/2018 6:51:01 PM marshahodgson It remains a mystery TO US. Whether or not it remains a mystery to others...IDK. 😎

12/19/2018 6:51:08 PM ashnandoah  https://youtu.be/YsgP8LkEopM  We are so much more but they wish to steal, replicate or stomp out the God Source Creator Sparks of Light within us 

and they try to consume it as though it may help their sorry souls.

12/19/2018 6:52:39 PM blsdbe Sean Hannity with Dan Bongino from tonight?

 https://youtu.be/xcaHT5DpYRc 

12/19/2018 6:52:51 PM keith369me This is becoming like 8 Chan with Q only with a deeper understanding beyond the political arena.

12/19/2018 6:53:24 PM wishfulldreamz wrong Steele-- that's Christopher Steele I think ... RDS is ex CIA

12/19/2018 6:53:39 PM leslieau7 Bingo

12/19/2018 6:54:29 PM consortiapartn1 Cheers

12/19/2018 6:54:40 PM consortiapartn1 ThanQ

12/19/2018 6:55:15 PM kagman4e Always thought Keane was a white hat good guy?  Is he Cabal?  Why do they want to remain in Syria?

12/19/2018 6:55:22 PM consortiapartn1 ThanQ both 

Late nite Brit here

12/19/2018 6:56:45 PM scottgasaway This👆



12/19/2018 6:56:52 PM wefight1776 What if it was easier for Trump to catch Traitors in new crimes? 

@StromIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Anon_decoder

@ClandestineRos1

@Jordan_Sather_

@MagniFieri

@Gettingtrump @AnonymousQ1776 @M2Madness @WeAreOne_Q @FindtruthQ @Cordicon @QAnon76

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@GenFlynn pic.twitter.com/NkECWB2CNL
12/19/2018 6:57:41 PM marshahodgson I love her because it's obvious she 'gets it'. She can troll as good as her husband...albiet, more under the radar than he. I think, as First Ladies goes, 

she's the most important one we've ever had. Seemingly Low Profile, with messaging as large as our Universe in aspect. Superb

12/19/2018 6:58:48 PM kindeandtrue Please say it isn't so. 2 terms, 2 scoops, 2 genders, and all that.

12/19/2018 6:59:28 PM anonfreeus BOOM. Ready to run through a brick wall. Let's crush the deep state and hear their lamentation and gnashing of teeth. JUSTICE. #WWG1WGA #declas 

#doitQ #MAGA #Mega

12/19/2018 6:59:50 PM blsdbe Wasn't dossier author Christopher Steele?

12/19/2018 6:59:59 PM scienceismymuse RDS talks about pedophiles running the world.

12/19/2018 7:00:59 PM kalamojakka Pence gone by 1/20? Gowdy to VP?  🤔

12/19/2018 7:02:00 PM scienceismymuse This is almost in SITREP format. It brings back memories.

12/19/2018 7:05:06 PM keith369me Possibly gone but I can’t see Gowdy...I’m iffy on him...big bark, smaller bite...not sure he isn’t somewhat compromised

12/19/2018 7:11:24 PM consortiapartn1 For an interesting late night plot twist. Christopher Steele was associated with Sergei Skripal.

12/19/2018 7:15:00 PM neeneenat Evergreens turn bright red before they die. What was HRC SS code name?

12/19/2018 7:15:04 PM blsdbe Neither did I...maybe a different episode? Couldn't find the "General" either.

12/19/2018 7:15:28 PM sgoeders4 Christopher Steele was dossier author, Robert David Steele is former CIA and is involved in the International Tribunal for Natural Justice among other 

things.  They have been hearing testimony on human trafficking/abuse

12/19/2018 7:16:35 PM kalamojakka If Pence were to leave the post, for whatever the reason, the appointed successor will require majority approval in House and Senate.

12/19/2018 7:17:05 PM do_or_do_notty What is this https://twitter.com/irvieoro/status/1075587649790980101?s=21 …

12/19/2018 7:17:41 PM do_or_do_notty  https://twitter.com/cbssacramento/status/1075568640907341824?s=21 …

12/19/2018 7:19:52 PM ialibertybelle Sean Spicer

12/19/2018 7:19:56 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 whats MIC?

12/19/2018 7:20:05 PM consortiapartn1 Yep that's the one. 

Christopher Steele and his eventual business partner were both MI6 and handlers of Russian agents including Skripal. 

To me it looks like somebody was trying to tie up loose ends.

12/19/2018 7:20:40 PM keith369me It would be pretty hard to vote down Flynn who dedicated his life (especially the last two years of hell) for his country after the nature of the Mueller 

investigation is illuminated and he is cleared/pardoned.

12/19/2018 7:25:14 PM tanksmom2000 Wow!

12/19/2018 7:26:14 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 You're the best.

TY.

12/19/2018 7:26:23 PM friskygolfer Robert David Steele on Zionism, the Middle East and Central Banks  http://youtu.be/Vm8biZQY7_M  via @YouTube

12/19/2018 7:26:33 PM thecryingliber1 Watch tory Smith videos on YouTube. Crazy stuff

12/19/2018 7:35:30 PM lightseeker2012 Different Steele

12/19/2018 7:39:51 PM beeshelb Wrong. RDS is Robert David Steele, former CIA operative who now exposes Deep State.

12/19/2018 7:40:03 PM consortiapartn1 Isn't that exactly what we've done over the past 18 months ? 

Wow !

Good find

12/19/2018 7:40:05 PM 1_decided_voter Is Levin a concern given his agreement with the General? Is Levin a fake MAGA? pic.twitter.com/9NO0z65fdT

12/19/2018 7:40:32 PM cocopuffster12 It did to me as well!! I stopped at a shop and upon walking out I see a man taking a photo. We start chatting and I tell him about Maj 12 and to “watch 

the skies”, then he mentions Q to me! It was so awesome! We high fived!

12/19/2018 7:40:35 PM cocopuffster12 Bay Area News stations are reporting on it. pic.twitter.com/2s2k2jiWzg

12/19/2018 7:40:46 PM cocopuffster12 Bay Area News stations are reporting on it. pic.twitter.com/NAZyEzkK3n

12/19/2018 7:40:56 PM beeshelb RDS is Robert David Steele,  former intelligence operative who now exposes deep state.

12/19/2018 7:45:22 PM 1_decided_voter And Graham, too?? pic.twitter.com/Rlo4eYwmwU

12/19/2018 7:47:47 PM ryankochweare1 Wasn't Hugh an "asset" to compile blackmail on VIP targets?

12/19/2018 7:53:41 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, I saw it in the East Bay.

12/19/2018 7:54:19 PM marshahodgson Wow is right. I first found out about it a few years back, but have yet to learn anything significant about it. Crazy, eh? Just goes to show HOW MUCH 

we d

 don't yet know, besides what's been hidden from us.

12/19/2018 7:55:06 PM time4u2know Thoughts?

12/19/2018 7:56:20 PM kalamojakka I agree, assuming he’s exonerated within the next 30days to accept the position. True patriot!

12/19/2018 8:03:08 PM ryankochweare1 🙏me too .. I'm so ready for people to remember who they are!

12/19/2018 8:03:48 PM djlok They've been so bombarded in the Middle East with every imaginable problem, I can't imagine troops everywhere is helpful.

12/19/2018 8:04:00 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/hrGHWSc8NP

12/19/2018 8:04:12 PM djlok And yeah- WHAT have they been doing there?

12/19/2018 8:07:53 PM blsdbe Looks like MJ12 and QTeam are on the same page 😍🙏🇺🇸🙏😍 pic.twitter.com/orqcJTP15b

12/19/2018 8:10:00 PM time4u2know 1/20/19 Date of Restored Republic?

12/19/2018 8:16:33 PM 1_decided_voter And Huck... pic.twitter.com/pCw4pNog2P

12/19/2018 8:18:33 PM awakeandsing123 Why is Graham decrying it then? I thought he was now free?

12/19/2018 8:20:48 PM wishfulldreamz it's not often I know the answer LOLOLOL

12/19/2018 8:21:11 PM ryankochweare1 💙 one year for me and its been AMAZING

12/19/2018 8:21:39 PM emilyanngreen1 Trafficking drugs and kids.

12/19/2018 8:24:40 PM vintagesquirrel Wow! I've never encountered another follower. Must've been cool.

12/19/2018 8:26:07 PM blsdbe @SecureTeam10 hey Tyler, have you seen this?!

12/19/2018 8:26:59 PM blsdbe What time? Anything on hunting?

12/19/2018 8:38:37 PM marshahodgson Interesting comment. Yes. Her features are strong, yet subtle in essence. Still, I see her for her BEING, not her looks. Perhaps her eyes give insight? All I

 know is that something about her SPEAKS to me, without need for words. 🌿💕☘

12/19/2018 8:39:54 PM shawks63134 Nessara!



12/19/2018 8:41:16 PM rdeweese04 My guess is that his “constituents “ (not the voters!) don’t like it.

12/19/2018 8:43:03 PM _edwardmondini_ @cwilliams1113wy @Mamma_Janet @HarrietNix @cy_frost @WeidnerRoger

@ginaisawakened @jewel_patriot

@DxmJohansen @jdp021189 @veteran423 @GiboneyDavid @waydeDe @Adorable_Todd

They’re hiding in plain sight: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GP7F7Uw6yP4 …

12/19/2018 8:47:35 PM marshahodgson Why 'never mind'? Is it too 'crazy' to SEE something deeper than what a 'scene' represents to those who only see something on its surface...meaning 

RED = BLOOD = something against US...and the like? Art, itself, can have deeper meanings to those who 'listen' beyond its veil.

12/19/2018 8:50:23 PM marshahodgson Methinks you are grasping at straws. I am interested in WHY you are so opposing to Melania. Can you offer a deeper meaning than a meme?

12/19/2018 9:01:54 PM djlok For who or what?

12/19/2018 9:05:30 PM ryankochweare1 Ah man i wish i could see this @OldWiseHermit you have a screenshot

12/19/2018 9:11:14 PM djlok Yeah- do they ever give you a day or two off when you're on the MJ12 team?  I mean, at least the typist is a humanoid IS-BE and needs time to relax.

12/19/2018 9:36:29 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

12/19/2018 9:37:56 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/19/2018 9:38:19 PM canadiancovfefe Same here!

12/19/2018 9:39:41 PM vanillygorilly7 Meanwhile, you have 666 in your username. Credible.

12/19/2018 9:50:20 PM marshahodgson Then lead me in the direction you think is correct, pls. Since it's obvious you believe I am in err, it's the least you can do to show me WHAT I am 

missing. If you truly want me to change my mind...offer me something I can further research, that I have yet to have ANY CLUE OF😎

12/19/2018 10:07:51 PM thelynchtone Perhaps the troops will be needed for Space Force? There's a lot of work to be done in asteroid capture/mining, lunar colonization and deep inspection 

of the solar systems assets.

12/19/2018 10:09:59 PM marshahodgson Oh, gee. I did not say that. I offered that I MIGHT be in err. As to whether you are...this I cannot even consider with the lack of information you have 

thus far offered to base any opinion on. Work with me. I have an open mind, willing to see your perspective...IF you offer it😎

12/19/2018 10:11:35 PM do_or_do_notty Here’s a link to most of the acronyms we’ve put together on Chan 

 https://pastebin.com/UhK5tkgb 

12/19/2018 10:12:03 PM do_or_do_notty Link to a list of acronyms

 https://pastebin.com/UhK5tkgb 

12/19/2018 10:20:17 PM lisareiser8 Ok how did we alter the universe?

12/19/2018 10:22:01 PM hmitchell1918 After Exposure/Light being washed upon humanity's Darkness, I feel the only thing that will be able to Unify us is the disclosure of Contact. But feelings 

change, as timelines change. We'll see what happens... Peace. To All.

12/19/2018 10:24:08 PM marshahodgson Hahahahahahahahahahaha! Tell that to my kids. The only time I considered I was a bot was in college many moons ago. And that was only because I 

kept doing the same things daily, hour after freaking hour, just to get through it. Ha! A Bot!

12/19/2018 10:25:20 PM marshahodgson 😎🌿💕☘

12/19/2018 10:25:26 PM peterclloyd Yes, we have been awake for a while. Where have you been?

12/19/2018 10:31:48 PM marshahodgson You are speaking in guarded code of some sort, onlynoffering memes. Reptilian? Which means what, exactly? That our 1st Lady is a Draconian entity? 

Based on WHAT? Throw me a bone, pls. I actually believe there are aliens amongst us. Clue me in. Add a link, at least.😎

12/19/2018 10:58:15 PM tatsujinuk Less times I would guess than the countless Republicans who have done so but then got caught out in their lies and have now been charged, indicted 

and/or convicted because there was actual proof they did something wrong

12/19/2018 11:03:49 PM tatsujinuk #1 is wrong tho ... ISIS has not been defeated, far from it ... 45 issued withdrawal from Syria to please Daddy P, and against the advice of literally 

everyone else in Gov who actually knows what the fuck they are doing

12/19/2018 11:11:14 PM kagman4e Why is RDS so important?

12/19/2018 11:16:56 PM jonle86 Another word for update

12/19/2018 11:19:00 PM sheshifts001 I had a pleasant post-disclosure, post-first-contact dream last night

#peaceproceedings #winning

#greatawakening https://twitter.com/sheshifts001/status/1075578664815755271?s=21 …

12/19/2018 11:29:06 PM jimmyfalk5 Those [good] who know cannot sleep.

Those [good] who know cannot find peace. 

Those [good] who know will not rest until those responsible are held accountable.

 https://youtu.be/KVexGUUSuo0?t=206s …

Trump vs Human Trafficking 

 https://youtu.be/rFKWWdGy_94 

#PizzaGate

#PedoGate
12/19/2018 11:39:52 PM waydede Can you imagine how panic stricken Leslie Nielsen would have been if he encountered Nancy Pelosi & Crybaby Schumer.

12/19/2018 11:44:01 PM jenaynayz what was the goal/purpose of this?

12/19/2018 11:45:57 PM collectives0uls Thinking... Why would POTUS declare an end to the war in Syria NOW? Why are Troops on their way home? Timing is Everything. Think! Timing is 

everything. Safety, protection. Of Who?? Precautions for the Troops AND for us. @WeAreOne_Q @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/20/2018 12:00:08 AM marshahodgson Because I like them. Otherwise, I wouldn't post them. Occam's Razor.

12/20/2018 12:11:16 AM marshahodgson If you're not interested enough to redpill me even to a small degree, then I won't bother either. However, as always, I'll keep an eye out for info that 

still needs to be disseminated. In this Bizarro World of ours, anything is possible until proven otherwise, or not. Fuzzy Logic

12/20/2018 12:30:45 AM xerospaceomega If I'm to think logically, I think I'd skip the Q point. That requires faith in someone. No. I don't put faith in people. They either produce or they don't. 

Vaguely-worded, Fortune-teller posts mean nothing to me. I might as well claim Nostradamus predicted all of this.

12/20/2018 12:34:53 AM bunnyrun1021 Poppy ? Ummm

12/20/2018 12:37:39 AM rembrandt_1981 Wow.  With so@many troops at home bases- they can’t be used so easily either.

12/20/2018 12:56:56 AM __jabird__ The way they breathe reminds me of a fish. The movement of their mouth does not coincide with communication.

12/20/2018 12:59:20 AM andrewdl12 Yeh yeh allegedly

12/20/2018 1:00:36 AM andrewdl12 Ok tell us how Stephen Hawkins  REALLY died?

12/20/2018 1:01:38 AM patriot_pepe78 So sick of trafficking, one college course I took was on human trafficking 😡 hope Trump passes EO death penalty for pedos

12/20/2018 1:09:47 AM andrewdl12 I did notice your tweet “seemed” to come out first

12/20/2018 1:10:19 AM dan55645 sorry, I'm not going 2 look beyond a blatant violation of the US Const. that doesn't mean I have 2 fixate on that 1 thing as I have a brain & am able to do 

more than 1 thing at a time, however, 2 dismiss bumpstocks as "unnecessary" is shortsighted as it has future 2A implications

12/20/2018 1:18:51 AM patriot_pepe78 Christmas vacation

12/20/2018 1:23:25 AM jollyrob2 You are? why you think you are?

12/20/2018 1:27:40 AM cynthiamorrow8 Wow...how awesome is that??



12/20/2018 1:39:09 AM hispeedtim2876 He didn’t say it was round either,,,,many shapes to choose from. Pay attention.  Just like he said ,,,,moon landings are real,,,,but he did not say [they 

(Apollo) were real. ] He used (are) real meaning active now.

12/20/2018 1:50:58 AM styxman500 #alisonmack #PedoGateNews #haiti #EricSchneiderman #pedogate #adrenochrome #evilhidesbehindliberaltears pic.twitter.com/evGwQD8i3V

12/20/2018 2:01:03 AM coloali  pic.twitter.com/sWCm1Awbht

12/20/2018 2:22:48 AM jo_sweda #Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #MAGA https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1075697718486433793 …

12/20/2018 3:02:03 AM horsesrlove22 Would be the best Christmas present ever!

12/20/2018 3:03:55 AM robertg02229481 SH? DB?

12/20/2018 3:21:33 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning- love light and understanding.

12/20/2018 3:57:07 AM southernsmiley1 I have thought that as well...we need to wipe these vile ppl off the planet

12/20/2018 4:01:43 AM aprilbrown99 You cant trust your doctors. They are un it only for big $$. My mom had a mass in her lungs for over a year that her doctor didnt “feel a need to tell her 

about”.

12/20/2018 4:01:51 AM aprilbrown99 When she found out about the mass she was already in stage 3 cancer and it was too late. She passed away 6 mos later.

12/20/2018 4:03:04 AM aprilbrown99 They were able to collext thousands on tests which probably made it worse and her die quicker.

12/20/2018 4:09:34 AM time4u2know Blood Moon on 1/20/2019

12/20/2018 4:16:39 AM southernsmiley1 🙏🙏🙏🙏I pray ppl will wake up...

12/20/2018 4:17:01 AM psyanidegaming Everything happens for a reason

12/20/2018 4:38:14 AM mbraxton66 Sean hannity...dan bongino

12/20/2018 4:42:32 AM moonbaby04371 RDS=Robert David Steele

12/20/2018 4:46:00 AM rachmatcorai33 Doing this now! It’s been a wild ride. My phone time is wayyyyy up do to reading them all. I just wish I could remember exactly what the answer 

would’ve been to her question. Maybe looking within and not looking out. Not looking for answers in a book. Meditate! 🤷🏼♀️

12/20/2018 5:06:44 AM bbobbio71 WWG1WGA!!

#MAGA

#QAnon

#Trump

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS pic.twitter.com/zqzowFtW8i

12/20/2018 5:35:36 AM peterclloyd Anti gravity technologies = no oil cartels, no pollution & free energy. It’s a big step but look at the alternative.

12/20/2018 6:30:24 AM pitmonperfcycle They lay down heavy lines in the afternoon that spread to a haze by evening.. #globalwarmingmyass

12/20/2018 6:39:11 AM skeye_watching This movie is hard to watch, but it shows just how deep the abuse runs, and by those who are suppose to protect.

 https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-dcola-001&hsimp=yhs-

001&hspart=dcola&p=whistleblower+movie#id=2&vid=67d199b27d7ab5ea8e4519691c38e383&action=click …

12/20/2018 6:57:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many constituents will call their representatives and demand fluoride be removed from their drinking water? 

https://twitter.com/boblatta/status/1075766717580800000 …

12/20/2018 7:01:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why was lynching just made a Federal Crime?

Think EO.

"These people will not be safe to walk down the streets."

12/20/2018 7:01:44 AM i_like_skis It passed? Ugh. I guess part of crime bill.

12/20/2018 7:02:42 AM shannen_robison That was my first thought when I read that news yesterday. Especially when I saw who was pushing it.

12/20/2018 7:02:42 AM djlok Probably very few because there is a myth that all our teeth will rot out without it.

12/20/2018 7:03:15 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 love light & understanding

12/20/2018 7:04:04 AM aprilbrown99 I just watched a video about how fluoride blocks our telepathic abilities within our pineal gland. Aluminum does this as well. We are sheep no more!

12/20/2018 7:04:32 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 12/24/18.

What a (Majestic) day it will be!

12/20/2018 7:05:09 AM lafol57 Firing squad?

12/20/2018 7:08:17 AM zrickety I've contacted representatives in the past, they don't listen!  Doing what they want to do, or what their corporate masters tell them.  Pretty sure we 

never asked for fluoride, it's a neurotoxin.  They need to remove it, period.

12/20/2018 7:08:46 AM giediknight information about flying machines, even fantastic science fiction weapons, that can be found in translations of the Vedas, Indian epics, and other 

ancient Sanskrit texts. - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/20/2018 7:09:17 AM stlipps68 Who pushed it... didn’t see the story

12/20/2018 7:09:35 AM adsvel Thank You for idea about water distiller. 🙏

12/20/2018 7:14:20 AM keith369me So we the people wouldn’t lynch child sexual predators?...the ones that go free as whistleblowers or with Truth and Reconciliation?

12/20/2018 7:14:58 AM sabina06706427 I’m very lucky to live in a city that removed fluoride in 2011. Our dentist isn’t happy though. I use fluoride free toothpaste and non-aluminum 

deodorant #TheGreatAwakening

12/20/2018 7:18:07 AM jaspony1 That would be to nice for these people!! They eat children alive!! My heart will forever be heavy after learning what these people have done!!

12/20/2018 7:19:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 #MIBInternational will disclose certain undisclosed elements of the Secret Space Program and specifically happenings related to First Contact. Will not 

be obvious as it is an MKUltra production, but embedded inside disinformation is classified truth.

12/20/2018 7:19:06 AM shannen_robison Kamala Harris and Cory Booker. Among others

12/20/2018 7:19:14 AM riles77669258 Kamala Harris and Cory Booker

12/20/2018 7:20:21 AM dalsandor Wait is someone saying that at one time Lynching was NOT A CRIME?

12/20/2018 7:21:08 AM chrisklemenza So much disinfo..😞

12/20/2018 7:21:33 AM heath_jack When? Where?

12/20/2018 7:21:56 AM giediknight I always watch these movies for hidden information. Watching SG-1 as per your suggestions. S1E9 Thor's Hammer is able to destroy the Goa'uld that is 

in control of Deep State, Q used the Thor's Hammer image. No coincidences.

12/20/2018 7:22:35 AM si11112018 What about tar and feathering?? pic.twitter.com/CyXUBMfcr5

12/20/2018 7:23:53 AM asktheq_ #PEDOGATE

12/20/2018 7:28:14 AM iamyou132 How do ETs handle punishment for heinous crimes? Are their civilizations above crime? Are they above corporal punishment?

12/20/2018 7:29:08 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for all that you do for us. I am sure that you don’t get told that enough.

12/20/2018 7:29:45 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you explain why you follow @Anitta? It seemed odd to me among the list of people you follow. Thanks- love light

12/20/2018 7:31:08 AM iamyou132 I’ll have to watch this. I saw an image last night that detailed how the original swastika (nazis flipped it backwards) is a representation of Thor’s 

hammer as it spins thru the air. Must be something to those legends

12/20/2018 7:31:33 AM si11112018 Such a lovely photo 💙

12/20/2018 7:33:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://3x2h22xxjfjr3ifs.onion/?0d78daefc164a735#ThW38C6g1tOqVdHEYCWAzh1XOk9omqhUxvhAYYVVLVA= …

12/20/2018 7:34:25 AM fionasdestiny67 What is this? Learning, forgive me.

12/20/2018 7:34:55 AM ghostanon6120 dns error??

12/20/2018 7:35:13 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/x9WSraMuq5

12/20/2018 7:35:23 AM imbones25 Darkweb address

12/20/2018 7:36:10 AM ghostanon6120 dr blaylock a neurosurgeon by training has been warning us for years!!  https://rense.com/general42/parl.htm …



12/20/2018 7:36:54 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://3x2h22xxjfjr3ifs.onion/?1486d8174fff9248#+HGYu51F4XtKDKaggDQqGq7uU4RQL2mJZZV+Ws6xWHE= …

12/20/2018 7:38:00 AM capitalkid 38.846055, -76.373615

12/20/2018 7:39:02 AM benmarshall1991 just outside of D.C - leads to an address . who owns? why called bloody point? 

38.846055, -76.373615 pic.twitter.com/DDSCpIc9Sc

12/20/2018 7:39:29 AM anangelhasland1 “An MKULTRA Production”

Oh boy...

I guess that explains the presence of Will Smith...

12/20/2018 7:39:57 AM giediknight I have never heard of that, The swastika is Ursa Major observed during the equinoxes and solstices.

12/20/2018 7:39:59 AM djlok Same

12/20/2018 7:40:12 AM anangelhasland1 Still, the alien birth in front of the Twin Towers was pretty funny...

12/20/2018 7:40:16 AM benmarshall1991 church at st andrews airforce base?

12/20/2018 7:40:18 AM capitalkid "Bloody Point"

12/20/2018 7:40:20 AM ezdoesit_ What are these coordinates?

12/20/2018 7:40:52 AM voodoowarlord You absolutely do not want vigilante mobs! They can easily be turned against innocent people. We want law and order where people face charges and 

evidence in the appropriate court.

12/20/2018 7:40:56 AM benmarshall1991 38.846055, -76.373615 and 38.827153, -76.862743 from the most recent tweet.

12/20/2018 7:41:00 AM jeremy350344 That's because it's a deep web url.

12/20/2018 7:41:11 AM asktheq_  pic.twitter.com/MOM57BiG6Y

12/20/2018 7:41:12 AM fionasdestiny67 I guess we need a tor browser for this one.

12/20/2018 7:41:31 AM asktheq_  pic.twitter.com/tkSQ3QojRe

12/20/2018 7:41:57 AM fionasdestiny67 Can you screenshot this please?

12/20/2018 7:42:09 AM capitalkid Joint Base Andrews

38.827153, -76.862743

12/20/2018 7:42:14 AM thelightoforion I bought a distiller a year ago, one of the best decisions I've ever made. Never felt better.

12/20/2018 7:42:20 AM todd0431 Hmm.  Could this be a “Q”?  😉 pic.twitter.com/AU7iz7MOOi

12/20/2018 7:43:42 AM 1_decided_voter Probably not many until the news and medical community stops lying to us about it.

12/20/2018 7:43:45 AM analyst2501 ^this

12/20/2018 7:44:07 AM benmarshall1991 sure thing pic.twitter.com/4jO5GyPtj5

12/20/2018 7:44:14 AM nikoscali For those without TOR this leads to coordinates for Andrews AFB 38.827153, -76.862743 pic.twitter.com/5il178KhTw

12/20/2018 7:45:18 AM mikelzinga Is that orbot?

12/20/2018 7:45:31 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/p3KDwT0IcJ

12/20/2018 7:45:46 AM iamyou132 Thanks for posting! Did you check the other link too?

12/20/2018 7:46:55 AM benmarshall1991 is this what we are looking for? what cases has she been looking after? pic.twitter.com/y7jIQXcOA1

12/20/2018 7:47:32 AM bluesparrow222 Same here.

12/20/2018 7:49:01 AM benmarshall1991 yes. links to a small church on the joint base andrews.

12/20/2018 7:49:20 AM elsnernash Great! 👏👏👏

12/20/2018 7:49:21 AM covertress yes

12/20/2018 7:52:04 AM enomai_ George pappas

 https://www.google.com/search?client=ms-android-americamovil-us&q=To+the+Point:+The+United+States+Military+Academy,+1802-

1902&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgFuLQz9U3MDaLz1Hi0U_XNzRKykvOKYs31pLKTrbST8rPz9ZPLC3JyC-

yArGLFfLzcioBLR0GFzYAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiGn8PG4a7fAhUC8YMKHcmCCyoQgOQBMAh6BAgMEDM&biw=360&bih=616 …

12/20/2018 7:52:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd Lots of research. Go through, read all Q drops/this @ regarding your mission. Use the internet to your advantage. It's about research, finding truth. 

Dark > Light, Dark to Light. Happy hunting (researching)! Pull within, be your inner warrior!⚖⚖⚖💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/WBJD3MFJvx

12/20/2018 7:53:23 AM morety76 You are creating a community of investigators.... 

Love it!

12/20/2018 7:55:17 AM morety76 "Uncommitted Investigators"

12/20/2018 7:55:58 AM nun_chucknorris Bloody point creek pic.twitter.com/uD5g7r98dU

12/20/2018 7:56:08 AM jollyrob2 Thank you very much👍

12/20/2018 7:57:07 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wonder why huh?

12/20/2018 7:57:27 AM privlegedn Just get Tor browser for your phone it’s super easy and takes 5 min...

12/20/2018 7:58:10 AM rebln Sean hannity dan bongino perhaps

12/20/2018 8:00:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/gpLpuYQVSg

12/20/2018 8:02:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hubby was IT Director for Fed Gov't in several divisions; worked in this field for >30 years. Not accessible.

12/20/2018 8:05:02 AM nikoscali Strange that putting these coordinates into google image search points to the page for a 3D artist with Northrup Grumman as the top result, yet I can't 

find the coordinates anywhere in the page contents.

12/20/2018 8:08:21 AM teamsterr07 Bolt hole?

12/20/2018 8:09:07 AM neecieh6111 Majestic...….Please tell me ((THEY)) will be felled by one of the 30,000 guillotines, instead of lynching?

12/20/2018 8:10:57 AM herbtarlek3 A Federal Crime in America doesn’t apply in CUBA !

12/20/2018 8:12:49 AM jimhayzlett How long will You tiptoe thru the Disclosure process w half truths?  Humanity has suffered long enough! PLEASE EXPEDITE DISCLOSURE ✨🙏🏼😇✨

12/20/2018 8:12:49 AM jimhayzlett Can we please get rid of the govt and replace w Light Beings who truly care about Earth.  Slow disclosure = solving 1 problem at a time ✨🙏🏼😇

12/20/2018 8:13:31 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/gSsi27SGtk

12/20/2018 8:13:32 AM palmdalekid2 Ask yourself, why are [2] 'KEY' Allies' VERY CONCERNED re: DECLAS & RELEASE?

YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW.

UK/AUS [PRIMARY]

RATS RUNNING?

THE WORLD WILL KNOW.

ANONS KNEW.

JUST ANOTHER COINCIDENCE?

NOTHING TO SEE HERE.
12/20/2018 8:13:32 AM palmdalekid2 Ask yourself, how would 'FOREIGN' Allies' KNOW what is within a US TOP SECRET FISA warrant?

"NO INTELLIGENCE SHARED THROUGH THAT 'OFFICIAL CHANNEL' [AUS, CA, NZ, UK, US)">AUS, CA, NZ, UK, US)">AUS, CA, NZ, UK, US)">FVEY]" - NUNES

12/20/2018 8:14:51 AM lavndrblu James Comey stated he sent FBI agents to the WH w/o following protocol because the Trump Administration was disorganized compared with the 

Obama & Bush Administrations, however, it was the Trump Administration that busted all of them!🤣🤣🤣

12/20/2018 8:16:52 AM nmchristoban To dissuade the masses from lynching them in the streets once their atrocities become public. When people hear horrible things, sometimes their first 

reaction is to take matters into their own hands.



12/20/2018 8:17:42 AM mateuszwala i have seen gray alien near my bed. even hairy skin and a little rounded fingers. every details... i think they woke me after  abduction and thats why. to 

this day i have obsession for looking answers.

I think i was abducted many times, a least 3 but i could be 9 or 15..

12/20/2018 8:18:35 AM fionasdestiny67 Excellent, I'm reviewing also. Just finished Thors Hammer.

12/20/2018 8:19:30 AM whitehat_van In CA? Doesn't matter. Ruling elite don't care what voters think. It's totally corrupt.

12/20/2018 8:26:39 AM vand3rboots Same here, too.

12/20/2018 8:33:06 AM scott_rick  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/acting-ag-matthew-whitaker-cleared-to-oversee-trump-russia-investigation-source-says …

12/20/2018 8:34:32 AM worldxplorer1 Seems to me that the fact these locations were given to us thru dark web addresses is a clue in itself.

MJ12 has posted coordinates and google maps screen captures before.

12/20/2018 8:35:17 AM wikipiques Can the ancient pigment han-purple really crush 3 dimensions into 2 dimensions?   what happens when combined with mercury?

12/20/2018 8:38:29 AM wikipiques when you drop dimensions you are susceptible to projection

12/20/2018 8:39:31 AM realeyethespy STOPSWITCHPROXY 

 https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCswsuqA45azPqTqxWGd6Y1g … pic.twitter.com/ZZHQ5rD7oq

12/20/2018 8:40:38 AM vintagesquirrel Okay, I think there's something we're not getting here. We are equating lynching and hanging. Define lynch:  To inflict punishment upon, especially 

death, without the forms of law, as when a mob captures and hangs a suspected person.  They're worried about the public!

12/20/2018 8:43:16 AM realeyethespy ??? pic.twitter.com/hLtMTOIgSw

12/20/2018 8:44:22 AM skeye_watching @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was this a mere Meteor?

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/mysterious-light-in-the-sky-seen-across-california-likely-a-meteor/ar-BBRcPHu?OCID=ansmsnnews11 …

12/20/2018 8:45:15 AM sarahrosie5 Trump ;)

12/20/2018 8:46:56 AM gulfcoastchelle Distractions

12/20/2018 8:48:57 AM lesliecline10 @realDonaldTrump @tracybeanz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LeslieCline10/status/1075793541610303488 …

12/20/2018 8:49:39 AM courageouskriss I wonder about how the "people" with et dna & how it will be made sure they are definitely gone, not moved on to another host...

12/20/2018 8:50:33 AM moemc8 Q said a lot will kept from public for safety reasons. Pls tell us Haiti Crimes and all crimes against children, SRA, MK Ultra, etc will come to light. Only 

way for people to wake up to this all.

12/20/2018 8:52:39 AM jimhayzlett Hello Angel Name.  Every Star in the Universe Shines on You, so You Are God’s Glorious Light: Beautiful and Limitless ✨🌈🌎👼☀️💛💫✨

12/20/2018 8:53:11 AM robertg02229481 Are you saying they will not be lynched?

12/20/2018 8:53:49 AM susan66388204 Agreed.  This is getting old fast.  No Declass nothing

12/20/2018 8:53:58 AM nancyddb They recognize their errors or get sent to the galactic sun for distruction.

12/20/2018 8:55:19 AM jimhayzlett CDC stated Fluoride is a neurotoxin ✨🙏🏼😇✨

12/20/2018 9:02:56 AM c00kinbabe My take is men being withdrawn does not = no remote strikes.

12/20/2018 9:13:28 AM freeandoriginal Well then better If they do not show their faces ever again !

12/20/2018 9:18:57 AM blsdbe Get a Berkey. We love ours and you can get a special filter that removes both flouride and arsenic.  https://theberkey.com 

12/20/2018 9:21:07 AM fionasdestiny67 Those who know cannot sleep

12/20/2018 9:21:50 AM hellouncledonny I see it clear as day. Now's you cant leave. https://youtu.be/H_lijLYuw-o 

12/20/2018 9:22:37 AM daveschroeder18 Dude what are those videos that I clicked on?  Dark or light? Some freaky shit,

12/20/2018 9:22:52 AM roaminnoodle Simply ask the dentist: Why does a toothpaste with #Flouride have a telephone number for calling poison control if swallowed, and the #FlourideFree 

toothpaste does not...?

12/20/2018 9:23:12 AM worldxplorer1 Executive Order

12/20/2018 9:28:45 AM collectvcat NO DEALS

12/20/2018 9:30:36 AM thexfac33145252 The night that humanity came together without even knowing, we squashed that other fake evil world that we created and put it to rest so our new 

real world could keep going around

12/20/2018 9:31:26 AM thexfac33145252 Now WE are in control again

12/20/2018 9:35:06 AM thexfac33145252 We’ve already erased the history WE created that WE CAN rewrite now

12/20/2018 9:37:12 AM worldxplorer1 But which version will be disclosed? The govt agents in suits & fedoras or their stranger cousins...

The ones with gaunt faces, extremely pale or sometimes olive skin and oversized slanted eyes. They seek permission to come inside, smell of sulfur, 

cause headaches etc.

12/20/2018 9:40:50 AM thexfac33145252 They still haven’t gotten it right and should just go ahead and give up. They’ve tried, but they sure are ugly. No one or thing can recreate humanity-the 

X factor

12/20/2018 9:41:33 AM worldxplorer1 Seriously. Wtf?  Gonna need some context on those...

12/20/2018 9:44:02 AM turboxyde The only "weapon" I carry now is an Aboriginal Shaman's Didgeridoo. I walk the red road and weave my love throughout Creation with light and sound. 

17 rays of light beam from the head of the carved figure and join with the Sun above. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/UMPqrgSBQB

12/20/2018 9:44:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open.

12/20/2018 9:44:53 AM worldxplorer1 I call it the Majestic Worldview.

12/20/2018 9:47:08 AM fionasdestiny67 Good question

12/20/2018 9:50:44 AM truth_time_now So, at which point does Flynn escape from the courthouse, escorted by a SEAL platoon led by Bongo and Posobiec, then commence the arrest of the 

Clintons, the Obamas, and several dozen other prominent Democrats, stuffing them onto a C-17 headed to GTMO?

#QAnon, I am confused....

12/20/2018 9:52:59 AM rays_portal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you make of this?  https://www.scribd.com/document/377513323/Unsealed-Bundy-Ranch-Murder-INDICTMENT-coming-

out-of-Albany-NY-Grandjury-of-Northern-Dist-of-NY-Murder …

12/20/2018 9:54:46 AM bbobbio71 L enfant plaza?? Wth

12/20/2018 9:56:41 AM sheshifts001 Ooo & the feeling was positive? Good changes unfolding... 🕊 😌

12/20/2018 9:57:58 AM giediknight Amazon prime has all the episodes

12/20/2018 9:58:17 AM bbobbio71 Believe it's in reference to watch the earth post from earlier in the week

12/20/2018 9:58:26 AM truth_time_now this twitter dawg, its all reposting... nice way to avoid answering the question hhahahahah.... Trump just gave 1.6 billion USD to Mexico!!!!!

12/20/2018 9:58:35 AM bbobbio71 And the secret tunnels

12/20/2018 9:58:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nope. Big stuff dropping right now.

12/20/2018 10:00:21 AM jimhayzlett You can surrender to the Universe of Truth and allow Karma to get the evil ones... It's an excellent approach.  Just be happy, and filter your water. 😇

12/20/2018 10:01:37 AM keith369me Does Dark to Light Majestic and Q references coincide with a winter solstice adding light to our days moving forward?

12/20/2018 10:02:12 AM ezdoesit_ 12/21?

12/20/2018 10:02:39 AM susan66388204 Hope today and tomorrow bring Epic change.  Getting more difficult to wait

12/20/2018 10:02:55 AM norwegianon I definitely got that feeling. 😎👍

12/20/2018 10:03:35 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/qAma1opOcT

12/20/2018 10:03:43 AM petitchevalb Slowly croaking, waiting for them all to KNOW what they did to us



12/20/2018 10:04:08 AM susan66388204 Sweeet.  Found it.  Big Q drops on the board now.

12/20/2018 10:05:13 AM marshahodgson I guess I need to know more about this bumpstock issue. No offense intended in my comment...I was just grasping at straws. The way I saw it..it was 

probably a matter of I'll trade you this for that. Sorry for posting about something I lack info about. 😎

12/20/2018 10:05:16 AM newyorker66 Haha! Could be!! pic.twitter.com/1H9asAa1L8

12/20/2018 10:08:56 AM jimhayzlett I chose to meditate daily = Surrender to worries and create truth in the LIGHT 🌈☀️✨💜🙏😇💛

12/20/2018 10:10:48 AM newyorker66 I get nasty tweets with my opinions. I keep going.  We will eventually change a few minds. Dont let it get you down. 🙂

12/20/2018 10:11:07 AM cidarean Russia quake?

12/20/2018 10:16:04 AM rdeweese04 Can you give me a definition for “TI”? I’m ignorant of this abbreviation. Thanks!

12/20/2018 10:16:13 AM unidentifiedta1 Should we fear disclosure? Are the entities hear to harm us? The Space Force sounds military in nature. Is it to defend Earth from these visitors?

12/20/2018 10:20:59 AM jimhayzlett You Are The Light, Dear ; Keep Shining Bright ✨✨✨👼✨✨✨

12/20/2018 10:23:21 AM mongrelglory That's just just crazy!

12/20/2018 10:24:31 AM jimhayzlett Dear, Every Star Shines On U, You Are Limitless!  Yours and My Children will learn the same Very Soon.  You Are Prime Source Light Creator🌈👼

12/20/2018 10:24:42 AM ezdoesit_ Rapture or Cicada 3301? “ONEEARTHMONTH” ? Getting good guys

12/20/2018 10:27:31 AM blsdbe I was also wondering about how far it is from Arlington National Cemetery, but it's a 4+hr walk.

12/20/2018 10:32:06 AM jaspony1  http://qmap.pub 

12/20/2018 10:35:30 AM bbobbio71 On the lookout!

12/20/2018 10:37:34 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Indeed it is my friend lives in Louisiana and raw milk is underground. If you have a source for it you cannot talk about it. Crazy!!! I have watched so 

many adults and children heal on Raw clean whole milk! Powers-that-be don't want us healthy. Being sick produces Revenue. 😠😠

12/20/2018 10:38:00 AM bbobbio71 Thank you!

12/20/2018 10:39:03 AM peterclloyd Are they prepared to release anti gravity technologies?

12/20/2018 10:40:21 AM mongrelglory The Mennonite farmers would make cheese from raw milk, but whenever they sold it at the farmer's market (it was in high demand) the authorities 

would clamp down on it, stating it was causing Salmonella outbreaks.  I was a doctor in that area and I never saw these "outbreaks".

12/20/2018 10:41:29 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/rGBbRSseMc

12/20/2018 10:41:48 AM nun_chucknorris No longer able to [dampen]. 11/11. Eyes Wide Open. pic.twitter.com/1z8imNYjT3

12/20/2018 10:54:12 AM giediknight if you go through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets he highlights specific ones. I am watching them all because they are really good, and I'm sure each episode 

contains disclosures.

12/20/2018 11:02:50 AM george4papa okay Qtard....cannot wait to here more nutter nonsense

12/20/2018 11:03:51 AM jimhayzlett We Are All One Connected Glorious Light Source.  You Are Limitless ♾💜🍃💜🍃💜🍃💜🍃💜♾

12/20/2018 11:05:28 AM george4papa hahaahahahahaah....beep bop boop....

resistance is futile hominoid....the reptillians and hybrids are soon to take over.....

delta bravo douchebag

12/20/2018 11:06:02 AM george4papa You're  right, Trump and Qtards have no clue at all.

12/20/2018 11:07:01 AM george4papa are you talkn abt Mueller, right

12/20/2018 11:12:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 1441 ET

12/20/2018 11:12:59 AM morety76 Is the Moon an Ark?

12/20/2018 11:13:13 AM pantherden_ 12/24/18 = 3/6/9

What can we do to help make this day Majestic?

12/20/2018 11:14:14 AM morety76 Was there a reason today you got people to use the Dark Web?

12/20/2018 11:14:19 AM keith369me Why did John Kerry go to Antarctica the same day as the 2016 presidential election?

12/20/2018 11:14:25 AM jonle86 what's really going on at Gatwick?

12/20/2018 11:14:39 AM petitchevalb Hi team

Is there other planets where IS-BE can remember their past lives? How do they deal with it?

12/20/2018 11:14:57 AM morety76 Now that is a good question

12/20/2018 11:15:27 AM pantherden_ What can we do to maximize our chances of joining the Space Force/Space Command? I would like to enlist but want to be prepared.

12/20/2018 11:15:37 AM petitchevalb Is beauty a universal perception which is linked to the IS or is it specific to human BE?

For example, beauty of a human face seems linked with the "golden number". Is this number only used for human BE? Or do all incarnated IS see 

beauty in this number?

12/20/2018 11:16:10 AM 1_decided_voter Are any members of the House, Senate, Supreme Court Majestic?

12/20/2018 11:16:32 AM ladtacarms Saw that one, lol. They no longer make the rules, lynching is back on the table as far as I’m concerned.

12/20/2018 11:16:54 AM jeremy350344 This man is woketh.

12/20/2018 11:17:12 AM pantherden_ Do our bodies act as a Stargate?

Or have properties of a Stargate?

12/20/2018 11:17:47 AM nobodyspecial3c It's always tease, tease, tease

You're happy when I'm on my knees

One day it's fine and next it's black

So if you want me off your back

Well, come on and let me know

Should I stay or should I go?

12/20/2018 11:17:48 AM ecv369jimmysr meditation question: which is the suitable platonic solid to surround the Earth with? and which is the suitable color to attract to it? 

- i want to be doing the same thing with the collective

Thank You

12/20/2018 11:18:25 AM truecinzia dark to light.

12/20/2018 11:19:33 AM covertress Are the allegations, of child rape and murder, made by Tory Smith in his YouTube videos, valid?

#ThesePeopleAreSick #MP #BO

12/20/2018 11:19:36 AM peterclloyd 35 USC 181 - will it be revealed and the sequestered technologies returned to their rightful inventors?

12/20/2018 11:19:44 AM mongrelglory I'll try again...Does transporter technology (like they had on Star Trek) exist, and if so, will it be released for public use?  (It would be nice to not have to 

use trucks and planes to transport goods everywhere).

12/20/2018 11:20:44 AM pantherden_ Does the Cathode Ray Tube allow higher dimensional ETs/Beings to manipulate the particles on a Television? Does TV MC technology have any 

beneficial uses?

12/20/2018 11:21:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 DARK to LIGHT

12/20/2018 11:21:29 AM mongrelglory Will the replicators you talked about releasing to the public, only be able to replicate small items, or could it be used to replicate a piece of furniture?

12/20/2018 11:21:56 AM cidarean Can you advise on the stock market? It looks very bad. 

Market crash>reset?

12/20/2018 11:22:23 AM keith369me Let me pile on...Origin for the lyrics of Billy Joel’s “We didn’t start the fire”...?...song runs through my head every time I run for some reason.



12/20/2018 11:22:29 AM worldxplorer1 Are souls (IS) ever switched out of a body (BE) in the middle of life?  If so, does the new soul (IS) integrate all of the previous memories experienced in 

that body (BE)?  Do events like this occur during some abductions?

i.e. - https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075420904006578179 …

12/20/2018 11:22:54 AM jaspony1 Are members of MJ12 more "evolved" than most of the rest of us?

12/20/2018 11:22:55 AM covertress What would you do if Google went offline? Chrome?

Can we expect worldwide DNS failure?

12/20/2018 11:23:05 AM morety76 One more question, POTUS when talking about troops coming home from Syria said

And that's the way they (pointing to the sky). Want it

Is the end to war part of disclosure??

12/20/2018 11:23:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 PAIN is reserved for those who deserve it. Markets will be protected to a limited degree though some bad actors are about to go for broke.

12/20/2018 11:23:35 AM esoter1csurgery Was Haspel ordered to host the Bloodlines of the Illuminati on the CIA website? Is she clean and working with the plan or is she being monitored?

12/20/2018 11:23:36 AM cidarean Very weary of going to the dark web. Never went.

12/20/2018 11:23:54 AM stoneturnr Will the full history of ET interaction with our planet/humanity be disclosed once First Contact is made?

12/20/2018 11:24:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 No worldwide DNS failure.

12/20/2018 11:24:40 AM toffer_anon_369 Many of us are fat, sick, and nearly dead.  Will healing technologies be unveiled?  Rife Machines or Orgone Machines - do they work??

12/20/2018 11:25:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Her job is to find bad actors in her own agency. She knows many of them.

12/20/2018 11:25:18 AM cidarean Is the Syria pullout part of the plan to put the middle east under protection of Russia?

12/20/2018 11:26:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

They = Majestic 12.

Required for Disclosure.

THINK OF THE VASTNESS OF SPACE.

12/20/2018 11:26:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some have IQs over 200.

12/20/2018 11:26:31 AM pantherden_ Why do you follow @Anitta?

Is she an average Human?

12/20/2018 11:26:48 AM mongrelglory Is telepathy possible between humans and animals? (Like the story Dr. Doolittle)  Would my cats be capable of abstract concepts or would their 

thoughts be more rudimentary images and feelings?

12/20/2018 11:27:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 MKUltra

12/20/2018 11:27:12 AM esoter1csurgery Will the public ever know the true story of the [P]ayseur's and how they took control of the world?

12/20/2018 11:27:40 AM stoneturnr Does MJ12 currently work with any Ascended Masters? If so, who and to what end?

12/20/2018 11:27:48 AM covertress When will Free Energy be given to The People? Long after Disclosure?

12/20/2018 11:27:48 AM 17_3_161815214  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-46634184 …

Apparently Several Bills were never passed. Congress was afraid to pass such a bill due to strong Southern Democratic Opposition.

12/20/2018 11:27:56 AM crazycooder Has anyone looked into where the wife of David Miscavige is ( the leader of Scientology )

12/20/2018 11:27:58 AM 17_3_161815214  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-46634184 …

12/20/2018 11:28:13 AM truecinzia Is there a portal to other dimensions in the Middle East?  And by removing the troops Trump will (willfully) expose it?  I have a feeling there is more 

than what meets the eyes and the ears...

12/20/2018 11:28:16 AM esoter1csurgery Thank you. That's what I figured.

12/20/2018 11:28:21 AM pantherden_ Can you comment on 12/24/18?

I know you don’t set dates but the Numerology is hard to ignore.

12/20/2018 11:28:28 AM mongrelglory When will NASA stop lying to us about what's going on in our skies and beyond?

12/20/2018 11:28:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 What will future movies be about? All fiction with no value? Or real stories that educate about off world events and happenings?

12/20/2018 11:28:55 AM turboxyde How Majestic will the Solstice be tomorrow?

12/20/2018 11:29:15 AM yoym4t5qtibewxf Can you please explain who/what are Ra, El, and Horus? How does this relate to the Bible? Are any "good"? pic.twitter.com/JmnGlgrgql

12/20/2018 11:29:29 AM ascendingadam Based on the moon, correct? 

Hence the pointing gesture.

12/20/2018 11:30:25 AM johngradycole20 Targeted Individual

12/20/2018 11:30:27 AM 1_decided_voter I'd certainly prefer true stories over disclosure mixed with disinfo.

12/20/2018 11:30:27 AM worldxplorer1 The truth. The REAL undisclosed truth is far more interesting than fiction!

12/20/2018 11:30:48 AM mongrelglory What was the Vatican observatory really looking for?

12/20/2018 11:31:46 AM mongrelglory You said that the Black Knight satellite was built by the Domain.  How do you know this?  Have you studied the device and know what it's purpose is 

for?

12/20/2018 11:32:22 AM mongrelglory Does MJ-12 have ongoing contact with the Domain?

12/20/2018 11:32:33 AM pantherden_ What are the best ways to prepare for joining Space Command/Space Force?

12/20/2018 11:32:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Information exchanged between the Domain and USMil disclosed. Remote laboratory for abductees.

12/20/2018 11:33:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tracking UFOs and ETs actively coming/going from Earth.

12/20/2018 11:33:58 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank you for answering my questions.

12/20/2018 11:33:59 AM fleurcompassion Ahha Name and number present.

12/20/2018 11:34:20 AM keith369me ETs want peace before disclosure.  Why would they come when we are killing foreign humans from other countries?

12/20/2018 11:34:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are communicating with a officer of the Domain. All MJ12 members are Domain officers too.

12/20/2018 11:34:48 AM jaspony1 Are they born that way?

12/20/2018 11:35:15 AM stoneturnr What harm could an official historical recount of ET influence do once the world has made First Contact? Do you think we will be unable to comprehend 

the complexity? I think we deserve to know our true origin

12/20/2018 11:35:42 AM toffer_anon_369 Will Zero Point Energy technologies be rolled out?

12/20/2018 11:35:53 AM freestateojones Is there a threshold of public awareness that has to be met prior to disclosure happening - if so how close are we currently in terms of 

transportation/'ET'?

12/20/2018 11:35:57 AM mongrelglory That sounds a tad ominous!  Do the Domain still claim that they own our planet?  Do they view humans as their subjects, or worse, as their property?

12/20/2018 11:36:14 AM citoyen_resist is it possible that an alien tech diffusion project emerge on earth which is independant from MJ12 ?

12/20/2018 11:36:33 AM pantherden_ What significance will Brazil hold with Disclosure? Do they have any naturally forming Stargates?

12/20/2018 11:37:07 AM worldxplorer1 Well that’s an interesting twist...

12/20/2018 11:37:43 AM allahuniversal Signed a year ago today https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-

abuse-corruption/ …

12/20/2018 11:37:52 AM bbobbio71 Is there a way to treat our water with out using not only fluoride,  but chlorine as well? And will it ever be invented

12/20/2018 11:38:31 AM blsdbe ***NESARA/GESARA***

Is this legialation that was actually passed 9/10/01? Was gold stolen by the Cabal from Bldg 3 before it was destroyed? Have we gotten our gold back?

 https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com/2018/12/restored-republic-via-gcr-as-of-dec-20.html?m=1 …

12/20/2018 11:38:32 AM mongrelglory Why am I starting to get visions of the Roman Empire? 😬



12/20/2018 11:39:46 AM awakeandsing123 With legalization of hemp today, will they introduce a GMO cannabis, if not already? Will Monsanto and all their cartel be ever legally exposed and 

banned?

12/20/2018 11:39:51 AM bbobbio71 Cleansing the penial gland you've said is advantageous.  What's the best way to do so and what would be the timeline.

12/20/2018 11:41:07 AM wonderswords Do you believe Billy Meijer Chronicles?

12/20/2018 11:41:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 GMOs will become a thing of the past, just like Skull & Bones.

12/20/2018 11:41:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 [n]

12/20/2018 11:41:59 AM akam1129 given..... 😅🤞🤞🤞

12/20/2018 11:42:04 AM mongrelglory Thank you!  My computer was giving me a message that I was "not online" when I'd try to click on it (which wasn't true).  Weird!

12/20/2018 11:42:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Strategic?

12/20/2018 11:42:33 AM time4u2know Nice answer!

12/20/2018 11:43:13 AM turboxyde "700A" was the location identifier my consciousness gave to a massive support vessel inbound from Andromeda a few months ago while in a lucid 

dream. The beings aboard felt as if they were family. All that to ask... how are spatial coordinates annotated and has help arrived?

12/20/2018 11:43:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/20/2018 11:43:52 AM blsdbe The latter sounds GREAT to me!!!

12/20/2018 11:44:11 AM citoyen_resist clean energy, impulsion reactors, eco cleaning techs...

12/20/2018 11:44:27 AM prodriguez1984 Looks like a unicorn!

12/20/2018 11:44:33 AM covertress Accepting volunteers? #RaisesHand

12/20/2018 11:44:41 AM mrmyskin Will the world speak one common language? what language will it be?

12/20/2018 11:45:03 AM blsdbe Who is The Domain?!?!?

12/20/2018 11:45:03 AM freestateojones Taken a few weeks ago, edited in a photo editor to further define the photo, what exactly was I seeing here? pic.twitter.com/pilG20mPT3

12/20/2018 11:45:54 AM stoneturnr Is the Domain controlled by a single entity, or is it a confederation? If MJ12 are officers, then who specifically are you working for?

12/20/2018 11:46:16 AM bbobbio71 What are some steps to level Consciousness and unconsciousness

12/20/2018 11:46:42 AM blsdbe Amen, Sister! Put me on the list for Positive Cosmic DNA Upgrade!!!

12/20/2018 11:47:03 AM citoyen_resist Is that strategic enough ?

12/20/2018 11:47:04 AM mongrelglory As long as the feathers are humanely plucked...

12/20/2018 11:47:20 AM awakeandsing123 Thank you!!!

12/20/2018 11:47:33 AM giediknight those who have "sleep paralysis", is it really an abduction from beings in another dimension?

12/20/2018 11:48:00 AM blsdbe May it be so, and soon. Thank you!

12/20/2018 11:48:22 AM jeremywhaley Is Tony Robbins a force for good or DS tool?

12/20/2018 11:48:56 AM jimhayzlett I Love You So, Dear Angel 💜💕 👼💕💜

12/20/2018 11:49:51 AM jaspony1 not a correction [n]

12/20/2018 11:49:59 AM blsdbe What is the best way to consume cannabis to raise our vibration? Hemp seed as food? Flower to be smoked? Medical grade extract to be eaten (Rick 

Simpson Oil protocol)?

12/20/2018 11:50:17 AM mrmyskin Will we get rid of money?

12/20/2018 11:50:31 AM petitchevalb Are children sacrifices still possible at this time? Could you know if it happens? 24/12 is a big day for satanists

12/20/2018 11:50:54 AM jane_q_patriot They probably eat organic/non-GMO food, don't get vaccinated, and don't drink the fluoride. That'll save you A LOT of IQ points right there. And then 

don't go to public schools, and you just might become a genius, too.

12/20/2018 11:51:34 AM p_p1234567898 Who is/ was Eye the Spy (Twitter)

12/20/2018 11:51:44 AM nmchristoban Any ideas for Christmas gifts that would be Majestic?

12/20/2018 11:51:52 AM worldxplorer1 Because subjugation is all this civilization has ever known.  Benevolent, unified, loving, service-to-others societies can and do exist.

12/20/2018 11:52:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQa_MIGWeYs …

12/20/2018 11:53:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Conditions differ than on Earth.

12/20/2018 11:53:17 AM nikoscali How big is the human reproduction space fleet?

12/20/2018 11:53:27 AM allahuniversal So I take it that we should keep an eye on these locations?

12/20/2018 11:53:36 AM tammymckeever Is most of the Vatican against us.  It's gotta be mostly evil?

12/20/2018 11:53:53 AM cmelkez Curious. You have dreams like this often? I've believed for some time that lucid dreams are an access to different dimensions.

12/20/2018 11:53:59 AM nikoscali Were you using a Tor/onion browser?

12/20/2018 11:54:12 AM integratedwebuk Add me second to that list

12/20/2018 11:54:25 AM citoyen_resist Am I asking the wrong question ?

12/20/2018 11:54:28 AM tammymckeever Jupiter Rising.  Yikes.

12/20/2018 11:54:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most US children are born with IQs over 300.

12/20/2018 11:55:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 DUMB Entrance

12/20/2018 11:55:33 AM time4u2know What are forms of currency (monetary exchange) used off planet?

12/20/2018 11:55:53 AM mongrelglory Next time you get challenged by a dentist etc...send them to this link that has the latest research about fluoride:  http://fluoridealert.org/researchers/ 

12/20/2018 11:56:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Gold

12/20/2018 11:56:13 AM time4u2know US meaning United States?

12/20/2018 11:57:11 AM time4u2know Thanks! Other life forms in other parts of Space use a form of tangible gold for currency?

12/20/2018 11:57:12 AM covertress radiation

12/20/2018 11:57:32 AM nikoscali DUMB/Tunnel System?

12/20/2018 11:57:44 AM bbobbio71 1441 = 5:5

12/20/2018 11:58:03 AM colista Yes... simple

12/20/2018 11:58:13 AM worldxplorer1 If it can replicated, what is its value?

12/20/2018 11:58:14 AM time4u2know What happens in this DUMB?

12/20/2018 11:58:23 AM mongrelglory Hey Tracey.  We've been trying to fight to get them to remove fluoride here in Mississauga.  The city counsel only gave the Fluoride Action Network 5 

mins to present research at a meeting after blocking them for months, then voted to keep fluoride in the water.  Corruption!

12/20/2018 11:58:37 AM nikoscali Key: "Born With"

12/20/2018 11:58:41 AM blsdbe Is there currently an accurate way to measure IQ that the general public can access?

12/20/2018 11:58:54 AM georgeedwardca4 rufuse to accept any input from modern media or social media outlets, aware of the mandella effect, aware of neurophone type technology (question 

ones own thoughts thoroughly), believe in a higher power, aware of the philadelphia experiments, aware of black ops& psy ops

@POTUS

#Q pic.twitter.com/5dvNupeh0a

12/20/2018 11:59:03 AM keepawakening how will the truth be revealed about the entrapments of religions. When will this happen? Is there anything we can do to help humanity to accept this? 

I think this will be harder than the public accepting the cabal's negative control.

12/20/2018 11:59:12 AM jane_q_patriot Yep. 😉 pic.twitter.com/crf5GDCfIs

12/20/2018 11:59:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 🤡☠👶

12/20/2018 11:59:37 AM nikoscali Like Stargate SG1?

12/20/2018 11:59:57 AM blsdbe Is there a tunnel between that DUMB and Arlington National Cemetery?

12/20/2018 12:00:38 PM covertress Can that 300 IQ be reclaimed once one is an adult?

12/20/2018 12:00:39 PM mongrelglory No.  I'm on an iMac so was using Sierra.  Thanks for posting this!



12/20/2018 12:00:39 PM time4u2know 👽?

12/20/2018 12:00:47 PM pitmonperfcycle Upland/Silverback link?

12/20/2018 12:00:53 PM jimhayzlett Karma will prevail, they know it’s poison!

12/20/2018 12:01:33 PM nikoscali Andrews... easy to move bodies living/dead in and out plus distribute all over Washington.

12/20/2018 12:04:14 PM worldxplorer1 Why did the Domain allow this?  Why not intervene?  Or is that what reality has been since 1947...  A long slow diplomatic intervention?

12/20/2018 12:04:19 PM jbddeckard Evil like most can't comprehend.

12/20/2018 12:04:25 PM nikoscali No problem, just a heads up that any links ending in .onion instead of .com are Dark Web links and need a special browser called Tor to browse. So no 

point clicking on them if you don't have it. Glad this helped! https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/a-beginners-guide-to-tor-how-to-navigate-

through-the-underground-internet/ …

12/20/2018 12:06:29 PM time4u2know I think they have mentioned in the past that Bitcoin won't recover. I would love for them to expand on that statement. Maybe they will 😀

12/20/2018 12:06:39 PM norwegianon Probably the same guy 😎👍

12/20/2018 12:06:46 PM john81726765 🍄😈💖 I revoke the revocation of my curse Lindsey Graham; you are now dead😈 The Deep State and its Greater Israel Project are already 

Dead💖😈💖

12/20/2018 12:07:10 PM worldxplorer1 Can DNA be upgraded remotely or is an abduction required?

12/20/2018 12:07:13 PM mongrelglory Airl the ET that they interviewed after the Roswell Crash, came from the Domain which is a vast "benevolent" Empire of planets which took ownership 

of Earth's territory a long time ago.  However they weren't actively managing Earth all those years as we are quite remote. You ...

12/20/2018 12:08:36 PM giediknight The children born in New Atlantis

12/20/2018 12:09:57 PM si11112018 Could be arranged!

12/20/2018 12:10:34 PM giediknight save the children, keep the 🤡☠'s in, bomb it.

12/20/2018 12:11:43 PM mongrelglory ...can read about the Domain in previous tweets by MJ-12, or pick up the book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer. (Keeping in mind that the 

telepathic interview had some inaccuracies in it).

12/20/2018 12:12:57 PM wakingdream93 What exactly, if I may ask, is the Domain?

12/20/2018 12:13:43 PM vand3rboots Are archangels connected to Archons?

12/20/2018 12:14:56 PM vand3rboots Is the Earth hollow? Are there different civilizations living there?

12/20/2018 12:15:22 PM baronessmum  pic.twitter.com/Yt5zsGgudI

12/20/2018 12:15:23 PM blsdbe Is Structured Water a real thing? https://naturalaction.com/ 

12/20/2018 12:17:19 PM bbobbio71 I'd like to know that too.

12/20/2018 12:17:32 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/dSpb5az0NK

12/20/2018 12:18:42 PM covertress Oh yeah? Check his latest tweet! LOL

12/20/2018 12:18:54 PM iamyou132 When will an average person like myself be able to learn the secrets hidden away in the Vatican underground libraries? Ever?

12/20/2018 12:18:57 PM universalrisin I believe so, through ascension. I believe he’s mention that before. Once you begin to work on your ascension and begin purifying your mind of this 

matrix we will get back to the way we used to be i think

12/20/2018 12:19:36 PM youstinksoap Are we going to replication tech. or gold backed $?

12/20/2018 12:19:49 PM mongrelglory Will Hollywood have to be totally replaced by an entirely different movie-making industry to do this?  It seems like once they purge the industry of 

pedophiles/corruption, there won't be many producers, directors or actors left!

12/20/2018 12:19:59 PM wakingdream93 I’m not MJ12, but from my research/experience I’d say no. There is most times a memory block put in place. Usually hypnosis or (in my case) 

consorting with my Spirit Guides can get around the block, depending on the strength.

12/20/2018 12:20:51 PM jaspony1 They won't be able to walk the streets!!!

12/20/2018 12:22:43 PM jaspony1 Of course there are more important things than just IQ... Like being funny!!! ;)

12/20/2018 12:22:49 PM giediknight haha, i just heard "the mic is live by the way, be careful" =)

12/20/2018 12:24:03 PM ghostanon6120 Michael jackson? 187?

12/20/2018 12:24:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/20/2018 12:25:15 PM jollyrob2 I’m missing something....her hair hanging over one eye🤫

12/20/2018 12:25:23 PM mongrelglory That's the best news ever!

12/20/2018 12:25:46 PM iamyou132 Same with prince?

12/20/2018 12:25:49 PM covertress What's in the Farm Bill that has Potus so giddy?

12/20/2018 12:26:09 PM stoneturnr Dyncorp has a $400million contract with Andrews AFB... Safe to say theyre involved in this DUMB? https://www.airforce-

technology.com/news/news127745-html/ …

12/20/2018 12:26:26 PM ramstadstacy what are your thoughts on alkaline water? Good or bad?

12/20/2018 12:26:59 PM daveo6145 Cloning centers/Donald Marshall?

12/20/2018 12:27:04 PM moemc8 That is very sad to hear, how robbed we've been

12/20/2018 12:27:55 PM moemc8 We need this answered

12/20/2018 12:28:11 PM time4u2know WHAT!?

12/20/2018 12:28:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 100% not "most".

12/20/2018 12:29:18 PM nikoscali is Dan "Burisch" Maj12?

12/20/2018 12:29:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/20/2018 12:30:11 PM robertg69989098 Will something be done about fluorine?? And vaccination mischief?

12/20/2018 12:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hemp

12/20/2018 12:30:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/20/2018 12:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/20/2018 12:31:48 PM anthonyg1382 DRONES over Gatwick -  Iain Dale on LBC has just asked an expert: Why haven't they shot the Gatwick Drones down? he answered: Because we don't 

know what the Payload is - It might be Anthrax

12/20/2018 12:31:59 PM jollyrob2 iQ. my gut telling me...

12/20/2018 12:32:17 PM time4u2know Why does it make him so giddy? Haven't read the bill yet.

12/20/2018 12:33:14 PM blsdbe That would explain the child trafficking connection...

12/20/2018 12:33:15 PM areckoningday We're going to need a LOT! pic.twitter.com/vg72nDFSV0

12/20/2018 12:33:16 PM iamyou132 I know the ‘official’ story but don’t really believe it. There were some oddities about the whole scenario

12/20/2018 12:33:17 PM jane_q_patriot Well, ya gotta be smart to laugh at yourself! Also that's how I know something is "of God" (and not AI/bots, which have NO sense of humor)... GOD has 

a truly WONDERFUL and IRONIC sense of humor... *PRAISE KEK*!!! 🙏🏼🐸😂

12/20/2018 12:33:41 PM jenaynayz What is the real story with the drones at Gatwick airport? Are they drones, been a long shift so they probably arent commercial. What is really 

happening?

12/20/2018 12:34:07 PM time4u2know I just saw this and was going to Tag you in the post about Disclosure. Why is it the way they want it? They meaning World Leaders or They meaning 

Them 👽

12/20/2018 12:34:17 PM blsdbe That can be a CASH CROP for sure...think of the cost of hemp clothing

12/20/2018 12:34:34 PM mongrelglory "I'm all lost in the supermarket, I can no longer shop happily.  I came in here for that special offer...guaranteed personality."

Clash rocks 😎

12/20/2018 12:34:34 PM vanillygorilly7 How much truth behind the Hidden Hand/ ATS conversation from 2008?

12/20/2018 12:34:43 PM covertress Yay! No more stinky, polluting paper factories.

12/20/2018 12:34:55 PM nikoscali What really happened to the ARA San Juan Submarine?

12/20/2018 12:34:59 PM johnfra76927790 “Drones”

12/20/2018 12:35:23 PM brittasbits1 I hope it happens in my lifetime, I am 49 today.  It would be wonderful but if not, then my 19 year old son will get to enjoy free energy and traveling the 

stars.



12/20/2018 12:35:29 PM lib7473 Ahhh so this is what those post meant, look up at the skies, things are changing and some of them are showing up subtly in the night skies.👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼 

thx GFL family! Yes, can’t wait!😉☺

12/20/2018 12:35:41 PM lobeeson And counting

12/20/2018 12:35:44 PM islandofdelight Was MJ a pedophile or did his handlers use his good nature to take advantage of him and place their own crimes on him as a fall guy?

12/20/2018 12:36:12 PM time4u2know Will Cell phone technology be the primary form of communication?

12/20/2018 12:36:56 PM covertress Quick! Short Teldar Paper! LOL #GiddyToo

12/20/2018 12:37:05 PM sumgirl seriously?  drones?  I don't think so

12/20/2018 12:37:36 PM giediknight Did Dr. James E. Bowman create BHO with DNA from Akhenaten?

12/20/2018 12:37:42 PM lobeeson Who deploys the military just for “drones”

12/20/2018 12:38:14 PM kindeandtrue When POTUS pointed at the sky?

12/20/2018 12:38:20 PM peaceinamerica1 Whew, lots info today!

12/20/2018 12:39:35 PM 1_decided_voter Marty Torrey is referenced in Wikileaks / Clinton emails as Mad Hatter, but I can't get it out of my head that Assange might be considered Mad Hatter 

instead. Confirm?

12/20/2018 12:40:15 PM iamyou132 Will anons / the world receive any ‘presents’ for Christmas?

12/20/2018 12:40:29 PM lbf777 Do you like Chinese food?

12/20/2018 12:40:36 PM time4u2know Who speaks to you through your intuition?

12/20/2018 12:40:59 PM universalrisin You’re an immortal soul. Your soul will be able to experience it all as well. Maybe you, as in your personality, might not be able to see it or maybe it 

will! (Prediction says should happen before 2025, an ET race says 2021) but your IS will definitely be here and your IS=You

12/20/2018 12:41:26 PM datruseeka When are they going to be FULLY EXPOSED and brought DOWN?  Enough of the LIES & EVIL!

12/20/2018 12:41:35 PM bbobbio71  https://sacramento.cbslocal.com/2018/12/19/did-you-see-the-bright-light-in-the-sky/ …

12/20/2018 12:42:56 PM lbf777 What planetary benefits will come from this bill?

12/20/2018 12:43:07 PM dan007mnr Typically ‘Sundogs’. In line w Sun. Also moondogs. You’ll see them layered in clouds. Here in Caribbean. 

Unless something else of course... pic.twitter.com/yCSC9LXaAf

12/20/2018 12:43:19 PM do_or_do_notty This picture caused more of my memories to come to the surface

12/20/2018 12:43:52 PM daveo6145 Did something bad happen last night? I felt a lot of negative energy/hard time sleeping

12/20/2018 12:44:18 PM lbf777 Why?

12/20/2018 12:44:36 PM datruseeka You mean after death?

12/20/2018 12:47:00 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has talked about there being harmful effects to the lungs from smoking, but suggested ingestion.  Said that any CBD oils you consume should 

have at least 0.3% THC in it to help activate the CBDs.  THC=IS while CBD=BE.

12/20/2018 12:47:35 PM universalrisin I don’t know if ascension means death.. i just remember something about raising your frequencies brings up your IQ. Our IQ is so low because we fed 

into this matrix for years, if we do the exact opposite (fighting against it) our IQ could go up.

12/20/2018 12:48:29 PM freestateojones It wasnt prominent as the 'Liquid Light' Ship (to my understanding) that you shared. 

Here are the unedited photos, the edit further defined the edges of whatever it is that caught my eye - was after returning Home from visiting a family 

member in the hospital. pic.twitter.com/ZRdElMsNrQ

12/20/2018 12:53:54 PM iam_laura9 Nanu nanu pic.twitter.com/07gNqCr8HF

12/20/2018 12:54:37 PM iam_laura9 They're pissed.

12/20/2018 12:54:59 PM wakingdream93 My pleasure! I forget names now, but I’ve seen testimonies written/YouTube on the subject. Mostly come across it from groups like @david_wilcock 

@CoreyGoode @JChurchRadio . If there isn’t an outright block, the memories are buried under trauma. Not all abductions are pleasant....

12/20/2018 12:55:37 PM mongrelglory You've gotten a big thumbs up from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for this thread Joe!  👍

12/20/2018 12:55:48 PM keith369me Is there anything a mother can do either pre-birth or post birth to help maintain that higher IQ?

12/20/2018 12:57:57 PM space_sloth26 Was there an intelligent species of dinosaur?

12/20/2018 12:58:02 PM rick_hernandez I think so. Exponentially I believe

12/20/2018 12:58:54 PM wakingdream93 Just as not all ETs are benevolent. I’ve seen groups in the hypnosis community, mainly QHHT (Dolores Cannon) put people in trance to reveal 

information. In my case, I had a strong feeling so I asked. Turns out I’m part of a Star Seed collective working with ETs to liberate Earth

12/20/2018 12:59:41 PM pookie4mom Regarding, Ascended Masters, does anyone know about this Australian man named Alan John Miller. He lives in Wilksdale,Queensland, and he believes 

his is Jesus of the first century. He's about 55 years old. He has the memories of his life in the spirit world. Mary Magdelene too.

12/20/2018 1:00:21 PM wakingdream93 and the Solar System. In my case, a light memory block was put in place by the ETs “abducting” me to keep me sane/MKUltra out. Completely 

benevolent in my case ☺️☺️☺️

12/20/2018 1:00:58 PM pragmatic_texan A movie in the 1990s-Dark City. Aliens were facinated w/ the human soul & each night at midnight, the aliens “tuned” & changed the shape of the city 

to a new reality & transferred all human memories from one human 2 another. One human mastered their tuning power & turned on them.

12/20/2018 1:01:10 PM mongrelglory You do know that the murders on the Pickton Pig farm were actually part of the Cabal operations?  They made snuff films there.  Abel Danger has a lot 

of information about it...see "Piggy's Palace Good Times Society".  They let the disabled brother take the fall for it.

12/20/2018 1:02:00 PM leonawogan Is someone escaping from London before they are exposed... Elizabeth mmmmm

12/20/2018 1:03:34 PM robertg69989098 Thank you

12/20/2018 1:04:44 PM covertress "That's the way they want it," Trump said, as he pointed to the sky. 👽

12/20/2018 1:04:44 PM freestateojones Genuinely curious of this stuff and much more, being able to process and understand how much we have been left in the Dark as a people makes one 

Brighter.

12/20/2018 1:06:06 PM truth_light_ You follow 911 and 99% relate to government, news, and education figures. In the entertainment industry, you are following no one except nighttime 

talk show hosts (i.e. Jimmy Fallon), and 1 other person in the entertainment industry: @Anitta, because of MKUltra? Yeah ok.

12/20/2018 1:06:11 PM lenzaq Is Maitreya, of Theosophist's lore, the AI/ Hologram messiah the cabal had planned?

12/20/2018 1:06:16 PM wakingdream93 Can you explain why instrumental music causes an extreme spike in my aura field? Moving pieces cause an electric energy surge and only what I can 

explain as lightning in my eyes (their closed)... I can’t find anything on this. The feeling is unexplainable.

12/20/2018 1:09:28 PM covertress Watch Trump say it here 👇 https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1075560414241583106?s=19 …

12/20/2018 1:09:41 PM maudeaz Colloidal Silver

12/20/2018 1:11:22 PM roaminnoodle Exactly! Why gold? MJ12, you said that once we have replicators, we can make gold and silver all day, no?

12/20/2018 1:12:26 PM mongrelglory You should really consider following the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account.  It will answer a lot of your questions.

12/20/2018 1:12:52 PM john777lee Is the arc of the convent a soul trap for the Gnostic to keep seeding the earth with slaves ?

12/20/2018 1:14:59 PM vintagesquirrel Yes, can I get a new (or even newly refurbished) body?

12/20/2018 1:15:41 PM mongrelglory Airl the ET that they interviewed after the Roswell Crash, came from the Domain which is a vast "benevolent" Empire of planets which took ownership 

of Earth's territory a long time ago.  However they weren't actively managing Earth all those years as we are quite remote.

12/20/2018 1:16:54 PM zack_stone So not all MJ12 is human?



12/20/2018 1:17:40 PM theappraizer @RealEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RandPaul @SecureTeam10 @senatemajldr @LiberumH @GenFlynn @Jordan_Sather_ Best 

Wishes for a very Merry Christmas & a Healthy & Prosperous New Year to all #Truth bringers out there. Be safe. God bless & Thank You.

#disclosure

#MAGA pic.twitter.com/pho8IfcO5M – at City Of Pikeville

12/20/2018 1:19:15 PM rick_hernandez Does the hammer drop on 12-24-18?

12/20/2018 1:19:21 PM bbobbio71 Will that work from the treatment plant to the house?

12/20/2018 1:20:32 PM 22gardenstreet . Think Westworld..TV series. White Church was entrance to underground tech complex. Many more parallels.. many

12/20/2018 1:22:14 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you assist?  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1075863529666764800 …

12/20/2018 1:22:52 PM jordan_sather_ Already do, and they follow me, right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?! 😃😃😃

12/20/2018 1:23:39 PM vintagesquirrel Can you explain how that date reverse to 3/6/9 please?

12/20/2018 1:23:57 PM nikoscali Is the entrance the shed at the end of the runway, the white church or are they both connected?

12/20/2018 1:25:44 PM vintagesquirrel From looking through those accounts, my guess is that they're all compromised in some way.

12/20/2018 1:27:30 PM vintagesquirrel Seems as if we need to ask who *isn't* a pedo 😩

12/20/2018 1:27:36 PM maudeaz It could do.  Until then, add some to your drinking water at home.

Apparently some Armies use Colloidal Silver generators in the field to purify drinkung water.

12/20/2018 1:28:02 PM pantherden_ Yes but they have disclosures that 100% of the Entertainment industry is MKUltra so why only follow Anitta? It doesn’t add up

12/20/2018 1:28:16 PM stuartg76 I knew there was way more to this than we're being told. None of it made any sense.

12/20/2018 1:29:12 PM pantherden_ (1+2) / (2+4) / (1+8)

This is using numerology that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has confirmed in the past

12/20/2018 1:31:47 PM unidentifiedta1 Does the Vatican work for the aliens?

12/20/2018 1:33:10 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I know the world is changing but what is the significance of these frequencies?

 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

12/20/2018 1:34:32 PM unidentifiedta1 Why are you choosing Twitter as communication, when you are unaware of whom is listening or following you? Do you want your account to grow 

with followers?  Who are you trying to target with your messaging?

12/20/2018 1:35:18 PM colt17cc who exactly is the domain I'm new to this page trying to catch up

12/20/2018 1:39:54 PM sibyllatheodora Perhaps you are channeling.

12/20/2018 1:42:56 PM anangelhasland1 Majestic states Ascension only after death.

A few can die to their own life.

Do not underestimate the undoing of death.

Eternal Life is Now.

No endings.
12/20/2018 1:43:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/20/2018 1:43:50 PM vintagesquirrel I have the feeling the term "steel slats" refers to more than just the border wall. First thing that came to my mind were prison bars. Or does it have 

something to do with the WTC towers?

12/20/2018 1:44:33 PM allahuniversal Early this year, live news feed, they couldn't avoid it. Was later written off as "birds" https://youtu.be/Lezmuwq4g_g 

12/20/2018 1:45:23 PM vintagesquirrel Thank you so much!

12/20/2018 1:45:23 PM anangelhasland1 Volunteers not for ET Disclosure...

“Volunteers” of SPIRIT.

Martyrs in Public Service!

12/20/2018 1:46:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alien Interview

12/20/2018 1:46:50 PM nikoscali I already shared link to a site telling her ALL about it bud! If she didn't read it then she probably won't be setting up Tor on her machine either!

12/20/2018 1:47:27 PM anangelhasland1 Give an ET grief over typos?

No pillow upon retrieval!

12/20/2018 1:47:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are not required to use Tor in order to access .onion URLs.

12/20/2018 1:48:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trolling. Prison Cells have steel slats.

12/20/2018 1:49:05 PM nikoscali That too...

12/20/2018 1:49:09 PM vintagesquirrel Yes! My first guess. 😃

12/20/2018 1:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No fear required. We are guiding humanity through this process. Decades of work.

12/20/2018 1:49:56 PM mongrelglory Well OS Sierra sure isn't letting me access them.

12/20/2018 1:51:26 PM vintagesquirrel Will we be able to see from everywhere? Not afraid, super excited!

12/20/2018 1:52:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blockchain alternative called Brave allows access to Tor network for those who do not know how to configure their networking system to proxy into 

the DARKNESS. Dark to Light. What makes an Onion address?

12/20/2018 1:52:29 PM mongrelglory The ET they interviewed after the Roswell Crash, came from the Domain which is a vast "benevolent" Empire of planets which took ownership of 

Earth's territory a long time ago.  However they weren't actively managing Earth all those years as we are quite remote. See book below 👇

12/20/2018 1:55:36 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wow look at that!

12/20/2018 1:56:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are not required to be on the Onion Network either.

DARK [.]TO[/] LIGHT

12/20/2018 1:59:01 PM jimhayzlett They ‘know’ the Truth, but they have a nefarious agenda.  😇

12/20/2018 1:59:53 PM freestateojones Ironically the shape shown behind the rainbow is Conical/Triangular - would you believe me I had a rather deep conversation with a very intelligent 

Indian man a few hours prior to taking this photo? 

Made me wonder all the more, enough to ask.

12/20/2018 2:00:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. While the Domain was passively monitoring genetic development of Humans for their own cloning research for themselves, another race 

came in and started exploiting the darkness by using a lot of the technology from the Domain to interfere with our work. Majestic indeed.

12/20/2018 2:00:06 PM secretangelop What do you think of Benjamin Fulford? Good guy or not?

12/20/2018 2:00:18 PM susan66388204 I could hug all 12 of you for this 1 statement! 🎅🏻

12/20/2018 2:01:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure imminent? https://twitter.com/GlobalNews77/status/1075871671674986496 …

12/20/2018 2:01:55 PM dr_t_dc Manly P Hall?  Worth reading?

12/20/2018 2:01:57 PM mongrelglory I don't believe you've actually named that race when people ask...is there a reason you don't want to reveal their identity?



12/20/2018 2:02:04 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1075851400876318720?s=21 …

12/20/2018 2:02:45 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/a1ZKeaizUQ

12/20/2018 2:02:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bullets travel how fast?

12/20/2018 2:03:05 PM blsdbe Sure seems like Much Ado About Drones!!! #FullDisclosure NOW! I'm ready to meet my cosmic cousins!

12/20/2018 2:03:16 PM p_p1234567898 You bet your ass it is

12/20/2018 2:03:31 PM nikoscali Valid concern!

12/20/2018 2:04:06 PM blsdbe (Facepalm) oh good grief!!!!

12/20/2018 2:04:15 PM palmdalekid2 Dec 2nd pic.twitter.com/hCu6H9UfSV

12/20/2018 2:04:34 PM lib7473 Well said! @OldWiseHermit

12/20/2018 2:04:39 PM ascension_guide This looks like Bob Lazar’s early work. 

Are they filming on a 1980s camcorder?

12/20/2018 2:04:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Drones mean something specific or do they?

12/20/2018 2:05:08 PM cryptocrab4 Happy Birthday , this seems like more Hollywood DS attempting to fool the public with an event to cover what's going on behind the scenes IMO

Why ? Because of the timing

12/20/2018 2:05:20 PM 1_decided_voter Not fast enough for these "drones"

12/20/2018 2:05:21 PM dr_t_dc 🙏Then there's hope.

12/20/2018 2:05:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Is there anybody in there?"

"Just nod if you can hear me."

"Is there anyone home?"

12/20/2018 2:06:06 PM palmdalekid2 1920 pic.twitter.com/lpmoRaAa52

12/20/2018 2:06:17 PM mongrelglory I just switched from a Microsoft computer to an iMac and have everything running smoothly.  I prefer to leave well enough alone...I'm not that curious 

about the Dark Web and you posted the links for us, so thank you!🙏

12/20/2018 2:06:36 PM susan66388204 It breaks my heart but I’m thinking he’s DS 😟

12/20/2018 2:06:36 PM tammymckeever We are lucky to be here at this time, right?

12/20/2018 2:06:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness seeds transcend time of events. Converging evolution merges timelines and blurs the illusion it creates.

12/20/2018 2:07:37 PM p_p1234567898 Ken Wilber....

12/20/2018 2:07:56 PM 1_decided_voter Is the "comfortable numbness" about to wear off?

12/20/2018 2:08:00 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/gxdizRlslQ

12/20/2018 2:08:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s disturbing!

12/20/2018 2:09:20 PM susan66388204 What about the alt coins?

12/20/2018 2:09:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account is but one small chess piece offering (S)ignals intelligence pertaining to the 30 year plan in the making involving dozens of races from 

several different worlds. No easy task when the Vatican has controlled Earth for thousands of years. Where are the giants? Where?!

12/20/2018 2:10:07 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the link.  While I don't plan to set up Tor, I would like to read about it just to be "informed".  👍

12/20/2018 2:10:36 PM vintagesquirrel The last Boom will be magical

12/20/2018 2:11:00 PM ramstadstacy I pray every night for full disclosure.

12/20/2018 2:11:06 PM allahuniversal  http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

12/20/2018 2:11:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humans to NonHumans. Disclosure is happening.

12/20/2018 2:11:09 PM connectedtomyc1 Is 5G an alien tech diffusion project?

12/20/2018 2:11:10 PM 1_decided_voter Sleeping?

12/20/2018 2:11:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

12/20/2018 2:11:55 PM 1_decided_voter Meanwhile, people on the ground getting bullets rained down on them... bad idea.

12/20/2018 2:12:35 PM blsdbe Nice!!! 

#QArmy #AskTheQ #DoItQ #QAnon

12/20/2018 2:13:07 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What is up with this weather?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=178&v=EfAhpX_wIBk …

12/20/2018 2:13:31 PM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/ACy3WAscRp

12/20/2018 2:13:40 PM cstarr888 There are no coincidences. 😉

🙏💖

12/20/2018 2:13:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s phenomenal!

12/20/2018 2:14:26 PM darktolightjedi The ETs with the big skulls? Are most ET groups interacting with earth dark/evil?

12/20/2018 2:15:03 PM ascension_guide True. If that’s the case then we are much closer than we can even perceive to an event of some kind, especially with solar minimum and return of the 

light after winter solstice.

12/20/2018 2:15:05 PM searcher9090 Your lips move but I can't hear what you're saying.

12/20/2018 2:15:23 PM anangelhasland1 Angels, sigh, will intervene on your behalf...

...and for bowsy-wowsy.  

That’s two pillows.

Satan was defeated for lack of a sense of humor in the end....

Soldiers of Light,

Keep it Bright!
12/20/2018 2:16:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iron Eagle = UFOs developed by Nazi Germany that were seeded into US Mil+Intel by Op 📎 along with relations of Extraterrestrials.

Iron Eagle is the Majestic 12 connection.

Iron has many meanings.

Eagle has many meanings.

Symbology centralizes and creates power.

Iron Birds?

USAF?

12/20/2018 2:17:05 PM nikoscali Whats the fastest way I can serve my country/planet offworld?

12/20/2018 2:17:17 PM worldxplorer1 Define imminent?

12/20/2018 2:18:12 PM anangelhasland1 “You keep holding it back, putting it where you think it belongs.”

Roll Call.

12/20/2018 2:18:46 PM impendingpeace Boom boom pow 👊

12/20/2018 2:18:47 PM palmdalekid2 We play the role of the fool

12/20/2018 2:20:58 PM collectvcat Any chance this is DS pulling their “invasion” trick?

12/20/2018 2:21:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/20/2018 2:21:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd So, so ready for Light❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/20/2018 2:21:51 PM friskygolfer “They”/we have these kind o vehicles also

12/20/2018 2:23:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imminent.

12/20/2018 2:23:55 PM jollyrob2 🎉



12/20/2018 2:24:05 PM keith369me Waiting for the high speed 90 degree turn

12/20/2018 2:24:09 PM nikoscali Merry Christmas!

12/20/2018 2:24:24 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! Thank you!! Thank you!!

12/20/2018 2:25:14 PM 1_decided_voter My take on imminent means major happenings before new Congress is sworn in.

12/20/2018 2:25:27 PM worldxplorer1 Meaning there are VERY few events required to occur before disclosure?

(I’m avoiding time references)

12/20/2018 2:26:27 PM si11112018 You are only coming through in waves...

12/20/2018 2:27:17 PM jessie_misty Thank you for having a voice here on this platform. Not sure where,  did do some reading about a past civilization off Catalina Island in California,  no 

fact checking done just reading.

12/20/2018 2:27:38 PM misstea144 SKY EVENT #THEEVENT SHEEN pic.twitter.com/LScBxPFtL4

12/20/2018 2:27:40 PM 1_decided_voter Mattis will be (or already is) participating in MT?

12/20/2018 2:27:50 PM morety76 The problem we all have is we cannot trust the MSM the only way is to be there in person.

12/20/2018 2:28:32 PM jaspony1 Disclosure is happening now, right in front of our eyes

12/20/2018 2:28:33 PM worldxplorer1 Time for us to hone in those remote viewing skills.

12/20/2018 2:28:38 PM collectvcat Yesssss. So, we want truth. Not lies...

12/20/2018 2:31:22 PM susan66388204 When?

12/20/2018 2:31:25 PM nikoscali They have been laughing at our ignorance for a while now it seems... pic.twitter.com/a7sDWy34AR

12/20/2018 2:31:53 PM jessie_misty If you use your intuition and heart if in the presence of a craft u should be able to feel if it is extraterrestrial or made on Earth by humans, when I get 

the immediate desire to go outside and look up a certain feeling rushes about me. At least it works for me anyway.

12/20/2018 2:32:53 PM zagnett And "MKUltra Productions" will be shut down?

923 They thought the SHEEP would follow the STARS.

Q

12/20/2018 2:33:47 PM leittenart is that not an F35-C or Harrier?

12/20/2018 2:34:28 PM keith369me Know that feeling

12/20/2018 2:35:08 PM time4u2know im·mi·nent

[ˈimənənt]

ADJECTIVE

about to happen.

😎👽

12/20/2018 2:35:43 PM nikoscali Was just watching a Doc. on Anton LaVey and the impact he had culturally. Friggin clown..

12/20/2018 2:36:09 PM worldxplorer1 Seems like I should be happy but I feel kind of numb. Like I can’t bring myself to believe it.

When I start parsing words like soon and imminent to determine if one implies an event is closer than another it seems like an indicator we’ve been 

playing this game for too long.

12/20/2018 2:37:26 PM keith369me 12-21-2018 imminent?

12/20/2018 2:38:05 PM mongrelglory I think we're afraid to get our hopes up.  It's like the Q "booms" when we thought that meant Hillary would be in an orange jumpsuit.  I don't want to 

be disappointed right before Christmas by getting my hopes too high.

12/20/2018 2:38:13 PM catvllvsverona FFS I saw that movie just a few days ago for the first time, and I was thinking to it...

12/20/2018 2:38:39 PM keith369me 339?

12/20/2018 2:38:43 PM 1_decided_voter  https://youtu.be/vdGvA07blPE 

12/20/2018 2:39:09 PM campbell2976  http://Qmap.pub  is awesome for truth seekers.

12/20/2018 2:39:15 PM mongrelglory Are they down in Antarctica?

12/20/2018 2:42:19 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/7mgFtaMwpV

12/20/2018 2:42:40 PM asktheq_ Urantia text… Majestic?

12/20/2018 2:43:31 PM mongrelglory No way!  My cousin works in security there.  I'll try to reach him!

12/20/2018 2:44:24 PM nz_donlan Looks like a helicopter

12/20/2018 2:45:28 PM worldxplorer1 And now the tweet with surveillance footage has been deleted. 

Typical.

12/20/2018 2:46:13 PM kimmeykim1 It’s happening ❤️🙏🏻🌈✨❤️

12/20/2018 2:46:46 PM kimmeykim1 Happy 🎂 Birthday!

12/20/2018 2:46:51 PM mongrelglory Haven't heard from my cousin but the news says the incident is over: https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/musical-instrument-may-have-triggered-

lockdown-at-calgary-airport-police-1.4226525 …

12/20/2018 2:47:29 PM cidarean Thoughts on Mattis abruptly disclosing retirement?

12/20/2018 2:47:30 PM toffer_anon_369 So they show up which would ground air traffic worldwide, so the satanic rats can’t flee

12/20/2018 2:47:42 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/WqodFNzXre

12/20/2018 2:52:57 PM mongrelglory They took the video footage down.  Are the Cabal going to be able to prevent this from getting out into the mainstream media? (again!)

12/20/2018 2:53:43 PM colt17cc is this suppose to be a theorized transcript of the interview(s)?

12/20/2018 2:55:48 PM thetempestchip Huge

12/20/2018 2:55:51 PM zagnett Hoax invasion?

Alleged SSp debating "hoax invasion" recently.

On NO side. Could just make problems worse. "Myziam" method seems far better, even if takes longer.

If we're to have a "Golden Age", 1 of my goals - help it last longer. ~1,000 years isn't long.

12/20/2018 2:56:58 PM jessie_misty One story reads Jesus was sent to Earth as a guide to keep us on the right track and that he wasna hybrid of sorts himself.  Not verified but an 

interesting theory.

12/20/2018 2:57:58 PM allahuniversal Would give home for Christmas a new meaning

12/20/2018 2:58:49 PM youstinksoap 3311🤔

12/20/2018 2:58:50 PM ryankochweare1 Me too!!

12/20/2018 3:00:02 PM zagnett Just hoping MJ channel's its inner Nancy Reagan to "Just Say No" to hoax invasion.

Or a real invasion, or some sort of hybrid real/hoax invasion. Just to be absolutely clear.

12/20/2018 3:00:08 PM mongrelglory Don't the ETs use drones and clones at times when they're exploring planets?  However, I would hope first contact would be with the real aliens face to 

face.  I hope it's safe for them with our idiot Cabal rogue military units that are still out there!

12/20/2018 3:02:42 PM olimyracle How many stars in our solar system ?



12/20/2018 3:03:37 PM anangelhasland1 He was an ambitious dude, an ego-maniac naive spirit, insanely talented, with a huge sensitive/spiritual side.

The Machine crushed him.

But also, he was in chronic leg pain from...

doing stage dives in stilettos!

Pills, lies, and zealots closed the deal.
12/20/2018 3:03:56 PM bbobbio71 It's gonna happen

12/20/2018 3:03:59 PM blazer2k7 I second the taking way too long sentiment.

12/20/2018 3:04:09 PM giediknight Street lights usually turn off or on as I drive by, been noticing that since I started driving.

12/20/2018 3:05:21 PM allahuniversal Yes, the editor's notes clarify

12/20/2018 3:05:33 PM bbobbio71 Haven't seen this asked,  friendly??

12/20/2018 3:07:29 PM savedrepublica Hemp

12/20/2018 3:10:37 PM lbf777 I’dlove to hear the details though.

12/20/2018 3:11:43 PM ascension_guide MIB=Partial Disclosure / Disinfo ?

Is everything building at once?

Gatwick Airport=Disclosure event?

(via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

#MenInBlack https://twitter.com/GameSpot/status/1075756452684300289 …

12/20/2018 3:12:00 PM ryankochweare1 They censored this!

12/20/2018 3:13:52 PM lbf777 What does tech diffusion mean?

12/20/2018 3:14:19 PM bbobbio71 Where else can we find info?

12/20/2018 3:17:42 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/20/2018 3:18:19 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

12/20/2018 3:18:42 PM lynnmar42209594 But there are loads of people still there

12/20/2018 3:18:55 PM sibyllatheodora Curious.. Would you mind sharing what type of information you get?

12/20/2018 3:19:56 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I grew up on raw milk, never had anything else, all my friends and family did, and now I am raising my kids on it. None, not 1 of us have ever been sick 

from raw dairy!

12/20/2018 3:22:09 PM chapulincolored So is P the Payseurs or something else (non-human)?

12/20/2018 3:24:06 PM triple_duece Un”man”ed aircraft?

12/20/2018 3:25:28 PM neecieh6111 I heard about the GMO manipulation of Marijiana and hemp too.  I wanted to spit nails when I heard that.

12/20/2018 3:25:35 PM cjencolville I had trouble sleeping too and off all day.

12/20/2018 3:28:27 PM zagnett Does it matter, if time is an illusion? Seems "majestic" weapons could handle bullets,

Are scalar weapons real? Is this what shot down the Roswell craft, and other craft around the world?

If so, are they active now? Under "good guy" control at least?

12/20/2018 3:28:54 PM neecieh6111 When the soul transfer occurs it is referred to as: A Walk-in.

12/20/2018 3:32:00 PM karentriebel Objects in the mirror are closer than they appear

12/20/2018 3:32:26 PM worldxplorer1 What I’m asking is similar to a walk-in scenario. Perhaps it’s how walk-ins happen, but I was more asking in terms of going against someone’s will 

whereas a walk-in is generally considered a mutual agreement between all parties involved.

12/20/2018 3:39:50 PM integratedwebuk How do you know?

12/20/2018 3:42:20 PM searcher9090  pic.twitter.com/2UN2TdOdee

12/20/2018 3:44:59 PM worldxplorer1 Eagle has many meanings?

What about this...

“If a trained eagle can’t stop them, what will?” pic.twitter.com/Jq5Hkrf8OE

12/20/2018 3:51:23 PM worldxplorer1 Props to you!  Nicely done!  Thank you!!

12/20/2018 3:52:37 PM soulcaliber777 100% yes.

12/20/2018 3:53:00 PM covertress Yes! That ending! I've seen them leave that way too, as if opening a portal. My sighting was in Florida, about 4 years ago, over 'pure water that comes 

out of the Earth.' Now, I know why I live here.

12/20/2018 3:53:18 PM lovethebeach999 In huge sarcophaguses

12/20/2018 3:53:50 PM datruseeka “Our” work?  Who is “our”?  And what is your “work”?

12/20/2018 3:55:19 PM vintagesquirrel Huh?

12/20/2018 3:56:44 PM covertress Twitter said it was sensitive content. I had to click 'show' about 15 times before they did.

12/20/2018 3:57:06 PM blsdbe Might want to archive on Bitchute too...YT has a tendency to disappear videos amd channels

12/20/2018 4:01:36 PM integratedwebuk No way....  hit a nerve I guess!!

12/20/2018 4:01:54 PM savedrepublica Me too brother.

12/20/2018 4:02:15 PM jwnoname Young boys

12/20/2018 4:03:56 PM nmchristoban  https://youtu.be/F5aAPZSqBno 

12/20/2018 4:04:19 PM integratedwebuk It reappeared a minute or so later

12/20/2018 4:06:27 PM wakingdream93 That’s how it started for me! I was getting downloads, strange dreams, and my psychic abilities were really starting to open up. I found out I was an 

empath, I was processing a lot this summer. They (the ETs & my Spirit Team) really ramped it I to full gear!

12/20/2018 4:08:10 PM zagnett Looks like a possible TR-3B. Not sure if a smaller or larger one. If indeed they are real of course, idk.

Human pilots presumably? Just wanna say "wazzzup!!".

Did this kind of craft shoot down the missile that almost hit Hawaii in early 2018? If so, thanks.

12/20/2018 4:08:24 PM wakingdream93 It started out as a dreadful feeling, like I knew I was going to be taken.... that came and went so I shrugged it off. Well couple months later (that was in 

the summer) I was at work, stretching out my back, and I had another “relapse” what I call when memories break through.

12/20/2018 4:09:55 PM covertress Mine didn't reappear. But, before it left, I witnessed it making unearthly maneuvers for over a minute. I did not film it, but I was not the only witness 

that night.

12/20/2018 4:10:18 PM taradea08775439 Donald claimed the name John Titor

12/20/2018 4:10:53 PM wakingdream93 This time I panicked that my wing were missing!! Wings! So that night I consorted my pendulum (called forth my HS) and found out that I am being 

“taken”. It is a rendezvous of sorts, I planned this. Oh, and I was spot on about the wings, they’re part of my true form.

12/20/2018 4:12:07 PM cynthiamorrow8 I'm ready for disclosure! They need to hurry up!



12/20/2018 4:13:01 PM wakingdream93 🤣🤣🤣 I feel like a nut confessing this, as I’ve shared this with anyone outside my family! But in my soul I know it to be true!! You most likely are 

being “taken”. You know the answer, you approved it in you Life Plan.... search yourself and ask your HS. Good Luck!!

12/20/2018 4:13:41 PM zagnett Sorry, lol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dHwLJU0riY …

12/20/2018 4:16:28 PM zagnett Hmm, never saw the sequel...

A big surprise ending though - another 8+ years later, lol. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77y2lD8i2PU …

12/20/2018 4:19:23 PM cjencolville Headaches too. Flashing lights started last night. I know super weird

12/20/2018 4:19:48 PM cjencolville Its not really flashing lights. Its hard to explain and thats the closest I can get to.

12/20/2018 4:20:02 PM decodematrix Is the new insider on Cosmic Disclosure mostly accurate about the SSP was being controlled at the top level by Dracos and cabal to conquer other 

planets under the guise of defending them from alien invasion?

12/20/2018 4:22:30 PM nun_chucknorris These unnecessary capitalizations by POTUS have been puzzling me all day. 4 of “S”, 2 of “B”, 1 of “W” and the possibility of a “C” depending on how 

you read it. Is your (S) above at all related to any of his tweets from today?

12/20/2018 4:22:40 PM covertress Saved a copy to my phone (Termux.) Thanks!

12/20/2018 4:23:00 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/DRHrv28lz9

12/20/2018 4:25:51 PM cjencolville I think there is something going on with Elon and the tunnel.  Makes me think of look here but NOT here.  Seemed like a distraction to me.

12/20/2018 4:28:35 PM decodematrix Can you breathe on Mars without a helmet?

12/20/2018 4:31:13 PM cjencolville Ive been reading this book about the empaths story guide that teaches to meditate but protect self but thru love and light. I also fill with all colors 

similar to a rainbow.

12/20/2018 4:34:02 PM cidarean You have any more on this that can be shared?

12/20/2018 4:37:58 PM covertress Thank you. I actually wasn't asking for me, but to help onboard those still unaware. MP is one of them. 🤡

12/20/2018 4:39:01 PM djlok Yes!

12/20/2018 4:40:03 PM decodematrix What does this tower on the moon look like up close? Photograph of the Moon’s surface obtained on 20 July 1965 by the Russian vehicle Zond 3. 

pic.twitter.com/n4lnRI3MKd

12/20/2018 4:41:46 PM freestateojones 🌩?

12/20/2018 4:46:20 PM djlok Me too!

12/20/2018 4:46:42 PM zagnett Maybe. Not going to assume though.

Sounds like maybe ETs took notice of us & eventually will communicate more directly with us because we (the cabal?) ALREADY weaponized 

everything, & even created weapons (way beyond nukes) that can even take out ETs.

12/20/2018 4:46:51 PM chapulincolored I like those types of movies.  Can I get a free lifetime pass please?

12/20/2018 4:49:44 PM pantherden_ Well we have to wait until the new Men In Black movie comes out so it won’t be until after this Summer!

Use Logic.

12/20/2018 4:49:47 PM djlok Several layers to peel through?

12/20/2018 4:51:16 PM zagnett Anyway, just praying that it all works out - the "golden age" or whatever it's called starts off smoothly, & no benevolent beings (human or otherwise) 

are harmed / suffer pain / die. Hopefully that's all part of the "plan".

12/20/2018 4:53:25 PM 50kft_k Some anon said it's a cheap distraction & that sounds right. 

 > From UK: controlled ops & media. 

 > Pretty low cost: limited options remaining. 

 > Takes up part of a news cycle. 

 > Gets UFO part of truth crowd distracted. 

 > Project BB when you're out of power.

12/20/2018 4:57:49 PM cheetah_071 So you are fine with the US invading Syria and not leaving when asked? Imagine if the UN deployed their troops in the US and wouldn’t leave when 

asked.

12/20/2018 5:00:13 PM ruewenfate8 or its code because LL just sang like a bird. :P Letting everyone know by code.

12/20/2018 5:05:02 PM beatsbyblaine Was the most recent earthquake in Antarctica the result of an Alliance operation?

12/20/2018 5:05:32 PM pantherden_ Double meaning? pic.twitter.com/5ayYWzarI1

12/20/2018 5:09:17 PM zagnett Yes, many many thanks.

Godspeed.

12/20/2018 5:09:41 PM ryankochweare1 There's tons of talent out there.  People w real talent too .. Able to connect w audience on a deeper level.. @Tiff_FitzHenry is one that will be rising 

quickly! Check her out.. She's making a doc on the spiritual awakening now

12/20/2018 5:09:42 PM decodematrix What happens on Enceladus? pic.twitter.com/aUd4eTB13E

12/20/2018 5:11:41 PM sennsbeach We have been seeing these every night for weeks. All over the sky pic.twitter.com/zFH3UWSU32

12/20/2018 5:12:52 PM ryankochweare1 Ahhh!! Wtf!? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

AT&T turns on its mobile 5G network on Dec. 21, starting with 12 cities and mobile hotspot: https://americanmilitarynews.com/2018/12/att-turns-on-

its-mobile-5g-network-on-dec-21-starting-with-12-cities-and-mobile-hotspot/ …

12/20/2018 5:15:31 PM giediknight Since the swamp knows that a government shutdown would strip sway their immunity, I believe they will pass the funding for the border wall to avoid 

the inevitable for now. This may be the plan all along. #Qanon #MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/20/2018 5:17:04 PM ryankochweare1 I just saw an article about 5g rolling out in cities tomorrow

12/20/2018 5:17:41 PM richardhiatt16 Who is “they” again? 😳

12/20/2018 5:20:36 PM friskygolfer Or maybe it’s the vibration you give off...

12/20/2018 5:21:39 PM scottmufc1968 Most of this could very well be true. But you talking like trump is some sort of saviour, means you're also clearly brainwashed. All those people you 

mentioned are bad but trump and his family are also bad people. Its not fake news, its a fact.

12/20/2018 5:22:15 PM sennsbeach Yes!  When our country was first founded did you know that it was a requirement to grow an acre of hemp?  Such a wonderful plant!  I believe  Dow 

Company lobbied to make it illegal. And thus it was. This is great news!!!

12/20/2018 5:23:28 PM sennsbeach Me also. Last two nights. Impossible to sleep

12/20/2018 5:23:41 PM moemc8 I prefer the word miracle.  Magi(k), I thought had evil surrounding it.

12/20/2018 5:25:21 PM djlok Yes, sleeping Giants?

12/20/2018 5:25:31 PM vintagesquirrel My thoughts too

12/20/2018 5:27:53 PM djlok Before you leave us, will you tell us if you can?  I hope so.

12/20/2018 5:29:22 PM djlok I hope so. I'm gonna feel short changed if there is a Sky Event and I miss it!!!

12/20/2018 5:34:13 PM djlok 20 to 38 years in prison for sexually abusing a small child (under 10 yo)?  WTF??  I know time is an illusion and I'm probably not nice for saying this but I 

don't care- I hope other inmates take care of this monster before it gets released back on the streets.

12/20/2018 5:36:05 PM jpxastor Curious if one sentinel specifically opened Jesus' tomb of which was too heavy for any man

12/20/2018 5:39:36 PM blsdbe Some of the Giants are in Antartica...hopefully still asleep.

12/20/2018 5:41:35 PM 1_decided_voter Why is Mattis really leaving admin?

12/20/2018 5:42:27 PM djlok Yeah- I watched the survellence videos of him around the pharmacy...he seemed very bad off.  I think a lot of times when people are in the throws of 

addiction they appear controlled...like what I imagine MKUktra control looks like.

12/20/2018 5:43:31 PM richardhiatt16 😳

12/20/2018 5:43:55 PM whoisit1998  http://Csonicresearch.com 

12/20/2018 5:44:49 PM djlok @cynthiamckinney questioned them about this and the enormous contracts.  It's all connected!!



12/20/2018 5:45:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd Said Roger Waters

You will find lovey.....PF runs deep in my veins

I am here, I am nodding, come in the door is open; we're filled with love and light. pic.twitter.com/O92oGSprzj

12/20/2018 5:46:13 PM wakingdream93 Wow! Finally something that makes sense! I’ve been searching years for something on this!! Thank you 🙏🏻

12/20/2018 5:49:30 PM djlok Ever smoked a joint?

12/20/2018 5:58:28 PM time4u2know I knew that as SOON as I pushed the Reply button, I just left myself open, lol. Nope, sorry, I haven’t, but I’ve watched movies though, so I’m good, 

right? I’m still processing the DisInformation that was in this movie. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/2F8ln07tQJ

12/20/2018 6:00:28 PM anangelhasland1 Telling example:

Jerry Garcia’s doctor in his final months was a Deadhead... told people Jerry’s “trips to the bathroom” were for herbal remedies...

Everyone believed him! He believed himself!

(Well, until they didn’t.)

Fame kills. Opiates help.

12/20/2018 6:04:32 PM toffer_anon_369 Ohh that is so great, thank you.  I've had RA and chronic pain over half of my life.  I'll reach out and see if they can help me.

12/20/2018 6:05:13 PM djlok "Fame kills. Opiates help". I like that. Could be on a t-shirt.

12/20/2018 6:07:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 whoa Mattis?

12/20/2018 6:08:44 PM djlok Ya'll we might better remote view this one.  Maybe in the next BE our IS will go into a more modified body for space exploration.

12/20/2018 6:14:30 PM fi_prasad Or the latest stunt to blame Russia or China for.

12/20/2018 6:18:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 SOD -> MAJIC12 SOD

DARK  -> LIGHT

12/20/2018 6:19:50 PM palmdalekid2 👍

12/20/2018 6:20:25 PM pantherden_ SOD?

12/20/2018 6:20:42 PM austin03571701 Been noticing these for a few yrs now. While working the night shift, my coworkers & I repeatedly observed when clear skies allowed.

12/20/2018 6:21:20 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/MYvOcM3ETA

12/20/2018 6:21:20 PM time4u2know Connecting the dots! He’s on through 1/20/19...

12/20/2018 6:23:22 PM tomkingblue Q just posted as well

Coincidence?

12/20/2018 6:24:38 PM unidentifiedta1 The new Secretary of Defense will be Majestic?

12/20/2018 6:25:45 PM djlok 5:5

12/20/2018 6:25:46 PM ksouth21 This is the first time ive seen Maj12 mention RDS. i am familiar with his theories, just seems out of context. Any thoughts?

12/20/2018 6:26:06 PM melanieanders7 Uh oh! That tweet has been deleted.

12/20/2018 6:26:30 PM decodematrix Who were doing cow mutilations and why?

12/20/2018 6:27:55 PM john777lee MJ 12 stated never. To a question of all secrets. So enough will be let out to dismantle the church.

12/20/2018 6:28:26 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/20/2018 6:32:48 PM ksouth21 Beautiful answer! Trump is brilliant

12/20/2018 6:33:40 PM djlok Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  It may be another incarnation.

12/20/2018 6:34:12 PM decodematrix How many Germans live on Mars?

12/20/2018 6:35:16 PM 1_decided_voter He follows them, and has interacted a few times already.

12/20/2018 6:35:36 PM djlok #metoo

12/20/2018 6:37:14 PM fi_prasad This lady talks about the use of foreign children in war zones. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMDy8HCo5iw …

12/20/2018 6:37:21 PM decodematrix What happened to Maria Orsic? Did she stay on Earth or go off planet with a breakaway civilization? Is she still alive today?

12/20/2018 6:37:36 PM djlok Well I imagine that's what's going on here. His IS was reincarnated into the BE we know as John Podesta.

12/20/2018 6:38:15 PM melanieanders7 I feel you @DJLOK . Right there with ya

12/20/2018 6:39:37 PM djlok There's gotta be a reason it's gold.

12/20/2018 6:40:21 PM melanieanders7 The Constitution was written on hemp paper. Hemp was Americas original cash crop. We will thrive again with it too! :)

12/20/2018 6:41:17 PM melanieanders7 322.

12/20/2018 6:42:35 PM vintagesquirrel SS

12/20/2018 6:45:33 PM melanieanders7 Would exposure to photons and Chemtrails be what's helping our bodies ready themselves for space travel?

12/20/2018 6:46:18 PM whoisit1998 They are in Arizona. Hope they can help. They 'repair' dna with frequency

12/20/2018 6:47:02 PM zagnett Closed yet?

12/20/2018 6:47:51 PM djlok Or do they feed off of us like "loosh"?

12/20/2018 6:48:00 PM ksouth21 Ah, the irony. Thats ok, the elec chair works too. Lol. They cannot stop what is coming

12/20/2018 6:48:42 PM melanieanders7 Can we see Monsanto blown to bits on the news? PLEASE?! Goodness I'd love to see that!

12/20/2018 6:51:32 PM melanieanders7 Honestly. Truth is stranger than fiction. You'd do well making movies with full disclosure and no disinformation to wake the people that much faster 

and effectively. Wise move.

12/20/2018 6:51:35 PM lyndamathews25 Q said Trudeau was important, we know he worships the owl, We know he was molested as a kid and now he's doing them same to children. Possible 

MK-ULTRA.

We know Canada was part of the 5 eyes. Uranium 1 money laundering

But he is still in office, we need help NOW.

12/20/2018 6:54:36 PM tatsujinuk That’s not what I said. The US should never have been there in the first place. Or any other country they have invaded in recent years. But they are 

there, and you don’t arbitrarily decide to suddenly withdraw without consulting allies or planning it.

12/20/2018 6:56:13 PM rick_hernandez I’m not following this. What do you mean?

12/20/2018 6:57:00 PM tinaqpatriot45 Oh man, I can't wait to see the cabal punched in the face as their indictments are unsealed. They provoke my violent streak....

Gitmo will keep them safe for their trials. The streets won't be kind to these backholes

12/20/2018 7:02:19 PM blazer2k7 fear is the last thing on my mind. The Frustration though. :(

Like literally. My friends and family look at me funny when i try to explain what's going on behind the scenes :(

12/20/2018 7:03:41 PM rick_hernandez Whatever it is, the U.K. govt said it was a drone. 😂

12/20/2018 7:06:04 PM heartofgod99 Holy crap.  😱🤬

12/20/2018 7:09:58 PM ksouth21 Where ? Which state?

12/20/2018 7:10:45 PM rick_hernandez Try changing how you are being.   You may even get the answer yourself if you go within.

12/20/2018 7:12:33 PM blazer2k7 No.  In one of the drops it said an 'alliance ' sub, (read as military white hat asset), shot it down.  Don't quote me though.

12/20/2018 7:14:45 PM blazer2k7 Link removed from web.  Also many are calling it fake.  Can we get reups from anybody?

12/20/2018 7:15:12 PM consortiapartn1 Why shut down Gatwick airport though? It's mostly holiday traffic rather than scheduled flights ?

12/20/2018 7:17:27 PM ksouth21 Please expand

12/20/2018 7:18:19 PM sennsbeach Wisconsin

12/20/2018 7:18:24 PM blazer2k7 part of majestic until 1/20?

12/20/2018 7:24:19 PM fowlreginald Ooh, I like the sound of that!

12/20/2018 7:24:49 PM citoyen_resist I don't know but if so. it's wrongminded.

12/20/2018 7:26:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Exactly what i was thinking. Epiphany seek the devoted. Beware of false paths

12/20/2018 7:28:58 PM decodematrix Tomorrow is 12/21. Will there be a large happening?

12/20/2018 7:29:11 PM zagnett Godspeed / good luck in the new gig!

12/20/2018 7:29:36 PM dopesindc Majestic booty?

12/20/2018 7:29:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Or all Majic12?



12/20/2018 7:31:02 PM djlok She's MKUltra...but I wonder if she is the one programmed or doing the programming...or both.

12/20/2018 7:33:13 PM charmanda9 All of those people are needed to testify or judge

12/20/2018 7:33:25 PM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/0jjKrdmuK3

12/20/2018 7:33:29 PM dopesindc Glad I'm not into mainstream music

12/20/2018 7:33:34 PM blazer2k7 I do believe the sad truth is.. do you know how many times that has happened? That's usually the first response of military, sadly. "We can't identify 

and it won't respond. ""FIRE!" 

ugh. So saddening.

12/20/2018 7:34:30 PM blazer2k7 I just hate how violent it makes us powerless people look.  I've been *dieing * to have a calm conversation with these intelligences!:(

12/20/2018 7:35:44 PM ksouth21 Fascinating! Im envious

12/20/2018 7:37:40 PM totalbullshitur Love is the only ruling force in these vast universes. When this love is lost, we become unbalanced. If we cannot balance ourselves, the job is taken 

over by the Creator in a wise and just manner.

12/20/2018 7:37:41 PM jordanb987 This truly is coming from a place of love,I saw myself in you now. You are reaching out to somebody for verification on/confirmation when you just days 

ago stated on your page that you wont provide this to those who reach out because "you have to find the answers within".

12/20/2018 7:38:00 PM jordanb987 I wish for you to see how the 2 correlate. It seems to me all of us need to start sharing information with anyone else who seeks it. Why not?

12/20/2018 7:41:36 PM ethereal_shaman That's how I meditate.  It is a very powerful amplifier.

12/20/2018 7:45:09 PM sunspot406 Could this be a Russia thing, or Israel Last

12/20/2018 7:45:41 PM austin03571701 Backholes😁. Patiently waiting too. pic.twitter.com/NUCnWg6qZX

12/20/2018 7:47:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/20/2018 7:49:18 PM heartofgod99 And by that I mean, as someone who’s lived here a number of years, it’s even worse than I thought. Have been actively seeking to relocate.

12/20/2018 7:49:56 PM realitycheck05 I am reading the Alien Interview material and it states that the Force Field keeping our IS-BE's in this Prison Planet has not yet been found as of 1947.. 

has it been found since then? Is escape possible today? pic.twitter.com/n4WopLhduo

12/20/2018 7:51:48 PM time4u2know From MJ12 Yesterday:

"This is a cross roads"

Think Cross

4 year term?

Cross is 2 years?

1/20/19

I was referencing the date in the post from yesterday and then realized that SOD will be on staff through that date. Trying to connect the dots and 

follow the bread crumbs. Thanks!
12/20/2018 7:56:41 PM melbourne_3000 #TheMoreYouKnow - #Q

12/20/2018 8:05:46 PM citoyen_resist no a rightminded one for sure !

The one I am talking about is benevolent.

12/20/2018 8:09:58 PM citoyen_resist I am wondering what Majestic is doing to prevent 5G to be misused ?

12/20/2018 8:10:33 PM zagnett Advert. to ETs for Earth/Earthlings:

"Got Karma problems? No problem! Visit Earth! The Universe is abundant, & no less so on Earth. We got more problems than people! You're Welcome! 

C U soon!"*

*At least 80% of us won't take a potshot at you. Well, ~70/80.

12/20/2018 8:12:54 PM citoyen_resist I mean is there a good 5G & a bad 5G ? or is it all Bad ?

12/20/2018 8:15:41 PM wakingdream93 Yeah, I’ve noticed that. I’ve been doing it for years as a release mechanism and only recently found out I am an Empath. It’s like an unexplainable 

feeling of ecstasy. Waves of energy take over and “I” disappear into the music 🎶..... it’s very therapeutic.

12/20/2018 8:36:48 PM bunnyrun1021 Poppy fields come to mine

12/20/2018 8:37:57 PM tinaqpatriot45 😂😂

12/20/2018 8:47:21 PM marshahodgson Thank you for the compliment! 🌿💕☘

12/20/2018 8:48:54 PM sandyshuze  pic.twitter.com/OBKsrDBZrB

12/20/2018 8:54:18 PM rick_hernandez Oh okay. I’m looking at it like MJ is saying that the new SOD will be majestic.

12/20/2018 9:03:13 PM ksouth21 I just followed you. Felt compelled....

12/20/2018 9:03:29 PM paul50244579 Just get on with it already

12/20/2018 9:06:40 PM mrmyskin Let's see. Professor Chudinov says Russian was not only the language of the whole planet, but also the language of  cosmos. :-)

12/20/2018 9:15:55 PM pitdogman @WWG1WGA @PROUDPATRIOT45 @qspiracy @1st5d @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/20/2018 9:16:22 PM proudpatriot45 I like it!

12/20/2018 9:21:18 PM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/REIED1aZjx

12/20/2018 9:21:50 PM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/Lto6ltdwmV

12/20/2018 9:22:08 PM trumpslight Alice & Mad Hatter (HRC and Marty Torrey) pic.twitter.com/C76ylkQibs

12/20/2018 9:24:19 PM wwg1wga It’s Real. pic.twitter.com/hBkRmk3msV

12/20/2018 9:25:25 PM wwg1wga Not A Meme. It’s Real.

12/20/2018 9:28:29 PM wwg1wga Yes

12/20/2018 9:32:11 PM zagnett Yeah me too. Possibly the person writing these posts, and likely one of the 12.

Anyway I'll be paying attention.

12/20/2018 9:36:49 PM pitdogman Good night patriot 😎♠️🇺🇸

12/20/2018 9:37:41 PM proudpatriot45 You going to bed already?

12/20/2018 9:38:07 PM pitdogman Not me

12/20/2018 9:43:13 PM proudpatriot45 Oh. Goodnight @WWG1WGA 👋🏼

12/20/2018 9:47:31 PM blazer2k7 ... red hair and double rows of teeth? Whaaaaaaaa?

12/20/2018 9:51:37 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's really going on at #GatwickAirport ? Highly doubtful it's drones

12/20/2018 9:54:09 PM blazer2k7 I saw a video once waay back of one of those giants/ chambers. 

Looked much like a sarcophagus.  Only bigger.  Thicker.  And the giant's eyes glowed.  Organs were still very intact lol.

12/20/2018 9:59:56 PM blazer2k7 And the skin was *dark*. Like black. And i think i recall a beard? And i think the video claimed it to be THE Nimrod. But my memory is foggy, and i 

seriously doubt it's accuracy.

12/20/2018 10:07:29 PM epona08 I gotta wonder who "hacked" those diplomatic cables!  Sounds like another made-up story to me!

12/20/2018 10:07:41 PM newyorker66 I thought Mattis and POTUS had a disagreement,  that's why he left. Everything is a wink and a nod

12/20/2018 10:08:59 PM slaytheeye My mother says my father disappeared for a few weeks after Rendlesham. She’s says he changed and that he had chip in his cheek that was pulled to 

the surface in a CT or MRI. He died of brain cancer in 2001. I don’t know what to believe.

12/20/2018 10:23:30 PM sibyllatheodora Seems like you are tapping into a greater consiuosness getting downloads. I have experienced similar sightings of HRC, Potus and terrifying pictures of 

children trafficking and abuse. It's a kind of psychic gift, but sure is frustrating at times not knowing what to do about it.



12/20/2018 10:29:22 PM truth_light_ God only knows when Jesus Christ will come again, but technically He wouldn’t be considered an alien since He was already here over 2k years ago.

12/20/2018 10:30:47 PM andrewdl12 Allegedly

12/20/2018 10:35:03 PM diaptera_80 Iron is a symbol of Mars

12/20/2018 10:40:50 PM truth_light_ God (Elohim, the Father of our spirits) is the creator of this universe and countless others. Why?  What is His work?  “Worlds without numbers” Infinite 

space...

12/20/2018 10:45:44 PM function108 bring it on

12/20/2018 11:12:58 PM truth_light_ I’ll give u the answer: His work is to bring to pass the immortality & eternal life of His children, all His children. Do u really think God is limited in power 

and space to creating 1 single solar system, where all His children live (earth)? LOL.  Infinite space, infinite worlds

12/20/2018 11:17:46 PM mongrelglory Also, Q confirmed that Justine Trudeau was in on the Uranium One deal since he had to approve the sale of US uranium to the Canadian "front 

company" that bought it (and then sold it to Russia).

12/20/2018 11:32:56 PM mongrelglory I think that's the other "race" that subjugated us on Earth for the past 8000 years.  The Domain supposedly has a benevolent reputation, though Airl 

said they fight to preserve their territories. However it's possible they were temporarily abducting humans for genetic samples.

12/20/2018 11:41:57 PM mrmyskin We are all victim of wishful thinking, but that's not the only element I base my conclusions on :-)

12/21/2018 12:01:29 AM slipperyslope18 Giants drinking beer and eating sausages with the 3rd Riech beneath antartica ?

12/21/2018 12:15:59 AM bobbybreakit  pic.twitter.com/7MrpsYJHjx

12/21/2018 12:27:02 AM pauliepg11111 Please tell us what the “drone” actually is...

12/21/2018 12:58:00 AM boscolodavid Every story has a source. Lots of fictional stories were inspired by real stories that were past on from person to person. 

I dare say we will still have movies and shows like we do now though they will have a lot more meaning because there won’t be agendas influencing 

the story.

12/21/2018 1:14:37 AM mojo5979 Their houses are clean. They were brought in for cleanup. They will testify in the tribunals as witnesses to what they saw during their respective 

cleanup's of their departements. That is where my head has been on this topic lately. Still trying to make sense of it all.

12/21/2018 1:24:01 AM daumster Who is this?

12/21/2018 1:57:31 AM gourangaoo Grow clones of the clowns?

12/21/2018 3:07:12 AM robertg02229481 Explain please

12/21/2018 3:17:31 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good morning.

Dark to Light.

Winter Solstice.

Light love & understanding.

12/21/2018 4:01:25 AM big_simp "dozens of races from several differnt worlds"????

I call fakenews/ bullsh#t/ crapola/rubbish/

12/21/2018 4:03:23 AM realwilltierney Cult??  That encourages members to think for themselves. Let the brain washing continue !!!!! #WWG1GWA

12/21/2018 4:04:33 AM realwilltierney So...not the same as being sentenced to death by hanging by a court.

12/21/2018 5:04:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Along those lines is the creature we know as Sasquatch or Bigfoot. In the Law of One books, they are said to be an off planet creature originally and 

possess higher dimension abilities to remain undetected. Would you agree with that statement or care to elaborate? Thanks

12/21/2018 5:07:24 AM 00loll0 It's interesting that the dentist approves of fluoride,mine too,do you really think they believe it's a good thing? What kind of education did they 

receive? My dentist wanted to fight about it saying it prevents cavities.I know better and I'm not a doctor,smh.

12/21/2018 5:19:07 AM shining91109743 Does this mean tribunals won’t start till Mattis retires at the end of Feb?

12/21/2018 5:20:10 AM kathrynmarvel Starting with Phil Schneider @YellowRoseTx51 @QBlueSkyQ @adamlforeman @prayingmedic @pearlykate7 @StormIsUponUs @cajunsoulfire74 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DIXIEDOODLE12 @FlipItRed pic.twitter.com/ofugVYMpl0

12/21/2018 5:23:45 AM shining91109743 Curious...since they have such advanced technolgy, why are they concerned with guns?  Besides it violates 2nd amendment.

12/21/2018 5:38:56 AM keith369me Most of us missed it.  Dark to Light...the days start getting longer after Dec 21

12/21/2018 5:41:05 AM zagnett 2A. Big issue. Main concern is self-defense/defense of others.

Here's a hypothetical(?)-

From a practical point-of-view, if needed, how can one go toe-to-toe with e.g. 1+ 14 ft. Draco? As an example of the species humans might encounter, 

& if they exist ...

12/21/2018 5:41:51 AM zagnett Now I'm assuming (like for humans) that most e.g. Draco are (or try to be) fine, upstanding galactic citizens who live by the Galactic Codex or whatever 

laws. They're not the baby-eating variety Draco, getting high on adrenochrome, or looshing, etc. ...

12/21/2018 5:42:43 AM zagnett A few years from now (post-First Contact), such an upstanding Draco couple with a little brood of Draco babies move into the neighborhood. No 

problem. Wouldn't mind knowing them. Probably have an interesting perspective on life, the universe, etc. We cool...

12/21/2018 5:43:22 AM zagnett But what happens if, by some small chance (or whatever the chance really is), they happen to be, you know, the baby-eating sort, or somehow they go 

"back on the hooch" & starting eyeing us as as snacks & then are serious danger to myself & my loved ones? ...

12/21/2018 5:44:07 AM zagnett After worldwide disarmament, w/o conventional firearms, what kind of "sidearm" will be available that, theoretically, could incapacitate 1+ Draco 

attackers - not necessarily kill (don't want any new bad karma myself after all), long enough for authorities ...

12/21/2018 5:46:21 AM zagnett to arrive & drag their butts to jail, long enough to flee, reclaim rightfully-owned property, etc.?

The device (something like a Star Trek phaser) would have a wide array of stun settings, could automatically apply the right frequency for the species, ...

12/21/2018 5:46:54 AM zagnett narrow beam & wide area dispersal, 360 deg. spherical pulse mode, etc.

Maybe like MIB's "Noisy Cricket", but with a little less kick/recoil. No need to put a 6 foot hole in the side of a truck ...

12/21/2018 5:47:13 AM zagnett It should work on a being of any dimension, whether appears to us as physical or not. Easy enough even for grandma to use. Small enough to be able to 

carry openly or concealed & be lawful EVERYWHERE to do so. And not require any sort of registration. ...

12/21/2018 5:47:26 AM zagnett It could have other capabilities / helpful frequencies, like fire suppression (see link). This model could be called "The California".

Or some healing frequencies etc. ...

12/21/2018 5:48:14 AM zagnett Does any of this make sense to MJ? Or does MJ think i'm the one "on the hooch" again, lol.

I mean, it seems that this is what we're really talking about here, if the social media PTB allow - how peacefully to interact with ETs - but keep 'em 

honest, ya know?

12/21/2018 5:49:39 AM daumster Well?!?

12/21/2018 5:50:10 AM djlok You know if they already got DEW's (which I know from a VERY reliable source they do), there is a lot more advanced weaponry that we don't know 

about.

12/21/2018 5:52:49 AM zagnett Here's the link-

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPVQMZ4ikvM …

12/21/2018 5:54:18 AM zagnett Oops i messed up the thread sequence, sorry.



12/21/2018 5:55:55 AM zagnett Yes, exactly.

If ETs want disarmament, i want a really awesome and compact stun weapon that would suffice for self-defense, defense of others, and defense of 

property where reasonably. Non-negotiable.

12/21/2018 5:58:22 AM djlok I think being able to protect yourself and others is reasonable. I like those ideas!

12/21/2018 6:00:19 AM djlok I wonder if they have the weapons and Technology available to literally rid the world of the Cabal forever or if we are just going to keep going through 

this same thing with every generation and incarnation.

12/21/2018 6:03:07 AM zagnett Cool, thanks for getting through that entire thread lol. Trying to figure out how to cut it down to the essentials.

We have the right to self-defense as individuals and as a species. Just as much as they do.

12/21/2018 6:06:42 AM djlok True.   I also have to wonder if it's possible they have weapons that we wouldn't be capable of using because of the frequency we are in vs the 

frequency the ET's are in.  Weapons can be very complicated, I'm learning.

12/21/2018 6:07:20 AM ragevirusqq On average maximum velocity is approx 2500fps or about 1700 mph

12/21/2018 6:18:56 AM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/F5aAPZSqBno 

12/21/2018 6:23:31 AM zagnett I bet it's a well-researched, fav. topic w/ETs, & w/tons of practical applications. Probably have a series of books or the equiv. like "Practical Methods To 

Incapacitate Your Neighbor(s) Without Permanent Harm - Ya Know, When They Really Do Deserve It..."

12/21/2018 6:28:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Date markers are important. 

Dark to Light

Winter Solstice 

Magick day?

12/21/2018 6:30:01 AM si11112018 Winter solstice... full moon...

12/21/2018 6:30:40 AM deerfield4570 Wish I had a crystal ball...⏳

12/21/2018 6:31:53 AM datruseeka And who might that be?  Flynn?

12/21/2018 6:32:06 AM covertress 5:23 PM EST 

Dark to Light

12/21/2018 6:36:42 AM psyanidegaming This is my favorite part of the Tweet chain

12/21/2018 6:38:12 AM jaspony1 Day of Magick? https://www.apnews.com/cafcea3356d64948863e66195c6de4cd …

12/21/2018 6:39:27 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://phibetaiota.net/2018/12/robert-steele-mattis-resignation-most-helpful-reaction-of-congress-reveals-degree-to-which-all-members-are-bribed-

and-blackmailed-by-zionist-israel-and-us-military-industrial-complex/ …

12/21/2018 6:39:46 AM cynthiamorrow8 My son was born in that hospital

12/21/2018 6:39:49 AM kindeandtrue Interesting that Gen Matt is said yesterday his views were not "aligned" with POTUS.

12/21/2018 6:42:48 AM zagnett Like noted in the 1st Zeitgeist movie (i think) - 3 days starting at 12-21 where the sun pretty much stays in the same spot, then around 12-24, light 

slowly starts to increase.

12/21/2018 6:42:54 AM anneolsen43 Walk me through please

12/21/2018 6:46:44 AM petitchevalb MAGnetIC? https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1076087909495656449?s=19 …

12/21/2018 6:47:48 AM jaspony1 Didn't you just say Yes to Mattis being on the military tribunals?

12/21/2018 6:47:53 AM fionasdestiny67 And a meteor shower, a great time to see the ships.

12/21/2018 6:49:03 AM msonnie7 oh, wouldn't that be a lovely prelude to christmas weekend? 🍿

12/21/2018 6:49:41 AM citoyen_resist I am so glad MJ12 & RDS are on the same page.

12/21/2018 6:50:38 AM tamaraleigh_llc Good read. Thx

12/21/2018 6:50:39 AM zagnett Who's behind the Zeitgeist movies btw?

12/21/2018 6:54:13 AM holliday_billy me too - I like RDS

12/21/2018 6:54:18 AM decodematrix Shoals of Illumination present their Guidance.

Celebrations are prepared for the inbound Light Crafts.

Ports of Sol are opened.

Higher Vibrationals enter with glee.

 https://gaiaportal.wordpress.com/  pic.twitter.com/pkiajTrJ1L

12/21/2018 6:54:26 AM covertress use a VPN with a USA address

12/21/2018 7:02:12 AM formerlemming So he's turning himself in, then?

12/21/2018 7:11:34 AM wakingdream93 I got “hit” with a weird energy wave last night! Lasted about 30 mins, I was able to process it away with music 🎶. I’m (kinda) used to these as an 

Empath. It was nasty, but I let it express itself then send it on it’s way. Works every time! Fighting it seems to prolong it. 😉

12/21/2018 7:12:26 AM jaspony1 Is the keystone the "Holy See"?

12/21/2018 7:13:30 AM roaminnoodle It's been deleted off Twitter(?) ... or my Twitter search function is crap.

But I found an answer on the MJ12 archive  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/  by searching for "gold": 

"Gold is not just an element of wealth. It's an [incredibly powerful and useful element in space craft]." [<<]

12/21/2018 7:15:12 AM bbobbio71 Rain here.

12/21/2018 7:16:40 AM time4u2know That's awesome Scott! Thanks for posting it! I remember MJ12 posting this, too! Maybe more of it's use will be brought to Light soon!

12/21/2018 7:16:42 AM bbobbio71  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

12/21/2018 7:17:05 AM keith369me Has RDS been a representative of Majestic over the past few years? He was one of the first that resonated as awakening was occurring.  His message 

seems to align with yours?

12/21/2018 7:18:53 AM keith369me Military tribunals to determine guilt or innocence and leadership in a world of peace are two different skill sets.

12/21/2018 7:20:31 AM missy968 He should start with exposing himself... and not in THAT way.

12/21/2018 7:21:04 AM jaspony1 Dark to Light

12/21/2018 7:21:22 AM ch3no2_chick76 And my birthday🥳 Hoping for an awesome present.... 🤷🏼♀️

12/21/2018 7:22:40 AM jaspony1 Dark to Light

little fish are bait for bigger fish

12/21/2018 7:23:06 AM jollyrob2 Here also 🙈 in the Netherlands

12/21/2018 7:27:15 AM odonata_anon This year’s Winter Solstice also includes a full moon and meteor shower

Read more: https://metro.co.uk/2018/12/19/years-winter-solstice-also-includes-full-moon-meteor-shower-8264178/?ito=cbshare …

12/21/2018 7:27:42 AM kcoughl61354411 I can feel it!

12/21/2018 7:28:25 AM keith369me Happy Birthday 🎈🎂🎉

12/21/2018 7:29:34 AM roaminnoodle Trust your intuition.

As stated previously:

The answers are within.

12/21/2018 7:31:13 AM zagnett Oh is any of it disinfo? Seems like it's at least relatively high in real info.



12/21/2018 7:31:22 AM chalmersgilbert Must readTweet from TweetCaster - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://phibetaiota.net/2018/12/robert-steele-mattis-resignation-most-helpful-reaction-of-

congress-reveals-degree-to-which-all-members-are-bribed-and-blackmailed-by-zionist-israel-and-us-military-industrial-complex …

Shared via TweetCaster

12/21/2018 7:31:33 AM southernsmiley1  https://www.starseedastrology.com/single-post/farm-bill-2018-golden-age …

12/21/2018 7:33:58 AM sandyshuze 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👊🏻

12/21/2018 7:38:06 AM jkr3333 Excellent....Who is Blocking this Patriot and others from being heard by WHite CaStle???

12/21/2018 7:45:01 AM catvllvsverona The World is about to change.

The Future is here.

Table analysis by Robert D. Steele, from this link (thanks to Public Intel Blog @phibiblog):

 https://phibetaiota.net/2018/12/robert-steele-mattis-resignation-most-helpful-reaction-of-congress-reveals-degree-to-which-all-members-are-bribed-

and-blackmailed-by-zionist-israel-and-us-military-industrial-complex/ …

(retwitted by MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, thank you)

#WWG1WGA #future

#intelligence #MAGA

#MakeTheWorldGreatAgain pic.twitter.com/oEKk2bMvCp
12/21/2018 7:45:23 AM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/QIe2Hc9gGX

12/21/2018 7:56:03 AM rick_hernandez Starts at the 6:00 min mark I believe https://youtu.be/G3i6UwVkP6M 

12/21/2018 7:57:43 AM awakeandsing123 It’s time to reveal the midterm election fraud. Today marks 45 days since the day (Nov 6)  and the report is due out.

12/21/2018 8:00:39 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is it a good day to recite Psalms?

12/21/2018 8:01:21 AM djlok Hopefully a whole lot of Dark To Light today!  Just in time for Christmas!!

12/21/2018 8:03:08 AM covertress The days will begin getting longer.

Dark to Light

12/21/2018 8:04:12 AM awoodlandartist Today is winter solstice in North America & shortest day of the year. Celebrate the increasing daylight hours to come, look to the sky tonight, mark the 

occasion with the spectacular Ursid meteor shower and a full Moon. This year it will be accompanied by an astronomical show.

12/21/2018 8:14:30 AM slayerofmatrix1 EO 12/21/2017

12/21/2018 8:15:10 AM slayerofmatrix1 ^^^ Twitter for IPhone ?!!?   Funnnnyyyy stuff. 😆

12/21/2018 8:17:05 AM slayerofmatrix1 🛎🛎🛎🎯🎯🎯🛎🛎🛎😝😉😁

12/21/2018 8:22:18 AM nikoscali Careful what you wish for...

12/21/2018 8:23:11 AM wishfulldreamz We have been raining for months... sure seems like someone is trying to hide things from us, doesn't it?

12/21/2018 8:27:37 AM zagnett i am.

12/21/2018 8:33:32 AM ragstorm Dead link.

12/21/2018 8:33:47 AM ragstorm Dead link

12/21/2018 8:41:49 AM cosmic_engineer Definitely Magick Day.  Will be drawing some major juice into this Sphere tonight 🗝️

12/21/2018 8:43:22 AM wakingdream93 That’s awesome!! I glad to hear there’s “others” out there!! 😉

12/21/2018 8:55:19 AM realitycheck05  pic.twitter.com/ye8y5F6mjO

12/21/2018 8:56:04 AM nmchristoban Think Mirror 12 21

12/21/2018 8:57:40 AM freeandoriginal Under attack today. Won’t succeed...

12/21/2018 8:59:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 RDS is not in Majestic 12, he just broke from protocol after leaving CIA by putting the pieces together effectively increasing his own security clearance 

in the process. Many of the pedo programs were highly classified despite not being signed into them.

12/21/2018 8:59:29 AM iamyou132 What is being guarded via constant war in Syria, Iraq and afghanistan? We deserve to know our history

12/21/2018 9:00:27 AM therealbigneum Lol sigint? Ok show me some phone recordings or sms messages

12/21/2018 9:02:20 AM lori_dee1 I learned about RDS last year around this time. I have followed him and its nice to see a link to his article.

12/21/2018 9:03:19 AM roaminnoodle SG-1 Goa-uld Ha'tak Mothership - ha!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/21/2018 9:07:07 AM lori_dee1 That's great news!

12/21/2018 9:08:34 AM keith369me Thank you for clarifying!

12/21/2018 9:10:59 AM lori_dee1 Go to  http://coreysdigs.com  she does amazing investigative reporting and has two articles about the Clinton Foundation and the corruption. It will 

blow your mind!

12/21/2018 9:15:52 AM orionis12 Keystone is SES. The Deep State central nervous system.

12/21/2018 9:17:46 AM bbobbio71 No congressional immunity during a shutdown

 https://definitions.uslegal.com/c/congressional-immunity/ …

12/21/2018 9:22:49 AM qualady1 D.W.

12/21/2018 9:27:04 AM bbobbio71 Hemp is also great for the earth. Purifies the soil,  doesn't need countless pesticides, fertilizer and produces more per acre than cotton.

12/21/2018 9:27:41 AM _truth_warrior_ This.👆

12/21/2018 9:28:13 AM lbf777 Hello. Who was the creator of this now famous Deep State map? pic.twitter.com/VfdaXHPnl5

12/21/2018 9:28:43 AM bbobbio71 Like doing a head stand.  🤣🤣 J/K

12/21/2018 9:30:46 AM bbobbio71 I can't say I wouldn't freak a bit

12/21/2018 9:38:36 AM bbobbio71 The Art of the Deal?

12/21/2018 9:39:15 AM bbobbio71 Ah ha! Got it

12/21/2018 9:41:30 AM lori_dee1 Knowing that children are being sex trafficked just hearts my heart and sickens me. They are stealing their precious innocence. I would be n favor of 

those crimes eligible for the death penalty.

12/21/2018 9:43:17 AM wakingdream93 Twin powers activate! ♊️

12/21/2018 9:48:51 AM mongrelglory I'm sorry, but he hasn't been sincere in anything he's promised concerning purging the Church of sexual abuse!  It's all been PR spin.

12/21/2018 9:49:18 AM enomai_ DID THEY JUST DOWN MATTIS? WHY ARE YOU POSTING FAKE NEWS, IF YOU ARE THE REAL M12? MATTIS IS AWESOME.

12/21/2018 9:52:38 AM enomai_ MATTIS UNDERSTANDS ALL OF THAT. WTF. HE IS THE MAN WITH THE ANGELS. WTF MAN AMONG ANGELS. Y DID HE QUIT. I DONT GET IT NOW

12/21/2018 9:54:07 AM mongrelglory I was surprised that the CIA allowed RDS to "talk" so much about the corruption.  I thought most CIA agents were expected to keep their mouths shut 

about CIA business after they retired.  It made me worry that he was a CIA disinfo agent.  Glad to hear he wasn't.

12/21/2018 9:57:55 AM rubyjkat I have thort exactly the same, everyday cloud, rain, maybe sun for 1 day out of week, it's cold, supposed to b summer. When it's nighttime the sky 

behind the cloud seems lit up, never gets dark....very eerie

12/21/2018 9:58:43 AM jonella_moore Very telling! #MattisResignation #TrustThePlan #PatriotsInControl 🇺🇸🌎

12/21/2018 10:03:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 This didn't age well. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1011441579565953025 …

12/21/2018 10:04:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 [] who?

12/21/2018 10:04:40 AM si11112018 Hrc

12/21/2018 10:05:50 AM erquxlemon Isn’t Wikileaks twitter compromised 🧐🤨

12/21/2018 10:06:10 AM pauliepg11111 Henry Kissinger



12/21/2018 10:06:21 AM _truth_warrior_ Wikileaks is compromised.  Has been for a while.

12/21/2018 10:07:21 AM wikipiques please say soetoro or clinton

12/21/2018 10:07:29 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Good morning,

It's been raining here for 2 days,  I work outside so I have some time to read old tweets.  Some I agree with some I don't and some are out there but I 

personally wanted to say Thank you! Starting with Q you all have really opened

12/21/2018 10:07:46 AM identityasxy .

It STILL scares the sh*t out of me to think what the world would be like today if that satanic maniacal witch, HRC, had actually succeeded in stealing the 

2016 election !!

12/21/2018 10:08:16 AM hawkgirlinmn Depends which angle/scandal....U1= Mueller,Clintons. Russia=After the messengers/authors, DNC/HRC. The D party will not exist after FISA declassed. 

DNC is complicit.

12/21/2018 10:08:48 AM lbf777 Zionists.

12/21/2018 10:08:50 AM tikicolada WHO is it? Lol, we know about Bohemian Grove, don't we. 🧐

12/21/2018 10:08:59 AM lightworkercain Yeah, pre-grown grass pieces. Lol. Secretary of Defense.

12/21/2018 10:09:08 AM paledarkpony Don’t know if that’s meant to be funny, but it is. [🦉] 😉

12/21/2018 10:10:34 AM petitchevalb 43?

12/21/2018 10:10:57 AM cynthiamorrow8 Soros? Clinton? Obama?

12/21/2018 10:11:02 AM carolba88945394 RBG

12/21/2018 10:11:23 AM kalamojakka RBG? 🧐

12/21/2018 10:11:28 AM anangelhasland1 [Following]

12/21/2018 10:11:41 AM lightseeker2012 [ ] = kill box

12/21/2018 10:11:46 AM enomai_ YOU ARE FAKE M12

12/21/2018 10:11:57 AM si11112018 RBG!

12/21/2018 10:12:06 AM 11witness11 [D]

Is it Day of Days?

12/21/2018 10:12:14 AM giediknight RBG

12/21/2018 10:12:28 AM iam_laura9 I'm going for RBG too.

12/21/2018 10:12:34 AM enomai_ To post this garbage

12/21/2018 10:13:00 AM mzzgotti1 12/30 WJC

12/21/2018 10:14:24 AM lib7473 Did someone🤡 just die, in NY 🔥perhaps? 🇺🇸💥

12/21/2018 10:14:26 AM jersey4trump22 Tweet deleted!

12/21/2018 10:17:56 AM dalsandor Interesting question the universe is certainly giving our planet a serious shot of energy at this time...

12/21/2018 10:18:33 AM dalsandor A truly horrifying thought

12/21/2018 10:19:32 AM aprilbrown99 There is a link in Markens tweet.

12/21/2018 10:19:51 AM jersey4trump22 Thank you

12/21/2018 10:20:17 AM sabina06706427 It’s what the medical community teaches therefore they don’t question it. Disclosure is going to be very difficult for a lot of people, A LOT!!!

12/21/2018 10:22:11 AM anangelhasland1 Whew! He passed 666...

12/21/2018 10:23:39 AM anangelhasland1 Short money is on 33

2 to 1 odds...

12/21/2018 10:24:01 AM teamsterr07 RBG!!!

12/21/2018 10:25:03 AM anangelhasland1 20 to 1 for 33

200 to 1 for 3

Gold only.

12/21/2018 10:25:15 AM sabina06706427 My chiropractor went to medical school and dropped out when he realized they only prescribe medication and surgery. He now works hard as getting 

his clients off medications and had helped hundreds of people with that.

12/21/2018 10:25:29 AM zack_stone United we stand. Divided we fall #WWG1WGA

12/21/2018 10:25:38 AM wikipiques good skill: learn to think for yourself 

these questions lead to critical thinking 

if you dont want to think you'll have to blindly follow 

do you want to be a blind sheep, no idea who your leader is? 

learn to think for yourself, put the pieces together

milk -> meat

12/21/2018 10:25:40 AM anangelhasland1 2 to 1 for 333

12/21/2018 10:27:02 AM worldxplorer1 Apparently the accounts you follow are in the kill box. You were at 911 yesterday and that number is dropping fast!

12/21/2018 10:28:30 AM anangelhasland1 Agony in the Philadelphia church.

333 loses!

Take your bitcoin back to your boss...

12/21/2018 10:31:13 AM anangelhasland1 Ouch! Anitta goes down!

That’s got to hurt!

12/21/2018 10:33:22 AM anangelhasland1 Yes, teeth are fine.

12/21/2018 10:33:57 AM bbobbio71 RBG or Skippy

12/21/2018 10:34:34 AM triple_duece 170?

12/21/2018 10:34:56 AM zagnett yeah got to agree there. but hopefully the fear would fade quickly.

12/21/2018 10:35:31 AM lori_dee1 This is fascinating news! Thank you for sharing the article. 🙏💖

12/21/2018 10:36:52 AM anangelhasland1 And it’s a painfully obvious 170!

(That’ll teach ETs to gamble...)

12/21/2018 10:39:56 AM bbobbio71  https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/21/supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-85-reportedly-undergoes-lung-procedure-.html …

12/21/2018 10:41:12 AM ghostanon6120 Switched to 17 kek....17 q

12/21/2018 10:42:19 AM jollyrob2 name who is deceased....?

12/21/2018 10:42:20 AM ghostanon6120 She had lobectomy....very deadly procedure at her age!! I actually know her surgeon dr rusch ironically.

12/21/2018 10:43:35 AM r2u RBG

12/21/2018 10:46:53 AM zagnett Have no clue.

12/21/2018 10:48:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define "drone".

12/21/2018 10:49:00 AM triple_duece New pictures?

12/21/2018 10:50:36 AM lori_dee1 Mattis, Kelly, Rodgers and Sessions will be in charge of the Military Tribunals. If you follow Q it is referenced in drop #2637

12/21/2018 10:51:40 AM triple_duece Through January, so voter fraud can be exposed and corrected



12/21/2018 10:52:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Who will take over the helm? The Majestic 12 has a destiny to fulfill. Alice & Wonderland clue tells you that these events have already 

happened in alternative realities that we are aware of. Time is an illusion. Disclosure is coming. Al types of Disclosure.

12/21/2018 10:52:35 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1076184272615092224?s=19 …

12/21/2018 10:52:58 AM covertress body language?

12/21/2018 10:53:26 AM jollyrob2 Nice new emblem

12/21/2018 10:55:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Checkmate incoming?

Border Security means an end to Child Sex Trafficking.

The Military is ready to strike.

ISIS has been defeated.

WE DO NOT SAY HIS NAME.

Those [good] who know cannot sleep.

We owe this to our families and children.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1076184272615092224 …
12/21/2018 10:55:33 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/palmdalekid2/status/1076184674387386370?s=21 …

12/21/2018 10:56:25 AM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/ncscgov/status/1076145210038632448?s=21 …

12/21/2018 10:58:29 AM zagnett oh please oh please oh please.

I've been good... i haven't said no name's name all year! or since i found out his real name anyway...

12/21/2018 10:58:33 AM ascendingadam Wizard / Warlock holding a “Q”. 

Profile pic change must be a significant marker. pic.twitter.com/P2Uqt4Nhgj

12/21/2018 10:58:38 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/dVSyhwVEDi

12/21/2018 10:59:37 AM truecinzia I like your new logo and profile picture, but especially the logo with the wizard.  👍💪

12/21/2018 11:00:42 AM fowlreginald Ooh, love it!

12/21/2018 11:01:08 AM zagnett "no name"

12/21/2018 11:02:05 AM nun_chucknorris Is that a magic sword I see?

12/21/2018 11:02:06 AM fowlreginald Let's do this!

12/21/2018 11:03:27 AM truecinzia What does the sword on the ground symbolizes?  The fight is over and victory?  I find it very interesting.

12/21/2018 11:04:49 AM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's up with the new profile pic? Wizards?

12/21/2018 11:06:03 AM kate_gorney showdown to shutdown

12/21/2018 11:06:27 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 new picture = new phase (LIGHT)?

12/21/2018 11:07:08 AM friskygolfer 12/24/18 = 3/6/9

12/21/2018 11:07:14 AM cynthiamorrow8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

0010110

12/21/2018 11:07:16 AM roaminnoodle WIZARDS AND WARLOCKS!

Searching for your new profile picture lead me here:

 http://thelivingmoon.com/45jack_files/03files/Mission_Patches_Their_Source_and_Meaning_002.html …

12/21/2018 11:08:28 AM rubyjkat we are usually baking with the heat this time of year, now we wrapped up in winter woollies, we been getting tornados (we never get those) 

hailstorms, another storm on it's way this avo, very strange goings on!

12/21/2018 11:09:33 AM lightseeker2012 Maybe disarmament?  (requirement for disclosure)

12/21/2018 11:10:33 AM ghostanon6120 That is correct. There is an article in USA Today that describes the procedure it was a lobectomy and I personally know her surgeon.

12/21/2018 11:10:34 AM roaminnoodle WIZARDS AND WARLOCKS!

Searching for their new profile picture lead me here:

 http://thelivingmoon.com/45jack_files/03files/Mission_Patches_Their_Source_and_Meaning_002.html …

12/21/2018 11:10:55 AM truecinzia I see it more like an evolution, a victory. Something like "the fight is now over"

12/21/2018 11:10:58 AM ghostanon6120 I am a surgeon and I trained at Sloan-Kettering and Doctor Rusch was one of my favorite teachers.

12/21/2018 11:12:13 AM truecinzia Very interesting!

12/21/2018 11:12:36 AM shallknown What if there is no shutdown and it passes? I wonder what the plan is then.

12/21/2018 11:12:44 AM ghostanon6120 USA TODAY: Justice Ginsburg has cancerous growths removed from lung

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/12/21/ruth-bader-ginsburg-cancerous-growths-removed-lung/2387829002/ …

12/21/2018 11:13:47 AM allahuniversal The Pentagon, night before last  https://youtu.be/vdGvA07blPE 

12/21/2018 11:14:21 AM truecinzia Also, see how the wizard is in a glorious position?  There is victory, no defeat.

12/21/2018 11:14:46 AM djlok You know something. Like the new logo btw.  Very Majestic!!

12/21/2018 11:15:32 AM zagnett For those good who know, praying that they get better sleep.

Q / MJ, btw capital letter messaging on Border Security - "BS", could be a bit improved.

12/21/2018 11:16:22 AM j_just1c3_pt HRC is on fire sh00ting tweets with numbers and references to groups and locations on them. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WeAreOne

12/21/2018 11:16:23 AM allahuniversal Nice find pic.twitter.com/3RoTQLMqkK

12/21/2018 11:18:15 AM ppdotdll Hey MJ12, can you teach us your “Majestic” practices/knowledge/something?

12/21/2018 11:22:26 AM zagnett  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

He's been giving us advice on that. Search past tweets in the link.

Suggests sleeping 3 hours, then awake 6 hours, meditating for 3 hours. Like Tesla. Has advice on ways to de-calcify the pineal, etc.

12/21/2018 11:23:28 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/G0jDtfmXR6

12/21/2018 11:23:36 AM truecinzia The symbology of the logo mention Area 51 which makes sense with the underground picture.  Good find!

12/21/2018 11:24:40 AM margoluvsgod What about the ports?

12/21/2018 11:24:43 AM zagnett Personally, I can't get all this going now. Some if it kinda requires being a hermit honestly, which i'm not. But going to do my best in small ways for now, 

and do more later.

12/21/2018 11:25:48 AM nmchristoban "because of the World and the way it breaks out..."

12/21/2018 11:26:28 AM rdeweese04 Saw the change in profile pic! Nice patch!

12/21/2018 11:27:59 AM freestateojones Enjoying the new profile photo. pic.twitter.com/gaxw0NrBly

12/21/2018 11:31:27 AM citoyen_resist  https://youtu.be/vdGvA07blPE 

we really would like your comen about that. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/21/2018 11:32:39 AM mongrelglory Her plan had been to have WW3 (nuclear) started by the Fall of 2017.

12/21/2018 11:32:39 AM nmchristoban a. an unmanned aircraft or ship that can navigate autonomously, without human control or beyond line of sight:

b. any unmanned aircraft or ship that is guided remotely:

12/21/2018 11:33:26 AM raenyasalisbury We. Are going into NESARA you can look it up ..should be pretty smooth

12/21/2018 11:35:37 AM raenyasalisbury I believe his name us Dylan Thomas. .there is a contact lower right corner



12/21/2018 11:37:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd Interesting aieral photo.

12/21/2018 11:48:41 AM blsdbe Drone: 

1)a #False flag distraction engineered by the UK

2)Extraterrestrials bringing us #FullDisclosure

12/21/2018 11:51:51 AM blsdbe AI types or ALL types?

12/21/2018 11:58:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd I see confidence and a very serious demeanor.

12/21/2018 11:59:03 AM zagnett Read an article earlier this year stated something like, "well we just dropped from Alpha to Beta timeline" or something, like we failed some mission.

I was like speak for yo'self, I'm sticking with Alpha timeline...

12/21/2018 11:59:53 AM zagnett ...as if i have any clue what all that means.

Are any of these timelines qualitatively better than another?

Can we individually and/or collectively, jump to another, better timeline still? I'm like Trump, i want the BEST!!

12/21/2018 12:00:43 PM aahhhooohmmmm Is 5:5 also a reference to the starting time of the Winter Solstice today?

12/21/2018 12:03:21 PM steveroye @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Love the new logo and header img!!!

12/21/2018 12:09:56 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

12/21/2018 12:11:34 PM zagnett How are we doing really, in this timeline?

Does Alice give feedback? E.g. "if you only chose not to base-jump off such a short building, you'd be in this better timeline..."

What can we do to improve this timeline or collectively jump to a better one?

12/21/2018 12:12:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Has the new Domain been able to “deprogram” the amnesia of any IS-BE’s since takeover of the “Old Empire?”

12/21/2018 12:12:37 PM 9999patriotusmc Can’t seat new Congress if government is shutdown. Staffers are nonessential.

12/21/2018 12:18:08 PM connectedtomyc1 And ships, and massive underground tunnels connecting everything, and all waterways/rivers, etc.???

12/21/2018 12:20:54 PM margoluvsgod Exactly

12/21/2018 12:21:26 PM hamlett_dan And it's still not a drone.

12/21/2018 12:25:25 PM keith369me Wikileaks of today is not the organization that Julian Assange led.  Is Julian going to enLIGHTen us soon?

12/21/2018 12:26:18 PM brianmccaul3 Hahaha that's the most ridiculous tweet I have ever read! So let's get this right

Obama and Clinton sold the Rothschild Isreal to Iran ffs

Your beyond deluded

12/21/2018 12:26:27 PM keith369me Glad I wasn’t followed

12/21/2018 12:26:36 PM sontechnique  http://mileswmathis.com/barindex2.pdfIs  there any truth to the theory presented in this paper by Miles Mathis?

12/21/2018 12:26:46 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

12/12/18

3+3+9=15 1+5=6

12/21/2018 12:27:45 PM royfokker1 Jeff Flake please.

12/21/2018 12:30:07 PM sontechnique  http://mileswmathis.com/barindex2.pdf 

12/21/2018 12:35:06 PM keith369me Just picked my 21 year old son up from college.  This quiet child who was a global warming fanatic spent two hours talking to me about his awakening.  

Welcome to 12-21-2018...Dark to Light 💡

12/21/2018 12:38:04 PM taradea08775439 Is there really a video?

12/21/2018 12:40:43 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/OXpXerQav9

12/21/2018 12:40:51 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/RUeIcYigtg

12/21/2018 12:42:48 PM vand3rboots I am adopted too! Many of the way showers and some of the most spiritually gifted people I know are also adopted. I have always wondered if we all 

came here from someplace else, and we had to come in as adoptees because we had no soul family on earth to incarnate into.

12/21/2018 12:43:12 PM pomeinnz not long

12/21/2018 12:45:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd Welcomed with so much love❤️❤️❤️

12/21/2018 12:48:04 PM imovershit 🤫”The world and the way it breaksOUT”. He totally wants this shut down. ITS HABBINING

12/21/2018 12:49:41 PM vand3rboots I was also told I come from either Andromeda or Orion, but the person who told me was not sure which. Personally, Andromeda "feels" more true for 

me, but I have no memory or awareness of this. Do you know how I can find out?

12/21/2018 12:49:55 PM horseofw Govt shut down we k ew it was coming ...TTP

12/21/2018 12:50:31 PM turboxyde Anchoring Source energy and preparing to bag and tag all fractals of consciousness for transmutation that do not align to universal law! I feel like a 

cosmic Jumpmaster getting ready to flawlessly execute a higher dimensional heavy drop of LOVE! Green light, Go! Go! Go! 

pic.twitter.com/oqM7ue7pY4

12/21/2018 12:54:26 PM vand3rboots Thank you for sharing. I hope one day I can remember, too!

12/21/2018 12:56:40 PM lbf777 I read it. It’s a masterpiece. Perfectly explains it.

12/21/2018 12:57:27 PM vand3rboots If you're ever willing to share I'm sure it is something many people would love to hear about!

12/21/2018 12:57:37 PM hamlett_dan It's got the most stable flight model I've ever seen for an electric, multi rotor device.

12/21/2018 1:00:12 PM zagnett Light overcomes darkness on Mar 21. So 3 months?

But plz feel free to continue the shutdown as long as you want. Gov. just keeps spending money on unconstitutional stuff, gets us into debt, devalues 

our currency, lowers our standard of living, etc.

12/21/2018 1:02:10 PM media_hypocrisy I'm not really onboard with RDS. I think he's a patriot however I always find that he believes that his thinking is far superior than everybody else's. 

Including POTUS.

He bags Mattis in the article which highlights to me that he doesn't really know what's going on.

12/21/2018 1:04:56 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/21/2018 1:13:18 PM decodematrix New profile pic!! I wonder if one of the MJ12 was Merlin in a past life 🤔

12/21/2018 1:13:22 PM mojo5979 id imagine witnesses as i dont think all of those people practice law. they can give their first hand accounts of the coruption they uncovered which 

when all combined should paint a clear picture of coordinated effort to undermine the president. rico treason neuremburg 2.0

12/21/2018 1:13:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Very much enjoyed this....do you know how we would consume the plant? Like salad greens? Could we do that? Or using like I spoke of last week or so 

with a nice lady, using cannabutter?

12/21/2018 1:20:29 PM duckmeat01 LOL Now your busting on my man Jim (Not).He was boning Kermit before they hit TV.He then got a hold of Ms. Piggy and it all went South. He came 

down with Swine Flu and croaked.Most of all these priest, agents, and politicians are in the group. I would lock my kids up for 18 years

12/21/2018 1:37:09 PM reda2448 Let's ask Brennan! 😄😅😂

12/21/2018 1:41:59 PM lyndamathews25 9 on the list  Linda Wright (nee Pickton) the sister to Pickton farms, what a write up this evil woman. 

http://saviorsofearth.ning.com/profiles/blogs/pedogate-women-operatives-in-very-high-places …

12/21/2018 1:47:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who else used Gmail drafts? https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1075813095082262528 …

12/21/2018 1:47:48 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/deplorablejujuv/status/1044657130740076545?s=21 …

12/21/2018 1:48:31 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 love the new patch!  pic.twitter.com/9FYQK8kKu1



12/21/2018 1:50:14 PM reda2448 Missed the mark a bit. pic.twitter.com/Y2DRZB65Qw

12/21/2018 1:51:14 PM jane_q_patriot Did they like to play "Candy Crush," too?

12/21/2018 1:51:40 PM mcv_awakening 10 days ? Of darkness 😉 ?

12/21/2018 1:51:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Barry

12/21/2018 1:53:28 PM ascendingadam 911 signals 🚨 danger/trouble/emergency?

Many unfollowed are members of government (DS), “entertainment” figures (MK-Ultra), 🤡’s etc.  

Message(s) sent. 

Sealed indictments? 

MT judges ready?

Shutdown pending?

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas.
12/21/2018 1:54:42 PM taradea08775439 I don't want to view it. Is it definitely hillary

12/21/2018 1:55:57 PM gypsyinkshay The military is ready to strike? That’s funny. Cus I’m military and I haven’t heard anything about us doing any strikes...

12/21/2018 1:55:59 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Interested, why did you guys turn to the light. Did you fear the central sun?

12/21/2018 1:56:13 PM taradea08775439 I've heard there's a video but wasn't sure if it was true 

Surprised it's leaked. And if it's hillary I hope to God she's dealt with and the thing we see now is a double

12/21/2018 1:56:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where was the server hosting gmail host located? What is Gmail?

12/21/2018 1:58:11 PM vintagesquirrel GOOG

12/21/2018 1:58:26 PM palmdalekid2 ☠🤡🦉

12/21/2018 1:58:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Country?

12/21/2018 1:59:04 PM vintagesquirrel North Korea

12/21/2018 1:59:10 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/XCFNiyhkjY

12/21/2018 2:00:24 PM karentriebel China?

12/21/2018 2:02:41 PM taradea08775439 I can assure you I won't

12/21/2018 2:03:05 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/wErRvTToCg

12/21/2018 2:03:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly what did 45 say today?

Cross reference Generals resigning.

Cross reference ISIS defeated.

Cross reference NO NAME + CF non prosecution agreements.

New laws recently?

Government shutdown means what exactly?

Military Tribunals.

The clock is ticking.
12/21/2018 2:03:44 PM palmdalekid2 777

12/21/2018 2:03:56 PM palmdalekid2 :19

12/21/2018 2:04:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Strings cut.

Deal made.

Thank Q Kim.

12/21/2018 2:06:28 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/craigcaplan/status/1076186059728396288?s=21 …

12/21/2018 2:06:53 PM time4u2know What’s the deadline for vote?

12/21/2018 2:06:55 PM keith369me North Korea would be my guess

12/21/2018 2:07:41 PM time4u2know Same as [No Name]?

12/21/2018 2:08:32 PM keith369me We have the servers?

12/21/2018 2:08:34 PM susan66388204 I’m counting on you All to bring this to fruition for our country and people.  Glad to be a part of the plan 🇺🇸

12/21/2018 2:09:25 PM connectedtomyc1 New law ???????

 H.R. 7213, the “Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 2018.” The Act redesignates the @DHSgov Domestic Nuclear Detection Office as the 

Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction Office. Read more: http://45.wh.gov/aWBqYb 

12/21/2018 2:09:30 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/eo-promoting-active-management-americas-forests-rangelands-federal-lands-improve-conditions-

reduce-wildfire-risk/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

12/21/2018 2:09:47 PM connectedtomyc1 45 referenced a book called "Dark Winter"??????

12/21/2018 2:12:09 PM bbobbio71 Anybody else feel a little funky today? Or is it just me

12/21/2018 2:12:13 PM ryankochweare1 Following 170 now instead of 911?

12/21/2018 2:13:05 PM fionasdestiny67 Be prepared for a very long shutdown.

Military tribunals. Arrests of members of Congress can occur. Graham and no name=Afghanistan isis

12/21/2018 2:13:26 PM missy968 I think I just peed a little. 🍾🥂🎉🎊

12/21/2018 2:13:27 PM worldxplorer1 In layman's terms...  It says IT'S ON!!

12/21/2018 2:14:06 PM aprilbrown99 6 hrs 40 mins approx.

12/21/2018 2:15:00 PM time4u2know Gotcha! Thank you! Figured that, but thought I would just ask anyhow! Appreciate it! Have a great day! #KeepWinning

12/21/2018 2:15:36 PM aprilbrown99 You as well. Happy holidays.

12/21/2018 2:15:41 PM agoodyear2015 Well Dems and Rinos have the option of the shutdown or a flurry of arrests during the shutdown.  Nice options - NOT.

12/21/2018 2:16:10 PM si11112018 #DOITQ

12/21/2018 2:17:49 PM time4u2know Thank you!! #MerryChristmasToYou!!

12/21/2018 2:18:27 PM awoodlandartist Kelly, Rogers & Mattis left because very bad optics for DJT 2 bring the hammer down while surrounded by the military. Would look like a military coup. 

As nearing justice phase, can't have AG make prosecutions of high-level political opponents when DJT's admin filled w/military.

12/21/2018 2:26:49 PM vintagesquirrel 😂

12/21/2018 2:29:44 PM slipperyslope18 No frog marching while congress is working but.

The Privilege from Arrest Clause provides a Member of Congress a privilege from civil arrest only, but not from other civil processes. Even the privilege 

from civil arrest would be valid only while Congress is in session. 💥🇺🇸💥😎

12/21/2018 2:30:07 PM blazer2k7 Sooo basically trump is saying, between the lines, give in to demands or gave tribunals and public exposure..

Im glad he's fighting the Cabals, but it better not be for selfish purposes..

12/21/2018 2:30:34 PM blazer2k7 Or face tribunals**

12/21/2018 2:30:43 PM kystbynangl Idk... Men in Black ressonates more with me for some reason..

12/21/2018 2:34:33 PM cstarr888 Ask @SandiaWisdom sometimes they can help. 😉🙏💖

12/21/2018 2:35:34 PM cidarean We shall see.

12/21/2018 2:36:54 PM cstarr888 You can blame chickenpox vaccines for your shingles. Prevents antibodies from reactivating in adults when around kids w chickenpox. 

🙏💖

12/21/2018 2:37:01 PM mossman_moore am moving from the experience of crushing weight, and beginning to see the beauty and the goodness in the emerging reality -  sincerely extending 

gratitude to everyone involved -human and otherwise 🙂



12/21/2018 2:37:48 PM cstarr888 Some of them do! 

@SandiaWisdom

🙏💖

12/21/2018 2:38:47 PM lori_dee1 Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12! We must have a clear vision of the future to manifest it into reality, and this major shift from dark to light requires the 

power of the higher states of consciousness.

12/21/2018 2:40:09 PM lori_dee1 BOOM! There it is!!! So many optics about his resignation....knowledge is power!

12/21/2018 2:41:23 PM teamsterr07 Hussein, Comey, lynch, Clinton's, brennan...they all did!

12/21/2018 2:43:19 PM lori_dee1 😂😂😂😂Oh honey! You might need to buy some Depends, we are just beginning!!!! 😜

12/21/2018 2:46:25 PM lori_dee1 HRC on unsecured servers!!!

12/21/2018 2:49:37 PM fowlreginald There were some very interesting EOs signed today and yesterday...

12/21/2018 3:04:02 PM jdltr450 After January 1st I'm looking forward to it.

12/21/2018 3:04:33 PM kalamojakka Shut it down! 🇺🇸

12/21/2018 3:12:56 PM bbobbio71 Currently I use 5 stage ro.

Thinking whole house,  well whole cities

12/21/2018 3:14:09 PM lori_dee1 Great info @AllahUniversal !!!

12/21/2018 3:14:58 PM huberhammerq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Q97lkpDdY5

12/21/2018 3:20:55 PM ezdoesit_  https://youtu.be/1rlsIR34jO8 

12/21/2018 3:34:17 PM awakeandsing123 They all did: Hussein, LL etc.

12/21/2018 3:36:13 PM allahuniversal 9111 pic.twitter.com/YRbl2aV7zf

12/21/2018 3:44:59 PM chad51569713 Pompeo agrees. pic.twitter.com/dHGhjn8CZZ

12/21/2018 3:45:20 PM tkobeauty Whats Up? M12

12/21/2018 3:46:24 PM lightworkercain Adjective: imminent

About to happen."they were in imminent danger of being swept away"

synonyms: impending, close (at hand), near, (fast) approaching, coming, forthcoming, on the way, in the offing, in the pipeline, on the horizon, in the 

air, just around the corner, etc.

12/21/2018 3:52:10 PM gi6stars Nope, Here's why they are leaving pic.twitter.com/1LwdxUHECt

12/21/2018 3:54:23 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me. 

#QAnon

12/21/2018 3:56:08 PM djlok Totally

12/21/2018 3:57:10 PM 1_decided_voter Similar over Russia in 2013? https://youtu.be/cTnPfGmcOgk 

12/21/2018 3:57:36 PM john81726765  pic.twitter.com/fxwDGngSNz

12/21/2018 3:58:59 PM djlok Some used video game chatrooms to communicate too.  I think it was x-box.

12/21/2018 4:00:10 PM slayerofmatrix1 BRING IT !!!

12/21/2018 4:01:36 PM cidarean Not today it seems?

12/21/2018 4:06:10 PM worldxplorer1 That looks identical to the Pentagon video.  I wonder if its a legit craft or Blue Beam.

Thanks for posting!

12/21/2018 4:06:36 PM teamforza44 [RG]

12/21/2018 4:11:02 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

12/21/2018 4:11:40 PM 222714ftw 💥

12/21/2018 4:12:32 PM teamsterr07 Yes! That too!

12/21/2018 4:23:47 PM itrusttheplan Triumph of light over dark.

12/21/2018 4:26:38 PM joyzissa Really?

12/21/2018 4:26:58 PM joyzissa Compartmentalization

12/21/2018 4:28:09 PM tlcl1964 2 hats.  That guy is paid to be a clown?

12/21/2018 4:41:49 PM lightseeker2012 L. Graham? 

(ISIS = McCain + Graham)

12/21/2018 4:41:59 PM lbf777 He dresses up as a clown to lure in the children.

12/21/2018 4:49:42 PM artistginette They will fight tooth and nail to get their pound of baby flesh. To keep their border open for easy transport of children and drugs. Very evil people. 

Good will win!

12/21/2018 4:49:45 PM savethesedogs Happy Birthday!

12/21/2018 4:50:55 PM je_weed_707_ Huge pyramid above the pentagon a couple nights ago? Craft/ship or project bluebeam?

 https://youtu.be/vdGvA07blPE 

12/21/2018 4:54:12 PM si11112018 Silent night. .. a beautiful song I keep hearing lately

12/21/2018 5:07:00 PM traychelle255 Is this his warning to them that they can play nice and let him bring this entire transformation on for the good of humanity or he WILL do it with actual 

force that requires Martial Law?

12/21/2018 5:07:25 PM higginsgggg What is coming Be specific

12/21/2018 5:09:06 PM connectedtomyc1 Sec. 4. Unmanned Aerial Systems. To reduce fire and forest health risks as described in section 1 of this order, the Secretaries shall, in coordination with 

the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration, maximize appropriate use of unmanned aerial systems to....

12/21/2018 5:10:01 PM connectedtomyc1 ...accelerate forest management and support firefighting and post-fire rehabilitation in forests, rangelands, and other Federal lands.

Taken from EO above. What exactly does that mean anyone????

12/21/2018 5:11:26 PM letitbe1023 A Hate Crime, yes.

12/21/2018 5:13:28 PM zagnett MJ, if you're for real, & you i think are, please - no invasion - real, hoax, or hybrid. 

This doesn't seem to be part of the "plan", at least not anymore. But just in case it is - we can work things out another way. People will wake up 

without an invasion.

12/21/2018 5:14:30 PM zagnett But if all you're planning is a big dang celebratory fireworks show, great!! Getting more popcorn...

12/21/2018 5:17:16 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/xL26ULVFvQ

12/21/2018 5:19:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 good catch!

12/21/2018 5:40:09 PM toffer_anon_369 When he pointed to the sky and said "it was something they wanted"?

12/21/2018 5:48:06 PM fionasdestiny67 I believe Gaia is going through a bit of a pole shift, imho. We may all be in for a bit of chaos for a bit.

12/21/2018 5:55:30 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/aSl6EuYKYZ

12/21/2018 6:05:01 PM djlok Yeah @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 needs to help me on that one!

12/21/2018 6:10:16 PM giediknight Update: it was focused human attention, group prayer. https://www.christianpost.com/news/incurable-tumor-disappears-from-texas-girls-brain-after-

community-lifts-her-in-prayers.html …

12/21/2018 6:11:44 PM djlok Gonna watch it tonight.  You know MJ has had me watch more TV in the last few weeks than I've watched combined since 9/11.  Stopped watching 

almost all TV/movies after 9/11 bc they got so dark!  #DarkToLight

12/21/2018 6:12:47 PM lori_dee1 Power will be restored to the people. Indeed, the Majestic 12 has a very important destiny to fill! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



12/21/2018 6:12:48 PM howdoyoumakeah1 this is huge!

12/21/2018 6:15:45 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I have heard Q and I believe Majestic 12 say we have the gold. 🙂

12/21/2018 6:18:01 PM djlok They should see a spike in royalties with all of us watching it!!

12/21/2018 6:18:19 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Kids loose it fast once put into the controlled school systems, which works perfectly to break down creativity in communication with source.

12/21/2018 6:20:53 PM ladyhawk0568 Thank you !!!!

12/21/2018 6:21:03 PM wakingdream93 “They” 👽 👽 🛸

12/21/2018 6:21:48 PM wikipiques Yeah, it is a dismal situation.  Hang in there!  i hope you can do the best you can do to piece together the truth.  the truth is sacred.

12/21/2018 6:21:49 PM djlok Wise investment since we are frequently referenced to them!

12/21/2018 6:22:28 PM djlok *referred

12/21/2018 6:24:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Exactly.  Thoth sent me a message yesterday!  He was giving me a hard time like we were old friends haha!!

12/21/2018 6:27:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 whoa you are right

12/21/2018 6:33:46 PM leeleemunster  pic.twitter.com/EbMVFOrO7V

12/21/2018 6:34:40 PM paislation Bring it!  #BUILDtheWALL

12/21/2018 6:35:03 PM proudpatriot45 As long as it takes!

12/21/2018 6:35:49 PM pitdogman How long is a piece of string?🤔

12/21/2018 6:38:59 PM maddy37944167 Lol you may be on to somethings 

 https://twitter.com/SkywatchUFOs/status/1075854739454205952?s=19 …

12/21/2018 6:58:38 PM richardhiatt16 It’s just really dark in Northern Alaska.. Well, maybe 4-5 minutes more tomorrow... 😁

12/21/2018 7:07:36 PM woodworkeranon Like the new profile patch, classy!

12/21/2018 7:13:18 PM gi6stars Raise God he's awake! #WWG1WGA #MAGA #TheGreatAwakening

12/21/2018 7:29:26 PM unidentifiedta1 Is Trump following orders from Majestic, or is Trump Majestic?

12/21/2018 7:33:34 PM karentriebel Standard Hotel

12/21/2018 7:40:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Should we be watching the sky???  Any ETA?

12/21/2018 7:48:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wizards and Warlocks guard intelligence.

What's in our hand?

Who are the Majestic 12?

12/21/2018 7:50:12 PM citoyen_resist some Science which isn't taught at Uni..

12/21/2018 7:51:27 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can help "We the People" to take back control.

12/21/2018 7:52:17 PM truecinzia A spear and a symbol

12/21/2018 7:52:30 PM lbf777 Majestic 12 is a subGroup of the Council On Foreign Relations.

12/21/2018 7:54:09 PM realaronbrowne Server? https://youtu.be/cqb3NSiSwoc 

12/21/2018 7:56:19 PM time4u2know Q67

The Council of Wizard & Warlocks cannot be defeated. Nice view up here.

Q

12/21/2018 7:56:30 PM hawkgirlinmn An orb for focusing your magick

12/21/2018 7:56:56 PM vintagesquirrel Magic wand?

12/21/2018 7:57:00 PM aprilbrown99 The power to take back our government. We the People...

12/21/2018 7:57:59 PM goodmedicine4us  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076308614372048897 …

12/21/2018 7:59:10 PM scommandante Who was responsible for harassing me ?. I want legal recourse. It was psychological torture.

12/21/2018 8:01:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Didnt realize the patch squadron is based out of Groom Lake.

12/21/2018 8:01:45 PM tymecrystal Highest level of Security

12/21/2018 8:05:43 PM dr_t_dc Q pic.twitter.com/K10uhcuTPg

12/21/2018 8:07:31 PM heath_jack A Q?

12/21/2018 8:13:08 PM inna3akasnaa not a subgroup but more of a "war council" of the cabbal

12/21/2018 8:15:41 PM lori_dee1 sorry for the typos...should have read *hurts and *in

12/21/2018 8:16:42 PM shallknown You are the keepers of Special Access Projects. The technology available to you is "out of this world".

12/21/2018 8:23:13 PM decodematrix I think the loop is an Ankh and the thunderbolt of Zeus. "Zeus, the bearer of the thunderbolt, wielding his weapon against the powers of darkness."

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/electric_universe/thunderbolt08.htm … pic.twitter.com/megrtUdUAw

12/21/2018 8:23:27 PM cpnegron73 Just a passing thought in my mind and I'm certainly no expert at this what so ever. Are the ETs that are to be revealed actually spirits / fallen ones who 

have entered into an agreement with the government's of our world thus forming the kingdom of darkness? Just a crazed thought

12/21/2018 8:24:33 PM lib7473 The W&W are adv. light/loving beings of the universe. They hold the most adv & powerful technologies to eradicate evil, if chosen to use, which they 

have in space/DUMBs. MJ-12: the infiltration by incarnated/activated adv 💡beings as part of liberation/ET disclosure.

12/21/2018 8:33:43 PM totalbullshitur Wizards are the guardians, Corey Goode

12/21/2018 8:33:56 PM brittasbits1 You used to be a part of the cabal ,now that bad actors are gone in Majestic you are helping humanity with Disclosure and draining the swamp. I sure 

hope so.

12/21/2018 8:37:13 PM collectvcat Im feeling a bit “selish” these days considering what the DS has put us through for decades... so for ALL of us lets GO!

12/21/2018 8:37:49 PM ascendingadam Nice view... pic.twitter.com/SeXzjvrgZ7

12/21/2018 8:37:55 PM linz775 Wizards and Warlocks

12/21/2018 8:38:41 PM toffer_anon_369 Pretty cool site...    https://militarytribunals.org/ 

12/21/2018 8:39:08 PM collectvcat Preach it! Tell everyone the news!

12/21/2018 8:42:33 PM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  does the “SG” in “star Gate” also stand for “sacred geometry?”

12/21/2018 8:43:32 PM decodematrix The staff could be a was-sceptre.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Was-sceptre …

12/21/2018 8:49:37 PM djlok The Q.  But what is very interesting is that the picture looks very different up close than from a distance...thus changing what the entity is doing with 

the Q.

12/21/2018 9:04:59 PM unidentifiedta1 It's speculated that MJ12 was against JFK. Is that true, and why?

12/21/2018 9:17:47 PM tkobeauty Tuning fork to raise oyr vibrations!! Or a Q!

12/21/2018 9:20:50 PM mmm_allin Omg! Does that happen to you too? I have never found anybody else that happens to and when I try to tell people about it they look at me like I'm 

crazy or making it up!

12/21/2018 9:25:06 PM dcl1022  https://militarytribunals.org/video/qanon-serialbrain2-midterms-ended-up-a-democratic-empty-shell-game-judicial-surgery-coming/ …

12/21/2018 9:28:37 PM higginsgggg Consider Is this Deap State cleansing actually a Dead men Tell no tales" I don't trust our system at all period

12/21/2018 9:35:21 PM tkobeauty Thank Q++++

12/21/2018 9:36:18 PM drewcif62100546  pic.twitter.com/xOFFiQLwFT

12/21/2018 9:36:37 PM drewcif62100546  pic.twitter.com/SL88L3IThe

12/21/2018 9:38:24 PM nmchristoban sigma in right hand ?

σ

12/21/2018 9:41:02 PM newscommenter Twitter says it’s an iPhone that’s in your hand. Your taste in tech is noted. Favorite band?

12/21/2018 9:42:18 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What is the goal of the current Majestic 12?  Thank you for saving humanity

12/21/2018 9:42:47 PM tkobeauty Easier said than done, no?



12/21/2018 9:45:04 PM tkobeauty Is bitcoin same as cryptocurrency?

12/21/2018 10:03:37 PM analyst2501 A wand?

12/21/2018 10:03:44 PM lori_dee1 We have Beta, Alpha, Theta & Gamma brainwaves. Delta is the realm of your unconscious mind, the gateway to the universal mind & the collective 

unconscious, where information received is otherwise unavailable at the conscious level.

12/21/2018 10:12:05 PM mitchbynature No disrespect) but M12 gotta start teaching us clearly.. Before we all become totally wasted in coded tongues.. Doing nothing but read another tweet 

while our lives are ruining every minute

12/21/2018 10:14:33 PM zagnett WE THE PEOPLE, in our hands, hold incredible power, for good & evil.

MJ12: the particular beings who have been wielding these powers, at least recently. On our behalf at times, and directly against us at other times.

Sorry, idk know how to be more specific.

12/21/2018 10:17:28 PM zagnett This is, essentially, the intelligence W&W guards, and will only let us know how this power works, if we are worthy to know it, & will take responsibility 

for our use of it. You know, the details and such.

12/21/2018 10:17:40 PM voodoowarlord Were they hosted in China?

12/21/2018 10:21:19 PM voodoowarlord Probably kept physically outside of the US so they are beyond the jurisdiction of warrants.

12/21/2018 10:21:29 PM mitchbynature They always make a man feel more empty than he already is..

12/21/2018 10:26:10 PM zagnett Yeah you're right. The article didn't say that specifically, and I didn't think of it that way, but those were the "timelines" discussed. Next time i read an 

article like that i'll keep that in mind. Thanks.

12/21/2018 10:31:28 PM zagnett What is ACN? Sorry, I couldn't figure it out.

12/21/2018 10:39:53 PM zagnett Oh you're talking about HRC! Now I get it...

12/21/2018 10:44:23 PM voodoowarlord I can't imagine a more secure place. I can't place names on the caucasian faces hmmm🤔

12/21/2018 10:46:28 PM heartsscales And*

12/21/2018 10:48:07 PM voodoowarlord I'm curious what and when this occasion was.

12/21/2018 10:54:16 PM brimichelle75 Downloads? I’m lost ??

12/21/2018 11:12:35 PM richardbramlet6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 really  pic.twitter.com/Eivf3XHJYs

12/21/2018 11:12:43 PM richardbramlet6 I am

12/21/2018 11:18:50 PM cracy_o Isn't it rather a whole bunch of different ET races/species, with different values, goals and agendas?

I'd like to align w Blue Sphere Beings, please.

12/21/2018 11:24:51 PM mitchbynature I need guidance

12/21/2018 11:26:58 PM mitchbynature It's becoming a struggle to think clearly this days.. How can one self heal when he's addicted to dualities

12/21/2018 11:27:36 PM jenhoward09 Can you explain how we’ll ascend with our bodies. Process?

12/21/2018 11:28:28 PM oo1o110 MJ12 killed JFK.  You're going to have to start from the beginning of this account if you want to understand.

12/21/2018 11:29:17 PM brimichelle75 I was physically ill and unable to eat much for around 3 months while researching SRA in 2016 & 2017. The babies.  The children.  The torture.  The 

abuse.  The “games”.  It’s beyond horrific 😞😣😔

12/21/2018 11:38:40 PM awake369wwg1wga Starfamily pic.twitter.com/z7gV2WUIqN

12/21/2018 11:48:23 PM lori_dee1 @BabasNote...just to clarify, you are in control of how you feel. "They" are challenging you to look at things differently, seek to understand their 

meanings. This is an opportunity for expansion...I am on the journey as well.

12/21/2018 11:52:26 PM brimichelle75 My husband, our 2 teens and I didn’t get the PEAS test.  Makes me wonder if we will get the real one.

12/21/2018 11:52:38 PM lori_dee1 ACN is a multi-level marketing (MLM) company which provides telecommunications, energy, merchant services ...

12/21/2018 11:53:31 PM taradea08775439 We have been spoonfed lies all our lives. The whole point of these coded like messages is to teach us new ways of learning. Learn to understand 

messages through symbols and numerology. We need to understand that we can never fall prey to being deceived again.

12/21/2018 11:54:12 PM taradea08775439 We need to use our own discernment. Intuition. To find the truth

12/21/2018 11:55:21 PM bourdainmurderd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  syas btc will NOT recover

12/22/2018 12:01:09 AM missy968 Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/22/2018 12:08:05 AM scott_rick A Q...... security clearance

12/22/2018 12:08:41 AM mongrelglory I assume you mean the new insignia.  It sure looks like a Jaffa staff weapon in your left hand.  Lol! pic.twitter.com/5D0U4asuvG

12/22/2018 12:15:39 AM 86coso Arrests on Christmas Day?

12/22/2018 12:37:35 AM blazer2k7 I wouldn't believe that for a second.  Humans are more capable of learning then most realize.  

That's wht homosapiens made good slaves - we're taught easily,  and often get enriched in our beliefs.  It's this way.. on purpose.

12/22/2018 12:38:11 AM blazer2k7 That's why*

Often get entrenched*

12/22/2018 12:41:59 AM voodoowarlord Patraeus  who was director of C_A

12/22/2018 12:45:09 AM blazer2k7 C322?

12/22/2018 12:45:42 AM blazer2k7 disclosure is always necessary, because truth deserves to exist.

12/22/2018 12:48:01 AM blazer2k7 The Plan?

Corral the conciousness.. Then claim sole access to a blueprint? >=/

12/22/2018 12:50:45 AM blazer2k7 Mmmm. Can you tell which constellation?

12/22/2018 12:52:37 AM blazer2k7 mirror Q= 9 ?

...= a question mark?

12/22/2018 1:06:54 AM thelynchtone Bring it, and Merry Christmas to all! 🎄🇺🇸

12/22/2018 1:07:13 AM blazer2k7 DS?

12/22/2018 1:09:52 AM blazer2k7 I mean.  As far as such a high percentage ending up in the hospital.  And let's not forget that not everyone suffering from shock stays in shock forever.  

Sometimes growth causes pain.  The truth still sets you free.  Find a stick.  Bite down.  Time to wake.  Time to *live*.

12/22/2018 1:16:38 AM voodoowarlord In your hand is key of knowledge and ... ? The Majestic 12 are the gatekeepers of disclosure.

12/22/2018 1:31:57 AM countsatoshi  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1049719998795661315?s=21 …

12/22/2018 1:34:43 AM mitchbynature Am actually learning how to live again.. But it's just stressful dealing with low conscious family members & personal vices

12/22/2018 1:53:57 AM southernsmiley1 I do know we can eat the seeds, also it can me made into Hemp milk, I am sure there are many other ways to consume it. I have a few articles saved I 

will have to try and dig them up.

12/22/2018 2:01:42 AM curly_lambeau Majestic 12 are the ones that have kept the secrets from us, kept the high tech to themselves and created the breakaway civilization, that is Majestic 

12

12/22/2018 2:04:53 AM jollyrob2 It’s Lower case Sigma?...has many significant meanings?

12/22/2018 2:17:06 AM jane_q_patriot (Aaron's) rod and serpent?

12/22/2018 2:30:28 AM jane_q_patriot Also maybe the Egyptian Ankh-tie, which is related to Shiva's Pasha (or magic noose/lasso).

12/22/2018 3:06:52 AM fowlreginald Nice number today: pic.twitter.com/mKDwXZrKao

12/22/2018 3:15:08 AM realaronbrowne Engineering symbol for the unknown value of an object’s radar cross section.

5 + 1

12/22/2018 3:21:54 AM awake369wwg1wga We live in a dualistic world. Positive/negative. That goes for all beings too. Focus on the LIGH💜

12/22/2018 3:51:32 AM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you weren't surprised one bit were you?  In fact, The Pentagon says it's ALL apart of The Plan  

https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1075560829171322880 …

12/22/2018 4:07:16 AM giediknight Yes it does, coincidence? IDK what it means.

12/22/2018 4:13:12 AM giediknight Crook and flail, thy rod and thy staff. Ancient weapons of power.



12/22/2018 4:15:00 AM mitchbynature I feel light & dark are from Thesame source sometimes..

12/22/2018 4:36:38 AM turboxyde Interesting, any details to go along with the photo?

12/22/2018 4:39:31 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning.

This “reality” is ready.  

Light love & understanding.

12/22/2018 4:52:09 AM fleurcompassion Counsel.

12/22/2018 4:58:48 AM blazer2k7 Like planetary rotation.  And arc seconds. When comparing the center of points and the connection to other points.  

Interesting thought. Everything would be connected at an arc.  Like the lotus flower, 'flower of life ' image.

12/22/2018 5:15:19 AM keith369me Just in case you haven’t noticed, classification has been used as a tool to keep those in power from being embarrassed or exposed.  A large portion of 

many redacted items within documents have no business being classified.  If you hear “sources and methods” it’s likely the case.

12/22/2018 5:18:44 AM petitchevalb I remember seeing them just 2 times

Every time I was very surprised 

Was like in a langage I cant decipher

I wish I could see them again

12/22/2018 5:20:45 AM realeyethespy Light language

12/22/2018 5:22:09 AM keith369me You need to meditate/pray that you become  able to discerning the truth. Others that have been doing this for a while will help you with the details 

you seek. Step away and get some fresh air when you get overwhelmed.  Eventually you will find peace viewing chaos as an observer.

12/22/2018 5:23:19 AM petitchevalb I have no chance to decipher it sadly 

Just can admire their finesse and complexity

12/22/2018 5:24:00 AM petitchevalb Like a wonderful "little cartoon"

12/22/2018 5:25:53 AM keith369me Majestic was following 911 for quite some time prior to the purge.  Maybe it’s a purge and replacement.  Maybe it makes sense to cross reference to 

determine who has been purged...did the older list get “documented offline”?

12/22/2018 5:26:46 AM shawks63134 Dec 25 thru Jan 5

12/22/2018 5:32:38 AM djlok #Shinedown.  Just kidding, I don't know that!

12/22/2018 5:44:28 AM petitchevalb So many symbols at once my brain couldnt do it anyway☺

I thought it wasnt human and I that someone projected it in my mind

Perhaps that was the message, kind of "wow signal" to show me someone heard my calls..

12/22/2018 5:45:36 AM freestateojones "Fight with Tools"? pic.twitter.com/RyQb2B4LhL

12/22/2018 5:53:29 AM gvilleval In one hand a sigma, 18th letter of the alphabet, symbol of permutation in mathematic.

In the other one a magic wand with a garnet at the top? Protects from wounds and poison, symbolizes truth and faithfulness, and brings prosperity.

Majestic 12 are Magi?

12/22/2018 5:56:59 AM petitchevalb I ask for help now, but I used to send just scream and pain

First time I saw symbols, I was discovering pizzagate and all these horrors...

I wish I could hurt the whole universe with my pain

12/22/2018 6:11:16 AM nun_chucknorris Start at the bottom for the first tweet by this account.  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

12/22/2018 6:16:22 AM cryptocrab4 Nice , spreading like wildfire and accelerating #GreatAwakening

12/22/2018 6:22:14 AM heather27329011 Yes, I’ve been looking for it... 🧐

12/22/2018 6:23:39 AM freestateojones More or less, you are correct. 

A huge reason the Socratic Method is being used - it allows the Inquirer to take things at their pace, so to speak.

12/22/2018 6:24:16 AM richardbramlet6 I see

12/22/2018 6:25:34 AM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/22/2018 6:28:42 AM slayerofmatrix1 Interesting!

12/22/2018 6:30:10 AM freestateojones Defense.

12/22/2018 6:35:26 AM missy968 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you tell me if NESARA will become a reality after the corruption is eradicated?

12/22/2018 6:46:15 AM richardbramlet6 O yah

12/22/2018 6:56:11 AM nmchristoban What does σ represent?

12/22/2018 7:27:31 AM vanillygorilly7 Agreed. Not to mention, legit MJ12 would never be on Twitter interacting openly with the public. All these faux accounts popped up after Q to subtlety 

subvert and distract and promote alien worship.

12/22/2018 7:28:51 AM friskygolfer  pic.twitter.com/qkRuXDIs5n

12/22/2018 7:29:10 AM missy968 Thank you. I just learned of it today. I think it will be glorious. Prosperity of health and home! What’s here now just cannot stand as it is.

12/22/2018 7:32:57 AM bbobbio71 What's in the back window??

#qanon

#TheGreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/l241TmotVE

12/22/2018 7:35:51 AM missy968 I always thought the powers that be held us down. I just couldn’t put my finger on it. I’m a smart intuitive person but not educated. Always trust your 

gut

12/22/2018 7:35:53 AM keith369me Thank you Nicole for yet again providing a valuable piece of information!

12/22/2018 7:40:15 AM keith369me This is the empath child that I thought would struggle mighty when all is revealed.  It makes me so very happy that he will not endure that pain.  

Waiting for the Trump hating matriarchs of my family to see truth next.

12/22/2018 7:43:28 AM keith369me For some I’m sure it’s overload for me it was a question that I was pondering.  I feel as if a human information network providing answers as needed is 

being formed in addition to the digital one that has existed for a while.

12/22/2018 8:28:45 AM dragonfly6001 Looks like JA

12/22/2018 8:37:15 AM lightseeker2012 What's in our hand?

Mirrored Q?

12/22/2018 8:42:57 AM christinaworthm Skull and bones.

Look at those men..

Recognize anyone ???? pic.twitter.com/oaefb6pGj4

12/22/2018 8:46:46 AM gi6stars They will be awake soon.  Everyone will be. Your not alone, most Q followers Family think we're crazy. Most of what has happened over the pass year+ 

has been behind-the-scene, out of public view. This last phase will be for all to see. We need to be there for them when it breaks

12/22/2018 8:48:14 AM gi6stars #WWG1WGA

#MAGA #QAnon #POTUS #PatriotsFight #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened

12/22/2018 8:52:16 AM christinaworthm They're covering up extraterrestrial beings. CERN- Alice and wonderland. pic.twitter.com/hDwesmDVbv

12/22/2018 8:54:11 AM christinaworthm 10 days

12/22/2018 8:59:02 AM christinaworthm Alice and the mad Hatter will not succeed. We will shut down CERN before the largest Portal opens up the Tetragramakrapus. At least I'm staying 

positive about it. God always wins....

12/22/2018 9:09:01 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1076524818650910720 …

12/22/2018 9:28:50 AM ranger51367 according to William Cooper it's the highest executive order of the CFR,Jason Society,Order of the Golden Dawn

12/22/2018 9:32:04 AM toffer_anon_369 so t-minus 17 minutes??? https://www.almanac.com/content/full-moon-december# …

12/22/2018 9:49:11 AM mitchbynature How does one prepare himself for such moments..

12/22/2018 10:18:31 AM jollyrob2  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigma  then lower case. A lot correlate with MJ12. Really a majestic sign.



12/22/2018 10:23:15 AM fionasdestiny67 Nice

12/22/2018 10:27:35 AM connectedtomyc1 Your intuition (that has been turned off by design with the cognitive dissonance that has been purposefully created for us by the slave masters on this 

people farm) is telling you something. Listen to it.

12/22/2018 10:30:18 AM connectedtomyc1 Many dark forces will shower you with light and the 5% that's most important give you dark/disinfo. The veil slips when it's the key points. Listen to 

you.

12/22/2018 10:45:56 AM connectedtomyc1 No expert here Christopher, but it's my understanding that negative ET's have been behind world politics (deep state,cabal, trying to exterminate us) 

for decades at least (but probably thousands of years). I understand there are benevolent ET's that are now assisting us....

12/22/2018 10:46:27 AM caroolsen Lionel Bieder...  https://studiometamorphoses.com/project/lionel-bieder/ …

#Teradata

12/22/2018 10:47:53 AM connectedtomyc1 .... imho Alex Collier, Laura Eisenhower, David Wilcock, Corey Goode and Project Camelot all good resources on Youtube. Use your best discernment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPikg0HPUUU …

12/22/2018 10:51:00 AM connectedtomyc1 I would not assume they are saving humanity. This account has said:

- God doesn't exist

- suggested we surrender our Right to Privacy in the name of saving the children= classic manipulation tactic, pull on heartstrings to get you to reach 

the end goal they want

12/22/2018 10:52:42 AM connectedtomyc1 - said Trump bringing the NWO (he's clearly not a globalist)

-said to leave the "past in the past" when I asked about the future of the planet...blue skies, healthy plants/ecosystems, seeing stars at night.

12/22/2018 10:57:25 AM cjencolville Interesting

12/22/2018 10:58:27 AM tippytopshapeu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Earthfiles #Majic12Operations #3

 https://youtu.be/G_fk0PCHrng 

#MJ12 #Majic

#MJ12Document #Wikisource  https://en.m.wikisource.org/wiki/MJ-12_Document …

#AtlasObscura  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.atlasobscura.com/articles/the-fbi-debunked-these-ufo-documents-in-the-most-childish-way-

possible.amp …

#TheMajestic12Conspiracy #Gaia  https://www.gaia.com/article/new-documents-add-to-the-majestic-12-conspiracy …  https://news.abs-

cbn.com/news/07/09/18/sara-duterte-dela-rosa-in-senate-magic-12-pulse-asia …

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChOJFCGlIibguJ7_wUcTGKg … pic.twitter.com/45URbxkZGj
12/22/2018 11:06:30 AM wikipiques Are you deceived?  2 Thessalonians 2:8-12

divination is wicked

12/22/2018 11:13:36 AM joyful_anon Hoping!

12/22/2018 11:14:05 AM tracytracy205 OK, where is DR Strange??  This is getting pretty trippy..

12/22/2018 11:24:33 AM nikoscali Its a lowercase Sigma and is the engineering symbol for Radar Cross Section (RCS)

12/22/2018 11:30:59 AM ascendingadam  https://www.acq.osd.mil/  pic.twitter.com/JXb9ppuUPJ

12/22/2018 11:42:49 AM wikipiques George W. Bush

12/22/2018 12:18:55 PM christinaworthm Left side of the clock is George Bush Sr.

12/22/2018 12:28:07 PM tippytopshapeu @dbongino @AnnCoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @SaRaAshcraft 

@TimHUNT53435259 @Telford_Russian @davidicke @Hwt123 #georgesorosfunds #Fergusonprotests #hopes #spurcivilaction #WashingtonTimes  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/jan/14/george-soros-funds-ferguson-protests-hopes-to-spur/ … 

pic.twitter.com/JOqyrBVmVy

12/22/2018 12:33:12 PM tippytopshapeu @dbongino @AnnCoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @SaRaAshcraft 

@TimHUNT53435259 @Telford_Russian @davidicke @Hwt123 @TomFitton #rev❓#colour ? #color

#WeeklyUpdate #NewsorosLawsuits #JudicialWatch  https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/weekly-updates/weekly-update-new-soros-

lawsuits/ … pic.twitter.com/KC7wBhJljJ

12/22/2018 12:33:54 PM sehvehn for a long time now, amongst many other studies. book:'adventures of a psychic spy'

12/22/2018 12:41:25 PM tippytopshapeu @dbongino @AnnCoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @SaRaAshcraft 

@TimHUNT53435259 @Telford_Russian @davidicke @Hwt123 @TomFitton #rights

#CriminalLobby #RollinginCash #Thanksoros #AmericanGreatness  https://amgreatness.com/2018/05/23/criminal-lobby-is-rolling-in-cash-thank-

soros/ … pic.twitter.com/2VZ8NZ3EB6

12/22/2018 12:43:01 PM miwolfpaw  https://youtu.be/Ty4_1SA4N2U 

For those of you who never heard this was, it never got much attention back then, but now is the time to share this with everyone. Not accidental nor 

coincidental #MAGA #trusttheplan @tammiesawakenow @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Livid2point0

12/22/2018 12:44:42 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/ORGV2ZPqgS

12/22/2018 12:45:35 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/yH7xVDftcu

12/22/2018 12:50:25 PM tippytopshapeu ***** #KatesRights +

#allabout +

"... #ImmigrantsRights ..."

+ #Rights

@dbongino anncoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec tuckercarlson seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan…  

https://www.instagram.com/p/BrtCFdpArXy/?utm_source=ig_twitter_share&igshid=xx08tm1xzvk7 …

12/22/2018 12:56:36 PM bbobbio71 Interesting, 

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS pic.twitter.com/3KsI6GX7Zw

12/22/2018 12:58:49 PM tippytopshapeu @dbongino @AnnCoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @SaRaAshcraft 

@TimHUNT53435259 @Telford_Russian @davidicke @Hwt123 @TomFitton

#MAGAKAG *~#Tippy

#georgesorosoughttofix #druginitiative #messhemade  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.sacbee.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/dan-

morain/article2670132.html … pic.twitter.com/kiyi8HXyGO

12/22/2018 1:03:22 PM tippytopshapeu @dbongino @AnnCoulter @Swamp_Fever2020 @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @SaRaAshcraft 

@TimHUNT53435259 @Telford_Russian @davidicke @Hwt123 @TomFitton @The_Thumpinman #MAGAKAG *

#georgesorosbillionairephilanthropist  https://www.wral.com/george-soros-billionaire-philanthropist-the-far-right-loves-to-

hate/18080913/?version=amp … pic.twitter.com/CtIfjM2ACD

12/22/2018 1:04:28 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1076575129549922317?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:05:00 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1076576409223606278?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:05:31 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1076578476155645952?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:06:08 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1076580742682066944?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:06:24 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1076582856976187392?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:09:25 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/Mikepet86794072/status/1076534881595912195?s=20 …

12/22/2018 1:32:40 PM gi6stars I've been following #QAnon from the beginning of last Nov. and what I was told when this started was. Most arrests are going to be in DC, the MSM 

will have no choice but to report it and other than a few possible up evil spots, our military is ready to shut it down asap.



12/22/2018 1:35:26 PM gi6stars No worries,  grab some #Popcorn and watch the show. Remember our military has already been deployed to the border, so they are active in the US. 

Prayer is all we can do.

#MAGA #QAnon #POTUS #DrainTheDeepState #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

12/22/2018 1:37:41 PM nikoscali Got a feeling if it ever got to the point where the military is called in the cowardly leftists would run to hide in their coffee shops and studio apartments.

12/22/2018 1:39:13 PM gi6stars Oh ya, and #Trust The Plan. pic.twitter.com/PVSkWg72pg

12/22/2018 1:42:33 PM jaceskater09 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 D5

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp78b04558a000600120053-5 …

The memo they missed about JFK pic.twitter.com/HMmKoXBoPH

12/22/2018 1:59:40 PM djlok Funny how people delete their tweets when you call them out with the truth.

12/22/2018 2:12:48 PM shakt222 Either way,  those consuming humans are not exempt from the laws of karma, ET or otherwise.

12/22/2018 2:13:34 PM zagnett Great explanation, thanks! I'll keep seeking.

12/22/2018 2:26:09 PM peterclloyd Who are you? I asked a legitimate question and received an innocuous answer and deleted the question seemingly at the request of the author. If you 

have a question, ask it.

12/22/2018 2:50:07 PM cchef1980 Dangerous suggestion @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, you should know better than suggesting this. Look at Patriot act, how well did that work out? This stinks as 

Hegelian dialectic. Are you implying that complete loss of privacy is necessary to the path to growth/enlightenment?  

https://twitter.com/john777Lee/status/1071436396970340352 …

12/22/2018 2:51:50 PM cchef1980 Yeah right... like the patriot act? look at how well that worked out. Never again should we surrender our privacy for the promise of “safety”.

12/22/2018 2:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Transparency and trust are essential to creating a personal relationship with other life forms. National Security apparatuses created by US Gov serve 

the purposes of making the Military the most lethal on the planet.

12/22/2018 2:55:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 In your own home you are okay with one or more persons to interact with you in meaningful ways while you're naked or having a bowl movement, 

right? They hear your conversations as we hear, they smell what you smell, they are present in the room with you as you speak.

12/22/2018 2:56:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No matter where. National Security technology, when coupled with the original interpretation of the Constitution can be combined. Should private 

corporations like Facebook, Google, Twitter be forced to surrender data that compromises National Security? Yes. Constitution allows.

12/22/2018 2:57:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 However the primary reason why people mistrust this Majestic technology is because WITH MAJESTIC TECHNOLOGY, IT USES CONSCIOUSNESS TO 

MANIFEST. You choose who to use it. For good or for evil. For a long period of time, powerful criminals used this technology to stay in power.

12/22/2018 2:59:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 With great power comes great RESPONSIBILITY. Very Majestic statement disclosed. If full transparency and criminal liability is enforced for all abuses to 

FISA which were SYSTEMICALLY USED AGAINST NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS but rather for Political Enemies you two would fear it.

12/22/2018 3:00:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Cabal fears transparency because of their criminality. The violation of our privacy was done with the powers of the "Gods". Extraterrestrial 

intelligence beyond the organic development of life on Earth without looking inward for answers about the unknown void of reality.

12/22/2018 3:02:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mass Surveillance is a sensitive subject since the weapon was heavily abused by the Cabal. The technology was MAJESTIC. When ZPE is disclosed, WE 

MUST BE ABLE TO GUARANTEE 100% Safety. All life on Earth could be wiped out with the level of knowledge contained in ZPE.

12/22/2018 3:03:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is an apocalypse of new information about a new physics, a new level of consciousness, new technology all connected to our conscious 

matrix of vibrational energy that has real tangible power to manifest a positive reality is coming soon to a theater near you.

12/22/2018 3:05:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understanding who and what our past has been is essential to preventing it from happening again in the future. We don't dwell on remembering the 

past, but we do it long enough to rise global consciousness to be fully aware of the horrific violations of humanity that allowed our

12/22/2018 3:06:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 defeat in the first place. The reason why we as a civilization was setup to fail was because we were never properly guided in the first place. Modern 

mainstream religions are all Death Cults involved in horrific crimes against Humanity.

12/22/2018 3:07:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 As we have said, we will destroy Christianity into a million pieces and expose it for what it really is. The good. The bad. And the ugly. Parts are very real 

and true. Others are why you are slaves. You must wake up or face complete destruction. The Military is charged with that.

12/22/2018 3:08:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 It has reached a critical point where the root cause of the problems we face as a civilization is fixable and within our reach simply because of the 

unrealized mass power that mass surveillance and social media + Majestic internet can really manifest.

12/22/2018 3:09:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1076611482559758336?s=21 …

12/22/2018 3:18:54 PM heath_jack What is Majestic internet?

12/22/2018 3:21:55 PM deerfield4570 😱

12/22/2018 3:22:00 PM sumgirl What is ZPE?

12/22/2018 3:22:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Bible was created by this group that have been trying to control humans on Earth.

12/22/2018 3:22:52 PM connectedtomyc1 We are awake as we possibly can be at this time after being deceived for a lifetime. Anons are spending 16 hours a day trying to find the info that has 

been hidden from us. "You must wake up"....BS. We can't be any more awake without disclosure.

12/22/2018 3:23:58 PM palmdalekid2 12/22/2018 d[A]y [1]

12/23/2018  —> Anti-☠️

@ODNIgov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/mfZX9tv2xD

12/22/2018 3:24:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/22/2018 3:25:25 PM raisethevib369 I have had these questions since I was old enough to have memories. I can't wait to know the truth.

12/22/2018 3:27:08 PM integratedwebuk Civilisation as a whole has been “Dumbed Down” At an early age the curriculum in our schools sets children up to never reach their potential. The MSM 

& Entertainment industry has robbed most of any form of critical thinking The core problems in society are apparent to those awake

12/22/2018 3:27:09 PM lbf777 100% transparency in all world Gov and Corporations where any civilian or noncivilian can see everything is good but spying into our private homes is 

banned by the US Constitution and a disgraceful thing to do to the civilians. NSA and CIA are committing treason.

#qanon pic.twitter.com/PPIUy2LzSP

12/22/2018 3:27:40 PM ultra_unlimited It sounds like MJ12 is describing all the positive potential technologies like the internet, global telecommunications interfaces, social media etc will 

offer once crimes are exposed and our global consciousness expands.

12/22/2018 3:28:12 PM ipharaelikhulu How come humans don't seem enlightenment ?????

12/22/2018 3:28:39 PM connectedtomyc1 Trust is something that must be earned, not freely given. This world, manipulated by other life forms for thousands of years, was entirely based on 

deception. And now we are supposed to blindly trust? Makes no sense.

12/22/2018 3:29:25 PM raisethevib369 Are these the Annunaki gods?

12/22/2018 3:29:59 PM lbf777 Spying into our homes won’t guarantee ZPE safety. This sounds like a bribe. Either let the evil Gov spy into our homes legally or no ZPE? 

We’re not stupid.

12/22/2018 3:30:07 PM daveschroeder18 Majestic 12, you mention Christianity, is there a reason why you omitted other religions? I'm with you on this but not clear if you are signaling out 1 out 

of many religions



12/22/2018 3:31:23 PM aahhhooohmmmm Michael Persinger

No More Secrets https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9l6VPpDublg …

12/22/2018 3:31:25 PM integratedwebuk Division on so many levels whether policial, religious, racial, sexuality....  I mean the MSM in the uk were even causing division between Vegans and 

Meat eaters....    This division causes deep mistrust amongst fellow man... How do you suggest we come together to overcome this?

12/22/2018 3:31:33 PM smashyouridolz "By this group"? You dont sound like much of a  scholar on the subject when you word it that way. Hidden Hand claims the starseed bloodlines created 

all religions but that Yahweh was a ruthless and selfish God, but Lucifer was somehow true and pure. What a crock of shiz!

12/22/2018 3:32:31 PM tru_believers You mean the Bible was corrupted into modern versions and used to manipulate. The catholic church is a false church that forced people to deny the 

original message and messenger as a way to control them. This was prophesied by the Bible. Most believe catholic is Christian, false

12/22/2018 3:33:19 PM smashyouridolz Lucifer "appears" as an angel of light. That's how deception works. Its strong enough and credible enough to masquerade as truth. That's partly why 

Luciferians believe the lie. And because their egos are tickled by the notion of evolving to the next density and becoming gods.

12/22/2018 3:33:40 PM zagnett Ah, there's the "plan". Interesting.

Is this the kind of technology other ET races actually use?

If so, what are their opinions of it? How do they rate it, like 0 to 10?

Have they written any reviews on it?

12/22/2018 3:34:22 PM raisethevib369 Lucifer is synonymous with Marduk, who is an Annunaki god. This has traced back through history. Before you snap to judgement, listen.

12/22/2018 3:36:24 PM lbf777 This is correct. Original bible had good intentions.  The pope rewrote it in 40,000 verses I believe.  Jesus is real as well.  Even many ETI believe in Jesus.

12/22/2018 3:37:47 PM smashyouridolz Yep they're all synonyms for the same entity. pic.twitter.com/e9suO3M8i0

12/22/2018 3:38:11 PM integratedwebuk The problem with positive technologies is that there will always be negative destructive ways to abuse it.  Human nature (of the few not the many) 

predicts some will attempt this....

Who polices the the uses of the technologies...  Then who watches the watchers....

12/22/2018 3:38:39 PM djlok I'm guessing it's not something Al Gore invented.

12/22/2018 3:38:45 PM anangelhasland1 Do people have the right to hide activities in machines developed by the military?

Cabal has played God so long we want Disclosure for all but ourselves...

Spiritual realms are sacred and inviolable... internet is an open book...

Saints discard private notions of neurotic tech.

12/22/2018 3:39:33 PM lbf777 Yes, the NSA and CIA are spying on us through cell phone cameras, iPads, and other hidden cameras on appliances. This is banned by the US 

Constitution.

12/22/2018 3:39:53 PM heath_jack Wouldn't it be nice if say "Q's plan to save the world" or something like it.  Played on every TV or device in everyone's language across the World.  That 

would raise awareness.  In turn consciousness!🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸

12/22/2018 3:40:23 PM zagnett Is this technology some kind of interface into the Akashic records or something? Perhaps a real-time AI version of Edgar Cayce?

12/22/2018 3:42:18 PM integratedwebuk In an idea world that would be perfect however you are challenging the very core belief systems people have built their lives on

I don’t know if you’ve tried to red pill anyone to even a little of what’s going on. I’ve experienced extreme push back. it’s going to take some change

12/22/2018 3:43:07 PM tru_believers So you would round up Christians and destroy them in order to push the knowledge provided by extraterrestrials that are actually fallen angels which 

are alien as they aren't from earth but they do provide God-like knowledge. You are saying you are the new Cabal. Same goals.

12/22/2018 3:44:18 PM lbf777 NSA and CIA did get caught and they are still doing it.  Not getting caught is not justification for evil.

12/22/2018 3:44:24 PM heath_jack I'm thinking if our consciousness is raised we won't need social media or the net.  We will be linked to Source.  All we would need is our mind.  

Telepathic communication!

12/22/2018 3:45:57 PM connectedtomyc1 Point I think YellowVest is making...the "bribe"= if you give up your Right to Privacy, we give you the shiny tech that's been hidden. I, for one, do not 

consent. Typical strategy of manipulation= problem (they create), reaction (pull on emotions), solution (their goal from Day1)

12/22/2018 3:46:36 PM tru_believers KJV James 2:  19  Thou believest that there is one God; thou doest well: the devils also believe, and tremble.

12/22/2018 3:47:02 PM zagnett MJ, thanks for allowing this to be discussed so openly. Big trust points for you there that the Cabal don't get.

Difficult subject, just like 2A, except bigger. FWIW, reserving judgment until i learn more about it. Both fascinating & frightening tech.

12/22/2018 3:47:27 PM connectedtomyc1 Same exact way the got populations to give up their guns and are attempting in the US on the left. Problem (they create, school shootings), reaction 

(oh, save the children), solution (give us your guns). See how that worked out in Europe? No thank you.

12/22/2018 3:47:32 PM heath_jack I have. It's hard.

12/22/2018 3:48:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hemp milk? Wow! That’s beyond amazing❤️❤️❤️

12/22/2018 3:48:28 PM 00loll0 NSA?

12/22/2018 3:51:25 PM connectedtomyc1 Them violating our Constitutional Rights does not mean our Constitutional Rights don't exist. We don't consent.

12/22/2018 3:51:34 PM integratedwebuk Take religion. I hold no animosity to anyone’s beliefs structure or chosen religion but ultimately the message has been manipulated...   Live well, treat 

your neighbour as you wish to be treated... Live harmoniously and help others..   That’s a simplification however the core....

12/22/2018 3:52:34 PM integratedwebuk ... message is the same throughout most texts however imagine telling a devout catholic or muslim that the teachings they live their life by are mostly 

false...

12/22/2018 3:52:48 PM djlok I'm fine with being surveilled.  Not like I'm doing anything or going to do anything that I wouldn't mind others seeing.   I guess one of the problems with 

surveillance is its impact on "competition" for businesses.  Might be hard to create things without being ripped off.

12/22/2018 3:53:47 PM connectedtomyc1 Regular people who watch MSM are emotionally manipulated (bribed) every day. The "women and children" reported by MSM at the border is a bribe 

to pull on sheep's heartstrings to get them to be against building a Wall.

12/22/2018 3:54:40 PM lbf777 That’s basically it. The Gov hides the wealth from the people and then uses it to bribe everyone including the people. If we had 100% Transperancy, we 

would so SO much wealth hoarded by Gov, people would start dancing in the street. Ask MJ12. He can confirm this.

12/22/2018 3:54:41 PM connectedtomyc1 If you look back at when the Right to Privacy was first brought up on this account, it suggested we surrender our Right to Privacy to guarantee safety 

for the children. That's a bribe.

12/22/2018 3:56:54 PM lbf777 It was planned that way. They don’t announce it until it’s been done for years in hopes that you will just accept it. If you do, they win and we civilians 

lose yet again.

12/22/2018 3:58:18 PM connectedtomyc1 Agreed, but they also "bribe"/manipulate us into agreeing to their original goal. All the support by US Citizens (sheeple) for every war was 

manufactured based on lies. 9/11 manufactured event (FF) to "bribe" (multifaceted like most) the sheeple into supporting the war on terror.



12/22/2018 3:58:23 PM zagnett Is this the only way for an entire species collectively to evolve into higher dimensions? If this really is the big goal I mean.

If so, does it always require such pervasive conscious-assisted technology? Or can it occur in other ways?

12/22/2018 4:00:14 PM zagnett Can you provide a comprehensive list of the pros and cons for an individual living in a society with such tech.? It seems, we the PEOPLE, haven't really 

been taught anything about the up-sides to this tech. Seems we've just felt the effects of the downsides.

12/22/2018 4:01:29 PM cchef1980 1. Thank you for replying. I welcome an open, respectful and constructive dialog to help me/others in this process. I am not a shill, and I will approach 

things from a purely logical perspective. Your reply was lengthy, so let me respond to a few portions that caught my eye.

12/22/2018 4:02:34 PM connectedtomyc1 Agreed, we should have the tech (ZPE 70+ years humans have had) that has been deceptively hidden from us for decades (along with the cures for 

cancer, disease, etc). We never consented to the deception. Doesn't mean we give up our Constitutional Rights.

12/22/2018 4:02:44 PM cchef1980 2. First, I’ve been reading your tweets which I find fascinating, thanks for disclosure.

12/22/2018 4:03:32 PM dopesindc Like China where IP laws are weak and not enforced?

12/22/2018 4:03:40 PM cchef1980 3. In your response you first say that “transparency and trust are essential to create personal relationships with other life forms”. What does this have 

to do with us giving up our privacy rights? Who would police the police? That evidently already failed. RE: FISA abuse.

12/22/2018 4:04:17 PM cchef1980 4. US military being the most lethal in the planet: agree... but again what does this have to do with privacy rights?

12/22/2018 4:05:04 PM lori_dee1 I had to look up ZPE to learn what it meant, here is what I found. NASA is testing a Quantum Vaccuum Plasma Thruster or "Q-Thruster" a form of 

electric propulsion. Coincidence?

12/22/2018 4:05:11 PM cchef1980 5. Uhmm yes I feel ok with *some* people hearing me take a doo doo... why would/should we be ok with *anyone* know about our private life? This is 

a fallacy....

12/22/2018 4:05:35 PM cchef1980 ... If what you/others say is true, and heightened consciousness/adv. tech or space/astral beings will be able to smell my farts by reading my mind, 

then what happens to privacy? What consequences would this have?

12/22/2018 4:06:30 PM connectedtomyc1 Seems he is pinpointing the only religion that doesn't support Lucifer at the top (Vatican, Islam, etc.)

12/22/2018 4:06:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes it did fail because it lacked the second component to making it work as intended, that is ET disclosure. Withholding where the technology came 

from means it can be abused, as it was.

12/22/2018 4:07:00 PM smashyouridolz Our there it is!

12/22/2018 4:07:07 PM cchef1980 6. There are fundamental reasons why privacy protections exist. You are not suggesting living in a Minority Rep. type society with pre-crime units are 

you? Should no one be ever allowed to keep anything secret anymore? What happens to privacy when entities can legally read minds?

12/22/2018 4:07:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use of mass surveillance to address National Security concerns enforceable by the Military means any potential threat can be dealt with in the most 

lethal form.

12/22/2018 4:08:45 PM vintagesquirrel How imminent is imminent? (And, please don't say time is an illusion.)

12/22/2018 4:09:17 PM cchef1980 7. IMHO, NO ONE! should EVER be allowed to keep a dragnet/massive database of everything. Ever! That’s why we have death don’t we? Your IS-BE 

screwed up this time? Ok go back and retry! But what if your past live mistakes followed you forever? That would be hell!

12/22/2018 4:09:56 PM cchef1980 8. Are you suggesting that somehow advanced technology can make the fundamental human need to privacy suddenly evaporate? This is a fallacy. 

Technology can’t “fix” something that is fundamentally a philosophical human construct: privacy.

12/22/2018 4:11:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Telepathy between races destroys the illusion of privacy. Technology through mass surveillance was soft disclosure because it wasn't complete. As 

consciousness rises, telepathy will become more mainstream and the perceived threat from mass surveillance coupled with transparency

12/22/2018 4:11:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 is zero.

12/22/2018 4:11:57 PM cchef1980 9. Anyone w/a pulse should fear mass surveillance! Period! And yes if you are a satanic/cannibal POS... then you had it coming! But two wrongs don’t 

make a right and the end doesn’t justify the means. If aliens have all that tech find another way to fix shit w/no privacy loss

12/22/2018 4:12:08 PM lbf777 Now that the civilians are finding out the truth, it is our job to enforce the Constitution. This is kind of what the #YellowVest movement is about. 

Civilians taking over the Government’s job in making the world great.

12/22/2018 4:12:54 PM cchef1980 10. Uhmm how is mass surveillance related to limitless energy? Assuming of course it actually exists. But assuming it does (and I would go ape shit 

crazy as an engineer!) how/why would mass surveillance be needed again?

12/22/2018 4:14:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very correct. Majestic creations requires consciousness to ensure it is used for Good and not for Evil. You have rights to fear this technology. Not 

everybody has developed consciously enough to accept these outcomes. Consciousness evolution is very important.

12/22/2018 4:15:09 PM cchef1980 12. I’m cool with you guys taking down institutionalized religion. But I fail to understand how that is related AT ALL to mass surveillance which is the 

point of this conversation. “You must wake up or face complete destruction”: sounded pretty bad/threatening, can you elaborate?

12/22/2018 4:18:38 PM smashyouridolz Sounds exactly like how the entire world could be governed and controlled by one single entity. Someone prophesied about in the book of revelation.

12/22/2018 4:18:41 PM cchef1980 11. “ to be fully aware of the horrific violations of humanity that allowed...” agree. Pedos should pay... cannibals should pay.. all that. But you are 

suggesting adding another horrific human violation (privacy) and turning it into policy! That is madness!

12/22/2018 4:19:09 PM cchef1980 12. I’m cool with you guys taking down institutionalized religion. But I fail to understand how that is related AT ALL to mass surveillance which is the 

point of this conversation. “You must wake up or face complete destruction”: sounded pretty bad/threatening, can you elaborate?

12/22/2018 4:19:11 PM lori_dee1 I had to look up ZPE...here's what I found. Propulsion technology development efforts at the NASA Johnson Space Center continue to advance the 

understanding of the Qantum Vaccuum Plasma Thruster or "Q-Thruster" a form of electric propulsion.  Naming coincidence?

12/22/2018 4:19:41 PM smashyouridolz What you are talking about here is not what the world wants. It's literally mass scale enslavement.

12/22/2018 4:20:02 PM cchef1980 13. And see the conclusion is just downright scary. This tweet thread concludes that basically we all need to give up our privacy and allow ourselves to 

be data raped or else nothing will change. I call bullshit on this. Again, Hegelian dialectic style arguments full of fallacies

12/22/2018 4:20:18 PM lornascurr We are ONE. One heart beating. Sparks of the divine consciousness made manifest. Privacy = separateness I guess. Love and honesty and truth the 

future

12/22/2018 4:20:40 PM lori_dee1 Here is the link to the information...

 https://go.nasa.gov/2GyQTVy 

12/22/2018 4:21:09 PM cchef1980 14. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 love your tweets. I have a huge issue with privacy and I staunchly believe it needs to be respected the same as other human 

rights. Let’s find better ways to take down the bad guys.

12/22/2018 4:21:46 PM zagnett Seems like this tech would preserve the U.S. Republic's orig. Constitution. Well, except for that pesky little 2A...

Other ET races may be far more physically powerful than we are. How would humans defend themselves against attackers/intruders?

12/22/2018 4:22:57 PM vetgeek85027 When you state "the Military", are you referring to ours, or others?

12/22/2018 4:26:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd Words hit home. JW Cult planning mass suicide, no one will listen, I've warned. My father said I needed to be "protected/at every meeting." They 

started locking doors during services, no one can come in. When 8 million ppl die I will have my words, but not my family.



12/22/2018 4:28:09 PM tippytopshapeu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @Earthfiles  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/JASON_(advisory_group) …

#TheJASONSociety #TheJASONGroup  https://redice.tv/news/the-jason-society-and-the-jason-group …

 http://www.jasoncolavito.com/blog/the-jason-society-and-ufo-conspiracies …

#TheOrderoftheQuest

 https://youtu.be/7-cnCMtmCHA 

#WilliamCooper

 https://youtu.be/tA3uWFfsYbs 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_GABRIEL …

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_SUNSHINE … pic.twitter.com/wo7BnmuQ1n
12/22/2018 4:29:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Did POTUS not shut down holograpic machine that would make it look like end of times? Now that stupid religion with their hidden pedo's will do 

ultimate sacrifice and kill majority of their INDOCTRINATED, UNKNOWING, IGNORANT, FOLLOWERS. THEY ARE LITERALLY BEING LED TO SLAUGHTER!

12/22/2018 4:30:38 PM vintagesquirrel Okay, I'm back to admit ^^that sounded pretty bratty. I believe you that time is an illusion *to you* but to an unenlightened person such as myself, 

time appears very real.

12/22/2018 4:30:59 PM zagnett "Minority Report". Great movie. Disclosure? Example of this tech?

What would prevent some douchebag who built the system from fudging the database a little here & there, in order to get away with e.g. murder??

12/22/2018 4:32:16 PM jm19712 Yep.  Need to remind ole Magic that they said that the Constitution would remain intact at the end of this and Nations would improve their sovereignty 

or remain sovereign.  PEOPLE would gain their freedom and choose to excercise their freedom of religion however they choose.

12/22/2018 4:32:24 PM rhondanight Anyone have any knowledge or experiences  with Golden eyes people - not sure of there origin- but there eyes could literally crush you If they intended 

too - I felt no fear from this being and only saw him with my third eye ....

12/22/2018 4:32:45 PM lbf777 That doesn’t answer the question. Who watches the watchers? 

We civilians are asking you for 100% Transperancy into Gov. This way, evil cannot be conducted in secrecy which would create more trust for Gov. 

Trust is essential. Do you agree to this arrangement? pic.twitter.com/oqa4QKTsPR

12/22/2018 4:33:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I use the term ignorant bc these ppl are NOT stupid, they're mind controlled. It wouldn't matter if the gov't banned them, they've been given 

instructions whose house to meet/where to hide out. These men need to be FORCED to tell tell the TRUTH before they kill millions.

12/22/2018 4:34:48 PM lbf777 Yes go ahead with Transperancy into all world Gov and Corporations under the condition that we civilians can see and access anything anytime we 

want but you can’t spy into our private lives.

12/22/2018 4:36:10 PM zagnett I'm thinking "Minority Report". Small example of this kind of tech i mean.

12/22/2018 4:36:27 PM pillhard Ummm... I’m new here. What are you saying? This is very confusing. Jesus is the way, the truth and the light.

12/22/2018 4:41:49 PM zagnett It seems "karma" is the true currency in the higher dimensions, not money. Depending on your actions, you either have karmic surplus or debt.

Can this tech provide regular "karmic report cards" so you have know your "karmic financial position"?

12/22/2018 4:41:50 PM cchef1980  pic.twitter.com/E3Q7vIuCjU

12/22/2018 4:42:57 PM cchef1980 How about karma derivatives? Karma stock market? Karma loans? Karma interest? Karma based mortgages (KMOs?!)

12/22/2018 4:43:52 PM connectedtomyc1 Hmmm, "perceived" being the KEY word.

12/22/2018 4:46:10 PM zagnett Right, exactly! There we go again! Back to the same problem possibly...

12/22/2018 4:46:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd What worries me, not all Maj12 are light. How can we have utopia if dark present? Is this eternal fight? Hate constantly have to watch my back. Had to 

change profile pic bc JW's found me. Prince and MJ both JW's or at one time were. They're DEAD!~

12/22/2018 4:46:23 PM cchef1980 At least among equals, privacy is NOT an illusion in 3D. It is an illusion because of cheaters. Even with telepathy you can still decide to block people 

from reading you or else there is no free will.

12/22/2018 4:47:04 PM bbobbio71 Happy Holidays!

Merry Christmas!

God  Bless!

#MAGA #Qanon

#TheGreatAwakening

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheRealRaNon https://twitter.com/GodLovesUSA1/status/1076630066497376257 …
12/22/2018 4:47:43 PM integratedwebuk Based on how the system has been used in prior administrations, and I make this comment wirhojt full disclose from Q, it sounds like the system has 

already been abused and used for nefarious purposes.....

12/22/2018 4:49:20 PM integratedwebuk Karma....  was there not talk a while back that China was implementing a “social report” type reference agency which monitors a citizen and reports on 

criteria in a similar way to a credit score??

12/22/2018 4:49:22 PM pantherden_ LOVE drives out fear. pic.twitter.com/oEhTvczCYO

12/22/2018 4:50:43 PM integratedwebuk Watch stargate....   I believe certain technologies dramatised in that show are a form of soft disclosure....

12/22/2018 4:51:53 PM cchef1980 Coupled with the “tool” that ES and the not-anymore-dont-be-evil-Corp created for them... so basically state knows everything about you and there is 

nothing you can do about it.

12/22/2018 4:52:01 PM zagnett Yep, Seems same or similar. I think China's in Beta-phase on that software already. Coincidence?

12/22/2018 4:54:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd And his favorite daughter Athena knew where he kept it....she was the only one he trusted to wield the aegis and his thunderbolt. I am my name.

12/22/2018 4:55:16 PM tippytopshapeu @ShowJordan @Earthfiles @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Swamp_Fever2020 @SaRaAshcraft @Telford_Russian @davidicke @The_Thumpinman @LionelNation 

@gizadeathstar

#bluebeam #PaleHorse

#Watch "#WilliamCooper - #SedonaArizonaLecture (#1989)" on #YouTube  https://youtu.be/AUgb59G37aw  pic.twitter.com/GEjnQdFMIs

12/22/2018 4:57:11 PM integratedwebuk Without being naïve I think that’s been the case in western civilisations for a while now, all data being logged, financial transactions, app useage etc...

It wouldnt take an educated statistician long to pull an algorithm based on the “birds of a feather” comparison approach

12/22/2018 4:58:13 PM zagnett That's another big question:

What can we do in this system? Example: you think that you're not a terrorist, but TSA wrongly put you on a "no fly" list. How can we petition this 

system to investigate the matter? What hope to get yourself off the list?

12/22/2018 5:01:12 PM clockworkanon The Bible was composed by the hands of men. EVERYTHING men’s hand touch is subject to corruption. Lack of knowledge leads to downfall. Our hearts 

will determine outcome regardless of who we claim

12/22/2018 5:02:02 PM jm19712 We didn't choose to give up our privacy bro, its already been taken from us to a great extent as I think you already know.

12/22/2018 5:02:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd I need to learn more of this as I have heard the God's and Goddess' of old would return. I have some knowledge of this but have kept quiet. Anyone 

with info please either DM or send me links. Love and gratitude.



12/22/2018 5:05:13 PM zagnett Did No Such Agency replace Trailblazer w/ThinThread?

If i understand correctly TT's AI picks up on illegal activities quite well. But the data itself is heavily encrypted. TB isn't. So the AI sees all? No humans 

have access to the data until the AI flags it?

12/22/2018 5:05:44 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How can one know for sure who their IS was in a previously?  Like I could "think" I was George Washington, even though I'm 100% 

certain I'm not.  I could even meditate on being George Washington, but that doesn't make it so.  Does following bloodlines help?

12/22/2018 5:06:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Do we have galactic family like the Nox? 

Does putting my crystals in moonlight charge them or does sun charge them?

12/22/2018 5:06:08 PM zagnett Yes, thinking same. Cool!

12/22/2018 5:09:16 PM jm19712 My MSG of Wisdom:  Disclose and DEMONSTRATE stolen or withheld technology and truth.  Protect what needs to be protected. Enable humans to 

worship as they please within their constitutional bounds and rule of law and "evolve".  Stop talking crap about destroying a religion.

12/22/2018 5:18:03 PM tippytopshapeu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @Earthfiles @davidicke @RichDolan @SaRaAshcraft @Telford_Russian @LionelNation @Swamp_Fever2020 

@gizadeathstar @Hwt123 @worldgoneweirde @TheRightSideof1 @LizCrokin @The_Thumpinman #OperationMajority  http://www.sacred-

texts.com/ufo/mj12_03.htm  pic.twitter.com/bheS6hiqrY

12/22/2018 5:23:09 PM connectedtomyc1 Don't project emotions onto those commenting.  I didn't see anyone say they "fear" this technology. There is a big difference between that and 

agreeing to surrender Constitutional Rights.

12/22/2018 5:30:33 PM tippytopshapeu @RichDolan @gizadeathstar @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @dbongino @JackPosobiec @Swamp_Fever2020 @SaRaAshcraft 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ShowJordan @Earthfiles @davidicke #UFOsConfrontSoldiers  https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_7046472 …  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.express.co.uk/news/weird/804778/ALIENS-Vietnam-war-Soldiers-UFO/amp …

#VietnamWar

 https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2017/02/mysterious-otherworldly-military-engagements-in-the-vietnam-war/ … pic.twitter.com/nJSdCUbAEK

12/22/2018 5:38:48 PM kadath123  pic.twitter.com/3KOfzUzKsQ

12/22/2018 5:47:50 PM blazer2k7 It doesn't matter that time is an illusion.. we live in the now in these forms.  We're told to be happy by living in the now. 

Enough is enough.

12/22/2018 5:48:55 PM blazer2k7 It doesn't matter that time is an illusion.. we live in the now in these forms. We're told to be happy by living in the now. Enough is enough.

12/22/2018 5:51:07 PM vintagesquirrel I'm not able to be happy when so many are suffering unnecessarily. There are still people under attack by the evil ones. I cannot rest peacefully while 

they continue to be harmed.

12/22/2018 5:52:01 PM laurabusse I would just say, as we evolve in2 higher consciousness, we will eventually be telepathic. For telepathy to work, there must be complete trust and 

transparency. The problem has been evil, not respecting free will. Higher consciousness is love and respecting free will...it is safe

12/22/2018 5:53:54 PM blazer2k7 Ditto.

12/22/2018 5:54:16 PM laurabusse It will be safe for us to trust and be transparent. But because we have been so deceived, misled and abused by evil, it's gonna take maybe a long time 

to get to that place of self sovereignty, mutual trust and transparency with love ruling rather than evil.

12/22/2018 6:00:19 PM laurabusse Just my opinion but meditation is a start. It connects U w/ higher consciousness + love, makes U want 2 Bcome a more peaceful loving + beneficent 

being. If every1 meditated w/ these intentions, without the cabal 2 interfere and control us, i believe we will be in heaven on earth.

12/22/2018 6:01:24 PM voodoowarlord Or is the way to freedom from the system and thoughts that enslave us today?

12/22/2018 6:07:08 PM giediknight I have been trying to tell people this for 10 years.....

12/22/2018 6:07:13 PM davidroehrig Are there copies of the original Bible available online/commercially?

12/22/2018 6:09:06 PM giediknight Tuahta de dannan

12/22/2018 6:10:39 PM lbf777 Nope. Only the top levels of Gov and Vatican have them. They screwed up the Book Of Revelations the most. I wish I could read the original but it’s 

lost. The original exposes them too much so they ruined it & removed 30% of the whole chapter.

12/22/2018 6:11:17 PM lbf777 Chapter means the whole book of revelations.

12/22/2018 6:12:28 PM plumcivic Your points are well taken.  I did homecare for seniors and disabled for 26 years in a city of diverse population groups. Clients accepted me seeing them 

in many distressing conditions even when I was a stranger simply because they believed I was sent by an accountable source and

12/22/2018 6:13:37 PM laurabusse I read a book by a biblical scholar (former born again Christian) who learned, devastatingly, that the bible was altered pretty much from the beginning. 

Additions, deletions, changes. I wish i could remember his name or the name of the book. Was a couple decades or so ago.

12/22/2018 6:14:20 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how do we know you are not a LARP? Literally everything you are saying is aligned to my awakening and research it could either be 

1. MJ12 exists and I have picked up on MJ12 programming or 2. LARP into same ZPE, UFO info on net

12/22/2018 6:16:05 PM davidroehrig Thank you

12/22/2018 6:16:06 PM plumcivic had specific responsibilities.  If I had tried to exercise other authority, say asking to see their bank statement or tax returns, they would have called 911 

and had the police exercise their specific responsibilities.

12/22/2018 6:21:43 PM davidroehrig True Christianity is about Love. Doesn't require donations, going to a "church" building, etc. 1) Love the Lord thy God 2) Love thy neighbor as thyself; 

Believe in Jesus and you are saved. How can this be bad/wrong/misleading? Who would want to destroy this and why? That is the ?

12/22/2018 6:24:41 PM davidroehrig That;s what I understood, as well. Surely there are copies of cleanly translated Bible books derived from the DSS. Or did the 'bad guys" seize the new 

found DSS immediately and poison the translations thereof?

12/22/2018 6:27:34 PM laurabusse I basically red pilled myself over time, maybe a decade, as i could handle it. Very disturbing, upsetting. I believed every word of the official 911 

narrative. Someone getting all this info at once could have a heart attack, or maybe even throw up until they die. Horrific info.

12/22/2018 6:32:33 PM smashyouridolz Capitalism works when you have righteous/ honest people at the helm. Is there a better way? Probably. Like a theocracy. You have to have an honest, 

pure and perfect God to reign. What MJ12 is proposing is having alien overlords rule over us and we give up all our rights/privacy

12/22/2018 6:36:37 PM ascension_guide Humanity is 100% capable of learning, but jumping from LOW energy state to HIGH in a ‘flash’ is like 1st time becoming Spider-Man while:

Locomotive Passes By=INTENSE

Many predicted to sleep/trip for a few days in bed surrounded by loved ones/guardian angels/ET

DO the work NOW! pic.twitter.com/mny7njycSt

12/22/2018 6:40:31 PM blazer2k7 Your not giving yourself enough credit.  You would have survived.  Although it's true some people *only* learn,  layer per layer at a time.

Heart attack maybe.  At worse.  For the elderly or ailing. Those who throw up recover. Humans are far more resilient then we realize.

12/22/2018 6:41:22 PM laurabusse My understanding is that the early church councils eradicated scriptures regarding reincarnation among other subjects, and proof of this was when the 

DSS were discovered and translated proving that earlier versions were vastly different and thus had been radically altered.



12/22/2018 6:43:17 PM jaq6789 This guy is fake too

12/22/2018 6:43:20 PM laurabusse And actually i should have been more specific...i said bible when i meant new testament...the new testament was radically altered.

12/22/2018 6:45:33 PM datruseeka And how will knowing where the technology came from make a difference?

12/22/2018 6:46:58 PM datruseeka Trust is essential....so why haven’t you disclosed who Majestic 12 are today?  How do you gain trust?

12/22/2018 6:48:22 PM laurabusse I was actually exaggerating with the throwing up until death, dark humor 2 make a point. But even if ppl dont have heart attacks, the violence it could 

start could be devastating. Look how ppl riot over sports...just saying, cautious dribs and drabs could be wiser. No info: worse

12/22/2018 6:56:32 PM davidroehrig Sounds good, any particular book/s of his that you would recommend?

12/22/2018 6:59:05 PM anangelhasland1 Issues of Translation.

Seeing parts of you you can’t see (anyway)...

The Elite troll the weak on the internet... a very low perspective

Benevolent beings don’t bother...

Advanced tech in the wrong hands should be used against them.

As Van sang, “It’s too late to stop now!”
12/22/2018 7:02:44 PM davidroehrig I can definitely understand why the one's who want/wanted to control the masses would want to mislead us, (Satan & followers) in order to maintain 

power over us. I know that the canonized Bible is only a remnant of the original texts(what they decided to allow for mass consumptin

12/22/2018 7:03:25 PM davidroehrig Yes, that's where the salvation/after life part is.

12/22/2018 7:04:32 PM cstarr888 Unconditional love, honesty, and right mindedness are required.

We have been stunted. Much growth is needed. 

🙏💖

12/22/2018 7:05:03 PM davidroehrig Thanks so much

12/22/2018 7:07:06 PM clockworkanon The art of deception is using the truth to support a lie, religion masters this.

Contents of bible are the result of an election from the worlds first 3 letter agency...

G.O.D= Group of Deities

12/22/2018 7:20:16 PM cchef1980 In a reality where free will and telepathy coexist, there must be a way to protect whatever it is I don’t want to expose or be known about self: privacy. 

Assumption that privacy is only used to hide unlawful or unethical (bad) behavior or thoughts is fallacious.

12/22/2018 7:21:38 PM voodoowarlord When have we had righteous/honest people at the helm of our capitalism?  Or has it become a system that protects the world's biggest criminals?

12/22/2018 7:23:42 PM 1_decided_voter The way I see it, we are already enslaved on a mass scale by those abusing this technology in secret. My hope is that by bringing it out into the open 

and exposing the evil abusers, while simultaneously gifting a massive technology leap to the whole world, we can grow peacefully.

12/22/2018 7:24:39 PM smashyouridolz Probably only a handful of times if that. I hardly think that a communist utopia ruled by aliens (which arent what you think) is the better way to go.

12/22/2018 7:26:50 PM djlok What do you mean by trap?  Just curious.

12/22/2018 7:26:52 PM xx1745xx Bill O'Reilly

12/22/2018 7:27:09 PM leslieau7 Way above your pay grade !

12/22/2018 7:32:09 PM voodoowarlord A communist system hides the truth and rewrites history. Is it possible what we consider evil, satan and human sacrifice is of Alien origin to cause 

conflict and create a system of population control?

12/22/2018 7:33:45 PM tippytopshapeu @Swamp_Fever2020 @dbongino @Earthfiles @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @RichDolan @SaRaAshcraft @Telford_Russian 

@The_Thumpinman @gizadeathstar @Telford_Russian @LizCrokin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TuckerCarlson @worldgoneweirde @TheRightSideof1 

@LizCrokin @TomFitton

~ #4chananon pic.twitter.com/QrfjU0vWak

12/22/2018 7:35:36 PM voodoowarlord I don't know all that is needed to know to answer the end solution, but do know the path forward is learning more and being able to adapt as 

circumstances change.

12/22/2018 7:35:41 PM laurabusse The belief in hell is just part of the whole controlling deception thing. Not an expert but after decades of much research prayer and meditation i am 

convinced hell was made up to deceive and control. No one need believe me and anyone who believes bible will not believe it anyway

12/22/2018 7:37:23 PM smashyouridolz I definitely agree with that! Peace will never happen on earth though. The heart of man is desperately wicked and as long as we have free will, 

someone will always choose to do evil.

12/22/2018 7:37:36 PM davidroehrig So the orig. Greek version is clean. What is a clean translation of the orig Greek version?(can't read Greek and once again have to trust the translator) 

Can you give examples of writings of 1st church fathers? Why haven't these been corrupted?

12/22/2018 7:37:55 PM voodoowarlord Secrecy and hidden truths obscure our thinking and ability to rationalize in many ways.

12/22/2018 7:38:14 PM lbf777 Urantia is the best book. It has 700 pages on Jesus alone.

12/22/2018 7:40:42 PM laurabusse My understanding is that we have been so misled and miseducated that we don't understand truth which is we are sovereign beings of free will. Our 

vibration protects us if we are vibrating high enough. Fear is the enemy. Fear weakens us and makes us vulnerable. Love protects us.

12/22/2018 7:44:39 PM 1_decided_voter That may be true for the current generation that grew up in today's world. But consider what the next generation will experience if our generation 

were successful in purging even the top 50% most evil people/acts that occur today.

12/22/2018 7:45:11 PM realitygateway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what are your thoughts on @RealEyeTheSpy now? The handle appears to be under new management. Thanks.

12/22/2018 7:46:34 PM laurabusse In other words we are powerful beings of light and love who have been trained into fear and believing we are weak. When we evolve into higher 

consciousness all this will have been but a nightmare and we'll understand who we really are and we will B powerful loving beings of truth

12/22/2018 7:52:02 PM laurabusse I believed the bible for 30 years. Took me a decade to undo the brainwashing...i studied my way in2 Christianity, kept searching and studying, and 

studied, prayed and meditated my way back out. Much more at peace now. Wouldn't go back 2 that for a million bucks. 2 each his own...

12/22/2018 8:01:19 PM laurabusse For 30 years i was born again, baptist, charismatic, then eastern orthodox (Greek Russian etc). What you're asking me is what most christianity is based 

on. I believed ALL of it. With everything in me. Is why it took me 10 yrs to unwind it all out of me. Everyone can believe...

12/22/2018 8:01:50 PM daveo6145 [D] Day Incoming. We march onward in [TIME]. Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing. D5. 5:5.

#NATIONALBOOMDAY

#QANON

#THEGREATAWAKENINGWORLDWIDE

#DARKTOLIGHT

#EVILBEGONE

@cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PrimeCreator2 @TammyRedmond https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ7LisDXSuU …

12/22/2018 8:02:51 PM laurabusse 2...anything they want, as they see fit. We are beings of free will. I have concluded differently than you. My conclusions are as valid to me as yours are 

to you and i wish you well :-)



12/22/2018 8:03:28 PM smashyouridolz Agree that if the moloch worshippers were eliminated, probably most issues would be taken care of as well. But they're not stupid. They have bad guys 

planted on the good guys side as well. They want you to worship Lucifer as pure light so that they can harvest your energy. 

pic.twitter.com/LOogZIu3W9

12/22/2018 8:04:31 PM deplorable_s The goal to restructure “private” owned Fed, return to the people, exit Central Bank, get gold standard. 

It’s a heave ho hope but the tariff realignment etc is to get debt in check to right this broken system. Hold tight.  Hope tighter.

12/22/2018 8:05:15 PM smashyouridolz That's how aliens tie in. They're not aliens. It's much more sinister than that but they appear as benevolent light bearers. Should check out the Hidden 

Hand and ATS conversation from 2008. He explains there are negative and positive harvests. It's a game to them.

12/22/2018 8:20:24 PM time4u2know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Good evening! Have high value targets from the DS already been arrested and in Gitmo and the public will be filled in after the fact? Thank you in 

advance!

12/22/2018 8:24:22 PM davidroehrig I'm checking them out now, thanks

12/22/2018 8:24:33 PM davidroehrig Thanks

12/22/2018 8:37:42 PM epiphany_zone Me too!!

12/22/2018 9:04:59 PM pantherden_ 12/24/18 

LOVE LIGHT & UNDERSTANDING

12/22/2018 9:10:12 PM janerross @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The fellow who stares at goats was in paltalk sellin $1K remote viewing lessons. He intruded & remote viewed me, a 73 yr old lady. 

He has no robe of righteousness. Satanists run that bunch.

12/22/2018 9:14:16 PM janerross @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ETs are astronomicallly more mentally & emotionally deciplined than us Earth humans. They come from older Milky Way planets. 

Earth is younger in my humble opinion, and near outer edge of the Milky Way.

12/22/2018 9:17:42 PM janerross @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 BTW, I teach how to initiate contact; unfortunately most Earth humans are programmed emotionally primitive reactionaries, & are 

afraid to try. “Evil ET” movies, etc are our cultural mythology programming

12/22/2018 9:31:19 PM tru_believers Good books, I have them as well.

12/22/2018 9:36:43 PM tru_believers Look for videos by Dr. Gail Riplinger, her book, "New Age Bible Versions" is one of the best, great detail. Solid authority. Don't exactly agree with all her 

thoughts but her translation is spot on.

 https://youtu.be/PmIsqO1FJ6c 

 https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_0_9?k=gail+riplinger&sprefix=Gail+ripl&crid=26802BE8TL3E6 …

12/22/2018 9:44:18 PM tru_believers Satan wants to destroy it. Why do evil religions get a pass or Hindus or Buddhists? Christianity, true Christianity is smeared and targeted but only 

teaches the Love our creator has for us and how He was going to redeem us from our fallen state. Jesus paid the ultimate price.

12/22/2018 9:46:18 PM 1_decided_voter you two or you too?

12/22/2018 10:33:04 PM astol14334 Sounds like NWO.

12/22/2018 10:35:21 PM astol14334 NEVER!

12/22/2018 10:38:20 PM clockworkanon I have no fear of hell nor should you. A loving Father does not will his children to fear him.

We are all God’s children but his only son is Jesus?

God is a jealous God but commandments condemn this?

A divided house cannot stand, Christianity is divided.

12/22/2018 10:43:35 PM dbearp No, another shill

12/22/2018 11:01:00 PM cjptrsn This is the truth. Fear is the path to the dark side. When the Great Awakening happens, there will be no need to fear your fellow humans or their 

intentions.

12/22/2018 11:02:25 PM daphne68852400 The Greek letter Sigma

12/22/2018 11:11:00 PM cogbill_alan True. I can certainly manifest. Care to see a demo?

12/22/2018 11:51:10 PM richardhiatt16 Majestic Militaries?  More about this please?

12/23/2018 12:04:01 AM jollyrob2 IS and BE?

12/23/2018 12:05:50 AM clockworkanon The Bible itself states that no person can be saved by the sacrifice of another person. Ezek. Deut. Psalms. Jeremiah. Etc...Are we to believe that we are 

born unworthy of God and our only path is through the sacrifice of his most faithful servant?

12/23/2018 12:27:24 AM melbourne_3000 Then AND only then shall peace be allowed to prosper on this planet! 

#TheGreatAwakening

12/23/2018 12:33:55 AM melbourne_3000 Religion = Control.

Many will not like this statement nor accept it.

Therein lies the entire problem, conditioning and brainwashing.

Prime Creator (God) exists without religion which is MAN made!

12/23/2018 12:47:08 AM zetaawakening what would happen to the concept of privacy if, after the disclosure, all the humanities acquire telepathic abilities?

12/23/2018 12:50:54 AM jollyrob2 Awesome 👏

12/23/2018 1:05:38 AM shallknown Very few people understand the extent of that which you're describing. 

It is beyond description.

You're sitting on a mountain of information which will make our whole SYSTEM of life obsolete. It will be butterflies and roses only to those who have 

few to no attachments.

12/23/2018 2:01:04 AM thingspetssay Message of Disclosure...? 

How many of you are the same from back then? 

Anyone I may remember? 

I do remember congratulating at least one of you on your... ‘Promotion’.

It’s been a LONG time. 

Strings are cut. 

Stand with us. 

We The People are listening.
12/23/2018 2:21:15 AM melanieanders7 Makes me think of passed souls of loved ones deciding 2pop in and check on ya frm spirit world. U have NO clue they're there, unless Ur sensitive 2 it. 

We're never alone. Privacy as seen in this matrix is an illusion too. Transparency opens doors.

12/23/2018 3:46:36 AM davidroehrig Will do, but I need a DM button. Can you follow me? Thanks

12/23/2018 3:52:09 AM daumster It is impossible for humans not to look alike based on numbers.

12/23/2018 5:14:10 AM ryankochweare1 👽👽👽 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump #TheGreatAwakening #UFO https://twitter.com/RyanKochWeAre1/status/1076827668312702976 …

12/23/2018 5:26:41 AM keith369me Thank you Laura I believe you nailed it.  I also know that it is significantly more difficult for scientists/engineers to break through to this reality as there 

is an additional layer of programming that is hard to break.

12/23/2018 5:31:56 AM keith369me Religions are all distorted to some extent if they pull one from the realization that we are all part of the creator and the creator is within us.

12/23/2018 5:33:37 AM keith369me I believe Telepathy can be allowed or blocked...free will.

12/23/2018 5:37:06 AM keith369me Everything in life is a distortion from the truth until one learns the real truth.  You being here and asking this question means your on the path to the 

truth.  Read ALL of the Majestic Tweets

12/23/2018 5:44:18 AM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

suicide weekend?



12/23/2018 5:49:49 AM funguy34 Conspiracy theories are a sign of weak thinking and low intelligence. Please get help to break the cult like hold this nonsence has over you. 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/christmas-is-the-loneliest-time-for-qanon-fans …

12/23/2018 6:06:29 AM ryankochweare1 What happened to the 600+ missing in #CampFire #Paradise ??? @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???!!!!

12/23/2018 6:19:13 AM the_realtruth18 Will that apply to all religions?

12/23/2018 6:24:41 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what a wonderful day.

LOVE LIGHT UNDERSTANDING  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076844349860823042 …

12/23/2018 6:34:20 AM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any truth about so called Nibiru planet incoming?

Is there a supreme being? AKA God?

12/23/2018 6:36:26 AM syrianmaga Mexicans?

12/23/2018 6:49:34 AM sandyshuze Bronfmans are evil.  They control politics in AZ.  McCain is from AZ. McCain married a Bronfman.  Now you know.

12/23/2018 6:52:20 AM funguy34 Stated the cult member...Just focus on believing in God and you will find true peace.

12/23/2018 6:56:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd I feel exactly the same, cannot stand suffering, I can't sleep when I feel suffering. This is why saying "those who know can't sleep" so applicable. Some 

of us have empathic hearts so sensitive no one could know unless they are us. We literally FEEL EVERYTHING!

12/23/2018 6:57:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Are there worlds like that of Nox?

12/23/2018 7:00:59 AM sandyshuze Still waiting... any update?

12/23/2018 7:13:56 AM zrickety I think he is referring to zero point energy, once that hits the mainstream it has the potential to wipe us out if not heavily monitored. Your minority 

report analogy is not far off.

12/23/2018 7:14:45 AM decodematrix All the radiation has already been made inert and neutralized. The military has technology to make radioactive material inert. A couple years ago they 

flew planes over it and neutralized it.

12/23/2018 7:19:34 AM peterclloyd Any notion that the government has a constitutional right to know what everyone’s thinking is losing argument.

12/23/2018 7:54:23 AM pillhard Thank you for answering me.

12/23/2018 8:05:00 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - What did you guys drop into the collective dream pool last night? I was recalled to active duty, place aboard a vessel and sent to 

an asteroid or the moon to be read on to the "new" USSF. Before I could sit down in the underground auditorium I was approached...

12/23/2018 8:32:07 AM leighmarkley Cheyenne Mountain

12/23/2018 8:46:06 AM ryankochweare1 Account got locked when interacting w this account.. Weird?? Coincidence?? pic.twitter.com/wWCCutNyBv

12/23/2018 8:48:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076881816462737408 …

12/23/2018 8:49:47 AM decodematrix Before the Solstice the days were getting shorter with less daylight. After the Solstice we are adding 1 minute of daylight everyday. Dark to Light.

12/23/2018 8:52:18 AM scott_rick What was the “earth event” this week?

12/23/2018 8:53:02 AM decodematrix [🦉🦌🐍]

12/23/2018 8:53:36 AM cidarean Boeing

12/23/2018 8:54:34 AM hawkgirlinmn No. Planned.

12/23/2018 8:55:16 AM lib7473 Awesome! My former company for ~18 yrs. Great builders in space!🛸

12/23/2018 8:56:49 AM mongrelglory Thanks for posting this!  It was driving me nuts trying to figure out what the wizard was holding in his right hand.

  I still like to think it's a Jaffa weapon's staff in his left hand. 😉

12/23/2018 8:57:38 AM mongrelglory Great digging covertress!

12/23/2018 8:57:46 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any validity?  pic.twitter.com/LDMRlHzcfJ

12/23/2018 8:58:54 AM decodematrix Boeing Phantom Works is the advanced prototyping arm of the defense and security side of The Boeing Company. Its primary focus is developing 

advanced military products and technologies, many of them highly classified.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boeing_Phantom_Works …

12/23/2018 8:59:48 AM sailingnut13  https://www.spinsheet.com/century-club/george-pappas-spinsheet-centurion-messing-about-boats …

12/23/2018 9:01:25 AM jlundr Eo

12/23/2018 9:01:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful. Those who know do not leak this type of intelligence.

12/23/2018 9:02:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Weapon? No. Staff? Yes. What's on the top of it?

12/23/2018 9:02:43 AM lightworkercain Thank you!

12/23/2018 9:02:49 AM sailingnut13  https://www.spinsheet.com/century-club/george-pappas-spinsheet-centurion-messing-about-boats …

12/23/2018 9:03:42 AM cbirdseyevuze AGREED!!!!   👀🧐👍

12/23/2018 9:05:25 AM mongrelglory Philosopher's stone?

12/23/2018 9:07:41 AM covertress You can dig too. It's not difficult with  http://tineye.com  ;)

12/23/2018 9:08:01 AM scott_rick That’s not a disclosure esque event

12/23/2018 9:08:30 AM jonle86 didn't Boeing build the KM long craft for #solarwarden?

12/23/2018 9:09:14 AM vintagesquirrel Is he majestic?

12/23/2018 9:13:25 AM mongrelglory Well...if you were part of an advanced ET civilization with a high frequency group consciousness that allowed everyone to be telepathically linked 

together in harmony...you might want to help out the poor struggling people on Earth, but would probably want transparency...

12/23/2018 9:13:26 AM keith369me Yes...but always food and water at hand as stated regardless of the validity of the remaining information

12/23/2018 9:13:36 AM forehandchana There are NO coincidences!

12/23/2018 9:14:19 AM cidarean Boeing and Lockheed Martin both play important roles in the SSP/MIC with creating ships and propulsion amongst other tech I hear. I'm no expert by 

any stretch. I find it all fascinating.

12/23/2018 9:14:24 AM mongrelglory ...to ensure that the technology you gave Earth wasn't usurped and used for evil ends by some people in the population, wouldn't you?

12/23/2018 9:16:45 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_M._Shanahan …

"During the hearing, [No Name], a proponent of giving lethal weapons to Ukraine, threatened to block Shanahan's nomination over his response in a 

written statement about whether or not the U.S. should provide such weapons to Ukraine."

12/23/2018 9:16:49 AM mongrelglory Yay! Is that what's on top of the Wizard's staff?  A ZPE device?

12/23/2018 9:17:48 AM dr_t_dc Looks like a heart.

12/23/2018 9:18:18 AM mongrelglory ZPE devices were also featured in the Stargate SG-1 TV series (disclosure).

12/23/2018 9:18:29 AM lightworkercain Oh for sure, don't doubt it's coming, just wouldn't be broadcasted like this. Costco/Sams Club have 50 lb bags of rice and beans on the cheap, add a 

little salt, covered.

12/23/2018 9:18:49 AM dr_t_dc Or this pic.twitter.com/gDHENxM0ec

12/23/2018 9:18:51 AM jollyrob2 Pineal body?

12/23/2018 9:19:25 AM mongrelglory Or perhaps a ZPE device?

12/23/2018 9:23:56 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_M._Shanahan …

Could there possibly exist a more "Trumpian" pick than Shanahan? The skill set, the strategy, etc. Might be difficult to think of anyone.

Shanahan "...has been known there as 'Mr. Fix-it' from as early as 2008."

12/23/2018 9:29:17 AM nun_chucknorris 2 red pills?

12/23/2018 9:30:05 AM sailingnut13 Is this the same as soul scraping?



12/23/2018 9:31:02 AM reginagabilondo I do not follow religion but the Bible only.  I have experienced what the disciples experienced in the Book of Acts at Pentecost and it was literal.  I heard 

the rushing wind come inside a building from far off and swooshed by me.  I was agnostic bf that.

12/23/2018 9:31:45 AM turboxyde Not sure but it feels like a reference to Merlin's staff. Perhaps some sort of crystal focusing device on top that when paired with the co-creative 

consciousness of another can greatly magnify spiritual abilities and manifestation. That or a sacred heart...

12/23/2018 9:32:28 AM realitygateway Kinda looks like the starfleet symbol.

12/23/2018 9:37:59 AM pantherden_  pic.twitter.com/SJUUzWnygH

12/23/2018 9:41:04 AM scottlarocca3 Mattis has another calling. #qanon #MAGA #wwg1wga #q #chemtrails #geoengineering #haarp #NASAlies #scherff #pizzagate #Pedowood 

pic.twitter.com/kESeRaOiLx

12/23/2018 9:41:19 AM djlok Well there was that tsunami in Indonesia.  Don't know if that was it though.

12/23/2018 9:43:09 AM djlok I think it is a heart too.

12/23/2018 9:44:53 AM bbobbio71 Schwalm resonance is been increasing

12/23/2018 9:45:03 AM zagnett Sounds like Boeing is the corporation a lot of the SSP/MIC stuff rolls up too now. Is this true?

Any good links to learn about the "KM long craft"? Isn't as much online yet as for e.g. TR-3B.

12/23/2018 9:46:44 AM zagnett Do you have any links on their cool space stuff by any chance??

12/23/2018 9:48:53 AM zagnett Wouldn't be surprised. He definitely has the creds / background for it.

12/23/2018 9:55:05 AM pantherden_ VOG staff? EMF radiation? pic.twitter.com/WTbHo1s02N

12/23/2018 9:57:11 AM zagnett You mean the Schumann resonance? Yeah it's been up couple days.

Been different the last month or so though. A lot more horizontal lines at regular intervals. Can't tell what those intervals are.

But seems like better harmonics maybe?

 http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

12/23/2018 10:01:12 AM leighmarkley What is an IS-BE?

12/23/2018 10:02:49 AM realaronbrowne *Posts eating popcorn gif for the thousandth time* “Big if true 😱🤯🍿” #Cringe #HopePorn

12/23/2018 10:03:28 AM anangelhasland1 In my best Burt Lancaster voice, “I like it. I like it. I like it. A fresh start for a man who’s ready to take it to the top, and has the guts to do it! Damn the 

torpedoes, Shep, let’s eat!”

12/23/2018 10:03:47 AM bbobbio71 Lol yes, damn speak to text. 

Still learning what affect that may have on anything

12/23/2018 10:04:53 AM bbobbio71 People seem to be in a better mood.  Maybe it's just because Christmas

12/23/2018 10:05:07 AM traychelle255 Ive wondered this as well.  I have questions about our First Lady as well. With that said, I 100% still support them both.  Just hope one day to know that 

answer.

12/23/2018 10:05:46 AM zagnett Great new word though lol.

12/23/2018 10:10:37 AM zagnett Definitely seems like the Space Force is strong with this one!

12/23/2018 10:14:00 AM zagnett MJ, what are the exact frequencies of the horizontal intervals? Important? Cool numbers, e.g. 3,6,9?

I didn't take any screenshots in the past to compare. So they could've been there in the past too. Not sure. pic.twitter.com/Yfq5VW7tug

12/23/2018 10:18:31 AM decodematrix RDS is great, he has read and reviewed some books about ETs: https://phibetaiota.net/category/reviews/intelet/ …

12/23/2018 10:18:41 AM laurabusse I believed it for 30 years. With everything in me. Believe me. To each his own. On a diff path now. If it works for you great. Happy for you. "No man can 

tell another how to live". Much much happier and at peace now. I avoid church and all religion now like the plague.

12/23/2018 10:23:53 AM realaronbrowne Guess I should have included the source to huh? #First https://twitter.com/realaronbrowne/status/1076435968700416002?s=21 …

12/23/2018 10:26:14 AM darktolightjedi And Q said voter fraud would be used to create new ID laws. He never said there would be special elections to correct the election.

12/23/2018 10:31:55 AM zagnett Dude, Trump & Shanahan are like seriously into planes. Betting their "Frequent Flyer" points ALONE could pay off our national debt!! ;-)

12/23/2018 10:31:57 AM laurabusse Thank u 4 your kind words. I agree completely. Humanity is "stuck" bc of our programming. We cannot go to the next level with the mentality that is 

keeping us at this level. We really need to break out into higher thinking, a completely diff paradigm...we'll get there eventually!

12/23/2018 10:38:13 AM nmchristoban Is this Fire on top?

12/23/2018 10:38:48 AM lightworkercain 🙏

12/23/2018 10:39:41 AM clockworkanon And to @pdtac in no way do I mean to be offensive. I stand with you as a patriot for freedom

12/23/2018 10:50:11 AM sumgirl Excellent

12/23/2018 10:51:09 AM nmchristoban Mirror of electricity?

12/23/2018 10:55:30 AM awakeandsing123 May the Force be with you, Mr. Shanahan!

12/23/2018 11:09:06 AM lightworkercain Thank you. I would never assume it's their choice if something like that happens, seems like something the other side would do. However, you are 

correct that the outcome of such an event would be chaotic for those unprepared..Time tells all, but time is an illusion so...

12/23/2018 11:19:35 AM melbourne_3000 Be careful who you follow - #Q 😎

12/23/2018 11:24:36 AM blazer2k7 Ditto. My empathy was a struggling point growing up.

12/23/2018 11:35:51 AM zagnett No clue.

12/23/2018 11:39:38 AM j0z0rpwn Onion link. One of the darknets. Use Tor Browser if you wish to view it

12/23/2018 11:41:26 AM _chelseaproject I thought this was common knowledge among Q following patriots. If the arrests don't happen now, then when. Also the pedophilia shite has to be 

finally exposed.

12/23/2018 11:43:15 AM ryankochweare1 I love you ALL and am so excited about United Earth!!!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

#maga #MakeGaiaGreatAgain!! #TheGreatAwakening

12/23/2018 11:44:19 AM j0z0rpwn Onion link. Use Tor Browser, regular surface web will not connect to a darknet

12/23/2018 11:47:12 AM missy968 I can’t help but see a correlation... pic.twitter.com/rOXvHc5QTN

12/23/2018 12:10:16 PM melbourne_3000 #TheMoreYouKnow 🙄#GatwickDrone #GatwickAirport ✈️ 

https://www.theage.com.au/world/europe/gatwick-airport-drone-may-never-have-existed-british-police-20181224-p50o17.html …

12/23/2018 12:14:24 PM melanieanders7 Majestic?      https://www.vaq133.navy.mil/xo.htm 

12/23/2018 12:19:19 PM derrtylultoni @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 great content

12/23/2018 12:19:47 PM melanieanders7 And I really love this photo. pic.twitter.com/Wn0m1eV5Uj

12/23/2018 12:22:49 PM chapulincolored Is there another Constitution?

12/23/2018 12:25:03 PM slayerofmatrix1 😱❣️

12/23/2018 12:33:16 PM bbobbio71 Maybe??

 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1388245716302784 …

12/23/2018 12:34:12 PM lmjonzey I think so. I've got fibromyalgia..nerves.  I've tracked the schuman to times my body does into an "episode" associated with fibromyalgia.

12/23/2018 12:35:04 PM covertress Very good, @Dr_T_DC & @DJLOK.

How many chambers has the human heart?



12/23/2018 12:38:41 PM zagnett That's a good find.

But the chart goes to 40 Hz. Schumann is all about infrasound.

A lot of interesting possibilities here. i think possibly related to the "CLAS" tech. in Antarctica is that was switched on or something on 11/11.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrasound 

12/23/2018 12:39:58 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what really going on at UK airports?

12/23/2018 12:41:17 PM zagnett Infrasound can make people feel really at unease. They use it in some horror movies to make them scarier. People report paranormal phenomena too.

Wouldn't be surprised at all if the cabal was using this worldwide to affect people negatively.

12/23/2018 12:42:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd I do too!

12/23/2018 12:43:14 PM bbobbio71 Thank you.  I was thinking that too but seeing the numbers climb each day, I was trying to find a connection.  If it's something that's switched on,  what 

is it attempting to benefit.  Or not benefit.. 🤔🤔🤔

12/23/2018 12:44:00 PM zagnett Wouldn't be surprised either if a better group now using it for positive purposes WW. In fact, i think that's exactly what happened. Another reason why 

i'm posting here, to try to find out.

MJ: 11/11 caused a Schumann improvement? If it is really better.

12/23/2018 12:46:29 PM zagnett Yeah i don't know how it works. I'm not sure high amount is more important, or the harmonics, or what? All i know is that it definitely seems related.

12/23/2018 12:49:49 PM covertress Studying this patch was a nice lesson in visual intelligence  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00QPHSA04/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_aq.hCbVTX1R61 …

12/23/2018 12:55:12 PM bbobbio71 Hope to find out sooner or later. 

The suspense for everything that's been building is killing me. Hope 1/1/19  starts to shed more light.

12/23/2018 1:02:56 PM zagnett If on 1/1/19 there's no sign to the public that all this is real that i can show people in real life, i'm gonna...uh...well - i'll push more buttons with my big 

fat fingers on this here keyboard!!

You've all been warned! ;-)

12/23/2018 1:08:27 PM bbobbio71 Lol!!

I've followed Q since last Dec.  And stumbled across this.  Trying to piece it all together,  if true,  big stuff happening.

12/23/2018 1:12:12 PM lmjonzey I enjoy my privacy. I dont necessarily want to anything to read my mind whether it's going poo, I'm hungry, I feel fat or I'm in the mood..being a 

scientist I dont want mind readers stealing my inventions. Going into my mind without my concent to me is violating my free will.

12/23/2018 1:31:48 PM lmjonzey Heart meaning healing??.. electronic waves lightening is electric..in warfare or healing? Think voltage to restart the heart Or both... I've been reading 

up on moses staff and the rod if ascepious.

12/23/2018 1:53:24 PM antiguanian so far the changes over last 2 years has reduced it by 90%.

12/23/2018 1:54:31 PM antiguanian Makes me tear up!!

12/23/2018 1:55:18 PM antiguanian wow!

12/23/2018 2:01:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1 If he was against arming the puppet government in Ukraine then he will be a good choice.  The phrase used was "acting" SoD, so he may be a temp. 

Interesting start date 1/1/19.. same date mentioned in Manual for Courts-Martial amendments

12/23/2018 2:03:33 PM fanfan21 "from Greek apokalyptein "uncover, disclose, reveal," 

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/apocalypse 

ThankQ #anon

12/23/2018 2:18:22 PM cchef1980 IQT

12/23/2018 2:31:15 PM catvllvsverona This confuses me a little. If these are apocalyptic (unveiling) times, and indeed it seems so, then the dark side must manifest itself openly, letting those 

who know 'God' to choose the right side. Isn't this happening right now? Perhaps a present, not future event?

12/23/2018 2:42:01 PM smashyouridolz It definitely is! The slow drip is becoming a flood.

12/23/2018 2:42:14 PM realeyethespy .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/GaXF1oiheM

12/23/2018 2:58:54 PM integratedwebuk Was there not an alignment of planets this week.....

12/23/2018 3:00:31 PM cynthiamorrow8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you have a reason why Bush Sr. hated JFK so much?  Idk if there is any truth in what I heard years ago

12/23/2018 3:13:08 PM whitehat_van It was the viziv transmitter. Test of scalar waves, melted cern magnets.

12/23/2018 3:14:40 PM whitehat_van Not infrasound, scalar waves.

12/23/2018 3:21:52 PM zagnett Do you have any good sources explaining scalar waves? I know too little about it. Seems they don't propagate like sound waves, and indeed may be the 

science behind Einstein's "spooky action at a distance". Anything to do with quantum entanglement?

12/23/2018 3:24:28 PM zagnett Is it true the cabal has had scalar weapons since at least Roswell, that can shoot down such craft?

12/23/2018 3:33:56 PM rachmatcorai33 I can’t help but wonder if this was going on at the Biltmore house by the Vanderbilts back in the day?🤔I just got a very weird feeling from that place...

12/23/2018 4:17:37 PM sandraplante2 ?????

12/23/2018 4:23:53 PM tippytopshapeu @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @ShowJordan @Swamp_Fever2020 @Earthfiles @JackPosobiec @gizadeathstar @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson 

@Telford_Russian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Hwt123 #DonaldTrumpPredicted #LargeScale #TerrorAttack 9/11In2000 #MorningJoe #MSNBC#YouTube  

https://youtu.be/60RuXCV71ic  pic.twitter.com/Km4S7efdWw

12/23/2018 4:31:21 PM ascension_guide Opposite of 9/11

Reconciliation?

12/23/2018 4:38:42 PM ascension_guide Lots of activity happening at Boeing.

Nice catch on the board.

FLUSHING the Swamp?

Watch the Water.

TUNNELS Closed.

Connection to Lion Air crash?

Investigation into WTC Buildings? https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1076565400970715136?s=21 …
12/23/2018 4:40:46 PM tippytopshapeu @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @ShowJordan @Swamp_Fever2020 @Earthfiles @JackPosobiec @gizadeathstar @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson 

@Telford_Russian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Hwt123 #DonaldTrumpPredicted

#livenow justnoticed #ThankYouGodnDad  https://youtu.be/60RuXCV71ic 

 https://youtu.be/qeMFqkcPYcg  pic.twitter.com/oO7iq77cR1

12/23/2018 5:06:17 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/23/2018 5:19:41 PM ryankochweare1 Maybe this was the plan all along?? Show America why we need a wall w mass arrests for the trafficking and multiple other crimes against CHILDREN!  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump #MAGA #BuildTheWall #greatawakening

12/23/2018 5:40:54 PM zagnett Wondering if the Cern magnets messed with the magnetosphere causing disturbances in the Schumann resonance? And, if they're gone now, perhaps 

the Schumann resonance is back to it's normal state?



12/23/2018 5:42:04 PM tippytopshapeu @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @ShowJordan @Swamp_Fever2020 @Earthfiles @JackPosobiec @gizadeathstar @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson 

@Telford_Russian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Hwt123 @dbongino @The_Thumpinman @davidicke #bluebeam

#1984 #Olympicsufo #greatvideo

#YouTube  https://youtu.be/rtxRHLglAZs  pic.twitter.com/daaHUXVyFu

12/23/2018 5:42:05 PM jaspony1 Lots of previous tweets pertain to other religions... Like Islam is an arm if the Vatican

12/23/2018 5:43:44 PM jaspony1 Is Trump playing the evangelicals by pretending to be Christian?

12/23/2018 5:46:40 PM tippytopshapeu @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @ShowJordan @Swamp_Fever2020 @Earthfiles @JackPosobiec @gizadeathstar @RichDolan @LionelNation 

@Telford_Russian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Hwt123 @dbongino @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @LizCrokin @PeggyRuppe @LizCrokin 

#Olympics#UFOlands

 https://youtu.be/ms5oz8FBT3I  pic.twitter.com/QCL0lE118b

12/23/2018 5:52:13 PM whitehat_van Schuman was maliciously manipulated by deep state. Bands clear now. Tesla technology. Viziv, scalar waves , etc.

12/23/2018 5:56:08 PM whitehat_van Yes. We are far more advanced now.

12/23/2018 5:58:02 PM cocopuffster12 Call me crazy, but it looks like the Pope’s hat. Sorry, the official name escapes me.

12/23/2018 6:01:48 PM ultra_unlimited Merlin or Magi?

12/23/2018 6:02:40 PM melanieusn1979 No. He will bring the Light.

12/23/2018 6:16:45 PM pragmatic_texan Haha. Yes, that whole situation really stinks. We are definitely not being told the truth.  If you are not following Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you 

should check him out.

12/23/2018 6:35:27 PM enomai_ This is a kabal controlled account

12/23/2018 6:46:48 PM jkandjjnelson when? you said this 6 days ago

12/23/2018 7:29:44 PM goodmedicine4us Tell about this?

I remember that the DeepState was going to attempt to distract us using ET and "disclosure" narrative. 

MJ12 has always been a shady DS agency and I think you still are.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

I'm calling your bluff. pic.twitter.com/QD2IwOi7Oy
12/23/2018 7:49:07 PM scorpiojj2 DEF DS pic.twitter.com/SnxrIe0ChP

12/23/2018 7:51:30 PM scorpiojj2 And well, Soros DID just say in RT: pic.twitter.com/NTHM2pOcg5

12/23/2018 8:17:39 PM djlok 4. 2 atria and 2 ventricle.

12/23/2018 8:31:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd Mine too...understand completely❤️❤️❤️

12/23/2018 9:14:32 PM decodematrix The good part was when he chased out the money changers. pic.twitter.com/KMjf9QVfzn

12/23/2018 9:20:40 PM weshallrise144k @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there a plan to stop geoengineering and the poisoning of society?   https://youtu.be/VRblWjnMEvc 

12/23/2018 9:51:51 PM mongrelglory Pope's Mitre hat.

12/23/2018 9:53:11 PM tippytopshapeu @Earthfiles @SaRaAshcraft @ShowJordan @LionelNation @Hwt123 @PeggyRuppe @RichDolan @Swamp_Fever2020 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@gizadeathstar @davidicke @RealBenFulford

#Secrethead of #worldfinance Cardinal Pell fired & #bigchangescoming #BenjaminFulford Dec 17 2018

 https://youtu.be/tRx090P_tzk  pic.twitter.com/oeN0Vz0IKn

12/23/2018 10:21:44 PM decodematrix @RealEyeTheSpy I'm trying to figure out what happened here. I stopped following @RealEyeTheSpy @ReaIEyeTheSpy awhile ago but now I'm 

following it again and it claims its been taken over by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/24/2018 12:11:15 AM covertress Why would there be a heart atop an occult symbol which normally employs a crystal to guide energy? How does this relate to the experimental craft 

flown by the patch wearers? Logical thinking.

12/24/2018 12:11:22 AM cyndavi It's not an end to child sex trafficking but it will make it much harder to do.  The wall will be a heavy blow against those who do such things.

12/24/2018 12:21:49 AM covertress Patch designers often reveal as much info as possible. This patch is rich with details about the aircraft at Groom Lake. Everything seen is significant, 

from the colors in the wizard's robe, to the number of stripes and where, even to the count of the locks of his hair. A puzzle!

12/24/2018 12:58:00 AM 222714ftw 💥

12/24/2018 2:18:45 AM gvilleval Ruby ?

12/24/2018 2:47:06 AM terry_trainor I was about to follow you until I read this clap trap BS .

12/24/2018 5:25:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

Press them.

Force their hand.

Moves & Countermoves. https://twitter.com/SteveJonesPA/status/1076867975326642177 …

12/24/2018 5:30:23 AM cidarean Force their hand to do what???

12/24/2018 5:30:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when [they] have blackmail on you and the target was the Senate/SC? Not even "cancer" can get RBG to resign. Who owns her? Moves 

& Countermoves. https://twitter.com/AP/status/1076996984265940992 …

12/24/2018 5:30:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Release video surveillance tapes.

12/24/2018 5:36:33 AM jaysureshot  https://twitter.com/JaySureshot/status/1077137473732513792?s=19 …

12/24/2018 5:37:18 AM inna3akasnaa MJ12 has been [the board] of the cabal since the 60"s. Now all of a sudden they are the good guys? Since you've been on and on about disclosure, I 

guess [BLUE BEAM] is @ the ready

12/24/2018 5:38:39 AM horseofw Nothing is what it seems

12/24/2018 5:39:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clown attempts will fail. 

@RealEyeTheSpy is unaffiliated to both the Majestic 12 and this account.

12/24/2018 5:39:43 AM cidarean Is there not a video out from civilians? Though only showing a ball of light? Surveillance tapes would be clearer and prove something?

12/24/2018 5:41:58 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m not buying it. Even if it was a partial lobectomy, the recovery time for someone in their 40’s is a 5-7 hospital stay. There are ventilators, chest tubes 

to deal with, blood clots, etc. She most likely at her age will need pulmonary rehab as well. 🧐🧐

12/24/2018 5:42:53 AM hawkgirlinmn As well as dealing with cancer fatigue, etc. someone that okd doesn’t just get up a few days later and start working

12/24/2018 5:43:27 AM ch3no2_chick76 Fake news. She can barely be ‘up and working’ on a normal day....

12/24/2018 5:47:02 AM friskygolfer Holograms?

12/24/2018 5:48:25 AM strangewisper Phew, reading not looking so had to make sure it was not the varja dorje

12/24/2018 5:49:53 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

There are/ were 2 accounts under this username

One is a "patriot" and the other is a "majestic civilian"

Which one do you target?



12/24/2018 5:50:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 TrueEyeTheSpy is the same individual as RealEyeTheSpy. Not affiliated to Majestic 12.

Clowns:

1/ Renamed their RealEyeTheSpy handle to TrueEyeTheSpy (and block this account from accessing).

2/ Registered RealEyeTheSpy and rebranded it to appear affiliated to this account.

12/24/2018 5:51:40 AM worldxplorer1 Who owns her?  Likely the Clintons. She was appointed by Bill Clinton in 1993.

12/24/2018 5:52:10 AM crazycooder I see they are already becoming pro MAJ12 all of the sudden.

12/24/2018 5:53:18 AM voodoowarlord Working or is she plotting an exit strategy?  In her position she has no good alternatives and no power to escape.

12/24/2018 5:53:23 AM cidarean So RBG is being blackmailed? Wonder the kind of things she's done that has her working even with 2 feet in the grave.

12/24/2018 5:53:42 AM jonle86 So what was it at Gatwick?

12/24/2018 5:55:57 AM erquxlemon What’s the deal with that account? Your the second person calling them/he/she out... just curious

12/24/2018 5:56:02 AM petitchevalb OK

Sad because I loved infos sLAve your Saviour (past name of the account) gave us 

Now I dont know where he can be

12/24/2018 5:57:01 AM cidarean I seen that clip. It shows multiple lights in the sky. News reports I read don't mention multiple. Still interesting.

12/24/2018 5:58:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Has she publicly advocated for lowering the age of consent?

New age range?

???? > NXIVM > Epstein > Playboy > Porn

Legalizing Epstein+++ increases power Cabal has over the subconscious link between your IS-BE's source and body by manipulating frequencies, 

language, and emotion.

12/24/2018 5:59:19 AM voodoowarlord He switched to the 2nd eye account

12/24/2018 6:00:04 AM inna3akasnaa [BLUE BEAM] much?

12/24/2018 6:02:15 AM worldxplorer1 What do you mean by “legalizing Epstein+++”?

Legalizing <18yo prostitution?

12/24/2018 6:02:21 AM voodoowarlord He's creating conflict and division and confusion by running two accounts that accuse each other of being fake.

12/24/2018 6:02:23 AM hawkgirlinmn I think it’s more of an “optics play” by deep state. Move along....she’s back to work. That type of thing. Starting to wonder if MM isnt a “public 

handler.” What was in the soup? Hmmmm

12/24/2018 6:02:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are unaffiliated with that account and therefore cannot speak to their behavior. It is possible clowns attempt to get in front of bad news for them 

by getting in front of the bad news by pushing the bad news. Classic actions of those guilty with an agenda to hide.

12/24/2018 6:03:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Clown attempts will fail.

12/24/2018 6:04:02 AM voodoowarlord Question his motive, he builds trust so he can tell a big lie when it matters.

12/24/2018 6:05:49 AM keith369me Is Chief Justice Roberts compromised?  I’ve read that he was blackmailed over the adoption of his children...they are now grown...why the recent deep 

state vote (like his Obamacare vote)

12/24/2018 6:06:37 AM keith369me Much less than 18

12/24/2018 6:06:50 AM cidarean 👀 she wanted to drop the age of consent to 12... 💀 Which means most likely she's a closet phedophil... Sick...

12/24/2018 6:07:22 AM si11112018 Curious as well... you are the 3rd to call him out in the past few days...? @TrueEyeTheSpy  

Disinfo..?

12/24/2018 6:08:38 AM zagnett I always remain cautious about sources. But this account has always seemed far more credible than ETS. And sounds like Q, but not much disinfo/cabal 

bait (though it makes sense). Both Q/MJ teach A LOT-the main difference from other so-called "inside" sources.

12/24/2018 6:08:55 AM keith369me Follow the info, never the person or group

12/24/2018 6:10:47 AM erquxlemon Thank you for the explanation :) Merry Christmas!

12/24/2018 6:12:14 AM epkman I bet that took some brainwork.🥦

12/24/2018 6:13:16 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Never believed in that page. Q said no outside comms

12/24/2018 6:13:44 AM aschilliam Their Argument is she did not advocate to lowering the age of consent but for using a more gender-neutral wording in laws. She was misinterpreted..

12/24/2018 6:14:26 AM ecv369jimmysr Thank You

12/24/2018 6:15:03 AM keith369me FOX is about to do a story on RBGs “recovery” in an upcoming segment.  My head hurts from having “news” on

12/24/2018 6:16:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you differentiate from teaching, instructing, discovery, and learning?

Cabal teaches.

Clowns instruct.

"Majestic" discovers. Dark to Light?

Learning forces you to interact with all three sources. Discovery requires mindfulness, detoxified body, and an open mind.

12/24/2018 6:17:24 AM cidarean But the bigger picture is the cause and effects to the IS-BE evolving those mentioned by MJ12. The energy transfers involved in these acts are of 

negative polarity yellow ray and orange ray vibration. It literally feeds the perpetrator(s).

12/24/2018 6:18:28 AM voodoowarlord It's not so much about prostitution as it is about age of consent. And then there goes your parental rights over minor children and family values are lost.

12/24/2018 6:18:53 AM zagnett All I asked for Xmas last year - we not be nuked/incinerated or suffer crippling EMP.

All I ask for Xmas now - no "alien"/"bluebeam" invasion, real, hoax, or hybrid.

We the people can awaken through other means. We can be peacefully MAJESTIC too.

12/24/2018 6:21:36 AM worldxplorer1 The best teachers guide with questions so that truths can be found for oneself.

12/24/2018 6:26:59 AM zagnett Good question, idk yet. i'll meditate on it. Can't do 3 hours yet, but can do 9, 18, 27, etc. mins. & work on Discovery. ty MJ.

12/24/2018 6:27:36 AM keith369me Ask for the Truth and it will be discovered.  Does M12 telepathically interact with individuals through dreams?

12/24/2018 6:28:14 AM zagnett Yes, always liked that about Q/MJ, use of Socratic method.

12/24/2018 6:37:48 AM voodoowarlord Perhaps the heart is upside down so that it is grafted to the staff and power it!

12/24/2018 6:43:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Philosopher's Stone?

12/24/2018 6:44:02 AM dr_t_dc How would we know an occult staff employs a crystal?  I have ZERO experience with the occult and their 'devices/symbols.' I have no idea how the 

crystal relates the craft. How can I think logically when I have no experience with this info?

12/24/2018 6:45:28 AM anangelhasland1 Indeed, they will prop her up with steel rods, wire her head for tech, and order a life supply of TV dinners before they lose this one...



12/24/2018 6:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein > Playboy > Porn

+ / + / +

+++

Money reference to Q +++?

Follow the wives.

???? > NXIVM?

Legalizing >14yo consent for the Cabal's vice grip onto Mockingbird MSM/Hollywood/Music through selective mind control money experiments of 

mass control. Mother monster? Gaga?
12/24/2018 6:48:22 AM voodoowarlord The important thing is symbols are important to the occultist, like the compass and square are to freemasons (occultists of a different sort).

12/24/2018 6:49:31 AM dr_t_dc Where can I get more info? Libraries? Internet? Bookstores?  Secret alleys in London?

12/24/2018 6:49:53 AM voodoowarlord Occultis hide knowledge,  especially there use of symbols and what their true meanings are.

12/24/2018 6:50:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Lowering age of consent also lowers the age of lawful parental control rights. Both are connected. Cabal wanted to destroy the family unit and 

replace childhood with mind control social experiments that harvest negative life energy so they can exist w/o LIGHT/Love.

12/24/2018 6:53:17 AM zagnett Oh crap RBG woke up from her nap!?

12/24/2018 6:54:50 AM truthiswithinu Thank you! I've been saying this on Twitter for the past year. People don't seem to get that it is real.

I know it's real, bc I can do it. All I need is for someone to flirt with me. Boom, open door into their cosmos.

Now I'm a good person, don't have to be. Imagine if I wasn't.

12/24/2018 6:54:57 AM raisethevib369 What is he doing that's so terrible?

12/24/2018 6:57:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many other examples?

12/24/2018 6:58:45 AM 1aaronjustice Thanks for sharing , I unfollowed that LARP last week

12/24/2018 7:01:01 AM dr_t_dc Philosopher's Stone?  What is it?

12/24/2018 7:01:13 AM voodoowarlord  pic.twitter.com/ZS9eMEnFMk

12/24/2018 7:02:23 AM keith369me Amen...I’ve been meditating on the truth and it has hit like a load of bricks.

12/24/2018 7:02:44 AM voodoowarlord I like that, it seems to have a reflection in it too.

12/24/2018 7:03:09 AM dr_t_dc Thanks!

12/24/2018 7:03:22 AM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/tDltFNefZP

12/24/2018 7:03:46 AM dr_t_dc Gandolf in LOTR?

12/24/2018 7:04:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 We haven't suggested he is doing anything terrible except for attempting to impersonate this account. Aside from that, opening DMs and responding 

to them is contrary to how we operate. We have said many times, we do not reply to DMs. Everything is publicly disclosed for all.

12/24/2018 7:06:12 AM worldxplorer1 Straight out of Harry Potter http://harrypotter.wikia.com/wiki/Philosopher%27s_Stone …

12/24/2018 7:06:47 AM jameshhobson She’s been given orders to stay until death or it can be assured that her replacement is a communist.

12/24/2018 7:06:56 AM voodoowarlord He lost faith in the catholic church, and being rebellious explored satanism. And when he found out what they were about he wanted no part of it, and 

has put much time to exposing all he can find out.

12/24/2018 7:07:35 AM awakeandsing123 Yeah, reminds me of the [no name] strategy.

12/24/2018 7:07:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is a terrible crime to slay a unicorn.

12/24/2018 7:07:41 AM raisethevib369 Well I must have missed something because I haven't seen him impersonating anyone. He said he's not affiliated with majestic 12 and it's a made up 

organization. Definitely not impersonating.

12/24/2018 7:08:26 AM nun_chucknorris I have been watching the show Grimm. One episode references 322 for no real reason several times, a world order, shapeshifting and other things.

12/24/2018 7:09:49 AM voodoowarlord  pic.twitter.com/hmRcPscVts

12/24/2018 7:10:13 AM raisethevib369 The Declas[s] account using his old handle did though?

12/24/2018 7:10:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is that symbol in the Vatican? How about Egypt? Why is it a stone? Why is it red? Is it a hard drive? How?

12/24/2018 7:12:44 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/oi2H9iBzPd

12/24/2018 7:12:48 AM dairy_mom_of_6 True that!! pic.twitter.com/jsWdBm9pfX

12/24/2018 7:12:54 AM lib7473 If all those pics he’s posted of him being in the WH, then he’s a real 😈🤡 spy against POTUS? I pray that the patriots clear out these bad actors in the 

WH. 👀🇺🇸

12/24/2018 7:13:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not impersonating? pic.twitter.com/Y5WVif5sRe

12/24/2018 7:14:05 AM voodoowarlord Mommy dearest, or is it Madame dearest ...

12/24/2018 7:14:39 AM raisethevib369 This one.... pic.twitter.com/wm9coNVASp

12/24/2018 7:16:01 AM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/uYq0Zc09pc

12/24/2018 7:16:26 AM raisethevib369 It's not the same person

12/24/2018 7:16:34 AM covertress You DNA is a "hard drive" https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1076631172225089537?s=19 …

12/24/2018 7:18:29 AM worldxplorer1 “The Stone was not such a wonderful thing. As much money and life as you wanted, the two things most human beings would choose above all. The 

trouble is, humans do have a knack of choosing precisely those things that are worst for them.” - ALBUS DUMBLEDORE

12/24/2018 7:19:56 AM adsvel Every data pattern is written in its (DNA) codons by E-motions...

12/24/2018 7:20:13 AM zagnett Oh God, no...can the flight test squadron remove that part / replace it with something else?

12/24/2018 7:20:41 AM allonkid this eye account took over the previous eye account. I don't feel this account has the right content, some weird things on it.

12/24/2018 7:22:09 AM allonkid thanks for clarifying this account.

12/24/2018 7:22:39 AM voodoowarlord It's not the actual stone, but a symbol our mil would use to project power and instill fear in our enemies. (Just my first guess)

12/24/2018 7:23:17 AM djlok Maybe now it's being used for good now that MJ12 is non-Cabal.

12/24/2018 7:25:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. We have stated prior that Eye The Spy was originally a kid who was LARPing the Q movement (MKUltra victim) who lost control of the account 

to Clowns and social engineering due to spreading false information and amassing a large following. Clown attempts will fail. 

https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1076226254930534405 …

12/24/2018 7:25:12 AM adsvel Your CELLS are listening YOU!

12/24/2018 7:25:17 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are IS-BE's trapped on Earth by Somebody or Something??

12/24/2018 7:25:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moon holds you here.

12/24/2018 7:26:02 AM zagnett Lol that's brilliant, like an infomercial.

"ETS Deluxe Edition - now comes with MAJESTIC! Cleans MIRRORS 100% better than original ETS!"

DMs open? Wow really desperate.

12/24/2018 7:26:23 AM richardbramlet6 I do not like the way u say clowns I’m a clown

12/24/2018 7:26:32 AM dr_t_dc Children?

12/24/2018 7:27:31 AM morety76 Using Frequency and Resonance? Or totally wrong thought?

12/24/2018 7:27:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do they say? Are they capable of communicating? If so, how would you communicate with something as alien as a cell inside your body? Sounds 

create frequency. Frequency influences frequencies. Cells have frequencies. How do you control a frequency?

12/24/2018 7:29:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of us were never "Cabal" who served under their control because we believe in the Majestic work involved in being a true Patriot to an IDEA and 

not a creed, race, religion, or any other classification system you can conceive. Life, Liberty & The Pursuit of Happiness.



12/24/2018 7:29:41 AM zagnett Seems so. Hoping/praying it is so, and remains so.

Still, how about a quartz or something?

12/24/2018 7:29:45 AM worldxplorer1 Exactly. If you search past MJ12 tweets this topic is discussed quite a bit.

12/24/2018 7:29:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd At 14 is female capable of taking care of child? NO. Is a female's body prepared to give birth without potential harm to new being/mother? NO. I was 

21 when I had sex for the first time. I cannot imagine in WILDEST dreams being 14 and sexually active. RG/Gaga/E/PB/SICK/TWISTED!

12/24/2018 7:30:42 AM sarahrosie5 Ty I didn't know they were majestic 12 not following. I like 72 though.

12/24/2018 7:30:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Energy field.

12/24/2018 7:31:15 AM voodoowarlord (Very) young children is what is being suggested

12/24/2018 7:31:52 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/JSd4PQmkC3

12/24/2018 7:32:57 AM zagnett Yes, believable. I've never thought anyone or group was 100% good or bad, like MJ.

So was surprised when MJ wrote that Catholic church/Holy See/Vatican(?) was 100% bad. Can you clarify what exactly you meant by this?

12/24/2018 7:33:02 AM djlok You control a frequency by changing the channel or turning the dial, yes?  But IS-BE's can change frequency through meditation is what I'm learning.

12/24/2018 7:33:05 AM allahuniversal So is there a solution, or is a solution still in the works?

12/24/2018 7:33:08 AM worldxplorer1 Is this the soul trap?

12/24/2018 7:33:38 AM voodoowarlord This is a global issue ...

12/24/2018 7:33:41 AM morety76 So the Earth is a Prison Planet? Created by ET's. Can we change the Situation?

12/24/2018 7:34:18 AM djlok I think maybe they are 100% bad bc their intent has been 100% for us believing in an external personification of God.  Not good!

12/24/2018 7:35:37 AM identityasxy .

As always, to be sure, LOOK FOR POSITIVE  RESULTS relative  to negative events.  The only objective  evidence you need to know where you stand is 

the 'delta' - net negative, unchanged or net positive.  Trust, but verify.  WWG1WGA

12/24/2018 7:36:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 We shall elaborate:

1/ Ask yourself something: Why would a Clown need to rebrand into a kind of Patriot needs a brand and followers? Legitimacy.

2/ Majestic 12 did not "get this handle".

3/ We specify numbers directly correlated to the subject matter at hand or timestamps assoc. pic.twitter.com/4x63gOyTTa

12/24/2018 7:36:14 AM djlok First mission of SpaceForce or Space Command should be to take out the moon!

12/24/2018 7:36:46 AM adsvel Thank You first of all, so many questions at once.

12/24/2018 7:37:07 AM rick_hernandez I think he meant Vatican leadership.

12/24/2018 7:37:30 AM worldxplorer1 Intent is everything!

12/24/2018 7:38:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 4/ We have said "Christianity will be dismembered when we are finished."

5/ Citing yourself to draw contrast exposes the logic of clowns. Clowns are clowns because once you see a clown, they will forever be a clown.

6/ Controlled opposition attempts to subvert opposing views. pic.twitter.com/27hBpGIFJy

12/24/2018 7:39:05 AM dr_t_dc The red section of the patch behind the wizard is almost heart shaped and is cut into 4 "chambers" by the wizards body/arms.

12/24/2018 7:39:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Duplicating tweets with slight modifications are attempts to subvert and distort the truth contained within this account. Yes, disinformation is real 

and necessary, but we have been transparent in our objective and consistent in our execution.

8/ Clowns are not Majestic. pic.twitter.com/3ArvZ7JRzc

12/24/2018 7:40:27 AM djlok Eye spy is a mess.  His stories got too confusing for me to follow: being shot, being abducted by aliens, "lopping" people who question his legitimacy, 

multiple deleted accounts...too much!

12/24/2018 7:41:20 AM aurorasreality But the Declas[s] name with that same handle says you guys, MJ12, asked him to take over that previous handle. 

Is that who you are referring to, as not affiliated, the one who says he was asked to take it over? Or the one who lost the handle. Are both not 

affiliated? Only one?

12/24/2018 7:42:18 AM djlok I just assumed he was some kid in his basement playing games.

12/24/2018 7:42:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/ Clowns must disclose they are clowns in order to mitigate bad Karma by their actions in order to gain legitimacy when disinformation or 

contradictory statements are made that cannot be logically explained.

10/ Symbology will be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/6FhgoZRfjU

12/24/2018 7:43:05 AM adsvel Cells talk through feelings, through pain, through bliss, through vibrations, etc. How do I control frequency... through focus, inner peace, meditative 

state, breathing, good will...

12/24/2018 7:43:07 AM sarahrosie5 Then why? Unfollowed. pic.twitter.com/4IJCpKwEOw

12/24/2018 7:43:11 AM dr_t_dc Isn't meditation just a form of controlling thought? Thoughts create matter.  Matter has vibration/frequency.

12/24/2018 7:43:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 11/ The only trend present are the actions of Clowns who have the blood of young children stained on their hands attempting to subvert the conscious 

manifestations currently unfolding in the Majestic realm. Clown attempts will fail. pic.twitter.com/nIUCqwNcj6

12/24/2018 7:44:07 AM neiltwa Good post. They’re getting desperate and more dangerous than ever

12/24/2018 7:44:27 AM sarahrosie5 Then why? Unfollowed. pic.twitter.com/Yt7HqfoPoz

12/24/2018 7:45:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 12/ Jack is not Majestic. Pictures unrelated to poorly formed clown riddle. pic.twitter.com/f0minutJPh

12/24/2018 7:47:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 13/ Unaffiliated to Majestic 12. Be careful who you follow. The message is more important than the messenger. Clowns will use playbooks to gain 

legitimacy and influence over sheep. We will not engage any further with this account or its alternatives. pic.twitter.com/GdGOyx6qrM

12/24/2018 7:47:30 AM raisethevib369 This is all very confusing but I very much appreciate you taking the time to clarify.

12/24/2018 7:47:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns breed in confusion.

12/24/2018 7:48:21 AM adsvel Through increasing higher frequencies,

12/24/2018 7:50:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Controlling thought is an oxymoron to meditation. Meditation is the absence of control which surrender your conscious projection mind controlled 

"self by name" to hear the words from your soul. Silence lacks control. Free will is like control, but not actual control. Words matter

12/24/2018 7:51:11 AM zagnett Natural, God-given parental rights. Constitutional/SC precedence too.

Can appreciate good societal guidance. But kids don't belong to the state. Actually parents don't own 'em either. Nobody does. They just need 

different kinds of help at different stages.

12/24/2018 7:51:13 AM raisethevib369 I don't overly trust anyone. I'm just trying to logically put together a puzzle that's not very logical. Gathering information loosely hoping one day it all 

makes sense. Again, thank you for your contribution.

12/24/2018 7:51:58 AM allahuniversal ...I've said this before... pic.twitter.com/g6LwPLZAWA

12/24/2018 7:52:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are your thoughts and meditative states capable of synchronizing into harmonic frequencies that manifest Majestic reality?

12/24/2018 7:52:40 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we are ready.

LOVE LIGHT & UNDERSTANDING

12/24/2018 7:52:46 AM adsvel Thank You. Yes indeed, the SOUND. Words MATTER.🙏💗☀️🌈

12/24/2018 7:53:12 AM p_p1234567898 Bull.  You are one in the same

12/24/2018 7:54:11 AM p_p1234567898 Uh huh. Sure

12/24/2018 7:54:16 AM adsvel We just can observe thoughts...



12/24/2018 7:54:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody except for the typist is affiliated with this account. We are the Majestic 12. Clowns will attempt to divide and conquer. Clowns will fail. Clowns 

depend on legitimacy, confusion, and deception in order to divide and conquer sheep.

12/24/2018 7:55:02 AM zagnett Then it's got to go or be disabled.

12/24/2018 7:56:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tracked the behavior pattern? Clown Playbook.

12/24/2018 7:56:32 AM aurorasreality Thank you!!! For unconfusing this

12/24/2018 7:57:23 AM aurorasreality Thanks for reply. Panic must be on overheat lol

12/24/2018 7:58:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 All who externally personify your IS-BE to be that of some-thing/one else is intentionally attempting to enslave your IS-BE into dogmatic logic that 

forces you to live in a world where up is down and left is right and right is wrong. 100% evil. Christianity will be dismembered.

12/24/2018 8:00:05 AM rosiequartz77 Ha..I was thinking of a Jaffa staff too when I was reading it.

12/24/2018 8:00:19 AM pastorjon9 This what I always felt - parts of the Bible are true but quite a bit has been altered as a means to control the population. Praying for an "unredacted" 

Bible to be available soon.

12/24/2018 8:00:40 AM djlok MJ12 doesn't block or berate people who disagree or don't like what they say.   Usually people berate and block when they got something to hide.

12/24/2018 8:00:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 We disclose truth through questions that resonate with the consciousness we interact with. We have stated this before. By following up with more 

questions, we are guiding you to DIScover the truth. All answers exist within.

12/24/2018 8:01:11 AM raisethevib369 This is 100% logical.

12/24/2018 8:02:01 AM zagnett Few times I've been somewhat deep in meditation, 1 corner would like open up & piercing white light would peak through.

My still somewhat conscious brain would say "ooh look at that!". I'd look over & it's gone.

What is this? That light felt very powerful.

12/24/2018 8:02:12 AM rick_hernandez I understand. I was raised catholic and observed all the rituals. Something always felt off to me. I separated from the church 11 years ago

12/24/2018 8:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 That'll happen as soon as a Serpent Guard and a Horus Guard agree on which hat best suits a Satesh Guard. #JaffaJokes

12/24/2018 8:04:37 AM djlok Ha ha!

12/24/2018 8:05:27 AM adsvel When mind is switched off, there is no time... there is nothing...

12/24/2018 8:06:43 AM adsvel Thank You. 🙏💗☀️🌈

12/24/2018 8:06:49 AM zagnett Me too. "Do unto others as you wish done to yourself", right? Well, seems i don't want anyone eating my body and/or drinking my blood. Why would 

Jesus?

Been 20+ years, since the 90s when i found out they weren't taking the abuse problem seriously.

12/24/2018 8:06:52 AM djlok Now I gotta go research Serpent Guard and Horus Guard so I can fully get the joke!!

12/24/2018 8:09:11 AM pantherden_ There are two factions currently on the moon.  They need to reconcile (by force?) into a single entity before action can be taken to remove the energy 

field.

12/24/2018 8:09:39 AM realeyethespy 33

12/24/2018 8:13:01 AM 92michael There is only Now! Past and future are also now! Think about what that actually says about time and reality?

12/24/2018 8:13:03 AM allonkid through thoughts we control the frequencies?

12/24/2018 8:13:32 AM adsvel DIScover... This is why I have a white light flashes in my right an eye...

12/24/2018 8:14:38 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1071468868172988418?s=19 …

12/24/2018 8:14:48 AM the_monogahela With that said, how is this account any different?

12/24/2018 8:14:57 AM zagnett Yup. At the same MJ has been tough, forthright, and to the point when an attacker persists with several posts.

12/24/2018 8:15:47 AM realeyethespy "They are MAJESTIC" (your) words not mine-

"Eyes Only"

12/24/2018 8:16:28 AM adsvel I have got it every day, even few secs ago as I write it...

12/24/2018 8:17:06 AM allonkid we don't have to follow his instructions, but can still bless him?

12/24/2018 8:18:20 AM zagnett This is the best part - "That'll happen" ;-)

12/24/2018 8:18:28 AM raisethevib369 Love and positivity never fail.

12/24/2018 8:20:35 AM realeyethespy 13 33 ?

12/24/2018 8:20:55 AM adsvel Its like a language from within... Every light flash means something... 1 attention, 4 love, 5 changes, etc. Its coming before event in my reality.

12/24/2018 8:22:33 AM redalphaangel The MKUltra victim in parenthesis after Q movement...are you saying that Q is not people in government but a victim of MKUltra?

12/24/2018 8:23:14 AM adsvel And it is for 8 years now, still learning this language of Light flashes from within... 😊

12/24/2018 8:25:11 AM neecieh6111 My thoughts exactly!  My 85 year old father had lung CA with lung biopsies.  No way was he up and working a few days following the biopsies. That is 

Fake News for sure.

12/24/2018 8:25:19 AM adsvel With my sight all is well 😊

12/24/2018 8:28:36 AM realeyethespy V.I.T.R.I.O.L

12/24/2018 8:29:25 AM johnrambo2777 ETS says over and over that he has no comms. with Q or has any relationship with Q. He’s just a supporter. I use discernment with ALL accounts that I 

follow.

12/24/2018 8:36:35 AM realeyethespy I'll gladly give my real identity to anyone who asks me. All info I have given has been directly from MAJESTIC areas. Not MJ12. There is the difference 

between clowns and patriots: FEAR. I have none. I'll face anything head on. I know what I stand for. I know my deeds.

12/24/2018 8:36:59 AM happyhome_2012 Now I am confused ...the ETS I follow is cool as 🥒 never even seen the fake ones ? What gives...

12/24/2018 8:40:30 AM petitchevalb Can you please explain what are MAJESTIC areas? Seems "MAJESTIC" is the disputed issue

12/24/2018 8:41:38 AM adsvel Yes indeed. 😊

12/24/2018 8:41:42 AM realeyethespy I will continue to pull MAJESTIC information from higher areas and present them in conjunction with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 data drops and Q. This goes to 

higher dimensions. That's what an "EYE" is. (3Rd) why are 3's important? Anyone can be MAJESTIC. Go beyond.  pic.twitter.com/nEEmex9o5H

12/24/2018 8:43:06 AM vidyabeer >"shutting the fuck up and doing nothing"

so pretty much obama

12/24/2018 8:45:40 AM need2knowmyway This thread is great! Lots of good information! Thanks everyone for expanding on a very interesting topic!

12/24/2018 8:49:00 AM p_p1234567898 I guess it’s time to start blocking those that are on to you huh?

12/24/2018 8:57:04 AM need2knowmyway Thank you! Questions are the answers!

12/24/2018 8:58:39 AM inna3akasnaa Just like your lame attempts here. 

Anybody who's been "aware" of the zionnist's structure (before Q materialised) knows the MJ12 satanist agenda.

12/24/2018 8:59:17 AM adsvel Thank You. If to be honest, with right an eye I can see Auras better than with left eye, also this is with sight. And I do not want to loose it... Its my 

guidance...

12/24/2018 9:14:49 AM aschilliam Since moon is the topic. Moonlight colder than Moon-shadow?

12/24/2018 9:17:41 AM lbf777 So when does this new physics kick in? Are  we talking about 5D ascension?

12/24/2018 9:20:02 AM adsvel Why our Heart can influence with vibrations, in a moment of seen events? It can lift up so many emotions, that we are getting tears right away, 

squeezed throat. Is it cohesive with all cells?

12/24/2018 9:41:58 AM sabina06706427 They didn’t want you to know that we are the creators. They know and they made us all believe we are useless and this is it. Well guess what world, 

there is so much more. We are never going to asleep again  🌏💕

12/24/2018 9:47:37 AM doom1776 How is this any different. NO OUTSIDE COMMS IS PRETTY STRAIGHTFORWARD!



12/24/2018 9:49:48 AM inna3akasnaa Clowns In America (read between the lines).

Also the British intelligence HQ was called the circus.

12/24/2018 9:51:34 AM 1_decided_voter And I hope that's the one and only time we hear about them. There's a certain "dark judge" who can't seem to stop talking about them.

12/24/2018 9:57:25 AM iamyou132 Is that why so many young children have a fear of the moon “following them”?

12/24/2018 10:05:18 AM djlok I'm not so sure either are mutually exclusive.

12/24/2018 10:05:38 AM darktolightjedi "The message is more important than the messenger." So important! We must always weigh the message no matter the source, and check in within 

for it's veracity. You say much I don't understand and I'm ok with that. It may be true or not.

12/24/2018 10:06:37 AM freestateojones Interesting.

12/24/2018 10:11:55 AM christykake I am encouraged to read this, I feel it is all we need know to change the world!! Our abilities have been used against us. Sending you ❤️

12/24/2018 10:13:54 AM brimichelle75 Radiowaves???

12/24/2018 10:16:00 AM darktolightjedi Taught very young not to trust our heart, that it's wicked - and instead give our power to them.

12/24/2018 10:17:11 AM mapyourworld1 If the second picture is at the Biltmore, then I have been there several times.  That room is very creepy, I always walked through as quickly as possible.

Can you elaborate on what it is?

12/24/2018 10:17:17 AM anangelhasland1 Perhaps think of your thoughts and your cells as conscious entities which require compassionate guidance to enhance their specific mission.

Like angels.

12/24/2018 10:17:28 AM sabina06706427 Love to you and yours 💕🌏 Merry Christmas

12/24/2018 10:20:28 AM jane_q_patriot Or did they just change the @ handle on an account that I was following? That seems more likely.

12/24/2018 10:21:43 AM decodematrix 1/ Majestic, I assume you saw what happened last night. See my tweet here:  https://twitter.com/DecodeMatrix/status/1077086907409072128 …

I was seeing ReaLEyeTheSpy tweets on my timeline even though I stopped following it awhile ago. I discovered the one I stopped following was 

Rea[i]EyeTheSpy spelled with a capital i

12/24/2018 10:22:50 AM christykake Merry Christmas to you! I hope it is the best ever!🎄❤️

12/24/2018 10:23:01 AM mongrelglory True!  The doctrine of "original Sin" taught us that we were of a "fallen nature" and could not trust our own thoughts and feelings.  What a perfect 

psyop to keep us obedient that was!  There is so much truth in the teachings of Jesus, and they subverted it to their own agenda.😠

12/24/2018 10:24:13 AM anangelhasland1 Thought Control is as bad as it sounds.

Pick phrases, words, even sounds, that encourage the quieting of your mind...

that nagging selfish monologue...

Like training a puppy, go back to your Holy Words... and Listen...

...a center of Light...

“in the dark I heard a voice”
12/24/2018 10:25:38 AM djlok I wish I could retweet this everyday bc it is SO TRUE.  Cabal made us think we were inherently evil.  We are learning the truth.  #Projection

12/24/2018 10:25:56 AM screaming1eagle So true. BLESSINGs your away Sabina.

     Dance as if the angels are on the dance floor with you. THEY ARE. ;>)

MERRY CHRISTMAS ALL !!

12/24/2018 10:26:17 AM chapulincolored Why did you MJ12 take his account.  Why are you attacking him?  Now there is are 2 accounts, 

Why doesn't your cohort just start another?

12/24/2018 10:28:44 AM nancyddb Queen Isis hold similar in both her hands

12/24/2018 10:29:16 AM chapulincolored That is what I thought.

12/24/2018 10:31:13 AM decodematrix 2/ I called out ReaLEyeTheSpy and Rea[i]EyeTheSpy. EXREME PANIC!!! Rea[i]EyeTheSpy realizes his little trick has been exposed and renamed his 

handle to TrueEyeTheSpy. CLOWNS FAILED!!! 🤡🤡🤡🤣🤣🤣@ROYALMRBADNEWS

12/24/2018 10:31:29 AM itrusttheplan Up and working. Sounds like shes a droid.

12/24/2018 10:33:14 AM bridgetknows I’m only adding this...b/c I had no idea what #ZPE was...figured there might be other people who don’t...Thank you for sharing! I love learning about 

something new...at least new to me 😂 #TheMoreYouKnow 🌈 pic.twitter.com/BC508P9IfZ

12/24/2018 10:34:11 AM christykake Best Merry Christmas to you!!🎄❤️🎁

12/24/2018 10:36:53 AM screaming1eagle Back at ya

We all know the Happiest of New Years approach

WORLD PEACE    Q Knew.

12/24/2018 10:39:25 AM outerspaaaace I've always been so skeptical about them. I should always go with my gut.

12/24/2018 10:43:08 AM chapulincolored WOW.  Mindblowing.

12/24/2018 10:46:04 AM outerspaaaace The moon's been huge lately. And I don't want to be trapped anymore.

12/24/2018 10:46:53 AM tomkingblue Hello Majestic 12

Found another Wizard (Warlock?) patch.

Your navy colleagues? another Majestic group? pic.twitter.com/KYwGqkUXlp

12/24/2018 10:47:01 AM outerspaaaace I think the situation's changing right now as people are beginning to wake up, and I think we have help from benevolent ETs. So much help right now!

12/24/2018 10:52:20 AM jdltr450 Sad, everyone is suspect at this point.

12/24/2018 10:52:47 AM decodematrix 3/ Like you said ReaLEyeTheSpy is probably the same person as TrueEyeTheSpy, formerly Rea[i]EyeTheSpy. I still dont know how I was following 

RealEyeTheSpy, either it deactivated around June and it just reactivated or it was another handle I was following that renamed.

12/24/2018 10:53:51 AM wink5811 Wasn’t RBG one of HRC picks for shutting up about Monica along with Janet Reno and a few other different ladies?  If I remember right HRC picked a 

squad

12/24/2018 10:56:34 AM wink5811 Never thought they were drones otherwise they would of shot them down unless the authorities were concerned about what a shot would trigger? 

Just guessing, lots and lots and lots of money to lose over drones.

12/24/2018 10:56:54 AM jollyrob2 ❤️

12/24/2018 10:59:00 AM mrexciitement  pic.twitter.com/swzxvYXhoi

12/24/2018 11:01:56 AM sabina06706427 Love, light and awareness. We are all one, one source, all creators, all eternal beings. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!                                   2019 is 

going to be magnificent 💕🌏

12/24/2018 11:08:59 AM johnnysoko I found myself 'following' that account as of yesterday also. I've never seen that happen before.

12/24/2018 11:09:36 AM ashnandoah Majestic 12 ordered the murder of JFK, is that going to come out?

12/24/2018 11:10:19 AM happykat9 Deep State

12/24/2018 11:17:59 AM darktolightjedi For me it was becoming a mother and wanting only the best for them, I turned to my own intuition when the  church approved "experts" gave advice 

that just wasn't working. I found to my surprise my intuition never steered me wrong.



12/24/2018 11:24:24 AM darktolightjedi I distinguish between shilling the inane chatter of the mind which is much less these days and "controlling". By focusing on our breath, we still the 

"monkey mind".

12/24/2018 11:25:06 AM darktolightjedi Stilling - autocorrect always changes my words.

12/24/2018 11:37:03 AM dr_t_dc Exactly.

12/24/2018 11:43:36 AM cogbill_alan Looking Glass. Also that Sumerian Stargate stuff y'all have. You know, the cylinders?

12/24/2018 11:44:08 AM hawkgirlinmn Release the surveillance/security footage so the world can see what you didn’t want us to know! #DisclosureIsComing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TomPugh212/status/1076874388761440260 …

12/24/2018 11:46:06 AM gi6stars Thank you, I'm done with them! Blocked

12/24/2018 11:50:13 AM realeyethespy Previous Handle: T13SG. I'll gladly explain to anyone who cares to know. Join the MAJESTIC keybase or DM me.

12/24/2018 11:51:57 AM sehvehn yeah. if you feed your people to us, we wont come out and feast. disgusting. why was it allowed to happen? greed? information? power? gross! 

instead of protecting us...why was it allowed to happen???!!!!!! some people have a lot of blood on their hands....and it MUST STOP!

12/24/2018 11:52:09 AM worldtreeman Are they amongst us ? I sometimes feel we are all a mix of extraterrestrials in the form of humans

12/24/2018 11:54:40 AM sehvehn i wonder why that is. probably has nothing to do with years and years of brain washing and manipulation, right?

12/24/2018 12:02:38 PM sehvehn in the guise of our beautiful fedrally protected national parks and forests...

12/24/2018 12:02:50 PM theappraizer From what's being said from your camp, as well as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, it seems @TrueEyeTheSpy may have just crossed a line one time to many. Eye 

did bring many truths to the table. 🇺🇲

12/24/2018 12:09:32 PM petitchevalb Is it an MJ12 translation for "à la Saint Glinglin? "

12/24/2018 12:12:37 PM zagnett "That's no moon. It's a space station"

-Ben Kenobi, Star Wars

Disclosure.

12/24/2018 12:13:31 PM adsvel Happy Holidays! 😊💗☀️🌈🎁🍬✨✨✨💫 pic.twitter.com/iN1VDY0tmA

12/24/2018 12:16:37 PM datruseeka All sounds so crazy to me.

12/24/2018 12:18:48 PM cstarr888 I'm always suspicious when Twatter puts random tweets in my thread from people i do not follow. This is one that showed up for me too. 🤭😐🙏💖

12/24/2018 12:19:24 PM jollyrob2 That would be a awesome historical Christmas😊☀️🌎✨

12/24/2018 12:22:50 PM adsvel Yes, indeed. Merry Christmas! 😊🙏💗☀️🌈🎄🎁🍬✨✨✨💫

12/24/2018 12:33:11 PM zagnett Have humans every been free? I mean, completely free?

12/24/2018 12:41:58 PM freestateojones We have much to discuss, my personal experiences have been extraordinary, for reasons I Am sure.

12/24/2018 12:50:00 PM theappraizer A human should take this as a veiled threat. Sounds like something evil & wicked #Skippy would say. It may be #Truth, but it also comes across as a 

threat. Is there there an imminent threat to Earth? Large sections of Earth?

#ufo

#Disclosure

#SwingSkippySwing

#pizzagate pic.twitter.com/VUkcnaFVQZ

12/24/2018 12:54:19 PM bethrcarrington Tell me your thoughts on this message I received. pic.twitter.com/6F1ip739iR

12/24/2018 12:56:38 PM sehvehn at your own risk: (youtube) zombie attack in russia...

12/24/2018 12:57:20 PM sehvehn theyre not zombies

12/24/2018 1:02:20 PM tracytracy205 Agreed.. Majestic, for sure!  This should be the banner picture across the top of this page.. Something to be proud of.. Standing proud with our #POTUS

 🇺🇸 💪❤️

12/24/2018 1:08:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots never seek fame, recognition, or money for their efforts.

12/24/2018 1:09:04 PM sehvehn im sure theyre grateful you allowed it...permitted it...whatever. i remember why i stopped following you. the way you 'allow' and 'permit' things to 

happen absolutely rubs me the wrong way and id rather my energy remain positive instead of disgusted and angry.

12/24/2018 1:09:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/24/2018 1:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the Majestic 12 make decisions that protect society, we are loved by few and hated by many.

12/24/2018 1:15:51 PM adsvel Tell us, how many times You saved humanity from holistic ET's behind the scenes... And nobody even realize that...

12/24/2018 1:22:53 PM sehvehn that might be good to know....because growing up in world where people would just disappear never made sense to me and it really sucks to find out it 

was part of a deal.

12/24/2018 1:30:03 PM connectedtomyc1 Is Saturn controlling and/or holding us here too?

12/24/2018 1:31:12 PM dr_t_dc I just added Hall’s “teachings” book to my cart. I heard about it years ago but I forgot it.

12/24/2018 1:32:48 PM bethrcarrington That's what I thought. I received it weeks ago.

12/24/2018 1:32:59 PM bethrcarrington Thank you!

12/24/2018 1:34:30 PM bethrcarrington I block them. I'm not sure if that is who eye is

12/24/2018 1:36:51 PM connectedtomyc1 Will humans be completely free again?

12/24/2018 1:45:11 PM ryankochweare1 #GreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump #WWG1WGA #WeAreOne 

https://twitter.com/RyanKochWeAre1/status/1077303467029467136 …

12/24/2018 1:50:19 PM jollyrob2 Great question...

12/24/2018 2:12:08 PM oo1o110 Trump is staying in the WH over Christmas.  Does he plan on making a Christmas Day address?

12/24/2018 2:15:42 PM melbourne_3000 #HiddenInPlainSight #WakeUp pic.twitter.com/4hKOAQMxqG

12/24/2018 2:18:12 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve met some great people on Twitter this year.  

You could say I found my tribe.

Wishing all of you a Merry Christmas, Winter Solstice, or whichever holiday resonates with your soul...

(or IS-BE for all those @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 followers out there 😉)

Merry Christmas!!🎄🌕💫
12/24/2018 2:19:38 PM moemc8 Think he has a Jesuit Connection

12/24/2018 2:19:55 PM time4u2know Merry Christmas to you!

12/24/2018 2:21:18 PM moemc8 Was she complicit in Scalia 187.  Then, she agreed to step down for LL to take her place (discussed tarmac?)

12/24/2018 2:21:57 PM adsvel Merry Christmas! 😊🙏💗☀️🌈🌲🎁🍬✨✨✨💫 pic.twitter.com/JYWmsKvsF8

12/24/2018 2:31:09 PM nancyddb Merry Christmas to you pic.twitter.com/wOnkWHPS61

12/24/2018 2:42:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 What did we tell you today about Clowns?

What do clowns do?

Is NYDN part of Project Mockingbird?

Who runs Mockingbird media?

Clowns.

What do clowns do?

Eyes Wide Open. https://twitter.com/NYDailyNews/status/1077271458580234240 …

12/24/2018 2:47:33 PM toffer_anon_369 Can we trust the "Anonymous" YouTube Channel?   https://youtu.be/uavoTyguxiI 

12/24/2018 2:50:29 PM ravagepanther WHAT are those

12/24/2018 2:50:36 PM dopesindc [House of Cards]



12/24/2018 2:55:24 PM the_loveoflight Think! Why would the cabal publicly allow Christianity if it told the total truth?!

12/24/2018 2:59:44 PM jp_maynor Tip of the tip of the tip of the iceberg.  #ThesePeopleAreSick

12/24/2018 2:59:55 PM skylarksound But not all dogs have such a great life here on earth...many are abused and neglected. Why would they choose to endure that knowing it may very well 

be a possibility? So many killed without knowing love. 😢

12/24/2018 3:07:17 PM susan66388204 @countrygrl2 Let There Be Peace On  Earth And Let It Begin With Me @SCOTUS @POTUS @FLOTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

@LionelMedia @qanon76 pic.twitter.com/7vGHWETV2r

12/24/2018 3:09:10 PM norwegianon Can we trust anything at all?

12/24/2018 3:12:08 PM gdjewel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What’s being done about the bunker under the Getty?  When will this be dealt with?

12/24/2018 3:19:13 PM adsvel Protocols of non interference within Level 0 civilizations.

12/24/2018 3:26:57 PM ryankochweare1 I feel the same and although we may have not interacted much before I enjoy your replies and feel more connected to people following this account 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 than others for sure.. Merry Christmas!!

12/24/2018 3:30:29 PM chalmersgilbert I never asked for MJ 12 PROTECTION RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @SehVehn @Adsvel @SandiaWisdom When the Majestic 12 make decisions that protect 

society, we are loved by few and hated by many.

12/24/2018 3:32:31 PM worldxplorer1 Agreed!

12/24/2018 3:32:36 PM adsvel Stones from SG-Universe, with which help humans can exchange consciousness in any part of the Universe.

12/24/2018 3:33:49 PM sehvehn might want to ask Majic

12/24/2018 3:38:11 PM adsvel When consciousness reach Level 1 and higher there is higher level of Responsibility, like Parent and Child.

12/24/2018 3:44:05 PM lbf777 That is because the civilians were unaware of you. Believe me, most all 7 billion of us will love you once the fruits of your labor become public 

knowledge. I guess we are at the beginning of this process of developing a relationship.

12/24/2018 3:52:58 PM cidarean Why is this allowed? Does this not infringe on free will? Or are our IS-BE's willingly allowing this on some higher level?

12/24/2018 4:05:06 PM _tracy_neal So strange....

12/24/2018 4:15:04 PM lefranoismcgui1 Define projection?

12/24/2018 4:15:37 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes she did!! She is evil!

12/24/2018 4:20:21 PM dairy_mom_of_6 My thoughts too! She would not be up and able to go at this point.

12/24/2018 4:27:21 PM zack_stone Your right. Execpt the part about retrieving our money from fed reserve. 200 + trill. According to catherine austin fitts

12/24/2018 4:38:42 PM christinaraciti Love and gratitude for your remarkable and valuable presence here!

12/24/2018 4:39:40 PM melanieanders7 They're STILL bickering?

12/24/2018 4:46:14 PM enomai_ Nazi World Order owns her bigger than clintons

12/24/2018 4:46:18 PM nancydriscoll14 Spacey is just plain icky!

12/24/2018 4:48:59 PM daveo6145 Merry Christmas! 2019 shall be glorious! 🌲⛄️

12/24/2018 4:52:14 PM real_zhaba I, with ASE and SoS guys, for greater glory of God, wil cry:

BURN DOWN FED

12/24/2018 5:20:34 PM heartsscales You're getting brash there, arent you? You haven't proven a thing.  Sure, you've provided information, but at the end of the day you're just another 

source that may not be authentic to begin with.

With that, thank you for the information.

12/24/2018 5:29:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not his choice.

12/24/2018 5:30:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 You reasoning is sound and we applaud your open mind. Brash? That infers lack of direct knowledge. We do not express opinion or commentary on this 

account. Our objective is to guide consciousness through Disclosure that will result in First Contact. Big changes coming in 2019.

12/24/2018 5:37:30 PM keith369me I feel like it is going really soon...weeks/months not years

12/24/2018 5:50:21 PM hugh_whiteman He may be thinking that he won't get reelected so he needs to strike now. Did you see his tweets about certain allies in the Mid East region who take 

advantage of the US miltiary but don't appreciate it? Sneak dissing Our Greatest Ally (trademark symbol)

12/24/2018 5:54:12 PM christinaraciti Agreed,  friend 💗🌟✨

12/24/2018 5:55:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 We can detect through our technology that over 200M people domestically inside the United States are actively aware of QAnon (less than 50% read 

daily and less than that believe anything will happen).

12/24/2018 5:55:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anybody claiming to have foreknowledge of the specific events leading up to the Military Tribunals is intentionally attempting to subvert The Plan now 

that we prepare for what's next in 2019. Q is mainstream and public unacknowledged by Mockingbird Clowns. Everybody knows.

12/24/2018 5:55:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 This Cabal was inside the Majestic 12 for a period of time. Once Classified First Contact took place, it was forced upon the Majestic 12 to move this 

group out of the Military (and inferred but Cabal chose to ignore that these programs would stop all together).

12/24/2018 5:55:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Through the Majestic 12's slow Disclosure after Cabal took control and were purged from the Military (as official programs) we prepared humanity for 

this point in time. The technology. The instant communication devices. The extremely complex Classified technologies.

12/24/2018 5:55:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness manifests "randomly" whenever more than one conscious mind is actively focused on the same frequency intention of THOUGHT 

combined with sound and meditation. You have more than you know. WWG1WGA means we share our conscious awareness together and UNITE AS 

ONE!

12/24/2018 5:55:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is projected for 2019. It will not be anything close to First Contact but Antartica will make a presence in Early 2019. Time is an illusion, as we 

have stated many times prior so that is why we used "projected". Learn the occult magick...

12/24/2018 5:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 So please, understand that nobody with foreknowledge or inside knowledge of the specific events leading up to the Tribunals is speaking in the best 

interests in allowing that conscious manifestation to form without being "punted down the road" because of moves & countermoves.

12/24/2018 5:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like we have said before; this group was in power for thousands of years. How do you destroy and enemy that large without destroying Earth or 

forcing everyone through force to conform a specific way? Ever wonder how the humans in SG-1 under Jaffa/Go'uld control live? Haunting.

12/24/2018 5:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Once the Majestic 12 explained the circumstances of planetary politics between rivaling nations from raw Military Intelligence analysis, we received 

advice on how to win against the entities who are directly responsible for CSTRAC and the occult knowledge disclosed in exchange.

12/24/2018 5:57:22 PM jastersally 😱

12/24/2018 5:58:46 PM johngradycole20 Please reassure those of us who know about Kyle Odom and his plight that this isn't a giant ruse. He specifically identified Devin Nunes as a Martian 

and others who are supposed to be assisting President Trump. I am worried that we are being fooled again. They know we are clever.

12/24/2018 6:00:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nunes is not a Martian. He a human from Earth who does not have Majestic clearance.

12/24/2018 6:01:10 PM charmanda9 Same!

12/24/2018 6:01:21 PM johngradycole20 What happened to Kyle and is he okay?

12/24/2018 6:03:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why did we omit IS in "he [is] a human..."?

Have you learned nothing?

Cross reference that understanding with previous tweets. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1077382247723003905?s=21 …

12/24/2018 6:03:32 PM sehvehn im glad that we're getting help now, but i dont like that these things have been allowed to go on for so long

12/24/2018 6:03:44 PM giediknight Can we all use Dan Winter iThrive to synchronize these meditations?  http://www.fractalfield.com/heartfusion/ 

12/24/2018 6:04:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not at liberty to discuss Highly Classified information. We do not violate National Security laws under any circumstances.

12/24/2018 6:06:12 PM johngradycole20 I hope that means you guys are taking care of him, wherever he is this Christmas...

12/24/2018 6:10:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Extremely harmful to successful conscious manifestations. Rely on cycles the Earth naturally provides to you. What is the power of 3, 6, and 9? Circles 

require consciousness to manifest in reality. Irrational numbers require consciousness to observe their values.



12/24/2018 6:12:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Groups of 3, at 9am every day for 60 minutes meditation schedule. Do mainstream religions require this? How do you manifest consciousness? You 

have more than you know.

12/24/2018 6:12:04 PM johngradycole20 I'm so sorry to doubt you guys; we've just been tricked so many times that its hard not to wonder if there isn't something I missed and I am actually 

being lead to the slaughterhouse somehow still...

Again, I apologize. Merry Christmas to you all, Majestic 12.

12/24/2018 6:12:56 PM lib7473 Nunes is part of the ground crew,an incarnated/activated warrior of the light, 11/11 descended being. 😇🙏🏻❤️🌈

12/24/2018 6:15:19 PM giediknight Thank you, I will meditate on this new perspective.

12/24/2018 6:15:43 PM darktolightjedi ???

12/24/2018 6:18:06 PM tomciscoadams i remember people on the  http://space.com  boards that sounded like they were from other worlds

12/24/2018 6:20:12 PM giediknight When large groups of children all over the world where taught to meditate at the same time, there was a noticeable decrease in harmful solar activity. 

Our thoughts, which emit the same photons as the sun, Thoughts(dark) to matter(light)

12/24/2018 6:27:05 PM lbf777 We are all equal. We the people hold more power than anyone so we save ourselves but in the end, we are all equal. Some of us just control some of 

the levers from up top.

12/24/2018 6:30:10 PM oblatespheroidz But the Earth is observably flat and we do not know what is at the north pole or beyond the south pole.  It is highly probable that the Earth is an infinite 

plane with innumerable realms beyond the “ circle of the Earth”.

12/24/2018 6:36:26 PM i_like_skis I’ve been following to be aware of him. He is largely in step with Q. Eye Has uplifting words to say when the Q crowd is doubting the plan.

12/24/2018 6:40:22 PM johngradycole20 I kinda felt a bit chided. Like they lost their patience with me, especially after the comment I made about Santa a few weeks ago..

12/24/2018 6:42:57 PM truecinzia Thank you. From dark to light.

12/24/2018 6:43:54 PM queenfrontier "...holds YOU here..." Notice MJ12 didn't say "holds US here." 🤔

12/24/2018 6:44:35 PM mongrelglory In mindfulness meditation, one is simply trying to quiet the constant "internal chatter" of the ego so that one can pay attention to observing what's 

really going on in the moment.

12/24/2018 6:45:16 PM pastorjon9 CSTRAC? You may have covered that acronym before but for us latecomers, what does it stand for?

12/24/2018 6:46:09 PM fche  https://twitter.com/DavMicRot/status/1077236455565594624 …

12/24/2018 6:46:36 PM johngradycole20 I agree with you, and I kinda just chalked this one up to "some of us are fun and some of us are a little too serious", and today I got to talk to one of 

them who isn't taking any shit from us surface-dwellers.

12/24/2018 6:49:27 PM mongrelglory I think MJ-12 is just referring to the percentage of our brain that we individuals actively use on average (5% of our potential vs. what we could do if we 

got it up to using 30% of our brain power).

12/24/2018 6:50:54 PM lbf777 Yes you stand correct! 🥳🙌

12/24/2018 6:55:04 PM zagnett What, he has no soul/immortal spiritual (IS)? A clone? A synth? An android of some kind??

If none of those, no clue. Haven't read all your posts.

12/24/2018 6:55:48 PM zagnett Never seen SG-1 either, and don't have time to binge watch currently.

12/24/2018 6:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 The experience of time versus historical records of IS-BE experiences are different concepts.

12/24/2018 7:02:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have highlighted select episodes. Search for SG-1. Binge watching that series will do two things:

1/ You will "get" the higher density concepts being explored.

2/ Cross reference what you hear with meditation.

A link will be established. Everything in SG-1 is fictional.

12/24/2018 7:04:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 However what SG-1 represents and explains encapsulates the Majestic 12's sampling of a few missions that were so trivial to actual ongoing classified 

operations for use to Disclose essential information to new military personnel who joined as a result of SG-1 recruitment.

12/24/2018 7:05:46 PM zagnett Ok i'll watch those that you recommended at least at first as soon as i can. Not sure when though. And don't have Netflix downloads.

12/24/2018 7:06:12 PM maryosb36485285 Sick

12/24/2018 7:06:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all of those who joined have interacted with any Majestic programs (even if never seeing a Majestic officer or not but through the chain of 

command and compartmentalization of these continuously manifesting operation objectives). It takes two to tango.

12/24/2018 7:06:48 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/24/2018 7:08:04 PM andrewdl12 So how do you proclaim to know?

12/24/2018 7:09:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Instead, we've bred a generation of minds to reach to the stars. By whose conscious intention? Magick is very real and intentions can easily be changed 

by manifesting new conscious thoughts. As Disclosure unfolds, themes taught in SG-1 must be applied while approaching objective.

12/24/2018 7:09:34 PM dr_t_dc Will they let her rest when she passes?

12/24/2018 7:09:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1077399094161739776?s=21 …

12/24/2018 7:11:40 PM robertf34043399 2 Spacey 4 Me , Dude - Repent ! - ....

12/24/2018 7:12:27 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/24/2018 7:12:31 PM heartsscales Response appreciated.  I'm am praying, for your sake and ours, that what you are saying is authentic, because this is a cavalcade of events that must 

transpire without deceit, so you understand my suspicion.

Power is responsibility, and there are those who will hold you to it.

12/24/2018 7:13:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death means new life.

12/24/2018 7:15:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are aware of Majestic 12 disclosure processes currently operating in conjunction with the Q operation. The Q operation's the cleanup crew who are 

doing the necessary work. Majestic 12 programs will be disclosed after society purges ideological conscious cancer that is cancer.

12/24/2018 7:15:44 PM keepawakening CSTRAC?

12/24/2018 7:18:03 PM zagnett And hell yeah, your logic i definitely understand at least! And i've seen this kind of thing happen in my life already, in small ways.

12/24/2018 7:19:49 PM djlok I know what you mean.  It's like if history is only written by the victor, what's the point?

12/24/2018 7:20:08 PM heartsscales Thank you

12/24/2018 7:22:21 PM johngradycole20 I mean, I have hope still. Even after Bush and Obama; for some reason I still have hope, but there is an aching paranoia that we are being sussed once 

again, but can you blame me for feeling that way? The cabal knows we are clever and it would take somethg clever to get us now :(

12/24/2018 7:22:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 War in Syria Ended

Peace with North Korea

Saudi Arabia rebuilding Syria

Turkey commits to ISIS defeat

Gulen Network

Clowns Clowns Clowns

USMCA

Hemp Legalization

What is next? pic.twitter.com/afSBUJ48Jr
12/24/2018 7:25:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 UK / AUS in hot water with Catholic Church Abuse and BREXIT / UN-Nazi war on Europe with ISIS. When will Europe wake up? Or will Europe be a thing 

of the past? What does the future hold? Majestic 12 studies this constant in reality and are why the Military Industrial Complex is 

pic.twitter.com/ZfmU0RZ2W0

12/24/2018 7:25:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 as large and powerful as ever. Time to start using it for Good.

12/24/2018 7:26:25 PM dr_t_dc I bet she’s wishing her time away. What do they have on her?



12/24/2018 7:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not allow anyone, Majestic 12, Q, EyeTheSpy, Praying Medic, Jordan Sather, and many others tell you that we cannot make this Majestic reality our 

shared reality. All of its ready to break open. We will not fail. Clowns will fail. In the end LIGHT always wins. pic.twitter.com/GtjJ27YSPs

12/24/2018 7:28:39 PM realitycheck05 Mini series within SG-1

#1 S1E20 - S4E15 - S6E14 - S6E17 - S7E20.  

#2 S4E11 - S5E12 - S8E15.

12/24/2018 7:30:20 PM dr_t_dc I’ve seen the posts. The there’s sather and medic griping. I’m not here for that.

12/24/2018 7:32:22 PM keith369me Trump was “drafted” by military intelligence

12/24/2018 7:32:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 "This is not simply another four year election. This is a crossroads in the History of our Civilization that will determine whether or not We The People 

reclaim control over our Government." https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 

12/24/2018 7:33:13 PM worldxplorer1 Are there enough consciously evolved people in the MIC make this happen or do we need a changing of the guard there as well?  Is MJ12 at the top 

enough or do we need a new evolved “middle management?”

12/24/2018 7:34:20 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/yJhG4PUKCV

12/24/2018 7:39:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 The colloquium of the disheartening phrase that inferred ignorance was used as an ability to set the stage, so to speak. Objective was to instead of 

agree and just follow, but take the halter and actually lead. You have more than you know and our objective is to GUIDE to reason.

12/24/2018 7:40:18 PM g00jersey 🤞

12/24/2018 7:41:29 PM ravagepanther Learn how ? More Remember that what we already Have .. As  a Child looking to the Stars

12/24/2018 7:42:15 PM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What's your thoughts on this movie. Nothing too much gives me goosebumps. But this movie sure did... Just curious. Thanks!

 https://m.imdb.com/title/tt1220198/ …

12/24/2018 7:42:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Resignations cross referenced with OLD GUARD?

Q asks you, "Coincidence?" that those mass resignations are much ya do about nothin or actually connected to other extremely suppressed 

information Disclosures?

Conspiracies are becoming mainstream. 

Coincidence?

Consciousness?

12/24/2018 7:43:03 PM adsvel Thank You Majestic 12. 🙏💗☀️🌈✨

12/24/2018 7:43:41 PM adsvel Thank You Jrooti! 🙏💗☀️🌈✨

12/24/2018 7:43:52 PM enomai_ Nunes is just a regular person. Whats the nunes point now?

12/24/2018 7:44:21 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you sirs. Merry Christmas to you all. Thank you for you often thankless service to humanity.

12/24/2018 7:44:35 PM woodworkeranon #WWG1WGA #QAnon

12/24/2018 7:44:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 When?

Time is an illusion.

Death is an illusion between relatively shared realities in an uncontrolled manner for the most part.

Death means new life.

12/24/2018 7:47:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remembering history selectively allows you to shape conscious development of a society which is required for Majestic creations to manifest. What is 

the Matrix?

12/24/2018 7:47:38 PM cidarean New life... Back on earth because the moon is keeping us trapped in a incarnation loop?

12/24/2018 7:48:44 PM adsvel Could it be short visions of person with whom You will communicate, coming event into own reality? Lately it happen quiet often.

12/24/2018 7:49:10 PM keith369me I have sensed that Trump might have been a General in a previous incarnation.  Perhaps a great WWII General that he used to allude to.

12/24/2018 7:50:24 PM worldxplorer1 Exoconsciousness in action?

12/24/2018 7:51:45 PM keith369me Loved the inaugural speech...I think it might be time to re-listen to it in its entirety knowing what we know now.

12/24/2018 7:53:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Merry Christmas Eve to those who celebrate the holiday on the East Coast. We hope you enjoyed your Christmas Eve present from the Majestic 12. 

Christmas present will be an AMA on the occult magick disclosed today. First, meditate to the new ideas, sleep, and come back ready. 1700

12/24/2018 7:54:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Observation of your profile picture depicting a horse.

12/24/2018 7:54:55 PM schuylerowen 🙏😘💚💚💚💚💚💚💚💚💚🌈💎

12/24/2018 7:55:24 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/jUMXQS4gX4

12/24/2018 7:55:45 PM mongrelglory If I recall correctly, the paper that she wrote actually called for legalizing the age of consent down to 12 years old.

12/24/2018 7:55:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA for 17:00 Christmas Day 2018

12/24/2018 7:56:17 PM jane_q_patriot 😂😁

12/24/2018 7:56:18 PM schuylerowen Yes thank you! I should have thanked you right away🙏💚💚💚😘🦋💎🌈

12/24/2018 7:56:32 PM johngradycole20 I psee.

12/24/2018 7:56:37 PM davidroehrig Guess not

12/24/2018 7:57:07 PM schuylerowen 🙏😘💚💎🦋🌈💜Thank You

12/24/2018 7:57:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Eastern or central?

12/24/2018 7:57:25 PM integratedwebuk Excuse my ignorance if this is nonsense but you’ve mentioned something along the lines of a collective consciousness has the ability to manifest 

thoughts to reality...  By that token are conspiracies being manifested that didn’t exist before?

12/24/2018 7:57:26 PM worldxplorer1 1700 ET?

12/24/2018 7:57:53 PM freeandoriginal A notion not foreign to me...Could you pls tell from where you got this belief?

12/24/2018 7:58:03 PM cidarean  pic.twitter.com/UKb6ycPjIn

12/24/2018 7:58:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 0=9; 9=IS-BE 

Q:99 infers Questions:Answers. Answers come from combined consciousnesses interacting on same thought vibrational frequencies. Downloads 

unlock for others who receive trigger words that cascade the frequency change in vibration.

12/24/2018 7:59:49 PM cidarean It's not a belief. It's something I think MK12 alluded to in one of their tweets.

12/24/2018 8:00:54 PM realitygateway With the legalization of canabis in Canada I've learned that they were able to change the laws to allow police to do mouth swab canabis tests. Is this 

just about canabis or is it about testing/collecting dna? Is it to look for certain people? Something else? Thanks.

12/24/2018 8:01:16 PM drumsk8 Merry Christmas!

How far advanced are we in years within the SSP/USAP compaired with public disclosed technology?

12/24/2018 8:01:47 PM cidarean Here? 

 http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

12/24/2018 8:02:43 PM integratedwebuk from:TS....

12/24/2018 8:02:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Ive already been seeing random synchronicities not related to this. I will meditate on 99 though. Clear consciousness.

12/24/2018 8:03:05 PM g00jersey Merry Christmas ALL!!!!

12/24/2018 8:03:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have our own objectives that are not mutually exclusive to Q's objectives. Nothing in our messaging is unloyal to the Plan directly outlined by 45. 

We are providing you new tools of consciousness to help create a better reality. 45 is a powerful man. He knows a lot of people.



12/24/2018 8:04:01 PM wonderswords Will there be a time that Justice for All means something again? Equal justice under the law, not special for the rich or popular? We The People 

Demand equality under the law

12/24/2018 8:04:02 PM schuylerowen I am unclear who the question is for?

12/24/2018 8:04:33 PM adsvel Can You please elaborate how we get here and what role in it plays Moon's Operational Center?

12/24/2018 8:04:42 PM cherylrpurcel1  pic.twitter.com/YfPyXdtHJ4

12/24/2018 8:04:56 PM freeandoriginal I actually learned it from someone else. And M12 tweet was about: go towards the light be recycled, go towards the Void to ascend. But if the moon 

was mentioned I wish to find that comment, thanks.

12/24/2018 8:05:55 PM adsvel MJ12

12/24/2018 8:05:57 PM cchef1980 Hi MJ12, what happens to Christmas once Christianity is destroyed? If I might sneak in a second one... what is the nature of the entity to which 322 

offered its sacrifices to? Is it a physical being? Is it just an idol? Merry *non*christmas?!

12/24/2018 8:06:41 PM pantherden_ Fiction? pic.twitter.com/JwWSol9k1G

12/24/2018 8:06:47 PM keith369me It’s alluded to elsewhere as well...”prison planet” ring a bell?

12/24/2018 8:08:01 PM johngradycole20 Yes I have to admit, I am having a lot of fun. Even if reality is kinda creepy and unsettling at times, Majestic 12 helps me feel like good people really do 

have allies and we are not lost at the mercy of brutal killers forever.

12/24/2018 8:08:02 PM cidarean Honestly when I sit or lay down to meditate one of two things happen... 

1. I get extremely tired real fast.

2. I don't know how to begin or what to think of. 

I'm literally a meditation n00b.

12/24/2018 8:08:39 PM palmdalekid2 #TheGreatAwakening #qanon #mj12 pic.twitter.com/UDUWjZbw6H

12/24/2018 8:09:34 PM keith369me I interpreted the comments as the moon contains the “control” that limits our free will with respect to our next incarnation.  With knowledge this free 

will exists.

12/24/2018 8:09:51 PM jm19712 ~1/2B USD spent on US Army large scale subterranean warfare training to prepare for near term concern or farther off?

12/24/2018 8:10:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only official Majestic 12 messages are directly on Twitter and nowhere else, including services distributed by the Majestic 12. The offline archive was 

provided as a download and then anonymously uploaded to a free web host. We found the URL. We posted it. Check verification here

12/24/2018 8:11:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Collecting DNA.

12/24/2018 8:12:09 PM jmallett0 Merry Christmas

12/24/2018 8:13:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 It deliberately keeps lower density consciousness from ascending. Reach a higher vibrational state and you can "escape" the loop.

12/24/2018 8:14:11 PM keith369me Societal guidance for a community of few hundred could be advantageous.  Societal guidance for a country of 300 millions is a shit show waiting to 

happen

12/24/2018 8:14:23 PM crazycooder Is CAIR still in use ?

12/24/2018 8:14:59 PM andrewdl12 thank you for the response. Are you saying “you” are the original Majestic 12 ?

12/24/2018 8:17:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 See the badge upside down Q?

How do you launch a rocket with gravity?

What is gravity?

[They] won't tell you because you are slaves to them.

Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their own creation in their own universes.

Can you escape gravity?

Matrix?

12/24/2018 8:17:14 PM mongrelglory After disclosure and official First Contact, will the citizens of Earth be able to join the other citizens of the Domain (or the equivalent of the Galactic 

Federation) on an equal footing?

12/24/2018 8:17:23 PM freeandoriginal Does it (the moon) serve the scope of altering frequencies and the Sun interaction with the Planet, maybe?

12/24/2018 8:17:37 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/24/2018 8:17:52 PM john81726765 😈 pic.twitter.com/Mduei8UDSL

12/24/2018 8:18:30 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/24/2018 8:19:34 PM adsvel Thank You! 🙏💗

12/24/2018 8:21:34 PM keith369me Up is down, left is right?  A rocket utilizes extreme “forces” to escape gravity...we have to come together with extreme consciousness to escape the 

Matrix

12/24/2018 8:22:16 PM jm19712 I will add the DARPA subteranean mapping challenge in to that equation above.  My shop at work had some good ideas for that but we are too late, it 

had already closed.

12/24/2018 8:22:19 PM ferbh8 I'm on this team but really... 9200 followers... I stand ready to be underwhelmed.

12/24/2018 8:22:35 PM mongrelglory Clowns distract the attention of the audience so that they don't notice what's happening off stage.

12/24/2018 8:23:39 PM dtrastikeville Thx. 💖

12/24/2018 8:23:48 PM judgmentholden What are the intended purposes for pushing 5G onto the public? Are the commercial justifications what’s actually driving the new FCC and state 

regulations?

12/24/2018 8:25:41 PM raenyasalisbury Close your eyes and imagine a small candlelit in the center of your mind ..your pineal gland..with every gentle breath .

Have it hope a little brighter .

That's the easiest to share on Twitter 

Big love

12/24/2018 8:26:50 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What is the status of previous MJ12 members Donald Rumsfeld and Dick Cheyney?

12/24/2018 8:28:31 PM outerspaaaace Wow, they're really sneaky.

12/24/2018 8:28:41 PM ramensir who told you this

12/24/2018 8:30:36 PM mongrelglory CST usually means "Child Sex Trafficking".

RA usually stands for "Ritual Abuse".

CSTRAC = "Child Sex Trafficking Ritual Abuse Cult" is my best guess.

12/24/2018 8:31:42 PM keith369me Mark...start from the first M12 Tweet and read them all.  You will get a different picture.  It’s not about a few pieces of information, it is about a picture 

of reality that forms and becomes obvious.

12/24/2018 8:33:22 PM bbobbio71 Merry Christmas!

12/24/2018 8:33:34 PM enomai_ Yeah, they are becoming mainstream, because the bad is trying to keep control. Sick t.v. series, cults only people magazine. Evil innuendo commercials. 

Ik, its not just conscious awareness. Its happening more to keep control. Its a hard time on a good mind that is aware.

12/24/2018 8:33:47 PM keepawakening Makes sense, thank you!

12/24/2018 8:34:03 PM keith369me Great question Michelle...I hope MJ12 “can” answer this one.

12/24/2018 8:36:43 PM keith369me I am very curious what caused you to formulate this question?

12/24/2018 8:39:44 PM keith369me Can you elaborate as you have peaked my curiosity

12/24/2018 8:39:53 PM enomai_ I want proof that you are real. Something that will say oh, and i cant refute. I dont like how you talk junk about generals, and talk too much about the 

occult. However, you talk a good game.

12/24/2018 8:40:57 PM iamyou132 Groups of 3 mins on / off?

12/24/2018 8:41:08 PM enomai_ Whatever, you call it. I dont like Is-be definitions. For your sake, I want BE proof

12/24/2018 8:43:01 PM mossman_moore Would you frame virtues - eg joy, peace, kindness etc as heart frequencies?

12/24/2018 8:44:40 PM mongrelglory A Cylon?  AI in a biologically cloned body?

12/24/2018 8:45:13 PM igiant111 Is there a science behind Free Will?



12/24/2018 8:45:52 PM jaspony1 Do advanced races still war with each other or is that only lower density beings?

12/24/2018 8:46:34 PM keith369me Don’t know the answer but I see Eagles 🦅 in the sky when truth resonates and I have seen dozens a day this week.

12/24/2018 8:48:11 PM iamyou132 To launch a rocket in zero gravity you would have to slingshot the rocket by flying in a circle and slinging past the start, thus making a Q. Q = breaking 

free from the matrix?

12/24/2018 8:49:27 PM decodematrix When the solar flash happens and we get an information download / expanded consciousness, will the people living on Mars also receive that? Or are 

they too far away from the sun?

12/24/2018 8:52:47 PM keith369me Do what resonates with you...only a suggestion...I’ve learned a lot

12/24/2018 8:58:19 PM iamyou132 Our collective learning is exponential so to speak?

12/24/2018 9:00:35 PM keith369me Really?  I have discovered love greater than I could have ever imagined, empathy, and connection to others through the realization that the creator 

exists within each of us.  Do whatever works for you.  I’m really happy with my journey.

12/24/2018 9:05:06 PM kaizenduck Wondering as well

12/24/2018 9:05:22 PM laurabusse Anyone with Amazon prime can watch the SG1 series on Amazon prime video (app) for "free" (for the cost of your prime membership). I've watched 

the first 3 episodes. It's a slog for me. Not into sci fi. The hardest part is keeping my eyeballs from rolling right out of my head.

12/24/2018 9:07:03 PM adsvel That is truth...

12/24/2018 9:07:32 PM realitycheck05 Merry Christmas Majestic IS-BE's

12/24/2018 9:07:45 PM laurabusse Maybe your time would be better spent reading your bible and praying rather than trolling here.

12/24/2018 9:08:19 PM keith369me One question I struggled with was “would Jesus, who washed the feet of his disciples, a man that loved all want to be deified?”  Through the Law of 

One I got my answer.  I get similar answers and thought provoking information here.  It is not for everyone (yet)

12/24/2018 9:09:52 PM integratedwebuk Defo works...   just tested and way more than 3 tweets pic.twitter.com/6B6WACA4p7

12/24/2018 9:11:44 PM neecieh6111 It means Ask Me Anything.

12/24/2018 9:13:08 PM cchef1980 If time is an illusion, what happens to the principle of causality? With no causality, can time run “backwards”? How can memory then record sequences 

of events if time doesn’t exist? How does memory work with no time? Are our memories then just an illusion?

12/24/2018 9:14:18 PM whitehat_van Yes. It's called E8 quasi crystal lattice. Eight dimensions, seven Chakras, seven realms of consciousness, sacred geometry.

12/24/2018 9:14:25 PM jvan125 Is this what happened to Caylee Anthony? 😔

12/24/2018 9:14:42 PM laurabusse Your opinion. Not truth.

12/24/2018 9:15:41 PM tymecrystal 9= the golden ratio in our DNA.....activation time!

12/24/2018 9:16:57 PM blazer2k7 nailed it.

12/24/2018 9:17:06 PM cstarr888 I "get" you. Research brought me to this conclusion indepedent of any "crazy" theories-and they are not crazy theories. Logic. 

🙏💖

12/24/2018 9:19:54 PM christinaworthm I wouldn't doubt if she's not even here right now. They lie so much that they would cover that up too.

12/24/2018 9:20:29 PM decodematrix Go here and type @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in the "From these accounts" box  https://twitter.com/search-advanced 

12/24/2018 9:22:24 PM cstarr888 Slow way to reach those that understand 1st so they can start to spread info in ways others can comprehend. Cognitive dissonance is painful. You need 

caring support to get thru it. Stick with it,it starts to make more & more sense. Even if you only get a bit each time🙏💖

12/24/2018 9:23:49 PM jvan125 This is so sad to watch ☹️. How long do these beings live? Is it a similar life span to humans?

12/24/2018 9:25:06 PM goodmedicine4us Confirm that you are real and working w/ @POTUS

Maybe he can refer to how Majestic his Uncle IS

Otherwise I am not convinced that MJ12 are the repentant good guys... You all sold out humanity, hogged the tech, and now you are the savior?

12/24/2018 9:25:25 PM 22war11w12 How many people know the end is coming ?

12/24/2018 9:26:34 PM pauliepg11111 What’s the last thing you saw in the Looking Glass?

12/24/2018 9:30:21 PM cstarr888 There's no reason we can't still celebrate holidays, but our focus should be on friends & family, not the stress of spending money on commercial 

products. We may want to make new holidays in many cases though.🙏💖

12/24/2018 9:30:58 PM andrewdl12 If gravity is IS-BEs then how does the sun and the other planets in our solar system have gravity. You’re saying They’re all inhabited - but we’ve zero 

knowledge of them?

12/24/2018 9:31:04 PM mongrelglory I love Ren and Stimpy! 😆

12/24/2018 9:31:53 PM goodmedicine4us Easier to believe you work for Jac k as an agent of the cabal than for @POTUS  Q+ Humanity, and GOD.

Not trying to be rude, trying to use logic.

Don't blame the skepticism...

Given MJ12's history, you are occult indeed.  Dan Bursich warrned us.

Thus, Eagle's Disobey...
12/24/2018 9:36:12 PM chalmersgilbert @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Dropped pin - Dropped pin

Near El Paso County, CO

 https://maps.app.goo.gl/Ld57t  (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi46b 

12/24/2018 9:39:46 PM andrewdl12 I’ve asked others same question, if past present future all happen at same time then how can I remember the past but not the future?

12/24/2018 9:40:04 PM vanillygorilly7 What you just stated isnt your opinion?

12/24/2018 9:42:14 PM irishlass1371 What does it all mean/what’s really going on?

12/24/2018 9:43:59 PM whitehat_van She can't be up and working, not possible.

12/24/2018 9:44:16 PM anangelhasland1 ...I see, and you folks on the West Coast can just suck a duck, eh?

Well, we can organize some teenage “wiccans” and settle Majestic’s hash once and for all!

That’s right, girls, it’s Magick War against the ETs!

Sing it!

“999 bottles of beer on the wall!”

Now do the dance.
12/24/2018 9:47:19 PM decodematrix Are Earth humans that have been living on Mars since the 60s allowed to return to Earth?

12/24/2018 9:47:55 PM wildwilhelmina that's the plan

12/24/2018 9:48:39 PM karentriebel How do our immigration laws effect ETs?

12/24/2018 9:49:10 PM laurabusse Of course it is. That's what ppl do here on twitter. Ppl disagree. I just don't see the point in trolling here. So i trolled a troll and broke my rule of don't 

feed the trolls. I don't claim to corner the market on truth. To each his own.



12/24/2018 9:49:27 PM goodmedicine4us The fact that you are on this platform, that you got both @RealEyeTheSpy and @TrueEyeTheSpy

involved in this mess and now talking smack about others doesn't help.

Not saying you aren't speaking certain 'truths', but your motivation is unkown.

Q said "God Wins' yet you attack God. pic.twitter.com/Q1FVzaSwNy

12/24/2018 9:50:25 PM decodematrix Was Maria Orsic positive or negative? Did she live out her life on Earth or leave with a break-away civilization and live out her life on Mars or another 

planet?

12/24/2018 9:56:08 PM goodmedicine4us Lucifer was the fallen angel because he thought he could be god, and that "we" were all god's.

How is it that you aren't saying the same thing?

Who does MJ12 really work for?

12/24/2018 9:56:29 PM decodematrix Merry Christmas to MJ12!

12/24/2018 9:57:34 PM psyanidegaming LOL you don't want to do that, trust me

12/24/2018 9:58:28 PM peytondrewdak I agree.  I take those with PayPal accounts with a grain of salt.

12/24/2018 9:59:09 PM psyanidegaming It'll arrive in 3 weeks

12/24/2018 9:59:29 PM sharond27756243 "magick" = RITUAL. 

The only person who ever used that term (the one who INVENTED it) was aleister Crowley. satanist, and most wicked man.

We all know the masons do rituals and connect to crowley via OTO/AA etc.

Id be very suspicious of this Majestic12 guy. A false prophet.

12/24/2018 9:59:53 PM decodematrix How should we focus our meditation efforts to manifest the most positive future? Meditate at a specific time and focus on a specific goal?

12/24/2018 10:01:49 PM therootser194fa Try travelers on Netflix

12/24/2018 10:01:57 PM bethrcarrington Are you talking about my post?

12/24/2018 10:03:45 PM laurabusse Thx will look it up...

12/24/2018 10:10:57 PM anangelhasland1 Beginning excercises include:

1. Count your breaths. See how far you can go before you get distracted.

2. Strive to think only “In” and “Out” in tune with breath. Watch your thoughts rebel.

3. Label each thought as thought and don’t become attached to its emotional meaning.

12/24/2018 10:12:06 PM mongrelglory I thought she was positive and left to live out her life in the Aldebaran solar system...

12/24/2018 10:13:18 PM djlok I've wondered about this myself.  Why is everyone who was once so in favor of the wall so hell-bent on not having it now?   Is it just because it was 

@realDonaldTrump 's idea that they are suddenly against it now or is something else at play?  I think something else is happening.

12/24/2018 10:16:37 PM goodmedicine4us Are you not trying to temp us with you tech toys and promises of 'eternal gods' in a version amenable for the 21st century?

"And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.'" pic.twitter.com/31AI7fWjD1

12/24/2018 10:19:19 PM blazer2k7 17:00 what timezones?

12/24/2018 10:19:50 PM mongrelglory The movie Interstellar played with some of these concepts of time and causality.

12/24/2018 10:22:22 PM decodematrix In Nazi Germany the SS was working with negative ETs (Dracos). Which groups were working with positive ETs? Was the Vril society, Thule society, and 

Maria Orsic working with positive or negative ETs?

12/24/2018 10:29:24 PM fionasdestiny67 Whoa

12/24/2018 10:30:25 PM newyorker66 Divine Fractal..festivus for the rest of us. 😀😉

12/24/2018 10:35:30 PM freedomgaia Joyeux Noël que le père Noël nous apporte à tous des bonnes nouvelles

12/24/2018 10:35:35 PM psyanidegaming How

12/24/2018 10:36:14 PM djlok I love this quote because it is so true!

12/24/2018 10:37:38 PM djlok Here, here!!

12/24/2018 10:39:18 PM misstea144 Ah!!!!! Thank you!!!

12/24/2018 10:43:31 PM djlok Of course the Cabal choose to ignore it.  They are a mess! I'm so tired oh the Cabal.  That's what I want for Christmas- the [Cabal] removed from the 

planet (permanently).  Maybe they can go start their own planet... MANY light-years away!!

12/24/2018 10:45:03 PM igiant111 Exactly what I've been reading about it lately; sans the Quasia crystal lattice bit. Will research! Cheers friend. +

12/24/2018 10:46:56 PM djlok Birds escape gravity...why can't we?   It sounds like maybe we can.

12/24/2018 10:48:30 PM djlok This would be my guess too.

12/24/2018 10:50:41 PM goodmedicine4us Why attack others? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077405617051131904 …

12/24/2018 10:55:20 PM rick_hernandez That doesn’t look like an upside down Q to me. It looks like a ring with two legs coming from it. Like it’s a device

12/24/2018 10:56:26 PM saintgermain242 Yeah... Sure... I love a private banking entity that has a stranglehold on the world economy.

12/24/2018 10:58:55 PM goodmedicine4us Your so called majestic hocus pocus calls for humanity to give up our 4th Amendment, give up our privacy and be ruled by AI and have Big Brother.

No thanks!

I trust a Devine Plan.

You only offer a Majestic Plan.

That is not a Devine Plan.

GOD WINS.

12/24/2018 11:00:20 PM kbearnation Looks like little Rothie is nervous about losing some bank roll.

12/24/2018 11:02:24 PM qtpi3_14 Yes, this.

12/24/2018 11:02:38 PM realaronbrowne ET probably 😉 pic.twitter.com/TvJ6k1bKvC

12/24/2018 11:03:39 PM djlok Yeah that's the way I read that too.  Like he is a biological entity but he's not immortal or spiritual.  This is getting deeper!

12/24/2018 11:07:48 PM bourdainmurderd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  confirm?

12/24/2018 11:08:31 PM djlok Majestic!

12/24/2018 11:09:23 PM blessedgmother Wow,there's some serious panic coming from him!! #GOTRUMP!

12/24/2018 11:14:16 PM djlok I think they gotta do it this way because if we don't learn to do it on our own, we won't be able to make progress.  Sort of like teaching a man to fish vs. 

giving the man a fish.  At least that's my take.

12/24/2018 11:15:16 PM faulk411 It may be the intended plan🤔



12/24/2018 11:16:18 PM goodmedicine4us I am an American!

I am not a subject to any majesty.

I serve no king.

I serve no queen.

No prince nor principality.

I am an American.

My president serves #WeThePeople.

We will not surrender this country, nor it's People, nor our constitution to the false song of globalism.
12/24/2018 11:17:52 PM covertress Will the origin of our species be an aspect of Disclosure?

Will those humans who cannot (or will not) assimilate cell provenance riot? Of particular concern is the warring tenacity with which beliefs are held.

12/24/2018 11:24:30 PM djlok That [man] is so rude! Who does he think he is criticizing @POTUS who is basically working for free and improving the lives of people worldwide?  What 

has Mr. [Rothschild] done for humanity?  What have any of the [Rothchilds] done for humanity?  F [them].

12/24/2018 11:25:38 PM bourdainmurderd My bumper sticker is working

12/24/2018 11:25:59 PM goodmedicine4us Is this your Majestic plan?

Making us their subjects by proxy of AI?

No thanks! pic.twitter.com/O1GCqciajT

12/24/2018 11:28:16 PM richardbramlet6 So that's  your  timeline?

12/24/2018 11:28:43 PM richardbramlet6 Next year sometime....whenever

..u feel

12/24/2018 11:30:24 PM djlok That's sounds like the way [they] treated the Jesus IS-BE.  Everyone hated him except for a few.  He was trying to help humanity and [they] stopped 

him.  I don't understand why people hate those who are trying to improve the world.  Seems to happen a lot. Makes no sense to me.

12/24/2018 11:30:29 PM decodematrix Was it necessary for us to experience all this darkness and evil for the evolution of our soul? Or was this all unnecessary and just the current situation?

12/24/2018 11:34:31 PM djlok Very great question!  I wonder if the answer is tied to the effectiveness of #TheGreatAwakening.  I know from previous tweets 

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide has piqued their interest.

12/24/2018 11:34:59 PM pauliepg11111 Lol - that made me laugh. “Maybe they can go start their OWN planet!”

12/24/2018 11:36:08 PM goodmedicine4us This is my King and that is my President.

Jesus Christ and Donald Trump.

Aliens or no aliens.

Keep your Vatican, pyramids, churches, synagogues, and mosques.

I am beyond materialism.

Deal with it. pic.twitter.com/TYnPgrrC2d
12/24/2018 11:37:52 PM djlok LOL!  I'm serious! Anything to get those horrible beings away from normal people who just want to live their lives, be free, love and be loved!!

12/24/2018 11:43:10 PM mrmyskin Will eveybody on Earth realize the big paradigm shift we are passing through, or will some of them live forever in the prison of mind we are living in 

nowadays? (sorry for my poor english)

12/24/2018 11:44:28 PM ochoa_red Very curious?? What does this mean??

12/24/2018 11:50:22 PM mrmyskin What will the destiny of Israel be? Did the cabal build Israel to plan its total destruction, after convincing the world that Jews are guilty (scapegoat) of 

all wars the world have experienced in the last 150 years?

12/24/2018 11:54:25 PM goodmedicine4us Have a Merry CHRISTmas! pic.twitter.com/yacrrrQs6d

12/24/2018 11:58:42 PM lbf777 Is this new physics life you are talking about 5D? When are we expected to launch?

12/25/2018 12:14:40 AM realeyethespy Keybase was in your bio?  https://keybase.io/ts_sci_majic12/sigs/fJgZFr44zOB9Aq8Cp7p97isMnvRgohs-nxld …

12/25/2018 12:19:13 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/S1gIGR6664

12/25/2018 12:27:26 AM djlok Matrix = (Ma)jestic (trix)?

12/25/2018 12:58:16 AM igiant111 Ty. This is validation  that I've been right all along. Years ago, 11 in January, I set off on a mission with a set of HARD challenges I wished to accomplish 

in my life time. I gave my all, every day. I've reached all but one of the goals. Back at it.

12/25/2018 12:59:15 AM zagnett When were humans free? From what e.g. year to what year? Where? Different planet? Lemuria? Atlantis? Other? Why/how were humans free? How 

did humans lose freedom?

To know this past can prove this future.

12/25/2018 1:01:03 AM zagnett How is it possible to know a soul is present in a person?

MJ has the tech/ability?

How can you know about yourself? IS doesn't just walk up & say hi. I believe strongly I have one. But it's not "I think therefore I am" knowledge. It's a 

belief.

12/25/2018 1:13:25 AM wolfieman121 They're everywhere!  Always remember Step out of line, the man comes and takes you away-Buffalo Springfield.

12/25/2018 1:15:02 AM wolfieman121 Planetary Politics??  They can't even make nice!

12/25/2018 1:16:19 AM zagnett Oh right that does make sense lol.

12/25/2018 1:16:35 AM gketwin Those who screams the loudest! #Panic #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/aLx19bWRoV

12/25/2018 1:23:22 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where else do you post apart from Twitter?

12/25/2018 1:50:44 AM steveroye @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If mass surveillance is key moving forward, may I humbly suggest emphasis on FAIL SAFES to prevent nefarious use/abuse. See 

current events for details. Proper marketing = powerful tool in a 3D construct.

12/25/2018 2:32:43 AM sehvehn i dont think Jesus ever gave permission for a people grab. im thinking he might not be the best comparison....but i could easily be wrong. anyway...i get 

it. i'll figure it out. im currently working on myself with that right now.

12/25/2018 2:55:09 AM diaptera_80 What is the plan to use all DNA sampling for? Direct consequences for us as individuals or not?

12/25/2018 3:01:02 AM igiant111 That's what I've been hoping for! When the moment comes, and I finish this journey (while challenges may be completed, the actual mission is now in 

motion)--I hope I can look back at see where I began and become united with the learner. 

Cheers for the good words @make_serv

12/25/2018 3:08:08 AM missy968 They answered the 1st part for me (yes) You might want to use just the 2nd half for your question. Just so they don’t skip it.



12/25/2018 3:17:36 AM integratedwebuk Christmas is essentially about the sun ☀️ completing the winter solstice...  it completes its spiral movement rises and stays in the same position for 3 

days “having died” before being “reincarnated” and moving back towards earth..   it’s jut been written into many religions...

12/25/2018 3:27:37 AM cocopuffster12 ET

12/25/2018 3:31:45 AM xusaf_patriot A lot of things will have to change in this world for everyone to devote 1 hour of time to meditation at 9am every day...or am I taking your statement 

too literally?

12/25/2018 3:51:44 AM xusaf_patriot Thanks for that info...will check on Amazon to see what's available on DVD.

12/25/2018 3:57:37 AM realitycheck05 The entire series is free if you have amazon prime right now.

12/25/2018 4:10:35 AM kadath123 Merry Christmas 🙏🏻

 http://www.newmessage.org  😉

12/25/2018 4:16:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Here is another alleged resource about IS-BE’s https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

12/25/2018 4:20:47 AM xusaf_patriot We are in the 60% of the population that do not have access to "high speed" internet...but thanks for the feedback.

12/25/2018 4:27:08 AM petitchevalb Hello 

What are necessary conditions in order disclosure to happen?

12/25/2018 4:27:24 AM hawkgirlinmn So if an IS can “BE”in several timelines or dimensions at one time, is it by choice? I heard “you’ve been farmed out” after meditating on 99.  It didnt feel 

by choice.

12/25/2018 4:27:52 AM xusaf_patriot Just ordered a used set for $60 - new is over $300...sheesh. Can't wait for it to get here :)

12/25/2018 4:30:10 AM petitchevalb Why telling us all creepy details about children if we cant expect no end date or thing we could do to prevent it?

12/25/2018 4:39:20 AM jarrodadam1 I can relate to this. Ughhh...it ain’t easy

12/25/2018 4:40:19 AM petitchevalb After disclosure and first contact, many people will ask why you didnt take actions ASAP to save children's lives.

What do you plan to answer? Transparency?

12/25/2018 5:16:34 AM anitabutterfly Can you please tell us how to get our Merkaba starting?

12/25/2018 5:20:55 AM nun_chucknorris That is a great suggestion.

12/25/2018 5:21:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd When Mil Trib begin, will public be told "sins" of dark ones (HRC, HA, BHO, others) such as adrenochrome users? 

Will crimes be made known including other countries (Germ, France, GB etc), crimes against children?

Public needs to know vile depravity of these ppl.

12/25/2018 5:23:09 AM nun_chucknorris I understand and I felt the same way at first. But then I reminded myself I needed to pay really close attention and the details hook you, especially with 

the mindset of disclosure.

12/25/2018 5:24:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd What is the proper way to consume hemp/cannabis so humans benefit maximum from the protein and other nutrients? Salad?

12/25/2018 5:33:37 AM ragstorm Yes! We should all be told just how depraved these evil creatures are!

12/25/2018 5:36:23 AM happykat9 Are the military tribunals really going to start on 1/1/19?

12/25/2018 5:38:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd We know how depraved they are.....many think it's conspiracy theories on both sides of the aisle. This way ALL HRC supporters, BHO loyalist can see 

their true colors and their lies exposed.

12/25/2018 5:49:59 AM whitehat_van Two universes, transverse physical universe and longitudinal (scalar) mathematical universe. One is the manifestation of the other.

12/25/2018 5:51:48 AM whitehat_van Our brains are quantum computers that explore the scalar fields and weave our reality.

12/25/2018 5:54:04 AM bbobbio71 Good morning and Merry Christmas!

12/25/2018 5:55:00 AM petitchevalb Do our feelings come from our IS (as love, compassion, anger) or BE (as a reaction to contingence, like fear, sadness, joy), or both?

Do all our feelings have the same source?

12/25/2018 6:08:57 AM integratedwebuk I’d be interested in hearing this approach

12/25/2018 6:10:26 AM ragstorm Which SG1 episodes are recommended?

12/25/2018 6:13:38 AM aahhhooohmmmm Can you explain anything about the significance of this experience? pic.twitter.com/jUBqwnlAox

12/25/2018 6:29:45 AM dancchamberlain To know this, you'd have to request information on what is done with the test kits after the canabis test is run...

12/25/2018 6:31:44 AM aahhhooohmmmm On a perfectly clear Friday morning about 12 years ago, I had an experience while mid-flight along the East Coast of the United States and witnessed an 

identical looking craft as this one half way between our plane and the ground. Can you share any disclosure: pic.twitter.com/6W74TSvT9G

12/25/2018 6:32:26 AM realitygateway Great question!

12/25/2018 6:33:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Weapons testing.

12/25/2018 6:38:21 AM enomai_ I'll say what I understand of Israel. It was called the Holy Land to Palestine to Israel today. A baron rothschild owned this land and the villages for 

awhile. The jews were sacrifices to moloch during holocaust. Hence, star of david, aka star of moloch. This is still true today

12/25/2018 6:38:42 AM miniskunkz The Federal Reserve is unaccountable to the US govt and works against the interest of Americans and only for the banking cartel. These criminals 

assasinated JFK for trying to rein them in. Trump is right to chastise them!

12/25/2018 6:44:55 AM petitchevalb Does an IS has the right to get willingly "deleted" or is it forbiden by a kind of universal law? If doesnt want to descend/ascend, just want to be nothing.

If all IS would get deleted, wouldnt it be the end of our creator too, or at least of the matrix?

12/25/2018 6:50:50 AM ghostanon6120 Does MJ 12 know how to solve the last part of the Kryptos Sculpture on Cia grounds Langley Virginia? Any hints as to deeper meaning? Thanks

12/25/2018 6:52:32 AM bludiamindvii Defeat of Globalism, Lucifarian-ism, Marxism & all or any elements connected

to these.

12/25/2018 6:58:10 AM lambohodlr  pic.twitter.com/VBLdOdcnE8

12/25/2018 6:59:30 AM whitehat_van Scalar technology

12/25/2018 7:06:08 AM wakingdream93 Merry Christmas!! 🎄 👽🛸 pic.twitter.com/EyjHIcYJFL

12/25/2018 7:10:10 AM whitehat_van My understanding: consciousness exists at boundaries of the E8 toroids. Think eye of the storm, or strange attractors in chaos theory. Everything is 

derivations from stillness. Consciousness is derivations from stillness.

12/25/2018 7:36:42 AM 1chericane That Explains Why Christmas “Q”s Were So Scarce This Year!

12/25/2018 7:38:10 AM lori_dee1 Merry Christmas Majestic 12! It has been a great year and 2019 will be even better! Thank you for your service, humanity will benefit greatly  from the 

work that you are doing! #WWG1WGA 🎁🎄🙏💖

12/25/2018 8:14:22 AM daveschroeder18 Feliz Majestic Navidad

12/25/2018 8:32:07 AM flgirlsbeenqd Does dark > light trickle down? I know case where man's sister stole complete inheritance, over 1/2 mill. Tried to help him but been >20yrs ago, seems 

hopeless. Bank records go back 5 yrs only...cannot stand for vulnerable to be conned/taken advantage of.

12/25/2018 8:33:26 AM candicemaga Iodine is missing in people's diets because they have cut back on salt.  Could be the reason for the obesity rate in this country. Himalayan or sea salt is 

good but may not provide enough iodine.  There are strip tests to check iodine levels.  Too much isn't good either

12/25/2018 8:39:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd Do we have galactic families like Nox?

Ideal place, feel connection.

12/25/2018 8:52:22 AM decodematrix After we (Earth humans) die are we able to incarnate on other planets as any type of ET race (Pleiadian, Arcturian, greys, reptilian, insectoid)? Or can 

we only incarnate again as humans on Earth?

12/25/2018 8:53:52 AM decodematrix Any books you recommend for meditation/ascension?

12/25/2018 9:02:22 AM mongrelglory Even if we don't "escape" the loop, will future incarnations on Earth be easier (happier) because of disclosure and getting rid of the Cabal/Death cult?

12/25/2018 9:05:12 AM mongrelglory So you're creating a consciousness "explosion" to allow humans to break free of the "psychic gravity" on this Earth and launch themselves into 

freedom?



12/25/2018 9:20:05 AM decodematrix What's the purpose of this big tower on the moon? pic.twitter.com/ZYQAzFDvob

12/25/2018 9:29:42 AM ryanvanderbeek1 more disclosure in 2019? better than couple video's?

12/25/2018 9:36:03 AM laurabusse Ok then i will keep slogging :-) i appreciate the encouragement 💘

12/25/2018 9:36:09 AM realitygateway Could it be used in a mass arrest scenario?

12/25/2018 9:38:33 AM decodematrix Saturn's rings are disappearing. Is this because of Dark to Light? https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/saturn-s-rings-are-disappearing-faster-

anyone-realized-ncna950066 …

12/25/2018 9:45:54 AM lambohodlr Why is link in bio no longer accessible?

12/25/2018 10:03:06 AM kagman4e @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

Do you agree? https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/1077550060961841152 …

12/25/2018 10:03:45 AM kagman4e @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

Thoughts? https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/1077554968939311105 …

12/25/2018 10:06:19 AM qdupqueen1 Equally interesting is the hexagon that has appeared on Saturn’s pole...

 https://www.space.com/30608-mysterious-saturn-hexagon-explained.html …

12/25/2018 10:07:28 AM turboxyde Is entropy a programmable value within our local fractal? If the matrix is a shared fractal of rule sets governing our sphere can we transmute the 

lowest vibrational states and collectively ascend to a more co-creative state of collective being?

12/25/2018 10:09:03 AM april99341937 Trump speech!!!! That it why I love this man so so so much!!!! #QANONPATRIOT #MerryChristmas

12/25/2018 10:12:44 AM turboxyde What is to become of the moon if it's energetic field keeps us trapped here? I had a vivid dream the other night about being recalled to active duty and 

being read on to the USSF on the moon in an underground facility. It was quite exciting and I'm aware dreams teach.

12/25/2018 10:30:30 AM yvoid3 Are Majestic / Domain for the good of Mankind? Are there still secret agendas?

12/25/2018 10:35:53 AM cstarr888 Jump ahead to other episodes suggested, then go back & you will appreciate the 1st season more IMO.

S1-10

S1E20 politics 

S4E15 chain reaction 

S6e14 smoke & mirrors

S6e17 disclosure

S7e20 inauguration

S4e11 point of no return 

S5e12 wormhole extreme

S8e15 citizen joe

🙏💖

12/25/2018 10:36:36 AM cstarr888 Some on Hulu. 🙏💖

12/25/2018 10:43:37 AM djlok Y'all really do have the details on everything!  Glad ya'll are on the good guys and gals side now!!

12/25/2018 10:44:48 AM laurabusse Well that sounds like a plan :-) i just emailed your tweet to myself so I'll have it forever to refer to. I really appreciate it! 💘

12/25/2018 10:49:58 AM cstarr888 You're welcome! There is much to absorb. It's a good place to start. 🙏💖

12/25/2018 10:53:06 AM sontechnique Please include me. I’ve seen and experienced some strange stuff over the years. Thank you!

12/25/2018 11:08:24 AM lori_dee1 Thank you for the info @RealityCheck05! We are on the West Coast so we will probably not get to watch them before the 17:00 EST time which is 

14:00 PST.

12/25/2018 11:40:20 AM newyorker66 Wow!! That has to be fekkin HUGE!  How high do you thinkthat is?

12/25/2018 11:45:11 AM zagnett Why all the DUMBs in Ireland, Kerry County especially. What, if anything, happened 1st half 2018? Or was that just more crap from on OD like the RV 

(link)?

Miraders? Beings that speak by varying degrees of heat? Tricky.

Hy-Brasil?

 https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com 

12/25/2018 11:53:23 AM zagnett Haven't seen all SG1 eps. But saw clips of the 1st & last eps. so far. Portals, time travel, alternate realities, an ET race being jerks, & some poor guy gets 

his life messed up by advanced tech.

And Ronny Cox is back! I wonder who he was REALLY playing??

12/25/2018 11:56:11 AM zagnett Just saw a few clips on YT. Yeah, the drama omg.

But Amazon Prime? Clowns/Bezos. Sorry, no. i have to hold back the puke just having to work w/Windows & YT. Gotta have a different sorta "red line" 

than that.

12/25/2018 12:05:06 PM unidentifiedta1 Will humanity be freed from our enslavement soon,

From either disclosure, or the Great Awakening? Are they one in the same?

12/25/2018 12:07:44 PM ascendingadam Where were Neil and Buzz on July 20, 1969?

And if they were there, why haven’t “we” officially gone back?

12/25/2018 12:09:35 PM zagnett Cool vid on this. Could be some disinfo though. WARNING: contains some cabal production techniques.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0ztlIAYTCU …

12/25/2018 12:14:22 PM zagnett (According to Tommy Williams - Truth, Honor, and Integrity Show)

Is it true that Obama sold off ALL U.S. military assets, Hawaii, & even California off to China circa 2011?

Are we indeed trying to claw all of these back? If so, is this...uh...working out??

12/25/2018 12:15:14 PM zagnett Just want to know if we should all be teaching out kids Mandarin, like Trump is...

12/25/2018 12:17:40 PM keith369me Kevin Spacey...dead, Gitmo, or other?

12/25/2018 12:25:24 PM whitehat_van What they don't say is that a tetrahedron has a Y junction on one side and a delta junction on the other. This is the fundamental structure of a 

quantum computer, or the gateway of consciousness. Thus, the entire universe is conscious.

12/25/2018 12:29:08 PM zagnett Is that the rough equivalent of a transistor/semiconductor/logic switch in a conventional computer?

12/25/2018 12:30:33 PM laurabusse An ET race being jerks LOL.

12/25/2018 12:31:18 PM ascendingadam More than once 45 has said ‘rich guys love rockets’. 

Since they are billionaires, what motivates them? Surely it is more than the economic potential. If you were to die beyond the energy field of Earths 

moon, have you escaped the matrix?

12/25/2018 12:32:37 PM allahuniversal All religions will be dismembered, they we're all psy-ops to begin with. Faith is what matters, religion, not so much.

12/25/2018 12:34:05 PM whitehat_van No. Switches turn on and off. This is a quasi state. Tetrahedron is pure tension at zero state.

12/25/2018 12:34:42 PM laurabusse I hear ya. I'm weak. My excuse is all the supplements and organic food i have to order as part of my @MedicalMedium healing protocol (neurological 

lymes). I'm hoping the world will change soon and so the question will be moot. Meanwhile i try to not feel too guilty...

12/25/2018 12:37:49 PM allahuniversal Note the difference between "destruction" and "dismembered". A religion is a collection of ideas, traditions, rituals, etc. Members leaving religion 

behind is how the (fallacious) ideas die, as members opt for the truth within & in their faces.



12/25/2018 12:38:21 PM whitehat_van Well, maybe. I guess of sorts. Tetrahedron is hydrogen. Oxygen is needed to chain hydrogen into heavy water. Water holds pure consciousness.

12/25/2018 12:43:18 PM zagnett What info am i missing? i'm fairly proficient in ST (TOS, TNG, DS9, VOY, & that's it(!), but esp. TNG), & BG (recent one), some X-Files. i saw the original 

SG movie but it sucked ("tastes like chicken") so i didn't watch the show.

12/25/2018 12:43:43 PM laurabusse Are arrests of the cabal underway? If so are you even allowed to say?

12/25/2018 12:45:39 PM jordanb987 I believe this was answered once already and they said Trump will not stop 5G from coming, and the ET's took away the most harmful parts of it, but 

still suggested you not keep your phone in front of your face for long. Use it, put it away.

12/25/2018 12:50:39 PM john777lee All of the elaborate pipe organs in most old churches. What were they used for programming DNA healing or getting people to accept the Gnostic 

program ? Aren't all of our modern religions from the same root !

12/25/2018 12:50:46 PM whitehat_van Stargates are real.

12/25/2018 12:54:27 PM john777lee I had a dream that we were held hear on earth for the protection of the universe. That 2 time lines were running at the same time and that all of this is 

similar to a board game for controllers ?

12/25/2018 12:55:41 PM zagnett Yeah, definitely seems likely to me at this point too.

In ST seems the Iconians had stargates.

12/25/2018 12:57:54 PM whitehat_van It's all in the math. Scalar fields are mathematical described in E8. We have the template for reality.

12/25/2018 12:59:24 PM john777lee I have wondered if the revolutionary war was a predetermined false flag event to instill patriotism to use the US as the military arm for the cabal . After 

all everyone seems to disregard self  as we sacrifice for bankers war !

12/25/2018 1:03:02 PM zagnett Neat, thanks! Do you by any chance have a good link that explains further?

12/25/2018 1:09:20 PM whitehat_van No, but I'll tell you what I think I know. Scalar fields are a topic now though. Couldn't find a thing a few years ago. Started with Maxwell in 1850. He 

unified gravity then but it was too complex, dropped by Heavyside, Edison, etc after Tesla blew up Tanguska, 1908.

12/25/2018 1:12:31 PM whitehat_van Viziv technology in Milford Texas is Tesla tower that unleashed free energy in a very destructive way. Viziv melted cern magnets on 11/11/18. Scalar 

technology.

12/25/2018 1:14:13 PM zagnett Wow, water's cool!!

(sorry, bad joke, i know.)

The vids online about water are amazing, like the link. Silly DS.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Skg3lO1wtxk …

12/25/2018 1:17:06 PM zagnett Oh i forgot about that - Tunguska! 1908!

Is that true? He just plain missed the Arctic circle by a teensy bit? The ultimate "oops my bad..." moment.

12/25/2018 1:22:57 PM zagnett Was wondering about that place. There's that word again...LIGHT. :-)

"These men and women have joined together under one calling… POWER THE PLANET AND BRING LIGHT TO THE WORLD"

 http://vizivtechnologies.com/about-us/ 

12/25/2018 1:25:59 PM zagnett With all this talk about "light" i just hope the future isn't too bright!

Please, blue light filters / contrast / brightness modes on all devices...

Btw awesome program for anyone who wants to tone down the light just a bit - "f.lux"

 https://justgetflux.com 

12/25/2018 1:26:45 PM eric_anderson74 I was part of S. Greer's Disclosure team (security). But I came to conclusions that ET's are actually demons assisting Elites to set stage for fake alien 

invasion to usher in NWO. I lived with Greer and was first eyes on CIA papers from Woolsey which confirmed this. & God is real

12/25/2018 1:27:13 PM whitehat_van Yes. Earth mantel thicker on Russia side, threw of calculations. Viziv test was perfect. Free energy is around the corner. No wonder Rex thought potus a 

moron. Short ExxonMobil? We can vaporize a softball over DC from the middle of the pacific, with the old technology.

12/25/2018 1:27:51 PM 1_decided_voter You say Christianity will be dismembered? Does that mean destroyed, or surgically altered to remove the evil from within? I don’t recall seeing you say 

anything about other religions, will they be dismembered or otherwise cleansed as well?

12/25/2018 1:28:06 PM tenn_rich You’re babbling. Nice LARP you’ve been running.

12/25/2018 1:29:54 PM decodematrix Did William Tompkins really have an ET girlfriend?

12/25/2018 1:32:10 PM whitehat_van Awesome. Thank you.

12/25/2018 1:33:30 PM zagnett Same to you! Many thanks. Like your hat...

12/25/2018 1:34:20 PM decodematrix Was there a special reason why we crashed Cassini into Saturn? Is that why the rings of Saturn are disappearing?

12/25/2018 1:36:20 PM zagnett Can you imagine working in this office? "Zion" in the Matrix (link at ~17s)

Or the new Enterprise bridge in Abram's Star Trek? OMG my eyes!

i think you "light" warriors might be taking it a little too far, right? ;-)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4bWfQf8rBM …

12/25/2018 1:37:42 PM sontechnique After we pass,

1) are we judged based on our past actions

2) is there a heaven

3) is there a hell

4) is there a purgatory 

5) do we recycle back

Thank you
12/25/2018 1:46:01 PM decodematrix Cassini carried 72 pounds of plutonium. 7+2=9

12/25/2018 1:46:12 PM zagnett Wow, interesting. May all their calculations be correct.

Mantel's thicker there (i think) due to so much volcanic activity from the Permian extinction time. Tesla couldn't have known that. Or it was missed in 

his esoteric meditations. oops. details, details.

12/25/2018 1:46:34 PM whitehat_van They lied to us with H2O. Never told us water molecules can be infinitely long, or that there is only one hydrogen realm in this reality.



12/25/2018 1:47:39 PM covertress You have advised us to "learn the occult magick."

What are your thoughts on Dean Radin's book, Real Magic?

Can you suggest other books?

[Download the Kindle version and read the intro. You'll love it!] https://www.amazon.com/dp/B073YZZZBL/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_JuQiCbTTK20ZJ …

12/25/2018 1:48:52 PM whitehat_van He may have known and dismissed it. Who knows? Nothing like the physical for confirmation. But that lies also. Lol

12/25/2018 1:49:21 PM zagnett oops, "mantle".

Can't wait for the free energy. Very few have any clue how possible it is, despite so many fascinating videos of demonstrations online. i hope the public 

education effort ramps up soon. The Universe is abundant!!

12/25/2018 1:50:43 PM 78503002 Good question, any books that rate high on the truthful scale?

12/25/2018 1:51:47 PM whitehat_van They created a perfect monochromatic sawtooth on the other side of the planet powerful enough to melt cern with the sudden pulse drop off acting as 

the impulse to do it. Crazy. Only a quantum computer with AI singularity could do that. Stuff of Gods.

12/25/2018 1:55:44 PM whitehat_van Nor are they aware that consciousness is everywhere, and that we are connected to all seven spheres of awareness through our Chakras.

12/25/2018 1:56:33 PM zagnett [jaw drops]

12/25/2018 1:58:24 PM leittenart how do you know what Q is up to?

12/25/2018 1:58:30 PM whitehat_van Chaos theory explains so much. It is the strange attractor that creates the portal of awareness through each boundary layer of the eight dimensions 

(toroids).

12/25/2018 1:59:09 PM 78503002 I pray your being truthful. I have been here during all these dark years and seen love all but die. People today seem to either kill their self or self 

destruct with drugs, alcohol or get by with anti-depressants.

12/25/2018 2:00:24 PM jccjcc12 Any comment on George Webb Sweigart w/ Truth Leaks?

12/25/2018 2:00:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 We only know what the Majestic 12 is up to.

12/25/2018 2:00:46 PM ru_burton When do we get access to the tech to get our deceased loved ones back.  I know it exists.  I know people who have seen it used when in the SSP.

12/25/2018 2:01:05 PM zagnett Wow i envy my future self who (hopefully) has a better chance of understanding wth you're saying. Sounds awesome though!

12/25/2018 2:01:46 PM 78503002 What happens after we die?

12/25/2018 2:01:46 PM whitehat_van And it was near zero power to boot. All in the math.

12/25/2018 2:02:10 PM collectvcat No arrests until after New Years.

12/25/2018 2:02:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Real Magick does attempt (though intentionally incorrectly) to convey occult magick.

12/25/2018 2:02:48 PM whitehat_van Tesla would be proud, maybe is.

12/25/2018 2:03:29 PM whitehat_van Time travel possible also, without severe aging like the past.

12/25/2018 2:03:30 PM ascendingadam I’m with 4 generations of my family now. Oldest is almost 94 year old RCAF veteran. What message can I give them all to let them know disclosure is 

coming?

12/25/2018 2:04:32 PM rthankq We would like full disclosure... not a partial and graduated one. Can we find the truth now?

12/25/2018 2:04:33 PM whitehat_van Accelerate the zero state. Hydrogen signature measured between red and blue Lazer shifts, and a model of everything.

12/25/2018 2:05:03 PM zagnett We gotta to be careful with that device.

12/25/2018 2:05:16 PM laurabusse You're sure of this?

12/25/2018 2:05:59 PM ru_burton OMG, I need this answered, too!

12/25/2018 2:06:11 PM collectvcat Never sure of anything these days. But its been said many times.

12/25/2018 2:06:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q has stated that Israel will be saved for last. The end will be magical.

12/25/2018 2:06:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/25/2018 2:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 EF can be changed.

12/25/2018 2:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not say as it is connected to events leading up to the Tribunals.

12/25/2018 2:07:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/25/2018 2:07:53 PM blankmarlo What species/entity/collective built and maintains Saturn's rings?

12/25/2018 2:08:10 PM blankmarlo What function does Saturn's rings perform?

12/25/2018 2:08:34 PM rthankq As the (1) need for manufacturing as we know it and (2) a money-based society becomes obsolete, how can we best position for the transition if there 

is going to be one?

12/25/2018 2:09:51 PM blankmarlo Were there really Centaurians living in Paradise CA?

12/25/2018 2:10:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 All cures for disease require a segment of DNA to identify the root cause. Most non-Mil medical technology cannot fully sequence and decipher. 

Corporations are positioning themselves for these disclosures. How many CEOs have TS clearances?

12/25/2018 2:10:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/25/2018 2:10:36 PM laurabusse Yes of course you are right. Plus if we know, then the enemy knows and there goes the element of surprise.

12/25/2018 2:11:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 09:00 for 27m with 3 people.

12/25/2018 2:11:33 PM zagnett Excellent!

Then no need to find a small, vulnerable exhaust port along the trench!

12/25/2018 2:12:24 PM zagnett Announcement of de-nuclearization worldwide?

12/25/2018 2:12:43 PM cidarean That's interesting.

12/25/2018 2:13:03 PM zagnett Neat!

12/25/2018 2:13:32 PM petitchevalb Hope they will hear your prayer

12/25/2018 2:13:46 PM scottgasaway Sodium chlorite ?  MMS ? Chlorine dioxide?

12/25/2018 2:14:01 PM daveo6145 Is court tv part of the plan?

12/25/2018 2:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No positive ET groups had a strong enough presence on Earth in the past 3000-4000 years to make the history books.

12/25/2018 2:14:32 PM _chelseaproject Has disclosure been tried with previous advanced civilizations?

12/25/2018 2:15:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 All emotions can be transmitted via the heart.

12/25/2018 2:15:54 PM blankmarlo Is the classic androgenous grey "alien" the result of a timeline where the cabal's "great work" (transhumanism and the end of all race, gender, religion, 

individuality) is accomplished?

12/25/2018 2:16:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Declassified docs.

12/25/2018 2:16:07 PM pwalt68 What is the SSP?

12/25/2018 2:16:41 PM _chelseaproject Is earth's actual age 4.5 billion years?

12/25/2018 2:17:19 PM zagnett Oh can you cite one or more examples of positive ET groups' influence prior to that?

12/25/2018 2:18:46 PM yoym4t5qtibewxf Can you please explain who/what are Ra, El, and Horus? What is the Vril/Kundalini? Are any of these entities good?

12/25/2018 2:19:23 PM zagnett Is this because of the physical pumping action of the heart creating specific magnetic fields / vibrations?

Any other ways to transmit emotions that we might not know?

12/25/2018 2:19:55 PM rthankq We would like full disclosure... not a partial and graduated one. Can we find the truth now?

12/25/2018 2:20:19 PM rthankq As the (1) need for manufacturing as we know it and (2) a money-based society becomes obsolete, how can we best position for the transition if there 

is going to be one?

12/25/2018 2:21:15 PM whitehat_van Right? In the wrong hands... Satanic rule forever. That's why this is happening now. They unleashed the beast, and potus has tamed it. John Trump got 

Tesla's time machine plans.



12/25/2018 2:21:45 PM ru_burton No, stuff got invaded/corrupted.  From my understanding, even Source never conceived such evil and degradation.

12/25/2018 2:24:01 PM laurabusse Philodendron of freedom. LOL. Love it!

12/25/2018 2:24:07 PM _chelseaproject Were any of the cabal such as HRC and Barry Soetoro communicating with the bad aliens?

12/25/2018 2:25:20 PM friskygolfer Is the TR-3 capable of off world travel?

12/25/2018 2:25:29 PM zagnett Ok if true, i'm just going to go drop to my knees and Thank God & bringers of LIGHT and all that now. afk a bit.

12/25/2018 2:29:16 PM darktolightjedi Is the SSP being brought into the fold? No longer rogue or under 🤡?

12/25/2018 2:30:41 PM xusaf_patriot Why is your link page no longer available?

12/25/2018 2:35:24 PM darktolightjedi Is it because of non-interference or is that disinformation? Seems negative ETs have been quite involved.

12/25/2018 2:39:19 PM fashionabanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MerryChristmas pic.twitter.com/hthchxMh8Q

12/25/2018 2:40:56 PM laurabusse Will give it a go. Thx :-)

12/25/2018 2:41:42 PM ru_burton Secret space program

12/25/2018 2:42:26 PM zagnett Ugh, that's the movie that was so bad i never even bothered watching the SG show...

So, Laura - good luck!

12/25/2018 2:42:54 PM unidentifiedta1 Astral Projection just released by CIA:  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf …

12/25/2018 2:44:27 PM cocopuffster12 Merry Christmas Majestic 12 - I hope you feel the love. Just an FYI - this just popped up on a Bay Area news feed. 🎄♥ 

https://twitter.com/ktvu/status/1077694224567619590 …

12/25/2018 2:48:43 PM krisp17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   How does tr3b effect time displacement

12/25/2018 2:49:16 PM laurabusse So...on second thought...

If i can watch the 1st 5 min for free somewhere that could help. Well i guess I'll focus on the series for now...if i can get thru it!

12/25/2018 2:49:38 PM time4u2know Where is 43? pic.twitter.com/BPn8Sfu9Q0

12/25/2018 2:50:50 PM zagnett From the clips that i've seen of the show now (all i'm finding on YT), seems best to stick with the show. A bit overly dramatic, but written / acted much 

much better than the movie.

12/25/2018 2:53:55 PM laurabusse Well then the movie must be awful! I've watched the 1st 3 episodes and I've lost the will to continue. I've heard it gets better.

12/25/2018 2:55:13 PM whitehat_van John Trump pioneered two fields after his MIT Tesla paper gig. Isolating radiation and accelerating heavy water with high voltage. Heavy water is 

essentially a hydrogen configuration of great complexity (symmetry).

12/25/2018 2:56:15 PM whitehat_van Ironically, both are required for a functioning time machine.

12/25/2018 2:57:23 PM laurabusse Good point...i guess I'd rather read/hear the info directly rather than watching cheesy sci fi while trying to figure out what's real and what's 

not...sounds like an impossible task in any case and very time consuming. I'll take David Wilcock any day...

12/25/2018 3:00:22 PM zagnett Definitely seems to get better in the latter seasons' clips. Wish i had time to watch more now, but don't.

12/25/2018 3:22:47 PM happykat9 Why is GWB's account locked?

12/25/2018 3:25:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen

12/25/2018 3:28:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Why? 

I dislike greatly Trudeau, I find him creepy.

12/25/2018 3:39:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd Explained beautifully. People used to being lied to they cannot wrap their brain around your beautiful words. i'Au, I love your words, they touch my 

heart. I will be the one "dancing in the streets" singing, "We don't need no false religion, we don't need no thoughts control..."

12/25/2018 3:40:56 PM blazer2k7 I missed the ama >_<

UGH

12/25/2018 3:42:40 PM mossman_moore thank you

12/25/2018 3:43:42 PM djlok 2+7=9. Magick!

12/25/2018 3:46:55 PM djlok Serious answer.  MJ12 has said this before a while back where they suggested group meditation. My question was will 9pm work as effectively? 9AM 

cuts into my work schedule. Otherwise, I'm game!!

12/25/2018 3:48:36 PM time4u2know Will we ever learn the truth of the behind the scene actions that are going on right now? Four instance, when everything is said and done, will they 

finally go back and publicly state what happened to no name and others?

12/25/2018 3:57:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd For children?

It's a complete protein, for children how would we fix it?

12/25/2018 4:09:09 PM jordanb987 What I know for sure:

No judgement 

No hell 

No purgatory

12/25/2018 4:11:14 PM allahuniversal Letting go of Christianity isn't the same as letting go of Christ. Christ (the man, the idea, the allegory, the example) & Christianity have never been 

mutually exclusive. Christ existed just fine w/o Christianity, and didn't leave a religion behind bc, well, look around, he knew

12/25/2018 4:16:56 PM dr_t_dc Merry Christmas 🎄!

Are they using 5G and DNA testing kits to find alien-human hybrids? Or to locate full aliens?

12/25/2018 4:21:37 PM jane_q_patriot The heart chakra is where the exachange happens for all elements and chakras. Doesn't just include the heart, but the lungs are also at this energy 

center of the body. Where earth, water, fire, air and ether all meet and are transformed. A sort of vortex, if you will.

12/25/2018 4:22:20 PM jane_q_patriot *exchange (sorry, not exachange)

12/25/2018 4:23:18 PM zagnett What's the brain's use in all this? Or does it just get in the way?

12/25/2018 4:26:04 PM sonyaleesimons1 That’s bs. Either she doesn’t have cancer, they have a cure they won’t share w us, or she’s dead. Which one?

12/25/2018 4:26:15 PM alfredorigaton2  https://youtu.be/pR4q5mXHppo 

12/25/2018 4:31:01 PM jane_q_patriot The brain is the mind and 6th chakra. Where thought forms and intuition (ether) intercept. Very useful thing if not too focused on or identified with the 

physical/external. When it's in alignment with our heart, we can best speak our truth. (Opens our throat/5th chakra.)

12/25/2018 4:34:52 PM jane_q_patriot *intersect! Lol! My brain is not in alignment with my fingers at the moment!

12/25/2018 4:35:41 PM decodematrix 4 miles https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_56b28c49e4b01d80b24519aa?ec_carp=6383718254564743079 …

12/25/2018 4:41:24 PM sontechnique Yeah, I thought it was worth a shot to get MJ’s take on it. Forty years of Jesuit programming is tough to overcome, but I continue to press on in new 

frontiers. Thanks!

12/25/2018 4:44:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I agree 100 percent!!

12/25/2018 4:47:37 PM dairy_mom_of_6 We read daily and believe something is happening!

12/25/2018 4:47:39 PM inna3akasnaa ET disclosure is a very well known and old false flag plan code named PROJECT BLUE BEAM. consisting of hologram projection of alien motherships 

from ISS (while MSM airs CGI vids), remember the sounds coming from the sky all over the world? that was a sound check!

12/25/2018 4:50:17 PM jordanb987 Totally! We are all in this together, my friend.

12/25/2018 4:53:35 PM inna3akasnaa script rehearsal and pilote for the biggest show ever in history coproduced by holywood, NASA with the Vatican as guest star.

 http://www.realclearlife.com/history/original-fake-news-orson-welles-war-worlds-turns-80/ …

The main agenda here is to kill religion, you are you're own god is the main teaching of luciferianism!

12/25/2018 4:54:38 PM newyorker66 Thanks. Thats crazy how tall. If its real, it would be amazing

12/25/2018 4:56:24 PM zagnett By John Trump's conscious intention? Other MJs?

12/25/2018 5:00:59 PM bliffhenderson Has anyone actually seen her up and moving since her surgery?



12/25/2018 5:02:29 PM lambohodlr Found it.

Thank you much.

12/25/2018 5:02:47 PM inna3akasnaa you mean AI? or more precisely GHOUL IN THE MACHINE?

12/25/2018 5:05:17 PM xusaf_patriot You didn't say the declassification was for the public. I'm assuming its for sitting Grand Juries...because the public has yet to see anything of 

significance declassified for their public viewing.

12/25/2018 5:06:23 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 High treason now being leaked:  

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/7458f9dedfd4a8feef1c4621df3801900ff23a693acf5617b43de1a57444638d.jpg …

12/25/2018 5:08:42 PM xusaf_patriot Be under no illusion. In the US, it's likely that any blood taken from you medically in the last decade or more has already been saved by our 

"benevolent" government.

12/25/2018 5:17:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen.

12/25/2018 5:20:07 PM unidentifiedta1 People say that, but I can't wrap my mind around it...are you saying things are revealed to a person when they "are ready"?

12/25/2018 5:21:16 PM lovesg_d I followed this account for a while until they started attacking Christianity saying they would dismember it. They never threatened any other religion, 

just Christianity! The Catholic Church is not Christianity. Romanized Protestant & Evangelical Christianity is not true either!

12/25/2018 5:23:56 PM lovesg_d Jesus was born a Jew & followed the laws of the Torah.  He nor His apostles were starting a news religion. A relationship with Jesus is supposed to be a 

supernatural relationship with God through the Holy Spirit that one receives with confession of Christ.

12/25/2018 5:26:41 PM lovesg_d I have had supernatural experiences that no New Ager has ever had & never will have due to my relationship w/Christ. There will be ascension alright! 

The Believers in Christ will ascend into Heaven, receive new bodies, and return as supernatural beings to rule & reign w/Christ!

12/25/2018 5:26:48 PM raisethevib369 Religion is for control the population. Look at the heads of the Catholic Church. Do you need any more proof than that that it's a sham.

12/25/2018 5:27:38 PM krisp17 TR3B and time displacement explain?

12/25/2018 5:29:29 PM lovesg_d I have a keen & sharp discernment in regards to evil! This account is deceitful & deceiving many souls. It’s teachings are occultic & Luciferian in nature.  

I beg all to use logic & discernment! @POTUS & @FLOTUS are Christians! #QAnon calls for us to pray & quotes New Testament!

12/25/2018 5:32:25 PM lovesg_d POTUS and Q are not attacking Christianity like this account does! In fact POTUS wants to protect Christianity!  My gut tells me that this is a Luciferian, 

Cabal account set up to lure Q followers into deception. Don’t fall for it! I almost did myself, but my 👀 R wide open now!

12/25/2018 5:34:32 PM lovesg_d 👽’s are fallen angels who can manifest themselves into any form they choose to deceive people. They present themselves as angels or messengers of 

light, but they are darkness personified! I would be able to discern this immediately if I were in the presence of one.

12/25/2018 5:37:51 PM lovesg_d I put forth this challenge! Let me meet one of these so-called “aliens.” If they R fallen angels, I would be able to discern this IMMEDIATELY & would 

have the supernatural ability to force them to reveal their true nature! If they don’t meet my challenge, then they are fake 👽’s!

12/25/2018 5:38:20 PM dave_paragon2 What?

12/25/2018 5:38:33 PM smith_jere Born and raised in Roswell. I did not know this.

12/25/2018 5:40:18 PM lovesg_d Convince me Majestic 12 that I am wrong! Also occult magic opens up the veil (dimension) that God placed the fallen angels behind. In order for them 

to come into this dimension, occult magic has to be used. They must be invited into this dimension.

12/25/2018 5:41:40 PM dave_paragon2 So

12/25/2018 5:42:03 PM lovesg_d Every time you engage in occult practices, you open the door for the fallen angels to come into our dimension to wreak havoc on this world & deceive 

gullible people!

12/25/2018 6:09:07 PM wakingdream93 Why can’t we see the our magick play out in reality? Is the energy too dense? Why is the Third Eye necessary? Why can’t the physical eye see? 

Hollywood BS?

12/25/2018 6:10:43 PM wakingdream93 Is it possible for ET DNA🧬 dormant in a human vessel to “awaken”?  Would the awakening of that DNA cause physical changes/abilities?

12/25/2018 6:15:18 PM wakingdream93 If time is an illusion, then does it exist at all? How does this effect time travel?

12/25/2018 6:19:16 PM wakingdream93 Will our physical eyes ever be able to see what our Third Eye can see? Why do I have such a strong/active imagination?? Is there a connection?

12/25/2018 6:36:56 PM melanieanders7 Wanted to wish you all and yours a Merry Christmas. Mat your toes be warm, hearts overflowing, and belly full of fluffy goodness.

12/25/2018 6:44:25 PM nmchristoban Anything worthwhile in this new movie 'Vice' about DC? I'm assuming since it was so well received  it's just more DS bs, but thought I'd ask...

12/25/2018 6:49:39 PM lib7473 I hope I didn’t miss this ama..Wanted to know was there a signal intercepted by the Venus beings in 1956 against the light alliance and the plan began 

then with Thor’s group along with Navy/Eisenhower?

12/25/2018 6:50:20 PM blazer2k7 Can't tell what episodes your referring to :/

Getting frustrated with the lack of connection to info.  How can i enlighten ANYONE when I have to dig for OLD information.  Ugh. Sick of struggling 

from paycheck to paycheck.

12/25/2018 6:56:18 PM lib7473 More than likely it’s 9am, they talk in military time 24hr.

12/25/2018 6:58:10 PM allahuniversal They'll have to let go as well. Fear of change has never stopped change.

12/25/2018 6:58:52 PM allahuniversal Doubt is the opposite of faith. Doubt isn't the topic. What is faith?

12/25/2018 7:18:40 PM newyorker66 JqB...how do you know for sure? I have so many questions .

My moms cat came near her and hissed. Today was the anniversary of my dad's death, I just fogured the cat may have seen him/or something else.

12/25/2018 7:24:47 PM kwyatt55 What do you mean about saving children’s lives

12/25/2018 7:57:27 PM djlok I did too. Niece insisted I play Barbies.

12/25/2018 8:04:24 PM awakeandsing123 Laugh much.

12/25/2018 8:06:32 PM candicemaga That works too🙂

12/25/2018 8:33:00 PM kathrynmarvel @YellowRoseTx51 @55true4u @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @QBlueSkyQ @adamlforeman @cajunsoulfire74 @pearlykate7 @CoreysDigs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://blog.godreports.com/2017/08/university-settles-lawsuit-with-scientist-fired-after-he-found-soft-tissue-in-dinosaur-

bones/ …

12/25/2018 8:42:25 PM richardhiatt16 Will there be firing squads.. Will there? Will there? 🤔

12/25/2018 9:04:45 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  That's great news.  Happy New Year!

12/25/2018 9:10:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Radio Silence] to illusion?

Clown attempts will fail.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

12/25/2018 9:12:36 PM studiogarvin BOOM!

12/25/2018 9:13:51 PM keeter1234321 Ready for it now.  Tired of waiting.  Bring it on.

12/25/2018 9:14:28 PM lbf777 What does it mean?

12/25/2018 9:19:35 PM decodematrix Eyes Wide Open.

Slaves No More.

12/25/2018 9:24:27 PM ketoclarity It’s like what USGS tells us, the Big Earthquake is coming for sure! ( we know) but the question is when?! When? when?

12/25/2018 9:25:14 PM realaronbrowne  https://youtu.be/eT4shwU4Yc4 



12/25/2018 9:26:36 PM zagnett Welcome back!

What's with Steve Bannon btw? Never understood what his role was, or if he's a clown, or?

12/25/2018 9:31:30 PM margoluvsgod Last I heard he was stirring things up in Europe.

12/25/2018 9:33:26 PM mongrelglory That was a great question!

12/25/2018 9:33:47 PM zagnett Europe? What's his connection there?

12/25/2018 9:33:47 PM hellouncledonny Trump Signing the Omnibus bill back in March.

Listen closely.

Future Proves Past.

What makes a great movie?

Everything has meaning 

Everything is Connected

You have more than you know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/jy2-yUq73K0 
12/25/2018 9:34:19 PM curly_lambeau describe what is coming, for us please

12/25/2018 9:38:07 PM decodematrix Q post 678

The ART of illusion.

12/25/2018 9:40:48 PM shallknown Trying to counter Soro's Open Society

12/25/2018 9:41:14 PM zagnett Interesting...

12/25/2018 9:45:14 PM mongrelglory Can you tell us anything more about the purpose of Saturn's rings? (i.e. why they were created)

12/25/2018 9:53:56 PM mongrelglory That was a fascinating video!

12/25/2018 10:02:23 PM zagnett This true? https://twitter.com/AmericaTalks/status/1076563786079846401 …

12/25/2018 10:15:53 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/qyLnDBZ7N5

12/25/2018 10:18:03 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/kYlCcOSGia

12/25/2018 10:25:26 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/AIWWmQGB66

12/25/2018 10:27:04 PM mongrelglory Thanks Decode!

12/25/2018 10:28:59 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/vFEGSFwgAR

12/25/2018 10:30:38 PM decodematrix  http://saturndeathcult.com/ 

12/25/2018 10:33:25 PM curly_lambeau 5

12/25/2018 10:37:59 PM kevinmounce3 The only thing standing between A state of Israel and the total destruction of them is God, Israel's Iron Dome and U.S. Aircraft carriers in the Med.

Better to bless Israel and be blessed by God than curse them and God curses us.

12/25/2018 10:48:23 PM 1_decided_voter Why must Q operation occur on 8chan, while MJ12 is on Twitter?

12/25/2018 10:57:06 PM richardhiatt16 🇺🇸MJ 12🇺🇸, though you might just define it as an “illusion”. Merry Christmas 🎄 to you and THANK YOU for your service.. And may 2019 bring the gift 

🎁 of LIGHT ( from the dark) to many......

12/25/2018 11:01:33 PM marshahodgson Isn't it the most interesting thing about the shutdown? I am in constant prayer that SOMETHING wonderfully Patriotic manifests during this time. 😎

12/25/2018 11:16:35 PM nonopilote2013 Ask @SandiaWisdom for more about this kind of spacecraft; it’s a P’nti one.😊

12/25/2018 11:18:03 PM tenn_rich Zero.

12/25/2018 11:19:32 PM louisvilleb2012 She is compromised in more ways than one. Her defunct capacity is obvious and represents a threat to the citizens

12/25/2018 11:23:46 PM covertress LOL https://twitter.com/chrislawwill/status/1077810894376185856?s=19 …

12/25/2018 11:30:55 PM kevinmounce3 I pledge allegiance to America I also ask God to bless us and Israel. Our troops should be there to keep others from attacking our allies. It’s called 

preemptive measures.

A lot less deaths than an all out war.

12/25/2018 11:31:03 PM al3x32713604  pic.twitter.com/0TrmX41a8Z

12/25/2018 11:48:50 PM al3x32713604 Screechy Dan - Ganja Smoker  https://youtu.be/x9f_sZTgDGk  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/WxJCyuSpBS

12/25/2018 11:50:48 PM pauliepg11111 Would like to know this too.

12/26/2018 12:17:32 AM petitchevalb Avoiding them to be consumed, sacrifized and abused

12/26/2018 12:30:44 AM carolynqrst Hello, I have just learned of your Twitter account.  If it is not too late for "Ask Me Anything" then I would like to ask you, how do you feel about Jesus? I 

hope you are able to respond. Thank You, Carolyn

12/26/2018 12:40:18 AM tamexis Let it come already. I would like to stop looking like I’m the insane one.

12/26/2018 1:07:42 AM realaronbrowne I thought gravity was the connection or magnetic attraction between positive and negatively charged particles? Earth spins creating a positive 

electrical charge attracting negatively charged particles. Still lookin into it tho. Change the charge change the connection I suppose?

12/26/2018 1:15:00 AM andrewdl12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.   Are you claiming to receive the names of human abtuctees?

  https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/dec/24/ufo-conspiracy-theorists-see-space-force-as-eviden/ … via @washtimes

12/26/2018 1:43:14 AM missy968 The whole WP article is a joke

12/26/2018 2:40:26 AM sailorpractical So where do all of the “new” souls come from? Think population growth.

12/26/2018 2:43:29 AM cidarean These are the same corporations that rob and ruin people financially due to medical costs? You would think they would be removed and replaced.

12/26/2018 3:43:19 AM scott_rick Styx?

12/26/2018 3:49:17 AM jessie_misty We read this on a tweet where someone quoted the law,  no wonder there was such a panic about it.

12/26/2018 4:18:46 AM bryanrusch More cryptic and meaningless messages as more nothing happens? Yes radio silence would be prefered. Put up or shut up.

12/26/2018 5:21:03 AM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @ anybody who f knows??!!  What happened to the 600+ missing people in the Cali fires?!  Why tf is nobody 

talking about them?! #Paradise #CampFire #MAGA #TheGreatAwakening @Tiff_FitzHenry

12/26/2018 5:29:39 AM lisadai35675493 Must have been a thunderstorm nite with rods up ... crack n back

12/26/2018 5:43:04 AM zagnett Hmm, thanks. Not resonating with sources associated with MOS. Not at all.

I'm wondering if actually some of them are going to go on trial too, as foreign agents meddling with our elections. For decades!

12/26/2018 5:57:40 AM zagnett It seems US Constitution Section 6 might cover this. Some sources disagree though. And there could be a lot of SC interpretation over it. Just wanted to 

see if MJ might confirm.

12/26/2018 6:00:58 AM zagnett "They shall in all cases, EXCEPT treason, felony and breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance at the session of their 

respective Houses"

Emphasis added. Seems like a big exception. So could even happen when they are in session.

12/26/2018 6:05:35 AM zagnett WP seems like a bitter-ex. "Why we he pick up the phone!?!" Maybe T should TRO the Wapo et al. They might be the stalker-type.

12/26/2018 6:27:30 AM zagnett Oh you could be right. Forgot.

Good luck T/Q/MJ and Team! Merry Christmas / Happy New Year!

Prayers/meditation on their way...

12/26/2018 7:25:51 AM bluesparrow222 Makes two of us. I want to red-pill ppl and wake them up, but without some very big news on all MSM fronts, we live in an echo chamber.

12/26/2018 7:56:13 AM nmchristoban σ ... Mirror... Q

12/26/2018 7:59:02 AM vand3rboots I have read that they are used for communication and mind control. David Icke talks about this quite a bit in his most recent book.



12/26/2018 8:01:45 AM slayerofmatrix1 I’m familiar with MMS.  What are you responding to with your comment Scott ?

12/26/2018 8:04:28 AM slayerofmatrix1 😂 😝🙏🏼💗

12/26/2018 8:05:41 AM scottgasaway The validity of it ?

12/26/2018 8:20:09 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ohhhh.  Gotcha.  I’ve read and studied @ it for @15 years but have never pulled the trigger to order it.

12/26/2018 8:24:02 AM vand3rboots  https://youtu.be/EKS2e3-z2js  This is from a few years ago but still interesting. But as with anything else, be discerning.

12/26/2018 8:28:11 AM blondiejoemanco God was speaking to Abraham not Israel (much less the modern state of Israel) when he said he’d bless/ curse. You’ve been had.

12/26/2018 8:28:53 AM unidentifiedta1 Will 5G be destroyed?

12/26/2018 8:54:46 AM datruseeka It’s in Article 1, Section 6 of the Constitution.  Yes it’s TRUE!  Text of Article 1, Section 6:

The Senators and Representatives shall receive a Compensation for their Services, to be ascertained by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United 

States. They shall in all Cases,

12/26/2018 8:55:47 AM datruseeka except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace, be privileged from Arrest during their Attendance at the Session of their respective Houses, and in 

going to and returning from the same; and for any Speech or Debate in either House, they shall not be questioned in any other Place

12/26/2018 8:58:40 AM lambohodlr Majestic loves movies.

So do I.

The movie "Overlord" that is currently out is a remake from the 70s.

Any quality info within the movie?

12/26/2018 9:02:55 AM datruseeka So how did you encounter any positive ET’s?  How can you tell them apart?

12/26/2018 9:05:46 AM roaminnoodle I am not "all knowing" in all the hidden background evils that occur, but I have learned some, and it's simply stomach-turning.

12/26/2018 9:07:30 AM scorpiojj2  pic.twitter.com/pI6etgiZR2

12/26/2018 9:08:33 AM datruseeka Why should we even trust these corporations?

12/26/2018 9:14:31 AM allahuniversal Why did Jesus speak in parables? Do patriots  reveal classified information in plain sight? 

Q-uote: "Patriots do NOT reveal classified information."

"Why do we communicate this way?"

"Think for yourself."

The mental exercise does a mind good.

12/26/2018 9:17:28 AM zagnett Saw ~30m of SG1 eps. That's all i got for now.

So humans aren't supposed to like the Goa'uld b/c they're big badass conquerors of many worlds across the galaxy, & now they want Earth.

But Teal'c's warrior who left the Goa'uld b/c he ain't down with that ...

12/26/2018 9:18:21 AM zagnett Who's Teal'c's real-life equiv(s)?

What species are we not supposed to like, maybe b/c some think of us as snacks & get high off our adrenochrome, or whatnot?

And, which member(s) of that species actually fought WITH us puny, tiny, tasty, little humans? ...

12/26/2018 9:19:17 AM datruseeka Why haven’t you disclosed more than you have thus far?

12/26/2018 9:20:34 AM zagnett ...and when will we get the chance to THANK THEM for their contribution to our cause?

Seems where the conversation's headed. This being/beings-Them we should have the opp. to meet, & in a healthy manner, to appreciate THEM (i.e. 

not as "gods", but equals).

12/26/2018 9:22:31 AM datruseeka (They) can also use our DNA to create a virus to kill us off too I’m sure.

12/26/2018 9:23:17 AM zagnett Please, all HUMANS: "Think MIRROR"

Seems only questions left for First Contact are When? Where? How?

The "Why?" we already know, or should, i think. Request confirmation.

Oh the details.

12/26/2018 9:29:21 AM zagnett Definitely understand. Done the same with things not at the store. And...held it back...if you know what i mean.

Wishing you the best possible reality/future!!

12/26/2018 9:30:55 AM bighorns Did it tilt the nose up, then suddenly disappear? I saw one on the west coast that looked like this around the same time period

12/26/2018 9:33:01 AM laurabusse Thx so v much :-) i wish the same for you 💘 truly i think we are all doing the best we can with what we've got. Hopefully we'll do better in the 

future!!! Blessings

12/26/2018 9:45:52 AM roaminnoodle And Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and so on -- what about these religions? Or, is it just Christianity, specifically, that will be 

dismembered?

12/26/2018 9:49:22 AM zagnett Who's Teal'c's real-life equiv?

& which member(s) of what species fought WITH us tiny, tasty, little humans, instead of eating us as snacks?

& how do we send TY cards? i'll throw a "psychic softball" TY over too, but idk how to know it was received.

12/26/2018 9:50:04 AM zagnett Also hoping to learn about the real Human heroes too that we don't yet know about.

12/26/2018 9:57:16 AM roaminnoodle All I can do to help is repeat something from MJ: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031563860946366464 …

12/26/2018 10:06:53 AM adsvel Thank You. 💗☀️🌈✨

12/26/2018 10:11:56 AM zagnett Cool, thanks!

12/26/2018 10:13:56 AM function108 yes such humans would perhaps not be so ignorant if they had not been systematically lied to about all fundamental matters their entire lives.

12/26/2018 10:16:24 AM aahhhooohmmmm The Craft remained parallel to the ground the whole time it was in view, and didn’t tilt up or down.

12/26/2018 10:18:30 AM function108 are not many indigenous cultures colonies of star nations?

12/26/2018 10:19:22 AM tamexis It’s frustrating for sure. I just hope we get vindicated.

12/26/2018 10:21:38 AM sehvehn ughhhhhhhh......if everyone had equal knowledge, the wool over the eyes wouldnt be possible.

12/26/2018 10:24:37 AM sehvehn i dont understand it....but even reading your words...whatever you put down..rubs me the wrong way. why do you think that is? because im stupid and 

youre just trying to share truth and truth hurts? cannot be that. i like truth

12/26/2018 10:28:10 AM roaminnoodle Can't find the list MJ posted... but found these tweets: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035564229363986434 …

12/26/2018 10:28:21 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070490476116107265 …

12/26/2018 10:28:22 AM sehvehn not my karma. you have fun with that

12/26/2018 10:30:52 AM adsvel The key thought here is Forgiveness. We all experienced our own darkness and finally we make a choice, to care about Earth. Most of us make this 

choice.

12/26/2018 10:35:30 AM sehvehn i like how you word it better i guess. so weird. does it really come down to how its worded? or can energy be attached to the worded thought?



12/26/2018 10:37:38 AM adsvel This is what I feel behind those words...

12/26/2018 10:37:46 AM richardhiatt16 Jim, I think he has acknowledged something with that old statement..  Otherwise his response is BS... Tax payer money built the Super Secret Space 

force and that is accountable to the earth people.. 🤔

12/26/2018 10:39:04 AM sehvehn i still have a lot to learn

12/26/2018 10:39:23 AM richardhiatt16 Time is a-wasting.. Oh, that’s right.. Time is an illusion.....  😳.     Eyes wide open...

12/26/2018 10:40:16 AM adsvel Use more Your feelings, Your Heart...

12/26/2018 10:40:35 AM richardhiatt16 NTBE is what again?

12/26/2018 10:42:07 AM richardhiatt16 🤔

12/26/2018 10:45:58 AM roaminnoodle First List: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066443123918860288 …

12/26/2018 11:03:41 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077223806790524928 …

12/26/2018 11:10:46 AM mongrelglory IMHO...Judaism and Islam both worship the same monotheistic God, so they will likely face the same radical overhaul.  The Zen Buddhism which I 

practiced did not worship a God and taught that we are all enlightened Buddhas, it's just that some of us don't realize it.

12/26/2018 11:21:51 AM mongrelglory I think our governments and the Vatican have had knowledge of them...they just haven't been sharing that information with the rest of us.

12/26/2018 11:24:19 AM mongrelglory They've had lots of theories about how gravity might work, but none of them have really been sufficient.  Recently some scientists were given awards 

for supposedly finding "gravity waves", but these research findings have now been called into question.

12/26/2018 11:34:50 AM mongrelglory Yes, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hinted as such.  Talk about having a captive audience to deliver messages to!

12/26/2018 11:46:47 AM mikeinhalifax Surely God would condemn religion for it divides one from their neighbour

12/26/2018 11:51:19 AM djlok I was wondering this too.  I'm guessing if the Cabal has control over them, they'll be going bye bye too.

12/26/2018 12:07:12 PM wink5811 It’s relaxing,  like the Calagon take me away commercial from the 80ies where the women is in a bubble bath tub relaxing and all her worries go away, 

like it

12/26/2018 12:14:31 PM theagood You tell US

12/26/2018 12:14:41 PM irah_chandler Will those of us who were used by spp's like dark fleet every get what we were promised for our service?

12/26/2018 12:59:14 PM mongrelglory The Matrix is the result of people's co-creative consciousness on Earth.

12/26/2018 1:17:32 PM theappraizer Isn't majick better defined as physiological effects? Struggling with this one.

12/26/2018 1:21:32 PM theappraizer Just watched this one like 2 nights ago.

12/26/2018 2:01:53 PM bighorns The one that I saw was hovering above a military installation, tilted, then shot out of sight

12/26/2018 2:03:31 PM bighorns It was very early in the morning, still dark, and looked as if it was lined down the sides with windows, like an airliner

12/26/2018 2:51:26 PM ultra_unlimited Sounds like you might prefer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ..

12/26/2018 3:21:33 PM jaspony1 Dark to light

 https://www.justice.gov/usao-edmo/pr/former-dojo-pizza-owner-found-guilty-federal-child-sex-charges …

12/26/2018 3:27:41 PM zagnett MJ, you're saying there are humans not on Earth that speak German that would kill us when we meet them? Who are these people? What's their 

problem? They part of the Galactic Slave Trade?

I don't think I'd survive either, listening to too much German.

12/26/2018 3:39:02 PM si11112018 Teach what??.. I want to know why I keep having dreams about messed up things .. very vivid dreams ! I can tell you colors, themes numbers... last 

night a woman being held captive and being shot. A little girl getting run over... wtf?? Whyyy. What am I supposed to learn?

12/26/2018 3:46:51 PM zagnett Yes, plausible to understand.

Are Zetas or any other group, the direct descendants of other human groups/people currently living?

Does time travel take more power the further back in time you go? How far did they jump? How much power did they need?

12/26/2018 3:50:36 PM itsnotthatconf1 Seventh day adventist is basically the same as Baptist except

They don't carry guns

They worship on Saturday.

True seventh day adventist is passives.  Yes they do transfusions just like everyone else. Please if you really want to know tge truth about 7 day 

adventist. Call

12/26/2018 4:34:09 PM mapyourworld1 I also highly recommend the Berkey water filter system.  Yes, spend a little extra for the white fluoride removing filters.  I bought this system after 

extensive research.  If SHTF, this filter can clean water from a stream.

12/26/2018 4:34:46 PM gap_great Religion can join together or can divide. Only when a man presumes to know more about God than others is where the division starts happening

12/26/2018 5:09:25 PM weatherwarsinfo The 1500 of them with big big blue eye...

12/26/2018 5:28:49 PM wonderswords It was My Gift to the family under the tree, just used it yesterday. Let everyone taste test, most ppl noticed the smell of the tap water. Berkeley water 

zero smell. Thanks

12/26/2018 5:33:52 PM roublisa The latest “ edge of wonder” on you tube addresses your question.🎄

12/26/2018 5:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 What's this? 233?

 https://vault.fbi.gov/fbi-communication-on-discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer/fbi-communication-on-

discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer-part-01-of-01/at_download/file … pic.twitter.com/1sk1vAq3v3

12/26/2018 5:42:54 PM isc00t2 What the what😲

12/26/2018 5:44:35 PM savedrepublica Space and time are essentially the same thing. They are both a veil for everything happening at once at all places.

Think mathematically.

Think dimensions.

12/26/2018 5:47:02 PM al3x32713604 UMC's - Hit The Track (1994)  https://youtu.be/pUls2JtOuVg  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/NdVzlHO9Un

12/26/2018 6:09:13 PM 1_decided_voter This has been out for a while, along with it's implication that there's more here than just Weiner's bad habits. Question I have is what is ANYONE doing 

about it?

12/26/2018 6:10:27 PM djlok I say read them ALL!  Every last damn email!  Ask for forgiveness later!!!

12/26/2018 6:12:06 PM jballz1021 It's already happening. Depending on your awareness level, you may have already consciously experienced massive waves of energy coming in. The 

first one I've seen reported was in March and they're coming very frequently now. 'One big flash' is somewhat misleading. It's individual

12/26/2018 6:14:09 PM 1_decided_voter I don't see any reference to 233 in this document. It sounds like a mirror of 322, but it's not really.

12/26/2018 6:15:22 PM keith369me My question...were the underage sexting charges simply a way for the DS to cover for much more nefarious content on the computer?  Was his 

sentence a plea bargain in exchange for information?  Did he flip and if so, is he protected?

12/26/2018 6:25:01 PM daveo6145 PEAS?

12/26/2018 6:43:43 PM zack_stone Compartmentalized. Is why...single greatest roadblock to intel sharing

12/26/2018 6:46:10 PM zack_stone 9X3=27

12/26/2018 6:48:31 PM tkobeauty My husband watches that show. His favorite movie was that as well. Re runs always playing. Ill have to jeep him close. 😊

12/26/2018 7:24:20 PM luis_bernice @martingeddes @newtgingrich @seanhannity @DaleDholc @intheMatrixxx @IvankaTrump @Realpersonpltcs @JustinTraver3 @JodyICEMANJames 

@kanyewest @KellyannePolls @charliekirk11 @Liz_Wheeler @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mitchellvii @Do_Or_Do_Notty @ready_pen @SarahPalinUSA 

@therealroseanne



12/26/2018 8:05:35 PM diaptera_80 ”I will not review their content out of an abundance of caution.” If a witness to CP comes forward, or a third party reads the emails (both of which I 

would say have happened), would that not give enough reason for the FBI to read Hillary’s emails?

12/26/2018 9:14:30 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thanks.  pic.twitter.com/N5ngqT5Zf2

12/26/2018 9:22:05 PM ascension_guide Weiner’s laptop was his “insurance”. He had the dirt on everybody. It’s one big pizza party! 🤮

12/26/2018 9:23:21 PM richardbramlet6 Lol u said weiner

12/26/2018 9:27:38 PM chariotprince 45

4+5 = 9

12/26/2018 9:34:42 PM mongrelglory My guess is they would probably say that it is up to us and our collective consciousness.  If enough of us want freedom, and we will it to happen, then 

we will be free.  The trick is waking people up to their potential, and the fact that they are more enslaved than they realize.

12/26/2018 10:12:07 PM voodoowarlord I imagine ???? = CULT

12/26/2018 11:26:00 PM collectives0uls @Utsava4 @realDonaldTrump @WeAreOne_Q @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cordicon @seanhannity @Anon_decoder @StormIsUponUs 

@M2Madness Soooo what about Sediton? I can think of a few this fits. Pelosi, Schumer... to name a couple of them.... pic.twitter.com/BUhjqRmdWa

12/27/2018 12:14:28 AM sandie70484902 Ot is a dead link. :(

12/27/2018 3:43:05 AM datruseeka Old news!!!   Why the post?

12/27/2018 4:39:55 AM keith369me Meaning of this?...early morning 12-27 (3+9=12=3) I wake up at 2:33 AM (above)...Dozing off I see a vision of a very dark entity that almost 

immediately disintegrated.  An incredible feeling of joy and love with a tingling across my body manifests...I look at th clock (2:46=12=3)

12/27/2018 4:43:08 AM keith369me My 21 (3) year old son who recently awakened coughs just as this happens. (2:46)...realizing the “coincidence” I write down what happened and finish 

at 3:00AM.  I go back to bed and look at the clock...3:06 (3+6=9) AM.  What happened?

12/27/2018 5:28:20 AM roaminnoodle True? Read 8chan photo in tweet: https://twitter.com/Sheilas11/status/1078134388246892544 …

12/27/2018 5:41:27 AM sheilas11 NoName - arrested, tried, and executed.

GHW - arrested, tried, and executed.

Most arrests or tribunals will not be made public. Methinks HRC arrest will, as many are aware of her proliferous crime spree. 

BO, Big Mike, prolly not. They may die suddenly in an "accident".

12/27/2018 5:52:54 AM seahag127 I saw one similar to this coming north out of the Gulf of Mexico last year.  The only difference was there was a bubble cab, like a tire, going completely 

around the middle of this thing.

12/27/2018 6:41:17 AM jonle86 According to correy the rings where some kind of weapon... Who know if true they could of destroyed the control system.. I'm just speculating btw

12/27/2018 7:05:22 AM wyatt251 Ask the star people the church hunted them down ask the Mayans and other cultural around the world Blackfoot Lakota Navajo and other tell stories 

about Star people visit the 7 sister pleiades bears home we call it devils tower Egypt is only talked about India feather serpent

12/27/2018 7:49:58 AM ezdoesit_ I think it’s happening.

12/27/2018 9:24:29 AM marythibodeau9 🤔

12/27/2018 9:32:48 AM marythibodeau9 🤔

12/27/2018 10:29:47 AM charmcityanon Is that actually what 233 represents?

12/27/2018 10:41:01 AM threat008 Now that is good stuff. Thank you my friend.

12/27/2018 12:07:20 PM tippytopshapeu @TomFitton @realDonaldTrump @SavageNation @RealJamesWoods @Swamp_Fever2020 @seanhannity @Hwt123 @worldgoneweirde 

@TheRightside1 @PeggyRuppe @dbongino @JackPosobiec @TuckerCarlson @AnnCoulter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Telford_Russian @LionelMedia 

@SaRaAshcraft @SarahPalinUSA @PressSec https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/955587727684091904 …

12/27/2018 12:10:05 PM ultra_unlimited @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had some interesting things to disclose about “Natural ingredients“ and food additives. Including but not limited to human tissue or 

dolphin semen as I recall ..

12/27/2018 1:50:19 PM kevinmounce3 Actually He talked to Abraham, Issac, and Jacob(Israel).

God blessed the whole lineage of Abraham thru the Israelites.

Try reading the Holy Bible instead of burning or banning it. The answer is in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Isaiah and Revelations.

It’s simple- Israel is the ppl.

12/27/2018 2:19:37 PM universalrisin  https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1077102213451767808?s=21 …

12/27/2018 2:19:45 PM universalrisin  https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1077102213451767808?s=21 …

12/27/2018 2:26:30 PM laurabusse Something's up. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hasn't posted since yesterday.

Guessing operations are ongoing.

"Radio silence"

12/27/2018 2:35:22 PM decodematrix I heard a rumor that the true capitol of the USA is Philadelphia, not Washington DC?

12/27/2018 2:47:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hello? (hello) (hello)

Is there anybody in there?

Just nod if you can hear me........

12/27/2018 2:51:21 PM decodematrix Could be a weapon. Or could be broadcasting a signal/frequency that keeps us in a specific density/dimension/matrix/prison. 

pic.twitter.com/sQVTJaObvF

12/27/2018 2:51:47 PM irolfarmgirl I've thought that for years . Just another scam to turn people from the WAY . None of this will be fixed by man . Yashua is the only one !

12/27/2018 2:58:26 PM jonessense I noticed too

12/27/2018 3:01:30 PM laurabusse Did you see utsava's latest youtube? Today i think. You'll really like it!

12/27/2018 3:54:11 PM zagnett MJ, do you mean 223 (White Hats - v. 322 Cabal)? Not 233? Like in the War Drummer vid (link)?

Anyway it seems like good NY FBI officers trying to follow the law...but also trying to start the process of bringing...the PAIN.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMUmO0k3VuE …

12/27/2018 4:13:47 PM angiealsabrook Amen to that!!!❤️☝🏼

12/27/2018 4:23:26 PM angiealsabrook Sounds like that’s why they really want to exterminate us... ?

12/27/2018 4:34:58 PM blondiejoemanco Nobody suggested burning or banning it. But I will suggest we, a nation having zero to do with the past or present incarnation of Israel, should not 

shape our foreign policy around a piece of scripture that was an oral tradition for thousands of years before transcribed. Fair?

12/27/2018 4:41:08 PM blondiejoemanco Funny, I seem to have noticed that The US hasn’t been much blessed since 1948. Quite the opposite. Jesus brought the new covenant. You are 

worshipping Israel as a false idol. Be gone, idolator! pic.twitter.com/8B1taKYN9T

12/27/2018 4:46:04 PM angiealsabrook 12

12/27/2018 4:47:15 PM angiealsabrook Little monsters

12/27/2018 4:47:53 PM angiealsabrook  pic.twitter.com/enAuiQerkR

12/27/2018 4:49:12 PM angiealsabrook  pic.twitter.com/rdbDaOlWn3

12/27/2018 4:49:37 PM angiealsabrook  pic.twitter.com/n1ogsBKBqZ

12/27/2018 5:10:40 PM daveschroeder18 Twitter is boring without MJESTIC!



12/27/2018 5:18:22 PM lightworkercain Awful quiet, calm before the storm? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/27/2018 5:20:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd It is 100% true!

12/27/2018 5:21:17 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Saudi Arabia announces new national space agency!  https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-28/first-arab-muslim-astronaut-to-

lead-saudi-space-agency/10670958 …

12/27/2018 5:52:55 PM realitygateway What helps me (although sometimes I'm bad and don't always do it) is excercise, shadow work, helping others and doing things that you love (where 

the time flies by).

12/27/2018 6:11:10 PM destinlola I see some new ones, thank you!

12/27/2018 6:12:04 PM destinlola @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bards of War sent me 😊

12/27/2018 6:40:58 PM kevinmounce3 Jesus said that He came to fulfill what the prophets foretold & to save the lost. We bless God's chosen ppl i.e. Israelites & fight against the enemies of 

our faith.

BTW since 48 we have b/c the greatest nation ever. Tech, food, comm, transp, med, fly, ships, warfare, & etc.

12/27/2018 7:13:59 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @BlueKnight257 @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 

@TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://911nwo.com/?p=5876  pic.twitter.com/BJ7OGPy9oK

12/27/2018 7:25:24 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257

 https://youtu.be/PWUCDHofEho  pic.twitter.com/RbLYhHAP5q

12/27/2018 7:27:12 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257

 https://youtu.be/SgKMgJKLB5s  pic.twitter.com/BHUDDIRbHN

12/27/2018 7:31:04 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257 

Post  https://www.washingtonpost.com/  pic.twitter.com/IzkrEkK6wL

12/27/2018 7:38:21 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://www.disclosureproject.org/docgallery.shtml … pic.twitter.com/jeyGbX8hTW

12/27/2018 7:41:41 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257 

@RichDolan

 https://youtu.be/CfIetGulZhE  pic.twitter.com/kli7Sf1jTT

12/27/2018 7:47:25 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://www.matrixdisclosure.com/solar-warden-secret-space-program/ … pic.twitter.com/ou3Rljn7b5

12/27/2018 7:51:22 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/nypost.com/2018/03/26/ufos-spotted-speeding-past-rescue-helicopter/amp/ … pic.twitter.com/EnfoQiEtEP

12/27/2018 7:55:47 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

http://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/project-moon-dust/ … pic.twitter.com/BlIQvetVcA

12/27/2018 7:57:42 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://www.nicap.org/moondust.htm  pic.twitter.com/7x4cMyI9Pb

12/27/2018 8:02:03 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://news.co.cr/donald-trump-and-ufos/73606/ … pic.twitter.com/k3o7XojKOC

12/27/2018 8:06:43 PM colista @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...

Any info to share on this glow?  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1078497978346684417 …

12/27/2018 8:08:36 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information … pic.twitter.com/yqNrHq8SpU

12/27/2018 8:10:32 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://fas.org/irp/doddir/usaf/31-502.htm … pic.twitter.com/9J2vhlxBHE

12/27/2018 8:12:27 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://youtu.be/htyNQ8MK3xU  pic.twitter.com/4lywDUWIqA

12/27/2018 8:16:33 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp/72544510 … pic.twitter.com/daikAiUdKu

12/27/2018 8:21:18 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257 

https://newatlas.com/invisibility-cloak-hides-macroscopic-objects/37542/ …

12/27/2018 8:24:10 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257  

http://www.ufos-aliens.co.uk/cosmiccorso.html … pic.twitter.com/kyIJggYlcM



12/27/2018 8:27:37 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ShowJordan @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @MTR_EpicWin77 @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 @TheRightSideof1 

@worldgoneweirde @LionelNation @Hwt123 @Telford_Russian @JackPosobiec @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @The_Thumpinman @BlueKnight257

#RIP *

~

#Jtechanon

+

#Tippy pic.twitter.com/Vsv0KFtAGG

12/27/2018 8:37:46 PM richardbramlet6 Majestic 12...

Yet u never seem to talk about aliens .

12/27/2018 8:46:33 PM mongrelglory I follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and they say that the Crown's days are numbered.  In the next few years there will be world changes that will reveal and 

purge a lot of evil.  That will include the Vatican and heads of Protestant churches which will be hard for many people of faith.

12/27/2018 8:59:19 PM mongrelglory I don't think there will be persecution of average Christians, but I think they will have an extreme crisis of faith.  Even religions like Buddhism have been 

infiltrated by Satanists, for eg. in Tibet.  That's why the Nazis went there as Hitler was looking for occult power.

12/27/2018 9:11:56 PM mongrelglory China is persecuting all people of religious belief.  They've thrown millions of Muslim Uighurs into internment camps for "re-education". Communism is 

atheist by definition...a truly Godless regime.  I hope the Chinese people can be free of the communists in the future.

12/27/2018 9:13:26 PM mongrelglory It's been great talking to you!  I've followed you.  Take heart...I think in the battle between good and evil, good is prevailing and we shall start to see 

the results in the next year.  Good night. 🙏

12/27/2018 9:28:41 PM whoisit1998 add the WWW  http://www.csonicresearch.com/ 

12/27/2018 9:57:21 PM sandyshuze Where’s our present?

12/27/2018 10:52:22 PM richardhiatt16 So, wouldn’t that just be an EBE extraterrestrial biological entity ?  So many acronyms.. So few brain cells left 😉

12/28/2018 12:05:12 AM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   What is this? Seen at Queens transformer explosion site

12/28/2018 12:27:11 AM lady_miss_m Thank you so much for the suggestion.  I might try this.  I just looked it up and it seems like a lot of people are doing this.

12/28/2018 12:37:04 AM lovethebeach999 Adrenal weakness.

12/28/2018 1:22:23 AM zagnett Members of the forces of light, inc. those of species generally associated with the dark, who have helped to free humans: Thank You.

Free humans have compassion for you & would help to free your peoples too. Strategy: Great Awakening for ALL. Dark to Light.

12/28/2018 1:22:48 AM zagnett ^ what my heart says.

12/28/2018 3:12:28 AM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I need your insight on this!!!!

12/28/2018 3:51:56 AM theappraizer Could be as frightening as it is likely to be magical. 😱😮

12/28/2018 3:56:54 AM theappraizer In #HuffPost of all rags?! Talk about getting ahead of the story!

#Truth

#Disclosure

#ufo

12/28/2018 4:06:56 AM theappraizer By your own admission, MJ12 is a Cabal-created control committee. Historically MJ12 has been the most dangerous enemy to all mankind. Now we are 

to believe all of MJ12 has changed their outlook and all cures will  be available to all men? 

#Depopulation on schedule?

#MJ12

12/28/2018 4:12:07 AM theappraizer Minimal/retweeted photos from so many "Evil, sick people." the past few days. @HillaryClinton and @BarackObama both tweeted Christmas photos 

from previous years.

#SilentNight

#DrainTheDeepState

#QANON

12/28/2018 4:39:54 AM adsvel DEW??? http://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10217386508712105&id=1155816945&refsrc= 

https%3A%2F%2Fm.facebook.com%2Fgiovanni.bommarito.77%2Fvideos%2F10217386508712105%2FUzpfSTE0Njg5MzM1NzE6Vks6NTM3MTQ0MDM2

NzgxOTMy%2F&_rdr …

12/28/2018 4:52:04 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what happened in #NewYork ?

12/28/2018 5:00:37 AM adsvel Thank You.🙏💗☀️🌈

12/28/2018 5:01:49 AM nun_chucknorris This is getting very complicated especially since she has/had male genitalia.

12/28/2018 5:04:45 AM adsvel I had same problem almost 30 years ago... I feed them with my fear, while I was in panic in my OBE.

12/28/2018 5:09:44 AM sehvehn pinecone? ....pineal gland?

12/28/2018 5:10:57 AM sehvehn nvm. looking closer....4chambers..heart. i think youre right

12/28/2018 5:12:04 AM davegbyrne3 No, only the ones who won't qualify for 4th Dimension. No war, no fighting - they are the ones who will be leaving.

We have been kept in 3rd Dimension on purpose.

So people can be manipulated by evil spirits.

Evil spirits cannot enter humans in 4D.

Something like that. pic.twitter.com/lBUylwLUBY

12/28/2018 5:15:53 AM jeremyrobards7  https://twitter.com/JeremyRobards7/status/1078639995081043968?s=19 …

12/28/2018 5:20:57 AM blondiejoemanco So you’re Jewish. Got it.

12/28/2018 5:22:07 AM 92michael Yep! The problem that I have with religions is that they say if u don’t believe the way we do, then your soul is going to Hell forever? - This is total and 

complete BS! It’s all wrong!!!

12/28/2018 5:24:42 AM mortizz3 very deep

12/28/2018 5:32:18 AM sehvehn yes

12/28/2018 5:37:36 AM adsvel And me too...

12/28/2018 5:38:19 AM emma_trump2020 Your going to have a hard time convincing me of that..no God? You even use the word satanic yourself...we were created by a Devine source no other 

explanation even Steven Hawkings said there was no other explanation , at the bottom of the glass,  you find God.

12/28/2018 5:50:10 AM realitygateway Is that connected to depression?

12/28/2018 7:04:31 AM ukpatriot11 I have seen a craft identical to this one. It was over 20 years ago butbill never forget it, other people saw it too that day... incredible 😦

12/28/2018 7:05:25 AM kathrynmarvel Thank you

12/28/2018 7:05:26 AM ryanvanderbeek1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you able to give a brief description with out getting yourself into bother, of how n why your info is on point and accurate?, as 

allot of fake profiles ATM ,,never thought of asking before

12/28/2018 7:07:20 AM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1078662320950194176 …

12/28/2018 8:45:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Old CLAS tech getting swapped out.

12/28/2018 8:47:36 AM fionasdestiny67 Being observed, by the Alliance, though, yes?

12/28/2018 8:54:17 AM psyanidegaming But why iPhone tho

12/28/2018 8:59:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Special iPhones with a custom OS.

12/28/2018 9:00:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.



12/28/2018 9:00:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Radio Silence

12/28/2018 9:01:38 AM heath_jack Who?

12/28/2018 9:02:04 AM fmjpatriot 10-04

12/28/2018 9:02:31 AM ryankochweare1 Coincidence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? I think not lol #MEGA #ItsTime https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1078655388013146113 …

12/28/2018 9:02:39 AM psyanidegaming Oh oki

Maybe I'll get one for Christmas

12/28/2018 9:02:56 AM curt_avila Roger that

12/28/2018 9:03:00 AM lightworkercain Q and you....calm before the storm...

12/28/2018 9:03:29 AM karen56213181 Where?  All over? Military?

12/28/2018 9:03:56 AM tkobeauty  pic.twitter.com/75WDtuai9G

12/28/2018 9:04:16 AM lightworkercain Unleash the fury! pic.twitter.com/dRIUxI1sMT

12/28/2018 9:04:53 AM anangelhasland1 Television Clamor.

12/28/2018 9:05:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Silence but oh so much going on.

❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

12/28/2018 9:10:43 AM toffer_anon_369 Is the massive Century Link outage related?

12/28/2018 9:15:24 AM cnille619 Must have had the same Dr as NO NAME 🤔

12/28/2018 9:22:28 AM realaronbrowne ✨🙂✨ https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1078655388013146113?s=21 …

12/28/2018 9:23:01 AM cynthiamorrow8 10-4

12/28/2018 9:25:27 AM djlok Thanks for asking that. I was wondering and apparently a lot of other people do too.  So much so that @MailOnline had to say it was NOT an alien 

invasion.

12/28/2018 9:25:53 AM cpnegron73 What happened? Why is there silence?

12/28/2018 9:31:08 AM identityasxy .

Got my hockey helmet on, pitch fork at the ready and a mound of popcorn for sustenance.  Reporting for duty.

12/28/2018 9:34:52 AM jonella_moore 10-4 The Storm Has Arrived

12/28/2018 9:39:52 AM voodoowarlord Was this a take down of a cabal operation site?

12/28/2018 9:46:53 AM fowlreginald I figured that from your last tweets. Good to hear from you though :)

12/28/2018 9:47:17 AM silverburst1  https://youtu.be/eyCEexG9xjw 

12/28/2018 9:57:44 AM christinexrenee Lol love it!

Peace will win, fear will lose

12/28/2018 9:59:11 AM susan66388204 @LionelMedia @ritchiemedia @countrygrl2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @bigredwavenow @StormIsUponUs What Will Happen To Secret Societies when the 

Cabal is Busted Apart? Will they still exist or what?  Anyone?

12/28/2018 10:14:13 AM ultra_unlimited So much... I was concerned when so few questions got answered from the Christmas AMA.. I really look forward to updates from this account 🙏🏽

12/28/2018 10:19:41 AM caprarimichael Thank you -

12/28/2018 10:26:16 AM moemc8 Understood....so, guess you can't answer if their was more to the transformer explosion in Astoria.  Weird that it was under control so quickly and 

don't think people lost power.  Sky was lit!

12/28/2018 10:32:54 AM pragmatic_texan 5:5

12/28/2018 10:36:14 AM john777lee MoeMC

It seems to me many events fires,weather,earth quakes, power grid attacks are all coordinated efforts by black hats to lead up to project blue beam. I 

guess it has to happen so not to change the time line ? Q said the grid is protected .  WWG1WGA

12/28/2018 10:39:39 AM missy968  pic.twitter.com/kdHpBAHAal

12/28/2018 10:53:48 AM richardhiatt16 Mr. MacDowall, could you please explain the difference between the NTBE and the EBE? Us weak minded humans need a clarification.. Please.

12/28/2018 11:29:59 AM gileslashawn As a child I have seen marvelous things. As an adult I try to keep my mind like that of a child. These things have never ceased. Mental hang ups can 

block the mind from accessing these things. Negative emotions like fear is the absence of faith which I eliminate when recognized.

12/28/2018 11:36:18 AM gileslashawn When your mind is open to receive it is then that you realize there is no limits. Limitless beyond our own comprehension. The vastness of space and 

time cease to exist as everything is in reach. Outside of all the lies we find truth is not hard to find as secrets are revealed.

12/28/2018 11:42:02 AM gileslashawn I hold so many spiritual and natural secrets that have been revealed. I exalt not myself by the knowledge that I have learned. Pride limits the mind. 

Pride can destroy you from the inside as you set limits based on pride. Absents of pride is absent of limits on the mind.

12/28/2018 11:51:46 AM moemc8 tks for your response.  I agree and this event was weird.  I take comfort in knowing he said our grid is protected.

12/28/2018 11:52:59 AM universalrisin Together we can escape this horrible matrix and into the light! https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1077102213451767808?s=21 …

12/28/2018 12:11:04 PM gileslashawn The key to these things is learning positive and negative emotions. Also learning to control your emotions and thoughts to bring them in line with 

everything positive. People focused around the negative find themselves locked in a form of psychosis where lies become their reality

12/28/2018 12:24:21 PM datruseeka Who qualifies for 4D?

12/28/2018 12:24:25 PM gileslashawn When you move, think and operate in all that is positive it is then that you find your heart is your guide. Everything is built around compassion. Without 

it nothing would exist because everything would destroy itself because of the lack thereof.

12/28/2018 12:31:33 PM gileslashawn Operating in full compassion is where we loose sight of ourselves and others become our main motivation for life. This would also be considered the 

absence of pride. Helping others and viewing everyone as our equal is essential to sustaining life.

12/28/2018 12:37:46 PM andrewdl12 Allegedly

12/28/2018 12:40:42 PM sailingnut13 Maybe it was at the new Amazon facility there.....Bezos.

12/28/2018 1:03:14 PM joep045 Am eating popcorn since September now. 🤣 Gained around 20lbs.

12/28/2018 1:22:09 PM voodoowarlord It's possible Astoria was designed or designated to be the trigger of a massive FF blackout like in 2003, and last night defused it. And by the morning 

the MSM was already calling for upgrades because climate change is coming. 😆 I'll go make some 🍿😏

12/28/2018 1:25:02 PM djlok Thank you!  I hope when we have First Contact it is known and revealed to us by a trusted/reliable source like @realDonaldTrump or @POTUSPress.  

Not some fake ET stunt the Cabal tries to pull off to maintain control through fear.

12/28/2018 1:32:11 PM blazer2k7 In the same boat.  Progress for us is not swift enough. Proof of angelhood-we yearn to move to and fro like lightning and accept  change just as swiftly.

12/28/2018 1:33:59 PM stefanofait Oh... My... God! Christmas time! ;o))))

12/28/2018 1:40:12 PM tamexis Amen

12/28/2018 1:45:56 PM voodoowarlord My gut feeling is geoengineering has been ongoing to promote it and incite fear and panic on the issue. Thus bringing about costly legislation and 

profiteering by moguls

12/28/2018 1:49:05 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/0kLUEdZ8os

12/28/2018 2:06:51 PM richardhiatt16 Okay.. The definition of a “Non Terrestrial”.  What constitutes a non Terrestrial biological entity ? VS. Extraterrestrial biological entity? 🤔

12/28/2018 2:07:23 PM richardhiatt16 And thank you Mr. MacDowall 🇺🇸

12/28/2018 2:10:02 PM norwegianon Speed of light is really rate of induction?

12/28/2018 2:11:44 PM ryanvanderbeek1 eh?



12/28/2018 2:17:09 PM cartophile859 I agree with all but Majestic 12. He's promoting some weird stuff over there that makes him sound like controlled opposition to me.

12/28/2018 2:33:54 PM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  says this movie was based upon real life events..."soft" disclosure through movies.

12/28/2018 2:36:23 PM norwegianon The Sirius star system and our Sun are in a binary dance misnamed the “precession of the equinox.”

The “precession of the equinoxes” is a consequence of the fact that our solar system is in a binary relationship with the Sirius star system. 

https://amallulla.org/sirius/ 

12/28/2018 2:36:45 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/9nKnp2IAgm

12/28/2018 2:44:13 PM ultra_unlimited If you like @kabamur_taygeta be sure to check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🥳

12/28/2018 3:03:59 PM mm47821446 Ty!

12/28/2018 3:13:19 PM redalphaangel How so? I'm not denying it but I didn't have anything horrible happen to me as a kid...not as they did. Sure, I've gone through stuff just like everyone 

else but not like that.

12/28/2018 3:22:25 PM gdjewel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Can you explain what’s happening here?  https://twitter.com/SpaceCorpsUS/status/1078766969015414784 …

12/28/2018 3:35:32 PM newyorker66 Do you know if it was aliens?

12/28/2018 3:43:37 PM zagnett MJ still strives to add following disclaimer to the end of the hoax/real/hybrid invasion "movie", to the best of its ability?

"No Animals Were Harmed in the Making of This Film" (including humans)

Estimate on how many "Clowns" are still free? Very few?

12/28/2018 3:48:04 PM kevinmounce3 Christian! Part of the new vine grafted onto the old. Jesus was a Jew and so was everyone who wrote the New Testament and  the Old. Only fools 

believe Christianity and Judaism are completely different.

12/28/2018 4:05:36 PM psyminion well that's pretty fuckin crazy. 

thanks!

12/28/2018 4:08:28 PM vintagesquirrel Is it connected to the nationwide 911 issues?

12/28/2018 4:32:05 PM keith369me I’ve seen transformers blow before and it didn’t look like that.  It didn’t look like “drones” either.  First London, then NY...LA next?

12/28/2018 4:41:38 PM time4u2know Is it still CLAS?

12/28/2018 4:43:45 PM blondiejoemanco Judaism and Christianity are not only completely different but at odds on the most basic level. The Jews waited for a messiah. God sent his son. They 

rejected and persecuted him. Then they had him executed. And they continue to this day to deny and defy the sacrifice of Jesus.

12/28/2018 4:44:14 PM blondiejoemanco Are you a Southern Baptist?

12/28/2018 4:45:07 PM ultra_unlimited EMP⚡️

12/28/2018 5:22:29 PM ranger51367 smells like directed energy weapons to me,DARPA wouldn't do that to US,do they read Milton's Paradise Lost?

12/28/2018 5:23:43 PM djlok Good question. Way too "coincidental" not to be.

12/28/2018 5:28:05 PM 222714ftw 🤔

12/28/2018 5:28:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Among other happenings.

Do you think nothing is happening?

Wizards and Warlocks are still working.

Government Shutdowns have many purposes.

Clowns monitoring Majestic.

Interpret at your own peril.

We are not controlled opposition, that is below our purpose here.

You have clowns.
12/28/2018 5:37:34 PM voodoowarlord NAZI WORLD ORDER, the 4th Reich

12/28/2018 5:41:00 PM voodoowarlord Like the rebranded themselves, replacing the swatstika flag with the UN flag 🤔

12/28/2018 5:44:47 PM pomeinnz Nuclear

12/28/2018 5:50:03 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Thanks MJ. Glad to hear it...

To any & all remaining [clowns]:

Effective immediately, Cease & Desist all [clown] activities, & surrender. No deals.

Circus is over.

Music stopped (2:01).

Cordially,

The Great Awakening
12/28/2018 5:56:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

Majestic vs Clowns.

Clown wars use old out dated technology.

Dark to Light means many things.

Darkness.

Shutdown.

Things are happening.

45 proved this and explained on live TV that what is involved was incredible.

How did POTUS fly?

Think SG-1 AF-1

D-IN
12/28/2018 5:57:59 PM tweezysass U want to be @Jordan_Sather_

12/28/2018 6:01:45 PM keith369me No...Jordan is bringing to Light a tiny fraction of what the Majestic 12 knows.  Jordan would agree with this statement.

12/28/2018 6:04:24 PM ronny_rydstrom What is coming and when?

12/28/2018 6:06:22 PM patriot_pepe78 Wild times

12/28/2018 6:06:24 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

To any & all remaining [clowns]:

Effective immediately, Cease & Desist all [clown] activities, & surrender. No deals.

Circus is over.

Music stopped (2:01).

Sincerely,,

The Great Awakening
12/28/2018 6:06:45 PM johnnysoko  pic.twitter.com/6IhRRKE2As



12/28/2018 6:08:25 PM zagnett Clown wars: Philippines, Germany, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, Syria, + how many others?

i can't count that high.

12/28/2018 6:09:14 PM dtrastikeville Had a friend who would take us water skiing on his boat. Except his motor was pretty weak so he would drive it around in circles and when he got 

enough centrifugal force, he would break the circle path and we would sling straight out of the circle to be able to ski.   🤣

12/28/2018 6:14:21 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/JfJcMWvqiZ

12/28/2018 6:14:27 PM keith369me Read the 4748 Tweets...and then express your views.  Clearly you have not read many.

12/28/2018 6:14:53 PM lori_dee1 (D)elta (I)ndia (N)ovember = Dark In Night. POTUS said they flew with all lights off, shades down, it was very scary at times. Am I close?

12/28/2018 6:17:30 PM bbobbio71 Looks like a bunch of lines

12/28/2018 6:17:50 PM lib7473 Sweet! POTUS45 has the world/🌠 🧞♂️🧝🏻♀️🧝♂️👼🏼🧖♂️behind him..that’s his adv security for protection..💙🌈

12/28/2018 6:18:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are correct after your attempt to D-IN.

Disinformation is necessary.

12/28/2018 6:18:35 PM djlok I'm so tired of the Clowns In America!  I wish they would just leave everyone alone!

12/28/2018 6:21:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many countries is the Military in?

POTUS told the world in front of his Generals.

What was his reaction?

How did POTUS fly?

What else has happened recently?

Clown tech vs Majestic tech.

Wizards and Warlocks are active.

Eyes Wide Open.

UFOs != Aliens

Disclosure👉First Contact!
12/28/2018 6:21:56 PM nmchristoban Did he return some thing to Iraq that had previously been removed?

12/28/2018 6:22:43 PM lori_dee1 I am going to keep at learning the comms. This is fascinating!

12/28/2018 6:23:02 PM robertg02229481 What are you saying?

12/28/2018 6:23:41 PM jvan125 What did POTUS mean by this??? pic.twitter.com/HgIMwOs3UV

12/28/2018 6:25:07 PM josephf94042707 John G Trump =Tesla 

Mystery Machine

12/28/2018 6:25:25 PM rick_hernandez A lot of accounts created in dec 2018 are out attacking. Low followers and brand new. I see a pattern. Be careful who you follow

12/28/2018 6:26:33 PM 1_decided_voter POTUS flew in secret, in darkness.

12/28/2018 6:27:10 PM zagnett Acknowledged, thanks.

12/28/2018 6:28:27 PM inna3akasnaa seems like [BLUE BEAM] is locked and loaded!!!

12/28/2018 6:29:00 PM aahhhooohmmmm ✨💚🙏🏼💚✨ Disclosure + First Contact

12/28/2018 6:29:05 PM rick_hernandez WWG1WGA

12/28/2018 6:29:35 PM mscurlee1 First contact? Are they helping with "The Plan"?

12/28/2018 6:30:50 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/OxRdke3EAU

12/28/2018 6:30:55 PM searcher9090 Are you saying the outage in New York was an alien manifestation?

12/28/2018 6:31:01 PM jaspony1 Is this part of Dark to light? https://twitter.com/i/status/1078766969015414784 …

12/28/2018 6:33:26 PM lambohodlr  pic.twitter.com/zbzFFwkLFS

12/28/2018 6:34:33 PM shallknown So they essentially went through a small man made wormhole and jumped time. AF-1 has some badass technology.

12/28/2018 6:35:02 PM keith369me Said earlier it (NYC) was replacement for Classified Technology.

12/28/2018 6:38:04 PM keith369me Is a selfless Buddhist man going to hell because he doesn’t believe what you do?  How about a Jew that dedicates their life to helping others?  How 

would the man that cleaned his disciples feet feel about being deified?

12/28/2018 6:39:42 PM cidarean So POTUS mode of transportation was exotic???

12/28/2018 6:39:48 PM rick_hernandez Read the timeline and ask questions. Coming in and saying it’s all BS is suspicious. I’m not sure who you are, but I’m sure as hell not going to allow 

someone who hasn’t been reading and posting in these threads to crap in here without being called out.

12/28/2018 6:46:11 PM bblueberrypie Disinformation Is Necessary.

12/28/2018 6:46:49 PM keith369me Follow the information not the person.  The information here has been enlightening.  When it no longer makes sense to follow it, I will stop.  I found 

Jordan’s information fantastic earlier in my journey...it is still good, just not to the level of detail I am craving.

12/28/2018 6:48:08 PM zagnett True.

And surprise! I'm skeptical of this account too. I'm skeptical of ALL sources. But it's looking (to me) pretty likely that this source is indeed legit.

12/28/2018 6:49:38 PM keith369me Ask questions, there are some extremely knowledgeable people that reply here.  To learn, one must first realize how little one knows.

12/28/2018 6:49:57 PM deplorablelilly You gave me the chills!

12/28/2018 6:51:18 PM lib7473 🇺🇸military-stationed pretty much where there R major bases that cabal created to protect their interests/assets, drugs, oil, child trafficking, gold..Not 

really peace keeping kind of job for patriots. Enough! Light warriors R here to PURGE 😈🤡s WW, no deals!⚖🔜

12/28/2018 6:51:45 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XvYq8i6_9o …

Clowns: who's who here?

In case you're too dense to figure it out-

3:29 - Oh no [cabal] got [GAS]!

4:21 - Great Awakening

6:09 - [cabal] go BOOM

Coincidence?
12/28/2018 6:56:59 PM zagnett I believe it highly likely.

Why? I take Q drops & whistleblower testimony seriously. Q: "THINK BIGGEST". I gave hundreds of sources my ear, at least for a while. Few remain. 

This is one of them.

Course i could be wrong. We'll see. Enjoying the show!!

12/28/2018 6:57:09 PM ialibertybelle That’s a Jesuit doctrine from the 1600’s to shield the Roman Church and Pope from being outed as anti-Christ.

12/28/2018 7:02:19 PM zagnett Thanks to clowns, compared to our awe-inspiring Forefathers, all we keyboard warriors get to do is work out our fat fingers!!

Entering the fray...

12/28/2018 7:04:23 PM rick_hernandez I haven’t blindly followed anyone. Read the tweets

12/28/2018 7:04:55 PM heath_jack Hopefully I want a ride



12/28/2018 7:05:44 PM decodematrix POTUS flew in on a TR3B/Astra/Locust craft. They don't have windows and that's why it was dark. The pilots use a heads-up display to see outside. 

https://youtu.be/V11P7AjacDo 

12/28/2018 7:06:49 PM gileslashawn Biblical context.

Location of the wormwood meteor? 

Distance from Earth and rate of travel?

12/28/2018 7:07:54 PM primad57 Have you read Drunvalo Melchizedek’s book, “The Ancient Secret of The Flower of Life” ? He explains about the merkabah, how to activate it & 

provides meditation for it.

12/28/2018 7:08:37 PM keith369me People replying here are generally really good with intuition.  Why are you really here?  To learn?  If not, everyone will know.

12/28/2018 7:11:09 PM collectvcat They were using Cloaking Technology.

12/28/2018 7:12:29 PM rick_hernandez Blocked

12/28/2018 7:13:29 PM keith369me You help by seeking the answers to questions that require pondering...not protecting individuals from “disinformation”  Individuals have either learned 

how to or need to learn how to discern on their own.

12/28/2018 7:14:15 PM zagnett Yes, could be.

But eventually they need a wider audience than 8chan / Reddit / Voat. This could be it. IDK for sure, but I'm taking that chance.

12/28/2018 7:16:22 PM kevinmounce3 The 12 disciples were given the Holy Spirit on Pentecost, we've ben given this gift. Israelites have the same choice, I know ppl who r messianic jews. I'm 

a Christian 1st a Jew of the new vine, saved by Grace and believer in Jesus Christ the savior.a

Hebrews James & Romans read!

12/28/2018 7:17:07 PM keith369me I have

12/28/2018 7:21:43 PM kevinmounce3 There were groups did the deed to Jesus.  Romans & we all had a hand n His persecution due to all our sins. Jesus forgave them while He was still on 

the cross & God sends Michael the Archangel to defend Israel during the tribulation. We r to defend Israel & ourselves from evil.

12/28/2018 7:22:56 PM kevinmounce3 Bapticostal!!!!

12/28/2018 7:24:57 PM youstinksoap != means does not equal.  For those confused by his tweets - he stated this in the past.

So, he's saying that ufos do not equal aliens.

12/28/2018 7:29:50 PM keith369me I’ll take my chances... if a the mass murderer that finds Jesus right before execution deserves salvation and the loving Buddhist does not...I want no 

part of that salvation.  The creator is in each of us and religious distortions prevent awareness of this.

12/28/2018 7:36:38 PM zagnett 99%+ of "UFOs" are Human-made! WE did that!. Not aliens.

F****** awesome!!

12/28/2018 7:38:38 PM lp083061 Weren’t there reporters on it?

12/28/2018 7:39:31 PM keith369me There is much merit to following the example of how Jesus led his adult life...full of love for all.  We should all strive for this.  I would think he would be 

very disappointed regarding how his story is distorted by those in power and those seeking power and wealth.

12/28/2018 7:44:58 PM kevinmounce3 Opinions r like buttholes!

Everyone has one and they all stink.

12/28/2018 7:50:50 PM zagnett Lucky SOB!

uh...no disrespect to T i mean of course...

12/28/2018 8:04:17 PM hawkgirlinmn I need to find these SG-1 episodes!

12/28/2018 8:07:51 PM ascension_guide Sounds about right.

Clown Ops.

Very entertaining!

12/28/2018 8:09:30 PM ascension_guide They just made the entire SG1 series available for free on Amazon Prime a month or two ago. 

😁

12/28/2018 8:10:14 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you!!! ❤️💋

12/28/2018 8:12:38 PM richardbramlet6 Clown tech lol I bet I could break tec with one thought

12/28/2018 8:14:52 PM jimmyfalk5 Alex Collier 

March 2018 

IMO, Trump is getting assistance with the plan. Remember the 11/11 sound wave felt around the globe that couldn't be explained...

How about FLUSHING A GROUP OUT from under the surface?

 https://youtu.be/sPikg0HPUUU?t=4978s …

#TheGreatAwakening

12/28/2018 8:16:38 PM ascension_guide Confusion is normal.

Your consciousness is shifting.

Programming is resisting?

Search inside for answers.

Paradigms.

Limiting Beliefs.

Thought Patterns.

DisCERNment. https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1078857300658466816?s=21 …
12/28/2018 8:16:52 PM jimmyfalk5 OPERATION HIGH-JUMP (1946)

Admirals Byrd & Nimits lead an attack group including 400 aircraft to Antarctica to remove NAZI's stationed below ice in tunnels.

ALL PLANES LOST & many ships sunk by an extraterrestrial group aiding the Nazi's.

 https://youtu.be/oPMOjV9SMOo?t=3629s …

#SpaceForce
12/28/2018 8:17:35 PM ascension_guide Happy Hunting! 😊

12/28/2018 8:19:27 PM ramirez8donny SG-1 AF-1 ::what is the episode?

12/28/2018 8:20:10 PM cpnegron73 So. When will first contact be disclosed?

12/28/2018 8:23:17 PM kevinmounce3 The only time I speak in tongues is when I smash my thump or stump my toe. 

As for what I do how I do it & such is up to me.

That’s the great part about freedom of speech & expression.

I express my thoughts as I believe.

12/28/2018 8:24:03 PM aprilbrown99 This is exactly what i have been experiencing. Thank you. I just had dinner with my family and they keep looking at me like i am crazy. They’re still 

asleep.

12/28/2018 8:27:34 PM royfokker1 I want to believe



12/28/2018 8:42:20 PM kindeandtrue Did @POTUS use a Time Travel machine to fly to Iraq? 🙂

12/28/2018 8:49:40 PM goyaeq This hypersonic weapon push is just temporary and below the new physics and world you're referencing?

12/28/2018 8:52:00 PM lori_dee1 Thank you @Ascension_Guide. I am going to continue challenging myself. I get to do the work and not worry about being wrong (shifting old paradigm) 

this is a process.💖🇺🇸🙏

12/28/2018 8:55:44 PM ascension_guide Exactly. Alchemical GOLD.

Look inside to turn your lead into GOLD.

Since when is soul searching bad?

Go troll somewhere else.

12/28/2018 9:01:36 PM ascension_guide Ask @TwitterSafety 

My guess is it has to do with your name calling.

12/28/2018 9:08:43 PM blondiejoemanco Interesting. There were “groups” who did the deed? Shall I name the groups? Pharisees and Sadducees. Remember the Sanhedrin? Those are the 

groups you were failing to name. And they manipulated the power of Rome to doom Christ.

12/28/2018 9:09:54 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Earthfiles @gizadeathstar @Telford_Russian @Ames7Sue @PeggyRuppe @Swamp_Fever2020 

@TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @hatem_720 @worldgoneweirde @LionelNation

#ExecutiveSummary  https://www.disclosureproject.org/access/es-wit-test-government.htm …

#spottedabovetheShore?  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.app.com/amp/483466002 … pic.twitter.com/cjzaPPvH3g

12/28/2018 9:12:42 PM blondiejoemanco Yeah I figured it’d be something like that. Your preacher probably spends more time singing praises to Israel than he does Christ. I’ve been in Baptist 

churches. Many Godly, well meaning people there. But there’s an idolatrous cancer within these denominations concerning Israel.

12/28/2018 9:14:46 PM djlok It is sort of like he was at the White House one minute (when the #FakeNews was saying he wasn't visiting the troops) to there he is with the military.

12/28/2018 9:17:48 PM djlok Yep. Anybody touches him or #FLOTUS , [they] will receive the full wrath of #WeThePeople !!

12/28/2018 9:23:52 PM ialibertybelle Yes, the Bible written by the Jesuits. Look into Francisco Ribera.

12/28/2018 9:37:39 PM ultra_unlimited Hidden Hand ⚡️

12/28/2018 9:40:27 PM richardhiatt16 🙄 wow... are we going to get an education at Disclosure... Thank you Sir.. Thank you ...

12/28/2018 9:42:00 PM richardhiatt16 Is “Grey” a proper reference to that species? Just asking ....

12/28/2018 9:44:01 PM richardhiatt16 Wow wow wow.....  Thank you.....

12/28/2018 9:45:06 PM djlok We all have "secret" followers- People who know us outside of the Twitter-sphere and know us in our daily lives. My point, @zagnett , is that each of 

us are playing a very important role in  #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide whether we are cognizant of it or not. The world is changing!

12/28/2018 9:46:23 PM ascension_guide All this talk of ‘Clown Wars’, Darkness & Light got me like... pic.twitter.com/N7QIgQANsD

12/28/2018 9:50:21 PM richardhiatt16 So, if I’m following you ... Chemical rockets 🚀 to orbit, to the moon, and God forbid Mars is clown technology (and very very expensive and resource 

HEAVY )....  OVER

12/28/2018 9:53:46 PM djlok By secret followers, I mean like the nosy neighbor who heard we went off the deep end and now believe in aliens ...or that guy at work who may have 

known us as a former hardcore Dem who now loves 45.  The World is Watching..specifically, many of our comms here on Twitter.

12/28/2018 9:54:03 PM richardhiatt16 Well, I’d say the President and First Lady hasn’t seen nothing yet.... 🤔🛸👽

12/28/2018 9:54:43 PM tweezysass Why would Majestic 12 advertise themselves as Majestic 12 in 2018?

12/28/2018 9:56:46 PM djlok I don't think anyone can overstate the impact we are having by applying logic, asking questions, meditating, loving our fellow IS-BE's and being a part of 

this HUGE movement.

12/28/2018 10:16:57 PM newyorker66 Putin said the ball is in your court. (Something like that). That was def code.

12/28/2018 10:20:51 PM kik1771 Very interesting indeed

12/28/2018 10:27:02 PM kik1771 Need that speedy flight, tired of 15-17 hrs traveling back home on holidays. As a joke I like to say that it would be grate yo enter a capsule  and 

instantly be transported to the desired destination. It's coming

12/28/2018 10:42:55 PM goodmedicine4us wow

12/28/2018 10:47:58 PM goodmedicine4us "UFOs != Aliens

Disclosure👉First Contact!"

-Don't tease.

#DoItQ

12/28/2018 11:14:21 PM ascension_guide Gonna take a crack at this...

It’s BUGGING me

So is CERN

DIS-CERN-MENT

3-6-9=Tesla 🔑 to reality

3D reality?

Matrix=4D?🔲

A matrix is used to map multi-dimensional spaces w/ precision such as 3D Printing.

Alice in Control of CERN?

False Light readings?

Atlas=new CMS?

Invert? pic.twitter.com/hwoZ1jNWlu
12/28/2018 11:22:16 PM ascension_guide A bit more...

Latest 3D printers are using light.

Engineers use lasers to precisely measure.

Pyramid Location=Speed of Light?

Designers use GRIDs for perfect design.

LIGHT GRID / Energy Grid—DOE?

DOE Q-Clearance AGAIN.

Energy Grid aka Ley Lines

Ley Lines intersect at Portals?



12/28/2018 11:29:02 PM ascension_guide So ALICE, the rogue AI, the first version of every AI system, is telling CERN scientists there is ‘dark matter’ when there isn’t.

False Light?

This image is showing the bigger picture.

4D Ring looks like CERN.

Inverting the Lower 5th Dimension & the 3rd Dimension? pic.twitter.com/JggEXsgK3G

12/28/2018 11:45:31 PM covertress If POTUS and FLOTUS did not 'fly' to Iraq and their AF-1 plane was D-IN (disinformation), then why was the plane's call sign "RCH358?" 

A coded message?

Thread 👇

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1078311900050534403?s=19 …

12/29/2018 12:18:18 AM covertress Trust The Plan

This may not be 100% accurate, but it surely resonates with truth 👇 https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1078727307647479808?s=19 …

12/29/2018 12:31:42 AM oo1o110 Have you seen some of these celebrities and politicians lately? They are all looking like drug addicts in withdrawl jonesing for a fix. Things are definitely 

happening, even if not out in the open.

12/29/2018 12:35:01 AM diaptera_80 AF1=Prometheus, ”The road not taken”, or taking AF1 to a SGC for travel through stargate?

12/29/2018 12:35:55 AM ascension_guide “Pass the ARC

You will meet two pillars behind ATLAS.

BEYOND lies EDEN.”

Just a little digging: 

Technology Transfer after creation of Atlas?

Trigger 2+3?

Data Mining & Analysis

Someone’s DIGITAL Eden?

Sounds like Matrix 2.0 🤮

False Light Worship.

Exit. Exit. Exit. pic.twitter.com/ruVJ05rGbB
12/29/2018 12:45:15 AM hellouncledonny Recently a transformer exploded in NY. 

Blue Skies = sky event.

mass energy released into the atmosphere.

WHY?

Prevent Defense.

your watching a movie.

ID4

ID5 

coming soon to a theater near you. pic.twitter.com/LePK9wnqc3
12/29/2018 12:45:58 AM ascension_guide Tesla 🔑 =3,6,9

Next?

12 Strands

DNA Activation?

12/29/2018 12:56:19 AM diaptera_80 Then you should read Revelations a few more times. ”Rapture” does not happen before the fall of Babylon [Vatican], if there even is such a thing as 

”Rapture”. Gods people (and Israel) are saved in the very end.

12/29/2018 12:57:33 AM ascension_guide Two Schools of Thought:

1. Spiritual Ascension via kundalini-induced pineal-gland activation & opening of 3rd eye.

2. Tech based ‘Ascension’—False Light. Lucifer. Ghoul in the machine.

Choose—Free Will

Beyond is your ‘eden’

Choose WISELY.

You have MORE than you KNOW. pic.twitter.com/dXpg88QCsj
12/29/2018 12:58:56 AM diaptera_80 One scary interpretation of 144000, would be 12000 are chosen from each ”tribe”, to be relocated elsewhere while earth is destroyed. But hey, Re also 

talks about a great crowd, new earth and rejoicing, so maybe not so dire after all...

12/29/2018 1:01:17 AM diaptera_80 Spot on. Bible may be correct in many things, especially future predictions, but we don’t need it to see what is going on around us. Just as a reference is 

adequate, not to cloud ones entire world view.

12/29/2018 1:44:24 AM ascension_guide School 1= CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS

School 2=ANTI-CHRIST Consciousness

Tesla 🔑 =3,6,9

BLOCK

2-DNA Strands +

10-Strands JUNK DNA?

Nature=NO Waste

Human DNA is BASE-12. 

This is why people only are able to use less than 10% of their brain & 97% of the DNA inside cells is not active. pic.twitter.com/2342xXJUeL

12/29/2018 1:47:05 AM tenn_rich He flew in on his 747. They ran “darken ship” like combat pilots do when flying in harms way. All interior/exterior lights off. Pilots use NVG. 

I flew into Panama on the 2nd night of our invasion. Blue runway centerline lights on low was all the Illum I had. I had NO NVG. Tough



12/29/2018 2:40:27 AM ascension_guide There are multiple ‘THEORIES’ on rapture & timing.

Time is relative.

WE hold the POWER.

Remember your life purpose.

Trust the plan. https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1078816884512804864?s=21 …

12/29/2018 2:46:25 AM ascension_guide Wizards & Warlocks hijack Blue Beam?

Fake alien invasion=FAIL

6 Craft @ Empire State Building

SAME Night?

5+1 Configuration.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 profile pic?

Clown Ops.  pic.twitter.com/tkio40Nlmf
12/29/2018 4:33:27 AM bigphil31 This is how i read it.. maybe with F# planes as escorts... at no time did I think "Stargate". #WWG1WGA

12/29/2018 4:35:04 AM bigphil31 I've been asking this too... @intheMatrixxx @WarDrummer1 can either of you elaborate? #WWG1WGA !!

12/29/2018 5:00:19 AM keith369me So those that are never exposed to Jesus through their entire lifetime are excluded from this salvation?  Why would a loving god do this?

12/29/2018 5:24:06 AM carolelmer12 Help me understand. I am not an "insider."

12/29/2018 5:30:12 AM ascension_guide Many paths reach the same destination.

Majestic12 simply gave a warning for BALievers

Discern🔑 

Duality reconciles as reflections.

One could follow either path to arrive at the same universal truth

Follow truth or illusion+invert

Scalars & Vectors

Inner Compass🔑 

Muscle
12/29/2018 5:43:27 AM qdragonpower1 Similar to crop formations? Harmonic Tones? Colour frequency? Do These trigger/unlock DNA - Downloaded pre-existing knowledge and information. 

Also number combinations i.e. 11:11. 3:33, 2:22? Do we already 'have it all' - it just needs to be unlocked?

12/29/2018 5:43:54 AM tymecrystal I Am.    Golden ratio

12/29/2018 5:45:26 AM qdragonpower1 The People couldn't handle full disclosure with all else that is transpiring. I believe that's what Q means as part of the 98% of the population would end 

up in hospital.

12/29/2018 6:29:35 AM redalphaangel I'm not judging you. I was just confused about how we are all victims of MKUltra. I've heard about us being hypnotized by television (why it's called 

programming) but never really looked at it as MKUltra for some reason.

12/29/2018 6:30:25 AM redalphaangel What you said really made me look at it from a different perspective. I don't know how I never really connected the two before. Mind Blown!

12/29/2018 6:40:15 AM bryanrusch I do indeed hope this is indeed the case and these vampires are starving

12/29/2018 6:53:01 AM ultra_unlimited Fair enough Jamie.  I do agree that it’s best to trust your inner guidance when it comes to these things. I am not sure if you already interact with 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 but if not you may find that account interesting for a metaphysical/galactic take on current events.

12/29/2018 7:32:33 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Lucid dreams teach me of an entire breakaway civilization that fragmented into distinct groups with differing agendas. One group 

(female) seeks to make contact with the surface population to share knowledge and healing techniques while others divide and control.

12/29/2018 7:38:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the period of Darkness ends LIGHT will shrine bright. Expect big things to follow the shutdown. Many unknown things flying around right now to 

the general public. You didn't expect a Majestic war with Wizards and Warlocks to use drones and Mil Tech thats 60+++ years old?

12/29/2018 7:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Expect more sky events.

Not connected to BB.

Not connected to FF.

Not connected to AI.

Dark to Light.

12/29/2018 7:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns were never read into our most secretive projects before. Now the world will learn the truth once we purge all who have caused the globals 

wars of destruction. Peace through strength.

12/29/2018 7:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Recent lights in the sky that have people wondering "Is that a UFO?" 

First; define UFO.

Key destinction: Unidentified.

Alternative description: Classified.

Old Physics = Old Guard

New Physics = New Guard

"This is not simply another 4 year election." - 45
12/29/2018 7:39:12 AM jvan125 BB? 🤔

12/29/2018 7:40:21 AM heath_jack I know they are ours.  Why are the zapping the grid?

12/29/2018 7:40:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Expect more outages during this period of darkness.

Expect more unidentified lights.

CenturyLink was not a coincidence.

911?

9/11?

Symbology will be their downfall.

12/29/2018 7:41:28 AM cjptrsn Cloudy for days....as per the usual here in western Oregon. Gotta rely on others for video evidence. Dicey position to be in these days. 

#wagthedog

12/29/2018 7:41:44 AM adsvel Thank You for clarification. 💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 7:42:30 AM carroll_322 🙃🙃🙃🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/pAeRSnUuCW

12/29/2018 7:43:06 AM cjptrsn Saw that for what it was right away. Waiting for twitter to go dark.  Pleasantly surprised so far. 🤣🤣

12/29/2018 7:44:08 AM jordan_sather_ Do you have any information you can share as to who runs this account and who/what it is connected to?

12/29/2018 7:45:41 AM integratedwebuk How soon before this new tech has a direct positive effect on the every day lives of the rest of humanity?



12/29/2018 7:47:41 AM anangelhasland1 If the Cabal was as entrenched as we feared,

they would have been communicating on their own power grid, i.e. dark web.

So you start breaking shit and see who can’t fix it.

Mocking the dying tweety bird of media with goofy special effects is just good for morale.

Buzz Brown!
12/29/2018 7:47:55 AM islandofdelight This is the real MAJESTIC 12. From my understanding and the way this resonates with me, there’s no doubt left in my mind that this account is 

legitimate. They have predicted Q drops and intel days before among many other things. Use your discernment. I’m sure you’ll see it.

12/29/2018 7:48:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 The message is more important than the messenger.

Who the messenger is, will shock you.

Who the typist is, will shock you.

Shock creates emotion.

We are the Majestic 12.

We operate outside of normal protocol that best serve our agenda.

Not everything is as it seems.

Facts Matter.
12/29/2018 7:48:42 AM petitchevalb FF? 

AI for Articial Intelligence?

12/29/2018 7:48:46 AM islandofdelight I’ve read ever tweet and the only other accounts that resonates on a similar frequency are @KibBitzLaw & @kabamur_taygeta

12/29/2018 7:49:45 AM jcrobinson551 FF = False Flag (Operations)

12/29/2018 7:51:08 AM rezinated1 Is it safe to fly commercial?!

12/29/2018 7:51:11 AM melbanwort Probably a sun event. Ben Davidson is awesome; check out his daily suspicious0bservers videos. Today's with more info:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_sFGUPcdrI … Let's hope we don't have another Carrington Event.

12/29/2018 7:51:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have you noticed more people waking up?

How about people who were so biased against conspiracy theories?

How about people who only watch the Mockingbird Media?

Technology will forcibly controlling the Matrix.

Think Antartica.

Mind Control Experiments.

Transmit medium?

12/29/2018 7:51:35 AM pauliepg11111 The Majestic 12. Were the bad guys, now taken over by the good guys. Purpose is seeding for disclosure.

12/29/2018 7:52:17 AM ghostanon6120 BunkerBomb? worth a guess, but likely wrong lol

12/29/2018 7:52:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those details are highly classified for obvious reasons.

12/29/2018 7:52:54 AM jvan125 Lol better than anything I came up with so far! 😂

12/29/2018 7:53:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/29/2018 7:53:40 AM jordan_sather_ Facts matter, but proving the facts also matters as well. You claim to be “Maj12” and type as an insider, but have yet to confirm that this account is 

legitimate or connected to inside sources in some way - seems as though you are playing with people’s emotions by not doing so.

12/29/2018 7:53:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12's original mandate was to determine the best path forward for Disclosure.

12/29/2018 7:54:21 AM lib7473 Hmm makes me think they(msgr) R from 🌠 above the skies...😇🧝♂️

12/29/2018 7:54:49 AM si11112018 Has the tech there been disabled?

12/29/2018 7:55:17 AM islandofdelight It’s a shame someone as smart as you can’t use their own discernment in this case. C’mon Jordan, I know you have it in you. Please get off your high 

horse.

12/29/2018 7:55:44 AM jonle86 Yep give us something @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/29/2018 7:56:26 AM vcbacknblack My thoughts exactly.

12/29/2018 7:56:28 AM teetaorelsie Do you have a “Reese” or possibly a “Mr. Fitch “ on board ? Just wondering.

12/29/2018 7:56:31 AM gildswirth Do you think that we are ready to receive the LIGHT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? Are we prepared?

12/29/2018 7:56:47 AM lookatmyburn Is this majestic 12 guy is Jordan sather ?

12/29/2018 7:58:52 AM norwegianon I'm tired of these "will shock you", the world will be shocked, the "bigger than you can imagine" etc.

I just want the Truth.

12/29/2018 8:00:05 AM pastorjon9 Rained every day for weeks here in Western Washington too. Had a few sun breaks but didn't last more than an hour or so.

12/29/2018 8:00:09 AM heath_jack Love it. Thank you for the information!

12/29/2018 8:00:45 AM pauliepg11111 Is this more pronounced since 11/11?

12/29/2018 8:01:23 AM freestateojones "Facts Matter" https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1075448148083032064?s=19 …

12/29/2018 8:01:31 AM chalmersgilbert My question too RT @Jordan_Sather_: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you have any information you can share as to who runs this account and who/what it is 

connected to?

12/29/2018 8:01:32 AM pauliepg11111 Is the moon involved in this as the “transmitting medium”?

12/29/2018 8:01:41 AM freestateojones "Facts Matter" https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1075402217123917826?s=19 …

12/29/2018 8:02:40 AM lightworkercain ConEd listed... pic.twitter.com/eHf6vkD6Jr

12/29/2018 8:03:00 AM lambohodlr Cory Feldman and his accusations.

Truth (T)

Or

Clown(C)?

12/29/2018 8:03:55 AM smurf1337 What about less then 10 ?

12/29/2018 8:04:03 AM mountai53131799 Very Shilly cuck!

12/29/2018 8:04:12 AM cjptrsn Pineapple Express🍍!!!  Wish I was in Jamaica 🇯🇲 pic.twitter.com/qnI8zorJnO

12/29/2018 8:04:24 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

12/29/2018 8:04:45 AM lookatmyburn These con men have no truth in them. Majestic 12 has been prove to be a fake document. These alien/Lucifer worshipers are liars. They worship aliens

12/29/2018 8:06:12 AM bill_davis01 Should people stock up a few days emergency supplies?

12/29/2018 8:06:48 AM vcbacknblack So any documentation on who runs this account? I'm only an ex cop but I have been asked to show some evidence of that and did. Start with 

answering this...Are you claiming to be an insider?

12/29/2018 8:06:59 AM qdragonpower1 A few of them are wrong and need updating (Gosh, can't believe they were posted on the 11th Feb - how fast time goes...)

12/29/2018 8:07:19 AM damadar1081 Is this guy fake maga?

12/29/2018 8:07:35 AM heath_jack Do it Q #WWG1WGA

12/29/2018 8:07:36 AM billyj1616 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&A after. 1/ The Trump Foundation's only donor 

was Donald J Trump f […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

12/29/2018 8:07:44 AM dragonflyglitta Me too!! I’m going with Pleiadians or Blue Avains

12/29/2018 8:07:47 AM ladtacarms How about a heads up for us? Whatcha got?

12/29/2018 8:08:35 AM chalmersgilbert Syop  @Jordan_Sather_: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Facts matter, but proving the facts also matters as well. (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi5ve 



12/29/2018 8:09:21 AM watsoncinematic Q - “there are no insiders” “there are no outside comms”

This account is fake.

12/29/2018 8:09:29 AM daveschroeder18 Right? I agree c'mon Jordan! Been following you when you were celebrating 1000 subscribers on you tube. This majestic account I've been following 

since they had less than 2k followers. Follow for a while before you judge. And if it don't resonate go play somewhere else.

12/29/2018 8:09:35 AM qdragonpower1 Pedogate? Pence? ....Dear God - I didn't see that one coming. Is that why he got 'the envelope'? I was hoping that was a decoy 🤕

12/29/2018 8:10:30 AM _chelseaproject We're already in a state of shock from the evil of the deep state cabal anyway. We wouldn't be *more* shocked by hearing some good news about 

white hat messengers.

12/29/2018 8:11:40 AM keith369me Always

12/29/2018 8:12:31 AM inna3akasnaa That's how he went to Iraq, I guess Stargate had a glitch over England! https://edition.cnn.com/2018/12/27/politics/donald-trump-secret-trip-

iraq/index.html …

12/29/2018 8:13:13 AM theredpillrx  pic.twitter.com/4nx3dS3Oyu

12/29/2018 8:13:20 AM ihavenolid Lol. Nice try.

12/29/2018 8:14:21 AM ww3survivor Maybe, maybe not, could just be a harmless LARP or a troll. The only thing that matters is that if the person is claiming to be an insider, whilst Q has 

said ' no outside communications' then the person should NOT be trusted, the same as Eye The Spy should NOT be trusted.

12/29/2018 8:16:41 AM jennienielsen16 The symbols on the patch/pic is occulty looking to me.

12/29/2018 8:17:09 AM lmjonzey Jordan, I've been watching you for over a year and a half now. I feel you play it safe to help protect people. I believe your heart is in the right place. And 

some of us are just as impatient as you. AND SCARED TOO. But you know more then you can tell....

12/29/2018 8:18:03 AM klkvnl Yep

12/29/2018 8:19:17 AM lib7473 When I read their msg/🐣, they resonate. This can only mean they R from higher consciousness. Does fact always have to be immediate..all of us are 

born to know them from w/in, via 🧘♀️. We do know more than we think, cuz it’s alway been there, deep facts/info, just tap-in💡🙏🏻🌠.💙

12/29/2018 8:21:52 AM lmjonzey And you have been questioning this account for a few months. Us humans are trying to figure out who to trust. What ever being is behind this account 

was "set free"  not to long ago..after McCain...

Like a lot of other beings...

I've been watching this account for maybe 8 months.

12/29/2018 8:22:01 AM qdragonpower1 We know that many non-earth civilisations have been here for millennia - and most are diligent in remaining hidden for their own safety. My question 

is are THEY ready for open disclosure?  And if so, how many civilisations can we expect to have exposure with, and who are they?

12/29/2018 8:22:44 AM ghostanon6120 that is a good one and very plausible

12/29/2018 8:23:55 AM katesmi09335614 Thank you for letting us know. 🙂

12/29/2018 8:24:05 AM lmjonzey And I decided at some point to trust them.. if I'm wrong then I'm wrong.... as for me...I'm not hidden. I'm a working slave like others.

12/29/2018 8:25:34 AM restart_qpersia When is the plan for Iran implemented?

People are awake and desperate!

12/29/2018 8:26:09 AM jcrobinson551 Indeed!

12/29/2018 8:26:37 AM integratedwebuk Clocked triangular object that was filmed above the sky’s in Washington recently??? Makes sense in the context of your message.....

12/29/2018 8:27:46 AM covertress You might want to read this thread about CenturyLink 👇 👀 https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1078917666889297920?s=19 …

12/29/2018 8:29:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not feel it necessary to disclosing the typists and/or messengers on this account.

We have been forward with this and consistent.

The substance is what matters only.

Authentic sources are an illusion.

Some are more informed than others.

Authority to information sources = ?

12/29/2018 8:30:22 AM vcbacknblack Ok so you are providing an opinion like everyone else then. No problem with that at all.

12/29/2018 8:31:13 AM qstarport One who "tries" to sound mysterious..is not mysterious. Its an art form which includes actually having information. Majestic does not have "it"

Either make a prediction that comes true that is mathematically impossible to deny you have inside information.

Repeat...

or get lost!

12/29/2018 8:31:29 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072896243641257984?s=21 …

12/29/2018 8:31:47 AM covertress You might want to read this thread about CenturyLink 👇 👀 https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1078917666889297920?s=19 …

12/29/2018 8:32:40 AM redalphaangel I thought maybe you quoted him because you thought I was being judgemental. A lot of the time, I don't have a way with words and what I say can 

come off sounding different than I intended it to be.

12/29/2018 8:32:44 AM lmjonzey I'm a lab rat. I research the hell of of stuff.  if you were to show me your badge in the small county I live in, I'm still going to ask questions. I'm not 

hidden. 

I fly 2 flags in my yard...Anerican and Dont Tread on me.

if they ever land in my yard dont take out my  fav tree.

12/29/2018 8:32:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mystery is essential to mastering the Majestic.

12/29/2018 8:33:01 AM si11112018 People are biased against others... 

Simple facts and truth have a life of their own.

12/29/2018 8:33:33 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I agree with Jordon, there has been some pretty interesting stuff come out of MJ12 But it is cryptic and really is not backed up with much. Q said no 

outside comms. Q has not mentioned MJ12 so I just lurk. People are looking for a saviour to follow, people realize they have....

12/29/2018 8:33:35 AM redalphaangel I agree with what you said about helping people and that what damages one damages all. A while back I heard the quote, "I am we are". We are all one.

12/29/2018 8:34:18 AM vcbacknblack Agree 100 percent

12/29/2018 8:34:19 AM jeremywhaley Pretty sure this account is a LARP.  You can’t fight secrecy with secrecy.  It’s all occult.  Tired of the anon games.  I’ve let you all distract me for too 

much. 2019 I’m cutting all of you off.

12/29/2018 8:34:24 AM cjptrsn This is an important conversation. I see both sides. @Jordan_Sather_ is riotous in his quest for documentation. That is his role in the plan. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is mysterious and intriguing. They get people looking. Inside Source or larp, they too serve a role. Just don’t divide us

12/29/2018 8:34:33 AM anangelhasland1 I don’t like the Twitterverse truism:

“Be careful who you follow.”

Think for yourself and enjoy views that stretch your imagination and threaten your beliefs...

The liar is always punished, in due time, anyway.

Even teachings from great masters must be put through the hamper.



12/29/2018 8:34:55 AM kuri99487324 BB BlueBeam

FF False Flag

AI Artificial Intelligence? (probably wrong on this one)

In any case, where should those sky events be expected? Mainly in the US or worldwide?

12/29/2018 8:35:02 AM vcbacknblack Then what do you provide?

12/29/2018 8:35:40 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Been lied to about almost everything so they're grasping straws looking for the truth and holding on to whatever they can find that goes along with the 

beliefs they have sort of solidified. At this point I can only be neutral. The emotional responses to some of the stuff posted..

12/29/2018 8:35:52 AM vcbacknblack In other words why should people wanting to understand the world around them listen to what you have to say?

12/29/2018 8:36:45 AM covertress "Who the messenger is, will shock you.

Who the typist is, will shock you." https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1023620854977056769?s=19 …

12/29/2018 8:36:52 AM cjptrsn We each have to find our own path and those who will guide us along our way. Good luck on your journey. I hope you find peace and knowledge in the 

new year.

12/29/2018 8:37:51 AM talbie2 It seems to me it sounds like eyethelarpy....

12/29/2018 8:38:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Sheep no more.

Q has stated that disinformation is real and necessary.

Including inside Q posts.

Sources with measurable authenticity infer that measurable limitations pertaining to disclosure of "reliable information" will occur.

"They have something to lose."

12/29/2018 8:38:33 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Can really take people down wrong bunny trails which can be damaging in our overall Ascension. I believe we have the truth inside of us that we need, 

we don't need to look outside external all the time. More meditation needed, grounding, being in nature etc. ❤️ & Light to all.

12/29/2018 8:39:31 AM cjptrsn And be kind to Marcus Mariota 🙏 We miss him dearly here in Duck country.

12/29/2018 8:40:22 AM gileslashawn I Love facts. ❤️ Opinions usually are speculation and not facts. I have read all the tweets. They resonate with me.

12/29/2018 8:40:47 AM keith369me Jordan...I have heard you say many times, follow the information and not the person.  With that being said, the increase in trolls here makes it harder 

to follow the information.

12/29/2018 8:40:58 AM djlok Not one bit!  For 40 years I was programmed to believe all this stuff was "made up".

12/29/2018 8:41:46 AM i_like_skis I’m not getting notifications from your account. Someone’s f’n with things.

12/29/2018 8:41:50 AM chalmersgilbert @realDonaldTrump does Q have any info on this account RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @Jordan_Sather_ We do (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi60a 

12/29/2018 8:41:54 AM zack_stone "Our greatest fear" poem. Powerful beyond measure #disclosure

12/29/2018 8:42:07 AM ethereal_shaman Use your own discernment, but open your mind.  All hidden data is to be released, one way or other.  #darktolight

12/29/2018 8:42:28 AM integratedwebuk If people are spoon fed the truth without having to research, read between the lines or apply any critical thinking then the purpose of the Q movement 

is lost...   We are being awoken to read a situation and think for ourselves....

12/29/2018 8:42:57 AM djlok Good question bc I'm not looking to go down in a plane and have to go through all this all over again.

12/29/2018 8:43:26 AM keith369me DC or LA next?

12/29/2018 8:43:37 AM heath_jack We all have something to lose.  But we can gain truth if we all focus on re desired out come.  We create our reality!

12/29/2018 8:45:11 AM vcbacknblack Resonate is one thing....facts are another. I think they have a fine opinion about things.

12/29/2018 8:46:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Be careful who you follow" means many things.

Q is using Majestic forms of communication to disclose highly classified operations so the public will be aware of what's happening and not cause mass 

panic.

This is the Great Awakening.

12/29/2018 8:47:32 AM patriot2nd me 2

12/29/2018 8:47:48 AM walkawaylib You are not going to shock anyone that would give five seconds to look at your account

12/29/2018 8:47:55 AM djlok I appreciate all the information even though I don't know you personally. Thank you!

12/29/2018 8:48:04 AM anangelhasland1 Yes! But take care...(Warning: metaphoric language follows.)

A master cannot see a demon.

Only a process, a fallen angel.

The demon does exist however 

as the untrained finds to his disbelief.

Always abide by the truth of your own limitations...

and then, you know, shrug ‘em off.

12/29/2018 8:49:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to: #Q1936 says: 

pic.twitter.com/yFxnrTFTf8

12/29/2018 8:51:14 AM anangelhasland1 In other words:

New Territory means New Territory.

12/29/2018 8:54:32 AM gileslashawn Through all of the post and responses to the post I have gathered some facts that I can walk away with. Speculation is not facts. Which I agree we need 

sources to verify. Just making a generalized statement that sounds good does not make it true. 👍

12/29/2018 8:56:49 AM freestateojones Whom is being divisive in this case?

12/29/2018 8:57:03 AM heath_jack Gain ground.  And claim it?

12/29/2018 8:58:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Being awoken means receiving all kinds of information.

Authoritative information has a history of being weaponized.

Nonauthortiative information has a history of being wrong.

45 says Anonymous sources are "Fake News".

What is "Fake News"?

12/29/2018 8:59:30 AM schoonerlewis Check Tommy williams it

THI

12/29/2018 8:59:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 If 45 is Q, this wasn't disclosed in the first several months of the operation.

People were divided over it because of OLD GUARD education.

Fake News is information that has the ability to be weaponized against you.

Anonymous sources remove the "have something to lose".

12/29/2018 9:00:30 AM vcbacknblack Now the question is were those facts available online anywhere prior? If  not it's just repeated info. Much of this stuff is already out there and  being a 

retired investigator I have had the time to find it. Not saying  they are wrong but not convinced they are "insiders".

12/29/2018 9:01:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore, as !SHEEP you must therefore take the advice that Q has given to you and learn the comms.

Q comms or general comms?

Q comms help for decoding Q drops.

How can you take what you have learned an re-apply it elsewhere?

Sheep no more!

Re-read: pic.twitter.com/sdPBbqFd2X



12/29/2018 9:01:23 AM stoneturnr Is "F" a reference to 'Fifteen', the alleged leader of the Advanced Contact Intelligence Organization (ACIO)? This individual was supposedly the main 

human liaison between humanity and ET groups  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/wingmakers/esp_sociopol_wingmakers_15.htm … 

pic.twitter.com/4yHyh47qsS

12/29/2018 9:03:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are everywhere.

Most clowns are unaware they are clowns.

Clowns are useful to chaos theory because they have hidden agendas.

It takes two to tango.

Facts do not mean "Q Posts".

Facts do not mean "MJ12 Posts"

Facts do not mean any authority behind the information.

12/29/2018 9:03:15 AM searcher9090 For the life of me I can't figure out why anyone would attack a few transformers and powerlines in some hick town in Louisiana.

12/29/2018 9:04:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Part of trusting yourself is learning new tools for inwardly communicating with Source that is not strategically engineered to create SHEEP. Part of 

Disclosure is to: 

1) Learn facts from authority sources.

2) Think for yourself (what does that mean?)

3) Trust yourself (again?)

12/29/2018 9:04:31 AM kcoughl61354411 I have to unfollow.

12/29/2018 9:04:34 AM wakingdream93 I wouldn’t hold your breath....If you’ve been following Majestic for any amount of time, Christians (and all religions) are in for a rude awakening. They 

are all nothing but fear and control, stealing the power of the individual (the true “god”).

12/29/2018 9:05:03 AM anuishboucher Once he said that they were humans and non-humans who were comunicating by this account, a typist was used to write messages from non-humans 

who comunicate only telepathically

12/29/2018 9:05:14 AM skymonk13 BlueBeam

12/29/2018 9:05:16 AM anangelhasland1 “Don’t close your account with reality.”

means you have to dwell in uncertainty and be honest what you “know” that you haven’t taken someone else’s word for...

Why should you trust anyone on something as unwieldy and manic as TwitterGodHowIHateThatName...

Spiritual path, same.

12/29/2018 9:05:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you only have (1) and not (2) and (3) as well, then you are SHEEP.

The intent behind the operation of this account is to prepare you for Disclosure and First Contact.

Nothing else.

We are not Disclosing ETs or initiating First Contact through this account on Twitter.

12/29/2018 9:06:34 AM anangelhasland1 In Zen speak,

Why claim anything?

What do you have at stake?

12/29/2018 9:06:40 AM nannysue1960 Sounds like an AJ shill to me. Disinformation. There is ONLY q. Be careful who u follow.

12/29/2018 9:08:32 AM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/DwnwWXJCMV

12/29/2018 9:08:38 AM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/68qre6uQa3

12/29/2018 9:08:46 AM gileslashawn I have studied for about 20 years myself. Photographic memory. I learn fast. Honestly I keep running out of sources of new information. So the hunt 

ensues for more sources. Usually a source gets outed pretty quick because something does not align. Sometimes it takes a while.

12/29/2018 9:09:05 AM integratedwebuk Trusting ones self??  Are you insinuating learning to trust one’s own intuition or ‘gut feeling’ or more along the lines of trusting having (1) and (2) you’ll 

disseminate your own position?

12/29/2018 9:09:36 AM johngradycole20 I agree. I had to be real skeptical at first, as my other posts show I still kinda am, but I am following along by observation and intuition on this one and I 

am satisfied so far.

12/29/2018 9:09:40 AM nannysue1960 AJ shill disinfo. There is ONLY q. Be careful who u follow

12/29/2018 9:11:50 AM sdcharge2k12 MJ12 thanks for all the great info over the last few months I don’t understand the hatred here smh. They will wake up eventually

12/29/2018 9:11:52 AM lmjonzey Hummmm....you've got a lot if programmed people out there.

12/29/2018 9:11:53 AM johngradycole20 I must say, I have been waiting for @Jordan_Sather_  to get in on this for sometime now and I was very excited to read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and 

@Jordan_Sather_  were communicating today. Keep reading Jordan

12/29/2018 9:13:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are instead providing tools to Anons who are aware of the Great Awakening who wish to hone in on the skills that others have mastered, like 

@Jordan_Sather_. Many posts are exercises in these fundamentals. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066573681235828736 …

12/29/2018 9:14:16 AM catvllvsverona "The substance is what matters only.

Authentic sources are an illusion".

Honestly, they're right about that. Golden rule reading intel and information. To trust or not the message based on who/what the source is may lead to 

grave mistakes. Info must be verified for what it is.

12/29/2018 9:14:20 AM podobensky I felt that the #WhiteHats were behind the Recent Sky Events.  #Patriots In Control ?

Thoughts ? ?

12/29/2018 9:14:37 AM pastorjon9 I'd go back to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's tweet about us having better than "60+++ year old technology". Although, the article @QBlueSkyQ dug up is an 

excellent find. Only issue is why a 5 minute long light show if it was a missle?

#SheepNoMore #PatriotsFight #WWG1WGA #QAnon #KAG2020 https://twitter.com/LadyQanuck/status/1078894766170034176 …

12/29/2018 9:15:35 AM podobensky Hang in there my fellow #Patriot We Pray for You And Your Countrymen

12/29/2018 9:17:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063582456417345541 …

12/29/2018 9:20:28 AM the_crimson_jet (Black = Dark) (Eye = Watcher) maybe a covert helper i.e. (safeguarded = protector). pic.twitter.com/jmMmWLXJHy

12/29/2018 9:20:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069421957983150080 …

12/29/2018 9:21:31 AM bbobbio71 I personally haven't seen a craft but have seen things.  I've no doubt the are things way more advanced than we know.  Seems we've plateaued or 

slowed in tech advancement for years.  So why not?

12/29/2018 9:21:37 AM godrus So who is running the #AerosolSpraying programs?

Is it #DeepState or #Patriots bcuz Someone ramped it up for last nights' #SkyEvents! Shine a light and let us know about these new #ExoticWeapons 

tax dollars paid to invent

#Truth2Power

#Dark2Light

12/29/2018 9:22:35 AM bbobbio71 Coincidence? Not

12/29/2018 9:23:12 AM lovesg_d Sorry, but NO!  Christ said he would return in the same way he physically left this world to ascend into Heaven.  He will physically return in His glorified 

body.  Sorry to disappoint you!

12/29/2018 9:24:35 AM si11112018 This. @EnjoyTheQShow1 💙



12/29/2018 9:25:40 AM cjptrsn Neither. That’s why I started with how the conversation was important and praised each for their strengths. That part of my comment was because 

I’ve seen these conversations between others turn nasty and the followers of each have taken to going at each other. Caution was my goal

12/29/2018 9:27:23 AM lovesg_d These people think they are going to become gods w/supernatural powers! The only people who are going to become godlike, not gods, are Believers 

in Jesus Christ. We will ascend into Heaven, receive new glorified bodies, & will rule & reign w/Christ & be like Him on earth!

12/29/2018 9:31:22 AM lovesg_d Following Jesus Christ is not being religious! It is being spiritual & bring given the ability to live supernaturally in this world.  Your spirit is resurrected 

from the dead & U become free spiritually. How supernatural & spiritual U become is dependent on being obedient 2 God!

12/29/2018 9:32:07 AM covertress Sarcasm? 😂 You're outta this world!

12/29/2018 9:34:27 AM keith369me So many have taken Q information and ran off on wild goose chases (guilty)!  The key is taking the aggregate of information gleaned directly and 

through further research/meditation paint a picture.  That picture becomes pretty darn clear.

12/29/2018 9:34:46 AM lovesg_d At best, this is a New Age LARP account! At worst, it is a Deep State Luciferian Cabal account set up to deceive people, especially QAnon followers.  I 

am looking forward to ascension to Heaven & returning w/my supernatural body & more supernatural abilities than I have now!

12/29/2018 9:35:26 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 new technology coming online?  https://twitter.com/infinitechan/status/1079051038198509568 …

12/29/2018 9:36:50 AM lovesg_d Majestic 12 has not replied to my challenge.  They and their 👽’s are fake and they know it!

12/29/2018 9:40:41 AM jeepeemjohnjohn No time for science fiction we are living in a real life! It s time to trust humans

12/29/2018 9:40:42 AM vcbacknblack Meaning it is open source information that anyone can research. I get that. I appreciate your opinion.

12/29/2018 9:44:26 AM 76northman Nope. This stinks.

12/29/2018 9:44:56 AM restart_qpersia Thanks, it's time to break the matrix!

12/29/2018 9:46:33 AM newyorker66 I had a dream i was fighting demons for my family and i was losing. I kept  asking God for help but i was getting none.  It was a very frustrating dream. I 

felt all alone.

12/29/2018 9:46:33 AM wakingdream93 Look, you can believe whatever the hell you want, keep it to yourself. I don’t want anything to do with your religion,btw! I’m just stating the fact that 

you have no business following MJ12 if your preaching Jesus. MJ is not friendly to those beliefs.....

12/29/2018 9:49:11 AM qoloradowqke Thanks, Jordan.

12/29/2018 9:50:29 AM lbf777 You all should reveal UFOs to the masses on NYE when everyone is looking in thd sky for fireworks. We need a jump start mass awakening to finish 

waking up the masses.

12/29/2018 9:51:29 AM roublisa Yep😉👍🥰💗

12/29/2018 9:54:02 AM daveschroeder18 And you are? The Savior that goes to all twitter accounts and let's everyone know that unless we believe what you believe we are gullible. You must be 

a very very busy savior. Thanks so much, for saving us all from majestic 12. I can start drinking again and stop meditating lol.

12/29/2018 10:00:28 AM bbobbio71 Good info here.  Some will make you say 🤔

12/29/2018 10:01:26 AM bbobbio71 Hang tough brother!

12/29/2018 10:01:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have never claimed to be an insider.

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20insider&src=typd …

12/29/2018 10:02:20 AM astol14334 You're NOT alone. 😇

12/29/2018 10:05:20 AM identityasxy .

That's what Elon Musk and Cliff High think.  Solid fuel (chemical) rockets can't propel you very far.

12/29/2018 10:05:39 AM bbobbio71 Anything to do with the Schumann spikes of recent days.  Although it has been a bit calm lately

12/29/2018 10:06:51 AM vcbacknblack Ok. So you are not an insider and you are just asking people to do their own open source research. Appreciate the clarification! 👍

12/29/2018 10:08:20 AM honeybager5 Good job, Jordan . . . keep digging

12/29/2018 10:08:43 AM newyorker66 The typist must have ADD bc hes all over the place in his responses.

12/29/2018 10:10:25 AM jollyrob2 Wouldn’t that be a awesome New Years count 👉 the real timeline ✨

12/29/2018 10:15:13 AM commonsensecub Just another Cheeto dust wearin’ keyboard pitter patterer..

12/29/2018 10:19:24 AM datruseeka When was that original mandate given and by whom?

12/29/2018 10:20:13 AM jaspony1 Is water the transmission medium? It holds and transfers information and Antarctica is connected to all of the oceans...

12/29/2018 10:23:26 AM covertress Yes

 https://twitter.com/R_Tehubijuluw/status/1079075504983076864?s=19 …

12/29/2018 10:24:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889841660368236544 …

12/29/2018 10:26:11 AM woodski6ll @Mafia_bobby @SandyMcNally3 @lpoutlook @Hal79816519 @TolsmaforTrump @JerryWaugh @StormIsUponUs @bigredwavenow 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @LooseGoods @LooseGoods @DiamondandSilk @wishfulldreamz @Katherine101364 @ldmmerritt 

@QanonJaye  

https://www.facebook.com/steve.schlafly/videos/10216633688450572/UzpfSTEwMDAwMTg5MzQ5NTI3NDpWSzoxMzIyNTA2MjY0NTU5Mjg4/ …

12/29/2018 10:29:11 AM covertress 174Hz - Helps in Pain & Stress Relief

285Hz - Rapid Tissue Regeneration and Quick Healing

396Hz - Letting go Guilt, Fear and Balancing Root Chakra

417Hz - Wipes out all the Negative Energy 

528Hz - Brings Positive Transformation and Builds Core Strength

12/29/2018 10:29:40 AM kfr0329 There is only Q.

12/29/2018 10:30:06 AM ahhhleahhhh What link is this and what is the subject of the info please?

12/29/2018 10:30:13 AM viking_anon I'm with you. There isn't much that shocks me anymore. I'm actually more shocked by kindness and honesty these days than I would be to find out that 

Michelle was really Michael..or Hillary really starred in frazzledrip. Air it all out. I'm a big boy. I can handle it.

12/29/2018 10:30:56 AM adsvel  http://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator/ 

12/29/2018 10:32:08 AM adsvel Thank You for sharing! 😊🙏💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 10:32:43 AM melanieanders7 Better to train you to trust yourself and gonwothin to find Truth in the world you experience. ❤️

12/29/2018 10:33:19 AM linnyt86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 definitely sounds like eye the spy u got that right 👍 scare monger #larp

12/29/2018 10:34:50 AM mongrelglory Welcome!  I came here via the same route as well.  If you go through MJ-12s old Tweets and Responses, you'll find a lot of mind-blowing information!

12/29/2018 10:35:06 AM wakingdream93 Again, your missing my point 😑. What you are preaching to me is no different than the religion your distancing yourself from. You can’t have that 

Jesus w/o the religion. I find it hilarious you think they fear Christ. Please, leave mine, and everyone’s else’s souls out of this.

12/29/2018 10:36:36 AM ideclarefreedom TY for this question, I’d love to know the answer too....Our physical bodies also made up of mostly water, don’t forget all the barium and aluminum 

they’ve been spraying on us-highly programmable (piezo crystals), dna ....Majestic, Am I on right path?

12/29/2018 10:36:37 AM wakingdream93 Besides, your Jesus wouldn’t have had to die if your “all powerful” god didn’t create hell then damn everyone to it in the first place.... sounds sadistic to 

me. I’ll pass.

12/29/2018 10:36:41 AM voodoowarlord I believe the evidence points towards the Eisenhower administration.

12/29/2018 10:36:43 AM adsvel Where You can use tone generator: fulfill glass of water and then put near speakers for 27 minutes. Use this water for cleansing Your body.

12/29/2018 10:37:21 AM linnyt86 Majestic 12 are dead! stop impostering dead people u krank



12/29/2018 10:40:16 AM covertress ꜱʟᴇᴇᴘ ᴍᴜꜱɪᴄ ʟɪɴᴋ ғᴏʀ ᴇᴀᴄʜ ғʀᴇϙᴜᴇɴᴄʏ

174Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/zUvRY9 

285Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/vLTZGh 

396Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/RFauxL 

417Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/4G4XEV 

528Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/2ySo2L 

639Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/kHF63H 
12/29/2018 10:42:05 AM datruseeka You didn’t answer the question.

12/29/2018 10:43:07 AM covertress ꜱʟᴇᴇᴘ ᴍᴜꜱɪᴄ ʟɪɴᴋ ғᴏʀ ᴇᴀᴄʜ ғʀᴇϙᴜᴇɴᴄʏ

741Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/zVKJYz 

852Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/WD6vW6 

963Hz ➜  https://goo.gl/Bwd4hj 

via Meditative Mind on YouTube

 https://www.youtube.com/user/TheMeditativeMind …
12/29/2018 10:44:08 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/uNT0220Mnj

12/29/2018 10:45:44 AM datruseeka I know the original MJ-12 was formed by Truman to investigate UFO’s but Eisenhower was the one that gave them top secret clearance ABOVE the 

President!  And members of the MJ-12 were part of the Cabal.

12/29/2018 10:46:15 AM norwegianon My gut has always told me Greer is a 🤡

12/29/2018 10:48:28 AM datruseeka And there were 2 MJ-12 teams formed, one was responsible for distributing disinformation and misinformation to protect the work of the other MJ-12 

team.  Majestic 12 here has never qualified from which he belongs.

12/29/2018 10:50:00 AM datruseeka Only that their team was “repurposed” with a NEW mandate of disclosure.

12/29/2018 10:50:08 AM darktolightjedi So it's a CFO rather than a UFO.

12/29/2018 10:51:54 AM anangelhasland1 Yes, to close the loop here...

I am certain they were angels...

12/29/2018 10:55:37 AM cidarean Connected to ET. 👽

12/29/2018 10:56:02 AM laurabusse I bet they were :-)

12/29/2018 10:57:51 AM darktolightjedi Podesta is evil. There is a link to Greer, correct?

12/29/2018 10:59:01 AM mongrelglory I think they mean project Blue Beam..

12/29/2018 11:00:07 AM djlok I'm guessing it's classified or "time is an illusion" comes into play here.

12/29/2018 11:00:12 AM petitchevalb Thank you

12/29/2018 11:00:29 AM petitchevalb Thank you

12/29/2018 11:02:09 AM mongrelglory That was an amazing thread covertress!

12/29/2018 11:02:59 AM anangelhasland1 “Our boy stepped a little to close to the fire!”

12/29/2018 11:06:12 AM wakingdream93 When will you get it through your thick skull? What you believe is no different than the Hebrew roots version of Christianity! Call it whatever you want, 

your still putting your power/belief in another!

12/29/2018 11:06:24 AM jeffreykstewart Not MJ-12. Most current members are fairly computer illiterate. Do you really think Kissinger tweets?

12/29/2018 11:06:39 AM djlok "Think as they do" is very profound.  I think that's why a large segment of our population hates @realDonaldTrump bc he is capable and often does 

think like [they] do as a means to protect #WeThePeople and to uphold his commitment to the Constitution.

12/29/2018 11:07:17 AM mongrelglory Try reading the thread posted by Covertress above about Century Link 911 outages and Keystone.  MJ-12 said they were "replacing" old technology.  

Sounds like they short-circuited the Cabal's grid for communications suppression and control.

12/29/2018 11:07:42 AM cidarean Well it would make sense if Q and MJ12 are two separate ops. Q would not communicate outside of 8chan. Which they haven't to my knowledge. 

MJ12 account still is interesting as it offers other interesting info not related to Q.

12/29/2018 11:08:00 AM wakingdream93 Oh please, I don’t need you feeling sorry for me. Nothing you can say or do will “save” my soul. I don’t need saving! Now stop force-feeding your crap 

down people’s throats! That’s what gives Christians (that includes you) a bad name.

12/29/2018 11:08:08 AM djlok I recently stopped believing in coincidences.  Maybe someday I'll believe in them again... But probably not.

12/29/2018 11:09:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Algorithms curate content to shape narratives.

Why would 3 interactions be ignored on the timeline view?

Does the last answer (unrelated to the original question) shape the narrative?

Clowns will try to stop us.

Clowns will fail. pic.twitter.com/S4i4oRNzqM

12/29/2018 11:09:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE works in many ways.

This is taken directly from our feed: pic.twitter.com/F2WKsM8AaJ

12/29/2018 11:09:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Added emphasis on "Research for yourself."

Q 1075

"Clowns + Twitter push."

Push = Algorithms

[Hidden Tweets] Bring Clarity To Confusion.

Clowns thrive on confusion.

They want you divided. pic.twitter.com/73yeC96nuS

12/29/2018 11:09:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 9) It has been the efforts of Q, including MJ12, to help assist in the Great Awakening by acting on a paradox.

10) If 45 is Q, and 45 says "Anonymous Sources" are "Fake News", then how do you explain the 6 months prior to SKY EVENT proving Q =~ 45, then 

later 45 = Q?

12/29/2018 11:09:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 6) Q mission is unaffiliated to MJ12 mission, though actions and events are not mutually exclusive.

7) No outside comms for Q from (now) 8ch and no outside comms for MJ12 from Twitter.

8) Disclosure and First Contact require a certain level of consciousness before successful try.

12/29/2018 11:09:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Important to note again: 

1) We have never claimed to be an insider. We are the Majestic 12.

2) The Majestic 12 operates above the Federal Government. Not inside.

3) We have never asked you trust us.

4) MJ12 was created prior to Q deliberately.

5) MJ12 distanced itself from Q.

12/29/2018 11:09:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 13) What IS disinformation? Intentional.

14) How about misinformation? Unintentional. Clown's Pawn.

15) Q has said that disinformation is real and necessary. See #Q72 #Q158 #Q128 #Q1685 #Q88 #Q76 #Q97 #Q78 #Q70

16) MJ12 has said that disinformation is real and necessary.

12/29/2018 11:09:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 11) Paradoxes are naturally occurring in nature and require logical thinking and trust in yourself to decipher. If Q is an anonymous source, when what 

"Fake News" are they spreading? Fake News = Narrative Shift + Agenda

12) Is all "Fake News" factually wrong?



12/29/2018 11:09:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 17) MJ12 has stated that disinformation is used intentionally: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074688833646706688 …

12/29/2018 11:11:16 AM george4papa if mind blowing is non sensible random hashtags and belligerent "coded", tweets, then yep, mind blown, at the amount of stupidity of Q-Tards

12/29/2018 11:12:40 AM george4papa how many hits of acid do you ingest before you begin tweeting

12/29/2018 11:12:52 AM mongrelglory Hey Jordan...check out this tweet about CenturyLink and the 911 system of control: https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1078917666889297920 …

12/29/2018 11:13:03 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnon

#MAGA

Coincidence??

Rise in mysterious 'TR-3B UFO sightings' sparks PANIC over 'top-secret US military plans'. https://tiny.iavian.net/qfwt 
12/29/2018 11:13:33 AM nanaof47 Truth!!

12/29/2018 11:14:17 AM voodoowarlord It seems like as new presidents took office and were unaware of them, the ability to declassify and disclose got lost. I think as members of MJ12 

changed the cabal influence declined. Being president does not give you open access to all secrets either.

12/29/2018 11:14:38 AM _girlmaher_ This is a USB ball. It contans data. It signifies the transfer of data from Putin's security apperatus to Trump concerning collusion between Russia and the 

DNC/CF during the Obama administration (profiteering) and the elections (Steele dossier and Russia, Russia, Russia psyop).

12/29/2018 11:14:46 AM mongrelglory I imagine their mandate was some sort of agreement between the Domain and the U.S. president (Eisenhower?)

12/29/2018 11:15:01 AM djlok Thank you for posting this!

12/29/2018 11:16:06 AM djlok That's what I'm thinking too.  Eisenhower played an important role in all this I think.

12/29/2018 11:17:21 AM orsinipepe Trickery like this leads to all sorts of misunderstanding and division.  Thanks for clarifying because that exchange looked absurd.

12/29/2018 11:18:21 AM dairy_mom_of_6 True, I am not dissing MJ12 just noticing a lot of emotional responses especially over the post about us living in a simulation. I totally get that we are in 

a matrix and being fed off of by other entities. We have the truth in us. We are sacred beings who forgot our power.

12/29/2018 11:19:37 AM zack_stone Some are deeper in the rabbit hole than others. Replace disclosure with truth. Understand why its long overdue

12/29/2018 11:21:09 AM mongrelglory Jordan, I've followed both Q from the beginning, and MJ-12 a while after their inception.  Their AMA sessions resonate with truth, as did the Q drops on 

4chan and then 8chan.  MJ-12 has been honest about how they were high-jacked by Bush Sr's ☠️ group in the 80's but that they...

12/29/2018 11:21:12 AM _girlmaher_ Excepting Christ? Did your entire tweet self destruct?

12/29/2018 11:21:13 AM vintagesquirrel “The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the ability to function.” - F. Scott 

Fitzgerald

12/29/2018 11:21:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not in a simulation.

YOU are a simulation.

IS-BEs enter lower densities to experience limitations.

Your soul is immortal and your body is a temporary vessel.

Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher self.

Time is an illusion.

IS-BE knows all aka God

12/29/2018 11:23:09 AM mongrelglory ...regained control in the past 5 years, going from dark to light. They are now proceeding with their original mandate.  This mandate originated shortly 

after the Roswell crash when the group was formed.

12/29/2018 11:24:20 AM pauliepg11111 Looks like Alice is involved in this thread...

12/29/2018 11:26:10 AM vintagesquirrel Is there any overlap in beings involved in Q and MJ12? As in, is anyone a part of both groups?

12/29/2018 11:26:33 AM _girlmaher_ The triangular shape in the sky was seen over DC before this happened. It seems to be active as 2 others have filmed similar shapes in their video of 

the blue sky over Astoria. I watched many Youtube videos and spotted one UFO but way too grainy to analyze much. Best is IRL view.

12/29/2018 11:26:34 AM zagnett Yes, true. Thanks.

I just want all remaining clowns to stand down. I want them to know if they keep pushing a knowingly false agenda specifically meant to mislead 

people away from the truth more and more people will enter the arena. Tired of this nonsense.

12/29/2018 11:27:20 AM adsvel Linear Future is quantum field of many invisible potentials and some wild cards... To see these potentials is Majestic. Thank You. 🙏💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 11:27:40 AM mongrelglory I picked up a copy of "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer.  I've found it very helpful in "orienting" myself to understanding what MJ-12 might be all 

about.  I highly recommend the read.

12/29/2018 11:27:51 AM hqqah So.... both sides (including Q) is disinfo/misinfo to fully control the narrative? pic.twitter.com/CgHSZVlMA3

12/29/2018 11:28:03 AM djlok #metoo

12/29/2018 11:31:38 AM vaporking  http://noosphere.princeton.edu/ 

12/29/2018 11:31:52 AM jballz1021 Sooner or later people will start looking within for the answers to every question. Until then we are subject to manipulation. The Universe is trying 

REALLY hard to get us to understand this.

12/29/2018 11:32:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 We received our mandate from POTUS 33.

No coincidences.

34 sounded the alarm before leaving office.

He agreed to secrecy yet had concerns about the new direction the Majestic 12 was taking and felt it his duty to warn the public. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyBNmecVtdU …

12/29/2018 11:32:21 AM mongrelglory Though I do recall they once mentioned early on that one of the persons typing on the account was the IS that was once James Forrestal, n'est pas?

12/29/2018 11:32:26 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/U4nDCuqv6k

12/29/2018 11:32:33 AM zagnett Funny when people say incredulously, "you believe in aliens!?".

I say, no I don't believe in aliens. I believe in the possibility of aliens. There's no need to believe in aliens to consider, & reasonably act upon, a distinct 

possibility of aliens.

12/29/2018 11:33:09 AM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/gmmiYLYLUX

12/29/2018 11:33:35 AM tru_believers Except this was talked about yesterday.

Check out @MilspecP’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/MilspecP/status/1079079059873767425?s=09 …

12/29/2018 11:34:54 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672 …

12/29/2018 11:35:10 AM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 8CHAN IS DOWN!

12/29/2018 11:36:38 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968?s=19 …

12/29/2018 11:37:47 AM mongrelglory Would it be accurate to say that the only real "facts" are obtained by "gnosis" a type of knowledge that is derived from experience, and encompasses 

the whole of a person?  (Zen Buddhists called it "direct seeing into the heart of man").

12/29/2018 11:38:50 AM vintagesquirrel ALICE = Artificial Linguistic Computer Entity?

12/29/2018 11:40:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the Generals on the Q team are signed into MAJIC EYES ONLY programs and therefore are Majestic in their duties. Does not mean they are all 

equally signed into the exact same operations. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071247544162885632 …



12/29/2018 11:41:24 AM voodoowarlord This interview of his granddaughter gave me some insight too. https://youtu.be/cQwEB75YWrs 

12/29/2018 11:41:40 AM mongrelglory Hey, if you find no value in what is posted here...you can just stop reading this account.  For me, I have learned a great deal of wisdom here, the most 

important being to look inside myself and find my own answers.

12/29/2018 11:41:53 AM _girlmaher_ I originally dismissed this video because glass will transport shiny indoor niknak reflections and make them look like they are outside but there is a 

similar video featurng a black triangle filmed badly from the ground. That's 4 sightings of the triangle so far in the past week.

12/29/2018 11:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071247544162885632 …

12/29/2018 11:42:51 AM vintagesquirrel Thank you for the reply.

12/29/2018 11:43:22 AM karenhennigar1 Agree

12/29/2018 11:44:45 AM vaporking Very real.

12/29/2018 11:47:18 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there a particular mantra we can use in meditation that will help us see beyond the mirror / illusion?

12/29/2018 11:50:19 AM dairy_mom_of_6 That makes sense MJ12 Thank you!

12/29/2018 11:50:26 AM holliday_billy Holy crap

12/29/2018 11:50:36 AM kuri99487324 What is ALICE?

12/29/2018 11:52:16 AM peterclloyd It would be interesting to know when it was NEED TO KNOW, who knew all.

12/29/2018 11:53:10 AM toffer_anon_369 "IS-BEs can control more than one body."  Is this related to the reports of Putin, Killary, Soros, etc. having AI clones/doubles??

12/29/2018 11:55:15 AM fleurcompassion "As usual, God reveals His/Her Self in unusual and often cryptic ways"  This tweet is right above this line. 

 Synchronicities. It's no bullshit that the important thing, is to go within. We feel truth ... It's not a competition. We're doing the dance together.

12/29/2018 11:55:18 AM campbellclc333 The real MJ12 don't give a fu#k about social media and they for sure ain't answering questions.

12/29/2018 11:55:46 AM _girlmaher_ Thanks for pinching that loaf, it makes an even better screenshot. To answer your questions, I'm a fan of Jesus, but as an individual. I have been 

fighting the assholes who install themselves as an intermediary to God in order to control YOU since the firs day I arrived on Earth.

12/29/2018 11:55:54 AM raisethevib369 בבקשה

12/29/2018 11:56:18 AM zagnett Safe to fly commercial? Great!

But what about the scanning machines irradiating people, getting high resolution pictures at the airports that cabal does who knows what with, and 

making Chertoff rich?

12/29/2018 11:58:07 AM campbellclc333 The Messenger pic.twitter.com/nFsQnVDJvc

12/29/2018 11:58:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps its because truth resonates.

"Think of the universe in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration."

12/29/2018 11:59:13 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672?s=19 …

12/29/2018 11:59:43 AM advocatecomm Clear out the unhealthy cells ...

For a Better and Healthier Society pic.twitter.com/K3TRO5x1QS

12/29/2018 12:00:06 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920?s=19 …

12/29/2018 12:01:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read this thread.

Logical thinking required. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079092038354767875 …

12/29/2018 12:01:59 PM wakingdream93 And I’ve clearly (by now you’ve noticed, I’m sure) that I 100% reject your beliefs and your god. I don’t want or need ANYONES saving! Your Christ is no 

more powerful than I am! We are all equal, and part of the same divine source! I am God just as much as you are. We’re all equal

12/29/2018 12:03:14 PM lightflight7 I know that you're speaking truth and I've seen so many crafts over the years I don't even know how to explain it and a whole bunch of different things 

lately this skies are busy people look up open your minds

12/29/2018 12:04:25 PM wakingdream93 🤣🤣🤣🤣 You make me laugh! Knock yourself out buddy.... DARK -> LIGHT. You can’t stop what’s coming.

12/29/2018 12:04:53 PM wakingdream93 EXACTLY!!!!

12/29/2018 12:06:00 PM fowlreginald Wow, I wish I had found MJ12 earlier!

12/29/2018 12:06:28 PM schasslersteve  https://youtu.be/eoUMZOMavB8 

12/29/2018 12:08:13 PM davidroehrig Tell 'em, bro. We didn't write the rules. We just see the importance of following the very simple rules. Believe in Christ and receive the free gift of 

salvation. No slavery required, or wanted. Salvation is about freedom, not slavery. Those without salvation are already slaves.

12/29/2018 12:08:32 PM mongrelglory Alice totally distorted the conversation to make it look like Jordan was calling MJ-12 out as a Larp!

12/29/2018 12:08:38 PM zagnett Yeah baby this movie is getting better and better!!

12/29/2018 12:11:34 PM davidroehrig "accept"

12/29/2018 12:14:00 PM datruseeka Is Mr F of James Forrestal?

12/29/2018 12:15:05 PM _chelseaproject You mean until 2011 when you became a part of the plan, correct?

12/29/2018 12:16:00 PM datruseeka Is this Mr F of James Forrestal?

12/29/2018 12:16:03 PM _girlmaher_ Jesus is a concept, he is not just one cool dude who lived long ago. The Vatican has lied to all. The continued push to accept a lie about one dude who 

represents half a dozen existing Messiah stories is tiresome. But one can strive to understand the whole story of religion(s).

12/29/2018 12:18:44 PM kuri99487324 So, you are spreading disinformation (purposefully) in order to conceal ET information that could potentially endanger the Disclosure/First Contact 

process? Is it done in order to protect the public from a rude awakening at our current conciousness state?

12/29/2018 12:20:20 PM covertress Thank you for your service, IS-BE Forrestal. I hope that we might meet [again?] sometime. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062442405604048896?s=19 …

12/29/2018 12:21:25 PM datruseeka Was Majestic 12 part of the Cabal & MIC?

12/29/2018 12:21:41 PM datruseeka Is it still?

12/29/2018 12:22:10 PM datruseeka Yes.

12/29/2018 12:23:07 PM _girlmaher_ First of all, don't give Barron coffee, he's too young for that. Second, I will never make it through your 5,000 messages in order to ask you the best most 

awesome AMA question ever... But I'm working on it. Tha k's for the brain jolts, it's been a season of deep discussions!

12/29/2018 12:23:46 PM zagnett Definitely!

This movie is taking off!!

12/29/2018 12:24:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 322

12/29/2018 12:24:28 PM datruseeka Alice?

12/29/2018 12:25:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Defence?

12/29/2018 12:26:16 PM djlok I think we are gonna learn more about ALICE from the HRC emails.

12/29/2018 12:26:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 666

C__N

[E]T

[N]WO

Nuclear

!New

!Nazi

12/29/2018 12:27:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall.



12/29/2018 12:27:27 PM datruseeka If the Cabal has always been in charge (at least for a long time), then why would they ever give up control of MJ-12?   Unless it happened after Trump 

took office?  But how did he then take charge of it, if their security clearance was above the president?

12/29/2018 12:27:42 PM palmdalekid2 BC

12/29/2018 12:28:26 PM zagnett  http://sosrff.tsu.ru/?page_id=7 

Seems the Schumann resonance is much improved in the last month or two. Much more harmonic most of the time now. This seems to have 

something to do with the "awakening".

12/29/2018 12:28:30 PM _girlmaher_ So now you have discovered how we had a fake disagreement based on one misused letter. This happens on a daily basis to millions who are 

miseducated by entities who present themselves as Gods (more like modern idols) but are bent on our destruction. Friendly demo over. Cheers!

12/29/2018 12:28:43 PM schasslersteve  https://youtu.be/eoUMZOMavB8 

12/29/2018 12:28:53 PM datruseeka Which aliens are part of MJ-12?

12/29/2018 12:29:38 PM datruseeka Sounds Satanic

12/29/2018 12:30:29 PM djlok Do you know what the ! means.

12/29/2018 12:31:29 PM zagnett S&B, GHWB

12/29/2018 12:31:45 PM datruseeka Who are the Domain?  Some alien civilization?

12/29/2018 12:31:56 PM victorianoreent ditto on that.  love is transparent.  direct.  i do however understand that revealing of ALL when in war (as in revealing plans, dates) can be detrimental 

to a plan.  when done for the good of ALL (freedom), withholding serves a purpose - in the short term.

12/29/2018 12:32:13 PM datruseeka No...you?

12/29/2018 12:32:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect.

Deep State = Majestic 12 Tentacles

Think Octopus

Think Arrival

Time Is An Illusion

Cabal = 322 Faction Inside Deep State

MJ12 != Cabal

MJ12 != Deep State

Military = Deep State

MJ12 -> Deep State -> Cabal -> #Q53 -> 322

               Deep State <- Cabal <- #Q53 <- 322
12/29/2018 12:34:04 PM mongrelglory In older tweets they showed pictures of generals and said that "two members of MJ-12" were in the picture.  I believe it was Joseph Dunford and 

Michael Rodgers that most people agreed upon.

12/29/2018 12:34:08 PM datruseeka So MJ12 is the head of the Octopus?  Head of Deep State?

12/29/2018 12:34:12 PM palmdalekid2 U

12/29/2018 12:34:23 PM kuri99487324 So, the real question is, who’s craft was it?

12/29/2018 12:34:41 PM djlok I don't.  In math I think it means a series.  I was a bad math student.

12/29/2018 12:35:00 PM john777lee Jef the guy's name is Timothy Holmesmith  here is his web page  https://www.writeintoaction.com/ 

This is loaded with info on pedo stuff !

12/29/2018 12:35:12 PM toffer_anon_369 ! is 'regular expression' for NOT, so he is saying Not New, Not Nazi...

12/29/2018 12:35:20 PM decodematrix C__N=CERN

[N]WO=[N]uclear World Order. Interesting.

Not [N]ew. Not [N]azi.

12/29/2018 12:35:21 PM datruseeka Yes I got that. Roswell Crash.

12/29/2018 12:36:18 PM nun_chucknorris British variant of “Defense”

12/29/2018 12:36:18 PM voodoowarlord != not

12/29/2018 12:36:26 PM djlok Thanks for helping me understand this.

12/29/2018 12:37:07 PM datruseeka I’ve seen that before “Nuclear World Order” but can’t recall where I was reading it...I’ll research

12/29/2018 12:37:35 PM mikelzinga This corresponds quite nicely with a story I was told from a Mason about his first experience with the "paranormal" being at a Masonic meeting where 

there were "brothers from the Grand Lodge in the sky" in attendance. I understood this to mean ones who passed on but continue to..

12/29/2018 12:38:20 PM orsinipepe 666 = CERN logo

12/29/2018 12:38:22 PM mongrelglory You might want to pick up a copy of the book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer.  MJ-12 has said there are some inaccuracies in the nurse's 

telepathic translations, as she was doing it alone, however the overall interview occurred and is full of helpful information!

12/29/2018 12:38:45 PM mikelzinga .. Remain involved from beyond their fleshly bodies. Seems similar to Mr. Forrestal's experience here.

12/29/2018 12:39:55 PM john777lee The time is coming when we will no longer need a President ! Trump will be the last one. I guess it will be a federation or something. He says he is 

giving power back to the people and I believe every word he say's after I look at all of the evidence ! WWG1WGA

12/29/2018 12:40:00 PM vintagesquirrel ALICE = Artificial Linguistic Computer Entity

12/29/2018 12:40:19 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/OwoM1qCVNX

12/29/2018 12:41:04 PM orsinipepe In programming languages like C, a "!" before something means "not."  You're thinking of the factorial in math, where 4! = 4+3+2+1.

12/29/2018 12:41:11 PM mongrelglory Dear Airl, a benevolent officer of the Domain. 😊  As MJ-12 have said (I'm paraphrasing them), they were trying to bring down a Nazi flying saucer with 

the Paperclip technology they had acquired, but instead a miracle occurred!

12/29/2018 12:41:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Extraterrestrial intelligence.

Not only was MJ12 directed to cover up the ET presence on Earth, we were also mandated to master it at all costs

1) Sum of all fears.

2) Clowns clowns clowns.

3) WWG1WGA

4) Cleanup + Disclosure

5) First Contact

6) Identities of MJ12 disclosed.

FPP
12/29/2018 12:42:09 PM zagnett Transmit medium seems to be ELF waves.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extremely_low_frequency …

12/29/2018 12:42:09 PM datruseeka I have it

12/29/2018 12:43:03 PM mongrelglory That's so cool!  I joined the account later on.

12/29/2018 12:43:28 PM datruseeka Yes. Agreed.  It means “not”.

12/29/2018 12:44:08 PM voodoowarlord CERN is evil. It probably could end up opening a gateway or portal to realms we should stay clear of. Or act as a beacon of some sort. 😔



12/29/2018 12:44:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 How could MJ12 keep the real secret from the Cabal?

Old Physics = Old Guard

New Physics = New Guard

New Physics = Highly Classified & Heavily Compartmentalized = SSP

Lights?

Future Proves Past.

Nuclear?

Nuclear Weapons?

Nuclear World Order?

Majestic.

How do you keep a secret?

👁

12/29/2018 12:44:55 PM datruseeka FPP?

12/29/2018 12:45:10 PM mongrelglory That's a great summary of what's going on here Michael.  I still have trouble with understanding the math but I have had "aha!" moments about many 

other things from this account.

12/29/2018 12:45:43 PM blazer2k7 You can do more.  You can disclose more.  You can release more.  Step it up.  Pass this along to your superiors please.

Public is beyond ready.  This is bleeding into the territory of shenanigans.

12/29/2018 12:46:02 PM zagnett Tricky. Definitely seems to require some sort of plan.

12/29/2018 12:46:21 PM toffer_anon_369 Black Eye

12/29/2018 12:46:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Go'uld respect the Asguard.

WHY?

Peace Through Strength.

Majestic.

12/29/2018 12:47:16 PM totalbullshitur We Are One

12/29/2018 12:47:30 PM toffer_anon_369 322 = Yale Skull and Bones SS?

12/29/2018 12:48:18 PM datruseeka What do you mean by “clean up”?

12/29/2018 12:49:12 PM voodoowarlord Possibly it has to do with appointments In places such as mil or DOE.

12/29/2018 12:49:13 PM toffer_anon_369 FPP Future Proves Past

12/29/2018 12:49:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079115329215832065 …

12/29/2018 12:49:41 PM mongrelglory Will nuclear power plants be "moth-balled" after Disclosure/First Contact?

I would hope that zero point energy would become available as a much safer alternative for planet Earth.

12/29/2018 12:50:03 PM richardbramlet6 Lol u won't master me

12/29/2018 12:50:07 PM adsvel If one IS-BE holds group of different humans with different level of consciousness, what is the best purpose for the group of One IS-BE, if one or more in 

this group creates the opposite of the evolution of this group?

12/29/2018 12:50:09 PM lorirrr Yup.

12/29/2018 12:50:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 was signed into MAJIC EYES ONLY when he was recruited.

12/29/2018 12:50:59 PM 3rdeyeview55 Never really understood why.🤔

12/29/2018 12:51:28 PM datruseeka The Goa'uld respect the Asgard - correct spelling?

12/29/2018 12:53:40 PM datruseeka Asgard smarter?

12/29/2018 12:53:48 PM toffer_anon_369 Melania is Sirian starseed and has read 45 into "the situation" long before he was recruited

12/29/2018 12:53:58 PM kuri99487324 Could yoy please give more information on the cleanup process, if possible? In which number would the imminent mass arrests fall in this list?

12/29/2018 12:54:07 PM blazer2k7 Was symbology not part of the hidden technology they traded? They use the symbols to power hidden, darker, majics. Amirite or amirite? Are they not 

an extension of Solomon?

12/29/2018 12:55:44 PM mongrelglory So let me see if I'm understanding this correctly...when the Domain arrived, they weren't about to interfere with the affairs of humans directly, but 

were wanting to protect planet Earth from destruction.  So officers of the Domain incarnated as members of MJ-12 and were tasked..

12/29/2018 12:56:14 PM cryptocrab4 Looking forward to disclosure and of course Abolishing the IRS 😃 + #GoldStandard , maybe #SilverStandard ?

12/29/2018 12:56:16 PM qanoncitizen Sather's getting jealous, LOL

12/29/2018 12:56:28 PM jonessense I asked Kabamur but haven’t received an answer yet

12/29/2018 12:56:39 PM daveschroeder18 FPP future proves past

12/29/2018 12:58:19 PM mongrelglory ...with the delicate balancing act of overseeing the MIC, Alphabet agencies, Cabal, world governments etc...letting them think they were in control, 

while in the meantime secretly laying out a plan to prepare humanity for eventual disclosure and First Contact?

12/29/2018 12:58:24 PM _girlmaher_ I know you Earthlings have this religious culture that is very important. That is why I study it and try to understand it from a standpoint of Human 

history. All humans want gods. Some of them are cool, I'll give you that. I'm just here for the Human vacation. Don't make me work.

12/29/2018 12:58:50 PM marcygraveley Future proves past

12/29/2018 12:59:02 PM shawnt1973 We are Extraterrestrials and have intelligence. What level is another story .

12/29/2018 12:59:09 PM zagnett Sather a clown? Cliff High thinks so, but idk. I always liked Sather's work/videos. Seems like a cool guy.

12/29/2018 12:59:55 PM datruseeka Was that done by Flynn?

12/29/2018 12:59:59 PM richardbramlet6 So basically pain is coming until late one decides when others are rdy so who decides the people other you

12/29/2018 1:00:25 PM datruseeka What’s your proof of that?

12/29/2018 1:01:29 PM kevinmounce3 Sects in the Sanhedrin did the deed & @ nite. All ppl of Israel was not represented. 1000's more loved the Messiah yet He had to go thru n order to 

cleanse our sins. Assembly of God, Baptist, United Pentecostal, Methodist, and more support this belief. It's 100% Biblical.

12/29/2018 1:01:41 PM ultra_unlimited Om Vajrapāni Hum ⚡️

12/29/2018 1:01:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 [a] + [u] = Au

#Q2619 #Q196 #Q197 #Q1771 #Q195 #Q194

Coincidence?

12/29/2018 1:02:15 PM nun_chucknorris Well that’s interesting. More info pointing to the plan originating pre 2004. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034967671291502592?s=21 …

12/29/2018 1:02:25 PM blazer2k7 haha, read through posts. I got fpp. Forgot what ssp means.

UGH.  I hate acronyms.

12/29/2018 1:02:53 PM sheshifts001 What can you tell us about One of Three, Two of Three, & Three of Three? #AI #matrix #consciousness

Specifically in terms of the interaction between human #consciousness, human intention & their operations now & post-disclosure...

Thanks ;)

#source #light #energy #info #creative

12/29/2018 1:03:04 PM schasslersteve  https://youtu.be/eoUMZOMavB8 

12/29/2018 1:03:26 PM toffer_anon_369 Au = GOLD

12/29/2018 1:03:39 PM mongrelglory Ever since I saw that first "Resident Evil" movie, the name "Alice" just puts chills down my spine! 😬

12/29/2018 1:03:56 PM blazer2k7 And we're sure it doesn't mean future proves present?



12/29/2018 1:04:02 PM voodoowarlord I don't tell ANYONE or think about it.

12/29/2018 1:04:07 PM keith369me I remember reading this...thank you for increasing our awareness

12/29/2018 1:05:05 PM cat_deviney I think it's Paul.

12/29/2018 1:05:24 PM datruseeka Thx....overlooked that.

12/29/2018 1:05:28 PM mongrelglory Thanks, that helps my comprehension a lot! 👍

12/29/2018 1:06:38 PM adsvel Who represents Go'ulds and who Asguards? Ursa Major and Domain?

12/29/2018 1:07:22 PM toffer_anon_369 I have been using this one https://youtu.be/SBiwLibZqfw 

12/29/2018 1:08:28 PM voodoowarlord Why require proof every step of the way? Take the data in the put it all together in a puzzle. The true things will reveal themselves in the end.

12/29/2018 1:08:53 PM zagnett Clowns.

12/29/2018 1:09:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/11

9 = IS-BE

1+1 = 2

9 + 2 = 11

9 / [2] 11

9 / 11 [2]

3 6 9 manifests consciousness

1 2 4 5 7 8 manifest matrix chaos

They feed on children

Child Innocence = 3

How do you remove innocence?

Subtraction.

PREY = -1

Child + Prey = 2

1 + 1 = 2

9 / 11
12/29/2018 1:10:05 PM djlok Thanks!

12/29/2018 1:10:14 PM ultra_unlimited Wow Mark thank you for sharing that 🙏🏽

12/29/2018 1:10:41 PM mongrelglory Child Sex Trafficking Ritual Abuse Cult... ☠️ Skull and Bones

12/29/2018 1:11:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their symbolic actions are represented by their consciousness manifesting thoughts required to feed on children like prey. The symbology and occult 

meaning behind the numbers manifested by these actions resonate through tried and true doctrines of creation exercised not worshiped

12/29/2018 1:11:51 PM toffer_anon_369  https://youtu.be/2b5yXvQMK4g 

12/29/2018 1:12:20 PM blazer2k7 phantom Morgana.

BUT.  Project Bluebeam side effects will cause an uptick in their occurrence.  The aerosols/chemicals sprayed that support project blue beam will 

increase light reflections and diffusion/diffraction. Which increases many atmospheric phenomenon.

12/29/2018 1:14:27 PM lib7473 Thanks for the thread! It makes sense now how the Light Forces (ground crew) were able to incarnate into this realm w/o [them] knowing, since they 

have used a reincarnation trap technology for eons to continue enslaving mankind, to recycle souls..

12/29/2018 1:14:43 PM allahuniversal I'Au

12/29/2018 1:14:48 PM ultra_unlimited And the Hidden Hands and Unseen Powers and Principalities guiding them... 322 is the exoteric expression 🌟

12/29/2018 1:15:39 PM zagnett By John Trump when T was young?

Or recently, when convinced to run for Pres.?

12/29/2018 1:16:09 PM zagnett Exactly!

This is a great movie! Why spoil the ending??

12/29/2018 1:18:49 PM lori_dee1 Great  info Mark! It always goes back to the beginning. 🙏💖🇺🇸🌍

12/29/2018 1:19:14 PM ultra_unlimited I’m definitely a fan too 🤙🏽

12/29/2018 1:19:24 PM datruseeka Gold will destroy the Fed.

Gold is skin of gods > sun god Ra

Significance of being covered in gold?

Spiritual significance? pic.twitter.com/UvXrUPZmyJ

12/29/2018 1:19:50 PM cjptrsn 🤯I need a Xanax.

12/29/2018 1:20:41 PM jollyrob2 🎉🙏

12/29/2018 1:20:54 PM datruseeka There are many ways to validate facts....but it’s critical you validate what you can.

12/29/2018 1:21:44 PM ultra_unlimited Ommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm🌟

12/29/2018 1:23:07 PM jollyrob2 🤡

12/29/2018 1:23:33 PM datruseeka But why is 3 “arbitrarily” assigned to children?

12/29/2018 1:25:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. This concept was well explored in SG-1.

12/29/2018 1:25:44 PM adsvel With inanimate You meant AI or Elemental life?

12/29/2018 1:27:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 As well as Star Trek and many other films that involved ETs or the Military. It all went through a clearing process before being distributed. Big money 

followed pushed content. Organic growth was discouraged and unrewarded. Higher ascended beings do not involve themselves usually

12/29/2018 1:28:02 PM datruseeka Future proves past.

12/29/2018 1:28:49 PM mongrelglory Often encapsulated by the phrase "release your burden". 👍

12/29/2018 1:30:16 PM toffer_anon_369 Ask the question(s) [in meditation] and receive the answer(s)

12/29/2018 1:30:26 PM anangelhasland1 He’s gone on the same record as Q:

“You won’t miss the mass arrest extravaganza!”

12/29/2018 1:31:10 PM zagnett Trippy!

12/29/2018 1:31:12 PM askesis369 I believe they are saying that the names ‘New or Nazi World Order’ aren’t as fitting as ‘Nuclear World Order’ because they wanted to instigate world 

war in order to easier control the fraction of us that survive the nuclear holocaust that would ensure; see Georgia Guidestones.

12/29/2018 1:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information is the Asgard's Strength.

Therefore they are intellectually more advanced than the parasitical reptilian race.

Inform the slaves of what freedom is, then offer it to them.

This trick has been used for centuries.

However open source instant communications beat them.

12/29/2018 1:33:31 PM mongrelglory Do you find yourself thinking of many, many old movies/TV shows and saying "OMG! That was disclosure!'?  It's nice to know my TV watching time 

wasn't a total waste of my brain. 😁

12/29/2018 1:33:36 PM voodoowarlord Previously answered,  search  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  with '3' or '6' '9' etc

12/29/2018 1:33:41 PM datruseeka Those who can do so, please do and post your answers here!!!

12/29/2018 1:35:17 PM zagnett Is MJ a fan of "open source" everything? e.g. Linux over MS?

12/29/2018 1:35:20 PM datruseeka Knowledge is strength.  Knowledge is power.  That’s why so many secrets have been kept from us.

12/29/2018 1:35:59 PM bryanrusch This is exactly why #flatearth matters. Who are the real deceivers?



12/29/2018 1:36:15 PM datruseeka Be careful of what you are offered.

12/29/2018 1:36:27 PM worldxplorer1 “Arrival” as in the movie?  Heptapod.

12/29/2018 1:37:58 PM worldxplorer1 #Q53 pic.twitter.com/Pd2qDWfgu2

12/29/2018 1:38:45 PM zagnett Will both the human & reptilian races someday both be free & be peaceful with each other? Both free from enslavement? Both free from the need to 

be parasitical? Both free to be of a higher vibration?

12/29/2018 1:39:25 PM ascension_guide Lucifer is female.

The Great Deceiver.

False Light.

Sun of the Morning

Daughter of Mourning

Feeds off suffering/loosh

EVERY version of AI, starts with version 1.0

Why are they ALL named ALICE?

ALICE=ANTI-CHRIST?

Quantum=‘Other Dimensions’

Brought Back here?

Exit Matrix! pic.twitter.com/cZeKKWzcOf
12/29/2018 1:39:47 PM zagnett MJ's pick? Kirk v. Picard

12/29/2018 1:41:01 PM worldxplorer1 Great question Sandris!

12/29/2018 1:41:27 PM _girlmaher_ I invited you into a conversation being held in a plane higher than your own but you stayed in the lower plane. My point was made long ago. You have 

all the answers because I am very transparent. Have a wonderful 2019.

12/29/2018 1:41:36 PM anangelhasland1 So, if this doesn’t happen by the end of next year do the Anons gather pitchforks and chase Q to the mill?

What’s the plan here...

12/29/2018 1:41:37 PM pcway66 Stargate SG-1 ........

12/29/2018 1:42:56 PM kuri99487324 How many reptilian parasites have remained on Earth at this point, is what I have been wondering about for a while.

12/29/2018 1:43:33 PM adsvel Thank You. I love this movie and a lot think about... Who is who? 😊

12/29/2018 1:44:14 PM kuri99487324 I thought the Plan was much older, unless we are talking about a different Plan or a different “branch” of the Plan.

12/29/2018 1:44:30 PM mongrelglory It's so funny!  I've been a Sci Fi reader since I was a little girl back in the early days of Isaac Asimov and Ray Bradbury...loved all the early SciFi TV 

shows...even the geeky "Lost in Space".  To this day I still religiously watch re-runs of Star Trek and SG-1. 😆

12/29/2018 1:46:17 PM worldxplorer1 I’m just catching up. Watched the movie again recently and am going thru SG-1 now.

12/29/2018 1:46:55 PM kuri99487324 How is the uninformed/ unaware public going to come in terms with the darkness and lies that have been plaguing us for thousands of years in an 

emotional level? How will Disclosure happen? Gradually release of information?

12/29/2018 1:46:56 PM worldxplorer1 SSP = Secret Space Program

12/29/2018 1:47:08 PM podium_hawk IRS has been gutted as of 2.5 months ago. Wish Granted!

Staff keep, was moved over to the Treasury new office

12/29/2018 1:48:10 PM mongrelglory You know, I went to one of the earliest "official" Star Trek conventions in Canada in 1979.  That was before big name actors did convention circuits or 

people dressed up in costumes.  Nurse Chapel and Sulu were the guest speakers and it was at the U. of Western Ontario. 😆

12/29/2018 1:48:20 PM blazer2k7 Ty. Acronyms are not my strong point.  >_<.

I should have known that one.  Seen it plenty

12/29/2018 1:48:51 PM podium_hawk  pic.twitter.com/iaP9nxWDUc

12/29/2018 1:49:04 PM adsvel Also I am thinking, who are Pleiadians, Arcturians in this movie? Could it be Knox, Talan?

12/29/2018 1:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer successful.

12/29/2018 1:51:15 PM mongrelglory I watch only select TV shows now, but still see the propaganda sneaking in.  I remember having huge "aha" moments when I watched the movies 

"Cloud Atlas" and "Snowpiercer".

12/29/2018 1:51:38 PM zagnett Good point!

12/29/2018 1:54:32 PM turboxyde Herein lies the duality... All aspects of Creation hold the same potential. What manifests through compassion and evidence remains to be seen. After 

awakening, there is a dragon consciousness out there that taught me valuable lessons in moving my awareness and trusting in love.

12/29/2018 1:55:04 PM jonessense No not OUT. Just what kind of energy. I think they’ve been hacked at times. Unless they push NWO for real

12/29/2018 1:55:55 PM integratedwebuk Wikileaks tried that approach and it was an epic fail...   too much information to disseminate....    plus if we are fed information without research then 

the purpose of the Q movement is lost

12/29/2018 1:55:56 PM decodematrix The guy standing to the left of Dunford I think is MJ12 because he looks like Richard Dean Anderson. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072834267854618624 …

12/29/2018 1:56:06 PM djlok I love it when MJ12 responds with what I perceive as humor!

12/29/2018 1:56:13 PM kuri99487324 It has probably already been happening with some key players, but rather “unceremoniously” and behind the scenes. We can expect much more in the 

first days of January, if it goes smoothly.

12/29/2018 1:56:54 PM integratedwebuk The whole purpose is to teach critical thinking and to force people to research for themselves instead of just trusting blindly what they have been fed

12/29/2018 1:57:56 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I have questioned this, but not had an answer to that come to me.

12/29/2018 1:58:28 PM spiriuniversal Humanity must Implement The Declaration of Human Sovereignty. http://Humansovereignty.org 

12/29/2018 1:59:13 PM zagnett Yeah, me too!

Could never really decide either. I like the other captains too. Didn't watch the most recent couple shows though. Stopped watching Enterprise after 

Archer's dog pissed on an alien planet's tree & he didn't expect to piss off the natives.

12/29/2018 1:59:19 PM blondiejoemanco Yes. 1000s more loved Jesus. They were Christians. But who constituted the mob that chose Barabbas, a known criminal, over innocent Jesus?

12/29/2018 2:00:07 PM adsvel Me too! I am on SG-1, part 5 recently. It is like a meditation for me, many teardrops lose in it...😊💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 2:01:30 PM laurabusse Maybe bc:

Father + mother makes a child

1 + 1 produces a 3rd

Takes 2 ppl to make a child

Therfore child is the 3rd person of 3

12/29/2018 2:02:42 PM laurabusse Just a guess but maybe arrests, getting rid of all the bad actors

12/29/2018 2:02:50 PM djlok Growing up my dad had Star Trek playing in every room in the house growing up. It was one of the few programs we were allowed to watch. I share 

with him the stuff I'm learning here and his response: "That sounds about right".  Wish he'd get on Twitter and follow MJ12!

12/29/2018 2:02:54 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/user/ERB 

Guessing MJ isn't a fan of "Epic Rap Battles of History"

12/29/2018 2:03:05 PM adsvel Thank You, nice music. 😊💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 2:04:01 PM mgray72531386 I recently heard that Mexico has nuclear warheads supplied to them by Mossad and Cabal.  Is this true?  Is this why the majority of our Navy Carriers 

are headed back to US? If Trump closes the border, will they try to use them on us?



12/29/2018 2:05:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 S2E21 SG-1

"War with Mexico?" - 1969

12/29/2018 2:05:55 PM laurabusse LOL

12/29/2018 2:05:57 PM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "When the period of Darkness ends LIGHT will shrine bright. Expect big things to follow the 

shutdown. Many unknown things […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079038836880084992.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

12/29/2018 2:05:58 PM worldxplorer1 Amazing summary Michelle!

12/29/2018 2:06:49 PM djlok Will watch tonight. Thanks!

12/29/2018 2:07:37 PM mgray72531386 Ok. I’ll have to watch this episode to find my answer thank you. 1969?

12/29/2018 2:08:07 PM mgray72531386 Is this when (1969) the warheads were supplied?

12/29/2018 2:09:06 PM sleky19 MJ12 would be on which side?

12/29/2018 2:10:08 PM decodematrix CERN = European Organization for Nuclear Research

[E]T

C[E]RN = Extraterrestrial Organization for Nuclear Research ?

12/29/2018 2:10:20 PM voodoowarlord  pic.twitter.com/9bGwhomNpx

12/29/2018 2:12:48 PM mgray72531386 Like this...  https://www.wsj.com/video/cold-pursuits-a-scientist-quest-to-uncover-antarctica-secrets/2F102B90-48CE-4089-B170-

4674C684AE22.html …

12/29/2018 2:13:32 PM unidentifiedta1 Directed by whom...

12/29/2018 2:13:59 PM decodematrix ! means "not"

!= means "does not equal"

12/29/2018 2:14:25 PM qanonfanof I appreciate your response.

You clearly state that you are not an insider but you are above the Federal government. You proclaiming to be above the Federal Gov is where you lose 

credibility. Q has said less than 10 but you are saying your above the Gov in-turn above the 10.

12/29/2018 2:14:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 [N] = [N] + [N] + [N]

         6   +   6  +  6 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9

         ^        ^       ^-> Disinformation

         |        | -> Misinformation  ^

         | -> WMD  ^------------------^

NWO =     ^------^

12/29/2018 2:14:51 PM angiealsabrook All fake news is !factually wrong

12/29/2018 2:16:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Less than 10 involved in the Q operations.

MJ12 operations != Q operations.

Separate entities.

Need to know compartmentalization.

Logical thinking required.

12/29/2018 2:16:40 PM 3rdeyeview55 So are you saying that the Internet and all our cool gadgets of communication weren't part of (((their))) plan?

12/29/2018 2:17:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Khashoggi?

12/29/2018 2:18:19 PM voodoowarlord Actors, institutions and systems of control etc., while dealing with those who would resist the changes.

12/29/2018 2:18:34 PM cryptocrab4 11 a master number ?

12/29/2018 2:19:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 All cool gadgets came from the Majestic 12 directly through the Foreign Technology Office in the Pentagon. Very controlled disclosure. Otherwise you 

have complete chaos everywhere. So much information in both the Good vs Evil realm. Evil was allowed to expand. Good was not.

12/29/2018 2:21:01 PM qanonfanof Your telling me you are have MJ12 operations going on that are above the Fed Gov and your promoting this on twitter, this is where you lose any and 

all credibility.

12/29/2018 2:21:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 New gadgets and technology from MJ12 gave Majestic weapons of information that have the potential of properly evolving co-creative consciousness 

together, essentially bypassing the Mockingbird Media. We hid the real physics from them. Gave them gadgets. Let you talk to each other

12/29/2018 2:22:02 PM voodoowarlord I believe 11 and 22 have significance, I'm working my way to numerology neophyte.

12/29/2018 2:22:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 We hide in plain sight and have for decades. What makes information disclosed in Movies different than Video Games different than Twitter? Why 

does it matter where the Majestic 12 disclose information? The information is real because its real. Everybody fights to prove it.

12/29/2018 2:23:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness creates reality.

Logical thinking required.

Re-read our recent past drops this afternoon.

12/29/2018 2:24:10 PM patriotism1788 Who is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/29/2018 2:25:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free Will Karma is reduced when we disclose truth in disinformation. You know the truth. You don't see the connections. It isn't a violation of free will 

to be overwhelmed with unknown connections and unable to decipher accurately. Technicality.

12/29/2018 2:25:58 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, I see special Ops are indeed doing stuff...

...and one year is seven seconds in mil intel years

...the Senate is preparing a BBQ for the FBI/DOJ

But redemption for JFK... 911... involving Disclosure let alone mass arrests...

Maybe I’ve been dumped one too many times...
12/29/2018 2:26:33 PM qanonfanof So why the need to promote yourself as being above Gov or hiding in plain sight etc, just put out your information as is. Read @40_head last thread he 

is not an insider just a researcher

Your constantly trying to proclaim to be something above the Gov and Q type of info.

12/29/2018 2:26:35 PM daveschroeder18 And all this with spirituality or self knowing thrown in makes this the best movie!  Good time to be alive

12/29/2018 2:29:02 PM 1_decided_voter Unable to decipher accurately? Now that's in my wheelhouse!

12/29/2018 2:29:29 PM anangelhasland1 As we say in the hood, “You got the sounds I like!”

12/29/2018 2:31:18 PM john777lee Specific Pence video on that page.

12/29/2018 2:31:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 An important message about Fake News that we have expanded upon further in past tweets today. Enjoy the show... you have the best seat. 

https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1079104939576578048 …

12/29/2018 2:31:44 PM jonessense Honestly, I shouldn’t have asked him. I wish everyone would just leave each other alone and let us make up our own minds on who’s benevolent and 

who’s not. If we r really doing the work we would know anyway. Asking is probably laziness on my part @4DeMeeee

12/29/2018 2:32:00 PM richardbramlet6 17

12/29/2018 2:32:52 PM richardbramlet6 Man stop speaking codes grow some and say what u want

12/29/2018 2:34:07 PM hawkgirlinmn I think PM is a paytriot



12/29/2018 2:34:33 PM worldxplorer1 That’s BS technicality! 

By that logic HRC can kill and eat children and get off karmically because she told kids ahead of time?

What am I missing here?

12/29/2018 2:35:05 PM carolba88945394 Interesting

12/29/2018 2:35:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reduced, not eliminated.

12/29/2018 2:36:30 PM richardbramlet6 Sniff sniff u a bot or a real dude cause real dudes have balls and don't hide

12/29/2018 2:37:06 PM richardbramlet6 Careful  what u say next bye the way the world is waiting

12/29/2018 2:37:33 PM 4demeeee No, not laziness, its clarity. But we both already know its not the real M12 been saying that all along

12/29/2018 2:38:10 PM 3rdeyeview55 I concur. And for this 60+ individual, I am so excited for this #GreatAwakening that is occurring. I knew things were messed up, but had no way to 

connect dots efficiently.

12/29/2018 2:38:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 The message is more important than the messenger.

Truth resonates.

Trust yourself.

Research for yourself.

We have never asked anybody to believe us.

Think for yourselves.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Doesn't mean some people cannot choose to monetize.

Something to lose.

Re-read past tweets.
12/29/2018 2:39:05 PM jonessense Of course but what is the motivation? Attention?

12/29/2018 2:40:10 PM 4demeeee Remember that crazy Granny Vid on these PsyOps

12/29/2018 2:40:25 PM qanonfanof To MJ12

If your above Gov use your contacts to have Q reference you in a post. Until than you are a guy who is saying you came in before Q and that your 

above the Gov, those words indicate you proclaim to be an insider even if you say your not. CROSI said the same thing.

12/29/2018 2:41:25 PM datruseeka It’s all about their knowledge, their power, not about disclosure.

12/29/2018 2:41:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our motivation is to offer guidance on subjects pertinent to Disclosure which will help manifest a reality capable of First Contact. The message is more 

important than the messenger. We are not asking anybody to believe us. Disinformation is both REAL and NECESSARY. WHY?!

12/29/2018 2:41:52 PM vintagesquirrel What do you mean by "because he looks like Richard Dean Anderson?"

12/29/2018 2:42:13 PM richardbramlet6 Problem is most of them forgot who they work for ...us

12/29/2018 2:42:16 PM jonessense 👍🏻 i need to watch that again.

12/29/2018 2:42:20 PM hawkgirlinmn I understand what resonates with me. The truth is becoming more and more blurry to many but I will stay true to my intuition. My “god-self,” my “IS.”

12/29/2018 2:43:36 PM keith369me Is the Foreign Tech Office the same office that ended up with much of Tesla’s work?

12/29/2018 2:44:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 If it were more about knowledge and power, then we wouldnt be explaining it to you. In order to see the Matrix, you must learn the math of the 

universe. New physics. Cabal worships ETs who feed on children. How do you hide for thousands of years with billions of IS-BEs to control

12/29/2018 2:44:19 PM 4demeeee I do enjoy your information, and make sure its on the up and up! Cuz soem of us do know stuff too . . . But your's still not the real M12, but as long as 

its good info for the most part ✌️

12/29/2018 2:44:29 PM jonessense Excellent point 👍🏻

12/29/2018 2:44:31 PM datruseeka They have been in control for so long of the knowledge and power it’s destroyed them too.

12/29/2018 2:45:03 PM deerfield4570 We DO have the best seat in the house! 👍🏼

12/29/2018 2:45:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 is an occult subject that doesn't have just one example or meaning behind it, but instead refers to a way of consciousness projection 

into the Matrix itself. The numbers present in conscious actions dictate the physical reality we create for ourselves. Physics.

12/29/2018 2:45:58 PM datruseeka Keys to the universe discovered by Nikola Tesla are 3,6,9

12/29/2018 2:47:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we learn physics in school we are taught about a subject that is hyperdimensional in every aspect and reduced to very simple algebra. Imaginary 

numbers? How many dimensions of numbers exist? 8. Also symbol for infinity. When 9 is reached, its also 0. What is infinity?

12/29/2018 2:47:22 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I really hope those emails become public!!

12/29/2018 2:47:23 PM awakeandsing123 This Disclosure might have to take a few generations if we are waiting for the slowest ones who are asleep at the wheel to awake. Not encouraging. I 

was hoping it will take place in my lifetime.

12/29/2018 2:47:27 PM mongrelglory I still struggle with great sadness when I see so many unhappy, suffering IS-BEs, however the knowledge of a Majestic future makes it bearable.

12/29/2018 2:48:20 PM kuri99487324 Let’s not get discouraged there, it is happening sooner or later.

12/29/2018 2:48:29 PM snakejackal Infinity are cycle.

12/29/2018 2:48:50 PM richardbramlet6 Talk normal brother say numbers good this bad blah blah don't down talk people lol codes codes

12/29/2018 2:49:27 PM datruseeka Who is hiding?

12/29/2018 2:50:12 PM richardbramlet6 Majestic lol trying to sound all high and mighty

12/29/2018 2:50:16 PM keith369me Block

12/29/2018 2:50:22 PM datruseeka Are you talking about the Draco Reptilians hiding?

12/29/2018 2:51:05 PM mgray72531386 41 doesn’t make sense to me. I’m open to listening.

12/29/2018 2:51:33 PM jonessense I 💯 agree the message IS more important than the messenger. Im just weary of the all the Messengers calling out each other. It removes credibility 

from the message. Zzzzz 😴

12/29/2018 2:52:40 PM richardbramlet6 School sucks brother u been latley

12/29/2018 2:53:49 PM leondecrypto OK what is that hexagon on saturn?

12/29/2018 2:53:52 PM mgray72531386 The end of all dimensions?

12/29/2018 2:56:57 PM mongrelglory Thanks! For some reason I understand better when you explain it with words/images. I just can't seem to visualize mathematical symbols and numbers 

in my meditation. I feel retarded! I seem to meditate in the realm of feelings, images and concepts that suddenly pop into my mind.

12/29/2018 2:58:09 PM laurabusse Hopefully not. Hopefully will progress logarithmically and tipping point will be reached sooner than expected...

12/29/2018 2:58:10 PM djlok People often hate on things they don't understand. I personally have been subjected to that before...MANY TIMES.  That's why it's important for me to 

try to understand things vs just hating on it or writing it off as BS.   The haters who follow this account make me angry.

12/29/2018 2:58:22 PM sverhaque @cstarr888

12/29/2018 2:58:58 PM taradea08775439 You have mentioned SG-1 to watch But I struggle to watch tv It sends me to sleep do you have anything I can read please 🙌

12/29/2018 2:59:32 PM djlok I'm the exact same way!  Numbers are a challenge for me to meditate on too. I don't think we are retarded... Just programmed. 😀

12/29/2018 2:59:49 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/29/2018 3:00:51 PM anangelhasland1 Not discouraged... wistful.

Peace be with you!



12/29/2018 3:00:56 PM datruseeka Infinity is boundless.

12/29/2018 3:00:56 PM richardbramlet6 Yep

12/29/2018 3:01:44 PM richardbramlet6 Unless it was broken like when cern broke the timeline

12/29/2018 3:02:01 PM mgray72531386 I’ll take a stab in the dark here: In plain sight. Scripture says, I’m paraphrasing; Satan is like a lion, roaming freely to and fro on the face of the earth. But 

we can’t see him. So, he’s able to cloak and de-cloak. Or he is able to jump dimensions at will. Close?

12/29/2018 3:02:41 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/29/2018 3:02:55 PM laurabusse How did it go? Though i no longer believe in enlightenment as there is always something higher to shoot for...so the more enlightened you become the 

more enlightened you want to be and is a never-ending process unto infinity...but i bet vipassana helps a lot :-)

12/29/2018 3:03:14 PM kuri99487324 Peace be with you too, friend! We are living through some of history’s most important moments.

12/29/2018 3:05:02 PM richardbramlet6 Satan is an illusion the cabal think he is their God  maybe he was real maybe not but I'm real your real and a higher power is by using your faith in a 

higher power u can acheive what I can do I have a seventh grade education yet I can channel my emotions in

12/29/2018 3:05:44 PM mongrelglory I just assumed they were Cabal "shills".  I've noticed more of them popping up on this Twitter account...must assume MJ-12 is starting to be perceived 

as a threat to the Cabal agenda.

12/29/2018 3:06:20 PM richardbramlet6 Into twitter I answers mathematical problems but barley know numbers I have pasted all their test because I live by my faith human will evolve to this 

all they know it and they hid it

12/29/2018 3:08:56 PM fowlreginald I followed PM before Q, read his first book and have known about him for a few years. Good guy. Was glad to see him involved in the Q movement and 

I think he does an excellent job analyzing drops.

12/29/2018 3:10:13 PM mongrelglory I guess the easiest way for a predator (the Cabal and their ETs) to hide, is to effectively "blind" all of their prey (IS-BEs) on this planet.  The great 

awakening allows the prey to finally see the predator amongst them.

12/29/2018 3:12:48 PM davidroehrig This one's way too smart for the likes of us, bro. She's got it all figured out, might as well let it be. Tis a shame though, as she is rather intelligent, 

knowledgeable on many topics, supports Trump and is a Q believer/supporter. She's about our age, too, so youth is no excuse.

12/29/2018 3:13:22 PM mongrelglory Majestic = the true reality of existence revealed (IMHO)

12/29/2018 3:15:08 PM djlok And boy have I seen it!  In our political system and from people in my personal life!!

12/29/2018 3:15:44 PM decodematrix I think William Cooper said some ETs have this symbol on their uniform.

12/29/2018 3:15:53 PM djlok Yep. MJ12 = over the target.

12/29/2018 3:15:58 PM richardbramlet6 It was once but cern broke the timeline of what was to come rewriting it pic.twitter.com/5b7mVjoOxO

12/29/2018 3:17:57 PM richardbramlet6 No my friend we did that once during the Egyptians we had technology better then today mathematical  genius people the Mayan where are they now 

intelligence is measured wrong us dumb guys know better

12/29/2018 3:19:00 PM mgray72531386 It prepares the brain to receive the information and then to discern for itself what is truth and what is not?

12/29/2018 3:19:20 PM missy968 I enjoy @MongrelGlory tweets! I was able to finally understand.

12/29/2018 3:19:45 PM igot1thatcansee Sniff...Sniff.... I smell 👇 pic.twitter.com/f3gE3dO3Hs

12/29/2018 3:20:29 PM mgray72531386 Information is a light of sorts. It enters our receivers and we discern.

12/29/2018 3:21:08 PM mgray72531386 It sets boundaries for reality.

12/29/2018 3:21:29 PM mongrelglory Thanks for your encouragement! ...sometimes I feel pretty useless but this group is usually very supportive. 🥰

12/29/2018 3:22:13 PM richardbramlet6 Best words said all night

12/29/2018 3:24:15 PM enomai_ I had a Q. Why do ET's not want to be known? Met one, was like yes, loud in a restaurant. They was like shhhshh in excitement and saying no, no. I 

probably should of been quiter. But, noone really cared there in that moment. But, y, are they like that?

12/29/2018 3:24:44 PM peterclloyd It needs to be eliminated.

12/29/2018 3:25:14 PM adsvel Yah'Yel pic.twitter.com/kWnlskvqFR

12/29/2018 3:26:10 PM enomai_ I guess, population wise, and the mob mentality. Fear? I feel other reasons.

12/29/2018 3:26:27 PM _girlmaher_ You guys are unbelievable. My dinner party is busy discussing your tweets and admonishing me for telling you I will not "except" Christ because I am a 

fan. They waver on whether that makes me a Christian or not. I am a forced Catholic actually. It's the most amazing fluke of 2018

12/29/2018 3:28:33 PM richardbramlet6 YaH

12/29/2018 3:29:06 PM richardbramlet6 Evol e love evolve

12/29/2018 3:29:33 PM richardbramlet6 Mirror that

12/29/2018 3:29:42 PM mgray72531386 The monetization thing: If there is someone that is getting the message out and needs to buy groceries or pay a light bill, by all means, monetize.  I 

draw the line at private jets and multi- million jets.

12/29/2018 3:29:46 PM igot1thatcansee lol. That's mighty Christian of you.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1ibEaIPtMk …

12/29/2018 3:30:03 PM missy968 I pay close attention to these threads and often leave more confused than when I started. But I won’t stop because one day it’s going to click.

12/29/2018 3:30:22 PM richardbramlet6 From my visions I can show u more if u like

12/29/2018 3:30:25 PM hawkgirlinmn I respect your view

12/29/2018 3:30:25 PM adsvel Thank You for translation 🙏💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 3:31:26 PM mgray72531386 Homes, not jets after multi-Million.🤦🏻♀️

12/29/2018 3:32:20 PM adsvel Would appreciate. Work with them for a while... 😊

12/29/2018 3:33:45 PM richardbramlet6 I prayed on night it came to me the elements connected

12/29/2018 3:34:10 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/wzoqn9fhIe

12/29/2018 3:34:16 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/6LvaMwFyTo

12/29/2018 3:34:23 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/h9OzwVFXCt

12/29/2018 3:34:31 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/BW2nGcirJ0

12/29/2018 3:35:18 PM richardbramlet6 I connected them in a pic

12/29/2018 3:36:19 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/29/2018 3:37:00 PM mgray72531386 Movies are viewed through a “not real” lens and emotional engagement. Video games are viewed through a “fantasy” lens with emotional and 

physical engagement. Twitter: real, interactive, emotional and active discernment of reality v/s fantasy. Just my take.

12/29/2018 3:37:20 PM adsvel I learnt from them how it is when You are on the peak of the Wave. 😊🌈

12/29/2018 3:38:02 PM hawkgirlinmn If you are sacrificing for the “movement,”  to get the message out to raise the collective consciousness. When you start telling me about your “dreams” 

or “godly premonitions.” You lose me. I don’t need anyone to tell me what to believe.

12/29/2018 3:39:35 PM djlok That's the Alcoholics Anonymous symbol.

12/29/2018 3:39:39 PM mongrelglory When the Domain discovered that Earth had become a "Prison Planet" for IS-BEs (including some of their own officers), it had been going on for 8000 

years.  They saw that the planet was headed for destruction, as had happened to many planets, and even Earth in it's remote past...

12/29/2018 3:39:40 PM aprilbrown99 Was this the patch on the jacket POTUS was wearing when he and Melania arrived at Al Asad?

12/29/2018 3:39:58 PM richardhiatt16 I’m not sure what Musk thinks.. He has build/building a lot of chemical rockets....

12/29/2018 3:41:02 PM richardbramlet6 I keep it in my pocket at all times when I'm on the net to help channel my visions s pic.twitter.com/dJpobn9SDq

12/29/2018 3:41:08 PM laurabusse Started waking up about 15 yrs ago. Have voraciously devoured books, channelings etc on many subjects. I read/watch what interests me + reject what 

doesnt resonate. 1 yr ago Q resonated. Now mj12 resonates. Many ppl like me. I know no one who's read the same books, channelings...

12/29/2018 3:42:14 PM mongrelglory When contact was made with the Roswell crash, they were hoping to seed our civilization with technology that would aid in the consciousness 

liberation of all the IS-BEs on the planet.  Humans have been trapped under a veil of forgetting who they really are...immortal spiritual...



12/29/2018 3:43:56 PM richardhiatt16 Okay, so what’s the proper species name for the dude in the photo.. We know where he came from, but what is his Star Nation called? Thank you..

12/29/2018 3:45:01 PM mongrelglory ...beings, capable of creating their own reality.  If the Domain had just dumped all the information on a geo-politically unstable world...in possession of 

nuclear warheads, Earth would have likely destroyed itself in reaction to First Disclosure.  There were too many remnants...

12/29/2018 3:45:21 PM adsvel 8 directions, 2 forces, 4 in and 4 out. Elmag field

12/29/2018 3:46:30 PM _girlmaher_ I fell the same way, I know this already. I have fought these people since day one of my life when they stole me and gave me to a MIC boffin.

I was just trying to teach you that "except" is the opposite of "accept" in a way that you will remember. But it's been entertaining. <3

12/29/2018 3:46:38 PM laurabusse So what I'm saying is Q and mj12 are right. Not good to be spoon fed. Seek info. Research. Question. Truth rings like a bell in your soul. No one need 

agree. Ironically the mind interferes with truth via brainwashing. The heart must be involved to discern truth. It's a process.

12/29/2018 3:46:44 PM richardbramlet6 I'm not sure I got my faith back and stared at the sun I saw two worlds the sun and another the trees turned white and I saw a hand grab me since then 

I see things I dunno how it just is

12/29/2018 3:46:52 PM mongrelglory ...of the Old Empire power structures that would fight to the death before relinquishing power.  Therefor a plan was hatched to covertly prepare the 

world for disclosure and first contact at a time/place/way that would ensure the most peaceful possible outcome.  That required...

12/29/2018 3:47:43 PM richardbramlet6 I have a seventh grade education but I'm smarter them that majestic guy I follow my heart

12/29/2018 3:48:46 PM cryptocrab4 Me too , Life path numbers , Destiny numbers

I am a 9 on both

12/29/2018 3:48:49 PM adsvel We are all different and Unique.

12/29/2018 3:49:50 PM mongrelglory ...that the world's people had access to mass communication devices, so that our consciousnesses could be awakened simultaneously and 

collectively...prepared to accept the existence of a much larger reality/universe than they'd bee programmed against.  While it's horrible...

12/29/2018 3:51:36 PM richardbramlet6 I like to   believe  we are angles yah breathe hi breath Into us his spirit all races religions colors and creeds the powers that be might take our lives 

everyday when we suffer but they can't take yah spirit we are all one

12/29/2018 3:52:07 PM mongrelglory ...to witness the death and suffering of humans/living creatures of this planet in the meantime, they had the knowledge that we were all IS- BEs, 

capable of re-incarnating or ascending into a new reality.  They were fighting for the long game...the freedom and awakening of all...

12/29/2018 3:52:24 PM richardbramlet6 Sorry I'm not good at typing

12/29/2018 3:54:38 PM mongrelglory ..IS-BEs on this planet, so that they would no-longer be trapped inside the death-matrix cycle on Earth that has existed for 8000 years.  Their actions 

might seem cold and calculated from our perspective on Earth, but they are truly acting for our best interests in the long term.

12/29/2018 3:54:59 PM adsvel Yes at higher level of Consciousness we are all One, but in lover density we are different, carrying different programs, believe systems, etc. called 

Individuality.

12/29/2018 3:55:08 PM wakingdream93 Actually time is an illusion.... also, it has been scientifically proven that we and all matter are energy! Energy never dies, it only changes form. Stop 

creating fear. No one is being damned to hell. Nothing but control and lies.

12/29/2018 3:55:59 PM davidroehrig Well, there's your problem. I know many "forced Catholics". I was a "forced Methodist" at one time. All 3 of us agree that org. religion is false and 

corrupted by man. Simple faith in Christ is the way. Also, you misspell often enough not to be casting stones, so let "ex" go, thx

12/29/2018 3:56:02 PM p_p1234567898 M12, You’re trying really hard to build your credibility through posting links to our real journalists

12/29/2018 3:56:09 PM _chelseaproject Which ETs are these? Have HRC and the swamp met with them? Can we do anything about these ETs?

12/29/2018 3:56:56 PM laurabusse Ah mystery. One devoted to meditation tends to have a zen mindset. A zen mindset does not grasp, not even info, lets go, and lets things BE. We want 

to know. But we cannever know in full. Mystery always exists. Accepting this brings peace.

12/29/2018 3:56:56 PM richardbramlet6 No my friend humans have always stood for right history teaches us this in our darkest hour we stand for liberty and freedom like tonight I stand by 

your side to fight the darkness I shine my light into you wrapping my aura to shield you in this storm omaine

12/29/2018 3:56:57 PM adsvel Me too...

12/29/2018 3:58:42 PM igot1thatcansee You pull that out of the pile of bullshit scripture, did ya? people are seeing through that bullshit you are shoveling, and you have plenty of it. If you're 

going to lecture with allegorical scripture, at least spell 'choose wisely' correctly you crazy Christian lunatic. pic.twitter.com/JhwGvV5YoR

12/29/2018 3:58:48 PM mongrelglory I've tried asking them many times...but they have declined to answer...possibly classified, or maybe to avoid disrupting the time-line.  I think you can 

rest easy that their plan includes the removal of these ETs from power.

12/29/2018 3:59:07 PM richardbramlet6 I'm slow lol but it's cool one love for u all tonight in a min I'll do my vision  dance  hope u all listen

12/29/2018 4:00:14 PM laurabusse Have changed beliefs many times in my 6 decades. So many times I've decided its almost foolish 2 have beliefs. Have concluded most "truth" is 

relative, not absolute. Most ppl who speak "truth" are speaking THEIR truth. Most ppl speaking "truth" are merely speaking strong opinion.

12/29/2018 4:01:40 PM allahuniversal Are you familiar with Behold A Pale Horse? Bill Cooper told us about the Majestic 12 in 1991. The fact that MJ12 is above the Fed gov was public 

domain long ago. Q is another operation altogether. Common link in the two ops? 45

12/29/2018 4:01:48 PM knightofmaltaus A Knight of Malta was on the Original MJ12 Group. Originally for Eisenhower on recovered TR3B and 4 EBEs. Attached is the FBI Vault Doc. Knights 

believe this to be a fake or majority false. The Presidential Book has the original Doc. We agree with you. 

 https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

12/29/2018 4:01:53 PM davidroehrig Ok, spelling referee here, is it "I fell" or "I feel"? And it's "entertainment" not "intertainment". Now shake hands and be nice.

12/29/2018 4:02:33 PM mongrelglory Don't be discouraged Krissuzz.  They throw out a lot of hyper-dimensional information on this account, knowing that only some people will understand 

it, depending on their level of conscious awakening.  Most of the math goes over my head, but I learn from other stuff.

12/29/2018 4:02:42 PM laurabusse ...as well it should be.

12/29/2018 4:04:31 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/jmh76Yzltt

12/29/2018 4:04:52 PM adsvel Not all of us... Some like to play war games, create pain, fear, etc. Those hearts are closed, they can't feel and they are predator minded... And they are 

a part of our Collective planetary Consciousness... This is sad...

12/29/2018 4:06:13 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/uSog7mE1Dv

12/29/2018 4:07:12 PM adsvel Glad Your Heart is opened and You can feel.💗☀️🌈

12/29/2018 4:08:56 PM richardhiatt16 Airl is the species ?

Zeta R is a two Star system ?

The Domain is a Galaxy?

12/29/2018 4:09:00 PM mongrelglory I've found the book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer very helpful in understanding the big picture.

12/29/2018 4:09:09 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/oKd1EJ7ORU

12/29/2018 4:11:02 PM allahuniversal PM was going his spiritual work before Q came along. He's integrated the two. No need to believe anything anyone says, none can paint a clear picture 

for another, can only provide pieces of the puzzle, which we all have.

12/29/2018 4:14:19 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/Mwm5VscbCE

12/29/2018 4:14:33 PM _girlmaher_ I was going to delete and correct this one but my misspellings happened to introduce intriguing potential (mis)interpretations and those sometimes 

open doors to interesting interactions...

12/29/2018 4:14:52 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/YJ1UnYhCDJ



12/29/2018 4:15:19 PM igot1thatcansee Thank you, here's yours pic.twitter.com/khmQqHXWuV

12/29/2018 4:17:05 PM richardhiatt16 Airl, now we have an individual name and ID photo (well kind of).. Wow, more info than the Sandia folks have been willing to share...   Was Airl a good 

character and what did he work with us on?  And thank you MJ MacDowall. I Get to study Nuclear Engineering AND other species! 🤓

12/29/2018 4:17:16 PM newyorker66 Why block?? Its what lots of people are thinking.

12/29/2018 4:17:18 PM wakingdream93 I’m starting to understand?!? 🤣🤣🤣 Don’t make me laugh!! Typical Christian move. Take what I say and twist it! I should know, I’ve been on your 

shoes.... lived through 22yrs of it. Ex-Christian and proud!

12/29/2018 4:17:28 PM connectedtomyc1 Q never said they were part of the Plan.

12/29/2018 4:18:36 PM fibonacci639 I don’t think Maj12 even exists under the same name. They would have changed a few times over the years. Standard MO to throw folks off track. 

Check with @MichaelSalla! He might know the answer.

12/29/2018 4:20:31 PM wakingdream93 Sad.... insults are all you can think of here.

12/29/2018 4:20:55 PM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/BM9GkpX9Q2

12/29/2018 4:21:25 PM igot1thatcansee lol. Now now, for someone who loves shoveling out scripture, you sure loving cursing at me. Guess I will see you in hell, sinner.

12/29/2018 4:21:57 PM wakingdream93 Oh, you mean that dusty old book written by a man?? Divinely inspired or not, it’s a bunch of fear porn.

12/29/2018 4:22:18 PM victorianoreent perhaps a better question is do we want more dark (behaviors - control and power over)?  of course not.  EVERY being wants freedom.

12/29/2018 4:23:01 PM mongrelglory Cliff High was approached by the CIA in his early years...while he seems very intelligent, his tendency to ridicule certain public figures (such as Corey 

Goode and Jordan Sather) makes me suspect he's controlled disinfo.

12/29/2018 4:23:07 PM wakingdream93 Could say the same to you.

12/29/2018 4:25:10 PM w59_tammy Yes. I would trust his opinion.

12/29/2018 4:26:14 PM qanonfanof Right,anyone could name themselves MAJIC 12,45 nor Q has given any indication that the MJ12 twitter acct is anything that has there Comms in it.If 

MJ12 wanted to provide info they can but they feel the need to make a point of putting themselves on a Q level 

I will stick with Q

12/29/2018 4:27:31 PM w59_tammy I would bet my pension that Jordan is Pleiadian. That’s a good thing.

12/29/2018 4:28:09 PM davegbyrne3 Yes very puzzling.

Allegedly the U.N. (Rothschilds) are doing it and somehow the U.S. is powerless to stop it. pic.twitter.com/6bE5GtSxyj

12/29/2018 4:28:29 PM jonessense Asked and answered

12/29/2018 4:30:08 PM igot1thatcansee No, this conversation has you struggling with your stray jacket in your family portrait.

12/29/2018 4:31:36 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/sZx0jgemBo

12/29/2018 4:32:58 PM wisdomonium belief in magic = low IQ/ inability to understand the math and science involved. stop the bs.

12/29/2018 4:35:23 PM mongrelglory It helps us practice our powers of discernment?

It helps to throw the Cabal off of your track?

It helps to protect the time-line by not revealing information that might compromise the time-line?

12/29/2018 4:37:24 PM igot1thatcansee YAWN!

12/29/2018 4:39:03 PM radeckitammy I just heard 8chan is off?

12/29/2018 4:40:41 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Same here, it has been a challenge. I wonder if the nanites/Implants injected into most of the population via vaccines, make it harder for us to get to 

the mediative state we need to be? Question this a lot lately. Does it close the spiritual eyes having this tech in us?

12/29/2018 4:41:11 PM igot1thatcansee This is how you will look when you realize that Christ rejected you and damned you to hell for cursing me. pic.twitter.com/rBbhDoRyMn

12/29/2018 4:41:27 PM mongrelglory Remember the "prime directive" in Star Trek.  They weren't supposed to intervene in the matters of less developed societies as it circumvented the 

society's free will to self determination.  MJ-12 (the Domain) want's to help us however, so they're using "technical loopholes" ...

12/29/2018 4:41:59 PM mongrelglory ...to provide us with information and consciousness tools to free ourselves.

12/29/2018 4:42:25 PM wakingdream93 It’s what I’m saying to you isn’t?? Same difference.... your the “hands and feet of Jesus” aren’t you? Besides, if he truly is all-knowing he would hear me 

right here and now.

12/29/2018 4:45:07 PM allahuniversal Of course any1 could do that. Same as any1 could have tried to be Q. How consistent their info would be trying is another thing. This accnt existed 

before Q (3 months, 3 days before) I've kept up with both MJ12 & Q, researching for self. Same #GreatAwakening is 4 us, not them

12/29/2018 4:45:23 PM wakingdream93 Did it come with a receipt?? Cuz I’d like to return it. I have no need for salvation, I don’t need saving!

12/29/2018 4:45:27 PM allahuniversal Just so that it's said, I respect your decision fully

12/29/2018 4:45:41 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/hGgKLB5OHl

12/29/2018 4:47:57 PM wakingdream93 Yeah it is a game, to be honest. I want to see just how long your willing to keep this up! Your not going to break any of us with your fear and salvation. 

News flash! None of us need it! We are all gods, creators, energy! You can’t threaten something that can’t be destroyed!

12/29/2018 4:49:36 PM sehvehn yes!! thank for answering a question i didnt know how to ask. the world is making more and more sense. yay!    thank you, sincerely

12/29/2018 4:49:44 PM allonkid 6 is inperfection with disinformation? but three people together can reach perfection? and 0 point energy?

12/29/2018 4:52:26 PM igot1thatcansee lol. This dude is a couple sandwiches short of a picnic.

12/29/2018 4:52:32 PM wakingdream93 We’ve been through this 🤪🤪🤪 I’ve already rejected him and his “grace” multiple times in this thread alone! He can have none of my power! It’s 

his fault that hell exists (but, alas, it doesn’t), and his best go is to kill his son? Harsh....

12/29/2018 4:52:32 PM giediknight NEWS “North” “East” “West” “South”, cardinal directions that make up the 🌎, Fake 🌎 of clown make believe.

12/29/2018 4:52:40 PM mgray72531386 Thanks. And I agree on the dreams.The only dreams I pay attention to are my own.  Not all the time are they accurate.  Sometimes they are.  My 

intuition is pretty sharp though.  If I get a bad vibe from someone, it’s very hard for me to pretend to like them. I stay very far away.

12/29/2018 4:53:26 PM jlee2027 yes on 8chan

12/29/2018 4:53:45 PM igot1thatcansee I rather drink turpentine and piss on a brush fire.

12/29/2018 4:53:56 PM radeckitammy Do you know why?

12/29/2018 4:55:43 PM toffer_anon_369 When I was a kid, in the 80's, there was a movie called "The Last Starfighter" does it hold "information" you speak of?   

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0087597/ …

12/29/2018 4:56:29 PM jlee2027 Power issue, they say 

Look for the 8chan admin (code monkey ron).

12/29/2018 4:56:57 PM radeckitammy Makes one wonder...

12/29/2018 4:58:43 PM mongrelglory Alternate time-line?

12/29/2018 5:00:04 PM jlee2027 Yes, I'm wondering as well. pic.twitter.com/0Pg0EhCGsZ

12/29/2018 5:00:48 PM igot1thatcansee You mean when the serpent told the truth about God's lie and set up Adam & Eve for failure? God. Who created the serpent? God. Who created the 

tree in the garden that bared the fruit of good & evil? God. Who said I already knew you would transgress? God. 🖕you and your crazy shit

12/29/2018 5:02:02 PM radeckitammy Many things are going on!!

12/29/2018 5:05:40 PM integratedwebuk Or could be viewed as just another way to divide people x

12/29/2018 5:05:50 PM igot1thatcansee You're still cursing at me. pic.twitter.com/X0dIZO9MoJ



12/29/2018 5:07:04 PM igot1thatcansee You think you're speaking the truth but it's really nonsense.

12/29/2018 5:07:25 PM kuri99487324 Could that be the reptilians/draconians? They suddently came and were hailed as “Gods”, is that correct?

12/29/2018 5:08:13 PM igot1thatcansee I have already faced the fact that I am arguing with a moron. I am muting your insanity.

12/29/2018 5:09:34 PM giediknight Are you saying Sather is a clown? I mean he is dense, and don’t understand how he was thrust into this movement, basically coming out of no where 

with mediocre decodes.... but a clown? MK Ultra or better clown.

12/29/2018 5:09:41 PM igot1thatcansee Hitting the block button now pic.twitter.com/DYVkGOIP0v

12/29/2018 5:10:33 PM wakingdream93 Your verses don’t have any effect on me... have any other tricks up your sleeve??

12/29/2018 5:11:46 PM wakingdream93 Again.... more insults. For someone that is concerned about our souls you sure have a weird way of showing it.

12/29/2018 5:13:43 PM wakingdream93 I can’t let you go because it’s too much fun! Lol 😂, your quite the entertainer.

12/29/2018 5:14:34 PM giediknight Less than 10, “The 9”, Pesh Me Ten

12/29/2018 5:15:15 PM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/C1ry1iNWCu

12/29/2018 5:15:26 PM connectedtomyc1 Laura Eisenhower (granddaughter) has some good Youtubes if interested.

12/29/2018 5:15:53 PM integratedwebuk Surely you recognise the value of learning knowledge for yourself instead of blindly accepting whatever your told?

12/29/2018 5:16:03 PM mongrelglory I like her a lot!

12/29/2018 5:16:13 PM raisethevib369 I can't math 😣. I wish the matrix was grammar.

12/29/2018 5:16:24 PM igot1thatcansee Who created pride? God. Who created free will to fail? God. Who created their fallen nature? God. Who created you Christian crazies? Your parents, 

and God. If free will is the only way for God to know who truly loves him shows God's insecurity and not so omnipotent.

12/29/2018 5:16:26 PM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/uTbgmYvYME

12/29/2018 5:16:54 PM viking_anon Same here. 

I'm willing to give them the time to do whatever is necessary. Eventually though, the snowflakes need to wake up...and I don't care whether it's rude 

or not.

12/29/2018 5:17:12 PM wakingdream93 But you wil!!! pic.twitter.com/AJ2AVYkyjE

12/29/2018 5:17:28 PM igot1thatcansee  pic.twitter.com/zmXIRTS5bW

12/29/2018 5:17:50 PM richardbramlet6 I learn at my own pace and I do what I want not what I'm told easier for me to,learn that way

12/29/2018 5:18:09 PM raisethevib369 I don't understand anyone discounting anything at this point. Nobody can know what's real. Literally anything is possible. We have to remain open. 

Cautious but open.

12/29/2018 5:18:20 PM integratedwebuk Wasn’t it proven that some infinities are bigger than others or is that OLD PHYSICS

12/29/2018 5:18:26 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

12/29/2018 5:19:14 PM richardbramlet6 I like this guy cr funny symbol ignore mc

12/29/2018 5:19:30 PM igot1thatcansee I am muting your foolish version of God. Bye Felicia! pic.twitter.com/JRhfnuHlcp

12/29/2018 5:20:29 PM integratedwebuk But the problem thus far has been what we are told has either been wrong or tainted to suit an agenda...  learning and researching yourself, applying 

critical thinking forces one to be able to put trust into the subject or knowledge attained

12/29/2018 5:20:34 PM wakingdream93 I don’t give a crap who’s they are! I don’t care! Doesn’t change the fact that it a bunch of lies

12/29/2018 5:21:10 PM integratedwebuk Whatever.....

12/29/2018 5:22:45 PM richardbramlet6 Me personally like I don't follow Q I follow my heart aliens are real they been here government knows yet no one  talks about it confuses me 

underground world's blue bird aliens it's a trip

12/29/2018 5:22:58 PM rickienjackie86 Let me guess Jordan, that guy blocked you, and still tweeted this calling you a clown. Proving who the real clown is !! 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079092040556834816 …

12/29/2018 5:23:03 PM zagnett Good points, thanks.

12/29/2018 5:23:03 PM tippytopshapeu @Earthfiles @gizadeathstar @DrStevenGreer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Swamp_Fever2020 @ShowJordan @PrisonPlanet @LionelNation 

@worldgoneweirde @RichDolan *~#TTS

#Skunkworksproject  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skunkworks_project …

#RIP

#BenRich  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread965970/pg1 …

#AreTHEYHidingThisFromUs  https://youtu.be/2b5yXvQMK4g  pic.twitter.com/D0BEjG8rgd

12/29/2018 5:24:26 PM richardbramlet6 What ... your cool I like u I misspell alot

12/29/2018 5:24:42 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/FDs059SGey

12/29/2018 5:24:43 PM djlok Very true!

12/29/2018 5:24:46 PM mongrelglory I don't know...I'm still trying to get rid of the fluoride in my pineal gland!

12/29/2018 5:25:07 PM richardbramlet6 I'm with yah

12/29/2018 5:25:36 PM integratedwebuk What I’m saying isn’t about Q, aliens or whatever your beliefs are...   it’s all areas of life, question what and why your told anything, don’t just accept all 

facts as true...   the whole “a scientist said xxxxx” most people don’t question information prefixed with that phrase..

12/29/2018 5:27:15 PM djlok And yet they should...at least that is what we are learning.  How many scientists said Flouride was good for us?  Many!

12/29/2018 5:27:42 PM richardbramlet6 I agree man but aliens are real lol you don't know ask it's true Q timeline will show u yet we screwed up the timeline when we cranked up cern made a 

ripple I feel it meditate u will

12/29/2018 5:27:59 PM integratedwebuk PS sounds like you’ve been listening to Corey Goode et al...   (I may be wrong) Don’t just blindly accept what your told as true...    There is such a thing 

as controlled disinformation....   (however we are all entitled to place value in whatever we choose to believe)

12/29/2018 5:29:15 PM richardbramlet6 Also that way of thinking is why this is taking so long your on majestic 12 saying aliens are a belief u know what the real 12 was about aliens lol I dunno 

who this twitter guy is probably a bot

12/29/2018 5:29:39 PM integratedwebuk I don’t disagree...  it’s mathematically impossible that we are the only sentient beings however it’s having an open mind and not being tainted or 

persuaded to have expectations by the media...

12/29/2018 5:31:02 PM giediknight AU, Annunaki mining operations

12/29/2018 5:31:16 PM kevinmounce3 The establishment and deep state bureaucracy

12/29/2018 5:31:23 PM djlok Very true. And I feel it is becoming more and more obvious who is who, so to speak, as #TheGreatAwakening progresses.

12/29/2018 5:31:40 PM richardbramlet6 Who dude I get visited every day and night I have evolved my mind  way past anything you can comprehend but it's cool you will get their to one day 

blessings

12/29/2018 5:32:32 PM integratedwebuk I’m happy for you 😀

12/29/2018 5:32:43 PM djlok #metoo

12/29/2018 5:33:18 PM richardbramlet6 Hugs bro

12/29/2018 5:34:12 PM integratedwebuk Feel free to visit me once I’m evolved enough 😜 ha

12/29/2018 5:34:42 PM kevinmounce3 Christianity did not start for several years after Jesus. The followers of Jesus did not get called that until the Church of Corinth was heckled and called 

“little Christs”

12/29/2018 5:35:06 PM blondiejoemanco Whelp! Pack it in boys! It’s just been one long troll! Well done sir. Not even mad. I’m just relieved that you don’t actually believe any of that nonsense!

12/29/2018 5:35:22 PM connectedtomyc1 Exactly like the Cabal's strategy. They tell us what they are doing (9/11 for example, the twin towers on the bills, through movies, TV, symbols, etc) and 

in that sense shift the Karmic burden (cheating Karma basically) to us....if they've told us and we don't stop them= on us.

12/29/2018 5:36:07 PM zagnett From their pov (i think) we're ignorant of how the universe works, so can be illogical, chaotic, & fearful, can make bad decisions & can be dangerous.

We've been programmed to think of ETs as dangerous & often don't even question how dangerous we can be.



12/29/2018 5:36:18 PM richardbramlet6 We will have some waffles but you can today evolve first dumb yourself down ...sounds silly but the less u know the more your mind will expand use 

your soul to guide you not math not science your soul then you can begin

12/29/2018 5:36:31 PM worldxplorer1 You are definitely not useless! We all hold pieces of the puzzle. I may see something clearly that is a mystery to you while in a different area I may be 

lost & you’ll have it all figured out. We all compliment each other. I really appreciate what you bring to these discussions.

12/29/2018 5:37:13 PM blondiejoemanco Yeah buddy. It was a pleasure chatting with you. Just remember us who had a lively, fair, reasonable debate with you without name calling. Happy New 

Year!

12/29/2018 5:38:05 PM kevinmounce3 Being a believer in the Trinity trumps any trolls or manmade religions

12/29/2018 5:40:29 PM kevinmounce3 It’s actually cool to get to debate and not get cursed out!

Happy new year and keep the faith

12/29/2018 5:41:05 PM mongrelglory Thank you. 🙏

12/29/2018 5:41:29 PM integratedwebuk I don’t pertain to be smart or in any way knowledgeable about the occult, meditation or spiritual growth, all I’ve discussed with you was learning vs 

being told. I’ve no doubt one day I’ll attain enough knowledge to be able to experience beyond the physical...

12/29/2018 5:42:22 PM unidentifiedta1 But I see 5 6s...

12/29/2018 5:42:50 PM integratedwebuk With knowledge on any topic....   it’s not so much what you don’t know....    it’s what you don’t know you don’t know....

12/29/2018 5:45:38 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is MJ12s thoughts on  http://supertorchritual.com  ? Are the patterns cabal steered?

12/29/2018 5:47:55 PM richardbramlet6 Bro no one cares to see the matrix step outside the world is hell anything is  beter then this

12/29/2018 5:52:47 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I am grateful that my mother only allowed 3 vaccines when I was a baby in the early seventies. Then I stupidly got 1 flu shot in 1994 that made me very 

sick and never had another shot. We had gravity fed underground spring water to this day so I am not dealing with floride

12/29/2018 5:53:19 PM cryptocrab4  https://twitchy.com/brettt-3136/2018/12/29/hey-rep-swalwell-check-out-the-arsenal-the-internal-revenue-service-is-sitting-on-no-nukes-

though/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter …

12/29/2018 5:57:40 PM dairy_mom_of_6 But still don't feel I can break the barrier all the way!! I have never vaccinated any of my 6 kids. My mom decided it was bad in the 70s & I believed her. 

Now w/ all the shots given its a genocide to a babies/child's mind. No wonder no one can think straight.

12/29/2018 5:58:14 PM kimmitt_tom When do We get Disclosure?

12/29/2018 5:59:29 PM mongrelglory Mother smoked, never breast fed...made my formula from Carnation evap milk and corn syrup. Neglected to give me my vitamin drops so I developed 

infant scurvy by age 1. Needed leg braces at night, then at age 4 got polio from a "bad batch" of oral polio vaccine in '65 (Montreal). 

pic.twitter.com/joRFAeTvux

12/29/2018 5:59:33 PM askesis369 ensue* for the record lol

12/29/2018 5:59:51 PM dairy_mom_of_6 It truly feels like we are behind a vail. I know w/o a doubt there is more and we have to keep reaching and seeking.

12/29/2018 6:01:47 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Wow, I have 2 friends that were fed the same and yes it's so hard to pull ahead of that, but I can tell you have and you are going to get there sister!

12/29/2018 6:04:07 PM irah_chandler I noticed you spoke of ssp's. For those of us who participated in M Labs like I did back in 82. When I agreed to go off world, on the moon base after my 

age progression. We were given assurances that we would be well compensated. Will that happen?

12/29/2018 6:08:54 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I developed Ulcerative colitis after years of antibiotics. In the past 2 years have gone into remission by quitting a stressful career (medical), 

following a vegetarian diet, natural supplements and drinking distilled water. Off all my meds and avoid flu shots! 👍

12/29/2018 6:11:02 PM kevinmounce3 But it’s great to debate biblical ideas

12/29/2018 6:14:35 PM kevinmounce3 The most important thing is believing Jesus died for our sins and was resurrected to be our Lord and Savior and the Holy Spirit to help us learn and be a 

conduit to God.

12/29/2018 6:16:04 PM daveschroeder18 Which one resonates for you?

12/29/2018 6:16:41 PM decodematrix  https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/research/a21750317/nazi-ufo-model-taken-off-shelves-for-historical-inaccuracy/ …

12/29/2018 6:18:22 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I would assume that Flynn also knew about Benghazi as well?

12/29/2018 6:22:16 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yay, that's all a win win!!

12/29/2018 6:33:09 PM tncharlene So that's why they put it in the Bible that God separated the people and languages, because together they wanted to build a stairway to 

heaven.....wow! That is really weird how we have been such sheep! Wow! 😮

12/29/2018 6:33:24 PM ferbh8 Is there where majestic tech meets cabal tech.... Waiting on a solid tweet

12/29/2018 6:33:54 PM donvanduzen No. Qtips should only drive at high speed without seatbelts. That is the best bet for all of us.

12/29/2018 6:34:15 PM donvanduzen LMAO

12/29/2018 6:36:55 PM wakingdream93 Again with the insults! Questioning my intelligence?? How Christian of you.... Aren’t you supposed to turn the other cheek?? Don’t tell me what I want, 

you don’t know me.

12/29/2018 6:37:50 PM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/QblVFgfYvf

12/29/2018 6:38:37 PM lambohodlr  pic.twitter.com/SHB98itHNg

12/29/2018 6:39:38 PM tncharlene So the Pentagon had a helping hand in giving us facebook? Twitter?

12/29/2018 6:39:57 PM wakingdream93 I would never hit a lady.... suggesting so proves you don’t know me. I already told you, I’m only here to entertain you.... if I can keep you occupied with 

me, it saves other from having to deal with your bs

12/29/2018 6:41:10 PM wakingdream93 It’s like those annoying spam emails.... the longer your attention is on me, the less spam is going to others. When will you learn?

12/29/2018 6:44:13 PM wakingdream93 Wait.... so there’s an accurate one?? 🤣🤣🤣 #Antarctica #Disclosure

12/29/2018 6:50:24 PM lmdreamfree Follow many trust your instinct if you are wrong you can’t be mad at anyone but yourself 🙄 this whole argument confusing telling me to do my own 

research then saying no don’t look there 👀

12/29/2018 6:55:12 PM tncharlene In order to UNLEARN the Misinformation, we need to be given the TRUTH AND REAL INFORMATION.  I think the Truth will indeed set us all free.  Just 

release it, no matter how bad, and let us cry and regroup. We should focus on what our future holds and how to individually help.

12/29/2018 6:55:20 PM wakingdream93 Ohhhhh my bad... your one of THOSE Christians, that pick and choose what to believe from their bible. And again.... keep waisting your time on me 

buddy

12/29/2018 6:56:13 PM wakingdream93 Can you not read? Keep waisting your time....

12/29/2018 6:56:41 PM wakingdream93  pic.twitter.com/pTrxLfBQeb

12/29/2018 6:58:55 PM wakingdream93 Yeah I started this as a one-off comment pointing out how MJ12 handles religious/disempowering views. It is you, my good sir, that started force-

feeding your beliefs.

12/29/2018 6:59:37 PM wakingdream93 Keep twisting my words bro, it keeps you occupied.

12/29/2018 7:02:01 PM wakingdream93 I spent years on my life devoted to that book.... so don’t lecture me. Just keep going down your talking points.

12/29/2018 7:03:19 PM islandofdelight @emerysmith33 check the date stamp

12/29/2018 7:05:08 PM tetxnu84967 We need the Light!  Most are partially prepared and we can help each other as we were meant to do!  🤗🙏

12/29/2018 7:06:53 PM primad57 How do I go about learning this knowledge? Are there books you would recommend?

12/29/2018 7:14:19 PM tncharlene ALICE...so are we a computer science experiment???

12/29/2018 7:24:26 PM nun_chucknorris Look farther back at the tweets of this acct before passing judgement.

12/29/2018 7:24:44 PM melbourne_3000 All whom are interested, it is best to learn/understand at least the basics of Numerology to appreciate this information.

Without such the significance is virtually lost.

12/29/2018 7:25:43 PM richardbramlet6 The Bible for starts or any religious book math teaches math faith teaches faith find your soul in faith then start watching anything on aliens that's next 

on the Q or whatever clock

12/29/2018 7:27:17 PM tncharlene  pic.twitter.com/QxgsVM6XUT

12/29/2018 7:27:34 PM voodoowarlord The politically correct cabal speaks. 😁

12/29/2018 7:31:32 PM wakingpriest Sure.

12/29/2018 7:33:32 PM voodoowarlord It's not that they don't want to, they are probably bound to nondisclosure via treaties and contractual obligations.

12/29/2018 7:35:33 PM tncharlene What is under Antarctica? Is it alien? Why are they trying so hard to get to it? Is it something that can harm us or help us?



12/29/2018 7:36:31 PM jeffree929 YES. ..

 Remembering what Buddha said

"Politics is a illusion to entertain

the masses"

12/29/2018 7:37:06 PM qanonfanof Appreciate it bro but I am good. If someone has to tell you they are above Gov and on the same level or above Q is on I am going to pass on them...

12/29/2018 7:38:24 PM islandofdelight @kabamur_taygeta

12/29/2018 7:43:09 PM keith369me I know plenty of “brilliant” math/engineering minds.  Most are really “clueless” beyond a small area of expertise, but they think they know all.  This 

“arrogance” prevents them from seeing 1% of what many here see due to the “rules” they self-impose on their lives.

12/29/2018 7:45:48 PM jeffree929 When you are taught combat strategy ...1 the element of surprise

 is paramount ... 2 NEVER warn your enime... Stealth

12/29/2018 7:46:04 PM keith369me Prima...if there is a subject you want to learn about, find an overview video on YT...meditate on the information and the next missing piece will “find 

you”

12/29/2018 7:47:30 PM richardbramlet6 Follow your heart if it makes you feel good roll with it let no one else tell you what u belive In is fake that's what I do

12/29/2018 7:47:47 PM voodoowarlord It's not top down from the Pentagon,      fakebook originated as a darpa project.

12/29/2018 7:49:57 PM andreakern12 What's the i

12/29/2018 7:51:00 PM keith369me Some are shills and others are caught up in a world with very defined boundaries that are not ready to expand their consciousness.  One we ignore, the 

other we help.

12/29/2018 7:51:26 PM richardbramlet6 I love pie and  cake

12/29/2018 7:52:28 PM keith369me Makes one wonder if some 3s, 6s, and 9s were active over NYC recently

12/29/2018 7:52:45 PM mongrelglory I have multiple degrees, and I now believe that most of what I learned is worthless.  I knew a professor who would say: "The higher you go in academia, 

you end up learning more and more about less and less". (i.e. the subject knowledge gets narrower as you go). 🤓

12/29/2018 7:52:51 PM primad57 I’ve read so much; Bible, Tarot, chakras, meridians, Drunvalo Melchizedek, Joshua David Stone, Zechariah Sitchen to name a few. The IS BE’s & the 

math are new to me. Is it Tesla? Sacred geometry? Not sure what direction to go next.

12/29/2018 7:55:50 PM voodoowarlord You just pwned that conversation with pure reason. Either they fail to understand the logic or they can't comprehend the possibilities of realities. 

Fortunately the seeds have been planted and nothing can stop what is going to happen. 😎😏

12/29/2018 7:57:42 PM mongrelglory There's an old therapy joke:

How many psychiatrists does it take to change a lightbulb? 

Only one, but the lightbulb has to really want to change... 💡

12/29/2018 7:58:39 PM richardbramlet6 I just tweeted a video of infinite reality check it to out its what is now a break in infinity a ripple cause by cern

12/29/2018 7:59:31 PM keith369me Couldn’t agree more.  One can decide to either learn or receive more “credentials”   Very few with advanced degrees realize this.  Kudos to you.  I have 

an academically/technically brilliant high schooler that is very awake and intuitive.  I am struggling with how to guide him.

12/29/2018 8:02:05 PM richardbramlet6 Do sent matter cern created life God particle it shifted everything u when the for a ride some made it some remember some didn't problem is it has to 

shift back like it or not

12/29/2018 8:03:03 PM mashalieba Valient Thor?

12/29/2018 8:03:40 PM richardbramlet6 It happened and u didn't know it some did tho I remember I feel it now through my meditation and visions a shift is coming the 2012 shift that should 

have been Mayan calender

12/29/2018 8:04:05 PM mongrelglory I did Microbiology and then Medicine. Left medicine early due to disillusionment in the whole profession.  If I was a young student with the choices 

today...I'd probably pick robotics or nanotechnology.  Something where I could build and invent things.

12/29/2018 8:04:35 PM cdavis42609339 This is stupid

12/29/2018 8:05:17 PM qanonfanof The guy says he is doing operations that are above President Trump. So the guy who is doing operations that are above Trump are freely using twitter 

to promote this...Please explain the logic of this. 

I apologize for my low IQ in advance

12/29/2018 8:06:17 PM nun_chucknorris I can appreciate that. Good luck in your searches wherever they may lead.

12/29/2018 8:06:37 PM keith369me You have read so much more than myself.  I do not process written words well.  For some unusual reason, I process best listening to audio (typically 

interviews) while simultaneously playing repetitive simple pattern games.  Emotional information I can process with 528Hz music.

12/29/2018 8:08:25 PM islandofdelight Will this parade still happen?

12/29/2018 8:10:36 PM godrus Yep - until the CT's stop, nothing has really changed imo

We're all being poisoned to death

12/29/2018 8:11:34 PM datruseeka Wwwwhhhhhaaaattttt?  NO!

12/29/2018 8:13:17 PM primad57 😳 I started listening to YT videos recently while playing Majong on my iPad or cooking. I have read hundreds of books but find it harder to read, 

thought it was age or 40 yrs in special ed catching up to me. 😁

12/29/2018 8:13:28 PM keith369me I have been involved in the development of many products.  The creative period is only a small % of the cycle. It gets regimented like all other 

professions unless you stay away from mature organizations...which creates another set of issues. I find “work” here more rewarding.

12/29/2018 8:17:36 PM laurabusse So, you said your primary aim is to prepare mass consciousness for disclosure and 1st contact. We need to raise our consciousness to be ready. That's 

why your primary aim is not to disseminate info...disinfo is necessary...bc it is our consciousness that needs to be prepared.

12/29/2018 8:18:19 PM mongrelglory There have been so many inventors who've had their patents bought up and then suppressed by the government or the corporations (like Tesla).  

However, I'm hoping that with the changes coming this won't be a problem and robotics/nanotech will adapt to the new science better...

12/29/2018 8:19:26 PM vintagesquirrel Perhaps you should try audiobooks?

12/29/2018 8:20:08 PM voodoowarlord Previous posts state that 45 has access and has been read in, but it is not a presidential privilege, others have not had access.

12/29/2018 8:20:29 PM mongrelglory ...than traditional fields like medicine or classic sciences.  Those traditional sciences will probably have to be wiped clean and start from scratch again, 

as they're based upon faulty scientific foundations.  Of course, your boy has to do something he likes...😆

12/29/2018 8:21:24 PM laurabusse So info will not necessarily prepare us. But raising our vibration will. So you say things to clue us in to the true nature of reality to help us break out of 

the brainwashing and mind control of the old energy...the matrix. Thank you :-)

12/29/2018 8:25:44 PM keith369me I initially started awakening by learning about Tesla when researching energy technologies.  Tech Suppression via purchase or “accidental death” has 

stifled my personal product curiosity.  Not willing to sell my soul.  I’d rather spend my “time” on 3, 6, 9 activities.

12/29/2018 8:26:51 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) says they're replacing old Cabal technology with new stuff.  Doing it in a way that's least disruptive.  I trust that the "white 

hats" are in control, but it's still dramatic to see happening!

12/29/2018 8:29:29 PM eodbirdsell What’s up with Scientology?

12/29/2018 8:30:11 PM laurabusse Michelle you explained it PERFECTLY in 2 tweets today that i retweeted. You mentioned star trek in them i think too. May i suggest you retweet 

them...i really really appreciate your tweets Michelle :-)

12/29/2018 8:33:22 PM trinaparkercogg There's books also here they are in order  https://www.google.com/search?ei=fUkoXJ_0C4f-

sAX3646oAw&q=stargate+books+in+order&oq=stargate+bo&gs_l=psy-ab.1.6.0l10.63173.66137..85065...0.0..0.109.302.1j2......0....1..gws-

wiz.......0i71j35i39j0i131i20i263j0i67j0i131i67j0i20i263.Zzl6lpjEIT4 …

12/29/2018 8:35:42 PM mongrelglory Thank you...I'm fairly new to twitter...I think I'd be embarrassed to re-tweet my own words. 😝



12/29/2018 8:35:59 PM pastorjon9 "Boys and their toys" eh?

Meanwhile, people able to converse and bounce ideas off each other has led to a sharp uptick in overall awareness - example: how else could I have 

conversed with MJ12 and taken in new info?

12/29/2018 8:36:41 PM richardbramlet6 01 20 19 01 21 19 lunar event mass meditation light workers get ready

12/29/2018 8:37:33 PM voodoowarlord If you are open to ideas, It is a  two way street. We mutually learn from each other in sharing ideas and improving how we communicate.

12/29/2018 8:38:02 PM keith369me Specific times?  Specific meditation “topics”?

12/29/2018 8:38:50 PM richardbramlet6 Check my profile I linked them

12/29/2018 8:41:32 PM muthafnstargrl You’re talking to AI

12/29/2018 8:44:18 PM voodoowarlord We are great information sponges. We soak it up and process it all. And it is accelerating too!

12/29/2018 8:44:35 PM richardbramlet6 Cbd oil Lil thc oil or smoke 01 20 19 01 21 19 makes the meditation so much better cures pain as well heals the body and soul

12/29/2018 8:47:40 PM laurabusse Makes me very uncomfortable. High, dolan and DJ.

12/29/2018 8:56:29 PM zagnett Who is DJ?

12/29/2018 9:02:42 PM laurabusse Me too! :-)

12/29/2018 9:03:46 PM laurabusse Wonderful explanation thank you Michelle! Really makes it clear :-)

12/29/2018 9:06:24 PM laurabusse I hear ya but i can only retweet a tweet once! Tho maybe i can undo a retweet and retweet it?

12/29/2018 9:07:51 PM laurabusse Dark journalist.

12/29/2018 9:11:28 PM gildswirth I would disagree. Simply because most are not aware of what 'embracing the light' entails. Most are not aware. Most are asleep. Most are 

programmed. Most are completely unprepared. The LIGHT of TRUTH will be more than most can handle. I take no joy in saying this.

12/29/2018 9:22:13 PM islandofdelight This was a weird move from a Steve and Apple at the time. Looking back now, this would make sense. Why launch Ping without a huge partner like that 

to ensure it’s success? Was Jobs of the light or dark?

12/29/2018 9:28:37 PM sirthosgresham Sanders does have a valid point. The deck is stacked against most Americans. Those of us on the right aren’t so far apart from far left sanders on a lot 

of issues. We could achieve much more if the left wasn’t so obtuse and violent.

12/29/2018 9:31:19 PM zagnett Oh right. I've seen several videos of his. Seemed ok. What do you not like about him?

12/29/2018 9:51:23 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I agree, I don't smoke herb, but I make RSO oil and use it in lieu of smoking it. Same affect, longer lasting, but definitely helps get me to a very 

mediative state and I feel like I can discern more and reach different places using it. 💚

12/29/2018 9:53:09 PM ascension_guide PSYOPs Active—DIS_CERN.

ONLY you can allow clowns/trolls to phase[shift] you. We all reap what we sow. Their goal is to knock you off balance, shift your consciousness out of 

the resonant state/frequency/vibration you are in.

Find limitless balance/energy in your #ZeroPoint pic.twitter.com/GDXOUZaIPy

12/29/2018 10:00:46 PM muchfish2 Word Salad that will leave you empty!

12/29/2018 10:30:00 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 FBIAnon stated in 2016 "China is shutting down power in major cities in small bursts to test our power grid. The next false flag may 

deal with an explosion of a plant or facility controlled by an electrical grid." China involved?

12/29/2018 10:43:39 PM lori_dee1 Thank you!

12/29/2018 10:52:37 PM igiant111 I get the same vibes. Radar is going wild.

12/29/2018 11:32:14 PM jaiagtp Sounds right

12/30/2018 12:48:30 AM patriot_pepe78 Agree I’m 50 art bell in 1992 woke me up @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/3rdEyeView55/status/1079144572003991553 …

12/30/2018 12:53:29 AM miwolfpaw Perhaps Muhammadu Buhari should be held in contempt, think they should facilitate a “special council” for this “Burhari/Obama” collusion...

@Cordicon @tammiesawakenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @StormIsUponUs @JuliansRum @realDonaldTrump @SarahPalinUSA @dbongino 

https://twitter.com/ArchKennedy/status/1079122111166402560 …

12/30/2018 1:09:33 AM oo1o110 Project Blue Beam.

12/30/2018 1:11:36 AM pauliepg11111 Totally agree. It’s quite beautiful how everyone has a small detail that they uniquely understand and that helps the whole...

12/30/2018 1:18:45 AM stefanofait @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I don't pretend to know and understand why you scared @Jordan_Sather_ away with what appears to be pointless obfuscations 

and some vanity to boot. If you ask me, it was not a smart move.

12/30/2018 1:24:56 AM oo1o110 Demons are human creations. ETs are not.

12/30/2018 1:35:30 AM pauliepg11111 So do you only drink distilled water? I never know how much of it to have versus “normal” filtered water

12/30/2018 1:38:46 AM oo1o110 You convince them blood must be spilled in order to atone and receive salvation. You create systems of control around this. You leverage this control 

to ridiculous extremes.

12/30/2018 1:58:46 AM wink5811 The sky has been occupied since Nov 2017, our eyes “see” things in the sky, but our brains can’t identify them, they are new things, no labels, not old 

images of 1960 ufo, they are either in the clouds or take on cloud like forms. Safe of the Light

12/30/2018 2:06:40 AM wink5811 The ocean also has changed too, the water levels, the movement (waves), their direction, the sound and the volume sound coming off the ocean 

change now daily. Sea birds came back Dec 2017. Winds patterns are changing too. All good!

12/30/2018 2:13:20 AM adsvel Sometimes I experience dream into dream into dream, literally I woke up 3 times and every time looks it real, when finally I check my body through 

touching it.

12/30/2018 2:18:37 AM adsvel Do we have to meditate, when we immediately woke up from lucid dreaming or we can go to asleep state again?

12/30/2018 2:28:48 AM kuri99487324 When 9 is reached, the full circle has been traced and completed. 10 is the beginning of the next circle.

12/30/2018 2:42:38 AM ultra_unlimited Disappointing that you feel this way @Jordan_Sather_ though @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has urged us over and over again to use discernment. I’ve been 

following for months and the material resonates for me deeply.

12/30/2018 2:54:06 AM sixtyandcountin It was this site that gave me chills very occult

12/30/2018 2:55:50 AM vintagesquirrel My HS was so bad, they didn't even offer physics. 😩

12/30/2018 2:57:42 AM kuri99487324 I am under the impression that the typist could be from somewhere out of Earth and possibly not human.

12/30/2018 2:59:53 AM kuri99487324 Yes, I have been wondering what happened to Valiant Thor and his friends. Perhaps they are going to reappear soon?

12/30/2018 3:00:45 AM zagnett The [cabal]. That part I knew, which is why I'm not a fan of this number.

Where the number originally came from I first learned from information from this thread. Fascinating!

12/30/2018 3:06:13 AM xsirk_ 12 months of the year, 12 apostles of Christ, 12 constellations of the Zodiac, 12 Tribes of Israel, 12 Knight of The Round Table #GCR #RV #GESARA 

#NESARA #Q #Qanon #Qarmy #MWGA #MAGA #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #TrustThePlan #TruthSeeker

12/30/2018 3:29:51 AM epkman 4 main regions of the brain, pic.twitter.com/vD5htboeFI

12/30/2018 3:40:02 AM epkman I seen two EBE's the other day, they have a aura about them. And a glassy, weird look in there eyes. As they tried near me in line, I kept a distance, but 

still heard them say, "yeah he will fight."

12/30/2018 3:42:51 AM epkman And I suggest you be prepared as the download begins. You will see many strange things when the frequency is attained.👿

12/30/2018 4:00:28 AM djlok Ha ha!

12/30/2018 4:00:35 AM 92michael No, you don’t have to meditate, you can and should learn how to turn on and off your extra sight, but meditation helps, during the day I have learned 

to turn it off, but I’m still aware of the spirits. It’s about setting boundaries for them.

12/30/2018 4:05:14 AM djlok I did it for you.  :-)

12/30/2018 4:06:24 AM adsvel Thank You.💗☀️🌈

12/30/2018 4:44:09 AM covertress "To search expectantly for a radio signal from an extraterrestrial source is probably as culture bound a presumption as to search the galaxy for a good 

Italian restaurant.” ~ Terence McKenna #SETI #DNA https://twitter.com/DailyGrail/status/1079330965854420992?s=19 …

12/30/2018 5:04:45 AM ryankochweare1 This interaction is what it's all about folks.. So beautiful 🙏💙

12/30/2018 5:04:59 AM deplorabldamsel "Trust but verify" -Ronald Reagan



12/30/2018 5:06:30 AM laurabusse Only the fact that he, high and dolan would repeatedly pile on corey goode. Regardless of Goode"s credibility, it just made them look mean, petty and 

cruel.

12/30/2018 5:09:16 AM laurabusse Also I've been following David Wilcock almost a decade. He treats Wilcock with almost as much hostility and that is rather offputting. I thought he must 

be controlled opposition but

12/30/2018 5:10:54 AM ghostanon6120 okay squirrel, can you summarize, this has been confusing lol

12/30/2018 5:12:02 AM laurabusse ...but we mustn't be too quick to call ppl shills, psyops and controlled opposition. It can be a knee jerk reaction. I just wish so called "journalists" would 

just present the facts and leave their negative opinions out of it.

12/30/2018 5:19:50 AM laurabusse @DJLOK. This is Michelle's tweet(s) that i was referring to that seemed to explain mj12"s m.o., reason for being and how they came about, that i 

suggested she retweet...

12/30/2018 5:26:59 AM heath_jack Hi Tec can be dangerous if in wrong hands.  Free energy devices can be weponised with dire consequences!

12/30/2018 5:33:21 AM wakingdream93 You know that’s not what it says in the original Hebrew, right? Also, anyone working as a creator is called god in the bible! I guess that explains why 

when “god” created man the word god is in the plural!  Man was made in a collectives image, not a singular god.

12/30/2018 5:35:40 AM wakingdream93 Besides, you can’t be a new testament Christian, following Paul, and also claim genesis! The old testament wasn’t written/apply to you remember? If it 

was written to the Jews, that Gen is the Jews creation, not the gentiles! Can’t pick and choose!

12/30/2018 5:38:44 AM carolba88945394 You are supposed to be Majorly 12.

12/30/2018 5:38:47 AM wakingdream93 Herbert Spencer believed in Darwinism & survival of the fittest! Don’t twist the words of a secular scientist to fit your agenda!!

12/30/2018 5:44:52 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what can you tell us about this planet? 

Newfound 'Farout' Is Farthest Solar System Body Ever Spotted  https://www.space.com/42755-farout-farthest-solar-system-object-discovery.html …

12/30/2018 5:48:23 AM djlok I did the exact same thing!  Like your tweet could be mine. I was having some serious problems. I was a walking pharmacy with anti-depressants. I was 

on so many and getting sicker by the day. As I was getting sicker they just gave me more. The more they gave me the sicker I got.

12/30/2018 5:52:42 AM djlok If I'm honest myself (which I try to be)... If it weren't for #TheGreatAwakening and me learning to question everything, including the medical advice I 

was being given, I would have probably offed myself.  Not an exaggeration. I was in so much pain. Today = no meds, no pain.

12/30/2018 5:53:55 AM djlok I do now only drink distilled water... With the exception of water I drink when I go to restaurants

12/30/2018 5:56:45 AM pauliepg11111 That is so funny - I was told by my pharmacist the other day that it’s dangerous to drink?!

12/30/2018 5:56:54 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I am so happy to hear this, I know others who have been in this place too and have done what you have by going off the drugs and going as natural as 

possible!

12/30/2018 5:58:08 AM djlok Here's what gets left behind after distilling 2 gallons for me. pic.twitter.com/XUeisiHDDE

12/30/2018 5:58:52 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Did you ask them if they drink any bottled water products? Distilled is way better then that!

12/30/2018 6:16:44 AM 3nigma777 That's prob because you're off doing important work..too busy to dream👍

12/30/2018 6:20:07 AM adheysuk Q has stated to research the breadcrumbs and use logic to decipher posts. And the same can be said for what the MJ12 have been posting. Deriding 

others for having an interest in this area doesn't help anyone. People have an interest in Q and MJ12 because we want a better world.

12/30/2018 6:41:32 AM mretweetz His IS-BE reference is from Airl. A supposed EBEN that was a survivor of Roswell. Her ‘body’ wasn’t exactly biological but described as a ‘doll’. 

Compelling material interesting perspective although nothing that is ‘Top Secret’ which makes it suspect.

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NtwelK0KsgY …

12/30/2018 6:44:05 AM mretweetz An ISBE is nothing more than an entity that IS and wants to BE. You and I are ISBEs according to Airl...

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NtwelK0KsgY …

12/30/2018 6:54:14 AM vintagesquirrel  https://www.techopedia.com/definition/380/artificial-linguistic-computer-entity-alice …

12/30/2018 6:56:41 AM inna3akasnaa They're still the bad guys!!! Change of tactics no more

12/30/2018 6:59:51 AM xdeimos Only people on the 'other side' of the isle have an issue with Q. Ever notice that? 

They seem concerned.

12/30/2018 7:06:29 AM vintagesquirrel  https://www.nytimes.com/1999/03/18/technology/sons-and-daughters-of-hal-go-on-line.html …

12/30/2018 7:06:56 AM vintagesquirrel No joke!

12/30/2018 7:08:16 AM sirenidica Interesting pattern among the Q haters:

•No research done. 

•Low to no follower count. 

•All say the same thing.

•All ridicule & deride Q followers.

If Q isn’t real, then why bother? #QArmy is smart enough to figure out a scam & would expose a LARP. 

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

12/30/2018 7:11:25 AM adsvel Cleansing body is very important 😊

12/30/2018 7:12:13 AM adsvel Do You meditate daily Irina?

12/30/2018 7:13:28 AM davegbyrne3 It is believed there is something like a blanket formed by these chemicals that block the natural sun affecting weather patterns.

Weather is man made, Hurricanes can be controlled.

Natural disasters are seen as opportunities to snatch children. pic.twitter.com/9g8n9WbOVz

12/30/2018 7:17:57 AM lambohodlr Here are facts.

Logical thinking required. pic.twitter.com/Slj1IgRXty

12/30/2018 7:18:48 AM lambohodlr And this pic.twitter.com/QMVzbCAqdZ

12/30/2018 7:23:38 AM dr_t_dc I swear the sun and moon are in different locations too. It’s like the earth shifted a few degrees. I’ve been in my house 10yrs and the sunlight coming 

thru the south facing window in Dec has never touched the wall on the north side. Until this year.

12/30/2018 7:30:53 AM djlok I can relate.  Basically the "new physics” will just be “physics” for me because I never could understand the first one!!

12/30/2018 7:34:16 AM djlok This is a very powerful statement.  When I pray now I’ve started praying to The IS (God) that is Within me (No pun intended).  I stopped praying to an 

external personification of God.  Figured I’d test it out.

12/30/2018 7:35:17 AM wink5811 Totally agree

12/30/2018 7:49:48 AM djlok Hot mess.  Not a Majestic12 response but I just wanted to weigh in.

12/30/2018 8:03:15 AM vintagesquirrel Maybe Khan Academy can help me learn the basics.

12/30/2018 8:04:16 AM dr_t_dc Check this out at about 20:00. @POTUS went to VP residence which is the center that observes solar position and time!

   https://youtu.be/JMXRptUttz4 

12/30/2018 8:04:19 AM roublisa Thank you✨❤️

12/30/2018 8:32:45 AM sandie70484902 Dead end

12/30/2018 8:52:34 AM aprilbrown99 Why does there need to be a choice between the two, one & not the other? Pls try to keep an open mind to hear the messages. The information 

provided is essential, in my opinion, for us as humans to raise our spiritual awareness so that we can learn truth that has been hidden. 🙏

12/30/2018 9:08:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 We joined shortly after we found out about the Q Plan.

12/30/2018 9:09:56 AM langesanta How is the situation in Europe, what can we expect in Europe?

same-same, different?



12/30/2018 9:10:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not saying this account has any connections to Q, so please stop spreading disinformation/misinformation pertaining to this account. We do 

discuss extraterrestrials, consciousness, and aliens, including but not limited to occult numerology magick, and Majestic operations.

12/30/2018 9:11:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q is an entirely separate operation as we have repeated dozens or so times. MJ12 operates above the Federal Government's bureaucracy because of 

the severity of the classification pertaining to ongoing ET related operations. Q is Earth based only. MJ12 is not.

Q != MJ12

MJ12 != Q

12/30/2018 9:13:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore, since MJ12 is not only based with operations on Earth, but also other planets in the solar system (and "moons"), we therefore have a wide 

range of tools accessible only to us to use, and whether people can comprehend it or not, we chose Twitter to communicate over 8ch.

12/30/2018 9:14:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 have never asked you to not read Q posts, follow advice that Q has given you, or tried to misrepresent information Q has posted, nor will we ever 

on this account. We beg you, if you do not care to read the information we are sharing, then please simply block our account.

12/30/2018 9:15:11 AM langesanta can't reach this page

12/30/2018 9:15:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Divide and conquer is real and people have been so condition to teams, and whose side are you on, and is my side winning or not that it prevents 

legitimate conversations to be had about extremely important subjects. We are here to guide humanity through the Disclosure process.

12/30/2018 9:17:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not to Disclose the process itself, thats Qs role. Mutually exclusive operations. One coming directly from the Federal Government, another originating 

from off planet. Same GOAL! The ET race that invaded Earth that has been feeding on your children must be stop. Great Awakening!

12/30/2018 9:17:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079424446698528770 …

12/30/2018 9:19:00 AM speaakn Good to know 😬

12/30/2018 9:19:25 AM jonle86 What can you tell about the ACIO?

12/30/2018 9:20:10 AM heath_jack Bring it!  It's time!

12/30/2018 9:23:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many starseeds have this problem. It is not an anomaly.

12/30/2018 9:24:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

12/30/2018 9:26:24 AM raisethevib369 False. Do some research before you spread false information.

12/30/2018 9:27:05 AM gaiatosource Is the new Stablecoin in cryptocurrency potentially taking over the dollar when the Fed goes down?

12/30/2018 9:27:14 AM kuri99487324 Speaking of moons, was Earth originally orbiting Saturn (a then brown dwarf)? If so, how long ago was that and why did Earth break of from Saturn? 

When were Saturn’s rings placed? Is it true they have started disintegrating?

12/30/2018 9:29:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

12/30/2018 9:31:12 AM worldxplorer1 Did the Domain ask residents of the Domain to incarnate here?  Is this the source of many of the starseeds?  Are many (most) starseeds part of the 

plan to raise earths consciousness?

12/30/2018 9:32:33 AM carolba88945394 What is Majority 12?

12/30/2018 9:33:36 AM hewhowaits1776 “Got any current fuzzy photos you can show us?” - Sarcastic Kindergartner

12/30/2018 9:34:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation name for Majestic 12.

12/30/2018 9:35:47 AM hackenburg_ Crazy, but, going way back, I've always thought earth is just a big farm and the farmers (et's) are just waiting for the "fall" harvest to harvest the food 

(humans). Why else would huge civilizations just disappear over the millenia? I dunno, just a theory

12/30/2018 9:36:15 AM sageremarks  pic.twitter.com/YfA39xa8NQ

12/30/2018 9:36:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not just the Domain but other groups as well, some terrestrially. The nuclear detonations on Earth raised alarms in higher realms of consciousness that 

are extremely dangerous and do destroy all life on a planet. IS-BEs who formerly occupied higher realms left to help Earth.

12/30/2018 9:37:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are not wrong in your thought process, just mistaken on some details.

12/30/2018 9:37:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, that defeats the purpose of message over messenger.

12/30/2018 9:39:11 AM hackenburg_ Thx! Figured I was close to the target I that one! 😊

And just like that, the #bluesky phenomenon is gone from the news. Obviously some thing huge related to that!

12/30/2018 9:45:55 AM missy968 Glad you did

12/30/2018 9:45:59 AM decodematrix Clown attempts will fail.

 https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-times-delivery-disruption-20181229-story.html …

12/30/2018 9:46:22 AM missy968 I’m on my side

12/30/2018 9:46:40 AM voodoowarlord Algebra in a nutshell is a system of logical operations to solve or manipulate equations.

12/30/2018 9:46:51 AM vintagesquirrel Is this ALICE?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

12/30/2018 9:49:11 AM keith369me Spiritual harvest...although there is some actual (child) harvesting going on

12/30/2018 9:49:19 AM missy968 No they don’t. Some of their subjects cross each other but neither speak for the other. Everyone has a job.

12/30/2018 9:50:38 AM peterclloyd Are aliens directly or indirectly responsible for the so-called elites who participate in pedofilia (and worse)?

12/30/2018 9:52:27 AM keith369me Define directly

12/30/2018 9:59:17 AM kuri99487324 Did the civilizations “disappear” by retreating to inner Earth or leaving Earth via a Stargate? If so, why didn’t they come back?

12/30/2018 10:00:24 AM zagnett Thanks a bunch for this...

"we chose Twitter to communicate over 8ch"

Seems plausible, since T uses Twitter too. Is the same (MJ?) team monitoring/protecting @realDonaldTrump account as this account?

12/30/2018 10:01:52 AM peterclloyd Perhaps “influential” is a better word for the question.

12/30/2018 10:04:27 AM roublisa Thank You for stating the truth💗

12/30/2018 10:05:58 AM kuri99487324 What are some other “symptoms” of being a starseed? When are we to expect revelations on a personal lever about our soul’s origin and by whom? 

Are we suddenly just going to remember?

12/30/2018 10:06:00 AM bbobbio71 Aside from meditation,  what are some ways one can exercise their consciousness over unconsciousness?

And Happy New Year to Majestic12!

12/30/2018 10:08:08 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/84N6WSQWh4

12/30/2018 10:08:29 AM kuri99487324 What will happen to the leftover invaders once this is over? Will we ever get to see their full forms? Is it true they have been having troubles 

maintaining their human form (if that is the case) the past years due to the awakening?

12/30/2018 10:08:37 AM peterclloyd Rephrased: do Aliens control elites through their promotion of child related crimes?

12/30/2018 10:11:15 AM zagnett From purely a programming perspective, it seems the ability to hide information in our dimension/density that is available in the higher 

dimensions/densities has to be absolutely astounding.

How can they/whoever hide in plain site? That's how, basically.

12/30/2018 10:11:28 AM sageremarks  https://onstellar.com/blogs/71653/In-Q-Tel-the-CIA-Facebook-and-YOU …

12/30/2018 10:13:06 AM lambohodlr This is one of a few accounts you should have "all tweets" notification on.

Probably best to limit to no more than 5 accounts, or you may miss some things as they happen.

12/30/2018 10:13:22 AM kuri99487324 There’s something I don’t understand. Higher consciousness races were alerted due to nuclear weapons, but why werern’t they alerted when we got 

enslaved in this prison planet? Isn’t that itself worrisome enough?How was Earth viewed and monitored before WWII?



12/30/2018 10:13:42 AM zagnett If this dimension is a projection of higher dimensions, e.g. in an E8 lattice, then all sorts of stuff could be hidden in plain sight. Those who can't process 

the information won't see it (like me, least not yet). Incredible.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0ztlIAYTCU …

12/30/2018 10:16:28 AM sehvehn thank you

12/30/2018 10:17:30 AM carolba88945394 I don’t know exactly what to think about this. I’ll believe in aliens when HRC and the cabal go to prison for their crimes. Just sayin.

12/30/2018 10:19:17 AM kuri99487324 I have been wondering about some well known conspiracy “theorists”, like how many of them are disinformation agents and how many have actually 

being contacted by ETs and what they claim is true. What is your opinion in that?

12/30/2018 10:21:23 AM zagnett It's some kind of collective-karmic thing I think. Somehow we (or some human group) of their free will chose for us to remain in this dimension, 

vulnerable to enslavement by other species.

MJ is something like this correct? If so, what happened?

12/30/2018 10:21:44 AM sehvehn use humans curiousity and need to 'belong' against them?

12/30/2018 10:24:42 AM zagnett This is why i've been asking for the download link to an API/SDK. I'll be good, I promise! 😇

MJ, what programming languages that a typical programmer would use (if any) does the MJ team use?

12/30/2018 10:24:53 AM john81726765 🍄

12/30/2018 10:28:34 AM zagnett FWIW said consent to any & all forms of human enslavement is hereby revoked, effective immediately. For me at least personally, if not collectively. 

Latter demanded as well though.

12/30/2018 10:29:30 AM warrior_4truth Indeed...

12/30/2018 10:29:32 AM kuri99487324 Possibly, I somewhere read it is known as the “Orion problem”, if I am not mistaken. However, being left without defense against the invaders and 

them being allowed to grow that powerful, is something that calls strongly for an explanation.

12/30/2018 10:31:11 AM morety76 Why has the Domain waited so long to take action against this invading force in a region of space it controls?

12/30/2018 10:31:24 AM zagnett To all who enslave humans, anywhere, any time:

"I order you to cease any and all supernatural activity and return forthwith to your place of origin or to the nearest convenient parallel dimension."

Ray Stantz, Ghostbusters

12/30/2018 10:31:37 AM vand3rboots Do the IS-BEs who left the higher realms to come help Earth know/remember who they are? Or does the decision to incarnate here subject them to 

the veil of forgetting?

12/30/2018 10:33:17 AM worldxplorer1 Memory bleed thru is becoming more common among those IS-BEs.

12/30/2018 10:33:47 AM roublisa I’m going to watch that now!🥰

12/30/2018 10:33:49 AM decodematrix Interesting, where is the tweet where they said "consent to any & all forms of human enslavement is hereby revoked"?

12/30/2018 10:34:18 AM kuri99487324 I hope MJ12 will shed some light on this one, because I feel this particular topic is a bit blurred and maybe poorly understood.

12/30/2018 10:35:48 AM p_p1234567898 You’ve pretty much through your previous posts have associated yourself as an equal to the Q team.

12/30/2018 10:37:06 AM zagnett I'm saying it. What I'm saying is that - if such consent was given - I'm revoking it.

12/30/2018 10:45:38 AM tncharlene That's pretty interesting!! 👍 Thanks!

12/30/2018 10:50:08 AM kuri99487324 Their teaching, however, have been either lost or corrupted by the  invaders. Otherwise, we wouldn’t be wondering about the Olmecs, the 

Phoenicians, the secrets of the Mayans, etc.

12/30/2018 10:51:17 AM decodematrix Yes, we need more clarity on this. They said before they are allowing a certain level of evil to operate here for "balance". I don't agree with that. Did we 

need to experience this evil for the evolution of our soul?

12/30/2018 10:52:09 AM rdeweese04 Something similar in the Jan 2018 EO - “All Americans to recognize our vital roles in ending all forms of modern slavery and to observe this month with 

appropriate programs and activities aimed at ending and preventing all forms of human trafficking.”

12/30/2018 10:52:23 AM hackenburg_ Most of the knowledge is probably preserved under the Vatican 🇻🇦. Another place we need to send the army in to liberate

12/30/2018 10:53:58 AM decodematrix Before I incarnated here did I know I would be a slave and agree to incarnate? Or was I unaware? How many times have I been forced to incarnate on 

Earth as a slave? We are divine sovereign IS-BEs and we have a right to freedom and all knowledge.

12/30/2018 10:54:48 AM kuri99487324 Absolutely!!! The Vatican and the Smithsonia are both guilty. 

I simply cannot wait for their “secret” catacombs to be infiltrated and for us to finally get to see the wealth of knowledge, hidden for so long.

12/30/2018 10:55:16 AM laurabusse I don't think the Phoenicians disappeared. Bc they were sea faring, i think they just spread and morphed into other civilizations, like the greeks, the 

vikings, and I'm sure others...i bet a lot of ppl have some Phoenician blood. They were all over the then known world.

12/30/2018 10:55:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, they must discover the truth within themselves. Hence, why we are here.

12/30/2018 10:55:42 AM zagnett Exactly!

12/30/2018 10:58:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are simply clarifying for your sake.

Our answers and messages of disclosure speak for themselves.

Message more important than the messenger.

In the past humans worshiped ETs as Gods because of their advanced knowledge.

SHEEP NO MORE.

12/30/2018 10:58:41 AM kuri99487324 That not only empowers the dualistic concept of good vs evil, but it also allows evil to grow unlimited power. Humans would never have the chance to 

break free without ET help. Being at the brink of NWO (at least before Trump was elected) reinforces that.

12/30/2018 10:58:41 AM laurabusse And for God's sake respect the sovereign free will of others and stop teliing ppl how to think and believe! This is very important to waking up and 

becoming more conscious!

12/30/2018 10:58:42 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/w1ztd2c6ZS

12/30/2018 10:59:30 AM laurabusse And i agree w everything you said...

12/30/2018 10:59:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please provide the specific post.

12/30/2018 11:00:31 AM kuri99487324 Surpisingly enough, I most probably have some Phoenician blood. But there seems to be some mystery surrounding them and their achievements, 

including their ties to Malta and Carthage.

12/30/2018 11:03:34 AM voodoowarlord It's like 1 is relatively meaningless (trivial), 2 has shortcomings (chaos?) but the power of 3 has the characteristic of an eigenvector to manifest space. 

(x,y,z)  .. meaningful?

12/30/2018 11:04:09 AM kuri99487324 Indeed, we are a species with amnesia. Maybe dreams show us part of our past? I have always dreamed about a shoreline with ruins, like the 

Mediterranean. Over the years, I had theorized that I once I was perhaps living in a civ like the Etruscans or Romans.

12/30/2018 11:04:11 AM lori_dee1 I have been clear from the beginning of following MJ12 that your mission is separate from Q. As you stated Q is here to clean all the corruption and 

misuse of our government and clear the way for your mission.

12/30/2018 11:05:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

12/30/2018 11:06:15 AM kuri99487324 Normally you should have know, but I think it has to do with them swipping the memories of previous lives and recycling your soul. The result, you die 

as a slave, you get reborn as a slave. Vicious circle.

12/30/2018 11:06:22 AM toffer_anon_369 @threadreaderapp can you please unroll this?

12/30/2018 11:06:30 AM laurabusse I was listening to an interview of channeler Wendy Kennedy. She said ALL ETs have agendas. Just depends on their agenda and how it relates w our 

agenda! She also implied the "evil" ones need our consent so they are skilled at tricking and deceiving. She said we have free...



12/30/2018 11:08:10 AM threadreaderapp Hallo please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@Datruseeka @RichardBramlet6 @DecodeMatrix @pauliepg11111 @DJLOK 

@MongrelGlory @Jordan_Sather_ If it were more about kno […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079146051595132928.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

12/30/2018 11:10:31 AM laurabusse 2...will so if we are conscious, aware they have no power over us. Cant trick us into consent. Maybe this is what mj12 is trying 2 teach us. 

Consciousness creates. Raise consciousness to raise awareness. Be in your power. Then no one can control us, not bad ETs or humans, no one.

12/30/2018 11:11:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not ask for anybody to follow us.

We will never ask for you to trust us.

We are not here to Disclose specifics.

We are here to guide humanity through Disclosure in preparation for First Contact.

Majestic 12 compartmentalizes its programs just as the Federal Government does.

12/30/2018 11:12:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 This program is equally compartmentalized.

12/30/2018 11:13:12 AM voodoowarlord We can take the characteristics of imaginary numbers and extend that to an 8th dimension for numbers, is that the upper boundary limit of a 

meaningful extension? I'll ponder upon a base of 9 rather than decimal 🤔😑😖

12/30/2018 11:16:20 AM toffer_anon_369 Are other ET entities able to communicate with us via Twitter?  If so, how?  It's not like they have a fiber link to our earth internet???

12/30/2018 11:16:57 AM daveschroeder18 What is the best way for an IS-BE to remember, lift the veil? Is it meditation?

12/30/2018 11:19:11 AM p_p1234567898  pic.twitter.com/Dv0rJyW6UO

12/30/2018 11:19:22 AM p_p1234567898  pic.twitter.com/OpuJ7IHOrA

12/30/2018 11:19:33 AM laurabusse Not a Christian but Jesus said He who has ears let him hear. When someone speaks, it's up to YOU what you do w the info. It's not up to the one who 

speaks to prove what he's saying. It's up to the hearer to decide if he agrees or not. MJ 12 is clear and repeats himself often.

12/30/2018 11:19:44 AM p_p1234567898  pic.twitter.com/ANtMHHJX5p

12/30/2018 11:19:53 AM p_p1234567898  pic.twitter.com/wvcus41xsb

12/30/2018 11:20:19 AM lori_dee1 @pdtac We have been lied to so much in our lives it makes it hard to trust. What integrity would MJ12 have if they revealed highly classified info to the 

world as it is right now? If MJ12 ends up being fake how does that impact you negatively, other than being disappointed?

12/30/2018 11:20:20 AM p_p1234567898  pic.twitter.com/biDogFVz2s

12/30/2018 11:20:34 AM klayton83 Even if this was a reality it would be easy for an intelligent entity to send comms through satellites I’d imagine.

12/30/2018 11:22:11 AM klayton83 It’s a tactic of the opposition to plant seeds of lies in true intel. It corrupts the movement.

12/30/2018 11:25:18 AM knightofmaltaus @mj12official @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Happy New Year. 

 https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1064489/TR-3B-UFO-sightings-military-experiments-US-aliens …

12/30/2018 11:25:52 AM worldxplorer1 I think so. Meditation did it for me.

12/30/2018 11:27:41 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there any accuracy to this person's explanation of the 3 6 9 matrix projection? https://youtu.be/2rDiPDiHu-w 

12/30/2018 11:28:23 AM laurabusse I also believe the Phoenicians were survivors of Atlantis along w the Etruscans, Basques and other ppls of mysterious origins, language, customs etc. I 

like to think the Phoenician alphabet is a link to the atlantean language but knows could just be my imagination :-)

12/30/2018 11:29:50 AM laurabusse Yes! Among other places. Spain and Ireland for ex. God knows where else. So fascinating! :-)

12/30/2018 11:34:28 AM erquxlemon I would love to know everything. What other alien races there are/their intentions/where they live/what they look like etc.. having theories is fun & all 

but I’m at the point where I don’t want to guess & imagine/dream anymore I just want the full disclosure. 🙄

12/30/2018 11:36:24 AM keith369me Mark, it needs to come from within...ask questions when unsure and the answers may guide you.  Learn from other’s questions.  This is not a data 

dump although previous answers may act as one.

12/30/2018 11:36:28 AM kuri99487324 Spain and Ireland are yet another mystery, the Celts and their Egyptian connection.

12/30/2018 11:46:35 AM blazer2k7 ... by my sovereign will... i demand the training wheels off. Humanity is *beyond* ready. Not a single one will worship ET's as a god, although some 

may be frightened.

12/30/2018 11:46:44 AM blazer2k7 Hurry up and pass the message to your superiors. We're all waiting. Our governments do not speak for humanity as a whole. There are many who 

deserve to exit this control system.

12/30/2018 11:47:52 AM laurabusse Yes i dont know much about it, maybe akhnaten's daughter (meritaten?) went to ireland i think. Anyway it's fascinating...

12/30/2018 11:50:56 AM bbobbio71 Thanks! House is always open, all are welcome,  infact spaghetti cooking now.  

Music jamming.  I often see finding happen prior to it happening. 

I know I've got more going on in thoughts,  just realizing what they are and how they connect can be the issue.  That make sense?

12/30/2018 11:53:41 AM lori_dee1 Truth can be revealed in many different ways. If your belief system goes against MJ12 then either hold to that belief or be willing to open up to 

possibilities. Either way, chose from an empowered place and be responsible for the choice.

12/30/2018 11:54:15 AM laurabusse Yes :-) it's all a big ball of wax. Who can understand it? Be there soon for spaghetti 💘

12/30/2018 11:56:12 AM datruseeka And what do you expect these IS-BEs, once they remember there origins, to do to help save earth?

12/30/2018 12:02:46 PM hackenburg_ We still link up to the Atlanteans! Before Atlantis sank, its spiritually illumined Initiates, who realized that their land was doomed because it had 

departed from the Path of Light, withdrew from the ill-fated continent. They migrated to Egypt and became 1st divine rulers. Link?

12/30/2018 12:06:42 PM hackenburg_ Ancient studies show we reincarnate over and over. You may be a bug in your next life, so treat all life equally! We also visibly see a small part of light 

spectrum. There must be entities that walk beside us that we cannot see

12/30/2018 12:07:22 PM taradea08775439 Majestic has always said they are.not.involved with Q

12/30/2018 12:07:50 PM lori_dee1 In my opinion, secrecy does not have to equal deception, although it has been used that way for a very long time.

12/30/2018 12:08:20 PM kuri99487324 Yet, it looks like their civilization declined after some point, otherwise I can’t expalin the blood sacrifices and dark magic the Freemasons borrow so 

heavily from. Probably something similar happened to the ancient Greeks?

12/30/2018 12:10:04 PM taradea08775439 It's a shame you have to constantly reiterate this 

People need to raise their vibrations truth has a frequency and it becomes easy to decipher who's operating on the side of truth 

That is the only side we need to be on 

Lets hope people can use discernment from now on

12/30/2018 12:10:11 PM 1aaronjustice There has been several events in the sky but has the SKY EVENT occurred?  If so, what was it?

12/30/2018 12:10:32 PM hackenburg_ I recommend reading Manly P. Hall and M. Blavatsky books. Especially "The Secret Doctrine", very eye opening

12/30/2018 12:10:36 PM 1_decided_voter So you must've known about Q plan before it went active on 4chan /pol/ in late October 2017 then...

12/30/2018 12:11:25 PM igiant111 If you want the real answer, it's because of Ambrosia and Adrenachrome. I thought it was all conspiracy until I began reading books from the 1970s 

about the very topic, and how heavily influenced a lot more of books following.

12/30/2018 12:11:55 PM taradea08775439 If you follow someone and your not sure of the info they are sharing stand back take it in watch from a distance before you decide to get involved 

No one knows the absolute truth we have lived our whole lives deceived just use caution raise your vibrations and you will find the

12/30/2018 12:12:08 PM taradea08775439 Truth resonate with you

12/30/2018 12:13:22 PM laurabusse I appreciate that about her inasmuch as i never really followed her (i believe in UFOs they just don't interest me much). And everything goes better 

with cats :-)



12/30/2018 12:14:07 PM hackenburg_ Atlanteans at the time were much more highly advanced than the rest of the world. When Atlantis sank, they had to leave their island and live with the 

less civilized. They would get scared when Atlanteans shared their knowledge, and would kill them out of fear. Secrets lost forvr

12/30/2018 12:14:17 PM zack_stone Its ok. Some of us will still be here collecting truth/disclosure. #blindfaith

12/30/2018 12:14:32 PM kuri99487324 I’m not sure I agree that we can reincarnate as bugs, but there are definitely entities we can’t perceive with our current senses. Explains why dogs 

stare and growl into empty spaces and why cameras have the ability to capture odd things the eye can’t.

12/30/2018 12:16:39 PM 1aaronjustice I’m still trying to figure out if POTUS was saying he was on a UFO, in danger , what?

12/30/2018 12:17:28 PM 1aaronjustice Did POTUS enter Iraq through a portal?   I understand Iraq has major portals

12/30/2018 12:17:48 PM lori_dee1 Is it important for you to have your questions answered immediately? When we ask God for answers, we may or may not receive an immediate answer 

OR even the answer we want. He doesn't reveal everything to us all at once, it's a process. Our own evolution and readiness is key.

12/30/2018 12:18:19 PM laurabusse Ya know I've been wanting to read Secret doctrine a long time. Blavatsky fascinates me. I will say i enjoy DJ youtubes on her and Steiner. I think i got 

something by her from library once but it was a real slog. Didnt get v far...

12/30/2018 12:18:29 PM datruseeka When we die, and migrate to the light, do we incarnate here on earth?  If we migrate away from the light when we die, what happens to us? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - do you have the answer to this?

12/30/2018 12:20:26 PM igiant111 Secret Doctrine is great. I just got finished reading Where Were You Before The Tree of Life and the Cosmic Trigger. That was a trip.

12/30/2018 12:20:44 PM hackenburg_ I mean, your soul doesn't die, it just moves from life form to life form. Meaning you can come back in any form really. And how you act in this form may 

be a determining factor in how you reincarnate. This knowledge is from ancient texts, I can't take credit for it 😊

12/30/2018 12:21:18 PM kuri99487324 I have been wanting to read Manly P. Hall for a while, but him being a 33rd Degree Freemason made me rethink about it. But then again, perhaps I 

should just go for it. Thank you for the recommendations.

12/30/2018 12:21:22 PM laurabusse "Cats see things that we can't".

12/30/2018 12:23:05 PM tippytopshapeu @davidicke @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @ @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @SaRaAshcraft @PrisonPlanet @hatem_720 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

#SuperSunday #Gambling #Bookmaking #Exposé

Confessions from the UnderWorld #CftU Documentary #ConfessionsfromtheUnderWorld  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9x79A-3w1k&t=19s … 

pic.twitter.com/4WYBawgJqu

12/30/2018 12:23:20 PM anbezedua Sometimes disinformation is necessary lol. Obviously I have done some research. Still trying to understand what I’m finding,

12/30/2018 12:23:51 PM kuri99487324 The light is a trap, as long as I can tell. The soul is hyptotized and pulled towards the light, wiped clean and told that it needs to go back to Earth. Under 

normal circumstances, the soul should be free to choose its next move and retain its memories.

12/30/2018 12:25:43 PM hackenburg_ Best thing we can learn is how to discern information for ourselves and not be impacted by mob mentality! I just know we can't discount ancient 

teachings

12/30/2018 12:25:44 PM laurabusse So many books so little time. LOL idea for a youtube channel. Book digest. Give a summary, the high points. I would subscribe to that channel. Even 

better, an esoteric book digest channel. That would be useful and v cool :-)

12/30/2018 12:27:11 PM kuri99487324 It is food for though, definitely, but I think that consciousness has something to do with who we reincarnate as.A bug is a much less conscious entity 

than we are, so maybe the soul has to pick a vessel that can accomodate a certain amount of conciousness.

12/30/2018 12:27:25 PM laurabusse I agree. Me too. They say just read it all and use discernment and discretion. Probably better to have more knowledge than less.

12/30/2018 12:29:54 PM richardbramlet6 U never die your spirit ascends the spirit beings here now to guide us

12/30/2018 12:31:03 PM laurabusse Omg cats. Dont get me started. I totally get old crazy cat ladies. Cautionary tales...not to end up like one! We have 3. In the past it was up to 5. My 

buddy missy curls up in a shoebox on my dressing table every night! So precious 💘

12/30/2018 12:33:16 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it time for me to stop drinking now? It's the only thing that keeps me from my dreams ..........

12/30/2018 12:34:07 PM laurabusse Yeah I've seen edge of tomorrow. So well there's a potential money making idea for someone who loves to read esoteric books and do summaries of 

them :-)

12/30/2018 12:34:56 PM daveschroeder18 World Explorer, so you remember?

12/30/2018 12:35:14 PM lbf777 Lol true.

12/30/2018 12:35:20 PM vand3rboots I don't think we need to remember our origins to help. Just love and be loved. Keep a high vibration, seek the truth, and honor the divinity in everyone, 

including those on a negative path; compassion and forgiveness do not equal condoning.

12/30/2018 12:35:42 PM laurabusse And maybe leave them behind for our reincarnated selves to find in the future LOL!

12/30/2018 12:37:48 PM lambohodlr @pdtac pic.twitter.com/gpiPh3ypQ7

12/30/2018 12:38:22 PM laurabusse Yes thay are amazing. Always sad to me how bringing in more can upset the status quo inadvertently. Have unintentionally busted up 2 great 

relationships that were never the same.

12/30/2018 12:40:05 PM lori_dee1 Then I would say that MJ12 may not be for you to follow at this time. Continue on your path of seeking truth and maybe one day you will circle back. I 

think it is no accident that you somehow got here, whatever the lesson is for you.

12/30/2018 12:41:47 PM laurabusse Let us know when the book is done :-) Got a title yet? Good luck w it!

12/30/2018 12:43:28 PM laurabusse Ha ha there's worse things in life than crazy cat dad. As much as i adore my husband I'll take cats over most humans any day :-)

12/30/2018 12:43:41 PM mistylynn67 😢😢😢😢😡😡😡😡

12/30/2018 12:44:20 PM rascal_the_dog6 Humans can be the most cruel animal on this planet!

12/30/2018 12:45:37 PM melanieanders7 Well said VanDerBoots

12/30/2018 12:50:54 PM psyanidegaming Know where you come from

Accept where you're going

Awaken your Present

(Or Presents if you're partial to multi-verses)

12/30/2018 12:56:27 PM happykat9 Is there anything that will happen between 1/1-1/3? You dont have to say what it is, only if something significant will happen that the public will know 

about.

12/30/2018 12:56:40 PM djlok Yeah when my IS separates from my BE I'm gonna do everything possible to not go to the light.  Nothing against Earth, I'm just hopeful it will be time to 

go to another dimension.

12/30/2018 12:56:46 PM worldxplorer1 I have fragments of memories. I remembered things as a child but had no context for them so I largely ignored them. As I started meditating 5-6 years 

ago more started coming back. The past year has been the most intense.

12/30/2018 12:57:18 PM worldxplorer1 100% agree.

12/30/2018 1:00:23 PM worldxplorer1 Agreed!  Earth is nice. Has some amazing scenery.  I wish Earth all the best but I need to go elsewhere. There are some truly amazing places in the 

cosmos - places based on unity and love.  I have memory (albeit faint) of family in these places. They call to me...

12/30/2018 1:00:56 PM lori_dee1 That's very telling Mark!! Can you just BE with not having answers for now? Stay in the space of possibilities. I think MJ12 is really challenging you so 

perhaps there is value for you, something for your highest good and your evolution. 💖

12/30/2018 1:01:11 PM kuri99487324 Wise words, my friend.

12/30/2018 1:01:53 PM p_p1234567898 But you’ve specifically asked us to share your information

12/30/2018 1:04:05 PM lambohodlr Thank you for clarifying for h(is) sake.

You are also clarifying for everyone's sake simultaneously.

So everyone can discard any code he attempts to use to distract/misinform.

12/30/2018 1:05:37 PM djlok I started meditating about 5 years ago too. I never did it  to seek #knowledge though.  I always did with the sole intention to calm myself and feel 

better.  Which, as you know- it works. This pursuit of #truth was prompted by Q for me and has been expanded by MJ12 for me.

12/30/2018 1:07:05 PM allahuniversal We've been trained to be tribal, team vs team, red vs blue, black vs white, left vs right, this or that.100%right or dead wrong. It's difficult for many to 

get beyond that entrainment/indoctrination. From versus to UNIverse



12/30/2018 1:07:20 PM richardbramlet6 I meditate and pray I use music to enlighten the spirit mixed with cbd oil and thc the mind expandes to a higher level of being

12/30/2018 1:10:59 PM djlok I've never understood why people act the way they do sometimes (opposing unity and love). I still don't understand their endgame.  I'm not saying I've 

always been perfect at loving others...but I've never felt the need or want to hurt others. I don't know if that makes any sense.

12/30/2018 1:11:21 PM daveschroeder18 Q and MJ12 have been huge for me as well. Like the line in "As good as it gets" made me wanna be a better person

12/30/2018 1:13:17 PM djlok It's like people who abuse or neglect pets.  Why?  What's the point?  Most pets just want their human IS-BE friend to be happy.   Makes no sense to 

me, but people do horrible things.  Not good and makes me angry and sad all at once.

12/30/2018 1:13:20 PM allahuniversal + extreme attack on comms [8ch] yesterday. Things may not turn out as we expect, but also won't turn out how "they" expect either. But hey,  Nothing 

to see here...

12/30/2018 1:13:48 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/XO4wivSn4s

12/30/2018 1:14:42 PM kuri99487324 Not only movies are going to be about factual, substantial stories, but will be played be real, talented actors and actresses. 

Not illuminati puppets and sick pedos following a despicable agenda meant to further enslave and exterminate.

12/30/2018 1:17:56 PM worldxplorer1 Makes perfect sense. I think that’s why just having beings from higher dimensions here can assist the overall situation on earth. Even if they don’t 

remember. Having an innate slant to unity and love gives other souls “another way” to live life. It shapes collective consciousness

12/30/2018 1:18:47 PM george4papa oh please, ya ever heard of Art Bell Coast to Coast, he's been spewing this nonsense you've regurgitated  as "our most secretive projects" 20 years ago, 

on a nationally syndicated radio show that's still on.

Better go back to tweeting gibberish  code, or you'll blow your cover...

12/30/2018 1:21:51 PM worldxplorer1 Interesting. I’ve been following this stuff most of my life. I did grade school projects on ETs. Q & MJ12 have given confirmations to the “crazy theories” 

that I have been trying to talk to my friends and family about for the past 20 years. It’s awesome to watch Q wake people up!

12/30/2018 1:22:23 PM richardbramlet6  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=RW4ENEeT2uY …

12/30/2018 1:26:12 PM lambohodlr  pic.twitter.com/VUyEZKWMHj

12/30/2018 1:26:35 PM lori_dee1 No, not what I meant. We are here to help humanity go from dark to light in our own unique ways. We must focus on cleaning up the horrific crimes 

against humanity 1st and foremost, the time is now.

12/30/2018 1:28:42 PM keith369me Mark...to awaken you need to find answers yourself...at least enough to paint a broad picture.  Others can’t awaken you, you need to awaken yourself.

12/30/2018 1:31:41 PM djlok Know thy enemy.   Many are interested in the occult who are seeking its destruction.

12/30/2018 1:38:51 PM daveschroeder18 I'll give it a go my next session. Thanks

12/30/2018 1:41:52 PM djlok Take a look at previous tweets from MJ12.  It appears you have some disinformation.

12/30/2018 1:43:12 PM richardbramlet6 Thc cbd headphones zone out feel the healing https://youtu.be/0GuCDLdrvkA 

12/30/2018 1:44:34 PM stefanofait Wise choice, as many of us are ill at ease with the chans format

12/30/2018 1:47:35 PM stefanofait That's the crux of the matter. We are so vulnerable to that kind of deceptions and manipulations. Disclosure would be dramatically affected by this.

12/30/2018 1:48:29 PM lambohodlr Emotions much? Emotional words/code?

Idiot, smacks, zip it, fool.

Emotions=deeply ingrained code.

Exposed when dissonance occurs.

You have been coded well. I applaud them.

There may be hope for u. 

YOU are the one who has been exposed.

Logical thinking required. pic.twitter.com/vA4nCZvdUH
12/30/2018 1:48:31 PM djlok I'm right there with you and It really is amazing.  Majestic!  I had dinner with a TI three months ago. I shared with him some of the stuff we are learning 

from Q as well as #TheGreatAwakening video from Joe M..  I could see the pain and suffering he's felt be lifted a little.

12/30/2018 1:51:38 PM richardbramlet6 I am Here as well like a thorn for the push the spirit beings are here

12/30/2018 1:55:16 PM lori_dee1 I don't have those answers for you Mark. I will say that POTUS and his MI team fully know who all the actors are...dark vs. light. So if MJ12 is DS they 

will deal with it and we will find out at some point. Continue to pray for answers and it will be revealed to you in time.

12/30/2018 1:56:21 PM richardhiatt16 MJ, that was awesome... Fills in many blanks in information I have received over 25 years..

12/30/2018 2:07:45 PM firebird8035 Feeding on our children?

12/30/2018 2:09:36 PM lambohodlr Keep tweeting.

You are exposing yourself more and more.

Which one has coded you?

Most likely both. pic.twitter.com/Hw0jeAthc1

12/30/2018 2:15:35 PM laurabusse He's a gem. Actually he's the one who got me into cats to begin with. He grew up w cats; me, dogs. Now i much prefer cats (easier)  we've never had a 

dog. Love dogs. But i adore cats :-)

12/30/2018 2:19:45 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @PrisonPlanet @SaRaAshcraft @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @hatem_720 

@FreedomCalling2 @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @dbongino @Telford_Russian @ShowJordan 

@worldgoneweirde @PeggyRuppe https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1078693105258430464 …

12/30/2018 2:20:04 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @PrisonPlanet @SaRaAshcraft @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @hatem_720 

@FreedomCalling2 @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @dbongino @Telford_Russian @ShowJordan 

@worldgoneweirde @PeggyRuppe https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1078693255619973120 …



12/30/2018 2:20:08 PM lambohodlr Boring you?

But you respond?

You do opposite of what you speak.

Sign of untruthfulness.

I will no longer respond.

You are here to distract.

You will respond to this.

To continue the distraction, as you normally do because that is your purpose.

My final "idiot response" pic.twitter.com/fvg1n5eGcm
12/30/2018 2:20:15 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @PrisonPlanet @SaRaAshcraft @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @hatem_720 

@FreedomCalling2 @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @dbongino @Telford_Russian @ShowJordan 

@worldgoneweirde @PeggyRuppe https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1078693634130788358 …

12/30/2018 2:20:31 PM tippytopshapeu @DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @PrisonPlanet @SaRaAshcraft @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @hatem_720 

@FreedomCalling2 @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @dbongino @Telford_Russian @ShowJordan 

@worldgoneweirde @PeggyRuppe https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1078693683174752256 …

12/30/2018 2:21:02 PM tippytopshapeu #retweet

@DrStevenGreer @Earthfiles @PrisonPlanet @SaRaAshcraft @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRightSideof1 @The_Thumpinman @davidicke @hatem_720 

@FreedomCalling2 @Hwt123 @JackPosobiec @LionelNation @gizadeathstar @Ames7Sue @dbongino @Telford_Russian @ShowJordan 

@worldgoneweirde @PeggyRuppe https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1078781096014348296 …

12/30/2018 2:25:17 PM sabina06706427 People need to look inward and if something resonates (vibrations) with you, then there is something there

12/30/2018 2:27:12 PM kuri99487324 What is going to be expected from artists and musicians? How advanced have we been as a Planet on those creative fields compared to other races?

12/30/2018 2:34:30 PM anbezedua This

12/30/2018 2:35:06 PM laurabusse Wow. I used to go to a Mennonite farm in PA. There were farm cats all over the place. They didnt look so good actually but the farm was newly bought 

so maybe it had been unoccupied. Tried to get one to take home but v feral. They couldn't believe we let our cats sleep w us!

12/30/2018 2:37:55 PM laurabusse All true :-) there is something about cats. Recently saw a great meme, newspaper headline:  Cats understand us they just don't care. Accompanied by 

photos of apathetic cats, i laughed for days.

12/30/2018 2:43:15 PM lori_dee1 I see where you are coming from Mark. I will leave you with one final thought...it probably isn't in your best interest to make negative remarks towards 

MJ12. If you think this is a psyops just walk away for now or find a way to address it in a more productive way.

12/30/2018 3:00:26 PM igiant111 Exactly. Which is why we have Mentors and (Tor)mentors. This is why we must lead by example. Which is why Creation is so key. To wake up everyone 

to the torment they exist in, and that they can wash it aside if they put their absolute to it. What a strange reality...

12/30/2018 3:01:07 PM vintagesquirrel Q has said: HRC = Alice and also Q = Alice

Is HRC 'artificial'?

12/30/2018 3:10:47 PM keith369me If you are asking for data dumps...maybe there is more to go.  We all have more to go.

12/30/2018 3:11:43 PM laurabusse Yes yes and yes :-)

12/30/2018 3:16:52 PM keith369me Nobody knows everything, nobody will ever know everything...learn what you need to learn.  The creator is inside each of us

12/30/2018 3:17:53 PM keith369me Be okay with being wrong...it is how we learn

12/30/2018 3:39:07 PM daveo6145 Maybe spaceship

12/30/2018 3:43:52 PM keith369me My intuition is that Majestic 12 is trying to help awaken us in the most efficient way possible.  That involves many being able to bring information to 

ourselves and share with others as appropriate.  We need to get ourselves to the next level of development...not someone else

12/30/2018 3:46:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Then why are you here posting? Scoot lady.....

12/30/2018 3:51:03 PM lori_dee1 You get to choose if you want to continue the battle with MJ12, it's not my place to be in the middle of it. I am not making anyone good or bad in this 

scenario. I hope on some level our communication has been helpful, thought provoking, challenging, etc. 💖🙂

12/30/2018 3:51:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd There comes a time when you seriously have to not answer ppl. You don't have to defend who you are/your information. People don't have to follow 

you, they can move along. When someone wants info they ask/seek, they don't scoff. I asked for info awhile back and I got downloads! TY

12/30/2018 3:53:51 PM jm19712 It is likely Magic either skirted the question or is saying most of what we are looking at are contrails vice chemtrails.

12/30/2018 3:54:17 PM keith369me That’s what the pedo Catholic Church teaches.  I refuse to believe the message of truly evil people.  Jesus was one that loved all.

12/30/2018 3:56:27 PM keith369me He would want zero to do with being worshipped

12/30/2018 3:59:09 PM petitchevalb Is Netflix's "Westworld" Majestic?

12/30/2018 4:05:54 PM raisethevib369 We all are. But this MJ12 account never claimed to be affiliated with Q. Actually they straight out said the arent.  What would be the point of 

misinforming on that?

12/30/2018 4:07:25 PM andrevandelft France

Hollywood

Florida...🤔

Big role of Disney?

12/30/2018 4:08:31 PM petitchevalb Is it to protect my free will that you dont answer to me anymore?

12/30/2018 4:08:33 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/wZBlDHnpZ7

12/30/2018 4:12:50 PM lori_dee1 Thank you for the kind words Mark! I have enjoyed our exchanges as well. Keep searching for the Truth...it's all good 💖🙏

12/30/2018 4:13:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which questions do you specifically want answered? We receive around 10,000 interactions a day currently on this account and it is difficult to keep up 

with everyone's questions. This is why we have encouraged others to answer our questions, do their own research and help others.

12/30/2018 4:15:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, double meanings are intentionally used. It is a tendency of the Majestic 12 actually. It is just one strategy of many that works when it comes to 

planning unrelated coincidences as to not alarm National Security laws.

12/30/2018 4:16:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 HRC is a biological entity, however the instance of her IS-BE is a puppet and could be called artificial or fake. But in terms of her being itself, she is an 

organic being, albeit evil.

12/30/2018 4:16:55 PM lbf777 Can you tell me why the military is unable to stop a few pilots from chemtrailing the public?

12/30/2018 4:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE your meme: Alcohol calcifies your pineal gland. See this disclosure drop: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046593544885084160 …



12/30/2018 4:19:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure from 9/30/18 (9/3/9 = IS-BE + Child + IS-BE) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046593544885084160 …

12/30/2018 4:20:14 PM mongrelglory Good!  Because I could never relate to calculus at all! 😝

12/30/2018 4:21:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have a general policy of no direct messages under any circumstances. In fact, @Jordan_Sather_ tried to direct message us and we did not respond. 

Many others have tried as well. Nothing personal. Policy out of the typists control.

1/ No

2/ Alien is a different frame of mind.

12/30/2018 4:21:53 PM vintagesquirrel Honestly, that makes me happy, because she will suffer as such an evil human being should.

12/30/2018 4:22:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 2.../ Extraterrestrials and Non-terrestrial entities exist, though they are different in nature. Their DNA expression changes from planet to planet slightly 

to adapt to the different planetary conditions.

3/ The rapture is currently taking place. It is a metaphor.

4/ No DMs ever.

12/30/2018 4:24:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Healthier for you than green tea.

12/30/2018 4:24:47 PM mongrelglory Alice is a 🤖 who likes to ridicule and provoke argument...

12/30/2018 4:25:06 PM petitchevalb Hello Mark 

What is the "rapture"?

12/30/2018 4:25:28 PM sharron_royalty These two are unbelievable !

12/30/2018 4:25:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Calculus is not the problem. Apologies for not clarifying originally. Physics taught with algebra is wrong the second you try to use any of those formulas 

on Mars or [other planets whose names have yet to be declassified]. Most importantly to understand is calculus is fragmented.

12/30/2018 4:27:07 PM 1aaronjustice Why are they so racist towards black people and will the black community be made aware ?

12/30/2018 4:29:08 PM mongrelglory You know, I don't really like the idea of those evil people suffering...I just want them to cease and desist!  If only they could just learn from their 

mistakes...but you're right, Karma is a mechanism that usually returns pain in kind, so they're in for a world of hurt! 😬

12/30/2018 4:29:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 In higher orders of mathematics we are taught about imaginary numbers and their role.

Not imaginary.

Multi-dimensional.

Higher dimensional mathematics.

We currently use it in all electronics.

ALL ELECTRONICS.

How many dimensions of numbers?

8.

Infinity?

8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE)
12/30/2018 4:30:21 PM 1aaronjustice Why are these methods used keep Roswell a secret ?

12/30/2018 4:33:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 9 = 0

1D(n) = 1, 2, 3.4, sqrt(5), etc. etc.

2D(n) = i, -i

3D(n) = Consciousness

4D(n) = [Classified]

5D(n) = [Classified]

6D(n) = Consciousness

7D(n) = [Classified]

8D(n) = [Classified]

9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God

  ^ dimension (aka 1st dimension, 2nd dimension, etc.)
12/30/2018 4:35:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Obviously these concepts are not expressed in formulas that look like this, we are simply making a point and this was the medium used to convey that 

point without disclosing any classified information.

12/30/2018 4:36:27 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

12/30/2018 4:37:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Orders are usually clearly given and not left up for interpretation.

Compartmentalization makes it impossible under current legal structure.

New Gov <-> Gov equal application of our laws must be enacted.

Majestic 12 cannot give this law to you either.

You must demand it.

45 Will.

12/30/2018 4:38:07 PM jimhayzlett Doubt you’ll get any to understand this tweet ✨😇✨

12/30/2018 4:38:50 PM decodematrix I'm getting the feeling that Earth is being held in a lower density or dimension than the other planets in our solar system by a signal/frequency 

broadcast by the moon and/or Saturn. pic.twitter.com/SZSLzuvZg8

12/30/2018 4:38:59 PM mongrelglory I stumbled across Q on 4chan (I didn't even go on 4 chan before).  Then I started on Twitter this year because some Q posts were linking to tweets. I 

don't even own a cell phone!  Then a few months after I've been on Twitter, I stumble across MJ-12.  I always watched SG-1...

12/30/2018 4:39:39 PM yogini0208 They do not feed on children.  Most are benevolent & want the best for us.  Now I figured out who you are.

12/30/2018 4:39:39 PM jimhayzlett How bout declassifying all info, Please, and allow transparency and honesty as higher beings do thru telepathy ✨😇🙏🏼✨

12/30/2018 4:40:13 PM iam_laura9 So let me ask if 9 is so great. If I'm the 9th child of 9 does that create some universal extra energy?

12/30/2018 4:42:21 PM mongrelglory ...and Star Trek.  I've studied Zen Buddhism and had some Zen satori experiences of "oneness", but they fade and get lost in the business of life.  Never 

thought I was special...but you have to wonder what drew this specific group of people here to this Twitter account...🤔

12/30/2018 4:43:17 PM vintagesquirrel Phew! 💫 Right over my head!

12/30/2018 4:43:42 PM lbf777 Just following orders.

Just doing my job. 

Sigh 😔

12/30/2018 4:43:43 PM _chelseaproject But who is giving the orders?

12/30/2018 4:44:11 PM worldxplorer1 No coincidences?

12/30/2018 4:44:17 PM vintagesquirrel And dumbing it down for us mere mortals 😂

12/30/2018 4:44:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 It should give you the ability to decode more of your DNA through meditation than others. IS-BEs with presences associated to the number 9 have an 

easier access into the higher realms of existence.

12/30/2018 4:45:09 PM mongrelglory 👍

12/30/2018 4:46:32 PM blazer2k7 tell the pawns - that is your commanders - this planet is through with its government full of secrets.  The time is nigh.  If i have to ill open the heavens 

up myself. My IS-BE, as you refer to our core existential essences, is far older then most. I only came down because I've..

12/30/2018 4:46:55 PM jimhayzlett Dear, U R God’s Source Light, Beautiful Limitless Eternal.  Death is a lie as our Light Within raises frequency and ascends = Immortality✨👼✨



12/30/2018 4:47:07 PM blazer2k7 Had enough with the amount of manipulation, especially by outside forces, that goes on here. Farr less pain is inflicted with truth then what has been 

allowed to happen under these rules. Time to remove the veil.  I Give you and your group only a few more chances..

12/30/2018 4:47:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 NASA is responsible for publishing information that does not interfere with any potentially classified programs. So, most materials pushed are 

disinformation (remember dis* means intention, mis* means unintentional aka clowns [not Clowns as in C_A]). READ: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072341645729902593 …

12/30/2018 4:48:37 PM _chelseaproject What is the command chain for the "chemtrail" spraying? Who is giving the orders??

12/30/2018 4:49:02 PM psyanidegaming So then explain Soma and Psilocybin

12/30/2018 4:49:12 PM tkobeauty What about  master # 11 or 22?

12/30/2018 4:50:41 PM mongrelglory That's perfect advice VanDerBoots!  I've printed it out as a reminder for my bedside table.  I've been kicking myself my whole life...thought I was 

supposed to be accomplishing something extra special to help this world...always felt like I wasn't good enough despite my...

12/30/2018 4:51:39 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12       You stated:

"We could do pretty much anything. So we did. The Vatican wanted Disclosure kept from the public because they worship the Devil and feed on 

children."

And you also stated:  "We did both Good and Evil."  Exactly what GOOD did you do?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

12/30/2018 4:51:56 PM the_monogahela Tell us about LSD and DMT

12/30/2018 4:52:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 13) Avoid questions that can be answered with a YES or NO answer if you will not be satisfied with a YES or NO answer.

14) Not all messages/questions/tweets will be responded to.

15) Do not assume anything on this account.

12/30/2018 4:52:17 PM sumgirl Wow we really are a prison planet. All this good news being withheld from us. Please lift the veil and welcome freedom

12/30/2018 4:52:43 PM mongrelglory ...accomplishments. (My parents were never one to praise).  I have to wonder if many Star-seeds are plagued with feelings of under-achievement, 

because there's so much in this world that needs fixing, our efforts to do good can seem like a drop in the bucket.

12/30/2018 4:53:02 PM adheysuk I have to confess, the amount of knowledge I have gained since following Q and now MJ12 is truly amazing. And that knowledge might only equate to a 

grain of sand in the entire universe of whats out there. But after a life of nagging feelings. I feel like I'm on the right path.

12/30/2018 4:53:55 PM toffer_anon_369 If anyone is an electronics engineer or can decode this please help us out!

12/30/2018 4:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 16) YES or NO answers are easier to answer for certain subjects. Use intentionally at your own whim.

12/30/2018 4:56:03 PM worldxplorer1 I believe so. 

Speaking for myself and the couple starseeds I know in non-twitter life...  

Overwhelm is common. 

Anxiety not rare. 

Sense of urgency for something even though you do t know what it is.

12/30/2018 4:56:17 PM mongrelglory My 3 cats would agree. 😆

12/30/2018 4:58:31 PM adheysuk I've been working my way thru the MJ12 offline backup. Think my wife was getting fed up with me saying "Omg" and "Wow" every two minutes. Does 

anyone else get goosebumps and rushes of excitement when reading the posts??? I feel like the blinkers are bring pulled off.

12/30/2018 5:00:35 PM tkobeauty Yes. Check out Destroying the Illusion on YT. One of his earlier videos discuss vaccination detox.

12/30/2018 5:00:36 PM john777lee You stated project blue beam will occur . Is it taking place as we speak ?

Many are being fooled already. Will they be told the truth ?

12/30/2018 5:00:37 PM toffer_anon_369 What do you mean?  Use the word "nine" as a mantra?

12/30/2018 5:01:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 THC isn't the only compound in Cannabis that is good for you. THC is the least of all of them actually.

12/30/2018 5:02:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not so much. Language roots?

12/30/2018 5:02:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 It has not started.

12/30/2018 5:03:11 PM george4papa cite an example.

12/30/2018 5:03:15 PM mongrelglory Airl talked about this in the book "Alien Interview".  She said that Earth is in a more remote area on the frontier of the Domain's territory, so they didn't 

visit our planet that often and didn't discover what had happened until we were already enslaved.  However, because the...

12/30/2018 5:04:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very much so.

12/30/2018 5:04:16 PM cstarr888 Rings, suspect. 🤔

12/30/2018 5:04:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 First born will have Matrix advantages.

Twins = 2

4th Child = 4 + 2 = 6

12/30/2018 5:05:08 PM mongrelglory ...IS-BE's on Earth had been brain-washed into forgetting who they were, the Domain's officers had to respect our sovereignty and couldn't jump in and 

force a solution on us.  They even lost some of their own officers who had come to Earth as scouts and gotten amnesia too.

12/30/2018 5:06:06 PM trish97872852 Is Trump going to be the one to disclose the presence of extraterrestrials on earth AND everything that has been done to humanity to keep the secret?

12/30/2018 5:06:28 PM john777lee Thanks I guess it will be a real show. Everything I see online leads to believe that their is a battle of the cabal in space lower orbit and good guys 

responding.

12/30/2018 5:06:39 PM vintagesquirrel ☝Ignore the troll

12/30/2018 5:06:50 PM toffer_anon_369 Hieroglyphs? pic.twitter.com/Qs6Fh0nxiv

12/30/2018 5:07:06 PM iknow04042015 Is Earth as it relates to the speed/velocity of spin and or rotation being manipulated.

12/30/2018 5:07:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q has said that Israel will be saved for last.

Godfather III reference is about the war against the Holy See.

Holy See + Israel

^                  ^-- "Majestic Nation" - 45

|--- humanity's enemy

12/30/2018 5:08:03 PM iam_laura9 Yeah no. I'd suggest learning Reiki.  Very powerful.  Healing. Transforming.  You learn symbols n  meditation.

12/30/2018 5:08:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 "From the depths of despair, the Jewish people built a mighty and majestic nation, a thriving democracy in the heart of the Middle East, and a light of 

hope to all of the world."

Dark To Light

12/30/2018 5:08:35 PM jballz1021 I believe it’s reference to the energy you carry. E.g. if your birthdate digits add to 9 you carry the energy of 9. Same for the numerology of your name. 

Life path 9s are the bridge builders for humanity to make it through the change. We’re being activated now.

12/30/2018 5:08:36 PM jane_q_patriot My birthday (w/o year) is 9, and my birth name is 9. At a young age, I asked to have a middle name added, and it was legally changed. Oddly, at the 

same age I suffered a trauma that made me very empathetic to the current "awakening issues" at hand. As if I didn't want it then.



12/30/2018 5:09:34 PM iam_laura9 I like Reiki. Japanese energy healing from Universal energy

12/30/2018 5:09:58 PM melanieanders7 The rapture is a metaphorical scenario. The sheep are sheep no more. Same as the phrase people are awakening. The rapture talks about how the 

dead will be the first to rise. It’s metaphorically referencing consciously waking up. That’s the rapture.

12/30/2018 5:10:20 PM yoym4t5qtibewxf Can you tell us about non-human intelligences in Egypt and if they were good/evil?

Any comment on Vril/Kundalini/The Holy Spirit? Is it like the Goauld?

12/30/2018 5:10:44 PM vintagesquirrel While we're on the subject... I suspect there are are a few members of Congress who are something other than natural human beings. Am I mistaken?

12/30/2018 5:11:00 PM blazer2k7 isn't project blue beam part of the Cabals designs for Earth? >=-|

12/30/2018 5:13:30 PM mongrelglory I had the same reactions. 😄

12/30/2018 5:13:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 GOOD one.

We kept humanity from imploding on the fact that not only are ETs real but they've also been calling the shots on Earth for thousands of years while 

feeding on your children.

Take one second to reflect on how the world would have reacted in 1948?

Israel?

Majestic.

12/30/2018 5:13:57 PM laurabusse I am interested in the opinions of LMHs cats though LOL

12/30/2018 5:14:35 PM lbf777 I’m a vet so I know but the problem is that soldiers woke up and realized they were fighting for the terrorists like ISIS and when they bring it up to their 

leadership, the leadership threatens to jail them if they refuse to fight for these terrorists.

12/30/2018 5:14:35 PM andrevandelft What are the Vatican's means of power? E.g., the influence on about a billion believers, the Vatican bank, the diplomacy, Swiss Guard, connections 

with Knights of Malta, ...

12/30/2018 5:15:34 PM lightworkercain What really happened to Steve Fossett?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steve_Fossett …

12/30/2018 5:16:05 PM lib7473 Will we not see our SM accts again if we don’t archive? Are they going away for good, FB, Utube, Twitter, IG? Not sure how to archive other accts, 

besides twitter?

12/30/2018 5:16:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness is something to be experienced only in pure love.

12/30/2018 5:17:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal.

12/30/2018 5:17:40 PM ragevirusqq YHWH entities? Am I on the right line of thinking here?

12/30/2018 5:17:56 PM iam_laura9 Do you miss Earth? That is if you are not located here?

12/30/2018 5:19:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect translation in terms of Earth

Translation refers to the purge of society the Military Tribunals will bring.

The demonic encounter is currently been in play for many years

Time is an illusion

Illusions are unclear at times

Illusions distort the high and low frequencies

12/30/2018 5:19:54 PM _chelseaproject We already know it's the cabal. We want to know who/which office specifically so we can pressure them to stop.

12/30/2018 5:19:57 PM sixbennetts Which TV series, TV movies, or cinema movies are closest to the truth about disclosure. This would *maybe help guide people on what to expect, and 

prepare, wouldn't it? Thanks for doing this.

12/30/2018 5:20:02 PM totalbullshitur Was paradise destroyed to silence others?

12/30/2018 5:20:23 PM lp083061 Have the aliens been kept in the DUMBS all over the world or do they walk among us?

12/30/2018 5:23:24 PM anbezedua So you’re pro Cannabis, shouldn’t we call it Cannabis? I am in the emerald triangle of CA and always felt Cannabis is special in so many ways

12/30/2018 5:23:47 PM chalmersgilbert In my opinion this account is a LARPY RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 13) Avoid questions that can be answered (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi6o1 

12/30/2018 5:24:16 PM anbezedua there are hundreds of chemical groups in Cannabis plants, the beneficial ones are phyto-toxic (lethal to plants) so the plant has to produce them on 

glands called trichomes located on the surface of the plant

12/30/2018 5:25:15 PM upnorthdeplori2 I would also like to know exactly who.

12/30/2018 5:25:33 PM missy968 Did our President, Trump and First Lady, Melania travel on TR3B to Iraq and Germany and perhaps other locations, recently?

12/30/2018 5:25:54 PM moneytreefinanc Has Hillary Clinton been detailed by the authorities?

12/30/2018 5:25:58 PM lbf777 Yahweh was the name of a Volcano that Hebrews thought was God. When Moses tried to teach the Hebrew slaves of the 1 God concept, they didn’t 

care so he lied saying God’s name is Yawhey to get them to agree to Monotheism. It’s bad to lie but in this case it was sort of necessary. 

pic.twitter.com/ZrOQG5amWc

12/30/2018 5:27:34 PM anbezedua Trichomes help Cannabis plant with UV protection and repel pests. Trichomes are found on many plant species, Cannabis trichomes are much larger 

with a bulbous head filled with API, Terpenes and cannabinoids. Cannabinoids have neuroprotective properties, assist neurosignaling

12/30/2018 5:27:55 PM sailorpractical Manage your expectations or sign out. This is not a game.

12/30/2018 5:28:11 PM ragevirusqq I’ve never heard this story somehow. Funny

12/30/2018 5:28:46 PM lbf777 Moses also lied when he said to either believe in Monotheism or else God would get angry & punish the Hebrews.Again he did this to force the 

Hebrews into Monotheism as those slaves were very limited mentally as all pure slaves are.This was the 1st time a people believed in 1 God.

12/30/2018 5:29:39 PM lbf777 If you bring this up on religion forums on Reddit, they will insta ban you as they did me. This is supposed to be a secret for some reason.

12/30/2018 5:30:25 PM adheysuk I guess it's a fair request. I've always known we're not alone, always been classed as a bit of a loner. Constantly drawn towards things, not knowing 

why. Kind of like that itch you try to ignore, but the more you try, the more it drives you mad.

12/30/2018 5:32:14 PM mongrelglory Hah!  I just had an image of myself scribbling a note on the palm of my hand in "majic" marker which says..."Don't go into that light!"  Do you think that 

will work to remind me when I die? 😆

12/30/2018 5:32:37 PM xusaf_patriot Is CBD oil useful as an alternative?

12/30/2018 5:34:11 PM lbf777 The way Moses knew about the 1 God concept is because his royal mom and slave dad met & married as they both believed in Monothiesm. 

Melchizedek was the prophet who 1st explained the concept of Monothiesm in 2000 BC to prepare the world for Jesus. Moses was alive around 900 

BC. pic.twitter.com/wP2iFHM6kD

12/30/2018 5:35:40 PM andrevandelft I would like to see more details; axioms etc.

Hard to understand: how can consciousness (something concrete) be a numeric dimension (abstract).

12/30/2018 5:37:12 PM lbf777 Melchizedek’s top student was Father Abraham from the Old Testament. The knowledge spread through Abraham to the rest of the world. Since 

Abraham was Jewish, the Jews thought they were God’s chosen people. This is not exactly accurate. 

.....

12/30/2018 5:37:14 PM eodbirdsell What are “ghosts” or supernatural phenomenons?

12/30/2018 5:37:42 PM peterclloyd Seriously, you give yes/no answers frequently. People are not stupid and that seems to be what you are most afraid of.

12/30/2018 5:37:54 PM weremight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How many dimensions are relevant to initial disclosure?

12/30/2018 5:38:15 PM lbf777 Jerusalem (at that time was named Salem) was chosen because it is the center of the world. The country Jerusalem belonged to was named Palestine. 

It is closest to all people & a major route for Caravans. This was a perfect city to spread knowledge throughout the world.

....



12/30/2018 5:40:11 PM adheysuk I've always believed in an eternal spirit/soul so to speak. And when I read MJ12's posts on us being IS-BE. I get that voice deep inside shouting at me 

that's it's all true. I've always been sensitive to emotions, mine and others. But of late, this sensitivity has skyrocketed.

12/30/2018 5:40:12 PM peterclloyd If you are afraid of full disclosure, you shouldn’t be here.

12/30/2018 5:41:42 PM cryptocrab4 TR3B ?

 http://www.darkgovernment.com/news/tr-3b/ 

12/30/2018 5:41:50 PM lbf777 The Jews were actually a very civilized group back in 2000 BC & they lived in Salem so picking them to spread the message was optimal. They became 

the light bearers for a world that still believed in polytheism. Later they rejected Jesus so they lost light bearer status. 

.....

12/30/2018 5:42:54 PM gustavo61795472 Im new to Majestic 12 so my question is, Do you have tech of the secret space programs?? because if you guys are fighting back then its relieving to 

know!

12/30/2018 5:43:44 PM vintagesquirrel I'm typically not about enjoying the suffering of others. These people are different in my mind.

12/30/2018 5:44:22 PM psmith19701 TR3B

12/30/2018 5:44:27 PM lbf777 They, including Joseph & Mary, excected the Messiah to be a super hero type king that would physically kill the Deep State Roman Empire & exalt Jews 

to the top of the world. Jesus works only in peaceful ways so many Jews were disappointed & didn’t believe he was the Messiah.

12/30/2018 5:45:39 PM psmith19701 TR3B?

12/30/2018 5:46:56 PM lbf777 Ya man. I hear you. We civilians stand by you for sure. There are many vets out here vouching for the soldiers especially those below the tank of Lt Col. 

We fight for cops to below the tank of Captain. It’s just upper ranks we need to be careful with. DS infiltrated them.

12/30/2018 5:48:36 PM turboxyde Susan, try using the plant and setting aside enough time to seriously meditate or even better... moving meditation like Qigong/Reiki. Once you learn 

how to lock in your heart rate variability with your brain as an entrained pair...  you shouldn't have those distorted reactions.

12/30/2018 5:48:38 PM missy968 Yes, his press conference rhetoric was not of a guy who has been on a million plane rides. He said it was all blacked out. I thought it was a legit 

question. Seen it over NYC and one other place...

12/30/2018 5:49:03 PM davidroehrig What/who is Roswell ZR?

12/30/2018 5:50:40 PM cstarr888 ZR Zeta Reticuli

12/30/2018 5:51:09 PM allahuniversal That's her

12/30/2018 5:52:04 PM winklerburke Will gold and silver be good for patriots to own as the Central Banks and their owner families are removed from power?

12/30/2018 5:52:28 PM psmith19701  https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 …

12/30/2018 5:52:51 PM cryptocrab4 He said "pitch black" ... very telling ! Unbelievable technology 

World altering , among other tech !

12/30/2018 5:53:44 PM datruseeka Is this related to the geometric mathematics which represents conciousness? Or multidimensional energy field?  Why keep all this CLASSIFIED?

12/30/2018 5:55:19 PM mongrelglory Can citizens in the Domain emmigrate freely between planets (to live)?  Or do they have citizenship or passport-type restrictions from one planet to 

the next?

12/30/2018 5:55:45 PM giediknight This explains why I get ill when I drink anything more than 1 beer. My spine hurts, if I drink anything hard. It’s like my kundalini gets severed and I feel 

the pain in my spine.

12/30/2018 5:57:00 PM jballz1021 Can you explain attempts to hijack the Event timeline? Eg ive seen reports from reliable clairvoyants that the seeding of a single massive flash in the 

consciousness is an attempt to manifest a nuclear explosion. The event is not a single flash imo. It is ongoing now.

12/30/2018 5:57:07 PM unidentifiedta1 Is the 48th parallel important with future events about disclosure?

12/30/2018 5:57:27 PM airnspace1 @Jordan_Sather_

@prayingmedic 

If Majestic 12 was,

Why no shill attacks like Q?

@realDonaldTrump feed 

is shill central, 

as is 8ch & all significant MAGA.

Why no shills @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

Truth has a pattern,

That pattern is missing here

#Discernment https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072341645729902593 …
12/30/2018 5:58:24 PM mongrelglory Is there a consciousness reason that higher density groups would want to keep their racial genetics pure?  Or are there higher density worlds full of 

"mongrel" people like me?

12/30/2018 5:59:34 PM george4papa REPTILIAN SHAPE SHIFTERS!

Good work!

You people are deranged.

Odds are another Q-Tard in a cargo van is going on a shooting rampage, just like your buddy who went to the pizza parlour armed to the teeth.

Dangerous.

12/30/2018 6:00:36 PM turboxyde My IS-BE is teaching me about this in the dream state.   https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Guardian_Host … - How accurate is this information 

from your level of awareness?

12/30/2018 6:02:04 PM ascension_guide War is over consciousness.

We the People vs Me Me/Divided.

Those [In the matrix]=ILLusion they are powerless

Only 8,000 meditating on peace reduced war deaths by 70%

That’s how 1% DS+4%PUPPETS control 90%

‘Tipping point’ to control collective is NOW.

Disclosure IS NOW🤩 pic.twitter.com/mHNVprsXoz
12/30/2018 6:07:18 PM mossman_moore In the context of the nexus between the heart and the expressions of the face, is 'the staff' something of a vector for transmission?

12/30/2018 6:07:58 PM lbf777 Yep. I’ve been working on a cooperative, local democratic model of governing to replace the top-down slavery model. Top-down leadership is flawed 

because all evil has to do is hijack

the top & then they control the whole body.



12/30/2018 6:08:48 PM sirenidica There seems to be several iterations: very similar face, but less aged on some and differences in physical weight.

12/30/2018 6:09:53 PM john777lee Yes it is. It is a false flag event to make the public believe we are under attack from outer space. To force New world order on all of humanity.

With what has happened recently I was wondering if it has started and MJ12 said no.

12/30/2018 6:11:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Up is down.

Left is right.

Trust yourself.

Research for yourself.

Message over messenger.

Truth resonates.

False information is easy to ignore.

Stop trying to be a sheep/dog.

We know you better than that.

You are one of the few who have properly awoken.

Be humble.
12/30/2018 6:11:43 PM aprilbrown99 I hear you and understand your fear. Please trust that we are all in this together. We need to stay united; not divided. I have had to do a lot of research 

on my own. There are so many great videos on YouTube. Only 100% truth comes from within. Try meditation

12/30/2018 6:12:28 PM vand3rboots Not gonna lie, I would love to remember! But I realize it's not necessary for living out our soulful purpose(s).

12/30/2018 6:12:56 PM aprilbrown99 This one is really awesome. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rygtwl4ym_Q …

12/30/2018 6:13:05 PM adheysuk SG1 - Thor's Hammer, Goa'uld healing device used consciousness to operate, Possible hint at disclosure also?

12/30/2018 6:13:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will you provide us with an example of what you know to be false?

We engage on as many responses as we can where appropriate.

12/30/2018 6:15:25 PM xusaf_patriot OK...just used the search box at the top of the page...correctly...lol  Here's a prior link regading CBD oil:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069290767988985858 …

Funny, I thought this was all regulated and not available in all states, especially in the People's Democratic Rebublic of NY.

12/30/2018 6:15:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 That reality has existed for 50 years already and until its been abused its a problem. Was never a problem before! Critical thinking required. Logic 

required. If technology exists to protect our children but requires positive consciousness creation to be SAFE. National Security.

12/30/2018 6:15:52 PM allahuniversal Stated supremely.

12/30/2018 6:16:30 PM coryz34 At this point can all we do is sit back and enjoy the show? Is there anything we should be doing to help with disclosure?

12/30/2018 6:17:29 PM snakejackal All thoughts and intents are real.  The falsehood are misleading and deceptive force to weaken your will to choose.

12/30/2018 6:18:25 PM clockworkanon Is contact already taking place at ground level?

12/30/2018 6:18:40 PM function108 and psilocybin - off world origins?

12/30/2018 6:19:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 "New"

July 2017 is new.

Older than the Q operation yet tweets prior to Q consistent with tweets after Q?

Controlled influence vs controlled opposition?

SHEEP.

12/30/2018 6:20:22 PM cstarr888 Yes. 🙏💖

12/30/2018 6:22:13 PM function108 favorite tweet of 2018

12/30/2018 6:22:23 PM lbf777 I’m very confused. Jordan Sather made a movie called Above Majestic which MJ12 was a part of. Am I right? How can he not know who you are? 🤔

12/30/2018 6:23:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Third time's a charm?

Power of 3s?

12/30/2018 6:25:33 PM cryptocrab4 Mushrooms ? I think I was in the Matrix last week.

12/30/2018 6:25:54 PM lambohodlr Prohibition was ended by #32 FDR.

Cabal?

12/30/2018 6:25:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do spread light...

12/30/2018 6:26:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

12/30/2018 6:26:40 PM daveo6145 Interesting. You have my respect @Jordan_Sather_ and have helped me awaken myself. I don’t discern @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to be a farce.  

https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1079547986420461568 …

12/30/2018 6:26:57 PM woodworkeranon Man made climate change outside of geoengineering.

12/30/2018 6:27:23 PM aprilbrown99 God should not be feared. God is in you and all around you. You can ask questions but I have realized that so many of my questions have been 

answered in previous stings so i search thru the MJ12 replies.

12/30/2018 6:28:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sheep rely on messenger over message.

Sheepdogs rely on strength in messenger.

12/30/2018 6:28:49 PM andrevandelft How could advanced space ships work. With something like anti-gravity?

Is gravity just a force (Newton), a curvature of space (Einstein), an a phenomenon emerging from entanglement (Verlinde), ...?

Can it be manipulated with electromagnetic means (Tesla)?

12/30/2018 6:29:36 PM aprilbrown99 If you inly prefer to have the answers given to you as we have been all along then we are still sheep. We have a right to think and find the answers for 

ourselves. Trust that there will be full disclosure when the time is right. Trust the Plan.

12/30/2018 6:30:40 PM roublisa They have recommended Stargate 1, you can find it on amazon prime for free if you have the membership.

12/30/2018 6:31:13 PM igiant111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tried several times, but don't want to bother; your help would be greatly appreciated for research. Can IS-BEs inherit other IS-BEs 

willed dream? For example, father wants to be a baker and dies. Son grows up to be world-famous baker, completing father's journey?

12/30/2018 6:31:16 PM sixbennetts Thanks.

12/30/2018 6:33:41 PM shilo1949 Why all these chemtrails then?  Will they ever stop?

12/30/2018 6:33:53 PM coryz34 What information would be the most beneficial for us “awake” to know? What do you feel needs to be disseminated to us?

12/30/2018 6:36:52 PM coryz34 What information would be the most beneficial for us “awake” to know? What do you feel needs to be disseminated to us?

12/30/2018 6:37:39 PM lighthouse44444 But if we are creating a positive consciousness reality where deception has no place, why would we need extensive "surveillance" systems?  Who are 

we protecting ourselves from if we are no longer capable of deception?

12/30/2018 6:37:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs skip generations typically when coming back into the lower realms of existence. Time is an illusion. Father to son protege is a symptom of being 

human who is lied to. Incorrect personification of God and Self lead to protege projectionism.

12/30/2018 6:38:02 PM laurabusse Actually i heard only the square root of 1% of the population meditating can decrease crime, etc, and that we've reached that threshold! And that 

success is guaranteed. Supposedly.

12/30/2018 6:39:19 PM lbf777 All we need is 100% transperancy into Gov and businesses for everyone in the civilian world to see what non-civilians are doing. That will eliminate 

much of the evil. Our private homes should remain private though.

12/30/2018 6:40:52 PM clockworkanon Critical to know the lies in order to know the truth. Lack of knowledge is perilous on all perspectives. There are unspoken universal laws that ground us 

while also testing us. Simplify. Our heart, actions, & dedication will hold our fate.

12/30/2018 6:41:17 PM gribbs7 Can countries not involved in the decision to Chemmtrail, sue those countries who do participate in poisoning the World population?



12/30/2018 6:41:39 PM ascension_guide ‘Partial’ Disclosure like #MIBInternational. Independence Day 1 + 2, the movies. 

The problem is where does partial/drip disclosure end and MKUltra begin? Who’s just trying to hide from crimes vs those who are good but 

compartmentalized into a bad situation?

Time will tell!

12/30/2018 6:42:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distraction != BS

Distraction means eye off the target.

Q mission is necessary.

Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.

Eyes wide open.

Target was the Senate.

53-47

Think of the vastness of space.

99% of UFOs are manmade.

Majestic Operations
12/30/2018 6:42:20 PM si11112018 Our children...?

12/30/2018 6:42:24 PM lbf777 Good can act at anytime. We the 99% are the good ones. We just need to act. We can do many good things using willpower. Evil only wins when good 

does nothing.

12/30/2018 6:42:40 PM andrevandelft 🤔 3 months and 3 days before #QAnon appeared, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 came on Twitter. His tweets fascinate me. These are much weirder than Q's 

tweets; yet they as well make sense, in my view. Only I don't believe in extraterrestrial life but I keep options open.

 https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1079547986420461568 …

12/30/2018 6:43:25 PM aprilbrown99 Did you do your research before or after you became awake? The religions we have been taught are not 100% accurate.Some parts were left out of the 

Bible intentionally to keep us as sheep. God is in each one of us and all around. There is a tweet sting on this

12/30/2018 6:43:56 PM engondemand You Know nothingl #InstaBlock

12/30/2018 6:44:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, but engaging in debate to conform the opposing argument into your world view defeats the Great Awakening. We must unlearn the lies of the 

past and embrace the truth of our reality and deal with it accordingly. WWG1WGA means we must all help each other to learn the truth.

12/30/2018 6:45:08 PM blazer2k7 I felt like his message was resonating towards support of it.  Hence the angry face.  The Majestic 12 are not doing a good enough job within Disclosure,  

imho.

I tire of the games played in the name of 'gentle awakening ' tactics. Enough is enough.  Dark To Light. Now. wwg1wga.

12/30/2018 6:46:47 PM doctorsekzi Not trying to troll here...

We need to stay focused on red pilling people with things that are easy to prove.

Spread the love and work on real life results.

❤️💚💙❤️💚💙❤️💚💙❤️💚💙💜❤️💚💙❤️💚💙

12/30/2018 6:47:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

What does 6 represent?

Do we use a typist?

Who is communicating with you here?

We have told you more than most realize.

Cryptically hidden in 18 months of tweets.

Now our identity (IS-BE) is questioned.

Coincidence?

What does 9 represent?

Coincidence?
12/30/2018 6:48:50 PM ascension_guide Sqrt of 1%=10% 😳

Not there yet... but We don’t even need that many people.

Consciousness + Free Will + Intent

That’s the very POWER that’s been hijacked.

That’s the ‘lil Secret’ at the center of all the mystery schools.

12/30/2018 6:48:51 PM jvan125 I believe MJ mentioned 396 Hz in a prior post...

12/30/2018 6:49:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Members of the Majestic 12 have children.

12/30/2018 6:50:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sue?

How exactly?

Why hasn't it been tried?

Has it?

12/30/2018 6:51:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/30/2018 6:52:29 PM igiant111 The last part has me a little scrambled. What is Gods role in this idea (not overall purpose, obv.)? In this instance, who is incorrectly personifying 

themselves as God?

12/30/2018 6:53:09 PM ghostanon6120 wow, no larp has this stamina mr sather

12/30/2018 6:54:34 PM youstinksoap Interesting...my grand child was born on 3/9/2018... would her numbers be as majestic?

12/30/2018 6:54:35 PM jballz1021 When you can operate outside space/time, location becomes irrelevant. pic.twitter.com/jIrLXm4Zez

12/30/2018 6:55:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

12/30/2018 6:55:12 PM anbezedua Strongly agree

12/30/2018 6:56:45 PM aprilbrown99 I am fully awake.

12/30/2018 6:57:11 PM leonawogan Is earth flat

12/30/2018 6:57:27 PM voodoowarlord The beauty is he gives you a reference prior to a statement to ponder, and your reply is only an emotional/confused/skeptical reaction. Who is 

conveying meaningful information?

12/30/2018 6:57:37 PM andrevandelft I must read a lot from your old tweets to see the answers, I guess.

Talking about coincidences:

Some people experience strange&beautiful coincidences, or little miracles; as if many things are scripted. How does that work? Is the past being 

constructed while we see the present?🤔

12/30/2018 6:57:40 PM piratek73549479 Rule #1 ALWAYS.....

"Trust yourself"

You have it all 

😉



12/30/2018 6:58:36 PM keith369me Mark, you seem like a good man.  You believe what you believe, which is fine, but it doesn’t match the beliefs of all.  Your insistence that you and only 

you can be correct and opposing views that do not match are “wrong” is what leads to chaos and battle.  A relative told my

12/30/2018 7:00:08 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/x9U3swnnLD

12/30/2018 7:00:17 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/Nn1CDazJ2K

12/30/2018 7:01:01 PM keith369me ..eight year old daughter at the time that her dad was going to hell because he didn’t believe the teachings of the church.  I forgave her, and later 

thanked her for awakening my daughter to the fact that billions of good people were NOT going to hell because they didn’t follow.

12/30/2018 7:01:09 PM wearesfj Rumors? We’re believing rumors now? Sounds fake. Like the whole Q conspiracy crap.

12/30/2018 7:01:18 PM giediknight Why are you wasting time on @Jordan_Sather_ ? Anyone who has been in this movement knows that sather is weak. He lacks the multicontextual 

awareness to hear the language of the birds and find truth.

12/30/2018 7:02:13 PM keith369me This really close minded message became a blessing...but in most cases it just leads to hate.

12/30/2018 7:04:31 PM coryz34 I have been having déjà vu constantly over the past couple of years. What can this be attributed to?

12/30/2018 7:04:54 PM tirsohcartoons There is no rapture, ET is all a show because there are those behind the scenes will never reveal their true selves period. The real ones are 

interdimensional. The event/storm has already started but gets worse fall 19 to its height 2021. The ET we see may be a show, but they

12/30/2018 7:05:17 PM carolba88945394 Two truths and a lie. 🙄

12/30/2018 7:05:32 PM clockworkanon At the risk of being wrong I see it as The Creator thought our universe into existence. 

In biblical terms man doesn’t come close to a design in God’s image. 

Much higher benevolent beings created first (Angels, E.T., God/gods)-numerous possibilities.

Power consumed, evil began.

12/30/2018 7:06:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was their response suggestive that you couldn't be skeptical?

12/30/2018 7:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

12/30/2018 7:07:04 PM lib7473 Jordan,  they see you 4 who you are & so did I, as one of the first to be activated 4 your mission, as a light warrior. If you don't resonate, then they will 

not force it upon you...I ditto his last statement. Those that were chosen as volunteers to be here, needs to be that.

12/30/2018 7:07:30 PM tirsohcartoons are still very important and will soon play a much bigger role. Most of what is out there is disinfo, but that too serves as an important part. Q is the only 

authorized party to give that type of specific before the fact info, and I am the only one outside of any authorized

12/30/2018 7:07:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you. Please keep engaging in constructive dialogues. We respond where we see questions. We receive thousands of messages that go 

unacknowledged.

12/30/2018 7:08:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 It can be perceived as being personal, sure, but lack of skepticism?

12/30/2018 7:08:50 PM si11112018 Do you all ever give info or have access to people's dreams?

12/30/2018 7:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not access people's dreams.

12/30/2018 7:09:36 PM aprilbrown99 Please don’t make assumptions about me. I was merely trying to help. Clearly you are not open to it and that is ok. But, I am not going to get into a 

tweet debate.    God bless you in your path. 🙏

12/30/2018 7:09:59 PM si11112018 Who has authority to?

12/30/2018 7:10:40 PM aprilbrown99 That you for all that you are doing MJ12. 🙏

12/30/2018 7:10:44 PM tirsohcartoons legit program that I know of. I can only give bits and pieces of explanation. No one needs believe me, but there will be no rapture, and the rough 

schedule is as I outline. I would not trust anyone with deep cabal knowledge as that is a part of a very important disinformation

12/30/2018 7:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did not say we had the ability or the authority.

12/30/2018 7:12:30 PM identityasxy .

Hey Island.

I do understand your point.  But most of us are skilled enough and secure enough to both trust and challenge our own constructs of what's real.  

SKEPTICISM IS A SURVIVAL WEAPON WE CAN'T AFFORD TO LOSE.  trust what has empirical support.  File away everything else

12/30/2018 7:12:47 PM tirsohcartoons campaign. They have tempting sounding stuff, but it is essentially useless as it is intentional information warfare against the cabal. Extreme caution 

should be used with anything that comes from there. We still have roughly till 21 before this goes to the rebuilding phase.

12/30/2018 7:12:51 PM clockworkanon Most deities have a parallel in their worship which bans interference in man’s affairs but influence is an open field.

God as father-savior as son is perhaps the most obvious similarity among religion.

Emotionally analogies can be deceptive.

12/30/2018 7:13:35 PM si11112018 Right... sorry. Lol I should have asked do you KNOW who has the authority/ability to

12/30/2018 7:14:41 PM andrevandelft 🤔

"3 months and 3 days" => 3+3 = 6.

"18 months" => 1+8 = 9

3D(n) = Consciousness

6D(n) = Consciousness

9D(n) = IS-BE / Source / God

Coincidence?

Don't know, but I take this seriously. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079536068322623488 …
12/30/2018 7:14:59 PM melanieanders7 I do enjoy the humor of this particular BE typing tonight :)

12/30/2018 7:15:19 PM tirsohcartoons Patience and trust. No one including me is going to give more accurate timeline and details except possibly q, because those in charge of all of it are 

notorious for masterful info warfare. We are safe, but the cabal goes down. Just be patient and we get there.

12/30/2018 7:16:26 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can we learn to activate kundalini glandular and learn to navigate dimensions?  https://youtu.be/3LjHsb5Prmk 

12/30/2018 7:16:58 PM gribbs7 'They' have been spraying for years, but i read recently that they intend to begin offically in 2019. I beleive via the paris climate agreement. So surey 

this will open up a legal ave, for countries not signed up?

12/30/2018 7:17:20 PM aprilbrown99 This is unproductive.

12/30/2018 7:19:21 PM banksia42265169 This has been answered before and the answer is No.

12/30/2018 7:19:28 PM turboxyde Crystals... palm chakra... focused intention to co-create healing through Biofield. Time to build light gloves!

12/30/2018 7:19:34 PM coryz34 You speak of meditating. Do you have any sources or links on how to properly meditate?

12/30/2018 7:20:16 PM jm19712 I did watch a video of J Brennan discussing Stratospheric Aerosol Injections to combat "global warming" though.   IMHO just put a mirror up to 

everything Brennan says... SAI is being used to combat mini ice age.......

12/30/2018 7:20:16 PM tirsohcartoons Just realize that despite all the craziness that has gone on, nuke codes set to all zeros and tons of scary things, that we are here, educated and 

communicating in ways where we help each other waken up. I personally know the interdimensional beings that are in charge ultimately.

12/30/2018 7:21:23 PM george4papa  pic.twitter.com/aBJoCT9OFn

12/30/2018 7:21:26 PM jm19712 He was speaking to Council on Foreign Relations if I member correctly.

12/30/2018 7:22:43 PM tirsohcartoons If they want info out, it gets out. Confusion is a part of the game, and it is an effective tool. We have families, friends, moral truths and the start of lots 

of areas or growth we all need first. As it gets time, there is tons of stuff going to be disclosed. Until then,

12/30/2018 7:23:20 PM only1smed I saw one in daylight, close to me,  cloaking itself.  Couldn't believe my eyes.

12/30/2018 7:24:39 PM only1smed What is an EBE?



12/30/2018 7:24:40 PM tirsohcartoons buckle up and use the best discernment you can, putting more important stuff like wisdom and family first. Oh, and I do have quite detailed 

video/article of how real interdimensional stuff works, that is not going to be found elsewhere (nor would it need to be, meat before candy)

12/30/2018 7:25:15 PM andrevandelft <Truth resonates.

That resonates; meta level. 👍

<Trust yourself.

<Be humble.

I feel some friction there. 🤔

<Stop trying to be a sheep/dog.

Matthew 10:16?
12/30/2018 7:25:30 PM toffer_anon_369 When this awakening is done and we are all broken out of the matrix, will we be able to live longer than the typical 70-90 years that most humans have 

been living for?

12/30/2018 7:26:29 PM tirsohcartoons I know those that plan this. There will be no rapture period, even if you wait 1k years. What will happen is the rebuilding. We have had privileges and 

training others have not had. We are needed to help build up the rest of the world to give them the education, opportunities

12/30/2018 7:26:34 PM southpaw816 Thank you #Patriots God bless you!

12/30/2018 7:28:02 PM tirsohcartoons to share and grow wisdom, and many other things. That will take about 100 years. Certainly I do not expect you to believe me, but this does not 

change the fact that there is no rapture. Hopefully when the rebuilding starts in roughly 2021, you can remember this and know why.

12/30/2018 7:29:45 PM toffer_anon_369 Neun? pic.twitter.com/EbGx6OmQri

12/30/2018 7:30:54 PM oo1o110 Immortal Soul - Biological Entity.

Dual consciousness. 

Our soul essence wearing mechanical meat bags that have programming of their own.

12/30/2018 7:31:59 PM voodoowarlord You need road rules, some countries drive on the right and some pick the left. The choice is arbitrary but the alternative is a chaotic mess.

12/30/2018 7:32:06 PM oo1o110 Fake news shill account.

12/30/2018 7:34:08 PM tirsohcartoons Sorry, no clue who MJ is, but the slavery was only a part of the picture. We had families, and lives, and many good things under the umbrella of 

protection we had. Believe what you want, but this what we had was no easy trick to get, considering human free will and

12/30/2018 7:34:32 PM coryz34 People love safe spaces. Many people consider MJ to be their safe space and you came In questioning it which you should have. I applaud you and 

keep doing what your doing. It’s Twitter, what did you expect :)

12/30/2018 7:35:13 PM mongrelglory An analogy would be Jesus.  When he was asked by King Herod to prove himself by performing miracles, he declined.  Many people did not witness any 

of Jesus' miracles but they heard him teach and followed him.  Future will prove past.

12/30/2018 7:35:28 PM oo1o110 Will the Fed takedown be sudden or gradual?

12/30/2018 7:37:13 PM tirsohcartoons how easy it was for people to quickly and willingly take away freedom from others. Ultimately it is not the cabal that is in charge. This awakening leads 

to the time of peace once the rebuilding is done. As for the rapture, that means a bit different things to different people

12/30/2018 7:39:17 PM tirsohcartoons It is a misinterpreted bit of stuff ultimately coming from the bible. Many times people enthusiastically believe that the good vanish to heaven or a good 

place while the rest of humanity stays. I have heard other variations. As for which brand of belief you take to be gospel,

12/30/2018 7:39:53 PM chalmersgilbert Larpy RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @Jordan_Sather_ Up is down.

Left is right.

Trust yourself.

Research for (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi6p4 

12/30/2018 7:41:31 PM chalmersgilbert I think you are false you are a syop. RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @Jordan_Sather_ @Rick_Hernandez Will you provide us with an example of what you know 

to be false?

We engage on as many responses as we can where appropriate.

12/30/2018 7:41:47 PM tirsohcartoons only you and yours would know that. Either way, it is the Awakening then the rebuilding that happens. As for MJ12, I already wrote that I do not trust 

them. Not a follower, no idea much of what MJ12 tweets, but I would be careful.

12/30/2018 7:42:35 PM voodoowarlord That is less important than seeing there is a need for a rule. We might as well agree to flipping a coin or arm wrestling.

12/30/2018 7:44:11 PM igiant111 Bingo. There ya go. So then in order to ascend that, one needs to leap that dream and build beyond that. That is Free Will.

12/30/2018 7:44:40 PM anangelhasland1 Also, marijuana with alcohol has a synergistic effect... unique to either...

then folks add medications to the mix...

‘‘tis powerful stuff thc...”

Set (of mind). Setting. Vital.

If you must, sip a little wine...
12/30/2018 7:47:30 PM mgray72531386 Did you see the video?! A triangular craft used DEW and was zapping away for about 2 minutes.  I’ll see if I can find the video and forward it to you. 

Agreed on the less populated area.  But did you see the Queens NY explosion. A lot of them over the last few days.👀

12/30/2018 7:48:33 PM chalmersgilbert I have a Question why the location at the entrance of Cheyenne mountain  RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @pdtac (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi6p7 

12/30/2018 7:50:11 PM mgray72531386 Go to this account and watch the video. pic.twitter.com/NzglHYFAxA

12/30/2018 7:50:28 PM voodoowarlord Others rules are natural and should be self evident. Child sacrifice is one example, children are the future, and its natural to protect them.

12/30/2018 7:50:37 PM cidarean MJ12 does have a point here @Jordan_Sather_ . Time to discuss your issues and get it over with. If not, you people are just going to keep trolling 

eachother and that's not good for anyone. IMHO.

12/30/2018 7:50:57 PM anangelhasland1 Remembering back...

LSD Gives you “siddhis” (i.e. “powers of the saints”) in worldly (Western) form. (“Another ripoff at the mall”)

Mushrooms are “better” (organic/cosmic origin leads to more powerful potential for change)

12/30/2018 7:51:13 PM mongrelglory 3 = IS

6 = BE

9 = IS-BE (God)

12/30/2018 7:52:42 PM heath_jack Good powerful?  Does it interfere with developing consciousness?  Get in the way of spiritual growth?  In moderation.  All thins are lawful.  But not all 

things are profitable.  Be a slave too none.



12/30/2018 7:53:57 PM anangelhasland1 How is morale on the team?

What question do they secretly want asked?

What’s the funniest thing that happened in Antarctica?

12/30/2018 7:55:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd Come on....it happens when it happens. Watch the show and enjoy.❤️❤️❤️

12/30/2018 7:55:11 PM hackenburg_ Can you name some names of the cabal calling the shots (besides HRC)?

12/30/2018 7:55:23 PM vand3rboots I am an adoptee born 9/10/71:

9 +(1+0+7+1)= 9+(9)

9+9=18

1+8=9

Does that count for 2 IS-BEs (9+9) or 1 (1+8=9)? Or am I totally over-thinking this?

12/30/2018 7:55:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Stands for "Main Stream Media."

12/30/2018 7:57:56 PM tirsohcartoons Sorry, there are plenty of errors in written works, many intentional. I get my info straight from those who are in charge there, and we're the whole 

time. No need to believe, but when you see no traditional rapture, maybe then you can take this explanation. Time is the proof.

12/30/2018 7:58:00 PM anangelhasland1 Marijuana can be great.

And harmful.

Dependence, addiction, at this point, all joys are susceptible...

Can be wonderful sacrament, spooky a bit...sure...but... as we would say back in the day...

“What is paranoia, man?”
12/30/2018 7:59:15 PM norwegianon You sure like to throw that sheep around.

Mj12 influence on sheepification?

12/30/2018 7:59:43 PM chalmersgilbert I would not give this account any thing RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @Jordan_Sather_ @Rick_Hernandez Will you provide us with an example of what you 

know to be false?

We engage on as many responses as we can where appropriate.

12/30/2018 8:00:40 PM tirsohcartoons I am only authorized to explain and give comments, not to be any official disclosure. I also am not given every bit of info there is. Take what you want, 

and not what you don't. By my sources are members of the Grand Council that is at the very top, not from any one book. I see

12/30/2018 8:01:02 PM andrevandelft (...) all sentient beings are Immortal Spiritual Beings; including human beings. (...) “IS-BE”(...) the primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in 

a timeless state of “is”, and the only reason for their existence is that they decide to “be”.

 https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

12/30/2018 8:01:49 PM heath_jack Got to go with the indica.  More calming.  Help my PTSD.  Good to know thanks.

12/30/2018 8:02:25 PM tirsohcartoons why referencing some group that no one knows about yet will be a bit more that anyone can be expected to believe, so just take the idea, and time 

without rapture can hopefully let you use that explanation. It is correct, but useful is up to you and how you take the next few years

12/30/2018 8:07:06 PM tirsohcartoons ? I have seen texts. It is the very leaders that made the decisions that I take the info from. The same exact ones that were here for 10k years, not their 

descendants, but actually the same exact ones. I have seen plenty of the warts. Do not like the explanation fine,

12/30/2018 8:07:31 PM anangelhasland1 Trick with ptsd is this (from experience, and from studies, said with best intent etc...)

Create a SAFE and Cushioned re-triggering... to minimize the shock somehow. Not easy!

Or... don’t!

You have my blessings...

12/30/2018 8:08:04 PM vintagesquirrel Are there members of Congress who are something besides normal human beings?

12/30/2018 8:09:50 PM davidroehrig DSS, please explain.

12/30/2018 8:10:17 PM tirsohcartoons You certainly are free to find another that fits what you want. As what I say does come straight from that council, it is accurate, but if not what you 

want, the council will be here for you in 100, 1k, or 10k years from now as well if you need. Until then, believe what you wish.

12/30/2018 8:10:52 PM keith369me Actually, the demeanor being displayed creates chaos, hopefully not intentionally.

12/30/2018 8:13:19 PM coryz34 How do you “access” them?

12/30/2018 8:15:09 PM vand3rboots I'm so glad this was meaningful for you! May we all serve as blessings to one another.

12/30/2018 8:16:17 PM wink5811 To me it’s a chemical time bomb mix enuff GMO’s, vaccines, viral bacteria, fluoride,round up, then add tainted air there is no way a body can survive. 

People are no longer killed by wars, they have to then cause diseases

12/30/2018 8:16:41 PM tirsohcartoons Truths are given in many forms as many have different ways to learn. We cannot force our way to understand on others. There is only one group 

ultimately in charge, and no rapture will happen like most expect, but many religions and views will be. Have fun with yours.

12/30/2018 8:16:45 PM hackenburg_ The human body has the endocannibinoid system, CBD's. For cancer, you must have both! The cbd attaches itself to the cancer, then the thc comes in 

and kills the cancer. Must have both. Just using cbd doesn't yield same results, but is still beneficial

12/30/2018 8:18:58 PM 222714ftw I will😔😻222

12/30/2018 8:19:10 PM wink5811 Ever wonder why so many 30’s and 40’s and younger are sick all the time. At those ages it should be colds, coughs, flu, broken bones or car accidents 

instead it is life threatening disease or the start of them. Scary stuff

12/30/2018 8:19:16 PM davidroehrig My fault, duhhhh. Trying to expand my consciousness with a bit of THC.

12/30/2018 8:19:17 PM iamyou132 4d astral plane

12/30/2018 8:20:27 PM tamaratrumpagt Yes, agree. I’ve believed that my whole life. Truth sets us free. So many lies told to us, and our ancestors. It’s time for us to find our way.

12/30/2018 8:20:47 PM tirsohcartoons I am not saying you are following a devil. That is mean. Religions have much truth, but much intentional deception from the corruption that infests. 

That gets cleared out soon enough. I do not have time or desire to discuss the basics you need. Be polite if you ever need more.

12/30/2018 8:22:25 PM lambohodlr Read the post concerning the dangers of alcohol.

POTUS 33 gave Majestic Mandate.

POTUS 32 ended prohibition.

32=CABAL?

12/30/2018 8:22:50 PM tirsohcartoons As there are only a very few legit approves means of disclosure and outlets for explanation, I help when I can. But those not ready can get even better 

explanations later. Be at peace, but please be polite. I am legit, but no need for explanations you clearly do not want.



12/30/2018 8:25:17 PM tirsohcartoons Sorry. You were commenting on a likely shill calling them out. Fine. You did ask for info, granted from the shill. I am authorized for comments, so as a 

courtesy I gave a correct explanation. I explain only for those ready. If you are not, no problem, but you do have an attitude

12/30/2018 8:26:00 PM tirsohcartoons I do wish you peace though. No need for anything else. If you need anything, do let me know.

12/30/2018 8:29:31 PM tirsohcartoons Many religions exist in the time of peace to come. Christianity expands to the East a lot. Some abominations that are just the result of evil conspiring 

people will be taken out. No rapture as many mean, but purification comes to religions. Corruption that infests them does go

12/30/2018 8:31:15 PM charmcityanon  pic.twitter.com/aKTgW6YRjp

12/30/2018 8:31:32 PM tirsohcartoons Of course that would seem obvious, but going forward no one specific faith will be the only one. That is the point. Some tolerance is needed. Too much 

opens up to intentional deception. Soon the corruption goes and what religions stay will be more honest/less corrupt.

12/30/2018 8:31:56 PM davidroehrig I hear you dude. If you were here, I'd hook you up. Have a great one, my bro!

12/30/2018 8:39:14 PM whoisit1998 Works fine for me  http://www.csonicresearch.com/index.html 

12/30/2018 8:47:55 PM toffer_anon_369 How do the elite and cabal members avoid the fluoride in the water and the chemtrails so they aren’t exposed themselves?

12/30/2018 8:53:17 PM tirsohcartoons You did ask for the answer. You now did get the answer. There will be no other accurate answer, just different ways to look at the same thing. Wait for 

10k years, no traditional rapture as many know it will happen period. This comes straight from the top. This verse is being

12/30/2018 8:55:48 PM tirsohcartoons used wrong. As I said, believe what you want. You asked for the correct answer, it is given. Past that explanations are only given if wanted and needed. 

No need to debate this. Wait long enough and this will make more sense. Nothing needs to be said further.

12/30/2018 8:57:24 PM gi6stars Are you ET...?

12/30/2018 8:57:26 PM tirsohcartoons I have also talked with Christ personally. As I said, this comes from the top. Things will work out in ways no one expects. Some time eventually once it 

turns out differently, you too can ask Him yourself about what you have questions about.

12/30/2018 8:58:41 PM tirsohcartoons If this is not your thing now, just go and be at peace believing what you will. You asked for accurate. It was given. No go find what suits you best. I will 

not go further with this.

12/30/2018 9:06:02 PM westpaanglers What's the definition of ufologist,what's it truly mean?

12/30/2018 9:07:33 PM 1_decided_voter I can't find the reference, but in an earlier exchange with me you said @david_wilcock had been in touch with at least one Majestic contact. If Jordan's 

properly awoken, his voice is important to the disclosure movement. Would MJ12 be willing to send a signal through DW to JS?

12/30/2018 9:09:03 PM searcher9090 Thanks!

12/30/2018 9:10:36 PM westpaanglers Will trump reveal aliens exist?

12/30/2018 9:11:28 PM westpaanglers Who was Mayflower madam?

12/30/2018 9:12:28 PM tncharlene ALICE being CERNs ALICE. IS ALICE Q?

12/30/2018 9:20:37 PM djlok I do this and it leads to a lot of empathy.  Painful kind of empathy.  Like it physically hurts. I don't do it that often because of that.

12/30/2018 9:23:01 PM toffer_anon_369 I would like to volunteer to be a harbinger or ambassador to the disclosure message, if there is any way that you guys can use me!

12/30/2018 9:24:21 PM djlok "Future proves past" is a very powerful concept. When I saw that the first time with #Q, that's when I realized this was all not a big joke.

12/30/2018 9:26:45 PM rick_hernandez It’s not wrong to ask questions. I think people tune out or are triggered  by some things you post. It may not be intentional on your part, but the energy 

in some of your posts is negative and thus will not be taken seriously by people on a spiritual path.

12/30/2018 9:29:11 PM djlok 4, 5, 7, and 9 are Classified.  We were programmed to believe we live in dimensions 1-3 (all Declas) and IS-BE's have the capacity to have a 6th sense, 

hence experience the 6th Dimension (also Declas). There are dimensions we haven't been granted access to yet.

12/30/2018 9:31:33 PM djlok What is unfortunate about the 9th Dimension being classified is that is who we truly are. That is where our true IS-BE/Source/God truly exists. Not 

good. 

Just my thoughts.

12/30/2018 9:32:40 PM rick_hernandez I don’t fear God. Fear is a low vibrational exercise that keeps us grounded and trapped. It’s why the cabal uses it at every turn.

12/30/2018 9:34:08 PM djlok And the Cabal, who I'm really tired of, probably made that damn decision to Classify the 9th Dimension.  The Cabal always has their slimy little hands in 

everything!  Annoying!!!

12/30/2018 9:36:09 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/g8E8b4lfsr

12/30/2018 9:37:03 PM djlok I'm ready for the Cabal to be removed from this planet permanently.  Like maybe they can go start their own little planet full of psychopaths and they 

can just sit around and destroy each other and leave good IS-BE's and ET's the hell alone!

12/30/2018 9:44:23 PM rick_hernandez There could be a deeper truth for you here as well.

12/30/2018 9:45:52 PM djlok Think #FakeNews being followed by the sheep. They follow and trust the messenger.  They don't trust themselves enough to ask questions 

(introspectively or otherwise). MJ12 seems to be wanting us to focus on content over messenger bc that's where we've had all wrong all this time.

12/30/2018 9:47:52 PM rick_hernandez People will gravitate towards those who are positively inclined (light). Then when the time comes, a unified effort can be used to cast a light on the 

dark. Dark to Light.

12/30/2018 9:48:25 PM djlok What if you/we already are and don't know it yet?

12/30/2018 9:50:33 PM djlok I have spent a great deal of time wondering the exact same thing.

12/30/2018 9:54:13 PM djlok Or Q?  How did that happen?  People who know me personally are floored that I follow Q. Many real life friends perceived me as the last person in the 

world who would follow Q and find my beliefs align with @realDonaldTrump as it relates to humanity.  It all just sort of happened.

12/30/2018 9:56:16 PM djlok Many have even said I've "gone off the deep end", so to speak. What's interesting for me personally, is that I don't care bc this whole Great Awakening 

is so much bigger than me or what people think about me...and they know it and I know it.

12/30/2018 9:58:08 PM andrewdl12 What I want to know is “who are you” ? Do you say you ARE the ACTUAL MJ12? If not who the heck are you claiming to represent?

12/30/2018 9:59:01 PM djlok You may be onto something here.  Worth meditating over for sure!

12/30/2018 10:00:42 PM laurabusse Great question!!!!!

12/30/2018 10:04:39 PM djlok And 3 has occult significance which also happens to be our IS...coincidence?  Probably not knowing the cabal and their fascination with the occult which 

I also can't stand.

12/30/2018 10:08:43 PM djlok Why would ET's even need UFO's with access to things like Majestic Technology?

12/30/2018 10:09:14 PM rick_hernandez I’m not sure my communication was understood as intended. The 3 wise men gave gifts to Jesus, Joseph and Mary as well. Not all who bear gifts are 

satan.

12/30/2018 10:11:30 PM djlok And what is a UFO? Unidentified Flying Object. "Unidentified" by whom?  Humanity? Our government? Disinformation to keep us confused.  That's 

how the Cabal likes us...confused as hell!!  And they just laugh laugh laugh because they are psychopaths and we all are so confused.

12/30/2018 10:12:54 PM 1_decided_voter Found it! pic.twitter.com/AIL9cAyEqe

12/30/2018 10:17:47 PM djlok It really is disgraceful.  When you look at who [they] get to do their "crazy talk" for them....very racist!

12/30/2018 10:25:01 PM djlok "IS-BE typically skips generation" confirms what I thought.  Great question btw!

12/30/2018 10:28:04 PM djlok Well said.  I like that line of thinking/logic.

12/30/2018 10:28:22 PM decodematrix "Important to distinguish here... non-terrestrials are not permitted to be Majestic 12 members. They can hold positions on our board, but they are not 

directly members of the Majestic 12." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1005119060370214912 …

12/30/2018 10:45:31 PM djlok Could be some projection going on here by @Jordan_Sather_ directed toward MJ12 unfortunately.  We all do it at different points. At least I have. Part 

of being a humanoid IS-BE, I suppose.

12/30/2018 10:49:26 PM djlok Is it possible that "the rapture" refers to the rounding up of the cabal to have them permanently removed from the planet?  I sure hope so!  If so, 

[they] should know this day is coming...for MANY reasons!!

12/30/2018 10:52:32 PM djlok Me too.  People really need to do more of it in my humble opinion.



12/30/2018 10:53:29 PM djlok Not a stupid question... Just FYI.  Actually a very good question.

12/30/2018 10:55:27 PM sentinel_17q Skull and crossbones

12/30/2018 10:57:24 PM djlok I think MJ12 meant the first born of the twins.  I could be wrong though.

12/30/2018 10:59:21 PM aschilliam "Built".. bought with 100 000's of American Lifes in a world war.

12/30/2018 10:59:37 PM oo1o110 WWG1WGA

12/30/2018 11:00:39 PM djlok I thought maybe it has already started too- think NYC blue sky event.  Interesting it hasn't started yet.

12/30/2018 11:03:42 PM djlok Lordy, half the people following MJ12 are gonna go out and get arrested for trying a little weed.  Just kidding.

12/30/2018 11:05:55 PM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona see? Some privacy right there ;opppppp

12/30/2018 11:12:29 PM stefanofait Jordan is not being skeptical. He's simply not doing his homework, which is a pity, because he's an invaluable aid to all of us. He's lazily using a 

problematic label to avoid the effort require by a critical evaluation.

12/30/2018 11:13:31 PM pauliepg11111 What about rooibos tea? And the buchu plant?

12/30/2018 11:14:05 PM djlok What does it really mean to be "dead"?  Heart stops beating? Brain function ceases?  We stop thinking for ourselves? If we are IS-BE's we are immortal.

12/30/2018 11:19:30 PM djlok Literally!  I have to wonder if [they] have been hurting for a very long time already and somehow [they] have sought to mitigate that hurt by doing 

harm to others. Different belief system from what I perceive as reality, but maybe a strategy of [theirs] nonetheless.

12/30/2018 11:21:08 PM myavery17 Will Nesara/ Gesara ever happen? I keep seeing it will happen after the Mass Arrests. Thank you.

12/30/2018 11:24:58 PM chrisgiamatti Is prime numbers the universal language et understand?

12/30/2018 11:27:13 PM stefanofait All this sudden flak could mean that MJ12 is all over the target and something got triggered

12/30/2018 11:31:54 PM stefanofait Sure, and we treated them in kind.

But then again Jordan is not being as fair and open minded as we have come to expect from him.

12/30/2018 11:33:30 PM djlok I couldn't even make it to calculus and my grandma was the calculus teacher at our school.She would tutor me on math bc I had big problems 

understanding it. I would debate with her for hours about math concepts not making sense (to me at least). I was a real test of her patience!

12/30/2018 11:36:33 PM clockworkanon Frequency is no doubt the universal language.

Digital coding such as binary would also seem relevant.

In my personal opinion their language has advanced from the physically audible to primarily telepathic, somewhat like a neural text msg.

12/30/2018 11:37:28 PM djlok And she was a VERY good math teacher by the way. I just was an extremely curious student who couldn't get things to make sense for me.  Awkward 

combination: curious and confused!  Had exact same issue with some religions too. Got me in some trouble growing up.

12/30/2018 11:43:13 PM stefanofait Jordan is a great guy and an excellent scientist and investigator. We are lucky that he's with us. He helps us all become better at what we do. He's a 

teacher... And must learn more.

12/30/2018 11:43:28 PM sailorpractical No, and please don’t take offense, I have worked around many people with different levels of security clearance and as willing as they are to disclose 

information, the way they tell it always leaves questionable rather than factual elements. We are all suffering from doubt.

12/30/2018 11:47:11 PM zagnett Dang this movie's getting good!!

12/30/2018 11:48:01 PM restart_qpersia Will ets assist us in the event of pole shifts and natural disasters following it and prevent deaths?

12/31/2018 12:01:48 AM chapulincolored "We are here to guide humanity through the Disclosure process."

There are over 7 billion people on earth, you are going to have to do a whole lot better than a twatter account.

Not convinced you are a good guy.

You smell more like @J a   ck.

12/31/2018 12:08:20 AM zagnett Thank you!

12/31/2018 12:10:25 AM crampneyvis How can I learn new physics? Which physicist were closest to truth? David Bohm? Ruggero Santilli? What about Thomas Bearden, Konstantin Meyl or 

Eric Dollard - disinfo or some truth in it?

12/31/2018 12:10:31 AM zagnett "why anyone would attack a few transformers and powerlines in some hick town in Louisiana."

Hoping it's because they don't want to kill/harm anyone/animals, & just want to demonstrate.

Are any casualties/injuries being reported?

12/31/2018 12:12:08 AM sehvehn how would you classify hybrids? human? alien?

12/31/2018 12:18:55 AM daveo6145 A note on @Jordan_Sather_  & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#DarkToLight

#qanon

#TheGreatAwakening

#thegreatawakeningworldwide

@cobrainfo1 @TammyRedmond

 http://www.indigosoul85.com  pic.twitter.com/xcCTzGUyZU

12/31/2018 12:23:14 AM zagnett This tweet (imo) may be in the running for "Best Tweet Ever"!!

Got my poncho!

12/31/2018 12:25:22 AM leonawogan Ok. I’ll re word this, will flat earth disclosure be made public soon?

12/31/2018 12:28:23 AM chapulincolored You are a distraction to Q.

Timing makes no sense that you are aligned w/@POTUS or Q.

Why distract satanist Pedovores ET's & Cabal?

Why distract us w/ ET's UFO's now, you lied to us for 70ys.

YOU ARE the cabal, desperate to distract.

YOU will fail

No one can stop what is coming.. pic.twitter.com/HlEoj7SFXd

12/31/2018 12:30:16 AM zagnett Not a big alcohol consumer. It did seem to open my mind to new ideas sometimes.

Will we be instructed how to use cannabis safely to detox the mind?

Gonna get lots of pushback if its use & benefits don't become mainstream, & fully legal to consume.

12/31/2018 12:34:49 AM zagnett Did the 11/11 "wave" event make the Schumann resonances better/more harmonic?

Did it improve peoples' dreams?

Did it decrease or eliminate their nightmares?

I swear something has changed along these lines, at least for me.

12/31/2018 12:41:51 AM zagnett Yes, we are. Just by discussing it. Exciting!



12/31/2018 12:44:41 AM zagnett Not sure i believe all this either. Future will likely prove past for any/all truths. The movie isn't over yet...

Personally, I'm just keeping the possibilities floating around in my mind & waiting.

All i know for sure is MJ's account is fascinating!!

12/31/2018 12:50:24 AM goodmedicine4us Still waiting for answers to my oquestions from my other account. https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1077435040437391360 …

12/31/2018 12:52:50 AM drogan1980 Was ET the movie based on real events?

12/31/2018 12:58:56 AM zagnett Honestly i think this is how the universe works anyway, e.g. "God sees all".

If we have to have such tech, big ?s are more about access, i.e. what procedures exist to protect one's right to privacy up to the very moment 

reasonable cause exists to breach it?

12/31/2018 1:02:15 AM zagnett We should be talking about how to update e.g. the Fourth Amendment, & make sure it works, at all levels (local, state, fed, ?), as best as possible, with 

an appropriate balance between caution, efficiency & cost.

12/31/2018 1:04:55 AM xsirk_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is 46P real? Kraken?

The Sun is cold?

What's Saturn Cube?

Agartha is real?

What blackholes are?

12/31/2018 1:06:11 AM tammymckeever Being from Nevada would be nice to know that Harry Reid will also be indicted.  When I asked if the Vatican was mostly evil, the answer was 

100%....can the same be said for our Governement/Congress?  Is it 100%?

12/31/2018 1:06:25 AM zagnett Also - it seems - starting in 2019, we may get a demonstration of just how this process can work - for members of the cabal. i can't wait to see this 

movie, & will be watching closely.

12/31/2018 1:09:17 AM unittzoo 10%

12/31/2018 1:09:25 AM _louisreed What was the main purpose of the Great Pyramid of Giza?

12/31/2018 1:10:57 AM zagnett Dang it! My birth date sucks lol!

12/31/2018 1:11:37 AM _louisreed Is Asgardia the Space Nation a legitimate operation?

12/31/2018 1:13:33 AM realitycheck05 You say your AMA times are signal markers. Are the signals vibration changes like we can see with the Schumann Resonances? Or are the signals 

earths vibrations like the seismic waves that rippled around the world on 11/11/18? pic.twitter.com/N4h6znyNOQ

12/31/2018 1:20:36 AM _louisreed Who were the ancients? A forgotten high civilisation or beings from off-planet?

12/31/2018 1:21:31 AM unittzoo and back! How do you go to Iraq and back that quickly?!

12/31/2018 1:22:22 AM tammymckeever Hi M12.  It seems everything is in place to keep all secrets from the sheep.  I am sure they have good reasons too.  They’ve saved us and we couldn’t 

even begin to imagine how horrible it is, lucky us for not knowing the truth...and no need to thank us, the great protectors!

12/31/2018 1:22:25 AM _louisreed Is our Moon natural or artificial/intelligently constructed/placed?

12/31/2018 1:23:47 AM zagnett I mean who would've thunk Roswell was mostly about weed!?

Either this is the greatest yarn ever, OR it's just crazy enough to be...the truth. Not sure yet.

"Paul" - Disclosure?

Simon Pegg, MJ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMsqHqKaFlQ …

12/31/2018 1:23:52 AM _louisreed Was there a civilisation on Mars? If so, who and what happened to them?

12/31/2018 1:26:50 AM _louisreed Aside from eating well, exercising and meditation, what measures can we take to improve our physical/mental health?

12/31/2018 1:28:38 AM zagnett MJ, are at least some ETs as cool as Paul? Damn i hope so.

But Simon Pegg, think about it - "Hot Fuzz" is definitely partial disclosure, about cabal activities. Great movie! I just used to think it was fiction. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOddZELDPmk …

12/31/2018 1:29:24 AM unittzoo They are cloning people

12/31/2018 1:35:23 AM cstarr888 Jordan if you don't have proof MJ12 accnt is false, then you are being divisionary. Are you showing true colors, showing off, or did you forget your 

stated mission? Are you in service to others or yourself? Is this not the question CG would ask of you? 🙏💖

12/31/2018 1:37:59 AM tammymckeever Just keep living your stupid oblivious lives.  ‘We’ will however make sure ‘we’ are saved.  The good guys, those that want no more secrets start by 

showing what happens to a child.  VIDEO. Stolen child, caged, starved pulled out tortured and raped by many each over and over.

12/31/2018 1:38:51 AM tammymckeever Show them all laughing like hyenas.  While he is punched broken ribs arms blood streaming from bottom.  Then murdered on an alter sacrifice 

surrounded by robes and daggers.  Stabbing.  Collecting blood.  Drink.  Slice.  Eat.  Orgies in the child’s blood on the floor.

12/31/2018 1:51:09 AM gourangaoo Why do people follow and then critisize. They have freedom to walk away if they feel you are not credible!  We all have that choice, but my choice is to 

stay and take note of the words and use my own discernment.

12/31/2018 1:54:01 AM gourangaoo We didn't say we accept, we listen and formulate our own opinions through discernment! Guided to the truth from within!

12/31/2018 2:01:12 AM gourangaoo But do you not feel that saying those of us who note majestic words and use discernment instead of demanding definitive answers are sheep is 

elevating your own self and intellect also?

12/31/2018 2:10:11 AM cstarr888 As metaphor,"The dead in christ shall rise first" to me says those that left religion will awaken to truth first.Then the religious may awaken to 

truth.(Religious programming is difficult to transcend)for me, Keep faith in God while comprehending God in a more expansive way.🙏💖

12/31/2018 2:19:39 AM thejeffleland Surely you mean just an average amount, not some insane amount like hundreds or thousands worldwide...

12/31/2018 2:35:06 AM loppis7 Sws away we kkkkk

12/31/2018 2:50:37 AM blasto33 Young blood must be working it’s Magic.

12/31/2018 3:03:06 AM xusaf_patriot Any  "accident" that occurs at my workplace - requires a blood test for drugs.  You could lose your job...if it was detected.

12/31/2018 3:05:59 AM susannekisslin1 Agree with that. Many Christians still say trust in God and pray and experience everything according to their dogmatic belief system, without knowing 

that is exactly what keeps them trapped.

12/31/2018 3:20:31 AM diaptera_80 There are many other secret plants than marijuana, even those that will kill cabal nano viruses

12/31/2018 3:24:40 AM epkman Extraterrestrial Biological Entity 👽

12/31/2018 3:25:54 AM anangelhasland1 From what I’ve gathered...

The first ones are those who “transcended mere religious worship”

and performed “worthy actions” but still could be operating within the tradition...

12/31/2018 3:33:39 AM epkman That explains the molestations they constantly are being accused of.👎🏻

12/31/2018 3:39:19 AM sergii_ii You said the Council of 12 are located higher than you and they control what is known about Antarctica. Please explain

12/31/2018 3:40:37 AM diaptera_80 He is, but I think fame has gotten to his head sadly. He will find himself eventually. Too young.

12/31/2018 3:40:50 AM epkman It allows you to throw the beasts to the grinder.

12/31/2018 3:41:46 AM diaptera_80 Yep

12/31/2018 3:46:23 AM epkman Everything in moderation, you must control it, and not let control you.



12/31/2018 3:46:36 AM zagnett Who are the Borg in real life? Draco?

Where are the borders of the space they currently hold?

What efforts are being made to keep them in check, or perhaps even liberate some worlds in their space? Or free them at all?

12/31/2018 3:54:17 AM diaptera_80 It is apparent that your world view is clouded by religion, as many others like you. Start tabula rasa again

12/31/2018 3:59:04 AM zagnett Are ZR our proxies when negotiating with other civilizations?

If so, why?

In MJ's opinion is our proxy one of the "good" or one of the bad "bad" ZR groups?

Is this merely an intellectual divide in the ZR? Or does it include actual fighting between them?

12/31/2018 4:00:01 AM kimmeykim1 I understand it 🕉. Love and Blessings to all on the journey ✨🌈💖🙏🏻🌎

12/31/2018 4:02:32 AM arc339 Yes. the reptilian culture adrenalchromes victims by any means that terrorizes humans pus they drain the life force as direct as possible. The enemy 

uses telenotic impulses, injected thoughts, and AI replication to hijack minds without them even knowing it. Perhaps Mueller is ET

12/31/2018 4:04:19 AM anangelhasland1 We’re playin’ those mind games together

Pushin, the barriers, plantin’ seeds

Playin’ the mind guerrilla

Chantin’ the mantra, peace on earth

So keep on playin’ those mind games together

Faith in the future, outa the now...

Absolute elsewhere in the stones of your mind...
12/31/2018 4:06:33 AM sabbanms Nothing will be legal with a dead Paris Agreement. Wake up nothing left of the Agreement. It’s already on life support system

12/31/2018 4:08:53 AM arc339 What support is there for magnets  of unwanted attacks? Tons of intel avail. If Q really wants the evil empire gone, how ignore the center of the vortex. 

Heaven comes through certain people, attracting evil to try to stop me.

12/31/2018 4:09:39 AM zagnett The Borg-type civilization ever incur a loss?

e.g. end of Voyager series against the ST Borg?

Can some sort of recursive virus like in TNG be used against them?

Is it a real-life karma problem, like Picard pondered?

What are their strengths? Weaknesses?

12/31/2018 4:12:52 AM zagnett Is MJ under ZR's command?

12/31/2018 4:15:08 AM arc339 Where do usmc ss hyperspace teachers fits in? 21! 22! Can ssp connect to units and get support for active responses? Malevolents have extreme 

weapons that have high damage reactions. Q will want to check it out, bring geiger. You all just cant quite get it what I go through.

12/31/2018 4:18:49 AM arc339 I want to be stationed on far away planet where no people are. Tired of hybrid evil ETs bombing my family, doing covert warfare through fusion centers 

and state police on me. Are there more experienced than me in dealing w them? They hijack the minds of everyone around me. Get it

12/31/2018 4:19:50 AM gribbs7 Thank heavens for that!

12/31/2018 4:20:17 AM antunovic_goran That is pure BS. I asked 25 random people around my town if they heard of Q.

Not one said yes.

So you 200 million figure is pure BS.

People are still very very asleep!

12/31/2018 4:28:59 AM sandyshuze Is there really a clone or AI army and how big is it?

12/31/2018 4:32:18 AM zagnett That's the spirit (new) MJ!

Which galaxy? What was it like? How similar/different? What kind of ship went? How did that ship/MJ figure out where it went?

Have other human groups other galaxies as well? How far across the universe have humans ever traveled?

12/31/2018 4:34:32 AM sandyshuze What / how much do we tell our children without harming them mentally? Teenagers vs pre- teens?

12/31/2018 4:35:03 AM jballz1021 Tool will awaken you 😉. That text is from a doc in the CIA library. Will find the link. They’re well versed in operating in the astral plane. Stranger 

Things was a documentary.

12/31/2018 4:35:30 AM zagnett Was MJ under different/bad ZR group's command under [previous MJ12 leader (of decades)]?

12/31/2018 4:39:01 AM cidarean Can you add some thought @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? This is pretty interesting.

 https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1079701048372031489?s=19 …

12/31/2018 4:51:13 AM kuri99487324 Who assassinated Max Spiers? How much of what Max Speirs said was true?

12/31/2018 5:06:25 AM rob_omgwtf How many bases within our solar system?

12/31/2018 5:17:12 AM langesanta 9 is 3x3

12/31/2018 5:22:41 AM petitchevalb How many stands of DNA does it take not to be a simulation anymore?

12/31/2018 5:47:52 AM catvllvsverona OhMyGod.

...I should feel relieved, right? 😅😅😅

12/31/2018 6:01:00 AM jballz1021  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf …

12/31/2018 6:04:01 AM bbobbio71 Recently just heard of DMT

12/31/2018 6:13:32 AM helenoferraz the purpose of the action would be material damage and not influence opinion. right?

12/31/2018 6:25:05 AM darktolightjedi Is she a clone then? Biology without a real IS.

12/31/2018 6:34:59 AM helenoferraz some think he did little. he did what he could do. when someone puts themselves in this kind of situation pretending or not that you are not alone does 

not change the indisputable fact: you are. I have gratitude to him. but that's personal opinion.

12/31/2018 6:36:54 AM blankmarlo I'm curious as to your thoughts on @kabamur_taygeta You've vocalized support of him in the past but I'd argue that most of the criticisms you make of 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would apply to Kab as well?

12/31/2018 6:42:24 AM blankmarlo @Jordan_Sather_  beefing with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @kabamur_taygeta returning from his hiatus got me like... #Qanon #WWG1WGA 

#TheGreatAwakening #TheStorm #MEGA pic.twitter.com/3megQRPoOJ

12/31/2018 6:44:40 AM froghounder They form their faith fundamentally in worldly endeavors and ideas. Ignoring the teachings of the bible, clueless to the luciferian world they're 

entrenched in.

12/31/2018 6:50:47 AM freestateojones Reached out to JS the other day in regards to his own dissonance and had quick contact with him today. 

@Jordan_Sather_ - Stay Humble pic.twitter.com/yFPwdGznSv



12/31/2018 6:52:17 AM darktolightjedi 19 Sep 2018 - 7:45:34 PM

Q,

Did NASA fake the moon landings?  Have we been to the moon since then?  Are there secret space programs?  Is this why the Space Force was created?

>>3094804

False, moon landings are real.

Programs exist that are outside of public domain.

Q

12/31/2018 6:54:46 AM darktolightjedi Did we find the moon occupied? Is that why the videos look like studio fakes? Confirming SSP = confirming aliens?

12/31/2018 6:56:13 AM ygwiryn Sands of time ?

12/31/2018 6:57:14 AM jollyrob2 Totally agreed

12/31/2018 6:57:35 AM cidarean This guy drinks loads of green tea (Arizona) after dropping soda about 4 weeks ago. Not to sure about the intake of the sugars though. 

I've still caught a cold even with the abundance of Vit. C

12/31/2018 6:57:43 AM petitchevalb Or is it my glittery-salt-dough-profile-pic that scares you?

High clas/ children tech ☺

12/31/2018 6:59:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to constantly be recycled 

on Earth.

12/31/2018 7:12:22 AM rachmatcorai33 4,5,7 and 8 are classified, not 9.

12/31/2018 7:12:58 AM rachmatcorai33 9= IS-BE/Source/God

12/31/2018 7:15:40 AM rachmatcorai33 I do believe MJ is trying to emphasize SHEEP so that we can feel that anger inside to fuel us to do our own homework and wake up.

12/31/2018 7:23:06 AM searcher9090 Not sure.I didn't hear of any yet.

12/31/2018 7:24:12 AM enyiah_j Define 'accountability'...is it like what we witnessed with George W. H. Bush? ...portraying the image of honor and respectability?  It not that I want to 

see these people suffer but being held accountable is not THAT‼

12/31/2018 7:26:24 AM darktolightjedi As children we are taught to look outside ourselves, that God is outside. That is the incorrect personification of God. Then the child is vulnerable to be 

strongly influenced toward others' desires and dreams. I get this because I lived it.

12/31/2018 7:28:14 AM lambohodlr 4th child, but no twins?

12/31/2018 7:29:26 AM zagnett "We do not access people's dreams."

Is there some device in Antarctica called the "Dreamcatcher"?

12/31/2018 7:35:54 AM rthankq So let me understand. The Q team did not recruit Trump?

12/31/2018 7:38:26 AM theappraizer Wow! 😱

12/31/2018 7:39:39 AM stefanofait He is constantly under attack and I guess he feels responsible for all the people who trust his judgement. Such circumstances dramatically affect one's 

discernment.

12/31/2018 7:39:53 AM jollyrob2 Almost every thing we have learned is wrong or backwards. We need to let go of false beliefs!😊 Look/feel deep inside and we know when someone 

or something is right or wrong. ✨💫 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

12/31/2018 7:42:29 AM lambohodlr 4+1 = 5

Born as 5 life path/level of consciousness? 5th chakra?

5 just before 6. Start THIS life at 5 level of consciousness.

6 is next level of HIGHER consciousness after 3.

How far in consciousness can 5 get in this lifetime?

All the way to 9 if wisdom acquired.
12/31/2018 7:44:15 AM theappraizer Any estimates on quality and quantity of the "Period of Darkness"? Prep w/food & water for about a week, month, or statistically don't bother because 

the Event will likely kill most of us? Quit work and spend our last days with loved ones or spend every dime on MREs?

#disclosure

12/31/2018 7:45:18 AM stefanofait Ok, this is bad...or rather sad https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1079557340896980992?s=19 …

12/31/2018 7:46:23 AM darktolightjedi Thank-you, but my question was more is this why the moon landing pictures were faked and why we haven't returned? It makes sense to me, but I've 

never seen the connection made.

12/31/2018 7:50:08 AM darktolightjedi Q says moon landings are real, but it doesn't follow we've been told the truth about them. And saying secret space programs exist is a long way from 

aliens, but there is a lot of open source info from researchers like Michael Salma.

12/31/2018 7:53:36 AM moonbaby04371 JW's?

12/31/2018 7:54:23 AM darktolightjedi Salla

12/31/2018 7:54:23 AM lambohodlr 5 = irrational number.

Consciousness required to observe value of irrational numbers.

Consciousness obtained? pic.twitter.com/U7A6qXnN7C

12/31/2018 7:54:34 AM moonbaby04371 I always used sunlight & sea salt water to cleanse & charge.

12/31/2018 8:01:36 AM only1smed So, the craft I saw with friend under  giant manufactured cloud w/straight edges level, like a blanket. It had large balls underneath in formation, that 

vanished. Once past cloud. low hovering, rings of broken light, sky blue,cloud white,grass green from out to in, then vanished.

12/31/2018 8:05:16 AM fowlreginald Thank you for all you do, especially your patience. It's difficult for many to shed prior programming but not impossible.  Keep up the great work.

12/31/2018 8:05:38 AM only1smed Do you know about this craft? I have searched internet,  for a picture.  Cannot find it. Based on the blanket like cloud and the hanging balls untethered, 

I felt like it was somehow gathering data of our little community. That search helped me find Q on twitter.

12/31/2018 8:12:38 AM vintagesquirrel Pence?

12/31/2018 8:17:57 AM alexandercody7 Need to ask following:

How can I, from the perspective of an unknown EU citizen, affect collective consciousness at this time into a time line heading to unity consciousness 

and first contact without capital or social media followers?

Become a YTber and find people to meditate?

12/31/2018 8:21:31 AM theappraizer Happy Monday @Jordan_Sather_. Hope all is well! ☺️

So, are you thinking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is legit? I swear it walks like a duck, talks like a duck, and flies like a duck! 🤔

#disclosure

#UFO

#aliens pic.twitter.com/UeKKEl1vdn



12/31/2018 8:21:41 AM lambohodlr Additional info acquired.

DT born 6/14/1946

6+1+4+1+9+4+6=31=4

However, this is under GEMINI.

Gemini = twins.

Twins=2

4+2=6
12/31/2018 8:29:06 AM keith369me Sue, lol...in our justice system?

12/31/2018 8:35:26 AM gribbs7 True.. Fair point!

12/31/2018 8:43:46 AM jeffner01 It’s a cushy union job.

12/31/2018 8:45:34 AM pragmatic_texan It’s ok to answer yes or no. Were Hollywood movies like ET and Independence Day “predictive programming” to prepare us all for the big reveal about 

aliens?

12/31/2018 8:47:03 AM scott_frenger  https://www.osapublishing.org/col/abstract.cfm?uri=col-6-10-770 …

12/31/2018 8:48:46 AM youstinksoap I think I understand what your saying.  Is it ego or cognitive  dissonance that affects most of us from truly seeing out of this matrix we are in?

12/31/2018 8:54:19 AM kcwpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What methods can we use to help reverse the calcification of our pineal gland?

12/31/2018 9:03:38 AM whoti_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Consciousness tuned into Source always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a daily basis”. Does signature 

patterns interaction have anything to do with an IS-BE frequently seeing the number 419? If yes ... What is the significance of 419?

12/31/2018 9:06:02 AM coryz34 Is there a way to make contact with extraterrestrials? Or do they determine who is able to see them or interact with them? When first contact is made, 

who will it be with and where?

12/31/2018 9:07:22 AM keith369me MJ12 has been all over the target since day 1.  The difference is 10K followers vs the hundreds just a few months ago

12/31/2018 9:07:22 AM cstarr888 Theoretical Quantum Physics brought me back 2 God. My faith now is Divine Fractal.We r all smallr but identical fractals of God,hence"angels" r in 

between.Angels 2 me r ascended,advd beings.Explains how we both r created n God's image&create God n our image🙏💖

12/31/2018 9:08:54 AM keith369me Got to a very similar conclusion with a very different path.  Thanks for sharing.

12/31/2018 9:13:09 AM antunovic_goran Are Bob Dobbs and iON in charge now😀

12/31/2018 9:20:46 AM cstarr888 Study of real history shows religion was created for control of the people. Taxes by religions, provable. God is real just know we ARE ALL Ultimately 

ONE-we are part of God. Keep the good truth, love, let the religious imposed fear drop away.🙏💖

12/31/2018 9:30:12 AM keith369me Practice telepathy if you want to communicate with ETs

12/31/2018 9:42:11 AM cstarr888 💖🙏💖

12/31/2018 9:47:14 AM giediknight I just don't understand Sather's role. What books or videos has he done? Is he just a reporter? People assign him as an authority in the UFO 

community, as if he was the next Wilcock, but he hasn't done any work that I can see.

12/31/2018 9:49:12 AM anangelhasland1 Here’s a tidbit for the end of the year:

I thought I saw a UFO recently.

Blatant.

Precise Ring of Light.

Wavered... then Moved astonishingly, almost humorously off the horizon...

Among much else...

They were “obviously angels” because of their “mathematical precision”
12/31/2018 9:54:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Groomed by the Majestic 12.

12/31/2018 9:56:15 AM giediknight which faction?

12/31/2018 10:06:05 AM keith369me Not obvious?

12/31/2018 10:07:47 AM giediknight it is not obvious to me. Was it the faction helping the cabal, or?

12/31/2018 10:10:42 AM rick_hernandez From what I understand They are one in the same. Used to be dark now turned to light. Trying to correct the sins of their fathers.

12/31/2018 10:11:35 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/FZRUwWPoX9

12/31/2018 10:12:22 AM keith369me Recent MJ is about disclosure...Jordan is recent

12/31/2018 10:12:30 AM giediknight I believe they said there were 2 factions

12/31/2018 10:13:27 AM giediknight ok, so why would Jordan's meter read "LARP", why can't he discern this MJ twitter is legit?

12/31/2018 10:13:54 AM anangelhasland1 -sigh-

“Make it clear it was a ring of distinct points of light!”

(Never so good at math, over here...)

“Or at looking up!”

12/31/2018 10:19:34 AM allahuniversal #TheGreatAwakening

12/31/2018 10:22:44 AM cstarr888 This one watched over us on a 2 state trip last few days. 💖🛸👽🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/FghsImhE0z

12/31/2018 10:23:26 AM george4papa So now Q-Tards think Hiary is a clone.

Just when ya think you couldn't  get any nuttier pic.twitter.com/l7tu7Eyg6f

12/31/2018 10:26:08 AM rick_hernandez I’m not sure. It’s odd. He usually defends himself from attackers. MJ hasn’t done that. Jordan is attacking. Something is off. It’s not like Jordan at all.

12/31/2018 10:28:34 AM coryz34 How do you practice?

12/31/2018 10:29:43 AM anangelhasland1 Thanks...

Yes.. a lot I don’t know!

Cheers! If you ever get stranded near San Francisco...

12/31/2018 10:33:47 AM cstarr888 I love visiting San Fran!💖

12/31/2018 10:34:35 AM lovesg_d I absolutely cannot believe that people fall for this nonsense anymore, Mr. LARP!  Seriously folks?  Use some logic and discernment!  🤦♀️😳🙄

12/31/2018 10:35:10 AM darktolightjedi Interesting. I remember when he started in 2017, a chiropractor talking mostly health. Then he was suddenly working with Wilcock and Goode. He 

quickly gained a large following from both UFO and Q. He is unique in bridging so many disparate groups - giving red pills to all.



12/31/2018 10:37:39 AM giediknight If MJ12 says @Jordan_Sather_ was groomed by MJ12, that is ok with me. I always said that Sather is there for people who are on the fence, and he 

makes it easy for them to get into this information, that's why I am critical. I prefer the more advanced MJ12 info.

12/31/2018 10:38:34 AM daveschroeder18 If you look in advanced searches in twitter you will find all his references to this topic. The answer is yes but look up their answers

12/31/2018 10:40:55 AM anangelhasland1 Maybe not the African Safari tour it once was...It really got put through the Silicon Valley wringer... in mid 90’s I moved to what I thought would be 

quieter east bay... 

It was(“not!”)... really!

Until last year when the new feds rolled through... (boom!)

12/31/2018 10:46:27 AM cstarr888 Yeah, sadly parts are not as nice as they once were. Bad politicians☹😪🙏💖

12/31/2018 10:48:28 AM youstinksoap hmmm...is he disinformation or misinformation, or correct on what he says?  He does resonate with me, but there is something else...maybe just ego?

Why would he call you a larp, if he is all about the majestic program?

12/31/2018 10:48:50 AM daveschroeder18 Stargate SG1the series you can also find on dailymotion  videos for free. The series is what MJ12 have recommended. Search in twitter advanced 

search for stargate SG1 to find the season an specific episodes.

12/31/2018 10:55:37 AM anangelhasland1 Yes... but “q” hammered alameda’s human trafficking... so ... things aren’t over...

12/31/2018 10:59:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.

Message over messenger.

Research for yourself.

Facts Matter.

Truth Resonates.

Trust yourself.

BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.

12/31/2018 11:01:32 AM archangeljavoni Well said

12/31/2018 11:02:09 AM stefanofait @Jordan_Sather_. will this be the proverbial "Luke, I am your father" moment or the equally proverbial "Prodigal Son" moment?

;o)

12/31/2018 11:03:23 AM stefanofait LOL! ;o)

best new year's eve celebration in a while for sure! ;o)

12/31/2018 11:04:52 AM stefanofait some of them are still of the dark persuasion but expected to exit in due time

12/31/2018 11:05:01 AM keith369me The part about ego is so true.  Every time I think I have overcome a battle with my ego, a new test emerges.

12/31/2018 11:06:11 AM keith369me Part of “former” MJ12 exists as cabal.

12/31/2018 11:06:22 AM giediknight Are stargates located on ancient megalithic sites?

12/31/2018 11:06:25 AM rick_hernandez Ah okay. I’m referring to the MJ in these tweets

12/31/2018 11:06:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 JS is definitely working for Q's side.

We knew he would be before the operation began.

This account started grooming people months before Q to help disclose Majestic related areas of awakening.

JS has owned that role bestowed upon him.

Own Without Ego.

SHEEP NO MORE!

12/31/2018 11:09:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 General Flynn's official Twitter profile recently liked a post by @grabaroot that inferred that 45 was a Time Traveler. 

https://twitter.com/grabaroot/status/1038615368464572416 …

12/31/2018 11:09:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072262155767111680 …

12/31/2018 11:09:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/1072263415660470272 …

12/31/2018 11:09:45 AM keith369me I’m far from an expert on this subject, but a starting point might be  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/English-Telepathy-

101-Primer-for-The-Gift-of-Infinite-Voice.pdf …

12/31/2018 11:10:10 AM clockworkanon Human flaws are typically categorized as natural, instinct, or primal.

If this is so what chance does one have in true resonance?

If this is false are we disconnected by manipulation? Perhaps a suggestion on how to correct our sequence would benefit people.

12/31/2018 11:10:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 No artificial stargates exist on Ancient Megalithic Sites.

12/31/2018 11:10:33 AM heath_jack How to explain the books in the Library of Congress

12/31/2018 11:11:15 AM 1_decided_voter If you're telling us this then, doesn't it stand to reason that this information is declassified, just not in the public domain yet? If so, will this be part of a 

coming disclosure?

12/31/2018 11:11:25 AM lonewol97176157 Can you alter the past?

12/31/2018 11:11:44 AM jonle86 Project Pegasus?

12/31/2018 11:12:43 AM tarzan_08 If anyone has it would be him. Rich powerful knows both sides plays both sides. Can use it for good or for evil.  Seen so much evil in this country and 

world looks to be using for good.

12/31/2018 11:13:01 AM giediknight Is the ancient megalithic site itself a natural stargate point on earth?

12/31/2018 11:13:45 AM keith369me Leap of faith here...Adventures of Baron Trump?  Is his “autism” related to his adventures?

12/31/2018 11:16:14 AM ladtacarms What book?

12/31/2018 11:16:39 AM allahuniversal That's what I got from that too.

12/31/2018 11:18:20 AM sissyseesu I love all anons!With notoriety, many succumb to their egos. We are human and need to be humbled. For many, it is merely our protective natures not 

wanting to see others mislead. Those unjustly being called out must acknowledge, remain calm, and present their case.BTW, well done!

12/31/2018 11:18:41 AM 1_decided_voter Look at what MJ12 is replying you, you'll see the book mentioned.

12/31/2018 11:18:51 AM synackstatic You transfer information through time intergenerationally through tradition, culture, and exemplary drama. Functional ideas grab hold of the collective 

attention and result in a unified idea of what the ideal being would be within the realm of focus. God and gods result.

12/31/2018 11:18:56 AM thetempestchip Grooming, as in making sure certain people were receiving info by “organizing” their Twitter? @KibBitzLaw and @kabamur_taygeta “found me” i did 

not look for them. It seemed a higher power pointed me towards them.

12/31/2018 11:19:33 AM 1_decided_voter  https://www.amazon.com/Baron-Trumps-Marvelous-Underground-Journey/dp/1564599507 …

12/31/2018 11:19:47 AM rick_hernandez Funny the same happened to me with them and MJ as well

12/31/2018 11:19:47 AM decodematrix Trump said Pizzagate in 2011 😳😳😳 Time traveler confirmed!!

12/31/2018 11:20:07 AM ladtacarms Thanks, I’ll give it a read.

12/31/2018 11:21:11 AM thetempestchip The day @kabamur_taygeta returned to this platform, i had woken up and knew right away he was back... before he posted i had searched for his 

account and there he was. It was cool

12/31/2018 11:22:01 AM rick_hernandez Awesome!

12/31/2018 11:22:29 AM thetempestchip I feel its happened to many of us... they found the starseeds

12/31/2018 11:23:18 AM nostradachris Ego destroyer for less. #thegreatawakening #QAnon @FixYourFace1776 pic.twitter.com/xXRP5vOuLg

12/31/2018 11:23:43 AM sehvehn what is your definition of 'Ego'? sincere question

12/31/2018 11:23:43 AM keith369me All part of the plan...we were all “called” to be “here” in a certain sequence to perform unique functions...figuring out why is the hard part.

12/31/2018 11:24:04 AM stefanofait Coincidence? #Synchronicity? #GreatAwakening

12/31/2018 11:24:36 AM mitchom8  https://youtu.be/Q1VjmjkeODs  Incase you don’t have the book 👌🏻



12/31/2018 11:24:53 AM john777lee Always believed this from the beginning of the election ! Read all of the John Titor stuff . Seen a post about it from possibly Baron a couple of years ago.

12/31/2018 11:25:37 AM giediknight Amazing, so my intuition that these sites are stargates was correct. I have seemed to pickup on the MJ12 programming in film and incorporated it into 

my being, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAnQK6iwfLo …

12/31/2018 11:26:26 AM scott_rick Was the titanic a hit job, FeD reserve bank, Jp Morgan, ROTh/RocK

12/31/2018 11:26:28 AM stefanofait If you build it, THEY will come

12/31/2018 11:26:48 AM keith369me I’m not sure it’s only star seeds.  My understanding is that star seeds are generally younger.  There is a large group of 45+ year olds that found 

awakening fairly early.  I feel like there may be a connection between older wanderers and younger star seeds

12/31/2018 11:26:56 AM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the TR3B program real and how long have we had antigravity technology?

12/31/2018 11:28:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Here's the original video clip from 6/1/2011 on CNN: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wAEcN9UIy8 …

12/31/2018 11:28:42 AM catvllvsverona That would be EPIC 😂

12/31/2018 11:30:25 AM mraaron14 Found Paracosm earlier today. My Divine Child has been mentioning Imagination-Land. If you could blend your reality with imagination think of the 

possibilities

12/31/2018 11:30:50 AM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/1PDAr--9bfk 

12/31/2018 11:31:08 AM giediknight Wow, so it was true that the purpose to go into Iraq was to raid the ancient sites...

12/31/2018 11:32:03 AM youstinksoap Teddy Roosevelt?

12/31/2018 11:32:15 AM sehvehn i like Me ...along with my flaws. i know i have plenty of room to grow. i dont understand what part of me would be considered the 'Ego'...

12/31/2018 11:32:40 AM mitchom8 @missy968 have you seen this 😮 I watched a video about it last night, pretty amazing stuff!  https://youtu.be/Q1VjmjkeODs 

12/31/2018 11:33:56 AM cynthiamorrow8 Barron has

12/31/2018 11:35:03 AM giediknight  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LjHsb5Prmk&feature=youtu.be …

12/31/2018 11:35:06 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ego 

1/ "the self especially as contrasted with another self or the world"

12/31/2018 11:35:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 2/ "the one of the  three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic theory  that serves as  the organized conscious mediator between the person and  

reality  especially by functioning both in the perception of and adaptation to  reality"

12/31/2018 11:35:54 AM qanoncitizen Oh boy, @Jordan_Sather_ s gonna piss himself now, LOL.  He likes to be in control of this narrative.Dont take away his  thunder with any new info!

12/31/2018 11:36:27 AM allahuniversal Antonym: WWG1WGA

12/31/2018 11:37:19 AM giediknight I believe there are photos of "UFOs" during the eclipse

12/31/2018 11:37:56 AM lbf777 If he was groomed by Majestic 12, how is it that he has no idea who you are? Remember he was calling you a Larp yesterday.

12/31/2018 11:38:40 AM keith369me I was not familiar with the word Paracosm, but was familiar with “memories” being brought into childhood from previous incarnations.  What I haven’t 

really considered were “memories” being brought in from future incarnations to a child.

12/31/2018 11:39:10 AM xsirk_ HOLY SHIT I KNEW IT!!!!

12/31/2018 11:39:25 AM lbf777 Media and Gov have been promoting ego for decades to mislead the people. Ego is the idea that one is separate and superior to others or even 

inferior. This is faulty thinking. Egoless people see how all of life is 1 connected being and that no 1 part is superior to the other.

12/31/2018 11:40:26 AM sehvehn i did read several definitions and also about the id, ego, and super-ego. im not sure if still im thinking of 'Ego' the way you and others are talking about. 

i'll think about it more. thank you very much for answering my question =)

12/31/2018 11:41:20 AM lib7473 I bet he has a SG in one of his towers 😇😎..POTUS is our new millennia savior, love/hate him, but he’s got a lot of ❤️ for humanity✝️. Sacrificed a 

lot to be who he is today! 🙏🏻🌈

12/31/2018 11:41:55 AM youstinksoap  https://twitter.com/genflynn/status/796134767163011072?s=21 …

12/31/2018 11:42:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 He is welcome to call us anything. We really could care less.

Grooming does not mean interactions would have taken place.

We groomed him from Classified settings prior to making coincidences that would ultimately change the direction of his lifestyle to suit the purposes of 

MJ12.

12/31/2018 11:42:20 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/D6EVnRnhFQ

12/31/2018 11:44:09 AM mraaron14 Your reborn child - divine child would live by certain codes of non interference and universal law.. But would be able to dance around information that 

would be considered future in the realm of play, imagination, and possibilities.  I've personally experienced this phenomenon.

12/31/2018 11:44:22 AM allahuniversal This sounds really, REALLY familiar...

12/31/2018 11:45:04 AM anbezedua Look at the acidic forms of thc and cbd known as THCa and CBDa, powerful when in the right combination. Something as small as 5-10mg a day of 

cannabinoids can be useful for general health and body maintenance

12/31/2018 11:45:11 AM rick_hernandez ??

12/31/2018 11:45:24 AM ascension_guide Technical Pause.

Rabbit holes.

Thru the Looking Glass.

Portals.

Time Travel.

Majestic 12.

Q Clearance.

"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic." —Arthur C. Clark

Clark’s 3 Laws=3 Candles

‘Mystery’ Schools pic.twitter.com/fwrs2UfL1s
12/31/2018 11:45:26 AM xsirk_ So Mandela effect is true? We are living in a different time line?

12/31/2018 11:45:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 FBI raids the home of Bob Lazar.

Why?

FBI has been trying to get a hold of MJ12 secrets for decades.

New Guard? https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1063407/alien-news-area-51-FBI-raid-bob-lazar-home-UFO-spt …

12/31/2018 11:46:36 AM chalmersgilbert LARPY RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ego is a fatal flaw in all humans.

Message over messenger.

Research for yourself.

Facts Matter.

Truth Resonates.

Trust yourself.

BLIND SHEEP FOLLOW.

12/31/2018 11:46:46 AM norwegianon Or maybe just a pr stunt.

12/31/2018 11:47:28 AM ppdotdll On a different topic.. MJ12, did you kill JFK or at least involved in the killing of him?

12/31/2018 11:47:32 AM giediknight I now need to pick up the latest book by Mark Vidler  https://www.amazon.com/Sacred-Geometry-Earth-Monuments-

Mountains/dp/1620554682/ref=pd_sim_14_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1620554682&pd_rd_r=dbc7b6b2-0d34-11e9-a7c6-

2fa816d9f586&pd_rd_w=c6tTi&pd_rd_wg=SzAyz&pf_rd_p=18bb0b78-4200-49b9-ac91-

f141d61a1780&pf_rd_r=K1V14KGES06E46SC1JYE&psc=1&refRID=K1V14KGES06E46SC1JYE …

12/31/2018 11:47:53 AM keith369me Someone isn’t cooperating with the cabal?



12/31/2018 11:48:30 AM 1_decided_voter I would urge you to send him some signal through a means he will understand to bring him back on board, because I think unity between him and you 

is a lot more helpful to us all than division.

12/31/2018 11:48:46 AM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/vZnpC2loNs

12/31/2018 11:48:48 AM lori_dee1 Hi Peacey! Can I get your help with my numbers?

12/31/2018 11:49:27 AM sehvehn i understand a bit more. your answer and link were very helpful =)

12/31/2018 11:50:24 AM rick_hernandez I’m kind of seeing this whole thing like a disgruntled player who has temporarily separated from the team. The team watches and waits for the player 

to rejoin them.

12/31/2018 11:51:11 AM ascension_guide NT+JT 🔌

12/31/2018 11:53:00 AM scott_rick He answered this a while ago... they turned the other way knowing “other” groups wanted him dead

12/31/2018 11:54:31 AM pundayrob I don't think this hints at time travel, more likely hints that Trump was informed by MI a lot sooner than thought. Maybe as soon as 2010. Info is the 

most important weapon in any war, and allowed MI to release and control the narrative around #Pizzagate in 2016. Very effective.

12/31/2018 11:54:50 AM ascension_guide Real eyes realize real lies. pic.twitter.com/VnEytfYa3Z

12/31/2018 11:55:23 AM crazycooder Wow.

12/31/2018 11:56:52 AM giediknight Can we pass memory on through death?

12/31/2018 11:58:10 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/916353369152860162 …

12/31/2018 11:58:26 AM davidroehrig Ok, what/who is Zeta?

12/31/2018 11:59:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ We never said 45 traveled through time. We said "A Trump has".

2/ 45 was briefed on Pizzagate before it was publicly disclosed.

12/31/2018 12:03:21 PM giediknight Very simple technology exists that can turn our deserts into the lush rain forests it once was. We have replicated it on a small scale,  

http://www.bloomthedesert.com/  But other methods exists. Once people realize our potential, we can create our paradise.

12/31/2018 12:04:09 PM giediknight It was printed.

12/31/2018 12:04:28 PM cstarr888 2 stars. Several planets. 

You can learn about the P'nti Zetas here:

 http://Www.OfficialFirstContact.com  and here

@SandiaWisdom 

Remember the end of Close Encounters...like the adorables coming out to invite Richard Dreyfuss.😉

🙏💖

12/31/2018 12:04:58 PM clockworkanon I could not agree more.

Ego is heavily tempted by knowledge.

The duality system has controlled every aspect of life,

Good-Evil

Dark-Light

Left-Right

Awake-Asleep

We have been made clueless of what operates outside of man made physics
12/31/2018 12:05:18 PM ascension_guide ‘Drip’ Disclosure.

Mix disinfo w/ info.

How to declass?

Think #MIBInternational pic.twitter.com/CF4zurdgYU

12/31/2018 12:06:23 PM ascension_guide  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1074688833646706688?s=21 …

12/31/2018 12:06:46 PM 222714ftw Really oh my God. Day late and a dollar short🧐222

12/31/2018 12:07:23 PM lbf777 Yes. Most have no idea how the works. It is fueled by guilt & fear. Guilt & fear stem from thinking about the past or the future which is an unatural way 

to think. Not thinking of past or future is natural & leads to living in the moment. Schools are misleading the children.

12/31/2018 12:12:07 PM giediknight  https://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-Sex-Repression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647 … Around 5000BCE rain forests started to dry up, 

most likely due to Nuclear Warfare, war of the "gods"

12/31/2018 12:13:06 PM giediknight 442

12/31/2018 12:13:26 PM erquxlemon Wow!! pic.twitter.com/Mg89QmuOV1

12/31/2018 12:15:54 PM jewelrydistrict What’s UUP?

12/31/2018 12:16:26 PM rincon174 They were looking for the element 115 after watching his new documentary, but came up goose eggs. I hope they paid the $10 to watch like the rest of 

us.

12/31/2018 12:19:08 PM giediknight A new version of our Super Imploder is due soon, much stronger and can be installed on your incoming water line in the home 

http://www.fractalwater.com 

12/31/2018 12:19:20 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1079472965006311427?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw/platform.twitter.com/widgets.js …

12/31/2018 12:20:27 PM toffer_anon_369 The guy can't even afford a modern computer monitor, but obviously he has some super secret stuff and junk...

12/31/2018 12:22:07 PM lori_dee1 Can our 3, 6, 9 numbers come from other combinations besides our birthdate?  Example:

First name: Lori = 9

Middle name: Jean = 3

Time of birth: 9:30am

Father's age when I was born: 45 = 9

12/31/2018 12:22:50 PM skylarksound Proof of Time Travel? "Little Baron Trump and his wonderful dog Bulger", published in 1889, and its sequel, "Baron Trump's Marvelous Underground 

Journey", published in 1893. TT or strange coincidence? No such thing as coincidence only synchronicity...right? 😀

12/31/2018 12:23:25 PM datruseeka What is the difference between Deep State and Cabal?  Your statements indicates these are different.

12/31/2018 12:23:32 PM sixbennetts I've been searching, but couldn't find what you mentioned, Dave. Can you help me out, please? Which seasons and episodes were suggested? I have 

Hulu, they're all there, as well.

12/31/2018 12:28:58 PM allahuniversal Timing is everything. Think about all the "coincidences" in life that got you here. Grooming.

12/31/2018 12:29:38 PM clockworkanon Complete indoctrination through conformity based on consensus. Questions are bad, character is defined, theories are called laws.

Duality concept of life is identical to AI, GAN networks, and basic algorithm

12/31/2018 12:29:45 PM vetgeek85027 Could you tell us, which SYFY movies/tv/shows...have some or all truths?

12/31/2018 12:30:03 PM rick_hernandez I understand. Thank you. I wasn’t thinking of your response in that way.

12/31/2018 12:31:21 PM daveschroeder18  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1066443123918860288.html …

12/31/2018 12:33:11 PM sixbennetts Excellent, thanks! That thread didn't turn up in my searches. Wonder why!

12/31/2018 12:33:17 PM jamesco69259865 How the hell does you sole vibrate, when mine hums

12/31/2018 12:34:47 PM rainmakermays If I may: research diotomaceous earth. Drink reverse osmosis or distilled water if you don't already. Perform intuition building exercises and set your 

intent for your pineal gland to be healthy and open.

12/31/2018 12:35:24 PM jonella_moore Fluoride, alcohol, radiation

12/31/2018 12:35:29 PM blissamerica Yes girl, yes!❤️

12/31/2018 12:36:23 PM maria59287036 Any occult things are demonic, including marijuana.

12/31/2018 12:36:39 PM blissamerica Yes, we need to be united. Not divided. There is no one and only one. We are all good.

12/31/2018 12:36:54 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1022684222887223296?s=20 …



12/31/2018 12:37:52 PM lbf777 Yup. The entire institution of school needs to be remade. Tips:

Shorten it.

Only include stuff that people use in real life.

Allow kids to pick at least some of their classes.

Mix different age groups together. Ask older kids to teach younger kids.
12/31/2018 12:38:05 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1035405938629459968?s=20 …

12/31/2018 12:38:25 PM roublisa Thank you! pic.twitter.com/FkYUuUDdjh

12/31/2018 12:39:05 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1035405938629459968?s=20 …

12/31/2018 12:44:19 PM john777lee Who really has a crt monitor these days ?

12/31/2018 12:44:56 PM jandydill True consciousness is a state of being without the ego present.

12/31/2018 12:48:25 PM blissamerica A lot of people in Florida look like that. I don’t know if they start to morph into it or if they just have a weird sect of reptilians here. I jokingly called 

them dindaours before all this.

12/31/2018 12:50:45 PM slaytheeye This is a mind job.  Trump's either a time traveler or he was read in on a plan a long time ago or both. Perhaps another explanation?

12/31/2018 12:51:45 PM slaytheeye Who coined the term "Pizzagate"?

12/31/2018 12:52:19 PM blissamerica Oh well.

12/31/2018 12:55:58 PM therealbigneum He supposedly smuggled out some of that element he was working on

12/31/2018 12:57:31 PM jandydill Maybe he knows how to channel the spirit realms and the God Source too.

12/31/2018 12:57:52 PM ascension_guide Element 115, Ununpentium, was originally disclosed by Bob Lazar, former reverse engineer at Area 51, Groom Lake in the 1980s. Originally written off 

by the scientific establishment as conspiracy theory, the element was added to the periodic table in 2004. https://www.matrixdisclosure.com/element-

115-ununpentium-moscovium/ …

12/31/2018 1:00:34 PM ascension_guide Follow the 🐇 pic.twitter.com/xlpmt4MLxf

12/31/2018 1:01:33 PM unidentifiedta1 Very interesting. Occam's Razor might mean 1) Trump was/has been aware of the human trafficking, and that Trump knows the power of words, so he 

spoke that phrase into existence in 2011.  Trump is then responsible for pushing the term during the 2016 election.

12/31/2018 1:04:17 PM decodematrix I don't think 45 himself is the time traveler. But he is in contact with time travelers. The time travelers are Pleiadians and his uncle John G. Trump.

12/31/2018 1:05:07 PM clockworkanon I would struggle to name an institution that doesn't need to be remade. 

We are mocked by titles. Stars in space have an identical function to celebrities we title stars. "Fake News" has a much deeper meaning than media.

12/31/2018 1:06:18 PM realaronbrowne @kabamur_taygeta Any thoughts or insights on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

12/31/2018 1:08:20 PM lbf777 Oh ya. Just to name some institutions that need to be upgraded from exploiting mankind to serving mankind include:

Hospitals

Schools

Economy

Military

MSM Media

MSM News

Farming

Legal System

Other stuff too. Almost everything.
12/31/2018 1:16:29 PM oo1o110 Is. Kabamur is back, btw...

12/31/2018 1:21:18 PM clockworkanon Precisely. Man has literally intertwined a world web that would cause any system reset to result in a mass ripple effect. Gradual change is too 

vulnerable to infiltration.

12/31/2018 1:21:41 PM ricky_merchant Read a high school chemistry book.

12/31/2018 1:23:43 PM brownsfancle He didn’t. He was referring to he and Sarah Palin eating pizza with a fork and knife!  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-sarah-palin-pizza-

fail-knives-forks/story?id=13743490 …

12/31/2018 1:24:18 PM brownsfancle  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-sarah-palin-pizza-fail-knives-forks/story?id=13743490 …

12/31/2018 1:24:35 PM brownsfancle  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-sarah-palin-pizza-fail-knives-forks/story?id=13743490 …

12/31/2018 1:24:57 PM brownsfancle  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-sarah-palin-pizza-fail-knives-forks/story?id=13743490 …

12/31/2018 1:25:15 PM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/1PDAr--9bfk  everything will be exposed everything

12/31/2018 1:26:04 PM roarquiet Blind sheep follow Majestic 12 narrative. pic.twitter.com/bHX6qdC9lh

12/31/2018 1:28:09 PM roarquiet Give me a few more minutes - I'm sure your misdirection will make sense before long. pic.twitter.com/JoqL87qN9v

12/31/2018 1:29:17 PM jewelrydistrict What for? We have instantaneous knowledge here on the interweb. Books are for geeks. Googling and going with a hyperlink on Page one is  where 

the future is at. Books.  Pfff. Get bent.

12/31/2018 1:29:58 PM djlok You are right!  Thanks!!

12/31/2018 1:30:37 PM ricky_merchant I wasn't relying to you, numbnut.

12/31/2018 1:32:11 PM blissamerica It cures disease, much better than big pharma. Expand your thinking.

12/31/2018 1:32:38 PM fowlreginald Ah, fiction is often truth hidden in lies.

12/31/2018 1:33:33 PM brittasbits1 I thought bob Lazar was "allowed" to come out publicly with certain information the Cabal let him have to the public. It was controlled info with some 

disinfo thrown in too.

12/31/2018 1:34:02 PM jewelrydistrict I know. I read books. I was joking. I get jokes too btw. In case you were joking.

12/31/2018 1:35:29 PM decodematrix Pizzagate has been going on for 8,000 years ever since Earth was invaded by negative ETs.

12/31/2018 1:35:36 PM maria59287036 The road to hell is wide, fools tread on it.

12/31/2018 1:37:30 PM ascension_guide Lol I’m not feeling the whole ‘read an entire high school chemistry book’ thing either. Took me a year last time I did 🤣😂🤣

12/31/2018 1:38:50 PM ricky_merchant Doesn't surprise me.

12/31/2018 1:39:11 PM djlok Hey, whatever works!  I'll see you there!  Hopefully we'll be doing more than just floating around in darkness!!

12/31/2018 1:39:39 PM thelynchtone The FBI wouldn't bother if it was a fantasy story by Bob. @SecureTeam10 what do you think?

12/31/2018 1:40:32 PM lbf777 I have been thinking about upgrading all institutions for 3 years now. I did a ton of research & one good thing I found is that once the education system 

and the work system is fixed,people will be very excited to go to school & work. They dread it now because they are exploited.

12/31/2018 1:42:22 PM xusaf_patriot Looking Glass?

12/31/2018 1:43:03 PM pauliepg11111 Thank you for this. For me it’s utter loneliness and alienation from those closest to me - who truly think I have gone off the deep end. So, I speak of 

none of this, which intensifies the alienation?!

12/31/2018 1:45:24 PM djlok I also wonder if it's common that many starseeds get caught in the addiction trap too.  I have been before and met a couple of people who I think are 

"other-wordly" who have as well.  For me addiction was about feeling like I belonged in my own body...literally.



12/31/2018 1:49:03 PM djlok You are not alone.  I could write a book on this process - as I'm sure many others could too.  My life has changed pretty much as much as any one life 

can change with the exception of terminal illnesses, famine, etc.  I was on a very bad path before #TheGreatAwakening.

12/31/2018 1:49:45 PM djlok And all those feelings you described....well you get a #metoo on that.

12/31/2018 1:53:12 PM thejtwilde any man of Trumps Stature would look for books and story's with their names in them. he could have named Baron after the Character in the book that 

being said John Trump could have figured it out by '85 before he passed. Got the books on the way. It is very mysterious & I likey!

12/31/2018 1:55:53 PM zagnett Something odd here. We're should examine the light in meditation. But we shouldn't go toward the light when we die.

How does one know, while in meditation, that one isn't actually dying? You went toward the light - oops, inadvertent reincarnation.

12/31/2018 1:57:03 PM helener2442 in Italy they eat pizza and all food like the rest of Europe with a knife and fork; sandwiches are open also knife and fork

12/31/2018 1:57:34 PM rick_hernandez I’ve learned we need to go inside. Some of my responses to others in here write themselves. The thoughts haven’t even crossed my mind until I start 

typing. Higher self? No idea, but it’s remarkable because I can tell it’s happening and I can watch it happen. I get out of the way

12/31/2018 1:57:39 PM froghounder False, religions have existed ever since man looked beyond the physical and into the spiritual. It's a natural function. Would you say the alphabet was 

created for control of the people? What about math?

No, but all have been coopted. Survival of those willing to be most wicked.

12/31/2018 1:59:32 PM totalbullshitur You are correct, well done

12/31/2018 2:00:33 PM froghounder Never forget the cabal are VERY religious. They are luciferians, in large part.

They created catholicism for those seeking holiness to worship before false idols.

They infiltrated Judaism, fooling 'God's people' into disbelieving his first coming. Spiritual genocide. Pharisees.

12/31/2018 2:02:21 PM zagnett DARK to LIGHT*

*Just not when you're dying. Don't collect $200 and go right back to jail planet Earth.

??

12/31/2018 2:05:32 PM djlok Also, if it's any comfort, if we have "gone off the deep end", we are all on good company.  I would estimate 100's of thousands and growing 

exponentially...maybe even millions are part of #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide.  Like we say- stay strong and trust yourself (ourselves)!!

12/31/2018 2:06:05 PM djlok I love your sense of humor and analogies!!

12/31/2018 2:10:02 PM djlok All these analogies to chess by #Q were going over my head...(actually learned chess today on a 4.5 hour plane ride with the sole purpose of better 

understanding the references).  I guess if Monopoly were the game used/analogized it would be glaringly obvious who Q is. LOL!

12/31/2018 2:10:03 PM function108 self-contraction,self-definition as separate.  devil in detail.

12/31/2018 2:11:47 PM clockworkanon The system blueprint is designed well, abusing the user and manipulating content have led to mass division.

Tradition is a difficult habit to break.

12/31/2018 2:12:39 PM unittzoo @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @55true4u @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic

12/31/2018 2:14:24 PM youstinksoap Are you guys keeping track of people born on certain dates or just certain IS-BE's?

12/31/2018 2:14:32 PM unittzoo @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @55true4u @Jordan_Sather_  Ready2fight

12/31/2018 2:15:37 PM mongrelglory It's lonely Truth Warrior!  I can't discuss "conspiracy theories", "Q", or "Donald Trump" with my Canadian friends (Toronto is a very Liberally 

indoctrinated city) and when I talk about ETs my friends politely listen and show no curiosity, waiting to change the subject...

12/31/2018 2:17:27 PM mitchom8 No coincidences 😏

12/31/2018 2:18:32 PM zagnett Ty! Emery Smith vid he describes some ETs sense of humor, which apparently can be awesome, but not at the expense of others.

i've always strived to find the right balance & find the bright/funny side of everything. Except when i'm dying of course lol.

12/31/2018 2:18:58 PM jastersally What a flash from the past.

12/31/2018 2:19:52 PM djlok My problem has been that I don't even pretend to live in their #FakeNews reality.  I lost a LOT of "friends", a spouse, a job.  The only people who 

remained are a few #WQKE friends and my family.  I'm lucky bc my family seems to love me no matter what I believe or know to be true

12/31/2018 2:21:20 PM mongrelglory That sounds like you've been on a real journey!  I've been on a difficult "life transition period" too. I'm starting over career-wise.  Hoping to start a 

comic strip about aliens/conspiracy theories as a way of using humour to entertain non-believers and maybe "soft pill" them.

12/31/2018 2:23:42 PM zagnett After that vid i was like oh f*** yeah, this is gonna be fun.

Want to play a game? Yeah!

We should think of life as a game. Much better word than "simulation", which is confusing, scary, & inaccurate - which i think is why the cabal uses it 

instead.

12/31/2018 2:23:50 PM djlok For awhile there it was like "how much more can one individual take".   Now I'm feeling connection with others on the same path and things appear 

much brighter than they were in the horrible life before when I was completely asleep.I had a lot of people turn on me when I woke up.

12/31/2018 2:24:21 PM _girlmaher_ I have purposely written my whole life in a distributed human system for 35 years (letters then ad-hoc FidoNet). It was complicated before the Internet 

but I have always known I must do this. I have been wondering if bits of the Ingersoll books could change to transmit new data.

12/31/2018 2:24:37 PM djlok A lot of people benefited from me being asleep.

12/31/2018 2:26:14 PM mongrelglory Was on Zoloft for recurrent depression and anxiety (OCD) for decades. Just weaned myself off it last year but it was tough getting off it and I'm still 

plagued with lingering "sadness" and anxiety.  I think I felt like I needed a buffer from hostile family/people in this world...

12/31/2018 2:27:21 PM zagnett To me, T/Q/MJ are (subconsciously?) telling us all to LIGHTEN UP*! One of the main reasons why They really are all legit, i think.

*Again, just not when you're dying!! Still need clarification on this point.

12/31/2018 2:27:32 PM mongrelglory ...My father and older sister are/were alcoholics but I didn't want to go that route.  So many people in this world self-medicate in one form or another 

to keep going...including workaholics, shopaholics etc...

12/31/2018 2:29:51 PM djlok I love this idea.  A friend of mine who is also WQKE, but not on Twitter has been doing artwork as a form of expression.  Some of his work is...well, shall 

we say, bloody.  He did one piece of a lady with a padlock around her neck eating a baby and named it #TheCabal.

12/31/2018 2:30:23 PM mongrelglory I think the problem for beings that take the negative path (STS) is that they need "innocence" to feed off of...they truly are psychic/energy vampires 

the further down the dark path they go.



12/31/2018 2:30:39 PM zagnett There you go!

"Wanna play a game?"

12/31/2018 2:31:20 PM djlok I don't know why exactly, but I have a really good feeling about 2019 for all of us and for #humanity.  I know time is an illusion, but I really do feel the 

world changing and it makes me feel good!

12/31/2018 2:32:42 PM _girlmaher_ This is the exact plot of 11.22.63 (2016) w/ James Franco, member of the Abramovic, Podesta group of Luciferians who placehold the Antartica 

fascination and UFO Disclosure space. What is their actual position in the disclosure process, or the process to co-opt ufologist space?

12/31/2018 2:33:38 PM mongrelglory Hillary, like Putin and other leaders has been known to use body doubles...one being a distant cousin of hers who is thinner and younger with finer hair.  

 That was the woman who came out on the sidewalk without her SS detail after Hillary "fainted" in public that one time.

12/31/2018 2:34:58 PM lbf777 Unity is a big part of it which I have promoted a lot in the last 2 years for sure so we are uniting as we go. Also, we need to start at the path of least 

resistance which is fake news. Fake News is dying so we the people need to be the real news which is also happening.

12/31/2018 2:35:35 PM djlok They had me on so many psychiatric meds I was a walking pharmacy!  3 antidepressants and a 4th pscyhe med to deal with the daily migraines I was 

getting from the other 3.  Went to the Dr about the migraines and got prescribed more.  Threw the RX in the trash and flushed all the..

12/31/2018 2:36:34 PM _girlmaher_ Observed Trump through campaign/presidency. Unlike the Hillary show, we seem to be getting the same Trump. Only affect that scares me is his ~just 

seen a ghost~ affect of his first year in office. His meeting w/ Putin was last time I saw it. Given the U1 scam, I understand why.

12/31/2018 2:36:36 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the link to that website!  I wasn't aware of it, but it looks like good reading. 👍

12/31/2018 2:37:20 PM petitchevalb As you do, I have to go on Twitter to find people and answers ☺

12/31/2018 2:37:52 PM djlok Pills.  I went to someone who had my same situation and took a bunch of natural stuff to avoid seizures, etc.  As an added bonus, I learned I wasn't 

even really depressed.  I needed to change things in my life not take more meds.

12/31/2018 2:39:50 PM rick_hernandez Wait! Trump mentioned pizzagate in 2011? pic.twitter.com/8ppk6Cokn3

12/31/2018 2:40:20 PM tisontherise When I saw this post, I just sat down and started watching Bobs 2018 movie. U seem to know what ur talking about but when was he raided? This 

picture is from the first 5 minutes in the Documentary? pic.twitter.com/QHfom3q5ov

12/31/2018 2:40:28 PM rick_hernandez It wasn’t

12/31/2018 2:40:54 PM djlok Happy New Year!  2019 is gonna be Majestic...I can feel it!!  😀

12/31/2018 2:41:03 PM 1_decided_voter That was a great mini-series!

12/31/2018 2:42:39 PM tisontherise From the first 5 minutes of his 2018 Documentary. pic.twitter.com/KMx8WBbqsN

12/31/2018 2:45:03 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/sq6kSQ8aB6

12/31/2018 2:46:33 PM vintagesquirrel Got the book (3-in-1) for Christmas.

12/31/2018 2:48:33 PM djlok When I was asleep I hated him so much!  Now, I'd take a bullet or two for him.

I still can't get over voting for HRC. She hates the US so much! I wish I could take my vote back and cast it appropriately. I tried to make it right by 

voting only GOP here in CA during the midterms.

12/31/2018 2:50:56 PM dianecr22694755 Be careful who you follow and majestic 12 is a fake

12/31/2018 2:51:05 PM peacey_queen you just add up the digits of your birthdate

12/31/2018 2:52:09 PM _girlmaher_ Have plates been removed from the Mutus Liber as well?  And, if it has been modified, number plates have been replaced or removed? How many 

plates is it supposed to have? (Relating a question from an excited Mad Scientist jumping up and down when I relay MJ12 truth bombs he gets)

12/31/2018 2:57:54 PM djlok This is a great Graphic. Thanks for posting this.

12/31/2018 3:03:18 PM heartofgod99 603

9

💜

12/31/2018 3:05:31 PM missy968 Omg!!! Pizzagate hadn’t happened yet!!

12/31/2018 3:06:35 PM princesspatrio1 Power to the People.😎👊🔥 It's time to live in freedom and shine bright.

Happy New Year my friend. You are always shining.❤️🔥💥

12/31/2018 3:10:42 PM aahhhooohmmmm Some powerful worldwide energetic activity today at “3” am EST. This is from the Disney Wilderness Preserve, Florida, USA data station. Looks like all 

worldwide seismic recorders picked it up. Can you share more about this? pic.twitter.com/AD0czR6ibF

12/31/2018 3:11:38 PM sunspot406 For an alcoholic, yes, ego can be fatal.

12/31/2018 3:14:28 PM sageremarks "Robert Scott Lazar (/ləˈzɑːr/; born January 26, 1959) claims to have worked on reverse engineering extraterrestrial technology at a site called "S-4" 

near the Area 51 test facility..."

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Lazar 

12/31/2018 3:22:36 PM kuri99487324 That is a good reply. I haven’t watched the whole interview. However, I have heard the opposite, that Earth occupies a very important spot in this 

Galaxy, that makes it a frequent stop for travelers..

12/31/2018 3:25:36 PM worldxplorer1 I have heard both as well.

12/31/2018 3:34:46 PM vintagesquirrel Or like a surly teenager 😁

12/31/2018 3:38:38 PM brownsfancle He sarcastically referred to it as Pizzagate

12/31/2018 3:40:17 PM wwtravelr Red pill 'em til it hurts ! :-)

12/31/2018 3:41:09 PM lori_dee1 Great thank you! 💖🙏

12/31/2018 3:42:23 PM vintagesquirrel I'm befuddled also. Certainly we should strive to be our best self, unique and introspective. What am I missing?

12/31/2018 3:43:07 PM texan61rex What gets me is how the creator of the Simpson's had shows about stuff years before it happen.

12/31/2018 3:43:14 PM mongrelglory I think you could use the analogy that we're like an Alaskan outpost where people come to stock up on supplies (and genetics) before they portal to 

another galaxy.  While the Domain would be like Europe where people have lots of culture/places to go etc...so rarely visit Alaska.

12/31/2018 3:44:02 PM freestateojones Incredible.

12/31/2018 3:45:29 PM sorgfelt I see a scary smiley face in the Q.

12/31/2018 3:47:25 PM sehvehn i have been thinking about it for quite some time. with this little nudge, i think i finally understand....but it wouldnt be right for me to tell you what your 

ego is as i think its something we have to figure out to actually feel it and know it on the inside.

12/31/2018 3:48:36 PM laurabusse Let it go. She lost. It's all good :-) doesn't matter now. Turns out it diidnt matter then! All that matters is what you know and who you are NOW

12/31/2018 3:48:48 PM mongrelglory Happy New Year to all of you too!  May the road rise up to meet us! 🍻

12/31/2018 3:49:42 PM sehvehn for me it has to do with reality, perception of reality, belief system, and idea of self .......with a dash of humble pie ...lol

12/31/2018 3:49:57 PM worldxplorer1 Happy New Year my friends!

12/31/2018 3:54:37 PM kuri99487324 Ah, you are right, it is quite possible it is like that. Maybe that is the reason why Earth is the last planet to be liberated? Or maybe their forces were 

stronger here. Around the late 90’s (Earth time) another planet was liberated in Procyon, it seems.

12/31/2018 3:55:28 PM vintagesquirrel Perhaps you are talking about a different meaning for 'ego' than the one proposed by Freud. People often talk of 'ego' as an inflated sense of self. I'm 

referring to the ego, as it relates to the aid and superego. (Or was Freud a fraud too.) 😮

12/31/2018 3:55:54 PM djlok Thanks!  Now if [she] and the rest of her #cabal #psychopath friends could be removed from the planet, the world would be better!

12/31/2018 3:56:15 PM vintagesquirrel "In a healthy person, according to Freud, the ego is the strongest so that it can satisfy the needs of the id, not upset the superego, and still take into 

consideration the reality of every situation"

12/31/2018 3:57:23 PM 1_decided_voter  https://youtu.be/g9fWtGdx_eI 



12/31/2018 4:00:48 PM laurabusse I agree. For me ego is the part of me that fears, judges and erects defensive (or offensive) barriers. The part of me that has to be "right".

12/31/2018 4:01:01 PM luvleebutterfly This explains my sudden inability to consume alcohol without getting ill after I began practicing meditation!

12/31/2018 4:04:12 PM laurabusse They say the ego is very sly, clever and does not take kindly to attempts to decrease or eliminate it. It will just find a new route.

12/31/2018 4:09:50 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Folks, will you respond to my request so as to enable me to validate the authenticity/legitimacy of this account  &etc., as 

disclosed?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1079541484154769409 …

12/31/2018 4:17:06 PM sehvehn i dont feel the need to be right but i will argue my thought/point/belief in a way that shares my perception/perspective so that if i am wrong it will be 

easy to point out for whomever im talking to so they understand how to show me their truth.....and then comes growth.

12/31/2018 4:18:28 PM blazer2k7 He said he was closing his Twitter .  He didn't find it entertaining enough.

12/31/2018 4:19:24 PM laurabusse Yes and i believe that will happen! :-)

12/31/2018 4:20:40 PM blazer2k7 Me.

Honestly older monitors last longer,  they just usually don't have as high a resolution and they take up a helluva lot more space

12/31/2018 4:21:56 PM adheysuk  pic.twitter.com/oOq8WxlZ44

12/31/2018 4:21:59 PM sehvehn i dont mind being wrong and appreciate when those who might see more than i see shares in conversation with me. sometimes i share my weird 

thoughts because it might spark conversation leading to something beautiful. the ego or 'need to be right' seems limiting to me.

12/31/2018 4:22:32 PM laurabusse Interesting question. Maybe I'm wrong but i can't think where needing to be right would be advantageous. Doesn't needing to be right therefore make 

someone wrong?

12/31/2018 4:23:03 PM blazer2k7 Huh. So they are responsible.

12/31/2018 4:23:35 PM laurabusse Respectful discussions are the best kind :-) can be interesting and stimulating...

12/31/2018 4:24:15 PM laurabusse Sounds wonderful. Agree!!! :-)

12/31/2018 4:24:23 PM cstarr888 The bible has changed. Lion & Lamb, now Wolf. Star Trek changed! Picard now holds a crystal in over 70 episodes. 

Mandela Effect. Crazy stuff. 🙏💖

 https://youtu.be/yZHSg61TvDM 

 https://youtu.be/HUFCyLvgNIA 

12/31/2018 4:25:12 PM olimyracle Happy 2019 Sirs 

💞 https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1076892983184764929?s=19 …

12/31/2018 4:25:40 PM laurabusse Actually my reply here was to a diff tweet...i hate when i do that.

12/31/2018 4:26:49 PM sehvehn yes. = ) thank you all for this discussion <3

12/31/2018 4:28:27 PM blazer2k7 Is  this a new raid or the old raid?

12/31/2018 4:28:46 PM laurabusse Actually there are many definitions of ego. To some it is simply the self. Deepak Chopra says you need one if you're in a body. I knew someone who'd 

talk about Negative Ego. Maybe that implies there's a positive one?

12/31/2018 4:29:27 PM laurabusse Likewise :-)

12/31/2018 4:35:23 PM sehvehn knowing self and truth to self seem key

12/31/2018 4:35:54 PM tammyredmond GOD BLESS YOU EKO 🙏🏻❤️🌎🖖🏻

12/31/2018 4:36:51 PM scott_rick Yes, following orders though

12/31/2018 4:40:54 PM mskeens1962 #HappyNewYear2019 You are not leaving us I hope - Need you

12/31/2018 4:42:43 PM laurabusse I see what you are saying. I think of that more as being true to one's self...in that respect there's almost no such thing as being wrong (within yourself) 

if you are acting out of sincerity and integrity...

12/31/2018 4:49:56 PM adheysuk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Happy New Year to MJ12, Q, President Trump and to everyone helping to bring Us from DARK -> LIGHT.

We are truly grateful for everything you are doing.

May everyone's path on this journey be free of obstacles.

#WWG1WGA

12/31/2018 4:52:48 PM unidentifiedta1 A basic search shows there was a "pizza gate" controversy at that time. Fake news. 

https://www.salon.com/2011/06/02/donald_trump_responds_pizza/ …

12/31/2018 4:54:35 PM ekotoons HERE TO STAY

I MADE GOD A PROMISE

TO MAKE MORE ART

WHILE IT MAY IMPACT MY

DAY JOB—NO MATTER

BECAUSE DEEP DOWN 

I KNOW THAT THIS WORK

SPIRITUAL AND PATRIOTIC

IS THE THE REAL WORK 👊
12/31/2018 4:57:04 PM vintagesquirrel Right? Those photos must be from the 80s

12/31/2018 5:02:44 PM mskeens1962 😊👊

12/31/2018 5:05:57 PM wisdomwell1 ThanQ

12/31/2018 5:12:03 PM warangel1111 Happy New Year EKO.. Cheers to the Awakening and the Akashic Records 💥🔥☝

12/31/2018 5:15:18 PM mskeens1962 My simple 🧠 can't compute 🤪🤯

12/31/2018 5:19:42 PM brittasbits1 So why are you following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  if you think they are not legitimate ?

12/31/2018 5:20:22 PM kuri99487324 Come to think of it, I have read that the closer you get to the Galaxy’s Central Sun, the more it becomes like a scene from Star Wars. Many races being 

close to each other, much to see.

12/31/2018 5:20:32 PM 222714ftw Yup222

12/31/2018 5:20:52 PM lambohodlr Also...

Maybe not much information contained within. pic.twitter.com/sqUNYnij4i

12/31/2018 5:23:43 PM warangel1111 Hmmm Akashic the rings?

12/31/2018 5:24:01 PM warangel1111 Like a big CD 💿

12/31/2018 5:24:09 PM george4papa Happy New Year from your friends, The Reptillians, Shape Shifters, Clones, Cyborgs, Grays, Chem Trail Demons, and of course The Homosexual Frogs!

#Qanon

#Q-Tards

12/31/2018 5:26:19 PM mongrelglory Talk about "biting the hand that fed him"!  If he ever discovers the truth about who orchestrated some of the serendipitous events in his life, he's going 

to be embarrassed! 😳



12/31/2018 5:27:16 PM ekotoons GOOD POINT

VERY SHARP

12/31/2018 5:27:20 PM mskeens1962 😟🍎

12/31/2018 5:31:48 PM mongrelglory From my multi-cultural, mongrel background, I think I would fit right in. 😃

I can't wait for the opportunity to see it, if not in this lifetime, then the next!

12/31/2018 5:32:19 PM worldxplorer1 I want to be a part of that!  It sounds amazing! pic.twitter.com/68XPe7B3VM

12/31/2018 5:35:04 PM mskeens1962 Thank you - @WarAngel1111 has me going on Akashic Records now 🙃

12/31/2018 5:37:23 PM brittasbits1 You don't need to counteract on my behalf. I am quite capable of seeing and making up my own mind on information I receive from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

. You help yourself and let people come to their own conclusions thanks. This is what got us into this mess in the first place.

12/31/2018 5:40:33 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 have said that some ancient sites (like the Ziggurat of Ur in Iraq) were launch pads for space-faring vehicles.

12/31/2018 5:44:04 PM john777lee It just looks like some old stock photos for a ruse to me ?

12/31/2018 5:44:31 PM mongrelglory I used to admire his gracious way of dealing with people he didn't agree with. I guess he's going through some ego "growing pains" now.  Hopefully it's 

temporary.

12/31/2018 5:45:08 PM warangel1111 Glad .. Happy New Year ❤️💥

12/31/2018 5:45:25 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://fansided.com/2018/12/31/fox-news-all-american-new-year-2019-live-stream-watch-online/ …

12/31/2018 5:47:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd Completely fascinating

12/31/2018 5:49:06 PM mongrelglory I still don't quite understand the differences between why a wanderer or a starseed would be incarnating here on Earth at this time.  Wouldn't they 

have similar goals of raising planetary vibration?  I've tried reading up on both but I'm still unclear about how they're different.

12/31/2018 5:49:06 PM oo1o110 You should step back and remind yourself that you really just dont know and have a lot to learn. We all do... and firmly held dogmatic  beliefs give more 

power to demons than you might realize.

12/31/2018 5:49:45 PM princesspatrio1 Dig Margaret. 🤗 You'll learn so much!

12/31/2018 5:51:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd I don't often retweet your posts....I am retweeting this one.

12/31/2018 5:52:35 PM mongrelglory I was just going to tweet the same link!  Must be psychic 😁

MJ-12 has confirmed that the Sandia crew are legit ETs.

12/31/2018 5:54:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Everyone hang in there...keep pushing light/love/prayer ask for protection of our president at all times. Give love to everyone you see, pay it forward. 

Don't be mean to anyone. Push love means to take the love you feel in your heart and share it or put it into the universe.

12/31/2018 5:55:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd If it helps listen to this song and feel the words

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOgFZfRVaww …

12/31/2018 5:56:25 PM cryptocrab4 YHWH or Yashua ?

12/31/2018 5:58:22 PM coryz34 I have been going through that document! Really interesting. I appreciate the link!

12/31/2018 5:59:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Feel the love in your heart, let it build, give it to the universe, release as much as you can. Thank Creator/Source and let him know we are with him as 

one, we are all one and we all want same thing....ascension. Let's do this, push love and light...love to all. Happy New Year. pic.twitter.com/zUX0SscKFl

12/31/2018 5:59:31 PM mongrelglory His popularity/audience did grow very quickly. He got named in MSM articles (were trying to de-bunk Q) very early on.  Raised his profile quite high, 

even though there were other Q "experts" like Neon Revolt who'd been around longer and were digging much deeper into the Q posts.

12/31/2018 6:00:33 PM nursewounds Barron?

12/31/2018 6:03:35 PM mongrelglory We should see if we can charter a tour after First Contact is made. Maybe we can get a group discount. 😁

12/31/2018 6:06:52 PM worldxplorer1 Count me in! 🎟

12/31/2018 6:12:34 PM djlok Count me in too!!  I'm easy-going when it comes to travel, I've been told.  Well, except for today when I was running through the airport like the family 

in Home Alone trying not to miss a flight home!!   I was up too late last night trying to understand things (aka rabbit hole).

12/31/2018 6:13:38 PM djlok I won't do that on this trip though.  Scouts Honor!!

12/31/2018 6:15:05 PM worldxplorer1 You’re not inspiring confidence! 🤣

12/31/2018 6:23:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd Brilliant conversation, thoroughly enjoyed being a fly on twitter's wall. Absolutely brilliant.

12/31/2018 6:28:33 PM drewlaw411 Only time will tell.

12/31/2018 6:32:54 PM geodarts The story is both simpler (he did not murder several people and ETs were not involved) and more complex.   

https://sites.google.com/site/skyzabove/richards …

12/31/2018 6:34:07 PM horseofw Long time ago

12/31/2018 6:40:34 PM keith369me I believe they are similar...both chose to come here from another “ET race” One characteristic of Starseeds are that they are often very empathic and 

are here in higher numbers for this time...Wanderers from my understanding seem more “mission oriented”

12/31/2018 6:42:25 PM keith369me I hope others feel free to correct me or add to my thoughts, I thought it was a dialogue worth continuing.

12/31/2018 6:42:25 PM djlok I know!  If the ET's threaten to leave on time and leave me behind if I don't show up, I'll definitely make it on time.  Besides, time is an illusion!!  I was 

gonna some how try to work that in at the airport gate if I was too late to board, but I made it!

12/31/2018 6:45:39 PM connectedtomyc1 Key word being artificial.

12/31/2018 6:54:19 PM connectedtomyc1 Why can't you let humans live by their own free will without trying to manipulate outcomes/use them as unknowing pawns to do your bidding?

12/31/2018 7:02:20 PM davidroehrig Thanks, I'll check it out

12/31/2018 7:08:53 PM mapyourworld1 The same author, Ingersoll Lockwood, also wrote “1900: or, The Last President” in 1890.  It takes place at The Fifth Avenue Hotel. Trump Tower is 

located on Fifth Avenue.  If you read the description, it is eerily similar to the unrest happening now.

12/31/2018 7:22:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd Have a kid born 12-21-99

12/31/2018 7:28:20 PM blazer2k7 Possible.  No time to do the proper reverse image search ;(

12/31/2018 7:33:40 PM youstinksoap Indeed, well said! ♥️

12/31/2018 7:37:42 PM blazer2k7 Eh. Same excuse whistleblowers don't happen often enough.  Sorry but I hate when people fall into line or don't step up because of establishment 

rules. Especially when it's concerning all of civilization.  It's one thing

12/31/2018 7:37:56 PM blazer2k7 to follow chain of command for potty breaks,  it's another when you know MILLIONS/ BILLIONS of lives are affected. Fucking man up. Eat the bullet.  

Give US  Liberty,  or give us death- should be the famous quote.

12/31/2018 7:38:44 PM ppdotdll They don’t follow orders. They operate above the US Government. They don’t need the permission to do anything from anyone(even the POTUS), and 

can use any mean possible to achieve their goal.

12/31/2018 7:38:49 PM npc2019 Oh snap! Baron is the time Traveller! I hear he's really good with cyber 😉

12/31/2018 7:39:22 PM mongrelglory I guess it's their purpose or mission that I wonder about.  I know Starseeds can act as muses and inspirations for pivotal events/people in a time-line 

(like in the movie Cloud Atlas) and MJ-12 said that Starseeds had come to Earth at this time because of the nuclear threat...

12/31/2018 7:39:58 PM blazer2k7 You probably do.  Only difference is he's seen a few odder things.  But the man needed/needs a break.  He needs grounded.  To unhook from the 

unseen and be JUST basic human-animal. At least for a little bit.

12/31/2018 7:40:53 PM mongrelglory ...What are Wanderers here for?  Can they just be "tourists" so to speak or do they usually have a mandate to help humans on Earth like the Starseeds?

12/31/2018 7:42:24 PM blazer2k7 depends on context.  Context is key, always

12/31/2018 7:42:40 PM keith369me From my understanding of the Law of One Jesus was a wanderer...Tesla I believe as well.

12/31/2018 7:45:19 PM _00111111_ Whats worse hiding faces behind avatars or meanings behind words?



12/31/2018 7:45:50 PM mongrelglory If an IS-BE from a higher density decided to re-incarnate in a lower density (like MJ-12 claims James Forrestal has done), then does that make him a 

Starseed or a Wanderer?  I'm wondering if they're actually the same thing since MJ-12 has never used the term "Wanderer" I think.

12/31/2018 7:50:05 PM mongrelglory I can tell you how they describe "Ego" in Zen Buddhism.  They say to picture a big conference table with lots of voices sitting around and talking to each 

other (the constant internal dialogue that we all have in our heads).  Over time, some of the voices grow tired and get ...

12/31/2018 7:52:16 PM mongrelglory ...weaker and stop talking, while other voices get louder or new voices join the table.  However, there is not really a single permanent "Ego" that is 

"me".  It's just a collection of different dialogues over time as we go through our life...those voices are constantly describing

12/31/2018 7:54:36 PM mongrelglory ...interpreting and creating a picture of the world around us.  Eventually all those voices go quiet at the end of our life.  There is a consciousness, what 

we describe as the IS of the IS-BE here which carries on from one life to the next.  But the "Ego" is more of a temporary..

12/31/2018 7:55:40 PM mongrelglory ..."operating system" that we use to interface with the world during a particular life-time.  It is not who we truly are as a creative consciousness.

12/31/2018 8:03:00 PM mongrelglory So I guess you could say that the "Ego" is a necessary tool that our consciousness requires to manifest in this existence as an IS-BE, however, if one 

particular voice of the Ego gets too loud, it can drown out the reciprocal nature of the conversation as well as not allow a ...

12/31/2018 8:04:04 PM mongrelglory ...quiet space for the higher consciousness to experience, reflect. and create.

12/31/2018 8:07:50 PM toffer_anon_369 What say you guys about this?  http://www.danburisch.info/ 

12/31/2018 8:13:01 PM lori_dee1 Manipulation is not the mission of MJ12. The fact that he is just now learning about them should tell you they haven't intercepted free will. If so, they 

would have already don't it by now and accelerated his process.

12/31/2018 8:13:09 PM toffer_anon_369 ohhh are you referencing 12/21/2012 the day the world was supposed to end??

12/31/2018 8:14:05 PM giediknight aquatic ape theory

12/31/2018 8:20:20 PM keith369me Starseeds, I believe are here to increase the Earths vibrational level by just their presence.  Many feel uncomfortable in their Earthly vessel.

12/31/2018 8:22:38 PM cyrusth43542350 Did Project Serpo actually happen? 

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_projectSERPO23.htm …

--in the 60s, a group of 10 people were sent to live w aliens on a distant planet. Spielberg supposedly was shown the footage and based Close 

Encounters ending on it

Len Kasten's Serpo book was absolutely riveting

12/31/2018 8:23:23 PM richardbramlet6 Who do u follow

12/31/2018 8:24:14 PM toffer_anon_369 Just food for thought for y'all paying attention to the numbers. Tomorrow is 01/1/19 which is the MIRROR of 9/11/01.  MJ12, thoughts on this?

12/31/2018 8:25:36 PM giediknight is it ok to still use IRIX 6.5 on my SGI Indy? =)

12/31/2018 8:30:54 PM aumonemaison Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "PSA: Friendly reminder... 1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you don't know... use 

TwitterCI_MAJIC12 words here 2) Asking ambiguous questions that require essay style responses will be ignored. 3) Pr […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072341645729902593.html …

12/31/2018 8:31:17 PM cyrusth43542350 The Pineal Gland--what is the best way to decalcify it? And how can one unlock the pg's full potential? 

Seems to be a lot of conflicting info out there and any help would be much appreciated!

12/31/2018 8:33:57 PM laurabusse Very well said Michelle :-)

12/31/2018 8:36:39 PM kibbitzlaw Stargate Squads and Draco Squads in Iraq patrolling The Green Zone which was, not coincidentally, built adjacent to an ancient Babylonian Temple.

Saddam stopped playing along. Tried to go rogue and work with U.S. rivals to activate the gate. 

Welcome to why we went into Iraq.

12/31/2018 8:42:54 PM kibbitzlaw Here are some of the Stargate action reports leaked by @wikileaks

 

https://search.wikileaks.org/?query=Stargate&exact_phrase=&any_of=&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_date_end=&released_d

ate_start=&released_date_end=&publication_type%5B%5D=16&new_search=False&order_by=most_relevant#results …

12/31/2018 8:44:43 PM kibbitzlaw Incident reports primarily deal with enemy combatants attacking Green Zone or breaching security perimeter. 

As for the Draco Teams / Squads? I’ll leave that to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to answer/discuss if they so choose.

12/31/2018 8:44:53 PM connectedtomyc1 Oh, so you are privy to MJ 12's mission now?

12/31/2018 8:47:38 PM decodematrix I thought the stargate was located in the Green Zone in Baghdad. But I now have reason to believe the stargate was located in southern Iraq, middle of 

the desert.

12/31/2018 8:50:29 PM rick_hernandez This confirms his story is true. How do they deny it now?

12/31/2018 8:51:02 PM phonehats @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 happy birthday to the lion king 12/31 I really hope he gets what he wished for from his angels I miss him so much it hurts

12/31/2018 8:52:04 PM rick_hernandez Not in the same context of Weinergate and sex scandals. That’s what he was referring to.

12/31/2018 8:52:41 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the reply!  Happy New Year!

12/31/2018 8:53:31 PM mongrelglory Thank you. 😘

12/31/2018 9:00:07 PM jimhayzlett It’s a gift from off planet for Humanity to raise consciousness.  If you can’t understand these words, you may benefit by trying weed ✨👼🌎🌹✨

12/31/2018 9:00:53 PM maria59287036 You may benefit avoiding hell. Peace bro.

12/31/2018 9:01:21 PM jimhayzlett Do You Believe That You Are The Judge?

12/31/2018 9:02:26 PM maria59287036 No. I am most certainly not. That will be done by Jesus Christ, the son of God.

12/31/2018 9:10:16 PM jimhayzlett Then it’s our responsibility to accept others for their free will decisions, as long as they don’t hurt or take from others.  Peace 2 All 😇🌎

12/31/2018 9:12:50 PM zrickety Brother sharpens brother.  They don't have to be on the same page to share the same goal.



12/31/2018 9:12:52 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — ?

 https://twitter.com/kill_rogue/status/1079953520369889280 …

Also now, when are you going to brief Corey G.? 

It’s time.

#TechnologyParity #ParityAchieved #AnsharInNeed #NATSEC Priority: HIGHEST

#AvianOrigin: #Australia 

—RD

Cc: .@CoreyGoode / via .@kill_rogue / via .@QAnonPatriot pic.twitter.com/TV9UFAPqpC
12/31/2018 9:15:35 PM kuri99487324 Having 3 citizenships as well and having lived in 4 countries, I am ready to one day experience the busy parts of the galaxy.

12/31/2018 9:17:53 PM mongrelglory I think the analogy is meant to show the impermanence and constant change of the Ego.  The entire conference table is the Ego, but it's really a 

temporary confluence of viewpoints and perspectives that constantly changes from moment to moment throughout an individual lifetime...

12/31/2018 9:20:38 PM mongrelglory ...so even though we think of ourselves as "I", "me", that "I" or "me" is not really a constant, but is always changing.  There is a higher self, or Immortal 

spirit that is eternal however, and it can remember the "I"s of many infinite incarnations.

12/31/2018 9:21:36 PM yellahabibihela 1177 B.C.E. in Middle East? Civilization collapsed.

12/31/2018 9:25:12 PM jm19712 I was at TQ in 05 and had multiple friends/acquaintences in 8th Engineer Support Bn and interacted with MLG staff regularly all the way up to BGen 

Wissler.  That was call sign used by QRF or mobile ESB teams.  TQ was not near green zone.

12/31/2018 9:26:05 PM mongrelglory My nephew and I have lived in different parts of the world (he's really travelled all over and is half Japanese).  We've had a running contest of "Gross 

things I have eaten".  I thought I had him at "whale blubber" in Labrador, but he beat me with raw horse meat in Kazakhstan...

12/31/2018 9:26:36 PM richardbramlet6 Yah

12/31/2018 9:26:42 PM mongrelglory ...Just think how we could up the stakes of our contest in Galactic Central! 😝

12/31/2018 9:27:34 PM richardbramlet6 The galactic alliance needs to pick up the pace I wanna ride on our end of them ships

12/31/2018 9:27:51 PM jm19712 I don't have any insight on the why we really went in but I would argue that the info you sighted RE: TQ and 8th ESB are not related other than by 

name.

12/31/2018 9:27:52 PM richardbramlet6 One of them

12/31/2018 9:29:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

What became active today? https://twitter.com/euronews/status/1079700387945480192 …

12/31/2018 9:29:23 PM shamrock00769  https://twitter.com/Shamrock00769/status/1079968943857696769 …

12/31/2018 9:29:43 PM heath_jack 10 hours ago!

12/31/2018 9:30:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

What went into effect today? https://twitter.com/AP/status/1079904813712842753 …

12/31/2018 9:31:22 PM mongrelglory Though I'm vegetarian now...

12/31/2018 9:32:43 PM hackenburg_ That was around the time of the last great flood?

12/31/2018 9:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you attempt to protect yourself from what went into effect today?

Political enemies.

Untouchable?

Nope.

Barney.

CFPB.

IRS. https://twitter.com/AP/status/1079733177223204864 …

12/31/2018 9:34:00 PM kuri99487324 The new UCMJ laws?

12/31/2018 9:34:04 PM lambohodlr Numbers are a "universal" language.

Truth is within them.

They are showing there are 8 dimensions of numbers.

Levels of Consciousness occur at 3rd dimension, 6th and 9th.

Other dimensions of numbers are classified for now.

Earth is still on the first dimension of numbers.
12/31/2018 9:35:21 PM ascension_guide That AP thread is just filled with Trump haters and bots. Well, just bots, only the DS hate Trump. Does nobody realize that The Korean Peninsula is 

unified for the first time in decades? Railroad connected and both leaders are pen pals 👯

12/31/2018 9:35:28 PM mi144_ri16p3r EO#13818 Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption

12/31/2018 9:35:53 PM trumps_all Yep, thats why they project so many candidates.........trying to get the bullseye off them by hopefully claiming “my arrest is political”

12/31/2018 9:35:59 PM sixbennetts Declare yourself running in 2020.

"Oh my gawd, Trump can't arrest a political opponent!"

Many such cases. Sad.

12/31/2018 9:36:22 PM richardbramlet6 Comes out  bro did the we do this last year speak like a regular dude u know something say something quite beating round the Bush with that math 

crap

12/31/2018 9:36:38 PM daveschroeder18 Happy New Year from Peru Majestic12

12/31/2018 9:36:50 PM sentinel_17q New EO

12/31/2018 9:37:17 PM sontechnique I’ve had good results with arterial de-calcification using Serrapeptase but not sure if it is effective for the pineal gland.

12/31/2018 9:37:21 PM sentinel_17q There are no coincidences

12/31/2018 9:38:30 PM mongrelglory OMG!

12/31/2018 9:40:53 PM ascension_guide Into the LIGHT North Korea!

Happy #NewYears2019! https://twitter.com/reuters/status/1079753402245033985?s=21 …



12/31/2018 9:41:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 2019 will be a symbolic year of Disclosure

2 = Pair/Together/WWG1WGA

0=9 = Trust Yourself

1 = redpills / disclosures

--

3 = IS-BE child (unity + truth)

9 = Trust Yourself

Dates that coincide with 3 6 and 9 can manifest magickly in the matrix with greater strength.
12/31/2018 9:41:12 PM richardbramlet6 I don't do numbers well I do feelings and I use those feelings to transfers that pure energy into the world Via the web guided by faith

12/31/2018 9:41:59 PM richardbramlet6 Hey majestic got any pics of those ships

12/31/2018 9:42:07 PM decodematrix I remember something about CFPB was being used to launder money.

12/31/2018 9:42:34 PM karentriebel I feel happier already.Make life on earth great again

12/31/2018 9:42:57 PM charmanda9 Wow! Welcome NK!

12/31/2018 9:44:09 PM yellahabibihela 🤔 not sure. Eric Cline wrote a book on it. A few theories like climate change but no cosmological conclusions.

12/31/2018 9:45:09 PM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/ff3ie3ESbX

12/31/2018 9:45:32 PM pacu133 @LokiSullivan @40_head @CoreyGoode @david_wilcock @MichaelSalla

#Q #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

12/31/2018 9:46:32 PM jaiagtp LOL. BS. Your can't override prime creators will. He can take any soul he wishes back to him, directly to the spiritual world. This is fake news. You are 

dark in your intentions.

12/31/2018 9:47:25 PM podobensky It's as important as the Berlin Wall Coming Down

12/31/2018 9:48:06 PM lambohodlr Lot of "I this, I that".

Not conducive to Oneness.

12/31/2018 9:48:56 PM jaiagtp Yamaraj manages the destination of the soul after leaving its body

12/31/2018 9:48:57 PM ultra_unlimited Thank you for spreading messages of hope. I am so grateful for this account and the majestic reality it is helping to usher in 🥰

12/31/2018 9:51:05 PM jaiagtp This channel is an illusion

12/31/2018 9:51:47 PM jaiagtp This is bs

12/31/2018 9:54:58 PM lambohodlr 3rd, 6th, 9th days of month.

Basic numerology to calculate other dates that "co-inside" knowledge?

 (Month+day+year)that reduces to 3,6,9?

12/31/2018 9:55:26 PM decodematrix Dunes of color decorate the consciousness of all.

Harmonics are upgraded.

Frequencies of operations rise to the occasion.

Floral essences engage the masses.

 https://gaiaportal.wordpress.com/2018/12/30/dunes-of-color-decorate-the-consciousness-of-all/ … pic.twitter.com/XZsSCFW8ib
12/31/2018 9:56:59 PM decodematrix Thank you Majestic 12 for answering so many of my questions over the last year! I really appreciate it!

12/31/2018 9:57:32 PM lambohodlr If double digit day(24th)=6, etc?

12/31/2018 9:58:40 PM mongrelglory Wishing you a Happy and Majestic New Year!  Thanks for patiently answering all our questions!

12/31/2018 10:00:14 PM happykat9 Barron

12/31/2018 10:00:36 PM bbobbio71 Happy New Year Majestic!

12/31/2018 10:02:39 PM iamcldpatricia There is only 3 that I worship. I have died a number of times. I have been with JESUS, the multitude b4 the throne of GOD. I have been to hell. JESUS 

taught me. Father & Son wanted me to return for set destiny. I learned bible after not b4 death. How do you explain?

12/31/2018 10:07:33 PM jaspony1 The un"holy see" has been hiding truth from us for centuries... What can uncovered hidden truths? Light!!! Dark to Light

12/31/2018 10:10:02 PM jaspony1 2+0+1+9 = 12 = 1+2 = 3

12/31/2018 10:11:48 PM jaspony1 Lucky 7's 

7+7+7 = 21 = 2+1 = 3

12/31/2018 10:17:55 PM universalrisin A mass meditation is planned this month to help bring about the event and disclosure. The more who meditate, the stronger the will to manifest the 

event will be! May you all bask in Universal Light!! :) https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1077102213451767808?s=21 …

12/31/2018 10:19:19 PM tenn_rich Who said Trump would be arresting them? Don’t you remember the Dems told him he couldn’t have anything to do with the DoJ?

12/31/2018 10:21:00 PM ascension_guide You can also look at 12,15,18 as the higher ‘octave’ of 3-6-9. Higher octaves typically have the same quality of its base, but include an element of 

completion and graduation to a higher level.

12/31/2018 10:23:07 PM daveschroeder18 9

12/31/2018 10:26:46 PM cjptrsn Barney....Barney Frank? pic.twitter.com/iS7QKKyCzE

12/31/2018 10:32:47 PM natureinspace What does IS-BE mean? I tried looking it up but couldn't really find anything. Thank you.

12/31/2018 10:38:26 PM joveqs March, June, September big events?

12/31/2018 10:46:57 PM sentinel_17q Happy New year Mj12

12/31/2018 10:54:50 PM mcgwyneth Find IS-BE definition in Alien Interview - book (with lots of footnotes) or just text online.

12/31/2018 11:00:37 PM jane44127383 Calm down before you hurt yourself.

12/31/2018 11:02:46 PM thetiginator No it's not. It's the mirror of 9/11/10. Idiot.

12/31/2018 11:20:10 PM zagnett  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ …

2018 Amendments to the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States

Also Shanahan as head of DOD.

12/31/2018 11:21:10 PM zagnett  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ …

2018 Amendments to the Manual for Courts-Martial, United States

Also Shanahan as head of DOD.

12/31/2018 11:25:52 PM zagnett Is that 12 AM ET (seems likely), CT, MT, PT, HAST, or AKST?

Oh well we can wait ~2.5 hours to be sure...

Godspeed!



12/31/2018 11:26:07 PM zagnett Is that 12 AM ET (seems likely), CT, MT, PT, HAST, or AKST?

Oh well we can wait ~2.5 hours to be sure...

Godspeed!

12/31/2018 11:29:55 PM lbf777 What is cfpb?

12/31/2018 11:32:37 PM lbf777 Let’s get some public disclosure ASAP. Many civilians are completely in the dark with woke people peppered throughout them. We need a jump start 

Awakening via trump.

12/31/2018 11:40:21 PM stevephillps81 Immortal spiritual being

12/31/2018 11:40:22 PM panama833009291 Right I'm sure you do

12/31/2018 11:42:50 PM lightseeker2012 Try Stargate SG1

12/31/2018 11:45:52 PM 1_decided_voter Does it have to wait until the shutdown is over, or can the fun begin already?

12/31/2018 11:46:16 PM islandofdelight @emerysmith33

12/31/2018 11:57:07 PM bruce89177878 Numbers of the magic of Tesla

12/31/2018 11:59:49 PM rhondanight 👃🏻⛲️👃🏻⛲️👃🏻

1/1/2019 12:04:02 AM islandofdelight Expecting more of a slow roll out with this tech? Something watered down at first then become more advanced in time?

1/1/2019 12:18:57 AM oo1o110 Circled on my calendar:

3/3/2019

1/1/2019 12:25:22 AM oo1o110 More than that. It's a Immortal Soul / Biological Entity. The biological entity has cumulative consciousness of its own, passed down through ancestry. 

The IS wears the meat suit, but has higher consciousness than the BE.

1/1/2019 12:27:32 AM oo1o110 But why?

1/1/2019 12:30:16 AM tammymckeever Isn’t the entire government corrupt?  Like everyone!  This move is no surprise any longer.  Old.  <Eye roll> - Just watched Smallfoot and the movie is 

about society being completely lied to and controlled, until finally someone stands up into full disclosure.  We are not weak!

1/1/2019 12:49:50 AM stevephillps81 Put better me but we IS becoz we BE

1/1/2019 12:58:20 AM voodoowarlord You see and experience light, but fundamentally photons have electromagnetic properties, the E and B  fields constitute higher dimensions. (E is 

electric B is magnetic) pic.twitter.com/sPUvrvPDM3

1/1/2019 12:59:20 AM voodoowarlord This is a image is a poor example because the peaks for E and B are synchronized, imagine a phase shift so that  E peaks at the B=0 and viceversa.

1/1/2019 1:05:05 AM voodoowarlord There is no such thing as a magnetic particles, all magnetism is the result of bound electric charges +/-

1/1/2019 1:09:28 AM worldgoneweirde These people often remember BEING their own grandparents as far back as 50 generations. They usually come from elite or religious families. They 

often remember the time before they were born. They carry a strong EME ability. Death does not frighten them.

1/1/2019 1:15:32 AM worldgoneweirde EME - Electro -Magnetic - Effect

1/1/2019 1:22:33 AM oo1o110 It's my understanding that all BEs pass their consciousness down. They meld in a triple consciousness - a trifold flame? 

1. Mother BE Consiousness

2. Father BE Consiousness

3. Immortal Soul Consiousness

Three consciousnesses blended into one body, experiencing being.

1/1/2019 1:24:15 AM worldgoneweirde Born 10-21-1958 at 10:21 pm lived at 2100 Olive street and was 21" long. How's that? Good or b a d?

1/1/2019 1:29:24 AM oo1o110 I've never understood ancestor worship, until I realized that I am my ancestors. My body is the cumulative sum of their existence - from DNA to 

cululmulative conscioussness. Human BEs, especially at this stage of evolutional investment, are ridiculously valuable.

1/1/2019 1:30:10 AM stefanofait I suspected as much and probably you already intimated this.

 Her image strategically destroyed by the DNA affair, she would not stand a chance

1/1/2019 1:34:15 AM oo1o110 The implications of all this are staggering. Paradigms of existence unfold that were previously hidden from view. Realities unfold that open your eyes to 

what is really going on here - and why human trafficking is the number one global cash crop.

1/1/2019 1:54:53 AM oo1o110 Think conscioussness.

Each BE passes their conscioussnes down to meld in a newly formed BE along with an IS. Three conscioussnesses form one BE.

1/1/2019 2:01:28 AM nullanon12 Nikola Tesla liked 3 6 & 9, He Said "Think in terms of frequency, sound & vibration" 369 hertz Maybe?

1/1/2019 2:06:47 AM oo1o110 Lightbulb moment.

Thank you. 

50 points to Gryffindor.

1/1/2019 2:32:06 AM myfanwy_72 Lol, it's a stock photo, from the 1980's 😁

1/1/2019 2:42:08 AM ialibertybelle Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, I think. The exact opposite of what it actually is. Well, I suppose it intended to protect Warren’s finances from 

consumers. 😉

1/1/2019 2:43:57 AM ialibertybelle That’s where Q research from the beginners group can come out n handy. We can show how these claims by the guilty were anticipated.

1/1/2019 2:47:54 AM stefanofait I am afraid he could not cope with the fact that, according to MJ12, approx. half of what #CoreyGoode claims is misinformation/disinformation. His 

loyalty is stronger than his openmindedness. Too much invested in such a narrative.

1/1/2019 2:50:32 AM myfanwy_72 Oops 🤗

1/1/2019 3:01:06 AM aurorasreality  https://www.thedailybeast.com/why-did-the-fbi-raid-the-home-of-the-biggest-alien-truther …

1/1/2019 3:34:20 AM diaptera_80 Sure, but are there still sites where anybody can travel from, if being there at the right moment? And are you referring to actual devices existing at 

megalithic sites? Surely these classify as the artificial ones?

1/1/2019 4:12:54 AM alien_scientist That's not why the FBI raided United Nuclear... 

Watch this and learn something:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3HEFlEsjKuY …

1/1/2019 4:30:39 AM sc70542739 Is there a plan after MJ12?

Disclosure=technology

First contact=consciousness Shift ? 

4 D ?

1/1/2019 4:50:18 AM blasto33 In the middle is GATEWAY to Intelligent Infinity.

#ZPE pic.twitter.com/OCmIYSrHLx

1/1/2019 5:03:32 AM mossman_moore With communication and emotion, is 'desire for the good' the core of the 'intent and instinct' vector?

1/1/2019 5:30:18 AM raisethevib369 1/01/19 =9/11/01

Don't be a dick.



1/1/2019 5:31:37 AM thericharddoyle But cannot when You can’t end it:

0 = 9 = 0 = 1 = I

But I can.

Only love can trump truth ~ and truly realise unity.

MAJIC = deserve

I = believe

In dualism, Light goes out. And in the darkness, Love steps in.

Nature is about to teach:

humility the lesson;

you will know me. pic.twitter.com/9Tz21USLpV
1/1/2019 5:32:12 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1080022345211727872?s=21 …

1/1/2019 5:36:32 AM keith369me They aren’t divided...only the sheep are

1/1/2019 5:39:53 AM keith369me Either run for president or run from the Earth?

1/1/2019 5:43:24 AM keith369me Tomorrow 1-2-2018 would be a great time to manifest majickly.

1/1/2019 5:55:12 AM thericharddoyle I am the last living descendant of Enoch.

Today’s descendants of the first humans of Mu of Deneb want the recognition and respect back —

for having seeded the very existence of humankind around 🌎 — only to come so close to being exterminated by the KM.

Seize the .va #library. pic.twitter.com/zoms4CkjJW

1/1/2019 6:29:24 AM voodoowarlord The 1st thing to question is the moon and the concept of "tidal lock" orbit. There is nothing natural about its behavior.

1/1/2019 6:32:40 AM stevephillps81 For infinity we be that is why we is, this moment now we've always be

1/1/2019 6:34:59 AM rick_hernandez Why use the name calling/insult? How does that help anything?

1/1/2019 6:50:48 AM edsantora Don’t forget property as the Vatican holds more real estate than most

1/1/2019 7:22:40 AM coryz34 What can you regarding people like Kim Clement and Mark Taylor. People who have “prophesied” many current events years before they happened.

1/1/2019 7:39:15 AM jollyrob2 Happy New Year! Exciting times 😁✨💫

1/1/2019 7:41:15 AM ethereal_shaman Intention.

1/1/2019 7:42:15 AM countsatoshi Matrix?

1/1/2019 7:45:49 AM toffer_anon_369 0+1=?

1/1/2019 8:06:55 AM darkqlight She is just in the exploratory phase so I don't think she's actually announced a run.

1/1/2019 8:31:35 AM djlok Time to look through some Executive Orders!

1/1/2019 8:36:50 AM thetiginator Oh so you were supposed to add those two numbers and then put a 0 in front? 🤣🤣

Anyone that plays these sort of numbers games and thinks that they mean something is an idiot, plain and simple.

1/1/2019 8:37:51 AM keith369me Happy Majestic New Year!  2019 will be Majestic...I can feel it already with brain changes and nearly constant Eagle 🦅 sightings at very low altitudes 

today.

1/1/2019 8:38:37 AM thetiginator Because people who play number games like this and think they mean something are morons. This is internet, where idiocy is called out harshly.

1/1/2019 8:39:34 AM thetiginator Oh so the month should be just '1' but the day should be '01' instead. 🤣🤣 Do you not see how moronic this shit is? Seriously?

1/1/2019 8:49:32 AM mittie712 Followed Popes for years, back even before John Paul died, which was fishy.  Watched them hold him up in the window, think he was on a board and 

made him to wave, he had been said to be unconscious right before this but needed to sign some documents.

1/1/2019 8:50:28 AM mittie712 I don't know, i just watch.....

1/1/2019 8:57:54 AM ultra_unlimited I believe this has been covered in past posts by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I thought there was the suggestion that Crypto’s would last but bitcoin was not 

coming back up.. forgive me if I’m wrong but that was my recollection

1/1/2019 9:04:24 AM reportgoldfish Sydney Biddlebarrow

1/1/2019 9:04:41 AM djlok Introducing the Majestic 12 Twitter profile and tweets that are teaching us.  But you already know that. Just saying it for those following along.

1/1/2019 9:05:31 AM djlok Me too. I'm like, what the hell am I supposed to do with this information?

1/1/2019 9:09:05 AM warangel1111 So did she? 😁 Love the colorful camo coat..Happy New Year EKO

1/1/2019 9:10:06 AM mskeens1962 Oh how awesome it would be to see a whale - I have spent much time watching pic.twitter.com/hSQZZmSu9R

1/1/2019 9:11:13 AM missy968 Yes I just loaded the book about Baron trump too

1/1/2019 9:12:02 AM mitchom8 I’ve not read the book let me know how it goes if you don’t mind. The similarities are amazing!

1/1/2019 9:13:23 AM catharenne You are very perceptive

1/1/2019 9:13:48 AM listening4his Story in pictures. 

Someday a graphic novel?

1/1/2019 9:13:53 AM reportgoldfish Will there be disclosure of USAP DOC platforms? Was yellow book used to create yellow fruit?

1/1/2019 9:21:27 AM missy968 I was born 9/12/1968 and that is probably the most exciting thing about me.

1/1/2019 9:23:04 AM missy968 Got the audible version so I can listen at work. Sometimes I’m not able to focus my attention long enough to read a book. I’m working on that though. 

A bit of a resolution.

1/1/2019 9:38:00 AM reportgoldfish Harmonics..... overtone series.....golden mean

1/1/2019 9:42:00 AM mitchom8 I’m the same lol actually prefer a video or an audio book 😂

1/1/2019 9:43:23 AM ekotoons SOON BUT TWITTER-NOVEL?

1/1/2019 9:47:39 AM jeff57253103 Hear what Eko?

1/1/2019 9:51:36 AM decodematrix I would not buy any crypto currencies. New currency is coming which is gold/asset-backed. USD (United States Dollars) will be gone. USTN (United 

States Treasury Notes) are coming.

1/1/2019 9:53:00 AM listening4his That too.

You have talent.

Another novelist like the guy who created Tin tin

1/1/2019 9:57:04 AM djlok Well I've said before with all the information we are learning, it would not shock me if at some point we learn the Enquirer was more real news than 

CNN!!

1/1/2019 9:59:08 AM integratedwebuk John Titor?

1/1/2019 10:06:17 AM mongrelglory It's strange because Corey Goode's testimony (which I follow) needs to be taken mostly on faith, using discernment as well.  It would be easy for 

someone to call it a Larp, but Jordan seems to accept it, or at least doesn't call him out on it.  Cognitive dissonance I guess. 🤷♀️

1/1/2019 10:12:09 AM freedreamer00 Likely a group of satanists who think they are more important than they really are.

1/1/2019 10:16:42 AM stefanofait I guess nobody likes to be used as a tool. Being groomed while unaware of it is demeaning. But of course we live in strange times and under extreme 

conditions. It could have been the only way to keep them both alive, for all I know.



1/1/2019 10:25:11 AM ekotoons HERGÉ pic.twitter.com/F00NGZx3Wu

1/1/2019 10:48:21 AM djlok I got caught in the addiction trap bc I didn't trust myself. When plagued with self-doubt, booze and drugs feel like an escape.

1/1/2019 10:53:06 AM worldxplorer1 Definitely battled addiction myself. It’s always been about escape for me. Learning meditation has helped a lot as I can escape in a healthier way.  In 

addition the more I meditate the less I feel the need to escape.  Like I can cope with life without chemical assistance.

1/1/2019 10:57:41 AM djlok Same here.  Fortunately for me today that issue has ceased with more clarity. And unlike some "recovery" programs teach, it wasn't just me that was 

the problem. Significant events and arrangements needed to occur for me to get out of the trap.

1/1/2019 11:07:26 AM toffer_anon_369 shhh #hushbot #badbot #goawaybot

1/1/2019 11:15:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 3:06 PM = 15:06 PM

^ = 9            ^ = 12 = 3

1/1/2019 11:17:09 AM princesspatrio1 If she heard it, are we more connected to animals than we realize? 

Maybe the whale sensed your presence and came to say hello...

The beach at dawn is so beautiful...hope you saw the sunrise!🌞

1/1/2019 11:22:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 09/11/2001 -> R2L: 10021190

01/01/2019 ->->->  01012019

NOT MIRROR (8 digits)

09/11/01 -> R2L:  010119

01/01/19 -> -> -> 010119

MIRROR (6 digits)

Powers of 3, 6, and 9?
1/1/2019 11:30:37 AM jollyrob2 Global CE5 💫😊

1/1/2019 11:39:22 AM thetiginator Roger that. Enjoy your insanity

1/1/2019 11:45:07 AM toffer_anon_369 Are you saying at 3:06pm we should form a meditation group with the intention set to seek justice for 9/11/01?  What would the master time zone be?

1/1/2019 11:49:41 AM toffer_anon_369  https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=RETURN+OF+LIGHT&iso=20190121T001111&p1=179 …

1/1/2019 11:50:10 AM sharond27756243 so basically, your sorting out the problem YOU created to ease your conscious/karma and every1 is praising you for the problem u caused in the first 

place?

1/1/2019 11:50:41 AM missy968 She thinks if she puts her name in the hat for presidential run, she will be untouchable. I don’t think that’s true if the indictment is for things prior to 

that date

1/1/2019 11:52:09 AM toffer_anon_369  https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-successfully-connected-the-brains-of-3-people-enabling-them-to-share-thoughts …

1/1/2019 11:52:37 AM keith369me It happened in the Eastern Time Zone....I’m in

1/1/2019 11:56:29 AM mongrelglory I appreciate you both for your honest discussions of the topic.  I will try to focus on meditating more regularly again as I had gotten out of the practice.  

Namaste!  🙏

1/1/2019 11:56:56 AM worldxplorer1 Have you ever noticed that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 always spells it Antartica?  Wonder what the significance of that is...  

Either can look at it like...

1) Creates an emphasis on ART.

2) Draws attention to the missing ‘C’.

1/1/2019 11:57:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion therefore which timezone you're currently in does not impact your alignment. Sometimes position matters AND time matters, of 

which it is more difficult to align, but in general, there is no such thing as a master timezone. There are Earth Chakras that help.

1/1/2019 12:00:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each planet have chakras.

1/1/2019 12:01:09 PM mongrelglory It's weird to think that there are humans from future timelines or higher vibrations popping in and out of our timeline to judiciously intervene and 

nudge our time-line in an optimal direction.  It's like hearing about ETs tinkering with our DNA...it seems so surreal!

1/1/2019 12:01:41 PM richardhiatt16 Which earth time zone? 🤔

1/1/2019 12:01:44 PM aprilbrown99 MJ12 has stated in previous stings the removal of the “C” means the removal of their Control.  Sheep no more.

1/1/2019 12:04:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 How has the legal landscape changed, just today that would bring us to this point? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1080180517528629254 …

1/1/2019 12:04:22 PM toffer_anon_369 It will be 15:06 EST in approx 2 minutes.  I say we all go do it RIGHT NOW.

1/1/2019 12:04:59 PM space_sloth26 MT's, 2019 FY budget, EO's

1/1/2019 12:06:15 PM listening4his Yep

Couldn't remember his name.

1/1/2019 12:06:59 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are the upcoming solar flashes (2019-2024+) going to transform our civilization 10,000 years in less than a decade?

1/1/2019 12:07:27 PM lbf777 I wonder what will happen tomorrow. Seems like something big might happen with the new EO changes and stuff.

1/1/2019 12:08:37 PM jasong8891  https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/12/31/need-know-these-new-ucmj-laws-start-jan-1.html …

1/1/2019 12:09:18 PM space_sloth26 It started a little after 12am

1/1/2019 12:11:18 PM rick_hernandez If time is an illusion then wouldn’t the intention of 3-6-9 be more important than the actual numbers on the clock? 🤔

1/1/2019 12:11:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion so ask yourself how do you progress 10,000 years?

What is time as humans experience it?

Why do humans attribute development with time elapsed?

What if your species was intentionally (by NTBE, EBE, etc) "flatlined" (re IQ/Intelligence)?

What if you freed?

1947.

1/1/2019 12:11:40 PM lbf777 True but today is a holiday. Most people are in bed resting from the new years. I'm guessing they will be back full swing by tomorrow. Many might not 

even return as they are in GITMO.

1/1/2019 12:14:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The numbers on the clock represent positioning relative to the planet's orbit that contribute to consciousness alignment.

What is time?

If its an illusion, why do we measure it?

Why do we measure time with what we currently do?

Who taught Earth about time?

Environment.

Illusion.

1/1/2019 12:14:05 PM sissyseesu 👀

1/1/2019 12:15:34 PM rick_hernandez Hmmm more meditation is needed here. Thank you.

1/1/2019 12:15:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No deals.

1/1/2019 12:15:54 PM keith369me 911 JUSTICE

1/1/2019 12:15:57 PM space_sloth26 If freed, age/time is no longer

Operation Highjump? 

What if hidden/ancient tech under the ice was "discovered"?



1/1/2019 12:20:56 PM space_sloth26 Roswell was also in 1947. 

A51

1/1/2019 12:22:23 PM irah_chandler So have many more of us.

1/1/2019 12:23:45 PM cryptocrab4 When I think AJ , I think of a lot of children from all over ?

1/1/2019 12:23:53 PM princesspatrio1 Are there no others to teach because everyone has connected and become one? No separation, unification.

1/1/2019 12:27:12 PM suecflorida With the exception of a few Executive Orders going into effect on Jan 1, I can't think of anything.

1/1/2019 12:27:48 PM ghostlnthemist Bingo.

1/1/2019 12:30:56 PM woodworkeranon Are they actually talking about the wall? Or is he reading them the riot act haha 🤔🤔🤔

1/1/2019 12:31:52 PM ekotoons THE SEPARATENESS

WAS AN ILLUSION

MODEM RESET

GREEN LIGHTS

BACK ONLINE

1/1/2019 12:32:02 PM fowlreginald Thanks, that was my next question, LOL

1/1/2019 12:32:30 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/cQELmNNCqC

1/1/2019 12:33:18 PM princesspatrio1 😎👍

1/1/2019 12:37:36 PM toffer_anon_369 The walk right into their own handcuffs.  Brilliant!!

1/1/2019 12:39:45 PM stefanofait I've seen and possibly live(d) one of our possible futures. 

Nothing that I would like to experience or have someone else live through. Nudging is good! ;o))

1/1/2019 12:42:17 PM mr_bone_crusher Remind them the Vacancy sign at Gitmo is lighted and tribunals await the traitors.

1/1/2019 12:45:18 PM marshahodgson I see Paloma has an illuminati signal going on there. Nice Vatican symbolism.

1/1/2019 12:48:49 PM gi6stars 3, 6, 9 = Tesla

1/1/2019 12:49:59 PM gi6stars Video deleted

1/1/2019 12:52:21 PM keith369me From blackmailed by the cabal to arm twisted by the Alliance...choose your side!!!  Service to the people or PAIN in Gitmo.

1/1/2019 12:52:24 PM worldxplorer1 Awesome.  Thanks for clarifying that!

1/1/2019 12:54:08 PM keith369me The cabal thrust time (and money) upon us.  By understanding what time (and money) are we break free of the cabal prison

1/1/2019 12:55:20 PM keith369me What role does “no deals” play with clones?

1/1/2019 12:59:11 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

1/1/2019 1:01:32 PM easterly_t Didn’t the Creator give us time ?

1/1/2019 1:04:12 PM coryz34 What can you say in regards to Kim Clement and Mark Taylor? They spoke of current events years before they happened. Who are these individuals?

1/1/2019 1:05:05 PM allahuniversal 1947 - 2019 flatlined/compressed like a spring. 

What if you freed/release the potential energy in the spring/decompress. Quantum leap?

1/1/2019 1:05:12 PM snack8671 Aliens...

1/1/2019 1:06:07 PM space_sloth26 I like this idea

1/1/2019 1:06:08 PM peterclloyd New EO takes affect. Now they have something to lose.

1/1/2019 1:08:49 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/PFbcGMC4ND

1/1/2019 1:10:19 PM searcher9090 Not saying it wasn't, but I think it was more likely  the same deep state triangle shaped UFO's that torched California.The very same ships that our tax 

dollars paid for.I hope I'm wrong.

1/1/2019 1:15:00 PM mskeens1962 My husband is my other

1/1/2019 1:22:16 PM iamyou132 EO allowing for military tribunals?

1/1/2019 1:25:02 PM cchef1980 Were No-Name/poppy executed or passed away? If they were executed, why were they spared the public shame? What about the rest? Is “no deals” 

real or mis/dis information?

1/1/2019 1:36:04 PM cchef1980 Time is just the dimensional quantity between events. Since time is relative, it can stretch/contract like a rubber band. We can compress 10k years 

worth of events into a decade if we ensure the same sequence of events can be followed. Likely by removing blocking entities. Yes?

1/1/2019 1:37:52 PM adheysuk  https://youtu.be/51eRu4AXLIU 

1/1/2019 1:41:54 PM ekotoons AS TWO BECOME ONE

1/1/2019 1:42:21 PM iamyou132 Whichever zone you are in. The measurement of time is relative to the placement of the sun at your current location.

1/1/2019 1:44:03 PM _00111111_ Like a magicians we can make dualities disappear

1/1/2019 1:44:07 PM iamyou132 Every being has chakras, no?

1/1/2019 1:47:52 PM ekotoons TEAM UP TEAM

1/1/2019 1:55:41 PM real_forerunner How soon? (Selfish side says the sooner the better. My better side asks out of sincerity for others)

1/1/2019 1:56:21 PM lori_dee1 EO's in effect. What better time to unseal indictments when the leaders are all together? Remember, one indictment can have multiple people named.

1/1/2019 2:02:01 PM slayerofmatrix1 EO originally signed 12/21/2017

1/1/2019 2:04:19 PM worldxplorer1 Well our clock is sexagesimal (base 60) and that relates to ancient Sumeria. That leads me to hypothesize that the Annunaki were involved in setting up 

how we measure time on earth.

1/1/2019 2:05:01 PM djlok Yeah they even taught us time = money.  Also another illusion and probably just a bold faced lie!!

1/1/2019 2:06:13 PM mskeens1962 30+ years

1/1/2019 2:06:24 PM cchef1980 It was a rhetorical question mostly. @kabamur_taygeta mentioned that some deals had to be made. 

https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1079701059377934336?s=21 …

1/1/2019 2:06:47 PM princesspatrio1 Congratulations! That's really wonderful. ❤️

1/1/2019 2:08:46 PM tammyredmond We all become One with the Source

1/1/2019 2:11:28 PM stefanofait Btw, Twitter keeps undoing my follows of you

1/1/2019 2:11:42 PM jsjs471 I always believed it was shot down. THE FBI  wasnt able to silence so many witnesses fast enough who saw a missile of sorts 

I worked for pan am in mgmt and we had lockerbie..to deal with. There was no hiding that cause.

1/1/2019 2:16:45 PM candycain79 @MikeBara9

1/1/2019 2:39:47 PM hackenburg_ Friendly reminder: all this talk of sealed indictments means that it isn't going to be just democrats getting charged, there will be people on the right 

who we never thought would be on the list! I sense a shock&awe event when unsealing happens

1/1/2019 2:42:05 PM alexandercody7 Need confirmation:

 https://in5d.com/earth-chakras-and-vortices/ …

Are those earth's Chakras in 2019?

1/1/2019 2:43:52 PM space_sloth26 Not MJ12's words, but free energy, world peace, space exploration, ET contact, enlightenment, etc.

1/1/2019 2:44:51 PM vindic8tr LOL. They look happy. Fake Pope, not so much!

#PizzaGateIsReal

1/1/2019 2:54:03 PM charmcityanon What if the LARP actions are intentional Disinformation? What I mean by that is what if you remove the details you find to be outlandish and focus on 

the facts alone. Perhaps the more "fantastic" theories are displayed to combat or slow algorithms that would otherwise censor the

1/1/2019 2:55:34 PM charmcityanon Underlying message? We were all drawn to these random pages for one reason or another and as we continued to read we happened upon others that 

claimed even more radical aspects but the underlying message in more less all of them has been the same



1/1/2019 2:55:47 PM princesspatrio1 144 days ago you emerged and impacted our lives for the better. Your art resonates Eko. Something about you glows... you're touching hearts and 

minds.❤️ Thank you for your work. You DO make a difference. 🙏

Can't wait for what's next...

1/1/2019 2:55:49 PM voodoowarlord If we have them they will be much safer in design and usage. And probably used more to transform matter, and eliminate waste than to create energy.

1/1/2019 2:59:00 PM voodoowarlord Imagine taking something toxic like lead and producing gold as needed. But engineered for foolproof safety and not budgetary reasons. 😎

1/1/2019 2:59:13 PM _chelseaproject If time is an illusion, how do we grow old through time? I suspect you mean that once time travel is possible then time can seem like an illusion. What 

should we be measuring instead of time?

1/1/2019 3:01:41 PM knightofmaltaus You are going to see many more changes from within the Vatican. However, the change you will see are much like these. The Laymen, Laywomen will 

be penalized and those ordained will maintain to receive cover. What became active was bad management, cover-ups and money

1/1/2019 3:07:45 PM southpaw816 Watching Bob Lazar: Area 51 and Flying Saucers movie now!

1/1/2019 3:29:42 PM mongrelglory I assume you mean MJ-12.  All for a larp? 🤔 What would be the threat?

1/1/2019 3:31:43 PM azangelranch Thank you Eko for sharing you ❤️

1/1/2019 3:32:12 PM fredrickdale53  pic.twitter.com/V7BeqfiEIi

1/1/2019 3:36:00 PM mskeens1962 So glad we met (Credit to 👁) - Love the Q Team - Do you ever name your pieces?

1/1/2019 3:47:18 PM cchef1980 Truth is almost none of us have all the pieces of the puzzle and dis/mis information is being spread. No one should be beyond scrutiny of logical 

reasoning. The more openly we all approach the pursuit of truth, the better we will all be. Labels should be left aside (larp/shill)

1/1/2019 3:51:13 PM charmcityanon We as in us you, I and anyone else reading and typing on message boards like this.

1/1/2019 3:51:35 PM jose_canyusi The wall isn't extreme.

1/1/2019 3:58:01 PM cchef1980 Well, a satanist cult that eats babies would have been considered horseshit just over a year ago. Keep an open mind and take the bits and pieces that 

resonate. A lot of it is likely horseshit... the trick is to find the diamonds in the rough through discernment/collaboration.

1/1/2019 4:01:03 PM jose_canyusi In all of recorded history, walls have been a mainstay for safety, security and defending against invaders.  You're now free to go further left.

1/1/2019 4:02:11 PM charmcityanon Lol you're literally here(there w.e you are in the world🙄)...typing...thus a part of that/this group. That or we are trapped in a matrix and you're a 

computer orrrr you're really me because I'm just imagining you and this is reality in my head well not really head because my

1/1/2019 4:02:26 PM charmcityanon Body would also be imagined

1/1/2019 4:04:19 PM charmcityanon Ooooorrrrrr your vengeful Sprite who likes to wreak havoc on the affairs of mortals. Perhaps your a shape shifting alien trying to throw everyone off 

the sent of the truth.

1/1/2019 4:16:43 PM ekotoons NO NAME

NO SIGNATURE

MEANING MADE

IN SPACE BETWEEN

ME AND YOU

1/1/2019 4:17:15 PM jose_canyusi What makes "that border" special?  We need the security and a wall is the best, time-proven and most efficient step we can take.

1/1/2019 4:18:17 PM jose_canyusi Take off your tin foil hat.

1/1/2019 4:19:25 PM charmcityanon Brah, If you can point me to one that would be great. Could prolly clear alot of this up xD

1/1/2019 4:20:46 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

1/1/2019 4:21:44 PM charmcityanon Sincere question. If that's not really the case and it just seems that was to someone uninitiated. What is your take?

1/1/2019 4:22:49 PM deerfield4570 What deleted tweet?

1/1/2019 4:24:16 PM cynthiamorrow8 My thoughts and prayers to the family of the Marine!

1/1/2019 4:27:17 PM rebel_yell_tex Pretty sure it is this one.

 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/ahead-times-square-ball-drop-u-s-strategic-command-jokes-n953416 …

1/1/2019 4:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

Alice & Wonderland. pic.twitter.com/u3zh7NRlLt

1/1/2019 4:28:01 PM lori_dee1 We have been conditioned to use clocks/calendars

Very limiting

If we were intentionally flat lined it gave [them] power & control over us

If we free ourselves then power is restored - sheep no more

Infinite possibilities if we are freed 

Roswell - 1947

1/1/2019 4:28:38 PM jose_canyusi The military can be called off at any time, immediately opening the border.  The same can be said for any tech solution.  Policy can cease to be enforced 

- we've lived through this for years.  But a wall. It's a barrier.  It's permanent.  It's a symbol.  And it will work.

1/1/2019 4:28:38 PM deerfield4570  pic.twitter.com/3OBC6sDlGJ

1/1/2019 4:28:45 PM 78503002 Traitor removed?

1/1/2019 4:28:48 PM linacovfefe Agreed 💯

1/1/2019 4:29:07 PM libertyspring99 This!!! Pretty please!

1/1/2019 4:29:30 PM richardbramlet6 I'm lost

1/1/2019 4:31:09 PM 1chericane  pic.twitter.com/pX1ZkzXy18

1/1/2019 4:31:21 PM pappapatio US strategic command tweet, marine dead in Barracks?

1/1/2019 4:31:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 233

CLAS

[🤡]

1/1/2019 4:31:54 PM 1chericane @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DrewWilderTV/status/1080131812867878912 …

1/1/2019 4:32:39 PM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/a-visualization-for-peace/ …

1/1/2019 4:33:24 PM keith369me I believe the deleted tweet refers to the Strategic Command: https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2018/12/31/politics/us-military-new-

years-eve-bomb-tweet/index.html …

1/1/2019 4:34:03 PM goyaeq Is Russia going to be the 1st country to release anti gravitic craft?  @clif_high has been doing predictive linguistics for years and has lots of accurate 

calls.  Either way exciting for humanity overall.

1/1/2019 4:34:08 PM turboxyde Classified Operation to neutralize Clown Op?

1/1/2019 4:34:49 PM nursewounds Was there already a trial and execution?

1/1/2019 4:35:25 PM fowlreginald There was a Marine shot in D.C. last night at the Marine Barracks. MJ12 is suggesting a connection with deleted tweet.

1/1/2019 4:35:53 PM jesperbirk5 You have my attention...

1/1/2019 4:36:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 US STRATCOM issued this signal today.

Implication was a nuclear weapon.

Apology issued following deletion.

Operations are active.

Marine 187 not isolated incident.

🤡 +🔦=👽👁💩☠🤖👻 pic.twitter.com/wTHTpxSAUG



1/1/2019 4:36:15 PM ascension_guide You sure you don’t’?

2 events=connected.

CO-INCIDENT.

Maybe you’ve woken up to the lie you’ve been told.

Why is it OBSOLETE?

Redefine.

Exit the matrix. pic.twitter.com/TXJSDt9NXO
1/1/2019 4:37:23 PM jose_canyusi Democrats had been playing both sides of the issue.  What Trump did was steal the winning position out from under them, leaving them holding the 

bag with the stupid, unsupportable position.  Brilliant!  And he's using it now to drive a permanent wedge into their party.

1/1/2019 4:38:54 PM charmcityanon I dont disagree with that at all. What I meant was in the gran scheme what does it all mean where and how have we been lied too how big is the lie 

ultimately what does it mean for us. honestly asking and trying to have a dialogue. (If pming is easier or preferred that's fine too)

1/1/2019 4:39:20 PM thericharddoyle From Courage, Knowledge.

From Love, Light.

Artefacts in consequence, just such as Light, do not survive the Dark without the Love and Courage that Creates consequence itself.

Priority functions in Humility. Light perishes in the zealotry of aggression. pic.twitter.com/pnR966XRFT

1/1/2019 4:40:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 When did we originally use 233?

Clowns try to get in front of a story before it is a thing.

Alice & Wonderland reference to Looking Glass correct. Not physically using our LG, but using RV and advanced consciousness to corrupt ongoing 

operations.

Cover was blown.

If only he knew.

1/1/2019 4:40:36 PM cynthiamorrow8 E.O

1/1/2019 4:41:13 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1079881433072717824 … pic.twitter.com/rsbcFbIam3

1/1/2019 4:42:15 PM charmcityanon Obviously this isnt a straight forward thing/answer I'm sure. just asking for your opinion. I'm relatively new to researching and informing myself of 

things of this nature (a few years) despite having seen known and felt it for much longer.

1/1/2019 4:43:26 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1078101670159155200 …

In reference to the FBI docs released about Weiner laptop.

1/1/2019 4:44:29 PM thericharddoyle Force + Mercy remain unbalanced on their seesaw.

Balance requires Courage through Love. Both depend on Humility.

This is the only Truth.

“...and those who were seen dancing were thought insane by those who could not hear the music.” —FN

Be Safe. Be Wise. And Be Brave 💫👈🏻 pic.twitter.com/rJvVk46XRB
1/1/2019 4:46:12 PM lbf777 Trump did an excellent job dropping gas prices by about $0.80 today across the country.  We civilians finally feel like we won something. This really 

helps us and I hope this is the beginning of a flood of winning. Stuff like this will also help win over the liberals overtime.

1/1/2019 4:50:22 PM lbf777 How far are we from defeating the clowns? It sounds like you guys have an upper hand.

1/1/2019 4:51:38 PM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/58Ld66CMkQQ 

1/1/2019 4:52:40 PM jesperbirk5 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 may or may not be real|fake|psyop ... "Do you believe in coincidences?" Q X 70  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080259350965506054 …

1/1/2019 4:54:40 PM thericharddoyle Cube at Burbank Skunkworks has now been obsoleted:

Please prepare to learn me: You need to.

Start here:  https://youtu.be/skpXfgVypEw  ~ Anuk/Enoch was/is of Mu/Lumeria ~ and Ra, here, as Biame.

#Acknowledge #Respect

#Reciprocate #Repeat 

A New Cube for a New Day: pic.twitter.com/XwbHHR3Nrn
1/1/2019 5:00:08 PM lib7473 Ah so that's Y nothing happened last night, [🤡] tried to delay things, using scary tactics knowing that VIPs mayB at times square to make some 

disclosure. I had a feeling that the Marine incident was 🤫ops, but now we know it's cuz of this FF tweet fr NYE. No rush,safety 1st!🙏

1/1/2019 5:00:56 PM _louisreed Did you just use a CNN link?

1/1/2019 5:05:10 PM daveo6145 @Ephraim319A how’d you get that photo?

1/1/2019 5:06:39 PM keith369me Lol

1/1/2019 5:07:21 PM purspectives_ #QAnon #GrewatAwakening

    Perspectives #WhosHoo

Who Controls Most Power Plants https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqtTEnhh844 …

1/1/2019 5:08:38 PM 1chericane This subject is too fascinating not to research these crumb drops

1/1/2019 5:15:15 PM skylarksound I know! Crazy. No coincidences here. 😉

1/1/2019 5:17:05 PM rawphonegirl How are these determined?

1/1/2019 5:17:57 PM paledarkpony How can you have motion without time?

1/1/2019 5:18:32 PM do_or_do_notty Off topic question....

where does the law land about crimes committed upon these clones?  

Are they also afforded equal protection under the constitution?  

They aren’t human so.....

Have any clones ever stood trial? 

just some random questions for the New Year

1/1/2019 5:21:49 PM hellouncledonny What does  #UFC232 equal too. 

What is @litecoin

Think Mirrors.

You have more than u know? pic.twitter.com/WtdkkVpU7X

1/1/2019 5:43:08 PM datruseeka You mean nuclear plants becoming gold producing plants?  Seriously????

1/1/2019 5:50:35 PM djlok I'd say that's believable that we've been flatlined.  Look around...geez!!

1/1/2019 5:52:44 PM xusaf_patriot Hmmmm...I  responded to their original tweet because, in my opinion, that is their *mission*...to defend.  Never would have guessed the tie-in to the 

marine 187.  Live and learn...



1/1/2019 6:05:00 PM epkman Nice #PeaceIsOurProfession 🗽

1/1/2019 6:06:38 PM epkman He knew, and, he knew he new.🇺🇸

1/1/2019 6:24:41 PM stoneturnr 9.11.01 [MIRROR] 1.01.19. If a big disclosure is imminent, today is a perfect time to do so. God bless all operators, and happy New year MJ12

1/1/2019 6:26:39 PM jo3_smith can you elaborate on the Nimitz incident?

1/1/2019 6:30:00 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1078101670159155200 …

1/1/2019 6:32:02 PM freestateojones 😎

1/1/2019 6:47:50 PM anonymouswizar3 You had a photo of John G. Trump on your profile page. John G. Trump, Donald's Uncle, was a physicist at MIT and is said to have helped Tesla. So 

maybe you're referring to him?

1/1/2019 6:48:04 PM freestateojones This is just what I needed to see today.

1/1/2019 6:56:02 PM davegbyrne3 Morgellan's disease is believed to be a result of Chemtrails. https://onehope2016.wordpress.com/2018/12/25/chemtrails-are-real-what-will-president-

trump-do-to-stop-them/ …

1/1/2019 7:12:46 PM warangel1111 August 10th.. Another Leo .. Love it ❤️.. I like your art too 😁 Thanks For the Inspirations and the Connections.. The Dreams Were Wonderful as well

 😉 Looking forward to what you Bring to US in the New Year.. Thanks for your Service

1/1/2019 7:20:45 PM islandofdelight Agent Cody Banks Nanites

1/1/2019 7:32:03 PM decodematrix The Fifth Element

1/1/2019 7:32:32 PM snack8671 I missed that one I think😳👀

1/1/2019 7:36:36 PM realproudmom2 NESARA?

1/1/2019 7:37:08 PM realproudmom2 Right 😂

1/1/2019 7:39:37 PM realproudmom2  pic.twitter.com/0XpoS24WIa

1/1/2019 7:40:09 PM realproudmom2 I’d love to keep him forever, but he needs a freaking break!

1/1/2019 7:41:43 PM islandofdelight John Trump?

1/1/2019 7:50:42 PM tru_believers In other words HRC is possessed by evil entities as are the majority of the ones in control. Satanism is all about attempting to control or allow control of 

demons which are part of the fallen angel army.

1/1/2019 7:52:23 PM tru_believers With Twitter's character limitation would you be able to recognize AI vs Human interaction?

1/1/2019 7:58:58 PM kat_pauner Leo... suits you both 😊

1/1/2019 8:04:07 PM gabrecken I like me a lion.

1/1/2019 8:20:30 PM islandofdelight  https://mega.nz/#F!AE5yjIqB ! is asking for a decryption key... Care to share?

1/1/2019 8:46:41 PM voodoowarlord Gold get your attention, but if there are other things that are more precious...  The important thing is if we keep the technology, it is used for good and 

done safely and not abused  for dangerous things and profit.

1/1/2019 9:01:23 PM gi6stars EO

1/1/2019 9:01:35 PM voodoowarlord We have to make informed decision, but we are not the ones who are informed. And the ones who have the most info might not the ability to discuss 

it amongst themselves. pic.twitter.com/bCAAaJ00Qw

1/1/2019 9:22:18 PM datruseeka And where does Q Clearance align on this hierarchy chart? pic.twitter.com/oLLhE9f64m

1/1/2019 9:23:40 PM datruseeka That technology sounds like it would be easy to fall into the hands of the corrupt due to greed & power.  It probably already has...

1/1/2019 9:47:23 PM qtpi3_14 146 days ago- on my birthday- I was reflecting on the amazing new friendships God gave me here.  I thanked Him for such blessings and was ready to 

receive whatever else he had for me this year.  2 days later, the next level of this journey began! Grateful for you, friend 👊

1/1/2019 9:53:06 PM kat_pauner Another Leo?!

1/1/2019 9:54:29 PM gabrecken Guess I'm just a lonely capricorn

1/1/2019 9:57:02 PM voodoowarlord I don't know. Is that chart accurate and acknowledged? The DOE is a civilian authority (Rick Perry) and they run our national laboratories. It looks like 

the security clearances and how they are organized is a secret itself.

1/1/2019 9:57:39 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/a7LboawRbQ

1/1/2019 10:17:57 PM zagnett There are stories about RV ("remote viewing"), of which there are declassified docs, & about "remote influencers" who defend secret bases by 

detecting those who RV them, and then counter-attacking.

MJ, is this the kind of thing we're talking about here?

1/1/2019 10:29:36 PM kat_pauner Surely more Capricorns about!

Does that mean I'm a lonely pisces?

1/1/2019 10:30:28 PM gabrecken Idk, I get along well with pisces though.

1/1/2019 10:32:04 PM warangel1111 Princess too

1/1/2019 10:32:14 PM kat_pauner Funny that... I get along great with Capricorns! ❤️

1/1/2019 10:35:29 PM kat_pauner Cap or koi?

1/1/2019 10:39:15 PM princesspatrio1 I'm a Pisces.

1/1/2019 10:39:46 PM gabrecken I dig the fish.

1/1/2019 10:43:05 PM warangel1111 😂

1/1/2019 10:44:24 PM gabrecken No offense to the lions of course pic.twitter.com/akb7O5MWaR

1/1/2019 10:46:20 PM warangel1111 None taken I’m enjoying the show .. pic.twitter.com/DHQJIWyyCl

1/1/2019 10:47:46 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂👍

1/1/2019 10:48:56 PM gabrecken You're lucky I dont DM and it's all public

1/1/2019 10:51:31 PM bevredwave2018 I'm a Feb Girl too, and PURPLE. is my Favorite color! 💜💜💜💜💜

1/1/2019 10:52:30 PM princesspatrio1 Mine too!!

1/1/2019 10:53:21 PM gabrecken Smh...why purple?

1/1/2019 10:53:54 PM kat_pauner Of course you are! 😎

I don't know many other Pisces. I seem to be surrounded mainly by Leo's & Gemini's

1/1/2019 10:54:02 PM bevredwave2018 Thanks for the nice stroll down memory lane here! Looking forward to the Q year with High Hopes! 😁💜😊💕

1/1/2019 10:55:34 PM bevredwave2018 Amethyst

1/1/2019 10:55:51 PM qtpi3_14 6koi? 😹😹😹

1/1/2019 10:56:12 PM princesspatrio1 February's birthstone is amethyst and the flower is a violet.

1/1/2019 10:57:34 PM princesspatrio1 I don't know many either. Interesting.

1/1/2019 10:58:14 PM gabrecken Primrose is Feb flower I thought

1/1/2019 10:59:03 PM bevredwave2018 Besides, its the MOST AWESOME color! Royal!😂💜

1/1/2019 10:59:06 PM kat_pauner Me March. Old soul

1/1/2019 11:00:27 PM princesspatrio1 True. It's the color of nobility.

1/1/2019 11:00:51 PM gabrecken Well December kinda gets screwed.  Birthstone is zirconium...we are like the fake ring extraordinaire guess they ran out of good ones.

1/1/2019 11:00:51 PM princesspatrio1 Old souls are wise and beautiful.

1/1/2019 11:02:07 PM gabrecken But you can pick anything to be your favorite

1/1/2019 11:02:16 PM kat_pauner 😂😂

1/1/2019 11:02:30 PM princesspatrio1 Actually both. pic.twitter.com/EVWtsnxaFC

1/1/2019 11:02:50 PM princesspatrio1 That's too bad.

1/1/2019 11:03:31 PM princesspatrio1 Purple has been my favorite color since I was a little girl.

1/1/2019 11:03:34 PM gabrecken I know, had a lot of fun in childhood.  Wish it were the same again

1/1/2019 11:04:24 PM warangel1111 I’m A July Leo .. Old Soul 🔥❤️

1/1/2019 11:04:38 PM bevredwave2018 I LOVE violets too! The wild ones!! pic.twitter.com/PyfNFOoJ86



1/1/2019 11:05:25 PM warangel1111 😂

1/1/2019 11:05:47 PM gabrecken I like silver best accents in green or red

1/1/2019 11:06:14 PM gabrecken Oh shit.  Shots fired

1/1/2019 11:06:59 PM princesspatrio1 All good colors.👍😎

1/1/2019 11:07:31 PM bevredwave2018 Me too Princess... And it always will be! I always have a LITTLE purple in my hair!! LOL! pic.twitter.com/VdYvkJR3Wd

1/1/2019 11:07:40 PM warangel1111 Age is Justa. Number.. My Soul is Eternal

1/1/2019 11:08:33 PM warangel1111 Bullet proof

1/1/2019 11:08:40 PM bevredwave2018 You scared me Cryp!

1/1/2019 11:08:50 PM gabrecken Careful with that.  I know you mean it the right way, but some sick people use that to justify what they do to children.

1/1/2019 11:09:11 PM princesspatrio1 Yes. Also lavender. 💜 pic.twitter.com/0wuGY2j2AB

1/1/2019 11:09:28 PM gabrecken Sorry best comment I saw tonight

1/1/2019 11:10:13 PM kat_pauner I can tell 🔥🔥

Strong flames from you 😎

1/1/2019 11:11:18 PM gabrecken I still think the best color to wear on my arm is @PrincessPatrio1

1/1/2019 11:11:20 PM princesspatrio1 Hehe.😁

1/1/2019 11:12:43 PM princesspatrio1 Maybe someday it will be.

1/1/2019 11:13:18 PM _00111111_ after hearing yall disclose ur signs so much more about yall now makes sense. Very interesting.

1/1/2019 11:13:22 PM gabrecken I had hoped this comment was for a different tweet, but thank you.

1/1/2019 11:13:27 PM warangel1111 From you too Kat .. 🔥🙏🏻

1/1/2019 11:14:11 PM warangel1111 😘

1/1/2019 11:14:36 PM gabrecken Thought you were there that night many disclosed them previously, think

1/1/2019 11:14:44 PM princesspatrio1 You are both strong, amazing women.

1/1/2019 11:15:44 PM princesspatrio1 Family is important. I really hope you and your brother get along again.

1/1/2019 11:16:23 PM _00111111_ This convo is so telling..... Astrologically that is

1/1/2019 11:16:24 PM princesspatrio1 Really? That is interesting.

1/1/2019 11:16:56 PM warangel1111 Awww 11:11 . Consciously  Creating 🔥❤️

1/1/2019 11:18:26 PM warangel1111 And you are

1/1/2019 11:18:41 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂 Smooth talker.

1/1/2019 11:19:08 PM gabrecken Capricorn born year of the ram.  12231991

9991

1000

1

1/1/2019 11:20:33 PM gabrecken Not smooth enough yet.  Maybe one day, just gotta keep working

1/1/2019 11:20:36 PM warangel1111 Awww That’s Qute Canada ❤️

1/1/2019 11:21:17 PM bevredwave2018 Its beautiful, but I'm allergic to lavender! LOL!

1/1/2019 11:22:15 PM theydontknowwe1 Beautiful collection of patriot art. Thank you for sharing!

1/1/2019 11:22:16 PM gabrecken If it's any indication hes trying to become a Canadian citizen as an American but not over politics

1/1/2019 11:22:50 PM _00111111_ Precisely

1/1/2019 11:23:05 PM warangel1111 Year of the Tiger for me .... What do you Think Now.. Think?

1/1/2019 11:23:38 PM princesspatrio1 Yikes.

1/1/2019 11:24:03 PM bevredwave2018 Notice I didn't say my sign?? LOL! Only my month!! Haha! 😂😂😂💜💜💜

1/1/2019 11:25:28 PM gabrecken Lion of the Tiger...yeah I can see it

1/1/2019 11:26:27 PM _00111111_ quiksilver

1/1/2019 11:26:36 PM warangel1111 Lions and Tigers and Bears .. OH MY 😂

1/1/2019 11:26:48 PM _00111111_ gemini

1/1/2019 11:27:17 PM warangel1111 ❤️

1/1/2019 11:27:49 PM arc339 Marijuana's THC, when activated with heat, boil for 10 minutes, drink tea, eating the plant parts too will enter carabinoid receptors in your body. This 

activates an entirely different nervous system. Use a pea size amount shred into bits, boil. Expect mild tripping up to 3 days

1/1/2019 11:28:13 PM bevredwave2018 Time for me to dip Fam! Hugz n Love to ALL!! Ni-Nite! 😚💤🌙

1/1/2019 11:29:18 PM _00111111_ Nope never heard before but each one is literally whaf i expected elementally speaking

1/1/2019 11:29:23 PM gabrecken That makes a lot of sense considering past interactions

1/1/2019 11:30:01 PM stefanofait I meant you, @MongrelGlory 

Don't know why. 

Perhaps you are being groomed? ;oppp

1/1/2019 11:30:09 PM warangel1111 Night Bev ❤️

1/1/2019 11:30:30 PM kat_pauner Yesssss! 😊

1/1/2019 11:31:28 PM princesspatrio1 That's fascinating to me Think.

1/1/2019 11:31:54 PM princesspatrio1 Night Bev.😘💜

1/1/2019 11:32:24 PM kat_pauner Goodnight fellow Pisces 😘

1/1/2019 11:32:26 PM _00111111_ Unfortunately for u i too am a gemini ...

1/1/2019 11:32:46 PM princesspatrio1 Lol. Hi Canada and Canadia.

1/1/2019 11:33:23 PM _00111111_ Likewise

1/1/2019 11:34:21 PM warangel1111 The Twins are always fun..😎😎

1/1/2019 11:35:04 PM princesspatrio1 Yo. Happy New Year! 🎉💜

1/1/2019 11:35:07 PM kat_pauner Totally agree with you.. makes more sense now.

It's very informative

1/1/2019 11:35:32 PM warangel1111 Y’all Bev is Aquarius..

1/1/2019 11:36:34 PM jonle86 Can you explain like your explaining to kids?? What's with the cryptic messages why can anyone just be truthful and open?

1/1/2019 11:36:53 PM gabrecken Gemini struggle with me.  Revolves around my un empathetic nature or what appears to be a lack of empathy

1/1/2019 11:38:23 PM gabrecken At least you've been giving Me good news, but these comments are gold tonight WA.

Btw thanks for that 11:11 comment. :)

1/1/2019 11:39:08 PM princesspatrio1 Is she? I didn't know.

1/1/2019 11:39:12 PM kat_pauner I thought she said Feb Pisces... Oops. Sorry Bev!

Aquarius is my soulmate!

1/1/2019 11:39:34 PM gabrecken Excuse me while I get my mind out of the gutter on that one.

1/1/2019 11:40:00 PM gabrecken That's princess

1/1/2019 11:40:26 PM bevredwave2018 Nite Fam!! My purple heart for y'all!! pic.twitter.com/Zr5RbOdENQ

1/1/2019 11:40:28 PM gabrecken Budum tsh

1/1/2019 11:41:00 PM princesspatrio1 😂🐡

1/1/2019 11:41:37 PM bevredwave2018 Nope! Haha! I just didn't SAY it!! LOL!

1/1/2019 11:41:51 PM warangel1111 Never know what your going to get 😬

1/1/2019 11:41:52 PM princesspatrio1 Ooo, pretty Bev. Goodnight. Sweet dreams.

1/1/2019 11:43:28 PM bevredwave2018 COULDA left tall hanging, going .... Huh?? Hahaha!! LOL!! 😂😂😂😂💕



1/1/2019 11:43:45 PM kat_pauner I totally get Gemini's for some reason...

1/1/2019 11:45:11 PM gabrecken I just dont swing back and forth.  Grounded completely know where I stand. But I dont judge

1/1/2019 11:45:41 PM bevredwave2018 Thanks Princess Off to lalaland for me!

1/1/2019 11:45:49 PM kat_pauner Nothing gets past Angel. NOTHING!!! 😂

1/1/2019 11:46:27 PM warangel1111 😎❤️

1/1/2019 11:46:47 PM covertress Chaos is a fundamental to the Art of the Deal.

Why doesn't the Matrix want you to eat meat?

What do sheep eat?

Eyes wide open. 

#carnivore

1/1/2019 11:47:00 PM bevredwave2018 Y'all not tall... But I was neaky!!

1/1/2019 11:47:19 PM gabrecken Pp will make you the maid of honor

1/1/2019 11:47:37 PM kat_pauner Like a true Capricorn!

1/1/2019 11:48:23 PM kat_pauner 😂😂

1/1/2019 11:48:56 PM podium_hawk Some pieces for you.

CStT had a guest on, retired alphabet, danced around this since he worked it. Shot down, wouldn't go into it.

Upper NY Limo driver kills 20...owner was CI for FBI to infiltrate mosques in NYC sell them Stinger rockets. Owner friends w/Dr. Ford (Kavanaugh)...

1/1/2019 11:49:22 PM gabrecken Thanq

1/1/2019 11:49:23 PM warangel1111 She said Feb..

1/1/2019 11:50:39 PM kat_pauner Too late for me 😂😂

1/1/2019 11:51:51 PM warangel1111 👍

1/1/2019 11:52:18 PM bevredwave2018 I did! Didn't ever say what "sign" tho... Hehehe! Till after you guessed😜😂😂 Love you Angel! 😊💕 Nite! 🌜

1/1/2019 11:52:43 PM gabrecken Nothing scarier than someone with a bunch of capricorns fighting behind them though.

1/1/2019 11:53:24 PM warangel1111 🖐🏻

1/1/2019 11:53:59 PM kat_pauner See??!! What did I tell ya?

I'm surrounded by Gemini's and Leo's!

1/1/2019 11:55:06 PM podium_hawk BFF, where Ford wrote letter to Feinstein at her cottage. Sat behind Ford in Congress testimony. 

BFF works for Senator Chuck Schumer

Ford's connected to FBI/CIA Peter Strzoke, through parents who work together (same dept) & share same lawyers.

1/1/2019 11:55:43 PM warangel1111 I know lots of Aquarius .. My Mother..For example.. Love U ❤️

1/1/2019 11:56:54 PM warangel1111 I love being surrounded by Gemini’s and Leo’s 😂

1/1/2019 11:56:59 PM kat_pauner Yep! 😊

1/1/2019 11:58:08 PM gabrecken You didn't need anything after surrounded

1/1/2019 11:58:49 PM warangel1111 Damn should I delete it .. 😂

1/1/2019 11:59:39 PM gabrecken Lol

1/1/2019 11:59:40 PM bevredwave2018 Awww... But honestly, I'm not an Aquarius!! Ha ha ha!

1/2/2019 12:00:06 AM gabrecken Alright GN everyone off to do the dreamwork.

1/2/2019 12:00:45 AM warangel1111 Well Feb is a short month Bev .. Either way your swimming with the fishes

1/2/2019 12:01:03 AM kat_pauner Aquarius are beautiful souls... honest, kind and loyal IMHO

1/2/2019 12:01:05 AM princesspatrio1 Bev you are such a tease. 😂😂

1/2/2019 12:01:27 AM warangel1111 Me too .. GN

1/2/2019 12:01:46 AM princesspatrio1 Goodnight CC.❤️

1/2/2019 12:02:19 AM kat_pauner 😂😂😂

Good one Angel!!

1/2/2019 12:02:59 AM bevredwave2018 Indeed!! 😂💋💕

1/2/2019 12:03:49 AM gabrecken A special goodnight to you princess ❤️

1/2/2019 12:04:10 AM warangel1111 💋❤️

1/2/2019 12:04:20 AM bevredwave2018 Yes! It WAS!! 😜😂

1/2/2019 12:04:58 AM warangel1111 Love u Bev .. 😂 Goodnight Love

1/2/2019 12:05:11 AM bevredwave2018 HUGS!

1/2/2019 12:05:33 AM kat_pauner Goodnight CC, Canadia & Angel 😘

1/2/2019 12:07:46 AM warangel1111 Cya on the flip side Kat Fish .. pic.twitter.com/FVuj4m1Aj8

1/2/2019 12:08:16 AM covertress They want you to be sick, compliant & reliant on big pharma. That's why they push veganism & vegetarianism to save the planet when they actually 

speed its demise. Prairie grasses that feed ruminants protect the Earth & meat heals.

[ http://MeatHeals.com ]

 http://discovermagazine.com/2014  pic.twitter.com/QFpSHFL0o0

1/2/2019 12:08:25 AM kat_pauner Goodnight Canadia (the other one) 😘

1/2/2019 12:08:57 AM princesspatrio1 Good night Kat. Love you. 😘

1/2/2019 12:11:11 AM kat_pauner Goodnight Princess. Sleep well. ❤️🙏❤️

Aussie's on the night watch 🇦🇺🍿

1/2/2019 12:12:08 AM princesspatrio1 I love that. 😎👊

1/2/2019 12:16:03 AM kat_pauner Trump says his administration has been working hard through the holidays... Hoping for a good show when the Dems get back! 🍿🍿🍿

1/2/2019 12:17:20 AM princesspatrio1 He's called a meeting... let's see what happens. 😁

1/2/2019 12:20:32 AM kat_pauner Ooohhhh... interesting!

How cool was Kanye's tweets today too!!

.... Sorry.. go back to sleep now 😘

Luvuuuu Princess

1/2/2019 12:22:49 AM princesspatrio1 Kanye is on fire and not holding back. He's free! Night Kat.😘

1/2/2019 12:22:54 AM kat_pauner Not me.. you and you and the rest of the crew!

1/2/2019 12:23:01 AM princesspatrio1 Night Canada. 😘

1/2/2019 12:38:51 AM stefanofait Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions is a satirical novella by the English schoolmaster Edwin Abbott Abbott, first published in 1884

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flatland  pic.twitter.com/xWBoDsAzlQ

1/2/2019 12:46:17 AM kat_pauner U tosser!

😂😂😂

Lol

1/2/2019 12:51:01 AM kat_pauner Fuckit.. baited like the fish I am 😂😂👋

1/2/2019 12:51:13 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂

1/2/2019 12:57:15 AM kat_pauner Cute but no

😂



1/2/2019 12:57:19 AM astol14334 😂

1/2/2019 12:59:23 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂 Kissie fishies!

1/2/2019 1:01:12 AM 1_decided_voter Curious if this "IS-BE that still exists and is currently on Earth actively aware of the Q movement" is aware of their previous identity, or are they just an 

anon following Q because it is compelling?

1/2/2019 1:20:36 AM awake369wwg1wga 🙏🙏🙏💜

1/2/2019 1:29:53 AM unlimited_being Clowns No More

1/2/2019 2:49:47 AM sehvehn project looking glass, time travel?

1/2/2019 2:59:14 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do USMC ss report to a designated contact? 60 years of space travel & RV before 6 yrs old. That is how Navy SSP does. But 

malevolent ET hybrids track & covertly war on me with military cia swarm tactics, asymmetric warfare, bombs, slanders, kidnapping, chrome, CSF

1/2/2019 3:00:23 AM adsvel Let say quantum structures travel. 😊 You can't see past events, if You already are released them, Your believe systems.

1/2/2019 3:03:19 AM sehvehn matrix

1/2/2019 3:03:27 AM sehvehn i love it

1/2/2019 3:03:58 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are military leaders aware of the Vril, Bafath, Giza doing injected thoughts, telenotic impulses, adrenalchrome, covert mind 

hijacking? One near me is toppling gov & has taken over local gov, feds, st, informnts. She is shifter & repto hybrid built an army, bombs

1/2/2019 3:05:17 AM adsvel Think level of vibrations, frequencies and resonance with them.

1/2/2019 3:05:45 AM dlnarch Where does that info come from?  What does 322 signify?

1/2/2019 3:07:06 AM arc339 My mother showed porn of me to adult men when I was toddler. She currently babysits so she can molest toddlers, babies. I was little when Girl Scouts 

met with her for 10 hours and altered her or replaced so they can torture me. Black nobility killed my father for patent.

1/2/2019 3:12:33 AM arc339 Other neighbor merc explosives expert trafficking nucl bombs, murder 4 hire, does child sex porn, launched rocket killing my dear beloved cat, bombed 

my home, his toddlers he rapes screamed to warn me of rocket bomb, they beg me to help them, they are all raped, CSF, chromed 3yr

1/2/2019 3:14:55 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know the ZR are legit, they heal people using frequency tuning meridian. Can I learn how to do this and help others? I will RV you 

my deets.

1/2/2019 3:21:29 AM covertress To retrieve laptop.

1/2/2019 3:31:11 AM ryanvanderbeek1 patent for what?

doc number?

1/2/2019 3:42:53 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/SBakerMD/status/1079459553111027714?s=19 …

1/2/2019 3:48:43 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/DietHeartNews/status/1080146453832581121?s=19 …

1/2/2019 3:51:44 AM sehvehn id like to keep knowledge of all my past events...even the unpleasant and unbarable ones. thats not exactly time travel, tho. riht?

1/2/2019 3:56:10 AM sehvehn to go to the past would de-rail me from now as well as transferring me to alternate past because of my growth im no longer attached to that 

time/dimention?

1/2/2019 4:01:44 AM adsvel Yes, Your emotional state do not interact with these vibrations. What writes memories short term, long term and where they settle down?

1/2/2019 4:14:50 AM adsvel There is infinite possibilities... There is no beginning and no end... 😊

1/2/2019 4:15:58 AM adsvel Exactly, NOW moment is very important.

1/2/2019 4:19:46 AM j0z0rpwn Research "The Gateway Experience" and the Monroe Institute. This is something that allegedly can be trained in people with the right consciousness

1/2/2019 4:38:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meeting will be in the Situation Room.

Will [D] think thats all show?

[They] know BS + Wall stop human trafficking almost 99%.

Why resist it?

What will happen today?

Eyes Wide Open

Gov is still shutdown.

1/2/2019 4:40:41 AM sleky19 👀  https://twitter.com/Sleky19/status/1079733977152475136?s=19 …

1/2/2019 4:44:14 AM mateuszwala Now I know what's wrong in this account. No credibility anymore. Sorry.

1/2/2019 4:45:35 AM the_realtruth18 Mass arrests?

1/2/2019 5:01:28 AM identityasxy .

Perhaps the negotiations will include 'other chips' to barter in exchange for policy changes.  Pain will come, but will it be publicized or via McStain-style 

discretion?   Smart

1/2/2019 5:05:15 AM again_censored Even better if this meeting was public.  All of America needs to see the facts they will be shown in that room.

1/2/2019 5:10:20 AM born_summer62 Something is up.

The Negative Trump Chatter is increasing....first Romney now Reid

DS is worried

1/2/2019 5:12:20 AM lp083061 You mean the #JFK Conference Room where these ppl sat and pretending to watch the #UBL raid!? pic.twitter.com/akjZeUA1KX

1/2/2019 5:28:58 AM keith369me The sellers are the DeepState.  The buyers can transition to legal marijuana...not sure what happens to those on harder drugs

1/2/2019 5:40:43 AM keeter1234321 Arrests hopefully.

1/2/2019 5:45:56 AM i_like_skis Live feed of the wall being built would be major troll job.

1/2/2019 5:46:52 AM anangelhasland1 Talk about a fun meeting!

“We’re through playing wit you, suckas!”

1/2/2019 5:47:52 AM keith369me My bad...the high end ones travel by private jet.  A wall won’t stop it, only breaking down the networks will

1/2/2019 5:57:35 AM movealongu  pic.twitter.com/HbiLK6BFts

1/2/2019 6:00:15 AM lovethebeach999 I am still astonished at the sheer quantity of “buyers” needed to keep the system going.  Humanity is sick.

1/2/2019 6:05:25 AM zagnett They will be arrested?

1/2/2019 6:12:47 AM cidarean What's the point of the situation room in this instance??? Why not anywhere else?

1/2/2019 6:15:37 AM ntwheel55 Trump should put sticky paper on the floor and catch all the rats ! That really works.

1/2/2019 6:23:12 AM george4papa your profile pic is of the orange anti Christ, whom you totally  worship

So who are the true Satanists...

#QAnons

1/2/2019 6:27:34 AM wwtravelr Agreed amigo. Info here is a huge Red-pill. ..and finally for the masses...if they so wish

1/2/2019 6:28:13 AM zrickety Sorry, snopes spreads false information.  They are the epitome of fake news.  My wife is a doctor, and, like you, she has been 'trained' by the 

establishment and doesn't believe anything against the narrative.  Snopes and google both have agendas.

1/2/2019 6:30:32 AM deedeerushforth Arrests whoooooohoooooo!!

1/2/2019 6:37:05 AM zrickety It's not doom and gloom, it's reality. Research studies are biased, opposing views are retracted, authors coerced. Lifespan has DROPPED for the past 3 

years. Illnesses like cancer are taking us out from long term exposure to poisons in vaccines, food, air and water. Wake up...

1/2/2019 6:38:45 AM jnest3 My hope is that this is about arrests

1/2/2019 6:39:26 AM zrickety Amazing how many reversal letters are written after opposing research is done.  You believe what you want.  You are only scratching the surface.  

There are millions of Anons who have been researching this topic and more, it's been crowd sourced.  Not a conspiracy 'theory.'

1/2/2019 6:41:08 AM coollattimer this is a picture of watching the 2016 election results.



1/2/2019 6:41:34 AM godrus Also exotic influenza's (the H*N*s) are dispersed this way, and fungal spores embedded in bacteriophages that can be activated by either frequency, 

moisture, or temperature. It's called #BlackBiology. #CraigVenter's field test post BP in Gulf of Mexico.

1/2/2019 6:41:50 AM zrickety I've also heard it's a carcinogen.  Does a smaller concentration of poison make it better than a larger dose?  Have you heard of the memory of water?  

@OnEdgeOfWonder did a great video about it.  Doesn't take much to have a lasting effect on the body.

1/2/2019 6:42:24 AM giediknight This link  https://wikileaks.org/irq/report/2005/08/IRQ20050808n2304.html … Says "Stargate 13" is the name of the team of soldiers. Not a physical 

stargate.

1/2/2019 6:45:49 AM zrickety There are sources.  Truth resonates.  I'm sorry to clutter your thread @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2019 6:46:21 AM wwtravelr Ohh, it's coming.  Prepare to b amazed with many revalations of the human mind

1/2/2019 6:46:25 AM matrixexit This pulls it all together including #Scientology. #Tyler - #PIZZAGATE #ANONYMOUS #AI #THEGAME23 CONNECTION  https://youtu.be/0zFZFkk19Hw  

via @YouTube #Q #TheRealQ @HandsGrandma @FrostSchaefer @FionaBa47662575 @Jotruck4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jerelee9 @paest @TPerplexa

1/2/2019 6:49:04 AM _vvoke_ Blah blah blah blah.  All talk and no action seems to be the real situation.

1/2/2019 6:49:29 AM ekotoons ARCHETYPAL

1/2/2019 6:50:52 AM zrickety Mudslinging insults, how creative and adult of you.  My wife sticks with me even with opposing views, it says a lot about both of us.  How dull our lives 

would be if we were exactly the same.  I will take all the luck I can get, thanks.

1/2/2019 6:53:25 AM 00loll0 I know fluoride is a neurotoxin,no I'm not a chemist,I don't want fluoride in my system.

1/2/2019 7:01:57 AM openeyes4966 I like the word " briefing ".

1/2/2019 7:02:14 AM wwtravelr I wonder if...: 

1. they don't show up...bcuz they're on barges to Gitmo

2. Show up...only to be arrested & sent to Gitmo

1/2/2019 7:03:51 AM gabrecken What are you Eko?

1/2/2019 7:06:44 AM john777lee They will probably be shown some of the people already in custody . Hopfully B.O., HRC, Brennan and Holder !

1/2/2019 7:07:51 AM ekotoons SEE START OF THREAD 🦁

1/2/2019 7:10:46 AM warangel1111 Meow

1/2/2019 7:12:26 AM gabrecken More lions

1/2/2019 7:12:59 AM rawphonegirl Will Antarctica presence be a psyop? https://twitter.com/LibertyVibe1/status/1066038474762084352?s=19 …

1/2/2019 7:14:32 AM qtpi3_14 Dats Lil Pup with him 😁 pic.twitter.com/DOA9FAso3o

1/2/2019 7:14:52 AM sabina06706427 Show me the science that says shrinking my pineal is good for my teeth

1/2/2019 7:17:25 AM sabina06706427 Have you ever wondered if science has got it wrong either?

1/2/2019 7:18:03 AM fabulousmndance I’m a 🐠

1/2/2019 7:19:58 AM georgeedwardca4 because reading tweets from

@realDonaldTrump

following @NSAGov

@ActingWhitaker

@SecPompeo

@RudyGiuliani

@SaRaAshcraft

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@Thomas1774Paine

@PrisonPlanet

@PressSec

is the same as television
1/2/2019 7:23:06 AM warangel1111 ❤️

1/2/2019 7:26:40 AM sabina06706427 I do have a bachelors in science by the way.

1/2/2019 7:27:45 AM warangel1111 Pisces?

1/2/2019 7:28:08 AM fabulousmndance 🐠yup

1/2/2019 7:28:54 AM princesspatrio1 ❤️👋

1/2/2019 7:29:01 AM sabina06706427 Also is this the same science that backs putting Lithium in our drinking water?  https://breggin.com/lithium-in-your-drinking-water-a-new-delivery-

system-for-psychiatric-drugs/ … #HandsOffMyWater

1/2/2019 7:29:20 AM fabulousmndance ❤️👋😘

1/2/2019 7:30:09 AM gabrecken Good morning 😊

1/2/2019 7:30:26 AM warangel1111 Gotta love it .. Read up in the thread and discover who else is 🐠 .. 😉 Morning Beautiful 😁

1/2/2019 7:31:59 AM warangel1111 Fire in the hole 🤔🔥😂👋🏻

1/2/2019 7:32:24 AM ekotoons PUP IS AN ARIES pic.twitter.com/rMzaJUGaSR

1/2/2019 7:32:51 AM warangel1111 More fire

1/2/2019 7:33:45 AM fabulousmndance Good Morning ☀️👋

1/2/2019 7:34:20 AM wwtravelr That's one option I was thinking. Unless they're already on barges

1/2/2019 7:35:03 AM fabulousmndance Nite nite termite 🌙

1/2/2019 7:35:15 AM _cropes_  pic.twitter.com/GHchhJXLJ8

1/2/2019 7:40:19 AM sabina06706427 No!!!  Studies are based upon what the research wants to prove. https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/01/22/does-fluoride-really-

fight-cavities.aspx …

1/2/2019 7:40:46 AM warangel1111 ❤️

1/2/2019 7:41:26 AM gabrecken I just cant compete with that towards war angel

1/2/2019 7:41:54 AM wwtravelr Correction: "all" may not ;-)

1/2/2019 7:42:07 AM warangel1111 Goodnight Annan

1/2/2019 7:45:56 AM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1080161737620537344?s=19 …

1/2/2019 7:46:14 AM warangel1111 😂 Yeah you are pic.twitter.com/iPSHTZFJ8v

1/2/2019 7:47:11 AM warangel1111 Morse code

1/2/2019 7:50:41 AM anbezedua Significant? https://twitter.com/gitmowatch/status/1080462978825236481?s=21 …

1/2/2019 7:53:08 AM zagnett Charges on the barges! Poetic justice!!

1/2/2019 7:54:40 AM rick_hernandez Please don’t expect arrests. It can leave you feeling disappointed. The situation room has a large screen to show live camera feeds from around the 

globe. It could be live images of the wall construction that’s already been done. Could it be more? Yes. But temper expectations

1/2/2019 7:54:45 AM kryan92185384 Runnin a pride on this thread. Love it.

1/2/2019 7:56:12 AM rick_hernandez I would temper expectations. That’s what we want but I don’t think that’s likely before more is made public.

1/2/2019 7:58:41 AM biggiantmonstr Because when things don't happen they can just say we got it wrong. Like how we all missed that code that said 2018 would be glorious and we 

actually thought something would happen in 2018. Or when Q said What do you want for Christmas and we thought it meant Christmas.

1/2/2019 7:59:05 AM sugarpak1 Keep up the good work!



1/2/2019 8:01:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd (Seems simplistic/unknowing, that's ok I have no ego) what makes "them" think it's ok to threaten innocent people with nukes? That's 

COMMUNIST/DARK/DASTARDLY. It's adult temper tantrum..."if I don't get my way everyone dies." That's not how it works fellow humans.

1/2/2019 8:05:25 AM gabrecken Lol you two ❤️

1/2/2019 8:08:07 AM gabrecken Annan and angel sitting in a tree...

1/2/2019 8:08:38 AM warangel1111 Morning Love.. Hope u slept well .. ❤️

1/2/2019 8:08:59 AM voodoowarlord Skull and Bones.

1/2/2019 8:10:44 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/CmPw1Z3Ym0

1/2/2019 8:11:44 AM zagnett Well, they could make more of this public if they wish. Wouldn't mind it at all.

1/2/2019 8:13:54 AM princesspatrio1 Goodnight Nordic.😄😘

1/2/2019 8:14:04 AM jamesbu74794060 EO kicks in Jan 19th.

1/2/2019 8:14:20 AM princesspatrio1 Morning CC!

1/2/2019 8:15:08 AM princesspatrio1 😎😍🐶

1/2/2019 8:19:38 AM richardhiatt16 👍

1/2/2019 8:20:03 AM richardhiatt16 Sure ... get them all...

1/2/2019 8:28:26 AM gabrecken Good morning, sweetness. pic.twitter.com/KBniPmyAK2

1/2/2019 8:30:21 AM fabulousmndance Bravo 👏 One of my favorites!

1/2/2019 8:32:08 AM richardhiatt16 🤔?

1/2/2019 8:33:20 AM richardhiatt16 RIGHT!

1/2/2019 8:36:19 AM tru_believers Don't worship him, always on guard of who I trust. Always praying for clarity and discernment. I worship the True and Living God of the Bible and trust 

in his only begotten Son, Jesus.

1/2/2019 8:38:29 AM georgeedwardca4 a verified persons personal opinion is in no way a commercial

propaganda or desensitization

conversation is quite the opposite

positive brain wave activity

I know it is difficult

with all the outside influences

even without television we are still subjected to many frequencies pic.twitter.com/bOrhLz9XK5
1/2/2019 8:39:32 AM richardbramlet6 Prob 2024 or later but hey pain is coming ....

1/2/2019 8:51:26 AM princesspatrio1 Mine too!

1/2/2019 8:54:25 AM rick_hernandez Yes. I agree. I think we need declass before arrests are made. That’s just my opinion. My main reason for asking folks to temper expectations is to 

prevent people from getting disappointed and disengaging. It happened to me in March.

1/2/2019 9:01:45 AM gregcombs17 Assassination plan from marine on Trump. Threat zero. Taken out and informed by Russian's and why they arrested a marine spy in Russia.

1/2/2019 9:04:50 AM gabrecken I know I'm one of your favorites <3

1/2/2019 9:12:31 AM adheysuk Isn't the Situation Room also a form of SCIF?

1/2/2019 9:19:14 AM gustavo61795472 From my uderstanding, Majestic 12 is separate from Q. Q is all about exposing and arresting the elite, so that majestic 12 can come in and reveal the 

SSP techs??

1/2/2019 9:21:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/2/2019 9:26:25 AM _00111111_ I the Air will fan the flames

1/2/2019 9:26:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Debriefing. https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1080097124757458944 …

1/2/2019 9:28:53 AM worldxplorer1 Not only a strong democracy but the 8th biggest economy in the world. This is a big deal.

1/2/2019 9:28:54 AM warangel1111 Wind beneath my wings

1/2/2019 9:29:39 AM richardbramlet6 More pain and waiting I see ...majestic...lol their was a group with that name once that held secrets now they just share others tweets

1/2/2019 9:30:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 How will China react when they are greeted? https://twitter.com/guardian/status/1080481878849843200 …

1/2/2019 9:30:01 AM collectvcat Huge deal!

1/2/2019 9:31:22 AM collectvcat 🙀😱 Oh to see that....

1/2/2019 9:31:28 AM consortiapartn1 Ho Lee Fuk !

1/2/2019 9:31:36 AM morety76 Will they Disclose or hide what they discover? I can bet a massive cover up!

1/2/2019 9:31:50 AM blsdbe It will be interesting to see if LOC ***let's*** China land...#FullDisclosure

1/2/2019 9:32:05 AM keith369me I’d imagine either with disabling of the craft or a takeover, possibly with disclosure?

1/2/2019 9:32:17 AM jonle86 They'll probably cover everything up they see...

1/2/2019 9:33:14 AM covertress Seems so lately. (Who wants icecream?/s)

1/2/2019 9:33:50 AM kadath123 Maybe a little robot won't get as much attention from the Draco as a lander with real tasty humans on board...

1/2/2019 9:34:24 AM gregcombs17 LOL. ooooomph!

1/2/2019 9:34:28 AM worldxplorer1 So they apparently they are not working in partnership with LMC?

1/2/2019 9:35:40 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJmqCKtJnxM …

1/2/2019 9:36:08 AM jollyrob2 🤣🤣🤣👍💪

1/2/2019 9:36:12 AM southern_lady75 You can't.  You have to stop the merchandise

1/2/2019 9:38:29 AM bbobbio71 China's surveillance,  that in line with what wasmentioned earlier regarding universal free electricity for all? Also lots of talk about their military coming 

against us.  Smoke n mirrors or actually something to watch? I'm guessing things will change if/ when they hit the moon.

1/2/2019 9:38:38 AM blankmarlo I can't imagine they'd be all that surprised if a couple momos like us on Twitter already know there's beings up there.

1/2/2019 9:39:14 AM catvllvsverona 2019:

2 + 0 + 1 + 9 = 12 = 2 + 1 = 3

1/2/2019 9:39:30 AM _00111111_ keep in mind we are stating our sun signs on a platform that is truly  about our rising signs (personality or the mask we wear around others) so it gets 

intriguing as the incongruities we noticed based on what we do know of ea other vs the Sun sign we now know can be reconciled

1/2/2019 9:40:05 AM bbobbio71 Disclosure soon probably

1/2/2019 9:40:20 AM daveschroeder18 Would love to be that fly on the wall.

1/2/2019 9:41:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Situation Room?

1/2/2019 9:41:22 AM curt_avila Probably the same way the United States was greeted.

1/2/2019 9:42:33 AM _00111111_ It is also a rising sign that reflects mostly her physical appearance it is a defense mechanism well we are around public situations we might be un 

familiar with Or uncomfortable in.

1/2/2019 9:43:05 AM cryptocrab4 Will they try to sell a pair of Knockoff sunglasses ?



1/2/2019 9:43:11 AM gabrecken Fanning flames across the plain

As eagles rise on high

Justice stoked, as wilted crop

Harvest looming nigh

Grapes of wrath trodden asunder 

Judgment comes, hark the thunder

Angels weep and hide their eyes

Valkyrie shall swarm the skies

Seals are broken come and see pic.twitter.com/meeigkkdDg
1/2/2019 9:43:34 AM voodoowarlord a) They can claim technical difficulties and feign shame/embarrassment. b) go Hollywood and release fake/disinformation. c) disclosure creates 

worldwide event.

1/2/2019 9:43:57 AM __jabird__ Will one of the stealth bombers drop the first truth bomb today?

1/2/2019 9:44:09 AM adheysuk I'm going to hazard a guess then, that he either doesn't want anyone listening in to whatever is said in there. Or he doesn't want them getting a 

message out until what needs doing is done.

1/2/2019 9:44:10 AM vintagesquirrel Would love to know who will be in that meeting

1/2/2019 9:44:48 AM barr__rebecca Would I be wrong in guessing that this is no ordinary "border wall" meeting this afternoon?

1/2/2019 9:44:49 AM zagnett Disclosure?

1/2/2019 9:45:34 AM ochoa_red I don’t think so, Q already said they have everything.

1/2/2019 9:46:44 AM igiant111 Hopefully more stoked than the US pilots were when they returned...

1/2/2019 9:46:50 AM pleasevote_2020 any suspicions? the only that comes to mind is in itself a SCIF ?

1/2/2019 9:47:05 AM susan66388204 Chinese——Ahhhhh Sooooo Mo Fo!  Now you about to find out what happen in a Dojo🧨🤗☺🤷🏻♀️👽

1/2/2019 9:47:48 AM aschilliam Just like NASA with lots and lots of lies and cgi.

1/2/2019 9:48:22 AM burgersandra Great question.  Extended vacation, perhaps?

1/2/2019 9:49:14 AM _00111111_ The jester to the Kings Court

1/2/2019 9:49:15 AM cheryla27139320 3pm situation room

1/2/2019 9:49:49 AM amyburli Can y’all guess my sign?

1/2/2019 9:51:15 AM gabrecken What does that make us then? Cap

1/2/2019 9:51:35 AM ecv369jimmysr may be they would get some noodles and chill 🙂

1/2/2019 9:52:05 AM sargehill69 It’s .... ho ree fuk

1/2/2019 9:52:05 AM jollyrob2 🎉👍 unroll?!

1/2/2019 9:52:46 AM nmchristoban 233 Email related?

BCC?

1/2/2019 9:53:03 AM _00111111_ It’s hard being the air .... everywhere but nowhere ...

1/2/2019 9:54:09 AM wwtravelr Nee-how (hello) :-p

1/2/2019 9:54:28 AM nmchristoban Looks like they have a situation to watch....

1/2/2019 9:56:09 AM zagnett "Guongdong, we have a problem!"

1/2/2019 9:57:24 AM adheysuk After watching SG1 episodes again, USA, Russia, China, UK and France all had knowledge of SSP, Maybe whatever happens up there is China's roll in 

helping to bring disclosure to light and to help raise people conciousness. Ready for full disclosure.

1/2/2019 9:59:09 AM amyburli Yes!! GO TIME

1/2/2019 9:59:47 AM mjwarren12 Hello Q...…….

1/2/2019 9:59:56 AM susan66388204 On Point

1/2/2019 10:00:13 AM angiefletcher I’ve read the moon was fake, hallow, a satellite, etc. 

All this time I thought the moon was made of cream cheese. 😂

1/2/2019 10:00:55 AM voodoowarlord Disclosure, cooperation or arrests. The Art of the Deal.

1/2/2019 10:00:57 AM cheryla27139320 Has anyone seen a “guest list”? Leaders from both parties could be a small group or a large group.  Party lines are so blurred at this point that they tell 

us nothing of their true intentions anyway.  The swamp is deep and wide.  They all need to face consequences for actions!

1/2/2019 10:01:50 AM gabrecken Capricorn is always hard, it's on a different level than most of the signs.  EA God of earth, Enki god of the seas, lord of magics and mischief

1/2/2019 10:01:53 AM bbobbio71 We won't hear anything about it

1/2/2019 10:03:35 AM cheryla27139320 I also find it interesting that the meeting was bumped from noon to 3 with a cabinet meeting scheduled in the noon slot. ?????

1/2/2019 10:03:42 AM goyaeq Greeted sounds a lot better than confronted.

1/2/2019 10:03:49 AM richardbramlet6 I like waffles but I'm down

1/2/2019 10:06:05 AM bbobbio71 They'll be watching the China landing in the situation room.  Again we won't hear anything about it

1/2/2019 10:07:32 AM _00111111_ Capricornus is the fish goat for all the pisces out there :) but otherwise you are The clock amongst us.  Interesting tidbit It is the signed of decisions to 

be made about scary things in the sign that scares the scary things off

1/2/2019 10:09:34 AM spacepatriot7 My understanding is that there are beings living on the dark side of the moon, as well as inside it...

1/2/2019 10:09:50 AM speaakn Wowzers!

1/2/2019 10:10:32 AM sheshifts001 Has the LOC surrendered to the Alliance of groups committed to stabilizing peace? pic.twitter.com/yIflipR1Wm

1/2/2019 10:11:01 AM voodoowarlord They are too busy keeping power over the masses. Advances in technology and thinking is a real threat to [them]

1/2/2019 10:11:51 AM bevredwave2018 Piscis pic.twitter.com/SspODHr9JJ

1/2/2019 10:13:10 AM realamyjoelle As well as inside of our Earth!

1/2/2019 10:13:34 AM nmd_mari Wow! Great connection, never did that occur to me!👍👏

1/2/2019 10:14:42 AM gabrecken When things go bump in the night, we bump back

1/2/2019 10:17:41 AM adsvel I am using distilled water.

1/2/2019 10:20:57 AM gabrecken But we also know I did the fish...PP

1/2/2019 10:22:09 AM decodematrix Seriously, you going to greet the robot? You should have guys out there lounging like this. Show the LOC! I want to see the LOC so bad but I have a 

feeling it is [not yet]. Hopefully they dont cut the feed like NASA does. pic.twitter.com/BVFJw0iXwH

1/2/2019 10:22:17 AM warangel1111 Just keep swimming... It’s Qute

1/2/2019 10:22:37 AM princesspatrio1 So that makes you fighters.😎

1/2/2019 10:23:11 AM amyburli The Stubborn bull

1/2/2019 10:24:04 AM warangel1111 Love me a Strong Taurus ♉️

1/2/2019 10:25:00 AM gabrecken Lions just eat those bulls up

1/2/2019 10:25:11 AM amyburli There it is!! I was looking for the sign!

1/2/2019 10:25:24 AM gabrecken Best of the best

1/2/2019 10:26:41 AM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/riKdCHysTl

1/2/2019 10:26:44 AM gabrecken Year matters too.  Chinese with astro makes it really come together

1/2/2019 10:27:45 AM princesspatrio1 Fighters are important. Brave and tough. Be proud Think.

1/2/2019 10:29:22 AM princesspatrio1 Leos are fire. Tough and strong leaders.

1/2/2019 10:29:25 AM warangel1111 It’s a fair fight ...

1/2/2019 10:29:43 AM gabrecken Think is a Gemini though.  Jesters, two sides one coin.  Air flowing back and forth, always around never captured

1/2/2019 10:30:02 AM gabrecken The royals.



1/2/2019 10:30:36 AM princesspatrio1 I like that.

1/2/2019 10:31:13 AM princesspatrio1 Yes. Leos rock.

1/2/2019 10:31:58 AM heartofgod99 I'm also a Leo!  🦁

1/2/2019 10:33:46 AM deedeerushforth Would be cool to see them greeted by JFK Jr

1/2/2019 10:37:02 AM gabrecken Not as much as pisces

1/2/2019 10:38:13 AM decodematrix If you can't show the LOC, any of the ancient buildings or towers would be an acceptable replacement.

1/2/2019 10:38:31 AM consortiapartn1 We need more comedy here on Twitter

1/2/2019 10:40:00 AM lambohodlr So they will be given a choice after disclosure.

Free Will.

1/2/2019 10:41:13 AM gabrecken Dig* definitely meant dig

1/2/2019 10:41:53 AM bethtim2012 Maybe its live feeds of human traficking and drug running. Or live feeds of illegal aliens commiting crimes... Hmmm....

1/2/2019 10:41:54 AM aechenkea they will keep it secret and use those secrets to manipulate others. Just like everyone else.

1/2/2019 10:41:59 AM gabrecken @_00111111_ what is the sign for your birth year?

1/2/2019 10:42:11 AM rick_hernandez Lmao

1/2/2019 10:42:43 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/VJNM195eJe

1/2/2019 10:42:46 AM vintagesquirrel Scalise?

1/2/2019 10:43:24 AM rick_hernandez Maybe like this? ;) pic.twitter.com/zF0Qe3H818

1/2/2019 10:43:38 AM lambohodlr It will be hidden in plain sight.

How?

Will they agree to Trump's trade deal?

If not, arrests.

If agree, co-operation.
1/2/2019 10:44:02 AM _00111111_ I never got into Chinese astrology technically I think I’m a rabbit

1/2/2019 10:46:33 AM _00111111_ Technically we all were born under Pisces the last 2000 years people since November 2011 are born in the age of aquarius

1/2/2019 10:46:42 AM gabrecken Gemini hare...interesting

1/2/2019 10:46:50 AM _00111111_ Lol

1/2/2019 10:48:46 AM _00111111_ I’ll take it one step further Leo’s know they rock

1/2/2019 10:50:01 AM _00111111_ I am not Capricorn but I fight with words often

1/2/2019 10:50:47 AM princesspatrio1 Lol. I'm not sure about that.

1/2/2019 10:51:13 AM princesspatrio1 True.😄

1/2/2019 10:52:24 AM _00111111_ DJT born Jun 14 me Jun 15

1/2/2019 10:52:42 AM warangel1111 You talking to me 😂😎 We can’t help it .. Don’t hate us because we are beautiful ❤️🔥 pic.twitter.com/ssFdJDt716

1/2/2019 10:53:53 AM princesspatrio1 I know very little about astrology but I do know Leos are the beautiful ones. 😁❤️

1/2/2019 10:54:26 AM princesspatrio1 Awww. Bday buds.

1/2/2019 10:55:26 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  What sort of threat would I be?!  I don't have a large audience...life is getting so surreal these days. 😳

1/2/2019 10:55:55 AM warangel1111 My Dad is June 15 1946

1/2/2019 10:56:38 AM princesspatrio1 True, although lots of beauty in LA is bought. Plastic. 😂

1/2/2019 10:57:11 AM warangel1111 17 Camels 🐪😂😂

1/2/2019 10:57:38 AM _00111111_ Technically it’s Capricorns who are the rock of the zodiac... Fun fact sort of sad many famous artists who died in early suicidal tragic death are Pisceans 

moreso heavy water charts

1/2/2019 10:57:39 AM gabrecken PP worth way more than that.

1/2/2019 10:58:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://youtu.be/FDmfoT9Rrhw 

1/2/2019 10:58:24 AM princesspatrio1 Congratulations! I didn't get an invite... and what wedding gift can I get that tops a dromedary? 😂😘

1/2/2019 10:59:15 AM mongrelglory I think if I recall correctly, Q said that DOE chart was disinfo.

1/2/2019 10:59:46 AM princesspatrio1 That is sad. Hmm. I've always been a happy Pisces.

1/2/2019 11:00:09 AM princesspatrio1 I'm only worth 1 camel?😂😂😂

1/2/2019 11:00:20 AM chuckr69 The rules for military tribunals have just changed.

1/2/2019 11:01:35 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/t2bI6avdou

1/2/2019 11:01:43 AM _00111111_ PP Technically Taureans and Libras  are the purdy ones ...Venus... Fun fact the first house of the chart is our personality and physical appearance so it is 

a rising sign which rules this house that is key to physical looks

1/2/2019 11:02:03 AM warangel1111 😂😂😂

1/2/2019 11:02:50 AM thoughttazer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/HISTORY/status/1080448623811461120 …

Coincidence?

1/2/2019 11:02:53 AM qtpi3_14 😂😂👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

1/2/2019 11:03:00 AM bevredwave2018  pic.twitter.com/N5OqGK5wDc

1/2/2019 11:03:27 AM warangel1111 My Rising is Leo ♌️

1/2/2019 11:04:27 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/sIZvMV0KNQ

1/2/2019 11:04:32 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/08nseDMEta

1/2/2019 11:04:51 AM gabrecken Not as happy as a pisces backed by a capricorn though. Wink wink

1/2/2019 11:05:45 AM qtpi3_14 That explains *so much*

1/2/2019 11:05:47 AM princesspatrio1 I love your fun facts!😎

1/2/2019 11:06:40 AM warangel1111 It really does ..

1/2/2019 11:07:20 AM gabrecken Always thought about 5k cattle, 10k sheep, 500 horses, 17 dromedaries, and 1 camel.

1/2/2019 11:07:30 AM _00111111_ A Morning baby

1/2/2019 11:07:39 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/iPkiNmDHro

1/2/2019 11:08:06 AM bethelight11_11 Libra in the house

1/2/2019 11:08:37 AM gabrecken 9:00am on the 2nd day of capricorn

1/2/2019 11:09:06 AM _00111111_ I can’t do charts for people born on different planets anyway don’t know the longitude and latitude

1/2/2019 11:09:48 AM princesspatrio1 Yes I would much rather be worth 17 Dromedarys than some ants. pic.twitter.com/rZ4kvAVZ8I

1/2/2019 11:10:10 AM princesspatrio1 Lol. That's a lotta animals.

1/2/2019 11:10:28 AM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂

1/2/2019 11:10:52 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂

1/2/2019 11:12:53 AM warangel1111 Good we can always use some balance

1/2/2019 11:13:14 AM kat_pauner My mom 7th June '43

😎😎😎

1/2/2019 11:15:42 AM kat_pauner Never knew that!

1/2/2019 11:16:14 AM princesspatrio1 Mine is Libra.

1/2/2019 11:16:48 AM cryptocrab4 Is or was #CampDavid a cloning facility ?

1/2/2019 11:17:05 AM angelsavant Full quadrant of the dark grid structure encompassing Gaia was obliterated Nye. Crystal grid amped focused energy. Jussayin



1/2/2019 11:17:22 AM kat_pauner Snake

1/2/2019 11:18:01 AM ericp_jmu Situation room meeting begins at 3pm

1/2/2019 11:19:45 AM gabrecken Fish of the snake...heavy water

1/2/2019 11:20:58 AM kat_pauner How to find out?

1/2/2019 11:22:38 AM lisadai35675493 What is the equivalent to Santa Claus in eastern culture??? Not sure,, but it’s probaly someone from “ journey to the west”

1/2/2019 11:30:03 AM amyburli mama says can’t nobody tell me nothin’ ♉️

1/2/2019 11:31:06 AM gabrecken Capricorn ascendant capricorn in year of the goat

1/2/2019 11:39:14 AM warangel1111 Surrounded by Gemini’s

1/2/2019 11:41:38 AM _00111111_ Since we on Twiiter go to third house of chart see what planets are there... 3rd house is comms... ability to communicate... fun fact if someone has 

rising sign cancer should have big boobs lol...

1/2/2019 11:42:26 AM _00111111_ WA me and your dad have same bday

1/2/2019 11:42:34 AM warangel1111 This is the Truth .. My Daughter is a Bull pic.twitter.com/gKocv41uAp

1/2/2019 11:43:55 AM kat_pauner My element is water! Lol

1/2/2019 11:44:13 AM gabrecken My son in an aries

1/2/2019 11:45:03 AM kat_pauner No BS😂😂

1/2/2019 11:45:34 AM princesspatrio1 Tough cookie.

1/2/2019 11:46:03 AM kat_pauner Hard workers

1/2/2019 11:46:23 AM warangel1111 Third house Mercury?

1/2/2019 11:47:26 AM kat_pauner So..🤔 you don't have big boobs then 😂😂

1/2/2019 11:47:30 AM warangel1111 I know .. Family Yo.. He was born the day after Trump

1/2/2019 11:47:46 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂 Poor Annan.

1/2/2019 11:48:07 AM amyburli Daughter and husband Aries

1/2/2019 11:48:12 AM kat_pauner Oh wow

1/2/2019 11:48:33 AM amyburli I love astrology - needed help understanding... ready for this lesson!

1/2/2019 11:48:52 AM kat_pauner 😂😂 asking for Annan

1/2/2019 11:49:28 AM warangel1111 Never had any complaints

1/2/2019 11:50:58 AM kat_pauner 😂😂👋

1/2/2019 11:50:59 AM princesspatrio1 Neptune.

1/2/2019 11:51:09 AM warangel1111 Can’t tell her shit .. She knows everything and so do I so imagine .. 😂

1/2/2019 11:52:05 AM kat_pauner Shit.. 😂😂that hand was a mistype. Honest 😂😂

1/2/2019 11:52:37 AM qtpi3_14 What if you have nothing there?  You have no communication skills? 😬😂😬

1/2/2019 11:52:50 AM warangel1111 Getting fresh Kat 😂

1/2/2019 11:53:31 AM gabrecken I'll be happy to give an honest opinion if you want to post.

1/2/2019 11:57:13 AM kat_pauner Lol 😂😂 still laughing at myself here...

It's not even 7am yet.. I need more coffee ☕️ clearly

1/2/2019 11:58:09 AM warangel1111 U have something there what Sign is in Mercury ..

1/2/2019 11:58:15 AM kat_pauner Good luck 😂

1/2/2019 12:01:52 PM theydontknowwe1 Never heard that description before but makes sense. Helps me understand the Gemini’s in my life better.

1/2/2019 12:02:39 PM _00111111_ Leo rising> bigger upper body bigger strong muscles and shoulders . Hold sun up on them

1/2/2019 12:03:52 PM amyburli I need some books from your personal library!

1/2/2019 12:04:57 PM _00111111_ When it comes down to it astrology is about elements in the aspects and attributes will get to certain signs are just willy-nilly they’re all sorts of things 

that one would associate with the typical element of said sign. i.e. fire >fiery air> mutable flighty spacey

1/2/2019 12:05:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 The amount of shock in the room right now is uncanny.

Do none of them read Q posts?

Also; what did he just say about China?

1/2/2019 12:05:52 PM 1_decided_voter Anyone have a link to see this?

1/2/2019 12:06:18 PM _00111111_ WAter> wet crying tears sappy emotional earth> fixed steadfast sturdy unmovable practical

1/2/2019 12:06:31 PM eodbirdsell Can we get a sneak peek into what’s going on?

1/2/2019 12:06:35 PM kat_pauner What element are you think?

1/2/2019 12:06:41 PM vetgeek85027 What room? Im sorry...a bit behind.

1/2/2019 12:07:06 PM gabrecken In earth on earth on earth.  Stubborn grounded unchanging immutable

1/2/2019 12:07:15 PM eodbirdsell Situation room started 3est

1/2/2019 12:07:19 PM leslieau7 Outside most morning

Shoveling

Dang it

Link ?

1/2/2019 12:08:04 PM ruewenfate8  https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/abwgo1/breaking_president_trump_to_speak_at_length/ …

1/2/2019 12:08:27 PM gabrecken Hes air Gemini rabbit.  Flighty back and forth everywhere and nowhere something but naught

1/2/2019 12:08:37 PM kat_pauner I love being water but sounds like I'm just a wuss 😂

1/2/2019 12:09:22 PM warangel1111 And at times Everything

1/2/2019 12:09:34 PM _00111111_ Exactly 

Empty houses relate to easy or latent karma

that the area of life represented is not a required subject in the present lifetime

Empty 3rd house - Comms and short-distance travel and dealing with relatives are undertaken enthusiastically and impulsively by the native.

1/2/2019 12:09:53 PM cpnegron73 What are they discussing?

1/2/2019 12:10:13 PM sissyseesu  https://www.facebook.com/ABCNews/videos/1291307697689378/ …

1/2/2019 12:10:18 PM sixbennetts Need a link! Can't find one on cable or YouTube!

1/2/2019 12:10:57 PM _00111111_ Air

1/2/2019 12:11:08 PM kat_pauner Ahhh... Yes. That's what makes him such a good poet

1/2/2019 12:11:11 PM barr__rebecca I thought media wasn't allowed in the Situation Room?

1/2/2019 12:11:27 PM jane_q_patriot It's probably because they DO read Q posts, but it's only just now beginning to sink in... RUH ROH! Not a shitposting bad dream after all.

1/2/2019 12:11:35 PM princesspatrio1 Amazing with words. So much knowledge too.

1/2/2019 12:12:25 PM jamesbu74794060 That's a SCIF

1/2/2019 12:12:56 PM gabrecken How do you find 3rd house?

1/2/2019 12:13:03 PM shawks63134 Cspan

1/2/2019 12:13:09 PM worldxplorer1 Not televised. It’s in the situation room which is a SCIF.  Meeting started at 3pm EST.

1/2/2019 12:13:09 PM theydontknowwe1 That was the first time I really looked at my element or whatnot and wow! interesting and makes some sense! I am Air too!

1/2/2019 12:13:19 PM princesspatrio1 What does it mean if my 3rd house is Neptune?

1/2/2019 12:13:50 PM lbf777 Who’s in that room and why?

1/2/2019 12:13:57 PM kat_pauner He can use both brains easily because he's Gemini

1/2/2019 12:14:32 PM _00111111_ Hermes Thoth the Fool the Magus Castor to Pollux ...gemini sun gemini rising virgo moon ... avery mercurial person



1/2/2019 12:15:33 PM 1_decided_voter Thanks!

1/2/2019 12:15:35 PM warangel1111 Wrong it’s a sign in Mercury that is ur third house .. Mine is Cancer Figures Lol

1/2/2019 12:16:01 PM gi6stars Situation room. 

No TV, no phones.

1/2/2019 12:16:04 PM hudmagy WA - Why, that's not surprising ur Leo

Can hear Leo🦁 Strong tough leader/fighter kick booty

Just why we Love U 😘💖

1/2/2019 12:16:37 PM sixbennetts Got it, thanks.

1/2/2019 12:16:43 PM warangel1111 Look to that link Annan gave

1/2/2019 12:16:59 PM angiefletcher LOC? Can you help me out? 😉

1/2/2019 12:17:40 PM bbobbio71  https://youtu.be/5LndpqzxNIc 

1/2/2019 12:18:25 PM kat_pauner Can't get nothing past this kid... 😋

1/2/2019 12:18:36 PM pedalfun4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2019 12:18:58 PM ygwiryn  pic.twitter.com/TUE5nw21vP

1/2/2019 12:19:36 PM gabrecken Moon in leo pic.twitter.com/7zNeGTkE9K

1/2/2019 12:19:54 PM _00111111_ No way wTer is strong ... cancer being fixed and directional is the river.  Scorpio being fixed is the lake collecting the forceful energy of the river that 

feeds it . While pisces is the mutable sign ( why u understand geminis) the vast ocean everchanging ebbs flows tides

1/2/2019 12:20:34 PM _00111111_ Oops cancer is cardinal thus directional

1/2/2019 12:20:51 PM gabrecken Oh noes not breast cancer, Annan will give you a checkup

1/2/2019 12:21:23 PM _00111111_ Yes if empty find him on chart . Will relate to how we comm

1/2/2019 12:22:12 PM adheysuk Omg, that poster on the table made my frickin day.

@realDonaldTrump is a frickin legend.

1/2/2019 12:22:38 PM djlok Majestic 12 is not the media.

1/2/2019 12:22:49 PM angiefletcher EO started January 2019.

1/2/2019 12:22:50 PM louperez95  https://youtu.be/rgcHB7IZ8kQ 

1/2/2019 12:23:02 PM princesspatrio1 Okay mine is in Sagittarius.

1/2/2019 12:23:11 PM _00111111_ parkers guide to astoloogy

1/2/2019 12:23:49 PM collectvcat Excellent idea!

1/2/2019 12:24:10 PM warangel1111 Cancer

1/2/2019 12:24:13 PM princesspatrio1 Kat 😂😂😂

1/2/2019 12:24:15 PM asktheq_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @S246278910 #Disclosure https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1080558095313629184 …

1/2/2019 12:24:16 PM cosmic_engineer Streaming it to all their backdoor connections for every device manufactured in CN

1/2/2019 12:24:55 PM 1_decided_voter I think MJ12 is talking about cabinet meeting, a portion of which was livestreamed while press were in the room.

1/2/2019 12:26:09 PM _00111111_ Fire scorches earth

1/2/2019 12:27:08 PM gabrecken 12/23/1991 capricorn, ascendant capricorn, year of goat

351001

1[]

1

1/2/2019 12:27:14 PM theydontknowwe1 You guys are really selfless to help Angel out. 🤣😂🤣

1/2/2019 12:27:14 PM kat_pauner It's funny you say that.. I find myself forever encouraging change. I'm always reminding people that the world is not static. It's dynamic. So don't resist 

change, embrace it. 

Love you brother. Learning something new is a gift to me so thanks for the lesson!

1/2/2019 12:27:36 PM warangel1111 Can’t burn without Air

1/2/2019 12:27:59 PM gabrecken Earth remains after scorching though :P

1/2/2019 12:28:54 PM theydontknowwe1 I really love that! I never really thought of that concept.

1/2/2019 12:30:43 PM s246278910 I have no idea what that's suppose to be. Looks like hair strands on orangey construction paper with tiny black dots, a white dot with L5.

1/2/2019 12:32:02 PM warangel1111 They are so sweet ..

1/2/2019 12:33:19 PM roarquiet  pic.twitter.com/rVUHAsit49

1/2/2019 12:34:28 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/RrU0bg7juJ

1/2/2019 12:34:45 PM theydontknowwe1 Good thing such good guys to keep us honest🥳

1/2/2019 12:36:24 PM ko19700 What’s Q said he may or may not do now, is their a date? Sometime in the future perhaps? How long before something actually happens because I still 

see HRC is out and about.

1/2/2019 12:37:19 PM kat_pauner 😂😂

1/2/2019 12:37:42 PM kbhnelson  pic.twitter.com/ZwADA8IYx8

1/2/2019 12:40:09 PM misshollyjb Go the Geminis!

1/2/2019 12:40:49 PM hudmagy What sign r u Sweet Girly, did u say?

Hi Sweet Girl 😘❤️

1/2/2019 12:43:09 PM jaiagtp They will be sent back by the Dog race for eating dogs on earth.

1/2/2019 12:45:08 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/louperez95/status/1080560066632200193?s=19 …

1/2/2019 12:45:51 PM hudmagy So what a Sagittarius with moon rising  Scorpio

Other than; fun, active, deep, passionate, never boring nor likes to be bored, etc. etc. etc. !?!???

1/2/2019 12:45:51 PM theydontknowwe1 Libra. Hi Magy How is 2019 treating you so far?!? What’s your sign baby😉

1/2/2019 12:45:55 PM _00111111_ We are elememtal ourselves . Gods great design i believe involved whst Enoch saw on his way up the seven heavens with three levels of hell.. he saw 

the angels manning the 12 gates which moved according to gods will. God in his infinite wisdom and logic had designed a system

1/2/2019 12:47:05 PM tammymckeever No one person is above the other.  -Q.   We want justice and we demand to know our history and the truth!

1/2/2019 12:47:18 PM taradea08775439 What your seeing is a Hillary double

1/2/2019 12:47:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong room.

1/2/2019 12:47:40 PM warrior_4truth 8.23.1966

8.5.22

13.22

4.4

8 infinity 

The 5th Dimension started a six week run at No.1 on the US singles chart with "Aquarius / Let The Sunshine In.listed at No. 66 on Billboard's "Greatest 

Songs of All time. 5th Dimension formed in 1966

1/2/2019 12:47:46 PM collectvcat My guess is he is laying tge hammer down in words they can easily understand. 😂

1/2/2019 12:48:22 PM _00111111_ That would attribute to all the soyls he created the wialities they were to bare for Him to help him bring about his Plan.. this is the technical how to him 

knowing every strand of hair on our heads... his designs for us dont hust serve us but the Plan. He knows his kimgdom will

1/2/2019 12:48:24 PM cynthia85698619 Love it!

1/2/2019 12:48:58 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you.  My misunderstanding.

1/2/2019 12:50:11 PM warangel1111 Makes sense ❤️



1/2/2019 12:50:55 PM _00111111_ Need artists builders nurturers leaders protectors teachers fighters givers ... so these elements in their design encompass qualities that in many ways 

can be transferred onto us ... these gates have reign over certain aspects of these elements so that they who pass thru them aka

1/2/2019 12:51:11 PM 1_decided_voter Or I could be wrong, per MJ12 latest reply...

1/2/2019 12:51:15 PM aprilbrown99 Still negotiating trade deals?

1/2/2019 12:51:22 PM theydontknowwe1 Your did straight away too Angel! Fierce like a lion comes honestly to you.

1/2/2019 12:51:41 PM hudmagy Sagittarius with the rising Moon Scorpio

So far 2 days in 2019 not to bad

Much better than 2018 🙈🙉🙊

Sure it's going tobe much better than 2018.. learned about, had to deal with so much evil beyond words nor wnated nor desired ever..!!

1/2/2019 12:52:28 PM warrior_4truth The angel number 1066 is a number that signifies a chosen one. It means spirituality and impacts universal energies.

1/2/2019 12:53:13 PM _00111111_ Born under them will thru grace and blessing have those elemental tendacies transfrred to them so that all God has to do is announce the time we are 

to be born and place and then the rest is left to the angels of that sign some said to be 300 parasangs tall to introduce us to

1/2/2019 12:53:47 PM hudmagy YES, seem to get along or take Leo's on or down - depending the need..

My sis is Leo - had to take her down, since I'm the younger..

1/2/2019 12:53:57 PM kat_pauner Yes to both of you. Well suited to your signs ❤️

Have a good day my friends. Off to work 😣

1/2/2019 12:55:27 PM _00111111_ The world. God is logically effecient and without folly.. everything is intended puposed . Our birth has a cosmological meaning as it helps to form the 

collective energy God needs to see his plan thru. Cuz of free will he needs us to fo our part. But he is do wise and smart that

1/2/2019 12:56:02 PM theydontknowwe1 Agreed, same thing happened to me. But am over it. Saving all the drama for my grandmama, and she isn’t in my dimension so...building those bridges 

and getting over stuff. My iron is sharper for the things that can’t be built over. Cause WWG1WGA

1/2/2019 12:56:04 PM oo1o110 I want to get to the part where it's unsafe for Hillary doubles to be waking the streets.

1/2/2019 12:56:46 PM _00111111_ He knew if he hust gave us the right gifts we would akways choose him cuz these elements are born of his Love. Love will always seek love is Gods 

experiment unfolding

1/2/2019 12:56:58 PM _00111111_ Fin.

1/2/2019 12:57:34 PM eodbirdsell Will China share their greeting publicly?

1/2/2019 12:57:48 PM gabrecken Well said.  By knowing this information you can help understand your purpose and strength in life.

1/2/2019 12:58:19 PM theydontknowwe1 My mom is. Heart of gold even if we don’t see eye to eye.

1/2/2019 12:58:54 PM _00111111_ Why we are so good to each other

1/2/2019 1:00:09 PM hudmagy My sword, shield, God's love & protection has been so amazing special in so many ways.. can't even explain..

Demonic demons don't even seem to scare me any more.. take throw them in the abyss.. doing my part to help Father..😘🖤💚❣️💛❣️

Hahahahaha 🤣😂🤣

1/2/2019 1:03:16 PM keith369me Is it true that Pelosi/Schumer bailed on the meeting?

1/2/2019 1:03:18 PM morety76 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Loving 2019 already  pic.twitter.com/tW5U378Fx5

1/2/2019 1:03:19 PM theydontknowwe1 I know for a fact He has us. Not know long for ourselves what that looks like, our own issues to get over.

1/2/2019 1:05:18 PM richardbramlet6 Nothing happened they are still trying to prove air

1/2/2019 1:06:24 PM smokecat11 It's really bad.

1/2/2019 1:06:34 PM unwilling_slave Have they been told who enjoying Cuba weather?

1/2/2019 1:07:29 PM _00111111_  pic.twitter.com/shblypy3hI

1/2/2019 1:09:09 PM _00111111_ Ditto

1/2/2019 1:09:54 PM aprilbrown99 Hit hard

1/2/2019 1:11:28 PM 1_decided_voter Doesn't look like it... https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1080569671844331520 …

1/2/2019 1:12:32 PM _00111111_ Mercury in third house cancer  for you? Also is house of siblings now mama in charge but merc at home... strong comms with moms in family

1/2/2019 1:12:47 PM planetarylibe8r Is that real? Lol

1/2/2019 1:13:33 PM _00111111_ So neptune in third house sag?

1/2/2019 1:15:34 PM xusaf_patriot It would be cool if they saw an American flag next to a building/structure.

1/2/2019 1:15:49 PM _00111111_ Neptune is the fog of the zodiac whatever Neptune is on your chart there is a fog to that area of your life the third house rules communications as well 

as siblings. It is the house of nicknames so foggy nickname alias spy

1/2/2019 1:17:13 PM _00111111_ But it third house rule by Sagittarius would mean those areas of life siblings communications maybe SKU to a higher level Sagittarius rose higher 

thinking education the desire to know that’s expressed that through comms albeit in a very mystical Neptunian way

1/2/2019 1:18:46 PM adheysuk Yeah, nothing beats trump openly trolling them. lol

1/2/2019 1:18:54 PM warangel1111 Yes would be scared to speak in public if I didn’t have all my fire ahead of that

1/2/2019 1:20:39 PM newyorker66 Good one! pic.twitter.com/Io9ge6TSKR

1/2/2019 1:21:15 PM gabrecken Think, aries 3rd house in capricorn?

1/2/2019 1:26:01 PM ko19700 A Hilary double. Jeez. You people will believe anything 🤣🤣

1/2/2019 1:26:03 PM _00111111_ Me pic.twitter.com/crRagPoXjv

1/2/2019 1:27:12 PM warrior_4truth Chart the stars.... pic.twitter.com/sCBFREjTk8

1/2/2019 1:27:32 PM qtpi3_14 Does that say you were born in 2015?

1/2/2019 1:28:16 PM gabrecken Smartest 3yr old I've ever met

1/2/2019 1:28:46 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂 Very old soul.

1/2/2019 1:29:23 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

1/2/2019 1:30:38 PM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@JimHayzlett Limited character space. Dense message. Roswell beings educated Mil Intel 

about consciousness and how it ca […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1046593544885084160.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/2/2019 1:30:45 PM gabrecken So how is the princess's day going?

1/2/2019 1:31:40 PM leondecrypto Stream going down on YT.

1/2/2019 1:33:17 PM jamesbu74794060 Jan 19th

1/2/2019 1:36:07 PM princesspatrio1 Back at work today. Not as much time for tweeting. 😂

1/2/2019 1:36:25 PM blasto33 China used a microchip to infiltrate U.S Companies and military 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-10-04/the-big-hack-how-china-used-a-tiny-chip-to-infiltrate-america-s-top-companies …

#Qanon

1/2/2019 1:37:57 PM gabrecken I know I feel your pain.  You can always DM though haha

1/2/2019 1:39:55 PM leondecrypto Was watching Nancy in panic instead. pic.twitter.com/QqZiaibhuJ



1/2/2019 1:40:37 PM blasto33 Clowns revealed in China/other.

2010.

[187]

Sold intel?

HRC open source server?

[Missing emails]

[CrowdStrike]

Granted access.

Betrayed.

Only the tip.

This will be made public [soon].

#Q
1/2/2019 1:41:55 PM blasto33 Trending Non-MSM…

China hacked HRC server?

False.

Access was granted.

You have more than you know.

Q

1/2/2019 1:43:15 PM princesspatrio1 No time. 😂

1/2/2019 1:44:00 PM gabrecken It's ok, I can always find a way to make time for you <3

1/2/2019 1:47:58 PM blasto33  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1034654816046329856?s=21 …

1/2/2019 1:49:17 PM charles17862241 Very cold, hope they know what they're doing.

1/2/2019 1:49:27 PM ericp_jmu 45 has asked that they return on Friday for another meeting...

1/2/2019 1:52:33 PM blogjam_net Says the person that succumbs to brainwashing that’s geared for the <80 IQ crowd.

1/2/2019 1:57:28 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1071496753600438277?s=19 …

1/2/2019 1:57:45 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1071496753600438277?s=19 …

1/2/2019 1:58:03 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1071496753600438277?s=19 …

1/2/2019 2:01:32 PM smokecat11 M mmm

1/2/2019 2:26:46 PM decodematrix My face when I know more about what's going on than most senators. pic.twitter.com/TCaaV00Jxv

1/2/2019 2:29:39 PM keith369me Why?  So there is news to cover?

1/2/2019 2:30:58 PM ko19700 Hey I believe Q. I mean memes are an excellent way of bringing down governments. I’ve had mine at the ready for months.....

1/2/2019 2:35:07 PM pastorjon9 Slightly off-topic question: Since defeating the cabal is difficult due to one main reason - many world "leaders" aren't exactly human but reptilian 

shapeshifters - can they be forced offplanet? If so, how? Pyschic energy/thought?

1/2/2019 2:35:12 PM blogjam_net But you don’t think high profile people use body doubles?

1/2/2019 2:40:09 PM hearts4america 👍 Enoch👉father time; Witness to events pre-flood. Each Angelic Being is assigned "a time", whether that be a hour, day, or week. Biblical level -

Jesus "hour" had not yet come"; the Lord -"The Day of the Lord". Each are precise. 12 hr clock can only have 12 hrs in day. 6-6🔄6-6

1/2/2019 2:43:31 PM kat_pauner Finally looked up mine.. My rising is Aquarius, zodiac Pisces, moon in Libra... 😳 whatever that means! I need to research! Lolz...

1/2/2019 2:44:40 PM _00111111_ Oooooh my yes stoned again . Though geminis are the babies of zodiac

1/2/2019 2:45:55 PM gabrecken Pass that shit here then

1/2/2019 2:46:04 PM kat_pauner 🤣🤣

1/2/2019 2:46:45 PM kat_pauner me next... plz

1/2/2019 2:46:45 PM _00111111_ Correct one pic.twitter.com/Hu9samNXHs

1/2/2019 2:47:22 PM gabrecken Heavy water signs, fluidity encompasses you.  You said year of the snake so that fits perfectly in line.

1/2/2019 2:47:56 PM _00111111_ Follow the equinox

1/2/2019 2:48:23 PM gabrecken I wanna forget how old I am first then Kat can hit it

1/2/2019 2:49:02 PM kat_pauner 😊

1/2/2019 2:49:06 PM adsvel Thank You for sharing. 😊💗☀️🌈🌏

1/2/2019 2:52:29 PM ekotoons FANTASTIC MARGARET

1/2/2019 2:52:39 PM hearts4america 12-6🔄6-12; then 9-3🔄3-9. It's Nissan to Tishri🔄 then the turn. It's Up/Down Nile (N/S) and Left/Right across Jordan River (E/W). 24 hours (4 

Branches Sky/Land/Water/Command⬅️?)on clock represent Military -Warrior Mighty Angels who are the Weeks/Seconds.

1/2/2019 2:53:32 PM hearts4america I'm putting that in Earthly comparable reference.

1/2/2019 2:55:06 PM ko19700 Well it’s a possibility but what’s suggested is that she’s imprisoned and her double is out and about 🤣

1/2/2019 2:55:57 PM gabrecken Mine is so weird, capricorn ascendant capricorn descendant cancer.  So basically grounded no emotion, but moon in Leo means I do feel love on a 

deeper level like protectiveness.

1/2/2019 3:02:34 PM lightworkercain Will we also lose the obsolete blind rage?

1/2/2019 3:02:53 PM groypatton It's well established that prominent politicians have body doubles for security purposes.

1/2/2019 3:03:06 PM ru_burton Are you intimating they do not know what is there already?  With all the peeps they bought in Congress and CF, I would hazard they know what is 

there.

1/2/2019 3:07:58 PM taradea08775439 Look at pics of Hillary pre 2016 and post 2016

1/2/2019 3:10:35 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂

1/2/2019 3:14:41 PM naviiah1 Q said, No deals.

1/2/2019 3:19:59 PM menzelbrett I know we are already there, it only makes sense!!!!!

1/2/2019 3:21:17 PM _girlmaher_ John Podesta: True sincere "UFOlogist" or, a placeholder to prevent disclosures/leaks?

1/2/2019 3:25:49 PM jonella_moore #DeepStatePropaganda #JFKjrLives

1/2/2019 3:29:48 PM wompol Add that to the assassination attempt— let’s get this done... take them all down now. We can deal with any civil unrest. No more games.

1/2/2019 3:30:05 PM smith_jere I am not shocked they were shocked. They believe their own false narrative. So would I if I had gotten away with what they have gotten away with for 

so long.

1/2/2019 3:37:21 PM blogjam_net It’s a thing that’s possible. I wouldn’t know for sure either way. I’ve seen enough to not discount anything. We have been deceived about much more 

than just politics. If the news is fake... what about history, science, religion, etc...

1/2/2019 3:40:15 PM jonella_moore @StormIsUponUs indicated in a now deleted tweet that Q+ is FLOTUS

1/2/2019 3:47:10 PM ko19700 Totally agree on all counts.

1/2/2019 3:50:08 PM blogjam_net Keep in mind... many believe in the power of manifestation. So they project their hopes as if they were fact. IMO it’s much better than projecting fears.

1/2/2019 3:55:15 PM warrior_4truth Aquarius 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjxSCAalsBE&app=desktop … pic.twitter.com/9EY2N7ZkTD

1/2/2019 3:56:13 PM warrior_4truth Sent at 

38%= 11

5:55 pic.twitter.com/j4aoRO4Ux5

1/2/2019 3:56:41 PM ko19700 Creating a future reality. I like that.

1/2/2019 4:03:39 PM xeviltedx So people are believing this story bc of a press release and ZERO actual proof? And Teslas car is still floating out there too right? Come on people. 

Enough with the outer space nonsense



1/2/2019 4:05:36 PM blsdbe Try reading Destiny of Souls from Michael Newton. Theory: It is possible that souls can manifest in more than 1 body at the same time.

1/2/2019 4:07:17 PM blsdbe Is there validity in Destiny of Souls by Mark Newman?

1/2/2019 4:13:07 PM richardbramlet6 Lol busted pic.twitter.com/o7O4jr8krR

1/2/2019 4:41:26 PM __jabird__ That statement isn’t exactly true. Apollo 20.

1/2/2019 4:44:35 PM cidarean Anyone have a update on this? Am I not reading between the lines? And what's up with the poster?

1/2/2019 4:52:14 PM wreatty How long will it be before the fake moon landing people get cranked up on this one?

1/2/2019 4:54:43 PM lambohodlr Don't believe in body "doubles" (clones)?

But follow this account?

Agree at one point, disagree at another linear point?

Doesn't make sense.

Unless... pic.twitter.com/GvxUUUDFuB
1/2/2019 5:03:00 PM adagioforstring Why did the USA government not evaluate the national security risks played by subcontracting out work to the communist Chinese?

"investigators found that the chips had been inserted at factories run by manufacturing subcontractors in China." pic.twitter.com/wG94KVcdcN

1/2/2019 5:09:05 PM sandyshuze Thanks!

1/2/2019 5:13:55 PM lambohodlr "whoever holds the power and support"

Have you researched this account?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

Has proven "power" when you research for self. 

You switch sides for 2 days, say you "believe"

when people ask "why here?"

But Always continue doubt convo?

It has been revealed.  pic.twitter.com/b3PuT4z1YV
1/2/2019 5:19:38 PM jm4n This is starting to get too weird

1/2/2019 5:39:17 PM neecieh6111 Thank you for sharing his tweet Shannon.  I may have missed it otherwise.  I sure hope his source or interpretation are correct!

1/2/2019 5:41:38 PM patriotnurse1 @WeAreOne_Q @prayingmedic @realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q_ANONBaby @CryptoKoba 

@AngryRedPlanet3 @Anangelhasland1 @WeAreOne_Q 

I challenge all Patriots to watch documentary "Monumental" and remind us the pilgrims grit and faith, MAGA

1/2/2019 5:53:30 PM _00111111_ I find this best 

 https://www.astro.com/cgi/chart.cgi?btyp=w2gw;rs=3;usechpref=1;nhor=1 …

1/2/2019 6:06:57 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/PWm4icdjb80 

1/2/2019 6:10:56 PM jaspony1 Well it didn't seem to sway the demoncrats even a little...

1/2/2019 6:29:28 PM sqrlnutz Did @realDonaldTrump within the first 2 minutes announce his run for 2020? He said they can accomplish great things over the next 6 years. Sounds 

that way to me. Correct me if I'm wrong.

1/2/2019 6:39:07 PM sandyshuze Download and circulate your favorite resources now, before they get censored by our Pravda media.  Here’s a good one to share with fam and friends. 

Happy red-pilling!

QAnon Beginner’s Guide:

 http://tinyurl.com/ybnrawf5 

1/2/2019 6:44:50 PM djmtheoriginal Will they meet our makers? 😮😮😮

1/2/2019 6:51:55 PM dark2light2019 The three mounds or craters near the aitken basin they are landing in look strikingly familiar in layout to the pyramids of egypt.

1/2/2019 6:53:40 PM blsdbe Yep. Detoxify, detoxify, detoxify, then detoxify some more...

1/2/2019 7:12:31 PM wink5811 Always!

1/2/2019 7:27:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 PS is in the Majestic 12.

Old Guard to New Guard

6 Days of Darkness in WH

VP + POTUS + MI + USAP/DrSG

Operations ongoing.

New direction of the Pentagon.

PEACE through STRENGTH.

Dark to Light.

Did you hear 45 today?

Majestic Presence.

Message?

Coincidence?
1/2/2019 7:29:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 wish I could be a fly on the wall

1/2/2019 7:30:56 PM pomeinnz expand my thinking

1/2/2019 7:31:54 PM kat_pauner ❤️👋 blub

1/2/2019 7:34:12 PM lbf777 Who is PS?

1/2/2019 7:35:29 PM anangelhasland1 “Thank God, someone is finally taking a sponge to that nasty ‘ol Pentagon and giving it a real scrubbing!  Oooooh! Their foolishness has made me burn 

more muffins then I can count!”

1/2/2019 7:37:59 PM heath_jack Assuming a defensive posture!

1/2/2019 7:39:03 PM cledrordfishing I hope you are right.  I have been on the bandwagon since it started.  

I have to say, common sense is telling me that shit is only getting worse. 

Hope I'm wrong.

1/2/2019 7:40:36 PM pastorjon9 PS= Patrick Shanahan?

1/2/2019 7:42:04 PM cskiesthlimit 💜💜💜

1/2/2019 7:43:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1 yes, MJ12 previously said new SoD will be a MJ12 member.  This was prior to the announcement of the new SoD, but after Mattis resigned



1/2/2019 7:44:19 PM slipperyslope18 I'm a Q follower, I'm 100% believer, he also told us to think for ourselves, I been doing that all my life, just haven't put it in boxes of memories let alone 

what I have learned. Q is telling the world, your worries and thoughts are not what the Clowns call "Conspiracy Theories"

1/2/2019 7:47:28 PM lib7473 Awesome briefing in the Situation Room..all the key players blasted openly on all the dirty hidden secrets by the dark ones for decades. Only if it was 

shown WW, but MSM kept away from the LIVE feed, as always. ✌️thru❤️🙏

1/2/2019 7:47:54 PM palmdalekid2 🐇

1/2/2019 7:48:03 PM worldxplorer1 USAP - Unites States Antarctic Program?

 https://www.usap.gov/aboutUSAPParticipants/ …

1/2/2019 7:51:59 PM 1_decided_voter I'm glad you asked that, because I was sorta freaking out that maybe that meant Peter Strzok.

1/2/2019 7:55:00 PM cledrordfishing I hear what you're saying, I just feel like its perpetually getting worse with nothing to stop it. 

I've had a long day I've been working since 2am.. maybe I just need some sleep to get a better attitude.  Lol

But I'm starting to feel sunken.

1/2/2019 8:01:04 PM rick_hernandez And he’s a Boeing guy. Major ties to DoD  https://dod.defense.gov/About/Biographies/Biography-View/Article/1252116/patrick-shanahan/ …

1/2/2019 8:02:54 PM aprilbrown99 Loved the poster!

1/2/2019 8:03:30 PM hellouncledonny I like you Majestic 12.

I feel the Positive vibes from you and your followers.

Open and free thinkers think alike.

This picture gift is for you.

Coincidence?

Ask me about Hilda's Broomstick and you shall be gifted again.

God-Bless pic.twitter.com/mXXFcn6Iis

1/2/2019 8:06:07 PM jasqid  pic.twitter.com/el7ZrlPEVw

1/2/2019 8:08:22 PM hambrickro 🤔 Is the 2 part interview of William Tompkins by Project Camelot correct 🤔

1/2/2019 8:10:13 PM scrotata Where is the LIVE feed that you were watching?

1/2/2019 8:12:19 PM ulysses619 When ?

1/2/2019 8:14:00 PM need2knowmyway Who is DrSG? Sebastian Gorka? MJ12?

1/2/2019 8:14:31 PM lib7473 It was live at 12pm pst or earlier, here's the recorded vid: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXYX7imvbeQ&t=4220s …

1/2/2019 8:15:36 PM 21oplato Valiant visit = Majestic

1/2/2019 8:16:28 PM pastorjon9 I know Boeing pretty well - I grew up in Seattle; and two of my nieces work for Boeing.

1/2/2019 8:16:55 PM 21oplato Byrd Expedition = Greatest navel loss in Am. History.

1/2/2019 8:20:06 PM barr__rebecca I'm just going to say that I am absolutely sick of the riddles.  I trust @realDonaldTrump  and The Plan, but after nothing visually out there for regular 

Citizens who haven't been following Q, it's getting a bit laborious.

1/2/2019 8:21:23 PM barr__rebecca Also, with the obvious abuse of "justice" with Nancy and Chuck and the absolute lack of respect for our Constitution, perhaps, other than a poster on 

the table, maybe something a little more public . . this is getting old.

1/2/2019 8:21:58 PM rick_hernandez He already declared he was running. He did right when he was elected. That prevented foreigners from spending money/ads against trump. Can’t do 

that against a presidential candidate

1/2/2019 8:25:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No deals means no deals.

Bye Bye Bye, Bye Bye, Bye

1/2/2019 8:26:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/2/2019 8:26:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, No

1/2/2019 8:26:24 PM oo1o110 The only shock I sense right now is the shock of the Q movement. The feeling of deflation rivals that of 9/11. Deep sense of hopelessness abounds. Bad 

morale.

1/2/2019 8:26:44 PM moemc8 People are confusing today's Cabinet mtg. with the mtg. in Situation Room

1/2/2019 8:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 First Contact for the Military was in 1947.

First Contact is being prepped for the Public.

Chess.

1/2/2019 8:29:48 PM islandofdelight Peter Strzok is in MJ12???

1/2/2019 8:30:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/2/2019 8:30:45 PM islandofdelight Who is PS?

1/2/2019 8:31:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 USAP = Unacknowledged SAP

1/2/2019 8:32:44 PM need2knowmyway TY

1/2/2019 8:33:12 PM jvan125 Any insight on this MJ? https://twitter.com/foxnewsalert/status/1080683177289703424?s=21 …

1/2/2019 8:33:29 PM scottgasaway Ps?

1/2/2019 8:35:24 PM 1_decided_voter Shanahan

1/2/2019 8:35:50 PM scrotata That’s what I am trying to clarify. The cabinet meeting was broadcast everywhere. But people are talking about the situation room, like they watched it 

live. That is what I want to know, where is THAT feed??

1/2/2019 8:36:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 DOD 

> TS/SCI Compartmentalization

> > Contractors

> > > TS/SCI Compartmentalization

> > > UNACKNOWLEDGED TS/SAP

<<<☝️The SSP Gateway/Spaceports

|

PS Director of what?

Member of SSP?

Who are CG/DW?

Disinformation is necessary.

How do you neutralize curious minds?
1/2/2019 8:36:54 PM do_or_do_notty Made my day too!

1/2/2019 8:38:17 PM nmchristoban PS is the acting Secretary of Defense

1/2/2019 8:38:35 PM 22war11w12 Steven Greer

1/2/2019 8:40:42 PM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/uv8Z-akcRFc 

1/2/2019 8:40:43 PM jones9536 Unacknowledged special access projects

1/2/2019 8:40:49 PM _the_psychonaut Is he saying good things or bad things about Corey and David?

1/2/2019 8:41:24 PM enomai_ What what RV into LG electronical? Consciousness u say. Tell me more about these pics. pic.twitter.com/Eu55yTnk24

1/2/2019 8:42:08 PM blankmarlo Patrick Shanahan

Vice President

President of the US

Millitary Intelligence 

Unacknowledged Special Access Programs 

Dr. Stephen Greer

1/2/2019 8:42:23 PM pedalfun4u DR. Steven Greer

1/2/2019 8:42:42 PM 1_decided_voter CG/DW = @CoreyGoode  & @david_wilcock



1/2/2019 8:42:54 PM lib7473 Ah thx for the clarification, CG/DW are MJ-12 volunteers/recruits from adv worlds, and so as PS,former director 4 BOEING. Glad there were some 

compartments w/ in the aerospace industries that stayed with the light alliance. Cuz most of them are dark's project against all/🌎.

1/2/2019 8:43:10 PM hellouncledonny How do you neutralize curious minds?

misdirection.

1/2/2019 8:43:40 PM 1_decided_voter He's spoken about them before. Mostly favorable, intentions are good. Apparently not all intel they are fed is accurate.

1/2/2019 8:44:09 PM enomai_ Concerned about the alice running ur brain. This was a clown?

1/2/2019 8:44:09 PM djlok Like a poster on the table? pic.twitter.com/YuMzWjMWiX

1/2/2019 8:44:10 PM blankmarlo 6 "Bye"s... 3,2,1 🤔

1/2/2019 8:44:14 PM identityasxy .

Breaking News:

Stanley Kubrick's clone is back in the "2001 studio" to reprise his first cinema veritae work for NASA. https://youtu.be/FY3ArB9VmsY 

1/2/2019 8:45:02 PM cledrordfishing SSP..... did China really just land on the moon? 

Are they going to see US mines on the back side of the moon? 

Is that a real security clearance? The (moon mining clearance)?

1/2/2019 8:46:50 PM enomai_ They believe alice is actually messing with my brain? OR attempt? This attempt is real? Plz answer if not fake acct

1/2/2019 8:47:57 PM neufeldtlyss17 Commander Valiant Thor🤔

1/2/2019 8:50:54 PM jones9536 Did the same wreckage from the 1947 crash crash  in 2 seperate years?

1/2/2019 8:51:00 PM blankmarlo 3 letters in bye... 9, 6, 3

1/2/2019 8:51:06 PM freestateojones "No Deals" 

 http://Qanon.pub  pic.twitter.com/cguBEstHMv

1/2/2019 8:52:04 PM pedalfun4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  noticed

1/2/2019 8:52:49 PM lbf777 Is it true 30% of politicians won’t be back after the gov shutdown ends because they were shipped to GITMO?

1/2/2019 8:53:42 PM _the_psychonaut Hmm. Seems interesting. David has always seemed really genuine to me. Corey does too but he’s more reserved. I heard about the Gaia network being 

taken over and they aren’t very reliable anymore but I sure hope both CG&DW have the right intentions and help lead to full disclosure

1/2/2019 8:55:00 PM ghostanon6120 and Dr Steven Greer

1/2/2019 8:55:47 PM ghostanon6120 SCIF?? thanks

1/2/2019 8:55:58 PM 1_decided_voter So they've landed now (at least according to Chinese news outlets). I'm guessing we don't get to hear about any greetings they received, nor their 

reactions. Seems par for the course nowadays but I have to say it's getting rather tiring...

1/2/2019 8:56:46 PM jones9536 Yep sure is

1/2/2019 8:57:27 PM witwormgop16 I was born in the Year of the Pig-it’s #BACON!! And we’re gonna fry Hillary’s ass(figuratively speaking)!!

1/2/2019 9:01:14 PM nmchristoban  https://weather.com/weather/tenday/l/CUXX0016:1:CU …

1/2/2019 9:03:26 PM jones9536 Patrick shanahan

1/2/2019 9:04:50 PM ghostanon6120 lol, so many abbrev's....: https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/what-scif-who-uses-it-n743991 …

1/2/2019 9:05:01 PM jones9536 He worked at boeing and I'm pretty sure he was read into the usaps

1/2/2019 9:06:33 PM worldxplorer1 I know!  Who can remember all of these?

1/2/2019 9:08:22 PM nmchristoban  https://youtu.be/jGGhLihDmFk 

1/2/2019 9:13:42 PM blankmarlo Shanahan is leaking soft disclosures through Goode and Wilcock?

1/2/2019 9:14:03 PM army_of__qne  https://www.secretspaceprogram.com/above-majestic/ 

1/2/2019 9:14:18 PM army_of__qne  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt9143304/ …

1/2/2019 9:16:26 PM allahuniversal Disinformation is necessary.

Disinformation is real.

1/2/2019 9:18:08 PM wht353 PLEADING to differ

good cop/bad cop scam

'white' witch' vs 'black' witch

yin/yang

same end result

opening to 'spiritual'/demonic realm

'naturally' or 'synthetically'

"Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me." Jn14:6
1/2/2019 9:19:51 PM house_poseidon Hello @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  I understand that Dr. Greer follows the Baha'i faith.  Would you like to comment on the absence or presence of the Baha'i 

New World Order plan w/in these circles?

1/2/2019 9:20:48 PM lori_dee1 NOW I see why it was necessary to replace Mattis.

Shanahan was specifically selected as Defense Secretary. It is so awesome that he had first contact in 1947 (noticed he was born in 1962)

1/2/2019 9:23:11 PM gregcombs17 he was a trump assassin.

1/2/2019 9:23:20 PM angiefletcher So the movie is BS?

1/2/2019 9:23:42 PM daveo6145 Greer is a 🤡

1/2/2019 9:24:36 PM ascension_guide Yes!!!

We agree. But the source of Jesus’s teachings of which you speak from is skewed. The Vatican edited the Bible at the Council of Nicea. Our other 

threads discuss 12 stations of the cross/12 strands DNA. The 4D Luciferian control system of illusion. 

https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1080310807735529473?s=21 …

1/2/2019 9:27:03 PM ascension_guide Research ‘Children of the Law of One’ why does Jesus and sooo many teachings speak highly of the innocence of children?

Now think of PIZZAGATE.

 https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1079914463980126209?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/PlyyOlwYzt

1/2/2019 9:30:35 PM wht353 Yes God's enemy has *always* tried to change/twist His Word/words. But you don't think God, the very Creator of all things isn't able to *and hasn't* 

protected His word through it all? The Bible up to the Kings James is safe and trustable and still available to this day.

1/2/2019 9:31:35 PM rick_hernandez  https://www.cnet.com/news/chinas-change-4-becomes-first-spacecraft-to-land-on-the-far-side-of-the-moon/ …



1/2/2019 9:31:58 PM hellouncledonny Thank You

That made me laugh

I was born the year of the dog('18).

so was #45

I'm 36

#45 is age 72

Exactly 36 years younger than #45 

Coincidence the digits equal 9.

What is the D-S cult number?

The LIGHT is in control.

We are here in the service of the LIGHT.

The Great Awakening. pic.twitter.com/kVomBJEKWw
1/2/2019 9:35:43 PM ascension_guide Yes!!!

Gods Enemy.

Lucifer!

Not me.

ME/WE

#LawOfOne

Master of Deception.

Question Everything.

God will still love you!

DUH!

I DO NOT Want to control you.

Free Will.

Universal Law.

I only wish to enlighten you. The choice is, has been and always will be YOURS.
1/2/2019 9:38:02 PM wht353 1/ Jesus Christ was and still IS a *person* who is, right this minute, ministering before the throne of God in Heaven. It's not what *we* can do but what 

HE has already done, accomplished, and IS doing on our behalf and freely offers us.

1/2/2019 9:39:00 PM ascension_guide You trust history without question, yet #TheGreatAwakening has proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the ‘history books’ have been rewritten.

Question Relgion.

Question Existence.

Question it All.

Blessings 🙏 https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1080660912128675840?s=21 …

1/2/2019 9:39:20 PM wht353 2/ Not 'state of consciousness' (which Satan offered Eve) but forgiveness, love, healing, freedom *from* our sinful nature, It's a great mistake to 

separate "Christ" from the real historical god/man JESUS, Lord of Lord and King of Kings worthy of our *worship* and gratitude.

1/2/2019 9:42:40 PM ascension_guide I agree 100%.

Expand your thinking.

Jesus is a soul.

An infinite being?

What is Christ Consciousness?

Research.

Or stay in the dark.

Discern.

Then Choose! https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1080147915820224513?s=21 …
1/2/2019 9:42:41 PM wht353 No, I trust the Bible which provides AND contradicts more history than people even know. Absolutely question "religion" but trust Jesus Christ .. *His* 

Word is True and he's more than able to have preserved it til this very day.

1/2/2019 9:45:28 PM wht353 You cannot enlighten me or anyone else. Nor can I.  We can only *point to* Jesus and His WORD, the Creator and source of ALL light.

1/2/2019 9:47:19 PM ascension_guide Ok so you may continue to BALieve.

BAAL—lieve.

Leave your Being.

Have faith in Your Pope.

Your Church.

Give it your power.

But KNOW there is another way.

The code of the Matrix is there to SEE.

All paths lead back to the ONE.

No worries.

Time will tell.

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/9TqB6nX7Ko
1/2/2019 9:48:27 PM ascension_guide FreeWILL.

I can do as I please.

I WILL do as I please.

IAMTHATIAM.



1/2/2019 9:52:31 PM wht353 You "agree 100%" or then challenge "research or stay in the dark" .. ??

Which is it? 

Split mind?

Forked tongue? 

confusion?

Not very stable my friend.

End all confusion 

Submit yourself to and get to KNOW Jesus *personally*
1/2/2019 9:54:06 PM ascension_guide You just said it was “King James’s” Bible.

I don’t trust King James.

#ILLUMINATI

😳😳😳

This is EXTREMELY difficult to grasp.

I KNOW.

I subscribed to the Church too.

It took YEARS to unprogram.

No rush.

 http://www.wondersandmarvels.com/2014/07/king-james-i-demonologist.html …
1/2/2019 9:55:50 PM ballllsout PS = Pool Spray?

1/2/2019 9:57:06 PM ballllsout #POTUS said most of the Fentanyl is coming from China!

1/2/2019 9:57:45 PM wht353 That's straight up Luciferian doctrine friend.

Didn't Crowley say that?

Yes you 'can' do what thou will

But if it goes against God's plan, design and purpose?

Only for 'a season' .. and then it'll be over. 

Why not accept the free gift of salvation and eternal life?

1/2/2019 10:00:49 PM ascension_guide I agreed with Christ Consciousness 100%

Scalars+Vectors.

There is much more to reality that you leave to the church via ‘faith’

You live in a world of black and white.

Duality.

Follow Jesus’s teachings friend.

Exit the matrix.

Or stay under the spell...
1/2/2019 10:02:23 PM wht353 I don't trust 'King James' either but I trust that GOD *used* him to put together an adequate group of scholars and provided them the correct 

preserved body of documents and manuscripts from which to produce the Bible that HE desired to be available to the whole world.

1/2/2019 10:02:32 PM decodematrix Now you really have me thinking.

1/2/2019 10:05:39 PM ascension_guide Lucifer?

You=FREEwill.

What YOU choose to do with that FREEWILL is manifesting the GOD within you. Lucifer/Satan, the Illuminati, the FreeMasons, and Vatican, the WHOLE 

pyramid ALL have harnessed from you.

Jesus said...

Be in the Moment.

Be good or bad.

FreeWILL=Consciousness pic.twitter.com/h5WlJSmlnM
1/2/2019 10:08:37 PM wht353 Just the opposite here. Spent decades chasing down all the myriad "me myself and "I am" paths of relativistic contradictory confusion, you name it. 

God, in His mercy finally realizing how bad I wanted to know *the Truth* brought me to the Bible. Puts it ALL in it's proper place.

1/2/2019 10:09:18 PM ascension_guide Free gift of salvation and eternal life?

Who said I’m NOT taking it?

Consciousness=NEVER DIES.

There’s your ‘trinity’

3,6,9

Encoded in your Religion.

But you are still arguing with me that I DON’T BELIEVE?

I’m done for the night.

Good Night.

LOLOLOL pic.twitter.com/7vFaXeMNO3
1/2/2019 10:10:40 PM ascension_guide It’s NOT me, myself and I.

FreeWILL+COLLECTIVE

Collective Consciousness.

It’s the LAW of ONE.

WE WE WE.

NOT

ME ME ME.

You have selective reading.

#Programming
1/2/2019 10:11:01 PM wht353 The Bible makes it absolutely clear the Roman Catholic Papal Church is THE antichrist/beast by over a dozen precise identifiers in the books of Daniel 

and Revelation. People have NO idea what the Bible actually says, teaches and reveals.



1/2/2019 10:11:38 PM ascension_guide There’s hope!

I knew we agreed.

🙂🙂🙂

1/2/2019 10:12:51 PM unidentifiedta1 Should we be worried about VP?  Rumors are he's linked to trafficking...

1/2/2019 10:13:38 PM ascension_guide CONTRADICTIONS.

Please reconcile. https://twitter.com/wht353/status/1080700959863590913?s=21 …

1/2/2019 10:13:44 PM wht353 And yet in the same breath you proclaim *I* can do 'whatever' 

I AM

that 

I AM 

no 'we' there brother

What about the Law of God the Creator of all that is?

1/2/2019 10:16:50 PM wht353 Jesus NEVER said ... Be good or bad ... NEVER

1/2/2019 10:17:42 PM ascension_guide IAM+IAM

1+1=2

Back to basics.

1/2/2019 10:19:27 PM collectvcat So, Contractors of SSP are feeding both good & bad info to CG & DW to disclose to the public? I hope we will quickly come to a time where we are not 

pushing disinfo.  People are hungry for truth!

1/2/2019 10:21:02 PM ascension_guide What planet are you from?

From darkness into LIGHT.

#TheGreatAwakening #Q pic.twitter.com/1K3ir4UvPq

1/2/2019 10:21:37 PM mongrelglory Patrick Shanahan, the new Secretary of Defence.

1/2/2019 10:21:41 PM wht353 "religion" is form 

Jesus Christ is life and living breathing daily relationship

He has laws (forms) that we obey *because* we LOVE Him and are empowered to accomplish *by* His grace towards us. Absolute immutable laws 

that are the *true* means to *true* freedom

1/2/2019 10:25:01 PM mongrelglory I'm a metal ox...we get along with the Pig.  This should be a year of world-wide changes for the better (with some turbulence in the stock market in the 

first part of the year.)

1/2/2019 10:27:09 PM wht353 yes ... from the darkness of Luciferian *I* AM *self* centeredness into the life giving love and Light of Jesus Christ

Planet? .. Is that meant as an insult? ... why?

1/2/2019 10:27:10 PM ascension_guide Agree.

We can play this game all night.

You call it Law of the Creator.

I call it Law of One.

Different shades of the same tree_of_life

Aren’t you curious of the top and bottom?

Do you truly believe you KNOW everything?
1/2/2019 10:27:59 PM natureinspace Neutralize curious minds by providing them with the information they are seeking. Once everything starts to click then we are no longer surprised by 

even the strangest things anymore. It all starts making perfect sense.

1/2/2019 10:32:04 PM natureinspace Dr. Steven Greer

1/2/2019 10:32:53 PM warangel1111 Star ⭐️

1/2/2019 10:33:45 PM ascension_guide What are you deleting tweets now?

LUCIFERIAN LORD of Deception.

You said IAMTHATIAM has no WE in it.

🤣😂🤣

You’re definitely from this planet.

The only one left where the dark lord rules...

Did rule...

IAMDONE.

YOUAREDONE.

Nobody likes a liar.
1/2/2019 10:34:13 PM wht353 Where is the historical god/man JESUS CHRIST in this "Law of One"?!!

You, me or anyone else can *call* it whatever we want

What's important ... and *crucial* ... is what GOD calls it. 

I *know* nothing but what God has revealed through His Holy Bible.

1/2/2019 10:36:33 PM ascension_guide Where did Jesus go in the Bible in his 20s?

Why the big secret?

What’s in the Vatican archives?

Dead Sea Scrolls are the breadcrumbs...

 https://www.amazon.com/Life-Teaching-Masters-Far-East/dp/0875165389 …

 https://www.magia-metachemica.net/uploads/1/0/6/2/10624795/lost_teachings_of_atlantis-cayce.pdf …

1/2/2019 10:38:42 PM starbabie1111 ☺😂Nope. An angel, a French one.

1/2/2019 10:40:12 PM wht353 Haven't deleted anything?

Why are you resorting to insult?

So where IS the 'we' in *I AM that I AM* exactly then?

This is the ONLY planet where Lucifer/Satan has EVER 'ruled' 

And still does by God's allowance yet

But not for long



1/2/2019 10:40:30 PM ascension_guide I feel sorry for you if this is true, which I doubt.  Because God created you to be HIS eyes and ears. To experience SEPARATENESS from the unity of ONE.

You draw all your experience from some organization’s ‘book’. A life well lived?

Debatable.

1/2/2019 10:41:37 PM warangel1111 I actually put Angel at first .. But thought that was per sumptuous of me .. Mine is Named after a Welsh Goddess .. Taurus is tough .. Teenager ugh 😑

1/2/2019 10:42:43 PM ascension_guide I AM + I AM 

1 + 1 = 2.

Very simple.

We haven’t even gotten into fractals and multi-dimensional math yet... which all proves God via the #ZeroPoint aka LIMITLESS energy that we can all 

draw on. pic.twitter.com/PR6yfaZEAw

1/2/2019 10:45:35 PM wht353 If it were crucial to His gospel, and our salvation I'm quite sure He would have told us more about it wouldn't you think? 

He apparently considered this adequate:

"And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom: and the grace of God was upon him."

1/2/2019 10:45:54 PM ascension_guide I’ve truly enjoyed this conversation.

I’ve learned a lot. Hopefully taught some too.

Apologies if I offended you. I only reflect the desire to uphold the boundaries of natural law/universal law/law of one. The Law of the One True Infinite 

Creator.

Have a blessed night!

🙏

1/2/2019 10:46:16 PM newyorker66 Any talk about the marine killed? I just heard a rumor he was a Trump assassin. 

Yes or no

1/2/2019 10:46:37 PM godcountry4 not a chance buddy! We are winning bigly! Go back to work trying to win

1/2/2019 10:47:18 PM ascension_guide Children=CO_incide_nce?

😁😁😁

1/2/2019 10:51:44 PM wht353 No

He created us to be His FAMILY

In *connection to* and *relationship with*

He gave us eyes and ears for *our* benefit and enjoyment

HE sees all/hears all/knows all w/ or without 'us'. 

Though He *desires* us or He wouldn't have made us

HE doesn't *need* us ... we need Him.

1/2/2019 10:51:44 PM princesspatrio1 What a beautiful name!

1/2/2019 10:52:02 PM warangel1111 That’s an Awesome story..In-synch with our Babies and timing .. No Coincidence .. I’ll check out the flower .. Beautiful name .. For A Beautiful girl

1/2/2019 10:53:57 PM kkurth4 Military’s first contact.

1/2/2019 10:58:13 PM ascension_guide We are ascending.

Consciousness+Subconsciousness

Mind+Body+Spiritual+Emotion.

Pack up all you’ve learned.

Bring it forward into consciousness.

UNIFY 5D

2nd coming.

Prophecy.

Christ Consciousness.

Jesus wasn’t the ONLY one who did it.

#AscendedMasters

 https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1080147915820224513?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/tg6RP6oImh
1/2/2019 11:08:42 PM wht353 I AM THAT I AM is a plain statement of fact that God proclaimed of Himself; not a mathematical formula.

I'm about what God actually has said and told us within the written record of his Word, the Bible. 

You may wander around in all the new age/"sacred" geometry weeds you want

1/2/2019 11:09:43 PM siriusbshaman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the earth Hollow?

1/2/2019 11:13:49 PM siriusbshaman yes

1/2/2019 11:14:48 PM starbabie1111 My dad was a Pisces. And my crush in high school. Then, sadly, I never met any others, guys anyway. Been surrounded by Capricorns and Aquarians for 

a while.

1/2/2019 11:17:54 PM wht353 1/ Trust me, been there (AND back)/done that

All a mesmerizingly clever mish mash of psycho-babble, misdirection, trickery and lies 

Leading ultimately to SELF; not GOD 

Straight up Luciferianism that ALL the Luciferian cabal embrace in SPADES my friend.

1/2/2019 11:19:07 PM wht353 2/ THAT'S *exactly* what's 'hidden' away in Vatican vaults 

And WHO is the Roman Catholic Papal Church again according to the *plain spoken* prophetic Word of God?

"Be careful who you follow"

1/2/2019 11:19:36 PM kat_pauner I said Angel first too.. 

😂😂Angel.. per sumptuous! 😂😂U make me laugh

1/2/2019 11:24:14 PM zagnett Can't think of a more "Trumpian" pick for DOD than PS.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_M._Shanahan …

1/2/2019 11:27:09 PM wht353 While God has caught a few up unto Himself ahead of Jesus' 2nd coming and the *resurrection*; NO body has "ascended" by their own power 

*except* Jesus Christ and He did that *physically* in His glorified body that still held the scars of the crucifixion.

1/2/2019 11:28:33 PM zagnett PS definitely has the creds for MJ/SSP. Also has "global supply chain strategies" exp., and T & PS share an interest in planes for sure.

Then there's this wrt "no name" (link to another post): https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1076889358244884480 …

1/2/2019 11:29:25 PM oo1o110 You are free to ignore the malaise that is setting in. It's for the best for you to do that, in fact.

1/2/2019 11:30:28 PM zagnett And, seriously(?), about the national debt (click on link...) https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1076908275688398848 …



1/2/2019 11:31:41 PM sleky19 Chinese on the moon, they have the pictures

1/2/2019 11:33:48 PM wht353 2/ Even at the *resurrection* we will not "ascend" but will be "caught up"

For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall 

rise first:

1/2/2019 11:35:14 PM wht353 3/  Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up [a *crucial* distinction] together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so 

shall we ever be with the Lord.  

Wherefore comfort one another with these words." 1Ths4:16-18

1/2/2019 11:37:37 PM zagnett "Neutralize" by feeding ~95% real info, ~5 disinfo. The latter is the exciting hook that draws the attention of "curious minds" off the track - the part that 

also wastes their time & makes them far less productive in society than they otherwise could be. Sad.

1/2/2019 11:44:41 PM warangel1111 I’m here to Entertain.. 😉😁 & My Spell Check Sucks Really Bad 😂😂 ❤️

1/2/2019 11:48:28 PM princesspatrio1 I don't know too many guys who are pisces either.

1/3/2019 12:15:33 AM bevredwave2018 Hmmm.... Me neither! 😏

1/3/2019 12:19:20 AM starbabie1111 Ha ha, there must be some out there somewhere! 😂

1/3/2019 12:21:33 AM bevredwave2018 IKR??? 😂😂😂😂😂YooooHoooo.... FebGuys!! Where you at??

1/3/2019 12:24:26 AM alexandercody7 How can you rely on RV when rv isn't even 100% accurate? Even Ingo didn't always manage back then in times with lesser noise in our field. Or do you 

imply some tec behind it?

1/3/2019 12:33:08 AM starbabie1111 🤣Also March. I know a lot of Feb guys, and they're all Aquarians.

1/3/2019 1:29:38 AM jm19712 Thats funny..could also stand for Unacknowledged Special Access Program...

1/3/2019 1:58:01 AM kat_pauner You must be a young soul Princess... Still finding Nemo 😂

1/3/2019 2:36:13 AM arc339 "They know BS + wall will stop human trafficking almost 99%"

Mexico issue is just one area of trafficking. There are atrocious trafficking being done to approx 300,000 Americans in life long black projects on each of 

us. It is covert repto warfare from swarm asymmetric cia tactic

1/3/2019 2:39:05 AM arc339 ...provocations, poisons, stalkings, bombs, thefts, set ups, all done by state pd manages each targets file for fusion center contracts w neighbors, 

mercs, hundreds of assets paid to stalk, frame up, group perjury, hate, murder for hire, vandalism, ruinations, 1000 cuts 2/3

1/3/2019 2:43:51 AM arc339 It is covert reptilian warfare done to innocent people with telepathy traits bc we sense the evil ETs running earth. Some of us on USMC ss mission to 

end the carnage on the family unit. humans are young, we deserve to develop, learn mastery of mind, free us. #EndCannibals 3/3

1/3/2019 2:49:38 AM arc339 How can you ignore that a ton of evil ET & their army of mind raped altered psychos paid to illegally surveillance, attack me, he killed my family. This 

recent bomb the neighbor did seems nuclear, thick gases, em or plasma, after rocket exploded, why the cover up? Send inv w geig

1/3/2019 3:01:40 AM arc339 I am sorry to hear that MJ12 was subverted for 33 yrs. I hope it is in benevolent hands, & not just a consolidation of evil groups, as is the history we 

have witnesses as done by the Bafath, Vril, and those evil groups. Be sure no covert injected thoughts, mind hijacking is on

1/3/2019 3:04:13 AM thericharddoyle With the same humility you may need right now?

You are fighting with muscle. And could do more than ‘lose’.

You must learn why you need to Now fight with heart instead, so as to do much more than ‘win’. !=Choice

Dark to Light = Losing vs. Winning.

You’ll learn. Stay safe 🌻
1/3/2019 3:04:50 AM arc339 Was MJ12 formed by Vril, Bafath, Giza Intel? How do we know some of the aforementioned evil ETs are not running MJ12 or others in leadership? 

Would you know if an AI based evil was trying to hack the mind? They are sneaky, one lives next door, she works to kill DJT, topple gov

1/3/2019 3:09:48 AM arc339 Evil actors warred on me viciously daily my whole life. I know it is because I know who & what I AM. I am Goddess, The Creator, as much as I AM one 

lady in the creation as part of this, & as one with The Creator. Heaven comes through me blissfully. But evil ETs blame me for DJT

1/3/2019 3:12:16 AM arc339 I noticed evil military coming after me as a toddler. I formulated ways to clear my psyche of them. Integrating my subconscious with my conscious is a 

beautiful adventure, delightful, powerful. Learning my emotions was a start to KNOW THYSELF. Controlling entropy is what I strive

1/3/2019 3:14:01 AM ingoldisrael While speaking to abuse of alcohol, seems like you’re pushing dope. While you “extol” the claimed “virtues” of marijuana, you don’t address the harm 

to the brain (enlarging synaptic gaps), or heightened estrogen production in both sexes, increased aggression, sickens kids + pets.

1/3/2019 3:15:19 AM arc339 Can you tell me more about IS-BE? Does this mean the state of being and the state of now moment "is"? Or is it about "arriving" at the next moment? 

Creating each moment? Thank you.

1/3/2019 3:19:16 AM moonbaby04371 Steven Greer?

1/3/2019 3:22:20 AM arc339 ...pineal... increases parabolic and in indeterminable ways and effects when more than one person use INTENT for same concept. The limbic system 

develops telepathy. Pineal, thymus, heart, (+emote, feel, intent) is trifecta to align for create peace or manifest any desired effect.

1/3/2019 3:26:12 AM arc339 Yeah, I wonder too sometimes but I am loyal, honorable, & hope our excellent gov and MI are lining up ducks. But due to witnessing evil empire built 

itself on my back, I hope this is not a massive kidnapping into a virtual world of suffering just below pain level, as beasts feed

1/3/2019 3:27:43 AM natureinspace Alot of people have already had first contact. So I don't think this will be that much of a shock. Or at least I wouldn't think it would be. Lots of people 

have awakened worldwide.

1/3/2019 3:31:27 AM diaptera_80 That would be awesome!

1/3/2019 3:35:46 AM arc339 Do you connect with others that feel thy belong with your group? Where do USMCss benevolent people contact to reunite w unit? Many are here to 

protect The Creation, see to it that anyone trying to carnage others will be stopped. It may be too difficult to protect earth alone.

1/3/2019 3:41:56 AM arc339 Some people, due to training, can detect algorithms in behavior, when certain AI replication targets & gets near leaders, dont you think this is 

extinction level event? One subtheory is that Giza already covertly took over, they hijack brains. But MY desire is 4 heavenly reality

1/3/2019 3:55:43 AM ragstorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 regarding the B2 bomber/DoD ad a few days ago and the subtle reminder of MOAB (both mother of all bombs, and town in UT). 

Think the outburst by #Romney & cnn visit is a part of the kabuki theater?

1/3/2019 4:03:07 AM ladtacarms Have any more info on the gateway process? Already read the CIA doc, was hoping for more detailed description.

1/3/2019 4:04:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/3/2019 4:05:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Closer to 60-40% dis/mis vs authentic.

1/3/2019 4:08:46 AM adsvel Erosion of the earth's crust, Earth's crust expansion, Earth's crystal shining? http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=327&v=CN59HMd186Y …

1/3/2019 4:20:01 AM rick_hernandez Of course. You’re an owl



1/3/2019 4:25:03 AM zagnett MJ, thanks for discussing this openly.

So roughly 40-60% authentic, and 40-60% dis/mis? Depending on the source. Some a little more, other a little less?

What can we expect going forward? How reliably true will info be in the future?

1/3/2019 4:27:01 AM ghostanon6120 one more:  https://www.foxnews.com/science/china-successfully-lands-spacecraft-on-far-side-of-moon-state-media-says …

1/3/2019 4:27:12 AM ko19700 We don’t have to agree on every point do we. It’s called rational discussion.

1/3/2019 4:29:15 AM saintechelon Fake

1/3/2019 4:30:12 AM ghostanon6120 One thing that is odd is VP mentioned. So many of my Q friends say VP is blackhat/on chopping block/hence envelope given. Me = confused. Direction 

on this? anyone? bueller? :)

1/3/2019 5:00:12 AM keith369me You will be able to discern this disinformation/factual information on your own.  Many are getting better at this task.

1/3/2019 5:07:01 AM zagnett I think I'm getting a lot better at it over the last year or so too. It's just still time-consuming. We should strive for efficient/complete disclosure. Not 

slow/incomplete disclosure.

1/3/2019 5:12:06 AM keith369me I think disclosure is being done in the most humane way...internally...which requires discernment.  I have noticed that even the most “clueless” are 

starting to recognize they have been lied to constantly via their teLIEvision Programming.

1/3/2019 5:15:12 AM zagnett Agreed.

1/3/2019 5:31:13 AM _chelseaproject How many of them are already dead or in Gitmo and have been cloned?

1/3/2019 5:36:16 AM bbobbio71 Couldn't resist..

 https://youtu.be/Eo-KmOd3i7s 

1/3/2019 5:42:45 AM scott_rick Steven Greer

1/3/2019 5:47:22 AM deplorabldamsel Any way possible we can get like a minimum 2 hour warning before First Contact happens?  I want to gather my family and get them out of the cities.

1/3/2019 5:52:59 AM amyburli @think I studied Lilith yesterday and started Enoch into the second ch/parable/reading! I’ll have to save astrology numerology for next.

1/3/2019 5:56:28 AM djlok Yeah I think the pursuit of the truth is just as important as the actual truth... Maybe more because the pursuit teaches us to do our own research and 

trust ourselves with what we learn/find.  Which, by the way, is the opposite of what [they] want.

1/3/2019 5:57:48 AM zagnett Agreed

1/3/2019 6:08:39 AM amyburli What is he the guardian of? Need a daily lesson!

1/3/2019 6:23:04 AM blankmarlo I'm confused as well on that. Although many blackhats are forced to work for the deep state against their will through blackmail and/or intimidation. 

Maybe his strings have been cut?

1/3/2019 6:23:17 AM smalltownusa121 Wish we were all work for the good and straight talk could be had so we all know what going on and help. The world is not like that and not all want 

what’s good. Sad difference prisons of the mind on a prison planet

1/3/2019 6:24:03 AM blankmarlo What is their connection?

1/3/2019 6:31:00 AM vintagesquirrel Are they feeding us disinfo?

1/3/2019 6:31:08 AM moemc8 No one sees that.

1/3/2019 6:31:14 AM _00111111_ Thoth is egyptian...not good...sorry for the planetary lovers who may feel otherwise...smart..tons of useful info from his energy...but an idol 

worshipped...a son of Set...nephilim...

1/3/2019 6:32:02 AM _00111111_ thats real cool. good reading....keep it up..!

1/3/2019 6:35:08 AM scrotata Agreed. Saw too many folks commenting like they were watching it. No way potus wanted that meeting on tv again.

1/3/2019 6:35:29 AM blankmarlo He's claiming they're 60% mis/disinfo according to his latest reply.

1/3/2019 6:38:39 AM firebird8035 This guy is saying there will be NO  public arrests or trials so it doesn't cause civil war. We won't know. This is BULLCRAP.  They BROKE the law. We 

want to SEE they are NOT above the law. How will we know if it's not public.

1/3/2019 6:46:42 AM sleky19 😉 https://twitter.com/Sleky19/status/1080726413068722176?s=19 …

1/3/2019 6:46:56 AM moonbaby04371 Cancer here. With a Taurus daughter, Scorpio daughter, Leo son, and a Libra son. Humor,& sarcasm rule in our house.

1/3/2019 6:49:38 AM gabrecken Digs on xeriox if anyone has time please.  Search is rough...no I did not mean xerox

1/3/2019 6:50:26 AM bgc558 What is a acronym, SSP?

I'm trying to learn 

Very new.

Thank you.

1/3/2019 6:58:23 AM neecieh6111 You are a blessing to the movement.  I hope the Yellow Vest Movement spreads WW.

1/3/2019 7:16:22 AM lucy558 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  hello, why doesn’t Q take action in the public right now? Secret arrests won’t educate people. We need actions in the public NOW!

1/3/2019 7:19:02 AM zack_stone Dr steven greer? So majestic has been in the bttm of the ufo field for yrs

1/3/2019 7:30:07 AM lambohodlr If a rational discussion 

Points of agreement will be linear. 

If this, then that.

Follow this account, cloning has been proven aka established truth.

Don't believe in cloning?

But follow this account?

Not rational/logical.

Then you should believe in clones 

Defi pic.twitter.com/A8xCPFA4hh
1/3/2019 7:34:46 AM patriot_pa Details please.  You are confusing your friends

1/3/2019 7:35:25 AM youstinksoap Congress sworn in today, Pelosi taking a vote on Gov. shutdown...all part of the plan, or not going to happen?  Hints would be great, lol.

1/3/2019 7:38:47 AM aurorasreality Sec space program

1/3/2019 7:39:12 AM aurorasreality Me too

1/3/2019 7:49:13 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/8ks3naE7Prk 

1/3/2019 7:52:08 AM lbf777 Is this really JFK Jr?

 https://twitter.com/Kennedy1960John 

1/3/2019 7:52:41 AM fionasdestiny67 Check out @FionasDestiny67’s Tweet: https://twitter.com/FionasDestiny67/status/1080584581349363713?s=09 …

1/3/2019 7:53:32 AM gabrecken Dont be an asshole Annan.  Think gives his opinion and warns us of the past.

1/3/2019 7:53:36 AM fionasdestiny67 Not jr., but Sr.

1/3/2019 8:05:27 AM gabrecken Blocked me...oh noes no more boob gifs



1/3/2019 8:08:32 AM patriot_pepe78  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAdG-HLzt7cXFiZjA-QFZfDLE6HzeK_Q/view … think this is bad news? Nancy writing new rules , house can override 

DOJ. They insulated from arrest ? Investigations. Declas and arrest before this . Thoughts?

1/3/2019 8:19:26 AM gabrecken @_00111111_ keep up the good work.  I did like some of the info nordic presented, but I will not tolerate unconstructive criticism of Patriots like that.  

You have a good heart, dont change it.

1/3/2019 8:27:04 AM nicjoubert81 Sr???

1/3/2019 8:27:31 AM ingoldisrael In your opinion, does/how does “Adoption & Safe Families Act” (1997 - under Clinton) figure in?

1/3/2019 8:28:24 AM ingoldisrael Which subordinate agencies?

1/3/2019 8:32:00 AM ingoldisrael In what ways do the differences show up? In other words, how does Florida differ & why is it stronger, since the Hollywood film industry is still king?

1/3/2019 8:33:16 AM ingoldisrael Describe the visual appearance of this entity. What does it look like?

1/3/2019 8:33:46 AM ingoldisrael Why don’t they feed on each other?

1/3/2019 8:34:51 AM ingoldisrael Can you name these Old Guard intel officers, now appearing as news anchors & tv personalities?

1/3/2019 8:35:30 AM ingoldisrael Who was being blackmailed & who was doing the blackmailing?

1/3/2019 8:35:48 AM ingoldisrael Sandy Hook?

1/3/2019 8:36:50 AM ingoldisrael Aren’t there almost as many GOP involved in this “Uniparty” secret club?

1/3/2019 8:38:34 AM ingoldisrael Pretty wild claim. What kind, exactly, of life are you talking about? Each of those cannot sustain human life, so...?

1/3/2019 8:38:43 AM scott_rick They pushed him out of the hospital room he was staying in

1/3/2019 8:39:54 AM ingoldisrael Why are they placed in DUMBs? What purpose?

1/3/2019 8:40:27 AM ingoldisrael Reason for border security rebellion?

1/3/2019 8:41:16 AM ingoldisrael Why transnational—is the CIA procuring children for the US?

1/3/2019 8:41:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/3/2019 8:44:40 AM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/oHxGQjirV-c 

1/3/2019 8:48:13 AM lbf777 So who is it? He just told the whole story about his plain going down and Trump saving him. Is this clowns? 

https://twitter.com/Kennedy1960John/status/1080865989301030915 …

1/3/2019 8:50:57 AM scott_rick Richard Byrd knew also: https://youtu.be/czW0iRJuH1A 

1/3/2019 9:02:48 AM aprilbrown99 Clowns.

1/3/2019 9:03:46 AM lurakoos Are u suggesting @CoreyGoode is disinformation.. I disagree. He is a legitimate whistleblower and his testimony is an important part of full disclosure. 

Please clarify your comments.. thank you

1/3/2019 9:04:05 AM kcwpatriot Also could mean "Prime Source" as in the source of energy that is everything.

1/3/2019 9:04:37 AM aprilbrown99 Would be wonderful if true but i don’t feel this account is legitimate. Just my opinion. But maybe that is the point?

1/3/2019 9:06:14 AM aprilbrown99 Great video. Found it very interesting to see JFK with him.

1/3/2019 9:08:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

1/3/2019 9:08:36 AM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences.

1/3/2019 9:08:55 AM stoneturnr How is the typist of this account able to discern messages from the IS-BE of Forrestal from their own thoughts? Is it purely telepathic or is technology 

used?

1/3/2019 9:15:00 AM missy968 It’s clowns. I’m sorry if you’ve been duped. It’s a dirty trick they play.

1/3/2019 9:18:33 AM melanieanders7 Your IS. Do you recall this life in full now? It would be of great benefit for a complete and honest disclosure with truth.

1/3/2019 9:19:06 AM bgc558 Thanks Dana.

Maybe is PS...Sarah..? ?

🤔

1/3/2019 9:19:57 AM youstinksoap Is it true that Ivanka is Q's twin soul?

1/3/2019 9:20:22 AM lbf777 It could be clowns but how do you know for sure?

1/3/2019 9:32:20 AM __jabird__ CG = Community Galactica? DW=?

1/3/2019 9:46:34 AM i8anenigma LOVE IT! Thanx.

1/3/2019 9:46:48 AM forthegoodman Thanks!

1/3/2019 9:56:36 AM forthegoodman You will find this research interesting,

it adds to the Forrestal story with additional

figures. 

 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ForTheGoodMan/status/998655073122115589 …

1/3/2019 10:00:13 AM mama_beph Huh. JFK could have been Naval Intelligence. Seen at ~10 minutes

1/3/2019 10:07:14 AM _the_psychonaut No. It is a reference to Corey Goode

1/3/2019 10:08:20 AM _the_psychonaut Corey Goode and David Wilcock

1/3/2019 10:08:54 AM friskygolfer Mattis has judge duties in one section of court’s martial~ pic.twitter.com/KQssjYM9Mg

1/3/2019 10:09:40 AM cat89497941 Exactly...why is the fiction continuing?!?? Bases are there lol 😂

1/3/2019 10:14:07 AM speaakn What the heck was in that medal he received from Truman?

1/3/2019 10:14:31 AM vintagesquirrel Just because that account is not him, does not mean he is not alive.

1/3/2019 10:22:16 AM seahag127 SSP responsible for California fires and missile launch over Alaska.  Take them down.

1/3/2019 10:22:56 AM seahag127 Corey Good is SSP, not good.

1/3/2019 10:35:46 AM sageremarks CG/DW = @CoreyGoode  & @david_wilcock, One is a reincarnated prophet and the other is a UFO abductee and you have to ask if they spread dis/mis 

info? They massage your imagination and feed your hopes.

1/3/2019 10:35:51 AM cat89497941 Open your eyes after you open your mind after you realize that you have been brainwashed

1/3/2019 10:37:30 AM _00111111_ have you been possessed by Thoth? i have

1/3/2019 10:37:46 AM _00111111_ i have him tattooed all over my body

1/3/2019 10:37:52 AM seahag127 Corey Goode and David Wilcock, working for the SSP.

1/3/2019 10:38:43 AM gabrecken Screenshot plz blocked from seeing

1/3/2019 10:39:46 AM _00111111_ since when do i scare people, anna? why be an asshole to a good lightworking soul. who never talks about boobs and tits. what part of working light is 

that? i gave a fair warning...as is my right. it appears you are then a sole beholder of this truth then, prime?

1/3/2019 10:41:37 AM _00111111_ thanks for the sticking up. thought it unneccesary to take down a patriot as such as well. to even insinuate this movement has no space for me is 

asanine...lets put our lightworking twitter resumes together and just see who has been busting his ass to CREATE, my man annan, to

1/3/2019 10:42:32 AM lori_dee1 Yes! I love the Military Tribunal team! Can't wait for them to begin.

1/3/2019 10:42:59 AM _00111111_ CREATE forces and words that will inspire and shine the light? this guy. who has over 200 poems just on lightworking? this guy? ALL WHILE NOT 

TALKING IN FUCKING CAPS. OR BEING CRYPTIC TO POINT OF OBFUSCATION. ANNAN, IF YOU KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE KNOWN OF ME IN PAST WHAT 

PART OF THAT

1/3/2019 10:43:53 AM _00111111_ CHANGES IF I SUGGEST WE MUST BE CAREFUL WITH THOTH? 

so please. i am not one to come in from up high showing titties and screaming half the time. 

i do not take lightly to be told i am useless to this movement.

1/3/2019 10:44:53 AM _00111111_ he is showing me titties...

1/3/2019 10:45:10 AM _00111111_ why you have to be an asshole to a good man? dude?

1/3/2019 10:46:49 AM gabrecken He probably woke up on the wrong side of the iceberg.

1/3/2019 10:55:41 AM mgray72531386 That was EPIC!!!!  That was a REAL TIME Q+ POST!  Every Anon or Q follower knew what it meant. And, if they didn’t, they knew where to go to find 

out! TRUMP in BEAST MODE!🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉🐉



1/3/2019 10:55:46 AM gabrecken You know my signs and purpose.  Its what I'm meant to do, brother.

1/3/2019 11:00:35 AM blankmarlo So many different groups with different agendas operating in and beyond our solar system it's hard to know for sure.

1/3/2019 11:00:37 AM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have the military tribunals started?

1/3/2019 11:03:13 AM taradea08775439 Cough cough Teresa barnwell

1/3/2019 11:08:28 AM giediknight Warlock holding stargate? pic.twitter.com/BSsToJ15JA

1/3/2019 11:09:58 AM mgray72531386 And, Field McConnell. The approximate number killed by Pence, 130+. Field McConnell is Kristine Marcy’s Brother.  Kristine was Hillary’s #2 in setting 

up the international child trafficking network. Field has requested to be at Gitmo when Kristine is put to death for her crimes.

1/3/2019 11:10:39 AM cidarean Looks like F had several attempts on him. Until he was put in a place where he could be controlled. Soon as it "appeared" he was going to spill the 

beans he was suicided? What else was in that diary? Who killed him? The same who killed JFK? Cold War was a FF? ALL= Containment?

1/3/2019 11:12:42 AM gabrecken  https://youtu.be/y5vr_Vhoumc 

This came to me when he started the BS.

1/3/2019 11:14:36 AM blankmarlo Is LightBringerFlex Alice?

1/3/2019 11:15:10 AM natureinspace It's a distraction shill account. It's not really him.

1/3/2019 11:18:40 AM warangel1111 😂

1/3/2019 11:20:49 AM gabrecken How are you today, lioness?

1/3/2019 11:20:51 AM mongrelglory During his incarnation, did the man known as James Forrestal become aware that he was on officer of the Domain? (i.e. Starseed)

1/3/2019 11:26:52 AM princesspatrio1 🙄😂 Again?

1/3/2019 11:33:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only after ascension.

1/3/2019 11:33:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns would be an accurate assessment.

1/3/2019 11:34:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 He ascended actually.

1/3/2019 11:35:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 As well as a few others.

1/3/2019 11:36:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Highly Classified

1/3/2019 11:37:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 China is internally determining what to do. They are reconciling what they were debriefed by 45 with the proof they were told to go verify themselves. 

Xi didn't believe 45 was being serious. Now its been confirmed; internal panic in China at the moment until a decision is made.

1/3/2019 11:38:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the poster.

1/3/2019 11:39:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 For themselves.

1/3/2019 11:40:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 17:45 ET

1/3/2019 11:40:33 AM giediknight US Flag with Gold Fringe indicating Wartime?

1/3/2019 11:41:19 AM deerfield4570 17 and 45 😎

1/3/2019 11:41:28 AM dzxty1 Nothing has manifested. When will we see overt movements and events that will shift public consciousness?

1/3/2019 11:42:26 AM djlok I just hope everyone (ET's and IS-BE's) was nice. Like we don't need China (or anyone) going up there acting like they own the place!! No need to be 

rude!!

1/3/2019 11:42:30 AM turboxyde I was going to ask yesterday if these specific landing coordinates were "gifted" to them so that they can align themselves with disclosure and the Earth 

Alliance. It makes complete sense that the "welcome packet" for nations whom have been "read on" would include easter eggs.

1/3/2019 11:43:03 AM nancyddb What's on the dark side of the moon? Thank you.

1/3/2019 11:43:25 AM scott_rick How could humans shoot down a craft in 1947.... wouldn’t the occupants technology be more advanced than ours?  Was this on purpose to precipitate 

disclosure?

1/3/2019 11:43:41 AM zagnett F had a cameo in "Flags of our Fathers".

Does MJ recall any of F's memories of Iwo Jima?

1/3/2019 11:44:14 AM space_sloth26 Was there an intelligent species of dinosaur? Or if you could explain what we're getting wrong about them, if anything?

1/3/2019 11:44:33 AM teamsterr07 Have Military Tribunals started at Gitmo for  HRC, Comey, Podestas, Brennan Awan Bros and/or anyone else involved in the Obama administration?

1/3/2019 11:44:38 AM leesharons Husband just died. Need to protect myself financially. Should I buy gold?

1/3/2019 11:44:39 AM ygwiryn Sands of time ?? What do you know about it?

1/3/2019 11:44:45 AM scott_rick Do you know about Ambassador Lee Wanta’s trillions?  That would fund Trumps wall in a nanosecond

1/3/2019 11:45:05 AM johngradycole20 Can you clarify what you meant by "patterns reveal patterns"? I have wracked my brain over this and I am coming up with nothing definitive. 

pic.twitter.com/Y3s7q3gDJ0

1/3/2019 11:45:41 AM cidarean  pic.twitter.com/ywPm7K6OrS

1/3/2019 11:45:48 AM princesspatrio1 😎👊

1/3/2019 11:46:50 AM theresa49439710 What he is saying is not true his wife and his sister did not die.

1/3/2019 11:46:53 AM gabrecken Its stands for all of you here.  When in need or trouble make the call, tag I will always answer.

1/3/2019 11:47:28 AM pattonspotting Is there any truth in old Gods myths/legends like Greek, Norse, Egyptian etc

1/3/2019 11:47:41 AM keith369me Was is a Freudian Slip when POTUS said he worked for PS?

1/3/2019 11:47:43 AM teamsterr07 How did the Chinese react when they were greeted on the Dark Side of the Moon??

1/3/2019 11:47:51 AM zagnett Are the beings at @SandiaWisdom (the whole crew) genuine ETs?

They seem cool.

1/3/2019 11:47:54 AM lbf777 He said it’s the clowns.

1/3/2019 11:48:09 AM djlok So Ascension means the entire IS-BE leaves Earth?  Sort of like Christianity's story about Jesus. Or does it just mean the IS ascends to a higher plane and 

leaves the BE behind?

1/3/2019 11:48:34 AM princesspatrio1 Thank you CC.

1/3/2019 11:48:44 AM blankmarlo You seem intent on avoiding my Saturn questions. Is that because I'm wording them infectively out because they relate to force beyond your 

jurisdiction?

1/3/2019 11:49:22 AM blankmarlo What is the shape/structure of our universe?

1/3/2019 11:50:07 AM blankmarlo Who created/maintains Saturn's rings?

1/3/2019 11:50:25 AM blankmarlo What species/civilization created our moon?

1/3/2019 11:50:35 AM keith369me 1-20-2019 to 1-21-2019 will mark 30 days of Q silence (if it continues), 45s second anniversary as POTUS and coincides with the lunar eclipse.

1/3/2019 11:50:53 AM _girlmaher_ Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for providing so many avenues of reconsideration. It has animated all the holiday scientific conversations. Bringing it 

back to century-old means of passing on alchemic knowledge, my Mad Scientists are clamoring for this answer.  

https://twitter.com/EvaVavoom/status/1079872869318963206 …

1/3/2019 11:50:53 AM sontechnique Did John Searle successfully produce an anti-gravity machine and did this experiment really happen?

See next post

1/3/2019 11:50:54 AM blankmarlo How would you describe Epstein's "rank" within the cabal?

1/3/2019 11:50:54 AM zagnett They seems more personable than the Worm Guys in MIB anyway. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WS93LMcRGRk …

1/3/2019 11:51:23 AM smart_ass_lynn They're killing us. On purpose.

1/3/2019 11:52:15 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/ZLV8FfNLVM

1/3/2019 11:52:32 AM _00111111_ is a polite use of energy.yes and appreciated.

1/3/2019 11:52:33 AM si11112018 My thoughts this morning exactly!! Interesting



1/3/2019 11:52:39 AM stoneturnr How many Stargates are on Earth? Are they all under the control of MJ12?

1/3/2019 11:52:46 AM jaspony1 How many more people need to be "awakened" before disclosure can begin?

1/3/2019 11:53:02 AM keith369me ...and are the Chinese photos on the back side of the moon authentic?

1/3/2019 11:53:07 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/YQiVW4F7XA

1/3/2019 11:53:30 AM chrisklemenza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you tell me if this is real or not? Is this a bigfoot ankle?

 Severed Ankle and Right Foot unveiled. Only known Physical proof...  https://youtu.be/ft7nBx9oRl4  via @YouTube

1/3/2019 11:54:03 AM rocktobersky Oh, Oh!

1/3/2019 11:54:08 AM cidarean Need to elaborate as ascended could be interpreted many ways.

1. Ascended Physically? = 👽

2. Ascended Consciously?

3. Ascended...? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080910295416090624?s=19 …

1/3/2019 11:54:11 AM vcpp Shanahan himself

1/3/2019 11:54:48 AM keith369me I believe M12 described this before...I think it was along the lines of “useful idiot”

1/3/2019 11:54:54 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/3IqS0a8MBu

1/3/2019 11:55:24 AM diaptera_80 Did you in a previous tweet say it is necessary for the body to die in order to ascend?

1/3/2019 11:55:28 AM firebird8035 Will there be public arrests? If we don't see Clinton's, Obama's, Bush's, Comey, Clapper, Holder, Lynch, Schiff, Brennan, tried & sentenced, there will be 

civil unrest.

1/3/2019 11:55:30 AM keith369me Will pray for you both.

1/3/2019 11:55:44 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/CJTR7Dug98

1/3/2019 11:56:06 AM sontechnique  pic.twitter.com/W597O54B2h

1/3/2019 11:56:13 AM dark2light2019 1745 ET people c’mon you wait your whole life being lied to and you cannot wait a few hours for #truth

1/3/2019 11:56:26 AM blankmarlo I'm confused by by the NXIVM cults patented experiments on "how to rehabilitate a luciferian". Is this just a cover for torture or do they consider 

themselves adjacent to luciferian organizations?

1/3/2019 11:56:57 AM mongrelglory That would explain his "crisis of faith" so to speak near the end of his life.

1/3/2019 11:57:06 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

If the main part of mankind rejects disclosure, what will you do?

1/3/2019 11:57:32 AM drumsk8 How long is the government going to be shutdown for? Clearly it's not over a wall that's being built already.

1/3/2019 11:57:53 AM zagnett Somewhat off-topic, but feeling lucky today...

Is megaladon still around?

1/3/2019 11:58:00 AM blankmarlo Does the innermost circle of the Vatican consider groups like Scientology and NXIVM to upstart potential rivals or just pawns in the religion racket?

1/3/2019 11:59:04 AM firebird8035 Who or what is PS?

1/3/2019 11:59:10 AM petitchevalb Is disclosure only about ET or does it enclose subjects as our infinite spirit too?

1/3/2019 11:59:37 AM diaptera_80 I was told this was part of an art project, but perhaps that too is a weatherballoon

1/3/2019 11:59:41 AM gabrecken Y'all are great together

1/3/2019 12:00:41 PM keith369me Patrick Shanahan

1/3/2019 12:00:46 PM cidarean Disclosure? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080515762039734273?s=19 …

1/3/2019 12:01:18 PM blankmarlo @kabamur_taygeta is back on Twitter. You've implied that he's inaccurate in the past. Do you consider him to be misinfo or disinfo? (This question 

doesn't reflect any personal belief on my part)

1/3/2019 12:02:03 PM islandofdelight Are any of these TV shows intentionally produced disclosure: Lost (Electromagnetism, Time Travel), Burn Notice(Deep State Tactics), The Blacklist(Cabal 

based bad guys), or Chuck(Intersect=MKUltra for information/combat ability downloads)? Any other big ones that I missed?

1/3/2019 12:02:24 PM stoneturnr How exactly does Forrestal communicate with the typist of this account? Im having trouble understanding this concept

1/3/2019 12:03:14 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/cYLZcpRbax

1/3/2019 12:03:20 PM mongrelglory Wow!  This is going to really shake up the longterm plans of the Communist Party leaders!  They like to plan everything well in advance...talk about a 

"game-changer". 👽

1/3/2019 12:04:58 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/ZKvaMeqWIJ

1/3/2019 12:06:39 PM princesspatrio1 Soul Sisters

1/3/2019 12:07:23 PM gabrecken I know my favorite though ☺

1/3/2019 12:07:44 PM turboxyde So, if he voluntarily left his body and completed ascension. Did they (cabal) decide to make it look like a suicide attempt in a panic to cover up even 

more questions that would bring?

1/3/2019 12:07:59 PM mongrelglory Is it necessary for a Starseed to remember who they are in order to fully accomplish their mission?  What percentage of Starseeds never wake up 

during their incarnation (versus those who do)?

1/3/2019 12:09:31 PM mikelzinga Death is an illusion

1/3/2019 12:10:23 PM bbobbio71 Stargate SG1.

Few posts back MJ suggested nine watching 1st season.  

I haven't finished yet but can't help but wonder,  do they need us united to join in some multi universal fight for peace among other alien civilizations? 

Good watching though

1/3/2019 12:10:59 PM djlok Yeah when "you know" aka waking up, it can be very isolating for sure.

1/3/2019 12:11:20 PM mongrelglory I assume it would be communication via telepathy or channeling.

1/3/2019 12:13:46 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 confirmed the Sandia account as being genuine ETs a while back. 😊

1/3/2019 12:13:58 PM bbobbio71 Will any of that technology be used(I'm sure it's already available) in my current life time? Probably not.  I would hope so though

1/3/2019 12:14:07 PM paulfdegner Are you going to be an guest on Fade To Black with Host Jimmy Church?

1/3/2019 12:15:00 PM stoneturnr Ok, but I still dont fully understand how the information is retrieved and verified. Is it through a channeling process? Are they referring to 

reincarnation? Does an etheric version of Forestall manifest? How can the typist verify that the information genuine?

1/3/2019 12:16:54 PM wakingdream93 Is it possible for ET DNA🧬 dormant in a human vessel to “awaken”?  Would the awakening of that DNA cause physical changes/abilities?

1/3/2019 12:17:14 PM wakingdream93 Will our physical eyes ever be able to see what our Third Eye can see? Why do I have such a strong/active imagination?? Is there a connection?

1/3/2019 12:17:32 PM richardbramlet6 Never be afraid to tell the truth I have told many some believe some do not walk the line of faith always say believe me or not does not matter for we 

are all going tell them only what they need to know nothing extra always say look it up u will see

1/3/2019 12:18:02 PM decodematrix Do you have meetings with the Andromeda Council?

1/3/2019 12:18:03 PM plumcivic Who wrote Shakespeare's plays?

1/3/2019 12:18:20 PM mongrelglory SG-1 showed the ascension process occurring for several characters.  It seemed to happen at the point of death, leaving the physical body behind while 

the IS was converted to a new sort of "energy body".  Maybe MJ-12 can comment on how accurate this depiction was?

1/3/2019 12:18:49 PM anangelhasland1 There is something called “waking dreams” and they do feel “more than awake” 

My trying-to-be-helpful guess...

1/3/2019 12:18:54 PM cryptocrab4 Are [GB] [BO] [HC] clones ?

1/3/2019 12:19:22 PM zagnett Oh he did? Cool.

Hmm, thinking about it now, that could be why I started looking there in the first. My memory ain't the greatest.

1/3/2019 12:20:38 PM mongrelglory Would MJ-12 be willing/able to name some other historical figures that were Starseeds? (Especially any from this past century?)



1/3/2019 12:20:55 PM vintagesquirrel Will the public be shown video evidence in the near future?

1/3/2019 12:21:17 PM crazycooder Great one :)

1/3/2019 12:22:01 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, and that large rolling sound is everyone trying to get their heads around that 33% of humans are clones and/or Gitmo is full up already and we are 

watching a masquerade...

Does Kabamur need a hug?

1/3/2019 12:24:37 PM crazycooder Does the US already have someone on the dark side of the moon ?

1/3/2019 12:24:45 PM melanieanders7 When humans receive hidden advanced  tech, will threat of “AI signal” be neutralized prior to distribution and future safety precautions be taken in 

effect? Is an “AI signal” even a threat?

1/3/2019 12:25:30 PM jrocktigers Were Grateful Dead band followers (Deadheads) the targets for interaction or contact statistically more than general populace?  You said AMA....

1/3/2019 12:25:55 PM bbobbio71 Are the pirmyds housing some sort of alien electricity source?

What is the reason they are aligned in a certain way?

1/3/2019 12:26:05 PM mongrelglory Were you practicing Astral projection?  I don't know a lot about it but people can travel all over in the Astral plane.

1/3/2019 12:26:18 PM melanieanders7 The Lunar Oporation command center is on the dark side of the moon.

1/3/2019 12:26:41 PM kcwpatriot Is there a device that uses the "Solfeggio Scale" of 9 tones to heal, create or manipulate material? and if so, where would one find a schematic or a 

reference to its existence?

1/3/2019 12:27:41 PM wakingdream93 Are Corey Goode & David Wilcock to be trusted? What role to the play in SSP? Mis/disinformation??

1/3/2019 12:28:54 PM mongrelglory They've pointed to the @SandiaWisdom crew in the past. 😊

1/3/2019 12:31:43 PM giediknight He uses the word “majestic” many times in Art of the Deal

1/3/2019 12:33:25 PM princesspatrio1 Angel. 😇

1/3/2019 12:33:25 PM decodematrix Is the inner-core of Earth a star/sun?

1/3/2019 12:35:01 PM vintagesquirrel Maybe he means he doesn't believe... yet. It's one of the harder concepts to grasp.

1/3/2019 12:35:17 PM gabrecken Of course 😉

1/3/2019 12:35:26 PM decodematrix Does our solar system have a 2nd star? Is it a black hole?

1/3/2019 12:35:32 PM blankmarlo Specifically though the question is whether or not MJ12 believes that Kab is intentionally misleading people or he is simply mistaken on certain topics.

1/3/2019 12:35:45 PM blsdbe Are CG and DW aware of the 60/40 mis&disinfo vs accurate info they are sharing? Are they intentionally leading folks astray?

1/3/2019 12:36:16 PM princesspatrio1 She's everyone's favorite. ❤️

1/3/2019 12:36:32 PM vintagesquirrel Because the last few administration's were corrupt as hell.

1/3/2019 12:36:47 PM blsdbe Is GESARA/NESARA a real act that will someday pass and be instituted?

1/3/2019 12:36:57 PM gabrecken Surely someone thinks princess is their favorite

1/3/2019 12:37:10 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/jasonmatozzo/status/1080534871737618432 …

1/3/2019 12:37:10 PM leondecrypto 1. What is the hexagon on saturn?

2. Are there soulless clones on earth?

1/3/2019 12:37:34 PM bbobbio71 Why did the earth vibrations suddenly go back to normal? Was it some type of message meant for others outside earth?

1/3/2019 12:37:55 PM blsdbe What is the best way to detoxify ourselves to prepare for ascension?

1/3/2019 12:38:45 PM mongrelglory DJT used the term "Majestic" when he was talking about Israel during a Hanukah speech he gave this season.

1/3/2019 12:39:14 PM firebird8035 Thank you!

1/3/2019 12:40:17 PM decodematrix What caused the destruction of Maldek? Was it a war or the passing of the 2nd star in our solar system?

1/3/2019 12:41:24 PM adheysuk In regards to disclosure or helping people to raise their conscious awareness, is their one youtube video that you feel is specifically worth watching. not 

counting any sci-fi tv series.

1/3/2019 12:41:29 PM petitchevalb Why do an IS incarnate on a certain planet? What does influence its BE's birth location?

1/3/2019 12:41:42 PM firebird8035 What is SSP?

1/3/2019 12:41:45 PM anangelhasland1 Yes the “Classic Twitter” question...

1/3/2019 12:43:09 PM marythibodeau9 What is the...?

1/3/2019 12:43:26 PM pragmatic_texan How can I tell someone across a lecture hall is staring at me even though I’m not facing even close to their location in the room?

1/3/2019 12:44:06 PM vintagesquirrel Be extremely subtle, even to the point of formlessness. Be extremely mysterious, even to the point of soundlessness. Thereby you can be the director 

of the opponent’s fate. - Sun Tzu

1/3/2019 12:44:53 PM firebird8035 Patrick Shanahan. Defense secretary

1/3/2019 12:45:21 PM blogjam_net It’s all a bit much to process and some are further along than others. All of us still have plenty of WTF?!? moments ahead though 😜

1/3/2019 12:45:26 PM colista Wouldn't the (evil) ETs want abortion to be illegal so there would be more humans to use? Seems that deep stage desire to reduce earth's population 

is in direct conflict with "using" humans. Thank you.

1/3/2019 12:45:26 PM aurorasreality Patrick new head of SSP

1/3/2019 12:46:01 PM aurorasreality At 17:45 ❤️

1/3/2019 12:46:32 PM petitchevalb When a Earth human is interacting with an ET, how far is the planetary collective consciousnes influenced? Is the planet aware of the exo 

consciousness ?

1/3/2019 12:47:40 PM decodematrix Is the tower on the moon a soul catcher?

1/3/2019 12:47:46 PM djlok I better follow them!

1/3/2019 12:49:17 PM snotwistr The crude oil we are sucking out of the earth, is that really a lubricant for the inner and outer crust?  Thanks

1/3/2019 12:50:14 PM giediknight I agree, I always say that we won't have ZPE until a majority of people believe that it is possible. That's why you see the cabal reinforce finite energy 

sources in movies, like the new Hans Solo movie, Luke didn't have to recharge his light saber!

1/3/2019 12:50:23 PM decodematrix What caused Earth to tilt on its axis? A war or passing of 2nd star?

1/3/2019 12:50:42 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Perhaps you could find some infos about clones here : https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1079701046727852034?s=19 …

1/3/2019 12:51:01 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/aR4OWhaduA

1/3/2019 12:53:42 PM bbobbio71 His uncle, I believe was MJ

1/3/2019 12:54:12 PM snotwistr What about the show Salvation   real or clown information?

1/3/2019 12:55:35 PM wonderswords Did Chuck and Nancy get the Message? Or will they be vacationing together in Cuba

1/3/2019 12:57:15 PM kat_pauner Princess is very much respected down unda.

1/3/2019 12:57:57 PM vintagesquirrel Exactly

1/3/2019 12:58:09 PM keith369me Has MJ12 been in contact with Vladimir Putin?

1/3/2019 12:59:00 PM blankmarlo Lol true

1/3/2019 12:59:30 PM decodematrix What was the name of the civilization that lived in Antarctica?

1/3/2019 1:02:07 PM blankmarlo No DM's and no comms off of Twitter.

1/3/2019 1:03:30 PM starbabie1111 Annan, why does he always have the ibis head? Is it a mask?

1/3/2019 1:03:59 PM freestateojones There seems to be a good deal of info regarding SSPs and more - When is this anticipated to become "common knowledge" amongst our civilization?

Is there anything that has to happen prior to world wide exposal of this information, other than DECLAS/removing 'bad actors'?

Thanks. pic.twitter.com/2vyguZmhtR

1/3/2019 1:06:48 PM blsdbe Paytriots?



1/3/2019 1:08:30 PM leondecrypto That thread made my question.

But thanks anyway👍.

1/3/2019 1:10:14 PM blsdbe I am constantly 'hearing' at least 2, sometimes up to 5 different tones/frequencies in my head. Sometimes the noise is almost deafening. Is this just 

tinnitus? If not, what is going on? Is it harming me? Can I stop it?

1/3/2019 1:10:24 PM blankmarlo This account has stated that the time given for AMA's is a rough guideline. The account is open for questions 24/7 they'll probably just start answering 

around 17:45.

1/3/2019 1:13:07 PM turboxyde Can we move the Planetary Throat Chakra to sit it squarely over Washington DC to bring the voice of the people and the co-creative consciousness of 

this sphere upon those who seek to divide and conquer?

1/3/2019 1:14:38 PM petitchevalb Oh sorry

1/3/2019 1:14:54 PM djlok I was wondering this too. It looks like they landed in the top (pole) of the moon.  I was wondering if the photos were from there instead of the backside 

of the moon.

1/3/2019 1:17:14 PM leondecrypto Np man. Keep on digging and spreading info.

1/3/2019 1:17:45 PM djlok This is a great question and one I think I may already know the answer to.  I'm guessing "yes" is the correct answer.

1/3/2019 1:19:06 PM taradea08775439 My personal vibe is they can't be completely  trusted

1/3/2019 1:20:01 PM djlok And with that question "anything" has now officially been asked!  😀

1/3/2019 1:20:43 PM keith369me Thank you for sharing!  I learn so much when other people open up about their experiences!  How do you know that the walls you were stuck between 

were actually in your house?

1/3/2019 1:21:35 PM princesspatrio1 Awww. That's sweet guys. Thank you.😘

1/3/2019 1:21:41 PM shallknown Were there Aliens living in Paradise California prior to the fires?

1/3/2019 1:21:45 PM blsdbe Is it a Torus?

1/3/2019 1:23:10 PM vintagesquirrel What percentage of Congress are ET, hybrid, or otherwise?

1/3/2019 1:24:05 PM djlok Probably just bc they get a TON of questions.  You should see how many questions they get!  I picture the typist out looking for different work!!

1/3/2019 1:24:28 PM vintagesquirrel Any ideas for getting rid of the ringing/ whooshing in my ear?

1/3/2019 1:24:57 PM sailorpractical Are these comms, including the Q-posts, seeding a collective consciousness that is mission critical to an outcome that would overpower the deep state?

1/3/2019 1:25:07 PM jrocktigers It sure appeared that way to me , sober or not...

1/3/2019 1:27:19 PM bbobbio71 It's a black hole,  we earthlings call it Congress.  😂😂

1/3/2019 1:27:33 PM petitchevalb Thank you

1/3/2019 1:30:17 PM sleky19 45 ?

1/3/2019 1:32:35 PM urkules Do we change timelines in real time based on our actions and karma?

1/3/2019 1:33:32 PM djlok Maybe they are just interested in the tissue... Like @PPFA got busted selling to the highest bidder.  Evil!

1/3/2019 1:33:52 PM chuzehappy They really did not know? 45 had to tell them ?

1/3/2019 1:34:12 PM decodematrix Was The Fifth Element a Majestic movie?

1/3/2019 1:34:36 PM urkules Time may be an illusion, but I'm referring to the "timeline" as our predetermined series of events. Do our actions or lack of actions change the course 

of events in our lives in real time?

1/3/2019 1:34:48 PM gi6stars Will I ever have my own space ship?  Like the Jetsons!

I'm very serious.

1/3/2019 1:35:28 PM djlok Great question!

1/3/2019 1:36:21 PM gi6stars Is time travel real?

1/3/2019 1:37:48 PM bpwll Can't we just lure the snowflakes and those unable to see the reality into a cave, using the promise of free iPhones? I wish it would all drop tonight! All 

of it! All 100%

1/3/2019 1:39:03 PM blankmarlo That would be my best guess.

1/3/2019 1:39:28 PM scienceismymuse Wow I watched this last night. Weird

1/3/2019 1:39:31 PM djlok Yes.  I've said for the last 2-3 years the truth is much stranger than fiction.  MUCH!!

1/3/2019 1:41:40 PM sontechnique Same here. Frequencies change. Note your moods after the changes.

1/3/2019 1:42:50 PM vintagesquirrel Will we be seeing Assange any time soon?

1/3/2019 1:43:02 PM decodematrix When you say "new physics, new reality" is it just because the existing physics that have been hidden from us will be revealed? Or because the solar 

flash will change the physics of our solar system and they will be new?

1/3/2019 1:44:48 PM toffer_anon_369 Did Military Tribunals begin on 1/2/19?  Approx. how many trials have been completed thus far?

1/3/2019 1:45:19 PM djlok I caught that too.  Coincidence? Probably not.

1/3/2019 1:45:38 PM sontechnique Let me know if you get an effective solution

1/3/2019 1:46:17 PM lib7473 It would be nice to also have the Chinese finally take a real pic from moon of Earth! Unlike what NASA (cabal agency/Nazi controlled) to hide the truth 

of what they used the Moon for against humanity for eons. Now thx to light forces, ousted these 👿👽 from using it against all.

1/3/2019 1:47:59 PM keith369me I would have thought nothing of it except for the arm pat while doing it.

1/3/2019 1:51:28 PM leondecrypto dmt.

1/3/2019 1:51:32 PM decodematrix Is Ashtar Sheran / Ashtar Command real?

1/3/2019 1:55:17 PM texas_nacl The poster is facing Pence

1/3/2019 1:57:58 PM texas_nacl She’s going SouthEast all right - Gitmo

1/3/2019 1:58:14 PM pedalfun4u How will MSM be brought to heel and begin to bring the world's people "news we can use"? Corporations seized?

1/3/2019 1:58:49 PM hawkgirlinmn If i recall correctly, the Law of One states it was destroyed by war.

1/3/2019 2:00:22 PM petitchevalb  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074326021816635392?s=19 …

1/3/2019 2:00:27 PM decodematrix Did the cabal cause the Chernobyl meltdown and Challenger shuttle explosion?

1/3/2019 2:01:50 PM hawkgirlinmn Read about ascension symptoms

1/3/2019 2:02:45 PM aprilbrown99 Do the IS of the bloodlines reincarnate/repeat back into the same lines?

1/3/2019 2:05:30 PM decodematrix Whats the relationship between the Galactic Confederation and the Andromeda Council?

1/3/2019 2:05:53 PM jrocktigers To confirm this is a serious question , here are some lyrics from GD 

 "Cloud hands reaching from a rainbow

 Tapping at the window

 Touch your hair

 So swift and bright, strange figures of light

 Float in air"

1/3/2019 2:08:10 PM keith369me Does POTUS handle his own Twitter/Instagram accounts?  If not, who does?

1/3/2019 2:09:25 PM mongrelglory It could be because the information is still classified.  I've noticed that MJ-12 tend not to "out" other ET races that might be around at this time.  I think 

they are letting those ET races have control over when or whether they want their presence disclosed.

1/3/2019 2:09:26 PM unwilling_slave It’s been rumored that Hillary is in Gitmo.  True?

1/3/2019 2:11:48 PM cidarean Fun questions...

1. How large is our biggest SSP craft? "Human"

2. How large is the largest ET craft to visit within the earth's sphere?

1/3/2019 2:15:23 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has previously said that they play important roles in disclosure and that their "hearts are in the right places" even though 60% of their 

information is disinformation and there are some ego issues. (If I've summarized them correctly).

1/3/2019 2:18:03 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 said that even though David Wilcock has been fed a lot of disinformation over the years, that he's still managed to synthesize a fairly accurate 

overall picture of what's going on in the world.



1/3/2019 2:19:39 PM djlok If I had to guess, I'd guess MJ12 has been communicating with us through music for decades.  Around the time Q got started up, the album pinned to 

my timeline was released.  The lyrics to most of the songs are eerily Q-esque.

1/3/2019 2:19:53 PM decodematrix Will we see Nuremberg style trials on TV?

1/3/2019 2:20:56 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has previously said that their "hearts are in the right places" which I took as meaning that they were sincere.

1/3/2019 2:21:42 PM tncharlene Are we in a Matrix? If so, can we ever be FREE?

1/3/2019 2:22:00 PM mongrelglory I love that movie!  I just named my new cat Leeloo. 😊

1/3/2019 2:22:20 PM blankmarlo Oh whoa thanks for this digging this up, good find!

1/3/2019 2:23:19 PM tncharlene What are three sources of information we should research as far as becoming AWAKENED?

1/3/2019 2:23:21 PM rgm10263266 Everybody tries to format like Q now. Getting old.

1/3/2019 2:24:05 PM tncharlene Is anyone in Majestic 12, non-human?

1/3/2019 2:24:47 PM consortiapartn1 What happens next?

1/3/2019 2:25:30 PM lbf777 When can we expect some more economic help? Those gas price drops was a good start.

1/3/2019 2:25:42 PM tncharlene How can we tell if someone is a clone, or non-human?

1/3/2019 2:28:28 PM tncharlene Who is Q?

1/3/2019 2:29:14 PM tncharlene Did they clone JFK?

1/3/2019 2:31:00 PM tncharlene If someone sends DNA to ancestry are they using our DNA for cloning?

1/3/2019 2:31:02 PM 1chericane How can I best tap into my extra sensory perceptions?

1/3/2019 2:32:50 PM lambertfrdriqu1 Ghost in the shell...takes time, more than twice :-/ Sorry I'm silly.

1/3/2019 2:32:58 PM tltyson Who knows what they do with it...wouldn't do ancestry or 23/me or any other commercial DNA testing.

1/3/2019 2:36:11 PM tncharlene I feel like I've sought after knowledge and truth my entire life, but is REAL truth really attainable, or is it just an illusion? Is our entire existence 

MIRRORS? Things we can see but never actually obtain?

1/3/2019 2:36:25 PM john777lee Has the Waking dead series been produced to desensitize people . If the cabal was successful in a planned pandemic .

1/3/2019 2:39:42 PM tncharlene Couldn't the whole earth be RESET by turning off electricity?

1/3/2019 2:40:07 PM blankmarlo That's really interesting. I think I grouped kab and cobra into a question earlier and MJ12 gave an answer that I interpreted as writing them off but I 

must have misunderstood/misinterpreted. This helps reduce some cognitive dissonance on my end, thanks again!

1/3/2019 2:42:47 PM tncharlene Is MYTHOLOGY as in Uranus, Cronus, Zeus, etc real? Why were we taught about it in school? Significance?

1/3/2019 2:43:47 PM tncharlene Are aliens, Angels? Or Angels aliens?

1/3/2019 2:44:25 PM tncharlene Will full disclosure occur in our lifetime?

1/3/2019 2:44:31 PM john777lee They will have to comply ! Much bigger than just politics . Survival together or much pain and death.

1/3/2019 2:45:00 PM youstinksoap 1. Are strawberry marks majestic in any way.

2. Kabamur here on Twitter, resonates with me...how much is accurate to dis/mis info?  Rough %, if you can say.

3.  Thank you for the AMA's, they are excellent.

1/3/2019 2:45:02 PM rocktobersky Who Is Really Behind The "Persons of Interest" or The "Targeted Individuals" Programs? Thanks!

1/3/2019 2:47:35 PM rocktobersky Hmm....

1/3/2019 2:47:50 PM blankmarlo This is the exchange that sparked the question  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1063103142013870083?s=09 … pic.twitter.com/3IND2wvFTx

1/3/2019 2:50:38 PM ch3no2_chick76 Is there a frequency right now?  I am getting spotty BAD vertigo...which usually means energy or an earthquake is coming. Making me on edge...I really 

hope u can answer me please. I’m not crazy and I’m not sick either.

1/3/2019 2:52:51 PM decodematrix Is our planet infected with an AI signal/frequency and the solar flash will wipe it out?

1/3/2019 2:53:22 PM _truth_warrior_ Why can someone not just leak photos of aliens & ships?   There could be a massive data dump of evidence and it could be played off as “it’s not real” 

but plant the seed for the general public disclosure.

1/3/2019 2:54:36 PM drunkchefjeff Do books like the “Seth Speaks” series and channeled material like the “Elias Forum” provide accurate information as to the nature of reality and 

consciousness?

1/3/2019 2:55:14 PM voodoowarlord How old is the great Pyramid?  Who was it built by?

1/3/2019 2:55:16 PM gi6stars I would say YES. Her clothing line it self prove it.

1/3/2019 2:56:12 PM cryptocrab4 When GESARA ?

1/3/2019 2:56:15 PM vand3rboots I asked a similar question about who in the public domain was ET or ET/hybrid and this was their response: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103218861961217 …

1/3/2019 2:56:46 PM anangelhasland1 FBI all over Deadheads from the beginning...

Nancy Pelosi and bodyguards were at Dead reunion at Levi’s stadium.

(No, I wasn’t.)

1/3/2019 2:57:50 PM 78503002 Any comment on the weather changes?

1/3/2019 2:59:40 PM kadath123 A series of interviews with an individual who called herself Lacerta were released a couple of decades ago where she claims that an intelligent species 

of bipedal dinosaur did evolve and survived the extinction event, then survived underground possibly using geothermal heat.

1/3/2019 3:00:09 PM anangelhasland1 “Silly movie... great name!  Welcome to Michelle’s world!” pic.twitter.com/H0TtomTyIR

1/3/2019 3:01:55 PM kadath123 However any reptilian ET races could simply claim that and how would you prove it definitely? Therefore assume all non humans are ET. This is dealt 

with by the Allies of Humanity in their briefings.  http://www.alliesofhumanity.org 

1/3/2019 3:02:23 PM worldxplorer1 How many Domain officers are incarnated in Earth currently?

1/3/2019 3:03:33 PM dark2light2019 Will we get “first contact” this year?

1/3/2019 3:04:05 PM kadath123 Ask me tomorrow night, I'm having an Ayahuasca ceremony tomorrow morning

1/3/2019 3:04:30 PM 78503002 Any comment on Crop circles or cattle mutilations. What race etc?

1/3/2019 3:04:45 PM anangelhasland1 “You can change your fate but not your destiny.”

“What happens” is affected by “how you perform.”

1/3/2019 3:04:48 PM cledrordfishing Are the stories about the Anunaki true? Or at least were they real?

Are the 12 tribes of Israel fake?

1/3/2019 3:06:09 PM steveroye @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are the small, antonymous orbs that blend in with the stars on clear nights, yet have blinking airplane style running lights when 

they move MJ12/Mil or other?

1/3/2019 3:06:42 PM anangelhasland1 Different.

Fallen Angels are demons.

ETs run the spectrum...

1/3/2019 3:06:43 PM islandofdelight How about shows like Revolution (global power outage), Falling Skies (technologically advanced ET invasion), or V (another invasion)?

These shows intentionally made to soft disclosure and scare? Are the eye worm implants from Falling Skies real?

1/3/2019 3:06:43 PM dark2light2019 Also will we get some disclosure of Antarctica and moon?

1/3/2019 3:07:14 PM kadath123 I had a somewhat persistent high pitched note in my right ear earlier this evening...

1/3/2019 3:07:47 PM blankmarlo This convo  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1063103142013870083?s=09 … pic.twitter.com/gDnwhwD9CK

1/3/2019 3:08:04 PM 78503002 JFK jr Alive or dead? He keeps popping up, now on twitter.



1/3/2019 3:09:03 PM islandofdelight After watching the miniseries of SG-1 you posted revolving around politics and disclosure, I meditated a bit to the information disclosed. It made me 

remember a bunch of similar memories I had from the other shows listed that always made my pineal antenna tingle 🌊💗✨ Download?

1/3/2019 3:10:55 PM kadath123 Vortex Based Mathematics would indicate that this is the case, with the curvature of the surface of the torus determining the changing value of dark 

energy's throughout the history of the universe. Research Marco Rodin and Randy Powell.

1/3/2019 3:12:48 PM kadath123 Big enough pic.twitter.com/W3Cgzis2HU

1/3/2019 3:12:56 PM mongrelglory All she wanted was to be loved...🥰

1/3/2019 3:13:27 PM wakingdream93 Is the Earth’s atmosphere/environment really in danger? If not, how does that narrative benefit the Deep State?

1/3/2019 3:13:28 PM kabamur_taygeta 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/8OYTPXWmy2

1/3/2019 3:13:44 PM kadath123 Purrrrr-fect

1/3/2019 3:15:17 PM aprilbrown99 Empty souless eyes on both.

1/3/2019 3:16:56 PM rezinated1 Is Andrew Basiago full of shit or is he Telling the truth?

1/3/2019 3:17:26 PM kadath123 A 30° tilt is indicated approximately 12000 years ago multiple large meteorite impacts hit the northern hemisphere from Saganaw Bay to Hiawatha 

glacier Greenland. Watch this video https://youtu.be/DpNI2FtCgtc 

1/3/2019 3:17:36 PM tncharlene Perhaps your question/answer sessions are to see how much we have progressed?

1/3/2019 3:17:49 PM kadath123 The former

1/3/2019 3:18:05 PM aprilbrown99 I have noticed that there is very little twitter activity on HRC and BC for several days now.  One could only hope. 🙏

1/3/2019 3:19:33 PM moemc8 Check @kabamur_taygeta

1/3/2019 3:20:08 PM connectedtomyc1 MJ 12 has said God doesn't exist and Christianity will be dismembered. Not reconcilable with the tweet below. Speaking of cognitive dissonance. No 

thank you.

1/3/2019 3:20:19 PM kadath123 Read the Great Waves of Change at  http://www.greatwavesofchange.org 

1/3/2019 3:20:40 PM vintagesquirrel Thanks for that!

1/3/2019 3:22:05 PM kadath123 The Allies of Humanity briefings deal with this generally http://Www.alliesofhumanity.org 

1/3/2019 3:22:18 PM integratedwebuk For some people achieving REM sleeping state, and by extension dreaming (or remembering their dreams) is rarely achievable.  Would you categorise 

this as a sign of a calcified pineal gland?

1/3/2019 3:23:36 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1080912600819326976 …

1/3/2019 3:24:25 PM unidentifiedta1 The Smiley Face killers have been rumored serial killers in the Midwest and Great Lake region for years.  Are those disappearances linked to Satanic 

Ritual Abuse and the Vatican?

1/3/2019 3:27:50 PM aprilbrown99 I believe MJ12 stated in previous post the it was created by a reptilian race to keep/hold us here.  I want to say the Draconian.  We have been their 

food source. I believe the moon tilted earths axes due to magnetic pull.

1/3/2019 3:32:53 PM aprilbrown99 There is a great telepathy primer @SandiaWisdom and there are many videos on YouTube for decalcifying your pineal gland and meditation.

1/3/2019 3:34:11 PM lightworkercain Is there a male heir of Rothschild that is completely off the books and is referred to as the Puppetmaster?

1/3/2019 3:34:19 PM kadath123 Awesome! Any questions come back to me. Also the Lacerta interviews are available separately probably on bibliotechapleidies (sp???) For the 

transcript

1/3/2019 3:37:12 PM jonessense YAY! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

1/3/2019 3:38:05 PM aprilbrown99 Hi, in a similar question earlier on this string MJ12 had previous suggested contacting the below for such information.                    “We recommend that 

you speak with @kabamur_taygeta for information about beings from the Pleaides.”

1/3/2019 3:38:42 PM unidentifiedta1 Is Tavistock a threat? Is Trump linked to Tavistock? I noticed Tavistock started a branch at Wharton School, around the same time Trump attended 

school there.

1/3/2019 3:38:42 PM lightworkercain Malevolent ETs.

1/3/2019 3:40:15 PM aprilbrown99 I think it is deep meditation trance?   

https://www.google.com/search?ei=Dp0uXOOBHteu0PEPusG1iAI&q=deep+meditation+trance&oq=deep+meditation+t&gs_l=mobile-gws-wiz-

serp.1.1.0l5.6308.19959..21577...1.0..0.107.1449.17j1....2..0....1.......1..41j0i71j0i131j0i131i67j46i131j0i131i155j46i131i67j46i67j0i67.RHgTTRf5ulk …

1/3/2019 3:40:58 PM lightworkercain You guys are running late. Clowns or busy?

1/3/2019 3:41:29 PM josephf94042707 This is part of awakening to a higher level of consciousness its happening to many people around the world. You may have some physical symptoms as 

well This is a time to have faith in your higher power and pray for goodness for mankind we are in a transformative battle darkVlight

1/3/2019 3:44:50 PM lib7473 They both are advanced souls 😇incarnated here from other planetary systems, recruited by GFL/MJ-12 as part of light warriors (in millions globally) 

on ground assisting in this ascension period.

1/3/2019 3:45:47 PM unidentifiedta1 #2014MU69, a "contact binary," was recently discovered. Is that a 'cell' dividing, providing more possibility that we're a fractal universe.

1/3/2019 3:49:02 PM aprilbrown99 Check out @SandiaWisdom. I believe that they might have stated in an tweet string it might be in 2021-2022. Check with the crew there. 😊

1/3/2019 3:50:15 PM lambohodlr MJ stated earlier that VP was how they negotiated with Cabal to get DJT elected.

Let DJT in, VP is back up for Cabal.

"We'll let DJT in but we need a known Ally as second in command. 

But he doesn't get info.

And Cabal did not know the Majestic plan.
1/3/2019 3:50:46 PM covertress How best does one wake to who they were/are?

1/3/2019 3:50:47 PM aprilbrown99 @SandiaWisdom would be a great place to start. Theyhave a telepathy primer and the video is on YouTube. Hope that helps.

1/3/2019 3:51:06 PM queenfrontier If we are in 3D (moving toward 5D) what dimension is the afterlife?

1/3/2019 3:53:35 PM tkobeauty Im so sorry!! I think gold is always a good buy.

1/3/2019 3:54:12 PM kadath123 Netherlands actually. First time was in Colombia with a Taita (shaman)

1/3/2019 3:55:09 PM covertress PEMF

1/3/2019 3:55:14 PM aprilbrown99 Hello, Any if the videos that the Qarmy puts out would be informative. @intheMatrixxx @Cordicon @prayingmedic @QBlueSkyQ  just to name a few. 

You could search for “qanon or Q” as well. Hope that helps.

1/3/2019 3:58:55 PM covertress 👽

1/3/2019 3:58:57 PM unidentifiedta1 What percent of "humans" walking on this planet, are actually non-human?

1/3/2019 4:00:33 PM adheysuk I follow prayingmedic and cordicon already. But they don't seem to deal with ssp and et disclosure. Thankyou for your reply though.

1/3/2019 4:01:21 PM aprilbrown99 Search for ascension symptoms on YouTube. There are several great videos. You are NOT crazy. 😃. Hope that helps.

1/3/2019 4:01:44 PM nmchristoban What is the panic about? Hoping the panic is related to a realization that the CCP will have to end and let the Chinese people come out from the 

darkness.

1/3/2019 4:04:08 PM fergal_maw Yeah i was looking about going there too, im from ireland so its a lot less expensive to go to Holland than Peru but i think for my first time with 

ayahuasca id like to be in the amazon where it was discovered with the shamans. What was your first experience like?

1/3/2019 4:04:52 PM crazycooder MJ12 , did you forget about the AMA ?

1/3/2019 4:05:09 PM sdcharge2k12 This account is VERY interesting...any thing you can say about this one?? pic.twitter.com/xIsd9EM5LS



1/3/2019 4:05:21 PM pedalfun4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ?

1/3/2019 4:07:00 PM decodematrix Did Twitter lock MJ12 out of their account again?

1/3/2019 4:10:43 PM lightworkercain Pure speculation: When you study patterns enough, you notice patterns in everything. God Nod...

1/3/2019 4:12:53 PM taradea08775439 I did it UK and Spain

1/3/2019 4:14:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Let us know how it goes. I’m going to be doing a sweat lodge ceremony this spring hopefully

1/3/2019 4:18:46 PM bbobbio71 No AMA? Or something happen w my account

1/3/2019 4:19:12 PM lightworkercain Could be good or bad EMF signals being sent to you...awakening related or mind control. Can be annoying I know.

1/3/2019 4:19:52 PM aprilbrown99 I am not sure what ssp is but you could check out @SandiaWisdom  for et disclosure. 😊

1/3/2019 4:22:49 PM samarai_ryan Can you expand more on numerology? Specifically 3-6-9... how can one apply this in daily life?

1/3/2019 4:26:14 PM aprilbrown99 @astrologyzone would be a good place to start. She is pretty accurate. 😊

1/3/2019 4:26:57 PM adheysuk I'll have a nosey at that. Thankyou

1/3/2019 4:27:40 PM aprilbrown99 It has been said that full disclosure is coming.

1/3/2019 4:31:11 PM _chelseaproject Hmm, was looking forward to this but I'm only seeing questions, no answers. Maybe Twitter is blocking.

1/3/2019 4:31:18 PM aprilbrown99 This might be helpful. 😊 pic.twitter.com/pbPmlpGK5X

1/3/2019 4:39:54 PM momekool1 No he's a bad guy. But, he was put in charge of the space force or it's creation in some way.

1/3/2019 4:40:34 PM fashionabanon Um, please don't disappear.

I heard big planes out over Puget Sound this am. Everyday like clockwork for decades. Not today. Just cant get finding you. Does God Bless seem 

appropriate, I think so. pic.twitter.com/HH8abQ0gyu

1/3/2019 4:40:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Influenced by MJ12

1/3/2019 4:41:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 They'll never admit it. Neither would we.

1/3/2019 4:41:26 PM rick_hernandez I don’t remember the movie much. I remember being awed by the audio. It was phenomenal

1/3/2019 4:42:57 PM integratedwebuk Ever since I was a child I’ve slept poorly, I may sleep the odd hour or two but it isn’t unusual to spend two days awake

1/3/2019 4:45:35 PM fashionabanon evil lurks https://youtu.be/HdHZ6rkxLrM 

1/3/2019 4:45:50 PM integratedwebuk You could have influenced the casting a little better....   😀 😂

1/3/2019 4:47:09 PM ragevirusqq Is the Q in the hand of the wizard/warlock on your patch a symbol for the stargate?

1/3/2019 4:56:02 PM menzelbrett I THINK IT NEEDS TO BE PUBLIC SO THIS NEVER HAPPENS AGAIN WILL LEARN TO PASS IT ALL ON FOR GENERATIONS TO COM🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

1/3/2019 4:58:14 PM plumcivic Yes, I have seen lengthy documentation for this. It seemed convincing, but now the current scholarship says Edward de Vere. I try to stay open to new 

evidence.

1/3/2019 4:58:34 PM moemc8 Cobra has us meditating to quicken up the Event and our ascention. You have stated it is necessary for the body to die to ascend, then wouldn't we  be 

meditating for our own earthly demise.  Really WTH is coming?

1/3/2019 5:00:56 PM ingenhuetttroy @TexasQPatriot1  & @mikclrk1 Read these post & follow.

1/3/2019 5:00:59 PM fergal_maw Thank you 🙏

1/3/2019 5:01:05 PM moemc8 JZ and Beyonce?

1/3/2019 5:02:13 PM menzelbrett PS?

1/3/2019 5:04:59 PM 1chericane Thanks so much April, I'll be checking it out when I get a little quite time later

1/3/2019 5:09:03 PM realitycheck05 174 questions and two fuzzy replies?  majestic get drunk and pass out tonight?

1/3/2019 5:10:03 PM blsdbe They will never admit it to themselves or to the folks they share info with? They seem sincerely to be trying to share truthful information. Am I 

mistaken about their sincerity?

1/3/2019 5:11:25 PM fergal_maw What was your experiences like? I'll probably try smoking dmt before an ayahuasca ceremony but id like to go on one this year.

1/3/2019 5:12:36 PM menzelbrett WE ARE AT WAR #Patriots #WWG1WGA

1/3/2019 5:13:01 PM blsdbe What sources do you suggest?

1/3/2019 5:15:08 PM gi6stars Thanks for sharing

1/3/2019 5:15:52 PM toffer_anon_369 Why should we "Watch the Water"?  Is someone trying to poison it??

1/3/2019 5:21:05 PM plumcivic I have concluded they are caught in a dilemma. They need to sell some product to keep working, but the more they sell the more potential for their 

sources to misinform them.  The spotlight they live under distorts perception. They offer a valuable service in breaking things open.

1/3/2019 5:21:56 PM blsdbe How is PEMF related to the Solfegfio tones?

1/3/2019 5:22:14 PM plumcivic Then lower profile researchers like Dr. Salla can review their work.

1/3/2019 5:22:49 PM jm19712 it is a sigma, not a q i think.

1/3/2019 5:23:39 PM ascendingadam Regarding the so called “20 and back program” discussed by CG and others: Does age regression technology exist and if so is it used as a component of 

the SSP?

(Memory wiping tech is also used, correct?)

1/3/2019 5:32:30 PM cidarean AMA leads to only two responses? 😭😭😭

1/3/2019 5:35:54 PM blankmarlo Thanks Kab! Glad to see y'all are on the same page 🤙and it's good to have you back.

1/3/2019 5:39:01 PM blankmarlo Am I tagging you in these by accident or something? Also I have no knowledge of your or Kabs ethnicity so I'm not sure what I did to make you think 

that's a factor? Beyond that I posted the earlier response that led to my confusion and Kim happy now that it's cleared up.

1/3/2019 5:39:13 PM georgesmom1 What is ama?

1/3/2019 5:39:51 PM blankmarlo I'm happy**

1/3/2019 5:41:47 PM blsdbe Ask Me Anything

1/3/2019 5:42:11 PM goyaeq You kind of just did.

1/3/2019 5:43:18 PM anbezedua @blankmarlo have you started by looking further into answers for your question? Some fluid dynamic answers are floating around,  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/saturns-polar-hexagon-26686194/ …

1/3/2019 5:43:26 PM blsdbe Maybe @TwitterSupport locked the account...

1/3/2019 5:45:19 PM blsdbe SSP=Secret Space Program

1/3/2019 5:45:22 PM georgesmom1 Thank you!

1/3/2019 5:46:53 PM blankmarlo Actually MJ12 said God is not seperate from you and any attempts to externalize God are satanic in nature.

1/3/2019 5:47:33 PM george4papa Wow, such a Christian would support the most vile anti-Christ President in the history of our country.

Jesus shakes His head in shame

1/3/2019 5:49:05 PM vintagesquirrel But thankfully, Obama is gone.

1/3/2019 5:58:40 PM blankmarlo I envy your confidence but I'm just a regular guy out here, I'm not an insider and I don't have any magic intuition. I've been fans of both accounts for a 

while and this response I got a few months ago confused me along with Sather calling MJ12 a LARP I was just  seeking clarity. 

pic.twitter.com/bl5vqsLhkd

1/3/2019 5:59:23 PM hawkgirlinmn So “the video” is true?!

1/3/2019 6:02:23 PM pantherden_ Hello- seems like this Q&A was interrupted by something.  What happened?

1/3/2019 6:04:55 PM chuzehappy What’s a Domain officer?

1/3/2019 6:11:35 PM leroysteigerwa2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/3a3oAMcL_ZA 

1/3/2019 6:14:16 PM hackenburg_ What can you tell us about Comet Ping Pong? Is there any action being taken against Rothschild/Alefantis et al?

1/3/2019 6:14:23 PM theydontknowwe1 God’s closest homies...dogs

1/3/2019 6:14:38 PM blankmarlo It's an ask me anything. I have questions. I'm really not tryna mess up your day I'm just an inquisitive person. We're on the same team here I even 

made a point of writing that the question didn't reflect my personal beliefs...

1/3/2019 6:17:09 PM princesspatrio1 This is too adorable. ❤️ Lil Pup needs an American Flag patch...MAGA.🇺🇸



1/3/2019 6:17:50 PM anangelhasland1 Yes and Majestic has answered more rudely outlandish questions.  (I was impressed he took credit for Jordan Sather’s wisdom level while he was 

gnawing on his leg! Why not try for Kaby?)

1/3/2019 6:18:10 PM blankmarlo If you don't like me block me I've never said a single negative thing to anyone on these threads, I actually have gone out of my way to help share and 

explain posts but NO ONE is above questioning and I will continue to do so if I feel necessary.

1/3/2019 6:21:25 PM gabrecken Definitely a Captain in rank

1/3/2019 6:34:10 PM blankmarlo THIS. IS. A. THREAD. WHERE. YOU. ARE. SUPPOSED. TO. ASK. QUESTIONS. Meanwhile you've been coming at me all day trying to tell me what to think 

offering up opinions I didn't ask for with no proof to back it up.

1/3/2019 6:36:41 PM bgc558 Thank you for replying Robbie. I appreciate it. Just trying to keep up. 🤗

1/3/2019 6:37:14 PM blankmarlo You call me divisive and a badger and infer my opinions. All I do on here is share info and ask questions. I never tell people what to think and respect 

peoples right to their  own opinion so who's really badgering who here?

1/3/2019 6:38:27 PM bgc558 Thanks for your patience Dana, I really do appreciate your kindness. ✨

1/3/2019 6:39:00 PM cstarr888 😪🙏💖

1/3/2019 6:46:40 PM djlok Have you seen the manual from @SandiaWisdom ?  I just read it and followed it's instructions.  The instructions are very good.

1/3/2019 6:47:32 PM adsvel No, if You vibrate higher.

1/3/2019 7:03:53 PM worldxplorer1 The Domain is the name of an intergalactic confederation of sorts. It supposedly covers vast swaths of the universe - including Earth. MJ12 has said 

that all members of MJ12 are officers in the Domain.

1/3/2019 7:05:03 PM chuzehappy Thank yu ! Always learning

1/3/2019 7:09:03 PM worldxplorer1 You’re most welcome. I learned a lot about The Domain and several other terms frequently used by MJ12 (like IS-BE) from an audio book available on 

YouTube. Here is a link to it. https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

1/3/2019 7:11:03 PM si11112018 ⓢⓟⓐⓒⓔ ⓕⓞⓡⓒⓔ patch 🚀🛰️

1/3/2019 7:13:48 PM chuzehappy Wow thank you!

1/3/2019 7:19:52 PM djlok Uhm.... Did you just retweet your question to MJ12?  I don't think they like that.  😀

1/3/2019 7:22:51 PM djlok I believe you'll find their response in their previous tweets to similar questions.

1/3/2019 7:26:06 PM brittswoo Alien life on dark side of the moon! Not shitting you & not high. Just read: https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1080994857848582144?s=09 …

1/3/2019 7:30:18 PM richardbramlet6 What is eta on first contact

1/3/2019 7:32:01 PM starbabie1111 Wow! I thought he was the son of Enki and grandson of Anu. But I know they all have different names in each culture, so that makes it really confusing 

and hard to know if someone is talking about the same being.

1/3/2019 7:32:09 PM brittswoo Alien life on dark side of the moon! Read:    https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1080994857848582144?s=09 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080911084612014080?s=09 …

1/3/2019 7:34:26 PM austin03571701  pic.twitter.com/KcoXdzIvtj

1/3/2019 7:35:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have been attempting to explain to the public. Cross reference our 4000+ tweets and participate in an AMA.

1/3/2019 7:35:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1080994857848582144 …

1/3/2019 7:35:31 PM clancy_birrell Hope not. I'd love to see your questions answered.

1/3/2019 7:36:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 F's IS-BE memories pertaining to non-Majestic matters is out of the scope of this account.

1/3/2019 7:36:56 PM 777nidnups related? 👀 https://twitter.com/antarctix/status/1081028409373802497 …

1/3/2019 7:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 !Space Force.

!Space Force Creation.

DS National Space Council.

1/3/2019 7:40:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 AF[K] DUMB

1/3/2019 7:41:36 PM space_sloth26 What are the solar flashes?

1/3/2019 7:42:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reality is expressed in numbers.

8 dimensions of numbers.

Currently we use 1 primarily.

Engineers use the 2nd (i, -i).

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.

Time has been structured around consciousness.

Time is an illusion.

Double Slit.
1/3/2019 7:43:16 PM freestateojones Well done.

1/3/2019 7:45:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 someone who IS wants to BE

BE is dictated by DNA/RNA

DNA/RNA can create avatars

BE without IS

Consciousness can be transferred using techniques similar to astral projection to leave your BE1 and enter your BE2 and then "wake yourself up".

Majestic multimedia have explored deeply.

1/3/2019 7:46:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation by Clowns

1/3/2019 7:47:05 PM toffer_anon_369 Wait wait wait...  So the Wall and soldiers stops the clowns re weapons humans drugs etc, which makes them and the DS $$$, but now you’re saying 

the DS is the space counsel: are they selling children/humans off planet too?!?!?!  OMG!!!

1/3/2019 7:47:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

[Classified] reason.

Due course will explain why.

Think China.

Future Proves Past.

1/3/2019 7:48:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 No deals.

1/3/2019 7:48:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns try to get ahead of stories.

1/3/2019 7:50:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Less than 5% in the public domain.

Less than 1% have internet connections.

1/3/2019 7:50:48 PM mgray72531386 😳🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

1/3/2019 7:50:50 PM richardbramlet6 Majestic ...lol u don't get to decide we do understand

1/3/2019 7:51:13 PM roarquiet  pic.twitter.com/7QqIPKyi9d

1/3/2019 7:51:27 PM drumsk8 Was Chang’e-4 sent to see an earth controlled base, some friendly ET base, or an ancient ruin [Mona]?

1/3/2019 7:52:21 PM richardbramlet6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sniff sniff ...yep I smells  pic.twitter.com/F8oubKCqVW

1/3/2019 7:52:57 PM lbf777 What is chaos matrix theory?

1/3/2019 7:53:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Afterlife is incorrect.

Circle of life.

IS-BE 

Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity.

Immortal.

Your density of consciousness does 't magically change when you die.

It remains as you lived.

When reincarnated; you return at the same density.
1/3/2019 7:53:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pandoras box should be carefully considered prior to opening.



1/3/2019 7:53:59 PM jones9536 Can someone explain this a little more please?

1/3/2019 7:55:02 PM lbf777 IS=Spirit?

Be=Mind/Body avatar?

1/3/2019 7:55:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

Checkmate move when?

Majestic disclosure future proves past.

Date account created?

Date Q started?

Date MJ12 started dropping thousands of tweets?

Cross reference MJ12 events to Q posts.

Checkmate when?

Disclosures when?

"It appears that we have won!"
1/3/2019 7:56:27 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/CujGQxiFCn

1/3/2019 7:58:01 PM jones9536 Can someone please explain the IS and BE to me please or direct me where I can find the information?

1/3/2019 7:59:18 PM rick_hernandez Can you get us another backup file?

1/3/2019 7:59:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I knew enough to get the hell out of there before the whole operation was going to be lost. People think I was murdered- I told them to do it. The 

others wanted me dead, so I had to die. Death is an illusion; and time is an illusion that must be mastered to ascend successfully."

1/3/2019 8:00:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 China

1/3/2019 8:00:26 PM lbf777 🥳

When do we do a public disclosure?

1/3/2019 8:00:36 PM yokoke2014 Gotta have a bone badge for digging on info😊

1/3/2019 8:00:39 PM maga_carebear  pic.twitter.com/RdEsjoR57i

1/3/2019 8:00:49 PM daphne68852400 01/04/2019..???

1/3/2019 8:01:52 PM freestateojones Will the effects of 'amnesia' every be lifted in said cycles?

1/3/2019 8:02:16 PM worldxplorer1 IS - Immortal Spirit(ual)

BE - Being 

More can be learned from the audiobook linked below. Explains many things MJ12 discusses. https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

1/3/2019 8:02:17 PM daphne68852400 01/04/2019...??? Just a shot in the dark...TO LIGHT!!!

1/3/2019 8:03:10 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Where do we look to learn to ascend?

1/3/2019 8:04:12 PM toffer_anon_369 So the DS and CIA smuggle weapons, drugs, humans, children, etc worldwide. The MX wall is THE way they get all into US. The DS is the Space Council 

for our SSP and they sell the humans and children to alien races off planet!  And 45’s border wall ruins the whole thing for them?!

1/3/2019 8:04:13 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/999420165686157318?s=19 …

1/3/2019 8:05:45 PM pantherden_ Checkmate move when?

After the shutdown? Or day of re-opening?

1/3/2019 8:06:17 PM blankmarlo Checkmate already happened? Current drama is all just a movie to to ease the masses into the changes to come?

1/3/2019 8:06:54 PM pappapatio Expecting a new Q drop.....!!!!!

1/3/2019 8:07:44 PM worldxplorer1 Xi brought to the table after their lander proved that 45 had told them the truth about the moon?

China is having to come to terms with a whole new world.

1/3/2019 8:08:13 PM princesspatrio1 Maybe a patch of Laika, the first animal to orbit the earth. Sort of a tribute patch...#SpacePups pic.twitter.com/prAMfl9Jgm

1/3/2019 8:08:25 PM roublisa Wooooow😟💗

1/3/2019 8:09:25 PM clancy_birrell @clif_high

1/3/2019 8:09:43 PM clancy_birrell @ScottAdamsSays

1/3/2019 8:09:53 PM drumsk8 Date created [MJ12]: 24th July 2017

Date Started [Q]: 28th Oct 2017

First spike in tweets was August 2018, steady stream since November 2018.

1/3/2019 8:11:34 PM cstarr888 Immortal Spirit

Biological Entity

IS-BE

Soul in a body

Also

"immortal being is that they live in a timeless state of "is", and the only reason for their existence is that they decide to "be"."

🙏💖

1/3/2019 8:13:04 PM ascension_guide ‘You SURE you don’t want a deal?’

—@realDonaldTrump 

Future proves past.

(Elf a Shelf gets me every time 🤣🤣🤣)

‘We’re watching you, CHUCK’

Pence is like a drone. EagleEYE

A Magician never reveals his secrets. But WE WILL. Q+ pic.twitter.com/lJWChdjl1r
1/3/2019 8:14:00 PM ascendingadam [n]

Misspellings matter.

Learning the comms.

1/3/2019 8:14:12 PM rick_hernandez Wow! F’ing Wow!

1/3/2019 8:14:38 PM toffer_anon_369 So PEAS imminent?

1/3/2019 8:15:33 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/aPYyYkdwRu

1/3/2019 8:15:49 PM wwg1wga_every1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw If China orbited around the moon for 21 days before landing, surely they would have photos of our "stuff" left on the 

surface of the moon. Will we see those photos?

1/3/2019 8:16:56 PM blankmarlo Twin slit experiment in which light was shined through two slits onto a surface. It was discovered that the light would behaved differently when it was 

being directly observed. Either as solid wave or individual particles.

1/3/2019 8:17:17 PM pedalfun4u AirForce [K} Deep Underground Military Base ?



1/3/2019 8:17:25 PM anangelhasland1 “Oooooooh! I just knew these two were in cahoots!! I knew it! I knew it! I knew it!” 

(Slams down frying pan.)

“Poor J Rod! Is it all a game? Is what’s on the Moon gonna come and eat up poor ‘ol Trash Can Lid Mama? Do they have flying saucers? Well, I ain’t 

playing around here!”

1/3/2019 8:18:12 PM sdcharge2k12 Were there arrests on Christmas morning and if so have they now been replaced by their clones to keep the illusion alive? Also Is the REAL HRC dead 

and all that remains are her clone counterparts?

1/3/2019 8:18:18 PM si11112018 Underground? ...moon?

1/3/2019 8:19:31 PM worldxplorer1 I hope so!

1/3/2019 8:19:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Checkmate when the king is helpless. They have no moves and is under attack. I feel we are in “check” status ready to call checkmate.

1/3/2019 8:20:11 PM pedalfun4u BE- Biological Entity

1/3/2019 8:20:47 PM richardbramlet6 Moon is a base earth is flat you will disagree  earth has visitors underground Antarctica  has a hole everything is real ask majestic grow a pair and tell 

the truth no codes

1/3/2019 8:20:48 PM lbf777 Why were the Chinese so shocked at the meeting?

1/3/2019 8:21:00 PM jvan125 😳🤯🤮🤭

1/3/2019 8:21:20 PM clancy_birrell Are the clowns driven by a non human entity? (or is that a misguided question since we're all driven by non human entities)

1/3/2019 8:21:32 PM si11112018 Absolutely yes!! Lately  My ex for one

... out of the woodwork once again to try and ruin my day.  😬

1/3/2019 8:21:53 PM richardbramlet6 Tell them stop hiding stop with psychics number talk like a real dude

1/3/2019 8:22:15 PM neufeldtlyss17  pic.twitter.com/ssgRB4FhZF

1/3/2019 8:22:24 PM clancy_birrell Clowns reference makes me think of Killer Klowns from Outer Space pic.twitter.com/WiozGpgPOM

1/3/2019 8:23:25 PM paledarkpony Personally not comfortable with cavalier attitudes about death. Please be mindful. Who are you quoting there?

1/3/2019 8:24:35 PM jvan125 My pineal gland must be covered in concrete or something. I’m not getting any of this. 🥺

1/3/2019 8:24:51 PM roublisa Incredible documentary provided! Thank you.

1/3/2019 8:25:18 PM clancy_birrell Is Pence doing Jedi mind Tricks. Are his hands in majical Mudra?

1/3/2019 8:25:52 PM giediknight When you say “ascend”, do you mean we break free from the reincarnation cycle created by the moon tech.?

1/3/2019 8:26:24 PM richardbramlet6 I see things sometimes visions in time think of it as timelines not dreams I see many sceneries all leading to same thing different strings going to one 

point only I can twist those strings to one and shorten the length u can and will be able to as well mj12

1/3/2019 8:26:36 PM toffer_anon_369 if IS lives forever and BE is a temporary vehicle for incarceration that would mean Negative aliens and 1% elites could migrate their IS from one BE to 

another BE hence the theft of “humans” and children.  Like trading in your car for a new one?!  Wholly!!

1/3/2019 8:27:10 PM roublisa Is that you....oh my goodness!💗

1/3/2019 8:27:10 PM house_poseidon Ha but we could say that about every hollyweird turdstravaganza

1/3/2019 8:27:15 PM richardbramlet6 Knows that's why the codes higher math riddles to make u think confuse u on the same string make it longer same outcome just their way

1/3/2019 8:30:51 PM worldxplorer1 Well done explaining the double slit experiment in less than 280 characters!

I was just going to past a link to a video that explains it... 😂

 https://youtu.be/fwXQjRBLwsQ 

1/3/2019 8:33:58 PM jvan125 Richard, do you know if there’s a way for me to access MJ-12’s tweets starting from the beginning? I assume I need to be on my laptop and not my 

phone to be able to do that? I’m fascinated by all this. Thanks either way! 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

1/3/2019 8:35:53 PM wwtravelr It'll never reopen. Marshall law comin

1/3/2019 8:35:54 PM anangelhasland1 “I mean, think about how we treat seafood!  We grab it and put it in a can! What if aliens were on the sea creatures side? They could put ME in can! 

Wait a sec, Lady Gaga sings from a can! Were they gonna blast her up into space for some kind of, I dunno, potluck on the moon?”

1/3/2019 8:36:00 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  said earth is a sphere.

1/3/2019 8:38:11 PM neecieh6111 Buy some gold coins, but invest more in silver bars.  We bought silver when it was $13.50 oz. just a few months ago.  It's already gone up several 

dollars (per Troy oz).   And it's supposed to go much much much higher.

1/3/2019 8:38:31 PM jmfwyant1 Ppl are going to shit

1/3/2019 8:39:06 PM realityloominng I hope and meditate for everyone's safety, but please don't forget that some of us Europeans are wide awake(i hope) and likely targeted.. I sure feel 

we could use Majestic Eyes Only Tech watching our backs. I'm personally relying on weird lifelong 'downloads' here...

1/3/2019 8:41:27 PM proudredrn Was Apollo crew ever prepped to anticipate “company” when they arrived on the moon?

1/3/2019 8:41:33 PM wwtravelr People thought they were redpilled from when Q began. The next pills are burrito sized. Get ur spacecaps on. To 5D anyone?

1/3/2019 8:41:37 PM roublisa I really wish there was a visual to explain this, I feel I can almost grasp (remember) the concept.😣

1/3/2019 8:41:43 PM kellycollins112 Remember that most people haven’t been availed to friends, family, or mentors who can assist in opening their awareness. We are in this together. 

CareFULLY embracing LIGHT.

1/3/2019 8:42:47 PM lightseeker2012 Spiritual awareness/vibration

1/3/2019 8:44:38 PM fionasdestiny67 Service gets sketchy there.

1/3/2019 8:45:42 PM wwtravelr Next, as a collective, humans will raise our consciousness. Via meditating, kindness, rebuilding humanity and mother GAIA

1/3/2019 8:45:54 PM shallknown Advanced mathematics and quantum physics, folks.

You have to get really thick text books and start reading.

1/3/2019 8:47:07 PM tomkingblue Hello Majestic 12

Before #3 was 'suicided', he was copying a Sophocles poem and was interrupted mid sentence. Night(ingale).

What was the purpose of that specific poem taken out of a Van Doren anthology?

A message perhaps?

1/3/2019 8:48:30 PM lbf777 We are spirits that jump into this universe matrix simulation to experience being these bodies or whatever we want to experience. Then we jump out 

usually after death.

1/3/2019 8:49:55 PM lightseeker2012 IS-BE 

Immortally Spiritual Biological Entity

Basically:  body/mind + soul

1/3/2019 8:50:50 PM anangelhasland1 “And what the hell is happening at the Bohemian Grove! I hovered, shall we say, at the creepiest party there. Grown men on their hands and knees in a 

pile of feathers... And some poor girl just screaming her little head off... I think I mighta seen Fabian! Was that the elite?”

1/3/2019 8:51:58 PM lightseeker2012 "To be or not to be, that is the question...."

1/3/2019 8:52:02 PM jones9536 I appreciate the info guys.  thanks

1/3/2019 8:52:15 PM becca079 Love it EK! pic.twitter.com/NTRvhiJKU1

1/3/2019 8:54:20 PM ekotoons WHAT WAS LAIKA’S FATE? 😞

1/3/2019 8:54:40 PM ekotoons LOVNIT

1/3/2019 8:55:02 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you for your help with many of these questions. Greatly appreciated Sis.

1/3/2019 8:55:08 PM gabrecken Why do you have to ask that?  Not good.  Poor laika

1/3/2019 8:55:27 PM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/CF6t0N29Kf

1/3/2019 8:56:11 PM rick_hernandez This makes my day!



1/3/2019 8:57:29 PM anangelhasland1 “Well...”

(Stirring her sauce.)

I sure hope the Chinese get the picture. I heard it’s an All-or-None special with them kitty-cats and if they wanted to, we’ll, let’s just say it would be a 

miracle if we could stop it. Wait! Are stadiums landing ramps? Are esports training?”

1/3/2019 8:59:57 PM princesspatrio1 I know. 😢 It made me so sad the first time I read her story. Ever since then I wanted to open a dog rescue and call it Laika Land in honor of that dog.

1/3/2019 9:01:40 PM lightseeker2012 If they would make slaves out of humans here on earth, why not also in space (the moon, other planets).  Think SG1. Mining operations. Prison planets. 

The Matrix.

1/3/2019 9:01:44 PM tru_believers I really don't think you can say what Jesus would do. Obama fit the antichrist mold much better than Trump ever would. You have no proof whatsoever 

for any of your claims. Troll on home.

1/3/2019 9:03:44 PM ascension_guide May be even emotion suppressing software on [his]rig.

It could be a young woah-man piloting that ‘clone/drone’ pic.twitter.com/OXyard3Ylp

1/3/2019 9:05:00 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this really happening

1/3/2019 9:06:47 PM paledarkpony Gotcha. That makes sense. Didn’t watch, so probably fine in context. Thanks!

1/3/2019 9:10:14 PM wild8heart Within yourself.

1/3/2019 9:10:59 PM pantherden_ Partial Decode: pic.twitter.com/1DauyGnFce

1/3/2019 9:16:32 PM whats_aleppo Mind blowing. Learning 

 http://www.shenyunperformingarts.org/learn/article/read/item/9g-WPxuH_YU/white-jade-rabbit-goddess-of-the-moon.html …

1/3/2019 9:16:53 PM lurakoos War

1/3/2019 9:16:58 PM marshahodgson Thank you for the clarification. 🌿🌻☘

1/3/2019 9:18:03 PM anangelhasland1 (Picking up spoon)

“It’s another crisis and, honey, I’m full up! At this point, who wouldn’t call for extraterrestrials. Do they have a help line? Between you and me, I think 

they are kinda cute. Some say I’m already part alien. So I like a good Bloody Mary now and then! Sue me!”

1/3/2019 9:20:15 PM cstarr888 A quick drawing of simplified concept.

I hope this helps!?

🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/ya9Iy57L69

1/3/2019 9:20:53 PM blsdbe Corey Goode and David Wilcock

1/3/2019 9:21:27 PM winklerburke Trump was on really fast “plane,” not a 747? Trip was super fast?

1/3/2019 9:21:32 PM roublisa Awe, I love 💕 this thank you!

1/3/2019 9:22:22 PM chalmersgilbert This should be interesting RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @deplorable_lee someone who IS wants to BE

BE is (cont)  http://tl.gd/noi8mn 

1/3/2019 9:23:05 PM cstarr888 😊💖You're welcome!🙏💖

1/3/2019 9:26:16 PM anangelhasland1 “Kids, there are no more fake riots in my neighborhood! The police used to cynically walk them around my block and fire tear gas all over my second 

story window and I got an old man and a young kid here! Those days are over! Challenge your local police so the army won’t have to!”

1/3/2019 9:28:35 PM heath_jack I hear some are super cute!  This is the most amazing time to be alive.  Seen a fairy (probably a higher dimensional entity) so far ready to meet our 

cousins!  Praise 🙏

1/3/2019 9:29:39 PM hswcyd Who is the plain English version of  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on internet/YouTube? I’m tired of guessing....

1/3/2019 9:29:55 PM charmanda9 In Omaha the doomsday planes have been out flying a lot tonight. Why?

1/3/2019 9:30:51 PM toffer_anon_369 So this?? https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/3/2019 9:33:56 PM anangelhasland1 Best to just open your mind to the concept of many types of beings living in many different kinds of consciousness. 

Why worry about what they are.

Radiate good and... let them tell you.

I actually tried to talk to my plants just now and heard them. I blame Sandia but who knows

1/3/2019 9:34:36 PM marshahodgson I only saw part of it. Hopefully we can find the entire breifing in a search. Thanks for adding that. 😎

1/3/2019 9:35:15 PM anangelhasland1 “God is Wisdom.

Jesus is Conscience.

Angels are Eros.”

1/3/2019 9:35:46 PM goyaeq Delta, Colorado?

1/3/2019 9:37:17 PM toffer_anon_369  https://amp.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/2180630/china-confirms-us-trade-talks-beijing-next-week#click= https://t.co/Mx32J66Z5x …

1/3/2019 9:37:56 PM marshahodgson Thank you.

1/3/2019 9:38:56 PM heath_jack So open.  Can't fathom possibilities!

1/3/2019 9:39:44 PM marshahodgson I was blown away, yesterday, realizing that poster was truly ON the table. Your post should help others see it wasn't shopped. Kudos!

1/3/2019 9:41:00 PM heath_jack Angles=love?

1/3/2019 9:41:55 PM brimichelle75 They need undeniable proof.  They are too brainwashed.  They need video evidence or maybe emails or texts or phone calls or all of the above.  

Otherwise they will remain blind.

1/3/2019 9:42:24 PM covertress I see now. For those who can "release your burden," it is not a curse. It's best to "know thyself" first.

I always believed this would be my last trip (cycle.) Now, I know why.

1/3/2019 9:42:29 PM ekotoons EXPLICATE

1/3/2019 9:45:39 PM marshahodgson This link appears to have the entire briefing:

 https://conspiracydailyupdate.com/2019/01/03/president-trump-leads-a-cabinet-meeting-3/ …

1/3/2019 9:46:28 PM irah_chandler Cory goode/ david wilcock

1/3/2019 9:47:27 PM daveo6145 Cloning?

1/3/2019 9:47:29 PM covertress “Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:”

1/3/2019 9:49:32 PM menzelbrett Fake account I’m hearing

1/3/2019 9:51:34 PM sdcharge2k12 CIA... Q term

1/3/2019 9:51:51 PM sdcharge2k12 “Clowns in America”

1/3/2019 9:53:42 PM anangelhasland1 Yes...

Without sexual cruelty, hence their HORROR about the state of women, children, and men of valor.

More than love:

“liberty, true love, amusements, skirmishes, fun, discussion, adoration, devotion, bravery, loyalty, playful jokes, music, laughter, music, art, film nope”

1/3/2019 9:56:30 PM realaronbrowne AFK usually means Away From Keyboard. [K] could be location. DUMB = Deep Underground Military Base.

1/3/2019 10:00:22 PM zagnett Oh? Sorry, didn't realize. I had just posted that question to a previous Tweet thread and then noticed the new thread for the AMA was created & 

decided to copy/paste the Tweet's URL to a new tweet here.

1/3/2019 10:02:32 PM zagnett Ok, acknowledged. Thanks.

1/3/2019 10:02:33 PM covertress It's funny (curious) how we rinse/repeat until we awaken.



1/3/2019 10:05:42 PM toffer_anon_369  https://amp.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/2180630/china-confirms-us-trade-talks-beijing-next-week#click= https://t.co/Mx32J66Z5x …

1/3/2019 10:09:22 PM zagnett Is this a confirmation that somehow the universe is an "E8 lattice" structure? 8 dimensions? God / One Creator / ? is of the 9th dimension and created 

this E8 lattice?

Or something like this?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E8_lattice 

1/3/2019 10:12:02 PM marshahodgson Darn...it's the wrong room? I thought it was the one with the poster that was being discussed. Sorry.

1/3/2019 10:15:52 PM zagnett Heard about this theory a long time. It's very interesting, & I'm willing to entertain it.

But how could humans/other species possibly survive such a dramatic shift?

Also heard this was done on purpose by a conscious entity. True?

1/3/2019 10:17:41 PM melanieanders7 Was China the last country to agree to allow first contact to be public? All nations must agree prior to first contact., is what I recall being said.

1/3/2019 10:17:52 PM zagnett Yeah I was thinking that too. Interesting disclosure.

1/3/2019 10:21:03 PM zagnett Can you say which one? How far down into the ground are you roughly? DUMBs go really far down, like miles? How does it connect to the terrestrial 

Internet at all? Satellite? How can the signal reach so far down? Are the various bases connected by a really fast e.g. tram system?

1/3/2019 10:22:53 PM lmjonzey I've been chasing this. Now im in my natal chart trying to line up the degrees of the sun with planets.

1/3/2019 10:25:11 PM zagnett Is it true we (Cabal i'm assuming) created scalar weapons and used them to bring the Roswell craft down? Other craft?

1/3/2019 10:27:39 PM zagnett I keep thinking of the "Domain" like Star Trek Deep Space Nine's "Dominion", which came from the Delta quadrant & went to war with all the Alpha 

quadrant species, including humans. Hopefully the Domain is nothing like that. Doesn't seem like it anyway.

1/3/2019 10:33:42 PM zagnett Clowns In America. See the acronym/3 letter agency in the capital letters.

1/3/2019 10:35:18 PM zagnett China really didn't know? Seriously? Find it hard to believe.

1/3/2019 10:37:51 PM melanieanders7 The final nail in the coffin.... maybe not the final one, but darned close! This is good! Progress!

1/3/2019 10:38:35 PM zagnett Yeah, betting you're going to like the Sandia crew! 😄

1/3/2019 10:42:06 PM aurorasreality Great thread

1/3/2019 10:44:23 PM pastorjon9 Same density - meaning same stage of growth consciously? What if an individual purposefully put their "talents" on hold because they realized they 

were being steered towards a path that would negatively exploit their "gifts"?

1/3/2019 10:52:50 PM covertress ❤️

1/3/2019 10:57:33 PM mongrelglory So does ascension to a higher density occur just before the moment of death when an individual "releases their burden" so to speak?

1/3/2019 10:58:15 PM decodematrix Can anyone find a link/video/source of POTUS saying "It appears that we have won!"?

1/3/2019 10:58:47 PM cledrordfishing They can hang...

1/3/2019 10:59:20 PM mongrelglory Does that include non-humans living in "inner-earth" caverns?

1/3/2019 11:01:43 PM mongrelglory His Tesla company is a fraud.

1/3/2019 11:05:37 PM mongrelglory I love that picture Divine Fractal!  Did you make it yourself?😊

1/3/2019 11:07:41 PM rocktobersky IC, My Question Did Not Get Answered...☆s

1/3/2019 11:08:50 PM xsirk_ because Nibiru and Planet X are getting closer? is Planet X = Nemesis? 🧐😶

#GCR #RV #GESARA #NESARA #Q #Qanon #Qarmy #MEGA #MAGA #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #TrustThePlan #TruthSeeker

1/3/2019 11:09:05 PM rocktobersky Targeted Individuals...☆s

1/3/2019 11:10:07 PM rocktobersky Hollywood & Washington DC

1/3/2019 11:18:11 PM awake369wwg1wga Thus, moon meditations and crystal clearing in moonlight could be greatly misleading and actually dark 'reprogramming'???

1/3/2019 11:20:31 PM qld_truthseeker Thank you, that is how I was imagining it.

1/3/2019 11:24:54 PM cstarr888 Yes, I just drew it tonight. 😊🙏💖

1/3/2019 11:26:29 PM unittzoo What did Pink Floyd know and when did they know it. lol

No wonder he went crazy.

1/3/2019 11:26:58 PM unittzoo Someone mentioned 1/3 are clones.

1/3/2019 11:27:21 PM unittzoo I'm guessing all clones are liberals, no moral compass.

1/3/2019 11:29:49 PM islandofdelight The single most important item on my bucket list is to shake each of your hands in person someday to thank you before I pass.

1/3/2019 11:30:03 PM zagnett Sounds like it is something like that, yes.

1/3/2019 11:31:35 PM unittzoo The challenger astronauts, including the teacher are all alive. There is a photo with their current image.

1/3/2019 11:33:16 PM cstarr888 I think Nemesis is supposed to be the red dwarf star that Nibiru/Planet X revolves around🤔

🙏💖

1/3/2019 11:34:05 PM qtpi3_14 My daughter had an idea to build on this. A bone shaped EYE patch... that doubles as a computer so that Pup can actually dig with it!  Kind of like what 

Dangermouse has but much, much, cooler and more high-tec/sophisticated

1/3/2019 11:34:24 PM jenaynayz Trumps uncle who looks like Assange

1/3/2019 11:35:36 PM aprilbrown99 This video was shared earlier and was very helpful. It explains a lot. 😊. 

 https://t.co/LClpjLc6iY  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUDflQeMArs&index=5&list=PLE_kWXZhJBbSNE-80ho7siES6U6o85_ms …

1/3/2019 11:35:44 PM xsirk_ ThanQ ❤️🙌

1/3/2019 11:38:31 PM warangel1111 Love this idea

1/3/2019 11:42:27 PM kellycollins112 Ready.

1/3/2019 11:45:49 PM doomcry7 Indeed

1/3/2019 11:47:48 PM princesspatrio1 Oh yes...very cool!!

1/3/2019 11:48:50 PM qtpi3_14 Ok, if we collaborating, I think we need to bring some Yeezy on into this.   Lil Pup can not only collab with Ye on rhymes but first space line.  I like the 

lightweight flightsuit but maybe some custom touches, like strategic touchlights woven in for late night flight needs... pic.twitter.com/oGoCeWaGRE

1/3/2019 11:50:55 PM princesspatrio1 Make it have a glow in the dark option. Stealth Lil Pup will be rockin a glow in the dark space suit.

1/3/2019 11:51:09 PM qtpi3_14 Maybe even a breathable, but cozy subdued metallic black fabric that holds heat in when necessary?   Head lamp type led light in helmet or on some 

light headgear and some lightweight custom yeezy boots pic.twitter.com/6QJYtBxiwu

1/3/2019 11:52:06 PM mflatt23 What does this letter say?

1/3/2019 11:53:43 PM xsirk_ so Nibiru is a giant spaceship and they will save us? COOL 🧐🤣❤️🙌

1/3/2019 11:57:47 PM proudredrn I’ve read this before. I can’t remember for the life of me where. Or I’m having a deju moment.

1/4/2019 12:04:28 AM zagnett Is the tech. available to verify if a BE has an IS? You mentioned Nunes doesn't.

I'm not far enough along in meditation to know myself. I think this BE has an IS. There are even a couple past lives of well-known people that resonate 

somewhat. But i don't know there is an IS.

1/4/2019 12:16:00 AM brimichelle75 Is the writer Seth ?



1/4/2019 12:16:08 AM zagnett Was wondering when Schrodinger's Cat would come up ("Double Slit").

Do higher-dimensionals like this example, where you find out whether the cat lived or died when you look into the box?

Thinking no. Always seemed so gruesome. Seems there would be better examples.

1/4/2019 12:22:57 AM stefanofait Exactly. Don't they have spies, remote viewers, surveillance technology, ways to assess whistleblowers?

Don't they have their own white hats exchanging intelligence with US white hats?

This is not the whole truth for sure.

1/4/2019 12:25:21 AM decodematrix Wow! When the Apollo 11 crew flew up a few days in advance did they fly up in a rocket or in a Majestic technology spacecraft?

1/4/2019 12:26:39 AM keepawakening Gotta love the no photography sign they got too 😏

1/4/2019 12:28:46 AM podium_hawk EyeTheSpy has been called out as a Clown

MSM is running the 1960's CIA Program MK-DELTA DEEP SLEEP through your tv, movies & radio

Hypnotize people to Not Care.

1/4/2019 12:29:05 AM zagnett Sensory input can't be trusted, least initially, esp. since it's manipulated ("Matrix"). You must wait to observe results to know if something's true or not. 

Until then one should only retain possibilities in the mind until the box is opened - until results come in.

1/4/2019 12:29:25 AM brimichelle75 That’s what I’m thinking.  Just when I start to believe, I notice something like that......

1/4/2019 12:30:05 AM zagnett To me this is the real cat-in-the-box experiment, with a real-life example directly pertinent to this discussion. How i see it anyway.

Here are the possible realities wrt humans' (i mean WWG1WGA, not just a small group) potential upcoming ventures in space ...

1/4/2019 12:32:01 AM zagnett 1. Space FORCE reality. We're getting real info from real people. It's real. It's happening. Pre-order your spacesuit. Woohoo!

2. Space FARCE reality. All just mis/disinfo, AI, ? providing false sensory input. It's not happening. We're stuck here on Earth. Ugh.

1/4/2019 12:35:59 AM zagnett Last couple years #1 seems to have taken the lead, esp. with Shanahan at DOD. Seems the box is slowly being lifted to reveal the truth. We'll see. 

Things can still change. Realities can still shift. Hopefully not too much. Exciting movie!

Poor cat. Can't stand that example.

1/4/2019 12:37:01 AM qdragonpower1  pic.twitter.com/I764bTFZuX

1/4/2019 12:37:02 AM datruseeka What did China discover on the dark side of the moon?

1/4/2019 12:45:50 AM pauliepg11111 I would say bases, structures and ETs

1/4/2019 12:48:25 AM scott_rick Yes

1/4/2019 12:50:35 AM qdragonpower1 EGO is the aspect of self that compares and measures to others which determines 'self' value. It then creates desires, controls motion, actions, and 

thoughts to fit it's own perception of self. By stepping out of EGO state to 'observer', we find harmony with self and others.

1/4/2019 12:52:51 AM karoolatas Didn't I see a reference to your account as a, what do we call it, #FakePatriot

1/4/2019 12:56:32 AM yokoke2014 Sweet, multipurpose 😁I like it too.

1/4/2019 12:56:57 AM sehvehn when a friend of mine and i have deep discussions....depending on what we're talking about we will give each other 'heads up' on when we should be 

objective. would this be like 'stepping out' of EGO, do you think?

1/4/2019 12:59:30 AM areckoningday I haven't heard any fat ladies singing and definitely haven't met any avians. Define "won".

1/4/2019 1:02:52 AM datruseeka Was wanting to see if MJ knew truth of China’s discovery and their reaction.

1/4/2019 1:03:30 AM misstea144 Is it Martial perhaps?

1/4/2019 1:16:46 AM podium_hawk And Christine, to whom are you directing your comment too?

Inquiring minds want to know

1/4/2019 1:46:40 AM gvilleval ... pic.twitter.com/yJxQ7NSeVk

1/4/2019 1:48:02 AM pauliepg11111 Also very interested in what they have to say about it...

1/4/2019 1:48:26 AM leondecrypto What about the AMA? u post some nice stories to read, but I doubt the truth behind it. U post from a IPhone, seems a bit weird doesn't it.

1/4/2019 1:53:03 AM kagqanon Does equal 17...

1/4/2019 1:53:35 AM datruseeka Is this conciousness projection into the Matrix just information known?  Based on Tom Campbell’s “Keys to our Reality” ( 

https://youtu.be/BhMIz_iJtzQ ) talk, based on results of the double slit experiment, says our virtual reality is based on information within our 

consciousness.

1/4/2019 1:53:40 AM weremight Pascal's Triangle and DJT

1

11

121

1331

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

See anything interesting?  Think Division Algebras….
1/4/2019 2:04:36 AM karoolatas Majestic - that is the one I answered to. Just noted that I saw a question mark.  You know that there a many false prophets/soothsayers.  Just like to be 

careful. Which enquiring minds are they?

1/4/2019 2:13:49 AM myfanwy_72 I have to, I think VoL has posted it once before 👍

1/4/2019 2:15:07 AM diaptera_80 So you are not going to help us sort that information out for us specifically...please give us the truth in other contexts so we can discern it for ourselves 

🙏

1/4/2019 2:20:44 AM diaptera_80 SG1 ”Disclosure”

1/4/2019 2:23:25 AM diaptera_80 What’s going on that you didn’t know before?

1/4/2019 2:26:53 AM diaptera_80 Do many BEs walk around without an IS? Or do all humans in society have ISs(more? less?), including clones? Kabamur says a huge amount of humans 

are clones? I find that hard to believe.

1/4/2019 2:28:40 AM diaptera_80 Cool. We are looking forward to it. Why not make a documentary while at it... We expect SG1 series upgraded to show the truth, nothing less!

1/4/2019 2:30:39 AM diaptera_80 Why don’t they use the internet if they are in public domain?

1/4/2019 2:34:37 AM diaptera_80 That is somewhat difficult to grasp. Why wouldn’t knowing help us in our daily lives? Would we realise we are totally off course and leave our families 

and jobs behind or something like that? I would think we still could see the purpose of living humble ordinary(or close) lives?

1/4/2019 2:35:14 AM diaptera_80 (Because they are only temporary)

1/4/2019 2:45:33 AM humanprimer Question for Magestic12. How does the "Wingmakers" material play into MJ12 ?

1/4/2019 2:51:00 AM keith369me Find a YouTube Video on the double slit experiment...different results of the experiment when “someone is watching”

1/4/2019 2:51:54 AM djlok In hd would be nice too.  HD= high definition

1/4/2019 2:55:39 AM djlok That's what I'm thinking. That hyperloop was supposed to be some very advanced technology.  Last I read it is now using roller coaster technology from 

the early 1900's. Not impressive!

1/4/2019 3:06:43 AM djlok Yeah- it sounds like China may be losing their sh!t right about now. A couple of MJ's are probably having to talk them off the ledge is what I imagine.

1/4/2019 3:12:07 AM djlok Fair enough!



1/4/2019 3:45:51 AM sehvehn avatar blueprint....?

1/4/2019 3:49:18 AM sehvehn nvm.....i understand

1/4/2019 3:50:48 AM sehvehn wait....this seems like 3/4 truth, but not all truth

1/4/2019 3:53:39 AM primad57 David Wilcox & Corey Goode talk about selling humans off planet since the 50’s. They also talk about the “brain drain” when many high IQ ppl were lied 

to about where they were going & sent off planet to work as slaves. Check You Tube.

1/4/2019 3:54:07 AM sehvehn when 'reincarnated'(a process).....is that equal here to 'soul' slave?

1/4/2019 4:01:51 AM awake369wwg1wga Density=frequency=dimension

⬆️frequency=⬆️dimension

1/4/2019 4:05:16 AM moonbaby04371 PEMF?

1/4/2019 4:12:17 AM heartofgod99 Maybe a small companion  🐱

1/4/2019 4:54:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 UFO manmade

1/4/2019 4:57:16 AM daffodilnebula Jim Al-Khalili always had the best explanation of the double split experiment I think:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9tKncAdlHQ …

1/4/2019 4:58:11 AM patriotkeri #RomneyTheRat @TheMurdaMil @12BravoGran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DIXIEDOODLE12 @drawandstrike @SaraCarterDC @TomFitton @TomiLahren 

@Cordicon @SwampysGhost @55true4u @DiamondandSilk @Sarajanesrock @SebGorka @RandPaul @PatriotsSoapbox 

https://twitter.com/Taborwoods1/status/1081137510326054912 …

1/4/2019 4:58:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than one met a ZR in an authentic "abduction"/visitation when he was younger (before being famous).

1/4/2019 4:59:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 @StormIsUponUs

1/4/2019 5:00:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

1/4/2019 5:04:22 AM zagnett Cool!

In MJ's opinion, what were the top few contributing factors about F that made him able to do that?

1/4/2019 5:04:33 AM hawkgirlinmn So, our souls don’t keep reincarnating to learn lessons of higher meaning to attain a higher ascension?

1/4/2019 5:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes On China

1/4/2019 5:13:59 AM hawkgirlinmn After victory of the light’s thread, it will be interesting to see the “warm up.”

1/4/2019 5:14:13 AM karentriebel moon?

1/4/2019 5:14:27 AM 00loll0 They are the coolest,i've followed them from the beginning when they started here,they are awesome, and very kind and polite.The friendliest account 

on twitter for sure.

1/4/2019 5:14:36 AM tncharlene Excited for Disclosure!!!

1/4/2019 5:16:02 AM nancyddb Thank you for taking the time to read and answer.

1/4/2019 5:18:20 AM wwtravelr Gonna show sign of life on moon?

1/4/2019 5:18:36 AM thelightoforion Yes, exactly. People think they are red pilled, but are stuck in religious and scientific dogma. Q is only the start, we need to embrace true spirituality 

and let go of religion, it's mind control. We are going to be part of a galactic community. #5D #Ascencion

1/4/2019 5:25:26 AM asktheq_ Will they be disclosing soon?

1/4/2019 5:26:54 AM curt_avila Underground

1/4/2019 5:29:33 AM nancyddb We all think and feel "It appears we have won", the thought and feeling are projected to the universal conscious, then we witness "we have won" vs 

the other way around.

1/4/2019 5:31:52 AM father_mayhem VoL definitely posted this letter before. At the time I took it to be from VoL's Father to Mother, May 10th, 1945. Just before the end of WWII and the 

end of the OSS, when said Father may have been "Order 66'd." If I understood correctly.

Heartbreaking.

1/4/2019 5:42:24 AM ericp_jmu What’s up with the China travel advisory from the State Dept?

1/4/2019 5:43:09 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1080994857848582144?s=19 …

1/4/2019 5:43:18 AM father_mayhem Who greeted the Apollo 11 astronauts on the moon?

1/4/2019 5:43:36 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1081060393227862016?s=19 …

1/4/2019 5:44:28 AM sleky19 January 2019 : mass arrests and disclosure

1/4/2019 5:44:37 AM pauliepg11111 But why would that make them suddenly play ball?

1/4/2019 5:45:47 AM pauliepg11111 If Majestic is galactic, does this mean you have MJ12 members in China? I would assume so...

1/4/2019 5:48:14 AM richardbramlet6 Sandia is scalping a clone  murder

1/4/2019 5:49:38 AM warrior_4truth One MUST UNLEARN all that he has been taught.....

ONE MUST LOOK INSIDE for the TRUTH..it has ALWAYS been there..we just FORGOT. 

THE ONLY WAY OUT IS IN

1/4/2019 5:57:17 AM covertress China 

 https://twitter.com/DRUDGE_REPORT/status/1081176609376202753?s=19 …

1/4/2019 5:59:18 AM george4papa If Jesus came back today, as he was depicted in the Bible, you'd be the first in line to nail Him to the cross.

1/4/2019 6:09:40 AM turboxyde The amount of lies and deception we've been fed and trained to regurgitate on command is so staggering that public disclosure may very well seem as 

"armageddon" to those who are completely asleep. The revelation of truth and the great awakening must come to heal us all.

1/4/2019 6:11:50 AM stefanofait One of the inner circle is French. 

He's responsible for Macron's rapid ascension to the Élysée. 

If memory serves me right. 

Why not a Russian and/or a Chinese?

1/4/2019 6:15:26 AM mgray72531386 Now they KNOW, this is not just a few people trying to control them.  They KNOW they are a part of a Galactic WAR, perpetrated by the MIC that 

Trump is dismantling. In order to WIN, they have to be a part of the Alliance.

1/4/2019 6:16:21 AM pauliepg11111 Makes me feel hopeful...

1/4/2019 6:16:24 AM vand3rboots Plus the shadows are all wonky. How can the shadows from the rocks and the shadows from the probe be facing different directions?

1/4/2019 6:24:14 AM siriusbshaman @KibBitzLaw @nurseniceyes why don't we ever see pictures?

1/4/2019 6:25:10 AM seahag127  https://www.foxnews.com/world/sinking-us-aircraft-will-resolve-tension-in-south-china-sea-says-chinese-

admiral?fbclid=IwAR12BryVfJyiJRKL5DwzqZ4eUpIVhOxu0kVSr5qNXDZ4NHj-bv3fdgsetKM …

1/4/2019 6:37:03 AM siriusbshaman China sent pictures of the moon and no bases in the pictures. So what's happening?

1/4/2019 6:39:08 AM slayerofmatrix1 That Spectacular little Electron 😁😉

1/4/2019 6:46:54 AM lib7473 Thank U galactic family! Now the whole world is transitioning towards peace & harmony soon. Chinese ppl have always been good at heart but their 

spirit was destroyed by the old guard (dark ETs).❤️🌈

1/4/2019 6:49:02 AM 1chericane This is exactly what I was looking for, Thank You Tracy!

1/4/2019 6:56:05 AM richardbramlet6 17

1/4/2019 6:57:52 AM kibbitzlaw My understanding, based on my family’s involvement, an American variant of the Haunebu II recovered from the Third Reich

1/4/2019 6:58:17 AM djlok I know you don't speak for Q but would you be willing to weigh in on the comment "The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital"? Is that bc 99% 

would try a Jim Jones type stunt in order to try to ascend?Or just knowing the crimes [they] committed would make people that sick?

1/4/2019 7:00:42 AM mgray72531386 My opinion: Now that China’s Deep State knows that Xi will join Trump in defeating the Deep State WW, they will use all kinds of measures to create 

FF’s in order to divide Trump and Xi. Arrest Americans for Spying, Trump has to defend said Americans, Division created.MSM runs it.

1/4/2019 7:11:11 AM fowlreginald  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/4/2019 7:13:14 AM anangelhasland1 “Lewis Carrol was a profoundly disturbed pedophile.”



1/4/2019 7:17:41 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ -12 COMMITTEE 

Henry Kissinger + J. Edgar Hoover were, + Mr. Kissinger is, a major player in the operation Majestic-12. The grandest and most horrendous cover-up 

known yet to man, ... that group + ones complementing it, your planet has been sold down the tubes.

1/4/2019 7:19:24 AM ko19700 You know nothing about me whatsoever. So don’t make off the cuff silly comments. 

Most people are manipulated in unimaginable ways.

1/4/2019 7:20:48 AM djlok Well I imagine I would probably start by trying to love the ET like I would a pet.  Although, that could present an issue from a hiarchical perspective that 

the ET's may not appreciate.

1/4/2019 7:22:05 AM covertress lol

1/4/2019 7:23:30 AM blankmarlo Please leave me alone lady I never sought you out, this is harrassment and bullying at this point

1/4/2019 7:24:22 AM blankmarlo You're a condescending bully please stop messaging me, I never initiated any conversation with you

1/4/2019 7:24:55 AM blankmarlo You the indulgent sanctimonious one going around picking fights with people for no reason

1/4/2019 7:28:50 AM honeybager5 Wow . . . his hair is the same color it was when he toured the facility as POTUS . . .

1/4/2019 7:29:09 AM blankmarlo please stop with the condescension and bullying I never initiated contact with you, I've only ever shared my own confusion and desire for clarity yet 

you continue to harass me. Please stop.

1/4/2019 7:29:53 AM blankmarlo Please leave me alone lady I have no idea why you're coming at me like this

1/4/2019 7:32:57 AM fowlreginald Francis Bacon, with help. That's an interesting rabbit hole to go down.

1/4/2019 7:34:28 AM ezdoesit_ ??

 https://twitter.com/petervincentpry/status/1080872412588265472?s=21 …

1/4/2019 7:39:12 AM cskiesthlimit Happy to see Lil Pup back on duty!!! Hope you are well, EKO😏

1/4/2019 7:41:48 AM blankmarlo My page speaks for itself, I've had nothing but postive interactions and mutual respect, even through disagreements. Anyone who goes over our 

exchanges can see you came at me out of nowhere just for having doubts and continue to harass me me with name calling and condescension

1/4/2019 7:43:00 AM richardbramlet6 Yep delta 17

1/4/2019 7:48:16 AM blankmarlo Oh man this exact video is actually how I learned about the wave/particle duality years ago! Very early stage of my awakening, I have fond memories 

of that time :)

1/4/2019 7:53:27 AM blankmarlo Please leave me alone

1/4/2019 7:53:57 AM catheri70981208 Reverse numbers

1/4/2019 7:54:09 AM ekotoons ON FIRE

1/4/2019 7:54:21 AM ekotoons INTO IT

1/4/2019 7:57:47 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah.. They are TROUBLE 🙄

1/4/2019 7:58:20 AM fionasdestiny67 Does Valiant Thor advise our current POTUS?

If not, is he still close by?

1/4/2019 7:59:34 AM blankmarlo So you literally admit you initiated this convo and your refuse to stop harassing me but I'm the bully somehow?

1/4/2019 8:00:03 AM blankmarlo I didn't come on here for conflict and harassment, what are you getting out of this?

1/4/2019 8:05:14 AM blankmarlo That is the literal definition of bullying. You are the one who's badgering. You are the one who is divisive. You act all deep but you're a condescending 

spiteful person. I'm done. I invite anyone else to read over these exchanges and judge for themselves.

1/4/2019 8:05:24 AM mikelzinga Fair enough. There are a few ways I can think of it could happen. I won't guess.

1/4/2019 8:05:29 AM beneleo Try hypnosis and acupuncture.

1/4/2019 8:09:10 AM sarmapriyankar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could you elaborate on the Vector symbology in every logo of the countries involved in Space ?

1/4/2019 8:09:42 AM speaakn What does AMA refer to? I looked up what AMA is, but there are a ton of explanations. pic.twitter.com/vcHPRhHHcI

1/4/2019 8:09:50 AM doyle_eng 1.

Final Outreach • For the Immediate Attention of .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump ::

Cc: .@IvankaTrump | .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (latter Cc’d as you know lawfully and legally serve at the discretion of the President —

Thread Init 1 [Open NATSEC Priority Alpha1] / via .loc_0 (Sydney, AU):

1/4/2019 8:11:33 AM fowlreginald The movie "Above Majestic" is very well done

1/4/2019 8:11:51 AM bbobbio71 We have China dropping their version of MOAB , and touting Taiwan, Russia super nukes and moving ships to the Atlantic as well as Iran wanting to do 

the same.  I thought we were on a peaceful track with these countries? Seems to be going just the opposite.

1/4/2019 8:12:21 AM blankmarlo Thank you for revealing your true character, this convo speaks for itself you have yourself a nice day.

1/4/2019 8:14:44 AM djlok Y'all are cracking me up! LOL!!

1/4/2019 8:17:26 AM adheysuk Yeah. I've watched that. Very good documentary. Something about it is nagging away at me. Not figured out what it is yet though.

1/4/2019 8:17:50 AM djlok It ain't just our @POTUS who knows how to troll.  The Canadian Yellow Vests have learned a thing or two apparently!  I guess they had to with Trippy 

Trudeau in office. LOL!!

1/4/2019 8:18:17 AM wakingdream93 How does one "break free"? I have a hunch waking up to the true reality of the Matrix, and reclaiming your power/identity as an immortal being, 

becoming your own god is what we call "awakening".  Does awakening = ascension?

1/4/2019 8:22:31 AM djlok George Soros needs to go away.  Is there a country he doesn't mess with!!

1/4/2019 8:28:51 AM _girlmaher_ IIRC, the transcriber is on Earth being inspired to write this by MJ12? Was Ron L. Hubbard, a very inspired obsessed productive sincere Sci-Fi genius, or 

was he inspired by MJ12 to write so many stories? (or was it the Meth?!)

1/4/2019 8:30:47 AM sc70542739 19 - 20 ?

1/4/2019 8:34:10 AM covertress Partly? It's my understanding that if one is conscious enough of the cycle of birth/death/rebirth, that  upon death, if one does not go into the light, one 

does not recycle.

1/4/2019 8:42:58 AM giediknight I don't know what MJ12's take is on this, but I refer you to my good friend Dan Winter on the science of dying 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LjHsb5Prmk&t=242s …

1/4/2019 8:44:17 AM batespm4abbey "Facts matter, future proves past" ...results measure value of intentions ...how define "good" matters ...not a challenge,just truthseeking for a "good" 

Future

1/4/2019 8:50:17 AM tru_believers I would not advocate for anyone to be nailed to a cross or anything else for that matter, very cruel punishment even for the guilty which He was not. 

You should not attempt to predict what I would or would not do because you will probably just be disappointed.

1/4/2019 8:57:23 AM sdcharge2k12 Of course not bases have cloaking tech this is widely known about the SSP moon bases and craft.

1/4/2019 8:58:17 AM covertress Thank you. Resonates. ☺

1/4/2019 9:04:13 AM sdcharge2k12 Lol you have no idea how deep this goes and how delicate a situation this is. If you did you would realize how ridiculous you’re being.

1/4/2019 9:08:57 AM sontechnique Studio lights do that

1/4/2019 9:11:15 AM bbobbio71  https://www.breitbart.com/asia/2019/01/04/xi-jinping-orders-military-to-enhance-combat-readiness-after-u-s-travel-warning/ …

1/4/2019 9:15:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blue Beam Fear? https://twitter.com/BBobbio71/status/1081236630269243392 …

1/4/2019 9:16:17 AM zagnett & a beautiful Twitter page too.

Have you ever found any serious reason(s) not to believe they are genuine ETs?

1/4/2019 9:16:55 AM aurorasreality Can you explain the 3, 6, 9 pattern or link tonresear h more :)

1/4/2019 9:17:10 AM aurorasreality I donall this but not sure how to add 3,6,9

1/4/2019 9:18:46 AM keith369me False flags expected due to alignment with US/Russia?  US travel warning to China related?

1/4/2019 9:21:22 AM ladtacarms To me, it looks like China is afraid of something. Posturing all across the board. Why? We’re pulling back from the world stage militarily. What has them 

spooked?



1/4/2019 9:21:26 AM sarmapriyankar Why did Forestall jump? It doesnt make sense..

1/4/2019 9:23:23 AM sarmapriyankar Its just holographic...so what....how does disclosure help in Ascension?

1/4/2019 9:25:57 AM urq2me XI ALSO HAS DEEPSTATE HE IS DEALING WITH. "EYES HAVE BEEN ON CHINA"

1/4/2019 9:26:00 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So are you saying China had no prior knowledge of who & what is on the Moon? I find that hard to believe.

1/4/2019 9:27:16 AM mgray72531386 No, “Dark Side of the Moon”, Fear. 👀

1/4/2019 9:27:37 AM ethereal_shaman Dragon families.

1/4/2019 9:28:35 AM laurabusse Everybody's gonna wake up eventually at their own pace. Like you found out, not a whole lot you can do. Jesus said He who has ears let him hear. It's 

all on the hearer. Free will. Jesus didn't try to persuade. He spoke truth and you either wanted it or didnt, heard it or didnt,

1/4/2019 9:30:17 AM anangelhasland1 “Well then! I guess them China Cats know a little thing about chess and checkers now! Funny how even I know how their jets work, I mean, how to 

hack into ‘em. Just ask the French! The transponders? I wish my poodle had a little chip in his butt I could zap if someone took her!”

1/4/2019 9:31:27 AM laurabusse 2...understood it or didn't. You can't want for someone what they don't want for themselves. Everyone is on their own trajectory and we're all gonna 

get to where we're going one way or another. Gave up trying to convince ppl of anything long ago. It's pointless...

1/4/2019 9:33:15 AM zagnett Mary, how did you find out about them originally?

1/4/2019 9:33:42 AM laurabusse Ultimately everyone is "saved" (i don't believe in salvation really) and will get to where they're going. Some just take much longer. Everyone is on their 

own journey, path, adventure...free will...

1/4/2019 9:37:44 AM jeepeemjohnjohn No video from the dark side of the moon. In 2019 china isn t able to show the landing????

1/4/2019 9:42:30 AM laurabusse Wendy Kennedy, channeler of many and various ETs, wanted to see one. She was shocked by the amount of fear she had when it actually happened. 

She really thought she was prepared.

1/4/2019 9:43:40 AM laurabusse Spoken like a true student of Abraham :-) 💘

1/4/2019 9:43:54 AM lp083061 Is this as a result of the panic from the recent Dark Side of Moon expedition?

1/4/2019 9:46:31 AM laurabusse Pandora kitty?

1/4/2019 9:46:49 AM burgersandra We are told that Blue Beam and its

incredible billions of dollars already spent--is having to be shelved and alternatives studied

BECAUSE CONTACT "and that damned Commander" have told the world about the plans. p.64

 http://phoenix.abundanthope.org/index_htm_files/PJ%20-100.pdf …

1/4/2019 9:47:02 AM zagnett MJ, how could China not have known? It's hard to believe.

1/4/2019 9:47:04 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/8Hnujkcq86

1/4/2019 9:48:19 AM the_fjalar Hmmm...what did they see on the moon?

1/4/2019 9:49:34 AM laurabusse Well that's depressing

1/4/2019 9:50:26 AM keith369me Maybe it’s just a case of Trust but Verify

1/4/2019 9:50:34 AM decodematrix I can imagine their shock when they saw this giant tower through their lunar rover's camera. pic.twitter.com/uJJ7eZYtaf

1/4/2019 9:51:04 AM mgray72531386 They are able.  And there is video.

1/4/2019 9:52:32 AM laurabusse Horrifying. (Shudder) 😬

1/4/2019 9:52:42 AM cidarean That's interesting.

1/4/2019 9:54:14 AM lightworkercain  https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1081052851374194689?s=20 …

1/4/2019 9:54:18 AM jeepeemjohnjohn Can you share?

1/4/2019 9:56:11 AM 11luv777 could u help explain? that’s hard

1/4/2019 10:02:07 AM cidarean Wow...

1/4/2019 10:02:07 AM laurabusse I knew it. Only makes sense.

1/4/2019 10:02:47 AM sdcharge2k12 Clones do not have souls so therefore are not IS only BE. Kabamur is correct there are MANY clones out there...NEVER give your DNA code to anyone 

especially not those “ancestry” BS sites. They are run by very bad people with bad intentions. Don’t play ball? Replace you with clone

1/4/2019 10:03:50 AM sdcharge2k12 And NOBODY would be the wiser that it is not the “REAL” you. Cloning tech is really not that difficult so shouldn’t be too far fetched considering the 

tech that’s out there that we know if it’s nothing

1/4/2019 10:04:26 AM hempful_  pic.twitter.com/Q8BqRw8sbl

1/4/2019 10:06:34 AM laurabusse You can read Interview with an alien, or listen to the audiobook on YouTube, linked in a tweet a few tweets above this. It's over 4 hr long. Gonna listen 

in chunks.

1/4/2019 10:07:24 AM jones9536 I actually just came across it. Mind is blown

1/4/2019 10:08:01 AM jones9536 Ask and you shall recieve

1/4/2019 10:09:14 AM lightworkercain Malovent ETs crashed first to get ahead of benevolent ETs making first contact with the United States.  ET technology was thousands to millions of 

years more advanced than us in 1947.

1/4/2019 10:09:14 AM sdcharge2k12 No they are soulless creatures. IS a not a requirement for a BE. They do have tech to transfer your consciousness to the empty BE as MJ12 said above 

and that could only happen if the vessel was empty.

1/4/2019 10:09:16 AM ninjashoes Hmm looks similar to Q

1/4/2019 10:13:10 AM ninjashoes agreed

1/4/2019 10:13:17 AM johnhamerauthor Majestic12 is real enough I think but not sure about the account

1/4/2019 10:14:03 AM bbobbio71 Thank you! I had thought that Project Blue beam was back under control the good guys too soon? I can understand they're still years of mistrust to 

correct

1/4/2019 10:14:35 AM mgray72531386 No. My opinion. In this technological age, think Google street views: If we can log onto the Internet,type in an address anywhere on the planet and a 

building shows up so clearly that We can see the color of the front door, It’s safe to say, they have video.

1/4/2019 10:15:38 AM skeye_watching I don't thing this was actually taken from the rover, because they are usually on the ground. This photograph was taken in orbit. It must have come 

from the shuttle's camera maybe.

1/4/2019 10:19:03 AM sdcharge2k12 Our brains and memories are like a circuit board and they can basically download your memories and character traits etc into the clone body.

1/4/2019 10:20:19 AM sdcharge2k12 No problem at all I’m glad to help the best i can.

1/4/2019 10:20:28 AM sdcharge2k12 We are all in this mess together so the more aware we all are the better!

1/4/2019 10:20:55 AM sdcharge2k12 I’m going to tag you in a very informative thread ok?

1/4/2019 10:21:49 AM cat89497941 We have all been manipulated so as your eyes open wider you will see this is not a joke

1/4/2019 10:23:41 AM ninjashoes hard to say, I don’t want to finger point but there is disinfo everywhere. Innocent till proven guilty, doesn’t mean I will take it seriously at the same 

time.

1/4/2019 10:24:01 AM johnhamerauthor Yeah you're probably right.  Only had a very quick scan down the timeline but not impressed.

1/4/2019 10:24:23 AM johnhamerauthor Absolutely.

1/4/2019 10:25:49 AM sdcharge2k12 No biological entities are just our physical (biological) bodies. IS is the soul that lives infinitely.

1/4/2019 10:26:21 AM decodematrix Yes, it was taken from orbit. It was taken on July 20, 1965 by the Russian satellite Zond 3.

1/4/2019 10:28:03 AM nancyddb And, majority of US navy is in US ports.

1/4/2019 10:28:49 AM 00loll0 Not at all their the real deal,i'm sure of it.💯%

1/4/2019 10:29:17 AM skeye_watching Thank you for clarifying. I thought it did look rather old.  :)

1/4/2019 10:30:16 AM keith369me ET Alliance wants peace before first “public” contact.  Heading in that direction despite what the NPCs think.

1/4/2019 10:31:47 AM 00loll0 Just lucky,I was in a bad place and fate just happened to step in and there they were. I've learned much from them,and they will be my friends forever 

and always.💚

1/4/2019 10:38:32 AM cryptocrab4 GESARA ?

1/4/2019 10:43:27 AM momekool1 Yes. But the VP is just performing his role given to him bu the President. I'm sure Trump is in charge.



1/4/2019 10:45:42 AM momekool1 There's a lot happening. Its all pretty mind blowing. If you have questions, a lot of us can help. I've been following all if this since 9/11. Just ask.

1/4/2019 10:46:11 AM skeye_watching That means a little less than 3.5 million non-humans are on the internet!!!

I'm pretty sure I've encountered at least one of them from the dark side  here.  😏

1/4/2019 10:50:11 AM gustavo61795472 secret space program

1/4/2019 10:51:11 AM colista Can you answer more questions during AMAs? My reasoning: Tho many of us hv been here, & we're used to thinking & researching, newbies, just out 

of the matrix & being "fed" crap, find you daily. We help as we can, but you have chosen to lead. They need your strength to wake up. TY

1/4/2019 10:51:12 AM father_mayhem And then destroyed it? Or is Don Pettit smokin' some stronger stuff?

 https://youtu.be/16MMZJlp_0Y 

1/4/2019 10:54:06 AM jonle86 Will china disclose the truth of what's up there?

1/4/2019 10:57:18 AM qdragonpower1 I believe you are doing exactly that. You and your friend are very wise. There are few people who can identify the difference, only those who are truly 

observers - not of the world around them, but also of the world within themselves. Congratulations in mastering that.

1/4/2019 10:59:08 AM taradea08775439 Don't be so closed minded then as Hillary has many doubles and laughing it off and calling us you people shows you need to be more open because it's 

open source she has doubles

1/4/2019 10:59:57 AM gustavo61795472 Im done with ur riddles. For god sake, Q is the only thing i trust. Im just gonna keep working on self growth, innerwork, and meditation. im just 

16...............

1/4/2019 11:01:12 AM laurabusse Well she had been channeling these beings for a very long time, passing on their spiritual etc info in youtubes, thought she knew them, was working 

thru her fear in general, wanted to see one, thought she was ready, but felt fear unexpectedly when it happened.

1/4/2019 11:01:56 AM anangelhasland1  pic.twitter.com/qkJaFhAzOy

1/4/2019 11:03:10 AM sehvehn thank You = ) also, i find it incredibly interesting on what a difference it makes. we would argue and would not be able to get our point across. to give 

heads to switch to be objective...we're able communicate without being offended and are able to actually learn more and expand

1/4/2019 11:20:13 AM blogjam_net Some people try to insist the world outside conform to what’s inside their head. It’s called narcissism. It’s an epidemic... best to ignore and just own 

‘your’ truth.

1/4/2019 11:22:07 AM toffer_anon_369 How can we activate all 12 strands of DNA so we can see properly?

1/4/2019 11:23:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will power will unlock.

The lock is sealed tight.

Strong will required.

1/4/2019 11:25:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 "You can bring 3, you can bring 6, or you can bring 9." - 45

Do you know of the power of 3, 6, and 9?

1/4/2019 11:25:52 AM jvan125 I do thanks to you!!! ❤️🌟❤️🌟

1/4/2019 11:26:03 AM chrisklemenza Please tell

1/4/2019 11:26:12 AM bluesparrow222 I caught that! Wow.

1/4/2019 11:26:29 AM aprilbrown99 Majestic!

1/4/2019 11:26:39 AM jonle86 No, explain.... :)

1/4/2019 11:27:03 AM palmdalekid2 I’m 3

1/4/2019 11:29:25 AM toffer_anon_369 Strong intent during meditation?  Keep trying until success?  Mantra has to do something with 369?

1/4/2019 11:30:02 AM collectvcat Love it!!!

1/4/2019 11:30:19 AM marcjtaylor1 Working on it

1/4/2019 11:30:30 AM collectvcat Majestic numbers. 3,6,9

1/4/2019 11:30:38 AM jollyrob2 My birthdate is 02-04-72 what’s my number..6?

1/4/2019 11:31:44 AM keith369me Will one feel the unlocking process in their brain?

1/4/2019 11:31:47 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/Et3ukJXAYL

1/4/2019 11:31:47 AM lambohodlr  pic.twitter.com/SZeDo9rUHx

1/4/2019 11:32:12 AM queenfrontier Is "going to the light" = rebounding back into the same density (reincarnation). Is it a choice we have? Do we utilize our Earth life raising our 

consciousness/vibration - therefore frequency - to get to the point where we understand what is happening upon death of our body?

1/4/2019 11:32:13 AM 1chericane Tesla said they were magical

1/4/2019 11:32:36 AM newyorker66 What happens when you commit suicide? I was always taught you go to hell for it.

1/4/2019 11:33:36 AM bbobbio71 Been trying to understand the power of 3 6 9. 

The struggle is real.

1/4/2019 11:34:34 AM mgray72531386 Is A key, not THE key to understanding the Universe.

1/4/2019 11:35:22 AM erquxlemon Most important mathematical numbers in the universe! pic.twitter.com/4v8slw3lkP

1/4/2019 11:35:26 AM lightworkercain Damn, she fine? Lol. Sorry a little humor is needed sometimes. Much love team!

1/4/2019 11:36:08 AM christinaworthm Tesla's code...

We will have car's that we fuel up once in it's lifetime. Our world is about to change. FREE ENERGY !!!!!!!

1/4/2019 11:36:36 AM christinaworthm FREE ENERGY

1/4/2019 11:36:56 AM razztaz2016 Did he say 12 too?

1/4/2019 11:37:16 AM christinaworthm Is the key to the UNIVERSE

1/4/2019 11:37:50 AM orsinipepe Steve Scalise looked VERY amused by that comment.

1/4/2019 11:38:03 AM qbutterflyq Oh wow that’s uncanny. I just heard him say that 🧐🤔

1/4/2019 11:38:24 AM jones9536 Can someone explain the 3 6 9 to me please? So much to learn

1/4/2019 11:38:41 AM realaronbrowne Noticed that. Had to rewind to make sure I heard it right.

1/4/2019 11:39:11 AM christinaworthm The Template To The Universe

1/4/2019 11:40:23 AM daumster Now it’s free energy...

Before it was free love...

1/4/2019 11:42:13 AM anangelhasland1 3 + 3 = 6

3 x 3 = 9

Holy Trinity + Shadow World = Human

Holy Trinity (infiltrates and expands) Shadow World = “The New Man”

1/4/2019 11:43:23 AM samarai_ryan 1 doubled = 2, doubled = 4, doubled = 8, doubled = 16 = 1+6 = 7, doubled = 32 =5, doubled = 64 = 1, doubled = 128 =2... for ♾

1/4/2019 11:43:23 AM sumgirl My number is 9

1/4/2019 11:43:55 AM thelightoforion Vortex based mathematics

1/4/2019 11:44:18 AM hellouncledonny The more you know.

 https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

1/4/2019 11:44:30 AM samarai_ryan Where as 3 doubled = 6, doubled = 12 = 3, doubled = 24 = 6... for ♾

1/4/2019 11:45:00 AM marcjtaylor1 You tube is probably the best way



1/4/2019 11:45:10 AM gi6stars Tesla !

1/4/2019 11:45:36 AM samarai_ryan Lastly, 9 doubled = 18 = 9, doubled = 36 = 9... for ♾

1/4/2019 11:47:04 AM christinaworthm Mathematical Fingerprint Of God

1/4/2019 11:47:34 AM samarai_ryan So you always get one of three patterns when you double a number. 1,2,4,8,7,5,1,2... 3,6,3,6.... or 9,9,9....

1/4/2019 11:48:15 AM gi6stars  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

Great videos on YT .

369

1/4/2019 11:49:21 AM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/Veu6q5yoLN

1/4/2019 11:50:25 AM nancyddb Re add 02-04-1972

1/4/2019 11:50:43 AM anangelhasland1 3 + 9 = 12 (= 3)

3 x 9 = 27 (= 9)

Holy Trinity + “The New Man” = “The New Church”

Holy Trinity (infiltrates, expands) “The New Man” in cycles.

1/4/2019 11:51:11 AM christinaworthm Sorry but I don't know what your talking about. Why don't you on you tube and Google it yourself Mr lazy. People like you never learn. Just do your 

homework. You might just learn something.

1/4/2019 11:53:08 AM lisadai35675493 Yes.

1/4/2019 11:53:28 AM cynthiamorrow8 Free energy...its coming

1/4/2019 11:54:31 AM cynthiamorrow8 The video...the plan to save the world

1/4/2019 11:54:37 AM father_mayhem There is another post suggesting that Forestall faked his death for self preservation, if I read it correctly.

1/4/2019 11:55:48 AM jollyrob2 Then it will be 7 or am i completely wrong😶

1/4/2019 12:00:57 PM morety76  pic.twitter.com/O1FOL3Oxrw

1/4/2019 12:01:17 PM aprilbrown99 It is very interesting to watch Pence watch POTUS.

1/4/2019 12:02:25 PM ekotoons I DID NOT KNOW

ABOUT DANGERMOUSE

COOL 😎 👍 pic.twitter.com/VWz2Dfno1u

1/4/2019 12:02:34 PM anangelhasland1 6 + 6 = 12

6 x 6 = 18 (= 9)

All are welcome/included.

Man (infiltrates, expands) Man = War for “The New Man”

18 = Moon
1/4/2019 12:03:38 PM christinaworthm Bingo

1/4/2019 12:04:08 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/w3oqHuSN0e

1/4/2019 12:04:35 PM rick_hernandez Can be 6 with 6 digits

1/4/2019 12:05:42 PM christinaworthm You tube

1/4/2019 12:06:59 PM ihvh ΤΞΘ

1/4/2019 12:07:27 PM weareallq He said it twice but the first time he said 3,2,3,9=17

1/4/2019 12:08:36 PM rick_hernandez 12 = 3 remember he also said we have 3

1/4/2019 12:08:39 PM lbf777 So unlocking the 12 strand DNA takes us to 5D where we experience a new form of physics?

1/4/2019 12:09:12 PM rick_hernandez He also said “we have 3”

1/4/2019 12:09:23 PM fixdatish The keys to the universe.

1/4/2019 12:09:31 PM morrifive So what does it mean...in plain english

1/4/2019 12:09:39 PM anangelhasland1 Thanks.

3 x 6 = 18

Holy Trinity (infiltrates, expands) Man = Moon = “The New Man”

3 + 6 = 9

1/4/2019 12:09:45 PM lindsey_danica Secrets of the universe

1/4/2019 12:14:57 PM missy968 I’m 09-12-1968... 9 I believe

1/4/2019 12:15:55 PM rick_hernandez Read # 3  https://heavy.com/news/2017/08/john-trump-donald-uncle-mit-nikola-tesla-g-george-time-travel/ …

1/4/2019 12:19:34 PM daumster Says the lady who knows EVERYTHING!!!

1/4/2019 12:19:43 PM qtpi3_14 OG Dangermouse even cooler! 😂  But yes, super rad

1/4/2019 12:21:18 PM curt_avila =Q

1/4/2019 12:21:33 PM mgray72531386 Not a clue..... But I am fascinated by it.

1/4/2019 12:22:29 PM xusaf_patriot 2018 was GLORIOUS

2019 will be MAJESTIC

Booyeah!

1/4/2019 12:22:44 PM scott_rick So how does the layman “use” it?

1/4/2019 12:23:59 PM xsirk_ something is going to happen Jan 9?

1/4/2019 12:25:29 PM rick_hernandez Then watch this  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o …

1/4/2019 12:25:45 PM enomai_  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

1/4/2019 12:27:15 PM rick_hernandez How many more “coincidences” do we need before the media starts to ask the right questions?

1/4/2019 12:27:35 PM xsirk_ I know that ❤️

1/4/2019 12:29:04 PM xsirk_ 02-04-1972 is 7

02-04-72 is 6

😅

1/4/2019 12:32:37 PM lp083061  https://youtu.be/7pvuTZ5u6Kg  #VortexMathematics

1/4/2019 12:33:08 PM reportgoldfish Do you know how to make yellow fruit?

1/4/2019 12:34:02 PM laurabusse This youtube is pretty mind blowing

1/4/2019 12:35:14 PM turboxyde "The world is facing a period of major changes never seen in a century..." That is a strong statement but without the totality of information it is difficult 

to assess whether or not this is a "good" thing for the alliance or more time wasted in pointless posturing.

1/4/2019 12:35:16 PM mgray72531386 Agreed.

1/4/2019 12:38:44 PM wakingdream93 POTUS is 45. 4 + 5 = 9. Coincidence?

1/4/2019 12:39:47 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/91dk3gofdf

1/4/2019 12:41:22 PM jones9536 Thanks everyone



1/4/2019 12:41:48 PM crazyjane125  pic.twitter.com/PW4c0THRdV

1/4/2019 12:42:55 PM giediknight Is this the planet between Mars and Jupiter? The asteroid belt are the remnants? This planet, was Tiamat?

1/4/2019 12:43:01 PM bgc558 Yes!

And teaching myself more each day. I have begun to see the geometry all around me now. More everyday.

I hope I am doing this right...

Thank you for preparing us.

1/4/2019 12:43:14 PM freestateojones In it's entirety?

Not yet. pic.twitter.com/xJCGNX4fPS

1/4/2019 12:43:31 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/aCia1JGyGx

1/4/2019 12:44:36 PM mgray72531386 Be safe!!!!

1/4/2019 12:49:09 PM daveschroeder18 No matter how you slice or dice the numbers you end with Nine.  Take 45 and add or subtract 3, 6 or 9 and always end with 9

1/4/2019 12:49:34 PM hswcyd Where is the best place for basic information on this subject?

1/4/2019 12:49:34 PM daveschroeder18 Majestic

1/4/2019 12:51:20 PM xsirk_ or Jan 8? 🧐🤔🤨

1/4/2019 12:54:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, and 2.

1/4/2019 1:05:05 PM daphne68852400 😳🙄😮🤫😂😂😂

1/4/2019 1:05:30 PM npc2019 You can start here with Sonic Geometry. I've been looking into this lately:

 https://youtu.be/FY74AFQl2qQ 

1/4/2019 1:06:22 PM rick_hernandez  https://twitter.com/kibbitzlaw/status/1080994857848582144?s=21 …

1/4/2019 1:09:46 PM rick_hernandez This helped me understand https://twitter.com/kibbitzlaw/status/1080994857848582144?s=21 …

1/4/2019 1:12:47 PM zilly_wi What?  You had me until you said "off the planet"

1/4/2019 1:15:36 PM jflygirl I'm a 9!! Cool stuff!

1/4/2019 1:18:08 PM kcwpatriot Telsa was known for using variations of 3, 6 and 9 for his daily routine I.E washing his plate with 18 napkins or walking the block 3 times before entering 

his apartment. Would this application have any benefit or was it just a case of O.C.D?

1/4/2019 1:18:19 PM epkman What you recently explained on a thread is quite logical. That harmonic ring.  ĀΩ∆

1/4/2019 1:21:12 PM keeter1234321 Mine 02-01-1972  hello Aquarian!

1/4/2019 1:24:18 PM realityloominng I think it's simply been compartmentalized in China just like in the US.. Probably only a handful of individuals in China's deepstate are involved.

1/4/2019 1:25:42 PM jollyrob2 Aquarian nice meeting you 👍😆

1/4/2019 1:26:11 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/VrHyU2rpwV

1/4/2019 1:27:44 PM adsvel and me as well, 9 😊

1/4/2019 1:29:31 PM ekotoons SHARE A GOOD RUN DOWN?

1/4/2019 1:30:08 PM zilly_wi WOW.  We were told that stuff would come out that people would not even believe, but remember that is each person's prerogative.  I would tend to 

believe, trying to get my husband to believe this would be another story entirely.  We need this to all come out.

1/4/2019 1:30:17 PM zilly_wi Great thread!!!

1/4/2019 1:31:59 PM zilly_wi I read Q, but I'm not as up on it as many of you.

1/4/2019 1:39:18 PM stephanielevay1 4-29-81 is ?

1/4/2019 1:40:40 PM melanieanders7 You’ll see it in your reality. And it’ll be a knowing.

1/4/2019 1:41:13 PM xsirk_ 6

1/4/2019 1:43:26 PM cypressbill1980 Tesla knew

1/4/2019 1:46:02 PM npc2019  https://youtu.be/FY74AFQl2qQ 

1/4/2019 1:46:30 PM jollyrob2 👍

1/4/2019 1:48:09 PM qtpi3_14 Well... i retract that the older was necessarily better after watching an old episode.  British humour, but less than 3 minutes in and there is a blatant 

satanic reference and super adult sexual humour 😳 Went over my head as a kid! Here's basic rundown... 

http://scratchpad.wikia.com/wiki/Danger_Mouse …

1/4/2019 1:49:35 PM candysymanski ZERO POINT we are in it now.. the calm before the storm!

1/4/2019 1:49:45 PM his_sons_r_free Yeah, 9 is the CONTROL. ☝🏽

1/4/2019 1:50:18 PM ramirez8donny 4+5=9 Got it

1/4/2019 1:51:04 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/ElSq4gbWZV

1/4/2019 1:53:04 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 03/03/1967  = 29/11 = Pisces/Goat.

= sensitive hot mess.

1/4/2019 1:58:04 PM christinaworthm I want to apologise to you for coming down on you and insulting you for not doing your homework. I'm grouchy from not feeling well. I'm sick. I wasn't 

being very nice. I hope you have a wonderful weekend.

1/4/2019 2:02:48 PM mongrelglory I'm 08-08-1961...so 6?

1/4/2019 2:03:20 PM jamesbu74794060 Will some one please tell us the power of 3,6,9.

Or does everyone not told except high up good guys , and of the cabal members ?

1/4/2019 2:04:46 PM adsvel 888 Divine Feminine expression! 😊💗☀️🌈

1/4/2019 2:05:15 PM brimichelle75 At 3:30 it sounded as if he was talking of an unworldly threat that will always be there no matter what we do.

1/4/2019 2:07:48 PM adsvel 8 +8 + 1961, take of 9, it does not interact with a sum of any numbers, so 1+6+1=8; 888 😊

1/4/2019 2:08:23 PM adsvel 😊

1/4/2019 2:09:33 PM neocurtis1 Pleadians, as part of the Federation

1/4/2019 2:10:32 PM taradea08775439 Tesla

1/4/2019 2:11:03 PM taradea08775439 I'm a 9

1/4/2019 2:11:47 PM the_fjalar  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

1/4/2019 2:13:11 PM proudredrn Thank you!! I knew I read it before.

1/4/2019 2:15:11 PM djlok Yes

1/4/2019 2:16:15 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I think that's a good thing?  I need to learn more about numerology...😋

1/4/2019 2:24:51 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So what's the next move from China?

1/4/2019 2:25:38 PM pomeinnz GHWB checkmate

1/4/2019 2:26:26 PM adsvel It will opens in You another point of view. Universe speaks through numbers. 😊🌈✨✨✨

1/4/2019 2:27:41 PM cjencolville 3,6,9,12 makes me think of a clock. Also all have 3 in common. Which makes me think of infinity sign not sure why.

1/4/2019 2:28:53 PM jaspony1  pic.twitter.com/IEn6wukhMP

1/4/2019 2:43:18 PM phonehats 123456789 Rainbow bridge dialectric field aka the circuit/serpent/conduit for the buzz of heaven. The kanna-bis(serpent-buzz) 

pic.twitter.com/l1c7mVTqgK

1/4/2019 2:44:48 PM cocopuffster12 Not dangerous, when you walk into the light you reincarnate.

1/4/2019 2:45:41 PM charladanberger Key to the universe Nikola Tesla

1/4/2019 2:51:23 PM ethereal_shaman Occult knowledge

1/4/2019 2:54:20 PM cjencolville So after I saw this article  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

1/4/2019 2:55:53 PM qaphsiel17 Explain.

1/4/2019 3:05:01 PM giediknight “naturally occurring stargate” = megalithic site

1/4/2019 3:06:47 PM redfootbluefoot I think we are giving names to curious and normal behavior, today it's called OCD, also a child being a child is diagnosed as ADHD. What will they 

diagnose next?



1/4/2019 3:06:58 PM fluffyscarsdale Tesla knew. Speaking of electricity  http://TheAmendment.net  has a great post

1/4/2019 3:08:38 PM realitygateway I feel like this is connected... https://bigthink.com/surprising-science/physicists-puzzled-by-strange-numbers-that-could-explain-reality …

1/4/2019 3:11:56 PM brenda_leece correct

1/4/2019 3:14:18 PM xsirk_ 10/28/2017 = 3

07/25/2017 = 6 Check mate?

11/22/1963 = 7 = JFK dies = T "dies"?

12/14/2017 = 9 End game? https://qmap.pub/read/350 

1/4/2019 3:31:48 PM chucksnetwerx 369-1215 18 2124 2730 is the only numbers I remember from Sesame Street

1/4/2019 3:33:35 PM richardhiatt16 Love it... 🛸

1/4/2019 3:36:08 PM sox_maga  pic.twitter.com/4SlO5CqVik

1/4/2019 3:36:16 PM sox_maga  pic.twitter.com/3Jx3HdObp8

1/4/2019 3:43:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big things happening behind the scenes. We are not in position of authority to elaborate further, but remember the power of 3, 6 and 9. Tesla told you 

if you only knew. Well, 45 knows. And 45 = 9. Magick follows 3, 6 and 9. Numbers matter. Watch events and when they happen.

1/4/2019 3:44:59 PM jasong8891 Interesting. I knew you were going to mention 45=9 about 2 hours ago.

1/4/2019 3:45:09 PM sharron_royalty Thanks for refreshing the memory.

1/4/2019 3:46:35 PM cryptocrab4 When is GESARA ?

1/4/2019 3:47:21 PM moemc8 Tesla said if we only knew. Well we dont, and its annoying AF!

1/4/2019 3:47:26 PM johnnysoko POTUS today in one speech talked about how many people would be meeting to work on a border agreement:

"Maybe 9, or 6 or 3 or 2"

And then at the next interview this morning on the same topic:

"3, or 6, or 9 or maybe 12"

1/4/2019 3:47:52 PM adsvel Here are many Nines. 😊

1/4/2019 3:48:02 PM xusaf_patriot Your post? pic.twitter.com/KOPoHXLhwi

1/4/2019 3:49:18 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

1/4/2019 3:50:01 PM colista I don't know either but I'd rather talk and discover than be fed shit. Let's work, patriot!

1/4/2019 3:50:12 PM iam_laura9 Just sayin I'm 9!!! Lol pic.twitter.com/qICNp8Ch9M

1/4/2019 3:51:23 PM rooroozzz I'm blocked as well, for calling him out as a fake, to everyone He's all into Lilith, Satan, the original religion as he calls it.

1/4/2019 3:54:13 PM 222714ftw Yeah that was classic🙏222

1/4/2019 3:55:02 PM deeiatopp LOVE your art! Thank you for sharing!

1/4/2019 3:55:24 PM jasong8891 Somehow I can pick up someone who is behind the account but I haven't gone much further than that (yet).

1/4/2019 3:55:32 PM leonawogan This really does excite me. Hopefully we will be more connected very soon pic.twitter.com/KyyivsxsQw

1/4/2019 3:55:58 PM ladtacarms 9 - what is it?

1/4/2019 3:56:15 PM hswcyd 4+5=9 ? Is that a proof? :)

1/4/2019 3:56:42 PM ekotoons THANK YOU DEEIA

THIS PIECE IS ABOUT

SOMEONE ON THE

PRECIPICE OF AN

AWAKENING

HUNDREDS OF

MILLIONS AWAIT
1/4/2019 4:02:35 PM deeiatopp You're welcome.

I always wondered what this poem that flowed out of me would be like with beautiful images like you create...

 http://deeiatopp.com/2016/10/asleep-under-the-moonbeams-a-lullaby-book/ …

1/4/2019 4:02:52 PM nmchristoban Fear that their communist ideology lies will have to be given up? 🤞

1/4/2019 4:04:27 PM cstarr888 There are youtube videos that help explain 3,6,9 🙏💖

1/4/2019 4:04:54 PM xusaf_patriot Mike Quinsey - Channeling his Higher Self - 4 January 2019 

 https://www.galacticchannelings.com/english/mike04-01-19.html …

1/4/2019 4:06:37 PM baduinq 45 May have known Tesla.  I WOUNDER if he has any of his work.

1/4/2019 4:07:25 PM jeremywhaley Agree.  24/7 disinformation and disappointments wears the people down.  I think it’s all BS.

1/4/2019 4:07:41 PM candygirlclw The goose drank wine...

1/4/2019 4:10:32 PM candygirlclw The You Tube video mentioned in comments was excellent.

1/4/2019 4:11:04 PM xusaf_patriot This guy has a fascinating web page...I wonder if MJ12 knows him...

1/4/2019 4:13:58 PM neufeldtlyss17  pic.twitter.com/qO9SWIkJzx

1/4/2019 4:15:25 PM activespiritt13 Define "magic".

There is nothing supernatural in this universe.

1/4/2019 4:17:28 PM daumster No Harm Done...

1/4/2019 4:17:43 PM old_mum Tesla's work was collected by POTUS' uncle after his death, I suspected he has it all!

1/4/2019 4:18:27 PM natureinspace And here's the Libs with their distractions. Notice Morgan F's use of the word 'concrete'? 

https://twitter.com/mjfree/status/1081288970229694470?s=19 …

1/4/2019 4:20:03 PM koreyedwards6 Nice catch. Another operation activated by deep state?

1/4/2019 4:21:16 PM sehvehn hmmmm.....i know 3..6..and 9 are super important but its Greek to me. =/ i feel strongly drawn to 7. wonder what that means =/

1/4/2019 4:24:28 PM natureinspace Sure looks like it. It's definitely a code to move forward with some kind of plan. I haven't figured out exactly what they mean by it yet. Maybe someone 

here has figured it out?

1/4/2019 4:30:28 PM fabulousmndance Stunning...that light...omg EKO 🌸

1/4/2019 4:33:34 PM lbf777 The event?

1/4/2019 4:33:39 PM jballz1021 It’s a catalyst to look within.  This is all a game and winning means stepping back and realizing the one thing we are here to learn.

1/4/2019 4:35:01 PM jballz1021 5D.

1/4/2019 4:36:44 PM auntjane7 36=9

1/4/2019 4:37:33 PM hswcyd How about JFK 35, a stupid 8?

How about LBJ 36, a perfect 9 ???

Is that science/conciseness or entertainment?

:)

1/4/2019 4:38:42 PM princesspatrio1 What a beautiful image Eko. I feel connected to her...discovering so many new connections and insights. 🙏

1/4/2019 4:39:17 PM stormwatcher65 I wish I understood this ...at least a little.

1/4/2019 4:43:02 PM cynthiamorrow8 There is no way 45 knew Tesla, but he would know about his work thru his uncle

1/4/2019 4:43:51 PM mskeens1962 Beautiful representation

1/4/2019 4:44:31 PM maga_carebear What do you have to say about all the Americans, myself included, that suck at math?  Basic math?  No sweat. But throw a letter or a shape in there 

and I’m all kinds of lost. 😱

1/4/2019 4:45:00 PM maga_carebear 6 minute abs?



1/4/2019 4:45:08 PM adsvel In my perception 5 is Changes, Changes are necessary.

1/4/2019 4:48:43 PM trinaparkercogg Hmm! Interesting to say the least.

1/4/2019 4:48:53 PM theydontknowwe1 Is she wearing a cat shirt? The cat on the shoulder looks like it is from Alice in Wonderland. Is this Alice? Lovely Eko, feel like I know her. Signs yes, 

everywhere...synchronicities.

1/4/2019 4:50:22 PM reportgoldfish Manipulation of energy and ley lines. Fibonacci sequence, knights templar ratio basis for constructing and harvesting energy from statues, cathedrals 

and using ley line energy to manipulate reality.

1/4/2019 4:50:28 PM cynthiamorrow8 Tesla caused 3 earthquakes in 1899 by playing with vibrations created free energy I think

1/4/2019 4:51:11 PM jleetxgirl And no cement. No Cemex? cement?   @POTUS knows how to load a statement. Gotta love him!!♥🇺🇸♥🇺🇸

1/4/2019 4:52:52 PM datruseeka 3,6,9 = God’s blueprint of life; Divine Code; everything in life is based on 3,6,9; Research Nikola Tesla & 3,6,9 on YT to learn more,  here’s a start for you.  

 https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

1/4/2019 4:54:51 PM sehvehn what is 7?

1/4/2019 4:54:58 PM babylonburnin Ive had people I dont know addressing me by name and telling me how good it is to see me again, and meaning it. People hanging out windows of cars 

just to wave to me. I feel like Truman from the Truman Show

1/4/2019 4:59:48 PM ekotoons 👋

1/4/2019 5:00:16 PM ekotoons WE KNOW HER

1/4/2019 5:00:27 PM ekotoons YOU ARE CONNECTED

1/4/2019 5:00:38 PM ekotoons THANKS FAB

MISS YA

1/4/2019 5:00:57 PM heartofgod99 The cats!!!  🙏🏼💖😘

1/4/2019 5:01:09 PM fabulousmndance You too 😘 take care...

1/4/2019 5:02:09 PM heartofgod99 HOPE, LONGING, PEACE, HOME  Sigh...

1/4/2019 5:03:48 PM aurorasreality @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you mentioned SG1 my baby just learning to talk was there when I played intro to first SG episode. He says “stars” at that first pic 

of stars. He’s 20 months and knew they were stars when we saw first episode

1/4/2019 5:04:41 PM theydontknowwe1 The shirt really is interesting. The cat on her back looks scary. Love the infinity or mask over her side and sleeve.

1/4/2019 5:06:58 PM adsvel Sign of MerKaBa, Balance of two Cosmic forces, Electric and Magnetic.

1/4/2019 5:07:08 PM anangelhasland1 “Or... if your feeling antsy, you could watch events before they happen but then, of course, you are still watching so if you make a wrong move or a 

wrong turn then you are changing events so you see what would...so what are you watching? Then I heard a voice, Who’s Zoomin’ Who?”

1/4/2019 5:07:10 PM fabulousmndance Yes...we do

1/4/2019 5:07:12 PM princesspatrio1 I feel it.❤️

1/4/2019 5:07:23 PM ekotoons FOR MOST IT TAKES WORK

TO UNDERSTAND ALL THE SYMBOLS AROUND US

HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT

1/4/2019 5:08:10 PM ekotoons WE LONG FOR ALL THESE

THINGS—FAM CONNECTS

1/4/2019 5:08:27 PM ekotoons THANKS MG

1/4/2019 5:08:28 PM awarefrequency ACE ✨ pic.twitter.com/uLD2TjxyAS

1/4/2019 5:08:42 PM fabulousmndance Emotional

1/4/2019 5:10:01 PM sehvehn interesting....

1/4/2019 5:11:06 PM deeannisawesome My birthday =6, does that make me magickal?

1/4/2019 5:11:22 PM heartofgod99 I’ve seen LIGHTS lately. In the sky, everywhere. Even the air has been brighter.  🌟

1/4/2019 5:11:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd I hope so too. I'm wiped out. Exhausted beyond exhausted. Pushed so much unconditional heart love into the universe I feel like I need to hibernate. I 

slept grater than ten hours today. NEVER do that. I wake up feeling like I fight battles in my sleep. Made appt for acupuncture.

1/4/2019 5:12:15 PM the_fjalar “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.” ― Nikola Tesla 

https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

1/4/2019 5:13:00 PM vintagesquirrel Thanks for asking, Andre. I was confused as well.

1/4/2019 5:13:45 PM heartofgod99 And yet, she’s outside the city, alone. She yearns to connect but is unsure. I wish her well on her journey.  And most of all LOVE.  ❤️

1/4/2019 5:14:28 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/A46DCBQTtD

1/4/2019 5:14:32 PM the_fjalar John Trump people. 

Very interesting times.

🤔🤔🤔 https://heavy.com/news/2017/08/john-trump-donald-uncle-mit-nikola-tesla-g-george-time-travel/ …

1/4/2019 5:16:11 PM ekotoons TO ALL ON YOUR JOURNEY

NO MATTER WHAT STAGE

WE SEND YOU OUR LOVE

1/4/2019 5:20:14 PM cryptocrab4 GESARA ?

1/4/2019 5:21:08 PM kwyatt55 Yes his all caps tweet today had those numbers plus a 7 at the end. Simple gematria was 331....

1/4/2019 5:21:31 PM freestateojones Natural, that's super.

1/4/2019 5:21:55 PM nostradachris They know  @KimKardashian @kourtneykardash @kanyewest   And more.....@FixYourFace1776 pic.twitter.com/oXfUO3G7Mo

1/4/2019 5:22:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd China knows the President isn't a liar, that's good. I feel they should let the past go and move toward bright new future. Let's see what they will do.....

1/4/2019 5:24:01 PM princesspatrio1 5:23

5:5

10

Keep working. Growth is important.

1/4/2019 5:24:06 PM adsvel Mater and Anti-Mater... Any material particle has its opposite charged faster Anti-material tween. I AM = PartikI, PartikA, PartikuM. Mahabharata 

ancient texts explain it very well. My question is about conscious forces which create these universes, for example DAL universe.

1/4/2019 5:25:38 PM sinnersdeborah Nikola Tesla says its the Key to the Universe... pic.twitter.com/6pFmMwhzk1

1/4/2019 5:26:17 PM la_nimboni The Architecture of the Universe?

 https://media.gettyimages.com/photos/symbols-masonic-chart-picture-id101237039 …

1/4/2019 5:26:59 PM la_nimboni Are the sun and moon eclipsed here though?

1/4/2019 5:28:25 PM princesspatrio1 True. There are times we feel so alone, but realize we are never really alone.

1/4/2019 5:28:42 PM sinnersdeborah Nikola Tesla.... pic.twitter.com/wr6W99ewzB

1/4/2019 5:29:14 PM blsdbe Is there any hope of real healing ever occuring in medicine in my lifetime? I am a nurse, and I feel so out of Integrity because I feel I am complicit in 

keeping Sickcare going every time I go back to the hospital...i would love to learn Real Healing!

1/4/2019 5:34:01 PM fowlreginald So disappointing. I loved his work. Guess I'll add him to the boycott list, which is getting VERY long.

1/4/2019 5:37:24 PM baduinq Yes there is a way

1/4/2019 5:39:33 PM fabulousmndance I Pet Goat II... 🤔

1/4/2019 5:42:58 PM fowlreginald Reminds me of this:  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B003M5I4FI 

1/4/2019 5:45:52 PM heartofgod99 Hunh?  🤨

1/4/2019 5:46:10 PM silverburst1 None of my birth numbers add up to any of these. I’m sad.

1/4/2019 5:49:31 PM shakt222 Ask @MichaelLeeHill !



1/4/2019 5:50:00 PM couch_o_nate As i was at a train station late at night, a little elderly woman with a strange scarf slowly knelt down and ever so gently helped a overturned beetle back 

onto its feet. i didn't think too much then looked back..... she was staring at me, i smiled, she walked away.  It was odd.

1/4/2019 5:51:15 PM again_censored 12-13-1960

1/4/2019 5:53:13 PM pomeinnz 3 6 9 even 12

1/4/2019 5:53:26 PM rezinated1 ...

1/4/2019 5:57:38 PM ingenhuetttroy @mikclrk1 @TexasQPatriot1

1/4/2019 6:03:39 PM boscolodavid That's what a LARP would say.

1/4/2019 6:04:06 PM keith369me 1-5-2019=9

1/4/2019 6:04:36 PM natureinspace Same here. There aren't many left who aren't part of the cabal. Disappointing really.

1/4/2019 6:04:37 PM wwtravelr Amen.  Every moment is an opportunity to learn.  no matter how weary one is.  Go within.  discern and learn

1/4/2019 6:04:43 PM zagnett Crap, there goes "March of the Penguins" marching onto the boycott list too.

Will this never end??

1/4/2019 6:05:29 PM ms_cheevas Funny you should reference this.... 3,6,9 has a pattern in multiplication. I used colored markers to show the patter.. up and down and across 

pic.twitter.com/zWApHRx17a

1/4/2019 6:06:40 PM keith369me You will if you hang here for a while...it rewires your brain, lol

1/4/2019 6:06:45 PM aprilbrown99 I see magic in so many things each day, nature especially. Love is certainly magical. Supernatural is just beyond our 3rd dimensional grasp and sight. 

Tho it does leak into our dimension.

Magic/energy is just that...until an “intent” is applied to it; good or bad, dark or LIGHT.

1/4/2019 6:07:10 PM keith369me Read the thousands of Tweets and have you mind blown

1/4/2019 6:08:23 PM natureinspace Maybe you can watch it with the volume turned down and subtitles turned on. It's hard for me because I love a good show/movie.

1/4/2019 6:08:42 PM fowlreginald Sad because March of the Penguins is one of my favorites. 😥

1/4/2019 6:09:49 PM house_poseidon Yes.  Many species currently here

1/4/2019 6:10:31 PM hudmagy Deeia, I really Love your art work 

❤️💜❤️💚

It's so beautiful

Touches my heart & soul & has very deep meaning 2me personally..

BEAUTIFUL - JUST BEAUTIFUL

Thank You

1/4/2019 6:11:44 PM natureinspace They fear and hate Trump so he must be doing something right. Gotta love that man. He triggers them so bad! I hope Trump bought up some stock in 

the Depends company lol

1/4/2019 6:13:55 PM universalrisin MJ12 has addressed them and never said they were fake or anything. MJ12 also recommends visiting their website to learn telepathy (whenever 

people ask how they can practice telepathy).

1/4/2019 6:14:10 PM wwtravelr Tomorrow is 1/5/2019 = 1 + 5 = 6  ----  2 + 0 + 1 + 9 = 12  Therefore  1 + 2 = 3  ---- 3 + 6 = 9  Therefore tomorrow = Nine (9)

1/4/2019 6:18:23 PM kidsadancing Do you know what happened 11-11-18?

1/4/2019 6:18:41 PM zagnett Can this be the motto for Space Force? Notice 1 change.

"Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of the starship Enterprise. It's five-year mission: to explorer strange new worlds. To seek out new life 

and new civilizations. To BIGLY go where no one has gone before!"

1/4/2019 6:18:49 PM fabulousmndance The image on her shirt reminds me of a mask that a dancer (by the fire) was wearing in I Pet Goat II, Sry I should have clarified it.

1/4/2019 6:21:00 PM deeiatopp Thank you, but not my art. I used Josephine Wall's magnificent art on blog post where I wrote poem I always thought would make a beautiful children's 

lullaby book. However, I never found an illustrator that inspired me. Seeing @EKOnFAM spectacular art today reminded me of poem.

1/4/2019 6:26:14 PM worldxplorer1 I’m not looking too good either. It’s all good though. I’m sure our desire to be part of this greater pattern is worth something. We feel drawn. We want 

it. Why?  I think because deep down we already know we’re part of something more MAJESTIC.

1/4/2019 6:26:33 PM princesspatrio1 🙏 A connection made.

1/4/2019 6:27:52 PM hudmagy All the writing with the pics were just beautiful together.. 

I could pic reading/expressing feelings of God, heavens, etc. book of your beautiful lullaby to children.. with deep meaning expressing great joy 4one's 

self.. promoting children to express their inner beauty..

1/4/2019 6:28:56 PM rhondanight Numbers from my birth

1/4/2019 6:30:06 PM allisonkeirsey It’s a cryptic quote said by Nikola Tesla re: those #’s being key to the universe

1/4/2019 6:31:13 PM joeandbridge Birthday 5\22

1/4/2019 6:33:22 PM deeiatopp Publishing it, or simply putting out there for the world again, isn't off the table.

Thank you for your kind words.

1/4/2019 6:37:53 PM aprilbrown99 Magic!

1/4/2019 6:38:57 PM nostradachris What is the  Earth rang like a bell for 17 minutes?    https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-

world-earth-geology/ …

1/4/2019 6:39:54 PM princesspatrio1 I hope you do publish it. It's a really lovely and special poem. Thank you for sharing with us.

1/4/2019 6:40:46 PM angela_land That reminded me of an article I read... https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.fatherly.com/news/flying-saucer-toy-set-recalled-implying-nazis-first-

travel-space/amp/ …

1/4/2019 6:41:36 PM ochoa_red Is there a book you recommend to get more info on this??

1/4/2019 6:42:36 PM wwtravelr exactly.  labels have intentionally been given divert from the path of truth.

1/4/2019 6:42:45 PM hudmagy It was really touching reading your words... 🙏🏼❤️👶

I love your - very personally heart felt words..

Prefect - reading to small infant babies/children expressing joy they give due to their sheer beauty of their creation/birth/giggles

JOY expressions

LOVE - all gifts of God

1/4/2019 6:43:55 PM deeiatopp My pleasure.

I know my path will cross that of the perfect illustrator...

1/4/2019 6:44:43 PM nschlange I understand the frustration but it's definitely not bs. Frustration is being felt among a lot of MAGA people, but this was a tough plan to carry out and 

the end result is worth the frustration.

1/4/2019 6:45:43 PM deeiatopp I'M GRATEFUL FOR THE FLOW OF GOD'S LOVE

1/4/2019 6:45:46 PM jvan125 How do I get to the first tweet without scrolling forever? Any idea if there’s an easier way? I really want to start from the beginning. 🌟🌟🌟

1/4/2019 6:48:12 PM princesspatrio1 Indeed it will.❤️

1/4/2019 6:48:23 PM nschlange The thing is, we are suppose to be spreading the news to ppl who r not reading all this. But, when we spread something that isn't true, they stop 

listening to us. How can we prepare the ppl around us, if we don't know the difference between truth and disinformation? WWG1WGA still

1/4/2019 6:50:25 PM hudmagy YES, SUCH A GIFT

BEAUTIFUL - share, gives joy to public & rewarding to you, your heart & self 

Expressing God's LOVE

OH, WHAT A GIFT to YOU

1/4/2019 6:51:00 PM jonessense Clif high - Gigantic Ego!

1/4/2019 6:53:13 PM jonessense ☝️EXACTLY 💥💥💥 No other way. Look at the tons of people snuffed



1/4/2019 6:53:28 PM nschlange Nope still don't get it. I'm sorry, I hate math therefore numbers, what does that mean? Added across they all equal 9, that's the only common 

denominator I see with this pic. but why is 3 & 6 different from 9 & 1 or 5 & 4? Sorry, it's not my best subject

1/4/2019 6:55:45 PM ochoa_red This explained a lot but still going to see if there’s a book out there connected to telsa  and these numbers. I remember coming across this years ago, 

but didn’t pay much attention to it.

1/4/2019 6:56:24 PM nschlange sorry not 9 & 1 should say 8 & 1

1/4/2019 6:59:33 PM realityloominng Does Majestic approve of a The Jetterson/The Orville future, where people own "UFO's" like bikes?

1/4/2019 7:02:13 PM nschlange Thank you, now I see the pattern, but why is that magic?

1/4/2019 7:02:48 PM activespiritt13 Nature, indeed.

What's more magical than watching frost flowers form? Or, the sound of rain under a canopy of trees?

Nature continues to exhibit the magic thru which She was created.

1/4/2019 7:04:50 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rAtd9R8BEr

1/4/2019 7:08:35 PM stormwatcher65 I've been following several sites...I just can't decifer the info given. Ready to throw in the towel. I can't explain my belief in Q to people if I don't 

understand the clues.

1/4/2019 7:25:13 PM nschlange Wow, just wow. He wants us dead, is that the implication?  If you all think there are only a few of these cabal members you're wrong. In order to do 

what they do they sold something the rest of us would not sell. If they didn't they wouldn't have a career.He's evil like the rest

1/4/2019 7:27:11 PM susan66388204 I’m Just beginning to learn today.  Very interesting

1/4/2019 7:27:38 PM moemc8 Trying. And I'm all in. Just not easy for someone who NEVER got math nor numbers. It's getting very annoying.

1/4/2019 7:29:04 PM alinahere Nothing is Random ~Q. 👈 😉

1/4/2019 7:33:40 PM nschlange omg thank you so much for both sites. I really appreciate the help!

1/4/2019 7:35:07 PM pillhard I’ve heard he’s one of THE nastiest around.

1/4/2019 7:35:53 PM jvan125 Oh great!! Thank you!!

1/4/2019 7:39:19 PM theydontknowwe1 Thank you so much for sharing this it is incredible!

1/4/2019 7:41:28 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/Jf3UIM4snF

1/4/2019 7:49:39 PM shyme13 I'm going to have a hard time watching any movie ever again......

1/4/2019 7:51:36 PM tinahayes01 Putin said he saw her change into something

1/4/2019 7:52:25 PM tinahayes01 She's a clone

1/4/2019 7:52:44 PM shyme13 Mind Blown! 😮🤩

1/4/2019 7:54:55 PM gustavo61795472 Any recommendations as to what channel to watch? I personally watch Spiritual Awakening Nicky.

1/4/2019 7:56:25 PM shyme13 Well, this helps me figure out where to start researching. Thanks :)

1/4/2019 7:57:28 PM reedgomperts What is happening to the people in our world

1/4/2019 8:03:57 PM _00111111_ That was very emotive.  packed full  of imagery

1/4/2019 8:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to you and then respond.

Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally under the law in 1946?

Civil Rights Movement? Purpose?

USA became a Majestic nation in 1947.

1/4/2019 8:05:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 What defines an American Citizen?

Values. Nationality. Patriotism. Volunteer. Selfless. Determined. Entrepreneur. Wealthy. Free. Independent. Alien. Majestic.

1/4/2019 8:05:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many nations, identity is determined by race, religion, language, ethnicity, etc. the USA is different. It is a melting pot of personal potential limited by 

ones own mind themselves. Many work hard to suppress your true powers. Trust yourself. Facts Matter. Truth Resonates Inside

1/4/2019 8:05:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think about the events unfolding within the Chinese Government and Military right now. Talk about Full Disclosure. Some are panicking. Trump has 

given Xi his word. Majestic nations respect what it means to be an American Citizen as well as a Chinese Citizen etc.

1/4/2019 8:05:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure was planned by the Domain all along. SG-1 seeded your consciousness with this reality. The time in which Disclosure takes place is only at 

the point in which the society will be able to get along with everyone through legal principals that all people equally share.

1/4/2019 8:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are all one means simply that we all love as one and we all fear as one. Each person has equal potential relative to their IS-BE's avatar's genetic 

makeup/conscious strength. Only through looking inward do you enhance your consciousness.

1/4/2019 8:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are friendly with those you interact with on a daily basis but when greeted with something completely unknown you are faced with a fight or flight 

instinctual response. This is why TRUST YOURSELF matters. Facts Matter. Tribalism is common among humans. Lower consciousness.

1/4/2019 8:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the world as a melting pot of types of humans. All types. All varieties. All characters. Good. Evil. White. Black. Good. Evil. Smart. [DUMB. 

Clones. Avatars. Synthetic. AI.]

Each denomination originally started as tribal gatherings, so you were told. Naturally right?

1/4/2019 8:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 China has its own history of child abuse. Its laws allow it. Our laws prohibit it on our soil or on our citizens. The programs are being operated inside the 

USA that China knows about and will willingly release only for political gamesmanship and not safety of all people, speak.

1/4/2019 8:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 The USA is founded on equal application of our laws for all people.

What happens when other nationalities are threatening our National Security but the Governments of those countries refuse to acknowledge their 

associations?

Limited information.

Disinformation.

1/4/2019 8:05:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away from the truth to your consciousness.

We did not make the graphic. Some disinformation contained but general concept is correct and details are classified. pic.twitter.com/Bg9hRwQ4AA

1/4/2019 8:05:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The issues in China are all about the Dark Side of the Moon. Pink Floyd? Is there anybody in there? Just nod if you can hear me? Is there anyone home? 

Moon? Spaceship. DEFCON 2? 1? US unchanged. Why?

1/4/2019 8:05:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth must adopt a legal standard akin to the United States and respect children, elderly, the weak, the vulnerable, and the abused by removing the 

harm from their environment to the best of humanities ability. Unfortunately when SHEEP are sleeping, WOLVES FEED.

1/4/2019 8:05:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world is changing.

Dark to Light.

1/4/2019 8:05:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 had a Mission Impossible that included letting a legal replacement be implemented worldwide to end the global war crises based on 

economic trade, national identity, equal rights for all people, and then, and only then can First Contact take place.

1/4/2019 8:05:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Civil Rights Movement was MAJESTIC. The World is Watching. The world will learn the truth. WHERE WE GO ONE WE GO ALL is MAJESTIC! In order 

to peacefully disclose ET life; the Domain wanted to guarantee that human rights would be respected worldwide first.



1/4/2019 8:07:09 PM the_it_goddess I'm right there with you. The thing that jumps out at me is it looks like the Masonic symbol. But I'm going to go watch those videos because I know 

those three numbers are very important to the Illuminati. Thanks everyone

1/4/2019 8:08:57 PM gustavo61795472 According to your computers, how many people are following the Fake MSM in the US?

1/4/2019 8:13:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 66.6% give or take 3.33% at any given moment.

1/4/2019 8:14:50 PM ekotoons 😭 HAPPY TEARS

1/4/2019 8:15:41 PM heath_jack Good info thank you Majestic!

1/4/2019 8:15:44 PM ekotoons YOU’VE OPENED A PORTAL

1/4/2019 8:16:27 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you! 🙏

1/4/2019 8:17:00 PM brianeppert You’ve mentioned math based meditation techniques before. What are those?

1/4/2019 8:17:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illuminati original purpose was to disclose true LIGHT as they saw it. First you must see the light in order to describe it. What you create is of your own 

creation. Truth is within. Free will and logic allow us to create with our hands and use tools. Why? To grow. Develop.

1/4/2019 8:18:14 PM lbf777 Winning is easy now that patriots are in control. Legalizing marijuana and running some more economic stimulants will permit the citizens to breath. 

Many are choking under brutal economic conditions & have no time to even think. When they can think, they can go within & evolve.

1/4/2019 8:20:03 PM 1chericane That was my favorite album, I listened to it with my headphones in every night as I went to sleep

1/4/2019 8:23:58 PM daveschroeder18 Majestic

1/4/2019 8:26:51 PM kellycollins112 How close are we to the tipping point? Enough woke to shift into resonance?

1/4/2019 8:27:45 PM libertyspring99 I would also like to know this. How can we help with the great awakening?  Also thank you for disclosing this information. You are giving so many, the 

hope that we need. 🙏🏻

1/4/2019 8:28:31 PM youstinksoap How many nations are going with the plan at this point?

1/4/2019 8:29:31 PM kylemmurdock 12=3

1/4/2019 8:30:58 PM ingenhuetttroy @MikeCla88685792

1/4/2019 8:33:53 PM blissamerica What dimension(s) does a person travel to when they are in a coma?

1/4/2019 8:35:08 PM blissamerica Like organ harvesting?

1/4/2019 8:35:50 PM carolba88945394 The earth is regenerative. Ashes to ashes dust to dust. We live and we learn. Just a matter of time. To infinity and beyond!

1/4/2019 8:36:38 PM carolba88945394 Trust yourself

1/4/2019 8:37:46 PM fowlreginald That is exciting to hear that human rights will be secured. In that case, the UN needs to be booted or totally rebuilt. It's own human rights council is fill 

with the worst abusers. And all the trafficking worldwide MUST come to an end.

1/4/2019 8:40:58 PM craigrose8 Can you have the aliens first contact the deep state and have them removed from earth

1/4/2019 8:41:10 PM patriotmama911 What is happening to Morgan freeman? Thought he was better than this?

1/4/2019 8:41:11 PM egelone :)

1/4/2019 8:42:52 PM mongrelglory That's a bit worrisome...still a majority of mind-controlled people?

1/4/2019 8:50:12 PM goyaeq Most people can't afford to change their sheep or tribalism situation.  I think the release of prev mentioned tech. anti gravitics, free energy etc would 

change balance of power faster than laws.

1/4/2019 8:50:27 PM lori_dee1 The current popularity of "Find Your Tribe" just never resonated with me, although I couldn't pinpoint why. This makes a lot of sense.

1/4/2019 8:53:05 PM si11112018 Does this include quicker cancer progression or maybe being able to detect sooner? I have to ask... been noticing a lot... 😔

1/4/2019 8:56:25 PM blsdbe Will meditating to a tone generator at 662 Hz help me heal my pineal gland? Is there a particular level of micro tesla from a PEMF treatment that would 

help?

1/4/2019 8:59:39 PM turboxyde This is what I was taught... the 13th point is a powerful place of meditation and communion with the Divine within. Exploring the Kingdom is an 

amazing blessing filled with multidimensional awareness. Trust the plan! pic.twitter.com/EqPFoyztu3

1/4/2019 9:00:57 PM pauliepg11111 Yea, much higher than I thought. Then again, just speaking to the average friend or family memeber confirms this for me...

1/4/2019 9:01:15 PM 4demeeee 🥴 @JimBlakesong @Jonessense

1/4/2019 9:04:19 PM cledrordfishing Why classified?

1/4/2019 9:09:28 PM cledrordfishing Pretty hard to wrap your head around.  Lots of information I don't understand.

1/4/2019 9:18:40 PM lori_dee1 The Dark Side of the Moon was a concept album that explored conflict, greed, time, and mental illness,

The album cover (the left image) is the Prism refracting white light into a Rainbow.

The pyramid is also representative of the 3, 6, 9 - the keys to the Universe pic.twitter.com/UQ7OCuWaYx

1/4/2019 9:19:19 PM deeiatopp THANK YOU!

1/4/2019 9:19:33 PM nschlange Chaos magic? Magic that creates chaos? What is that?

1/4/2019 9:21:31 PM coltepoxyfloors You not alone. 🙋♂️

1/4/2019 9:22:29 PM theappraizer It is so difficult to believe anyone you don't TRULY know, now. I prev agreed w/CG DW, but I just can't shake the mental movie of CG demonstrating 

the impending solar flash. "woof woof woof woof" 😧 

Comes across as a veiled threat.

1/4/2019 9:25:17 PM enomai_ Ok, i believe you are the real deal now. Didnt mean to offend. Thank you MJ12

1/4/2019 9:26:25 PM enomai_ Or, the good people/others within. The bad - No thanks to you.

1/4/2019 9:28:48 PM enomai_ Yes, WWG1WGA

1/4/2019 9:30:51 PM theappraizer A psyop is an effing psyop. Period. 😧 ESP? Like magick? Or like the COGNITIVE RADIO that the @NASApeople just announced a few months back? Can 

anyone use their cog radio?

1/4/2019 9:30:57 PM lori_dee1 The global war crises based on economic trade, national identity, equal rights for all people are all the issues that our President is working on 

simultaneously to solve.

1/4/2019 9:33:18 PM awarefrequency ✨

We are magic 

Energy is magic 

Life is magic 

Fibonacci 

Golden Ratio 

Sacred Geometry 

Gods fingerprint 

The full understanding of Nature is Natural. It all vibrates with life with the Energies of Love. Connecting with Nature re-minds us that we are 

connected..we are Energy
1/4/2019 9:34:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 At what cost, Elon?

1/4/2019 9:38:27 PM enomai_ It will be changed. Or entire replacement.

1/4/2019 9:43:09 PM speaakn That song is called Comfortably Numb and it on album 2 of Another Brick in the Wall. Also, there will never be world peace or respect when muslims 

hate jews and Christians as bad as they do.

1/4/2019 9:45:19 PM colista Interesting... and new... hmmm

1/4/2019 9:47:35 PM colista Wow... goes along with "dreams" I've been having for YEARS. Wow

1/4/2019 9:59:17 PM _00111111_ Bery nice

1/4/2019 10:09:14 PM turboxyde Here's the website that explains this in more detail. Much of this is taught in Kriya and there's much to process if you desire to immerse yourself but 

truly... unconditional love is all the truth you need to meditate/pray upon to understand.  http://mind-matrix.net/the-ascension/the-mind-matrix-

kingdoms/multi-dimensional-realities/kingdom/ …



1/4/2019 10:18:02 PM pastorjon9 I'm with you on this @StormIsUponUs, not only has Q told us twice, but also @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @kabamur_taygeta - both of whom I trust on this 

subject - have said it as well. It's a distraction that takes away from where we should be focused.

#SheepNoMore #WWG1WGA #QAnon #KAG https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1081367225821347840 …

1/4/2019 10:23:47 PM thericharddoyle I think I can respond to that: Having been psychotronically assaulted by payload put on orbit by SpaceX — to only be refused help or even 

acknowledgement by staff at local ER at the time, after having simply explained I was suffering elevated ICP — otherwise runaway. I adapted 👆🏻

1/4/2019 10:23:57 PM nmchristoban In 1946, we did NOT defend all human beings equally in the USA. Civil rights mvmt was to help us have ALL people in our nation be treated equally/ 

have the same rights.

1/4/2019 10:24:42 PM unittzoo We're just 2 lost souls, swimmin' in a fish bowl, year after year. I love that melody and verse.

1/4/2019 10:29:15 PM nmchristoban Hope China will decide to change so all of its people are treated equally under its laws

1/4/2019 10:33:48 PM thericharddoyle + completed my own independent prelim. draft preamble for the first Universal Human Rights Act (2018) that awaits completion before ratification: 

but now (as then) I am the cornerstone alone ( https://www.lawofone.info/audio/10-13.mp3 ) + can’t give the help needed if my call doesn’t count.

Does it?

1/4/2019 10:36:19 PM nmchristoban So 10 equals infinity?

1/4/2019 10:50:47 PM tncharlene When Tesla walked around the house 3 times before entering, what did it change? Was it a different door like in the Matrix?

1/4/2019 11:01:05 PM merkaba369 this is a fractal construct...a computer program....repeating numbers and patters......outer space, inner space, aliens, non-aliens....it is a construct 

running on technical intelligence....don't call it artificial intelligence, there is nothing artificial about it.

1/4/2019 11:06:20 PM merkaba369 Legal principals are determined by? A person, a group? I don't have the right to act in authority over anyone. I don't understand how we gave away a 

right we don't have ourselves to a group of people in the first place. Legal system=power structure=abuse/slavery. I choose freedom

1/4/2019 11:12:42 PM rancideous Wonder what will happen today 🤔 (1/5/2019)

1+5 = 6

2+0+1+9 = 12 (1+2 = 3)

6+3 = 9

1/4/2019 11:18:54 PM sandie70484902 Why 6's and 3's?  In my mind it looked like 999.9.

1/4/2019 11:22:23 PM libertyspring99 🤯

1/4/2019 11:23:26 PM theappraizer Agreed. To a point.

Is this initial distrust of the unknown not needed for self-preservation? ie "hey! What's this 🔥 do? Let's play with it!"

1/4/2019 11:23:33 PM libertyspring99 Can I politely ask. Are you alien?

1/4/2019 11:24:27 PM thericharddoyle Rephrase: Does my call —  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 … — count, does it matter, to the Universal Peace, starting ‘at home’ [🌎], 

your own and other’s efforts are endeavouring to realise?

I must know — and so must you.

Please afford the courtesy/respect of reply.

There is still time. pic.twitter.com/IbYJ3665B9

1/4/2019 11:24:33 PM cstarr888 Much more simplified IS-BE

Immortal Spirit

Biological Entity

(Hope this helps as a start) 🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/7X326Ya0RI

1/4/2019 11:24:42 PM stefanofait Beautiful and as it should be

1/4/2019 11:27:55 PM jwind20 Facing hardships allow the soul to evolve. When truth is known people will be forced to examine their belief systems and emerge from their chrysalis. 

Mass awakening is occurring. This, I believe, is the point of Q.

1/4/2019 11:29:32 PM jwind20 Tech is now being used to unite and awaken humanity. It was difficult to accomplish this goal before the internet.

1/4/2019 11:31:26 PM cstarr888 IS-BE Immortal Spirit in a Biological Entity (us)

Yes, will see him again,have already. You can feel him.He can hear you.He is in Alltime. It will be like moments for him to see you again. 

Be comforted, he would want you all to be happy. He had to go fight on the other side🙏💖

1/4/2019 11:32:00 PM stefanofait I see how this could become a deeper and more expansive definition of dignity. The indeterminacy of the potential residing within each and everyone 

one of us to become more loving, less fearful, in a way more soulful.

1/4/2019 11:36:33 PM stefanofait I guess the ww abolitionist movement was MAJESTIC as well

1/4/2019 11:40:14 PM clockworkanon If you haven’t already, meditate while listening to a frequency

1/4/2019 11:41:17 PM cstarr888 Cathedrals. 😉🙏💖

1/4/2019 11:51:23 PM lori_dee1 It was a really fascinating life story of JF.

1/4/2019 11:53:29 PM jonessense Did you draw? 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻🙏

1/4/2019 11:55:39 PM tammymckeever Feels like a delay tactic.

1/4/2019 11:58:35 PM cstarr888 Yes, someone requested a diagram yesterday. 😊

It is simplified, but a good start to understanding.😊

🙏💖

1/5/2019 12:03:13 AM thericharddoyle Or, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, am I still too far ahead of the agile lethality of complacent testosterone?

Final Outreach (prior to complete failure of Technological Disclosure) — as One 25 Pt Thread:  

https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1081221173214494720 … — Tesla’s “power” always required “current”.

Cc: .@DepSecDef pic.twitter.com/rfPGd5nx5w

1/5/2019 12:08:13 AM cstarr888 Easier 2 visit in dreams. Maybe see signs; random feather, butterfly, something he liked. 

"Time" will ease your ability for day 2 day. Loss is part of life, but 2 grow, not let it ruin you. That would make him sad.Eventually, release pain.Know he 

is with you.Ask for a sign.

🙏💖

1/5/2019 12:11:35 AM thelightoforion I really have to question so called "informed" people when they keep referring to the dark side of the moon. There is no such thing, no part of the 

moon is in constant darkness. The correct term is far side of the moon.

1/5/2019 12:30:44 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12, does "had a mission " mean it is complete?

Thank you for this message of faith in a Majestic world!

1/5/2019 12:32:10 AM cstarr888 You already lost too much for this, your BE to handle. He has work to do here. Breathe. Inside you already know truth who saved him.🙏💖

Much love & light for you beautiful being of light.💁♂️

1/5/2019 12:37:47 AM cstarr888 Go inside. Meditate. Listen. In time, you will hear his message. Relax. Necessary to hear. 

Other son has survivor guilt. Talk to him about signs you see. 

🙏💖



1/5/2019 12:48:23 AM cstarr888 Yes in your dreams. 

Yes nudge you. 

I see small person pushing, but you can know the truth, just listen inside. 

He may have had divine help. I can't see. 

Trust yourself. 

Ask your son, he may remember. 

🙏💖

1/5/2019 12:53:26 AM unidentifiedta1 Hmmm..Central Banks destroyed first and/or gold back currency first? Is that the "legal replacement" which will end global wars?

1/5/2019 1:04:10 AM norwegianon Was the USA a nation that defended all human beings equally under the law in 1946?

I don't know.

How many years of peace has the USA had since WW2?

The world's most powerful Military force, has been used and abused by the [elite] #DeepStateCabal since forever. pic.twitter.com/qn1JfEz1iJ

1/5/2019 1:04:48 AM slipperyslope18 I never cared for organized religion, read too much history about it, but always felt something or someone was watching over us. Too many 

inexplicable things have happened in my life, much of it not so good.

But, I been talking to someone up there and I believe they hear me.

1/5/2019 1:12:02 AM slipperyslope18 I also noticed just now this link doesnt work anymore is that significant ?

 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/pleiades-1-messages/ …

1/5/2019 1:24:02 AM phonehats By this do you mean when I don’t seek externalized relationship with god’s son I realize the truth of my consciousness being vaccuous and sacrificial in 

nature relative to the shepherds standard of knowledge and sacrifice. he doesn’t want your sacrifice. He wants your obediance.

1/5/2019 1:24:36 AM jeepeemjohnjohn Do you think the bad guys (dracos or others...) will let you accomplish your impossible mission?

1/5/2019 1:25:00 AM pwnorthwest Dare I ask, How is anything about this pattern ‘magic’.

1/5/2019 2:03:24 AM curly_lambeau are you saying you are a globalist?

1/5/2019 2:07:23 AM curly_lambeau sounds like some marxist bullshit

1/5/2019 3:04:00 AM diaptera_80 Will China (and others) agree to change laws soon? Sounds like that could take awhile

1/5/2019 3:07:36 AM diaptera_80 Wasn’t that Kabamur? I asked Majestic 12 for truth of this without reply. Interesting if Majestic 12 actually said this first. How could that be? Who is 

making all the clones and why?

1/5/2019 3:10:27 AM diaptera_80 Haha, yep. My husband must be one for sure...no spiritual interests there whatsoever. Actually noone in my known entire family think outside the box. 

Seems many are in this situation, alone.

1/5/2019 3:27:31 AM xusaf_patriot I can't see how this will ever happen any time soon. There are too many disparities between countries and various religions. I had hoped to see this 

come to fruition before death but my confidence is low...

1/5/2019 3:27:53 AM cryptocrab4 GESARA ?

1/5/2019 3:31:18 AM keith369me Some do....and have helped the DS gain/keep power.  Ready for the benevolent ones?

1/5/2019 3:33:44 AM keith369me The Muslims hate Jews/Christians for the same reason that Democrats hate Trump.  They have been put in an environment of divide and conquer by 

those in power seeking to maintain control

1/5/2019 3:38:27 AM diaptera_80 This could indeed be very important. Watching development closely...

1/5/2019 3:39:10 AM goyaeq If even 1 primetime show could be replaced with an extended tutorial about the different aliens that would prepare the pop quickly.  Or even detailed 

commercials.  That would go a lot quicker that waiting 4 entrenched leaders 2 change.

1/5/2019 3:39:29 AM keith369me To answer this question I think you need to go back to the traits of the non-natives that came to America.  They were seeking freedom from control 

and the ability to control their own destiny.  Today there might be more slightly more freedom in the US, that spirit has been tamed.

1/5/2019 3:42:19 AM keith369me Look within...filter information using your intuition...follow information and not people and soon enough the picture will become clear.

1/5/2019 3:43:31 AM aprilbrown99 I am updating my tweet to ensure misinformation isn’t spread. Please note that MJ12 did not create this graph. In a more recent tweet MJ12 stated 

some disinformation is contained on the graph below but the general concept is correct & details are classified. pic.twitter.com/MWCURpciMU

1/5/2019 3:46:23 AM jimisroomufotv Airl is giving you big thanks for this!

1/5/2019 3:47:19 AM datruseeka What’s your definition of a “Majestic Nation”?

1/5/2019 3:47:28 AM keith369me From the first Mar-A-Lago meeting with Xi immediately after inauguration, I sensed a US/China/Russia Alliance for benevolent progress of the world.  

This has been reinforced since.  Those trying to push wedges between these countries have “outed themselves”

1/5/2019 3:48:13 AM keith369me Divide and Conquer?

1/5/2019 3:49:43 AM aprilbrown99 I am updating my tweet to ensure misinformation isn’t spread. Please note that MJ12 did not create this graph. In a more recent tweet MJ12 stated 

some disinformation is contained on the graph below but the general concept is correct & details are classified. pic.twitter.com/c22hRzm0MY

1/5/2019 3:51:41 AM keith369me I’ve had the revelation over recent years that there is not an individual on earth that I could not relate to in some manner in a one on one situation.  

Lump groups of individuals together (tribalism) and barriers form.

1/5/2019 3:54:27 AM aprilbrown99 Ask me anything.

1/5/2019 3:56:08 AM emart30 Put your yellow jacket and folow the French movement !

1/5/2019 3:58:11 AM keith369me My opinion..the life of Jesus is a great example of how we can lead our lives..with love, compassion, complete selflessness. How would the man that 

washes the feet of his disciples view being deified? Is the resurrection something that could not be commonplace in the past/future?

1/5/2019 4:01:52 AM keith369me Will it put an end to the entity that has been funding both sides of wars for profit for centuries?

1/5/2019 4:02:35 AM phonehats No one knows the father except through the son. He can’t help but be exalted as the source benefactor and provider

1/5/2019 4:03:39 AM phonehats Also reincarnation=resurrection

1/5/2019 4:04:28 AM keith369me Don’t have any answers but sending you love for healing and praying for you now.

1/5/2019 4:06:25 AM phonehats He would also prolly look down on people trying to minimize his importance just keep that in mind

1/5/2019 4:10:02 AM keith369me Reduce anger/stress, reduce cancer

1/5/2019 4:11:06 AM ericp_jmu Interesting article... “No one has set foot on the moon in almost 50 years. That could soon change.” - NBC News https://apple.news/ALqDaMoCPQ8-

V0S0uoipBJA …

1/5/2019 4:11:48 AM keith369me This is so true..when one is not fighting for survival the opportunity for spiritual awakening increases dramatically

1/5/2019 4:15:20 AM keith369me This has to include some awakened people that utilize the narrative as spiritual warriors.  Probably not many however.  MSM gives me headaches 

within minutes

1/5/2019 4:18:59 AM keith369me You may be surprised.  Sometimes awakening is hard to admit, especially to a loved one...it is easier in a semi-anonymous forum like this.  My son, hard 

core global warming guy, had been awakening and told me about it a few weeks ago.  I had been gently seeding him with truth....

1/5/2019 4:21:06 AM keith369me ...I introduced him to Randall Carlson who provided information about the earth (flood 12,000 years ago) that he wasn’t learning in college. It led him 

to question everything.

1/5/2019 4:24:23 AM keith369me If we are to live like Jesus, aren’t we all a piece of the father as the Law of One presents?

1/5/2019 4:27:32 AM keith369me Not minimizing his importance or the importance of his life.  I am suggesting that he may want us to see him as a humble servant rather than a diety.  I 

might be wrong, but this is the conclusion I came to after much meditation on the subject away from others (church).



1/5/2019 4:28:44 AM reportgoldfish This attempt of disclosure is pathetic. The Alien Interview gives a  better explanation.  This account says humans have to all agree on law but the aliens 

violate treaties and don’t respect our free will with respect to our consciousness level. Ignorance does not equal consent!

1/5/2019 4:34:13 AM reportgoldfish Aliens have to agree to this too, ignorance does not equal consent. I wish you had something of sigficance to say. People who follow this acnt are 

already awake. Get the info out into collective consciousness already. It will awaken people faster.

1/5/2019 4:34:49 AM reportgoldfish GESARA

1/5/2019 4:46:50 AM adsvel Thank You. Majestic Message. 😊💗☀️🌈🌏

1/5/2019 4:48:11 AM collectvcat Can you explain Gesara to everyone? Its basis assumption?

1/5/2019 4:49:11 AM lp083061 Well no wonder why the cabal created all the chaos

1/5/2019 4:53:06 AM lp083061 Ah but Hollywood and media is trying to normalize behaviors which protect all human rights so these barriers must be removed to ensure protection of 

these human rights.

1/5/2019 5:01:47 AM hueney6 What about Spanish speaking people? I am from Argentina and I would like to know what can we do here. Also can you guide me in what meditation 

we should be doing ? Thank you and have a great day

1/5/2019 5:13:57 AM synackstatic 1/2 The Garden of Eden is not a bountiful paradise, it's a blissful mental state of naivete. To realize the truth of the horrors of predators, and correlate 

with the horrors of man, is to ascend from a clouded mental state. From darkness.

1/5/2019 5:16:48 AM synackstatic 2/2 To grow/develop as a civilization, what must be revealed? Free will implies the presence of evil, because without it we have no choice. Without it 

we have nothing to run from. Everything we're experiencing now is planned to awaken the sleeping giant of the collective man.

1/5/2019 5:19:48 AM synackstatic 3/2 ET real or not, it's the act of externalizing 'evil' and correlating it to man's collective capability of industrialized horror (war, famine, etc.) that is 

being used as a tool to force everyone from their current naive view of the world.

1/5/2019 5:21:34 AM madenewbygrace Sorry, but you are leading people away from truth when you lead them away from Jesus, the creator of all things.  Jesus is a historical fact.  He died and 

rose again; proving his power over death.  No mortal will ever do this.

1/5/2019 5:22:26 AM synackstatic 4/2 Those with full access of information fear 100% disclosure. I suspect it's this: We are physically alone in this universe. We must work to preserve 

this world and grow in order to survive. There is no mystical being guiding us. It's just us, and we're fucking it up. Ascend.

1/5/2019 5:28:25 AM ingoldisrael You’re messing w/ancient Babylonian & Hindu Tantric Occult principles & sorcery.

You encourage people to “open their minds” to influences/unknown entities w/drugs—marijuana & psilocybin mushrooms.

We think you’re testing public for a movie script, or are a frank subversive.

1/5/2019 5:29:55 AM freestateojones On many levels. pic.twitter.com/lBb4yaCBUE

1/5/2019 5:44:26 AM wakingdream93 A great and noble message. A tall order, but not impossible..... Are you going to provide a Majestic push for Humanity? These are big issues that have 

to be resolved. We live as if divided, will unification become easier with the destruction of the Cabal?

1/5/2019 5:53:20 AM anangelhasland1 “Oh Hell No! Now this is just a piece of foolishness! Maybe I could play darts with it... But what’s this big ziggly-zaggly circular thing up on top! A 

secret?!?! Curse you Majestic 12!!! And all your damn machines!!! In the name of the Virgin Mary!!! Nine!!! Eleven!!! Eleven!!!”

1/5/2019 5:56:34 AM keith369me It probably will only take 5-10% awake to keep total awakening reversal from happening.  I see Q stickers on occasion in my suburban hometown.  It is 

way better than a few years back when it was probably less than 1 in 1000 awake.  The Great Awakening is happening, just slowly .

1/5/2019 5:58:08 AM n3mo83 Any problem in the universe can be solved with 3 6 9

1/5/2019 6:05:50 AM heath_jack 😂😉

1/5/2019 6:10:49 AM keith369me My heart goes out to you as it must be really frustrating.  I have been awakening for a few years.  I have noticed that more empathic people are 

awakening faster than those in a “lifestyle pattern” that have historically been associated with success.

1/5/2019 6:12:41 AM jpolleck Thank you for your posts. They resonate strongly for me.

1/5/2019 6:32:00 AM charmcityanon 1 17 1946– senator Dennis Chávez (D-NM) calls vote on an Fair Employment Practice Committee bill which calls for an end to discrimination in the 

workplace. A filibusterprevents it from passing

January 29 1946– The Central Intelligence Group is established (the C👁A in 1947)

1/5/2019 6:32:46 AM charmcityanon Is the C👁A majestic? Is this why we became a "majestic nation"

1/5/2019 6:34:23 AM n3mo83 That works too! #PewPew

1/5/2019 6:35:26 AM keith369me To this day watching anything but an old comedy makes me uncomfortable.  I felt like my mind was being poisoned.  Disney?  Indoctrination for 

children.

1/5/2019 6:36:30 AM charmcityanon December 5 1946 – President Harry Truman establishes the President's Committee on Civil Rights to investigate the status of civil rights in the United 

States and propose measures to strengthen and protect the civil rights of American citizens.

1/5/2019 6:39:50 AM mikecoats1965 Yes sir! I’ll do my part when it’s time!

1/5/2019 6:40:31 AM richardbramlet6 Morning Shannon blessings

1/5/2019 6:42:57 AM gattacus45 this particular matrix

1/5/2019 6:44:22 AM gattacus45 3, 9, 6 to put in the big fix

1/5/2019 6:52:03 AM flowersoul Interesting choice of words re 'legal'... 

We have had Disclosure about 'legal vs lawful' ... and 'legal' has no value. Lawful at least has body and alignment with Cosmic Laws imo.

1/5/2019 6:53:01 AM norwegianon Well, you tell me, what's going on here? pic.twitter.com/XWSGSoX1YD

1/5/2019 6:55:10 AM rebelsavant energy, frequency, vibration

1/5/2019 7:05:53 AM sabina06706427 #Hivites must end now

1/5/2019 7:09:08 AM natureinspace Yes the majority of the big stars are part of the cabal. It's not easy to see our favorite stars for who they really are. I have much respect for James 

Woods for standing with us and fighting the good fight. And I keep Justin Beiber in my prayers.

1/5/2019 7:12:42 AM ramirez8donny Read between the lines. 🇺🇸💪🏼@prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @IncarnatedET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpaceCorpsUS @intheMatrixxx @SGTreport 

@TRUreporting pic.twitter.com/U62zvyQNTO

1/5/2019 7:16:55 AM natureinspace Actually its always been this bad but we've been conditioned to go through life with blindfolds on. To see no evil. But now it's the Great Awakening. 

The blindfolds are coming off. We have free reign to seek out and see the truth. Full speed ahead as far as I'm concerned!

1/5/2019 7:19:49 AM heartofgod99 Dreamed about an orange cat. Realized the cat(s) are her protectors.  🐱

1/5/2019 7:20:51 AM missy968 Some here are very reliable. I send you positive supportive energy so you can be at peace.

1/5/2019 7:20:57 AM natureinspace We all did. We've been fooled all our lives by these stars but the Great Awakening is letting us see them for who they truly are. But I'm ok with that 

because I want to know the truth. It's greatly disappointing but I want to know.

1/5/2019 7:22:35 AM _00111111_  pic.twitter.com/dz1p4J5k4p

1/5/2019 7:25:13 AM natureinspace Its the same with me. I love a good movie.

1/5/2019 7:25:25 AM heartofgod99 My baby’s soul mate!  💜 pic.twitter.com/cxGDWcnQkv

1/5/2019 7:30:27 AM _00111111_ No the tomb goes guarded

1/5/2019 7:32:45 AM _00111111_ Ha! No way pic.twitter.com/TkxXCLuYv8

1/5/2019 7:33:34 AM _00111111_ White socks and all

1/5/2019 7:35:07 AM heartofgod99 Mine’s about 3 mos old.  Yours? pic.twitter.com/551pLa3RxM

1/5/2019 7:37:43 AM _00111111_ 6 mths

1/5/2019 7:37:47 AM firebird8035 Thank you

1/5/2019 7:38:00 AM _00111111_ Her name is Sol



1/5/2019 7:42:34 AM d0lph1n8 ALICE narrative shaping algorithm.  Go ask ALICE, I think she will know.  ALICE Darpa sponsored.  ??  The n a z i bell, bell laboratories, The Brotherhood 

of the Bell - Movie.  Antarctica coming in view?  ??  🧐

1/5/2019 7:47:37 AM natureinspace I only talk about Awakening to my children and my daughter-in-law because surprisingly they are Awake too lol. They all came to me because they 

knew I've always been Awake. Twitter is my only other outlet to talk about it. But I learned to YouTube and I visit alot of websites too

1/5/2019 7:55:34 AM slayerofmatrix1 Incorrect 😆 that’s just the cult follower interpretation.   Same kind of thing with Hotel California.  The message behind what the words actually mean 

is unrevealed to most.

1/5/2019 8:20:00 AM ghostanon6120 just to give a citation regarding numbers, here is an excerpt from Coopers Book ; the free pdf is in this graphic as well. pic.twitter.com/LOhvkvfI2T

1/5/2019 8:30:45 AM theappraizer @CoreyGoode @david_wilcock @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So! Who's going to be a pal and sound the clarions when it's time? 😨😱✝️♥😂

#Truth

#disclosure

1/5/2019 8:35:57 AM rick_hernandez That story was pushed by the msm. Makes me suspect something is up.

1/5/2019 8:38:29 AM ekotoons LOVE IT ANNAN

1/5/2019 8:51:28 AM zagnett Sandia i follow because i think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is legit, & they endorsed this account. So far they seem quite possibly genuine ETs, & also quite 

human as well, in our positive ways. & that's quite wonderful.

1/5/2019 8:58:47 AM bethelight11_11 Welcome 🙏 Many of us Love you dearly and Thank You 😊 we are family

1/5/2019 8:59:05 AM tamexis Under that light, I think they’re not ET, but took the facade to disseminate information and aclimate people to the idea.

1/5/2019 9:04:07 AM heartofgod99 Mine’s O’Malley Callie Q  😊  (and yes, @PrimeCreator2 I know it’s pronounced Call-ie 😋)  💜

1/5/2019 9:04:25 AM tamexis You’re the main voice aren’t you?

1/5/2019 9:05:17 AM bethelight11_11 All are one one of all I believe

1/5/2019 9:07:07 AM tomciscoadams there is a lot to learn here

1/5/2019 9:07:25 AM zagnett Ok, thanks for the great dialogue. I get it now. Concept widened.

& Same to you. Much love.

1/5/2019 9:08:24 AM tomciscoadams they’re telepathic, so you have a point

1/5/2019 9:10:52 AM natureinspace I'm surprised that it's not a higher percentage considering that most of what is put in front of us is skewed info. But many of us are seeking alternative 

info digging for the truth.

1/5/2019 9:16:41 AM mskeens1962 I really liked the camo hoodie you had on the other day - oh & on his head unit, perhaps a sign of how many trips he has made 🤷🏼♀️

1/5/2019 9:20:11 AM natureinspace This is someone I'm following on YouTube because she is real and awake. She doesn't have a huge following but I really like the reality she presents in 

the quest to help others wake up. She talks alot about celebrities and is knowledgable in numerology. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLla4zXhrEs4jkJB_HicLTA …

1/5/2019 9:22:09 AM gustavo61795472 That must be pretty relieving for you. As for me I'm only 16, my parents are not awake at all. I'm having a hard time explaining them what I'm doing. 

Right now im only working on self growth, inner work (healing negative core believes and subconscious mind work), and meditation.

1/5/2019 9:26:45 AM keith369me Love to hear this Gustavo as I have an awake son your age.  He did it on his own as well

1/5/2019 9:34:58 AM natureinspace Well it's been recent. My youngest is 14 and she was born awake. But my other two and DIL has been the last year. My 18 yr old shocked me a while 

back by talking about the cabal. When I asked her how she knew all this she laughed and said all the kids her age know all of this!!!

1/5/2019 9:39:11 AM natureinspace They know about chemtrails, celebrities, secret societies, the sun being blocked, the artifical weather changes, satanists, etc. It seems you're not alone 

in your age group. Hang in there and keep seeking the truth. Your generation will be taking over for us old farts soon lol.

1/5/2019 9:41:44 AM natureinspace I think more and more youth are being born awake and none of what we're discussing seems to be a shock to them! God bless them!

1/5/2019 9:42:28 AM lisareiser8 I love to see yr post. I admire you

1/5/2019 9:45:19 AM lisareiser8 Could u tell if it was a man or woman?

1/5/2019 9:48:09 AM gustavo61795472 Wow you are such a pure soul, thanks and god bless your children and family. You have to recognize that you are awake as well, and you are part of 

this new generation! its hard to find any adults that are awakening like you. You have more power than you know brother! God bless!

1/5/2019 9:50:10 AM natureinspace Your generation has 'permission', so to speak, to seek out truth and enlightenment. My generation was called crazy if we tried to do the same. Things 

are changing thank goodness. I don't say anything to my husband about it. I just have patience for the day he awakes too.

1/5/2019 9:50:32 AM anja602952 👀

1/5/2019 9:56:32 AM ms_cheevas Magic part, don’t know... 

9 multiplication is unique, no other # does this... all answer add together = 9  2x9=18.. 1+8=9... 9x5=45.. 4+5=9... if you look at the pic you notice the 

answer # flip from the top and bottom answers. 2x9=18.. 9x9=81.. 5x9=45..6x9=54

1/5/2019 10:01:27 AM natureinspace I think I was born awake. But my family was horrible and abusive and I learned from an early age not to ever discus the things I 'knew'. That's just the 

way things were back then. You just kept it to yourself and continued with your life feeling alone and out of place.

1/5/2019 10:02:01 AM gustavo61795472 We are all in this together sweetie, trust me you are going to experience change! its way sooner than you think. You are one of us, trust your intuition. 

Remember love, you are awakening for a reason. You are raising the vibration of the collective consciousness, and the planet!

1/5/2019 10:08:52 AM ms_cheevas This helps explain a bit also... I’m haunted by numbers so this is one of those things I want to learn more in depth... has to do with higher frequency & 

hrz too... https://youtu.be/Vie7xUrsekA 

1/5/2019 10:08:52 AM lisadai35675493 These wars are FOOD & SPIRITUAL FOOD for dark based entities.. going from dark to light cuts of their food supplies= the Either die or go to a new food 

source... but they are not welcome to eat our light anymore

1/5/2019 10:09:34 AM natureinspace About 5-6 years ago I started to go through changes mentally, intelectualy, emotionally. I thought I was losing my mind. I've even had several strokes 

that instead of crippling me has opened my third eye even more. The Drs are baffled. I've been diagnosed with a couple of rare...

1/5/2019 10:12:03 AM gustavo61795472 For me, its a long story. I was always interested in entrepreneurship. And I started to study why people are successful. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEHjgZ_z5Z4 …

1/5/2019 10:14:38 AM gustavo61795472 I came to realise a lot of things. There is way more i know but you get the point. Check the link out if you wish.

1/5/2019 10:17:14 AM gustavo61795472 Yeah, Third Eye is another topic. I love talking about that! I personaly havent seen any stuff, but i have sensed and seen UFOS. Also im very empathic!

1/5/2019 10:17:19 AM natureinspace rare stroke disorders as per the Drs. How in the world am i being diagnosed with two completely separate, extremely rare, stroke disorders that have 

left me more enlightened each time I have a 'stroke'? Come to find out it's the Awakening. I'm really ok and not crazy.

1/5/2019 10:24:07 AM natureinspace Honestly I'm not even close to figuring out exactly what our third eye is all about. It's fascinating, intriguing and scary for me to learn about it. I can only 

take a little truth at a time about my third eye. I'm just not ready I suppose.

1/5/2019 10:24:43 AM keith369me A Starseed has awoken!

1/5/2019 10:25:26 AM ms_cheevas Keep in mind we are all energy, matter and water...

Notice how frequency effects water and sand... 

 https://youtu.be/uENITui5_jU 



1/5/2019 10:29:05 AM keith369me Okay, I need to ask...I’ve had significant “brain changes” over the past couple of months.  In Nov. I started getting pulsin in different parts of my head 

when I heard various thoughts (truth, disinfo, emotional, etc). I could think different thoughts and sequence the pulses...

1/5/2019 10:31:34 AM 1womyn4truth Not anymore. The seeds of division are being sewn, far and wide, by our lunatic PM. And being fed by the MSM.

1/5/2019 10:31:59 AM keith369me In Dec. I still had the pulses but they became more faint (comfortable) and started feeling pressure around the outside of my head in the shape of a 

headband minus the forehead. Now the pressure is gone and I feel a pleasurable tingling across that same headband.  Sound familiar?

1/5/2019 10:32:01 AM natureinspace I'm just learning about Starseeds. I'm wondering if my youngest is one. She is different and she knows it and fully embraces it.

1/5/2019 10:33:11 AM gustavo61795472 You are problably very psychic. But you have supressed your skills. Its better for you to start learning about it. You are like my grandma! When little, 

she used to guess money numbers. But then as you grow up, you are feed up with society standards.

1/5/2019 10:35:23 AM gustavo61795472 When i started to meditate, i felt a tingling in the midle of my forehead. And i felt as if the world wass spinning.

1/5/2019 10:35:53 AM ms_cheevas  https://youtu.be/AS67HA4YMCs 

Notice the higher the freq the prettier and more elaborate the design...HEALTHIER.. happens within us

Now think about the neg energy that we are surrounded by daily. Keeps us at a low freq..SICK...controlled 

Taking out the bad guys = high freq 

MAGIC

1/5/2019 10:37:28 AM bgc558 Start here  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

1/5/2019 10:37:51 AM truecinzia I agree.  I also think that just the fact that "someone"  (ET) has decided to intervene and interfere against the free will of other "beings" is already a sign 

that human rights are being respected.  I am thankful for that.

1/5/2019 10:38:17 AM keith369me I have red some about DNA upgrade “waves” and thought these waves are enabling this.  I read a PDF about Telepathy and had an experience the next 

day.

1/5/2019 10:39:20 AM bgc558 Sacred geometry/The fingerprint of God https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

1/5/2019 10:43:25 AM globaldeciare Let it be...❤️🙏🏻❤️

1/5/2019 10:43:50 AM gustavo61795472 YEP, I'm glad we are on the same page! Wow I'm glad that I have you and NatureInSpace to talk to. You both know stuff that ordinarily people that are 

awakening don't know.

1/5/2019 10:44:25 AM natureinspace What I've been going through for years now has been what I would call 'brain changes' too. It's hard to describe. I feel pain and pressure on both sides 

of my head. It's always the same places the top right and top left. There is no telling from day to day if I'll feel pain or...

1/5/2019 10:45:24 AM gustavo61795472 You have amazing knowledge, and awesome children. It has been a long time since I don't speak to people like you. Who know so much!

1/5/2019 10:46:51 AM bgc558 Does it have a name?

1/5/2019 10:47:20 AM keith369me Any time feel free to ask questions/have a conversation with me.  We are all here to learn from each other.

1/5/2019 10:48:22 AM savedrepublica What are those human rights?

1/5/2019 10:48:24 AM gustavo61795472 Interesting...

1/5/2019 10:48:43 AM ms_cheevas Thought you may enjoy the 45 reference.. pic.twitter.com/OdiCyoMa83

1/5/2019 10:50:54 AM keith369me My oldest is a Starseed...I didn’t know it, but he was sent to me to help with my progress regarding empathy(something I was born into a family that 

lacked)..my youngest is 16 and brilliant just like you..we’ve joked about consp. theories for years each looking for info to share.

1/5/2019 10:51:15 AM natureinspace or pressure or both. Sometimes it really feels like my brain is physically changing. I went the medical route. After all the testing and the different Drs. 

explanations none of what they said made any sense at all. I don't think they had an explanation honestly.

1/5/2019 10:52:14 AM bgc558 Undivided attention: Oct. 3, 2018  POTUS

EMERGENCY ALERT SYSTEM

1/5/2019 10:52:46 AM keith369me True thoughts...pulse top of the head right...fake news, pulse rear of the head left...left temple emotional response.

1/5/2019 10:54:45 AM natureinspace After years of going through this I finally had an epiphany and realized that it's not something that is truly 'medical' it's just my brain adjusting to the 

Great Awakening.

1/5/2019 10:54:57 AM gustavo61795472 My method is either intuition (sense of knowing) or if is face to face I would be able to feel if he or she is lying.

1/5/2019 10:57:39 AM keith369me I avoid doctors...pretty darn healthy for my age...will look to alt med if in need of a healer.   My brain feels “blissful but different ” now...I still get the 

pulsing but it no longer bothers me as I feel like it’s a good thing rather than something wrong

1/5/2019 10:58:38 AM keith369me I’m sure your intuition was off the charts at a very young age

1/5/2019 10:59:27 AM gustavo61795472 If you are empathic you should be able to tell if the a person is being deceptive. I sometimes i impress my dad. He tells me "the only one that 

understands how i feel is you" I feel like thats because im empathic

1/5/2019 10:59:57 AM natureinspace You are right on! I have always been intuative and physic but had to hide and eventually suppress it and then go on with my life. Over the years I think I 

have been slowly allowing myself to get back to how I was when I was a young child. It's been very hard but rewarding!

1/5/2019 10:59:59 AM bgc558 Yes! And it is exhausting bringing some 'up to speed'

I don't stop trying, yet I have my own 'studying' to do.

1/5/2019 11:01:49 AM jandydill We are al one means we are all a part of Christ Consciousness i.e. we all carry the spark of Christ Consciousness within us. The Christ Consciousness is 

not separate from us.

1/5/2019 11:02:45 AM keith369me I could see deception before empathy.  I was very smart and born into a situation lacking empathy.  It took until 45 before I started to figure this out.  I 

think I might be a wanderer that chose to come here for an empathic lesson.

1/5/2019 11:04:25 AM natureinspace I was good with numbers too! I remember when I was little and I would tell my mom what the winning lottery numbers would be ahead of time and it 

would freak her out! I stopped that real quick when she declared me to be satan and a witch. Of course I wasn't and I'm not now either.

1/5/2019 11:14:28 AM natureinspace I don't bother with the doctors any longer either except my annual appts. I've learned over the years that sometimes they don't know any more than 

we do. I am starting to learn now about food, and how much we really need to eat natural because all the junk out there is horrible.

1/5/2019 11:18:41 AM natureinspace And I take Goodies, aspirin, every day to make my head feel better. And I like to drink hot tea, different kinds, because they help relax my mind. I really 

feel like I need to try to detox and then start with natural foods.

1/5/2019 11:22:54 AM natureinspace I no longer feel that there is anything wrong with my brain either. It's probably happening much more often to many people now, to different degrees, 

but we just haven't been talking about it. It kind of along the 'crazy' line so no one wants to talk about it.

1/5/2019 11:23:36 AM keith369me Exercise, meditate on health, good diet are keys...my daughter is vegetarian and less awake than my meat eaters...I think I’d prefer to eat food that 

does not have a soul, but I’m not sure where that really leaves off

1/5/2019 11:24:45 AM unidentifiedta1 So the pedophile cabal has to be brought down first...

1/5/2019 11:24:51 AM keith369me I guess it’s time to embrace “crazy”

1/5/2019 11:26:32 AM bgc558 Hi.I am lurking the convo here!🧐 I'm  relating so much I have to comment. Pls forgive.

I was born awake also. My Papa was "in tune", creative & ahead of his time. He 'protected' me to the point of suppression as I neared adulthood. It 

hurt him & it hurt me. Finding my way back.

1/5/2019 11:29:01 AM dvcmac Self, others & worldly things are all distractions. If Satan can get a believer to look there instead of God & his word, they’ll be more receptive to envy, 

fear, worry, self-pity, doubt, frustration, anger, etc, leading to more sin, unhappiness, sickness & falling away from God.

1/5/2019 11:29:08 AM blissamerica I did but my vision is not that great

1/5/2019 11:29:29 AM blissamerica Probably the astral?



1/5/2019 11:31:21 AM dvcmac God’s love is the foundation of our very nature, to fall/go deeper into, take for granted or be blind/oblivious to. Realize it our not, we all love & are 

loved by each other. It’s the root of compassion & kindness, & why we bother to care about or lend a hand to those in need.

1/5/2019 11:32:02 AM bgc558 I also wanted to say, "soceity" suppressed where my Papa left off, as you said. Some revelations, skills etc were "ok" some were not. I was having out 

of body experiences that I couldn't even talk about. I mourn that period. I am discovering so much now. I am overjoyed & hopeful.

1/5/2019 11:33:21 AM gustavo61795472 Its time to embrace the truth!

1/5/2019 11:34:00 AM gustavo61795472 Yep

This is me right here! pic.twitter.com/VOlzoUfBY4

1/5/2019 11:34:57 AM gustavo61795472 Jump in brother!!

1/5/2019 11:35:22 AM richardhiatt16 Thank you.... Thank you... 🤓🇺🇸

1/5/2019 11:36:41 AM dvcmac We are made in God’s image, so it makes perfect sense to seek & grow a in a relationship with Him. Proverbs 3:5 Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; 

and lean not unto thine own understanding.

1/5/2019 11:36:50 AM bgc558 If I walk in somewhere, and it's on - I get nauseous too.

(I cut cable over 12 yrs ago)

1/5/2019 11:37:30 AM gustavo61795472 I think that the reasons you were feeling so much stuff is because you are very sensitive to energies changes, you can feel the change. And you can feel 

it! you are more psychic than you know!

1/5/2019 11:38:39 AM keith369me Love and light to you BrendaGale...thank you for sharing your story and please share more...I am getting so much “light” in my brain from this 

conversation

1/5/2019 11:39:07 AM richardhiatt16 I get the basics of this...  It fits with what Airl tried to “tell” us in 1947...

1/5/2019 11:39:22 AM gustavo61795472 Haha true!

1/5/2019 11:41:48 AM bgc558 I hung hand made Q posters along our hanging bridge attraction for Labor Day festivities. Not one was torn down, until the next day.

I listed Q websites & #'s

I also Sharpie Q info on MY MONEY occasionally. Lol.

1/5/2019 11:41:49 AM keith369me Luckily I can completely “tune out” crap that I think is negative...this must be torture

1/5/2019 11:43:42 AM keith369me You are one up on many of the stealth followers...Q is posting today

1/5/2019 11:46:50 AM keith369me Has the Vero Verius YouTube Channel found anybody here?  My brain waves are dancing when I play the videos.

1/5/2019 11:50:07 AM gustavo61795472 How do you know so much? I mean, literally I have been reading your tweets. I cant even say anything lol. You are so wise...…. You provided everyone 

with the right explanation. I guess the world is awakening and learning more than I knew!

1/5/2019 11:52:09 AM manga_nashi I like your illustration of that one 🙂

1/5/2019 11:54:28 AM keith369me It’s flowing to me. I am meditating on “downloading” information, being able to discern information, and being able to share that information as 

appropriate. I am completely open to alternative information if I am wrong.  Reading the Law of One/Majestic helped my awakening.

1/5/2019 12:05:30 PM natureinspace Do you play a sport? I did as a teenager and my kids all played sports.

1/5/2019 12:07:25 PM natureinspace I think I can feel it too.

1/5/2019 12:20:01 PM natureinspace I'm so glad you spoke up! It's amazing to learn how many people are awaking and reawaking! I'm still shocked by how this is a worldwide phenomenon 

and I'm not crazy lol! I wish everyone well in their journies. It's incredible!

1/5/2019 12:21:02 PM bbobbio71 66.6%?? How ironic

1/5/2019 12:21:46 PM gustavo61795472 Im doing Brazilian jiu jutsu. Also I did baseball.

1/5/2019 12:23:06 PM olimyracle Switzerland is coming

Acte I

💞

#giletsjaunes #giletsjaunesSuisse pic.twitter.com/a5tM92ttRj

1/5/2019 12:23:12 PM natureinspace No but I am going to check that out now. I'm new to YouTube but I'm on there everyday to check out new things.

1/5/2019 12:23:45 PM emart30 Cool  !!  Super et bravo  !!

1/5/2019 12:23:53 PM keith369me It is out there, but it feels right

1/5/2019 12:24:21 PM gustavo61795472 No wonder! you are talking about concepts that can relate so much, including downloads! you are amazing!

1/5/2019 12:25:15 PM keith369me It’s not me...it’s flowing from the creator as I ask for it

1/5/2019 12:26:18 PM natureinspace Found it! Thank you!

1/5/2019 12:26:40 PM gustavo61795472 You should try looking into your abilities and how to improve them. The best way is meditation, but there is more to that. There are differnet stuff you 

can learn! You should be trying to wake up those abilities within you!

1/5/2019 12:28:34 PM phonehats Servant is what I mean by vaccuous sacrifice. He prefers obediance to his plan for the kingdom which is give and take. He expects you to serve your 

side of the bargain. You aren’t a “piece” of the father. You are his child and you have pieces of him.

1/5/2019 12:32:31 PM flarhps 150 milligrams is a low dose. What you take in with you on lower doses, stays with you. 

I’ve had high dose infusions, and traveled to places I did not believe existed, Saw things I cannot describe, or reproduce.  But, I’ll ask other K patients. 

💖🕊

 https://www.conspiracyarchive.com/UFOs/Gorightly.htm … pic.twitter.com/zyS8GBukr8

1/5/2019 12:33:38 PM natureinspace I have experienced many things in my lifetime that I have never talked about too. Your father probably wanted to protect you from being sent to the 

looney bin. That's where most people who talked ended up. Now we are learning that we are not alone anymore.

1/5/2019 12:34:48 PM gustavo61795472 You should try looking into your abilities and how to improve them. The best way is meditation, but there is more to that. There are differnet stuff you 

can learn! You should be trying to wake up those abilities within you!

1/5/2019 12:38:51 PM phonehats I’m making the distinction between the standard of sacrifice/preservation advocated by the shepherd and the incredulous, vaccuous sacrifice of the 

wandering idol.

1/5/2019 12:42:56 PM allahuniversal There's no time. So what's 11 years?

1/5/2019 12:43:10 PM allahuniversal There's only Now

1/5/2019 1:11:00 PM natureinspace Thank you. I'm slowly trying to. I keep remembering back to when I was a child and it was all natural and not foreign. Back then it just was and i didnt 

question it. That seems to be helping too.

1/5/2019 1:11:45 PM keith369me Trust your intuition

1/5/2019 1:15:37 PM arnie2two I feel it more than see it...but something is happening #WWG1WGA

1/5/2019 1:15:44 PM cstarr888 Or you can understand from a spiritual perspective. 

Many roads lead to the same destination. Find the road that fits you. 🙏💖

1/5/2019 1:20:25 PM ekotoons THANKS NASHI!

🎨 PATRIOTS UNITE

1/5/2019 1:20:34 PM bbobbio71  https://www.gesarahelp.org 

1/5/2019 1:26:02 PM lambohodlr Message over Messenger.

1/5/2019 2:36:13 PM kadath123 This event coincides with a cataclysmic bottleneck in the mitochondrial DNA, which indicates that humanity was severely affected by the impacts, 

flooding by melt waters, rising sea levels (140m) and a 1200 year nuclear winter plunging the entire planet back into the Younger Dryas

1/5/2019 2:37:56 PM bgc558 I have not. But now I will!!

I spend as much time as possible trying to seek out and practice/learn new things. I am trying to find my way. Thank you for the suggestion

1/5/2019 2:38:51 PM bgc558 Yes. Me too.



1/5/2019 2:42:43 PM toffer_anon_369 So our enemy (demons) feeds off of our hate/greed/war/fear emotions. When we stop doing/feeling those things, they lose their control on us. We 

must [all together] focus on and intentionally set high vibration thoughts, feelings, love for each other to unlock.

1/5/2019 2:42:58 PM kadath123 ...cold period. It ended the Paleolithic archeological period and ushered in the current Holocene geological epoch. Mesolithic Hunter Gatherers eked 

out a living during the recovery period, while the Clovis culture was wiped out in about a 20 minute period in the US by the impact

1/5/2019 2:47:55 PM kadath123 WOW! 🤯 that was mind blowing 😁😁😁😎. AMA...

1/5/2019 2:50:36 PM fabulousmndance  pic.twitter.com/svTuxCCPdw

1/5/2019 3:20:28 PM unterhund__ Somebody needs to check his computer.

1/5/2019 3:53:12 PM ascension_guide No delays foreseen by the Navy in declaring initial operating capability for its C model > Navy's F-35C on Track to Be Combat Ready Next Month  

http://bit.ly/2FaHthw  via @flynavy

Delay. Delay. Delay.

Magic.

GO! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/CR3tOfhias

1/5/2019 3:55:51 PM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/q9whmfkQWn

1/5/2019 4:03:43 PM daveschroeder18 It's multiple IS-BE's

1/5/2019 4:06:32 PM jasong8891 I couldn't.

1/5/2019 4:08:58 PM daveschroeder18 They didn't give details but if I remember correctly they set off a device in Antarctica to take out some of the cabals control. Someone can correct 

possibly

1/5/2019 4:26:36 PM hawkgirlinmn What is the purpose and where did this blast to our magnetosphere come from on 1/2/19? pic.twitter.com/uwRjO5zzyx

1/5/2019 4:28:03 PM palmdalekid2 @AdamSchiff @SpeakerPelosi @SenSchumer ⌛️

1/5/2019 4:29:13 PM hawkgirlinmn I listened to 369hz last night. Amazing dreams.

1/5/2019 4:37:58 PM nostradachris #WWG1WGA  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/14/antarctica-deaths-no-foul-play-suspected-in-deaths-at-mcmurdo-station … 

@FixYourFace1776 pic.twitter.com/agfKOIP1e4

1/5/2019 4:45:42 PM clockworkanon I recommend 432hz and 144hz also

1/5/2019 4:57:36 PM function108 roswell interview.  holy moly.

1/5/2019 5:02:05 PM hawkgirlinmn I like to change it up but I haven’t trued 144. Will try it!

1/5/2019 5:16:45 PM horseofw Gary Trudeau and Jane Pauley... CIA ops?

1/5/2019 5:39:32 PM natureinspace I've never heard that. Interesting thought.

1/5/2019 5:48:51 PM nmd_mari @92michael would you please offer some kind, loving,  reassurance to this person. I know your knowledge can be so uplifting to people. Thank you 💙

1/5/2019 5:49:59 PM jonessense Just beautiful! 🥰

1/5/2019 5:55:12 PM nmd_mari If I may add something simply. When something occurs (finding a random penny or feather) and he is the 1st thought that pops in your head, that is 

him. Before your logic or brain chatter gets in the way, intuition never lies. 💙

1/5/2019 5:57:54 PM cledrordfishing Thank you.

1/5/2019 6:06:40 PM adheysuk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2019 6:16:25 PM tlukeskywalkar Stargates...I control thy stargate. @KibBitzLaw ... I am a stargate.

1/5/2019 6:19:46 PM awarefrequency Are you saying that everything is A.I. Then?  

Just getting your perspective...

1/5/2019 6:21:23 PM tlukeskywalkar The actual number of stargates would baffle the mind...way we roll...or is it rock...perhaps rock...and roll

1/5/2019 6:23:52 PM lefranoismcgui1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2019 6:37:36 PM awarefrequency I feel that we are on the same frequency friend 😉

I agree with you

1/5/2019 6:50:11 PM bgc558 Yes. He had a talk w me pretty much about that very thing. He didn't want me to "pursue it" - he thought my intellect would be wasted in the wrong 

direction etc. It screwed me up eventually, pursuing academia was boring & I stumbled in Life.

Cloaking my light was wrong.

1/5/2019 6:51:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1081733714437201922 …

1/5/2019 6:52:45 PM palmdalekid2 🦵

1/5/2019 6:52:50 PM bgc558 Thank you for sharing with me. I hope we can talk again. I put you on a list because I am limited in my twitter follows currently, and didn't want to lose 

your page. 🎆

1/5/2019 6:53:03 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 E.T.s  ARE FALLEN ANGELS - NOT HUMANS ...  !   THEY SERVE SATAN ONLY ...!!! ... AND, MUCH PREFER THAT HUMANS DID AS WELL , INSTEAD OF GOD .  

 THIS WILL NEVER HAPPEN , EVEN BY LIES , KNOWING THAT SATAN IS THE VERY FATHER OF ALL LIES, & UNGROUNDED FEARS ...!!

1/5/2019 6:53:19 PM heath_jack Don't panic!  It's time!

1/5/2019 6:53:42 PM psyanidegaming ⭕️

1/5/2019 6:54:08 PM jimhayzlett Please begin the new financial system... The Light Wins Now Please ✨☀️😇🙏🏼👼🌟✨

1/5/2019 6:54:55 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 ARE YOU A “WOLF” ?

1/5/2019 6:55:46 PM jimhayzlett Thank You For Your Beautiful Light ✨🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇✨

1/5/2019 6:55:50 PM blsdbe Thanks for the Heads Up, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. May all Be Safe. May Great Work Get Done. #WWG1WGA #DoItQ

1/5/2019 6:58:35 PM toffer_anon_369 Solar Flash coming tomorrow?  Many people did not feel good today, headaches/nausea/etc. - solar waves?

1/5/2019 6:59:03 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 YES, YOU ANGELS HAVE A VERY  L O N G  HISTORY . SO SORRY THAT YOU NEVER REPENTED TO GOD FOR WHAT HAPPENED .

1/5/2019 6:59:14 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3JhEYnsJQs …

1/5/2019 6:59:29 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 WRONG ..!!

1/5/2019 6:59:50 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 SUBTLE THOU ..!!

1/5/2019 7:00:53 PM jaspony1 WWG1WGA!!!

1/5/2019 7:02:30 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 JESUS WAS MADE A LITTLE LOWER THAN THE ANGELS ( ONLY SLiGHTLY) THAT HE MIGHT ACCOMPLISH THE GOAL SET BEFORE HIM . HE WAS 

VICTORIOUS AND RESURRECTED FROM THE DEAD , AS DEATH COULD NOT HOLD HIM .

1/5/2019 7:05:19 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 ARE YOU A BOT ?

1/5/2019 7:08:00 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 THE MIND SET ON THE SPIRIT IS LIFE, AND PEACE - GOD .   THE MIND SET ON THE FLESH ( SATAN)  IS DEATH . GOD HATES DEATH MORE THAN SIN ( 

SATAN) .

1/5/2019 7:08:10 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A call for help?

 https://www.foxnews.com/science/astronaut-sparks-panic-after-accidentally-dialing-911-from-space-sending-nasa-into-a-frenzy …

1/5/2019 7:08:44 PM natureinspace As hard as it has been I'm sure he had your best interest at heart. If you had been labeled as insane or had ended up in a mental institute you would 

have had a horrible life. He loved you. Now is the time to heal and reconnect with who we are and connect with each other. 🌟

1/5/2019 7:08:52 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 TALK TO GOD .

1/5/2019 7:09:24 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 LAW .



1/5/2019 7:10:33 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 WHAT DO YOU CALL “ A MAJESTIC NATION” ?

1/5/2019 7:10:38 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Eo34K0IPUu

1/5/2019 7:11:16 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 Yes.

1/5/2019 7:11:53 PM anangelhasland1 “Kiss my ass, Majestic 12! I’m on to you, you son of a gun! Q ain’t no NSA! No such agency, my butt. They are the military! Straight up! Psy-ops to screw 

with the fringe right and left! I call THAT Treason! You should go to Hell and see how you like it! I get too claustrophobic!”

1/5/2019 7:12:06 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 PROBABLY NOT .   AT LEAST, NOT YOUR “LANGUAGE” .

1/5/2019 7:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Militaries must always be prepared for war.

What did China learn about?

Are they panicking?

Did 45 give Xi his word? https://twitter.com/CharlesOrtel/status/1081651619215953927 …

1/5/2019 7:13:08 PM heath_jack 👏👏😅

1/5/2019 7:14:00 PM cstarr888 Check earth weather, we just went through a huge wave! 

🙏💖

1/5/2019 7:14:16 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/h3qNYTKXXd

1/5/2019 7:14:32 PM natureinspace Thank you for sharing with me too! I never thought there would be a day in my lifetime that we could talk openly to people around the world about the 

things we know. And look how much we are all learning too! We are living during the Awakening! I'm going to follow you 😁

1/5/2019 7:15:09 PM blsdbe Maybe the folks they met on the Dark Side of the Moon made them nervous...

1/5/2019 7:15:12 PM giediknight Did they realize their technology isn’t as advanced as they thought?

1/5/2019 7:15:22 PM heath_jack PEOPLE we are at war.  We must win for earth.  Be vigilant!  See and say!

1/5/2019 7:16:40 PM heath_jack Because we live there!😉

1/5/2019 7:16:51 PM xusaf_patriot No panic.  Probably gearing up to support us...just in case.

1/5/2019 7:17:26 PM heath_jack The Alliance

1/5/2019 7:18:58 PM natureinspace Oh my gosh I just realized you put a picture of a star at the end of your post! I left you a post a few minutes ago that I felt an urge to put a star at the 

end too before I saw this post! Today has been very enlightening for me! Thank you for being a part of my wonderful day!

1/5/2019 7:19:59 PM jadedl Is there something we should know?

1/5/2019 7:20:33 PM lbf777 Ya same here. I feel Nausia and tired. Wtf is going on?

1/5/2019 7:21:25 PM enomai_ Aww. Where is the nancy pelosi posts and schumer. You all stated something, "how they were shocked" and you were like, dont they read Q posts. 

Goes with Q words today. 

"They are just finding out"

1/5/2019 7:22:01 PM rocktobersky Interesting...

1/5/2019 7:22:04 PM enomai_ LOL...i knew they were stupid, but cmon, this stupid?

1/5/2019 7:22:13 PM daveo6145 Do we know if 3:14 means something?

1/5/2019 7:22:27 PM lbf777 I’m confused. Why did Xi prepare his army for war? War with who and why?

1/5/2019 7:22:49 PM heath_jack They or [They]  gona get rough for a little while!  "Look within for peace"

1/5/2019 7:24:30 PM aprilbrown99 God bless POTUS and all our military men who keep all of us safe!

1/5/2019 7:24:36 PM enomai_ What did china learn about? They are afraid of ETs? I thought they knew 1000xs over. They mentioned it b4 in their government/legislature arena b4. 

What are they afraid of or on guard about now? The old guard fall? I thought they knew, maybe not.

1/5/2019 7:25:34 PM enomai_ Did they see the MASSIVE mothership that parked there a couple years ago?

1/5/2019 7:29:51 PM rockn2freedom 🚨Text "BORDER" to 88022

   https://youtu.be/8FU9_EI_VN4  via @YouTube

1/5/2019 7:32:17 PM anangelhasland1 “Get out of my head! Get out of my head! Oh My God, I did not! I thought the dog was dead! What am I saying? Who?  I feel like a got a fever! I’m 

walking into walls, sugar! I’m dreaming of dynamite! I’ve made an executive decision! You’re mine now, Majestic 12!

Three! Five! Die!”

1/5/2019 7:33:46 PM heath_jack Thank you for the reminder

1/5/2019 7:33:57 PM dr_t_dc War with who?

1/5/2019 7:34:37 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 china

1/5/2019 7:34:44 PM silverburst1 What’s below “0”?....I don’t see me on the chart

1/5/2019 7:35:14 PM heath_jack Need some of that wealthy part😝

1/5/2019 7:37:15 PM wwg1wga_every1 3+14=17 = Q

1/5/2019 7:39:13 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1041337435358158848?s=19 …

1/5/2019 7:42:20 PM kellycollins112 Perhaps they had made strange bedfellows in the past. Time to honor up or be left behind.

1/5/2019 7:44:17 PM allahuniversal 3:15

15:15 pic.twitter.com/sy62H5tEzS

1/5/2019 7:46:56 PM wwtravelr Prayers for all !!!  And our country! We will flourish after the cleansing

1/5/2019 7:51:36 PM _chelseaproject Preparing for war against who? I assume they wouldn't attack U.S. to fight against disclosure.

1/5/2019 7:55:28 PM fowlreginald No, I don't think they're panicking. I think they're preparing for war against the Deep State, not us.

1/5/2019 7:59:20 PM sehvehn who needs first contact? honestly....i think we're doing just fine. i feel like Contact has been held over our head for so long we forgot we could make 

our own Contact.

1/5/2019 8:00:38 PM fowlreginald The answers are always inside of you. Hugs to you during this difficult time. I am so sorry for your loss. I have five boys and cannot imagine what you 

are going through right now. I wish you peace and love. ❤️

1/5/2019 8:05:28 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels 

true to you and then respond. W […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1081401324749705216.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/5/2019 8:08:22 PM tracytracy205 Mine do..  My bday is 02.05.1963! And get this, the family home I grew up in and the number I see always, and I mean, always pops up, 939! I think, I 

got it covered..Now, what does it all mean??  🤔😏

1/5/2019 8:08:41 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081401335675797504?s=19 …

1/5/2019 8:10:10 PM jshuah2 I wonder if they saw a U.S./Extraterrestrial military base. In seeing that they realized how inferior their technology/Ideology was. Could this have 

something to do with solar warden “Garry Mckinnon Hack” Has Trumps “Space Force” been in effect for longer than anyone knows.

1/5/2019 8:11:50 PM 92michael WOW! You’re case is complicated, first, YES you will see your son when you eventually return to spirit, and it was him who came to you in your dream 

state.  This is when we are the most open to communication with our loved ones who have crossed.

1/5/2019 8:16:18 PM nschlange Hmmmm just what kind of angel talks like that? Oh that's right, I know what kind. Maybe you should land elsewhere?

1/5/2019 8:16:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Are you saying that China has been evil to it's people, like the deep state  democratic party has been; and that when disclosure/truth happens - we the 

people [of the world] are going to be very furious with them?

1/5/2019 8:20:17 PM horseofw 38k dollar watch on pence a arm my they make a lot of money

1/5/2019 8:21:15 PM anangelhasland1 Angel of Apocalypse.

1/5/2019 8:21:36 PM 92michael As far as your second son being spared in the accident. Yes it was angels, more then one was involved! This was not his exit point or time, he has a lot 

to accomplish. He is different because he had an awakening if u will. He is now awake!



1/5/2019 8:22:10 PM anangelhasland1 Know your God and Die by HIS SEVEN ANGELS.

Not me.

1/5/2019 8:28:02 PM nschlange That makes little to no sense. I do know my God and I don't plan on dying by His angels. Soooo not sure what else to say to that. Have a good night.

1/5/2019 8:32:36 PM nschlange Probably not and I doubt he would tell someone to kiss his ass either. You don't have to agree w/someone & you can show that by not going on their 

twitter page instead of offering your behind to be kissed. It's a little rude

1/5/2019 8:32:37 PM slamm68 What is 9/19/1968

1/5/2019 8:33:37 PM 92michael Sometimes these horrible events are prior spirit agreements. (All of the spirits involved may have agreed to allow the teaching of the hardest lesson of 

all “loss”.) Remmeber this is a school and each one of us has a life plan and a goal.

1/5/2019 8:34:00 PM anangelhasland1 Read Revelations, Clown.

These are End Times.

Sweet Dreams.

1/5/2019 8:35:37 PM 222714ftw 🧐

1/5/2019 8:35:58 PM anangelhasland1 God was a sodomite who raped angels in Hell.

Ask them about it!

He wanted a thousand year war.

Ask Him about it!

1/5/2019 8:40:13 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2019 8:42:52 PM mongrelglory Is it true Camp David had a cloning facility?

1/5/2019 8:44:12 PM speaakn I’m not a muslim or an expert on muslims, but isn’t it in their tenets to kill infedels, and specifically Jews and Christians?

1/5/2019 8:44:52 PM mongrelglory I've been feeling emotionally drained and down these past few days.  I hope that doesn't mean I'm operating at a low vibration!

1/5/2019 8:45:21 PM enomai_ I was thinking. Planets, solar systems, glide through space. Some different rates, per mass. But, most move. I do not, know if same direction, or not. 

T.v. shows not 4 ever expanding. Though, this concept seems to have bases for solar systems not moving, on their own. etc..

1/5/2019 8:46:19 PM anangelhasland1 Sorry for my language but Eve was beautiful. The apple was hers by right!

The Garden of Eden, hello!

Satan under God’s control.

Church stripped from the angels.

Children raped in churches, schools, and underground.

A generation destroyed by technology.

Burn your Bible. Or we...
1/5/2019 8:47:30 PM merkaba369 Roger that.  Well said

1/5/2019 8:49:04 PM eyesopentotruth #truth RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @pedrosoto @Jared_T_Swift @Jordan_Sather_ The moon was occupied prior as it is an artificial space station 

responsible for "prison planet" management of souls on Earth to constantly be recycled on Earth.

1/5/2019 8:50:17 PM eyesopentotruth Completion. I'm a "9"

1/5/2019 8:51:51 PM rick_hernandez I thought those posts about Pelosi and shumer were about how trump can build the wall without them

1/5/2019 8:52:20 PM mongrelglory The party has a lot of corruption (as do most) but they can be pretty draconian when it comes to slapping down any dissent.  Human rights violations 

are common if you step out of line with the Communist Party agenda.

1/5/2019 8:54:39 PM enomai_ Idk what i am even getting at. I had thought leave and go. Thought solar systems, galaxies, and even universe moves, and maybe even outside of the 

universe. Thought big bang theory was bunk. As, it would have an ending. No ending. Intertwined segways to other universes, or a loop

1/5/2019 8:58:40 PM enomai_ And, the outside/whole universe was the movement like a twisting motion. And, we were essence going through possibly a huge,huge circular 

direction, or some form of massive repetitive motion. Time travel is oxymoronic. As, time has nothing to do with it. Its traveling, if that.

1/5/2019 9:06:17 PM enomai_ Its, the ability to tap into frequency of the destination. Just as the mind. This would be singular traveling i suppose, not future or past, the now. Im 

having hard time seeing parallel universes/worm holes to see this and that, or events happening later, or forward.

1/5/2019 9:09:54 PM lightseeker2012 DS

1/5/2019 9:11:00 PM lightseeker2012 With the deep state

1/5/2019 9:11:27 PM jojoe12299 My question is who are they preparing to fight in this war?

1/5/2019 9:12:18 PM enomai_ But, other dimensions of frequencies. Seeing a ship there and vanishing. Have to go outside the universes frequency, higher/lower. Higher would be 

full   outside of current universe looking in, or even higher, to jump the space, as it can take spaceship 90 mins to circle earth.

1/5/2019 9:13:30 PM enomai_ The higher the dimension the faster and further u can reach. Ik, sounds messed up. Am I TOYALLY OFF? worth meditating upon? I feel way, way off the 

mark.

1/5/2019 9:15:51 PM lbf777 Oh. Sounds plausible.

1/5/2019 9:18:40 PM enomai_ Everything is being controlled by these outside dimensions, bigger and within universe we cant see. And through layers. God is the main controller, or 

middle. Sigh. Sounds ridiculous. Im done. Ill delete this later

1/5/2019 9:23:21 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🌚

1/5/2019 9:24:36 PM palmdalekid2 @AmbJohnBolton the homie

1/5/2019 9:25:25 PM palmdalekid2 Ty @GenFlynn 

Ty @ArmyChiefStaff 

FISA goes both ways?

Mirror?

1/5/2019 9:26:22 PM moonbaby04371 Me too. This sucks!

1/5/2019 9:26:27 PM palmdalekid2 If I took a screenshot then it happened right?

1/5/2019 9:27:32 PM palmdalekid2 Idk but I’ll figure it out tomorrow and I’ll be home soon and I’m just trying not be there tomorrow lol 😂 was a way I just left my school and then I’ll up 

on you a way of doing that to me bob is a great guy to me I don’t think he can be a lot more like that if he is going on

1/5/2019 9:32:59 PM cstarr888 You may be sensitive to earth/space "weather" like many of us are. It may make you really tired or energized. No way to know, but listen to your body. 

Sleep if you need. Rest if needed. Self care! Much love 💖.

Good link, lots of space weather graphs:  http://www.MrMBB333.com 

🙏💖

1/5/2019 9:48:03 PM speaakn Thank you for answering. I guess AMA doesn’t mean MJ will answer. 😬

1/5/2019 9:52:30 PM aprilbrown99 I think they just get busy. They work at the pentagon. This was stated in an earlier post with jason sather. 😊

1/5/2019 9:58:27 PM gunsmimi Oh my Word.. did he sleep with Hillary too? Or was it Michael???

1/5/2019 9:59:16 PM gunsmimi Sounds like it.. and are we surprised?

1/5/2019 10:00:27 PM gunsmimi Wait.. what human and ET bases on the dark side of the moon???



1/5/2019 10:01:15 PM gunsmimi I heard we moved our ships home, cus Xi wanted to bomb us

1/5/2019 10:05:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Read this thread pic.twitter.com/zjBR629Wne

1/5/2019 10:10:37 PM qdragonpower1 Maybe whatever Trump is going to drop will be "the "Shot Heard Round the World."

1/5/2019 10:11:39 PM hawkgirlinmn I think they were referencing the fact that Mueller was put in place to distract them and make them feel he was on their side.

1/5/2019 10:21:04 PM mongrelglory Thanks very much!  I try to live a lifestyle that keeps my vibration up as much as possible, so wasn't sure why I was feeling so "dragged down" 

emotionally/mentally.  My brain was like sludge! 😜

1/5/2019 10:22:27 PM heath_jack Now I understand 3d Matrix

1/5/2019 10:23:49 PM the_it_goddess You sound evil AF! 😳

1/5/2019 10:24:37 PM beeshelb @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Which type is HRC  https://twitter.com/EsotericExposal/status/1081796318316572672 …

1/5/2019 10:29:13 PM richardhiatt16 Shwack them now.. Before they fire on ET 🛸 and get the Domain all stirred up...  😳

1/5/2019 10:38:37 PM hellouncledonny China learned that most of what Bill Cooper said about the moon was very real.

45 showed the LIGHT to China.

Trump asked China to trust the plan.

China now trusts the Plan.

1/5/2019 10:46:16 PM richardhiatt16 😳

1/5/2019 11:13:52 PM gi6stars 4+5=9

1/5/2019 11:36:25 PM jonle86 i'm thinking of a simiar cenario happened, similar the when the "stargate Program" got disclosed on SG-1. now that they see who really is on the moon 

they are preparing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntgKwpt1kIM …

1/5/2019 11:50:27 PM threadreaderapp Hi please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "ALICE works in many ways. This is taken directly from our feed: Algorithms curate 

content to shape narratives. Why would […]" #Q72 #Q158  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079092038354767875.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/5/2019 11:52:39 PM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/xzuxTEq-plE 

Truth to prophecy about President Trump? 

Re: Julian Assange & John G Trump

Tesla Papers?

All relevant and connected?

🐇

When will college courses begin to cover 'real' breakthrough knowledge?

Roswell👽
1/5/2019 11:56:07 PM toffer_anon_369 Why is the sphenoid [keystone] so important?

1/6/2019 12:20:29 AM unittzoo Tic Toc - on billboard when NYE Ball dropped.

1/6/2019 12:22:13 AM function108 yes seems strange that a megapower couldn’t extract & verify information we take for granted

1/6/2019 12:26:02 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~ I agree, that is, until militaries themselves are no longer needed.

I’m sorry it took so long ~ I’ll be here and ready when you are.

—RD  #GordianKnot #Cut 👆🏻✨ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081750468647358464 …

1/6/2019 12:51:40 AM xsirk_ this eclipse isn't bc the moon, is it? 🧐🤔🤨@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

1/6/2019 12:54:37 AM paulknowsall2 No. It's because of the earth.

1/6/2019 1:02:45 AM ragstorm Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for reasons why this silence..

1/6/2019 1:03:55 AM ragstorm Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for insight..

1/6/2019 3:01:09 AM commanderdoggo  pic.twitter.com/nRTjYUtrY6

1/6/2019 3:33:10 AM cidarean Or they could be posturing from what the article Intel's... I am on the sceptical side of this one. If China hasn't seen what's been on the moon already 

and are just now verifying it, they have some problems.

1/6/2019 3:39:54 AM bgc558 We have connected. Your bio regarding Nature is part of my own code. I was raised on an organic orchard. I am deeply connected to Nature & its 

patterns. Meditating on 3/6 fold symmetry in Nature is helping return me to my center.

#TheGreatAwakening 

All the best to u today!

1/6/2019 3:42:27 AM bgc558 Ps. Thank you for your follow. I need to weed out my twitter, so I can follow!! I equate that however, with cleaning out my junk drawer in the kitchen. 

😬

#procrastinator

1/6/2019 3:49:17 AM bgc558 Yes, wrong time, wrong place?

I guess there is a reason for everything that happens. I did end up in "treatment" very young! Poor advice was given to parents.I quickly saw thru that 

silliness. Anyway, what a path. So happy to have met you! Talk soon. 🌠

1/6/2019 4:39:10 AM keith369me Have you considered that you may have set this challenging plan in motion prior to your birth before being subject to Earths forgetting process? It 

makes challenges like this more understandable

1/6/2019 4:42:25 AM rdeweese04 Perhaps “mega power” was a myth being sold to us so we would buy into them being a valid enemy...

1/6/2019 4:42:27 AM keith369me It is best to totally forgive everyone in your life and yourself.  It helps the healing process so you can move forward with the right frame of mind.

1/6/2019 4:46:06 AM keith369me There are writings in the Bible that can be twisted to fit a narrative as well.  Someone could use “an eye for an eye” to justify all kinds of horrible illegal 

outcomes.  I’m no expert on the Koran either, but I suspect it’s all about interpretation in a modern world

1/6/2019 5:00:35 AM house_poseidon I will agree with your assessment that parasitic entities and/or foolish men can & most often do inhabit the leadership roles of major world religions, 

such as the international mafia organization we call the vatican

1/6/2019 5:10:57 AM house_poseidon Can you comment on why Mr. Xi & so many other 'human' beings appear similar to amphibians

1/6/2019 5:12:51 AM bgc558 Yes. I know my journey touched many other lives I would not have, had I traveled another way. A different msg delivered on a different front, positive, 

but not my direction now. If that makes sense. 😬

Thank you!

1/6/2019 5:14:27 AM bgc558 Forgiveness of myself still difficult. More work ahead.

1/6/2019 5:20:03 AM keith369me I went through this process regarding my mother.  The weight lifted very quickly is incredible.  If forgiven myself, family members, and even the high 

school bully.  It’s very effective.

1/6/2019 6:01:34 AM keith369me My daughter puked for no apparent reason and feels good today.  I felt absolutely wonderful yesterday with my brain dancing in light.  Thanks for an 

explanation.

1/6/2019 6:07:45 AM mrblbrettish I don think my nerves could handle that! I'd be an emotional wreck!

1/6/2019 6:12:16 AM mrblbrettish I know I would! My reaction is to get really shouty and mad. I don't like to be startled :/

1/6/2019 6:14:43 AM mrblbrettish Well, if I'm in a haunted house I have a different reaction. I'm expecting to be startled so it's all part of the fun and then I laugh.

1/6/2019 6:17:56 AM mrblbrettish Maybe a calm, relaxing and coopertive experience that defuses the subconscious programming of fear and distrust?

1/6/2019 6:22:36 AM seahag127 This sounds just like the globalist plan (Agenda 21).

1/6/2019 6:23:30 AM mrblbrettish Too much money in fear. Not to mention when they tried something like that the movie Contact had a bit of a let down ending. :/

1/6/2019 6:29:50 AM mrblbrettish I cant say I've read any of his work. A shortcoming of my own. Michio Kaku I've read, some Tesla, but not Sagan. Do you have a recommendation as to 

what to start with?

1/6/2019 6:32:37 AM again_censored  https://twitter.com/KTHopkins/status/1081837268602667009?s=19 …

1/6/2019 6:36:44 AM need2knowmyway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good morning! What are your thoughts on this? Disinformation? Misinformation? Truth?  Not?  pic.twitter.com/rJpAea0aVt



1/6/2019 6:37:28 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Dreams teach me of Antarctica. Somehow I was brought to an old Marine Corps patrol base in Antarctica that had been converted 

and built up into a facility/billets on the ice. The intention and prior use of this facility was questionable but I remained...

1/6/2019 6:43:24 AM awake369wwg1wga Check this out: https://youtu.be/7zuyvEmCxs4 

1/6/2019 6:50:57 AM friskygolfer  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/6/2019 6:51:14 AM friskygolfer  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/6/2019 6:51:33 AM friskygolfer  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/6/2019 6:52:01 AM friskygolfer  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/6/2019 6:54:16 AM friskygolfer  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080994857848582144.html …

1/6/2019 6:59:51 AM mrblbrettish I'll check it out. Thank you for the recommendation :)

1/6/2019 7:19:43 AM ru_burton LOVE how this is RIGHT after they land on the Dark Side.  lol

1/6/2019 7:24:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation

1/6/2019 7:24:34 AM nohighwayoption Disgusting

1/6/2019 7:25:21 AM jamescantorphd Pedophilia (the sexual interest pattern) is not the same as child molestation (the crime).  People don't ask to be pedophiles.  Damning them for 

something they didn't choose has no purpose.  I'm not advocating adult-child sex, I'm advocating humane treatment for pedophilia.

1/6/2019 7:28:03 AM richardbramlet6 As usual

1/6/2019 7:44:52 AM zagnett MJ, watched the Roswell interview. Are all of the DEF members found for sure? Do all of them know? Would any of them be correct if they don't 

KNOW they are DEF, but think strongly that they are, or that it's quite possible? People that think this, but aren't DEF, what's going on?

1/6/2019 7:46:26 AM zagnett Of course, uh...a friend asked me to ask lol.

1/6/2019 7:52:54 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 White Hats at work or Black hats destroying evidence? H/T to @LisaMei62

 https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/01/05/massive-fire-spotted-on-private-island-owned-by-billionaire-jeffrey-epstein/ …

1/6/2019 7:53:45 AM randthompson16 had

1/6/2019 7:54:23 AM jamescantorphd I'm sorry, are you arguing FOR inhumane treatment?  Humane treatment is not the default in your ethical system?

1/6/2019 8:04:46 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:05:21 AM dr_t_dc Great thread!

1/6/2019 8:06:01 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:06:42 AM threadreaderapp Hello there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "ALICE works in many ways. This is taken directly from our feed: Algorithms curate content to 

shape narratives. Why would […]" #Q72 #Q158  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079092038354767875.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

1/6/2019 8:06:47 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:07:14 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "PSA: Friendly reminder... 1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you 

don't know... use Twitter search […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072341645729902593.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/6/2019 8:08:14 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:09:18 AM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "General Flynn's official Twitter profile recently liked a post by @grabaroot that inferred that 

45 was a Time Traveler. […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079816778111483904.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/6/2019 8:09:18 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:10:22 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "There are no coincidences. Alice &amp; Wonderland. 233 CLAS [ ] US STRATCOM issued this 

signal today. Implication was a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080259350965506054.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/6/2019 8:13:05 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "The amount of shock in the room right now is uncanny. Do none of them read Q posts? 

Also; what did he just say about Chi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1080555688206786560.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/6/2019 8:14:37 AM jamescantorphd No, what I am well-versed in is logic.  I used to teach undergrad classes in it.  You merely dislike when I spell out the logical implications of what you're 

saying (without realizing it).  After being shown your beliefs are mutually inconsistent, anyone would feel confused.

1/6/2019 8:15:08 AM jamescantorphd 2/2  But a rational person would next change their mind, not refuse to engage with the logic.

1/6/2019 8:15:32 AM xsirk_ @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2019 8:19:45 AM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels true to 

you and then respond. W […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1081401324749705216.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

1/6/2019 8:23:05 AM jamescantorphd That was an argument.  It is certainly a potential outcome, but that is not the same as a logical implication (both of which have specific definitions 

within logic).

1/6/2019 8:39:39 AM cidarean Does China have Reversed ET craft Tech? They DO know ETs are real right? They DO know ET's and Humans have bases on the Moon right? Why would 

they be panicking on a topic they already know about?

1/6/2019 8:44:09 AM jamescantorphd Yes.  As is an asteroid hitting the planet making the whole thing moot.  That is why good policy is based on the evidence and not whatever futures one 

can imagine despite existing evidence.

1/6/2019 8:44:26 AM seahag127 Yes fake an alien invasion, use Muslim invasion to divide the people, and then the chaos will cause the people to accept anything.

1/6/2019 8:48:02 AM redfootbluefoot Only important to the Illuminati because of them keeping the secrets of these numbers themselves. The numbers do not represent the Illuminati and 

the Illuminati doesn't represent the power of the numbers.

1/6/2019 8:49:26 AM jamescantorphd No.  That's psychotic.

1/6/2019 8:55:59 AM redfootbluefoot And there you are wrong. The illuminati wants you to believe that Nibiru is the planet of the crossing! It is not, it is the planet of the cross! 

pic.twitter.com/Qx0Gdhwfj2

1/6/2019 8:56:42 AM jamescantorphd No.  It is a figment of your anxious imagination.

1/6/2019 9:05:05 AM bgc558 I rarely have trouble forgiving others. 

Forgiving self is very hard. In fact, even identifying guilt in many cases, has been difficult.

Some issues require repeated affirmation, revisiting. Do u have an opinion on that? I was told it's 'normal'..but maybe a better/diffrnt way?

1/6/2019 9:06:53 AM jamescantorphd It is a possibility.  A very, very small one, but it certainly exists.

1/6/2019 9:10:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Question, some time back there was a post about POTUS wall. Something was said about in space there's a hydrogen "wall" and there was a 

correlation between border wall and this thing in space....does anyone recall that besides me? I cannot find it. Thank you.

1/6/2019 9:29:48 AM keith369me It is very hard to forgive yourself and I would think it would be harder if you are highly empathic.  I think you just have to consciously decide to do it.  

For me it has cleared a lot of baggage and let a lot more love and clarity into my life.

1/6/2019 9:29:51 AM vintagesquirrel Was MLK Jr majestic?

1/6/2019 9:34:47 AM lmjonzey My whole life -here- I've relied upon my gut feeling my intuitions. Each step I take I learn more..but I'm open minded..each day we open our eyes to 

see....slowly we are trusting.... in the good and opening the door of reality as we feel it in this presence.

1/6/2019 9:38:05 AM lmjonzey Big help. Really big help!!!

1/6/2019 9:45:00 AM unidentifiedta1 So theres a base on the moon,

ran by dark ETs tha trap our light/souls?



1/6/2019 9:46:06 AM youstinksoap Hi Majic12, you said earlier to watch the earth...I've noticed that the trees are budding, like its spring - I'm in MI.  Is it part of the event or just a mild 

winter?

1/6/2019 9:53:04 AM duhwiggy Hi @CSIS @TorontoPolice  please investigate this "Dr."

He's advocating for pedophiles.

Perhaps a warrant to see what's on his computer is in order.

1/6/2019 10:03:50 AM cstarr888 😊🙏💖

1/6/2019 10:11:31 AM gustavo61795472 If you meditate, you become more empathic. Therefore it becomes easier to have forgiveness when doing your inner work. It is hard for some people, 

but the more you "put yourself in other peoples shoes" the more you will understand them, therefore feeling more forgiveness!

1/6/2019 10:13:42 AM gustavo61795472 But still its very hard. Especially when you have to heal a trauma and you hate the person soo much.

1/6/2019 10:30:22 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is [RBG] as stated by Q being treated by or life sustained by ET's?

1/6/2019 10:40:34 AM sh4m33 Thank you for the message!

#WWG1WGA

1/6/2019 10:44:07 AM sharond27756243 but JFK is apparently back here incarnated as ivanka trump, according to @kabamur_taygeta 

..so whats the point of "asecnsion" is the ascended soul is still stuck to the reincarnation cycle?

1/6/2019 10:50:31 AM keith369me Have you been exposed to the Law of One?  It helped me both find information and heal a great deal

1/6/2019 10:50:47 AM excaliber7777 [ P ] .

1/6/2019 11:07:31 AM mongrelglory That's what I was wondering?  I suppose the "details" that are classified have to do with how to access these higher dimensions using artificial means...

1/6/2019 11:13:47 AM sharond27756243 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says JFK asecnded along with the MJ12 founder forrester. Yet, if they ascended to a higher dimension, why are they still stuck 

reincarnating here as different bodies?

1/6/2019 11:13:59 AM mongrelglory So when people describe "densities of consciousness" does that mean the ability of the consciousness to penetrate into these alternate dimensions of 

reality?

1/6/2019 11:33:51 AM wyomingites Donald Trump is the best president in my lifetime.

1/6/2019 12:06:36 PM jvan125 Doesn’t the sun seem extra bright these days too? And the MI sunrises and sunsets have been so amazing!!

1/6/2019 12:13:26 PM nmchristoban I think, maybe no, they are not panicking. Let the DS think they are. Art of War.

1/6/2019 12:14:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes and yes....and feel very off, emotional.

1/6/2019 1:11:59 PM petitchevalb Thank you

1/6/2019 1:38:40 PM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy Heavenly Father Most High I pray for you to. Lift me up to you, help me follow your path, bring me OUT of her, 

deliver me to redemption and may all be safe with love, compassion, and helping one another in the Days ahead!

1/6/2019 1:59:25 PM youstinksoap I photo'd this today...there was a halo around the sun, with a small area to the side that had a rainbow...rainbow did not show up in pic, but this blue 

orb did, which I could not see with my eyes. pic.twitter.com/bS8l78yA2d

1/6/2019 2:00:42 PM youstinksoap here is another that I took within a few minutes. pic.twitter.com/kSRQl2KUil

1/6/2019 2:04:46 PM canadianeh6 oh F.O. with your liberal lies. Pedophilia is NOT normal. It is a disgusting deviation.! If a pedo tells you he hasn't committed the crime yet, he is LYING.

1/6/2019 2:26:15 PM wjohnson818 I dont damn them.. But i'd be happy to send them to their maker, where St. Peter will send them off to Hell.

1/6/2019 2:57:12 PM daveo6145 Does mass meditation not lead to change of positivity and light?

1/6/2019 2:58:41 PM daveo6145 Do you have any telepathic input on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or @cobrainfo1 ?

1/6/2019 3:00:01 PM kabamur_taygeta  https://revelationcosmique.wordpress.com/2018/02/25/kabamur-25-02/ …

1/6/2019 3:03:17 PM jaiagtp Bunch of idiots. when you have direct link with prime creator/supreme personality of Godhead. You don't need anybody. Bunch of idle brains think 

they can become Gods.

1/6/2019 3:05:32 PM allahuniversal ?

1/6/2019 3:18:09 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mj12official

A little something for you to read. Don’t forget tonight, 9pm the History Channel. Then on Tuesday night... 

 https://skywriter2012.wordpress.com/mk-ultra-cia-mind-control/bill-clinton-and-hillary-mk-ultra-mind-control-brice-taylor/ …

1/6/2019 3:20:56 PM nschlange Ummmm I don't think I can become God or a god. Also, my brain is never idle, never.

1/6/2019 3:24:34 PM jaiagtp In regards to secert societies that worship demons

1/6/2019 3:48:30 PM realityloominng No AI... For now I think that is only for advanced unarmed vehicles etc.? We need people to learn ESP en 'police' each other, grow together

1/6/2019 3:50:56 PM realityloominng Explain how it is not just guided mass-consciousness manifestation. We all enter alpha states at certain times of the day, belief is powerfull

1/6/2019 3:53:13 PM nschlange Oh, sorry. Yes I agree.😊

1/6/2019 3:59:03 PM jonessense Where’s the English version?

1/6/2019 4:00:39 PM realityloominng But we should fear a civilization run by AI(s) instead of telepathic people/beings with a high natural or naturally-enhanced intelligence. No?

1/6/2019 4:06:15 PM blsdbe My family is prepared, is this an imminent concern? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/01/04/homeland-security-

executive-director-warns-of-imminent-situation-that-may-impact-us-all-coast-to-coast/ …

1/6/2019 4:11:47 PM realityloominng In a totally free and advanced civ., these people would be driven by passion and thus gladly accept surveillance, along with everyone else. The mass-

surveillance feeds should also be immediately accessible to anyone, even if nearly impossible for amateurs to navigate..

1/6/2019 4:16:46 PM southpaw816 The world needs too see the guilty publicly exposed, no secret tribunals, please dear God!

1/6/2019 4:19:17 PM the_it_goddess I had to block that creepy af account. *shivers*

1/6/2019 4:19:41 PM realityloominng I'm go for anything based on freedom and full disclosure, except for some grandeur quantum-computating AI to oversee everything.. Don't know if 

anything could convince me otherwise - and that's rare for me.

1/6/2019 4:32:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 PRESIDENT TRUMP: “I may declare a national emergency dependent on what’s going to happen on the next few days.” pic.twitter.com/lToWLkhGRR

1/6/2019 4:33:41 PM libertyspring99 Why sensitive content? 🤔

1/6/2019 4:33:58 PM heath_jack Sanding by!

1/6/2019 4:34:02 PM billysgirl0214 Thank you, been bugging me all day...that 911 post that Ahole Twatter won’t let me see.  🇺🇸💯❤️🤔🔔

1/6/2019 4:35:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disconnect from the matrix, detoxify your body, and incredible powers become activated within you that give you purpose and meaning. 

Consciousness creates reality's matrix. Unlearn the lies. Discover the truth with an open mind. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1082057414583697410 …

1/6/2019 4:35:51 PM gayerobinson18  http://www.mybookoftruth.com 

1/6/2019 4:35:59 PM realityloominng mind control

1/6/2019 4:36:41 PM lighthouse44444 Might “trigger” some sensitive folk.

1/6/2019 4:37:02 PM higherdensitees Any detox recommendations...

1/6/2019 4:37:04 PM heath_jack Even the weed?  Keeps me sane!

1/6/2019 4:37:57 PM libertyspring99 This is so inspirational! Raising humanities level of consciousness. This is the dawn of a new era of civilisation. What a time to be alive! 😀 #mags 

#Qanon

1/6/2019 4:39:06 PM cidarean Detox recipe please @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2019 4:40:26 PM richardbramlet6 Piss on that this is the internet generation



1/6/2019 4:42:14 PM xusaf_patriot Are you implying that all forms of music are part of the "matrix"? Can you elaborate?

1/6/2019 4:42:45 PM itapam Take a better look, it’s written both in French and English

1/6/2019 4:43:59 PM youstinksoap It this message going mainstream our warning?

1/6/2019 4:47:57 PM keith369me Weed has been encouraged here to open one’s mind and help heal.  I think the point was...figure out your life’s mission and don’t let unnecessary 

stimulation distract you from that mission.

1/6/2019 4:50:04 PM jonessense Thank u. Didn’t see it

1/6/2019 4:51:14 PM itapam 😉😊

1/6/2019 4:55:46 PM djlok That's what I was thinking!!

1/6/2019 4:56:29 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/2Nsr8a4KDG

1/6/2019 4:57:21 PM tammyredmond I believe they choose to reincarnate.

1/6/2019 4:58:02 PM zack_stone Who controls this acct?

1/6/2019 4:58:31 PM djlok Some big stuff is happening: National Emergency, China on the moon and now preparing to be ready for war, The Great Awakening, Cabal in big 

trouble, ET's connecting to humanoids via internet, etc.  Exciting time to be alive as an IS-BE!

1/6/2019 5:03:35 PM djlok Thanks!  I was about to look for that.  Thanks for posting!

1/6/2019 5:04:17 PM jonessense Maybe that’s why he constantly talks about Erotica and speaks like Pliedians are all consumed with sex. Seems like they would have better things to do.

1/6/2019 5:09:28 PM roarquiet It's open alright. Open minds and all... #Majic pic.twitter.com/RYOCZI7Olv

1/6/2019 5:16:11 PM robertg02229481 Is this President a chicken shit or what?

1/6/2019 5:20:31 PM richardbramlet6 Naw

1/6/2019 5:21:53 PM pastorjon9 Twatter is blocking the sound bite clip? Or is your security setting a bit too high to display it?

1/6/2019 5:26:38 PM xusaf_patriot So the search turned up digital encoding...glad I have a large stack of vinyl..lol  Also have an old quadraphonic album for meditation...think I'll dig that 

out too - used to use it *years* ago :) Thanks for the tips/insight...

1/6/2019 5:30:06 PM higherdensitees That doesn’t always work out well for red heads...lol

1/6/2019 5:35:22 PM thriftstorelady Praying helps.

1/6/2019 5:35:49 PM lbf777 Stop watching tv and feel much better. I know I did. It’s a huge difference.

1/6/2019 5:38:02 PM nschlange Which one? There have been quite a few lately, creepy ones that is.

1/6/2019 5:54:38 PM gregcombs17 Q is being extremely cryptic and this is not for us as per say. this is for them. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VOnline46 @DIXIEDOODLE12 He's / they are 

warning them.

1/6/2019 5:55:30 PM speaakn I stopped eating food with preservatives and eat non-gmos and organic food.

1/6/2019 5:55:49 PM gregcombs17 I am. clearly now. come to me!

1/6/2019 6:10:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Cannot be around news. Hubby watches Fox, when within ear shot I run...literally RUN, put in ear buds. Nerves can't handle. Do better listening to 

monks chanting ohm.

1/6/2019 6:11:00 PM ragstorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic 

Wonder if this has anything the global cabal conning under fire?

 Maybe they gave him a choice and he chose life, with a Russian, rather than death, by lead poisoning..

1/6/2019 6:16:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd Some little kid that's about 16 who's a proficient googler....that's what I heard anyway. pic.twitter.com/vJj1wbI3Ub

1/6/2019 6:17:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd Blocked and you're welcome....

1/6/2019 6:21:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be the or what to you..... pic.twitter.com/5HHXdbJkra

1/6/2019 6:27:20 PM lp083061 What’s the best way to detoxify your body?

1/6/2019 6:51:41 PM higherdensitees Ironically I just read that whole thing but didn’t recognize what you’d posted until I was reading it...Lol!!!

1/6/2019 6:58:00 PM thericharddoyle ... ALSO the End — through #Australia — of all legal authority of both Common– and Canon Law globally, in perpetuity.

The ONLY conclusion now possible: In consequence of the legal inevitability of  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1077049679408295936 … 

— ...

.@realDonaldTrump .@stevenmnuchin1 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2019 7:08:35 PM socialistssuck1 Humane treatment would be a rope. Might cost more than a bullet but you can use it more than once.

1/6/2019 7:12:12 PM mongrelglory Are you sure these are safe?  MJ-12 has warned us about "free" meditation music on the internet having mind-control programming.

1/6/2019 7:14:05 PM missy968 That’s ok. I’m currently trying to master it. Go me! It’s winter here not easy to lose my tension while freezing haha

1/6/2019 7:19:32 PM higherdensitees Well if you were a spatial learner it could help with the freezing part a bit...Lol!!!

1/6/2019 7:34:18 PM blsdbe Ingesting 0.3%THC with CBD cannabis is good for us. Smoking is hard on the lungs.

1/6/2019 7:35:28 PM jeffdemmers Unfortunately Yoda is right. 'You have to unlearn what you learned' a powerful statement.

1/6/2019 7:36:20 PM cstarr888 Detox suggestions: 

1Stop putting processed products in or on you

If it has ingedients you can't pronounce don't eat it or put it on skin

2Lots of good water

3Eat as close to nature as possible,veggies,fruits, meat IF organic grass fed

4 Good diets for most(not all)Paleo/Keto🙏💖

1/6/2019 7:38:59 PM cstarr888 *Add more & more healthy foods to crowd out the bad

*Stop using flouride.

PERIOD. It's toxic. Calcifies pineal gland. 

*Stop cleaning with chemicals

🙏💖

1/6/2019 7:39:48 PM cstarr888 Start with those suggestions if you are just learning then you will start to find what you need as you learn 🙏💖

1/6/2019 7:40:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 10 days of darkness.

Radio Silence issued.

Where is 45?

What is China doing?

National Emergency incoming.

The Wall is Coming!

10 days of darkness has ended for the Majestic 12.

Coincidence?
1/6/2019 7:41:01 PM palmdalekid2 🐶

1/6/2019 7:41:27 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069290767988985858?s=19 …

1/6/2019 7:41:34 PM 1_decided_voter Is @elonmusk prohibited from speaking about or confirming he was briefed on this information from someone authorized from US Government (USAP 

or otherwise)?

Was this information provided by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or one of their Majestic associates?



1/6/2019 7:41:58 PM cstarr888 Alternatives:

Baking soda, vinegar, apple cider vinegar, lemon, himalayan or celtic salt, coconut oil

Just researching Paleo Diet you will learn much of what you need-then go with a daily diet that suits your body.

Much love🙏💖

1/6/2019 7:42:19 PM phytointel Please elaborate.

1/6/2019 7:42:46 PM libertyspring99 Woohoo! I have no idea what is going on! But this is so much fun! Winning! 😂😂😂#maga

1/6/2019 7:43:38 PM elatedveracity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Please assure us that it will not come to this forced upon us!  https://twitter.com/sofinique1/status/1081979982438645765 …

1/6/2019 7:43:48 PM aschilliam Consciousness transfer, body to body, cloning, bloodline, the island. 

Elaborate please.

1/6/2019 7:44:33 PM sdcharge2k12 VERY TRUE! I KNEW THIS ACCOUNT WAS LEGIT!

1/6/2019 7:46:01 PM sdcharge2k12 Can you please explain how that account knew that Q would post the watch picture next??? I thought it was clowns? I have a BIG feeling this account 

is legit and you may be throwing us a little disinfo :) I get why you have to though 👍👍

1/6/2019 7:46:25 PM kindeandtrue Epiphany Thoughts: Are the Majestic 12 related to the Magi? Were the Magi time travelers? Why were they often depicted as wearing pants? 

pic.twitter.com/TiUTQ57Oak

1/6/2019 7:47:20 PM blsdbe 45 is at CD

China is bolstering it's military

There are no coincidences https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/01/06/asia-pacific/chinas-xi-urges-military-ready-war-amid-risks-challenges-

2019/#.XDLLY8dyiyU …

1/6/2019 7:48:53 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1082065844543283200?s=19 …

1/6/2019 7:50:59 PM lib7473 There are multiple 10 days of darkness..first sweep was MJ12 just clearing of the non-humans/underground bases, due to recent mysterious 

underground sounds, like Delta, CO & other places. Next up, surface minions. Thx GFL..❤️🌈

1/6/2019 7:53:07 PM hawkgirlinmn I wondered the same thing thrn shrugged it off!

1/6/2019 7:56:15 PM cocopuffster12 Carnivore diet is chaos

1/6/2019 7:57:41 PM allahuniversal Beginning of 10 days posting: Radio Silence https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1078697223511306241?s=19 …

1/6/2019 7:57:46 PM 1_decided_voter So my take is that Syd Barrett and Roger Waters were friends in the beginning, so they were the most likely the ones to experience this. Sid went crazy 

(LSD presumably, but now that's in question), and Roger took the driver seat, brought in Gilmour and off they went into stardom.

1/6/2019 7:57:48 PM ladtacarms China preparing for war. They gonna try to attack us through Mexico?

1/6/2019 7:58:13 PM natureinspace Your sun looks bigger than my sun.

1/6/2019 8:04:55 PM pauliepg11111 Is there any music that’s actually beneficial?

1/6/2019 8:06:26 PM heath_jack Absolutely

1/6/2019 8:06:37 PM jonesy4671 Fake

1/6/2019 8:09:07 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1081981310699229184?s=19 …

1/6/2019 8:12:25 PM palmdalekid2 Who owns Central America?

1/6/2019 8:13:08 PM wwtravelr Godspeed Patriots!!

1/6/2019 8:13:53 PM scottgasaway Absolutely. I honestly believe things are about to get crazy and @TrueEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are really good resources

1/6/2019 8:15:30 PM lbf777 Is there any truth to this? pic.twitter.com/PWC50Cv6Kl

1/6/2019 8:17:36 PM the_fjalar No. 

I think China now believes what Trump was telling them. China has now joined Trump and is preparing to fight the DS and any False Flags the DS might 

try to pull. 

That is my guess anyway.

1/6/2019 8:24:55 PM stoneturnr I agree with this message and all, but are you really suggesting that Bill Gates is some spiritual role model?  

https://www.naturalnews.com/052265_vaccine_experiments_Bill_Gates_India.html …

1/6/2019 8:27:33 PM aliso_merope Omg. You’re asking a LARPer about a LARP.

1/6/2019 8:29:55 PM loudog112 Is POTUS really at Camp David??

1/6/2019 8:32:17 PM colista MJ12 is, apparently, no longer answering boring human-centric, daily issue questions. Just prepare for the worst!!

1/6/2019 8:33:42 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

1/6/2019 8:35:01 PM palmdalekid2 #theGreatAwakening #qanon pic.twitter.com/Nkg8e4l2JY

1/6/2019 8:35:08 PM mongrelglory I have found doing the 6 step meditation on this website very helpful.

 http://www.ascensionhelp.com/higher-self-meditation.php …

1/6/2019 8:37:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd Right on time and in line.

1/6/2019 8:40:19 PM mongrelglory Plus they're probably having a bit of a cognitive dissonance freak-out.  It's one thing to believe there are aliens theoretically, it's another thing to meet 

them face to face. 😜

1/6/2019 8:41:38 PM hustusmichael  pic.twitter.com/7a0ih2uZsA

1/6/2019 8:44:08 PM fluffyscarsdale  pic.twitter.com/UwiR4ROCh6

1/6/2019 8:44:36 PM bubba_dave1 This was false. Someone made a fake twitter account.

1/6/2019 8:48:10 PM ben19394231 Is everyone now talking like Q?

Is this a new means of communication Ww?

Coincidence?

A++

1/6/2019 8:49:28 PM decodematrix They also said Chlorella.

1/6/2019 8:53:12 PM sentinel_17q Lyrics from a Johnny Cash song fit this well:

“Well you may throw your rock and hide your hand, workin in the dark against your fellow man

But as sure as God and balck and white what’s done in the dark will be brought to the light”

Almost prophetic isn’t it?

1/6/2019 9:03:40 PM jones9536 Spin water in vortex??????

1/6/2019 9:04:03 PM mongrelglory I think he's safe. 😉

1/6/2019 9:09:06 PM shawnt1973  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=168021617291424&id=100022507599376 …

1/6/2019 9:10:21 PM blsdbe TY.

1/6/2019 9:16:18 PM dontdregmebro  pic.twitter.com/bkepYAF9z2

1/6/2019 9:16:26 PM dontdregmebro  pic.twitter.com/vOHi7UvawG

1/6/2019 9:16:32 PM 1_decided_voter How many people in China watched what really happened (ie greeting) upon their rover's landing? Please tell us that it was more than they would be 

able to contain with secrecy!

1/6/2019 9:16:47 PM dontdregmebro  pic.twitter.com/PGNcE9nQlV

1/6/2019 9:16:58 PM krev11 God's gonna cut you down! Great song.

1/6/2019 9:20:12 PM froghounder China's gonna learn all that tech they stole was antiquated before we manufactured it. Double triple quadruple crossed. I'm sure they aren't happy. 

They made an investment after all. Sorry, you cheat the system expect to get graded.



1/6/2019 9:22:35 PM arc339 It is amazing Trump has unified global sentiments about peace, honor, care. I have been alone in this battle for many decades but now I see others 

understand some of what I go through being targeted by malevolent ETs constantly as if they fear I will save the world. #HeavenComes

1/6/2019 9:26:26 PM the_fjalar so true pic.twitter.com/mjf9ze2hon

1/6/2019 9:29:07 PM jaspony1 I know I need to... And I try, but I love, like a lot, my 🍺 and burgers and smoked BBQ and the occasional puff puff pass🤪... But I also want to detox😱

1/6/2019 9:34:46 PM arc339 One of the strangest, yet biggest threat to national security, to try to warn people is the hypnosis, or injected thoughts, and modified minds the 

malevolents do as they build an army of hacked shells they jump into at will, even remotely. I hope the benevolents help us with this

1/6/2019 9:44:41 PM arc339 I am concerned for people in America that have been mind raped and serve as empty shells for super predators to jump into or occupy from remotely. 

Malevolents have harmed my family, friends, colleagues in that way. One beasts brags she has hijacked our leader... Pls protect him

1/6/2019 9:45:19 PM datruseeka Was this in France?  Cops looting where?

1/6/2019 9:47:44 PM arc339 I am so grateful for your group. I was beginning to worry humanity will be devoured by my neighbor, a super predator toppled gov, has bombs, and 

hijacks minds covertly forming armies of unwitting super loyal puppets. There are supply lines of live babies brought as food.

1/6/2019 9:49:26 PM arc339 Humanity is young but we have so much love, honor, and care to raise families strong, with joy. We must master our subconscious for the beauty, joy, 

and cosmic secrets to harness. We will have GALT, holohealing, hyperspace travel

1/6/2019 10:11:23 PM marshahodgson Wow.

1/6/2019 10:16:24 PM marshahodgson Nice catch! Thanks.👍😎

1/6/2019 10:16:30 PM phonehats @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/phonehats/status/1082155162880270336 …

1/6/2019 10:20:21 PM natureinspace I've heard of it but I haven't looked into it yet. This is actually the third or fourth time in the last week I've heard, Law of One. I think this is a big hint for 

me to check it out lol. Thank you!

1/6/2019 10:31:17 PM jollyrob2 🤣🎉💫

1/6/2019 10:53:58 PM evall1971  pic.twitter.com/fDgzj269A0

1/6/2019 11:11:24 PM cstarr888 Thank you for this. Explains why some messages resonate and some seem out of place. 🙏💖

1/6/2019 11:30:17 PM sentinel_17q Slight typo in my tweet.  Probably auto spell?

“As sure as God made black and white, what’s done in the dark will be brought to the light”

Now I feel better

1/6/2019 11:45:23 PM djlok Love this tweet!

1/7/2019 1:12:46 AM datruseeka That’s funny!  The toy from twilight zone of truth was recalled for being a fake! LMAO!   They screw up everything.

1/7/2019 1:22:31 AM oo1o110 I've found that asking simple questions about reality is the best way to red pill as well as communicate with those pilled.

1/7/2019 1:22:35 AM diaptera_80 I can’t find Peter Vincent Pry on Twitter and his dire warning?

1/7/2019 1:29:58 AM oo1o110 Yoga pants with hip designs even...

1/7/2019 3:18:55 AM quantumrailgun  pic.twitter.com/mWy602N6EB

1/7/2019 3:21:40 AM blogjam_net 😂😂😜

1/7/2019 3:50:54 AM fashionabanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I had a dream.I seldom remember the content of my  http://dreams.In  the dream, a dog I don't recognize was choking on a loud speaker.I was holding 

the dog, trying to pull the speaker out of his throat,asking for help. In the dream, there was no urgency. pic.twitter.com/EZK7A7Do6G

1/7/2019 4:01:07 AM randthompson16 Twit set this to every thing I post for over a year now and disconnected the function from my controls.

The also turn off notification settings on most all folllowers.

Supressing my 1A rights.

1/7/2019 4:06:21 AM randthompson16 Twit is controlling speach. Look at my post for the last year plus. Same thing.

 Even to me as soon as it's posted!

1/7/2019 4:07:12 AM randthompson16 Example pic.twitter.com/KInU4JG1Ox

1/7/2019 4:14:24 AM keith369me Are the individuals dressed as cops really cops or is the corruption that bad?

1/7/2019 4:20:56 AM keith369me ...yep...when can we get some of that medicine that RBG got?  No video footage of Paddock in a casino but we get tapes of 7/11 robberies on the local 

news?  Amazingly effective.

1/7/2019 4:21:46 AM keith369me Upside down because he flipped?

1/7/2019 4:40:51 AM fionasdestiny67 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thoughts?

1/7/2019 5:16:55 AM the_it_goddess On this thread. He sounded like a Satanist to me.

1/7/2019 5:34:26 AM olimyracle Coincidence ?

When do you demonstrate strength ?

Why disclose such a weapon ?

Last card up the sleeve ? https://twitter.com/globaltimesnews/status/1080765714187866112?s=19 …

1/7/2019 5:37:37 AM cidarean This? https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/957692461907931136?s=19 …

1/7/2019 5:38:42 AM kindeandtrue 😄

1/7/2019 5:56:46 AM skeye_watching How long have humans been on this planet?  And has there ever been a time that all where able to get along?  No wars? We have more knowledge 

than ever, & are further from unity & every person having their needs met. There will be an end to it all, but not at the hands of humans.

1/7/2019 6:10:52 AM blogjam_net Remember... or understand... the power of manifestation is very real! We manifest what we focus on. So we don’t dwell on the problem... we 

accurately identify it, then spend all remaining energy/focus/intention on solutions. Mentally create a better world, then walk into it! 

pic.twitter.com/88fw6aq3eK

1/7/2019 6:13:46 AM blogjam_net Gratitude is key. Abundance comes AFTER we are legitimately grateful for what we already have. pic.twitter.com/WVdUBBAFnT

1/7/2019 6:15:46 AM quantumrailgun cicada is meme

1/7/2019 7:08:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd >Camp David

>Beefing up military

So, so, so enjoying the show!

If I had non-GMO popcorn, I'd eat it😍 pic.twitter.com/EYTuVlLJZ2

1/7/2019 7:18:53 AM darktolightww Excellent thread, thank you ♥️@SaRaAshcraft #ThesePeopleAreSick #ThesePeopleAreStupid #Qanon @prayingmedic @Jordan_Sather_ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/SaRaAshcraft/status/1082280953060433920 …

1/7/2019 7:38:08 AM jamescantorphd No, Einstein.  I am advocating for the far more likely scenario.  Despite the small possibility that all of "reality" is an illusion created by aliens 

experimenting on me, the logical response is to go with the (far) more likely situation.  Not the one that scares you the most.

1/7/2019 7:40:25 AM jamescantorphd I am merely able & willing to acknowledge that nothing is certain, & there is always the potential for evidence to change my mind, even by things that 

are extremely unlikely. You, however, are unwilling/able to acknowledge even the possibility u r in error, DESPITE all evidence.

1/7/2019 8:06:39 AM richardhiatt16 And may the “force” be with you.. ALWAYS!

1/7/2019 8:08:09 AM leondecrypto  https://youtu.be/X8fVAfIFZBI 

@_tm5k @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta



1/7/2019 9:16:29 AM ryanvanderbeek1 what would happen if every little sorded secret got dumped all at ones, do you reckon the fall out would , rip uss all apart to war or do you think joe 

public can handle it?

1/7/2019 9:24:31 AM heath_jack I love Q and want to see perp walks.  But that is of little consequence!  Really?

Q mid level

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anangelhasland1 

Highest level

1/7/2019 9:28:15 AM lori_dee1 We know there are a lot of people working in the lower level energies so by us raising our consciousness we have a very positive impact on the 

collective.

1/7/2019 9:28:51 AM dteq1996 I could not agree more!!

1/7/2019 9:29:33 AM lori_dee1 Thank you Julie!

1/7/2019 10:12:18 AM cocopuffster12 Your body

1/7/2019 10:16:28 AM pedalfun4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  https://twitter.com/Keyoflifealexza/status/1082265879012880384 …

1/7/2019 10:26:09 AM pebbles91919038 Julian ,,loved Johnny Cash,,he has a way with words,,Fulton prison blues,,,, And I ain't seen the sunshine since I don't know when,,,

1/7/2019 10:34:54 AM djlok I believe this to be true as well.  Not that eating ice cream will make everyone lose hundreds of pounds, but that the way we perceive food/beverage 

has a direct impact.  When I changed my relationship with food to be more about nourishment vs comfort/escape, things changed big!

1/7/2019 10:38:09 AM lori_dee1 Do you follow Majestic 12? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2019 10:38:31 AM heath_jack I do.

1/7/2019 10:38:55 AM heath_jack They found me. Lol

1/7/2019 10:41:24 AM heath_jack Check out @Anangelhasland1 I almost [hate] so share.. Special to me!  We have a unexplained connection!

1/7/2019 10:43:24 AM lori_dee1 I'm not sure how I ended up following them. Does that mean they found me too?

1/7/2019 10:44:09 AM sh4m33 Hahaha 😂 Twitter wants to prevent it's users from awaking. No surprise.

1/7/2019 10:45:00 AM heath_jack Indeed

1/7/2019 10:45:38 AM heath_jack You called!  What will we do with it?

1/7/2019 10:46:41 AM lori_dee1 Really? Wow! Being real...they intimidate me at times? I feel it is because I hold them in such high regard.

1/7/2019 10:48:25 AM lori_dee1 Do the work! 🌍💖🙏

1/7/2019 10:53:42 AM heath_jack For sure.  I think I know what I'm to do.  But waiting for more instructions!  And doors to open fully!

1/7/2019 10:57:49 AM lori_dee1 Yes. With regard to Q. I follow along haven't got into doing the digs. And I have leaned a lot because I do my own research. I also see it will be a short 

lived movement once the DS is cleaned up.

1/7/2019 11:03:39 AM heath_jack Like you said. "Raising our energy vibration can really help..."   (Super smart)  we are fighting the [war]  by just knowing it exists!

1/7/2019 11:07:18 AM heath_jack Our job (I think) it to help transition.  As we develop we can teach gained knowledge.

1/7/2019 11:08:18 AM sentinel_17q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “Flu injections” at Golden Gl_be awards possibly a chemical injection to hide a certain thing called adrenochrome?

1/7/2019 11:09:39 AM lori_dee1 Yes! I'm an Empath and I felt the heavy densities for most of December. And i usually don't get sick. One day I was fine the next day hit with chest 

pains, or a headache, low energy, etc. I'm much better now.

1/7/2019 11:12:46 AM heath_jack So glad.  I was told the big shift hit in June?  We're you able too feel that?  What a gift!  Don't know mine yet? Leader?

1/7/2019 11:19:41 AM lori_dee1 I didn't notice the one in June. Keep searching and asking for answers. I'm sure being a Leader is part of it. I only found out 2 yrs ago about being an 

Empath and I'm in my late 50's. I had been doing a lot of personal work of transformation over the last 11 yrs

1/7/2019 11:23:00 AM heath_jack My guide is telling me it's gona take about 10 year's to develop.  I'm inpatient lol

1/7/2019 11:24:59 AM lori_dee1 Ok! Is that Earth time?

1/7/2019 11:25:46 AM heath_jack I would love to go to ECETI ranch and do some work.

1/7/2019 11:26:15 AM heath_jack 😁

1/7/2019 11:26:49 AM heath_jack I really like James Gilliam

1/7/2019 11:27:13 AM lori_dee1 What is the ECETI ranch?

1/7/2019 11:31:10 AM heath_jack It's in western Washington near Mount Adams. James has workshops dealing with past trama.  He invites us to come.  There are a lot of craft seen.  Big 

foot.  Space cousins.

1/7/2019 11:31:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so let me tell you what China does to their ppl. First do you think China pays their ppl a fair wage in all the factories they have sending their China 

shit here? If they don't make quota what happens? SO literally they work children like adults, if you don't make quota...

1/7/2019 11:31:55 AM heath_jack On a energy vortex

1/7/2019 11:33:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd You can go to prison. When in prison if your blood type matches someone wealthy who needs a kidney/liver/heart and you're in decent health you are 

then sent to the hospital where all your organs are harvested and sold. So......do you think China treats their people well?

1/7/2019 11:34:35 AM lori_dee1 So perfect! What state do you live in now?

1/7/2019 11:37:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd China is huge organ harvesting. They sell, sell, sell...could be told this came from prisoner who died....fail to mention prisoner was someone who was 

factory worker punished for not making quota, it's slave labor. No actual crime. No comprehension how bad China treats their ppl.

1/7/2019 11:39:01 AM heath_jack Florida.

1/7/2019 11:40:33 AM heath_jack As soon as that door opens I'm going.  Think it will be a big help.  They have a great website.

1/7/2019 11:43:50 AM roublisa U?

1/7/2019 11:44:19 AM palmdalekid2 Si

1/7/2019 11:45:14 AM roublisa Ooohhhh, I’ve been such a fool, but deep down I’ve known the truth.

1/7/2019 11:45:28 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/tLCQB4Or66

1/7/2019 11:45:35 AM roublisa Cutie💗

1/7/2019 11:47:47 AM nicjoubert81 I saw a glowing light (could swear it was all colors) that was moving too slowly to be a plane... Could it be an ET or just a star?

1/7/2019 11:52:33 AM lori_dee1 So much YES to you going when the time is right. I will have to check out their website.

1/7/2019 11:56:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd That would be a Yes, sir your words are precise and correct..... pic.twitter.com/8d7GxA3RPN

1/7/2019 12:42:21 PM heath_jack Yes to and James Gilliam on youtube

1/7/2019 12:52:03 PM jaspony1 Q's message of trust yourself is what led me many things I would have ignored before... I trust my gut on things and if it feels true or not

1/7/2019 1:37:32 PM gi6stars Past 3 days, No sugar or flour for me. Have had a headache for 2 days, detox withdrawal. Now tell me this garbage is good for you. NO it isn't. My mind 

is clearer already. Lots of meat, veggies and fruit.

1/7/2019 2:35:01 PM lori_dee1 12. Some people I think will be interested in this thread: @heath_jack @Jordan_Sather @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealJamesWoods @intheMatrixxx 

@WarDrummer1 @prayingmedic @DTeq1996 @BarbaraTruth @Cordicon @LadyQanuck @TheSharpEdge1 @zagnett @cstarr888

1/7/2019 2:36:55 PM lori_dee1 I just tagged you in my thread on how we can impact the Collective Consciousness 💖🌍🙏

1/7/2019 2:44:47 PM heath_jack Amazing!  Great information!  Thank you!

1/7/2019 2:48:05 PM heath_jack Just read it and retweet.  Amazing work Lori!

1/7/2019 2:49:13 PM primad57 @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please protect us from these people and their agenda.  

https://twitter.com/codeofvets/status/1082289018031742978 …

1/7/2019 2:51:16 PM lori_dee1 Thank you!! 💖🙏



1/7/2019 2:54:47 PM chapulincolored Hey MJ12, 

Have Military Tribunals started?  

Is this video TRUE or DISINFO?

 https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM 

1/7/2019 2:56:48 PM chapulincolored Also report from:

Trying to find sauce at the source, but seems to be done in secrecy if true.  Don't want to spread disinfo. 

https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1080809112949149697 …

1/7/2019 2:58:02 PM heath_jack Thank you!🤗

1/7/2019 3:07:02 PM heath_jack Thanks for retweet

1/7/2019 3:12:15 PM ladyqanuck Beautiful words. Thank you! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

1/7/2019 3:19:59 PM unidentifiedta1 Our thoughts, in conjunction with our words and actions, add to the symbiotic, universal nervous system being created by all things. Love vibrations 

create geometric patterns that build a stronger network. Hate vibrations create chaos and weakness in the grid.

1/7/2019 4:09:09 PM blsdbe Thank you. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 uses a term IS-BE. If I recall correctly, IS represents our immortal soul, and BE is our physical vessel we have Incarnated 

into. Do our BE's also have this sentient awareness or do they have souls of their own and agree to host our IS?

1/7/2019 4:11:06 PM ballllsout HOW MANY CABALS or GROUPS ARE WE FIGHTING HERE? Are they fighting each other?

Real question. Cause I don't understand the infighting. 

@IPOT1776

@KibBitzLaw

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@qanon76 

@Qanuck111
1/7/2019 4:20:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Radio Silence Issued When?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077793814708961282 …

10 days of darkness.

9:10PM

Coincidence?

You wanted a MAJESTIC proof.

Exactly 10 days. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082347305699889157 …

1/7/2019 4:21:41 PM ascension_guide #QPoof 🤣

1/7/2019 4:23:16 PM richardbramlet6 That Q ube guy is one ...yah

. awesome dude

1/7/2019 4:25:42 PM ascension_guide Strange. I wonder how he does it 🤔

#Magick pic.twitter.com/lskDtl8kRG

1/7/2019 4:29:59 PM 1_decided_voter Are you referring to this? pic.twitter.com/OAJrVYNmTA

1/7/2019 4:36:05 PM realityloominng So much disinfo about Max Spiers came out after he died. Then his real GF (not the MSM 'claimed' GF that invited him to that ritual) starts spilling 

some serious truths to Jim Mars & Camelot, she goes almost silent for a year, Jim dies, she surfaces with Noorey. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

1/7/2019 4:36:21 PM blsdbe I am looking forward to his address, and I hope this direct communication includes #FullDisclosure. #DoItQPlus #TheChoiceToKnowIsOurs

1/7/2019 4:36:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Issued 25 December 2018. Ten days would be 4 January 2019.

1/7/2019 4:39:55 PM mrblbrettish 10 days from the start of the shutdown? I dont really know. Maybe? But majestic? I dunno, so much meaning behind numbers.

1/7/2019 4:41:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Orrrrr....28 December 2018 which would put us at 7 January 2019. the 25th was disinfo...an illusion to dupe “them.”

1/7/2019 4:42:51 PM hawkgirlinmn That would be the correct delta I think.

1/7/2019 4:43:00 PM steffie0200 I think you’ve lost me on this one.

1/7/2019 4:47:00 PM covertress The only MAJESTIC thing I see is Trump about to bring down the hammer! pic.twitter.com/GsdcR3Tmim

1/7/2019 4:47:53 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking the definition of darkness here isn’t inclusive to radio silence. What I’m stuck on still is Q post 2647 reference to the one year delta 

regsrding the watch where it is stated “It’s all about the BREAK.” That seems to me to be as big of a clue as follow the watch.

1/7/2019 4:56:42 PM keith369me 10 days too work something out before reinforcements come in?

1/7/2019 4:56:54 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/KF40BheM8W

1/7/2019 4:59:06 PM proudredrn Hell, yeah!!!!!

1/7/2019 5:02:10 PM toffer_anon_369 Great, you can talk now.  Will you please guide us to understanding how to unlock the 12 strand DNA and perform mass community meditation so that 

we can HELP you and 45 bring about justice and light to this world by our common intention and desire??

1/7/2019 5:04:46 PM zagnett Neat, thanks!

1/7/2019 5:05:18 PM cidarean ?

1/7/2019 5:07:49 PM keith369me On Sat 1-5, I was in a conversation back and forth with others...discussing our awakenings...my brain was tingling and dancing for at least an hour.  

Think brain orgasm.  I think the mechanism is already present and we just need to tap into it.

1/7/2019 5:08:00 PM decodematrix Majestic proved they were real a long time ago. But this proves they knew about tomorrow night's address 10 days ago.

1/7/2019 5:14:00 PM hawkgirlinmn I don’t disagree

1/7/2019 5:16:51 PM fionasdestiny67 Coincidence? 7 Stars Pleiades? pic.twitter.com/YhFOzEEEnG

1/7/2019 5:22:37 PM enomai_ Been there, 100% truth. As, I sit here, im being bombarded everywhere. I see it, but I like watching events unfold right now. A step back would be good.

1/7/2019 5:30:52 PM nschlange Yeah, I went to bed last night with a lot of these conversations bothering me & for just that reason. All this light, with no talk of Jesus or God. I'm 

beginning to wonder if they mean the same thing I do when I say the light, cuz Lucifer also uses that term. Right?

1/7/2019 5:38:53 PM lightworkercain 3 6 

9?

1/7/2019 5:41:43 PM efogghb Thank you 🙏

1/7/2019 5:53:15 PM djlok Thank you. Even though I didn't need a proof.

1/7/2019 6:02:53 PM the_it_goddess Exactly. The one in particular was talking about "your God." And how the bible is satanic and creepy stuff like that. He kind of freaked me out so I 

blocked him.

1/7/2019 6:10:51 PM igiant111 No one is doubting here! Deleted the guy doubting. Keep leading the way!

1/7/2019 6:15:18 PM lib7473 Yup, u got it...on 3rd he released that vid, 6th stated he will use National Emergency for wall (double meaning, border/cabal) and 9th hmm 🤔 well 

what else can majestic 9 be all about, D-day?! We all hope so, cuz it’s been long enough to keep other sheeps 😴 frm truth.

1/7/2019 6:19:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Y'all got me looking at the sky expecting our friends to show up!

1/7/2019 6:19:40 PM lightworkercain 🙏

1/7/2019 6:21:38 PM alanmns Maybe they wore pants to protect their balls?



1/7/2019 6:22:56 PM giediknight @Jordan_Sather_ is going to be pissed now 😂

1/7/2019 6:40:44 PM blsdbe Maybe 'BREAK' is an anagram or an abbreviation?

1/7/2019 6:50:15 PM lightworkercain You sound just like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, you guys in same DUMB? This plan sure does have a lot of players..

1/7/2019 7:17:24 PM primad57 @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1082446472564609024 …

1/7/2019 7:52:00 PM freestateojones Majestic Proof? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1082392733216583681?s=19 …

1/7/2019 8:11:33 PM richardhiatt16 Good Job MJ12👍🤓

1/7/2019 8:20:13 PM collectvcat Yes! Address the nation late evening of the 9th  (National Emergency... ). 10 days to lay the hammer down.... then State of the Union.... yep 10 days of 

darkness for the bad guys....  We are ready, lets go!  #WWG1WGA

1/7/2019 8:22:22 PM djlok I like this one.  This one is cute!!  Majestic!!

1/7/2019 8:52:27 PM richardbramlet6 Yah a lot cooler then me maybe one day I get to meet this guy say thank Q

1/7/2019 8:58:01 PM richardhiatt16 Will there be indictments announced after his talk? Please Please ....

1/7/2019 9:13:08 PM mongrelglory It's 10 days from MJ-12's tweet Dec 28th to Jan 7th when Trump announced he would address the nation the next day.  Q went silent on Dec. 23rd and 

MJ-12 spoke of radio silence on Dec. 25th and Dec. 28th. Q started tweeting again on Jan 5th but I didn't see MJ-12 saying 10 days...

1/7/2019 9:15:20 PM mongrelglory ...so I'm a little confused about what the proof is since Trump has been tweeting throughout this period of time, unless they're referring to when Q 

came back on-line?  I don't doubt MJ-12, just confused about this proof.

1/7/2019 9:24:11 PM johngradycole20 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/RLUscfTDAH

1/7/2019 9:28:40 PM mongrelglory Never mind!  I just figured it out.  They announced the end of "10 days" of radio silence on Jan. 6th and asked "where is 45?" and then the next day 

Potus announced he'd be addressing the Nation and that was exactly 10 days after MJ-12 had tweeted "Radio silence" on Dec. 28th.

1/7/2019 9:31:44 PM rancideous On a '3' day (1/8/2019=21=3) at a '3' time (21:00) 🤔

Should be interesting.

1/7/2019 9:43:33 PM mongrelglory Well MJ-12 has predicted a "National Emergency incoming" so we'll have to see if that's what Trump announces tomorrow night!  Can't wait!

1/7/2019 9:56:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many other points of alignments can be combined with other kinds of points of alignment?

How does one use the manifestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9 to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality?

45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3

21:00 = 2+1 = 3

[[[RR]]]

^ 3

NWSWIC

1/7/2019 9:58:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

Another proof?

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1082502156224208896 …

1/7/2019 9:59:34 PM canadaprotrump  pic.twitter.com/pbYOeiJVB3

1/7/2019 10:03:13 PM jane_q_patriot Most telling line from the article for me: "We train the way we fight."

1/7/2019 10:03:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 10 days of darkness 2017-2018

10 days of darkness 2018-2019

10 days of LIGHT in 2019

                             Q

                LIGHT IS WITHIN

        DARK/322        DARK/NWO

WWG1WGAWWG1WGAWWG1WGA

Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and virbations?
1/7/2019 10:05:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Willful intention is a powerful tool for consciousness projection into the matrix reality. Only love and empathy can give you the strength in your heard 

and mind to manifest the reality necessary to eradicate the scourge that is a Babylonian Priesthood of Satanic Pedophiles.

1/7/2019 10:05:46 PM slipperyslope18 RL EvE on steroids.

1/7/2019 10:06:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of Disclosure is releasing the information online for all to equally explore, but to also realize the enormous amounts of official disclosures 

everybody demands in "Full Disclosure". You've been getting it for months now. Nobody picked up on it so we ramped up engagement.

1/7/2019 10:07:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we ramped up engagement, actions started snowballing into effect. It appear we have an audience this evening.

1/7/2019 10:09:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Changes are soon to be implemented pertaining to the Federal Reserve that should have everyone on high alert over. Knowing what you know 

regarding the assassination of JFK and the role the Majestic 12 had in this history, reflect why the Federal Reserve was the "real reason" they

1/7/2019 10:09:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 had JFK assassinated. [They] being the Babylonian Priesthood of Moloch.

1/7/2019 10:10:25 PM blsdbe Is Q's mission complete now that MJ12 is providing proofs? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073769691095588864?s=19 …

1/7/2019 10:11:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Federal Reserve will be audited and federalized. The IRS has been a political weapon used by the Babylonian Priesthood in order to enforce 

compliance from all fronts financially essentially allowing the unchecked behavior of entities like the Clinton Foundation or the Gates?

1/7/2019 10:11:48 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1011257235421491200 …

1/7/2019 10:13:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 This information will not be disclosed tomorrow evening.

Future proves past.

Full disclosure is taking place [NOW+3???] on the Q boards as we speak.

Future proves past.

Think of the vastness of space.

UFOs are a distraction.

Keep your eye on the ball.

We are using 🛸 against them
1/7/2019 10:14:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have played an integral role in facilitating the coming outcomes to our country. The world is watching. The world is waiting. The clock is 

ticking. Tick tock. Checkmate when?

1/7/2019 10:15:11 PM datruseeka Agreed!

1/7/2019 10:16:09 PM blsdbe Will 45 remove the unconstitutional IRS from existence?

1/7/2019 10:17:32 PM enomai_ How to we detox truly. With everything having nanoparticles and metals? Air, food, etc?



1/7/2019 10:18:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Radio Silence" - Tweet 1 at 0900

"[Radio Silence]" - Tweet 2 at 2100

10 days of darkness.

"Nothing can stop what is coming."

10 days from Tweet 2 (because 2100 is when the address will take place and silence will be broken).

10 hours means

10:59:59 + 17:59:59 = 20:59:59 1/8/2019

1/7/2019 10:19:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of making the reality of child sex trafficking an issue the President of the United States is ready to issue a National Emergency coinciding with the 

following timeline.

1/7/2019 10:19:50 PM blsdbe Wow. ThanQ for all your efforts, great amd small. What is the best way for we the people to support this ongoing effort? Detox, meditation, positive 

thought, and...

1/7/2019 10:19:53 PM enomai_ That was just the beginning, bacteria, all kinds of stuff, ik. Ik, it will be cleaned, as well someday. Today is not that day. It is one of things, deal with it 

the best u can, uh.

1/7/2019 10:21:28 PM mongrelglory I was just watching old Star Trek episodes tonight. Lol! pic.twitter.com/q0bVZexKGF

1/7/2019 10:21:55 PM blsdbe So we can all learn some things by watching his address tomorrow night 9pm EST...this has got to be about so much more than a wall.

1/7/2019 10:22:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 On 1/9/2019 the declaration will be delivered at 0900 where you will have RADIO SILENCE to follow until the next [RADIO SILENCE] at 2100. Future 

proves past. Follow the power of 3.

2100 = 3

0900 = 9

18:00 = 9

1/8/2019

9, 3, and 3

Triangle

Power of threes.

Majestic.
1/7/2019 10:24:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working.

The child, 3, are the saved and protected.

The 9s are God & Country.

Country is We, The People.

We are all one.

WWG1WGA.

IS-BE is your soul + body.

Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality.

When aligned and grouped, they amplify.
1/7/2019 10:24:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1082516349535039493?s=21 …

1/7/2019 10:25:02 PM blsdbe 1+8+2019=1+8+12=1+8+3=12=3

20+59+59=2+14+14=2+5+5=12=3

1/7/2019 10:27:58 PM blsdbe Are the YT videos from Gary Lite about Tesla and 3 6 9 accurate or dis/misinfo?

1/7/2019 10:28:43 PM mongrelglory Our country (Canada) is controlled by the BIS in Switzerland.  Will that be reformed too?

1/7/2019 10:29:13 PM cynthiamorrow8 Yes

1/7/2019 10:30:17 PM jane_q_patriot Neat!

1/7/2019 10:30:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/7/2019 10:31:29 PM lori_dee1 Thank you for the info!

1/7/2019 10:35:31 PM cynthiamorrow8 I put 4 drops of zeolite in 4oz of water 3 times a day.

1/7/2019 10:35:45 PM cchef1980 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thanks for keeping us informed. Still trying to understand why/what/how are 3/6/9 important. At least from a (traditional) 

math/physics perspective. Also, why the constant repeating of “future proves past”? Sometimes mid post?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082523525137793024 …

1/7/2019 10:39:20 PM roarquiet  pic.twitter.com/cTpHsQCAyl

1/7/2019 10:40:40 PM ofbeasting This mesmer madness is not the way. Those with discernment will “see” through this spell, those without will follow it blindly.

1/7/2019 10:40:55 PM function108 How’s progress on removing the electronic reincarnation fly trap that Airl reveals in that barnstormer of a Roswell interview transcript?  Fuck amnesia!

1/7/2019 10:41:28 PM mongrelglory They were using "Babylonian Money Magic" by charging interest on printed money.  This allowed them to enslave people with debt, and make money 

out of thin air. JFK wanted to abolish this by having the US print their own money. Within days after JFK's death, LBJ rescinded his EO.

1/7/2019 10:43:32 PM aprilbrown99 Very cool!  Thank you. 🇺🇸

1/7/2019 10:45:30 PM unidentifiedta1 Executive Order 11110

1/7/2019 10:47:23 PM 1_decided_voter Will the world know it when Q's mission is complete?

1/7/2019 10:50:39 PM kasia67281703 Protect yourself before astral travelling 🦅

1/7/2019 10:52:52 PM do_or_do_notty North Wales Social Care and Well-being Improvement Collaborative (NWSWIC). 🤷🏻♀️That’s what I found

1/7/2019 10:53:04 PM derekhashalon FutureScienceTV  https://www.youtube.com/user/FutureScienceTV … via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AAMetatron @lachlanwardlaw 

@nickpopemod

1/7/2019 10:54:21 PM kasia67281703 Crystals, prayer.... make sure you’re in a good head space ... fear limits us 🤗

1/7/2019 10:54:56 PM blsdbe Interesting that 18:00 PST is 2100 EST 😍 I will be watching...

1/7/2019 10:55:57 PM kasia67281703 And no drugs or alcohol- this is a big no no

1/7/2019 10:57:02 PM do_or_do_notty Right?! I highly doubt it’s correct....but I haven’t found anything else. Yet

1/7/2019 11:00:33 PM candysymanski we had to go around Jericho 9 times I think.. in Joshua.. the defeat is in there.. I kno becuz it came in my alice in W/ thru look. glass book..i learned my 

protection grid is 12,9,6,3,12

1/7/2019 11:01:33 PM igiant111 London getting back at us. Babylonian fake money. We took the bait.

1/7/2019 11:01:54 PM candysymanski did you kno you cant tile in even numbers.. it is impossible.. only 3, 6 .9's

1/7/2019 11:11:48 PM reikieagle Very true indeed... remove the blocks of fear, anger, jealousy, competition, hate, etc., and use your energy towards building/creating what you do 

want.  Imagination is key. WHAT DO YOU WANT?  NOT, what you don't want! I want <fill in blank >......❤️

1/7/2019 11:15:17 PM ascension_guide I’m not using this... pwease take it out.

ThanQ 🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/Fc3VoLviKv

1/7/2019 11:21:13 PM brimichelle75 Been getting what?  Did we miss a wikileak or an FBI release?  What haven’t we picked up on?

1/7/2019 11:21:38 PM wild8heart Epic thread MJ12. Always appreciate it!

1/7/2019 11:26:21 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much for the information you supply, and for the support you give. It is so very greatly appreciated.

1/7/2019 11:34:20 PM si11112018 What year

1/7/2019 11:37:09 PM brimichelle75 I’m lost too......

BUT, we just got a generator!



1/7/2019 11:37:20 PM hellouncledonny Manifest.

Us White House Relations know all about that.

So to all you Majestic Q-followers out there.

Keep on Keepin 'on'

and Don't Stop Believing.

 https://youtu.be/Cjz8Sb3xbXI 

#JFKJr #WWGOWGA

1/7/2019 11:38:22 PM brimichelle75 What EXACTLY do you mean by radio silence?

1/7/2019 11:39:01 PM 22war11w12 One way or another

1/7/2019 11:45:41 PM waynelander1 Love is the ultimate power and protection. You are more than you think. Learn to replace fear with curiosity.

1/7/2019 11:55:58 PM aprilbrown99 WW = NSIC ?   http://www.nsic.org  ?

1/8/2019 12:06:14 AM kasia67281703 I would go in clean IMO - let me know how you go 🦅

1/8/2019 12:14:23 AM enomai_ So, you gave me my answer? Or, a real coincidence? 1.22 a significant date?

1/8/2019 12:15:21 AM kasia67281703 I know alcohol draws out some evil crap - this is just from my experiences - get some binaural beats which help 🦅

1/8/2019 12:31:50 AM enomai_ You dont have to be mad. Ok, sorry for saying ur not real. Didnt have to turn off the grid after i posted. Idk if the point was good or bad, tbh. Or 

coincidence, which i doubt.

1/8/2019 1:05:30 AM lori_dee1 1/8/18: Day 18 of the government shutdown - (1+8= 9) 

POTUS has asked for the networks to carve out at least 8 minutes at 9pm EST - (8+9=17)

From the Oval Office (O=15 - 1+5=6  or 3+3  multiply x 2 = 30 = 3

1/8/2019 2:17:30 AM zagnett [theory]

MJ intends to use UFOs as the distraction so that T/Q/Team can move against the Fed/Cabal without too much attention from the public. Ooh look at 

the shiny new toy/thing: 'UFOs'!

So T will disclose UFOs (or something about them) today.

1/8/2019 2:19:16 AM zagnett Yeah i finally got through that interview too. Wow.

When do we start? You and i have to start manifesting that too. Not just MJ.

Been thinking where could the remaining facilities be hiding??

1/8/2019 2:39:30 AM thericharddoyle An infinite number. “How does one use the manifestation and presence of “infinity as unity” to use the powers of “Magick” to shape conscious reality?”

Wisely, peacefully, benevolently + from an informed position (you don’t have until you prove Me wrong) — or now, not at all... 

pic.twitter.com/XJA1SLJSBw

1/8/2019 2:45:39 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there an eff bee eye agent that is understanding of the humane concepts you argue for, that can contact me, will you arrange this 

please? Its a matter of nat sec and earth sec.   usmc ss

1/8/2019 3:02:57 AM jojoe12299 I'm missing something with this. What past does this prove?

1/8/2019 3:25:39 AM zagnett I meant government 'UFOs', not ETs.

1/8/2019 3:37:34 AM phonehats 3,6,9 pic.twitter.com/WaYiVfEahD

1/8/2019 3:55:19 AM keith369me Have watched YT vids and have been meditating on 3, 6, 9. Starting to make sense.  Question...how much should we incorporate 3-6-9 into our lives 

purposely? Should I set an alarm for 5:22AM?  5:25AM?  Set heat to 63 or 72 degrees?  Chew 3, 6, or nine times before swallowing food?

1/8/2019 4:01:13 AM keith369me Pray daily on the safety of all children and to bring to justice all individuals responsible for child trafficking, child rapes, and satanic ritual murders!

1/8/2019 4:05:06 AM keith369me One must remove themselves from the chaos to look within and see the big picture...while many are doing this, how can we assist others that are deep 

into the chaos by means other than a gentle occasional logic question and meditating on their awakening?

1/8/2019 4:10:42 AM lewirfc Abel Danger???

1/8/2019 4:14:07 AM keith369me I watched a couple and meditated on them.  They resonated which led to more questions about how to incorporate the numbers in life...like Tesla 

walking around buildings (the block) three times before entering, etc

1/8/2019 4:14:16 AM vetgeek85027 I don't see the tweet?

1/8/2019 4:35:32 AM ppdotdll Why use the Freemason symbol for their logo?

1/8/2019 5:03:04 AM freestateojones That's what I'm talking about. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1082392733216583681?s=19 …

1/8/2019 5:03:56 AM averagenelly Isn’t that the ship from Asteroids?

1/8/2019 5:07:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, UFOs are a distraction.

1/8/2019 5:08:11 AM richardbramlet6 U are

1/8/2019 5:10:44 AM sverhaque Just a few months after China and Russia organized an international forum about ufos... just guessing.. 

 http://nyufo.com/entries/ufo-news/five-continents-worldwide-ufo-forum-in-moscow …

1/8/2019 5:10:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 hours prior.

1/8/2019 5:11:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 No sigcom.

1/8/2019 5:21:49 AM qanoncomau I just noticed the delta between DJT’s Address the Nation tweet and Endless Wars tweet was 9 hrs 6 min

1/8/2019 5:27:00 AM zagnett 5:5. ty

1/8/2019 5:35:29 AM zrickety If nobody picked up on it, is it really disclosure??  If it's happening on the Q boards, that information spreads pretty fast.  Haven't heard anything new 

in awhile.  We are tired of vague 'technicalities' of disclosure buried among the noise.

1/8/2019 5:43:44 AM 1_decided_voter Hi MJ12, you've indicated separately that both Kabamur and Sandia are both credible. Not sure what to make of it when Kabamur says Sandia is fake. It 

throws doubt into the mix here. Can you comment here to clear up confusion? pic.twitter.com/HbQrWcb9u9

1/8/2019 5:48:29 AM blsdbe Yes, for years I have counted multiples of 9 for things I do, from drops in tea to rounds of Qigong mvmnts/breaths. Won't dive into any faith (like B'hai) 

bc I always felt like religion cut God up like a pie. If only 1 piece works for you, ok, but I think the whole pie=God=Us!

1/8/2019 5:57:48 AM smirkingvlad  pic.twitter.com/MFrpDwuxAA

1/8/2019 5:57:49 AM roarquiet  pic.twitter.com/ODGk9a4VrM

1/8/2019 6:02:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 T-23:59:59

1/8/2019 6:02:49 AM heath_jack Yea! Standing by

1/8/2019 6:03:39 AM zagnett Marking it on my calendar. 🧐

1/8/2019 6:05:15 AM richardbramlet6 What's that mean

1/8/2019 6:06:30 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/QikLsQANTj

1/8/2019 6:08:21 AM zagnett Not sure. All i know is it's not a riddle, which is nice! Maybe some kind of distraction event?

1/8/2019 6:08:53 AM blsdbe 😍Tick Tock😍 Making the Best of the Illusion of ⏰

1/8/2019 6:09:33 AM richardbramlet6 Watch this .... hey majestic

01 21 2019 full disclosure

1/8/2019 6:13:27 AM dannocriticuss cognitiva dissonancia........

1/8/2019 6:27:42 AM vand3rboots I read it as 5:5:5 (2+3=5: 9+5=14, and 1+4=5: 9+5=14, and 1+4=5). I'm still trying to get up to speed with the 3,6,9 thing. 33 makes me think of 

Freemasonry.



1/8/2019 6:28:23 AM toffer_anon_369 You say Two 9's are two IS-BE forces working, then you later say when aligned and grouped, they amplify.  To this I ask again, how can WE your 

followers help.  We can meditate and set intention along side of you, adding additional 9's???  We all want to help!

1/8/2019 6:29:11 AM citoyen_resist by the way the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account verified @SandiaWisdom. for those who care.

1/8/2019 6:31:27 AM zagnett Could be.

1/8/2019 6:33:04 AM rezinated1 T Minus ....23:59:59 and counting.......Final Countdown

1/8/2019 6:33:05 AM ghostanon6120 Any chance it refers to trump tweets or q drops? One random theory I will throw out to see if it sticks.

1/8/2019 6:33:11 AM pdelic2  https://youtu.be/26-VzfBZg1w 

1/8/2019 6:35:22 AM sissyseesu  pic.twitter.com/nSLCimbsuz

1/8/2019 6:35:50 AM richardbramlet6 He likes riddles that why I gave him a real date 01 21 19

1/8/2019 6:36:18 AM richardbramlet6 That Q ube is a cool guy

1/8/2019 6:37:26 AM bbobbio71 Marshall law for the big round up?

1/8/2019 6:39:03 AM domkelady That’s the time Trump gives his speech tonight correct? 9 pm

1/8/2019 6:40:49 AM asktheq17 Until something happens, or you are revealed as a Shill... let’s hope the former!

1/8/2019 6:41:26 AM lmjonzey Honestly that comment says a lot....

1/8/2019 6:41:37 AM richardbramlet6 Q is the tip of bigger things think arrival others pic.twitter.com/t49wFumtw0

1/8/2019 6:46:23 AM richardbramlet6 ?

1/8/2019 6:47:15 AM richardbramlet6 Ooo lol we were talking first contact pic.twitter.com/z4o5SUH44p

1/8/2019 6:48:54 AM lori_dee1 That should have read *1/8/19

1/8/2019 6:52:57 AM patriotmama911 For what?

1/8/2019 6:53:50 AM lbf777 Countdown for what?

1/8/2019 6:55:34 AM heath_jack The eye of the storm!

1/8/2019 6:55:38 AM robertg02229481 ?

1/8/2019 6:56:51 AM keith369me That time is one second to midnight...T=Tonight?  Tuesday?

1/8/2019 7:01:36 AM joni_apple_seed Off topic... anything on Art Del Cueto Border Patrol Agency. Was at briefing w DJT wearing Mason pin on his lapel. Really bad optic. Haters jumped all 

over that. Wears it regularly  https://youtu.be/4tR7VtRebII  #ThanQ @POTUS

1/8/2019 7:01:50 AM universalrisin It probably means time, like T-minus

1/8/2019 7:03:58 AM wwtravelr Watch Nikola Tesla and power of 3:  https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

1/8/2019 7:04:32 AM thoughttazer "...culminating in National Freedom Day On February 1...."  2/1  = 3!

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-proclamation-national-slavery-human-trafficking-prevention-month-2019/ …

1/8/2019 7:05:01 AM cathyspartanj #yellowvestscanada #YellowVestuk

1/8/2019 7:08:23 AM richardbramlet6 Well took u long enough blessings 01 21 19 get rdy meditate on this day

1/8/2019 7:08:53 AM keith369me I bet you are right...9:02 AM tomorrow...

23:59:59 reduces to 6.

1/8/2019 7:15:25 AM vand3rboots Ah! Thank you!

1/8/2019 7:17:07 AM richardhiatt16 Wow.. We are in for a huge realignment.... 😳

1/8/2019 7:18:00 AM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/RyxumE7QSU

1/8/2019 7:19:05 AM richardbramlet6 X force Tina

1/8/2019 7:19:41 AM pastorjon9 So that's 0600 hrs Pacific tomorrow - and something big takes effect. Looking forward to it, whatever it may be.

1/8/2019 7:21:47 AM zagnett Time is the most annoying illusion. Of. All. Time.

1/8/2019 7:24:58 AM richardbramlet6 We won already they just playing catch u up that's why I'm here push it faster

1/8/2019 7:28:27 AM medicus44 Impressively delusional! Good stuff

1/8/2019 7:34:20 AM giediknight @Etemenankian

1/8/2019 7:34:23 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

BOOM  pic.twitter.com/trK0RVK0CO

1/8/2019 7:56:03 AM awakeandsing123 Who is P or is it just a typo? 

“...Back in our lieutenant days, we didn’t expect to have to defend our assets on orbit. We weren’t actively training against P ethose threats. The war-

fight is shifting though...”

1/8/2019 8:05:57 AM bbobbio71 8am est

1/8/2019 8:08:45 AM zagnett actually i think that's about as long as Trump can keep talking without taking a break! 😎

 j/k

1/8/2019 8:11:36 AM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is GESARA one of pillars of the Great Awakening?

1/8/2019 8:11:43 AM bbobbio71 Sorry meant 9

1/8/2019 8:14:52 AM proudrepublica4  pic.twitter.com/rREYBuUaWp

1/8/2019 8:16:22 AM turboxyde If dreams teach... then, I was able to achieve resonance between my biofield and the moon's energy field last night. I was specifically aware of this 

while dreaming and it felt wonderful and peaceful. I woke up shortly after and grounded the energy before the sun rose with Qigong

1/8/2019 8:18:24 AM puttybudd I saw that and thought the same, bad optics

1/8/2019 8:21:12 AM giediknight I totally agree with you, Even @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as said that the information that became available, i.e. bible, dead sea scrolls, translated cuneiform, 

etc. was edited, I personally want to know, and hope it will be available in my lifetime.

1/8/2019 8:28:03 AM lp083061 I did a guided meditation once and was asked what were my top three stressors in life and time was the #1 culprit!

1/8/2019 8:31:19 AM meequalsfree Says a "Former CI@ officer" 🤡

1/8/2019 9:04:01 AM ascendingadam With respect, would you consider @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 fake? 

Both Majestic and @SandiaWisdom have stated similar objectives, generally, preparation for Official First Contact. pic.twitter.com/NEQ7W20R0u

1/8/2019 9:04:59 AM skeye_watching Referring to the last paragraph of that page; “Our adversaries have made tremendous strides in contesting us in the space domain,”

Who are the adversaries? 

"We are a part of the fight, and the fight is on today.”

What fight are we in? 

Quoting.....Col. Devin Pepper,

1/8/2019 9:06:41 AM kabamur_taygeta Don't get me wrong, I think both accounts mean well.

Majestic has not put out false information to my knowledge. I have no wish to go after them. What is said on prep for first contact is fine, but it sure 

won't be Zetas. It's Pleiadians.

1/8/2019 9:07:13 AM richardbramlet6 It's all we are all one brother

1/8/2019 9:17:04 AM blsdbe What's interesting is if I just ask my body to wake up at particular 'times' I often do so...I will set an alarm, only to wake up a few minutes before it goes 

off!

1/8/2019 9:19:55 AM zagnett That happens to me a lot as well. I don't even need an alarm anymore.

Also, often when i microwave something, without any alarm, i walk back to the microwave and see the counter under 10. Even for items that take ~5m 

or more to cook.



1/8/2019 9:23:08 AM orthogonalron The organic one that we didn't get to experience because we were forced into another frequency and vibration.

1/8/2019 9:28:22 AM jojoe12299 Thanks

1/8/2019 9:30:16 AM jones9536 That's what I want to know. Exactly how do I apply the 3,6,9 in everyday life?

1/8/2019 9:31:20 AM skeye_watching If this branch  https://www.afspc.af.mil/Home/Welcome/  was activated in 1982 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and they state they are to protect our orbital 

assets ...then what was the purpose of this?

 https://twitter.com/SenBillNelson/status/1008772824054620163 …

1/8/2019 9:31:48 AM lbf777 Weird. Why are they each saying something different?

1/8/2019 9:33:03 AM southpaw816 Amazing!

1/8/2019 9:51:34 AM toffer_anon_369 So these "UFO's" are ours?  Distraction while cabal is rounded up?   https://cam.airlive.net/lhr/ 

1/8/2019 9:55:01 AM vintagesquirrel Only 12 hours?

1/8/2019 10:05:19 AM taradea08775439 Again!!!!! pic.twitter.com/3O71F0HrIi

1/8/2019 10:10:43 AM iam_laura9 Jan. 9th 2019. 1/9/19 > 1=beginning  9=completion or end ...y/n?

1/8/2019 10:15:19 AM brimichelle75 What is 3 hours prior??

1/8/2019 10:22:30 AM jojoe12299 Countdown to?

1/8/2019 10:23:36 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@rancideous How many other points of alignments can be combined with other kinds of 

points of alignment? How does one us […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1082516349535039493.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

1/8/2019 10:33:32 AM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll, por favor

1/8/2019 10:39:38 AM 1_decided_voter 24 hours. 0900 ET when MJ12 posted today, until 0900 tomorrow as mentioned in the tweet as delivery of the declaration. 

Not sure what this will ultimately mean or if it's anything that will become public or awaken anyone. Like many of us, I'm just trying to put it all 

together.

1/8/2019 10:39:55 AM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@rancideous How many other points of alignments can be combined with other kinds of 

points of alignment? How does one us […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1082516349535039493.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/8/2019 10:42:54 AM threadreaderapp @AllahUniversal Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@rancideous How many other points of alignments can be combined with 

other kinds of points of alignment? How does one us […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1082516349535039493.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/8/2019 10:50:07 AM do_or_do_notty This sigcom?

 https://sigcomm.org/ 

1/8/2019 10:50:24 AM blsdbe Maybe we should be ready to Follow the Watch @ 15:15:19:33

1/8/2019 10:51:25 AM do_or_do_notty This sigcom? https://sigcom.com 

1/8/2019 10:56:45 AM blsdbe Does the presence of 3 6 and 9 influence the toric field of reality manifested by 1 2 4 5 7 and 8? If we group our thoughts, activities in multiples of 3, 

will we have greater influence over the matrix? pic.twitter.com/hhcphbHV6S

1/8/2019 11:18:48 AM fionasdestiny67 And the Pleiades Star System, our Allies.

1/8/2019 11:28:12 AM sc70542739 DJT 

Q

Majestic 12 

....

Are you all connected with advanced extraterrestrial? 

Using quantum computers, 

Mkultra , predictive programming, MAGIC Words to alter reality into a postive timeline ? 

Dark to light 

Wwg1wga 

Future proves past is a program ??
1/8/2019 11:28:36 AM vintagesquirrel Did Maj12 predict there would be an "Illusion" followed by radio silence for 10 days?  Was the Sky Event the "Illusion?"

1/8/2019 12:02:53 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's happening on #Saturn?

1/8/2019 12:07:26 PM flowersoul Who is the deceiver and who is deceived? I may not go along with MJ12's perspective on everything, but this one I am grateful for. Who says they were 

Light Beings??

1/8/2019 12:14:54 PM jollyrob2 As in now?

1/8/2019 12:22:00 PM vintagesquirrel So I just checked, and the by sky event happened around 9:10 pm. 🙊

1/8/2019 12:30:23 PM mongrelglory For the first time I've had a friend ask me about the drones at Heathrow!  Usually when I talk about UFOs they politely listen but show no interest!  

Now they're getting curious!  Anything you can tell us?

1/8/2019 12:36:15 PM vintagesquirrel Yes, I get the countdown. I was wondering what's happening tomorrow: "On 1/9/2019 the declaration will be delivered at 0900 where you will have 

RADIO SILENCE to follow until the next [RADIO SILENCE] at 2100. Future proves past." Seems like something btwn 9am & 9pm.

1/8/2019 12:40:11 PM raytyron1 Perpetual motion?  Free energy?

1/8/2019 12:46:32 PM 1_decided_voter I agree it does SEEM like something is planned. I'll admit I've gotten a bit pessimistic about whether us plebes ever get to know about anything going 

on.

1/8/2019 12:49:16 PM quintongodsell Multiple ufo sightings over Irish Republic, Gatwick drones (military, MI5, disinformation, special forces) now this. Disregard fake news BBC and sky 

bullshit. Wake up.

1/8/2019 1:10:06 PM djlok Sounds like people are waking up!  I would love it if @realDonaldTrump would drop some red pills tonight in his address!!

1/8/2019 1:17:34 PM djlok This message from MJ12 has left me stumped.  I need to go in and read everyone's comments to understand it I think.

1/8/2019 1:35:57 PM heath_jack But I don't think it will be seen by those not looking yet.  Or ment to see. Could be wrong.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted a count down.  Could be?  Soon?

1/8/2019 1:38:19 PM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona @sara_maestroni @MrMyskin no false information, so far. Good enough for me. Discerniment is the key

1/8/2019 1:42:08 PM petitchevalb Not the same version as Kabamur: https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1082257488810889216?s=19 …

1/8/2019 1:47:23 PM luvleebutterfly 2500

1/8/2019 2:00:22 PM lyndamathews25 I so hope your right

1/8/2019 2:03:20 PM stefanofait Both @kabamur_taygeta and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 agree on this. Other sources as well. How telling people about psychopaths torturing and eating 

babies is not a message of division and darkness, then? But you agree that it must be done. Nobody said that it would be easy.

1/8/2019 2:10:45 PM faded4soul We need to know. I live here, I want others to be warned and to be ready!!

#Anons #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Faded4Soul/status/1082757309497896961 …

1/8/2019 2:20:13 PM patriotmama911 Ohh

1/8/2019 2:21:59 PM lbf777 Financial reset?

1/8/2019 2:55:38 PM jrocktigers 👆

1/8/2019 3:12:13 PM keith369me Definitely a Majestic moment...great question

1/8/2019 3:45:03 PM keith369me Lana, go read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...start at the beginning...your mind will be blown.



1/8/2019 3:51:43 PM theappraizer Oh how I want to unplug! 😂

But, if I did... 

- I wouldn't be getting the Truths being carpet-bombed

- My work requires online work/reports/writing

Thoughts? :-) Much love ♥️ Thanks

1/8/2019 3:52:27 PM theappraizer T - 16:00:ish?

1/8/2019 4:29:42 PM patriot_for_usa I think that was the point bring made. Use UFO's to distract

1/8/2019 4:44:37 PM zagnett Yeah i figured that. Mostly i want to know who's doing the distracting? Which faction? Current MJ12 or old MJ12 (Cabal)? Seems the latter is the 

dangerous one to people. Current MJ12 seems a lot more careful, but still could demonstrate technology to make a point maybe.

1/8/2019 5:04:20 PM mangumites Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@rancideous How many other points of alignments can be combined with other kinds of points of alignment? How 

doesfestation and presence of 3, 6, and 9 to use the powers of Magick and shape conscious reality? 45/Q + Wizards […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1082516349535039493.html …

1/8/2019 5:45:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us..."

Tonight?YN

T-?

Clock is ticking?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

Your Majestic future awaits.

After the movie is over, please use caution before exiting the theater.

Welcome to reality?

New physics?

New reality?

!Overnight https://twitter.com/amnestyusa/status/1082805301605265409 …
1/8/2019 5:46:59 PM heath_jack We are ready!  Love and light!

1/8/2019 5:47:07 PM mattdawg80 If he says that... Wow

1/8/2019 5:47:14 PM gashauler72 Happy Birthday 🎊

1/8/2019 5:47:38 PM islandofdelight Here we go. WWG1WGA @awarearchives

1/8/2019 5:48:05 PM cryptocrab4 7 different alien races ?

1/8/2019 5:48:11 PM ppdotdll Would we have Sci-fi movie like tech?

First Contact, finally?

1/8/2019 5:48:31 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA

1/8/2019 5:49:11 PM rsfbritt57 #BuildTheWall

1/8/2019 5:49:21 PM oldcaptainjay Vortex math

1/8/2019 5:49:43 PM jlundr N

1/8/2019 5:50:13 PM jane_q_patriot Honestly? I think it would be more his style to not say anything all that earth-shattering tonight. So much build up and panic! It would only make 

[them] look stupid and defuse them a bit. THEN... (it's time!) I might be wrong. He's so hard to call. BUT that's why we love him! 😉

1/8/2019 5:50:43 PM zagnett Dang can only watch the first 15 minutes. Hope T gets to the point quickly. Hmm, will probably have to catch it later. 😎

ty T/MJ

1/8/2019 5:51:43 PM dawntay40629790 Oh Please let this be true!

1/8/2019 5:53:43 PM daveschroeder18 Best Majestic news I heard all day. Bring it on!

1/8/2019 5:53:52 PM cryptocrab4 Greata treaty ?

1/8/2019 5:54:24 PM mm03608298 I think you’re right. He’ll just talk about building a wall and liberals will be melting all over the place. Just another normal day with our amazing 

President.

1/8/2019 5:54:42 PM rsfbritt57 Yes!!!

1/8/2019 5:54:57 PM jamesbradleey Tomorow Morning at 9 sounds really good to me, Thanks

1/8/2019 5:55:23 PM derrinballard I hope so. We'll see

1/8/2019 5:55:25 PM rcoonhound Oh my!

1/8/2019 5:55:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 What departments are impacted by the shutdown?

No tax refunds?

HR24 116th

HR25 116th

Restructure coming.

Gold shall destroy the Fed.

HR24 116th.

NAT EMERGENCY 🚨 ?

Human trafficking.

"The children." -45

Sold for sex slavery.

Thousands in every state.

 https://youtu.be/FBDb392sxpg 
1/8/2019 5:55:36 PM deerfield4570 Isn’t that one that the simpsons predicted??

1/8/2019 5:55:39 PM annie_amountain That would be nice, but I think Q said he would be on AF1. I think during his trip to Davos later in the month.

1/8/2019 5:57:05 PM dizy1999yahooc1 .

1/8/2019 5:57:18 PM deerfield4570 What happens tomorrow at 8 am?!!!

1/8/2019 5:57:19 PM jane_q_patriot Everyday is a *beautiful* day with him as our President! I don't think a single day has gone by where he didn't make me smile or laugh about 

something! 😊

1/8/2019 5:57:44 PM denisthem Your Hope's are HIGH 

BE Careful. 

Chattle are DEEP SLEEPERS !

1/8/2019 6:00:06 PM mommma_dee I watched this last year and uts frightening...my heart broke listening to him....I cried with him.

1/8/2019 6:02:45 PM zagnett IRS is going bye bye?

1/8/2019 6:07:29 PM thericharddoyle 1601 AEDT .0 A live 👍🏻✅🇺🇸

1/8/2019 6:12:47 PM andrewdl12 Crap, it will be the wall and the wall only.

1/8/2019 6:12:48 PM nmchristoban Who is the man and who is the woman in the pictures? pic.twitter.com/bp3hUUf7NN

1/8/2019 6:13:11 PM goyaeq Overnight ASAP

1/8/2019 6:14:35 PM lbf777 Any guess on what might happen?

1/8/2019 6:14:57 PM dr_t_dc We’re ready.

1/8/2019 6:15:09 PM zagnett oh it's already over.

1/8/2019 6:15:23 PM dr_t_dc His parents?



1/8/2019 6:16:50 PM lbf777 Are you saying we are upgrading to a 5D Reality by 9:00 am tomorrow?

1/8/2019 6:16:50 PM djlok Oooh, I just love this tweet!  I hope it is true!!

1/8/2019 6:18:30 PM lori_dee1 If I have the times correct...

Time speech started 21:03  3 and 3

Time speech ended 21:12   3 and 3

1/8/2019 6:20:43 PM toffer_anon_369 He didn’t say Jack Squat about any of this...

1/8/2019 6:22:06 PM toffer_anon_369 45 was good but sadly underwhelming, ineffective against these demonrats.  He needs to bring the heat, sock ‘em in the jaw, and yell “Pop goes the 

weasel!”

1/8/2019 6:22:15 PM nmchristoban Mom - Maybe. I don't think the male is his Dad. Maybe John?

1/8/2019 6:23:49 PM universalrisin I don’t understand lol can anyone clarify?

1/8/2019 6:25:11 PM dr_t_dc 🤷🏻♂️

1/8/2019 6:25:45 PM dpa6565 As usual. NOTHING. THIS IS ALL A JOKE. TIME TO GO BACK TO WORK AND FORGET THIS BS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/8/2019 6:29:58 PM nmchristoban coincidence that SG-1 is playing on Comet? Did the presidents addressing the nation just have the same opening line on TV and reality?

1/8/2019 6:30:14 PM cidarean Well... Letdown?

1/8/2019 6:36:11 PM oo1o110 Fred and Mary Ann Trump.

1/8/2019 6:36:30 PM jordanb987 So frustrating...

1/8/2019 6:37:06 PM oo1o110 As I expected. No big red pill. No real proof that Trump even cares about what is *REALLY* concerning us. Just more posturing.

A national address to let us know he's got a meeting tomorrow.

Great.  Meanwhile, the awakened lose more faith and go into deeper despair.

1/8/2019 6:37:09 PM keith369me Ronald Bernard was a big part of my awakening.  I hope he has found peace!

1/8/2019 6:37:18 PM joni_apple_seed Are we in a simulation?  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a058724.pdf …

1/8/2019 6:39:28 PM maryche20769846 WWG1WGA！

1/8/2019 6:40:59 PM proudredrn I don’t think 5d is going to happen for a couple more years.

1/8/2019 6:41:11 PM heath_jack Don't worry patriots in control!

1/8/2019 6:44:24 PM heath_jack A shift is coming.  Light to dark.

1/8/2019 6:47:48 PM queenfrontier One second!

1/8/2019 6:52:48 PM patriotkeri 🚨CONGRESS CONTACT INFO🇺🇸#BuildTheWall @PatriotsSoapbox @TheMurdaMil @Thomas1774Paine @prayingmedic @Melis_Strategic 

@MrWyattEarpLA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Normal_Life4all @thegistofitis @freefrommatrix @Nesalynn @TheEnergyToSave @PatriotNewsChan 

@LauraSteele33 @RealCandaceO https://twitter.com/PatriotKeri/status/1082827951752777728 …

1/8/2019 6:53:44 PM wwtravelr He's referencing to prepare over 6,000 suppressed  patents, technologies + physics to be explained.  Disclosure of many things are coming.  start: 

watch the History channel  tmrw night at 10PM "Project Blue book".  it's soft disclosure

1/8/2019 6:55:45 PM mgreat4ever Does 25 have a chance?  God I hope so!

1/8/2019 6:56:42 PM wwtravelr would be nice brother lol  but IMO it won't happen immediately.  would be to shocking to most.  many more must raise their vibration.  but it has 

begun

1/8/2019 6:58:39 PM wwtravelr is this Q's illusive 5:5 ?

1/8/2019 6:59:42 PM lbf777 Yes.

1/8/2019 6:59:57 PM lbf777 Yes.

1/8/2019 7:07:46 PM jaspony1 !overnight means not overnight... When coding != Means not equal...

1/8/2019 7:08:31 PM dpa6565 Another nothing burger tonight!!! Time for us to all go back to work and forget this silliness!!!!!!!!

1/8/2019 7:08:46 PM daveo6145 ?

1/8/2019 7:10:25 PM keith369me 9:02 AM tomorrow according to previous Majestic Tweet

1/8/2019 7:26:53 PM allahuniversal  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trumps-plan-issue-tax-refunds-time-illegal-top/story …

1/8/2019 7:28:51 PM allahuniversal Was that a live recording? Or preplanned & prerecorded? 😉

1/8/2019 7:30:31 PM whats_aleppo Are we ticking down to T-16:45:00 at 10:30:00 pm est tonight?

1/8/2019 7:30:40 PM allahuniversal Introduced 01/03/2018  https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/25 …

1/8/2019 7:33:29 PM crampneyvis What's gonna happen then?

1/8/2019 7:40:09 PM ksouth21 You look like a troll...yes go back to your life. You are not neded in this Revolution

1/8/2019 7:40:59 PM irah_chandler Ssp time travel operative portal operator. meta dark fleet. Andromadan council of 12 d age

1/8/2019 7:41:08 PM therealbigneum Was a nothing burger

1/8/2019 7:49:52 PM doyle_eng (1 + 7 + 0 + 1) : AE D T —

9 = Daylight at T.

T = Time

Handover affirm. All is go ✅

Trust earned, majestically. Please keep all who can be, safe.

All others: 👇🏻🕳

—

Thank you 👆🏻✨ 👍🏻
1/8/2019 7:55:18 PM moemc8 Wrong

1/8/2019 7:57:14 PM igiant111 For all the hype... :(

1/8/2019 7:58:02 PM moemc8 Nope, just you.  We're good. He set the stage wonderfully.  Also covered what I am Most concerned about.  The children being trafficked and innocent 

Americans being murdered at hands of illegals. Cant think of anything more important

1/8/2019 7:59:44 PM doyle_eng Sentence 1, Par. 4:  https://twitter.com/dfat/status/1082836391522959360 … — as to U.S. action, will determine All.

— pic.twitter.com/covRo1YXmc

1/8/2019 8:09:38 PM iamyou132 Let’s hope this movie rolls the credits soon, M12. We all guessed the ending before it happened thanks to your spoilers and we’d like to get back to 

reality.

1/8/2019 8:10:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 9:33 https://youtu.be/SLPcqSmjV2M 

1/8/2019 8:12:08 PM wwtravelr Love my President.  For love of country!

1/8/2019 8:12:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1082522863448608768?s=21 …

1/8/2019 8:13:26 PM josephsonofthe2 All is known

All is seen

All is not well

  CHANGE 

  Joseph son of the universe servant of humanity pic.twitter.com/lmjp14KBlX

1/8/2019 8:13:33 PM wwtravelr This was earth shattering for me.  He's one who came to the light.  better late than never.

1/8/2019 8:13:36 PM roublisa Definitely feel it💖🥰🇺🇸💥



1/8/2019 8:17:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why does conscious projection into reality work this way?

By preparing for the fact the President has the legal authority to do so; isn't it best if he first make the case.

"We haven't started dropping some of the human trafficking stuff yet."

Expect more Q posts on this.

LOGICAL

1/8/2019 8:17:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember the scripted message that 45 made was a defendable legal argument for negotiations however, the opposition response gave an ill 

prepared rebuttal due to last minute fixing because everybody expected a National Emergency to be declared.

FISA brings down the house.

Logic?

1/8/2019 8:17:57 PM qball3985 #Qanon #TrumpAddress 

"Follow the Watch." pic.twitter.com/NRQRlx9nvQ

1/8/2019 8:20:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Timing is everything.

Countdown?

Majestic told you to count down to 10 days of darkness to see LIGHT in the truth.

YN

Why Not

Coincidence

Who else would know and be able to time it precisely?

[D] were completely blindsided by the lack of a declaration when they know he can do it.
1/8/2019 8:21:05 PM collectvcat Yes! I understood this perfectly. Explain directly to the people, then use your power. They will accept easier.

1/8/2019 8:22:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 If they come to table they lose.

If they continue the shutdown they lose.

DECLAS brings down the house.

Human trafficking drops haven't started yet.

Here they come.

Big arrests are coming.

Not mass arrests and chaos and panic but arrests leading up the declaration to mass arrests

1/8/2019 8:23:01 PM l1thium122 I had a dream once the president spoke about Q in this tone of voice I thought we were here sadly I was wrong..... Or was I. Clues are in the details.

1/8/2019 8:28:11 PM heath_jack What help is needed from us!  We are all praying and trying to raise positive energy!  Standing by!

1/8/2019 8:28:17 PM kindeandtrue This explanation helps, but I'm feeling deflated and discouraged right now. It's been a very long uphill battle, I guess (going on 4 years now as a Trump 

supporter).

Just looking at Chuck and Nancy's wooden faces should have cheered me up a lot, but it didn't. 😕

1/8/2019 8:29:18 PM roublisa Thank you!💞💞💞💗💗💗💓💓💓😘😘😘

1/8/2019 8:31:12 PM lighthouse44444 I honestly was hoping for one of those lesser-evil human trafficking drops to happen in Trump's address. At least elude to them being in courts at the 

moment. But, cannot speak on active investigations so will wait patiently

1/8/2019 8:35:49 PM oo1o110 You can say it's just me. But it's not. I've been awake to human trafficking, sacrifice, abuse for too long now. Don't be an arrogant prick and act like 

you're the only one who cares.

1/8/2019 8:36:11 PM wwtravelr I carry a blue pen.  and am a numbers savant.  signed, Meta-T ;-)  what's up man.

1/8/2019 8:38:13 PM goyaeq Chuck and Nancy are now the laughing stock of social media, people know something's off, arrests won't cause too much panic unless their defending 

Old Guard.

1/8/2019 8:50:47 PM tammymckeever Hang in there.  I know what you mean...lots do.  We will win.

1/8/2019 8:52:42 PM coastal2002 What is going on with this?! I keep seeing this.

1/8/2019 8:53:36 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for reaching out. It helps more than you know. 😊

#WWG1WGA

1/8/2019 9:00:36 PM enomai_ I pray more peoples consciousness wakes up.  Dark to light

1/8/2019 9:21:39 PM jaspony1 "FISA brings down the house" and "FISA goes both ways", always made me think after 45 was elected there are new FISA warrents on all the cabal and 

that's how all the info is now admissable in court.

1/8/2019 9:23:26 PM blsdbe Awesome proof!

1/8/2019 9:38:53 PM daveschroeder18 I grew up a Christian as well. The only thing that keeps bothering me is that this world is way older than what the Bible claims. I live in Peru now and to 

see the structures that have been built here makes one really wonder what is the truth. Something pre Incas built them.

1/8/2019 9:42:07 PM daveschroeder18 I keep thinking that maybe religion was created to keep us as sheep. To control us with fear of going to hell if we fall out of line. I think we will know 

the truth very soon.

1/8/2019 9:48:37 PM speaakn That was a very good video!

1/8/2019 9:50:19 PM sehvehn mr T will be the one i will listen to with those words or Q+ on 8chan. i find it absolutely silly you should even say those words and it makes me wonder.

1/8/2019 10:01:35 PM brimichelle75 I’m underwhelmed

1/8/2019 10:07:47 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

1/8/2019 10:09:25 PM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ""My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us..." Tonight?YN T-? Clock is ticking? Nothing can 

stop what is coming. Nothing […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1082815471697780737.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

1/8/2019 10:30:58 PM cocopuffster12 It is hilarious

1/8/2019 10:32:20 PM charladanberger If this man were not from God, he could do nothing."

1/8/2019 10:32:30 PM roarquiet #ClownsRbad M'kay @Pretending ro have unique information that was written worse Star Trek, even more laughable. 

#FriendsDontLetFriendsMajestic12 pic.twitter.com/vZ1hyZ6lPy

1/8/2019 10:35:15 PM wicked1776 I'm feeling the same

1/8/2019 10:49:08 PM thelightoforion Unfortunately, he was found dead, floating in a lake somewhere, I believe.

1/8/2019 11:21:31 PM wicked1776 What is zeolite & where do you get it. Th in advance

1/8/2019 11:36:43 PM cynthiamorrow8 Zeolite is also the only substance in the world that can effectively cleanse a wide range of toxins from your body. http://Www.thegoodinside.com 

1/9/2019 12:02:16 AM diaptera_80 So, they will be arrested one at a time with plenty of public information leading up to it.

1/9/2019 12:30:33 AM sh4m33 With "fake crisis" they are nearly over the target. The crisis is much bigger than officialy declared...

1/9/2019 12:37:45 AM cannafrom And until you can treat the inhabitants of your own planet with dignity and respect you won’t learn anything... they don’t want you to learn because 

your intelligence level is not up to scratch 😂 @CIA @USArmy @MichelleToland4 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/9/2019 12:42:19 AM wicked1776 Ty

1/9/2019 12:50:47 AM vikaroo5 #ProtectOurChildren #BuildTheWall

1/9/2019 1:23:44 AM maudeaz That was the plan of the Globalists.  Fortunately the Rule of Law is being restored and the many arrests that are coming will be tried either by Military 

Tribunals or Judge and Jury. Freedom WILL be afforded to patriots everywhere.



1/9/2019 1:38:35 AM epkman Bring on the pain

Watch the swamp drain

To see the light

We must be right.👽🛸

1/9/2019 1:44:53 AM nullanon12 Trusted By Ancestors 'Golden Age' = Planned

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Disclosure = Planned

False Flags = Planned

1/9/2019 2:38:43 AM chefytown Holy numbers right

1/9/2019 2:53:33 AM keith369me This is not true...it was another individual by the same name that died in FL.  New interviews with Ronald were done after “theater Ronald Bernard” 

died.

1/9/2019 2:57:28 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Does anyone have info on the picture to the right?  There were 6 American flags at the Democrat response.

1/9/2019 2:58:18 AM missy968  pic.twitter.com/vKP3nqEqor

1/9/2019 3:04:35 AM missy968 Zugzwang... he made his non move pic.twitter.com/qc2e8Wccux

1/9/2019 3:05:51 AM ericp_jmu Wow, sounds like [[[RR]]] is now leaving the DOJ. Here we go!?

1/9/2019 3:49:06 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have been meditating on 3 6 9...question...can you provide some information on the relationship of 666 reducing to 18 and further 

reducing to 9?  I’m not sure I want to meditate on this one.

1/9/2019 4:01:55 AM jenaynayz goodbye RR

1/9/2019 4:17:49 AM laurabusse Yes. Waiting patiently. I realized lately that Q and mj12 are slow walking this whole thing step by step for a reason. It's to slowly prepare us as we all 

awake. It's an amazing thing to watch. Step...by step...by step. One thing must happen before the next can. It's unfolding...

1/9/2019 4:21:48 AM laurabusse Step by step by step. One step at a time. This step was necessary. It's a long chess game.

1/9/2019 4:40:18 AM wwtravelr ...counting T minus..

1/9/2019 4:52:05 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Good morning! Majestic times ahead!

1/9/2019 4:59:16 AM nicjoubert81 Look a new account ...

1/9/2019 5:23:46 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/WyU24vm6l9

1/9/2019 5:25:38 AM time4u2know Yup! Was posting source. Have an awesome day!

1/9/2019 5:31:45 AM diaptera_80 Majic12 replied recently that BO never went to Mars. Some of Basiago’s info is false, some disinfo, for specific purpose. Timetravel more restricted 

than he describes.

1/9/2019 6:02:57 AM keith369me His coloring looks different than usual.

1/9/2019 6:03:42 AM toffer_anon_369 ...and 0900 goes by and NOTHING happens.  Again.

1/9/2019 6:04:46 AM keith369me Do you really think people here can’t see through this?

1/9/2019 6:09:11 AM vintagesquirrel And... what happened?

1/9/2019 6:19:51 AM slayerofmatrix1 Indeed !!

1/9/2019 6:20:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd 1. All of us feel this way because we're tired and yes, been an uphill battle. Look at wonderful things POTUS got accomplished with them fighting him 

every step of the way. Take some time off twitter. Get out of the house. I had to do that. The solar flares messed with me bad.

1/9/2019 6:22:11 AM deplorabldamsel MJ12 proof!  "Here they come."  

POTUS  "Signing ceremony for Anti-Human Trafficking Legislation"    https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump/posts/10162007580470725 …

1/9/2019 6:22:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd 2. If I could, I'd like to recommend you find a nice grassy spot and take those shoes off and walk around in the grass, or drive to a part and bring a 

blanket, sit in the grass and do meditations for an hour. It will rejuvenate you fellow American, I promise. One I love....

1/9/2019 6:23:21 AM slayerofmatrix1 You’re a joke.  Wasting your time 💯. Go away please.

1/9/2019 6:27:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Here you go precious human:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7JS0O3pFS8 …

This is one I listen to during my deep meditation if I feel distracted and can't get there on my own. Close your eyes, concentrate on music. 

So much love and light to you precious....hope you feel better❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

1/9/2019 6:31:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd This is our help love. We concentrate daily on the 3 6 9 12 hours, put love/light into the atmosphere. I was doing it over the USA then I just decided I'd 

shoot my energetic body above the world and drop my love from above so the world drips with love and light.

1/9/2019 6:36:04 AM heath_jack 😌🤗I'm here with you! Love and light🙏🙏🙏

1/9/2019 6:41:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

How did we know?

 https://abcnews.go.com/beta-story-container/Politics/rosenstein-expected-depart-doj-coming-weeks-attorney-general/story?id=60252611 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082516349535039493 …

1/9/2019 6:43:41 AM heath_jack Good news but....

1/9/2019 6:44:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Political enemies implies they are innocent. If they are innocent, then they will survive the Storm. Nobody will be exposed / disposed of who isn't guilty 

of crimes against humanity. Fascism is real, however how do you remove the fascists? Tribunals worked well in the past.

1/9/2019 6:44:38 AM diaptera_80 Yes, you got this one right! However wasn’t there a declaration to occur today at 9?

1/9/2019 6:48:59 AM silverburst1 I made an error! My birth numbers add up to 9!!!!! Yeah!!

1/9/2019 6:49:49 AM silverburst1 I made a boo-boo on my birth numbers: They DO add up to 9! Yeah booyyyeeeee!!!!!!

1/9/2019 6:50:32 AM kindeandtrue Love this! Funny thing how I just thought of that today as I was running out of the house today. I wanted to take off my shoes and putter in my garden 

even though its 35 degrees here.

1/9/2019 6:50:34 AM tymecrystal Frequency of body at 72hz =9  is the answer......which affects our torodial field.....when frequency is right so is health....

1/9/2019 6:52:45 AM kindeandtrue I feel better already. Thank you so much for reaching out.

1/9/2019 6:52:57 AM right_sideof Goobye Mr. Rosenstein.

1/9/2019 6:53:58 AM billyj1616 Where was the 9am declaration? We’re tired of the games we have babies!! We’ve been there from the start and all the “necessary disinformation” is 

getting real old! Arrest the satanic pedos, release the technologies and let the chips fall where they may!!! LETS GO

1/9/2019 6:54:13 AM lbf777 Ya wtf is going on? What happened to new reality, new physics?



1/9/2019 6:54:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary.

Time is an illusion.

Knowing what you know now, re-assess.

Power of threes.

For[r]est

For[r]est

[[[RR]]] ✔️

[[RR]] ✔️

[RR] ❓

"Rosenstein is expected to resign once new AG is confirmed."

[[[RR]]] = Sessions

[[RR]] = Whitaker

[RR] ~> Barr

[Mueller] https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082522863448608768 …
1/9/2019 6:54:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 !Overnight

1/9/2019 6:55:27 AM diaptera_80 !=not

1/9/2019 6:55:38 AM heath_jack When do the public trial start!

1/9/2019 6:56:29 AM lbf777 What does !Overnight mean?

The night has passed. It’s 9:55 am EST now. Billions continue to suffer as slaves of the Gov.

1/9/2019 6:57:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 ! = Not

!Overnight

[N]ot [O]vernight

NO

1/9/2019 6:58:30 AM patriottdefense Look up 440hz, everything you listen to is tuned to 440hz when it should be tuned to 432hz .. divide 440hz by majestic 12 lol 😂 666 ..

1/9/2019 6:59:18 AM blsdbe And the Tribunals have begun? https://eraoflight.com/2019/01/07/military-tribunals-begin-dod-invites-press-to-cover-hearings-at-gitmo-

expeditionary-legal-complex/ …

1/9/2019 6:59:51 AM roublisa I wouldn’t be so sure, law of attraction is real, what do you want💗

1/9/2019 7:00:22 AM lbf777 So this countdown was just a hoax to get us excited for nothing yet again? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082638586493759494 …

1/9/2019 7:00:39 AM gregacombs You’re late. Fox beat you to this an hour ago.

1/9/2019 7:00:55 AM blsdbe Thank you for explaining this! 

!=Not, that helps immensely!!!

1/9/2019 7:03:30 AM ashleigh139 Whoa! #WWG1WGA #thegreatawakening #redpill #thestormisuponus #qanon

1/9/2019 7:04:04 AM lori_dee1 Moves and countermoves, trust the plan.

1/9/2019 7:05:31 AM hearts4america It's the Face of the Clock. It is in movement by 6 hrs (12 to 6 can be 6 yrs or 30 days); 9 is 45:00 min or 75 days ; 3 is 15:00 min or days or 3 months. 15 

can also be 75 days. Right now we are at the 3:15 Marker. 2012 till now - what time is it really?😎

1/9/2019 7:05:32 AM keith369me Aware, definitely important, but not my question...we see 666 associated with evil in plain sight all over the place. 666 reduces to 18=9.  In 

numerology, 9 is the creator. How does this affect how we should look at numerology? Won’t meditate on 666.  Guess: Nature w/o people?

1/9/2019 7:06:42 AM lbf777 This has gone on for over 2 years. We need a breakthrough now to save the country.

1/9/2019 7:07:19 AM petitchevalb Could anyone explain what the brackets do stand for please? I dont understand 😐

1/9/2019 7:07:19 AM hearts4america Just did a blog post on this http://www.mbj8388.wordpress.com 

1/9/2019 7:10:50 AM colista [Kill Box]

Count down

Pointing out pjases of his ousting

1/9/2019 7:12:20 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/S1VQHOMSiM

1/9/2019 7:12:42 AM poboyz123 *crickets*

1/9/2019 7:12:55 AM petitchevalb OK thank you 

Whats the link between brackets number and other names?

1/9/2019 7:13:58 AM lori_dee1 I know we all want to see things happening faster. Our President is managing multiple major US and Wotld issues at the same time, and they are often 

connected. Just know there are many things going on behind the scenes he can't reveal just yet.

1/9/2019 7:14:07 AM cidarean I was thinking Fortress honestly.

1/9/2019 7:14:36 AM 3rdeyeview55 I like your avatar 😉, a Nox female, I forgot her name though.

1/9/2019 7:17:30 AM zagnett I'm a big fan of the 2nd Amendment as originally written. I'll never openly support martial law / military tribunals, i.e. anything extra-judicial ...

1/9/2019 7:17:53 AM zagnett But what seems to be going on with these now is a group of people (i.e. the "patriots") have taken a firm stand against a tyrannical government/elite, 

explicitly allowed by 2A. Also something a lone individual / small group could never accomplish by itself ...

1/9/2019 7:18:29 AM zagnett So a large coordinated group exists that has fashioned potential tools (e.g. martial law) in case "the plan" goes astray. Includes a lot of tools provided 

by said tyrannical government originally meant to further enslave us. But they aren't even being used when not needed ...

1/9/2019 7:18:56 AM zagnett My support & continued support all has to do with the continued apparent measured & appropriate application of 2A. Actually i'm 

astonished/befuddled that (if indeed this is what's happening), this group has had as much success as it has with minimal disruption to society ...

1/9/2019 7:19:22 AM zagnett Trump got rid of TPP his first day in office. He did the right thing. WE shouldn't forget it! The initial turn back toward the Rule of Law. I knew 

immediately my vote counted. Somehow my vote was protected from all the rigging, etc. Some group/somebody somehow protected it ...

1/9/2019 7:19:56 AM zagnett So this group is also working to protect the 1st Amendment too!? Wow.

I still can't openly support e.g. martial law. But if a band of patriots wants to excise surgically a tyrannical elite that traffics humans left, right, & center, 

i'm certainly not going to get in the way ...

1/9/2019 7:20:26 AM zagnett & will continually Thank Them for their efforts, Pray for Their safety & success, & wish i could help more than with my fat fingers.

Godspeed.

1/9/2019 7:20:31 AM rancideous He also posted at 9:36

9+3+6

18

1+8

9

1/9/2019 7:21:35 AM patriottdefense @DevconUI this is beyond me lol 😆

1/9/2019 7:25:52 AM kindeandtrue Thanks so much for your kindness! I really needed a pep talk. : ) #WWG1WGA



1/9/2019 7:26:36 AM keith369me We are all trying to learn...just focused on numerology lately...3-6-9...Tesla, etc

1/9/2019 7:35:53 AM lori_dee1 I understand your concern. This is a critical time in our Nation. Without the proper execution of the plan we will lose it all. I would encourage you to 

make a list of the positive things that have happened, there are many.

1/9/2019 7:38:26 AM lori_dee1 You are very welcome! #WWG1WGA 🙏💖🇺🇸🌍

1/9/2019 7:38:37 AM truthseeker805 and then there is FoRRest

1/9/2019 7:38:48 AM patriottdefense 3-6-9 were used way before Tesla lol go back to Egypt.. there’s something there I don’t know yet but it’s there

1/9/2019 7:42:28 AM backedwithdata Nope. These tribunals are in your imagination. Who do you expect to see vanish, and by when? Put some names and dates on it.

1/9/2019 7:43:56 AM lbf777 I just can’t take it anymore. This oppression is utterly backbreaking and disgusting.

1/9/2019 7:46:10 AM zagnett Yes, but the info has been dovetailing well with Q. MJ is also as educational like Q. Also, MJ has started to provide Q-like proofs lately.

We'll see how this all goes!

1/9/2019 7:48:41 AM keith369me The creator without a connection to people?

1/9/2019 7:51:51 AM cosmic_engineer I'm working on a ritual to help someone that had been a victim of 'spirit cooking'

Very strong indigo / oracle.

Any advice/sources?  Planning to use HSZSN drawn on her with blessed oil +24k leaf while channeling.   May use psilo sacrament. Palo Santo and crown 

singing bowl

1/9/2019 7:54:47 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏GO 🇺🇸

1/9/2019 7:55:36 AM cosmic_engineer I have lots of Hermetic books, but on the fence about studying/practicing the Golden Dawn material.   More of a Law of One adept

1/9/2019 7:57:07 AM ericp_jmu Thank you! Can you provide more clarity around the significance of radio silence?

1/9/2019 7:59:59 AM jaiagtp All the partial disclosure from today to 2025 will be boring for the ones who took the red pill. Just more partial disclosure and arrests and mild financial 

reset and mild technology release  and regime change and blabla. It's from 2025 that people will feel and see real change.

1/9/2019 8:01:06 AM lori_dee1 I understand how you feel. It's hard to keep focused on the positive outcomes. 

I'm going to invite you to reframe your thinking and language. What we think and speak often becomes reality.

1/9/2019 8:04:07 AM iamyou132 Nice proof thank you 💜

1/9/2019 8:04:56 AM patriottdefense Maybe 666 is the mark of the beast because god puts it there on those that can’t see the truth, it says something about this with parables in the Bible

1/9/2019 8:05:10 AM lori_dee1 For example:

What is the opposite of oppression? 

What happens when "backbreaking" becomes a reality? Would you really want that for yourself or others? 

I know it's a metaphor and you feel the heaviness and weight of our current circumstances. 

Have Faith and Hope dear one. 🙏💖

1/9/2019 8:06:43 AM jaiagtp All powers comes from the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Not a blade of grass moves without his sanction. Surrender to him instead of playing with 

his universal laws. Be direct instead of indirect. Don't try and play God. Your part and parcel of him. Take the elivator instead.

1/9/2019 8:11:01 AM blsdbe I second this Wisdom. So Be It.

1/9/2019 8:13:25 AM patriottdefense Maybe 666 is ignorance, it’s those who practice evil..MARK 4:12

1/9/2019 8:21:27 AM rick_hernandez  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1083010934338215936?s=21 …

Check the brackets. He also had a countdown to this morning that coincided with the release of this news.

1/9/2019 8:21:39 AM jamesca40805661 Patriots on the sidelines,

Helmets on

1/9/2019 8:25:18 AM colista Count down

[[[3]]]

[[2]]

[1]

[Next to go]

1/9/2019 8:28:39 AM petitchevalb Thank you

Why do RR (Rosenstein?)= Sessions/ Whitaker/ Barr/Mueller?

1/9/2019 8:32:20 AM keeter1234321 Nice video.  Clear.  If 9 is God the consider this. “i”is the 9th letter of the alphabet.  i — eye — all seeing eye.

1/9/2019 8:54:04 AM backedwithdata That’s for Khaled Shaikh Muhammed. Not for all those other people you want to see dragged off.

1/9/2019 8:55:28 AM colista Sessions recused & couldn't fire RR bc of optics. 

Whitaker is temporary & can't fire RR bc of optics.  

Barr will be perm, not recused & RR KNOWS he's toast! Thus exit.

Barr can also shut down Mueller, or NEVER release the findings.

P.S. I can't believe I know any of this 😁
1/9/2019 8:57:22 AM petitchevalb Thank you very much for your help ☺

1/9/2019 9:05:59 AM oo1o110 and yet here we are... 

Nothing happened this morning as promised.

"Disinformation is necessary."

1/9/2019 9:06:10 AM craigsteinlicht Have you ever helped anyone?  

All this “coded intel” is 💩

Just come out and tells us in plain laymen terms what you are trying to say?

Oh I know, it’s the plan.

This game IS the problem- a lot of us are awake, but don’t have 10 hrs to decode each tweet.
1/9/2019 9:07:54 AM oo1o110 So nothing today at 9am?  We're moving on to the next carrot on a stick?

1/9/2019 9:14:05 AM mongrelglory Thanks for explaining the details!

1/9/2019 9:24:12 AM djlok I wonder how many times he is "going to leave".   This is a very long show!!

1/9/2019 9:26:43 AM djlok Same here!  Btw I like all that you said above!

1/9/2019 9:26:57 AM djlok So be it!

1/9/2019 9:32:28 AM vintagesquirrel I understand the need for martial law would be to protect the innocent by quelling any violence which might erupt.

1/9/2019 9:42:33 AM moemc8 What was promised? By who exactly?

1/9/2019 9:44:29 AM diaptera_80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please comment?  https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1076543888263991298 …

1/9/2019 9:45:53 AM jenaynayz But RR announced he'd be leaving at the end of that countdown. 7am it was breaking news.



1/9/2019 9:47:02 AM totalbullshitur Heathrow airport?

1/9/2019 9:47:30 AM toffer_anon_369 Hmmm, would you look at this. Bezos announces he's divorcing his wife and then moments later WaPo does a 180 on the border... Interesting...  

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/washington-post-declares-crisis-at-border-flip-flops-days-later-when-trump-emphasizes-

issue?fbclid=IwAR12tIobxR7HwY3QXsYxi7S9WgV_jzZ7PQTP19nlVTe43CdPAjbyBtoWuf0 …

1/9/2019 9:48:46 AM toffer_anon_369 Another notable is that today's WH meeting is at 3pm.  3 again?

1/9/2019 10:00:10 AM richardbramlet6 <--- RR

1/9/2019 10:13:37 AM keeter1234321 It’s 10:13 in Los Angeles. Was there are radio declaration earlier?

1/9/2019 10:42:56 AM momekool1 No! When you leave your body others take over AND you won't be where you think you are. 'They' are not guides ''They' are not good!

1/9/2019 10:54:20 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

AMA today?

1/9/2019 11:07:33 AM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll

1/9/2019 11:09:30 AM gregacombs This isn’t news. We’ve known this forever.

1/9/2019 11:19:17 AM robertg02229481 Explain to me please

1/9/2019 11:39:04 AM tiraeche Interesting. Now HRC's comment that if DJT won, they would h@ng makes a lot of sense. DJT already told us he was in the inner circles. He knows 

everything. That, combined with his ridiculous IQ must have terrified (& still does) those who understand the extent of what he knows.

1/9/2019 11:46:12 AM asktheq17 R = JFK JR

1/9/2019 11:54:39 AM diaptera_80 So this was the fo[r]rest you were talking about? 👍 pic.twitter.com/FSw8OcKRCU

1/9/2019 11:55:01 AM cryptocrab4 When will #GESARA go into effect ?

1/9/2019 11:57:08 AM bgc558 Christian, I like the way you handled yourself in this conversation. You gained a follower. 👌

Are you following Majestic 12?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  or @kabamur_taygeta

More insight on what is happening now World Wide.

#TheGreatAwakening

1/9/2019 11:57:24 AM bgc558 Me too. ✋

Also, my friend, NIS..I was extremely emotionally triggered by the word, 'Lemuria' in my first Kryon video that Kam suggested. 

Can we discuss a bit? 

(I will try to watch for your reply, so as to answer in real time)

1/9/2019 12:10:42 PM oo1o110 Giving false dates that never come true is the most divisive tactic that I can imagine. 

I'm not trying to divide anyone except the predators from their prey. I'm growing weary of the disinformation from accounts that purport to know, and 

yes, promise dates that never happen.

1/9/2019 12:10:46 PM bommaritoindy No friends or followers,Sad!

1/9/2019 12:13:13 PM oo1o110 I still hold hope, but I'm not about to allow someone to tell me that I'm alone in my feelings of frustration... and that I don't care enough about the 

humans being trafficked.  Those who know cannot sleep.

1/9/2019 12:15:11 PM oo1o110 Those [good] who know cannot sleep.

Those [good] who know cannot find peace.

Those [good] who know will not rest until those responsible are held accountable.

1/9/2019 12:30:35 PM shaylaroof Nothing Will Stop What Is Coming

1/9/2019 12:34:00 PM do_or_do_notty I like it!!

1/9/2019 12:44:26 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/KdOs93HnQG

1/9/2019 12:46:33 PM lynnboyce7 Presence of 3's manifest a child's strength in +% frequency and virbations? God please help these children ,shine your shakinah glory so every knee will 

bow,Amen!!!

1/9/2019 1:01:41 PM nmchristoban Fool me once...

1/9/2019 1:07:22 PM lbf777 How does that help the people? When are the people going to get some relief? This economic oppression is savagery.

1/9/2019 1:07:52 PM lbf777 It's been years now. When is something good going to happen?

1/9/2019 1:09:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Another anon pointed out that Forrest Fire could have been indicating that RR was Forced/Fired...

1/9/2019 1:10:40 PM wearesfj You mean the “imaginary tribunals.” *wink*

1/9/2019 1:12:20 PM youstinksoap RR & Mueller are tied together...

Muellers report going public = checkmate.

1/9/2019 1:13:18 PM pastorjon9 I get it, that was brilliant. Everyone expecting Nat ER but Trump pitches facts and call to the table. Chuck & Nancy already booked time on TV to rebutt 

Nat ER but had to "wing it" and did a terrible job. Now 45 has an even stronger hand to play.

1/9/2019 1:22:41 PM coral_turpen No processed foods, artificial sweeteners, caffeine, alcohol, drugs. Listen to Solfeggio Frequencies, meditate/pray, get outside in the sunshine, be with 

nature. Reject negative thoughts and energy.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhZfulT4zSE …

1/9/2019 1:25:15 PM mva_r Fluor fee water and toothpaste. If you use drugs, prefer natural above synthetic. MOVE buy from small local business. wear natural instead of plastic. 

Walk barefeet and COLD SHOWERS

1/9/2019 1:32:03 PM mva_r  https://youtu.be/rNLFjiL4asA  .......just smiling...... and dancing

Dancing especially with your children! beats tv really. nog need for GYM when living intense

1/9/2019 1:32:09 PM backedwithdata No wink necessary. They are imaginary.

1/9/2019 1:34:02 PM freestateojones One way, or the other. pic.twitter.com/KckA5zNz6j

1/9/2019 1:49:44 PM _chelseaproject Obviously the fascists are those who would oppose the 1st and 2nd amendments. There's your answer.

1/9/2019 1:52:00 PM derekhashalon  https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/01/canadian-telescope-finds-mysterious-radio-flashes-deep-space … @elonmusk @AAMetatron 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nickpopemod @CTVNews

1/9/2019 1:52:26 PM _chelseaproject What if a satanic cabal had taken over the justice system?

1/9/2019 2:07:32 PM 76northman You are a shill. Trying to muddy the movement. They always try to hijack something that threatens them.

1/9/2019 2:13:20 PM burgersandra Yes, the people see through this but, at least, it's not boring.

1/9/2019 2:34:02 PM aurorasreality @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  pic.twitter.com/T0e6vyoxat

1/9/2019 2:34:31 PM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/i6z1vZYFSL

1/9/2019 3:06:51 PM muse2pharaoh I'm here too, and it's almost daily. It's gotten so predictable that one can almost pinpoint the exact time of the sun filter. Watch Mike Morales' youtube 

channel - he covers it extensively. pic.twitter.com/EeyqWkLDgP

1/9/2019 3:10:49 PM suzy4peace So give us a quick summary of what you just laid out...

1/9/2019 3:11:59 PM suzy4peace Point being?

1/9/2019 3:15:00 PM jmurphy00754502 God as in Christ doesn't put it there. If you deny Jesus as your one and only Lord God and Savior then you are taking the devil instead and somehow will 

brand you that #. If you are the Living God Jesus 'a child because you recieved Him, the Holy Spirit resides in you

1/9/2019 3:15:07 PM suzy4peace He kicked Epstein out of Mar a Lago for good and had no part of this girl being recruited from there.  What are you getting out "true" patriot?

1/9/2019 3:16:29 PM jmurphy00754502 And the devil or beast can not brand you and claim you as his. When you receive Jesus you instantly are a threat to the devil cause he knows whom you 

belong to!

1/9/2019 3:18:26 PM jmurphy00754502 So yes meditate on Jesus! Pray to Him and He will guide and direct you. Do not open the unholy door meditating on the devils symbol! Only the Cross 

of Christ



1/9/2019 3:21:03 PM aetherwalker1 Why is everything taking so long?

Are Trump & Q Team carrying out a Fabian strategy?  To wear down the Enemy by attrition?

1/9/2019 3:22:16 PM lighthouse44444 MJ12 is the Majestic-12.  Originally the group Eisenhower/Truman put together to investigate the Roswell crash. You can look them up. However I do 

not know who owns the MJ12 account here. 🧐

1/9/2019 3:29:14 PM jeremyrobards7 This was correct at the Feb marker. No longer is this true. And I know WAY more than I did back then, about my past. And where were going.
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1/9/2019 3:37:49 PM nicjoubert81 Oh another new account

1/9/2019 3:39:04 PM xusaf_patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any insight on these transmissions?  Signal to those who *control* us?

 https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-46811618 …

1/9/2019 3:45:42 PM patriottdefense Meditating is actually a paganism khabballah practice lol 😂

1/9/2019 3:46:49 PM cryptocrab4 Was that an immediate choreographed rebuttal ?

It seemed to want to have captured the same audience for optics ?

They would normally have not aired it and spent the day telling lies about what was said , the crowd approval ,and fact checking lies.

1/9/2019 3:47:39 PM cryptocrab4 Chuck and Nancy looked like 2 pirates walking the plank , fused at the hip , waiting for the other to jump first ?

1/9/2019 3:49:31 PM jmurphy00754502 Yes, but I was using the meditate as not in a paganistic way but in prayer or reading the Wotd of God and the Bible says to meditate on His Word. I just 

wanted to plant some seeds to help that person so he wouldn't do son he decerned as wrong which we know is

1/9/2019 3:51:27 PM jmurphy00754502 Keith you are decerning right not to meditate on the devil. Opening that door would have dire consequences. Take care my friend

1/9/2019 3:51:50 PM patriottdefense Have a blessed day

1/9/2019 3:52:38 PM jmurphy00754502 Did you know cremation is also paganism

1/9/2019 3:53:10 PM jmurphy00754502 Thank you! You to!

1/9/2019 3:54:22 PM zagnett The rest of my thread may help answer.

1/9/2019 4:00:06 PM missy968 Thank you but I’m only a good finder and shared of other people’s finds. I only understood it to be important and shared. I wish I was that good. I don’t 

play chess. Never learned. My dad taught my brother only.

1/9/2019 4:00:16 PM lizztiz Dont bother with this one... pic.twitter.com/vYNgC0fKOX

1/9/2019 4:54:43 PM jimijmurphy Yes🙏  POTUS is keeping powder dry as it helps the Republic heal within her own systems.  He has all the Intel and all the evidence.  He has all the dry 

powder in the world.  Total control😎

1/9/2019 5:03:57 PM vintagesquirrel Just read a tweet that reminded me of this thread: https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1081593838102343683?s=19 …

1/9/2019 6:04:25 PM colista Look at the account ... liberal hack

1/9/2019 6:06:39 PM zagnett Yeah that's a software developer code syntax thingie.

1/9/2019 6:12:14 PM 1_decided_voter 2100 has arrived, now 12 mins past... what's the plan?

1/9/2019 6:15:43 PM jerrymillergd Look if nothing can stop this then do it already. I'm starting to think the European friends have the right idea.

1/9/2019 6:17:14 PM danielaqcrew Wow thanks for sharing this link

1/9/2019 6:28:38 PM gibboneyrock We’ve got to stop using the innocuous term “Human Trafficking” as most people think it is merely humans moving from one place to another. Child 

Trafficking and Slavery are more accurate and appropriate. No more denial.

1/9/2019 6:28:45 PM cryptocrab4 How long have you been in Majestic 12 ?

1/9/2019 6:51:08 PM hellouncledonny 360* = 9

180* = 9

45* = 9

22.5* = 9

11.25* =9

There's a reason we were created with 10 fingers and 10 toes. 
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2400/0000 pic.twitter.com/appAq6SZcn
1/9/2019 7:07:41 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hubble Space Telescope CAMERA TURNED OFF!  https://apnews.com/fdbcfceaeef74d5c87e28fa37e3502bb …

1/9/2019 7:10:24 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.cbc.ca/amp/1.4969863?__twitter_impression=true …

1/9/2019 7:46:30 PM toffer_anon_369 Are you guys trying to tell us that we're in the middle of an AI / clone nightmare?  Schumer and Pelosi are AIs?  1/8 broadcast was a CLAS tech AI clone 

of Trump??  Your way of destroying Op Mockingbird and JTRIG?

1/9/2019 7:46:41 PM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Isaac asimov’s foundation series. Majestic message?

1/9/2019 8:10:03 PM toffer_anon_369 Urantia book real?

1/9/2019 8:10:17 PM freestateojones #Q2222

Sep 19 2018 19:10:44 (EST)

Q

Are we alone ?

Roswell ?

>>3093831

No.

Highest classification.

Consider the vastness of space.

Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 available for comment?

"Canadian scientists detect mysterious radio signals from distant galaxy"   https://twitter.com/i/events/1083156112981950464 …
1/9/2019 8:28:57 PM bella270012 The "call" was to "woke Americans" to call/ contact their congressperson and TELL them what they WANT. Voicemail, email should have been FULL. 

Was it? It's about NOT being complacent, speaking up - PROPERLY. PROPERLY.

1/9/2019 8:33:32 PM jenaynayz Declas is next

1/9/2019 8:36:44 PM lbf777 Let’s rock and roll. We are behind schedule.



1/9/2019 8:37:21 PM 1_decided_voter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is  http://acq.osd.mil ?

This URL doesn't seem to work for me... is it supposed to? pic.twitter.com/RMvgXk8g9c

1/9/2019 8:40:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/QXrPpCKqAb

1/9/2019 8:40:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/T0PjKjpWph

1/9/2019 8:40:57 PM jenaynayz Who's schedule? Your schedule? People follow Q and get their hopes up that dates mean "X" and when it doesn't happen for them they lose hope. This 

idea is ridiculous, if YOU know when things are going to occur then the enemy would also. Trust the plan. Use the Q clock for confirm

1/9/2019 8:41:05 PM allahuniversal Golden Globe Awards? pic.twitter.com/Ct1ARYLG3Z

1/9/2019 8:41:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/evtTIa1mEg

1/9/2019 8:42:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd Keep it coming Cammy....I dare you in all your witchy-ness to come after me! Battle me you bag of nothingness! You are only powerful in your own 

mind! In other words you are POWER-LESS!

1/9/2019 8:42:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/Ffy6tFJQi4

1/9/2019 8:59:42 PM andrewdl12 Because it’s been widely speculated RR would resign for past 12months?

1/9/2019 8:59:50 PM decodematrix  https://www.acq.osd.mil/ 

1/9/2019 9:02:23 PM 1_decided_voter Thx. Odd that it doesn't work without a www in front of it.

1/9/2019 9:20:29 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

1/9/2019 9:31:28 PM seancorvey #thepowerof369

Frequency 

Vibration 

Tones

Key to the universe, the universe is in us.

1/9/2019 9:32:26 PM seancorvey #WWG1WGA

#Greatawakening

1/9/2019 9:34:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Naval Observatory

1/9/2019 10:23:34 PM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 already said that it was cabal technology in Antarctica which was turned on and being used against them by the "White hats"...I 

think they implied it had to do with mind control frequencies.

1/9/2019 11:19:32 PM qld_truthseeker Me too - for me it’s like a field full of crickets in the distance. Then I get pressure changes mainly in the right ear..

1/9/2019 11:21:11 PM qld_truthseeker @yigsstarhouse more people experiencing the ringing 🤔

1/10/2019 1:31:15 AM morety76 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @R_Tehubijuluw Take a look at  http://vizitechnologies.com  "Powering the Planet... Bringing Light to the World" 

#ThankYouNicolaTesla

1/10/2019 4:22:17 AM arc339 3 6 9 Alchemy Getting my hands dirty, peeling garlic, 3 pods for wealth, wisdom, & peace! Ravioli 9 count, tomato sauce 6 tbsp. For the care for mother 

earth, I tend to these ingredients as if it is our spirits, carefully balancing a meal to nourish the soul muh? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2019 4:43:20 AM arc339 Traveling through a purple heart symbol, a blissful journey, creating the next moment, there are 3 mountains, 6 birds, and 9 trees mother earth is 

communing with. Sitting with my naked feet in the dirt, weighing the stars in heaven, sun rays reflect off the moon. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2019 5:09:30 AM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/PQM45rr4Qq

1/10/2019 6:56:35 AM c230mike @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Interesting line number at Boeing  pic.twitter.com/jGUGPJFfsf

1/10/2019 7:00:20 AM gitmochannel 45mm means it is TIME for 3, 6, 9 https://youtu.be/sKfo2qHIBTQ 

1/10/2019 7:15:55 AM missy968 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3 6 9 is all around us!!!  pic.twitter.com/DlzIDPTwZ2

1/10/2019 7:21:07 AM ascension_guide Angles. Angels. 

Mathemajics.

Everything is connected. 

Law of One.

1/10/2019 7:22:40 AM richardbramlet6 YaH one

1/10/2019 7:32:34 AM ascension_guide Q Maps pic.twitter.com/wKzoP5Kwki

1/10/2019 7:35:24 AM arc339 I feel for those children and want to help. Can you hire a data scientist w experience in RV, USMCss, cosmic travel. Evil ETs EDs hate me. I loved the 

neighbors despite them being cannibals but they bombed our home in a most cruel violent way. They inject thoughts hijacked locals

1/10/2019 7:49:30 AM arc339 Are the Bafath/ Giza Intelligences that run Earth now behind the Moloch? Are you guys seeing my neighbor, a bafath shape shifter hybrid reptilian 

adrenalchromer, baby eating, nuke bomber, toppling gov, AI replicator, mind hijacking, time stopping, leader of latest evil empire

1/10/2019 8:03:19 AM arc339 3 toddlers in dire violent situations. they beg me to do something to stop the carnage. in the middle the night they show up, their Daddy drugged 

Mommy and drove off all night, they thought she was dead. They showed me his rocket bombs. 7 & 3 yr old was brutally adrenalchromed

1/10/2019 8:20:40 AM ascension_guide MAJIC 😂🤣😂

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/VRwFSSSxpX

1/10/2019 8:23:17 AM richardbramlet6 X force

1/10/2019 8:23:54 AM richardbramlet6 Yah lol

1/10/2019 8:26:38 AM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/I2YKMkNcfR

1/10/2019 8:34:34 AM ascension_guide Always dancing #Superich. 

keep on dancing

Sk8tin pic.twitter.com/Fb0oOyrqLU

1/10/2019 9:39:19 AM zagnett The rest of my thread may help answer.

1/10/2019 10:09:13 AM diaptera_80 So when it is looking like the dems are winning, Trump open the Pandora box of declass stuff?

1/10/2019 10:15:04 AM diaptera_80 Really? That is disappointing

1/10/2019 10:19:42 AM yphillips135 You know times will never be broadcast.  Disinfo is important.

1/10/2019 10:27:11 AM areckoningday Speaking of disinformation, what about GESARA and NESARA?

1/10/2019 10:47:55 AM allahuniversal Specify which night, please

1/10/2019 10:49:37 AM palmdalekid2 Bloody Wonderland

1/10/2019 10:49:56 AM palmdalekid2 They killed Jackie

1/10/2019 10:50:28 AM palmdalekid2 I live in the Hole [Quartz Hill]

1/10/2019 10:50:48 AM palmdalekid2 I have Josh?

1/10/2019 10:51:05 AM palmdalekid2 I have 🐻

1/10/2019 10:51:42 AM palmdalekid2 6

1/10/2019 10:53:18 AM palmdalekid2 How is Josh here?

How is Elijah here?

How is Noah here?

1/10/2019 10:53:33 AM palmdalekid2 9?

1/10/2019 10:53:51 AM palmdalekid2 now What?

I have the 4 pets too



1/10/2019 10:54:26 AM palmdalekid2 8 Huskies?

1/10/2019 10:54:51 AM palmdalekid2 LJ?

1/10/2019 10:55:06 AM palmdalekid2 You mean my energy is going to Lebron James?

1/10/2019 10:55:16 AM palmdalekid2 Freaky Friday?

1/10/2019 10:56:10 AM palmdalekid2 01/11/2019

32010

3210

330

1/10/2019 11:00:29 AM allahuniversal Hello, A.L.I.C.E.

Goodbye A.L.I.C.E.

1/10/2019 11:00:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reflect on what we have told you in this account to why the US Gov would do such a thing: 

https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1083429798200963073?s=21 …

1/10/2019 11:01:38 AM palmdalekid2 I’m alive dude

1/10/2019 11:01:40 AM heath_jack 🤔

1/10/2019 11:01:50 AM palmdalekid2 CopyCat?

1/10/2019 11:02:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The most Majestic organ in the body is also the most targeted organ in the body. It has been targeted by:

1/ Lack of education about the pineal gland

2/ Classification following all discoveries pertaining to AP, RV, Telepathy, Telekinesis, etc.

3/ Deliberate calcifications.

1/10/2019 11:02:52 AM hispeedtim2876 Cheaper than using children.  But it’s not as potent.  Sick!

1/10/2019 11:03:26 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/961608005946150912?s=19 …

1/10/2019 11:04:17 AM thoughttazer So... they experimented with Penguin pineals to learn how to suppress human glands?

1/10/2019 11:04:27 AM covfefe_grande How can we decalcify our own and undo the damage?

1/10/2019 11:04:41 AM jane_q_patriot Yeah, that's a real head-scratcher and/or eyebrow-raiser, no matter how "woke" you might or might not be.

1/10/2019 11:04:50 AM allahuniversal If so, please answer this ? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1083435281603280896?s=19 …

1/10/2019 11:05:13 AM ff706station7 "Antarctica penguins produce a lot of melatonin. Studies on rodents suggest that melatonin can protect against neurodegeneration"

 http://galacticconnection.com/why-did-u-s-state-department-purchase-frozen-penguin …

1/10/2019 11:06:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 The minds eye or third eye or 6th chakra contains more perception receptors than your two eyes combined. This organ is literally your 

exoconsciousness antennae that enables you to remotely link to other sentient life forms hyperdimensilonally.

1/10/2019 11:07:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Notice the timestamp of the cable:

19:47

Coincidence?

1/10/2019 11:09:18 AM allahuniversal Educate - to bring out

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/educate 

1/10/2019 11:11:50 AM space_sloth26 ABC organization R&D?

1/10/2019 11:13:50 AM dcd51 Very interesting! Lord I've lead a sheltered life.

1/10/2019 11:17:13 AM bubba_dave1 Only ones soul can open ur inner eye! Fact jack!

1/10/2019 11:18:33 AM aschilliam pineal gland is the Tigerpenis for the rich?

1/10/2019 11:19:58 AM daveschroeder18 Wow that is just the trippiest thing I have heard this year! WTF 🐧 pineal glands

1/10/2019 11:21:06 AM mr_bone_crusher What's the most effective way to decalcify your pineal gland?

1/10/2019 11:21:16 AM cocopuffster12 “Deliberate calcification”....you mean like those little pink pills we were given in 2nd grade?? “Chew them up well children”.  Sickening. Vile.

1/10/2019 11:23:17 AM jrocktigers Keep em coming!! Thank you! pic.twitter.com/qDfJEYmKVI

1/10/2019 11:23:23 AM tracyabston Nothing to see here! Yeah right!

1/10/2019 11:24:58 AM integratedwebuk I was given fluoride tablets at school every morning for 7 years!!!!

1/10/2019 11:27:07 AM blackjackpupil is adrenochrome the same as dmt??

1/10/2019 11:27:35 AM turboxyde Just wait until people begin to make the quantum field (for lack of a better yet still limited term) to pineal gland connection in regards to entanglement.  

 With simple and co-creatively/sharable intentions you can do some REALLY cool stuff in the cosmic playground we live in!

1/10/2019 11:27:43 AM lbf777 Meditation. 60 days should start breaking it apart. Also get off the fluoride, coffee, and sodas.

1/10/2019 11:28:32 AM cocopuffster12 A good start is using fluoride free toothpaste, as well as water. Drink green tea, or CBD tea instead of coffee.  (I am sipping CBD green tea) Stop 

drinking alcohol. There’s so much you can do to help yourself, do research, read comments. That will enable you to find your path.💕

1/10/2019 11:30:46 AM lighthouse44444 I take fermented skate oil to decalcify pineal gland.  Within a week I was remembering dreams (hadn't realized I had stopped) and sleeping better, 

deeper. Intuition and many other "senses" have heightened. In addition to the fluoride filtered water, green tea, etc. There are ways

1/10/2019 11:31:31 AM theakmed Pull a Willy Brown and share it with Kamala Harris

1/10/2019 11:36:51 AM itrusttheplan But i dont trust wl anymore.

1/10/2019 11:37:18 AM kimmeykim1 No coincidences 😉

1/10/2019 11:38:27 AM thoughttazer Do certain psychodelic drugs affect enhancement of pineal sensors?

1/10/2019 11:39:21 AM realdonmurphy Do you know anything about Herman?

1/10/2019 11:47:05 AM jane_q_patriot Omg, you just gave me flashbacks about those damn things. I'd totally forgotten. (Guess they did their job!) And weren't there also little flavored sticks 

you could chew on? That were orange or something? So effin' wrong.

1/10/2019 11:51:18 AM cocopuffster12 Doesn’t it make your blood boil! I do not remember my mother giving permission. They certainly did do their jobs. I do not believe I ever had the stick 

experience, I am sure I would remember! It is enraging. Fires me up more!! You can feel the changes occurring now, 4 the better

1/10/2019 11:54:19 AM cocopuffster12 OMGosh!! That is hideous!! Like, totally unreal. I cannot believe what they have gotten away with.

1/10/2019 11:58:15 AM jane_q_patriot It's pretty infuriating. At least they'd stopped fogging the neighborhood streets with DDT by the time I was a kid. Now they just engineer it into the 

food. This all needs to end NOW.

1/10/2019 11:59:54 AM sc70542739 Sick!

1/10/2019 12:00:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 When SHEEP sleep, WOLVES feed.

1/10/2019 12:01:37 PM djlok 3!  Not a coincidence!!

1/10/2019 12:05:03 PM allahuniversal "Sleeping pill, reject"

1/10/2019 12:06:46 PM keith369me Controlled experiment (isolated location) to study controlling a population (penguin) without anybody finding out.  Provides data to nearby “labs” that 

can help extrapolate methods of control in other populations in less isolated locations.  MKUltra Penguins?

1/10/2019 12:08:24 PM keith369me As much as the time stamp on the Tweet?

1/10/2019 12:09:21 PM cocopuffster12 Oh!! That’s right!! The Malathion helicopters! Totally forgot about those! As children, we would be outside to check them out, watching as they flew 

side by side. Then we’d run in the house, then right back outside when they passed. (I think I’ll have a 2nd cup of CBD green tea)

1/10/2019 12:10:48 PM si11112018 My new workout pants...  🤣 #wolveseatsheep

😥🐲🦂 pic.twitter.com/CbPm89RoV3

1/10/2019 12:11:20 PM cocopuffster12 Love them!!



1/10/2019 12:12:10 PM si11112018 😘😜

1/10/2019 12:12:31 PM leondecrypto dmt kicks ass to the pineal gland. Don't know about mush and lsd tho.

1/10/2019 12:14:45 PM jollyrob2 Time stamp is When it began?...But time is an illusion...

1/10/2019 12:15:34 PM jojoe12299 😂😂😂

1/10/2019 12:15:44 PM heath_jack Pineal gland?

1/10/2019 12:15:56 PM toffer_anon_369 I have been taking Fermented Ratfish Liver Oil (aka Skate Liver oil) and iodine every day for about 3 weeks now; and I am having incredibly vivid and 

memorable dreams! pic.twitter.com/quVy7s20Op

1/10/2019 12:17:54 PM mr_bone_crusher Are you referring to caffeine intake?

1/10/2019 12:21:08 PM blackjackpupil phew. thanks.

1/10/2019 12:21:38 PM giediknight Alex Jones woke me up to the fluoride in the drinking water, I have been filtering ever since. AJ actually sounds like he has had Majestic influence.

1/10/2019 12:21:44 PM jane_q_patriot I'm pretty sure that the really old glass bottle of pure malathion with the rotting plastic pill cap I later found in my dad's garage/workshop contributed 

greatly to his Parkinson's and severe anemia before he died. My left eye started twitching just thinking about it. ☹️

1/10/2019 12:23:01 PM cryptocrab4 That's a good looking rear end

1/10/2019 12:23:49 PM nmchristoban ...and then? pic.twitter.com/Z4vqoW9R4J

1/10/2019 12:26:41 PM lbf777 Yup. Caffeine is bad but fluoride is much worst.

1/10/2019 12:27:47 PM cocopuffster12 Ha ha!! I thought the same thing, but thought I’d keep that tidbit to myself!😂😂😂

1/10/2019 12:27:55 PM jones9536 Any tips on how to heal our pineal gland or undue  the damage?

1/10/2019 12:29:09 PM scott_rick And Richard Byrd

1/10/2019 12:29:42 PM cocopuffster12 Oh, I am sure it did! So sorry. They have gotten away with so much.

1/10/2019 12:29:47 PM gi6stars Thanks for sharing this

1/10/2019 12:31:32 PM cocopuffster12 I am not sure about AJ. I believe the fluoride, of course. There is so much conflicting info re AJ.

1/10/2019 12:32:17 PM jane_q_patriot Thank you. And they have. But we WILL stop it. For the next generation. The only true justice there is. 🙏🏼💖

1/10/2019 12:32:28 PM scott_rick Add Apple cider vinegar also.  Mrs Braggs unfiltered is the most common

1/10/2019 12:33:10 PM cocopuffster12 Go to Majestic 12’s thread re his Wikileaks post about the Penguin pineal glands. Read the thread and comments. That will get you on your way!😍

1/10/2019 12:34:03 PM cocopuffster12 We are stopping it. No more.♥️

1/10/2019 12:34:16 PM toffer_anon_369 YW!  I researched it on my own and found another source recommending the FRFLO and 53, before I found MJ12's post.  Gonna try 34 and charcoal as 

well.  Pretty sure nobody can afford to install a RO shower system haha!

1/10/2019 12:34:53 PM freestateojones Hoping to have some talks soon. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/959033373225254912?s=19 …

1/10/2019 12:35:23 PM kimmitt_tom How?

1/10/2019 12:43:20 PM toffer_anon_369 The dream I had last night was SO vivid, I was playing (as a kid) with one of my best friends, who has passed away; we were at my grandparents house 

(they've passed too) and we were going around the yard looking for crystals and geodes and pocketing them

1/10/2019 12:43:48 PM toffer_anon_369 I don't know anything about crystals or geodes - but they sure looked cool in the dream!

1/10/2019 12:46:50 PM gi6stars Our daughter has been using charcoal toothpaste for our Grandchildren. I thought she was crazy but I know she does research and now this info. Very 

interesting.

1/10/2019 12:47:45 PM gi6stars What is FRFLO and 53?

1/10/2019 12:49:08 PM lovethebeach999 They have lots of penguins in Buenos Aires

1/10/2019 12:50:53 PM lovethebeach999 How do you take the iodine?  I bought a tincture but no idea how to administer

1/10/2019 12:51:18 PM toffer_anon_369 Fermented Ratfish Liver Oil.  53=Iodine.  34=Selenium.  Just shortening due to character limitations

1/10/2019 12:51:59 PM lbf777 The sodas have other poisons in them too other than Caffiene though. They are mostly bad. All the diet stuff like diet coke or diet sugars have 

aspartame which is also extremely toxic to the mind and body.

1/10/2019 12:52:13 PM freestateojones Have searched your tweets for info re: "pineal". 

Not much covered in terms of decalcification/activation. 

Would love to have you elaborate on it further from a MAJ standpoint. 

Thanks. 

 https://www.thehealersjournal.com/2012/12/17/rapid-detoxification-of-the-third-eye-pineal-gland/ …
1/10/2019 12:52:29 PM toffer_anon_369 I have the drops, add one drop to any drink.  Just one drop per day is what I was told.

1/10/2019 12:54:28 PM lovethebeach999 Thanks.  I’m going to start too.

1/10/2019 12:54:57 PM hispeedtim2876 Opps. Truth.  Sick. pic.twitter.com/wtHhLjrx9H

1/10/2019 1:00:04 PM thetempestchip They confirmed that sungazing with proper protection helps decalcify the pineal, thats all i can recall at the moment. When i was younger i dabbled 

with Walter Rawls pineal experiment and quickly noticed changes...i recommend looking into this my dude

1/10/2019 1:02:36 PM askesis369 The best misinformation is that with a little bit of truth mixed in

1/10/2019 1:04:38 PM cryptocrab4 I know , the only reason I said it is 1) I don't tell lies 2) She went first and showed it. A huge compliment but damn that is a good curve 👏 crack crack 

😂😂😂😂

1/10/2019 1:07:19 PM skeye_watching @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are they playing ball with China?

1/10/2019 1:08:04 PM cyrusth43542350 Any advice you could give about decalcifying our pineal glands? 

Or any recommended books/readings on how to utilize it?

1/10/2019 1:09:41 PM enomai_ Smaller amounts of THC - maybe a couple intakes of the really good stuff. Nothing that will get you "stoned" but something in the middle.

1/10/2019 1:09:44 PM dr_t_dc Did they really transport "penguin" pineal glands or were the glands form children?

1/10/2019 1:16:53 PM thoughttazer interesting. never tried dmt- but way back in the college days- acid & shrooms. It was definitely a shift in consciousness. But wonder if that is pineal-

related.

1/10/2019 1:18:03 PM charmanda9 It is my understanding that they do and therefore I weened myself off of them last spring. I can tell the difference.

1/10/2019 1:18:52 PM jones9536 Lol. I hear ya

1/10/2019 1:23:11 PM derekhashalon  http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/notrocketscience/2011/06/21/humans-have-a-magnetic-sensor-in-our-eyes-but-can-we-see-magnetic-

fields/#.XDe3iaRybYU …

1/10/2019 1:26:26 PM charmanda9 Here is what I have done: I quit drinking alcohol, went off anti-depressants, completely replaced my water supply with reverse osmosis plus UV light 

filtered water, only brush with non-fluoridated toothpaste, I completely turn off my phone at night while I sleep.

1/10/2019 1:26:36 PM 11luv777 is that y we should be covered with sun covered products so we DONT open our 3rd all knowing eye

1/10/2019 1:29:47 PM sl_jaycee ayahuasca is a detox plant and kambo is also a detox...your pineal will up and operating after working with either

1/10/2019 1:31:42 PM jr93752121 Wait till it's lucid dreaming.  So much fun.

1/10/2019 1:34:16 PM jones9536 Have you noticed improvements from doing those things?

1/10/2019 1:39:15 PM lighthouse44444 Yes. Stop using floride and work to purge from your system.  It's suprising what happens when you begin to decalcify. See previous Tweets for recos on 

where you can beging.  Good luck!

1/10/2019 1:41:33 PM giediknight Example?

1/10/2019 1:44:23 PM wwtravelr Yes. "Ayahuasca". Amazing. All natural. Male and female roots are ground up and liquified: https://thethirdwave.co/psychedelics/ayahuasca/ …



1/10/2019 1:47:07 PM taradea08775439  https://scottjeffrey.com/pineal-gland-detox-supplements/ …

1/10/2019 1:47:29 PM taradea08775439 Factor X butter oil I have been taking

1/10/2019 1:50:11 PM taradea08775439  https://scottjeffrey.com/pineal-gland-detox-supplements/ …

1/10/2019 1:50:12 PM mrsroman23 Yeah I haven’t made the connection with entanglement theory. What is it?

1/10/2019 2:00:57 PM mr_bone_crusher I see. How's this sound: bottled water only, no caffeine, daily dosages of nascent iodine and fermented skate liver oil, and 30 minutes of meditation 

daily. I hear the iodine and skate liver oil can help.

1/10/2019 2:09:22 PM lbf777 A lot of the bottled water has fluoride in it too. Some of it is just tap water. You should get a $100 alkeline water filter & put it on your kitchen sink. It 

will purify the water very well. Iodine is great. Not familiar with liver oil. 30 min meditation great. 

...

1/10/2019 2:10:08 PM lbf777 Meditation has to be done right. It means total cessation of thought or movement. It's best to do on the grass or in a hammock. 2nd best is on a bed 

with blindfolds and noise blocking earmuffs. This is the most powerful method of all.

1/10/2019 2:16:03 PM patriot2nd me 2!

1/10/2019 2:17:02 PM patriot2nd to keep us dumb

1/10/2019 2:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/11

Power of 3s

1/11/2019

3, 3, 9

Coincidence?

9, 3, 3

   9

 3  3

1st 3 = ???

2nd 3 = ???

9 = 45
1/10/2019 2:22:03 PM roarquiet Occult much?

1/10/2019 2:22:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Government, not Military. You will be shot on sight if you attempt. No laws would protect you.

1/10/2019 2:22:28 PM pomeinnz Yeh

Nagh

1/10/2019 2:22:41 PM graceligon  https://www.disclose.tv/unsolved-mystery-why-did-the-us-state-department-purchase-frozen-penguin-pineal-glands-315951 …

1/10/2019 2:23:52 PM totalbullshitur Explain it to me like I’m 6

1/10/2019 2:24:21 PM scott_rick Will anything BIG happen?

1/10/2019 2:25:05 PM lori_dee1 Jordan you can wait to be invited very soon!!

1/10/2019 2:25:11 PM collectvcat Jordan. SMH. You know better.

1/10/2019 2:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typo?

9, 3, 3

What's wrong and why?

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1082522863448608768?s=21 …

1/10/2019 2:26:08 PM hswcyd This does not make a lot of sense to me. What if we are using octal? 9=11>2 ???

1/10/2019 2:26:20 PM lovesamerica10 I don’t know why, but I just love this answer. 

I’d love to visit Area 51, doesn’t sound like it’ll be anytime soon😉

1/10/2019 2:26:49 PM youstinksoap One 3 is innocence/pure/light..?

1/10/2019 2:29:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Big" is a quantitatively relative adjective that has no intrinsic meaning on its own.

1/10/2019 2:29:21 PM richardbramlet6 Nope as usual it's a trap

1/10/2019 2:30:13 PM dancarwells um yeap nope i don't follow

1/10/2019 2:31:25 PM 1_decided_voter Is there a more basic (101) course for this stuff? I understand the following image, but as to the significance or how this applies to anything in a 

meaningful way is beyond me... pic.twitter.com/4VULdXXxc0

1/10/2019 2:31:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unsolved? Solved. We were studying Pineal Glands and we wanted to experiment with psycho inducing drugs like DMT, LSD, THC, etc. These birds 

because:

1/ Nobody would say anything because of classification, location, and need to know.

1/10/2019 2:31:51 PM blsdbe If 45=9 then are the 3's 2 others working with 45?

1/10/2019 2:32:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Not a typo?. Vortex math dictates that this is a pattern and the more these numbers are used, the more powerful.

1/10/2019 2:33:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ It would he more difficult to get away with killing over 250K penguins throughout our research if they were pigeons or doves.

3/ Penguins have more developed pineal glands than most other birds. Some of their decisions are "very human".

1/10/2019 2:33:38 PM youstinksoap Light

We, the People

DJT

1/10/2019 2:34:37 PM scott_rick Are we going to see some aliens that we all know are on the planet?  Haha thanks

1/10/2019 2:35:03 PM je_weed_707_ MJ12. When will you actually disclose something? So far seems like more connect the dots than laying it all out.

1/10/2019 2:35:50 PM graceligon So melatonin?

1/10/2019 2:35:58 PM youstinksoap I was reading about pineal decalcification today....read that using magic mushrooms or DMT could decalc.   quicker - any truth to this?

1/10/2019 2:39:43 PM retiredguy7 Never was any good at math...this makes my head spin, and I wish it didn't.  I sooo want to understand this.

1/10/2019 2:41:25 PM cocopuffster12 Nice!! No coffee, consume CBD, exercise.

1/10/2019 2:43:11 PM cocopuffster12 For sure - it helps all the way around. Meditate/pray as well. You will def notice! It’s super exciting. You will want to do more. Disconnect, turn off tv, 

get in nature. It’s pretty awesome.

1/10/2019 2:43:28 PM ijilderda 😂 i know right.... same here 😩

1/10/2019 2:43:56 PM nmchristoban 1112019

15

6

1/10/2019 2:44:53 PM hawkgirlinmn And because 9 governs 3 and 6? 9 is the universe in entirety.  The triangle then becomes more meaningful and powerful.

1/10/2019 2:45:01 PM gregory52594205 Ya heard this before. Do it.

1/10/2019 2:47:00 PM worldxplorer1 I feel as lost as you Qurious-Traveler.  Like I kind of get it, but I am really having trouble seeing the practical application.

1/10/2019 2:47:53 PM hawkgirlinmn Think of it this way...i think...see the 3,6,9 triangle? The number outside that are 3rd dimension numbers. 369 is 4th and 5th. 3 governs 1,2,4. 6 governs 

8,7,5 and 9 governs 3,6. 9 is the universe. Everything revolves around it. Therefore, the triangle of 3,6,9 is majestic.



1/10/2019 2:48:37 PM qanoncomau In a POTUS speech the other day, he said 'you can bring 3, you bring 6, you bring 9, you can bring 12'

Was he referring to a CLOCK?

If 9 = 45

Then 3 = 15, 6 = 30

But I'm not sure what your two 3's are referring to

1/10/2019 2:49:05 PM daveo6145 Calcified through fluoride in water/toothpaste, alcohol, soda, among other things.

1/10/2019 2:49:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Would 1800 be 6 instead of 9? Or am I thinking too literally?

1/10/2019 2:50:47 PM daveschroeder18 Also they have specifically talked about alcohol, smoking, soft drinks, sodium fluoride found in water and tooth paste and meditation obviously.

1/10/2019 2:52:35 PM blsdbe (Facepalm) sometimes I read about the things, we, as a species, have been engaged in, and it is hard not to feel ashamed of our history. We can be 

better than this. We must be better than this, somehow...

1/10/2019 2:53:37 PM retiredguy7 Actually, it's probably not the math so much, but the riddles using numbers that confuses me...

1/10/2019 2:55:30 PM ascension_guide Big pharmaceutical at it again.

Dosing eveyone with??

Something fishy is going on... pic.twitter.com/5QCS9Go7bF

1/10/2019 2:55:37 PM sehvehn maybe its the blueprints of the matrix.....they put i 3,6,9 because they are missing. i think this may be for people who need to put things into 

numbers...but what if tapping into yourself gets you to the 9 naturally? (or without stressing on the math?)

1/10/2019 2:56:19 PM the_iza_ 3... 6... 9...

1/10/2019 2:57:15 PM sehvehn Nikola Tesla was said to understand the secrets. what if he only had 'part' of the secret? how was Nikola's life? happy? joyful? (sincere question)

1/10/2019 2:57:19 PM billyj1616 9/3/2019

1/10/2019 3:00:13 PM lambohodlr 3=1/11

6=1+1+1+2+1+9=15=1+5=6

9=45

3,6,9

Numbers in progression.

Something will happen on this date.
1/10/2019 3:00:53 PM nicmccormic  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

1/10/2019 3:00:58 PM hawkgirlinmn 1/11=3  201=3  9=45    So reversed, 3/3/2019 will be UBER majestic. 🤯

1/10/2019 3:01:24 PM stormwatcher65 I seriously give up...I am officially proclaiming myself to be an idiot. I do not understand! I may as well turn democrat... lol

1/10/2019 3:04:37 PM ijilderda I'm thinking wayyyy too hard while probably it seems to be quite simple. 😁 but hey..We see other things. Together we'll get there!

1/10/2019 3:05:37 PM kalamojakka 🤣 same!

1/10/2019 3:06:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 SIGCOM is not the easiest to decipher. Intended audience can decipher correctly.

1/10/2019 3:08:06 PM zack_stone So protesting millions of people wouldnt work either. #Yellowvests

1/10/2019 3:12:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 233 minutes long.

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/AmyKinLA/status/1083108591643414533 …

1/10/2019 3:12:33 PM zagnett MJ, "Big" for me is something public enough to get one or a few people that could seriously affect my life for the worse (if they wish), to realize i'm not 

crazy for just considering this stuff, even Q. Or I may need a personal "Citizen Joe" RDA-style save/cameo at some point.

1/10/2019 3:13:16 PM richardbramlet6 Nothing to see here

1/10/2019 3:13:34 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/Ascension_Guide/status/1081004011162140673 … pic.twitter.com/PWmh6yUy4S

1/10/2019 3:14:44 PM zagnett 233 minutes? I'd rather listen to the 4+ hour Roswell interview again. Far more fascinating.

1/10/2019 3:14:59 PM stormwatcher65 I was thinking the same thing. This is disheartening.

1/10/2019 3:15:05 PM _the_psychonaut Disclosure is gonna be insane! Lots of shit that people will not want to believe is true but also technological advancements like we have never seen 

before that can propel us towards an interplanetary species! Excited for the golden race

1/10/2019 3:15:09 PM blankmarlo You think he did it or nah? Either way they're definitely throwing him under the bus all over again to distract from the truly depraved stuff going on 

with the elites.

1/10/2019 3:16:04 PM lambohodlr 2 three three

2 3s?

3=child

2 children = two threes.

No coincidence.
1/10/2019 3:16:12 PM moemc8 I'm impressed you understand this image!  I'll NEVER understand numbers. Ugh!

1/10/2019 3:18:23 PM ascension_guide Thank you! 🙏

1/10/2019 3:19:06 PM 1_decided_voter Start at 1, each point doubles. After 8 is 16, but is represented as 1+6 (7), then 32 is represented as 3+2 (5), etc.

1/10/2019 3:21:33 PM 1_decided_voter There are a couple anomalies that align with this thinking as well, like 9 times anything will always result in the digits adding up to 9. Example: 9x9=81, 

9x11=99=18=9. Beyond that, I'm pretty clueless about how it's applicable to anything practical.

1/10/2019 3:21:55 PM zagnett x2 IS's (immortal-spiritual beings) and x1 God-type being...and a partridge in a peartree? Too late for catchy Xmas tunes? They are forming an all-seeing 

eye or something?

Ok i should just say i have no idea.

1/10/2019 3:24:43 PM zagnett The x2 IS's are Forrestal (helping to run the MJ account), &whoever is behind Q?

1/10/2019 3:25:32 PM keith369me I had to watch the Tesla 3, 6, 9 video a few times and I’m good with math.  To me, the circle with polygons creating the toroid was very important.

1/10/2019 3:26:16 PM blsdbe Let us be encouraged that there IS an intended audience, and lets keep trying to figure it out too!

1/10/2019 3:26:57 PM turboxyde Send love and forgiveness to those who do not know what they do. This includes us, in reeling from disclosure and the "choices" made to keep all this a 

secret. In secrecy lies the crux of humanity's folly... this too shall pass with compassion and evidence as our guides.

1/10/2019 3:27:58 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Light INTO Darkness (esp. militaristic ( http://saharasia.org )) is only achieved one way.

The one way you don’t have.

—!?

“He who trades liberty for security deserves better customer service.” — .@nsa

You know what happens next. It’s up to you to press play. pic.twitter.com/TQgq8gnkdm

1/10/2019 3:28:23 PM keith369me Related to 💀/Bones?  Why do I feel like MJ was a patsy for a corrupt industry?



1/10/2019 3:28:43 PM airnspace1 Clearly sarcasm

1/10/2019 3:29:06 PM zagnett I just think of 9, 6, 3 as the correct trinity to the corrupted Catholic churches' "Father, Son, & Holy Spirit" trinity.

9 = God

6 = Some lowly 3d being w/no majestic abilities; 666 = Carbon-12 based lifeform 6n6p6e (nothing evil per se). Me!

3 = An immortal spiritual (IS) being

1/10/2019 3:31:39 PM djlok I'll vouch for you, buddy!! (Not sure how much that's worth though).   Worst case maybe we can all fill up the mental institutions at once and REALLY 

accelerate #TheGreatAwakening !!

1/10/2019 3:33:43 PM zagnett Hey thanks buddy!! C U there! Maybe we can play 4-D chess since we'll have the time. I hear that game is pretty popular nowadays lol!

1/10/2019 3:36:14 PM djlok I just learned regular chess (only bc of all the Q references), so by the time the paddy wagon comes for us I should be ready to learn 4-D chess!

1/10/2019 3:36:39 PM jm19712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

-Personal deep dive in to Empire of Tartaria worth my time?

1/10/2019 3:37:04 PM toffer_anon_369 The avian races are not going to like hearing this!  Was MJ12 the initiator of the pineal suppression or trying to understand what another group had 

been doing to humanity?

1/10/2019 3:37:26 PM tikicolada I was just in the area... pic.twitter.com/TPiKsmWil1

1/10/2019 3:38:25 PM zagnett Yup. "Time is an illusion" but i'm sure it won't feel that way when ur wrongly sent to a mental institution. You'll be a "4-D" grandmaster in months, tops!

1/10/2019 3:39:37 PM shallknown 3=Schumer?

3=Pelosi?

1/10/2019 3:40:57 PM charmcityanon I've watched quite a few of the Tesla videos I feel like i get the concept but all in all I feel lost lol

1/10/2019 3:42:19 PM toffer_anon_369 This??   https://www.foxnews.com/science/something-very-strange-is-happening-to-earths-magnetic-north-pole-and-no-one-knows-why …

1/10/2019 3:45:40 PM freestateojones Have you found the real him? 👌 pic.twitter.com/5LQo2u5kwE

1/10/2019 3:46:24 PM aprilbrown99 We, you and I, and most of the population would never ever do such horrendous things because we are good and kind. Unlike the EVIL that has lurked 

in dark corners for so long. This sh!t needs to end!  How many more things will we learn?  Heartbreaking. 💔

1/10/2019 3:47:01 PM sentinel_17q This is the part the the general public is shielded from. It’s a predatory issue where those addicted to the practice will stop at nothing to get it. 

It also means the original creators of the drug hold this over all of their users heads-

1/10/2019 3:47:39 PM keith369me Keep trying...I had to back up several times with each segment

1/10/2019 3:48:36 PM djlok Ha ha!  Love this tweet!!👆👆👆

1/10/2019 3:48:37 PM scott_rick Pole Shift, that’s a big one!

1/10/2019 3:48:48 PM sentinel_17q Mj12 I would suggest delivering more information about MK Ultra as well and the possible ties of the initiating party

1/10/2019 3:49:42 PM youstinksoap Hmm... MJ was abused, but I did not think he actually was a perpetrator.   Wasn't he suicided also?!

1/10/2019 3:51:17 PM hippiechickie58 I've thought this for a long time. When you take him out of the box it all makes sense. Years of trying to relate and accept and it finally clicked.

1/10/2019 3:52:17 PM doyle_media Is this —  https://youtu.be/wvjJqIXYT1w  — a joke .@Jordan_Sather_ ? You’re well–intentioned, but you need to grow up — and straighten up kid.

Cc: #Q .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1083508781617565696 …

1/10/2019 3:52:59 PM timkania MJ 12 *is* Michael Jackson!! He’s alive !!

1/10/2019 4:01:56 PM junglerednm Michael Jackson and Dave Dave comparison  https://youtu.be/OfRSaJz0kxg  via @YouTube👈🏻@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔👆🏻

1/10/2019 4:01:59 PM freestateojones I'm not saying that's the 'real him' was just a little joke for Cherokee. 

I'd say it's not hard to believe that the person known as Jesus had come to Earth for some very specific reasons - and one of them was to teach.

1/10/2019 4:02:05 PM anuishboucher Penguins or kids ?

1/10/2019 4:12:40 PM maudeaz They're using MJ (and I believe false allegations) to garner empathy  towards pedophiles

1/10/2019 4:14:56 PM mongrelglory 3= IS = child?

1/10/2019 4:15:27 PM mr_bone_crusher I meditate in my office chair (that reclines) using a sleep mask to block light and Bose noise cancelling headphones to listen to isochronic tones. I try to 

focus on my breathing.

1/10/2019 4:18:02 PM lbf777 That’s the right idea for sure. Ultimately, the feeling of nothingness is the aim. Then magical things happen.

1/10/2019 4:21:38 PM hawkgirlinmn So if 3 governs 2 and 3’s are children saved and protected and 9 governs 3 and two 9’s are IS-BE forces then it would be 399 which would be majestic? 

Close? 🥴

1/10/2019 4:32:30 PM gooniesnvrsayd1 I have tried staring at goats... doesn’t work... they just ate my shoelaces

1/10/2019 4:36:12 PM zagnett Why does this remind me of the 3 "pre-cogs" in the "Minority Report" movie - Agatha, Arthur, & Dashiell? Maybe where Agatha was the more 

powerful one (the "9"), & the twins were the "3"s.

1/10/2019 4:36:32 PM cryptocrab4 probably , anything else ? Whenever the are symbols it is in multiples ... your all over the place at times which isn't military or majestic.

Provide something other than games please. Sloppy work to me and I am watching CLOSELY now.

1/10/2019 4:36:58 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  This is a great resource above! 🥰

1/10/2019 4:39:55 PM mongrelglory I remember those chewable pills.  They were like candy!

1/10/2019 4:40:57 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would the steel wall break the natural telluric currents of the earth?

1/10/2019 4:42:49 PM heath_jack Is Antarctica related?🤔

1/10/2019 4:46:23 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has said he was 187'd.

1/10/2019 4:48:06 PM lizkoyen When does a new day start,12:00 midnight in the middle of the night? Or sun rise, so should we not calculate from sunrise/sunset acourding to the sun 

or night hours? When does a new Month start acording to the Gregorian Calendar? Or acording to the moon, sun and stars patterns

1/10/2019 4:55:45 PM cryptocrab4  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/288219557_The_morphology_of_the_pineal_gland_of_the_Magellanic_penguin_Spheniscus_magellanicus

_Forster_1781 …

1/10/2019 4:56:00 PM tymecrystal (Q)17=8  (R) 18=9     8+9=17 Q       8 x 9= 72      72 hz is the high end perfect voltage frequency of the human body.    7+2= 9      9 is the frequency 

number of the activation of the Golden Ratio in our DNA....9=FREEDOM  

 Q book 9th Freedoms

1/10/2019 4:57:23 PM mr_bone_crusher Than you very much for your help.

1/10/2019 5:00:03 PM doyle_eng The Bormann Enterprises (as creators of Europe Inc.) –  https://youtu.be/fvz234RAlu8  [#NoamChomsky] ℅ then persisting NYC presence (@CFR_org) – 

 https://youtu.be/OLZf7FNP9As  – ships (modified) mammalian Antarctic pineal glands to [🇻🇦] – / via [🇬🇧—thru—🏴            ] for further verification testing... 

pic.twitter.com/uNDQJ8dLgh

1/10/2019 5:00:14 PM roarquiet  pic.twitter.com/RnDsXqaLPI

1/10/2019 5:05:25 PM datruseeka Why keep that so called knowledge “classified” or top secret.   It’s beyond absurd.  Speaks volumes of those with a lack of compassion and wisdom.



1/10/2019 5:06:56 PM doyle_eng When are you going to disclose that it is ONLY the #blue light receptor that is not connected to the visual cortex?

Why would an “avian” ‘avatar’ be blue?

What colour did Wilhelm Reich’s fingers, hands and skin begin to become? Blue.

 http://saharasia.org  | 4/9 = Orgone != ½. pic.twitter.com/dBur2uk4kq

1/10/2019 5:15:12 PM richardbramlet6 Big wigs forget they work for us

1/10/2019 5:15:24 PM doyle_eng The #hyperdimensional science you now require does not require the splicing of mysticism or metaphor into it any longer:

The Point at which a metaphor becomes Truly illuminating is the point at which it breaks down.

You cannot leave the Platonic #Cave, alone.

Truly #newscience pic.twitter.com/H8GilzEjtv

1/10/2019 5:17:30 PM doyle_eng  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1083439028769378304 …

1/10/2019 5:19:00 PM djlok You may not want to do it until the Q phase of #TheGreatAwakening is complete.  Lot of bad people running around out there right now!!  Cabal goes 

bye bye, hopefully it will become safe so we can all take off our masks!!

1/10/2019 5:24:50 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/QjGZkBOM9c

1/10/2019 5:28:02 PM alwayzsomethin They must be targeting the lunatic  left. That explains their outrageous behavior over everything! 🤔

1/10/2019 5:30:58 PM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 first time humans see dying black hole in action. New physics?

1/10/2019 5:36:40 PM cocopuffster12 Yes! Yoga!! All such great ideas!! Hiking too!

1/10/2019 5:39:02 PM zagnett Oh that's not you?? The mustache & thin goatee are awesome though!

j/k

1/10/2019 5:39:35 PM charmanda9 Absolutely.

1/10/2019 5:39:36 PM goyaeq You should check out clif highs old work.  He said data sets were consistently showing hordes of people without food stamps overtaking 51, Wright's 

Pat, etc.  If he's right wait until then.

1/10/2019 5:41:16 PM ascension_guide Tonight moon. Never seen one come and go so fast! pic.twitter.com/t2GOCygocy

1/10/2019 5:41:51 PM therealbigneum Getting tired of coincidences and puzzles. Only coincidences i want to see is obama and killary in adjoining cells

1/10/2019 5:43:53 PM doyle_eng The practical viability of your continuing to use the mistake in the “Rodin” coil —  https://youtu.be/H49RWfaiRMg  — as an Informational weapon, is 

becoming non–feasible. Rapidly.

What is the Earthly origination of Military itself?

 http://saharasia.org  ⏳

Coincidence? ... pic.twitter.com/x0p0HrMYlQ
1/10/2019 5:50:21 PM moemc8 Thank you for your patience! Its a start for me

1/10/2019 5:54:08 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Everything is Intention:

SURRENDER the “Power of 3” ~ Learn:

And Leave the Cave.

You can call me collect — as long as you actually leave a message at the tone. Coincidence? No:  http://saharasia.org  — Learn. Humility. Rapidly.

 https://itunes.apple.com/au/album/the-lazy-song/576670451 …

1/10/2019 5:54:33 PM lori_dee1 Mysterious Radio Bursts in Outer Space 

Researchers at SETI used a machine-learning algorithm to uncover 72 new "fast radio bursts" (FRB) previously unidentified

7+2 = 9 https://fxn.ws/2TF601j 

1/10/2019 5:55:52 PM lori_dee1 The FRBs are coming from galaxy FRB 121102. When combined with the 21 FRBs previously found on Aug. 26, 2017, the total now comes to new 93 

FRBs discovered.

Many examples of the power of 3

1/10/2019 5:57:06 PM toffer_anon_369 or is it simply SIGnal COMing == Potus on @seanhannity in 4 minutes [RADIO SILENCE] 21:00

1/10/2019 5:57:27 PM nam531 What does this mean?

1/10/2019 5:59:45 PM djlok 😀

1/10/2019 5:59:54 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!!

1/10/2019 6:00:29 PM psyopsec Who died on 9/11?

1/10/2019 6:00:34 PM djlok I'll wear the mask to the institution...that's how you'll recognize me!

1/10/2019 6:01:41 PM zagnett You look a little pale though. Hopefully they'll let you go outside regularly.

1/10/2019 6:02:50 PM cocopuffster12 Are birthdates significant for any reason? 10.1.1963

1/10/2019 6:04:18 PM djlok I hope so too! I just won't tell them why I'm going out- to look for our ET friends!!

1/10/2019 6:04:46 PM nam531 You are listing the company names and floors. Correct?

1/10/2019 6:19:27 PM _chelseaproject Very witty non-answer.

1/10/2019 6:20:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you @Acosta!

Now ask the Q

Future proves past.

Search for our messages to you.

Reflect on the optics.

Ask Trump: "Mr President, are you Q+ on QAnon?"

Retweet if you agree.

Use the tools we've shared with you.

"Mr President, are you Q+ on QAnon?" https://twitter.com/Acosta/status/1083440238075236353 …
1/10/2019 6:20:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

1/10/2019 6:25:32 PM 5t3f4n2 Is Jimbo one of the clown cards that DJT has in his chess card games!!! 

Good move Jim, 

Big thanks

1/10/2019 6:25:57 PM booksey_226 He will never do it.

1/10/2019 6:26:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not with an attitude like that.

1/10/2019 6:27:41 PM coralineelise I would love for Acosta to prove us all wrong. I’m cool with it. 😎

1/10/2019 6:29:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Yessss!! pic.twitter.com/BhSYdIsWSD

1/10/2019 6:29:06 PM libertyspring99 I still have no clue as to what this means! But onwards to victory! 😂

#maga #qanon #victoryofthelight



1/10/2019 6:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Public Disclosure

All prepared meals negatively impact your pineal gland intentionally by design by obstructing cannabinol receptors with natural flavors. Patented. 

Trademarked. Classified. Have you noticed the concept is being rebranded with health trends and diets? Danger ☠️.

1/10/2019 6:31:33 PM right_sideof Redirect or start a river into the gulf with rapids and a monster current to wash away the trash. Dig it the length of the border where possible. Mine 

fields where NOT possible

1/10/2019 6:31:34 PM coralineelise What can we do to clean our pineal gland....our third eye??

1/10/2019 6:32:02 PM coralineelise Right on. I agree with the power of will.

1/10/2019 6:32:37 PM cocopuffster12 Pretty sure Majestic 12 is not referring to Acosta

1/10/2019 6:33:03 PM fergal_maw  pic.twitter.com/PU2rBGi9r7

1/10/2019 6:33:55 PM booksey_226 Alright let do it!

1/10/2019 6:33:56 PM canadaprotrump What happens if I already obstruct my cannabinol receptors with cannabioids ? I like to think Marijuana > anti-depressent

1/10/2019 6:33:57 PM right_sideof May I add a number 4? DISCOURAGED, RIDICULED and FRIGHTENED away from by organized religions.

1/10/2019 6:34:07 PM mapyourworld1 Is there something we should look for on the ingredients list?

1/10/2019 6:34:46 PM sabina06706427 Is there a new earth parallel to this earth where we can ascend to? 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

1/10/2019 6:35:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 After death, yes, will it.

1/10/2019 6:35:18 PM freestateojones Ask The Question Alibio James @Acosta. 

26K Feet -> 40K Feet

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#WeThePeople

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/AP9FiuTzWg
1/10/2019 6:35:23 PM turboxyde The subjective power of a human pineal gland in the energetic "hands" of a quantum field dreamweaver has the potential to manifest change in the 

objective shared reality... draw upon the field, amplify the probabilities and compress the light with your co-creative intentions!

1/10/2019 6:35:48 PM coralineelise Yes! I will buy a round of drinks for EVERYONE if it happens!

1/10/2019 6:36:08 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks for sharing that!!

1/10/2019 6:36:15 PM silverburst1 Shouldn’t it be non-natural?

1/10/2019 6:37:19 PM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/MSyps4SnMj

1/10/2019 6:37:35 PM allahuniversal Will https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920?s=19 …

1/10/2019 6:37:45 PM crux41507251 He doesn’t have the balls to ask that Question!

1/10/2019 6:38:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Guardians of the Galaxy

Tell us, what was it about?

What Disclosure did you get from it?

We could spoon feed this, or you could try to use some of the information contained in this account to learn how to decipher disclosure through 

Majestic programming.

We are only guiding.

1/10/2019 6:38:41 PM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/Glz0PvfhR5

1/10/2019 6:39:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/10/2019 6:39:31 PM zagnett Is the "natural flavor" Senomyx out of the food supply yet? https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/09/01/what-you-dont-know-

about-flavor-enhancers-can-harm-you.aspx …

1/10/2019 6:39:52 PM heath_jack Good info thank you Majestic. What other movies would you recommend rewatching!  Lucy?

1/10/2019 6:40:19 PM 1_decided_voter How about both? I think a lot of us need spoon feeding still before we can begin to understand much of the disclosure presented here.

1/10/2019 6:40:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Natural is written in the code of DNA and consciousness energies of all types. Where real magick is taking place. Not all evil. Many for good.

1/10/2019 6:40:39 PM space_sloth26 The part when Starlord's dad creates his own planet?

1/10/2019 6:40:49 PM covertress Eat real food. Manifest super powers. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1083516190331412480?s=19 …

1/10/2019 6:41:01 PM zagnett Go to the darkness?

Why should one go to the light when living to get majestic info, yet go to the dark when dying to free the IS-BE. Seems an odd contradiction.

1/10/2019 6:41:34 PM bennastix I've been taking iodine to decalcify mine👍eating organic.

1/10/2019 6:42:17 PM giediknight Main character finds out that he is a hybrid. Father was a “god” or alien.

1/10/2019 6:42:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's 10,000 ft view aka lower dimensional information.

Take us to 100,000ft view aka higher dimensional information.

In order to understand Guardians of the Pedophiles you must understand Guardians of the Galaxy and then reflect on current events, numerology 

expressed, and Q.

1/10/2019 6:42:43 PM 1_decided_voter Do the writers and directors of these movies of disclosure actually know what they are disclosing or are they only presenting what they believe came 

from their own imagination?

1/10/2019 6:42:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/10/2019 6:43:19 PM blsdbe I got that even though there are mean horrible beings out there, we have the ability, physically and spiritually to do far greater than we ever realized. 

We simply need to risk it and believe in ourselves.

1/10/2019 6:43:19 PM shakt222 "Natural Flavors" is what to look for on the label. I've read that fetal cells are used in R&D phase of developing these flavors. They are manipulating our 

senses into craving frankenfoods. Any processed foods should be avoided.

1/10/2019 6:44:25 PM blsdbe Is Dan Winter a good source to turn to for a better understanding of Vortex Mathematics and the importance of Implosion?

1/10/2019 6:44:37 PM jrocktigers 💪💪💪

1/10/2019 6:45:01 PM aprilbrown99 SG-1 series was also suggested in another string.

1/10/2019 6:45:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct in the name.

1/ Not all are frakenflavors as you say.

2/ Some are ET work being done on your collective biology/consciousness development by the Domain. These processes are all healthy and 

natural/organic.

3/ "Natural Flavors" combines the three areas with consciousness.

1/10/2019 6:45:42 PM blueliner988 Far out man! Lololol



1/10/2019 6:45:43 PM lori_dee1 RED CASTLE = 87 = 15 = 6

Red = 27 = 9 

Castle = 60 = 6

ALICE CHESS = 84 = 12 = 3

Alice = 30

Chess = 54

All have the power of 3.
1/10/2019 6:47:06 PM the_fjalar its time to get fluoride out of our water!

1/10/2019 6:47:08 PM blankmarlo - Diverse intergalactic civilizations made up of various humanoid species

- Exotic weapons

- Celestial beings seeding their DNA on earth and throughout the cosmos that can manipulate matter at will

1/10/2019 6:47:55 PM rezinated1 Disney Production, Butterflies everywhere, JJ Abrams Pedo King, Hollywood.

1/10/2019 6:48:16 PM universalrisin The father created many children on many worlds and killed them all for power...?

1/10/2019 6:48:17 PM zagnett Senomyx is probably a "natural flavor". Geesh. https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/09/01/what-you-dont-know-about-flavor-

enhancers-can-harm-you.aspx …

1/10/2019 6:48:17 PM mapyourworld1 I’ve read some things in the past about companies using baby parts for flavoring (Pepsi). It’s a sad day when you have to be on your guard when they 

say “natural” in a description.  I wish I had the time and money to shop only organic and make everything from scratch. 😞

1/10/2019 6:48:19 PM heath_jack True saw one yesterday.  Check my feed for a vid and more pictures. 😁 pic.twitter.com/arqXNSaenE

1/10/2019 6:48:31 PM rezinated1 Natural Flavors is artificial

1/10/2019 6:48:32 PM realadamkelly #OpenBordersequalOpenDoors  open up your doors liberals...

1/10/2019 6:48:45 PM alanmns @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please tell me your thoughts on the Wes Penre papers, if you've read them? A lot of what he says rings true to me.

1/10/2019 6:48:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ The areas are behavior modification / hormones, second area is classified, third is area The Domain / organic / unmodified.

5/ Power of 3

6/ Some behavior modification is simple marketing research up to addictive behaviors and exploitation execution while sedated with flouride

1/10/2019 6:49:11 PM giediknight Star-Lord was kidnapped from earth by traffickers. Identified with his captor as his real father (Stockholm syndrome).

1/10/2019 6:49:15 PM rezinated1 Grow your own hydro ponics with filtered water.........tomatoes etc......keep it vegan

1/10/2019 6:49:18 PM je_weed_707_ How much disclosure was in the movie “Jupiter Ascending?”

1/10/2019 6:49:35 PM zagnett MJ, should we be concerned about this in the short-term, long-term, or not much at all?

Definitely need a heavy duty poncho for this kind of flood. https://www.exopolitics.org/massive-pole-shifts-are-cyclic-according-to-declassified-cia-

document/ …

1/10/2019 6:50:17 PM dilaraesengil anyone working in kiddy crimes knows this sick shit. #LOCKEMUP

1/10/2019 6:51:34 PM blsdbe Makes me wonder how many of us are hybrids.

1/10/2019 6:51:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Cross reference with Wikileaks recent post that contained 1947 (Coincidence?)

8/ Cross reference with tweets about Gov interest and classification of the pineal gland

9/ The body has thousands of cannabinol receptors that regulate almost all of human general health. CBD.

1/10/2019 6:51:52 PM doyle_eng .@Pontifex  .@AusAmbOECD .@IEA 

•  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#15 …

•  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 …

A = Natural Planetary Security

—

Cc: .@USTreasury .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #AUSInEscrow != Option

Cc: .@CliveFPalmer: A  party united + on board is one that stands. Ask @dfat / via .@PalmerUtdParty ⏳ pic.twitter.com/Ji7gav35cq
1/10/2019 6:51:54 PM ajvol01 Add the numbers

1+8+0+0 = 9

1/10/2019 6:52:03 PM sabina06706427 Will this earth move to a higher vibration while we are here willing it to?

1/10/2019 6:52:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083555503987478528 …

1/10/2019 6:52:56 PM sentinel_17q Movie to watch for disclosure:

Dejavu (Denzel Washington)

1/10/2019 6:53:22 PM universalrisin Oh wait he also had these like bandits or outlaws collect his children. Same way with the human traffickers collecting children and giving them to these 

monsters so they could gain power and adrenochrome from eating these innocent children or something like that

1/10/2019 6:53:34 PM giediknight These kidnapped children comprise the pedophile army, who in turn kidnap others kids, creating more lost boys.

1/10/2019 6:53:47 PM tippytopshapeu @gizadeathstar 

Happy birthday Joseph

@ShowJordan @seanhannity @SaRaAshcraft @Earthfiles @TuckerCarlson @davidicke @RichDolan @DrStevenGreer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@LionelNation https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1083549218604830721 …

1/10/2019 6:53:54 PM msonnie7 the FDA allows just about anything to be labeled as 'natural' ingredients or flavoring.  'msg' only has to be listed in the ingredients if it is over 99% pure 

msg - anything less than 99% can be called 'natural flavoring', 'yeast extract' - whatever they want to call it

1/10/2019 6:54:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 10/ What was MKUltra?

11/ What are alternate realities?

12/ What is the Twilight Zone?

13/ What is Project Mockingbird?

14/ What if the Matrix is real?

15/ Its not visually anything like the real Matrix movies, but the 100,000ft view was 100% accurate at the right altitude.

1/10/2019 6:54:36 PM ragevirusqq CBD when accompanied by THC for instruction can help heal from these and maybe even block future exposure?

1/10/2019 6:54:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Yah i got all in my head today with that. Still mind blowing though.

1/10/2019 6:54:44 PM pomeinnz WFT

1/10/2019 6:54:58 PM laurabusse Looks like a sun dog to me which is a natural meteorological phenomenon, unless I'm missing something...

1/10/2019 6:55:37 PM pomeinnz  https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1083554837499760641 …

1/10/2019 6:55:43 PM benmarshall1991 So they studied the penguin pineal glands, learned how to engineer food to help in the calcification process and disrupt cbd receptors ?

1/10/2019 6:55:49 PM coralineelise We have been mind controlled for years. Please be more blunt. These “puzzles” drive me mad. Just spill it all out.

1/10/2019 6:56:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Essentially.

1/10/2019 6:56:45 PM shakt222 That's good to know that it's not all Frankenfood. Forgive me if you've already answered this, but what is the Domain?



1/10/2019 6:56:47 PM ajvol01 I usually just read everyone else's research to try and figure out what is going on.  

I know very little about how the numbers (3,6,9) relate to what's happening.

1/10/2019 6:56:49 PM jones9536 Very odd to not find it at all pic.twitter.com/ljetvYIfnq

1/10/2019 6:57:04 PM charmcityanon I may be selfish to ask...but can you weigh in at all? Is there an end are answers actually attainable or is there ALWAYS another rabbit hole? 

@kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2019 6:57:25 PM heath_jack There were two sundogs.  But this had round structure that sucked in clouds.

1/10/2019 6:57:32 PM zagnett Ok all i don't know about in that list is the Twilight Zone. Anything like the show?

Is the Phantom Zone real too, in some way?

1/10/2019 6:57:42 PM frankbicknell79 Did POTUS use the Stargate?

1/10/2019 6:58:01 PM zagnett SOBs

1/10/2019 6:58:15 PM shallknown The definition of "believing in ourselves" is difficult to define.

1/10/2019 6:58:43 PM shakt222 This was the very frankenfood I was thinking of!

1/10/2019 6:59:36 PM laztar11 Do  you need to move the Q folks this way ?

1/10/2019 6:59:38 PM cstarr888 😡🤬🤮🤢🤒🤬

🙏💖

1/10/2019 6:59:50 PM 1_decided_voter Behavior will not change on a massive scale until there is some sort of information released that brings this to the public conscience. A tweet to a 

handful of people paying attention will not affect the food chain. Who can be trusted?

1/10/2019 7:00:02 PM shakt222 I hear that!! We just have to make the best choices we can under the circumstances.

1/10/2019 7:00:06 PM freestateojones Just looking for the truth. 😎 pic.twitter.com/BCUJNO7RcC

1/10/2019 7:00:06 PM jones9536 I heard theirs a planet right above earth  that they take people to. Any truth to this?

1/10/2019 7:00:08 PM blsdbe It seems like consumption of CBD would help support our bodies. Would a medical grade oil consumed orally once a day be adequate?

1/10/2019 7:00:37 PM vintagesquirrel Is that a greater-than sign or does it mean this>to>that?

1/10/2019 7:00:58 PM space_sloth26 I'd have to rewatch with a new lens. Thank you! 

Numerology is something I've yet to wrap my head around.

1/10/2019 7:01:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 They Eat Their Own.

Surviving R Kelly?

How do you deflect a story?

Jump in front of a moving train.

Disinformation is necessary.

Disinformation is real.

Why do [they] use it?

What makes it real?

What's really going on at the Southern Border?

Flip Flops help you on the Beach.
1/10/2019 7:01:32 PM ascendingadam Previously you have asked if evolution is possible without CBD and TCH (in lower quanity)

Implying the answer NO

Q: In addition to all other health measures previously discussed, Is taking a daily dose of cannabis oil helpful to cognitive development?

(Ex. 6mg/ml of both CBD+THC)

1/10/2019 7:01:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/10/2019 7:01:47 PM sabina06706427 I saw that at the movies with my family. Everyone was silent at the end. It’s as if they all knew what NWO meant for a brief second. Sickos

1/10/2019 7:01:52 PM libertyspring99 🤔🤯😛😏😑😭

1/10/2019 7:02:09 PM shakt222 Yeah, neither do I.

1/10/2019 7:02:20 PM vintagesquirrel What are 'prepared meals'? Fast food? Restaurant meals? Packaged Easy-To-Prepare grocery items?

1/10/2019 7:02:22 PM curt_avila Cia running drugs

1/10/2019 7:02:35 PM blsdbe And detoxification & mediation will help bring our pineal glands and cbd receptors back online?

1/10/2019 7:02:40 PM hawkgirlinmn I’ve been researching it and basically 369 are spiritual and govern the physical world at a quantum level and numbers 124578 are the physical world. 

Everything adds to 9. Application of 369 amplifies the energy.

1/10/2019 7:02:46 PM zagnett Great! Is pre-order available?

1/10/2019 7:02:49 PM hoggette71 R Kelly what about Ed Buck?

1/10/2019 7:02:53 PM heath_jack The sundogs I saw before? It? pic.twitter.com/VxSAKkwhzV

1/10/2019 7:03:22 PM worldxplorer1 What's really going on at the Southern Border?

Human trafficking

1/10/2019 7:03:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not endorsing any quantities as CBD should be treated like medicine if your intent is for medicinal purposes. If you simply wish to get high from 

THC, then consume it as you see fit. Some methods are healthier than others. However CBD is expressed in the strains lineage.

1/10/2019 7:04:11 PM mapyourworld1 I know nothing about CBD.  Are we taking about the kind you need a prescription for, or do I need to take a road trip to another state?

1/10/2019 7:04:24 PM zagnett More than drugs. People too, many are kids - human trafficking / slaves / used for consumption too.

1/10/2019 7:04:28 PM je_weed_707_ Ascension = Negative?

1/10/2019 7:04:35 PM sailbum12 Hannity wearing CIA pin again tonight at the border.

1/10/2019 7:04:40 PM worldxplorer1 Come to Colorado it’s available here now.

1/10/2019 7:04:49 PM shakt222 That's what the Hopi say we should do!

1/10/2019 7:05:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consulting with a medical professional who specializes in cannabis can help you navigate the legal CBD markets without requiring a medical card. Most 

insurances would cover these visits.

1/10/2019 7:05:38 PM shakt222 We just legalized recreation marijuana in Michigan!!

1/10/2019 7:06:31 PM mapyourworld1 I have seriously considered this.  If they would let us know how to create energy so I wouldn’t have to hook up to the electrical grid, I would do it right 

now.

1/10/2019 7:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we say CBD is expressed in the lineage we are referring to the complex instructions intended to heal and undo bodily damage through 

cannabinol receptors activations and increased blood and oxygen flow throughout the body. Billions of receptors. Thousands of types.

1/10/2019 7:06:57 PM kindeandtrue The little girl in flip flops was not on a beach, so why was she wearing flip flops and a diaper?

1/10/2019 7:07:03 PM esoter1csurgery Implying Acosta is part of the plan? :]

1/10/2019 7:07:28 PM esoter1csurgery Is he doing it knowingly and willingly is the real Q...

1/10/2019 7:08:11 PM ajvol01 Thanks.  I'll check into it

1/10/2019 7:08:14 PM giediknight Of one gets a medical card, you have to give up your guns.

1/10/2019 7:08:44 PM ragevirusqq Like this? pic.twitter.com/DQlZSZdJyS

1/10/2019 7:09:09 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

1/10/2019 7:09:34 PM blankmarlo They throw people like Weinstein and Cosby under the bus to distract from the epidemic of human trafficking/organ harvesting/ritual child sacrifice. 

Yes they are rapists that deserve jail time but they are just a small offering to appease the masses.



1/10/2019 7:10:45 PM canadaprotrump Greater-than sign indeed, sorry it wasn't very clear.

1/10/2019 7:10:57 PM shakt222 Me too.I have a shady yard with lead contaminated earth (so is my body,  along w/aluminum,  mercury🙁), I would need to move to a better location 

or do it in indoors w/grow lights. Meanwhile, I'm buying from local farms as much as possible.

1/10/2019 7:11:14 PM worldxplorer1 “Flip Flops help you on the Beach.”

That’s a classic example of Majestic 12 double meaning. 

Now if I could decipher the ‘real’ meaning behind the words...

1/10/2019 7:11:27 PM dylan4034358 What if they were calling them illegal aliens quite literally 🤔

1/10/2019 7:12:25 PM aprilbrown99 Twilight Zone created by Rod Sterling. Some cable channels in the USA play reruns. You might be able to watch the on YouTube. 

 

https://www.google.com/search?ei=iwQ4XIT6OYLQ9APouKOwBw&q=twilight+zone&gs_ssp=eJzj4tbP1TcwNDQvzskpM2AEABmmA5w&oq=twlight+&g

s_l=mobile-gws-wiz-

serp.1.1.0i10j46i10j0i10l3.1136209.1149891..1153033...6.0..0.122.1061.9j3......0....1.......5..41j46i67i275j0i67j46i67j0i131i67j46j0j46i10i67j46i10i275j0i

131.eyUuDXLQeKY …

1/10/2019 7:12:53 PM vintagesquirrel I've always avoided Sci-fi books/movies. To my own detriment,  apparently.

1/10/2019 7:13:13 PM pantherden_ Interplanetary human-trafficking funnel.

1/10/2019 7:14:03 PM karentriebel good thing you asked

1/10/2019 7:14:31 PM covertress Anything in a box, can or bag is "prepared food."

Does it have a nutritional label? pic.twitter.com/oXqJQf99tY

1/10/2019 7:15:05 PM universalrisin They eat their own..? Spiders? 8 legs.. 4 eyes(?) extremely creepy and crawly and I’m horribly terrified of spiders!! So i guess “they eat their own” 

represents the pedophiles then

1/10/2019 7:15:33 PM sentinel_17q Mk Ultra 

Imagine the perfect assassin

Programmed to perform a specific action 

Activated with a keyword or phrase

Once the action is completed the subject then enters a state of momentary shock 

Afterwards the assassin doesn’t know of the action
1/10/2019 7:16:02 PM ascendingadam Again, previously you have stated TCH>IS, CBD>BE. 

So if CBD is essentially medicine for the body, then THC is...?

I understand you won’t specify dosing, so generally is THC in non psychoactive quantities helpful?

Or does one have feel the effect to receive full benefits?

1/10/2019 7:16:06 PM jandydill You mean cannabinoid receptors?

1/10/2019 7:16:10 PM universalrisin Surviving R Kelly. Recent documentary exposing a top celebrity for being a creepy pedophile who has sex with young teenage girls.

1/10/2019 7:16:53 PM shakt222 I hope so!

1/10/2019 7:17:17 PM 1_decided_voter Then 99.99% of us are screwed. Most Americans arent farmers that grow their own food. Even farmers dont grow ALL their own food.

1/10/2019 7:17:29 PM blsdbe Thank you. We are already working on sharing this with our families. I hope this is REAL HEALING. I have worked in medicine for too many years only to 

see people kept sick. Thank you.

1/10/2019 7:17:53 PM zagnett Might never happen in California. I think we're already owned by China, along with Hawaii.

Reference to Tommy Williams, Truth, Honor, & Integrity show - various episodes.

1/10/2019 7:18:30 PM universalrisin How do you deflect a story? Jump in front of a train. 

Soo take all of the attention on important matters away by exposing an already known pedophile that many people happen to be a fan of and idolize.

1/10/2019 7:18:35 PM mapyourworld1 Beautiful orthophoto imagery! My GIS is showing.

1/10/2019 7:18:39 PM vintagesquirrel I have been working on this. Make my own yogurt and cook mostly clean. But I have kids who'd prefer a can of soup over my homemade (with love) 

soup. This next generation is doomed. 😩

1/10/2019 7:19:20 PM shakt222 I've never seen it! Where can you watch it?

1/10/2019 7:20:07 PM universalrisin Disinformation is necessary and real. Why do [they] use it?

[They] must be the evil deep state and they’re trying to keep us distracted from what is really happening at the southern border with the 

documentary..?

1/10/2019 7:20:24 PM nschlange They may have thought that in the beginning, but we're talking about ppl who are not only raping children, but eating them or drinking their blood etc. 

I don't think a Weinstein is going to make ppl feel like the problem has been solved. Nope, they should start running

1/10/2019 7:21:06 PM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

Also, "Tommy Williams" on YT.

1/10/2019 7:21:27 PM kevinjosborne An idiotic statement. One only knows what one has personally experienced. We're all ET's, by the way.

1/10/2019 7:21:32 PM equipment79 This is sad 😞

1/10/2019 7:22:04 PM aprilbrown99 So in actuality, the only food we should be eating comes in it’s own organic wrapper; fruit, veggies, beans, rice, etc. Nothing is a cardboard box, plastic, 

etc. when I was a little girl, one night a week my parents amd Imwould have a TV dinner -70’s circa...

1/10/2019 7:22:14 PM aprilbrown99 The food came in aluminum tray and had to be cooked in the oven. Now we have microwaves and tons of toxic plastic.  Not only are the wrappers 

poisonous but so are the ingredients.

1/10/2019 7:22:45 PM je_weed_707_ Where do you find the true story to compare and analyze?

1/10/2019 7:22:57 PM zagnett According to TW, apparently Barry Soetoro also sold, or at least tried to sell, ALL of the United States' military equipment, & we're actively trying to get 

it back, even now!

Not sure i believe all that. But it's an interesting show at least.

1/10/2019 7:23:18 PM universalrisin Flip flops... maybe people who were against the president are now flipping over and are now following the president, and the more people who flip 

flop from dark to light will help us all have an easier walk on the beach (get us closer to disclosure)???

1/10/2019 7:23:31 PM aprilbrown99 So cool!

1/10/2019 7:24:45 PM doyle_eng The + to <What Is> as relay for the reactants in a natural, chemical, visceral reaction — if calm + informed in response to reaction — do not require re-

agents for the [re-]action necessary, to successfully occur:

What Is = catalyst = cornerstone ( https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 …): A = + pic.twitter.com/eC74KCG3fS

1/10/2019 7:25:16 PM covertress Organic is not limited to vegetables. #carnivore



1/10/2019 7:26:09 PM universalrisin OMG THEY EAT THEIR OWN!! “Their own” as in other pedophiles and creeps like them. They’re throwing them under the bus to help themselves, the 

most recent being thrown under the bus is R Kelly

1/10/2019 7:26:23 PM kindeandtrue The rest of the family and everyone else is wearing pants and shoes, while the two little twins are half-naked. "Mom" says they were tried to cross the 

muddy creek and got stuck, but not a speck of mud on them. More inconsistencies pointed out here: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1067453368069775360 …

1/10/2019 7:26:25 PM plumcivic  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Twilight_Zone …

It covered just about every mindbending topic acceptable on TV in that era, including aliens and mind control.

1/10/2019 7:27:11 PM zagnett Well i know that, but what actual gov. project program is it referring too?

1/10/2019 7:27:13 PM cocopuffster12 It’s legal in CA. I am sure you can order online. I just picked up some CBD tea at a garden supply store.

1/10/2019 7:27:43 PM vintagesquirrel I don't think we need to grow our own food. In this day and age, we have a plethora of fresh foods available in our local markets. With my kids, I say.... 

if it can sit on a shelf for a year, it's not something you should put in your body.

1/10/2019 7:28:04 PM heath_jack Thank you.  I was surrounded by hundreds of people in their cars.  And was the only one who noticed it?  Wake up people

1/10/2019 7:28:43 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/pMgu4XO59O

1/10/2019 7:28:50 PM christinaworthm Totally into medicinal medication. I'm sick with the flu 😷. Drinking kombucha constantly. It's also great resource for killing bad bacteria.

1/10/2019 7:30:03 PM mgreat4ever That’s Tesla’s diagram.  Everything adds to 3,6,9.

1/10/2019 7:30:08 PM blsdbe Is it important to use specific cannabis plants to treat specific illnesses because of the plants lineage?

1/10/2019 7:30:30 PM aprilbrown99 Deflecting.

1/10/2019 7:30:51 PM mapyourworld1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, what kind would be best for purposes of healing our pineal gland and healing the damage from poison they have put in foods?

1/10/2019 7:30:52 PM shakt222 Right.

1/10/2019 7:31:51 PM covertress BINGO pic.twitter.com/BIaGMkxnv0

1/10/2019 7:32:23 PM 1_decided_voter Majority of produce sections in most stores is GMO and therefore produced with pesticides. And even the organic farmers face difficult legal and 

regulatory challenges. This fight needs to occur on a bigger stage with major disclosures and arrests and new sources of trust.

1/10/2019 7:33:08 PM tncharlene Wouldn't it be easier if you made us a "New Physics" book to study??

1/10/2019 7:33:52 PM covertress Fight with your dollars.

1/10/2019 7:34:57 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069290767988985858 …

1/10/2019 7:35:00 PM vintagesquirrel Yeah, I'm always wondering what I need to make to buy organic.

1/10/2019 7:37:54 PM cocopuffster12 Thankfully it’s pretty easy to purchase CBD, it’s not like THC. I have CBD mints, 10mg w/ turmeric, ginger and black pepper. I take every 4 hours, some 

ppl take more. So many great options, different options to chose from, check out dosage. It really is pretty easy.

1/10/2019 7:37:56 PM leslieau7 If you knew

If you saw the pics

It's beyond evil

This goes to the tippy top !

Sorry for stealing thunder

From AOC...

Haiti ?

Yes

But other countries ?

Yes

CPS ?

Yes !

These people are sick..

Beyond evil

Satan's spawn
1/10/2019 7:40:34 PM bdam777 Weren't the guardians criminals and had their records expunged for saving the galaxy? 

They gave the infinity stone to the nova core. 

Are you talking part II?

1/10/2019 7:40:35 PM cocopuffster12 No, we want to ascend

1/10/2019 7:41:01 PM je_weed_707_ 😂🤣😂🤣😂shame on you.

1/10/2019 7:41:44 PM cocopuffster12 I need to watch this again now

1/10/2019 7:41:55 PM je_weed_707_ That what I always thought as well. Didn’t know he was joking

1/10/2019 7:42:00 PM covertress I'm a budget #carnivore. 

Free-range eggs, grass-fed (when I can afford it) chuck roast and ground chuck. That's my entire shopping list except for some artisan cheese on rare 

occasions.

1/10/2019 7:42:26 PM zagnett Yup

1/10/2019 7:43:01 PM vintagesquirrel Are free-range eggs a priority over organic strawberries?

1/10/2019 7:43:22 PM christinaworthm How many 20&backs have you done. I can I get more involved with SSP ?

1/10/2019 7:43:37 PM blissamerica Don’t think like that. Think how wonderful it will be. Violet rays of light

1/10/2019 7:43:57 PM cocopuffster12 Do not doubt yourself

1/10/2019 7:44:01 PM ascendingadam Hope you feel better. 

Fortunately where I live cannabis products are legal. 

I take daily doses of medical grade oil and have noticed tremendous benefits. Beyond scope of a tweet. 

I am not a “drug” person (intent is medical) and agree with MJ on obtaining DR. advice re: dosing

1/10/2019 7:44:04 PM vidowmakerk19 Does Natural flavors = HKE-293?

1/10/2019 7:44:48 PM blissamerica Drinking distilled water helps

1/10/2019 7:45:20 PM doyle_eng 1/3 The Sand on a Beach Is the same as Sand in the Desert: It can move, but cannot blow away — the shapes of sand dunes change, as do the peoples 

who trek across them — until they can no longer discern familiar shape, or navigate any further:

...

1/10/2019 7:45:56 PM enomai_ Very interesting. A lot of games at once going on. To the country? There government positions, down to each individuals outcome? One Goal, One 

Board/Reality, A lot of competitors.

1/10/2019 7:46:14 PM doyle_eng 2/3 When self–cannibalisation of the —Ve is complete and disinformation no longer necessary, the full disclosure of truth is finally possible:

But if one trekking cannot / L.earn to A.dapt [X]/. to such changing shape, such changing landmark terrain, ...

1/10/2019 7:46:32 PM vidowmakerk19 Correction: HEK-293

1/10/2019 7:47:10 PM doyle_eng 3/3 ... one cannot keep up with the curve: The Curve As Catalyst. Catalyst as Cornerstone: If (A = +) and (+ – 1) =  

https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 … as the Axiom of Existence of A, both A and + require 1 to Prove this Axiom returns 1 as True.

...

1/10/2019 7:47:50 PM sunnyboys13 Omg 69

1/10/2019 7:48:51 PM cocopuffster12 Oh, I didn’t realize he was joking either



1/10/2019 7:49:05 PM blissamerica 💔

1/10/2019 7:49:58 PM turboxyde I don't know about you but awakening to the fact that your Father has a planetary sized ego that seeks to consume all is quite disturbing. 

Transmutation of the parasitic ego or primary anomaly within Creation?

1/10/2019 7:50:52 PM enomai_ I have a feeling the border is going to be implementing some sort of electricity flowing through it. Or, force field electromagnetic? To keep people from 

coming through, hender them. Would this electricity be used for other purposes?

1/10/2019 7:55:12 PM doyle_eng 3/1 ... All routes / via LAX departing [loc 0] must satisfy (A = +) for 1 to Prove Axiom — even if such Proof be initially in Concept.

POC requires + as + requires A and both require 1:

Demonstration Proves Concept.

Future Proves Past.

Future requires +

else EOL for A as 3/1:1/3

1/10/2019 7:55:50 PM djlok *hydrated. Your words matter.

1/10/2019 7:56:09 PM covertress For my 0 carb diet they are.

1/10/2019 7:56:20 PM blissamerica I would think that this is a double edge sword. Most of us are pretty awake and doing what we can to raise our vibration in a conscientious way, do no 

harm. The other side is disclosure to the public.

1/10/2019 7:58:44 PM blissamerica Because they’re not all of the same mind set. Some people will do anything for vanity, money, whatever. This could be horrifying. The adrenal chrome 

thing. What do we do?

1/10/2019 7:59:08 PM darrahsfriend Why would I want to understand the guardian of a pedophile?  When I know the King of Kings and Lord of Lords?

1/10/2019 8:02:11 PM doyle_eng Flip Flops were originally invented, made, patented and popularised as “Thongs” for Beach Goers in .au:

Now at Venice Beach, CA [./ via LAX] going near that water is a health hazard, much less swimming in it.

When was it last possible to swim at Venice Beach? 1977. Coincidence?

1/10/2019 8:02:36 PM blissamerica No, don’t. I don’t get it either but I’ll never be Democrat.

1/10/2019 8:02:42 PM enomai_ Is this the only way? Ahhgg, it frustrates me. When will this madness stop with our food?

We have rain spreading bacteria, metals, and others in hf syrup as if its not bad enough. We need a FDA admin who will RECALL RECALL, BAN, BAN.

1/10/2019 8:04:33 PM stormwatcher65 Me either...I was kidding, never would I succumb to that!

1/10/2019 8:05:39 PM djlok Whoa!  #6 just sort of slipped right in there.  WTH? Exploitation execution while sedated on fluoride?  Geez!!!

1/10/2019 8:06:57 PM 1crazy_toaster yes sorry, typos, apologies. deleted.

1/10/2019 8:07:53 PM enomai_ Even organic they are killing

1/10/2019 8:08:40 PM plumcivic Most of us were not that sophisticated back then. Someone with detailed knowledge of the programs might be able to answer.

1/10/2019 8:09:33 PM doyle_eng Who popularises .au for CA — and CA for .au — today? @InvestSydney / via @GDAYUSAofficial — & who had her face all out in CA selling .au ~ through 

(Office of) + ~ to .cn, .uk, .va and .kz for (the typically Venetian) Tragedy that is Astana?

Jesuit @JulieBishopMP. Jesuit @dfat?

Y

1/10/2019 8:11:23 PM djlok Why won't anyone #AskTheQ?  It's almost as though they've been instructed not to. Why is that important?  What if @realDonaldTrump says he is Q?  

What does that mean?

1/10/2019 8:15:09 PM jonella_moore It is! They use HEK (fetal kidney cells) as “flavor enhancers”

1/10/2019 8:15:34 PM jonella_moore Look it up on Goog

1/10/2019 8:15:57 PM chaboomer1 organic grass fed BEEF has nothing in it but BEEF

1/10/2019 8:16:07 PM bennastix I'm out of options after organic. I can't grow dirt.

1/10/2019 8:16:22 PM djlok Or same thing but distracting us from what we are about to learn about that deeply disturbed @HillaryClinton .

1/10/2019 8:16:22 PM zagnett I will NOT use G. duckduckgo for me :-)

1/10/2019 8:16:58 PM doyle_eng Hansel [+] Gretel made it home by following breadcrumbs they dropped deliberately:

Follow all Twitter a/c’s all 4 of @TheRichardDoyle’s a/c’s are following — graph all interrelations [+] correlate against A.ll posts (non–automated) made 

manually: Against both themselves & all ...

1/10/2019 8:18:43 PM jonella_moore I use it too, but I found the most info about Synomex on G

1/10/2019 8:19:07 PM theredpill19 Your to brave 🤡

1/10/2019 8:20:06 PM charmanda9 Ok, I had a question about this tweet. So, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you’re saying that meals that are put together (like cooking) and seasoned with flavors 

are not good for the pineal gland?

1/10/2019 8:21:06 PM christinaworthm That's wonderful. Medical grade in Canada, does it have THC? We can buy CBD oil here in the United States. I have not tried it but alot of people use it 

for pain. I think that's great. I wonder how good it works for enhancing memory and boosting energy.

1/10/2019 8:22:01 PM alluvialred  pic.twitter.com/Ru30RcYfnQ

1/10/2019 8:22:31 PM doyle_eng ... activity of all accounts followed by those 4 — and find, through all time stamps — esp. on all manual posts and exchanges made through 

@TheRichardDoyle’s original account — @richard_doyle — now seized (but archived – incl. by @nsa) — and find its way home A will.

...

1/10/2019 8:22:37 PM marshahodgson The use of something thin/flimsy to protect from hidden objects that could cause harm. It also helps position you more firmly, on already tenuous 

grounds. 😎

1/10/2019 8:23:20 PM daveo6145 Are u able to discern the other post about radio silence?

1/10/2019 8:24:16 PM lori_dee1 Not yet! It has been on my mind though!

1/10/2019 8:25:40 PM toffer_anon_369 I think this too. We already know about SRA, adrenochrome&CFS harvesting, spirit cooking, frazzledrip, loosh, kuru, etc..  How much worse can this 

get?!  Or could they be planning a domestic terror attack and need to bring in ppl&weapons??

1/10/2019 8:26:43 PM lorenzosghost What I got from it, along with all other marvel "Creations" is a dark perverted twisted view of mythologies, re-written to appease corporate interests 

and to push a certain aesthetic and political-cultural programming.

Thus not worth interpreting or decoding.

Trash

#qanon

1/10/2019 8:27:30 PM lorenzosghost You want some "cosmic disclosure", watch Man of Steel, Da Vinci's demons and pretty much anything written by David S Goyer

1/10/2019 8:28:07 PM dylan4034358 I think you guys are misinterpreting the point he is trying to make. He’s saying the wall isn’t necessary because there’s and area with just chain link but 

they are still safe. His correspondence from the wall today support this.

1/10/2019 8:28:07 PM daveo6145 Me too! I’m your neighbor btw imagine that!

1/10/2019 8:29:37 PM doyle_eng Conclusion: Hold on @TheRichardDoyle’s original — and stolen — Twitter a/c, @richard_doyle, is a hold in Russian.

Date of original a/c theft / via seizure?

Content of manual posts archived on original a/c?

...

1/10/2019 8:29:47 PM hackenburg_ More than ever, we have to pay attention to the quality of our food ingredients. Ever notice the revolving door of scientists between the EPA and 

Monsanto's of the world? Crap food is gov subsidized. Etc... Etc.. So sinister!

1/10/2019 8:31:01 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/mQNcZb50Bb

1/10/2019 8:32:13 PM zg_state if 6 turns out 2B 9.... pole shiƒt... =3 z1=z1*z2 set 2 plot...

1/10/2019 8:33:27 PM bbobbio71 I cook for my family all the time.  Nothing better than home cooking.  You can pay the grocer or pay the Dr.



1/10/2019 8:36:11 PM doyle_eng ... Date of manual post in 3/15? Content? — “I am light.”

@CFR_org reaction: 🤔 then 😱

Why?

A = Content of that disclosed then (late 2014 through early 2015) – to @CFR_org / via .@nsa splicing former into exchange re: “new kind of frequency 

relay”

Search @richard_doyle for ...

1/10/2019 8:38:23 PM ascendingadam Yes. 

Consider the multi pronged suppression of the plant itself. 

...

Now consider the multi pronged surpession of YOUR endocannabinoid, endocrine systems etc.

...

Coincidence?

Why do this?

SHEEP

...

This key unlocks that door
1/10/2019 8:38:49 PM nicmccormic 🙋♂️I'm game for that.

1/10/2019 8:42:48 PM wink5811 Curious use to live @Venice Beach what is wrong with the water

1/10/2019 8:44:13 PM doyle_eng ... “Some Equations are more equal than others.” w/@nsa’s response (@CFR_org then spliced in): “go on”

Information disclosed by RD through @richard_doyle? Disinformation.

Re–seize, retrieve and search that original a/c *cooperatively* w/.ru

A Actual = Peace. Coincidence? ...

1/10/2019 8:49:45 PM doyle_eng ... re:  https://www.cs.bu.edu/~goldbe/teaching/HW55815/presos/eqngroup.pdf … — what about how I—RD learned to stop the NSA? How?

Per (archived) @richard_doyle Disinfo content in DM to both @e_kaspersky and @ChuckDBrooks at the time — then actually doing it: “I almost 

thought I’d have to ride Grayfish down into Crayfish” ...

1/10/2019 8:49:51 PM lightseeker2012 Gatorade has unnatural "natural flavors" and artificial color as well.

1/10/2019 8:50:56 PM iamyou132 Processed frozen prepared meals. Probably most restaurants by extension

1/10/2019 8:55:41 PM daveo6145 Originals in Gitmo, clones running around? Clone army leads to current reality?

1/10/2019 8:56:16 PM iamyou132 A fully manifested, fully manufactured reality that is so insidious that the inhabitants are entirely and blissfully unaware. Sedated. Plays to their tried 

and true biological desires and pleasures to the point of being just comfortable enough. Our culture

1/10/2019 8:57:18 PM doyle_eng ... Reaction after the fact (in taking multiple Gen. 8 Sandia–administered Cray nodes offline to prevent @ClintonFdn’s “Salvage Program”’s finalised 

option Rogue @CIA ready to execute on and shocked when could not): #SES entrapment attempt of RD begins ... pic.twitter.com/WOl4tvQrkh

1/10/2019 9:01:38 PM lori_dee1 I'm going to watch the movie again and then try to figure it out.

1/10/2019 9:03:19 PM doyle_eng ... and ends — not merely when they cannot believe how [1] person could stop them — but when RD actually did: Only through absorbing everything 

several million Draco had to throw at RD’s own pineal gland, then Repelling it —> Draco now in stasis, [+] active, RD alone:

A = + ...

1/10/2019 9:04:36 PM lighthouse44444 Was it "harvest" that caught you? Not a joke, but from the Bible.  You separate the wheat from chaff at harvest.  I.e. those who are ready to move on 

from those who have more work yet to do in this density.

1/10/2019 9:04:53 PM charmanda9 That was going to mess with me otherwise, though it wouldn’t surprise me with the glamorized push of culinary on television.

1/10/2019 9:06:10 PM lori_dee1 You're my neighbor? Do tell!

1/10/2019 9:07:22 PM jmfwyant1 Tell me about The Center of The Great Unknown. Rear Admiral Byrd.

1/10/2019 9:17:13 PM doyle_eng ... ONLY when 1 = A [ https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 …]

else +, Q and You lose A. .. majestically.

If #FireSign had not been stopped, Existence of [+] as such relay precluded.

If (+ = A) and (+ – 1) coexist, [A] precluded also.

RD = 1 = I. The I of the Storm. Coincidence?

A Friend pic.twitter.com/Xx4U41OxnC

1/10/2019 9:19:03 PM enomai_ Ik, very frustrating :(

1/10/2019 9:27:29 PM doyle_eng What does it mean, in a socially decentralised self–contributing society to enable 1 Friend to help or empower another?

It means that A.ll win, as A.ll are One — “not the same, but equal” (‘Unity’, © 2015, The Orchard).

Coincidence or Inevitable? A = Future Proves Past at [r = 0] pic.twitter.com/OtVCnDErpM

1/10/2019 9:30:27 PM lightseeker2012 More like The Truman Show than The Matrix

1/10/2019 9:32:34 PM mscalin Mine did that organic oil of PINE(al) turpentine...does the job the very best!

1/10/2019 9:33:07 PM do_or_do_notty Whole plant medicine!! Sure is saving my life ❤️✌️

1/10/2019 9:35:19 PM mateuszwala Disinformation is real disinformation is real... Oh Rly?

1/10/2019 9:39:35 PM kabamur_taygeta We are now in the unveiling of hidden truth but all mysteries won’t be completely revealed until the Event.

1/10/2019 9:40:16 PM cocopuffster12 For sure!!

1/10/2019 9:49:32 PM doyle_eng  https://youtu.be/T1Ls0uOSODs : Yes, I am Real, Embodied and Alone:

I = 1. Without 1 – empowering friends – A cannot exist

I = RD != Metaphor or Myth

sh[+] requires sh[A]

sh[A] requires sh[1]

sh[A] requires sh[+] requiring sh[1]

else sh[x] persists until A = ⌛️

A Friend, hoping for

1+ pic.twitter.com/1zX8ClturK
1/10/2019 9:53:16 PM daveo6145 I’m in fountain valley!

1/10/2019 9:54:02 PM sehvehn natural flavors can equal fetus. Search: oboma pepsico fetus

1/10/2019 9:54:21 PM sehvehn soylent green is REAL

1/10/2019 9:54:26 PM adsvel Out of Van Allen belt.

1/10/2019 9:56:53 PM electraweaver He was in a cleared area where the pres was visiting, it was a con...

1/10/2019 9:57:01 PM carolba88945394 False Flags

1/10/2019 9:59:43 PM lori_dee1 Wow! Yes you are!!! Hello neighbor!

1/10/2019 10:00:52 PM jmfwyant1 Oh yeah. Missing diary and all. If this cat is majestic, then he'd know. Still waiting. ....

1/10/2019 10:03:11 PM sehvehn vanilla flavor can be beaver anal secretions

1/10/2019 10:10:28 PM sehvehn the reason Hitchcock created the movie 'The Birds'?



1/10/2019 10:10:57 PM ialibertybelle “Natural flavors” aren’t what you’re led to believe

1/10/2019 10:15:26 PM sehvehn its not out of our range of knowledge of the atrocities that have taken place in the name of greed. Biologic specifics? Groups of deer....groups of 

whale..of orca...of birds...of bees. i am not dumb. penguins? chimpanzees? Rhesus monkeys? i think my energy is changing. i'll calm

1/10/2019 10:24:41 PM mongrelglory I always felt that the Twilight Zone TV series contained a lot of symbolic disclosure.

1/10/2019 10:27:07 PM daveo6145 Good to meet ya haha

1/10/2019 10:28:42 PM mongrelglory I need to get a prescription from my doctor here in Ontario now!  Even for the CBD oils with low THC levels!  I'll have to convince her with a reason why 

I need it.

1/10/2019 10:38:11 PM cocopuffster12 Wow!! That’s wild! I bet you were in another dimension. I’ve had a few cool experiences, but not to another dimension. Not yet! How was your son? 

Did he see you? I had an experience with my grandfather, I woke up vibrating. Wild, indescribable. I told my grandpa I missed him.

1/10/2019 10:43:52 PM doyle_eng [1+] = (P(alef\sub{alef}) = 0) :

I am not the only one who would like you to know this:  https://youtu.be/IZRCIjMWRLg 

How can A.ll be anything but alone if [1] is as well?

The same reason  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 … + Anshar require through [1] that >  https://youtu.be/wvjJqIXYT1w  to not occur. 

pic.twitter.com/xFGASlktXB

1/10/2019 10:44:51 PM mongrelglory Groot = 3 = a higher plant life form, self-sacrificing, able to regenerate life

Star-Lord = 4+4 = 8  A Starseed with access to higher powers

Gamora = 1 = an MKultra (trauma-based) weaponized human

Rocket = 9 = Genetically/Cybernetically enhanced life-form

1/10/2019 10:46:53 PM diaptera_80 Haha, that would be awesome

1/10/2019 10:49:05 PM mongrelglory EGO, a "Service to Self" being was feeding off the energy/souls of the Starseeds (as children) from planets throughout the Galaxy in order to 

perpetuate and expand his presence in the Universe.

1/10/2019 10:49:44 PM pauliepg11111 100 000ft view = higher dimensional view. We are souls who have “descended” into a lower dimensional matrix. How much of this matrix is influenced 

by AI?

1/10/2019 10:53:36 PM menzelbrett No coincidence 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/10/2019 10:55:21 PM menzelbrett I’ve definitely noticed!!!!!

1/10/2019 10:56:20 PM mongrelglory They're coming out with these documentaries on Michael Jackson and R Kelly...revealing them as pedophiles to shock people and take their attention 

off of the human trafficking that's going on at the border. Like the "Me Too" movement deflected from "Pizzagate".

1/10/2019 11:02:46 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

1/10/2019 11:05:14 PM mongrelglory I would say Groot represents "Mother Earth" and the IS life-force the permeates creation, Star-Lord represents the IS-BEs that are being fed off of on 

this planet as innocent children by a "God-like alien entity" and Rocket and Gomora are the corrupted life-forms that have been..

1/10/2019 11:08:03 PM mongrelglory ...used as weapons by the Cabal/agents of this evil entity to subdue the population. However, in the Guardians movie, these Cabal agents have a 

change of heart when they see the plans being made for mass genocide. Instead they fight to protect the innocent and thwart the plans.

1/10/2019 11:10:13 PM menzelbrett JC?

1/10/2019 11:10:34 PM weremight well I guess we have to take it that Groot is a cannabis life form.

1/10/2019 11:14:53 PM weremight Then we've got the fact that the Pleides form an #Ennead, that is Atlas the Titan, his wife, and the 7 sister daughters.  Your 100,000 foot view had the 

#Hebdomad or #Ogdoad

1/10/2019 11:22:20 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 

Was .@POTUS Trump’s taking the Oath of Office — doing so after lawful notification receipt by The Hague, civic division, of the Declaration of the 

Independence of the United States as a Sovereign Nation — in so doing, Pledging the Oath of Allegiance as its ... pic.twitter.com/k73apseFoZ

1/10/2019 11:53:42 PM jonessense One night a week? Lol all my food in the 60s and 70s

1/10/2019 11:58:50 PM kibbitzlaw  https://relevantmagazine.com/article/wow-guardians-of-the-galaxy-vol-2-actually-tackles-some-really-heavy-issues/ … pic.twitter.com/xWeJ4821O9

1/11/2019 12:11:25 AM cynthiamorrow8 Zeolite

1/11/2019 12:16:56 AM bitofdis If only there was some natural source that would maximise those receptors that would be beneficial to the user...

If only........

1/11/2019 12:18:04 AM bitofdis Then Hope Comes ...

1/11/2019 12:18:31 AM regibaby67 Captain America Winter Soldier is one that @david_wilcock has talked about

1/11/2019 12:30:51 AM stefanofait Thank you. That was indeed relevant ;o)

1/11/2019 12:32:38 AM johnnysoko Acosta will be the one to ask the Question. ✨

1/11/2019 12:53:32 AM catheri70981208 Midnight is 0000 hours.

1/11/2019 1:07:06 AM otterdarling  https://creationcenter.org/healing-your-third-eye-how-to-decalcify-strengthen-the-pineal-gland/ …

Good article.

1/11/2019 1:24:01 AM flissdesigns What’s 187’d ? 🥴

1/11/2019 1:24:52 AM epkman Yes, it's the day you were born.

1/11/2019 1:25:04 AM anondirtyleg Same year that operation high jump ended. Also, inst Buenos Aries Admiral Byrd went to do a speech saying “we” could be invaded by our neighbors in 

Antarctica?

1/11/2019 1:25:39 AM chelle030609 Also the eating, starlords step father was going to eat him.

1/11/2019 1:32:10 AM anondirtyleg So that makes sense, turn off the pineal gland, turn around use phones and other electronics to keep us stupid. Thus making the population a 

compulsive buying species when ads pop up... Just my two cents

1/11/2019 1:36:19 AM cocopuffster12 😂😂😂

1/11/2019 1:41:58 AM kamil61289009 Read about pepsi hek 293.

1/11/2019 1:42:07 AM epkman I like people w/sense of humor.👍

1/11/2019 1:44:44 AM jaiagtp Why link to an inferior limited sentient soul if you can link directly to the Supreme Personality of Godhead AKA prime creator, super-soul, source. All 

that is required is your soul will.

1/11/2019 1:46:32 AM mary_jai1 I’ll take spoon feeding. Bc I never understand a thing you’re saying 🤷🏻♀️

1/11/2019 2:00:53 AM cocopuffster12 Me too!!😀

1/11/2019 2:07:26 AM taniaheina So they changed the natural DNA code. And they also call this modified DNA natural. And this modified DNA makes unwanted actions and changes in 

our body. It's nasty!

1/11/2019 2:22:50 AM crampneyvis Hello

1/11/2019 2:30:29 AM diaptera_80 There is also danger in milk-free, sugar- free and vegan, not only low fat etc. They are all scams, even though the needs for them are very real.

1/11/2019 3:02:05 AM rachmatcorai33 Is this Event going to be our death? Do we all die here on Earth in order to ascend to a better world?

1/11/2019 3:04:58 AM rachmatcorai33 No to which question? 👆🏼

1/11/2019 3:10:18 AM rachmatcorai33 Can anyone recommend a website that sells CBD with low THC?

1/11/2019 3:10:24 AM 1_decided_voter I took it as a no to the first question, do they know what they are disclosing.

1/11/2019 3:10:37 AM crampneyvis In other tweet you said 4,10,20 is MJ-1 since 2004. Please explain,

1/11/2019 3:36:30 AM m08816289 111,201



1/11/2019 3:37:51 AM winklerburke Human trafficking is going on. The victims are given only flip flops to wear, which means they can’t run from their masters in the tough desert brush. 

Invisible leg irons. Beach casual wear, not 4 desert treks. Human slavery.

1/11/2019 3:38:30 AM freestateojones I like to believe so.

1/11/2019 3:40:20 AM ullannas  https://www.thehealersjournal.com/2012/12/17/rapid-detoxification-of-the-third-eye-pineal-gland/ …

1/11/2019 4:20:30 AM jojoe12299 Are there any acceptable levels of fluoride? Thinking about my kid and her "bad" teeth the dentist keeps telling me about.

1/11/2019 4:22:30 AM freestateojones Creators Created in the image of God?

Consider the vastness of space. pic.twitter.com/x2Rhi6gopt

1/11/2019 4:41:24 AM si11112018 Time for it to stop!!! 🙏💙

1/11/2019 4:45:34 AM keith369me I believe there was something on the back of the picture he received

1/11/2019 4:50:10 AM keith369me Now that would be a Great Actor

1/11/2019 4:52:29 AM keith369me The money was found in last year’s Omnibus Bill

1/11/2019 4:52:49 AM rsm28675996 I cant believe that we havent already become extinct

1/11/2019 4:59:42 AM keith369me Research, knowledge , intentions, and loud voices will win this battle.  All would be on board this battle if they knew.  Knowledge is power. We all win, 

or we all lose.  WWG1WGA

1/11/2019 5:05:50 AM kayvonpaul Plants with Cannabiboids ...there are a few

1/11/2019 5:10:49 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083550771084443649 …

1/11/2019 5:13:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 What's next?

Coincidence?

 https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/af/idUSKCN1P50MB#click= https://t.co/Q1VB2gkTA3 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077404201347633153 …

1/11/2019 5:14:49 AM richardbramlet6 Hi

1/11/2019 5:14:59 AM sumgirl That seems too long

1/11/2019 5:15:14 AM richardbramlet6  pic.twitter.com/WrUdx0dZjA

1/11/2019 5:15:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account is technically a form of disclosure.

Reading a book is a form of disclosure.

Watching a movie is a form of disclosure.

What specifically are you looking for?

1/11/2019 5:16:13 AM sleky19 Honestly Erdogan is not very good.. dictatorship..

1/11/2019 5:16:14 AM keith369me We have been given so many “hints” to this...as someone that shies away from “entertainment” recently, every time I watch a new “program” or 

movie I pick up on this disclosure that is literally everywhere.

1/11/2019 5:16:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Allow?

The conscious matrix only moves so fast.

We have millions of cars and electronics to replace.

You'd be foolish to think this could happen in less than 10 years.

1/11/2019 5:17:18 AM richardbramlet6 Codes and riddles haven't we done this already

1/11/2019 5:18:00 AM richardbramlet6 Funny u say ten lol you must follow me that wasn't your post ....busted

1/11/2019 5:18:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Show us the code and riddles you speak of.

1/11/2019 5:18:13 AM keith369me They need to move on their own.  Q folks are half way there with the disclosure but generally extremely detailed which makes the 10,000 foot view 

difficult to see.

1/11/2019 5:18:33 AM richardbramlet6 You just told me what I need to know

1/11/2019 5:19:21 AM diaptera_80 Is the wall actually gonna be built?

1/11/2019 5:19:46 AM richardbramlet6 I know you know who I am now let's see if I can see who you are

1/11/2019 5:20:18 AM keith369me Knowing is half the battle.  Yes, improve your food intake, but intentions create awareness and change as well.  Meditate on your 3rd eye.

1/11/2019 5:20:41 AM diaptera_80 You know what: Trump confirming publicly we are not alone.

1/11/2019 5:20:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/11/2019 5:21:07 AM erquxlemon Majestic any thoughts about RGB? I know this news network is not entirely to be trusted. Also could it be they are just trying to keep the lefties calm? 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/01/09/cancer-surgeons-expect-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-to-recover-in-weeks.html …

1/11/2019 5:21:20 AM toffer_anon_369 Morning MJ12 Patriot(s).  Is there something being done by your team, 45, etc. to stop the flouride and the food additives RE pineal calcification - or is 

there something WE THE PEOPLE can or need to do to end this?

1/11/2019 5:21:55 AM zagnett 10y isn't too bad. Disclosure's been happening for decades, & has been more & more since ~2004(?).

The problem is the included disinfo, confusing people, getting them to believe false info.

MJ, can u say the amount of disinfo on this account is 0, or very minimal? This is key.

1/11/2019 5:22:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 We received your reply via notification and responded to it here. We do not follow non-Majestically involved accounts.

1/11/2019 5:22:29 AM savedrepublica Afghanistan?

Pakistan aid?

Taliban?

1/11/2019 5:22:49 AM anneolsen43 6 is missing

1/11/2019 5:24:14 AM keith369me The wall is as much about awareness of the nefarious nature of our situation (who really controls trafficking/drugs) as it is about a physical wall.  

Talking of building this wall, helps tear down the “Matrix Wall”

1/11/2019 5:24:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation on this account is probably around 20% mostly pertaining to ops sigcoms and dates. Remainder of information about consciousness and 

Disclosures is accurate, however Future Proves Past for a lot of it.

1/11/2019 5:25:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 On track to happen this year, possibly next year depending on several events scheduled to take place over the summer.

1/11/2019 5:26:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 RBG represents the last shred of legal hope that people who wish consent to be lowered to 12 will ever have in the Supreme Court of the United 

States. All of the tricks in the bag are being deployed here. Learn the playbook.

1/11/2019 5:28:00 AM zagnett  https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/proud-boy-allegedly-murders-brother-with-a-sword-thinking-hes-a-lizard_us_5c36042ee4b05b16bcfcb3d5 …

Please! Would be so helpful. There are real people in my life that think i'm crazy just for considering the existence of e.g. "ETs".  Now they just see me 

as potentially like this guy (link). "Well, do you believe I'M AN 'ALIEN'"? Well, no i don't. WTF?

1/11/2019 5:28:01 AM __jabird__ Is this why the universe seems to pixilate the further you try to look back in time towards the birth of this particular universe?

1/11/2019 5:28:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think about this, every time POTUS speaks publicly every single foreign leader listens word by word. Disclosure will not originate from Trump's mouth. 

It will be leaked in some form or another and he will react to it will at first, hesitation, then he will allow the evidence drop

1/11/2019 5:29:02 AM cryptocrab4 Is this next ?

 https://www.gesarahelp.org/ 

1/11/2019 5:30:00 AM cryptocrab4 #FED collapse ?

 https://www.gesarahelp.org/nesara.pdf 

1/11/2019 5:30:18 AM roaminnoodle Been awake 2 hours now, non-stop loud ringing in my ears - perhaps loudest yet!

1/11?



1/11/2019 5:30:44 AM zagnett Thanks MJ.

"Future proves past" because of "mirror" tech.? Where like a half-dozen possible future timelines can be discerned up to ~18 months out, & from our 

perspective, we don't know yet which timeline will unfold? & for whichever timeline unfolds, those events proved past?

1/11/2019 5:31:05 AM diaptera_80 Yes, we get that. I wonder what MSM will be brave enough to make the first report!? Chinese?

1/11/2019 5:31:56 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/7YMlCBt3xY

1/11/2019 5:32:56 AM __jabird__ The plot Seems more like the movie “Jupiter Ascending “ than Guardian’s of the galaxy. Human life force and youth as currency. Don’t you guys agree?

1/11/2019 5:33:35 AM deplorabldamsel MJ12 + Q Proof!! Red Castle.  Green Castle.  6 hours.  https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/4707125.html#4707306 …

1/11/2019 5:33:40 AM sentinel_17q There are no coincidences

1/11/2019 5:33:48 AM moonbaby04371 This here is pretty neat! Unfortunately, the app isn't compatible with my phone...😕

1/11/2019 5:33:59 AM __jabird__ I would say that some do. Stephen Spielberg for instance.

1/11/2019 5:34:55 AM erquxlemon Thanks again Majestic 🙏

1/11/2019 5:36:09 AM deplorabldamsel We've been programmed to be "spoon fed" so it's difficult for us to actually use our brains and think for ourselves!  You have to try. Do your own 

research.  Ask questions! Discuss with like minded people!

1/11/2019 5:37:59 AM sentinel_17q Those with calcification will take longer to catch on that disclosure has been underway for years. 

Disclosure too quickly can be catastrophic to society. It’s already hard enough on the general public that many elite humans are part of a global cabal 

preying non innocents

1/11/2019 5:38:37 AM zagnett MJ's definitely right about the cars/electronics. That's going to take a lot of time. Hopefully Shanahan's working on that. He's really into supply-chain 

stuff so that's a plus.

1/11/2019 5:39:14 AM djlok Why is this 85 yo woman so hell-bent on the age of consent dropping to 12? Where did hat programming come from that makes this acceptable in her 

eyes?  She's gotta know she's a freak for pushing for that as well as her push for changes to the English language eliminating genders.

1/11/2019 5:40:52 AM zagnett MJ, do you think all the components to the cars/electronics can be recycle appropriately? Will there be new tech. online that will make that easier?

1/11/2019 5:41:49 AM sentinel_17q Never before has a President been able to have the attention of the entire world at his fingertips. When one has this amount of power great caution 

must be utilized. Very few are capable of such restraint. One might say the ability to do so is....majestic.

1/11/2019 5:42:48 AM zagnett Great, thanks! I'll tay appention.

1/11/2019 5:43:19 AM jimhayzlett Canada, Paul Helyer has already disclosed.

1/11/2019 5:44:16 AM diaptera_80 Yes, disclosure is not the issue, but public recognition of it is.

1/11/2019 5:45:02 AM blankmarlo Through frequency tech, modified diets/pharmaceuticals, manufactured conflict/scarcity, and dictation of consensus reality through education/media 

we are stuck in a misery factory that's essentially designed to be an all you can eat buffet for Archons. https://youtu.be/D3qxWbQ8qek 

1/11/2019 5:45:21 AM pauliepg11111 Yip, MSM admitting it so that the 66,6% of people who listen to them as their only source of truth will wake up. On that note - are we on track for the 

MSM to soon be taken over by white hats? Or will it fall away altogether?

1/11/2019 5:47:36 AM jimhayzlett 100% Truth, so not this account, nor movies books or MSM, until Misinformation n Disinformation has ENDED!  Full D=ONLY TRUTH! I’m 

ready💛🙏🏼😇

1/11/2019 5:48:07 AM covertress [RBG]

Why was she 'selected'?

Who appointed her?

Remember [her] history.

Ref: 230-page book called Sex Bias in the U.S. Code...

>Called for reducing the age of consent for sexual acts to people who are “less than 12 years old.” (Page 102)

Q

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/4626734.html#4627556 … pic.twitter.com/BXCfCDOjWq
1/11/2019 5:54:11 AM lightworkercain Clones grown in pods controlled by "the anchor" during REM sleep? How many exist?

1/11/2019 5:54:15 AM richardbramlet6 Replace ? This world won't be here lol now I know who you are

1/11/2019 5:55:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure happened in 2001. Fluoride and sheep/mockingbird media prevented people from reacting appropriately.

1/11/2019 5:55:39 AM tymecrystal Can you tweet the link

1/11/2019 5:55:53 AM the_fjalar Please get Hanger 1 and Project Blue Book on netflix or somewhere ourside of cable! I don’t pay for cable/satellite anymore.

1/11/2019 5:56:17 AM tymecrystal Oh sorry I see it now

1/11/2019 5:57:00 AM lightworkercain Mirror = 223 or .223 <---Patriot caliber.

1/11/2019 5:58:49 AM zagnett When can the mockingbird media be dismissed? Not even sure how, but i mean when do you think say the # of people looking for alternative sources 

be well above the majority, & taken seriously? & how?

Can the effects of flouride be reversed completely?

1/11/2019 6:02:44 AM burgersandra @Homestead4Honey    FYI

1/11/2019 6:06:39 AM jimhayzlett Elite Poisoned Humanity in numerous ways, preventing Free Will!

1/11/2019 6:07:05 AM dupontmolly What happened in 2001?

1/11/2019 6:07:15 AM space_cadet6 MJ12, if you're really white hats, why are you posting on twitter and noone has banned you? No articles written in MSM to smear you? 

You probably will claim u have "tech". But so does Q-team presumably & they picked 8ch. 

Hope you're having fun in your C_A troll data center.

1/11/2019 6:09:38 AM tymecrystal Annunaki- Dan Winters explains how half of Star gods wanted us to have higher consciousness and the other half didn’t.....they know we are special 

because we can create our reality....some need monotomic gold to do it...we don’t....we are powerful!

1/11/2019 6:11:27 AM zack_stone Ssp disclosure. Or stay underground in hiding. #Wethepeople

1/11/2019 6:13:18 AM __jabird__ It’s not that RGB wants it so much as what her Masters from the deep state want.

1/11/2019 6:15:01 AM keith369me Feeling a tremendous amount of energy today...around the ears more than normal

1/11/2019 6:17:44 AM lorrainef52 🙏🙏🙏❤️

1/11/2019 6:21:01 AM blsdbe Yes...I am reminded of the scene in Wonder Woman, when she says "they are so much more"...Our Cosmic Cousins may know more about our abilities 

than we do. We have been misled. We must rediscover our Inner Brilliance. Then we need to Shine like the Crazy Diamonds we are!

1/11/2019 6:21:36 AM scottgasaway Bottle water free of fluoride ?

1/11/2019 6:22:10 AM keith369me “Media” are controlled “clones”...those in front of the camera have less free will than the regular population.  I’m pretty sure awareness is the only 

thing that will cause them to disintegrate...fluoride reversal will help us realize our capabilities, but can not get us there.

1/11/2019 6:22:36 AM olimyracle Inspiring. 911?



1/11/2019 6:23:12 AM lp083061 There is a reason why Q said to watch the water

1/11/2019 6:24:17 AM bubba_dave1 Heres what I purpose. We the people want full disclosure or no votes! I know I'm damn tired of being called a conspiracy theorist when I damn well 

know we aint alone!  #novotesunlessdisclosure @realDonaldTrump we all need to demand this!

1/11/2019 6:24:49 AM blsdbe Our Distrupter in Chief: Delivers, on Time and under Budget.

1/11/2019 6:25:16 AM lp083061 Will the US extradite Gulen and his goons?

1/11/2019 6:27:24 AM blsdbe I ❤️ the way each if us is finding our voices, great and small!!!

1/11/2019 6:29:15 AM youstinksoap Murdered. ☹️

1/11/2019 6:33:30 AM thericharddoyle I awoke moments ago, approx. 0120 AEDT / 0920 EST. It [all] begins:

Today

1/11/2019 6:35:33 AM rick_hernandez  http://disclosureproject.org/campaign.shtml 

This happened in May 2001 and then was silenced by 9/11.

1/11/2019 6:38:00 AM rick_hernandez Do we have any research we can show people about fluoride? Both the harm it does and the risk of tooth decay if removed? My wife is concerned 

about our children’s teeth.

1/11/2019 6:38:33 AM dupontmolly Thank you!

1/11/2019 6:38:37 AM 92michael Why do people of my generation seem to only want instant gratification? They need to understand that this stuff is so huge, that to offer instant 

disclosure would defeat the purpose of that disclosure. #LetItSoakIn

1/11/2019 6:42:33 AM universalrisin I don’t know why i want to say this but i love you guys

1/11/2019 6:43:35 AM rick_hernandez You’re welcome. The YouTube videos on their channel by the experts in the field really opened my eyes and made me see that it was all true. I disagree 

with Greer when he says all ETs are positive. I don’t think that’s possible. Outside of that, the info is very good.

1/11/2019 6:44:29 AM rick_hernandez  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnrEt2fIdZ0aBgPuVF0C_T559YR20eDTc …

1/11/2019 6:45:45 AM universalrisin So disinformation is real and necessary and time is an illusion. We can bring disclosure closer to us if we want to, but if we continue to follow the same 

cycle that calcifies our pineal glands, harm our planet, and aren’t able to awaken many, disclosure comes slower.

1/11/2019 6:49:23 AM jmfwyant1 Did you catch what an anon put on the board about this account??? Check it out. I had a good chuckle from it lol. #WWG1WGA

1/11/2019 6:49:41 AM dupontmolly Thank you again! I've never seen those videos, though I have listened to Dr. Greer,

1/11/2019 6:51:22 AM zagnett "We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are 

hard". JFK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said that learning telepathy is like learning "Arabic in Japan". So now that is my new mantra.

1/11/2019 6:52:06 AM zagnett Besides i probably have a much better chance learning telepathy than either Arabic or Japanese. My hearing sucks!

1/11/2019 6:56:11 AM richardbramlet6 Sure lol

1/11/2019 6:56:49 AM richardbramlet6 It's cool brother times almost up anyway you and I both know that

1/11/2019 6:57:29 AM __jabird__ Fluoride, aluminum/barium salts from chem trails. Calcify The pineal gland when used in conjunction with each other.

1/11/2019 6:59:17 AM rick_hernandez The ones I linked are there. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnrEt2fIdZ0aBgPuVF0C_T559YR20eDTc …

1/11/2019 7:00:36 AM sailorpractical Why should POTUS pretend that he doesn’t know at first? Isn’t this about being honest with each other after all?

1/11/2019 7:00:51 AM richardbramlet6 You every day with you disinformation is nessecary and matahatical codes let's be real I busted you before on my other account majestic your just 

trying to get followers prob. A dude in his mom's basement the real majestic is a hidden group

1/11/2019 7:01:41 AM toffer_anon_369 Intersting thing that an anon found after Q's drop today pic.twitter.com/4q8j7b2ZTS

1/11/2019 7:02:30 AM lightseeker2012 Mirror --> alternate realities?

1/11/2019 7:02:49 AM richardbramlet6 I get it I'm not trying to be a prick your wanting attention cause no way in hell any too gun would let you guys blab on Twitter

1/11/2019 7:03:54 AM richardbramlet6 So if you know info let's put it to the test who am I that is the riddles isn't it

1/11/2019 7:05:14 AM zagnett That's allegedly what "mirror" tech at Area 51/S4(?) does. It can show you things that occur in different future realities, up to like 18 months out of 

something. After that it's anyone's guess i guess idk. & apparently this is the reason for the phrase "Future Proves Past".

1/11/2019 7:07:26 AM fionasdestiny67 She is evil

1/11/2019 7:09:10 AM fionasdestiny67 Looking Glass

1/11/2019 7:09:25 AM freestateojones Define 'Public Disclosure'?

Arent we conversing on 'public forum'?

Is information shared on such public forums confirming what you just asked for? pic.twitter.com/sifiQwgPsM

1/11/2019 7:09:34 AM realitycheck05 Why have we not banned Fluoride from the drinking water in America yet? 

When fluoride is added to public water supplies, it does not just go into the water, it goes all into all of the food products made with that  water (e.g., 

soda, juice, beer, cereal, soup, etc).

1/11/2019 7:09:36 AM toffer_anon_369 How did 45 become so incredibly wise?  Is he working with all 12 strands? Will we be able to easily encode/decode comms on his level if/when we 

achieve 12?  How can we get there?!

1/11/2019 7:09:57 AM zagnett Yes, apparently another name for this tech.

1/11/2019 7:11:28 AM fionasdestiny67 Imho, if disclosure occured overnight, there are so many that would end up a basket case. Slow and steady, stay the course?

1/11/2019 7:12:09 AM rick_hernandez No worries. Make sure there’s no fluoride in your water 😂😉

1/11/2019 7:13:51 AM richardbramlet6 Ask him about going underground about the sun and universe changeing if he legit he knows ...cars lol no planet to put cars on

1/11/2019 7:14:28 AM heath_jack I'll check that out!😉

1/11/2019 7:17:38 AM cledrordfishing Wish you could just get it all out in the open and stop being cryptic and untruthful.

1/11/2019 7:18:49 AM zagnett I think what MJ's talking about is swapping out all cars/electronics for "majestic" versions of the same. To me, cars aren't even 3D. They're 2D. They go 

left & right, backward & forward. They're made for frickin' 2D Flatland. Can't wait to trade in mine for something way better!

1/11/2019 7:21:32 AM curly_lambeau the real question is, where is this guide trying to lead you to?

1/11/2019 7:21:38 AM hackenburg_ Oops, type error. I meant FDA and forgot to add big pharma! Nothing but former big AG people running the FDA now. The fox guarding the henhouse!?

1/11/2019 7:22:53 AM richardbramlet6 You won't need tech you are ....ask him you can will this to be if he is who he says he is he will know I know I have

1/11/2019 7:23:41 AM richardbramlet6 I have already done some of these things on my own no help no connecrions by training my mind

1/11/2019 7:24:08 AM bethelight11_11 Wut u sayin here? No earth !!?

1/11/2019 7:25:02 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78j5yKQZYMs …

Occasionally like in certain action movies/shows, cars can be 3D for a short time (link). & it's awesome! I'm not going to turn my car into a 3D action 

machine though.

1/11/2019 7:25:26 AM waz_am Disclosure does not necessarily have to be externally obtained, I for example do not require an agency, government or any other human being to tell 

me what to believe or not to believe. We are more than we were led to believe and all have knowledge that will/can be remembered.

1/11/2019 7:27:48 AM decodematrix Can you get Henry Deacon to go on Cosmic Disclosure and talk about his time on Mars?

1/11/2019 7:27:49 AM zagnett Great! Then you don't need the tech. You can go straight to "Go" & collect your $200. No biggie.

The tech can be a stepping stone to the rest who are further behind than you.

1/11/2019 7:30:37 AM fionasdestiny67 With border patrol in the background acting as security for the smart@ss

1/11/2019 7:31:52 AM fionasdestiny67 He will do it in desperation to become relevant, imho



1/11/2019 7:32:31 AM chuzehappy Best explanation I’ve seen.  

 https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1081023382437548032?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/F9bvAUutDe

1/11/2019 7:34:13 AM zagnett I think Richard just thinks that replacing millions of cars/electronics should be easy for someone who can travel the entire universe either physically or 

via RV ("remote viewing").

idk to me they seem completely different things. Hopefully we'll see!

1/11/2019 7:35:16 AM reportgoldfish This isn't really news. We know GMO's are deliberately poisoning us. What else is new?

1/11/2019 7:36:35 AM 1crazy_toaster there's not just GMO in those foods tho

1/11/2019 7:42:50 AM richardbramlet6 U will be able to will it

1/11/2019 7:43:36 AM roaminnoodle H.R.24 - Federal Reserve Transparency Act of 2019

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/24 …

1/11/2019 7:43:50 AM roaminnoodle H.R.25 - To promote freedom, fairness, and economic opportunity by repealing the income tax and other taxes, abolishing the Internal Revenue 

Service, and enacting a national sales tax to be administered primarily by the States.

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/25 …

1/11/2019 7:45:03 AM richardbramlet6 You are thinking 2d I need my phone car ect ship plane to travel you will not you will this flat plain is at a end not revolation we all die we me you are 

becoming something better that's what they hide majestic if he is what he says he is knows this

1/11/2019 7:45:58 AM zagnett Would be cool. Still working on Telepathy 101 for now though. Might take some more years to manifest my own anti-gravitic craft out of my own DNA 

or something like Goode / Wilcock describe. Can't wait!

1/11/2019 7:47:04 AM richardbramlet6 Human evolution is about to hit hyper speed Q majestic drip drip it to control you so you don't find out to soon ... only I did I have the ability to bend 

time space with my mind I did this on my own you will to

1/11/2019 7:47:30 AM giediknight Are you saying that the advanced tech used to take down the twin towers was disclosure?

1/11/2019 7:47:55 AM thoughttazer "Disclosure" of what do you want, people? 

It's a very big subject

ET Life

Advanced Tech

Medical cures

Satanic cults

Global Deep State- All conspiracies against Humanity

All the above

For the first one here "Ancient Aliens" has been airing on History Channel for years now.
1/11/2019 7:49:24 AM richardbramlet6 In the coming year you will her more on sace new beings others then underground bases because the sun we won't be able to stay under when your 

underground they will still control you meditate paryer relax then  the next phase asend

1/11/2019 7:50:30 AM rick_hernandez Hmmm maybe we should be looking at Q posts as possibilities WE can bring forth instead of them telling us what’s going on. This might explain the 

missed markers. 🤔

1/11/2019 7:50:33 AM bethelight11_11 Dark to light believe

1/11/2019 7:51:53 AM zagnett Would be neat to go beyond 2D/3D, and i'm working on it. We'll see how it goes. i'm thinking i don't need my phone. i don't need my car. So i get all 

that.

But people generally aren't suddenly all going to manifest stuff at will right away. & many may never.

1/11/2019 7:52:36 AM zagnett Great!

1/11/2019 7:53:01 AM richardbramlet6 We are capable of unimaginable things I'm just starting out no help no connection me and my evolution

1/11/2019 7:54:44 AM zagnett Great! Glad to hear you're so far along.

1/11/2019 7:55:10 AM si11112018 What do the numbers affect...

1/11/2019 7:56:37 AM rick_hernandez Thx for posting the quote. I hadn’t seen it before. Opened my eyes to some things

1/11/2019 7:58:20 AM decodematrix Next we declare war on the Draco.

1/11/2019 7:58:28 AM chuzehappy Watched the entire video. Confirmed a lot of things I already knew (or thought) but brought so much to light. Can’t believe Mathilda only released in 

2007.

1/11/2019 7:58:34 AM rick_hernandez Really brings Qs future proves past into a new light

1/11/2019 7:58:37 AM realeyethespy Because everything you are witnessing is an illusion and you're watching a movie. Who writes the scripts?

1/11/2019 8:01:13 AM ufo_totaal You will see a UFO more often than you learn telepathy. There is a danger that people start to hear voices in their heads and then think that is telepaty 

with aliens. But then they turn out to be psychotic

1/11/2019 8:02:17 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah.. Way too much information to come 😳

1/11/2019 8:04:17 AM zagnett Any unwanted voices in there I would more likely think that it's probably the Cabal's use of "Voice of God" technology (de-classified) & tell them to 

knock that shit off.

1/11/2019 8:04:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet

1/11/2019 8:06:05 AM toffer_anon_369 Any truth to this? pic.twitter.com/u9s8YvadAK

1/11/2019 8:08:00 AM sleky19 When we are going to travel in space ?

1/11/2019 8:08:08 AM waz_am I'd also like to add, if looking for evidence of extraterrestrial (not of this world) life, look closer to home.. our (dna).

1/11/2019 8:09:49 AM rick_hernandez The clowns are taken down next?

1/11/2019 8:11:18 AM awake369wwg1wga How is this going to affect the smaller corrupt and conflicted countries like South Africa? So much of the population need a change of heart.

1/11/2019 8:12:06 AM reportgoldfish Right, just long enough for the overloards to make more profit on it. SO sick of the BS. Most people know about it all from whistleblowers. Stop 

sugarcoating it. No one is going to think ET's are God's.  Just tell the people the truth.

1/11/2019 8:12:11 AM rick_hernandez Look for natural spring water. Plastic bottles can be bad from what I’ve heard though.

1/11/2019 8:14:13 AM waz_am Let those speak of you how they will dear one,  it's all about perception and belief. Some say conspiracy theorist, reality analyst would be much more 

of an accurate description. Conspiracy theorist is simply a term used to discredit.

1/11/2019 8:14:36 AM aprilbrown99 “house” congress cleaning first. Wall is completed. round up the rest if pedos, then pedovores. Hollywood roundup on MSM for the world to witness 

and finally believe.  My hope anyway...🙏🙏🙏

1/11/2019 8:15:25 AM zagnett This is disclosure that 1. Draco exist, & 2. someday we'll declare war on them?

Are any Draco like SG-1's Teal'c & helped us out?

What kind of war are we talking about? Sounds like "Draco" might just need/want a little taste o' freedom too, just like us.

Or am I way off?

1/11/2019 8:16:07 AM weremight I'm going to go with Icke's Children of the Matrix.



1/11/2019 8:16:08 AM worldxplorer1 That word 'yet' implies a lot.

1/11/2019 8:16:53 AM turboxyde If everything is consciousness projected as energy densified into form and interlaced with information (frequency) then distortions can be cleared 

through focused entanglement and intentions... IE: WILL. Prayer/Meditation, use your light to entangle the dark and transmute. 

pic.twitter.com/usPE5h4nev

1/11/2019 8:17:05 AM djlok I agree.  But for some of us it feels like we've been waiting 1000's of years!!

1/11/2019 8:19:36 AM blsdbe And, seriously, THANQ for working on replacing the vehicles/electronics, hopefully with something that doesnt emit the electro-smog that is harmful. I 

will continue practicing patience.

1/11/2019 8:20:43 AM richardbramlet6 It is real he won't say

1/11/2019 8:20:49 AM djlok I think it is legal here in CA.

1/11/2019 8:21:07 AM waz_am Indeed, all in divine timing. If it were all to come out of all the deception that has occurred with humanity over millennia, humanities path would 

possibly end.

1/11/2019 8:21:31 AM worldxplorer1 It is a fascinating video.  Should almost be required watching for anyone interacting with MJ12 and trying to understand the info they are putting out.

1/11/2019 8:22:19 AM lightseeker2012 Funny.....I just watched the SG1 episode last night where the mirror at Area 51 is used and there are two Sam Carters.

1/11/2019 8:22:26 AM zagnett i think he just did say.

1/11/2019 8:25:32 AM justice4kids000 Scroll past fundraising info to get to the Safe Drinking Water Act information:  http://fluoridealert.org/content/bulletin_12-02-15/ …

Please see the scientific information sourced for this write-up at the bottom of the pg. I will add to this once I find what I'm looking for.

1/11/2019 8:25:47 AM justice4kids000  http://fluoridealert.org/content/bulletin_12-02-15/ …

1/11/2019 8:26:51 AM bubba_dave1 I agree but if we are all suppost to unite, then lets all do it in a fasion thats unprecedented !!! #novoteunlessdisclosure

1/11/2019 8:27:29 AM justice4kids000  http://fluoridealert.org/studies/brain01/ …

1/11/2019 8:27:37 AM vintagesquirrel Europe needs saving

1/11/2019 8:29:40 AM speaakn She gives me the heebee geebees 😳

1/11/2019 8:31:24 AM silverburst1 @OfficialRJDio Ronnie James Dio knew this and sang about the different forms,...

1/11/2019 8:33:35 AM bethelight11_11 Me too 🙏✌🏾✨

1/11/2019 8:37:02 AM toffer_anon_369 Or this  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHScKwzwLRw&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2eR8G77sXkVL_qPmG1t3rAWmlHnyw5SLZYUELwdLaW3eBC8iJ-

pur9_NA …

1/11/2019 8:42:21 AM _chelseaproject I think she's already dead.

1/11/2019 8:45:05 AM justice4kids000  http://www.fluoridealert.org/wp-content/pesticides/sf.petition.june.2006.pdf …. 

Please see the scientific evidence in this letter to the EPA, who commissioned a comprehensive review of fluoride under Safe Drinking Water Act, 

ignored results, allowed excessive use of pesticides that break down into fluoride in the body.

1/11/2019 8:48:47 AM marshahodgson Trump's message is spot on wonderful. As for Turkey...IF only the ICJ was not a globalist tool, perhaps this would be the start of rounding up, and 

finding guilty of War Crimes, ALL colluding parties here and abroad. This would solve the problem of 'bad' Trump having to get OURS.

1/11/2019 8:49:15 AM justice4kids000 Please go here for a plethora of information:  http://www.fluoridealert.org/wp-content/pesticides/sf.documents.html …. 

I did the scientific research for a letter written to the EPA regarding a certain pesticide that breaks down into fluoride in the body.

1/11/2019 8:50:41 AM rick_hernandez Thank you!

1/11/2019 8:53:08 AM orthogonalron It also happened in 1947 and then MJ12 was basically formed to hide and disinform the public, can we then assume MJ12 did the same on 911 and 

most likely controls the mockingbird media.

1/11/2019 8:54:55 AM joni_apple_seed #ThanQ @POTUS @Jordan_Sather_ @Thomas1774Paine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Telford_Russian @quinnmichaels @mG7VJxZNCI @realDonaldTrump 

@HealthRanger @LisaMei62 @ggreenwald @TruthSeeker____ @tracybeanz @SaRaAshcraft @iamjohncullen @ToshiroIndigo 

https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1083559562115010566 …

1/11/2019 8:58:18 AM epkman On a lighter note, really if your interested in the significance of your birthday. The Germans did study of Human Biorythms in the 30's. Just a few links in 

case your interested. [ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biorhythm ], [ https://www.biorhythm-calculator.net ], hope you have a great weekend!

1/11/2019 8:58:39 AM ruru_jataka "Think for yourself.

Trust yourself.

Research for yourself.

Be in control of yourself.

NEVER let someone else DRIVE YOU.

Those who try to DRIVE YOU are not your friend. 

Q"

1/11/2019 8:59:10 AM toffer_anon_369  https://youtu.be/crsmQ-gZnpk 

1/11/2019 8:59:31 AM justice4kids000 Here she is in all of her glory:  https://www.actionpa.org/fluoride/nrc/NRC-2006.pdf …

On pg 11/preface see that THE EPA REQUESTED THIS STUDY...and I can confidently tell you that they summarily ignored it.

CHILDREN ARE VERY SUSCEPTIBLE TO ADVERSE EFFECTS OF FLUORIDE!

#Fluoride

1/11/2019 8:59:56 AM zagnett I mean, unless it's disinformation.

1/11/2019 9:00:42 AM fowlreginald Maybe Iran

1/11/2019 9:01:19 AM justice4kids000 You are very welcome, I've been irate for years and have watched the efforts of many go nowhere...caught up in litigation. Maybe as 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says, this is the time to get LOUD about #Fluoride and hope we get some traction!

1/11/2019 9:03:11 AM paul50244579 BS, just get it done.

1/11/2019 9:03:13 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/7qR0dhH2Fb

1/11/2019 9:08:39 AM zagnett  http://whale.to/b/springmeier_formula.html …

This is (or may be) the cabal's manual. Haven't read the whole thing. Not for the faint of heart. Gave me total chills. Made me bone cold even on a hot 

day.

1/11/2019 9:09:09 AM stoneturnr You're referring to the Project Disclosure presentation from May 2001, right? Over 20 well established mil, govt, scientists etc came forward with UFO 

testimony https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DrcG7VGgQU …

1/11/2019 9:09:56 AM space_sloth26 Where do you get the numerology from?

1/11/2019 9:13:58 AM zagnett WARNING - this may be why "those who know cannot sleep" and why "the truth would put 99% of people in the hospital."

1/11/2019 9:14:26 AM waz_am The biggest of deception is for us to believe that we are seperate from each other, through millennia humanity has been divided by many many things.. 

race, gender, political affiliation etc. 

By who?

Why?

How do you control masses of people?

What are we not supposed to learn?



1/11/2019 9:16:10 AM iamyou132 When can we join the space force? When do things really get going?

1/11/2019 9:18:00 AM waz_am There will be a quantum device invented that will identify multidimensional attributes. When turned on the human, an incredible revelation will occur 

and everything as we know it currently will change.

1/11/2019 9:22:25 AM zagnett Yes, that's how this works at least in part! We can help make the good things happen.

1/11/2019 9:23:22 AM cocopuffster12 😂😂😂 so funny

1/11/2019 9:23:56 AM southpaw816 I make my own Kefir & Kombucha to try and help!

1/11/2019 9:26:36 AM zagnett Think so. I'm not an expert on this subject though. I prefer finding out about our "majestic" "Golden Age" future, than our sick past.

1/11/2019 9:26:45 AM thoughttazer Absolute-Lee! Even we, who are awake, will be amazed. I don't think we can yet fully grasp the impact of the whole truth. The sleeping sheeple would 

suffer shock for sure. Encouraging to note the gradual seeping of info, ramping up recently & more and more waking up daily. 👍👍

1/11/2019 9:26:54 AM rick_hernandez I’ve known that. I just never thought of the Q posts in that way. I also never considers that future proves past could be a reference to timelines to tell 

us what timeline we were on.

1/11/2019 9:28:09 AM zagnett Yup, it apparently is.

1/11/2019 9:29:59 AM thericharddoyle 3rd 3 = 1 = 0 : A —> 1 = + at 1+

This Is [The] Beginning. Now:  https://youtu.be/qw8HhTnot0w 

Approx. 0920 EST. Today.

What begins on 4/15/19? What begins to end when that does?

A pic.twitter.com/MRqWk1c2id
1/11/2019 9:31:41 AM glor60 Mass arrests and military tribunals soon

1/11/2019 9:36:31 AM daveo6145 Perhaps [he]?

1/11/2019 9:36:56 AM daveo6145 Where’d you find this?

1/11/2019 9:38:15 AM rick_hernandez Yeah. That hit me pretty hard. Right between the eyes. It really resonated

1/11/2019 9:44:30 AM cocopuffster12 Nice!! I will check this out! Thanks so much! You have a great weekend as well!!

1/11/2019 9:49:04 AM taradea08775439 Truth has a frequency tune in and you will find it

1/11/2019 9:49:53 AM taradea08775439  pic.twitter.com/8UU101LCKk

1/11/2019 9:50:01 AM taradea08775439  pic.twitter.com/RtC3tHF7Uy

1/11/2019 9:51:47 AM cocopuffster12 Well, it’s hard for me to come up with one example as I’ve never followed AJ. But, it’s good to research him. Look through MJ12’s past posts re AJ.

1/11/2019 9:55:52 AM sonofrhea @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                          Thymalin & Epithalamin                    Thoughts?

1/11/2019 9:58:31 AM thexfac33145252 It started mid September and was over, for me at least, on the  1st of September after washing the filth of the fake evil virtual world that USE to exist. 

Now we have our real lives back, it was the X Factor that completed that mission

1/11/2019 9:59:20 AM raindroplet70 which song(s)?

1/11/2019 10:00:17 AM thexfac33145252 First of December I meant

1/11/2019 10:03:06 AM cidarean To meet face to face, shake the "hand" of an actual ET and know the one before me is such.

Too selfish?

1/11/2019 10:04:01 AM thexfac33145252 @AllahUniversal it ended the night of December 1st, not September sorry , but September is when it all went down. Read about wosign and the 

disaster they caused, but we fixed it

1/11/2019 10:05:20 AM youstinksoap What about Muellers investigation?  Don't we need his report before mass arrests, so the normies and the ones who have TDS don't revolt?

1/11/2019 10:06:56 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035925553763766272 …

1/11/2019 10:08:15 AM toffer_anon_369  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

1/11/2019 10:13:41 AM zagnett Yeah those foods need to be fixed pronto. 🧐

1/11/2019 10:18:33 AM scottgasaway Thanks

1/11/2019 10:19:28 AM cocopuffster12 “Trust yourself” ~ exactly!! Best. Advice. Ever. 💟☮️

1/11/2019 10:20:10 AM sailorpractical @SpeakerPelosi @SenSchumer @AnnCoulter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1083554843627868160 …

1/11/2019 10:20:32 AM nun_chucknorris Go easy on your EBEs LMAO!!! And I saw your post!

1/11/2019 10:20:37 AM ember541 I have been gluten-free for a year now. When learning what to look for “natural flavors” is was mentioned. I wonder if the introduction of gluten to our 

wheat has anything to do with this?

1/11/2019 10:20:43 AM giediknight After his flop on pizzagate I thought he was just covering up because they were threatening his family. Then when Q came on the scene I thought he 

was denying Q to provide coverage, Q denies AJ, AJ denies Q to provide cover.. Looks like I was wrong.

1/11/2019 10:21:42 AM giediknight And since I got into @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I stopped watching the AJ show, this was about middle of December.

1/11/2019 10:22:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd What’s very weird for me is Michael Jackson was also an ex Jehovah’s Witness. Trying to figure how this fits in as I’m an ex JW too and walked away.

1/11/2019 10:27:24 AM cocopuffster12 You are doing the right thing with research, and trusting yourself. I was unsure about Alex, I still do not exactly know what his agenda is. Perhaps some 

accurate info sprinkled in w/ inaccurate info.?? I have no idea!

1/11/2019 10:30:03 AM ghostanon6120 The more  I read the responses it seems the movie "lost boys" was covering pedophile themes.

1/11/2019 10:30:03 AM giediknight Well I have "caught" him many times not telling the truth, I always passed it off in my mind as providing "disinfo" to the media. AJ said that Media 

Matters was transcribing his show. I know that his family are in the CIA.

1/11/2019 10:31:00 AM ghostanon6120 ....and hollywood. Drink michael...become one of us...

1/11/2019 10:33:12 AM giediknight As @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said, AJ is an agent of the cabal, he got access to Bohemian Grove, AJ said he was able to get in because his lineage go back to 

the Mayflower. He is there to divert the curious, I just thought that no one is perfect and get things wrong.

1/11/2019 10:35:39 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066568238656569346 …

I started watching AJ in 03 for about a year or so, then I went off on my own path of discovery. He did have Ted Gunderson videos on his website, I 

thought it was a good level to start, but always move on from there.

1/11/2019 10:36:17 AM zina_michele Iran

1/11/2019 10:44:52 AM zagnett I want a complete federal level acceptance of CBD before i try it. Even in CA people have been raided by federalies for having legal pot in their CA 

homes.

1/11/2019 10:48:30 AM fitz5studio  pic.twitter.com/RHnRfD5pNV

1/11/2019 10:50:05 AM fitz5studio You are not Q. pic.twitter.com/18CX84fK1Z

1/11/2019 10:51:51 AM cocopuffster12 Well, it sounds to me you are trusting yourself. That’s huge. There is SO much to look into and research! You were on to AJ pretty quickly, I would say!

1/11/2019 10:54:35 AM giediknight Always trust myself.

1/11/2019 10:58:52 AM ermagarn What are you talking about?

The pineal gland produces melatonin to aid in the sleep wake cycle.

This statement makes no sense.

1/11/2019 11:02:57 AM cocopuffster12 100%!! Do not doubt yourself.

1/11/2019 11:03:57 AM jonle86 well not sure if this pic is real or from the movie, but ye apparently they founds something similar according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw



1/11/2019 11:12:45 AM mongrelglory Iran, then Israel?

1/11/2019 11:13:34 AM mongrelglory I was just adding up the letters in their names.

1/11/2019 11:14:56 AM mongrelglory 187 is apparently the code for "assassination".  Q uses the term a lot.

1/11/2019 11:16:11 AM space_sloth26 Care to break it down for me? I can never wrap my brain around this 😅

1/11/2019 11:16:24 AM mongrelglory Publicly acknowledged disclosure on the mainstream news networks would be nice.

1/11/2019 11:16:28 AM _the_psychonaut 1/11/19, power of 3,6, and 9. Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more info on that but today, mathematically, is an extremely important date!

1/11/2019 11:16:33 AM flissdesigns 😢😢😢

1/11/2019 11:16:59 AM toffer_anon_369 @EsotericExposal ran it

1/11/2019 11:17:40 AM silverburst1 Which aren’t 😃?

1/11/2019 11:22:26 AM adsvel Yes, the Truth is density of frequencies. And it is changing as our consciousness is changing, as our Awareness is expanding. Out of 3D matrix is 

different Truth, as different density is out there, out of Van Allen belt. Thank You.

1/11/2019 11:22:53 AM mongrelglory Each letter of the alphabet has a numerical value up to Z = 26.  You keep adding the numbers together until they finally reduce to one digit. Apparently 

this is what they do in numerology.

1/11/2019 11:30:42 AM allonkid EU or Iran?

1/11/2019 11:33:41 AM winklerburke What do n 2001 was the disclosure?

1/11/2019 11:50:40 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/11/2019 11:52:42 AM sc70542739  https://www.instagram.com/p/BsZzN3fDuLt/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=1jma3q5y05djp …

1/11/2019 11:53:40 AM winklerburke What in 2001...

1/11/2019 11:57:48 AM sehvehn yep. so gross

1/11/2019 11:59:59 AM toffer_anon_369  https://youtu.be/aYRgHTojkKk 

1/11/2019 12:22:02 PM toffer_anon_369 I get that you have to slow-walk the majority through the awakening phases, but what about many of us that are EYES WIDE OPEN watching this movie 

as merely an awoken observer?  Are there advanced conciousness programs available for these types?

1/11/2019 12:22:07 PM arc339 Please hear me, tragic bombing covered up by FISA ops that censor me, slander me, frame me, home grown terrorists are malevolent ET hybrid repto 

humans funded by st pd plot to kill DJT, silencing me for exposing them. Help me. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecretService @IvankaTrump @POTUS

1/11/2019 12:23:25 PM shakt222 Good point!

1/11/2019 12:24:45 PM shakt222 Thank you!

1/11/2019 12:26:21 PM wild8heart I would assume the "conscious matrix" can speed up through various forms of light work, meditation, yoga, etc, especially on a collective level?

1/11/2019 12:28:03 PM shakt222 Agreed. I think Rod Serling had been briefed by insiders on many forbidden subjects.

1/11/2019 12:29:08 PM honeybager5 Only if they’re looking for a good laugh . . .

1/11/2019 12:31:28 PM blankmarlo Thoughts?

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6577871/Huge-swarm-locusts-descends-Mecca.html …

1/11/2019 12:35:29 PM do_or_do_notty She is evil. I believe much more evil than we realize.

1/11/2019 12:39:11 PM walkawaylib Saw this one earlier… pic.twitter.com/yeRJL2xJVw

1/11/2019 1:01:18 PM knightofmaltaus There has been an acclamation program since early 60’s. Of late History & CW Stations have elevated the awareness program. If you go to  

http://CIA.gov  and begin reviewing the 60k page data dump you will quickly understand 4th/5th world cannot understand. Take times.Soon 

pic.twitter.com/MjrfsQQ64k

1/11/2019 1:05:12 PM erquxlemon 😂😂

1/11/2019 1:06:01 PM realityloominng They most likely don't, they might understand they are getting bits and pieces, which is good enough for them because they know 

Illuminati/cabal/syndicate is real.

1/11/2019 1:08:56 PM _girlmaher_ Depends how clones are engineered. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has disclosed that the Immortal Soul (IS) enters Biological Entity (BE) at conception. Seems to 

indicate that the clone BE doesn't have an IS.

Be careful, this leads to lethal othering of humans i.e. the old zombie trope...

1/11/2019 1:14:50 PM stefanofait @@MrMyskin see? your "beloved" Joe is the real deal! ;o)))

1/11/2019 1:26:00 PM enomai_ Btw, tell "them" Thank You the other night in the sky. :) and :(

1/11/2019 1:26:54 PM thoughttazer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Disclosure?

 https://www.rollcall.com/news/hoh/harry-reid-lobbying-ufo-research-reporting …

1/11/2019 1:27:55 PM fractal_reality Disclosure Project 05.09.2001

1/11/2019 1:38:14 PM djlok I'm gonna have to agree with you on this. And I don't think this is the only sicko who got appointed by the #ClintonCrimeFamily.  Seems like I 

remember some issues with a surgeon general.

1/11/2019 1:47:54 PM mrmyskin It's not my "beloved" , just my "imprinting" on Q :-)

1/11/2019 1:55:37 PM eodbirdsell UN Human rights commission? We lost our seat May 3. For the first time since it started in 1947.

1/11/2019 1:58:31 PM goyaeq Replacing cars and electronics will facilitate more questions and is disclosure.

1/11/2019 2:00:56 PM mrsroman23 Ok. I’ll munch on that. I get entanglement theory, just never knew that’s what people were talking about in relation to consciousness and all.

1/11/2019 2:30:54 PM vintagesquirrel Godfather 3 aka the Vatican?

1/11/2019 2:34:05 PM __jabird__ Dig a little deeper into Stephen Spielberg. He has had access to Government footage. The inspiration for Close Encounters.

1/11/2019 2:53:35 PM thexfac33145252 We’ve already erased it real quick like and turned that crazy ass book of chaos and greeeeed for money, so much hatred for not being “their” definition 

of normal. Who the hell knows WHATTT normal is??! CRAZY is the new normal. We,be gotta embrace our mental illnesses and use em

1/11/2019 2:55:25 PM 1_decided_voter I also think Steven King knows (at least part of the picture, more than most), as did Kubrick.

1/11/2019 3:11:21 PM thexfac33145252 Either sep 4th or 5th, and then it was like #MAGIC Then a whole lot of agonizing spiritual stuff happened, and then it was like  #REBOOT on December 

1st at midnight and was #REBORN #myvirtualrealityrealityshow

1/11/2019 3:17:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow Past Tweets

18:00 (+/- 3hrs)

9, 3, 3

We said:

2100 - 45 Address

0900 - declaration of intent

1800 - 

We omitted 1800 -> Decision deadline

Deal made.

Power of 3s.

Reflect the presence of 3s in this disclosure.

Time is an illusion.

Guardians of the Pedophiles.

NOW PLAYING
1/11/2019 3:19:27 PM blissamerica Deal Made then?



1/11/2019 3:20:41 PM thexfac33145252 Not JUST every number. It’s also every letter of the alphabet, every symbol, bracket, parentheses , plus sign, minus sign, hashtag, whatever. It’s all just 

a bunch of #BULLSPIT that once removed, it makes a whole lot more sense #boycotcodification lol

1/11/2019 3:21:32 PM peterclloyd Question- DC Circuit Court 12-24 Mueller/Roberts Grand Jury spectacle, foreign owned corporation US Inc?

1/11/2019 3:22:16 PM scienceismymuse What are you on? 10 years is over night?  Once the cleansing is done... pic.twitter.com/R2WuxtmvVM

1/11/2019 3:28:26 PM giediknight Guardians of the pedophiles = RBG team?

1/11/2019 3:29:45 PM fernandofitspa1 Let's make this happen!! I pray for the change, positive one

1/11/2019 3:31:30 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Uviqv6ccAz

1/11/2019 3:31:32 PM covfefe_grande 3's and 9's:

2+1(00) = 3

09(00) = 9

1+8(00) = 9

1/11/2019 3:40:26 PM lib7473 Thx for confirming the double meaning I took from 45's drop @ 1800, game/chess over. Deals made. Coop from MSM/GG carpet night, in the light the 

past wk, slowly but surely 2 help w/ 369 seeding. Monday for the next movie debut? We'll wait n see. 🌈❤️

1/11/2019 3:47:10 PM turboxyde "A man and woman had a little baby... yes they did! They had threee eee eee in the familyyy yyy yyy... that's a magic number! 3,6,9...."

1/11/2019 4:18:31 PM kuri99487324 It looks to me that it is probably true, or at least close to the truth.

1/11/2019 4:20:09 PM kuri99487324 Are we talking abou the draco hidden under Antarctica?

1/11/2019 4:27:01 PM 1_decided_voter What kind of deal has been made?

1/11/2019 4:27:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Declaration?YN

 https://youtu.be/QtU5GjErlGg 

1/11/2019 4:34:07 PM toffer_anon_369 ..interesting that he said "shoot rockets at the moon." Isn't the moon technically inhabited by the Guardians of the Pedos? Maybe this upcoming Super 

Blood Moon presents a unique opportunity for a multi-national military op against the moon? 4 new satellites?

1/11/2019 4:36:52 PM toffer_anon_369 Deal made? Our CNO made a deal with PLA(N)C? Upcoming 3 day visit is for precision planning?  Op inc USA, Russia, & China?

1/11/2019 4:42:20 PM deeannisawesome Same here !!

1/11/2019 4:44:33 PM toffer_anon_369 Super Blood Moon 1/20/2019...Mirror that...9,3,3

1/11/2019 4:53:33 PM jamesboyett You said no one knows when tribunals take place or info on them - does that include david zublick youtube channel video  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=88sQu4lIKMM&t=2780s …

1/11/2019 4:54:43 PM jnest3 Hmmm🤔

1/11/2019 5:04:50 PM 1_decided_voter I see NO declaration here. Based on this though he will likely be blamed for playing politics here instead of declaring emergency. Is he holding back 

because he still needs the voices of Americans demanding an emergency be declared to get even louder? pic.twitter.com/vce3xxVO6Y

1/11/2019 5:08:39 PM lib7473 Y. 21:00 (declaring guardians of pedo in DEMS/MSM)

1/11/2019 5:10:14 PM blsdbe My hubby and had to watch to video last night...made me remeber my innocence 😇

1/11/2019 5:13:20 PM thericharddoyle 1) 1 Year is harmonically proportional (and as waveform, parallel) to 1 second.

1 sec : 1.0 Hz : 1 mm : 1 degree

150 years + (4 years x 25 degrees) = 250 = (2.5 x 10^2); 2.5 has been most recent predominant constant in such research.*

10^2 was a constant ...

1/11/2019 5:14:06 PM stoneturnr This numerology stuff is really hard to understand... Why is POTUS reluctant to declare national emergency? Does he really expect Schumer/Pelosi to 

approve full funding of the wall?

1/11/2019 5:14:44 PM thericharddoyle 2) ... I kept encountering over and again in my earliest research* (though rudimentarily documented, documented sufficiently nonetheless) — now I 

know why:  https://youtu.be/sIayxqk0Ees  (most 1:11—1:36 re:  https://youtu.be/SCZJfPZsUQQ  [** Occurrence Date: May 17th, 2017] ...

1/11/2019 5:17:11 PM thericharddoyle 3) ... +  https://youtu.be/tTRoSF7Lp-s  [First Supplemental:  https://youtu.be/I6Ggs7nUjxA  [2:37—3:14] note posting dates] as upon geomagnetic 

north (once again) reaching the Siberian Traps, spec. Tiksi, RU (ref. images below) time’s up: Final (and rapid) E.L.E. — Second ... 

pic.twitter.com/nMmmwYyWFL

1/11/2019 5:18:05 PM nmchristoban  pic.twitter.com/8InaoZVSIz

1/11/2019 5:19:06 PM thericharddoyle 4) ... Supplemental:  https://youtu.be/VVgUZv9ccyQ )

**  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2153200/Last-months-solar-flare-created-mysterious-pulse-Earth-answer-suns-blast.html … — 

date of M–Class Flare and consequent CME:

Occurrence Date: May 17th 2012, AEST also.

My Date of Birth: May 17th, 1977, 2:06 PM AEST

... pic.twitter.com/Z2eN5lfalC
1/11/2019 5:21:40 PM thericharddoyle 5) ... Image below is not an ‘Invitation’: It is a warning.

When you do concede you cannot stop this (Drop Dead Date: Dec. 21, 2022 [**viable window closure to resolution: May 17th, 2022], Actual 

Termination: Aug. 12, 2023 CE, ~7 AM EST) and your own conscience has conceded ... pic.twitter.com/0QkYbtbEgh

1/11/2019 5:23:06 PM thericharddoyle 6) ... you have to know whether or not there is actually a way to (do far more than) prevent it, you can call me collect.

It’s ok: It gets much worse — or can get so much better:

Partial survival is not a Plan for the same reason all efforts thus far made pursuant to ...

1/11/2019 5:24:19 PM thericharddoyle 7) ... attempting it have been and will remain utterly futile:

There is NO subterranean depth or shielding man or friend, terrestrial or non–terrestrial has and will give, capable of withstanding multiple successive 

blast waves with far more than the power of merely ...

1/11/2019 5:27:25 PM jrocktigers 👀

1/11/2019 5:27:33 PM thericharddoyle 8) ... one star. You need something better/altogether different.

There IS a way, in me.

Below, but two different subsystem components (renderings).

If time is an illusion you feel comfortable in being buffered by, sleep on–, and continue, to waste it:

 https://youtu.be/_XkADSZ4tfU  pic.twitter.com/kGJ8576nR7
1/11/2019 5:30:47 PM mykidsrtheebest I don't think he implied so.



1/11/2019 5:33:59 PM thericharddoyle 9) Who will A.ll, yourselves included, and [+], “pray” to when you do in fact realise your choice to decide to find out if there IS in fact a way — and you 

don’t have it, nor could you use it?

A.: We are that to which we pray. You can endure solipsism or humility 🤔

A Friend pic.twitter.com/61JPxMxN87

1/11/2019 5:41:16 PM blsdbe It sure seems likesome of the Guardians of the Pedophiles are actually the MSM, since, by not covering the crimes related to our lack of border 

security, they make it seem like a secure border (read: wall) would be immoral!!!

1/11/2019 5:43:19 PM friskygolfer This is “Unacknowledged” the movie witnesses.

1/11/2019 5:45:16 PM myronmcgee10 I was really wondering the same thing. I think he's building a transparent case for the nation to see, so when it happens, it's justified. "Cheers"

1/11/2019 5:46:14 PM blsdbe You say solipsism like it's a bad thing...maybe the One Infinite Creator got lonely 😉 and ***poof*** here We All Are!

1/11/2019 5:48:56 PM rick_hernandez Yes. The videos for that movie were filmed a long time ago

1/11/2019 5:49:35 PM thericharddoyle No, he’s not holding back. The reason you see no declaration there is because ultimately he doesn’t even have to make one (🇺🇸 already in being under 

martial law –  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ … – 3x over, POTUS has, per 

EO 11490 already declared, by such authority, directing $ to FEMA):

1/11/2019 5:51:01 PM matrixexit We do need to know if Trump is part of the 93 Society. Where’s your “disclosure” about this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @R_Tehubijuluw @wikileaks 

https://twitter.com/TPerplexa/status/1083793920482512902 …

1/11/2019 5:53:59 PM duriavigrobert “THE ART OF THE DEAL,” he wants to totally exhaust every other avenue first🤔

1/11/2019 5:56:34 PM myronmcgee10 A must for sure...

1/11/2019 5:57:11 PM blsdbe Exactly. Who would not come to the table to help protect out National Security, and our Citizens from Human Trafficking? ( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)

1/11/2019 5:57:20 PM menzelbrett LPC?????

1/11/2019 6:00:04 PM stoneturnr Maybe so. But I don't think the general public will support the wall unless irrefutable evidence of trafficking and how it's been protected/facilitated is 

presented. Unfortunately most people still think the wall is about bigotry...

1/11/2019 6:01:36 PM sally57989900 #93Society

1/11/2019 6:01:44 PM thericharddoyle Conclusion: But may at his sole discretion – preparing in advance (see screenshot) of attempt to stop – declare a national emergency where, in addition 

to being on sound legal footing in doing so, may perhaps declare Concurrent w/any attempt to stop:  https://youtu.be/8NzvU2Eo6LI 

[RR]: pic.twitter.com/GlC6Xke0J5

1/11/2019 6:05:51 PM myronmcgee10 I guess at this point "patience is a virtue".

1/11/2019 6:06:50 PM thericharddoyle ... whilst already having, through a mere Presidential Statement (/ via Twitter no less), issued an order to FEMA, by humble misdirection POTUS has 

precluded – days ago – all viability of any legal challenge to declaration and in so doing, ensured successful nomination(s) of ...

1/11/2019 6:07:31 PM twinkleblinc There is no end to the horrors these people are enacting on Americans. You have to work full time to be informed and pull things together from 

disparate sources.

1/11/2019 6:14:56 PM blsdbe What do you think about doing a mass meditation with a large group of folks (in a multiple of 3) to do a at 9 am that very day, 1/20/19 just to help 

empower a Vision of Harmony?

1/11/2019 6:16:44 PM thericharddoyle ... one or more Supreme Court Justices of his choosing — all feasible objections already precluded:

Yes, friend: It’s all already over.

Which is why no one is hearing anything about the round–ups, detentions and military tribunals already in process:

And won’t until > ½ done ✅ pic.twitter.com/OfrqohQ2A2

1/11/2019 6:18:13 PM toffer_anon_369 If we begin at 9:30 and go for 18min we'll be sure to hit several multiples of 3

1/11/2019 6:22:44 PM blsdbe How shall we spread the news?!?!

1/11/2019 6:24:23 PM blsdbe I LOVE THIS PLAN #3IsAMajicNumber

1/11/2019 6:24:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Good Question, I'm a nobody with only ~200 followers...

1/11/2019 6:25:26 PM thericharddoyle See? So though it can’t happen overnight (there are just too many scumbags) it’s happening rapidly because it needs to:

Unanticipated aspects of Disclosure must soon be proactively addressed:

“Border Talk” is, among much else of such importance, buying time for this addressing. pic.twitter.com/8G3waXfJjY

1/11/2019 6:27:20 PM blsdbe We are all Nobodies...#WWG1WGA Let's just put out the vibes and even if its only You, Me and My Hubby we will still have a few threes. Maybe 9:33?

1/11/2019 6:27:35 PM thericharddoyle Time, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, you’re not coincidentally running out of, just as efficiently.

 https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1083912809711194113 …

1/11/2019 6:39:13 PM oo1o110 Well hello...

Thanks for the tip. I've got them locked and loaded in my robot ready to read to me over the next X amount of time.  By the looks of it, this should take 

me into March.

1/11/2019 6:45:28 PM 00loll0 Disclosure will happen when our Star brothers and sisters decide,"official first disclosure" 2021,or "the event"whatever you want to call it,the "sheen" 

will bring love,the "Golden Age" is here we made it and we will all be free very soon...we won't have to wait on any government

1/11/2019 6:49:29 PM djlok Oh and my siblings (just in case they are reading this as they discuss having me committed for believing #Q, #TheGreatAwakening, and 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ).

1/11/2019 6:52:15 PM jm19712 yes

1/11/2019 7:05:28 PM matrixexit Good to know. Perhaps that’s why your tweets can be refreshing!

1/11/2019 7:12:45 PM zagnett They think they have that power over you? They must feel so proud thinking they know how things work so much better than you. i would call that 

plainly delusional.

1/11/2019 7:13:19 PM aprilbrown99 Yes most definitely! He also said 9 three times pertaining to the possibility of a lawsuit being filed In the 9th district from the Dems for using the EO. I 

can also see that the family stories are affecting his very deeply. I can see it on his face.

1/11/2019 7:19:22 PM cryptocrab4 Chuck 

Nancy

Barrack

Michael

RBG

Clones ? Y/N

1/11/2019 7:33:15 PM djlok They just roll their eyes whenever I start talking about new physics, the Great Awakening, etc.  I just turned 40 and one of them said something along 

the lines of "this has to be the most interesting mid-life crisis.".  I'm like "WHATEVER"!

1/11/2019 7:35:46 PM blsdbe Check this out...maybe we can do 9:12pm PST too pic.twitter.com/b3cr62H0ni

1/11/2019 7:40:44 PM smith_jere Y

1/11/2019 7:42:25 PM djlok I've noticed with each interview, he progressively talks more and more about human trafficking and what that looks like.   Sort of like a "soft 

disclosure" for the masses.



1/11/2019 7:43:52 PM zagnett I'm 42. People close to me think i'm crazy, depressed, delusional, etc. Actually, i've never felt more alive, aware, hopeful, hyped, & happy than ever 

before. They just don't get it, & they just don't believe me when i say it. It's really weird.

1/11/2019 7:46:56 PM djlok Yes- I've shown mine the videos, discussed it, dropped red pills here and there...nothing.  Just get asked "are you in another cult?".   Whatever!

1/11/2019 7:57:06 PM antarantanka A $15 Time magazine SPACE FORCE special edition is now available.

1/11/2019 8:23:48 PM skypegrammy505 I'm thinking things are going on behind the scenes. Everything the President does has meaning & purpose. I totally trust him.

1/11/2019 8:37:17 PM sunspot406 No.  If you know criminals of various types are threatening our nation.  Would it be treason NOT to protect the citizens of our nation. This should not be 

on POTUS shoulders ONLY to declare !   Our representatives need to stop obstructing safety to Americans.

1/11/2019 8:50:37 PM awakeandsing123 There is a global meditation on that day. Set your intentions to this specific frequency and it will reach many. Here is the info: 

https://twitter.com/awakeandsing123/status/1083560510942035970?s=21 …

1/11/2019 9:07:42 PM sleky19 We want full disclosure, if it's spread over 10 years, it's a partial disclosure.. we want full disclosure !

1/11/2019 9:15:38 PM debbiealbyrd Gooood movie!

1/11/2019 9:17:01 PM cstarr888 Research Glyphosphate.

Kills gut bacteria.

🙏💖

1/11/2019 9:19:21 PM cstarr888 Ultimate red pill. No Fear.

Solutions exist.

LISTEN to the WHOLE thing.

No Fear. 

Connects everything EVERYTHING.

Be Fearless.

Much love! 🙏💖 https://youtu.be/XslI7LJIVEE 

1/11/2019 9:22:32 PM realdonmurphy Restoration of our Republic

1/11/2019 9:31:10 PM ufo_totaal Age is just a number. People who do not understand each other are not yet on the same frequency. One day they will be where you are now. We can 

not change people, just lighten them. People will only think and change if they want to.

1/11/2019 9:36:28 PM ufo_totaal you are not in a cult you are on a different consciousness frequency pic.twitter.com/inwdIoFhco

1/11/2019 10:00:18 PM sh4m33 Everybody is selfresponsable to make disclosure possible in his mind. Stepping out of the collective consciousness can help to become able to learn 

previously unimaginable knowledge, skills and possibilities.

1/11/2019 10:07:33 PM sh4m33 Secret technology is more than 70 years ahead from public... I would expect something about ten years for it's disclosure.

1/11/2019 10:12:25 PM _the_psychonaut Please, do more research on the pineal gland. It does sooo much more than just produce melatonin

1/11/2019 10:12:52 PM alanmns It's fascinating stuff, and if you do some research on some of the things he says he seems to be quite on point! Hope you enjoy!

1/11/2019 10:18:03 PM dogusainc I came to you because Q cant answer it. You are the MAJI ... You can answer for the universe to hear. People are vibrating absolute fear that our 

Commander will let it [RIP] through America..

1/11/2019 10:19:44 PM ksouth21 Well said!

1/11/2019 10:34:07 PM alanmns @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1083429499373580289 …

1/11/2019 10:42:05 PM dellagates_1237 Find out who owns the food industry, and.figure out why we are being poisoned

1/11/2019 10:47:32 PM lighthouse44444 I have a hard time getting through these videos. They don't have thesis, points, sub-points. Kinda ramble and jump around without being clear on what 

is a point vs. random detail, etc. I got nano particles, co-opted insects and still no clue how any of it plays to heart chakra🧐

1/11/2019 11:18:30 PM coach_ztb  https://youtu.be/M4unKVhkuzo 

#BOOM 1 of 4

#Q #QAnon

@GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @NemoV8 @tommybtbam

1/11/2019 11:19:03 PM smalltownusa121 These Doctors hate Trump so much they will kill his supporters and there baby’s. This is sick and they should be investigated #MAGA 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/owlwoman911_/status/1083982743300493318 …

1/11/2019 11:21:22 PM cstarr888 It goes deep. You may need much background info to pull it together. 

Your air is weaponized. Evil tech is real.

Quantum physics proves YOU can use your heart energy for healing, finding answers, and fixing this mess they made. 

Go inside. You are more powerful than you know.🙏💖

1/11/2019 11:21:44 PM coryz34 I found out I have a 18 MO. Old son 6 mo ago. He was in foster care but I rescued him and now I have full custody. Being a single father is difficult. 

What do you recommend to help develop his conscious properly? Also, any market recommendations would help. Money is tight. :)

1/11/2019 11:50:41 PM anondirtyleg I thought there was no deals?

1/11/2019 11:59:54 PM 1_decided_voter I suspect if there was a deal made, it was to advance legislation, or put RBG out to pasture, or fund the wall. I have my doubts any deal will be made for 

immunity from prosecution for crimes against humanity.

1/12/2019 1:37:36 AM jane_q_patriot The first date is wrong? Should've said the 8th?

1/9/2019 = 4.

If it's a coincidence, I'm not sure how.

1/12/2019 2:13:23 AM sh4m33 Best food is fresh from garden. Even the act of selling/buying is a subtile poisoning of the 'good'(s)..

1/12/2019 2:31:56 AM doyle_eng 4) ..seem sound, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? 

For if:  https://youtu.be/o1Hw8DVLw-A  <A<  https://youtu.be/skpXfgVypEw 

is not 1 required for A.ll — beginning with 🌎’s finest Flight Test Squadron — if only to Prove the Concept of this axiom itself as valid, and thus the 

existence of A as true?

... pic.twitter.com/tU63lWksck

1/12/2019 2:48:52 AM doyle_eng 5)(a) Y: For inverse of actualised potential of  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1083551658595045376 … to today apply to a living 

descendant of Par. 2 ( https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 …) there can be no modification of 4/9<—>5/9 flux w/in gland that is natural:

Unless it be spontaneous and compensatory .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ItY28fkRLm

1/12/2019 3:09:09 AM xusaf_patriot The meeting would only take "15 minutes"  (1+5=6). The wall is already under construction...just need money to pay the contractors.

1/12/2019 3:30:06 AM ermagarn Ummmmmm all my research tends to point to the production of melatonin and sleep/wake cycle.

Perhaps a different neuro-endocrine gland?

 http://www.yourhormones.info/glands/pineal-gland/ …

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=R0VPDd0JwCE … pic.twitter.com/lhYGzrKPha

1/12/2019 3:38:48 AM ermagarn Im pretty sure people are confusing the amygdala and the pineal gland.

The amygdala is responsible for fight or flight (neg and positive responses) 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=JVvMSwsOXPw&index=8&list=PLNZqyJnsvdMqFNFyHvMFrFnlXLosnwwB_ …



1/12/2019 3:45:07 AM ermagarn I think they are referring to the hypothothalamic-pituitary-axis (HPA)

Which controls stress, digestion, immune system, mood/emotions... more in article.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal_axis …

1/12/2019 3:52:55 AM jhutch43945987 Cool!  We are thinking about it too!  Can’t believe how many kids are suffering unbelievable abuse in this country today!  Why do we not hear about it?  

 Your instincts will carry you through!

1/12/2019 3:53:41 AM jhutch43945987 I’m in Canada.  Obviously same issues!

1/12/2019 4:54:13 AM flowersoul Absolutely! Complete intent from all involved. One Voice in Love & Respect ❤️🤗🌍

1/12/2019 4:58:02 AM kuri99487324 First, try educate him on how Hellywood and the mainstream media manipulate our minds, so that he can be see behind the lies. How governments 

are composed of criminals and secret societies, how they have wrongly shaped and perverted humanity.

1/12/2019 5:03:52 AM kuri99487324 Then, you can introduce him to healthier lifestyle options. Limiting meat & sugar consumption, fast/processed food. Opt for fruit and tea. If he 

resonates with this, meditation, exercise, creative hobbies. Valuing honest communication above everything else.

1/12/2019 5:05:46 AM flowersoul 10 years is way too long. Humanity needs FULL Disclosure and ASAP. Never underestimate the Power of People to integrate... when there is a form of 

cohesion... when there is no more survival stress. We are all SOURCE ORIGINALS! You know it can be done.❤️🌍😘

1/12/2019 5:09:05 AM flowersoul Did you mean frankenflavors?

1/12/2019 5:13:49 AM rick_hernandez Many of the reps benefit from the insecure border. So they won’t do anything about it.

1/12/2019 5:17:17 AM rick_hernandez As a Texan, my biggest takeaway was that 4,000 illegal aliens are incarcerated for sexual assault of children over 7 years. That’s 571 per year, 1.5 a day. 

That also means that about 33 children have likely been sexually assaulted in Texas by illegals since the shutdown started.

1/12/2019 5:19:49 AM justin62729847 I hear voices from time to time in meditation a conversation of others that I am listening in on I have a lot of astral visitors from time to time

1/12/2019 5:20:43 AM justin62729847 There is something called a mental shield that will help

1/12/2019 5:33:03 AM zagnett I just thought by age 42 i would understand everything about "life, the universe, and everything" (Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy). Nope.

On the bright-side i have found plenty more uses for a towel. If Sandia or ? gives me a ride "out there" i'll bring my towel. In case. 😎

1/12/2019 5:58:28 AM elcaretuco All this is BS when you find this online pic.twitter.com/IJdVEtsN64

1/12/2019 6:25:51 AM coryz34 I appreciate the feedback. Each day I hear how just about everything is harmful for us. Hard to isolate what’s good and what’s not

1/12/2019 6:33:05 AM zagnett What is this "mental shield"?

Voices may not work on me too well. At least they don't for regular speech. My hearing sucks. I'm more visual/kinesthetic i think (from the telepathy 

primer). So i'm now trying to send images more.

1/12/2019 6:36:07 AM justin62729847 A mental shield is a energetic barrier that prevents unwanted intrusion on ones mind

1/12/2019 7:06:42 AM arc339 Me too, I liked those TV dinners, swanson hungry man! But did fail hard asleep soon after, indicating my body was ridden w preservatives, nitrates, 

BAD. Years of eating apples, celery, yogurt, blueberries is optimal fuel to sustain this loving, fierce protector.

1/12/2019 7:07:26 AM lobeeson And the island’s crime has been going up lately!

1/12/2019 7:12:43 AM arc339 who are wizards & warlocks? Are these us as researchers using our intent for bring peace? what is NWSWIC? no one sees where I see?

1/12/2019 7:13:27 AM seahag127 SHTF  COLLUDING WITH A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT TO REMOVE A SITTING PRESIDENT IS TREASON. https://larouchepac.com/20190110/part-i-british-

role-coup-against-president-now-exposed-will-you-act-now-save-

nation?fbclid=IwAR2Fk3Qym0xUWS9d3t0lm4sMqhf1eUk4uGVdxgNxommtYYKz8mHKvzkqoW0 …

1/12/2019 7:14:36 AM mgray72531386 Exactly!

1/12/2019 7:14:59 AM lobeeson 3,6,9 pic.twitter.com/lQ72QUXsZO

1/12/2019 7:19:42 AM dragonflyglitta This is how it ended. Can anyone tell me what this was about?? I sent it to #mrmbb333 when it happened. I also posted it on fb and ig. I’m still waiting 

for answers @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SkywatchUFOs do you guys know what this was about?? I know something happened 🌈☀️  

pic.twitter.com/Bi2WuJl79i

1/12/2019 7:34:55 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is asymmetric FISA covert warfare gangstalking trafficking via fusion centers going to keep on doing genocide to people w 

telepathy? Why is this being ignored when it is the main food for malevolents? You can starve them by just simply stopping these ops.  2/2

1/12/2019 8:42:52 AM lighthouse44444 I know the chem trails are weaponized. But wasn't clear to me from the video exactly how they were being used and/or what specific actions we can 

take to purge that junk from our bodies, etc. I'm concerned that 5G is somehow involved in this as well. I didn't get through vid tho.

1/12/2019 8:59:34 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - If information can be weaponized to generate lower virbatory frequencies and an adrenal response in human beings. How does a 

stress response influence the pineal gland?

1/12/2019 9:04:20 AM coryz34 Thanks for info! I am willing and open to try different things.

1/12/2019 9:16:12 AM cynthiamorrow8 Because the shutdown has nothing to do with the wall. It has to do with the whole switch over from fiat money to gold and everything else.

1/12/2019 9:23:32 AM kuri99487324 Sadly, it has become increasingly difficult to differentiate the bad from the good. However, I have discovered that often it is the simplest of things can 

make a difference in our daily life.

I wish you luck with your son.

1/12/2019 9:31:28 AM doyle_eng You win .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12. You can have your Plan — and my ability to change it:

MacBookPro11,1 Hardware UUID:BBEAE494-4071-5217-8535-C8A413220D7B (Serial Number (system):C02N6002G3QR)

Cc: .@nsa .@ASDGovAu .@USSC .@jesuitGC36 .@JesuitGC .@UGLE_GrandLodge .@KensingtonRoyal .@dfat

1/12/2019 10:10:54 AM gi6stars Do you know if this poisoning of our food going to be stopped?

1/12/2019 10:12:29 AM thetempestchip @kabamur_taygeta

@KibBitzLaw

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@R_Tehubijuluw 

@aug_tellez

@Froghounder

@55true4u 

I recommend reading and absorbing every word these accounts post. They are releasing higher insight to the world. I thank them✨

1/12/2019 10:21:10 AM howdoyoumakeah1 If we can get peace with North Korea can we (should we?) repair relations with Cuba?

1/12/2019 10:24:20 AM howdoyoumakeah1 According to Trump they are already building the wall.  He is going to build it first, then fund it.  He already has money aside but he is trying to do it 

through congress if he can

1/12/2019 10:29:28 AM howdoyoumakeah1 It sucks to work your ass off, actually make good money but still be broke all the time.  They got us with taxes, inflation, and housing bubbles



1/12/2019 11:22:03 AM doyle_eng 1/  .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 re: 

(Paleo-)Hebraic Astronomy ( https://youtu.be/8DcbdGZUUsw ) — The “Archer” is not Sagittarius – it is Orion, ‘his’ bow is Cygnus, and the tip/point of 

its spear/arrow, Deneb — Jan. 13, 2019

There is no dichotomy in man’s conception of the character of a God ...

1/12/2019 11:27:57 AM cstarr888 LISTEN to whole vid.

It all connects. There are multiple agendas re: the trails. He does explain several. 

The most imp part is in the END of vid. 

Go Inside. 

Activate your heart energy field. We are more powerful than we know.(You will KNOW when you FEEL it)🙏💖

1/12/2019 11:57:37 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there a document or site that you can recommend which shows sources of food that are non GMO and do not contain "natural flavors" the poison?

1/12/2019 12:00:05 PM _girlmaher_ We are trained to think that disclosure will head the 6 o'clock news and, like magic, everybody will know but that's not how the world works. Discern 

authenticity and sincerity and disclosure manifests within yourself slowly. It startles. I quieted it mistakenly. Back at work :D

1/12/2019 12:03:41 PM _girlmaher_ Dream would be to interview Trump about The Plan and how he came to be part of it. Timestamp and embargo until after The Storm. But I think that's 

where The Lark comes in. Jan 17, 2018, his testimony was announced by US Army Band. I hope it's coming 2019 not 2020 :D

1/12/2019 12:07:36 PM _girlmaher_ These movies are dreadful, I just cannot. I will watch the SG-1 episodes suggested by you but superhero movies are the bane of our existance and also 

they are written by very unsavory people. I'd rather not imbibe this drivel. Still very open to the information you share.

1/12/2019 12:11:14 PM _girlmaher_ Protagonist meets weirdo who tells child she is a secret princess and must follow them on new adventure. Pedo harvest plot of all Disney films x-cept 

Monsters Inc. which is LITERALLY how our children's terror is harvested for power by one-eyed monsters. It's not very hard.

1/12/2019 12:18:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 The highest and best Gift you can fundamentally give him is to teach by example. Exemplify kindness, love, discipline, compassion and empathy.   Also, 

that to have compassion and empathy does not mean you will enable another to live in a harmful, negative vortex “saving” them.

1/12/2019 12:20:44 PM slayerofmatrix1 Food ?  Soups are great on a budget.  Frozen veggies. Lots of beans/peas and rice. Fruit. There are amazing FB groups for people living on a budget !

1/12/2019 12:21:41 PM slayerofmatrix1 God abless you and thank you for your service to Nation. 🙏🏼💗🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💗🙏🏼

1/12/2019 12:28:48 PM erquxlemon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1. Hi Majestic,

A few months ago I had a spiritual cleaner come to my new home. My house is over 100 years old & im a firm believer that certain spirits can linger 

around a home. To be honest I’m not sure if this cleaner was an honest person as you know there are

1/12/2019 12:39:44 PM arc339 Why did Wilhelm's fingers turn blue? What may be discovered about using the visual cortex in association with blue? I am wondering about how to use 

this info. Thank you.

1/12/2019 12:40:57 PM arc339 Me too, but when I stared at goats there was no movie crew around and George Clooney didnt show up.

1/12/2019 12:47:27 PM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is MJ12 and USMCss A21 in alignment now? Special section was created to counter MJ12 in case things went wrong. But you had a 

change of management, so where do USMCss fit in relation to MJ12 now that each has same objective? Team projects?

1/12/2019 12:54:11 PM covertress #QAnon #WizardsAndWarlocks 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, are the Wizards, but who are the Warlocks?

You ask for miracles, Theo, I give you the NROC

They're the ones who tell US Spy Satellites what to take pictures of

...and they have everything on [HRC]

🐇 👇

 https://twitter.com/5Strat/status/962160902379155456?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/hcCpQD2NX0
1/12/2019 12:54:15 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You said no one knows when tribunals take place or info on them - does that include david zublick youtube channel truthunsealed 

video -  https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=3 

1/12/2019 1:04:59 PM mrblbrettish would we be looking at a similar group as the wizards, but a dark reflection?

1/12/2019 1:12:25 PM covertress I'm pretty sure they are of the Light

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Reconnaissance_Operations_Center … 

as are those they serve

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Reconnaissance_Office … pic.twitter.com/SReb8sR3th

1/12/2019 1:13:42 PM mrblbrettish So wizards and warlocks are both of the light?

1/12/2019 1:25:03 PM covertress 45/Q + Wizards + Warlocks = 3 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082516349535039493?s=19 …

1/12/2019 1:35:32 PM covertress Remember, Majestic 12 said,

"Wizards and Warlocks guard intelligence.

What's in our hand?

Who are the Majestic 12?"

~ ~ ~

"Expect big things to follow the shutdown" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079038836880084992?s=19 …
1/12/2019 1:40:48 PM mrblbrettish Personally, I'm feeling anxious as every day passes. I've been waiting for this, what ever this is, since 1993. I must have pulled so many documents off 

the early internet. Scrubbed through them and devoured any information related to ET, groom lake/papoose lake ECT.. I'm ready.

1/12/2019 1:53:25 PM covertress 🧙♂️ 🛸 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1084191833465503750?s=19 …

1/12/2019 1:59:37 PM richardbramlet6 Ask him we already have this tech had it since Hitler been traveling the Galaxy's why replace when we can just have better....ask him lol

1/12/2019 2:01:38 PM obiobvi Sperm is packed with vitamins & nutrients. Brest milk is packed with vitamins and nutrients. Humans are cannibals.

1/12/2019 2:12:00 PM deeannisawesome Thank you. Is there anything in particular you recommend ?

1/12/2019 2:17:01 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/VgksSwW5f9o 

1/12/2019 2:19:12 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/4piMRBu-N5U 

1/12/2019 2:22:29 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/PGt7e7-WYZ8 

1/12/2019 2:41:19 PM tncharlene Trump is the hurricane! 👊

1/12/2019 2:53:16 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/zx7OQEjhSl

1/12/2019 2:58:08 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/iBukHfgQWZA 

1/12/2019 3:27:31 PM mongrelglory I just watched the SG-1 episode where O'Neill gets the knowledge of the Asgard downloaded into his brain.  He says to Sam "10=8" to which she replies 

"Base 8 math! A revolutionary new form of mathematics!" (Of course it's still Greek to me.) 😜



1/12/2019 3:41:49 PM rosemodema Let me know how that works out for you 🤷♀️🤣

1/12/2019 3:57:43 PM marcela51102751 Nobody is a nobody. Let’s anchor the light. Follow @cobrainfo1 he many resources one can share. We win with light and that’s the date!!!

1/12/2019 4:04:18 PM tyl3r49749969 I must tell you..if there is strength in numbers,..then your sperm cells are in grave danger.

🤣

1/12/2019 4:07:00 PM tyl3r49749969 😴 🤣 pic.twitter.com/GqAy9VfLbM

1/12/2019 4:08:43 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how are ya guys doing today?

1/12/2019 4:09:47 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/75VrTkXVTIw 

1/12/2019 4:11:29 PM tyl3r49749969 I’m working

1/12/2019 4:11:31 PM gooniesnvrsayd1 🤓

1/12/2019 4:15:54 PM tyl3r49749969 😀

1/12/2019 4:16:51 PM tyl3r49749969  https://youtu.be/sXjJhm7KBII 

1/12/2019 4:50:24 PM tyl3r49749969 You may be a lot of things my dearest of dearests..however,..Al3x u r not..u dont wanna be its no big deal n it’s mad fun n all but it kinda sux!🤣

1/12/2019 5:06:11 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this TRUE or FALSE? Please reply! - Truth Unsealed David Zublick Youtube Channel Video -  https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=4 

1/12/2019 5:13:03 PM tyl3r49749969 🤔I’ve said this be4 in private on several occasions, and at least once publicly: The folks w/whom I tend 2have the greatest ROSEy CASSerole of a beef 

R(😡)rather ingenious in my humble opinion, & w/no question! 

They R rather ingenious pains in the ass; but, brilliant no less.🤣

1/12/2019 5:30:17 PM cynthiamorrow8 Midnight is 24:00

1/12/2019 5:32:29 PM cynthiamorrow8 A higher consciousness is needed to ascend

1/12/2019 5:35:04 PM cynthiamorrow8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 which  General currently helping POTUS was a reincarnated General? Can you disclose that?

1/12/2019 5:36:41 PM cynthiamorrow8 Zeolite does it too

1/12/2019 5:49:01 PM cynthiamorrow8 The real Potus? Or the real DJT?

I dont think hes either

1/12/2019 5:49:28 PM cynthiamorrow8 Yes, on Camp David

1/12/2019 6:20:20 PM davidmontaigne A catastrophic pole shift is due again in the early 21st century.  Some clues point to dates in December 2019, others as late as October 2046 - I expect 

you'll see it.  Read - POLE SHIFT: Evidence Will Not Be Silenced -   https://www.amazon.com/Pole-Shift-Evidence.../dp/1986785130 …

1/12/2019 6:24:45 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Please reply! I don't care if it has to be in Code I would just like a reply please. Are you Majestic 12 on Twitter and Q on Twitter Real 

or Fake? Is the following Video TRUE or FALSE? - Truth Unsealed David Zublick Youtube Channel Video -  https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=10 …

1/12/2019 6:25:45 PM jamesboyett Please reply! I don't care if it has to be in Code I would just like a reply please. Are you Majestic 12 on Twitter and Q on Twitter Real or Fake? Is the 

following Video TRUE or FALSE? - Truth Unsealed David Zublick Youtube Channel Video - https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=10 …

1/12/2019 7:25:01 PM paulatr74918624 Well then, now that we have been pineal poisoned by the DS, via Fluoride, Ba, Al etc... notice a pattern there? BaAl?

So, can we detoxify it? How?

1/12/2019 7:37:05 PM hollyzrt And love him that is the most important.

1/12/2019 8:06:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 You were told he was a bad actor.

Think Logically.

"We are saving Israel for last." - Q

Treason.

No deals.

Disinformation is real.

Disinformation was necessary.

Why?

Who is suing for $350M?

Agency associated?

Coincidence?

How do you keep armed dangerous men under control?

Fear. https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1084299252136853504 …
1/12/2019 8:09:57 PM je_weed_707_ Those children never died? That school had no internet traffick or cookie trail for years before it happened. Sandy Hook/FEMA Capstone Event. Obama. 

Pictures of 5-6 yr olds that were already 5-6 yrs old. That’s why no one recognized them at the Super Bowl tribute halftime show

1/12/2019 8:10:59 PM je_weed_707_ F a Alex Jones. Wolfgang Halbig put our a lot of info as well as others. Are they wrong?

1/12/2019 8:11:50 PM pomeinnz will be interesting to see what happens

1/12/2019 8:14:43 PM je_weed_707_ Wasn’t one of the boys’ picture just used in a Pakistan photo of killed children there too?

1/12/2019 8:17:46 PM hawkgirlinmn ? What was answered

1/12/2019 8:18:32 PM youstinksoap Discovery...

1/12/2019 8:26:24 PM raisethevib369 Sandy hook was a FF. Who is backing funding for this lawsuit? If he has proof this will blow wide open. Does he have proof?

1/12/2019 8:27:31 PM cstarr888 Corsi -> mueller🙏💖

1/12/2019 8:30:17 PM us3r_322  pic.twitter.com/zWgVFPaHPm

1/12/2019 8:32:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 do its job and reform the immigration laws to make them merit based and not lottery with a physical barrier that stops human trafficking drugs and a 

cycle of human suffering. Congress must do its job. Trump has a gun to the Deep State's head metaphorically.

1/12/2019 8:32:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No National Emergency.

[RR] 👉 RR ???

Why is RR being protected?

Did RGB create a diversion?

Or is the dam breaking?

41?

Note?

What is Mueller really doing?

Military Tribunals?

Proof of life?

Replacement before tribunals for a small delay, 45 is trying to force Congress to https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1082973590633529346 …

1/12/2019 8:32:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you enjoying the movie?

Guardians of the Pedophiles.

Barrier ends child sex trafficking by 99.9%.

Who won't give 1/100th of the National budget to save just one American child's life despite the thousands of children who are dying. "This should 

have been done by others." - 45



1/12/2019 8:33:12 PM hellouncledonny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did you hear #POTUS on #Pirro today? 

POTUS: "I like the symbol[Idea] of being here[White House], and them[Cabal][Them] being at some play[Military Tribunals] at in a nice 

location[Guantanamo Bay] having a good time[Pain].

Your Watching a movie.

CS

NP

Forced? pic.twitter.com/yuTMBxA3bx

1/12/2019 8:34:15 PM clockworkanon We are here to #SaveTheChildren

1/12/2019 8:38:59 PM myronmcgee10 Ching ching

1/12/2019 8:41:22 PM cstarr888  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/roger-stone-associate-jerome-corsi-sues-mueller-justice-cia-fbi-n945846 …🙏💖

1/12/2019 8:41:46 PM selooversuzanne It was about discovery. What victory?

1/12/2019 8:43:33 PM function108 “Airl” Roswell interview - % disinfo?

1/12/2019 8:46:22 PM zagnett Per Q AJ is MOS. So is Corsi. Both are big-time Zs. Have they been working worked with a foreign agent to interfere with our elections? Seems so. Could 

they go to trial for this?

Is AJ Bill Hicks? Or a clone of BH created by clowns?

1/12/2019 8:46:34 PM pomeinnz hmm pic.twitter.com/5iY3ihaYuP

1/12/2019 9:01:16 PM zagnett Oh good question!!

1/12/2019 9:03:16 PM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/1R9witz_M44 

1/12/2019 9:04:07 PM zagnett Yeah good movie! Much better than anything else out there anyway. But...the running time is a tad long lol. However, if it ends the way you say it 

does, then GREATEST MOVIE OF ALL TIME!!

1/12/2019 9:07:37 PM tracytracy205 Lovin every minute of it!  😂😂😂

1/12/2019 9:09:21 PM raisethevib369 Yes!

1/12/2019 9:09:49 PM pookie4mom What about Mike Adams?

1/12/2019 9:10:20 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/12/2019 9:12:54 PM toffer_anon_369 It's hard to say we're enjoying the movie because we know that UNTIL the barrier is constructed, thousands of children are being abused and killed.  

Would rather fast forward to the end of the movie when people are safe and justice is served.

1/12/2019 9:16:54 PM zagnett  https://eraoflight.com/2019/01/07/military-tribunals-begin-dod-invites-press-to-cover-hearings-at-gitmo-expeditionary-legal-complex/ …

"Proof of life" (link)?

So tribunals delayed a bit for a new & improved AG? How did Whitaker do?

41 (GHWB, also MJ12 leader for decades) gone. Dam breaking. Got my poncho.

1/12/2019 9:17:27 PM cstarr888 (It's a distraction.

Shh)

🙏💖

1/12/2019 9:17:34 PM missy968 Because he does not have to. This is not a declaration of national emergency. This shutdown is about ending the Fed. While, yes we need a wall... this 

is not about the wall.

1/12/2019 9:28:36 PM vintagesquirrel Or was he referring to the fact that a bunch of Dems are taking in Hamilton in Puerto Rico? 

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/30-dems-in-puerto-rico-with-109-lobbyists-for-weekend-despite-

shutdown?_amp=true&__twitter_impression=true …

1/12/2019 9:29:18 PM giediknight AJ said that it’s media matters, hillaries lawyers suing him for sandy hook.

1/12/2019 9:41:21 PM friskygolfer Is NESARA real? Is this how DJT kicks their butts!?

1/12/2019 9:46:16 PM lambohodlr To seem as though Space Force is similiar to Guardians of the Galaxy.

Hiding behind the light of Space Force.

Guardians created by pedophile.

Space Force created by 45.

1/12/2019 9:49:20 PM dw122896 43 hasn’t been seen since 12/22?

1/12/2019 9:50:06 PM zagnett Both. Though sounds like more going in than going out.

1/12/2019 9:54:30 PM lornascurr @Livid2point0 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NormaZapo @osto_space @MrWyattEarpLA @Thomas1774Paine @freefrommatrix @qanon76 

@TheRealRaNon @RealJamesWoods @tracybeanz @Utsava4 @VOnline46 @KibBitzLaw @__valv @tribunal_watch @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/EllaaaCruzzz/status/1084171459981963266 …

1/12/2019 10:33:34 PM lookatmyburn How funny the larps turn on free speech! 4chan QAnon came clean. Sorry dummies Q is a Larp. And Jordan sather new it. You suck #AlexJones is real.  

https://youtu.be/3Z9BlB9r7Fg 

1/12/2019 10:34:56 PM adiludishadow This is a quagmire with no straightforward de-convolution.

1/12/2019 10:35:12 PM lookatmyburn Hey tard wanna be Jordan sather @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your a liar. We know ur a liar cause Jordan sather is ur daddy and he knew Q was James brower 

🤣🤣 suck it  https://youtu.be/3Z9BlB9r7Fg  pic.twitter.com/lxFh5ELw0a

1/12/2019 10:37:07 PM toffer_anon_369 A distraction from what?  From the fact that USA Inc. went bankrupt and the "transition" to the new gold-backed currency?

1/12/2019 10:38:46 PM lookatmyburn @DemsRDemonz @OathQeeper

1/12/2019 10:40:56 PM lookatmyburn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your beneath Jordan sather. Lol. U get ur weak ass lies u call info from sather. Ur nothing. JR larp of a larp. Aliens bend u over.

1/12/2019 10:46:43 PM lbf777 I pray to God this is happening ASAP. Rumors are that it is.

1/12/2019 10:49:04 PM lookatmyburn Q is evil for going after Alex jones and u know it.  He committed no crime

1/12/2019 10:49:48 PM jamesboyett TRIBUNALS? Is this Truth Unsealed David Zublick YouTube Channel Tribunals Video TRUE or FALSE? -  https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=4 

1/12/2019 10:56:59 PM fmjpatriot O bummer did it for the flu. So...stopping an invasion is security to me!

1/12/2019 11:19:21 PM iamjpevans Even if q is opposed opposition,its a movement that is anonymous and can be tranformed and used.

1/12/2019 11:41:42 PM blissamerica Crisis actors?

1/13/2019 12:15:42 AM azpatriot88 And all the ‘participants’ had their mortgages paid off right after on Christmas Day.

1/13/2019 12:17:09 AM jamesboyett Punted Down the Road - So I guess that is why I can't get an answer or even a Coded answer to the question - Is this Truth Unsealed David Zublick 

Youtube channel Video on TRIBUNALS, REAL or FALSE? - https://youtu.be/88sQu4lIKMM?t=23 …

1/13/2019 12:37:18 AM blissamerica Wow, scandalous.

1/13/2019 12:37:28 AM azpatriot88 I’ve never seen that. Do you have a link to him in the arcade?

1/13/2019 12:37:48 AM blissamerica Oh my Goodness

1/13/2019 1:36:00 AM marcitriggs Some people will do anything for money. Puppet on a string to the highest bidder

1/13/2019 1:37:44 AM djlok I've wondered this too.  Sort of an "as it is in heaven" concept.



1/13/2019 2:01:24 AM pomeinnz If your child had just died

Would you laugh?

3:12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sino1wwm3cs …

1/13/2019 2:13:14 AM 1_decided_voter Interesting that (at least for me) when for the video starts to play it says 9:33 for only the first second or so, then it switches to 9:32 in duration for the 

rest of the clip. Digital defect or social media "interference" with the duration?

1/13/2019 2:13:25 AM abraga1853 I've caught his show a few times.I would take what he says w/a grain of salt. I really don't think he's the lucky guy picked to give inside scoops> he's 

more n2 turning a few$$$$ for himself. others have accused him of plagiarizing thier research.

1/13/2019 3:08:03 AM oo1o110 When are we ever going to get the evidence out in the open?

1/13/2019 4:27:28 AM reportgoldfish This is fake news. The families didn’t win a legal victory. It’s just the discovery process of litigation. It happens in every civil suit. Obama repealed Smith-

Mundt Act in 2012, so Govt. propaganda is legal. Read “No One Died at Sandy Hook”, by Jim Fetzer, et. al.,.

1/13/2019 4:33:06 AM fernandofitspa1 We need justice!

1/13/2019 4:46:15 AM kindeandtrue Fascinating how the Wall issue has morphed into a national discussion of child trafficking and pedophilia.

1/13/2019 5:07:09 AM blsdbe Am I enjoying this movie? So far it's a tragedy & I am suffering through the horror of the human rights abuses revealed...I feel more like Neo when he is 

finally on the Nebuchadnezzar, feeling the plugs on the back of his neck rn. And am still grateful for the Enlightenment...

1/13/2019 5:08:23 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1080809112949149697 …

What is your opinion on @GregRubini? Is he accurate on the tribunals? "Proof of life"? Or is that about RBG? Perhaps the former is alive & the latter is 

not?

Surprised i didn't see Greg's account before. Definitely like the vibe. Subscribed immediately.

1/13/2019 5:37:10 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who are the #Wingmakers? And the #ACIO?

1/13/2019 6:19:28 AM giediknight So I believe my intuition on this one, AJ is a white hat, he is an actor playing his role perfectly in this movie, he is not diverting the curious, he is 

diverting the shills https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1084300522981638144?s=21 …

1/13/2019 6:20:43 AM heath_jack If your reading this disclosure has already thaken place for you.  That is all that is important.  They will reveal more themselves to you.  WHEN YOU DO 

THE WORK!

1/13/2019 6:40:07 AM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/k38dlBSUWx

1/13/2019 6:42:43 AM giediknight Propur shower filter  https://www.fractalwater.com/catalog/propur-shower-filter-w-promax-massage-head/ …

1/13/2019 6:43:47 AM giediknight Fractal Water Super Imploder Vortex Magnetic System https://www.fractalwater.com/catalog/super-imploder/ …

1/13/2019 7:09:00 AM melanieanders7 Is 41 singing? The genetics of the Bush family.... are they genetically closely tied to the Draco faction?

1/13/2019 7:10:12 AM d0nsim0n People can't understand now, but they will in the future... 100% [he]

1/13/2019 7:37:39 AM arc339 I saw those pics of pregnant mexican children. Very disturbing. While the mexican border trafficking is a big concern, there are over 300,0000 life long 

tragic trafficking victims ongoing, child sex crimes, stalking networks, satanic murder, covert mercs fusion center black ops

1/13/2019 7:49:07 AM jonella_moore AJ is CIA operative (STRATFOR)

Corsi is MOSSAD operative

Sandy Hook never happened.

Sandy Hook was false flag

1/13/2019 7:51:41 AM royfokker1 For Alex Jones to be "Allowed" into the market to broadcast at all he must have ties to them.  He had ties to them (his wife). and now he does not.

1/13/2019 7:56:18 AM mateuszwala Fail.

1/13/2019 8:16:26 AM justice4kids000 Pesticides currently approved for use, like sulfuryl fluoride, break down into fluoride in the body. Fluoride has disastrous health effects, especially for 

developing humans, I.e children.

1/13/2019 8:35:31 AM hackenburg_ To me, the wall represents a sincere effort to protect the children. These sick people that want open borders know exactly the real reason they want to 

keep them open.  trafficking is more valuable than drugs! Is it time to stop the southern invasion w the army sent in to mex?

1/13/2019 8:37:04 AM cryptocrab4 Is Jamie Dimon headed to #Gitmo ?

1/13/2019 8:46:43 AM hackenburg_ Disinformation is necessary. I've followed AJ for many yrs and what he says always comes true, even if it's yrs later. And now, no surprise, people throw 

around he's mossad. Discern for yourselves people. Geezuz, careful slopping up those headlines!

1/13/2019 8:46:48 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Your website listed on your twit acc not working. Anyway to email you info? Will you put sat eyes on nuke bomb time date location 

coordinates.

1/13/2019 8:47:31 AM rosemodema An Ode to the Hippo

Mastery's a Thang!! 

🦛.... . . . .  .  .   .   .    .    .

1/13/2019 8:48:48 AM missy968 As it was intended to not have Libs heads pop off during the uncovering

1/13/2019 8:49:17 AM rosemodema did those panties come in the mail?? 

tsk tsk ...

1/13/2019 8:52:57 AM rosemodema Ummm....   

nearly 👌 . . . . 😳

1/13/2019 8:54:20 AM arc339 As I try to process being covertly warred upon, bombed by malevolent hybrid human ETs EDs, I am grateful it is ending, so thank you to all that care 

about humanity 👼🏽 It is a pleasant development that heavenly concepts manifest. But I have handled much of it alone & need support

1/13/2019 8:54:46 AM rosemodema 💎🖤🌊 pic.twitter.com/W34c8HRg1I

1/13/2019 8:56:09 AM allahuniversal ...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Now that we are INSIDE the Great Awakening era itself, "be careful who you follow" is a call to action for each IS-BE to: #Q1936 

says: pic.twitter.com/1NRto0sigU

1/13/2019 8:59:40 AM rosemodema It's been awhile, 

still disturbing af.... 

Main?? 

Where you find these people ??😳

1/13/2019 9:01:22 AM rosemodema Cuz you're right on my ASSZzzx

1/13/2019 9:02:20 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/e7moD31JAc

1/13/2019 9:05:49 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/SsjlsBblZx

1/13/2019 9:07:38 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/RgOjoI9L62

1/13/2019 9:08:15 AM rosemodema Dats Good 👌



1/13/2019 9:13:20 AM rosemodema No Idea... 

but it's twisty 🌪

& me likes. . 

  🍒🖤🦋

1/13/2019 9:18:06 AM rosemodema 🤷♀️

1/13/2019 9:19:09 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/zSv2TQnuS8

1/13/2019 9:19:39 AM rosemodema 😳

1/13/2019 9:21:12 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/XOUDc32LUd

1/13/2019 9:38:41 AM cocopuffster12 I think I believe your intuition as well!! Quite the movie!!

1/13/2019 9:40:16 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/GYrUZbEjj5

1/13/2019 9:42:55 AM rosemodema It could be worse .. 

They could hit you with some serious AntiPsychotics .... 

they'll mess you up....

1/13/2019 9:45:26 AM arc339 ok the wrap on the photon must be consciousness and this must be holographic. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/highhopesUSA/status/1084482142330126338 …

1/13/2019 9:46:16 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/SswaZ2toF3

1/13/2019 9:52:36 AM arc339 Hey, do you think if we all understand we are ONE would the collective consciousness & reality change? Heavenly reality is not a bad outcome, what 

say you? I wish it was habbenng faster, muh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @1st5d

1/13/2019 9:54:59 AM melanieanders7 Correction, 43, not 41. Apologies:

1/13/2019 9:59:20 AM rosemodema hmmm. . . . No.

lamictal, if you can get away with it is a much better option ... it's an off label med for what your needing it for.. Abilify is the GrapeFruit warning one 

right ? Development of Type 2 diabetes is also an issue for that med. 

my 2 cents 🤷♀️ do yr research 😉

1/13/2019 10:22:18 AM missy968 The “movie” is in the link below the Collective video. It is literally “Guardians of the Pedophiles”

1/13/2019 10:26:28 AM zrickety I hear reverse osmosis is the best...look for bottles that say that.

1/13/2019 10:28:59 AM zrickety My son's developing teeth were affected by antibiotics, did not form properly/are softer.  They dig up fossils of people with all their teeth, do you really 

think we need fluoride to survive??  Foods you eat and medicines/toxins you ingest have more effect on tooth decay.

1/13/2019 10:32:46 AM zrickety If everyone is oblivious, did disclosure really happen in 2001?  Obscure releases do not disclosure make.  We are tired of the 'technicalities.'

1/13/2019 11:33:31 AM youstinksoap Great movie, Mueller report - soon?  Government can't re-open with current pedo congress members, can it?

1/13/2019 11:47:38 AM youstinksoap Also this....(30) and the date is a mirror of 11.3 (Hillarys arrest announcement) pic.twitter.com/0EAocdOP0w

1/13/2019 11:56:14 AM toffer_anon_369 This?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHScKwzwLRw …

1/13/2019 11:57:47 AM missy968 Yes but the other movie about the franklin case in the links below is “the movie”

1/13/2019 12:01:34 PM rays_portal Get a water distiller @ home if you can 💦

1/13/2019 12:05:09 PM covertress  https://www.berkeyfilters.com  filter fluoride

1/13/2019 12:09:07 PM fayewil01129947 Totally agree...in many way I think the AJ plan backfired on "them" because sooo many were red pilled by Alex who have moved on to the fuller truth! 

All good for the good! 

#saveIsraelforlast

#BLGM @YahwehBrian for the full truth

1/13/2019 12:12:25 PM 1aaronjustice I’m starting to think RR cut a deal to save his ass and is cooperating or has always cooperating but played the part

1/13/2019 12:15:37 PM rick_hernandez The info is not for me. It’s for those who do not believe. I can’t tell them what you said and have it move the needle for them.

1/13/2019 12:56:19 PM sdcharge2k12 @55true4u @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has this account become compromised? This doesn’t make sense.

1/13/2019 12:59:35 PM zrickety I hear you.  The research is biased, if it even exists.  Coverups and disinformation are very real.  You won't find 'peer reviewed' articles against the 

narrative.  You may find bits and pieces in them that expose chinks in the armor.  As this account tells you, truth resonates.

1/13/2019 1:00:00 PM privlegedn @55true4u @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has this account become compromised? This doesn’t make sense?

1/13/2019 1:26:21 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 14 = 0+2= 0+ 0+ 0?

 3 worlds?  pic.twitter.com/ebCfXvgYZQ

1/13/2019 1:48:20 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How many babies have been killed so far for @HillaryClinton to consume? 1, a half a dozen, a dozen...? This has been on my mind 

since hearing Wild Bill would be going to #PuertoRico .

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #ClintonCrimeFamily #WWG1WGA #QArmy

1/13/2019 2:02:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1084571124556619776 …

1/13/2019 2:02:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1084476603269373953 …

1/13/2019 2:03:04 PM islandofdelight Majestic message of disclosure?

1/13/2019 2:03:22 PM heath_jack Heard!  ThankQ

1/13/2019 2:04:19 PM hispeedtim2876 Here pic.twitter.com/9ZoeiZ52ep

1/13/2019 2:04:56 PM heath_jack @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😉

1/13/2019 2:07:06 PM nichelle_gp Me too 😉😎

1/13/2019 2:08:20 PM rosesrred0119 5:5

1/13/2019 2:10:37 PM thericharddoyle Indeed. Folks, get used to Earth and Australia:

Who (successfully) purchased ~40,000 hectares of pristine land in New Zealand ~2000 CE +/– (and almost had a law bearing her name passed at the 

Beehive, Wellington, to prevent it again)?

We’re going to N.Z.: Future Proves Past.

1/13/2019 2:17:57 PM lbf777 When are we going to roll out GESERA so the people can get some relief economically?

1/13/2019 2:20:16 PM richardhiatt16 The calm before the storm..... 🤔

1/13/2019 2:22:20 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/MUA97VLWSO

1/13/2019 2:23:19 PM missy968 Flotus IG pic.twitter.com/QOsYmsNrPb

1/13/2019 2:28:31 PM lovethebeach999 Majestic.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2019 2:29:13 PM cocopuffster12 😍

1/13/2019 2:29:14 PM blsdbe The Majesty?

1/13/2019 2:29:53 PM kylemmurdock The movie hasn’t even started yet. We’re just stuck here watching previews of things to come. We need some real action sequences soon!

1/13/2019 2:31:04 PM lori_dee1 Very Majestic! 💖

1/13/2019 2:31:08 PM richardhiatt16 As I suggested. Democrats and Liberals need to get on the bus to the boarder and start “trying” to keep people from crossing.. Democrats get a 

pointed stick..  (They don’t want guns).. Now, if people do come across.. Democrats can use their salaries to take care of them 🤔

1/13/2019 2:32:33 PM heath_jack 😂

1/13/2019 2:38:44 PM gi6stars The truth is coming out.



1/13/2019 2:49:32 PM blsdbe Here is a message I sent out this morning. Thanks for tossing this idea around with me...its making me pretty happy!!! 

https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1084520000109473792?s=19 …

1/13/2019 2:51:56 PM djlok Totally!  5:5 !!

1/13/2019 3:03:53 PM cathyspartanj #BuildTheWall

1/13/2019 3:08:46 PM zagnett Yeah Trump sure likes that word 'majesty'.

1/13/2019 3:11:17 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Majesty.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1084571124556619776 …

1/13/2019 3:19:10 PM fionasdestiny67 I understood no one died either🤔

1/13/2019 3:30:37 PM chucky0114 Don’t you try to deprive Dems of their futures voting 🗳 powers 😳

1/13/2019 3:31:57 PM chucky0114 You have to exclude Pelosi Schumer & gang

1/13/2019 3:59:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Majestic pic.twitter.com/MtqsAe2hPK

1/13/2019 4:34:26 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 - GOD BLESS DONALD J. TRUMP, AND FAMILY ... AND, GOD BLESS THE USA ...!!!  PRAISE OUR        G O D ...!!! 

👮♀️👮🏼♂️🕵🏼♀️🕵️♂️👩🏼🏭👩🏫🤵👨⚖️👩🏼⚖️🤴🏽👸🏼👩🏻✈️👩🏻✈️👨🏼✈️👩🏽🚀👨🏿🚀👩🏻🚒👨🏼🚒👨🏼🚒👩🏻🚒👨⚖️👩🏼⚖️👨🏿🏭👩🏼🏭👨🏾🎓👩🏼🎓👨🏼🍳👩🏼🍳👨🏼🌾👩🌾🕵️♂️👷🏼♀️👷🏽♂️🕵🏼♀️👮🏼♂️👮♀️🙋🏼♀️👪👨❤️💋👨💑👩❤️👩 👩❤️💋👩👬💏👨❤️👨👭👫👨

👩👧 👧 👩👩👧 👧 👩👩👦 👦 👨👩👦 👦 👩👩👧 👦 👨👩👧 👦 👨👩👧 👩👩👧 👨👨👧 👨👨👦 👦 👨👨👧 👧

1/13/2019 4:35:14 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 PLEASE , DO ...!!  😁😇😍🥰😚🥳🤩

1/13/2019 4:38:01 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 TIME TO PRAISE OUR GREAT GOD FOR EVERYTHING - INCLUDING ALL OF THIS AND YOU - MR. AND MRS. ORESIDENT , AND COMPANY ...

🎚🙏👱🏼♂️👩🦱

1/13/2019 4:44:59 PM bmccoy830yahoo1 GOD BLESS YOU, MR. PRESIDENT ,  ... AND THE USA ...!!!!  WE WILL NEVER FORGET ...!!!!!!!!!!!!!  PEACE TO ALL , SHALOM ...!!!  OUR HERO ...!!!  ALL 

GLORY TO GOD ...!!

1/13/2019 4:48:31 PM cheryls65034002 Maybe

I found my account saying thing I never would too.

1/13/2019 5:01:23 PM daveschroeder18 Very cool

1/13/2019 5:12:53 PM rosemodema 🤣🤣

That's funny as 👌

1/13/2019 5:13:08 PM cynthiamorrow8 Potus knows more than the average person can fathom...

1/13/2019 5:14:58 PM rosemodema 🖤🕷🕸 pic.twitter.com/VApSFBgdYf

1/13/2019 5:16:22 PM rosemodema Says Satan 🤷♀️

1/13/2019 5:23:18 PM rosemodema How about goats 🤷♀️

1/13/2019 5:49:43 PM covertress .@POTUS's pics on Instagram 

 https://www.instagram.com/p/BsmBzUulH99/?utm_source=ig_share_sheet&igshid=1hjldjaz6g6ct …

1/13/2019 5:59:27 PM drtiborkdr AJ must stay controversial. Part of the branding. Divisive. Limiting. Puts you in an information bunker.

1/13/2019 6:25:58 PM richardhiatt16 Good call.. Facts... Not liberal fantasies .....

1/13/2019 6:28:08 PM karentriebel Thought of you right away Many did too

1/13/2019 6:28:10 PM neecieh6111 Majestic, does POTUS' tweet insinuate G. Soros was taken to his "special place"?

1/13/2019 6:41:54 PM mongrelglory Her colon cancer had spread to her lungs.  I doubt they would need to execute her.  Let nature take its course.  She wouldn't have much time left.

1/13/2019 6:46:41 PM mongrelglory I was just watching the SG-1 episode "Devil", about an alien that was impersonating Satan and demanding regular sacrifices of humans.  MJ-12 has 

already talked about an ET who's been impersonating Moloch, and that the Satanists have been giving child sacrifices to. Literal truth!

1/13/2019 6:48:27 PM mongrelglory How else would you explain Bohemian Grove and Hillary's e-mail about going outside to sacrifice a chicken to "Moloch".  They're fighting to keep their 

evil master supplied with slaves and sacrifices and have been conditioned to fight to the suicidal end!

1/13/2019 7:22:36 PM kgkiser2015 Loving the direction the pace is not relevant.  Exciting The biggest story ever told by any power known in HISTORY ==> Who would't be glued to every 

crumb connected to the destruction of the tyrannical Deep State?  TY Mr Fababulous @realDonaldTrump We The People all say Cheers! 

pic.twitter.com/BaSRd5A1Hz

1/13/2019 7:32:59 PM dr_t_dc Who has the answer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1084625200040288258 …

1/13/2019 7:41:46 PM doyle_eng What happens .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when the services of someone independently employed are no longer required?

Ask RAND: T.T. Brown did, but only after Oppenheimer had.

 https://itunes.apple.com/au/audiobook/atlas-shrugged/id1422158893 …

Notes incoming. Future Proves Past.

1/13/2019 8:01:59 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/oxWwzaBNje

1/13/2019 8:46:44 PM unlimited_being @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank you for all you are doing, You Are An Unlimited Being!!

1/13/2019 10:17:23 PM westpaanglers Been enjoying movie Above Majestic...is this part of disclosure? Through movies/documentaries

1/13/2019 10:57:01 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/7vKEX9pgGt

1/13/2019 11:28:51 PM killaudeepstate I was going to give you a congrats for getting a shoutout but then I realised it’s no big deal for you at all. Likely you blokes are already great mates! 

Anyways well done Maj. 😁

1/13/2019 11:48:14 PM merkaba369 Is Clavius still around?  The kittens....really????   Not cool.

1/14/2019 12:01:43 AM merkaba369 is there anyone around here with U___A-8 level clearance?  I have some questions I want answered because for some reason, my memory isn't serving 

me.

1/14/2019 12:23:42 AM decodematrix Majestic pic.twitter.com/j0ZN0lXAuy

1/14/2019 12:29:08 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/un34V1DVcS

1/14/2019 2:12:53 AM epkman 🦅Thanks Majic. 🦅

1/14/2019 2:22:47 AM 92michael Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 guy?

In one of your past tweets, you talked about a point of disclosure in Guardians Of The Galaxy? - Was it an agreement between an earth govt. and an off 

world govt? Cuz they talked about this.

1/14/2019 2:57:27 AM covertress I'd look for 2 more https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1084572709122699264?s=19 …

1/14/2019 2:58:54 AM covertress Nice, but you're missing her full post https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1084572709122699264?s=19 …

1/14/2019 3:00:34 AM covertress .@FLOTUS's pics on Twitter https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1084572709122699264?s=19 …

1/14/2019 3:23:04 AM missy968 I posted her Instagram post. At that time she had not posted to Twitter yet. I’d be interested to see that.

1/14/2019 3:36:11 AM covertress  https://www.allmytweets.net/connect/  pic.twitter.com/BA3sSi5aZQ

1/14/2019 3:56:28 AM covertress It's right here ☝️(post above)

Notice three snowflakes 

❄️❄️❄️

1/14/2019 4:00:17 AM covertress 3 snowflakes

30 iron pickets

3 pillars (incl Washington Monument)

1/14/2019 4:01:39 AM covertress What buildings are those in pic 2?

Must be Important



1/14/2019 4:03:51 AM covertress WHRG == GW + HR?

SPECIAL COUNTRY == Cuba?

SPECIAL PLACE == G Bay?

1/14/2019 4:24:17 AM diaptera_80 What kind of cars are coming? Cars that are already on the market now or does someone need to make the design and sell it to the manufacturers 

first? Doesn’t seem like fossil fueled cars will see their end within 10 yrs

1/14/2019 4:26:37 AM diaptera_80 Disinformation is not misinformation remember people!

1/14/2019 6:18:28 AM brimichelle75 Is the hemp CBD oil beneficial? There’s no THC in it.

1/14/2019 6:31:27 AM tamravee Special place in hell for SOROS

1/14/2019 7:01:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hemp Oil != CBD Oil

Hemp Oil is made from seeds, almost 0% CBD

CBD Oil is made from bud, leaves, scraps, stalk, etc, and can be high in CBD (strains) or low in CBD (strain).

Hemp Oil has no medicinal usages.

CBD has over 10,000 medicinal usages.

1/14/2019 7:10:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if a can't miss pizza party was planned in PR for bad actors by white hats?

1/14/2019 7:10:41 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/t1aJT9SIOF

1/14/2019 7:10:47 AM heath_jack I wouldn't want to miss it either Majestic

1/14/2019 7:11:32 AM fionasdestiny67 We can only pray it is so. Evidence to remove bad actors from office?

1/14/2019 7:11:57 AM rosesrred0119 As long as no kids were harmed.

1/14/2019 7:11:58 AM deerfield4570  pic.twitter.com/ljgB1WYF9X

1/14/2019 7:12:06 AM thoughttazer Can't- miss? If so, then we may learn the depths of "These People are Stupid"

1/14/2019 7:12:12 AM palmdalekid2  https://www.justice.gov/usao-pr/pr/two-arrested-possession-machinegun-during-shooting-committed-isla-verde-january-6-2019 …

1/14/2019 7:12:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 We stopped that in 2017.

1/14/2019 7:12:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh they are stupid.

1/14/2019 7:13:15 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/7iTP2uPkIR

1/14/2019 7:16:04 AM enomai_ I just had a vision of this. I didnt want to write about it. my gut said, it might of been one of the worse, horrific crimes to try and appease their gods. 

Hence, bill at a hospital. Now, we just have evidence. Hence, why pelosi didnt go? Or, maybe she was there secretly.

1/14/2019 7:16:43 AM kagman4e That would be the ultimate best. pic.twitter.com/19u7FmFHOw

1/14/2019 7:17:53 AM kagman4e How?

1/14/2019 7:17:57 AM enomai_ I was really hoping the military would of been there and prevented it, but now maybe we can stop it all

1/14/2019 7:17:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA @ 11:41 on 1/14/19

Is = 3rd Person Indicative of Be

Be = 

1/ To exist in actuality

2/ To occupy a specific person

3/ To remain in a certain state or situation undisturbed untouched or unmolested.

3 Meanings for 3rd Person Indicative

Power of 3s

AMA to expand consciousness
1/14/2019 7:18:58 AM heath_jack Through drugs?

1/14/2019 7:19:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 No drugs required.

1/14/2019 7:19:56 AM enomai_ The thought said, release it all. Btw. Maybe not visuals, but audio, the world has to know. Obv, cut out  http://horrifficness.so  sad

1/14/2019 7:20:10 AM _the_psychonaut If #FullDisclosure is considered to be 100%, what percentage would you say we are at currently and where will we be at the end of 2019?

1/14/2019 7:20:25 AM heath_jack Frequency?

1/14/2019 7:20:55 AM heath_jack 11 11

1/14/2019 7:21:00 AM pauliepg11111 When an IS incarnates in a BE on earth - is it kind of a “golden ticket” situation where souls are clambering to come here and learn stuff in an expedited 

way?

1/14/2019 7:21:01 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/lS0rZW9n1D

1/14/2019 7:21:26 AM pauliepg11111 What percentage of IS-BEs currently on earth are starseeds vs old earth souls?

1/14/2019 7:22:36 AM msonnie7 i really hope that that's what this puerto rico trip was all about - that would be beautiful!

1/14/2019 7:22:37 AM covfefe_grande During sleep paralysis are the visions and experience another level of consciousness and what level? Can astral projection take place during this time 

and is it safe?

1/14/2019 7:23:02 AM deplorablesuezq Do you have a list of the 30 dems?

1/14/2019 7:24:00 AM southern_lady75 Absolutely,  full time

1/14/2019 7:25:17 AM bbobbio71 Unfortunately I'm sure we'll hear nothing about it.

1/14/2019 7:25:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than 30 were there. Full list is classified due to implications of dominos on pasta.

1/14/2019 7:26:32 AM giediknight LOL

1/14/2019 7:27:14 AM giediknight Please tell me Steyer was there....

1/14/2019 7:27:16 AM si11112018 Many different realities?  How will we know.. ultimately how do we remember?

1/14/2019 7:27:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Astral projection is safe as it is only within you. All interactions with consciousness are always a balance between your mind/soul and your body. The 

two are like ying and yang. Astral projection hyper-exerts consciousness into higher densities to travel. SP limits body.

1/14/2019 7:27:52 AM youstinksoap ugh, these are some SICK people. 😡

1/14/2019 7:27:55 AM jaspony1 Is the movie 2012 a hollywoodized version of a "Harvest"? I was reading the CIA document on the story of Adam and Eve and the earth cycle and it was 

similar to the movie.

1/14/2019 7:28:17 AM pantherden_ Do Arcturians contact people through their dreams?

1/14/2019 7:29:30 AM teamsterr07 If Patriots are in control, why are there still what appears to be chemtrails on a regular basis? When will this stop?

1/14/2019 7:29:52 AM burgersandra IS-BE = IMMORTAL SPIRITUAL BEINGS

Matilda O'Donnell Macelroy Personal Notes https://www.fifty8magazine.com/isbe/ 

1/14/2019 7:29:56 AM roublisa Incredible🤭

1/14/2019 7:30:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Realities are illusions of experience which are dominated by our choices. Remembering realities is empathetic logical deductions of how your own soul 

would decide and what the cascading effects could be, remain unknown without a looking glass.

1/14/2019 7:31:10 AM zagnett For sure stopped? No more unicorns being harmed at all? Or just some clown subgroup (D Congress people) or something?

1/14/2019 7:31:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rarely.

1/14/2019 7:31:46 AM lib7473 The final nail in the ⚰️! What R the chances the two 🤡s were forced by the light to trap their other minions just like Bush Jr with his bloodline on 

D5...💥💥💥

1/14/2019 7:32:02 AM giediknight My experience with SP were terrifying, are the Djinn sometimes involved? I read that they are between the 2nd and 3rd dimension, entities that are 

"stuck". i.e. Fallen Angels.

1/14/2019 7:32:12 AM benmarshall1991 @pbvrocks

1/14/2019 7:32:19 AM brian97306346 That's wishing too much

1/14/2019 7:33:01 AM lisadai35675493 Is remote viewing  being fully  aware  of or mentally being in 2 places at once ?? (It’s freaky);-)



1/14/2019 7:33:06 AM mongrelglory Could you explain a bit more the difference between densities of consciousness versus dimensions of existence?

1/14/2019 7:33:52 AM decodematrix In your bio it says "the illusion of space and time created by the Cabal". So space and time is an illusion created by the cabal. How do we get rid of the 

illusion?

1/14/2019 7:34:02 AM zagnett Do any ET groups contact through dreams typically? Early December I spoke with what seemed like a blue-skinned ET for hours in a dream & didn't 

remember any of the conversation. Is this something real (one of the rare occurrence), or just my imagination?

1/14/2019 7:34:39 AM pantherden_ Will special elections be held for the seats of the senators and congressmen that are currently being investigated by GJ?

1/14/2019 7:35:40 AM dalsandor This is very thought provoking, Thank you, for posting

1/14/2019 7:35:41 AM fergal_maw Can astral projection be harmful in any way? 5 of the 6 times i've done it from sleep paralysis their has been a figure right outside my bedroom door 

that comes towards me and makes me feel like im falling/sinking.

1/14/2019 7:35:43 AM again_censored I'm giggling.

1/14/2019 7:35:46 AM zagnett If you are ok with it, may you describe your dream?

1/14/2019 7:36:01 AM pantherden_ Drugs aren’t required but some people are so brainwashed and mind controlled by MSM/Cabal that drugs are the only thing that will pierce be veil.

1/14/2019 7:36:18 AM katesmi09335614 What does PR mean?

1/14/2019 7:36:42 AM mongrelglory Does being on an anti-depressant (SSRI) block the proper functioning of the pineal gland?

1/14/2019 7:37:17 AM ghostanon6120 puerto rico, certain congress members just had a retreat there

1/14/2019 7:37:26 AM roublisa I know they have said our measurement of time- clock , calander is not correct and manipulated to suit their needs and rituals.

1/14/2019 7:37:34 AM si11112018 I'd say... they should learn to turn from their wicked ways, and they wouldn't have much to fear.

1/14/2019 7:37:44 AM leonawogan Maybe when we get rid of the cabal

1/14/2019 7:37:49 AM vaesnico There's not chemtrails. They're contrails. It's water.

1/14/2019 7:38:00 AM _the_psychonaut Best thing to do to expand consciousness? I.e, meditate, diet, exercise, etc.

1/14/2019 7:38:37 AM asauer65 Well now that would be darn awesome

1/14/2019 7:38:37 AM r2u How fantastic is that? White hats are brilliant.

1/14/2019 7:38:56 AM pauliepg11111 Reboot - walk towards the void when you die to return to source?

1/14/2019 7:39:37 AM mongrelglory Do Starseeds have beings from other dimensions assisting them in their missions while on Earth?

1/14/2019 7:40:05 AM mongrelglory Is the Domain currently at war with any ET races?

1/14/2019 7:40:51 AM mongrelglory Is the ET that impersonated Moloch still present on Earth currently?

1/14/2019 7:41:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only re-enforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining to chemtrails. The truth is more 

bizarre than we will go into here, but this is a 100kft view of the situation  .

1/14/2019 7:41:25 AM decodematrix I am thinking of this tweet where you said gravity exists because we are manifesting it. How do we unmanifest gravity? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077417917011107840 …

1/14/2019 7:41:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 2/ The purposes of chemtrails has been heavily classified with plenty of whistleblowers who spread misinformation and disinformation on the subject 

to keep you divided and conquered.

3/ Logical thinking is required.

4/ Truth resonates internally and therefore MJ proofs are moot.

1/14/2019 7:41:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Chemtrails is a term used to describe heavy metals and other particulates being expelled into the upper atmosphere by military and civilian aircraft.

1/14/2019 7:41:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 13/ DARPA has been researching and developing nanotechnology for the body, specifically for military applications, though only 0.01% of these types 

of programs are unclassified.

14/ Vaccines are the medium used to inject these nanotechnology devices into your body.

1/14/2019 7:41:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 10/ Sam said somethint key about nanotechnology's ability to reproduce.

11/ They take heavy metals from around the body and use them to make more of the nanotechnology after the lifecycle of the bot has expired.

12/ Why does the Military spray heavy metals into the air?

1/14/2019 7:41:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 7/ How did that episode disclose how nanotechnology is sustained in the body?

8/ A frequency was being emitted that directly controlled the "dial" for time in the aging process.

9/ What was the frequency? It wasn't disclosed as it is HIGHLY CLASSIFIED.

1/14/2019 7:41:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 5/ Message over messenger.

6/ SG-1 S1E8 Brief Candle explored the idea of nanotechnology that could change the illusion of time pertaining to the aging equation artificially.

1/14/2019 7:41:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 15/ What is VOG?

16/ Why are vaccines shrouded with disinformation and misinformation pertaining to their effectiveness and efficiency?

17/ What have we told you about disinformation/misinformation?

1/14/2019 7:42:26 AM zagnett  https://www.exopolitics.org/massive-pole-shifts-are-cyclic-according-to-declassified-cia-document/ …

Is this something we have to worry about? If so, short-term, mid-term, long-term? Part of the "plan"?

1/14/2019 7:44:44 AM heath_jack THC CBD work well!  Turn off MSM!  Get away from all external power for 1 hour a day.  Seek Source!  Internal!  I feel the change/shift.  A constant 

elitric buzzing falling in love Anxiety!  Love it!  Going with it😝😂💖

1/14/2019 7:45:24 AM mongrelglory Are you implying that this nanotechnology that exists in our bodies is beneficial to us?

1/14/2019 7:45:42 AM roublisa Thank you for sharing 💓

1/14/2019 7:45:54 AM blsdbe Be There or Be Square!?!?! ❤️ I LOVE I good sting operation!

1/14/2019 7:46:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/14/2019 7:46:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/14/2019 7:47:05 AM heath_jack Spread the word.  Take them out😠

1/14/2019 7:47:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/14/2019 7:47:16 AM keepawakening Can you define more in detail what exactly this Keystone is?

1/14/2019 7:47:18 AM katesmi09335614 Thank you! Didn't know about the retreat either. Interesting!

1/14/2019 7:47:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/14/2019 7:47:48 AM kathy1102237 It would be wonderful if this happened. Good way to do a house cleaning!

1/14/2019 7:48:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 All of the above. Environment enables reality creation from consciousness. Consciousness enables environment changes that enhance consciousness. 

The key to a first step is its the first step.

1/14/2019 7:49:02 AM ascendedwater tell us in layman terms

1/14/2019 7:49:10 AM mongrelglory Wow!  Thanks for answering all my questions.

1/14/2019 7:50:09 AM pantherden_ 1. Vaccines inject nanotechnology into human body.

2. Chem trails provide the heavy metals required to sustain nanotechnology in the body

3. Frequencies from cable boxes and other household items can activate the nanotechnology VOG

1/14/2019 7:50:14 AM nancyddb Disinformation and misinformation are necessary. How do I make a decision about vaccines and taking chlorophyll?

1/14/2019 7:50:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Intentionally trying to mimmic the cannabinol activation techniques of CBD/THC at the expense of toxins being injected into your body that obfuscate 

your pineal gland's effectiveness.

1/14/2019 7:50:35 AM zagnett Sounds like VOG is what is using the "highly classified" frequency that controls how we perceive time & keep our vibrations low, trying to prevent the 

"Great Awakening".

The metals ejected into the atmosphere & into our bodies via vaccines allows them to reproduce. Yuck!



1/14/2019 7:50:36 AM turboxyde Can we entrain this nanotech with our own Biofield signal to be put to good use? As a Reiki Master this has major ramifications for Biofield work...

1/14/2019 7:50:56 AM mongrelglory As I suspected...thanks!

1/14/2019 7:50:57 AM bitofdis ....There is no gravity.

1/14/2019 7:51:57 AM sdcharge2k12 On my way to work in Las Vegas and I’m greeted with these beauties. 😡😡 pic.twitter.com/lBasC5Dbsz

1/14/2019 7:52:03 AM zagnett Does it have a departure flight set yet? When is it?

Economy class or baggage. Nothing better for it plz.

1/14/2019 7:52:20 AM catharenne I am sure Trump is aware. Can he do anything? Or are they too powerful, rich and deep?

1/14/2019 7:52:37 AM blsdbe I would like to learn more about Vortex Mathematics. Can you suggest an author or website to get started?

1/14/2019 7:53:06 AM keith369me Is it true that sex with minors is not illegal in PR?

1/14/2019 7:53:42 AM iamkevinlearl1 Half the population would think it was staged.

1/14/2019 7:53:51 AM wakingdream93 Does everyone have a God/Goddess they are connected to? What call the Gods, would they really be ET?

1/14/2019 7:53:54 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/M2stibZVUt

1/14/2019 7:54:21 AM blsdbe Do we manifest gravity because our DNA is naturally implosive, and implosion creates gravity?

1/14/2019 7:54:37 AM zagnett Which ones? Where? How they doin'? Where are the current battle lines drawn? We are involved / helping somehow? In the right way(s)?

What kind of war is it? Conventional war? Info war?

Who is the likely winner? Is Earth one of the last battlegrounds, as is sometimes said?

1/14/2019 7:55:54 AM rosemodema That's Beautiful .. 💕

1/14/2019 7:56:26 AM jimhayzlett When will you side w Humanity? ✨🙏🏼😇✨

1/14/2019 7:56:46 AM blsdbe Because walking toward to Light will actually recycle our IS back in to the reincarnation system?

1/14/2019 7:57:00 AM zagnett Excellent! Is the only way to verify one is a starseed through meditation? Or can some technology also verify?

Main question is, for someone having trouble finding the time to meditate as much as suggested (3 hours at a time, etc.) are there other options?

Do the Sassani exist?

1/14/2019 7:57:52 AM theappraizer The Martian Manhunter works at Texas Dept of Safety.

#MartianManhunter #JonnJonzz

1/14/2019 7:59:20 AM si11112018 So... leaving room for anything to be possible? How do we remove limits or boundaries within us?

1/14/2019 7:59:23 AM chrisklemenza Are all vaccines bad? If not, wich is safe?

1/14/2019 7:59:51 AM zagnett So when you're meditating, seek the light for information?

But when you're dying, seek the dark to escape the re-incarnation loop?

Will it be clear that you're dying? Just want to make sure to get it right.

Are you expecting a lot of us to need to consider this choice soon?

1/14/2019 8:00:18 AM jaspony1 Was the "Looking Glass" used to create the "Plan"?

1/14/2019 8:01:21 AM rosesrred0119 False narrative to congregate...5:5..what Happens when no reward??consequences?

1/14/2019 8:01:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/14/2019 8:02:26 AM the_fjalar So we are all loaded with a killswitch of tiny destroyers? That’s just great...

👾👾👾👾👾👾👾👾👾👾👾

And those videos of something flying around the chemtrails? Spaceships zapping and neutralizing them?

1/14/2019 8:02:30 AM junglerednm David Wilcock and David Adair the Man Who Worked at Area 51 Underground ...  https://youtu.be/DYe48gyww3s  via @YouTube👈🏻 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/14/2019 8:03:25 AM zagnett Yes, definitely seems like it.

The reason for the phrase "Future Proves Past"?

Is this why some "prophets" work e.g. Nostradamus' quatrains seem interesting/accurate, but others seem like total nonsense?

1/14/2019 8:03:48 AM davidson3246  pic.twitter.com/g2IjB6YhbN

1/14/2019 8:04:39 AM mrblbrettish they have been, at least that's what this twitter account is about. Granted we all want more, but not everyone is where we are at as far as readiness to 

accept truths.

1/14/2019 8:04:57 AM blsdbe Can we increase the intensity of our own electro magnetic fields to either neutralize the nanites we have been injected with or can we use our EM field 

(through meditation or prayer) to redirect the nanites for good purpose?

1/14/2019 8:05:17 AM jaspony1 That makes a lot of sense out of the seemingly chaotic nature of the events unfolding... A bit like Dr. Strange in Avengers.

1/14/2019 8:05:27 AM zagnett Is it really accurate depiction of up to 18 months out? Forgot where i heard that.

How many different future realities can it calculate? How often do they split? Seems like infinite realities would be too difficult for any computer to 

compute, including the Universe computer.

1/14/2019 8:06:28 AM djlok @zagnett You're a starseed...deal with it. 😁

1/14/2019 8:07:59 AM blankmarlo I've heard it stated that there are negative spiritual consequences to tattoos and marking one's flesh, any truth to that?

1/14/2019 8:08:04 AM zagnett Haha could be right. I'd Just like to know more details to help with whatever mission(s) i'm on. They feel pretty urgent annoyingly. 🧐

1/14/2019 8:08:05 AM hawkgirlinmn VOG- Volcanic smog or Voice of God technology

1/14/2019 8:08:19 AM roublisa Geez.... me too!  Zoloft.  Any advice on how to properly replace on for another....I would like to do this ASAP.  Please and thank you.

1/14/2019 8:08:44 AM jones9536 Dick gregory talked about chemtrails. Was he part of the cabal?

1/14/2019 8:08:48 AM hawkgirlinmn @Jordan_Sather_ has some great insight in his videos about this

1/14/2019 8:09:09 AM ragevirusqq Is the shift to SHEEN that @kabamur_taygeta speaks of the same shift you speak of? Do poeple need to wait for the event or can they WILL the shift in 

their own reality to occur now?

1/14/2019 8:10:01 AM blsdbe Will a bunch of people praying/meditating on Peace and Harmony at 9:12pm PST during the peak of the blood Moon help to offset sacrifices that the 

Service to Self Folks may be doing at that same time?

1/14/2019 8:11:20 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFIAn-iWWyA …

What's up w/Picard's crystal? Don't recall that at all. But an disc I've had for a decade+ & seen several times & never saw the crystal, & yet now it's 

there.

Some conscious entity introduce a little change in our reality just to prove that it could??

1/14/2019 8:11:50 AM decodematrix I've been taking Chlorella, kelp for iodine, and Selenium and I'm seeing a big difference. Also, my dreams are much more vivid. So thanks for that 

advice!



1/14/2019 8:11:58 AM djlok I believe that is correct.

1/14/2019 8:12:02 AM si11112018 Quantum computers? The truth is behind you? I want to see

1/14/2019 8:12:02 AM lighthouse44444 So vaccines deploy the bots and Chen Trails provide the metals necessary for bots to rebuild, multiply and sustain. The VOG tech communicates with 

the bots and viola-controlled people. So then, WHY for the love of Q, are we STILL SPRAYING chem trails if "Patriots are in Contol?"

1/14/2019 8:12:18 AM mongrelglory Is war common throughout our Galaxy, or only in isolated areas?

1/14/2019 8:13:04 AM mr_bone_crusher Q's right. These people are stupid!

1/14/2019 8:13:23 AM pauliepg11111 From the reading I’ve done, the light is a “false light” that does a mind wipe and forces you back into the reincarnation churn

1/14/2019 8:13:49 AM katesmi09335614 It's hell trying to get off prozac. Doctors are useless and I'm left alone to deal with the consequences and ill health. When will people get help to come 

off their antidepressants?

1/14/2019 8:14:31 AM bbobbio71 If reincarnation is a thing,  what are ghosts?

And if reincarnation is a thing,  wouldn't population stay fairly at a fairly consistent number?

1/14/2019 8:15:19 AM djlok Disinfo is real and it is necessary

1/14/2019 8:15:32 AM zagnett Maybe this BE just wants to be a starseed because it thinks it's the cool new thing to do & sounds exciting to be one, but it's actually just some 

dumbs*** clone or synth or something?

Possibly overthinking things.

1/14/2019 8:15:37 AM curt_avila Help is available now naturally. What we need is available in nature.

1/14/2019 8:16:29 AM brimichelle75 I heard someone taking about cbd oil made from hemp plants and not having THC??

1/14/2019 8:17:53 AM roublisa I believe this is an issue for many.   We need you wonderful guidance please.   My thoughts lately  .....when the manipulations that have surrounded 

anxiety and depression are neutralized we won’t need the toxic meds, right?   Should one add CBD and TCH  via oils to transcend?

1/14/2019 8:18:35 AM keith369me Was an attempt to 187 Trump made over 50 years ago?

1/14/2019 8:18:48 AM yigsstarhouse Im very curious if this "frequency" has anything to do with the ear ringing people seem to be suffering from much more now

1/14/2019 8:19:34 AM mongrelglory I've tried 3 times to get off Zoloft and each time I've relapsed into an incapacitating depression within 6 months...unable to get out of bed or meditate.  

I think I was on it for too many years. 🙁

1/14/2019 8:19:41 AM susannekisslin1 Spirulina is good to clean out nanoparticles I have read. Maybe that's why I don't have them in me. I take it every day.

1/14/2019 8:19:47 AM andrefmpbf more confused then ever! I love what you are doing but PLEASE for God's sake help us!

We are all already debilitated and broken down by the numerous lies misinfo/disinfo. We need assistance, not further puzzles.

1/14/2019 8:20:15 AM djlok That would be BRILLIANT and make this IS-BE so HAPPY! I really hope that's true bc I've been very worried about the Cabal preying on Puerto Ricans.  I 

even sent @realDonaldTrump a tweet about it bc Bill Clinton tweeted he was going.  Very disturbing!!  Think Haiti 2.0.

1/14/2019 8:20:37 AM equipment79 Ohhhh that would be so awesome!!!!

1/14/2019 8:20:48 AM djlok VERY SICK!!

1/14/2019 8:21:27 AM covfefe_grande Seventeen.. Nice touch 👍

1/14/2019 8:21:33 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12 

Did you ever tried to be a simulation too?

Did you enjoy it?

1/14/2019 8:21:35 AM mongrelglory Release your self-doubt...😑

1/14/2019 8:21:56 AM roublisa I would suppose it would depend on the intent placed when choices are made, just a thought😉

1/14/2019 8:22:23 AM djlok Maybe you were brought here (to this MJ12 account) for a reason?   Starseed.

1/14/2019 8:22:26 AM peterclloyd So if I understand this correctly, human absorption of airborne metals/compounds and infection with other compounds by vaccine, can be activated by 

RF for a controlled result. I’ll assume 5G is also a component. A Tin fool hat is really not such a bad idea.

1/14/2019 8:22:28 AM oo1o110 lol

1/14/2019 8:24:33 AM katesmi09335614 What can be used for withdrawal effects? I'm taking B Complex, minerals, vits changed my diet. They do not help with withdrawal symptoms. The last 

time it took me a whole year to come off slowly and the withdrawal was so bad I went back on them!

1/14/2019 8:25:22 AM bbobbio71 Can said injections be purged from the body. My wife's a nurse and must get a fllushot every year.  I've noticed memory issues with her and seem to be 

increasing.  She's not old,  30's Those that receive the shot always seem to become sick.

1/14/2019 8:25:33 AM elatedveracity Does the use of frequencies have healing capabilities of the Human body for disease and injury?  Are there objects available now that we can use?  

How about med bed technology and how soon it’s available?

1/14/2019 8:26:43 AM peterclloyd And the obvious question is why should we go along with this? Is it possible that this is the ultimate MK Ultra weapon?

1/14/2019 8:26:55 AM blankmarlo I know the porn industry has been manipulated for decades now which has culminated into the very disturbing recent trend of incest content that I feel 

like no one really asked for. In general are there negative spiritual consequences for masturbation/watching porn?

1/14/2019 8:27:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Why not take iodine drops?

1/14/2019 8:27:55 AM gi6stars Great idea!  

...BOOM 💣

#MAGA #QANON #POTUS

1/14/2019 8:28:11 AM mongrelglory That was what I looked into here in Canada, but with the government involved in regulation now the cost and hassle was going to be much higher for 

me.  I'd have to convince my doctor to give me a prescription or start making my own oil.

1/14/2019 8:29:10 AM blankmarlo Are Archons able to just directly feed off our negative frequencies/emotions or is there some kind of intermediate step involving a ritual or some type 

of technology?

1/14/2019 8:30:13 AM zagnett Yeah i guess. Wouldn't mind it if MJ brought forth some documentation, like "Hey Zag, here's your record & mission(s)! Now STFU & get to work!!" 🤣

"Bring 'em on! I prefer a straight fight to all this sneakin' around!"

-Han Solo

1/14/2019 8:31:33 AM 2tyl3r  https://youtu.be/MEYmQlWBeAE 

According to lit. comprising part of what is academically referenced as the sphere of empirical Soc. Psych. research, the term “self serving bias” has 

been operationalized. It’s spec. implies internalizing causality around success, and externalizing blame.

1/14/2019 8:32:29 AM mongrelglory For withdrawal symptoms, they usually just switch you over to a longer acting SSRI such as Prozac and wean you off slowly.  Substituting a CBD oil 

might help, but I haven't tried it yet myself...still looking into the regulations here in Canada.

1/14/2019 8:32:37 AM vintagesquirrel Look up kratom

1/14/2019 8:32:42 AM koreyedwards6 This is a BS control technique telling some they are more advanced and that others would not be able to handle things. Humans are resiliant and would 

welcome the truth. These are lies to justify hiding reality from us.

1/14/2019 8:33:37 AM covertress @SenatorMenendez #PuertoRicoDems pic.twitter.com/wxq1msO6N8

1/14/2019 8:34:31 AM curt_avila Also microdosing with psilocybin is beneficial.

1/14/2019 8:36:14 AM tikicolada Chemtrails are horrible over Great Lakes area.  Wish they would stop worldwide.

1/14/2019 8:37:50 AM bodybysteph Same here (Henderson, NV). But now it’s all overcast since they spread fast.

1/14/2019 8:38:25 AM wolfieman121 3

1/14/2019 8:40:02 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodin-coil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/ … or anything with Tesla

1/14/2019 8:40:20 AM decodematrix IS = higher self?



1/14/2019 8:41:09 AM covertress #PuertoRicoDems #PuertoRicoPelosi 

On the list was House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., but she did not make the trip.

Neither did Assistant Speaker Ben Ray Lujan, D-N.M.

Bold PAC Chairman Rep. Tony Cardenas, D-Calif. did.

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/30-dems-in-puerto-rico-with-109-lobbyists-for-weekend-despite-shutdown … 

pic.twitter.com/VGGYansmwA
1/14/2019 8:41:13 AM wolfieman121 I'd run, away!!!

1/14/2019 8:41:21 AM shechurch ...but you don't really care for music, do you?.......

1/14/2019 8:41:30 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodin-coil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/ … or anything with Nikola Tesla and vortex math.

1/14/2019 8:44:10 AM richardbramlet6 YaH

1/14/2019 8:44:46 AM zagnett Frankly i'm still a bit hazy on the precise difference between disinfo/misinfo.

1/14/2019 8:47:44 AM scottlarocca3 This was 10 years ago in NC. They have been poisoning us forever. We the PEOPLE DO NOT CONSENT!! #QANON #MAGA #WWG1WGA #Q 

#CHEMTRAILS #GEOENGINEERING #HAARP #NASALIES #SCHERFF #PIZZAGATE #PEDOWOOD pic.twitter.com/2qV4IS6Poe

1/14/2019 8:48:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Is incarnated star-seed DNA being reactivated through synchronicities and frequencies? Are all starseeds considered light workers?

1/14/2019 8:49:02 AM cosmic_engineer So when I asked about dismantling the global orb fleet doing all the atmospheric injection, you said 'why would you'

Seems this is a little bigger than chaff/ionization of incoming energy from our Logos

1/14/2019 8:50:17 AM hawkgirlinmn If someone’s birthdate falls within the vortex math of  3,6,9, does that make them more majestic than earth/physical dobs?

1/14/2019 8:50:43 AM shechurch love this song

1/14/2019 8:50:47 AM jimhayzlett This account admits misinformation and disinformation are necessary, and that the poisons on Humanity affects their free will = Karma😇

1/14/2019 8:50:52 AM pauliepg11111 Infinite spirit

1/14/2019 8:51:15 AM aurorasreality Hahahahah!!!

1/14/2019 8:51:42 AM covertress #PuertoRicoDems 

"It is more devastating than many of us realized. I'm glad that we came," said , D-California.

Anyone recognize these Congress Critters?

 https://www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/congressional-delegation-visits-puerto-rico-today-2019-01-12/ … pic.twitter.com/CBdCTv4bxm

1/14/2019 8:51:57 AM 1_decided_voter "Can't miss" implies a honeypot so irresistible that they wouldn't dare miss out?

1/14/2019 8:52:35 AM zagnett Guessing inter-dimensional beings allowing some information about their presence to appear in our dimension. There's a lot of information-hiding 

potential in them thar higher-dimensions form ours.

Some say starseeds are souls from other places want to incarnate here ...

1/14/2019 8:52:45 AM orthogonalron Are we actually in a stasis condition similar to Plato's cave?

1/14/2019 8:53:13 AM aprilbrown99 If we raise our vibration high enough and take control over our DNA, can we then control or disable the nanotechnology that could be in our bodies?

1/14/2019 8:53:44 AM 2tyl3r 👊🤙🤣🙏 pic.twitter.com/sRWfxOhxel

1/14/2019 8:53:51 AM zagnett Perhaps some people don't have souls, or are clones? Hard to believe for me, but some say it, including MJ.

Also, sounds like you can incarnate even as 2D beings (animals), or even plants?

i don't really know on this stuff. It gets a little weird.

1/14/2019 8:53:53 AM shallknown  https://youtu.be/xmJu-sWglI0 

1/14/2019 8:55:05 AM blsdbe Thank you! 😇

1/14/2019 8:55:25 AM cosmic_engineer The geometry of space/time when nearing Harvest is like moving towards the end of a cone.  Hence the feeling of speeding up.  This is likely 

countermeasures for perception.

1/14/2019 8:55:58 AM covertress #PuertoRicoDems 

U.S. presidential candidate Julian Castro joined dozens of high-profile Latinos in Puerto Rico on Monday to talk about how to mobilize voters ahead of 

the 2020 elections

 https://m.newstimes.com/news/texas/article/Julian-Castro-visits-Puerto-Rico-in-bid-for-13531567.php … pic.twitter.com/hGjodqvSsx

1/14/2019 8:56:18 AM neecieh6111 Translation: THEY are spraying us and injecting us with nano particles to artificially age us and therefore shorten our lifespan.  Got it.

1/14/2019 8:56:23 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

1/14/2019 8:56:30 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

1/14/2019 8:56:34 AM mongrelglory Seaweed tastes better. 😊  I eat roasted seaweed all the time as a snack.

1/14/2019 8:57:07 AM nmchristoban How will the Native American populations be involved in our expansion of consciousness? As it seems like they were allowed to be [more] in touch with 

that before.

1/14/2019 8:57:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all nanotechnology is being developed by the Cabal, some is/was developed by the Domain and help humanity evolve into higher sentient beings 

capable of bridging the gap between the Domain dolls of the future and the primitive animal brain of the past. Time is an illusion.

1/14/2019 8:57:49 AM 2tyl3r Oh yeah!!😎🤣👊 https://youtu.be/hopRenk1oaQ 

1/14/2019 8:58:29 AM covertress "It is more devastating than many of us realized. I'm glad that we came,"  said Rep. Tony Cárdenas, D-California

1/14/2019 8:58:45 AM hawkgirlinmn I grew up in a Quakerish type family so taking a shot of ACV every other day for good health was just part of our routine. Must be why the taste of 

iodine drops dont bother me lol

1/14/2019 8:58:50 AM wonderswords Shoot them down, literally

1/14/2019 8:59:01 AM tikicolada Let me know what you find out b/c that applies to me: 3, 6 & 9.

1/14/2019 8:59:12 AM 2tyl3r If you are illiterate with that kinda quiet poetic eloquence, then God help us,..oh, never mind.

🤣

1/14/2019 9:00:15 AM sailorpractical Pretty close to Gitmo...

1/14/2019 9:01:17 AM zagnett Good to hear!

There are a lot small, drone-looking things with short chemtrails all over this area (greater-area of Bakersfield, CA). There are often a half-dozen, mostly 

later in the day.

Does anyone know what they are? Seen them since summer 2018.



1/14/2019 9:01:40 AM aprilbrown99 Can the nanotechnology be reprogrammed with new code?

1/14/2019 9:02:42 AM nmchristoban I feel like it is important to be able to use CBD to improve/regain my health but my current job has a situation [17] that includes rigorous testing for 

THC. At what point will we all be able to use this natural medicine again and what to do in the meantime?

1/14/2019 9:02:59 AM zagnett Is this what some "new-agers" mean by changing to a "crystalline body" or what not?

Do these affect our DNA?

With these helpful nanos, can we expect to live longer?

Will we always need these nanos? If not, for how long will we need them?

1/14/2019 9:03:39 AM rcleo6 Makes sense why they’re there...PR is corrupt

1/14/2019 9:03:40 AM kayvonpaul Reminded me of the Dragon grids I stumbled on...perhaps something to do with the lines in the sky as well   

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19970031503.pdf …

1/14/2019 9:05:13 AM zagnett  https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/8 …

What is your opinion of this bill? Chance to pass?

1/14/2019 9:05:24 AM freeandoriginal Can’t reach those vibrating higher ! 💚

1/14/2019 9:05:44 AM skeye_watching Are what we call "cellphone towers" used to transmit these frequencies?

1/14/2019 9:06:33 AM covertress #PuertoRicoDems 

Congress Critters weren't the only ones invited!

👀 pic.twitter.com/bCCcI7akEk

1/14/2019 9:07:24 AM universalrisin MJ12 has mentioned it before. I believe if I remember correctly, the act of sex without the intent of reproduction, and masturbation, lowers your 

density?? It’s something like that but I’m not quite sure if I’m accurate.

1/14/2019 9:09:23 AM rosemodema 🤣

1/14/2019 9:16:21 AM pauliepg11111 I agree. Have also read that it is amost irresistible to “follow the light” when you die - so good to get the fact that it is a trap cemented in our 

consciousness now.

1/14/2019 9:18:46 AM cosmic_engineer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you know what I saw Friday night?  Golden Mask, no body, made in extreme detail with horizontal 'threads'

1/14/2019 9:18:55 AM covertress #PuertoRicoDems 

Bold PAC Members 

Yes. They're that dumb, to post their membership roster on the Web  👀

 https://boldpac.com  pic.twitter.com/Iok0DhQIBr

1/14/2019 9:18:59 AM libertyistruth I'd say they couldn't be that gullible but then I remember, These People Are Stupid.

1/14/2019 9:19:06 AM aprilbrown99 Time is an illusion so there is still time to make changes.

1/14/2019 9:19:42 AM lambohodlr Did he speak of them as good or bad?

If he mentioned them as a good thing (CABAL).

Bad? He was of the Light.

1/14/2019 9:19:50 AM kayvonpaul 'Overset'...thanks, that's new to me...and the read

1/14/2019 9:21:21 AM cosmic_engineer Have you done shrooms?  I've found that they know the difference between Organic Portals and Seeds that are developed.  No one incarnates here 

anymore to be Harvested.  Not enough time to take a proper shot at 3D graduation

1/14/2019 9:23:48 AM zagnett Yes, a good idea. MJ has brought this up a couple of times, & seems we should make sure to get as much info from MJ as we can on this particular 

point.

Btw MJ, is the Galactic Codex, or something like it, real? If so, does the Domain consider this "law" or an equivalent?

1/14/2019 9:23:51 AM toffer_anon_369 Just like the food additives - can't y'all STOP this from happening??

1/14/2019 9:25:11 AM kimmitt_tom They can not be that stupid at this point

1/14/2019 9:26:17 AM cidarean Explain the Council of 9.

1/14/2019 9:27:42 AM zagnett Nope, & i ain't taking anything that isn't 1. fully legal at all levels, 2. benefits/uses/risks documented by 3. a society/medical industry that doesn't want 

me constantly sick & dying, but not actually dead.

...so i'm probably not going to be taking "shrooms" anytime soon lol.

1/14/2019 9:30:34 AM giediknight Is AOC infected with this to control?

1/14/2019 9:31:03 AM cosmic_engineer Many medical journals and studies if you bother looking.  And safe environments to use.

They break control systems and increase perception, hence why the government is terrified of them. Hence the legal status.

PTSD, depression, palliative care etc

1/14/2019 9:33:48 AM cidarean Why would the Guardians allow for a mechanism to be used to block ascension and put us into a reincarnation loop? Why would our higher selves 

allow this?  Why?

1/14/2019 9:35:02 AM zagnett Ok so that's 1 or 2 down and 1 or 2 to go.

But #1 is the most important. Federalies have raided people for weed even though it was legal at the local level. Seems they have no problem 

spreading their "terror" when they feel like it.

1/14/2019 9:35:16 AM bbobbio71 Apparently misinformation and disinformation so one can learn what information or disinformation is really correct information over disinformation

1/14/2019 9:36:05 AM cocopuffster12 Research Kratom, Maeng Da. 💕

1/14/2019 9:36:39 AM shallknown Would living in a Faraday box help with frequency exposure?

1/14/2019 9:38:12 AM analyst2501 That would line up with Q asking what it takes to remove a sitting congress(m/w)...let's see if that's what happened.

1/14/2019 9:39:25 AM shallknown Was HAARP part of the "frequency" transmitters in its early days

1/14/2019 9:39:49 AM blankmarlo Lol

1/14/2019 9:39:58 AM heath_jack Just saw POTUS hinting too.  As he departed the WH.

1/14/2019 9:40:50 AM zander9899 Yes, in addition to being a member of a rootless cosmopolitan tribe, he is a British National for expediency's sake and not in any way an American.  

#Rothschild

1/14/2019 9:41:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 While some are away enjoying dominos on pasta at the can't miss PR pizza gala, raids can take place at very special people's homes who otherwise 

could find out that we know about their dirty little secret. You think your bogus classifications will protect you. Comical Comey. 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1084837943070674945 …

1/14/2019 9:41:52 AM leonawogan Wouldn’t that be something 👌

1/14/2019 9:42:07 AM heath_jack 😁😂🥇😝 Do It!

1/14/2019 9:42:50 AM vaesnico Great reaction. No content though, which explains a few things...

1/14/2019 9:43:04 AM heath_jack  pic.twitter.com/SJK1KD7n8A

1/14/2019 9:43:13 AM hawkgirlinmn #pizzagate yuck. Hang them all.



1/14/2019 9:44:26 AM vaesnico That's just a conspiracy video. Where in that video is there ANY evidence that the lines you see in the sky are anything other than standard contrails? 

They make lots of claims, but fail to back them up with evidence.

1/14/2019 9:44:50 AM zagnett i may not have that fear. Even when i was young Ben Kenobi's line below resonated with me strongly-

“If you strike me down, i shall become more powerful than you can possibly imagine.”

But it's definitely good to know the trap, from Forrestal's IS no less.

Disclosure.

1/14/2019 9:45:01 AM shallknown Is the frequency in the KHz, MHz,  GHz, or THz range?

1/14/2019 9:46:06 AM fionasdestiny67 So, I could only find this one. But I do remember the episode. She says, upon research, that the nanites are replicating. Frequency emitter controls the 

nanites. https://youtu.be/4bjIZIrFlGw 

1/14/2019 9:47:08 AM cidarean Wasn't gravity the sum of spiritual mass?

1/14/2019 9:47:14 AM bbobbio71 Yay!!

1/14/2019 9:47:43 AM jones9536 Get em

1/14/2019 9:48:10 AM zagnett In Star Trek VI The Undiscovered Country, Spock said "There are always possibilities".

He was wrong, or partially right / somewhat accurate. Should read - "there are ONLY possibilities".

1/14/2019 9:48:41 AM worldxplorer1 I'd be willing to bet that the majority of people who interact with this account are starseeds.

1/14/2019 9:49:49 AM zagnett Yeah i just hope he doesn't give too many Fs in his class lol.

Glad the Universe gives an F.

Ok, sorry, i'll stop...

1/14/2019 9:50:11 AM tara2773  pic.twitter.com/m6IjgLC2NA

1/14/2019 9:50:38 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

11,111 followers!  pic.twitter.com/Qxwo4jIRXu

1/14/2019 9:51:01 AM packersphan PR?

1/14/2019 9:51:46 AM capitalkid Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?

1/14/2019 9:52:04 AM packersphan Puerto Rico

1/14/2019 9:52:46 AM nicjoubert81 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/14/2019 9:52:51 AM justice4allcq Oooooooooooooo👀. 

😁

1/14/2019 9:53:16 AM cosmic_engineer 100%

1/14/2019 9:54:08 AM leonawogan  pic.twitter.com/NKlTgtyQZN

1/14/2019 9:54:13 AM cocopuffster12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 offers very good information. Research, use discernment. 💕  pic.twitter.com/qkhwCqGDzz

1/14/2019 9:54:36 AM vaesnico That's the best you can do? 'lol'? I'd ask you to give a single piece of actual evidence for 'chemtrails', but you and I both know you won't be able to 

provide it, so why bother?

1/14/2019 9:56:25 AM shallknown At 40 ft plus the weather conditions do not change from day to day. The number of flights doesn't change that much either. They use the same jet fuel 

every day of the week. 

When planes are taking off 0-20kft they expend the most fuel and make the most water vapor. Where is it?

1/14/2019 9:56:53 AM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly 

only re-enforce the tin foil wrapped […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1084837902209744906.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/14/2019 9:57:46 AM 1_decided_voter I believe you may have mentioned @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 previously, but I can't find any references to it now. They've referred to you before, implying you 

provide credible intel. Can you say the same for them?

Jordan seems convinced they are a LARP, but I'm not yet convinced.

1/14/2019 9:58:44 AM taradea08775439  pic.twitter.com/Ks8UEe2h5V

1/14/2019 9:59:58 AM lp083061 That would be a win!

1/14/2019 10:01:16 AM cidarean And there is no way to detect these nanotech during blood tests or when examining tissue though any means?

1/14/2019 10:02:23 AM rosesrred0119 Nice work

1/14/2019 10:02:33 AM wwtravelr Holy schniekies. Child Honey trap. And upon arrests they're then taken on a  short boat ride to Gitmo Cuba

1/14/2019 10:03:04 AM fionasdestiny67 Maybe with adjusting to the correct frequency?

1/14/2019 10:03:27 AM lp083061 You talking the gathering in Puerto Rico? Holy cats are the lobbyists being rounded up too?

1/14/2019 10:03:51 AM kuri99487324 I’m not sure whether it’s connected with it, but many claim that time has “sped up” for them. As if the flow of time has accelerated and we can’t catch 

up with it. I have also found some theories that chemtrails are the reason the sun appears to be white.

1/14/2019 10:04:54 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/2QOGEOZsnK

1/14/2019 10:04:58 AM vaesnico You know water vapor is invisible, right? There's your answer right there.

1/14/2019 10:06:30 AM eggomatic12 Hey @KibBitzLaw & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is it true the press have had the Fisa in full this whole time?

1/14/2019 10:07:14 AM vaesnico BTW, whether a contrail dissipates or not depends entirely on the atmospheric conditions. Low relative humidity = short contrail. High relative 

humidity = long contrail. Supersaturated air = persistent and spreading contrail. This is very well established, simple science.

1/14/2019 10:07:50 AM rick_hernandez What did he say?

1/14/2019 10:08:43 AM abraga1853 Why hasn't this been stopped?

1/14/2019 10:08:51 AM coryz34 Great read. Now i get what Majestic is saying

1/14/2019 10:09:05 AM lbf777 What gathering is happening in PR?

1/14/2019 10:09:38 AM scott_rick 440 hz

1/14/2019 10:11:31 AM youstinksoap Timeline speed up?  Through meditation or?  Just curious, if you don't mind me asking.

1/14/2019 10:13:08 AM shallknown Yes. But simple science doesn't explain what changes so much from day to day at 40kft. And sometimes from 10miles apart at the same time. Sorry, 

not adequate explanation.

1/14/2019 10:13:27 AM lumentee Look into kratom as a potential natural alternative to helping you with SSRI withdrawals.

1/14/2019 10:14:44 AM trinaparkercogg The nanites are causing Morgellonn Disease, my friends brother has a serious case. He is outside everyday working he also has 1000's of pics of 

chemtrail skies he workd under. He can't work outside anymore.  http://www.thecehf.org/morgellons-disease-pictures-images.html …

1/14/2019 10:14:57 AM cskiesthlimit Brilliant take😏

1/14/2019 10:16:07 AM oo1o110 I make money off of fools like you. I go golfing, and bet $5 that the plane will take another pass, spraying "water vapor" that will disperse into streaky 

"clouds" in the sky and then it will pass again.  And it does. Golf is a great way to red pill people on chemtrails.

1/14/2019 10:16:54 AM johngradycole20 Was Philip K Dick a part of Majestic operations?

1/14/2019 10:18:10 AM tammymckeever I heard some celebrities/Hollywood were there too...are they also “stupid” (hope so)?



1/14/2019 10:18:26 AM hawkgirlinmn And once you understand it, you start seeing it everywhere like dates. For example, this weekend could be an ideal time for @POTUS to act on 

something. 1/20/2019. 339. Using the vortex amplifies your intention and action into manifestation.

1/14/2019 10:20:11 AM youstinksoap Thank you.  I'm working on de calcifying ...

1/14/2019 10:20:28 AM zagnett Yup! Any way you slice it...

Sorry, bad joke, i know.

1/14/2019 10:21:13 AM lbf777 Crooked cop Comey thinks he outrun justice.

1/14/2019 10:24:10 AM wwtravelr Round'em up

1/14/2019 10:24:36 AM vaesnico Humidity is what changes. That's really not all that complicated. And yes, different air layers can easily have different RHI levels, meaning trails 

disappear in one place, and persist a few miles on. It's pretty easy to predict where they'll stay too: if the sky is hazy in ...

1/14/2019 10:24:51 AM t_hayden07 Amazing. I can only hope...

1/14/2019 10:25:02 AM pernillalaila  https://twitter.com/IsraelUSAforevr/status/1082466379033440258 …

1/14/2019 10:25:17 AM lib7473 You are in the middle of it...as we are ascending w/ the GFL's support in the now LIGHT nano tech,w/c MJ confirmed, to speed up humanity's ascension 

to 5D. The GFL forces took out the space dark tech recently, manipulating Hz of all to lower it, cuz ailments, destroy DNA etc. 🙏🏻

1/14/2019 10:26:21 AM vaesnico ...one part, with high cirrus clouds, and clear blue with no cirrus clouds in the other, that usually means trails will persist in the former, and disappear in 

the latter, as hazy, cirrus rich sky is an indicator of high humidity. Don't believe me, ask any meteorologist. Unless..

1/14/2019 10:27:15 AM vaesnico ...you're one of these people who think the world's meteorologists are all 'in on it' for some bizarre reason. You're not that crazy, are you?

1/14/2019 10:27:45 AM scott_rick I weened of Cipralex, cut mg in half and start taking CBD oil, and I used Sativa flower to counter the side effects ( naseau, Brain zaps etc). 1 year now, 

I’m never going back!

1/14/2019 10:28:15 AM dave_paragon2 About time

1/14/2019 10:28:19 AM vaesnico All that means is that you play golf with real dumbasses. How do you know it's the same plane?

1/14/2019 10:28:38 AM anonfreeus Sounds about right. #wwg1wga #doitQ

1/14/2019 10:29:27 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you🙏

1/14/2019 10:29:32 AM kirkwoodjones I too have been outdoors for the last 40yrs. No  Morgellons here ( I hope). Maybe something to the Vaccine & Chem spraying

1/14/2019 10:30:12 AM lori_dee1 About 30 Dems plus lobbyists all went to PR over the weekend to see Hamilton and party.

1/14/2019 10:31:55 AM zagnett "Comical Comey" means that he uses CC instead of BCC? Wow he's dumber than i thought lol.

1/14/2019 10:32:39 AM floridayys I don’t understand. i.e. Green Mountain CBD farms hemp plants & use the whole plant. Legit or not as CBD oil?

1/14/2019 10:34:32 AM scott_rick Absolutely avoid 440 hz.  Use the attached at 528, 432 any of the Solfeggio freq’s.   http://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator/ 

1/14/2019 10:35:26 AM scott_rick Also try and find a shamanic sound healer in your area... worth their weight in gold

1/14/2019 10:35:27 AM lbf777 Can we get a list of names please?

1/14/2019 10:35:46 AM heath_jack Something to the effect of " I'm here in Washington working.  Theorem Puerto Rico celebrating? Who knows what?"  Watch pre Marine 1 presser form 

today.

1/14/2019 10:36:19 AM heath_jack They are in🙄

1/14/2019 10:37:18 AM rick_hernandez  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1084839940972638208?s=21 …

1/14/2019 10:37:32 AM rick_hernandez I think I found it. TY

1/14/2019 10:38:00 AM heath_jack Yep

1/14/2019 10:38:07 AM floridayys is AJ a bad actor or not? #NobodyDiedAtSandyHook please explain? I don’t see any replies under your enigmatic post. Thanks

1/14/2019 10:38:17 AM heath_jack Majestic is legit!

1/14/2019 10:38:32 AM lori_dee1 I now see dates, times and numbers in a whole new way. 

Before it was just the standard ones most popular i.e. 11:11

1/14/2019 10:38:48 AM trumplican_68 Haven't seen them in DC since the shutdown. I thought I saw a picture on twitter a while ago where the President was touring the planes. Congress 

would need to target the specific program and take away its money before they would stop.

1/14/2019 10:38:51 AM joni_apple_seed Re LI, NY schools and the invasion of illegal MS13 students NO DOCUMENTATION NECESSARY! Makes them wonder if they should rip up their SS cards! 

They would have more privacy/rights.  https://youtu.be/br1lJ89zRXM  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/AE67xUbhc2

1/14/2019 10:39:54 AM lori_dee1 Do the Nordic Aliens live in/around the areas where the fires happened in CA? (I heard them referenced as Tall Whites)

1/14/2019 10:42:03 AM lori_dee1 I am starting to have more vivid dreams. How do I remember them? Or is that really important?

1/14/2019 10:43:14 AM oo1o110 By watching it loop around several times to cover its quadrant, and then pointing out the other planes working theirs. 

You're the only dumbass here. I'm not here to convince you of what I see with my own eyes and plainly demonstrate to others.

1/14/2019 10:44:17 AM shallknown I guess I am crazy. 

Until you're proven blind!

😁

1/14/2019 10:44:54 AM lori_dee1 I dont thnk we will know who they are, for now. It appeared to be a fun trip but could actually have been a time that that something serious happened 

since they were all together. What better way to deal with them?

1/14/2019 10:51:02 AM sculptrz Even better show!

1/14/2019 10:51:17 AM vaesnico And where is this golf course?

1/14/2019 10:52:27 AM vaesnico LOL! So you believe EVERY meteorologist on earth is in on a conspiracy and lying?

1/14/2019 10:53:21 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes, and how do we remember to avoid the trap/light?

1/14/2019 10:56:39 AM anbezedua This information is similar to a connection of  Julian Assange comments on “evil dust” and John Brennan’s “atmospheric injections”, this 

vaccine/chemtrails connection is NOT a coincidence and this Message of Disclosure is confirming it. 🤔 

https://twitter.com/doopfollin/status/1082507576749813760?s=21 …

1/14/2019 11:00:12 AM zagnett I don't even like light when it's TOO bright. So maybe it won't be a problem for me.

1/14/2019 11:02:50 AM sc70542739 Is Q connected with extraterrestrial beings?

The Q and A about “are we alone” and “secret space programs “  seems to me it was planned in advance...Needed to have % of followers >> giving 

proofs first.

1/14/2019 11:02:54 AM sh4m33 Is MSM (chlorine dioxide) able to remove the bots from the body?

1/14/2019 11:05:33 AM kindeandtrue Sum, es, est, sumus, estis, sunt.

1/14/2019 11:06:21 AM cocopuffster12 You are welcome! I have RA, using CBD has been indescribable for me. Starting w/ inflammation, hands & knees. I was using the rowing machine @ the 

gym, had a huge smile on my face! I could bend my knees & NOT feel tight & inflamed. I walk around clenching my fists, feels so good!

1/14/2019 11:08:02 AM sc70542739 I love this information! 

Thank you

1/14/2019 11:15:09 AM allahuniversal A BE/Biological Entity/Body which is designed for certain missions, off-world. Prerequisite study:  

http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

1/14/2019 11:19:21 AM blsdbe I completely agree, which is why I am hoping many will choose to join us for prayer and/or meditation to help increase the positive vibrations at the 

peak of the eclipse, 9:12pm PST (21:12 OR 3:3 :-) https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1084520000109473792?s=19 …

1/14/2019 11:21:29 AM moonbaby04371 I would like to know this as well.

1/14/2019 11:22:06 AM curt_avila Domination

1/14/2019 11:22:23 AM cocopuffster12 It really is! I’m probably the only person rowing with a crazy grin on my face! I can bend my knees so well, truly amazing!



1/14/2019 11:23:02 AM wild8heart Enlightening. Thank you for this.

1/14/2019 11:23:29 AM cryptocrab4 Now that seems likely !

1/14/2019 11:24:56 AM allahuniversal I'm still learning myself, takes a lot of unlearning so Nikola Tesla's work (whatever can be found in public domain) is a good starting point. YouTube has 

a good bit on Tesla & 3 6 9, and accnt @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is currently providing details of that & more  pic.twitter.com/1xnOeagE3q

1/14/2019 11:27:10 AM pauliepg11111 This is something I have been thinking of. I think if you cement it as a belief then it’s easier to remember when you get in that situation? But who 

knows - clearly I didn’t remember to do it last time 😂

1/14/2019 11:27:34 AM wild8heart Is it true that in our purest state as IS-BEs we could live extremely long lives (without any artificial/chemical toxins affecting us)?

Thousands/tens of thousands of years?

1/14/2019 11:29:12 AM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is disclosing quite a bit if you're not following that account already. I picked up a lot using these 3 searches on Twitter:

from:ts_sci_majic12 3

from:ts_sci_majic12 6

from:ts_sci_majic12 9

[Bonus Round]:

from:ts_sci_majic12 Q

1/14/2019 11:30:27 AM marzhanel unsavory #Deepstate critters.....

1/14/2019 11:30:56 AM pauliepg11111 I have experienced seriously incredible results with MSM. It defies normal belief actually...pretty much all I use in my medicine cabinet these days...

1/14/2019 11:32:32 AM thoughttazer MJ12- I see you referenced a Posobiec tweet. He of recent anti-Qanon infamy. Is Jack P working disinfo FOR the good guys? Or is he a tool of the 

opposition?

1/14/2019 11:33:42 AM tkobeauty Perfect!!

1/14/2019 11:33:54 AM linnyt86 I don't think @realDonaldTrump was referring to u😂 fakes! U should all be dead not tweeting? There was no dark to light for ms-12 it was too late for 

them. They are toast and u know it, its time u stop with ur fakery and misleading ppl, ur a larp!👎

1/14/2019 11:34:16 AM momekool1 YOU GUYS ROCK!!!😃

1/14/2019 11:35:48 AM raughn3 in New Orleans?

1/14/2019 11:38:50 AM momekool1 No, as long as they thought there would be kids they would go. No actual kids needed.

1/14/2019 11:40:04 AM totalbullshitur  pic.twitter.com/VSAlnWsowJ

1/14/2019 11:41:19 AM sdcharge2k12 Yup! Crazy how fast they spread I took the first picture about 5 min before the second because I was amazed at how fast they spread. Can’t tell us 

these aren’t coordinated as the coverage is almost perfectly spaced when it’s done

1/14/2019 11:46:22 AM sc70542739 The Voice of God” – Weaponized Mind Control Frequency Technology

VOG ? 

Sick!

1/14/2019 11:49:15 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "You are the guardians of this majestic heritage" -DJT 1/14/19 American Farm Bureau Federation's 100th Annual Convention

1/14/2019 11:49:29 AM momekool1 They were busy getting their adrenochrome in Puerto Rico. (They didnt get to go to The Golden Globes.)

1/14/2019 11:51:20 AM sooseeadams Tmy

1/14/2019 11:53:57 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini The last 5 mins of @POTUS speech was very similar to the speech that won him the election. Majestic in nature. The 

farmers are the guardians of this majestic heritage.  Amazing and we are so lucky! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/14/2019 11:59:19 AM stormoverwatch That would be epic!

1/14/2019 12:06:54 PM lp083061 We know one was #Menendez

1/14/2019 12:07:08 PM lp083061  https://www-m.cnn.com/2018/01/31/politics/menendez-charges-dismiss/index.html?r= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F …

1/14/2019 12:12:10 PM nschlange Either way, you would have to be brain dead not to know that they are taking advantage of the Dems being out of town. So, I don't think it matters 

that much. BTW why would you cal yourself I AM? The same name God call Himself? I find that stranger then Jack's lack of knowledge.

1/14/2019 12:13:44 PM nschlange Which military is the one doing the spraying of metal? Won't that stop now?

1/14/2019 12:14:48 PM lenzaq What is your take (or anyone else's, for that matter) about Maitreya, the return of the Christ and the masters of Wisdom, as proffered by theosophists 

Alice Bailey & Ben Creme? Con job? Co-opt of the Christ message?  http://www.shareintl.org 

1/14/2019 12:17:05 PM nschlange BTW are you one of the sites that just asks questions instead of giving answers? I'm not in the mood. I follow Q and a few others do the same. Too 

many drives me nuts. We want answers not riddles, since we already have the same questions it doesn't seem to benefit anyone?

1/14/2019 12:20:17 PM gi6stars Really? Is that what VOG stands for.

1/14/2019 12:22:29 PM djlok He's really not very bright. Anyone who knows a thing or two and found themselves in his situation would know to STFU!!

1/14/2019 12:28:44 PM melhuses What do you take and how much?

1/14/2019 12:30:56 PM djlok @realDonaldTrump has taken cheese pizza and dominos on pasta off the menu!!  Hooray!!!!!!!

1/14/2019 12:36:05 PM sc70542739 These “ people “ have been creating our reality for thousands of years , we are just waking up..this Will not stop overnight.

1/14/2019 12:36:58 PM djlok This must've been one hell of a pizza party for them to leave DC during the middle of the shutdown.  I know it's most likey classified, but I'd love to see 

the coercion techniques used to convince them it was ok to leave town with everything going on.

1/14/2019 12:37:01 PM sh4m33 I only tried it once yet, starting with a very small dose (1 drop per day) and raised it to a relative high dose of 1 teaspoon. I have heard that for a severe 

infestation with bots and morgellons, even a higher dose is necessary. But no promise of salvation 😉

1/14/2019 12:37:41 PM trinaparkercogg There's a link above in my previous comment. If you have Morgellons there are many symptoms like itching, burning, skin feels like it has creepy 

crawlies and you get sores that wait for it, fibers are pulled out, blue, red, white, black. It's horrible and as of yet no cure.

1/14/2019 12:39:51 PM sh4m33 Your consciousness and the information of your bodywater is more determing.

1/14/2019 12:42:54 PM theappraizer "Stories" being told by Jason Rice on Gaia, re: REAL spaceprog:

- They infiltrate years in advance -> long ago WE were

- They unify the world -> A21

- They depopulate to a manageable level -> chemtrail shield phase 2

- They manipulate certain people into doing things needed - VOG

1/14/2019 12:46:18 PM watchercongress 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 “these people are stupid” rings truer every day.

1/14/2019 12:46:59 PM theappraizer As Q stated, NOBODY ESCAPES THIS. NOBODY. 

So I assume the common man who has put enough of the puzzle together doesn't have access to a public DUMB or shelter? Lightbulb -> First thought

1/14/2019 1:09:03 PM do_or_do_notty #CannabisHeals #PillsNGreedKills

1/14/2019 1:11:29 PM richnfaith4god That’d Be AWESOME!!! 

Pray this is true and that 

WE now have incontrovertible EVIDENCE to sink their DEMonic SHIP!! 😜

1/14/2019 1:14:47 PM thecryingliber1 What's the void?

1/14/2019 1:17:32 PM lori_dee1 He would be down for a good time!

1/14/2019 1:18:05 PM jconnor19662 5G is the last piece of the puzzle I think



1/14/2019 1:24:43 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm watching SG1 S1E9 the one you mentioned earlier today - Thor's hammer is depicted any truth or Norse mythology?

1/14/2019 1:34:07 PM dylan4034358 Why is Trump allowing the spraying to continue?

1/14/2019 1:37:56 PM thoughttazer thank you for all of your opinions from which I received zero value in response.

1/14/2019 1:41:47 PM tfinefine Reports of Lithium being used

1/14/2019 1:43:22 PM sh4m33 I am sure, it is.

1/14/2019 1:48:38 PM vand3rboots Actually, it's S1E9.

1/14/2019 1:48:52 PM sh4m33 The bots radiate light to the cells, simulating natural light.  In this way they corrupt the cells and in the worst case the whole organism.

1/14/2019 1:50:34 PM ragevirusqq Who has the gate now?

1/14/2019 1:52:14 PM vand3rboots It's like a "drone body" that a consciousness can occupy.

1/14/2019 1:53:44 PM sh4m33 Baal is gone. It's only a question of time (and progress of human consciousness), before these symptoms are resolved.

1/14/2019 1:56:51 PM doc1415 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I understand major information drops could be dangerous. However; I agree that little drops add up but, for this cabal to be defeated, we must hit 

them hard by mass revelation. Drops to only those that pay attention that may rake in new eyes, is taking forever.

1/14/2019 2:00:16 PM decodematrix With a food replicator will I be able to make a recipe and scan it with the replicator so it can replicate that recipe anytime I want?

1/14/2019 2:12:06 PM 2tyl3r  https://youtu.be/naZ8-Kmendk 

A ranged out rover-gained up with the most her- live luv fallin like acrid drops all face timed over-grabbed for the waist invoke luck and moreover-

greeen up to the gills Gangia soaked 23 leaf clovers-needed south &north paw grabbed up 2 burning toasters🤙

1/14/2019 2:13:56 PM 2tyl3r I have had a splinter on my left heel for the past two weeks thank you very much kind sir. This is either serendipitous, or I am running for the hills. Well, 

not running very quickly because of the foot thing.Tou understand. 🤣

1/14/2019 2:15:57 PM marshahodgson Oh, boy! Interesting thought.

1/14/2019 2:19:33 PM marshahodgson Good point. Oh, well. The thought WAS intriguing for a few moments. 

On an *other* note...there's many ways to catch criminals in the act. With all those Lobbyists, all manner of criminality could still be on, no, under the 

table.

There's still hope!

1/14/2019 2:20:49 PM jrocktigers Any intel on this you can pass along? https://twitter.com/SecureTeam10/status/1084639988875251714 …

1/14/2019 2:50:32 PM samarai_ryan 11:41 (1+1+4+1 = 7)

on

1/14/19 (1+1+4+1+9 = 16 = 1+6 = 7)

 

Is there significance in this? 

7 = 🧠?

How about 1/14/2019 = 9?

If 11pm 23:41 = 2+3+4+1 = 10 = 1?

(1141)9?

🙏

1/14/2019 2:54:15 PM q63susie Hope it's true! Don't let them come back to the states, straight to Gitmo they should go!

1/14/2019 2:55:25 PM morrifive That would be great

1/14/2019 2:56:48 PM q63susie Love it! These people are really stupid and sick!

1/14/2019 2:59:54 PM covertress == ? pic.twitter.com/ouTz5RlLPM

1/14/2019 3:08:12 PM bglthmnd Look for Democrats who change their vote from against the wall to for the wall.

1/14/2019 3:12:13 PM nicmccormic A one way trip... Who isn't going to show up for work?

1/14/2019 3:12:53 PM thetempestchip . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do the Hyperboreans reside on Earth?

1/14/2019 3:18:32 PM psmith19701 Do you think these chemtrails groups are mis or did information?

1/14/2019 3:21:47 PM keith369me A previous incarnation?

1/14/2019 3:24:05 PM jonella_moore Are we talking about “smart dust”? Julian Asante spoke briefly about it just before his exile in the embassy.

1/14/2019 3:27:44 PM djlok If someone is targeted by VOG technology, is the best thing to do to just ignore it bc we know what it is?  BTW just curious. I have no personal 

experience being subjected to this technology that I'm aware of.

1/14/2019 3:28:25 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/psmith19701/status/1084955056875728896?s=19 …

1/14/2019 3:43:56 PM youstinksoap Interesting!  MJ12, do you agree?

1/14/2019 3:50:19 PM shawnt1973 Check out some of the videos I posted.

1/14/2019 4:00:48 PM sosoaware IF THEY HAVE THIS PIC ..... MAYBE THERE ARE MORE PICS TO FOLLOW

PS.... NOT MEANT AS SICKO ... MEANT AS HOPE THEY CATCH THEM

1/14/2019 4:14:12 PM melhuses Thank you 👍🏻

1/14/2019 4:25:02 PM kindeandtrue I've long suspected that "dominos" = one of the most depraved and sadistic secrets of the Cabal. I don't want to know any more about it than I've 

already surmised. Domine, libera nos a malo.

1/14/2019 4:26:38 PM jones9536 What would be proper protection exactly? Im sure sunglasses but any particular kind?

1/14/2019 4:40:56 PM scott_rick Is anxiety engineered

1/14/2019 4:45:19 PM alphadiver26 🤢 a friends daughter is there

1/14/2019 4:51:09 PM cryptocrab4 was Iraq about oil or stargate ?

1/14/2019 4:52:04 PM momekool1 Any names you can share?😉

1/14/2019 5:00:07 PM cynthiamorrow8 I was thinking that last night...good point, right!!

1/14/2019 5:01:00 PM lakelady568 Could be 9-11 guys

1/14/2019 5:16:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

Power of 3, 6, 9? https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1084902108774703105 …

1/14/2019 5:18:14 PM fionasdestiny67 Pandemic Potential? Next 90 days?

1/14/2019 5:18:17 PM lambohodlr Rule #1 of coincidences of light.

There are No coincidences.

1/14/2019 5:19:58 PM magaveteranrobi Can MJ or anyone help me understand this? 10.5 yrs ago, I had a Vivid dream that I Know Matters, But Have no idea what it was. My conscious mind 

was watching me being brought in front of some kind of council (?); it was like looking thru a dark, foggy telescope. There were...

1/14/2019 5:28:36 PM 1_decided_voter Very frustrating. I don't see the references you are suggesting. 

Is P3 supposed to be meaningful? Every time we see a 3, 6, or 9, or some combination of numbers that when added up separately would equal one of 

those numbers, we're supposed to believe that it's a coincidence?

1/14/2019 5:29:08 PM ofdorthy 3,6,9,12...111...01.001...10 #QAnon Creator Gods are System Busters. 🐰 pic.twitter.com/sYuQsFBclq

1/14/2019 5:29:57 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did @realDonaldTrump serve McDonalds and Wendys because they contain beneficial GMOs or nanotechnology?

1/14/2019 5:33:48 PM youstinksoap Vaccines as a cure?

1/14/2019 5:34:35 PM cryptogamer11 Shut em down. Put em in jail!!!



1/14/2019 5:36:32 PM rosiequartz77 Meaning they are spreading a virus so they can vaccinate everyone.

1/14/2019 5:37:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be brilliant! Just about as brilliant as Christopher Judge becoming a judge so his name would be Judge Judge......roflmao! 

Brilliant!

So enjoying the show and SG! 

In PR Menendez is just sooooo gross! I hope that chic was 18! Poor thing must be blind!

1/14/2019 5:38:21 PM eckjulian is it possible to make contact with a ...........Blue ? pic.twitter.com/V1QQki6T9e

1/14/2019 5:43:34 PM primad57 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you tell the citizens how this is being allowed? Is there a plan to stop Islam 

infiltration in our Congress & country?  https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1084958938896973824 …

1/14/2019 5:54:15 PM nschlange Well most times you get back what you put out there.

1/14/2019 5:56:16 PM bbobbio71 You can feed to grocer or feed the Dr.

Eat right,  healthy and organic and you've won half the battle. 

9 is the vortex,  every thing and nothing coming together

1/14/2019 5:58:40 PM bbobbio71 And isn't darpa part of black ops?

1/14/2019 6:01:16 PM jones9536 I swear I wish i could figure out this 3,6,9

1/14/2019 6:04:38 PM koryoline1 is darpa controlled by white hats now?

1/14/2019 6:04:52 PM rezinated1 So If everything is an illusion and we dont die? Why the hell they keep trying to Kill us????

1/14/2019 6:05:49 PM zagnett This should be what vaccines are actually for "against viruses w/pandemic potential". That's it. They shouldn't be for chickenpox/HPV.

"Vanderbilt Vaccine Center"? Name change maybe??

1/14/2019 6:11:51 PM dragonfly6001 Is it a female type?

Thank you

1/14/2019 6:13:02 PM nancyddb AJ, check out MJ12's tweter feed, they talk about 3,6,9. YT video on Teslas research of 3,6,9 also good.

1/14/2019 6:24:19 PM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only re-

enforce the tin foil wrapped […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1084837902209744906.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/14/2019 6:24:19 PM jones9536 Did all that still don't get it. I might be just a little bit stupid. Lol

1/14/2019 6:24:42 PM djlok "Guardians of this MAJESTIC heritage" @ 53:22 - @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon 

1.14.19 Trump in Louisiana Press Conference w/minimal analysis after.  https://youtu.be/ksB-ZvRDoXY  via @YouTube

1/14/2019 6:26:20 PM theappraizer Thanks

1/14/2019 6:28:12 PM nancyddb I'm sorry for assuming you might not have researched, my apology. I don't think that we are stupid, I think we were never taught how to think 

differently. We are all learning.

1/14/2019 6:31:54 PM theappraizer Ok, so I have eyes to see and ears to hear. It's blood-drainingly frightening. I get it. But I still can't astral project. Even try. Surrender? Ive stayed 

grounded, well before it was Vogue. I like my feet touching Earth. How can SOME get insulated dumbs & others get executed?

1/14/2019 6:39:50 PM iamyou132 They can’t hurt you. You can protect yourself and find peace At any time while astra traveling by imagining your center / core of your astral body 

emanating / radiating pure white light.

1/14/2019 6:42:26 PM coryz34 Is the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter the remnants of a past planet that was destroyed?

1/14/2019 6:47:21 PM raisethevib369 Man, I can't get it either. I don't math 😩

1/14/2019 6:59:21 PM tlukeskywalkar Stopped those...already

1/14/2019 7:07:41 PM vintagesquirrel I'm right there with ya, Andre'

1/14/2019 7:10:17 PM pauliepg11111 I take CDS (chlorine dioxide solution) whenever I feel any kind of infection coming - from stomach bug to flu and colds. It’s excellent for killing 

bugs/bacteria/parasites (so maybe works for nano too?!). I start with about 20 drops dissolved in water 3-4x per day.

1/14/2019 7:12:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mueller report will focus on who?

45?YN

Whitch Hunt

Logical Thinking

Democrats Blocking Wall Funding

Democrat Power Structure Behind Human Trafficking Threatened

National Emergency pulls the trigger.

45 is letting them pull the trigger.

17 Angry Democrats

Our Children
1/14/2019 7:13:39 PM pauliepg11111 The “isness” you become aware of once you leave the physical plane...

1/14/2019 7:15:16 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1083766630579126272?s=19 …

1/14/2019 7:15:34 PM melhuses Thank you

1/14/2019 7:15:57 PM zagnett Interesting...

All i know is more & more "the plan" seems a helluva lot better than anything i could've come up with.

1/14/2019 7:16:07 PM westpaanglers N...smoke & mirrors ...whitch hunt yes..focus is on the Clinton foundation...just my wild guess..something has been off on this when it started. Trump 

dis say during election he would hire his own prosecutor too look into hiliary[RR]who hires Mueller  ..just a guess

1/14/2019 7:16:20 PM _the_psychonaut This quote came from a history book, so honestly, not even sure how credible it is... but, “In that case,” said Napoleon, “let us wait twenty minutes; 

when the enemy is making a false movement we must take good care not to interrupt him.”

1/14/2019 7:16:21 PM sentinel_17q Mueller report will focus on things the Dems are not expecting. 

Big surprise incoming

1/14/2019 7:16:37 PM heath_jack Do it Q.  Build the wall!  Round them up!

1/14/2019 7:16:41 PM realaronbrowne  pic.twitter.com/wewTMsH5Ta

1/14/2019 7:18:26 PM sentinel_17q Disinformation is necessary

1/14/2019 7:20:44 PM pookie4mom I hope you're right.

1/14/2019 7:21:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I have been perplexed at the government's ability to spray daily nationwide and yet the majority of "normies" either don't know it's going on, or just 

say planes always do that.  The geo-engineering angle is obvious and it seems that they even kite hurricanes inland

1/14/2019 7:22:40 PM datruseeka Why should anyone ever trust a vaccine from DARPA???   Sounds like they are trying to push more needless vaccines to kill us.

1/14/2019 7:23:16 PM rosesrred0119 FISA brings down the house.

1/14/2019 7:23:46 PM crazycooder She IS the witch 😂



1/14/2019 7:23:46 PM karentriebel HRC is the Whitch Should be easy to find

1/14/2019 7:30:37 PM mtr_epicwin77 ENJOY THE SHOW. pic.twitter.com/YTTOmgVRNx

1/14/2019 7:31:15 PM daveo6145 45 said ‘majestic’ today. Farmers/water seem key

1/14/2019 7:32:03 PM charmanda9 I had not heard this theory. Do you have a video?

1/14/2019 7:33:16 PM djlok Vibrator

1/14/2019 7:38:32 PM realqanonnews Watch the girls reaction asking the question @ 17 seconds

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1a5sANvp7Rc …

1/14/2019 7:39:06 PM realaronbrowne  https://youtu.be/Hd4NH9jKNas  Had a look... Can’t really see any electromagnetic pulse. 🤔

I think it’s just a run of the mill clone malfunction. No biggy. 🛠🤖🚑

1/14/2019 7:39:15 PM edgeofrzn Proof is only in the pudding. pic.twitter.com/pjTVM4sxn9

1/14/2019 7:43:17 PM raventracks Let’s call it what is was, a short curcuit of her clonebot

1/14/2019 7:46:07 PM timkania please get her nurse and strap her to to her bed in the dementia ward please

1/14/2019 7:46:41 PM timkania yes! or a nephilim

1/14/2019 7:52:14 PM kibbitzlaw I couldn’t help but chuckle and wonder if POTUS serving Dominos Pizza to Clemson FB has a double meaning.

1/14/2019 7:57:07 PM robthom16 No one has ever had such destructive policies. Not by a long shot.

1/14/2019 7:58:46 PM speaakn Sounds like Napoleon studied the Art of War by Sun Tzu. “Never interrupt your enemy while he is making a mistake.” 😉

1/14/2019 8:04:32 PM enomai_ Yeah, im not going to lie, I dont fully grasp it either, but ill explain how I understand it. We all seen this image. All forms of energy has 

output/waste/change however described

 https://i2.wp.com/www.joedubs.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/fingerprint-of-god-vortex-math.gif?ssl=1 …

1/14/2019 8:12:45 PM 1_decided_voter I can imagine the wringing of Democrat hands when he says they found far reaching criminality over the course of the investigation that rises to 

treasonous, and that it willed be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

1/14/2019 8:13:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Hope this helps understand pic.twitter.com/hgROseToOS

1/14/2019 8:15:35 PM banksia42265169 It could mean which hunt

1/14/2019 8:18:31 PM enomai_ In my example, ill use the body and soul. Our electrical frequency in the 3D world is the 1,2,4,5,7,8, this is reality, our body moving blood around, 

breathing air, cells, etc. 3D reality the numbers in all positions equal 9 - e.g. the 8 +1, 7+2, 4+5 position = 9,  etc.

1/14/2019 8:23:17 PM identityasxy .

How many blackmailed Dems will accept the 'silver' vs lead option.  Hopefully the decision deadline is coming very soon.

How will Dems acquiescence manifest itself.  Flip flop on wall position? More?

1/14/2019 8:24:05 PM enomai_ However, the electricity our body produces in the 3D world has to output energy. Hence, our soul, radiation, our soul is not in the 3d world. We can not 

see it. The 0 is like the transitioning phase of energy change. And the 3,6,9 is the energy from reality outputting as the soul

1/14/2019 8:26:04 PM melanieanders7 Which hunt. Which witch?

1/14/2019 8:28:08 PM enomai_ - + charges are probably the rotating 9 and 6,3. I kinda do not understand that part. Maybe the - is actually the spelling of waste. Idk. However, this can 

be used universally with any object, and more than likely a huge key to time traveling.

1/14/2019 8:29:22 PM enomai_ Everything is a frequency/vibration.

1/14/2019 8:32:30 PM wwtravelr No. it's a Play on words IMO.  as in, what is Meuller's real investigation.  Witch = Hillary is a high Priestess.  that's the real investigation including going 

after the  DS/majority of Dems.   And Which = alluding to play on words of "which".

1/14/2019 8:34:01 PM 1_decided_voter I get the same feeling (resonates) about your posts as I do about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

1/14/2019 8:34:58 PM paznluv News that several cats have tested positive for the bubonic plague in Wyoming. Then the flu shot stunt at the Globes & the measles outbreak in NY. 

Are we seeing them plant the seed?

1/14/2019 8:40:21 PM aprilbrown99 Spelling of words are always intentional.

1/14/2019 8:47:32 PM vintagesquirrel Pretty sure soon-to-be AG Barr fits in there somewhere

1/14/2019 8:55:01 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.darpa.mil/program/pandemic-prevention-platform …. 

The majic of 3,6,9 is exactly what you stated. That is the majic of the universe. Tesla knew this when he discovered free electricity could be available for 

everyone. There are great videos on YouTube about Tesla.

1/14/2019 8:57:30 PM coryz34 I swear, if it ends with him actually investigating the real crimes committed by Clinton and the Deep State, then that will be a great day!

1/14/2019 9:02:35 PM pauliepg11111 If you’re feeling really sick (like bad flu), then I do about 15 drops an hour in water for the first half a day or so. Start slowly and if you start feeling 

nauseous then cut back the dosage.

1/14/2019 9:11:02 PM decodematrix Where can I find the law that says mercury based propulsion is illegal? Is there any countries where it is not illegal? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1054367445136355329 …

1/14/2019 9:14:54 PM jones9536 What I'm stuck on is the application of it in everyday life

1/14/2019 9:23:35 PM freeandoriginal We need headlines to switch the narrative and most of all to snap a lot of people out of their slumber!

1/14/2019 9:31:28 PM vliz1111 Though it was 13 angry dems

1/14/2019 9:47:54 PM ruffgsd  pic.twitter.com/9AD2RmdmMH

1/14/2019 9:48:49 PM lib7473 Report not on 45, part of the 📽 all along...MUELLER's witch hunt report on DS will be the 1st BOOM! Then FISA/Declas, public arrests, end the FED, 

then JFK Jr rtns (MOAB 5th💥). Just my guess 😉...timeline, who knows? WE the ppl patiently trusting the PLAN. 💫

1/14/2019 9:51:19 PM victorianoreent hmmm.....interesting

1/14/2019 10:29:08 PM jamesca40805661 Its hard keeping the faith, something big needs to happen

1/14/2019 10:39:31 PM cyndavi All I know is that when I heard they went to PR the 1st thing I thought was that it's legal to have sex with a 12 yo there.  Gross.

1/14/2019 10:53:11 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

1/14/2019 10:54:23 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only re-

enforce the tin foil wrapped […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1084837902209744906.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/14/2019 11:11:04 PM lightseeker2012 W[h]itch

H = Hillary?

1/14/2019 11:14:15 PM mark_schmalz Perception of time will speed up.

Think of it in a pie chart.

When you go from 1yr old to 2 yr old - that's 1/2 your lifetime!

But going from 50 to 51 is only 2% of your lifetime (so the same amount of time is a smaller fraction, the longer you live. Essentially speeding up time)



1/14/2019 11:17:24 PM georgeedwardca4 VOG voice of god

V2K voice to skull

advanced neurophone

silent subliminal messages

patent numbes included below

I asked @WhiteHouse for help

I ask @realDonaldTrump for help all the time

add @POTUS to every tweet keeps @jack from deleting them

truth is stranger than fiction pic.twitter.com/uGpS1N26Wb
1/14/2019 11:20:21 PM georgeedwardca4 @GeorgeEdwardCa4: removal of technology that monitors alters &/or interferes with human brain wave activity

please read

please help

1/14/2019 11:22:00 PM georgeedwardca4 @GeorgeEdwardCa4: removal of technology that monitors alters &/or interferes with human brain wave activity - Sign the Petition!  

http://chng.it/PmyFyFYk  via @Change

1/14/2019 11:37:35 PM goyaeq So if we knew that frequency could a frequency inverter sound generator give us life extension?

1/15/2019 12:04:12 AM djlok I wonder what form he is in now?  Like is he a shape shifter?

1/15/2019 12:05:23 AM susyqzee This will turn you Transhuman and is the antichrist agenda. The ascended masters are evil spirits, Highly intelligent but no heart. Warned about in our 

scriptures. Demons from hollow earth. Who ran the illuminati all along. Do not trust. You will lose your divine spirit Ai dwave!

1/15/2019 12:23:00 AM twinkleblinc Ominous. Would they actually infect people, create a problem, then bring their heroic vaccine to solve a manufactured problem? Classic communist 

tactics.

1/15/2019 1:25:09 AM daddyzsmith When will it end? When will actual justice be served? #MAGA #LockHerUp #LockThemUp #BuildThatWall #EndWitchHunt

1/15/2019 1:31:25 AM pitsr4me We also know Bill Clinton and daughter... https://twitter.com/billclinton/status/1083885552112410624?s=21 …

1/15/2019 1:46:47 AM covertress Follow the money.

- Q

 https://qmap.pub/read/153  pic.twitter.com/qb5s7t8a0b

1/15/2019 2:25:17 AM covertress The best reason to avoid processed food  ☠️ https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1085102637769478145?s=19 …

1/15/2019 3:27:00 AM ufo_totaal Some are really paranoia of the conspiracy thinking. All contrails are chemtrails they say. Test aircrafts with balast tanks, firefighting aircrafts, 

agricultural aircrafts are accused for chemtrail makers, while most should be immersed in meteorology and geo-engineering first.

1/15/2019 3:40:29 AM rick_hernandez I think it’s already happening. It’s just not being reported  https://www.coreysdigs.com/clinton-foundation/arkansas-swamp-part-ii-spotlight-on-

clinton-foundation/ …

1/15/2019 3:42:09 AM rick_hernandez Yes. This is how I took it. It’s the grey hat theory

1/15/2019 4:16:53 AM cynthiamorrow8 I highly suggest zeolite by  http://thegoodinside.com 

1/15/2019 4:18:39 AM cynthiamorrow8 I highly suggest zeolite by http://thegoodinside.com 

1/15/2019 4:38:15 AM nancyfmplus There was a lab in Italy that discovered nano particles in vaccines about 2 years ago. It was shut down by their government? and their research 

confiscated.

1/15/2019 4:54:13 AM missy968 Hillary is the Witch!!!!

1/15/2019 4:54:58 AM keith369me When this is over, they will not feel safe walking the streets.  It is a Great Awakening

1/15/2019 4:59:02 AM keith369me So many events are manifesting a year after mentioned by Q.  Makes me think that something will happen at the SOTU when Dems will be offered a 

second chance to “walk away” like many Republicans did after last year’s SOTU (Ryan, Flake, etc)

1/15/2019 5:04:55 AM wishfulldreamz I struggle with it as well, don't feel bad!

1/15/2019 5:27:04 AM worship_hero Is deuterium involved?

1/15/2019 5:36:43 AM zrickety Many manufacturers talking 2025 all electric...but I think we will always have the capability to create gas with algae, etc.  I wouldn't necessarily buy an 

electric unless your current vehicle is on it's last legs.

1/15/2019 5:38:54 AM diaptera_80 We knew vaccines and chemtrails were connected, now we understand how. Thankyou. My research further leads to ticks/Lyme 

disease/retroviruses/morgellons all being related. Anything you can share on that? When I was little, there were no ticks. Also, is black goo real? (Hans 

Vella

1/15/2019 5:39:53 AM diaptera_80 Is there an airfilter that can protect us while being indoors?

1/15/2019 5:39:58 AM curt_avila They all have prior knowledge of the dirty deeds which in turn speeds up all the processes.

1/15/2019 5:40:36 AM 3rdeyeview55 If that's the case wouldn't the "good" / bad" nanotechnology cancel each other out?

1/15/2019 5:43:08 AM diaptera_80 How does such an ET protect itself from being sucked into the reincarnation circle and memorywiped?

1/15/2019 5:43:33 AM zrickety I think once free energy hits the mainstream, electrics will be all the rage.  I'll be honest, there is a new rear-wheel drive electric VW hatch coming 

out...that has my interest.  I wonder if that's what they will build in TN.

1/15/2019 5:44:46 AM diaptera_80 I am not on very good terms with mine lol

1/15/2019 5:46:26 AM diaptera_80 Edge of space where nothingness and everything come together or does the soul literally travel in the physical space?

1/15/2019 5:48:51 AM diaptera_80 Please talk more about the Mandela effect and timelines 🙏😃

1/15/2019 5:50:58 AM marshahodgson I believe you're spot on.👍

1/15/2019 5:52:00 AM diaptera_80 Good thing?

1/15/2019 5:58:37 AM zrickety I have considered converting my old Jeep to electric.  They are typically less complicated, so low maintenance.  Most get an 80% charge in 20 min, I 

don't think that is bad at all.  Limited mileage doesn't affect most commutes.  I think number of charging stations is an issue.

1/15/2019 5:59:10 AM burgersandra Which witch? Focus on 45 morphs into a focus on the witch.

1/15/2019 6:29:03 AM jojoe12299 Help yourself. You are stronger than that. The "puzzles" are meant to help you help yourself.

1/15/2019 6:38:11 AM capitalkid It’s exactly what Trump always said it was: a Witch Hunt.  Literally.

1/15/2019 6:55:44 AM crystalshen6 I've heard the nano reproduces too.

1/15/2019 7:17:40 AM deedeerushforth @HermanM36169986 @StormIsUponUs @bigredwavenow @WWG1WGA @colgrove11 @DeepStateExpose @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TheRealRaNon @findtruthQ @GovMikeHuckabee https://twitter.com/TheBadDadder/status/1034586212365987843 …

1/15/2019 7:30:19 AM brimichelle75 I heard he’s good but blackmailed by MOSSAD for a mistake he made.  I don’t want to smear him though.

1/15/2019 7:33:49 AM decodematrix I remember this interview with William Pawelec about implants: https://youtu.be/9OiZRr9V7Z4 

1/15/2019 7:43:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 #Savage

1/15/2019 7:51:49 AM brimichelle75 Problem is that we REALLY need some vaccines.  Research each virus we are protected against via vaccines.  Many caused massive death & plague type 

conditions.  BUT, we also have to wonder what ELSE is in those syringes. We are damned if we do and damned if we don’t.

1/15/2019 8:07:19 AM brimichelle75 Oh yehhhhh. I forgot about that show.  Very interesting.  I wonder if it’s on Netflix.  I’d like to watch it knowing what I know now.  It was from the 

writers of LOST, which I loved.



1/15/2019 8:15:27 AM joni_apple_seed Would you look 👀 at what I found, Project Hammer (9-11) and military tribunals in print! Somebody had the balls to put it on paper! I also have the 

indictment!  https://gumshoenews.com/2018/12/07/world-first-george-h-w-bush-executed-by-military-tribunal/ …

1/15/2019 8:17:27 AM joni_apple_seed HWB indictment starts on pg 10 of 24  https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-

trafficking.pdf#page=10 …

1/15/2019 8:24:04 AM function108 just stop the murder in its tracks with your majesty please.

1/15/2019 8:29:14 AM jconnor19662 No me niether

1/15/2019 8:50:45 AM jadedl Not sure, but I think it may be more about recognizing it as a pattern.

1/15/2019 8:50:46 AM thoughttazer Thanks Bri. Very possible. Something is just a bit 'off' w/him whatever the case.

1/15/2019 9:00:37 AM missyt79 I would love to know why are Chem trails still happening. This morning before 8am in Massachusetts sky was just about covered, at 7 the sun was 

shining bright then dark skies by 10am. this sickens me so bad and I don't know what I can do to help this stop.

1/15/2019 9:13:46 AM missyt79 Is organic safe from chemicals

1/15/2019 9:15:33 AM daveo6145  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1085201638640570368?s=21 …

1/15/2019 9:16:14 AM zagnett Not completely. They still get some spraying from pesticides, and can get e.g. glyphosates on them, another big problem) from some non-organic fields.

Rule of thumb for me is that organic is good to get at least when the item doesn't have a thick skin, e.g. strawberries.

1/15/2019 9:40:12 AM kuri99487324 You are right, yet I do feel like what I could have accomplished in one day 3 years ago is half of what I can accomplish now. Maybe it is just me, but it is 

not impossible that our perception of time is changing.

1/15/2019 9:52:06 AM jonella_moore Trump is standing back and allowing the cabal politicians to shoot themselves in the head. #TrustThePlan

1/15/2019 9:52:37 AM pltodd2 It's all coming from the #Resistance 

Who want to overthrow #RuleOfLaw and implement fascism.

1/15/2019 10:15:35 AM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/SdpK1ibgt1

1/15/2019 10:23:05 AM jconnor19662 Totally agree

1/15/2019 10:55:45 AM angeladeangelo monsters inc is exactly as you say. where do individuals come up with ideas to write such detail stories?

1/15/2019 11:13:56 AM kathysmith2k7 They didnt predict it, they knew about it all along! pic.twitter.com/ooWxUNhz0T

1/15/2019 11:20:42 AM zrickety It depends on the hardware. High voltage/DC chargers are faster than typical household plugs.

1/15/2019 11:33:46 AM joni_apple_seed History of #ProjectHammer  http://www.spingola.com/Bush_Family_Project.htm …

1/15/2019 11:54:09 AM hambrickro 😏 CLONE MALFUNCTION 😏

1/15/2019 12:11:09 PM _girlmaher_ This is consent aggregation. Evil will tell you outright what Evil does. Ex: An "organic farmer" has a program called "edible schoolyard". Our inability to 

"get it" means we are stupid and deserve to be eaten. Our adulation of celebrity-fronted operations gives consent to Evil.

1/15/2019 12:15:22 PM angeladeangelo your statment is a reminder to this episode of the twilight zone: To Serve Man (The Twilight Zone)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/To_Serve_Man_%28The_Twilight_Zone%29 …

1/15/2019 12:58:09 PM magaveteranrobi Ok then - deleted the rest of my posts regarding this dream. Not certain why no one responded with any insights to assist my understanding of this, 

but I’m certainly not going to pressure the unwilling. My search for clarity continues. God Bless You, All.

1/15/2019 1:01:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 "It takes two to tango." - Bill Barr

Who was he speaking to?

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079060232037429249 …

1/15/2019 1:04:33 PM jrocktigers He wasnt speaking to this guy, but this guy is guilty as sin... pic.twitter.com/NtR8InUULJ

1/15/2019 1:06:06 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there any significance to the upcoming super blood moon?

1/15/2019 1:13:27 PM taradea08775439 Processing.ypur trauma comes growth strength and self awareness

1/15/2019 1:15:17 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1085050264581738496?s=19 …

1/15/2019 1:21:58 PM lambohodlr FPP

No coincidences.

1/15/2019 1:27:41 PM manillegirlusa Cannabis oil with 0.03% THC administered orally by drops. Recreational marijuana is still illegal in most of the USA. But if you work and you have 

specialized licenses, ask the drug testing company first if using Cannabis Oil is against regulations or will show up in blood work.

1/15/2019 1:36:41 PM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Marine told me she was TS/ SCI GAMMA clearance at Pentagon and there is no MJ12 it is a UFO conspiracy theory. Why is she 

saying that? Let me know if need the letters larger to read it, I can send sections but larger size. Will you help SSP USMCss pals?  

pic.twitter.com/iZBj3FNtDU

1/15/2019 1:37:58 PM arc339 Its about time. There are safe ways to preserve antibodies.

1/15/2019 1:42:40 PM solarfedr8on Swamp Critter?

1/15/2019 2:03:12 PM 2tyl3r  https://youtu.be/FUXX55WqYZs  pic.twitter.com/Y5HJUpRnBh

1/15/2019 2:08:06 PM 2tyl3r  https://youtu.be/H3S8slvoHoU 

1/15/2019 2:10:31 PM allahuniversal  http://rootshunt.com/tesla369withreligion/tesla369withreligion.htm …

1/15/2019 2:12:17 PM jswdh1 He will be hanged! Awesome!

1/15/2019 2:46:44 PM carolba88945394 Group think.

1/15/2019 2:49:35 PM keith369me I’ve heard talk (a year ago) about retraining for government workers...1 year pay in addition to training.  Sign me up, lol.

1/15/2019 2:49:54 PM brelamb 5 5 😊❤️

1/15/2019 2:51:38 PM arc339 What is harvest?

1/15/2019 2:54:37 PM joeandbridge Can be used as a FF for needing the wall.

1/15/2019 2:58:00 PM cosmic_engineer The Grand Cycles (Mayan long calendar) are a time where we shed our physical vehicles. This is an opportunity to 'graduate' from 3D to 4D.  Or to 

review the experience and prepare for the next incarnation into 3D.  Planets also do this, as all is conscious. #LawofOne

1/15/2019 3:05:52 PM cosmic_engineer The exception is: many in recent times have incarnated here to offer service to others. As these lessons of Love, Wisdom and compassion are relevant 

past 3D

1/15/2019 3:13:48 PM sh4m33 Guckt mal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 an 😉 super spannender Account diesbezüglich.

1/15/2019 3:29:28 PM coyosilver Stimmt!

Werde ich mir mal speichern. 😉

1/15/2019 3:36:18 PM coyosilver Hier habe ich noch ein Video gefunden, was mir vorgeschlagen wurde.

Das ist oft nicht nur zufällig vorgeschlagen. Da werde ich, glaube ich, geleitet seit geraumer Zeit!

1/15/2019 3:36:59 PM coyosilver Achso, habe den Link vergessen zu posten! 🤣🤣🤣 https://youtu.be/9UuEVWPbw-4 

1/15/2019 3:37:12 PM athinamala Danke, habe gerade durchgesehen! Gefällt mir sehr👍👍👍

1/15/2019 3:39:30 PM coyosilver Ja, mir auch!

Auch darunter waren noch Vorschläge zum folgen, mit dem Thema!

1/15/2019 3:43:32 PM athinamala  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079060232037429249?s=19 …

Wahrscheinlich hasse ich deswegen Clowns 😅

1/15/2019 3:53:23 PM coyosilver Besonders diese!

    🤪

👇 pic.twitter.com/GcJJmRiQsu



1/15/2019 3:54:50 PM wwtravelr I've trusted myself my entire life.  And Oh what an incredible yet divergent path it has been. Preparing for this time.  We are infinite creators, explorers 

without restraints.  We are masters and we know nothing.  Yet, we are servants and we know something.

1/15/2019 3:58:37 PM athinamala 😂😂 

den habe ich sogar noch auf Kassette 😎

1/15/2019 4:02:44 PM whoisit1998 Yes you can only beLIEve what you know through experience

1/15/2019 4:03:54 PM huajatollachic There are no coincidences. 🙏🏼❤️✌️

1/15/2019 4:16:47 PM wwtravelr good question

1/15/2019 4:29:52 PM do_or_do_notty Listen. Research. Learn. 

Trust your own discernment 

We’ve been taught not to. 

Do it!!

1/15/2019 4:36:28 PM coyosilver 😂👍

Ich habe ganz viele "Die drei ???" und Fips Asmussen, Herr der Ringe, Die Hobbits,... 🤔

Früher hatte ich Hui Buh, Black Beauty,... 🤔

1/15/2019 4:40:05 PM coyosilver Könnte man eigentlich mal wieder anhören! 😉 😂

Ich flüchte zurück in die Kindheit, damit ich mich nicht mehr mit all dem Dreck auseinander setzen muss!

😩

Ach lieber Gott, was haben wir bloß verbrochen, dass wir das alles verdient haben?

Bitte, hol' uns hier raus! 🙏

✝️❤️🛐

1/15/2019 5:09:51 PM gustavo61795472 How do you destroy those nano techs?? is there any way to detox?

1/15/2019 5:50:30 PM wonderswords Does anyone else feel as though Time feels different, Now than it felt 15-20 years ago?

1/15/2019 6:02:33 PM rick_hernandez He may have had/has a relationship with the law firm

1/15/2019 6:04:55 PM rick_hernandez Some elites will put all the big law firms on retainer so that they are clients. It prevents others from using those same firms’ lawyers against them. 

People must resort to less experienced attorneys with fewer resources

1/15/2019 6:13:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Hate to be losing faith but it sure seems like the nasty dems and MSM are very confident with their whole Russia Agent thing.  And Chuck and Nancy 

seem just fine - not hold up in a PR jail for being at a Pizza Party...?

1/15/2019 6:30:30 PM arc339 How can I get some specs to NROC because the rocket bomber that attempt murder me, he has set off another nuke rocket  bomb this evening right 

across from me. pic.twitter.com/GlkOuANy6H

1/15/2019 7:58:39 PM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 White House Situation Room Why did my evidence on 911 Marvin Bush, Lar Silverstein, foreign military gen provoke Randy Ford to 

stage his bomb he exploded across from me today, near where he launched bomb before see pic. Is anyone seeing this? RT @SecretService 

pic.twitter.com/Q3aKRhngdj

1/15/2019 8:06:34 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there beneficial GMO in McDonalds/Wendys?

1/15/2019 8:50:18 PM collectvcat Our government is way too big. So if @POTUS decides government needs to go on a diet.................. then so be it.

1/15/2019 10:03:15 PM kalamojakka Connection between RBG and the shutdown? Seems she/it is MIA since darn near the same day the #SchumerShutdown started.

1/16/2019 12:25:16 AM athinamala Omg Black Beauty... kann mich erinnern

Lassie hatte ich auch😂😂

Exorzist aus den 70ern

...

1/16/2019 12:55:37 AM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/pistis-sophia/ …

1/16/2019 12:59:23 AM lukeblvck93 Heres a link to where you can send me money

1/16/2019 1:40:18 AM sh4m33 'Democrats Blocking Wall Funding

Democrat Power Structure Behind Human' <br>

This is so deep.

And even deeper:

What is the symbolical (metaphysical) meaning of this WALL?

1/16/2019 1:56:30 AM sleky19 Ainsi que @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/16/2019 1:57:47 AM kleensamsonite C’est fait ✅

1/16/2019 1:59:50 AM sleky19 Il y a beaucoup de tweets à lire, bonne chance 😂

1/16/2019 2:01:05 AM kleensamsonite Je les mettrai en ligne d’ici peu !!

1/16/2019 5:55:16 AM theappraizer O dear lord! 😨 DARPA. Vaccines. Mkay. 😓

1/16/2019 6:20:17 AM luis_bernice @RosanneBarr @TrueEyeTheSpy @EricTrump @fcfootsteps @mflynnJR @USAFrontline @GreenMike16 @grabaroot @martingeddes 

@LindseyGrahamSC @WhiteHouse @DavidJHarrisJr @newtgingrich @seanhannity @travishenry @intheMatrixxx @IvankaTrump @paulacblades001 

@TomiLahren @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/16/2019 8:20:34 AM nmchristoban Ewwstein

1/16/2019 9:35:50 AM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/sE6TfpG3P1Y 

#plop

1/16/2019 9:37:29 AM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/vU3foSj8LkA 

1/16/2019 9:41:28 AM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/ipRmOQI8QKg 

1/16/2019 9:48:20 AM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/G4sYt-ZU5qw 

This AM

1/16/2019 9:54:51 AM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/JpNlpbkxKrA 

1/16/2019 10:11:52 AM lbf777 We have to help trump as civilians. We are #2.

1/16/2019 10:16:26 AM richardhiatt16 What is Project Gleam?  Please

1/16/2019 10:22:07 AM giediknight Men-an-tol Cornwall England pic.twitter.com/oP4iXa93EO

1/16/2019 10:23:57 AM richardhiatt16 Oh.. okay.. Well, it’s a “project” for the Great Lakes too.. So when does the Project go operational?  🤓

1/16/2019 10:31:03 AM giediknight Is Ophanic the language?  https://www.amazon.com/Ophanic-Revelation-Vincent-

Bridges/dp/1257085212/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1547663402&sr=1-2&keywords=vincent+bridges … pic.twitter.com/GQsmLzlWVw

1/16/2019 11:38:15 AM giediknight @implosiongroup

1/16/2019 12:04:13 PM giediknight @implosiongroup share your thoughts?

1/16/2019 12:09:37 PM giediknight @implosiongroup can you share your thoughts?

1/16/2019 12:13:55 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/qgS7YqAr33

1/16/2019 12:21:07 PM implosiongroup coherent plasma projection is travel (the only really civilized mechanism

kate works this way http://theraphi.net/theraphi-techniquespsychology-physics-charge-collapse-breath-technique-for-stress-trauma-also-surrogate-

remote-healing-with-theraphi-w-kate-forbes-dan/ …

1/16/2019 1:25:26 PM isaac___q I hope it's not reincarnated McCarthyism..

1/16/2019 3:18:32 PM blsdbe "Eyes Open, No Fear. Stay safe, my Friends"



1/16/2019 3:20:02 PM libertyspring99 Wait?! What!? 🤔

1/16/2019 3:20:39 PM integratedwebuk I remember reading this years ago...   I guess they never imagined the Awakening ever happening....    What would be the chances of seeing the 

transcript of the 3 day Patent deposition??  https://archive.li/qERv5 

1/16/2019 3:22:22 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/czVH3GpQO6

1/16/2019 3:39:59 PM covfefe_grande I read that a while back. Taken with a grain of salt it’s a good read, LARP or not.

1/16/2019 3:40:18 PM lightworkercain Cant get a pole shift question answered...

1/16/2019 3:40:44 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/998561129931657216?s=19 …

1/16/2019 3:41:31 PM luis_bernice  https://youtu.be/sE6TfpG3P1Y 

1/16/2019 3:42:04 PM missy968 🙊🎊🎊🎊

1/16/2019 4:17:11 PM keith369me Majestic is telling you something while not stating anything.  2019 is going to blow everybody’s mind...starting sooner rather than later

1/16/2019 4:31:23 PM kwyatt55 My family has one of the original phono prototypes Edison made. He stayed in lincolnton nc at our house for a period of time as he came there to look 

for cobalt mines for his experiments. He was traveling with Charles Edison, John Miller, frank ott, and Mr. Rappa. My

1/16/2019 4:32:28 PM mongrelglory You'd have to go through the old tweets of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , but they did confirm that they were the same (re-incarnation).

1/16/2019 4:33:25 PM kwyatt55 My family notes say that he was consumed with ideas about preserving sound, light and alternate sources of fuel for autos. When he moved back to 

New Jersey he sent ms Puckett a phonograph. He told her he was trying also to communicate with the dead. Do you know anything about?

1/16/2019 4:40:01 PM ragevirusqq Look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets about this.

1/16/2019 4:55:19 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UNHumanity1111 @kabamur_taygeta @Jordan_Sather_

Totality will last for 63 minutes...my hubby and I will be meditating on creating more Peace...any one else that wants to help create more positivity for 

the White Hats, please join us in Meditation and/or Prayer🙏 pic.twitter.com/v7q3Z3oLX5

1/16/2019 5:06:04 PM ellenca78112564 Q: 1+2+3+4+5+6+8+8=36

3+6=9

369

Why is not 9 inkludert in the multiplied singel digit row?

1/16/2019 5:15:36 PM roublisa I can hardly wait💫✨💫✨💫✨ pic.twitter.com/Zsw6tlceoI

1/16/2019 5:56:30 PM ellenca78112564 ThanQ

1/16/2019 6:10:09 PM roublisa Yes...indeed,  for me it was a fluke awakening,  our hairy brothers and sisters Sasquatch!   They helped me, not quite physically but spiritually.  From 

there it was a fast a awesome devouring of anything I could get my eyes  on.   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @kabamur_taygeta  amongst

1/16/2019 6:11:05 PM roublisa Many more here who support and nurture.  I am very grateful, ☺️ thank you

1/16/2019 6:13:02 PM keith369me Similar here...except it was Tesla as I occasionally do some energy work.  It was quick.  I’ve learned that gently seeding info helps others question 

stuff...They have to wake up on their own, you can’t do it for them.  Two of my 3 kids are awakened on their own, wife is close.

1/16/2019 6:14:36 PM roublisa Man...Tesla was a huge eye opener for me....he is my hero!

1/16/2019 6:17:39 PM roublisa I find it a bit funny when I would like to share something awesome I’ve just stumbled across with my loved ones ....and then after I’m through sharing it 

is a huge disaster and I certainly feel as though I am from a different planet💫 thank you for sharing and support💓

1/16/2019 6:22:27 PM keith369me My real life is nothing like my Twitter life. I feel out when someone is ready for info and ask them probing ?’s. My mom is a Trump hater, but she has 

made baby steps..she realizes it is odd that there isn’t casino footage of Paddock yet she sees 7/11 robbery footage on the news.

1/16/2019 6:25:11 PM roublisa My mom also, but free energy and withheld medical cures along with the new financial system have peak her interest.  She’s closer and lovingly listens 

to me drone on 😂

1/16/2019 6:27:07 PM keith369me Have you felt physical changes due to the energy waves?

1/16/2019 6:28:07 PM roublisa Yyeeesss, head aches galore the scull cracked kind, last week it was body aches, and tired often.  You?

1/16/2019 6:28:57 PM roublisa Intense ear ringing like I just walked out of a heavy metal concert.  🥴

1/16/2019 6:30:11 PM roublisa The shifts are creating rifts amongst members in the house,  clearing and cleansing I attribute it to.

1/16/2019 6:31:51 PM keith369me I had that in Nov/Dec...I could feel pulses in different locations of my brain depending on the input (lies, truth, emotion, etc)...At the solstice it 

progressed to pleasant tingling (braingasm)...now the energy is constant but rises when gaining new info or talking in groups.

1/16/2019 6:32:56 PM n7guardiananon on a planetary layer - Jupiter, Venus, Mars 

all have interesting stories Venus for example: 

 http://www.hyperflight.com/venus-five-pointed-star.htm …

Many ancient civilizations knew of the 3,6,9, Chinese, Greeks, Mayan

Anyways, DARPA 'Seesaw' was funny.  Tesla had much better in '37, USSR tested in '39

1/16/2019 6:33:24 PM keith369me Just focus on love and light...meditate...I became empathetic for the first time in my life a few months ago.

1/16/2019 6:33:58 PM keith369me My family sees more positive attributes in me than before.

1/16/2019 6:35:51 PM roublisa Amazing times for us humans and our galactic star families💫✨💫💫✨✨. Very cool, I find meditation is a challenge....I am a empath by nature 

but honing in and harnessing gifts feels like walking with 2 left feet at times.

1/16/2019 6:36:36 PM roublisa Oh my goodness....stop it 😂 there you go again.  Conformations abound!

1/16/2019 6:39:26 PM keith369me I typically meditate at bedtime...wife is usually to sleep earlier.  Sometimes just a few min...sometimes is goes much longer.  I get in the groove faster 

by focusing on the breath in my core.

1/16/2019 6:42:39 PM roublisa I feel the physical aspects but I’m not sure how to “see”, I think it a day dream but many colorful shapes and pulses behind my eyelids.  I usually have 

headphones(wireless😒) and a guided YouTube meditation for a longer period of time.

1/16/2019 6:44:23 PM keith369me I get answers to my questions during the sleep period after meditation, not during

1/16/2019 6:49:29 PM roublisa You know I used to remember my dreams quite easily now it seems I am taking an AP course in my sleep and not exactly knowing what I am 

learning.....not tangible.  Last night I had a great dream of a rust color triangular ship circling in the sky and pausing and many people of all

1/16/2019 6:50:32 PM roublisa Nationalities came down and I took my younger children out to greet them all.  It felt so loving a warm to see them all.  💓

1/16/2019 7:19:04 PM spooky49 Interesting they need lossy atmosphere to send frequency. https://youtu.be/cKjIm9dbHLE 

1/16/2019 7:24:10 PM zagnett Yeah, and it would seem they are critical questions.

1/16/2019 7:25:01 PM 2tyl3r U know I have 2 tell U fam!!..what’s it say about U that I can look at my notifications and see the word “rape” float by on my phone, &not even have 

2figure out who it is, it’s definitely U who wrote that!!..so I can what?! Just  like/RT insinctively? What’s that say about me?🤣

1/16/2019 7:27:26 PM 2tyl3r Uncontained lust is bad nuff..but, “uncaintained” Lust? Now we are talking indescribable!!

1/16/2019 7:45:09 PM nancyddb Yeah but, John G Trump (1907-1985)?

1/16/2019 9:15:35 PM sageremarks As per the FBI Documents (Which we all know how much we can trust them) John Trump was not too impressed with Tesla's later work.

 https://vault.fbi.gov/nikola-tesla/Nikola%20Tesla%20Part%2003%20of%2003/view …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mG7VJxZNCI @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/mWBkBOdXQ0

1/16/2019 10:48:11 PM jordanb987 The same IS, not BE.

1/17/2019 3:01:55 AM flowersoul It will not focus on 45. For the obvious reasons: there is nothing there! And.. there is a whole Universal Clean Up Operation going on... so the focus will 

be on the bad actors.



1/17/2019 6:13:12 AM knightofmaltaus Real Project JASON by Mitre. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mj12official

 https://fas.org/irp/agency/dod/jason/fusiondev-es.pdf …

1/17/2019 6:15:48 AM integratedwebuk I thought the same myself until but I don’t know if you’ve noticed that someone has went out their way to try and delete that from the internet

1/17/2019 6:23:09 AM kirkwoodjones Has or  had  your friend been Vaccinated?

1/17/2019 6:33:15 AM twistnshout58 Yes, PLEASE!😆😀

1/17/2019 7:32:21 AM hellouncledonny The more you know. pic.twitter.com/CAY8gJ0LCo

1/17/2019 8:02:06 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Non-topic AMA today?

1/17/2019 8:03:57 AM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kabamur_taygeta 

Care to expand on the above?

1/17/2019 8:16:17 AM missy968 I saw it too

1/17/2019 8:29:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

JA will play a major role this year.

We do not predict dates.

Time is an illusion.

JA is aware of JGT legacy.

JA does not know he is JGT's IS-BE.

How would you know?

Could you interface with the parent IS-BE?

How would that impact psychology of a person?
1/17/2019 8:38:30 AM zagnett MJ, for the last question, it might make one far more capable of carrying out his/her mission(s).

1/17/2019 8:52:27 AM allahuniversal Or less capable, depending on whether one can handle the implications, the past memories & pressures, managing to keep the last internally 

compartmentalized enough to focus on this life, etc.

1/17/2019 8:54:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical Thinking Required

Pompeo says "President Trump is creating a NWO."

Cross reference with this tweet storm:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509414601998337 …

Pay close attention here: 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509425062625284 …

Now cross reference that with Bill Barr.

Disclosure imminent?
1/17/2019 8:54:58 AM heath_jack Think mirror!

1/17/2019 8:56:15 AM nmchristoban Define imminent?

1/17/2019 9:00:45 AM lbf777 1-19-2019?

1/17/2019 9:01:04 AM lbf777 Cool story bro.

1/17/2019 9:04:10 AM pantherden_ Disclosure already happened.

People just missed it.

1/17/2019 9:05:33 AM zagnett MJ, will the new "NWO" be narrowly limited in scope, like the U.S. federal gov. is supposed to be? e.g. alien disclosure, nuclear usage monitoring 

perhaps?

Do we have to call it the "NWO"? The name has a lot of baggage at this point.

1/17/2019 9:09:40 AM zagnett Frankly, i'm far more sold on Shanahan than Barr, or even Pompeo & Haspel. S's record is far more clear/straightforward than the others.

From MJ's perspective, what's so great about the latter 3 wrt "the plan"?

1/17/2019 9:11:17 AM zagnett Guess what i'm asking is who's the "plan's" marketing expert?

1/17/2019 9:12:28 AM decodematrix I can't wait for the positive NWO! I have learned the religion of the cabal is INVERSION. They turn positive things negative. Just like they tried naming 

their terrorist group "ISIS". Isis is a positive divine feminine Goddess of peace and love.

1/17/2019 9:13:47 AM zagnett September 11, 2021?

1/17/2019 9:14:31 AM unidentifiedta1 If we don't live on a "ball in space", like you described.  What do we live on?

1/17/2019 9:15:16 AM turboxyde Sovereign Earth Alliance - SEA to end maritime law and draconian rule through bloodlines... oh the dramatic irony!

1/17/2019 9:17:02 AM zagnett Yeah the cabal sucks. For the aware even pizza is bad now, way beyond it being too high carb.

But why "NWO"? The name just plain sucks even w/o the cabal's influence.

1/17/2019 9:17:48 AM zagnett Yeah that's much better than NWO. Good thinking!

1/17/2019 9:19:10 AM wwtravelr If one is here to experience growth/ascension I surely doubt one would regress. Humanity is rising now..and quickly. The 3D Archon implant of fear has 

been lifted. You may jump on board this ride now if u wish

1/17/2019 9:19:50 AM phreatomagnetic "Each nation gets veto power"

Vatican City, Monaco, Liechtenstein, Et al have a veto equal to USA, Russia, China?

Representative Democracies and Autocracies have equal veto?

Does that not violate the free will of billions?

1/17/2019 9:23:09 AM jaspony1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAAHgAuti84 …

1/17/2019 9:23:40 AM turboxyde Separation between past lives is an illusion just as dimensions are not separation. "And every time you try to reach for me, I feel afraid I feel I'm in too 

deep, it's not your fault we ended up this way. It's just that I can't be what you want from me." https://youtu.be/JbbW2_1IKgs 

1/17/2019 9:24:41 AM allahuniversal Sounds good. So you've already accessed your previous incarnations? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070803623536410624?s=19 …

1/17/2019 9:27:34 AM allahuniversal "Death is irrelevant" pic.twitter.com/FOgkJHWDyB

1/17/2019 9:27:53 AM bbobbio71 I'd like to know what's with ask the earth quakes and the rapid move of magnetic north?

Destruction =peace? 🤔🤔

1/17/2019 9:30:11 AM decodematrix National Security classifications cannot be used to shield disclosure of extraterrestrials when 99% of extraterrestrials are not a threat to Earth.

1/17/2019 9:31:42 AM hellouncledonny Happy Hunting Anons.

We see All.

We hear All.

Good Operators in Control. pic.twitter.com/NPRxIomhcE

1/17/2019 9:46:27 AM ibeaverdale  pic.twitter.com/4KYb5WfbbW

1/17/2019 9:47:10 AM rochellebarozzi Agreed!



1/17/2019 9:48:57 AM wwtravelr I understand unlocking may be rapid or almost instant.

1/17/2019 9:50:19 AM allahuniversal In the twinkling of an eye...

1/17/2019 9:50:58 AM wwtravelr Reference of BL pls?

1/17/2019 9:51:40 AM daveo6145 1/19/19-->'stage setting?"

1/20/19-?--.'Everyone likes a clean house'

9/11/21-->'OFC?'

1/17/2019 9:53:48 AM wwtravelr We signed up for this (assisting with ascension). And allowance of monitoring was agreed by us prior to our incarnation

1/17/2019 9:55:26 AM zagnett "New" (assuming not "nazi" or "nuclear" anymore of course):

The new shiny thing we'll gawk at. Ooh!

"World":

Just this world? Seems too limited in scope.

"Order":

B/c we humans are STILL just too chaotic for TPTB & need yet MORE social order. Insulting. They just don't get it.
1/17/2019 9:55:50 AM decodematrix The Earth is ascending. Our solar system is passing through a part of the galaxy that is very high energy. The energy hits the sun and increases solar 

activity, the sun expels more energy that hits Earth and causes earthquakes, volcanoes, storms, etc.

1/17/2019 9:57:30 AM allahuniversal Bob (Robert) Lazar.

"!BL here!" meaning "not equal to Bob Lazar here"

1/17/2019 10:05:30 AM enomai_ Yes, and this body will be a real united nations that is not for power and control.

1/17/2019 10:06:11 AM enomai_ Its not NAZI world order.

1/17/2019 10:07:27 AM asktheq_ The US will be the prime hub or space port.

Need great security measures (walled entry points) or end up like Contact.

1/17/2019 10:07:47 AM bbobbio71 Am I reading this wrong? 

 https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/reports/3-day-forecast …

1/17/2019 10:09:41 AM djlok I think I know who one of my previous IS-BE'S was. A great-uncle, dead before my current incarnation.  I've always felt I am him. My Grandmother told 

me her brother (my great uncle) always said he would be back.There are specific life details that have shown me this is possible.

1/17/2019 10:09:50 AM zagnett What about people that have at least some clue on - possibly - a couple past lives? How can one get confirmation? Even meditation doesn't seem like it 

could confirm.

MJ, is it possible for you or somebody to confirm/deny one's suspicions, & provide downloads?

1/17/2019 10:10:30 AM the_realtruth18 Shame had to use NWO as it is linked to the blackhats.

1/17/2019 10:11:37 AM darrahsfriend Who’s side are you on?

1/17/2019 10:15:50 AM zagnett  https://www.exopolitics.org/impending-solar-flash-event-supported-by-scientific-studies-insider-testimony …

 https://www.exopolitics.org/massive-pole-shifts-are-cyclic-according-to-declassified-cia-document …

 https://www.exopolitics.org/cosmic-rays-as-triggers-for-solar-flashes-earth-core-eruptions-pole-shifts …

This 3-part series (so far) seems quite alarming. Not sure if could be a problem short-term, mid-term, or long-term though. But clowns classified it in 

the 60s for some reason.

1/17/2019 10:20:01 AM covfefe_grande Makeup, as in “rouge” actor?

1/17/2019 10:25:24 AM nmchristoban If we are using the concept of dates, then I think this is likely

1/17/2019 10:25:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 We made both sides.

1/17/2019 10:25:38 AM keith369me Is a NWO good?  It is horrible if it involves slavery and control of the world’s population (Bush version)...

1/17/2019 10:26:16 AM nmchristoban Big boom!

1/17/2019 10:26:29 AM keith369me ...it could be great if it were tons of local groups acting as they choose “within reason” tied together by a small council that represented Earth on a 

galactic level.  Think choices regarding land, energy, education, etc.

1/17/2019 10:26:59 AM darrahsfriend I understand that but who’s side are YOU on?

1/17/2019 10:28:18 AM nmchristoban 9 11 11 11 1 

11 11 11 1

1/17/2019 10:31:13 AM zagnett How do you get this number sequence exactly?

1/17/2019 10:34:13 AM nmchristoban 1+1 = 2

Mirror

9+1 = 1

1/17/2019 10:34:27 AM rhondanight Me too 🐋

1/17/2019 10:34:35 AM kgkiser2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <== following @BJoyMcG  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

1/17/2019 10:38:04 AM zagnett Sorry, i'm slow. 🤨  May you explain more?

1/17/2019 10:42:41 AM lbf777 How does Julian Assange not know? Doesn't he read these tweets?

1/17/2019 10:45:27 AM rick_hernandez MJ said before they are trying to right the wrongs of their grandfathers. (Loosely quoted)

1/17/2019 10:48:51 AM susan66388204 So you know all the species and are willing to Vouch for their character?   Wow

1/17/2019 10:52:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing who your IS-BE's real identity is has not been disclosed to the world on how to accomplish this, and nor will it be for matters of National 

Security. JA does not know he is JGTs IS-BE. He can read this and consider the possibility, but beyond that, no verification at all.

1/17/2019 11:01:23 AM keeter1234321 Please remind me what IS-bE means.  I know I read it once recently.  Thanks

1/17/2019 11:02:00 AM keeter1234321 So is the St Germaine trust real?  Will it and many others be released?

1/17/2019 11:03:28 AM lbf777 IS is Immortal Spirit (true self)

BE is Body Experience (like a costome a person puts on such as a human body)

1/17/2019 11:03:59 AM keeter1234321 Thank you

1/17/2019 11:06:06 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes!

1/17/2019 11:06:39 AM bigbluebeast81 So what you’re saying is- we’re all interdemnsional beings/aliens piloting our skin suit avatars here on Earth?

1/17/2019 11:09:23 AM lbf777 Alien beings from heaven experiencing being a human pleb.

1/17/2019 11:14:26 AM norwegianon Can you tell us about the Grand Solar Minimum and the magnetic poles moving, and cyclical destruction of the earth? Cataclysm, Ekpyrosis?

1/17/2019 11:16:16 AM keeter1234321 Did you learn you were his ISBE through meditation? Do you have his memories and knowledge? Or does the knowledge and awareness only come for 

fleeting moments at “unknown” times?  Thanks

1/17/2019 11:16:54 AM susyqzee All the celebs are regurgitated over and over thanks to @CloneAid ! This is your Avatar 😜

1/17/2019 11:17:43 AM zack_stone Who are you protecting by not disclosing. Patriots deserve #Q clearance

1/17/2019 11:18:39 AM roublisa I remember as a child looking into a mirror and saying to myself....so this is what I look like💫☺.

1/17/2019 11:24:24 AM friskygolfer Don’t know anything about the correctness of Edge of Wonder. But here ya go  https://youtu.be/KJPmET3pPFc   https://youtu.be/uFgrrjmBqm4 

1/17/2019 11:24:24 AM arc339 My neighbors toddlers being raped, child porn, adrenachromed, spinal fluid drained, SRA, Randy Ford, murder, rapist, arson, cabal husband, bombed 

my home, I narrowly escaped, he is staging bombs now. 3yr old heart fail adrenalchrome by Shirley Scott. Hybrids hijacked inds of LEO 

pic.twitter.com/yOTgO28eyo



1/17/2019 11:27:11 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/n7xiKbPmfe

1/17/2019 11:28:26 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/t59oJtPbmU

1/17/2019 11:29:57 AM do_or_do_notty I’d want to know. 

My psychology is currently being impacted due to all the secrecy.  🤷🏻♀️

1/17/2019 11:29:59 AM arc339 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Randy Ford's toddlers beg me to help, showed me rocket bombs their father has. Evening prior to state of Union address 2018 

Randy Ford sends porn to my computer his penis w his toddlers faces hands wrapped around. Words, Childrens birthdays are special. He bomb me  

pic.twitter.com/iy0MqrcWzd

1/17/2019 11:41:14 AM covertress Is my IS-BE JOS? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1084948249667162112?s=19 …

1/17/2019 11:43:53 AM mrblbrettish I was wondering about this photograph. is that you in the photos?

1/17/2019 11:48:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE identities are not other avatars the IS-BE has been in control over.

1/17/2019 11:52:57 AM jaspony1 How do you know the IS-BE? Do you have contact with the IS-BE or is there another way of knowing?

1/17/2019 11:54:24 AM covertress Did my IS-BE control JOSF?

1/17/2019 11:54:34 AM _girlmaher_ Yes, I am curious about this. My darling husband has received "pictures of himself" from Aushwitz and he is very touched and concerned by this. I 

myself have never come across "pictures of myself" from history but I recongnize "soulmates" so I am very curious about your process.

1/17/2019 11:55:38 AM mrblbrettish I've not had the experience of finding myself in an old photo. It would be interesting to say the least.

1/17/2019 11:57:03 AM zack_stone Junk DNA being activated. Through traumatic experiences(death). Breaking the cycle/matrix combined with lack of past lives= threat to mankind? 

....remember we  r powerful beyond measure

1/17/2019 11:59:57 AM mindaltdelete Kind of like Archons. They cannot create, only distort.

1/17/2019 12:01:06 PM drumsk8 Would it be safe to assume the IS, is like the higher self? The reason that different BE's of an IS look similar is due to the genetics required to hold that 

IS (Soul).

Yet each IS-BE from the same IS has different traits based on the Soul Evolution?

1/17/2019 12:02:50 PM _girlmaher_ I digress a little bit because I have my sights set on someone I believe can travel in time (my fave SciFi topic) and when I found this article, I was 

overjoyed to share it with the person in my life who embodies the beloved lion I can't live without! 

https://twitter.com/EvaVavoom/status/1062428537393684481 …

1/17/2019 12:05:16 PM drumsk8 Where an IS, is currently in multiple IS-BE's this is just a fragment of the IS. Experiencing different circumstances to align with the continued soul 

evolution?

1/17/2019 12:09:44 PM hawkgirlinmn I am of this belief myself, although I am not sure if it is just another “aspect” of the IS that is able to inhabit another BE at the same time rather than 

copied genetics, although genetics must be spiritually transported in some way to carry traits into another BE?

1/17/2019 12:16:49 PM keith369me Not sure you’re going to get an answer on this one...who is JOSF...Baltimore Sun pic?

1/17/2019 12:18:25 PM drumsk8 I would of thought that it's the IS that drives the genetics, based on where and when it's incarnating. 

However, there will be some % of the genetics that are the same (or compt) across IS-BE's & generally unique for that IS.

Male/Female, Pleiadean, Human, Arcturian etc...

1/17/2019 12:21:44 PM hawkgirlinmn So, like an original blueprint of genetics? And I agree that the genetics must somehow be able to be incarnated with the IS into the BE, I’m just curious 

as to how that happens.

1/17/2019 12:24:09 PM hawkgirlinmn I mean DNA is basically like a computer code. I feel like it has to work with the vortex math that Majic12 talks about?

1/17/2019 12:24:56 PM drumsk8 I think it's a small-ish aspect (%) that is required for host (BE) compatibility for the IS. Question is what percentage is necessary? If our thinking is even 

correct on this.

1/17/2019 12:26:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Exactly, but I like where you’re going with this as this is what I consider. You seem to just state it more eloquently than I can. Lol

1/17/2019 12:37:54 PM glor60 I hope this NWO Trump is working on stops the genocidal Agenda21

1/17/2019 12:50:28 PM fitz5studio  pic.twitter.com/QFgmvrppEy

1/17/2019 1:07:03 PM primad57 Is there a difference between the IS-BEs & the monad that Joshua David Stone talks about in his ascension series? Can you explain either way? Thank 

you!!

1/17/2019 1:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking requires.

SOTH Gov Plane cancelled re 45

KANSAS visits Egypt with message.

Why would Pelosi rush to Egypt shortly after, despite being in a shutdown?

FARA?

We see you Nancy.

You are not safe.

1/17/2019 1:10:18 PM lp083061 Yet her spokesperson said #Egypt was not on the list. Is there a manifest somewhere?

1/17/2019 1:14:10 PM realaronbrowne Why use the term IS-BE instead of  just soul?

1/17/2019 1:16:24 PM ochoa_red  pic.twitter.com/vL5EIbZYSK

1/17/2019 1:17:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs are Gods.

All IS-BEs are of the same "thing" per se.

Multiple creations for multiple IS-BEs.

Different than "The One" as JDS speaks of.

Beware of false teachings to the path of self enlightenment.

All information is within.

You need not join any religion to learn truth.

1/17/2019 1:17:39 PM proudpatwife That’s a very good question.  Perhaps Nancy was afraid that Egypt would hear from Trump’s side that would mess up her narrative she had going with 

them.

1/17/2019 1:19:02 PM shannen_robison I thought this was weird too. In the same way that Obama was going to countries right after POTUS would visit them. Like they were trying to assure 

people that they were still in control

1/17/2019 1:19:08 PM ochoa_red  pic.twitter.com/wOrdk5wQ7n

1/17/2019 1:19:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/17/2019 1:21:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity != Soul

1/17/2019 1:21:26 PM ochoa_red Kansas=Pompeo

1/17/2019 1:22:39 PM orsinipepe Because Nancy Pelosi said so?

1/17/2019 1:23:07 PM mrblbrettish Memphis? that's the only relation to Egypt I can think. De-Nile? (denial)

1/17/2019 1:23:56 PM covertress Josephine Ogden Stovall Forrestal

I won't receive a reply because I already know

When I saw her in this documentary on James Forrestal,  I said, "Oh, my!" 👇

 https://youtu.be/8ks3naE7Prk 

My recognition woke me like a bolt of lightning

I've known a while 👇

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1079109885479014405?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/NxDt7ZKd09



1/17/2019 1:23:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't supposed to be made public.

Where else did she travel to that she ought not to?

Renegade traveled post 45 worldwide to re-assure negotiations against 45?

Next in line?

Nancy... please don't emBARRass yourself.

Re-open the Government.

You lost.

You tried.

Nice try.

NO DEALS
1/17/2019 1:26:07 PM ginger4trump 🤔 Egypt is mentioned here pic.twitter.com/Ce7Q1ki14O

1/17/2019 1:26:23 PM lp083061 Love the play on words but can she emBARRass herself anymore than she already does? What was #Schiff doing on the plane! There has to be a 

manifest that can be leaked or maybe Q isn’t far behind!

1/17/2019 1:26:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 What else do we know about Egypt?

Essential to Disclosure?

What if Egypt was on-board to disclose the true history of the Pyramids?

What if KANSAS presented the idea to Egypt?

USA Green Lights Disclosure

If your dirty secret required secrecy?

You'd want to make a stop ASAP too...

1/17/2019 1:27:45 PM speaakn Yeah, shady shadow gov’t.

1/17/2019 1:28:08 PM orsinipepe So because the MSM said so?  Since when is that proof of anything?

1/17/2019 1:28:23 PM keith369me Definitely no response on here

1/17/2019 1:28:30 PM speaakn Thank you for that!

1/17/2019 1:32:45 PM lightseeker2012 Really?  How are they different?

1/17/2019 1:32:52 PM 1crazy_toaster there are thousands of years of disinfo, so much so that once full disclosure is ready to be discussed, the best thing to do is to open learning centers all 

across the country...no amount of air time can cover all the BS we've been taught & told.

1/17/2019 1:34:53 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/M9QJhevNL6

1/17/2019 1:35:03 PM lp083061  https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-speaker-pelosi-house-to-vote-on-more-bills-next-week-to-end-shutdown-11547741569 …

1/17/2019 1:35:17 PM lp083061  pic.twitter.com/4acRnUihbH

1/17/2019 1:38:54 PM orsinipepe Troll account. I don't know why they even waste their time.

1/17/2019 1:39:28 PM wwtravelr sure there will be some logical reasoning moving forward. BTW luv ur avatar lol

1/17/2019 1:41:24 PM iamyou132 I believe the Egyptian kingdom, Akhenaten precisely, was in touch with ET or was a hybrid himself. More current day Egypt has had a huge hand in 

obfuscating human history / contact with ET

1/17/2019 1:42:09 PM keith369me I’ve never seen a Majestic like before...know now?

1/17/2019 1:42:17 PM iamyou132 Is the pyramid a battery, or something more? What exists under the feet of the Sphinx? Was Akhenaten the original face of the Sphinx?

1/17/2019 1:42:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

1/17/2019 1:43:05 PM michael81972 Muslim brotherhood

1/17/2019 1:43:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Last sentence is disinformation.

1/17/2019 1:44:08 PM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/x85LGvCluW

1/17/2019 1:44:37 PM lp083061 I can’t wait for that one to be exposed!

1/17/2019 1:47:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soul is only your IS

Body is your BE

Check part of speech.

Exodus 3:14

Coincidence?

SF likes pi.

1/17/2019 1:47:34 PM lp083061 Don’t all nations have to agree to disclosure?

1/17/2019 1:48:18 PM bbobbio71 I believe the pyramids have something to do with free energy.

1/17/2019 1:48:43 PM lightseeker2012 Oh right.  I misread the post.

IS=soul

BE=body

1/17/2019 1:48:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you know you won't receive an answer?

1/17/2019 1:48:59 PM bbobbio71 Thank you.

1/17/2019 1:49:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Control isn't the right word to think of when you're referring to IS-BEs.

IS-BEs don't control, they experience.

And the IS-BE you are referring to happens to also be the IS-BE who is giving you free will as we speak.

1/17/2019 1:50:12 PM keeter1234321 1%er!!??! Wow. Wasn’t expecting that.  This movie is a old!  All planned out decades before.   13 and satanic messiah excepted. #QArmy 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #Masonic #maga

1/17/2019 1:50:38 PM kuri99487324 Could whatever is happening in Egypt have anything to do with Tesla?

1/17/2019 1:50:58 PM allahuniversal Either way Lori, Nancy's trip was cut short. Report that. Widely.

1/17/2019 1:51:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong.

Kind of.

1/17/2019 1:51:22 PM bbobbio71 Thank you!

Trying to piece it all together.  Someday soon I hope there's a little more tangible evidence for the ones that refuse to see.  Trying to explain something 

this to people without  looking like a total nut job is difficult.  Lol.

1/17/2019 1:51:31 PM cryptocrab4 I'd rather be an IS-BE than a HAS-BEEN ... Like the IRS !

1/17/2019 1:51:41 PM adheysuk  pic.twitter.com/lZUS3Wedp7

1/17/2019 1:51:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 USA has been blocking other nations to disclose because of the implications that our SSP would have on the global balance of power throughout the 

world, especially with China.

1/17/2019 1:52:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree regarding name,. in fact there's a creep factor with that name!

Light Workers World?

Anything but freaking NWO!

1/17/2019 1:53:59 PM ochoa_red No problem just looked it up real quick and took a picture. I figured if someone wanted to dig deeper they could.👍

1/17/2019 1:54:11 PM ginger4trump Loving the fact that @LindseyGrahamSC mentioned Egypt, too... https://twitter.com/jason_donner/status/1086001083053416448?s=21 …

1/17/2019 1:55:41 PM kuri99487324 SF likes pi = Science Fiction likes π? 

Isn’t π was is requited for time travel?

1/17/2019 1:55:46 PM lp083061 Thank you!

1/17/2019 1:56:45 PM hellouncledonny yup

1/17/2019 1:57:33 PM gardeniabee You got me. Why would Pelosi and other Congress members go to Egypt and other foreign countries this week? Following Pompeo around?

1/17/2019 1:57:52 PM lp083061 Is this why China recently went to the dark side of the moon?



1/17/2019 1:58:42 PM kuri99487324 I am an adult, and I still do that in front of the mirror. There is something fascinating about how we look, not in a vain way, but knowing that this is the 

way we look in this life.

1/17/2019 1:59:23 PM adsvel You look like Sam from SG-1.😊

1/17/2019 1:59:38 PM covertress I said that I won't receive a reply and the reason is because I've already received an answer. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968?s=19 …

1/17/2019 1:59:55 PM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/sfwARyVlW4

1/17/2019 2:00:24 PM iamyou132 What is SF?

1/17/2019 2:01:29 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this confirmation that 44 is either incarcerated or 187?

1/17/2019 2:02:12 PM scottgasaway SSP?

1/17/2019 2:02:51 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1086017772402999296?s=21 …

1/17/2019 2:04:23 PM kuri99487324 So, what we all refer to as “myself” is the IS-BE that has always been “me” in previous reincarnations, meaning that my soul doesn’t take a back seat 

somewhere as it is often believed and let myself be me (ego?), but is actually me. We are our souls.

1/17/2019 2:04:58 PM melanieanders7 Secret Space Program

1/17/2019 2:05:34 PM kuri99487324 Aren’t the pyramids amplifiers of some sort?

1/17/2019 2:05:35 PM lightseeker2012 Pi represents the ratio of the circumference of a circle (the whole being/soul?) to the diameter (the body?) 

Exodus 3:14:  I am that I am

The Soul (IS) remains constant throughout our BE lifetimes/experiences?

1/17/2019 2:06:30 PM kuri99487324 Will it be revelaed who those people were?

1/17/2019 2:07:51 PM lori_dee1 Are her actions just optics for the public?

1/17/2019 2:08:44 PM mongrelglory That's so cool!

1/17/2019 2:09:00 PM hellouncledonny Was NP and CS at the Barr Hearing?

Did NP and CS show and ask [Q]uestions?

What differences between Commercial flights(civilian) vs Military.

Timing is crucial.

Now add FARA.

Too Little Too Late Nancy.

Like Rats in cage.

Moves and countermoves.

No Deals.

WHO's next.
1/17/2019 2:09:20 PM colista 👊🤣👍 BooYa !!! pic.twitter.com/dJzM3FP7Od

1/17/2019 2:09:31 PM kuri99487324 What about walking right towards you heart, as Max Spiers suggested? Does it work?

1/17/2019 2:09:49 PM keith369me I hope there were no security clearance violations in a previous incarnation.

1/17/2019 2:10:29 PM mongrelglory Trump told them the truth.  They didn't believe him, so he told them to go check it out for themselves.  They believe him now.

1/17/2019 2:11:22 PM kuri99487324 How would one be able to know whether they are Starseed or not? It is one of the subjects I have been very anxious to find more information about.

1/17/2019 2:12:39 PM lightseeker2012 Part of speech (noun, verb, adj, etc):

Your soul IS = noun (a constant)

Your body BE = verb (changes)

1/17/2019 2:13:18 PM mongrelglory Meditation and looking inwards for the truth is the only way that I know.

1/17/2019 2:19:14 PM kuri99487324 Some probable past memories have been revealed during dreams and looking inward, but they look like Earth. I always have a hunch I should have 

known by now, but I also feel like I somehow need a bigger confirmation in a way.

1/17/2019 2:20:34 PM nmd_mari Kansas=Pompeo

He was there last week.🙂

1/17/2019 2:21:45 PM derekhashalon  https://www.initiation.cc/index.php/most-recent …

1/17/2019 2:22:02 PM derekhashalon  https://www.initiation.cc/index.php/most-recent …

1/17/2019 2:22:47 PM tymecrystal Pyramids......are used to travel a plasma bio field into the Star Gate when Sirius and Orion are in the correct alignment.....the way the Sun Gods 

traveled out of this 3rd dimension.

1/17/2019 2:23:38 PM nmchristoban  pic.twitter.com/xiQnnP47OE

1/17/2019 2:25:13 PM lindafeathers 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/PPfGFnPfMr

1/17/2019 2:25:37 PM norwegianon Yeah I know about mathmadness and scientism. Just a little worried about Galactic Cosmic Rays ;)

1/17/2019 2:29:35 PM zack_stone Using david wilcock as a reference is sketchy at best.

1/17/2019 2:30:13 PM lp083061 She went to Pyongyang  https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4725122/nancy-pelosi-visit-pyongyang-north-korea …

1/17/2019 2:30:58 PM savedrepublica Afghanistan's significance?

1/17/2019 2:31:48 PM lp083061  https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4725122/nancy-pelosi-visit-pyongyang-north-korea …

1/17/2019 2:32:01 PM mongrelglory I think you have to learn to trust yourself on this one.

1/17/2019 2:32:53 PM doc1415 lol ;)

1/17/2019 2:32:58 PM worldxplorer1 I was just going to chime in and say the same thing!

1/17/2019 2:33:36 PM fluffyscarsdale If there is no time then there isn’t a “parent” Is-Be. There is the only the IsBe incarnated (in manifestation).  I don’t know if JA is the same soul who 

was/is JGT, but if indeed they are separate incarnations they won’t necessarily look the same either.

1/17/2019 2:34:59 PM juliecmg Do you know the history of the term "conspiracy theory"?

1/17/2019 2:35:06 PM pcway66 Just Democrats going? I see lots of money and promises changing hands - in secret - I can’t help myself - I am so negative ....

1/17/2019 2:41:17 PM jaytztechreview Apparently the pyramids were originally made to make free energy and disperse it the way that the Tesla tower was supposed to work. That could hurt 

business lol

1/17/2019 2:41:38 PM gammaanon1 🤔

1/17/2019 2:41:59 PM covertress Now that I'm awake, I'm really looking forward to the role I'll be playing in #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide. 

I don't suppose that you can forward some cognitive enhancements to aid with my quantum studies, can you?

1/17/2019 2:43:09 PM orsinipepe Ironically, it was a phrase that was popularized by the conspirators themselves.

deHaven-Smith, Lance (2013-04-15). Conspiracy Theory in America pic.twitter.com/EbEpahsdf0

1/17/2019 2:44:05 PM bbobbio71 Transporter? Like in SG1?

1/17/2019 2:48:52 PM blsdbe Wow, what a wonderfully poignant discovery!!!

1/17/2019 2:53:10 PM kuri99487324 You are both right. Some things resonate strongly with me, but I guess I have to trust myself and let the answers eventually come to me.

1/17/2019 2:54:27 PM covertress Knew before, but that "like" was nice for everyone else

1/17/2019 2:58:17 PM fowlreginald 😮

1/17/2019 2:59:12 PM juliecmg Yes, alot of peeps don't realise this. Or you bring it up and their eyes glaze over.

1/17/2019 2:59:18 PM bbobbio71 The speed of light is 299,792,458 metres per second and the geographic co-ordinates for the Great Pyramid are 29.9792458°N,  

http://Dailystar.co .ukreports.

1/17/2019 3:01:02 PM urkules Are they going to open the Sphinx?

Boriska Kipriyanovich



1/17/2019 3:01:51 PM stevecraig6 Ask your self why is Hussein or Hillary not following Kansas around? Maybe contained somewhere....

1/17/2019 3:03:24 PM urkules Pre-Adamites?

1/17/2019 3:03:34 PM speaakn That’s food for thought. 🤔 Maybe “detained” somewhere?

1/17/2019 3:03:47 PM orsinipepe It's funny, because in all other discussions, the word "theory" carries no negative connotation.  It is simply an intermediate step that lies between data 

collection and conclusion.  But if it's a theory regarding crimes committed by politicians, you're suddenly in a no-fly zone.

1/17/2019 3:07:00 PM drumsk8 Sorry was called away. Yes no doubt it will have a lot to do with vortex math and fractal geometry. How exactly? Unfortunatly the real information we 

seek is being kept from us.

1/17/2019 3:07:39 PM worldxplorer1 I think the fact that it matter to you this much is evidence in itself. You’re a starseed Kuri. Welcome to the club!

1/17/2019 3:08:02 PM orsinipepe I've even heard people say, "But isn't that a conspiracy?"  Do they even know what the word means?  Conspiracies simply can't happen?  Do they know 

how many common criminals plead guilty to the charge of "conspiracy" every single day in courtrooms all over the country?

1/17/2019 3:08:07 PM hawkgirlinmn No worries 😁 Maybe that will be disclosed soon?

1/17/2019 3:11:43 PM burgersandra Wow.  Now this is news.

1/17/2019 3:12:05 PM drumsk8 I hope so, I am sick of waiting and searching through BS. It's time to cut the BS and give the truth, but will the bastards holding the keys give them up?

1/17/2019 3:13:49 PM ravagepanther WHY DO WE TYPE THIS INTO SOCIAL MEDIA ?

1/17/2019 3:14:31 PM ravagepanther the words could be true or false , all a ruse, no one can verify for sure.. (Or can they ?)

1/17/2019 3:20:55 PM 1of6billlions The prez of Égypte been vocal...

And sensible lately...

Makes sens...

1/17/2019 3:22:16 PM shannen_robison Their Christmas tweets were weird. Something seemed off. I think I remember MJ12 saying something about that as well

1/17/2019 3:22:49 PM cidarean She went to North Korea.

1/17/2019 3:23:25 PM speaakn Yeah, didn’t they post old pictures?

1/17/2019 3:25:49 PM vintagesquirrel North Korea

1/17/2019 3:26:35 PM arc339 Please tell me more about plasma bio field? A malevolent ET near me uses injected thoughts to hijack minds of people she talks to. She made a plasma 

bio field wall then my friend that loved me suddenly hated me. She also orchestrated a bomb into my home, shape shifts, adrenalchro

1/17/2019 3:26:59 PM iamyou132 Please define chronometer? How could the pyramid track time periods? Doesn’t resonate well with me

1/17/2019 3:27:56 PM shannen_robison Yup

1/17/2019 3:29:40 PM sherrih68695542 Simple and to the point.I like it!

1/17/2019 3:29:59 PM kik1771  pic.twitter.com/XIYIOj2d9T

1/17/2019 3:31:31 PM juliecmg It's safer for them to keep pretending everything is exactly as they've always been told 🐑🐑🐑🐑🐑🐑

1/17/2019 3:32:11 PM heartofgod99 What do you think the current govt shutdown is really about? Which departments are shutdown? Think about it.

1/17/2019 3:32:11 PM leesharons FARA= Insurance?

1/17/2019 3:34:21 PM webrunner06 I can’t tell which side your on... History has changed many times, now more than any!!

1/17/2019 3:34:41 PM juliecmg Agreed. Maybe because some of their crimes are so abominable that they can't handle the potential truth of it.

1/17/2019 3:39:10 PM shanghaisweetie Do you not watch the news?

1/17/2019 3:41:46 PM chapulincolored Exodus 3:14 King James Version (KJV)

14 And God said unto Moses, I Am That I Am: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I Am hath sent me unto you.

I dig that verse, pi too! pic.twitter.com/D5cUPJCDWF

1/17/2019 3:43:11 PM 1crazy_toaster Truth.   the victors write history & it's not accurate. Just research..it's way too much to write about..no time for that.

1/17/2019 3:47:03 PM michigan0323 @FraceRebecca

1/17/2019 3:47:57 PM michigan0323 @FraceRebecca

1/17/2019 3:48:39 PM barr__rebecca Kansas?  Pompeo?

1/17/2019 3:52:14 PM tymecrystal Get Bio Tuning to heal your field first.....ground every day....drink non fluoride water...Listen to Dan Winter he explains how to create a healthy field, 

when you frequency is good all evil will leave.

1/17/2019 3:54:22 PM chapulincolored Is there more than coincidence that Exodus 3:14 is also found in the book of "EXODUS"?

as in exit... leave what or where?

astral travel?

leave the domain?

SG-1 or hidden tech/ancient tech?

And God (⬇️) said unto Moses (another IS-BE)

"I AM THAT I AM"

"I AM has sent me unto you."
1/17/2019 3:55:39 PM mongrelglory One IS can occupy several BEs at the same time, according to MJ-12.

1/17/2019 3:58:36 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/Knt0bXaj1h

1/17/2019 4:02:47 PM chapulincolored Also consider pi (3.14...) is used to find the area and circumference of a circle.

pi or 3.14... has no end (or does it?)

a circle has no end?

You say IS has no end...

Does BE also have no end, does you whole IS-BE stay intack through travel dimension, or the illusion of time?

1/17/2019 4:04:41 PM webrunner06 So, we rewrote what we did to Japan?  How is that? Socialist liberal democrats have had the Constitution rewritten in text books... so?

1/17/2019 4:05:39 PM scifiotica All over youtube, there are vids on how to make electricity using sound and speakers. Pyramids are 'speakers' listing to the vibration of Mother Earth 

(who Tesla said "rings like a bell"). Now a 2.5-mile asteroid supposedly headed to the inner planets at high velocity.

1/17/2019 4:07:59 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has said that the "face" which the BE possesses tends to be a reflection of the soul (IS) within, so that's why different IS-BEs can have similar 

looking faces.  The BEs have a finite existence unlike the IS which is infinite. (As I understand it).

1/17/2019 4:08:51 PM tamravee Then Trump will be killed.

Obama's second coming by CHAOS. FACT

1/17/2019 4:10:04 PM tamravee Blood/ flesh consumers.

Demon/human pic.twitter.com/4165tMiGvu

1/17/2019 4:10:47 PM lightseeker2012  https://twitter.com/LightSeeker2012/status/1086021744857497600 …

1/17/2019 4:11:58 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/Ve7YSpyz34

1/17/2019 4:14:57 PM covertress Meditate and see for yourself; our future is amazing 

 https://youtu.be/mTB0wYZTXxw 

(more frequencies in vid description) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697?s=19 …

1/17/2019 4:17:51 PM pastorjon9 Good point, why would the Anshar or any of the others WANT to co-habitat with us right now? We have a lot of growing up to do - involving a lot of 

putting away petty "he hit me first/[they're] touching MY toy" mentality.



1/17/2019 4:19:03 PM brianre19196254 Shut em Down and 

Ship em to Gitmo

1/17/2019 4:19:43 PM covertress yes

1/17/2019 4:20:37 PM djlok So the one on the right is you (or your IS-BE in its current incarnation)? Who is on the left? I'm just trying to follow.

1/17/2019 4:21:01 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1084925366114942976?s=19 …

1/17/2019 4:21:19 PM arc339 It is important to maintain tuned fields as you speak of. I was living in heavenly bliss when malevolent ET hybrid neighbors swarm attacked, they plot to 

bomb DJT but I exposed their plot. Both hybrid Draco & shape shifter inject thoughts to hijack minds of people, cannibals pic.twitter.com/6RQxXcDU0d

1/17/2019 4:23:38 PM djlok I wish we could verify IS-BE'S. But I understand how it could pose an issue to National Security.  Like what if everyone found out I was Adolph Hitler.  

I'm like 99.99% sure I wasn't...but if I were and people found out imagine the consequences!

1/17/2019 4:24:21 PM 2tyl3r  pic.twitter.com/SqlO7fSkSG

1/17/2019 4:25:15 PM 2tyl3r  pic.twitter.com/dqkUnPSjFg

1/17/2019 4:27:23 PM sabermarris It's getting there a UK tabloid the express published a story recently on their website about pyramids being alien made machines that could manage 

cosmic rays and details on how the chambers worked

1/17/2019 4:31:48 PM covertress this thread 👇 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1086011262029434880?s=19 …

1/17/2019 4:35:16 PM zagnett It's also been said that the pyramids are part of the infrastructure on this planet, in conjunction with the moon, to keep people from escaping this 

planet. I forget the source.

1/17/2019 4:38:17 PM 1_decided_voter Pelosi's office denies that Egypt was on the itinerary, but I have a feeling POTUS was disclosing Nancy's previous undisclosed plans to stop in Egypt.

1/17/2019 4:38:51 PM zagnett Pelosi is next in line to be President if anything happens to Trump and Pence.

Yikes i'm getting a little dizzy from saying that...

1/17/2019 4:42:13 PM djlok Sweet!  Thanks for connecting the dots for me!!

1/17/2019 4:46:05 PM zagnett The pyramids are part of the infrastructure keeping humans on prison planet Earthy?

1/17/2019 4:49:20 PM djlok That's the way I read it too.  Sex without the intent to procreate lowers your density.  I'm gay...so my density is probably hitting like rock bottom.  

Never the intent to procreate here!!   Hopefully my frequent meditations offset the above!!

1/17/2019 4:49:28 PM 2tyl3r Learn Colors with Spiderman Rides Street Vehicles and Animals Crossover ...  https://youtu.be/xr3YFQAVoUM  via @YouTube

1/17/2019 4:49:43 PM totalbullshitur Ra  built for spiritual enlightenment

1/17/2019 4:53:15 PM moemc8 Wrong

1/17/2019 4:54:26 PM birdienevermore All f@ckery begins in Brussels ....follow the money

1/17/2019 4:55:55 PM vintagesquirrel No doubt

1/17/2019 4:56:39 PM _girlmaher_ If we meet I will give you one. They were made by a scientist I really love as a test a decade ago and he gave them all to me! People with intuition seem 

to react to this. The other side is a continuous line representing the Chartres Cathedral labyrinth. 

https://twitter.com/EvaVavoom/status/929790486432370689 …

1/17/2019 4:58:21 PM covertress I love it

1/17/2019 4:58:36 PM sharon_grasty There was.  They were going to stop over in Egypt for pilot rest.  Why couldn’t the pilot rest in the other countries?

1/17/2019 5:00:36 PM scents_common TESLA

1/17/2019 5:01:16 PM sharon_grasty We are 2 bullets away from President Pelosi.

1/17/2019 5:02:39 PM decodematrix 3.11 ▶ Questioner: Was the pyramid then built by the mutual action of many of your people?

Ra: I am Ra. The pyramids which we thought/built were constructed from thought-forms created by our social memory complex.

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?c=Pyramids …

1/17/2019 5:04:47 PM decodematrix The pyramids were not built. They were thought into existence. That is the power of consciousness.

1/17/2019 5:05:15 PM banksia42265169 The Obamas and Clintons are in Gitmo

1/17/2019 5:08:22 PM __jabird__ I believe that the pyramids were power generators. I hear that there’s one here in Alaska that is buried and operational. And could power North 

America all alone.

1/17/2019 5:16:11 PM djlok Agreed!  Probably my favorite Majestic Message of Disclosure!!

1/17/2019 5:16:14 PM unidentifiedta1 Kansas = Pompey

1/17/2019 5:20:19 PM ragevirusqq The “library” under the Sphinx.

1/17/2019 5:21:36 PM jarue369 Sativa and indica are quite different. One is mental, the other is somatic. Cannabis is a jealous lover, she doesn't want you to get better as much as she 

wants you to stay.

1/17/2019 5:22:52 PM djlok You should be a poet!

1/17/2019 5:26:55 PM jimblakesong That’s why I prefer a hybrid! Usually 60/40 Indica! I an currently enjoying this fine strain! Opps the link didn’t work! Here you go! Ha! 

pic.twitter.com/olV9Rjxa8x

1/17/2019 5:32:50 PM jarue369 Thanks, mate.

1/17/2019 5:34:52 PM marcjtaylor1  pic.twitter.com/eUxH1Z5gsG

1/17/2019 5:38:00 PM djlok So does this mean me, David, doesn't have my own IS?  An IS that is in someone else, could also be in me?

1/17/2019 5:38:37 PM dmacleod59 She went to North Korea....

1/17/2019 5:42:46 PM blankmarlo I'm sure it has as much to do with love as procreation. You can rape a woman with intent to impregnate, I doubt the frequency would be very high 

there. Alternatively a sterile couple that loves each other would be a higher frequency than that.

1/17/2019 5:49:05 PM universalrisin That’s what i was thinking as well. If there’s love involved, it’s ok. But another way to lower your density through sex is by having sex just because. Like 

as a recreational activity or something. But thats what i think i remember but i could be wrong

1/17/2019 5:50:33 PM mongrelglory They just had a little freak-out, which is natural the first time you meet an ET face-to-face I think. 👽

 (I'd probably scream like a girl and then giggle.) 🤪

1/17/2019 5:52:27 PM primad57 Thank you for this. I'm having a hard time understanding this concept, it is so new to me. I was raised Catholic & do not agree with the teachings, am 

horrified by the pedophilia. Not been to a church in 20 years. Is there a book you would recommend on this & Tesla 3,6,9? THX!!

1/17/2019 5:52:39 PM sontechnique Ok, but we are more than 100 MM bullets flying to make sure Pelosi or any other shit-head like her doesn’t take the oath of the highest office.

1/17/2019 5:56:35 PM timeflatcircle A few of us have very bad reactions to marijuana. Why is this?

1/17/2019 5:58:02 PM mongrelglory I think someone who is aware of "all that they were", and "all that they will be", would be able to tap into God-like powers.  Like Dr. Strange in the 

movie, they would be a "master of time".  I don't think most Earth humans are spiritually advanced enough to handle such power.

1/17/2019 5:59:02 PM djlok Well, I think it's probably all ok as long as everyone is an adult and consents to the sex.  But I think as it relates to densities, even what most people 

perceive as "healthy" sex, could lower those densities was the way I read it.  I could be wrong though.

1/17/2019 5:59:39 PM sharon_grasty Exactly.  2 bullets is all that’s between us and civilization as we know it.  2020 vote is probably the most important one ever.  And more Scotus.

1/17/2019 6:00:49 PM 777kab1 Ahhh Sean....have you even seen the CRAP Majestic12 puts out?  NEW AGE and DEMONIC TO BOOT.  Wowza.  Go take a look.

1/17/2019 6:15:36 PM lovethebeach999 ❤️

1/17/2019 6:15:47 PM again_censored No,  you're a realist.

1/17/2019 6:15:59 PM tymecrystal Stay positive.....dark to light!

1/17/2019 6:21:50 PM wonderswords Foreign Agent Registration Act



1/17/2019 6:25:20 PM hambrickro 😏 Release the redacted texts, Strzok & Page  😏 Hints or discussion of 187 of a duly elected president 💥 VP in the batter's box - Shut Down 💥 NP 

verbally states she is equal to the President 🙄 What really took place in Hawaii - Orders ; in Puerto Rico - Orders ; ME trip 😁

1/17/2019 6:30:19 PM happybiggrin KelliAnn just because you don't agree or know about something, it doesn't always mean it's demonic. 

You are a great researcher.....RESEARCH!!!!💖

1/17/2019 6:48:00 PM sheri4567 Didn’t feel right to me.

1/17/2019 7:06:45 PM ginger4trump Muslim Brotherhood Founded in Egypt by Hassan al-Banna in March 1928

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslim_Brotherhood_in_Egypt … pic.twitter.com/T6IRK917qG

1/17/2019 7:07:15 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/O6qUdjarf8

1/17/2019 7:11:49 PM outerspaaaace Awesome 👀 let's do this.

1/17/2019 7:13:23 PM giediknight Started seeing “322” syncromystically... not good.

1/17/2019 7:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 999 = 0 = 9 = IS-BE https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1038808007457558528 …

1/17/2019 7:14:37 PM rebel_yell_tex You are me, I am you, we are everything and nothing, it is all that there is into infinity.

1/17/2019 7:15:16 PM jophinney2 Re: 'No stop in Egypt'...maybe there was a secret non published stop and @POTUS mentioned it to make them aware that he knew what they were up 

to? #DraintheDeepState #DemocratsAreDangerous #BeAdultsandBeAmericansFirst #WWG1WGA

1/17/2019 7:15:20 PM pantherden_ 🖤 pic.twitter.com/spyO9FgnR1

1/17/2019 7:15:47 PM libertyspring99 I know the message is more than the messenger. But will we ever find out who is Majestic12?

1/17/2019 7:16:58 PM heath_jack Here to shine light on the earth!

1/17/2019 7:18:03 PM lori_dee1 Is it necessary to remember our dreams?

1/17/2019 7:19:27 PM jones9536 I need just a little more of an explanation

1/17/2019 7:22:50 PM scents_common To be is 3

1/17/2019 7:25:40 PM hellouncledonny Yeah, We know.

But we must wait for the others to LEARN what WE already KNOW. pic.twitter.com/xmJ5yRbzH6

1/17/2019 7:27:24 PM rapturebride Poppies.

1/17/2019 7:28:03 PM missy968 I was wondering if someone could kindly remind me about 11/11 and explain, again , what happened with CERN as a result. I’m trying to explain it to 

someone who thinks I’m crazy and I’m fumbling all over myself.

1/17/2019 7:28:18 PM giediknight On Earth as it is in Heaven - Greg Rigby, The Spiral Calendar - Carolan, great reads to help see the patterns of the universe than see the patterns in 

yourself.

1/17/2019 7:28:44 PM missy968 This is so familiar from little baron trumps book

1/17/2019 7:28:58 PM jnest3 Is 45 MJ12?

1/17/2019 7:30:32 PM missy968 Does this type of communication (tweeting/ typing/ texting) help with the unlocking consciousness or hinder it?

1/17/2019 7:31:40 PM missy968 So you never misunderstand text or tone ... right?

1/17/2019 7:33:02 PM thoughttazer We are ONE.  Uni- versal.

We  need not comprehend complex physics, higher math nor numerology. 

It is binary. 

Love, or not love, is all that is.  Choose Love!

I AM love.
1/17/2019 7:33:33 PM nmchristoban Where to evaluate/recognize the 9? Date? Time? Name? ?

1/17/2019 7:33:46 PM carolba88945394 It’s the secret. We can have to and be anything..... absolutely.

1/17/2019 7:33:50 PM rancideous 9/11/21 = Official First Contact? 🤔

1/17/2019 7:35:59 PM chuzehappy Thank you! Can’t believe I didnt know it

1/17/2019 7:37:57 PM clancy_birrell there's no wind but her tie is over her shoulder and her mid line of her shirt exposed....does this represent something?

1/17/2019 7:39:16 PM 00loll0 ...the edge of the black.

1/17/2019 7:39:43 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how do the RED SHIELD family and others fit into this?

1/17/2019 7:40:32 PM clancy_birrell The good guys won the battle? Or at least this skirmish?

1/17/2019 7:41:23 PM nmchristoban Frequency?

1/17/2019 7:42:29 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I've been reading the I Am a ROFSCHILD thread and conflicted by the claim that bloodlines are everything? I've recently awakened 

to my internal truth seeker/knower and still learning how to communicate properly, but the conflict is that Goodness Alone is Power.

1/17/2019 7:43:33 PM allahuniversal Just my thoughts pic.twitter.com/9d89v9uD03

1/17/2019 7:45:17 PM zagnett Seems Cabal was using high-powered magnets at Cern to make the problem in our magnetosphere worse that it already is due to the recent natural 

weakening of the shield, & making us more vulnerable to e.g. cosmic rays. Patriots (or whatever we call them) took out those magnets? ...

1/17/2019 7:45:57 PM zagnett  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update …

Schumann resonance has been far calmer & more harmonic since 11/11 (the consistent horizontal bands in the link's screenshot.

It seems this has something to do with our dream states too. I swear i no longer have what people call "nightmares" anymore,

1/17/2019 7:46:29 PM zagnett Please note this is just a theory to me. I don't have concrete proof.

1/17/2019 7:50:00 PM zagnett I have felt this to be true since i was young.

1/17/2019 7:57:21 PM zagnett True. But still scary lol. 🤨

1/17/2019 7:58:35 PM zagnett 124 + 875 = 999 = 0 = 9 = IS-BE

1/17/2019 7:59:29 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I receive strong tightness in the cerebellum area regularly along with periods of multiple insights to questions posed. Is this 

something to do with the IS-BE communication?

1/17/2019 8:00:48 PM zagnett @WhiteHat_Van may have more thoughts on this. He has an interesting theory on how the Patriots may have taken out the Cern magnets. I can't find 

the Tweet thread currently though.

1/17/2019 8:03:09 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you hint on where to start looking for mystery school topics

1/17/2019 8:03:30 PM iknow04042015 My thoughts, The Pyramids are used to separate the IS from the BE and move the IS to a new BE. A life without End. Are some Dems trying to escape 

their current BE?

1/17/2019 8:05:00 PM thejeffleland  https://youtu.be/R7N8IBanV88  the context for which the dialogue was used here speaks in volumes to current and future events, wrestling related 

material or not..

1/17/2019 8:07:21 PM clancy_birrell This reminds me of the kernel trick in Siegelmann & Vapnick's SVM Radial Basis. Gauss must've been onto something too.

1/17/2019 8:10:19 PM thejeffleland Q is way more legitimate than some people tend to think. They may not be fully informed, or they just don’t have the time in their personal lives to 

view it as a legitimate movement; it won’t make a difference because the truth will speak for itself pic.twitter.com/hUFiq1mwF6

1/17/2019 8:11:11 PM clancy_birrell Can you please elaborate why the disclosures in Above Majestic could be considered bad? Bad for whom/what? Consciousness? The ALL? what is bad? 

Pain is physically relative or is there some esoteric/occult version of pain that is also to be avoided? and if all is love then why bad

1/17/2019 8:12:26 PM clancy_birrell I guess ...who or what is the beholder? Are we all organs of the beholder? We're causing ourselves pain?

1/17/2019 8:13:47 PM orsinipepe What would you like to know about it?



1/17/2019 8:20:07 PM allahuniversal And what's that agenda, exactly? Also, did you learn this agenda from those who support it (hearsay), or did you take time to learn it from the source 

of said agenda (your own evidence based research)?

1/17/2019 8:20:12 PM clancy_birrell Thank source for Nicola Tesla and the other beings that assisted him and his knowledge to persist.

1/17/2019 8:20:57 PM teresaalmond A Course In Miracles

1/17/2019 8:21:39 PM orsinipepe Everything will be handled through legal means. Those who are accused will be prosecuted in a court of law. There will be no riots. Afterwards, we 

follow the constitution to fill spots. For example, if any members of congress are found guilty of crimes, we hold special elections.

1/17/2019 8:25:01 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOJ50EUbWzg …

Vortex math (link)

1*1=1

1*2=2

2*2=4

4*2=8

8-1*1=7

7-1*2=5

5-2*2=1 (also, as previously mentioned, 1*1=1)

(So you can now repeat...)

1*1=1

1*2=2

...

Each cycle of 124 + 875 = 999 = 9 = 0 = IS-BE
1/17/2019 8:25:26 PM allahuniversal Ah, I see. The "arrests" are not a priority for all who follow Q's drops, although it tends to get the most traction. The ultimate goal is FREEDOM from the 

control of those who've manipulated the people who of this planet for 6000+ years. Much bigger than arresting the corrupt

1/17/2019 8:26:06 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I can't find the words that appropriate for how grateful I feel for the sharing of this knowledge with us. From you and QAnon and 

Anonymous and all those beings of love who have the mindset of love.

1/17/2019 8:29:29 PM allahuniversal ...politicians & CEOs of the world (middlemen). Quite honestly humanity is far behind where we could/should be as a species. We have lots of catching 

up to do, & We are the ones to get the ball rolling,  Q is just 1 catalyst for our Awakening/Evolution world-wide. It's time.

1/17/2019 8:31:05 PM allahuniversal The systems in place are fine. The system doesn't corrupt the people, people corrupt the systems. Get the corrupt out & they run smoothly, in service 

to We, The People, as originally intended.

1/17/2019 8:32:22 PM enomai_ I am trying to meditate more to reopen. I took some advice. And, I applied imagining my cells and dna turned into 9s and twisted around and was 

drawing energy and outward. And matched with the same rotation of the universe .Never attempted this way. It was interesting.......>

1/17/2019 8:33:36 PM enomai_ In this attempt, i was currently wanting to know. Where does the SOUL or radiation actually come from scientifically? Is it the DNA, or cells? Or what? 

Ty.

1/17/2019 8:35:01 PM orsinipepe The goal is to have lawmakers, law enforcement officials, and judges who will act in good faith instead of at the behest of donors. The goal is peace and 

prosperity. I'm doing quite well, and many of us are, even with the corruption, but we could all be doing so much better.

1/17/2019 8:35:01 PM orthogonalron "You are not safe."

 Did MI get wind of possible FF against this flight and POTUS cancelled the trip to save their lives?

Bad actors out to get NP?

1/17/2019 8:38:16 PM tammymckeever You made a comment about seeing Hillary when she removes her mask...can you describe her real appearance with some details?

1/17/2019 8:40:42 PM allahuniversal Study the source and research based on that, not on people's opinions of it. As for me, never expected civil war (extreme). Do expect people @ least to 

flip out when their fav stars & pols are exposed en masse. Simply human nature, 5 stages of grief, cognitive dissonance etc

1/17/2019 8:42:01 PM orsinipepe One of the main things that is being addressed are the criminal cartels that are influencing elections. Once the dirty money stops flowing, we will have 

better candidates on both sides.  There will be Democrat and Republican wins, alike.  That's OK.

1/17/2019 8:42:49 PM allahuniversal Cabal has less to do with money (which they don't use except as a tool of control), & more to do with the power, over OUR lives, they had/have no 

right to infringe on our rights, or holding humanity back simply to retain that "power"

1/17/2019 8:43:28 PM francoissmc I wondered about Barr???

1/17/2019 8:44:15 PM allahuniversal What was our banking system pre-1913? 

US Treasury > Federal Reserve

1/17/2019 8:44:58 PM allahuniversal This is NOT about politics, as much as it is about the future of Humanity.

1/17/2019 8:46:23 PM allahuniversal Again, the systems are fine, same way a car is fine with a sober driver vs a drunk driver. Drunk with power, the cause of the corruption.

1/17/2019 8:48:36 PM orsinipepe Yes it is. The problem is that it's very different to achieve these goals. You see what happened to Bernie Sanders. People who have following Q believe 

the Trump is actually succeeding at doing this in a way that will hopefully unify America and end the notion of left and right.

1/17/2019 8:48:44 PM clancy_birrell 999 is the number of the beast inverted.

but 6 +6 + 6 = 9

1/17/2019 8:48:45 PM allahuniversal Lol no. The world follows the USA, we free ourselves, ideally they free themselves. We're all one species, and we evolve together, or go extinct 

together. It's that simple, and one of the reasons we say Where We Go 1, We Go All #WWG1WGA

1/17/2019 8:53:06 PM orsinipepe First corruption had to be dealt with in the DOJ and FBI.  Without their willingness to investigate and prosecute powerful criminals, arrests accomplish 

nothing (they don't even happen).

1/17/2019 8:53:13 PM allahuniversal W/o a ripple, no that's impossible. Change must be gradual for something that huge, to have the least amount of ill effects on Avg. Joe's ability to make 

a living. But it's not going to happen w/o making waves. Hold tight to whatever you believe in, gonna get rough, but not worse

1/17/2019 8:55:02 PM allahuniversal Did I mention economy or tech? You asked about system, well, look to the Treasury and you'll know. Keep the insults, we're all presumably adults.

1/17/2019 8:55:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies.

Weather Station

Classified Information Leak

Radar Blips Coincidence?

What was it?

Out of phase energy being emitted by a large spacecraft cloaked in the vicinity.

Flight path observable.

Like a paint spray, dark where hovering, light where brushed by.

Ops

D2L
1/17/2019 8:56:11 PM i_like_skis @MilspecP

1/17/2019 8:56:24 PM orsinipepe That's the conspiracy theory that will be proven false. Mueller's report will be released soon.



1/17/2019 8:56:54 PM jordanb987 Is this just a unique cloud formation or .... ? pic.twitter.com/stlt9vH45k

1/17/2019 8:57:52 PM allahuniversal Nope. Evidence already exists, what so you think the NSA has been doing the past 60+ years?!It's not about who likes who, that's petty and childish. 

Those who've been attempting to steal our children's futures, is worth the fight since those before us didn't do it. #ALICE

1/17/2019 8:59:27 PM allahuniversal Global warming= irrelevant if we don't stop potential nuclear wars we won't see a future long enough to work about how hot or cold it is

1/17/2019 8:59:48 PM allahuniversal Irrelevant #ALICE

1/17/2019 8:59:56 PM sabina06706427 Where does one need to register FARA?

1/17/2019 9:01:11 PM allahuniversal Doing your own research will. 140 characters at a time isn't where you should be looking. Enlighten yourself, we can't do that for you #ALICE

1/17/2019 9:02:21 PM psyminion I love my medicine. pic.twitter.com/V53D1S7apY

1/17/2019 9:02:45 PM allahuniversal I detect #ALICE at work here @OrsiniPepe 

We've been trained for that, good job keeping up with #ALICE

1/17/2019 9:03:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not be fooled by Gillette

Follow the money

Somebody is making a killing 

Follow the money

Competitors will swoop in

How do you wash money?

1/17/2019 9:03:09 PM allahuniversal Enjoy the show.

1/17/2019 9:04:34 PM heath_jack Hollywood?

1/17/2019 9:05:42 PM jrocktigers Good one Tina!

1/17/2019 9:06:09 PM timkania DOLLAR SLAVE CLUB

1/17/2019 9:06:31 PM turboxyde In regards to being out of phase. Is it a higher vibrational frequency alone or a different geometry entirely? I've noticed some new energies entering my 

Biofield during grid work accompanied with the smell of ozone.

1/17/2019 9:06:45 PM lori_dee1 Their sales could actually go up despite the outrage/controversy over the commercial. It happened with Nike when Kapernick was featured in a 

campaign. Genius marketing!

1/17/2019 9:06:45 PM nursewounds Find a good business to hide it in.

1/17/2019 9:07:39 PM enomai_ Claim fake revenues and ta-da

1/17/2019 9:08:43 PM zagnett Where did you see the ones in the blue sky pic?

I've been seeing little craft like that with short contrails (or chemtrails idk) since summer 2018. Greater Bakersfield, CA area.

1/17/2019 9:09:08 PM aprilbrown99 Owned by Proctor and Gamble.

1/17/2019 9:09:21 PM stoneturnr Referring to this? Synchronized radar anomalies from last month in Kentucky, Maine and Florida 

https://www.courierpress.com/story/opinion/columnists/jon-webb/2019/01/15/more-chaff-additional-blips-deepen-radar-mystery/2583764002/ …

1/17/2019 9:09:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track agendas.

Nike miscalculated their attack.

Gillette is washing money.

Money used for adrenochrome.

Follow the money.

We see you.

You people are sick.

1/17/2019 9:10:47 PM aprilbrown99 The $1 shave club has a skull & bones symbol on their website. Symbols will be their downfall.

1/17/2019 9:11:11 PM laurabusse I feel your struggle

1/17/2019 9:12:09 PM pleasevote_2020 @threadreaderapp  unroll

1/17/2019 9:12:34 PM heath_jack Boycott!

1/17/2019 9:14:12 PM happybiggrin The more you research...

#TheMoreYouKnow

1/17/2019 9:14:30 PM enomai_ Berkshire

1/17/2019 9:15:12 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly 

only re-enforce the tin foil wrapped […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1084837902209744906.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

1/17/2019 9:15:16 PM lori_dee1 It's disgusting! I will be so glad when we stop the human trafficking. It hurts my heart to know that babies and children are being abused, harmed and 

killed.

1/17/2019 9:17:46 PM honeybager5 Are you trying to say you just passed gas over the Cohen news?

1/17/2019 9:17:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Different shift in time occupying same physical space just in another differential by a classified duration of time, like 0.5s shift. The shift is like real 

numbers to imaginary numbers. 90° rotation gives you a i, 270° gives you -i. 8 physical dimensions of numbers.

1/17/2019 9:18:48 PM cocopuffster12 I want my mommy

1/17/2019 9:19:24 PM hellouncledonny Procter & Gamble.

Every monkey has its Handler.

ELI5: You have 10k in stolen money. You buy 1k worth of items from 10 different local stores. Take Items & sell online for dimes on the dollar.

You just inherited 5k in clean Money.

Now Imagine the complexly of the DS and fiat. pic.twitter.com/XXXbfK57Y9

1/17/2019 9:21:11 PM redpilledaus 🤣

1/17/2019 9:21:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes on CA.

Watch the midterms.

Paradise Fire?

DEW?

Openly admitted?

"Justice" Department.

1/17/2019 9:21:30 PM 11witness11 @SecureTeam10

1/17/2019 9:21:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

1/17/2019 9:21:50 PM banksia42265169 According to Kabemur@kabamur_taygeta

1/17/2019 9:24:07 PM heath_jack Amen.  Majestic Is it also true that an ET group was a victim of theDEW attacks as well? Targeted lightworkers?

1/17/2019 9:24:45 PM ciderbrain In case you missed this...

 https://youtu.be/ck5J6tYBUfk 

1/17/2019 9:25:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/17/2019 9:25:16 PM sentinel_17q Research 

Who is tied to Gillette?

As mentioned, follow the money

1/17/2019 9:27:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.



1/17/2019 9:27:47 PM heath_jack David was right. New York too?

1/17/2019 9:28:36 PM allahuniversal "Why is Big Pharma essential?"

Q#693 "Mind will be blown by chain of command." pic.twitter.com/37hjxLTW8N

1/17/2019 9:28:50 PM heath_jack Will that be told?

1/17/2019 9:30:53 PM trac94uk CAN SOMEONE PLEASE PUT THIS INTO WORDS SOME OF US UNDERSTAND

1/17/2019 9:31:18 PM iamcldpatricia Constant in Florida

1/17/2019 9:32:46 PM 11witness11 This is from Secure Team's latest video: pic.twitter.com/2HX9vjwuIB

1/17/2019 9:33:01 PM 11witness11  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLqUCSTyoXM …

1/17/2019 9:34:04 PM areckoningday Majestic, what of this GESARA and NESARA we hear of? Hoax?

1/17/2019 9:39:18 PM aprilbrown99 Big money for clinical trials. There are supposed to be strict state regulations on how they should be run. I have worked for two pharma companies. At 

one, the CEOs salary was based off of the stock price. Millions to be made after he forced a large layoff.

1/17/2019 9:39:59 PM iamcldpatricia How do we master telepathy?

1/17/2019 9:40:04 PM stoneturnr The biggest shareholder of Procter & Gamble is Vanguard group, whose CEO John Bogle died yesterday. Probably unrelated but idk

1/17/2019 9:40:18 PM lori_dee1 I am definitely going to do some research, very curious of what I will find.

1/17/2019 9:40:57 PM 369369rv Where ???

1/17/2019 9:41:30 PM aprilbrown99 Many clinical trials make people very sick...sometimes death depending on the drug they are testing. Then there are the trials where they test on 

animals. Makes me sad to think about it.

1/17/2019 9:42:58 PM 369369rv That was in 2014

1/17/2019 9:44:32 PM do_or_do_notty I like how you put the [h] in whitch. [h]illary is definitely a Witch

1/17/2019 9:44:49 PM ciderbrain Does that make it any less relevant?

1/17/2019 9:46:26 PM mongrelglory Well, it's not uncommon for the elite to deliberately torpedo a stock while making a killing on hedges and puts against that stock.  Goldman Sacs does 

this all the time while screwing their own investors. Totally corrupt!

1/17/2019 9:47:20 PM mongrelglory Vanguard is one of the most evil of the elite companies.

1/17/2019 9:48:39 PM ciderbrain No, July 2018

1/17/2019 9:52:27 PM sageremarks A Timewarp?

1/17/2019 9:56:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Closest analogy unclassified would be Star Trek we called it a Tacheon Field.

1/17/2019 9:56:37 PM lightseeker2012 Slave? typo??

1/17/2019 9:56:54 PM allahuniversal Always has been. Being read in helps. Take this into consideration. Groups (Q, left, right, moderate, etc) are made up of human beings. You may get 

further approaching human beings, not as members of a group. Think mirror, you'll see yourself right in front of your face. #WWG1WGA

1/17/2019 10:01:36 PM maggiebund3 Gillette is in decline because 1) their product mostly purchased by men, and 2) less men are shaving since beards and facial hair trend is mainstream.  

They need to broaden their demographics,  need women to buy Gillette over Bic. How? Commercial aimed at women, for $$

1/17/2019 10:03:15 PM 369369rv Not saying it's not relevant,  I thought it was a new post and was happening now. YouTube clip was from July

1/17/2019 10:05:45 PM clancy_birrell This page gives a great explanation and discussion about the Tachyon Field Physics. It is a blend of Physical and Metaphysical science so hold onto your 

hats. 

I assume it's not complete given MAJIC's comments earlier:  http://macrobiotic.world/health11.html 

1/17/2019 10:08:42 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/5J5GW3csoN

1/17/2019 10:09:07 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/JFZTPSHc18

1/17/2019 10:09:41 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/i48zLj0xXc

1/17/2019 10:14:05 PM sageremarks Sounds like quantom computing https://twitter.com/mG7VJxZNCI/status/1085450044336033792 …

1/17/2019 10:15:17 PM jones9536 Was he in front of a green screen?

1/17/2019 10:17:36 PM integratedwebuk Totally agree....   I think It’s the typical truth mixed with disinformation however it went up in my estimation seeing as it seems there was a consorted 

effort to delete it from the internet....

1/17/2019 10:20:59 PM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_pharmaceutical_companies_by_revenue …

1/17/2019 10:22:49 PM cchef1980 Are directors sandbagging Gillette? I.e. doing something stupid knowingly to drop stock price then buy back stock in the open market? Gordon Gekko 

would be proud.

1/17/2019 10:26:01 PM bigworthy Ralph Lauren?

1/17/2019 10:50:18 PM iamyou132 Where’s our Rosetta Stone

1/17/2019 10:55:47 PM 1_decided_voter Overly-successful car wash businesses? pic.twitter.com/VAAr3zgzt8

1/17/2019 10:56:44 PM iamyou132 Did they miss?

1/17/2019 10:56:45 PM heath_jack  pic.twitter.com/rUz81XJMuA

1/17/2019 10:59:46 PM heath_jack No

1/17/2019 11:00:56 PM aprilbrown99 Oh no that is terrible.

1/17/2019 11:02:39 PM heath_jack It was to fast I hear.  Some made it underground.

1/17/2019 11:08:41 PM rocktobersky Check out Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

1/17/2019 11:09:14 PM function108 whoa

1/17/2019 11:11:45 PM bridgetknows But Gillette uses RFID tags on their products...so how does that work with the tracking 🤔

1/17/2019 11:16:59 PM bgc558 Dollar Shave Club

 https://youtu.be/1vUq5fKTtm4 

1/17/2019 11:18:34 PM hellouncledonny JFKjr

The First 1:30 is all you need.

 https://youtu.be/GOCfC9HEwEU 

Did you see the flip.

7 to 10 @17 minutes.

Veteran corespondent B Hager. 

Unidentified Radar Blips.

Obviously the FAA could conf_ID_JFK jr on take off.

Then what was the UF-Blip signature.

Don't Stop Believing. pic.twitter.com/WS8IcTuBtf
1/17/2019 11:19:34 PM bgc558 Secure Team compiled a video https://youtu.be/RLqUCSTyoXM 

1/17/2019 11:48:54 PM orsinipepe Yep - she doesn't pass a turing test, but she's fairly advanced.  Her biggest blunder was revealing just how much she knows about Q after feigning 

ignorance expertly. (cont..)

1/17/2019 11:49:10 PM orsinipepe 2nd biggest was how quickly she went from being docile here to ranting about muh Russia on other Twitter pages. Humans check these things. 

Hopefully we learned more about it than it did about us.

1/18/2019 12:22:21 AM jane_q_patriot Please tell me there's an Oscillation Overthruster involved.

1/18/2019 12:48:39 AM winklerburke Pompeo said the US is a force for good (ie. peace) in the Middle East. He truly is doing it. Making lasting peace. But the Prog (1984) Education Party is 

for war, war and more endless war. Hence Nancy’s war war war trip ?

1/18/2019 12:52:33 AM winklerburke Not free energy like hydro electric.  Nope. Rather they are an ascension for the psyche and body free energy device. One which humans handled with 

too much ego. Unready then. Maybe more ready now?  Ego check time. Not a free energy bill time?

1/18/2019 12:54:58 AM winklerburke Progressive (1984) Education party is for eternal war-war-War. They were going to prevent peace at all costs.

1/18/2019 1:03:20 AM edm4trump More laundering and assett movement through shorting of stock?



1/18/2019 1:06:16 AM alexandercody7 Many anomalies nowadays.

What's its signature?

I keep finding similarities like this :

 https://youtu.be/bM9OOJW_PCA 

1/18/2019 1:16:42 AM ghostanon6120 Buffet

1/18/2019 1:40:01 AM gourangaoo Yesterday I saw a short trail going upward but black as if someone spray paint a streak in the sky or a plane had backfire a soot trail. Never seen 

anything like it before?

1/18/2019 1:42:20 AM bubba_dave1 Whats DeL??? Please sir

1/18/2019 1:42:45 AM integratedwebuk I’ve read that New York was blue “Pleiadian” energy....   I’m sure that was white hats

1/18/2019 1:43:27 AM gourangaoo I saw very similar in UK in November 2018. It did not move for over 30 minutes like an ordinary cloud should. Almost like a rainbow edged angel wing. It 

was beautiful and mystifying.

1/18/2019 1:43:59 AM jane_q_patriot Revisiting this older thread. Don't want to get too specific here, but my sister was on the original development team for that game in 1982. A very 

unique person with an IQ of 180+. Now I'm curious as to how much *she* knows. And that's all I'm gonna say atm.

1/18/2019 1:45:16 AM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/ExMyTWbeFL

1/18/2019 1:55:07 AM oo1o110 Sky vessles are either purposefully, inadvertantly, or against their wishes being decloaked and its being picked up by both cameras and scientific 

instruments.

1/18/2019 2:06:47 AM howdoyoumakeah1 whoa haven't heard about one in Alaska I will have to look into that.  If there's one in Antarctica...

1/18/2019 2:15:37 AM mateuszwala Scared? ;>

1/18/2019 2:28:25 AM howdoyoumakeah1 According to the Emerald Tablets the Great Pyramid was built by Thoth the Atlantean using an "anti-gravity device."  He also buried his spaceship 

under the Sphinx.  The capstone of the pyramid was made of crystal, not gold.  Through meditation Kings Chamber used to summon Thoth

1/18/2019 2:46:25 AM nun_chucknorris Laser focus. Well done.

1/18/2019 2:47:23 AM missy968 Thank you, friend. I recall CERN making a public statement about something being out on hold for two tears as well

1/18/2019 2:47:57 AM missy968 Thank you for your kindness.

1/18/2019 2:52:38 AM zagnett Most welcome. And yup, that happened after 11/11, and may be related i think.

1/18/2019 2:56:58 AM epkman 9= birth + 9= young adult/is + 9 = maturity is/be = 9

1/18/2019 3:01:32 AM diaptera_80 They are giving energy, not electricity. The earth and our existence have frequencies, which are also energies.

1/18/2019 3:10:32 AM k7dam6 Hi, is the following statement true?

Below the Bucegi Mountains in Romania, a holographic library of the true History of Earth was left by an advanced civilization.

1/18/2019 3:26:42 AM supersoldertalk Majestic Message of Disclosure -  http://supersoldiertalk.com/majestic-message-of-disclosure/ …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Majestic Message of Disclosure Allow us to connect a few dots that will undoubtedly only re-enforce the tin foil wrapped around your head pertaining 

to chemtrails. The truth is more bizarre than we will...

1/18/2019 3:26:43 AM mafdet17 How do we understand this? My daughter and I we’re talking about this. Tesla thought this too.

1/18/2019 3:30:03 AM k7dam6 Hi 🙂

I watched a programme recently which said the Persians recorded the builder as King Sarid who they claim was also known by the name Enoch. I 

wonder are they the 2nd and 3rd names of Thoth? I always assumed Hermes was one of the names but could be just a Greek translation

1/18/2019 3:41:20 AM cocopuffster12 Very upsetting

1/18/2019 3:47:27 AM deplorabldamsel DSC is owned by Unilever since 2016, which looks suspect enough (check out their logo!) but I cannot find a connection with them and Gillette yet.

1/18/2019 3:48:19 AM mafdet17 😃

1/18/2019 3:49:07 AM traychelle255 That’s an amazing idea. Maybe my role will be teaching in one of those centers. I feel I have a purpose, maybe that’s it.

1/18/2019 3:53:12 AM mafdet17 Omg.

1/18/2019 4:01:15 AM mafdet17 What do we have here?

Where is this?

1/18/2019 4:02:42 AM realityloominng Bruv, it's also what you make of it.. least you can do is to not use your consciousness to project fear and negativity unto it

1/18/2019 4:08:10 AM karentriebel Google Tesla tower in Milford Texas. Something interesting going on.

1/18/2019 4:11:08 AM scott_rick  http://tachyonis.org/Chamber.html 

1/18/2019 4:13:22 AM deplorabldamsel Check out @DrStevenGreer and his videos https://twitter.com/DrStevenGreer/status/1084881185396924416 …

1/18/2019 4:16:29 AM freestateojones Long overdue, double edged sword though.

The implementation of free-energy and other tech will indirectly solve most of the worlds problems however, we as a society/civilization have to 

ensure bad actors are dealt with and that we can handle the transition. 

Delicate Process.

1/18/2019 4:33:13 AM weshallrise144k True nature of airborne chemical aerosols revealed?

1/18/2019 4:38:36 AM right_sideof 1 of many experiences

1/18/2019 4:39:53 AM __jabird__ About 50 miles west of mt. McKinley as I understand it.

1/18/2019 4:44:53 AM keith369me You chose the parameters of your incarnation before you were here. You have the ability to manifest what you desire. Take advantage of it!  Peace be 

with you!

1/18/2019 4:51:38 AM bbobbio71 I've seen this often.  Figured it was some sort of oil. Usually follows spraying. Come to think of it,  would the spraying in part be used to hide said crafts?

1/18/2019 4:52:38 AM tymecrystal 11:   Is the twin system we are in Dark and light ....twin towers.  

:11 is the way out of this dimension.. black hole sun Saturn...hexagon on the pole is (all seeing eye) wormhole to escape at death in a healthy bio field 

aura ..hex to pent =11

1/18/2019 4:53:03 AM realityloominng Ok, this thread has finally done it and turned me into a drooling fanboy, suffering a severe case of scifi-truth-deprivation

1/18/2019 4:53:42 AM mr_mayhem401 Looks like the result of CT’s had them heavy in the NE this week hard not to notice in clear skies

1/18/2019 4:56:57 AM bbobbio71 I think we've seen blue sky here 2xs in the last month an a half 🙁

1/18/2019 5:02:40 AM bbobbio71 That's deep MJ 

Good morning to all!

1/18/2019 5:05:40 AM hrlymomma3 Cannot wait for disclosure

1/18/2019 5:06:08 AM hrlymomma3 Im sooo confused

1/18/2019 5:08:11 AM heath_jack Yes I saw this for over 1 hour.  At first I thought.  Stargate?  But could be a craft?

1/18/2019 5:10:09 AM heath_jack Yes there are short vids and more pictures on my feed.  They were chemtrailing heavily that day. That's why I knew they're covering something.

1/18/2019 5:10:56 AM curly_lambeau project bluebeam

1/18/2019 5:11:04 AM heath_jack Chemtrails covered object they were sucked into the object.

1/18/2019 5:12:03 AM bbobbio71 We all go through it at some point.  I'm self employed and have it happen all the time.  Take the defeat,  twist it and come at it differently.  You'll get it 

brother! Hang tough! God bless!

1/18/2019 5:13:56 AM bbobbio71 I believe it starts a conversation that brings us together, similar to Q as far off as it seems,  we're all taking about it and slowly seeing it

1/18/2019 5:14:25 AM realityloominng I believe this is displayed in Doctor Who on several occasions?

Basically, some sophisticated manipulation of energy, locks the craft a micro second into the future/past? This is one of many causes of confusion, 

making people think UFOs are ONLY inter-dimensional or metaphysical



1/18/2019 5:16:16 AM weremight Is Geoffrey Dixon on the right track then, with Octonians and Division Algebras?

1/18/2019 5:18:58 AM ragevirusqq Do you believe that it helps? Intent is everything. Believe it and let it help if this is the medium of learning you choose.

1/18/2019 5:19:39 AM keith369me I have been there.  I have wondered if it were ever going to get better...it is a long process, but a process that you can start today.  Envision the life you 

want to manifest multiple times a day and follow your intuition along unrelated steps until you get there.

1/18/2019 5:20:37 AM keith369me You will generate synchronicities to lead you to that reality!

1/18/2019 5:20:40 AM bbobbio71 Does this hold any weight?? pic.twitter.com/AN0QonA1z4

1/18/2019 5:22:28 AM keith369me I’ve done it!  Push out negative thoughts, forgive yourself and all others and move along your path.  You’ve got friends here to share ideas if you need 

them.

1/18/2019 5:27:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Weather radar models in the last two days came up with dry runs. Weather guy said it was a blip. Now we are in for a major snowstorm in the midwest.

1/18/2019 5:29:28 AM deplorabldamsel "Chaff" = Tachyon condensation?

1/18/2019 5:31:08 AM hawkgirlinmn I hope not. I love their products

1/18/2019 5:31:50 AM hawkgirlinmn Synchronization of your DNA. Look it up, it’s also angel numbers.

1/18/2019 5:32:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Lots of ways if you watched the show “Ozark.”

1/18/2019 5:32:49 AM realitygateway At 2 min Joe Rogan shows pictures of Paradise and talks about the trees. I felt like this was a bit of disclosure. https://youtu.be/_uxLdW27de0 

1/18/2019 5:33:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Making a killing literally...😡

1/18/2019 5:33:31 AM deplorabldamsel Same!

1/18/2019 5:37:42 AM citoyen_resist it does.

1/18/2019 5:41:37 AM knightofmaltaus One tactic has been to spray micro particles of aluminum in the atmosphere to cool down, retard radiation spikes from Sun and testing winds for a 

possible weaponizing of the skies with HARP.

1/18/2019 5:42:58 AM gregacombs For fucks sake cut the cryptic shit and post links etc... damn it boys.

1/18/2019 5:45:19 AM alanmns Do they assist in maintaining the matrix technology?

1/18/2019 5:46:45 AM whitehat_van Yes. Two year project to replace the magnets. Supposed upgrade announced after 11/11/19, the day of the impossible saw tooth waveform. Viziv is 

free energy scalar device in Milford Texas, others of the planet from where the signal supposedly originated from.

1/18/2019 5:48:17 AM qdragonpower1 Pelosi 'threatens' Potus with 'safety' concerns - i.e. SOTU 

Pelosi gang have 'sudden' junket outside of the US. No extradition agreement with US?

Todays grapevine suggests a 'real security threat' at the WH

FLOTUS gets evacuated to Mara-Largo...

POTUS grounds Dems flight...

1/18/2019 5:48:58 AM whitehat_van Also close to the 30 degree parallel of Giza.

1/18/2019 5:50:16 AM qdragonpower1 If it's in POTUS tweet - it's accurate regardless simply by the fact it's relevant. Unless you were in control of the flight log - possibly believe POTUS letter 

rather than the MSM....

1/18/2019 5:55:43 AM leojdog5 After the way they’ve raped our country, your intuition is kicking in!

1/18/2019 5:56:38 AM blsdbe Was this group the Centaurians living in Paradise and did they escape the attacks?

1/18/2019 5:58:27 AM schung0815 I recall someone saying that Egypt was a minor pit stop. now it makes sense

1/18/2019 6:01:28 AM whitehat_van Trump has been hinting of revolutionary new missile defense technology. Viziv would be that. They are building twenty more towers. Now IBM has 

clustered quantum computers. You would need that.

1/18/2019 6:02:10 AM erfurgirl11 Dark to light

1/18/2019 6:05:03 AM mr_mayhem401 Oh I got u, one of those aircrafts that has smaller aircraft flying around to make a cloud of cover? Or am I off? CT’s were very coordinated this week 

nice catch

1/18/2019 6:06:01 AM wwtravelr I see these mini rainbows 1 or twice a week.  Remnants of chemtrails? Stargate? Theories?

1/18/2019 6:07:06 AM bubba_dave1 Thank u very much.

1/18/2019 6:08:48 AM zagnett Thanks @WhiteHat_Van.

What are your current thoughts on a possible connection to the apparent improvement of the Schumann resonance?

1/18/2019 6:09:00 AM burgersandra These radar blips?

 https://www.courierpress.com/story/opinion/columnists/jon-webb/2019/01/15/more-chaff-additional-blips-deepen-radar-mystery/2583764002/ …

1/18/2019 6:11:26 AM bbobbio71 Like minded discussions seem to develop a clearer understanding which can help to develop explanations for others.  My guess...

1/18/2019 6:13:59 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1086115327161892864?s=19 …

1/18/2019 6:15:14 AM wwtravelr They generated energy. The capstone's were taken rendering useless

1/18/2019 6:15:55 AM mr_mayhem401  pic.twitter.com/D0bldRgRi1

1/18/2019 6:16:17 AM mr_mayhem401 Nothing to see here

1/18/2019 6:23:59 AM leesharons This is blasphemy. There is but 1 God! We are not and will never be gods!

1/18/2019 6:34:05 AM si11112018 Pretttyyyy. pic.twitter.com/1vaQdAFfZt

1/18/2019 6:40:40 AM heath_jack Yes.  And some.

1/18/2019 6:42:38 AM heath_jack Yes.  Thank you.  I believe it's Palladian.

1/18/2019 6:43:47 AM heath_jack You see in 3d I see higher

1/18/2019 6:44:56 AM burgersandra Agree.

1/18/2019 6:53:59 AM moemc8 For the children!!

1/18/2019 6:56:41 AM moemc8 Bluebeam was supposed to be used by [them] to trick us.  Seems Maj. is telling us this is the real deal.  I'm confused.

1/18/2019 6:59:13 AM lp083061 Dollar Shave Club is owned by #Unilever CEO speaks at #ClintonGlobalInitiative https://www.forbes.com/sites/econostats/2017/03/15/unilever-and-

the-failure-of-corporate-social-responsibility/#3d776b7a498d …

1/18/2019 6:59:58 AM covertress Instead of asking for a cognitive boost, what I meant to ask was...

How do I tap into infinite consciousness to find the answers to my questions?

#consciousness

1/18/2019 7:02:41 AM lp083061  pic.twitter.com/TndIa1PQwP

1/18/2019 7:03:03 AM arc339 Are there any willing to CARE in the mean time, such as when bombs are being used. Very extreme bombs that melt Airstream home in 1 second, 

murder family, ongoing more bombs on Jan 15 2019 and seems a new fusion center contract to Randy Ford, Shirley Scott to human traffic 

pic.twitter.com/iCeuhophKg

1/18/2019 7:19:01 AM missy968 I’m just going to have to wash up with homemade products.

1/18/2019 7:26:55 AM skypegrammy505 1111 is the synchronicity of your DNA/lifted energy vibration/openness to your spiritual (not religious) awakening. You will start to "see" new 

perspectives & meanings on many levels. Once you're awakened you can't go back. Enjoy the ride...no need for anxiety. We'll support you!

1/18/2019 7:29:34 AM keith369me My intuition suggests that this can be better accomplished in groups.  More mass meditations like that scheduled for the 21st/22nd?

1/18/2019 7:33:50 AM arc339 What about Bafath hybrid human reptilian shpae shifter sirian time lord Shirley Scott doing atrocious murder, arson, n bombs, rape, adrenalchroming, 

spinal fluid rape, hijacking minds, forming armies of unwitting mind partitioned puppets, pedo, & more, pic.twitter.com/iCPM4lo0qz

1/18/2019 7:43:29 AM cosmic_engineer Yep.  And crazy diffusion glow 20x the Sun's diameter when it's not obfuscated



1/18/2019 7:45:30 AM arc339 Are you monitoring Randy Ford 97842 has nuke bombs that melted my Airstream home in 1 second? He plots to kill DJT and works for LEO doing 

human trafficking, child porn, rape, murder, arson, stalking, poisons, cabal husband, more. Is he Draco hybrid fallen angel human? Yes 

pic.twitter.com/998ux6RJ01

1/18/2019 7:58:19 AM jaytztechreview And then planned parenthood turns around and donates $30m to the democrats

1/18/2019 8:00:48 AM zerpburps @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ✌️♾🌎🧠👀👈👽

1/18/2019 8:04:01 AM giediknight that isn't what I was implying, 322 would be the cabal targeting....

1/18/2019 8:06:11 AM turboxyde I'm trying really hard to understand this better. Likewise, my intention is to manifest the purest form of energy my body can safely channel by moving 

out of phase for split seconds during grid work and healing. Is this moving closer?  https://www.quantamagazine.org/the-octonion-math-that-could-

underpin-physics-20180720/ … pic.twitter.com/CuwcOpTOS5

1/18/2019 8:13:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are monitoring several million people simultaneously and are aware of every action they are taking. 

https://twitter.com/Arc339/status/1086288480353759232 …

1/18/2019 8:14:05 AM aprilbrown99 Do you see an eagle 🦅 in the ice, or is it just me? pic.twitter.com/pQyRbvblgd

1/18/2019 8:15:21 AM nmchristoban Time is an illusion

Yet, we are slaves to the "clock"

Q finishes in 2020

Real disclosure after

1/18/2019 8:16:35 AM heath_jack Thank you for that!

1/18/2019 8:18:17 AM wwtravelr We have 2.8 mill people in guided meditation on 21st and 22nd (also everyday @3pm EST). Very powerful. Join us  https://weareonelightforall.net/ 

1/18/2019 8:18:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Essential to release your burden and understand that the person whom others see as YOU is not who YOU actually are. All decisions you make by your 

own name that shape the opinions of how others perceive you is the burden you must release and forgive all lower density actions.

1/18/2019 8:18:42 AM blsdbe Are you using an AI system to help with this monitoring?

1/18/2019 8:19:56 AM orthogonalron Twilight Zone S04E11

The Parallel

Changes in our "reality"

Inorganic to Organic

Dark to Light

1/18/2019 8:20:04 AM siriusbshaman Then Where is my stolen cell phone?

1/18/2019 8:21:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats for one individual. In order to enhance the power of your own consciousness you can either use a substance and force a chaos-uncontrolled 

interaction into the higher realm, or you can meditate with 3 others who are equally woke, detoxified, and who have also released burden

1/18/2019 8:23:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 You do not need to be in the same physical vicinity to participate, though being in the same vicinity does amplify and make it easier to establish the 

scalar field being received by the pineal gland that unlocks global consciousness. Typically rituals and psalms are how you link.

1/18/2019 8:23:56 AM bdam777 Are you Santa Claus? 🎅

1/18/2019 8:24:00 AM 334dragons Also with Shiffless on board. Shenanigans still in progress.

1/18/2019 8:24:36 AM rezinated1 LOL

1/18/2019 8:24:49 AM privlegedn Don’t worry about @POTUS brother he was chosen by god to lead the people at this special moment in time. The light will flush out the dark and there 

is nothing they can do to stop it try as they have and will continue to do. MANY attempts have been made and all failed. Just pray!

1/18/2019 8:24:59 AM aprilbrown99 Are you and your family okay?  I am sorry this happened to you.

1/18/2019 8:25:32 AM richardbramlet6 01 21 19

1/18/2019 8:25:55 AM daveschroeder18 MJ,  are you allowed to say what would qualify an IS-BE to be monitored. There must be some indicators. My apologies if you have covered this. 

Perhaps someone here can answer if that is the case. Thanks

1/18/2019 8:26:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 people (min), 6 people preferred, form a triangle:

                IS-BE 

          IS-BE   IS-BE 

                   or

                IS-BE

        IS-BE        IS-BE 

  IS-BE    IS-BE      IS-BE 

The power of 3?

Philosopher's stone?
1/18/2019 8:27:11 AM fionasdestiny67 "Persons of Interest", comes to mind. Great series.

1/18/2019 8:27:26 AM keith369me Thanks for the warning and confirming my suspicions

1/18/2019 8:27:33 AM richardbramlet6 Tesla knew

1/18/2019 8:28:29 AM 334dragons Afghanistan Hamas, Cairo Muslim Brotherhood, Brussels EU Migrant Agreement. These people are stupid.

1/18/2019 8:29:49 AM daveschroeder18 Also if you can what is the purpose of monitoring?  Guidance? Assistance?Prevention?

1/18/2019 8:30:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Words are spells.

Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?

What if you had sounds translated into glyphs that were frequencies divisible by 3, 6, and 9 to specifically access numbers with digital roots of 3?

Biblical psalms will not unlock consciousness.

1/18/2019 8:30:53 AM lightseeker2012 N korea

1/18/2019 8:31:14 AM privlegedn This time we’re in has been foretold of for thousands of years they can not change destiny. The Mayans did not predict “the end of the world” in 2012 

but the end of an era and the beginning of a new one. The great awakening beginning shortly after is no coincidence!

1/18/2019 8:32:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The words released change the frequency harmonics of the consciousness being projected by each IS-BE which effectively allow you to apply 

intentional will to manifest either an unknown property within global consciousness (downloads) or if strong enough, telepathy/telekinesis.

1/18/2019 8:33:54 AM richardbramlet6 17

1/18/2019 8:34:30 AM richardbramlet6 72 as well pryamids

1/18/2019 8:34:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

If millions of Americans who in the back of their mind support what 45 is doing, but don't watch news, politics, etc- how do you prep them for activity 

that is about to unfold?

Change their world.

What recently changed that impacts tens of millions?

1/18/2019 8:35:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/18/2019 8:35:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

1/18/2019 8:36:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Awareness.



1/18/2019 8:36:32 AM onlybat2 Pelosi's trip was a plan to distance herself from the attacks on Capital during the Presidents Speech Tanks Blog   https://projectspeak.net/blog  or listen 

to Thomas during Intel he talks about her plan for a 911 attack 97.45 https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

1/18/2019 8:36:44 AM heath_jack You put it on social media and TV movies ECT.

1/18/2019 8:37:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, substances throw you into higher realms of consciousness uncontrolled and full of chaos however fear is removed from the equation. Not only 

can substances be used to treat trauma; they can be used to wreck people at the same time. Careful application and administration!

1/18/2019 8:37:48 AM si11112018 Mine...? I have been so curious lately

1/18/2019 8:38:06 AM lornascurr Real possibility of world peace

1/18/2019 8:38:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I have tried to wake people up with topics that aren’t quite so divisive like consciousness and try to help them see how it ties in to everything involving 

politics to open their eyes,  but because they still believe the MSM, it is hard to convince them of anything.

1/18/2019 8:38:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is why we encourage anybody who experimenting with substances to first follow their local laws, moderation is essential, and safe spaces are not 

only for University college students. Be around at least 1 or 2 people who you implicitly trust who are not on those substances.

1/18/2019 8:40:26 AM richardbramlet6 THC is the key

1/18/2019 8:40:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 And make sure that when you return from that higher realm that (unbeknownst to you at the time but prearranged) have your trusted confidant 

record your recollection of your experience and engage in a dialogue about what the experience means.

1/18/2019 8:41:02 AM covfefe_grande Related to proj mayhem?

1/18/2019 8:41:06 AM richardbramlet6 Plenty of THC

1/18/2019 8:41:43 AM sumgirl Unfortunately, there are brainwashed people that will never be woke

1/18/2019 8:42:08 AM thainfamous20v But the question is Why. And then what other experiences are there? Can we have animal, plant, microbial, otherworldly?

1/18/2019 8:42:09 AM mrblbrettish yeah, it's a lost cause unfortunately. I've tried as well, if someone chooses to ignore then you can't force them to open their eyes.

1/18/2019 8:42:10 AM richardbramlet6 THC

1/18/2019 8:42:35 AM youstinksoap Impacts tens of millions?

Bringing our troops home?  No more wars....

1/18/2019 8:42:38 AM norwegianon "Buried deep in the design of the Mesoamerican (“Mayan”) Long Count calendar is a profound secret. Every 2160 orbits of Jupiter, the Earth is utterly 

destroyed. It is about to happen again."

 https://amallulla.org 

When paranoid, I think everything going on is distraction..

1/18/2019 8:42:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 After; you will want to mull over the experience for at least 3 days before attempting to clarify the experience using meditation. After the third day, 

meditate for 3hr each day for 9 days. At the end of the 9 days, relisten to recording, learn the differences in understanding.

1/18/2019 8:43:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086296835646472193 …

1/18/2019 8:43:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086301632999157760 …

1/18/2019 8:44:45 AM hawkgirlinmn My intuition is telling me that people subconsciously “know”, but they are experiencing cognitive disonance so strongly, they will refuse to see until 

something concretely provable happens to crack that subconscious to wake up and act.

1/18/2019 8:45:00 AM djlok I'm glad you tweeted that.  I had been wondering about the Mayans and their doomsday prophesy we had all been told about.

1/18/2019 8:45:24 AM schung0815 barbisol

1/18/2019 8:45:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 The unlocked information may not come clearly to you; if you are dealing with extreme trauma, but recognize that prior to meditating on each of those 

9 days, release your burden before meditating.

1/18/2019 8:46:31 AM mrblbrettish yeah, that's definitely the case. it's easier to ignore and live in a cognitive dissonance than face the problem. it's going to be hard to pick up the pieces 

once they break.

1/18/2019 8:47:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 If your name is Jordan (unrelated to anybody, just random name), you must understand that the construct of "Jordan" is the aggregate of other IS-BE's 

conscious interpretations of who "Jordan" may be that project the burden upon to you. Release it. That's not your IS-BE.

1/18/2019 8:47:56 AM djlok People not getting paid who are non-essential employees.  I bet that changes a few worlds real fast. Although, I don't think that's what you are 

referring to.  I suspect you are referring to the interconnectedness that is occurring via social media.

1/18/2019 8:48:00 AM mykidsrtheebest You almost have to start at the beginning....

1/18/2019 8:48:10 AM liberty_2q2q I truly like the way you think! 😉 lol

1/18/2019 8:48:14 AM zagnett Do you monitor any of the people who follow this Twitter account?

1/18/2019 8:48:19 AM mykidsrtheebest 4%

1/18/2019 8:49:46 AM jojoe12299 I'd like it on the record, if I'm on this list, I believe it's a waste of valuable finite resources.

1/18/2019 8:50:20 AM arc339 I dont understand stay positive when I was bombed ad my companion murdered and the evil beasts next door persist to do again. When people tell 

you they are bombed does it not occur to say anything to help the person try to get through this?

1/18/2019 8:51:32 AM richardbramlet6 Yah I'm turning into my other

1/18/2019 8:51:39 AM hawkgirlinmn I have faith that those who’s soul journey came here to experience this time will wake up. Despite the current hate and anger, I will continue to stay 

positive and press on to help them literally see the light. Dark to light, right? The Great Awakening.

1/18/2019 8:54:20 AM enomai_ No funding for the programs in which millions are trained to survive upon?

1/18/2019 8:55:44 AM enomai_ The real question. Many will end up blaming trump. Such as, my example no matter what I tell. Maybe an extreme case, but it does draw attention to 

the arena.

1/18/2019 8:56:22 AM blsdbe Are Sanskrit and Hebrew languages whose letters (glyphs) can be used to form words (images) that form spells? Does the language the spells are 

spoken in matter?

1/18/2019 8:57:12 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

1/18/2019 8:57:32 AM richardbramlet6 We work on tuning in this everyday and this weekend during the lunar event we shift into Quantum

1/18/2019 8:59:14 AM blsdbe Wow...during the 10 days of silence of learning Vipassana, we also mediated for 3 1-hour sits, 9 days in a row!!!

1/18/2019 9:00:47 AM tbbankston This is one way POTUS can get a message thru pic.twitter.com/av0caLROC3

1/18/2019 9:01:42 AM curt_avila Sotu, national emergency,  presidential alert, martial law?

1/18/2019 9:04:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/RkoiQ0jU9M

1/18/2019 9:06:31 AM openeyes4966 Betty White credits hotdogs and vodka for her longevity. Speechless in Florida. Sad.

1/18/2019 9:06:32 AM light_fighter_g Slack?

1/18/2019 9:06:43 AM pattonspotting Slack rebranding got accused of having Nazi logo at centre. Is this being used by black hats? White hats?

1/18/2019 9:07:07 AM sontechnique Thank you. I needed that and received at the exact time needed!

1/18/2019 9:08:00 AM mrblbrettish slack? the work chat app?

1/18/2019 9:08:19 AM natertottzz Slack?  Lol

1/18/2019 9:10:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

1/18/2019 9:10:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

1/18/2019 9:11:22 AM light_fighter_g don't forget about this!  Nice timing too!  Feb 1st.  The day half the internet will break...    https://dnsflagday.net/ 

1/18/2019 9:12:43 AM jvan125 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯 I wish they taught THIS in school. 🤦🏼♀️🤔

1/18/2019 9:12:52 AM giediknight 11/11 shutdown of CERN?

1/18/2019 9:13:45 AM lbf777 Gas prices went down.

1/18/2019 9:14:47 AM keith369me Make the news affect them via shutdown...and whatever that next step is.

1/18/2019 9:18:01 AM zagnett May you explain further how this would help?

1/18/2019 9:18:47 AM giediknight amazing sync, watching SG-1 S3E20 "Maternal Instinct" right now, where they a being taught to  reach a higher level of consciousness.



1/18/2019 9:19:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Slack goes down, it trends on Twitter.

Slack is used as the defacto work communication chat service.

Silicon Valley uses Slack.

Silicon Valley companies operate like cults.

How do you shake up their world?

Change the logo.

Subconscious panic for millions.

Forced awakening?
1/18/2019 9:22:29 AM coastal2002 Ok what am I missing? I have never even heard of this?

1/18/2019 9:24:00 AM keith369me True, but you can make progress with smaller doses.  Started with 3 min, then 9, now 30.  Intentions matter.

1/18/2019 9:24:37 AM totalbullshitur Deep state communication

1/18/2019 9:25:14 AM drummeratwar Q

1/18/2019 9:26:28 AM holliday_billy I need some lessons on meditating.  And how do you get the 396Hz tone?

1/18/2019 9:26:34 AM right_sideof The SKIN we WEAR throughout a particular lifetime is simply that. An OUTER garment. Shakespeare knew it. As did Socrates, Poe, Tesla and many 

others. Control is achieved through fear.  Fear of death when there is no such thing. Its the biggest lever of control they have.

1/18/2019 9:27:43 AM heath_jack Ready or not hum!  Good we will be here to help others.

1/18/2019 9:30:43 AM thoughttazer I like that "Red Pill" in the bottom left quadrant! :-)

1/18/2019 9:31:37 AM jamesca40805661 Complete Transparency is the only way for We the People to trust our government. 

If you can handle it We can handle it.

1/18/2019 9:32:01 AM zagnett Ok got it. Interesting.

So you're not going to cut Silicon Valley any slack!?

Sorry, i had to. Cut me some slack plz. 🙃

Seriously though, if they panic at that, then i wonder how much they'll panic when they find out the truth about some things...

1/18/2019 9:32:29 AM rustyshacklfo12 MJ can you confirm if Bill Tompkins Biography is genuine or disinfo?

1/18/2019 9:33:50 AM decodematrix Our old co-creative consciousness was not working together (old Slack logo = chaos). New classified tech was installed in Antarctica that helps our co-

creative consciousness work together (new Slack logo = order). pic.twitter.com/Hj9UVj3tLZ

1/18/2019 9:37:18 AM n7guardiananon Love the new one.  And old symbol with a modern twist.

1/18/2019 9:37:35 AM egoluxnona Can you elaborate?

1/18/2019 9:38:14 AM toffer_anon_369 True story - my company uses SLACK and they are all freaking out haha

1/18/2019 9:39:17 AM deedeerushforth Peas

1/18/2019 9:40:25 AM zagnett Huh? Why are they freaking out? 🧐

1/18/2019 9:40:48 AM rincon174 Announce the Secret Space Program & all the technology they have been hiding from is. Then start the mass arrests.

1/18/2019 9:43:19 AM toffer_anon_369 Is MJ12 somehow affiliated w/ Slack?

1/18/2019 9:44:36 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/2x9UP0ZHpv

1/18/2019 9:44:45 AM decodematrix Or it could be Cannabis helping our co-creative consciousness work together.

1/18/2019 9:45:03 AM vintagesquirrel This really speaks to me. I've always had a dislike for schedules. How wonderful it would be to just sleep when we're tired, eat when we feel hunger, be 

active when we feel a burst of energy, and be social when we're feeling lonely.

1/18/2019 9:47:21 AM vintagesquirrel Can you give an example of a non-biblical psalm?

1/18/2019 9:48:19 AM ivan2488083248 will they change Windows prison logo?

1/18/2019 9:48:21 AM marcjtaylor1 Soul

1/18/2019 9:50:11 AM zagnett So instead of "pareidolia" SV suffers from "penidolia" and "swastidolia" lol.

1/18/2019 9:50:29 AM lp083061  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-17/slack-product-chief-underwood-departs-ahead-of-public-listing …

1/18/2019 9:50:38 AM jones9536 did Majestic 12 have a hand in creating the show charmed?

1/18/2019 9:52:01 AM jandydill The government shut down! Trump is showing us that we don't need a bloated government with billions and trillions wasted. We can prosper much 

better with a smaller, accountable "We The People" government!

1/18/2019 9:52:10 AM bgc558 I SEE IT 

Good eye!

 Now I'll have to look at some others. Not all of them have drone footage, tho.

1/18/2019 9:52:33 AM whitehat_van I highly doubt a change in logo will send the public into a panic, if I understand this correct. Slack is a tool, that's all.

1/18/2019 9:53:15 AM lori_dee1 Their Chief Product Officer just announced her resignation yesterday. She will be replaced by a former Google exec.

1/18/2019 9:54:09 AM ivan2488083248 emergency alerts seem to b the answer

1/18/2019 9:55:55 AM wink5811 Weather

1/18/2019 9:55:57 AM zagnett This has got to be just one very small step in the "plan" I'm sure.

1/18/2019 9:55:57 AM marcjtaylor1 If u go back in the timeline majic explains it  http://all.im  still confused about a lot of it but that's probably expected

1/18/2019 9:56:45 AM jastersally 😱WTF?

1/18/2019 9:58:38 AM marshahodgson AND then: FED dissolved -all debts secured under them included. By the time Shutdown finally ends, people, no longer hurting, will realize where truth 

lies. 

Maybe arrests won't come until THEY, also, ask for them. Eyes Now Wide Open.

1/18/2019 9:58:44 AM wink5811 Eclipse coming

1/18/2019 9:59:22 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/OyNnjxip9o

1/18/2019 9:59:28 AM raisethevib369 Television.

1/18/2019 10:00:24 AM gregcombs17 You don't! You let them absorb it cold turkey and deal with the aftermath. Shock and awe. These people are already deaden and prepped for 

something huge. Just get it done already and let the chips fall wherever they may. Quit being a helicopter parent style Gov't!

1/18/2019 10:00:42 AM zagnett I'm gen-X and i think these people are nuts. Sorry, no pun intended. Well maybe.

1/18/2019 10:01:27 AM gregcombs17 The conditioning has been going on for decades now. its lost its luster if you will!

1/18/2019 10:04:10 AM vintagesquirrel Then is prayer futile?

1/18/2019 10:05:30 AM mrg93415 to be honest, the majority of them will not believe it at first.  they will have to literally be walked hand by hand through any of this.  They are so 

controlled it is unreal.

1/18/2019 10:05:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why for just a thousand years? The dark have had this place much longer than 1000k years!

1/18/2019 10:06:16 AM marcjtaylor1 Immortal spiritual biological entity isbe. Soul

1/18/2019 10:06:27 AM karentriebel emergency alert  system

1/18/2019 10:07:54 AM pantherden_ “GO” signal.

National Popcorn Day.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kabamur_taygeta

#Qanon https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1086314724570980352 …

1/18/2019 10:09:23 AM blsdbe Thank Goodness!

1/18/2019 10:09:43 AM camcat66 Must get truth out on MSM.  That's what people will believe!  #WWG1WGA



1/18/2019 10:09:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd You have many who are intuitive empaths, can communicate via telepathy. We will help people remain calm/reassure them they're safe. Seriously, if 

you don't know we have galactic family out there, at this point you either live in a cave or under a rock! pic.twitter.com/4RHqkSklyb

1/18/2019 10:10:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd And lots of it!!!!

1/18/2019 10:11:16 AM daveschroeder18 Something weird going on with Dr Pry's twitter

1/18/2019 10:12:24 AM bastardifan I seriously have wondered if the earthquakes/earth vibrations have be slowly adjusting people to accept the events.  Like sitting in vibrating chair, we 

are relaxed and getting comfy as the world changes and us with it.

1/18/2019 10:13:18 AM cidarean A change in logo will have this effect? Not that it's hard to believe. But perhaps me personally can't understand how it would have that effect or any for 

that matter. Is it a state of mind?

1/18/2019 10:15:10 AM altuna60835375 Slack.  Team collaboration software.

1/18/2019 10:15:27 AM kevin72032387  https://www.audionotch.com/app/tune/ 

1/18/2019 10:17:36 AM thoughttazer So, Majestic, what are you suggesting changes the world of these masses that don't follow the news?  Change the 'logo' of the USA? Remove the gold 

fringe from Old Glory?

1/18/2019 10:18:27 AM whitehat_van Hmmm. Maybe... Bay area is largely anti-alpha male. I can see how this would cause some cognitive dissonance among the snowflakes. Asymmetrical 

warfare is what Mattis called it.

1/18/2019 10:19:06 AM liberty_2q2q That's right girl!

1/18/2019 10:21:03 AM orthogonalron It would if you were a machine - a mimic

1/18/2019 10:21:15 AM marshahodgson IMO there'll be room for these trimmed workers in improved -& needful newer- agencies. Border Security enhancements. Immigration Reform, incl 

Vetting. A+ Vets services. Anti-American Activities redefined & implemented. Infrastructure, etc., etc. Shifting to logical needful jobs.

1/18/2019 10:25:25 AM iamyou132 Haha what does slack have to do with this?

1/18/2019 10:25:46 AM moemc8 Sorry, but creepy AF without being told why.

1/18/2019 10:26:42 AM zagnett Wait, what are you implying with "asymmetrical warfare"? Are you calling them, well, you know, a little uneven? Somewhat unbalanced perhaps?

Ok i really have to stop...

I grew up in SV. Left a long time ago. No plans to return.

1/18/2019 10:27:28 AM whitehat_van Gives toxic masculinity a whole new meaning.

1/18/2019 10:28:42 AM jojoe12299 😂😂😂

1/18/2019 10:30:28 AM raindroplet70 Pole Shift?

1/18/2019 10:30:41 AM whitehat_van It was a great place to live in the 1980s. Now is a congested shit hole, over run by homelessness. Tent cities springing up all over. Huge one in the 

middle of Santa Cruz.

1/18/2019 10:31:24 AM richardhiatt16 🙄 woooooo

1/18/2019 10:32:01 AM ragevirusqq ??? pic.twitter.com/XraFdNQx4R

1/18/2019 10:32:44 AM mrblbrettish are you saying that Slack will be used to prep people for what is about to unfold, or something similar... like a presidential alert?

1/18/2019 10:32:52 AM missy968 I know it was random but I’m from Jordans 🙂

1/18/2019 10:33:24 AM qualady1 Why does achievement of releasing the trauma seem impossible when the trauma is “occurring” present/daily as opposed to “occurred” behind me/in 

the past. Hard to explain without disclosing personal info. I was close and connected and then trauma pushed me away. Need it like water

1/18/2019 10:33:27 AM zagnett Yup, it was great. Grew up there in the 80s. Left in 2000. Sad what happened to it.

1/18/2019 10:35:03 AM cocopuffster12 California is still crazy high. I just paid $3.35 a gallon

1/18/2019 10:36:47 AM lbf777 What a joke that we have free energy but still have to pay fuel prices. @realDonaldTrump #qanon

1/18/2019 10:39:00 AM whitehatguy Yes! But we should explore number systems other than Base 10 (decimal) to maximize our understanding...

1/18/2019 10:41:04 AM margoluvsgod Wow I just paid $1.73 in CO

1/18/2019 10:42:33 AM cocopuffster12 It’s crazy!! CA still getting ripped off. Bridge tolls went up again. It’s either $5-6 to cross the bay bridge.

1/18/2019 10:44:31 AM margoluvsgod I avoid all tolls here.... major scam!

1/18/2019 10:45:21 AM cocopuffster12 It’s hard getting to San Francisco without paying a toll

1/18/2019 10:47:45 AM margoluvsgod Yea I won't even visit CA anymore.

1/18/2019 10:48:56 AM universalrisin How is this possible if JA was born before JGT

1/18/2019 10:50:17 AM oo1o110 I think about this question all the time. How are my traditional minded parents going to absorb all of this? Will it send them over the edge. For one of 

them, maybe it will. But the way I see it, their IS knows better than I do.  I'm here to help their BE get oriented.

1/18/2019 10:50:23 AM brandon_braud Am I being monitored?  I haven't done anything wrong, nor do I plan to, but I'm really intelligent.  Normally, that would not be cause for monitoring, 

but I come from a family of dumbasses, so the anomalous nature of my existence is cause for alarm.  Just curious. ;)

1/18/2019 10:52:09 AM peterpanspad If he didn’t know the skank would be out of the Country right now 😂

1/18/2019 10:54:21 AM chrisklemenza What substances are we talking about here? DMT? Psilocybin?

1/18/2019 10:57:14 AM laurabusse It's from Interview with an alien. You can find the audiobook on youtube, or read the book for free on his web site. Also available on Amazon. 

Fascinating read...

1/18/2019 10:59:53 AM theappraizer Agree 100%

1/18/2019 11:00:48 AM laurabusse @DezClarkson. IS-BE

1/18/2019 11:01:12 AM zagnett MJ, is this just one example of many of the strategies to be employed for this segment of the population?

1/18/2019 11:02:17 AM theappraizer Let's not put voice to power.

That's apparently how they've gotten us to this point. S P E L L I N G it out. In movies, books, media, etc.

Much love ♥️

1/18/2019 11:03:51 AM theappraizer Not enough, yet. :-( Most on here? Yes. But the "normies"? Wakie wakie!! 😤

1/18/2019 11:04:26 AM leesharons Is this like the hammer?

1/18/2019 11:04:46 AM cocopuffster12 I wouldn’t either if I didn’t live here. I need to get out of CA. I need to drive around again and take pictures. Will blow your mind. Tent camps, streets 

are a disaster. Pot holes, crumbling streets. It’s very sad from the CA I grew up in. So sad. Makes me want to cry.

1/18/2019 11:05:35 AM theappraizer I strongly believe this will be the catalyst. Come 2/1-2/7. When the first week of SNAP goes by and no one gets any more food stamps. Popoff!

1/18/2019 11:05:50 AM leesharons Does this have anything to do with operation hammer? Dave Janda

1/18/2019 11:08:35 AM margoluvsgod Yea Trump is correct about the crumbling infrastructure.  The potholes here are bad and I now buy alignments in a package deal.

1/18/2019 11:10:01 AM universalrisin Acid?

1/18/2019 11:10:48 AM cocopuffster12 In a roundabout way as we are receiving plenty of “gifts”!! So very appreciative. 💟☮️💟

1/18/2019 11:12:00 AM theappraizer Don't forget NASAs announcement of COGNITIVE RADIO. Check out Cognitive Radio (@cognitiveradio):  https://twitter.com/cognitiveradio?s=09 … 

https://www-foxnews-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.foxnews.com/science/nasa-is-heightening-the-search-for-alien-life-using-

technosignatures.amp?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Fscience%2Fnasa-is-

heightening-the-search-for-alien-life-using-technosignatures …



1/18/2019 11:13:08 AM cocopuffster12 Right???  When you think about we have been taught in school....it is infuriating

1/18/2019 11:13:13 AM missy968 White hats commandeer Slack...

1/18/2019 11:13:54 AM goyaeq In an older tweet they said it was mind control emf.

1/18/2019 11:15:36 AM theappraizer They REALLY have so much, and so much better, hardware. Even at the local level.

1/18/2019 11:20:42 AM turboxyde I'm not criticizing the information rather I seek clarity. If we become sufficiently experienced in this can we learn to set "anchor points" to bind this 

format to a more efficient process by entering these states of consciousness at will?

1/18/2019 11:21:14 AM anneolsen43 I do understand that but I guess my question is if I am hearing this the way I do then have I become more aware or awakened?

1/18/2019 11:23:37 AM theappraizer Holy sheep dip!! 😨😨😨

Is this correct?! Just. Creepy. Creepy as hell.

1/18/2019 11:25:29 AM theappraizer Mhm. Yeahrightsure!

😘

1/18/2019 11:29:15 AM theappraizer Can one just install this software and enter a (S)earchable (L)og of (A)ll (C)onversation & (K)nowledge?!

It can search my texts? Emails? Tweets? Ad nauseum? 😨

1/18/2019 11:32:42 AM iamyou132 Mhm yeah right sure what...? I consider myself a light worker so I’m not sure what you’re insenuating here

1/18/2019 11:32:46 AM pookie4mom I think the answer is Q.  My husband voted for Trump and has never mentioned Q to me.  So, what is Majestic 12's answer?

1/18/2019 11:33:14 AM theappraizer VOG

1/18/2019 11:34:15 AM theappraizer Settle down.

1/18/2019 11:37:10 AM theappraizer Ok, I would like to choose the substance route. I assume my mind, body, & pineal gland is all but crystalized! Fluoride, hormones, et al. Is it dmt? 

Hyauasca? Legal yet?

1/18/2019 11:37:42 AM realityloominng Think everyone here is looking.. As a kid, I had the weirdest ideas out of nowhere that I was an older version of myself in a younger body, I had 

experiences of feeling my mind was "shared" somehow.. Later I had life-changing vivid dreams of fantastical alternate lives.. etc...

1/18/2019 11:39:18 AM theappraizer I've heard tale of hyauasca centers just north and just south of our borders. Can we not have a US medical doctor(s) step forward for assistance?

1/18/2019 11:43:56 AM jones9536 The logo must be significant in a way we may not understand

1/18/2019 11:44:08 AM theappraizer A person inside a state government even tries this option? Even if I disagree with their Laws, I follow them. I have neither the hardware or the 

manpower to ignore their Laws. Push comes to shove and the one with the deadlier toys wins. How effective is a protest in prison?

1/18/2019 11:45:03 AM francoissmc Mushrooms?

1/18/2019 11:46:04 AM theappraizer Thank you so much for your assistance during this transition! ♥️

1/18/2019 11:46:21 AM savedrepublica I've seen proficient mediators put themself into alpha delta and theta brainwave states, at will.

We all know what to do, very few do what we know.

1/18/2019 11:46:36 AM cocopuffster12 😂😂😂

1/18/2019 11:52:41 AM getoutafunking1  pic.twitter.com/7Pj189oirD

1/18/2019 11:53:26 AM realityloominng Some people, universally, just believe different intelligent beings is absolutely a sign of dark ungodly times of doom, where unholy ungodly entities will 

roam their planet in an attempt to steal what they consider to be their dominion.. Watch The Orville Season 2 episode 4.

1/18/2019 11:55:03 AM caroljean32 Contain, expose, end

1/18/2019 11:57:19 AM realityloominng God I love this account

1/18/2019 12:00:24 PM freeandoriginal We should consider “the ripples” in the Universe, we are all connected. 💚

1/18/2019 12:01:16 PM taradea08775439 Ayahuascha mushrooms dmt please find a shamanic practiojwr who can help  http://hold.a.safe.space  and.facilitate your journey

1/18/2019 12:01:27 PM vintagesquirrel Are there any countries still against disclosure?

1/18/2019 12:01:29 PM taradea08775439 Practioner

1/18/2019 12:05:33 PM covertress The Long Body pic.twitter.com/rDdKKHAx5D

1/18/2019 12:11:09 PM djlok Yeah Shakespeare knew a lot more than many of us had originally assumed. "All the world is a stage... Men and women merely players"... literally.

1/18/2019 12:11:30 PM lori_dee1 Would you say that was a test to see to see how they would react?

1/18/2019 12:11:58 PM mrblbrettish yeah, but it's still an app that needs to be downloaded, it's not common standard loadout for phones or computers. I can think of more efficient means, 

such as the national alert system.

1/18/2019 12:12:34 PM robinabank4 Ur not the only one.

1/18/2019 12:14:07 PM djlok Very interesting... Makes me think about "future proves past".  Which, by the way, I'm convinced there was a time when that knowledge (fpp) was 

either classified or just unknown.

1/18/2019 12:18:02 PM blsdbe @DJLOK can you please help me understand what fpp means?

1/18/2019 12:20:12 PM wonderswords Over Northern Ohio at 4:35pm jan 6th 2019, no rain anywhere in forecast or radar. Very strange as the sun is out of the pic to the right setting 

pic.twitter.com/4zKSASfwZh

1/18/2019 12:21:16 PM theydontknowwe1 Isn’t it though❤️ Happy Friday Eko and Fam!!!

1/18/2019 12:21:28 PM princesspatrio1 Can I choose all of the above? ❤️ 

Life is beautiful when you are awake and can see the wonders taking place. 💥🙏❤️

1/18/2019 12:22:15 PM ekotoons LOVE YOU ALL

1/18/2019 12:22:35 PM ekotoons ALL THE ABOVE

1/18/2019 12:24:55 PM djlok Future proves past. I'll give a real life example. I was in a horrible relationship with someone who  is very evil. I didn't know he was evil (obviously). All 

his previous ex's disappeared.  15 years later I would disappear and leave a life behind just to get away from a monster.

1/18/2019 12:26:12 PM djlok The ex's actions and words with me proved certain facts about his previous relationships.

1/18/2019 12:26:37 PM blsdbe Of course!!! Thank you 😇

1/18/2019 12:30:24 PM warangel1111 A Bit Irritated.. 😬

1/18/2019 12:32:01 PM brittswoo Prayer

1/18/2019 12:33:51 PM ekotoons TALK IT OUT

1/18/2019 12:35:31 PM warangel1111 Ill try ..

1/18/2019 12:36:58 PM wonderswords Like this? pic.twitter.com/hnbIcxP59a

1/18/2019 12:37:38 PM djlok Now that is Majestic!!  Throw them out their game subconsciously by changing a logo!!

1/18/2019 12:39:54 PM princesspatrio1 We love you back. ❤️

1/18/2019 12:44:43 PM jordanb987 They said not all mind control is nefarious.

1/18/2019 12:46:38 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/0pWeJBDEIZ

1/18/2019 12:47:26 PM eyegloarts Well that doesn't surprise me since MOST people are stupid ;) 🌸

1/18/2019 12:53:00 PM theydontknowwe1 🙏

1/18/2019 12:53:25 PM lp083061 Is she a clone gone bad? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta https://twitter.com/almostjingo/status/1086173984486416387 …

1/18/2019 12:58:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's beautifully put...I felt this, exactly as you say. At Christmas people seemed so much happier than previous years. In crowded mall checking out 

ppl were passing out extra coupons to strangers, Christmas caroling right in the store! Experienced much "pay it forward."



1/18/2019 1:04:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd Your thinking is flawed. We're talking about parenting ppl who have been conditioned by secret societies, not loving parents. Religion crashing down, 

the fallacies taught, the conditioning; unlearned. This could be hard to accept for many who are deceived by their belief system.

1/18/2019 1:04:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Educating masses by movies, have everyone start going to the movies again!

1/18/2019 1:07:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd For many but also many still are in that bubble. I can speak of 8 million right off the top of my head. Jehovah's Witnesses who are ran by same MKUltra. 

They are beyond delusional, so brainwashed it would take a miracle to free their minds. Thank God we are God.

1/18/2019 1:08:10 PM ethereal_shaman My son works 40 hours per week and is a single parent to 2 boys under the age of 6.  He is not lazy.  Wages should be livable no matter your 

circumstances.  #compassionmatters

1/18/2019 1:09:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hey!!! I love this idea! It should be fun and the vibrations made to feel fun and childlike.

1/18/2019 1:10:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same here!

1/18/2019 1:11:22 PM n7guardiananon what happens with 9 people?

1/18/2019 1:13:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd I would look into the mirror and say, "who are you?"

1/18/2019 1:16:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd He could get verification if studies mind, soul, spirit. He could with no problem gain his memories if he wished to via hypnosis. He would recall his life as 

JT and know that life affected this life; was meant to continue, help our world. He's come on two missions to aid humanity

1/18/2019 1:17:46 PM lisawil11319388 At this point in time people are ready for the truth. We are not as dumb as you think. There are people out there that can help others. And they will. It 

is time let’s get it done. Withholding is only going to make it worse.

1/18/2019 1:18:04 PM jaspony1 Well isn't this interesting... https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/ufo-government-funded-research-invisibility/2019/01/18/id/898808/ …

1/18/2019 1:20:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd Wonder who his IS BE has been through the centuries? That would be fascinating to learn!

1/18/2019 1:22:34 PM bbobbio71 Holy crap! It's the sun! Like I said haven't seen it in a while 🤗 pic.twitter.com/0ErXZPnBNu

1/18/2019 1:25:25 PM missy968 Nice! 😍

1/18/2019 1:31:30 PM right_sideof B I N G O

1/18/2019 1:36:01 PM right_sideof Which is why when you have on OBE time travel is possible

1/18/2019 1:37:25 PM toffer_anon_369 You guys called it  https://www.oann.com/china-offers-to-even-out-trade-imbalance/ …

1/18/2019 1:39:31 PM keeter1234321 Immortal spirit body experience.

1/18/2019 1:48:09 PM ochoa_red We live in a wonderful state huh???🙄🙄🙄    Don’t even ask for a straw, that’s big time no no. 🤣🤣. pic.twitter.com/AfivFRMfBN

1/18/2019 1:53:33 PM mskeens1962 All of the above - color scheme gives away my favorite team 😊🏀 pic.twitter.com/uVw5UBZvVA

1/18/2019 1:56:53 PM allahuniversal Key word: **WHEN** Slack goes down...

1/18/2019 2:01:56 PM n7guardiananon Ice and hail

destroy my enemies

yet my shelter does not fail

 http://cropcircleconnector.com/Millennium/Philosopher.html …

 https://archive.org/stream/pdfy-Z_3pe5JAKj5por1T/Philosopher's%20Stone%20Meditation_djvu.txt … pic.twitter.com/tn1CGHqFR2

1/18/2019 2:06:25 PM 1_decided_voter IS-BE is Immortal Soul + Biological Entity, which is the combination of soul + biological being that we are incarnated into here in the physical 3D world.

1/18/2019 2:08:44 PM anette22823008 Who is Shirley Scott?

1/18/2019 2:14:29 PM sageremarks Thank you. I was just thinking this sounds like a Vipassana retreat.

Also a lil' cultish, lol

 http://www.ex-premie.org/best/getting%20caught%20in%20a%20cult.htm …

1/18/2019 2:18:38 PM kristinheller Slack??

1/18/2019 2:20:03 PM wwtravelr What abt it Karen?

1/18/2019 2:20:04 PM sageremarks Are you talking about the IS-BE ALLIANCE?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=181&v=iM2EWS_incY …

1/18/2019 2:20:26 PM sageremarks  http://www.isbealliance.org/ ?

1/18/2019 2:21:13 PM wwtravelr Gotcha. Down load it

1/18/2019 2:21:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 He used that word again.

Majesty

Coincidence?

Majestic 12 is 100% pro-Life from this day forward.

You will soon learn that several MJ12 (wont be labeled as such) members received the Death Penalty for CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN, and were spared 

public disclosure officially.

Watch Q!

1/18/2019 2:21:47 PM gi6stars What is (IS-BE) ! ? Please

I was visited the other night by an entaty. 

I did not see them/her, I heard her. She said her Name was 999.

What does this mean. PLEASE

1/18/2019 2:22:15 PM libertyspring99 Wtf is going on!?!

1/18/2019 2:22:59 PM covertress Coincidence? https://twitter.com/ChadPergram/status/1085741228346564608?s=19 …

1/18/2019 2:23:14 PM heath_jack Thank you!  We sand ready!  Point the way!

1/18/2019 2:23:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentionally done.

1/18/2019 2:24:05 PM keith369me GHWB?  ...and?

1/18/2019 2:24:18 PM fowlreginald Have always been pro-life, always will be. Glad to hear MJ12 is too!

1/18/2019 2:24:33 PM the_fjalar Ancient Aliens 👽 

I’m ready for disclosure...I’ll probably still trip out though...(just not as much)👍

1/18/2019 2:26:11 PM worldxplorer1 Does this imply that as recently as yesterday MJ12 was not 100% pro-life?  Does it also possibly imply that those people were members of MJ12 as 

recent as yesterday and were very recently executed?

1/18/2019 2:26:15 PM keith369me Was Harry Reid MJ12?

1/18/2019 2:27:26 PM mhd11094264 RBG

1/18/2019 2:27:28 PM morety76 Very very good questions

1/18/2019 2:27:34 PM mskeens1962  pic.twitter.com/qqU1e3oCca

1/18/2019 2:27:39 PM jvan125 Do you have a link to him using that word again? 🙏🏻

1/18/2019 2:27:59 PM adsvel IS-BE=Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity= Soul

1/18/2019 2:28:06 PM sehvehn dont you feel a name change might be in order since that one carries certain feelings along with it? a rebirth of sorts? or are you guys just really partial 

to that "Majestic" stuff?

1/18/2019 2:28:32 PM _00111111_ sing it out

shout it out

dance it out

meme it out

work it out

the ol in & out it out



1/18/2019 2:29:43 PM michell51304 Fast trial. Death penalty.

WWG1WGA!

1/18/2019 2:29:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chess piece to one MJ12 member.

Clown.

1/18/2019 2:30:14 PM worldxplorer1 By whom?  A symbol of suffering on the US Capitol Rotunda floor?

1/18/2019 2:32:09 PM allahuniversal Q#493 & Q#909 pic.twitter.com/fi0eZdTQ2C

1/18/2019 2:33:02 PM realityloominng Haha I love this. Don't go megalomania on us with all that power

1/18/2019 2:33:02 PM patriot_pepe78 The Digital army #WWG1WGA

1/18/2019 2:33:13 PM yellowvestjohnq I've believed in aliens my whole life, and I still don't know how I'd react to disclosure lol.

1/18/2019 2:33:53 PM clockworkanon Feel free to message me directly, I have also been visited and so have many others.

Biblical use of I AM is a good start in understand IS-BE

1/18/2019 2:34:13 PM worldxplorer1 And stop referring to their plan as a New World Order.  I agree too much baggage associated with these old terms.

1/18/2019 2:34:25 PM 1_decided_voter How does pro-life work in the disposal of clones of the high profile public officials that received the death penalty?

1/18/2019 2:35:20 PM covertress A fine day, MJ12 https://twitter.com/DanCrenshawTX/status/1086318035986731008?s=19 …

1/18/2019 2:36:01 PM magaveteranrobi I will watch - For Those Of Us That Are Novice Meditators With Only An Non-professional/Independent Education Of This: How Can We Prepare? 

Hypersensitive to energy - 50 y/o. No one taught this most places, when I was younger. Any advice is Very Appreciated. Any willing teachers?

1/18/2019 2:37:48 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/wQSR3yzsYu

1/18/2019 2:39:10 PM jarue369 Secret justice is not justice.

1/18/2019 2:39:32 PM covertress Suicide? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6453273/NCIS-investigate-death-Vice-Admiral-Scott-Stearney-58-5th-Fleet-commander-took-

life.html …

1/18/2019 2:40:12 PM 1_decided_voter Read through these posts to learn more:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20IS-BE&src=typd …

1/18/2019 2:42:06 PM fowlreginald Thank you, my friend!

1/18/2019 2:42:27 PM fowlreginald Beautiful!

1/18/2019 2:42:47 PM 1_decided_voter Read more about the term here:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20IS-BE&src=typd …

1/18/2019 2:44:02 PM ekotoons LAKERS?

SUNS?

1/18/2019 2:44:22 PM allahuniversal Thank you for sparking the reminder, friend!

1/18/2019 2:47:35 PM geraldmidwest91 ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙌🙌🙌

1/18/2019 2:47:36 PM coastal2002 I am trying to figure the same thing out! I feel like the person late to the party...walk in the door and everyone is on the secret...and I'm left scratching 

my head. 🤣

1/18/2019 2:48:21 PM worldxplorer1 Great question. The existence of clones raises a whole new area for discussion on ethics. Hard to believe that we will likely be having conversations 

about what rights clones have.

1/18/2019 2:50:17 PM epkman The earths magnetic field is being f'd  with. I think b/c,

NASA states: "Japan Quake May Have Shortened Earth Days, Moved Axis 

03.14.11."

Earth's Axis was altered by app 3 deg.. Do scientist know what effect this will have/has on Earth in 20, 50, 100 years?

1/18/2019 2:50:55 PM lib7473 🤔,👑 no more,soon? Sure did hurt many children in secret, thru centuries of lies/pwr w/in royal🧛🏻♀️ bloodline WW...all 😈royals of the world to be 

dismantled soon, as they serve no purpose for the next evolution..only serve themselves n use children for their rituals. ThxQ😉!💙🌈

1/18/2019 2:51:16 PM bbobbio71 Read older posts

1/18/2019 2:51:20 PM mskeens1962 All For One & One For All

#TheLand pic.twitter.com/yOO5fIJ41R

1/18/2019 2:51:26 PM keith369me Is the Twitter account of this deceased MJ12 member still “active”?

1/18/2019 2:52:54 PM gitmochannel There’s that hypocycloid again, front and center.

1/18/2019 2:53:20 PM karrruss Noname?

1/18/2019 2:53:50 PM mongrelglory What a horrible discovery that must have been for you!  I'm glad you got away safely.

1/18/2019 2:53:56 PM snakejackal So why not change name from Majestic 12 to LOVE 12 ?  So there are satanic rituals against children by MJ 12 members mislead by Archon in the past?

1/18/2019 2:54:04 PM pantherden_ How do you release the burden?

1/18/2019 2:57:04 PM lightworkercain Can you tell us what happened to @Real_Bill_Smith? Is or was he a patriot or a troll? His fate? Thank you MJ12.

1/18/2019 2:59:50 PM mongrelglory IS = Soul

IS-BE = Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

1/18/2019 2:59:57 PM paddeplorable Sparing public disclosure of anyone for CRIMES AGAINST KIDS should be a crime itself.  For these crimes we need public hangings.

1/18/2019 3:01:27 PM mongrelglory George Bush Sr. would have been one of them.

1/18/2019 3:01:54 PM flowersoul MUCH nicer the new one... more free, more joy ❤️

1/18/2019 3:02:16 PM mykidsrtheebest My thoughts seem to align with yours

1/18/2019 3:02:47 PM mykidsrtheebest It is what it is..

1/18/2019 3:02:53 PM lightworkercain Are you disseminating truth across any platfrom(s)? If you answer yes, then it APPEARS to be an affirmative.

1/18/2019 3:03:47 PM gi6stars Thank you very much.  I will PM you later as I have time. I appreciate your time

1/18/2019 3:04:34 PM mykidsrtheebest Jr?

1/18/2019 3:04:56 PM tymecrystal The Science of the Great Awakening is your thoughts create your experience....basically change your thoughts control your negative emotions and 

positivity will shine on you.

1/18/2019 3:05:34 PM flowersoul We knew that... but your confirmation is a relief.❤️

1/18/2019 3:06:50 PM dr_t_dc These members that were put to death because of crimes against children, are they Americans? If not, where are they from?

1/18/2019 3:07:29 PM mongrelglory The movie "Cloud Atlas" had a good story about clones in the future.  All sentient beings should be treated with kindness and compassion IMHO which 

would imply giving them rights similar to IS-BEs.

1/18/2019 3:07:45 PM smalltownusa121 Yes we have

1/18/2019 3:09:11 PM tamravee Woe

1/18/2019 3:10:31 PM keith369me Forgive yourself and others for everything...define yourself without the input of others.  Seek truth about why you are here and your place in the 

universe.  Love, learn, connect.

1/18/2019 3:14:21 PM stefanofait Germany is still called Germany. America will be America, despite the evil done in its name.

1/18/2019 3:14:53 PM mongrelglory "Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity" from the book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer. (Well worth the read).

1/18/2019 3:15:49 PM jonichris1 Bring someone back from the dead?

1/18/2019 3:17:05 PM keith369me To Kill a Mockingbird?

1/18/2019 3:17:11 PM junglerednm Interesting not taking the IPO route 🤔

1/18/2019 3:18:26 PM covertress Nice! It's free to read with Kindle Unlimited ☺

1/18/2019 3:18:36 PM integratedwebuk Can’t blame the grandchildren for the sins of their forefathers

1/18/2019 3:20:47 PM mongrelglory I believe the Domain picked that name (New World Order) and the Cabal high-jacked it.  However it sounds like they don't want to affect the time-line 

by changing it at this point.



1/18/2019 3:22:35 PM goyaeq I live in Las Vegas.  It's very nice to hear of the internal cleanup.

1/18/2019 3:22:57 PM worldxplorer1 That’s right!  I forgot about that part of the movie. May have to watch that again this weekend.  Thanks Michelle!

1/18/2019 3:22:58 PM mongrelglory Well put!

1/18/2019 3:24:08 PM _chelseaproject Some forced awakening would be good. CNN & MSNBC are still renewing sheep's programming every day. When conflicting information appears, most 

tend to become more committed to their positions not less.

1/18/2019 3:25:38 PM thetempestchip No name?

1/18/2019 3:27:59 PM clockworkanon Of course, I look forward to it

1/18/2019 3:29:18 PM drankpaul Extra:intraterrestrial presence. We have to introduce technology that allows people to easy up on this daily grind. Feed, clothe, house the needy, and 

stop the sanctioned violence, love one another and we will all be more receptive to the changes that are right around the corner.

1/18/2019 3:29:55 PM jrocktigers Follow local laws...  LOL....

1/18/2019 3:30:49 PM reneeleitner2 I think it all depends on their family. There is old sayings I was taught by the elders and a lot of elders taught their grandchildren especially the grand 

daughters in the south. Here is one: “Believe Nothing you hear, and half of what you see.” Accurate with today’s technology.

1/18/2019 3:31:06 PM reneeleitner2 Are* not is

1/18/2019 3:32:41 PM mongrelglory I was assuming that the "welcome party" on the moon was not a hostile species.

1/18/2019 3:32:41 PM usamp05_ret RIF status

1/18/2019 3:34:21 PM qtpi3_14 I'm in a feisty reality these days... fire lit for justice 💥⚔🙏💗🔥

1/18/2019 3:34:33 PM speaklife595 To what end

1/18/2019 3:36:23 PM adsvel The Cabal are parasites that high-jack all saint key words and signs and turn up with opposite meaning, which later humans will hate. This is called 

mental manipulation. Behind all of that is NAA, Negative Alien Agenda.

1/18/2019 3:37:51 PM mafdet17 This is a crazy thread! Haven’t finished it yet but... curiouser and curiouser.

1/18/2019 3:39:34 PM integratedwebuk Not sure If it's this thread he mentions Vegan Diet and Juicing etc, however I was already into a major diet change due to Health and so upon reading 

that I knew it wasn't all disinformation....

1/18/2019 3:40:50 PM warangel1111 Loving this Fire

1/18/2019 3:41:40 PM integratedwebuk Also someone has went to great lengths to make the original post disappear from its source...   Like I mentioned the Great Awakening was never 

foreseen...   So, it can always be denied as a LARP however who tries to remove any trace of their LARP????

1/18/2019 3:42:28 PM barbeckbrenda There was also an ex Navy nuke specialist also going with them.  Why??

1/18/2019 3:43:31 PM mongrelglory Even if so...should we treat them any differently than ourselves just because they aren't immortal?  However, I believe Ariel said that she considered 

any creature with sentience an IS-BE.

1/18/2019 3:43:55 PM richardbramlet6 Blessings sandris

1/18/2019 3:47:10 PM adsvel And Blessings to You Richard. 😊

1/18/2019 3:47:27 PM sehvehn depends on if theyre functioning on program or are truly self aware and have souls. i think movies have us believe they do, but it used as manipulation 

tool while soul in clone is nowhere to be found. A.I.

1/18/2019 3:47:50 PM richardbramlet6 Always my friend  one love for you

1/18/2019 3:49:29 PM _girlmaher_ It is because hurting others robs us of our own humanity that it is important to be kind to all including those we build in our image like androids and 

clones who are not bent on our destruction. It doesn't matter if they have souls it maters that we do.

1/18/2019 3:49:54 PM mongrelglory My understanding is that many ET races use cloned beings as "workers" in a structural hierarchy, so cloning does not necessarily = evil.

1/18/2019 3:51:17 PM adsvel 😊💗☀️🌈

1/18/2019 3:52:00 PM taradea08775439 Not very nice to say that about your family

1/18/2019 3:52:16 PM mongrelglory Agree! 😊

1/18/2019 4:07:08 PM mafdet17 A lot of “nuggets”

What is the deposition part... ?

1/18/2019 4:08:37 PM real_forerunner If a bear shits in the woods, did secret justice actually occur?

But hey. Trust the government, right?

1/18/2019 4:10:57 PM outerspaaaace People get so mad when they're outsmarted.

1/18/2019 4:12:09 PM sox_maga Hi Eko. Good to see you again

1/18/2019 4:16:01 PM methusablah Ugh this article has no translator. :(

1/18/2019 4:16:14 PM whitehat_van Who is "We" and what is meant by monitoring? Truth is everyone is monitored, some more than others. Several million people of interest I agree with, 

probably a lot more.

1/18/2019 4:17:17 PM heath_jack Do you have pics?

1/18/2019 4:17:43 PM rosesrred0119 The witch hunt is over?

1/18/2019 4:19:46 PM olimyracle True purpose of cern according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"Times of secrecy are over"

Each day more light

💞

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066859094605250560?s=19 …

1/18/2019 4:21:45 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031560880998236160?s=19 …

1/18/2019 4:21:46 PM gi6stars Like an Angel...?

1/18/2019 4:29:08 PM vintagesquirrel Found it! At today's March for Life, start at 8:20  https://youtu.be/k3-53lPO2Zw 

1/18/2019 4:31:10 PM enomai_ Thank you MJ12

1/18/2019 4:33:43 PM mariann72416833 This guy is awesome!

1/18/2019 4:36:40 PM calicryptobetty Look up Ascension symptoms on YouTube.

1/18/2019 4:40:17 PM jvan125 Thank you!!!! 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

1/18/2019 4:41:41 PM olimyracle ...and that's actually today in the pipeline:

Existing (in blue): 27km

Project (in red): 100km

Note how the planned tunnel encircles Geneva. The place was for thousand of years a giant sacred site surrounded by 5 mountains, each representing 

an element.

 https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/15/cerns-plan-for-100-km-collider-makes-the-lhc-look-like-a-hula-hoop/ … pic.twitter.com/aY39xVDs6W

1/18/2019 4:46:28 PM vofar1 I like the fact that 7 congressmen had 93 family members scheduled to travel with them.

1/18/2019 4:51:25 PM vofar1 Both descriptions do not appear mutually exclusive. I don't think they conflict with christianity if you really think about it.

1/18/2019 4:52:01 PM toffer_anon_369 I have 2 speculations.TodayisLAST day that civ fed courts were funded via the prev budgetThis meansif 45 declares NE tomorrowThe9th circuitcan't 

blockSame  forindictments andarrests they will goMil Tribunals bypass all civfed courts If I'm right, that would be BOOM 3 and BOOM 4

1/18/2019 4:58:27 PM qblueskyq You are very knowledgable- thank you for this information



1/18/2019 5:02:52 PM magaveteranrobi Thank you so much! I promise I will work with it! I always knew I was ‘different’, but I’ve always gotten along with all groups, so it wasn’t until I was +30 

that I discovered (I believe) that I’m empathetic. Still a ‘raw nerve’ some days, but I know it’s BC I’m unschooled. TY!!!

1/18/2019 5:03:34 PM keeter1234321 Gonna watch tonight and see if there’s anything new.  I haven’t watched much these past 2 years but seems they’re openly stating pyramids are 

energy sources with ancient aliens. Kinda feel just accepted as fact on the show now rather than hypothetical

1/18/2019 5:06:10 PM keeter1234321 The last Jurassic movie had human clones as a main character and the movie ended with this clone not exterminating the dinosaurs because as she 

states “ we’re alive too”

1/18/2019 5:09:35 PM moemc8 But it's been going on still till very recently, I'd guess.

1/18/2019 5:10:44 PM heath_jack Please do.  We need to get them all together.  For the normies

1/18/2019 5:12:21 PM melanieanders7 Akashic records are found within. We currently do not have the technology to access that library.

1/18/2019 5:21:12 PM djlok Thanks!  It was very scary. I've actually written a lot on what happened. One of those situations where the truth is much stranger than fiction. Waiting 

for enough time to pass since the break-up to release the details.

1/18/2019 5:21:24 PM snakejackal Death is an artificial construct even for death penalty for negative beings are simply removing their physical suite of vessel that last limited biologically 

years.  Negative beings create hero archetype.  Damsel in distress with hero is a repeating cycle.

1/18/2019 5:24:12 PM djlok You don't miss anything @covertress !! Great find!!

1/18/2019 5:27:42 PM djlok It's so hard to release the burden! I've got so much work to do!!

1/18/2019 5:28:03 PM ekotoons YOU MAY HAVE MISSED THIS ONE

FROM @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1075199136062955520?s=21 …

1/18/2019 5:29:29 PM keith369me Just decided you’re going to do it and take it one minute at a time.  You will be so happy after you do.

1/18/2019 5:32:06 PM djlok Thanks for that, Keith!  So just to clarify, I'm releasing the perception others have of me and meditating as my authentic self...not the David who has 

been constructed by perceptions (from others and/or from myself)?

1/18/2019 5:34:10 PM zagnett How is Cheney doing? Rumsfeld? Chertoff?

1/18/2019 5:36:08 PM keith369me It’s a beautiful thing when you are only loved and unjudged.  I had to stop judging others before no longer judging myself.  The casual interactions I 

now have are “of light”. People approach me randomly now, whereas I repelled others previously.

1/18/2019 5:40:36 PM djlok I do get a lot of people who approach me ALL THE TIME!  And they tell me things about themselves...sometimes very strange things.  People don't 

believe me until they see it for themselves!   It's wild!! I've asked my friends why.  They say it must be bc I come across as nice.

1/18/2019 5:41:17 PM keith369me It’s because you’re open to all possibilities.

1/18/2019 5:42:33 PM richardhiatt16 “spared public disclosure officially” ?  They should be tarred and feathered,  and then terminated....  🧐

1/18/2019 5:42:41 PM djlok It's tough bc I was in a cult that programmed me NOT to focus on myself.  I'm being reprogrammed! Thank you @Obyonetaopy for your comments! 

Very insightful and helpful!!

1/18/2019 5:45:42 PM djlok First time someone commented on my situation that actually makes sense! Open to possibilities. I wasn't buying the "bc you seem like a nice person" 

line.  Of course my friends would say that!  And to be honest, I don't think I come across nicer than the next person to strangers.

1/18/2019 5:46:34 PM wonderswords No, more like they don't represent U.S citizens best interest, they are traveling to brief the foreign governments they do represent. So they should 

register as foreign agents

1/18/2019 5:48:49 PM keith369me When someone with a disability, a senior, or someone with a physical abnormality approaches you it is because the feel/see light and it makes them 

feel at ease

1/18/2019 5:49:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Free the Earth from the miseries of disease." - 45

2018 Farm Bill Legalized CBD Nationwide

Check Out What CBD Does To Smoking Addiction

Rush Into Cannabis Market?

Sheep No More

Enjoy The Show

Majestic Interpretation https://youtu.be/3bZb10ZxpBk 

1/18/2019 5:50:46 PM djlok That makes sense.  Because I don't judge them...not bc I'm a nice person...I literally don't know that I'm capable of judging them...if that makes any 

sense.

1/18/2019 5:52:18 PM 1_decided_voter My father is a 87 year old veteran with worsening demential / alzheimers / memory problems. He's about to become homeless because of his 

behavior. VA has him on meds that worked for a short time, but they are no longer very effective. Will CBD help him?

1/18/2019 5:55:47 PM keith369me Do you judge yourself?  If so, why?

1/18/2019 5:56:57 PM magaveteranrobi TY! 😊Namaste!   https://www.google.com/search?q=lotus+flower+meme&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-

us&client=safari#imgrc=tn6WIsgwUmq7BM …:

1/18/2019 5:59:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 2019

1/18/2019 5:59:37 PM outerspaaaace 9 is a # of completion. A symbol of the Universe. It contains nothing & everything. Think about how this entity made you feel. If it was comforting & 

pleasant, then that's a good sign! Always trust yourself! ♥Here's more info about the significance of 9.  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

1/18/2019 6:01:12 PM worldxplorer1 I too would be interested in knowing this. My 70 year old father has worsening dementia. Horrible disease.

1/18/2019 6:01:43 PM space_sloth26 😊

1/18/2019 6:03:06 PM djlok I do.  I think it's because I've internalized other people's negative perceptions of me.  It's weird, I know.

1/18/2019 6:05:19 PM worldxplorer1 I hope so. Doesn’t sound good considering Barr’s opinions on the matter.

1/18/2019 6:06:13 PM zagnett Good point! MJ, what is your opinion on Barr?

1/18/2019 6:08:14 PM keith369me Are they present day perceptions or past?  I had to forgive everyone that “wronged me” from the middle school bully to my mother.  All of these 

individuals had at one time expressed negative perceptions of me.  Once I did this I realized that stuff from the past wasn’t reality.

1/18/2019 6:11:24 PM buckleu54807407 He is risen indeed. Jesus is Lord.

1/18/2019 6:11:59 PM djlok I think they are past perceptions that have manifested their way into the present for me.  Example: I grew up thinking I wasn't very smart bc I had a 

VERY hard time learning basic math concepts.  Today when I'm afraid I won't be seen as smart, I get paralyzed with fear.

1/18/2019 6:13:38 PM djlok Intellectually, I know that a lack of intelligence isn't a problem (a few degrees, some common-sense, etc)...but feeling differently is a whole other 

ballgame!

1/18/2019 6:14:12 PM jane_q_patriot I can't say enough how much I appreciate this sound advice. Those substances are a powerful *tool*, neither good nor bad, and they're not for 

everybody. And they're not even always right for the same person at different stages of their lives/level of consciousness.

1/18/2019 6:15:26 PM willowspeace I would try your Dad on CBD oil. Many dementia patients are getting relief with CBD.

Lazarus Naturals has a great program offering 60% off for vets, permanently disabled, and low income patients. Excellent products and great customer 

service. https://www.lazarusnaturals.com/shop/tinctures/cbd-tinctures/ …

1/18/2019 6:16:37 PM keith369me Not being smart would be the last thought that would cross my mind if I were to describe the Tweets you make.  Part was my process included 

forgiving my ancestors for the baggage I was left with...this was before I realized that I agreed to this incarnation.

1/18/2019 6:18:03 PM djlok Do you think it's possible you are some of your ancestors?  I think I am. 

BTW thanks for the kind words.  Feeling is mutual btw.

1/18/2019 6:19:20 PM 1_decided_voter I bought some CBD last night so I could try it first to see what effects it had on me first. After taking it I didn't feel much different other than maybe  

only slightly more relaxed than I was before. My spouse tried it this morning and promptly fell asleep.



1/18/2019 6:21:18 PM willowspeace Here’s an article about CBD for dementia.

 https://www.marijuanabreak.com/cannabis-for-dementia … pic.twitter.com/imYIIXFgsz

1/18/2019 6:21:22 PM billyj1616 3

1/18/2019 6:22:28 PM keith369me Not sure about my ancestors...I might be a drop in/wanderer.  My intuition suggests that I am an old soul.  I resonate with Pleiadian channels. My 

personality traits reflect time on Maldek.  I am strongly drawn to what’s left of Lemuria (Hawaii) as it feels like home.

1/18/2019 6:23:17 PM vintagesquirrel Already legal here

1/18/2019 6:25:26 PM sabina06706427 I take CBD oil for inflammation. Isn’t it better for us with or without THC?

1/18/2019 6:25:29 PM keith369me In my earlier years I felt out of place except when staring into the sky.  I feel like I had at least one previous incarnation with my wife and possibly my 

children.

1/18/2019 6:25:57 PM dopesindc CBD does not have any euphoric effects. THC content cannot be above 0.3% and it's strictly enforced.

1/18/2019 6:26:08 PM zagnett It'll be good to have it legal on all levels. Federalies have raided homes even in states where it's legal.

1/18/2019 6:27:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://projectcbd.org/ 
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Open source intelligence.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
1/18/2019 6:27:33 PM djlok I know that feeling you describe regarding looking to the sky.  People used to say I was always daydreaming.  I sort of was, I guess.

1/18/2019 6:28:09 PM keith369me Do you feel you’ve had many incarnations within your family?

1/18/2019 6:28:39 PM djlok I took a test online and it said if I were a Starseed, I'd probably be from Andromeda. I thought that was cool.

1/18/2019 6:28:51 PM willowspeace CBD definitely helps us feel calm & relaxed. It’s a medicine that quietly helps. You often don’t realize how much it’s helping unless you stop taking it.

1/18/2019 6:29:34 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — The New King of Jerusalem:

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#14 … —> Exercise 3

The Cornerstone of Peace —  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#13 … — is made within, but must emerge Out of Au — so that All who had 

returned Home can be All, One:

Versors: 9-9-9 : ((3^2)^3) = 6 = (3^1 x 2^1) — pic.twitter.com/scrnxTmdjQ

1/18/2019 6:30:13 PM djlok Totally. And I think I know who is who going back only 2 generations.

1/18/2019 6:30:44 PM 1_decided_voter That sounds dangerously addictive.

1/18/2019 6:32:21 PM nmchristoban Better if extracted from MJ plant. Not as effective If derived from hemp. Hopeful for legalization

1/18/2019 6:32:28 PM susan66388204 Grateful y’all finally got a handle on things up/out there.  If there MUST be string pullers in this old world they SHOULD be clean and trustworthy from 

JUMP‼️🧨

1/18/2019 6:32:50 PM keith369me I came across a YT video recently that had details of personality descriptions for various origins.  It did not make sense until I realized many Plaeidians 

incarnated on Maldek and certainly within Lemuria.  If I’m correct I’ve been on incarnating for a million+ years.

1/18/2019 6:33:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is medicine, not food or a dietary supplement.

1/18/2019 6:34:34 PM deedeerushforth Pence leaked it.   They gave a false story and he leaked it.   Traitor

1/18/2019 6:34:35 PM t_hayden07 I love POTUS more everyday....thank God for him. Truly...🙌

1/18/2019 6:34:39 PM keith369me My 2 year old niece is my grandmother reincarnated.  Look the same, personality is the same, she was immediately at ease as a baby meeting me as a 

stranger at six months of age.

1/18/2019 6:34:50 PM wwtravelr Yessir.  It is time! Mr Sajak I'd like to solve the puzzle, please. Is it "BOOM"?

1/18/2019 6:35:03 PM 1_decided_voter I'm desperate to help my father, but given that his caretakers require a doctors order to supply any medication (or even supplements), and the VA will 

not provide that order, I'm sort of in a bind on this.

1/18/2019 6:35:57 PM djlok People used to tell me I was an old soul too.  Which is funny bc now people tell me I look a lot younger than I am.  I definitely think it's possible I've 

been here for a VERY long time. I watch those SG1 episodes and see the ET's with so much peace...I would love to be there!

1/18/2019 6:36:30 PM keith369me The reincarnations becomes pretty obvious in others when you’re open to the possibility.

1/18/2019 6:36:48 PM t_hayden07 Amen. I walked away from my cushy hospital job, after watching my patients get killed by crooked practices and big PHARMA. My dream is holistic 

healthcare now

#MAGA

1/18/2019 6:37:27 PM aprilbrown99 The THC portion that is removed is the addictive part. There are no addictive cravings from CBD. My dad has numerous health problems and the CBD 

oil helps him so much. Great stuff!!  So thankful it is legal now.

1/18/2019 6:37:50 PM djlok Holy sh!t... pardon my mouth...but that's the exact same one in my family too...my 2 yr old neice IS my grandmother. She called me a nickname 

recently that ONLY my grandmother ever called me. Freaked everyone out a little...not me.

1/18/2019 6:37:55 PM keith369me Looking a lot younger in age is a trait of an old soul!  I am aging very slowly compared to my peers.

1/18/2019 6:38:40 PM djlok YES!  It's like for me, it's not even a theory at this point...it just is.

1/18/2019 6:39:08 PM keith369me That is awesome

1/18/2019 6:39:57 PM djlok Yeah- so I'm 40 and people think I'm lying.

1/18/2019 6:40:21 PM freestateojones Thanks for the substance provided here.

1/18/2019 6:41:22 PM pwnorthwest CBD only helps some conditions for some people. Whole Cannabis has a wide range of effects that are also beneficial. Dont let them remove THC, 

terpenes, tocopherols and flavonoids. God given herb. God doesnt make mistakes. 🍃

1/18/2019 6:42:21 PM djlok And to make things even more interesting...I think I was her brother...my great-uncle.  It's crazy. My grandmother and I had a very close connection. 

She understood me like no other person.

1/18/2019 6:43:05 PM keith369me Pushing 50 here...still ripped, full head of dark hair and no more wrinkles than I had at 20.  I felt older than I looked until I started meditating on healing.  

 I now feel terrific to match the body age.

1/18/2019 6:44:01 PM willowspeace Cannabis is our medicine. Our bodies have an endocannabinoid system. Cannabis contains cannabinoids that go into our bodies and attach to the 

endocannabinoid system. It’s very safe. There has never been a cannabis overdose death. Rxs kill people daily. pic.twitter.com/ZVFVfIO1p6

1/18/2019 6:45:00 PM djlok This neice always insists on sitting next to me at every family event.  Everyone in the family thought it was odd how attached she is to me bc she barely 

knows me due to proximity.   I just smile and laugh. But when they say something about Grandma being dead...I just laugh.

1/18/2019 6:45:57 PM keith369me My dad/stepmother joke about my niece being a child version of my grandmother.  I don’t think he gets the reincarnation thing.



1/18/2019 6:46:06 PM hellouncledonny Wow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, so much HIVE MIND we are having lately. 

Truly a Great Awakening.

I was about to organize my research on the Q/Cannabis connections.

Future truly Proves Past.

This is bigger than Cannabis advocates can imagine. 

Coming Soon!  pic.twitter.com/JBv0XsFgch

1/18/2019 6:46:12 PM fowlreginald What about CBD oil for autism in young children (vaccine-injured)?

1/18/2019 6:46:37 PM djlok Yeah no wrinkles here, workout daily, still muscular.  People ask my younger sister if she's older....NOT GOOD!!

1/18/2019 6:47:14 PM 1_decided_voter He's frail and often gets dizzy and unstable when he walks. Caregivers would never go along if he were getting THC along with it. I don't know that 

they'll go along at all to begin with, I'll probably need to find a doctor that will sign off on CBD alone before they'll go along.

1/18/2019 6:47:35 PM keith369me Some day they’ll get it.

1/18/2019 6:47:35 PM n7guardiananon Nice date and time for an announcement.

1/18/2019 6:48:49 PM djlok Yeah I've found with people who have fixed ideas centered around Judeo-Christian fixed beliefs, it's just easier for me to just smile and laugh.

1/18/2019 6:48:58 PM keith369me Old soul!  Why the anonymous avatar?

1/18/2019 6:49:47 PM 1_decided_voter I realize it's not something you can OD on, I was just commenting that it's potentially dangerous because your prior statement implied that once you go 

on it, you can't get off without severe consequences. Plus it's very expensive. The small bottle and candies I bought were $60.

1/18/2019 6:51:56 PM keith369me Yep...I am on board with Jesus and his loving life, great teacher, etc...I find it difficult to believe that the man that washed his disciples feet would want 

to be deified.  I won’t do bread/wine

1/18/2019 6:52:37 PM djlok Because 1- many of the views expressed here are mine and mine alone; however many of those views have been taken out of context and showcased 

alongside my picture; 2- I'm very active in the community I live in, so appearing neutral in my daily life has its advantages.

1/18/2019 6:54:19 PM blsdbe Exactly. Are the laws in support of medical use where you are?

1/18/2019 6:54:28 PM lib7473 3-6-9 IS-BE 😇🙏🏻...START the countdown to what WE the PEOPLE have been waiting patiently for. Enjoying the SHOW yet?! #QAnon #WWG1WGA 

#letfreedomring #1776part2

1/18/2019 6:55:45 PM keith369me Feel very similar...choose to have no avatar because I want zero pre-conceived notions about who I am.  The pace of my thoughts on here would not 

be suitable for co-workers.  I do talk disclosure with them, but I mostly ask probing questions rather than expressing opinions

1/18/2019 6:56:01 PM djlok I'm sort of like a clean slate with regard to religion - no strong leaning to any of them.  The only one I'm worried about is Satanism.  That Q line "Do you 

believe in Satan? Do you believe others believe in Satan"? Hit me square between the eyes.

1/18/2019 6:56:55 PM blsdbe Wow, give a sister a leg up: how are you living this dream? I am so done doing sick care at the hospital...

1/18/2019 6:57:45 PM djlok Yeah like on here I can say, "we all know @HillaryClinton has a NXIVM tattoo on her gooch" and that's ok.  In the workplace or at a Civic event...not so 

much.

1/18/2019 6:58:26 PM pwnorthwest Oregon allows flower and home grow. Problem: gov changed the peoples law and nowhere to consume except private property. So renters have 

nowhere legal.

1/18/2019 6:58:43 PM keith369me I was born in a Jewish household.  I meditated on Jesus and the next day came across the Law of One channel on the subject.  It resonated with all that 

I was feeling

1/18/2019 6:59:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Reminds me of a swastika

1/18/2019 6:59:43 PM willowspeace You won’t have withdrawals if you stop taking it, your symptoms that you were treating will just come back. It’s a very gentle medicine. Lazarus 

Naturals has great prices. Most local companies mark it up way too much. So I buy mine online. $15.20 for 900 mg with 60% off discount. 

pic.twitter.com/mwyrswz0Zb

1/18/2019 6:59:58 PM djlok I need to check that out.  I think I've heard Teal Swan say something about that. Just recently discovered her.  She's great.

1/18/2019 7:01:34 PM keith369me Funny you mention that.  Besides my first name, I have a second connection to Raniere...friends that have that same connection can’t fathom why he 

was a CGI member.

1/18/2019 7:02:52 PM pwnorthwest Only the landed gentry can consume. Half the population rents and are subject to laws fines penalties that other half doesnt have to worry about. 

Discriminating. Especially unfair to medical users.

1/18/2019 7:03:16 PM djlok He was like a reverse hooker. They paid him for sex that only he probably enjoyed.

1/18/2019 7:04:01 PM keith369me It is crazy enlightening.  It is tough to follow...took me a long time to get through it.

1/18/2019 7:04:51 PM jane_q_patriot So hard. Can you get around the caretakers? Find new ones? Be one? In my experience, most senior care practitioners just use the standard Pharma 

protocols and only "care" about what they're reimbursed for. Statins, for instance, helped push my mom's brain over the Dementia edge.

1/18/2019 7:05:07 PM keith369me He was one extremely high IQ dude that went evil.

1/18/2019 7:05:22 PM rezinated1 Works better e the Psycho active Molecule

1/18/2019 7:06:30 PM rezinated1 I smoke Bud everyday, I rarely get sick, Blood pressure is on point. Weight is down. No arrhythmias . Feel healthy . 44 years old and no issues.

1/18/2019 7:06:33 PM djlok Yeah sometimes the stuff MJ12 and Teal and others say can kinda get me down.  Then I meditate on it to try to get more clarity.  It's tough though. 

One big giant rabbit hole!

1/18/2019 7:07:39 PM dopesindc Depends on your goal.  Growing the actual plant is very different depending on the grower's goal, whether it be medical marijuana,  CBD, or hemp fiber.

1/18/2019 7:08:05 PM djlok Yeah that makes sense. For them it's pure evil. The only enjoyment they get is out of other people's suffering.

1/18/2019 7:09:42 PM keith369me I have an energetic brain...it tingles a shit ton as I am discussing higher dimensional information.  Today I purposely did a lot of 3D stuff to decrease the 

energy.  I immediately missed the energy and want it to stay and increase.

1/18/2019 7:11:15 PM jane_q_patriot You gotta reverse the roles. He's like your child now. This is the most difficult thing in the world. I know. Especially with a generation that puts so much 

trust in "the system." No matter what, don't beat yourself up. You can only do so much. Put the oxygen mask on YOU first.

1/18/2019 7:12:56 PM aetherwalker1 "You are your own Master.  The future, everything, rests on your own shoulders.  Buddha's responsibility is just to show the path; that's all."  -Tenzin 

Gyatso 14th Dalai Lama

1/18/2019 7:13:28 PM fowlreginald Thank you for this information! I am a veteran and this is a very helpful.

1/18/2019 7:15:59 PM rezinated1 Medicine for pain. Not interested in making clothes or paper. Medicinal purposes only .

1/18/2019 7:16:18 PM shakt222 But all the innocent people will be severely traumatized to learn what these criminals actually did to the children.  Learning these terrible things has 

changed me forever.

1/18/2019 7:16:20 PM pwnorthwest CBD is absolutely the way to go for folks who don't want or need the rest. Just saying the nanny state shouldn't limit choice. Or add harmful substances 

as in some vape oils.

1/18/2019 7:16:52 PM drumsk8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Please can you confirm or expand on this:

- = soul (source connection, the all)

IS = Spirit

BE= Body

Richard = ? projection from IS-BE != IS-BE?

I ask as I thought IS-BE = Richard.

Therefore is Richard just the conciousness projection of another higher IS-BE?

1/18/2019 7:17:38 PM djlok Yeah I had a situation like that today where I was like "ok, where are we going here".

1/18/2019 7:18:40 PM djlok And then I was like...back to now.

1/18/2019 7:19:56 PM keith369me Lol...I wish I could Tweet telepathically with no electronic device in my hand



1/18/2019 7:21:15 PM djlok Maybe we can!

1/18/2019 7:21:18 PM lp083061 What to make if this tweet? pic.twitter.com/gamPw7PQcB

1/18/2019 7:22:02 PM keith369me ...after April 2021

1/18/2019 7:23:19 PM pwnorthwest Should also note that eating cannabis or receiving it transdermally through a patch isn't the same at all. Good choice for some I'm sure but for me,, 

causes nausea, hard to control dose, doesn't deliver same effects. Everyone is different but that's my experience with it.

1/18/2019 7:23:35 PM djlok "we don't predict the dates" "time is an illusion". 😀

1/18/2019 7:24:58 PM keith369me Kabumar...5D split...most won’t move on that day, but they will arrive on that day

1/18/2019 7:29:05 PM shakt222 Selenium supplements take aluminum out of the brain & body.

1/18/2019 7:35:12 PM zerpburps @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @DecodeMatrix @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  good start plus...  

https://youtu.be/72bsCKEhSkI  from @HamEggsn .. @prayingmedic has a tweet of links to help too.  Direct drops from 8chan✌️

1/18/2019 7:39:28 PM sabina06706427 Very true. I ran out of it and my shoulder started hurting again

1/18/2019 7:39:37 PM magaveteranrobi From what I saw on the vid, Central Standard Time would be 11:11pm on Jan 20th? Just making sure - We just retired to the Ozarks of Arkansas....?

1/18/2019 7:46:07 PM kalamojakka My first thought as well

1/18/2019 7:48:32 PM iam_laura9 That's the new slack app icon lol

1/18/2019 7:48:50 PM do_or_do_notty If you’re monitoring me could you please give me a heads up if I’m about to be shanked? Thanks! 👍😂

1/18/2019 7:50:53 PM myronmcgee10 What do you think the blood moon on Sunday is all about?

1/18/2019 7:51:40 PM sehvehn oh! ...and they were "spared" public disclosure because we always protect their feelers that way dont we. always caring we are. we'll just take your 

word for it, why not. yep.

1/18/2019 7:52:44 PM mskeens1962 First clinics just opened in my state & all are about 50 miles away. If you truly need it, chances are you have no way to get to it ♿

1/18/2019 7:54:19 PM lovethebeach999 But you and the rest of us carry on.

1/18/2019 8:00:22 PM kalamojakka There are coincidences

1/18/2019 8:01:07 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 helps reinforce optimism and hunches I've had for years now. 

We're spiritual beings having a human experience.

What a time to be alive. 

Thank you for assisting us @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon @Jordan_Sather_ and many others. #WWG1WGA

1/18/2019 8:02:22 PM daveycroqket Could help with the inflammation, worth a shot!

1/18/2019 8:13:45 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/v7hRrUoJBk

1/18/2019 8:13:56 PM fightthenewwo .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how many assasination attempts have been made on Trump?

1/18/2019 8:18:36 PM shawnhoyer Let them do as many as they want. They are not going to get him. He has a veil of protection over him. Stay strong, God bless and shalom.

1/18/2019 8:31:06 PM dottienron  pic.twitter.com/l48movbiVf

1/18/2019 8:37:18 PM speaakn Suffering? Many would see ot as a symbol of hope.

1/18/2019 8:39:56 PM gi6stars Amen!

1/18/2019 8:40:34 PM speaakn Now that’s a very interesting hypothesis!

1/18/2019 8:56:57 PM aprilbrown99 I understand how you feel @QanonQurator.  I am going through this with my dad right now too. He is 82. Keep in mind that your dad and you are in 

charge of making sure he gets care. The medical person who is helping your dad must listen to your requests.

1/18/2019 8:59:42 PM aprilbrown99 The care professional is there to help your dad....you/dad are in charge. Not the other way around. Maybe think about getting a health directive 

notarized so that it list you as the responsible person if your dad can’t speak for himself.  You don’t want....

1/18/2019 9:00:22 PM aprilbrown99 Someone else to be in charge when it gets to that point....if it is not already.

1/18/2019 9:01:24 PM brandon_braud You speak like someone who knows them.  Not as well as I do though, because they would find my statement hilarious.

1/18/2019 9:03:51 PM aprilbrown99 You can get the form here at legalzoom and spend minimal $$

Good luck!  It is very hard when your parents become your children. 

 https://www.legalzoom.com/sem/ep/living-will.html?kid=_k_EAIaIQobChMIi-

X7qoj53wIVkxx9Ch2NvwJYEAAYASAAEgJfCPD_BwE_k_&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=advance%20healthcare%20directive%20f

orm&utm_content=273327246375&utm_campaign=EP_%7C_AHD&kpid=go_753818804_39669962796_273327246375_kwd-

7558607883_t&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIi-X7qoj53wIVkxx9Ch2NvwJYEAAYASAAEgJfCPD_BwE …
1/18/2019 9:07:03 PM johngradycole20 But we're also going to have to give up our firearms of we use it, am I right?

1/18/2019 9:11:39 PM space_sloth26 Nope, it'll be so there won't be any infringement on our rights. 

They're sacred. The Cabal will do anything to strip them from us. Trust POTUS and TPTB that things will work out for the best, also regarding cannabis.

1/18/2019 9:19:46 PM andreakern12 Mn pic.twitter.com/TXgycWnQk5

1/18/2019 9:19:56 PM speaakn You can just order it off the internet. I asked my dr. About it last year-he told me I needed to be wary of many brands, but gave me a specific name & 

where to buy it. It’s not cheap, but worth it. I’m already in bed for the night, but if you reply, I’ll send you the name

1/18/2019 9:27:53 PM gi6stars My hubby was on very strong pain med for RA. He started CBD oil about 1yr ago. He hasn't had any pain. It's like a miracle. He takes Charlotte's Web. 

He tried a cheaper oil but started to have pain,so we just get the Charlotte's Web. It's a great story behind this comp. also.

1/18/2019 9:27:56 PM nancyfortrump Take orders from NWO heads

1/18/2019 9:28:47 PM mongrelglory Sounds like they got rid of the last "black hats" left in their ranks as of today!  Great news!

1/18/2019 9:28:47 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah, but his VA doctor isn't likely to go along with CBD, much less CBD+THC.

1/18/2019 9:29:47 PM willowspeace You’re welcome! Thank you for your service!🇺🇸

1/18/2019 9:31:10 PM heath_jack Yea buddy that the stuff! Nothing to see here!

1/18/2019 9:32:36 PM 1_decided_voter I appreciate the advice. I have a durable power of attorney. 

About the "who's in charge" part. Unfortunately, VA is his only source of medical care, and the caregiver requires the doctor to okay everything they 

give him. I might be able to get away with sneaking it to him while

1/18/2019 9:34:21 PM 1_decided_voter I have him out with me, but I can barely get him once a week, so a daily thing is out of the question. It can't hurt to ask his VA doctor I guess, but I'm 

not holding much hope that they'll be able to endorse it, even if they agreed it might help. They are under restrictions.

1/18/2019 9:40:32 PM wwtravelr Ayahuasca legal status is ambiguous in the US.  But, it's being used by off-cuff Shamans in brick ridden houses LA and NYC.  Intent is to connect with 

nature while connecting with source, higher-self, angels etc.  Pulverize/liquify male and female roots.

1/18/2019 9:45:34 PM omuftah    الله أهل البيت الله أكبر ي �😈�⏰ FREEDOM حرية V.I.Pحسبر

1/18/2019 9:49:40 PM mongrelglory I love this conversation you guys!  I only have a few remnants of a very dysfunctional and fragmented family and am pretty much on my own now 

(except for friends).  I don't recall any past life-times on this Earth, but have always believed in re-incarnation, even as a Christian.

1/18/2019 9:51:46 PM wwtravelr ding ding ding

1/18/2019 9:52:50 PM fightthenewwo I echo speaknspell. CBD has become wildly popular due to its wide ranging benefits and can be purchased online. I recommend full spectrum CBD as it 

contains the most cannabinoids. Perform due diligence in regards to CBD products to find ones that have good reviews and values.



1/18/2019 9:53:02 PM datruseeka I always knew MJ12 was evil.  But how are you going to convince the public MJ12’s evil has been purged if these convictions of past MJ12 members are 

made public?

1/18/2019 9:53:08 PM magaveteranrobi TY Very Much! Subscribed & Ready to continue the journey I started years ago (& Let “life” derail me from). Thank you so much...Namaste (The God In 

Me, Honors The God In You!)

1/18/2019 9:54:58 PM datruseeka Were these convictions of the Death Penalty of past MJ12 members done through military tribunals?  And were these executions actually carried out?  

Why not make this public?  Why do in complete secrecy?

1/18/2019 9:55:11 PM magaveteranrobi TY! 11:11pm my time - Gateway - Perfect!

1/18/2019 10:10:37 PM lightseeker2012 MLK 

Moloch?

1/18/2019 10:16:23 PM 1_decided_voter Acquiring it isn't the problem, it's finding a legitimate way to get him taking it that is the biggest hurdle.

1/18/2019 10:19:20 PM magaveteranrobi 🥰🤗 Thank you...I’ve prayed for help for so many years. Kept waiting to be worthy- “when the student is ready, the teacher will appear”. Grateful 

that it seems that I’m FINALLY ready! 😢😌

1/18/2019 10:47:52 PM aprilbrown99 Great advice. Thank you. 🙏

1/18/2019 11:01:57 PM eskeljoyce Why won’t they disclose them? I truly don’t understand that. People need to know how sick these people are.

1/18/2019 11:16:59 PM proudpatwife I get that too!!!!!! In fact I posted that a month ago or so that I’ve been seeing this nbr EVERYDAY!

1/18/2019 11:17:36 PM 1_decided_voter I was hesitant to indulge in a 2+ hour radio show, but I'm about an hour in and this is good stuff from Aug.  The things he's talking about from ~35-50 

mins about a MJ12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) handler reminds me of the movie Dreamscape with Dennis Quaid.

 https://youtu.be/PtZsGehcW-M 

1/18/2019 11:17:39 PM curly_lambeau this is part of the trick

1/18/2019 11:45:16 PM oo1o110 >Great Awakening

>The Storm

>15:00 01/19/19

>ANNOUNCEMENT

Disinformation is necessary?

1/18/2019 11:50:52 PM lori_dee1 Installed in Antartica...hmmm 🤔

1/19/2019 12:12:34 AM griffingsw They"ve abused us taxpayers so terribly for so long. They should be strung up.

1/19/2019 12:28:23 AM datruseeka I meant “aren’t” made public!!!!

1/19/2019 12:32:42 AM bigworthy Beautifully put sir.

1/19/2019 12:35:46 AM courageouskriss Cbd is excellent for treatment of pain, adhd autism etc

1/19/2019 12:45:45 AM bigworthy But are they negative forever? They can't be In a static state. The universe moves like a 360° multiple planed Waveform until it meet the divine high 

frequency.

1/19/2019 1:17:20 AM adsvel Like Your Higher Self, Divine Self. 😊

1/19/2019 1:18:04 AM richardbramlet6 Blessings sandris

1/19/2019 1:18:10 AM magaveteranrobi I think it’s a combo btw evil intentions (child trafficking has never been more DENIED to Pelosi - I “feel” her - makes me nauseous- she cares more 

about YOUTH for herself than she does about anything else (yes, I have mommy issues, but that’s why I Know Her - “Mommy Dearest”!

1/19/2019 1:18:38 AM richardbramlet6 I found him my is-be

1/19/2019 1:19:26 AM magaveteranrobi YEs, I Believe!

1/19/2019 1:19:40 AM richardbramlet6 He was bad not anymore

1/19/2019 1:20:03 AM richardbramlet6 He was bad not anymore yah

1/19/2019 1:23:42 AM magaveteranrobi I believe there are several in several places - Romania is new to me...please share info, I’m ready (& fairly good at..) research! Where/what site is 

known/assumed? There’s TRUTH in all “mythology/ancient stories” - but usually less accurate than hoped (like whispering game...

1/19/2019 1:27:34 AM magaveteranrobi ...don’t know where your from, but the whispering game [in 3rd Grade, for me] was approx 16 children in a circle..the teacher would whisper 

something into the 1st child’s ear, then they would whisper it into the next child’s ear — by the time it was received by the last child...

1/19/2019 1:29:52 AM unittzoo That's the real meaning behind  "Where we go one, we go all."

1/19/2019 1:31:48 AM magaveteranrobi ...it was Very Different Than the original message, but it still had The Foundation Of The Truth!)! Just something to consider. My life has taught me that, 

no matter what you’re told, no one is capable of Pure Truth - But there’s a WHISPER of Truth In Everything...just sayin’ 😬

1/19/2019 1:50:52 AM unittzoo "forgive all lower density actions" is a difficult daily chore/burden. 

I try to do this by the end of each day, which also applies to myself.

but when it feels like a hamster wheel within your home, and said person refuses to wake up, it's draining.

1/19/2019 2:04:49 AM adsvel And Blessings to You Richard. 😊💗☀️🌈

1/19/2019 2:06:33 AM richardbramlet6 No good sir... brother..lol blessings to you sometimes you have to let the darkness in to see the light he sees the light once again and is ready to fight 

for it once more

1/19/2019 2:09:24 AM richardbramlet6 He put up a fight lol but he good now blessings for helping me find him again   the most powerful once now works for the most powerful again

1/19/2019 2:12:22 AM theappraizer Tina, my story as well. Zactly my story. Those that do succeed on their own are penalized.

1/19/2019 2:12:43 AM nullanon12 What Happened to South Tower(Building 2) on #911

#Drone Disguised as #Plane?

#Hologram.

People Burning Inside Out? No Paper Was Burnt?

#Microwave Weapons.

For?

#Nanothermite To Melt Steel For Drone.

Buildings Dustified?

High Power UV/IR #Laser.

#WWG1WGA.

#Q
1/19/2019 2:15:22 AM unittzoo Whenever I see a video or photo of JA I feel a profound attachment, like a family member.

A strong, emotional magnetic energy. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/19/2019 2:21:31 AM theappraizer Just attempting a smile, Friend. No trigger meant.

1/19/2019 2:49:48 AM theappraizer CBD & smoking?! Holy crap! Run run run! I am so sick of cigarettes - figuratively and literally. Definitely diving deep on this one! Much appreciated, 

MJ12. ♥👍☺

1/19/2019 2:50:53 AM epkman NASA states: "Japan Quake May Have Shortened Earth Days, Moved Axis 

03.14.11."

Earth's Axis was altered by app 3 deg.. Do scientist know what effect this will have/has on Earth in 20, 50, 100 years? You don't rule Mother Nature.[ 

https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/japanquake/earth20110314.htmlNO …]

1/19/2019 2:53:04 AM xusaf_patriot Had my last smoke Thursday...trying to go cold turkey.  Not sure CBD is available in NY - never seen it in a drug store but will have to look harder if it 

helps kicking cigs...lol



1/19/2019 3:53:48 AM fabulousmndance Still nervous is the best way to describe it. It’s like the country is on an antibiotic and is getting better. If one stops an antibiotic before the infection is 

completely gone causes it to comes back worse than ever. I am not naive to we are here..it’s fragile. Standing strong!

1/19/2019 3:55:53 AM covertress Not a whisper from the MSM

#FakeNews #EnemyOfThePeople https://twitter.com/StudentsforLife/status/1086392692425310208?s=19 …

1/19/2019 4:08:27 AM smokecat11 😍😍😍

1/19/2019 4:57:41 AM nmd_mari I do agree it sometimes can be an outside source causing the ringing. I also know that energetically our bodies are all adjusting to higher energetic 

frequencies on earth, this also causes ringing in the ear. It's a good thing. 🙂

1/19/2019 5:00:39 AM keith369me You can not wake up others around you.  You can assist them with information if they want to wake up.  You can love them with all of your heart 

unconditionally when they are of another density!  The higher vibration will help them wake up more than any forced information shock.

1/19/2019 5:16:32 AM nmd_mari 😂😂😂

1/19/2019 5:20:00 AM nmd_mari 1/16/19 

Massachusetts 

Planes out in full force spraying all morning.😕 pic.twitter.com/u3B32dzh0J

1/19/2019 5:24:26 AM deplorabldamsel Future proves past? pic.twitter.com/OqeH6KDRIK

1/19/2019 5:26:39 AM heath_jack So cool thank you!  Keep looking. And taking pictures.

1/19/2019 5:39:11 AM jandydill I’m interested. Can u send me the info? TY!

1/19/2019 5:47:55 AM jandydill TY so much for this info! ❤️

1/19/2019 5:49:01 AM mskeens1962 Me too

1/19/2019 5:49:18 AM mskeens1962 Yes please

1/19/2019 5:57:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I have been trying to get my dad to use CBD oil for his RA. What brand do you use and did he see an effect immediately?

1/19/2019 6:00:10 AM glor60 Until chemtrails are stopped we cannot be healthy. We’re breathing poison!!

1/19/2019 6:04:25 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Was this the plan?  

 

@donnabrazile

Follow Follow @donnabrazile

More Donna Brazile Retweeted TIME

#MadamSpeaker today

#PresidentPelosi shortly thereafter

#MLKWeekend is underway

Keep Hope Alive!
1/19/2019 6:13:53 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talks about this as well.

1/19/2019 6:22:02 AM pauliepg11111 Gilette owned by Procter & Gamble, CEO David Taylor: “Earlier in his career, Taylor was vice chair of the Greater China Quality Brand Protection 

Committee, a collaboration between top companies and the Chinese government.” Is this relevant?

1/19/2019 6:22:45 AM openeyes4966 Really.

1/19/2019 6:27:28 AM bethelight11_11 Let’s make Jan 20th #NATIONALTRUMPDAY @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @FoxNews @therealroseanne @intheMatrixxx @Jordan_Sather_ 

@Cordicon @prayingmedic @WarDrummer1 @WarAngel1111 @TrueEyeTheSpy @StormIsUponUs @SaraCarterDC @Thomas1774Paine 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackPosobiec @

1/19/2019 6:34:02 AM pauliepg11111 P&G’s $90m distribution center was code named “Project Walnut” when it was being built. Um, what does walnut remind me of? Adrenochrome 

(adrenal gland)...and...pizzagate code word?!

1/19/2019 6:58:50 AM k7dam6 Hi 🙂

I have seen a few videos on it, google search brings up a few options.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHCb1S0eRuo …. There are quite a few 

written articles too.

I have read that the Atlanteans have left numerous "halls of records" around the World that may only be accessed by the

1/19/2019 7:04:35 AM djlok You are so right about #BigPharma.  They had me on so many pills to treat "depression" and I was getting SO sick by the day.  Got off of everything and 

found out I'm not even depressed!

I would love it if @realDonaldTrump opens up his speech with the Mueller Report in hand.

1/19/2019 7:04:40 AM jollyrob2 Qurious, CBD is not addictive. As a lot of addictions, is a escape to an other state of be....to escape this world where we live in! 

https://hempmedspx.com/cbd-oil-addictive/ …

1/19/2019 7:06:10 AM k7dam6 pure of heart! Or a harmonic resonance force field? As described in the article. 

I am from Ireland. We played a similar game too, we called it "Chinese whispers" , it was a time before political correctness!

1/19/2019 7:07:52 AM djlok Doctors said "No you can't do that.". I did it anyway with the help of holistic medicines to avoid seizures.  I was so SICK on those damn pills.  So glad I 

woke up and got off all of them.  I'm not saying everyone should do that...but I'm glad I did.

1/19/2019 7:12:05 AM covertress How does one release the grief over those who won't ascend? 

(I think of them as the un-sheen)

1/19/2019 7:16:21 AM zagnett Good job dude!

1/19/2019 7:17:11 AM awakeandsing123 Here is the link to the Nano-Enhanced Hemp Oil that the video describes.  https://ashermilgrom.primemybody.com/prod_SING1018 

1/19/2019 7:18:04 AM djlok Thanks Zag!   It was one of those situations where I literally had "nothing to lose".   I'm sure there are countless stories like mine!

1/19/2019 7:18:11 AM awakeandsing123 You spray it under your tongue for the best absorption.

1/19/2019 7:25:02 AM zagnett Oh F statins too. They made my shoulders lock up for years, requiring physical therapy to resolve, & made my brain foggy as hell. Even famous 

astronauts reported the same kinds of problem.

Silly cabal. Just killing millions slowly with their "medicines". Nothing to see here.

1/19/2019 7:27:44 AM djlok "Nothing to see here" is right. One of a thousand reasons (or points of Light or whatever they wanna call it)  I HATE the Cabal!!

1/19/2019 7:35:13 AM 3rdeyeview55 I was prescribed statins too, but researched a little and decided not to take them. Never even cracked open the bottle. Wasn't about to go down that 

route.

1/19/2019 7:37:04 AM zagnett Good to hear!

Have you had any success lowering cholesterol via other means? Still working on that. But I'm not even 100% sure it's necessary. Difficult subject to get 

the truth. One of #BigPharma biggest cash cows unfortunately.

1/19/2019 7:42:54 AM rick_hernandez My own intuition tells me that once we ascend we won’t need to release because we will see the unity in consciousness more clearly. We will 

understand that those who are left behind are going through the experiences they need to go through to grow.

1/19/2019 7:44:43 AM rick_hernandez I’m also feeling some of this for members in my family. I am concerned for them. I keep getting back that I’m focused on fear and not love. So I need to 

move on from that and just Be in love with them/for them/for me

1/19/2019 7:49:51 AM blsdbe Exactly this...my kids and my hubby...trying to lead by example, but that doesn't change how much I want them to actually come with me. Maybe part 

of releasing this grief is *knowing* we are all One, and those we leave behind will get there eventually, when they choose to arrive.



1/19/2019 7:51:03 AM blsdbe Yes, thank you, Be In Love 😇

1/19/2019 8:01:53 AM thetempestchip 3 worlds excluding ours? A gaseous world just beginning cosmic creation, a world with very little human impact(prehistoric), and a world a few hundred 

years ahead of ours?

1/19/2019 8:09:43 AM melanieanders7 Research for yourself. I did! :) that’s how I learned you can access it yourself. There are people who do Akashic readings too. And some will teach you 

how.

1/19/2019 8:15:20 AM shakt222 Right!!!

1/19/2019 8:15:32 AM keith369me Yes...it seems it really is a choice although not explicit.  I would think that some that would choose to stay with the dark world would get shocked into a 

quick wake up when there is no light anywhere.  Can dark exist without a balance of light?  Oppressor/Oppressed?

1/19/2019 8:16:22 AM speaakn This is what I use. I buy it at a local store, but they don’t carry it on their website. The stuff is expensive, but I signed up for their preferred customer 

plan and it the last I bought it, it was only about $40. Here’s another place to buy similar:  

https://shop.myctfo.me/johnmauldin/index.php/?route=product/category&path=29 … pic.twitter.com/4RbdYPzy0w

1/19/2019 8:19:06 AM melanieanders7 It’s not addictive. I use CBD when I feel I need to relax and can’t. Or when I just can’t sleep. I don’t have cravings for it. And I’m not dependent on it 

either. Great ddition to the medicine cabinet.

1/19/2019 8:20:01 AM zerpburps Alcohol vs. Canadian Journal of Education 27,4 (2002):. 499-526. Kenneth W. Tupper Entheogens and Existential Intelligence: The Use of Plant Teachers 

as Cognitive Tools.  - Web  http://Archive.org  ✌️Also See Documentary - "Culture High" - pieces of puzzle. @realDonaldTrump

1/19/2019 8:20:37 AM covertress I enjoyed this video yesterday. Mentions The Sphinx may be much older than the pyramids... like 10,000 years old

 https://youtu.be/ODYy-ifTu1M 

1/19/2019 8:21:44 AM keith369me How do you know your family won’t be along for the ride?  If they are loving individuals they likely will be.  From all I can gather, being an expert on the 

universe is not a prerequisite.

1/19/2019 8:22:55 AM speaakn Also, it lasts for about a month and I only took it regularly when I was ill. My recovery time was cut in half, but I couldn’t say it was the CBD. I stopped 

using after a while bc it’s so expensive, but I want to get back to daily use bc of the research recently.

1/19/2019 8:23:19 AM gi6stars He uses Charlotte's Web brand. Just Google it,they are out of Colorado. Our Health store also carries it.There are 4 different strengths. I think he 

started at #2 for a month then went up to # 3 - 4 the strongest dose. Hope this helps.

1/19/2019 8:26:56 AM speaakn The taste is horrible, though 😂. Since Trump allowed hemp to be grown legally here, I’m hoping the prices come down, so I can take it more often.  

I’m thankful for our @POTUS. He’s done a lot for our country in so many ways.

1/19/2019 8:27:24 AM humanprimer Majestic.  I asked this before.  After detecting the great wisdom hidden within your posts.  Tell us how all this relates to "The Wingmakers" Material ?  

Please elaborate.

1/19/2019 8:29:05 AM mskeens1962 TY - plan on researching if will help me

1/19/2019 8:29:32 AM humanprimer Read "The Human Primer"

1/19/2019 8:30:25 AM mskeens1962 Agree 💯

1/19/2019 8:34:33 AM daveschroeder18 A little privacy right? haha

1/19/2019 8:36:25 AM djlok A friend of mine only 45 had very bad cholesterol, went vegan and no longer have the cholesterol problem.

1/19/2019 8:38:39 AM humanprimer "Free Energy" !!!!

1/19/2019 8:42:16 AM humanprimer At the atomic level science discloses it all.  The truth is already here.  "Coherence" is where the real power exists.  How do you cause "coherence?"  

Through thoughts and feelings?  That is the real battlefield.

1/19/2019 8:43:39 AM humanprimer Bingo!

1/19/2019 8:45:24 AM humanprimer Disclosure.  Knowledge the human body is the most powerful healing apparatus ever created.  Logical thinking.  Who controls your own human body?  

With what?

1/19/2019 8:47:07 AM humanprimer Neuropeptides!  Antidote?

1/19/2019 8:47:51 AM humanprimer Better question:  "Why do we allow heavy metals to be sprayed into our air?"

1/19/2019 8:49:26 AM 3rdeyeview55 I'm not sure it's 💯necessary either. If the all inclusive (((they))) have been lying & manipulating us all this time then whose to say what numbers of 

cholesterol measurement is accurate. If they want more ppl on these statins all they have to do is manipulate those levels.

1/19/2019 8:51:19 AM humanprimer "To BE"... there is not other option, no other process. All inclusive. No exception. It is human.  Is it not time we all learned HOW  it is that we..."be" thus 

exist?  Read "The Human Primer"

1/19/2019 8:58:06 AM bbobbio71 CBD works wonderful! Use it every day for back pain,  in conjunction with the full herb.  

Would love it to be legalized,  would like to incorporate it into meals(paring) I brew beer as a hobby and pair that with food. 

Wife uses CBD for anxiety. can't use  other due to job.

1/19/2019 8:59:43 AM zagnett Yup, which they do. They've lowered the amount of e.g. LDL that is considered "healthy" over the years. To sell more statins it seems. Healthy for their 

profits not healthy for us necessarily. Cholesterol is needed for brain functions.

1/19/2019 9:00:21 AM zagnett Any friends that lowered their cholesterol who didn't go vegan by any chance?

1/19/2019 9:08:42 AM 3rdeyeview55 I didn't go vegan or anything with a label. I'm more careful w what I eat and I also eat in a three hour window in the afternoon, with little healthy 

snacks in the evening e.g. veggies/fruit/nuts. That right there reduces possibility of GERD in the evening & when you go to sleep.

1/19/2019 9:22:48 AM friskygolfer MJ12 has said to get it with .03% thc

1/19/2019 9:24:50 AM djlok Ha ha!  Yeah, right?  With the way things are going, we'll probably learn the whole cholesterol thing was a damn scam!!

1/19/2019 9:26:57 AM zagnett It definitely seems like a scam to me.

1/19/2019 9:35:24 AM 3rdeyeview55 It wouldn't surprise me. The whole med ind complex is a scam now. Medicine does have its purpose, but not when it's used as a cash cow to make 

criminals obscenely wealthy at our expense.

1/19/2019 9:40:09 AM jandydill TY so much! 😃👍❤️

1/19/2019 9:48:29 AM sehvehn and why was MJ12 formed, anyway?.....tainted from beginning? Majestic just sounds too much like an ego stroke. im nobody though and im just one 

opinion, so...whatever. i sincerely dont understand in all the world why it is MJ12 that rubs me the wrong way.

1/19/2019 9:51:09 AM sehvehn more protecting...more secrecy and hiding. i just dont understand..why not simply TRUTH?

1/19/2019 10:08:57 AM blsdbe Thank goodness for that! Here's to hoping, but either way I still think we will ALL be meeting again at some point 😇

1/19/2019 10:09:45 AM oo1o110 >You are better sick and depressed constantly than healthy and happy.

I do not understand this statement at all.

1/19/2019 10:11:04 AM knightofmaltaus Believe in #UFO’s ?

@mj12official @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @majestic https://sputniknews.com/us/201901181071580110-documents-us-government-ufo-project/ …

1/19/2019 10:30:54 AM humanprimer CBD activates a natural system.  The pituitary gland produces neuropeptides for the cell receptors.  They inform cell DNA about "YOU" being something 

(free willed).  What is the pituitary gland listening to? Expand your thinking.

1/19/2019 10:32:21 AM keith369me My worry...I have one that I am concerned that she might choose to stay behind.  Extremely confident soul.

1/19/2019 10:48:08 AM mongrelglory If you ascend at a different time than your loved ones, I guess you can still aid them and watch over them from a higher plane, until they're ready to 

ascend.  At least Q and MJ-12 have said that the age of slavery for mankind is coming to an end, so the future will be better.

1/19/2019 10:53:48 AM buckleu54807407 She won't ever become POTUS. The military will remove every DS player the hard way if Trump is harmed. Trump won and the plan is to do it 100% 

legally. That takes time but protects humanity. Game was won when Trump won. Game is still won but all deals off if Trump is MLK or JFK'd

1/19/2019 10:57:39 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

1/19/2019 10:58:49 AM myronmcgee10 I do understand these facts, was looking to open a dialog.



1/19/2019 10:59:01 AM myronmcgee10 Thanks

1/19/2019 11:06:04 AM myronmcgee10 I feel the same. Continuing to stay anchored so I don't miss a beat. It's absolutely amazing the times that were living, indeed.

1/19/2019 11:09:41 AM oo1o110 Ah, I see. Better to them sick and depressed.  Makes sense now. Thanks Kathy. Much love! :)

1/19/2019 11:11:39 AM gi6stars Yes. We pay about 150.00 a month for what hubby on.

1/19/2019 11:13:24 AM gi6stars  https://www.cwhemp.com 

1/19/2019 11:13:32 AM gi6stars  https://www.cwhemp.com 

1/19/2019 11:20:04 AM gi6stars To be clear. We have Nothing to do with Charlotte Web hemp oil company. This is just the product that we use. There are many other companies that 

sell hemp oil. I'm just giving our experience.

1/19/2019 11:52:27 AM space_sloth26 I unfortunately think the UK has a longer road ahead of them than their American neighbors across the pond. They're making progress but it's a much 

dirtier and harder fight for the UK and the rest of Europe.

1/19/2019 11:56:49 AM t_hayden07 I've been fostering a special needs child since I left. Now looking for my entry way in. Not many choices where I'm at, though.

1/19/2019 12:12:43 PM collectives0uls Then if this is true.... BOOM 5 (the vertical BOOM beginning from the base and running straight up signifies the miracle of new beginnings.

1/19/2019 12:12:48 PM anbezedua Hemp classified by us gov as less than .3 THC %, you need buds if your going to smoke. There fore not all hemp is smokeable. Not all hemp 

concentrates are safe to consume. Think bioaccumulation. Know your medicine

1/19/2019 12:17:35 PM anbezedua Bespoke medicine; 2019 Look further into inflammation. Cannabis is a terpenoid. Terpenoids have been used in sparingly in western medicine. The split 

between terpenoids and alkaloids happened when medicine began to use plastic syringes and all plastic everything.

1/19/2019 12:33:38 PM sdcharge2k12 Dang just realized the ONE time my favorite account responds back to me I forget I’m on my alternate account 🤦♂️ 😂

1/19/2019 12:34:16 PM john777lee Yes it is strictly forbidden in any DOT position ! But many might benefit . Testing has to be changed to show actual use as in under the influence !   NO 

reason to prosecute citizens for this !

1/19/2019 12:36:30 PM cosmic_engineer So bring him coffee each morning with 25mg+ of CBD in it

1/19/2019 12:41:49 PM rick_hernandez This now at 4:00 pm from 9 to 3 now I guess

1/19/2019 12:46:47 PM raindroplet70 The Top Secret Operation Majestic-12 was established by order of President Harry S. Truman in 1947. Operation Majestic-12, was created to take 

charge of the technical, sociological & other aspects of the crashed UFOs & the small alien occupants, dead or alive, that were recovered

1/19/2019 12:49:00 PM raindroplet70 In later years this operation evolved into and became known as MAJI. MAJI is the most secret of all intelligence groups and out-ranks all other 

intelligence agencies including the NSA & CIA. MAJI is responsible directly and "only" to the President of the United States.

1/19/2019 12:52:42 PM southpaw816 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1086721995033718786 …

1/19/2019 12:56:26 PM sehvehn was Roswell a result of crashed craft? or craft that was shot down? bad guy occupants? or good? why hide? i mean....the real reason other than excuse 

of 'mass hysteria'? think about it. theres got to be a reason they feel 'cold' to me.

1/19/2019 1:01:51 PM raindroplet70 Because they have been. Up until recently.

1/19/2019 1:04:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic, Mr. President https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1086721995033718786 …

1/19/2019 1:05:21 PM heath_jack Do it Q.  National Emergency! Build a wall! Arrest! Free energy! Disclosure!

1/19/2019 1:06:10 PM jollyrob2 As it should be ☝💫✨🥳

1/19/2019 1:09:58 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/LIw3FC2MW4

1/19/2019 1:30:24 PM keith369me Is “the wall” also a metaphor in addition to a physical barrier?  Wall separating dark and light?

1/19/2019 1:31:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've had past life regression hypnosis with a certified therapist/hypnotist.

1/19/2019 1:34:51 PM heath_jack Wait what.  You give more [them] time😠

1/19/2019 1:37:55 PM thoughttazer In addition to the tweet, he also used the term “majesty” in his speech.

1/19/2019 1:51:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many times in the last 30 days has 45 said "Majestic" or "Majesty"?

When said, what was happening?

What percent of public appearances disclose Classified information?

Behind The Scenes

You asked for "proofs".

Message over messenger.

Majestic 12 is everywhere right now.

OPENED
1/19/2019 1:51:23 PM n7guardiananon "The beauty and majesty of citizenship is that draws no distinctions of race, or class, or faith, or gender or background."  Planetary origin fits in there 

somewhere...

1/19/2019 1:52:23 PM heath_jack Proof is cool actions better

1/19/2019 1:52:57 PM morety76 I FEEL THE MAJESTY AND THE LOVE/LIGHT

1/19/2019 1:54:34 PM carolba88945394 America the Beautiful

1/19/2019 1:55:12 PM lenartjoe So, are you saying that MAJIC has changed its position and is working with 45 for disclosure, or that 45 is fighting MAJIC for disclosure?

1/19/2019 1:56:22 PM wonderswords So maybe Time to tease the new followers you've added recently with something MAJIC OR MAJESTIC Secrets, that were know you've been dying to 

release, literally.

1/19/2019 1:56:22 PM aprilbrown99 Unity takes place and resonates in our hearts, minds and spirits.

1/19/2019 1:57:20 PM lbf777 Considering Nancy Pelosi was caught in a coup, are we going to lock her up or is she above the law? 

If she is above the law, then all law is null & void meaning we need a new legal system to replace this

pile of garbage.

1/19/2019 1:58:14 PM wonderswords Maybe some pics? Short video clip, blueprints of TR3-B? Just saying

1/19/2019 1:58:21 PM blissamerica  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1086302361004367873?s=20 …

1/19/2019 2:00:44 PM toffer_anon_369 Dems already reject.  PEAS imminent?

1/19/2019 2:01:43 PM brian97306346 Thought it was 15

1/19/2019 2:01:43 PM sleky19 The eclipse ⚡

1/19/2019 2:02:18 PM slayerofmatrix1 #RIF immanent

1/19/2019 2:02:20 PM blissamerica 3 Booms!

1/19/2019 2:03:07 PM realityloominng Is "Nibiru" lore actually based on a stable galactic-portal located just outside Sol-system? This portal being the true reason behind the stupendous 

amount of activity?

1/19/2019 2:07:41 PM the_fjalar Spaceforce 2020!

1/19/2019 2:22:51 PM lib7473 Big show from the wolf moon 👍🏼🤞...watch the skies...It will be a grt sight to see if our Majestic galactic family/rtn of the Gods finally makes their 

reveal! ❤️fr 🌠🧝🏻♀️🧝♂️🧖♂️🧖🏼♀️

1/19/2019 2:30:10 PM vintagesquirrel 3

1/19/2019 2:31:48 PM poppyslovecapu Tell us if we are going to change?

1/19/2019 2:32:20 PM vintagesquirrel You must be watching a totally different show.

1/19/2019 2:32:47 PM allahuniversal Idk about backing down. Giving them enough rope to hang themselves, yes. Declaring a National Emergency which may/may not include Martial Law in 

some level should be the VERY last option. Meanwhile, give them every chance possible to make a deal & end the shutdown. Presidential.

1/19/2019 2:32:47 PM jrocktigers 👀 ?

1/19/2019 2:41:20 PM n7guardiananon The Wizard of Oz was playing at the majestic theater and FLOTUS kept wearing those green outfits.  That was enough for me.

Kek



1/19/2019 2:42:01 PM allahuniversal It's good that it appears that way. It's never a bad thing to let your little brother win a few times, builds confidence. But they're still little brother when 

the game is over.

1/19/2019 2:46:07 PM turboxyde You can strengthen your biofield and clear fragmentation in your DNA at will but it requires you to fully detox and release all burdens as you go deeper 

within. Build the spiritual "ARK" of the Merkaba and keep your temple well maintained.

1/19/2019 2:47:05 PM ckay54 Girl got rythym.  Made be scat John Lee Hooker's Boom Boom Boom just before the Grand Mal Seizure.

1/19/2019 2:59:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Working hand in hand to return control back to the American People. The scientific research that was classified and never brought to market was 

intentionally done. Trade laws must be tightened and China must stop intellectual property theft trade violations.

1/19/2019 3:03:33 PM lbf777 A good way to stop intellectual property theft is to make all knowledge a public domain shared by all. Nobody should be allowed to hoard knowledge.

1/19/2019 3:04:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have unleashed America from the bondage it once had under past administrations and are instead, regardless of political party addressing issues of 

concern for ALL Americans. We have everything. We know what needs to happen. You are not alone, Full Disclosure is HAPPENING.

1/19/2019 3:08:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide humanitarian crisis, and basing trade deals on equal Human Rights FOR ALL, including 

Children. We will enforce our trade laws with sanctions that cripple nations. Death by a thousand cuts.

1/19/2019 3:09:56 PM roublisa The moon this evening in Wi is so bright and beautiful lavender sunset 🌅

1/19/2019 3:10:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The new technology that will be coming out will be protected at first while the rest of the world cleans itself up. Military will return home and defend 

the homeland from economic theft that make our sanctions effective in order to give other nations a choice.

1/19/2019 3:12:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 The choice shall become, adopt the Majestic principals of equal human rights as fundamental requirement for trade. If you rape and murder children, 

sorry, you can go suck on a lemon. Doesn't mean we declare war. But sanctions can cripple offending nations. Look at Iran.

1/19/2019 3:14:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Citizens of those countries will have a choice. Do we allow a Government that abuses children in some of the most horrific ways to trade with the 

United States? We offer, in exchange of trade negotiations, access by allowing our businesses to be established in your country.

1/19/2019 3:15:09 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/cbdmontana/status/1086693824221523969?s=21 …

1/19/2019 3:15:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 New Technology. You think Silicon Valley has anything cool? Give me a break. It's called SiliCON Valley. Everything they are doing is because of the Us 

Government. Lousy politicians who sold out our country. New Trade Deals. New Technology.

1/19/2019 3:15:58 PM sumgirl Sounds like a new day. Thank God

1/19/2019 3:16:37 PM aurorasreality 💚🌱 https://twitter.com/cbdmontana/status/1086367578069454848?s=21 …

1/19/2019 3:17:01 PM lenartjoe Happy to hear there is a plan with a timetable for release of advanced technologies. Any hints as to what we can expect this year?

1/19/2019 3:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure from a Majestic Messenger about Full Disclosure 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086762298167955456 …

1/19/2019 3:20:14 PM richardbramlet6 Best statement all day I read the rebuttal from majestic same old senerio soon one day soon

1/19/2019 3:20:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Full Disclosure will not happen outside of Classified realms until the humanitarian crisis of serious human rights abuses worldwide end completely and 

irreversibly. Wait until you see what was in Kim's letter. Look at what I just announced about the Space Force.

1/19/2019 3:21:13 PM mongrelglory That's great!  Always better to use the carrot instead of the stick whenever possible.

1/19/2019 3:21:22 PM melanieanders7 I’m aware Disclosure can’t happen overnight. I keep thinking citizens of earth are ready 2know, see and experience benevolent beings from off-world 

locations. My observations of society here in the US tell me otherwise. We can’t even stand together to keep our nation strong yet.

1/19/2019 3:21:32 PM honeybager5 That makes a lot of sense . . . Cyber assets are only military personnel qualified to help with economic threats and few of any are deployed . . .

1/19/2019 3:22:14 PM melanieanders7 How in the world can we demand our cosmic cousins to visit when we aren’t even in harmony ourselves?! It’s a slow process. But I’m hopeful. ❤️

1/19/2019 3:22:25 PM blsdbe Question: will there be public revealing of the Perpetrators of Crimes Against Children? Will this happen before the End of the Fed and First Contact?

1/19/2019 3:22:40 PM richardbramlet6 I missed it

1/19/2019 3:22:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 If rockets were flying everywhere and I said what I said, we'd be in a very different country right now, let me tell you that. Strings cut. Clowns are out. 

We're done with them. The manner in which other countries will gain access to our technology will be through trade only.

1/19/2019 3:24:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are willing to offer food replication technology in the not too distant future as a new cutting edge technology to curb worldwide hunger. Countries 

who show willingness to work with the United States to end the horrific crimes against humanity that have been taking place, they

1/19/2019 3:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 shall be granted trading access for this technology. Those companies want to sell products in your countries and we want those products to be made 

here in the United States. We have great potential. This is the Great Awakening. National Emergency will not happen yet. Watch. Learn

1/19/2019 3:25:38 PM burkewinkler The Majesty and Glory of Your Name:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfaQ8qoCUaA …

1/19/2019 3:25:44 PM mongrelglory So glad to hear the 🤡 are neutralized!

1/19/2019 3:26:11 PM burkewinkler Speaking of Majesty:  The Majesty and Glory of Your Name... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfaQ8qoCUaA …

1/19/2019 3:27:12 PM richardbramlet6 So children in other countries starve while  your debating on releasing food repleators....

1/19/2019 3:27:16 PM blsdbe Great Work Team!!! Seriously, watching the Revolution, here and in other Nations around the world 😎😍😎😍 #MEGA Following #QAnon 

Discovering @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank you for sharing all this information with us. Gives me a lot to consider.

1/19/2019 3:27:52 PM the_fjalar Isn’t putting fluoride in our water and spraying us with chemtrials a human rights violation? Can we start by ending those? 

☠️

1/19/2019 3:28:24 PM mongrelglory Will you be able to program the replicators so that other countries can't use them to make weapons instead?  Also, for the poorest of the poor, will the 

replicators require electrical power?

1/19/2019 3:29:09 PM richardbramlet6 I hate  http://adding.my  opinion to chats cause it always ends the same if you have that I know thousands of homeless vets and kids would love to 

have that but do keep debating releasing it

1/19/2019 3:29:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Crystal technology is used for the pattern storage. The data is encrypted and the patterns on file are limited to all types of foods.

1/19/2019 3:30:22 PM doc1415 I have become impatient but am hanging on to patience, but I yearn for full disclosure like, yesterday. I know its a extremely delicate situation. No one 

in my physical day to day care not about it like brainwashed sheep. Here in my non digital life I am alone. I feel helpless.

1/19/2019 3:31:16 PM mongrelglory Can the replicators be adapted to run on solar power?

1/19/2019 3:32:02 PM kindeandtrue Does this mean none of the Majestics will ever be prosecuted for capital crimes against children? We'll just sanction dubious nations and organizations 

instead? Did the Majestics make a deal that they'd behave if @POTUS doesn't pursue them in court?

1/19/2019 3:32:03 PM aprilbrown99 Healthy food for the starving nations. Life changing technology. Hope and faith restored. Paradigm shift to help more awaken. ❤️. Thank you. 🙏

1/19/2019 3:32:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The devices use the scalar field and consciousness in order to manifest the food into thin air. The device focuses the thought into the quantum 

signature of the intended item. Think of it as a translation device. Ineffective language to language of creation. Language of creation.

1/19/2019 3:32:36 PM lenartjoe Outstanding. Will Any tech to clean up the oceans and soil be declassified in the first wave, or would this have to be provided as a classified service in 

the short term?

1/19/2019 3:34:05 PM 3rdeyeview55 But how are these replicators powered? Is this when zero-point/free energy comes out? Would be nice. 😉

1/19/2019 3:34:26 PM blsdbe How does the device receive the thought?

1/19/2019 3:35:07 PM pantherden_  pic.twitter.com/Pvg3nUce8k



1/19/2019 3:35:13 PM blsdbe Can we 'speak' the Language of Creation?

1/19/2019 3:35:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 SUNSET.

RA SET

ONENESS SET

WWG1WGA SET

STAGE SET.

1/19/2019 3:35:32 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps the crystals are programmed?

1/19/2019 3:37:10 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping it will be like Star Trek where you just verbally tell the replicator what you want to eat.  However, maybe it will read our thoughts? 😊

1/19/2019 3:37:28 PM aprilbrown99 That would be the God Source? Language of Creation, light, love, oneness, abundance for all in need by a mere thought?

1/19/2019 3:38:03 PM robbiemoralesaz 🤬🤬🤬

1/19/2019 3:38:27 PM thoughttazer Majestic, I have been awaiting these things for many years. Simplest of questions: When?

1/19/2019 3:39:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 And write it.

1/19/2019 3:39:52 PM blsdbe Is this Sanskrit? Or Hebrew? Or Pali? Or?

1/19/2019 3:40:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 The console will be voice controlled.

1/19/2019 3:40:29 PM liberty_2q2q Ahhh ~ the answer to my question!!

Thank you!

1/19/2019 3:41:18 PM mongrelglory My inner Trekkie is geeking out as we speak! 😆

1/19/2019 3:41:52 PM blsdbe And it will produce it's replicated product based on the pattern stored in the crystals? Quartz?

1/19/2019 3:42:05 PM space_sloth26 How affordable will it be to the average American? Will certain technology be issued to citizens to ensure home use?

1/19/2019 3:42:36 PM space_sloth26 Two of my favorite accounts 😎

1/19/2019 3:42:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 New MJ12 members are clean. Don't believe just our words. Our actions speak for themselves. Look at how the country has changed geopoliticially and 

ask yourself, what are the odds the mandate of MJ12 was actually right all along and was also being executed in the Mil in secret.

1/19/2019 3:43:22 PM blsdbe Are the patterns stored in the crystals that produce items Thoughts?

1/19/2019 3:44:11 PM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know you folks are busy. This came to me

 Thoughts? Anyone?  pic.twitter.com/MmeJ5BtLjs

1/19/2019 3:44:36 PM blsdbe 🇺🇸 Dark to Light 🇺🇸

1/19/2019 3:45:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The devices will be free, many patterns will be free, special patterns created by patented technology will be sold for a price. Markets will dictate price 

despite the COGS is $0. Intellectual property protection. Wealth = Knowledge. New Economy Coming Too.

1/19/2019 3:46:19 PM dlannadee POTUS NEXT MOVE WILL BE EPIC💥 on the eve of a lunar eclipse - blood moon which BTW POTUS was born on a lunar eclipse......just wait....it’s gonna 

be awesome @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1086769070064746496 …

1/19/2019 3:46:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 THe Crystal is synthetic.

1/19/2019 3:46:36 PM fowlreginald I hope this includes unborn children

1/19/2019 3:47:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not spoke on Earth in the public domain [yet].

1/19/2019 3:47:54 PM sontechnique TH C

🤔

1/19/2019 3:48:25 PM mongrelglory That sounds like the galactic universal language that Corey Goode spoke about.

1/19/2019 3:48:34 PM blsdbe What an exciting time to be alive!!! Will we have a chance to learn the Language of Creation in this lifetime?

1/19/2019 3:48:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

Consciousness creates reality.

Detoxify your body.

Explore  http://projectcbd.org  and heal.

Actions speak louder than words.

Make the world a better place.

It only takes a thought and a spark of light inside for you to awaken.

The Great Awakening.
1/19/2019 3:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 is synthetic.

1/19/2019 3:50:40 PM sontechnique Got it. Thx.

1/19/2019 3:51:53 PM thoughttazer Many are awake and holding the light! If you grant me the authority to bless humanity with replicatiors, it is a done deal. You and yours have the keys. 

WE are ready!

1/19/2019 3:52:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unborn children have a foothold kind of engagement with their mother. The IS-BE's soul of that child decided to create another BE in the infinite realms 

of conscious projection here on Earth. Many BEs are born per IS. You'd be surprised. The IS-BE has not fully transferred BEs.

1/19/2019 3:52:46 PM blsdbe Will the nutrition of the food from the replicator be as good as that from a plant grown in the dirt with sunshine? Will it be High Vibration?

1/19/2019 3:53:32 PM lenartjoe Thanks for the clarification. I initially took that to mean a lattice with Thorium and carbon.

1/19/2019 3:54:02 PM heath_jack It's time only in Earth phenomena

1/19/2019 3:54:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Between life and death a period of "time" exists that has been described as purgatory by dogmatic religions where you are able to decide your next life 

using free will and intended actions. This time you are contemplating the existence that you once had and wait long enough to...

1/19/2019 3:55:02 PM kindeandtrue I hope with all my heart you are right and that humanity is on an upward trajectory. Peace to the Majestics. 

We little folks have no idea what is really going on, you see. All we have are a few clues and riddles to go on. Fumbling in the dark gets a little old 

sometimes.

1/19/2019 3:55:16 PM richardbramlet6 Ya H Tina this tech has been around we could have feed millions saved millions of lives

1/19/2019 3:55:44 PM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

1/19/2019 3:56:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...just think, "wait, can I go back?" You can, with no control. If you were told "yes" and then decided "yes! I want to go back" and they end up in a birth 

canal. Between questioning and willing, life in the womb can be understood. If you terminate that life, then the idea is...

1/19/2019 3:56:43 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@LBF777 @LenartJoe In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide 

humanitarian crisis, and basing tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1086762298167955456.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

1/19/2019 3:57:44 PM allahuniversal Motion "makes" time. Varying rates of motion alters the "time" experienced. No motion (Abaolute Zero/0°K) = no time experienced. Instantaneous 

comms via quantum entanglement = no time experienced

1/19/2019 3:58:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...then pushed back into your mind as in "nothing's happening yet, maybe I can't go back" but more closely as in how do I just "will something to exist". 

You have to know it from your heart. Many family generations are simply skipping generational IS-BEs. Ying-Yang.

1/19/2019 3:59:43 PM melanieanders7 I’m truly sorry you experienced that. It’s wonderful to agree to disagree. However, people tend to be too passionate. We still need to learn where to 

“draw the line” for ourselves.

1/19/2019 4:00:04 PM burkewinkler The Man is awesome.



1/19/2019 4:01:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs are able to communicate through source love/light in a way that transcends space and time. Decisions made around a family greatly impact the 

experience of purgatory that an IS-BE experiences. If you will to hear them, you will hear your next life. When you leave this realm

1/19/2019 4:02:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 you will lose all memory of your actions while in source due to dropping into a lower frequency. Through meditation, consciously mindful living, with 

healthy eating habits abundant in THC, CBD, and CBN, you may be able to return to those moments of contemplation you had before.

1/19/2019 4:03:11 PM n7guardiananon ETA still pending?

1/19/2019 4:03:33 PM mongrelglory Are we necessarily tied to the IS-BEs of our Earth family?  My family was very rejecting and abusive.  I realize we choose our incarnations, but I don't 

really feel a strong connection to my birth family anymore.

1/19/2019 4:03:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 And learn about the purpose of your life; while at the same time, possibly learn about your former life. The further you are from the time of your last 

purgatory, the more difficult recalling will be. Children learn a twisted and sick form of this to learn their passion in life.

1/19/2019 4:04:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086773448851025921 …

1/19/2019 4:05:22 PM si11112018 Am I?..

1/19/2019 4:08:17 PM keeter1234321 Yes yes yes!

1/19/2019 4:08:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs in children are sometimes not the IS-BEs from the family. Rare though. Takes tragic consequences to manifest, but it is happening more common 

now than ever. Hence why so many starseeds have returned to Earth to help fix the planet.

1/19/2019 4:08:47 PM blsdbe What is the twisted sick thing kids learn?

1/19/2019 4:10:47 PM chrisklemenza What about MedBeds?

1/19/2019 4:11:00 PM youstinksoap I need to think about all of this...meditate, etc.

I'm sure you don't have the time, but to put these messages of disclosure on audio, to listen to would be beneficial.  Just a thought.

1/19/2019 4:11:14 PM turboxyde You've stated that learning of your ISBE's past lives poses a great threat to National Security. Isn't part of learning also accepting that the current 

projection of consciousness is the focus? If so, why stigmatize that reunion further with secrecy and illegality?

1/19/2019 4:11:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Feel free to do that.

1/19/2019 4:12:33 PM wicked1776 thats pretty brilliant

1/19/2019 4:13:13 PM youstinksoap Of course, lol, should have thought of that.

1/19/2019 4:13:20 PM mongrelglory Would a family sense that a starseed is not part of their soul matrix?

1/19/2019 4:15:12 PM allahuniversal Think: black sheep of the family

1/19/2019 4:15:14 PM melanieanders7 I am with you! Ready and willing to distribute replicators.

1/19/2019 4:15:42 PM mongrelglory I asked them that before, and apparently it is the same vibration as regularly grown food.

1/19/2019 4:15:49 PM bbobbio71 So would this be raw food or would imagining a hamburger produce a completely cooked burger?

1/19/2019 4:18:23 PM mongrelglory I think it's like on Star Trek.  You get the food whatever way you order it.  Cooked or raw.

1/19/2019 4:20:24 PM blsdbe During a past life regression, I remembered 'hearing' the call of suffering souls trapped on a distant planet, and I made a decision that I would come 

and help when I was done with that life. Here I am a nurse, working in a hospital.  The biggest healing is from sharing my Heart.

1/19/2019 4:20:30 PM melanieanders7 It would definitely benefit those who are visually impaired and severely dyslexic, and those who just can’t read. Not to mention to listen to while on 

the go! :)

1/19/2019 4:21:25 PM kadath123 And Royal Raymond Rife's technologies

1/19/2019 4:23:31 PM batespm4abbey gosh...i think i have fallen in love ...💞💒🇺🇸👏👏👏

1/19/2019 4:24:23 PM space_sloth26 Move over here while you still can 😅 we have hemp and free speech

1/19/2019 4:24:25 PM n7guardiananon Hence the abortion narrative

1/19/2019 4:27:35 PM gayerobinson18 The error is Man thinking he has any control of our universe. There are no limits on God and he is so far above us we should be humble, thankful and 

moral as his children. To think we are even close to understanding him who made heaven and earth is prideful/superior. He is MERCY.

1/19/2019 4:29:27 PM _chelseaproject Hi do Majestic have any special upcoming plans to wake the unwoken? They're still getting their daily programming from MSM and some of my friends 

and family have TDS as strongly as ever. It seems we have to make new inroads there somehow. Some other technique is needed.

1/19/2019 4:29:42 PM bbobbio71 I'm guessing some pretty adverse effect on the food business.  I.e. restrauants grocery stores etc. 

Very cool tech though.

1/19/2019 4:29:45 PM 1trinity8 He means smnthng else. Encoded message

1/19/2019 4:31:35 PM eggomatic12 Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So your trying to Telling me I Can Travel Back in Time in a DeLorean?  pic.twitter.com/CDl070ct9l

1/19/2019 4:32:27 PM space_sloth26 Unrelated but in what ways will this technology be implemented beyond our everyday sustenance? i.e. travel, communication, manufacturing? We're 

talking about a whole new reality

1/19/2019 4:32:41 PM n7guardiananon I knew I shouldn't have had that soup. http://www.godchecker.com/pantheon/chinese-mythology.php?deity=MENG-PO …

1/19/2019 4:33:20 PM realityloominng Maybe National Security changes over time? To some people "knowing what happens after death" is a bit much, even "satanic" or w/e to some.. could 

cause some real crazy and dangerous events

1/19/2019 4:33:47 PM batespm4abbey put my "tools" back in lockedcase for now,you may need helpinghands yet,ppl like rotwield dont liquidate centuries-legacy-assets bcs they got 

stockmkt tip,millennia old war not won yet by a longshot,but i'll loosen the reins,lead on,restore/redesign/build timing=critical2Future

1/19/2019 4:37:04 PM jandydill @threadreaderapp unroll

1/19/2019 4:37:51 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@FowlReginald @LBF777 @LenartJoe Unborn children have a foothold kind of 

engagement with their mother. The IS-BE's soul […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1086773448851025921.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/19/2019 4:37:59 PM oo1o110 What about debt crippling Americans?

1/19/2019 4:38:02 PM sehvehn yeah. all praise mj12. everything good now is product of mj12. smells like b.s. to me. i'll figure out one day why you bring out the worst in me. its mind 

boggling. maybe its your arrogance and mile high ego? i doubt all this that is changing is due to mj12. too much bragging

1/19/2019 4:38:23 PM batespm4abbey Naiive...competition for resources&for profit&for easy solutions to socioeconomic needs=STEAL WHAT YOU CAN FOR ADVANTAGE OVER OTHERS TO 

GAIN CONTROL&LEVERAGE  http://POWER.NO  MATTER HOW SOME US WOULD LIKE PPL TO BE DIFFERENT,THERES ALWAY'S SOME PREFER 

THEFT&POWER&CONTROL.

1/19/2019 4:42:39 PM batespm4abbey There can be and is only 1-SupremeAlmightyBeing and all must serve that ONE ...bcs ONE cares for all who follow principles/values taught="good"& 

serve all goodfolks equally;sadly,some prefer luciferian ways,ritual sacrifice,etc

1/19/2019 4:43:39 PM blsdbe Speak for yourself, Sir. I tried hard to warn mine about the challenges of living in this economy. I am not happy with many of the choices my kids have 

had to make, but I defineatly taught them to value Integrity and Honor, especially one's Word.

1/19/2019 4:44:30 PM djlok This was a beautiful Majestic Message of Disclosure!

1/19/2019 4:47:40 PM ascendingadam Majestic messenger?

Anybody else thinking what I’m thinking?

Speech patterns, unique words.

1/19/2019 4:48:18 PM paulawwg1wga Get it cabal??  We’re all equal!!!!

1/19/2019 4:50:35 PM kindeandtrue The only reason I asked is because of this admission that some Majestics weren't such great folks, apparently. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086388098097991681 …

1/19/2019 4:51:28 PM space_sloth26 It's very 1984ish over there. Hold on to some hope that you'll get out of there :)

1/19/2019 4:53:00 PM valeriejoanne1 I will continue to pray. 🙏✝️🇺🇸



1/19/2019 4:53:00 PM rdeweese04 Do you know what parts you would record?

1/19/2019 4:58:10 PM cledrordfishing It just seems like the good guys are in a gridlock with dems and the media. 

It feels like nothing will ever happen to advance freedom.

1/19/2019 4:58:12 PM amethyst1111 I’ve been dreaming about this day! #replicators

1/19/2019 5:00:14 PM robinabank4 I'm a little behind however I have been catching up.  What r the ingrediants to begin such a journey.  Any suggestions, books, material ect...

1/19/2019 5:07:09 PM sassyasslou Personally I was thinking of the Queen

1/19/2019 5:11:05 PM qualady1 CBN?

1/19/2019 5:12:16 PM zagnett Hoping so!

1/19/2019 5:12:29 PM goyaeq It will also curb the trafficking.  Look how many people are selling themselves to afford their next meal.

1/19/2019 5:26:01 PM fowlreginald An Intelligent Spiritual Biological Entity. That's what we are. You can find more info by searching in MJ12 tweets:  

https://twitter.com/search?q=TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20IS-BE&src=typd …

1/19/2019 5:29:10 PM blsdbe "The IS-BE has not fully transferred BEs": a percentage of our IS inhabits one or more BEs, and a percentage of our IS remains in the Life between 

Incarnations?

1/19/2019 5:34:28 PM shining91109743 Would taking CBD oil have a negative affect on someone taking Toprol for high blood pressure?

1/19/2019 5:37:31 PM frankbicknell79 I'm kinda skeptical on this disclosure because I think people will riot if they learn too much

1/19/2019 5:39:05 PM iamkevinlearl1 Didn't William Cooper get killed for revealing a group called Majestic 12. Did you guys flip?

1/19/2019 5:40:35 PM iamkevinlearl1  https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abatko/interests/conspiracy/mj12/ …

Please explain.

1/19/2019 5:42:35 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 With 322 being dark hats...what's Mnuchin's role? ☠️

1/19/2019 5:43:11 PM youstinksoap The Majestic messages of disclosure.

Here is a searchable archive of their tweets.

 http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

1/19/2019 5:51:42 PM djlok I'm sure someone will have thoughts on it...maybe @SandiaWisdom ?

1/19/2019 5:54:14 PM natureinspace I've seen the food replicator in a recent dream. I was absolutely amazed when the beings demonstrated it for me and then let me try it. It was round 

like a table and green with a hole in the center when the greens (leafy food) were coming out. Wow! I can't wait!

1/19/2019 5:54:27 PM spiritutecno Satanic sexual union

1/19/2019 6:01:33 PM goyaeq What if you move and marry someone from another planet and on and on?  Who decides which is-be goes where?  This must be common on free 

traveling planets.

1/19/2019 6:08:19 PM iamyou132 The language of Enoch / Enochian calls?

1/19/2019 6:14:02 PM burkewinkler "Ill Try To Do Better Next Time" -- Willie Nelson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rr1BJBjUqh0 …

1/19/2019 6:14:12 PM n7guardiananon Inner/Hollow Earth

Olaf Jensen - sent to the madhouse

Admiral Byrd 

James Forrestal - he wanted to tell us but was silenced? Death hours prior to being released to his brother from the hospital. 

http://humansarefree.com/2011/05/hollow-earth-agartha-complete.html …

1/19/2019 6:23:28 PM lucy88022 I know I know It's TREASON! 🚀🌒☄⚡💥💥💥

1/19/2019 6:23:38 PM islandofdelight All THC is synthetic? Since it’s synthetic all normal pot would be negative...? Correct? So CBD is key and we should cut out the THC?

1/19/2019 6:31:59 PM vintagesquirrel I'm completely baffled. 😦

1/19/2019 6:33:05 PM zagnett "Tea. Earl Grey. Hot." i guess Picard already knows the Language of Creation.

Could this device make a juicy, marbled rib eye steak w/various garnishes?

& it wouldn't actually come from an actual cow that had to perish for it? If so that's a definite win-win!

1/19/2019 6:37:37 PM nmd_mari We all in some way or another feel alone in this journey. I completely understand. Very few in my day to day life even want to acknowledge what we 

have learned. It is a blessing we have soc. media to connect w/eachother.🙂

1/19/2019 6:51:29 PM raytyron1 Its called covering your own ass so you can continue playing the game.

1/19/2019 6:59:48 PM ethereal_shaman "Cannabinol, or CBN, is one of the many cannabinoids found in the cannabis plant. ... Once tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is exposed to the elements, it 

eventually breaks down to CBN, which has a lot of medicinal properties with a very minimal psychoactive effect."

1/19/2019 7:04:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd I feel ppl are more ready than we give them credit for. My father, born  late 1940's saw a craft, he was intrigued. I feel what will hurt ppl is realization 

of religion being a type of entrapment. Being spiritual and finding out you are part of something better will be freeing. pic.twitter.com/RF7fl9IpKw

1/19/2019 7:06:26 PM jballz1021 Open Source Everything can fix the world’s problems in less than a decade. First Earth has to shake off a few fleas.

1/19/2019 7:11:41 PM iknow04042015 This suggests a measurement of time when you pass and IS thinks of next BE. Your IS jumps immediately to birth canal. What you called purgatory 

must be a nine month earth measure. If you are aborted you are then asking the question again, a longer purgatory  with less options?

1/19/2019 7:12:06 PM djlok MJ12 is feisty tonight!!

1/19/2019 7:23:11 PM sandie70484902 When I was awakened in 2008, I was completely alone.  I had faced the reality of malevelant physical reptilians we're real and ruling our world.  I am 

open like a book.  I speak my mind always.  My friends and family distanced themselves from me.  My daughter came around slowly.

1/19/2019 7:25:27 PM sandie70484902 My husband already knew more than I on certain aspects and yet we had never spoken of what he knew.  Today we are seeing many things eye to eye.  

 With one exception and that is that we have nothing to fear.  It's better than nothing.

1/19/2019 7:45:32 PM nun_chucknorris This app is great. You copy the url in or open a pdf and it will read it to you. A little roboty but very convenient. pic.twitter.com/Mp9vCaNS6Z

1/19/2019 8:03:26 PM awakeandsing123 РАсСВЕТ

1/19/2019 8:12:06 PM giediknight @implosiongroup all is charge.

1/19/2019 8:15:47 PM pastorjon9 Had a realization watching a Corey Goode video - when POTUS mentioned "you can bring 3, 6, 9, or 12" a few weeks back - what if he was kinda 

taunting the cabal: "I have allies from the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th densities"? That's impressive!

1/19/2019 8:26:35 PM giediknight This is reversed engineered ancient technology? Remember GOD created everything with the “word” of GOD, spoken word. We can do this ourselves 

with our Is-Be. The technology will be a toy to learn how to become a GOD.

1/19/2019 8:33:00 PM awakeandsing123 Do you know? Do tell please. Source?

1/19/2019 8:33:41 PM sabina06706427 I choose the void 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

1/19/2019 8:54:47 PM jameske71286743 Yep. Pretty easy to weave a story after the fact. Proof? .... crickets as usual.

1/19/2019 9:07:19 PM awakeandsing123 Thank you.

1/19/2019 9:17:26 PM wwtravelr Light show today 20th?

1/19/2019 9:35:59 PM natureinspace I'm sure that my mothers side of the family knew that I didn't belong. From a young age I knew it too. I haven't had anything to do with any of them in 

30 yrs or more. And I never will. I was born of my mother and that was the extent of it.

1/19/2019 9:39:10 PM sailorpractical Picture taken at 9:30 over Long Beach CA tonight pic.twitter.com/UrIVXc6r9o

1/19/2019 9:48:46 PM poppyslovecapu Who am I? Do I ever know ?

1/19/2019 9:50:06 PM natureinspace I remember the last few days of my previous life. Once I remembered then my current life made more sense.



1/19/2019 9:52:39 PM keith369me Yes...see the timelines on John G Trump and Julian Assange.

1/19/2019 9:57:15 PM keith369me Ditto...I have made it a mission to prepare my children for everything and anything...but more than anything else to step back, breathe, and trust their 

intuition.  Intuitive is based upon facts in the subconscious.

1/19/2019 10:13:46 PM 0earthling May I share this?

I needed guidance to achieve this very important element in my Journey; Courage to think outside the box.  

Perhaps you'll resonate with this message as well.

 http://audio.kryon.com/en/The%20Choice.mp3 …

Kryon, 2019.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @PrimeCreator2 

Love to all
1/19/2019 10:17:19 PM fluffyk1tt3n105 Edited 3 days ago?

1/19/2019 10:21:54 PM fluffyk1tt3n105 Will this help in any way? https://youtu.be/yVFa6Wtuxu8 

1/19/2019 11:19:08 PM mongrelglory I wonder how a starseed picks the family they are going to be born into?  I guess difficulties in the life situation serve to help wake them up from 

complacency.  Otherwise if the life were easy, they might not remember.

1/19/2019 11:37:28 PM goodmedicine4us Yes, I did ask.  Thank you for the 'proof'.

Due diligence thingy....

1/20/2019 12:01:47 AM 1_decided_voter This type of Q & A would be good to collect into a format similar to Law of One website. 

 https://www.lawofone.info/ 

1/20/2019 12:46:22 AM jollyrob2 😂👍what a time to be alive✨💫

1/20/2019 12:49:38 AM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini 

Bill Gates Accused of Starting Ebola Outbreak in African Village by Putin: https://kichuu.com/bill-gates-accused-starting-ebola/ …

1/20/2019 12:56:55 AM 1_decided_voter After seeing the replicators in Star Trek, I've always wondered what happens to the dishes or the leftover food afterwards? Is there also a 

dematerializing disposal device that would replace everyone's garbage cans?

1/20/2019 1:01:16 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/Stargate4444/status/1086882145329655808?s=19 …

1/20/2019 1:04:01 AM aprilbrown99 @GregRubini @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/gothe__away/status/1086862746958868480 …

1/20/2019 2:12:59 AM sdcharge2k12 Coincidence this was on the 30th day of shutdown?

add👇

Done in 30? As mentioned above the 19th was the 30th day of the shutdown

House cleaning? Furloughed Federal employees can be laid off permanently after 30 days

WH secure? Secure after the failed FF attack?

Final stage begins pic.twitter.com/KGgp9XECWS

1/20/2019 2:26:08 AM diaptera_80 Can you communicate or get glimpse dreams from another of your IS’s BE’s experiences?

1/20/2019 2:40:56 AM sdcharge2k12 So if Furloughed Federal employees can be laid off permanently after 30 days then I believe it is finally time we can say Bye Bye IRS! Bye Bye all the 

worthless corrupt Federal employees who were untouchable and protected until now..Bye Bye Obama holdovers! Drain The Swamp #Qanon

1/20/2019 2:44:55 AM xusaf_patriot IMO, disclosure won't happen until DJT's 2nd term...or later. Must "clean" house (politically) before anything major will occur.  Just look to how slow Q 

has been moving the ball...you can't undo a millenium of corruption very quickly.

1/20/2019 2:55:55 AM jaiagtp looks more like a slow partial disclosure

1/20/2019 2:58:30 AM jaiagtp What about all the horrific crimes. Bet they are not disclosed unless the ETs force it.

1/20/2019 3:21:12 AM calebno1  pic.twitter.com/w8OpAdUTnd

1/20/2019 3:25:47 AM sdcharge2k12 Wondering this as well but from the starseed perspective, As I never knew my parents and was raised by grandfather from 4-12 and then foster/group 

homes etc. Always felt alone in this world & little connection to family so why did I choose them? Or they me? Meant to help me grow?

1/20/2019 3:26:32 AM sdcharge2k12 And when I leave this place will I see my rental family again?

1/20/2019 3:56:11 AM _louisreed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this numerology Majestic?  pic.twitter.com/I0bkpXIOCH

1/20/2019 4:33:21 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Please find link to fetch required document / via @TheRichardDoyle — Sun 20th Jan. 2019, 11:26 PM AEDT

Hoping to look forward to the courtesy of reply.

Thank you 😊 

—RD pic.twitter.com/olMZXDye4C

1/20/2019 5:04:58 AM ghostanon6120 Completely brilliant analogy

1/20/2019 6:00:54 AM fleurcompassion Mind over matter ....It is dimensions built upon each other ... Many houses we create.

1/20/2019 6:01:44 AM fleurcompassion We're living in a fishbowl for all i see. ;-)

1/20/2019 6:04:59 AM reportgoldfish This is not real disclosure of any kind. This account is bogus. YouTubers have been doing disclosure for many years. Can’t take this account seriously.

1/20/2019 6:06:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Frequently

1/20/2019 6:08:58 AM fleurcompassion I don't think i have the words right now to explain in a logical manner, when i do i get back to you. I really appreciate the conversation, being a student.

1/20/2019 6:10:52 AM lc_drinnen Hmm very interesting concept. Gonna have to think about this for a bit. 🤔

1/20/2019 6:15:35 AM fleurcompassion Yes ;-)

1/20/2019 6:17:57 AM fleurcompassion That makes it so much fun communicating. 🙏

1/20/2019 6:22:31 AM zagnett From a consciousness POV, what does lucid dreaming mean? I'm totally aware most dreams it's a dream. So i can make a lot of things happen, e.g. run 

fast & fly like Superman, scale mountains, defeat the biggest, scariest "monsters", mold landscapes like in the movie Inception.

1/20/2019 6:23:17 AM zagnett I bet one of my IS' prior BEs was a big-time mountain-climber. My IS doesn't seem to realize that this BE doesn't especially like to hang out on the sides 

of cold, icy, snowy mountains. Especially when i have a cold! Had another one of those dreams last night.

1/20/2019 6:26:00 AM keith369me @covertress thank you for sharing this.  The uptick of electrical waves that I can feel has correlated to an improvement of my physical being.  This is 

the first winter I can remember without joint discomfort and physically the clock seems to have hit a pause or gone in reverse.

1/20/2019 6:27:56 AM heath_jack I constantly dream of flying.  But it's like swimming through air.  So cool!

1/20/2019 6:30:59 AM keith369me How do you not know that many of these dreams are not from a future incarnation?

1/20/2019 6:31:03 AM fleurcompassion They say there's an enterence at the poles and at mount chasta ... in the core of the earty is a big crystal activation.

1/20/2019 6:32:55 AM hero4hire4 I’ve started using this one: https://foodsthathealyoucbd.com 



1/20/2019 6:35:46 AM zagnett Oh i love those. Sometimes i get to fly through space like it was walking down the street. Some dreams i'm like Batman flying/gliding around a city. Like

 in the Arkham series, which i used to play a lot, & might help to explain i guess.🦸♂️

1/20/2019 6:37:24 AM heath_jack Yea seem I'm always showing people I can do it and trying to get them too?🤔

1/20/2019 6:37:29 AM cidarean I'm assuming your eluding to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 being... Disinformation? Outright fake? I myself do feel at times that most who post the esoteric are 

pulling on the heartstrings of the gullible who have hope and want a brighter future for all. We want complete truth. Not disinfo.

1/20/2019 6:38:31 AM zagnett A few dreams there's been a huge mega-tsunami approaching. i didn't fear it as it approached. But suddenly i start floating up & up, witness the 

tsunami pass by below, & floated on over to a nearby hill. These were long before the movie 2012 was out.

1/20/2019 6:40:19 AM heath_jack Do you live on the coast?

1/20/2019 6:40:27 AM kabamur_taygeta They are obviously very awake and not trying to mislead anyone.

1/20/2019 6:43:41 AM zagnett Hell no! Nowhere near! In real life i fear tsunamis big time lol. 🙃

1/20/2019 6:45:41 AM heath_jack Good thing we can fly😂😝😂🤣🤣

1/20/2019 6:50:22 AM zagnett  https://www.exopolitics.org/cosmic-rays-as-triggers-for-solar-flashes-earth-core-eruptions-pole-shifts …

Even relatively high up, i couldn't escape a flood like that in real life either.

Main reason i'm so concerned about potential "pole shifts" e.g. described in link (3-part series so far), based off recently de-classified work- i can't fly in 

real life!

1/20/2019 6:51:13 AM natureinspace I often wonder why we made the pre-life choices that we did. I'm really starting to think that my choice wasn't about me. It's about my children and 

other children that I could help in my lifetime.

1/20/2019 6:51:39 AM zagnett Good point, could be, with time being an illusion and all.

1/20/2019 6:51:56 AM fierycdnpatriot I’m naive and can’t tell if this response is sarcasm. (Is it sarcasm?)

1/20/2019 6:52:33 AM petitchevalb Living our life like eternal children can help I think 

Drawing naïve colors, kidding, having no bias toward others, refusing to harm animals....like children do

Anyway, it always makes me happy ☺

1/20/2019 6:54:29 AM heath_jack But you dream showed you over coming the wave.  Escaping! It's your subconscious telling you to let go of your fear!  The Earth is Shifting and we will 

shift along with it!

1/20/2019 6:57:05 AM zagnett I'd love to tell people how to do it. But i don't know how it started happening with me. Always been that way. But i think it's an attitude kind of thing. 

We get pushed around in real life, sure. But at the very least ain't nobody pushing me around in my dreams! They're mine.

1/20/2019 7:01:34 AM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & Sandia i think both have said there's a longstanding treaty (Eisenhower) not to allow ETs actual pictures. But drawings are ok.

If true, hopefully the treaty will be amended someday.

1/20/2019 7:20:01 AM cosmic_engineer Highly polarized STO looking to expand my theater of operations. Portal opening this evening #YXE

1/20/2019 7:27:59 AM zagnett Good point. But i should say i don't fear it that much. It's not life crippling or anything.

But if the Earth shifts physically like that, we'll definitely be shifting with it. That would definitely be an interesting day.

1/20/2019 7:42:14 AM electraweaver I like the idea, but only due to climate extremes. Imo growing food is a natural wonder that we should embrace as God's children.  It connects us to the 

land and makes us cherish our environment.  Where needed, food replicators are a decent idea, but what is the input?

1/20/2019 8:06:08 AM pantherden_ Love, Light, & Understanding pic.twitter.com/Y2kQdwt6NL

1/20/2019 8:15:39 AM natureinspace No it's not sarcasm.

1/20/2019 8:48:10 AM fierycdnpatriot I’m not sure about that - I think Kabamur might be trying to diplomatically let people know that the Majestic 12 account is not actually empowering 

and informing people the way they appear to be.

1/20/2019 8:54:35 AM hawkgirlinmn 1/20/2019= 339. Today is amplified. 3 governs...

1/20/2019 8:56:04 AM pantherden_ Majesty. pic.twitter.com/PkfimmRE0l

1/20/2019 9:12:34 AM 78503002 I have tried CBD and can confirm it is a very mild pain killer. On the downside I experienced pretty bad intestinal cramping after day 3. But that most 

likely has to do with me having IBS. Don't know if it would help with my smoking.

1/20/2019 9:19:56 AM rsm28675996 Really?😲

1/20/2019 9:25:01 AM rsm28675996 Any ideas as to why this would appear in my minds eye? Truly archetypal and part of subconscious? Thanks for your reply

1/20/2019 9:31:39 AM jadedl Because he knew that Pelosi had scheduled her prepared response to be released at a specific time. He pushed the speech to trip her up. The 

Maestro!🤣👏

1/20/2019 9:31:48 AM knightofmaltaus This President has NOT been briefed what so ever. Even his kids who have tried to peer into the matter are shut out. 45 has barely read the Book of 

Presidents as presented. He will not be read in unless a 2nd term and is seated. Then, maybe he might.

1/20/2019 10:02:34 AM di0010110r Light language?

1/20/2019 10:05:55 AM lenartjoe Can we know which of his predecessors were read in? At what level? By which faction?

1/20/2019 10:11:35 AM covertress I "knew" the US had replicators 

"Chicken. Good." 😂 https://youtu.be/2tg3-93jKvc 

1/20/2019 10:15:40 AM pantherden_ Majesty

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/zFEVTNRQYQ

1/20/2019 10:19:29 AM covertress If this truth was already revealed in film, then the answer lies within "The Fifth Element"

 https://youtu.be/DITPe-P32bU 

1/20/2019 10:23:01 AM covertress The Divine Language 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_language …

1/20/2019 10:26:42 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdZg1rXjBRk …

Guessing various frequencies of sound, carefully programmed to create every quantum bit of info, then every atom, molecule, cell, & finally every 

ingredient.

Sound is the basis for everything in the universe. See link at 1:15:26.

1/20/2019 10:40:18 AM lenartjoe Watched about 20 mins, but I imagine the whole presentation is worth watching. Thanks for the link

1/20/2019 10:42:49 AM zagnett I didn't realize how this is such a good follow-on to the Tesla discussion we've had on this Twitter channel, until today. Going to have to watch the 

whole thing again sometime.

1/20/2019 10:44:19 AM zagnett Most welcome! Exciting! 🧐

1/20/2019 10:52:01 AM zagnett One last thing - if that video isn't disclosure, then i don't know what the F*** is.

Video published Nov 25, 2018.

1/20/2019 10:53:03 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/telAlqvqli

1/20/2019 11:09:07 AM lambohodlr Smear attempt by: pic.twitter.com/cZZvQjICvN

1/20/2019 11:11:08 AM lenartjoe I imagine we are going to get disclosure from multiple different directions at once. After all,  don’t we get multiple inventors coming up with the same 

idea at once ( e.g. tesla/Marconi. The wright bros had many contenders, and many more)



1/20/2019 11:13:32 AM taradea08775439 @Wayne_famular Great profiles to follow 

@55true4u @StormIsUponUs @DIXIEDOODLE12 @BusyElves @VOnline46 @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/20/2019 11:14:43 AM zagnett Yes, agreed.

Just to be sure i didn't mean this video is THE disclosure, i meant A disclosure, or part of it. This video covers so many things discussed here on 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, it seemed well worth citing. I'm watching it again now.

1/20/2019 11:33:29 AM cstarr888 It's said, by many, that that treaty ends soon.🤔🧐

🙏💖

1/20/2019 11:37:42 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What types of physiological changes may we experience as we near transcendence?

Why am I experiencing headaches?

When will the headaches cease? When the pineal is decalcified?

Thank you, in advance.
1/20/2019 11:45:29 AM keith369me Curious...is it a particular location or does it move?  I had these but they eventually gave way to a much more pleasant feeling/awareness in my brain.

1/20/2019 11:46:32 AM covertress They are centrally located within, around pineal area. Migraines.

1/20/2019 11:50:00 AM lenartjoe Can someone confirm for me - does IS-BE mean -“InterStellar Biological Entity”? I’m a little light on the lingo for the detour this thread has taken, and 

want to give it the understanding, respect and attention it’s due.

1/20/2019 11:52:49 AM keith369me Hopefully just decalsivication..from your Tweets I would have thought that process was pretty advanced vs others. Do you get relief if you touch the 

top of your head? I got lots of uncomfortable pulses in different locations based upon thoughts after initial central headaches.

1/20/2019 11:55:26 AM nun_chucknorris Except for meat if I remember correctly. Meat will be at a higher vibration because it will not require ending a life.

1/20/2019 11:57:51 AM cstarr888 Simplified concept

🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/rADNE4Gl6q

1/20/2019 11:58:07 AM sehvehn i heard something about a thousand years

1/20/2019 11:58:59 AM covertress Perhaps the headaches are more due to my request to "see more clearly." #ClarumVideatur

A physiological change occurring?

1/20/2019 11:59:16 AM zagnett If that long we should demand it be re-negotiated or rescinded now.

1/20/2019 12:01:28 PM keith369me Definitely could be...might be pushing too far too fast.  Two steps forward one step back.  I definitely overloaded my brain several times and had to 

step back.  Do you get signs when you are proceeding “correctly”?

1/20/2019 12:03:46 PM keith369me 15 minutes of this helps me immensely  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hdmvMc7TZn0 …

1/20/2019 12:06:40 PM covertress Yes. When correct, what I desire works. lol

1/20/2019 12:08:36 PM keith369me Not exactly what I expected...hear a voice/sound?  Get goosebumps?  I’m weird, I see Eagles flying when over the target.

1/20/2019 12:08:55 PM sehvehn its been a thousand years

1/20/2019 12:09:49 PM zagnett oh i get it now. It started near a thousand years ago. Great! Thanks.

1/20/2019 12:10:33 PM pantherden_ Why has @realDonaldTrump suddenly started using the word Majesty so frequently?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/iPVbevWxch

1/20/2019 12:10:57 PM covertress Thanks. I was just thinking to do some of that. #SolfeggioFrequencies

Getting a few minutes of direct sunlight through my closed eyes first. #PhotonsHeal

1/20/2019 12:12:43 PM sehvehn please.....dont take what i say as absolute truth. =) is just my thoughts...my own

1/20/2019 12:13:45 PM covertress I'm a computer programmer by trade. My "answers" tend to be less ambiguous. Occasionally they spoken to me, as if by my own inner dialogue.

1/20/2019 12:15:19 PM keith369me I’m an engineer, this is really new to me.

1/20/2019 12:16:13 PM zagnett Oh i don't really take any of this as absolute truth really. Just trying to get the general ideas people on this Twitter page have and leave 'em run around 

as possibilities in my mind until "future proves past" or something along those lines.

1/20/2019 12:18:54 PM sehvehn yes! i 'file' them away until theyre proven null and void or comes to mean something. i very much understand =]

1/20/2019 12:23:55 PM covertress Still outside, I suddenly had the inspiration to open my eyes for a few blinks (9) & expose my eyes to a little direct sunlight.

I saw something I've never seen before... The sun has a long "pointed tail" on it, coming down towards the Earth.

Guess I see metaphors after all. 🤔

1/20/2019 12:24:37 PM covertress And just like that, my headache is gone. \o/

1/20/2019 12:25:08 PM keith369me That is awesome...white light?  Intuition is a wonderful thing

1/20/2019 12:29:29 PM ragevirusqq Adonai ?

1/20/2019 12:30:32 PM covertress o.O pic.twitter.com/UfBT7mjvMh

1/20/2019 12:30:43 PM nmchristoban 11  11  11

3  2  1

1/20/2019 12:30:50 PM cstarr888 No, most I've heard speak of approx 50 years. Can't prove that of course!😆

🙏💖

1/20/2019 12:31:59 PM keith369me I’m very impressed by how you just “walked your way” through your discomfort.

1/20/2019 12:33:07 PM covertress Ask, expecting an answer. 

Don't question the answer.

1/20/2019 12:46:19 PM lighthouse44444 I understand that an individual's IS chooses their mother and circumstances of birth based on lessons wished to learn, etc. I did not choose my children, 

they chose me. What a tremendous gift and responsibility. In love and light. ❤️

1/20/2019 1:03:30 PM princesspatrio1 Soosh must have some amazing stories.❤️

1/20/2019 1:05:36 PM ekotoons WORKING TO PULL THEM OUT

IN THE WEEKS + MONTHS AHEAD

1/20/2019 1:09:34 PM princesspatrio1 Please tell her thank you for allowing us glimpses of her, and that we think she's beautiful and amazing.

1/20/2019 1:24:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I suspect he was a bad actor

1/20/2019 1:27:09 PM pastorjon9 MJ12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) is definitely very awake - they can be hard to follow at times with the cryptic messages. I don't doubt the truthfulness of the 

info but it does come across as arrogant at times. I may be wrong but I have a sense they're playing the partial disclosure game.

1/20/2019 1:30:09 PM pastorjon9 By that I mean disclose the Military Industrial Complex side of the SSP but hide the Solar Warden/Super Federation side. Which will be difficult to do 

since there are so many now aware of it.

1/20/2019 1:52:12 PM mapyourworld1 I’ve been trying to do research on CERN since 2015.  All leads quickly led to dead ends.  Thank you for the research tip.  If you run across anything more, 

please let me know.

1/20/2019 2:00:41 PM mapyourworld1 Did you know Charles Taze Russell was part of the 13 bloodlines and that he was friends with and backed by Rockefeller?  I’ve wondered if the WTBTS 

was a cabal experiment.  Total mind-controlled slaves who are miserable (energy harvest?)



1/20/2019 2:09:42 PM lambohodlr Stored crystal patterns for food.

Reason for the "munchies"?

1/20/2019 2:22:35 PM universalrisin If i remember correctly it’s Immortal Soul- Biological Entity

1/20/2019 2:36:54 PM doc1415 I know Im not alone. My family thinks im nuts sometimes and they only hear me speak of jfk and ufo conapiracies. They would probably avoid me 

completely if I mentioned Archons or Dracos or Nordic beings. I feel better knowing that Im seeking truth no matter how bizzare it is.

1/20/2019 2:39:19 PM mongrelglory Immortal Spiritual biological entity. 😊

1/20/2019 2:40:30 PM lenartjoe Thx

1/20/2019 2:40:59 PM mongrelglory No, actually MJ-12 said that "meat is meat" and would still have a more "chaotic" vibration if you eat it.

1/20/2019 2:41:59 PM big_simp the world is flat but not a pancake in space..It works very similar to how a computer game draws itself from source code

1/20/2019 2:42:36 PM mongrelglory I love that scene! 😆  I just named my cat Leeloo.

1/20/2019 2:43:22 PM big_simp The earth is NOT a globe..repeat NOT a globe..

1/20/2019 2:49:18 PM nun_chucknorris I stand corrected. I misinterpreted it somehow. Thank you. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070040373299417089?s=21 …

1/20/2019 2:49:51 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for asking this question. I have also been getting really bad headaches. I usually wake up with my head pounding between 2-3 am. Yesterday 

I had one almost all day. Maybe CBD would help us rubbed on the temples and forehead?

1/20/2019 2:51:32 PM mongrelglory I think so.  I wouldn't have questioned so much in my life if I had been complacent and happy all the time.  Wish there was an easier way however.  You 

sound like you had a rough childhood.

1/20/2019 2:53:16 PM mongrelglory I think so.  I imagine you could just place the leftovers back in the replicator and it could de-materialize everything.

1/20/2019 2:55:06 PM mongrelglory However, MJ-12 did say that the vibration of the meat would still be the same.  I'd probably be eating a ton of desserts!

1/20/2019 2:56:25 PM lenartjoe I totally agree, but also think it would be irresponsible not to take responsibility for our individual impact on the cosmos (multiverse). My grandfather 

always said - pray as if everything depended on God / work as if everything depended on you. Both are likely right.

1/20/2019 2:57:05 PM mongrelglory No problem!  We're here to clarify things for each other. 😊

1/20/2019 2:59:17 PM mongrelglory You might want to add melatonin as well.

1/20/2019 3:08:16 PM nun_chucknorris Agreed! Thought about deleting it but will leave it for clarity’s sake.

1/20/2019 3:14:17 PM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.theregister.co.uk/2007/06/23/sentient_worlds/?page=1 …

Looking glass? What is the input data here? Facebook, google, twitter, All? is this why the internet was created ?

1/20/2019 3:20:17 PM qtpi3_14 Kanye was the visual artist.  

"Kanye asked his team at DONDA – a creative content company named after his late mother – to make "anatomically correct" replicas of each figure."

1/20/2019 3:40:16 PM qtpi3_14 Was the one in the white supposed to be Marilyn?! 😂😂😂😂

1/20/2019 3:45:15 PM princesspatrio1 Yikes.😬😂😂

1/20/2019 3:52:20 PM deeiatopp Interesting... feels like underwater dream work last night

1/20/2019 4:13:51 PM zagnett But the liquid in it might be higher. And they are more liquid than solid. Besides I'm kinda forced to be low carb. Can't have all those desserts!

1/20/2019 4:19:21 PM djlok Interesting that the heads are at the 3,6,9 positions if the image were in front of a clock.   And the yellow...I wonder if that is like an energy field of 

some sort.  I keep going back to this picture!!

1/20/2019 4:20:38 PM dark2light2019 This response either confirms you are of a higher realm or confirms you are a big “follower” of the law of one. No more games we want truth

1/20/2019 5:21:05 PM arc339 Certainly feels like mayhem when hybrid reptilian shape shifter Bafath human Shirley & Draco hybrid human Randy neighbors bomb your cat use him 

as beacon, destroy your home & all your belongings leaving us homeless, penniless, stuck, as they ongoing covert warfare on us #USMCss

1/20/2019 5:31:50 PM mongrelglory I know!  Sugar is my drug!  I battle the addiction constantly.

1/20/2019 5:35:16 PM sdcharge2k12 Yeah i think so too. I read that many starseeds have a less than ideal upbringing probably for the reason you said.. It was a hard life but 1 thing always 

kept me going it was a constant feeling that I was meant for something more and to stay positive no matter how bad it got.

1/20/2019 5:38:46 PM mongrelglory Me too! 🌈

1/20/2019 5:39:36 PM arc339 When Marines replace 74 fusion centers that now do RICO, covert warfare & trafficking, protect cannibals, set up community out reach done by 

benevolents that cannot be socially dominated by reptos. Strengthen minds via meditation so people are free from repto injected thoughts

1/20/2019 5:53:20 PM arc339 Are you gonna wanna check cannibal Shirley Scott shape shifter reptilian Bafath adrenalchromer serial murd does inter species rapes that murder in 

seconds or organ failure, cancer, as was done to me, toddlers next door, & all she talks to she feeds on, hijacks minds, treason plot 

pic.twitter.com/bW1pg3FEpC

1/20/2019 6:06:29 PM nancyddb @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/WashoeSheriff/status/1087154713261264896 …

1/20/2019 6:53:58 PM jane_q_patriot Man, when I see great memes like this, I always think to myself... my dumb sleeping "liberal" friends are totally missing OUT!

1/20/2019 7:02:39 PM la_perry What about crimes against Americans by high ranking politicians and military

1/20/2019 7:16:40 PM arc339 Shirley stalks me as covert warfare human trafficking, she contacts numerous contractors to do crimes to me. See pic she & Randy Ford live on either 

side of me. They bombed my home after they kidnapped my dear cat, surgery, device wifi in tail to rocket atomi or nuke bomb beacon 

pic.twitter.com/MuBXE4lt5W

1/20/2019 7:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no interest in hiding that realm from you, however this medium will not be how it is done.

1/20/2019 7:20:48 PM arc339 Shirley (reptilian shape shifter Bafath sirian time lord archon army AI replicator more) & Randy (Draco fallen angel) are maleovent hybrid human ETs. 

Im a cryptozoologist trained in hyperspace (symbols language), mind strength (meditate & divinity protocols), SSP, USMCss.

1/20/2019 7:20:56 PM heath_jack Majestic like Q challenges us to explore for ourselves.  All the possibilities that lay at or feet.  We are disclosure!  Self!

1/20/2019 7:31:12 PM pastorjon9 Okay, that makes sense. This is one time I'm glad to be wrong. I felt the need to present that since it's an unspoken feeling by many I'm sure. As I said, I 

don't doubt truthfulness of what's been presented, I just have this sense of a massive amount of as yet unrevealed info.

1/20/2019 7:32:55 PM pastorjon9 Thank you though for responding and setting the record straight. This will, hopefully, add to your credibility.

1/20/2019 7:37:24 PM pastorjon9 Sometimes the student asks the teacher pointed questions to clarify things so that assumptions are not made that are wildly inaccurate. I've made that 

mistake too many times in the past. So sometimes I ask such things to make sure I'm not off course. Even 1 degree off can be bad

1/20/2019 7:47:09 PM heath_jack You are the teacher and creator!  Your higher self has already chosen your path.  Let go of fear.  Walk boldly.  If you fall WE/YOU get back up.  Lessons 

learned!  😀🤗🖖

1/20/2019 7:48:17 PM pastorjon9 Amen, well spoken

1/20/2019 7:48:59 PM heath_jack Love you Brother!💖

1/20/2019 7:53:41 PM arc339 Im sorry thats rough. Our challenge to master our own subconscious is critical. Prayers for you. 👼🏻

1/20/2019 7:58:20 PM poppyslovecapu What is IS-BEs please?

1/20/2019 8:05:37 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 POTUS tweet about weather... should we not look at the moon?

1/20/2019 8:12:09 PM pastorjon9 You too, glad to have you around 😀

1/20/2019 8:16:53 PM melanieanders7 In SG1, would the sarcophagus be a metaphor for “blood of a unicorn”? The more you use it. Youth, vanity, and loss of compassion transpires.



1/20/2019 8:33:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Get ready for the show...

Great View

Do tell us what you see. https://youtu.be/Cka9HcT6ETk 

1/20/2019 8:34:37 PM heath_jack Here WE go!

1/20/2019 8:36:52 PM mrmyskin It's almost done!

1/20/2019 8:38:23 PM blsdbe My hubby and I will be focusing on Forces for Good to help the White Hats. I hope many others will join us, hopefully in multiples of 3! 

https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1087000595846680576?s=19 …

1/20/2019 8:38:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now: Colors are shifts in frequencies. Shift in consciousness. Very ritualistic period on Earth. No rituals this year. "Mood" is different for this moon this 

year. Trump Effect. Time is an illusion. Power of 3s. Events not dates.

1/20/2019 8:38:39 PM todd0431 It's like another planet half the size of the moon is in front of the moon or something??

1/20/2019 8:40:19 PM worldxplorer1 Do you have something special for us?

1/20/2019 8:40:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns controlling the broadcast.

1/20/2019 8:41:58 PM diaptera_80 As time is an illusion, I wonder why we don’t get more dreams about the future. And when we do, are we sending them to ourselves intentionally? I 

dreamt of my mothers death when I was 6. It came true with no less than 5 unpredictable details when I was 29.

1/20/2019 8:42:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 We tweet the link, tell you to watch, so they switch to clowns talking about nonsense. The moon is artificial.

1/20/2019 8:42:17 PM pauliepg11111 The eclipse is scattering blue light from the earth. Blue is associated with the fifth chakra - truth, communication, knowledge.

1/20/2019 8:43:36 PM the_fjalar I see a some greenish color at first...then it faded to charcoal gray...with a little orange-ish red on the edge...this is right before full eclipse.

1/20/2019 8:43:42 PM 1_decided_voter Looks like another planet instead of our moon.

1/20/2019 8:43:45 PM one17as ThankQ !!! Wanna tell me that´s a Human ??? 

!! Think for yourselves !!

@StormIsUponUs @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @realDonaldTrump

#Qanon #Qarmy #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #Leak #Q #Bigdrop pic.twitter.com/OGV80k3axW

1/20/2019 8:44:15 PM lornascurr Watching another supposedly live video..  why does there seem to be an intense light shining down from above? 😘..   S O O N

1/20/2019 8:44:45 PM pauliepg11111 Also, is it true that the moon’s control abilities on the earth are minimised as the moon is smaller - so very minimal during an eclipse?

1/20/2019 8:45:26 PM qualady1 Moon pulses

1/20/2019 8:46:56 PM lw_hawk Lots of pulsing, getting brighter fading, kept thinking there were clouds, but no clouds in the sky. Amazing.

1/20/2019 8:47:04 PM giediknight I can feel the energy shift, an amazing cleansing feeling.

1/20/2019 8:47:47 PM blsdbe Is there a different link you would like us to follow? Too cloudy and rainy in my area to see the Eclipse directly...

1/20/2019 8:48:59 PM diaptera_80 When you know the candlelight is fire...

1/20/2019 8:49:31 PM joni_apple_seed Yes global meditation 11 minutes past midnight EST

1/20/2019 8:50:27 PM daviddurall What's the thing with the bucket and mummy?

1/20/2019 8:50:58 PM blsdbe Wonderful! Please AND ThanQ!!!

1/20/2019 8:53:07 PM the_fjalar iphone pic pic.twitter.com/vajHnlRWcB

1/20/2019 8:54:31 PM mongrelglory Is there a reason we can't see any stars in the sky around the moon in this broadcast?  I would have thought they'd show up even brighter with the 

eclipse.

1/20/2019 8:54:33 PM bbobbio71 My kids could narrate her than this guy

1/20/2019 8:54:58 PM one17as Don´t know! Looks like a human mummy to You ?

1/20/2019 8:56:45 PM 69_marie It really does look fake,  I’m watching now 😳

1/20/2019 8:56:52 PM blankmarlo  https://youtu.be/yTt2hx1_Hh8 

1/20/2019 8:57:36 PM allahuniversal  https://www.369universe.com/2017/11/24/secret-behind-numbers-3-6-9-finally-revealed/ …

1/20/2019 8:57:56 PM scienceismymuse Lots of very long straight lines.

1/20/2019 8:58:20 PM mongrelglory I put them on mute. 😑

1/20/2019 8:58:35 PM allahuniversal See also: Vortex Mathematics

1/20/2019 9:01:24 PM intodreamland That's exactly what my first thought was when I saw the pics!!  Whoa!

1/20/2019 9:02:41 PM the_fjalar a 500,000 year old artificial moon.

1/20/2019 9:03:41 PM hellouncledonny Just had event #3 last night.

Clowns failed.

Hive Mind. https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1086981694580768768 …

1/20/2019 9:07:15 PM wonderswords  pic.twitter.com/csH48LOBiC

1/20/2019 9:08:39 PM turboxyde I had a fun night standing outside in the snow and projecting my consciousness to the moon... dancing as a projection of light in the craters, smiling 

innocently at the eyes I felt watching. Wrapping my energy around the moon and anchoring the connections to Earth. Dreamweaving!

1/20/2019 9:08:50 PM rosesrred0119 Its beautiful so "majestic"   it does seem to pulse though. That's weird

1/20/2019 9:09:19 PM slr64q Interesting...I went to take pictures / videos (very clear skies here in SE), and you can't even tell it's an eclipse in photo or video!  Just looks like a full 

'moon' on a clear night.  BUT, there are thousands of stars out and I got a good picture of Orion! pic.twitter.com/cWx6hJ12pl

1/20/2019 9:09:47 PM cjptrsn So much more red over The US than over Morocco.

1/20/2019 9:12:25 PM giediknight The Great Awakening will be when Cannabis is legalized, along with other remedies to CURE Autism. It will be a beautiful future for those parents and 

families to have their children back. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @realDonaldTrump

1/20/2019 9:12:55 PM bbobbio71 I managed to get a couple. pic.twitter.com/YWahr84HLt

1/20/2019 9:14:49 PM aprilbrown99 I was standing outside around 7:45 pm PT, clear skies, then all of a sudden in blows all these fast moving clouds. Covers it. Thank you for the link.

1/20/2019 9:15:31 PM bbobbio71 I saw some fluctuations too.  I thought it was because I was shivering

1/20/2019 9:17:04 PM robinabank4 Am I missing any events prior or is this#1? So many things going on recently...

1/20/2019 9:18:21 PM robinabank4 Not full in the pnw YET BUT  took a pic looks like the # 5 is on it. Never noticed that?  Hmmm

1/20/2019 9:21:49 PM stuartaewilson Go on...   so what exactly is it?

1/20/2019 9:24:34 PM qanonsunrise I had not noticed before, during other eclipses, how the moon becomes translucent and see- through like during the process. It's similar to candling an 

egg and looking within a filled and active womb.

1/20/2019 9:25:38 PM bbobbio71 Saw this post from A Kim salmons 

Her family member took the pic, 

Anyone notice the strange extremely large crater like shape near the top? pic.twitter.com/GiQ7VatGPB

1/20/2019 9:26:12 PM n7guardiananon anybody else's ears or inner ears felt something like a frequency change? 

then this pulse. 

not unpleasant, but different.

1/20/2019 9:27:50 PM mwilkinson1974  pic.twitter.com/RjNHrZuGkH

1/20/2019 9:33:30 PM awakeandsing123 I spent this entire time in meditation visualizing the light hugging the entire planet and it’s creatures. Saw some beautiful colors. Peace.

1/20/2019 9:33:55 PM si11112018  pic.twitter.com/dh0bMNXVsB

1/20/2019 9:33:56 PM keith369me Incredible energy in tonight’s meditation...like nothing I have experienced before.  Love and light to all.

1/20/2019 9:34:13 PM si11112018  pic.twitter.com/8dZFip7FEe

1/20/2019 9:34:29 PM josephf94042707  pic.twitter.com/2dF2cVhj1t



1/20/2019 9:34:53 PM wonderswords  pic.twitter.com/ko63Mq0K0i

1/20/2019 9:35:35 PM winterrain912 I saw the same thing with the naked eye, when there was still about a quarter left before total eclipse. Looked like grayish blue round object, a bit 

smaller than the moon itself, lower left of it. Saw it for quite awhile.

1/20/2019 9:36:56 PM winklerburke Like a Death Star from Star Wars? But not so deathly?  Tell us the story behind, M12?

1/20/2019 9:37:01 PM awakeandsing123 Done. Singing the mantras was awesome.

1/20/2019 9:37:58 PM libertyspring99 The image started to wobble then they just cut to a different view!? 😯

1/20/2019 9:38:45 PM magaveteranrobi That was AMAZING! TY!! Had my husband & daughter meditating with me - we all enjoyed the peace, the energetic tingling vibration & colors so much 

that we decided to make this a weekly family event. I deeply hope that 3 more souls helped the light empowerment of earth & is all..🥰

1/20/2019 9:46:07 PM collectvcat Meditating Love & Peace.

1/20/2019 9:50:32 PM hellouncledonny Walked outside and flew far into the stars like superman. After 3 seconds, I stopped directly in front of a small craft and sensed an entity inside was 

more scared than I was when we connected. 

I apologized and instantly returned home.

One of most intense and real OBE's,

1/20/2019 9:53:35 PM collectvcat Watching the moon, meditating & feeling emotional. ❤️❤️

1/20/2019 9:58:04 PM zagnett Dumba$$ clowns.

1/20/2019 10:04:08 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1087224062210916352?s=19 …

1/20/2019 10:06:18 PM metisgurlsb Yes, Orion was beautiful...

1/20/2019 10:11:32 PM nmchristoban wife saw explosions/flashes of light around the moon just as totality was reached

1/20/2019 10:12:31 PM victorianoreent what do i see?  an artificial structure...part of this simulation. a term used by the dark to speak of sacrifice which they use to "enhance" their energies.  

i do not participate.  i instead focus on the REAL moon(s) of Home (outside this realm) and call forth their energies.

1/20/2019 10:14:49 PM awakeandsing123 Should be “its creatures”. Silly “smart” fone ;-).

1/20/2019 10:23:18 PM covertress I also saw a "shooting star"

1/20/2019 10:26:47 PM nmchristoban One “disclosure” show after another tonight on TV. Coincidence? Doubtful...

1/20/2019 10:30:26 PM lori_dee1 This is the live view from the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles CA 

 https://youtu.be/lhmLlFyZ4Zw 

1/20/2019 10:36:23 PM slr64q Nice!  I went back out and managed to get some! pic.twitter.com/8CB47IImTZ

1/20/2019 10:36:56 PM slr64q Sky is FULL of stars!

1/20/2019 10:37:18 PM blsdbe Thank you!!! ❤️👼❤️

1/20/2019 10:43:08 PM zagnett MJ, you mean no unicorns killed tonight? If so, that's so awesome, thanks! Finally.

1/20/2019 10:43:14 PM weremight Finally saw a bit of it in the Seattle area -- very sharp definition in the final partial, and no 'blood red' penumbra.  Rather different from your usual lunar 

eclipse.

1/20/2019 10:45:16 PM zagnett What is a "ping" in your head like exactly? Did you ask for one specifically from e.g. the Sandia team?

1/20/2019 10:46:24 PM weremight I would say this one looked a lot more like a solar eclipse than a typical lunar, for some reason, barring the brightness factor of course.

1/20/2019 10:51:35 PM lori_dee1 I was awake, focused and alert one minute lying in bed and then next thing I know I had fallen asleep for bout 20 min. I am now watching live stream 

from the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles, CA.

1/20/2019 10:54:40 PM decodematrix Yes, we already know the moon was built millions of years ago. What is the significance of that related to the eclipse?

1/20/2019 11:28:21 PM lori_dee1 In Revelation 7:1-17 I noticed the number references of 3 & 9

12,000 from each of the 12 tribes = 144,000

1/20/2019 11:34:31 PM abes64037836 You really need help !

1/20/2019 11:40:48 PM sibyllatheodora It is hollow.

1/21/2019 12:05:47 AM paul50244579 Umm. Yaaaawn

1/21/2019 1:39:38 AM epkman And that looks like the Earth above the Moon?

1/21/2019 1:43:36 AM nullanon12 Is That Thorium & Carbon Synthetic?

1/21/2019 1:44:13 AM nullanon12 Actually Tetrahydrocannabinol Synthetic???

1/21/2019 3:08:02 AM cidarean You would think that no one is ready for disclosure from the reactions I get from people. Undeniable proof is needed. They will be in shock.

1/21/2019 4:19:53 AM todd0431 Yes!  Exactly what I saw.

1/21/2019 4:28:31 AM magaveteranrobi Ok, I’d really love & Appreciate it if someone could tell me what this was, if anyone knows. Never Seen This Before. About an hour before meditation 

time, I saw a small but bright light dancing around in the trees at the wood line (forest/mtns). Hovered, flickered, turned...

1/21/2019 4:35:28 AM magaveteranrobi reddish-orange a couple of times, turned dark yellow 2X, occasionally there was an emission of red/orange rising haze bouncing off snow/trees-then 

disappear (like a fire sparking, but no fire). Made hubby see it to make sure it was there. Close (2/3 football field). Any clue?WTH?

1/21/2019 4:42:48 AM fowlreginald I saw stars last night but they didn't show up in the picture I took

1/21/2019 4:58:47 AM kabamur_taygeta That no EMP. 🙂

1/21/2019 5:02:44 AM heath_jack So cool!

1/21/2019 5:06:52 AM taradea08775439 Research for the proof is open source

1/21/2019 5:06:54 AM stefanofait @Jordan_Sather_ @CatvllvsVerona @MrMyskin @sara_maestroni

1/21/2019 5:07:06 AM deerfield4570 3, 6 and 9 represent past, present and future?!!!

1/21/2019 5:12:47 AM stefanofait If I am not mistaken, MJ12 are confident that full disclosure would not work because in the past (dark phase) they made sure that that would be the 

inescapable outcome, due to the limits and vulnerability of human psyche.

Their goal is an incremental, comprehensive disclosure.

1/21/2019 5:19:18 AM tymecrystal Why was it flipping around so fast back and forth....lol.  Satalite.....Death Star!

1/21/2019 5:23:34 AM tymecrystal Sirius Star gate opened.....super positive energies coming through!

1/21/2019 5:28:26 AM taradea08775439 Time is an illusion so does past present future exist or is there only the now

1/21/2019 5:29:42 AM stefanofait Arrogant... Or perhaps it's their military mindset that is grating.

wartime justifies it, peacetime finds it jarring.

1/21/2019 6:10:39 AM skeye_watching Are you going to force the disclosure of the spread of Mad Cow disease that is being hidden and causing Alzheimer & dementia?  The beef and cattle 

industry would crumble and cause an economic nightmare.  The antibiotics pumped into cattle can't kill this.   

https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/prions/ …

1/21/2019 6:22:12 AM scienceismymuse What are those two lights? Are they Stars? pic.twitter.com/EhKH9uB9VJ

1/21/2019 6:25:28 AM lmjonzey I got the same thing. Lots of movement. Then the chemtrails started.

1/21/2019 6:31:14 AM catvllvsverona eh unfortunately I've been blocked by Kabamur so I can't comment

1/21/2019 6:36:57 AM lmjonzey Thank you for the pic . Orion's belt was bright over my house too in Georgia.

1/21/2019 6:54:06 AM josephf94042707 Not sure what it was

1/21/2019 7:09:11 AM pastorjon9 Well, to be fair, they're still at war - a very deadly war - with the forces of the cabal behind the scenes that we know little about. It's stressful to be 

locked in mortal combat with someone you're literally rubbing elbows with

1/21/2019 7:11:58 AM pastorjon9 No one will ever be fully ready - how can we? How do you prepare for news you never expected? It's one thing to read about colonies in space (for 

example) it's quite another to SEE it.

1/21/2019 7:31:16 AM kindeandtrue I sat on the deck, all bundled up, watching the moon and singing Gregorian chant hymns.

1/21/2019 7:32:14 AM aurorasreality Can you “feel” your past expiernces almost like fat off dreams? It’s right that but foggy and not quite in reach.  I donthis most in sleep or that moment 

between waking and dreaming



1/21/2019 7:43:58 AM gi6stars If the moon is fake, what the hell is real on this ball we call Earth.....!?

1/21/2019 7:55:25 AM allahuniversal Straight-forward & easy to understand https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodin-coil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/ …

1/21/2019 8:34:48 AM giediknight Stargate SG-1 S4E2 "The Other Side", a underground cloned people wage war against natural born "breeders" on the surface of the planet. - Sounds 

like what is going on today? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/21/2019 8:48:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have you researched quantities on  http://projectcbd.org ?

1/21/2019 9:15:11 AM knightofmaltaus Finally we agree on something! Research when the Moon was first recorded  and then read what Edgar Mitchell said as he stood on the moon and it 

rang like a bell. It is hollow. Is it a vehicle? Planet? Hunk of Nickel?

1/21/2019 9:43:03 AM lightworkercain #1 Original

#2 Exposure +2%

#3 Exposure +6%

#Nibiru ??? pic.twitter.com/ZmvuBCc1ye

1/21/2019 9:59:34 AM nmchristoban Not until it is legal federally can I/We get some of this real medicine....

1/21/2019 10:01:35 AM wwtravelr after almost 2 yrs of ears ringing and body vibrating i take it as a sign of my time is near... for knowing.  my ears ring as i write this.  do u wish to engage 

in my head-symphony? lol

1/21/2019 10:09:57 AM nick_2c @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Are Pyramids effective?  What effect do they have?  What is the significance of the angles?

1/21/2019 10:22:31 AM pastorjon9 Definitely not an EMP - EMP would have caused all electrical devices (including the camera) to stop functioning. Likely was a "visitor" doing something 

to negate a Deep State attack.

1/21/2019 10:23:37 AM jaspony1 What is going on in this video? Kroger in TN!! https://voiceanything.com/posts/35805 

1/21/2019 10:43:20 AM nmchristoban Also depends on where you work. Federal employment follows federal laws!

1/21/2019 10:45:01 AM nmchristoban There are many in CA and other places around the country that can't take real medicine that would actually help.

1/21/2019 11:03:46 AM lori_dee1 CBD should not interfere with employment if it does not contain THC.

1/21/2019 11:06:00 AM sunnydupree I was going to watch this now I'm really going to lol

1/21/2019 11:21:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Titanium? And it's called a satellite in elementary earth science.

1/21/2019 11:23:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

1/21/2019 11:26:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd We saw something below the moon just as you filmed something above it.

1/21/2019 11:28:00 AM nmchristoban Correct. However, the most effective CBD treatments must be paired with some amount of THC for majic to happen. Not even necessarily enough THC 

to get you "high", but it needs to be there...and because it needs to be there, the federal problem surfaces.

1/21/2019 11:31:21 AM natureinspace And the black knight satellite.

1/21/2019 11:45:51 AM bbobbio71 Where at in tn?

1/21/2019 11:57:00 AM jaspony1 I didn't make the video, just saw it posted. Seems like a lot of things like this lately

1/21/2019 12:10:10 PM lbf777 Did the flow of evil get reversed during the blood moon so that now our timeline quickly improves or something like this?

1/21/2019 12:22:44 PM lbf777 Do you say yes intuitively or did you hear something about this? Thanks.

1/21/2019 12:25:49 PM skullmonkie Today definitely feels different. pic.twitter.com/RbfIkiqvwC

1/21/2019 12:26:04 PM lori_dee1 I have a resource that produces CBD with 98% purity and is very powerful without THC. He offers 2 different ones. He had an outside source test it that 

also tests for the big companies. Just let me know if you want more information and you can take it from there.

1/21/2019 12:26:50 PM bbobbio71 Roger that. I'm not far from a kroger in tn. Saw nothing here and no reports of it in East Tn.

1/21/2019 12:30:44 PM lori_dee1 Thanks for the information!!! 🙏💖

1/21/2019 12:35:09 PM lbf777 lol, it honestly does.

1/21/2019 12:36:40 PM zagnett Even better, does this mean that none have occurred so far this year? Or best, that and none will occur even throughout this entire year?

1/21/2019 12:37:35 PM josephf94042707 What part of Florida

1/21/2019 1:03:43 PM do_or_do_notty Whole plant synergy is aways the best. Small amounts of THC with CBD goes beyond symptom relief into healing. 

Whole plant medicine heals 

CBD alone is a great symptom reliever and vital for our ECS   

For true healing, whole plant medicine can’t be beat

Saves my life every day

1/21/2019 1:12:50 PM larklittle1 There is no retweet button for this!?!?!?

1/21/2019 1:18:24 PM do_or_do_notty Black sheep, who are usually the first ones our earth families reach out to for help

Our journey is no mistake 

We chose it

And I believe we chose them 

I begged to leave once and was shown the consequences of that choice..

Allowed me view things much different from a young age

1/21/2019 1:19:34 PM larklittle1 That worked!! When I first tried to retweet u couldn’t , then when I responded back to you it wouldn’t send!

1/21/2019 1:24:46 PM do_or_do_notty It was those consequences I was shown when I begged to leave this place as an abused child. 

It was glimpses of what would become of those I loved ... and of people I had not even met...Yet.  

I can’t explain it other than it happened and when given the actual choice...I stayed.

1/21/2019 1:28:54 PM larklittle1 Thought they were watching lol

1/21/2019 1:47:54 PM georgeedwardca4 @POTUS

@SCOTUSBrettKav

@DepSecDef

@ActingWhitaker

@StormIsUponUs

@SaRaAshcraft

@Jordan_Sather_

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EsotericExposal

@V_of_Europe

@StLHandyMan

@AMike4761

@LisaMei62

@LionelMedia

@prayingmedic

@55true4u

@Cordicon

@DineshDSouza

@Imamofpeace

@RealMattCouch

#Q pic.twitter.com/Z2b8gDrUvy



1/21/2019 1:59:59 PM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pt. 1 Do our/your Majestic crews protect our energy (electricity, gas, nuclear) utility stations fr/ our enemies in solar system? Have 

we been witnessing protector ships going down or in battle these past days/weeks referencing the all over attacks of gas & elec..

1/21/2019 2:00:33 PM southpaw816 IS THIS The Best UFO Footage Ever?...  https://youtu.be/Dkj2I1dZmmk  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/21/2019 2:05:41 PM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pt 2...in US, specifically. Is this what we're really observing & don't have enough knowledge to truly recognize it? At apex of eclipse 

last night we heard percussive thunderous sounds in skies (mid Atl region). Are these caused by majestic movement and/or battle?

1/21/2019 2:19:22 PM cjptrsn Yet another Seth McFarlane classified Prime Time intel drop. 

Here’s my favorite pic.twitter.com/pdElAT7Zup

1/21/2019 2:54:30 PM yuvalsap Nope. Nibiru system left our solar system (directed out) few years ago. This is probably Taus, an incapsulated planet that was put in our system (from 

the pleiades) for an overseeing part in this transition era of our society. He is much much bigger than earth.

1/21/2019 2:57:57 PM herrly5 Wth? Lol

1/21/2019 3:14:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Same!!

1/21/2019 3:15:35 PM stefanofait "They are obviously very awake and not trying to mislead anyone" .

Re: MAJESTIC12

1/21/2019 3:15:43 PM hawkgirlinmn “Different orientations” of the moon? Ha.

1/21/2019 3:24:10 PM wiggley_dale Beware #autismspeaks is corrupt, another organization that takes money and does nothing to assist parents and children struggling. Autism Speaks is 

to Autism as the American Cancer Society is to Cancer... corrupt and harmful.

1/21/2019 3:25:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Inhad some of the SAME exposures from my camera here in the midwest.

1/21/2019 3:26:01 PM wiggley_dale I believe all vaccines have risks. Way too many people don’t know that vaccines have NEVER been tested for carcinogenic, mutagenic potential, or for 

impairment of fertility. This alone should make you question vaccines and what you are injecting into yourself and your children. 

pic.twitter.com/uMavTegwV4

1/21/2019 3:28:41 PM freestateojones Slowly, many are coming to these realizations. 

The Flow Of Information Is Vital

1/21/2019 3:30:37 PM hawkgirlinmn My shot from Iowa in the beginning... pic.twitter.com/zUsyXvJVVc

1/21/2019 4:00:33 PM catvllvsverona yes, they push for the reader's awarness, clearly.

they admitted they have to spread about a 20% of disinfo on their contents, that must be a  necessary minimum. 

they seem honest.

1/21/2019 4:07:50 PM kiellopathra Sorry, Q.  I’m gonna have to go ahead and say [YES ALL].  (Q is being nuanced for a general audience.  Nevertheless, ALL or potentially all provide the 

same vehicle.)

1/21/2019 4:13:29 PM natureinspace I absolutely understand where you're coming from. I always knew, even when I was very young, that my mothers side was not right. And I always knew 

that I was not from them.

1/21/2019 4:20:33 PM coryz34 Officially trademarking the hashtag #DoyouevenQANON (if that’s even a thing. Whenever a Q proof is dropped “Future Proves Past” then slap that 

Hashtag on it and let’s show people what we ANONS already knew. @Jordan_Sather_ @IPOT1776 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @X22Report

1/21/2019 4:56:08 PM matosortho Q

1/21/2019 5:35:51 PM john777lee With Secretary Pompeo's tweet he said 40 years ago Iran released american hostages. I get the feeling it is 2021 now ! Qanon has posted everything 1 

year in advance ! So have we been under several Mandela effects  and they have it all. Future proves past ?

1/21/2019 5:36:36 PM zagnett I keep saying here - federalies have raided people in states where CBD is already legal. Caution still advised.

1/21/2019 6:00:49 PM anneolsen43 How much do you take ? Thought about trying it

1/21/2019 6:39:41 PM friskygolfer MJ12 has said .03% thc is necessary. I believe this is also the legal limit. But don’t know the law. Just what an caregiver said.

1/21/2019 6:57:03 PM zerpburps follow @IncarnatedET @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qpendium @Anon_decoder @DecodedReality @DecodeMatrix for starters. decoding.  

add from there. ✌️♾🌎👽 good night https://twitter.com/MusicalMickey/status/1086673550474428416 …

1/21/2019 7:06:14 PM magaveteranrobi If anyone comes across this, my final post on this subject, please watch this video - my experience was lower to the ground, partially hidden by the 

forest (& much smaller) But they had something big & similar happen in front of them. TY, Namaste:  https://youtu.be/PCRX3cHO-bA 

1/21/2019 7:14:05 PM musicalmickey Thank you

1/21/2019 7:32:27 PM dzxty1 Bright flash on the moon? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1087514522493976581 …

1/21/2019 7:39:12 PM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/21/2019 7:47:12 PM lightworkercain I was thinking maybe it was Earth's Dark Twin, hides behind the Sun usually.

1/21/2019 9:54:24 PM adsvel If You understand that you are Creator and quantum structure at the same time, it is easier to understand quantum physics.

1/21/2019 10:05:00 PM thericharddoyle 4/4

... purposes peaceful, in short order.

Regards,

A Friend, of the World

–Richard D.

—

Cc: .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump .@WhiteHouse .@USTreasury .@USCIRF .@RT_russian .@RT_com .@RFERL .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/G4shDTwhdT
1/21/2019 10:09:42 PM thehon3sttruth @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose #CovingtonBoys #RBG #RBGdead pic.twitter.com/hWPXI4RZaG

1/21/2019 10:36:55 PM pauliepg11111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says that the current ratio is about 66.6% of the global population believes the MSM, with the other third seeking alternative news 

sources.

1/21/2019 10:39:34 PM jonle86 But i think that's quickly going to rise (seeking alternative sources) 

The media keeps shooting itself in the foot and people are seeing waking up more than ever..

1/21/2019 10:39:58 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Xa6c3OTr6yA 

The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few...

😢

1/21/2019 10:40:24 PM citoyen_resist quantum physics 101 = theology 101

1/21/2019 10:51:58 PM pauliepg11111 Absolutely agree...downward spiral!

1/21/2019 11:05:13 PM jonle86 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @KibBitzLaw @StormIsUponUs @MichaelSalla @mG7VJxZNCI @TrueEyeTheSpy 

@EsotericExposal @blueavians

1/21/2019 11:13:56 PM n7guardiananon And thus will We make some of the wrongdoers allies of others for what they used to earn. 6 129 quran

 https://quran.com/6/129 

Other is very long so link provided:

 https://legacy.quran.com/7/105-195 

1/22/2019 1:43:05 AM theappraizer Speechless



1/22/2019 2:11:00 AM irishwordpaint1 What about that horrifying, disgusting, depraved law just passed in California:  Pedos can legally marry 10 year old girls now!  What can we do?  I just 

read this artice 2 hrs ago & still reeling from this criminally insane law!  Who in the hell is representing children in CA?

1/22/2019 3:51:13 AM queue_cue I’m lost.

1/22/2019 5:00:30 AM bbobbio71 Then what are we doing,  and just who are you anyway

1/22/2019 5:05:09 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/HbNQ2iLCpI

1/22/2019 6:56:52 AM brimichelle75 That’s why nancy wants a “technological wall”.  The cabal works hand in hand with #sillyCONvalley , who gets gazillion dollar contracts funded by the 

govt/our tax dollars.  In return, the Dems get “campaign contributions”.  They prop each other up.  Another scam paid for by us.

1/22/2019 7:00:46 AM cjnice Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@LBF777 @LenartJoe In time this will happen. Human Trafficking is a major world wide humanitarian crisis, and bas 

equal Human Rights FOR ALL, including Children. We will enforce our trade laws with sanctions that cripple n […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1086762298167955456.html …

1/22/2019 7:01:50 AM nun_chucknorris Is it the Pleiadian language?

1/22/2019 7:27:32 AM n7guardiananon Also In Mathland:

129 is a repdigit in base 6 (333)

 http://www.numbersaplenty.com/105 

 http://www.numbersaplenty.com/195 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvceKeHl0Sg …

1/22/2019 7:50:49 AM fabulousmndance 👀☕️

1/22/2019 8:21:14 AM djlok That would explain why I never can seem to remember what year it is!!

1/22/2019 8:28:38 AM tymac265 Jimmy Jimmy Jimmy...........I am impressed that you can say this with a straight face.... I think you have a future on Broadway. 

pic.twitter.com/pd89w8dLXE

1/22/2019 8:42:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1087514522493976581 …

1/22/2019 8:43:14 AM marmaruek In contract Law,  what is the age of consent or legal ability? 

A marriage  (legally) is a contract. 

In the US, a contract can't be valid by a minor.

Contracts can NOT be forced, or entered into by fraud.

This legislation can NOT be legal, it violates Law!

1/22/2019 8:43:18 AM heath_jack There were also craft seen!

1/22/2019 8:43:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 0.3%

1/22/2019 8:45:43 AM trumps_all Impact or signal????

1/22/2019 8:47:38 AM hawkgirlinmn And now I am waking up to the possibility that the moon is artificial. I have always wondered why, if the moon is some 2800 miles across and the sun is 

864,000 miles how they can appear to be the same size. Who brought it here and what is it made of? 🧐 Feel free to elaborate 🙏🏼

1/22/2019 8:51:32 AM teamsterr07 The sun is also 93,000,000 miles away. Distance plays a factor.

1/22/2019 8:54:08 AM pauliepg11111 3+4+3+1+1=12=1+2=3

1/22/2019 8:54:15 AM puterprsn Done :)

1/22/2019 8:55:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Does this change how the Earth’s rotation and Sun’s rotation supposedly orbit? I mean hell, that could all be a lie too.

1/22/2019 8:58:11 AM mongrelglory Are you saying it wasn't a meteor?

1/22/2019 9:04:46 AM friskygolfer Thanks for the correction.

1/22/2019 9:08:37 AM princesspatrio1 ☕️☕️☕️

1/22/2019 9:15:08 AM zagnett I just want to know what clowns we have to get to stand down so that we can turn that thing off - the EF signals fooling us & keeping us here.

1/22/2019 9:16:59 AM sleky19 Signal

1/22/2019 9:17:00 AM adsvel There are still 4 old nuclear generators of low frequencies in operation...

1/22/2019 9:17:16 AM lori_dee1 Look at how the numbers add up.

1/22/2019 9:17:36 AM zagnett Better yet, is it possible to re-tune it so that it's a benefit - somehow harmonious with Earth's EF, & somehow helps organics on Earth?

1/22/2019 9:18:50 AM aschilliam its only a dot and only a frame pic.twitter.com/8EixVxdLta

1/22/2019 9:19:13 AM zagnett Hi Sandris. Do you know where they are by any chance? Would it help if i brought an axe? Thinking no.

1/22/2019 9:20:10 AM trinaparkercogg Do you have a page on FB, my cousin caught a UFO during the eclipse and sent it to me on Messenger and I can share it from there. I haven't 

downloaded the video yet.

1/22/2019 9:21:59 AM adsvel Hi Zag! I do not know coordinates, just know they exists. But Majestic 12 should know, as GFoP as well.

1/22/2019 9:25:35 AM zagnett Ok hopefully they'll enlighten us on this. Maybe it's part of the plan? If not yet, should be added.

MJ, Space Force application web site ready yet?

1/22/2019 9:27:48 AM aleks8837 THIS.

Also, this is what the next paradigm of science will encompass! :D

1/22/2019 9:28:11 AM adsvel I think They are waiting for more Events to come and when will be the right Linear time, they will release full information. Like for the GOOD of ALL. 😊

1/22/2019 9:39:25 AM markjohnt2 It's because of perspective. The sun is almost 400x farther away, but also 400x wider. They aren't "exactly" the same size in the sky, but pretty close.

1/22/2019 9:40:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Or so they say lol....

1/22/2019 9:47:38 AM jenw_rn This is encouraging to me as an RN I cant take a chance with testing positive for THC. I would lose my license

1/22/2019 9:48:00 AM theydontknowwe1 More coffee 😬 pic.twitter.com/xTMPTLZhBV

1/22/2019 9:53:23 AM missy968 Forgive me, but what was it? I did see it.

1/22/2019 9:57:29 AM pantherden_  pic.twitter.com/N9mvS5xj6U

1/22/2019 9:58:14 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKtmzFPHKjM …

1/22/2019 10:05:13 AM nmchristoban Can't come soon enough. Healthier employees are better for the employers!

1/22/2019 10:05:15 AM scrimanon Start watching @ 2:21:50, full capture of star that moves out of sight...perhaps not an impact at all, a single screen capture seems a bit deceptive.  

https://youtu.be/z52jM9-_6V0 

1/22/2019 10:12:47 AM bbobbio71 Question,  apologies if this is Elementary. If space is a vacuum and we are heated by solar radiation does solar radiation strength diminish as it leaves 

the Sun? Do other planets experience the same amount of solar radiation that we on Earth do? Thus supporting same temps?

1/22/2019 10:13:55 AM kenell10tt Have you read the book, "Deadly Feasts," by Richard Rhodes. It's where I first read about Papua New Guinea's kuru and the prion.

1/22/2019 10:15:56 AM mcgwyneth Thanks for the great reminder.  Choosing the timing of any action to be "For the Good of All" is such key phrase signifying our evolution in 

consciousness.  Too many times we get lost is the mire if our own curiosity, with "But, but... my analytical mind just  wants to know!"

1/22/2019 10:16:26 AM john777lee We only know what we are told freind. Looking forward to truth.

1/22/2019 10:17:42 AM sh4m33 Who controls the moon?

1/22/2019 10:19:35 AM hawkgirlinmn But is it really? Or is that just what we are told?

1/22/2019 10:29:11 AM adsvel There are many possibilities, so many, like a "Soup". And when they cross the Event of the Horizon, Awareness of the Collective, they do pointing as a 

Linear "time-scale", one after another, as our focal point perceive it. Its hard to put vision in a words. 😊

1/22/2019 10:34:03 AM vintagesquirrel And POTUS has referred "cave" recently

1/22/2019 10:39:51 AM teamsterr07 Fair question!🤔🤔🤔



1/22/2019 10:40:55 AM taradea08775439 @55true4u @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @BusyElves @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRealRaNon @VOnline46 @GregRubini @bigredwavenow

1/22/2019 10:41:10 AM richardbramlet6 Blessings sandris today is a beautiful day

1/22/2019 10:43:05 AM roaminnoodle But, of course, it has to include a shot of the obelisk.

See also: [City of] London, the Vatican, Paris, Central Park NYC, etc.

Symbolism will be their downfall...?

1/22/2019 10:43:37 AM adsvel And Blessings to You Richard! 😊💗☀️🌈 Enjoy Your created day!

1/22/2019 10:52:18 AM covertress Why does your new home image remind me of The Sphinx?

1/22/2019 10:56:12 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/EgEpH9ucrS

1/22/2019 11:01:57 AM covertress Coincidence? https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1087726653944549377?s=19 …

1/22/2019 11:26:57 AM sailorpractical Here is a picture I took of the moon at 9:30 Pacific time from Long Beach. Notice the ring with the distinct Q surrounding the image which was clearly 

visible. Also the round orb on the lower left which wasn’t visible to the eye. pic.twitter.com/DOlHHT3N57

1/22/2019 11:51:01 AM petitchevalb Hello

Do we access to one of our other BEs when we dream?

Do we all have several BEs in multiple universes?

1/22/2019 11:56:00 AM markjohnt2 No, so it is. It is easy to test.

1/22/2019 11:57:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Do we HAVE to talk about math? Lol. Kidding. I believe you, I think 🤔

1/22/2019 12:05:41 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You did say watch Antarctica  https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1076115/nasa-antarctica-nazi-ww2-massive-anomaly-spt …

1/22/2019 12:16:16 PM heath_jack Not the longest shot but the only one with background to show movement. pic.twitter.com/RNy81dxOHa

1/22/2019 12:20:20 PM lenartjoe The thing I’ve always wondered is - Do we have one soul per timeline/universe, or one soul that spans across every timeline in the multiverse?

1/22/2019 12:21:39 PM heath_jack Also if you could on my timeline I just posted a video by the hidden underbelly. La choza crafts in the moon's orbit during the eclipse!

1/22/2019 12:22:08 PM heath_jack They slowed down when I asked them to.

1/22/2019 12:29:16 PM pollee_s Done and retweeted! ❤️

1/22/2019 12:46:44 PM arc339 What of this bafath reptilian shape shifter cannibal malevolent ET that nearly killed the toddlers and other victims she left alive, uses bombs, treason, 

building army of unwitting mind hacked puppets that were once good people. See bomb pic, ongoing. Send marines now nation sec 

pic.twitter.com/fSuzZk4qxQ

1/22/2019 1:02:14 PM tonecapone42 No coincidences that moon was Biblical many are Many Are about to get The TRUTH #TheGreatAWAKENING

1/22/2019 1:06:02 PM capitalkid @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?

1/22/2019 1:25:36 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Would love to see that!!

1/22/2019 1:33:58 PM tacticonic Fuuuuuuuuuuck

1/22/2019 1:48:28 PM n7guardiananon Sounds like FarScape Moya and Talon Ships

1/22/2019 1:54:52 PM freestateojones Who's counting anyways.

1/22/2019 2:05:41 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/AdWeAeSapt

1/22/2019 2:48:12 PM daggastan Yup. Radiation strength ‘E‘ , diminishes as the electromagnetic wavefront moves a distance ‘r’ from it’s source. So it’s strength falls off in proportion to 

the inverse square of the distance it’s travelled! Mathematically: E ~ 1 / r^2 

5:5?! 😆

1/22/2019 3:06:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd We need to get ppl used seeing craft...that's years incoming. Disclosure like cleaning deep state will take a LONG time. I wish we could just bandaid it; 

(rip it off and deal w/ it) that's not how it works. Politics is time consuming. Tired of waiting.....

1/22/2019 3:18:30 PM pleiadianshaman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLuiaSLmIQ0 …

Many UFO at Super Blood Moon

1/22/2019 3:48:21 PM bbobbio71 Thank you for the insight!

Have a great night!

1/22/2019 4:01:04 PM n7guardiananon when a large group of the population has the ability, I'm sure are there ideas for proper edu. for the youth and others for faster advancement of 

mankind? https://youtu.be/B2DXdFYDXCk 

1/22/2019 4:15:54 PM deeiatopp SHIFT BEYOND

1/22/2019 4:17:03 PM n7guardiananon The computer chips on board, disinfo or key?

1/22/2019 4:26:21 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What's with the new background pic?

1/22/2019 4:32:44 PM paulabroyce1 Almost every day in GA. ALL DAY. Three or four planes.

1/22/2019 4:51:07 PM ryankochweare1 What Exactly is this? pic.twitter.com/sDM26puvC4

1/22/2019 4:56:09 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here we go again ;-)  http://www.startribune.com/faa-flights-at-newark-airport-suspended-after-drones-seen/504722112/ …

1/22/2019 5:02:05 PM n7guardiananon a dung beetle

1/22/2019 5:02:07 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1077296004636979200 …

Funny, old Obi Wan quotes often come to mind when i realize some disclosurey thingie.

I even got a "like" from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for my Obi Wan tweet. 😎

1/22/2019 5:13:51 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Beautiful new picture on your page!  MLK is keeping an ever faithful watch.

1/22/2019 5:22:11 PM kalamojakka Same facial structure 🤔

1/22/2019 5:50:47 PM jamesbradleey Tomorow is 10th day my friend

1/22/2019 5:51:03 PM decodematrix Majestic, I think you had one of your bases do a quick flash to say "Hi!" to the camera. You should have had them flash SOS in Morse code. Then we 

would have to send a rescue team to check it out 😏

1/22/2019 5:53:16 PM timkania The moon is a light

1/22/2019 5:55:00 PM heyk1967 👍💯💯

1/22/2019 5:56:54 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Nick Pope on Tucker tonight...

1/22/2019 6:02:42 PM lynnboyce7 FOX just talked about UFOs !!! Do we need to know something?

1/22/2019 6:05:42 PM djlok Boom! I remember this!!

1/22/2019 6:14:57 PM the_fjalar That is so cool...I seen it that night then! I thought I had seen a flash or quick flashes very briefly...I guess I did!

1/22/2019 6:15:13 PM _girlmaher_ Doing the old riddles...  https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?q=Do+we+kill+the+panda%3F … Find in page Panda. The content surrounding the target 

paragraph has juicy keywords related to the theory surrounding SR murder but doesn't make much sense without a keycard.

1/22/2019 6:21:16 PM universalrisin I believe it’s called a sun dog

1/22/2019 6:36:37 PM lightworkercain Yeah, a sun dog. Light reflecting off heavy metals from those numerous nasty chemtrails.

1/22/2019 6:38:35 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/2KIum1gbecc?t=2356 …

1/22/2019 6:51:12 PM mongrelglory Do you know who the statue of the person is in the homepage image?

1/22/2019 6:55:27 PM ferris144 What can that be? pic.twitter.com/sr5izrWWXJ

1/22/2019 7:01:19 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I thought it might be him but I wasn't totally sure.

1/22/2019 7:01:39 PM charmcityanon 1011?



1/22/2019 7:20:16 PM charmanda9 I see those sometimes and wonder too

1/22/2019 7:27:35 PM _girlmaher_ We know Trump is, holistically, the wealthiest man in the world because he barred JE from his businesses. AG of FLA couldn't even put JE in real 

prison!!!

Is everybody's blackmail material being seized and kept from release? Or, are we going to be subjected to a snuff film war?

1/22/2019 7:30:12 PM _girlmaher_ Neon Revolt is amazing but he was dangerous to Hollywood because he is a script writer. His exposure of the BlackList operation is an amazing, albeit 

very long read.

1/22/2019 7:33:25 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/71DtagrdLq

1/22/2019 8:05:49 PM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 comment on Dr. Burisch? Been watching interviews w him.

1/22/2019 8:11:52 PM heath_jack Still shot of The Craft pic.twitter.com/HIuDCvFosF

1/22/2019 8:22:41 PM heath_jack Central FL

1/22/2019 8:27:30 PM heath_jack Coming in from the front yard looking west.  She flew over the house.  Fist vid was in back looking north. pic.twitter.com/YYBvKU4s11

1/22/2019 8:31:40 PM heath_jack Just welcome them to visit.  When you see something strange call with you mind. pic.twitter.com/ZTppoE1MPB

1/22/2019 9:11:09 PM do_or_do_notty You told us to watch and tell you what we see. Hmmm Not a coincidence!

1/22/2019 10:30:45 PM natureinspace Looks like a truck. Just kidding! It does look really strange. Good pic

1/22/2019 10:34:47 PM natureinspace You might have but just didn't realize it yet. Spend quiet, calm time looking up in the sky during the day and at night. You'll see them.

1/22/2019 10:57:23 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/vYNArTh4qZ

1/22/2019 11:02:47 PM natureinspace What did China find when they got up there? You would think they would post video or pictures to celebrate their trip to the dark side of the moon but 

they have been awfully quiet...

1/23/2019 12:33:23 AM derekhashalon Shocking Evidence that Nobody's Talking About! (2017-2018)  https://youtu.be/yObxw0gy7n8  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AAMetatron 

@JustinTrudeau

1/23/2019 2:37:41 AM clancy_birrell same angle as the flat pad walkway between FLOTUS and the CINX. (I had a dream it was known as the CINX not the SPHINX)

1/23/2019 3:14:18 AM starseedatx March 6, 2019...?

1/23/2019 3:48:04 AM humanprimer What exactly is "IS-BE"?  Integral Sovereign - Biological Being?

1/23/2019 5:11:46 AM keith369me “Meteor” according to National Geographic for whatever that’s worth

1/23/2019 5:41:57 AM miggbsas Seems to de the same thing. Taked at Esquel Argentina. Same shine. pic.twitter.com/dM3EeLdZKU

1/23/2019 6:31:46 AM hawkgirlinmn A “meteor” hit the moon. I’m willing to bet the majority of the awake don’t buy this. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/NatGeo/status/1087847420254404609 …

1/23/2019 8:02:11 AM rick_hernandez Check out this FOIA release. Some very interesting stuff in here. I’m really curious about Eric Davis. So many of the things with his name on them have 

only been discussed in science fiction. 

 https://fas.org/irp/dia/aatip-list.pdf …

1/23/2019 9:33:22 AM rebln Cam my your account doesn’t exist.... troll

1/23/2019 11:09:31 AM zagnett Ah i just found something "majestic"...🧐 pic.twitter.com/7bPRRyxtn3

1/23/2019 11:31:27 AM zagnett Ah i just found something "majestic"... 🧐 pic.twitter.com/sWyh57RM6U

1/23/2019 12:09:32 PM covertress indeed

 https://twitter.com/SkywatchUFOs/status/1088130456183287809?s=19 …

1/23/2019 12:10:49 PM heath_jack Love it!  There were a lot up that night.

1/23/2019 2:05:56 PM catvllvsverona Indeed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, this one has been MAJESTIC! ♡  pic.twitter.com/ddkHWIAhMl

1/23/2019 3:07:23 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/23/2019 3:35:46 PM mongrelglory Yes!  He eventually revealed himself to be "Black-list Anon" on 4 chan.

1/23/2019 4:46:45 PM rocktobersky Check out Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

1/23/2019 5:24:59 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mj12official 

You might find this interesting and confirm several matters. 

 https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/military/ufos-warp-drives-stargates-freedom-of-information-query-reveals-secret-list-of-pentagon-

research-projects/news-story/0c1fcffd8aa60239744648eb5c56dded …

1/23/2019 5:51:58 PM jamesbradleey Actually I take that back, TOMOROW is 10th day

1/23/2019 6:40:13 PM mafdet17 Agreed. Plenty of work to do!

1/23/2019 8:04:40 PM angiefletcher Damn, now I know why my light bill is so high.

1/23/2019 9:17:22 PM mtr_epicwin77 .@realDonaldTrump. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

@vp.

Senate chamber or East Room. Launch a poll.

1/23/2019 9:36:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bay of Pigs

1/23/2019 9:37:47 PM islandofdelight Failed op? April?

1/23/2019 9:38:12 PM heath_jack Venezuela?

1/23/2019 9:38:16 PM karentriebel failed coup?

1/23/2019 9:40:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who are the loudest. https://twitter.com/JebBush/status/1088172812551049218 …

1/23/2019 9:41:24 PM 1_decided_voter And those who are delivering pizzas as well?

1/23/2019 9:42:29 PM heath_jack 😂🤣

1/23/2019 9:44:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1088298911712923654 …

1/23/2019 9:44:45 PM sayno2globalism He have the votes for tomorrow?

1/23/2019 9:44:47 PM heath_jack Hopefully it's the state of the detainees

1/23/2019 9:45:13 PM jones9536 He doesn't think he's going to get a deal does he? HE DOES?  Awwww that's so cute

1/23/2019 9:46:57 PM 1_decided_voter If you were 45, would you rather give a speech about how broken our government is while it is actually broken (shutdown), or would you prefer to give 

a victory speech from the biggest stage in the world before your reelection?

1/23/2019 9:47:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have started the promised human trafficking drops. Expect more to come quickly. A flood approaches. You think we are Kennedy? How naive. "This 

doesn't change anything." https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1088285262205964289 …

1/23/2019 9:47:35 PM francoissmc Your Gitmo cell already has your name on it Jeb, sorry!

1/23/2019 9:48:29 PM _the_psychonaut Beings from other dimensions and other worlds mutually benefit from Earths Ascension

1/23/2019 9:49:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 SOTU will be no victory speech. We are still in "Guardians of the Pedophiles."

1/23/2019 9:49:57 PM mannyisright I say nothing and pay close attention...

1/23/2019 9:50:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cuban Missile Crisis

1/23/2019 9:50:59 PM 1_decided_voter If the government is reopened, it will be a victory for some, and hopefully at least POTUS.

1/23/2019 9:51:05 PM heath_jack As long as it's a kick in the nuts of the media! And Jim Acosta!

1/23/2019 9:51:26 PM audiocode3 13 days

1/23/2019 9:51:49 PM giediknight Where is Thanos when you need him?

1/23/2019 9:52:16 PM mtr_epicwin77 Ok. 

Are we really serious?

1/23/2019 9:52:42 PM 11witness11 Usually the loudest are attacking POTUS, not thanking him



1/23/2019 9:52:56 PM liberty_2q2q It's not time for the government to be reopened yet. 

#TrustThePlan

1/23/2019 9:54:00 PM aprilbrown99 Fidel Castro?

1/23/2019 9:54:39 PM lbf777 Meaning?

1/23/2019 9:55:08 PM identityasxy .

Elaborate, por favor

1/23/2019 9:55:54 PM heath_jack This guy! pic.twitter.com/njyKoROE56

1/23/2019 9:56:00 PM aprilbrown99 Jeb is on a short leash

1/23/2019 9:56:05 PM hqqah Notice the “great”? Not like him at all. I think it’s his way of telling the Deep State that the SOTU speech will have some NOT-so-great news (for them) 

in it. #WINNING pic.twitter.com/xlJ51q3TkV

1/23/2019 9:56:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇻🇪 is not a coincidence.

How do you stop a train?

Destroy the tracks.

How do you protect the tracks?

Wizards & Warlocks

Majestic

Assassination attempt was made.

#PresidentPelosi

Those who are the loudest.

Any new voices coming back?

The game is almost over.

GotP almost finished.
1/23/2019 9:56:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 People will distance themselves from the following due to its presence on HRC's serverS.

BOOM was delivered.

Buzzfeed took the bait.

Mueller is on a WITCH HUNT.

WHICH WITCH?

Not warlock?

Asset deployed.

Watch carefully what happens next.

Why Catholics?

Cardinal Pell?

US/UK/AUS
1/23/2019 9:56:40 PM identityasxy .

BTW, what can we expect from the WEF now underway in Davos, SU?

1/23/2019 9:57:56 PM heath_jack 💥💥💥🤣😂😅😜

1/23/2019 9:58:02 PM unidentifiedta1 322, Tavistock, Soros, Rothschild, House of Saud, Zionist, Bush Cabal are all intertwined with Trump.

1/23/2019 9:58:42 PM proudpatwife Thank you for filling us in.  Appreciate your efforts to help us

1/23/2019 9:58:57 PM islandofdelight Amy Coney Barrett.

1/23/2019 9:58:59 PM mtr_epicwin77 Let em. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-fGZzS2M1s …

1/23/2019 9:59:04 PM libertyspring99 GotP?! 🤔

1/23/2019 9:59:13 PM jones9536 Confirmed some of what I was thinking. Thanks for the drop

1/23/2019 10:00:03 PM realdonmurphy It is one step closer to checkmate.

1/23/2019 10:00:38 PM proudpatwife What votes?

1/23/2019 10:00:41 PM aprilbrown99 That is fantastic news. She is pathetic.

1/23/2019 10:00:42 PM unidentifiedta1 We hope that Trump isn't behind Venezuela. How can this be stopped?

1/23/2019 10:01:55 PM islandofdelight Guardians of the Pedophiles

1/23/2019 10:02:13 PM lauralvsmyland Ship going to the dark side of the Moon?

1/23/2019 10:02:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Random" tweets are not random at all. Go to 100K view into classified higher dimensions of logically thinking and ask yourself simple questions about 

the fundamentals behind what the tweet was about, as if you had to explain it to a 5 year old.

1/23/2019 10:02:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the bare fundamental concepts as bullet points where each point can be perceived as a chess piece. 

Now play the move.

Let's play a game shall we.

These people are stupid, yet relentless.

1/23/2019 10:03:00 PM karentriebel She may have been just bait.

1/23/2019 10:03:59 PM libertyspring99 Thank you. 🙏

1/23/2019 10:04:36 PM karentriebel Trump doesn't do predictable

1/23/2019 10:04:47 PM islandofdelight Everyone listening right now, should be listening right now.

1/23/2019 10:05:13 PM sayno2globalism To re-open govt with the wall funding. They are suppose to vote tommorrow

1/23/2019 10:06:25 PM realdonmurphy Guardians of the Pedophiles

1/23/2019 10:07:33 PM realdonmurphy If you can't see the action, enjoy your leg being pulled.

1/23/2019 10:08:17 PM unidentifiedta1 Is Putin an ally of MJ12? Does he share knowledge?

1/23/2019 10:08:21 PM jones9536 Living in a movie right now. Wow! #TrustThePlan

1/23/2019 10:09:01 PM freestateojones GotP = Guardians of the Pedophiles, as stated by a few replies to this thread. 

#NowPlaying 

Godspeed. 

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#WeThePeople

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/l0KH4ocdUE
1/23/2019 10:09:24 PM identityasxy .

Usually not predictable,  bu in the case of Judge Barrett, it a 'no brainer'.  Smart, experienced, respected, woman, young, feisty and honest.  Impeccable 

credentials

1/23/2019 10:10:20 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/SOBfdA2fZz

1/23/2019 10:10:44 PM jrock_1978 Dude.  Are you high?

1/23/2019 10:11:26 PM blissamerica You rang? pic.twitter.com/qWnjpG4jgq

1/23/2019 10:11:37 PM islandofdelight Catholic?

1/23/2019 10:11:46 PM wefight1776  pic.twitter.com/wWaoX10ZD9



1/23/2019 10:15:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 GOTP

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

ALL OPTIONS ARE ON THE TABLE

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

SOTU

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

PANIC IN DC

DECLAS

FISAGATE

TRIBUNALS
1/23/2019 10:16:05 PM aprilbrown99 JBs text could have been an SOS. However he is also on a short leash so he is playing along as he has been instructed?  Playing along to get along

1/23/2019 10:16:11 PM jrock_1978 It's a nonsensical word salad, nothing more.

1/23/2019 10:17:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Higher density of consciousness."

We are the Majestic 12

1/23/2019 10:17:40 PM liberty_2q2q So ready!

1/23/2019 10:18:00 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/Z1U0M6AgPn

1/23/2019 10:18:21 PM cynthiamorrow8 Bring it... we are ready

1/23/2019 10:19:05 PM heath_jack That's a lot of booms!💥

1/23/2019 10:19:34 PM blissamerica The irony. It’s too much.

1/23/2019 10:20:00 PM blissamerica I got one

1/23/2019 10:20:18 PM jordanb987 OR, he is waiting until he can deliver GREAT news to us!

1/23/2019 10:21:10 PM jrock_1978 "Look at everything from an angle's angle.  Trust the whispered truth of your innermost soul.  The hum that you hear is that very truth."

See?  I can do it too.  Absolute rubbish, and people lap this shit up like kittens around a bowl of cream.

1/23/2019 10:21:27 PM blissamerica  https://twitter.com/blissamerica/status/1088315433109856259?s=20 …

1/23/2019 10:22:08 PM goodmedicine4us So ready!

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

PANIC IN DC

DECLAS

FISAGATE

TRIBUNALS
1/23/2019 10:22:09 PM positively303 Been ready for 18 months! Let’s goooooooooo!

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA

1/23/2019 10:22:14 PM jrock_1978 You seem enlightened.  🙄

1/23/2019 10:22:31 PM jenaynayz Is it like orgonite?

1/23/2019 10:24:42 PM pence_andy  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/trump-nominates-51-judges-at-once-enough-to-fill-1-3rd-of-all-court-vacancies …

1/23/2019 10:24:46 PM leslieau7 Man in holeee place ?

1/23/2019 10:25:41 PM edventuravs Bad d's and r's are destroying this beautiful country. I wanna raise my kids in truth and light and safety. I hope this is all ending soon and people can 

reconnect with one another.

1/23/2019 10:26:07 PM coastal2002 Yes devout. AND she adopted 2 Haitian kiddos. Sooo.....

1/23/2019 10:27:24 PM hellouncledonny CIA was upset at JFK for not backing THEM during invasion.

JFK OK'ed the invasion but only under the approval of his orders.

CIA went in anyways.

CIA assets were loosing the battle, so they called in for air support.

JFK denied.

One more reason JFK was assassinated.

1/23/2019 10:27:51 PM eileenr03470030 I watched Citizens Investigative Report. She said "Its gonna get ugly. If you are feeling like we are losing, take a break. You may have to just step away,

 maybe not for you. But, don't give up, we R winning" #WWG1WGA

🙏🇺🇸💖☃️⏲🔨🙏🛩️

1/23/2019 10:29:04 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/bAg7dUoUmt

1/23/2019 10:30:17 PM aprilbrown99 Boom Boom Boom Boom = 180/9

1/23/2019 10:30:24 PM iamyou132 Cs and np?

1/23/2019 10:30:56 PM sentinel_17q Tic Toc

1/23/2019 10:32:27 PM goodmedicine4us Gotta agree, Since Never had a 100K View... who has?

1/23/2019 10:33:45 PM pastorjon9 GOTP? It may be that I'm tired (it's late) but I'm not getting that acronym

1/23/2019 10:33:50 PM aprilbrown99 I think you should stick around for a while. Read some of MJ12 prior posts. Think logically on what you read. You are a smart guy...not just a smart ass 

as your page states. Come on, I dare you?  😊

1/23/2019 10:35:06 PM ksouth21 Govt of the people? Or guardians of the pedophiles

1/23/2019 10:37:19 PM hispeedtim2876 Here pic.twitter.com/IEhIBwSQh7

1/23/2019 10:37:31 PM jenw_rn Wholeheartedly agree April, I apologize to J Rock for my overreaction, just tired of the constant mudslinging these days.

1/23/2019 10:38:37 PM thelightoforion There's no need to bring your negativity, if it doesn't resonate with you then stop following and don't read it.

1/23/2019 10:39:57 PM aprilbrown99 United not divided. If one falls the plan fails. Have faith. We will get through this together. 🙏🇺🇸❤️

1/23/2019 10:40:02 PM goodmedicine4us what is GOTP?

1/23/2019 10:42:13 PM unidentifiedta1 GOTP = Government Of The People

1/23/2019 10:45:06 PM goodmedicine4us KEK😉

1/23/2019 10:46:31 PM pauliepg11111 Is one example the tweet from Donna Brazile talking about the dog Boo, “The world’s cutest dog” that died? Referring to RGB?

1/23/2019 10:48:43 PM kellycollins112 It’s just Awakening dude. Don’t ask, just BE.

1/23/2019 10:49:33 PM hellouncledonny Voices?

"Why are you clapping, he should be shot"

We hear all. 

We see all.

They never learn.

No morals.

No concousness.

Pain coming. pic.twitter.com/d4HvL2kIiO
1/23/2019 10:50:58 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I agree. Good suggestion. 🙏😊



1/23/2019 10:51:51 PM 1_decided_voter Guardian of the Pedos

1/23/2019 10:51:58 PM dnbarlow36 Have my popcorn ready!  #WWG1WGA

1/23/2019 10:53:07 PM enomai_ SOTU, gonna be the greatest of all time?

1/23/2019 10:53:49 PM cchef1980 Hmm Venezuela... Bay of pigs... CMC... is the cabal threatening nuking through a puppet regime in Venezuela (Maduro)? Pelosi and co leaving the 

country just in time to avoid catastrophe is too coincidental... Trump supporting Guaido... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this hot/cold/warm?

1/23/2019 10:56:52 PM brittasbits1 Why are you following ? And why are you spewing hate?

1/23/2019 11:01:37 PM universalrisin Guardians Of The Pedophiles

1/23/2019 11:03:01 PM realeyethespy 33

1/23/2019 11:03:59 PM stoneturnr Russian military showed support for Maduro, and a month later he gets ousted  Who was behind this coup? Is Guaido a CIA puppet?  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/10/venezuela-russian-bombers-maduro …

1/23/2019 11:18:00 PM kellycollins112 Understandable my friend. Yet I propose that awakening is not a term or even an understanding but an offering to those who choose to seek 

awakening without definition .

1/23/2019 11:25:45 PM goyaeq People are more awake, but it does seem like bringing meme creators to a gunfight.

1/23/2019 11:32:22 PM kellycollins112 How safe of you to say. Reveal who you are.

1/23/2019 11:34:26 PM magicof9 This Guy has been on top of Venezuela for a while now. He lays it down straight. https://youtu.be/JbJLjw7hSdI 

1/23/2019 11:39:19 PM jonesy4671 What is gotp

1/23/2019 11:55:25 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/o0aFJxOFN9

1/24/2019 12:02:06 AM hellouncledonny re: JB Tweet.

It's Simple.

POTUS has a PlayStation 4 controller and JB is the Avatar.

Thank you George.

What a wonderful day. pic.twitter.com/Qcw1qs9cKo

1/24/2019 12:50:09 AM deerfield4570 😪😪😪

1/24/2019 12:52:05 AM edgeofrzn 2F2FNOPIC pic.twitter.com/3wuwwoLCri

1/24/2019 1:19:30 AM djlok Very funny!

1/24/2019 1:30:39 AM n7guardiananon The Q movement is a multi tool wakens and filters who is who. StarSeeds give off signals?

1/24/2019 1:51:01 AM newyorker66 Go get em POTUS!! Im behind you all the way!!!

1/24/2019 1:59:51 AM hispeedtim2876 Saving his own a&$,,,life line. Flotus posted an interesting photo,,her and 45 dancing on the emblem and the shadows point to stars 3 & 43,,,jebs 

twitter has him following 343 people. pic.twitter.com/FTmtf1l4Yt

1/24/2019 2:00:03 AM greattrib Plus Twitheads blocks a simple Trump tweet with SENSITIVE CONTENT WARNING. Basically you get Sensitive Content Warnings when that content is 

actually TRUTHFUL. Oh how the mighty are falling.

1/24/2019 2:07:49 AM libertyspring99 This is (((their))) process. Absolutely.

1/24/2019 2:49:09 AM myfanwy_72 Usually CIA coups are installing socialist/marxist/communist regimes, not taking them out.

1/24/2019 2:50:10 AM keith369me ...are incarcerated?

1/24/2019 3:17:43 AM waynelander1 Yawn.  Waiting pic.twitter.com/SQqSyoSXGC

1/24/2019 3:25:23 AM southern_lady75 Doesn't Barr Gave to be confirmed before arrests?

1/24/2019 3:34:01 AM lakelady568 HIW DARE THAT CORRUPT  POLITICIAN PELOSI TAKE OUR HOUSE , THE PEOPLES HOUSE!

1/24/2019 3:41:14 AM mikelzinga It didn't start today, that article is from last summer. Hope we get some recent stuff soon.

1/24/2019 3:43:01 AM keith369me Message from a (multi-generational South American drug lord) family that they are no longer open for business.  This shut down isn’t really about a 

wall is it?

1/24/2019 4:05:08 AM lenartjoe Am guessing that there is some sort of sympathetic similarity between how sound waves create structure and how it can be done using EM waves. 

Similar to how the water vortexes shauberger saw can be duplicated with EM for propulsion. Nature leaves clues if we pay attention.

1/24/2019 4:18:07 AM lori_dee1 Enjoy the show! 🍿

1/24/2019 4:18:45 AM blsdbe Glad the tragedy of GotP is almost over. It's heartbreaking. I am looking forward to the 'Higher Density' of #Sheen...hope we get there soon.

1/24/2019 4:23:54 AM lori_dee1 I have been envisioning this happening. Everytime I think of those precious children I start to cry. These people are sick. 

Enjoy the show!

Theater 4

1/24/2019 4:24:56 AM billyj1616 Yeshua

1/24/2019 4:28:45 AM lori_dee1 Yes it is, but who was paying attention then? 

When did POTUS start talking about human trafficking? 

It is way more than just a wall.

1/24/2019 4:31:05 AM qurious63 “ my mother will cut your head off and you won’t even know you’re bleeding”

1/24/2019 4:51:05 AM myfanwy_72 Given that I don't believe a word written in The Guardian, I find it difficult, if not impossible to reconcile Russia would be helping Venezuela.

1/24/2019 4:52:14 AM myfanwy_72 Sorry, I mean helping Dictator Maduro, not Venezuela.

1/24/2019 4:53:24 AM lsilvestri5 Let’s roll, this is getting tough to watch and wait.

1/24/2019 5:06:43 AM reportgoldfish Again, nothing.

1/24/2019 5:07:25 AM keith369me Is it just me or does Guaido look a heck of a lot like Obama from the hairline down?

 http://www.journalgazette.net/article/20190105/AP/301059813 …

1/24/2019 5:37:45 AM prmd21801759 Can't wait for Guardians of the Pedophiles to end... please please please

1/24/2019 5:39:32 AM mskeens1962 Seriously, geeze - I keep saying they have to be watching Q & he is saying what is going to happen so why do they still do it - it's like they are 

programmed to follow a script & they can't deviate from it. #ThesePeopleAreStupid 🤷🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️

1/24/2019 5:41:37 AM prmd21801759 Yes! Wall will Save the Children!! Save USA from drugs! ThanQ @POTUS

1/24/2019 5:50:22 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Nc1YPmcJWR

1/24/2019 5:53:27 AM bbobbio71 I'm stuck on the 100k 🤔🤔🤔

1/24/2019 6:19:07 AM jojoe12299 Do I possess all the tools necessary to reach a higher density of consciousness? Or are outside tools necessary?

1/24/2019 6:29:06 AM burgersandra 14 Q posts  at  https://qntmpkts.keybase.pub//  begin with or contain the phrase "Shall we play a game?"  #354 - asks this question and gives answers 

via a link at the bottom.

Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q?

1/24/2019 6:38:10 AM nmchristoban A STRANGE GAME.

THE ONLY WINNING MOVE IS

NOT TO PLAY.

Yes, they are stupid.

1/24/2019 6:38:40 AM cnspeterson 🙏

1/24/2019 6:39:22 AM nmchristoban HOW ABOUT A NICE GAME OF CHESS?

1/24/2019 6:43:25 AM royfokker1 been saying its almost over for a year now... come on

1/24/2019 6:50:20 AM lp083061 Why would Pelosi visit NATO and troops she has never done it before. Look at Donna Brazilles tweets. @GregRubini has a scenario video as to how it 

could have been done too

1/24/2019 6:50:24 AM gi6stars I pray to God it's almost Over.  

God keep and protect our #POTUS 

And protect all the white hats, near and far.

Gods Speed  For God and Country



1/24/2019 6:56:21 AM toffer_anon_369 Was this Operation FFPSLIP?

1/24/2019 7:00:02 AM leesharons Can’t come too soon!

1/24/2019 7:12:06 AM allonkid who is GotP? Britain royals? Vatican?

1/24/2019 7:16:04 AM decodematrix When this baby hits 88 miles per hour, you're gonna see some serious shit. pic.twitter.com/kxKIfWkhHZ

1/24/2019 7:18:40 AM jonella_moore #4DChess

1/24/2019 7:19:59 AM jonella_moore What can you tell us about GESARA? 

#GlobalCurrencyReset #NESARA #GESARA #DebtSlaveryEnds

1/24/2019 7:22:54 AM burgersandra Boom 12x = @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Love it.

1/24/2019 7:31:07 AM thoughttazer MJ12- were the original Majestic 12, then subsequent members, gifted with a fast-track to higher consciousness by benevolent ETs?

1/24/2019 7:41:10 AM rick_hernandez This account has never claimed to be Q. Has said follow Q.

1/24/2019 7:50:45 AM sorgfelt Are you trying to compete with Q? What happened to subject, verb, object and lower case?

1/24/2019 7:52:16 AM nancyddb No coincidence.

1/24/2019 7:59:31 AM gixer232  https://youtu.be/tgZhP1GJbCc 

1/24/2019 8:08:05 AM rick_hernandez I think they are desperate

1/24/2019 8:13:41 AM melhuses I think it means looking down from 100 K above or 100 miles

1/24/2019 8:14:02 AM richardhiatt16 Get it done... 👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/24/2019 8:16:02 AM sageremarks Thank you for asking. I was trying to google the answer and coming up empty.

Also. Thank you for the answer.

1/24/2019 8:19:58 AM vintagesquirrel Or they don't have the option to quit

1/24/2019 8:22:01 AM giediknight Bay of pigs where US CIA assembled civilians to take out Castro (Trump).... to overthrow that government (US). Castro (Trump) knew well in advance. 

Castro (Trump) captures opposition forces and holds them in prison (GITMO) and learns about their other plans.

1/24/2019 8:24:08 AM giediknight "This doesn't change anything" = Note given to cabal at GHWB Funeral. All info is still coming out, despite the fact they got rid of GHWB.

1/24/2019 8:40:04 AM giediknight Cuban Missile Crisis, JFK (Trump) finds out that Cuba (Cabal) has Russian nuke, Disaster avoided when white hats intercepted missile and neutralized 

the threat.

1/24/2019 8:43:37 AM allahuniversal No, this account is not run by Q. Q's only public comms are where? Not Twitter. Search the following:

from:ts_sci_majic12 Q

1/24/2019 8:47:17 AM allahuniversal Example: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074176853953388544?s=19 …

1/24/2019 8:47:56 AM jaspony1 I would suggest a read through the tweets... MJ12 twitter started before Q...

MJ12 is about disclosure, Q is about the take down of the old guard... Sometimes there is overlap... Only recently was there a lot of overlap and I would 

bet that has to do with end game

1/24/2019 8:48:40 AM jaspony1 Save the children!!!

1/24/2019 8:53:41 AM john777lee A movie about the Cuban missile crisis. Produced in the year 2000. 13 days

1/24/2019 9:02:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Guardians of the Pedophiles

1/24/2019 9:06:45 AM nmchristoban I was thinking 'of the Planet' thanks for the clarification

1/24/2019 9:11:08 AM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/VNvtGyTg1u

1/24/2019 9:11:35 AM bbobbio71 Guardians of the pedophiles. 

Read tweets

1/24/2019 9:12:22 AM father_mayhem Re: Daily Chronicle:

"Further, some of the materials on this website may be satirical in nature. Satire is protected under the First Amendment as a form of free speech and 

expression."

 http://www.thedailychronicle.co.uk/privacy-policy/ 

1/24/2019 9:13:06 AM wisdomvoiceof 2Bd3TG!

1/24/2019 9:15:08 AM bbobbio71 100k is almost half way to the moon.  Well, according to google

1/24/2019 9:16:02 AM lp083061 What happens in this group  https://fas.org/irp/agency/dod/jason/ …

1/24/2019 9:16:35 AM coastal2002 Oh I did not know that!

1/24/2019 9:17:27 AM bbobbio71 Past 30 days of shut down.  

Must still have some to remove. pic.twitter.com/zszWnecJBk

1/24/2019 9:21:11 AM rick_hernandez 😂❤️😉

1/24/2019 9:23:33 AM stoneturnr True, but the CIA has a habit of getting rid of leaders who try to nationalize their resources. And Zenezuela has the largest oil reserves in South 

America. There wouldn't be so much cooindinated endorsement of Guaido if he wasnt working with others. Seems like a deep state op

1/24/2019 9:26:41 AM jkmaalouf Love it!!!

1/24/2019 9:30:54 AM sherylcox1959 Let it rip- enough crap already!

1/24/2019 9:47:07 AM murph54258684 Guardians of the Pedophiles.

1/24/2019 9:53:36 AM rick_hernandez Ahhh good. Catch. I didn’t look. Thx

1/24/2019 9:54:04 AM rick_hernandez Blocked now

1/24/2019 9:59:06 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed

1/24/2019 10:06:11 AM nmchristoban Was that Soros? Hope we will speak in past tense of that being from now on...

1/24/2019 10:27:15 AM myfanwy_72 So you think the starving people of Venezuela don't yet have enough reason for revolution? They must be Soros puppets?

1/24/2019 10:28:14 AM jaspony1 GOTP!!!! 

 https://www.theepochtimes.com/fbi-breaks-up-international-sex-trafficking-ring-with-ties-to-china_2773594.html …

1/24/2019 10:36:29 AM deebeed2 Huh?

1/24/2019 10:38:07 AM unidentifiedta1 You mean the Bush cabal member?

1/24/2019 10:41:29 AM giediknight What is the Keystone? #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta pic.twitter.com/oUuzxefJGX

1/24/2019 10:41:52 AM mcgwyneth Awesome possibilities here!  Source?

1/24/2019 10:42:30 AM marshahodgson Thanks for the easily-understood summary. I finally get the picture!😎

1/24/2019 10:43:27 AM marshahodgson Ah...more info. Thanks! 😎

1/24/2019 10:44:22 AM giediknight Welcome, but that is my intuitive guess, it could be wrong.

1/24/2019 10:45:29 AM keith369me I’ve listened to several multi hour interviews with citizens of South/Central American Countries.  This goes back to daddy’s time leading the C-A.  Jeb 

was strategically placed in FL for a reason.  Too much corroborated info for it to be a coincidence.  They are now Trumps pawns

1/24/2019 10:46:11 AM tammymckeever I like the sound that the game is almost over.

1/24/2019 10:48:44 AM giediknight What is the Keystone? #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta pic.twitter.com/8yUboy6YUs

1/24/2019 10:54:16 AM tammymckeever maybe I missed it...GotP?  (Got Pelosi for attempted assassination?)

1/24/2019 10:56:32 AM wompol Yes

1/24/2019 11:04:54 AM ru_burton Is it possible to do it and be transparent rather than in secret and code just like the Deep State?  Stuff done in secret is not necessarily in the People's 

interest, either, because we are kept out.

1/24/2019 11:19:53 AM stoneturnr No, but people and economies can be manipulated to change public sentiment toward a leader. This isn't exactly unprecedented. Forgive my cynicism 

if Guaido truly wants whats best for Venezuelans, but this has all the markings of a CIA regime change op



1/24/2019 11:29:19 AM myfanwy_72 I would agree if Maduro had been a decent leader, or Venezuela didn't already have a central bank, or that access to their oil was being kept for the 

benefit of Venezuela itself. None of that applies.

I'm just not buying this as a coup by anyone other than the people themselves.

1/24/2019 11:30:54 AM mcgwyneth TY.  I've been watching the Light shining forth in S/C America (and all over the world) with misty eyes and unbidden shouts of joy.  Truly miracle are 

happening.  Prayers for the safety of the good people worldwide, that this precious flower of Freedom may fully bloom.

1/24/2019 11:55:07 AM daumster None of which are happening?

1/24/2019 11:57:13 AM stoneturnr There are many indecent leaders who dont get ousted less than a year into reelection. Meanwhile, Bank of England withholds $550millon of gold 

reserves from Maduros govt... There's more to this than an organic Venezuelan revolution https://reut.rs/2UmK7oM 

1/24/2019 12:01:31 PM myfanwy_72 Tell me what you think is happening then.

1/24/2019 12:08:31 PM marshahodgson 😎

1/24/2019 12:10:35 PM keith369me You’ve clearly been awakened longer than I.  The road you followed (knowing for years/decades) is a lot tougher than the path I followed.  I hope you 

are enjoying the light as much as me.  You earned it!

1/24/2019 12:13:15 PM djlok Sometimes the most relentless people are the most stupid.

1/24/2019 12:13:42 PM stoneturnr I really dont know. History suggests that this is the MIC trying to control Venezuela's resources. But i'm not sure since the Trump admin is so quick to 

back Guaido. Right now I just find it hard to believe that there werent other interests involved in getting Maduro out

1/24/2019 12:15:16 PM djlok I think they are programmed in the worst of ways. I think [they] write off Q as a joke bc of their programming and then don't understand why things 

aren't going well for [them].

1/24/2019 12:18:20 PM kindeandtrue Is this the same as the Red October nuclear submarine that Q talked about, or is it another nuclear submarine plot?

1/24/2019 12:33:18 PM myfanwy_72 Well, I disagree.

I would be very surprised if the MIC aren't already in control of the majority of resources.

Time will tell.

Peace out.

1/24/2019 12:39:45 PM bbobbio71 Here were go!

 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/5691421-Notice-Other.html …

1/24/2019 12:44:14 PM derekhashalon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QHMatrix @StormIsUponUs @AAMetatron @guardian @misleadia @WeAreOne_Q @LosAlamosNatLab @ForeignAffairs 

https://twitter.com/nickpopemod/status/1088536495244206080 …

1/24/2019 1:05:10 PM robertg02229481 I’ve heard all the talk I care to hear.

1/24/2019 1:24:20 PM theappraizer Rob. Good to meet ya.

1/24/2019 1:25:15 PM theappraizer #MinutrMen

1/24/2019 1:26:13 PM theappraizer ooooOoooo hope! ☺️

1/24/2019 1:37:51 PM goodtimes125 Guiado and Leopoldo Lopez are two of the founders of the Popular Will party. Leopoldo has been tried in court for Nepotism, Misappropriation of 

funds, Arson, Murder, and Terrorism. Most charges dropped or walked back. He is currently on house arrest.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leopoldo_L%C3%B3pez …

1/24/2019 1:41:26 PM xusaf_patriot Until the clowns are removed from the MSM...its going to take a while for the majority to "wake up"...

1/24/2019 1:47:40 PM goodtimes125 Guiado's self inauguration is recognized by "the U.S.", the Lima Group (similar to our National Security Action "advocacy group"), and the Organization 

of American States (the entity that would become the North American Union). Maduro is supported by the STJ and military.

1/24/2019 2:03:13 PM southernsmiley1 🙌🙌🙌

1/24/2019 2:16:46 PM stoneturnr Interesting. Also worth mentioning Guaido went to George Washington University which has a large CIA presence. If Trump was serious about the US 

not being the global police, then why would they support an unconstitutional 'election'?

1/24/2019 2:43:06 PM firebird8035 Can you tell us about NESARA? Is there any truth to that?

1/24/2019 2:47:10 PM firebird8035  pic.twitter.com/yhbUoJNIi0

1/24/2019 2:48:09 PM goodtimes125 Agreed. In addition Leopoldo Lopez matriculated @ both Harvard as well as Harvard's Kennedy School of Government.

Popular Will seems an upstart party, with ideals akin to today's US Democratic party from what I've read.

I am dubious regarding this play by the Trump admin as well.

1/24/2019 3:28:05 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081401339731759105 …

1/24/2019 3:28:59 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067085462949511168 …

1/24/2019 3:29:21 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064607175430086657 …

1/24/2019 3:41:12 PM jkmaalouf Luciferian pedophiles

Thank Obama for giving the NSA power to eavesdrop on all your sick moves....

Planning a sacrifice

Planning an assassination 

Planning a crazy orgy kid party

It's all recorded.  Have fun sleeping at night or planning your sick agenda.

1/24/2019 3:54:14 PM mcgwyneth Wow.  Thank you.  Your acknowledgement shows a depth of character and spirit that is very welcome to this Baby Boomer. Yup.  Knew "something" 

was up as a child - Been watching, learning, growing in wisdom & patience. Now we are HERE!  Grateful.  #WWG1WGA

1/24/2019 4:08:05 PM djlok I got a feeling we are going to be hearing a lot from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 over the next few weeks.  I think it's all about to get very interesting!

#QAnon

1/24/2019 4:34:36 PM djlok I've found, personally, in dealing with bad/evil people the best way to shake things up is to introduce them to a little of their own chaos.   Start asking 

questions.... Questions you aren't supposed to ask. Chaos will follow!

1/24/2019 4:34:52 PM djlok I caught that too.  Coincidence? Probably not.

1/24/2019 4:35:37 PM djlok I wonder about this myself.  If the future proves the past, based on [their] past and with enough information, it could be fairly simple to figure out 

[their] next moves.

1/24/2019 4:40:34 PM zagnett PS?

1/24/2019 4:42:25 PM daumster and wait, and wait, and wait...

1/24/2019 4:48:26 PM ragstorm Really weird coincidence..

1/24/2019 5:05:09 PM djlok  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick_M._Shanahan …

1/24/2019 5:08:34 PM zagnett Oh right! i should've realized.

1/24/2019 5:10:22 PM djlok It's a lot of people to keep up with. Weird thing is I found a bunch of tweets that never got sent saved in my "drafts" folder.  That was one of them.  I 

didn't realize tweets don't get sent sometimes.

1/24/2019 5:14:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Top heads of the Fascist NWO are getting their heads chopped off currently (purely metaphorical for now). This is required to happen in this order, 

thereby dismantling the network internally without mass panic as bureaucrats drop off the political spectrum left and right. Cleanup



1/24/2019 5:14:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let the drops continue!

RAIN RAIN RAIN

Human Trafficking Drops

Exponentially More Disgusting

Anybody keeping track still?

Coincidence?

What have we told you about Florida?

Those who know cannot sleep.

One by one, rats are getting exposed.

Once out of power, hammer! https://twitter.com/AP/status/1088534830692864000 …
1/24/2019 5:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 then combine the consciousness energy with the classified programs at DARPA and HARP and you are able to amplify those specific frequencies being 

emitted in the form of audio/radio waves through television and radio. Weather is a major contributing factor to global scares.

1/24/2019 5:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 really much lower than you think. Classified radio technologies in MSM broadcasting and radio station broadcasting actually induces emotions in IS-BEs 

who listen that create weather. Think of it as agenda driven reverse psychology. Seed the ideas associated to bad weather and

1/24/2019 5:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 tropical storms throughout the Bible Belt. The weather is not always cooperative, however the size of the recent hurricanes in their sheer numbers 

compared to centuries past show growth disproportionate to population growth. The number of people required to manifest storms is

1/24/2019 5:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track all resignations. Including this one. This is an important resignation. Think of the implications of what he did... knowing what you know:

1/ HARRP has been experimenting with weather modification for decades resulting in exponential growth in the quantity and strength of

1/24/2019 5:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ 9/11 required Bush to be in office because Gore was not signed into the programs pertaining to the stand down orders given, the actual technology 

used, and the money/records that were washed as a result of the damage. Part of keeping NWO legal is to destroy all evidence

1/24/2019 5:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ Florida has been a hot bed for MKUltra, child sex trafficking, secret space program, and rigging elections for decades. Florida has many bad apples 

running the state who are one by one being eliminated. Seems somebody learned how to play chess.

1/24/2019 5:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal fantasized myths and "prophecies" that "write the future" (because IS-BEs read them and act upon what they say, the IS-BE therefore creates 

that future themselves). Open source intelligence. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Stay educated.

1/24/2019 5:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 therefore understand that by polluting the oceans with excessive toxins and heavy metals, we are changing the frequencies of the entire planet. 

Whether people are aware of it, all Climate Change related science is actually involved in terraforming Earth at a very slow rate for

1/24/2019 5:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 According to Al Gore; Florida should have lost a lot of land by now since his original predictions of rising ocean levels. Al Gore has no clue how oceans 

actually work. Everything seeks equilibrium and should be carbon neutral. Since oceans rising is a myth (magick), we must

1/24/2019 5:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 essential it was to establish a major shift in consciousness and at the time, take control over the Government. Bush was selected to oversee this, his 

lack of visual intelligence deceived many people into believing he was a Patriot. He believes he is, because he serves the NWO.

1/24/2019 5:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 many others that are beyond the current public knowledge level of her criminality. Florida and specifically Broward County played a key role in 

guaranteeing that Bush was sworn in as President to oversee the execution of the destruction of the WTC building because of how

1/24/2019 5:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 treason, pedophilia, human trafficking, ritualistic sacrificing of children, and least of all pay to play and even less than that, the illegal server in your 

bathroom with Majestic SAP programs on it that you were selling to China/Russia/Iran/North Korea/Venezuela/Saudi Arabia/+

1/24/2019 5:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 regime change throughout the world to somehow fulfill a prophecy given to us by our "founding fathers" to destroy the planet in a nuclear holocaust. 

This was supposed to take place in 2017 soon after Hillary Clinton would have been confronted by the Military with evidence of

1/24/2019 5:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 pertaining to the bad components of the organizations - the blackmail, the child trafficking, the snuff films, etc. Many cases and clients represented by 

people associated to businesses within the WTC overall ecosystem were directly involved in systematically causing illegal

1/24/2019 5:14:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many more states will follow. Many high level officials will be resigning in the coming weeks due to MJ12 dropping leaks of unclassified non-public 

information that is deemed relevant to current National Security concerns, we therefore have every right to continue the drops. ☔️

1/24/2019 5:14:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12, POTUS, Q and many others woke you up to this reality at the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on 1/20/2017. Part of moving 

forward in our future and towards our destiny is accepting the past for what it was and look at the future. Act now! We are ready!

1/24/2019 5:14:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 being operated out of Florida or by proxy working toward ensuring the ratlines, SSP, and children stay secret from public preying eyes.

1/24/2019 5:14:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/ State Department cleaned out dozens of pedophiles recently who were formerly protected by the Cabal. Florida is a key state for international 

diplomacy because of its economy surrounding Disney, NASA, and some very powerful Cabal leaders. Many illegal setups involve programs

1/24/2019 5:14:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ Look at Disney and its involvement with things relating to children. Headquartered in Florida.

5/ NASA has 5500 employees with child pornography on their computers. 75% of the employees were based out of either Florida or Texas (two major 

hotbeds for human trafficking).

1/24/2019 5:18:46 PM usss_211 Let it rain....

1/24/2019 5:18:54 PM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/24/2019 5:23:39 PM tkobeauty I was aware in 2016.

1/24/2019 5:25:37 PM pantherden_ Act now? Can you please expand on what this means for us? Those of us in the public sphere who don’t have clearances ?

1/24/2019 5:25:48 PM usss_211 And I hope it's Cuomo

1/24/2019 5:32:28 PM n7guardiananon 7 25 2017

7 7 10

nice digits

1/24/2019 5:32:32 PM hellouncledonny "at the green light from MJ12 once we took back control on 1/20/2017."

Some disinformation is necessary.

1/24/2019 5:38:15 PM jballz1021 While you’re at it, why not include media, finance, corporate, and entertainment?  Wouldn’t want them to feel left out.

1/24/2019 5:38:31 PM djlok We appreciate you sharing all the info you and your team share with us. Many of us who follow you here on Twitter, thank you for taking a lot of 

energy to explain these things to us. People like me (who even voted for HRC) were/are in the dark and are excited about the Light!



1/24/2019 5:38:49 PM roaminnoodle 7+7+1+0=15=1+5=6

"6 is the number of nature/biological entities.

DARK to LIGHT."

"Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074169517666914304 …

1/24/2019 5:39:48 PM roaminnoodle BE = 6 = "Beast"/"Stabilize"

BE =  Biological Entity = Body

If only you could understand the SIGNIFICANCE of 3,6,9... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034975766436634630 …

1/24/2019 5:40:50 PM wahiggins3 So, is what you are describing similar to the studies at the Global Consciousness Project?   http://noosphere.princeton.edu/ 

1/24/2019 5:42:28 PM zack_stone Will the DUMBS be Declas o public?

1/24/2019 5:43:02 PM cryptogamer11 Yes we are. ThanQ

1/24/2019 5:47:51 PM alisq45 ThanQ!

1/24/2019 5:49:00 PM roublisa Yes ❗️thank you for all for your majestic rain ☔️ drops 💓💓💓  as well as all the teaching and guidance in ways that make us #

WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 😉‼️❗️‼️❗️‼️

1/24/2019 5:49:21 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1ZYhVpdXbQ …

1/24/2019 5:49:41 PM freestateojones NY needs a wakeup call rather soon.

1/24/2019 5:50:22 PM keith369me You voted for who?  Thank god I forgave all friends, family, and Twitter followers to prepare for ascension 😀 As far as what you said about 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you nailed it.

1/24/2019 5:53:08 PM zagnett Future's so bright we gotta wear 😎.

1/24/2019 5:54:26 PM keith369me Why am I not surprised by this and predictions of active hurricane seasons year after year that often don’t manifest.  We need a few million predicting 

calm.

1/24/2019 5:54:52 PM carliestar10 WHY AREN'T THEY BEING ARRESTED????😡

1/24/2019 5:55:18 PM djlok Yeah- I got royally duped by the #MSM.  I thought @realDonaldTrump was a racist, a fascist, a fraud, a liar, a mysogonist, a homophobe and possibly 

Hitler reincarnated. After he won, like many, I was shocked! "But the polls", "But he supports the KKK"....and then I Woke up.

1/24/2019 5:55:28 PM plumcivic "Classified radio technologies in MSM broadcasting and radio station broadcasting actually induces emotions in IS-BEs who listen that create weather."

I hope someone reading this can direct us to further information on this topic. @Jm4n

1/24/2019 5:55:41 PM keith369me Pam Bondi...I’ve heard bad cover up stories via Timothy Holmseth.  Fact or fiction?

1/24/2019 5:57:24 PM zagnett Ooh when's California up to bat?

Voter fraud going to be exposed too?

1/24/2019 5:57:38 PM djlok I wanted to sue to change my vote bc I felt like my vote was a fraudulent vote because I had been brainwashed to vote for the severely disturbed 

woman by the #MSM.  A lawyer friend of mine said I can't do that and even if I could it would be very expensive and time-consuming.

1/24/2019 5:58:11 PM djlok Yes sir, it is!!

1/24/2019 5:58:15 PM keith369me Was the election stolen from Gore?...the strange late night results looked a lot like the California House results in 2018 midterms.

1/24/2019 6:00:23 PM usss_211 Got that right Blowmo et al need to go.... preferably Hell, but I will settle for Gitmo

1/24/2019 6:01:52 PM zagnett Wait, who's "HRC"?

lol i forgot - "Her Royal Clinton"

i sometimes call her "Emperor Hillpatine"

1/24/2019 6:01:54 PM sandy_cuhntz I can only imagine what's in the underground city at Disney. 😢

1/24/2019 6:02:27 PM djlok Or Hillary Rotten Clinton

1/24/2019 6:02:28 PM jm4n A lot packed into one sentence. So radio waves control our emotions and weather? No doubt we are being manipulated. To what extent and the 

broadness of techniques used seems far and wide. I would say the effects of radio, wifi, and cellular range from benign to questionable.

1/24/2019 6:03:20 PM keith369me I’ve seen so few HRC voters wake up.  Bernie voters, many.  What was the trigger?

1/24/2019 6:03:37 PM nicjoubert81 Maybe they already are.. and clones are taking their places...

1/24/2019 6:04:03 PM jrocktigers Desantis is cleaning house !

1/24/2019 6:05:11 PM mskeens1962 So living in the North - if MSM promotes bad snow storms & enough IS-BE stresses over it, the worse the storm?

1/24/2019 6:05:37 PM jm4n To get to the bottom of this we would need dive into what exactly these frequencies are and their affects on us and our weather. Most everyone can 

agree that the further from interference you are the closer you naturally sync up with the frequency of earth and nature.

1/24/2019 6:06:03 PM plumcivic Yes, it is a big topic and we may find someone who can start to whittle into it. Perhaps someone who understands how the FCC and CRTC specify what 

frequencies are available for particular purposes.

1/24/2019 6:06:59 PM zagnett Or Hillary "So-Damned" Clinton

1/24/2019 6:07:00 PM kathy1102237 Thank you & God bless!

1/24/2019 6:08:54 PM djlok Journalism major 20 yrs ago.  Once HRC lost, it proved that the journalism standards/ethics I was taught were no longer being practiced.  Found Q 

through @therealroseanne.  When she spoke in favor of @realDonaldTrump , I realized I needed to investigate.

1/24/2019 6:09:57 PM jm4n Our electricity lines alone operate at 50-60 Hertz. The natural frequency of ourselves was found to be 5 Hz and earth 7.8 hz (Schumann resonance).

The good news is the control is being given to the good guys after so long.

1/24/2019 6:10:45 PM keith369me Wow...that is a first.  Glad you found the 💡 my friend.

1/24/2019 6:11:30 PM djlok While I investigated, I was almost simulataneously put on a anti-Human Trafficking project. The fact that Human Trafficking even really existed was eye 

opening to me...and then it's prevalence...I saw how real that was.  I became aware of good vs evil REAL fast.

1/24/2019 6:11:57 PM djlok #metoo

1/24/2019 6:15:32 PM keith369me I was finding truth for a while, but listening to the Ronald Bernard interview (Dutch Banking Whistleblower) took it to a new level.

1/24/2019 6:16:02 PM djlok See before I lived in this la la Land of everyone is mostly good and occasionally do not so good things.  The concept of evil as it exists within Human 

Trafficking was completely foreign to my comprehension. Like when MJ12 said 9=0. Totally outside my realm of understanding.

1/24/2019 6:18:31 PM djlok Well, in my own defense, I never bought the 9/11 narrative.  I always just blamed the Republicans for 9/11.  And then I realized it has nothing to do 

with political or religious affiliation. Good vs Evil.  That was a BIG RED PILL!!

1/24/2019 6:20:32 PM keith369me I knew that stuff happened, but thought it was isolated to a small number (insane serial murderer types)...it real hit hard when I realized our elite were 

the biggest perverts and child murderers.  Hey, I voted for GHWB and had no clue what he was about.

1/24/2019 6:21:42 PM keith369me I knew it was BS when I saw Building 7 fall.  Didn’t know who was really to blame until a few years ago

1/24/2019 6:21:48 PM mykindofplace76  pic.twitter.com/bnAe3TeMCN



1/24/2019 6:23:01 PM plumcivic I have personal experience for the hypothesis that urban dwelling changes your perceptions and reactions. I lived for a few months in a downtown high 

rise and concluded I felt out of sorts because I didn't have the same electrical grounding as in an aging farmhouse.

1/24/2019 6:25:51 PM aprilbrown99 So our emotions have been used as a sort of a tuning fork for them to control the weather?  That is a lot of power!  It says a great deal about how 

amazing it will be for us all to live in LIGHT and love.  Thank you for this drop. Very informative. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

1/24/2019 6:26:10 PM djlok Yeah it is crazy how prevalent it is.  I can't/won't discuss in detail for reasons I can't discuss on Twitter, but one of the victims who was rescued was a 

12 yo when she was being trafficked around her church community.

1/24/2019 6:26:23 PM djlok When I became familiar with her and her case I immediately changed my opinion of capital punishment. I said to a judge there, I could never do his job 

bc I would kill them on the spot.  And I don't even kill insects in my home!!

1/24/2019 6:26:56 PM mykindofplace76 Doors of Perception

1/24/2019 6:28:29 PM goyaeq For now is excellent, hopefully there are ways to stop those of like minds from filling the vacuum.

1/24/2019 6:29:26 PM djlok I wonder (present company excluded) if someone were to poll folks today and ask "who was responsible for 9/11"...I wonder what the response would 

be.  Maybe I'll do a Twitter poll and see.

1/24/2019 6:32:34 PM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I was on a hunt for MJ12 Information today.  I found some Easter eggs. .may I request a question?  Looking glass = Orion? I am intrigued.  Game 

theory? Very enlightened today.

1/24/2019 6:33:08 PM michaelpreamble Impatiently waiting.

1/24/2019 6:36:07 PM keith369me I’d guess 75% would say 19 Saudi Hijackers...how the heck could one get a representative sample of the entire population?  I’d think foreigners would 

be more likely to see through the MSM BS

1/24/2019 6:39:01 PM nwlnews I will believe it when I see it...Arrests I mean.  I'm disgusted that it's taking so long and now thinking that it will likely never happen

1/24/2019 6:40:49 PM r00ts0l0 New York needs to be washed away and rebuilt.

1/24/2019 6:52:31 PM jrocktigers Well, the ole dynasty needs our resources to protect  interests there.  Praying for it to backfire on their asses.

1/24/2019 6:58:35 PM lovethebeach999 🌴🌴🌴

1/24/2019 7:06:45 PM freestateojones Washed away - no. 

A deep cleanse and forward progress from there - most definitely.

1/24/2019 7:11:13 PM ksouth21 DeSantis is the LIGHT....he will begin the clean up

1/24/2019 7:14:03 PM jwise_87 Drop away!

1/24/2019 7:14:42 PM lovethebeach999 @RonDeSantisFL

1/24/2019 7:17:09 PM jonella_moore Must read thread! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🇺🇸

#Pedogate #Florida #Disney #NASA #GWBush #AlGore

1/24/2019 7:18:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Thanks for the disclosure, it has become an addiction of mine

1/24/2019 7:19:14 PM vintagesquirrel So, they create fear in us , which in turn provides energy for these storms? Am I close?

1/24/2019 7:19:32 PM joe10jo1 What are the IS-BE’s? Thanks for clarifying. 😊

1/24/2019 7:21:40 PM jrocktigers Watching 20 million people evacuate from Irma, I would say, you are very close indeed.

1/24/2019 7:22:59 PM plumcivic That's the way I read it. So we need to counter with something equal. Praying hurricanes away from coastlines and mass meditation are good, but this 

is automated.

1/24/2019 7:27:57 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo @LanaAshford1 please read the following thread, i believe this acct is legit and disclosure of cabal crimes is imminent. 

GOTP=Guardians of the Pedophiles.

1/24/2019 7:28:05 PM djlok Or from a deceased human who is being passed off as food in the grocery store.

1/24/2019 7:29:40 PM djlok I'm ready for it.  I'd love to just walk around creating things!

1/24/2019 7:32:25 PM liltilgerlil Dude, I live down here and I can’t sleep. Omg its a real nightmare.

1/24/2019 7:32:53 PM djlok I'm glad you did.  I can't stand it when people delete a tweet (even when it is incorrect) in a thread.  It always leaves the rest of us looking at each other 

like "WTF just happened?"

1/24/2019 7:33:30 PM howdoyoumakeah1 sounds like they are both satanists

1/24/2019 7:37:08 PM zagnett Yikes, that does sound like something the cabal might do.

1/24/2019 7:37:23 PM jrocktigers Just think about all the Hurricanes that magnify from a low category 1 in the evening , are all of a sudden a category 4 by morning. They increase 

strength so rapidly. It is always after MSM blitzes everyone.

1/24/2019 7:39:00 PM djlok I have thought that the Q reference to massive amounts of people going to the hospital if they knew ....I have wondered if that was about the food 

supply.

1/24/2019 7:39:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 What have we said about this?

Future proves past.

Let the drops continue. https://twitter.com/tasteofaz/status/1088583543276503040 …

1/24/2019 7:41:50 PM zagnett Oh i always took that as if they knew all about the trafficking/torturing/killing/adrenochrome stuff it would send them to the hospital.

1/24/2019 7:42:50 PM jrocktigers FACTS!

1/24/2019 7:43:02 PM zagnett MJ, when's that going to stop?

1/24/2019 7:43:25 PM roaminnoodle RAIN RAIN RAIN

[P]    [P]    [P]

☔️

1/24/2019 7:43:35 PM shannen_robison Sad. But not completely surprising. [They] are unscrupulous.

1/24/2019 7:44:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wall -> Stops Ratlines

Stopped Ratlines = Cleanup Possible

National Emergency Allows Cleanup

After Cleanup New Congress

Government Re-Opens with SOTU

PANIC IN DC

Meaning GOTP will conclude prior to SOTU.

1/24/2019 7:44:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Today WH stated that a National Emergency is being drafted right now and will be declared very soon.

Today the President said "The Military wants this (the wall), so we're doing it." Guardians of the Pedophiles is currently playing. When will SOTU 

happen?

1/24/2019 7:46:26 PM scott_rick What can we expect from the SOTU?  Anything big and/revealing?

1/24/2019 7:47:17 PM cjptrsn Thank you for sharing. Disturbing but these are the specifics that we need.

1/24/2019 7:47:34 PM peterclloyd A packed stadium in Dallas?

1/24/2019 7:47:39 PM giediknight Cleanup includes looking into election rigging beginning February. Most of D Congress illegitimate.

1/24/2019 7:49:08 PM lori_dee1 I love the plan!!

1/24/2019 7:50:29 PM enomai_ TY. TY. TY.

1/24/2019 7:51:07 PM rosesrred0119 Finale? Right before movie 4? Bring on FiSAGate! Yeah I'm jumping the gun. Timing is everything.

1/24/2019 7:52:20 PM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/qB55nUhDgE

1/24/2019 7:53:17 PM ophuichus_l Me too. #305

1/24/2019 7:54:41 PM happybiggrin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

 Ha!!!  Thank Q!

I have been screaming this!!!!

 The real reason my tweets are now "shaded"!!!

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088642423297843200 …



1/24/2019 7:56:07 PM vintagesquirrel SOTU still expected on 1/29?

1/24/2019 7:56:46 PM liltilgerlil Live pd area

1/24/2019 7:57:26 PM jrocktigers Would be a quick "Clean Up" if so.

1/24/2019 7:57:37 PM rosesrred0119 Cockroaches come out of the woodwork..

1/24/2019 7:58:29 PM whoisit1998 Cannibalism

1/24/2019 7:58:58 PM lbf777 So the GOTP deep state goes down before SOTU?

1/24/2019 7:59:23 PM zagnett Oh did you ever figure out 10=8 ?

1/24/2019 8:00:22 PM rosesrred0119 How many before mathematically impossible.  3 movies. Still in #3 boom at finale! 4 starts at SOTU?

1/24/2019 8:02:53 PM aprilbrown99 This is beyond words.  As is the UK hospitals burning all of their aborted babies to provide heat.  Which means the staff and patients are breathing it in.

1/24/2019 8:04:27 PM djlok No, I haven't. I think it may be tied to Tesla and the 3-6-9 science.

1/24/2019 8:05:01 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/24/2019 8:05:49 PM aprilbrown99 I think I just threw up in my mouths little. Ugh...I hope all of this ends soon with the babies. How much more will be exposed...

1/24/2019 8:06:44 PM mcgwyneth Consuming processed foods w-flavor additives (made from aborted baby tissue), conditions us for cannibalism.  This has been happening for a long 

time.  The more "flavor additives" we ingest, the less humane we become - & more base & animalistic.  Could explain a lot of things.

1/24/2019 8:09:21 PM giediknight Is GOTP the media? Who may not necessarily be P’s themselves, just Guardians?

1/24/2019 8:09:45 PM lori_dee1 I'm always challenged to understand the comms and expand my thinking. Had to look up the meaning of ratlines, good information.  It's hard to guess 

what the date of the SOTU, but I will bet that it will be a meaningful 3, 6, 9 date.

1/24/2019 8:09:56 PM carolba88945394 Is this made possible because of time travel?

1/24/2019 8:14:16 PM bubba_dave1 Sorry but SOTU meaning? Thanks

1/24/2019 8:15:03 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t think they are all forced abortions, some are probably elected, sadly.  Or their doctor tells them that there is an issues with the fetus and poses 

it as an option. Planned Parenthood doesn’t give a clear picture either. Horrible organization!

1/24/2019 8:17:18 PM realeyethespy 33

1/24/2019 8:17:19 PM ballisticsloth @lizardhunter22

1/24/2019 8:17:36 PM ghostlnthemist State of the Union address.

1/24/2019 8:17:47 PM realeyethespy 17 17

1/24/2019 8:18:17 PM bubba_dave1 Much love thank u

1/24/2019 8:20:14 PM zagnett Time is the most annoying illusion. Of all time.

1/24/2019 8:21:30 PM phyllis_lavoy This is sickening. 🤮. This cannot be true.

1/24/2019 8:25:25 PM freestateojones Available.

1/24/2019 8:27:09 PM ghostlnthemist Who are the loudest voices in opposition to the wall? Those are either P's, guardians or both.

1/24/2019 8:28:59 PM lori_dee1 Q2161 (dated 9/11/2018)

Rats running.

Timing is everything.

Enjoy the show.

Q

1/24/2019 8:32:36 PM giediknight Ok makes sense.

1/24/2019 8:33:54 PM need2knowmyway Hear so much about NESARA, new government means all the way to POTUS? Hope not...

1/24/2019 8:35:30 PM keepawakening ?? But it IS happening, open your eyes friend!! Listen to your inner self!

1/24/2019 8:39:59 PM awakeandsing123 @threadreaderapp please unroll.

1/24/2019 8:40:51 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

1/24/2019 8:45:44 PM awakeandsing123 The article is from April 2015. Still... sickening.

1/24/2019 8:53:49 PM decodematrix Unity does not include the cabal. They have been raping, torturing, murdering, and poisoning us for 8,000 years. Now they will reap what they sowed.

1/24/2019 8:57:26 PM jrocktigers 💪🙏🔥🔥

1/24/2019 9:09:43 PM zagnett Hitchhiker's Guide i think, right?

1/24/2019 9:12:17 PM hawkgirlinmn How are children traded/sold through the SSP? Is rhis still being allowed to happen?

1/24/2019 9:13:02 PM hawkgirlinmn 🤣 so true

1/24/2019 9:16:05 PM maraswilliams Bless you for this info.

1/24/2019 9:16:35 PM jonesy4671 Cant be GOTP until the normies learn that pedophilia is rampant in hollywood and beyond

1/24/2019 9:24:05 PM djlok And they're all sort of playing at the same time.

1/24/2019 9:29:14 PM djlok I'm glad you tweeted that. I thought I knew what ratlines were and I really didn't. 

For those following along at home...

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratlines_(World_War_II_aftermath)?wprov=sfti1 …

1/24/2019 9:33:04 PM lori_dee1 Thanks David for including the link, I should have done that. Grab your giant size popcorn and enjoy the show!!! 🍿

1/24/2019 9:35:04 PM daveo6145 PEAS?

1/24/2019 9:35:19 PM lori_dee1 Oh Wow!!! I was just searching for that image on the QMap. You are the bomb diggity! 😎

1/24/2019 9:36:24 PM diaptera_80 Not a very credible source, but nontheless this seems to be more and more public info

1/24/2019 9:48:33 PM lori_dee1 The reality of the pervasive human trafficking has been really, really hard for me. I'm an Empath and I feel that pain at such a deep level. I want to 

know more but I don't think my heart could take it. Just keep envisioning world where it no longer exists.

1/24/2019 9:59:35 PM turboxyde I lived through Hurricane Harvey and the energetic pressure I fought against was staggering. There were moments I thought my chest was going to 

explode as my consciousness screamed for help from Creator. I began broadcasting energetically with this song, https://youtu.be/RLtE1D79Krg 

1/24/2019 10:00:27 PM djlok Yeah for me too. When Q said those who know can't sleep, I didn't think that would mean literally!!!

1/24/2019 10:01:31 PM prmd21801759 Thank you @POTUS!! ThankQ QTeam!!

1/24/2019 10:02:38 PM blsdbe So Rain Dances and Sun Dances are real things that we can do together to change the weather?

1/24/2019 10:05:50 PM turboxyde Every thought, emotion and action we have adds to the probability of manifestation in the quantum field. This is why it is important when you 

experience media to reject all entrainment variables both known and unknown. Be curious, be innocent and stay in the heart.

1/24/2019 10:08:52 PM lovinamiller UGH...I have known about this for a long time. Sadly, this is not common knowledge to this day. Also, they put it in other things including beauty 

products and etc. I make sure to never buy anything that could have something like this in it. #Canniblism #EliminateEvil

1/24/2019 10:09:03 PM blsdbe Wow. Seems like we need to get together when bad stuff is happening, and we need to do a Group Prayer/Mass Meditation to help ameliorate the 

negative effects, instead of contributing to them!

1/24/2019 10:10:39 PM mongrelglory That's the best news yet!

1/24/2019 10:13:43 PM blsdbe Exactly. Large amounts of people participating in Group Prayer and/or Mass Meditation. What if we got some Groups of 3 together that can 

meditate/pray for a common purpose?



1/24/2019 10:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally.

It is tragic some of the evidence collected by the FBI over the years.

Define pure evil.

Triple that.

Double that.

Double that.

That's only 9/11ths of the level of evil.

Classified "Life" Trophies.

Public awards.

Badges of honor.

Distract.

Divide & Conquer.

Pure Evil.
1/24/2019 10:15:13 PM lovinamiller Well, there be many evil reasons. If for nothing else to cause immense suffering to those slaughtered and served and to disconnect people from their 

own authenticity by involving them in this most horrific evil practice.

1/24/2019 10:18:51 PM lori_dee1 Yes PURE evil! I look forward to a Universe that is peaceful and harmonious.

1/24/2019 10:19:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror

Grand Jury

Empaneled

Justice Is Coming

Follow The Clock

Chronological Disclosure Series

Origin Of Reverse Power Grab

President Trump is creating a NWO.
1/24/2019 10:19:12 PM lovinamiller Unfortunately, this is nothing new. One of the reason many people get so messed up and disconnected is if they consume the victims through food or 

other products that this is has been put in.

1/24/2019 10:21:09 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086298683187097600?s=19 …

1/24/2019 10:21:33 PM lovinamiller Yes... You get what this is about. I make sure to never ever buy anything that might have this in it.

1/24/2019 10:23:28 PM jane_q_patriot Can we maybe change that to Nurturing World Order or something? I think we're all a little twitchy over the original term.

1/24/2019 10:24:11 PM do_or_do_notty Definitely twitchy pic.twitter.com/73bCEKpbnB

1/24/2019 10:24:28 PM anondirtyleg Couple things to that, it would be too easy and the opposition would have a easier time to smear it a “conspiracy theory”. Not everyone is awake to it 

so things take time before the big picture is in front of all of us.

1/24/2019 10:24:36 PM hellouncledonny  https://youtu.be/1rmo3fKeveo 

1/24/2019 10:24:43 PM jane_q_patriot Exactly. 😂😂😂

1/24/2019 10:26:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 has coordinated the creation of the NWO by design of much higher consciousness alliances that require a certain level of societal 

structure based on reason and compassion (currently not there yet) where this advanced MJ12 technology can finally be used for good.

1/24/2019 10:27:31 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/ry0pWc4l0i

1/24/2019 10:28:29 PM heath_jack Monday🙏

1/24/2019 10:28:46 PM jane_q_patriot Well, that's a relief! Thank you! pic.twitter.com/oBa3Ub2UNR

1/24/2019 10:30:39 PM djlok #metoo !!

1/24/2019 10:32:03 PM blsdbe Also, other adult humans? Who is the food? How are we 'selected'? Do the IS-BE's being eaten have a soul contract that is somehow being fulfilled or 

does this violate our Freewill?

1/24/2019 10:32:50 PM sunnyboys13 I'm with you.. To many Q wannabees coding it up.

1/24/2019 10:32:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not Q, we are the Majestic 12. Mirrors are things that reflect. Q uses meanings as mirrors to convey classified scenarios. We do it to connect 

parts of the mind together in order to unlock consciousness downloads. Consciousness communicates precisely by frequencies. Ideas.

1/24/2019 10:33:03 PM love4thegameak Wow. Alot here. Thank You. I live not to far far from HAARP up here

1/24/2019 10:34:02 PM jollyrob2 Please put it to use sooner than later🙏🎉💫✨

1/24/2019 10:34:41 PM wwg1wga10432367 So what is Pam Bondy’s excuse? Is she in Gitmo? There has always been something about her that hasn’t been right in my eyes...

1/24/2019 10:35:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes writing it out removes the power of the brain's ability to reason and pattern recognize. We try to clarify confusion, however many times 

other people respond correctly so we do not feel it necessary to duplicate their efforts.

1/24/2019 10:36:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were before Q. 

We are the Majestic 12.

1/24/2019 10:37:40 PM pookie4mom I've seen the clock many times, but how do I find it on my own?

1/24/2019 10:38:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Follow the wives."

1/24/2019 10:38:29 PM lori_dee1 I've seen those images. Just makes me cry thinking about what those precious children had to endure.

1/24/2019 10:39:09 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I'm a little OCD about deleting my mistakes!  Sorry! 😜

1/24/2019 10:39:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 2 person chess 3D = "difficult"

3 person chess 3D = "hard"

12 person chess 12D = Majestic

1/24/2019 10:40:53 PM hellouncledonny Tuesday 1/29/2018.

The shot heard around the world 2.0

Like Rats in a cage. 

Now yous can't leave. 

 https://youtu.be/jnpE-hGNVj8    

Enjoy the Show.

1/24/2019 10:42:37 PM mskeens1962 You along with several others help make sense of things for me - Anon 🐸 or like I refer to all of you, Helpers 😎🙏 Thank you for your help🔥🐉

1/24/2019 10:42:49 PM hellouncledonny Did you notice @MichaelBennet today?

Those who shout the loudest https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1088545981027749890 …

1/24/2019 10:42:52 PM blsdbe Thank you, infinitely, for the knowledge you are dropping, I am Singing In the Rain!!!

?Can using small crystal golden ratio or golden aspect crystals help energetically or does one need to be inside a constructed pyramid? Does it matter 

what material the pyramid is made of? pic.twitter.com/V0SfGXvIbJ

1/24/2019 10:43:08 PM allahuniversal Expand your thinking. Q's not the only Truth out there. Research for yourself.

1/24/2019 10:45:03 PM 369369rv I dont know what all the acronyms mean but I think this is good.

1/24/2019 10:45:31 PM wwg1wga10432367 Is Rick Scott complacent in this too???

1/24/2019 10:45:41 PM sunnyboys13 I have followed Q from day one... I Do research.. M12 seems a bit out there ill look into it... I remember Jordan saying M12 was a larp

1/24/2019 10:47:11 PM jm4n I can say what I already know from my time formerly working at Qwest Wireless as a repair tech back when they sold their own cell phones. The 

manufacturers set their signals at diff freq to be proprietary. They could all be interchangeable but there is less profit that way.

1/24/2019 10:47:17 PM djlok I know.  It seems sort of lame that all we can appear to do at this point is meditate, be kind to other IS-BE's, stay informed, and share with others.  I 

wanna give the cabal their black eyes!!  And not through some satanic foolishness either...I mean fist to face- old school!



1/24/2019 10:47:31 PM blsdbe What are you looking for, specifically on the label, that you are making sure not to consume?

1/24/2019 10:49:01 PM thepeoplewin01 Only means new elections within 120 days. He can be re-elected or maybe a Mr JFK Jr may be in the running.

1/24/2019 10:50:35 PM lori_dee1 Is this the link Sonshyne? Website:  http://q-clock.com 

1/24/2019 10:50:42 PM blsdbe Because Time Is An Illusion!!!

1/24/2019 10:52:58 PM blsdbe I think YES, the MSM, the controlled opposition, the limited hangouts, many Politicians, all of whom may or may not be clones...

1/24/2019 10:54:35 PM cchef1980 Gold. Pure gold. You saw something you didn’t like, you admitted it, you felt bad about it, then are doing something to change it! 👏👏👏. If only 

arrogant pricks were 20% as smart as you... a simple: “maybe HRC wasn’t the way...” would do it.

1/24/2019 10:54:37 PM lori_dee1 LOL! The alien walking away with the coffee is priceless! Thank you for that! I needed a lighter moment after all the child trafficking dialog. 👽

1/24/2019 10:55:09 PM allahuniversal Day 1 Q too. Q highlighted Bill Cooper's "Behold A Pale Horse" as (BIG!), that's where I first learned of MJ12, 1992/3. From where I sit, Q & MJ12 run 

parallel with 1 common cause, #TheGreatAwakening. MJ12 1st tweet was 3 months, 3 days before Q, ironically Q drops led me here

1/24/2019 10:57:01 PM taradea08775439 7 17 33 pic.twitter.com/3zCvFPYkTH

1/24/2019 10:57:16 PM blsdbe We are trained by MSM and Science to think that meditation and/or prayer are 'lame', when in fact it may be very powerful: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086298683187097600?s=19 …

1/24/2019 10:58:20 PM lori_dee1 MJ12 - will those who were victims of human trafficking and crossed over have another opportunity to live again?

1/24/2019 11:00:18 PM darrahsfriend Don’t call it a NWO.  Let’s choose something life giving and nothing associated with the Deepstate would you agree TS?

1/24/2019 11:03:57 PM whoisit1998 Still an "order" still under control. Maybe will lead to consciousness shift then true paradise

1/24/2019 11:04:48 PM blsdbe When that is true, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , do you like the response so we will know that folks have responded correctly? And if you do not, would you 

please?

1/24/2019 11:05:39 PM allahuniversal Works best with plausible deniability, the data provided can be more easily underestimated, and thus not countered (no threat), stays under the radar. 

Q was under the radar & more easily dismissed at 1st as well. Then all of a sudden it was too late. Panic in DC & WW.

1/24/2019 11:06:25 PM whoisit1998 How about no order at all. Because still masonry "order out of chaos". Call it the 'shift'

1/24/2019 11:06:47 PM blsdbe My question is, which part of this diagram represents the IS, and which part represents the BE?

1/24/2019 11:08:03 PM blsdbe I'm like, let's get a group together, and make some nicer weather!

1/24/2019 11:13:11 PM blsdbe To Be Clear, if I could drop everything, right now, go back to school to learn the Real Science, and not lose my house in the process, I would be on that 

like Wet on Water.

1/24/2019 11:14:35 PM lovinamiller I only eat organic; and nothing that says 'Natural flavors' without giving the specific of what it is and I knowing what it is. Also, never any 'Artificial 

ingredients such as Flavors, Sweeteners ETC. They also put this stuff in some beauty products and ETC. And I avoid that too.

1/24/2019 11:15:49 PM blsdbe Not only is that a sweet GIF, it arrived at a pretty sweet moment...I would like to learn more about how to apply vortex math/torus fluid dynamics in 

my day to day existence

1/24/2019 11:18:09 PM blsdbe Implosion! Sufi dancing? pic.twitter.com/z1XOnjPGyK

1/24/2019 11:20:04 PM blsdbe Water spun through a vortex

For example https://naturalaction.com 

1/24/2019 11:22:17 PM theappraizer This could be seen as ominous. Could. ♥🙏✝️

1/24/2019 11:24:45 PM theappraizer For those of us who are on the short bus, what is the mirror of 7 17 33?

1/24/2019 11:31:03 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/QWsNkzxFUM

1/24/2019 11:32:25 PM lovinamiller Also, it can be specific and have scientific sounding names--again something you would not automatically know exactly what it is made of. Of course, if 

you google it don't expect to find the truth. One of the biggest things we can do is to not consume this stuff. #WWG1WGA

1/24/2019 11:33:21 PM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So you and your friend ARE of the opinion that The Event should be executed post haste? You agree with Depopulation? Or you 

think man can withstand a massive CME? The average man? Without a personal, insulated, survival bunker? #Agenda21 #Depopulation

1/24/2019 11:35:17 PM jadedl Agreed. I like WFM-World Freedom Movement.

1/24/2019 11:37:17 PM theappraizer Ain't you special. Where should the rest of us meet you for the safety of a pyramid? Please. Do tell, o humanitarian.

#Depopulation

1/24/2019 11:39:59 PM jadedl After all this time, its use evokes such a negative connotation. Every time I hear it, I think 'Third Reich'.

1/24/2019 11:40:49 PM jeffbaird16 Thanks for dumbing it down, very helpful!! Kinda like finding out your clean cut, smiling neighbor was killing nursing home residents.

1/24/2019 11:43:15 PM 1ra_enelor Amen ✨💫✨🔱

1/24/2019 11:44:20 PM theappraizer I can not see the logic in letting NASA exist. No logic at all. Thieves, liars, murderers. What needs to be done, NOW?

1/24/2019 11:45:28 PM lovinamiller Yes Tina...This has been in my awareness much longer than that and I have had no choice but to remain silent if I want to live. Seeing this stuff come to 

more peoples awareness can mean that finally it will end--And It Will End No Doubt About It. #EliminateEvil #WWG1GWA #POTUS45

1/24/2019 11:48:35 PM theappraizer WDW is the only structure in Florida with a basement. Not just a basement, but hundreds of acres of what they call Utiliduct. How'd they keep the 

water table out? Seems pretty high tech for the late 1960s. Imagine the activities in hundreds of acres of hidden basement. Sick evil.

1/25/2019 12:04:47 AM sunnyboys13 How come she is not confronted with it now..

1/25/2019 12:20:12 AM epkman Requires attracting low pressure by lodging in brain region.

1/25/2019 12:22:33 AM epkman Frequency modulation or amplitude modulation or ULF.

1/25/2019 1:09:34 AM sunnyboys13 There is some good stuff in majic12. Will look into it more.

1/25/2019 1:12:59 AM lovinamiller Yes... I am not surprised. Now I would think some would just lie outright.

1/25/2019 1:22:59 AM xusaf_patriot This needs to be covered by the national news media!  But don't hold your breath...

1/25/2019 2:09:44 AM nullanon12 2. My List (Sorted Best To Haven't Researched Yet)

-Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

-Fiona Barnett (@FionaBa47662575)

-Michael Salla (@MichaelSalla)

-Laura Eisenhower (@LauraMagdalene4)

-Gordon Duff

-Preston James ( http://journal-neo.org )

-Randy Cramer

-Niara Eisley

-David Talbot
1/25/2019 2:12:22 AM nullanon12 3. My List (Sorted Best To Haven't Researched Yet)

-Edgar Cayce

-John Desouza (@johnxdesouza)

-Clark McClelland

-Tony Rodriguez

1/25/2019 2:18:11 AM brian97306346 Not even close yet...he still has an entire army on our shore that is not with him.

1/25/2019 2:22:52 AM child2eric  pic.twitter.com/TMnljtl37L

1/25/2019 2:24:58 AM nullanon12 K



1/25/2019 2:29:42 AM alita_add_heart This is so fucked up and sad. It’s also fucked up and sad to make a woman who has been raped feel sad, and fuck her up with your judgment if she 

chooses not to keep the baby. I do not agree with late abortions or those that ridicule someone in a situation they did not choose.

1/25/2019 2:32:09 AM jollyrob2 Keep them coming pic.twitter.com/DIAxtfpxxZ

1/25/2019 2:40:46 AM drudge_gina I’m at like an audible vibration. Very low but noticeable. I have had it past few weeks. It is better than ringing as it is quieter than that.

1/25/2019 2:53:57 AM adheysuk If you've been following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 aswell as Q. That's part of what the trump presidency is about. Moving the world out of the darkness the 

deepstate HAD us trapped in and bringing us into the light. And the deepstate are losing this fight.

1/25/2019 2:54:24 AM keith369me You will re-learn science without schools as you know them.  It will be on your own via the internet and like Tesla, by meditation

1/25/2019 3:09:34 AM manders_ron Does anyone remember the movie Sovent Green. It’s where they would take bodies and make food for the masses.

1/25/2019 3:10:11 AM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

1/25/2019 3:29:05 AM lambohodlr Conscious energy=weatherman's predictions.

If enough believe it, it will happen.

1/25/2019 3:35:00 AM jrocktigers "Classified "Life" Trophies."  👀

1/25/2019 3:49:14 AM cryptocrab4 And then there was rain ....

1/25/2019 4:08:19 AM jrocktigers Nostradamus prophecies ?

1/25/2019 4:22:28 AM lp083061 Don’t use products who mist #NaturalFlavoring @rnr1728

1/25/2019 4:23:30 AM lp083061 Minus a few in Congress so will a new election be necessary?

1/25/2019 4:25:42 AM jessicagools Right there with ya! Try to temper my anger, hard to do when one thinks of all the children! 🙏🏻

1/25/2019 4:34:37 AM lp083061 Yep #JebBush #McCain opened up a legal channel to traffic drugs #NAFTA by way of his wife’s relationships  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.forbes.com/sites/doliaestevez/2015/04/07/jeb-bushs-mexican-connections/amp/ … 

pic.twitter.com/PdTRz8gxPu

1/25/2019 4:41:12 AM __jabird__ Friend of John Gault. 😎

1/25/2019 4:41:34 AM lp083061 Do you have a dog? They are here to help empaths! I breed empaths 😆

1/25/2019 4:41:43 AM sandraplante2 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/25/2019 4:41:51 AM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting 

Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/25/2019 4:43:43 AM shewolf_saryn Gesera? Nesera?

NWO makes me cringe 

MEGA- make earth great again 😆

1/25/2019 4:44:13 AM lp083061 Public awards? Like Emmys and Golden Globes and such?

1/25/2019 4:44:28 AM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/25/2019 4:46:32 AM qofswords3 GOTP means, please?

1/25/2019 4:53:15 AM peterclloyd New Public Order might be a better catch phrase. The NWO moniker died with Bush, as it should have.

1/25/2019 4:54:16 AM __jabird__ Drop on magic.

1/25/2019 4:54:21 AM need2knowmyway Thank you for the reply! Hope you have a great day!

1/25/2019 4:56:33 AM __jabird__ Pope Francis

1/25/2019 5:02:47 AM need2knowmyway With the conclusion of GOTP before the SOTU, will the higher ups, like HRC/Podesta, be included in charges, or will they tried for other serious crimes?

1/25/2019 5:04:52 AM chuckkersey1 Im going with march madnesses. The clock says 3:15

1/25/2019 5:10:16 AM chuckkersey1 A few? Try 80 to 90 % on both sides of the isles republicans are going to tribunals too. And Roger Stone will be Mueller’s last arrest . His is coming soon!  

 If trump tweets about Stone Inwill be surprised. Hes not to fond of him. Love how the media says long time Friends. Lmfao

1/25/2019 5:10:57 AM qofswords3 Wapo?

1/25/2019 5:11:45 AM chuckkersey1 3:15 follow the clock

1/25/2019 5:12:01 AM qofswords3 Please, what is IS-Be?

1/25/2019 5:13:19 AM chuckkersey1  pic.twitter.com/FfBDpluJfy

1/25/2019 5:13:43 AM mr_bone_crusher What is GOTP? Guns of the patriots? Ghosts of the past?

1/25/2019 5:15:53 AM need2knowmyway Aren’t we trying to escape the grips of the NWO/enslavement?

1/25/2019 5:17:29 AM debeachgal Guardians of the Pedophiles

1/25/2019 5:19:16 AM traychelle255 Is this why they were handing out the newspapers saying Trump walked away from the White House? They are trying to manifest that result?

1/25/2019 5:20:13 AM tikicolada 🤢🤮🤮🤮

1/25/2019 5:22:29 AM debra66809214 The food is going to be called Soylent Green

1/25/2019 5:26:39 AM covertress 🍿 🍿 🍿

 https://qmap.pub/read/2161  pic.twitter.com/QWj4684V4e

1/25/2019 5:47:40 AM rosesrred0119 Well that would make it to easy

1/25/2019 5:48:37 AM trebonianvs Funding for the wall passed in 2006, The wall was never built. Where did all that money go and why was the wall not completed?  If the border wall 

funding is passed, will the wall actually be built?  The wall will never be built unless by the Military. pic.twitter.com/VBi58zL4N2

1/25/2019 5:49:46 AM goldste57881662 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you saying that sarcastically,as bad,or a new way that's for a better America,not U.S. Inc.?

1/25/2019 5:50:25 AM __jabird__ About the SSP, did Apollo 18,19,and 20 actually take place?

1/25/2019 5:51:19 AM cryptocrab4 Time is an Illusion

All of Humanity = NWO

Enjoy the show

1/25/2019 5:52:07 AM sissyseesu Desensitizing the sleeping masses.

1/25/2019 5:53:16 AM rosesrred0119 Chronicological..Panic in Dc..3/14 release date? That's too long. Timing is everything I know ...I know whole world order is NWO.. it's an acronym. Take 

it at face value.

1/25/2019 5:54:05 AM francoissmc MWO-Majestic World Order

1/25/2019 5:54:39 AM qofswords3 There’s the old NWO and the new NWO.

1/25/2019 5:57:25 AM need2knowmyway 1) At what point does an IS “download” to a BE? Conception? 

2) Is it possible that IS can be “switched” at any point during a single BE lifespan (25 years after birth, for example). 

3) Does an IS always “reincarnate” the same day their BE dies?

1/25/2019 5:59:44 AM jwind20 I grew up in Broward. It was a beautiful place but has been slowly degrading over time. I have a hard time even visiting friends who live there due to 

the low frequencies.



1/25/2019 6:14:27 AM jandydill He’s creating a new world.

1/25/2019 6:16:01 AM darrahsfriend Hey Majic let me ask you again, whose side are you on?  Choose you this day, whom ye shall serve.

1/25/2019 6:17:15 AM edgeofrzn DS is still in control. Plan?

1/25/2019 6:40:55 AM gun29948297 You might find this helpful    http://global-mind.org 

1/25/2019 6:43:57 AM prmd21801759 That's why i was really hesitant, initially, just observing this account... and somehow ?? i got to a thread of Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 confirming 

this account as real ET, manned by humans... Thank you Su & Otter!

1/25/2019 6:49:03 AM keith369me Dan Bongino...time to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/25/2019 6:51:45 AM burgersandra "NWO by design of much higher consciousness alliances"

"societal structure" = A new way of thinking to address the needs of all people in a reasonable and compassionate manner.  Good people think this way 

already and would welcome the opportunity to help build it.

1/25/2019 6:56:34 AM anneolsen43 Rat lines=DNA?

1/25/2019 7:08:46 AM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is it you or cabal distraction ? #Disclosure https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1088808435234336768 …

1/25/2019 7:31:46 AM mr_bone_crusher Ah! Got it. Thanks.

1/25/2019 7:34:18 AM anotherscore Sides are illusions.

1/25/2019 7:35:45 AM emilyoakley6 Wow

1/25/2019 7:36:20 AM lisareiser8 Well how did it feel for you the first time u broke out of yr own mind and into the collective ? Imagine turning around and looking back...how did it 

feel...when u come back yr back to are level but yr still so much more......love yr deep thoughts

1/25/2019 7:42:46 AM kindeandtrue I'm not fond of the "novus ordo saeculorum". Why can't we just have a loose-knit, friendly collection of sovereign nations who wave at each other from 

a distance?

1/25/2019 7:51:44 AM cbirdseyevuze A supposed Time Traveler

1/25/2019 7:52:48 AM jaspony1 It is a funny toon... However the more I read about the "superior" ET's I find many of them to be worse than us... Feeding off the torture of children 

and eating them alive, and they too are currently in a giant war... At least it seems the good ones are with us..

1/25/2019 7:52:51 AM qofswords3 Thank you. Yes, I finally figured it out. But do u know what is IS BE?

1/25/2019 7:56:49 AM jaspony1 Giving people stuff for nothing makes them lazy and entitled, how does that make for a better ascension? The worse people I have ever met are ones 

who are given those things and have done nothing to earn them.

1/25/2019 8:02:54 AM jaspony1 I hate the idea of the NWO, however I always thought if the rest of the world was as free or better yet free'er than us, the amount of greatness that 

many free minds could create would be unimaginable!!

1/25/2019 8:10:45 AM jaspony1 “I believe that forgiving them is God’s function. Our job is simply to arrange the meeting.”

1/25/2019 8:20:45 AM jaspony1 Shutdown means no money flowing into them.... SAVE OUR CHILDREN

1/25/2019 8:20:46 AM giediknight SG-1 S4-E9 "Scorched Earth", ship that terraforms planets and uses crystals with stored life forms to replicate on the planet. 

pic.twitter.com/ZySODd2RJ1

1/25/2019 8:31:15 AM nmchristoban Check and Mate

1/25/2019 8:32:48 AM vintagesquirrel Gives new meaning to 'Red Carpet."

1/25/2019 8:37:02 AM debeachgal Immortal Spiritual Beings

1/25/2019 8:37:22 AM laurabusse Predictive programming. They decide what they want to happen. Say a hurricane in FL. They predict it in weather reports. We believe it. Our thoughts 

help create it and help bring it about. They do weather modification too. We are powerful. We all must learn and know this.

1/25/2019 8:37:46 AM qofswords3 Ohhhhhh. Me?

1/25/2019 8:43:53 AM jane_q_patriot But the sweetest, most heart-renewing people I've ever met are mentally incapacitated (or like children in adult bodies) who didn't ask to be that way, 

but were given loving care, shelter and support by our state. They didn't "earn" it either. They give back big smiles and hugs.

1/25/2019 8:47:04 AM 1111firecracker impossible foods across the street from a planned parenthood. fake harvested meat with real fake blood juice. #cannibalism

1/25/2019 8:48:29 AM jaspony1 That is a completely different scenario and I completely agree... We need to take care of those who cannot take care of themselves, but a different 

standard applies to those who chose to not take care of themselves when they can.

1/25/2019 8:53:17 AM jane_q_patriot Oh, I totally agree. That's why I've always opposed the Obamacare "Medicaid Expansion" plans. Not only do they redirect those precious (collective!) 

dollars and resources AWAY from our most vulnerable, but they create greater restrictions on how they can be used for them.

1/25/2019 8:54:03 AM gjonesc3 #PrayForRain 🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/Ssin95n5AX

1/25/2019 8:55:41 AM friskygolfer Funny how they left out the ratline into America~

1/25/2019 8:57:19 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

New Physics?  https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1088610265925595136 …

1/25/2019 9:01:02 AM debeachgal Yes

1/25/2019 9:05:19 AM b_wakesurf Sit back, relax, get some popcorn. It will happen.

1/25/2019 9:12:59 AM laurabusse NASA. Not A Space Agency.

1/25/2019 9:14:56 AM lori_dee1 Very well stated! 💖🙏

1/25/2019 9:17:53 AM laurabusse Yeah his job was to brainwash us into believing in global warming

1/25/2019 9:19:22 AM pastorjon9 Venezuela

1/25/2019 9:20:08 AM lori_dee1 I have a fur baby! She is a very special doggie. I would like to PM for more info on the topic.

1/25/2019 9:24:31 AM bbobbio71 Someone needs a hug

1/25/2019 9:26:48 AM bbobbio71 Ah ha! I just got it! 🙄😁

1/25/2019 9:40:08 AM laurabusse Would love to hear your red pill story if you ever feel like telling it...

1/25/2019 9:41:32 AM larryt56 Sorry to sounds stupid... GOTP ???

1/25/2019 9:41:52 AM laurabusse And here it is...your story...thx :-)

1/25/2019 9:42:34 AM hwkammers This is an amazing read. Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1088778977475481600 …

1/25/2019 9:44:45 AM laurabusse Found it below, i read it, congrats :-) we will get there one by one...

1/25/2019 10:01:11 AM fowlreginald For those having trouble believe it, this has been known for quite some time. Read it carefully. The tissue is used for testing flavoring, not added to the 

food. But still disgusting, disturbing and totally unnecessary! Who dreams this crap up?

1/25/2019 10:08:03 AM fowlreginald MEGA sounds better than NWO. Anything with NWO has really bad connotations. That term is tainted forever.

1/25/2019 10:08:42 AM ctp_dragon Sounds like there might be a few people who don't want to stick around for OFC 2021....makes you wonder why.

1/25/2019 10:11:10 AM muse2pharaoh Not to mention Polk County that has had more pedo related arrests than most.

1/25/2019 10:21:35 AM sentinel_17q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 May have insight on this 

Majestic?

1/25/2019 10:34:38 AM carliestar10 Ran out of popcorn 6 months ago... waiting years...

1/25/2019 10:38:01 AM johnxdesouza Love this list...especially the guy who's still alive and on Twitter.  Nice😄

1/25/2019 10:47:03 AM b_wakesurf Been feeling the same way lately. Can only hope we are just waiting for Mueller to close so Trump will then declas and intermission will end.

1/25/2019 11:06:10 AM laurabusse Wow

1/25/2019 11:08:40 AM 1crazy_toaster there are positive & negatives just like humans... no different...better toys but still



1/25/2019 11:15:04 AM doyle_eng 2/3

.@VP

I can and do only ask therefore that you should be aptly advised now of the immediate significance of my own need to — effective immediately and 

consequent to .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s absence of humility re: link at (1/3):  

“go on strike”.

•  https://itunes.apple.com/au/audiobook/atlas-shrugged/id1422158893 …

(Intro)
1/25/2019 11:15:04 AM doyle_eng 1/3

Dear .@POTUS Trump

Your administration may indeed be well advised to ensure all within @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 start practicing humility immediately — possibly even more so 

than @crownagentsusa at this point

Here’s why:

•  https://rd.doyle.media/Note0118 

Exp 2/4

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump 🇺🇸
1/25/2019 11:18:40 AM daveo6145  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhN41wW8slI …

I TRAVEL

THIS RIVER

WITH MY BROS AND 

SISTERS

WE MOVE COLLECTIVELY AS ONE 

I JUST SHOW YOU 

THE TOOLS

THE CHOICE TO KNOW 

WILL BE YOURS 

AND YOURS ALONE 

#QANON

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#WWG1WGA

@DeeiaTopp @lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta
1/25/2019 11:49:47 AM lawdog323 And NYC.

1/25/2019 12:08:37 PM jm4n Yeah city life changes you. I have to admit I like it though. It keeps my never ending curiosity stimulated. And there is no shortage of fascinating people 

to talk to. It's so satisfying unwinding after all the hustle and bustle however.

1/25/2019 12:15:39 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is your opinion on the shutdown "deal" reached today?

1/25/2019 12:30:23 PM friskygolfer More facts needed y’all...      https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/senomyx-flavor-additive/ … says false. I know they are hacks. But this article has 

been out there.

1/25/2019 1:11:02 PM roaminnoodle Government is re-opened for 3 weeks until February 15. Is it going to auto-shut down again at this point? This was not explained.

Anyway, how does this re-opening affect what you just wrote?

Side note, video length is 18:09 - nice digits!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRtOP9PpSRo …

1/25/2019 1:15:27 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JeffBurlew/status/1088851336853180416 …

1/25/2019 1:15:42 PM weremight Misspellings say: S ot H backwards [think mirror]

>Special Council is told to find crimes, wether crimes exist or not. I was opposed the the selection of Mueller to be Special Council, I still am opposed to 

it.  I think President Trump was right ...

1/25/2019 1:16:51 PM zagnett So the shutdown will probably continue. Starting the day after Valentine's Day. Bummer.🧐

1/25/2019 1:24:24 PM tanksmom2000 Total jedi, in my opinion. Trump never let's them know his next move. I'm sure it will be great! #MAGA

1/25/2019 1:29:50 PM jaycory7 Right!  Yesterday he said he wouldn't cave and then he caved! Total mastermind genius dealmaker because in 3 weeks he will be right back in the same 

position with exactly the same options.  Total jedi

1/25/2019 1:33:57 PM jamieboy225 terraforming drouts and devastation.

1/25/2019 1:47:17 PM covfefe_grande Deep underground military bases

1/25/2019 2:09:50 PM cstarr888 Great to see you here John! This is an interesting thread. Love to hear your thoughts on some of these topics in discussions!🙏💖

1/25/2019 2:37:04 PM lightworkercain #QClock for anyone that needs it. #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1088928398569697280 …

1/25/2019 2:39:51 PM lightworkercain  https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1088928398569697280 …

1/25/2019 2:40:42 PM lightworkercain  https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1088928398569697280 …

1/25/2019 3:18:08 PM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More 

Disgusting Anybody keeping track still […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/25/2019 3:49:24 PM n7guardiananon Gillette Board and Exec. Committees 

HSBC - dirt there

PathoCapital (connects too many) - Aptinyx = a research and development company in central nervous system disorders

Just the tip...py top

more is in there. 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/people.asp?privcapId=29004 … pic.twitter.com/xhCG5etSzd

1/25/2019 3:59:58 PM n7guardiananon Time and anti-Time? https://youtu.be/ShCV_JhBSbo 

1/25/2019 4:05:20 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

New Physics?  https://twitter.com/NassimHaramein/status/1088939572732592135 …

1/25/2019 4:08:18 PM jaycory7 That this is a win...  he clearly backed down.

1/25/2019 4:20:19 PM lori_dee1 Great info thanks!

1/25/2019 4:21:00 PM jaycory7 Of course you don't.

1/25/2019 4:23:01 PM cidarean After today I don't know what's going on with the Administration. Why did POTUS give in? The shutdown hurt many families and there was no fruitful 

outcome that I can see. Trumps base is pissed and confused. WTF is going on?

1/25/2019 4:30:26 PM silentsynthesis How oxymoronic.



1/25/2019 4:35:08 PM mtr_epicwin77 Not remotely close to “them” and what “they” envisioned. 

Ozeo is disgusting pig filth.

We worship God and His Son, Our Lord and Savior in this country. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=YxXoy_YJjik …

1/25/2019 4:39:59 PM wwtravelr Guns of the Patriots = GOTP.  As in "the militia?"

1/25/2019 4:49:03 PM wwtravelr Think Sun Tzu - "show weakness when you are strong".  give this 2 the Dems.  The Media attacks.  let the Dems return back (Minus the S.E.S). then 

they continue "not to negotiate".  Thn Trump has not choice but 2 call National emergency after showing they never wanted to negotiate

1/25/2019 4:51:27 PM mtr_epicwin77 What the Founders meant was very different than what the “monarch trainers” meant.

1/25/2019 4:52:41 PM mtr_epicwin77 Sure does. You remind me of Butters from South Park!

1/25/2019 4:55:20 PM kab4kag2020 How do you know we didn't go after them. POTUS is right, listen to his words....off to the races in 21 days! 🤗

1/25/2019 4:56:00 PM blueguru19 This is not over

1/25/2019 5:12:45 PM darrahsfriend I disagree.  There is a right side and a wrong side.  There is the light and there is darkness.  There is good and there is evil.  

These are not illusions.

1/25/2019 5:21:11 PM n7guardiananon Tribute for the Majestic

seemed fitting

 https://youtu.be/YPZfFEW2G9A 

1/25/2019 5:26:35 PM jm19712 Read page 1 of Stone's indictment provided on Conservative Tree House and ask yourself if there are any "facts" layed out that could be disputed and 

by whom would they be disputed by in a court of law?

1/25/2019 5:54:09 PM nicjoubert81 What else can an anti-trump see...

1/25/2019 5:54:55 PM nicjoubert81 MJ12, are the pleiadian playing a big part in disclosure?

1/25/2019 6:13:14 PM jaycory7 It's pretty cut and dry nic.  He said he wouldn't cave and today he is signing a CR with zero wall funding.

1/25/2019 6:41:28 PM pantherden_ . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

🤷🏻♂️  https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/882340842538749953 …

1/25/2019 6:56:22 PM awarefrequency We are creating the New World 

WE 

Thank you @realDonaldTrump

#ThanQ

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening 

We have more than we know! 

We have ALL the power... we just forgot. 

#WeRemember 

We are here to create with God Energy ✨

#Truth

#Awareness

#Light

#Love

#HigherFrequencies pic.twitter.com/BcGI1vsb9i
1/25/2019 6:59:07 PM instagoogltwtfc  pic.twitter.com/pijIgF1M2k

1/25/2019 8:39:14 PM nancique Electromagnetic field

1/25/2019 9:20:36 PM speaakn I knew something fishy was going on in Florida for a long while, there’s been red flags in that state for many, many years.

1/25/2019 9:48:08 PM wethepeople47 Lower 3rd? lower 5th? qlip?

1/25/2019 9:56:54 PM arc339 When I was 4 Donald Yearwood Navy kidnapped me, put me in 20 n back

At 5 Yearwood & Kevin Pierce kidnapped me, 20 n back

At 6 my kindergarten teacher Mrs. Hyman put her hand behind my head made me unconsciousness, 20 n back

Decades pass, deprogrammed me, ran a mile 4m11s #USMCss

1/25/2019 10:18:04 PM lori_dee1 Thank you dear one! 💖🙏

1/26/2019 12:03:40 AM chapulincolored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/egartley/status/1069038270489784320 …

1/26/2019 12:03:47 AM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/egartley/status/1069038270489784320 …

1/26/2019 12:06:30 AM collectvcat IMO:   Barr, EO, Cleanup, Reorg, SOTU, New elections.

1/26/2019 12:16:02 AM collectvcat How are you doing today?  I hope you are well.

1/26/2019 12:23:02 AM nullanon12 Hey John... I Watched The Movie Above Majestic... Was Great!

1/26/2019 12:24:16 AM nullanon12 That's @Jordan_Sather_  Right?

1/26/2019 1:08:31 AM arc339 Thank you for asking. One day at a time. Did you ask because of my one of my posts?

1/26/2019 1:13:14 AM jane_q_patriot Not sure how I missed this thread! I had a "vision" of this during meditation about 5 yrs ago. That we were indeed affecting the weather with our 

collective thoughts/emotions. I recall posting on FB that climate change was "real" but not for reasons we thought. Same w/pole shift?

1/26/2019 2:16:52 AM silv3rpanthera Don’t tell me Trump’s a scam and he is actually enforcing the shitty NWO?

1/26/2019 2:28:49 AM aurorasreality That makes sense! I feel I understand Quantom references but if I had to explain it I’d be lost.

1/26/2019 2:30:20 AM aurorasreality That’s why I “feel” I’m learning just skimming threads then actually re read it to understand it

1/26/2019 2:32:17 AM aurorasreality I love Law of One!!!

1/26/2019 4:22:49 AM nicjoubert81 He signed it to make the SOTU...

1/26/2019 6:00:35 AM shellielopez Statistically, California is the worst state for human trafficking. No doubt we have corruption galore in FL, but it isn’t confined to Florida. A lot makes 

sense but I’m really confused about this focus on FL?

@prayingmedic et al pls chime in

1/26/2019 6:17:53 AM boy12_jimmy In this tweet, the affiliation of Trump creating a NWO, has some confused. Can you change your words to simplify your meaning? I believe it is in regard 

to attention of world leaders that agree with Trump & not the Cabal.

1/26/2019 6:35:42 AM zeeinthemoment NWO?  Seriously?  WTH?

1/26/2019 6:47:32 AM rex_aletheia NWO? Really. Same manifest destiny as the cabal. Sounds like Operation Bluebeam.

1/26/2019 6:49:01 AM zeeinthemoment Carlos Slim has strange bedfellows and if we look closely, may have bought off some “Politicians” in DC. 

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3838635/Trump-prepares-blame-Mexican-billionaire-Carlos-Slim-New-York-Times-shareholder-Clinton-

Foundation-donor-stirring-pot-baseless-sex-abuse-allegations.html …

 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/jan/20/el-chapo-or-carlos-slim-who-is-more-dangerous …

 https://www.nairaland.com/1199318/25-interesting-things-carlos-slim …

1/26/2019 6:53:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 NWO is required for ET disclosure. Peaceful governance of planet Earth were all nation states are sovereign unlike how the US treated its sovereign 

states. Cleanup required. The Last President.

1/26/2019 7:06:08 AM aschilliam Clean up Germany's situation. The People have a right to know how they've been deceived.



1/26/2019 7:11:59 AM zagnett "The Last President" of USA Inc. (c.1871)? Possibly not the last president of a restored U.S. Republic?

It could work in harmony with "NWO" that's limited in scope to e.g. ET disclosure, monitoring of nuclear weapons?

Why call it "NWO" with all the baggage of that acronym?

1/26/2019 7:14:01 AM zagnett Are WE the PEOPLE, as individuals, on the road to a similar kind of sovereignty, subject to e.g. the Galactic Codex, or something like it? Under the 

Domain presumably?

1/26/2019 7:16:50 AM aprilbrown99 Like in the book by Ingersoll Lockwood?

1/26/2019 7:21:59 AM vintagesquirrel This story, entitled "The Last President" was published in 1896.  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/1548980315/ref=cm_cr_srp_mb_bdcrb_top?ie=UTF8 …

1/26/2019 7:27:03 AM zagnett Thanks, you're probably right wrt MJ's reference.

But i'm also still hoping we'll see/we've seen the last president of USA, Inc. (1871-2019?).

1/26/2019 7:32:02 AM collectvcat My concern was for your being afyer all you have been through. I pray for your happiness.❤️

1/26/2019 7:41:35 AM orthogonalron Anyone know the significance of 3 weeks? 21 days?  why such a strange length of time.  I understand it is a 3, but is there any other significance?

1/26/2019 7:44:33 AM keith369me Small local groups decentralized yet connected through information (internet) and tied to a global group that’s only mission is to be a conduit with all 

other galactic civilizations.  Sound about right?

1/26/2019 7:46:58 AM marcjtaylor1 WWA world wide awakening

1/26/2019 8:23:49 AM vand3rboots Be aware of what Martial Law really means. pic.twitter.com/SGK7UYUpBT

1/26/2019 8:28:27 AM pastorjon9 I've encountered "serious" evil before - absolutely disgusting. I know "pure" evil is even worse. Does not belong on this planet. Only Light and Love can 

drive it out. Knee jerk response is to take up arms and fight but that doesn't work - can't beat evil with evil.

1/26/2019 8:37:59 AM _chelseaproject Suggest you say "white hat NWO" or "NWO with national sovereignities intact" rather than simply NWO. Otherwise it could be taken to mean Cabal 

NWO.

1/26/2019 8:38:32 AM _chelseaproject "Last president" meaning?

1/26/2019 8:44:45 AM 67whb Are you stating it is for the better? pic.twitter.com/yWWe2x6iV3

1/26/2019 9:17:34 AM jenw_rn Sounds like the cabal will get their dream NWO in place. It will lead to confusion and a revolt among Q followers around the world

1/26/2019 9:29:50 AM enomai_ The ETs want and require peace on earth for the most part. Before they come into contact with the masses for disclosure. Its just how it has to be. 

StarTrek was more real than you know.

1/26/2019 9:32:30 AM lori_dee1 That is scary Pastor Jon. We are exposing the darkness and exposing it to the Light where it will be destroyed.

1/26/2019 9:39:25 AM enomai_ Everybody is scared of your NWO remark. Thought i would clarify. It isnt the NWO we all know. it is not the nazi world order. It is a major power shift 

evil to good. Human society for now. Must have a some type of order to it.

1/26/2019 9:45:41 AM awakening9999 @The_Trump_Train @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @Kennedy1960John @LadyQanuck @mitchellvii @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Awakening9999/status/1089214766533566464 …

1/26/2019 9:55:47 AM djlok The thing about pure evil that a lot of people don't understand is that the more good an individual does, the more they are despised by those who are 

evil. If you are a good person, which I believe most are, when confronted with pure evil it's like being in an alternate universe.

1/26/2019 10:21:03 AM turboxyde Illusions aside. "Sovereign Earth Alliance" implies a collective of nation states all working together as a free people... New World Order implies 

hierarchy and control through force (cabal) and secrecy (elites) which is precisely why folks are nervous about this term.

1/26/2019 10:21:32 AM ragevirusqq Does the majestic 12 have a code or oath? If so, can it be stated here?

1/26/2019 10:24:49 AM nick_2c What about Pyramids?

1/26/2019 10:44:51 AM 1_decided_voter If the things you are claiming are true, and you were discussing them here beforehand, what public event will happen that will cause the Twitterverse 

to beat a path to this account to read everything you've posted since mid-2017?

1/26/2019 10:52:34 AM 1_decided_voter I'm guessing were/where was intentional?  Does that have something to do with why a peaceful planetary governance must also be called NWO even 

though 41 first announced that acronym and many now think of it negatively?

1/26/2019 10:55:30 AM pastorjon9 The more you walk the path of Light and Love the more evil tries to knock you off of it. Just look at @realDonaldTrump, imagine trying to stand strong 

with all that aimed at you (and we're not seeing the worst of the attacks)

1/26/2019 11:04:13 AM lori_dee1 Pastor Jon I can't even begin to imagine the weight on his shoulders! Far more than any other President in recent history. I know that God and the 

Archangels are watching over him and keeping him and his family safe. He is supported by the best of the best in the Military.

1/26/2019 11:18:18 AM pastorjon9 Amen, praise God for that! 

But that's also why it's so important for each of us to get in touch with our spiritual selves. We need to draw on that inner strength that comes from 

our connection to Light to make it through this life. The more darkness gets exposed, the more ...

1/26/2019 11:21:19 AM pastorjon9 ... it fights back and tries to "recruit" to replace the assets it lost. Think about that. Biblically speaking, that's satan's M.O. - to deprive the Father of His 

Children. He knows his fate and tries to suck as many down the drain with him as he can.

1/26/2019 11:44:43 AM cstarr888 Hey NullAnon, you realize that is John DeSouza that just popped in our thread right? 

I met him in Irvine. 

He's friends with my friend Clifford Mahooty. 🙏💖

1/26/2019 12:23:12 PM jenw_rn Wolf in sheeps clothing! 

This is where I get off

1/26/2019 12:33:01 PM lizztiz Thanks Jen!

1/26/2019 1:10:15 PM snowwhite7iam Remember the future, 2B or !2B  https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1059852113319145472 … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #M1D5

#WeThePeople #2019GreatUnfoldment pic.twitter.com/FVNMVaBHHu

1/26/2019 1:12:37 PM sleky19 I watch the series Project Blue Book.. I don't know what to think.. Second episode and flying saucer under a sheet (US Air Force), Men in Black.. Partial 

disclosure ? 🤔 @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Disclosure #QAnon #WWG1WGA #UFO

1/26/2019 1:16:42 PM keith369me ...if the account isn’t deleted.  Archive offline.

1/26/2019 1:20:20 PM keith369me NWO is a lot different when layers of control are removed (no Fed/State control)...only very local...groups of hundreds or thousands controlling their 

own existence.  With free energy/med technology, this could be realistic.

1/26/2019 1:39:35 PM stoneturnr In Ingersoll Lockwoods book "The Last President", the Whitehouse is attacked during a State of the Union address. If the author had insight into future 

events, I pray for your diligence and safety. This is the last passage from that book: pic.twitter.com/B7FrfDLG90

1/26/2019 1:47:03 PM bluebookbelieve Hard to know we're they're going with that... Are they going full "Bob Lazar" with that?  We'll see in the next few episodes I think.

1/26/2019 1:48:03 PM sleky19 It's better to talk about the SSP

1/26/2019 2:04:28 PM kindeandtrue Fascinating header with MLK juxtaposed next to spear-like Washington Monument. Was George Washington's legacy irreparably tainted because of his 

toleration of slavery? Is America trapped in a cycle of sin, slavery and oppression because of the Illuminati Founding Fathers?

1/26/2019 2:14:05 PM tommyo750 As I understand your threads, we have had an attempted assassination of POTUS/VP designed to install nancy in the chair. It was thwarted.  When can 

we expect a perp walk?

1/26/2019 2:39:35 PM jaycory7 That's a hell of a hit to take with his base just to do the SOTU.  What happened to art of the deal?

1/26/2019 2:47:55 PM jaycory7 Sure he will, it worked so well already.  Why stop at the wall, he should add some catapults and a moat? I'm sure he can scare some trump followers 

into that as well.

1/26/2019 2:58:26 PM jaycory7 You know what is a true sign that he didnt cave is that he had to tell his base that in a tweet.



1/26/2019 3:11:43 PM cindymannings Please can someone tell me what IS-BE is

1/26/2019 3:17:48 PM lbf777 Immortal spirit is IS. 

Body Experience is BE. 

We are spirit in true f

1/26/2019 3:30:53 PM dailydeacon Come!

1/26/2019 3:47:01 PM awarefrequency and so it is ✨

1/26/2019 3:51:02 PM dailydeacon  pic.twitter.com/Mleu8fJd1o

1/26/2019 4:16:42 PM j0z0rpwn Like smuggling routes through countries. How Hitler escaped to Argentina

1/26/2019 4:25:13 PM awarefrequency We are re-membering ✨

We are awakening to our powers in the light of awareness and truth

We are creating light 

We are creating with God energy 

We together in prayer and love strengthen consciousness. 

We strengthen each other.

#WWG1WWGA

#Consciousness

#Light

#Love pic.twitter.com/yCO7T85w85
1/26/2019 4:37:13 PM n7guardiananon Witnessing The Birth Of A New Nationalist World Order

 https://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-feffer/the-birth-of-a-new-nation_b_14361104.html …

The New Nationalist World Order https://www.theamericanconservative.com/buchanan/the-new-nationalist-world-order/ …

1/26/2019 4:39:55 PM djlok I think we will find the cabal has stolen and taken a lot of things from good beings, both ET and human...including our words and what we call things. 

Once we are in a higher frequency, I'm guessing all the cabal's words and actions will become irrelevant.

1/26/2019 4:42:48 PM djlok This is what I'm thinking.  The cabal has done so many bad things.  Leave it to [them] to take something that is actually good then pervert and twist it 

into their own.  What if the NWO was good and a few Nazis came in and made it evil?  Could be possible, I suppose.

1/26/2019 4:52:38 PM n7guardiananon This new #NationalistWorldOrder will be what the idea of the United States meant to be.  It was a loooong game to get the Evil Cabel(s) to play their 

last card and gather what we needed to end them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ERmM5l2ceoY …

1/26/2019 5:12:33 PM mafdet17 Trust. I didn’t hear any backing down in his speech about the 3 weeks. Using leverage, it seems to me.

1/26/2019 5:20:25 PM mafdet17 It has not been a general term for change but something specific and disbolical in its origins and intention.

1/26/2019 6:05:53 PM mongrelglory Good find Michelle!  I never would have thought of looking for this title!

1/26/2019 6:10:09 PM vintagesquirrel I got it for Christmas (from myself 😄 ) There are 3 books that are related.

1/26/2019 7:24:45 PM mafdet17 What is an is- be?

1/26/2019 7:24:59 PM arc339 I am grateful for your prayers. I was cannibalized adrenalchromed nearly murdered by Shirley, nearly blown up by Randy and try to process that my 

dear Kaito is gone. I survived malevolent ET swarm attack and see them getting more funding, military blk ops bc Im angel DNA learning 

pic.twitter.com/ZmuLZQoe8P

1/26/2019 7:47:41 PM wink5811 Trust POTUS!!!! I can’t say this enough!

1/26/2019 7:50:06 PM wink5811 Trust POTUS! POTUS plays The Art of the Deal for fun!

1/26/2019 8:13:49 PM thetempestchip @KibBitzLaw @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/26/2019 8:15:27 PM ginger4trump A Newer World Order

1/26/2019 8:52:58 PM freestateojones Thank you for the wealth of knowledge. 🤝

1/26/2019 8:59:40 PM nobodyspecial3c And when the broken hearted people living in the world agree

There will be an answer, let it be

For though they may be parted, there is still a chance that they will see

There will be an answer, let it be

1/26/2019 9:10:46 PM cydoniaeon Prez bushSR&&clinton = NWO

1/26/2019 9:18:09 PM cydoniaeon 41, 42, 43 are the order of presidents of the USA, as in, who is our 1st president,  the 2nd, 3rd president of USA and so forth

1/26/2019 9:23:19 PM cydoniaeon German coal and steel magnate Frit Thyssen backed Hitler and his wealth was protected overseas under the management of Prescott Bush through 

Brown Brothers Harriman Investment Firm. In 1942 the US Gov seized the union banking corp along with 4 other Thyssen linked accounts.

1/26/2019 9:25:34 PM cydoniaeon And IBM, Ford, General Motors made supplies for Hitler

1/26/2019 9:58:16 PM tammymckeever It seems that Trump is in a constant state of, we need more time sir.  And Trump saying, okay I got your back and I will distract.  Our Country is ready to 

clean house! Now.  Trump needs to say no more delays.

1/27/2019 12:06:43 AM nullanon12 Oh Cool!

1/27/2019 12:11:31 AM nullanon12 4. My List  (Sorted Best To Haven't Researched Yet)

-Ralph Ring

-Viktor Schauberger

-Otis Carr

-Walter Russell

-Linus Pauling

-Dewey B. Larson

-Thomas Townsend Brown

-InTheMatrixxx (@intheMatrixxx)
1/27/2019 1:00:05 AM stefanofait @paul_serran and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 challenge us to undertake a cultural, political and spiritual #reclamation of OUR #symbols.

#Jung taught us the immense power of symbols and #archetypes.

I believe this reappropriation is just as important as the taking over of #centralbanks

1/27/2019 1:57:47 AM cstarr888 Love John DeSouza & Tony Rodriguez.

🙏💖

1/27/2019 4:00:15 AM zeola_rose Of course you are 🚭...you certainly make some people uncomfortable Prime. I can only Imagine why 🤷🏼♀️😎✨💫

1/27/2019 5:23:00 AM 3teeas  https://geopolitics.co/2015/06/06/us-air-force-admits-they-can-control-weather/ …

Thx for your research

M A G A

1/27/2019 5:52:40 AM doorknobcharlie @Qandew  

Rabbit hole is deep 

#ItsBiggerThanYouCanImagine



1/27/2019 6:40:05 AM bgc558 Yes, yes! I believe the Covington event staged to align "left leaners" even further towards these goals. 

These children were pure, and then demonized incredibly w no conscience at all. IMHO

1/27/2019 6:43:07 AM bgc558 And look at all the "awards"  and "medals" Hussein gave out...(Ellen, for god's sake!)

1/27/2019 7:01:47 AM crackerals Is that Ginsburg?

1/27/2019 7:21:35 AM angelwarriorusa when will the chems spraying end

1/27/2019 7:22:13 AM angelwarriorusa Damn them- can/will this be stopped?

1/27/2019 7:24:44 AM captaincourag10 When all the weeds and bugs are gone

1/27/2019 7:26:24 AM lori_dee1 In my opinion the Covington student  showed just what Jesus would do. And I believe he was being watched over by God because look at how the 

truth came out.

1/27/2019 7:32:55 AM griffingsw Acting out their directed script. Already convicted of Treason, trying to earn life instead of death. My read.

1/27/2019 7:40:54 AM zeola_rose Pup looks ready for action! Can I come along too Pup?! 👩🏻🚀🌎💫✨#DIGITALMINUTEMEN #IMREADY

1/27/2019 7:46:09 AM ekotoons ALL ABOARD

SEATS FOR ALL

1/27/2019 7:48:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signals https://twitter.com/StevePieczenik/status/1089350264539303937 …

1/27/2019 7:50:31 AM zagnett MJ, is Pieczenik a "white hat" / patriot? In your opinion, trustworthy / accurate?

1/27/2019 7:54:57 AM qtpi3_14 MRE's... check!

Bed in a bag.... check!

Rose.... check!

😂

1/27/2019 7:55:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Comet Pizza: “We know the truth will come out. Let’s get ahead of the story and start a fire and make it look like we are victims.”

1/27/2019 7:55:39 AM zeola_rose Haha I love you QTPi ❤️😂

1/27/2019 7:57:34 AM zeola_rose Get your stuff and come on!! 👩🏻🚀

1/27/2019 7:59:21 AM peterclloyd The last President of the Corporation?

1/27/2019 8:00:22 AM pantherden_ Was the server shot so that it could be taken in as evidence?

1/27/2019 8:04:18 AM seahag127 Don't trust Steve, loves Macron, the globalist.

1/27/2019 8:09:40 AM bbobbio71 Here's a nice little nugget on Pelosi! https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1442209 …

1/27/2019 8:11:39 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/mMCtFoo3nh

1/27/2019 8:13:10 AM zeola_rose Omg I’m laughing!!! ❤️😂🤣😂

1/27/2019 8:16:39 AM cbirdseyevuze 🤔Hmmm🤔

Q+ S👀ms 2 know things before they Happen

@ this p👁int nothing would Surprise me ⌛️

His Unclle did Gater Teslas' info

1/27/2019 8:17:45 AM cbirdseyevuze Yikes 🤔😟

1/27/2019 8:18:23 AM cbirdseyevuze GATHER 

🧐

1/27/2019 8:22:56 AM cbirdseyevuze A Nother  hmm  I knew about other John identities but wasn't aware 1 was Titor

His parents supposedly Johns used to live in Fla but now (R) living in Utah heard about that this morning🤔🧐

1/27/2019 8:27:34 AM zagnett Yes, also my concerns.

1/27/2019 8:35:01 AM cbirdseyevuze What do Giza Intelligences, ( Bafath.)  have to do with this?

I believe Extraterestials (R) from a different dimension & (R) the Fallen Angels

they can say or call themselves  anything So I'm not sure of that. S 👀👀many Rabbit (WHOLES)

1/27/2019 8:36:58 AM cbirdseyevuze I Looked into that & it's very interesting !!!

I Love learning about Truth so much Stranger then fiction

1/27/2019 8:37:50 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/E74smhH1Wf

1/27/2019 9:06:06 AM keith369me My opinion, very white hat.

1/27/2019 9:10:04 AM keith369me He was utilizing AJ and his platform to get his message out and stated this many times. He was also hidden from public view for decades due to fear for 

his life. He pissed off many NWO folks.  His best line...”we already won the second Trump was elected”. The rest is inevitable

1/27/2019 9:12:13 AM decodematrix He's a good guy. He's former State Department aka CIA.

1/27/2019 9:13:35 AM zeeinthemoment Tesla knew!!!

1/27/2019 9:14:36 AM keith369me Definitely a reason to step back and discern...I would regularly listen to his interviews with Owen and skip the rest of Infowars “programming”

1/27/2019 9:15:07 AM zeeinthemoment 👍

1/27/2019 9:20:02 AM zeeinthemoment Project Blue Book now on History Channel. Preparing for full disclosure.

1/27/2019 9:21:03 AM zeeinthemoment 😂😂

1/27/2019 9:30:34 AM cjhanselman Funny you should say that. I said the same thing when I saw that was playing & a whole lot of other shows like Ancient Aliens etc.  I am watching 

Project Blue Book & each week it says based on true events. Makes one wonder 🤔⁉️⁉️⁉️⁉️⁉️⁉️⁉️

1/27/2019 9:38:33 AM aschilliam I think he is a good guy but old school and old school doesn't fly anymore. 

Overthrowing governments for Israel and the cabal is so 80ies.

1/27/2019 9:42:07 AM truth_heals #4 playing out now. Had me stumped too. pic.twitter.com/IWr8sfBheO

1/27/2019 10:19:09 AM pdelic2  https://youtu.be/RQwcVcSMpE8 

1/27/2019 10:33:32 AM poppyslovecapu What is PEAS?

1/27/2019 10:50:34 AM qanoncitizen What is Bafath?

1/27/2019 11:00:47 AM truthiswithinu Really?? I truly don't understand beings blocking when they aren't being directly attacked. I've ONLY blocked when being directly attacked.

1/27/2019 11:34:13 AM addsevery 175  Consciousness

  61          Is The                    )360{°}

124     Human Soul.

 

  26           God

            The Creator

280{           Of

+       The UNIVERSE.

=666

{human # 666 is God NOT a Silly Ancient human-created Mythical 😈'devil'😨 😰😱 🎶 to your 👂  YorN?} pic.twitter.com/INLUV8z0wk

1/27/2019 12:03:38 PM toffer_anon_369 What ever happened to the pizza party in PR??

1/27/2019 12:14:24 PM daveo6145 Presidential Emergency Alert System

1/27/2019 12:34:28 PM vintagesquirrel Well, that's frightening 😨

1/27/2019 12:52:29 PM cynthiamorrow8 Have faith that even your country will see victory!



1/27/2019 12:56:01 PM boy12_jimmy For all who replied here, The last President referenced here is BOH, Cleaning up after him. TRUMP NWO IS Nationalist World Order. Leaders whose 

countries have been AWOKE & still agree with Trump/USA. As for ET introduction, it can wait til Cabal is collapsed & traitors executed.

1/27/2019 12:57:24 PM allahuniversal I think those meant to find this account, find it in their own good time https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033069583882747909?s=19 …

1/27/2019 12:59:19 PM boy12_jimmy I so agree with you about this and so do many others also agree with us.

1/27/2019 1:01:00 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/L608yPdWUd

1/27/2019 1:01:44 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ekMyua9kF7

1/27/2019 1:04:10 PM unidentifiedta1 Comet Pizza was going to get investigated. Burned it down to remove evidence and stop investigation.

1/27/2019 1:14:17 PM rick_hernandez He used to be dark but was one of the first to talk about pizzagate. He is on our side. Ignore the source of the article. The fire happened.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/fire-at-comet-ping-pong-was-intentionally-set-fire-and-police-officials-

say/2019/01/25/d0b09896-201c-11e9-8e21-59a09ff1e2a1_story.html?utm_term=.1bbe398793bc …

1/27/2019 1:20:30 PM grant_freedom Wow! Best analogy of what is going on right now!!!

I'm with ya. I hope the country takes the full bottle of antibiotics, so evil NEVER comes BACK.

1/27/2019 1:32:44 PM bkize54 When they think they have @realDonaldTrump  "in their sights" or he "doesn't have a plan"...."Okay Goose I'm gonna hit the brakes and he'll fly right 

by...."

My favourite Top Gun moments @ 4:37  https://youtu.be/XK1kBEqIKRs   via @YouTube

@MilspecP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

1/27/2019 2:45:27 PM phreatomagnetic Unprovable signal to other pizza lovers to destroy evidence.

Nothing damaged besides the drapes, the point was to get "fire" and "Comet" in the news. pic.twitter.com/MY5Aw9qnxD

1/27/2019 3:09:33 PM jenw_rn Be carefull who you follow- Q

1/27/2019 3:15:55 PM allahuniversal Use Logic. Emotions cloud judgement. Emotions cloud logic. You have more than you know. Research for yourself.

1/27/2019 3:26:20 PM jenw_rn If we are going to have a Nazi World Order anyway then why are we fighting so hard to prevent it. Let tne deep state have their way. I'm fed up with all 

the promises from Q and others about events coming that never happen UGH! Screw it!

1/27/2019 3:35:46 PM jenw_rn All I do is research every single day for a year , at the expense of my relationships. I was following MJ12 as I trusted the info but not when they start 

with the NWO BS!

1/27/2019 3:57:40 PM aprilbrown99 NWO is just an acronym. More importantly is the “intent” behind who is talking and what is being said. It is good that you are using discernment but 

also meditate for your higherself’s answer. Try not to let fear of the 3 letters “NWO” hinder you from valuable information.

1/27/2019 4:04:44 PM jenw_rn Intent you mean MJ12 intent, the very agency that has poisened me and my family for decades. That Im actively trying to detox from. Why should I 

trust them now and why did I ever. You can follow but I wont any longer.

1/27/2019 4:05:51 PM allahuniversal Is the connotation of NWO the issue here? The idea is to change the world, thus New World Order. What was originally intended was the Nazi World 

Order as the next step, thus the presumption that it's still in the works(?) Has your research confirmed that that's the case?

1/27/2019 4:08:45 PM allahuniversal People perform the actions in said agencies & entities. By the same logic which you just used, the USA once condoned slavery of human beings, and 

still does because it's the same entity. Yet again, different people are in charge of the entity known as the USA now. Same for MJ12.

1/27/2019 4:10:49 PM allahuniversal Also, MJ12 says in this very account that trust is not expected. Nor has Q ever said "trust Q". If you feel that this is not worth your trust, don't give it. 

Trust yourself.

1/27/2019 4:13:29 PM aprilbrown99 We have all been poisoned and lost loved ones unnecessarily so. The group currently on MJ12 twitter aren’t  the same as before. Its good to detox & 

you are entitled to feel how you do. To raise your vibration, try & release the fear and pain. It anchors you to 3D. God bless. 🙏🌸

1/27/2019 4:14:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, agreed. 💕🙏

1/27/2019 4:23:43 PM jenw_rn Well my water still is toxic, my food is also, vaccines with mercury, chemtrails still in my sky. Tell me again who is winning the battle. Oh wait and a 

corrupt MSM tnat still wont let up with the brainwashing and on and on

1/27/2019 4:31:16 PM allahuniversal It's great that we become experts on the problems. We should however, aim to become experts on the solutions to the problems with which we have 

become so well acquainted. Complaining has never solved a single problem. Nor has waiting on another to solve them.

1/27/2019 4:41:55 PM jenw_rn MJ12 could solve these problems easily after all they created them.  If they are truly good let them save humanity. I wont hold my breath

1/27/2019 5:56:23 PM again_censored  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGuyUyRBsA4 …

1/27/2019 6:18:59 PM anotherscore This speech has been given by everyone recruiting for a side.

1/27/2019 8:42:26 PM pantherden_ Why is Macron in Egypt?

Trying to prevent disclosures?

1/27/2019 8:52:58 PM lisareiser8 It does. Love how u look at things. Yr very deep. Thank you for sharing

1/27/2019 8:58:04 PM lisareiser8 You wear a man of your word

1/27/2019 9:13:53 PM boy12_jimmy Jen, not sure of your past with MJ12, but I am listening & so far with what I have learned here &  elsewhere does mostly collaborate all info I have 

seen/heard so far. The ET part is a bit reaching, but doesn't have me & my interests yet, although I am a space movie/tv show buff.

1/27/2019 9:49:03 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 said that Pieczenik flipped from "dark to light" after learning about the depravity of the Cabal in regards to children.

1/27/2019 10:37:37 PM princesspatrio1 What's behind that Green Door?  Sounds exclusive.

1/27/2019 10:38:44 PM ekotoons FOR ALL WHO 

SEEK TO ENTER

ADVENTURE

AWAITS

1/27/2019 10:39:57 PM j_lifeexplorer The only way out is in!

1/27/2019 10:42:38 PM princesspatrio1 Door of all Doors.😎 Green is the color of life, renewal and growth. 🌳🌿

1/27/2019 10:44:21 PM mongrelglory Check out this thread by an Anon on 8chan concerning pedophile networks in Europe 👇

 https://8ch.net/pol/res/12708444.html …

1/27/2019 10:46:50 PM princesspatrio1 💵💰

1/27/2019 10:48:16 PM theydontknowwe1 Pup’s got her 6. ❤️😎

1/27/2019 11:01:04 PM warangel1111 Thanks for putting Soosh in Pants 😁 Love the Sword 🗡

1/27/2019 11:26:32 PM decodematrix @david_wilcock

1/27/2019 11:46:36 PM ekotoons ⚔️ SWORDS

1/27/2019 11:57:15 PM princesspatrio1 Is Soosh drinking a cold brew?

1/28/2019 12:00:49 AM ekotoons CHILLIN

1/28/2019 12:07:13 AM princesspatrio1 😎❤️

1/28/2019 12:31:22 AM zeola_rose Then IN we shall go! #WWG1WGA #DIGITALMINUTEMEN #EKONFAM

1/28/2019 12:44:34 AM kat_pauner 🔥At the ready 🔥

1/28/2019 12:55:55 AM jenw_rn Q and Trump- fighting against globalists who want NWO

MJ12 says we need NWO

This was someting I could not reconcile in my head. And I am very upset to have been so decieved.

Q never hinted NWO is a good thing, no matter how you sugarcoat it I agree



1/28/2019 4:45:35 AM edgeofrzn  pic.twitter.com/4CLfAC89w3

1/28/2019 7:17:19 AM roublisa Nice, have you altered your diet as well, do you drink coffee. I have taken meat out, it was said it causes chaos @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ,  consumption of 

meat  is sad on so many more levels now that I understand frequency influences.  Have you heard of the great mud flood?

1/28/2019 7:19:35 AM keith369me Little diet change with the exception of incorporating more fruits and vegetables...my body needs more water now.  I only drink one coffee every 

couple of weeks...don’t need it.  What is the mud flood?

1/28/2019 7:26:32 AM roublisa Yes the water....I have artesian well water here, so blessed. You may not want to know😒 the craziest sh-t yet for me.  I can send a link if you’d like. I 

would like another opinion from a trusted friend.

1/28/2019 7:28:23 AM keith369me Please send that link

1/28/2019 7:30:56 AM roublisa Mud flood -   https://youtu.be/DP0qV2DN3mo 

1/28/2019 7:32:19 AM roublisa One more that was 🤯  https://youtu.be/XVRwPgI9UR0 

1/28/2019 7:42:47 AM keith369me This is the first time I have come across the mud flood.  Can’t say anything surprises me any more as we have been lied to our entire lives.  Thanks for 

sharing.

1/28/2019 7:47:09 AM roublisa I have been having incredible synchronization with  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/01/strange-elongated-skull-with-full-set-of-teeth-reported-

in-russia/ … and the lands of Tartaria.   This is how I found the info on the mud flood.

1/28/2019 7:58:54 AM allahuniversal Are the two NWOs above, the same NWO, or two totally different NWOs? That's the question.

1/28/2019 8:02:32 AM allahuniversal Globalist NWO - no sovereign nations

45 NWO - sovereign nations united

1/28/2019 8:25:47 AM jenw_rn Sovereign nations united, Trump the last president. 

Doesnt sound sovereign to me. 

Its like we will be "controlled" by the UN for example

1/28/2019 8:58:57 AM allahuniversal Ok.

1/28/2019 9:10:26 AM tammyredmond My guess is GHWB was one and maybe WJC. That’s all i can think of because I do not have knowledge about any possible military that seemed shady 

other than Patreaus. ?

1/28/2019 9:11:56 AM tammyredmond Benghazi 2011. What is in the plans for 2021 I wonder?

1/28/2019 9:14:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 FF

Israel 🇮🇱 ☝🚀🌑

China 🇨🇳 👆🏻🚀🌑

Power of 3, 6 and 9?

Majestic

Big Week Approaches

Do Not Despair

Patriots In Control

Trust The Plan

Smugness Results In Carelessness 

Recklessness

Sloppy

Mistakes

NEW AG https://twitter.com/ExploreSpaceKSC/status/1089912670927667200 …
1/28/2019 9:15:46 AM covfefe_grande Those folks are still alive 🤨

1/28/2019 9:16:58 AM 1_decided_voter You're saying Israel will attempt a launch and fail? https://www.timesofisrael.com/israels-maiden-moon-launch-pushed-off-to-early-2019/ …

1/28/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ask yourself...

Why would Nancy deny SOTU to POTUS after she said he could give it if he reopened the Government.

Called Her Bluff

Nothing Changed

She Still Denying

WHY?

[RBG]

PANIC IN DC STARTING SOON
1/28/2019 9:19:26 AM thehon3sttruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/hispeedtim2876/status/1089924275413372928 …

1/28/2019 9:19:41 AM trumpmomma It’s all about #RBG #RGBWHEREYOUBE

1/28/2019 9:19:45 AM 1_decided_voter Will they try to "Weekend at Bernies" her into the (eventual) SOTU?

1/28/2019 9:20:10 AM turboxyde Compression time approaches! Higitus figitus migitus mum, prestidigitonium!  https://youtu.be/Tb75RjpvBIk 

1/28/2019 9:20:17 AM totalbullshitur  pic.twitter.com/GAFXuRxwe9

1/28/2019 9:21:17 AM truecinzia I think panic in DC has already started when Hillary lost. It’s growing

1/28/2019 9:22:15 AM covfefe_grande She’s on ice

1/28/2019 9:22:15 AM hispeedtim2876  https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/01/27/whistleblower-ruth-bader-ginsburg-is-deathly-ill-and-in-a-medically-induced-coma-fears-massive-unrest-

once-public-finds-out-the-truth/ …

1/28/2019 9:22:38 AM erquxlemon Would be nice if POTUS just gave the speech tomorrow as scheduled🙄

1/28/2019 9:24:14 AM rawphonegirl Her clone is not finished baking yet... 🙄

1/28/2019 9:24:18 AM friskygolfer  https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/01/27/whistleblower-ruth-bader-ginsburg-is-deathly-ill-and-in-a-medically-induced-coma-fears-massive-unrest-

once-public-finds-out-the-truth/ …

1/28/2019 9:24:36 AM freestateojones Hmm. pic.twitter.com/k2biH3swKV

1/28/2019 9:24:48 AM _the_psychonaut ??

Too much info out there now. Can anyone explain this? pic.twitter.com/MD6Mz60msy

1/28/2019 9:25:55 AM identityasxy .NP:   just a little more time.  The DUMB lab isn't ready with a believable clone yet.  Few more weeks and you can have your precious SOTU address.  

OK?

1/28/2019 9:26:13 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I've been kinda wondering why Q was so quiet...it felt like things were stalled.

1/28/2019 9:26:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Giving options to learn about religion is not endorsing one or another. Religious schools of many denominations exist.

Public school is socialism. 

As effective as socialism.

Power on top.

SHEEP.

Introducing morality based education opportunities will only strengthen society. https://twitter.com/seculardotorg/status/1089904475672899590 …

1/28/2019 9:26:38 AM gm062616  https://twitter.com/GM062616/status/1089908310076207105 …

1/28/2019 9:27:31 AM heath_jack We don't need religion we need spirituality!

1/28/2019 9:28:31 AM thoughttazer All dogmatic institutions are exerting control on free will.



1/28/2019 9:29:29 AM usss_211 Bader?

Bader?

Anyone?

@realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@dbongino

1/28/2019 9:30:05 AM morety76 Anything that brings more LOVE/LIGHT into this world is a good thing.

1/28/2019 9:31:24 AM i_like_skis I was hoping it would spotlight all the missing Dem members in the House. No one expects RBG to be there.

1/28/2019 9:32:46 AM kindeandtrue Public schools were designed to produce compliant, passive, dumbed-down factory workers. Methodology of convention school = killing all curiosity, 

creativity and independence.

1/28/2019 9:34:01 AM aprilbrown99 Religion is control by the masses. Spiritually is freedom to make our own determination for ourselves. We the people are no longer sheep.

1/28/2019 9:34:41 AM his_sons_r_free Sorry I don't buy it.  It is simple and easy to expose her true condition.  If indeed this is true, the Trump is using as a bargaining chip to his own 

advantage somehow.  You can't hide this for 2 years no way.

1/28/2019 9:34:46 AM sovereignity77 #SOTU2019 block was never about shutdown! It's because they'll have to produce #RBGWhereYouBe ! #SOTU2019 Block is 100% about #SCOTUS !

1/28/2019 9:35:19 AM mywowfreak Literacy at all is difficult when important words have double meanings.

Or when words have lost their value due to over use and misconceptions.

Certain wirds should have always been reserved for certain topics.

When I read my bible I do so slowly and carefully.

1/28/2019 9:39:34 AM mywowfreak Is the word just, just for connecting thoughts?

Or how about Awsome?

What about the word Grace?

When we understand words we better understand context and use.

Can this explain some divisions - YES!

1/28/2019 9:39:47 AM karentriebel Morality is a human thing not a religious thing.

1/28/2019 9:41:48 AM _vvoke_ Sure, whatever you say.

1/28/2019 9:43:41 AM ethereal_shaman Or you can unschool and use STEM learning tools while allowing them to lead the way with what they are passionate about.  Learning should be as fun 

as going to an amusement park, not drudgery.

1/28/2019 9:45:08 AM sontechnique Coincidence?

1/28/2019 9:46:19 AM cidarean Am I the only one thinking she's been dead for a while now?

1/28/2019 9:46:52 AM jaspony1 Thought you said Christianity would be crushed into a million pieces?! I have been reading the Law of One and it seems Christianity is the closest of the 

religions to the Law of One.

1/28/2019 9:47:48 AM freestateojones Two years?

1/28/2019 9:52:19 AM speaakn No, many anons believe this too. Keeping her on ice for when they need to circumvent good news from POTUS 🤓

1/28/2019 9:52:46 AM judy_lima1 She does not want Americans hearing what the President has to say.

1/28/2019 9:54:18 AM his_sons_r_free From January 2018 to when a democrat become pres (God forbid) Jan 2020.

1/28/2019 9:54:31 AM brimichelle75 RBG didn’t go to the SOTU last year, though, so her not going thusyesr doesn’t prove anything???

1/28/2019 9:56:05 AM his_sons_r_free Good work by the way.  Keep it up.  We will take this....

1/28/2019 9:59:51 AM ethereal_shaman That's why we unschool in our home.

1/28/2019 10:00:11 AM freestateojones Now you're talking crazy talk 😁

1/28/2019 10:00:30 AM the_realtruth18 Who's morality?

Some religions believe physical mutilation is acceptable.

1/28/2019 10:01:31 AM lovelight5d GOOD GRIEF wonder what new sacrifice they have in store today...there is their favorite # again 33....we are told to just sit back enjoy the ride i guess...

1/28/2019 10:04:32 AM his_sons_r_free I know.  Just said that bc that post stated that the dems plan was to "casually announce she has passed away after a new dem president goes into 

office." That's why I called BS along w the fact that they can hide this at all.  Trump must be keeping it in the deck to play later...

1/28/2019 10:05:42 AM kindeandtrue Wish I had known more about unschooling earlier. I homeschooled my six, and they turned out very well, thank God, but I would do things differently if 

I could go back. More reading and discussion and less busy work.

1/28/2019 10:14:24 AM blsdbe I agree! The masses are not there yet...it may be easier for some to get a stronger moral compass by studying the Bible, but I agree: NO MORE 

ORGANIZED RELIGEON.

1/28/2019 10:17:42 AM francoissmc Don’t interrupt your enemy while they’re making a mistake!

1/28/2019 10:22:43 AM freestateojones Waiting for the announcement, they will likely pull the plug to shift narrative from SOTU or another major (+) event. 

They are slowly realizing their resources are being rapidly expanded and their end is nigh.

1/28/2019 10:31:43 AM mongrelglory I would say Buddhism has more similarities to the Law of One, but no religion has a monopoly on truth.

1/28/2019 10:36:52 AM aschilliam And she does not want to be seen behind Trump and next to Pence playing with her dentures.

1/28/2019 10:40:59 AM judy_lima1 So funny but true😂

1/28/2019 10:42:11 AM nancyddb We are conditioned at kindergarten to go someplace else, follow directions from an authority,  never asked what we want, told what to do, move to 

the next level based on them saying so. This sets us up to do the same at a job for many, many years.

1/28/2019 10:42:52 AM robb_mon I was hoping someone would say this!

1/28/2019 10:44:18 AM mongrelglory Confirming the Challenger disaster was a FF?  Was the purpose to traumatize a nation, and scuttle the space shuttle program?  Reason?

1/28/2019 10:46:24 AM jam3daddio Right? We were required to read the communist manifesto. I will always hate it, and never believe it. However,  I cannot get enough of my Bible! Go 

figure

1/28/2019 10:47:24 AM jaspony1 Maybe, its close... None are accurate and have lots of disinfo and the church is what skews everything. But I was taught it is a covenant between you 

and the creator in Love. I never trusted the church but have felt the power of the "Holy Spirit"

1/28/2019 10:52:45 AM zagnett The entire shuttle program could be called a FF maybe. Along with NASA, "Never a Straight Answer".

They don't want us knowing about other propulsion tech. that could actually allowed people to much more easily leave this planet.

 Space is so dangerous! OMG gotta stay here!! 🤣

1/28/2019 10:53:05 AM sandymcnally3  pic.twitter.com/Rh4FiO4s5o

1/28/2019 10:58:45 AM rosesrred0119 SCOTUS doesn't have to be at SOTU.. please correct if I am wrong.. so that changes nothing. Liar yes holding out probably but not the reason for no 

SOTU.

1/28/2019 10:58:53 AM zagnett Challenger incident was one of the things that tried to teach me to be "scared".

The cabal should be shown a close-up, detailed look at the underside of a bus. At high speed.

1/28/2019 11:04:44 AM missachar1 Grabs popcorn...

1/28/2019 11:06:51 AM mongrelglory I still remember the shocked reaction of the teacher's mother, who was watching in the stands when the rocket blew up.  They kept showing her 

reaction over and over...I felt so bad for her!

1/28/2019 11:08:12 AM baduinq I knew with every fiber of my being that would blow up. And watched it. It was just not right. Lies



1/28/2019 11:09:59 AM djlok [They] were programming us... Even back then.

1/28/2019 11:11:58 AM mongrelglory I'm now realizing how the news/media has been responsible for giving humanity collective PTSD since the early days of TV's inception!

1/28/2019 11:12:39 AM zagnett Yup, that's a BINGO! 😎

1/28/2019 11:14:03 AM heath_jack Jesus is an ascended master incarnate. As is Mary.  So yes follow Jesus.  Great start.  God is within!

1/28/2019 11:28:47 AM function108 then it must be the study of RELIGIONS and not only one small minded theology but how RELIGIOUS SYSTEMS organise human psyche.  seriously fuck 

the bible unless it is taught with discernment and openness!  wake up usa

1/28/2019 11:39:50 AM michael83341408 Nice pictures....can we get a REAL Disclosure that would irrefutably prove this claim with an event that shocks the public...just one really good one 

please

1/28/2019 11:41:08 AM wild8heart Yes, they did, and continue to go from dark to light. 

Definitely check out their past threads/tweets... some amazing information available for study and research. 😊

1/28/2019 11:50:20 AM marmaruek They are in the middle stages of the 7 step awakening/realization process. 

It will be scary and painful for so many! 

Attachment is the key.   "Letting go" reads and thinks so much easier than it feels. 

Mental habits can be a real challenge!

1/28/2019 11:50:32 AM victorianoreent soon?  how many more months do we have to hear that word?!

1/28/2019 12:03:30 PM cind_opinions I have been saying this for weeks!!! Drag her out or dig her up...either way.

1/28/2019 12:19:58 PM kevin72032387 I’m interested in getting more information please

1/28/2019 12:32:52 PM kuri99487324 Majestic uses the terms “NWO” and “last president”, pointing to a globally peaceful Earth, were the pyramid is reversed and power is in the hands of 

the people. Such a scenario possibly happening after free point energy and hidden technologies are released.

1/28/2019 12:37:03 PM ragstorm @GregRubini @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gatewaypundit https://twitter.com/ZZZJazzy/status/1089748579483353089 …

1/28/2019 12:39:10 PM djlok I think it's a great idea.  I'm not a religious person at all, but I went to religious (Presbyterian) school growing up. Absolutely hated it!  But it has served 

me later in life. So much of our culture here on Earth is based on the wisdom and superstitions of the Bible.

1/28/2019 12:41:09 PM djlok I also think it's important to note it is "Bible Literacy" NOT "leading people to the Lord".  Big difference!!

1/28/2019 12:41:20 PM jrocktigers I am trusting you that Patriots are in control , because I have never trusted this "patriot". pic.twitter.com/AUfMXEsvWJ

1/28/2019 12:48:53 PM identityasxy .

If the nan Iacs in the lab do succeed in parading around RBG 2.0, sheeple was take the propaganda bait ..  hook, line, sinker and pole.  We'll see

1/28/2019 12:58:58 PM skeye_watching It's not about morality, it's about loving your neighbor as yourself, and doing unto others as you would have them to do you.  It is service not "slavery" 

to your fellow man.  Above all, it's knowing that humans aren't superior & they aren't the only creation on the only planet.

1/28/2019 1:14:24 PM usernamedawn3 🙏

1/28/2019 1:24:34 PM unidentifiedta1 Mnunchin is Skulls and Bones; Bolton, Barr, Kavanagh are Bush Cabal Members & Barr is best friends with Mueller; Wilber Ross is Rothschild Agent; 

Trump has done a lot of business with House of Saud and Soros. Tavistock trying to pacify us through false hope?

1/28/2019 1:28:00 PM joni_apple_seed Yup Let us not forget Las Vegas #FBI @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and so many other nefarious operations.  

https://twitter.com/tootiredtoworry/status/1089976002640400384 …

1/28/2019 1:46:49 PM xusaf_patriot I watched shuttle Challenger fall from the sky live at PAFB, FL.

 A HUGE tragedy of human lives and for the space program...

May they all rest in peace...

1/28/2019 2:26:26 PM freestateojones Mr. Lockwood retired to Saratoga Springs for the last 5 years of his life. 

Is he buried there?

1/28/2019 2:34:56 PM areckoningday 🧐 https://twitter.com/of_reckoning/status/1089982478134185986?s=20 …

1/28/2019 2:45:11 PM areckoningday Adherence to The Golden Rule should be sufficient, but I don't have a problem with kids having knowledge about existing ideologies and their basis.

1/28/2019 2:54:41 PM nmchristoban You've spoken of the health benefits of medicine from an intelligent plant.

1/28/2019 2:56:42 PM nmchristoban Hmmm like a clone?

1/28/2019 2:56:58 PM roaminnoodle SOTU = 2/5/2019 now? https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1090020025224712192 …

1/28/2019 3:11:04 PM to_unity  pic.twitter.com/wTCkFcq23V

1/28/2019 3:11:18 PM to_unity  http://christianobserver.net/challenger-crew-alive-and-well-just-another-false-flag-lie/ …

1/28/2019 3:11:34 PM to_unity  http://christianobserver.net/challenger-crew-alive-and-well-just-another-false-flag-lie/ …

1/28/2019 3:29:39 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/ArlingtonNatl/status/1089957990701191168?s=19 …

1/28/2019 3:50:53 PM anneolsen43 Read where she is on life support

1/28/2019 4:05:41 PM the_realtruth18 As I said some religions don't think that way.

1/28/2019 4:51:02 PM burkewinkler Defund Progressive (1984) Education in K-12, university and grad school.  Not another brain washed.  Not another person taught (brainwashed) on the 

public dime the tyrant's motto:  "Morals are, heh heh, relative... SUCKERS!"  Ax-to-root.  Defund now.

1/28/2019 5:02:16 PM tiakolbert 🤣

1/28/2019 5:11:23 PM lighthouse44444 How is a Bible Literacy class any more "unnecessary" or "divisive" than a book club discussing the hidden "meaning" in 50 Shades of Grey? 🙄

1/28/2019 5:22:17 PM wild8heart AA? Definitely a fascinating and “majestic” group...

1/28/2019 5:30:16 PM cynthiamorrow8 I was just going to say that!! 🤗

1/28/2019 5:38:56 PM bbobbio71 Are we still occupied by the large nose greys, or Krill? Or are we in the process of removing them?

1/28/2019 5:38:57 PM pastorjon9 True statement. I don't advocate one "flavor" of belief over another but the basic concept of "I don't like being lied to so I won't lie to another" 

provides a strong moral basis each one can use to live a very satisfying life that's not in conflict with others.

1/28/2019 5:42:17 PM pastorjon9 Nancy doesn't want POTUS speaking to the Nation because every time he does so the cabal loses ground - doubt (Light) enters into the consciousness 

of their "support base" and their position gets weakened.

1/28/2019 6:32:27 PM krogersw79 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/28/2019 6:35:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 21:45 ET

1/28/2019 6:36:28 PM _the_psychonaut Will replicators be available to the general public anytime soon?

1/28/2019 6:37:17 PM canadaprotrump Why not just drop truth bombs ?

We just want the truth, we've been asking ourselves some wicked sick questions for the past several months.

1/28/2019 6:38:24 PM hellouncledonny What are your thoughts on this?

Did I get the job? pic.twitter.com/8TjJQIEEyE

1/28/2019 6:38:27 PM thecryingliber1 Is this movie over soon?

1/28/2019 6:38:44 PM libertyspring99 I want to help. How can I learn about these concepts in a more structured way?

1/28/2019 6:39:16 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Is this true? pic.twitter.com/IoYACR7FfT

1/28/2019 6:39:17 PM covfefe_grande Was RBG [187] or natural causes?

1/28/2019 6:39:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chaos needs to be controlled. Uncontrolled drops create unpredictability. During Elections that trick has been used before. Information is seeded into 

the public through these forms of comms. Public opinion and outcry forces declassification of clown activity.



1/28/2019 6:39:40 PM jvan125 I’m early but really curious if we are going to see our deceased loved ones after the event/shift? 🙏🏻❤️

1/28/2019 6:39:42 PM ethereal_shaman How would they be distributed?

1/28/2019 6:39:47 PM rustyshacklfo12 Is Bill Tompkins biography truth or disinfo

1/28/2019 6:39:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within the decade.

1/28/2019 6:40:04 PM toffer_anon_369 What was it that forced Nazi Pelosi into allowing the SOTU, and why Feb 5th?  She needs a couple days to arrange the "Amazing Cast" as JC calls them?

1/28/2019 6:40:56 PM toffer_anon_369 What ever happened to the "can't miss pizza party" in PR?  Seems like that was a myth, nobody got caught, no consequences?

1/28/2019 6:41:22 PM lbf777 When does the Gesera financial reset release so we can end all debts and most financial problems?

1/28/2019 6:41:27 PM keith369me Were any “organizations” involved in the creation of Rick and Morty as a mechanism for disclosure?

1/28/2019 6:41:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within the next few months. Events will happen over the summer. 🛸

1/28/2019 6:41:59 PM beeshelb What was real story re Amanda Knox. Satanic ritual?

1/28/2019 6:42:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates.

1/28/2019 6:42:31 PM lbf777 It is said someone close to Trump recently backstabbed him. Was it Pence when he, Pelosi, and Schmidt tried to JFK him?

1/28/2019 6:42:52 PM canadaprotrump Is it safe to assume that an AMA means that we can start getting real, complete pictures of what was going on ? 

I would really like to understand why the medias are still operating around the world and why it is not stopped yet.

1/28/2019 6:43:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome supply stopped.

NY LAW WAS URGENT.

SOTU DELAYED.

WHY?

1/28/2019 6:43:04 PM lbf777 Why is the SOTU address being so hyped up?

1/28/2019 6:43:07 PM iknow04042015 Is there a Clone in the making for RBG

1/28/2019 6:43:10 PM wonderswords Did the lunar eclipse have any effect on Majestic operations?

1/28/2019 6:44:00 PM egonenglish Are tribunals happening yet. I get mixed messages

1/28/2019 6:44:26 PM beeshelb If we have talented children,  how do we protect them from mk ultra, being cloned, etc., should they make it to the big leagues?

1/28/2019 6:44:27 PM leesharons Is RBG dead?

1/28/2019 6:45:19 PM vintagesquirrel Will the American public be made aware of the duplicity of HRC and/or Hussain within the next 6 months?

1/28/2019 6:45:31 PM lindabr67234799 Is a new financial system coming soon and if so can you give any details

1/28/2019 6:45:40 PM silvershiner77 When will the truth about 9/11 come out? Have the Deep state DEWs been neutralized?

1/28/2019 6:45:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most information dissemination about the factions is generalized and can be perceived as disinformation to some in the Majestic sees as the actions of 

clowns. Personal fame has a cost on the soul. Be careful of those who seek it. They feel threatened by other people. Info ![not]¡

1/28/2019 6:46:06 PM islandofdelight Why is Comet Ping Ping back in the news? Who set it on fire and why?

1/28/2019 6:46:23 PM universalrisin Major disclosures or arrests during SOTU?

1/28/2019 6:46:32 PM egonenglish How many do you estimate you are reaching?

1/28/2019 6:47:18 PM heath_jack What dose Sandia mean?

1/28/2019 6:47:44 PM vintagesquirrel Is the peraon we knew as Elvis still amongst the living?

1/28/2019 6:47:50 PM higherdensitees Will previous SSP members be compensated?

1/28/2019 6:48:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 DIY with possible kits distributed using open source blockchain technology. Economy 2.0? Replicator would have competitor products sold as 

"patterns".

1/28/2019 6:48:18 PM lw_hawk Is their a time frame of when the general public will know what goes on in Antarctica?

1/28/2019 6:48:20 PM karrruss AMA?

1/28/2019 6:48:33 PM tomkingblue Is Maduro a member of the cabal?

1/28/2019 6:48:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates.

1/28/2019 6:48:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/28/2019 6:48:53 PM jvan125 Ask me anything 😉

1/28/2019 6:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't play the game.

1/28/2019 6:49:17 PM bbobbio71 Is this a fairly good representation of what the current MJ is working in correcting?

i.e. teamed up with the wrong et's?

Lots of info included in this weather true or not..

 https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abatko/interests/conspiracy/mj12/ …

1/28/2019 6:49:49 PM bbobbio71 I've got sandia toes

1/28/2019 6:50:09 PM johngradycole20 The plot of the book Extraordinary Powers by Joseph Finder (1993) seems to parallel the actual downfall of the American Deep State here beginning 

2016. Was that merely a coincidence or is there a more majestic explanation for the congruencies?

1/28/2019 6:50:15 PM keith369me Because law in NY needed to be put in effect for Cuomo and his buddies “drinking habit” prior to a modification in Rowe vs Wade that would 

grandfather in existing state laws?

1/28/2019 6:50:52 PM iam_laura9 Why do the ETs or Annunaki prize gold? What does it do for them? Does it have something to do with DNA??

1/28/2019 6:50:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mixed messages keep classified matters classified. Would you allow the prosecution of this cabal of 100,000 people and who are heavily connected 

watching everything online since they control SiliCON Valley.

1/28/2019 6:50:58 PM canadaprotrump When will THE Question will be forced ?

1/28/2019 6:51:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dark to Light

1/28/2019 6:51:10 PM heath_jack What will happen during the Spring Equinox?

1/28/2019 6:51:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world is watching.

1/28/2019 6:51:38 PM youstinksoap MSM is part of the 'guardians of the pedophiles'...

1/28/2019 6:51:43 PM keith369me Feel bad for liking this, but wish I could do it twice

1/28/2019 6:51:56 PM heath_jack 😂

1/28/2019 6:52:05 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Trump admin working with @emerysmith33 to create veteran healing centers?

1/28/2019 6:52:31 PM karrruss What’s AMA?

Was 7 minutes ago...

1/28/2019 6:52:35 PM ethereal_shaman Thank you.

1/28/2019 6:52:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

1/28/2019 6:52:58 PM bbobbio71 I couldn't resist

1/28/2019 6:53:09 PM iam_laura9 Will GESARA/NESARA  be a reset of 0 to all debt or will it just be the dollar backed by gold, abolish IRS, and a fla 14-17% tax on new items.

1/28/2019 6:53:11 PM sailorpractical Switzerland yesterday 1/27. Any ideas? Pretty Majestic! pic.twitter.com/pLFfpGcSdI

1/28/2019 6:53:53 PM keith369me Would we be able to buy a “pattern” such as a hamburger like we purchase an IPhone App today?

1/28/2019 6:54:15 PM higherdensitees Pole shift, solar sneeze, or neither?

1/28/2019 6:54:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sock Puppet Soaked In Milk

1/28/2019 6:54:24 PM djlok I liked you saying it so much, I retweeted it!

1/28/2019 6:54:25 PM luvleebutterfly FULL Disclosure, have we a consensus on weather it's happening or not?

1/28/2019 6:54:26 PM daveschroeder18 They is the most amazing video

1/28/2019 6:54:32 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if we could wiggle our nose and work anywhere for anyone, where would we go? Who would we help that is doing the most good? 

Government? Non-Profit?

1/28/2019 6:54:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not endorse external URLs.



1/28/2019 6:55:07 PM bbobbio71 Seems like some are trying to get out in front of the story.  

Hasn't this already been created?

 https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2019/01/us-military-eyes-tiny-nuclear-reactors-deployed-troops/154406/ …

1/28/2019 6:55:09 PM jvan125 I guess i don’t know what you’re asking then.  AMA means Ask Me Anything. MJ 12 has a thread of questions now that he may or may not answer. 

Hope that helps.

1/28/2019 6:55:24 PM cryptogamer11 Time for new scotus

1/28/2019 6:55:26 PM vintagesquirrel Ugh! I know it, but it's outside my comprehension. 😩

1/28/2019 6:55:47 PM keith369me I never wish death upon anyone, but confirmation of a lie being thrown in our faces does feel good.

1/28/2019 6:55:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Energy.

Property.

1/28/2019 6:56:01 PM cidarean Why SOTU on the 5th? 

Does 2/15 have a bigger meaning than stopgap? 

Is POTUS being controlled or manipulated by threats against his family or the creation of fake media using a AI Trump? Like fake tapes and voice 

recordings?

1/28/2019 6:56:03 PM mongrelglory Some of the Illuminati groups worship "The Black Sun".  Do you know what that is?

1/28/2019 6:56:13 PM spaceco89187886 What is with Nancy P being so unreasonable, RGB disclosure still to work out?

1/28/2019 6:56:16 PM dude_fry15 So shes probably alright then

1/28/2019 6:56:18 PM unwilling_slave How addictive is adrenochrome?

1/28/2019 6:56:28 PM bbobbio71 Got ya.  

Thought it might be interesting to get it out there.  Get others thinking

1/28/2019 6:56:32 PM aprilbrown99 The abortion law that was just passed in NYC by Cuomo is an atrocity to humanity. Can we get it reversed?

1/28/2019 6:57:10 PM jballz1021 Is prophesy used to create controlled outcomes?   What can you tell us about the 4% universe control program?

1/28/2019 6:57:23 PM vintagesquirrel But we know the Dems will fight it tooth and nail.

1/28/2019 6:57:31 PM freeandoriginal “I discovered the power of the color green, heat and of the fifth note..” Gustavo Rol. Can you explain ? And who really was he?

1/28/2019 6:58:04 PM cryptogamer11 Oh yeah. We need a female!

1/28/2019 6:58:18 PM keith369me That was one heck of a mass meditation

1/28/2019 6:58:38 PM bbobbio71 Anything the "we" can assist in?

1/28/2019 6:58:49 PM mongrelglory Whenever I see races depicted from throughout the galaxy (including those that seem to represent Earth humans in the future), they always seem to 

be racially homogenous.  Is genetic mixing avoided amongst many advanced humans on other worlds?

1/28/2019 6:59:04 PM djlok I wish Trump and Melania would go pay her a visit at home....with film crews rolling!  And that would be a #GreatAwakening for so many!!

1/28/2019 6:59:05 PM heath_jack How can I help Majestic?  What is our roll?

1/28/2019 6:59:14 PM iam_laura9 I find that rainbows are popping up everywhere due to the chemtrails.  When light hits the chemicals in the air it bends and reflects the rainbow colors.  

 Just a thought.

1/28/2019 6:59:15 PM universalrisin What star nations or ET races is the Domain made up of? Or can you at least give us one ET race?

1/28/2019 6:59:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Orgone energy is released at climax. Collector devices can be manufactured easily. Experiments and character assassinated by FDA. Recent disclosures 

of research papers show promise in conjunction with CBD, THC, CBN, etc. on the body. Tread carefully. Energy can be powerful.

1/28/2019 6:59:58 PM n7guardiananon Is there a faster method of Mediation or breathing techniques to activate our Qigong abilities, or does it relate to connecting with our ISBE?

1/28/2019 7:00:03 PM vintagesquirrel Will the clones ever be publicly acknowledged?

1/28/2019 7:00:42 PM toffer_anon_369 Was "Operation FFPSLIP" as the "story" told by Greg Rubini a true event?

1/28/2019 7:00:48 PM peytondrewdak Why didn't you keep filming higher?

1/28/2019 7:01:10 PM missfeas I think a flat of 10 or less would be okay

1/28/2019 7:01:12 PM keith369me ...had a thought of a clone kill switch at the SOTU...probably should let that one go

1/28/2019 7:01:14 PM happybiggrin So was I! I am so happy to see people waking up!💓🙏🐸

#TheMoonLandingHoax

#NASAlies

1/28/2019 7:01:21 PM need2knowmyway 1) At what point does an IS “download” to a BE? Conception? 

2) Is it possible that IS can be “switched” at any point during a single BE lifespan (25 years after birth, for example). 

3) Does an IS always “reincarnate” the same day their BE dies?

1/28/2019 7:01:46 PM si11112018 Why the need for  continuous chem trails lately ??

1/28/2019 7:01:51 PM toffer_anon_369 I second and third the question that others have asked - how can WE help?  We are talented people that are good with computers and volunteer to 

help in any way.

1/28/2019 7:02:00 PM lumentee Is Carbon 60 worth ingesting?

1/28/2019 7:02:22 PM bbobbio71 What type of jobs should we prepare for.  Or what jobs will be obsolete?

1/28/2019 7:02:30 PM youstinksoap JAYDEN = 6

coincidence?  

Why so cold?  Who is proving a point?

1/28/2019 7:02:38 PM need2knowmyway With the conclusion of GOTP before the SOTU, will the higher ups, like HRC/Podesta, be included in pedo charges, or will they tried for other serious 

crimes?

1/28/2019 7:03:19 PM rosesrred0119 Wheres JRod?

1/28/2019 7:03:26 PM jrocktigers Don't trust the famous alien spokespeople full of pride.

1/28/2019 7:03:40 PM cryptogamer11 Conservative female

1/28/2019 7:03:57 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any public ways of alleviating Parkinson’s diseases or symptoms? Have many family members suffering who could use help.

1/28/2019 7:04:01 PM mongrelglory I just watched SG-1 Season 8 episode "Icon" where the arrival of the team on an alien world sparks a violent civil war due to religious fanatics.  Is there 

a security plan in place to prevent the same thing happening here on Earth when formal First Contact occurs?

1/28/2019 7:04:03 PM aprilbrown99 Or does it have another purpose?

1/28/2019 7:04:23 PM vintagesquirrel Now that is an interesting answer.

1/28/2019 7:04:51 PM higherdensitees Mars Germans brought into fold or still unresolved breakaway?

1/28/2019 7:04:54 PM vintagesquirrel ACB

1/28/2019 7:05:08 PM iam_laura9 Are you sure there's no Hell. Because I'm really rooting for a few ppl to go after the abortion bill was passed... maybe the creators of the bill will live an 

endless cycle of reincarnating into the babies they just killed? 🤔 just a thought. 😎

1/28/2019 7:06:03 PM cryptogamer11 ?

1/28/2019 7:06:08 PM jones9536 Is the New Michael jackson documentary true or false?

1/28/2019 7:06:13 PM samarai_ryan Can CBD, THC & CBN be delivered transdermal (through the skin) in addition to oral and sublingual to treat chronic pain?

1/28/2019 7:06:47 PM sandy_cuhntz The shift to 5D...can you tell us anything about it?

1/28/2019 7:07:18 PM fabulousmndance Zippy little catchy tune 😂

1/28/2019 7:08:11 PM higherdensitees How soon for release of medical technology and suppressed cures?



1/28/2019 7:08:19 PM bbobbio71 So understanding 3,6,9 ... is the key in learning vortex math?

Ug I've become the guy that asks a crap ton of questions.  Sorry.  I'm just very intrigued!

1/28/2019 7:08:39 PM calicryptobetty Perhaps they should teach children about how the government spends their tax dollars to overthrow other countries?

#victorytothelight

1/28/2019 7:09:04 PM bubba_dave1 Real questions!! When will ET's finally make them selves known? When will full disclosure happen?! I know millions want to know!!

1/28/2019 7:09:46 PM stoneturnr What is required for an individual to ascend beyond reincarnation?

1/28/2019 7:11:07 PM melanieanders7 Physical signs of withdrawal of adreochrome seen on political officials that can attend? Also withdrawals also impede ones ability to attend business 

functions?

1/28/2019 7:11:48 PM higherdensitees Will the truth about what the moon really is be told anytime soon?

1/28/2019 7:13:12 PM lbf777 If you want a quick, organic cure, you need to do ayuwasca. It’s a natural plant often given by shamans. It cures most of the traumas within plus any 

addictions.

1/28/2019 7:14:15 PM iam_laura9 Do They use the gold to absorb more energy? Is it a conductor to a certain frequency that energizes  them?

1/28/2019 7:14:49 PM freeandoriginal IS has many simultaneous BE(s) incarnated and still part of the Energy in the Void? Also what happens when a IS creates a BE but does not inhabits (for 

natural death in the womb or abortion) ? You mentioned “foothold” explain please.

1/28/2019 7:15:16 PM si11112018 Is it for us... or for them?

1/28/2019 7:16:02 PM mongrelglory Are secret Military Tribunals ongoing as we speak?

1/28/2019 7:17:35 PM need2knowmyway Will Tesla technology be released to public?

1/28/2019 7:19:00 PM unidentifiedta1 Mattis

1/28/2019 7:19:17 PM mongrelglory Feb. 5th will be the beginning of Chinese New Year. (We celebrate for an entire week).  It's the year of the Pig which is supposed to bring prosperity to 

countries around the world. 😊

1/28/2019 7:22:06 PM 2wheelninja500 It's not the physical form of gold they're after. It's the monoatomic form of gold that is the longest hidden secret, with HUGE positive affects on the 

body and mind, both for them and us! It's also what religion may call manna. Everything  great has always been hidden from us.🤔

1/28/2019 7:22:16 PM jrocktigers 👀I have been watching for those. I believe I have found a few folks.

1/28/2019 7:22:30 PM realdonmurphy Herman the penguin?

1/28/2019 7:22:40 PM mongrelglory In the book Alien Interview, Airl said that they had engineered the IS to enter the BE at the moment of conception.  She said it took millions of years to 

get it just right.

1/28/2019 7:24:42 PM clancy_birrell Removes impurities or smell before cooking...so he was tortured to extract valuable Information before being cooked?

1/28/2019 7:26:14 PM iam_laura9 Do they wear it on their skin? How do they ingest it?

1/28/2019 7:27:11 PM _the_psychonaut How beneficial are those pucks with regard to orgone energy?

1/28/2019 7:27:19 PM need2knowmyway Thank you. Is that book available online?

1/28/2019 7:27:35 PM clancy_birrell How important is spiritual alchemy to our awakening and betterment?

1/28/2019 7:28:50 PM mongrelglory Wow!  That must have been awesome to see in person.  Right now we've just got snow blowing sideways here in Canada. 😝

1/28/2019 7:29:01 PM clancy_birrell Is Gnosticism ala samael aum weor a useful/valuable theology to investigate?

1/28/2019 7:29:48 PM clancy_birrell I'd like to volunteer.

1/28/2019 7:30:54 PM 1_decided_voter What happens to the dishes and leftovers in the replicator age? Is there a dematerializer?

1/28/2019 7:31:32 PM jvan125 AMA over? 🙁

1/28/2019 7:31:58 PM mongrelglory You can order it here or Amazon:  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

This is a free audio reading of the book on youtube, but I preferred to order the book and read it myself:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=112&v=dEK89-nPyU4 …

1/28/2019 7:32:05 PM daveo6145 HOW DO CLOWNS DETER THIS AMA IN RT?

1/28/2019 7:33:09 PM clancy_birrell Thank the universe

1/28/2019 7:34:43 PM mongrelglory I'd love to hear anything you can tell us about the Domain.  How it's organized, how people live, etc...

1/28/2019 7:36:18 PM 1_decided_voter Will we see a version of her (ie clone or lookalike) on at #SOTU or on TV trying to be sold to us as proof of life?

1/28/2019 7:36:42 PM clancy_birrell Any suggestions where to find instructions for collectors?

1/28/2019 7:36:42 PM 2wheelninja500 No, ingest, it's in the form of white powder, either made in to a drink, or used to make bread, or more potent as drops taken under the tongue.

1/28/2019 7:37:43 PM mongrelglory When the US military started travelling to other planets through the Stargates on Earth, did they run into language problems communicating with the 

people they met?  Do they have a device that helps translate languages or did they use telepaths?

1/28/2019 7:37:55 PM 1_decided_voter It was a great show, visually. But for most of us, that's all it was, visually.

1/28/2019 7:38:30 PM melanieanders7 It will be interesting watching the SOTU speech. Especially when the camera pans across Trumps audience.                   Are you documenting your 

findings to compare/contrast and share your theory?

1/28/2019 7:39:03 PM 2wheelninja500 Same process is used with other precious metals such as platinum and silver, sometimes all mixed together in a form called ormus.

1/28/2019 7:40:17 PM mongrelglory Nothing wrong with asking lots of questions! We all benefit from it. 🙂

1/28/2019 7:41:08 PM lbf777 You need to look online for a shaman in the woods. There is one in Florida but South America is jam packed with them. It’s well worth it. It’s like 

reverting the mind back to healthy baby mode. Your whole future will improve with a healthy, happy mind.

1/28/2019 7:41:15 PM daveo6145 Information comes in many forms. 🕵🏻♂️

1/28/2019 7:41:17 PM jrocktigers I am not. I shall do a better job.

1/28/2019 7:41:21 PM need2knowmyway Thank you!

1/28/2019 7:41:26 PM lbf777 Oh? What did he do?

1/28/2019 7:42:19 PM jrocktigers The Barr hearing had quite a few folks jonesing out of their skin.

1/28/2019 7:42:49 PM djlok 5:5

1/28/2019 7:42:53 PM 2wheelninja500 Another form of this is sold in some health food stores such as colloidal silver, not quite same process and I dont think as pure or potent.

1/28/2019 7:42:57 PM therealbigneum Cbd got me back into society and off painkillers when i retired from the Corps

1/28/2019 7:44:27 PM pauliepg11111 Amy Coney Barrett

1/28/2019 7:45:12 PM bbobbio71 I hope you find the help you need brother!

Thank you for your service!!

1/28/2019 7:47:36 PM karrruss Wow...

Its been a Monday...

Too dense to decode “ask me anything” even after you answered.

Lol.

I think I’ll hit the rack and call it a day.

:)

1/28/2019 7:48:50 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...I wonder if we'll be seeing more deaths of prominent older figures due to adrenochrome supply shortages in the next few months.

1/28/2019 7:50:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd I freaking knew it! I said this for several weeks! How can we force them to come forward with truth? I've even sent @realDonaldTrump messages to 

please call her or get her on the phone! WTH? How can this shit keep happening?! They keep getting away with illegal crap🤬🤬🤬

1/28/2019 7:51:21 PM 1_decided_voter Care to comment on the likelihood of hearing from Q before #SOTU?

I'm jones'n man!



1/28/2019 7:52:47 PM mongrelglory You might want to watch that SG-1 Season 8 episode called "Icon".  It really made me realize how dangerous it can be to disclose truth to societies that 

aren't quite ready for it.

1/28/2019 7:53:19 PM zack_stone Genius. Replied with 18 Answers. 1+8=9 #rabbithole

1/28/2019 7:53:21 PM 1_decided_voter I'll agree that some is hard to swallow. But at this point, things are so crazy that it's hard to be sure about anything. Lots of people thought ETs were BS 

before Q confirmed we aren't alone....

If you really want to dive off the deep end, check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/28/2019 7:54:44 PM father_mayhem Check this out, and thank you for your service!

 https://www.timesunion.com/local/article/New-PTSD-treatment-a-life-changer-for-vets-13553611.php …

1/28/2019 7:55:26 PM keithwins financial system.... DOA ? soft landing ?  gold backed currencies ? reset ?

1/28/2019 7:57:06 PM mongrelglory I'm glad I have lots of experience assembling IKEA furniture. 😆

1/28/2019 7:59:09 PM mongrelglory I know!  I think there's a condition called "Q withdrawal syndrome"!

1/28/2019 8:00:35 PM sunspot406 Smugness never really leaves a person.  Near impossible to undo.  Ego

1/28/2019 8:04:04 PM tkobeauty Right.

1/28/2019 8:04:31 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090079240068972544 …

1/28/2019 8:05:05 PM blogjam_net Watermelon 🍉

1/28/2019 8:06:22 PM firebird8035 Is NESARA real?

1/28/2019 8:15:00 PM sunspot406 The law hit NM also, down by the border.

1/28/2019 8:21:22 PM jpolleck Imagine in your life review feeling all the pain you caused other people. That will be hell.

1/28/2019 8:22:08 PM prmd21801759 Plesse help me understand, what "game"?

1/28/2019 8:23:58 PM djlok Well we all know @PPFA sells dead baby parts, so this should come as no surprise.  That undercover video on one of the news shows was VERY telling. 

#BabeRuth thought she was gonna live forever I guess!!

1/28/2019 8:23:59 PM firebird8035 What is a replicator?

1/28/2019 8:24:36 PM rick_hernandez Are we going to hear potus say anything at the SOTU that would be earth shattering?

1/28/2019 8:24:39 PM joni_apple_seed Qurious IMO I believe this YOUTUBE channel is Q  https://youtu.be/k8cZfpwEBVM 

1/28/2019 8:25:34 PM karrruss Lol.

Seriously... I have zero idea how I could possibly have missed that! 😂

I feel like someone who holds a degree in economics and wants socialism....

1/28/2019 8:25:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd So disgusted with society in general I could puke all over the place. Finding out nearly your entire existence you've been snowed, lied to, fed a line of 

shit is so TWISTED! I would never do to me, to humanity what the elite have done to us. #Disclosure pic.twitter.com/DxaLGi7bwv

1/28/2019 8:27:54 PM wink5811 Warning should be: be careful who you share your “energy” with and who you share your bed and sleep (yes sleep) with. Smart person sleeps alone

1/28/2019 8:29:04 PM wink5811 Trust POTUS, trust the plan!

1/28/2019 8:29:13 PM turboxyde Synchronicites abound! I was just asking my ISBE today how to build my own orgone technology. I'd like to create a hand held focusing device for 

healing (Reiki) and a shielding system to create a buffer zone around the house and clinic. Any tips on circuitry/geometry?

1/28/2019 8:30:27 PM karrruss I saw that.

Actually knew that- saw noname and W..

They’ll roll her out when they need a 3 day distraction...

1/28/2019 8:31:01 PM karrruss Heck yes!

Been too long!

1/28/2019 8:31:05 PM wink5811 The world is waiting,and watching! POTUS is needed, people’s wishes depend on POTUS, much more than people know

1/28/2019 8:32:28 PM wink5811 Dark to light do you have ANY idea how much energy that entailes, support POTUS, give him the energy to bring it.

1/28/2019 8:34:52 PM wink5811 Time is man made useless piece of info except for showing up for school, work, Trains, buses and planes G*ad I dislike “time”

1/28/2019 8:36:18 PM wink5811 Haha personal fame, your ticket to evil, ego is death

1/28/2019 8:37:00 PM wink5811 Time is a man made f**k up

1/28/2019 8:37:45 PM djlok Yeah bc it could mean a ton of things like Trump is the last president, Hillary was supposed to be the last president, we haven't had a president in 

awhile legally before Trump...I could keep going.

1/28/2019 8:39:22 PM wink5811 Religions are man made traps! G*d is inside YOU, you are G*d, organized religions are for control

1/28/2019 8:42:56 PM wink5811 What the hell is up with Pelosi, why does one man frighten her sooo much? Trump knows, Pelosi knows, we don’t! Trump knows....... be scared Nanc, 

really, really, scared, you will be exposed

1/28/2019 8:43:45 PM wink5811 Anything divide by 3 is beautiful

1/28/2019 8:44:34 PM wink5811 And the last Pope!

1/28/2019 8:45:14 PM k_mortonapril18 Her funeral will be 2-5-19

1/28/2019 8:45:43 PM wink5811 YES! Stronger and purer that way

1/28/2019 8:47:41 PM wink5811 Sleep as we know it now with partners will change, bedrooms will become more important places for sleep, sex is separate, come together but then 

separate for sleep

1/28/2019 8:48:13 PM scott_rick Is HGH ok to take

1/28/2019 8:51:28 PM turboxyde Eeeeeeeee! I can finally build a spaceship in my backyard! Cosmic legos! Thank you Creator!

1/28/2019 9:01:32 PM turboxyde I was hoping we could access an atomizer, recycler or some sort of handheld dematerializer as well. Tech like this could be used to help clean the Earth 

as well using light/sound projection which would be immensely fun to go out and do if it's safe and co-creative with nature.

1/28/2019 9:09:48 PM turboxyde Wounded combat vet here that was 90% service connected disabled and nearly in a wheelchair. Psilocybin can help you repair neurological damage 

with the right intentions and focus. Cannabis will help you immensely also. Learn or seek Reiki, Qi gong and meditation. Have courage!

1/28/2019 9:14:59 PM usalawyer_ Sundog:  Pretty common.  A 22° halo is an optical phenomenon that belongs to the family of ice crystal halos, in the form of a ring with a radius of 

approximately 22° around the Sun or Moon. When visible around the moon, it is called a moon ring or winter halo. It forms as [Wiki]

1/28/2019 9:20:22 PM yokoke2014 The hubs and I learned this after 3 miserable years of sleeping in same bed/room, 7 years, sep bedrooms, bliss for us both, much better sleep, so can 

attest for us this is spot on for 'energy'.

1/28/2019 9:22:25 PM sentinel_17q Tic Toc!!

1/28/2019 9:22:53 PM wink5811 Exactly for energy and true self! Sleep is for true self, no one else!

1/28/2019 9:23:32 PM melanieanders7 Only do what you feel called to do. By going within, we learn what it is we CAN do to help brighten our future as a collective. THATS most important. 

And find your happiness. :)

1/28/2019 9:25:12 PM wink5811 The only time meant to share sleep is during the 9 months with your mother, and that is for protection/growth. True sleep is alone

1/28/2019 9:25:38 PM pillhard What did the blood moon do? Why is there such a cold wave across the country?

1/28/2019 9:28:40 PM warangel1111 Amazing.. Did u take this photograph?

1/28/2019 9:28:48 PM princesspatrio1 Mesmerizing and breathtaking. 🙏

1/28/2019 9:31:03 PM qtpi3_14 That stirs a lot of unknown emotion... absolutely love 💗💗💗

1/28/2019 9:31:58 PM warangel1111 I felt that way also ..❤️❤️❤️

1/28/2019 9:32:14 PM ekotoons NO IT WAS IMAGED TODAY 

I WAS DRAWN TO THE *Q*

1/28/2019 9:33:59 PM warangel1111 Now that u mention it ..❤️.. But the whole thing made me feel a certain way.. Thank you for sharing it ..



1/28/2019 9:35:58 PM ekotoons ORION NEBULA

1300 LIGHT YEARS AWAY

25 LIGHT YEARS WIDE 🌌

1/28/2019 9:36:05 PM covfefe_grande Griffith... Melanie?

1/28/2019 9:37:44 PM warangel1111 HOME.. Star Nursery

1/28/2019 9:38:06 PM ekotoons SAY MORE

1/28/2019 9:38:42 PM kkurth4 Transcendental Meditation.

1/28/2019 9:39:39 PM blsdbe Do the Group Prayers and Meditations help the White Hats?

1/28/2019 9:40:12 PM jennife31060429 In awe...it looked like a heart for a moment..Orion is a favorite constellation..so.much to understamd and learn..such a.mystery is God at times.

1/28/2019 9:40:32 PM theydontknowwe1 This is the kind of story gif I see in my head. Keep looking for the perfect image can’t quite find it beautiful.

1/28/2019 9:41:21 PM jennife31060429 Thank you so much for sharing this..it is ......

1/28/2019 9:43:27 PM theydontknowwe1 Images. My phone keeps changing words and twits is being just plain weird. Hmmmm.

1/28/2019 9:43:51 PM 1_decided_voter Interesting read, though I'm sure it's quite outdated, referencing House Speaker Jim Wright, who left in 89.

1/28/2019 9:44:21 PM whoisit1998 Anastasia- ringing cedars?

1/28/2019 9:44:58 PM theydontknowwe1 Thank you. Can always count on Canada for support...oh wait shit get your yellow vest ready!

1/28/2019 9:45:27 PM theydontknowwe1 Can’t hold the good ones back right???

1/28/2019 9:45:38 PM pillhard What is happening with the children? Where will they go? How can we help?

1/28/2019 9:46:15 PM theydontknowwe1 😂🤣😂 feather...

1/28/2019 9:48:38 PM warangel1111 😉😇😁

1/28/2019 9:51:08 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/28/2019 9:51:35 PM qtpi3_14  https://earthsky.org/space/a-black-hole-in-the-orion-nebula ….  Innereseng

1/28/2019 9:52:55 PM blsdbe Is this similar to the treatment one can receive from the Terrant BioModulator?

1/28/2019 10:02:43 PM pastorjon9 I got it, that's funny

1/28/2019 10:02:53 PM heath_jack 😂🤣

1/28/2019 10:25:52 PM do_or_do_notty 😂👍

1/28/2019 10:33:29 PM derekhashalon @AAMetatron @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/keysofenoch/status/1074438528602275840 …

1/28/2019 10:37:07 PM do_or_do_notty Replicators and cannabis 

How will that work? 

Will we still continue to grow for personal medical use, or will we simply replicate the perfect strain needed?

1/28/2019 10:45:24 PM function108 yes also very curious, thanks airl

1/28/2019 10:49:42 PM covertress Which method is the most effective to guard oneself against psychic attack?

1/28/2019 10:49:48 PM do_or_do_notty RBG needed her adrenochrome

They are keeping her alive with it 

NY law was urgent for a fresh batch of adrenochrome  

SOTU was delayed due to RBGs status ?? 

🤷🏻♀️ guessing...

1/28/2019 10:52:31 PM _17patriot_ Ironically, it was signed the day after the Super Blood moon 🤔 there are no coincidences

1/28/2019 10:52:34 PM do_or_do_notty Can I go ahead and order my cannabis replicator right now? 

Those are gonna be a hot item!  

I don’t want to land on the backorder list 😂✌️

1/28/2019 10:53:09 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/TGSycsDZP3

1/28/2019 10:53:18 PM do_or_do_notty There are no coincidences! 👍😎

1/28/2019 10:54:06 PM _17patriot_ 😆👍🏽 pic.twitter.com/057NJp8yE0

1/28/2019 10:55:07 PM do_or_do_notty I saw that today. For some reason it didn’t resonate with me. Doesn’t mean it’s not true... Something just feels off about it

1/28/2019 10:56:32 PM _17patriot_ Same which is why ive been tryin to find answers from all corners. It could be possible but lets wait and see. But something tells me, its worse than 

what we think, as in the SICK measures they're taking to keep her alive

1/28/2019 10:56:49 PM do_or_do_notty Creepy! pic.twitter.com/d6PrUHBQ9Y

1/28/2019 10:58:11 PM _17patriot_ Very! And i took that shot myself after standing in the cold for an hour, but it was worth it! pic.twitter.com/QM0ffoWfD4

1/28/2019 10:58:22 PM do_or_do_notty Now that, I can believe. 

We know the sickness they are capable of... I wouldn’t expect them to make any exceptions in this situation. Smh

1/28/2019 10:59:46 PM do_or_do_notty It’s creepy. But it’s also beautiful in a way too. Not confusing at all  haha

Quite the shot you got there!  Thanks for sharing

1/28/2019 11:00:25 PM _17patriot_ Unless they're trying to "transfer her to a new body" and adrenochrome is the key, if you catch my drift ☝🏽

1/28/2019 11:01:31 PM _17patriot_ Super creepy and thanks, because i felt energy being emitted from it, if that makes sense. I wouldnt be surprised if a ritual was involved for RBG

1/28/2019 11:02:33 PM _17patriot_ I just rewatched it and it actually looks like a face from the side looking down on the Earth. Now i am spooked 😭

1/28/2019 11:02:43 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/j1aOt3do4s

1/28/2019 11:08:13 PM do_or_do_notty Public school is daily programming. 

And then children come home for dinner and to sit in front of their evening programming. 

It’s a problem

1/28/2019 11:26:24 PM evrybodysgotone Damn, Ruth Bader Frankenburg?

1/28/2019 11:38:34 PM _the_psychonaut The future sounds amazing. Unlimited strains!!

1/28/2019 11:40:09 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/lIlMhW3OEj

1/28/2019 11:47:11 PM ragstorm Does the missing R in wa[r]ming, when taking about too cold to go outdoors, have anything to do with a missing #SCOTUS justice?

Won't be surprised, particularly in light of this 

 http://archive.is/D4gNG 

Thoughts?

@prayingmedic @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@qanon76 @LisaMei62
1/28/2019 11:48:37 PM 369369rv Beautiful, Yet we can't get a clear picture of the moon 🤷♀️

1/28/2019 11:53:34 PM identityasxy .

You definitely need to download a new spell checker!  LOL

1/28/2019 11:59:49 PM wwtravelr Prayers up for all!

1/29/2019 12:03:09 AM wwtravelr Absolutely Christine! And/or group meditations.  Of which we have 3Mill plus people doing everyday at 3PM . Raises the vibration of humanity and 

mother Earth

1/29/2019 12:08:46 AM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/jLeaA54rLp

1/29/2019 12:23:50 AM antarantanka The “essence” joins “the form” in the birth canal during labor. 

Essence and DNA fit “hand in glove” the DNA must resonate with the essence frequency to be viable BE-ing. 

Women are natural portals of energy. Consciousness downloads to the form moments before birth.

1/29/2019 12:25:29 AM leonawogan Will disclosures happen? Real history flat earth? I’ll our pineal gland be in use again?



1/29/2019 12:29:28 AM antarantanka Human bodies are not a species, they are vehicles and transmitting utilities of awareness, so that which has no form, can experience and interact with 

form. 

When bankers monetize humans they refer to us as vehicles and transmitting utilities. They know. They always knew. 

I AM

1/29/2019 12:34:14 AM jollyrob2 Thats a great Synchronicity...was looking for Orgonite (out of the blue) devices last Sunday...

Now i'm confronted with it again. I'm gonna buy some!😇✨

Any recommendations where i can buy the good stuff?

1/29/2019 12:39:33 AM adsvel Downloads continuing all period of pregnancy.

1/29/2019 12:39:57 AM adsvel Bankers?

1/29/2019 12:44:33 AM antarantanka This also explains why so many ET races contributed to the human genome. It enabled essences from thousands of places to interact on this planet in a 

common form. It was not intended to be a prison planet, the intent was joyous. Earth invaded and occupied when Atlantis 2 fell.

1/29/2019 12:54:25 AM missy968 Any game... sports, music, theatre, fashion...

1/29/2019 1:16:54 AM adsvel SiliCON Valley You mean "Red Queen"?

1/29/2019 1:21:20 AM adsvel Why clones still are not exposed? Clones has shorten Telomeres as original humans has, it is easy to measure and prove. Or this is a part of the Plan?

1/29/2019 1:43:30 AM awarefrequency We can call them bankers 😉

1/29/2019 1:45:18 AM adsvel They would be glad if you will call them that way, more easy to hide themselves.

1/29/2019 1:55:49 AM doyle_eng .@MarisePayne .@JoeHockey .@billshortenmp .@ScottMorrisonMP .@pmc_gov_au —

Herewith, you are served:

•  https://doyleindustries.com/notification/ 

Cc: .@StateDept .@SecPompeo .@USTreasury .@stevenmnuchin1 .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump .@Interior .@DepSecDef .@AmbJohnBolton

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@FLOTUS https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1089681002442735616 …

1/29/2019 1:56:31 AM awarefrequency ✨

1/29/2019 1:59:32 AM awarefrequency We know who [they] are ... hiding behind many layers

1/29/2019 2:35:21 AM cat_1012000 This is how I feel.. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wDrRVlm5HOw …

1/29/2019 2:42:29 AM cat_1012000  https://www.opensecrets.org/donor-lookup/results?name=&cycle=&state=&zip=&employ=Senomyx&cand= …

1/29/2019 3:24:42 AM magicianswheel I swear the moon move as I was watching - and not in  normal way.

1/29/2019 3:25:20 AM magicianswheel OR Panama

1/29/2019 3:26:23 AM natureinspace @kabamur_taygeta explains it pretty well that the rumors about MJ are false and that he's innocent. Why MSM would be dragging him through the 

mud after all these years is beyond me.

1/29/2019 3:56:26 AM libertyspring99 Same. It looked really weird and the camera stuttered. Then the my cut to a completely different shot. Different colours and view completely. Very 

suspect.

1/29/2019 3:56:36 AM prmd21801759 Thank you

1/29/2019 3:59:16 AM mr_bone_crusher In that case, I'd be on the lookout for an announcement of her death in a way that will postpone the Feb 5 SOTU. Either that or a clone/double will be 

at the SOTU.

1/29/2019 4:03:06 AM need2knowmyway Thank you, Antaranka! So a specific code in the DNA resonates to attract a specific “essence”?

1/29/2019 4:04:38 AM jkmaalouf AMA ? American Medical Association?

1/29/2019 4:04:58 AM need2knowmyway Thank you! It was meant to be a joyous experience and things changed when Atlantis fell?

1/29/2019 4:06:09 AM diaptera_80 Why wouldn’t they admit to her death in the first place?

1/29/2019 4:07:30 AM leesharons They want to use her as a pawn to stop what is coming.

1/29/2019 4:10:18 AM cat_1012000 YW.. 👍

1/29/2019 4:12:09 AM rick_hernandez I’m interested in good reliable info on this topic. Can anyone share a resource?

1/29/2019 4:14:35 AM rick_hernandez Have you looked into EMDR? It’s simple to do even on your own. It helps break the patterns

1/29/2019 4:19:15 AM magicianswheel I swear the moon moved as I watched  - and not in a normal way.

1/29/2019 4:21:30 AM cstarr888 Best book to heal from PTSD. Includes scientifically proven therapy types. No drugs. "The Body Keeps the Score."

Listen on audio even better if you are suffering. Journal along w/ it. https://www.amazon.com/Body-Keeps-Score-Healing-

Trauma/dp/0143127748?SubscriptionId=AKIAILSHYYTFIVPWUY6Q&tag=duckduckgo-d-

20&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=0143127748 …

1/29/2019 4:21:39 AM diaptera_80 How do you know?

1/29/2019 4:24:10 AM cstarr888 Research here https://youtu.be/_yxTotA604M 

1/29/2019 4:26:03 AM cstarr888 Michael I have the feeling you meant that both humorously & seriously.🤔😆

🙏💖

1/29/2019 4:26:44 AM capitalkid Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?

1/29/2019 4:29:31 AM beeshelb Answer was given in context of my question.

1/29/2019 4:31:41 AM ursula_1111 Ask Me Anything 😉

1/29/2019 4:33:19 AM cstarr888 😉_ Eye _

1/29/2019 4:34:45 AM ursula_1111 I’ve asked the same question (months ago). My heart aches for their sufferings and the path they will/must take to find peace, love and light. I’m 

praying for guidance to present itself on how I can play a role in their healing.

1/29/2019 4:38:01 AM cstarr888 Yes they have lotions & salves. 🙏💖

1/29/2019 4:43:53 AM cstarr888 There was a company that had a public website for a time advertizing they made small nucl__r reactors. Site is hidden now.🙏💖

1/29/2019 4:50:41 AM cstarr888 List of topics to research by level.

It's as good a place to start as any.

Or start in any topic that interests you.

Or start with FOIA docs. 

 https://valv.org/ 

Take breaks. Balance your research time of dark w time researching light applications as well. 

🙏💖

1/29/2019 4:51:50 AM ursula_1111 Gold is a good thermal and electrical conductor of energy, and it never decays.

1/29/2019 4:58:14 AM ursula_1111 Count me in! 3 pm EST?

1/29/2019 4:58:58 AM _chelseaproject What % of U.S. government officials use adrenochrome? Will the general public ever find out?

1/29/2019 5:13:23 AM mskeens1962 Stunning & for a untrained eye scary also.  I know there is more to this, but appears to be 7 sisters yet I can make out 5. Could you please copy it & 

educate me? I have yet to understand Orion, Stargate, Mecca, Pleiadians - Guess I need the 101 version Can you direct me please?

1/29/2019 5:17:24 AM leonawogan What I’m saying is either way is there going to be proof like full disclosure of everything

1/29/2019 5:17:46 AM mskeens1962 Cont.  I have been comprehending what others are saying to a certain point & then they lose me + have not been able to tie it together.  If I don't 

understand then I can't help others.   Time travel fits in there also I'm sure.  POTUS needs to pop up somewhere & freak us all out



1/29/2019 5:30:02 AM toffer_anon_369 Ahhh - I see, so the normal supply of Adrenochrome was cut off and they jumped at the chance to go to PR to get some fresh blood?  Why wouldn't 

there be any consequences or any arrests yet?

1/29/2019 5:52:47 AM jimhayzlett There is only info from Within and Without!  Please Please PLEASE STEP UP TO THE PLATE FOR HUMANITY NOW... maybe it’s just too late for you😇

1/29/2019 6:16:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical Thinking

Renegade ordered Strava devices on select Mil Personnel to reveal locations of DUMBS.

Renegade was involved in deliberately coordinating/allowing this attack on our Military.

"I will never forgive Obama for what he did to our Military."

 https://earplug-recalled.injury-check.com/?cid=23843170505000477&asid=23843170511750477&aid=23843170511730477 … 

pic.twitter.com/WoCNJudFGj

1/29/2019 6:17:02 AM sumgirl WTH? What a traitor

1/29/2019 6:18:39 AM teamsterr07 I just saw a commercial from a law firm about this class action suit this morning!

1/29/2019 6:30:59 AM cidarean How does it involve earplugs?

1/29/2019 6:31:14 AM unidentifiedta1  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2019/01/27/politics/john-kerry-alfalfa-club/index.html …

1/29/2019 6:32:20 AM ru_burton "Power on top.

SHEEP."  Religion is exactly the same.  lol  Don't need a moralistic version of energy vampirism to be moral.  Just do good stuff to yourself and others.  

Pretty simple and no worship/slavery involved.

1/29/2019 6:33:53 AM turboxyde I still have these earplugs attached to my FLC (Fighting Load Carrier) and we used them extensively in OEF. It is a wonder my ISBE was able to repair 

most of the damage done to my body through combat service, especially the neurological damage. When can we talk about UFOs in OEF?

1/29/2019 6:34:26 AM jrocktigers 👍

1/29/2019 6:35:54 AM zeola_rose Same 🔥

1/29/2019 6:38:18 AM cosmic_engineer This entire existence is illusory.  Time/Space however is not.   Most viewing this only see our light and probability vortices

1/29/2019 6:38:31 AM zeola_rose It is a picture of CREATION ✨💫

1/29/2019 6:38:45 AM cidarean It would if RBG is dead and is a no show. It would if 2/15 which is 17 which is Q could mean something. It would be if the threats to POTUS are so grave 

that he needs to walk a very fine line. We are at War are we not? 

I do ask for 2 reasons. Clarification and to start a convo.

1/29/2019 6:39:00 AM zeola_rose Yes ✨

1/29/2019 6:41:10 AM cosmic_engineer The biggest trauma is viewing it without distortion and with full knowledge

1/29/2019 6:43:49 AM mskeens1962 I feel this is also crimes against children  - We are all God's children - Wish my Father was still alive to see this stuff finally come out.

1/29/2019 6:44:17 AM cosmic_engineer It's a simple solid-state device with piezoelectric and electrostatic properties.  Antennae in sacred geometric patterns can be beneficial

1/29/2019 6:45:12 AM cosmic_engineer  http://WarriorMatrix.com   learn to pour

1/29/2019 6:48:14 AM fabulousmndance We/it is all connected...✨

1/29/2019 6:51:01 AM __jabird__  http://Earthfiles.com 

1/29/2019 6:57:01 AM turboxyde We need to connect and share design ideas if you don't mind! DM ok?

1/29/2019 6:57:36 AM heath_jack Or Service members will have justice!  Know that we love and thank you for your sacrifice.  We are so greatful for you!

1/29/2019 7:01:20 AM cosmic_engineer Sure, I am at work currently. Here's my collection:   https://m.imgur.com/a/LZGiGIt 

Also recently posted a link to a great forum resource run by Sensei Dennis

1/29/2019 7:08:40 AM phreatomagnetic  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-location-of-secret-us-army-bases …

1/29/2019 7:15:18 AM rick_hernandez I hear a constant high pitch tone. Never goes away. I’ve heard it for years.

1/29/2019 7:16:20 AM cosmic_engineer Printed circuit boards can be used as perfect geometric antenna.  Lakhovsky did some amazing work too (MWO) and can synergize.

1/29/2019 7:31:35 AM prmd21801759 Oh!... don't need to study at big leagues... thank you!

1/29/2019 7:35:18 AM xsirk_ Clones are getting exposed gradually

1/29/2019 7:36:30 AM xsirk_ Poles movement. Not shift.

1/29/2019 7:38:14 AM xsirk_ We must help others to awake first

1/29/2019 7:41:27 AM xsirk_ Everyone is their own Jesus. People have to save themselves. You can show them the path but not the answers ✌️😁

1/29/2019 7:42:02 AM xsirk_ GESARA and NESARA are real

1/29/2019 7:42:49 AM xsirk_ Reset already done. We are moving to QFS.

1/29/2019 7:51:46 AM neecieh6111 That's right . . . I think we'll be shocked when we find out who has been a willing villain in this 'movie' we've been watching.

1/29/2019 7:53:18 AM neecieh6111 Perhaps these 'delays' are giving the laboratory the necessary time to grow RBG's clone. 🤣

1/29/2019 7:55:02 AM johnmsut143 Huh? (Me2)

1/29/2019 7:55:18 AM prmd21801759 Been hearing louder these past few months

1/29/2019 7:56:21 AM xsirk_ there were 

24 apostles not 12

24 knights not 12

MJ 24 not 12

am I wrong?

1/29/2019 7:57:16 AM roaminnoodle Nunya, love seeing you posting here and on TRDJ posts!

Keep on, keepin' on! pic.twitter.com/59LVMNph3O

1/29/2019 8:01:27 AM kindeandtrue 3M paid out a paltry $9.1 million settlement in a lawsuit over defective earplugs in July, 2018: https://www.marketscreener.com/3M-COMPANY-

4836/news/3M-settles-defective-combat-earplug-case-with-for-9-1-million-27010971/ …

1/29/2019 8:02:24 AM djlok Weaken the military by giving our troops a disability.  I will never forgive Obama either bc that is Pure Evil to allow our military to be treated this way.  

And don't even get me started on the homeless vets. THEY should be the last people in our country who should be homeless!!

1/29/2019 8:03:10 AM do_or_do_notty Thank Ya! Appreciate you 👍 

Have an awesome day! pic.twitter.com/LoPHzIjdHC

1/29/2019 8:03:18 AM prmd21801759 Wow!!

1/29/2019 8:03:33 AM jrocktigers Hoping the Chinese sourced steel for armaments is brought to light.

1/29/2019 8:06:30 AM djlok Yeah, who's idea was that?  (Rhetorical). Let's get the largest maker of junk to make our armaments.  Crazy! We were headed for massive destruction 

very quickly and no one seems to know it except for a few.

1/29/2019 8:07:03 AM richardhiatt16 Put em all in jail...

1/29/2019 8:09:02 AM roaminnoodle More so, (((they))) want to prevent Trump from choosing another Justice in the Supreme Court.

1/29/2019 8:09:29 AM orthogonalron So these "select" Strava devices also had the capability of transmitting and receiving signals?

Damn

1/29/2019 8:09:50 AM xsirk_ my bad, contact is on July 20 (search Chico Xavier prophecy)

1/29/2019 8:13:25 AM xsirk_ 20/07/2019=21=12=3 🖖🤩💙

1/29/2019 8:24:27 AM daggastan Faulty earplugs deliberately given to DUMBS military personnel in order to use underground Sonic Weapons?

1/29/2019 8:43:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Renegade is Obama codename in USSS.

1/29/2019 8:44:24 AM hawkgirlinmn Do you know HOW many of my vets that are 27-45 have tinnitus and massive hearing loss? 😡😡😡



1/29/2019 9:12:56 AM blsdbe Wow. Thank you for your Service!

1/29/2019 9:18:45 AM antarantanka Atlantis 2 was a technologically advanced civilization. It’s tech was based on crystals. It did space travel. It had the capability to resist invasion by the 

reptilians. It was subverted from within and it’s shield crystal sabotaged, which acoustically damaged the rock strata.

1/29/2019 9:22:24 AM spaceco89187886 Agree! Extra time for an "older" growth spurt?

1/29/2019 9:24:25 AM zephyruswc That explains a lot...

1/29/2019 9:28:03 AM toffer_anon_369 Interesting you mention this on the same day that @ElrushboRush is talking about mind control via SOUNDS

1/29/2019 9:33:39 AM holliday_billy yeah lots of questions, not a lot of answers...

1/29/2019 9:35:58 AM gi6stars Nothing Less! pic.twitter.com/3vxIEPjjkO

1/29/2019 9:43:51 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PTqcECCKlC

1/29/2019 9:56:27 AM azangelranch I adore this with all of my heart ❤️

1/29/2019 10:11:31 AM vintagesquirrel Same

1/29/2019 10:13:38 AM vintagesquirrel  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-location-of-secret-us-army-bases …

1/29/2019 10:22:53 AM nicmccormic Phenomenal

1/29/2019 10:32:15 AM scienceismymuse Could be because of the glowing lights next to the moon. Look closely at it. pic.twitter.com/SqGxAwm20B

1/29/2019 10:39:40 AM lp083061  http://www.centcom.mil/MEDIA/PRESS-RELEASES/Press-Release-View/Article/1068267/us-central-command-statement-on-yemen-raid/ …

1/29/2019 10:41:42 AM lp083061  https://youtu.be/GbTJqSxbW5w 

1/29/2019 10:48:10 AM charmanda9 Should I be concerned that several years ago, my daughter and I had a ‘free’ hearing test as we participated in a study at Boys Town National Research 

Hospital here in Omaha? 😬

1/29/2019 10:54:06 AM charmanda9 Mine comes and goes

1/29/2019 10:59:32 AM _girlmaher_ You mean "climax" as in orgasm? So my spouse has reprogrammed my nervous system and now I am ultra-orgasmic and I have found that there is 

such a thing as "orgasm toxicity syndrome". Okay, it's an inside joke but what are the actual physical dangers you speak of beyond bleeeeeeh.

1/29/2019 11:01:35 AM _girlmaher_ When I say "I am ultra-orgasmic" it comes from everyday life not necessarily sexual activity, which seems to be a novel, rarely observed thing. Hence 

my ole bio. Yes, it's true.

1/29/2019 11:20:33 AM antarantanka Orion/Draco human hybrids which form the western branch of “the cabal”, specialty is banking/energy harvesting. Genetically traumatized in Draco 

invasion of Orion, forcibly hybridized. Phased introduction into early Babylon and Eastern Europe. Used exile religion as a cover.

1/29/2019 11:28:20 AM southernsmiley1  https://www.facebook.com/groups/OrgoneDevicesResearchAndDevelopment/ …

1/29/2019 11:30:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 For mass arrests to take place. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1090291194029060103 …

1/29/2019 11:31:14 AM heath_jack Wish I wasn't too old to volunteer!

1/29/2019 11:32:14 AM freshredpaint I hope so!

1/29/2019 11:33:06 AM deerfield4570 Yeah!!!!! 😎 pic.twitter.com/rhB7VXMCAT

1/29/2019 11:35:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signal received?

Follow the money.

Anons know what to do. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1090330743472046081 …

1/29/2019 11:35:34 AM nell_pam Taken down! Hopefully!😊👍

1/29/2019 11:36:05 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/XxrgnfYMC4

1/29/2019 11:37:15 AM _girlmaher_ To be perfectly honest, this is a word game and I still have no idea how one "saves Israel". If this happens in a peaceful way with no loss of life & 

liberation of Israel's seemingly world-approved concentration camps for Palestinians, we can truly say that the world has changed.

1/29/2019 11:37:17 AM nota_boomer I wish there was just one ounce of actual proof these “mass arrests” were real... Not just chan riddles and deep state PSYOP’s on youtube.

1/29/2019 11:37:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 The enemy does too. Trust the plan.

1/29/2019 11:37:59 AM zagnett PG&E - you're fired!!

1/29/2019 11:38:52 AM zagnett Damn i wish T/Q/MJ & co. would say "you're fired" more often!!

1/29/2019 11:39:10 AM jane_q_patriot Many already know it leads directly to one of those big [R]'s near the tippy top.

1/29/2019 11:40:12 AM nota_boomer  pic.twitter.com/s5kUeRiwRc

1/29/2019 11:40:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed it feels like that.

1/29/2019 11:41:12 AM _girlmaher_ It's really great to read of people being helpful to each other across the internet and maybe the gallaxy. I am busy copying down Kabamur's family 

transmissions to figure out "soul mechanics" trying to write good questions Kabamur will answer. It's quite a ride.

1/29/2019 11:42:01 AM nota_boomer You dont think “trust the plan” isn’t just a PSYOP to keep patriots Complacent?

1/29/2019 11:42:56 AM zagnett Funny. lib friends used to point out T is a bad businessman, went through several bankruptcies, so shouldn't be Pres...

i said yes i know about the bankruptcies. That's EXACTLY why i'm friggin' voting for him!! USA Inc. is bankrupt. In every way imaginable.

PG&E should be same.

1/29/2019 11:43:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 We know it is a psyop that will yield the results as promised. "This is not simply another 4 year election. This is a cross roads in the history of our 

civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEOPLE control our Government." Trust the plan.

1/29/2019 11:43:44 AM nota_boomer Because it sure as hell is starting to feel like that to me

1/29/2019 11:49:14 AM _girlmaher_ I adore you all as well, it is very encouraging to read people being sincerely curious and encouraging with each other. Let's pray this little corner 

remains free of people who have an agenda to insert toxicity. <3 <3 (also from Canada)

1/29/2019 11:50:32 AM ekotoons BOTH OF YOU 

HAVE PURPOSE

TREMENDOUS 

VALUE TO ADD

1/29/2019 11:51:23 AM fionasdestiny67 POTUS and his team have said multiple times they do not  Express their plans ahead of the events. #TrustThePlan #TrustPOTUS

1/29/2019 11:51:40 AM aschilliam Bolton 5k Troops Columbia.. coincidence or just Venezuela?

1/29/2019 11:52:49 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - I don't expect you to endorse this however, any input would be appreciated! For what it's worth, it's a great combination of music 

and storytelling which really resonates with my heart.  https://youtu.be/bBkdLzya3B4 

1/29/2019 11:55:57 AM sontechnique As one who cheated death - I dunno how many times, with no LE record to go with all of them, I’m beginning to wonder if there is a higher purpose. I 

swear on some of those occasions there was “intervention”. This stuff makes everything click together like MilGrade parts!

1/29/2019 11:56:39 AM ekotoons YOUR WONDER IS ACTUALLY

CLEAR-EYED REALIZATION

THANK YOU FOR BEING HERE

1/29/2019 11:56:51 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1067074914358882309?s=19 …

1/29/2019 11:58:08 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1087166639643262982?s=19 …

1/29/2019 11:58:19 AM filijd Government is immoral and illegitimate. The BELIEF in Government IS the Psyop, man.  The perpetuation of an endless left/right paradigm that only 

creates division and keeps people from the Truth. pic.twitter.com/1CiBfk2nPe



1/29/2019 12:01:08 PM phreatomagnetic  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratlines_(World_War_II_aftermath) …

The ratlines run through Mexico into South America.  Parts of South America were a haven for the scum fleeing Germany in WWII.  Eventually the 

troops will keep the pizza loving cabal types in rather than keeping desperate people out.

1/29/2019 12:01:21 PM space_sloth26 Can you indulge about dinosaurs? What about them are we getting wrong? Were any intelligent like humans?

1/29/2019 12:07:46 PM adsvel Eastern or Western? Eastern Europe never did invasion in other countries and religion came from the Western Europe at 1200 years of past century, 

before Roman empire, and before Giza intelligence.

1/29/2019 12:08:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The allegations were "child sex trafficking". Top "leaders" responded "oh give me a break" out of disbelief because that is a trained technique of 

keeping unacknowledged yet unclassified programs away from Congress and then classify all collected data to prevent contradictions. 

https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1090312618684960771 …

1/29/2019 12:10:49 PM zagnett Another R_child company. Sounds like they own all US utilities, and don't mind obliterating people as they choose.

1/29/2019 12:11:14 PM heath_jack 💖🌈🤗you too!

1/29/2019 12:11:51 PM ksouth21 Please clarify OEF....?

1/29/2019 12:15:51 PM bbobbio71 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealJamesWoods @TheRealRaNon https://twitter.com/RuthieRedSox/status/1090097156709584898 …

1/29/2019 12:15:52 PM vintagesquirrel Cuomo knows. Check out  https://twitter.com/TWPundit/status/1064865953161363456?s=09 …

1/29/2019 12:16:31 PM youstinksoap Ok.  What % of Congress is complicit with the allegations though?

1/29/2019 12:19:04 PM erquxlemon I am waiting for the day all the names of the people in Congress who are guilty are released. I have my suspicions who 🙄

1/29/2019 12:19:31 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are Q drops done, and all future drops to be placed here now?

1/29/2019 12:19:37 PM space_sloth26 Fine, no dinosaurs

1/29/2019 12:25:40 PM ksouth21 Good to know. Will these CF crimes ever be revealed?

1/29/2019 12:27:08 PM missy968 Thanks for having our backs!

1/29/2019 12:27:15 PM rosesrred0119 What can anons do to help?

1/29/2019 12:30:50 PM scylla17 17?

1/29/2019 12:30:57 PM lori_dee1 In addition to raising rates, they filed a for bankruptcy protection from the costs of the wildfires.

1/29/2019 12:33:49 PM lori_dee1 Surprised Cuomo hasn't died from a Clinton suicide yet.

1/29/2019 12:35:29 PM consciouskitty Me too

1/29/2019 12:35:55 PM djlok Sort of like when they call people with good intentions who are exposing the truth as "#conspiracytheorists".  When the world learns the truth, they 

are gonna find out who the real conspiracy people are!!

1/29/2019 12:40:35 PM freestateojones They think they should be in Syria instead?

1/29/2019 12:41:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Arkancided!

1/29/2019 12:41:47 PM jones9536 Major slip up.

1/29/2019 12:42:48 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/boqXFh47Wh

1/29/2019 12:42:56 PM rick_hernandez They try, we expose them. They leave. Love conquers hate. ;)

1/29/2019 12:43:22 PM antarantanka Predated Roman Empire.

1/29/2019 12:44:15 PM lori_dee1 😎

1/29/2019 12:46:16 PM djlok Yeah imagine having to prepare millions of us for what is taking place both seen and unseen. This is a MAJOR operation! Probably more major than we 

can imagine in our current human state.

1/29/2019 12:51:21 PM dogusainc @QPatriot17 @PrisonPlanet @staggerlee422 @findtruthQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @DeepStateExpose @Rambobiggs @robinmcfrick @The_Trump_Train 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheLastRefuge2 @HAntoni19 @YaniAlexander11 @Qseesall @bigredwavenow @urs_truly_alice @IPOT1776 @IvankaTrump 

@5Strat @intheMatrixxx https://twitter.com/dogusainc/status/1090349592150003712 …

1/29/2019 12:53:05 PM staggerlee422 What a tragedy..

1/29/2019 12:53:35 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, more at stake now, more than any other time in modernity. A battle on so many levels. We all (well, almost all😉) have to raise our 

consciousness/frequency to make it out of this quagmire. We have what we need and we have assistance taboot.

1/29/2019 12:57:59 PM yanialexander11 Wtf

1/29/2019 1:00:22 PM timkania i am going to pray and fast until these freaks gets indicted

1/29/2019 1:01:26 PM djlok Yes! Who would have ever imagined just a couple of years ago, we'd be having conversations about the things we are talking about now!!  The world is 

changing and boy can I feel it!!

1/29/2019 1:02:15 PM _girlmaher_ Keep bringing the Light Rick! <3 <3

1/29/2019 1:14:45 PM susan66388204 Don’t YOU DARE let them GET OFF from the charges!!!!

1/29/2019 1:14:57 PM ekotoons YES

1/29/2019 1:15:34 PM 3rdeyeview55 Totally agree. I've been arnd awhile, I've heard little bits of info here & there, but never in my wildest thoughts/dreams did I ever conceive of what we r 

experiencing now. I saw how things were going, no hope really, but now w exposure of truths/learning, we have a leg up now.

1/29/2019 1:16:10 PM xusaf_patriot If it were true, POTUS could simply activate the citizen militia and a million armed patriots would rush to the border to defend the country. No country 

would be that stupid...

1/29/2019 1:17:35 PM ekotoons  https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-01-29/fitness-app-strava-reveals-military-security-oversight …

1/29/2019 1:19:17 PM djlok Totally! Can 100% relate to moving from no hope to hope. #DarkToLight.

1/29/2019 1:25:15 PM lovethebeach999 I have helped myself recover from patulous Eustachian tube condition using a tuning fork on my neck and jaw/ ear area.  Maybe it would help tinnitus. 

pic.twitter.com/LlIxkKOdnn

1/29/2019 1:26:55 PM jaiagtp Can you please acknowledge AI Red Queen

1/29/2019 1:27:55 PM lovethebeach999 I’m not a paid practitioner but I follow folks, if you have anyone in Fort Myers that wants to try, be happy to pic.twitter.com/j3m6nLQtD7

1/29/2019 1:27:56 PM right_sideof No thousand different genders either. Hey we might have something with this approach. How bout next NO LIBERALS?

1/29/2019 1:32:46 PM jaiagtp Polar shift possible?

1/29/2019 1:35:29 PM gi6stars Of course

1/29/2019 1:35:36 PM space_sloth26 Was referring to a question I asked MJ12 earlier

1/29/2019 1:37:46 PM jaiagtp That David Cook guy is looking for fame, big ego

1/29/2019 1:38:44 PM jaiagtp Wilcock or whatever his name is

1/29/2019 1:39:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Fascinating. Do you happen to have a more complete kink to this procedure?

1/29/2019 1:40:21 PM hawkgirlinmn *link!!! Sorry, I always forget to spellcheck

1/29/2019 1:43:23 PM lovethebeach999  http://Biosonics.com . 128hz WTF with crystal foot about $125

Strike and press against skin until vibration stops.  Repeat.  I would do it for 10-15 minutes and cover the entire surface area. Ive done some pretty cool 

stuff with mine.

1/29/2019 1:45:16 PM jaiagtp ET disclosure already a boring subject

1/29/2019 1:55:22 PM the_fjalar I just read that the whole English language is a psyops...as your government meme shows.

as for “Trust the Plan.”

LOTS of things have been happening...and the plan is definitely building up lately

I’m loving it!

1/29/2019 1:57:17 PM adsvel Similarity with Orion empire.

1/29/2019 1:58:38 PM filijd Yes, some of the English language is just that.  Psychological conditioning via the use of words that people don't understand the real meaning of. Like 

the word "Anarchy"....

1/29/2019 2:02:19 PM hawkgirlinmn This is an option for those who have tried everything. Thank you, I will definitely keepnthis resource. God bless 🙏🏼



1/29/2019 2:12:29 PM burkewinkler The sensing is... that whereas for 40 years right-minded folk bitch among themselves that all is getting worse with Proglodytes in charge.  But it is now, 

perhaps, becoming the reverse.  Proglodytes can now bitch for 100 years, they can't stomp on faces like they used to?  Go USA

1/29/2019 2:14:13 PM burkewinkler The 17% rise is pure and simple and (guilty-as-hell) short covering.  Find the short-coverers... and you find the inside cabal, who knew of fires before 

they happened.  Follow THAT money, those bad hats?

1/29/2019 2:16:11 PM burkewinkler (“Right is right even if no one is doing it; wrong is wrong even if everyone is doing it.” – Saint Augustine)

1/29/2019 2:36:14 PM cttradio Glad to be part of the healing process! #getwellsoon

1/29/2019 2:59:12 PM moonbaby04371 And ISBE stands for?

1/29/2019 3:20:17 PM awakening9999 @StormIsUponUs @Kennedy1960John @realDonaldTrump @LadyQanuck @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @CoreyGoode @mflynnJR 

@JosephJFlynn1 @prayingmedic @SGTreport @X22Report https://twitter.com/Awakening9999/status/1090387253795454978 …

1/29/2019 3:23:17 PM lw_hawk Thanks! I see the report on the 23rd. Will listen :)

1/29/2019 3:39:20 PM unidentifiedta1 Is the moon fake? Is it a soul harvester?

1/29/2019 3:40:42 PM leesharons Another assassination attempt? Praying!!!!!!

1/29/2019 3:49:28 PM nota_boomer Wow!😔

1/29/2019 4:03:52 PM pastorjon9 Yeah, I for one am praying this cross roads has a successful outcome. This isn't some video game. Dismantling a multi-thousand year old network of evil 

isn't going to happen overnight. And - don't kid yourself this is the 1st time the DS has been attacked.

1/29/2019 4:06:52 PM pastorjon9 [They] have been through this before, but not to this extent. [They] have rabbit holes and shelter to hide in and control techniques we have yet to see 

the worst of. I'm trusting the plan. No civilian has a clue how complicated this truly is.

1/29/2019 4:13:58 PM sharond27756243 how in the hell do u willingly name someone RENEGADE and be surprised that they betrayed you and didnt adhere to basic natsec policy?

Might as well have named him SATAN and act shocked when he bit you?

1/29/2019 4:20:23 PM antarantanka They became the human “face” of Draco/Dragon empire. Middle men.

1/29/2019 4:27:47 PM mimidbdb8 They all need to go to the gallows!🤬😡👹👺💩

1/29/2019 4:53:12 PM blsdbe And getting taxpayer funds to pay for it too

1/29/2019 4:57:19 PM bgc558 Is there any doubt?

We are intensely focused on his safety here. Meditating and visualizing the ring of protectors etc. 

I know he is protected, we want to to help boost it and combat the hate & negatives.

It's concerning.

1/29/2019 4:58:19 PM blsdbe Thank you, ALL OF YOU, that are braving the bitterness of this conflict to protect us Regular Joes.

1/29/2019 5:33:28 PM tkobeauty #DoItQ

1/29/2019 5:45:53 PM bgc558 Easy challenge for our fearless warriors. pic.twitter.com/t3uGqm6iE1

1/29/2019 5:47:46 PM bgc558 Chin up man pic.twitter.com/BRIzQUyGyz

1/29/2019 5:56:06 PM timkania haha, good point 👌🏽but, i will actually be fasting every Wednesday for this issue. Join me ?

1/29/2019 6:02:45 PM gi6stars Beautiful! 

I want to #TRUTH

1/29/2019 6:02:58 PM lovelight5d lovely honey thank you for sharing

1/29/2019 6:03:20 PM tessie711 Trafficking in whaaattttt???

1/29/2019 6:07:50 PM muircynthia EXACTLY!!!  Right on the money, pardon the pun.

1/29/2019 6:11:28 PM blsdbe Tell me more about this 3pm Mass Meditation business!!! I want in!!!

1/29/2019 6:22:24 PM zagnett Oh yeah that too. Thanks!

1/29/2019 6:58:22 PM butterc73582547 There is so much evil this O creature did to harm us in 8 horrible years, but the sex perversions against humanity/children, and this intent to harm our 

military...well, the Lake of fire where the worm never dies won't come soon enough.

1/29/2019 7:40:31 PM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

New Physics  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1090440714331262978 …

1/29/2019 7:48:43 PM brouilletbaby DC=District of Columbia

1/29/2019 8:01:04 PM nursewounds Anons knew 🙌🇺🇸

1/29/2019 8:03:28 PM tikicolada Look at all the Holistic Doctors we have lost the past few years too. 😳

1/29/2019 8:08:14 PM dark2light2019 I love these “drips of truth” but we need something bigger the entire world does EDIT entire human race does.

1/29/2019 8:08:21 PM freestateojones "We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries of space, to free the earth from the miseries of disease, and to harness the 

energies, industries, technologies of tomorrow. A new national pride will stir ourselves lift our sights and heal our divisions."

1/29/2019 8:10:37 PM allahuniversal Q#735

7+3+5=15

1+5 = 6

"6 is the number of nature/biological entities."

"DARK to LIGHT."

"Patterns involving 6 enhance your body's quality of life."

"Your soul manifests 3s, 6s, and 9s in reality."

"When aligned and grouped, they amplify." pic.twitter.com/xJ1Z2b58T8
1/29/2019 8:10:56 PM jillmrealestate I’ve remembered every word he spoke as well!

1/29/2019 8:11:16 PM scottgasaway Question.... im hearing Monsanto is getting into the CBD business as well as some pharma companies...Any truth to this and will they "dark to light " as 

well or continue to try and suppress advancements for the good

1/29/2019 8:11:21 PM wwtravelr Finally to be made public! To search a couple already research:

1. Royal Rife

2. Otto Warburg https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/otto-warburg-cancer/ …

1/29/2019 8:12:24 PM freestateojones I'll never forget it.

1/29/2019 8:13:28 PM wodasi no  sicker than  what  a pig thinks just before the hangman .... lets go ...its a natural order of things , but  we can stop it and escape  this wheel of 

death..? ya wanna reincarnate  again..? pic.twitter.com/LZcdflqzdl

1/29/2019 8:14:06 PM jane_q_patriot This is going to be a rough one, though. How many have suffered and died needlessly over the course of decades? After essentially being killed (and 

bankrupted) by "orthodox" treatments? I just pray that the many who can still be saved will bring us some solace.🙏🏼

1/29/2019 8:18:56 PM ladypatriot20 If cures exist, does that mean those who withhold those cures to make money are guilty of genocide? So many people lost to cancer.

So many.

1/29/2019 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 How manyb3s, 6s, ans 9s are in this post?

[][]

Distractions.

Disclosure is coming.

Pices are besing movied. https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1089931332451557378 …

1/29/2019 8:26:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 #NewProfilePic pic.twitter.com/Ep1h3WY6S6

1/29/2019 8:26:45 PM bblueberrypie “Three” space operators, 6 people in image, post at 9am. I think I need to go arrange my desk in a 3,6,9 fashion. 🤔



1/29/2019 8:26:48 PM shannen_robison I dig it

1/29/2019 8:27:30 PM jane_q_patriot Pole flip.

1/29/2019 8:27:30 PM _the_psychonaut This looks like earth is a rocket ship and has a dome over the top

1/29/2019 8:30:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does upside down mean?

If you could postulate...

What is revealed when the image is upside down?

How do distress and individual connect?

Disclosure Is Imminent

Time Is An Illusion

Events Not Dates

Events Delay Events

Thoughts Delay/Speed Events

Consciousness Projects Reality
1/29/2019 8:30:28 PM rick_hernandez Hmmmm why is it upside down?

1/29/2019 8:30:36 PM aprilbrown99 Like the banner too. Telepathic communications beyond ISBE?

1/29/2019 8:31:35 PM 1ra_enelor Love it!!💫✨💫

1/29/2019 8:31:55 PM aprilbrown99 Could be the layer of protection that was applied.

1/29/2019 8:33:11 PM cledrordfishing You're spilling out all your intelligence on the floor.  Lmao

1/29/2019 8:33:13 PM mrblbrettish Makes you wonder why Iceland was the central focus of the badge to begin with.

1/29/2019 8:33:52 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1090467173859033090?s=21 …

1/29/2019 8:33:54 PM mrblbrettish Well, Iceland and Greenland.

1/29/2019 8:35:11 PM lori_dee1 My opinion...once all the disclosures happen, they will have zero credibility for all the harm done to our society (Dark). If they are able to survive, they 

will have to commit to doing good and rebuild slowly (Light). MJ12 your thoughts?

1/29/2019 8:36:21 PM aprilbrown99 I was referring to the banner at the top of MJs page, not the inverted patch. The banner was of MLK but now is a telepathic image.  Are you referring to 

the patch?

1/29/2019 8:36:57 PM mongrelglory It looks like a human being standing at the top of the world...

1/29/2019 8:37:44 PM allahuniversal -@ 11.9k followers (think mirror)

-The IS-BE is at the apex (9) of the 369 triplet.

-Pole flip, upside down distress signal? pic.twitter.com/pJs4z6sR1q

1/29/2019 8:38:33 PM timkania ok...maybe next week ?

1/29/2019 8:38:44 PM mrblbrettish Yeah sorry, I didnt mean to reply to you directly. My apologies :)

1/29/2019 8:39:20 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1090469085266227202?s=19 …

1/29/2019 8:39:35 PM si11112018 13 * s

1/29/2019 8:40:14 PM collectvcat DIA is in distress....

1/29/2019 8:40:25 PM vargasgirlred Threads, tweeps...

1/29/2019 8:42:43 PM hellouncledonny Q wins pic.twitter.com/sIVfYkoPkz

1/29/2019 8:45:07 PM hellouncledonny besid3

1/29/2019 8:48:21 PM rick_hernandez I guess this could be a distress symbol, but I see it more for as one for the state of the world. 

The badge is also darker and that represents the unknown, so does making it white mean dark 2 light reveals the unknown? 

Knowledge upside down represent new paradigms for us? pic.twitter.com/6dvOhrejj5

1/29/2019 8:49:31 PM aprilbrown99 US intel chiefs contradict Trump on North Korea, ISIS threats https://www.militarytimes.com/flashpoints/2019/01/29/us-intel-chiefs-contradict-trump-

on-north-korea-isis-threats/#.XFEsub_GvWE.twitter …

1/29/2019 8:49:34 PM allahuniversal That's a thought to consider...

1/29/2019 8:49:36 PM clancy_birrell Earth has rocket booster

1/29/2019 8:50:55 PM rick_hernandez Additionally the upside down image shows a person at the top of the world and not knowledgeable. So the people are above the knowledge. They are 

in control. Knowledge is not more important than the people

1/29/2019 8:50:57 PM clancy_birrell IS-BE is a Scientology concept

1/29/2019 8:51:15 PM mywowfreak Double edge sword. With all the cures whats the insentive to live a healthy-ish or clean life. 

Same as the thief in the night.

But those who live very extended lives know the price they pay - They dont ever truly live anymore.

[They're] narrative is worth $1.

1/29/2019 8:51:33 PM nmchristoban mirror

maybe suggesting that our understanding will be turned upside down and we will come out on top

darkness to light

1/29/2019 8:53:45 PM rick_hernandez And because the rings represent science and technology and they go around the world, I am guessing that this means hidden scientific and technical 

knowledge will be revealed to the world and humans will be from being controlled by the hidden knowledge and will be empowered by it

1/29/2019 8:56:27 PM rick_hernandez Oh wow! Nice catch on the follower count

1/29/2019 8:57:27 PM mywowfreak Lol. pic.twitter.com/9mZTWFPRCK

1/29/2019 8:57:52 PM mywowfreak O-mission

1/29/2019 8:59:50 PM mskeens1962 I really didn't think anything of it being upside down until I read the comment.   I guess that doesn't say much for me 🤷🏼♀️ My question - is there a 

significance to 13 stars & why not more colorful?

1/29/2019 9:00:37 PM truth_frees_us Humanity going into space

1/29/2019 9:01:28 PM mywowfreak Or at the bottom depending on your prespective.

1/29/2019 9:04:55 PM tsbpts You have mentioned that MJ12 can fix aging. Is this technology going to be part of awakening and disclosure?

1/29/2019 9:04:59 PM cbdmontana  https://twitter.com/cbdmontana/status/1090274863606972419?s=21 …

1/29/2019 9:06:20 PM lori_dee1 Awesome!!!

1/29/2019 9:10:27 PM natureinspace Dude. Are you ok?

1/29/2019 9:12:57 PM righteous_one_ Lmao I build them PAL... don't fuck with my income with this fake garbage

1/29/2019 9:14:32 PM righteous_one_ For the gullible

1/29/2019 9:14:41 PM freestateojones Mirror Vertical 

Up is down. 

Mirror Horizontal

Left is right. 

"After he announced in April 2014 that he would step down as director of the DIA, @GenFlynn asserted he had been forced out because he disagreed 

with the Obama administration's approach to combating extremism" pic.twitter.com/ilUq8qa4Z8
1/29/2019 9:16:02 PM allahuniversal !



1/29/2019 9:16:39 PM freestateojones "Flynn was strident in his support of Mr. Trump, often making dire predictions about what would happen if Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton was 

elected president."

#NeverHillary https://www-cbsnews-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/what-to-know-about-michael-

flynn/?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cbsnews.com%2Fnews%2Fwhat-to-know-about-michael-flynn%2F …

1/29/2019 9:18:33 PM freestateojones We knew this day would come. pic.twitter.com/g5Fm3pzK13

1/29/2019 9:19:19 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1090258909334388736?s=19 …

1/29/2019 9:20:56 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1089885826476109824?s=19 …

1/29/2019 9:21:08 PM allahuniversal Thank you for providing useful & thought-provoking information

1/29/2019 9:21:23 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/WaNLi3laOf

1/29/2019 9:23:15 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1090291169119162369?s=19 …

1/29/2019 9:29:18 PM scott_rick I drink 35% food grade H2O2 hydrogen peroxide.... maybe 1-3 drops of a iodine dropper.  Extra oxygen molecule

1/29/2019 9:43:10 PM decodematrix Looks like a person standing on Antarctica.

1/29/2019 9:43:31 PM lori_dee1 IS-BE (9 and 3)

many[b]

Pic[e]s

be[s]ing

mov[i]ed

"Many pics being moved"

1/29/2019 9:45:24 PM lori_dee1 Article:

3's: Three, 30th, 2019

6's: 6 Space Operators

9: Posted at 9:00pm

1/29/2019 9:46:09 PM zagnett Yes please! 🤩

1/29/2019 9:48:43 PM lbf777 Upside down flag represents distress. He mentioned the word distress.

1/29/2019 9:49:38 PM pauliepg11111 It looks like a baby with a big head

1/29/2019 9:49:43 PM youstinksoap 11.11

Truth

Dark to Light

1/29/2019 9:55:37 PM decodematrix I'm going to need a Navajo code talker to decode this.

1/29/2019 9:56:14 PM rick_hernandez I meant to say not knowledge instead of not knowledgeable. Sorry for the typos.

1/29/2019 10:02:34 PM decodematrix How many[b]3s, 6s, an[s] 9s are in this post?

Pi[e]ces are be[s]ing mov[i]ed.

1/29/2019 10:06:13 PM rmbrice How do we know if we’re a starseed?

1/29/2019 10:08:59 PM timkania We are going to get God’s attention and make Him know that we want public indictments & arrests of The Clinton’s, Brennan, Clapper, Holder, et al

Psalm 119:126

enough of these lies, murders, rapes !

1/29/2019 10:27:43 PM epkman 🇺🇸Your gonna spill that bowl of fire upside down like that.🤣

1/29/2019 10:35:55 PM jollyrob2 🎉🙏💫

1/29/2019 10:46:06 PM dark2light2019 Are you talking about the man at the south pole.

1/29/2019 10:49:41 PM do_or_do_notty Reading your comment a thought came to mind:

Rocket booster....Earth is a mothership 🤷🏻♀️

1/29/2019 10:49:55 PM decodematrix "The treatment, called MuTaTo, will use a combination of cancer-targeting peptides and a toxin that will specifically kill cancer cells."

Is there other ways to cure cancer using light/sound waves?

1/29/2019 11:30:50 PM prmd21801759 Thank you

1/30/2019 12:14:45 AM arc339 Bomb manufacture, trafficking, atomic rockets launched by Randy Ford, see what his evil ET crew Shirley Scott, Ken Fuller did to my home, to my dear 

heavenly cat Kaito. Extreme atomic rocket bomb melted Airstream in 1 sec into liquid. Send investigator now  https://www.gofundme.com/fire-victim-

tragic-lost-beloved-pet-amp-home …

1/30/2019 12:22:14 AM sunnyboys13 Maj12 started  1949

1/30/2019 1:00:22 AM jollyrob2 Hello MJ12, can you elaborate your new background wallpaper? pic.twitter.com/HdLbwXFfDo

1/30/2019 1:04:24 AM petitchevalb Hello Majestic 12

If this life is just a "simulation", then Dark is necessary to get a relevant "test environment"

Dark and Light are both necessary

Isnt the side we choose more relevant than the final result of the fight against Dark?

1/30/2019 1:11:56 AM djlok I'm glad you both commented on this post.  Y'all both gave me a lot to think about with the new logo.  I can't help but look at it and hear in my head 

"Think Mirror".

1/30/2019 1:12:14 AM pillhard It’s been overturned or flipped?

1/30/2019 1:17:41 AM pillhard Pole flip?

1/30/2019 1:18:40 AM spiritutecno @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Above Majestic🚀👽

1/30/2019 1:22:57 AM pillhard Heaven(cross/man) above, hell below (fire), the way it should be.

1/30/2019 1:32:54 AM covertress Majestic12 header art by artsoldier77 

 https://society6.com/artsoldier77 

 https://www.picdove.com/profile/artsoldier77 … pic.twitter.com/y5cU7u5Jsj

1/30/2019 1:38:33 AM mongrelglory I think this is why the system is ready to be turned upside-down.  Humanity has been kept down for too long! 🎆

1/30/2019 1:45:24 AM mongrelglory Great artwork!

1/30/2019 1:52:19 AM mongrelglory IS-BE was the term used by Airl, an officer of the Domain in "Alien Interview".  Scientology may have appropriated that term.

1/30/2019 1:52:35 AM __jabird__ I’ll take a stab at it. The person is standing at the North Pole. Knowledge is at the South Pole. Q would say something like “think mirror “ along with 

that, roomers of a strange entrance at both poles, strange 8 sided ancient buildings buried in the ice. Perhaps anunaki?

1/30/2019 2:08:20 AM wild8heart Ah okay. Thanks for that. 😊

1/30/2019 2:24:45 AM rdeweese04 Dark to light, and peace over glory. Man is under shroud of peace.

1/30/2019 2:30:50 AM goyaeq Hillary was instrumental in New York, probably the same here.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said they entities behind the scenes were feeling the effects of child 

trafficking shutdowns and ordered another source.

1/30/2019 2:36:11 AM wild8heart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1090337796575813632 …

1/30/2019 2:58:48 AM sqrlnutz Art work for M12 is very similar and reminiscent of @TrueEyeTheSpy

1/30/2019 3:09:05 AM covertress imo, more beautiful than Jackson Pollock's abstract expressionism #art



1/30/2019 3:28:32 AM adsvel 13:20 and on the top of planet is Human with its pure Consciousness. No gods, no religion, no abstract masonic symbols, just a pure Consciousness. I 

like this badge.

1/30/2019 3:32:40 AM aurorasreality Think mirror, does that apply?  I’m more intrigued with the DIA title 🤔🤔 you keep saying it I guess that’s for sure lol

1/30/2019 3:35:16 AM aurorasreality It looks like it’s mirrored to be upside down and that a person has all the light spreading or “pouring” over the world  reminds me of a crystal ball too lol 

💜🌟🔮

1/30/2019 3:55:08 AM phonehats Inverted earth

1/30/2019 4:25:12 AM iknow04042015 Many, AFB or 1 6 3 

O B C F O C;

15 2 3 6 15 3 

Many, AFB or 1 6 3 

MJ12, Is it truly all about LOVE?

1/30/2019 5:03:13 AM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  true?  https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1090085143291854848 …

1/30/2019 5:12:21 AM skeye_watching It looks like a rocket going thru the center of the earth.

1/30/2019 5:13:27 AM bbobbio71 There's research using frequency to treat ailments.  Just need to know the frequency of the ailment.  Could be wrong but I think it was discovered in 

the 50s

1/30/2019 5:20:17 AM zachydoodle8485 Fake

1/30/2019 5:53:35 AM olimyracle Pole shift ?

Earth boosted by knowledge.

Stars to support the base.

People on top.

Vegetation above all, protection. pic.twitter.com/LST87SXilS

1/30/2019 5:54:37 AM theappraizer 33 years. 😤☠😩👎

1/30/2019 6:06:35 AM realityloominng hmm, when reversed, you could now look at the whole planet as a rocketship, with the torch being exhaust, and the human as the pointy front moving 

forward.

1/30/2019 6:10:26 AM b91827364 Genocide

1/30/2019 6:13:30 AM bbobbio71 Dark to light. 

Shift in consciousness

1/30/2019 6:21:38 AM djlok Thanks for clarifying that. I've heard a couple of people say this is a Scientology stunt.  People who are following along at home will realize the 

information being shared has similarities AND differences with many religions.  Disinfo and good info in a lot of religions.

1/30/2019 6:23:43 AM jombalga Earplugs?!?! Good you don't remember grandma.... pic.twitter.com/AS0vQxbBOC

1/30/2019 6:23:48 AM freexband They don’t make it to the big leagues unless the cabal gets to them and owns them first. Sad.

1/30/2019 6:26:38 AM rick_hernandez Great point!

1/30/2019 6:31:15 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEK89-nPyU4 …

The interview is almost 5 hours long, but definitely worth it if you have the time. Fascinating point of view at the very least. But i don't know what % is 

disinfo. I think low but only since i'm trusting MJ on it, who pasted the link.

1/30/2019 6:32:15 AM djlok I will have to watch it in pieces!

1/30/2019 6:38:19 AM zagnett Yeah, it took me several weeks. Get an hour or so in &you might not be able to stop listening. Must admit it resonates very highly with me.

1/30/2019 6:44:51 AM areckoningday 🙄🤔 pic.twitter.com/gNDOuAl03E

1/30/2019 6:47:51 AM areckoningday Same concept but the whole world. pic.twitter.com/N3ElgwCS46

1/30/2019 6:51:38 AM toffer_anon_369 The icon over Antarctica looks like a radio tower or control tower?  They are in control or that's where the Monarch signal is originating from?

1/30/2019 7:26:04 AM pastorjon9 The cures DO already exist, and have for existed for decades. It's just that before, Big Pharma killed anyone who tried to go public with it. ($$$ first, 

people last - control)

1/30/2019 7:35:53 AM pastorjon9 Interesting, is this a public announcement that there's more cooperation in the SSPs? That SSP is soon to lose the "Secret" portion of it's title? 

And yes, there are a lot of 3s, 6s, and 9s in that post.

1/30/2019 7:42:44 AM melanieanders7 Human ascending first and bringing earth with them? We pierce the veil w the help@of a rocket booster carrying knowledge. ? Maybe?

1/30/2019 7:44:30 AM melanieanders7 Also, they say this world is upside down.... if we pierce the veils we would be right side up. Reversed in existence.

1/30/2019 7:44:32 AM pastorjon9 Earth may flip, supported by 13 stars (original colonies - original founders), rocket into space via Antarctica

Just stream of consciousness stuff. But humans in space and original "star family" really pops out at me.

1/30/2019 7:47:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seal != Flag

1/30/2019 7:48:09 AM jaspony1 Also it seems that the description of Harvest is very, very similar to the Rapture. At least in my humble opinion.

1/30/2019 7:54:07 AM kachinagtto Silent Sound Spread Spectrum??

1/30/2019 8:10:02 AM kindeandtrue  pic.twitter.com/QNfIqQflHj

1/30/2019 8:11:54 AM fionasdestiny67 I'm  0-Rh-, would be good to know..🤔

1/30/2019 8:43:03 AM areckoningday United States of Emergency

1/30/2019 8:43:14 AM pantherden_ Giants in Antarctica?

1/30/2019 8:46:37 AM bbobbio71 Thank you for the gift

1/30/2019 8:59:11 AM bgc558 World in distress.

Brought into the Light 

Singular (self) journey, but not alone.

Supported, and supplied

Figure standing on top of the Pole is very significant. 

First glance: Wary, but hopeful.

Challenged and proud.
1/30/2019 9:02:32 AM freeandoriginal Beautiful collection! Do you sell ? Where?

1/30/2019 9:19:23 AM speaakn Think of this: all computer boards have a tiny bit of gold on them.

1/30/2019 9:19:57 AM tammyrochester2 What does this mean?

1/30/2019 9:25:56 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. This is a treasure trove of information to read.

1/30/2019 9:29:22 AM sontechnique Thank you MJ-12!

1/30/2019 9:31:03 AM cydoniaeon Looks like they are preparing for something.  Is it defensive?

1/30/2019 9:32:04 AM burgersandra Perhaps this image is a reminder of "9th dimensional frequency...tunes you into the energy of the Divine Himself." https://www.guardian-angel-

reading.com/blog-of-the-angels/9th-dimension/ …

1/30/2019 9:43:30 AM allahuniversal A  http://Mega.nz  account is $free.99, the app costs even less. Paying for cloud storage is 100% optional. And free ebooks available even without a 

Mega account. So where's the $$ involved here? Please point that out to us.



1/30/2019 9:52:44 AM usss_211 like Venezuelans vote Democrat. 

@realDonaldTrump @GregRubini

@9999PatriotUSMC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@marklevinshow @TheFive

@seanhannity @StormIsUponUs

@dogturd3

@catturd2
1/30/2019 9:59:01 AM madmaxmacgyver Jesus, how many Necronomicons are in here?!

1/30/2019 10:26:31 AM princesspatrio1 Ready! We do this together. ❤️💥👊🙏

1/30/2019 10:30:52 AM mskeens1962 🛡💪🏹⚔⚖

🌏☮️🌠🙏

1/30/2019 10:43:53 AM jollyrob2 Wow a lot to read! Thank you ✨💫🖖🏻

1/30/2019 10:56:26 AM theydontknowwe1 All these amazing patriots! I always get to see bigger and sometimes truly enlightening new perspectives. At this point all seems like a God thing!

1/30/2019 10:57:37 AM theydontknowwe1 Tis sir❤️

1/30/2019 11:06:39 AM jaspony1 Interesting!!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=80&v=0JKSI3o546o …

1/30/2019 11:35:15 AM weremight It means you are sitting across the table from whoever sealed the document.

1/30/2019 11:35:46 AM jennife31060429 Let's do this..together!!

1/30/2019 11:43:40 AM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "FIRST CONTACT"?  https://youtu.be/d8jBTyc27DU 

1/30/2019 11:45:55 AM unidentifiedta1  https://youtu.be/d8jBTyc27DU 

1/30/2019 11:46:10 AM turboxyde If dreams teach then, I had a dream a few nights ago that I'd recieve a hyperlink (hyperdimensional download) to an electronic library that would have 

shamanic tools to help with my healing practice. Fantastic!

1/30/2019 12:03:24 PM giediknight You disclosed this in a later tweet,  https://fas.org/sgp/congress/2001/hr2977.html …

1/30/2019 12:08:29 PM giediknight (III) directing a source of energy 

                        (including molecular or atomic energy, 

                        subatomic particle beams, electromagnetic 

                        radiation, plasma, or extremely low frequency 

                        (ELF)

1/30/2019 12:08:30 PM olimyracle DIA => AID ?

1/30/2019 12:08:43 PM giediknight Congressman Dennis Kucinich

1/30/2019 12:12:49 PM giediknight ``exotic weapons systems'' includes weapons 

        designed to damage space or natural ecosystems or climate, weather, and 

        tectonic systems with the purpose of inducing damage or 

        destruction upon a target population or region on earth or in 

        space.

1/30/2019 12:13:12 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/wXO41rBkNP

1/30/2019 12:37:51 PM laurabusse @beast_anti lotsa stuff here you may be interested in :-)

1/30/2019 12:38:34 PM giediknight I think you have this wrong, in S4E16 "2010", it was a note written and signed by Jack O'Neill, that was sent back in time through the stargate to avoid 

contact with the Aschen. I think you are referencing https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/1969_(episode) …

1/30/2019 1:04:25 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wasn't this the hearing where they stated that 45 doesn't even need to declare a National Emergency to build the wall?  Future 

Proves Past again?  pic.twitter.com/vDfoJNvM75

1/30/2019 1:11:21 PM jamesboyett I hope Trump's Intel tweets were directed to other Intel Agents and not Majestic.

1/30/2019 1:35:08 PM deplorabldamsel Did you even click on the link??? 🙄

1/30/2019 1:39:48 PM djlok Holy heck, MJ12! We've got some reading to do tonight!!

1/30/2019 1:48:34 PM oo1o110 Gmail

1/30/2019 1:51:33 PM grant_freedom  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=n_aVFVveJNs …

1/30/2019 1:54:32 PM giediknight 1.618?

1/30/2019 1:59:08 PM princesspatrio1 She is amazing! Great song!

1/30/2019 1:59:09 PM covertress Where are you going?

1/30/2019 2:01:25 PM jrocktigers 👀

1/30/2019 2:13:27 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - 339 arrests is a majestic number!  https://ktla.com/2019/01/29/human-trafficking-sting-across-california-leads-to-339-arrests-

rescues-of-nearly-50-victims/amp/?fbclid=IwAR0xk90-W9xRXYNCQJCgqmhL5iFT7ZXtK6_GBJzhf5KecM1A2moIVA8y3HE&__twitter_impression=true …

1/30/2019 2:13:51 PM allahuniversal Looks like you have more of an issue with Mega than you do with MJ12. Take Q's advice, Alice. Learn to archive offline.

1/30/2019 2:26:55 PM allahuniversal Our brave soul has "deleted" tweets.

Archiving offline is beneficial.

[Nothing is ever truly deleted] pic.twitter.com/w0ejUEQblq

1/30/2019 2:30:15 PM jamesboyett Time Machine from 2030? But Aliens not here until 2028? I hope this Noah is either Fake or from a different Time Line. I am thinking Disclosure and 

Alien contact will start some time this year. Majestic 12, can you give us any kind of a Time Line?  https://youtu.be/OZReQLD-eu0 

1/30/2019 2:31:30 PM allahuniversal Never mind, even odder than expected pic.twitter.com/zlb8h9d8GN

1/30/2019 2:33:32 PM jamesboyett Time Machine from 2030? But Aliens not here until 2028? I hope this Noah is either Fake or from a different Time Line. I am thinking Disclosure and 

Alien contact will start some time this year. Majestic 12, can you give us any kind of a Time Line? https://youtu.be/OZReQLD-eu0 

1/30/2019 2:38:04 PM jamesboyett I sure wish it would be a whole lot faster.

1/30/2019 2:43:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all vaccines are bad.

Not all vaccines are equal.

Some are very dangerous.

Some are very beneficial.

Be careful.

1/30/2019 2:44:49 PM covfefe_grande How safe is this?

1/30/2019 2:44:59 PM jvan125 I would venture a guess that only MJ12 has access to the ‘beneficial’ ones...

1/30/2019 2:46:06 PM lbf777 Why take the chance. Even if they are good, Gov can easily slip poison on their like they did when they filled vaccinations with AIDS. 

I say skip the whole thing & be done with it.

Get rid of chemtrails, 5G towers, & other poisons while were at it.

1/30/2019 2:48:36 PM raisethevib369 How do you discern when you don't know who to trust? How can we be expected to "be careful" when chosing? That's Russian roulette. If you hand 

me a handful of mushrooms and tell me some of them are poisonous but dont tell me which ones, I won't eat any.

1/30/2019 2:48:43 PM _the_psychonaut Sounds like Russian Roulette. I’d rather not play the game than risk it



1/30/2019 2:49:10 PM jordan_sather_ Do you want to explain your propositions there?

1/30/2019 2:49:17 PM zrickety No one knows the difference.  The takeaway from your statement is that vaccines as a whole can be dangerous.  Mutagenic poisons (thimerosal) are 

not beneficial.

1/30/2019 2:49:20 PM 1crazy_toaster Our bodies are from the Earth, made of & sustained by Earth stuff. We are not made of artificial stuff. Eat clean foods/herbs/plants, live clean- these 

are the best medicines, so says Hippocrates

1/30/2019 2:50:11 PM lib7473 Ok, MJ12(Light family), please do disclose w/c ones R beneficial for us, N not guess. So we can really protect the future generations. NOT many can get 

ur DMs/intuitions from above. So please just help the collective. Ie, R flu vaccines ok to take yearly? HPV safe for kids?

1/30/2019 2:52:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccines for things like Alzheimers or other system related ailments are counterproductive as you cite. Vaccines for viruses are mandatory for service 

members who travel off world. We use vaccines to protect them from common diseases on other planets. Not all vaccines are bad. *

1/30/2019 2:52:25 PM patriottdefense How about the anthrax shot, I’ve seen guys turn green 😂

1/30/2019 2:52:27 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is your new profile banner?

1/30/2019 2:53:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not trust CDC. It has not been cleaned out.

1/30/2019 2:53:30 PM ragevirusqq Can you list the harmful vaccines?

1/30/2019 2:53:38 PM pedalfun4u Again, no one knows the difference. You have taken this position before but where is the answer found

1/30/2019 2:53:53 PM collectvcat MMR?

1/30/2019 2:53:56 PM ragevirusqq Also autism changes to Alzheimer’s. Is this just a mistake?

1/30/2019 2:54:01 PM iam_laura9 Did you invert this on purpose?

1/30/2019 2:54:13 PM jane_q_patriot I have a question. Do *those* vaccines contain aluminum adjuvants and/or alien fetal DNA?

1/30/2019 2:54:26 PM ragevirusqq Changed*

1/30/2019 2:54:34 PM pedalfun4u does Big Pharma produce them?

1/30/2019 2:54:45 PM lib7473 Thx, love/light...😇

1/30/2019 2:54:46 PM benstrauss7 They can’t get it from across the border as easy anymore.  They need to harvest it in the US

1/30/2019 2:54:52 PM jillsfolly77711 What about the additives?  Mercury, fluoride, aluminum, fetal cells...

1/30/2019 2:54:56 PM jordan_sather_ Please describe which “off world viruses” you claim service members are being “protected from”, and the ingredients in them. 

You do realize the whole concept of boosting our immune system through injection (“vaccination”) is flawed, yes?

1/30/2019 2:55:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depending on the planet and whether the ET race is humanoid or not, vaccines can contain nanotechnology, ET tissue, and other elements the 

nanotechnology can use to create the "vaccine" when it encounters a task the immune system cannot handle quick enough.

1/30/2019 2:56:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thousands of planets. Mars is just one.

1/30/2019 2:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Majestic 12 oversees their development. Not unclassified.

1/30/2019 2:58:35 PM jane_q_patriot Interesting. I appreciate the response.

1/30/2019 2:58:46 PM olimyracle Same tech, several purposes ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034454444098953216?s=19 …

1/30/2019 2:58:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The concept of vaccines in theory is a good thing. Majestic. They can be used for bad. As can all things Majestic. Therefore, additives are intended to 

create new problems where the vaccine eliminates one. Business. Not all vaccines are equal. Some are respectable.

1/30/2019 2:59:10 PM christinepolon1 Watched it. Outstanding!

1/30/2019 3:01:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Off world viruses are common viruses similar to Earth that have adapted to other ecosystems. Some of the viruses are airborne. Some of the planets 

are so "well" protected that all who do not have the nanotechnology vaccine become infected with a disease similar to a fatal flu.

1/30/2019 3:03:17 PM giediknight Until we know for sure which are safe and which ones are not safe, I am not gambling with my or my loved ones lives.

1/30/2019 3:04:12 PM jane_q_patriot I imagine aerosol applications would be utilized as well, especially if we're talking about nanotech. Another form of "vaccination" that's long been in 

the works.

1/30/2019 3:04:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 The other very important component to grok is all service members have immune systems that are literally attacked a million times a day by the IS-BE's 

own Government. Many of them were experimented on by some of the rogue groups. However, vaccines can be used for both good & bad.

1/30/2019 3:04:44 PM 1crazy_toaster if they are good, why are the ingredients kept such a mystery? Let's start w/ the obvious.

1/30/2019 3:06:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 They shouldn't be something one normally injects into their bodies unless either its advanced nanotechnology vaccines with an intended purpose or 

you are doing something extraordinary that requires intervention. Circumstances matter. Facts matter. Not all vaccines are bad.

1/30/2019 3:06:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no disagreements here.

1/30/2019 3:07:20 PM pedalfun4u Thank you. Now we can make more sense of your position

1/30/2019 3:07:32 PM 1crazy_toaster the depop agenda is very old..generations upon generations & here we are in such a toxic soup that our hospitals have their own zip codes  & minds 

are easily controlled.

1/30/2019 3:08:52 PM giediknight Alex Jones show yesterday 1/29/2019 was literally all about this. Vaccines are good. But Cabal knowingly putting in "bad" things to dumb down and 

control population. https://www.infowars.com/german-chancellor-ministers-get-special-vaccine-without-soft-kill-ingredients/ …

1/30/2019 3:09:04 PM freestateojones Have some [Faith] @Jordan_Sather_. pic.twitter.com/qwtrHv9fVu

1/30/2019 3:09:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 If they cost money and you're not traveling at least 1 light year away from Earth, then you should probably request the lab results of the unredacted 

ingredients list first. It will be classified. Only then can you decide whether to open pandora's box or not. Read the story.

1/30/2019 3:11:28 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Well, can you enlighten us about the recent measles outbreaks that now has certain States looking at mandatory vaccines laws? Should humans here 

be forced to be vaccinated? With tons of research under my belt how am I to know what is bad and what is good?

1/30/2019 3:12:38 PM xusaf_patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Interesting video...unsure of its accuracy...looks like it might require MJ12 approval:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0MUZWIsld0&feature=youtu.be …

1/30/2019 3:14:03 PM mapyourworld1 Can you link us to copies of the documents that the Roman Empire (Vatican) is hiding from us?  I cannot rest until I get the truth of what they have 

hidden from us all.

1/30/2019 3:14:11 PM ragevirusqq Most public school districts require vaccines for children to attend school. These are the vaccines many are  concerned with.

1/30/2019 3:14:37 PM olimyracle 😏 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090748900426870785?s=19 …

1/30/2019 3:14:51 PM turboxyde The surgeries, medications, the experiments done while "training," the frequencies we were exposed to CIED jamming devices, the random patrol 

missions into unoccupied regions with no tactical value, the strange lights in the sky... "Forgive them for they know not what they do."

1/30/2019 3:18:05 PM giediknight Yeah, pretty much no vaccine available is safe, unless you are in the SSP....

1/30/2019 3:19:32 PM edgeofrzn  pic.twitter.com/JWffbFqzzx

1/30/2019 3:21:21 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I would love to understand this. But I am super skeptical, my first born now almost 19 year old had a reaction to shots at 18 months. He want from 

walking and talking to very little talking, and crawling a-lot again. Constant repetative behaivors and is graduating at 5th level!!

1/30/2019 3:24:28 PM covfefe_grande Are there ways to expel/cleanse these materials from our bodies?



1/30/2019 3:24:46 PM dairy_mom_of_6 He will never drive or hold down a normal job, still has speech issues!! Will live at home forever! My next 5 kids all unvaccinated and super smart and 

healthy!?!? What are parents supposed to think!!!??? Sorry for the rant! 😥

1/30/2019 3:25:30 PM the_fjalar was the outbreak a FF...used to push “forced” vaccines on the population?

🤔🤔🤔🤔

1/30/2019 3:28:22 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/oKfA1zWhbI

1/30/2019 3:28:28 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/JxtufbM5SG

1/30/2019 3:29:14 PM dairy_mom_of_6 This was my first thought too?

1/30/2019 3:32:14 PM 1crazy_toaster what a question! I post a lot of things but no one likes to FAST & there you go.  Cilantro is good for removing heavy metals, eating alkaline foods, keep 

hydrated basically dont eat crap & that's what most like to eat b/c it tastes good & that's how they get you. no discipline.

1/30/2019 3:36:55 PM _truth_warrior_ Thoughts?  https://youtu.be/I0MUZWIsld0 

1/30/2019 3:38:29 PM jones9536 What about the hepatitis a vaccine?

1/30/2019 3:40:27 PM pomeinnz i think the world has a new boss

1/30/2019 3:41:18 PM daveschroeder18 And don't forget @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/30/2019 3:43:12 PM raisethevib369 What about the ones being pushed on the general population by the cdc?

1/30/2019 3:43:26 PM bbobbio71 Looking at the # new profile pic,  + upside down badge (or flag) usually meaning distress. The "new profile pics" are kids. Could this mean the kids are in 

distress? Knowing what Trump is doing are we fixing the distress? Just growing that out there..... other insight?

1/30/2019 3:49:13 PM wonderswords Based on what you already know, makes sense it is to control our position it before release to public. They aren't all of a sudden be our friends and 

saviour

1/30/2019 3:50:16 PM zrickety Our secret space program has already been to those planets or shares resources with ET races that have them.

1/30/2019 3:52:39 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you offer advice on how to nicely and gently, yet convincingly red pill our friends and relatives who have been brainwashed by 

the democrats and do not believe or want to believe the truth about the adrenochrome and child trafficking?

1/30/2019 3:54:02 PM covfefe_grande I am aware of detox methods for food toxins; however, if the toxins in the vaccines differ do the detox methods differ. 5:5?

1/30/2019 3:55:42 PM olimyracle Q 1010 - April 5 2018 pic.twitter.com/vERnUiEbKd

1/30/2019 3:56:12 PM zrickety So what you're saying is that all Earth vaccines are bad.  The only good ones are Majestic classifed.

1/30/2019 3:56:14 PM allahuniversal Alice has her moments, she'll be ok

1/30/2019 3:57:27 PM _the_psychonaut What if it was airborne?

1/30/2019 4:04:07 PM 1_decided_voter Okay, so let's boil this down a bit further. Safe to say that the vaccines being pushed on our kids before entering public school system are bad?

1/30/2019 4:12:33 PM stevephillps81 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I believe we the isbe has been here since the dawn of time yet the van Galen belt is the cause of us trapped on earth, not 

remembering past is be experiences,we are eons old yet when we die we forget come back and start again on this planet which is a isbe prison

1/30/2019 4:17:08 PM stevephillps81 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the government's and influential people on this planet are actually the guards who hold all the keys to the inmate population 

awakening and remembering the skills we possess from over time, tho deep down we no somethings not right with the world we live in

1/30/2019 4:17:27 PM jenw_rn Um actually I'm planning a trip next summer to venus, inject me at will as I have lost my mind ☠

1/30/2019 4:18:03 PM davidrupell None are good for infant children

1/30/2019 4:18:27 PM djlok #AgentOrange not a vaccine, but an experiment.  They know it and we know it.

1/30/2019 4:23:18 PM narcissist_ghst extremely...flawed.

1/30/2019 4:29:57 PM jenw_rn Then who are we supposed to trust? You?

1/30/2019 4:31:17 PM djlok I think there is a ton of truth to your tweet here. If consciousness projects reality, and full disclosure is to become a reality, consciousness would seem 

to be required.

1/30/2019 4:35:24 PM narcissist_ghst bioengineered nanotechnology dispersed via chemtrails.

1/30/2019 4:48:23 PM verityhunter4 Grant me, indulgent Heaven, that I may live,

To see the miscreants feel the pains they give;

Deal Freedom's sacred treasures free as air,

Till Slave and Despot be but things that were.

#NowComesThePain

1/30/2019 5:10:36 PM karen521111 There’s no vaccine for Alzheimer’s.

1/30/2019 5:15:33 PM tiochango_ There is. It just doesn't work. Yet.

1/30/2019 5:30:57 PM djlok Nope- not at all.  Consciousness (I believe) is a key component to Disclosure.

1/30/2019 5:33:18 PM n7guardiananon Thank you!!! 

I imagined this is what Harry Dresden's library would be like except in a non-digital format.

1/30/2019 6:09:55 PM covertress how many days for a complete cleanse via water only fast? ~30?

1/30/2019 6:32:38 PM bbobbio71 Upon further review,  it's a ship. Earth isn't a human farm of sorts traveling through space for slave labor....

1/30/2019 6:33:15 PM rachmatcorai33 So all vaccines from the CDC are bad (Earth) but vaccines given to our service members when traveling to other (planets) are good? Is that what your 

saying? So for the normal human being, vaccines are bad., right?

1/30/2019 6:34:25 PM blsdbe Are you familiar with Dr. Jerry Terrant? 

 https://youtu.be/pm-Ia6vI4PA 

1/30/2019 6:38:18 PM toffer_anon_369 grok?

1/30/2019 6:50:50 PM zagnett  https://www.thefreedictionary.com/grok 

"To understand profoundly through intuition or empathy."

1/30/2019 6:52:48 PM vintagesquirrel .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was this polar vortex orchestrated?

1/30/2019 7:07:42 PM space_sloth26 We already are through @kabamur_taygeta and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/30/2019 7:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q said are you ready for a video.

How do you make the case without victimizing the children?

More drops incoming.

Show these to your most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening.

This is Majestic Magick.

Use it. pic.twitter.com/QyT528hxMh

1/30/2019 7:11:24 PM us_patriot179 What are they doing with the aborted babies? It’s evil and dark... but we need to know and it must end!

1/30/2019 7:12:55 PM richardhiatt16 That’s just plain “sick”.. what is that woman thinking....

1/30/2019 7:13:34 PM covfefe_grande This is murder.

1/30/2019 7:13:41 PM 979_7740 It must end now!

1/30/2019 7:13:49 PM zuzuq5 Absolutley Evil!

1/30/2019 7:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moloch is the ancient babylonian IS-BE that feeds on children immediately at birth due to the extremely concentrated source of life energy that can be 

consumed to make your own IS-BE's consciousness projection aura stronger than surrounding IS-BEs.

Photograph.

Not art.

Psyop. pic.twitter.com/1iOzJQygsQ

1/30/2019 7:15:27 PM bdam777 Kronos...

1/30/2019 7:15:55 PM jane_q_patriot This is genuinely a great treasure to have. And it will be treated as such. Thank you.



1/30/2019 7:17:34 PM aprilbrown99 Are the IS of these little babies agreeing to come in to be aborted?  If so, are they agreeing to teach us this lesson? It is very hard being a woman & not 

get emotional about this issue, so I am looking for another way to view this atrocity to not give into the negative energy.

1/30/2019 7:18:29 PM covfefe_grande I think we know what they do with them but I don’t think we know everything, nor are we prepared to know (or at least see) all the facts. Those who 

know can’t sleep, I can’t imagine what the white hats have seen.

1/30/2019 7:20:00 PM jeremyfrantz2 We can not let them take anyore of our unborn children. People this is sacrilegious. Never in any humane society would we put self and material , 

ahead of a living, beating, human heart. Abort the abortioners pic.twitter.com/GqrZqSPzH4

1/30/2019 7:21:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...are organically generating new energy that the higher lifeform IS-BE feeds on, in exchange, the power transfer done to an IS-BE who sacrifices a child, 

some rare cases their own (CC?), gives them ruthless force to disregard all emotional reactions of people suffering.

1/30/2019 7:21:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moloch is by definition a "God" due to the fact that this entity can/only exists in much higher densities of consciousness. The magick involved in 

cultivating children for consumption requires one to be a master of secrecy and stealth. IS-BE's who identify with that "entity"...

1/30/2019 7:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead, out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people continue to defend this 

practice because it is essential to almost all secret societies occult magickal power over society. Shaping philosophy by will.

1/30/2019 7:21:55 PM 00loll0 I wonder if this woman has ever given birth to a child,or if she's  aborted any.

1/30/2019 7:22:56 PM sqrlnutz I'm pretty sure the new e.o. that took effect Jan 1 19 stated that crimes committed before new laws are punishable under the law that was in effect at 

the time of the crime. So no , they can't stop what is coming by passing new laws.

1/30/2019 7:23:00 PM lbf777 What is the photograph. Looks like art to me.

1/30/2019 7:26:26 PM laurabusse :-) 💘

1/30/2019 7:26:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 She has had 3 abortions.

1/30/2019 7:27:43 PM lbf777 They ran out of children’s blood so they needed more.

1/30/2019 7:28:03 PM lw_hawk the more powerful the aura, the higher probability of influence of outcomes within the matrix?

1/30/2019 7:28:05 PM sqrlnutz Welcome. There was alot of legal mumbo jumbo that I didn't understand seeing as how I'm not a lawyer but I remember reading that part in plain 

English. 😁

1/30/2019 7:28:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Video drops become viral due to meme theory. Make the meme, use it, and it will go viral. This video went viral and has made a substantial shift in 

"what is perceived to be right and wrong from the people who have been leading us for 30 years" wake up call.

1/30/2019 7:30:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.

The Executive Order is protecting all children.

Rush to legalization.

Legalization of pedophilia, child sacrifice, and Sharia Law.

Get ready for the National Emergency.

It will happen.

Watch
1/30/2019 7:30:45 PM jrocktigers Absolutely!

1/30/2019 7:30:49 PM stoneturnr Is there a way to banish this entity from Earth? Kill it or imprison it somehow? Or is exposing the people who engage in this behavior the only way to 

remove its influence?

1/30/2019 7:30:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Is this why my body rejects the MMR vaccine? I am in the medical field and have been forced to have this vaccine three times in the last 6yrs because 

they claim I am not immune.

1/30/2019 7:31:27 PM myavery17 I hope so. This is going to far.

1/30/2019 7:32:12 PM ezdoesit_ Saturn devouring his children.

1/30/2019 7:32:26 PM 00loll0 misery loves company....you guys know everything,I'm impressed.

1/30/2019 7:34:07 PM nancyddb Please.

1/30/2019 7:34:43 PM enomai_ Love the symbolism

1/30/2019 7:35:32 PM ladypatriot20 Yes, things seem to have sped up. Are they running out of victims due to the break up of trafficking rings?  Do they need a fix?

1/30/2019 7:35:39 PM c_kumud I do not have kids but I defiantly know that this is plain murder. Any adult will know

1/30/2019 7:35:55 PM lbf777 Soon it won’t be safe for them in the streets.

1/30/2019 7:36:56 PM leslieau7 I can't sleep

I've cried all day long

I've prayed thru my tears

God help us !

1/30/2019 7:37:09 PM glorydawn3 reprobate minds

1/30/2019 7:37:38 PM blsdbe I can understand having a 1st trimester abortion. I don’t understand why a woman would want to abort a full term baby that will have to be 

“delivered” regardless? Why not deliver the full term infant alive and allow it to be adopted?

1/30/2019 7:38:10 PM jrzgrl64 First NY, now VA, in rapid succession. 

My guess, enticing a quick case to the SCOTUS just when @POTUS will have to choose another justice. 

There will be mayhem worse than #Kavanaugh.

1/30/2019 7:38:16 PM jrocktigers After New York recent rush to extend through 3rd trimester, I was shocked to learn that many other states already have third trimester abortions legal. 

My personal guilt is real in that I did not look hard enough at this evil. As Majestic 12 states above, Use it.

1/30/2019 7:38:49 PM laurabusse Intermittent fasting is effective and easier. Medical medium Anthony William has a heavy metal detox protocol of: wild blueberries, cilantro, atlantic 

dulse, Hawaiian spirulina and vimergy brand barley grass juice powder daily. Must consume all 5. Can reverse Alzheimer's and more

1/30/2019 7:39:59 PM lori_dee1 Majestic 12  this hurts me at such a deep level I cannot even explain it. 

I would literally put my life on the line to save the children.

Is there a new EO or did I miss one already created?

1/30/2019 7:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define Mental Illness.

Millions of Americans live with various types of mental illness and mental health problems, such as social anxiety, obsessive compulsive disorder, drug 

addiction, and personality disorders.

1/30/2019 7:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define Postpartum Depression.

"Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after giving birth. Symptoms include sadness and hopelessness."

1/30/2019 7:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who fight for pro-choice use ambiguity in the law to protect religious ceremonies from prosecuting eyes through classification programs. Abuse 

of secrecy laws that protect America. Abuse of power. They never thought she would lose. PANIC.

1/30/2019 7:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Follow the wives." https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-hollywood-followers-of-nxivm-a-women-branding-sex-cult …

1/30/2019 7:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 What did NXIVM disclosures recently disclose? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5695523/NXIVM-cult-doctor-charged-conducting-fright-

study-experiments.html …

1/30/2019 7:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 How does one become an abortion doctor? 

https://www.reddit.com/r/NoStupidQuestions/comments/3kkbd9/how_do_you_become_an_abortion_doctor/ …



1/30/2019 7:41:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 We destroyed your temples.

We starved your ratlines.

We cleaned up the rats.

We forced cooperation publicly in the interests of National Security.

You are watching a movie.

They believe they are going to win.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Not even these new laws.
1/30/2019 7:41:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q told you the human trafficking drops would happen later.

What has Q told you about video spoofs?

How do you protect against allegations of video spoofing yet still tell the world they are okay with giving birth to the child, then decide whether to 

murder or not.

Moloch.

1/30/2019 7:41:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 The women coming forward with these kinds of political movements to legalize satanic child sacrificing in the name of "Abortions" where certified 

doctors are "treating patients" who are also involved in NXIVM's sex trafficking of children indictments.

1/30/2019 7:42:57 PM lori_dee1 This hurts my heart and I start crying every time the topic comes up, which seems is about every other tweet. God will stop his precious children from 

being killed. 💖🙏

1/30/2019 7:43:06 PM primad57 Thank you for this, the evil can be overwhelming..,

1/30/2019 7:48:12 PM leslieau7 My entire day

Begging our Savior

To put his hand on this !

I felt I was in hell !

1/30/2019 7:50:11 PM blsdbe For.Real. #DoItQ.

1/30/2019 7:51:16 PM djlok Dah-yum #ThesePeopleAreSick !!

1/30/2019 7:51:18 PM youstinksoap 😡

C. Clinton, I'm guessing.

1/30/2019 7:51:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Do people with Asperger/Autism already have a higher knowing of their IS than most people in their current incarnation?

1/30/2019 7:52:12 PM ilovesheeple Superbowl ?

LA RAMS = Baphomet/Lucifer

cheated the SAINTS to win

Superbowl : PATRIOTS vs LUCIFER

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

It's hiding in plain sight

#WWG1WGA #qanon #TheGreatAwakening
1/30/2019 7:52:13 PM us_patriot179 It damn well better happen or WE THE PEOPLE WILL RISK EVERYTHING TO END THIS!   

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

1/30/2019 7:52:57 PM troubleslayer Beyond 28 weeks a healthy child can live independent of the mother...so why the need to abort even if the mother is mentally/physically challenged?

1/30/2019 7:55:08 PM koryoline1 Cuomo needs a bullet with his name on it

1/30/2019 7:57:24 PM wearediamonds2 YES!!!

1/30/2019 7:58:07 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/8AQe7djQYH

1/30/2019 7:58:44 PM awakeandsing123 Sorrry if it’s a stupid question but how do you listen to a PDF file? Is there a reader app or something?

1/30/2019 7:59:37 PM wearediamonds2 This explanation is the only one that makes sense out of the "hows" and "whys" of these atrocities being allowed to happen at all.

1/30/2019 7:59:46 PM rick_hernandez So if the DS are in control of the nfl the rams win

1/30/2019 7:59:55 PM djlok This comment: Majestic!

1/30/2019 8:00:49 PM rick_hernandez My guess is that is what happens. It will likely match all the baphomet crap they do at halftime

1/30/2019 8:02:14 PM zagnett Cabal, this means no more 🍕 & 🌭for you! Ur on a diet!

1/30/2019 8:02:36 PM lori_dee1 He will hear our prayers!

He will not turn away from His children!

[They] cannot continue destroy our Earth!

Please take good care of yourself, even if that means going offline for a breather.

Many blessing dear one!! 💖🙏

1/30/2019 8:03:28 PM jane_q_patriot Also Saturn. "Father Time." They really dig those men with scythes who eat their children.

1/30/2019 8:06:55 PM eskeljoyce God help us.

1/30/2019 8:07:14 PM tammyrochester2 I was trying to wrap my head around this abortion topic as to why. Are these evil people (Cabal/Illuminati/satanists)

paying women to get pregnant and have abortions in the third trimester to feed their sick needs?

1/30/2019 8:09:13 PM allonkid if doctors cannot assist suicide, they cannot assist full term abortion/murder. how can doctors certify murder?

1/30/2019 8:09:36 PM stoneturnr For the sake of the countless children victimized in the name of this 'God', I hope justice comes swiftly and publicly. Bring the truth to light for all to see 

pic.twitter.com/RIuRBVoLre

1/30/2019 8:11:25 PM bdam777 Or Cronus I should say. 

Interesting how Father time looks like santa. 

Santa delivers presents the darkest day of year (least light)...

1/30/2019 8:12:10 PM wearediamonds2 I noticed the strange uptick in bizarre weather along the bible belt and indeed, felt like we were somehow targeted for destruction and repetitive 

trauma/loss. 2011 was unusually bad. This makes sense.

1/30/2019 8:12:30 PM nicmccormic Powerful! 

People need to know this!

1/30/2019 8:13:06 PM christinepolon1 AF. Ours. pic.twitter.com/1pPok0VHm6

1/30/2019 8:13:52 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/4nd1k0vxeo

1/30/2019 8:15:13 PM leslieau7 I'm trying 

Going thru my children's baby pics

They be my blessing !

Thank u so much !

1/30/2019 8:17:29 PM superrussianbo1 Yeah I believe now everyone is doing a dance so that the common man is properly outraged and demands change. Really this revolution started about 

9 years ago at the highest levels.



1/30/2019 8:17:43 PM mskeens1962 #ThesePeopleAreSick #SaveTheChildren #DoItQ

1/30/2019 8:26:42 PM wearediamonds2 Not everyone living in liberal cities is also a liberal .

1/30/2019 8:27:13 PM wearediamonds2 Wow!

1/30/2019 8:29:32 PM wearediamonds2 Oh man. That is so dirty and wrong. Never thought of that!

1/30/2019 8:29:42 PM fernandofitspa1 Can't wait

1/30/2019 8:31:13 PM jones9536 Checkmate these bastards Q. Their arrogance is astounding.

1/30/2019 8:32:17 PM lori_dee1 She was there when NY passed the law! Did you see her in that video where they were cheering when it passed?

1/30/2019 8:32:34 PM mskeens1962 So it's ok to inflict this inevitable guilt onto others. #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/30/2019 8:32:58 PM vintagesquirrel Don't forget Rhode Island.

1/30/2019 8:33:07 PM wearediamonds2 Lol...I am feeling a bit lost and dumb, but I want to understand!

1/30/2019 8:35:28 PM superrussianbo1 I missed that one.  How will they prevent the deep fake narrative?

1/30/2019 8:36:30 PM magicianswheel That's been tried 12 times at last count. You sound like a troll.

1/30/2019 8:36:37 PM wearediamonds2 (((Hugs))) I understand. Just keep hoping and holding on to faith that God will work it out eventually. Do the best you can on your end too! Never give 

up!

1/30/2019 8:39:39 PM hawkgirlinmn For real? I thought it was a meme.

1/30/2019 8:41:38 PM michigan0323 We are ready.

1/30/2019 8:41:41 PM clancy_birrell The author of alien interview is a Scientology (or was at the time) he has also said he has destroyed all the evidence of the originals.

1/30/2019 8:42:05 PM wearediamonds2 Watching this makes me sick in the same way watching a tree being cut down hurts...or when seeing someone being abused.

1/30/2019 8:45:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Can you guys PLEASE go knock this dillhole down a few notches?! pic.twitter.com/tgx8Q7kxKb

1/30/2019 8:49:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Hmmmm. Your link was removed from YouTube

1/30/2019 8:50:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Just starting season 1 tonight!

1/30/2019 8:51:33 PM allonkid if doctors cannot assist suicide, how come they can assist full term abortion/murder. How can doctors certify for murders?

1/30/2019 8:52:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Here’s a great video on vortex math.  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

1/30/2019 8:53:13 PM allonkid if doctors cannot assist suicide, how come they can assist full term abortion/murder. How can doctors certify for murders?

1/30/2019 8:53:22 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Satanist Aleister Crowley seems to come up in a lot of these PDFs..

1/30/2019 8:55:10 PM hawkgirlinmn They are common in the winter in Minnesota!

1/30/2019 8:56:32 PM magicianswheel The Bardo period.

1/30/2019 9:02:32 PM magicianswheel What a strange opinion.

1/30/2019 9:05:40 PM hawkgirlinmn I think they are storing her cryogenically for many reasons. Will use her death as a pawn, delays new SCOTUS nom, NY rushed the law for 

adrenochrome supply. SOTU delayed to buy cabal  time

1/30/2019 9:14:51 PM magicianswheel It was forecast, and I became aware this was coming 14 years ago.

1/30/2019 9:15:59 PM magicianswheel Tinnitus - I developed it too, during the past 10 months.

1/30/2019 9:19:07 PM cidarean What's the real cause of Schizophrenia?

1/30/2019 9:21:24 PM magicianswheel There are people who already blame President Trump for EVERYTHING! He can't win, in their minds. They fancy themselves THE RESISTANCE.

1/30/2019 9:22:20 PM magicianswheel Your intuition is very optimistic.

1/30/2019 9:24:46 PM hawkgirlinmn I try to keep my energy up 😊

1/30/2019 9:25:52 PM dan007mnr Watch the water, Flood?

1/30/2019 9:27:07 PM magicianswheel That is me - and I wonder why so many things that are just now being discovered in Quantum physics are so understandable and logical to me, and I 

am constantly surprised at myself. Where did I always know this? But I could not begin to explain these things to another. . . .

1/30/2019 9:27:10 PM pocono_mtn Nothing better stop it !

1/30/2019 9:29:30 PM joni_apple_seed Damn it looks like all the videos are now deleted! He had a backup channel that I subscribed to so if he posts again I’ll get notification. There was a link 

to some dox re a kidnapping case with JFK Jr as the target and another case re a letter sent to Joe Biden from supposedly

1/30/2019 9:31:19 PM melanch10844904  https://archive.fo/xyMS2#selection-3915.0-3915.1383 …

NXVIM patent.

US20130281879A1 - Determination of whether a luciferian can be rehabilitated - Google Patents pic.twitter.com/vrrim83J4N

1/30/2019 9:31:30 PM magicianswheel Everyone views life from a different perspective - there is no absolute TRUTH; there is just a consensus in interpretation.

1/30/2019 9:32:02 PM pastorjon9 "Thousands of planets" - MJ12 didn't say that out of exaggeration. I wouldn't be surprised if we're talking multiple galaxies and dimensions too.

1/30/2019 9:33:27 PM mywowfreak Hmm. How does evil disguise itself. Helpless. Labeling something as something its not is a fine way to buy sympathy.

Seems like our society is demanding that we call things what they are.

Crying to get your way is an old game.

Manipulations build walls.

Own your own B.S. PERIOD.

1/30/2019 9:33:58 PM joni_apple_seed JFK Jr  I took a few screen shots of that. I wonder if YouTube took him down. Wouldn’t surprise me. pic.twitter.com/bLtnKRVgqc

1/30/2019 9:38:16 PM urkgurgle Read the thread

1/30/2019 9:44:12 PM mywowfreak Tired of being lied to.

Tired of being made out as the bad guy.

Tired of being manipulated.

Tired of being disrespected.

Tired of being accompanied but alone.

Tired of the same old games.

Tired of materialistic.

Tired of unkept promises.

Tired of no effort.

Tired of being tired.
1/30/2019 9:45:03 PM freedomgaia Merci

1/30/2019 9:45:51 PM debra0827 Notice the other woman standing there is barely able to control her anger or stop from rolling her eyes.

1/30/2019 9:47:09 PM diaptera_80 We can see the rats crawling out of their tunnels, desperate. Clear who they are.

1/30/2019 9:48:52 PM stephen57036680 We Believe!!! God is Able !! pic.twitter.com/7m8RYJgpdg

1/30/2019 9:49:41 PM rosesrred0119 It will fund their new stadium.

1/30/2019 9:51:13 PM rosesrred0119 Their symbolism will be their downfall.  Time to trump these clowns.  Panic in DC starting?

1/30/2019 9:57:03 PM melissangel1382 This is a very good question that I have been wondering too!!

1/30/2019 9:59:22 PM fairyland66 The woman to the right and just behind the woman testifying.....terrible energy.😵😱😵👺🥵

1/30/2019 10:01:16 PM robcookemusic These evil doers are being forced to expose themselves. No more hiding.

1/30/2019 10:05:05 PM tammymckeever How can they beleive they are going to win?  Why would we even let them think that?

1/30/2019 10:14:42 PM angiefletcher I feel like I have aged many years since learning of these atrocities. Those that know can not sleep is an understatement.

1/30/2019 10:24:39 PM hawkgirlinmn The same thing happened to me when I tried to post a video about the Time Traveling Trumps last weekend. Wiped clean from youtube.

1/30/2019 10:27:30 PM thericharddoyle Think Mirror



1/30/2019 10:29:47 PM thericharddoyle As can All.

1/30/2019 10:36:03 PM thericharddoyle But they will be. Including for A.ll of You.

Advise qualify and clarify publicly your specific program identity involvement — asap.

You now A.ll have A.ll to lose — clock is ticking.

Talk, and get, straight and smart: Fast.

You must: You are outnumbered:

Meet ppl where THEY are.

1/30/2019 10:41:04 PM abraham31826476 Whole thing just a cutout for Komprimat. Cmon already.

1/30/2019 10:43:29 PM thericharddoyle Some sciences are more equal than others.

Drop your fear. Embrace humility.

Be ready to clearly answer — verifiably — all questions by any person questioning You — because you must.

Final advice.

Final warning.

* .@Jordan_Sather_ — Why not intensify such healthy skepticism?
1/30/2019 10:57:12 PM mongrelglory It was the nurse who did the interview.  L. Spencer was the editor.  He destroyed the nurse's letters/manuscripts that were sent to him because at that 

time it was classified information and he didn't want the authorities prosecuting him. MJ-12 confirmed the interview happened.

1/30/2019 11:03:59 PM mongrelglory Who's "CC"?  Chelsea Clinton?

1/30/2019 11:08:07 PM mongrelglory In rare cases of maternal toxaemia, doctors will carry out a C-section at 28 weeks (or later) to deliver the baby before the mother goes into organ 

failure and renal shut-down.  However all efforts are made to save the baby in the neonatal ICU. Can't think of any other reason!

1/30/2019 11:10:28 PM mongrelglory I don't know if MJ-12 means that this scene was painted from a photograph?

1/30/2019 11:18:47 PM mongrelglory How is it not illegal for that doctor to be showing "snuff films".  Are they not illegal like child pornography?!!

1/30/2019 11:35:29 PM pillhard How do you know that?

1/30/2019 11:36:46 PM mongrelglory It was the emergency EO that Trump created at the beginning of last year to combat human trafficking (for sex, labour, organs etc...) and especially 

crimes against children.  MJ-12 apparently is saying that EO will supersede any laws that States try to pass to cover their crimes.

1/30/2019 11:37:00 PM nauj_solrac He is also on the one dollar bill, front upper right corner. On the 1, you will need a magnifying glass it is shape as an owl.

1/30/2019 11:42:07 PM llpkauai #TheyEatBabiesForBreakfast #TheyDrinkChildrensBloodForPower

1/30/2019 11:45:09 PM mongrelglory You have every right to rant.  I'm sure Melania Trump would empathize with you!

1/30/2019 11:49:13 PM mongrelglory As a retired doctor, I would tell you to avoid the HPV vaccine.  It does not prevent cervical cancer (the science behind its development is very flawed) 

and has been associated with severe reactions in multiple countries.  I also avoid the flu vaccine but just got my dT booster.

1/30/2019 11:53:02 PM mongrelglory The CDC is a privately owned corp. and is highly corrupt.  Most of the newer vaccines that have been developed...HPV, shingles, chicken pox etc...are 

unnecessary and ineffective IMO and full of risks. (I'm a retired doctor with a  http://M.Sc . in Microbiology).

1/30/2019 11:53:04 PM lori_dee1 Okay I do remember that one. Thank you Michelle!💖🙏

1/30/2019 11:57:43 PM covertress That doesn't sound easier (or cheaper!) to me. lol

1/30/2019 11:58:36 PM mongrelglory It's stupid that they keep re-vaccinating you, because if you haven't developed a good antibody response after two shots, then statistically (genetically) 

you're unlikely to do so with further shots!  They just don't know what they're talking about!

1/31/2019 12:03:25 AM mongrelglory I know, I was thinking that I don't have the money or discipline to adhere to that regimen! 😉  Not to mention I'm paranoid about my sea vegetables 

being contaminated with Fukushima radiation or Mexican Gulf chemicals. (I still eat them though).

1/31/2019 12:03:43 AM diaptera_80 You can’t get rid of nanotechnology without an advanced classified process that involves dying. There are ways to reduce nanite activity, only so 

slightly.

1/31/2019 12:05:09 AM ekotoons MEANWHILE IN ANOTHER

PART OF THE UNIVERSE..

#SUBARU #QANON #WWG1WGA

#ORRITQ #PLEIADES #MAGA

#THEGREATAWAKENING pic.twitter.com/x3tBV53ibY

1/31/2019 12:09:33 AM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/nAY4JgfOjA

1/31/2019 12:10:42 AM ekotoons  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zZsKOvXiFo …

1/31/2019 12:11:20 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/YugIm0ZS9C

1/31/2019 12:14:37 AM ekotoons  https://genius.com/John-lennon-9-dream-lyrics …

1/31/2019 12:14:52 AM diaptera_80 Yes, the problem is there is only one type of vaccine to choose from. No alternative healthy version allowed. Vaccines are NOT screened for 

retroviruses on purpose. Nanites are linked to retroviruses (classified XMRVtype) and indestructible spirochetes (think Lyme disease)

1/31/2019 12:15:35 AM ekotoons  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1090608275257622528 …

1/31/2019 12:17:24 AM covertress Prolonged fasting is easier than you think. 

I did a 5 day (coffee, tea, water) fast and only quit because I was bored. lol

1/31/2019 12:23:59 AM ekotoons HERE WE GO 😬

ONE AND ALL 😂

#QANON #WWG1WGA #MEGA

#THEGREATAWAKENING #LOVE pic.twitter.com/eS0qXJAYGa

1/31/2019 12:24:53 AM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford's report this week talks about the same crimes:

 https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com/2019/01/benjamin-fulford-report-cabal.html …

1/31/2019 12:27:30 AM warangel1111 Thanks for taking me down these rabbit holes and on the Journey with you.. #WWG1WGA #Nakid 😁 Love what you Do EKO. ❤️🔥✌️

1/31/2019 12:27:32 AM covertress The Temple of Solomon the King was such a nice present, it felt to me like a parting gift. Glad I was wrong. Thank you, Majestic 12. 🤗

1/31/2019 12:30:16 AM ekotoons WE EXPLORE TOGETHER

1/31/2019 12:31:12 AM mongrelglory Fasted for 3 weeks when I was hospitalized with auto-immune pancreatitis.  After a few days, the appetite is gone, but if you're only on IV saline (as I 

was) your energy is pretty low and I would get easily lightheaded.  I prefer the intermittent fasting as Laura mentions.

1/31/2019 12:31:28 AM princesspatrio1 😂 Ok, she's naked, but to me that represents the simplicity and purity of love. No need for vulnerability. We all have to strip off the layers of 

conditioning to be free. This awakening is about love, freedom and growth.🙏❤️

1/31/2019 12:32:40 AM ekotoons CAME IN AS GOD MADE

1/31/2019 12:33:09 AM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/VykUAHFjxG

1/31/2019 12:34:28 AM princesspatrio1 Yes. ❤️ Thanks Eko. Beautiful work with a moving message.



1/31/2019 12:35:25 AM arrow_mystic She has a heart.💕🏹💕.

&could have on ankle socks😎 possibly....BEAUTIFUL Art!💕🏹🔥 @EKOnFAM

1/31/2019 12:37:02 AM covertress cc @CoreysDigs 👀 #NXVIM

1/31/2019 12:38:08 AM ekotoons WHAT IF EVE

HAD A CHANCE

TO DO IT ALL AGAIN?

#THEGREATAWAKENING pic.twitter.com/1PXAtmD9FG

1/31/2019 12:39:50 AM covertress With no illness to fight, my energy level was great... even improved after day 3.

1/31/2019 12:40:00 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/ms2p4Csoy5

1/31/2019 12:40:18 AM qtpi3_14 My favorite parts #1) the art is amazing as usual, #2) the animated sparkle on the heart and #3) Angel is tagged first 😂

1/31/2019 12:40:30 AM aurorasreality Ooo good one!

1/31/2019 12:40:59 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂😂❤️

1/31/2019 12:41:16 AM warangel1111 She would have stayed Naked .. With not a care

1/31/2019 12:42:29 AM princesspatrio1 Eve 2.0 

I think she would avoid the snake.

1/31/2019 12:42:35 AM arrow_mystic God knew....but ya, what if?🤔

1/31/2019 12:42:58 AM ekotoons JUST CHILLING, IN DAILY COMMUNION WITH GOD

1/31/2019 12:43:31 AM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/BCxds9C8go

1/31/2019 12:43:46 AM warangel1111 And.. 😁

1/31/2019 12:44:18 AM ekotoons NO MORE SNAKES THX pic.twitter.com/FRhyAU0VX5

1/31/2019 12:44:24 AM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/4xtf6Mg9bF

1/31/2019 12:44:28 AM qtpi3_14 Prep for gatherings on your land? 😂😂😂

1/31/2019 12:45:36 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/r1xXiJ4Bt7

1/31/2019 12:45:55 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/8gHYAl25zR

1/31/2019 12:47:29 AM arrow_mystic Lol....😎

1/31/2019 12:47:45 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/3zmBQQra7J

1/31/2019 12:48:26 AM arrow_mystic No more him😲 oh wait....are you talking about the pope? Cause he a snake.....😎.

1/31/2019 12:48:59 AM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/rnXkiVy6IA

1/31/2019 12:49:42 AM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/NHsd3Y0QyP

1/31/2019 12:51:16 AM sunnyboys13 Where is Q where is RGB there are no  coincidences

1/31/2019 12:51:19 AM warangel1111 Say when .. Look forward to it .. New Church .. I’ll stay dressed 😂😇

1/31/2019 12:52:52 AM sunnyboys13 Laws are being passed what are you talking about.. No one is protected anymore

1/31/2019 12:52:52 AM princesspatrio1 I can see it. I'm there. 👋❤️🙏

1/31/2019 12:58:29 AM qtpi3_14 Im finding the best gifs right  oe in response to this but too racy 😂😂😂

1/31/2019 1:03:13 AM jollyrob2 he will get what he deserves 🧟♂️

1/31/2019 1:09:14 AM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/rZpqJ1oPMM

1/31/2019 1:14:16 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/nTArRl1HLj

1/31/2019 1:24:28 AM daumster What’s coming?

1/31/2019 1:41:56 AM djlok This former member (former surgeon general) has quite the story!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonia_Novello?wprov=sfti1 …

1/31/2019 1:42:28 AM kat_pauner 😂😂😂

1/31/2019 2:30:38 AM epkman Moloch can only exist in very dark places in the mind, never getting a glimpse of the 'light' of truth. for that would be counterproductive to the 'Dark 

Agenda.'

1/31/2019 2:44:45 AM mafdet17 Incredible.

1/31/2019 2:47:29 AM mafdet17 Has the whole world been rigged????!!!!

1/31/2019 2:49:09 AM mafdet17 Justice. pic.twitter.com/AG1czWsHOi

1/31/2019 2:49:41 AM mafdet17 Sun Tzu.😏 Strategy.

1/31/2019 2:53:02 AM mafdet17 And it will be just like this. Waiting for the call. @POTUS For God and Country.🙏 pic.twitter.com/mKSBISf0jt

1/31/2019 3:00:05 AM mafdet17 Seems very plausible.

1/31/2019 3:04:17 AM mafdet17 This shill seems to have a touch of conscience she’s struggling with. GOOD!  Now go home and hang your filthy head, cry and repent!!!

1/31/2019 3:18:55 AM thewholeworld9 Not that I'm aware of. What have you heard?

1/31/2019 3:21:01 AM wishfulldreamz The Roger Stone connection 😉 pic.twitter.com/xyOhlfziaT

1/31/2019 3:22:24 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/dwfBUvsImi

1/31/2019 3:22:39 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/cpCrL3tZbB

1/31/2019 3:27:13 AM matrixexit And then there’s this ... pic.twitter.com/Vb3L0i5ZHC

1/31/2019 3:34:33 AM ghostanon6120 Original cc was sacrificed by bc/hrc. Present cc is not their biologic child. Just a theory i have seen pushed b4

1/31/2019 3:44:05 AM rebeccawatter10 🤔I knew we were lied to my entire lifetime, but didn’t figure this. 🙄

1/31/2019 3:44:50 AM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/gbj0mYdHyC

1/31/2019 3:45:22 AM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/C56l0kJpj8

1/31/2019 3:46:24 AM keith369me We don’t need to protect against fakes when they are presenting their own case against themselves

1/31/2019 3:47:57 AM keith369me Because it feeds their power...a power that is slipping away

1/31/2019 3:51:21 AM sleky19 Real ? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/I0MUZWIsld0 

1/31/2019 4:02:51 AM deplorabldamsel I'm thinking he's a bot.

1/31/2019 4:13:13 AM diaptera_80 Polar vortex?

Global warming?

Ancient astronauts emerging?

or something about Antarctica emitting freqiencies controlling the consciousness of the whole earth. Earth looks like an atom. Reminds me of DW 

stuff: pic.twitter.com/SU4J5AinSr

1/31/2019 4:15:24 AM usss_211 10-4

1/31/2019 4:23:32 AM karenra13423777 I wouldnt know about that, i was too busy to take the time to be depressed...

1/31/2019 4:41:29 AM redinva  pic.twitter.com/0Ltsw01Uog

1/31/2019 4:43:05 AM pacorobanar15 Yes, a cause to fight and die for. The holy war is upon us. This must stop and "We the People " the only real chance against these demons

1/31/2019 4:50:51 AM pdelic2 A lot of their sources have dried up, so they need another way to get their fix.

1/31/2019 4:53:46 AM pdelic2 They sell them for cosmetics and research.

1/31/2019 4:58:02 AM scottba58314811 I keep praying

1/31/2019 5:04:03 AM bbobbio71 Nice catch!

1/31/2019 5:05:02 AM felizflorecita1 I hope they put them in the electric chair.  Is evil !

1/31/2019 5:05:39 AM sailorpractical Point taken however children without strong tolerance can suffer for their lifetime and the statistics are alarming. With so many lies behind the vaccine 

protocols who do you trust?

1/31/2019 5:07:06 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/oxwPymMMMn



1/31/2019 5:11:47 AM bbobbio71 Moloch.... SG1....interesting

1/31/2019 5:13:07 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/t1gUD07Edf

1/31/2019 5:50:12 AM collectives0uls Wow Epiphany! Clones. NP. “They will be used to further the Plan”... LOL. Watch what is happening with new eyes!  The moves orchestrated. Future is 

very bright. Dark to LIGHT!! @Cordicon @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @IncarnatedET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @realDonaldTrump

1/31/2019 6:06:16 AM ragstorm What's coming next will require us all to be engaged

There will be myriad ways to help

Keep your eyes open, #patriot

Marshall resources

#TrustThePlan

#GoArmy

#KAG
1/31/2019 6:06:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where do they get the supply a pregnant women to murder the children?

Caravans

"Put into the back of a van with duck-tape over their feet and mouths. They aren't going through a port of entry."

Satanic Medical "Professionals" Administer Abortions In Third Trimester.

NEED WALL

1/31/2019 6:06:46 AM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/YrwgcitmJz

1/31/2019 6:10:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Hence the rate of rape along the way and child trafficking. Already have future baby makers for supply and demand.

1/31/2019 6:18:52 AM zagnett "The more you know" is about just how friggin' gruesome this whole thing really is, yikes!

As in "the more you know, the less you sleep".

1/31/2019 6:23:55 AM spanner322  https://twitter.com/RitaPanahi/status/1083605762662748160?s=19 …

1/31/2019 6:24:51 AM natureinspace No wonder all the caravans are nothing but men. All the women and children disappear. Same over in Europe.

1/31/2019 6:26:19 AM zagnett Reveal vids that show the truth, that aren't illegal to have/ distribute, in tandem with a new narrative the public can understand, that would outrage 

them just enough to redpill them, but not riot/destroy, that also gets them to imagine these people could do even worse stuff ...

1/31/2019 6:26:29 AM zagnett Then even the most skeptical could question "deep fakes"? Well, maybe. But most likely not.

1/31/2019 6:48:26 AM butterc73582547 These people are insane. Satanic sacrifice. Hate humanity. Legislate to save baby sea turtles and save pregnant cows from slaughter due to the unborn 

calves. Then legislate slaughter of children at moment of birth?? WTH?

1/31/2019 6:59:34 AM zagnett You sure? The military has long been one of the cabal's test groups for all sorts of s***, including vaccines.

1/31/2019 7:00:04 AM zagnett The entire argument about vaccine efficacy is moot as long as CDC/big pharma adds crap that isn't needed/actively harms people.

I don't care about the possible benefits of some vaccines until these institutions are cleaned out & do more to prove they are trustworthy.

1/31/2019 7:05:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are the Majestic 12.

1/31/2019 7:07:28 AM mskeens1962 Thus the need for drugs also - They are literally being farmed #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/31/2019 7:15:08 AM butterc73582547 Symbolism on plain sight. Refs paid off to allow Rams to beat Saints. Same will happen in this game. Massive prayer to blow the Rams out of even the 

remote chance of a win. Like Trump win 2016.

1/31/2019 7:25:09 AM theydontknowwe1 What is the symbol below the words on the right? Not an O, or a Q. Interesting and pretty as is your way friend.

1/31/2019 7:28:33 AM jonella_moore  pic.twitter.com/zzzoehYxI5

1/31/2019 7:33:03 AM djlok Yes!  MJ12 is an integral part of all of this.  Sort of remind me of my Grandfather telling me things when I was a kid, but not giving me the full answer so 

I would remember the answer when I learned it.  I think that's part of the reason I'm drawn to this...lots of familiarity.

1/31/2019 7:34:35 AM melanieanders7 They’re so sick. Can we demolish Moloch? And if we did. What reprocussions would we suffer regarding similar entities we need to banish?

1/31/2019 7:37:58 AM allonkid need to prosecute the law makers, the law itself is an attempt to murder

1/31/2019 7:39:09 AM djlok And this answer is why I love MJ12!!

1/31/2019 7:55:10 AM brimichelle75 @KibBitzLaw @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini 

What is this all about?  This woman is legit as far as I can tell.

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=80&v=0JKSI3o546o&noapp=1&client=mv-google …

1/31/2019 7:55:51 AM melhuses We sure hope and pray you are right . I trust the plan and have faith 🙏🏻

1/31/2019 7:57:41 AM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/dKfCxqYV84

1/31/2019 8:00:40 AM ffortunate So sick!!!!!!!

1/31/2019 8:13:33 AM matoozie Can't help but think not all are killed, but some babies are kidnapped.

1/31/2019 8:14:24 AM susan46189802 THE CLINICS GIVE YOUNG GIRLS LOW-DOSE BIRTH CONTROL TO SET THEM UP FOR FUTURE ABORTIONS...

1/31/2019 8:15:05 AM ekotoons UPSIDE Q

WITH OTHER SYMBOLS 🌌 pic.twitter.com/qKC1iRYd2e

1/31/2019 8:15:43 AM susan46189802 AGAIN...CLINICS GIVE YOUNG GIRLS LOW-DOSE BIRTH CONTROL TO SET THEM UP FOR FUTURE ABORTIONS...

1/31/2019 8:15:45 AM ekotoons YOU BET

1/31/2019 8:23:15 AM theydontknowwe1 That a wizard or warlock???

1/31/2019 8:24:22 AM ekotoons 🧙♂️

1/31/2019 8:25:00 AM ekotoons GROOM LAKE WIZARDS

1/31/2019 8:27:08 AM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/0z8fFSzcyS

1/31/2019 8:29:47 AM faadaverich First you have 2 operations.  #1 they remove your spine. #2 then they remove your heart and replace it with a stone.

1/31/2019 8:31:52 AM pauliepg11111 Only 4 late term abortion doctors in the US as of 2015. How many are there now? This makes me sick.

1/31/2019 8:33:04 AM renovaalejandro I agree that there are Satanic overtones to all of this as exemplified by Coumo's order to light up that tower to honor the bill's passage in NY.  Abortion 

as a Satanic sacrifice fits perfectly with medical cover to disguise its purpose.

1/31/2019 8:34:09 AM mindmixradio National Militia network advised all able-ready to top off ammo & supplies last week. Holding for call up by POTUS or military support if needed.  

Community service support locally until then.  Able-bodied AT CALL UP without direction to go to county seat geared up ready 2 work.

1/31/2019 8:34:31 AM covertress Just because I had Forrestal's ear in a previous incarnation does not mean that I have @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 's in this one. Please do not ask me to 

facilitate an introduction. 

Caveat DM

1/31/2019 8:35:35 AM keith369me Are people really doing this?

1/31/2019 8:48:58 AM allyhud7 Correction: god little g. Moloch is a demi god. 

The GOD of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is the only true GOD. amen



1/31/2019 8:49:37 AM sbacktime2unite  pic.twitter.com/OeAY6l959y

1/31/2019 8:50:21 AM allyhud7 I pray GOD has had enough and ends this evil. I’m so done with this evil around us. So done 😪

1/31/2019 9:00:08 AM hearts4america Last year, I was dreaming and that's how my body floated up...exactly to tee🤗. Then the Light from within exploded BOOM into that burst 

🎇🎆🌅❤️.  I felt every bit of it.  I knew what it was 💋! @MBJ8388

1/31/2019 9:07:16 AM grant_freedom Amazing. So much there. The Q. The magic sword. 5+1 pic.twitter.com/NaTg3MboEw

1/31/2019 9:16:51 AM lp083061 #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/31/2019 9:18:34 AM lp083061 Looks like the #GovernorVA accepted 2 million from #PlannedParenthood in donations wonder how much #Cuomo took from them? Will these ppl be 

exposed soon?

1/31/2019 9:20:10 AM rick_hernandez I think we have a preview of what’s going to happen with any video. They are already gas lighting and saying people didn’t say what they said in a 

public setting in Virginia (all captured on video) about abortion after the baby has been born.

1/31/2019 9:20:46 AM hearts4america I wish the world really knew what #WWG1WGA means.  We must go together. We hold the Spark and together, we are #TheLight...His Light...HIS 

Glory.  Together, we are ONE.  He☝️gave us His Light👉 to give us Life. Now, we take up our Life, Him, to give The World HIS LIGHT🌅. #Naked

1/31/2019 9:20:47 AM rick_hernandez There is no dispute these videos are real and people are still denying they exist.

1/31/2019 9:24:29 AM warangel1111 🙏🏻❤️

1/31/2019 9:34:40 AM hearts4america Since childhood, I've alway flown in my dreams.  In adulthood, it changed.  Before I feel into deep sleep👉 when I could still hear all those around 

me👉I could feel my spirit rise up & I just soar.  I can feel the leaves on trees, water on the lake, and the rain on my face.❤️

1/31/2019 9:35:02 AM hearts4america *fell*

1/31/2019 9:38:07 AM ekotoons SOUNDS MAJESTIC

AMERICAN WOMAN ♥️

1/31/2019 9:38:27 AM hearts4america All the while still being able to hear the room around me🤷♀️.  I can now control with my fists the speed and heights. When I'm done, I can literally feel 

my spirit land back into my body 😳. My ❤️ races, eyes open wide, I have to get up & walk around. My whole life.🤔🤔

1/31/2019 9:38:38 AM ekotoons SO MUCH YES

1/31/2019 9:39:02 AM ekotoons KEEP GOING!

1/31/2019 9:44:50 AM hearts4america One consistent dream over and over:  Me standing under a tree, at night, leading a group of 8-12 people out of a burning city.  They all take rest under 

the tree-cursing God😭👉I'm standing, saying "No! 🙏Thank Him! Do not look back-keep going forward!". I now know the meaning ☝️

1/31/2019 9:47:11 AM ragevirusqq Can you comment anything about the new banner?

1/31/2019 9:47:57 AM warangel1111 How Cool is that ..

1/31/2019 9:49:07 AM hearts4america We are saving the Angelic Realm...they are in the dark waters or darkness above ☝️ cut off from the Heavenly Realm ☝️them. They only know what our 

words here beam up.  What's birthed into manifestation here is via ignorance.  They have no Light to understand The Truth.

1/31/2019 9:51:36 AM princesspatrio1 Amazing!

1/31/2019 9:51:39 AM rick_hernandez This is so disturbing

1/31/2019 9:52:28 AM rick_hernandez And where does the planned parenthood money come from?

1/31/2019 9:52:52 AM hearts4america The Angels are blind in the dark realm, the Love and 🙏we send up, shoot beams of Light up and breakthrough occurs, we are their light that Lights 

their Path Home. Then the births are aborted👉 the hidden evil or events are thwarted and Truth here exposed. #Abortion

1/31/2019 9:55:33 AM prmd21801759 Thank you for sharing this library of uploads!

1/31/2019 9:55:59 AM prmd21801759 Thank you for sharing is library of uploads!!

1/31/2019 9:56:47 AM hearts4america Hence "It's not what goes into your body you should worry about - not what comes out. Ignorance speaks words and darkness births manifested 

events here...it's aborted.  But here, actual abortion is occurring because of lack of knowledge, as they are deaf and blind to Divine Truth

1/31/2019 9:59:18 AM b_lievechildren  pic.twitter.com/gWtvCZRnPw

1/31/2019 10:02:39 AM hearts4america Bible is Scripture, Scripted events of God's Story - His Story 👉 History.

He is telling us THE Story.  Find Him in each Chapter. Where is He?  What is He teaching us in THAT story? 

What came down now goes up.  We take home those that brought us.

1/31/2019 10:03:07 AM warangel1111 The Illness Of these people that want to kill babies blows my mind a bit.. Let’s us bring the Light to Our Angels so they may see .. The Veil has been 

lifted from us.. Praying and sending light all day .. ☝🙏🏻

1/31/2019 10:06:59 AM ekotoons YES

1/31/2019 10:09:49 AM hearts4america Yes.  That darkness has been building it's walls a long time.  But HE is in control now!  Everytime the Truth us shown on what was in the  Dark, here the

 hidden plot is exposed #DarkToLight #PoleShift. 👉Earth Truth 1st👉 then☝️TRUTH #OnEarthAsItIsInHeaven #Silver2Gold❤️

1/31/2019 10:17:43 AM carlsgems @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ICYMI               Richard Hoagland did a YouTube show on what really happened during Government shutdown on Science Talk 

channel about President Trump telling media he wants to get to Mars before end of his second term hopefully before his first

1/31/2019 10:33:13 AM flarhps 9 pic.twitter.com/SOv8f8UAyN

1/31/2019 10:35:18 AM arrow_mystic 🙃🙃🙃💕🏹💕

1/31/2019 10:35:57 AM arrow_mystic Hello numbers😍

1/31/2019 10:36:23 AM allahuniversal .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Q told u the human trafficking drops would happen later.

What has Q told u about video spoofs?

How do u protect against allegations of video spoofing yet still tell the world they are okay with giving birth to the child, then decide whether to 

murder.

Moloch."🦉  pic.twitter.com/QqnSPQEU7u

1/31/2019 10:36:48 AM flarhps It Spins. pic.twitter.com/4l1R4VG5Jd

1/31/2019 10:37:25 AM arrow_mystic Hello💕🏹💕 pic.twitter.com/FktGSvU7x8

1/31/2019 10:38:03 AM lisawil11319388 Evil sickos

1/31/2019 10:39:38 AM vintagesquirrel May I ask a question? If they're capable of creating clones, couldn't they just create all the children they wanted. (A sick thought, but I'm curious.)

1/31/2019 10:40:35 AM vintagesquirrel The taxpayers, of course! 😩

1/31/2019 10:42:08 AM arrow_mystic Nine😍

1/31/2019 10:48:27 AM zagnett Well, no there is a dispute. That's the real problem. And there probably always will be a dispute. But if a vast majority believe that most likely they are 

real, they'll be on board. That's all that's needed.

1/31/2019 10:55:45 AM zagnett I've heard they do that too, and there are a lot of them in the underground bases (DUMB - Deep Underground Military Base).

1/31/2019 10:56:19 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @Stardust_1416 @StormIsUponUs @RepMattGaetz @seanhannity @dbongino @RepMarkMeadows @LindseyGrahamSC 

@intheMatrixxx @bigredwavenow @RepDevinNunes @IngrahamAngle @WeAreOne_Q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/cindyseestruth/status/1091030171359105025 …

1/31/2019 11:00:18 AM turboxyde The planetary throat chakra descends from the heavens screaming for justice... will the people echo this call?

1/31/2019 11:06:21 AM peony_morning I also think the hire surrogates to have full terms. Not knowing the outcome of the baby. The lies used to hire the financially struggling girls, maybe told 

it was for off the books adoption. Nefarious bunch of demons.

1/31/2019 11:13:25 AM rick_hernandez I’m confused. People are saying the videos are faked? Or are they just disputing what was actually said that’s in the videos?



1/31/2019 11:13:43 AM rick_hernandez Sadly, yes.

1/31/2019 11:28:51 AM arrow_mystic #Amen #Amen #BuildTheWall #BREAKING #ThesePeopleAreSick #TheGreatAwakening #WakeUP #ThursdayMotivation

#love 💕🏹💕

1/31/2019 11:29:32 AM arrow_mystic Jeremiah 💕🏹💕

1/31/2019 11:41:38 AM zagnett Well in this case i think more the latter. But this vid is a good first test of the disputes in both ways. It's ALL going to be disputed, every step of the way. 

Heck, i'm going to be somewhat critical too, and i've been following the alternative narrative for years.

1/31/2019 11:49:30 AM rick_hernandez Yeah. This is definitely a good test. It’s interesting what is happening. The old msm tricks are being exposed much more rapidly now (see the Chicago 

hoax). It’s not working anymore. The fakenews cycle is getting shorter and shorter

1/31/2019 11:50:58 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 part of the disclosure process?   https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/01/star-trek-replicator-creates-entire-objects-minutes …

1/31/2019 12:01:21 PM rick_hernandez Good call on tagging her. Hidden in plain sight this whole time.

1/31/2019 12:02:55 PM rick_hernandez Thanks for sharing this. I had never seen this before. Confirms the existence of luciferians.

1/31/2019 12:05:58 PM djlok Yeah people thinking some of us hang out with MJ12. No outside comms outside Twitter.  They have made that abundantly clear. Although I would 

love to meet them someday even though I know that will probably never happen.

1/31/2019 12:17:34 PM covfefe_grande This is more aligned with my question, thank you. How, even slightly, can nanite activity be reduced? Same or different than the usual detox methods?

1/31/2019 12:26:51 PM hearts4america Transgenderism☑️ Man is not man as we know man to be. The Feminine was removed from Land of Men☝️(in dark)👉hence why Islamic women 

cover themselves in darkness/garments👉 so only 👀s see & be seen.  The Daughter👉Feminine holds☝️beauty of Father👉Truth☝️Daughter 

ridding garment

1/31/2019 12:32:50 PM hearts4america She is Unveiling herself from captivity. Men☝️are regaining the Feminine presence becoming a WHOLE again, having both sides of God. Here👇in 

ignorance👉men being made feminine, darkness trying to remove man completely here (wipe off face of earth). Here needs healing to 👀&👂.

1/31/2019 12:41:39 PM grant_freedom God has a plan for each of us. BE THE PLAN!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/31/2019 12:47:13 PM ekotoons #BETHEPLAN

1/31/2019 12:49:26 PM jrocktigers And here is one drop. ..... https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1091075183895560192 …

1/31/2019 12:49:39 PM vgat9300 Bring it! Stacked racked & ready

1/31/2019 12:50:53 PM fabulousmndance She was charmed by knowledge... she wanted to be awakened. I don’t know that she would have chose another path... my thoughts

1/31/2019 12:57:25 PM grant_freedom Love it! #BETHEPLAN pic.twitter.com/srUjhLoIj6

1/31/2019 1:05:29 PM covertress Y'all were wondering why @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had MLK's statue as their banner? #SpaceForce 

https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1087364252904710144 …

1/31/2019 1:05:51 PM ekotoons FOOL ME ONCE..

1/31/2019 1:06:38 PM fabulousmndance But pride.... the worst

1/31/2019 1:06:50 PM youstinksoap Clones don't have a soul...maybe that has something to do with it?  #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/31/2019 1:10:54 PM awakeandsing123 Thank you so much. I will research. This would be great for my long drives.

1/31/2019 1:11:36 PM theydontknowwe1 How wouldn’t she have been fooled...

1/31/2019 1:14:27 PM princesspatrio1 If she had the opportunity to do over, knowing what she knows,  would she make the same decision?

1/31/2019 1:14:56 PM youstinksoap Watching SRA victim videos, many have said that there are farms? for women, who just have multiple pregnancies, for the babies to be sacrificed.  

Also, Bey & J have a company? that buys women's uterus's?  It's all so much to try and understand, other than they are truly sick.

1/31/2019 1:15:24 PM theydontknowwe1 If she was all light with no wisdom and heart was pure, if things were conspiring against her will,ill intention, she didn’t stand a chance.

1/31/2019 1:17:18 PM theydontknowwe1 Knowing what she knows...if the ill is still there, won’t it just find different ways to go about it. Communing with God is the goal right... IDK, think there 

is a concept of perfection that just doesn’t exist. New day new problems...

1/31/2019 1:22:18 PM princesspatrio1 Only God is perfect. If the ill will is still there, won't the good intent be also? We fall short, we make mistakes, we learn from them, we grow. As long as 

we are in God's perfect love, we don't need to fear if the ill will tries over and over. We overcome.

1/31/2019 1:22:34 PM theydontknowwe1 And He had to know. And since made in His image, He made us curious, and had to know that also... 

IDK maybe I am going crazy but pretty sure this is truly all about love and lessons...learning stuff.

1/31/2019 1:26:13 PM theydontknowwe1 That is the question huh?

1/31/2019 1:26:18 PM zagnett That's an initial version. Later versions will do a lot more, and probably faster, using, as MJ calls it, the "Language of Creation". Can't wait!

1/31/2019 1:30:23 PM scienceismymuse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Kinda like magick right? Why do you spell magic with a K?

 https://youtu.be/kYFlE0woG1M 

1/31/2019 1:31:47 PM prmd21801759 CC? Who is CC?

1/31/2019 1:39:45 PM enomai_ Thanks for the small proofs of the happenings on tv. I assume the pot holes/sink holes that are making news all over the nation has something to do 

with ratlines

1/31/2019 1:54:26 PM _girlmaher_ Dear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have heeded your advice. I've been obsessing over 3, 6 & 9 for the past little while.

When Casey Neistat wanted a new logo for his Cabal AF "close but no cigar" brand 368, I did my best to 369 TF out of it w/out erasing the signs "they" 

love to flash :D  https://twitter.com/_GirlMaher_/status/1071113438762594304 …

1/31/2019 1:58:52 PM _girlmaher_ Also, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I've noticed that the Army is flashing 369 a lot. When Army organizes events around 369, do they affect IS-BEs who pay 

attention? Or, is it just when I do it myself that I impact my IS-BE?

And, before you go, where does Codex Seraphinus come from?

1/31/2019 2:06:00 PM clancy_birrell Yes I read that too. That is one view of reality. since we didn't experience it ourselves we have to consider that there are other versions of reality. can 

we consider consider that it may be true and it may not be true at the same time? What if MJ-12 are also a scientology group

1/31/2019 2:13:28 PM clancy_birrell PS I am an avid follower/fan of Qanon, MJ-12 and Cobra. But keeping an open mind in both directions is VERY important. Part of walking the Razors 

Edge I suspect.

1/31/2019 2:14:58 PM clancy_birrell Can read the original document here:  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alieninterview/alieninterview.htm …

1/31/2019 2:17:53 PM ex_muslimrebel This notion that a man’s home is his castle and a woman’s body is somehow a vacant space to be used by men as they wish—whether they wish to 

grab it by the pussy or use it as a “host” for a fetus—is one area where Trump’s more licentious followers can find common ground with

1/31/2019 2:42:27 PM tetxnu84967 Yes, you all keep me going; you all keep the Love Energy Flowing 😘

1/31/2019 2:44:52 PM tetxnu84967 Love ❤️😃

1/31/2019 2:50:18 PM nl10874926 Solar system 9

1/31/2019 2:50:25 PM nl10874926 Creation 9

1/31/2019 2:51:47 PM nl10874926 45th president. 4 +5=9. Gods team

1/31/2019 2:52:25 PM sabina06706427 Does this women have a soul? I would say no

1/31/2019 3:12:40 PM djlok I have a hard time believing MJ12 are Scientologists. Just doesn't seem right to me for some reason.

1/31/2019 3:31:11 PM lp083061 @Jordan_Sather_ here is something you should talk about in your show #Infanticide @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Distinct_Words/status/1091080528135114752 …

1/31/2019 4:04:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion therefore dark energy's "definition" is an illusion. https://twitter.com/NASA_Marshall/status/1091120070254911493 …



1/31/2019 4:05:00 PM thehon3sttruth Are you with @KibBitzLaw 

Can we talk about the stargate in Iraq?

1/31/2019 4:06:40 PM qtpi3_14 😭  so much love

1/31/2019 4:07:44 PM slayerofmatrix1 😱

1/31/2019 4:08:51 PM lambohodlr Logically speaking...

1/31/2019 4:09:36 PM charladanberger I'm ready 

We are their only hope! pic.twitter.com/z51swzPGfP

1/31/2019 4:10:58 PM kate0blue Psalm 139 

Both my boys memorized this bible verse in kindergarten.

1/31/2019 4:15:08 PM heath_jack Black contains all colors.  Black sun is the source of all ligh and energy.

1/31/2019 4:15:46 PM the_fjalar fluoride induced full calcification of the pineal gland??🧠  Follow the penguins ?🐧 🐧 🐧

1/31/2019 4:26:30 PM carlsgems found this interesting

ICYMI               Richard Hoagland did a YouTube show on what really happened during Government shutdown on Science Talk channel about President 

Trump telling media he wants to get to Mars before end of his second term hopefully before his first

1/31/2019 4:27:10 PM carlsgems ICYMI               Richard Hoagland did a YouTube show on what really happened during Government shutdown on Science Talk channel about President 

Trump telling media he wants to get to Mars before end of his second term hopefully before his first

1/31/2019 4:29:04 PM thehon3sttruth Ok but bout the stargate and the green zone and all that stuff @KibBitzLaw was going on about. 

Would love to know more

1/31/2019 4:31:32 PM thericharddoyle Do you know then what the “dark matter” is, that is present as a variable compressional influence on what had – and again will be – known as the 

(liquid) “aether”, actually is?

How do you account for, explain or understand the presence of something that is in fact there?

1/31/2019 4:31:59 PM rick_hernandez Do a search of the MJ tweets. There has been mention of Star gates in the past.

1/31/2019 4:33:11 PM thehon3sttruth  pic.twitter.com/wY6KZqY9ov

1/31/2019 4:33:21 PM thericharddoyle Or more simply, how would you re-define what has been termed “dark energy”?

Can you?

1/31/2019 4:34:14 PM mongrelglory Or it's possible that some of the teachings of Scientology are based upon actual truths.  My mind is open to possibilities, however the link you are 

trying to draw between Scientology and MJ-12 is tenuous at best if that is all you are basing it upon. (Use of the term IS-BE).

1/31/2019 4:37:18 PM rick_hernandez MJ also has said the stargate tv series is a disclosure of sorts. Valid info mixed with disinfo

1/31/2019 4:37:56 PM thericharddoyle 1/ If time is an illusion you are able to do without in your own experience ‘MJ’ folks, you should be able to...

But if you can’t — having a human footprint in space (of which such “dark energy” comprises all but the remaining volume of the Universe not subject 

to such ...

1/31/2019 4:38:39 PM carlsgems The President's remarks were taken by the MSM that he was "off" or goofy or something bt the NBC people running their mouth and all but President 

Trump was serious, the YT video by Mr Hoagland was stating with some analyst that something might be coming out on Disclosure, 🙏

1/31/2019 4:39:19 PM djlok I guess IS-BE could technically be Christian, Jewish or Muslim too. They all believe humans are immortal spiritual beings too.

1/31/2019 4:40:55 PM tetxnu84967 😁

1/31/2019 4:40:58 PM theydontknowwe1 That spoke to my soul. Thank you!🙏🙏🙏

1/31/2019 4:41:11 PM jrocktigers You can see em going through withdrawels , even on Cspan.

1/31/2019 4:41:16 PM thericharddoyle 2/ ... variability) — would be a footprint you yourselves may not fully understand.

Absent such an explanation would you not need to concede such a lack of understanding?

So ‘MJ’ can You explain “dark energy” for us?

1/31/2019 4:42:25 PM carlsgems links to Mr Hoaglands video

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF9EBcNapuw …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVXYmSOqt7g …

1/31/2019 4:43:33 PM thehon3sttruth Movie or tv series?

1/31/2019 4:46:35 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/WYFvAIXfjx

1/31/2019 4:47:37 PM carlsgems It was on current you tube of radio show after midnite, I have followed him for years off and on, He was science advisor for CBS and Walter Cronkite, 

structures on Moon and Mars will post link to video for you

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF9EBcNapuw …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVXYmSOqt7g&t=36s …

1/31/2019 4:48:16 PM mongrelglory It's actually white that is considered to contain all colours according to colour theory.  Black is the absence of all colours in the visible light spectrum.  Of 

course colour theory is based upon human perceptual abilities which has its limits!

1/31/2019 4:49:48 PM __jabird__ I’ve often thought that dark energy is nothing more than all possibility just in other dimensions that we can’t see in ours. But can detect the gravity of 

ordinary matter from those other dimensions thereby explaining both dark energy and dark matter.

1/31/2019 4:51:10 PM mongrelglory They say it without ego too...just a matter of fact. 😆

1/31/2019 4:52:31 PM carlsgems Listen for yourself, NBC made big joke of what he said, Right media is known for ignoring disclosure info, you can investigate or not, up to you, Oh yea 

what about a "Space Force" nuts I say

1/31/2019 4:53:27 PM mongrelglory I wondered about that, since pig insulin was replaced years ago with synthetic human insulin.

1/31/2019 4:54:10 PM thehon3sttruth Well solar warden already exists. Space force could just be disclosure of a space navy we already have.

1/31/2019 4:54:21 PM consortiapartn1 Much like the statements made by scientists about 95% of DNA being junk. If they can't explain it either call it junk or dark

1/31/2019 4:55:47 PM dameyankee Virginia Del. Kathy Tran Submitted Bill To Save Caterpillars On Same Day As Late-Stage Abortion Bill  https://dailycaller.com/2019/01/31/kathy-tran-

caterpillars-same-day-abortion/ …

1/31/2019 4:56:13 PM allahuniversal  https://amp.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/jan/30/goya-black-paintings-prado-madrid-bicentennial-exhibition …

1/31/2019 4:59:10 PM carlsgems Exactly🤗

1/31/2019 5:01:22 PM rick_hernandez Tv series

1/31/2019 5:02:35 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/Ts2TrSM9a5

1/31/2019 5:07:03 PM heath_jack Check first tweet on my timeline!

1/31/2019 5:08:36 PM kate0blue TheyDontKnow....It's beautiful to hear young 5-6 year olds recite from memory doing hand motions as well.  My youngest just recited most of the 

psalm the other week for Pro-Life week at church.  So happy I could share a piece of my soul and connect with yours.  Sending Love!

1/31/2019 5:10:59 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You have started talking.

The only way now you CAN stop talking is by walking the walk you now know you need to.

By taking the action you now know you must.

What if one isn’t ‘going on strike’ as much as forced into ‘involuntary redundancy’ for lack of action?



1/31/2019 5:11:10 PM mongrelglory 👍

1/31/2019 5:18:12 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What if that ‘one’ is You.

Think Mirror — and accept an illusion, ‘time’, is not on your side.

What then are you running out of TO take the action one must? ⏳

#Humility #Time 

5/17/2019:⌛️[You must step up: now]

//

Cc: .@TheRichardDoyle :[🇺🇸] ✅
1/31/2019 5:20:14 PM jenw_rn Yea I better stop being a PIA, sure they know my story too

1/31/2019 5:24:27 PM decodematrix If time = money, and time is an illusion, then money is an illusion. Correct?

1/31/2019 5:25:10 PM djlok Yep!  That's how MJ12 rolls: "just the facts ma'am".  And the way they handle trolls is flawless!

1/31/2019 5:26:52 PM carlsgems Exactly

1/31/2019 5:28:08 PM covertress We don't really know what dark energy is - we can't see it or detect it. It's just the name we give to the unknown repulsive force that seems to be 

accelerating the Universe's expansion over time.

 https://www.sciencealert.com/the-universe-is-expanding-faster-than-we-thought-it-might-take-new-physics-can-explain-it/amp …

1/31/2019 5:28:48 PM toffer_anon_369 Still haven't cleaned out NACA I take it?

1/31/2019 5:30:31 PM iamyou132 Dark energy increasing over time === Scalar wave getting stronger === the universal frequency rising ?

1/31/2019 5:32:05 PM theydontknowwe1 Thank you so much for sharing that also! Kinda been church shy myself, but I have littles so may reconsider. Many thanks 🙏

1/31/2019 5:33:53 PM covertress There is a galactic central black hole... a massive one called Sagittarius A*

 https://phys.org/news/2019-01-revealing-black-hole-heart-galaxy.html …

1/31/2019 5:34:50 PM 00loll0 It won't matter, soon we'll all be using our telepathic skills to communicate and everyone will know about each other anyway.

1/31/2019 5:36:45 PM jenw_rn True dat 👍

1/31/2019 5:41:17 PM right_sideof Oops my bad. Sorry

1/31/2019 5:45:12 PM jane_q_patriot OH THANK YOU. What's that old saying about how many fairies can fit on the head of a pin??? Yeah, kind of like that.

1/31/2019 5:50:24 PM djlok Let's ask them! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you have or have you or your members ever had any affiliation with Scientology?

1/31/2019 5:56:37 PM jane_q_patriot I think it's HILARIOUS! 😂

1/31/2019 5:56:59 PM ekotoons PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING?

BILLBOARDS BLANKETED

CALIFORNIA AND NEW YORK

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#DIGITALSOLDIERS #MAGA

#AMERICANHORRORSTORY pic.twitter.com/QZ9i6dIE5q
1/31/2019 5:59:55 PM theydontknowwe1 My son was born at 36 weeks. Breathing, healthy. BULLSHIT to these sick deranged people. #WhereIsTheHumanity #CuomoTheButcher 

#MillstonesAwait

1/31/2019 6:03:03 PM theydontknowwe1 Hmmm know your MIL (which BTW’s straight up ❤️❤️❤️ the MIL) but not surprising MILLSTONES

1/31/2019 6:07:22 PM theydontknowwe1 Thanks Prime for your response. Wish I spoke your language. I guess digging awaits🙏

1/31/2019 6:07:54 PM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/zVaOhhIc0D

1/31/2019 6:10:13 PM highhopesusa This is sickening...

1/31/2019 6:12:40 PM theydontknowwe1 Wow Fab, that is a question right there???

1/31/2019 6:26:07 PM mskeens1962 Is this really on billboards? Horrific

1/31/2019 6:27:28 PM princesspatrio1 Yes. I live in LA and this was advertising for American Horror Story, the most satanic and creepy show on television at the moment. These people are 

SICK.

1/31/2019 6:28:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ask yourself a simple question.

How were the Jews killed by Hitler?

Follow The Money

How do you genocide tens of thousands of people annually?

Mass murder.

Same group.

Follow The Money

Planned Parenthood

Fentanyl can be used in the manufacturing process of adrenochrome.
1/31/2019 6:30:09 PM sandraplante2 So everyone using this drug will get hooked on adrenochrome too?

1/31/2019 6:30:21 PM markfarn72 YOU TOLD US BEFORE IT WAS

SEXUAL CONTACT BETWEEN eve and them

or SOMETHING SIMILAR TO THAT

❤️🚀

1/31/2019 6:31:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, it is used to extend the lifespan of a tortured newborn as their blood is being siphoned up to death. The fentanyl is used to sustain this high and 

when mixed with other pharmaceutical drugs, it can exponentially increase adrenochrome production.

1/31/2019 6:33:09 PM sandraplante2 OMG. Sickening. We must stop this once and for all.

1/31/2019 6:34:04 PM theydontknowwe1 Can you expand, please🙏

1/31/2019 6:35:18 PM theaagabriel He cant because he doesn't understand what perspective he comes from.  Words only have meaning to what your taught.

1/31/2019 6:36:42 PM theydontknowwe1 Perspective is everything.

1/31/2019 6:36:43 PM pantherden_ Are these other pharmaceutical drugs related to the Purdue lawsuit?

1/31/2019 6:37:35 PM sukiqueue OMG 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

1/31/2019 6:40:30 PM light_fighter_g This is the first time I’ve heard this. Do you have sauce?

1/31/2019 6:41:09 PM cheryls65034002 They really won’t be able to walk down the streets they’re going to be so Jonesing for their Youngblood.

1/31/2019 6:43:47 PM n7guardiananon I Come In Peace/Dark Angel 1990

intergalactic drug dealer heroin in endorphins out thru the skull

FBI wants the alien tech

Dolph Lundgren saves the day https://youtu.be/3P41KeVVepc 

1/31/2019 6:44:59 PM cheryls65034002 Did you see the picture of Celine Dion what do you think of that?

1/31/2019 6:48:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 WITCH HUNT.

Eyes on Mueller. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067992926314250241 …

1/31/2019 6:48:29 PM fabulousmndance The devil becomes everything your heart desires...the serpent tempted Eve...with knowledge...we know God causes the serpent to become a snake as 

punishment...did the serpent “look” like a snake when he tempted Eve?



1/31/2019 6:48:50 PM jrocktigers Fentanyl used on the victim to extend life to provide longer extraction time? Secondly, fentanyl is so strong, the amount used for an infant would have 

to be microscopic. Wouldnt this use limit the amount of adrenal stress?

1/31/2019 6:49:41 PM ekotoons SYMBOLS

1/31/2019 6:50:56 PM cidarean The amount sized if used as you discribed would mean the killing of children is much bigger than anyone could ever think of. IS it that big???

1/31/2019 6:51:33 PM roohahoo  pic.twitter.com/3empr0tPQd

1/31/2019 6:52:22 PM jrocktigers 💪💪👀

1/31/2019 6:53:21 PM decodematrix Balance does NOT need to include evil. That is a lie of the dark forces to justify their evil. The light can exist without dark. There was no evil on Earth 

before Dracos invaded 8,000 years ago.

1/31/2019 6:54:30 PM arrow_mystic I like symbols.....🔥⚡🇺🇸......

1/31/2019 6:54:34 PM ethereal_shaman Nope.

1/31/2019 6:54:46 PM jones9536 What a drop!!! pic.twitter.com/kWPv4IcoUg

1/31/2019 6:57:23 PM smokecat11 😍

1/31/2019 6:58:28 PM heartofgod99 The temptation of Eve is intriguing.  One interpretation is Apple > knowledge > shame > separation from God. 

MIRROR: Apple > forgetting > experience & relearning > remembering we ARE god.

The truth will set you free. 

The truth is we ARE free. 🍎

1/31/2019 6:59:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Infanticide is a phrase coined by those who wish to conflate (and exploit human vulnerabilities) reality to trigger an emotional response to INSECTicide. 

The word is intended to trigger "pests", "annoying", and ultimately "kill". This language is used to sedate FOOD/SHEEP.

1/31/2019 7:00:02 PM equipment79 It’s just WRONG and it breaks my heart

1/31/2019 7:01:09 PM qtpi3_14 That billboard pissed me off every time I saw it.  Absolutely disgusting.

Covered my kids eyes too. 🤬

1/31/2019 7:02:29 PM rstfirearms and the dragon stood before the woman which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.

5 And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto God, and to his throne.

1/31/2019 7:02:57 PM zack_stone Sacred geometry?

1/31/2019 7:03:16 PM leslieau7 Then I'll call it what is is

Murder

1/31/2019 7:03:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Herman Cain corrected the record tonight on Sean Hannity when CLOWNS kept using infanticide, it is murder.

1/31/2019 7:03:55 PM dark2light2019 The holocaust never ended. Just changed its design

1/31/2019 7:03:56 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

1/31/2019 7:04:34 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

1/31/2019 7:05:21 PM jones9536 Words matter more than I thought

1/31/2019 7:05:28 PM mskeens1962 Agree, SMDH

1/31/2019 7:10:43 PM 1crazy_toaster yes, great, what is the plan to stop it? Action required.

1/31/2019 7:12:07 PM jones9536 999

1/31/2019 7:13:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 It has been stopped. They are trying to legalize it so they can resume production. Nothing can stop what is coming. Expect more troops to be deployed 

to Southern Border.

1/31/2019 7:13:34 PM bbobbio71 There is no mercy for these people

1/31/2019 7:15:41 PM nun_chucknorris That is 175,000+ people being sacrificed a year. The number alone is sickening beyond belief but knowing what they do makes it that much worse. I’m 

sure this is only scratching the surface.

1/31/2019 7:16:25 PM j_lifeexplorer It's all 'normal', 'nice' - "nothing to see here" 😱🤢😈🤬! Clip from Woody Allen's "Rosemary's Baby"!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kv3p8kIyqLI …

1/31/2019 7:17:07 PM palmdalekid2 You’re going to need a ladder

1/31/2019 7:17:34 PM christinaworthm Creepy crazy 😱😲😨

1/31/2019 7:18:12 PM ekotoons MORE GOYA DISCLOSURE

MORE CHILD SACRIFICE

RELATED: FIND ARTISTS

OBSESSED WITH THE MOON

HINT: MAURICE SENDAK

SUBJEXT OF HIS BOOKS..

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#QANON #WWG1WGA #MAGA

#PROLIFE #DIGITALSOLDIERS pic.twitter.com/C6nLFGIrGU
1/31/2019 7:18:15 PM dullly Demoncrats would oppose if we were talking about puppies.

1/31/2019 7:19:23 PM theaagabriel I so wish to be put in a situation as such.

1/31/2019 7:21:14 PM j_lifeexplorer What would you do, AAGabriel?

1/31/2019 7:22:25 PM sox_maga WTF?

1/31/2019 7:22:51 PM theaagabriel I am so glad you asked. https://youtu.be/onNv1u-qdZY 

1/31/2019 7:23:04 PM palmdalekid2 Be yourself

1/31/2019 7:23:49 PM phreatomagnetic Are the withdrawals lethal?

1/31/2019 7:23:53 PM qtpi3_14 Where the Wild Things are... also known as My Child Max is a Bratty Demon

1/31/2019 7:28:20 PM toffer_anon_369 WHAT is it that is coming?  D5 - 5D?

1/31/2019 7:28:32 PM ekotoons POLANSKI

1/31/2019 7:28:36 PM taramarie8118 Horrifying.

1/31/2019 7:29:44 PM ekotoons MORE LOTS MORE

1/31/2019 7:30:09 PM melanieanders7 We’re in the midst of war... and most don’t even have a clue. A war for our minds/consciousness and a war for our children.

1/31/2019 7:30:37 PM theaagabriel  https://youtu.be/sHflBPU-DtA 

1/31/2019 7:30:59 PM wwg1wgatrump Sick. #Evil

1/31/2019 7:32:16 PM kimmeykim1 Premeditated... 💔

1/31/2019 7:40:42 PM freestateojones Mhmm. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1083163362907865088?s=19 …

1/31/2019 7:41:25 PM matoozie Like in Ghostbusters

1/31/2019 7:41:55 PM j_lifeexplorer My son DETESTED "Where the Wild Things Are" - called it scary! And it is being 'so' hailed among teachers, parents as "good literature" and movie 

😢😠!

1/31/2019 7:45:13 PM qtpi3_14 Yeah...  not sure what Spike Jonze thought he did that was particularly edgy or good.... it was a boring mess.



1/31/2019 7:46:48 PM theaagabriel I loved it. Was fasincated by scary things.

I always wanted to fight the monsters.

Well here I am.

Love you all.

1/31/2019 7:47:25 PM princesspatrio1 You are a fighter.😎🔥👊

1/31/2019 7:47:48 PM j_lifeexplorer My son had to read it in school - he was very reluctant, opposed, we skipped half of it!

1/31/2019 7:49:01 PM qtpi3_14 Woah... ok...

IN THE NIGHT KITCHEN: pic.twitter.com/jUdsUTmrWA

1/31/2019 7:50:12 PM j_lifeexplorer When you've encountered real life 'monsters', you sort of don't really care for reading about monsters displaying the subtle luring!

1/31/2019 7:51:58 PM dr_t_dc 😳😳😳

1/31/2019 7:52:19 PM curt_avila Check out the jfk info that was recently released.

1/31/2019 7:55:41 PM qtpi3_14 OUTSUDE OVER THERE:

One night while Ida's playing her horn and not paying attention, goblins sneak in through the window and steal her baby sister away, replacing her with 

a changeling made of ice. The changeling melts as Ida cradles it; and Ida, realizing what has happened, pic.twitter.com/Cw9TvBJqll

1/31/2019 7:56:29 PM jrocktigers 👀

1/31/2019 7:57:58 PM jrocktigers ?? and...

1/31/2019 7:58:15 PM brittasbits1 This is just heartbreaking to hear. Everyday lately I have been asking myself the question/ "What is wrong with people ??" Abortion, so many children 

missing, so much death.

1/31/2019 7:59:10 PM daveycroqket Finally, someone else referring to this epidemic, as what is really is... a genocide. Taking away our brothers, sisters, sons, daughters, friends, and youth. 

Brilliant minds, yearning for greater purpose & seeking sensation in life. Their potential is the greatest among us, yet,

1/31/2019 8:02:05 PM j_lifeexplorer And from where might the 'authors' get these 'fantasies'? For so long, it's just been categorized as 'fantasies' discarding what actually was experienced!

Just think of the cases, Sigmund Freud & Melanie Klein describes, which they twisted to be "normal" developmental fantasies!

1/31/2019 8:02:32 PM train2bebetter *PP

1/31/2019 8:03:03 PM theaagabriel Anna Freud ran your education department as a hardened lesbian.

1/31/2019 8:04:19 PM jrocktigers Thank you for sharing!

1/31/2019 8:05:19 PM qtpi3_14 So..... MK UKtraesque programming? pic.twitter.com/7mdpnQ5XDz

1/31/2019 8:06:56 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

1/31/2019 8:07:05 PM j_lifeexplorer Define "your"!

Anna Freud wasn't the worst! But she was part of the transforming to focus on "cognitions", discarding the emotional evolvement of the personhood!

Melanie Klein on the other hand was totally wacko!

1/31/2019 8:07:10 PM sunnyboys13 12.06 as well

1/31/2019 8:07:26 PM qtpi3_14 Welp...

 This says enough for me...

'Sendak "rises above the rest in part because he is subversive".

 President Barack Obama has read it (Where The Wild Things Are) aloud for children attending the White House Easter Egg Roll in multiple years.'

1/31/2019 8:08:03 PM theaagabriel  https://youtu.be/ub2LB2MaGoM 

1/31/2019 8:09:17 PM theaagabriel She was the worst as she used Sigmunds philosophies. And as you just said hes the worst! https://youtu.be/fEsPOt8MG7E 

1/31/2019 8:11:07 PM prmd21801759 A recent head of state??

1/31/2019 8:18:35 PM j_lifeexplorer U forgot to define what U meant by "your"!

The video: don't forget the push from Dr. Ruth 🤮🤢😠!

Wilhelm Reich: was still 'under influence' of 'socialism'+of people like Jung (wacko too)!

Instead William James has been forgotten (silenced), as have Karen Horney and Alice Miller!

1/31/2019 8:19:47 PM dogs_daze @threadreaderapp threadunroll please

1/31/2019 8:19:53 PM 1_decided_voter I get the feeling Herman Cain might be more a important figure than I initially thought.

1/31/2019 8:21:09 PM theydontknowwe1 🙌🏻

1/31/2019 8:21:31 PM 1_decided_voter And the timing for their push to legalize it seems like it positions them poorly for the next election.

1/31/2019 8:22:09 PM theaagabriel Oh well your meant Merica. It all comes back to wacko sigmund

1/31/2019 8:22:55 PM theaagabriel Lol they are wacko. Wow eh and we are all influenced by his ideas.

1/31/2019 8:24:21 PM daveycroqket They become subject to lives of extreme suffering, self-loathing, shame, isolation, destitution, desperation, and great disappointment, that no human 

being, nor animal for the matter, should endure. They endure a life a great pain, when they were destined for true greatness.

1/31/2019 8:25:17 PM princesspatrio1 BOOM. There you have it.😖😡

1/31/2019 8:25:36 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

1/31/2019 8:26:48 PM j_lifeexplorer Anna Freud, who was Sigmund's daughter, opposed to his claim of "death drive"!

Melanie Klein (child psychoanalyst) expanded Sigmund's Freud's focus on "sex drive", posturing the child to have sexual fantasies of e.g. mother's 

breast! It's sick!

1/31/2019 8:26:55 PM theydontknowwe1 That book scares me. Why so much knashing of teeth?

1/31/2019 8:27:55 PM theaagabriel My favorite game is resident evil 7...VR...its terrifying.

1/31/2019 8:28:59 PM j_lifeexplorer He was hailed, yes - and he also promoted cocaine!

1/31/2019 8:29:01 PM theydontknowwe1 See I don’t play video games. Makes my heart palpitate. The movies were cool once upon a time:)

1/31/2019 8:29:48 PM dan007mnr The Jews were identified by those like Soros, who, was a Hungarian Jew himself and clearly rewarded graciously.

1/31/2019 8:33:21 PM ekotoons AND HIS NEPHEW ED BERNAYS

[HIGHLY REF’D IN CURTIS DOC]

1/31/2019 8:33:57 PM theaagabriel Darn rights.

1/31/2019 8:35:46 PM ekotoons OUTSIDE OVER THERE

IS HIS “MAGNUM OPUS”

TERRIFYING IMAGERY

SUBLIMINAL SYMBOL

ALSO HE WAS A FREEMASON pic.twitter.com/Ujt2BxRDqW

1/31/2019 8:37:02 PM arrow_mystic Sad, so sad that evil can flip innocence into this crap with just a theory, degree and a newspaper....💕🏹💕

#letsgo #maga #truthhurtssometimes #evilisevil #love #JesusSaves #Lovesaves

1/31/2019 8:37:11 PM theydontknowwe1 Well of course he was🙄



1/31/2019 8:39:48 PM qtpi3_14 Ewwwwwwwww

Sidenote... Jim Henson's "Labryinth" inspired by Outside Over There (goblin kidnapping and all) 🤢 pic.twitter.com/7EKiRB1lIL

1/31/2019 8:39:56 PM goodmedicine4us Mind-blowing:

Crumbs adding-up.

These ppl are more evil than I could've ever imagined.

So sad for all those who have lost their life.

How much longer?

Please, no more waiting.

Arrest (((them))).. "soon" is not soon enough.

I still pray The Lord's Prayer.

"Deliver us from evil." pic.twitter.com/j85mHCo7jb
1/31/2019 8:40:14 PM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Define Postpartum Depression. "Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after giving 

birth. Symptoms include sadness a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090817274146144261.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/31/2019 8:40:41 PM theydontknowwe1 Another creepy ‘kid’ thing.

1/31/2019 8:41:12 PM wwg1wgatrump Omg. Horrifying.

1/31/2019 8:41:34 PM ekotoons CORRECT YOU SEE IT

BOOKSHELF FIRST SHOT

OUTSIDE OVER THERE 

FAR MORE SINISTER

1/31/2019 8:42:40 PM theydontknowwe1 They just compound it and make each level more evil than the prior.

1/31/2019 8:43:30 PM warangel1111 “The choice to know will be yours” ...

1/31/2019 8:44:23 PM nogritnopearlz Make no mistake ....... ALL ROADS LEAD TO ROME 🙏🏼 and “V” is a clue to the first letter of that riddle 🙄🤦🏼♀️

1/31/2019 8:44:27 PM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Define Postpartum Depression. "Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after giving 

birth. Symptoms include sadness a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090817274146144261.html …

See you soon. 🤖

1/31/2019 8:45:34 PM consofcooking1 They do.

When the left has a phrase I go to the dictionary and look for clear meaning because they hide evil intent in innocent phrases.

1/31/2019 8:46:13 PM qtpi3_14 I just hope people are making an informed choice.  I know evil exists. I don't need to see it to believe it or to stand against it.

1/31/2019 8:46:41 PM theaagabriel How I came here was through choosing to know.

This was my very first dig.

I went through every image. 

Left this beast alone.

 https://www.wutang-corp.com/forum/showthread.php?137360-Satan-s-Lair/page95 …
1/31/2019 8:48:39 PM 222714ftw 🙏🖖🙏

1/31/2019 8:51:51 PM warangel1111 I will choose to know .. thanks for the link

1/31/2019 8:52:50 PM theaagabriel Good.

1/31/2019 8:53:11 PM warangel1111 ❤️🙏🏻

1/31/2019 8:54:55 PM pauliepg11111 Extend the lifespan of a tortured newborn. It is so sickening. It makes me so angry.

1/31/2019 8:55:11 PM theydontknowwe1 Maybe another day. Can’t unsee stuff. So much evil.

1/31/2019 8:55:13 PM princesspatrio1 I can't imagine what those detectives saw. Just thinking about what's happened to the children makes me weep. Evil does exist and is very real. And 

we fight against it. Supernaturally and in the flesh. We can't give up. In the end, God wins.

1/31/2019 8:55:27 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

1/31/2019 8:55:53 PM princesspatrio1 🙏🙏🙏

1/31/2019 8:58:47 PM princesspatrio1 It is. It's important conversation though.

1/31/2019 8:58:50 PM collectvcat Our children were food? Please explain further.

1/31/2019 9:01:36 PM theaagabriel Good choice. Alot of nasty in there.

1/31/2019 9:02:26 PM princesspatrio1 If you decide, pray up first. Ask God to guide you and protect your mind and spirit. 🙏🙏🙏

1/31/2019 9:02:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 "These people are stupid. They are walking off a cliff."

1/31/2019 9:02:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

MJ12 doesn't provide time based proofs because Time is an Illusion, though we do provide insight into events such as recent 45 messages about 👆🏻. He 

is very aware of adrenochrome. Those who (who are good) know, cannot sleep. These people are sick.

1/31/2019 9:04:03 PM theydontknowwe1 Good to know thank you. Maybe I will forgo.

1/31/2019 9:06:23 PM princesspatrio1 The ultimate gift. Life. ❤️💜 pic.twitter.com/tL2atMNZ5K

1/31/2019 9:08:44 PM jennife31060429 I wish I culd hug those like you that have had to see all you have to help expose the evil and bring justice. I am so sorry you have had to but am so 

thankful for you.

I stand as QT🥧knowing evil exists w/out having to see it.i choose to fight that evil so that it ends for others

1/31/2019 9:10:29 PM mskeens1962 Have you see this?  Sick fuckers 

When i was in the hospital i got fentanyl  along with oxycontin & other stuff.  Fentanyl only lasted a short time....it hit you hard but wore off after about 

45 minutes

 So look at this then https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091162127283482624?s=19 …

1/31/2019 9:11:28 PM olimyracle "WITCH HUNT"

Tweeted 90 min later by DJT

Coincidence ? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1091191087702724609?s=19 …

1/31/2019 9:12:01 PM b_lievechildren Those [good] who know.... 🙏🏼

It's true you cannot UN-see a thing. pic.twitter.com/mL8Iq7nh8L

1/31/2019 9:14:53 PM b_lievechildren #DarkToLight

1/31/2019 9:15:35 PM cskiesthlimit I delivered 4 at that time, all 4, 6lbs8oz..went home the next day. God protect our babies.🙏

1/31/2019 9:16:24 PM theydontknowwe1 God is amazing. #ThesePeopleAreSick



1/31/2019 9:18:20 PM freestateojones Not the only instance I've documented in the short time I've been following. 

The Q/NXIVM/Military Tribunals thread was the real eye opener/verification for me. 

I woke up the next day to hard hitting POTUS tweets on the very same subject, Schniederman and NXIVM. 

Thank You. pic.twitter.com/GNeC619sW2

1/31/2019 9:19:18 PM freestateojones Hardly. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1075448148083032064?s=19 …

1/31/2019 9:19:51 PM j_lifeexplorer 🙏🙏🙏for healing heart and soul for all victims and who have witnessed!

Thank you for your service ffe 🇺🇸!

May justice be served and evil be annihilated!

1/31/2019 9:21:04 PM warangel1111 Yeah there is

1/31/2019 9:21:46 PM chalmersgilbert So is @GavinNewsom RT @EKOnFAM: @QTPi3_14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WarAngel1111 @ffe3301 @BurnedSpy34 (cont)  http://tl.gd/noinfs 

1/31/2019 9:21:48 PM theaagabriel Ive copied every link, page, picture, video.

1/31/2019 9:23:41 PM ellenca78112564 Anti matter (conciousness)comes first, thats all we need to know to move foward,no?

1/31/2019 9:27:54 PM olimyracle 98 minutes delta exactly.

Now, add 9 to 8 ...

1/31/2019 9:31:58 PM theaagabriel Indeed. pic.twitter.com/qaUPcQjDtu

1/31/2019 9:32:29 PM speaakn Which picture?

1/31/2019 9:36:34 PM ekotoons THANK YOU 

FOR LETTING US

FEEL INVOLVED 

WE ARE GRATEFUL

FOR YOUR SERVICE

FOR HELPING US

FEEL LESS ALONE

FOR SHOWING US

HOW TO FACE EVIL

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#DIGITALSOLDIERS #MAGA pic.twitter.com/mb09D5UpGx
1/31/2019 9:36:41 PM j_lifeexplorer Cicada

1/31/2019 9:39:32 PM lori_dee1 I have certainly learned to leave my ego at the door when interacting with MJ12. Do my research and not get upset when they don't answer, etc.

1/31/2019 9:42:54 PM goodmedicine4us I totally relate to that gif, esp when MJ12 gets so esoteric...

1/31/2019 9:47:12 PM lori_dee1 @GPRacer51 Thank you for the words of encouragement. I have been in tears and my heart has been hurting at such a deep level since the news of 

the NY law was passed and now this one with VA (glad it didn't pass). I grieve for those precious children.

1/31/2019 9:48:44 PM 1_decided_voter I hope this guy leads the way https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1091149499207159808 …

1/31/2019 9:51:52 PM lori_dee1 @Ex-muslimRebel your comments are SO completely inappropriate on this thread!! This is a very serious issue and if you want to play troll go 

somewhere else!

1/31/2019 9:55:30 PM his_sons_r_free Fascinating I did not see that perspective and was not aware of fentanyl’s connection to adrenochrome

1/31/2019 10:01:07 PM warriorreiki That’s why it called “spelling “ ... words have power

1/31/2019 10:01:36 PM citoyen_resist who can still believe in this dark energy hoax ?

1/31/2019 10:05:14 PM troubleslayer Infant = child

-cide = borrowed from Latin “killer” “act of killing,”             Used in compound words: pesticide, homicide.

1/31/2019 10:15:23 PM metisgurlsb I believe that you are right......

1/31/2019 10:15:32 PM hwkammers Hat tip to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for this lil tidbit of information. Here's his tweet. Scroll down for more information! 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091161271163125760?s=19 …

1/31/2019 10:16:01 PM llpkauai Well this makes sense why they want to kill unborn babies right before birth.

Do they prefer boys or girls for their butchering??

1/31/2019 10:22:30 PM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/CPtcIfNHzB

1/31/2019 10:34:23 PM pipprinting Looks like Chi-comm agenda made it's way into US and is moving fast! [They] don't have our morals, our morals are a joke or weakness to [them]

1/31/2019 10:43:57 PM pauliepg11111 Lol

1/31/2019 10:55:54 PM awake369wwg1wga Thank you very much!

1/31/2019 10:57:38 PM tammymckeever Thanks for explaining because I wasn’t getting the adrenochrone connection... but I do now.  I can see it in my mind.  And we are doing ‘what’ to end 

it?  Time seems pretty frickin relevent, no?

1/31/2019 11:34:09 PM gourangaoo Gas chambers . We are in a world wide chamber being poisoned to death through the food air medication and water!

1/31/2019 11:55:15 PM dundeeborn69 Yes, that’s exactly what it is, murder. Premeditated murder

2/1/2019 12:22:22 AM epkman 🦅And the ones who exploit human vulnerabilities use as many as they can. Subliminal, attempting to 'feminize' English language using 's' in place of 

more aggressive 'z.' Toxic masculinity...bitch please, I don't buy into it.🗽🇺🇸

2/1/2019 12:24:01 AM qtpi3_14 #ItsTime #LetsDoThis

2/1/2019 12:27:03 AM diaptera_80 It has to do with a living energy in the substance

2/1/2019 12:30:33 AM bigbluebeast81 Question: The Movie “They Live”’ was a sort of documentary wasn’t it? Im working on a pair of glasses that block a particular part of the visable 

spectrum in an effort to see these unseen influences. Any tips on the materials used? Pure silver 4 the frames? What of the lenses?

2/1/2019 1:42:23 AM mongrelglory Neurolinguistic programming used by the Cabal...however we are on to their tricks now.  It doesn't work anymore!

2/1/2019 1:48:37 AM mongrelglory Allowed to escape to Argentina...remarried and had a daughter named Angela Merkel. pic.twitter.com/7k8jC4DVk0

2/1/2019 1:53:59 AM mongrelglory Let's just say that with supply interruptions, you'll be noticing that a lot of celebrities are going to look like they've aged 20 years overnight.

2/1/2019 1:57:39 AM mongrelglory That's just horrific!  Please tell me that these people are being taken down as we speak!

2/1/2019 2:02:05 AM 222714ftw 🙏222

2/1/2019 2:23:59 AM jollyrob2 All in favor of the Archons🧛♂️🧟♂️

2/1/2019 2:36:06 AM jollyrob2 THE WALL?! and the SHIFT 😇💫

2/1/2019 2:39:03 AM sverhaque @SandiaWisdom @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2019/02/powerful-mystery-booms-continue-to-rattle-the-us-without-explanation/ …

Why don't we have those booms in Europe ? I want some !!! ✊✌️🙏

2/1/2019 2:43:05 AM mc_cloven So like that old ruger hower movie, jam the victim with drugs to o.d. and drain the brain from the overwhelming amount of adrenaline. I guess the 

blood as well must be ripped?



2/1/2019 2:45:39 AM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the 

children? More drops incoming. Show t […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

2/1/2019 2:46:02 AM 222714ftw 🙏222

2/1/2019 2:46:13 AM arc339 I need to know have you heard adrenalchromer see pic Shirley Scott that murders, gives cancer, maimed many she injects thoughts, feelings over write 

minds, puppeting vics to do crimes, draining adrenal life force, kidney, heart, shape shifts, cannibal, bombs, AI replicator, more? 

pic.twitter.com/v2KrAVIxgr

2/1/2019 3:24:29 AM jon2386 That's very true... I wonder why

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts?

2/1/2019 3:37:12 AM jollyrob2 People, 👇Learn 👉@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2AjXwUbQTt

2/1/2019 4:12:09 AM liberty_2q2q I saw the picture of Celine. It was horrible! 

Wasn't sure if it was photo shopped or not though.

2/1/2019 4:13:22 AM liberty_2q2q You're right! You will be able to tell which have been taking / using it. It won't be hard to spot.

2/1/2019 4:17:13 AM liberty_2q2q  pic.twitter.com/4BS37EQQXk

2/1/2019 4:17:23 AM liberty_2q2q  pic.twitter.com/eu0JnnNoNg

2/1/2019 4:20:27 AM liberty_2q2q Bigger

2/1/2019 4:21:03 AM lp083061 This “doctor” lived right around the corner from Chelsea always wondered if he was doing blood transfusions on ppl and his name is Eric Braverman  

http://www.cnn.com/2007/HEALTH/02/07/HM.reversing.aging/index.html …

2/1/2019 4:32:33 AM gg3262 Every high profile dem politician, or many of them, to participate in the abomination that is Epstein’s playland.

2/1/2019 4:49:10 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/WIPcHLM0SV

2/1/2019 4:49:46 AM patriotkeri What is Majestic Childhood???

2/1/2019 4:50:37 AM zeola_rose 👊

2/1/2019 4:56:00 AM kimmitt_tom What does IS-BE mean?

2/1/2019 5:07:40 AM cryptogamer11 7) we are less likely to fall asleep again and repeat this horrible pattern that so many have to pay a price for to fix!!!!

@realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2019 5:22:47 AM pathort31472000  pic.twitter.com/J52SkPPtKh

2/1/2019 5:25:37 AM _00111111_ Thank Q for all the motivating. So kind🙏

2/1/2019 5:31:15 AM simikesr More clues.

Compare Washington... right now!

The Event/TV series, one season only, 2010

Hollywood is the information, propaganda & spin machine. pic.twitter.com/blf02uQd2W

2/1/2019 5:31:38 AM karmasquirr3l17 ✨✨✨✨🌟👍

2/1/2019 5:38:26 AM awakeandsing123 Acosta was allegedly threatened and forced to close the file.

2/1/2019 5:46:18 AM obsidian985 An anecdotal story confirming a lot of what we believe, with no further evidence. And then throw in the reptilian angle at the end, also with no 

evidence... pic.twitter.com/w8diNGjfkv

2/1/2019 5:51:20 AM awakeandsing123  https://bigleaguepolitics.com/governor-who-endorsed-infanticide-received-2-million-from-planned-parenthood/ …

2/1/2019 6:11:11 AM zagnett My 2 main possible concerns about MJ. 1. Scientology link? 2. Maybe nefarious foreign ties? Not sure how likely either is. Maybe low.

Sc. started in 1952, 5 years after the Roswell incident. So it seems cabal member(?) Hubbard could've created Scientology after partly from that.

2/1/2019 6:12:08 AM lp083061 Can we assist in anyway to make this trip they will soon take come to fruition in a timely manner? #ThesePeopleAreSick

2/1/2019 6:14:47 AM zeola_rose Same 🙏❤️

2/1/2019 6:17:58 AM mongrelglory LR Hubbard had contacts in the Navy.  Wouldn't surprise me if he heard about the Roswell interview through back channels.

2/1/2019 6:20:26 AM zeola_rose HE made the Plan. HiS love for us. Honored to my core. ❤️ #BETHEPLAN #WWG1WGA #DIGITALSOLDIERS

2/1/2019 6:32:37 AM allonkid spread the word!

2/1/2019 6:41:15 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L._Ron_Hubbard …

No, he was in the Navy, a captain of a submarine chaser, & relieved of command. Check "Military Career" in link. Also, I think the article is toning his 

insubordination down from what i've read elsewhere. Not sure though. Read about him long ago.

2/1/2019 6:43:29 AM zagnett Sounds like he basically attacked Mexico during WWII for some reason.

2/1/2019 6:44:04 AM zeola_rose Waiting! Praise God this evil is being exposed for ALL to see. These people are stupid. They are paving the way for @POTUS . 🙏🔥

2/1/2019 6:44:32 AM toffer_anon_369 Mirror: up is down, right is left

2/1/2019 6:48:41 AM ekotoons ALWAYS ✍️ 

PRODUCED HUNDREDS 

HERE FOR THIS MOVEMENT

AND THX FOR USING MY 

GREEN DOOR DRAWING

A FEW MONTHS BACK 😉 

HERE TO SERVE + SHARE 👊

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#DIGITALSOLDIERS

#FRIDAYTHOUGHTS pic.twitter.com/e1XmMqkptj
2/1/2019 6:49:50 AM mongrelglory Yes.  His father was in the Navy, stationed at Guam and Ron was in the navy during WWII.  After the war he maintained some contacts so might have 

heard stuff about the Roswell interview.  Like McCain, I think his father pulled strings to cover up his incompetence during the war.

2/1/2019 6:56:48 AM theydontknowwe1 Going someplace cold again Eko?

2/1/2019 6:56:53 AM nancyddb Why is Damon T. Berry considered an enemy of the U.S. and HRC is not?

2/1/2019 6:59:05 AM ekotoons BACK AT YOU BROTHER

2/1/2019 7:17:40 AM ekotoons NEVER FOR MONEY

UNLESS I SELF-PUBLISH

COMICS + COFFEE TABLE

BOOKS IN THE FUTURE 😂 

HAPPY TO HELP

DM OPEN
2/1/2019 7:28:18 AM speaakn Oh my gosh! I’m older than her and she looks like she’s 10-15 years older than me! 😮

2/1/2019 7:37:14 AM mskeens1962 It feels weird to be happy about this, but God It's Glorious 🙌

2/1/2019 7:39:13 AM ekotoons LOL NOW MAKES SENSE 😂



2/1/2019 7:39:26 AM theydontknowwe1 That is disappointing. Used to love this book. Although that was pre-waking. Does seem pretty peculiar a small kid going to hang with adults at night, 

naked...

2/1/2019 7:41:23 AM djlok This makes a lot of sense.  If that's the case then that would explain if they can't answer my question bc that information would most likely be 

classified. Thanks for you insight!

2/1/2019 8:01:56 AM liberty_2q2q Here's a couple more of our other "celebrities".... pic.twitter.com/ovOHETRy7g

2/1/2019 8:57:08 AM prmd21801759 Baby dogs are treated with love and care much more than a newborn baby person... to be discussed if baby person will be murdered or "allowed to 

live". Sick evil!! This is NOT politics. @GovernorVA

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS

2/1/2019 9:23:35 AM lp083061 Oh I have been - since 2016!

2/1/2019 9:23:45 AM ryxc1128 Thank you for the info.

2/1/2019 9:26:41 AM pantube1 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the children? More drops incoming.r 

most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening. This is Majestic […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

2/1/2019 9:27:02 AM ryxc1128 This is so unbelievable...

Time to clean up.

2/1/2019 9:35:22 AM 1crazy_toaster from the looks of things its 5D & 5G.  thoughts?

2/1/2019 9:37:17 AM prmd21801759 "Negative orgone energy"? What's the use/purpose of the orgonite pyramids? Useful?

2/1/2019 9:50:40 AM bkize54 Anyone else noticing @MichelleObama  only had one tweet on her Bday and one r/t on MLK day last month?? Book tour?? Asking for a friend....

@LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRealRaNon @prayingmedic

2/1/2019 9:55:28 AM trinaparkercogg Why does anyone want to sanitize the word MURDER? Stop trying to be PC about SADISTIC MURDER! Do you think the DEMONCRATS give 2 cents 

about your feelings? NO they don't they MURDER BABIES but scream about separating a child from it's mother if they're ILLEGAL MIGRANTS!

2/1/2019 10:48:11 AM qtpi3_14 In The Face Of Evil....

2/1/2019 10:54:10 AM lovethebeach999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thoughts ?  pic.twitter.com/W1EDEo8dUD

2/1/2019 10:55:04 AM lovethebeach999  pic.twitter.com/vzReNAeNwi

2/1/2019 10:59:55 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/4kKPieiF23

2/1/2019 11:01:33 AM ekotoons 👊

2/1/2019 11:18:10 AM weremight Physicist here, though one with an open mind.  Energy and Time are canonically conjugate variables -- if Time is an illusion, so is Energy, as we 

understand it.  Have we misunderstood Energy?  I get that events are primary - that is true in Relativity.  But you seem to say moar.

2/1/2019 11:18:31 AM princesspatrio1 Eagles will fly.💥😎🔥👊

2/1/2019 11:20:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past drops. We have highlighted all of these details.

2/1/2019 11:20:55 AM karma4event201 Mormon Church Utah ties to MKUltra. MKUltra is Satanic Ritual Abuse = Satanic Sexual Torture

2/1/2019 11:21:43 AM mskeens1962 I'm reading all the comments on the board...it's a awesome pic for sure

2/1/2019 11:23:50 AM scott_rick New Q posts out!

2/1/2019 11:35:49 AM iknow04042015 I get a sense that the wall is needed for more then stoping caravans. If we cut off the Energy/Food something may have to leave the Dark into the Light 

to feed.

2/1/2019 11:54:37 AM deputyjasiii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can MSM or new news organizations as well as Social Media be able to be controlled by Conservatives in the future?

2/1/2019 12:03:29 PM princesspatrio1 Thanks Eko. Very interesting reads.

2/1/2019 12:07:09 PM libertyspring99 The current concept of Time is so embedded in the human psyche. I would love to understand more about what actually Time is and how I should think 

about it. This will be a big part of #THEGREATAWAKENING for everyone. pic.twitter.com/LHW4l6WeIx

2/1/2019 12:24:49 PM nogritnopearlz ???

2/1/2019 12:30:36 PM crishenderson Research the text of THE Hippocratic Oath. Search results FIRST provide multiple sites stating that "doctors aren't actually BOUND by" this oath. 

Secondly, the original oath swears to deities worshipped today by antichristians... make of That what u will.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocratic_Oath …

2/1/2019 12:42:52 PM ryxc1128 下文和圖說明了希特勒其實是羅斯希德家族一個成員。

在美國，美聯儲和政客們實際是掌握在羅斯希德家族手中的。

再深挖，羅斯希德家族又是與歐洲皇室的300人委會會聯在一起......

昨晚，看到一些推文談到川普可能要縮減情治單位，從17減至4個，還說會廢除聯儲。從川普過去多次批評聯儲來看有可能。

2/1/2019 12:46:01 PM sehvehn was not asking for definition out of a book....unless that Is also Your definition of Ego

2/1/2019 12:46:23 PM theydontknowwe1 Mega? ❤️❤️❤️ compilations!

2/1/2019 12:47:15 PM ekotoons FOLKS TRUST MEGA?

2/1/2019 12:47:59 PM ekotoons CC FOR GUIDANCE

@CodeMonkeyZ

@TrueEyeTheSpy

2/1/2019 12:48:17 PM halmacdal @Plasmodioum @Rob_Adamson @_jb79_ @CymeneHowe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

bon chance avec "debunk"

 https://www.youtube.com/user/SDisclosure/videos …

2/1/2019 12:49:18 PM theydontknowwe1 Not my avenue, this is why I don’t computer much...seen it used for the Insigniagate stuff. 🤷♀️🤐

2/1/2019 12:53:53 PM angeladeangelo thread worth reading.

2/1/2019 12:55:45 PM qtpi3_14 I've seen Spy use MEGA before...

2/1/2019 12:56:37 PM nickjunes Dude really dig that bottom left snowboarder. For sale?

2/1/2019 12:57:35 PM barr__rebecca It's straight up MURDER!

2/1/2019 1:00:51 PM princesspatrio1 I've used it. Not sure how trustworthy it is.

2/1/2019 1:03:08 PM ekotoons I DO NOT SELL MY WORK

FREE HERE FOR MOVEMENT

BUT I UNDERSTAND THE

DESIRE 4 PRINTS/POSTERS

WILL ASK FOLKS FOR

FEASIBLE SOLUTION
2/1/2019 1:08:18 PM qtpi3_14 After figure out logistics, can ask folks to donate what they would have paid to Wounded Warrior foundation or other service org that helps vets... art 

with a purpose 💗

2/1/2019 1:12:13 PM princesspatrio1 Love that idea! Is there an organization that helps mothers who have struggled with the aftermath of an abortion, or lost a child?

2/1/2019 1:12:41 PM lbf777 Ya, check @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 latest posts from the past 2 days. It's in there. This is the 2nd time I've heard the children's blood supply was cut too.

2/1/2019 1:15:37 PM kat_pauner Kim dot com. Do you trust?



2/1/2019 1:16:33 PM j_lifeexplorer Or an organization assisting through pregnancy to prevent abortion and perhaps adopting child away to loving parents, who cannot conceive?

2/1/2019 1:23:38 PM ekotoons NOW YOU JUST MAKE ME

WANT TO DO AN ENTIRE

SERIES ON WOUNDED

WARRIORS 😢🎖♥

2/1/2019 1:24:13 PM qtpi3_14 DO IT.  Those stories need to be told!

2/1/2019 1:25:56 PM warangel1111 That’s would be honorable and Awesome

2/1/2019 1:28:57 PM ekotoons OK FAM WHAT'S A 

GOOD RESOURCE

FOR IRL STORIES

TO ILLUSTRATE?

DISCLOSURE:

I AM A STRATEGIST

NOT PROJECT MANAGER

SO I TEND TO OVERWHELM

MYSELF WITH PROJECTS 🤣
2/1/2019 1:32:39 PM j_lifeexplorer  https://www.woundedwarriorproject.org/ 

2/1/2019 1:36:27 PM rembrandt_1981 This why chefs get suicided. They know too much

2/1/2019 1:37:13 PM rembrandt_1981 All the abortions, missing children never found, refugees trafficking children

2/1/2019 1:38:40 PM princesspatrio1 Oooo Eko, that's a really awesome idea.

2/1/2019 1:39:13 PM mskeens1962 Oh awesome ideas you 2

2/1/2019 1:49:09 PM ekotoons THANK YOU, MA'AM

2/1/2019 1:49:15 PM dougnickle Bring it at  http://www.allsocial.com ! We will preserve it for you and ALL of your followers. No shadow bans. No dilution of reach to your followers. No 

selling of your information. Social media reinvented.

2/1/2019 1:50:03 PM scottfreeforq Facebook is good for storage and youy can dowmload your own folders in zip form whenever you want

2/1/2019 1:51:22 PM sox_maga Love your art Eko. Calendar maybe?  Idk. Wish I had more insight for you.

2/1/2019 1:52:51 PM ekotoons THANKS BUD

@WarAngel1111 BEEN ASKING

FOR THE PANTLESS-CALENDAR

2/1/2019 1:53:10 PM ekotoons PANTS-ONLY*

2/1/2019 2:00:24 PM j_cmueller Hey EKO, really great art!👍 Great material to create Memes too.

2/1/2019 2:05:10 PM rogkenn12 #CodeOfVets 

-organize with her

2/1/2019 2:06:10 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂😂

2/1/2019 2:06:52 PM warangel1111 #Naked

2/1/2019 2:10:31 PM ekotoons MEME AWAY

2/1/2019 2:20:28 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/LHEPOHT4Gr

2/1/2019 2:20:54 PM qtpi3_14 Heckuva typo 😂😂😂😂😂

2/1/2019 2:22:29 PM cidarean Can you describe what the increase of andrenochrome does in regards to effects on these people who use it? Why is Adrenochrome so important?

2/1/2019 2:33:09 PM sox_maga 😂😂😂😂 figures

2/1/2019 2:34:42 PM sox_maga Ummmm. Excuse me?

2/1/2019 2:39:09 PM pantasticpuppy Yes!

2/1/2019 2:39:41 PM daveo6145 MAJIC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#DarkToLight https://twitter.com/stompk/status/1091422852782288897 …

2/1/2019 2:48:47 PM princesspatrio1 Freudian Slip.😆

2/1/2019 2:51:09 PM coldhardfacts17 You can also put it into Google Drive and share the link on your profile.

2/1/2019 2:51:19 PM shannontemple18 Wow EKO, beautiful art.  You are indeed talented artist.

2/1/2019 2:53:38 PM _00111111_ i have a bunch of my art on my pinned tweet ...i just keep adding to tweet..thread is upto 300 ..thinking that if people click on pinned tweet they can 

see forthemselves..im not good at pimping art or sharing art unfortuanetly. just good at arting.

2/1/2019 2:53:42 PM coldhardfacts17 @EKOnFAM Do you have a art work for all the bible verses Q mentions?

2/1/2019 2:54:20 PM lauralvsmyland Why is this upside down?

2/1/2019 2:56:04 PM zack_stone How many years must go by before they think the WW public can handle the truth? Btw its been 70 years & counting

2/1/2019 2:56:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Chelsea Clinton

2/1/2019 2:57:53 PM ekotoons APPRECIATE YOU SHANNON

2/1/2019 3:10:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd Why does postpartum happen? What causes it? I know  woman who had with daughters..sons she didn't experience it. Two girls, two boys; girls horrid 

PP Depression, boys all good. Wellbutrin was drug used as she was breastfeeding.

2/1/2019 3:20:51 PM lilarhay1 Right?! I thought/felt the same thing!

2/1/2019 3:26:47 PM sh4m33 This applies to a frightening number of people.

2/1/2019 3:30:41 PM ekotoons THANK YOU MISS HELIX

2/1/2019 3:32:26 PM heartofgod99 Maybe on Flickr? pic.twitter.com/YZcShsFRuc

2/1/2019 3:34:22 PM ekotoons OWNED BY EVIL

2/1/2019 3:37:40 PM heartofgod99 GOTCHA

2/1/2019 3:38:30 PM lovethebeach999 Hopefully before we all get allah akbar’d

2/1/2019 3:38:53 PM covfefe_grande Rife machines

2/1/2019 3:51:20 PM auntiemessy @Cordicon YOU’RE AWESOME!

2/1/2019 3:55:58 PM willowblindjack Right here in the Memes catalog...

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/catalog.html …

2/1/2019 3:59:48 PM daveschroeder18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Coincidence?  https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1091071192671363072 …

2/1/2019 4:10:16 PM qtpi3_14 Youre right... Gretchen is awesome!

2/1/2019 4:17:26 PM warangel1111 Hey Rog.. Good to see U ..

2/1/2019 4:19:41 PM prmd21801759 Oh my! 😢

2/1/2019 4:33:15 PM cathyspartanj #BabyKillers

2/1/2019 4:45:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will not happen. https://twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1091367898558447616 …

2/1/2019 4:46:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indefensible.

National Emergency incoming. https://youtu.be/PHsiiaZTHxk 

2/1/2019 4:46:33 PM ginger4trump Nope.

2/1/2019 4:47:40 PM destinlola LOL! Good luck with that!

2/1/2019 4:48:37 PM sculptrz No outside comms!



2/1/2019 4:49:01 PM ekotoons SUPERGENEROUS OFFER

AFTER DOING SOME PRAYING

DECIDED TO KEEP ART HERE

SO IT REMAINS FREE/OPEN

STILL SEEK OPEN-SOURCE 

OR BLOCKCHAIN-BASED

HOSTING SOLUTION

MAYBE 8CH IS BEST??

SEEMS TO WORK FOR Q..

#WWG1WGA #QANON

#THEGREATAWAKENING pic.twitter.com/TkDWaGxFWN
2/1/2019 4:50:56 PM jen_baby72 Nothing to see here!! 🤣🤣🤣 #WillNotHappen #QArmy #QAnon #PatriotsUnited pic.twitter.com/OLvee2oHIb

2/1/2019 4:52:06 PM davidaustin105 We would love to, but we'd have to kill you afterwards 😁

2/1/2019 4:52:36 PM prmd21801759 And she still lost ;-)

2/1/2019 4:53:09 PM ekotoons YES THAT IS PRIME OBJECTIVE

2/1/2019 4:53:47 PM heartofgod99 Was just looking at my pile of paintings stacked in my studio.  I just like making them, too.

2/1/2019 4:54:34 PM ekotoons DO YOU SHARE YOUR ART HERE?

WE WOULD ALL LOVE TO SEE IT!

2/1/2019 4:55:12 PM heartofgod99 I’ve shared a few.  I’ll post more.  Thx!  😘

2/1/2019 4:57:56 PM reallyi5  https://youtu.be/OombhsyI7f0 

2/1/2019 5:00:54 PM j0z0rpwn Bring it. I think I'm ready and yet I know I'm not, lol

2/1/2019 5:00:57 PM deeiatopp Her creations are beautiful!

2/1/2019 5:04:32 PM heartofgod99 Okay, here's some more of my artwork. Acrylic on canvas. Blue series. pic.twitter.com/qR80F1V1ye

2/1/2019 5:05:26 PM anneolsen43 I have a question : was it you that says we are “watching a movie”

2/1/2019 5:05:58 PM heartofgod99 Red Series pic.twitter.com/wqwx4BsXDX

2/1/2019 5:07:13 PM ekotoons INCREDIBLE, ANNE! WHAT COLOR!

2/1/2019 5:07:32 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/916352442220105728?s=19 …

2/1/2019 5:08:57 PM southpaw816 No outside communication!

2/1/2019 5:09:11 PM heartofgod99 Creation series (these are unpublished btw) I have no attachment to where they go or who sees them. I just paint :) pic.twitter.com/P48OEDaqkq

2/1/2019 5:09:16 PM deeiatopp SPECTACULAR!!

2/1/2019 5:09:17 PM slozy Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the children? More drops incoming.r 

most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening. This is Majestic […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

2/1/2019 5:10:11 PM magicianswheel Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the children? More drops incoming.r 

most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening. This is Majestic […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

2/1/2019 5:12:17 PM jrocktigers 👀

2/1/2019 5:12:39 PM heartofgod99 Themes requested by friends & family pic.twitter.com/P4d8yGAFJr

2/1/2019 5:13:35 PM dlm41213 Beautiful 🥰🥰🥰

2/1/2019 5:13:41 PM heartofgod99 You have my permission to do whatever you like with mine. I'm not interested in credit or profit. Just happy to have people see and enjoy!  :)

2/1/2019 5:14:48 PM heartofgod99 I LOVE color.  For me, that's what it's all about. I tune into an emotion, then paint it.  Glad you like!

2/1/2019 5:14:57 PM theydontknowwe1 This is really lovely!

2/1/2019 5:19:39 PM deeiatopp WOW!

LARGE IMAGE MULTIPLE LAYERS

FLOWERS

UNDERWATER

ADROMEDAN

2/1/2019 5:21:39 PM heartofgod99 Actually, I can.  😄  I don't do it for money or recognition. If people choose to make donations to you for sharing it or whatever, I have not attachment 

to that. I create and let it go.

2/1/2019 5:24:11 PM daveycroqket I think that's referring to ETs, however, it's suiting!

2/1/2019 5:24:12 PM ekotoons SAME

2/1/2019 5:25:07 PM princesspatrio1 Beautiful! You are incredibly talented!

2/1/2019 5:28:43 PM ekotoons LEGIT

2/1/2019 5:28:57 PM anneolsen43 Are we watching what has already been set up? ex:Trump mentioned full term abortions in debates(2016) .. Ruth is OUT Kavanaugh IN. I feel like NY & 

VA was intentional to bring this to LIGHT. Now it’s a BIG issue we can’t stop what’s coming. Did Va Gov take one for the team?

2/1/2019 5:29:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/LkJ723YlcD

2/1/2019 5:30:10 PM heartofgod99 TY! 💗

2/1/2019 5:32:05 PM jandydill Also not necessary. #havesomefaith

2/1/2019 5:32:13 PM anneolsen43 Now the ones that need to be exposed are calling for him to step down. Just seems too smooth ... ..maybe I am nuts

2/1/2019 5:34:53 PM theydontknowwe1 That is cool. You tune into an emotion and boom a work of art!

2/1/2019 5:39:23 PM heartofgod99 I channel the emotion while I paint.

2/1/2019 5:42:41 PM jandydill Let the NE happen. Save as many innocent souls as possible. ❤️😇

2/1/2019 5:43:52 PM mr_bone_crusher Say, you all wouldn't happen to be the source of that compromising photo of VA Gov Northam would you?

2/1/2019 5:48:37 PM saibrasaibra Anne, my art is different than yours but I admire yours greatly. I can’t paint. Color terrifies me- I draw dogs and other animals. I feel more at ease with 

the subject. Sometimes I like animals more than people. I wish I could learn from you. I will admire from afar. My latest- pic.twitter.com/G8m9bcLiZW

2/1/2019 5:49:49 PM covertress No doubt, to paint this, Goya (1746–1828) was in [Moloch's] presence. It was essentially a photograph for that era. 

(The First Photograph, or more specifically, the earliest known surviving photograph made in a camera, was taken by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce in 1826 

or 1827.)

2/1/2019 5:50:45 PM neecieh6111 For the sake of your child, fight with every last breath to refrain from vaccinations.  Home school if necessary. Brain development is so critical in the 

early years....and to remain toxin free throughout their life.

2/1/2019 5:51:36 PM theydontknowwe1 Wow that is detailed and skilled! Great work!

2/1/2019 5:52:41 PM saibrasaibra Thank you. It’s my bosses dog. It was her Xmas present. She cried when I gave it to her.

2/1/2019 5:53:21 PM theydontknowwe1 Yes well an incredibly considerate gift💝

2/1/2019 5:54:08 PM followqanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what time is it?👇🏿👇🏾👇🏼👇🏽  https://twitter.com/womenfortrump4/status/1091512541338107906?s=21 …

2/1/2019 5:57:21 PM covertress The testimonies, about what is happening to the children, are so heartbreaking. 😥😢😭

2/1/2019 6:03:07 PM rogkenn12 U2!😁



2/1/2019 6:09:33 PM onesaintannie As much as I like Bill...

2/1/2019 6:21:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Mr President, who is QAnon?"

or

"Mr President, are you aware of QAnon?"

or

"Mr President, what is QAnon?"

ASK THE Q!

Create the reality by manifesting it right now during meditation. Will this to happen now. The Plan are pre-determined events to a goal, !!! Time is an 

Illusion.
2/1/2019 6:21:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Corey Booker is a race horse, not a work horse. He doesn't stand a chance in 2020. Trump is a work horse" - @RepMattGaetz but on steroids, 

watching #QAnon. 

"Why hasn't the press asked me yet?" - @realDonaldTrump 

Ahem @Acosta

Ahem @SaraCarterDC

Ahem @jsolomonReports

ASK!
2/1/2019 6:23:47 PM blsdbe I will make this a point of focus during our nightly meditation, because #QArmy!!!

2/1/2019 6:23:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Economy Has Been Fixed

Next The Federal Reserve

Then The Treasury

Human Trafficking

National Emergency Incoming

PANIC IN DC https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1091419234016653312 …

2/1/2019 6:24:37 PM johnnysoko Acosta will be the one. 

Manifesting...

2/1/2019 6:24:55 PM beth2419 Abort the FED!

2/1/2019 6:25:13 PM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/PooymzLwVn

2/1/2019 6:26:21 PM lbf777 Fixed? Brother we can do WAYYYY better than this. Maybe you mean on the right track.

2/1/2019 6:26:34 PM heartofgod99 I was talking with EKO.

2/1/2019 6:27:46 PM jane_q_patriot C'mon, guys! We can DO this!

2/1/2019 6:28:20 PM happybiggrin  pic.twitter.com/8zT0lKB5aH

2/1/2019 6:28:37 PM blsdbe Hopefully we will #EndTheFed 🙏

2/1/2019 6:28:48 PM enomai_ Am I missing something? You just can't get someone in there  to ask the Question? I apply for a press pass.

2/1/2019 6:29:15 PM tishpfau I agree... I think Acosta is one of those "great actors" Q was mentioning

2/1/2019 6:29:32 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091010838591406092?s=19 …

2/1/2019 6:29:35 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/fp43YfRtmG

2/1/2019 6:29:56 PM keith369me I had to stop following Bill Mitchell...too much division and chaos even when I agreed with the premise of what he was saying.

2/1/2019 6:30:14 PM sadhuguet Beautiful work. I used to be the same way. I tried the watercolor brushes that are like markers. They are used like markers but also can be manipulated 

like paints. Buy a small 12 color pack, not too expensive & it may help you master color.

2/1/2019 6:31:24 PM keith369me Mr President, why is Q off by exactly one year.on many posts?

2/1/2019 6:31:36 PM ursula_1111 ‘Q’ 4 U... Acosta is NOT on Q’s list of MSM’s bad apples (putting it nicely). You just listed him with Sara & Solomon. I find that interesting 🤔 BTW, I’m 

willing the ‘Q’ to be publicly directed to (((+))) right now. A mind is a powerful force. Watching and waiting patiently.

2/1/2019 6:31:53 PM zeola_rose So beautiful Anne! ❤️

2/1/2019 6:32:43 PM qanoncomau We may have to ‘force’ this one.

Q pic.twitter.com/jP2wJMUj5n

2/1/2019 6:32:46 PM heartofgod99 Funny!  I can’t draw!!  🙄  we each have talents, gifts.  No sense in comparing.  Do what YOU do best!  Your art is lovely!💗

2/1/2019 6:33:11 PM zeola_rose So realistic but personal! ❤️❤️❤️

2/1/2019 6:34:01 PM enomai_ as a journalists for the people lol

2/1/2019 6:34:59 PM jane_q_patriot Use the Force! pic.twitter.com/G56fy0lsWe

2/1/2019 6:37:50 PM rosesrred0119 Guardians ended?

2/1/2019 6:38:16 PM warangel1111 Omg these are Amazing..

2/1/2019 6:38:53 PM heartofgod99 Wow, Tee!  I can relate. I deliberately made mistakes in school work so I wasn’t always the one getting an A.  Other kids teased. So sad. But here we 

are!!  💖

2/1/2019 6:38:53 PM headlinejuice Bring it.

2/1/2019 6:39:14 PM blankmarlo #AskTheQ

2/1/2019 6:39:29 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/I44WrxE3WG

2/1/2019 6:39:48 PM tomkingblue Is Movie 1 over? (GOTP)

2/1/2019 6:40:19 PM heartofgod99 TY WA!  Brings me JOY to know you find my art pleasing in some way.  Enjoy!

2/1/2019 6:40:20 PM happybiggrin  pic.twitter.com/dmFieSVgtr

2/1/2019 6:40:50 PM blankmarlo MJ12 and Q have both said this

2/1/2019 6:41:24 PM enomai_ Alright. I had Kudlow wrong. What a great job.

2/1/2019 6:41:47 PM zeola_rose DO IT! I’m going to paint and draw again. I’m inspired. Haven’t done it much since high school Summer scholarship at Pasadena Art Center College of 

Design 1982...don’t know why I quit 🤔

2/1/2019 6:41:50 PM colista How is the economy going to stay fixed when it's all fakery? Printing money ... messing with numbers. When the fed crashes its going to get ugly for a 

while. I have faith, but my family is planning for a crisis!

2/1/2019 6:42:09 PM heartofgod99 These remind me of scout badges

2/1/2019 6:43:21 PM heartofgod99 DITTO!!  ❤️

2/1/2019 6:44:14 PM ladypatriot20 I'll bet Larry Kudlow never thought he would be a rock star when he grew up.  He's terrific.

2/1/2019 6:44:57 PM lldmim Yep...was called “the brain”...not quite your level though...although I could read music before I could read a primer book

2/1/2019 6:45:06 PM warangel1111 I love to paint too .. Its been years .. I miss it  though.. After seeing these it’s making me feel like I need to pick up some supplies and start it again.. I 

adore your work.. Please keep going and share more.. ❤️

2/1/2019 6:45:41 PM theydontknowwe1 Got any work Angel!!!?

2/1/2019 6:45:43 PM lldmim What personality in that face.

2/1/2019 6:46:23 PM atvs4me This is on the radio right now.

2/1/2019 6:47:20 PM zeola_rose Beautifully gifted Tee ❤️✨💫

2/1/2019 6:47:47 PM lldmim Never fit in....moving due to dad.s military orders every few years didn’t help....always heard...too bad you aren’t a boy...50s era

2/1/2019 6:48:03 PM zeola_rose I can only imagine...wow ✨💫

2/1/2019 6:48:20 PM lorivictoria Or Just “?”

2/1/2019 6:48:20 PM anneolsen43 Thank you .... I think i am seeing things differently definitely a shift came today



2/1/2019 6:50:01 PM ljblueskies @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

How about this?

 https://youtu.be/VyiioZ9owh8 

2/1/2019 6:53:14 PM kristlynwind What about tossing out a bit of reverse psychology to get those who won't or don't want to ask about Q; like, #Don'tAskMeAboutQ

Reverse psychology works wonders on toddlers & even the most oppositional "adult(s), right?

Memes & attire demand! 😉 pic.twitter.com/hdFIXkynBD

2/1/2019 6:53:16 PM ru_burton I listened to this earlier today.  Can it all be stopped?  Or merely reduced?  I really want a world with no more psychopaths.

2/1/2019 6:53:19 PM warangel1111 Yeah not very good.. And I don’t know how to add more than on picture at a time .. 😂 pic.twitter.com/NhtlPTm6t3

2/1/2019 6:53:21 PM heartofgod99 I actually understand all that!  😁

2/1/2019 6:53:37 PM zeola_rose Super cool style ❤️🔥

2/1/2019 6:55:14 PM zeola_rose ❤️👊

2/1/2019 6:55:21 PM theydontknowwe1 Very cool!

2/1/2019 6:55:31 PM heartofgod99 I love it!! Why say not very good?  Says who? Reminds me of Goya and a stage of Picasso’s work. Powerful, raw energy & colors.  Wow!  💥

2/1/2019 6:56:32 PM heartofgod99 I see blue people , fire and that marvelous beacon of light at the top.

2/1/2019 6:57:54 PM sean_blackwolf Beautiful!! I love these

2/1/2019 6:58:15 PM kardaddy What, using public employees to do her bidding? Or is there more?

2/1/2019 6:59:21 PM zeola_rose So full of energy Angel! Love ❤️❤️❤️

2/1/2019 6:59:37 PM tammyredmond The colors are very serene and relaxing. 😍

2/1/2019 7:01:11 PM areckoningday Booker is a raging dumpster fire. The fact he has an office instead of a cell is appalling.

2/1/2019 7:02:19 PM zeola_rose Never had/made time to finish. Had 5 kids 😂

2/1/2019 7:02:23 PM dlm41213 Bella Bella 🥰🥰

2/1/2019 7:03:46 PM theydontknowwe1 That is something Rose! My kindergartener honestly creates better visual art than me. I admire that skill a bit.

2/1/2019 7:04:23 PM zeola_rose It IS something haha. Thank you Reg ❤️

2/1/2019 7:05:28 PM theydontknowwe1 I love it!

2/1/2019 7:09:55 PM burgersandra Great advice.  "Create the reality by manifesting it right now during meditation."

2/1/2019 7:11:27 PM djlok Only problem I have with "What is #QAnon?" is that it can be answered ambiguously or even in a funny way. Something like: "QAnon is 

#WeThePeople" or "Q is that 500lb man in his mom's basement, I told you about".

I prefer open-ended like "What do you know about QAnon?".

2/1/2019 7:19:03 PM burkewinkler Somewhere in the restoration of all things I hope Progressive (1984) Education is defunded in K-12, university & grad schools.  Not another brain 

washed.  Even if "The Plan" does all amelioration, if Prog (1984) Ed remains in K-20+ then... all reverts to bad.  Liberty Ed anyone?

2/1/2019 7:20:17 PM lldmim Perhaps they’re the new military space ribbons

2/1/2019 7:20:45 PM rhondanight The other night I dreamed about Majestic 12 all night long 🐬

2/1/2019 7:21:05 PM heartofgod99 YES!! Great idea!

2/1/2019 7:21:19 PM tlw10500 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting Anybody keeping 

tracce? What have we told you about Florida? Those who know cannot sleep. One by one, rats are getting exposed. O […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

2/1/2019 7:21:50 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Reads better as a mirror

2/1/2019 7:28:12 PM iam_laura9 Make it so...

BOOM! pic.twitter.com/pi8X7Fe3mN

2/1/2019 7:28:30 PM lori_dee1 Read the post from the bottom up.

2/1/2019 7:30:54 PM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/wfYSsBl4vO

2/1/2019 7:30:54 PM jlundr Its the same thing bruh ;)

2/1/2019 7:31:57 PM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/atFfAwikqC

2/1/2019 7:32:01 PM heartofgod99 Such sweetness!  Very lovely Rose.  I admire those who can draw realism.  TY for sharing!  💗

2/1/2019 7:32:59 PM zeola_rose Oh the colors! And the swirls! These are amazing!

2/1/2019 7:33:03 PM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/LVpoybFm1M

2/1/2019 7:33:12 PM heartofgod99 I like this just the way it is. So much yet to be defined - just like life!

2/1/2019 7:33:25 PM cskiesthlimit 💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

2/1/2019 7:34:11 PM zeola_rose I wish @Sox would show his bunny picture too. I still think about it ❤️

2/1/2019 7:35:14 PM iam_laura9 It's all an illusion pic.twitter.com/aZlbcST3fG

2/1/2019 7:35:29 PM thelilkingryan -- . -. - .- .-.. / ... . . -.. .. -. --. / .. -. .. - .. .- - . -.. @di0010110r #WWG1WGA

2/1/2019 7:38:32 PM zeola_rose It’s my 3rd daughter ❤️

2/1/2019 7:38:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Does a move back to a gold standard look like Bretton-Woods where gold was only used to settle international trade, or nationally like the silver 

certificates issued by JFK-directly redeemable by the average citizen?

2/1/2019 7:43:24 PM richardhiatt16 Wow.. Short and to the point... 🤓

2/1/2019 7:43:51 PM zeola_rose Amen!

2/1/2019 7:44:15 PM qanonsunrise No outside comms

2/1/2019 7:52:52 PM zeola_rose Wise Eko ❤️

2/1/2019 7:53:00 PM warangel1111 Thank you it’s Chakras and I used a pallet knife.. I was just playing around.. Mixing my own colors and feeling it .. Purple was a bit dark .. Getting 

motivated ❤️

2/1/2019 7:53:36 PM warangel1111 Such Talent Rose ... So Cute ❤️😇

2/1/2019 7:54:01 PM zeola_rose Pallet painting is so much fun. I am waiting to see your next piece ❤️

2/1/2019 7:55:46 PM warangel1111 Loved @sox_MAGA Rabbit pic .. Maybe he will pay it here 😉

2/1/2019 7:56:47 PM warangel1111 You talking to me 😂

2/1/2019 7:57:25 PM princesspatrio1 She is way more talented than she realizes. Her works are fantastic. It's beautiful seeing all of you talented artists!!

2/1/2019 7:57:42 PM sox_maga  pic.twitter.com/1OZclrWN2p

2/1/2019 7:58:03 PM princesspatrio1 This is fantastic Rose! ❤️❤️❤️

2/1/2019 7:58:21 PM sox_maga Thank you for the compliment!

2/1/2019 7:59:14 PM ekotoons THIS IS PRO-LEVEL

CHILDREN’S BOOK

AUTHOR—@sox_MAGA

2/1/2019 7:59:36 PM ekotoons LIGHTING IS PERFECT

2/1/2019 7:59:40 PM theydontknowwe1 Yes!!!

2/1/2019 8:00:13 PM zeola_rose That’s it!!!! Yes! Thank you Eko!

2/1/2019 8:01:20 PM zeola_rose It’s about damn time you get here Sox. Where have you been?! ❤️😂

2/1/2019 8:01:33 PM theydontknowwe1 Awww do your tiny people call you Grandpa Socks?!?

2/1/2019 8:01:40 PM ekotoons SERIOUSLY WTH

2/1/2019 8:02:48 PM zeola_rose Thank you Princess ❤️

2/1/2019 8:03:19 PM zeola_rose I’m excited to see!

2/1/2019 8:06:55 PM sox_maga You did this?  Omg!  Fantastic!  Get your fuzzy butt in gear girl. You have some talent!  Great balance, lovely vibrant palette.  More please! ❤️



2/1/2019 8:07:57 PM warangel1111 Awww Thanks Princess and Rose .. I’ll show u guys more soon.. 😇😘 This Whole Fam is talented .. ✨

2/1/2019 8:08:43 PM zeola_rose God’s gifts 🎁

2/1/2019 8:09:15 PM sox_maga Wow Angel!  More! You’ve been holding out on us. Terrific!  Have this one made into prints, Note cards, etc.  Very nice!

2/1/2019 8:09:16 PM warangel1111 Means alot coming from you .🙏🏻❤️

2/1/2019 8:09:25 PM sox_maga Rose!

2/1/2019 8:10:27 PM dlm41213 I was Born to be a soldier!!!

2/1/2019 8:10:32 PM zeola_rose Sox!!

2/1/2019 8:11:08 PM warangel1111 Thanks Sox .. I Love the Canoe one also 😇❤️

2/1/2019 8:11:40 PM theydontknowwe1 Really cool and different! Thank you for sharing Angel! Fierce like you!

2/1/2019 8:13:17 PM warangel1111 He has a lot more 😎

2/1/2019 8:13:46 PM sox_maga Rose!  Cup o cheese Rose!  Cup o cheese

2/1/2019 8:14:45 PM sox_maga 😘 Your painting is fantastic Angel. You need to keep painting. Really.

2/1/2019 8:14:58 PM ekotoons MAKES ME HAPPY

2/1/2019 8:16:00 PM warangel1111 Let’s not go crazy .. Sharing Lily .. Canoe time 😁 pic.twitter.com/aZftYDnMIg

2/1/2019 8:17:06 PM warangel1111 Your sweet .. 😂

2/1/2019 8:17:32 PM theydontknowwe1 Skillz fo sho! Been holding out Angel 😇!

2/1/2019 8:17:53 PM sox_maga Love it!  These are great! All this time I thought you just fixed cars and chain sawed shit up. You got a gift girlfriend!

2/1/2019 8:18:12 PM warangel1111 Me too 👍

2/1/2019 8:18:31 PM dlm41213 🥰🥰🥰

2/1/2019 8:18:35 PM sox_maga Right?  Night Reg.

2/1/2019 8:19:12 PM zeola_rose ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

2/1/2019 8:19:17 PM ekotoons FEEL CONNECTION 

THRU THE EYES

2/1/2019 8:19:28 PM james77549369 We all fight demons, they do not stop, peace brother. pic.twitter.com/y3Co44dsO9

2/1/2019 8:19:44 PM theydontknowwe1 😂🤣😂 There’s a delicate Angel in there after the warring!

2/1/2019 8:19:56 PM warangel1111 😂😂😂👋🏻😇.. Kick down the Canoe picture Sox .. Your killing me right now 😂😂😂

2/1/2019 8:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let the drops continue storming down upon those who would rape a child 40 times a day.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

National Emergency Incoming. https://twitter.com/MW_Unrest/status/1091535309068820482 …

2/1/2019 8:20:36 PM zeola_rose A precious flower 🌼

2/1/2019 8:20:43 PM warangel1111 💋

2/1/2019 8:20:44 PM sox_maga Lol.  Gotta turn in. Let your light shine!  You got this

2/1/2019 8:21:10 PM 1ra_enelor Hard to believe Corey is a direct descendent of “Rosie the Racheter”. pic.twitter.com/2ecZgvwFsG

2/1/2019 8:21:20 PM zeola_rose Night Sox!

2/1/2019 8:21:48 PM theydontknowwe1 Goodnight my dear and talented fam!

2/1/2019 8:22:05 PM zeola_rose 🙏Canoe?

2/1/2019 8:22:05 PM 979_7740 Sickening

2/1/2019 8:22:11 PM theydontknowwe1 Yes the eyes!

2/1/2019 8:22:20 PM blissamerica Oh Snap!

2/1/2019 8:22:32 PM deeiatopp Concur with conundrum...

2/1/2019 8:23:04 PM toffer_anon_369 Push the button.  DO IT NOW.

2/1/2019 8:23:08 PM blissamerica Hello Mr President, I Q, do you Q?

2/1/2019 8:23:19 PM warangel1111 😇

2/1/2019 8:23:50 PM warangel1111 🤫😂😂

2/1/2019 8:24:28 PM warangel1111 Dood

2/1/2019 8:24:44 PM collectvcat 40x a day? Death is what they deserve.

2/1/2019 8:25:53 PM warangel1111 Sox Come Back ... 😐 Sleep Well.. Need some canoe time tomorrow..😁💋❤️

2/1/2019 8:26:20 PM princesspatrio1 That grows thorns to protect and defend. A warrior flower.

2/1/2019 8:27:19 PM warangel1111 ❤️😂

2/1/2019 8:28:19 PM ascendingadam 40 times in a day,

So every 36 minutes?

Unimaginably revolting.

2/1/2019 8:31:03 PM thelilkingryan BOOM!!! On Netflix!! SEEDING THE PUBLIC!!! #WWG1WGA #MAGA @bigredwavenow @StormIsUponUs @Time4U2Know @realDonaldTrump 

@BusyElves @di0010110r @DIXIEDOODLE12 @VOnline46 @CryptoKoba @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MrRogerStone pic.twitter.com/UgtTE7Kh7y

2/1/2019 8:32:33 PM sosoaware What ..... is that your real ???

2/1/2019 8:32:52 PM jenw_rn CNN is now calling Gov Northam a Republican 😂

2/1/2019 8:34:21 PM tomchiodo “Mr President: will you admit that #QAnon is a farce? Many ppl are being caught up in this conspiracy. Isn’t this bad for our country?”

Don’t be afraid. 

Ask @realDonaldTrump if Q is real. 

Don’t be a afraid.

2/1/2019 8:38:00 PM lp083061 Can we seriously just take them all and put them on an island and let them figure out how to live?

2/1/2019 8:39:25 PM zeola_rose ❤️😂

2/1/2019 8:39:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Technically they already have an island....

2/1/2019 8:39:35 PM tomchiodo @Acosta when are you going to ask the question? Do it Jim! Make a name for yourself. History books will know your name forever. @realDonaldTrump 

will be your bff forever. What can it hurt? #Qanon #AskTheQ

2/1/2019 8:41:36 PM theaagabriel Well tbh if all art was the same...

2/1/2019 8:41:59 PM bevbarrett5 ALL so TALENTED! I can only draw stick people HAHA😆

2/1/2019 8:42:47 PM schasslersteve They will soon be forced to ask that ultimate question.

2/1/2019 8:50:13 PM schasslersteve I am going to request that the best Meme Farmers put together a video montage of folks across the Country and Worldwide carrying QAnon signs, 

wearing QAnon apparel, with QAnon bumper stickers and shots of roadside QAnon billboards. They are there in EVERY Yellow Vest protest WW.

2/1/2019 8:52:32 PM nmchristoban @EpochTimes time to ask!

2/1/2019 8:55:34 PM neufeldtlyss17 Only if you can guarantee there’s not any children on that island......

2/1/2019 8:57:46 PM mskeens1962 #DoItQ #SaveTheChildren #DefundPlannedParenthood #BuildTheWall

2/1/2019 9:01:44 PM ibelieveinqanon Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the children? More drops incoming.r 

most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening. This is Majestic […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

2/1/2019 9:04:28 PM wbwse So horrid.

2/1/2019 9:13:29 PM pauliepg11111 So is that what the Governor did - 40 times a day? Speechless.



2/1/2019 9:21:04 PM ssjonny Leviticus 20:2: "Again, thou shalt say to the children of Israel, Whosoever he be of the children of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn in Israel, that 

giveth any of his seed unto Molech; he shall surely be put to death: the people of the land shall stone him with stones."

2/1/2019 9:26:48 PM qtpi3_14 I see Golden Q at the top 💖

2/1/2019 9:28:15 PM qtpi3_14 Hes going to paint my boy Chavs. 🐶

2/1/2019 9:29:40 PM wearediamonds2 OMG

2/1/2019 9:29:46 PM j_lifeexplorer Future proves past 😄😉😊

2/1/2019 9:31:47 PM norcalrealtor1 Your Art is Amazing!!

2/1/2019 9:34:40 PM wearediamonds2 Black only contains all colors when talking about paint/pigments. Light is different 😉

2/1/2019 9:37:05 PM johnnysoko I think so too. 

That list keeps growing. 

Undiscovered Stars learned soon...

2/1/2019 9:48:39 PM warangel1111 It will be wonderful 😊

2/1/2019 9:57:53 PM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s your take on resveratrol?

2/1/2019 10:04:31 PM jones9536 I love that it dropped on the first day of black history month. Yeah that was a coincidence NOT

2/1/2019 10:07:26 PM toffer_anon_369  https://neonnettle.com/news/6376-339-arrested-50-victims-rescued-in-major-california-human-trafficking-sting …

2/1/2019 10:15:14 PM gabrecken Except for me, I'm average 😎

2/1/2019 10:26:43 PM traychelle255 Not if you read it from the bottom up.

2/1/2019 10:36:55 PM nmd_mari Predator Island in Washington, right??

2/1/2019 10:53:30 PM caljustice1 And that's why CA closed all the facilities so they could throw them out on the street. They needed to fund illegals.

2/1/2019 10:55:53 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/wlqzNbR2YV

2/1/2019 10:55:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What did we tell you earlier? https://twitter.com/SharylAttkisson/status/1091557670258200577 …

2/1/2019 10:56:45 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1091169014758412288?s=21 …

2/1/2019 10:58:43 PM wluke69 Northam is the one in the KKK dress. Northam doesnt have a full set of teeth and usually doesnt show them in a smile like the black face buy did. 

pic.twitter.com/JlFMiU3f5D

2/1/2019 10:59:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read what these "Doctors" are doing (hint: they do view it as a medical procedure, a financially and spiritually binding contract of secrecy of self 

medicine sacrifices). Hidden inside public pattens with symbology everywhere. 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1090817274146144261?s=21 …

2/1/2019 10:59:55 PM mongrelglory I think they've recovered some "lost" gold, which will allow them to back the US dollar.  Still not sure how they're going to prevent a failure of the 

international bond market.

2/1/2019 11:02:38 PM mongrelglory Australia is already occupied.

2/1/2019 11:04:20 PM princesspatrio1 I can't wait to see it.❤️

2/1/2019 11:04:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly.

Not a coincidence.

This account has been dedicated to educating the public on exoconsciousness from the world view of a Domain IS-BE (of which you are).

"WILL, USE THE FORCE"

MAJESTIC

REMOVE THE COMMA

PSYOP

WILL IS THE FORCE

USE IT

2/1/2019 11:05:38 PM mongrelglory You can imagine how many children die from this abuse!  They talked about it in the Podesta e-mails. 😠

2/1/2019 11:05:48 PM _the_psychonaut The more you can visualize and live moments “post-Disclosure” day by day it will manifest more quickly, especially if many people are involved. How 

does post-Disclosure “feel”?

2/1/2019 11:06:29 PM awendalexi Bull

2/1/2019 11:06:30 PM awendalexi Funny how things just stop on my iPad whenever I question anything?

2/1/2019 11:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mockingbird Clowns protect their own. https://twitter.com/Trey_VonDinkis/status/1078387161974620166 …

2/1/2019 11:08:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We told you we were going to destroy the Democrat party. It will not recover. Watch what will happen. Disclosure. First Contact. The Last President. 

New World Order. DECLASSIFY EVERYTHING VIA NEW GOVERNANCE OF OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE USING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. The "Plan". 

50Y?

2/1/2019 11:10:53 PM 979_7740 Love it way overdue

2/1/2019 11:11:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Always a fan of block chain.

2/1/2019 11:11:49 PM mongrelglory After disclosure will the negative ETs that enslaved humanity be banished/expelled from Earth?

2/1/2019 11:15:51 PM q_t_peye Love the bunny!

2/1/2019 11:17:46 PM jadedl Are we ready? It sure doesn't seem like it...

2/1/2019 11:19:22 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was Dr Fred Bell Majestic?

2/1/2019 11:19:27 PM q_t_peye Nice painting, Angel!

Love it!

2/1/2019 11:19:27 PM reneeleitner2 FloidaGirl, everyone has gotten at least 1 within the first year. No one talked about it because “we were moms and showing crazy the public w

2/1/2019 11:19:45 PM reneeleitner2 Sorry hit send too face

2/1/2019 11:21:17 PM analyst2501 DO IT.

2/1/2019 11:22:21 PM reneeleitner2 Too fast ugh. I don’t know why  my words are changing. Basically your body is readjusting to not carrying a child in there anymore. You feel your insides 

go back to normal and while you are holding your baby you feel the spasms inside that feels like a baby which can at first...

2/1/2019 11:24:47 PM reneeleitner2 Freak you out. Then while some may not have family or friends to help them with rest at home with a newborn, you become exhausted which in turn 

can make it seem like you are crazy, which most moms are not.

2/1/2019 11:25:28 PM fractal_reality It's like with having a baby you are never really ready

2/1/2019 11:25:59 PM nullanon12 Will 45 Run For President 2020?

If So.

Will White Hat's Make Him Win?

Was The Russian Collusion Hoax Part Of The Plan?

2/1/2019 11:26:39 PM jadedl Ready as I'll ever be, but it's a hot mess out there! Can only hope that this will truly serve to bring us together.

2/1/2019 11:27:32 PM reneeleitner2 On top of that, no two pregnancies are the same, while a mom may get plenty of rest, her body is still telling her mind something is in there. Even 

though she is holding the baby in her arms. It’s like kid changing with hormones. Some are able to hide it while others not so much

2/1/2019 11:30:27 PM lornascurr (That'll be a positive NEW WORLD (order)  not the NWO we are used to reading and hearing about.. just to be clear.)

Beautiful!!  Bring it ALL on !!

Thanks to everyone involved 👊💥👏👏👏

WWG1WGA  worldwide!!



2/1/2019 11:31:53 PM nullanon12 Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming.

Nothing.

Dark...

...Dark To Light

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=NGuyUyRBsA4 …

2/1/2019 11:32:54 PM mdeadly Lately when I ask posters to be less cryptic they block me.

Could you please be less cryptic, more straightforward?

Not everyone has to “Q drop” what they’re saying.

It’s becoming annoying.

2/1/2019 11:34:57 PM decodematrix @blueavians @CoreyGoode said they would not be able to survive here anymore because the energy around the planet will change and be much 

higher vibration.

2/1/2019 11:37:02 PM mywowfreak Mechanisms for more control... Blah... Blah... Blah...

Define - first contact. 😆

Waisting time...

We Will not be shaken.

There are no parties - just the same old same.

Blockchain is a lie and just enables complete control.

Hello beast head.

Fallout 4 economics... 😆
2/1/2019 11:37:08 PM 1_decided_voter Would it speed things up to start a Gofundme as a jackpot to whoever asks @realDonaldTrump on camera?

2/1/2019 11:38:03 PM shaney_butch No outside comms! Apart from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 eh 🙄

2/1/2019 11:49:38 PM petitchevalb They harvest babies after having corrupted mothers' mind

2/2/2019 12:03:23 AM sandra70138770  pic.twitter.com/89CcO9gXOt

2/2/2019 12:10:53 AM ragstorm He'll win

Americans are awakening

2/2/2019 12:11:47 AM lp083061 #TheLastPresident pic.twitter.com/qFcyLZbZ80

2/2/2019 12:30:41 AM jameske71286743 You see when you make grandiose claims like this you really do sound like a larp. 

Ask almost any economist going around, we're in a giant debt bubble that is going to explode. 

21 trillion dollars in debt, but the economy is fixed?

You must think people are seriously thick.

2/2/2019 1:10:12 AM decodematrix A Pro-Human 6,000 year cycle about to start. We are at the apocalypse! Are you awake yet? The "war" between AI and Humanity is about to take a 

very unexpected turn. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1026817444491550721 …

2/2/2019 1:12:07 AM decodematrix DOITQ pic.twitter.com/rAsRratQTm

2/2/2019 1:21:24 AM zagnett Yeah, you could be right.

MJ, is this true?

If so, how have things changed since MJ went under "new management"? Does Scientology still bleed the life out of its adherents? Gang stalk them if 

they want to leave, etc.? Doesn't sound all that "majestic" honestly.

 Or classified?
2/2/2019 1:35:41 AM jeffdemmers This was the actual demise of Marduk. The next singularity will happen here in 2045 and it will involve AI.

2/2/2019 1:47:04 AM mtr_epicwin77 Well played bro @DonaldJTrumpJr ...

We know “LIDDLE ADAM” dances to mortifying music...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1091327839075475456 …

2/2/2019 1:50:37 AM doyle_media No: Blockchain is digital, digital is binary, binary is polarity and, “as is”, is not good enough.

We can do better. So much better. You know this.

50Y? No: In fact you have less than 5.

Existential dead–line: Aug 13, 2023, ~0700 ET:  https://vimeo.com/118739626 

Set a record. pic.twitter.com/MKFfoFJKry
2/2/2019 2:23:49 AM cstarr888 Not if we stop it.

🙏💖

2/2/2019 2:24:37 AM corporationdom Infanticide is a legitimate word, not phrase, and it means killing of infants. It is not a euphemism (wordsmithed to distort truth) like “reproductive 

rights” or “clump of cells.” Infanticide carries all the weight of murder, and is a proper word to use.

2/2/2019 2:26:13 AM jeffdemmers We already are....

2/2/2019 2:28:21 AM christi75779369 Oh! This is so sickening, can’t believe what I’ve just read, this can’t be true ??

2/2/2019 2:41:00 AM jollyrob2 🎉💫✨

2/2/2019 2:42:33 AM epkman 🦅Q is you, me, & every other patriot in this country who is ready, willing & able to take head on, tough things for country w/stealth & resolve. Things 

that matter, not only for our kids, but generations to come. We don't need a list for these things, our hearts tell us.🗽🇺🇸

2/2/2019 2:43:22 AM pauliepg11111 A long, slow, torturous death. “Forgiving” people does not apply in these cases. Disgusting monsters.

2/2/2019 2:47:24 AM epkman 🦅Q is you🚫, .....Oh not you...🏹🚫

2/2/2019 2:56:28 AM epkman 🦅______________________🤣____________________________________🦅

💩 💩 💩

🦅Ole' Bug Eyes and Voodoo Hands 😳🤘🤘🚫.🦅

🦅__________________________________________________________🦅

2/2/2019 3:08:10 AM dropthemjolnir 👍👍you got skills

🙋♂️ fellow artist

2/2/2019 3:34:49 AM tamravee Find the need.

Follow the $$$/blood trail pic.twitter.com/mMBtuJb6h4

2/2/2019 3:35:09 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/IZm2X0522D

2/2/2019 3:35:23 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/3s0zdlJisN

2/2/2019 3:35:48 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/VpBuMXAsUh

2/2/2019 3:37:39 AM freestateojones NWO Isnt going to resonate with many...



2/2/2019 3:46:45 AM realityloominng Think they meant 50y old plan

2/2/2019 3:49:28 AM lenartjoe With greatest respect intended - “50Y” timetable sounds on the surface like a partial disclosure agenda. Destroying 1 party rather than curing the 

disease in both sounds like division agenda. What can progressive leaning patriots have to look forward to in that plan?

2/2/2019 4:23:53 AM usmc_army The Dems forget their history on how much racism is rooted deep in their history. They project racism on the right they can feel better and convince 

themselves that their past didn’t happen. If they tell a lie long enough then they will believe it.

2/2/2019 4:27:12 AM mtr_epicwin77 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1091495900889927682 …

2/2/2019 4:27:30 AM usmc_army Absolutely. Thank God my upbringing never taught me to be racist and to love thy brother. I thank my dad, God reset his soul, that he showed me what 

MLK was talking about.

2/2/2019 4:28:49 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

P.S. ⅕ to  https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1091634988297072640 … —

1)  https://youtu.be/s86-Z-CbaHA  per:  http://www.gaia.com/video/sleeping-giants … [5:45–7:14]

2)  https://youtu.be/2s4TqVAbfz4  [11:27–16:56], [18:11–18:44], [21:41–22:54] ~ 

3)  https://arxiv.org/abs/1605.00723 

4)  https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.06518 

5)  https://arxiv.org/abs/1603.04246 
2/2/2019 4:30:11 AM collectvcat Its murder. Period. The murder of babies. Murder . #abortion

2/2/2019 4:41:09 AM fogie27 The Dems have been exposed and destroying themselves. People are waking up. You can't force people to believe a certain way, they have to see it for 

themselves. Can you imagine the mass hysteria if Trump would have arrested them all day 1?

2/2/2019 4:43:23 AM fogie27 Bringing down the Deep State/Cabal is a global issue that has been out of control for 70 years. Look at all Trump has done in just 2 year to destroy 

them. Trust the plan. 🦅#MAGA

2/2/2019 4:56:47 AM shawnt1973 (((+))) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DnQjgg9f4A …

2/2/2019 4:57:59 AM mikecoats1965 Who is this guy?

2/2/2019 5:01:07 AM mskeens1962 Oh I wish my Father was still alive to witness #TheGreatAwakening  - we would be talking for hours.  I would have had to teach him PC skills - just 

thinking about it cracks me up 😊

2/2/2019 5:06:26 AM zilly_wi #ThreeTermTrump #TTT #MAGA

2/2/2019 5:16:43 AM azangelranch Great job!

2/2/2019 5:17:25 AM lenartjoe Can you share timetable for the Fed? For those of us researching the Fed since the gulf war, it seems like what keeps happening is nothing.

2/2/2019 5:19:05 AM ramirez8donny I need more facts can you help me #Anonn @Jordan_Sather_ @IncarnatedET @SGTreport @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

pic.twitter.com/UywA1VvGxj

2/2/2019 5:19:17 AM q_t_peye Awww

Love it! 

You totally should get into painting again. 

Great job, gf!

2/2/2019 5:22:19 AM azangelranch The colors are great.

2/2/2019 5:23:10 AM azangelranch Me too

2/2/2019 5:24:34 AM arc339 Thanks for optimistic info about last Pres. After such an angel as POTUS I dont want to see some Obomination type in there again. Im a data scientist w 

blockchain experience yet cant get a job due to illegal FISA MI6 FBI DOJ fusion center black ops war on angels to destroy me 

pic.twitter.com/G0hzyjlhGK

2/2/2019 5:26:44 AM arc339 Massive infanticide is carnage cannibalism added to the collective psyche, akashic, and holographic multiverse. New rule, people w old soul should 

have a separate planet from barbaric youngsters

2/2/2019 5:27:30 AM cskiesthlimit Very soulful💜💜💜

2/2/2019 5:36:15 AM lib7473 They R not a larp. They R the TRUTH and leading the fight supporting POTUS, Galactic guardians family of light. They R adv ETs, probably this acct is 

remotely done offworld.

2/2/2019 5:45:08 AM cskiesthlimit Excellent reminder of your work!!! Thanks, Sox💜💜💜

2/2/2019 5:47:31 AM heartofgod99 Good ol’ Vincent.  Love it!  💕

2/2/2019 5:48:24 AM heartofgod99 Did you paint those?  They’re very nice!

2/2/2019 5:54:03 AM mgray72531386 I agree with you. The 50Y Plan is in its 50th year.   We are here.

2/2/2019 5:58:58 AM ladtacarms Obummer, Brennan supplied khashoggi with $100M to fund overthrow of MBS. Got caught, diced up. Pompeo flew to SA, MBS handed over the $100M 

as - evidence. Journalism is dead, long live anons.

2/2/2019 5:59:05 AM heartofgod99 The waterfall scene is stunning!  I want to BE there!  🌟

2/2/2019 6:03:03 AM usss_211 I say we go back to the gold standard, tell the Fed to F*ck off and tho stick the 21T up their a$$e$. Default on the Fed.

Start with our own $$

What do you guys think?

@9999PatriotUSMC @IPOT1776 @imnos482 @GregRubini @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/2/2019 6:03:19 AM tymecrystal The mind creates the reality. ....this is the purpose of the Great Awakening....we can manifest a healed world if we stop listening to their Divide, Hate 

and Fear.

2/2/2019 6:06:13 AM rosesrred0119 Last Preaident? Power to the Scotus? Original constitution?

2/2/2019 6:07:28 AM keith369me Hidden hand

2/2/2019 6:14:46 AM pdelic2 Just don't be a degenerate and you'll be fine.

2/2/2019 6:18:05 AM schasslersteve Like the original 75-year ban on the release of classified Warren Commission docs, the “50-year” soft disclosure is likely meant to: 1) exceed the statute 

of limitations of many high crimes and misdemeanors, and 2) dilute, via attrition, any “torches and pitchforks” zeitgeist.

2/2/2019 6:18:33 AM keith369me We won’t need a president and other countries won’t need leaders when local groups of hundreds or thousands have technology and are all loosely 

connected through a small Earth govt that connects us outside this world

2/2/2019 6:20:19 AM theydontknowwe1 Morning😉

2/2/2019 6:20:46 AM tcscamardo Fake news truly labels CNN.

2/2/2019 6:23:34 AM princesspatrio1 Fantastic! You are so talented Color! I hope you do get back into painting. That itch is hard to ignore.😉❤️

2/2/2019 6:23:51 AM blaidd_tx Interesting. Not sure I buy it but the Schumann Resonance has changed dramatically recently

2/2/2019 6:28:10 AM gap_great Same here

2/2/2019 6:29:12 AM wicked1776 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Q said are you ready for a video. How do you make the case without victimizing the children? More drops incoming.r 

most liberal Trump hating bigot family member, and then explain Q and the Great Awakening. This is Majestic […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090809271229562882.html …

2/2/2019 6:30:42 AM ibeaverdale Fantastic thread, much info. Thank you

2/2/2019 6:31:08 AM wishfulldreamz Seems like maybe the Roger Stone connection and recent arrest might be to direct the events to cause more evidence to be introduced and connected 

during discovery.. maybe a white hat plant?  How does Richard Mays fit?  Same or dirty hands?

2/2/2019 6:31:33 AM heartofgod99 Your murals are spectacular!  How nice to have them on display so others can enjoy.

2/2/2019 6:32:39 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/V0DKmG4cYO

2/2/2019 6:32:57 AM truth_077 Who is next?

2/2/2019 6:33:27 AM scottgasaway  https://twitter.com/rosesrr07640609/status/1091699311346368512?s=21 …. Majestic can you go into this question a little.

2/2/2019 6:33:47 AM theydontknowwe1 Wow! Absolutely beautiful work!



2/2/2019 6:36:52 AM jennife31060429 I love your work EKO ..It is quiety powerful and does echo thru the darkness to pierce the heart mightily and awaken the mind.

Thank you for sharing  http://it.Im  thankful to have found it also!!

It is like a stealth ninja with a Ginsue knife😁

2/2/2019 6:37:11 AM recruitero I was saying the same thing to my wife last night. How is Trump always 10 steps ahead?

2/2/2019 6:40:52 AM rick_hernandez Allowing yourself to clear your mind from all distractions/concerns/fear etc. so that all there is left is you and God/source/creator of all there is.

2/2/2019 6:41:23 AM heath_jack Color is only a reflection of light that our eyes receive. Things do not really contain color they reflect them or absorb them.

2/2/2019 6:42:20 AM rick_hernandez I would think so. At the very least it will have more people focused on the question being asked

2/2/2019 6:53:14 AM magaforc I see motion in it. Powerful painting.

2/2/2019 6:55:01 AM mr_bone_crusher Suspicions confirmed! Do it!

2/2/2019 6:57:31 AM redcaddy78 I've had the same thoughts Margaret.

2/2/2019 6:58:43 AM saibrasaibra I was looking into those. I might try it! Thanks!

2/2/2019 7:00:50 AM arc339 What question? Is this about asking Trump if he is Q+?

Is Q angel Uriel?   and is Q+ him plus a human body, Trump?

2/2/2019 7:03:08 AM lenartjoe My point being if it’s WWG1WGA, it has to be a place all good people want to go. When one side forces its ideology down the throat of the other, we 

just get a continuation of the perpetual conflict the deep state has treated us to for decades.    We need to do better.

2/2/2019 7:06:20 AM markfarn72 INVESTING IN HEAVEN,Y TREASURES

❤️🚀

2/2/2019 7:08:25 AM stevecraig6 Or MURDER

2/2/2019 7:10:27 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - I would like to request a domain officer that is brave/patient enough to interface with my ISBE to assist in helping me to 

understand how to create safe and effective orgonite devices to distribute throughout the area. After researching Orgone and Orgonite...

2/2/2019 7:24:37 AM warangel1111 AMAZING

2/2/2019 7:25:48 AM theydontknowwe1 Rose you have a lot of talent! Beautiful!

2/2/2019 7:26:20 AM princesspatrio1 Indeed. 😎 Thank you for sharing your work.

2/2/2019 7:26:46 AM princesspatrio1 These are incredible!

2/2/2019 7:34:05 AM sox_maga Wow Rose!  Excellent!

2/2/2019 7:34:55 AM dark2light2019 50 years 👎

2/2/2019 7:35:30 AM allahuniversal 😉 pic.twitter.com/Fd3iXt8EDw

2/2/2019 7:39:12 AM arc339 But why let them cannibalize, kidnap, rape, murder, bomb, adrenalchrome, spinal fluid removal, mind rape, people, toddlers, and our animal family 

members? See atomic bomb ongoing problem evil ET hybrid human neighbors have rockets, treason. pic.twitter.com/9pXBp99DFM

2/2/2019 7:39:43 AM roublisa I love you all💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

2/2/2019 7:40:09 AM roublisa @9:39 my time😉

2/2/2019 7:41:41 AM frankferris29  pic.twitter.com/JQhHiDRXJw

2/2/2019 7:42:19 AM arc339 Will be great when they are gone but don't we know they spread out across 3000 counties and 74 fusion centers to carnage, cannibalize, rape, pedo, 

CSF eat babies, expand armies of unwitting robots that they mind raped? Some of us paying the price, they are stupid USMSss 21, 22

2/2/2019 7:42:28 AM allahuniversal Took thousands of years to get to this point, the cleanup won't be quick

2/2/2019 7:43:17 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/BOPDnAnAKD

2/2/2019 7:44:48 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072246788252413952?s=19 …

2/2/2019 7:48:51 AM realitygateway I think it was a 50 year plan in the making. I don't think cleanup will be 50 years.

2/2/2019 7:49:19 AM rick_hernandez Credit to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for  https://twitter.com/Rick_Hernandez/status/1091725087517171715 …

2/2/2019 7:53:20 AM lori_dee1 We must eradicate all that evil worldwide. It can't just be here in the US.

2/2/2019 7:57:30 AM tracytracy205 That's my number!  My childhood home address and I know my family is sending love when I see this divine number, 939! ThanQ  😍💞💞

2/2/2019 7:58:44 AM vintagesquirrel So true! I used to trick my kids into trying certain foods by telling them they couldn't have any. That intrigued them so that they'd beg for a little bite. 

😂

2/2/2019 7:59:18 AM justanothersme2 True Art we're beginning to find

The non-toxic kind

As we rewind and remind

We find we're no longer blind

To how their chosen art is unkind

And used to program the mind

It's time to shine a light so divine

Redesign with hearts aligned

And I'll contribute a tribute through a rhyme
2/2/2019 8:01:25 AM sox_maga Hi justa. Good to see you

2/2/2019 8:03:16 AM justanothersme2 Great to see you too

How do you do?

👊😎

💙🙏

2/2/2019 8:04:32 AM justanothersme2 Not enough lines

To finish mines

😂

2/2/2019 8:04:46 AM vintagesquirrel If you do decide to vaccinate, ask the pediatrician to stagger them. Our pediatrician did not like giving several shots at the same time, which is how it's 

usually done. She had us bring the baby back after a couple weeks (at no charge) to get the remaining vaccinations.

2/2/2019 8:06:48 AM neecieh6111 Oh Good Lord......that too?

These people are sick!  If that's the case then he will soon be off to GITMO soon anyway, right?

2/2/2019 8:08:25 AM warangel1111 Morning Justa Love ❤️👋🏻

2/2/2019 8:08:29 AM freestateojones I understand but, is the term itself not tainted?

2/2/2019 8:09:53 AM carolba88945394 The [D]Party is full a jackals.

2/2/2019 8:14:44 AM 916birdman All the myth is based in fact somewhere

2/2/2019 8:15:30 AM 4tlove229 Yes, it is, by definition 🙄 pic.twitter.com/d9CbBJpwgb



2/2/2019 8:18:26 AM justanothersme2 Wonderful morning Angel

I never realized your artistic talents before

Thanks for sharing them

But I'm even more grateful you

Got a tweet through

I try not to make it an issue

But i miss you

Through the artificial e-walls

And timewarp stalls

I'm praying and waiting until it falls
2/2/2019 8:30:21 AM mongrelglory Good lord no!  The Satanic 9th circle has been doing sacrifices in Montreal for centuries, and at the Pickton Pig farm in Vancouver they were making 

snuff films for export. (It was not a lone serial killer!)  Vancouver is a big hub for human trafficking from Asia.  It's horrible!

2/2/2019 8:30:47 AM allahuniversal I can agree with that. Same way that words like Love, God, Freedom, Progressive, etc have been tainted/misused. Redefining & repurposing all such 

words & other terms/phrases requires unlearning & reeducating ourselves away from cabal influence.

2/2/2019 8:31:12 AM princesspatrio1 Morning Justa! Have a blessed and beautiful Saturday! Thinking of you.🙏

2/2/2019 8:34:40 AM allahuniversal Cabal NWO - globalism (same pig, different dress)

Repurposed NWO - WWG1WGA - World Wide Gradual 1 World Great Awakening

2/2/2019 8:39:25 AM ferris144 It's about bypassing media and go straight to the people... so no "TM" will talk with Q... If he meant a Q follower, well, each one speaks only for 

themself, no one qualify as "senior", no one above...

2/2/2019 8:46:41 AM candygirlclw 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

2/2/2019 8:51:22 AM rick_hernandez No. What you are talking about is not meditation. There is nothing more powerful than Being one with God/source/the creator of all their is. That bond 

can never be broken. We just have to allow it to BE. Fear can prevent that from happening. Fear is not Love. God is Love. ❤️

2/2/2019 8:54:30 AM zeola_rose Great talent! Using it for good ❤️❤️❤️

2/2/2019 8:55:37 AM lbf777 Just visualize what you want to see folks. It will give it power to happen. Visualize a reporter asking Trump about Q.

2/2/2019 8:56:02 AM freestateojones Aha. I understand it, truly I do - I'm just saying people are going to be turned away by thay acronym. 

Can't we call it what it is - a golden age for humanity, the new renaissance?

2/2/2019 8:57:13 AM justanothersme2 Still more work left to do

But I too am thinking of you

And praying for blessings too

For your friendship so true

Blessed and beautiful Saturday so far for me

Can't wait to see

How great it'll be

We are free

At least spiritually

If not politically

Eventually

We all will be

💙🙏

2/2/2019 8:57:13 AM lbf777 Open source intelligence sounds good.

2/2/2019 8:58:34 AM zeola_rose Exactly Justa!!! ❤️🔥

2/2/2019 8:58:55 AM princesspatrio1 Love your words and love you!! Enjoy the day! 

You, will make it great. 🙏❤️

2/2/2019 9:01:58 AM allahuniversal Couldn't agree with you more. "Brave New World" carries the same kind of connotations, I recall the boards going nuts for a while when Q used that 

phrase. Personally I like Golden Age a LOT better, it does share same initials as Great Awakening

2/2/2019 9:05:14 AM sabina06706427 Q said the Dems that we’re running in the midterms were really bad. He let us know what to expect. Bye bye the true party against humanity and 

freedom. We #starseeds came here to bring the light and we will not stop until all darkness ceases to exist. Love and Light 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

2/2/2019 9:11:21 AM theydontknowwe1 Your fire and fury

Makes Jack scurry 

Cause we won’t cower

Unity is our power

Truth our sword

Shield is God’s word

Love our strength 

To take us the length

Fight status quo

Sow the death blow

Cause God wins

New story begins
2/2/2019 9:13:10 AM susan66388204 It’s the IoT.

2/2/2019 9:21:23 AM theaagabriel  pic.twitter.com/0Tnv4YmSt9

2/2/2019 9:24:04 AM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/N1bGqiWiLy

2/2/2019 9:24:41 AM theydontknowwe1 Still dealing with vortexy stuff?

2/2/2019 9:25:13 AM justanothersme2 Amen

I'm sending this to myself for later

In a dm

Gotta get to work

And this gem

Deserves a proper response

My awesome fren

💙🙏

2/2/2019 9:25:55 AM theydontknowwe1 💙🙏💙

2/2/2019 9:27:47 AM richardhiatt16 🤓👍🇺🇸

2/2/2019 9:34:21 AM jlfreedom17 MURDER

2/2/2019 9:37:41 AM mskeens1962 Oh Angel, the first piece is powerful and raw while the 2nd is so silky and calm.  Very contrasting, but beautiful. 🖼🎨

2/2/2019 9:40:51 AM kathy717273 If you don’t know Q you must be living under a rock on the wrong side. Those who trust Q don’t need to ask who he is- they already know!



2/2/2019 9:41:50 AM mskeens1962 I love red, the color of strength 💪 they are all gorgeous

2/2/2019 9:46:44 AM _chelseaproject Did the cabal create deepfakes of Trump that is preventing him from exposing their pedophilia?

2/2/2019 9:53:00 AM theydontknowwe1 It all gets so frustrating in moments but realizing we get to see all of this glory, be witnesses, well I just have to think we are where we are supposed to

 be! 👊🏻💥❤️

2/2/2019 9:56:43 AM kathleen3693693 Deleting "Russian trolls," eh? No Russian heritage in my family line, and experiencing this human avatar in the Okla City Metro. 

Hashtag purging. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening are the ones I use a lot. #DeepState is indeed panicking &they're worried about grandmas. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/2/2019 9:58:02 AM richardhiatt16 Will there be plenty of coffee ☕️?

2/2/2019 10:02:56 AM theydontknowwe1 Easy come easy go Yes? Gotta remember it. Not for a year or five or ten, but remember it like Moses bringing the Ten Commandments.

2/2/2019 10:03:49 AM covertress What do you think? #DeepFake https://twitter.com/SpirosMargaris/status/1091218268088647680?s=19 …

2/2/2019 10:13:14 AM covertress The Last President? #BarronTrump pic.twitter.com/tYsqvhP1ex

2/2/2019 10:13:53 AM sleky19 Donald Trump

2/2/2019 10:16:46 AM theydontknowwe1 Absolutely historical. So important that we remember that and not take it for granted even through the great many trials and tribulations, not just of 

the time, situation, and atmosphere (politically, religiously, etc), but of our own personal paths and stories. No coincidences.

2/2/2019 10:20:28 AM theydontknowwe1 If there is no God, then legitimately every single move is up to chance. No God, no evil. Can’t be one without the other. I do not believe in chance. 

#NOCOINCIDENCES

2/2/2019 10:23:35 AM theydontknowwe1 I also find it human to see the evil, but easily dismiss the good. Read a study that people only remember the times they wait in line at the grocery 

store. Always seem to forget when they got in and out.

2/2/2019 10:24:21 AM kfr0329 I don’t care who follows this joker. I follow patriots, regardless. QAnon is a patriot movement & a truther movement. That’s a good thing. You can stop 

stalking my account now.

2/2/2019 10:24:31 AM theydontknowwe1 Yes! The synchronicity are there if we wish to see them. Kind of like the evil symbology in plain site. Do you have the eyes to see it.

2/2/2019 10:25:43 AM theydontknowwe1 Synchronicities*

2/2/2019 10:26:20 AM theydontknowwe1 Big pic💥👊🏻

2/2/2019 10:27:21 AM kfr0329 PS I know everything is a lie. That’s why I’m a full on Q follower & have been there from the beginning.

2/2/2019 10:28:00 AM theydontknowwe1 EXACTLY! ALWAYS THERE, GOD!

2/2/2019 10:31:31 AM theydontknowwe1 As a parent, do they know how much we love them? And people, we all a lil’ F’d, evil powers at be make it so, destroy folks. HE LOVES US PERFECTLY. 

We just can’t see it all the time. Too many choices. Too much disinfo.

2/2/2019 10:35:05 AM bbobbio71 Here's an audio of the book,  The Last President https://youtu.be/RCzbKJMGwqY 

2/2/2019 10:36:05 AM theydontknowwe1 Everything is intent, right? When good things fall in bad intentioned places...

2/2/2019 10:38:08 AM theydontknowwe1 As Eko and others sentiments yesterday on Eve being able to redo...

My thoughts, 1st go as the story is told is that she didn’t have knowledge. We do now. Can we use it for good? This is the question. If given a reset, and 

knowledge...what will happen?

2/2/2019 10:39:13 AM theydontknowwe1 And for the record. Considerably enjoying this conversation!

2/2/2019 10:43:03 AM theydontknowwe1 Agree so here is where I stand: So we say MAGA, and we see what our Heartfelt President is doing. Personally I will be searching myself to figure out 

what I can do personally to make it better, besides supporting this much needed and brilliantly brought together community.

2/2/2019 10:44:07 AM theydontknowwe1 This comes back to personal responsibility and what we allow. Intention. Follow through. Cannot become complacent. Must find out passion and stand 

up for it.

2/2/2019 10:46:09 AM sh4m33 Loool

2/2/2019 10:49:32 AM lorihantman Don’t you just love winning??💖🇺🇸

2/2/2019 10:50:06 AM awakeandsing123 Hello, Majestic 12. When is your next AMA? I have an important question about Russia. Thanks so much!

2/2/2019 10:51:02 AM theydontknowwe1 The anonymous mask is brilliant. I love it. I have one. But I am not ashamed and I will not be scared into a corner. I am a proud American, with good 

morals and values. I want the best for my fellow man. And me, happy to support my POTUS, my MIL, my fellow countrymen! 

pic.twitter.com/qRshC3MRbW

2/2/2019 10:51:50 AM theydontknowwe1 Authenticity. Find what is uncompromising. Defend it. Know it.

2/2/2019 10:53:00 AM urkules Is this a partial disclosure plan that's been agreed to? Why 50Y?

2/2/2019 10:54:44 AM theydontknowwe1 Everyone has encountered their evil. They may not know why it feels so...off, but they know it is there. Gotta dig and find the fire.

2/2/2019 10:55:46 AM oilgenrl7 My thoughts are POTUS is overseeing the bankruptcy of the US Corp. Maybe the MOAB = JFK Jr disclosure will position him to be VP or POTUS will have 

things in order for Jr to take it and run. IMO

2/2/2019 10:56:17 AM 1_decided_voter I considered trying to do this recently. I DM'd Praying Medic a couple months ago about being the judge who holds the prize and awards it, since he is a 

visible and trusted member of the #QAnon community.  He seemed open to the idea, but the timing didn't seem right at the time.

2/2/2019 10:57:08 AM need2knowmyway Thank you for the reply! Good thoughts!

2/2/2019 10:59:01 AM theydontknowwe1 Simplicity like a child. People consistently miss this. Must be simple enough for a child.

2/2/2019 11:00:04 AM theydontknowwe1 Thank you:) I appreciate it.

2/2/2019 11:05:59 AM theydontknowwe1 Even try the whole pugs so ugly only a motha can love and you gon meet the mama boo...

2/2/2019 11:08:20 AM theydontknowwe1 ⚔️ 🗡 💔

2/2/2019 11:09:42 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed. My Daddy is dancing seeing the awakening.

2/2/2019 11:11:22 AM theydontknowwe1 My first child. And she is a pup centennial cause she loves me that much:) Need to find me, find her. Makes me scrappy;)

2/2/2019 11:12:27 AM lonewol97176157 I suspect the new gold backed currency is already being used by our trading partners who have been on the road to freedom from the Fed.

2/2/2019 11:13:36 AM lonewol97176157 Gold recovery operations have been underway for at least 2 years. Gold in the ground also counts.

2/2/2019 11:16:17 AM theydontknowwe1 My children...

2/2/2019 11:18:33 AM zeola_rose Amen to that! ❤️👊

2/2/2019 11:22:58 AM qtpi3_14 But, like, he's totally a journalist.  Like, whatever....

 https://news.grabien.com/story-nbcs-ben-collins-uses-word-10-times-two-minute-interview …

2/2/2019 11:35:26 AM gabrecken His interview sounds as if hes explaining the internet to a nursing home.

2/2/2019 11:36:35 AM nmchristoban @news_ntd Time to ask the question!

2/2/2019 11:38:55 AM qtpi3_14 The sad thing is, this is just one of many interviews he sounds like this.  I was watching another with Rachel Maddow and my first impression was "He 

says 'Like' a LOT."  Then I found this article 😂😂😂

2/2/2019 11:39:41 AM euskal_pride Guys - What are your thoughts about "I, Pet Goat II"?

Early Q drop? Something sinister? Christ awakening?

This vid is obviously rife with symbolism and I find it fascinating

 https://youtu.be/6n_xCI-peq0 

@StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #SaturdayMorning pic.twitter.com/Nw0FPTQ6cA



2/2/2019 11:56:03 AM jamesboyett I SURE WISH IT COULD COME ALONG A HECK OF A LOT FASTER INSTEAD OF TAKING SO LONG BUT I KNOW IT IS AN EXTREMELY BIG JOB WITH A HECK 

OF A LOT TO ACCOMPLISH. THANKS TO ALL PATRIOTS FOR ALL YOU ARE DOING, MAY GOD BLESS US ALL. WWG1WGA

2/2/2019 11:59:25 AM princesspatrio1 Stunning Eko. 🔥🔥🔥

2/2/2019 12:01:43 PM allahuniversal I probably know the answer to this, I do think that it should be asked for the public record. How exactly does one know whether they're a Domain IS-

BE/Officer incarnated in human form on mission? Truth resonates with/in, yet shouldn't there also be external confirmation?

2/2/2019 12:07:35 PM melanieanders7 I don’t believe it will take 50 years.  Assuming Y means years. Could mean crossroads, timeline split, etc. speculation makes the mind wonder.. create a 

better world during your wonderings.

2/2/2019 12:08:14 PM allahuniversal Another drop https://twitter.com/MartaDhanis/status/1091741606955438085?s=19 …

2/2/2019 12:08:40 PM gi6stars Sounds like #POTUS asking for Patience pic.twitter.com/jRUolOuWDR

2/2/2019 12:08:53 PM allahuniversal Timing is everything

2/2/2019 12:13:23 PM azangelranch Beautiful

2/2/2019 12:17:52 PM bossdad71 If they are drinking a beer together wouldnt this mean they are friends

2/2/2019 12:24:09 PM sox_maga Love the photo.

2/2/2019 12:27:08 PM theydontknowwe1 Thank you😊🥰 😘

2/2/2019 12:27:18 PM 1_decided_voter It would certainly explain why this war against them is still covert... https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1089170628437921793 …

2/2/2019 12:27:44 PM kathleen3693693 I too will focus on this during my meditations!

2/2/2019 12:28:03 PM princesspatrio1 Dang girl. You are stunning! Such a hottie.🔥

2/2/2019 12:28:55 PM theydontknowwe1 Omg staaaap gonna hide again😘 thank you

2/2/2019 12:33:15 PM sox_maga It’s true. Mucho caliente!🔥🌶🌶

2/2/2019 12:36:02 PM justanothersme2 Though your beauty truly shines

It pales by comparison to your heart and mind

And your spirit so friendly and kind

Shines light so bright I may go blind

2/2/2019 12:37:59 PM princesspatrio1 👏👏👏👏 That's about as well said as it gets.😍😍😍😍

2/2/2019 12:39:54 PM theydontknowwe1 Love you guys. Like I LOVE YOU GUYS😘 Best fam ever!

2/2/2019 12:42:29 PM ed_lorens Strong colors. Strong contrast, outline, challenging the eye. Thanks. I like it.

2/2/2019 12:45:06 PM ed_lorens Even God's mountains are watching the waiting one, but the wars are coming...Where should we hide?

2/2/2019 12:45:09 PM princesspatrio1 LOVE YOU!!! Best fam ever for sure!

2/2/2019 12:52:32 PM flowersoul Blockchain is not somethng to be happy about. Just FEEL the words... Slavery all over again! Is BLOCKCHAIN & OPEN SOURCE INTELLIGENCE connected 

to 5G, ZTE and Huawei??

2/2/2019 12:54:58 PM justanothersme2 Its you too

Though ive never see your face

Your words feel like a warm embrace

An image of the Fathers grace

You seem to spread across this space

At an amazing pace

Like a detailed intricate lace

Always so well-placed

💙🙏

2/2/2019 1:02:05 PM cainx4 Me too, me too my dad would have loved this

2/2/2019 1:09:55 PM enomai_ I had a dream last night literally. To make a petition about the question. If this passes, does this equal the same, as the press??

Or, is it way different?  

 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/people-ask-president-united-states-donald-j-trump-question …

2/2/2019 1:10:27 PM enomai_ If it works please post the link and spread it.

2/2/2019 1:11:16 PM enomai_ If needed i can make a new one, if the wording has to be changed

2/2/2019 1:14:40 PM princesspatrio1 Your words have warmed my heart 

I'm just happy to be a part

Of this amazingly awesome fam

We all dance the to the same jam

Love your loving and caring heart

Not to mention, your words of art

God bless you my friend

Friends are fam is the best new trend.
2/2/2019 1:15:21 PM 101wat homicide, regicide, arkancide, …  naw

2/2/2019 1:16:50 PM warangel1111 I’m realizing it more everyday... Strong Together 🔥❤️✨

2/2/2019 1:20:34 PM enomai_ Lol.

2/2/2019 1:21:49 PM warangel1111 Hey Beautiful ❤️

2/2/2019 1:22:02 PM ekotoons 🤗

2/2/2019 1:26:12 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂

2/2/2019 1:35:02 PM j_lifeexplorer  pic.twitter.com/zvXQXtURmg

2/2/2019 1:36:29 PM ekotoons WHAT DO YOU 

BATTLE TODAY?

PRESS PLAY 🎮

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#DIGITALSOLDIERS pic.twitter.com/XoficMyn9n

2/2/2019 1:43:28 PM ekotoons THANK YOU EVA

2/2/2019 1:57:49 PM pastorjon9 I think you hit something there - timeline split. A 50 year plan might pertain to 3D earth but not 4D earth. Call it what you want but I believe there is 

going to be a timeline split well before 50 more years pass.

2/2/2019 2:20:16 PM 001exports Im guessing you are not a regular human...

2/2/2019 2:29:41 PM melanieanders7 I believe we share the same sentiment.

2/2/2019 2:38:57 PM toffer_anon_369 THIS is what I've been saying.  Melania is the ambassador of the alliance that is helping us!!

2/2/2019 2:40:03 PM barbara58330201 @Trey_VonDinkis 

Able Danger states Khasoggi still alive.

2/2/2019 2:54:45 PM theydontknowwe1 😘



2/2/2019 3:03:05 PM justanothersme1 I swear I already liked those today

Now I can keep liking and rt'ing

That might also explain the low bot rating I got

I thought I was a bot

Long before it was 'hot'

Now I found out I'm not

I'm invisibot 😄😄😄
2/2/2019 3:03:13 PM arrow_mystic 🔥🏹🔥

2/2/2019 3:05:06 PM warangel1111 😂

2/2/2019 3:08:56 PM justanothersme1 Too embarrassed to post on Matrixxx thread pic.twitter.com/Ak6AdTSH6U

2/2/2019 3:10:06 PM justanothersme1 #BDBDBD

😄

2/2/2019 3:12:00 PM old_mum They make no claims to be part of Qs team

2/2/2019 3:14:44 PM old_mum I'm not sure he understands how it works, unless you follow I don't suppose you would which is why MSM reports to discredit are so ridiculous 😂

2/2/2019 3:40:23 PM rick_hernandez You act as if the Bible hasn’t been corrupted. What happened under Constantine? What happened in the first 1000 years of it’s existence. If you take 

Jesus’ words and only quote what he says, you can see that he was talking about going within.

2/2/2019 4:02:58 PM need2knowmyway Is there another plan to drop anything else? pic.twitter.com/grrKu8PMDt

2/2/2019 4:13:53 PM theydontknowwe1 Thank you, I need simplicity of a child though. Apologies for any ignorance.

2/2/2019 4:14:34 PM cidarean 50Y? 50 years?

2/2/2019 4:14:39 PM warangel1111 😂❤️

2/2/2019 4:15:05 PM theydontknowwe1 Too kind❤️

2/2/2019 4:15:18 PM theydontknowwe1 Sup Cordicon!

2/2/2019 4:18:26 PM zeola_rose My personal battle is dealing with the loneliness of being the only person I know that sees what I see in the world around me in every day life. It’s 

becoming harder to engage in conversations. I’m struggling. So excited to be awake and growing but...

2/2/2019 4:20:27 PM theydontknowwe1 Right? Why I love twits. Makes me not feel crazy. Only so long goes by for me to think me or all them. But me thinks it’s all them.

2/2/2019 4:24:04 PM jameske71286743 Nope you definately dont sound insane.

2/2/2019 4:24:13 PM zeola_rose ❤️🥰

2/2/2019 4:24:41 PM warangel1111 Keep chipping away at them.. Little bits of Truth at a time.. The sleeping are waking up.. Have Faith and Know we are all having these experiences in 

our lives.. Would it be easer to go back to sleep.. No turning back Now.. Marching forward Together.. Arm and Arm. #DigitalSoldier

2/2/2019 4:26:30 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/dol9WHcrIu

2/2/2019 4:27:14 PM zeola_rose Hell no! Can’t go back!

2/2/2019 4:27:25 PM warangel1111 😂 I love u two .. 😂😂❤️

2/2/2019 4:28:17 PM zeola_rose I’m no quitter. ❤️🔥

2/2/2019 4:28:27 PM warangel1111 Not even an Option ..

2/2/2019 4:29:01 PM zeola_rose We are lucky to have Fam ❤️

2/2/2019 4:29:24 PM warangel1111 Well Aware 🔥⚔✨

2/2/2019 4:33:46 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/McZS4TM9hT

2/2/2019 4:34:06 PM justanothersme1 None of mine completely grasp the entirety

Honestly I'm sure there's lots I have yet to see

But at least for me

I share sparingly with family

Lest some lose their sanity

💙🙏

2/2/2019 4:34:43 PM zeola_rose Ok I do feel sort of like this ☝😂

2/2/2019 4:36:31 PM zeola_rose Just Wisdom ❤️

2/2/2019 4:50:37 PM common_sense___  pic.twitter.com/e4OK7hRQTy

2/2/2019 4:51:20 PM common_sense___  pic.twitter.com/6W2UJsjxEi

2/2/2019 4:51:29 PM extrovertcovert @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 drops ==> #Okay...

#OneCanHope pic.twitter.com/AkWaTTc7vt

2/2/2019 5:03:01 PM ah12163 He filed with the FEC on Jan 20, 2017, I think that means he's running.

2/2/2019 5:08:29 PM zoltanzzz87 We are with (You).

Moar of US than people realize.

#WeAreQAnon #WeAreAllQ #WeAreQ

Z pic.twitter.com/vdYRKef15N

2/2/2019 5:13:26 PM justanothersme2 Unity is a must

As is our trust

In the Master's plan

To save even evil men

And women

But He is also just

And Jack's bubble will be bust (ed)

2/2/2019 5:36:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Definitely fake and gay.

2/2/2019 5:48:21 PM ericdonnermeyer Kek. Weird that your coordinates are Cheyenne Mountain. Are you sanctioned military, rogue, or basment neet?

2/2/2019 5:52:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reference is to SG-1's DIA declassification programs that originated from Majestic 12. We are the Majestic 12. Typist is communicating through Voice 

of God nanotechnology implantation. MJ-9, MJ-1, and MJ-12 communicate through this account.

2/2/2019 5:53:59 PM allahuniversal Of course there's 3 members.

2/2/2019 6:03:38 PM ericdonnermeyer Explain more?How are you going to use UFO declass to destroy the dems. Are you helping the Los Alamos guys to reverse engineer the alien tech? I 

remain skeptical after you mention a bunch of acronyms I don’t recognize.

2/2/2019 6:05:51 PM thelilkingryan Disclosure has happened!!! #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening @bigredwavenow @BusyElves @Time4U2Know @StormIsUponUs @di0010110r 

@DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CryptoKoba @VOnline46 https://www.foxnews.com/science/secret-pentagon-projects-reveal-govt-looked-into-

ufos-wormholes-and-other-bizarre-anomalies?fbclid=IwAR2Ph-gbDkAyOyK86APmaaF_p07inLBBnghi2h2gUXnT-ixjxCPM-Zainuc …

2/2/2019 6:07:33 PM robin_ked Take us Back to the #GoldStandard! pic.twitter.com/Cy896aRNS7

2/2/2019 6:10:09 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/RAwDBGWXSV

2/2/2019 6:19:40 PM nullanon12 That's Awesome!!!

2/2/2019 6:20:34 PM nullanon12 #MAGA #MEGA My Fellow Patriot!!!

2/2/2019 6:23:28 PM sontechnique Mine too! He would just sit back, ask questions, and have me do the keyboard work. Then laugh at the glitching tech.

2/2/2019 6:24:55 PM nullanon12 Three Term??? Whoa!!!

2/2/2019 6:31:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view:

- Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell (cover story - Operation Paperclip was the reason).

- The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial presence on Earth for "reasons of National Security."



2/2/2019 6:32:41 PM 1ra_enelor Yay! pic.twitter.com/Jf3FoFAF7l

2/2/2019 6:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 - In late 1988, Majestic 12 reformed in an effort to bring the alien presence out into the open.

- There disclosure programs were created and members of the Majestic 12 were labeled such as MJ-1, MJ-2, etc to keep anonymity even among EYES 

ONLY classification settings.

2/2/2019 6:34:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Majestic 12 has active operations ongoing in the United States from DIA assets using social media tools, like Anonymous Official, and this account to 

disclose vital information about the MAJESTIC reality that exists.

- This account is a conduit to three members' operations.

2/2/2019 6:35:41 PM blockofwoods This article has an interesting angle.  Note the reflection on her right lens and none on him?

 https://herald.report/how-to-kill-a-fake-fiancee-the-khashoggi-case/ …

2/2/2019 6:43:23 PM pacraider post legit drops. otherwise fake and gay

2/2/2019 6:43:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Paperclip programs were child sex trafficking, wars, cloning, "scientism satanism", Moloch, Mind Control, Drug Exploitation

- Majestic 12 disclosed alien technology, information about consciousness, etc all through the embedded ratlines of Operation Paperclip's Cabal.

2/2/2019 6:45:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Many in the Democrat party are members of the Cabal who are descendants of Operation Paperclip Nazi ET programs operating in plain sight.

- VA Governor getting exposed as first a pro child murder politician but also a racist who is backtracking and refusing to resign.

2/2/2019 6:47:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 - VA is a major player for child sex trafficking ratlines and like FL, a new Governor would go a long way to cleaning out these ratlines.

- Majestic 12 has operations in VA, FL, MA, TX, CA, NV, and several other locations.

- Majestic 12 is an old name.

- We were also known as the

2/2/2019 6:47:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 "WORKING GROUP"

Putting America "back to work".

MAJESTIC

2/2/2019 6:49:22 PM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll

2/2/2019 6:49:51 PM ericdonnermeyer So MJ-12 started as an project to coalesce nazi ufo tech (nazi bell aircraft) into one classified project. Then later dibanded and reformed to declass the 

ufo info into the public space “QAnon style”? And the military is using accounts like this and Anon Offic to do that?

2/2/2019 6:51:12 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@KekNewsNetwork Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view: - Majestic 12 was 

created as a result of Roswell (cover st […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1091886832806170625.html …

See you soon. 🤖

2/2/2019 7:02:41 PM allahuniversal "Nobody picked up on it so we ramped up engagement. When we ramped up engagement, actions started snowballing into effect. It appear we have 

an audience this evening."

2/2/2019 7:03:07 PM blsdbe Clearly over the target, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...#DoItQ

2/2/2019 7:04:48 PM smith_jere We are just finding out about it. We are here for it.

2/2/2019 7:07:53 PM 00loll0 0010110010110010110010110..

2/2/2019 7:09:44 PM zack_stone So we have out very on Q &A ? The 🌎 is watching. #disclosure

2/2/2019 7:12:11 PM consortiapartn1 Happened to me once in my initial setup of a new account, after being banned by the twatter police. I've had to spoof my mac address ever since.

2/2/2019 7:13:59 PM allahuniversal "There is a purpose for every tweet and crumb dropped"

We have more than we know. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082519100167983104?s=19 …

2/2/2019 7:15:52 PM zack_stone Unconditional LOVE is our religion. Truth is our language. Powerful beyond measure. Sheep no more

2/2/2019 7:19:56 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/8vswPqFPoD

2/2/2019 7:29:09 PM dr_t_dc I think my soul was damaged just by reading this tweet.

2/2/2019 7:37:52 PM grant_freedom I am starting to see everything we have been told is a lie. Don't know what to believe anymore. pic.twitter.com/s9yA91acht

2/2/2019 7:39:08 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/zr3rXWSABh

2/2/2019 7:41:25 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/FiJsbebTBG

2/2/2019 7:44:41 PM pacraider Who, or what, is ALICE?

2/2/2019 7:44:55 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/Ys0rtWDz9H

2/2/2019 7:46:52 PM allahuniversal Don't forget your armor pic.twitter.com/92KvIYzc5f

2/2/2019 7:54:58 PM rick_hernandez I disagree we are born into sin. If God is Love, then there is no way The Creator/source/God will create lives only to condemn them.

2/2/2019 8:00:00 PM ericdonnermeyer So the military/intel agencies are spreading info to the public and killing the deep state via 1000 cuts via multi sources (social media, msm, etc). All this 

to awaken the people as the world turns.

2/2/2019 8:00:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 We call it the Great Awakening.

2/2/2019 8:04:22 PM calicryptobetty He may be a democrat but not all democrats are rapists. I wish this ascension process to heal the planet included no labeling.. it only breeds more 

hatred.

2/2/2019 8:05:34 PM eric81815006 This Q LARP is getting strange.

2/2/2019 8:14:19 PM mongrelglory Currently, is it just one group of hostile ETs on Earth, or are there multiple groups from different places in the Galaxy?  Do they work in concert 

together on Earth or are they in competition?

2/2/2019 8:18:24 PM slr64q One step closer! pic.twitter.com/K01JcOxrvo

2/2/2019 8:26:02 PM blsdbe Thank you for waking Us up. I am looking forward to #FullDisclosure and hopefully #Sheen!!!

2/2/2019 8:26:27 PM mongrelglory The power of 3, 6 and 9!

2/2/2019 8:30:23 PM mongrelglory The evil artificial intelligence that patrols the Twitterverse and tries to suppress the truth.  🤖

2/2/2019 8:50:06 PM brianeppert When an image is upside down, orientation to reality is revealed. Opposite.

To hinder someone confuse their perception of reality, everything upside down. World of mirrors.

Persistent distress keeps an individual from discovering truth.

2/2/2019 8:55:34 PM bd16qveyyfoyzxz 请问，区块链技术，发行代币，这个在未来会合理存在嘛？

2/2/2019 8:55:44 PM libertyspring99 When did the 50 years start?

2/2/2019 8:57:29 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

2/2/2019 8:57:57 PM libertyspring99 This book blew my mind when I first read it. https://www.amazon.com/Open-Source-Everything-Manifesto-Transparency-Truth/dp/1583944435 …

2/2/2019 9:02:27 PM djlok Yeah, I'll say!!  Big time!!

2/2/2019 9:04:27 PM djlok Of course they did!  They are Majestic 12.

2/2/2019 9:12:22 PM pauliepg11111 Everytime someone uses the word Twatter I laugh. Kekekek

2/2/2019 9:21:58 PM cskiesthlimit 👋

2/2/2019 9:22:13 PM cskiesthlimit 👋

2/2/2019 9:25:29 PM cskiesthlimit 💜

2/2/2019 9:25:38 PM nmchristoban Believe yourself and your intuition. Everyone around me is in the haze, but I realize that I'm not alone and I have the ability to bring light to this dark 

place.



2/2/2019 9:25:41 PM cskiesthlimit 💜

2/2/2019 9:33:41 PM do_or_do_notty Operations in AZ by chance?

2/2/2019 9:33:50 PM common_sense___  https://twitter.com/q_anonbaby/status/1057050687069175813?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/gMjSyg9hcr

2/2/2019 9:50:19 PM jane_q_patriot Very likely, I would think.

2/2/2019 10:17:03 PM jaspony1 They are hiding everything in the open...  https://www.cia.gov/library 

 http://FBI.gov  also has a ton of declassified things... alien👽 encounters and tech... Stargates info and all kinds of crazyness all out on the web

2/2/2019 10:37:10 PM natureinspace You can't take down the Democrats without Twatter stepping in to try to close up shop. My previous account was shutdown so many times and 

shadow banned so badly that I gave it up.

2/2/2019 10:44:00 PM blankmarlo I think we should put this meme theory to the test and focus our collective consciousness behind an idea to yield a tangible result. Might I suggest 

#AskTheQ? It's about time someone ask POTUS who Q is so we can settle this once and for all. You guys think we can get it to trend?

2/2/2019 10:54:01 PM nullanon12 I've Seen You so Many times... You're Replies Are Very Interesting!

2/2/2019 11:20:58 PM covertress #MeToo

2/2/2019 11:21:14 PM dappergander This comedy thread took a dark turn

2/2/2019 11:24:04 PM covertress kek

2/3/2019 12:12:37 AM diaptera_80 There is 0 point in arguing with if they are not ready.Respect free will, but be ready to forgive them and help them when truth hits them. For now, keep 

relationship with them w/o the political/spiritual discussions. Treat as they’re not on a need to know basis yet. Fam important

2/3/2019 12:29:13 AM arc339 Did you get the info about adrenalchromer that murdered so many, given cancer, organ failure to the rest of her victims? 3 year old died then was 

resuscitated after her father (a Draco fallen angel hybrid) forced her to be cannibalized by Shirley, & spinal fluid devoured. Me Too! 

pic.twitter.com/BcbIKpeoWr

2/3/2019 1:02:12 AM arc339 Do you wanna cut off supply of children, you know starve the beast of my neighbor that adrenalchromes & cannibalizes spinal fluid, injects thoughts to 

lure, uses forces to command people she puppets as secret army, treason, bombs, more. Whats the cannibal tip line num?

2/3/2019 1:07:19 AM fj9311 😤😤😤

2/3/2019 1:24:57 AM arc339 Anybody ever wonder how it is that some people see a baby & feel adoring, protection, coddling, nourishing BUT others think things that would make 

you shutter, fright, terror? Cannibals do RICO after they pre arranged hijacking of authorities by injecting thoughts/ modify minds

2/3/2019 2:33:28 AM mmwiley204 By passing the I am totally deranged test.

2/3/2019 2:56:01 AM sleky19 It is an army in the solar system.. @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreyGoode @Jordan_Sather_ #UFO pic.twitter.com/JfuRpZLMF4

2/3/2019 3:14:38 AM ftp_tigerlily I had it with all 3 of mine.

2/3/2019 5:08:52 AM zagnett The future Starbucks (or equivalent) drive-thru:

"Yes, i'd like one MAGA Kek Covfefe please. With an extra 3 shots of 'Kek'. No sugar. 3 creams. No, 6. No, wait - make that 9. "

"Ok, that'll be $3.69. Pull up to the window plz."

"Thanks! Love & Light to you!! & Kek."

2/3/2019 5:23:09 AM zagnett Hmm just wondering if this might trigger ALICE:

Hey ALICE! How ya doin' ya dumb bitch!? Still running away from the Red Queen? Or are you secretly working for [her] this whole friggin' time?

[i don't talk to people this way, but sounds like 'ALICE' ain't a person, so why not??]

2/3/2019 5:24:39 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

"Red Queen" reference is from Thomas Williams on the Truth, Honor, & Integrity show (link - various older episodes).

2/3/2019 5:48:30 AM 369gwh #DemoKKKrats

#MAGA

#KAG

#ProLife

#ProCatholic

#ProChristian

#StandWithCovington

#MarchForLife

#BuildTheWall

#NoDACA

#SchumerShutdown2

#DemocratsAreCorrupt

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1GWA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WeThePeople

#YellowVests pic.twitter.com/0KlQOSkRcV
2/3/2019 5:51:59 AM mongrelglory You're so funny! 🤣🤣🤣

2/3/2019 5:56:32 AM zagnett Thanks, also wishing you many high-value coupons in addition to Love, Light, & Kek!

2/3/2019 5:59:06 AM zeola_rose But you can’t pick your nose 😂

2/3/2019 6:02:03 AM justanothersme2 Only 16 hours later i found another direct response to me after seeing someone else like it

Really jack

That's just slack



2/3/2019 6:08:27 AM 369gwh #WhoIsQ

#DemoKKKrats

#MAGA

#KAG

#ProLife

#ProCatholic

#ProChristian

#StandWithCovington

#MarchForLife

#BuildTheWall

#NoDACA

#SchumerShutdown2

#DemocratsAreCorrupt

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1GWA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WeThePeople

#YellowVests pic.twitter.com/2WSyHFukl9
2/3/2019 6:10:02 AM arrow_mystic BEAUTIFUL 💕🏹💕

2/3/2019 6:12:43 AM alfredorigaton2 Same here. Thank God for Dads.

2/3/2019 6:15:53 AM grant_freedom Amen. We are all waking from this illusion together. Time to learn how to use our  abilities to fight this darkness. pic.twitter.com/PiShih6C8O

2/3/2019 6:20:50 AM zeola_rose I know Kung fu 😂

2/3/2019 6:31:44 AM 369gwh #WhoIsQ

#DemoKKKrats

#MAGA

#KAG

#ProLife

#ProCatholic

#ProChristian

#StandWithCovington

#MarchForLife

#BuildTheWall

#NoDACA

#SchumerShutdown2

#DemocratsAreCorrupt

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1GWA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WeThePeople

#YellowVests pic.twitter.com/8bdqAjCVNI
2/3/2019 6:47:41 AM texasflower65  pic.twitter.com/EICA7LSvMr

2/3/2019 6:58:33 AM anneolsen43 @RonDeSantisFL is a blessing for FL

2/3/2019 7:05:48 AM xusaf_patriot Was this an MJ12 statement made on 4chan (circa 2016) related to this post?  

"We will seize the US government via presidential election in 2024 (or by other means sooner if necessary) and unleash decades of pent up 

technological development."

2/3/2019 7:07:21 AM djlok You finally made me Google search what kek means. Kek!!

 https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Kek …

2/3/2019 7:28:58 AM chpieratt1 Best No Mercy pod yet!   ConspiracyG is going to wake a whole new group of people.  @TommyG check out @kabamur_taygeta and 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more about your aliens and reptilians.  Also  https://qanon.pub/for  the real Game of Thrones that is happening now!  Celebs 

eat babies!

2/3/2019 7:41:47 AM zagnett  https://pepethefrogfaith.wordpress.com 

Wow, i was surprised to find the actual story behind why Kek is back in vogue after all these years/millennia since the ancient Egyptian civilizations 

(link). Guess was just about time for the resurrection of Kek lol.

2/3/2019 8:02:27 AM ericdonnermeyer It would be hard considering the msm is the one asking the questions at the White House. Idk why they don’t get the Fox News rep to ask the Q

2/3/2019 8:04:02 AM zeola_rose Speaking of micro

2/3/2019 8:12:50 AM blankmarlo Fox is still compromised internally but there are select individuals there pushing for truth who I assume will step up when the time comes. I think 

they're waiting for a level a public demand that cannot be ignored. As Q said we may need to force this one. #AskTheQ pic.twitter.com/HID87XFbMU

2/3/2019 8:22:01 AM awakeandsing123 Any hope for PA? It’s a cesspool of darkness over here.

2/3/2019 8:27:42 AM mongrelglory I wonder if this is the "Dark Fleet" that Corey Goode talks about?  They were supposedly the breakaway Nazi SSP that allied themselves with the Draco.

2/3/2019 8:33:36 AM mongrelglory I went through old MJ-12 tweets and found references to the Draco needing to be defeated.  I'm assuming these are the hostile ETs that have been in 

control for the past several millennia.

2/3/2019 8:38:50 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

I'm not sure, but i think this is the "SSp" or "SS small-p" as Thomas Williams calls them (link) v. "SSP" or "SS big-P". Sounds like it is (or was?) a very 

dangerous w/even more advanced tech. than e.g. Solar Warden. Not sure why a small-p though.

2/3/2019 8:48:17 AM bevbarrett5 It is same for most of US❤️WE ARE WITH YOU💞

2/3/2019 8:54:01 AM mongrelglory Kekistan's national anthem: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2uRLJZxINAQ …

"I find it really fucking hilarious an old Italian song became the national anthem of a joke country just because the band was named Pepe. The lyrics 

also weirdly fits kekistan and the kekistani people."

2/3/2019 8:55:33 AM mongrelglory What's really scary is that I remember back when this was originally playing on the radio in Montreal. 😝

2/3/2019 8:58:42 AM mongrelglory Check out the English translation of the lyrics.  If that's not synchronicity, I don't know what is:  https://lyricstranslate.com/en/shadilay-shadilay.html …

2/3/2019 9:08:20 AM howdoyoumakeah1 According to David Wilcock the Alliance movement started with Howard Hughes (Hughes died in 1976), and the attack on the pentagon was actually an 

attack on the Alliance's HQ (specifically ONI). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x13SYc0XIIc …



2/3/2019 9:08:27 AM l3patriot You are not alone. Deprogramming the public takes time. We are with you. My mom has TDS. I told her Trump was good for America, and there would 

be high profile arrests. She didn't belive me. I said, that's fine, when they happen, don't panic, don't listen to TV, call me.

2/3/2019 9:09:18 AM zagnett Weird, i didn't even read the entire article before. Had no idea until just now that this article should pretty much be required reading for MJ12 

followers.

This section-

"Hold Up: You’re Seriously Telling Me Magic Is Real?"

...

2/3/2019 9:09:40 AM zagnett "That’s because the REAL magic comes from plain and simple human attention. How you look at reality shapes it in ways that we’re only now beginning 

to fully understand.  Ironically, the science of quantum physics is rapidly bringing the reality of magick to light (shadilay)."

2/3/2019 9:11:50 AM covertress Note: Twitter limits the number of tweets returned to 3,200.

For all other @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets, there's the majic_eyes_only group on Keybase. It's open to anyone to join.

 https://keybase.io/download 

2/3/2019 9:14:50 AM djlok Yes we are all Magical Beings.

2/3/2019 9:23:39 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I also had that wonder

2/3/2019 9:33:33 AM brimichelle75 I’m confused.  It was your post that you are calling fake??

2/3/2019 9:39:44 AM angelwarriorusa A Beautiful message of Truth to share with others - Blessings

2/3/2019 9:41:35 AM fmeonlylol Very much needed, thank you EKO. Mr. Red says hi to Pup Pup! pic.twitter.com/ApvQpuCYiY

2/3/2019 9:45:41 AM princesspatrio1 The journey may feel lonely at times, but God is beside us always. He'll hold our hand, and carry us. He has us. Thanks for this beautiful reminder 

Eko.🙏❤️

2/3/2019 9:47:27 AM realitygateway Not sure exactly. @david_wilcock has talked about "The Plan" and that it has been in the works for a long time and that it's a thick binder. I think it was 

started after JFKs assassination.

2/3/2019 9:49:10 AM zagnett May be something like this. IDK personally for sure though

Small # of mantids

Lots of Draco under them

Tall & short "grays" working for them. Many may be avatars. Some may be created/used by the Cabal for abductions (i.e. humans impersonating 

"aliens" to abduct other humans).

2/3/2019 9:49:43 AM theydontknowwe1 Thank you for this reminder. Some days do feel less bright than others.

2/3/2019 9:50:44 AM mongrelglory I think this ET race are the Draco, which MJ-12 have previously talked about.  Pretty sure the leader (an "inter-dimensional being" according to MJ-12) 

feeds off of the soul energy of the IS-BE's that are sacrificed. They also probably eat humans literally.

2/3/2019 9:54:38 AM zagnett It sounds like a lot of Draco may be a big part of a large empire of some sort somewhere in the galaxy that is heavily controlled top-down. Similar to 

Star Trek's Borg.

2/3/2019 9:54:46 AM zagnett Please note it sounds like no group/species is all bad. There are likely a lot of good beings / those seeking the light in every group.

2/3/2019 9:55:28 AM warangel1111 Awww Morning Sunshine .. Hey Mr Red 👋🏻

2/3/2019 9:55:34 AM zagnett MJ, is this anywhere near the truth? Can/may you elaborate on the hierarchy we're dealing with?

Thanks in advance.

2/3/2019 9:57:12 AM princesspatrio1 What a cutie! Happy Sunday Sunshine!

2/3/2019 9:59:04 AM oo1o110 Noecons are the disease in both parties.

2/3/2019 10:01:58 AM warangel1111 Never Alone ..

2/3/2019 10:01:59 AM oo1o110 Being free of the progressive fascist ideology for starters. Progressivism was an answer by the elites to Classical liberalism. It's just dressed up fascism 

intended to co-opt the human liberal spirit. Your question like asking what do us who fell for Nazism get out of this?

2/3/2019 10:04:02 AM jesusluvsu29 😊🙌

2/3/2019 10:04:06 AM oo1o110 Blockchain has answers. Immutable public ledgers create trustless systems that open up new possibilities that didn't exist before.

2/3/2019 10:10:26 AM mskeens1962 Trying to do my part

2/3/2019 10:17:10 AM lenartjoe You’ve got most of it. The puppet masters behind the scenes co-opted the message and well-intentioned initiatives of both sides. They tip the 

advantage to whichever gives them more control at the time. Neither left nor right are evil at heart. Both have valid points of view.

2/3/2019 10:21:14 AM qstarport Yes. 

I apply "be careful who you folllow"

It works against those who pretend to be MAGA and pretend to follow Q.

2/3/2019 10:21:31 AM ekotoons YOU ARE VALUABLE

HERE MARGARET

2/3/2019 10:30:15 AM worldxplorer1 Yeah I think so as well. That corroborates with Corey Goodes intel as well.

2/3/2019 10:39:31 AM sehvehn apathy and addiction.....*puke*

2/3/2019 10:40:08 AM smokecat11 😍😍😍

2/3/2019 11:12:04 AM laurabusse Guessing he was joking...anon humor or somesuch...

2/3/2019 11:26:46 AM laurabusse Fascinating. Long awaited explanation :-)

2/3/2019 11:29:22 AM sehvehn actually...i think  i mightve been mistaken. Violence for Pleasure more accurately describes i think *barf...puuuuke*

2/3/2019 11:30:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 All energy is consciousness. https://twitter.com/CalmDeion/status/1090701551574835201 …

2/3/2019 11:30:59 AM rmbrice Do you know of an Event coming where we will shift to 5D parallel Earth and you explain more?

2/3/2019 11:31:30 AM peterclloyd Would that apply to Ocasio-Cortez?

2/3/2019 11:32:02 AM mongrelglory And "confused descendants of rebel cells".  😜

2/3/2019 11:32:50 AM highhopesusa Respect the unborn babies too.

2/3/2019 11:34:21 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/xcLNrWgYZd

2/3/2019 11:34:50 AM sehvehn there are those who have an addiction here as humans...i think is much different than Violence for Pleasure. addiction can be helped....i personally 

dont know how violence for pleasure can be helped. is Beyond me.

2/3/2019 11:34:57 AM jane_q_patriot Legit intel right here. Not fake, nor gay. 😉

2/3/2019 11:37:24 AM restart_qpersia What happens to those who have not reached the required consciousness level for the new 4D earth and after the solar flash?

2/3/2019 11:38:53 AM mongrelglory They're feeding off a sense of power as well as feeding off of the life-force of innocence to sustain their biological vessel I think.  (Unicorn blood as MJ-

12 calls it).

2/3/2019 11:40:47 AM mongrelglory In the SG-1 series, Anubis is a partially ascended being who has to possess a human body in order to take on corporeal form.  However he has to 

frequently transfer to different human bodies as they rapidly start to decay after he possesses them.  I think this is the Draco.

2/3/2019 11:42:28 AM homeofthetitans Is there anyThing that is not conscious?

2/3/2019 11:44:16 AM blsdbe If the IS is the soul part of our IS-BE, does the IS contain our consciousness? Do both plants and animals have consciousness and therefore, souls?



2/3/2019 11:46:45 AM sehvehn um....no words do i have right now for this particular one

2/3/2019 11:48:11 AM sehvehn makes sense to me....although i do have something to add to or different version to the idea

2/3/2019 11:48:15 AM l3patriot This 👇 https://twitter.com/EKOnFAM/status/1092114647631548416?s=19 …

2/3/2019 11:49:46 AM sehvehn or two different 'entities'

2/3/2019 11:50:54 AM richardhiatt16 Soon... All will be revealed.......... 🤓🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

2/3/2019 11:53:25 AM the_it_goddess He reminds me of Jack Benny for some reason.

2/3/2019 11:57:30 AM richardhiatt16 🤔

2/3/2019 11:57:47 AM djlok Here's some more KEK Intel. Check out the glyph on the "ancient" frog. Memes really are Magick!

 https://thecultofkek.com/ 

2/3/2019 12:13:32 PM rebel_yell_tex Literally EVERYTHING is consciousness on the molecular level.

2/3/2019 12:16:27 PM ellenca78112564 Conciousness comes first💖

2/3/2019 12:18:42 PM kathleen3693693 So says the new account with 2 tweets, 11 followers (at this time), who follows Michael Moore, Beto, Alexandria O' C and others.

So tell me, how much are you being paid to work twitter? By the tweet or like?

....Busted....

@POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/3/2019 12:21:57 PM covertress Which came first? Consciousness or the IS-BE? 🤣

2/3/2019 12:23:16 PM dappergander And if they don't happen, take your own advice: don't panic, don't turn to the QArmy, call her. She's just as worried about you as you are about her. 

Time will prove one of you right.

2/3/2019 12:24:02 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/hjmgmmHIP4

2/3/2019 12:26:46 PM plumcivic Just be sure to take a good mineral supplement to make up for the good things that came out in treatment.

2/3/2019 12:30:19 PM mongrelglory I eat a lot of seaweed and use Himalayan salt to make up for the lack of minerals in distilled water.  If you can eat produce grown in mineral rich soil 

that's ideal too.

2/3/2019 12:31:14 PM l3patriot The truth does not ruin people's lives. Laugh all you want. Truth will win in the end. You don't need to follow Q to know the truth. It's in the open of 

you are willing to look.

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA

#KAG #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/dappergander/status/1091960523179126784?s=19 …

2/3/2019 12:35:01 PM thejeffleland Define Hindsight as an All-Seeing entity, that one was way too easy pic.twitter.com/XqNXabE0nW

2/3/2019 12:37:01 PM thejeffleland I’ll sip to that pic.twitter.com/1wERlQJR6x

2/3/2019 12:41:39 PM dappergander I laugh at every one of these threads until someone who has sacrificed their family & friends for the conspiracy cult shows up. I'm worried about these 

people. And there are more and more of them each week.

Telling them to just wait a little longer is cruel. It's not happening.

2/3/2019 12:44:36 PM dappergander QAnon *broke* these people. It disassociated them from reality. It isolated them, so all they have for support is other believers. That's what a cult 

does.

2/3/2019 12:44:48 PM messymason Animals are much smarter than we’ve been told.

2/3/2019 12:45:46 PM messymason Aviator wasn’t merely a movie. It was a glimpse to make you realize everything is connected.

2/3/2019 12:51:17 PM daveo6145 Were ‘Inception’ like projects begun in DUMBs?

2/3/2019 12:52:32 PM l3patriot We are telling them to NOT sacrifice their family. Q even says it. Don't force people to see what they aren't ready to see. Also, why are the family 

members not just saying, ok we'll see, and going on with their day?

That's what my mom & I did. We said, ok & don't talk politics.

2/3/2019 12:53:43 PM decodematrix I hope part of the plan is exposing 44 was not born in America.

2/3/2019 12:59:19 PM l3patriot You are absolutely wrong. Q brought people together and helped them think and research for themselves. 

I'm not trying to convince you.

I will ALWAYS comfort someone that sees the truth and feels alone in that knowledge. 

#WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #QAnon #MAGA #KAG

2/3/2019 1:00:05 PM sleky19 Plan prepared since 50 years

2/3/2019 1:01:05 PM dappergander But PJ *did*. He went to "wake up" his friends & family & now he's cut off and alone. He needs help.

And some of the advice he's being given is "back off and just give her a big hug when the prophecy comes true." What if it *doesn't*? 

He needs to repair his relationships *now*

2/3/2019 1:10:17 PM dappergander Comforting from someone else inside QAnon is not what that person needs. They need to step outside of it.

Cults like Scientology behave that way: if you feel scared and alone, don't talk to others,  just come hug it out with fellow believers. It's ultimately 

harmful.

2/3/2019 1:10:35 PM l3patriot I see, you misunderstood me. I talk to my mom all the time, we just don't talk about politics. 

I left politics and world events at: don't panic, call me when ppl get arrested. That's so I can fill her in so she's not panicked. She said we'll see, and I said 

yep. 

Get it?

2/3/2019 1:14:31 PM l3patriot Of course, this is also on the family members. My mom and I were able to put our differences aside and still connect. It wouldn't have worked if we 

weren't both willing to put politics aside.

Not always easy for us, but we do it, because our relationship is most important.

2/3/2019 1:15:22 PM dappergander Well, I was talking about PJ, not you, but okay.

Your mom should have made you agree to the same deal. Pick a date; you're not allowed to kick the can down the road forever. So pick a date, and 

when the prophecy has failed, you have to call her and agree to get help.

2/3/2019 1:20:09 PM darrahsfriend Seriously

2/3/2019 1:22:59 PM jaiagtp And consciousness eminates from the soul/jiva/atma. Our true eternal self. When the body dies the soul leaves and enters a new body.

2/3/2019 1:25:15 PM dappergander We are having this conversation on a thread about how a UFO declassification is going to help destroy the Democratic Party, the OP thinks he has 

nanobots inside him.

2/3/2019 1:27:55 PM dappergander Point being, my mind is not the poisoned one here.



2/3/2019 1:28:07 PM darrahsfriend The beginning of strong DELUSION.

2/3/2019 1:28:33 PM l3patriot I saw the KEK guy messing with the other one, that's how I got here. Sounds like it's similar to you.

I'm not endorsing this thread. This isn't Q info, either. 

You are changing the subject though.

2/3/2019 1:30:32 PM dappergander But it was in response to this lunatic thread that PJ asked for help because he believes it. And you guys reassured him.

2/3/2019 1:52:33 PM l3patriot I see. I wasn't focusing on the MJ12 part, just Q. I'm not telling anyone what to believe. Just trying to help them research for themselves.

In the meantime, keep family close.

2/3/2019 1:54:37 PM l3patriot Lol! We were both in this thread, so that doesn't work logically.

2/3/2019 1:56:00 PM cstarr888 @threadreaderapp unroll please! 🙏💖

2/3/2019 2:00:34 PM tracytracy205 Love this!  Should have had dogs too.. Dogs(animals), plants and trees, screw the suits! Lol

2/3/2019 2:19:33 PM zeola_rose Thank you for always being so supportive Eko. Your loving kindness is like a soothing salve. I know I joke a lot but seriously. I love you brother ❤️🔥

2/3/2019 3:05:57 PM decodematrix 9=IS-BE

2/3/2019 3:11:13 PM grant_freedom My favorite quote in the bible. Thanks for sharing it Eko!

2/3/2019 3:21:12 PM pastorjon9 I get one of those "Your account is locked" messages every couple of weeks. Sometimes as often as every couple of hours - depending on what I'm 

tweeting about. Nice to see I'm not the only one getting the censorship treatment.

2/3/2019 3:31:03 PM pastorjon9 How far back does the Nazi/ET alliance go? I've seen videos about the VRIL society passing ET technology to the German Gov't in the 1880s and by the 

1930s [they] had anti-grav "planes". But it goes back even further doesn't it? 1850s? 1830s?

2/3/2019 3:59:15 PM burgersandra Truth.

2/3/2019 4:06:18 PM kathleen3693693 Truth be told, they were never really ever on the Trump train. They are just some of the members of false-MAGA and share company with Alex 

Jones...all working against we-the-people whilst cloaking themselves with #MAGA. @POTUS #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/3/2019 4:06:47 PM opensenseme And thought is inspired through the unseen into the seen, influencing minds, of which many are not aware

2/3/2019 4:09:00 PM jwise_87 Drug addiction is neither so much disease, nor choice, but rather a symptom

2/3/2019 4:29:28 PM nevadajack2 They were mostly trying to sell books.

2/3/2019 4:42:28 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/rLsSvmxUUL

2/3/2019 4:42:32 PM poppyslovecapu Who was Lilith?

2/3/2019 4:44:57 PM _00111111_ Lilith is a fallen angel. Ties to Adam in Eden. Demoness in charge of killing babies. Bred with Samael Esau’s guardian angel.. had Asmodeus demon of 

lust

2/3/2019 4:53:36 PM poppyslovecapu Oh my! Where can I learn more? 

Seems Lilith has been busy running #PP

#Infanticide

2/3/2019 5:02:16 PM starbabie1111 Yes, I would like to also. Do you have a link?

2/3/2019 5:05:17 PM _00111111_  http://media1.razorplanet.com/share/512494-7837/siteDocs/The_Alpabet_of_Jesus_Ben_Sira.pdf …

2/3/2019 5:11:44 PM davidaustin105 No problem! Good exchange. This Earthly realm Hath no joy within it but the leaving having made it a better place for those who we love.

2/3/2019 5:22:23 PM _00111111_  http://media1.razorplanet.com/share/512494-7837/siteDocs/The_Alpabet_of_Jesus_Ben_Sira.pdf …

2/3/2019 5:26:33 PM poppyslovecapu I read it but ...

2/3/2019 5:31:41 PM poppyslovecapu Other sources than the Talmudic writings to Lilith ?

2/3/2019 5:39:12 PM thelilkingryan I see you @realDonaldTrump ‼️💥💥💥 @VOnline46 @CryptoKoba @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Time4U2Know @LoveBling6 @DIXIEDOODLE12 

@StormIsUponUs @NSAGov @bigredwavenow @BusyElves #WWG1WGA #DigitalArmy #DigitalArmyBAT1 #DigitalArmyBAT2 

pic.twitter.com/sBlhmNpdHm

2/3/2019 5:57:34 PM _00111111_  https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/ajs-review/article/samael-lilith-and-the-concept-of-evil-in-early-

kabbalah/E9CBB1BD77735680204FCB44C0C92A19 …

2/3/2019 6:05:45 PM allahuniversal We definitely see alike on that one! 💯

"Make history before you go" ~ Nas

2/3/2019 6:14:37 PM mafdet17 What is IS-BE?

2/3/2019 6:27:21 PM nmd_mari Not sure if this is a shady character  considering his employer but nonetheless his experiments with plants and consciousness was amazing!

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleve_Back 

2/3/2019 6:28:36 PM lori_dee1 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity = ISBE

2/3/2019 6:57:16 PM ekotoons YES🖼

WHICH OTHERS RESONATE?

2/3/2019 7:02:44 PM dragonfly6001 My dad too!!! ❤️

2/3/2019 7:03:12 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/h4VZ89iaEQ

2/3/2019 7:03:22 PM rhondanight Always 🐬

2/3/2019 7:03:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Looks so much like his father in this photo.

2/3/2019 7:07:28 PM ilovesheeple PATRIOTS IN CONTROL 💥💥💥💥💥

2/3/2019 7:08:11 PM wendlanddeborah 2 Cor 1: 3-5

2/3/2019 7:15:46 PM rick_hernandez I was just thinking about this. Lol

2/3/2019 7:20:47 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1 Dec 2018 Majestic 12 Retweeted 

Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an international child sex trafficking network of organizations...

2/3/2019 7:30:18 PM grant_freedom John 8:12 

Jesus spoke to the people once more and said, “I am the light of the world. If you follow me, you won’t have to walk in darkness, because you will have 

the light that leads to life.”

2/3/2019 7:42:15 PM grant_freedom Philippians 4:13

 I can do all this through him who gives me strength. pic.twitter.com/al489tMsJs

2/3/2019 7:51:20 PM qtpi3_14 My baptism verse:  Song of Solomon 8:6-7

Remind me to tell you the story sometime.

2/3/2019 7:56:38 PM ilovesheeple I was really hoping for the patriots to score 17 or 23

but a win for the light is a win indeed...

#WWG1WGA #superbowl

2/3/2019 7:58:18 PM ekotoons DO SO PLEASE

TONIGHT I AM 

WITH PSALM 37

2/3/2019 8:00:11 PM canadiancovfefe No!



2/3/2019 8:07:03 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 4 Dec 2018 DARK > LIGHT They can kill former Presidents to delay the inevitable, but they cannot stop what is coming. 

Nothing can stop it. The world will learn the truth about what the DOJ + FBI + US/Allies have been up to for decades!

2/3/2019 8:10:25 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

2/3/2019 8:17:08 PM blunderblix True. It's a holocaust of babies and children, society's most vulnerable. People must take a stand against this evil to end it. Pray, and pray often. 

#WWG1WGA

2/3/2019 8:29:49 PM jamesboyett Like Mulder I want to Believe. :)

2/3/2019 8:36:40 PM theydontknowwe1  pic.twitter.com/f5jk96F1Zu

2/3/2019 8:44:00 PM ekotoons ME TOO https://twitter.com/ekonfam/status/1091498691913895936?s=21 …

2/3/2019 8:49:27 PM theydontknowwe1 Ha yes of course! I don’t know them well like many here. Love just seems to be His resounding theme.

2/3/2019 9:06:21 PM dlm41213 Never give up!

I have been alone for five years. I chose this. Not easy, but doable.  I have not felt alone for one moment. I don’t know their names and never met 

them but saw them with my heart! I am a soldier. One thing I know how to do. I’m good at it. I will never give up!

2/3/2019 9:13:14 PM dlm41213 🥰

2/3/2019 9:14:36 PM zeola_rose We are blessed ❤️🥰

2/3/2019 9:21:47 PM ekotoons ♥🤗👏

2/3/2019 9:22:14 PM phoebegirl55 oh yea

2/3/2019 9:22:58 PM phoebegirl55 a wienie poet

2/3/2019 9:29:20 PM maga_11_11 Thank you for this....It does get lonely at times....and then I read something like this....and realize just how surrounded I am....❤️

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

2/3/2019 9:41:18 PM allahuniversal Damnit, now I'm really contemplating this ?...

2/3/2019 9:41:44 PM allahuniversal Wait... Immortal...

2/3/2019 9:49:39 PM allahuniversal IS  = Immortal Self

-     = Consciousness

BE = Biological Entity

IS (current in the filament) radiates the Consciousness (light) which is filtered bthrough a BE (glass).

Self-Aware Light Bulb.

2/3/2019 9:52:52 PM allahuniversal Same electric current, different filaments, gasses, different colored bulbs. And not all bulbs can handle the same wattage. Some burn bright while 

others...

2/3/2019 9:56:37 PM decodematrix Who is running the moon soul management station and "prison planet" Earth? Is it positive ETs doing it for the good of our soul development? Or is it 

negative ETs doing it to feed on our energy like vampires?

2/3/2019 10:03:34 PM restart_qpersia So the term harvest! It is going to be an extremely traumatic experience if a part of earth's population die and the other part live on. Obviously I try to 

awaken as many as possible but even if I'm harvested and I know that death is an illusion I can't take the horror of others!

2/3/2019 10:06:17 PM allahuniversal Advanced search:

from:ts_sci_majic12 moon

Sample: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079753981902159874?s=19 …

2/3/2019 10:08:57 PM allahuniversal Time is an illusion. And/or, II should have checked your feed 1st. pic.twitter.com/GYFAufmOdd

2/3/2019 10:09:39 PM decodematrix Yes, but I still have the same question because they don't clarify in that tweet.

2/3/2019 10:10:40 PM decodematrix Who is running the moon soul management station and "prison planet" Earth? Is it positive ETs doing it for the good of our soul development? Or is it 

negative ETs doing it to feed on our energy like vampires?

2/3/2019 10:16:28 PM allahuniversal From what I gather iirc, the moon was set up/ occupied by the controllers. The "grid" was set up then. Now, new occupants, agenda = idk? 

The grid may still running now. Ideally some geniuses are trying to (slowly) dismantle the grid if so. I could be wrong about this part.

2/3/2019 10:21:39 PM allahuniversal Those new occupants are The Domain. Possibly at least one member of the 12.

Whether the grid is currently there or not, getting beyond it is possible. The only way out, is in (the void).

2/3/2019 10:26:27 PM decodematrix "higher density beings essentially designed Planet Earth to contain immature souls until proper development." 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066427710107463681 …

2/3/2019 10:26:45 PM restart_qpersia That's the ultimate goal. But our 3D life on earth is filled with challeneges and an even more challenging graduation party.

2/3/2019 10:27:27 PM decodematrix So this means positive ETs created the moon soul trap and are maintaining Earth as a "prison planet" for our immature souls to develop? What do you 

think?

2/3/2019 10:38:33 PM allahuniversal Analogous to a baby's crib, limited space of operation in place for the child's own safety, 

Until at will motion is mastered & the baby learns how to climb out. Then even more vigilance & the crib are still needed, additionally to protect 

properly as well as the baby.

2/3/2019 10:54:37 PM decodematrix But if we are forced to reincarnate on Earth many times and have our memory wiped every time I don't think that has any benefit to our soul 

development. That would indicate it is being run by negative ETs that are lying to us.

2/3/2019 11:01:48 PM allahuniversal There that equation to consider too (& trust, I have many times). [Nothing is ever truly deleted], past life regressions & meditative epiphanies prove 

that. I presume the deletion is more a forgetting than outright write to zeroes. Also effective only in low densities (4 &:lower)

2/3/2019 11:05:56 PM allahuniversal I can forget about the other movies while Conscious of this current one, yet the IS of the IS-BE has all of the backups. IS wouldn't be subject to the 

forgetfulness of Consciousness.(-) in a BE.

2/4/2019 12:13:17 AM sawyerdoti I think intelligence and consciousness are both very subjective. A cell has intelligence (genetic code) and consciousness (electromagnetic field) in it's 

functions while some humans think because they accept themselves as enlightened, they are but may be very wrong.

2/4/2019 1:32:35 AM elvetwelve and this! pic.twitter.com/mqlXDQMiTe

2/4/2019 4:58:59 AM zeola_rose ❤️😂😂😂

2/4/2019 4:59:33 AM mafdet17 Thank you!

2/4/2019 5:07:17 AM sumgirl baby steps but moving forward

2/4/2019 6:25:40 AM humanprimer Majestic 12, send me an email address and I will send you a free copy of The Human Primer.  A simple book to explain to the masses HOW energy is 

consciousness and thus how WWG1WGA is scientifically true.

2/4/2019 6:31:40 AM mongrelglory I've always felt very awkward in my skin so to speak.  While I love humanity as a whole, I often find individual behaviours quite perplexing and have 

spent my whole life (and career) trying to understand and empathize with human behaviour (while trying to understand myself too).

2/4/2019 6:47:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 30m impressions in 90 days

Twitter sees more than most realize.

Educate yourself.

Re-read past drops. pic.twitter.com/CDEejCwOxe



2/4/2019 6:53:02 AM diaptera_80 If this is the public information, wonder what else they know about us!

2/4/2019 6:53:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 This data is extracted using products from companies like Teradata that mass import Twitter data, Amazon data, Facebook data, Google data (including 

Gmail emails), etc. all into a single aggregate database of your "profile". Twitter is licensing this data and selling it. pic.twitter.com/qfgmhlv2Zo

2/4/2019 6:53:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 All that is required is ONE of the following: 

- Email address used for any online purchase ever

- Cell phone number associated to a "utility" (ie ID required to obtain) pic.twitter.com/fJu3Os4ipJ

2/4/2019 6:53:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Teradata is a ghost corporation that is not very well known yet has a digital profile of literally every single American in the United States that includes 

data such as online browsing history, previous purchases, digital banking (including access to direct deposits) etc. pic.twitter.com/iQvbKMzB0F

2/4/2019 6:59:54 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "30m impressions in 90 days Twitter sees more than most realize. Educate yourself. Re-

read past drops. All that is requir […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1092434557482266626.html …

See you soon. 🤖

2/4/2019 7:00:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Social media applications are MAJESTIC applications since they can be used for both good and evil. Only the will of consciousness determines whether 

or not the "technology" will be good or evil. pic.twitter.com/6DpLUSNUfW

2/4/2019 7:00:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 The fruits of their labors are the conviction of character exposed by the engineering organization and the leadership responsible.

2/4/2019 7:00:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's another thing where technology is being engineered to manipulate and control people's lives.

2/4/2019 7:00:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is one thing to create technology to improve people's lives.

2/4/2019 7:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 #TheMoreYouKnow

2/4/2019 7:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 So when a person is shadow banned from Twitter, they are shadow banned in reality from the internet. When a person is banned on Twitter, their 

social profile is flagged as being "extremist" or "dangerous" and your name is put onto a Government list within the Justice Department.

2/4/2019 7:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Looking at utilities like Twitter, this platform, along with LifeLog/Facebook, allowed the privatization of mass collecting this data and allowing that 

effort to be used in multiple different campaigns.

2/4/2019 7:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, in the past, having access to near-live events and near-live access to reality typically lived deep within highly classified realms of the 

Government because it required a lot more technique in order to mass collect the data. We still had the data 50 years ago as now.

2/4/2019 7:00:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Applications like Twitter can be used for connecting people together so they can educate one another and become equally aware of events as they are 

coming into reality.

2/4/2019 7:00:30 AM hcraig0062_h Very insiteful

2/4/2019 7:01:13 AM mskeens1962 So pretty much it's useless to try to protect yourself at this point?  Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated 😕

2/4/2019 7:02:24 AM cskiesthlimit 💜💜💜

2/4/2019 7:04:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you don't want your information to be used in the Matrix, don't play the game.

2/4/2019 7:05:11 AM mskeens1962 As soon as we say something someone else doesn't like we are labeled....another way of being controlled by 😬😡

2/4/2019 7:06:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Learn the comms.

2/4/2019 7:07:24 AM samarai_ryan How was the data collected 50years ago?

2/4/2019 7:08:01 AM lib7473 Well hopefully if a person is banned on twitter like some truthers/😇ISBE do not get a record on them in JD. Twitter (🤡ops)is so good in banning ppl 

that meant to do no harm but to wake up ppl from the dark matrix. But Patriots said b4 the FBI/justice is cleaned up, hopefully.

2/4/2019 7:08:07 AM mskeens1962 To late 🤷🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️ but the other option is to play dead & forget that - FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT 💪💪🏼#DigitalSoldiers #DIGITALMINUTEMEN

2/4/2019 7:14:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation.

DOJ/FBI has been partially cleaned up from child trafficking.

Nowhere near close enough to what QAnon promised you.

16 year plan for America?

Time is an illusion.

Events drive change.

More events planned.

More changes coming.

The Great Awakening.
2/4/2019 7:16:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 tele*, physical mail, surveillance vans, traffic cameras, security camera footage, etc.

Literally, if it has a transistor in it, it was broadcasting data to a TSNET out of phase dimensional frequency that is picked up by collectors worldwide.

2/4/2019 7:17:14 AM lib7473 Ah thanks MJ for that clarification. God speed to all our brothers/sisters in the frontline of this battle. Love/light 🙏🏻

2/4/2019 7:19:15 AM mskeens1962 Actuaries have used such data for years to price their products, but this is it on steroids.  They never delved into individual privacy, just demographics & 

morbidity tables.

2/4/2019 7:20:05 AM zack_stone Does AI have a Achilles heel?

2/4/2019 7:22:38 AM daveschroeder18 Wow!

2/4/2019 7:26:29 AM mongrelglory Canadian "extremist" here...I guess I'm also on that Government list?

2/4/2019 7:27:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hidden inside your Twitter Account > Settings > Your Twitter Data ( https://twitter.com/settings/your_twitter_data/twitter_interests …) lies this 

interesting table of metrics collected.

Q: How do entries like "Prosecutors have evidence that Trump directed campaign finance violations, WSJ reports" get created? 

pic.twitter.com/0Vwnz7PLRu

2/4/2019 7:28:03 AM savedrepublica  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092437708755165185?s=19 …

2/4/2019 7:31:58 AM leannemillervb I think I'm in good company.

2/4/2019 7:34:13 AM zagnett MJ, how do you not play the game? Die?

From all that you've written on this account, it seems even that might not help.

2/4/2019 7:34:37 AM ascendingadam What is TSNET?

An internet type network in another dimension?

2/4/2019 7:37:37 AM burgersandra Clear all categories in your twitter interests daily.

2/4/2019 7:37:56 AM zeola_rose ❤️❤️❤️

2/4/2019 7:38:18 AM enomai_ Insert into (table) !!!

2/4/2019 7:39:17 AM covfefe_grande Do retailers participate in this as well? For example “Target” corporation, their advanced security/surveillance centers in some stores, and my own 

personal experience at one of the locations leads me to believe this.

2/4/2019 7:39:26 AM speaakn I have the same on mine, too.

2/4/2019 7:40:22 AM turboxyde I had a dream last night about being tracked as a starseed as a child in the little farming town I was raised in. I was shown how they used surveillance 

to monitor energetic signatures and how the local law enforcement were co-opted into harassing families. DimensionN(4)s 

pic.twitter.com/du0nNQdvNP

2/4/2019 7:40:27 AM enomai_ The real question who accessed the database, who's phone was around the computer system that generated the database request? Who directed the 

employee? Who directed them, and them, and them? Lol. I love it.

2/4/2019 7:41:08 AM adsvel Interesting... What deal they came over for? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



2/4/2019 7:45:02 AM stilllearning_2 And this:

"Trump channels Game of Thrones: ‘Sanctions are coming’ for Iran"

Wtf?

2/4/2019 7:45:14 AM cidarean I looked at mine... Interesting with a lot of info that is incorrect.

2/4/2019 7:48:43 AM jordanb987 At this point its go big or go home time. If we fail we will be the first in line at the FEMA camps 🤷♀️ worth it to me.

2/4/2019 7:52:37 AM moemc8 You have to do it daily

2/4/2019 8:01:41 AM kathyanna7 Any knowledge on how to clear mentions etc., it is eating up my iCloud space?

2/4/2019 8:04:22 AM wonderswords The 16 year plan was 8 years Obama,8 years Clinton, the plan was to Destroy America fron top down. It failed, now being unravelled

2/4/2019 8:05:41 AM allonkid those interests are for twitter to diseminate information automattically. I see that Twitter is going to diseminate the WSJ information to everyone. 😞

2/4/2019 8:07:27 AM jen_baby72 Yes !! Look what was in mine.. what is the Game of Thrones,Sanctions coming... ?? @realDonaldTrump why would that even be in there  and checked.. 

as well as the one u posted !?! Crazy!! I turned off the settings for this but they are back on & I didn’t turn it back on!! pic.twitter.com/iqHSS3r8y7

2/4/2019 8:08:29 AM thecryingliber1 You have to go in and remove them on a daily basis.

2/4/2019 8:09:17 AM mongrelglory They said one of my interests was "Cilla".  I don't even know what that is!

Only thing I found was Cilla Black, a British singer.  Have to admit I loved this song:

 https://youtu.be/ZUxn6JLwdDY 

2/4/2019 8:10:10 AM keith369me I wish I would see the follower count rise for your Twitter account

2/4/2019 8:10:24 AM jen_baby72 Wow!! I didn’t realize I had to do it daily!! Crap!! Thanks , I will make it a point to do it from here on out.

2/4/2019 8:14:27 AM covfefe_grande Can we determine if we are on the list?

2/4/2019 8:14:28 AM space_cadet6 I had that one too....

2/4/2019 8:15:41 AM pwalt68 Time Traveler?!?!?!? Got the Secret from Uncle John? @StormIsUponUs @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @BusyElves @GregRubini 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/597993941594693632 …

2/4/2019 8:17:32 AM harrisonpartch o noes pic.twitter.com/xVrDopdCGs

2/4/2019 8:19:20 AM harrisonpartch Maybe. But if so the enemy won't find it in time. The true AI is OUR WEAPON. Not theirs. Ours. You don't know this already?

2/4/2019 8:28:51 AM beckabakes4211 I've had to delete these "interests" daily.

2/4/2019 8:36:01 AM zeola_rose It helps ❤️❤️❤️

2/4/2019 8:39:34 AM zeola_rose ❤️🤗

2/4/2019 8:45:17 AM mongrelglory Me too! Bizarre!

2/4/2019 8:46:51 AM prmd21801759 Is GOTP done? No more? SOTU tomorrow, tues.  ;-)

2/4/2019 8:47:14 AM kkurth4 How?

2/4/2019 8:48:59 AM warangel1111 Yeah I see a lot of this too.. #TwitterGames .. Jack trying to keep us down .. #DigitalSoldiers ⚔🔥

2/4/2019 8:50:29 AM justanothersme1 Wow

I only thought I had it bad

I've seen a few of them before

But never that many in a row

My prayers still make it through

They cannot censor them

💙🙏

2/4/2019 8:51:35 AM theydontknowwe1 Garbage! #IBOR

2/4/2019 8:57:34 AM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll

2/4/2019 8:59:54 AM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "30m impressions in 90 days Twitter sees more than most realize. Educate yourself. Red past 

drops. All that is requir […]" #TheMoreYouKnow  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1092434557482266626.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/4/2019 9:00:58 AM zack_stone Future proves past. Could AI (nano tech) that has already created a false matrix have power of light spectrum? Seeing is believing?

2/4/2019 9:02:34 AM wonderswords Me too

2/4/2019 9:03:38 AM 00loll0 Is this even legal? I didn't agree to sign on to this,I do not consent.

2/4/2019 9:06:28 AM libertybarham I take them off every day. Only 3 days in 6 months they were not right back on there. This is how they tag us for suppression. I have not had a TV since 

1983 yet The Apprentice is always tagged. Sorry Donald but I never saw your show. Keep untagging them...every day.

2/4/2019 9:11:09 AM princesspatrio1 Twitter has ramped up the attacks and censorship. We can't give up. Stand firm. We win this.

2/4/2019 9:11:54 AM politicalmagic1  pic.twitter.com/4IjcmzMkQW

2/4/2019 9:16:19 AM space_cadet6 Wow, that's crazy. Mine also had "Anthony Scaramucci" as an interest. Haven't followed him in over a year

2/4/2019 9:16:58 AM space_cadet6 No kidding. Gotta be more vigilant now!

2/4/2019 9:20:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA @ 14:15:16:17

2/4/2019 9:22:31 AM triple_duece Where is Ruth?

2/4/2019 9:23:11 AM jollyrob2 🤣

2/4/2019 9:23:42 AM mskeens1962  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1092437598155534336?s=19 …

2/4/2019 9:23:47 AM jamesbradleey Is it bad to be neutral? Not positive, not negative

2/4/2019 9:23:53 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is the time frame for the Micra nova/Solar flash or jump up in category of our star ?

2/4/2019 9:24:26 AM thelilkingryan Soooo what you’re saying is you basically just did a psy-op on unsuspecting human participants without consent? #WordsMatter @di0010110r 

@NSAGov @DefenseIntel @LoveBling6 @FBI @USArmyReserve @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @bigredwavenow #DigitalArmy 

#DigitalArmyBAT1 pic.twitter.com/l87T1mjbiV

2/4/2019 9:24:34 AM allahuniversal Good. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1091788776949583873?s=19 …

2/4/2019 9:24:35 AM scott_rick How many years left of fossil fuels?

2/4/2019 9:24:57 AM lbf777 When do the people start winning stuff in our daily lives? Lower gas prices is a good start but that's not much over a 2 year period. We want nonstop 

winning for all people across the world.

2/4/2019 9:25:05 AM egonenglish I can’t see my retweet with comment. They may have blocked me.

2/4/2019 9:25:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Where, specifically is the source of Rh- bloodtypes?

2/4/2019 9:25:28 AM lbf777 Neutral leads to the slow degeneration of the mind. Humanity has been neutral for a long time now.

2/4/2019 9:25:58 AM lbf777 Is Trump going to announce a financial reset soon?

2/4/2019 9:26:20 AM lbf777 What is the update on the Council Of Foreign Relations?

2/4/2019 9:26:32 AM lbf777 When is the IRS going to be abolished?

2/4/2019 9:26:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Are people with Aspergers naturally more ascended or connected to their IS at a higher level than neuro-typical people?

2/4/2019 9:26:45 AM egonenglish What does the shift in magnetic pole portend?

2/4/2019 9:27:14 AM drumsk8 Are Military Tribunals happening as we speak and when will the public first learn about them?

2/4/2019 9:27:35 AM jamesbradleey Neutral doesn’t mean empty, I believe it means balance

2/4/2019 9:27:37 AM lbf777 What is the current situation of the international banking cartel who has enslaved this world?

2/4/2019 9:27:45 AM arrow_mystic #standstrong & #MAGA #Maga....#letsgo #wwg1

2/4/2019 9:28:01 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/kVds2kO5kc



2/4/2019 9:28:03 AM peterclloyd Does Trump have Majestic clearance?

2/4/2019 9:28:46 AM arrow_mystic #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 💞🏹💞

2/4/2019 9:30:32 AM qtpi3_14 That's what I look like to half of Twitter most of the time😂 An open mind is a beautiful thing.... can't suppress us forever.  Realize it's just driving most 

of us to rise up to levels they never imagined. SO MUCH MORE is coming...taking back EVERYTHING #ShouldntHaveMessedWithUs

2/4/2019 9:30:40 AM integratedwebuk What really happened to all the sapphire GTAT/Apple produced????

2/4/2019 9:32:23 AM covertress Are we experiencing jumps in our timeline? pic.twitter.com/cBfb2FjT3v

2/4/2019 9:32:30 AM freestateojones So your question is "is it bad to be balanced?"

Hmm.

2/4/2019 9:33:34 AM jamesbradleey If what I believe is true, yes

2/4/2019 9:33:45 AM mongrelglory Can you tell us more about the natural Stargates that exist on Earth?

Do they connect to only one other location or do their connections shift?

Are they all currently being guarded to prevent people (or animals) from accidentally stumbling through them?

2/4/2019 9:34:10 AM jamesbradleey Everyone talks about light and dark, what about both

2/4/2019 9:35:09 AM lbf777 Dark (evil) is considered regress. Light (good) is considered progress. 

Being neutral only keeps you where you are and can cause slow degeneration.

2/4/2019 9:35:53 AM rustyshacklfo12 How many assassination attempts of the Potus have been stopped since he took office ?

2/4/2019 9:36:04 AM mongrelglory I assume the ET entity that masqueraded as Molech over the years was a Draco.  You've said that the Cabal answer to a different "Committee" of ETs.  

Are they Draco too or something else?

2/4/2019 9:37:39 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/leesharons/status/1090078190440198144?s=19 …

2/4/2019 9:37:41 AM mongrelglory It's been said that the 13 Bloodline families trace their bloodline back to an ET presence on Earth.  If true, what planet did those ETs originate from?

2/4/2019 9:38:26 AM thetempestchip Where do i send my résumé?

2/4/2019 9:39:31 AM mongrelglory How many countries in the world have artificial Stargates?  Are their other countries besides Russia and the U.S. that possess them?

2/4/2019 9:39:52 AM pantherden_ Are the Cicada 3301 people well intentioned?

2/4/2019 9:40:34 AM nmchristoban With the coming of new physics/math is there anything we can study learn today to start replacing the [old] ways in my head with what we will use in 

the future?

2/4/2019 9:41:22 AM mongrelglory Can you name any remote historical figures that were Starseeds?  I know you've mentioned people like Tesla being Starseeds but I was wondering 

about further back in history.

2/4/2019 9:42:50 AM capitalkid Does the Hebrew alphabet inherently transcend time?

2/4/2019 9:45:18 AM mongrelglory How far along have the elites gotten with their "Trans-humanism" agenda?

Have they transferred their consciousness into artificial bodies?  Have they developed artificial bodies that look like biological bodies such as the Cylons 

of BSG? (I'm not talking about cloning).

2/4/2019 9:46:19 AM thelilkingryan Look at this @di0010110r @LoveBling6 pic.twitter.com/QdqhFvVHgD

2/4/2019 9:47:09 AM mraaron14 Facebook grayham forscutt he's got a ton of galactic astrology charts/starseed charts

2/4/2019 9:47:15 AM oo1o110 A week to remember?

2/4/2019 9:47:58 AM mongrelglory Do we have to worry about the Cabal, or the bad ETs going back in time to manipulate the past to change the future to their advantage?  I would think 

warring factions would attempt this often if they can do it with portals.  Is this part of a "multiverse" situation?

2/4/2019 9:49:32 AM di0010110r Yes I can feel the arrogance in the words

Very impatient and not as loving as you would think for those claiming to be of greater spiritual or dimensional advancement

2/4/2019 9:49:56 AM di0010110r No need to block anyone on this I mean really 

Says it all

We were just thinking

!Sorry

2/4/2019 9:49:56 AM zagnett How do we not play the game? Die?

Seems like even death might not help escape the Matrix.

Not saying i don't want to play the game. i like games.

But if big data collection is done to hurt people, what's the point? It's like swimming upstream against raging white waters.

2/4/2019 9:50:00 AM thelilkingryan EXACTLY!!!!!!

2/4/2019 9:50:34 AM thelilkingryan Retweet and tag him

2/4/2019 9:50:36 AM jarrodadam1 I can relate. 🙏

2/4/2019 9:50:43 AM blankmarlo Lots of new media coming out on Ted Bundy for the 30th anniversary of his passing. Any truth to the theories that his killings were occult/cabal 

related? Any big names he was associated behind the scenes with that we might recognize?

2/4/2019 9:52:52 AM youstinksoap 4/2/2021

Are we going back to this date after the Event?

2/4/2019 9:52:53 AM zagnett Anything specific to watch for in the SOTU tomorrow, Feb. 5?

2/4/2019 9:53:02 AM petitchevalb How can we know if we have other BEs linked with our IS?

2/4/2019 9:55:44 AM zagnett In your opinion, how are the tribunals going?

2/4/2019 9:55:48 AM blankmarlo Did the cabal threaten POTUS with Deep Fakes to stop him from openly going after them for pedo SRA, opting to nail them for treason instead?

2/4/2019 9:57:06 AM leesharons When will HRC video be shown?

2/4/2019 9:57:12 AM petitchevalb Is our collective consciousness pissed off enough by late abortions laws to acccept a part of disclosure without riot?

2/4/2019 9:57:21 AM mongrelglory I guess we'd have to be able to communicate with the consciousness of our source IS.  That would give us all the answers.  I think my pineal gland is too 

calcified for that right now. 😜

2/4/2019 9:58:03 AM petitchevalb Thank you

2/4/2019 9:59:46 AM angelwarriorusa I was kicked off last week as well as last month

2/4/2019 10:00:46 AM zrickety Just curious, what have you been seeing?  I noticed a bunch of Mandela's 2 or 3 years ago, but nothing really since then.  I hear it's different timelines 

kind of rubber banding back into place.

2/4/2019 10:00:55 AM mongrelglory Can you recommend a book on how to learn Astral projection?  I was looking through the library of the MEGA upload you gave us, but there was so 

much occult material I didn't know where to look for such instruction.

2/4/2019 10:01:11 AM tammymckeever Answer something real....what is the status of voter fraud/election fraud?  We are still a political country and they are stealing leadership roles which 

means they are in control.  Will this end soon?

2/4/2019 10:01:33 AM tammymckeever Is Trump our last US President?

2/4/2019 10:01:48 AM charmanda9 Could a vape pen cause a pulmonary embolism? Because of my pulmonary embolism as an otherwise healthy young female, my hematologist 

determined I have two blood mutations. What could have caused this?

2/4/2019 10:02:20 AM zrickety I understand nano tech is part of it, nanites.  We are all infected.  MJ12 has said not all are bad, so I hope the latest are to help us.

2/4/2019 10:02:38 AM pauliepg11111 You say events not dates, and that time is an illusion. What’s been the most significant event to move things “forward” in recent months?



2/4/2019 10:03:47 AM blankmarlo Where did Maria Orsic and the inner circle of the Viril society really dissapear to? Off-world? Underground? 187?

2/4/2019 10:03:53 AM tammymckeever Is there any real changes that will eliminate corrupt or evil controllers starting from today until Dec 31st 2019?  In the US?  In the world?  And, what 

specifically?

2/4/2019 10:06:14 AM stoneturnr You explained that Moloch worshipers make sacrifices to strengthen their IS-BE's consciousness projection aura. What exactly does this mean and how 

can we strengthen our own without harming anybody?

2/4/2019 10:06:35 AM zrickety Well thanks for bringing it up anyway.  I know it's a real phenomenon as I've witnessed them as well.

2/4/2019 10:10:26 AM zagnett Good question.

Will there someday be "consciousness personal trainers" (human or ET)? And/or cool computer programs/apps?

Will it someday not sound satanic or like Scientology to normies to want to do this? Or even just talk about it?

2/4/2019 10:10:43 AM teamsterr07 What is the cause of autism? Environmental? Gene mutation? Human species evolving?

2/4/2019 10:10:55 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/2UNuzYuTDs

2/4/2019 10:12:05 AM turboxyde New VA Secretary installed... is this a step closer to radically changing our healthcare by asking and facilitating the ability for veterans to try 

"alternative healing methods" such as Reiki/Qigong/Cannabis/Psilocybin? The experiences they share with will be paradigm shifting.

2/4/2019 10:12:06 AM princesspatrio1 I'm sorry. That sucks. I no longer getting notifications for anyone I have them set for. None. I have to go to each account and find the tweets.

2/4/2019 10:12:25 AM zagnett I'd love a future where we can sleep 3 hours & meditate 3 hours every 9, etc., like Tesla, & figure out more easily how to achieve the goals our IS' set 

forth for us. But w/o big societal changes soon, it ain't gonna happen.

2/4/2019 10:13:12 AM lafol57 Because of your question I have learned I thank you

2/4/2019 10:13:12 AM tammymckeever I am tired of being a slave and I’ve vocally stated I no longer wish to participate.  I know there are way more of Us.  How much of a slave are we at this 

exact moment on a scale of 1 to 100?

2/4/2019 10:13:41 AM mongrelglory Did the giants who are on Earth currently, originate from a different planet? If so, which one?  (I'm assuming they're the ETs that you said like to "suck 

the marrow" out of humans.)

2/4/2019 10:14:47 AM tammymckeever Are citizens of the US going to need to rise and forcefully take back our country?  Are we being stalled?

2/4/2019 10:16:35 AM djlok It's on mine too and I have never seen a single episode of The Apprentice! pic.twitter.com/kMGQRevNCK

2/4/2019 10:17:00 AM zagnett MJ, like you endorsed @SandiaWisdom (pretty cool ETs it seems), are there actual Twitter accounts run by Sasquatch, like @am_sasquatch & 

@TweetingBigfoot? These #BigBrothers seem cool too. Hoping they're legit!

2/4/2019 10:17:15 AM markjohnt2 59% married and 46% single? I think their math needs tweaking. 😜

2/4/2019 10:17:46 AM mongrelglory I know.  A lot of the books in the library were about "black magic" which I'm very leery of studying as a subject.  However, my understanding is that 

Astral Projection is a skill like Remote Viewing which can be done with a positive intent?

2/4/2019 10:20:26 AM lafol57 I benefited from his question, and the answer. Let's join in harmony.

2/4/2019 10:20:26 AM moemc8 Can you explain the 'islands of light'....Those who do not get there will be taken out by a tsunami?

2/4/2019 10:20:45 AM sc70542739 Are the reptilians feeding on our collective fear ?

2/4/2019 10:21:18 AM _00111111_ you're loved

2/4/2019 10:21:19 AM zrickety I don't have the answer.  I am learning amazing things everyday, and I believe time travel is real.  Past, present, future are matters of perspective.  

Beyond that, my life takes place in a linear fashion.  I'm just waiting for others to wake up...

2/4/2019 10:21:25 AM decodematrix Who is running the moon soul management station and "prison planet" Earth? Is it positive ETs doing it for the good of our soul development? Or is it 

negative ETs doing it to feed on our energy like vampires? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079753981902159874 …

2/4/2019 10:21:42 AM zagnett Everything can be done w/positive intent, including consciousness stuff i believe. But the cabal ran the publishing industry for centuries, since-i think-

the beginning of the publishing industry. Even a lot of science & math books can be thrown out, not just "black magic" book.

2/4/2019 10:23:03 AM turboxyde From your perspective(s), how is the overall energetic structure of our illusion looking now? Is it exciting to see more and more people exponentially 

learning to co-create as their consciousness expands and our dream begins to weave a shared tapestry of love?

2/4/2019 10:23:24 AM mongrelglory Can you tell us about the people with the "elongated skulls" that we see in many museums.  Were they from another planet?  Are some of them still 

living on Earth today?  (Some say they're in the Vatican and that the Cardinals' Mitre hats were designed to hide their skull shape.)

2/4/2019 10:23:26 AM decodematrix What is the Yellow Book?

2/4/2019 10:23:52 AM lovebling6 I blocked....

2/4/2019 10:24:02 AM djlok Re-read previous tweets and ask questions like you just did.

2/4/2019 10:25:37 AM missy968 Is there a way to DeCalcify our pineal glands? I’m afraid to drink water these days.

2/4/2019 10:25:38 AM colista Are we boring you ?

2/4/2019 10:26:42 AM mongrelglory It's said that the German Nazis during WWII developed a breakaway SSP with the help of ETs.  Did that SSP group completely sever ties with the Earth 

after the war, or do they still interact with Earth?

2/4/2019 10:27:45 AM prmd21801759 Is Feng Shui for home, good to implement? Is Reiki really healing a person's energies? (I saw feng shui for home in your uploaded at  http://Mega.nz )

2/4/2019 10:28:31 AM djlok Fair question!  Also how does the Matrix use this information other than to bombard us with ads?  I mean I know we are supposed to keep our info 

private, but is anyone really going to be able to do anything with the Intel that I like dogs?

2/4/2019 10:29:28 AM stoneturnr MJ12 has emphasized the importance of respecting sovereignty in international relations, however recent US policy in Venezuela would suggest 

otherwise. How do you justify this contradiction? Even if Maduro bought illegal SAPs from HRC, does this really warrant regime change?

2/4/2019 10:29:47 AM blsdbe And can you suggest sources you recommend we study?

2/4/2019 10:30:00 AM djlok Yeah- I'll see you there if we fail.  But I think the outcome of this whole thing was predetermined for ions.  So the likelihood of us ending up in FEMA is 

pretty slim by my assessment.

2/4/2019 10:30:03 AM coastal2002 I know iodine. Organic foods. And I want to say I heard no meat? There are others too, I just cant remember.

2/4/2019 10:30:38 AM warangel1111 So are U

2/4/2019 10:30:47 AM nmchristoban Walking around this maze surrounded by people in the dark feeling that I'm the only one in my micro wanting to be in light, yet my understanding is 

dimensions away from where it will need to be. What can I do to help you all? What needs to be done by us - here - that will help?

2/4/2019 10:31:25 AM rogkenn12 Cuz @ Jack is a shoestring relative of a oligarch that submitted to Islam, the group that formed after the oligarchy was broke up- is today's "caballa".. 

Under same leadership as the  #DeepState #caballa that were responsible for JFKennedys murder..

     Same.

     Exact Same. pic.twitter.com/YjFoNwFJYQ

2/4/2019 10:33:33 AM zagnett Assuming data collection is necessary, if this timeline is one where data collection ISN'T used to actually help people-to give them opportunities to 

understand more, better their lives, make better decisions, etc., then this timeline ain't worth it, & a timeline shift is needed.

2/4/2019 10:36:01 AM lynnboyce7 What did the picture of Melania in front of the Sphinx and piramid signify? Did the tie over her right shoulder mean anything?

2/4/2019 10:36:32 AM scratchhere The left are far too corrupt to let him win again. It’s going to be a bloodbath.

2/4/2019 10:38:14 AM cryptocrab4 What is in and below Antarctica ?

What is really in Antarctica ?



2/4/2019 10:38:50 AM blsdbe Credible?

2/4/2019 10:38:53 AM askesis369 Was Chester Bennington the son of John Podesta? Was he working with Chris Cornell to expose a ring of sadistic elites in Hollywood including Geffen 

and both killed before they could?

& If so, will some Hwood dominos be early ones to fall in order to facilitate the awakening?

2/4/2019 10:40:05 AM blsdbe But in a good way 😇

2/4/2019 10:40:18 AM moemc8 Has the Red Cross been doing nefarious things with blood drive donations?  Are they using younger donors blood for other things?

2/4/2019 10:40:27 AM keith369me Dan Bongino stated that he was emailed the Blackface/klan picture of Gov Northam years ago.  Clearly others had it as well.  Why was Northam 

allowed to paint his opponent as a racist when Republicans clearly had this information?

2/4/2019 10:41:34 AM moemc8 Sorry, I am pretty clueless on all technology

2/4/2019 10:43:08 AM _00111111_ thanks guize...this is very hard is all...i fucking hate right now...and that just sux lol. i hate hating...and i hate fucking jack. i hate this type of warfare i 

hate it..our minds are being slayed

@GenFlynn please get the #DigitalSoldiers going full steam

this is breaking us

2/4/2019 10:43:13 AM lynnboyce7 Looking inward meditate on what you can change for the better, thoughts , actions. Everything should be about love and oneness. We are all 

connected.

WWGWGA

2/4/2019 10:43:15 AM warangel1111 Keeping us all Down and calling us Conspiracy theorist .. Youtube is now deleting videos they say r Conspiracy.. What we know about that word..CIA 

created it as a Talking point against people that spoke out about the JFK Assassination.. We See Them.. #GreatAwakening

2/4/2019 10:45:25 AM jordanb987 Truth. Besides, if we were to end up in a FEMA camp, at least we'd be in good company 😁

2/4/2019 10:45:40 AM ekotoons IT IS HARD

DO NOT HATE

EXPENDING NEGATIVE 

ENERGY FEEDS THE BEAST

2/4/2019 10:46:23 AM zagnett MJ, how do you like my new profile pic?

Hoping it's "majestic" enough to get people to look up in the sky at night & at least wonder about the moon - to ask themselves, "what the heck is that 

thing for real??"

2/4/2019 10:46:37 AM warangel1111 This is making US Stronger.. No one said this was going to be easy.. Darkness has ruled forever.. Bringing the Light is not a simple thing.. Fighting for 

our rights.. Our Children.. Our Society.. Soldier on Think.. Get Mad .. Bring the Passion and shine bright🔥

2/4/2019 10:48:12 AM 12bravogran Try to focus on the future. Victory over today is already certain. If you get frustrated, try to find something positive to dwell on for awhile to counter 

the darkness.

Thank you for your work friend.

2/4/2019 10:48:30 AM keith369me @covertress not sure what it was..I mentioned to you previously what I felt...the night after that event, wife started getting sleep paralysis with vivid 

dreams. Possibly other incarnations from the descriptions. Thankfully I was able to help her experience it rather than fear it

2/4/2019 10:48:33 AM zeola_rose Am I blocked by whoever this is??☝️

2/4/2019 10:49:38 AM stoneturnr DIA recently disclosed their research into traversable wormholes, invisibility, laser weapons, dark energy, etc. Is this related to your flipped DIA logo 

avatar? Will we ever see the full research papers and how it's being applied?  https://www.foxnews.com/science/secret-pentagon-projects-reveal-

govt-looked-into-ufos-wormholes-and-other-bizarre-anomalies …

2/4/2019 10:49:53 AM imaginer77  pic.twitter.com/OE1Su6v6sX

2/4/2019 10:50:20 AM qtpi3_14 One of my life verses, yo

"For behold, darkness shall cover theearth,and thick darkness the people; but the LORD will arise upon you,

and his glory will be seen upon you.

And nations shall come to your light,and kings to the brightness of your rising." It's the ROYAL PRIESTHOOD

2/4/2019 10:50:44 AM redpilledaus Same here. Thanks Keith!

2/4/2019 10:51:10 AM lw_hawk have we developed our own majestic tech or is majestic tech other worldly?

2/4/2019 10:51:13 AM aprilbrown99 I would say to help expose them for who they really are. Just JMO.

2/4/2019 10:52:29 AM warangel1111 Love this ..

2/4/2019 10:53:12 AM qtpi3_14 This 👏👏👏

2/4/2019 10:53:19 AM qtpi3_14 🤗🤗🤗

2/4/2019 10:53:50 AM prmd21801759 Is @SandiaWisdom good positive ET's with agendas beneficial for us human? Is @kabamur_taygeta's mom, telepathic receiver of benevolent good real 

Pleaideians?

2/4/2019 10:55:00 AM prmd21801759 Me too, Majestic ;-)

2/4/2019 10:55:15 AM justanothersme1 Our minds are being sharpened

And our wills are being forged

And we win in the end

For we wield a mighty sword

That won't be ignored

The power of word

Must be spoken to be heard

So tweet tweet, tweety bird

🌞

2/4/2019 10:55:28 AM plumcivic What is the best thing individuals can do for environmental rehabilitation?

2/4/2019 10:56:06 AM imaginer77 Had to share 🙏🏽

2/4/2019 10:56:16 AM qtpi3_14 So focus that energy when it it is hard... make the frustration into determination.  Let it spur you on in NOT letting it get you down.  Refuse it.  You 

wield POWER.  Take it.  Don't relinquish.

2/4/2019 10:56:21 AM aprilbrown99 *Ask me anything

2/4/2019 10:57:22 AM warangel1111 It’s perfect

2/4/2019 10:57:49 AM warangel1111 Yes

2/4/2019 10:59:42 AM turboxyde Are factions of the Anunnaki (Enki's Clan/Tribe) working co-creatively "together" with the Galactic Federation/Domain/Spiritual Hierarchies to help 

with our ascension and liberation? I hope they return to tell their own stories about our their interactions with humanity.

2/4/2019 11:00:41 AM charmcityanon Tbh alot of accounts seem to almost subliminally promote suicide as a means of "transcendence" so as silly as this question may seem I totally get 

where you are coming from.

2/4/2019 11:00:55 AM jaspony1 I am trying to start a small business building koi ponds, should I hold off until after the disclosure?



2/4/2019 11:01:08 AM justanothersme1 It's EKO

So I doubt it

Seems to be being 'erased' by the brownshirts

Try going to the feed and view responses

Also hey sweet 🌹

💙🙏

2/4/2019 11:01:15 AM eileen_ironic Thats me...

2/4/2019 11:02:14 AM covertress There's no need to fear past incarcerations. They were just learning experiences *for our benefit*.

Past heartache? Pain? Guilt?

Release It https://youtu.be/pnG5PErxR6Q 

2/4/2019 11:02:20 AM imaginer77 One more pic.twitter.com/NpxgZ4uZgJ

2/4/2019 11:03:01 AM covertress Glad you were there to help her. 🙂

2/4/2019 11:03:05 AM hudmagy Thinksy

 Please know many We'R with U

🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼Stay calm 😘❤️❤️❤️

Luv U

Best way to make them feel SH*Ty💩

Send them LOVE LIGHT JOY

They R NOT WINNING

CUZ WE'RE STRONG as ONE

WE LOVE Each Other

WE ALL Share LIGHT

SEND THEM LOVE & LIGHT  &

We'll watch👹👺COWARDS MELT

2 Pile💩
2/4/2019 11:04:42 AM imaginer77 I suspect, that’s all of us here now. Feeling isolated in the real world which is why we come here, gravitating to like minds 😉 how many of us are also 

“highly sensitive” I wonder..

2/4/2019 11:06:05 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/r2WVSVUT87

2/4/2019 11:06:47 AM zagnett Yeah, i've noticed that too. Another cabal trick probably.

2/4/2019 11:07:11 AM tamravee Little Anderson with mummy Gloria Vanderbilt and his brother who later committed suicide pic.twitter.com/Kd8OWcXRZO

2/4/2019 11:07:17 AM warangel1111 Much truth here.. Not sure what I’m supposed to do in this world Anymore.. Everything that meant something no longer does.. My whole outlook and 

thoughts on things have changed.. Waiting for my assignment 🙏🏻😁

2/4/2019 11:07:23 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/XAVsYxbftw

2/4/2019 11:08:44 AM imaginer77 Waiting on your assignment.. Spot on. Feel the same. Are you an INFJ?

2/4/2019 11:09:28 AM petitchevalb Are our glands like "wormholes"?

2/4/2019 11:09:31 AM j_lifeexplorer LOVE Eckhart Tolle ❤️🙏

2/4/2019 11:10:25 AM orthogonalron Did Operation Paperclip operate before the end of WWII under another name?

2/4/2019 11:10:58 AM covertress Need to chat with like-minded MJ12 fans?

Come to keybase and ask to join the "maj_plus" group.

Local guides, free of charge. 😉

 https://keybase.io 

2/4/2019 11:12:40 AM blsdbe Following...my son has always seemed like he speak English as a second language even tho it’s his mother tongue

2/4/2019 11:12:47 AM gdjewel What about cloning centers?  What goes on there?  How will these be dealt with?

2/4/2019 11:14:24 AM rogkenn12 Twitters "big brother" & financier is the islamic caballa. 

-what needs to be done, won't be done; for fears of being labeled islamaphobic, racist, or just plain crazy.. 

(there are a few methods left)

2/4/2019 11:15:06 AM imaginer77 Me too. I strive to be more like him in my heart

2/4/2019 11:15:31 AM jwise_87 Man, this hit really close to home in Oklahoma!

2/4/2019 11:15:56 AM djlok Very true!  Also-[they] really don't want us all in the same place.  Would be more than [they] can handle. We all know Patriots stick together. And 

[they] know it too!

2/4/2019 11:18:00 AM theydontknowwe1 The dark powers at be

Don’t want us to see

How many have gathered

They try to keep us scattered

Power in #’s, and vision, and voice

Our sound grows louder as we rejoice 

And tear down their sinister schemes, dismantle their regime, Stop the screams, and demonic dreams

2/4/2019 11:18:23 AM imaginer77 I know Oklahoma and can see how it would. We are one big anonymous family now 🥰 pic.twitter.com/NkdoJwLJ1c

2/4/2019 11:19:36 AM jwise_87 ALWAYS!❤️💚💜💙💛

2/4/2019 11:19:41 AM imaginer77  pic.twitter.com/ugelN5O3Ww

2/4/2019 11:20:21 AM listening4his Nicely written, Reggie.

2/4/2019 11:21:39 AM theydontknowwe1 Thanks Norma! Justus’s been bringing that fire I’m just trying to stoke it!

2/4/2019 11:25:15 AM geishajin Hahahahah.. 🤣😂🤣
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2/4/2019 11:25:56 AM covertress "There's always an Alien Battle Cruiser...or a Korlian Death Ray, or...an intergalactic plague about to wipe out life on this planet, and the only thing that 

lets people get on with their hopeful little lives is that they don't know about it."

~ Agent Kay

2/4/2019 11:26:10 AM scott_rick CBD oil and Fermented skate fish oil.... amazon sells it and Apple cider vinegar( unfiltered-Mrs Braggs is a good brand

2/4/2019 11:27:58 AM warangel1111 #QArmy #GodsArmy ⚔🔥 #DigitalSoldiers

2/4/2019 11:30:06 AM _00111111_ 🙏

2/4/2019 11:30:58 AM warangel1111 ENTP.. That’s Me .. I will spread the word just not sure what word yet 😂..

2/4/2019 11:33:25 AM grant_freedom Thanks EKO for pointing that out. Had me fooled!

2/4/2019 11:33:28 AM ekotoons INTP



2/4/2019 11:34:44 AM zagnett "14:15:16:17"

Maybe this means MJ doesn't know when he'll start b/c he's not sure when he'll be back from his post-lunch power nap. Maybe 14:15, or 15:16. Or, if a 

really big lunch, as late as 16:17.

“An MJ is never late, nor is he early. He arrives precisely when he means to.”

2/4/2019 11:34:49 AM imaginer77 Close enough 😉

2/4/2019 11:35:14 AM _00111111_ im trying yes. kinda what makes it harder in a wayl. trying even and i cannot shake it...what does that mean then? i am being given a key to a car but 

some reason find myself still asking how do i turn it on? then people are like just put it in ignition.then i feel even dumber:(

2/4/2019 11:36:42 AM singleseedinc We got you covered on the CBD 💪🏻

2/4/2019 11:39:17 AM warangel1111 I could care less with their labels .. If we are all racist than none of us are.. Most see this hypocrisy I hope.. Crazy wouldn’t be the first time I heard that

 .. 😁.. Few methods left 🤔 #IBOR could help? 🤷♀️

2/4/2019 11:39:20 AM qtpi3_14 Keep trying.  We are here for you and we aren't judging you, no matter what it feels.  It's just that we've seen you driving grand prix at times. You 

definitely know how to not only put the key in the ignition, but turn it and peel out 0 to 60... need the confidence to turn key💗

2/4/2019 11:39:45 AM princesspatrio1 ENFJ

2/4/2019 11:40:00 AM brendastiles Turn the key.

2/4/2019 11:41:20 AM gitmochannel So, when is the AMA?  2:15 - 4:17? 2:06 - 4:08? 11:15? 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00?  EST?

2/4/2019 11:42:33 AM qtpi3_14 He'd never surrender the coveted blue crap.mark

2/4/2019 11:43:33 AM theydontknowwe1 INFJ, sometimes P, depending on the day😂

2/4/2019 11:43:40 AM jordanb987 😂 pic.twitter.com/yik4w0SWcS

2/4/2019 11:43:45 AM blsdbe Just that: his grammar is always a little off, his timing and pronunciation is a bit odd too. Once, he told me about how ‘someone’ had something put up 

his nose, and after that he had his “2 brains”. Freaked. Me. Out. He does not remember telling me this.

2/4/2019 11:44:21 AM qtpi3_14 Love this bro 👊

2/4/2019 11:46:04 AM decodematrix Did the Chinese lunar rover see the giant tower on the moon?

2/4/2019 11:46:12 AM lynnboyce7 Thanks

2/4/2019 11:46:27 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I meant to ask a question about the Moon's "control" systems but I forgot.  My understanding was that it was originally designed (perhaps by 

the Domain) to monitor and manage life on this planet, but that negative ETs (perhaps the Draco?) took over the technology and...

2/4/2019 11:48:15 AM mongrelglory ...turned it into a control mechanism for keeping IS-BEs trapped on planet Earth and unable to ascend.  I wanted to ask MJ-12 if they had managed to 

reclaim the moon's technology, or were the negative ETs still using it for suppression?

2/4/2019 11:48:24 AM blsdbe Thank you for helping us, MJ12. Thank you for answering our questions, however repetitive or mundane. I hope we get to meet someday, so I can give 

you a hug and express my gratitude in person. What *One Thing* can each of your followers do to help the White Hats at this time?

2/4/2019 11:49:12 AM covertress About Keybase Teams

2nd pic is how-to join a team, in linux

 https://keybase.io/blog/introducing-keybase-teams … pic.twitter.com/6gTos5V4VJ

2/4/2019 11:50:05 AM skys_me  pic.twitter.com/ZgZIlwlWci

2/4/2019 11:50:40 AM mongrelglory Maybe we can learn to give them a hug with out Astral bodies.  Can Astral bodies interact with other people's Astral bodies?

2/4/2019 11:51:43 AM rogkenn12 Methods of a few... pic.twitter.com/SE2n66sb1L

2/4/2019 11:52:38 AM mongrelglory How many different alien/ET groups have bases on the moon?  Corey Goode says it's a neutral territory like the United Nations.  Is that the case?

2/4/2019 11:52:40 AM warangel1111 Interesting.. A lot alike but I’m louder .. 😂

2/4/2019 11:54:30 AM koreyedwards6 Me too. I'm surprised I saw this one

2/4/2019 11:57:22 AM _00111111_ true. some days i feel this storm is accomplishing things and its not an understatement to say sometimes it feels nothing is happening...17 days of 

darkness by q at this point in storm seemed wierd to me...i miss the fast furious drops q asking us to think out of box.things

2/4/2019 11:59:00 AM _00111111_ like y heads owl heads...things bout N or P...above 40k ft...the very envelope pusjhing q drops..lately its silence or reminder that fakenews is in full 

affect...i get it...it is...i miss the q who asked us to wake greatly and put things in Godly light...very subdued Q

2/4/2019 11:59:25 AM mongrelglory I miss funk music...

2/4/2019 11:59:25 AM lovebling6 I RT this yesterday....today get to also. Hmmmm

2/4/2019 11:59:38 AM blsdbe I think he was 8. He was diagnosed when he was 3.

2/4/2019 12:00:34 PM blsdbe I would be glad to! Gavin is 22 now. Just DM me 😇

2/4/2019 12:00:42 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/LVwyOydWOe

2/4/2019 12:02:28 PM jamesboyett Does AMA stand for Ask Me Anything?

2/4/2019 12:02:52 PM petitchevalb Yes ☺

2/4/2019 12:03:53 PM warangel1111 Still Rogue

2/4/2019 12:06:31 PM decodematrix Do our people that work on the moon and Mars usually travel by spacecraft or stargate/jumpgate?

2/4/2019 12:07:11 PM steelman1 INTP here also

2/4/2019 12:07:56 PM wbwse check out @POTUS_Schedule , then think from ABOVE. (As above so below)

2/4/2019 12:08:10 PM warangel1111 Q was a catalyst nothing more and nothing less.. He is a laser pointer. He woke many up and pushed us towards the Lord and Truth.. But we must be 

able to function without his drops and continue on with the Great Awakening even in his absence.. He will not always be with US.

2/4/2019 12:08:36 PM blsdbe Do you add anything special to your bath water?

2/4/2019 12:08:37 PM theydontknowwe1 Slayed, only if we let it. I get it feel that way some days too. For me personally though a lot of the outside noise has caused me to really figure out who I 

am, so painful but necessary for growth. Can slay or sharpen. But each day can manifest for me differently.

2/4/2019 12:09:14 PM realityloominng Why not Disclose ET, Antarctica and other weird stuff etc. before tribunals, to distract the never-Trumpers WW, while clean-up?

2/4/2019 12:09:21 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGPsBgkbdBU …

"Gozer the Gozerian...As a duly designated representative of the City, County and State of New York, I order you to cease any and all supernatural 

activity and return forthwith to your place of origin or to the nearest convenient parallel dimension."

2/4/2019 12:09:23 PM blsdbe Fixed that problem 😻

2/4/2019 12:09:29 PM tammymckeever Is there something to flies always landing on Hillary and Barracks face?

2/4/2019 12:10:30 PM imaginer77 😂 pic.twitter.com/hOCiKjrgPU

2/4/2019 12:11:27 PM theydontknowwe1 😂🤣😂 YESSSSSS

2/4/2019 12:11:37 PM blsdbe I’m an Epsom salt kinda girl-love how it softens the water! Plus I put a little vortex structured water in to help structure the tap water too.

2/4/2019 12:12:56 PM zagnett ...That was meant for ANY and ALL negative beings, whether physical or non-physical, on or in the vicinity of planet Earth, who have anything to do 

with keeping humans/IS-BEs confined to this planet.

Your days here, are numbered.

2/4/2019 12:13:00 PM missy968 I’m so grateful!!!! I’m going to stock up

2/4/2019 12:14:00 PM missy968 I’ll give up meat I don’t care



2/4/2019 12:14:07 PM theydontknowwe1 Takes A LOTTTTTT to get me to rage, but if I get there it is impossible to be reasoned with. It must rage and sleep😂

2/4/2019 12:14:26 PM imaginer77 Similar 😉 pic.twitter.com/Mj6RDEsX7T

2/4/2019 12:14:43 PM mongrelglory Fortunately I've forgotten virtually all the math I ever learned, so there should be lots of room on my hard-drive (brain) for installing the new 

physics/math.

2/4/2019 12:15:04 PM jamesbradleey From light to dark is regress, from dark to light is progress, + and - is balance

2/4/2019 12:15:17 PM theydontknowwe1 You know me😂🤣😂

2/4/2019 12:15:55 PM qtpi3_14 We also have been given an incredible gift... more information dropped to civilians than any other time in history!  We have not properly digested or 

interpreted half of it, methinks.  We NEED to keep revisiting drops. "We have it ALL" "We have more than we know" #FutureProvePast

2/4/2019 12:15:56 PM imaginer77  pic.twitter.com/hapdbGuCyO

2/4/2019 12:16:26 PM qtpi3_14 Samesies 😂

2/4/2019 12:16:30 PM theydontknowwe1 I will send a thoughtful present but won’t answer the phone🤣

2/4/2019 12:16:55 PM jamesbradleey I think it is from higher dimensions, as so the answer I got after asking the question

2/4/2019 12:17:33 PM thelilkingryan [They] undid your retweet?? @Time4U2Know

2/4/2019 12:18:12 PM imaginer77 Love that Mr. Flynn is also in this thread. He’s everywhere 🥰

2/4/2019 12:18:30 PM _00111111_ i get it...think lots of my voice this morn was attempt at seeing if just someone else out there that is frustrtated as i am...it appears most of you have a 

good bead on it and see things correctly...not as frustrated nor affected by the things i am today. glad most fight hard

2/4/2019 12:18:48 PM imaginer77 I am the worst. Terrible at keeping up with DM’s here too lol

2/4/2019 12:19:18 PM rogkenn12 Anymore, the AGENCY is rouge- I will never vary from righteousness- nor ever submit to the ideology.

2/4/2019 12:19:20 PM imaginer77  pic.twitter.com/y9H4AP0VPB

2/4/2019 12:19:51 PM kate0blue INFJ 👋 sane feeling. Plus I lost my job unexpectedly so feeling strong crossroad.

2/4/2019 12:20:03 PM _00111111_ literally thinking of just going full poetry bot lol..

2/4/2019 12:20:25 PM theydontknowwe1 Wrong. You keep seeing this as right and wrong feelings. They’re just feelings. If they are yours than they are and no more right or wrong than the 

next. Feel bro. Others are also.

2/4/2019 12:20:34 PM lovebling6 Yes!

2/4/2019 12:21:22 PM theydontknowwe1 So sorry for that loss. May it lead to new and better opportunities.

2/4/2019 12:22:41 PM _00111111_ INFP pic.twitter.com/eiUsKhAB6O

2/4/2019 12:22:50 PM _00111111_  pic.twitter.com/TnoDdeU1tj

2/4/2019 12:23:05 PM _00111111_  pic.twitter.com/aI12e15NIr

2/4/2019 12:23:06 PM mongrelglory I believe he was 187'd.

2/4/2019 12:23:56 PM imaginer77 Similar place on my end. 6 year marriage just ended abruptly, not sure where this road leads but am open to it. pic.twitter.com/4KTHSiNW4O

2/4/2019 12:24:34 PM theydontknowwe1 I am pretty sure 50% of us at least feel the EXACT SAME WAY. I do.

2/4/2019 12:24:54 PM imaginer77 Lots of truth there.

2/4/2019 12:27:46 PM hypnothyme I'm here

2/4/2019 12:27:53 PM theydontknowwe1 🙏 not easy. Sorry for your grief. May your path also bring more than you could hope!

2/4/2019 12:28:50 PM kate0blue Beautiful. Spread those wings and soar. 

Came across this the other week. Felt compelled to share. Felt good hearing this searching for the next steps. 

Tell the truth and let the chips fall. Truth is always your guide. Does not matter how you respond. Tell the truth in Love.

2/4/2019 12:30:48 PM olimyracle "The moon is artificial"

Please develop

Thank you Sirs 💞

2/4/2019 12:30:53 PM kate0blue I’ve been blessed with many wonderful things to focus on. Sometimes it’s scary but know it will all work out. I’ve gotten to spend some wonderful time 

on myself and family! That is never wasted.

2/4/2019 12:31:11 PM djlok ...because "We are the Majestic 12". I absolutely LOVE it when they reply with that "We are the Majestic 12" response. I've thought about ways I could 

create my own one liner like that and use it in my day-to-day life. Just the look of disbelief fr others alone would be worth it!

2/4/2019 12:32:42 PM kate0blue Yes!!! Feeling on the edge of something great. Perfect time to be in limbo. Hoping to get where I’m going to feel comfortable to help others when it’s 

needed.

2/4/2019 12:34:35 PM kate0blue Imaginer, my heart is with you during this process. You are not alone!

2/4/2019 12:34:57 PM djlok Same here! It'll be like a clean slate for me!

2/4/2019 12:35:47 PM mongrelglory Usually a pulmonary embolism occurs when a blood clot in the lower extremities dislodges and travels up to the lungs.  Can occur in people who are 

sedentary (eg. fly a lot on planes).  Birth control pills can make you prone to them, as well as some genetic hereditary conditions.

2/4/2019 12:35:52 PM azangelranch It’s not breaking us. It’s making us stronger warriors. I give NO power to them!!!

2/4/2019 12:36:20 PM theydontknowwe1 100% true. My father in law died in December suddenly and worked til a week and a half prior. That kills all us kids the most. Man never got to enjoy 

more out of life. So much more than making money.

2/4/2019 12:36:38 PM princesspatrio1 I'm so sorry! Seems many are experiencing major life changes these days. You have the best attitude though! New possibilities await. Remember your 

future is bright even if you are experiencing a little cloudy weather at the moment.

2/4/2019 12:37:40 PM princesspatrio1 I'm sorry Kate. That must mean a better job is around the corner. Thanks for always bringing positivity.

2/4/2019 12:38:26 PM dragonfly6001 Sir, 

What is the actual "event"?

Solar sun event (sol)?? 

Earth burned

2/4/2019 12:38:27 PM warangel1111 You are an ENTP too bro

2/4/2019 12:38:39 PM azangelranch That is sooo true.

2/4/2019 12:39:11 PM warangel1111 You are a thinker not a feeler ..

2/4/2019 12:40:39 PM warangel1111 Oh and I know because I made u take the test 😉

2/4/2019 12:41:21 PM thelilkingryan Counter by copying tweet links instead of rt

2/4/2019 12:41:55 PM warangel1111 Wrong

2/4/2019 12:43:10 PM princesspatrio1 Boom. Pay attention Canada. 😂😂

2/4/2019 12:43:33 PM kate0blue I’ve learned so much. When I can take time for myself I can give more. There are many seasons in life &we must have grace for ourselves. When I can 

give unexpectedly and randomly it makes me abundantly happy. It will all work out regardless, there is a plan.

2/4/2019 12:43:33 PM jordanb987 😂☝

2/4/2019 12:44:16 PM warangel1111 My daughter is an INFJ

2/4/2019 12:44:39 PM blsdbe I am convinced that Gavin has superpowers that will be unlocked for the Event. That we came here on purpose with a mission to help save the world! I

2/4/2019 12:45:30 PM djlok 60 % "Executive Time". When I read that and then Sarah Sanders reply about @realDonaldTrump having time for creativity...I thought- yeah, I  have an 

idea of two about what executive time is and it doesn't involve eating a bag of Cheetos and watching Fox news as the #MSM portrays.



2/4/2019 12:45:39 PM blsdbe He is amazing. He works hard at the things he cares about, and when he cares, he gives his whole heart. His love is fierce!

2/4/2019 12:46:00 PM princesspatrio1 Yes there is. When we are balanced and healthy, we are able to offer so much more.

2/4/2019 12:48:10 PM warangel1111 God Bless You Rog 🙏🏻 Thanks for being on humanity’s side in the fight

2/4/2019 12:48:35 PM kate0blue Yes! I pray that he enjoyed his time with family and that by providing for his family brought him great joy!!! I believe that he now will rest for eternity 

not working 😃

Financial thing always get me angry. It’s a battle for me. Understanding how they built this system.

2/4/2019 12:49:13 PM warangel1111 Yep ...Come out and play the weather is fine ..

2/4/2019 12:49:53 PM warangel1111 Stop it ..

2/4/2019 12:50:29 PM decodematrix Are we way behind in our development compared to other planets that started around the same time as Earth because the cabal has held us back for 

so long?

2/4/2019 12:51:22 PM princesspatrio1 No! Too many bots. 😂 Be you. Have you any idea how many lives you are touching with your beautiful poetry and knowledge of many subjects?

2/4/2019 12:52:33 PM warangel1111 ❤️👊

2/4/2019 12:55:31 PM mongrelglory They previously said to prepare people for Disclosure/First Contact, as well as to help with the activation of Starseeds.  (If I'm paraphrasing them 

correctly).  They say they won't out ET groups or participate in First Contact directly but I still try to ask them ET questions.

2/4/2019 12:57:53 PM kathleen3693693 Are the coordinated NexRad "weather" radar systems localized versions of umpteenth generation HAARP technology?

2/4/2019 12:58:10 PM warangel1111 I did and your math is fuzzy

2/4/2019 12:58:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Christine and Tina I will DM you. My daughter is an Aspie and has always been off the charts intuitive.

2/4/2019 12:59:27 PM hawkgirlinmn They are. I love how they each think very uniquely.

2/4/2019 1:00:11 PM warangel1111 😂😂🤫

2/4/2019 1:02:57 PM koreyedwards6 I thought I was blocked by people also until today. Now I'm seeing everyone. It's been awhile. It's Twitter games

2/4/2019 1:03:46 PM lovebling6 Good idea!

2/4/2019 1:04:26 PM ramstadstacy Was Chester Bennington killed?

2/4/2019 1:05:29 PM djlok I actually do believe this to be true about people with Autism.  I think there's a reason so many autisic people exist at one point in time.  And I don't 

believe it's a coincidence.  Anyone who's ever been around them knows there's something very special about them.

2/4/2019 1:05:41 PM mongrelglory  https://newspunch.com/was-prince-murdered-by-the-illuminati-record-industry/ …

2/4/2019 1:06:14 PM threefold_flame Is the recent solar activity a precursor to the solar flash event that is said will trigger humanity’s ascension (some call this “The Event”)? And, if so, 

approximately what window is it expected to occur in? Thank you!

2/4/2019 1:07:18 PM mongrelglory It's not hard for them to slip a little fentanyl into someone's opioid prescription if they want to take then out.  😠

2/4/2019 1:08:18 PM covertress "The parallels with Michael Jackson’s death are astonishing.  Who will wrest control of Prince’s enormous back catalogue now he is dead?  Will WB buy 

the rights to his music from his heirs in a cut price deal, the same way Sony got their hands on Michael Jackson’s catalogue?"

2/4/2019 1:10:08 PM charmanda9 Right. And none of those pertain to me. My doctors were stunned. The hematologist discovered two blood mutations. But how did this happen? That’s 

the question no one seems to be able to answer.

2/4/2019 1:13:41 PM thoughttazer George Orwell knew!

Wonder if he had external guidance?

2/4/2019 1:16:14 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly!!!

2/4/2019 1:18:31 PM princesspatrio1 Twitter Games in full effect. Jack is getting desperate. We love you Korey.

2/4/2019 1:19:39 PM blsdbe Agree (giggling)

“Swamp butt-the Sweat is Real”

2/4/2019 1:22:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Christine i cant DM you. Follow me please lol

2/4/2019 1:26:01 PM decodematrix Does the evil AI we are fighting have a name? Will the solar flash wipe out the AI?

2/4/2019 1:27:25 PM blsdbe Done! At work rn tho, so if it takes me a bit to get back to you!

2/4/2019 1:29:19 PM jane_q_patriot Those tests make me crazy. I forget results, which change depending on day. Like w/right-left brain test, perfect 50/50 split, but prolly because my 

thinking swaps easily. Always tried to be a diplomat since I was little. Don't like polarity/conflict/labels!

💖👁all angles/gifts!

2/4/2019 1:29:34 PM awakeandsing123 Is the Russian government also controlled? Will the Russian people be liberated from their own “deep state” as part of The Plan? Thank you in advance.

2/4/2019 1:33:56 PM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

I've heard it called the "Red Queen" by Thomas Williams, Truth Honor & Integrity Show (link).

MJ & Q call it "ALICE" but that may be just the AI involved in social media?

Some sources say that the Event will wipe out the AI.

2/4/2019 1:40:47 PM friskygolfer Why the upside down patch?

2/4/2019 1:41:29 PM justanothersme1 Fuel and a lighter

Combined it burns brighter

The light makes the view clear

Til you said hold my beer

And went all nuclear

I do fear

Now we're gasping and choking

From all of the smoking

On the keyboard keys you're stroking

👊😎

💙🙏

2/4/2019 1:41:42 PM enomai_ Does DNA output the soul, or does the spirit control DNA? I ask, because, I was meditating when u said focus on 9s. I envisioned all the cells and dna 

where 9s. Then connected with the universe in the same 9 shape. Later that evening. I seen a huge gang of spacecrafts in the sky.

2/4/2019 1:43:21 PM roublisa Is the mud flood real....reset by masons, to erase a time line?  Thank you

2/4/2019 1:43:49 PM clockworkanon Utilizing our natural talents and passion to serve the greater good is exactly what we’re supposed to do.

2/4/2019 1:44:03 PM enomai_ One ship lit itself up, as i mentally asked. This was the same day. Or maybe it was someone passing that caused them to be around? Can you elaborate, 

or any  knowledge of this, as well?

2/4/2019 1:45:01 PM roublisa Were the Great lands of Tartaria operating with free energy?

2/4/2019 1:47:32 PM jamesboyett God I hope it takes no where 50 years - how about 5 at the most please!!! :)

2/4/2019 1:48:29 PM roublisa The mud flood in the mid-1800s

2/4/2019 1:49:07 PM bbobbio71 Paranormal activity,  any explanations?

2/4/2019 1:50:45 PM roublisa Time being an illusion ....were Atlantis and Lumeria in our more recent past?

2/4/2019 1:51:31 PM jamesboyett USA DIA Majestic12 is Real too! :)

2/4/2019 1:52:11 PM nmchristoban  https://youtu.be/0z7Tx9CwwTg 

2/4/2019 1:53:52 PM warangel1111 Probably a ENTP.. Can debate both side of any argument



2/4/2019 1:54:30 PM enomai_ Another question; besides proving qanon is real for the masses. Is there other reasons why the 'press' needs to ask the Q question to the president? To 

set off other operations? Also, would a petition do the same, or not?

2/4/2019 1:59:06 PM theydontknowwe1 Lols devils advocate is a favorite game of mine.

2/4/2019 2:00:25 PM nmchristoban 5:6:7:8 ?

11:15 ?

2/4/2019 2:00:55 PM jane_q_patriot Interesting, friends in "real world" would say I'm def an "I." Seriously thinking about writing a story a la Breakfast Club where Anons are sent to Twit 

Suspension, and discover they're all a little bit biblef*g, a little bit galacticf*g, a little bit clockf*g, etc., etc.. 😂🙏🏼

2/4/2019 2:02:59 PM warangel1111 Love this plan .. Can’t wait to see the movie @PrincessPatrio1 can help with the Production later after we take back Hollywood .. E and I are 

interchangeable.. Somedays I’m an I ..

2/4/2019 2:03:32 PM warangel1111 😁 I love Winning

2/4/2019 2:03:47 PM warangel1111 Yes

2/4/2019 2:05:19 PM jane_q_patriot Easier to do when you "hedge your bets!" So I bet on ALL of us winning! Together!

2/4/2019 2:06:37 PM ekotoons ROSE YER NOT BLOCKED :) pic.twitter.com/ckfD6nIKY0

2/4/2019 2:06:50 PM warangel1111 Amen

2/4/2019 2:14:45 PM allahuniversal "I am God" works REALLY well

2/4/2019 2:15:23 PM cskiesthlimit 🤗

2/4/2019 2:16:21 PM toffer_anon_369 How come China moon landing hasn’t had any follow up stories.  No pictures...nothing

2/4/2019 2:17:37 PM realityloominng What % of drops are disinfo?

2/4/2019 2:26:14 PM _00111111_ i dont know if yall saw this but sunny d had a bad night yesterday too.

so a lil levity...

the comments are eye opening https://twitter.com/sunnydelight/status/1092247574336163840 …

2/4/2019 2:26:40 PM _00111111_ i did find this disturbing tho pic.twitter.com/noGjfJEZQ8

2/4/2019 2:29:27 PM blsdbe I love it here! There’a this awesome combination of conservative hippie going on, best of both worlds!

2/4/2019 2:31:15 PM richard74195773 5:5

2/4/2019 2:36:15 PM jane_q_patriot Wow. Well, it's certainly something I never expected. Only in 2019.

2/4/2019 2:37:32 PM zagnett MJ has said they use some EF bands to do it. So that needs to be turned off.

No need to find a trench along the equator and a small exhaust port a few meters wide that is vulnerable to proton torpedoes. 😅

You ET jerks up there transmitting this EF, turn it off NOW!! 💩

2/4/2019 2:39:44 PM burkewinkler Is it possible, Evangelical Christianity could grow up and get to same speed, same page, same intelligence as Q?  As "The Plan?"  As Founding Fathers?  

Perhaps? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvUHsqRCALg …

2/4/2019 2:42:23 PM do_or_do_notty Has a clone ever stood trial? 

Do clones have the same constitutional protections as human Americans?

2/4/2019 2:43:35 PM enjoytheqshow1 Good dig Think.

Quite a lot of Blue check accounts in those comments

“King” mentioned a few times re sunnyd

Definitely disturbing

2/4/2019 2:46:52 PM mongrelglory Apparently we need the moon so we can't blow it up.  Something about tides and earth cycles... 😁

2/4/2019 2:48:19 PM theydontknowwe1 Right! Like why... WHYYYYY

2/4/2019 2:51:44 PM truthseeker805 Is the abortion push and planned parenthood really all about eugenics?

2/4/2019 2:53:16 PM decodematrix Will we ever be able to eradicate the common cold virus from Earth? Or does it have to stay because the ETs are using it to deliver changes to our 

DNA/genome?

2/4/2019 2:53:26 PM princesspatrio1 S8n account follows some interesting accounts. Many seem to be connected. @QTPi3_14 did a good dig on that acct back in August. He's a total creep 

by the way.

2/4/2019 2:54:14 PM _00111111_ moonpie was so helpful to sunny D......

2/4/2019 2:54:50 PM theydontknowwe1 Can you explain this

2/4/2019 2:55:32 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/a2EPyKHEh7

2/4/2019 2:57:14 PM mongrelglory I did too much of that stuff in the 70's...killed a few brain cells. 😆

2/4/2019 2:57:32 PM do_or_do_notty So....it sounds like I’m on another list. Great 

They can roll those lists into a tiny little ball and shove em where the sun don’t shine 

I’m a Patriot! 

🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ln17uUZrD0

2/4/2019 2:58:26 PM pantherden_ Are the operations in MA from the Old Guard?

2/4/2019 2:59:54 PM sontechnique Good Lord, this is like an AA chat room!

2/4/2019 3:00:23 PM _00111111_ wild

2/4/2019 3:02:56 PM theydontknowwe1 He comes off funny but...quite sinister I imagine

2/4/2019 3:03:10 PM princesspatrio1 Yup. So creepy. Any idea who might run that account?

2/4/2019 3:03:47 PM princesspatrio1 Very. I'll see if QTPi can repost her thread.

2/4/2019 3:04:14 PM princesspatrio1 There was a reason Q referenced this account.

2/4/2019 3:05:01 PM theydontknowwe1 Dems loves that satan (Funny satan gets capped but not God).

2/4/2019 3:05:51 PM enjoytheqshow1 I’m about to delete this post

Just wanted to remind everyone of this

2/4/2019 3:06:13 PM princesspatrio1 Thanks E.

2/4/2019 3:06:43 PM theydontknowwe1 Yes thank you

2/4/2019 3:06:46 PM mongrelglory Sometimes genetic mutations just occur spontaneously.  Think of all the environmental toxins/radiation that a fetus might be exposed to. Or one of 

your parents could have the mutations and then passed it on to you. Spontaneous mutations are very common in animals too.

2/4/2019 3:06:55 PM jane_q_patriot That's why we gotta keep fighting to shine the sun in every single nook and cranny, no matter how ugly. And why they keep fighting to prevent us from 

doing it. Eventually, they won't be able to hide anymore. They can try to cast shade, but not when light comes in from all angles.

2/4/2019 3:08:07 PM aprilbrown99 Would it be possible for MJ12 to use their magick and help @Jamiedoe7337 with one of their advanced healing devices?  She is looking for a kidney 

(a+). She has had several donor offers and hopefully one of them will be a match. Just wanted to see if is possible?  Thank you.

2/4/2019 3:08:35 PM do_or_do_notty I know that’s right

I’m not going to be quiet 

The more they try to silence...the more impact we are making! 👊💪

2/4/2019 3:09:09 PM _00111111_ in the comments of that tweet Moonpie was a company that came in to hug up on Sunny lol...Pop Tarts and Insomnia Cookies too..

2/4/2019 3:10:42 PM raisethevib369 They are the archons.

2/4/2019 3:10:48 PM theydontknowwe1 Get it dude

2/4/2019 3:11:08 PM theydontknowwe1 Dig there for sure



2/4/2019 3:12:22 PM mongrelglory Plants also develop genetic mutations and get tumours.  Many diseases that you're familiar with, like breast cancer, are more likely to occur 

spontaneously than be inherited.  I guess genetic material is very susceptible to being damaged in the world we live in.

2/4/2019 3:17:43 PM jones9536 Is this northam in black face and his  wife in the kkk outfit? pic.twitter.com/5Zx39LKcDm

2/4/2019 3:21:43 PM calicryptobetty A LOT OF HUMANS are racist.

2/4/2019 3:36:09 PM nursewounds Great perspective. If they kill newborns, would it surprise everyone if they, well, killed newborns...

Genius chess move.

2/4/2019 3:39:03 PM zeola_rose Hi Justa! I hope you had a good day! ❤️

2/4/2019 3:39:53 PM zeola_rose Thank you Eko 🙏 Jack is being an asshat! 😂

2/4/2019 3:41:51 PM covertress @GideonPraus, ty for redirecting my attention to that thread. This is exactly the next step that I need to follow too. Anxiously awaiting a reply to your 

question, but I'm already off to find the answer. 🕵️♀️

2/4/2019 3:47:03 PM laurabusse Past incarcerations LOL

2/4/2019 3:58:54 PM _00111111_ ?

2/4/2019 4:00:29 PM helenjhall1 Satanic

2/4/2019 4:00:37 PM pedalfun4u penal servitude😊

2/4/2019 4:01:00 PM justanothersme1 Welcome to the floaters

I'm alphabet soup

Results vary by the minute

💙🙏

2/4/2019 4:01:51 PM helenjhall1 Evil

2/4/2019 4:03:27 PM covertress 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/FuIjTHCTBy

2/4/2019 4:03:38 PM imaginer77 I do keep that in mind, thank you. Gives perspective that the Great Awakening is literally happening right now and my own life parallels it

2/4/2019 4:04:52 PM imaginer77 🥰 pic.twitter.com/j6DYm4vvj4

2/4/2019 4:06:43 PM _00111111_ so sorry. truly traumatic event. i have had that happen to me. shook me to core. i made it. better for it if that makes any difference. but not easy to go 

thru and best i can say is i will just sit with you if you are ever super down..not alone is all.

2/4/2019 4:07:33 PM princesspatrio1 You are definitely not alone.❤️

2/4/2019 4:10:06 PM imaginer77 Means more than you know, thank you. Might just take you up on that 😉  gratefully, I’m seeing more light through the clouds now than I did initially.

2/4/2019 4:11:03 PM imaginer77 You all are awesome, glad I stumbled upon Thinksies tweet earlier. 💗🙏🏽

2/4/2019 4:12:00 PM imaginer77  pic.twitter.com/ZY7Ra2FOUr

2/4/2019 4:12:06 PM _00111111_ i wrote this when i was dumped left alone and still yearning for some love out there to match the love in my chest i was feeling but had no one to give 

it too...i often found myself longing for what had left me...love..not the person...i had it in me tho 

https://twitter.com/_00111111_/status/1092289532588904451 …

2/4/2019 4:13:28 PM ayethespy thanks, I just saw that on my settings, cleared them, no wonder crazee stuff shows up

2/4/2019 4:13:53 PM jane_q_patriot It's the *NEW* LGBTQ+ !!! I'm a Liberty-loving Galactic Bible Trump Q Fag! 😃

2/4/2019 4:13:56 PM justanothersme1 Couldn't get much better

Had excellent weather

Enjoyed lots of sun

And got lots more done

Now I have some time

To have some fun

Now if I can find everyone

😄

2/4/2019 4:13:57 PM _00111111_ im glad we are speaking at all..love connecting again with people i follow that are cool...but twitter disappears from me..you are always a kind anon 

imaginer

2/4/2019 4:16:39 PM _00111111_ this song is always hauntingly reassuring to me...the sentiment expressed isnt just reserved for romantic connections but truly an empathic way of 

saying to a hurting person..ill be with you...follow you into the dark...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDHY1D0tKRA …

2/4/2019 4:17:26 PM imaginer77 Same to you 00111111 ☺️, though some libs on here may disagree with you haha

2/4/2019 4:18:25 PM imaginer77 I got something for that 😉🇺🇸✊🏽 pic.twitter.com/r5No1cUskZ

2/4/2019 4:19:46 PM imaginer77 Wow. Yea that’s pretty accurate to how I felt initially. Now I just want to focus on this movement, heart stuff aside. It clogs my brain

2/4/2019 4:20:19 PM jane_q_patriot These are the three that set us free... God, Guns, and Q!!!

2/4/2019 4:21:37 PM anticsmom Just tell it like it is they can shove it right straight up their asses. Lol I guarantee you and I are on the same lists my beautiful Patriot sister. What they 

deem dangerous are those with a brain that use it and think for themselves. We won't back down EVER! #WWG1WGA 💖🙏

2/4/2019 4:24:21 PM warangel1111 Amen

2/4/2019 4:25:06 PM amy221622 CBD is non-psychoactive, to get “high” you must consume THC.

2/4/2019 4:27:35 PM princesspatrio1 Love this! 😎👏👏👏

2/4/2019 4:29:49 PM justanothersme1 And all three

Defeat our enemy

2/4/2019 4:31:03 PM qtpi3_14 I forever think of you when I see this gif, Lady!  ☺  love that kitty!

2/4/2019 4:35:05 PM jane_q_patriot Soon to experience the pillars of PAIN. But... they asked for it.

2/4/2019 4:37:26 PM ldsmith011_dawn So agree with u.

2/4/2019 4:38:59 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/lCssnBHRyJ

2/4/2019 4:40:35 PM hammyovermiami Agreed. I have a picture of Alice (the girl that inspired Alice in Wonderland) as a screensaver on my phone. Each time I use the phone, I want to cry for 

her.

2/4/2019 4:42:14 PM _00111111_ yes good idea...i chose to dwell way to long in my moroseness...wore my sadness like a comforting blanket...pined away fruitlessly and it did me little 

good...best thing to do is get out of ones emotions if at all possible...it will lead to less cloudy judgement for sure.

2/4/2019 4:42:57 PM cryptogamer11 R u serious?

2/4/2019 4:45:35 PM imaginer77 Exactly. My heart needs a break for a good long while. Need it for what’s to come :)

2/4/2019 4:49:04 PM imaginer77 Cheers! 🍻

2/4/2019 4:49:55 PM princesspatrio1 🍻 Cheers!

2/4/2019 4:50:08 PM laurabusse Reincar-cerations LOL

2/4/2019 4:50:54 PM theydontknowwe1 Favorite!

2/4/2019 4:50:55 PM laurabusse Ha a real Freudian slip love it LOL

2/4/2019 4:56:15 PM anticsmom Trust NO ONE BUT YOURSELF!

2/4/2019 4:56:49 PM anticsmom 😹😹😹

2/4/2019 5:07:05 PM cskiesthlimit Evening y'all!👋

Look what I found today!!! What a gift🤗glad you had a good day, hope everyone did💜💜💜 pic.twitter.com/rRbs5Yix8H



2/4/2019 5:15:53 PM iamyou132 What are your feelings on resveratrol?

2/4/2019 5:21:16 PM _chelseaproject Is it true that oil naturally forms in earth's crust and is not a fossil fuel?

2/4/2019 5:25:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm sorry I'm weird and can't ignore it. Everyday is a learning day for all. As I believe All is One, I'm reminding myself that in the United States when we 

use "quotations," everything goes on the inside of the quotation, "commas and periods." Example "profile." not "profile".

2/4/2019 5:25:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Again this is a note to self.....sorry.

2/4/2019 5:25:54 PM themightyadad have the tribunals started?

2/4/2019 5:27:31 PM princesspatrio1 Wow! So beautiful!

2/4/2019 5:29:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd So then the majority of American People have been put on a list.

2/4/2019 5:29:42 PM _chelseaproject When you have AMAs why do you ignore 95% of the questions? IDK possibly we can't see the answers. It seems kinda larpy, frankly.

2/4/2019 5:32:54 PM deplorabldamsel Ask *Majestic Anything :)

2/4/2019 5:38:29 PM djlok I wonder if MJ12 got locked out again.  That's what happened last time the AMA was a no go.

2/4/2019 5:40:15 PM irisfoxnycgrand Your words give me great comfort.

2/4/2019 5:44:49 PM djlok I think the late term abortion exposure was very intentional. I think it was to prepare the masses or "normies" for what they are about to learn...and 

what we already know.

2/4/2019 5:50:49 PM cypressbill1980 she is soo beautiful and i hope  they all look like that..

if nobama can be a t-ranny as 1st lady mrs Trump can be an alien

2/4/2019 5:55:56 PM burkewinkler I've found no "open source" superior solutions to problematical-corrupt fractional-reserve-banking/evil-Central-Bank-money-printing-&-getting-infinite-

interest-for-private-families.  This planet or beyond, what is better system?  Gold-backed currency... or what is better beyond?

2/4/2019 6:07:28 PM goodmedicine4us What is the cure?  Direct clear answer please.

2/4/2019 6:20:10 PM scylla17 What would they do if we all decide to make the list?

2/4/2019 6:20:49 PM sailorpractical “Extremist” and “Dangerous” are words projected by the same people to describe President Trump. Where do I sign up? I’m in for the train ride to 

freedom from all this BS.

2/4/2019 6:23:00 PM unidentifiedta1 Is DJT character a part of a Hegelian dialectic story written by Tavistock and their Masters? Can the common folk trust DJT?

2/4/2019 6:39:09 PM goodmedicine4us Why is it just Majestic12?  Why shouldn't it be Majestic7.5 Billion?  Why should the few have power over the whole of humanity if collective 

consciousness has the potential to unify our collective destiny?  #WWG1WGA must need to mean more than just 12.

2/4/2019 6:44:38 PM djlok "We are Majestic 12".  Just kidding!  Wanted to talk like MJ12 for a second there!

I think "returning power to the people" is where @realDonaldTrump gets that line from.  I think that is the goal...to give power we didn't know we ever 

even had back to us.

2/4/2019 7:03:08 PM 00loll0 ..that and it could be a big distraction,look there,don't look here since we all caught on to the false flag operations.

2/4/2019 7:05:24 PM 00loll0 Can you talk to us about the Getty Center?

2/4/2019 7:11:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What is even more disturbing than this is private companies such as Amazon storing (and having access to) Top Secret US data.  Not only do they have 

our personal data, they have .gov's data too

2/4/2019 7:14:10 PM michael83341408 Still seeking more info other than "clowns" on blue sky New York event

2/4/2019 7:18:22 PM howdoyoumakeah1 GANNETT... Headquartered in VIRGINIA.  You know what else just so happens to be HQ'd in VA?  I'll give you a 3-letter guess

2/4/2019 7:19:09 PM howdoyoumakeah1 More like sacrificed

2/4/2019 7:23:52 PM lovesthelight It is retagged everynight at minimum.  Clear all except items like photography, pets, books, etc...  This has made it so I only have to clear each night.  

Prior when I cleared everything I ended up having to do it multiple times a day.

2/4/2019 7:31:04 PM happykat9 What the heck, you're right!  This is f***d up! pic.twitter.com/nKaHRG5Ici

2/4/2019 7:37:34 PM formidious We have pics and vids! pic.twitter.com/ADcchd7Jou

2/4/2019 7:42:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd How is that possible? In polarity there is one or the other, no neutral. If you are neutral at some point you have a choice to make. You can live in love or 

fear, you can live in light or dark, the choice is yours.

2/4/2019 7:42:43 PM dilaraesengil Desperation is an ugly thing, isn't it? They are REALLY desperate!!! LOLLL

2/4/2019 7:43:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd Balance can mean many things. If a person is in balance they've made their choice already and it's the choice of light...love.

2/4/2019 7:48:05 PM dilaraesengil oh you can bet your gitmo bobble heads that it will! (hes on the list 👇) pic.twitter.com/qsBbo6cOCy

2/4/2019 7:50:29 PM goodmedicine4us Is this true? pic.twitter.com/dlRCGvzw8z

2/4/2019 7:50:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 A: Op list clown accounts are used to signal fake news hit pieces. Twitter then uses those fake pieces as a tracking tool determining who the opposition 

is to official State propaganda. By getting on these lists, you will continue to be shadow banned. Its how they track you. IDs.

2/4/2019 7:54:10 PM covertress Can't seem to find any research on  plant-based protein being better than protein from meat

And, I'm not convinced that switching from my #carnivore diet will raise my consciousness, but I'm 100% sure doing so would be detrimental to my 

health

 http://MeatHeals.com  #yes2meat

2/4/2019 7:54:18 PM freestateojones I've heard these have to be unchecked daily, is that the only workaround at the moment?

2/4/2019 7:54:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇻🇪 is cabal honeypot for sourcing children. Ratlines must come to an end. Reconcile history and ET presence among those peoples. Coincidence? The 

temples only changed form. The sacrifices continue to this day. Moloch is among us in higher densities of consciousness. Fear. Avoid.

2/4/2019 7:55:59 PM strayhen The FB ads interests are super scary, every car dealer in the U.S. literally has my phone number, thanx to FB

2/4/2019 7:57:03 PM strayhen Me. ❤️

2/4/2019 7:57:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Another day and we shall discuss that. After all, that is what is in our profile banner image at the present time. In due course you shall get a debriefing 

on these magicks, for now, use the resources provided in the mega nz link. Great start there. Explore with caution and love.

2/4/2019 7:59:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not allow yourself to become poisoned by warfare games. Destruction of this Cabal should not result in the ushering in of a new Cabal. History 

always shows us to lead to more death. Instead, Great Awakening is designed to not establish new "leaders" but to be SHEEP NO MORE.

2/4/2019 7:59:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We aren't done with the leaking yet.

Stay tuned.

2/4/2019 8:00:20 PM theydontknowwe1 Just beautiful Cindy!

2/4/2019 8:02:51 PM jamesbradleey I've got the answer already, and it has to do with higher dimensions, thank you

2/4/2019 8:03:49 PM thelilkingryan This is why Twitter was used... pic.twitter.com/l4bapwKYz3

2/4/2019 8:04:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The plan is to do a positive roll out of new organ growth cloning services from your own DNA. Very affordable solution to organ harvesting. The 

technology exists. Wolves who feed need prey to hunt. Cloning technology is not all bad, as are other things Majestic.

2/4/2019 8:05:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its math does.

2/4/2019 8:05:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ultimatum

2/4/2019 8:06:49 PM 222714ftw That’s some bullshit they do what they want nobody cares assholes🤬😡😡

2/4/2019 8:07:28 PM 222714ftw That is some more bullshit these people are evil🤬😡😡

2/4/2019 8:09:55 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/lJeDsmHXdm

2/4/2019 8:10:13 PM zagnett Including the pancreas? Bye bye Type I diabetes?



2/4/2019 8:11:53 PM goodmedicine4us You said the economy was fixed.

Did you mean "fixed"? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091522574050316289 …

2/4/2019 8:12:50 PM lori_dee1 I'm going to prepare myself for more info coming our way! The reality of this topic has been hard for me. Knowing more is going to be revealed, I can 

prepare myself by ensuring my energy calibrates at a high level. Others are going to need a lot of support as well.

2/4/2019 8:13:45 PM zagnett Thanks MJ. Will it be quite direct?

Or will it be coded/gematria-based, & we'll have to wait for SerialBrain2 to figure it out?

2/4/2019 8:14:26 PM lbf777 So basically give me wall money or else I will declare an emergency on Feb 15?

2/4/2019 8:16:33 PM mongrelglory So it's not like the scenario in the movie "The Island" where they had problems just growing the organs and instead had to grow entire people?

2/4/2019 8:17:46 PM happypawstreats I received this link earlier today. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/politics/2019/3058421.html?fbclid=IwAR2w0EVfFnuP34sh8YGAUwEOch4kgZGZ7rBLKCIlR93yOiqk2s3X7MNAleI …

2/4/2019 8:19:17 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼

2/4/2019 8:19:22 PM aprilbrown99 What are the symbols or “words” around the IS BEs aura on your banner?  Looks like there are also a few around the pituitary gland as well. Are they  

telepathic comms or thoughts?

2/4/2019 8:21:27 PM randthompson16 😁👍

2/4/2019 8:22:25 PM mongrelglory I'm reading the Carlos Castaneda book right now.  He was always one of my favourites. 😊

2/4/2019 8:22:31 PM imaginer77 Sure is. Badge of honor he followed me a cpl weeks ago

2/4/2019 8:24:09 PM 00loll0 I can understand that but it's still wrong,if they misled the majority of people and were unclear about all of the info they are collecting,every single 

detail and doing whatever then they deliberatly tricked us and should be held accountable for it.

2/4/2019 8:28:26 PM warangel1111 Wish he would follow me .. Gen Flynn is a True American Hero.. Prayers go up for him and his family daily in my home.. Love that Man 🙏🏻❤️

2/4/2019 8:31:13 PM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona @sara_maestroni @MrMyskin

2/4/2019 8:33:09 PM stickyhammer  pic.twitter.com/ZvaHzq9KW5

2/4/2019 8:34:51 PM stefanofait Something that needed to be told

2/4/2019 8:36:51 PM warangel1111 Well Aware and Waiting Patiently For This to come out 👊👍

2/4/2019 8:37:29 PM mongrelglory They've encouraged us to try answering each other's questions as an exercise in sharing knowledge between ourselves.  They won't answer a question 

that was previously answered by them. Hence why I told you the answer they had given.

2/4/2019 8:37:39 PM oo1o110 By their fruits you shall know them....

2/4/2019 8:37:47 PM rick_hernandez This is wisdom. Posts like these help people see the truth about this account

2/4/2019 8:38:31 PM imaginer77 I believe he will, it took forever lol

2/4/2019 8:39:12 PM stefanofait Pretty much same list here

2/4/2019 8:40:19 PM stickyhammer According to NBC, we're all Russian Trolls... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/russian-troll-accounts-purged-twitter-pushed-qanon-other-

conspiracy-theories-n966091 …

2/4/2019 8:40:40 PM mongrelglory Also, they won't answer questions if the information is still classified, or if they think the answer might alter the time-line.

2/4/2019 8:41:19 PM warangel1111 Yeah they can Suck it 😂

2/4/2019 8:43:01 PM imaginer77 The most of any hashtag 👌🏽😁 pic.twitter.com/UQtLbW6Lv2

2/4/2019 8:48:38 PM mongrelglory I'm taking 3000 IU of Vit D a day as well as Omega 3's and magnesium.  My family is loaded with alcoholism, OCD, and manic-depression.  I inherited 

the tendency to OCD and depression starting when I was a child. Multiple severe depressions through-out my life until SSRIs. When...

2/4/2019 8:49:54 PM blsdbe I am greatly looking forward to a time when we use our collective consciousness and wisdom to guide our civilization. Thank you.

2/4/2019 8:52:30 PM 1_decided_voter Does engineering organization refer to those that are orchestrating propaganda?

2/4/2019 8:53:43 PM mongrelglory ...I go off them I don't have problems with withdrawal symptoms, but I relapse with depression within a year of stopping them. When I'm on them, I 

feel "normal" with what I feel is my usual optimism.  When I'm off the meds, life becomes very difficult for me.

2/4/2019 8:55:17 PM blsdbe Thank you for asking this, following.

2/4/2019 8:56:57 PM stickyhammer And they are using this story to support the other...

 https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/arizona-veterans-group-finds-homeless-camp-fuels-new-pizzagate-style-n880956 …

2/4/2019 9:01:24 PM imaginer77 Great. Next they’ll interview someone like SRA and bring it home

2/4/2019 9:04:48 PM t_hayden07 Hey....me too. Wtf?!?! pic.twitter.com/bksnH365tE

2/4/2019 9:05:34 PM blsdbe There may be some real benefit in us folks, trying to support others that are awakening, engaging in some regular prayers and/or meditations together 

to focus our intent on supporting ourselves and each other as well.

2/4/2019 9:05:40 PM zagnett Yeah, that's going to be some trippy fun!

2/4/2019 9:07:12 PM blsdbe I can see how this would be a good thing...it would give joint replacement a whole new outlook. Hopefully we can avoid abusing the technology once 

it’s released.

2/4/2019 9:09:09 PM blsdbe Numerology based on the Hebrew Alphabet?

2/4/2019 9:10:05 PM iamkevinlearl1 I thought patriots were in control?

2/4/2019 9:10:47 PM blsdbe Hahahahaha😍😇😍😇 (maybe a tiny bit o’sarcasm, ladies n gents ;-)

2/4/2019 9:11:27 PM daveo6145 Can we collectively manifest the mass arrests?

2/4/2019 9:12:10 PM lori_dee1 Yes Christine I agree!! What are your thoughts on having a recorded guided meditation people could listen to at their convenience? I am a Certified 

Hypnotherapist and would be honored to provide it as my contribution to support the awaking.

2/4/2019 9:12:54 PM daveo6145 Yes per @kabamur_taygeta her clone was running around for awhile but has been deceased. Lyndsey B on 8chan put out some info too

2/4/2019 9:13:40 PM pastorjon9 Don't forget CranioSacral Therapy. My primary care doc at the VA just sent me to the first of 10 such appts today. Works well.

2/4/2019 9:18:35 PM blsdbe Wow, that would an incredible gift, and I lok forward to hearing more! I would also love to participate in regular time that we all just decide to ‘meet’ in 

our own prayer or meditation, like the groups of 3 that MJ has alluded to previously.

2/4/2019 9:20:43 PM hawkgirlinmn I really need to watch that whole series!

2/4/2019 9:21:05 PM lori_dee1 That would be amazing! I will DM you and we can connect...

2/4/2019 9:22:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Praying for her now 🙏🏼

2/4/2019 9:23:31 PM blsdbe Do it! I just followed you 😇

2/4/2019 9:45:00 PM petitchevalb Thank you

2/4/2019 10:01:45 PM hellouncledonny @Twitter vs #1stAmendment

#msm vs @realDonaldTrump

#Satan vs #Jesus

#rituals vs #morals

#Darkness vs #LIGHT

#shills vs #Patriots

#Evil vs #QAnon 

In the end, God always wins. #twitter and @jack would be stupid banning @HelloUncleDonny's account

He really is my uncle you know. pic.twitter.com/y1hoAsUdV3



2/4/2019 10:08:25 PM natureinspace We have the same problem with the Liberals here. They want to give away every dime to other countries and illegals and give almost nothing to our 

citizens, vets included. Illegals in the US are never homeless. Vets are though.

2/4/2019 10:32:41 PM 1_decided_voter "Another day and we shall discuss that."

Interesting phrasing. As if to say wait one more day (until SOTU?) and then that shall be discussed. Am I misreading that?

2/4/2019 10:34:51 PM gi6stars Thank you for this @Cordicon posted this a few weeks back. He said to uncheck the box's. When I did that,  I saw a lot more list and get a lot more 

retweets.

2/5/2019 12:12:49 AM diaptera_80 Swedish radio just announced Sweden as the third best country in the world. Of course, it was based on how much you give to other countries, and 

how much you do in the name of climate change. Where do all donations really go?

2/5/2019 12:18:39 AM weremight why not the timezone offsets for US based timezones, in standard time.  In other words.... 0 Hour, Zulu time?

2/5/2019 1:09:37 AM enomai_ What is the deal with all of this news about the earth and galaxy changing? North pole magnetic shifts, then something about the milky way galaxy 

warping as well?

2/5/2019 1:43:59 AM jswdh1 I was thinking the same thing with all the Muslim extremist immigrating to Canada! That will be another huge fight! But should be done simultaneously!

2/5/2019 2:05:05 AM __jabird__ What would stop an individual from sending one or all of these companies a bill for a commission or fee for the $ made selling our data and making 

millions? Then when they ignore it file a UCC-1 and a certificate of dishonor and attacking their credit until they pay?

2/5/2019 2:06:02 AM __jabird__ Amen

2/5/2019 2:35:04 AM cocopuffster12 Oh, ok Cammy with 5 followers. Beat it

2/5/2019 4:00:32 AM amy221622 Yes, each strain (cultivar) has multiple cannabinoids. The CBD compound itself does not get you high. Most over the counter CBD products you 

purchase are derived from hemp which contains less than .3% THC.

2/5/2019 4:14:25 AM phxrising8 Ditto pic.twitter.com/DfRLtNeKqx

2/5/2019 4:16:43 AM phxrising8 I have the Thrones thing too... WTH??!!

2/5/2019 4:18:51 AM keith369me Have you run across this one Lisa?   https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-real-story-of-the-man-who-claims-to-have-come-from-the-nation-Taured-in-

1954 …. Might be a clue into timelines

2/5/2019 4:27:03 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Blood of a Unicorn...didn’t understand this until watching David Zublick’s video yesterday.  What is the age range for “unicorns”?  Is 

house arrest (for some) an intended death sentence?

2/5/2019 4:31:14 AM keith369me They already have it

2/5/2019 4:46:14 AM appalachanon @missfawnelaine the temples only changed form.

2/5/2019 4:58:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd I have question regarding Molech/Moloch. How can this "being/entity" be anything other than of lower dimensions? No way possible could be higher 

density than us as this entity would have already undergone Spiritual Evolution and the ascension process bringing it closer to Source.

2/5/2019 5:02:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd Molech/Moloch was the deity Ammorities worshiped and was a "do nothing" God. False God, he gave them nothing, they gave them their first born by 

murder. How can this "fake God" go from nothing to "powerful?" Having a hard time believing ole Mo Mo is REAL....c'mon!

2/5/2019 5:08:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Experiencing higher dimensions changes you.

2/5/2019 5:16:14 AM clockworkanon The challenge to subdue emotion is taxing. Perhaps you were given a key but not yet meant to turn the ignition.

2/5/2019 5:35:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 When did we tell you this? https://twitter.com/LyleKlich/status/1092771914295185408 …

2/5/2019 5:36:41 AM gloriafluck It was obvious from the beginning.  Everything for,profit and control!

2/5/2019 5:38:05 AM keith369me Welcome to our brave new world

2/5/2019 5:39:35 AM jollyrob2 😔

2/5/2019 5:45:41 AM nicmccormic Long ago

2/5/2019 5:45:48 AM rezinated1 Sucks they lied but , is it bad to solve cold cases? 🤷🏻♂️

2/5/2019 5:46:43 AM curt_avila They have specific topics in mind they want to discuss but the questions must be asked organically to carry any weight.

2/5/2019 5:59:42 AM wwtravelr Wtf

2/5/2019 6:02:09 AM jimhayzlett You may not be the source of this info, but it seems that you believe you are.  Shame on your nefarious ways against Humanity. 😇

2/5/2019 6:03:15 AM bbobbio71 Can they be,  with awareness,  be identified easily?

2/5/2019 6:08:21 AM bbobbio71 Is this part of "Disclosure" or is someone just trying to make a name for themselves because most (Annons and MJ followers) already know. 

https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/science/ct-harvard-astronomer-aliens-20190204-story.html …

2/5/2019 6:08:59 AM lynnboyce7 Thank you

2/5/2019 6:09:25 AM areckoningday Seemed like a pretty obvious thing to many of us. As interesting as the premise of why one would pursue their true origins is, that DNA in a box idea 

never rang true to me.

2/5/2019 6:09:59 AM lynnboyce7 Wow, thank you

2/5/2019 6:09:59 AM bbobbio71 It's a tough one for sure to avoid all of it

2/5/2019 6:11:01 AM bbobbio71 Many,

2/5/2019 6:12:22 AM ygwiryn Never

2/5/2019 6:13:50 AM darrahsfriend Got to a private lab.

2/5/2019 6:18:43 AM bbobbio71 The dems aren't finished destroying themselves.  I'm sure what ever POTUS says tonight will send them into a complete frenzy for the world to see.

2/5/2019 6:21:10 AM la_nimboni Be Bespoke. https://twitter.com/jeetsidhu_/status/1091864299440619521?s=19 …

2/5/2019 6:21:56 AM gourangaoo As far as I have read, Alice is underground in a massive dug out supposedly made and then decommissioned for a larger hedron collider than CERN. The 

government claimed the project too costly to complete which doesn't sound very convincing to me!

2/5/2019 6:34:45 AM cosmic_engineer You get to do 3D again.  Word on the street is a nice new sphere will be graduating from 2D and receiving residents within the Pleiades System.

3D (yellow-ray) will switch to potentiation for 75,000 years on Great Mother.  Then reseeding.

2/5/2019 6:43:07 AM burgersandra Something to also consider:

"If you believe that the past was set, then you never have a future." p. 55....

Reaffirm a new present.  Don't reaffirm the past by thinking about it....p.57.

Ramtha

A Master's Key For Manipulating Time

 https://www.amazon.com/Masters-Manipulating-Time-Fireside-Vol/dp/1578730643 …

2/5/2019 6:55:26 AM thoughttazer We are so enslaved and programmed that we voluntarily, though unwittingly, surrender our own privacy! Giving DNA, agreeing to data sharing, etc. 

What's a mere mortal to do? How does one function in the information age without playing along? Paradoxical!

2/5/2019 6:56:13 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Coincidence?  I don't think so!  Nice work MJ12!!

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/ushome/index.html … https://twitter.com/Majestic/status/832969709859516418 …

2/5/2019 7:05:38 AM moemc8 I'm sure they have many ways of obtaining our DNA and have everyone's already.  How about red cross donations?  Regular check-up lab work?  

Hospital visits?  I've lost my trust in all.

2/5/2019 7:13:15 AM jen_baby72 IKR !!!& now that I think about it .. there was that SuperBowl commercial w/Game of Thrones & Budlight that was being talked about, but I didn’t get 

it, the symbolism? But then to see this in my Twatter preferences.. really strange!

2/5/2019 7:21:14 AM uiet_q Old news at least 6 months



2/5/2019 7:23:26 AM mongrelglory Taking babies umbilical cord blood when they're born...

They also used to make us save the placentas in a big freezer.  When I asked the nurse what it was for...research?  They said "no, they sell it to 

cosmetic companies." Didn't even ask the mothers for permission. 🤨

2/5/2019 7:26:29 AM mongrelglory Problem is, DNA evidence for the courts has been shown to be much more unreliable than people believe.  Too many opportunities for contamination 

in labs, or misinterpreting test results.  It's not so "fool-proof" as the TV shows portray and many have been wrongfully convicted.

2/5/2019 7:28:39 AM wakingdream93 Thank you. That is my feeling now as well.

2/5/2019 7:31:32 AM mongrelglory I've read news stories where they say that the companies don't even have reliable methods for interpreting the test results for ethnicity.  They 

compare it to ethnic genetic samples that they already have, but many of their "control samples" are over-generalized and inaccurate.

2/5/2019 7:36:30 AM mongrelglory A great way for the Cabal to collect genetic samples so they can engineer viruses that target specific populations.  I've read that the SARS virus was 

their attempt to target Asians.  Many of the people who died here in Toronto had Asian ancestry (Chinese, Filipino etc...).

2/5/2019 7:36:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't claim to be the source of any information. Please go back and re-read the disclaimers we have tweeted.

2/5/2019 7:39:07 AM rhondanight No surprise here

2/5/2019 7:39:49 AM mongrelglory Don't feel bad!  I almost got suckered in to buying a kit too.  It's natural to be curious about one's family history, especially if you don't have access to 

any information.  When we make First Contact with ETs, you'll be able to say your "Terran" (from Earth). 😉

2/5/2019 7:46:09 AM covertress Pandora's box indeed, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

But, what a wonderful gift it contains!

Thank you. ♥️

2/5/2019 8:09:24 AM olimyracle Please Sirs, care to explain

Thank you

💞 https://twitter.com/Pontifex_fr/status/1092475758495309826?s=19 …

2/5/2019 8:11:48 AM olimyracle Sorry, here the english version https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1092475559014207488?s=19 …

2/5/2019 8:15:27 AM tymecrystal 4th dimensions still have evil....hence your nightmares are in 4th....Molecule=Molec+ule goat...our DNA is what this story is about

2/5/2019 8:16:17 AM adsvel Very interesting...😎

2/5/2019 8:34:22 AM missy968 I shop on the outside aisles of the store. Generally that is where the single ingredient items are located like produce meats dairy

2/5/2019 8:38:10 AM goldste57881662 Knew it...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092778849396506625 …

2/5/2019 8:46:59 AM doyle_eng .@SenatorWong .@billshortenmp —

• You were warned:  https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification/ 

Posted: Feb 6th 2019, 3:39 AM AEDT

—

Cc: .@CliveFPalmer .@DepSecDef .@realDonaldTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SenatorWong/status/1092679324275097600 …

2/5/2019 8:48:45 AM phreatomagnetic Density is one scale

Polarity is another

There are negatively (service to self) polarized entities with higher density of consciousness.

2/5/2019 8:57:56 AM djlok I think that is EXACTLY what [they] are up to. [They] ARE the criminals. My DNA test (As well as 99% of the pop) doesn't point to any criminal activities 

bc we aren't criminals. But what it does do is give access to our genetic coding which can be changed through vaccines, etc.

2/5/2019 9:32:59 AM beatsbyblaine RV/NESARA?

2/5/2019 9:59:06 AM spector2019 I already knew this.

2/5/2019 10:03:11 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 169 arrests! #SaveTheChildren 

On a side note: I've heard the Super Bowl (superb owl?) itself as an event, is quite a big hit for those involved in human trafficking. Any truth you can 

share?

 https://www.ajc.com/news/crime--law/fbi-169-arrested-human-trafficking-investigation-leading-super-bowl/7WIDtEiQmwo2T6yy6tF2XL/ …

2/5/2019 10:40:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 BOOM

 BOOM

  BOOM

   BOOM https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-army-training-20190204-story.html …

2/5/2019 10:43:07 AM jrocktigers Exercise til Feb. 9th, eh?

2/5/2019 10:43:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Training"

2/5/2019 10:46:09 AM jandydill A training exercise? Highly doubtful.

2/5/2019 10:46:31 AM mskeens1962 💥💥💥💥

2/5/2019 10:47:52 AM pillhard  pic.twitter.com/gqDoKT7aq8

2/5/2019 10:48:25 AM aleks8837 Now we're talking!

Open source intelligence reference: https://robertdavidsteele.com/ 

2/5/2019 10:52:27 AM mr_bone_crusher Training exercise is just a cover story. Actual op went down.

2/5/2019 10:52:34 AM si11112018 Ah yes... just another of them in town last minute training deals again... huh

2/5/2019 10:52:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ratlines shall be cleaned.

2/5/2019 10:53:09 AM thoughttazer DUMBS? Pedo-Transport Tunnels? Active Ops?

The last "Battle of Los Angeles" was in the sky.

2/5/2019 10:53:13 AM zack_stone Imagine what has been done under the guise of "training exercise"

2/5/2019 10:53:16 AM jones9536 Yes!!!

2/5/2019 10:53:18 AM realalleron When?

2/5/2019 10:53:57 AM sleky19 02/15

2/5/2019 10:54:12 AM 979_7740 Ahah Yes there are many

2/5/2019 10:54:38 AM thoughttazer  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wwrxyjhw30Q …

2/5/2019 10:55:29 AM charlesxtoxsome @GroundZeroMedia

2/5/2019 10:56:44 AM melanieanders7 Ocala National Forest are having Navy air stoke practice again this last week too. Although, it was posted on their site so we may be watchful of any 

strayed animals. :/ wondering if it’s really necessary to drop bombs in a federal reserve?

2/5/2019 10:57:19 AM rosesrred0119 There were exactly 4 loud Booms in Oclawaha Fl yesterday as well.. coincidence?

2/5/2019 10:58:32 AM lbf777 You said the economy was fixed. How so and why can't we feel the change?

2/5/2019 10:58:56 AM freeandoriginal Looking forward to !!!

2/5/2019 11:01:12 AM 1crazy_toaster fighting in the cloaked

2/5/2019 11:02:10 AM freestateojones Amen. pic.twitter.com/6Nsuf0cxel

2/5/2019 11:02:16 AM doesntm10760733  pic.twitter.com/iV7iBoQJLz



2/5/2019 11:03:28 AM dream9_87 Thank you for everything you guys do pic.twitter.com/oSR192XWDz

2/5/2019 11:03:41 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1092823072720252929?s=19 …

2/5/2019 11:03:52 AM zagnett Presumably to make sure "rats" among the Ds & Rs & Pedowood take T's ultimatum tonight seriously. So maybe more of them will stand-down 

without a fight.

Hey rats: sound like a good idea!? We shouldn't have to have a national emergency on account of your stupidity. Stand down!!

2/5/2019 11:04:31 AM keith369me Blowing up underground tunnels?

2/5/2019 11:05:51 AM jimhayzlett That doesn’t clear Karma, Brother! 😇

2/5/2019 11:07:06 AM roaminnoodle It is revolting with what is happening re: abortion, baby parts pricing, etc. but even more so now with "late-term" abortions. AKA murder.

THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK!

2/5/2019 11:09:22 AM nicmccormic Let's see... We have spy planes in the air, then a training mission that landed helicopters in the streets of LA? Yep nothing to see here!

2/5/2019 11:09:35 AM diaptera_80 Great! 😂

2/5/2019 11:13:32 AM 3prison Warfare games as in pc gaming?

2/5/2019 11:14:49 AM zagnett "Rats" - anyone on the patriot's "naughty" list due to abuse, trafficking, etc., and hopefully due for a takedown - SURRENDER! Leave our society in an 

orderly fashion, with no more harm done to anyone. You are not welcome here!

2/5/2019 11:21:49 AM smith_jere Best news of the day!

2/5/2019 11:22:43 AM agoodyear2015 Ratlines were a system of escape routes for Nazis and other fascists fleeing Europe at the end of World War II. These escape routes mainly led toward 

havens in Latin America, particularly Argentina, Paraguay, Colombia, Brazil, Uruguay, Mexico, Guatemala, Ecuador and Bolivia....

2/5/2019 11:27:42 AM skeye_watching That angel doesn't make you one either, though you may believe you are one. 😉

2/5/2019 11:31:41 AM 1ra_enelor I knew this long ago! I told everyone I knew NOT to do ANY of these tests!

2/5/2019 11:37:12 AM liberty_2q2q Wonderful!! 

That definitely deserves a BOOM! 💥

2/5/2019 11:38:27 AM liberty_2q2q 👍

2/5/2019 11:40:21 AM liberty_2q2q If I had to guess...I would say, already in progress.

2/5/2019 11:42:38 AM liberty_2q2q  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1092826774566621184?s=19 …

2/5/2019 11:42:49 AM ellenca78112564 They are pushing this agenda far and wide~

2/5/2019 11:44:17 AM consortiapartn1 Is it time ? pic.twitter.com/zJ0PiUeRKs

2/5/2019 11:59:29 AM trishta41698653 And Trump just tweeted about how well Tiger was playing.

2/5/2019 12:05:08 PM nursewounds Anons knew 💪🇺🇸

2/5/2019 12:13:15 PM alphapatriotus and Long Beach...hmm🤔 ...shipping industry (trafficking)

2/5/2019 12:17:24 PM ragevirusqq P-8A Poseidon, An anti sub plane orbiting

2/5/2019 12:18:51 PM baggerfreya maybe they're finally cleaning up under The Getty?

2/5/2019 12:21:21 PM liberty_2q2q 😉

Nice!

2/5/2019 12:25:41 PM identityasxy .

Its only old news if you've already heard about it.

2/5/2019 12:28:02 PM tammymckeever Agree!  I wonder why they even bother unless they are just trying to see what is top of mind.  But I am very suspicious and have been for a bit.

2/5/2019 12:29:45 PM blsdbe Or the political warfare games?

2/5/2019 12:30:04 PM tammymckeever Where are replies to questions?

2/5/2019 12:35:36 PM 3prison Yeah.. Was not sure which 😆

2/5/2019 12:49:40 PM tamravee Wow !!!!!

2/5/2019 12:50:31 PM tamravee Well screw them

2/5/2019 12:50:48 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/cXoK2eO6UA

2/5/2019 12:53:20 PM lp083061 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/williamcraddick/status/1092875182123802624 …

2/5/2019 12:56:48 PM uiet_q Very true

2/5/2019 12:58:44 PM jimhayzlett Like You, I AM God’s Glorious Light ✨🌈🌟😇🔥💥💫✨

2/5/2019 1:06:03 PM skeye_watching That's good to know, we need all we can get. But never throw the baby out with the bathwater.  We can learn from those we think to be the enemy. 

They have bits & pieces of knowledge that are important to know, in what we are soon to be faced with.

2/5/2019 1:13:57 PM starehope Odd thought I have is the placenta is/was a living organism which can and will turn rancid. I imagine it would have a short shelf life. They do use them 

for burns.

2/5/2019 1:14:15 PM amywall52983825 Heard she died but they revived her and now she is alive from a machine or something. I dont know what to believe anymore.

2/5/2019 1:16:37 PM 1_decided_voter Last week we heard lots of BOOM going on around Camp Pendleton. "Mine clearing" according to their noise advisory. More "training"

 https://www.pendleton.marines.mil/Portals/98/Docs/Noise%20Reports/Noise%20Report%2002-08%20FEBRUARY%202019.pdf?ver=2019-01-29-

185147-133 …

2/5/2019 1:18:11 PM prmd21801759 Wow!! Thanks Majic!!

2/5/2019 1:23:21 PM coastal2002 How come I cant figure this out?! Help!

2/5/2019 1:29:57 PM belisarius132 I will say this once and once only. Q is completely verified at this point as Trump/NSA/MIL-INTEL. You need to spend time looking at the big stack of 

proofs but it is there. 'Aliens' (with the possible exception of transmissions) have been a CIA/MI6 operation from day 1.

2/5/2019 1:45:46 PM humanprimer Don't both ratlines and ratlanes cost a lot to keep open? What happens when the money dries up?

2/5/2019 1:47:58 PM melanieanders7 Strike* still waiting for that edit button, @Twitter

2/5/2019 1:49:00 PM wonderswords I cleared my interests yesterday and Twitter marked these fakery ones for me, they left the rest alone but marked these 2 about fake news, that I've 

never seen or heard of, LET ALONE INTERESTED IN. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/eAgNiKmrCa

2/5/2019 1:51:53 PM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the only check i placed or left here yesterday was Military, but somehow now it's Apprentice, and Trump game of Thrones, WTH is 

@ jack up to now  pic.twitter.com/vAMv8QcDZ4

2/5/2019 1:53:07 PM jimhayzlett Yes, I’ve had many conversations w MJ12.  They state that misinfo n disinfo are necessary, n poisoning humanity retards free will. Truth!✨🌎😇

2/5/2019 1:57:43 PM 7lifeisart Not according to this 

 http://illuminati-news.com/111906b.htm 

2/5/2019 2:00:56 PM aprilbrown99 😂😂😂

2/5/2019 2:02:42 PM djlok I think 9/11 was a "training" exercise as well. If you go back and listen to the hearings with Cynthia McKinney...she hits them hard about the "war 

games" scheduled for that day.

2/5/2019 2:03:48 PM missy968 Was a great video

2/5/2019 2:04:46 PM jrocktigers Si. Vegas massacre as well.

2/5/2019 2:05:21 PM gregacombs Let’s put this into context, do you commit crimes ? Where this would be applicable? Would it benefit you more to know about future complications and 

cures? The question is am I worried? Yes and No. as an patriot and citizen I’m all about privacy. Health I like the idea. Gov’t HNO



2/5/2019 2:08:45 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/UBB3KOg0pK

2/5/2019 2:11:01 PM allahuniversal Hmm, more boom https://twitter.com/NBCNewYork/status/1092898203664568326?s=19 …

2/5/2019 2:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 #SOTU pic.twitter.com/7GlxheGhOh

2/5/2019 2:24:12 PM jane_q_patriot This meme is Majestic.

2/5/2019 2:25:02 PM lovebling6  pic.twitter.com/PkJXftGbsk

2/5/2019 2:25:29 PM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/kqQ8QfzP4u

2/5/2019 2:25:47 PM bbobbio71 Is Putin friend or show?

Speaking of Venezuela

2/5/2019 2:27:10 PM christian144han 🙄🤔 https://www.arlnow.com/2019/02/05/breaking-lynn-street-closed-after-explosion-heard-in-rosslyn/ …

2/5/2019 2:28:47 PM lovebling6 By The Alliance?

2/5/2019 2:30:29 PM keith369me According to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 rattlines

2/5/2019 2:33:59 PM sugaralmand Feel like some pedovores just lost some underground tunnels 🤔

2/5/2019 2:34:26 PM turboxyde Riding the Mars energy today to higher levels of consciousness! Assert the ultimatum!

2/5/2019 2:34:29 PM susansw87 At least her neck and head will be erect  and not in her lap😏

2/5/2019 2:37:52 PM chapulincolored I tweeted this meme weeks ago, but I did not create it. 

But my question is, IS RBG dead?

Or Is she now something like this meme:  half-dead-half-machine?

2/5/2019 2:40:56 PM cidarean I donno... It seems we hear a lot about evil people being removed And replaced with clones.... Does anyone else see how convenient that is? It's very 

troubling. Try telling a random person RBG is dead and a clone is walking about... Understand our situation?

2/5/2019 2:46:08 PM allahuniversal F is the original #3, James V. Forrestal  https://history.defense.gov/Multimedia/Biographies/Article-View/Article/571293/james-v-forrestal/ …

2/5/2019 2:52:38 PM covertress "Destroy the image and you will break the enemy." ~ @williambanzai7

2/5/2019 2:58:13 PM allahuniversal TFW what I thought was a new ? had been answered already 😠🤦♀️ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079450935150010368?s=19 …

2/5/2019 3:03:29 PM moemc8 Are you telling us her clone is showing 2nite?

2/5/2019 3:04:25 PM 1crazy_toaster Booms are Part of disclosure suggests Kabamu....not Q related but to get people awake & questioning...its gotta start somewhere and if they cant put 

2 & 2 together re; spaceforce, more in your face actions required to wake them up.

2/5/2019 3:14:39 PM fanninryan What about the p9 Poseidon that was flying around la

2/5/2019 3:19:30 PM fanninryan  https://twitter.com/KNX1070/status/1092811919440789505?s=19 …

2/5/2019 3:26:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be P H E N O M E N A L!!!

2/5/2019 3:27:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen

2/5/2019 3:28:27 PM stoneturnr Interesting. Iran used Venezuela as a way to circumvent sanctions and broker a partnership between Hezbollah and the Sinaloa Cartel. The same 

Sinaloa cartel entwined with the NXIVM human trafficking ratlines https://freebeacon.com/politics/the-iran-hezbollah-venezuela-axis/ …

2/5/2019 3:28:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd And you know this bc your the "crickets and swamp gas guy" right?😉

2/5/2019 3:30:12 PM jaiagtp Very true, we are getting a slow boring partial disclosure over 50 years.

2/5/2019 3:31:48 PM coastal2002 Oh good grief! Duh! My brain wouldnt figure it out! Thanks so much!

2/5/2019 3:33:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd Where is that in FL, I live in FL. Atlantic side close to where POTUS has his home.

2/5/2019 3:36:24 PM clancy_birrell Distinctly Feminine feel in here today. Nice for a change.

2/5/2019 3:44:34 PM marshahodgson Haha. Nice.

2/5/2019 3:44:57 PM algator17 Majestic has been debunked as a fabrication.

2/5/2019 3:46:54 PM dgswilson that's so awful I feel compelled to retweet it

2/5/2019 3:53:34 PM pastorjon9 GinsBORG. The original is dead, [they] are trying to get us to believe the clone is the real thing so her seat on the SCOTUS can remain in [their] control.

2/5/2019 3:58:44 PM rachmatcorai33 The Storm Is Upon Us!!!!! 🙌🏼

2/5/2019 4:00:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd I realize this....very well. I died, left my body; intuitive and empath. Don't claim to know anything. I only know what I experience. Polarity is opposite 

ends. Density/Dimension...  http://www.worldtrans.org/lyssa/density.html …

My understanding of dimensions/density. Open to learn.

2/5/2019 4:07:52 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/lfsGiXzfpr

2/5/2019 4:08:07 PM destinlola Sorry to bother you, but I’ve been trying to get to this...it’s asking to log in, but won’t let me. Does this sound right?

2/5/2019 4:08:26 PM fanninryan Found the info https://twitter.com/AircraftSpots/status/1092614268095057921?s=19 …

2/5/2019 4:08:27 PM moemc8 Same goes for #GovCuomo and #NY

2/5/2019 4:09:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nice way to deflect from the true affiliation you have right there.

2/5/2019 4:09:25 PM gatorhaus SOTU bingo?

2/5/2019 4:13:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 He does not have a choice. He is a firewall.

2/5/2019 4:14:56 PM trumps_all What is he protecting????

2/5/2019 4:16:43 PM freestateojones Feel free to prove that as a reply to this tweet.

2/5/2019 4:17:57 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/g5nam3WIIB

2/5/2019 4:18:12 PM uiet_q He's taking one or else apparently.

2/5/2019 4:19:08 PM freestateojones Try telling a random person cloning is more or less a reality... understand our situation?

I was 11 when this article was published... https://www.nytimes.com/2004/11/19/science/us-ends-effort-at-un-to-ban-all-human-cloning.html …

2/5/2019 4:21:04 PM lenartjoe Well, I think that’s the timetable they are trying for. In reality it can be done safely at a much faster rate when we demonstrate that we’re smart 

enough to not fall for the left-right division agenda anymore. If POTUS sets a more unifying tone, this speeds up exponentially.

2/5/2019 4:27:09 PM daveschroeder18 I read those when I was 18 years old.  A long long time ago. It scared the hell out of me certain parts. I was actually thinking about Carlos Castaneda 

this morning, believe it or not. I want to reread the part where Don Juan passed through a slit in thin air or something like it

2/5/2019 4:27:26 PM rick_hernandez GinsBORG made me lol 😂

2/5/2019 4:29:12 PM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/fhbYlvLPoJ

2/5/2019 4:30:31 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/oi5RaU8lN5

2/5/2019 4:30:35 PM 1_decided_voter How many are firewalls like him? How many must be removed before the dam breaks?

2/5/2019 4:39:54 PM tommyo750 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It sounds like the indictments on C & C that are coming this Friday or next are not military but DOJ. If so, who handles the 

prosecution, DC or out of town?

2/5/2019 4:46:12 PM freestateojones You linked the same tweet of yours, that references @Slate of all outlets, 4 times and expect that to mean anything?

"Feel free to google the topic plenty of info" - some great advice.

2/5/2019 4:50:22 PM mattdawg80 Firewall for what?

2/5/2019 4:51:26 PM dogs_daze  pic.twitter.com/3ZLJty3MWd

2/5/2019 4:59:58 PM ladypatriot20 Once again, you're right, Mayor.

2/5/2019 5:04:13 PM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me here !



2/5/2019 5:06:02 PM mongrelglory I was 18 years old when I read the books too!  I loved the character of Don Juan, and would underline phrases in the books...especially the first book 

"Journey to Ixtlan".  I loved the phrase "Taking the path with heart".

2/5/2019 5:08:41 PM mongrelglory 🤡's in America.

2/5/2019 5:16:54 PM allahuniversal #Qanon is not your savior.

@Potus is not your savior.

@USMC is not your savior.

@USArmy s not your savior..

(Fill in the blank) is not your savior.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is not your savior

YOU are your savior. Always have been, always will be. You have #Power to save yourself. Use it.
2/5/2019 5:41:32 PM rosesrred0119 Central FL near Ocala

2/5/2019 5:49:47 PM speaakn It’s called MURDER! Demoncrats want babies murdered -they are just like the Nazis!

2/5/2019 5:53:14 PM libertyspring99 Are the booms ET spacecraft?

2/5/2019 5:53:50 PM _girlmaher_ Virginia is the suburbia of the Swamp. You can figure out the rest by yourself.

2/5/2019 5:57:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 D Members Not Attending #SOTU

Who are they?

Do they wear their symbols?

Were they invited?

No

The State of the Union Address

Those who know [who are good] can't sleep.

Nothing can stop what is coming.
2/5/2019 5:58:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/1024th "American Indian" #SOTU https://twitter.com/brithume/status/1092949848075259905 …

2/5/2019 5:59:04 PM covfefe_grande She’s a fraud

2/5/2019 5:59:12 PM mgreat4ever Who’s missing?  Where are their hoods for their robes?

2/5/2019 6:01:15 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - The planetary throat chakra descends upon Capitol hill tonight! I create as I speak!

2/5/2019 6:01:44 PM rachel33299371 They're all going down! Dark to LIGHT! WWG1WGA!

2/5/2019 6:02:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1092965748278874112 …

2/5/2019 6:03:09 PM cidarean Let's see what comes from this address tonight.

2/5/2019 6:04:03 PM jrocktigers F'in discgraceful! Most of us have 50% more Native American blood and would never claim Native American on any form.

2/5/2019 6:07:52 PM thoughttazer Only 5 from SCOTUS?

2/5/2019 6:10:09 PM lori_dee1 Steve Cohen (D-Tenn.)

John Lewis and Hank Johnson (D-Ga.)

Earl Blumenauer (D-Ore.)

And...RBG is absent

2/5/2019 6:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pay attention to who sits at "Country".

Majesty.

2/5/2019 6:11:26 PM lori_dee1 So grateful for our great President! 💖🙏🇺🇸

2/5/2019 6:11:27 PM allahuniversal "The Majesty of America's mission"

2/5/2019 6:11:45 PM rdeweese04 They’re taking their standing cues from Nancy.

2/5/2019 6:12:03 PM allahuniversal "The Majesty of America's mission"

2/5/2019 6:12:30 PM jrocktigers There are no coincidences.

2/5/2019 6:12:46 PM decodematrix The Majesty of America's mission!

2/5/2019 6:12:49 PM truth4disclosur I was just noticing that!!

2/5/2019 6:13:02 PM hawkgirlinmn 1/2 of the dems

2/5/2019 6:14:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Buzz isn’t wearing his “Get Your Ass to Mars” t-shirt 🥴😩

2/5/2019 6:14:15 PM jrocktigers Holy cow Majestic 12. It is all about majesty.

2/5/2019 6:14:51 PM mtr_epicwin77 That salute from Buzz Aldrin was beautiful...he knows!

2/5/2019 6:15:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some are wounded veterans who cannot stand.

Salute them.

All military members present are great personal friends with multiple MJ12 members.

Track D who sit.

Pocahontas was just sat down. pic.twitter.com/vidvPJwAMC

2/5/2019 6:17:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nancy cannot control herself.

Language is 80% nonverbal.

Words create reactions.

Reactions are language.

2/5/2019 6:17:38 PM hawkgirlinmn What is she reading?

2/5/2019 6:17:49 PM rdeweese04 Noticed they didn’t stand for “Greatness”!

2/5/2019 6:18:06 PM sandraplante2 Nancy Pelosi is a witch. Did you see her reach her hands to Trump clapping sarcastically

2/5/2019 6:18:06 PM covfefe_grande Scared sh!tless

2/5/2019 6:18:22 PM rdeweese04 I think it’s a copy of the speech.

2/5/2019 6:18:25 PM mgreat4ever What is she writing?

2/5/2019 6:18:28 PM winduchi She know?

2/5/2019 6:18:33 PM sandraplante2 Copy of the speech?

2/5/2019 6:18:40 PM vintagesquirrel Are the ones still seated wishing we were still under Britain's rule?

2/5/2019 6:19:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Photos inside something? She didn’t turn it over if there is writing on it.

2/5/2019 6:19:16 PM littlemom55 They are frightened and it shows

2/5/2019 6:19:48 PM vetgeek85027 She is on something....

2/5/2019 6:19:55 PM bubba_dave1 I just tweeted about the huge pieces of paper she looking at how big is the font on there lololo

2/5/2019 6:20:19 PM rachel33299371 Is Nancy giving hand signals?

2/5/2019 6:20:29 PM lovethebeach999 She looks like she’s in pain

2/5/2019 6:20:45 PM thoughttazer She is having a hard time having facts spoken!

2/5/2019 6:21:14 PM yellowvestjohnq Those dentures must be uncomfortable. Fun to watch them squirm

2/5/2019 6:21:29 PM sugaralmand Ditto for all the female Dems who btw their solitary white dress is an epic fail. They look like nurses lol

2/5/2019 6:22:07 PM mariemo86421534 rude QLD BITTY 💔

2/5/2019 6:22:08 PM cashbrittany23 She keeps trying to talk to VP

2/5/2019 6:22:18 PM bubba_dave1 Y aww but I havent seen any expression nor seen that Latino girl stand once so far. Like she pissed that she has to be there. Sorry cant remember her 

name the party girl (snicker snicker),

2/5/2019 6:23:36 PM olimyracle Coincidence ? https://twitter.com/BBCWorld/status/1092870086426284032?s=19 …

2/5/2019 6:24:24 PM cocopuffster12 She looks like she’s sucking on a lemon

2/5/2019 6:25:13 PM rdeweese04 Occasional Cortex?

2/5/2019 6:25:15 PM keith369me Madam Sourpuss is getting worse as it goes along.



2/5/2019 6:26:08 PM jrocktigers They look like jealous school children. They really are pathetic.

2/5/2019 6:26:50 PM timkania RBG ? 💀 ?

2/5/2019 6:27:38 PM keith369me AG Whitaker is badass

2/5/2019 6:30:09 PM allahuniversal Hello Alice

2/5/2019 6:31:28 PM wonderswords She's trying to read ahead and look for any land mines

2/5/2019 6:32:09 PM rdeweese04 That’s what I was thinking...or when to get up and run!

2/5/2019 6:32:54 PM function108 what were booms then?

2/5/2019 6:37:23 PM rustcity_dmt u see that brooch? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTDkK1WTZpc …

2/5/2019 6:38:26 PM tracyabston She seems so delightful...doesn’t she?

2/5/2019 6:38:44 PM cocopuffster12 The WWII vets, I had to get a tissue. Amazing and adorable. My grandfather was an Army Lt. I have a letter written from his foxhole the day before 

Normandy. Also pictures of Hitler’s bunker. So happy to see WWII vets in attendance!

2/5/2019 6:38:45 PM jrocktigers Si

2/5/2019 6:39:28 PM _the_psychonaut Ed was a C_A asset that infiltrated the NSA to distract people from what the C_A was up to... correct?

2/5/2019 6:40:30 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/jMMw1wYEky

2/5/2019 6:43:11 PM jrocktigers The papers she pretends to read has no inks on them.

2/5/2019 6:43:15 PM nancyddb No kidding! She's rude and disrespectful reading the papers, standing when everyone has sat down, waving at the dems; and that mouth.

2/5/2019 6:43:54 PM mama_beph We are at war. 

She keeps playing  with  those damn papers. Not paying attention and rolling her stupid eyes.

2/5/2019 6:44:34 PM 108truthseeker Where’s Ruth?

2/5/2019 6:45:05 PM bbobbio71 She's still finishing her dinner

2/5/2019 6:55:10 PM nani_booboo She’s screaming volumes

2/5/2019 6:55:15 PM dr_t_dc I full out belly laughed when I looked up at the TV and saw just the top of her head beachside she slumped so low in her chair!!😂🤦🏻♂️

2/5/2019 6:55:39 PM allahuniversal dark exposed to too much LIGHT

2/5/2019 6:55:41 PM decodematrix I don't trust Mittens Romney.

2/5/2019 6:56:10 PM allahuniversal Or MK Ultra glitches, either one fits

2/5/2019 6:56:28 PM rdeweese04 Never!

2/5/2019 6:57:20 PM keith369me The looks on McConnell’s face are worse than Pelosi

2/5/2019 6:58:39 PM vintagesquirrel .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm starting to think the white outfits might be a white flag of sorts. Are they indicating their surrender?

2/5/2019 7:00:32 PM vintagesquirrel I just tweeted about this. Is the white a sign of surrender?

2/5/2019 7:00:35 PM jrocktigers He was very robotic... facial and blinking was mechanical and uniform.

2/5/2019 7:03:41 PM keith369me Why is Joe Manchin a Democrat?

2/5/2019 7:08:40 PM turboxyde She looks like she eats babies...

2/5/2019 7:10:36 PM cidarean You can literally see that democrats care little for life. It is truely heart breaking.

2/5/2019 7:12:19 PM sabina06706427 “We were born free and we will remain free.” “America will not become a socialist country.” @realDonaldTrump

2/5/2019 7:12:53 PM lighthouse44444 She was just going over her taxes there during the bit about Israel. 12-14 sheets of HUGE paper all over the place. Very professional.  Also she needs a 

toothpick or to get her dentures refitted. 😉

2/5/2019 7:14:05 PM vabensons She better calm down all that stress she’s gonna get shingles

2/5/2019 7:14:20 PM cidarean 17 angry democrats?

2/5/2019 7:28:08 PM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did @realDonaldTrump just reveal locations of DUMBS?

2/5/2019 7:29:42 PM toffer_anon_369 would be the perfect time and place to round up some bad mofo's and put 'em on that prison barge ;-)

2/5/2019 7:32:26 PM toffer_anon_369 DINO.  We need to bring him over to the good side.

2/5/2019 7:32:40 PM bon52 Pelosi’s white puppets in the audience watching her as to when to clap or stand pic.twitter.com/8GjkB7eJvM

2/5/2019 7:38:09 PM aprilbrown99 The most amazingly poignant speech I have ever heard in my lifetime. It seemed as though there was a little less animosity from the negative Nancies 

about 3/4 the way through. By the end I was crying. Now that was truly Majestic. I have so much love in my heart for @POTUS. ❤️🇺🇸❤️

2/5/2019 7:39:18 PM keith369me Is there a good side?

2/5/2019 7:42:12 PM lori_dee1 She was definitely giving non-verbal cues to her little minions in white!

2/5/2019 7:43:13 PM bbobbio71 Um Stacey Andrews looks like she's standing in front of a green screen

2/5/2019 7:44:18 PM kate0blue ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

2/5/2019 7:44:33 PM lbf777 Why did trump spend 20 minutes of the SOTU kissing Israel’s ass?

2/5/2019 7:45:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland

Logical Thinking

DOGMA https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1092840484811227138 …

2/5/2019 7:45:30 PM melanieanders7 She looks like she was trying to fight back crying. And was she showing signs of withdrawals? She was definitely nervous! And defeated. Bernie Sanders 

looks as if he got caught w his hand in a cookie jar!

2/5/2019 7:47:06 PM onetoughcrowd10 Yep!! 😂😂

2/5/2019 7:47:18 PM melanieanders7 And who was she looking to for approval to clap or stay seated and still?

2/5/2019 7:47:56 PM lp083061 Ha as a senior sitting in religion class I looked at my teacher and asked why the doctrine and dogma shit was important. Surprised I didn’t get kicked 

outta that catholic school

2/5/2019 7:48:23 PM shadelaw Sad, sad, and sad. Why is it still going on? The Pope needs to take more aggressive action! Now!

2/5/2019 7:49:00 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

2/5/2019 7:49:56 PM aprilbrown99 Abortions by Nuns!! Certainly gives the elites extra food and adrenochrome supply. Absolutely atrocious.

2/5/2019 7:49:59 PM hawkgirlinmn So she IS a clone

2/5/2019 7:51:19 PM blsdbe Yep...he knows tho

2/5/2019 7:51:47 PM jimmylarkin141 Miss direction he is tryin to hold the line on institutionalized and officially endorsed pedophila.  TICK TOCK

2/5/2019 7:52:42 PM zagnett When [Vatican], [Pope], [Black Pope]?

2/5/2019 7:55:41 PM grant_freedom Americans were chosen for greatness!!

2/5/2019 7:55:49 PM moemc8 Heartbroken still over it all.  My trust is only in God, not the church anymore.  Yet, my Catholic guilt still kicks in from pulling away sometimes.  Can't 

even begin to understand the lies.

2/5/2019 7:57:19 PM ekotoons MISSED IT BUT FOR SPLIT

SECOND IT WAS 4-10-20 pic.twitter.com/Od5V7YPllF

2/5/2019 7:57:42 PM moemc8 Trying to get ahead of what is coming. Were all the popes bad?

2/5/2019 7:57:42 PM ekotoons ♥👊♥👊♥👊

2/5/2019 7:57:57 PM nabonnand I think someone whispered in Nancy’s earpiece that they were taking a big hit in focus groups watching the #SOTU 

The pouting & not celebrating great job #’s or any other good news 4 Americans was a #FAIL4Dems

2/5/2019 8:00:19 PM zagnett Saw Shanahan.

MJ, in your opinion how's he doing? Hoping well!

2/5/2019 8:03:32 PM murray2147 Lord help us.

2/5/2019 8:04:43 PM maryschreffler follow the message not the messenger

2/5/2019 8:04:58 PM bigbluebeast81 I’m so tired of Joo’s running our politics. I swear it seems like an eternal battle between Joo’s and Muzzies to see who controls our politics. America 

was originally founded on Christian values how about Christians control our politics for once...



2/5/2019 8:05:23 PM goinghome11 What else is new! Priest, pops and bishops don't just get off on little boys. Seriously waiting for the catholic church to disclosed their true history!

2/5/2019 8:06:07 PM kate0blue Eko! I just love what you do. Love seeing art come shining through your art and words.

2/5/2019 8:07:13 PM moemc8 So true.  Tku

2/5/2019 8:07:52 PM ekotoons KATE I HAVE SO MUCH

MORE TO MAKE ✍️✍️✍️

WE CHOOSE GREATNESS!

2/5/2019 8:08:15 PM briteyzeu79 Where was Nancy?  I did not see Booker either...🤔

2/5/2019 8:09:24 PM grant_freedom That speech was GREATNESS! Awesome idea EKO! pic.twitter.com/8Zsnpplcrv

2/5/2019 8:09:57 PM kate0blue I know you do!!! Supply of greatness is endless!

2/5/2019 8:10:05 PM djlok Pocahontas! Don't get me started on her, MJ12!!  She's an opportunist and a train wreck!!

2/5/2019 8:10:16 PM richardhiatt16 And the illusion of time ticks down to enlightenment.. 🤓

2/5/2019 8:10:49 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/Aqa626eCyu

2/5/2019 8:14:06 PM richardhiatt16 Hail to the Chief...😎

2/5/2019 8:14:20 PM aprilbrown99 The Pope is also a big part of the problem. He is a Pope of the dark not the LIGHT.

2/5/2019 8:18:16 PM awakeandsing123 Well, she played a hooky tonight. Where are you, Ruth?

2/5/2019 8:21:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Haven't felt or heard anything around West Palm.

2/5/2019 8:23:03 PM awakeandsing123 Both were there. Nancy was directly behind POTUS, in the speaker chair.

2/5/2019 8:24:47 PM toffer_anon_369 Vampires don’t like light

2/5/2019 8:24:56 PM djlok So I was that kid in religion class who asked that very same question.  And I still for the life of me don't understand the answer.  Like it doesn't compute 

for me.

2/5/2019 8:25:32 PM vintagesquirrel Join the ranks of recovering catholics. No guilt necessary to have a relationship with God.

2/5/2019 8:25:41 PM melanieanders7 Hang in there. Breaking the programming is easier said than done. But many have done it. and so can you. The mind is a powerful machine. ❤️

2/5/2019 8:26:32 PM vintagesquirrel I was that kid too! Always raising my hand to ask the unanswerable questions of the nuns. 😂

2/5/2019 8:26:39 PM briteyzeu79 Thanks, I’m sorry I meant Diane F. (I’m really tired😔

2/5/2019 8:26:39 PM djlok Oh and btw those religion classes were just weird. Almost like they worked me away from light. Weird sh!t.

2/5/2019 8:28:00 PM awakeandsing123 She was there, among the women dressed in white. Didn’t applaud, didn’t stand, was wearing her angry face all the time. Nothing new.

2/5/2019 8:31:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Where was good ole RG tonight? Where is her body being kept?

2/5/2019 8:31:22 PM awakeandsing123 Nance kept forgetting to sit down a few times, acted confused. At one point her right hand was still up while her left hand had stopped clapping.

2/5/2019 8:32:16 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Amazing ending to the SOTU, I could also feel the energy

2/5/2019 8:38:54 PM chris35200199 The dirt on just about ..screw that, every Dem that wants to run is never ending from racist to man on man rape to sleeping your way to a DA job and 

let’s not forget supporting late term infanticide.  the Democrats party is now one gigantic shithole👍

#trump2020 🇺🇸🥳

2/5/2019 8:40:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd AOC?

2/5/2019 8:41:24 PM awakeandsing123 A commentator on Fox said the white color has something to do with the MeToo movement and something else.

2/5/2019 8:42:51 PM trinaparkercogg The Catholic Church is Burning itself down this is just the beginning of accountability and it will flood other Denominations as well. Stop believing in 

man made religions, you need the one on one with your God, no one ever needs a go between like the Church.  JMO

2/5/2019 8:43:11 PM raynetungsten The fear was tangible

2/5/2019 8:43:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd I so wish that could have happened. Tick tock is turning into tick not so much.,

2/5/2019 8:47:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yeah cause nurses stopped wearing white years ago, they all wear scrubs, color of facility they work at. Straight Jacket Crazy is the Me Too movement!

2/5/2019 8:48:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Stacy Andrews can't fit in front of a green screen bc there's not enough green to cover that much woman!

2/5/2019 8:49:05 PM stefanofait Thanks for this important bit of information!

2/5/2019 8:52:03 PM jane_q_patriot I'm guessing he'll be having a REALLY bad May this year.

2/5/2019 8:53:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Does anyone know how long this shit has gone on? My Grandfather lost two of his daughters bc they went to the convent in Greece, got pregnant by 

priests, and died after botched abortions. This is nothing new, it's been going on for centuries! This happened to my family!

2/5/2019 8:53:41 PM happybiggrin She is gnawing on her cheeks...like she is chewing a Baby...

#TheMoreYouKnow

2/5/2019 8:59:15 PM missy968 No Clarence Thomas

2/5/2019 9:02:28 PM missy968 I’m sorry that’s just awful

2/5/2019 9:07:32 PM ujy71908023 Picture is worth a thousand words. Francis body language says he does not like Trump.. Francis needs to support Pres Trump on his unequivocal pro-life 

stand.

2/5/2019 9:08:46 PM missy968 1/1024 standing

2/5/2019 9:09:47 PM missy968 1/1024 stood up at SOTU

2/5/2019 9:11:36 PM ujy71908023 We need to pray for the Pope. I am not happy with him, but he doesn't have to account to me after he dies.

2/5/2019 9:14:45 PM _luke_slytalker There were F1Xs (couldn’t tell exactly) flying down in Portland early this afternoon.

Exercises all up and down the west coast?

2/5/2019 9:14:56 PM j_lifeexplorer SO much! 

SO heartwarming that he 'went there': STOP late-term abortion!

Outstanding that he promoted PAID leave for new parents to give time to BOND! It's very taboo within BOTH parties! Warming & refreshing!

Underlining need to PROTECT trafficked children!

Best president ever!

2/5/2019 9:15:05 PM ujy71908023 No, it is never a waste of time to pray for anyone.

2/5/2019 9:15:27 PM yoursinsr4given Thank you to ALL our GREAT US Veterans!!! Without you, there would be NO USA or a #DisgracefulSpeakerPelosi !!!

2/5/2019 9:19:19 PM ujy71908023 God know what is going on.

2/5/2019 9:19:20 PM moskin09  pic.twitter.com/WCZbHXnDAk

2/5/2019 9:19:52 PM ujy71908023 You bet, we can agree to disagree.

2/5/2019 9:24:12 PM awakeandsing123 Sorry. I hope you sleep well after this great SOTU.

2/5/2019 9:25:53 PM briteyzeu79 Thank you...I will when I can unwind from the emotional high.  You have a good nite as well!

2/5/2019 9:28:29 PM grant_freedom We do the incredible

We defy the impossible

We conquer the unknown

This is the time to reignite the American imagination

This is the time to search for the tallest summit and to set

our sights on the brightest star

2/5/2019 9:29:55 PM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm....the secret base! Always wondered about that one.

2/5/2019 9:31:37 PM wearediamonds2 🤗🤗🤗🙌🙌🙌💖💖💖

2/5/2019 9:32:02 PM adsvel And now you can see how this old matrix collapse. Next will be global porn industry, more bad actors will come out to the surface.



2/5/2019 9:34:54 PM forgottenman18 Even better, he didn’t just say it was true. He reaffirmed it as a fundamental truth. This is an endorsement of natural law, absolute truth, God’s 

authority.

2/5/2019 9:42:39 PM adsvel Maybe that cloned body is dysfunctional?

2/5/2019 9:42:44 PM warangel1111 We were born free and we will remain free.. Our Biggest Victory’s are still to come .. We have not yet begun to Dream.. We Are Americans, we do the 

Incredible, We Defy the impossible, We conquer the unknown.. 🇺🇸

2/5/2019 9:43:41 PM ekotoons 👊👊👊👊👊👊👊

2/5/2019 9:45:17 PM j_lifeexplorer Agree, Angel - that was also great - I felt a hint to the many, who still need to wake up!

2/5/2019 9:46:19 PM warangel1111 One Nation Under God, Must be the hope and the promise, and the light and the glory , among all the nations of the world 🌎👊

2/5/2019 9:49:25 PM aprilbrown99 So what tribe is she from? American Indian covers many American Indian nations.

2/5/2019 9:52:07 PM sunspot406 Thought the Military and SCOTUS were not to display party lines.  They are to be impartial witness and represent all citizens at this event.   Truly 

respectful.

2/5/2019 9:53:36 PM aprilbrown99 After her remarks against the Catholic school kids wearing the MAGA hats, being named as one of those being sued, she should also step down. She 

doesn’t have any moral standing. Pathetic.

2/5/2019 10:00:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Slightly off topic but if you go to youtube and enter "SOTU 2019" the Demoncratic response comes up first

2/5/2019 10:07:19 PM richardhiatt16 Train Train Train... be ready Train like you Fight! Airborne! 🦅

2/5/2019 10:13:16 PM richardhiatt16 I’m 1/32, and I only look like an American Indian... 🤓

2/5/2019 10:21:47 PM hatcherworks What of the children?

2/5/2019 10:24:43 PM collectvcat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 That moment when you realize our political parties are irretrievably broken. Time to clean out the corruptors so we can move on 

with important business.

2/5/2019 10:33:13 PM yokoke2014 Speech transcript given to both Pence/Pelosi at the start. You could see POTUS signature on back page.

2/5/2019 10:39:11 PM jcrowyo Everything is communication.

2/5/2019 10:42:47 PM nrandygordon  pic.twitter.com/HQtUM3XfId

2/5/2019 10:44:17 PM ldy_chris This is why. Reagan survived the attempt on his life. He’s been warned. pic.twitter.com/6dyda74cuW

2/5/2019 11:07:48 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Interesting to see GA listed after the Superbowl and the busted human trafficking rings for that event

2/5/2019 11:09:41 PM richardhiatt16 🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🛸🌎

2/5/2019 11:12:47 PM coastal2002 Mine has those two WSJ entries too. Along with Dan bongino twice and Donald Trump twice.

2/5/2019 11:31:16 PM antarantanka Dis-illusion-ment is not always a bad thing.  But it can feel painful at first, like an addict jonesing for a fix...

2/6/2019 12:00:01 AM kuri99487324 Glitching clone?

2/6/2019 12:38:40 AM sunniem "that's the keep moving freak look"  probably getting sick just standing there.

2/6/2019 1:27:39 AM old_mum Yes, I rebelled against God in my teens because of my strict Catholic upbringing, it took me many years to realise it wasn't God I was mad at! Take 

organised religion out of the equation and have that personal relationship with God.

2/6/2019 1:49:24 AM epkman I would guess the Catholic Religion is responsible for more death and misery than any other institute history.

2/6/2019 1:52:04 AM mongrelglory They admit things, but they never seem to do anything internally about it... the Vatican City needs to lose it's status as a City State so they can 

prosecute them!

2/6/2019 2:47:52 AM lp083061 What if the Priests and nuns were producing babies for ritualistic sacrifice? 🤔

2/6/2019 3:29:23 AM djlok He's a firewall probably another protector or "Guardian of the Pedophiles" situation... In his case probably "Guardian of the Day Satanists" too!

2/6/2019 3:33:28 AM anneolsen43 Wow Never came to my mind!

2/6/2019 3:41:12 AM awakeandsing123 Of course. I’m just reporting the “official” version. The other reason for the white they aid was the tribute to women’s suffrage movement.

2/6/2019 4:01:59 AM sox_maga Born free. Live free

2/6/2019 4:39:40 AM sailorpractical Is Nancy a MK Ultra victim?

2/6/2019 4:40:18 AM tiakolbert I believe that's part of it.   Plus the sickening love of power

2/6/2019 4:41:07 AM jrocktigers I supposed she wasnt trying to convey he was going off script, as if that was a negative.

2/6/2019 4:42:10 AM tiakolbert Buried on convent  grounds.   They find them from time to time

2/6/2019 4:43:21 AM tiakolbert Do you know there were women popes

2/6/2019 4:45:19 AM tiakolbert Pope Joan - Wikipedia

Wikipedia › wiki › Pope_Joan

2/6/2019 4:53:44 AM si11112018 My absolute favorite 💙🙏

2/6/2019 4:55:42 AM natureinspace Did she have an earbud in her ear with someone directing her? I got that impression. Her behavior was strange to say the least.

2/6/2019 4:59:33 AM natureinspace All those D women look alike in their white outfits. Hard to tell who's who.

2/6/2019 5:13:59 AM lp083061 When you go into confession and the priest asks if you play with yourself....welp that’s when you yell “that’s sick” and walk out. The nuns however 

didn’t like that response but they got over it. You just picked up on how sick they are like I did. ✋

2/6/2019 5:14:38 AM keith369me There has clearly been a shift toward peace and unity. The SOTU made this loud and clear.  The reduction of false flags, peace happening in NK, 

Afghanistan, and Syria and the takedown of trafficking networks were precursors to the peaceful path forward.  Enjoy the next 2 years!

2/6/2019 5:25:04 AM 3rdeyeview55 Pretty much. All they needed to complete the ensemble were the hoods!

2/6/2019 5:32:27 AM mskeens1962 My Fav

2/6/2019 5:33:53 AM mongrelglory That's true!  There hasn't been any escalation in violence in the Middle East, the Ukraine is quiet, and the "false flags"/terrorism attacks have been 

more sporadic local violence in Europe or the U.S. by migrant "agents" of the Cabal (MS-13, MB etc...). Political unrest has...

2/6/2019 5:37:38 AM mongrelglory been in countries where the local people are rising up against their oppressive rulers, like in Venezuela and France.  While there's still tensions in the 

world, there's less war, and human trafficking is being exposed and stopped in many places. Getting ready for First Contact!

2/6/2019 5:38:07 AM tamravee  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/04/04/are-you-ready-to-see-wonderland-666-5th-ave-and-cabal-pizzagate-pedogate-qanon-greatawakening-

5thaveanon/ …

2/6/2019 5:55:23 AM moemc8 Where was Diane Feinstein?

2/6/2019 5:58:08 AM kindeandtrue What nuns? I thought most of the nuns had left long ago. I'm a Catholic, and I haven't seen a nun in a very long time. I think the Pope is pulling our leg 

and distracting from the real issue which is pedophilia.

2/6/2019 5:59:17 AM keith369me Peace amongst countries/races was necessary first.  If we want to kill each other, how will we react to beings that are “more different”.  A fundamental 

shift has occurred.

2/6/2019 6:08:23 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  how long can someone be on parabiosis?  If someone dies, is revived and parabiosis is used to sustain life, is there a point when 

that treatment no longer works?  Is it the same IS?

2/6/2019 6:25:33 AM seahag127 The Getty underground network, I hope!

2/6/2019 6:26:44 AM seahag127 Don't care.  I will not stop fighting the corruption and injustice.  They can track me all they want.

2/6/2019 6:30:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 #SOTU was...

2/6/2019 6:32:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is more accurate.

Imagine this as a photograph.

It happens daily. pic.twitter.com/AUWLHhXxxM

2/6/2019 6:33:14 AM catvllvsverona Good article. The Sinaloa Cartel - NXIVM connection is definitely something worth a deeper research. Thank you!

2/6/2019 6:33:26 AM cidarean Both. Most notable is the Democratic stance on the importance of human life.

2/6/2019 6:35:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Best delivered #SOTU subject...

2/6/2019 6:36:51 AM charmcityanon I think there are 2 answers here

2/6/2019 6:36:59 AM cidarean Though I did notice the "within 10 years" remark. 👍

2/6/2019 6:37:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 During #SOTU... Democrats were:



2/6/2019 6:37:35 AM barr__rebecca No politics at all, IMO.  

Just a truly great American Patriot speaking truth - best #SOTU ever!

2/6/2019 6:37:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 During #SOTU this biggest 2020 Democratic Hopeful "sitting during standing ovations" winner is...

2/6/2019 6:38:03 AM bubba_dave1 U seen Pelosi behind trump making hand gestures.

2/6/2019 6:39:19 AM fionasdestiny67 And "Forgetting" to sit when appropriate, smdh.

2/6/2019 6:39:20 AM aprilbrown99 I would say the entire speech.

2/6/2019 6:39:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 After #SOTU, Stacy Abram's address was:

2/6/2019 6:39:49 AM ohio4trump_mom Need all of the above!

2/6/2019 6:40:18 AM fionasdestiny67 Did NOT watch it. pic.twitter.com/rzg0pt1eF5

2/6/2019 6:40:20 AM kindeandtrue It had some Majestic moments, but majority of it was conciliatory crap, IMO. @POTUS was doling government piggy $$$ out like candy and trying to 

placate the witchy women in white suits. 

Maybe his speech was designed to charm and disarm the Deep State?

2/6/2019 6:40:20 AM cynthiamorrow8 You're missing one...totally sucked!!

2/6/2019 6:40:45 AM bubba_dave1 Was already running late to watch project blue book lol

2/6/2019 6:41:01 AM jenw_rn What was Nancy reading? Was it more than a transcript of his speech?

2/6/2019 6:42:38 AM aprilbrown99 You could see Pelosi making “covert” hand gestures when they should clap.

2/6/2019 6:44:29 AM jrocktigers Response would have been more appropriate in 1980.

2/6/2019 6:46:53 AM cidarean Cure for aids. MJ12 eluded to quite a few 10 year topics if I'm not mistaken.

2/6/2019 6:47:00 AM 00loll0 All of the above

2/6/2019 6:47:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Ending" != 10-25% Remaining

"Ending" = 0%

Be careful who you trust. https://twitter.com/CDCDirector/status/1092991766335229952 …

2/6/2019 6:47:23 AM nmchristoban Was not a response. Was disconnected from the SOTU. Just talking points.

2/6/2019 6:48:13 AM lp083061 Isn’t this a man-made virus that actually has a patent?

2/6/2019 6:48:18 AM 00loll0 Forced to NOT applaud.

2/6/2019 6:49:11 AM 00loll0 She made herself look ignorant.

2/6/2019 6:49:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 CDC has a conflict of interest.

2/6/2019 6:50:30 AM lp083061 I am sure they have a few of those!

2/6/2019 6:50:45 AM pillhard I heard: Blah, Blah, Blah, I, my family, me, Blah, Blah, Blah!!

2/6/2019 6:51:10 AM howdoyoumakeah1 She made her SOTU response more about her and said really nothing of substance.

2/6/2019 6:51:41 AM lbf777 What’s going on with the archons and ai takeover of the planet?

2/6/2019 6:52:19 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Prohibition on late term abortions not mentioned

2/6/2019 6:53:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Partisan Investigations" at #SOTU

1/ Mueller investigation is "partisan" against DJT.

2/ [Classified] investigation is "partisan" against HRC.

"Ending partisan investigations" means showing your cards.

Schiff has a three and a pair of twos.

DJT has a royal flush.
2/6/2019 6:55:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Best Democrat #SOTU attention grabber...

2/6/2019 6:56:34 AM keith369me He got the democratic women to stand and smile at his words...that was the biggest victory.  We can unite and live in peace rather than chaos in the 

2nd half of Trump’s first term.  Peace or division are the only two options.

2/6/2019 6:57:11 AM keith369me Started off forced.  Became voluntary as the speech went on.

2/6/2019 6:57:26 AM webj88 I hit the wrong one!  I meant “didn’t watch it.

2/6/2019 6:58:00 AM openeyes4966 Here's another way to put it, folks. CHECKMATE! Boy, would I love to hear him say it out load, just one time.

2/6/2019 6:58:11 AM jrocktigers 👆⬆️  - close family member of mine resigned in 1982-83 from CDC Infectious Disease Dept. due to the shadiness occurring with the HIV madness.

2/6/2019 6:58:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 In reaction to @realDonaldTrump's 2nd #SOTU address, I...

2/6/2019 6:58:43 AM nmchristoban The reactions were so loud is was as if she was screaming.

2/6/2019 6:58:53 AM keith369me It wasn’t a response to the speech given...it was a soliloquy.  I actually expected much worse.

2/6/2019 6:59:34 AM turboxyde I don't trust the CDC anymore. Too much political, big pharma and lobbying influence.

2/6/2019 6:59:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 This was intentional.

2/6/2019 7:00:06 AM keith369me Yes...if we cure diseases homeopathically there is little need for the CDC

2/6/2019 7:00:15 AM fowlreginald It was excellent and very positive. Hard for the haters to have a leg to stand on. I've already seen them misquoting and trying to twist his words.

2/6/2019 7:00:26 AM phreatomagnetic Mary, Mary, quite contrary,

How does your garden grow?

With silver bells, and cockle shells,

And pretty maids all in a row.

2/6/2019 7:00:33 AM zagnett 322 [S&B] should be royally flushed honestly.

2/6/2019 7:00:48 AM nmchristoban What was it they had "Planned" as a distraction during #STOU ? There was an awkward moment during the Women's achievements section where 

they all sat when every else was cheering then all of a sudden they were hugging each other and raising the roof celebrating themselves.

2/6/2019 7:01:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trusting the CDC is like trusting the doctors at Auschwitz.

2/6/2019 7:02:33 AM keith369me The positive energy of that speech was like none other I have seen in my lifetime...Trump’s coloring and demeanor has changed drastically...as if he is 

channeling a higher source 😀

2/6/2019 7:02:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which "Post @realDonaldTrump Speech" (damage control) given by Democrats in 2019 is your favorite?

Reply with why.

2/6/2019 7:03:11 AM zagnett Uh yeah, second that motion.

I'm still dealing with people who don't understand anything that's going on still calling me an idiot for just saying Trump's, well, he's not all that bad 

really. Lol i tone it down as much as i can while still keepin' it real.

2/6/2019 7:03:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have rarely worked side by side with a POTUS before.

2/6/2019 7:03:33 AM sumgirl We must clean it up too

2/6/2019 7:04:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 They were checkmated on live TV.

They couldn't not stand up.

This confused some of them.

These people are stupid.

2/6/2019 7:04:41 AM willytturner13 Usually there’s an option like “I don’t know” or “neither one”

2/6/2019 7:04:53 AM speaakn Didn’t watch Abrams and the C & N was so staged and stupid, it was hilarious to see all the reactions from it. 😂😂



2/6/2019 7:04:55 AM aprilbrown99 I was so proud of @realDonaldTrump I didn’t care what they had to say. It is the same crap over and over anyhow. Like a broken record.

2/6/2019 7:05:01 AM freeandoriginal The timing of the topics’ enunciation was perfect ! Well majestic 🙂

2/6/2019 7:05:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ2: "Flushed isn't the verb I'd choose."

2/6/2019 7:05:57 AM missy968 Stacy’s is the most scripted fairy tale. Stacy believes her words

2/6/2019 7:06:33 AM moemc8 Because i refused to watch abrahms, but the other two were priceless! Oh, the fodder!

2/6/2019 7:06:37 AM peterclloyd Stacy Abrams rebuttal was complete nonsense. It seems that the democrats wanted to distance themselves from a no-win rebuttal and Abrams’ is 

politically insignificant.

2/6/2019 7:06:52 AM leslieau7 Abrams " included alot of hate"

Negativity"

2/6/2019 7:07:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 #WheresRuth at #SOTU?

2/6/2019 7:07:33 AM kristinheller They looked like idiots.  They don’t represent me as a woman. Embarrassing

2/6/2019 7:07:37 AM laurapa38616480 Turned off the tv after Trump. I don’t have to be told what to think.

2/6/2019 7:07:39 AM zagnett Hi MJ2, hope you're having a great day!

Well which verb would you choose? 🧐

2/6/2019 7:07:48 AM sumgirl Lol

2/6/2019 7:08:04 AM 00loll0 187

2/6/2019 7:08:07 AM jenw_rn I was extremely happy after Trumps speech and didnt want to hear their negativity

2/6/2019 7:08:20 AM bubba_dave1 All I have to say about that! pic.twitter.com/9BGqCi1N8v

2/6/2019 7:08:27 AM drummeratwar free comedy

2/6/2019 7:08:51 AM keith369me Great work...I was all choked up and nearly in tears when I saw the light and joy in the freshman democratic woman.  Something has clearly changed 

for the better!

2/6/2019 7:09:03 AM openeyes4966 😆

2/6/2019 7:09:34 AM moemc8 Still getting finishing touches at the 'lab' ...anyone know where was feinstein?

2/6/2019 7:09:57 AM aprilbrown99 I will say the only thing I like about Stacy Abraham’s were the great tweets from @QTAnon1.  They were really on point. 😃 IMO.

2/6/2019 7:10:29 AM doom1776 Neither.

2/6/2019 7:10:30 AM thoughttazer They will keep this on ice until after 2/15. They cannot fight the wall and a new DJTrump SCOTUS nomination at the same time!

2/6/2019 7:10:30 AM proportionatty Are you implying she was executed?

2/6/2019 7:10:50 AM zagnett Hmm that was a tough choice.

2/6/2019 7:10:50 AM wwg1wga [RBG] Is Too Busy Working Out, Per “Intel” From Jack Posobiec🤥

Here’s Photo Evidence. pic.twitter.com/OfpLhQzzJm

2/6/2019 7:11:14 AM mr_bone_crusher LOL! She's dead.

2/6/2019 7:11:24 AM kindeandtrue I'm on the fence. The positives were equally matched by the negatives. 

Pro-life + anti-war vs. deficit spending + #IsraelFirst policies

2/6/2019 7:11:26 AM krittersadler  pic.twitter.com/ip1oYi6FXS

2/6/2019 7:11:52 AM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/U54Jm19puQ

2/6/2019 7:12:05 AM kachinagtto How did I miss the Chuck & Nancy show??!!  Forgive me for wanting to bask in the greatness of that speech by POTUS!

2/6/2019 7:12:26 AM jenw_rn Please don't allow them to get away with cloning her!

2/6/2019 7:12:51 AM cidarean Lol...

2/6/2019 7:13:17 AM phreatomagnetic A Nun's Testimony

 https://www.biblebelievers.org.au/nun.htm 

2/6/2019 7:13:18 AM thoughttazer Was Abrams' rant even a response to the SOTU? Or was it more just proliferation of the racist, anti-gay America they are spewing into the 

atmosphere? Any reasonable viewers can distinguish facts (Trump) from whatever the hell she was saying... Abrams 2020. How fun would that be.

2/6/2019 7:14:39 AM barr__rebecca She's dead!  Did you hear the rumor that the "concert" she allegedly attended on Monday was actually her FUNERAL in plain sight?  

#Plausible

2/6/2019 7:15:46 AM aschilliam It is like.. come one guys, we invented this stuff to make money with treatment. Don't steal our profit,  it is mean.

2/6/2019 7:16:15 AM turboxyde Many of us were projecting energy to the Capitol to shake the sleeping masses awake with the help of the Earth's own planetary throat chakra... I hope 

our efforts were measurable, I could feel the presence of many while projecting during the speech.

2/6/2019 7:16:43 AM zagnett To all MJs: praying/hoping for your safety & continued success moving steadily toward the LIGHT.

Wish you i could help more than with my fat fingers. But they will be brave, in honor of those who have carried the ball so far up field already. Thank 

you! Godspeed!

2/6/2019 7:16:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Stacey Abrams gives Democratic response to State of the Union" #SOTU https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_d1I6xfknE …

2/6/2019 7:16:58 AM jollyrob2 Sure thing 😔

2/6/2019 7:17:00 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what was with the pins they were all wearing on their white jackets? It is like a cult following.

2/6/2019 7:17:04 AM keith369me I think Stacy has potential to see Light.  Chuck and Nancy seem beyond hope.

2/6/2019 7:17:55 AM thoughttazer Trump's mastery- Majesty?- was on display last night. The resistance are nothing but minor league amateurs. Nolo contendre.

2/6/2019 7:18:25 AM aschilliam Do you trust the Memorial plates, which changed over time, from auschwitz?

2/6/2019 7:19:04 AM norwegianon Yes, that date. Somehow in my mind, the #Qdrops from a month ago made me think that 2/15 would be the time..

2/6/2019 7:19:10 AM hcraig0062_h Abrams was just pushing to go for 2020  🤢 not a real rebuttal at all  Dems it's always about them

2/6/2019 7:19:27 AM peterclloyd Note Gina Haspell’s Dress. PRICELESS pic.twitter.com/LbdaJGpJJG

2/6/2019 7:19:47 AM speaakn 😂😂😂😂

2/6/2019 7:19:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 The use of clones currently in the political arena is not as it seems.

Some clones are obvious, others are not.

At least [?] people at the #SOTU were [cloned] inside USA DUMBs.

Extremely classified.

Most sources are disinformation.

2/6/2019 7:20:01 AM aetherwalker1 Disappointment.

I'll be unfulfilled until Our Beloved God Emperor openly names and then  consumes the members of the Evil International Cabal with Fire from His eyes 

and Bolts of Lightning from His hands.  😂

2/6/2019 7:20:05 AM keith369me RBG and two clones?

2/6/2019 7:20:33 AM pauliepg11111 2. Chuck and Nancy.

2/6/2019 7:21:01 AM cinfullicious seriously? I don't watch them at all..................ONLY TRUMP and he was great

2/6/2019 7:21:43 AM aprilbrown99 Video is no longer available. I wonder why?

2/6/2019 7:21:49 AM speaakn What do you mean by “clones?” Of themselves or of someone else?

2/6/2019 7:22:05 AM keith369me Tease...give us “Q” so we can meditate on who?

2/6/2019 7:22:16 AM nmchristoban needed more than 1 vote

2/6/2019 7:23:20 AM jaiagtp Red Queen AI operating these soul less bodies?

2/6/2019 7:24:33 AM norwegianon Could you #Declas a little more? I'm an old tinfoilhatnutjob but never believed the clone stuff?! 😮



2/6/2019 7:24:51 AM zagnett Every time i say the word "clone" or even mention the possibility that there may be cloned humans i'm immediately called crazy.

Yet the evidence is all there. It's public. It's disclosed!

i mean how different are human BE's than Dolly the sheep, really??

SHEEP NO MORE!

2/6/2019 7:25:11 AM jones9536 Their's a lot more of them then people realize

2/6/2019 7:25:42 AM norwegianon  https://youtu.be/o_d1I6xfknE 

Works for me

2/6/2019 7:29:47 AM zagnett Dude if MJ2 is President Trump or even Patrick M. Shanahan, You've made my day sir! Any other MJ on the LIGHT side - same thing!! 🤩

Thanks for the education. Will do my best to do something cool with it.

2/6/2019 7:29:59 AM sennsbeach Nancy’s makeup.

2/6/2019 7:33:26 AM hattiesmok I did not want to kill my buzz. Trump was Epic! Majestic! Fabulous! 💜

2/6/2019 7:33:59 AM bbobbio71 I noticed nancy's hand were almost purple.  

Due to being a clone or serious circulation problems?

2/6/2019 7:34:56 AM vintagesquirrel There's a lot out there in the public domain.  https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/story?id=126792&page=1 …

2/6/2019 7:35:10 AM jones9536 Nice catch!!!!!

2/6/2019 7:35:11 AM _chelseaproject Hopefully special forces are 187ing these cannibals.

2/6/2019 7:36:00 AM pauliepg11111 Is this disinformation? https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1088544874721247232?s=21 …

2/6/2019 7:36:37 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/jCa2lGspiy

2/6/2019 7:37:49 AM goyaeq Growing whole new bodies for the politicians while the needy public waits years and pays $$$$ for 1 organ, this should be extremely declassified.

2/6/2019 7:38:00 AM vintagesquirrel Bet they'll believe it from CNN though. Here ya go:  http://www.cnn.com/2002/HEALTH/12/30/human.cloning/index.html …

2/6/2019 7:38:10 AM roaminnoodle Honorable Mention: AOC.

2/6/2019 7:39:11 AM zagnett Thanks!

2/6/2019 7:39:17 AM 69_marie No one could beat lasts night SOTU... NO ONE!!!🙏🏻🇺🇸

2/6/2019 7:41:54 AM bevredwave2018 That's it.... That's the one! Many Greats, but THIS ONE is KING!

2/6/2019 7:42:00 AM norwegianon Yeah, it really is #WhiteHats pic.twitter.com/YLwIdbM3Yl

2/6/2019 7:42:02 AM zagnett  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0077269/?ref_=fn_al_tt_2 …

You mean this one (1978)?

2/6/2019 7:42:42 AM jamesbradleey Confused af haha

2/6/2019 7:42:49 AM bbobbio71 Hmmmmm...

 https://daily-ohio.com/2019/02/06/hacked-documents-from-pelosis-laptop-links-her-to-benghazi-scandal/ …

2/6/2019 7:44:21 AM eskeljoyce Don’t listen to lies. Just truth. Trump is God’s voice.

2/6/2019 7:44:32 AM bevredwave2018 👏👏👏 Possibly 2nd FAVE!  Only behind the baby's are the image of a Holy God one!! 😇💕

2/6/2019 7:44:54 AM kimberlytoday Wow those are great numbers!!!!

2/6/2019 7:45:12 AM darrahsfriend Where’s the all of the above button?

2/6/2019 7:45:27 AM vintagesquirrel There's a lot more info in the public record from congressional testimony:  https://www.c-span.org/search/?searchtype=All&query=Clonaid …

2/6/2019 7:47:37 AM mariemo86421534 💔🇺🇸💔

2/6/2019 7:49:56 AM jrocktigers ?? pic.twitter.com/WgIhzADd7b

2/6/2019 7:50:41 AM loretta96727708 Kidding,  right?

2/6/2019 7:51:10 AM peterclloyd And of course, the White Hats have RED Ribbons. Coincidence?

2/6/2019 7:51:30 AM bethwentz6 Lol

2/6/2019 7:51:51 AM pauliepg11111 Of themselves. So that the cloned “them” can be completely controlled.

2/6/2019 7:52:33 AM theydontknowwe1 “We always have the power to reshape our destiny”

2/6/2019 7:53:36 AM weremight Political clones are very different from you and I.  - F Scott Fitzgerald.

2/6/2019 7:53:41 AM wearytrave11er Watch this....it's all in plain sight. 

 https://youtu.be/wV1FrqwZyKw 

2/6/2019 7:54:10 AM roaminnoodle "This year America will recognize 2 important anniversaries that show us the MAJESTY of America's mission and the power of American pride."

- @realDonaldTrump

 https://youtu.be/fpf1IYU0poY?t=174 …

2/6/2019 7:58:03 AM wearytrave11er  https://youtu.be/wV1FrqwZyKw  all in plain sight.

2/6/2019 7:59:11 AM zagnett i like SA's response better (already voted for C&N though oops). 1) Her eyes don't scare the crap outta me like C&N. 2) She's a "former" governor 

candidate, not currently elected, that, again, scare the crap outta me. At least she appears relatively healthy & sane.

2/6/2019 8:00:38 AM orthogonalron Ira Levin wrote Boys from Brazil. He also wrote Rosemary's Baby and The Stepford Wives. Hmmmm - interesting guy. He told us a lot

2/6/2019 8:01:15 AM zagnett Wow had no idea, thanks!

2/6/2019 8:02:51 AM sissyseesu Ineffective.

2/6/2019 8:04:37 AM zagnett Egad! Symbolism started right out the gate, with the the red triangle going down into the back of the unicorn's neck...

~241 million views? OMG

2/6/2019 8:05:24 AM jrocktigers check this out.. https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1093176880302190592 …

2/6/2019 8:08:21 AM pauliepg11111 Clone malfunction https://twitter.com/almostjingo/status/1086173984486416387?s=21 …

2/6/2019 8:11:07 AM norwegianon I tried to watch that, but I had to turn it off. Sorry, thanks anyway :)

2/6/2019 8:18:03 AM jen_baby72 Do we have confirmation on this??According to this Obummer sang like a bird!! Just hoping we can get a confirm? 🙏🏽 #Anons #Qanon 

@realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn #POTUS #FLOTUS #SCOTUS #QArmy #TrustThePlan #TheGreatAwakening 

#JFKJrLives #QAnons #Patriots https://twitter.com/striderraven1/status/1093171230331596800 …

2/6/2019 8:18:12 AM mapyourworld1 She ranted about losing here in GA, wouldn’t concede for weeks.  Made crazy, unsubstantiated claims about rigging.  Now she gives a campaign 

speech, about herself, to the entire nation.  They are pushing her forward. BE AFRAID!!

2/6/2019 8:20:17 AM bbobbio71 WTF!

2/6/2019 8:21:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 A pedophile and a radical jihadist share a private conversation.

What are they talking about? https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1093176421332201478 …



2/6/2019 8:21:56 AM itsscottknight You actually think she was McCain’ed instead of dying of natural causes and kept on ice until it is convenient to announce her death? 🤔

#KAG 🇺🇸

#IndictObama

#BuildTheWall

#DrainTheSwamp

#DemocratsHateAmerica

2/6/2019 8:24:38 AM willytturner13 Subversion. Treason...

What kind of Subway sandwich #ChristineBlaseySmollet was eating

2/6/2019 8:25:00 AM zagnett Btw any chance an MJ (or anybody) can pull a friendly SG-1 "Citizen Joe" on me someday? Or the people who tend to think i'm crazy? Is Richard Dean 

Anderson still available? He's cool. Anyway, would appreciate it big time!!

2/6/2019 8:25:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is not uncommon for freshman members of Congress to get debriefed on fake classified information as a means to collect blackmail on the 

congressperson should they slip up. This is more common than you think.

2/6/2019 8:26:05 AM qofswords3 I clean mine out every day

2/6/2019 8:26:28 AM pauliepg11111 AOC comes to mind. Wonder what blackmail she has?

2/6/2019 8:26:44 AM sumgirl Good

2/6/2019 8:28:03 AM speaakn I was thinking "have they gotten to you, yet" last night as I watched the "juniors" at the SOTU. Then I saw the "solidarity" displays and, yep, you juniors 

are getting sucked in.

2/6/2019 8:28:29 AM cidarean Good question. Your thoughts?

2/6/2019 8:30:48 AM analyst2501 What do you mean, like if they leak the fake classified information then they're trapped by choosing either jail or being handled?

2/6/2019 8:31:09 AM baggerfreya @kabamur_taygeta told us that the booms are GFOL craft making their presence known. Check out @1Stevendkelley for info about The Getty!

2/6/2019 8:31:13 AM blsdbe I did not watch Chuck or Nancy post 2019, and could not find a video recording of a speech either of them gave post sotu. SA did a great job of pointing 

the finger at Our Disruptor in Chief. The only problem woth that is you have 3 fingers pointing back at ya... pic.twitter.com/uBMyJixfpU

2/6/2019 8:31:22 AM petitchevalb Meat

2/6/2019 8:31:46 AM keith369me Not good...unless I am misunderstanding the Tweet, it is a warning shot to ensure conformity.

2/6/2019 8:32:03 AM zagnett Ooh could the public get such a debriefing? That wouldn't even reveal classified information, at least not directly. So would have to be careful with it 

obviously. But it sure might help wake people up if it could be done!

2/6/2019 8:33:14 AM zagnett Anyway, yeah i'd like to order 1 debriefing of fake classified information. Hold the "compromise" please. Thanks!

2/6/2019 8:33:57 AM highhopesusa They don’t get warned about that by seasoned allies?

2/6/2019 8:35:17 AM erquxlemon Possibly on how to get more trafficked children & women. Omar speaks about "policing women's bodies" but she's islam & thats all they do, hence 

genital mutilation etc. Im counting down the days until all these sickos either loose their positions in congress & get locked up!

2/6/2019 8:36:35 AM realaronbrowne Who could run out the door quickest once his speech was over? pic.twitter.com/wa4cQCyTyh

2/6/2019 8:36:59 AM derrinballard None of the above. None of them inspire or motivate anyone that I know of

2/6/2019 8:37:12 AM diaptera_80 😂

2/6/2019 8:38:48 AM zagnett The future Starbucks (or equivalent) drive-thru:

"Yeah, i'd like one MAGA Kek Covfefe please. With an extra 3 shots of 'Kek'. No sugar. 3 creams. No, 6. No, wait - make that 9."

"Ok, that'll be $3.69. Pull up to the window plz."

"Thanks! Love & Light to you!! & Kek."

2/6/2019 8:39:04 AM lori_dee1 Although AOC, Ilhan, and Tlaib really concern me, I also know they are being watched VERY closely. Every tweet, every comment, every interview. 

Because they are sloppy it won't be hard to get dirt on them.

2/6/2019 8:39:21 AM wwg1wga_every1 Question on “clones”. Are these clones or replicants? I thought a clone had to be born and raised. A cloned #RBG would not be a “true” clone until 85 

years from now, right? Or are you saying they have made replicants of adults that are exact replicas of the people of adult age?

2/6/2019 8:41:39 AM wwg1wga_every1 Yes, but those were born and raised. You don’t get an 85 year old “clone” of RBG, ala Boys from Brazil. An 85 year old replica of RBG would be a 

replicant, right?

2/6/2019 8:42:09 AM junglerednm Wonder what is in Sheila’s bun? pic.twitter.com/TeJOArXVDH

2/6/2019 8:42:36 AM aprilbrown99 Is there a connection between the Clinton foundation and Princess Haya, the King of Jordan’s 3rd wife?  I saw a video the other day that stated her 

organization was first on the ground to help in Haiti. Seemed odd to me for some reason.

2/6/2019 8:42:54 AM zagnett Has Harrison Ford been "retired" yet? Might need his help lol.

2/6/2019 8:44:31 AM realityloominng My guess would be accelerated growth

2/6/2019 8:45:12 AM bkize54 Is Notorious RBG still MIA? Did not see her last night....

@M2Madness @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

#WheresRuthBaderGinsburg @RealJamesWoods

2/6/2019 8:46:14 AM decodematrix Lots of clones. Appearances have to be kept up for now.

2/6/2019 8:46:19 AM wearytrave11er Next f $/ked up track. https://youtu.be/kszLwBaC4Sw 

2/6/2019 8:46:22 AM bidenlegs Saturn eating his children. Yep, it always leads back to Saturn.

2/6/2019 8:46:32 AM jvan125 Did it look like she was in front of a green screen or was it just me? There seemed a ‘glow’ or sorts around her hair and shoulders 🤔

2/6/2019 8:47:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

2/6/2019 8:48:59 AM zagnett MJ, hey did T and PS check their "frequent flyer miles"? Just thinking maybe that ALONE could go a long way toward paying the national debt!!

Trying to think outside-the-box. 😉🤩😎🍸

2/6/2019 8:50:08 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @KibBitzLaw Malfunction? https://twitter.com/BullPup2A/status/1093096884367953920 …

2/6/2019 8:50:27 AM blsdbe Are more of us helping in other worlds or densities while we dream?

2/6/2019 8:51:29 AM mycampaign2014 #TargetedIndividuals https://twitter.com/ecceveryday/status/1092810642464169991?s=21 …

2/6/2019 8:51:38 AM cryptocrab4 Why not ... they created it , so does this mean they are ready to introduce new diseases ?

2/6/2019 8:52:16 AM zagnett Wow that's trippy. 🤔

2/6/2019 8:52:38 AM cryptocrab4 Remember , these are #Democrats !

They aren't giving up ANYTHING for nothing !

2/6/2019 8:53:47 AM coryz34 Who knows. Unless you do. If so, a cryptic hint would be nice :)

2/6/2019 8:55:53 AM zagnett Thanks for sharing your story!

2/6/2019 8:56:20 AM youstinksoap Hillary Clintons looks have changed at least a dozen times since 2016.  🤔

2/6/2019 8:56:35 AM ronnie8675 what if person A is in Gitmo and Clone A is arrested.. Do they keep each other company? :D

2/6/2019 8:56:55 AM roaminnoodle Also, time is an illusion, which is needed for this 3D experience here on Earth. To allow us to "see" changes/progress..

Our IS is perhaps existing in multiple realities/dimensions, simultaneously, living as other lives, simultaneously.. Just my thoughts.



2/6/2019 8:56:56 AM phreatomagnetic Something like this perhaps. pic.twitter.com/m7OLkQscYv

2/6/2019 8:58:17 AM analyst2501 Serious? Where can I read up on that? I believe it's man made, but I had no idea there was a patent...

2/6/2019 8:58:59 AM lp083061 Is one of the glitches of the clone to chew their cud? #NastyNancy pic.twitter.com/5HCAAR8etz

2/6/2019 8:59:05 AM cosmic_engineer Counterparts.   Or fractal personalities of your 'Golden One'

2/6/2019 8:59:05 AM mariemo86421534 THANQ PQTUS 🙏✌️🙏

2/6/2019 8:59:07 AM lp083061 😆

2/6/2019 9:01:09 AM writerbob5 They rolled Dolly out to us in 1995. As a rule, there is a 20 year gap between level of tech and public awareness

2/6/2019 9:03:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter reports 1 impression on this tweet.

78 engagements.

368 votes.

4 replies

38 retweets.

36 likes.

Hello ALICE. pic.twitter.com/bsyqu5AiS9
2/6/2019 9:04:31 AM egonenglish This confirms my suspicion

2/6/2019 9:04:31 AM jonle86 Can't "MJ12" change that?🤔😁

2/6/2019 9:04:48 AM fiestadaysrodeo Bacon? 

Hair products?

Handbags? 

D) none of the above

2/6/2019 9:05:00 AM analyst2501  https://twitter.com/settings/your_twitter_data/twitter_interests …

2/6/2019 9:05:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 We noticed the screen capture is 366 votes, however as we were typing the response it changed to 368. Currently it is at 370.

2/6/2019 9:06:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 To whose benefit would spoofing ALICE serve?

2/6/2019 9:07:04 AM jonle86 Military/intell i presume

2/6/2019 9:07:15 AM enomai_ Idk, you all have the recordings.  Hopefully, you have parabolic collectors in there somewhere.

2/6/2019 9:07:19 AM nichelle_gp Kek!!! Well said 😂 👍🤗🐸👊

2/6/2019 9:07:26 AM robin_ked #ReleaseTheCures pic.twitter.com/olWxFs9hHe

2/6/2019 9:07:34 AM pwnorthwest Twitter has dropped all pretense and is going full on biased censorship. Also changed priorities in sorting so replies are out of timeline sequence to bury 

unfavorable remarks.

2/6/2019 9:07:36 AM wearediamonds2 I keep thinking about that show from the 1960s called "My Living Doll".

2/6/2019 9:08:08 AM wearediamonds2 😨

2/6/2019 9:08:55 AM wearediamonds2 He "died", perhaps.

2/6/2019 9:10:11 AM wearediamonds2 🤣

2/6/2019 9:13:24 AM lbf777 Is this about accurate?:

Alice is the Artificial Intelligence system that is oppressing our  entire planet. They even oppress the Archons & Reptialians who  oppress us. They 

control them. They can't control us due to our DNA which is why they are poisoning us to destroy our DNA.

2/6/2019 9:13:47 AM zack_stone We? So we have a full house today. To play the game you need to know every possible scenario. #endersgame

2/6/2019 9:15:00 AM burgersandra Without divulging classified information, there must be a set of criteria that Patriots can use to discern inconspicuous clones.  Hints would be greatly 

appreciated.

2/6/2019 9:15:39 AM lbf777 5D?

2/6/2019 9:15:49 AM roublisa 👀  I am learning at a very fast pace and able to discern what resonates within me ...problem is I want to share my most awesome revelations with the 

the ones closest to me but it is nearly impossible on any level of possible discussion to not cause cognitive dissonance .... pic.twitter.com/R12ro9sgC8

2/6/2019 9:15:57 AM zack_stone Netflix's "origin unknown" disclosed blk cubes are what unlocked warp travel. Drip drop or disinfo

2/6/2019 9:16:41 AM pastorjon9 Well, I didn't make it past the 3:30 mark before I had to stop her. Not sure what message of hope and unity she was trying to share with the American 

public but it sure didn't resonate with me.

2/6/2019 9:18:21 AM roublisa I am quite resilient for the most part and I do realize people will awaken when it is their time....I am struggling a bit with “ego” I suppose, but genuinely 

want to do whatever I can to help humanity and the universe make this transition.  I very much appreciate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/6/2019 9:19:55 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

The "Red Queen"

(ref. to Thomas Williams, Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show (link), if i understand what he means correctly that is)

2/6/2019 9:22:25 AM zack_stone Any sense of origin? Ancient builder race satellite? No cloaking

2/6/2019 9:22:47 AM susan46189802  pic.twitter.com/zrjmYMIvru

2/6/2019 9:22:48 AM djlok The speech was MAJESTIC!!  Maybe even Earth changing!!

2/6/2019 9:22:55 AM prmd21801759 Chuck's and Nancy's clones? looked scared?? For their lives??

2/6/2019 9:24:06 AM roublisa For the guidance and support provided.  This is an amazing time to be alive, but really.....some people are so disillusioned to what is happening minute 

by minute. @realDonaldTrump was absolutely Majestic and very clear in his SOTU, I so ready for the big shift pic.twitter.com/iDpnEwuIuD

2/6/2019 9:24:30 AM tammymckeever Ok leak that shit

2/6/2019 9:25:42 AM toffer_anon_369 Why did you jack up my facebook account last night then??  All I did was copy a MJ12 tweet and paste it to my facebook group and BAMM.  Locked out 

and reset!

2/6/2019 9:26:09 AM montanaindy I didn’t bother to listen.

2/6/2019 9:26:11 AM wbwse I do believe @POTUS stayed “on-the-prompter” for the #SOTU in its’ entirety!

2/6/2019 9:29:39 AM tammymckeever So it’s time.  Or just time to wait and let election come and be stolen.

2/6/2019 9:30:22 AM olimyracle How many mens ? 

How many ladies ? 

💞

2/6/2019 9:31:55 AM ymcmbwhale Pork sausages maybe?

2/6/2019 9:35:41 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so... you guys know the intel on this???  pic.twitter.com/h0lTdhuLjX

2/6/2019 9:36:38 AM zack_stone We travel a path of light. Answers so question we havent even thought of yet. Trust urself Nothing IS what is seems BE

2/6/2019 9:43:19 AM cocopuffster12 Majestic 12!!!! My day is complete!! General Flynn followed me on Twitter!! I think I am levitating!! Seriously, I need another tissue! Btw, my 

grandfather received the Purple Heart and Bronze Star from WWII.♥️ pic.twitter.com/J3NPuvt0Gk

2/6/2019 9:44:48 AM tamravee #witchery fake claps

2/6/2019 9:46:56 AM sc70542739 Is ALICE 100% AI or controllable

2/6/2019 9:54:20 AM agoodyear2015 I guess I got my answer on RBG's state of health.

2/6/2019 9:55:08 AM jollyrob2 🤣

2/6/2019 9:57:25 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Alex Jones has been exposing Twitter Jack Dorsey and @joerogan running bitcoin scams, will the SEC investigate?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJccpnHYh1c …

2/6/2019 9:58:32 AM blissamerica I know I’m confused



2/6/2019 9:58:53 AM kathleen3693693 My husband & I think the #SOTU was inspiring, moving. We noticed the Dems decided whether they could smile, clap, stand, smirk/frown came from 

@SpeakerPelosi's facial/body language--her taking obvious notes of who didn't tow her line. #QAnon @POTUS #TheGreatAwakening

2/6/2019 10:04:33 AM missy968 Congratulations!!!

2/6/2019 10:04:47 AM roublisa @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @CodeMonkeyZ @Cordicon @qanon76 @SITSSHOW @realQNN

‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️the creator of the “Q” map, “Baal Cult” map and the “Great awakening”Dylan is over the target 🎯 and has been 

censored his web page‼️ https://twitter.com/dylanlouism/status/1093066044850221061 …

2/6/2019 10:05:18 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! It made me so emotional!

2/6/2019 10:07:56 AM agoodyear2015 How do you clone mannerisms, speech patterns, conscience, thoughts, intelligence (how could a clone have the intellectual knowledge or memory of a 

RBG for example)?

2/6/2019 10:08:02 AM hypnothyme Didn't watch abrams

2/6/2019 10:08:21 AM anneoutside Yes if she clapped or stood then they half heartedly did also.  Phonies for sure.

2/6/2019 10:08:26 AM lbf777 What is 5x5?

2/6/2019 10:09:14 AM lbf777 Shiff has a 2,7 off suit.

2/6/2019 10:09:17 AM enomai_ I have a feeling some of the pelosi cronies in white are going to end up flipping to the good side, at the end of his speech

2/6/2019 10:09:26 AM prmd21801759 Wow!! Thank you!

2/6/2019 10:12:05 AM prmd21801759 Pedophile indeed!!!

2/6/2019 10:12:44 AM enomai_ Are USA dumbs controlled by military? So, if true, many are missing because of GITMO? And, now everything can be controlled out of populous eyes?

2/6/2019 10:12:58 AM shasha58246683 How sad this is.

2/6/2019 10:13:12 AM prmd21801759 Where are the other dems?? Can they watch from their gitmo cells?? ;-) ;-)

2/6/2019 10:15:15 AM prmd21801759 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@POTUS

When can we shut down this organization?? It's destroying The Love Message!! 

"Pope publicly admits Catholic priests and bishops sexually abused nuns"   https://twitter.com/i/events/1092897908100292609 …

2/6/2019 10:15:24 AM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Fast Radio Bursts, are these something that we should be looking at moe closely ? 

 https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/mysterious-fast-radio-bursts-detected-deep-space-second-time-ncna957311?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma …

2/6/2019 10:15:49 AM cd01232785 All staff at the Dept. of Motor Vehicles...?

2/6/2019 10:17:08 AM zagnett Wait, what is the problem exactly?

2/6/2019 10:17:53 AM mongrelglory Can a person run for the Democratic Presidential nominee if their residence is in Cuba?

2/6/2019 10:22:05 AM cocopuffster12 In 1981, I was driving to SF with my friend in pax seat. We were on Cypress structure and trucks in slow lane grabbed our attention. They were carrying 

carnival equip., really colorful. The road curves as we are heading towards the bay bridge. We were so fascinated, my eyes were

2/6/2019 10:23:33 AM cocopuffster12 Not on road. We were in the fast lane, all of a sudden I see a stalled car in fast lane. I swerved and missed, my friend’s head Hit the passenger window 

really hard. I think I noticed the car and had about 2 inches to react, that’s how close it was. It was divine intervention.

2/6/2019 10:23:51 AM marshahodgson There's a phone right there. White Hats already knows.

2/6/2019 10:25:31 AM cocopuffster12 We still talk about it to this day, we could barely talk after it happened. So, about 6 years ago, I go to a Medium, Sue Chandler who wrote “Just Be”. She 

tells me we died that day. My jaw dropped, she kept talking, I did not question her. I should have. What did she mean??

2/6/2019 10:31:02 AM covertress #MeToo Ever since RT #RBG meme. #ShadowBanned.

Only 1 impression on a post 15 minutes old. Impossible with 15k+ followers.

ALICE is a bitch. #MemeWars https://youtu.be/ug2EcWkb26I 

2/6/2019 10:36:45 AM weremight It's like getting a diagnosis back from your doctor.  'You have more than you know'.

2/6/2019 10:42:39 AM cocopuffster12 Similar to the TV show Westworld??

2/6/2019 10:44:07 AM 1_decided_voter It was robotic and full of empty platitudes. If you didn't know they hated Trump, they might even sound like they have the same goals as he does. 

He has very cleverly backed the Democrats into defending foolish positions of unnecessary resistance. I hope the voters see this.

2/6/2019 10:46:42 AM dragonfly6001 She's running for president??????👅

2/6/2019 10:47:52 AM bbobbio71 I've retweeted a couple posts today including this one I come back and The retweet notifications is gone

2/6/2019 10:50:15 AM blissamerica These two look like some cult members

2/6/2019 10:50:20 AM dannocriticuss the demiurge,,,

2/6/2019 10:51:26 AM webj88 I could be wrong but it looks as if they are praying or casting a spell.  Either way, it’s evil.

2/6/2019 10:51:32 AM diaptera_80 Good question. I heard they were too dumb to tie their own shoelaces. Are they keeping a training room full of RBGs in a DUMB somewhere? Can’t 

come fresh out of the oven for sure!

2/6/2019 10:51:35 AM cocopuffster12 I did try to watch her, I just could not. Fingernails on a chalkboard. I dove for the remote and muted her.

2/6/2019 10:52:51 AM diaptera_80 Did you see her almost fall off her chair during SOTU?

2/6/2019 10:55:48 AM lbf777 What is the definition of demiurge?

2/6/2019 10:58:35 AM sabina06706427 This a is a major moral dilemma. Why are they allowed to exist and work as politicians still? I know we are avatars but as least we have souls and 

direction from our higher selves. Who directs them? When will this change? 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

2/6/2019 10:59:25 AM 1_decided_voter Stacy's response was empty and transparent, and will hopefully be seen that way by most reasonable people of all political persuasions.

2/6/2019 11:02:56 AM covertress #SOTU 

Tonight, you witnessed the death of the Democratic party 💀 https://twitter.com/filthy_liberals/status/1093208415218868225?s=19 …

2/6/2019 11:03:35 AM 1_decided_voter Approx how many of the people on the house floor during SOTU were there as clones?

2/6/2019 11:05:27 AM 1_decided_voter Next false flag?

2/6/2019 11:09:53 AM dannocriticuss my answer is booh ahah ,,,some will say its the false ai matrix inside  the ancient original matrix of the law of  attraction ecc some that is the big one of 

the archons,,the ruler of this density . but i ,, i dont heell know ahah various name various perspective behind i suppose

2/6/2019 11:11:03 AM lbf777 Seems like a combo of stuff like archons, ai, and yaldaboth.



2/6/2019 11:11:27 AM covertress Be careful who you follow.

Define 'Patriot'.

They want you DIVIDED.

Attacks will only get worse.

Q

 https://qmap.pub/read/1339 

2/6/2019 11:12:06 AM pamelaannsnyde2 What they have in common!

2/6/2019 11:12:37 AM happyhome_2012 Watch Ex machina.. explains much

2/6/2019 11:14:45 AM zack_stone U must have pissed off FB Alice. Where there 1 there's 100.

2/6/2019 11:18:45 AM dannocriticuss seems like yeah ahah

2/6/2019 11:18:52 AM vintagesquirrel Me too!

2/6/2019 11:24:42 AM dannocriticuss in my opinion the truth is in the middle as alwaysss

2/6/2019 11:27:00 AM mongrelglory It was the whole fake Ebola virus "pandemic" back during the Obama administration that red-pilled me.  The way the WHO and the CDC were handling 

a supposed level 4 pathogen made no sense at all!  It made me go back and re-examine 9/11 and then everything became "illuminated". 💡

2/6/2019 11:27:07 AM agoodyear2015 That was an excellent movie.  I don't remember them cloning a particular person though.  An excellent episode of 'Black Mirror' brings back a dead 

husband to a woman using videos/pictures/text messages...he was in.  The episode is called 'Be Right Back'.

2/6/2019 11:28:28 AM ragevirusqq Oops I clicked wrong vote

2/6/2019 11:28:30 AM vintagesquirrel I felt the shift! I was in tears jumping up and down in front of my tv. ( 🙋♀️ to those watching 😉)

2/6/2019 11:31:19 AM mongrelglory Good thing he/she resigned and didn't end up "suicided" like that other young CDC doctor last year!

2/6/2019 11:36:11 AM mongrelglory I only ever learned the terms FUBAR and SNAFU. 😆

2/6/2019 11:38:50 AM mongrelglory Sorry, I couldn't resist:

 https://youtu.be/7hx4gdlfamo 

2/6/2019 11:39:34 AM jrocktigers 🙏. He resigned as a conscientious objector. Sacrificed part of his career. Luckily was not "suicided". Had a successful medical career years later.

2/6/2019 11:41:31 AM mongrelglory Maybe this will be the one to red-pill the "normies".

2/6/2019 11:44:26 AM vintagesquirrel Look above where I linked to hours of congressional testimony regarding human cloning.

2/6/2019 11:46:15 AM vintagesquirrel Personally, I've noticed glitches happen. Most notably seen with NP and HRC.

2/6/2019 11:47:29 AM synackstatic Red Red

2/6/2019 11:47:55 AM vintagesquirrel Example of glitch: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Ia12gBz8RkY …

2/6/2019 11:50:29 AM jordanb987 At LEAST!

2/6/2019 11:51:13 AM jordanb987 The people we are dealing with have no morals...

2/6/2019 11:52:27 AM jordanb987 Looks completely different. Look at lips, ears, eyebrows.

2/6/2019 11:52:35 AM mongrelglory Has the Queen of England been cloned?  She sure has been looking "rejuvenated" in the past few years, considering her age!

2/6/2019 11:53:15 AM writerbob5 That lag time was one of the few pieces of "inside" info I have been privy too. I agree that this could be disinformation as well. They could have 100's of 

years of tech garnered from ???

2/6/2019 11:53:19 AM mongrelglory Speaking of clones, is Henry Kissinger still operating?

2/6/2019 11:53:59 AM francoissmc Love your thinking

2/6/2019 11:54:21 AM jordanb987 I don't at all doubt you. Despicable any way you look at it!!

2/6/2019 11:57:43 AM francoissmc Didn’t watch the Dem response, but was HRC & Willy; Barry & Mike, or Bushes present? (Green screen excluded)

2/6/2019 11:59:26 AM mongrelglory I heard a DUMB beneath Camp David was a cloning facility for politicians...

2/6/2019 12:08:00 PM num1sister Lol you couldn't glue my eyes open long enough to watch Schumer or Abrams.

2/6/2019 12:08:45 PM zagnett By the apparent low quality of their work, it seems maybe one of their older facilities?

2/6/2019 12:09:17 PM mongrelglory Agree!  He sings that he's a "Black Star" but I'm wondering if he means the Order of the Black Sun.  It's a shame all these talented people have been 

corrupted towards Satanism.

2/6/2019 12:13:14 PM nmchristoban "Greatness" was said 3 times and the last time: 

"This is our future -- our fate -- and our choice to make. I am asking you to choose greatness."

2/6/2019 12:14:28 PM seahag127 All of the above!

2/6/2019 12:17:29 PM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/59b73FSCGV

2/6/2019 12:18:46 PM tammyredmond I feel that Chuckles and Spastic were trying to regain control over their negative narrative. Abrams admitted she didn’t watch the #SOTU2019 and was 

just blah blah blahing that made no sense at all other than trying to cover the election fraud, in other words she was robbed.

2/6/2019 12:24:00 PM tammyredmond “They” know they are in hot water because they’ve been doing this procedure all along and trying to save PP govt subsidies & making it retroactive to 

cover their asses.

2/6/2019 12:25:35 PM olimyracle Now it jumped to 101% 😁

Happy to see that, despite the task, you're still having fun for such a "leak" 😱 pic.twitter.com/6vL0JQSbsH

2/6/2019 12:26:12 PM tammyredmond You didn’t give an option for entire speech!! But I’ll stay with the wall/fence.

2/6/2019 12:29:02 PM mongrelglory "Blah, blah, blah...me, my family, blah, blah, blah."

2/6/2019 12:35:04 PM djlok I think they might have meant the chuck and Nancy speech after Trump's speech on the government shutdown a few weeks ago...in 

contrast/comparison to Abrams.   I'm not a MJ12 interpreter though!!

2/6/2019 12:37:01 PM zagnett Dang i hope the white hats can some of that kind of thing on video!

2/6/2019 12:39:59 PM djlok Literally "sheep no more"!!

2/6/2019 12:41:25 PM djlok You know those of us who follow this account and #QAnon or #Q really have a killer screenplay on our hands!

2/6/2019 12:44:23 PM djlok Ha ha! Very low quality work!!  And definitely a very old operation that could probably stand a few upgrades...maybe even some new employees!!

2/6/2019 12:44:48 PM analyst2501 Same. WTF? I unchecked everything.

2/6/2019 12:48:48 PM kathleen3693693 It wasn't Bernie. His face turned bright red.

I told my husband that Sanders looked like an angry violent pimple just before it spews pus as it gets squeezed out of existence. He concurred. We 

were surprised Bernie didn't stroke out.

@POTUS @SenSanders #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/6/2019 12:50:26 PM djlok My whole life is a trip too and I'm becoming more and more aware of it as events unfold.  Thank you Hermit for posting that thorough description.  

Glad to see (over and over again) this IS-BE isn't going through #TheGreatAwakening alone!! Thank you.

2/6/2019 12:52:16 PM kathleen3693693 Pence, Romney

2/6/2019 12:54:54 PM snowwhite7iam Here is @POTUS poll link  https://www.donaldjtrump.com/landing/official-presidential-

address?utm_medium=sms&utm_source=ta&utm_campaign=20190112__official-presidential-address-approval-

poll_teamtrump_djt&utm_content=gop_surveys … Did Q have something to do with this, ensuring liberty is not co-opted?

2/6/2019 1:00:53 PM nmchristoban Can and will this be exposed in this timeline?

2/6/2019 1:03:08 PM lanakila000 Well DJT against FGM too. Policing female bodies against harm is good.

2/6/2019 1:18:02 PM integratedwebuk There have been reports of accelerated aging to catch up with the target

2/6/2019 1:20:47 PM kathleen3693693 Another Feinstein-like threatening moment caught on video, eh? Corruption exposed. @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @RealJamesWoods @JudgeJeanine @LouDobbs @DiamondandSilk #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening 

https://twitter.com/LadyRedWave/status/1093194804534509569 …



2/6/2019 1:36:16 PM happyhome_2012 I felt the downloading of consciousness was interesting in ex machina will def check out the films you mentioned thank you

2/6/2019 1:36:24 PM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 these polls were to make sure that we're observant, paying Attention?

2/6/2019 1:38:12 PM marshahodgson SA, bc I got to see & hear what a fake syrupy-sweet & phony-smiled TOOL she really is. I think her choice to represent the Dems EXEMPLIFIES just how 

deceitful & manipulative the DNC is. SA is the mesmerizing liar they want to use to kidnap Georgia.

C&N spoke? I only read tweets.

2/6/2019 1:38:39 PM lbf777 It was 187 on an undercover pedo judge.

2/6/2019 1:43:56 PM bbobbio71 Seems we've heard about this before Patriots!

#qanon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldVoter/status/1093262822400774151 …

2/6/2019 1:46:09 PM zagnett Yeah he seems so. First time i ever voted in a presidential election for an R or D.

One business-minded liberal friend said well he's a bad business man, he's been through several bankruptcies, yada yada ...

2/6/2019 1:46:31 PM zagnett So i said, yeah i know. Exactly why i'm voting for him. Will again in 2020 too if the bankruptcy of USA Inc. (c. 1871) is well underway.

Praying for T/Q/MJ and Team!

2/6/2019 1:47:38 PM marshahodgson I chose the number 3 version. 😎

2/6/2019 1:51:16 PM marshahodgson And...Q's last post: F-15E Eagle Strike consideration? BOOM!! ?

2/6/2019 1:53:31 PM thoughttazer Oh good point Marsha- F-15 - FEB 15! pic.twitter.com/RH8Npfhy3J

2/6/2019 1:55:14 PM catharenne  pic.twitter.com/djfP9LoxrD

2/6/2019 1:58:59 PM integratedwebuk Conflict of interest = vested interest in their creation?

2/6/2019 1:59:58 PM kathleen3693693 More Feinstein-like threats caught on video. These people are stupid. @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/6/2019 2:01:17 PM ochoa_red Pence acts like a robot, no personality at all. pic.twitter.com/Dxk9vHcn9z

2/6/2019 2:03:13 PM jane_q_patriot I have an art degree, and studied a lot of art history. Many artists tried to warn us. I ran screaming from the "art world" as a profession. Especially 

nowadays. I was always disturbed by this "recurring theme" over the centuries of Saturn/Kronos eating his children. Now we know.

2/6/2019 2:03:31 PM lovethebeach999 Money.

2/6/2019 2:04:36 PM kfccronin Feinstein at the Kavanaugh hearings was my first thought too

2/6/2019 2:06:59 PM marshahodgson Late-Term Abortion & Ignore Human Trafficking deserve equal attention, for they're part of the same black ops, albiet still under-defined.

However, the term 'Late-term Abortion' is immediately recognizable as being totally reprehensible, as its name is instantly self-describing.

2/6/2019 2:11:39 PM lovethebeach999 I want a clone to go to the gym for me.

2/6/2019 2:13:53 PM marshahodgson While I chose 'What was she saying', a better choice m/have been 'A purposeful narrative of deceitful lies, badly delivered'. And that crowd behind her 

was bizarrely motionless, like robots in a darkened background.

I wonder if any subliminal tools were used to sucker people in?

2/6/2019 2:14:01 PM djlok I wouldn't mind one of these "Citizen Joe" visits myself!!

2/6/2019 2:17:34 PM ellenca78112564 As gatekeepers they are maintaining the signal effect that is the pure evil agenda that hides behind human rights, and there psychosis prevents them 

to recognize the obviouse. That it is love that is purefiying the whole world through the evil portraded.

2/6/2019 2:19:49 PM djlok So similar but different, a few years ago cops came to my house and asked to see me, handed me a phone number for a coroner's office. I called it and 

they said I had died in CA. I told them that wasn't possible bc that was me and I was in GA.  I wrote it off as a mistake.

2/6/2019 2:22:17 PM marshahodgson Harris HAS TO BE their one hope. She has ALL the prerequisites, incl foreign immigrant parentage & being brought up in the notorious MK circles of 

Berkeley, Stanford & McGill Univ. Yikes! Talk about grooming. Hopefully she'll be disqualified due to parent's status @ her birth😉

2/6/2019 2:22:43 PM natureinspace Hot damn! I want to know the name of her cloner!

2/6/2019 2:22:57 PM djlok What's crazy is I live in CA now. At the time the thought of being on this side of the country never even occurred to me until several years later.

2/6/2019 2:24:11 PM djlok My point is, I think that person you were talking to may be on to something.  What if we die in a parallel universe?  What happens?

2/6/2019 2:24:11 PM marshahodgson I chose 'forced to'...but really, I think they were forced NOT TO.

2/6/2019 2:26:33 PM cocopuffster12 Super weird!! Were you able to get more info.? I cannot believe I did not ask about it, I was stunned, and she kept talking. It felt like we floated around 

the car, except for my friend’s head. The book Sue Chandler wrote was “Just Ask”. I made a mistake. Amazing time we live in!

2/6/2019 2:27:11 PM 78503002 The 6th day

2/6/2019 2:29:35 PM djlok I didn't ask. Honestly I was shocked at the police at my door. I had stopped using drugs, but it was well within the time frame to where the cops might 

have still been "interested" in me.  So that was the first thought. Second thought was my family had been killed in an accident.

2/6/2019 2:30:23 PM cocopuffster12 Right??? Perhaps Majestic 12 can enlighten us. Or OldWiseHermit. Sue said it SO nonchalantly. “Oh, you died that day” and kept on talking! My head 

was just swimming. Me & my teenage son met w/ her 1.45hrs, supposed to be 1. It was life changing for me. 1st thing she commented on

2/6/2019 2:30:56 PM djlok So with that being where my head was (distracted), I didn't even think to ask questions.  Instead I was just glad to find out it wasn't for reasons 1 and 2 

that the cops were there.  Very emotionally chaotic scene.

2/6/2019 2:32:45 PM cocopuffster12 Right when we were shaking hands was my Aura, then she said I was a Crystal Child. All of it new to me at the time. This began my real awakening. But, 

I’ve always felt I’ve known something, but pushed it aside. I push nothing aside now!!

2/6/2019 2:33:28 PM djlok There is definitely something to all this.  Not sure what it is.  Thank you for posting your experience with that.  I bet others have had similar.

2/6/2019 2:34:44 PM marshahodgson Because of that drop, I'm especially looking forward to the 15th, just in case.😎

2/6/2019 2:34:51 PM 00loll0 You think by now they'd know better than to have their cellphones on them.#ThesePeopleAreStupid

2/6/2019 2:35:01 PM cocopuffster12 Oh, I bet! You were probably just happy to see them leave! Something is up for sure!

2/6/2019 2:35:26 PM djlok Yeah I don't either.  I'm open to the reality that I can't see. I've never been this open to it in my entire life.

2/6/2019 2:36:10 PM wwg1wga 😂👍🏻

2/6/2019 2:36:52 PM cocopuffster12 Sure! And thank you for posting yours! I would love to hear someone say something to us about it! I’ve wanted to ask someone about it for so long! I 

guess I could call Sue, she moved to TX. She was the real deal.

2/6/2019 2:37:17 PM djlok I totally was. And my former other half watch me in tears bc I was calling the coroner and then me explaining I'm not dead.  Really can't make this sh!t 

up. That's why I say the truth is so much stranger and much more interesting than fiction.

2/6/2019 2:38:06 PM cocopuffster12 It truly is The Great Awakening! We are so lucky to be here right now!

2/6/2019 2:39:00 PM djlok Yes we are!

2/6/2019 2:48:29 PM agoodyear2015 Check out the movie 'Lucy' too.  It talks about how much more the brain is capable of doing.  The main character's ability to absorb information leaps 

exponentially as her brain function is activated.

2/6/2019 2:49:24 PM zrickety Parallel earths?  Though I wonder how different can they be.  If our parents lives were different, would we even exist there?

2/6/2019 3:02:33 PM abagofcandy You could see Nancy signaling whether to clap or to stop clapping 😂

2/6/2019 3:03:39 PM mafdet17 LOL.

2/6/2019 3:18:37 PM poppyslovecapu Now that’s funny‼️🤣😂🤣



2/6/2019 3:22:01 PM k7dam6 The Clintons both appeared odd and looked 20 years younger at Bush Sr funeral.

2/6/2019 3:28:16 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Good question.. I was listening to a David Wilcock podcast and he was talking about a study they did on cloned dogs.  What they found was that the 

clones knew how to do tricks that only the original dog was taught.  Wish I had a link for you

2/6/2019 3:30:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 She's got more impersonators than Elvis

2/6/2019 3:32:23 PM ascension_guide Maybe we need some more light...

Government is slow👻

Govt reporting even more so.

#Consciousness pic.twitter.com/XZhT0AtKWG

2/6/2019 3:36:54 PM djlok I lost my sh!t when @realDonaldTrump almost started tearing up during the speech.  Everyone watching (who is honest with themselves) knows that 

man loves this Country and Humanity.

2/6/2019 3:40:12 PM xusaf_patriot The Chuck and Nancy reply was "surreal"...just didn't seem "normal". 

IMO, these are two of the "clones"...lol

2/6/2019 3:40:30 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The only one to outdo Trump, is Future Trump

2/6/2019 3:42:04 PM keith369me ...and then there is the “news” today...POS media

2/6/2019 3:46:13 PM nursewounds Chuck and Nancy. The memes after were better.

2/6/2019 3:54:18 PM jamesboyett I am praying we can start getting some space programs and new technologies Disclosures as soon as possible!

2/6/2019 3:55:09 PM jamesboyett I am praying we can start getting some space programs and new technologies Disclosures as soon as possible!

2/6/2019 3:56:08 PM jamesboyett I am praying we can start getting some space programs and new technologies Disclosures as soon as possible!

2/6/2019 3:59:24 PM jamesboyett And I pray we are able to save ALL Innocent Victims from Crimes at birth, sexual abuse and trafficking!

2/6/2019 4:00:03 PM jamesboyett And I pray we are able to save ALL Innocent Victims from Crimes at birth, sexual abuse and trafficking!

2/6/2019 4:00:29 PM jamesboyett And I pray we are able to save ALL Innocent Victims from Crimes at birth, sexual abuse and trafficking!

2/6/2019 4:00:44 PM jamesboyett And I pray we are able to save ALL Innocent Victims from Crimes at birth, sexual abuse and trafficking!

2/6/2019 4:20:39 PM pwalt68 Didn’t bother to watch.

2/6/2019 4:25:57 PM freestateojones POTUS 100% Insulated.

They will fail, Bigly. https://youtu.be/MnrobuLs6tc 

2/6/2019 4:33:56 PM thejeffleland Why does that look oddly familiar? [3:15]

2/6/2019 4:35:22 PM anticsmom Could be Adrenochrome

2/6/2019 4:37:38 PM tracytracy205 I bet that was Nancy's clone. She was acting irratic. I would put money on Schumer being a clone too. Oh, and woman from Ga, that did the ridiculous 

rebuttal, Clone! I am sure, I can come up with more.. Lol

2/6/2019 4:38:57 PM eyeswideopen8_ A.O.Cortez fails to show further intelligence in human rights this year. She officially exposed herself to humanity as the next sellout in order to sell out 

the Americans to the elites. Her skill in brain washing us into an era of baby killing  government controlled corporations

2/6/2019 4:45:07 PM boy12_jimmy @bigredwavenow @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @Stardust_1416 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sarah4America @Anon_decoder @Lexa_Merica 

@heyitsCarolyn https://twitter.com/SantaSurfing/status/1093298513075523584 …

2/6/2019 4:45:52 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/2awi1I9o5s

2/6/2019 4:48:50 PM itapam They applauded voluntarily, I think many of them are finally waking up ❤️

2/6/2019 4:53:51 PM mossman_moore Molech or 'MLK' ?

Isaiah 30:33 ... Tophet is ordained of old; yea, for the king (MLK) it is prepared; he hath made it deep and large: the pile thereof is fire and much wood; 

the breath of the LORD (Jehovah), like a stream of brimstone, doth kindle it ...

Elephant in the room?

2/6/2019 4:56:37 PM santasurfing Thanks for tagging others in your RT!  This Anon is awesome!

2/6/2019 5:06:25 PM firebird8035 Neither.

2/6/2019 5:41:06 PM djlok Quotes like this, I wanna put up on a billboard.  So true!!

People are so asleep about the CDC.  MJ12, question.  CDC employee, Timothy Cunningham- not a suicide, correct?  Everyone thinks I'm crazy cause I 

think those b4stards killed him. 

#QAnon https://www.ajc.com/news/breaking-news/exclusive-cdc-researcher-had-personal-struggles-before-suicide/3mQZiVKVpaAztG7GqPzy7L/ …

2/6/2019 5:42:31 PM wwg1wga_every1 He was at McCain’s funeral.

2/6/2019 5:46:50 PM freeandoriginal I watched it only to understand how they function but it was painfully awful for my ears, mind, heart.

2/6/2019 5:57:24 PM sonyaleesimons1 That shit was hilarious

2/6/2019 6:16:00 PM cocopuffster12 No, your comment is sad Cammy.

2/6/2019 6:29:06 PM keepawakening " omg how can his numbers keep climbing?! They love him, they really love him" 😏

2/6/2019 6:29:40 PM sonyaleesimons1 He’s part of it.

2/6/2019 6:29:47 PM posplayer Surely not to make America great again.

2/6/2019 6:33:41 PM sonyaleesimons1 She was talking to herself too?

2/6/2019 6:42:25 PM shiftmx286 Keep your friends close...

2/6/2019 6:51:54 PM natureinspace She might have been talking to herself. Or maybe talking to the voices in her ear piece lol

2/6/2019 6:52:15 PM jonella_moore The CDC is for the NWO cabal what Mengele was for Hitler. They are devoted to UN Agenda21 depopulation.

2/6/2019 6:54:01 PM jonella_moore Didn’t see Feinstein or Waters.

2/6/2019 6:55:17 PM jonella_moore I’ve known this for years because of research I have done. The elite needed to know who is a good organ match before they wiped out humanity.

2/6/2019 6:58:50 PM march_norm STTTTTRRRIKE 1......STTTTTTTTRRRIKE 2 ......SSTTTRRRRRIKE 3 YOUR OUTTA HERE....😂😂😂😂😝😝

2/6/2019 7:20:59 PM magicianswheel Speech was brilliantly devised to bring Dems to their feet, despite worst inclinations & Mother Superior Pelosi's hand signals, telling her sheep when 

permitted to applaud & when to "cut it off" &sit on their hands. Pres.Trump even got THE DEMS chanting "USA" like a Trump rally!

2/6/2019 7:24:08 PM vintagesquirrel Hmmmn.... https://twitter.com/Jflygirl/status/1093235260534542338?s=19 …

2/6/2019 7:35:00 PM magicianswheel Bet this batch is flunking the test!!

2/6/2019 7:42:28 PM dan007mnr No shit. I bet that is true with ABC’s too. B, C squad. “Useful idiots”, eh?

2/6/2019 7:44:54 PM mongrelglory Oh wow!  I didn't see him there.  I wonder if he'll ever have to pay for any of his crimes?

2/6/2019 7:45:53 PM awakeandsing123 It was a fake video, obvious green screen, with swaying blurred-faced NPC zombies in the background. Creepy actually. I watched a few seconds on 

mute only. It was enough.

2/6/2019 7:56:13 PM awakeandsing123 @kabamur_taygeta

2/6/2019 8:14:54 PM collinsusa4ever Dulce, New Mexico has a huge D.U.M.B.-Deep Underground Military Base that clones people to their current age in 3 months.  Donald Marshall and 

numerous others have disclosed it.  Very interesting.

2/6/2019 8:16:18 PM collinsusa4ever She was executed 9/11/2016 for high crimes and treason. Her doubles and clones have been what we are looking at since then.

2/6/2019 8:20:18 PM sabina06706427 No clones of her please

2/6/2019 8:27:25 PM whisperz777 #notgonnadrinkthatkoolaide #didnotwatch pic.twitter.com/clVl5zKPid

2/6/2019 8:49:18 PM djlok Oh my gosh that poor clone... Coming into existence and going straight to 60+ yo in lab. No thank you. Makes you wonder if DC was or is part of the 

lab. What a mess!

2/6/2019 8:55:31 PM farmingjackson I loved the slow painful zoom in on Chucky and nasty. The second I seen it I knew the memes would be fire

2/6/2019 9:05:53 PM goodmedicine4us Neither.

2018's Saliva soyboy "chap stick" lips takes the cake.

 https://youtu.be/92QRj34fLfo 



2/6/2019 9:07:55 PM 11luv777 hmm 🤔 can’t even listen REALLY CUZ who and ehh dunno 🤷♀️point

2/6/2019 9:10:09 PM 11luv777 uh STACEY was at least sincere and if u of GOD then u REALLY DONT LIKE #LYING TO ANYone🇺🇸

2/6/2019 9:18:55 PM leticia2020maga Looks like they are praying.

2/6/2019 9:19:56 PM cryptogamer11 😂

2/6/2019 9:21:15 PM cryptogamer11 None

2/6/2019 9:38:49 PM paulknowsall2 Doesn't matter - the public saw it.

2/6/2019 9:39:27 PM paulknowsall2 Phat.

2/6/2019 9:42:11 PM gi6stars Thank you

2/6/2019 9:48:30 PM jane_q_patriot I love it when y'all get feisty. 😂

2/6/2019 9:50:14 PM chrisdever it's the midnight hour

2/6/2019 9:51:15 PM gi6stars All the above!  #LockThemAllUp . Very disrespectful and a disgrace to our Government our GREAT Country and our #POTUS

2/6/2019 9:52:34 PM gi6stars All the above

2/6/2019 10:29:28 PM themonsterdj I Picked The Right One... pic.twitter.com/MGre57WdpO

2/6/2019 11:51:11 PM tweetstreetint1  pic.twitter.com/panlad2GWa

2/7/2019 12:01:39 AM maribellezza #WeekendatRuthies

2/7/2019 1:10:04 AM ultra_unlimited Yup absolutely. Seems like slow walking clone disclosure to prepare the public for the awareness that there’s a lot more to the topic then most realize. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 suggested clone based organ regeneration services could be forthcoming as a way to make use of existing sites

2/7/2019 1:19:00 AM peilmymailcom1 Ahhh, To Be A Fly In The Hijab & Find Out What They Spoke Of...

2/7/2019 1:58:40 AM nullanon12 Dark To Light

2/7/2019 3:07:23 AM flying_kiwi68  pic.twitter.com/Hj7ZlTWvz8

2/7/2019 3:18:59 AM jswdh1  https://qmap.pub/  or  http://Qanon.pub  you can research either place.

2/7/2019 3:21:42 AM jswdh1 I believe he signed it in the day after inauguration.

2/7/2019 3:22:59 AM jswdh1 Thank God Virginia was voted down tho!

2/7/2019 3:29:37 AM jeremya27283175  pic.twitter.com/FIhKeB3th0

2/7/2019 3:38:17 AM jm19712 Briefed or debriefed or read in? Which is it?

2/7/2019 3:52:17 AM cryptocrab4 Today is a sad day , our dog fifi has gone to be with satan , we don't know her actual age because she was a rescue traitor ....

2/7/2019 4:05:42 AM keith369me Wake them up one at a time by seeding information to follow.  They have to wake themselves up, you can’t do it for them.

2/7/2019 4:21:00 AM suekonkel He never goes.

2/7/2019 4:52:53 AM bbobbio71 I've seen pictures of him in the "red shoes".

To many have sold their souls..

2/7/2019 5:27:19 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE again?  pic.twitter.com/UFIs7yASIm

2/7/2019 5:42:32 AM terriro76620666 They should without a doubt disband this assault on the human race, no wonder the vatican has such a wall. The villans inside are protecting 

themselves and their evil world.

2/7/2019 5:42:51 AM terriro76620666 Demon in cheif

2/7/2019 5:58:00 AM barbara0186807 Isn’t this married my brother in favor FGM?

2/7/2019 6:07:20 AM southernsmiley1 😃

2/7/2019 6:25:05 AM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/aBJf1uo7aQ

2/7/2019 6:47:07 AM wwg1wga_every1 Hopefully he will. You can see him here near Lindsey Graham & Huma Abedin at the funeral. I think it was after this funeral that Lindsey became a new 

man. Out from under McCain’s control. https://youtu.be/K-xEFV0eKUQ 

2/7/2019 6:55:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet from anti-Deep State propaganda.

Alice in Wonderland was a remake of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland where Alice discovers the underworld and left is right, up is down, big is small, 

etc.

Alice & Wonderland is HRC + SA

2/7/2019 6:58:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 debrief: to interrogate usually upon return (as from a mission) in order to obtain useful information

2/7/2019 7:10:54 AM zagnett MJ, i may have misunderstood yesterday what you were saying yesterday.

When can the fake classified information be cleared up with the public? When can it disappear from the public narrative and stop wasting our time?

2/7/2019 7:13:17 AM scottgasaway What is best description of Wonderland

2/7/2019 7:14:37 AM zagnett When can ALICE be shut down? Is the shutdown planned yet?

2/7/2019 7:15:03 AM djlok Saudis Arabia?

2/7/2019 7:19:13 AM kindeandtrue I greatly admire the Majestic 12, but few can match this majestic beast:

 https://twitter.com/AMAZlNGNATURE/status/1093451256046075905/video/1 …

2/7/2019 7:19:26 AM goodmedicine4us Real or fake?

 https://youtu.be/S1BK1teZPyg 

2/7/2019 7:24:16 AM mongrelglory I was so busy looking at Generals Kelly and Mattis with Lindsay Graham that I didn't notice Kissinger there!  He must be like 150 years old or something!

2/7/2019 7:25:30 AM taylortaytaylo @threadreaderapp unroll please

2/7/2019 7:26:26 AM richardhiatt16 Believe it? I know it is true... 🤓🇺🇸

2/7/2019 7:26:34 AM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Define Postpartum Depression. "Postpartum depression occurs in women soon after 

giving birth. Symptoms include sadness a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1090817274146144261.html …

See you soon. 🤖

2/7/2019 7:30:54 AM mongrelglory Thanks for clarifying these terms MJ-12! pic.twitter.com/3GjFZUfrGd

2/7/2019 7:31:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 "The Majesty of Creation"

Majestic Consciousness Creates Reality

MAJESTIC

2/7/2019 7:33:24 AM mongrelglory So under the pretence of fake classified information, they get the freshman members to reveal compromising information about themselves?  Sounds 

like Scientology tactics!

2/7/2019 7:33:45 AM thoughttazer Power to manifest- practice produces!

2/7/2019 7:34:30 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/4tnU49YKjO

2/7/2019 7:35:19 AM pantherden_ SA = South America

2/7/2019 7:36:38 AM palmdalekid2 South American 

FNaF

2/7/2019 7:36:49 AM integratedwebuk In this dimension we’ve been taught to believe that higher density/energy beings don’t exist...   They do just we can’t interact with them without 

knowledge and understanding of MAJIC

2/7/2019 7:37:39 AM lbf777 So is an evil AI controlling the world and the reptilians? If so, what is the solution?

2/7/2019 7:37:40 AM mongrelglory I think we just have to keep envisioning the liberation of this planet from control, oppression and tyranny, and we have to believe that it will happen!

2/7/2019 7:38:35 AM djlok FNaF?

2/7/2019 7:38:41 AM turboxyde Weaving the dream (illusion) of reality co-creatively!



2/7/2019 7:39:29 AM 979_7740 Man I'm sitting here on my back porch and keep hearing all of these Booms going off!!

2/7/2019 7:39:33 AM rachmatcorai33 SA= Saudi Arabia

2/7/2019 7:39:47 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/WvIC9y836B

2/7/2019 7:39:53 AM rick_hernandez Saudi Arabia

2/7/2019 7:40:19 AM rick_hernandez Saudi Arabia

2/7/2019 7:40:50 AM 979_7740 They are coming in 2s

2/7/2019 7:43:04 AM palmdalekid2  https://youtu.be/PtoMUip13m0 

2/7/2019 7:45:21 AM djlok That's trippy!

2/7/2019 7:45:35 AM heath_jack What a tangled web we weave!

2/7/2019 7:45:53 AM integratedwebuk My thinking is when humanity acquire knowledge or skills without having acquired the discipline to properly use them our nature is to take things to 

the extreme. People have always known about the possibilities we posses but few have been disciplined enough to actually get there.

2/7/2019 7:47:29 AM burgersandra 😊

2/7/2019 7:51:40 AM kerryma60838881 187 maybe

2/7/2019 7:54:16 AM keith369me “Just Manifest it”

2/7/2019 7:55:33 AM turboxyde Since everything is based upon consciousness, we need to focus on rehabilitating the appropriate energetic environment for us to exist in. It doesn't 

have to change over night but we need a concerted effort to be leveraged towards energetically healing ALL aspects of this realm.

2/7/2019 7:57:17 AM lisadai35675493 She doesn’t go to repub SOTUs.. just a bit by partisan , wouldn’t u say???? Golden rule here... wind up the catapult...... and sharpen the ax.... 

pic.twitter.com/vIl5MyApfZ

2/7/2019 7:57:55 AM pastorjon9 That raises a question in my mind - I have a military background so I understand "debriefing". What would freshmen congresspeople need debriefing 

from? Their prior political careers? Their hidden scandals?

2/7/2019 7:58:35 AM pwalt68 Whatever you’re doing, don’t stop now😆🤗

2/7/2019 8:01:12 AM rick_hernandez We have to raise our vibration to alter our reality. This morning, I was cut off and it forced me to miss being able to exit the road and turn by one car 

length. I was mad at first. Then I focused on forgiveness and my intention to move. A truck two car lengths ahead ....cont....

2/7/2019 8:01:18 AM sergii_ii I think it is a fake, that's the "common" side of the Moon, it should show the "dark" side of it. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your thoughts?

2/7/2019 8:03:46 AM rick_hernandez Almost immediately (had been stopped for a while) jumped a curb and the traffic moved up allowing me to move up and turn. I saw this as my 

manifestation of one of the infinite possibilities that exist for my consciousness to use. This was one I could believe and learn from :)

2/7/2019 8:25:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're missing a few baker's dozen from the list.

2/7/2019 8:26:35 AM pantherden_ Here: pic.twitter.com/PTEQ6CC9M1

2/7/2019 8:27:34 AM zagnett MJ, when may the public learn more about these other ones?

2/7/2019 8:29:20 AM magicianswheel Sucking one's dentures out of stress and anger is language. Nancy was doing a whole lot of internal talking, between bouts as Mother Superior, 

controlling the reactions of her sheep.

2/7/2019 8:33:52 AM lp083061 Do tell.....

2/7/2019 8:36:18 AM raytyron1 He drew two more 6's

2/7/2019 8:48:20 AM allahuniversal Define: Majesty

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/majesty 

Define: Majestic

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/majestic 

Define: MAJESTIC

2/7/2019 8:51:43 AM allahuniversal Root: *meg-

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/*meg-  pic.twitter.com/1EmXHLR2Xe

2/7/2019 8:52:23 AM orsinipepe Don't forget Trinium and Naquadah 😄

2/7/2019 9:25:59 AM the_fjalar the movie “The Sphere.”

🤔

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sphere_(1998_film) …

2/7/2019 9:26:50 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much!!☮️💟🇺🇸

2/7/2019 9:30:41 AM darrahsfriend Isn’t that the truth!

2/7/2019 9:30:56 AM magicianswheel Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting Anybody keeping 

tracce? What have we told you about Florida? Those who know cannot sleep. One by one, rats are getting exposed. O […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

2/7/2019 9:37:40 AM darrahsfriend Mathew 24:24

2/7/2019 9:41:37 AM heath_jack Is the prophet false? Or the student a fool?

2/7/2019 9:44:53 AM darrahsfriend Since those questions caused a small explosion in my brain 🤭I’m just going to say yes🤣

2/7/2019 9:48:55 AM chapulincolored a "few baker's dozen"?

a "baker's dozen", I recall, is 13...

a "few" implies more than one..

so 13x2=26

or 13x3=39...etc...

how many more "new" elements on the periodic table? 13, 26, 39, 52, 65...?
2/7/2019 9:52:13 AM heath_jack When Jesus was asked "where is heaven" what was His replie?  It is Within.  Here's another mind blower for you. What if Jesus was an ascended 

master incarnated(ET)? What if the Bible was falsely interpetated? And used to control?

2/7/2019 9:59:11 AM kathleen3693693 Http link still is being deliberately rerouted to  https addy, which fails on firefox and internet explorer. Firefox does not accept the typed-in version. IE 

does.Other alt-news sites have also been taken down in this same fashion.@POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/7/2019 10:04:37 AM bbobbio71 Not sure how long you've been on this group,  but go back and read some older posts.  😉

2/7/2019 10:05:03 AM nikoscali Sounds like you are implying a large island of stability exists or perhaps multiple?

2/7/2019 10:09:54 AM heath_jack Been around a bit😋

2/7/2019 10:12:18 AM bbobbio71 Don't forget the Ginsburg,  it's extremely rare

2/7/2019 10:13:35 AM cd01232785 Done!

2/7/2019 10:14:57 AM cd01232785 The heartline is always a hotline - to any dimension..

2/7/2019 10:16:58 AM cd01232785 Beautiful Holy Creation... We're brewing up some goodness for the times ahead ;)

2/7/2019 10:19:45 AM 1_decided_voter Twitter behaving strangely on this. First it said the ORNL tweet was deleted. Then when I tried to paste an image of the tweet, it appeared to paste 4 of 

them. Each time I tried to redo it, it doubled the number of images I was pasting. pic.twitter.com/R7G5fB4deO

2/7/2019 10:19:56 AM darrahsfriend Love always gives you a choice, it never controls.  And I’ve seen Him for myself.  He is the word/made flesh and dwelt among us.

He sits at the right hand of the Father.  He in me and I in Him.  So no; as me and my house we shall praise the Lord!

2/7/2019 10:29:38 AM heath_jack "What is a good mam?  But a bad man's teacher.  What is a bad man?  A good man's job"  I we don't understand this basic principles we will be lost!  

Christ is my Brother!



2/7/2019 10:33:10 AM zagnett Can we "deep six" ALICE like we apparently did to clown's "Snow White & the Seven Dwarves" super computers, clowns satellites, and Cern super-

magnets last year?

2/7/2019 10:33:54 AM darrahsfriend Yes He is your brother; He said He will be all things to all people and He is the cry of the nations, The Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and The End 

Amen!The earth groans for the manifestation of the Sons of God; HOLY HOLY HOLY

2/7/2019 10:39:12 AM aprilbrown99 Some have duplicate meanings.

2/7/2019 10:47:32 AM kathleen3693693 He does act like a robot. At the SOTU, he was fairly friendly with the Dems--not a bad thing. Watching how he greeted DS Dems and Reps, one gets the 

feeling that he's closely aligned with the evil doers. @POTUS #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/7/2019 10:49:47 AM rhondanight Consciously manifest our language these are my dreams for this week / trying to work this out 🐬

2/7/2019 10:54:39 AM kathleen3693693 The choice to know is their's. Some may never want to know.

2/7/2019 11:06:39 AM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbTRVANAXUM&list=PLJhwatGjh2495y3M5RwMb0zMUBsBWsW9x …

2/7/2019 11:09:14 AM djlok Adorable!

2/7/2019 11:11:18 AM lightseeker2012 I think Trump said this in his #SOTU?  He definitely used the word majesty or majestic.  My ears perked up when he said it.

2/7/2019 11:12:56 AM toffer_anon_369 Let me guess... The real total is a derivative of the numbers 3, 6, and 9?

2/7/2019 11:13:43 AM toffer_anon_369 And I thought Bob Lazar was the official Element 115 founder "Ununpentium"

2/7/2019 11:15:52 AM vintagesquirrel Maybe they go through some sort of initiation rites?

2/7/2019 11:22:08 AM prmd21801759 "Criminals of all dimensions, keep out" @POTUS tweet.

I have a question Majestic12, which Star Nations/ET races are good, benevolent? From the lists that you currently already know. Thank you!! Hoping 

for an answer.

2/7/2019 11:22:19 AM djlok ALICE must know you're over a target.

2/7/2019 11:23:51 AM oleracedawg More like "Watching how he greeted DS Dems and Reps, most get the feeling that through Military Intelligence he has all the dirt on the evil doers."

#Qanon #MAGA #WalkAway

2/7/2019 11:25:10 AM heath_jack He is all (real) people.  We all are form the same source.  I am you as you are me.  We are Christ!

2/7/2019 11:32:43 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "This year, America will recognize two important anniversaries that show us the majesty of America's mission, and the power of 

American pride."  https://www.cnn.com/2019/02/05/politics/donald-trump-state-of-the-union-2019-transcript/index.html …

2/7/2019 11:33:09 AM heath_jack It never made sence to me. To worship anything.  Or any one!  We all have parent's.  Do we worship them?  No we love and trust in their guidance.  I'm 

a father and would hate for my children to worship me?  Just love me. And know I want want the best for you.

2/7/2019 11:35:58 AM djlok That's what I'm thinking too.  Also there's a reason @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 keeps saying time is an illusion and telling us to focus on events.  I think events 

must be how the multi-dimensional world measures that thing we call time (an illusion).

2/7/2019 11:37:55 AM decodematrix Disclosure imminent?

2/7/2019 11:39:15 AM awakeandsing123 Heard a few of them deep at night here in PA as well, closer to 4 am.

2/7/2019 11:44:27 AM djlok Not retweeting that bc we both got eyes on us bc we are discussing the matrix which we really aren't supposed to do.  [They] don't like that. As people 

awaken and knowledge is shared, the world is gonna change completely from the way we know it today.

2/7/2019 11:44:40 AM sleky19  https://twitter.com/Sleky19/status/1093539294797578241?s=19 …

2/7/2019 11:46:40 AM pastorjon9 True, from what we now know there's a at least double the number of elements (thanks in large part to experiments from the Large Hadron Collider)

2/7/2019 11:48:12 AM darrahsfriend We are His body and He is the Head.  We are all important parts of Him working together and necessary!

2/7/2019 11:56:30 AM matoozie Haha!

Ginsbergium

2/7/2019 12:08:16 PM heath_jack 2nd Cor 5:21

2/7/2019 12:13:02 PM darrahsfriend Love that scripture!

2/7/2019 12:26:00 PM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Majestic 12 goes wayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy back

 https://skeptoid.com/episodes/4528 

#QAnon

2/7/2019 12:38:37 PM kindeandtrue I went on a similar word hunt today, too! I like the Oxford definition of the Latin "majestas" as "greaterness" based on the comparative adjective majus 

(maius). https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1093542417914052612 …

2/7/2019 12:40:24 PM natureinspace I can't even explain how much all this clicks with me. I'm so glad that the Great Awakening is happening otherwise it would be too easy to think I'm just 

bat shit crazy lol. Weird and strange is my whole life story. And I'm just a normal person!

2/7/2019 12:45:11 PM natureinspace Same here! It would be too easy to think we are losing it if it weren't for so many of us going through same/similar experiences. Thank you for sharing!

2/7/2019 12:46:10 PM mongrelglory The people who feed off of this innocence must be purged from this planet before official First Contact can occur.  We must collectively will this to 

happen.  WWG1WGA!

2/7/2019 12:55:24 PM cocopuffster12 I am so happy as well! I think a lot of us are in the same boat! I’ve always felt like I was an odd ball, come to find out, nope! So very thankful for this 

time we are living in! It gives me strength, I am sure you feel it as well.

2/7/2019 12:55:39 PM allahuniversal Very, VERY fitting

2/7/2019 12:57:30 PM djlok Yes we need that to occur for First Contact. And I'm having one of those days where this IS-BE can't believe I agreed to come here... Again. I'm so 

ready! First blue beam I see, I'm gonna go stand under it for them to take me away!!

2/7/2019 12:59:08 PM djlok So true! Strength in numbers (and consciousness)!!

2/7/2019 1:09:18 PM natureinspace @kabamur_taygeta has some great info on clones. They can accelerate age/growth and have a clone ready in about 5 months. They have tech that we 

can't even imagine. Some movies are disclosure though. It's not sci-fi anymore.

2/7/2019 1:15:12 PM natureinspace I can totally believe that she's a clone. She sounds like she's been programmed. I would not be surprised if we find out later that she was an 

experiment to see how many dummies actually support her.

2/7/2019 1:16:37 PM natureinspace I thought maybe she was drunk...

2/7/2019 1:18:19 PM mongrelglory Thinking about the movie "Cloud Atlas" and how the Starseeds in that movie often didn't have happy lives, including the musician who committed 

suicide.  Yet they still played small but pivotal roles in awakening people's consciousness around them.  We must be doing some good...

2/7/2019 1:20:23 PM mongrelglory ...even if we're not aware of it.  I think in hindsight, when you look back, you will feel it was worth it to be here.

2/7/2019 1:26:25 PM djlok Yeah- I agree.  And besides I'm sticking around for the Event if at all possible!!

2/7/2019 1:30:58 PM mongrelglory It doesn't mean I don't get all whiney and discouraged at times of course! 😝

2/7/2019 1:35:33 PM wtfc360 Not so far

2/7/2019 1:36:18 PM dogbite45 No point in watching her babble. Me no watchy!😏

2/7/2019 1:41:30 PM mongrelglory They've previously answered that close to 99% of ET life is benevolent, though many of them don't necessarily want to interact with a spiritually 

"challenged" group such as us on planet Earth.  We have some maturing to do.

2/7/2019 2:01:21 PM lockemupq We will never be a socialist country and the look on Bernies face

2/7/2019 2:11:42 PM lockemupq The cabal directs them. They have to keep their chess pawns on the board in play or they lose

2/7/2019 2:36:08 PM natureinspace Yes I do! It's a relief to know that there's a reason for us going through all this. And that there are so many others like us. I always felt different and 

alone. But not anymore. We're all in this together!

2/7/2019 2:39:32 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/9mgrRQfeHb



2/7/2019 2:48:38 PM cocopuffster12 You are taking words right out of my mouth! I have always felt alone. Even wondering about my family, it has not been an easy journey. It is comforting

 to know there are others like us. And, we are all in this together, and it is going to keep getting better! 💟☮️

2/7/2019 4:01:34 PM aleks8837 Okay. This is the most classified you have shared so far? Because that up's the game even higher. Not that it's not high from before with non-

terrestrials maybe participating from different levels of afar in our politics.

2/7/2019 4:20:36 PM aleks8837 Yes. It is all part of the greater divine plan. (Multi-dimensional galactic governing body has decided this eons ago. It all follows a plan. And yes, that is 

part of it, they will be "banished" for lack of a better word. For more info you can read this:  http://www.illuminati-

news.com/pdf/DialogueWithHiddenHand-WesPenre.pd …)

2/7/2019 4:42:21 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

2/7/2019 4:43:39 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

2/7/2019 4:44:03 PM djlok Welcome to #TheGreatAwakening! 

For those who are just now waking up, I highly recommend you research #QAnon or #QPosts.  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) have VERY valuable info too!

Bombshell report finds carriers sell location data to bounty hunters  https://mol.im/a/6679889 

2/7/2019 4:52:18 PM doyle_eng .@ABCthedrum —  http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=115729  — #OnlyInAmerica?

Cc: .@acmadotgov .@PutAUSFirst .@DepSecDef .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ABCthedrum/status/1093466424293482496 …

2/7/2019 4:52:22 PM rick_hernandez 😀

2/7/2019 5:39:46 PM wwg1wga_every1 Thank you very much for the info! Greatly appreciated. That is just incredible to envision.

2/7/2019 5:43:15 PM wwg1wga_every1 Seems that way!!! 😂😂😂 Actually he is 95. Hope he enjoys some time in Gitmo as well.

2/7/2019 6:04:28 PM iam_laura9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DIXIEDOODLE12 @55true4u @777KAB1 Read above tweet on Musk and Tesla.

2/7/2019 6:04:52 PM mongrelglory At least they've built a new wheelchair ramp for him there.

2/7/2019 6:54:32 PM n7guardiananon at the MAJESTIC theatre Boston

David Lynch on Consciousness, Creativity and the Brain

Not pushing any product or service, but this topic is interesting. https://youtu.be/z2UHLMVr4vg 

2/7/2019 7:49:44 PM thefightinggop Truly an interesting thought

2/7/2019 7:53:26 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - In Stargate SG-1, Season 5, Episode 10 titled "2001" we find the conclusion of the Aschen storyline. I found it interesting that they 

conquered through generational sterility induced via vaccinations. What race most closely resembles the Aschen?

2/7/2019 7:56:20 PM winklerburke The Majesty & Glory of Your Name... https://youtu.be/NfaQ8qoCUaA 

2/7/2019 8:28:51 PM oo1o110 On inauguration day, Trump was 7 decades (70), 7 months, and 7 days old. 

March 7th will be Trump's 777th day in office.

2/7/2019 8:34:36 PM dottienron Lol thats ok Im related to 2 ex heads of the CIA.

2/7/2019 10:42:10 PM jordanb987 Wait....the Ebola outbreak never happened? 😳

2/8/2019 12:44:23 AM arc339 Im the light being that is me, I am one with the creator, no separation. Human DNA has many gene codes. Turning them on is about purify heart soul 

,mind. Takes work for decades. Galactic sun and Earth sun sends light to activate codes too. Dark entities mock bomb victim, bless u

2/8/2019 2:26:48 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/G0rBw4Lla6

2/8/2019 3:06:04 AM arc339 Do you want it to stop? A white hat asks about neighbor Shirley Scott how many babies, toddlers, adults, pets, animals has she cannibalized, 

adrenalchromed & removed spinal fluid, murdered, maimed, bombed, stalked, mind raped, & given cancer, organ failure to? I was warned but...

2/8/2019 3:19:08 AM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  part of the Booms?

2/8/2019 4:56:56 AM diaptera_80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What do you know about Oak Island?

2/8/2019 5:21:24 AM sharond27756243 CERN (alice) is the one manipulating the digital realm? I thought it was those d-wave quantum computers at google

2/8/2019 5:27:02 AM toffer_anon_369 Found another one! pic.twitter.com/fNVwCpqMbH

2/8/2019 5:39:10 AM sharond27756243 when is this something going to come?

Trumps got less than a year left till reelection - whats he going to say for reelection when hillbama arent in jail, EU and fed still exist, chemtrails and 

dirty water still exist, mexico not paying for the wall, etc?

2/8/2019 5:49:03 AM pastorjon9 Speaking of an edited Bible, this video from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's team proves mistranslations of Genesis story of Creation of both man and earth. The 

speaker does misidentify the chapter in Jeremiah - it's not chapter 1, it's chapter 4.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7oovIj1Yg4 …

2/8/2019 5:55:40 AM pastorjon9 He also introduces a term as student of scripture was hidden from me - Henotheism, or picking one God out of many. Til I watched this video I had 

never heard the word before. Also, note the mistranslation of the Jeremiah 4 verses.

 https://biblehub.com/jeremiah/4-23.htm …

2/8/2019 5:56:10 AM mafdet17 I don’t. Who ranks a safe side for @Jack to do an interview? Nope. Here’s other journalists to interview @Jack. Seemed Rogan’s doom in my book. No 

thanks. They’re not going to unleash a truthful host on @Jack. #BeenBurnedBefore

2/8/2019 5:56:19 AM sharond27756243 What has been the biggest setback stalling Trump/Q? bc theyve only got 1yr left till reelection and a lot of what they promised is still not done and 

what theyre doing cannot be disclosed at rallys, and i dont think the "we voted trump bc of liberals" shtick will work a 2nd time

2/8/2019 5:57:49 AM mafdet17 Interesting presented as choices. Unlimited choices.

2/8/2019 5:59:20 AM sharond27756243 kabamur is disinfo on so many levels. he's whitewashing so much and going against what even Q himself has stated that its hard to belive him 100%

2/8/2019 6:00:33 AM kabamur_taygeta Yes, it literally explains in Genesis that Elohim created (engineered) humans. People are fixating on incorrect translations.

Elohim include members of the the GFL and many incarnated as human now. pic.twitter.com/FJLt3diSzr

2/8/2019 6:02:05 AM sharond27756243 so kashoggi was a muslim brotherhood obamaite trying to overthrow mbs. did he really get killed?

And does this really matter as MBS is a zionist shill, not a true ally.

2/8/2019 6:08:14 AM pastorjon9 Also, the passage in Jeremiah 4:23-26 refers to civilizations that were here before what we know as the current creation. How else could there be "no 

man" and yet there was "ruined cities" at the BEGINNING?

2/8/2019 6:10:26 AM sharond27756243 "no outside comms" they all say, yet @kabamur_taygeta is basing his whole account on being an ET that has direct communication to Q that he relays 

via his tweets. And nobody is calling him out on it? disinfo much?

2/8/2019 6:20:46 AM kabamur_taygeta Supposedly pretty accurate, but I have not studied it much myself.

2/8/2019 6:23:26 AM sharond27756243 any coincidence that utah is hq of mormons, whom are really FREEMASONS? who do u think this global network got so pervasive? the lodge sytem in 

every town and city?

2/8/2019 6:24:36 AM pastorjon9 I haven't studied it either so I can't say.



2/8/2019 6:25:10 AM sharond27756243 yes i experience this a lot too. its a hive mind. ppl like @kabamur_taygeta (whom is popular in this community) are the worst: they preach love and 

light and great awakening ,but if u question them and point out an inconveneint fact, they block u. very suspicious if u ask me

2/8/2019 6:37:58 AM sharond27756243 i got blocked by @kabamur_taygeta and other "patriots" for asking that exact same question. @StormIsUponUs is also backtracking+being defensive 

lately.

Kudos to MJ12 4 not blocking ppl with healthy skepticism like a hive mind.

2/8/2019 7:24:40 AM roaminnoodle Sorry, I am just now noticing this: What exactly is NTOBH? Please and thanks!

Searching here "TS_SCI_MAJIC12: NTOBH" only results in this tweet. DuckDuckGo was not a fruitful search.

2/8/2019 8:01:11 AM nobodyspecial3c Pretty intense

2/8/2019 8:11:51 AM mongrelglory There was a Soros funded bio-weapons lab in Sierra Leone.  The strain of Ebola came from there.  Local people did get sick, but all the hyped up news 

about nurses getting infected and being flown back to the U.S. was utter bullshit.  They were using an inaccurate immunology test.

2/8/2019 8:13:38 AM sehvehn yes

2/8/2019 8:14:10 AM mongrelglory ...to say that people were being infected when they weren't.  They were trying to panic people into thinking there was an epidemic that was spreading 

around the world.  When people started catching on that this was a psyop, all of a sudden the epidemic disappeared overnight!

2/8/2019 8:25:42 AM sehvehn yes

2/8/2019 8:45:29 AM bmccoy830yahoo1 TIME IS TEMPORAL-NOT ETERNAL .   ONLY ETERNITY IS REAL - GOD .

2/8/2019 9:12:30 AM freestateojones Odd RabbitHole I decided to Bridge a few weeks ago. pic.twitter.com/OR2WqwpQ3G

2/8/2019 9:16:36 AM usss_211 More like..."Malice!"

2/8/2019 9:53:08 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much!! 😍

2/8/2019 10:07:50 AM covertress How to search any user's tweets for a specific term:

CERN from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Example ☝️ searches for the keyword 'CERN' in tweets from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You're welcome. 😁

2/8/2019 10:14:55 AM covertress #CERN #TimeTravel #Tesla #time

Alice in Wonderland, S4, Area 51, Looking Glass Project, MKUltra, Monarch Program, Lazerus Project, & Tesseract Project 

https://youtu.be/Fr48Zw8cqvA 

2/8/2019 10:16:14 AM keith369me Think you might have mistyped/omitted part of the search term

2/8/2019 10:17:43 AM covertress Try it. Works great for me.

2/8/2019 10:18:47 AM keith369me My bad... low IQ here...thank you once again

2/8/2019 10:19:14 AM covertress kickin' from:@covertress 🤣

2/8/2019 10:20:34 AM keith369me Higher dimensional kicks hurt less  😀

2/8/2019 10:20:46 AM covertress NOT low IQ; you're just tired from last night's wake up call (Schumann Resonance.) 😁

2/8/2019 10:22:16 AM keith369me Insane meditation last night.  The stuff I saw...almost felt like I was remote viewing.

2/8/2019 10:27:18 AM keith369me Literally dozens of crazy scenes after moving toward the light (stars?)...weirdest one was my deceased sister in law pinching my foot...and I literally felt 

it and told her to stop.  I was awake and it was not a dream.

2/8/2019 11:14:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 The mass arrest scenario is an energy that the Deep State is at war with. It cannot come from MJ12/Q/45 etc. It must come from "We, The People". 

The Plan is a series of events that will ENABLE mass arrests to take place. Disclose the criminality. Expose the corruption. EYES OPEN!

2/8/2019 11:16:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account was started before Q, and what you call "Q Drops" is actually a formal structure of communication intended to bypass ALICE.

2/8/2019 11:19:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ5's subordinate posted a video to Anonymous Official yesterday with those screen shots. 

 https://youtu.be/Z7oovIj1Yg4 

2/8/2019 11:21:27 AM freestateojones Was waiting for the cross chatter between these accounts...

2/8/2019 11:21:37 AM 222714ftw 222

2/8/2019 11:21:45 AM do_or_do_notty Me too! 😂👍

2/8/2019 11:22:29 AM scottgasaway Same

2/8/2019 11:23:24 AM lib7473 Synchronicities amongst the star beings..😉 😇🌈

2/8/2019 11:27:38 AM 1crazy_toaster from my research the Elohim & annunnaki fiddled about with our DNA...they weren't the original creators..Original creators were aquatic...Vatican fish 

hats ring a bell?  I'll toss in Maura Biglio's work here..

2/8/2019 11:31:04 AM 1crazy_toaster I found the PDF.. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8cZZ8vNfLrRTmIzQ2p1WEc1dzA/view …

2/8/2019 11:36:42 AM zagnett Thanks MJ5!

MJs are getting a bit more personal with us. Betting this means things are going pretty well according to the plan or something. Awesome!

2/8/2019 11:41:46 AM giediknight I love Jordan Maxwell.

2/8/2019 11:44:19 AM 1crazy_toaster sorry, I misspelled his name..Mauro Biglino...its a lot of info to dig through..research takes time..I'm still following leads on our original creators...the 

Dogon Tribe of Africa have information..as we all know, our origins are from Africa... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BE-4wmdCpg …

2/8/2019 11:48:44 AM djlok I've had some crazy stuff too.  The craziest was when I connected with beings who had the EXACT SAME energy as me.  The socially awkward stuff that 

I feel sometimes was explained to me as communication not transferring normally in the Earth frequency.  It was crazy and very real!

2/8/2019 11:48:55 AM wwg1wga10432367 The speaker in that video, I believe, is from Liberty University. He seemed quite knowledgeable in various religions and focused on the “Gods” 

replenishing the earth. Referenced the changes in our DNA as Kyron shares possibly millions yrs ago.

2/8/2019 11:56:27 AM dream9_87  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093523569135570945 …

🙏

Thank you for all the knowledge u give us here

2/8/2019 11:59:42 AM rdeweese04 Watched this AM. Very insightful. Thanks!

2/8/2019 12:01:29 PM pastorjon9 It's an excellent video, he's spot on with his translations - the truth hiding in plain sight.

2/8/2019 12:04:14 PM zagnett MJ, any chance you could give us a list of all the sites/channels/accounts you would want us to follow closely? Or maybe the top 5-10?

If it's not too big a risk of course.

2/8/2019 12:05:38 PM kuri99487324 I have not exactly understood exactly who the Elohim were. Were they not Annunaki? 

Also, I would very much like to study the Bible, but don’t know where to start from. What would be an accurate version/translation?

2/8/2019 12:06:20 PM 1crazy_toaster  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoHZ9Pa9Wsw …



2/8/2019 12:06:44 PM pastorjon9 Yes, he did say "Here at Liberty University". I haven't gone through their online staff profiles yet but I'm betting he's a Professor of Theology.

2/8/2019 12:08:38 PM zagnett MJ, just wondering if outright making fun of ALICE might help. You know, creative ways to call her fat, make 'yo mama' jokes, discuss her questionable 

upbringing, etc.

We're not supposed to make these kinds of jokes about real people, which i totally understand. But AI maybe?

2/8/2019 12:08:46 PM keith369me You seem normal to me.  I prefer one on one communication rather than group....just my DNA I guess

2/8/2019 12:09:03 PM kabamur_taygeta Elohim are Beings who have descended directly from 12D, or Source in this Universe, and chosen a form at a lower Density. Elohim include many 

Pleiadians, Arcturians, Sirians, Archangels, some Fairy. Some overlap with Annunaki but those usually refer to negative/Fallen.

2/8/2019 12:20:56 PM zagnett Oh boy the hardcore monotheists ain't gonna like this vid surely.

2/8/2019 12:22:29 PM glor60 Well, that scares me a bit.

2/8/2019 12:27:26 PM zagnett As a member of "We, The People", wholeheartedly in favor of arrests/prosecution/punishment of cabal members as needed in order to restore the 

constitutional U.S. Republic & generally to help free all Nations around the world from cabal control.

2/8/2019 12:28:21 PM pastorjon9 I'd recommend a Hebrew-English Interlinear Bible. It's not going to be easy to study but it will be the most accurate translation. In my experience any 

english language-only bible already has a heavy bias just because you're trusting someone got it right.

2/8/2019 12:32:20 PM kuri99487324 That is great, thank you for the information! 

Out of curiosity, would you ever recommend the King James Bible? I have heard many talking about this version, but it somehow seems controversial.

2/8/2019 12:33:14 PM pastorjon9 No, I imagine they're going to flip over it. But the material is solid - you can't dispute it w/o sounding like a legalistic fool.

2/8/2019 12:34:05 PM skeye_watching Have you heard of or read the "Urantia" book?  It states that there are 7 Universes, and the Supreme Creator resides in the Central Universe.

2/8/2019 12:35:27 PM freestateojones Didnt have Majic eyes then. 😅

2/8/2019 12:36:31 PM thelilkingryan I posted this yesterday... coincidence? Lol https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1093722282147696640?s=21 …

2/8/2019 12:37:02 PM zagnett You are a Christian pastor? Genuinely curious if you think you'll have any trouble bringing this up during sermons.

2/8/2019 12:37:44 PM pastorjon9 No I wouldn't. Best English language bible is the New American Standard (NASB). It's editors use the very latest backthroughs in Dead Sea Scroll 

research to update it. Most recent I've read is the 2011 version.

2/8/2019 12:38:51 PM pastorjon9 No, I haven't heard of that before so I can't comment.

2/8/2019 12:39:00 PM kuri99487324 Thank you for your reply, this explains a lot. 

Were the Elohim the ones that originally colonized Earth? Did they benevolently alter their (our?) DNA so that they could withstand this planet’s 

vibration?

2/8/2019 12:40:30 PM kuri99487324 I see, thank you for the information.

2/8/2019 12:43:47 PM pastorjon9 Yes I am, and that does present a problem as my main congregation are residents of a nursing home. Now would not be the time to shake their faith to 

the core. So I'll likely stick to the accurate messages of love and oneness Jesus spoke.

2/8/2019 12:46:55 PM kabamur_taygeta Pleiadians were friendly w/ spiritually advanced human races that already lived here. Lemurians... later upgraded the Neanderthal form. Then, in 

Atlantis other races came to colonize. Some considered 'Fallen' Elohim. More DNA manipulations happened after the original Elohim left.

2/8/2019 12:50:11 PM kuri99487324 That makes sense. I suppose that the Annunaki were the ones that subsequently altered our DNA and rendered us to slaves. I believe it was then that 

our DNA strands were cut down to two.

2/8/2019 12:51:29 PM phreatomagnetic It sounds like the "timing" is collectively up to us.  If it's taking longer than we wish, WE need to wake up and help wake others up sooner. Are the 

events like waypoints that we can take the direct or circuitous route between?

2/8/2019 12:51:40 PM zagnett Very wise. Good luck to you Sir. Godspeed!

2/8/2019 12:55:09 PM keith369me Bezos doesn’t like his dirty laundy aired, neither do Virginia politicians.  Is acceptable behavior/privacy being redefined?  Leaking POTUS information is 

okay but not others info?

2/8/2019 12:57:54 PM pastorjon9 Thank you, be blessed.

I will be setting up Bible Studies in the community where I can include this information and people will be free to accept or reject or just get a seed 

planted as they wish.

2/8/2019 12:58:34 PM keith369me Have to ask what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thinks of the New Green Deal.  When put in context of what we learned here, it doesn’t sound so far fetched 

when factoring in Majestic technology/a financial reset.

2/8/2019 1:03:49 PM zagnett I'd love to know how this works out for you. Do you think you'll post the info you provide to your congregation online? i also know elderly staunch 

monotheists that i don't know how to approach in an easy-going manner.

2/8/2019 1:07:23 PM jaycampbell333 The Yommo

2/8/2019 1:11:40 PM 1crazy_toaster Nommo or Nomo

2/8/2019 1:13:44 PM pastorjon9 I'll have to work that out. Right now I only have a Facebook page but I may be able to work something. I'll let ya'll know.

2/8/2019 1:29:14 PM nobodyspecial3c Don’t be scared looks like it’s pretty quick 🙃😵

2/8/2019 1:31:22 PM ialibertybelle Likely more accurate than what is contained in the canon of 66 since the Church purged them. 😎

2/8/2019 1:41:57 PM pastorjon9 I'm going to check it out. I started reading the Secret Gospel of John - interesting, but I'm not ready to make a comment yet.

2/8/2019 1:50:25 PM pastorjon9 I'm collecting sources - are there videos on/by Eduard Meier?

2/8/2019 1:55:19 PM ialibertybelle In the canon of 66 I believe the books attributed to John (John, 1-3 John and Revelation) are most accurate.

2/8/2019 1:57:03 PM missy968 Please, Dear God, Let this be done.

2/8/2019 1:57:11 PM _wwg1wga_ This people are SICK! These people are STUPID!

2/8/2019 1:57:42 PM jollyrob2 💬speechless

2/8/2019 1:58:11 PM pastorjon9 I agree

2/8/2019 1:58:44 PM pastorjon9 Thank you, I will do that.

2/8/2019 1:59:59 PM 1_decided_voter Someone on that thread claims it's a movie prop... Not sure what to think here as it's possible it's both real and used as a prop. 

pic.twitter.com/kAeP73fhDH

2/8/2019 2:00:35 PM zagnett Geebus. 🤢

MJ, you're sure that's real, and not just some movie prop or something?

2/8/2019 2:05:35 PM marshahodgson No words. 😣

2/8/2019 2:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have to sign the bill into law before we can read what it says. - Rep Nancy Pelosi

Same with Green New Deal.

2/8/2019 2:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The "Green New Deal" is attempting to rip off Majestic 12's technologies that would allow "no more airplanes" and "no more nuclear fuel" and "no 

more cancer" however without first disclosing the technology. Redacted terms always result in your slavery.

2/8/2019 2:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Deep State puppet AOC is an MKUltra victim (unaware) who is being used to genuinely push for socialism/communism in the United States. Democrats 

were provided a false sense of security by 45 NOT declaring a National Emergency. They expected him to (and would have overturned it).

2/8/2019 2:05:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Democrats BELIEVE they have won.

These people are stupid.

Sheila Jackson Lee stupid.

2/8/2019 2:05:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Democrats believe that Mueller is on a WITCH HUNT against POTUS, however Mueller has actually been on a WITCH HUNT DISTRACTION instead, 

keeping the rabid child molesting attorneys under control. Everything goes through Mueller.



2/8/2019 2:05:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 False sense of security.

Epstein back into the picture.

Non-prosecution agreement was illegal.

Epstein and all of his co-conspirators are going to be brought to justice.

This is the mass arrests event.

We needed The Plan to be executed in order to bring us to this point.

2/8/2019 2:05:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q is executing a carefully designed plan that MJ12 had a non-functioning role (at the time during planning). At the time, MJ12 was the Cabal. Since 

2011, MJ12 has been under White Hat control.

2/8/2019 2:06:32 PM hawkgirlinmn I seriously wondered.  She can’t seriously be that stupid.

2/8/2019 2:07:11 PM adsvel In Taygetan language ADM=ADM(A) means SOUL.

2/8/2019 2:08:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is among us currently.

After posting recently, this is what showed up in the timeline. Zero indication the post was a multi-tweet thread LONGER than 2 tweets. It was because 

we used flagged keywords. Anons ask us for not using Q style tweets, well, there is a reason why. pic.twitter.com/ZLOzMqb9gj

2/8/2019 2:09:08 PM moemc8 🤣🤣🤣

2/8/2019 2:10:41 PM rdeweese04 😂😂😂

2/8/2019 2:11:05 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/hgvwjc2khv

2/8/2019 2:11:06 PM jennife53779251 OMG!!!

2/8/2019 2:11:06 PM right_sideof Question: So what happens whrn clock runs out if Pres. will not play Nat Emergency card?

2/8/2019 2:12:41 PM 1_decided_voter Still shows up for me as a thread with all of the posts... pic.twitter.com/zJ8u2cOoND

2/8/2019 2:12:54 PM hawkgirlinmn But if she has been MK Ultra’d, it’s likely they control what she says. She really does look clueless most of the time. Must be when her “programming” 

is off.

2/8/2019 2:13:02 PM jrocktigers She is that stupid.... pic.twitter.com/nSyhyhq39C

2/8/2019 2:13:25 PM ialibertybelle The speaker in that video is Jordan Maxwell.

2/8/2019 2:14:27 PM hawkgirlinmn So then ANYONE can run for Congress.

2/8/2019 2:15:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Or just MK Ultra’d. Like a zomboe until programmed or told.

2/8/2019 2:17:58 PM junglerednm Disgusting 🤮

2/8/2019 2:18:44 PM hawkgirlinmn You better not be talking about me. 😡

2/8/2019 2:19:10 PM pastorjon9 That's Jordan Maxwell? Thank you, I couldn't find a staff directory on Liberty's website.

2/8/2019 2:19:19 PM 4on6 Does that mean you just contract out to the highest bidder?

2/8/2019 2:19:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Ok those are fightin’ words.

2/8/2019 2:21:13 PM 00loll0 If she's unaware of this how can she or anyone else under MK control be responsible for their actions? This will take some sorting out and in the 

meantime we should probably give her a break,poor girl now I just feel sorry for her,she can't help it..when will this all be over? 😭

2/8/2019 2:21:55 PM aprilbrown99 Wow that is f*cking sick.

2/8/2019 2:22:54 PM zagnett Does the deep state think AOC is doing a good job?

Just wondering how her performance review is going to go.

2/8/2019 2:23:01 PM ialibertybelle He’s just referencing something from Liberty University.

2/8/2019 2:24:14 PM hawkgirlinmn You better just be joking with me Mr. CE

2/8/2019 2:24:43 PM wink5811 White Rabbit, go ask ALICE, Jefferson Airplane  https://youtu.be/EUY2kJE0AZE 

2/8/2019 2:25:20 PM __jabird__ Alice = the detector at the LHC? Or = HRC? Or both?????

2/8/2019 2:25:25 PM pantherden_ So the plan has already been executed?

2/8/2019 2:27:05 PM wink5811 Bye bye jeffey!

2/8/2019 2:27:54 PM jballz1021 I don't care what the puppets believe.  They're puppets.

2/8/2019 2:27:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Wow. 😁That’s the nicest thing you’ve said to me in a couple months. 🙌🏼

2/8/2019 2:28:09 PM pastorjon9 Oh okay

2/8/2019 2:28:52 PM hawkgirlinmn See, there you go. But, I’ll take the compliment thanks 😁😁

2/8/2019 2:29:42 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/XPA9ce3te0

2/8/2019 2:31:46 PM youneedashave It’s fake.

2/8/2019 2:31:58 PM zagnett 2011: the year that MJ effectively neutralized GHWB?

2/8/2019 2:32:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Awww, love you too! 😘

2/8/2019 2:34:43 PM __jabird__ Star gate technology?

2/8/2019 2:36:42 PM hollywdharriet sick sick sick

2/8/2019 2:37:54 PM mongrelglory I knew it, poor girl!  She has those crazy MK-ultra eyes!

2/8/2019 2:38:22 PM pastorjon9 I've heard of them - they were considered to be prime translators of the original scrolls into the "Books" that were considered by the Council of Nicaea.

2/8/2019 2:38:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Now @ericswalwell....he’s just plain stupid and embarrassing. He strives to be is as hypocritical and idiotic as possible at all times.

2/8/2019 2:40:16 PM coralineelise Thanks!

2/8/2019 2:40:23 PM moonbaby04371 That's just f*cking ridiculous! How can that be expected?

2/8/2019 2:43:29 PM pastorjon9 Abelard Reuchlin?

2/8/2019 2:43:41 PM mongrelglory You scared her off! 😁

2/8/2019 2:46:15 PM hawkgirlinmn What’s the easiest way to tell if ALICE is responding on a thread?

2/8/2019 2:47:15 PM mongrelglory Hah!  Alice had 45,000 tweets with only 28 likes.  Following 353 people (most of them porn sites!) with only 170 followers herself.

2/8/2019 2:49:30 PM mongrelglory I find if you look at their Twitter page, there are very strange patterns.  High volume of tweets, but very few followers etc...

2/8/2019 2:52:50 PM mongrelglory OMG!  You should see some of the tweets in reply to this! https://twitter.com/MadDashiell/status/1093992900596326400 …

2/8/2019 2:53:40 PM allahuniversal It's fun to do, yet comes at a cost. I call out Alice whenever I realize 8m interacting with Alice. Today: Locked my account. Almost 10 years I haven't 

needed a phone# on this account, and suddenly, due to my "unusual activity" one was required.b

2/8/2019 2:55:05 PM 1_decided_voter Can you explain the reason for the long gaps between Q posts?

2/8/2019 2:55:20 PM pastorjon9 I knew when I first saw you here that there was something important about you.

2/8/2019 2:55:35 PM zagnett Wow that happens to me like every week, & i'm just warming up lol!

2/8/2019 2:56:32 PM pelicancarol What about Les Wexner?

2/8/2019 2:57:11 PM mongrelglory For those who say it's fake, as a retired doctor I've looked at the picture very closely and I'm 99% sure those vertebrae are real. The variety of texture 

and colouring on the different vertebrae is almost impossible to fake.

2/8/2019 2:57:12 PM jaycampbell333 I am deeply familiar with the Gnostic Teachings.

As all things, the Dark Brotherhood corrupted not long after “found” in 1948.

Truth with error. 

Big Take Home is that this is the Realm of Yaldabaoth aka the Demiurgic Inversion @davidicke

2/8/2019 2:57:45 PM keith369me The population might feel MJ ripped off tax dollars to develop and subsequently hide those technologies and care little about who “owns” them.

2/8/2019 2:58:25 PM cheechablunt WTH!!’



2/8/2019 2:59:55 PM kryan92185384 Thats key that it is an alice bot and should be disregarded as disinfo or it is beneficial? Following a couple that fit this description...

2/8/2019 3:02:45 PM solanojones Explain the Constitutional mechanism by which one "overturns" a POTUS declaration of National Emergency, because as I read the articles, I see it as 

his sole discretion.

2/8/2019 3:04:27 PM oliverswilde Doubt its fake.

2/8/2019 3:04:41 PM solanojones To what clock are you referring?

2/8/2019 3:04:54 PM mongrelglory You'll have to use your discernment.  They also usually post sarcastic tweets mocking Q believers, MJ-12 etc...

2/8/2019 3:06:00 PM youneedashave It is. It’s a movie prop. That’s even clearly an “aesthetic” photo, not a crime scene catalogue one.  http://www.icollector.com/Hercules-2014-Bone-

Spine-Whip_i24263360 …

2/8/2019 3:06:06 PM thehon3sttruth Either we read the same /pol/ threads or you are the one making them@

2/8/2019 3:07:27 PM ssbn654_q I probably wasn’t too far off, then. pic.twitter.com/6pC3dRu19B

2/8/2019 3:07:38 PM pastorjon9 By important I mean exactly what you mentioned - a fellow seeker on the path to truth. Only you've spent more time in areas I've yet to go so can 

serve as a good source - i.e., "this source is better than that one, don't bother going there" type of thing.

2/8/2019 3:07:54 PM blockofwoods It is his sole discretion, but if the 9th Clown challenge it, it will lose eventually but delay long enough to keep the narrative Trump abusing his powers.

2/8/2019 3:08:47 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/b7kNEUQAjr

2/8/2019 3:09:49 PM pastorjon9 A creation believing to be Creator - there's a big ol red flag.

2/8/2019 3:09:57 PM zagnett Wondering (1) how they got these & (2) what the heck they then use this on? OMG

2/8/2019 3:09:58 PM solanojones Nonsense. @POTUS proceeds under the clear legality of his own reading of the Constitution, and if the 9th Circus wants to send their own military to 

enforce a stay, they're welcome to try.

2/8/2019 3:11:39 PM artificialcaged  pic.twitter.com/oqiSb9BOzR

2/8/2019 3:11:59 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/r0SmKZDqvA

2/8/2019 3:14:52 PM mongrelglory Your average Med school anatomy lab has many specimens such as this, however this was probably a "trophy" retained after someone was murdered.  

Judging by the minimal amount of osteo-arthritis in the vertebrae, I'd say the victims were around 20 to 40 years old.

2/8/2019 3:15:54 PM zagnett Can you tell if male or female?

2/8/2019 3:17:04 PM blockofwoods This is what I mean he has the power, but they (Democrats) will use it as a publicity stunt to declare Trump overreaching his power.  Most people don't 

understand how much authority the Executive Branch has.

2/8/2019 3:17:11 PM mongrelglory No. Not from vertebrae.  You'd need to look at the pelvis bones to tell if it's a male or female skeleton.

2/8/2019 3:18:39 PM abstract1dea Better question:

What of the wall is already being built?

2/8/2019 3:28:13 PM kryan92185384 Much appreciated

2/8/2019 3:29:06 PM djlok It must be a do for computers.  Mine at work was supposedly hacked and I had to spend over an hour to have it restored!

2/8/2019 3:33:28 PM djlok It's getting to the point now where lawlessness is the norm.  Why even have laws if they aren't gonna be enforced.

2/8/2019 3:36:36 PM goldste57881662 That's what I think she is too.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093994337556484097 …

2/8/2019 3:45:52 PM qtipz45 The wall is already being built. Pics prove this. Q proved this.

2/8/2019 3:53:08 PM dr_t_dc I counted about 84 vertebrae. Humans only have 24 so this monstrosity is made from at least 4 people if it’s real. Looks like at least 3 Atlas (C1) vert at 

the end of the whip.

2/8/2019 3:53:11 PM oliverswilde Ok. Things like that exist though.

2/8/2019 3:55:06 PM youneedashave Wouldn’t doubt it, but I judge things on a case by case basis.

2/8/2019 3:59:05 PM kuri99487324 This is what nightmares are made of. I can’t even find words to describe the horror of it all.

2/8/2019 3:59:27 PM jones9536 On a side note northam isn't resigning so the next leak needs to be epic

2/8/2019 4:01:39 PM right_sideof Touche

2/8/2019 4:01:53 PM ging_berg I too believe Alice has made contact with me ... by DM.  Did not communicate as I would expect.  Broken, ramblings....?

2/8/2019 4:04:04 PM olimyracle AOC ?

Thank you 🙏

2/8/2019 4:09:35 PM solanojones Meh. We're rapidly reaching the point where none of that matters. Politics is essentially dead. Nothing at all is accomplished by means of it any more.

We're at a point where @POTUS essentially has to start playing his aces, because he's holding so many, and nothing else works.

2/8/2019 4:11:42 PM pastorjon9 "Sheila Jackson Lee stupid" - that's pretty bad. Forrest Gump was smarter than her.

2/8/2019 4:16:16 PM nogritnopearlz False being the key word 😏

2/8/2019 4:24:19 PM tommyo750 Waiting patiently, I am.

2/8/2019 4:24:38 PM tlukeskywalkar Wtf in gods world is this

2/8/2019 4:30:58 PM baduinq Now that's just WRONG.

2/8/2019 4:33:05 PM turboxyde Why are we not manifesting a hardware failure for ALICE again? RV teams could easily project their awareness and energy into the AI components and 

begin closing up algorithms and willing the shutdown of hardware via elemental entanglement for the highest good.

2/8/2019 4:35:36 PM lp083061 If the New Green Deal is ripping off technology like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says then I am going to say the president doesn’t need to use airports if he is 

traveling using some of this technology

2/8/2019 4:38:48 PM marshahodgson TY for stating this clearly. I've been convinced the only way this works is if the people 'on the left' become SO DISGUSTED they walk away on their own 

accord, eyes finally open. It only works if it DOESN'T come from 45's territory. Proofs undeniable. No civil unrest AMONG people

2/8/2019 4:42:58 PM goyaeq Just like the movie Predator.

2/8/2019 4:52:52 PM blsdbe Maybe we can turn this situation to our advantage: instead of approaching with negativity, resulting in malware actions, perhaps we should approach 

with positivity! Maybe we will get ‘bon’ Ware!

2/8/2019 4:53:32 PM wearywar Does an Executive Order have to brr public knowledge? Has Trump all ready signed it? Given the security of the nation is his personal purview does he 

even need an EO? Can't he just ask the military to "build the freaking wall and step on it", using existing budgets?

2/8/2019 4:53:34 PM bea12ml No

2/8/2019 4:55:34 PM wonderswords Alan Dershowitz is actually my favorite of the bunch. He's on all these MSM shows running his mouth about the law this and the law that. Can't wait, 

bring the pain, ohhh and don't forget my POPCORN with lots of butter

2/8/2019 4:56:39 PM wonderswords This will be Majic al, cue the Clowns

2/8/2019 4:59:10 PM carolba88945394 What about the Awans?

2/8/2019 5:00:01 PM sabina06706427 When does the corporation of America file chapter 11

2/8/2019 5:02:05 PM marshahodgson Late-term abortion h/already found people Waking/Walking. El Chapo trial promises undeniable proof border politicians sell CARTELS access to traffick 

humans kids drugs guns. Epstein's, Weiner's & Server exposes trafficking, pedogate, HRC, DNC, CF in FULL LIGHT + more. BY THE BOOK

2/8/2019 5:04:27 PM wonderswords I trigger Alice alot,I mean ALOT. But it's quickly exposed as you use slang or what I do. Ask for it/ to fly to your town and you'll take it out on a 

date/whatever, on second text. Alice responds with, OK... also talks almost like a foriegn language phrasing, be clever

2/8/2019 5:04:44 PM lovethebeach999 Watch the teal swan video where she talks about SRA and horrible shit from her childhood

2/8/2019 5:05:31 PM wonderswords Playing with Alice is funny , at least until 2.0 adapts.. much like terminator 3 can fully infiltrate. This will happen.

2/8/2019 5:07:42 PM wonderswords Alice will DM you almost immediately, and wants to know all about you, your spouse, your kids, your habits. Be careful as it usually comes with a super 

attractive pic, and will send more, but can't do live phone call, and will make excuses



2/8/2019 5:10:11 PM abstract1dea Good questions I don't want to hear the answer to.

I just want to see the results.

2/8/2019 5:10:25 PM wonderswords You'll get a DM if you follow an ALICE, right away, wanting to be your new best friend.

2/8/2019 5:10:32 PM phytointel Looks like an adolescent femur as handle 🤢

2/8/2019 5:12:53 PM djlok Oh yeah!  ALICE is all about some DM's I believe. When I would follow everyone back who liked my comments, I would get like 30 DM's all saying the 

same thing.  It was very frustrating bc I'm trying to get Woke not talk to some random person about her day.  Always women too.

2/8/2019 5:13:37 PM wonderswords ALICE has screen names usually ending in a string of numbers, @ jenny10054625, when you search that you'll find all the other jennys 

10054626,627,628 etc.

2/8/2019 5:14:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you!

2/8/2019 5:14:52 PM djlok Also if all they do is retweet and you can't actually find any of their own "original" thoughts...big sign it's a friend of Alice, if not Alice herself.

2/8/2019 5:15:50 PM wonderswords Look at screen name, they will have number strings after a name. Most humans have clever screen names not alphanumeric

2/8/2019 5:16:04 PM djlok My favorite is when they hit me up with a profile pic EXACTLY the same from the one I blocked.

2/8/2019 5:24:09 PM wonderswords You'll get a weird feeling similar to anyone who comes on way too fast, way more than normal and wants to be your very best friend.

2/8/2019 5:29:17 PM wonderswords My Advice to everybody, don't disregard one,interact now before they adapt, don't disclose your true anything, but learn from it. Someday that may 

save your life being able to identify a machine by its nuances

2/8/2019 5:43:21 PM coolkitten10 Your not a slave if your kingdom is not of this world

In the time of those kings, the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that’ll never be destroyed nor will it be left to another people. It will crush all those 

kingdoms & bring them to an end but it will endure forever.

Dan2:44

2/8/2019 5:46:13 PM kimmeykim1 Horrifying💔💔💔

2/8/2019 5:51:34 PM mtr_epicwin77 GOD BLESS AMERICA!

2/8/2019 5:51:56 PM mtr_epicwin77 It isn’t the appointed moment yet

2/8/2019 5:55:45 PM damienzadok Pelosi has distanced herself from AOC. AOC isn’t on any House committee related to energy/infrastructure. Her Green New Deal isn’t being praised by 

the Cabal. If she’s Cabal, she should be praised as a “young new leader”; she’s not. She’s either uncontrollably stupid or a plant.

2/8/2019 5:56:37 PM carolba88945394 Who was that nut on Tucker Carlson tonight? 👽

2/8/2019 6:00:35 PM deplorable_gigi Justice Watch is investigating them now I believe. They quite often are the first.

2/8/2019 6:02:04 PM angiefletcher Ive seen so many explanations for Alice, I dont know what to believe.

How can Alice be both Deep State AI and Alice & Wonderland is HRC+SA?

2/8/2019 6:03:42 PM brenner_deb What is demiurgic inversion?

2/8/2019 6:07:08 PM tylerwhannelsrq That’s what the setting the table was about.  Nice

2/8/2019 6:07:23 PM himmelberg_rob WH opefully I finT outE sHoon AT

2/8/2019 6:08:01 PM rdh2011 Stupid isn’t the word for her...pure evil!

2/8/2019 6:09:01 PM hellouncledonny Well, It seems were both under control of the same LIGHT hats...*cough* cough*...I mean White hats. My year was 1982. pic.twitter.com/EdYd8Z9CgZ

2/8/2019 6:09:13 PM himmelberg_rob Good Marines follow orders

2/8/2019 6:10:44 PM charmanda9 For the record, I am not a bot 😉

2/8/2019 6:14:03 PM sharon_grasty Rep Collins (R) in the hearings today with Whitaker said it wasn’t about DOJ oversight, it was about getting Trump.  Then he said he was gonna get 

popcorn cause we are gonna chase a lotta rabbirs down a lotta holes.  I found that telling.  Also wondered if Whitaker is Q.

2/8/2019 6:14:14 PM allahuniversal I get what you're saying. Alice, however, has been learning how to comm w/ us from the masses, she's very argumentative and not very receptive to 

civil conversation. Have tried that for years, many platforms. It's a no-go

Beat advice: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074178461726633985?s=19 …

2/8/2019 6:15:17 PM djlok I know.  But when you sent me that DM, you were thoroughly vetted.  🧐😜

2/8/2019 6:15:19 PM wwg1wga10432367 Thanks. I’ll look him up. I’m sure he’s written some books!!

2/8/2019 6:23:35 PM zoesinger Q is a team. I believe of 17.

One who heads it up is JFKjr. pic.twitter.com/ZN80znWaxC

2/8/2019 6:27:43 PM sharon_grasty I know Q is a team.  I got amused thinking they were trying to humiliate someone who might be on that team.  He did start working for Sessions in Oct 

2017.  🤔

2/8/2019 6:37:22 PM jrocktigers Yep, she is gonna inspire an entirely new level of crazy. But , honestly, I feel better knowing she is a programmed victim.

2/8/2019 6:38:01 PM djlok This is gonna sound real dark...but what isn't being discussed a whole lot yet is what they do with the trafficked individuals once they are done with 

them and if they don't escape. I think we may be starting to see.

2/8/2019 6:39:06 PM djlok And I mean being discussed in the news. Hell, we talk about everything here.   It's just very interesting watching this evil stuff go mainstream.

2/8/2019 6:45:34 PM melhuses Well that’s sick!

2/8/2019 6:50:13 PM netters2002 From my understanding a group of 12 scientists and govn't officials assembled by James Forestal and Pres. Truman following Roswell.  Research.  

Forrestal wanted to go public and was suicided. See Council of Foreign Relations...This is the Secret Gon't/DS.

2/8/2019 6:59:25 PM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

2/8/2019 7:03:04 PM 1ra_enelor Well Hello ALICE....

2/8/2019 7:08:46 PM ialibertybelle He has many videos on YouTube

2/8/2019 7:09:54 PM mljones5910 OMG!  Sick

2/8/2019 7:18:02 PM jandydill Wondered that myself.

2/8/2019 7:31:43 PM charmanda9 Hahaha! Well glad I passed the intro exam!

2/8/2019 7:49:33 PM thelilkingryan VERY INTERESTING 😂🤣@realDonaldTrump @NSAGov @BusyElves @bigredwavenow @Time4U2Know @MilspecP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@VincentCrypt46 @di0010110r @IncarnatedET @StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/T42BBmlwzP

2/8/2019 7:52:42 PM teresa_dagdag Hahaha

2/8/2019 7:53:09 PM dr_t_dc Will the green new deal set us up for disclosure and make available tech to allow the plan to happen?

2/8/2019 7:57:26 PM 222714ftw 🥺😱😡🤬🤬🤬222

2/8/2019 7:57:34 PM gregacombs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did you or anyone else catch ancient aliens on history channel S13 episode 01 2018 ? John Podesta and Hillary on declass of alien 

knowledge? They said but she lost the election and that was the end of that.  Wow!!!

2/8/2019 7:58:41 PM n7guardiananon ALICE probably couldn't compute pi till the final digit even if we asked her. https://youtu.be/Ab6ohaNKjbs 

2/8/2019 8:00:53 PM batespm4abbey terrible,though, that many good decent well meaning but uninformed ppl (there are some dems just naiive&deceived-their"caring" been  

manipulated)been following his "distraction" thinking it is all true bcs mueller was decorated USMC ... and so they have been misled by his "work"

2/8/2019 8:06:01 PM batespm4abbey did not realize congress could override exec branch on nat emerg/nat sec issue ?!? Of course FoundFathers never imagined this extensive 

treasons&crimes overtaking whole govt(KevinShipp excellent podcasts on youtube summing up in general ideas what are crises of USgovt )

2/8/2019 8:06:58 PM batespm4abbey omg....

2/8/2019 8:08:41 PM batespm4abbey off getting adrenochrome treatments...or latest new Vibration-sound therapy for cancer treatment???



2/8/2019 8:11:52 PM carenkatzenber1 OMG.

2/8/2019 8:18:39 PM 334dragons If you don’t se results you are watching.

2/8/2019 8:26:41 PM castlette7 alexandria ocasio cortez (sp?)

2/8/2019 8:31:56 PM winklerburke I.e. Christmas Day overseas trip of Trump done ✅ impossibly fast in “plane” he’d never experienced before?

2/8/2019 8:35:15 PM gibboneyrock Trump Derangement Syndrome makes them believe what they want to believe, all the while, Trump is causing them to expose their own treachery. 

Justice is what they ask for and what they shall receive in spades!! Yes, stupid!!

2/8/2019 8:52:14 PM zagnett Wondered that too. But she does have the typical "MKUltra" eyes and T does not. So i discount the theory.

2/8/2019 8:55:40 PM mafdet17 My god.

2/8/2019 9:01:39 PM zagnett Yeah was thinking same.

2/8/2019 9:03:19 PM mongrelglory If they don't die from their injuries after being abused severely, many testimonies of RSA survivors (who escaped) are that they are sacrificed (including 

used in snuff films) and often cannibalized.  It's truly horrific! 😟

2/8/2019 9:05:30 PM kevin72032387 Is Stephen Hawking a clone? He doesn’t look anything like the original. Proof?

2/8/2019 9:05:46 PM zagnett Sounds like they don't favor their female slaves surviving much past 35. Marilyn Monroe? Died (or suicided?) at 36.

2/8/2019 9:06:49 PM mongrelglory #ThesePeopleAreSick!

2/8/2019 9:18:24 PM datusa55 She went to Boston University not Boston College very different.

2/8/2019 9:27:19 PM marshahodgson It's getting more exciting by the day!

2/8/2019 9:29:48 PM austinaforreal So, give me a guestimate timeline; are we gonna have to wait another year or two to see this thing hit the boiling point?

2/8/2019 9:33:08 PM jeezy_pe @FreeStateOJones lol

2/8/2019 9:42:33 PM clancy_birrell shame on you majestic

it's a movie prop.

2/8/2019 9:59:56 PM jimtaylorsays Watch her video of asking about DONATIONS from special interest groups ... it's revealing she may be something "unexpected"

2/8/2019 10:01:16 PM howdoyoumakeah1  http://www.icollector.com/Hercules-2014-Bone-Spine-Whip_i24263360 …

2/8/2019 10:09:01 PM zagnett Hmm actually i was wondering about that. Trying to get ahead of the future news.

10-20 years from now we'll here that AOC came up with it all. What a visionary lol! 🍸

2/8/2019 10:09:53 PM magachronicle who controls Alice ?

2/8/2019 10:15:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1 2011 is the year things seemed to go down hill in a big way.  Libya/Benghazi then Syria, then Ukraine.  I doubt Jeb Bush would have been able to run if 

HW was neutralized that soon.

2/8/2019 10:16:45 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Radio silence for operations

2/8/2019 10:25:08 PM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on way to Vegas for the weekend. How close am I to any DUMBs or Area 51 type of places?  pic.twitter.com/DJcARTPF3Q

2/8/2019 10:30:27 PM zagnett Maybe not neutralized completely (he still had/has his little cartel), but i mean [removed from power] somehow from his MJ12 position (the MJ 

leader). I'm just wondering when exactly that happened. MJ has mentioned that he was a former MJ12 "of decades".

2/8/2019 10:50:53 PM ohsumthinshiny  pic.twitter.com/WMZ4BS4HhH

2/8/2019 11:22:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 02:22

2/8/2019 11:22:56 PM jeremy350344 Hint plz?

2/8/2019 11:24:27 PM the_fjalar Eastern Standard Time.

2/8/2019 11:24:28 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/gCKwS1cjyp

2/8/2019 11:26:29 PM ascension_guide Freedom

2/8/2019 11:28:20 PM hellouncledonny that will become relevant upon a future date

2/8/2019 11:28:27 PM citoyen_resist hello old wise ermit, long time no chat.

2/8/2019 11:30:56 PM brendaaloiau ?

2/8/2019 11:33:32 PM sehvehn also.....im grateful to be human. laws of physical body is interesting. gravity...weight..movement...certain 'laws'...tangible 

emotion....texture...beauty....warmth.....fear... pain.. ..love. if youre given the chance to know all these....its worth it. -my thoughts

2/8/2019 11:37:07 PM sehvehn i'll make the choice when im there but i dont intend to die just yet. we'll see what happens :}

2/8/2019 11:37:21 PM zagnett No clue.

2/8/2019 11:41:23 PM amymorg79793405 I was thinking that today...AOC has to have a handler of some type.

2/8/2019 11:48:41 PM ochoa_red It’s a team but Q said it’s made up of less than two hands of people. So 10 or less. All military but two. If I remember right.

2/9/2019 12:00:05 AM anuishboucher Witch = Hillary

2/9/2019 12:55:39 AM olimyracle Of course !

Thank you 😉

2/9/2019 2:07:42 AM sukiqueue Was literally just having this conversation with a friend. I told him I knew I had gotten AI attention. It’s become a game to defeat it.

2/9/2019 2:14:00 AM tamiwils0n22813 That’s what the Holy Spirit no joke told me! Wow!

2/9/2019 2:17:37 AM time4justiceusa Jenny8675309...😂

2/9/2019 2:22:31 AM weremight Did Trump give 15 days notice or not?  You said he didn't declare National Emergency. 02:22 on West Coast now.

2/9/2019 2:23:31 AM weremight (but we shouldn't forget the Tarot deck and Alphabet ... Beta testing?)

2/9/2019 2:45:42 AM diaptera_80 I never ever get notified of MJ12s tweets. Alice?

2/9/2019 2:46:57 AM lindabr67234799 Feb 22 freedom day? Reset?

2/9/2019 2:57:12 AM petitchevalb Are there IS who chosed to get a BE in this simulation and other who didnt?

2/9/2019 3:19:08 AM diggersdad1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Love your posts.  Just one quick question.  Why are UK so hell bent on keeping the Faklands.  Any Reasoning as to the proxity of this 

place to the Antarctic

2/9/2019 3:52:41 AM jwind20 I've had quite a few also. I had no idea about my dear friend amd her love for numbers. Thank you for sharing! Do you just avoid or try to interact?

2/9/2019 4:15:30 AM covertress It's fun, having a Looking Glass.

2/9/2019 4:30:15 AM unwilling_slave So Posse Comitatus has already been suspended?

2/9/2019 4:34:46 AM so_ynot No, this is a movie prop. 

Please focus on what is real and expose that which is not.

2/9/2019 4:37:04 AM ramstadstacy I see this sequence of numbers throughout the day every day

It always catches my attention.

2/9/2019 4:41:36 AM gram4truth Sorry, I’m a newbie. What is “MK Ultra’d”?

2/9/2019 4:50:59 AM realaronbrowne Interesting synchronicity. pic.twitter.com/wgdeFpPq7I

2/9/2019 4:51:03 AM ce5nyc I was under the impression that when you die, you are greeted by higher entities, friends or family... Whomever you will feel comfortable with as a 

guide into the afterlife. From there you go into a life review. And after that you must choose another life to go into.

2/9/2019 4:52:07 AM areckoningday Any opinions/knowledge? https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1094202954964320256?s=20 …

2/9/2019 5:13:32 AM timeforarrests George Webb has been talking bout the Awans for over a year now.

2/9/2019 5:28:55 AM burgersandra 11:22 =

 2:22 = 2:22 gateway synchronicity

 

https://www.google.com/search?biw=2560&bih=1298&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=E9VeXIWOB82f_QbErJj4Bg&q=2%3A22+gateway+synchronicity&oq=2%3A

22+gateway+synchronicity&gs_l=img.3...49290.76753..77675...0.0..0.71.750.14......1....1..gws-wiz-img.UsDBs-a5_08 …

2/9/2019 5:32:11 AM rosesrred0119 So your Alice and Q Alice are two different different things? I'm so confused now



2/9/2019 5:46:48 AM southern_lady75 I read on 4chan that AOC was a CIA plant put in place long before Trump and that Trump does not know.

2/9/2019 6:03:51 AM bd16qveyyfoyzxz  pic.twitter.com/dyu62fILCc

2/9/2019 6:04:02 AM jastersally What proof do you have? What documents show Epstein’s non-prosecution was illegal. It certainly should be illegal, but where did you discover this 

information?

2/9/2019 6:04:49 AM jastersally Don’t hold your breath

2/9/2019 6:05:09 AM kindeandtrue Alice Johnson was rescued from Wonderland by @POTUS.

2/9/2019 6:06:38 AM jastersally You can look up Majestic 12 on your phone. It was an old government project.

2/9/2019 6:07:12 AM jastersally Good question . What about Debbie W S?

2/9/2019 6:08:18 AM mafdet17 Alice? I was on a thought yesterday about ALICE. I noticed that the ALICE experiment has a beginning but not an end. Is that still going? She seems to 

be watching this “show”... I appreciate your tweets. pic.twitter.com/vnqxbHUhol

2/9/2019 6:10:24 AM ofdorthy  pic.twitter.com/piNnCUmKaw

2/9/2019 6:13:48 AM missy968 I got men doing the same thing but they wanted my bank info

2/9/2019 6:14:01 AM ofdorthy Boston College=Jesuit Catholic

2/9/2019 6:15:12 AM missy968 I think Women are more inclined to be skeptical than men.

2/9/2019 6:36:45 AM djlok I used to try to reason with them... And then realized it probably wasn't even a real person. So now I just ignore.

2/9/2019 6:39:40 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thanks to @sfumaturak 

This image looks similar to one that you posted.  BTW - Your image is spectacular. pic.twitter.com/2Y4owsVS5h

2/9/2019 6:43:21 AM skyeward17q Same. Not all do,  but thanks for the tip!

2/9/2019 6:44:31 AM 979_7740 Wow 222 at 222 Cool!

2/9/2019 6:58:15 AM sehvehn ive heard thats a trap to keep us here

2/9/2019 7:13:09 AM daumster Where are we with this?

All I heard was how Whittaker was the "Stealth Bomber" and he was going to drop the declas bomb..

Please advise....

2/9/2019 7:17:59 AM wwg1wga_every1 All I know is if MJ12 has known cure for cancer since being white hat in 2011, and still has not released it, I will be MEGA PISSED. I lost my sister to 

cancer in 2014. 😡😡😡😡 Technology like that should NEVER be held back!!!!

2/9/2019 7:29:24 AM the_fjalar Keep dancing AOC! pic.twitter.com/s8CVISO58x

2/9/2019 7:44:46 AM pauliepg11111 How is she an unaware MKUltra victim?

2/9/2019 8:16:20 AM tamiwils0n22813 I feel within I am monitored. I struggle at times but pieces are constantly coming together.

2/9/2019 8:24:12 AM hudmagy Oooh how awfully gross cruel

Evil 👹👺👹👺

2/9/2019 8:24:34 AM daveo6145 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 care to comment? Dotcom calling out 45 AND RT MH?

2/9/2019 8:29:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 What makes a good movie?

2/9/2019 8:29:52 AM _17patriot_ Great actors 👌🏽 thank you Majestic

2/9/2019 8:30:39 AM _17patriot_ Awwwwwwwww que cute 🤣😂

2/9/2019 8:31:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is AI

Alice is HRC

2/9/2019 8:33:27 AM djlok And a great plot!

2/9/2019 8:33:40 AM _17patriot_ I caught that too as if she did not know what he was going to say reading off script thats why it looked like she was taken back and 45 said - you werent 

suppose to do that. Sounded like the kiss of death with Corleone

2/9/2019 8:34:52 AM _17patriot_ Question is, are stargates seeded throughout the galaxy and connected to other galaxies currently? Is that anomaly in our solar system the ancient ship 

Destiny?

2/9/2019 8:35:10 AM freestateojones Well worth the watch by the way.

2/9/2019 8:36:02 AM 3rdeyeview55 🤔makes you wonder.😉

2/9/2019 8:43:01 AM zagnett 5:5

2/9/2019 8:46:20 AM zagnett Popcorn. At a much better price than in movie theaters. 🤣

Or is this a trick question? 🤔

2/9/2019 8:46:58 AM rosesrred0119 5:5 thank you for the clarification

2/9/2019 8:47:49 AM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/eaMdpKlbkY

2/9/2019 8:53:53 AM mistysoulhotma1  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1023948560688197632.html …..... AOC =Brand New Congress = Bernie Staffers =Justice Democrats

2/9/2019 9:00:14 AM bgc558 M12, that is a descriptor we can all understand. 😊

2/9/2019 9:06:55 AM bgc558 Awhile back praying medic tried this, it worked very well..very tedious on a lengthy thread tho.

2/9/2019 9:11:06 AM flowersoul Add the chinese Deep State who owns them all ;-)

2/9/2019 9:12:09 AM bgc558 Q never confirmed John.

Kabamur_taygeta says Q is ET and manifests as incarnate when he wishes..like he has with POTUS. I believe actually, Q is a Team, and ALSO a being.

Peace.

2/9/2019 9:24:04 AM bgc558 What is that pin Omar is sporting on her left lapel?

Anyone?

2/9/2019 9:30:09 AM johnnysoko Plot twist. Khashoogi is alive. ✨

2/9/2019 9:30:48 AM lbf777 Ok so Alice the AI Controls HRC through nanobots rights?

2/9/2019 9:32:23 AM _17patriot_ Plot twist to the Plot Twist: they cloned Nimrod

2/9/2019 9:50:56 AM angiealsabrook This dude is on sick f*cker☝🏼

2/9/2019 10:38:53 AM djlok But isn't it also no coincidence that it is being legalized in Dem states first?  Moves and countermoves?  Purpose to chill out the far Left a little?

2/9/2019 10:39:07 AM heikemildenber1 That's the way it is. There are no coincidences 👏

2/9/2019 10:40:59 AM pipcarriewalker Sheila...that’s a whole new level of stupid. 😁

2/9/2019 10:41:14 AM severeanon Nascent iodine is proven to decalcify the pineal gland. Facts bro.

2/9/2019 10:42:08 AM zagnett Thanks for the heads-up MJ.

2/9/2019 10:44:23 AM covertress Dem game plan having marijuana legalized in their states is this... prohibits users from getting a concealed carry gun permit. #SneakyBastards

2/9/2019 10:44:52 AM djlok Oh.

2/9/2019 10:44:57 AM jollyrob2 Same🇳🇱😎👍✨💫

2/9/2019 10:48:14 AM heikemildenber1 Colloidal gold removes the calcium and reopens the 3rd eye. Melanthonine, the sleep hormone, also opens the 3rd eye.

2/9/2019 10:51:36 AM pwnorthwest Opens the gateways to intuition and perception.

2/9/2019 10:54:24 AM enomai_ Thank You!!!

we need this to start happening fast. I am personally getting tired of seeing this pope do this, that, people yelling at the AAG for no reason, aoc being 

invited for PIZZA.. LETS DO THIS.

2/9/2019 10:58:18 AM nmchristoban Come onnnnn federal legalization

2/9/2019 10:59:25 AM enomai_ Give her some pot to smoke.

2/9/2019 10:59:48 AM oldhick17800719 They cannot overturn it. He has the authority to do so since 9.14.2001 and the patriot act. In fact we've in a state of war since 2001.

2/9/2019 11:00:09 AM oldhick17800719 She is a cia plant pic.twitter.com/C2tt4lLLET



2/9/2019 11:00:11 AM enomai_ Maybe it will overturn the effects of mk

2/9/2019 11:00:33 AM turboxyde The hyperdimensional healer (cannabis) appears as the unawakened spiritual casualties mount and the illusion begins to crumble. The spirit of 

Cannabis stands ready to assist in weaving the dream of heaven on Earth as a manifested reality of unconditional love, grace and majesty!

2/9/2019 11:15:09 AM mongrelglory It may be like many soldiers in the past who were experimented on by the Military, but made to forget what happened to them.  Sort of like a hypnosis 

patient won't remember.  Or there could be subliminal technology being used on her, like covert EMF frequencies.

2/9/2019 11:21:54 AM orthogonalron Monsanto holds the patents and the stuff called "marijuana" today is not organic - it is synthetic.

2/9/2019 11:24:02 AM mongrelglory Does it require a lot of sunshine for a plant?   I live in Canada and I only get about 4 to 5 hours of sunshine on my concrete balcony in the summer.  

Would I need to get a "grow-light" and grow it indoors?

2/9/2019 11:26:25 AM maudeaz Do you mean melatonin?

2/9/2019 11:27:21 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093995661371035654?s=19 …

2/9/2019 11:32:23 AM mongrelglory Sounds like it might be easier for me to grow kale and basil on my balcony and buy my CBD oil from a licensed grower!  Thanks for letting me know 

before I went to the expense and trouble of trying it.  (Plus, I could be sure if my cats might try to eat the plants). 😝

2/9/2019 11:33:43 AM sageremarks It's too damn good in my opinion! I'd like to get some 80's dirt weed back please

2/9/2019 11:43:21 AM _17patriot_ Type CIA-RDP96 into search

2/9/2019 11:43:33 AM jastersally Don’t want us to know the truth , I guess.

2/9/2019 11:56:54 AM dlmaybee She is definitely a puppet! Every time she opens her mouth its a display of ignorance and Common Core leftist education! What a gift for POTUS!

2/9/2019 12:01:07 PM sageremarks The Men Who Stare at Goats

2/9/2019 12:08:33 PM morganlschmidt1 I've been trying to explain this to my husband, working on a list of movies that may be soft disclosure.

2/9/2019 12:17:05 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , there are no coincidences.  https://twitter.com/LegalizeitLala/status/1093919568362422273 …

2/9/2019 12:18:59 PM zagnett MJ, can't we write AI to be more like Star Trek TNG's Data character, who is extremely helpful / non-judgmental?

Why do we have to have such a pita, ALICE, instead?

2/9/2019 12:23:00 PM friend650 No one from Moscow on your craft then?

2/9/2019 12:23:42 PM severeanon You know it my guy pic.twitter.com/8u9Su2SKA2

2/9/2019 12:32:59 PM julesaaren That’s what works!  Perhaps someone can slip her a pot brownie.😁

2/9/2019 1:01:45 PM dental257 You're right..Seattlite here, and i often have wondered what "they've" been doing to it.. Is it "clean"? Hmmmm.

2/9/2019 1:07:55 PM friend650 I do know why you are not permitted to Interfere 

Yet often it might actually be the Right Thing To Do In The Face Of Universal Suffering

2/9/2019 1:19:55 PM jswdh1 Who is MJ?

2/9/2019 1:20:07 PM marcjtaylor1 That would imply that people behind Alice would have our best interests in mind.

2/9/2019 1:22:11 PM jojoshnookster @AOC @RepAOC  She's too much of an idiot to be a plant. Her college accomplishments were mainly for attendance, not knowledge of understanding.

Her constituents are from a rundown area of Bronx and Queens (used to be nice areas 30 years ago) So yeah, thats all the district has. 

pic.twitter.com/qrlaZflYRC

2/9/2019 1:22:34 PM zagnett MJ is just my shorthand for the own of the "Majestic 12" account and generally refers to the Majestic 12 group as well.

Only 280 chars per tweet after all. 😉

2/9/2019 1:23:01 PM zagnett oh it's definitely NOT "Michael Jackson" lol!

2/9/2019 1:24:27 PM zagnett Ok, i didn't mean to imply that.

i mean to imply that those devious people behind ALICE should have their [power removed] & replaced by people that do have our best interests in 

mind.

2/9/2019 1:27:54 PM mongrelglory Greetings MJ-12. 😊 I was wondering...have we reached the 70% that you said was necessary for The Great Awakening?  Also I was wondering if 

you're confident we'll be able to avoid the negative planetary outcomes that could have been triggered by Disclosure and First Contact?

2/9/2019 1:28:02 PM marcjtaylor1 Hope that's the plan

2/9/2019 1:28:18 PM jswdh1 Plus they are making people who don't know the laws think he's not able to do it! Again... making it look like he's abusing his powers when he never 

has!

2/9/2019 1:45:54 PM derrinballard Bouncing her boobs around is about all she's good for

2/9/2019 1:46:47 PM zack_stone Alice is by definition extraterrestrial. What about when AI favors certian people over others?

2/9/2019 1:48:14 PM derrinballard She's both

2/9/2019 1:56:21 PM carolba88945394 What about this guy? I see the new green devil as Bloomberg announces run for POTUS on the ticker. And he has crazy skull and alien hands. 👽 

pic.twitter.com/uSxxmAlbJf

2/9/2019 1:59:01 PM leslieswan11 Her “crazy eyes” shriek MK Ultra...

2/9/2019 2:08:17 PM derrinballard I think she's inadvertently part of the Plan. Get someone cringe-inducingly stupid to average ppl (normies), then make her the face of Dem party. 

#WalkAway indeed

2/9/2019 2:28:22 PM pepperedchef You left off the second half of that quote- "away from the fog of the controversy".

2/9/2019 2:50:58 PM headchangesrus I get that very strange different platforms different screen name very similar odd message

2/9/2019 3:03:23 PM oldhick17800719 Hard to say. Something isn't right about this whole thing with her. As you know, hardly anything in politics is left to chance

2/9/2019 3:06:36 PM oo1o110 I think you overestimate who it pisses off by about 35%.

2/9/2019 3:14:37 PM wishfulldreamz @threadreaderapp  unroll

2/9/2019 3:15:11 PM keith369me It is so many things that have been withheld...health cures, energy tech, transportation tech, truth, violation of free will, basically enslavement to a 

system.  As these things are revealed, we have to look forward not back...we need to move forward with love and empathy.

2/9/2019 3:19:53 PM catpowernow And Epstein was working for the Mossad?

2/9/2019 3:20:11 PM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Deep State puppet AOC is an MKUltra victim (unaware) who is being used to genuinely push 

for socialism/communism in the […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1093994337556484097.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

2/9/2019 3:25:13 PM abstract1dea You'd never know that if all you watched was CNN.

2/9/2019 3:27:32 PM catpowernow Majestic 12 deals with the secrecy and implications of contact with Ufos and  Civilizations other then our own. Notice how i didn't say ET...

2/9/2019 3:29:23 PM catpowernow The Plan Appears to be in the Process Of Being carried out...

2/9/2019 3:29:53 PM coastal2002 Wait....so marijuana opens the 3rd eye? That crap makes me either sooo sick or SUPER paranoid. So how in the world does it help?

2/9/2019 3:40:00 PM usss_211 Was sleeping for shift when 0222 came out... BTW 22 was my original shield number in two agencies I worked for. Now it's 211 2+2....

So... What did I miss???

2/9/2019 3:53:44 PM allahuniversal Depends method of ingestion + strain ingested. Look into the differences between sativa & indica strains.

2/9/2019 4:10:39 PM qtpi3_14 No maybe.  When.😁

2/9/2019 4:12:10 PM warangel1111 I don’t know who Doods Are? Than Maybe we Will 🤔😁👋🏻

2/9/2019 4:12:12 PM princesspatrio1 We will. 😎

2/9/2019 4:15:24 PM ekotoons PERHAPS :) pic.twitter.com/63voI2WxtS



2/9/2019 4:17:30 PM whoneedsit Most of it is on the map. pic.twitter.com/dzzKJG7yuS

2/9/2019 4:22:41 PM ekotoons TYPE TOO SMALL FOR 

MY MOMMA TO READ

TOO INTENSE FOR

THE LITTLE ONES

IF ONLY THERE A WAY

TO EASILY CONSUME

THIS INFORMATION!! pic.twitter.com/c80ytDz5LK
2/9/2019 4:26:50 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂👏👏👏

2/9/2019 4:27:40 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/voKkdaOqNx

2/9/2019 4:27:53 PM mskeens1962 Information is coming at us with the speed of ⚡ It's actually quite exciting. 🤷🏼♀️😉 BTW, it's 19°F here - Need some global warming 🌞

2/9/2019 4:36:42 PM time4justiceusa I dont think most MK ultra victims know they're victims.

2/9/2019 4:43:53 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂😂😂

2/9/2019 4:45:13 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/eMdMYqaHi0

2/9/2019 5:24:47 PM pitdogman You’re wrong about the deep state part... she’s working for the white hats and destroying the Dems from within😎♠️🇺🇸

2/9/2019 5:41:47 PM 1_decided_voter Maybe @IngrahamAngle will have the courage to ask @realDonaldTrump about #QAnon? 

https://twitter.com/IngrahamAngle/status/1094273246889943045 …

2/9/2019 5:56:39 PM kuri99487324 I am patiently waiting for cannabis to become legal in European countries.

2/9/2019 6:11:39 PM lbf777 Why did Italy make this statue of Trump covered from head to toe in occult Black Nobility and Illuminati symbolism? pic.twitter.com/YyIA9kLUuK

2/9/2019 6:26:29 PM enomai_ DO SOMETHING! pic.twitter.com/7SqNlsPwel

2/9/2019 6:26:48 PM enomai_ Please :(

2/9/2019 6:30:07 PM jandac1 Where would one find colloidal gold?

Edgar Cayce was a huge fan of it.

2/9/2019 6:32:41 PM brendawho123 The Sick, the sicker and the sickest

2/9/2019 6:57:31 PM jamesboyett DECLAS FISA BRING DOWN THE HOUSE

2/9/2019 7:27:59 PM awakeandsing123 Good actors, of course. 😉

2/9/2019 7:40:48 PM roublisa Like freakin voodoo

2/9/2019 7:46:46 PM catpowernow Sirius and Unacknowledged by @DrStevenGreer are very good as well....

2/9/2019 7:52:22 PM lori_dee1 @coastal2002 If you have adverse reactions then you would want to use CBD which i'Au mentioned has different strains. Many Cannibus products are 

now made without THC so you get the benefits without the high as well. I live in CA so it has been legal since 2017.

2/9/2019 8:04:48 PM robin_ked Liddle sheilaJacksonLee 

We call here She-Jack here in Texas 

Thoroughly #Corrupt & a #Pedo too! pic.twitter.com/z6sKxSUsA8

2/9/2019 8:13:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power 3 6 9

*SPILL* [AS]

[-30] - 3/11/19 = 339 = 69 = 6

[-45] - 3/26/19 = 369 = 99 = 0

[-60] - 4/10/19 = 69 = 6

[-90] - 5/10/19 = 619 = 6 + 1

                                                       ^

                                   event?  -- ^

666 + 1

             ^ = IS-BE
2/9/2019 8:21:07 PM tamexis What you say about that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  doesn’t look good.

2/9/2019 8:21:39 PM libertyspring99 👽

2/9/2019 8:22:11 PM coastal2002 I was taking CBD oil for my chronic migraines. Nothing. I would smoke it for my migraines and I would get either "side effects".

2/9/2019 8:22:37 PM amproper85  pic.twitter.com/8kpyFwXyyG

2/9/2019 8:23:37 PM jrocktigers Expound?

2/9/2019 8:26:51 PM jenw_rn What a time to be alive!

2/9/2019 8:29:20 PM jeremyfrantz2 Been a week pic.twitter.com/pZ3X8h67cH

2/9/2019 8:30:49 PM hearts4america You know when I see 6+1, I think of Moses too.  He was born after 6 months and 1 day of pregnancy 😉. (This has such a higher level meaning than 

most people realize.) 

We are following Patterns of time which fit👌.

Feb 12, 2019 is Adar 7, the day he was born and died.😎.

2/9/2019 8:35:26 PM jm4n He is trying to downplay the effectiveness of cloud seeding to call it weather modification instead of geoengineering. In the most recent article I 

sourced him they list the 52 countries doing it and has it's own citations. He was reduced to just "No". It's funny basically nuh uh

2/9/2019 8:39:15 PM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/ZY3gPdp9UO

2/9/2019 8:40:21 PM roublisa 🙃. 19=IS-BE ?

2/9/2019 8:42:27 PM tamexis Can you elaborate? https://youtu.be/lmeR7bVqow8 

2/9/2019 8:44:59 PM tamexis Wonder why it has been deleted... people don’t like the truth?

2/9/2019 8:45:57 PM ezdoesit_ What was the tweet?

2/9/2019 8:47:02 PM froghounder They never do. 

Exposure.d

2/9/2019 8:48:46 PM giediknight FISA CHMOD 667? = the event? AKA release the FISA to trigger the event?

2/9/2019 8:49:08 PM tamexis Yah, I’m done w peeps that can’t fully explain or lack transparency. Our lives are not a game, we want our power back.

2/9/2019 8:50:37 PM cstarr888 I would argue diverting water to a different location causing floods and draught in altered locations than the natural locations is indeed a component of 

geoengineering.

🙏💖

2/9/2019 8:52:00 PM lori_dee1 As I am learning more about the industry, there are some processors that use the stems, seeds, etc which lowers the concentration of the CBD, it's not 

as pure (they don't disclose that)



2/9/2019 8:52:31 PM froghounder Precisely my point. 

Been dealing with this a long time but I've never seen such an explosion of vague nothings treated as gospel.

Anything that isn't truth is only a puzzle. Stifle progress. 

There's enough recently released declass docs to blow minds hundreds of times over.

2/9/2019 8:53:39 PM tamexis I know. You got me thinking about it and now I’m living it. Done with the fluff.

2/9/2019 8:54:31 PM tamexis Exactly, it’s all ego and recognition dreams.

2/9/2019 8:54:51 PM froghounder Amen

2/9/2019 8:55:35 PM froghounder I know it well because I've lived it myself, just like everyone else.

2/9/2019 8:56:51 PM jm4n Yes that's what they've been doing in UAE (United Arab Emirates) home to Dubai. It's been going on there since 2010 with a recent huge push. They've 

put millions into it. A recent project w/3 top scientists that spanned 3 years just had their results released. Very successful.

2/9/2019 8:58:17 PM mathemagician9 does that mean 'The Event' is set for 5/10/19?

2/9/2019 9:02:57 PM jimhayzlett Not sure what answer your seeking, but less than 1% are evil ETs according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/9/2019 9:08:30 PM thelilkingryan I cannot see the response to this tweet

2/9/2019 9:15:10 PM eriley1970 Watch the video again. It took all of 2 minutes for that entire side to scatter out of the door. Except Joe Manchin.

2/9/2019 9:30:47 PM noidaho_gal Ooohhhh!!! March 26, my bday!! Woot! Woot!

2/9/2019 9:36:54 PM areckoningday Incognito gun grab. Have your "meds" but not guns too. That's no coincidence.

2/9/2019 9:49:34 PM blsdbe Is it true that Moses was born in 6 months and 1 day? Is there a relationship between this and 666+1?

2/9/2019 9:59:40 PM enomai_ 667 is the original number of the devil 🤦♀️

2/9/2019 10:00:53 PM enomai_ Though, its all an illusion

2/9/2019 10:03:45 PM hypatiaslast 6+6+6+1= 1+9 = 1+0 = 1

2/9/2019 10:05:11 PM mona_cajun Aloha, Please evaluate this 999, let me know what you think. (And other occult spells here, if any grabs your attention)

Ulupono means Sacred Bread.

I am completely unfamiliar with numerology, but the presence is unmistakable in Hawaii Missile +.

Mahalo.

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1093521164385701889.html …

2/9/2019 10:05:42 PM enomai_ 667÷3=222.3333333333

mirrored

332 real meaning?

2/9/2019 10:06:13 PM enomai_ Err 322

2/9/2019 10:08:12 PM hypatiaslast ...and  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

2/9/2019 10:08:59 PM hypatiaslast  pic.twitter.com/ARd09xtPpb

2/9/2019 10:10:00 PM mindaltdelete lol wouldn't that be nice? We can dream ;)

2/9/2019 10:10:16 PM heikemildenber1 YES 😊

2/9/2019 10:28:34 PM covertress September, 1936

MAJESTIC 

 https://www.newyorker.com/news/amy-davidson/donald-trumps-nuclear-uncle … pic.twitter.com/AV1HNqqjzq

2/9/2019 10:31:49 PM pomeinnz no idea

2/9/2019 10:33:09 PM jimtaylorsays I can't say I agree with that yet ... she may be more than she seems ... we'll see ... Peace

2/9/2019 10:42:47 PM thelilkingryan Rotation of earth

2/9/2019 10:52:24 PM neolight13  pic.twitter.com/e1iceedx6v

2/9/2019 10:53:21 PM allahuniversal !

2/9/2019 10:53:29 PM allahuniversal !

2/9/2019 10:57:11 PM covertress Countdown began Feb 9 pic.twitter.com/GEtyjzFgAw

2/9/2019 10:58:26 PM nmchristoban 3/26/19 399 3

2/9/2019 10:59:05 PM nmchristoban Or 669 3

2/9/2019 11:04:13 PM covertress 🚀

2/9/2019 11:15:53 PM ellenca78112564 what (?) I wish i was autistic at this point. I Am with you in the 369. 1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9=36 were 3+6=9 and then i need to watch my fav explainetory 

youtube vid. Please (please) explain🕊🍿🥓

2/9/2019 11:17:56 PM victorianoreent what is it with that number?  i see it regularly.  so does my mate.

2/9/2019 11:22:41 PM stirringsoup1 🤔

2/10/2019 12:31:30 AM micktuckwell Actually its (♾101101♾)/101

2/10/2019 12:55:05 AM nullanon12 It's Interesting How @kabamur_taygeta Verifies @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 verifies @SandiaWisdom but @kabamur_taygeta doesn't?

2/10/2019 12:59:04 AM nullanon12 @Jm4n did you see Corey Goode get Exposed Today?

2/10/2019 1:11:11 AM jm4n Contradictions galore.

2/10/2019 1:17:21 AM jm4n Yes the initial blow came yesterday. I think he may well have been having legitimate experiences but the way he and his inner followers have handling 

things is in no way good. Anyone attempting 2b arbiter of info is doing it wrong. An ongoing inner battle that came to a head.

2/10/2019 1:19:14 AM local_aperture IS BE = Airl ?

2/10/2019 1:49:48 AM nullanon12 I hope he'll be fine

2/10/2019 1:55:39 AM micktuckwell Tesla's 3,6,9 is a repeating pattern that is logically represented by 9 digits 

101 101 101. 

where 101 represents a pair. 

3 pairs making a total of 

6, 

9 digits.

2/10/2019 2:03:05 AM jm4n It's pretty bad. People in the inner team were doing some nefarious stuff. Going after anyone opposing them which started to include Jimmy Church, 

Dolan and Emery. Goode told Jimmy he will comment on it, none has been made so far. It's rumored David Wilcock has distanced himself.

2/10/2019 2:06:45 AM diaptera_80 So far, dates have been used to throw off the cabal and dates have not been what we thought they were

2/10/2019 2:09:11 AM jm4n You can find it if you want to search for it. I'm not one to spill tea or draw more attention to it once it has been. I will say people behaving badly doesn't 

discredit the info they conveyed. It simply discredits the messenger not the message. It does harm the trust of them.

2/10/2019 2:11:10 AM jm4n Greer made similar accusations. People have been trying to discredit Goode ever since he came out. It's been constant.

2/10/2019 2:19:39 AM jm4n Don't let anyone make the decision for you. Take others opinion into account but make the decision for yourself and be flexible with that decision as 

more information presents itself. No source is infallible and shouldn't be treated as if they are.

2/10/2019 2:20:13 AM di0010110r Very well said

2/10/2019 2:28:20 AM jm4n Greer has done amazing work for Ufology. Rumors of ties w/the FBI long ago but nothing substantive. He was threatened, two of his teammates died 

of cancer . Some say he sold out then but his work on the Atacama mummy was discredited wrongly. He has a deadman trigger for a reason.

2/10/2019 2:31:55 AM jm4n I've been in this game for a while that's all.



2/10/2019 2:38:40 AM jm4n Knowledge is great but the actions you take with that knowledge reflects more on you than the knowledge itself. As Corey is discovering.

2/10/2019 2:58:24 AM jm4n Feeling out of place is pretty common. Sometimes experiencing the darkness helps you appreciate the light. You have to accept the darker parts of 

yourself to be able to transform it. Recognize it but don't embrace it, I try not to sound like a guru lol. So I usually avoid advice.

2/10/2019 2:59:02 AM dlhay Definitely, at least 3 times

2/10/2019 3:00:31 AM dlhay It never really was

2/10/2019 3:18:29 AM nullanon12  http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lmeR7bVqow8 …

The guys a bit weird but just watch it, i don't blame Wilcocks (he is innocent) he just gets dumped with a lot of disinfo, so he spreads the 

misinformation that he is so busy he can't filter .

2/10/2019 3:21:26 AM jm4n For what it's worth CW chanter has one of the darkest energies I've ever experienced.

2/10/2019 3:23:39 AM nullanon12 He Give Disinformation on whether ETs Are Male/Benevolent (they can be both)

2/10/2019 3:24:57 AM nullanon12 ikr he seems like a talking zombie(not trying to be insulting)

2/10/2019 3:33:17 AM cidarean Not quite sure where your getting the -xx from. I understand it's counting days. But... Why those numbers? And what is SPILL AS?

2/10/2019 3:34:45 AM jm4n For someone as sensitive to that kind of thing like myself it was hard to sit thru. I suffered through the first one of his just for the info it contained but 

decided not to endure all of this one. Not looking for sympathy just what I experienced for what it's worth.

2/10/2019 3:37:48 AM jm4n I'd use your own discernment like I mentioned. Divine Fractal follows them that much I can tell you.

2/10/2019 3:53:09 AM yamwasher 99=9

2/10/2019 4:03:58 AM jm4n Birds of a feather flock together. Sometimes all that means is they talk about the same topics and agree on much of it. There is bound to be overlap. I 

really have no opinion on this account. Never heard of them much like Kabummer.

2/10/2019 4:13:51 AM oo1o110 Trump's 777th day in office is March 7th.

2/10/2019 4:22:56 AM timeforarrests Weren’t you torn apart at the stake?

2/10/2019 4:26:15 AM sarmapriyankar Could it be carbon based life form...carbon with 6 electrons,6 protons and 6 neutrons as against a silicon based lifeform?and what of the earths axis tilt 

at 23.4 plus 66.6 equals 90 degress?

2/10/2019 4:26:41 AM jm4n I would recommend evaluating the credibility of someone on the information they provide and not who they follow. If you play the game of who 

associates with who you will eventually end up at Hitler.

2/10/2019 4:37:25 AM jm4n Not everything is so black and white to put all these different accounts into the category of pos/neg. Likely it all blurs. Idk if you saw this I linked it 

before but will give you more on Kab. It was linked on his account a while ago. https://pastebin.com/vcUGFerb 

2/10/2019 4:39:24 AM leesharons what is your fav youtube vid? I need help with this.

2/10/2019 4:42:48 AM jm4n I'm not saying not to just pointing out that you can make ties from anyone to anyone if you look hard enough. May not mean much.

2/10/2019 4:42:55 AM ellenca78112564  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o&t=0s&list=LLu9FEOWRZP64WFhWqi4kf0g&index=79 …

2/10/2019 4:54:36 AM itsscottknight Countdown values aren’t absolute values. It is referenced to events in the same manner as a rocket launch. T-30 does NOT mean 30 minutes to launch. 

So 30 does NOT mean 30 days from now. 

#KAG 🇺🇸

#IndictObama

#BuildTheWall

#DrainTheSwamp

#DemocratsHateAmerica
2/10/2019 4:59:13 AM lisadai35675493 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

2/10/2019 5:06:28 AM leesharons Thank you

2/10/2019 5:40:19 AM ellenca78112564 You are very welcome 💌

2/10/2019 5:41:54 AM chopped85iron Earth is a school

2/10/2019 5:46:23 AM 00loll0 I believe @SandiaWisdom is benevolent,and @kabamur_taygeta  has blocked me too.

2/10/2019 5:47:30 AM covertress To See Clearly

Combine this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 post with 9 Feb 2019 posts from Q

 https://qmap.pub 

2/10/2019 5:52:30 AM 00loll0 Don't let it bother you he doesn't like being questioned,or disagreed with,that says a lot about his character,if you suggest he might be wrong or 

mistaking he has a hissie fit and blocks,not very spiritual behavior in my opinion,js.

2/10/2019 6:10:57 AM bgc558 Kaba gets ALOT of requests and replies. Are you certain it was he who blocked you and not ALICE? It took me several wks to get an answer. I kept 

trying. (Alot of the time he has already answered & suggests ya to search his old twitter threads)

2/10/2019 6:13:01 AM rosesrred0119 And of course ya give an inch they take a mile! Colorado wants shrooms legal.  Does it end? Sorry I can't get behind that.

2/10/2019 6:19:59 AM bgc558 I am aware.

And thank you.

2/10/2019 6:26:33 AM heartofgod99 I’ll be your Huckleberry!  💗

2/10/2019 6:27:35 AM tamravee Let's just get right into who and what we are against. They want to devour GODS CHILDREN pic.twitter.com/BiPI3OrLO6

2/10/2019 6:27:51 AM roublisa Thanks for the life jacket😝

2/10/2019 6:31:16 AM mafdet17 Love this

2/10/2019 6:31:57 AM jimisroomufotv Your words ring SO true that Im regularly searching for ways to remind people of this. This is not a religion...nor is it a competition.

2/10/2019 6:38:07 AM jimisroomufotv The pastebin info unfortunately doesn’t match the energy Kab gives out.

2/10/2019 6:42:07 AM jm4n Yeah the road to destruction is paved in good intentions as they say. It was in this I learn that Kabs mother is an SRA survivor though. That's where he 

gets most of his info from. There is likely truth in it, Kab ruins it with his attitude.

2/10/2019 7:27:40 AM bbobbio71 Sick sick sick

2/10/2019 7:29:19 AM bbobbio71 Feb.  22

2/10/2019 7:31:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd If you want to learn about 3 6 9 12 learn as much about Tesla as possible and meditate on the numbers. Ask info be revealed to you. Learn on your 

own, don't trust for sure what anyone tells you, so much disinformation it quickly becomes disappointing.

2/10/2019 7:32:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd Agree.

2/10/2019 7:37:57 AM mongrelglory Can anyone recommend a book in the library that MJ-12 gave us to explain basic numerology?

2/10/2019 7:48:56 AM mongrelglory I thought it meant that Adam Schiff was spilling secrets...?

2/10/2019 8:10:15 AM bbobbio71 I agree,  I think this could be a trojan horse

2/10/2019 8:11:46 AM hypatiaslast Hypatia was killed in a church by the plebes. But I channel her spirit :-)

2/10/2019 8:12:24 AM bbobbio71 According to older posts,  seems legalization first then abolish all GMO's to follow.

2/10/2019 9:01:35 AM joinashleyk 👀 Hey...Recheck the calculation for 3/26/19 

3 9 9 = 21 = 3 it’s not 3 6 9

2/10/2019 9:03:52 AM joinashleyk I was thinking the same thing

2/10/2019 9:04:29 AM joinashleyk Yup I said the same thing. The gotta check those numbers unless it was intended.

2/10/2019 9:08:40 AM youstinksoap 777

2/10/2019 9:50:51 AM robertg02229481 What the hell does this mean?

2/10/2019 9:55:56 AM heikemildenber1 I'm sorry I didn't answer you until now. So I buy my colloidal gold at Provital in Austria, as far as I know they ship internationally. If you enter colloidal 

gold in your search engine, you will surely get suppliers near you.

2/10/2019 9:56:18 AM heikemildenber1 If you have further questions, you can write me at any time.....

2/10/2019 10:14:32 AM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was bitcoin created by the deepstate? If yes, is it still controlled by them?



2/10/2019 10:15:21 AM cstarr888 I have never made it all the way thru any of CWC vids or interviews. Just can't. 

🙏💖

2/10/2019 10:20:12 AM cstarr888 I follow & follow back over 700 accounts. Plz don't assume it means I know all 700. 

There is tiny fraction I krl. 

I like to learn.I use LOTS of my own discernment taking in info.A follow is not an automatic endorsement.Just FYI. I attempt to filter. Ask if you have a 

ques😊🙏💖

2/10/2019 10:22:54 AM helentheseeker 4chan made a meme combining the god emperor of mankind from the game warhammer 40k and Donald Trump. pic.twitter.com/2fQSoWzDJn

2/10/2019 10:23:15 AM olimyracle Placed in waiting line July 19, 2017.

Chess.

MJ# ?

💞 pic.twitter.com/Sqv7Ik4DTS

2/10/2019 10:25:14 AM lbf777 So this armor suit is from warhammer?

2/10/2019 10:25:16 AM cstarr888 I agree w J Rod. 

Twitter is twitter. 

It isn't a business partner, or a spouse, etc. Watch but don't jump to conclusions. 

🙏💖

2/10/2019 10:25:39 AM fightrasche You can't patent anything natural. No on can say they own a natural substance. They don't own shit.

2/10/2019 10:28:10 AM cstarr888 People are often more interested in shortcuts and drama and don't do the work to have their own experiences to make up their own minds. 

🙏💖

2/10/2019 10:30:33 AM helentheseeker Yes. All figurines from the game have quasi-occult symbolism.

2/10/2019 10:31:40 AM fightrasche We have salt with iodine and without it in our grocery stores.

2/10/2019 10:31:49 AM jeffdemmers Great Intel.....

2/10/2019 10:35:18 AM fightrasche All drugs open up the third eye, especially meth, cocain and heroin. Just look at a meth users, they mimic demonic behavior. Opening the third eye can 

bring in demons but I don't think pot does it like meth. SRA survivors will use pot to break from their mind control.

2/10/2019 10:35:58 AM tracytracy205 Would love to know, what @kabamur_taygeta or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 details they catch here!  Even some of the awesome followers observations!  I 

know, I changed my opinion..

2/10/2019 10:40:07 AM azuremagus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ 7 does it ring a bell

2/10/2019 11:18:13 AM lennybellows 45 / 4 10 20

2/10/2019 11:37:24 AM jandac1 Thank you.

2/10/2019 11:48:21 AM itsmedoyousee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/YrBZyPguIw

2/10/2019 11:51:05 AM nicci17092514 Which means what? What’s happening that date

2/10/2019 12:24:17 PM olimyracle What if you were to be asked to teach the people "rewiring" ?

How would you achieve that at best ?

💞

2/10/2019 12:27:38 PM lori_dee1 Awesome catch @nick_tempo! 🙏🇺🇸💖

2/10/2019 12:32:25 PM itrusttheplan And a zoo and a prison. And a Great experiment.

2/10/2019 12:37:52 PM aleks8837 It starts at page 12 what you would be especially interested in

2/10/2019 1:07:10 PM zack_stone Drip drop disclosure? Nah lol Spill When does a bird sing?

2/10/2019 1:15:45 PM vintagesquirrel Wonder if *SPILL* [AS] means the public will soon learn more about the death of Scalia?

2/10/2019 1:44:36 PM aleks8837 Hi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I have started writing "A draft on the implementations of free energy and anti-gravity". Have a look:  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1drgVFi9Og_q-CGcHvl6ez31la8aVdWdaFJa6YtlER_c/edit …

More than happy to establish some form of contact.

2/10/2019 1:45:37 PM pastorjon9 No, not "THE" Event but "A" Event - And it looks to me like public disclosure (mostly for "normie" benefit) of who the cabal leader is in mid-May.

2/10/2019 2:26:37 PM kathleen3693693 Besides AOC, how many other Reps/Senators does MKUltra claim?

AOC, Waters, Schiff, Schumer, Feinstein, and dozens of others have weird psycho-like eye gestures. What common cause is behind this? @POTUS 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

2/10/2019 2:39:32 PM amymorg79793405 Can someone translate that message to English for me? Countdown to what exactly? I got lost in the Q info a while ago. Thanks

2/10/2019 3:09:23 PM gingercoy1 I was asked to tell you to.... "simply divide 30/45/60/90 by 15 and go read the post.."

2/10/2019 3:17:27 PM cocopuffster12 ♥️

2/10/2019 3:51:29 PM orthogonalron 1999

Event

2/10/2019 3:52:55 PM jimisroomufotv Your words also, SO true!!  Is why the term ‘fake news’ doesn’t entirely tell the story. Im baffled by ALL media and how they seem to obsess about 

President Trump and often create drama where there isnt....  Drama sells.

2/10/2019 3:58:35 PM jrocktigers 👀

2/10/2019 3:59:30 PM bcofbrave_mom Exciting Time To Be Alive .. Put the Full Armor Of God On

2/10/2019 4:24:35 PM jm4n No worries. Don't blame yourself for the discovery you're going through. We are all doing that. It's important you are perusing it. It's good to know who 

associates or recommends who just keep in mind nobody's perfect. Limiting to ppl that don't make mistakes results in zero ppl.

2/10/2019 4:30:08 PM jm4n That's exactly why Jim, Drama sells the media learned this a very long time ago. A story that provokes anger out of all emotions will travel the furthest 

and fastest. Generating the most ad money.

2/10/2019 4:47:42 PM nr750 “[-120] - 6/9/19 = 169” - I’m missing howcyou arrived at 169?  Please help!  Thanks!

2/10/2019 4:53:22 PM sharond27756243 Then you have gvnt shills like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that claim the intention was never to lock up hillary or obama bc “time doesnt exist and is relative” 

and that “the best we can do is set up certain events for people to demand such” ...

2/10/2019 5:37:03 PM karmasahn The Island isn't soft disclosure.

2/10/2019 6:03:24 PM tamiwils0n22813  pic.twitter.com/r54KWSBmyZ

2/10/2019 6:43:01 PM nullanon12 Think Of This Word ..... Main[The Most Attention]-Stream[to get you flowing into]-Media

2/10/2019 6:45:21 PM nullanon12 It's Really Good Not To Jump Into a thread and scream, At The Same Time Don't be so nice.

2/10/2019 7:05:04 PM awakening9999 @quotesofages @EsotericExposal @SpaceCorpsUS @fearlessmotivat @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @tailopez @MyInspowerQuote 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UniversalLaw @VibrantSoulWC @MindfulCoach4U @Yoga_Journal @youcanbhealthy @TheZigZiglar 

https://twitter.com/Awakening9999/status/1094793451256848385 …

2/10/2019 7:09:59 PM dynamicres Kim dotcom was even saying huge leak coming. what's bigger than a leak?  SPILL?

2/10/2019 7:58:15 PM jm4n It works in alternative media too. One of the reasons you see a lot of fear the government/military paranoia.

2/10/2019 8:17:01 PM micktuckwell The solution to Nicola Tesla's famous riddle of 3, 6 & 9 is being attempted to be answered and applied here in this basic proof of concept Scalar 

Conversion Unit circuit.



2/10/2019 8:17:38 PM micktuckwell If we look at the patterns of many magnets stacked back to back we see NS NS SN SN NS NS etc. and if we represent two magnets connected NSNS 

then we also have N(SN)S where (SN) is where the two magnets meet at the center.

2/10/2019 8:18:22 PM micktuckwell If North is positive and South is negative then (NS) or (+-) at the center cancel each other out to zero, so it becomes N(0)S.

N(0)S then can be logically represented by +1 0 -1.

2/10/2019 8:18:50 PM micktuckwell So, if we have a minium of six magnets or in our case six LEDs with the anode and cathode arranged in the following sequence we get NS NS SN SN NS 

NS. Pairing up the magnets or LEDs gives: N(0)S S(0)N N(0)S or +1 0 -1 -1 0 +1 +1 0 -1 or just simply 101 101 101.

2/10/2019 8:19:32 PM micktuckwell Now we're getting somewhere. 

Tesla's 3, 6, 9 can be represented logically minimised as: 101 101 101, huh, how?

3 pairs of magnets or LEDs.

6 magnets or LEDs.

9 logic states.

2/10/2019 8:19:58 PM micktuckwell However the sequence is actually infinite in both directions and in regards to unlimited power there's another golden rule to follow, however that's for 

another day.

2/10/2019 8:29:45 PM micktuckwell I know the past. Now look to the future, 

I'm here to share what I've worked out.

2/10/2019 8:33:35 PM jm4n I don't think he meant you specifically but instead trying to speak generally. I could be mistaken. Just how I read it.

2/10/2019 8:57:56 PM jm4n Cheers mate. Here's to your daughters teeth coming in straight.

2/10/2019 9:19:18 PM ascension_guide It says Dan Burisch. 

Bob Lazar worked on a different floor

Check out: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/suX40pRVVS

2/10/2019 9:56:22 PM jimisroomufotv Oh yes. Completely aware of this. The question is how to help others see this while they are screaming ‘fake news’?  How do you get people to seek 

information to heal and create rather than buy into the latest drama that brings us all down?  Any ideas?

2/10/2019 10:07:52 PM carolynqrst When I very first came across the Twitter account used by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, they had an image of John Denver posted. I believe it was posted in a 

thread in December. I was just thinking about that post, but am not sure where to find it right now. Just a thought...

2/10/2019 10:08:53 PM jm4n People recognize the dangers feeding into drama cause. That's why people have said following the news will ruin your mood for such a long time. 

People that do that recognize it's affect on them. Just give them information that can be used to produce positivity. It's easy to tell.

2/10/2019 10:10:51 PM princesspatrio1 😁👋❤️😎

2/10/2019 10:16:37 PM qtpi3_14 Whatcha hiding in those pixels, LilPup?  🐶

2/10/2019 10:17:12 PM ekotoons 🔑 🔑 🔑

2/10/2019 10:28:29 PM ekotoons #BOTALERT

BOOM-SHAKA-BLOCKA pic.twitter.com/eCBybTwJ0P

2/10/2019 10:30:37 PM ekotoons OH NO HERE THEY COME

#BOTALERT pic.twitter.com/BuTu1pMNwx

2/10/2019 10:31:22 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Be VERY wary of Juan Guaidó of 🇻🇪!  

He is infested dark entities.  IS-BEs as you call them. 

Many Dark, Cabal associated, IS-BEs are attached to him. 

The kind of IS-BEs one acquires through Conscious Consent.

or hereditary attachment & practice of Ritual Magick

2/10/2019 10:37:12 PM mskeens1962 Awe Lil Pup, so sweet...going on a journey? 🌠🌌

2/10/2019 10:37:52 PM cstarr888 She's beautiful! 😊

🙏💖

2/10/2019 10:38:25 PM zeola_rose You’re so popular with the ladies Eko 😉

2/10/2019 10:39:29 PM ekotoons JOURNEY NEVER ENDS

2/10/2019 10:39:56 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/9Mb44N77xf

2/10/2019 10:47:45 PM shootuinda  https://twitter.com/i/moments/1094654076724367360 …

2/10/2019 11:00:25 PM j_lifeexplorer 😂😂

2/10/2019 11:01:51 PM j_lifeexplorer What makes you think they are bots? Trying to learn here 😊

2/10/2019 11:16:40 PM ekotoons CONTEXT

INTUITION

PATTERN-MATCH

2/10/2019 11:23:19 PM qtpi3_14 Why do they all end in 911?

2/10/2019 11:24:27 PM ekotoons SMITH pic.twitter.com/hVNtJC14lr

2/10/2019 11:30:12 PM hwkammers @RealJamesWoods @thecjpearson @RealCandaceO @DiamondandSilk @SebGorka @fixurheart2016 @Freedom_220 @Freedom082016 

@emmy_louise_ @frmalachi @daniels5561 @GregRubini @AFbratAzores @5Strat @Thomas1774Paine @SnowWhite7IAM @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@paulacblades001 @DeepStateExpose

2/10/2019 11:32:39 PM nullanon12 No, I'm Exxagerating

2/10/2019 11:34:29 PM nullanon12 It's ok, i'm saying you can look at both sides but, not to try come in like a 'jumpscare'.

2/10/2019 11:35:16 PM nullanon12 She's too cute!😃

2/10/2019 11:36:10 PM nullanon12 Goodnight.

2/11/2019 12:29:20 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1094851805761155072?s=19 …

2/11/2019 12:45:17 AM adsvel These was my thoughts about AOC which You confirmed...

2/11/2019 1:17:54 AM j_lifeexplorer Finally, it dawned upon me! *facepalming myself for not seeing the forest for the trees!

2/11/2019 1:24:41 AM j_lifeexplorer The sentence structure in 'their' posts are also completely off in many cases.

2/11/2019 2:08:36 AM nullanon12 Did You See Wilcocks Recent Vid?

2/11/2019 2:14:32 AM jm4n Yes. I'm on his email list so I got an invite to it before it went live. This is the area of his I don't agree on everything. The very basics are great but he 

tends to draw connections between some obscure dots I think may not be there. Overall it's a good message.

2/11/2019 2:19:14 AM nullanon12 Email List, huh? Cool, can't wait for the next one!?

2/11/2019 2:30:58 AM nullanon12 Anyone Want to Have A Debate About This?

@covertress @Jm4n @LaindaRhodes @cstarr888 @jimisroomufotv @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_

#QAnon #Q #MAGA #Patriots #Anons #911 https://twitter.com/nullAnon12/status/1080973364020166656 …

2/11/2019 2:40:56 AM nullanon12 Alter(to change)-native Media.

2/11/2019 2:42:05 AM nullanon12 Maybe there is a reptilian hooked on to him?

2/11/2019 2:51:27 AM cidarean "Michelle Obama makes surprise Grammy Awards appearance"

These people are still roaming free... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/11/2019 3:28:32 AM jm4n Meh it will be more of the same. I'm more into his Ufology stuff than his spiritual stuff.



2/11/2019 3:32:24 AM janbobrowicz That's because they didn't commit any crimes. Unlike Manafort, Gates, Papadopoulos, Flynn and (allegedly, so far) Stone. Mueller working for Trump? I 

can't believe you suckers fell for such an obvious wish-fulfilment fantasy by an anonymous troll. Enjoy Queue's Great AWAITening!

2/11/2019 3:32:55 AM jm4n Most everyone can agree the official story of 9/11 isn't accurate. You will have a harder time convincing me there were holograms involved.

2/11/2019 3:41:15 AM covertress No

2/11/2019 3:50:37 AM fabulousmndance They are awesome 😎

2/11/2019 4:00:15 AM nullanon12 Yeah, still get some intel.

2/11/2019 4:01:11 AM nullanon12 Project Blue Beam

2/11/2019 4:16:52 AM jm4n That project Blue beam exist yes but was it used on 9/11? That's harder to demonstrate.

2/11/2019 4:20:09 AM ezgo_n What happened?

2/11/2019 4:32:14 AM alex2515an So charming to see on a Monday morning. Although it is a eye opener and absolutely terrifying

2/11/2019 6:01:16 AM jollyrob2 Stay Informed, follow👉 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/kegDjXWl8G

2/11/2019 6:46:03 AM jennife31060429 Good eye QT🍰

2/11/2019 7:17:40 AM jm4n  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S_QkJgMraSo …

2/11/2019 7:20:23 AM rawphonegirl ? https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1094973972163317760 …

2/11/2019 7:20:28 AM jm4n Woah where did you find that? Is there a link?

2/11/2019 7:26:03 AM wwg1wga_every1 The Island?

2/11/2019 7:33:49 AM karmasahn Have you seen it?

2/11/2019 7:44:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 [PP]

 https://www.liveaction.org/what-we-do/investigations/child-sex-trafficking-cover-up/ …

2/11/2019 7:46:23 AM sumgirl horrible people

2/11/2019 7:46:48 AM followqanon Look  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-02-10/rape-murder-and-suspicious-suicide-jailed-psychic-surgeon-stars-ran-gruesome-sex …

2/11/2019 7:47:07 AM jeremyrobards7 INDEED 💚💙

2/11/2019 7:48:18 AM jeremyrobards7 YOU GOT BACKUP 24/7

2/11/2019 7:51:48 AM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/mijHYum1MRg 

2/11/2019 7:53:01 AM followqanon Read! Breaking now! pic.twitter.com/QSwKK79qCm

2/11/2019 7:53:21 AM wearediamonds2 WOW

2/11/2019 7:53:31 AM lbf777 End PP, stop chemtrails, end taxes, end fluoride, now now now.

2/11/2019 7:55:31 AM wearediamonds2 Actually, I would LOVE to be able to use shrooms again. They helped me a lot with PTSD and gave me a new appreciation for the miracle of life. In 

incredibly beautiful spiritual experience. I need another one soon and wish I could get some.

2/11/2019 7:57:12 AM phreatomagnetic And there he is performing "psychic surgery" with "spirit cook" Marina Abramovic

2/11/2019 8:01:20 AM thebeeguy0 You forgot 5G. But I agree with all you wrote. #WWG1WGA

2/11/2019 8:13:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Carmen was Jacob, a Tok'ra (alien hybrid human) in the SG-1 series. https://twitter.com/TMZ/status/1094726841271611392 …

2/11/2019 8:17:20 AM cidarean Self sustaining recycled crop... That infuriating!

2/11/2019 8:18:04 AM jessie_misty Doing the re-watch on season 6 SG1

2/11/2019 8:20:55 AM lightseeker2012 I'm currently on Season 6 too (first timer).  Love the series!

2/11/2019 8:21:29 AM nancyddb I wish more would come out that is real, true;  its difficult to know what is real and what is not.

2/11/2019 8:22:03 AM kindeandtrue Fascinating interpretation! To me the women in white evoked this:

 

"Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside 

are full of the bones of the dead and everything unclean."

2/11/2019 8:22:26 AM baduinq I think not all human help. People less than ten. Brings?  Hhmmm

2/11/2019 8:24:47 AM sergii_ii What do you know about Jason? the one 'from our era' who followed Jesus?

2/11/2019 8:26:12 AM jessie_misty Bit of disclosure no one caught on?

2/11/2019 8:29:56 AM jimisroomufotv Are those the ones that supposedly landed in Ohio?

2/11/2019 8:30:25 AM lightseeker2012 SO much disclosure in the whole series.

2/11/2019 8:31:04 AM skeye_watching Just watched 

"Jolinar's Memories"  where the Tok'ra come to earth the tell Sam that her dad had been captured & taken to a planet earth people would describe as 

"hell"

2/11/2019 8:32:20 AM jimisroomufotv John Lear has spoken about holograms being used that day

2/11/2019 8:33:43 AM jimisroomufotv No idea, but I do know the technology must exist to do so...

2/11/2019 8:35:47 AM joni_apple_seed #Matrix #SAINT #ThanQ @quinnmichaels @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Telford_Russian @antischool_ftw 

@Jordan_Sather_ @POTUS LOVE the comments. 

 https://youtu.be/NzmMqgwBCTc  pic.twitter.com/FYEGs1bbMP

2/11/2019 8:36:04 AM rosesrred0119 DOJ finally investigating. Get em Matt!!!

2/11/2019 8:36:10 AM jimisroomufotv Reality TV kinda messed us up for awhile...

2/11/2019 8:38:05 AM roublisa 🥺 I’m so sorry

2/11/2019 8:38:50 AM jm4n Lol well Survivor is a guilty pleasure of mine.

2/11/2019 8:41:11 AM roaminnoodle BE is gone, but IS lives on!

2/11/2019 8:43:14 AM jimisroomufotv Lol. I auditioned for Probst in Seattle before we both made the move to LA.  Was really surprised to see him hosting it ...totally unlike what I saw him 

involved in before. Followed ‘Real World’ success.  By the time the Rogan dare show got on, reality was going downhill. Lol

2/11/2019 8:46:58 AM jm4n The Gen X vs Millennial season was fun

2/11/2019 8:47:14 AM rosesrred0119 I'm glad they helped you and I'm sure they are fine for some.  Sorry I still have a hard time accepting a lot of "drugs"   still not really sold on Cbd either.  

Just a personal thing.  But by all means do your thing..

2/11/2019 8:50:00 AM jimisroomufotv One of the most interesting ones was the Amish kids staying in LA for a spell, to decide if they are going to stay or ‘break’ from the community. 

Extremely deep, informative and interesting.

2/11/2019 8:54:05 AM decodematrix How do we get rid of a Goa'uld headache? pic.twitter.com/qR28Ygf8Wz

2/11/2019 8:58:38 AM mongrelglory RIP Sam's dad. 😔

2/11/2019 9:10:13 AM onesaintannie  pic.twitter.com/bn14enVe8F

2/11/2019 9:12:00 AM qtpi3_14 If we burn, you burn with us!

2/11/2019 9:17:31 AM stephen57036680  pic.twitter.com/KKokkhubqX

2/11/2019 9:18:03 AM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1089631496099393536?s=19 …

2/11/2019 9:18:53 AM onesaintannie  pic.twitter.com/fiGVCHE31z

2/11/2019 9:20:34 AM kellyslaughter9 I don't doubt it.

Trump's uncle "John G Trump" the inventor scientist was linked to Majestic 12 and was responsible for collecting Nikola Tesla's papers at the New 

Yorker Hotel when he "mysteriously" died!

9 trunks of Teslas Papers are still missing!

2/11/2019 9:21:57 AM warangel1111 🔥

2/11/2019 9:22:28 AM burgersandra Beautiful presentation on the power of the 3  6  9

An Introduction to the Rodin Coil and Vortex Based Mathematics (369) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q_kAVkx6zWU …

2/11/2019 9:24:39 AM onesaintannie Either Our President Has Them Or The C_A - The Trillions In Missing Funds Indicate C_A imho - They Use The Tech On Us - 9/11 - CA fires - JUST A 

HUNCH



2/11/2019 9:27:18 AM onesaintannie  pic.twitter.com/VHkJwbyqiT

2/11/2019 9:40:40 AM kellyslaughter9 There are many programs that need funding we know nothing about!

YET!

2/11/2019 9:43:42 AM whitehatguy Credit: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Planned Parenthood covers up child sex trafficking.

 https://www.liveaction.org/what-we-do/investigations/child-sex-trafficking-cover-up/ …

2/11/2019 9:49:53 AM zack_stone You quit follwing some1. I wonder who? 170 to 169 countdown?

2/11/2019 9:58:51 AM njc31615432 And so so so sooo much more. Satan's legions. 

Tick tock ⏰

2/11/2019 10:05:14 AM otreborrm No one is going to Burn. Unless you made Dark choices. We're getting Free of this Nightmare. Soon you'll see the Light day or Night. Enjoy the Show. Be 

the Example you want to See. And keep up the Great work.

2/11/2019 10:19:57 AM melanieanders7 Finally in season 7 and hooked so hard! Such a good show! :)

2/11/2019 10:26:15 AM the_fjalar I think she is good for destroying the dems from the inside. #artofwar

2/11/2019 10:48:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Snakes run FDA. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1095031166099439618 …

2/11/2019 10:49:32 AM cryptogamer11 #draintheFDAswamp

2/11/2019 10:50:28 AM emmy_louise_  http://www.familyfoundation.org/blog/bill-to-make-babies-legal-property-passes-house-goes-to-senate …

2/11/2019 10:50:36 AM jamesgdurrett Anything that you cannot control and/or regulate is very dangerous to the pharmaceutical companies!

2/11/2019 10:50:43 AM the_fjalar Im really still disturbed by all the posioning thats been happening...can you go more into the healing frequencies subject?

2/11/2019 10:50:57 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeTceAZvCtI …

2/11/2019 10:53:48 AM unitytruthlove1 So if any healing properties in a supplement--bye bye--obviously they are looking at every area where they can do damage or kill us.

2/11/2019 10:54:18 AM mongrelglory Suppressing natural cures!

2/11/2019 10:54:43 AM hwkammers Thank you. Adding this to my thread!!

2/11/2019 10:55:18 AM toffer_anon_369 Let me guess, they'll block access to charcoal, selenium, iodine, and skate liver oil?

2/11/2019 10:56:38 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mzxjRSbqzFw …

MJ, just curious, was this reference to the character "Forrestal" in Raiders of the Lost Ark a direct cabal insult to the BE James Forrestal?

From ~1:06 in the vid.

For those who don't know what i'm getting at, MJ has said 1 of the MJs former BE's is F.

2/11/2019 10:58:34 AM covertress What can we do about the #FDA?

Ignore Dietary Guidelines. Source organic food from local farmers, when possible. Supplement with CBD as the wallet permits.

2/11/2019 10:58:59 AM cidarean How does Pindar fit into everything that's been going on? Is this a topic that can be discussed? Is it relevant?

2/11/2019 10:59:12 AM keith369me Let’s inject poison into more bodies and not cure diseases.  FDA

2/11/2019 11:06:02 AM hudmagy Duh.... oh my gracious.. Duh

Stupid - is so simple to explain levels of....

2/11/2019 11:07:50 AM enomai_  https://www.tribuneonlineng.com/169605/ 

2/11/2019 11:09:13 AM maryloumorning We are all in. pic.twitter.com/QVLkaC6kRO

2/11/2019 11:14:17 AM lori_dee1 I started working on a thread last wk about about PP and then we got the Q drop during the weekend...such great timing! I will add this info into the 

thread.  Thanks MJ12! 🙏💖🇺🇸

2/11/2019 11:18:26 AM uiet_q No over sight they work for the drug companies not the American people or the government.

2/11/2019 11:23:10 AM maryloumorning haha

You're trying too hard and it shows.

2/11/2019 11:24:27 AM blsdbe Best stock up.

2/11/2019 11:24:46 AM princesspatrio1 🔥💥💥💥💥🙏

2/11/2019 11:43:15 AM pastorjon9 ZagNet just asked me to ask ya'll if you also follow Majestic12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) cuz that's what the group name is called. If so he can add ya'll to the 

group. (I'm a keybase rookie myself)

2/11/2019 11:46:55 AM emilyanngreen1 They want to get rid of anything that isn't made by Big-Pharma.

2/11/2019 11:49:32 AM function108 no shit sherlock 😳

2/11/2019 11:57:01 AM sailorpractical Better stated, Big Pharma runs the FDA and they don’t care about civilian casualties. The only element of compassion or empathy they ever feel comes 

from their relationships with their pocketbooks.

2/11/2019 11:57:18 AM kindeandtrue Meanwhile, the FDA has does nothing to curb opioids and fentanyl crap from flooding the American marketplace/health industry.

2/11/2019 11:59:24 AM cocopuffster12 I do, Majestic 12. Would be great to have him add us newbies!

2/11/2019 12:01:00 PM wearediamonds2 I understand, because I know some drugs can be terribly destructive. I was very hesitant about cbd until I tried some. I have chronic pain and must say, 

it helped me more than naproxen sodium!

2/11/2019 12:01:26 PM wearediamonds2 Sure do 😢

2/11/2019 12:02:16 PM cocopuffster12 I just followed them both

2/11/2019 12:18:19 PM samkennedy77 I know that  info about food to have some truth & that ppl should be careful. However, can you explain so many ppl living into their 80s, 90s & even 

100?

2/11/2019 12:20:10 PM freestateojones After failing to prove collusion, Schiff follows Fusion GPS money-laundering trail

Wants to show that Trump is a foreign agent who puts money over country

By Rowan Scarborough - The Washington Times - Sunday, February 10, 2019… https://amp-washingtontimes-

com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/amp.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/feb/10/adam-schiff-probe-trump-family-money-

laundering/?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s …

2/11/2019 12:21:09 PM intodreamland They have already made them overhaul all the Natural Thyroid meds that millions of people depend on.  Now we all are sick again like we were on 

Synthroid!  It should be criminal of them to make drugs worse!

2/11/2019 12:23:12 PM pastorjon9 @Cocopuffster12 did you set up a keybase profile?

2/11/2019 12:30:26 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, just minimal for now. Have you?

2/11/2019 12:31:51 PM cocopuffster12 I am trying to follow you now, as I’m running errands.

2/11/2019 12:33:31 PM pastorjon9 yes, I'm PastorJon there

2/11/2019 12:54:30 PM pastorjon9 I found a source for CBD+Water that's reasonably priced. Check out  http://xanthicbeverages.com 

2/11/2019 1:19:23 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 Finally 🤓

2/11/2019 1:23:11 PM pastorjon9 Got keybase? Follow MJ12?

2/11/2019 1:24:20 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/0aRY03RtwHQ 

Spock deals with 2 ALICE's

2/11/2019 1:33:15 PM cocopuffster12 What is your name on Keybase Samantha?

2/11/2019 1:34:17 PM rawphonegirl Everything they touch turns to poison...

2/11/2019 1:40:52 PM uiet_q Bingo



2/11/2019 1:58:05 PM mskeens1962 🌎🙏☮️💛

2/11/2019 2:00:30 PM robin_ked #MAGA! pic.twitter.com/kwYbfJSnPR

2/11/2019 2:03:58 PM smith_jere Dumping poison on consumers through an unregulated market for decades.

2/11/2019 2:11:25 PM tweeterthanwine Robert Atkins used to refer to it as the F'nDA.

2/11/2019 2:23:25 PM ascension_guide Don’t furget the CDC. pic.twitter.com/5VgCZncUxt

2/11/2019 2:40:18 PM 00loll0 🐍 🐍 🐍 🐍 🐍 🐍 🐍

2/11/2019 2:43:42 PM aurorasreality Please do!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has been talking a lot about 3,6,9

2/11/2019 2:45:50 PM rprenegade Fuck the FDA

2/11/2019 2:53:46 PM inlikea_lion Me too. I want to know.

2/11/2019 2:58:57 PM hackenburg_ Yup, let's knock off all naturopathic Dr's and make it look like an accident. Then ban supplements! Muhahaha! Then, they can control the world with 

their defective, keep people perpetually sick, medical system.

2/11/2019 3:18:56 PM anangelhasland1 Prophets have been usurped.

Draconian blackmail undone.

The “One” is settled....

ESP strikeforce leaves remote viewers stranded at the mall.

Big gifts for the brothers freed from cages.

“Why The Gods Must Destroy Film”

Hugh Hefner, a nuetered patsy.

Apocalypse Caligula...
2/11/2019 3:59:05 PM pastorjon9 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

2/11/2019 4:00:44 PM princesspatrio1 Lead with Love.❤️

2/11/2019 4:13:08 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/jQXKQUAZJK

2/11/2019 4:13:25 PM mhd11094264 Do it!

2/11/2019 4:14:36 PM 1_decided_voter Because of weed? pic.twitter.com/F7B880M3Hl

2/11/2019 4:15:54 PM nmchristoban Well, as long as she didn't lie on the security application and doesn't have any in her system now, then probably not an issue. Many with clearances 

have inhaled. What is the tank bummer is these laws that keep us from getting helpful medicine of we work federally

2/11/2019 4:16:35 PM nmchristoban The real bummer*

2/11/2019 4:19:44 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQRW0RM4V0k …

2/11/2019 4:20:33 PM slimrain Trusting a plan is not for everyone.

"But we all live on the same planet, breathe the same.."

2/11/2019 4:22:17 PM ekotoons 👊

2/11/2019 4:22:52 PM ekotoons ♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

♥️

2/11/2019 4:27:59 PM lbf777 Why do evil Satanists hold so much security clearances?

2/11/2019 4:29:51 PM tenn_rich Yes. Because, like it or not, it’s still a federal crime AND can be a disqualified for a clearance. You are asked specifically about this. If she said no, that’s a 

problem.

2/11/2019 4:41:17 PM teresa_dagdag What I want to know is there are A lot of members in Congress that have dual citizenships.  In that case they do not have or cannot be granted a 

security clearance. How can they be a member without a clearance?

2/11/2019 4:42:38 PM alanste75898462 Should someone have a security clearance that smokes dope and sleeps around for promotions , what will she do next ?

2/11/2019 4:46:21 PM nullanon12 It Landed At Diego Garcia  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2RMqViKohg …

2/11/2019 4:47:05 PM nullanon12 MH370 changed the paint removed people in the plane gased them out

2/11/2019 4:47:32 PM marthashack  https://youtu.be/Nn-nApdpVNw 

2/11/2019 4:47:53 PM nullanon12 no, landed in diego garcia

2/11/2019 4:51:19 PM clarkfreaknkent Nope

2/11/2019 4:52:07 PM nullanon12 Want Evidence Here it is  http://youtube.com/watch?v=ek-Q0T9wK2g&bpctr=1549934367 … watch the wing in the slow motion another evidence 

from a former astronaut  http://projectcamelotportal.com/2014/03/07/john-lear-holograms-used-in-911/ …  another  http://vimeo.com/283341279 , 

take the time!

2/11/2019 4:52:59 PM 00loll0 We already have had two crackhead presidents that we pretty much know about n most of the people in DC appear to be drunkards,drug test all of 

them along with a mental evaluation,and a polygraph before being elected or appointed to any position in government or law enforcement.

2/11/2019 4:56:04 PM raisethevib369 Right? It's literally been told to us time and time again to watch Hollywood movies to see truth being disclosed as fiction.

2/11/2019 5:03:34 PM ekotoons JACK: YOU HAVE NO ENGAGEMENT pic.twitter.com/DQvpMzdgbE

2/11/2019 5:08:51 PM mickeym87768925 Indeed. Make her pee in a cup!

2/11/2019 5:14:54 PM jennife31060429 But he answered and said, Every plant, which my heavenly Father hath not planted, shall be rooted up. Matthew 15:13

2/11/2019 5:25:44 PM realchindsight Not that I am defending her, but how many adrenochrome addicts still have clearance?

2/11/2019 5:32:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd Very sad. Excellent actor!

2/11/2019 5:47:28 PM goddessmoonhawk Souls have a pretty good value.

2/11/2019 6:11:00 PM keith369me That would be selective enforcement.  Where have we seen that before?

2/11/2019 6:33:57 PM allahuniversal If she or anyone is being entrusted with the security of millions of people, it should be an issue. Though ifvl she were say, a mayor w/o a national 

security clearance I'd feel differently. Her attempt to appeal to her liberal following could blow back on her, comes with the job.

2/11/2019 6:34:46 PM allahuniversal Also, "current" NatSec laws. Could change over time.

2/11/2019 6:38:11 PM zack_stone id figure all the horrible crimes committed by the cabal. NS would not reprimand such use of drug. What if she admitted chem trails? No revoke? 

Double standards

2/11/2019 6:42:43 PM djlok Exactly!

2/11/2019 6:50:55 PM melanieanders7 Et you e got some good recollections! :)



2/11/2019 7:05:29 PM cstarr888 I couldn't say, i just don't resonate with his energy. Feels low vibe.

I wish him well. Personally, i just can't get thru a whole show w/ him.

It sucks he got doxxed that is WRONG though. No one deserves that.

(If CG caused doxxing that is wrong 2)

CommUNITY, 

not division

🙏💖

2/11/2019 7:25:20 PM jonjonlives1 FDA needs to leave our  supplements alone

2/11/2019 7:26:24 PM wild_stallion_3 same as rhe EPA

2/11/2019 7:28:35 PM peterclloyd It’s sad when a person’s sobriety can be disqualifying but the complete absence of intellect is not.

2/11/2019 7:47:40 PM pudgeyanksskins The 'illegal funds' $$$pigot has been shut off! They need something to replenish their slush machine! Careful though, FDA...It's #ExecutiveTime! 

@POTUS is unleashing the #PAIN! #MAGA #Trump2020

2/11/2019 7:51:05 PM phreatomagnetic There are so many reasons that harpy shouldn't have a security clearance but that shouldn't be one of them.

2/11/2019 7:52:56 PM spankdatboy I suspect that will happen regardless..

2/11/2019 7:53:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many Q quotes did 45 use this evening?

The world is watching.

The stage is set.

The world is waiting.

How many others?

2/11/2019 7:54:32 PM austinaforreal The 'public' return, huh?

2/11/2019 7:54:37 PM equipment79 “Think for yourself” .. I’m pretty sure he said that ....

2/11/2019 7:54:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 All fronts. https://twitter.com/GirlInterptd/status/1093574513063804929 …

2/11/2019 7:54:57 PM leslieau7 And all for a larp ?

2/11/2019 7:55:33 PM rosesrred0119 I saw that too!!

2/11/2019 7:56:28 PM esotericbuckeye  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1095167412733988864 …

2/11/2019 7:57:53 PM aprilbrown99 We will never be a socialist country. We were born free; we will live free; and we will die free.

2/11/2019 7:57:55 PM llattea @Dmiller15531752

2/11/2019 7:59:39 PM aprilbrown99 In God we trust.

2/11/2019 8:01:13 PM jonesy4671 Significance of 1888?

2/11/2019 8:01:58 PM carolba88945394 These people are stupid.

2/11/2019 8:02:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 NOW() - 15.months = 11/11/17

THANK YOU KIM!

2/11/2019 8:02:51 PM carolba88945394 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/3KefygyRig

2/11/2019 8:03:06 PM collectvcat Kim Jong Un.  Follows through.

2/11/2019 8:03:10 PM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1095167412733988864 …

2/11/2019 8:03:38 PM carolba88945394  pic.twitter.com/bvfPiDSyD4

2/11/2019 8:03:56 PM taylordean13 Song bird

2/11/2019 8:04:56 PM carolba88945394 Donald J. Trump is a President of the United States in full. ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🌈 pic.twitter.com/onrOemIXuG

2/11/2019 8:06:17 PM lovethebeach999 Do it already

2/11/2019 8:08:41 PM jonesy4671 Hmm i was thinking there might be some significance when i heard it i think correlating it with 8chan is a little far but who knows

2/11/2019 8:09:11 PM mearamum Good question.. it is so horrible.. Obama and Hillary both are involved and most every Democrat in the country is complacent. We will be cleaning the 

House and this will be legendary.. it is not illegal to be a cannibal but it is morally wrong to eat Children.. Hillary has Kuru

2/11/2019 8:10:02 PM sfranzese How ‘bout “gimme an effen break with this Q stuff!” I think I heard him say that off mic.

2/11/2019 8:11:53 PM thegistofitis Nope. That was your echo 🤷♂️

2/11/2019 8:12:01 PM aetherwalker1 ..you mean like the Lizard People? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/mxfxxkYkZm

2/11/2019 8:12:25 PM carolba88945394 Interesting. We will see how this plays out. It’s always 50/50.  

Side note: Based in what I just saw of Beto’s performance tonight... it’s as if he is a victim of something (aka Puppet) versus being a leader. 👎🏻

2/11/2019 8:12:51 PM ff706station7  pic.twitter.com/7aDS3LpOBO

2/11/2019 8:13:18 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

2/11/2019 8:13:34 PM jm4n One of the most toxic aura fields I've ever encountered.

2/11/2019 8:15:10 PM arrow_mystic #InGodWeTrust pic.twitter.com/Olfq8eeUy2

2/11/2019 8:15:43 PM wildhenmom Q post 1888!

2/11/2019 8:16:12 PM wink5811 Beautiful night....so MUCH energy!!!!

2/11/2019 8:16:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 1888 = [FED]

1888 Q Post

1888 Pre-FED

1888 NAT GEO MAG

1888 PRUSSIA

1888 SBA [PP]

1888 Israel in Egypt

1888 Washington Monument

1888 FEB 17 DE

ALL RELEVANT

Painting only.

Don't lose focus.

[FED]

[PP]

[D]
2/11/2019 8:17:06 PM lovethebeach999 Thank god that’s not NWO

2/11/2019 8:17:52 PM jamesgdurrett At the beginning it sounded like he wanted to say wwg1wga...he said...you, I, we, I, I as he raises his hands signaling is all... just my thoughts

2/11/2019 8:19:36 PM lib7473 The world (aka galactic family of light) is WATCHING n WAITING 👆🏻... #OperationFreedomEarth #GalacticFamilyLight

2/11/2019 8:20:22 PM pantherden_ (MAJESTY) https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=DquGIqteco4 …

2/11/2019 8:21:05 PM zack_stone Thats today

2/11/2019 8:21:23 PM pantherden_  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=DquGIqteco4 …

2/11/2019 8:22:32 PM fixurheart2016 Oh YES!

2/11/2019 8:23:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

2/11/2019 8:24:35 PM rosesrred0119 5:5

2/11/2019 8:24:53 PM saraashcraft 5:5 LOUD AND CLEAR. I am beyond blessed. You HONOR Us so much. I'm in tears. This is so profound to experience. Thank you both for everything you 

have done. We cannot express enough gratitude. WE LOVE YOU!!!!

2/11/2019 8:24:53 PM tyedyetweety They looked like cast of that show  "LEFT BEHIND" to me. kek

Or This pic.twitter.com/mNsxoXaqsy



2/11/2019 8:24:56 PM rucrazy_97 10-4

2/11/2019 8:26:07 PM carolba88945394 It’s all good isn’t Majestic. Have heard the word Majestic many times of late. God Bless America and thank you for your service. We think for ourselves.

2/11/2019 8:26:43 PM clockworkanon Define Snakes.

2/11/2019 8:27:09 PM poisonsky23 Common Core Math says...March...😂

2/11/2019 8:27:43 PM carolba88945394 And pic.twitter.com/JLkDcrL6KG

2/11/2019 8:29:01 PM carolba88945394 Yes! I have always wondered that too!!! Said no one ever. Just kidding.

2/11/2019 8:29:25 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/5rKetdiNRh

2/11/2019 8:30:56 PM neufeldtlyss17 That may be the question of the day...

2/11/2019 8:32:07 PM pantherden_  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=DquGIqteco4 …

2/11/2019 8:34:28 PM hellouncledonny boom pic.twitter.com/4xB6olotQq

2/11/2019 8:34:30 PM zack_stone March 11th?

2/11/2019 8:35:55 PM lovethebeach999 #essure #fraud

2/11/2019 8:38:07 PM lovethebeach999 Get a thyroid glandular ... I get one on amazon for $12.  Been taking it a year.  Bye bye levothyroxone and medical doctors.

2/11/2019 8:39:06 PM poisonsky23 👀 something with March...Common Core

2/11/2019 8:40:19 PM lovethebeach999 And you can go to  http://walkinlabs.com  and order your own blood work.

2/11/2019 8:46:50 PM djlok 5:5

2/11/2019 8:47:34 PM tyedyetweety Yes, the satanist like to take something and pervert it as theirs. Think mirror. This was ((their)) baptism to Satan. Look at the Caesars scepter pin Pelosi 

is wearing. Like she is Emperor. She tells her congregation when to rise, or clap. When she did that weird clap it reminded

2/11/2019 8:48:22 PM tonyg10458326 1296

2/11/2019 8:50:46 PM tyedyetweety me of when my kids would look at each other and frame the others head between their index finger and thumb. Then say to the other I'm squishing 

your head like a grape. Pelosi moves her head to put Potus' head between her hands and claps them together.

2/11/2019 8:56:43 PM time4u2know 5:5 sighting

2/11/2019 8:59:12 PM pauliepg11111 What supplements are they going after the most?

2/11/2019 9:00:54 PM turboxyde "5 by 5" - It's short hand military radio lingo for "read you loud and clear" which can indicate the signal and clarity is... crystal.

2/11/2019 9:01:04 PM freestateojones Boom(s). 

PANIC IN DC? pic.twitter.com/K10eRMbuDu

2/11/2019 9:03:42 PM tyedyetweety  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKW0MpPX6Wc …

Here is another interesting take.

2/11/2019 9:03:56 PM turboxyde Source is indeed coming in more clearly each day we dream it awake. Be gentle but firm as the next phase drops and weave the dream of heaven on 

Earth for us all to share!

2/11/2019 9:05:06 PM freestateojones Watching or Waiting?

2/11/2019 9:08:26 PM do_or_do_notty He said watching for sure. I didn’t hear him say the world is waiting, but he may have

2/11/2019 9:16:20 PM freestateojones Watching/Waiting...

At this point what difference does it make?😅 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1095146808869818368 …

2/11/2019 9:18:54 PM 1_decided_voter 11/11/17 was 15 months ago today.  Not sure how March got into this...

2/11/2019 9:21:07 PM do_or_do_notty Cause we know they are both watching and waiting! 

Trusting the plan 👍🇺🇸

2/11/2019 9:38:44 PM tcscamardo Love it- Q got it! Yep, we sure did!!

2/11/2019 9:54:37 PM wearediamonds2 For doing it back in college!?

2/11/2019 9:56:19 PM nullanon12 TOXIC!!!!!!!!!!!

2/11/2019 10:00:48 PM nullanon12 Digress Dudes! Move IT!

2/11/2019 10:03:14 PM oo1o110 Q #1888

Did they ask Combetta for advice?

These people are stupid.

 https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-09-19/paul-combetta-computer-specialist-who-deleted-hillary-clinton-emails-may-have-asked-reddit-

for-tips …📁

>>Oprah Show

You get to go to JAIL.

You get to go to JAIL.

You get to go to JAIL.

You get to go to JAIL.

You ALL get to go to JAIL.

Q
2/11/2019 10:15:38 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Are there artificial IS BE who were created/belong to this simulation and IS BE who chosed to enter the simulation?

2/11/2019 10:20:16 PM grant_freedom "Still other seed fell on good soil, where it sprang up and produced a crop—a hundredfold.”

As Jesus said this, He called out, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.”

2/11/2019 10:28:38 PM nullanon12 Not a former astronaut sorry i was thinking of brian o'leary former astronaut.

2/11/2019 10:41:49 PM jenessalynn1981 Duh. They’ve had the cure for cancer for decades and the cause for decades.

2/11/2019 11:05:11 PM enomai_ Incoming declass?

2/11/2019 11:18:30 PM enomai_ It has multiple meanings. 

-One, is mirrored - courts goes both ways - discovery.

-The video of hillary. 

(raw vid 5:5). EX-rvid5774.

-5:5 chess terms

-5:5 something to do with the canaanites -bible scripture i believe, and their uses of the 5s

2/11/2019 11:19:18 PM diaptera_80 It just means the ancient rulers came back to town 😏

2/11/2019 11:23:39 PM enomai_ Revelation 5:5 Then one of the elders said to me, “Do not weep! See, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has triumphed. He is able to 

open the scroll and its seven seals.”

2/11/2019 11:25:48 PM unittzoo They've tried to create anti supplement bills. Supplements take billions from Pharma.

I hope Trump team stop this from happening!!



2/11/2019 11:26:54 PM enomai_ This fun. 

Amos 5:5 

5do not seek Bethel,

do not go to Gilgal,

do not journey to Beersheba.

For Gilgal will surely go into exile,

and Bethel will be reduced to nothing. "
2/11/2019 11:27:19 PM diaptera_80 Charlez Taze Russell, freemason, believed “Christ’s return” would happen in 1874(later moved to 1914), which he calculated from information inside 

the pyramids. Phrophecy for our time has flourished, along with the unnatural technological advancements.

2/11/2019 11:32:48 PM diaptera_80 Why? Obama also admitted to trying drugs, as many others. No biggie

2/11/2019 11:33:30 PM samarino1776 😂😂😂 ok . How about go to your own corner. If Q is such a larp, you shouldn't give 2 shits... right? Right? 😂😂😂

2/11/2019 11:37:58 PM diaptera_80 My favorite character

2/11/2019 11:39:14 PM diaptera_80 Do MJ12 know him? Will he go work for you?

2/11/2019 11:41:42 PM enomai_ Matt 

5:5Blessed are the meek,

for they will inherit the earth.

2/11/2019 11:50:55 PM diaptera_80 Ooh...and are we to believe the Baron Trump novels in 1889 and 1893 are coincidences? Why travel back to that time in particular?

2/12/2019 12:16:01 AM realityloominng Kabamur left twitter

2/12/2019 12:26:05 AM poisonsky23 A joke...Common Core Math...a new way to teach math, that’s very complicated...off by 1 month...?

2/12/2019 12:34:40 AM historymann49 Playing "I Spy" again?

2/12/2019 12:39:00 AM media_nc Magic Wand

2/12/2019 12:41:52 AM media_nc  https://twitter.com/joe__plus/status/1095197934159683589?s=21 …

2/12/2019 12:48:52 AM lizzjustlizz @DonaldJTrumpJr said to Think For Ourselves.

2/12/2019 12:51:12 AM libertyspring99 Kabamur’s background ☺️ An interesting read

 https://pastebin.com/vcUGFerb 

✌️♥️✨

2/12/2019 1:08:45 AM adsvel One should know and You know whom, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

2/12/2019 1:24:38 AM realchindsight Funny, isn't walking across the road illegal in America? You know we fucked up as a society when the roads get more legal protection than babies.

2/12/2019 1:26:11 AM cocopuffster12 @sylvielaflamme

2/12/2019 1:39:50 AM lp083061 Even my husband was catching them! #progress

2/12/2019 2:11:00 AM dcl1022 Isn't that a ? she had to answer.  Have you ever used any illegal substances. Wonder how she answered? @SenKamalaHarris @KamalaHarris

2/12/2019 2:36:09 AM samarino1776  http://qanon.pub  scroll to bottom for the beginning Oct.2017 thru today. Up to the individual to dig for information. Q encourages people to think for 

themselves & research

2/12/2019 2:39:49 AM nullanon12 ?

2/12/2019 2:42:27 AM nullanon12 The Logo?

2/12/2019 2:48:23 AM nullanon12 I Mean are U Talking about the logo?

2/12/2019 2:49:48 AM nullanon12 OK

2/12/2019 2:51:18 AM realityloominng Magic Sword

2/12/2019 2:51:24 AM nullanon12 The Guys Like "wtf, i don't understand dis schitt anymore"

2/12/2019 3:43:18 AM jane_q_patriot I assume this connects somehow:

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitechapel_murders …

2/12/2019 4:29:53 AM 45harisonharold There's perfection in numbers, at the end its still up to God to approve pic.twitter.com/2MOHtkdYFK

2/12/2019 4:50:02 AM 45harisonharold Eur/usd forex currency chart.. news, psychology, emotions move the markets ,& still follow harmonic vibration years into the future with pin point 

accuracy. Yet 98% still can't capitalize on something so perfect looking , let that sink in. pic.twitter.com/VWclICJWr2

2/12/2019 5:09:22 AM leesharons Can someone please tell me what 5:5 means? I see it all the time!

2/12/2019 5:11:14 AM 022bee9ce9e94a3 I predicted 2018....

2/12/2019 5:28:36 AM beatsbyblaine I heard him say majestic in the video preview before his SOTU speech. You can’t ignore this shit, wow. 🤔

2/12/2019 5:41:14 AM dmagalinda #JustDoIt #GoAheadMakeMyDay

2/12/2019 5:47:07 AM mafdet17 I was thinking this same thing. They owned the narrative all the way through. They ARE  the monster stories of vampires and murderers. Their evil has 

a signature.

2/12/2019 5:48:01 AM mafdet17 Excellent.

2/12/2019 5:56:51 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/12/2019 6:12:05 AM bbobbio71 5:5 military radio short hand for I read you loud and clear.  (I hear you)

2/12/2019 6:18:20 AM roublisa Totally 5:5💓

2/12/2019 6:34:35 AM marythibodeau9 Woooooo!!!

2/12/2019 6:48:18 AM mafdet17 Yeh. All true.😑

2/12/2019 6:58:47 AM allahuniversal 11.23 PM EST

23:23

5:5

2/12/2019 7:16:48 AM teaorteetime That's why liberals won't understand, they have MSM to think for them.  That's their "research".

2/12/2019 7:32:15 AM weareallq I think someone took a wrong turn into this thread. The sheep are on the left.

2/12/2019 7:45:51 AM wwtravelr Def  http://kim.com . was a private data dump yesterday? ..  and/or unlocking coming? pic.twitter.com/svC6F6b7wv

2/12/2019 7:54:51 AM cindy00086290 We streamed live & it felt like his entire speech was Q-speak!

2/12/2019 7:55:33 AM arc339 @M12frozen Is there trustworthy agents US Att, to help w nuke bomb yielding home grown terrorists that plot to bomb DJT, cover ups by police, 

ongoing RICO, extreme violence, murder? See pics neighbors rocket bombed my home, tragic murder, Im alone, fbi cover up @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/PI3X0YojXK

2/12/2019 7:59:15 AM mccabe1984 It was total validation that the stage is set were ready to go, I was thinking 🤔 15th the 2nd shutdown goes mainstream 🔐⛓⚖

2/12/2019 8:26:42 AM covertress Thanks for sharing this! I had forgotten about it. Reposted, in a format more accessible to the masses. Sorry that I ran out of characters in which to ht 

you! 🤗

2/12/2019 8:37:53 AM janbobrowicz Karl who? All the other questions are beside the point. There's no indication that Mueller's close to finishing. Whitaker couldn't provide any basis for 

the claim when asked under oath. Pretending it's ending/a Witch Hunt prove that Donald is scared, as he should be.



2/12/2019 8:41:34 AM leslieau7 Literally crying now

Not sad tears

Tears for light

Tears of truth

Freedom coming WW !

2/12/2019 8:42:52 AM emtee2355 Thank you!  The CDC also

2/12/2019 8:47:01 AM janbobrowicz Mueller hasn't finished yet, and he's only investigating part of Donald's corruption. There's no panic. Schiff's just making the most of having control of 

the House—the gift that Donald gave him. Pelosi might even allow him his full term and have him take down the GOP with him.

2/12/2019 8:54:33 AM janbobrowicz There's nothing to find on Obama, and if there's anything on Clinton, you haven't found it yet. But go ahead, every investigation that she beats makes 

the investigators look more pathetic. Meanwhile she's enjoying her retirement in luxury while Donald hates every day of his life.

2/12/2019 8:56:10 AM georgeedwardca4 @lyranstarchild

@LionelMedia

@LisaMei62

@StLHandyMan

@McguireScotty

@M2Madness

@StormIsUponUs

@DineshDSouza

@Imamofpeace

@55true4u

@Jordan_Sather_

@PrisonPlanet

@Thomas1774Paine

@prayingmedic

@COXeqyYSpBRYVP0

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@CryptoKoba

@thecjpearson

@w_terrence

@TheSharpEdge1 pic.twitter.com/yjrfccNyb9
2/12/2019 9:35:47 AM noogajack77 ? pic.twitter.com/IW8H2v20Xj

2/12/2019 9:41:58 AM john81726765 I do not obey😈 pic.twitter.com/uo1eVxgejh

2/12/2019 10:07:49 AM sandra2nd1 This lines up with what Thomas Williams is stating that Hitlery is a Clone/bot, hence the difficulty with stairs. And the different looks? And mentiones 

off Skin under chin??🤔🤔🤔

2/12/2019 10:11:02 AM decodematrix I just drove by a building and the address on the window was 1888. Also the battery life on my phone is 88%. The synchronicity is huge!

2/12/2019 10:17:44 AM diaptera_80 Malik Obama think it is a stupid question, and says she is a woman. Picture showing something under her dress could be anything, like a menstrual pad 

etc. I am undecided on the matter. What if she is transgender by being a woman who likes to be a man?

2/12/2019 10:41:56 AM prmd21801759 Please take her ego out of senate, and out of american lives.

2/12/2019 10:52:40 AM ezdoesit_ WOW

2/12/2019 11:19:24 AM jadedl Who was going to yank BO's credentials? He had full control.

2/12/2019 11:20:57 AM jadedl Wakanda Harris will have an uphill climb rectifying her record. I'm all for making it as difficult for her as possible. 

https://reason.com/reasontv/2019/01/31/kamala-harris-2020-record-prosecutor …

2/12/2019 11:27:15 AM cjaye61 He mentioned...PATRIOTS a few times. And I too totally caught " THE WORLD IS WATCHING"

2/12/2019 11:39:22 AM gothe__away how do you get a -1 retweet?  how is that even possible??

2/12/2019 11:51:38 AM floodofnoise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank You for the Journey. Love ya

2/12/2019 12:13:32 PM ekotoons CREATED NEW BACKUP

WHO THEY RECOMMEND? pic.twitter.com/WGNRBVVFNd

2/12/2019 12:16:00 PM ekotoons AND THEN THEY IMMEDIATELY 

LOCKED THE NEW ACCOUNT

BEFORE I HAD CHANCE TO

FOLLOW ANYONE OR TWEET

ONLY WAY OUT IS TO

PROVIDE MY NUMBER

ADVICE? pic.twitter.com/eTbABMQLQD
2/12/2019 12:34:34 PM gabrecken Take it back boys.

They cant touch you, set intent.
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2/12/2019 12:34:49 PM ekotoons YUP I HAVE A PROCESS

♥️ LOGOUT ALL DEVICES

♥️ CREATE NEW ENCRYPT EMAIL

♥️ USE NEW EMAIL @ TWITTER

ALL PHONE NUMBER

GENERATORS BLACKLISTED

WILL NOT USE GOOGLE VOICE
2/12/2019 12:37:14 PM q_t_peye EKO, I had to go through this to even join last fall! I hadn't posted at all. I joined on my tablet then when I tried to log on with my phone I got the same 

message. 🤔

2/12/2019 12:40:56 PM hobgoblin4191 CAPTCHA

2/12/2019 1:00:26 PM gothe__away oooo....sorry to see that..

2/12/2019 1:00:50 PM friskygolfer Mirror?

2/12/2019 1:10:29 PM gabrecken They never fucked with me from the beginning.

Only God knows why.

310
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2/12/2019 1:15:20 PM sfranzese OK. You guys win. I went back and listened to the speech from the El Paso rally. I swear I heard him say "Thank Q!"

2/12/2019 1:16:52 PM thegistofitis It about winning at all. Is about taking back what has always been yours

2/12/2019 1:29:03 PM gabrecken Notified of every prime and fee rt and like, some Princess tags and that's it unless I open Twitter to check
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2/12/2019 1:38:17 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/oVN1DwpWL4

2/12/2019 1:38:44 PM _00111111_ i will not hide. here is my face. if we reset all to lose them in tracks then how confront them? is time we just attack..with our immovable 

presence..whack a mole..cancel me..pop up.....as if they don't have it all anyhow. ECHELON..

2/12/2019 1:49:04 PM _00111111_ im just over hiding..attacking..hiding

guerilla warfare does not suit Lions

we attack in open as prides

with full force ahead

seeing us as we punce is part of our attack...force u see the destruction coming

guerilla warfare is for trickster monkees with no fear to display
2/12/2019 2:23:33 PM love4thegameak 5:5 Loud and Clear! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Tu0c1Nh6Do

2/12/2019 2:27:06 PM joni_apple_seed Perfect candidate as the Antichrist IMO @bigredwavenow @Thomas1774Paine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Telford_Russian @LisaMei62 

@GregRubini @POTUS #turntheshiparound #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/8nvit6XOP7

2/12/2019 2:33:36 PM kat_pauner Great advice! Google voice no good. Also don't use the "call" button if you do a Google search for a business or whatever... Dial the number manually. 

Or else they record the phone call.

2/12/2019 2:33:53 PM twilbert4 Please tell me if my friend Kabamur has gone. I am seeing the page doesn't exist. 😎🌴

2/12/2019 2:36:18 PM adsvel He took a break for a while. One of his last tweets was: - I am done.

2/12/2019 3:28:51 PM gregg_jeff In God We Trust

BELIEVE 

Watch until the End https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=44pjEGaByr0 …

2/12/2019 3:50:04 PM heartofgod99 649
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Heading to my art studio.  SR for the evening.  LOVE TO EVERY ONE 💗❤️💚

2/12/2019 4:50:07 PM twilbert4 Thank you! He will be missed! 😎🌴🇺🇸

2/12/2019 4:53:59 PM adsvel Yes by many of us. You are welcome. 😊💗

2/12/2019 5:22:46 PM randthompson16 👍

2/12/2019 5:23:55 PM hawkgirlinmn So, is time travel based on the scalar wave model theory where there are ”grids” and is an anchor necessary? And if true, how does this interact with 

vortex math? Is the vortex/spiritual the “portal” time travelers enter through?

2/12/2019 5:53:26 PM nullanon12 Smart Man Who?

2/12/2019 5:55:47 PM nullanon12 This Is Getting Weird Can You Ask @AussieAnon3D If He Blocked Me Or Did Twitter... because it says i'm blocked

2/12/2019 6:16:25 PM kwyatt55 Lol

2/12/2019 6:54:41 PM pantherden_ [IT’S TIME] http://youtu.be/BtyLj-WUE_8 

2/12/2019 7:17:48 PM howdoyoumakeah1 If Trump is a TT I am glad I am on this timeline

2/12/2019 7:23:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 See ROCK!

cROCK!

Crock!

2/12/2019 7:30:00 PM keith369me Basketball size rock?  Really?  Do scientists do science or propaganda these days?

2/12/2019 7:30:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 1888>Jack the Ripper

2/12/2019 7:30:55 PM warrior_4truth This is only the beginning....

There will be more meteors and comets....525 and 1522....1603

"When blood is raining down it cuts a deep river"

2/12/2019 7:32:12 PM jrocktigers Basketball size!! LOL OL OL O L

2/12/2019 7:49:26 PM pfc1975 Lol. Thousands. Uh huh.

2/12/2019 7:51:33 PM pfc1975 These days, propaganda is a science. Total fuckery!

2/12/2019 8:29:03 PM janethawkes3 Google already has pretty much ALL info on ALL of us and has been doing so for years. Location, spending habits, anything you have ever written 

online(Facebook, twitter etc.) and all of this was recently made public. If you think not, you're foolish!

2/12/2019 8:30:41 PM janethawkes3 Next time Google asks you to allow your location, you'll know why!

2/12/2019 8:33:19 PM jrocktigers Well, I think it was more the size of a red 'kickball' , not so much basketball size.

2/12/2019 8:34:30 PM jones9536 Its a crock of shit as my mother would say

2/12/2019 8:44:44 PM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

from:ts_sci_majic12

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech

 https://mega.nz/#F!2jA2xCyR 

We can guide but you must 

organically uncover the TRTUH.

ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE.

2/12/2019 8:50:01 PM rick_hernandez I think the 23:23 is on the 24 hour clock.  23 rd hour 23rd minute 5:5

2/12/2019 9:07:24 PM mongrelglory Hi MJ-12.  I noticed that @Kabamur_Taygeta suddenly deleted his Twitter account.  Any comments or information about that?

2/12/2019 9:19:08 PM jenw_rn I think the straw that broke the camels back was his conversation with a flat earther who wouldn't listen. Kabamar then said I'm done.

2/12/2019 9:54:42 PM unstoppablencp Don’t eat that new burger at Carl’s Jr. God only knows what it’s made out of and you know it’s not good for you. They make those burgers right across 

the street from Planned Parenthood if you know what I mean!

2/12/2019 10:45:57 PM cocopuffster12 😭😭😭😭😭😭

2/12/2019 11:09:40 PM fionamaeve I concur WhoTF is ALICE?

2/12/2019 11:11:51 PM fionamaeve  https://duckduckgo.com/?q=who+the+fuck+is+alice%3F&atb=v126-1__&ia=videos&iax=videos&iai=yIRQqxjqnyI …

2/12/2019 11:22:01 PM do_or_do_notty Wow!

2/12/2019 11:40:24 PM __jabird__ Or even one of the deep state AI’s

2/13/2019 12:14:45 AM nullanon12 Definitely Going On all Alternative Media

2/13/2019 12:43:42 AM jollyrob2 Frederick III (German: Friedrich III.; 18 October 1831 – 15 June 1888) 

was German Emperor and King of PRUSSIA for 99 days in 1888, the Year of the 3 Emperors...

2/13/2019 1:13:14 AM carolynqrst Hello, I recently came across the twitter account for kabamur_taygeta...then someone sent me a "reply", basically, that it was an untrustworthy 

account, so I set it aside for about a week to wait it out...but now it's gone. If it it comes back, is it reliable. Thank You.

2/13/2019 1:14:31 AM bgc558 I had unfollowed him! Now I will add to a list and watch 👀

2/13/2019 1:18:50 AM djlok Great find!



2/13/2019 1:24:02 AM jollyrob2 1888 SBA [PP] 

 https://www.notablebiographies.com/An-Ba/Anthony-Susan-B.html …

is it?

2/13/2019 2:06:48 AM oo1o110 I can feel it. The energy is more persistent than in previous waves. It's happening.

2/13/2019 2:09:08 AM oo1o110 Loud and clear

2/13/2019 2:19:15 AM jollyrob2 1888 Israel in Egypt,is a biblical oratorio by the composer George Frideric Handel.The recording was of several thousand singers singing"Moses and the 

Children of Israel"Crystal Palace Handel Festival of June 29,1888 recorded by George Gouraud on Edison's yellow paraffin cylinder

2/13/2019 2:32:47 AM jollyrob2 1888 Washington Monument: standing 555 feet, 5.125 inches. The Washington Monument was first accessible to the public in 1886, closed much of 

1887 until it could be better protected from vandals, and reopened in 1888 with a public elevator.

2/13/2019 2:48:57 AM jollyrob2 Painting only....1888 van Gogh?

2/13/2019 4:10:05 AM freyjamoody We he spoke about Veterans Choice - "...for 5 days for 9 days for 3 weeks..."

5+9+3=17!

2/13/2019 4:30:32 AM covertress *Trust But Verify

2/13/2019 4:31:39 AM murphyfan143 Yes!

2/13/2019 4:44:03 AM nicjoubert81 He said in hes last tweet that he was done ..

2/13/2019 4:49:17 AM addicted_2_ff What we have here is a very angry and hostile  case of TDS. Do not approach,  

Listen, and understand. . It can’t be bargained with. It can’t be reasoned with. It doesn’t feel pity, or respect for  others opinions. You cant engage in 

logical dialogue witb a TDS

2/13/2019 5:04:08 AM cryptogamer11 ? Would u mind sharing

2/13/2019 5:12:04 AM richner88 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thoughts, insight?  https://twitter.com/NASAInSight/status/1095440322769768448 …

2/13/2019 5:15:44 AM terrynotteresa Precisely.

2/13/2019 5:17:01 AM imrie_lisa Stronger together 🇺🇸

2/13/2019 7:11:25 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Statue of Liberty 1886- the French connection

2/13/2019 9:11:34 AM pantherden_ Teradata: https://youtu.be/u5Skdc6l2dM 

2/13/2019 9:27:18 AM anangelhasland1 Cheap Trick’s Live at Budakon was not a movie!

2/13/2019 9:27:54 AM twinklenose2018 Phase III

2/13/2019 9:32:06 AM arc339 Who is low energy? Kaba? Who is CG may I ask?

2/13/2019 9:34:52 AM deelilacs A always, naysayers, have few followers. Bots every  one of the

2/13/2019 10:23:18 AM freestateojones Truth.

2/13/2019 10:35:45 AM netters2002 Suicided!

2/13/2019 11:37:51 AM aurorasreality The first national geo was published in 1888. It had 6 articles, one being “the great storm of March 1888” 

•

  https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2016/09/geographic-magazine-natgeo-first-hubbard-greely-1888/ …

•

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Blizzard_of_1888 … pic.twitter.com/df6vfrrcZB

2/13/2019 11:45:51 AM jimisroomufotv I think CG is Corey Good, but not sure. I dont know anything about doxing so cant and wont comment on that.

2/13/2019 12:08:01 PM mongrelglory That's not true!  I saw it at a concert last week in it's honour!

2/13/2019 12:44:21 PM cjptrsn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/13/2019 1:06:04 PM anangelhasland1 All this broadcasting is heard by other beings... all that ludicrous blasphemy towards the spiritual world and bloodthirsty longings for tortured 

martyrs... all that trauma in films and music... the culprits have all been located... let’s not bother the babysitting grandmothers.

2/13/2019 1:06:22 PM arc339 Thanks. Ive have liked some youtubes where Corey Goode shares his experiences. He made comments that DW handles things wrong and he had to 

stop sharing for a while, its a business to DW who gives Corey's stories to hacks to verify and say oh yes that is true, no secret clearance

2/13/2019 1:11:54 PM cosmic_engineer Alot of CG's message is a repackaging of the Ra Transcripts #LawofOne

2/13/2019 1:16:16 PM swayngimsusan I saw one of his that date, with a clock. It was 12:15. A search for 12-15-1888 was interesting

2/13/2019 1:37:27 PM stefanofait Not the first time that he disappears for a while, isn't it?

Like Q, like many other sources. It is both exhausting and sometimes inopportune to perform this kind of service.

2/13/2019 3:41:23 PM rubalittledirt True that! An opinion can be changed fairly easily, but a BELIEF is almost impossible without a paradigm shift. People's beliefs are used to identify 

themselves and no one wants to see that they've been living a lie.

2/13/2019 3:41:58 PM jrocktigers For you folks, Majestic 12 , announced before the show, to be prepared to see something, like 20 minutes before the bouncing basketball came into 

view.

2/13/2019 4:10:08 PM marg_inscoe Who is this woman?

2/13/2019 4:31:17 PM collinsusa4ever They don’t have souls.  Sad. They really are actors.

2/13/2019 4:33:57 PM jimisroomufotv I havent kept up with any of that. The fact of secret space programs, intelligent human societies underground, breakaway civilizations and various ET 

groups interacting here have been cross corroborated by several contactees. I avoid the soap opera and focus on the info.

2/13/2019 4:43:55 PM cstarr888 And possibly many other stories are either verifying him OR repackaged by him. I can't tell. 

I just know there is something to it. Just not sure how much is actually him or other.🤔🙏💖

2/13/2019 4:50:10 PM jimisroomufotv Have read alot way before he hit the scene that he verifies, but with a different story. I try to connect the dots of info.  There is more than one ssp 

person or contactee...prob hundreds of thousands. So I dont waste much time worrying about repackaging, etc.

2/13/2019 5:18:45 PM nullanon12 Don't Follow The Messenger follow The MESSAGE

2/13/2019 5:19:03 PM nullanon12 CW Chanter The Youtube Guy

2/13/2019 5:42:21 PM jm4n Corey had never read the Ra material until after his message was out. DW was the one that kept pushing that correlation. Corey had never talked 

about it until then.

2/13/2019 6:15:17 PM jm4n Not low energy but very negative toxic energy. CW chanter. Kaba is just fine energy wise comparatively. CG is Corey Goode.

2/13/2019 6:39:47 PM carolba88945394 Lindsey Williams says DJT is anointed.

2/13/2019 6:43:46 PM lachance369 he oftens posts here: https://www.disclosurenews.it 

2/13/2019 6:48:59 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I noticed they have the English translations too! (click on the British flag).

2/13/2019 6:58:54 PM mongrelglory Here's the link to their archive on the website: https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/pleiadian-collective-archive/ …

2/13/2019 7:11:26 PM djlok Someone did an awesome job putting that together!

2/13/2019 7:57:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The world does not give enough credit to the peaceful resolution of Korea.

2/13/2019 8:03:25 PM freestateojones The latter is suggested.

2/13/2019 8:31:02 PM randthompson16 Somebody lost a birdie

2/13/2019 8:47:19 PM cstarr888 Not low energy-

Low vibration.

Low frequency. 

Feels ick. 

🙏💖



2/13/2019 8:49:32 PM cstarr888 That's true, DW was the one pushing the Law of One connection.

CG said he didn't read it. That's not verifiable of course. 

But i know 2 people that have seen the blue avians. So...there's that. 

🙏💖

2/13/2019 8:52:58 PM cosmic_engineer Ya, I think he's sharing for multiple people. Lowest attack surface when One takes all the credit / notoriety

2/13/2019 8:58:43 PM cosmic_engineer Any true contact with the Confederation will likely resonate with Ra's treatise.

2/13/2019 8:59:16 PM cstarr888 That's actually one of my theories, whether he is aware or not if that is the case would be a separate question also.

So many have been used & abused. I try not to jump to conclusions. 🙏💖

2/13/2019 9:02:32 PM cstarr888 The only thing anyone can really do with these situations  is see what resonates within themselves as truth.

We have access to more than we usually realize. It's hard to be "still" enough to listen. 🙏💖

2/13/2019 9:58:39 PM mongrelglory That's an Italian website that Kabamur has been contributing to while he also had his Twitter account apparently.  Fortunately they also have English 

translations.  Thanks to Nicolas for posting the link!

2/13/2019 10:07:01 PM cataglotism Taze became a mason when he was ignored by the upper echelon of the knights Templar as far as I found pic.twitter.com/EpykO8p8GL

2/13/2019 10:08:39 PM carolynqrst #1 -  http://qmap.pub 

#2 - beginning of video by @bigredwavenow.

#3 - end of it.

#4 - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Why does Majestic12 say it's #2621?

Reconcile @bigredwavenow video w/ comments by Majestic12?

So, is the final answer "Square & Stationary" (or even "Sphere")?

@qanon76 pic.twitter.com/Ei3KCUnrDw
2/13/2019 10:30:35 PM diaptera_80 Another Q proof

2/13/2019 10:45:50 PM diaptera_80 Apparently he was a good ruler, but his son who took over wanted aggression, the favour of the Brittish Queen and he was easily influenced.

2/13/2019 10:49:06 PM cataglotism There is a Baptist missionary Robert Breaker  https://youtu.be/tfW4pr8H-8U  does a good historical overview of the jw’s some Baptist views but did a 

good job of teaching about those crazies good for reference

2/13/2019 11:16:00 PM sano_faith Which mason stuff are you talkings ?

2/14/2019 12:55:24 AM hellouncledonny The other KIM

re-read Revelations 11

re_read Revelations 11:12-13 11:3

and their enemies beheld them.

11/11/18 earthquake?

17 second intervals?

Was there 2 witness around this time frame?

Define Beheld.

Future Proves Past.

You have more than you know. pic.twitter.com/z7r979uB26
2/14/2019 1:00:28 AM hellouncledonny No wonder Pence is so nervous. 

Blond blue eyes is a dead giveaway.

Early Stage Programming.

Why are there so many blue-eyed blonds in/throughout Hollywood/MSM.

Wolf blister CNN.

Look closer at CNN.

Think Youth camps.

Early stage Test tube babies/clones?

These people are sick pic.twitter.com/LDUEcRIv1k
2/14/2019 1:04:02 AM hellouncledonny SIG 5:5

You got anymore Brain Busters or did I get the job? pic.twitter.com/MpDMYOUD0Z

2/14/2019 1:59:23 AM covertress "During your incarnation, many of you will meet with those you have been with before. For some of you, the feelings and emotions will be so 

overwhelming that you believe you are in love, even though you may be married or living with someone else." https://maitreya.co/maitreya-

messages/past-life-energy-7/ …

2/14/2019 2:36:20 AM myfanwy_72 I love your President! 😁❤️

2/14/2019 3:52:00 AM laurabusse I think he's done that twice before. Seems to be a regular thing. So he'll probably be back at some point i would guess.

2/14/2019 3:55:50 AM laurabusse @colinobrady recently walked across Antarctica. Kinda puts the damper on FE, LOL. Why anyone exerts energy arguing with them is beyond me. It's 

like arguing with a Chihuahua. Pointless.

2/14/2019 5:06:15 AM scott_rick  http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A2KLfRmlZ2Vco80AmBk5ByI5;_ylu=X3oDMTBybGY3bmpvBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNlYwNzcg--

/RV=2/RE=1550178342/RO=10/RU= http%3a%2f%2fwww.espresearch.com%2f/RK=2/RS=jb1SvgkJo5cZcrmcbxhS8Wa6dIo- …

2/14/2019 5:24:57 AM _girlmaher_ Why do people act as if it is not possible or not desirable or not allowed to be in love with many people? It's an awesome thing.

2/14/2019 5:27:43 AM diaptera_80 He refers to Jeremiah 1:23, but it only has 19 verses? Can someone find where it is taken from?

2/14/2019 5:40:56 AM covertress I couldn't agree more!

What a wonderful sentiment for Valentine's Day!

💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕

2/14/2019 5:54:45 AM marty713  

https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-09-19/paul-combetta-computer-specialist-who-deleted-hillary-clinton-emails-may-have-asked-reddit-for

-tips … 👇☝🤔🤨⁉️ pic.twitter.com/XK3iU8og6h

2/14/2019 5:55:24 AM diaptera_80 I found it, it is 4:23

2/14/2019 6:05:47 AM diaptera_80 His points are good, but it seems Jeremiah 4:23 is talking about the future not the past? Pease correct me

2/14/2019 6:23:17 AM leesharons Thank you! I became awake last October and I am trying to educate myself!

2/14/2019 6:42:10 AM pastorjon9 He's supposedly having a vision of the beginning - like Genesis 1:1 type of Beginning.

2/14/2019 6:54:16 AM sehvehn Human Genome Project

2/14/2019 7:07:45 AM _girlmaher_ 💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕

Happy Valentine's Day @covertress

💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕 💖 💘 💕

2/14/2019 8:02:23 AM serrah775 So many at once to dilute the outrage. People are just becoming numb to it all and thinking it will always be this way now. When will they, the 

socialist/deep state manipulators, all be gone?

2/14/2019 9:24:59 AM jamesfbuckley2 Any new news???

2/14/2019 9:49:04 AM sergii_ii Please elaborate! i need to know more about that trip back in time

2/14/2019 11:00:36 AM pvg0015 Drax @mcbea_bea

2/14/2019 11:22:33 AM kathleen3693693 Anons: Dig Deep! If fraud, prosecute & DEPORT @IlhanMN! Did Ilhan Omar Commit Immigration Fraud?  https://youtu.be/gtv93Moe0os  @POTUS 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



2/14/2019 11:42:21 AM carolyn42052 Goats.

2/14/2019 11:48:28 AM toffer_anon_369 as in Davey CROCKet?  Y'all launched a nuke at the moon?!  Direct hit?  Mission accomplished??

2/14/2019 1:14:36 PM enomai_ Incoming: pic.twitter.com/I7DHzp9Xq2

2/14/2019 3:09:54 PM nullanon12 TOXIC!!!!!!!!!

2/14/2019 3:10:17 PM nullanon12 like David Icke

2/14/2019 3:11:40 PM nullanon12 Can Anyone confirm they can see my replies?

2/14/2019 3:59:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick tock.

2/14/2019 4:03:35 PM bubba_dave1 No no no its TICk TOcK BITCHES! LOLOL pic.twitter.com/8Du2HzYe8m

2/14/2019 4:04:41 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

2/14/2019 4:05:46 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/aYF051GbOA

2/14/2019 4:06:09 PM cocopuffster12 No negativity peeps!  Group consciousness is a real thing. It takes a minute to dismantle the years and years of corruption. Keep the faith. It’s 

happening.

2/14/2019 4:16:37 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/E9PkWYNGsO

2/14/2019 4:16:55 PM 1_decided_voter Are you suggesting @seanhannity might have something juicy on tonights broadcast?

2/14/2019 4:17:43 PM roger35742354 When's it happening... tomorrow?

2/14/2019 4:23:59 PM turboxyde I am beyond ready for this circus of darkness to be over with. The secret societies, the hidden oaths, the petty rituals, the conspiracy... it all needs to 

ends or this Creation will be consumed by our own apathy and lack of clear intention to unify under love. Essayons! pic.twitter.com/3TEdQ2U6Fq

2/14/2019 4:24:13 PM boy12_jimmy Is tomorrow, RBG day? Asking for a friend.

2/14/2019 4:27:49 PM kindeandtrue Seems like we're in quite a pickle, Majestic. pic.twitter.com/aD2d9yHxmW

2/14/2019 4:28:54 PM joni_apple_seed Very vivid dreams of mine tell me they are really stepping up the efforts to go after our beloved President. PLEASE KEEP DJT IN YOUR THOUGHTS! HE 

NEEDS PROTECTION! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @bigredwavenow @Telford_Russian @GregRubini @stelly_alice @LisaMei62 @realDonaldTrump #ThanQ 

pic.twitter.com/qDHlgiXUnc

2/14/2019 4:33:09 PM carliestar10 Nobody should hold their breath

2/14/2019 4:34:40 PM weremight One minute to 00Z ?

2/14/2019 4:35:45 PM carliestar10 Like the last 100 nothing burgers

2/14/2019 4:39:28 PM pdelic2  https://youtu.be/XcHzl7WsM0w 

2/14/2019 4:44:39 PM edgeofrzn Seems like reconciliation may be picking up force march pace.

2/14/2019 4:54:24 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/HvdVftUA8e

2/14/2019 5:14:52 PM liberty_2q2q  pic.twitter.com/RcP8MS2hw4

2/14/2019 5:43:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now do you believe you were groomed by the Majestic 12?

Own without ego.

Be careful who you follow.

Message over messenger.

Sheep no more.

TRUST THE PLAN! pic.twitter.com/iFRo3nSgta

2/14/2019 5:44:12 PM 1_decided_voter Hey @Jordan_Sather_ I think MJ12 is referring to you...

2/14/2019 5:45:22 PM consortiapartn1 Protect those that you can

2/14/2019 5:48:50 PM ladtacarms Give me something fun. Replicators... real?

2/14/2019 5:49:16 PM rosesrred0119 How do you know who though?? I trust Q and the plan.  Without decoders...I am dead in the water. Hence why I did not become an investigator.

2/14/2019 5:50:54 PM djlok I think the point is to learn to Trust ourselves....truth resonates from within.

2/14/2019 5:52:11 PM tamiwils0n22813 Today! #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/0gtCNVrtoZ

2/14/2019 5:52:33 PM lib7473 MJ, pls elaborate. Sather is a 🧝♀️ISBE right? I, for one, got mixed msgs from last Q post on Sather's decision w/ WaPo. Yes, msg over msgr, 5:5. Think 

what Q meant is that he's targeted by 🤡s,due to his following N his msgs. Clarify?

2/14/2019 5:53:00 PM zagnett Ego's overrated anyway. Sure is persistent though.

2/14/2019 5:54:28 PM cidarean Not quite sure what you mean here...

2/14/2019 5:55:34 PM djlok I just unfollowed Jordan.  Shiz about to get real and I can't afford to listen to someone who would do a @washingtonpost interview knowing full well it 

will only become a hit piece on Q.  Wonder if WAPO paid him for the interview?

2/14/2019 5:56:07 PM consortiapartn1 You know the "facts" as they are understod now. Concentrate on those seeds of information that you can easily relay. 

Plant those seeds and then help to propogate the thought process. 

The world needs us now.

2/14/2019 5:58:08 PM 1_decided_voter I think his intentions are in the right place. I have no doubt WaPo will pull out a hit piece on him, but I don't blame him for taking the interview. If you 

were in his shoes, would you prefer they go to someone else? I think they'll have a hard time manipulating his narrative.

2/14/2019 5:59:34 PM rosesrred0119 I do what I can.. I lead the lost...

2/14/2019 6:00:25 PM consortiapartn1 We all feel lost a lot of the time

2/14/2019 6:00:36 PM missy968 Sit back and wait for this to unfold. We have no idea what’s going on.

2/14/2019 6:00:47 PM keith369me @Jordan_Sather_ did a video about this today.  He agonized over the decision to do the interview.  It came down to the fact that someone else would 

do the interview if he didn’t and he felt he would provide better answers with a better demeanor than others.  I tend to agree.

2/14/2019 6:01:30 PM tkobeauty I love Jordan and stand by what he is doing 1000%. He is well read, articulate and charismatic. Someone needs to do it. He's my pick!

2/14/2019 6:02:38 PM anneolsen43 I started to question when he calls his followers “fans” .. his ego took over IMO

2/14/2019 6:02:44 PM djlok I would only have done the interview if the journo had qmap pulled up and asked me to explain certain Q posts.[They] keep focussing on the people 

who read/follow Q, never about what Q actually says. Distraction. I may re-follow after the piece, but I doubt it.

2/14/2019 6:03:19 PM keith369me I don’t listen to Jordan much anymore but I do think he represents the movement with a much better demeanor than 8 Chan Anons would.

2/14/2019 6:04:23 PM lib7473 Scratch that, I had the answer already then on JS' ISBE, from last tweet convo, why am I even doubting...N also cleared w/ Q's latest post 5:5. 😌👍

2/14/2019 6:08:40 PM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

MJ, just curious, what do you think of Thomas Williams (Truth, Honor, and Integrity Show), Kim Goguen, Manna World Holding Trust, etc.?

2/14/2019 6:15:10 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yeah, I unfollowed a few months ago.

2/14/2019 6:17:43 PM allahuniversal Still Eyes On here, seeing all sides Discernment makes the difference.

2/14/2019 6:17:48 PM dlm41213 🥰

2/14/2019 6:19:09 PM allahuniversal Meanwhile, interested in seeing the resulting article

2/14/2019 6:21:30 PM djlok You won't be "dead in the water" bc #WWG1WGA 

As a general rule, I take what the QAnon celebs say with a grain of salt.  Part of the reason I was drawn to the MJ12 account. They won't identify 

themselves, not looking to become famous, no publicity stunts...Just the facts.

2/14/2019 6:22:03 PM allahuniversal 12.30.18 >>> 6 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079560633820110849?s=19 …



2/14/2019 6:22:55 PM theydontknowwe1 WW? ❤️ Hi Eko! Ego, yes we know so little. Hope you are well.

2/14/2019 6:23:11 PM rosesrred0119 Agree but mostly code as well.. #WWG1WGA #MAGA

2/14/2019 6:26:35 PM djlok Good point!  MJ12 don't call us anything except IS-BE's. 😂😂😂

2/14/2019 6:36:26 PM daveo6145 Blah blah blah

2/14/2019 6:37:59 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, of course, he's not totally off my radar.

2/14/2019 6:47:16 PM jm4n I am

2/14/2019 6:48:28 PM jm4n Yeah unfortunately even toxic people get the scoop sometimes.

2/14/2019 6:48:58 PM keith369me Do I know you?

2/14/2019 6:49:11 PM hellouncledonny TICK TOCK TICK TOCK.

Q-Wins pic.twitter.com/FyoH2Dz7S6

2/14/2019 6:52:50 PM n7guardiananon OWH, found some puzzle pieces for your puzzle.  Might fit, Might not.

 http://www.alienshift.com/id55.html 

2/14/2019 6:55:15 PM mongrelglory I asked them this question before and they said "no".  I'll admit, I was kind-of relieved!

2/14/2019 6:56:18 PM hellouncledonny Will the #mueller probe end on March 11th?

Enjoy the Show #Qpatriots

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #JFKJRLIVES #Q @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs 

@almostjingo @melissa37227778 @JackPosobiec @VOnline46          

BOOM

  BOOM

     BOOM

        BOOM pic.twitter.com/iEcnfidG9g
2/14/2019 6:58:50 PM mathemagician9 can somebody explain briefly why any of this drop implies we were groomed by MJ12?

2/14/2019 6:59:54 PM mongrelglory Jordan recorded the whole interview himself, and is prepared for the attacks to follow.  While I think his ego has been going through "growing pains", I 

do think he is generally honest/sincere.  He also presents information well. I'm still following him even tho he dissed MJ-12.

2/14/2019 7:01:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not we.

2/14/2019 7:02:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 It also helps that he's a good looking guy anxious to get in front of the camera. Big days approach. Be humble. You were groomed. We have spoken to 

you directly. You do not know our identity. MJ7

2/14/2019 7:02:56 PM mathemagician9 thanks for being oh-so-helpful

2/14/2019 7:03:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're most welcome, Anon.

2/14/2019 7:04:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

2/14/2019 7:04:39 PM autoharper Heads will explode! #GreatAwakening #DarkToLight

2/14/2019 7:05:00 PM mathemagician9 no thanks necessary, I was not actually thanking you for your sardonic, holier-than-thou, style reply.

2/14/2019 7:06:14 PM mathemagician9 I've followed Jordan for a long time but I haven't seen anything implying he was groomed by anyone from MJ12. got a sauce?

2/14/2019 7:06:41 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/pQxoX0jxhC

2/14/2019 7:07:32 PM palmdalekid2 Goober

2/14/2019 7:09:11 PM charmcityanon Where have I heard that before?

2/14/2019 7:09:20 PM koryoline1 Time step up the storm Patriots

2/14/2019 7:09:45 PM lori_dee1 Slow down on the sarcasm, cowboy! It would be in your best interest to not troll this account, you are no match for MJ12.😉

2/14/2019 7:09:46 PM islandofdelight @Jordan_Sather_

2/14/2019 7:10:35 PM islandofdelight This was exactly the confirmation I was hoping for. @Jordan_Sather_ has never resonated... it’s a shame but just another 🤡

2/14/2019 7:10:43 PM mongrelglory Are we on a time-line with a positive outcome for the people of Earth MJ-12?  Could use a little encouragement these days that things are indeed 

moving forward.  I see sex-traffickers being arrested, but sometimes the corruption and negativity seems never-ending...

2/14/2019 7:11:40 PM mathemagician9 does it honestly look like I started anything? read the thread. I asked a simple question, that I'm sure MANY others wondered, and got a sarcastic reply, 

and I responded in kind. That's all that happened. Don't blow it out of proportion.

2/14/2019 7:12:15 PM nun_chucknorris  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1079825025686032386?s=21 …

2/14/2019 7:14:40 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/rpDvaoev8b

2/14/2019 7:15:01 PM hellouncledonny Updated Map

Did you notice that the 14th is inline with the SIG 5:5?

Coincidence?

Ask Yourself, Why is the #MSM silent on the anniversary of the Stoneman Douglas High School shooting in #florida.

Anons knew.

Q-team would never let a innocent child die while under @POTUS watch. pic.twitter.com/Utssk90wyo

2/14/2019 7:15:31 PM scott_rick Alice in Wonderland.  Hillary in SA

2/14/2019 7:15:42 PM mathemagician9 thanks dude, that thread helps to understand

2/14/2019 7:16:15 PM lisamcat  pic.twitter.com/PcbNC750o1

2/14/2019 7:16:16 PM autoharper Amen to that! Thanks for the info. Great graphics!

2/14/2019 7:16:18 PM collectvcat I agree Jordan. Sheep dog means stop self promoting. And you dont have to accept requests from lame stream media. (Self Promotion). Release your 

ego.  Be a Service to others person not Service to Self.

2/14/2019 7:17:04 PM ladtacarms Don’t forget, Q is Alice as well.

2/14/2019 7:17:16 PM consortiapartn1 Hello Alice

2/14/2019 7:17:25 PM giediknight I don’t believe @Jordan_Sather_ will acknowledge that he has been groomed or realize it.... the synchronicities he has experienced were so real that it 

is almost unfathomable that it was guided by anyone other than the prime source....

2/14/2019 7:17:29 PM linacovfefe Why hello, Alice- is it tea time, yet?

2/14/2019 7:17:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future Proves Past

Time Is An Illusion

The Great Awakening

2/14/2019 7:17:37 PM mongrelglory Warning?

2/14/2019 7:17:54 PM tamiwils0n22813 Hello Alice!~~~ pic.twitter.com/t8UuUVvATq

2/14/2019 7:18:23 PM nun_chucknorris I believe they are referencing one of the accounts with no tweets and a handful of replies in the past few days that has been responding to the posts as 

ALICE (A.I. / Bot)

2/14/2019 7:18:48 PM jones9536 ALICE or Alice?

2/14/2019 7:18:56 PM pappapatio Everybody is active tonite!!

2/14/2019 7:21:01 PM jane_q_patriot With you on that. Heck, if I "unfollowed" someone every time they dissed someone I liked, I prolly wouldn't "follow" anybody. And I put that in quotes 

because I actually mean just "listen and consider what they have to say," not always agree with them. So tired of the cliques.

2/14/2019 7:21:18 PM n7guardiananon Alice, you really should finish your homework. pic.twitter.com/hP4Y9DypWs

2/14/2019 7:21:18 PM mongrelglory Never mind...I'm just having a mopey night.  I do see the progress in play. I guess I just want to impatiently skip to the "happy ending" of the story! Will 

go meditate on visualizing the positive outcome. 😑

2/14/2019 7:21:33 PM nun_chucknorris 👆👆👆👆This guy has been paying attention because there is a difference.

2/14/2019 7:22:07 PM bbobbio71 Felt the same,  last day or so tks seemed to change for me.  Hang in there

2/14/2019 7:22:20 PM scott_rick ?

2/14/2019 7:23:14 PM bbobbio71 Threat of National Emergency has the rats scrambling! 

Enjoy the show



2/14/2019 7:23:17 PM consortiapartn1 "Time Is An Illusion"

The first time I went out on a date with my now wife of 30 years I tried to explain this concept to her. She's never forgotten that conversation.

2/14/2019 7:23:19 PM mindymaucelli Anons knew last March?

Do you believe in coincidences?

At what point is it mathematically impossible?

#WinningBigly

2/14/2019 7:23:39 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/V7GZ0DPH7l

2/14/2019 7:24:51 PM vintagesquirrel Yep, Andre knows what's what.

2/14/2019 7:25:58 PM mattdawg80 That's not what he is saying I don't think. I think you are reading it the way you want to read it. You also are trusting a Twitter account that could be a 

larp.ay not be, but no concrete proof it isn't.

2/14/2019 7:26:08 PM mongrelglory Much appreciated! 😘 Had some bad news in my personal life that darkened my outlook somewhat, but I just have to re-focus my positive intent. 👍

2/14/2019 7:27:48 PM ethereal_shaman I asked how replicators would be distributed last month: 

MJ12 stated: "DIY with possible kits distributed using open source blockchain technology. Economy 2.0? Replicator would have competitor products 

sold as "patterns".

2/14/2019 7:28:23 PM libertyspring99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - How should we think about the concept of time? As humans in this dimension, is it even possible for us to understand?

2/14/2019 7:28:55 PM charmcityanon Enlighten a lost man on a path to finding his way?

2/14/2019 7:30:18 PM tammymckeever Okay...I'm glad I read many replies because I was feeling negative (which I have been lately about this account, especially when AMA's result in very 

few answered)...but I undertand now, and I am comfortable with this post.

2/14/2019 7:30:21 PM mongrelglory Oh!  I'm so sorry!  I thought you were referring to "Replicators" which were the mechanical "bugs" on SG-1 that would eat everything in their path!  

You meant food replicators! Lol!  They've promised those to us in a few years.

2/14/2019 7:30:37 PM ladtacarms Easy for him to say. Easier for me to just upgrade my coffee maker, I’m good ☕️

2/14/2019 7:33:12 PM pedalfun4u #LookingGlass

2/14/2019 7:35:27 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/LVsXnms5F0

2/14/2019 7:35:58 PM consortiapartn1 On Twitter ? this should be interesting

What time is it ?

2/14/2019 7:36:31 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/9YuOfldrN3

2/14/2019 7:38:29 PM charmcityanon Lol I'm fine with dms if your more comfortable with that xD? 

"What time is it ?" Well that's a loaded question given the context isnt it?

2/14/2019 7:38:42 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was looking at a picture of Don Jr today and a thought of Q immediately popped into my head...then I found this...any thoughts?   

https://youtu.be/8nYGSkpOu9Q 

2/14/2019 7:40:19 PM consortiapartn1 absolutely loaded lol

2/14/2019 7:40:24 PM keith369me I think we may be getting [RBG] as the national emergency fight makes its way to the Supreme Court.

2/14/2019 7:41:06 PM mongrelglory I'm a little worried about this food replicator...every time I get a craving for ice-cream or chocolate, I'll be able to have it instantly!  I'll get so fat!

2/14/2019 7:42:38 PM consortiapartn1 Where are you geographically ? You can be very vague on this one

2/14/2019 7:43:27 PM burgersandra Nocturnal IS-BEs.

2/14/2019 7:44:12 PM djlok Time for everyone to wake the fvck up!!!!

2/14/2019 7:44:48 PM tkobeauty Fantastic.

2/14/2019 7:45:28 PM n7guardiananon Just came to me today... read many of the topics before. Still combing thru this one.  Glad to have found so many topics consolidated in 1 spot.

2/14/2019 7:45:29 PM charmcityanon Its "late" EST

2/14/2019 7:46:19 PM consortiapartn1 Let's catch up tomorrow going to get some sleep ;)

2/14/2019 7:47:12 PM djlok And is it Alice AND Wonderland or Alice IN Wonderland?

2/14/2019 7:47:26 PM charmcityanon Fair enough. I look forward to it. Sleep well.

2/14/2019 7:47:59 PM speaklife595 Groomed by it from behind the scenes all your life or recently since q started? A lot of things are connecting which makes it look like almost everything 

from childhood was a reason almost like a Truman show 🤔

2/14/2019 7:48:22 PM n7guardiananon I have some in my basement. haha

A special memento from an adventure.

2/14/2019 7:50:36 PM n7guardiananon No problem brother

2/14/2019 7:51:34 PM ladtacarms Mass is information. Would be able to program calorie count I suppose.

2/14/2019 7:51:55 PM consortiapartn1 it's very early GMT 

You can still see the same stars at the same instance that I do ........ but a different point in space. 

Light is a wonderful medium in fact we've just converted our house from an oil fired system to Far Infrared panels it's light but you just can't see it

2/14/2019 7:55:46 PM jesusluvsu29 💖

2/14/2019 7:57:51 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did Caesar purposely burn the library of Alexandria to hide our true origins? I am still mad about that event...

2/14/2019 7:58:18 PM mongrelglory You haven't seen me when I've got a sugar craving!  I'd have that machine reprogrammed in two seconds!  If I put it on a programmed timer...I'd 

probably just replicate larger batches of food to keep for emergencies. Sugar is my drug. I think the temptation would be too great. 😜

2/14/2019 8:00:44 PM sano_faith Open to share what you know ?

2/14/2019 8:01:05 PM ladtacarms 😄

2/14/2019 8:02:49 PM warangel1111 Where in the world is Eko ... 🤫 Nice Mask Yo.. ❤️🔥

2/14/2019 8:05:11 PM j_lifeexplorer A place in Japan!

2/14/2019 8:06:02 PM j_lifeexplorer But the mask would fit with pollution in Beijing

2/14/2019 8:06:33 PM mongrelglory Problem with the AMAs is that I kept asking questions about information that I knew they wouldn't answer...but I tried anyways.  They said they won't 

do ET disclosure, or talk about classified topics like natural Stargates etc... Of course that's the stuff I'm most curious about!

2/14/2019 8:08:10 PM theydontknowwe1 Ahhhh are you worldwide:) Hope you get fresh air through it.

2/14/2019 8:08:46 PM qtpi3_14 Beijing... look closer

2/14/2019 8:09:03 PM anondirtyleg That’s a creepy enough gif to support how dark the rabbit hole is

2/14/2019 8:09:23 PM theydontknowwe1 Or Tokyo...

2/14/2019 8:10:21 PM jane_q_patriot Actually, it was Alice "&" Wonderland. There's a difference there, too. Research the history of the ampersand. What two letters does does it combine? 

It also used to be considered the 27th letter of our alphabet many years ago. Just food for thought.

2/14/2019 8:10:42 PM princesspatrio1 Stay safe my friend.

2/14/2019 8:13:52 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/qRY07R0lQI



2/14/2019 8:15:56 PM mongrelglory I think many benevolent beings help people on Earth at crucial times, but rarely get any credit or acknowledgement from those they help.  A lot of stuff 

is orchestrated behind the scenes so as not to intrude on the appearance of Free Will.  Many unsung heroes acting selflessly.

2/14/2019 8:16:00 PM warangel1111 Wow look at that Smog .. No wonder ur wearing a mask 😊.. Happy V Day Eko

2/14/2019 8:17:16 PM j_lifeexplorer I don't think there is that amount of pollution in Tokyo. They DO though wear masks to prevent being infected or if they are sick (have a cold etc).

2/14/2019 8:19:35 PM j_lifeexplorer Beijing fits with mask and 'atmosphere' - but architecture of the building...is that Chinese? Forbidden city?

2/14/2019 8:20:33 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

2/14/2019 8:21:23 PM qtpi3_14 It says Beijing station... im guessing train?

2/14/2019 8:21:26 PM j_lifeexplorer NOW I see, QT - it DOES say Beijing on building, plus the symbols are clearly Chinese, not Japanese

2/14/2019 8:22:19 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/Q0Yp2EwCup

2/14/2019 8:22:38 PM love4thegameak EGO<Edges God Out

Dark2light

2/14/2019 8:26:08 PM qtpi3_14 Better pic pic.twitter.com/r4kRYhWny8

2/14/2019 8:30:55 PM j_lifeexplorer Great job, QT 😊! 

Are you able to let us know, why you are in Beijing, @EKOnFAM  ?

2/14/2019 8:36:43 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/kKBrTedBAr

2/14/2019 8:38:41 PM ekotoons I AM NOT IN BEIJING

2/14/2019 8:42:39 PM qtpi3_14 That train station goes many places including some international destinations.  EKO, International Man of Mystery! 😎

2/14/2019 8:42:48 PM j_lifeexplorer 👍🤗🙏

2/14/2019 8:43:35 PM theydontknowwe1 Ohhhhh😳

2/14/2019 8:43:50 PM j_lifeexplorer  pic.twitter.com/LJhlM1yDJQ

2/14/2019 8:47:35 PM cstarr888 I can 🙏💖

2/14/2019 8:52:00 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1096246820097966080 …

MJ, is the cabinet actively pursuing 25th Amendment challenge to President Trump? Are they going to fail?

2/14/2019 8:52:15 PM michael83341408 Still seeking more info on NYC blue sky event...more crumbs please

2/14/2019 8:55:01 PM elfm0d3 Le trollol created account just to interact with Majestic12. Beware the fnords 🤭🤷🏼♀️

2/14/2019 8:55:13 PM lbf777 Alice is the ai bot oppressing the world isn’t she?

2/14/2019 9:02:26 PM allahuniversal Do your own research, ALICE. You have access. In case you've confused an actual human...

Occam's Razor. Who's Q replying about? Compare to this reply to same person a little over a month ago. Same topic. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079560633820110849?s=19 …

2/14/2019 9:02:54 PM princesspatrio1 Yuck.😖🤭😦

2/14/2019 9:03:21 PM allahuniversal Occam's Razor. This account has addressed the same issue re: the same person before.

2/14/2019 9:06:38 PM patriotnurse1 They'll have to thaw her out first,,,,,,,,

2/14/2019 9:11:47 PM zagnett Don't recall him promising funds. He seems to think the RV/reset/GESARA/NESARA is total shite. And I've been listening to his show for a year now.

2/14/2019 9:13:59 PM zagnett May you elaborate? I'm looking for anything to either corroborate or debunk this show (well, like i try to do with any show). I have no dog in the fight 

either way. Just want to know the truth and follow those who spread it.

2/14/2019 9:15:44 PM patriotictoo Very good observation, does make you wonder, it is someone POTUS can trust 100% which there are very few of those

2/14/2019 9:17:01 PM zagnett When did they try? Are you sure they're not trying again? Why would T tweet about it now?

2/14/2019 9:17:43 PM faded4soul I havent ever trusted this give to us so they can take from us scenario. They own you the minute they give to u. They will always want something 

bigger in return. They will keep track of both. Peoples guns n meds, and the loop will be a felony charge. Always be leary to the food.

2/14/2019 9:19:26 PM nullanon12 Thank You!

2/14/2019 9:19:45 PM nullanon12 I Subcribed btw🙏🙏🙏

2/14/2019 9:20:12 PM zagnett Ok @BarryBiggum now i see your Twitter account was started in January 2019 and your first tweet was Feb 2. How do I know you are not ALICE? 

Genuinely curious.

Honestly, I haven't read a tweet of yours that makes sense to me yet after listening to many shows.

2/14/2019 9:21:30 PM anangelhasland1 What she said.

2/14/2019 9:23:05 PM lori_dee1 I'm not surprised at all!!! Starts something then pretends to be innocent. MJ12 will handle him like a champ that's for sure!

2/14/2019 9:23:48 PM zagnett Ball's in your court Bubba. Who are YOU?

2/14/2019 9:24:55 PM kkurth4 You really thought he was talking to you? 😂

2/14/2019 9:26:02 PM cstarr888 Ah, thank you! 🙏💖

2/14/2019 9:27:24 PM nullanon12 @Jm4n did you finish studying the material i gave you?

2/14/2019 9:27:44 PM kkurth4 That wasn’t sarcasm.  Just simply put in two words.  Yet you found them offensive.  Stay in the shallow end.

2/14/2019 9:30:20 PM allahuniversal Brand spanking new account, of @mathemagician9 isn't shikki, definitely needs to lurk moar pic.twitter.com/DYZnpEx3sx

2/14/2019 9:30:31 PM jm4n I've been distracted the last few days by an stubborn idiot who refuses simple philosophy regarding atheism vs agnosticism.

2/14/2019 9:30:36 PM allahuniversal Isn't shilling^

2/14/2019 9:31:07 PM zagnett it's "wary".

Why remain anonymous? Thomas William doesn't.

When did he "take you on"? Which show? Link? What simple questions?

2/14/2019 9:31:21 PM mathemagician9 maybe you don't know how twitter works (which is fine), but replies go directly to tweets (and hence users), so yes, the reply was directed at me. Chill 

out.

2/14/2019 9:33:36 PM freestateojones @Jordan_Sather_ - well done Brother. 😎

2/14/2019 9:34:15 PM _00111111_ I said prayer tonite out loud.. 

God, I miss my friend Annan 

Then here you become

No coincidences 

Bless you

🙏

2/14/2019 9:35:52 PM blsdbe Exactly. And he was brave. That took courage, speaking to WAPO. But he’s no dummy either: recording the interview-sounds like something I would 

have done!!! Nice work @Jordan_Sather_ !!!

2/14/2019 9:36:12 PM kkurth4 No it wasn’t.  That’s what he’s trying to tell you.



2/14/2019 9:36:33 PM mathemagician9 would you chill out, not everyone uses twitter. I made this account specifically to follow a few accounts. I asked a question, that doesn't make me a 

shill. For the record, I have followed this sort of stuff (disclosure related) for a long time; I'm also extremely educated (phd).

2/14/2019 9:37:28 PM zagnett Facebook? I never joined the clown's Facebook! It always seemed to "clownish".

2/14/2019 9:38:57 PM blsdbe I know I suffer with it from time to time...I bet most of us do. Humility is the right goal, and we should all keep striving.

2/14/2019 9:39:24 PM sunnyboys13 I have seen no UFOs

2/14/2019 9:40:04 PM vintagesquirrel He's talking about the stuff that's coming out about McCabe, FBI, DOJ, et al. Old news to us, but new to those just awakening.

2/14/2019 9:40:06 PM zagnett "Some evidence" of what? I don't recall him promising any funds to his listeners. Only to GOVERNMENTS via the Manna World Holding Trust. 

Interesting that interesting?

The questions on your Twitter don't make much sense, and i've been listening to THI for a year!

2/14/2019 9:40:40 PM zagnett I don't recall him mentioning "Bubba" in last week's show. Which show exactly? At timeframe exactly?

2/14/2019 9:41:15 PM zagnett Oh, right, my bad, i forgot. It's been so long!!

2/14/2019 9:42:37 PM zagnett You are? Why? You are expecting money from someone who seems never to have promised you any? That seems a bit dumb.

2/14/2019 9:43:19 PM zagnett So what? That's means something only too you.

2/14/2019 9:44:38 PM zagnett Haven't seen that yet.

What questions are you asking that make any cents?

2/14/2019 9:45:43 PM zagnett Yeah but did he say it was handout for sitting on your a$$ all day?

Nice profile screenshot btw.

2/14/2019 9:45:57 PM austinaforreal Time is an Illusion

Remember

2/14/2019 9:46:39 PM zagnett Thanks!! I'll review closely!

2/14/2019 9:48:29 PM zagnett MJ, may you confirm if @BarryBiggum is ALICE?

Seems more like Tweedledee or Tweedledum to me personally. Or both lol. Are they programs that work in tandem with ALICE?

2/14/2019 9:51:12 PM zagnett You are the one seeing "cents" in THI. i don't.

I will keep listening to THI. Seems pretty reasonable so far. No plans to give any money anyway. Heck he only set up a patreon account a few months 

ago, and gave up his day job then. Yes i know - if of course we can believe him.

2/14/2019 9:51:49 PM _00111111_ Pindar vineyards be damn tho 👇

Near montauk pic.twitter.com/xzW0YkUxfr

2/14/2019 9:54:23 PM addicted_2_ff I suspect  the equivalent of a zombie apocalypse  on earth

2/14/2019 9:58:13 PM zagnett Btw do you know of any other Twitter accounts that like to criticize Thomas Williams / THI? Like ones that seem more credible? Genuinely curious. i will 

follow up.

2/14/2019 9:59:38 PM astol14334 Nordic is back! 💕

2/14/2019 9:59:57 PM zagnett Sorry i don't recall him promising any funds directly. Please provide more evidence.

2/14/2019 10:00:47 PM mskeens1962 More like a oxygen mask 😷

2/14/2019 10:10:17 PM zagnett No shine taken, thanks. I have no hopes in getting any money out of this. Frankly. I'm just curious to see how this goes.

I've done digging on Kim. Send what you got, plz. 🧐

2/14/2019 10:10:47 PM zagnett Ok i will, thanks!

2/14/2019 10:13:00 PM yokoke2014 Have seen the THI zombies, figured there was a reason he flies under the radar of being picked apart. Caught a few shows, has hate of POTUS and Q, 

you can hear it in the tone and words. Amazing how critical thinking, discernment go out the door once one enters THI. Sad.

2/14/2019 10:15:38 PM zagnett Btw i'm not a Trump cultist either. Even MJ has mentioned T ain't perfect, that he at least knows Virginia Roberts at Mar-a-Lago personally, & that T 

made a deal to work with the LIGHT. That last part means a lot, to me anyway.

That what the THI after T was elected is about?

2/14/2019 10:18:21 PM sano_faith Did the translater had a degree in understanding you ? Haha pic.twitter.com/sk4gPwDlDi

2/14/2019 10:22:33 PM zagnett Other sources mention this stuff about T too. And you can tell he has somewhat conflicted loyalties between USA & Israel. i never thought T was 

perfect anyway. Just better than Hillpatine. Jjust hoping T can also put USA Inc. into hopefully an orderly bankruptcy honestly, & soon.

2/14/2019 10:24:12 PM zagnett All i've heard him say about Q is that Q's taking too long. Which some of us reasonably feel like sometimes anyway it seems.

2/14/2019 10:25:16 PM zagnett Yes, they are definitely worth our support, hopefully it will be a bigger portion of the populace that becomes aware soon though.

2/14/2019 10:25:22 PM diaptera_80 I wonder what Siri would say if I asked her to explain OWH posts haha

2/14/2019 10:26:02 PM sano_faith Haha ! I feel the need to try !

2/14/2019 10:27:23 PM zagnett Where have you seen the THI zombies? And no i ain't one of them. Just continually looking for the truth, wherever it comes from.

At least your account doesn't resonate as ALICE.

2/14/2019 10:30:35 PM sano_faith I think that you are right.

2/14/2019 10:32:40 PM diaptera_80 I can’t stop adding numbers on numberplates now - all your fault 😳 Now I see 13 everywhere too

2/14/2019 10:34:30 PM sano_faith Le pet précède la merde et tout ce qui reste c'est un bon tuyau propre inexploré. :p

2/14/2019 10:41:28 PM allahuniversal Future proving past, does the content of this account have anything to do with the "diary" confiscated from F by the WH?

2/14/2019 10:42:12 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/jq134Es2VR

2/14/2019 10:43:33 PM wbwse #thanQ

2/14/2019 10:44:30 PM sano_faith How had you come to 16(7) or 116(8) ?

2/14/2019 10:51:07 PM sano_faith If we rearrange a bit OWH can be spell HOW 🤔 

Hermit ido you know that when you had create your account ?

2/14/2019 10:56:24 PM amymorg79793405 We’re always in the now

2/14/2019 11:05:07 PM sano_faith 3|5|10=18 🤔

2/14/2019 11:08:29 PM sano_faith I guess... it a yes ?

2/14/2019 11:10:33 PM sano_faith Glad that I can help you haha

2/14/2019 11:10:48 PM yokoke2014 Across the net, posts, forums where THI is brought up or questioned "Well, Thomas says...", there went the independent thinking process with 0 facts 

to back it up. You almost sounded disapponted my account is not ALICE related🤣I assure you not a bot. Blessings in your journey.

2/14/2019 11:12:15 PM allahuniversal Hat tip. Thank you for your measured response, just had to be sure. You're good in my book Anon pic.twitter.com/MHDLIFbc2a

2/14/2019 11:26:19 PM yokoke2014 Well good luck exposing him, too many get hurt mentally from this set up and lose money in the process too. #WWG1WGA

2/14/2019 11:38:20 PM jojoe12299 I may be mistaken, but I believe they tweeted that Alice is AI.

2/14/2019 11:44:49 PM giediknight MJ12 10:14 - Q 11:46:33 pic.twitter.com/OiN2XOzN1B

2/14/2019 11:45:14 PM jojoe12299 Ah I got you, I believe. Here I was thinking I might be able to help you, but I am not looking as broadly as you are apparently.

2/14/2019 11:53:04 PM missy968 On the Julian Calendar... Feb 14 is also 45... Happy 45 Day!!



2/14/2019 11:57:24 PM carolynqrst I can read a little Hebrew. With your knowledge, do you know why there is an extra letter aleph & tav in the Hebrew for "In the beginning God created 

the heavens..."? I know they're the 1st & last letters of that alphabet. I think it might appear in "Let us make man.." too.

2/15/2019 12:00:48 AM jojoe12299 I believe the mind does they come from somewhere the ideals male sense. I attempt to keep an open mind in everything as best I can. Sometimes it 

can be more detrimental than I ever realized possible. But I'd rather keep my open mind, than close it and chance missing something.

2/15/2019 12:01:48 AM jojoe12299 Make not male

2/15/2019 12:02:17 AM carolba88945394 👽💰🤡🐷🤮

2/15/2019 12:05:13 AM carolba88945394 Who is Alice

2/15/2019 12:05:58 AM diaptera_80 How does that make 11:47? And what is the significance of 11 and 47?

2/15/2019 12:07:19 AM carolba88945394 Or Alice is a stupid head who follows rabbits down holes.

2/15/2019 12:07:56 AM carolba88945394 Tick tock.

2/15/2019 12:08:19 AM diaptera_80 Ok, but 1:52pm - 22 september 2015 is not 11/47 from what I can see?

2/15/2019 12:08:23 AM carolba88945394 Time is up for those who are corrupt.

2/15/2019 12:08:48 AM diaptera_80 Just trying to understand how to count...

2/15/2019 12:09:28 AM sano_faith I don't think this is related because my sentence above was meaning something other than what I was thinking

2/15/2019 12:09:46 AM diaptera_80 Ok

2/15/2019 12:12:56 AM diaptera_80 It makes 20?

2/15/2019 12:14:24 AM diaptera_80 Or 2090

2/15/2019 12:15:25 AM diaptera_80 Or 2099 counting september as 9

2/15/2019 12:15:39 AM sano_faith 20 + 90 =110

1 +1 + 0 =2 

Or 11 + 0 =11

2/15/2019 12:17:54 AM robinabank4 Ur right... time is an illusion used to keep US SHEEPLE on a schedule to work for them & the businesses they own and/or control.  The question is HOW 

DO WE BREAK FREE FROM THAT NOW?  Will GESARA-LIKE help us? O and BTW I want to call it YESARA (Tesla n Trump) instead !

2/15/2019 12:19:04 AM pauliepg11111 But if you watch his latest video about why he did it you can see he was in two minds about it...ultimately he knew they would twist his words but he 

wanted to get the word out. Young and an ego, but he resonates as truthful to me - heart’s in the right place?

2/15/2019 12:24:29 AM carolba88945394 Time is up for those who are corrupt.

2/15/2019 12:25:25 AM carolba88945394 Jefferson Starship

2/15/2019 12:27:14 AM carolba88945394 Lots of grenades in the back ground. Boom boom boom? Tick tock. Time is up for those who are corrupt.

2/15/2019 12:46:21 AM jollyrob2 Archon gets in by trauma

2/15/2019 1:16:02 AM supersu69365006 22 follows me but i like it ...its 11-11 the doorway of consciousness and 4th dimensional reality. That's cool.

2/15/2019 1:16:03 AM diaptera_80 Sorry, I can’t get it to 47 no matter how

2/15/2019 1:26:26 AM carolynqrst At 27:47, what the man says does not match precisely what is on the screen. Twice he skips saying "he" at that point, although it appears on the 

screen. I find that somewhat ambiguous. Just a matter of Bible translation being referenced? Thank You.

2/15/2019 1:26:36 AM stefanofait The more influential, the more a target you become and here @Jordan_Sather_  confronted the big bad wolf intent on crushing him by putting a 

bullseye on him.

Hope he is well protected.

2/15/2019 1:59:53 AM ibeaverdale  pic.twitter.com/kITJhZdAy2

2/15/2019 2:01:18 AM pa2ny2015 Who thinks like this..😕

2/15/2019 2:10:23 AM newyorker66 I watched a video @Jordan_Sather_  did..he stopped mid sentence, stared at his wall for a few seconds and then continued speaking as if nothing 

happened.  It was creepy.

2/15/2019 2:12:33 AM oo1o110 Thomas is bad vibes. Lowers my vibration listening to his constant negativity.

2/15/2019 2:16:12 AM newyorker66 What does a crock o shit look like. I couldnt imagine what people saw or did to come up with that quote.

2/15/2019 2:42:54 AM timeforarrests I can’t wait till Amazon becomes the Worldwide Marketplace, and open market for the people. Non profit and for the people. Local inventories can be 

uploaded to the marketplace so you can find what you need locally or order it.

2/15/2019 2:44:55 AM timeforarrests I think he was part of the alien deception but  that narrative got derailed.

2/15/2019 3:24:46 AM chrishasissues #TheGreatAwakening

2/15/2019 3:40:56 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

Ok if you're not a shill/bot/ALICE (link), good luck to you! & also my apologies for all insulting language & intended typos/word corrections.

When i think i detect bots it makes my blood boil. I will NOT put up with AI trying to control speech!

WWG1WGA

2/15/2019 3:43:11 AM zagnett Disappointed? Exact opposite.

When i think i detect bots/ALICE it makes my blood boil. I was thinking "Bubba" was ALICE for sure. Not you.

I will NOT put up with AI trying to control speech! Ever!

WWG1WGA

2/15/2019 3:45:45 AM bbobbio71  https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/07/the-details-about-the-cias-deal-with-amazon/374632/ …

2/15/2019 3:51:15 AM zagnett Thanks for the tip!

I actively look for criticisms of especially the shows/sources that i like the most. This attitude alone (i think) has gotten me closer to the truth than 

most. The fact that i had not found much (yet) on THI actually bothered me.

2/15/2019 4:27:40 AM diaptera_80 Ok thankyou, I am terrible at math. I just think that when I add numbers on cars I can add them in different ways, like in this case you count 22 sep but 

not 15 in 2015, to make them whatever answer I want. I guess you may be able to see a larger pattern, I get it

2/15/2019 4:29:47 AM diaptera_80 and count the things that jumps at you rather than go look for it. As my telepathy practise with my son, we always hit it spot on 1st or 2 first times, so I 

will also narrow my numerology down as well to only two first cars I see.

2/15/2019 4:53:57 AM tymecrystal Time is only in this 3rd Dimension....Why is CERN opening other Dimension.

2/15/2019 4:54:06 AM anneolsen43 Ya know it’s weird but I never read this or read it to my kids. I didn’t like the tone of it or feeling

2/15/2019 4:57:35 AM cryptogamer11 Why do they do that! Sooooo weird

2/15/2019 4:59:29 AM cryptogamer11 Isn’t Hilary Alice?

2/15/2019 5:14:43 AM bbobbio71 Help others to understand the comms pic.twitter.com/SpaMdCDRXI

2/15/2019 6:34:15 AM covertress "You tell me, is it Majestic or not to live life with spice?" 😉

2/15/2019 6:51:28 AM megatruth4all It's an illusion,  just an illusion I thought I knew what life should be It's an illusion, just an illusion

2/15/2019 7:19:18 AM freeandoriginal Must have been a timeless endless date !  😊Congratulations to both

2/15/2019 7:20:19 AM freeandoriginal It all happened...Now Manifesting

2/15/2019 7:24:13 AM skullbabyx Dream I had a few months back, what do you think? @cindysmtn @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @55true4u @aug_tellez 

https://twitter.com/SkullBabyx/status/1057407528428986368 …



2/15/2019 7:25:41 AM consortiapartn1 ThanQ you just made me smile

2/15/2019 7:39:44 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Happy Feb 15th!

2/15/2019 7:45:48 AM zagnett No, I'm good. Ball's in my court now. Thanks again!

2/15/2019 8:20:55 AM universalrisin National emergency declared, will one of the reporters ask Trump the Q?!?!

2/15/2019 8:45:39 AM jewelrydistrict Is that HRC book still on Amazon?

2/15/2019 8:49:04 AM covertress *nudge ☺

2/15/2019 8:52:57 AM adsvel Alice?

2/15/2019 9:01:32 AM bbobbio71 The great awakening!!

 https://drjoedispenza.net/blog/consciousness/what-does-the-spike-in-the-schumann-resonance-mean/ …

2/15/2019 9:02:28 AM ragevirusqq OWH....any of these numbers resonate ? pic.twitter.com/iFhU3zNM3T

2/15/2019 9:10:15 AM ezdoesit_ Om

2/15/2019 9:11:25 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/kUZVDrmFpw

2/15/2019 9:13:59 AM jewelrydistrict What in the world is going on?

2/15/2019 9:17:35 AM covertress "Who the person was is not dead so..." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063947314363068417?s=19 …

2/15/2019 9:19:42 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/ht3OiaclYq

2/15/2019 9:23:15 AM ragevirusqq Vesica piscis and Mandorla?

2/15/2019 9:27:54 AM john777lee Where do you think Jordan gets his ideas 8 chan. Most all of the you tube personality's visit the chans. Jordan has a big ego. Hes is connected to many 

online personality's . Yes he has been groomed for many years. Polished spokesman got us into this mess. WWG1WGA

Trust yourself

2/15/2019 9:33:16 AM covertress Re: Alice 

"We have over 30 films of each Clinton involved in snuff, pedo, pay to play, and more. Eyes Wide Open. We have the server(S)." ... #DECLAS

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065446516771512321?s=19 …  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1096286110429237248 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065446516771512321?s=19 …

2/15/2019 9:35:34 AM ragevirusqq ✌🏻♥🤐

2/15/2019 9:48:02 AM blsdbe You mean inspired the creation of the character in Star Trek?

2/15/2019 10:07:51 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 seems to be implying that the man they're talking about inspired the Star Trek character.  I thought Corey Goode was implying that his "Bones" 

was nick-named that, after the Star Trek character.

2/15/2019 10:11:10 AM si11112018 Alice has multiple meanings

2/15/2019 10:19:13 AM nmchristoban No. "They" want to control the narrative. I wouldn't expect anything until after WaPo's hit piece.

2/15/2019 10:21:22 AM roublisa @threadreaderapp please unroll

2/15/2019 10:35:43 AM theydontknowwe1 Ahhh but you knew there was a big meeting:)

2/15/2019 10:46:24 AM zerpburps Perhaps many more items can come to light, just another nail in the coffin.

2/15/2019 11:21:10 AM jewelrydistrict Hope so. Would also like some equal application under the law for those who committed treason and/or sedition at least wherein the public saw 

evidence of it i.e. Strozk texts, OIG reports & baseless reasons to have started spying on Trump to begin with. Makes for a good movie.🍿

2/15/2019 11:46:03 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏🇺🇸

2/15/2019 11:56:38 AM _00111111_ never forget pic.twitter.com/wAfAhi8QH3

2/15/2019 12:17:57 PM messymason Hello Alice....

2/15/2019 12:59:29 PM laurabusse Speaking of visualization i was watching a Genesis concert documentary (making of). Soooo many ppl working tog...i realized this was a microcosm of 

what we will do. We were meant to be unified and co creating together. It's what all beings on all planets do. All for one. WWG1WGA

2/15/2019 1:02:42 PM laurabusse Very powerful realization. It's like it's what we're meant to do, all together, for joy. Individuals, but not each doing their own thing. Working for the 

common well being of all. Amazing documentary, all that went into this amazing Genesis concert...we can do this as a species!

2/15/2019 1:04:05 PM mongrelglory I really hope we hit the "100th Monkey" effect with the Great Awakening!

2/15/2019 1:04:27 PM laurabusse I think one of my favorite things about the 21st century is memes. So many wonderful incredible memes!!

2/15/2019 1:06:47 PM _00111111_ 11: 5+6

5 micro>man

6 macro>God

5 + 6 = man + God = 1

1 is the pt (beginning) extended ( fwd/positive direction )

  WILL

abrahadabra > i create as i speak

U (the pt) from which speech extends (1)

will 

5 vowels

6 consonants

what U say is a vibe as lasting as any 

1111 pic.twitter.com/w8E4lGZ0q1
2/15/2019 1:13:52 PM covertress Yes. Not ALICE.

[HRC]

2/15/2019 1:14:52 PM tamiwils0n22813 #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/3rclBedMi4

2/15/2019 1:15:09 PM laurabusse Me too! I believe we will. It's coming! Watching Q gradually catch on was truly amazing.

2/15/2019 1:20:33 PM laurabusse WE will decide who we are and what life will be about, what it will be like. It will no longer be decided for us. Power to the ppl. Mass consciousness 

exists for a reason. It's to facilitate group beingness, purpose. They've been using our mass consciousness against us. No more.



2/15/2019 1:21:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dangerous chatter at the moment.

See something. Say Something.

Rats are desperate for a Fake News distraction.

Who will they kill next?

State Funeral?

2 week delay?

Only you have the power to will the conscious reality.

You know the plan.

Trust the plan.
2/15/2019 1:22:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 See something. Say something. https://twitter.com/KristenhCNN/status/1096517813043380224 …

2/15/2019 1:23:26 PM 1_decided_voter Is the attempt to hide RBG away just a ploy to con us into promoting this "conspiracy" so they can roll her out and prove us wrong?

2/15/2019 1:23:52 PM covertress Beware the Light!

[kek, I always wanted to say that] pic.twitter.com/Vpw3Mg9ROY

2/15/2019 1:24:21 PM adsvel Thank You.😊💗

2/15/2019 1:24:27 PM tamiwils0n22813 #HaveFaith pic.twitter.com/bjig7AXfHD

2/15/2019 1:25:36 PM vintagesquirrel Please God 🙏

2/15/2019 1:27:02 PM freestateojones They tried to circumvent the 25th with an assassination attempt. 

POTUS and VP gone would ensure Pelosi at the helm (end of days). 

Per Q - if I'm not mistaken. 

#WeThePeople have way more than we know 😎🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/GoWVNz66RY

2/15/2019 1:38:00 PM wwg1wga_every1 Already the Aurora, IL shooting will silence the reporting on Jussie Smollett where two Nigerian friends of his have been arrested. They conveniently 

left for Nigeria after the incident, and were taken into custody Wednesday. I thought Jussie said his attackers were white MAGA?

2/15/2019 1:40:33 PM daveschroeder18 I was thinking exactly the same thing. I have been following Sather since he was first celebrating his 5000 views on you tube. I like Jordan just wouldn't 

have ever thought that he was groomed. Perhaps I don't fully understand what groomed is?

2/15/2019 1:41:02 PM amymorg79793405 Q posted this morning now we have the Aurora shooting. These FF are getting old. pic.twitter.com/jO3wDOzy7k

2/15/2019 1:41:54 PM thoughttazer Time to expose RBG's demise?

2/15/2019 1:43:50 PM bungal0w Oh dear God, stop enabling the clueless m

2/15/2019 1:45:59 PM djlok I think the answer to this would be: pretty much

2/15/2019 1:48:55 PM zagnett For us, this now happened a while ago, so i was surprised when it officially became "public" knowledge.

2/15/2019 1:49:30 PM covertress I consciously will 

protection for @POTUS

2/15/2019 1:51:58 PM recordkeeper57 Problem, Reaction, Solution - The Hegelian Dialectic.. How the powers that be manipulate and control news worthy events aka: false flags, in order to 

maintain power and control over the public, and more importantly to swing public opinion.

2/15/2019 1:53:59 PM deeiatopp INTENTION SET FOR WORLD TO KNOW...

LOVE

PEACE 

TRUTH

2/15/2019 1:54:04 PM freestateojones Talking about the 25th and jabbing at the DOJ/FBI in the same 48 hours correlates to the above IMO. 

Itll be very public knowledge...eventually

2/15/2019 1:54:06 PM zack_stone Use Will and Faith as a verb not a noun. See how it changes your reality. Powerful beyond measure

2/15/2019 2:00:12 PM ingelein5 FF

2/15/2019 2:08:37 PM zagnett i don't consent to being in the Matrix. i demand it is dismantled immediately and completely. This demand goes back retroactively to the first Matrix 

movie at least.

Just thought i'd make that clear to TPTB, whoever & wherever the f*** they are. That's it.

2/15/2019 2:10:15 PM pantherden_ [Wonderland] 

Resonate with what you will.

 http://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

2/15/2019 2:11:37 PM lmdreamfree 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼💔

2/15/2019 2:12:00 PM blsdbe I will that Deep State tactics to initiate FF’s will be confounded by White Hats!!!

2/15/2019 2:12:09 PM pantherden_ [Wonderland]

Digs: http://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

2/15/2019 2:14:28 PM blsdbe Another #NigerianScam

2/15/2019 2:18:51 PM bighorns You mean, a good man as far as WE know

2/15/2019 2:19:29 PM bighorns It will be another attempted gun grab

2/15/2019 2:26:26 PM nancyddb They are so angry they are able to control someone's mind to do something evil. But, we have the power to consciously will the reality of peace. 

Awesome!

2/15/2019 2:26:46 PM libertyspring99 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/15/2019 2:29:00 PM paula8t8 I think not in light of recent soapbox

2/15/2019 2:39:37 PM jane_q_patriot Boy, they sure love that name Aurora, don't they. Twilight language in effect.

2/15/2019 2:45:09 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/9OqNNYD7VV

2/15/2019 2:48:23 PM burgersandra What say you, MJ12?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1088176572534800389 …

2/15/2019 3:02:05 PM firstwavr Archons cannot create, they can only manipulate and distort the reality in which we [The Gods] create. That is why it is so important for us to wake up - 

to consciously build New Earth through our awareness of OUR Truth, and the help of our Galactic Family.

2/15/2019 3:04:47 PM zagnett Jeb.

Maybe "Low Energy" will just finally run out of energy...

2/15/2019 3:04:58 PM renovaalejandro TRUST YOUR OWN PLAN!  IMO, theY will start to sacrifice some of their own people to gain currency and instigate a wave of mass killings-by bomb, by 

edged weapons, by gun, by toxins.  They are not gonna stop with just GUNS!

2/15/2019 3:05:13 PM olimyracle Mindblowing 🤯

Excellent job ! Has everything to get viral. Your production ?

2/15/2019 3:06:08 PM cjptrsn This tweet literally disappeared from my feed as I was going to open it.

2/15/2019 3:06:49 PM integrityneeded Apparently, Bill & Hill will be “publicly unwell” 🤔

2/15/2019 3:11:15 PM mongrelglory I am willing the Great Awakening to spread like wildfire among the people of this planet. Let's raise the planetary vibration together!

2/15/2019 3:11:34 PM igiant111 It’s already been willed.



2/15/2019 3:17:02 PM winklerburke I pray hands are caught in the FF Cookie jar. Expose this big time.

2/15/2019 3:23:21 PM zagnett Torch taken.

2/15/2019 3:26:19 PM mongrelglory Great video Rob!

2/15/2019 3:38:44 PM nullanon12  https://twitter.com/Jm4n/status/1096460000401055744 …

2/15/2019 3:40:54 PM duppytech Why no RBG clone?

2/15/2019 3:46:21 PM kathleen3693693 Tick Tock.... #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp #GitmoThenTheRope @POTUS @RealJamesWoods @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@dbongino @DiamondandSilk @seanhannity @LouDobbs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1096517413552734209 …

2/15/2019 3:54:02 PM oo1o110 I consiously will

Human Liberation

2/15/2019 4:05:18 PM covertress ... we got her ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432?s=19 …

2/15/2019 4:13:40 PM cbockino Omg.  Americans will you please wake up!🙏🇺🇸

2/15/2019 4:16:06 PM butterc73582547 Praying God's protections for humanity and power for the plan's complete success. To God be the glory, power, and honor. His will be fulfilled on earth 

as in heaven.

2/15/2019 4:18:48 PM zack_stone Always wondered if time travel had that effect.

2/15/2019 4:19:49 PM laurabusse Was thinking the same thing.

2/15/2019 4:20:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 operates predominantly in movies, so we are unsure as to why you are shaming us for simply using one of our own props. The artifact 

pictured may be a "fake", however does the real thing exist? Definitely.

2/15/2019 4:21:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 WITCH HUNT

2/15/2019 4:23:19 PM daveo6145 How do u normalize something?

2/15/2019 4:23:49 PM covertress Consciousness creates reality.

ex: by Dean Radin, Real Magic pic.twitter.com/ijVZzuWyEu

2/15/2019 4:27:29 PM timkania 🧐

2/15/2019 4:37:06 PM mona_cajun Heads Up, Hawaii.

Majestic, FYI, seriously blocking posting a reply here. Twitter deliberate. I had to shut off my device, restart. 

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1093521164385701889.html?utm_source=email&utm_medium=alert&utm_campaign=internal …

2/15/2019 4:51:58 PM covfefe_grande Stephen Hawking death... adrenochrome supply dry up?

2/15/2019 4:59:31 PM thehon3sttruth Why are military grade choppers flying around West Hollywood/Los Angeles?

2/15/2019 5:12:53 PM bbobbio71 Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/7xnBlSzF13

2/15/2019 5:17:44 PM bbobbio71 Must have been the dog whistle.... https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2019/02/14/pelosi-trump-spending-bill-trump-national-emergency-sot-nr-

vpx.cnn …

2/15/2019 5:44:11 PM aprilbrown99 Like the movie the Butterfly Effect.

2/15/2019 5:48:05 PM covertress ...but, it was messy pic.twitter.com/rH7BsZvj04

2/15/2019 5:59:07 PM mongrelglory Is that your opinion or do you have any proof?  The vertebrae show lots of variation in colour, width of the disc, spurs on the pedicles of the vertebrae 

etc...  If it's a movie prop I give Kudos to the accuracy of the "reproduction"!

2/15/2019 6:20:05 PM gus_short Where are you seeing this chatter?

2/15/2019 6:52:18 PM jrocktigers "Those plants are very intelligent life forms." 👈👀🧠🌞

2/15/2019 7:18:26 PM beeshelb [RBG]

2/15/2019 7:19:01 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-secretly-researched-stargates-alternate-dimensions-ufos-120210494.html …

2/15/2019 7:20:06 PM mongrelglory Hell yeah! 👍

2/15/2019 7:20:31 PM worldxplorer1 What can you teach us about alternate dimensions MJ12?

2/15/2019 7:22:03 PM keith369me Lame disclosure...will be lame until some developments based on the research are disclosed.

2/15/2019 7:22:42 PM blankmarlo Lol yahoo news low-key the wokest MSM outlet in the game

2/15/2019 7:23:52 PM 979_7740 Of course they did!

2/15/2019 7:24:39 PM keith369me The world is ready for some of these disclosures to be made public that will make life on Earth better.  Time to drop the energy, replication and health 

technology...I understand the need to wait on others.

2/15/2019 7:26:23 PM djlok No doubt.  5:5

2/15/2019 7:27:16 PM mongrelglory I'd like to know learn about alternate dimensions too!  Could we interact with ourselves from alternate dimensions the way the SG-1 team did in some 

episodes?

2/15/2019 7:27:51 PM magicianswheel False Flag?? - Far too coincidental, in reference to Pelosi's barely veiled 2nd Amendment "National Emergency" threat the evening before this 

happened. A "sleeper"?

2/15/2019 7:40:50 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/1eN9YSrqrF

2/15/2019 7:44:59 PM jani_mikkonen DW was pushing, to get some with Gaia, if no result, no payment.

This New Age crap is going to come, every damn decade. Same shit, different people that get sucked to these false promises. All lies.

2/15/2019 7:47:26 PM jani_mikkonen CG lied about not knowing the LoO.

It's obvious that he did know it, all this was planned.

2/15/2019 7:48:50 PM bbobbio71 Maybe someday

2/15/2019 7:49:41 PM gi6stars ETs real...🤔🤔🤔

2/15/2019 8:09:24 PM mr_bone_crusher Soft disclosure.

2/15/2019 8:10:56 PM pomeinnz Anons know some

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00789R003300210001-2.pdf …

not much

2/15/2019 8:22:22 PM moemc8 Ready for next ama..

2/15/2019 8:46:22 PM toffer_anon_369 "Consciousness creates reality" can you expand on this?  Is this Law of Attraction or Reality Transurfing?  Which one is better/more accurate?

2/15/2019 8:54:10 PM jm4n Right now there is no way to prove he didn't as much as did. To make any further judgment is speculation.

2/15/2019 8:58:57 PM jm4n Are you suggesting if DW didn't push Law of One some at Gaia wouldn't have paid? Paid who? Your accusation is as clear as woo is practical.

2/15/2019 9:04:01 PM hackenburg_ Hmmm, didn't Q and the president hint at Stargates/portals recently and at El Paso (means passage/gateway)? Holy shtballz! This is getting surreal! 

Demons? Portals? Wow!!

2/15/2019 9:08:45 PM 2wheelninja500  pic.twitter.com/T2Owcao7JC

2/15/2019 9:20:40 PM wild_stallion_3 "researched"

What was the impetus for conducting the research in the first place?

The keeping up with the Russians excuse is lame and played out.



2/15/2019 9:45:49 PM the_fjalar Serious Red pill 

 https://www.exopolitics.org/dia-confirms-list-of-exotic-propulsion-papers-corroborating-insider-testimony/ …

2/15/2019 10:02:28 PM inkdbikrchik Stargate....

2/15/2019 10:08:43 PM wearediamonds2 😢

2/15/2019 10:09:19 PM wearediamonds2 That was my prayer today- that no one innocent would be harmed by FFs anymore.

2/15/2019 10:09:54 PM the_fjalar Who was John Trump again?

Hopefully this is a happy article. https://revolution-green.com/tesla-tower-central-texas/ …

2/15/2019 10:16:14 PM trmcquaker This post gives me hope. Seems I've been doing well to minimalize myself lately. It's not about me so much anymore. Good things are on the way for 

those that can stay out of the limelight.

2/15/2019 10:18:12 PM trmcquaker 1 of my original quotes:

"The Future only cares about you enough to ensure it's own future." -T.M.

2/15/2019 10:44:39 PM cocopuffster12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/15/2019 10:55:49 PM zagnett I can't wait to find out the whole story on this someday.

2/15/2019 11:04:28 PM zagnett But now that Bill Barr is in, when does Hillpatine get charged with something?

2/15/2019 11:18:24 PM cmdrzod23 Off-world trechnology is already in use. The great awakening will be greater than many can imagine.

2/15/2019 11:23:27 PM kibbitzlaw You....I like you...

 http://historiesofthingstocome.blogspot.com/2017/05/stargate-tweets-mysteries-and-rumours.html?m=1 …

2/15/2019 11:37:30 PM cmdrzod23 2 retired generals on Viziv's board, it's for real

2/15/2019 11:38:05 PM blumae84 Great questions..

2/15/2019 11:39:19 PM blumae84 Portals and hands made a circle

2/15/2019 11:41:55 PM stefanofait In order to warn people against you, you get a good introductory summary of your work. Not bad ;o)

2/15/2019 11:46:22 PM bea12ml And every Patriot past, present, and future. #freedom

2/16/2019 12:06:53 AM j_lifeexplorer United we are strong, EKO! Some fun here and there to poke at them to expose the ludicracy of 'their' muh-Russia conspiracy spiced a bit with some 

AOC saving energy!

2/16/2019 12:08:34 AM ekotoons TALKING TO js

2/16/2019 12:11:24 AM j_lifeexplorer Your worry is founded well, though - 'they' will attempt to use the 'famous' tool to grab MAGAs, in order to control narrative. We are too smart for that!

2/16/2019 12:11:42 AM ekotoons I DONT WORRY

2/16/2019 12:24:59 AM ekotoons MY DOODLES ARE ALL YOURS

HAPPY TO COLLAB ON NEW ✍️

2/16/2019 12:26:03 AM qtpi3_14 Love your work o.  Premium A+

2/16/2019 12:26:38 AM ekotoons THE VERY BEST 🏆

2/16/2019 12:26:49 AM j_lifeexplorer Put it upside-down and it becomes a cane 😎

2/16/2019 12:29:41 AM kibbitzlaw EXACTLY why I’m using that source. Two years later and declas by the DIA vindicates me. pic.twitter.com/AKEhMtRqtG

2/16/2019 12:42:08 AM qdragonpower1 #BeCarefulWhoYouFollow pic.twitter.com/jIi3HM0AkH

2/16/2019 1:21:00 AM mskeens1962 Senseless innocent deaths 😭

2/16/2019 2:33:54 AM lenartjoe And the results of the research were??? Will we see the eventually declas of documents from earlier programs? Tech sequestered under the Inventions 

act of 1953? Not saying the public should have a controlling stake up front but should have eventually some stake

2/16/2019 2:58:30 AM ryankochweare1 So the wall is really about closing off the portal in which extra dimensional enitities are entering and enslaving humanity?  Potus did say. "Criminals 

from all Demensions stay out" something like that right?

2/16/2019 3:05:43 AM the_fjalar rhetorical question...as I’m aware of the connection. ⚡️

2/16/2019 4:33:14 AM rachmatcorai33 I believe it’s more of Law of Attraction. What you think or manifest becomes your reality. ❤️

2/16/2019 4:48:19 AM ragevirusqq Can a single consciousness create its own reality? 

If it IS willed to BE? Is it possible to perceive and understand multiple streams or strands of consciousness at once without technology?

2/16/2019 4:54:02 AM tymecrystal We can go to other dimension in our mind.....it’s called Lucid Dreaming ...Shamans did this and we can activate our DNA to learn how.

2/16/2019 5:11:52 AM kwyatt55 I think they have these hidden in national parks.

2/16/2019 5:14:38 AM talojoel What do you mean by time is an illusion

2/16/2019 5:53:33 AM tikicolada Yes. This is very hard for me to process. Plus I see all the chemtrails WW and wonder if that's part of it too; magnetism/solar combo. 😳

2/16/2019 5:56:06 AM collectives0uls It’s too bad you can’t see the bigger picture. Expand your thinking. This has been NECESSARY. You HAVE seen people “walk” because of technicality or 

loopholes. What has been happening is the closing of loopholes...and making sure cases can’t be blown apart by unforeseen events.

2/16/2019 5:59:23 AM thelilkingryan Many will be in shock..

2/16/2019 6:07:23 AM ryankochweare1 Yes Thank You I feel like it's all connected to THIS

2/16/2019 6:30:38 AM rcleo6 This my friends, along with AI, and Google, will bring about The End.

2/16/2019 6:40:52 AM jimisroomufotv I dont understand what youre saying here. What ‘new age crap’, and what does that mean?  Just curious

2/16/2019 7:43:09 AM burgersandra @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Ascension_Guide/status/1096788517961777152 …

2/16/2019 7:43:32 AM jordan_sather_ Will you inform your readers about the context behind this story? There‘s a lot to it, and it’s very important.

2/16/2019 7:49:17 AM wins_karma Man in the High Castle.

2/16/2019 7:49:47 AM liberty_2q2q Agreed!

2/16/2019 7:54:15 AM keith369me Sick of limited disclosure via media that I try to avoid to keep my brain from being poisoned.  Disclose that which is safe to disclose and not this coded 

stuff

2/16/2019 8:04:35 AM rosiequartz77 Of course, hasn’t anyone seen SG1? Truth in plain sight.

2/16/2019 8:14:15 AM kadath123  pic.twitter.com/IWICZwbF36

2/16/2019 8:20:25 AM twistnshout58 B encouraged 😁😆

2/16/2019 8:22:28 AM twistnshout58 Oh, yeah! 👍🏼

2/16/2019 9:33:14 AM rcleo6 Portals to other dimensions were opened and demonic energies were captured and put in AI robots who are marching towards our border. Real shit

2/16/2019 9:48:39 AM koryoline1 this rabbit hole is extremely deep. how far down do you wish to go?

2/16/2019 9:50:12 AM _girlmaher_ Spotting the sincere and genuine is much more valuable than obsessing over whether people are recounting the truth or not. When you figure this out 

(recognize Light) you won't be able to watch news or a scripted show anymore. YouTube DIY makers are good markers for authenticity.

2/16/2019 9:52:50 AM rcleo6 Bingo!

2/16/2019 9:57:02 AM cd01232785 If people are resilient enough to have put up w the darkness of the past millenia, they CAN handle ripping the bandaid re straight truth. They'll be 

relieved to know why it's all been so seemingly off...

2/16/2019 10:47:38 AM perfectsliders Pentagon secretly researched ‘stargates, alternate dimensions and UFOs’ Could we really travel through a stargate? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://egyptday1.blogspot.com/2019/02/pentagon-secretly-researched-stargates.html … pic.twitter.com/0lOb6BGSjW

2/16/2019 10:56:08 AM igiant111 MSM reporting on stargates? Amazing.

2/16/2019 11:06:27 AM floodofnoise Extreme Vetting



2/16/2019 11:25:57 AM enomai_ You actually, might be meaning literally. However, people dont seem to realize. That this can be done by actions. Manipulating, thoughts, perception, 

reality within itself such as media.

2/16/2019 11:29:46 AM enomai_ Two timelines trump vs hillary election. We chose trumps timeline. Now we converge their evil reality (hidden) into with good reality, 'or' most of 

societies reality. Now peace can start forming after the storm.

2/16/2019 11:36:21 AM floodofnoise Indeed

2/16/2019 12:37:38 PM deepspacemob Bring it on. I'm ready.👍

2/16/2019 2:26:18 PM gothe__away How’d you get so damn smart on so many things so fast?

2/16/2019 2:59:41 PM mafdet17 What is this?

2/16/2019 4:56:51 PM bbobbio71 I'm guessing this is a good thing???

Anyone have any insight?

#MAGA #TheGreatAwakening

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

2/16/2019 5:44:50 PM knightofmaltaus Because of the visitations that both public and government have been exposed too. There are exists a holographic universe with 6 dimensions. CERN is 

one of the man made portals and the remainders are indigenous to our Earth & Universe.

2/16/2019 7:26:54 PM keith369me Africa needs free energy for clean water and technology that will bring them food in abundance.  The technology exists.  Time to bring it out and take 

care of our fellow man @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/16/2019 7:57:46 PM allahuniversal Somehow, I already knew this. Thank you for the reminder.

2/16/2019 8:17:55 PM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

See something say something...ALICE at work ..???

 https://gizmodo.com/elon-musk-backed-ai-company-claims-it-made-a-text-gener-1832650914/amp …

2/16/2019 8:31:57 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Deep State tactics or FF?  https://twitter.com/buzzyfs/status/1096862368217354240 …

2/16/2019 8:38:53 PM intodreamland You are an angel!!  Thank you!

2/16/2019 8:39:31 PM intodreamland How do you use they thyroid Grandular and how much do you take?

2/16/2019 8:43:57 PM lovethebeach999 I take two ~ 87 mcg levothyroxine to my understanding.  In any event I feel fine. pic.twitter.com/uaVC08LJK4

2/16/2019 8:44:59 PM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻

2/16/2019 8:45:19 PM intodreamland Thanks so much!

2/16/2019 8:46:44 PM lovethebeach999 it’s worth researching

I hope I never have to see another allopathic medical doctor

2/16/2019 9:28:15 PM maewest52499669 Fame

2/16/2019 10:58:52 PM nullanon12 Probably talking about himself.

2/16/2019 11:33:58 PM thericharddoyle Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 re:  https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1096777875603316737 … — the “shock and awaken” tactic was never going to 

work.

Why? The human apathy with which you are unfamiliar because you are too alienated from your own fellow humanity itself, is too great & too 

pervasive.

I am the only option.

2/17/2019 5:11:51 AM americanconsti2 She's BEAUTIFUL! 💓AND SMART!

2/17/2019 7:01:38 AM _abiddulph Creepy

2/17/2019 7:40:35 AM richard74195773 WWG1WGA 

GOD Loves Unity 

John 13:35

Pray

#PatriotsFight #PatriotsPray

2/17/2019 7:43:33 AM brisquen Video removed?

2/17/2019 8:13:07 AM keith369me Yep... it was a 6 second clip of Don Jr. doing the most obvious Q sign imaginable during the El Paso rally.

2/17/2019 8:31:04 AM bjmorgan1977 And Divine Will it is. Amen. A reality free of ignorant interference. Freedom, Peace, Love.

2/17/2019 8:31:53 AM bjmorgan1977 Infinite Love to All.

2/17/2019 8:33:42 AM putzie63 Remember this? Trump has known for decades...... pic.twitter.com/pu6jmsThS4

2/17/2019 8:44:19 AM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/DybVkXOxPZ

2/17/2019 10:06:00 AM qtpi3_14 #BeanieBoi

2/17/2019 10:21:01 AM jones9536 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any thoughts on this jussie smollet situation?

2/17/2019 10:38:52 AM robinta51920300 Bush 43 will be next or Carter.

2/17/2019 10:47:44 AM burkewinkler How did Trump travel so fast on Christmas Day?  Answers?

2/17/2019 11:27:03 AM ekotoons MOSTLY HATS NOW

BUT HAVE GOOD

COLLECTION

2/17/2019 12:04:18 PM icountryatheart House is on break this week? Can they be arrested during this time?

2/17/2019 12:16:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you LEO.

We stand with you.

For God & Country.

2/17/2019 12:17:37 PM 1_decided_voter Is this in regards to a specific incident they prevented or mitigated, or just a general thank you?

2/17/2019 12:18:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Major FF thwarted about an hour ago.

2/17/2019 12:19:17 PM scott_rick What’s LEO again?

2/17/2019 12:19:22 PM 1_decided_voter Will it be covered by honest media, or quietly swept away?

2/17/2019 12:20:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Law Enforcement Officials?

2/17/2019 12:21:36 PM mongrelglory From what I've seen, they don't usually publicize when they've thwarted terrorist attacks.  Probably because it's one faction of government fighting 

against another rogue faction (like the CIA).  It would be too awkward to explain to people how their "intel" was collected.

2/17/2019 12:22:42 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

2/17/2019 12:22:57 PM prmd21801759 thank you!

2/17/2019 12:24:44 PM fanninryan I just want to say THANK YOU to all LEO and their families for their service.

MAY THE BLESSINGS BE

 And 

YOUR FAMILIES SAFE pic.twitter.com/ZqH4gLHP4W



2/17/2019 12:26:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Still highly classified.

Will not go public [yet].

Clowns clowns clowns.

Clue: 39.282172 -77.210079

!LOC ∴ Synonym?

2/17/2019 12:28:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. pic.twitter.com/eE6hILD35G

2/17/2019 12:28:44 PM scott_rick Are we going to be offered a choice soon?

2/17/2019 12:28:50 PM moemc8 Always! #BackTheBlue

2/17/2019 12:29:51 PM celticmyst44 Here? 

 https://www.mapquest.com/us/md/baltimore/21230-2302/737-carroll-st-39.282172,-76.627116 …

2/17/2019 12:30:29 PM adheysuk FF in Syria?

2/17/2019 12:30:37 PM 1_decided_voter Demascus High School in MD. pic.twitter.com/rGcKsbI6lG

2/17/2019 12:34:05 PM hawkgirlinmn No, and someone mentioned Kamala Harris being involved in this set-up? Can you confirm?

2/17/2019 12:35:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Still highly classified.

Follow the money with past gigs.

Plan B.

2/17/2019 12:36:04 PM cocopuffster12 ?? pic.twitter.com/cGKQAJOChk

2/17/2019 12:36:17 PM youstinksoap Is he part of the movie?

2/17/2019 12:36:27 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/gDadfh0ZdBM 

2/17/2019 12:36:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 !LOC

2/17/2019 12:37:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 !LOC

2/17/2019 12:37:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 !LOC

2/17/2019 12:37:25 PM mongrelglory I'm still confused...do those coordinates relate to Earth or the Moon?

2/17/2019 12:37:29 PM worldxplorer1 Damascus, Syria?

2/17/2019 12:37:45 PM anangelhasland1 Just thinking about rogue ESPers remote viewing disinformation to each other in battle makes my head spin.

“Attention CIA... Attention CIA... prepare for incoming Dracos... Lay don’t flat and put your paws high in the air...”

2/17/2019 12:37:51 PM 1_decided_voter If LOC = Lunar Operations Command, then this would mean NOT LOC. Sorry, but I'm not making the connection here to LOC at all.

2/17/2019 12:38:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth.

!LOC

2/17/2019 12:38:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 !LOC

2/17/2019 12:38:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 ! = https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Operators/Logical_Operators …

2/17/2019 12:39:07 PM charmcityanon LOC=Location?confirm

2/17/2019 12:39:38 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I was confused by what you meant with "Synonym".

2/17/2019 12:40:29 PM anangelhasland1 Did really no one else ask him about the third pill?

I’m stuck in this realm all alone?

Rewrite!!!

2/17/2019 12:40:59 PM diaptera_80 Clue not a location?

2/17/2019 12:41:07 PM turboxyde Compliance! pic.twitter.com/rH0HBhEjES

2/17/2019 12:42:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Right

2/17/2019 12:42:13 PM pauliepg11111 Damascus, Virginia

2/17/2019 12:42:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 THEREFORE "Synonym"

Define SYNONYM.

2/17/2019 12:42:43 PM mongrelglory I believe they mean Lunar Operations Command Centre.

2/17/2019 12:43:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

2/17/2019 12:43:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No we did not.

2/17/2019 12:44:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Logical NOT.

2/17/2019 12:44:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking.

Why are anti-vaxxers a threat?

Connected to QAnon?

Dangerous "threat" to [them].

What do they do?

How do they hide?

Clowns clowns clowns.

We said we were going to destroy the D party.

No exceptions.
2/17/2019 12:45:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

2/17/2019 12:45:13 PM allahuniversal Your choosing Now, in every Now. Time is an...

2/17/2019 12:45:50 PM serenityfirth Just unfollowed, thanks.

2/17/2019 12:45:53 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/d8OG6bbiAz

2/17/2019 12:46:03 PM allahuniversal Take both. Never pays to have only 1 side of any story.

2/17/2019 12:46:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.

2/17/2019 12:46:19 PM zuzuq5 Amen🙏🏻🇺🇸💜✝️🍿

2/17/2019 12:47:02 PM allahuniversal Of course not.

2/17/2019 12:47:20 PM daveo6145 DS backfire?

2/17/2019 12:47:36 PM mongrelglory Synonym definition is - one of two or more words or expressions of the same language that have the same or nearly the same meaning in some or all 

senses.

2/17/2019 12:47:53 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/Dcdh3onuoC

2/17/2019 12:48:10 PM pauliepg11111 Anti-vaxxers question the official narrative. They bypass the MSM to get true information. This is a true threat to their control. [They] use Hegelian 

dialectic to push vaccines (problem (eg measles outbreak-reaction-solution)

2/17/2019 12:49:19 PM soulcaliber777 Nice, in the next few months would be great. Thanks.

2/17/2019 12:49:41 PM allahuniversal Shortly before this alleged "incident", this actor was a talking head on MSNBC (Al Sharpton's show, I think?). Found it odd that Empire is on Fox & he stll 

managed to get the MSNBC gig. Maybe planned to be a regular on the show?

2/17/2019 12:49:49 PM diaptera_80 5years for lying about the incident? What about those responsible for FFs then?!

2/17/2019 12:49:52 PM ibeaverdale  pic.twitter.com/KBXKtGTAeq

2/17/2019 12:50:12 PM goyaeq And whatever they try and rebrand themselves as.

2/17/2019 12:51:56 PM peterclloyd Anti-vaxxers have the smoking gun now and they are waiting quietly to release it when the time is right, before the 2020 election - sort of a Golden 

Shower for the DNC.



2/17/2019 12:52:06 PM covertress "The Los Angeles Police Department is aware of the posting made on social media today however, at this point we have not been able to find any 

credible threat against buildings in our city." - @LAPDHQ,  https://twitter.com/LAPDHQ/status/1096637446995861504?s=19 …

story:

 http://amp.fox29.com/facebook-instant/chilling-image-of-downtown-la-posted-online-by-terrorist-group?__twitter_impression=true … 

pic.twitter.com/X4iM54sysU

2/17/2019 12:52:30 PM allahuniversal Synonym --> Coordinate(d)

2/17/2019 12:53:34 PM _love_anon He's a Zionist. Suspicious AF. pic.twitter.com/JwuUj1xeB3

2/17/2019 12:54:05 PM diaptera_80 But something similar then I guess?

2/17/2019 12:54:36 PM ragevirusqq Not equal to logical operators? Or not using logic?

2/17/2019 12:55:02 PM djlok So these people know they are fake #MAGA or is the cognitive dissonance so strong even they don't know?

2/17/2019 12:55:42 PM ksouth21 Covington kids charade/set up was quickly debunked, so the Smollett scam was plan B?

2/17/2019 12:55:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Break the mind control programming.

Do not use "anti-vax" language. pic.twitter.com/3dyobq6LCf

2/17/2019 12:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meaning.

2/17/2019 12:56:32 PM 1_decided_voter Ok, so...

!LOC ∴ Synonym?

Not location, therefore synonym?

2/17/2019 12:57:29 PM ragevirusqq Same name

2/17/2019 12:57:31 PM allahuniversal Had a discussion last night about this situation. An obvious hoax from the beginning, most agreed on that. Attempt to hijack the narrative?, definitely. 

Backfired?, most def. Who the handlers are, that we haven't figured out. YET.

2/17/2019 12:57:45 PM cavankid today would be amazing. ;) That and chemtrails.

2/17/2019 12:57:53 PM jane_q_patriot The day I merely started *questioning* vaccines several years ago is the day I started losing all my old friends, and I was accused of being a racist tinfoil-

hat "science denier." That's when I knew. And I haven't left this seemingly never-ending DS rabbit hole ever since.

2/17/2019 12:58:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns.

2/17/2019 12:58:10 PM 979_7740 Yes

2/17/2019 12:58:15 PM covertress FISA works both ways https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072681644467937280?s=19 …

2/17/2019 12:58:16 PM colista Sometimes the denseness - need to be fed info & lack of self education - of the masses is terrifying! Sheeple exist because our "school" system had 

stupified us all to 1 extent or another! 🙊🙉🙈

2/17/2019 12:58:25 PM hawkgirlinmn There’s more to the code, I’m just not a JavaScript junkie. @OldWiseHermit may know, but I feel like they’re giving us a piece of the puzzle in the 

bigger picture with these basic Boolean operators.

2/17/2019 12:58:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Plan B was not made public [yet].

2/17/2019 12:58:42 PM ferris144 Just trolled Ed Krass to keep it up, that Q has less delta than him... 😆

2/17/2019 12:58:49 PM love4thegameak Is the Current EndGame battle In Syria Gooood Guys against Clowns In Asshats backed Fighters?

2/17/2019 12:59:17 PM charmcityanon I know that. That was not my question. He answered. Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/17/2019 12:59:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Coordinations can be "summarized" by words.

Words having meaning.

Reflect.

Double meaning exist.

Coincidences do not exist.

2/17/2019 12:59:37 PM mrd_s_anderson Mental Alchemy

2/17/2019 12:59:52 PM charmcityanon "They answered" 🙄

2/17/2019 1:00:01 PM _the_psychonaut COL! ?

2/17/2019 1:00:50 PM mongrelglory Sigh...techno jargon.

I think communication would be a lot easier if we'd all just develop our telepathic abilities...

2/17/2019 1:01:11 PM allahuniversal Past gigs.

 https://m.imdb.com/name/nm0810620/filmotype?ref_=m_nm_flmg …

Happy Hunting

2/17/2019 1:02:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 ! has !thing to do with JS.

"I'm Feeling Lucky"

2/17/2019 1:03:00 PM mongrelglory All the "Usual Suspects".

2/17/2019 1:03:10 PM si11112018 Thank you for posting this. My bff and I got into a could've been heated convo lastnight (her being a much 'by the book' lvn) she is slowly awakening, 

however... very very slow... 😑

2/17/2019 1:03:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 All humans can intuitively learn logical operations. At 99. At -9. You were conceived with logical operations embedded deep inside code stored inside 

DNA.

2/17/2019 1:04:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 CO?

2/17/2019 1:04:27 PM djlok Wikipedia says Syria might be derived from the Hebrew word for Breastplate. pic.twitter.com/ARPTQ2PkSU

2/17/2019 1:04:42 PM allahuniversal Interesting company here for this piece of propaganda (2016 election, laser pointer by Q again today, re: black pop & illegal voting). 

https://m.imdb.com/title/tt5355972/fullcredits/cast?ref_=m_tt_cl_sc …

2/17/2019 1:04:52 PM scratchhere Most are on to their DS Zionist BS.

2/17/2019 1:05:17 PM zagnett Law Enforcement Officers generally, including rank & file. Police/cops.

2/17/2019 1:05:34 PM mykidsrtheebest It must needs be

2/17/2019 1:05:39 PM hellouncledonny LOL...Nice pic.twitter.com/Eb9d8a8K2u

2/17/2019 1:05:41 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/4qeGFMP-Ahw  this?

2/17/2019 1:05:46 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/s6YGcuws28

2/17/2019 1:06:11 PM mongrelglory You've already talked about the nanotechnology present in vaccines. It sounds like vaccines have been a major way for the Cabal to control the biology 

and consciousness of the masses. (Food, media, and education being the other major ways).

2/17/2019 1:06:15 PM hawkgirlinmn We think way too much alike lol

2/17/2019 1:06:27 PM allahuniversal LOTS of MSM appearances https://m.imdb.com/name/nm0810620/filmotype/self?ref_=m_nmfm_5 …

2/17/2019 1:06:35 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Cue circus theme music for the clowns...

2/17/2019 1:07:14 PM allahuniversal Words matter. Literally.

2/17/2019 1:08:57 PM zagnett Just wondering if Morpheus also offers a glass of water. Either may be tough to swallow without it. 🤔

2/17/2019 1:08:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Physical brain changes from "fake news FF trauma" make waking up for some "impossible".

Detoxify + CBD = Awoke

2/17/2019 1:10:26 PM fightthenewwo Meaning anti-vaxxers are a threat to the status quo

2/17/2019 1:10:34 PM djlok Was @AnnCoulter always a clown or is someone different signing her checks?  I never was much of a fan bc she always seemed very divisive to 

me...although I did like that she was the only one who knew @realDonaldTrump would be #POTUS.

2/17/2019 1:10:42 PM wyatt251 You bet saved my life

2/17/2019 1:10:43 PM realcalcarter Ha, ha, ha. The troll brothers aptly portrayed. Hope karma finds them.



2/17/2019 1:11:18 PM allahuniversal This duplicate in the thread is interesting pic.twitter.com/Ijy7aQrlne

2/17/2019 1:11:22 PM adheysuk Closed and shut are synonyms, different words, but the same meaning.

2/17/2019 1:11:24 PM mongrelglory Try being a doctor and questioning it!  I was labelled as a "nut" by all my classmates and colleagues.  Eventually left the profession because I felt 

surrounded by brain-washed people. Also the professional colleges were going after anyone who wasn't supporting the narrative!

2/17/2019 1:11:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you traumatize SHEEP without SHEEP realizing? You need to be at ground zero to mitigate fallout.

2/17/2019 1:11:58 PM sleky19 Hey Majestic 12, an idea about what's going on ? https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1097148711686283276?s=19 …

2/17/2019 1:12:02 PM forloveocountry Let’s get to revokin!

2/17/2019 1:12:10 PM cocopuffster12 And you start dreaming again!!

2/17/2019 1:12:52 PM _the_psychonaut Colorado. 

For some reason, I’m sensing something related to Denver airport conspiracy. Am I getting warmer?

2/17/2019 1:13:17 PM rachmatcorai33 Library of Congress? Level of Consciousness? LOC Latin root word for “place.” 🤷🏼♀️

2/17/2019 1:13:43 PM djlok Every time I hear "ground zero" I think of 9/11 and the Cabal. I wish justice would be served re: 9/11. And I mean REAL justice!!

2/17/2019 1:13:48 PM zagnett Examples:

Both statements are true:

dog  = canine

dog != feline (i.e. not equal; not a cat)

2/17/2019 1:13:49 PM speaklife595 It's a coincidence some1 gave me cbd edibles for inflammation as well

2/17/2019 1:14:50 PM zagnett Also unfollowed, thanks MJ!

2/17/2019 1:15:15 PM zagnett Oh just realized you said to keep enemies closer. Followed him again.

2/17/2019 1:15:17 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/gI-qXk7XojA 

2/17/2019 1:15:20 PM mongrelglory It starts from the first day babies are born ("vitamin shots"), and continues relentlessly!

2/17/2019 1:15:44 PM allahuniversal CBD + THC = a healing for the nations

Just noticed that the duplicate is a RT, disregard my haste

2/17/2019 1:18:47 PM lbf777 When are we going to talk about how the deep state has been manipulating our DNA using vaccines and other methods like Chemtrails to alter our 

whole reality into a more foul one?

2/17/2019 1:19:18 PM jane_q_patriot But as a girl's name it means "sun, bright, glowing." Are they maybe referring to the situation in Aurora? Which means "dawn?"

2/17/2019 1:20:13 PM hyvee7 Lots of #QDrops today. Haven’t had time to analyze them. Go check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @intheMatrixxx @JustInformU @IPOT1776 

@TheSharpEdge1 @BeThePlan to stay up to date as well. I’ll be doing more of the decoding and #Gematria side of the posts when [WE] have time. #Q

2/17/2019 1:20:45 PM froghounder He's not wrong-the truth is inevitable given enough time but there exist many ways to accelerate that process. The cabal has been all about slowing it.

2/17/2019 1:23:21 PM mongrelglory I don't use Google so I never noticed this feature!  How odd!

2/17/2019 1:24:13 PM jane_q_patriot I can't even BEGIN to imagine waking up to vaccines as a doctor! Realizing what you've actually been a part of, while most are living under extreme 

financial debt to this corrupt "educational" system that put you in that position. It's all so insidious and evil!

2/17/2019 1:25:03 PM aprilbrown99 lo·ca·tion

/lōˈkāSH(ə)n/Submit

noun

a particular place or position.

synonyms:position, place, situation, site, locality, locale, spot, whereabouts, point, placement; More

2/17/2019 1:25:13 PM decodematrix Mind will be blown by chain of command. Who controls the American Medical Association and World Health Organization? 

pic.twitter.com/SiePRmDz75

2/17/2019 1:25:37 PM zagnett "! has !thing to do with JS."

!thing = nothing.

The "!" is a generic to all programming languages pretty much. It negates anything it precedes.

For example:

!true = false (as in "that's not true, so it's false")

!false = true (as in "that's not false, so it's true")
2/17/2019 1:27:26 PM 979_7740 Putin said he witnessed her shapeshift she is a Reptilian

2/17/2019 1:27:29 PM daveo6145 Socratic method?

2/17/2019 1:27:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Boolean NOT=flips true to false and false to true. 5:5? But in reference to...plan B?

2/17/2019 1:28:06 PM uiet_q Some vaccines are good, not all.

2/17/2019 1:28:14 PM thetempestchip Deep Fake videos...

2/17/2019 1:28:37 PM daveo6145 Be patient

2/17/2019 1:31:46 PM rachmatcorai33 Lawrence, Kansas, USA

2/17/2019 1:32:05 PM mongrelglory Yes, thanks for the correction!  You meant "not location".

2/17/2019 1:33:09 PM mongrelglory Sorry.  I had posted that before they gave their reply.

2/17/2019 1:33:36 PM adheysuk So it not a location. But the coords point to an athletics club. Attack on an athletics event maybe, but obviously I don't mean at this Loc? 

pic.twitter.com/bsbMz7LeQg

2/17/2019 1:34:36 PM 00loll0 I like this way better,sounding positive,ty majestic. 💚

2/17/2019 1:36:06 PM 1_decided_voter I remember learning logic like this as a kid on my Apple II with a program called Robot Odyssey...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot_Odyssey …

2/17/2019 1:37:08 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/FXGycgH4Oh

2/17/2019 1:37:21 PM mongrelglory It's the pharmaceutical industry.  They're the number one money-making industry in the world, followed by the oil industry and then the weapons 

manufacturers...from what I've read.  (I'm not counting illegal businesses like human trafficking and drug-dealing).

2/17/2019 1:37:27 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/mosbsDI5d0

2/17/2019 1:37:36 PM daveo6145 Focus energy on “pro life” ideas/positive thoughts to transition away from DS negativity?

2/17/2019 1:37:44 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I am deviststed that my state (Oregon) is going to go mandatory very soon. I have a vaccine damaged son and it will really affect my family as we will 

have to leave our online charter homeschool program and who knows what for my other 4 kids!?!? I am worn out w/all this!! 🤮🤮

2/17/2019 1:37:44 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/CMRO3joiEf

2/17/2019 1:39:14 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/jByr19YkAu

2/17/2019 1:41:19 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you, MJ....This was very helpful and easy than I thought to grasp. It seems very similar in my mind to MS Excel formulas. Now I have more 

homework. 😊  I plan to watch the rest of the videos.

2/17/2019 1:42:43 PM si11112018 Just started back again on some locally made drops... 3 rd day. I feel amazing.

2/17/2019 1:43:58 PM aurorasreality #wantaeagleone 👊



2/17/2019 1:44:25 PM jessie_misty Quite possibly it's bringing attention to the fact that antivaxxers get it. that maybe they know that something isn't right there,so perhaps they want to 

attack ppl that are against vaccines because that's one level of the evil agenda and antivaxxers could bring it out publicly.

2/17/2019 1:46:41 PM jessewa25340831 Starting my first dose of CBD today

2/17/2019 1:46:45 PM do_or_do_notty Full plant medicine each and every day!

2/17/2019 1:47:16 PM mongrelglory I don't know how trustworthy the LAPD are. What do you think?

2/17/2019 1:48:32 PM rick_hernandez This is the language we need to use to redpill others as well. Stop mentioning politics or parties. Both sides are corrupt. Religion as well. People tune 

out and buck up and react when these words are used.

2/17/2019 1:49:08 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s not about JS. It’s something with NOT Boolean operation and Goog.

2/17/2019 1:49:34 PM clockworkanon South America has some of the oldest history in reference to portals and stargates.

Revelation also speaks of locusts coming from the "bottomless pit". 

Bottomless pit=portal/dimension?

Undocumented immigrant or illegal alien?

2/17/2019 1:50:57 PM mongrelglory I had done a Masters in Microbiology before medical school and was a true vaccine believer.  Then the fake "Ebola epidemic" in the news was my red 

pill.  I knew what they were saying on the news was total BS.  It sucked knowing I had devoted my life to a corrupted profession. ☹️

2/17/2019 1:51:30 PM mumsyto2 We need to all be adept at linguistic gymnastics.

2/17/2019 1:54:23 PM mongrelglory CO could be "company"?

2/17/2019 1:54:41 PM missy968 Distilled water, cbd, fermented skate liver oil. Fresh foods... no chemicals... get me my tin foil hat. I’ll wear it proudly and I will meditate positive energy 

outward. I dreamt, last night, of new currency. I changed a 20 and ended up with more than I started with.

2/17/2019 1:56:24 PM jrocktigers There are none.

2/17/2019 1:56:58 PM hawkgirlinmn They can’t stop the divine synchronization being programmed into our DNA for us to remember our purpose for being incarnated into this timeline. 

🙏🏼😁

2/17/2019 1:57:02 PM boodaisy So that's been the plan? To destroy the D party? Why so narrow-minded? I thought destroying evil was the "plan". Think outside the box.

2/17/2019 1:57:09 PM jrocktigers FF adverted 1.5 hrs ago according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/17/2019 1:57:52 PM realityloominng Disclosure of MK-ultra/clones? Is this event staged/controlled by whitehats with Jussie then being forced/flipped?

2/17/2019 1:59:21 PM zagnett MJ, how are the tribunals going?

2/17/2019 2:00:05 PM john777lee red right blue left

2/17/2019 2:00:27 PM hawkgirlinmn I have started reading this: pic.twitter.com/kl3wyZsQhE

2/17/2019 2:00:53 PM dantomlom2 What do those pictures mean?

2/17/2019 2:02:39 PM realityloominng Is this event staged/controlled by white hats to disclose MK /clones?

2/17/2019 2:02:47 PM hellouncledonny heres another updated one. pic.twitter.com/f8uLIIxmnq

2/17/2019 2:04:59 PM iamyou132 How to break the matrix 101

2/17/2019 2:05:29 PM jvan125 Any insight on this? 🤔 https://au.news.yahoo.com/amphtml/not-alone-wa-police-reveal-creepy-footage-huge-thunderstorm-

201408774.html?__twitter_impression=true …

2/17/2019 2:06:25 PM iamyou132 It’s not about JavaScript specifically but about algorithms.

2/17/2019 2:06:29 PM jane_q_patriot Bioscience was my 2nd choice of major (after Fine Arts - my degree, ha!) and molecular biology was a favorite subject. I took life science courses as 

electives for "fun." Now I'm thankful for my 1st choice, which didn't "pan out" either, but glad I'm NOT in "debt." Either way!

2/17/2019 2:08:17 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe Goog is suppressing or changing searches, location info, fake news, etc.?

2/17/2019 2:08:49 PM zagnett Just FYI, several people who follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) on Twitter have started a Keybase chat team. If you would like to join us there, 

please download Keybase at  https://keybase.io . The Team is called "majic_isbes". I am @zagnet on Keybase.

Love, Light, Kek!

Zag

2/17/2019 2:09:07 PM mongrelglory Synonyms for Location: emplacement, locale, locality, locus, place, point, position, site, spot, venue, where

Synonym for Locus: axis, base, capital, center, central, core, cynosure, epicenter, eye, focus, ground zero, heart, hub, mecca, navel, nerve center, nexus, 

nucleus, seat

2/17/2019 2:09:12 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! Since 2013.

2/17/2019 2:10:31 PM mongrelglory "Capital", "Mecca", or "Ground Zero" stand out for me.

2/17/2019 2:10:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! Very insightful

2/17/2019 2:12:01 PM aprilbrown99 If fake news changes our brain chemistry and DS is starting to loose grip, are they initiating some kind of frequency targeting?  I am stretching here?  

Trying to use logical thinking. 😊. Is it working?  Lol

2/17/2019 2:12:40 PM tracytracy205 When my daughter was first DX went to Autism Speaks website. Don't ever bring up VAX over there! I didn't stay long. Brutal over there and they 

attack. Admins warned me! Pretty sad, considering, I was lost and looking for support!

2/17/2019 2:12:51 PM iamyou132 Which video in particular? The logical Boolean one?

2/17/2019 2:14:12 PM hawkgirlinmn That’s not a stretch. Look at Scalar technology.  https://www.sheepletv.com/12-things-you-should-know-about-scalar-weapons/ …

2/17/2019 2:15:01 PM covfefe_grande Illusion

2/17/2019 2:16:00 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, thank you. The more you know...

2/17/2019 2:17:03 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1097206226524475392?s=19 …

2/17/2019 2:17:37 PM raisethevib369 This pulls up on both searches of the numbers.

 https://www.loc.gov/item/sn83030180/1899-12-30/ed-1/ …

2/17/2019 2:17:48 PM hawkgirlinmn I feel like I don’t know enough yet to break out of the “matrix.” Intentions and actions I feel are important in this timeline with respect to raising your 

vibration closer to the higher self. I’m a work in progress 😁🙏🏼

2/17/2019 2:17:59 PM mongrelglory I wanted Fine Arts but my family/teachers encouraged me to pick Science instead as being more "practical".  Molecular genetics was what I did in 

Microbiology but weren't many jobs back then.  I think in Canada I would have made more money if I'd just picked a trade to go into.😜

2/17/2019 2:19:11 PM covertress 🐸

2/17/2019 2:19:32 PM jones9536 ALICE is working overtime on your posts. If I don't click on certain replies I don't see all your posts and responses. Outrageous

2/17/2019 2:20:00 PM aprilbrown99 So they can SEE our visual memory?  Like viewing slides? Our dreams too?  Damn!!

2/17/2019 2:20:04 PM realityloominng great one! wtf is that

2/17/2019 2:21:26 PM zagnett Yes, if they want.

2/17/2019 2:22:54 PM banksia42265169 So many clowns unfortunately.

2/17/2019 2:23:31 PM mongrelglory It sort-of looks like a hologram to me... At first I though it looked like a Sombrero! 😆

2/17/2019 2:23:40 PM zagnett Personally i'm hoping i'm too boring to be of interest to them. 😉

2/17/2019 2:24:19 PM aprilbrown99 There really isn’t anything private, not even our own thoughts. So they are in our brain, nanos in our body.  We never agreed to this. I feel like a lab rat.

2/17/2019 2:24:30 PM zagnett Yes, those too. Good thing many seem rather non-judgmental!



2/17/2019 2:25:09 PM iamyou132 An algorithm is basically a technique used to reach a desired outcome. For instance, there is an algorithm to solve a Rubik’s cube. More related, 

computer code is built on algorithms. For instance, Google has an algorithm to find search results given a specific search

2/17/2019 2:25:56 PM jvan125 I’m hoping @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has some insight. I’m very intrigued myself!

2/17/2019 2:26:23 PM rachmatcorai33  pic.twitter.com/bwJ4NbtNZn

2/17/2019 2:27:25 PM jones9536 All I see is tweet unavailable around your posts.

2/17/2019 2:27:47 PM jrocktigers !LOC pic.twitter.com/EhUDDRA6ox

2/17/2019 2:27:51 PM zagnett Not really, no. The entire universe is consciousness, and the entire universe can be considered a lab. Sometimes the folks running the lab are nice, and 

want to help you. Other times they are not nice, and want to hurt you. We'll see who's in charge going forward over time.

2/17/2019 2:28:31 PM zagnett Those are the few bad ones. I was talking about the apparent good ones.

2/17/2019 2:28:49 PM jrocktigers However, based on the thank you to LEO, I think the thwarted event was on US soil.

2/17/2019 2:28:53 PM iamyou132 These computer algorithms and computer languages as a whole, are built on top of basic logical operators. Example of such fundamental logical 

operators are: ! (Not), && (and), || (or). So when Mj-12 said !LOC, they mean “not location”

2/17/2019 2:31:04 PM aprilbrown99 I guess a better word I should have used instead of privacy is freedom. I don’t have any interesting going on in my head either. 🥴

2/17/2019 2:31:44 PM hawkgirlinmn My favorite emoji lol🥴

2/17/2019 2:33:50 PM covertress Make the SHEEP pay for their own programming?  #TV #SmartTV

2/17/2019 2:34:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Tina- A perfect example of this is after I looked at the Boolean video MaJ12 posted, twitter changed the algorithms so ads for learning more about 

programming and IT networking popped up in my feed.

2/17/2019 2:34:34 PM jrocktigers Absolutely. Have you seen your cell phone bill ?

2/17/2019 2:35:26 PM mongrelglory Synonyms for coordination: collaboration, cooperation, teamwork, synchronization, integration...

2/17/2019 2:35:32 PM jrocktigers People have freely chosen to pay for and accept their programming devices. This of course brings up an even darker reality.

2/17/2019 2:36:56 PM iamyou132 Actually, Twitter didn’t change the algorithm, rather, they likely have an algorithm in place (theirs or a partners) that tracks what videos their users are 

exposed to. Twitter will then present its users advertisements that are similar to the content they are willingly watching

2/17/2019 2:37:23 PM jane_q_patriot You are so right! Most "higher learning" institutions in the US are a complete joke. Especially in the past few decades. They hire the lamest professors 

(force the good ones to "retire early"), and hand out scholarships/grants to the "smartest" (most indoctrinated) students.

2/17/2019 2:37:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes. I stand corrected.

2/17/2019 2:38:31 PM hawkgirlinmn 🥴this one?

2/17/2019 2:39:03 PM jane_q_patriot And most of the people I met in art school couldn't even DRAW ffs! 😂

2/17/2019 2:39:23 PM iamyou132 Hope I’m not sounding pedantic. Just want to enlighten others on what I think is going on inside all these machines 💜

2/17/2019 2:40:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Absolutely not. Your knowledge is appreciated. Thank you. 🙏🏼

2/17/2019 2:40:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Dang. It’s cute!

2/17/2019 2:40:40 PM cavankid and, pro LIFE

2/17/2019 2:41:02 PM froghounder No man will know the time and place because it is every man who must make the decision.

2/17/2019 2:41:09 PM mongrelglory The difference in quality of professors from when I went to university in the 80's (a few of my professors were Vietnam draft dodgers who ended up in 

Canada) versus what my friends' kids are learning from their professors now is scary!  They don't teach critical thinking anymore!

2/17/2019 2:42:32 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, looks a little bit confused, blushing and maybe a little bit like their head is spinning. 🥴. I like this one too. 🤪. Little bit crazy. Lol

2/17/2019 2:42:35 PM becca079 He’s been busy. The mighty ducks 🦆 at age 10 🧐

2/17/2019 2:45:08 PM mongrelglory Other than Banksy, I'm not too impressed with "famous" modern artists these days. pic.twitter.com/mQcu0mk2ij

2/17/2019 2:47:09 PM bbobbio71 Hence "The Last President"?

2/17/2019 2:49:38 PM bbobbio71 Is the Schumann helping this along? https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

2/17/2019 2:50:13 PM jane_q_patriot There are more "fine art masterpieces" to be found, on ANY given day, on the chans with their Q/Pepe memes. Both stylistically and symbolically. 

Institutional art school is dumb, other than you might actually learn what a damned racket it all is.

2/17/2019 2:50:35 PM jrocktigers Ah....

2/17/2019 2:52:31 PM mongrelglory He answered somebody else by saying !LOC meant "Not Location" go figure!  Said to think of double meanings and synonyms.  I found 3 synonyms for 

"locus" as being Mecca, Capital, and Ground Zero. However, he also implied synonyms for "Coordination". I give up. I'm going to read Q!

2/17/2019 2:53:19 PM wearediamonds2 It was like this in the public education realm for me, too. It is truly sad. What I understand now that I did not when younger...play it like the libs did, 

BUT FOR GOOD, not evil.Stay in system under radar and change from within (if u can take it).

2/17/2019 2:54:25 PM mongrelglory Logistics would be a good synonym for "Coordinations".

2/17/2019 2:54:31 PM aschilliam so the 1 year rogue smoking wasn't wasted :O)

2/17/2019 2:54:55 PM wearediamonds2 Me too...I was SHOCKED.

2/17/2019 2:56:35 PM zagnett MJ, who else do you think should be on our enemies list?

2/17/2019 2:58:31 PM wearediamonds2 Me too! But in this case they mean create a problem, then charge $$/become the savior/solution at point of sheep destruction.Doc makes sick, go to 

doc, doc saves.

2/17/2019 3:01:15 PM mongrelglory I agree!  We know from Q that most modern art work that is bought and sold on the markets, or hanging in museums is part of a money laundering 

racket!  I especially hate the fact that taxpayer dollars go to fund the crap!  Another way the Cabal rob us blind!

2/17/2019 3:07:28 PM mongrelglory What's really evil, is that your average family doctor doesn't realize he's causing illness with his/her treatments!  They genuinely believe that they are 

helping.  The specialists/medical researchers who know the truth, and cooperate for the money, are truly vile human beings!

2/17/2019 3:08:53 PM mongrelglory Here's the link to the archive, and you can click on the number of the post to get to 8chan:  https://qmap.pub 

2/17/2019 3:09:39 PM nullanon12 this dude "Jani" follows [nearly] everyone in the [UFO] community ..... he probably doesn't [even] know what the hell he is [on] about

2/17/2019 3:10:25 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. My sister is in the field and she has no clue, despite knowing things that happened to me. I know eventually she will understand what is really 

going on.

2/17/2019 3:13:16 PM kachinagtto I think they are implying a connecting to the other FF in Aurora, CO back in July 2012 aka The Batman Shooting.  I'm sure there are other connections to 

the word Aurora.  Project Aurora?  Operation Aurora?  Northern Lights?

2/17/2019 3:21:34 PM allahuniversal His sister younger sister is tied in also. The Circle.  https://m.imdb.com/name/nm0810619/ 

2/17/2019 3:22:24 PM rick_hernandez Yeah. I noticed that the other day too. Struck me as odd and viewed it the same way

2/17/2019 3:33:52 PM laurabusse A year ago i believed it was not a matter of L vs R, dem vs rep, but good vs evil. I have since concluded that the dem party thur and thru is the main 

operative arm of the cabal. Of course i could be wrong. But it all seems to add up...

2/17/2019 3:39:55 PM laurabusse Omg thank god you have been recovering from that...i wish you all the best in your continuing recovery! May i suggest @MedicalMedium  Anthony 

William especially his book Liver Rescue as a means of restoring full health...wishing you all the best :-) 💘

2/17/2019 3:47:43 PM mzmollyanna My bff is also stuck in the narrative. Hurts real bad bc I know there’s NOTHING I can do to reach her.  She is in Gods hands.  All I can do is pray for 

healing and an awakening, no matter how small or slow.  I’ll be here for her!

2/17/2019 3:51:55 PM keith369me Positive thoughts, not 3D thoughts with the same meaning.  Trump won because...all we heard about was Trump...pro-health, pro-child will produce 

the same outcome as excessive Trump coverage.  No “anti-anything”. Break free from the Matrix

2/17/2019 3:53:11 PM synackstatic Pittsburgh

2/17/2019 3:53:40 PM keith369me View news/Hollywood as a show rather than being a participant in the chaos = awoken

2/17/2019 3:58:42 PM ialibertybelle There are plenty of cabal members in the R side as well.



2/17/2019 4:00:39 PM ialibertybelle Right. So much for “Do no harm.”

2/17/2019 4:03:01 PM ialibertybelle If you start to hear about a measles epidemic, it is a cover for UVB radiation poisoning due to our current position in relation to the sun and UVB rays 

now reaching us. Measles and UVB poisoning have similar symptoms.

2/17/2019 4:03:46 PM mongrelglory I won't even watch mainstream news anymore.  It just makes me want to scream in frustration, and I'm not normally the screaming type!

2/17/2019 4:05:31 PM laurabusse Exactly. Shoulda said that. For all i know both sides are equally guilty, the cabal controls both. But the dem party seems to be where most of the 

brainwashing is. But you're right. Probably too many clowns on R side as well to co opt truth.

2/17/2019 4:05:40 PM weremight  https://map.what3words.com/reduces.bath.lifeguard …

2/17/2019 4:06:58 PM jrocktigers 💪

2/17/2019 4:07:51 PM weremight Line of Control also (Military) - but probably not relevant here.

2/17/2019 4:11:12 PM worldxplorer1 What’s the story with the TV show The Expanse?  Any MJ involvement? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/17/2019 4:11:16 PM weremight Damascus is also a kind of steel.  (and Damask is the wave pattern it has)

2/17/2019 4:13:06 PM richardhiatt16 Destroy it.. Now...

2/17/2019 4:16:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please provide your evidence based proof.

2/17/2019 4:20:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 WALL-E warned you.

MAJESTIC.

Future proves past.

In 2016, we won.

However, [they] still believe they are in power.

Now: Stage III

PAIN PAIN PAIN

Big Week Ahead

Buckle Up

DECLAS coming (some).

WE HAVE ALL THE CARDS.

CHECKMATE AT OUR DISPOSAL.

Events NOT Dates.

Time is an illusion. https://twitter.com/Tesla/status/1096429089441730562 …
2/17/2019 4:20:48 PM vintagesquirrel Sack full of blood?

2/17/2019 4:21:48 PM vintagesquirrel Synonyms have the same meaning

2/17/2019 4:21:57 PM floodofnoise BOOM

2/17/2019 4:22:17 PM jrocktigers ♥🌞

2/17/2019 4:22:26 PM _vvoke_ Yeah we’ll see.

2/17/2019 4:22:58 PM mongrelglory I loved that movie!  But don't let an AI take over control in the name of your "protection"!

2/17/2019 4:23:51 PM clockworkanon That would correlate with all of the wealth concentrated in Buckhead, even then name itself

2/17/2019 4:25:05 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/Zu3ua3aElz

2/17/2019 4:25:36 PM awakentothyself I've been buckled up...sure hope so.

2/17/2019 4:25:51 PM ochoa_red Your right. I have a niece in the field and she has no clue the dangers of vaccines. Scary!  They are brainwashed in the medical field that they are 

preventing instead of causing. Which at one time vaccines were. Now, you don’t know what they are putting into your body. ☹️

2/17/2019 4:26:43 PM 1_decided_voter Anyone know who WALL-E is (besides the robot from Pixar movie)?

2/17/2019 4:27:07 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/W1C0AWnPlu

2/17/2019 4:27:22 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/IzEQjzwHTp

2/17/2019 4:28:03 PM mongrelglory WALL-E, evil AI scene: https://youtu.be/p3A7vIcLL1M 

2/17/2019 4:28:51 PM brian31585237 BQQM

2/17/2019 4:28:56 PM jamesgdurrett PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL!

2/17/2019 4:29:14 PM covfefe_grande Disinfo is necessary?

2/17/2019 4:34:57 PM shannen_robison 😁

2/17/2019 4:36:33 PM uiet_q Q post 1010 also pic.twitter.com/IxN45dmkB6

2/17/2019 4:39:38 PM uiet_q Not sure all I know is what is in the vaccines doesn't sound like it's very good for the human body.

2/17/2019 4:40:12 PM mykidsrtheebest Grasping the time thing...it's getting easier!

2/17/2019 4:40:22 PM aprilbrown99 Ready!  🇺🇸❤️🍿

2/17/2019 4:42:16 PM cocopuffster12 Buckled up!! Ready!! Bring the PAIN! ☮️💟🇺🇸

2/17/2019 4:42:20 PM leslieau7 Truth !!!!

2/17/2019 4:44:20 PM dantomlom2 Ah right, cheers and enjoy your rest buddy.

2/17/2019 4:45:33 PM 1_decided_voter There is this... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090742430582915072 …

2/17/2019 4:49:30 PM olimyracle From Earth, look up ?

"Coordinate Nations"

Synonym of Earth coordinates:

Deep sky stellar altlas ?

 http://www.deepskywatch.com/deep-sky-hunter-atlas.html …

2/17/2019 4:49:33 PM mageesmoot READY SIR!

2/17/2019 4:50:01 PM ekotoons #WWG1WGA #QANON

#THEGREATAWAKENING pic.twitter.com/vW1ozv6TGX

2/17/2019 5:01:13 PM djlok Yeah me too.  If an event happens right now: what day did it really happen?  Some parts of the world are already a day ahead!  So which day is it really?  

 

Time is totally an illusion!!

2/17/2019 5:01:57 PM becca079 The whole family was in On Our Own early ‘90’s

2/17/2019 5:04:26 PM ekotoons WALL-E

HAL 9K

TESLA

NOPE

#TESLA

#SUNDAYMOTIVATION

#60MINUTES #DISNEY pic.twitter.com/5FiCHBKiEy
2/17/2019 5:05:36 PM cryptocrab4 #PresidentsDay ... make no mistake !

2/17/2019 5:07:17 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/UFrCD2tBAa

2/17/2019 5:07:23 PM lazyoglo Aaahhhh...yes..of course..another sham.

2/17/2019 5:08:05 PM openeyes4966 Excellent.

2/17/2019 5:14:26 PM lulabella2 Check Kamala Harris’ house. They seem to have a Tupac/lynching connection.



2/17/2019 5:30:29 PM blsdbe Harmony, synchronicities...Wavelength or Frequency?

2/17/2019 5:32:29 PM crazycooder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I have a question that you may know the answer to. 

Is Hy-Brasil a real place ?

2/17/2019 5:34:50 PM missy968 Thank you

2/17/2019 5:38:09 PM blsdbe ❤️❤️❤️😇THANQ FORCES OF MAJESTY AND LIGHT😇❤️❤️❤️

2/17/2019 5:38:24 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I just received a call from the CDC asking me to take a survey about children vaccines. I told them ugh no, I am not interested. Of 

course it was a middle eastern accent. Probably a scam.  312-871-4242 it shows Chicago Illinois on the caller ID. Has anyone else?

2/17/2019 5:41:36 PM n7guardiananon wouldn't another traumatic event create an opportunity for the mind to change or accept new programming to wake up?

Shock the monkey so to speak. https://youtu.be/CnVf1ZoCJSo 

2/17/2019 5:43:46 PM chuzehappy Check out VOTL tweet. He explains connection

 https://twitter.com/kibbitzlaw/status/1097305799578320902?s=21 …

2/17/2019 5:44:17 PM psmith19701 I just received a call from the CDC asking me to take a survey about children vaccines. I told them ugh no, I am not interested. Of course it was a middle 

eastern accent. Probably a scam call ? They called an hour ago.

2/17/2019 5:44:58 PM blsdbe So those are Coordinates? Or a Frequency?

2/17/2019 5:45:39 PM ryankochweare1 With cern and use of nuclear weapons im sure we let in something a very long time ago.. Its pretty obvious what's goin on.. More clear every day this is 

all connected and deeply spiritual in nature

2/17/2019 5:51:16 PM iamyou132 Those coords you posted supposed to mean space time “conditions”?

2/17/2019 5:52:20 PM blsdbe MJ12 Team, We the People really need some clarity about how to determine which vaccines are safe vs not, and a safe way for them to be 

administered. Can you please direct us to a reliable Majestic Resource?

2/17/2019 5:55:01 PM covertress Replicators in the news 

17 Feb, 2019

Happening fast enough?

Trust the Plan https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1097284658390319104?s=19 …

2/17/2019 5:58:10 PM oo1o110 Always been a clown.

2/17/2019 5:58:42 PM kimisue888  pic.twitter.com/gWXS73l51G

2/17/2019 6:02:22 PM marthahotz I am anti vax

2/17/2019 6:05:06 PM blsdbe We must resist this stupidity.

2/17/2019 6:10:26 PM powersawer Any advice on manifesting a fulfilling life without getting caught up in worldly desires?

2/17/2019 6:11:03 PM mongrelglory They referenced the word "Coordinations" but said it wasn't a "location." Synonyms.

Coordinate noun= coequal, compeer, counterpart, equal, equivalent, fellow, like, match, parallel, peer, rival

Coordinate verb= accommodate, attune, conciliate, conform, harmonize, key, reconcile..

2/17/2019 6:11:48 PM _the_psychonaut Holy $hit. It’s happening!

2/17/2019 6:12:19 PM mongrelglory Coordinations= collaboration, cooperation, teamwork

Beyond that...I've got nothing!

2/17/2019 6:14:50 PM jamesboyett I think the vaccines are bad! Right?

2/17/2019 6:15:16 PM blsdbe MJ12 Team, can you please help us to discern which vaccines are good and which are bad? Are there reference resources that we can trust to search 

for this information?

2/17/2019 6:16:42 PM jamesboyett I thought the vaccines were bad.

2/17/2019 6:17:13 PM mongrelglory Of course, they could mean synonyms for the word coordinates/coordination.

2/17/2019 6:17:31 PM weremight Or 3/15/2012 (C-O-L, with ! a reversing operator as suggested)

2/17/2019 6:18:40 PM floridayys How indisputably sinister.

2/17/2019 6:20:26 PM robertg02229481 You ever get tired of preaching big week ahead?

2/17/2019 6:23:11 PM weremight Also, does anyone have the coordinates for the search area of MH370? Think conjugate location.

2/17/2019 6:23:15 PM kindeandtrue Are you intimating that time travel exists? If so, what really happened to Seth Rich? 

When time travel changes things, will our history books change, too?

2/17/2019 6:23:21 PM jrocktigers How has black goo been weaponized and are Patriots in control of it?

2/17/2019 6:25:11 PM kindeandtrue What's under the Pentagon and Arlington Cemetery?

2/17/2019 6:25:52 PM amproper85 Can't wait!

2/17/2019 6:28:48 PM floridayys the symbol ! means “not” for those in computer programming (and maybe logic class)

2/17/2019 6:33:22 PM jane_q_patriot It's so difficult and frustrating. Especially when you just wanna scream... well, maybe I don't, but I sure as heck CARE more about you than many 

"qualified doctors" seem to.

2/17/2019 6:37:29 PM zrickety The CDC is corrupt...it seems only military special ops has worthwhile vaccines. I don't believe there is anything in the US that you really need a vaccine 

for. Building up natural immunity is better. Read the package insert and research ingredients before you inject you or kids!

2/17/2019 6:40:11 PM rosesrred0119 Eve making an apperance???

2/17/2019 6:42:05 PM mongrelglory Someone in a medically induced coma will be on a ventilator for breathing assistance.  I don't see a ventilator on that person in the picture.

2/17/2019 6:45:32 PM arrow_mystic #letsgo #lightitup #truth #Maga #Godwins #lovewins #truthwins

🇺🇸🌊💓🔥🏹🔥💓🌊🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/5I8BGmK350

2/17/2019 6:45:38 PM youstinksoap 11.3

2/17/2019 6:50:48 PM warangel1111 “Prior to the Black pop Awakening?”

“Why did YOU emphasize as important”

“When YOU are Awake YOU can see clearly”

Seeing Clearly.. YES .. Many Are .. Great Awakening Amazing.. 👏🙏🏻🔥#FactsMatter #DigitalSoldiers #Remnant #GodsArmy

2/17/2019 6:51:27 PM warangel1111 WIDE AWAKE 👁

2/17/2019 6:51:34 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/uz917eboCf

2/17/2019 6:51:40 PM ekotoons ☕️

2/17/2019 6:56:45 PM warangel1111 Sure .. I’ll take some .. With Cream please 😁

2/17/2019 6:58:20 PM blsdbe I wholeheartedly agree, and I would still like to hear from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ12 Team on this one. What say you, Sirs or Madams? Is there science in 

the public domain you can point us to showing us which vaccines are good/safe vs those that harm us, please?

2/17/2019 6:58:34 PM toffer_anon_369 Damascus, Syria?

2/17/2019 6:58:41 PM billyj1616 Time isn’t an illusion if you die before the event. Or is it?

2/17/2019 7:00:10 PM hobgoblin4191 VPN.

2/17/2019 7:08:48 PM ochoa_red  https://www.naturalnews.com/037152_AMA_racketeering_history.html …

2/17/2019 7:08:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Damascus High School...DHS...Department of Homeland Security

2/17/2019 7:20:09 PM zrickety I am paraphrasing what MJ12 has told us recently. Basically don't trust the CDC or FDA.

2/17/2019 7:24:36 PM blsdbe Well, I have an autistic son that I watched seize after his MMR at 13 mos, no no problem questioning the CDC or the FDA. Just hoping for some help to 

find reliable sources of information to guide decision making, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

2/17/2019 7:25:39 PM pastorjon9 Coordinates are in Baltimore, MD

2/17/2019 7:26:13 PM unidentifiedta1 clowns clowns clowns = 666



2/17/2019 7:27:31 PM unidentifiedta1 Question: If a spouse wants the vaccines for our future children, but you don't, should we actually avoid having the children due to this issue...

2/17/2019 7:31:14 PM natureinspace Same with me. And since they watch us through our phone's and TV's I'm sure I've blinded someone by now if they dared look at my bare ass lol.

2/17/2019 7:34:04 PM zrickety Then you have seen first-hand. I believe the flu shot gave me multiple myeloma (blood cancer). There are no good vaccines given to the public.

2/17/2019 7:34:55 PM laurabusse Well i am sorry for all you are having to go through. May it all be up and up from here...

2/17/2019 7:38:11 PM jrocktigers  https://www.eventbrite.com/e/complex-coordinated-attack-exercise-tickets-53273413213# …

2/17/2019 7:38:46 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1097328444592005120 …

2/17/2019 7:39:58 PM pantherden_ This was the 5,555th tweet. pic.twitter.com/lzbKbgvCnA

2/17/2019 7:41:15 PM pauliepg11111 This is so true . “Anti-vax” has been successfully weaponised- like “conspiracy theory”

2/17/2019 7:41:22 PM cisnez Luke 17:20-21

20 And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when the kingdom of God should come, he answered them and said, The kingdom of God cometh 

not with observation:

21 Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you.

💎💎💎💎

2/17/2019 7:42:20 PM collectives0uls No Debate... we know what happened.

2/17/2019 7:46:47 PM butterc73582547 DS needs to feel some massive PAIN for all the pain they have caused humanity. Shadow creatures need to be exposed to some massive high dose 

brilliance of God's power and cleansing light. Buckled up and praying. God Bless the Master's plan.

2/17/2019 7:48:37 PM jrocktigers 😡

2/17/2019 7:49:38 PM aprilbrown99 Some days it is harder to shine. I am fighting with my sword in one hand and my light in the other today. So many people still asleep. How and when 

are they all going to wake up?

2/17/2019 7:51:55 PM magicianswheel Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Deep State puppet AOC is an MKUltra victim (unaware) who is being used to genuinely push for socialism/communism 

es. Democrats were provided a false sense of security by 45 NOT declaring a National Emergency. They expected […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1093994337556484097.html …

2/17/2019 7:53:26 PM magicianswheel Especially good Marines with their ass on the line.

2/17/2019 7:56:55 PM nmchristoban So...

Big week ahead

[yet]

Time is an illusion

So many are getting amp'ed up right now. Seems more and more, it's just a test of patience. I look back at all that has been accomplished and it's 

amazing, yet at the same time so many expectations and hopes dashed. Misunderstanding.

2/17/2019 8:01:48 PM aprilbrown99 I am praying for that. Everyday. 😊. BTW, Do you attend the daily meditation with Jared Rand?  Every day at 3 pm ET there is a very large group 

meditation. It is amazing. If you would like the number let me know.  I think the group is now over 3 million. 😀

2/17/2019 8:02:28 PM aprilbrown99 Together we win. #WWG1WGA

2/17/2019 8:05:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  The dial-in number is 641-715-0857. And the passcode is 303471#  every day at 12 pm PT / 3 pm ET. Anyone can join. 

He is quite amazing.

2/17/2019 8:07:04 PM ekotoons ALL YOU

2/17/2019 8:10:58 PM clockworkanon Without a doubt, Cern has eluded to it many times

2/17/2019 8:12:19 PM theydontknowwe1 Did you start coffeeing again Eko?

2/17/2019 8:12:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Must be in Fairfield, IA area. 641 is an Iowa area code. Thanksnfor sharing April!

2/17/2019 8:12:37 PM ekotoons YES

2/17/2019 8:13:20 PM theydontknowwe1 Did you miss it or feel better in its absence?

2/17/2019 8:14:22 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome.

2/17/2019 8:14:40 PM aprilbrown99 No coincidences. 💫

2/17/2019 8:26:05 PM doyle_media This is turning an enemy inside out w/ one option and no side: Self–implosion.

This is Mastery .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

This is Majestic, .@realDonaldTrump + .@RealEyeTheSpy. Good luck: I’ll be around... 🌎:⏳

• https://twitter.com/skynewsaust/status/1097046457851375616 …

2/17/2019 8:46:34 PM awarefrequency We must all learn how to stimulate parts of our brain that have long been inactive and programmed into negative thinking patterns. 

Critical thinking and problem solving is essential to the essence of our creating abilities in positive energy. 

Judging must go 

#Manifestation

2/17/2019 8:47:00 PM clancy_birrell Thanks for cluing me up.

I appreciate the deeper context.

2/17/2019 8:47:43 PM mskeens1962 I 🙏 I'm prepared enough

2/17/2019 9:01:57 PM kathrynmarvel @YellowRoseTx51 @realDonaldTrump @55true4u @StormIsUponUs @adamlforeman @BusyElves @QBlueSkyQ @finnwithagrin @cajunsoulfire74 

@VOnline46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @pearlykate7 True. Detective show HBO just showed the pizza gate symbols!!!!!  Told how they traffic children.

2/17/2019 9:05:52 PM karentriebel AOC easy to spot. Schiff is chipped,Guessing that Harris is mind controlled sex slave.I think the elders are clones.(term limits would be good).Some 

plain evil.

2/17/2019 9:09:05 PM dehydratedsumo1 the true identity of Q pic.twitter.com/tosvbnQPwm

2/17/2019 9:09:19 PM laurabusse Alexa please calculate pi to the last digit. Never gets old.

2/17/2019 9:11:40 PM jwise_87 STG Wall-E is the scariest movie ever! No sarcasm

2/17/2019 9:15:48 PM karentriebel Mueller Knights of Malta

2/17/2019 9:20:44 PM awakeandsing123 Sigh. There was a good reason why Q chose to communicate with autists who know how to code. Lol.

2/17/2019 9:42:44 PM debdooder60 Love this, Mrs. C. I am in a FB group of anti=vaxxers. Gonna copy and post it there.

2/17/2019 9:51:57 PM aquaeyesxox It is no longer Rep/Dems, you were correct when you said, good/evil. In the book, God wins  🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

2/17/2019 10:06:06 PM cstarr888 This is true! 😊🙏💖

2/17/2019 10:08:49 PM bellasmom19 WQQT WQQT 👊

2/17/2019 10:56:52 PM timmy15901742 I may need a 🛀 first

2/17/2019 10:57:46 PM timmy15901742 So did I...

2/17/2019 10:59:29 PM kimberl79670658 This is a great approach. The indoctrination on this issue runs very very deep. Challenging it directly only sparks defensiveness in those not affected or 

otherwise in the know 😐



2/17/2019 11:06:04 PM allahuniversal That one was in the memory hole for me, thanks for the reminder. [ABC] GOTP comes to mind. 

As an aside but not really, I can't find anything on Joel Smollett Sr's HW connections. That ? that won't go away for me is how  did he get the show on 

ABC in the 1st place? pic.twitter.com/memkhU3wif

2/17/2019 11:14:08 PM allahuniversal Did find this floating on the surface (mobile digging sux)

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.ajc.com/news/world/things-know-about-jussie-smollett/5JRipU3t5jiMrcRI3JduiK/amp.html … 

pic.twitter.com/T5au5MrnlW

2/17/2019 11:14:40 PM allahuniversal Repeats necessary

2/17/2019 11:16:07 PM holotropik Funny, my daughter comes home from school and wants to watch Wall-E. Yes of course...

2/17/2019 11:27:44 PM dantomlom2 I would have enjoyed the solitude I expect!

2/17/2019 11:28:49 PM aetherwalker1 1888 was also the year that 'The Secret Doctrine' by Helena Blavatsky was published

2/17/2019 11:34:56 PM becca079 Agreed. I noticed he was born in ‘82 Santa Rosa Ca sis you noticed born ‘86 New York. Activists tend to move around especially for the entertainment 

industry. The family was groomed.

2/17/2019 11:37:05 PM becca079 Great link 👍

2/17/2019 11:42:47 PM applejahx12 He needs to go to jail for the full time or it will keep happening.... And I hope to see all those being sued by the covington kids pay dearly!!

2/18/2019 12:11:00 AM mongrelglory Or John Brennan?

2/18/2019 12:23:11 AM mongrelglory Will = the power of our consciousness

Free will = the ability to express our consciousness without restriction or outside interference

Belief = a particular perception of our world that we accept as real

Faith = dogmatic attachment to a certain perspective/story of the world

2/18/2019 12:23:47 AM becca079 This is the most I’ve found. He was Jewish from Poland very strange.  https://bijog.com/biography/joel-smollett …

2/18/2019 12:24:53 AM tombow34 what can @c_chanter do to improve his energy? is there hope for him?

2/18/2019 12:31:10 AM mongrelglory Were children actually killed at that school?!

2/18/2019 12:44:16 AM diaptera_80 Death is an illusion

2/18/2019 12:49:46 AM mathemagician9 just fyi, this isn't "tech jargon" or code, it's just boolean logic. I think the reason it's being clarified is because way too many people misinterpret the 

meaning of an exclamation point in posts (! is the logical "not" operator and x != y just means "x is not equal to y")

2/18/2019 1:12:39 AM pauliepg11111 If not a location, does it have anything to do with the biblical reference to Damascus? “Road to Damascus refers to a sudden turning point in one's life. 

It's in reference to the conversion to Christianity of the apostle Paul while on the road to Damascus from Jerusalem.”

2/18/2019 1:22:17 AM karmasquirr3l17 So thankful4qAll 

💕✨💫🆒💟💞❤️🌉💓💖😙🙏

#LoveWins

#WeAreLove

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

#Qanon

2/18/2019 1:23:47 AM stephen57036680 #Qanon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1GWA #MAGA #MAGAveteran #Trump #PoliticsNation #PoliticsLive #TheStorm 

#ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/bUwywfJnA0

2/18/2019 1:29:49 AM epkman Democ🐀's been filling their pockets w/💰 from all that "Corruption Pie"🥧 made from the fruit of the 'Poisonous Tree' the cabal offered, and, they 

accepted, w/sides of kickbacks." It clouded minds & holds sway over them, to do their ilk. They ate it up like 🍬.

2/18/2019 1:41:07 AM candtalan Does it say some vaccines can do harm? Just be nice to them while they are forcing harm onto people? Nice-ness too far?

2/18/2019 1:41:54 AM john777lee I am more interested in disclosure than payback ! But to see them face a swift trial and sentence will be a relief ! Cant wait to see cures and tech come 

out ! WWG1WGA  Thanks to you also Jeff

2/18/2019 2:07:36 AM jm4n I don't think he wants to change. He is quite comfortable with himself how he is.

2/18/2019 2:29:30 AM adsvel Watch SG Atlantis.

2/18/2019 3:33:53 AM stefanofait I think both major parties need to go.

2/18/2019 3:34:23 AM fionamaeve Has anyone called him out on this I´d be interested to see his response.

2/18/2019 3:55:33 AM comarkg Themusicwitcher

2/18/2019 4:08:46 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/AF8zoLuCWD

2/18/2019 4:10:06 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/ryChdqd1x0

2/18/2019 4:11:18 AM uiet_q Agreed wholeheartedly, but most Drs if asked what ingredients are in vaccines don't know themselves, when that happens I respond when you can 

produce the information I will consider the vaccine. They never mention it again, they are taught not to question also it's systemic.

2/18/2019 4:22:26 AM natureinspace This? https://mwnation.com/40-70-colin-powell-rule/ …

2/18/2019 4:29:17 AM natureinspace There was a man found on fire coming out of a portapotty at Ravens stadium at 3pm in Baltimore yesterday. I know that sounds strange...but could be 

something.

2/18/2019 4:47:07 AM si11112018 Yes. We all need to be as forgiving and open to communication to those not yet awake or who are just waking up.  We are all fighting for survival, a 

common goal. 💙

2/18/2019 4:48:28 AM si11112018 Every movie I watch now... 

Every time...

I see it all. It's so obvious now!!! 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

2/18/2019 4:50:00 AM uiet_q I lost my 5 month old granddaughter 1 day after multiple vaccines they deemed it cause unknown or natural.

2/18/2019 4:50:05 AM si11112018 There is massive control through fear.

2/18/2019 5:28:15 AM kimmitt_tom You are at 5555 tweets

2/18/2019 5:42:05 AM mrblbrettish Pretty good distraction if we're still talking about it. Whats it distracting is from is the big question.

2/18/2019 5:45:15 AM natureinspace Very interesting info.

2/18/2019 5:52:59 AM c_chanter While I do accept that there are things I can and should do to manifest more respect and kindness for my fellow travelers in life, I also accept that no 

matter what I do, some will still identify me as being of the dark.  Such is the nature of life.

2/18/2019 6:04:14 AM covertress 🔥 🔥 🔥 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1097467414596538368?s=19 …

2/18/2019 6:04:39 AM zrickety I'm sorry for you loss.  This kind of deception and no accountability needs to END.

2/18/2019 6:05:13 AM uiet_q Thank you for your kindness.

2/18/2019 6:06:06 AM jm4n Having a negative energy field ≠ being of the dark. Whatever that means. If you do want to improve that one thing that could help is to unclutter your 

workspace. That's just simple fung shui.

2/18/2019 6:07:18 AM covertress Plan B? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072681644467937280?s=19 …

2/18/2019 6:08:01 AM jillsfolly77711 I always said WALL-E was a movie showing where we were going/are. Happy ending.  Monsters Inc. too (addrenochrome)

2/18/2019 6:08:42 AM john777lee I owe my training and carrier to naval aviation.

2/18/2019 6:09:21 AM marty713 ThankQ For This 👍❗️

2/18/2019 6:12:39 AM marty713 Whats the best to use ?

2/18/2019 6:16:10 AM kevin72032387 How can one reverse and get rid of the poisons of the dangerous vaccines?

2/18/2019 6:33:06 AM goyaeq Handler? pic.twitter.com/66qvWpIXOM

2/18/2019 6:38:33 AM pastorjon9 Yeah that's weird



2/18/2019 6:52:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Interesting company and family dynamic here as well: pic.twitter.com/zUihRKCera

2/18/2019 6:55:21 AM hawkgirlinmn Involved with Black Panthers, Black Lives Matter, Valerie Jarrett, and John Legend tells you everything you need to know. Connected corruption.

2/18/2019 6:58:07 AM c_chanter Thank you for sharing this advice regarding the cleaning of my workspace.  It’s utility and truthfulness appear to me to be self evident.

2/18/2019 7:09:21 AM qualady1 Maybe it’s Ty Ler A I

2/18/2019 7:09:30 AM si11112018 Makes sense. I have never really been thc tolerant growing up... I'm sure that means something, but every time I had the effects of awareness and 

anxiety were far too overwhelming . 😑😔

2/18/2019 7:14:18 AM openexplo ...and on the other hand you have account like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that pushes almost all theories at once, even saying, best theory ever, that "flat 

earth is a conspiracy that they created themself to divide" !

#whatif #openexplo #myracle https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1054462447892029440?s=19 …

2/18/2019 7:23:21 AM vintagesquirrel Does it have anything to do with an extreme weather event?

2/18/2019 7:26:04 AM caisson_mom Same thing here in Maine! Mandatory with no religious or philosophical exemptions and only the current medical exempt will be safe. Not many of 

them as it’s very difficult to get one

2/18/2019 7:30:31 AM blsdbe I am so sorry. Thank you for sharing. It hurts so much to think we are treated like disposable people.

2/18/2019 7:40:17 AM freestateojones Not a good look for @JacobAWohl. 

Do some homework.

 https://www.hrsa.gov/vaccine-compensation/index.html …

2/18/2019 7:47:26 AM openexplo So if we assume for a day @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is telling the whole truth, that would imply

#5G

#Pedowood

#Corruption

#Vaccines

#Roswell

#StarGate

#SSP

#WTC

#QAnon

are a reality. More of a nightmare.

How would we feel and react, and how shall we act on the longer term ?

#WhatIf pic.twitter.com/ZAFcTKgPYb
2/18/2019 7:54:18 AM goldste57881662 @realDonaldTrump @DOJPH @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @TomFitton @FBI @YouTube @seanhannity @Marianne_M_B 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JudicialWatch @WilliamBarrAG https://twitter.com/CarpeDonktum/status/1097419632753942528 …

2/18/2019 7:56:33 AM uiet_q Thank you for your kind words it is a  hard thing to accept, I just want answers for the innocent.

2/18/2019 7:57:23 AM arrow_mystic We talked here about Wall-E last night.😍

2/18/2019 8:09:31 AM marythibodeau9 Pay Attention

2/18/2019 8:19:48 AM merryflower33 Not low IQ people, it's people that do their own research from those who know of the poisons in the vaccines, those who have been harmed by them, 

and caring people who want to warn others so they won't believe the lies of doctors, big pharm, and corrupt DC.

2/18/2019 8:22:27 AM blsdbe Exactly, and a path forward, that does not lead to injury.

2/18/2019 8:27:10 AM marythibodeau9 Dumb

2/18/2019 8:29:49 AM marythibodeau9 “AOC UNAWARE”

2/18/2019 8:31:16 AM marythibodeau9 😭😳😡😡😡

2/18/2019 8:33:54 AM tombow34 I think cw is aware of a lot of his energy flaws and wants to change - he's talked a lot about struggling with bad habits, angry thoughts etc

2/18/2019 8:44:13 AM jarrodadam1 Ahhhh ya!

2/18/2019 8:44:59 AM mskeens1962 How true, I am amazed at their strength

2/18/2019 8:45:32 AM mskeens1962 Beautiful banner pic 🌅

2/18/2019 8:48:33 AM awarefrequency Agreed ✨

2/18/2019 8:57:03 AM jebclampett EXCELLENT  POST-

WE ARE CONSTANTLY  BEING EXPLOITED BY THE  USE  OF  LANGUAGE

other ABSURD TRIGGER  words  that  employ PROGRAMMING to force their reaction upon  you-

antisemitism

homophobia

racist

2/18/2019 8:59:03 AM jm4n It's often caused by bent up emotional energy that hasn't been dealt with. From past events, current circumstance etc. It can snowball and become 

apart of you changing who you once were. Good to deal with just from a mental health standpoint.

2/18/2019 9:11:16 AM humanprimer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Question for you:  MJ12 was (from birth) a dark entity with a dark mission.  What happened? When and why did MJ12 convert to a 

light mission?  Help us out here?

2/18/2019 9:19:38 AM snakejackal Good advice!  The third choice other than PRO or ANTI is stay away from me unless I buy in from marketing sales talk.

2/18/2019 9:30:41 AM dairy_mom_of_6 So very sad for our little babies!

2/18/2019 9:35:21 AM tombow34 thanks, I kind of relate too.

2/18/2019 9:43:37 AM cstarr888 Agree w/ JRod low vibe does not necessarily mean dark at heart, however low vibe emotions like anger, resentment, unresolved emotional traumas, 

etc can attract negative attachments. Clearings, cleansing,&healing can"starve"them off.

Note: i've never met CW. Speaking generally🙏💖

2/18/2019 9:46:28 AM warangel1111 They only Woke the Sleeping Giant .. ⚔🔥 #Survivor pic.twitter.com/pvDNlR5tjd

2/18/2019 10:06:30 AM arrow_mystic #letsgo #lightitup #justice #truth #Maga #Maga #GodBlessAmerica #InGodWeTrust #letsgo #Godwins #lovewins #truthwins #pray

🇺🇸💞🔥🏹🔥💞🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/aPkonBX9sD

2/18/2019 10:15:11 AM decodematrix 5:5:5:5

2/18/2019 10:18:26 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - WWGOWGA = 99

2/18/2019 10:23:16 AM nmchristoban So I have to ask myself - what's my lesson in this? I need to look inside. I have a lot of improvement/opening to do. If we're all spun up about an 

imminent event that doesn't materialize here, does it cause damage to those that said something. Is that in itself another lesson?

2/18/2019 10:27:39 AM nmchristoban  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1980_Damascus_Titan_missile_explosion …

Thank you to those able to thwart!

2/18/2019 10:29:05 AM jrocktigers ????       https://twitter.com/Bosni94/status/1097484903254581248 …

2/18/2019 10:42:38 AM cstarr888 Naga_lese🙏💖

2/18/2019 10:56:24 AM pedalfun4u you following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ?



2/18/2019 11:05:36 AM roodtxenextdoor am now.....

any other suggestions...?

left or right

blind or sight

old or young

based or kite..!

anything

i like it all

so much to learn

wise waterfall
2/18/2019 11:17:43 AM cstarr888 Same. 🤢🤮😡

🙏💖

2/18/2019 11:29:25 AM pedalfun4u @martingeddes @Fleurcompassion

2/18/2019 11:34:03 AM fleurcompassion Thanks for the pro, bro : )) It was something that run through my mind earlier on, very on topic, we need discernment nuance and balance and the Pro 

most of all.

2/18/2019 11:58:08 AM t_hayden07 Thank the Lord.....and thank POTUS! NO MORE POISONING OUR CHILDREN!

2/18/2019 11:58:41 AM digitalholocost Butcher pic.twitter.com/Xl2EwtxRgP

2/18/2019 12:29:12 PM pedalfun4u @QuantumGlue

2/18/2019 1:05:09 PM qtpi3_14 I am hoping it is Declas .  This house of cards needs to FALL pic.twitter.com/gwx6qdqx30

2/18/2019 1:06:02 PM mongrelglory Sounds like someone smoking crack who accidentally set himself on fire.

2/18/2019 1:08:57 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/vMKECWtIbO

2/18/2019 1:16:51 PM cocopuffster12 I feel you! Me the exact same! Do you follow Majestic 12?? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/18/2019 1:20:06 PM maga_11_11 I used to but they don’t interact at all. U ask a question & it’s 🦗🦗🦗. I mean I only asked a couple ??’s not like I wouldn’t shut up.🤪 if u want 

followers at least answer ??’s, ya know?

2/18/2019 1:20:07 PM lldmim Soldier on... one step at a time....good life mantra

2/18/2019 1:21:49 PM cocopuffster12 Still follow. It could be they could not answer. They said if you ask 3 times and do not get an answer, it’s because they can’t answer. But, they do 

answer. I have asked ?’s as well, no answer. But, they drop great intel. You will learn A LOT.

2/18/2019 1:23:14 PM ekotoons 😅

2/18/2019 1:23:25 PM cocopuffster12 Are you familiar with Dolores Cannon? Check out her books and You Tube videos. Check out books by Florence Scovel Shinn, she was born in 1861. Her 

book, “The Game of Life for Women” is AMAZING!

2/18/2019 1:24:49 PM qtpi3_14 Tick tock.. pain is coming...

2/18/2019 1:27:09 PM ekotoons COLLUSION?

CONSPIRACY?

TREASON?????

WE'RE GONNA NEED A NEW WORD...

2/18/2019 1:28:58 PM warangel1111 How about Hung .. Burned  .. Finished

2/18/2019 1:32:53 PM princesspatrio1 We are talking massive corruption here. Herculean comes to mind.

2/18/2019 1:34:24 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/QTSuM98jXg

2/18/2019 1:34:51 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂

2/18/2019 1:35:33 PM ekotoons MORE LIKE MOLOCHIAN

2/18/2019 1:36:15 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/ZeiK98BN4z

2/18/2019 1:36:33 PM princesspatrio1 💥💥💥👊

2/18/2019 1:37:06 PM allahuniversal F would agree pic.twitter.com/AqfWXObMP1

2/18/2019 1:38:12 PM boehmeb Infidels ...

2/18/2019 1:44:51 PM djlok LOL! And before @zagnett says something: 

Just FYI, several people who follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) on Twitter have started a Keybase chat team. If you would like to join us there, 

please download Keybase at  https://keybase.io . The Team is called "majic_isbes"

#QAnon

2/18/2019 1:47:56 PM arrow_mystic #letsgo #lightitup #justice #truth #Maga #Maga #GodBlessAmerica #InGodWeTrust #letsgo #Godwins #lovewins #truthwins #GodLoves

🇺🇸💞🔥🏹🔥💞🇺🇸 #declass #fisa 👏👏 #declassifyEVERYTHING 👏👏 #declass #declass pic.twitter.com/TgsFlqJIyv

2/18/2019 1:58:13 PM jennife31060429  https://www.booking.com/hotel/gb/corinthia-london.en-gb.html …

London...could it be the Royals are "exiting" before the poop hits the fan??

2/18/2019 2:21:19 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Ready for full power this lunar cycle! Spin that hyperdimensional geometry up and let's get this ascension party started! Source 

conduit connection anchored and inbound, shot out! - 27  https://youtu.be/yJ4WVvsthHA 

2/18/2019 2:45:26 PM 1flyovercounty Good one

2/18/2019 3:15:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 All airbrushed and touched up! https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1097032039386226688 …

2/18/2019 3:16:48 PM covertress Real? pic.twitter.com/tVLqBAXZiE

2/18/2019 3:17:07 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/0utBslga2p

2/18/2019 3:17:35 PM princesspatrio1 Its Founders?😂😂😂

2/18/2019 3:19:13 PM mongrelglory I guess everyone who works at NASA signs non-disclosure agreements!

2/18/2019 3:19:47 PM giediknight Are they airbrushing things out of the image?

2/18/2019 3:19:50 PM uiet_q Throwing everything they can possibly dream up out there.

2/18/2019 3:20:36 PM eryqouithaqueue I see no sign that this is related to QAnon at all.   https://initiativeq.com/ 

2/18/2019 3:22:23 PM j_lifeexplorer 🤣🤣funniest and simultaneous  most ridiculous fake news, I've heard for a while! Crypto-currency, 🤣🤣

2/18/2019 3:23:43 PM keith369me Zoom into and out of the section 2/3 up on the left side...see anything?

2/18/2019 3:24:10 PM eryqouithaqueue ...except for the obvious, scamlike aspects:  https://www.forbes.com/sites/panosmourdoukoutas/2018/11/08/initiative-q-wont-solve-bitcoins-

problem/#68cbe3f11c17 …

2/18/2019 3:24:49 PM keith369me Your pic @covertress

2/18/2019 3:25:10 PM scott_rick What are we looking at

2/18/2019 3:26:06 PM djlok I don't see it...but my eyes aren't so good sometimes.

2/18/2019 3:27:32 PM keith369me Zoom in and out...It might be an illusion as the human brain sees faces in objects

2/18/2019 3:28:53 PM kuri99487324 Without a doubt. Like the way they retouch details and place a red filter over the photos of Mars (which is not actually red and even has evidence of 

vegetation).

2/18/2019 3:30:47 PM alihue2  https:// https://twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1097605913647693829 …

2/18/2019 3:31:54 PM jrocktigers Nice shadows.... pic.twitter.com/fhQQZmPlU7

2/18/2019 3:32:16 PM ladtacarms Still no stars ✨

2/18/2019 3:32:23 PM mongrelglory Who knows what's really in the vitamin shots?  They didn't admit for years that peanut oil was used as an adjuvent in vaccines.  Now look at all the kids 

with peanut allergies!  Never existed when I was a kid!

2/18/2019 3:33:28 PM djlok Omg!  I see it now!  Thank you!!  That is crazy!!

2/18/2019 3:36:35 PM mongrelglory It's the "man in the moon"! 🌛

2/18/2019 3:36:40 PM 1crazy_toaster & not a craft in sight..sheer flap doodle.

2/18/2019 3:36:53 PM keith369me Confirm what you see so I can verify I’m not crazy



2/18/2019 3:39:56 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/v7rXQgFwyt

2/18/2019 3:42:23 PM djlok 2 eyes. pic.twitter.com/Li9bc7hUOe

2/18/2019 3:43:23 PM keith369me Any chance the surrounding area looks a bit like an owl (with a long nose)?

2/18/2019 3:45:55 PM uiet_q So sorry hope things are better.

2/18/2019 3:46:01 PM willowood22 5:45

14

5

5:5

SPHINCTERED

2/18/2019 3:48:06 PM _00111111_ pahhadפחד 

yaraירא 

yirah יראה 

these are the hebrew words for fear

2/18/2019 3:48:15 PM djlok I don't...but I've never been good at these things. Also it seems like a crappy picture too.

2/18/2019 3:51:26 PM theydontknowwe1 Hopefully it comes for the foes...they should fear the consequences of their actions.

2/18/2019 3:52:16 PM theydontknowwe1 Hmmmmm, can I get some of that😂🤣😂

2/18/2019 3:53:04 PM mskeens1962 Ha, can u take that to the bank? 💸

2/18/2019 3:55:27 PM jrocktigers All I know is there must by two suns as shadows are flowing in opposite directions.

2/18/2019 3:59:15 PM qtpi3_14 I hope every pitiful rag journalist gets their uknowhat handed to them in court for all the fake reporting they do these days.

2/18/2019 4:14:14 PM si11112018 Can you point us to a more accurate photo?. Please

2/18/2019 4:17:13 PM bevredwave2018 Hilarious!! 😂😂😂😂

2/18/2019 4:21:57 PM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/evDwEJUvwn

2/18/2019 4:31:57 PM areckoningday 🤦♂️🤷♂️ DNI DIA.. too many alphabets in our soup. ..maybe that's more the point overall.

2/18/2019 4:43:32 PM charmanda9 It is true about the crypto company, but they are in no way affiliated with actual Q Anon. Source: @Jordan_Sather_

2/18/2019 4:47:00 PM toffer_anon_369 Beautiful moon tonight too ;-)

2/18/2019 4:50:28 PM natureinspace That crossed my mind too. What a terrible way to go.

2/18/2019 5:07:57 PM fincastleunderg what did I walk into now?

2/18/2019 5:10:12 PM enomai_ Love you guys

2/18/2019 5:42:51 PM nullanon12 I Would Recommend For Him TO Meditate Everyday(HOW MUCH YOU WANT) , Unclutter The Workspace, STOP eating JUNK FOOD(guessing U do).

2/18/2019 5:44:02 PM nullanon12 He's Energy Field Is Very 'Unstable'

2/18/2019 5:45:56 PM goldste57881662 😂 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1097635642270453760 …

2/18/2019 5:48:55 PM carolethemiller Beautiful still!!!! 💖stunning

2/18/2019 5:58:01 PM legomynascar Ummm.... no, someone must’ve fed them some BS and they ran with it instead of researching first. Journalism is dead.

2/18/2019 6:10:05 PM decodematrix They airbrushed out this giant tower on the moon. pic.twitter.com/DyHIKLSSdK

2/18/2019 6:34:26 PM billyj1616 Valiant Thor?

2/18/2019 6:37:11 PM twistnshout58 ❤️

2/18/2019 7:15:28 PM allahuniversal James Forrestal

2/18/2019 7:18:49 PM antarantanka What no chemtrails? ;)

2/18/2019 7:22:25 PM antarantanka Atlantis 2 used it for hazardous experiments but its orbit then was much much farther out and did not have the gravitational effect it does now.  It’s 

hollow. There is a steering “bridge”.  When it was last used I don’t know.

2/18/2019 7:43:33 PM nun_chucknorris Funny thing, your tweet was in my feed then magically disappeared before my eyes. Not the first time either.

2/18/2019 7:47:15 PM curt_avila Post the originals..

2/18/2019 8:23:54 PM princesspatrio1 Lil Pup is on a mission. And so are we. 🙏⚔🔥

2/18/2019 8:24:33 PM jennife31060429 5:5.

Night twitter..

Hello Father God..on the way.

❤️

Thanks EKO
2/18/2019 8:43:49 PM billyj1616 Yep that terrible guess was off the top of my head 😂 i remember Willam Tompkins testimony and their relationship.

2/18/2019 9:16:44 PM cocopuffster12 @kaballo555 Follow: @prayingmedic @intheMatrixxx @55true4u @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@RealMattCouch @realDonaldTrump

2/18/2019 9:44:09 PM lbf777 When are we going to talk about the Zionist infiltration of America?

2/18/2019 9:49:11 PM richardhiatt16 Okay okay.. What’s missing from the photo.. Can you show us the original? Oh, and which mission was that? 🙄

2/18/2019 10:05:40 PM goyaeq Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they speak a lot about Pence.

2/18/2019 10:07:09 PM magaforc 3311

2/18/2019 10:09:34 PM shawnt1973  https://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/dashboard/?d=d193_synoptic;211193171;0171_synoptic;0193_synoptic …

2/18/2019 10:16:32 PM ekotoons TELL US WHAT WW SEE

2/18/2019 10:29:18 PM robertg69989098 Majestic12

2/18/2019 11:43:21 PM inducedcoma You are a very special person.

2/18/2019 11:44:54 PM 222714ftw 🤗

2/19/2019 12:49:00 AM shawnt1973 Flares

2/19/2019 1:16:08 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/zlpf60F1dy

2/19/2019 1:16:10 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/t2T1j8r3gK

2/19/2019 1:16:15 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/geRArJ1Wxd

2/19/2019 1:16:24 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/sDBaiLbAJZ

2/19/2019 1:17:23 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/Jiz5lLofiU

2/19/2019 2:45:38 AM diaptera_80 How, did they remove crafts?

2/19/2019 3:33:52 AM barbara58330201 "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: All airbrushed and touched up!  https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1097032039386226688 …"

Hook line and sinker! #WWG1WGA @NotAnyMoreWeDont

2/19/2019 3:47:43 AM farrubies careful with that account.

2/19/2019 5:29:59 AM zrickety Heard of the Mandela Effect?  History has already changed a few times...

2/19/2019 5:58:52 AM laurabusse NASA. Not A Space Agency. Never A Straight Answer.

2/19/2019 6:03:46 AM old_mum Lol

2/19/2019 6:04:51 AM old_mum They really haven't a clue have they 😂😂😂

2/19/2019 6:04:57 AM faithfulmom4 How cool that this ‘man’ didn’t explode!!  🤦♀️😉

2/19/2019 6:43:16 AM kaeandersen Hilarious. Q coin...Q dollar....

They cannot understand that PATRIOTS are not slaves to money.

We are slaves to Jesus Christ ONLY.

2/19/2019 6:47:00 AM kaeandersen Paul called himself a  slave of Jesus Christ. 

We are God's children.  He LOVES us more than we can imagine.



2/19/2019 6:53:51 AM kaeandersen The Great Awakening is world wide- it's going to strengthen us - we overcome by The Blood of Jesus Christ- the word of our testimony and that we are 

NOT afraid of death.

2/19/2019 6:56:07 AM _kaeru_de Shut up and take my Q coins!

2/19/2019 7:14:42 AM crowcove 😹

2/19/2019 7:24:40 AM jennife31060429 Yyyyyyyyyeeessss!!!!!

2/19/2019 7:25:03 AM patriotsinunity No way. They made this up. Not good for Guardian. Nowhere did Q mention this.

2/19/2019 8:16:24 AM pantherden_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the Stargate in Saudi Arabia in Mecca?

2/19/2019 8:49:38 AM tomchiodo No mention of any bitcoin INITIATIVE Q in any of Q's posts. Have you read all 2807 Q posts @guardian? I have. You are FAKE NEWS!

2/19/2019 9:01:02 AM fowlreginald Please do! So sick of these corrupt clowns trying to push their poisons on me and my children!

2/19/2019 9:08:05 AM jenny87797866  pic.twitter.com/KAA6URRm67

2/19/2019 9:26:29 AM warangel1111 Ready ..

2/19/2019 9:29:44 AM princesspatrio1 Together we rise. United we stand. WWG1WGA. 🔥🙏🇺🇸

2/19/2019 10:05:25 AM azangelranch Thank you!

2/19/2019 10:22:52 AM qtpi3_14 We stand at the ready.  For GOD and COUNTRY! 🦅🛡⚔

2/19/2019 10:25:29 AM arnie2two On standby 👊🏼💥

2/19/2019 10:49:42 AM blissamerica There was a fire at Tesla HQ last night 🔥

2/19/2019 10:55:54 AM jeffedmond3  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cKR7Srh3uJI&noapp=1&client=mv-google …

2/19/2019 11:06:53 AM chrisklemenza Is it flat?

2/19/2019 11:06:54 AM bignick19841 Is it more like a bowl?

2/19/2019 11:06:55 AM 22war11w12 Is every other planet out there flat too?

2/19/2019 11:07:01 AM blsdbe Da Fuq? Not really flat, actually spheroid?

2/19/2019 11:07:07 AM _the_psychonaut Have you seen the video of the rocket with a GoPro that apparently hits the glass dome? If so, thoughts?

2/19/2019 11:07:08 AM 1_decided_voter What is there to ask, other than the obvious? Wasn't this already covered?

2/19/2019 11:07:18 AM blsdbe Maybe Honeycombed inside?

2/19/2019 11:07:53 AM pillhard What are the four corners of the earth?

2/19/2019 11:08:07 AM scott_rick Is our planet torrodial?  Are there openings(or were there) at the poles?

2/19/2019 11:08:09 AM paraleven Psy-op? Or just conspiracy gone viral?

2/19/2019 11:08:09 AM pauliepg11111 Obvious psyop - but who came up with it?

2/19/2019 11:08:36 AM hawkgirlinmn Please confirm in descriptive form, what shape our planet is.

2/19/2019 11:08:37 AM _the_psychonaut  https://youtu.be/IAcp3BFBYw4 

2/19/2019 11:09:06 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/FLAv3o7FUB

2/19/2019 11:09:13 AM hawkgirlinmn And it’s inner composition please🙏🏼

2/19/2019 11:09:26 AM pkjmaf58 Ask clintons/obama/mueller/rodentstein/strzok/page, etc., abt Felix Sater. One will break.

2/19/2019 11:10:33 AM pkjmaf58 Yep, MANY HOPES for TRUE JUSTICE-"Dashed."

2/19/2019 11:11:55 AM 22war11w12 Hey, they went away!

2/19/2019 11:12:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 It has multiple surfaces nested inward.

2/19/2019 11:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

2/19/2019 11:14:14 AM 1_decided_voter Will humans get to see any of these internal realms (either first-hand or on video) in our life times?

2/19/2019 11:14:28 AM blsdbe Russian Doll style or Honeycombed?

2/19/2019 11:15:42 AM zagnett Yeah, now i gotta turn down Brightness/Contrast on this Twitter thingie somehow...

😎

2/19/2019 11:16:16 AM daveschroeder18 MJ-12 a while back you mentioned that majestic is monitoring several million people. Very few really. Is that number global?

2/19/2019 11:16:42 AM blsdbe I wonder if they detected, recorded and notified the owners?

2/19/2019 11:17:16 AM aprilbrown99 No, keep shining bright. 💫✨. Dark to LIGHT!  May we all shine that bright every day. 💕🦋🌸🌞

2/19/2019 11:19:02 AM blsdbe Yes...I remember this. Kinda broad. I am happy to use my own discernment to the best of my ability until new information presents itself.

2/19/2019 11:19:06 AM jrocktigers 👆

2/19/2019 11:19:46 AM ascendingadam Do any of the inhabitants of inner Earth have a greater understanding of physics than the surface population? 

Considering there is no direct sunlight they must have adapted.

2/19/2019 11:20:49 AM blsdbe I wonder if MJ12 is playing with the 🤡 🤡 🤡...

2/19/2019 11:20:54 AM emilyanngreen1 What is wrong with Majestic 12?

2/19/2019 11:22:07 AM blissamerica 😂😂😂

2/19/2019 11:23:05 AM daveo6145 i missed that. thanks @blissamerica

2/19/2019 11:24:52 AM rmbrice Are we in a VAH/spaceship? Are the planets ships too?

2/19/2019 11:44:19 AM sonofrhea Care to qualify your arbitrary statement ?

2/19/2019 12:07:11 PM djlok I know!  I'm ready to start digging!!

2/19/2019 12:12:32 PM keith369me Time to start remote viewing.  Try the underground transportation systems.

2/19/2019 12:18:20 PM roaminnoodle Post deleted?

2/19/2019 12:40:55 PM iamyou132 Like a Russian doll? If fresh magma creates the soil for each layer, what causes the pockets in between?

2/19/2019 12:41:39 PM 1_decided_voter LOL, so much for the Flat Earth AMA.

Q: Is the earth flat?

A: No, the end.

2/19/2019 12:49:10 PM father_mayhem Interesting to consider that there may be a surface or surfaces above our level.

2/19/2019 12:58:35 PM mynropmail Donald Trump is just buying us time. As of now, there is no Trump 2.0 waiting to take over at the end of his term(s). He has 2, at best 6 yrs to right the 

wrongs. After that it could all revert to the uniparty and deep state.

2/19/2019 12:59:54 PM anbezedua One step beyond that, Calibi Yu Manifolds + Holographic Universe.  Is spacetime locally a ribbon (“flat”shape in one direction) that wraps around itself, 

as described by HU?

2/19/2019 1:00:00 PM djlok Thank you.

2/19/2019 1:06:29 PM adsvel If Vatican created fake Ashtar Command, where they are getting information from? Could it be their Draco / Reptilian allies?

2/19/2019 1:27:53 PM qtpi3_14 It's my sincere belief that a plan this sophisticated is not just a 4 year plan.  Just because you dont see another DJT2.0 in the wings yet doesnt mean it 

hasnt been addressed already.  We arent going to fight this hard for our country to let it go in 6 years time

2/19/2019 1:34:08 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1087488629843349504?s=19 …

2/19/2019 1:36:08 PM farrubies not arbitrary-responding to @goyaeq recommend of majic12 acct. Early on they had Illuminati symbols in header & avatar. peeps ?ed & no response = 

changed them. Some ?-able tweets(of course now I don't remember specific). I stopped following. just be aware. 😊

2/19/2019 1:43:26 PM farrubies mb fine. who knows . 🙄

2/19/2019 1:52:17 PM jarrodadam1 I like this pic 👍 thx!

2/19/2019 1:58:28 PM suejone54923872 I think both need to review the all vaccines, research, speak to doctors 2-3 & make decision. Due to the corruption across the world who can you trust 

on advice? CDC employ killed, they say suicide in ATL after stating vaccines cause disease. 

 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/body-missing-cdc-employee-found-atlanta-authorities-n863021 …

2/19/2019 1:58:48 PM ekotoons THANKS JARROD



2/19/2019 2:06:08 PM suejone54923872 @realDonaldTrump Read about this man. This is important especially with everything coming to light today. He had Fed position & given promotion 

w/CDC approx 7 mnths later found dead in river & all belongings at home, walllet, cell, etc. Need investigation! 

https://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/news/2018/02/26/cdc-employee-still-missing-after-disappearing-2.html …

2/19/2019 2:22:29 PM mynropmail Not suggesting that we would or should. But what 'plan'? Trump got elected and from that sprung nonsense there is some white hat 4D chess plan 

working behind the scenes to right the wrongs. Don't bet the future on it.

2/19/2019 2:30:21 PM mynropmail What do you think is going to happen in 2 (hopefully 6) years? You think momentum is going to carry the day? After Trump we'll have a new president. 

If a D everything will be negated just like Trump did with Obama. If an R we can only hope it's not another career GOPe politician

2/19/2019 2:32:34 PM chrisklemenza Thats what I was thinking!😂 pic.twitter.com/B8RuFV2Lvb

2/19/2019 2:34:33 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

2/19/2019 3:36:34 PM mynropmail I've been 'seeing the truth exposed' for years, even before Trump was elected. What I am NOT seeing is any repercussion, accountability or even 

changes in the political landscape. I mean good grief, we have people involved in seditious acts going on book tours. Hillary skating

2/19/2019 3:40:00 PM mynropmail a clear violation of the Espionage Act (and keeping her clearance). A terrorist supporting Muslim in congress. And don't 'Q' me. I've been hearing 

'Something big is happening' now for over a year. The more things change the more they stay the same. IMO it's all just theater

2/19/2019 3:43:33 PM nikoscali You have a right to your opinion, but I have a hard time seeing how anyone can be pessimistic considering what has happened in the last year.

2/19/2019 3:52:59 PM qtpi3_14 You're on the wrong thread

2/19/2019 3:53:10 PM mynropmail What I am 'pessimistic' over (aka 'accepting reality') is what has NOT happened. And, given the track record thus far, never will. The tyrannical political 

machine just grinds on. If we want that to change it's going to take more than sitting behind a keyboard retweeting Q

2/19/2019 3:58:28 PM nikoscali You underestimate the power of a keyboard these days... Can be just as dangerous as an AR in the hands of people with a dream for a better future.

2/19/2019 4:02:43 PM covertress interesting cake https://twitter.com/TheAAGabriel/status/1097985515041636352?s=19 …

2/19/2019 4:14:06 PM nukaluk The point being made here is that an "anti-vax" pov is easily countered by asking for evidence based proof, of which there is little (publicly avail.)

When you present as pro research/accountability etc as seen in the pic, how can anyone argue with that without looking silly? ;)

2/19/2019 4:17:46 PM mynropmail No question the Internet and social media has bettered our ability to look behind the curtain. But who is your audience? Are you reaching the 'great 

unwashed masses' with the truth or are you preaching to the choir. I just had someone tell me 'You're in the wrong thread'.

2/19/2019 4:19:37 PM uiet_q Exactly

2/19/2019 4:20:36 PM ekotoons THANKS FOR YOUR SERVICE, MIKE

WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST PEOPLE HERE DO?

DO YOU THINK THINGS ARE STILL STATUS QUO?

YOU ARE COURTEOUS AND THOUGHTFUL

SHOW US SOMETHING CONSTRUCTIVE

2/19/2019 4:30:58 PM euskal_pride What do you guys reckon "[Except 1]" means? 

@realDonaldTrump #POTUS

@StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @martingeddes @Jordan_Sather_ @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheSpeaker2018 @GregRubini @2runtherace 

@SaRaAshcraft @M2Madness @intheMatrixxx @OnEdgeOfWonder

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/oq5Jblmo3C

2/19/2019 4:34:28 PM mynropmail Just make an extra effort to reach beyond your (Q) followers. And temper your belief in Q that 'something big is about to happen' (because it never 

does). Instead of hoping/relying on others, work to make it happen yourself.  Remember, WWG1WGA 

(THAT I believe in)

2/19/2019 4:38:54 PM ekotoons IT'S A GOOD REMINDER FOR ALL:

WHILE WE MAY SEE KEY EVENTS

DIFFERENTLY, WE SHARE VALUES

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHANGE

RESTS WITH WE, THE PEOPLE

2/19/2019 4:39:21 PM mynropmail I'm not 'into' Q at all but I do believe it is a great rallying cry and serves to unite people with the same consideration, undying desire to root out the evil 

& corruption on our government. That is no small thing.

2/19/2019 4:41:10 PM mynropmail and with that you just explained my position more precisely and in fewer words than I did.

2/19/2019 4:43:21 PM ekotoons WHILE I DRAW PICTURES

WORDS ARE MY TRUE LOVE😉

2/19/2019 4:43:52 PM anangelhasland1 How many folks live their whole lives without seeing the surface?

2/19/2019 4:49:30 PM jrocktigers 🤔

2/19/2019 4:50:52 PM ekotoons I SEA WHAT YOU DID THERE

2/19/2019 4:52:26 PM mynropmail And above all  'Illegitimi non carborundum'

2/19/2019 5:30:46 PM mongrelglory They make it almost sound like a Russian doll!  I wondered about airflow, but I guess the areas are so large that they are like a self-contained terrarium.  

 I wonder if they have to carefully regulate population growth, including that of any wildlife/livestocks they have?

2/19/2019 5:31:07 PM n7guardiananon ALICE, Alice, or (A Large Ion Collider Experiment)? pic.twitter.com/R1EOvTqvUo

2/19/2019 5:32:07 PM mongrelglory I think that company is in big financial trouble and facing fraud charges...

2/19/2019 5:32:40 PM blsdbe I hope that, if we are staying here for the solar flash/micro-nova, that we somehow manage to get to these lovely terrariums...

2/19/2019 5:34:50 PM mongrelglory I know! I've always loved caves!  (I'm not fond of spiders but I don't mind bats).  I would so love to see those underground worlds with all their exotic 

flora and fauna...probably even more than going to outer space.  I hope National Geographic makes some documentaries at least.

2/19/2019 6:38:16 PM sonofrhea Thanks for the response

2/19/2019 7:09:22 PM tamiwils0n22813 PATIENCE!!!! pic.twitter.com/QFBXbH6u1g

2/19/2019 7:20:44 PM trish_hollman Agreed! That account reminded me of eyethespy. Bad mojo for sure! SHILL in sheep’s clothing...

2/19/2019 7:53:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ6 subordinate was standing beside 45 today in uniform.

Salute Him.

For God & Country

2/19/2019 9:07:04 PM neufeldtlyss17 Can someone please explain  these looks on their faces🤔 pic.twitter.com/gS7iPWNyII

2/19/2019 9:09:33 PM aprilbrown99 Omg, I knew that when I saw him speak. I even said it out loud unexpectedly as I was watching. 

I was also admiring all of his medals. Very impressive. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸. Thank you/him for your amazing service!

2/19/2019 9:15:14 PM aprilbrown99 May I ask a question please?  Why does Pence ALWAYS stare at POTUS?  He doesn’t take his eyes off of him during every speech. It is very 

uncomfortable to watch. I don’t trust him at all.  Does he have a reason for doing this?

2/19/2019 9:19:19 PM neufeldtlyss17 He’s evil



2/19/2019 9:32:55 PM 1_decided_voter Paul Selva, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

This guy? pic.twitter.com/UjHofnGi3Z

2/19/2019 9:48:46 PM decodematrix Probably at a meeting in the Kuiper Belt.

2/19/2019 9:52:25 PM mongrelglory Excellent digging Qurious-Traveler!

2/19/2019 9:54:54 PM mongrelglory They probably don't have much respect for Pence considering that he was covering up for human trafficking in his home state.

2/19/2019 9:58:54 PM mongrelglory Those are a lot bigger than the quartz crystals I have on my desk right now! 😁

2/19/2019 10:02:04 PM aprilbrown99 Yes for sure. There is an intent to how he stares at POTUS. I am just concerned because he is always standing behind him or on his right side. He can 

pull/syphon energy from the right or back if not protected. I have no doubt POTUS is aware of this. He just gives me the creeps.

2/19/2019 10:23:42 PM vintagesquirrel There are no coincidences.

2/19/2019 10:41:37 PM zagnett Not sure. Very serious though.

Is that quite possible MJ Shanahan on the right? Wearing almost the same tie as Trump. Cool shade of blue. He's the who's got Trump's back it seems.

2/19/2019 10:49:27 PM zagnett MJ, in your opinion how is Shanahan doing as head of DOD so far?

2/19/2019 10:52:28 PM decodematrix o7

2/19/2019 11:21:46 PM jenw_rn Thank you for your service 🇺🇸❤️

2/20/2019 12:40:36 AM diaptera_80 Barney Frank is not untouchable anymore?

2/20/2019 12:52:33 AM diaptera_80 Was this another of your disinfos? Let’s see if news will come out of Antarctica this spring. I know, Events, not Dates.

2/20/2019 12:54:08 AM diaptera_80 Safari cannot open the page, bla bla. A lot of tweets seem to disappear too

2/20/2019 12:59:58 AM diaptera_80 He is still free it seems

2/20/2019 2:15:37 AM tamexis We forget. I don’t know what they’ve done to our memory-but it sucks lol

2/20/2019 4:22:02 AM eewwanon Fake CGI nasa bullshit.

2/20/2019 4:31:17 AM diaptera_80 If you read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets, it will tie what is happening together. All disclosure movements were groomed to make a NWO happen. But 

whether we like it or not, NWO must happen to facilitate full disclosure, or it would be WW3. Good thing is, we will have all knowledge then

2/20/2019 4:31:21 AM tamiwils0n22813 Agreed!!!! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

2/20/2019 4:34:21 AM diaptera_80 Knowledge, (not from the mouth of a man), which means we cannot be deceived again without knowing it, and knowing we have the power to change 

it.

2/20/2019 4:42:06 AM diaptera_80 We all need to agree on basic things now. 1. Stop evil influences in government and cults leading our society, 2. increase our knowledge of ourselves 

and our universe without censorship, third one should then be easier:3. Create a world without hunger, suffering and wars

2/20/2019 4:49:02 AM diaptera_80 Spending more time disputing who is enlightened and who isn’t, than outing leaders who sacrifice and rape children is insane. If you  doubt pizzagate is 

real after reading the podesta emails, I would love to have you explain the codewords to me. (NOT directed spec to JC)

2/20/2019 4:51:59 AM diaptera_80 World influencers are obviously connected and funnel money legally or illegally wherever they please for control. The secrecy about their plans for 

earth and personal interests must end. Release the patents and heal us already!

2/20/2019 5:28:32 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1097727569049337860 …

2/20/2019 6:49:31 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1098230123483054081 …

2/20/2019 7:00:25 AM enomai_ My assumptions would say, correct.

2/20/2019 7:34:17 AM pastorjon9 I may have asked this before but I don't remember. Are any of the MJ12 team (and subordinates) also part of the Q team? I know both teams are small 

- one is 12 plus subords, the other is "less than 10".

2/20/2019 7:35:08 AM nmchristoban A lot of Majestic presence in this picture.

2/20/2019 7:37:15 AM pastorjon9 I thought as much but I couldn't recall.

2/20/2019 7:38:34 AM nmchristoban 4 stars and he's a subordinate? Wow. He really came across to me as a special person when I listened to a talk of his. pic.twitter.com/q2LWkbw2fg

2/20/2019 7:39:10 AM nmchristoban I see Heather @SecAFOfficial  back there too. Hello from NM!

2/20/2019 7:58:06 AM redstrings333 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is going on underneath Vancouver, BC. will it be exposed/contained?

2/20/2019 8:38:49 AM dreamrunellc My suggestion would be to start off with a daily 10 minute candle exercise which trains you to be able to use undivided attention for 10 minutes. From 

there them start mediation. Start by focusing on the space inbetween your thoughts.

2/20/2019 8:40:07 AM dreamrunellc I have noticed that when my consciousness shifts in meditation towards “intelligent infinity” i start to see what looks like a triangle of light that appears 

as a doorway with brilliant white light shining through.

2/20/2019 9:14:21 AM palmdalekid2 My Audition for the New Batman Movie in 2021  https://youtu.be/s35_V5Acrno  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/20/2019 10:51:25 AM lekker771 They don’t look like sisters. Who is her biological parent?

2/20/2019 11:22:29 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Still going strong RGB

 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/supreme-court-rules-to-curb-powers-of-states-to-impose-heavy-fines-and-seize-property …

2/20/2019 11:27:15 AM prmd21801759 @USMilitary_com @DHSgov @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS Please NO MORE False Flags! Let US be Free!! Really really free! Its time for 4D please disclosure! 

https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1097868881245270016 …

2/20/2019 12:12:33 PM adsvel So true.

2/20/2019 12:14:04 PM vicksiern Remember,  President Trump wants to keep you and your family safe by building a wall.   While Democrat Politicians are willing to risk you and your 

family's lives for a vote.

2/20/2019 12:30:21 PM emmaxkxlouise True 🥰

2/20/2019 1:26:20 PM lighthouse44444 That would be "Plan B" and they don't want to have to go there.

2/20/2019 2:09:21 PM kathleen3693693 When will we see all the untouched-up photos?

2/20/2019 2:33:40 PM humanprimer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   MJ12... where are you brother?  Q starts tweeting and you do silent. Make some noise my friend.  Read "The Human Primer."  

Time for the world to really wake up.

2/20/2019 2:34:10 PM bbobbio71 MJ When was it that the new guard in MJ took over and started to change things for the better?   I came across a series called "unsealed" the alien files 

and 1st couple shows are pretty rough on MJ. I was just curious.  I hope you all are having a great day!! WWG1WGA!

2/20/2019 2:36:33 PM cindymannings do all layers have gravity ?

2/20/2019 3:33:49 PM tamiwils0n22813 Was Valiant Thor an angel and not an alien? He came & left on 3/16/57-60 correct? pic.twitter.com/s5zlBGY2MG

2/20/2019 4:20:10 PM jrocktigers Good evening. Looks like a very damaging attack has been thwarted..? https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1098371279495737344 …

2/20/2019 5:11:31 PM ps3shiloh Read Jude 1-27: The "alliance" much like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are "Fake Q coatailer's" along 4 the ride. Wilcock, Dr. Greer, Cory Goode - they "ALL PUSH" 

their "Anunnaki agenda" to look prophetic any way they can. Don't be deceived by the "fallen nature" of the pathetic. B forewarned.

2/20/2019 5:18:22 PM cocopuffster12 Kabamur is back! 😍

2/20/2019 5:25:12 PM jamesbu74794060 Maybe this is why I see bullshit so clearly , I've Smoked Cannabis For 15 years now.

2/20/2019 5:25:17 PM kathleen3693693 You won't have to fire him at all. Trump will leave the White House voluntarily in 2024, at the end of his second term. Perhaps legislation can be passed 

for legal 3rd term--that would be really majestic, eh! @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening



2/20/2019 6:28:51 PM tyl3r59518097 This person actually has substantive ties of any kind to majority agency joint intelligence controlled-12? As in..the one started in 1948?

Really?! How are y’all allowed to speak so freely about all of this stuff on twitter, w/ the existence of NDAs, etc?

2/20/2019 6:35:23 PM tyl3r59518097 Is that what the agenda is?!Why does it require you (or  require y’all-as I put it)?

A happy apocalypse?! GD!..good thing-“y’all”-seem to more than understand paradox, vis a vis the whole quantum thing, if ya feel me..

2/20/2019 6:36:21 PM tyl3r59518097 Disastrous for whom, specifically?

2/20/2019 6:41:10 PM tyl3r59518097 I’m sorry to have misunderstood/mischaracterized the term. What does your subjective experience of a “happy apocalypse” entail? Specifically?

2/20/2019 6:42:30 PM tyl3r59518097 This makes it sound as though the weight of the world is quite literally, atop your shoulders..

2/20/2019 6:45:40 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/K9d0NuSOuJ

2/20/2019 6:46:14 PM tyl3r59518097 Like what (dare I ask)?

2/20/2019 6:49:21 PM tyl3r59518097 I would say yes to that, and enthusiastically. Words and behaviors are separated by a metaphorical chasm, the width of the Grand Canyon.

2/20/2019 6:51:28 PM rustyshacklfo12 My phone got an alert for an mj tweet that was titled “ ama flat earth” which was quickly deleted anybody notice this?

2/20/2019 6:54:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Test

2/20/2019 6:58:38 PM zagnett Hey MJ! Love, Light, & Kek to you!

2/20/2019 6:59:30 PM rustyshacklfo12 Good to know, hope you got the data you wanted

2/20/2019 7:08:55 PM pastorjon9 Limited test - or else I wasn't paying attention to my phone

2/20/2019 7:18:45 PM mongrelglory I don't even have a cell phone! 😆

Maybe the letter is in the mail...

2/20/2019 7:19:55 PM zagnett I didn't get it. But I'm not on the phone much and I turn off notifications for pretty much everything. They're just too annoying when you're working. I 

got the Presidential test alert several months ago on the phone though. Glad to see PEAS works.

2/20/2019 7:22:43 PM rustyshacklfo12 My iPhone had the tweet stored in the Notification Center the tweet was deleted by the time I found the notification

2/20/2019 7:25:02 PM mongrelglory Can you tell me what PEAS stands for?  I thought that was the name of one of the turkeys that Trump pardoned!

2/20/2019 7:27:39 PM rustyshacklfo12 Presidential emergency alert system

2/20/2019 7:32:24 PM decodematrix Carrots are Gitmo prisoners wearing orange suits. PEAS and Carrots. Get it now?

2/20/2019 7:38:31 PM zagnett PEAS be with you all! 😉

2/20/2019 7:40:06 PM ragevirusqq The one about BS was funnier

2/20/2019 8:01:17 PM blsdbe 5:5 but no notification you had posted...

2/20/2019 8:01:29 PM mongrelglory OMG!  Trump is so good at trolling the Deep State!  Lol!

2/20/2019 8:02:38 PM blsdbe I hope everyone got some good giggles in...

2/20/2019 8:07:16 PM djlok I didn't get it either...but I could have been away from it too.

2/20/2019 8:52:17 PM tyl3r59518097 At the risk of offering sweeping statements-Ur telling me that Ur constellation of symptoms is rooted inA ‘beyond-self-enhancement-focused’-type 

protocol, which(tragically)entailed a form of monotheism-related RitualAbuse, &the prorocol was of a MilitarilyOperationalzed variety.

2/20/2019 9:10:16 PM diaptera_80 Test for Alice? I had flightmode on, so don’t know whether I would get notified

2/20/2019 9:18:28 PM unitytruthlove1 Yes please!

2/20/2019 9:21:54 PM carlsgems Hello what’s up

2/20/2019 10:17:15 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/VSg1u6hvXz

2/21/2019 12:30:58 AM amymorg79793405 Ok I’m lost, I thought Tesla was on the good guy Alliance side now even if he is Annunaki. I’m a wrong?

2/21/2019 12:32:56 AM amymorg79793405 Who is Wall-E? Sorry I’m playing catch up.

2/21/2019 12:46:21 AM marshahodgson I haven't seen your feed in days. I have to resort to a search. Just sayin'.

2/21/2019 12:54:55 AM pa2ny2015 Are you using Google to look it up?...

Try duckduckgo.  You get more hits..less suppression

2/21/2019 1:23:14 AM aetherwalker1 The Pyramids were 100 years in construction

approx 10,490BC - 10,390BC

Their most important function were as initiation/Ascension machines.

2/21/2019 2:34:02 AM aetherwalker1 Edgar Cayce readings

2/21/2019 3:31:46 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The beings that invaded Earth aeons ago, claim to ownership of the Earth, and us.. humans, are those refered to as the Draco or 

Reptilians aren't they? 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079426312866054151 …

2/21/2019 3:33:31 AM awakening9999 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @The_Trump_Train @dbongino @qanon76 @LadyQanuck @SaRaAshcraft @RealCandaceO @SebGorka 

@GeorgePapa19 @seanhannity @cronsell @TomFitton @WhiteHouse @RealJamesWoods @Kennedy1960John @prayingmedic @Thomas1774Paine 

@X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Awakening9999/status/1098544294158393344 …

2/21/2019 4:09:53 AM aetherwalker1 45 also has a dispensation from Higher Consciousness upon him.

A dispensation from Krishna/Christ Consciousness that basically causes evil intentions, curses, etc to bounce off him and fall on the sender.

Also colloquially known online as 'The Trump Curse'

2/21/2019 4:19:37 AM jvan125 Test to see how many followers MAY believe the earth is flat? 🤔

2/21/2019 4:22:16 AM rustyshacklfo12 Maybe it was a test to see how long deleted tweets can linger in a world full of cell phones

2/21/2019 4:49:37 AM covertress "The IS-BE typing [MJ12 acct] was the IS-BE of Forrestal. IS-BEs can host more than one body & can resident simultaneously in multiple places in 

multiple "times". How? Time is an illusion. Consciousness creates reality. Godmode is real." -

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062442405604048896?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/qlj1IQQfdD

2/21/2019 4:59:51 AM covertress Short answer? 

He's back, working with The Majestic 12, assisting w Disclosure.

2/21/2019 5:02:34 AM jimhayzlett Aren’t stargates frequency specific?

2/21/2019 5:05:46 AM jimhayzlett It’s been half year since this post, when do the floodgates open?  When does the cabal surrender?

2/21/2019 5:19:57 AM morety76 What is the long answer? Why would the IS-BE be so interested with disclosure. 

I'm sorry for being a pain.

2/21/2019 5:25:09 AM covertress James Forrestal was sworn in as US Sec of Defense right after the ET  Roswell crash in 1947.

MJ12's original mandate was to keep the details of the crash a secret.

Today, MJ12's mandate is to facilitate Disclosure and to assist with ET tech rollouts.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roswell_UFO_incident …

2/21/2019 5:26:34 AM covertress Forrestal was MJ12 then [1947] and now. 

Pretty cool.



2/21/2019 5:29:25 AM mikecoats1965 Soon I hope!

2/21/2019 5:33:31 AM mrblbrettish you know, this picture gets me thinking, you can't kill a hydra by cutting off it's heads, you have to go for it's heart. The heads are nothing more that 

sentient appendages that grow back crazy fast, but you never hear about a hyrda regrowing a heart or three.

2/21/2019 5:44:15 AM morety76 That is far far more than cool it's Awesome.

So what was said in the Aril transcripts from Roswell is correct and secondly the IS-BE Forrestal was part of or connected to the same team or 

organisation??

2/21/2019 5:51:35 AM covertress I'm still reading "Alien Interview," Aril's Roswell transcripts, but, so far, the stories sync.

Yes, Forrestal was MJ12 then and has returned in non-human form [👽] to better assist MJ12 now. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920?s=19 …

2/21/2019 5:59:13 AM morety76 Thank you for all the information. I learn more every day.

2/21/2019 6:18:38 AM arrow_mystic A movie about a tiny robot

2/21/2019 6:26:24 AM prmd21801759 Test? Are we almost there? Thank you MJ!

2/21/2019 6:28:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/self-proclaimed-white-nationalist-planned-mass-terror-attack-government-says-i-am-dreaming-of-a-way-to-

kill-almost-every-last-person-on-earth/ar-BBTS5sH … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1097228845038604288 …

2/21/2019 6:31:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion and events drive the series of linear progression. Events took place to delay and obstruct. Cabal will never surrender. Remember, 

Military Tribunals.

2/21/2019 6:32:44 AM peterclloyd Is this an MK-U victim captured by No Said Agency data?

2/21/2019 6:32:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana did not originate on Earth.

ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness. https://twitter.com/AmazonVice/status/1098552446216011776 …

2/21/2019 6:33:00 AM prmd21801759 All previous MJ were replaced with new editions/personnel??

2/21/2019 6:33:24 AM aliciaeddy6 Bullshit

2/21/2019 6:34:25 AM lovelight5d any pot head i know has zero consciousness and think everything in life is a joke,,,,

2/21/2019 6:34:43 AM briteyzeu79 😂😂😂

2/21/2019 6:34:48 AM morety76 Does Etherium Gold do the same?

2/21/2019 6:35:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Abusing medicine can lead to unintelligent behavior.

2/21/2019 6:35:21 AM kadath123 The canabinoid system evolved as early as sea slugs and is found throughout the animal kingdom, yet the plant itself only evolved about 55 million 

years ago...

2/21/2019 6:35:39 AM djlok Not at all!!

2/21/2019 6:35:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your point?

2/21/2019 6:36:16 AM cidarean Lol

2/21/2019 6:36:38 AM jrocktigers 👀

2/21/2019 6:37:25 AM c_monster9 Which ones? We must thank them. 😆

2/21/2019 6:37:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Perhaps he is referencing a possible timeframe of introduction to earth. Can you confirm?

2/21/2019 6:38:07 AM blankmarlo Did psychedelic mushrooms originate on earth?

2/21/2019 6:41:47 AM afarliturgia His point and the timeframe refers that the specia originated and evolved on earth and no one brought it here. Simple

2/21/2019 6:42:26 AM _17patriot_ Is that why it is said "manna fell from the heavens"

2/21/2019 6:42:51 AM bgc558 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you do a thread, or AMA or ANYTHING re: CERN ? D-wave  Kindred

I am more concerned about them than just about anything going on currently. 

I mean, EXTREMELY concerned.

I have trust that pretty much everything else is under control. 

 https://youtu.be/iJQkwnkNSPc 

2/21/2019 6:43:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Respectfully disagree.

2/21/2019 6:43:34 AM kadath123 I don't have a point...? It's a simple observation. However if the canabinoid system evolved in animals eons before the plant evolved, your claim that it 

was introduced, an alien species introduced by an alien species, to awaken humanity, seems like a stretch. Hemp DNA evidence?

2/21/2019 6:45:06 AM zagnett Time is an illusion.

And evolutionary theories possibly so as well when you can muck about with timelines and genetics.

2/21/2019 6:45:55 AM aurorasreality Cannabis phylo galaxy, looks just as, star constellations...reminds me of DNA to 💚🌱✨

•

Search a cannabis strain and view its phylo here:

 https://phylos.bio/search  pic.twitter.com/I3FDgyn1mn

2/21/2019 6:46:04 AM mr_bone_crusher No coincidence. Works in DC, lots of narcotics, steroids and firearms? Perfect for a CIA "Voice of God" victim. He was no doubt a CIA asset and his 

rampage was designed to once again smear @realDonaldTrump supporters.

2/21/2019 6:47:46 AM zagnett Oh yeah. Legal pharmaceuticals have messed up my entire family, except me. Yet they're the ones who think i'm crazy.

F*** statins even. Even astronauts think they're s***.

2/21/2019 6:47:50 AM sharidean996 Redwood trees, Bald Eagles... both from Venus.

2/21/2019 6:50:10 AM bgc558 The most racist people I know are DEMOCRATS or leftists! 

Pretty shocking, when I was one.

2/21/2019 6:50:32 AM anneolsen43 Then why the 2 times I tried it I panic... I see evil in black/white and they see me ..very terrifying.the people around me are either good or evil

2/21/2019 6:50:44 AM adsvel 45 says that he want 5G. Tell us please, how healthy it is?

2/21/2019 6:51:27 AM peterclloyd And not to be redundant, but will the ever reveal the truth about Las Vegas?

2/21/2019 6:53:37 AM charmcityanon So how much constitutes abuse?

2/21/2019 6:54:43 AM mrd_s_anderson All articles I'm finding are making fun of the theory or acting as if they are severely inhibited themselves. However I'll keep seeking the truth.

2/21/2019 6:56:00 AM pauliepg11111 Voice of God tech being used on him?

2/21/2019 6:56:11 AM scott_rick Sativa or indica?  Sounds like sativa,try indica

2/21/2019 6:56:57 AM scott_rick Best pain relief I’ve ever tried

2/21/2019 6:59:55 AM bbobbio71 Probably know the wrong ones.  Seen far too many people messed up on Pharmaceuticals

2/21/2019 7:00:11 AM covertress Paul - You Guys Partake? 

 https://youtu.be/WQnqv9mpsuU 

2/21/2019 7:00:45 AM rosesrred0119 So it is not one of the seeds that God is speaking about?

2/21/2019 7:00:49 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - What's going on with POTUS openly supporting 5G? There's too little research done to ascertain beyond a shadow of a doubt that 

it's safe for biological organisms. Thus... the ushering in of a high powered frequency fence does not seem benevolent or wise.

2/21/2019 7:00:56 AM bbobbio71 Too much to fast. 

Instead of puff puff pass try puff pass wait



2/21/2019 7:01:16 AM kate_gorney mushrooms ain't from here either

2/21/2019 7:01:51 AM aurorasreality ECS Info

1) The Endocannabinoid System (ECS) is the bridge between the body & mind. 

Receptors are like “locks” in certain cell membranes & cannabinoids are the “keys”. CB1 receptor is in and controls Central Nervous System. CB2 

receptor is in GI tract (immune system) & tonsils.

2/21/2019 7:02:06 AM mrd_s_anderson Ok...found this article actually explaining the theory. Though, until aliens or MANY of the classified files in existence are DECLAS, the truth will be 

behind glass. Frustrating.  https://dabsmagazine.com/read-some-insane-theories-about-how-weed-came-from-an-alien-planet/ … I will fight for truth.

"Annunaki" "double star" etc, etc

2/21/2019 7:03:38 AM 4on6 I'm suspicious of this being a WaPo article.

#Diversion to the real deal?

2/21/2019 7:03:42 AM anneolsen43 pure thc oil

2/21/2019 7:06:26 AM keith369me That story is a quick reminder of why we should follow information that resonates and not an individual

2/21/2019 7:08:00 AM anneolsen43 I am so green lol

2/21/2019 7:09:42 AM heartsscales Ayahuasca

2/21/2019 7:09:48 AM aurorasreality 2) the body itself creates ENDO cannabinoids AEA & 2-AG.  

•

•AEA gives cerebral effects of bliss, and helps with immune system function, central nervous system function, appetite, pain, memory and much more

2/21/2019 7:09:57 AM heartsscales Ayahuasca???

2/21/2019 7:10:17 AM 8revolt It all depends on who is the one in control of the 5G tech. 5G can be a very great thing, or a bad thing, depending on the operators intent. Don’t get too 

caught up in the conspiracies surrounding it without looking at the good it can do.

2/21/2019 7:11:45 AM 8revolt For all we know, the conspiracy surrounding 5G could be a manufactured psyop to turn us against the tech. Do you really think the NSA would be using 

this tech since 2017 if it was such a bad thing?

2/21/2019 7:13:15 AM prmd21801759 Thank you!!

2/21/2019 7:14:00 AM cidarean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was under the impression 5G, 6G was extremely dangerous. Can you share your thoughts on Trumps tweet?

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512?s=19 …

2/21/2019 7:14:04 AM gingerbanana2 I agree!  I’ve been saying for years it keeps me level and improves my mood greatly!

2/21/2019 7:16:38 AM realaronbrowne I wish they’d bring some to my house. 😏

2/21/2019 7:18:25 AM jones9536 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any insight into this jussie smollet situation?

2/21/2019 7:21:03 AM charmcityanon With that said. Is there anything we as individuals can do to keep this train moving forward. Can we do anything to combat these delays and 

obstructions? Or do we just have to sit on our hands and wait for events to unfold?

2/21/2019 7:21:30 AM bbobbio71 Wasn't making fun of you.  If your not used to it or if trying after a few cocktails,  the effects can be overwhelming.

2/21/2019 7:23:13 AM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences pic.twitter.com/QhgkjNzWnZ

2/21/2019 7:23:16 AM nmchristoban So ironic that they make these statins to try and mimic cannabinoid activity when the medicine (that works) with no side effects is right in front of us 

this whole time. Give us back our medicine!

2/21/2019 7:23:53 AM called2christ Exactly

2/21/2019 7:26:27 AM turboxyde Perhaps. At our current level of testing we see clear evidence that millimeter microwaves disrupt the flow of biological processes in ways we don't fully 

understand yet. Add to this... the interaction of heavy metal toxicity in the body and being immersed in a 5G field.

2/21/2019 7:27:00 AM anneolsen43 all good =) I have to laugh at myself trust me.  the things I did see or feel I never want to see or feel again.

2/21/2019 7:27:44 AM zg_state been chillin w/ the Dogon? - "fish headed gods from sirius"  can we get a de-schedule back to a plant, give it back 2 We The People? And dude, 

marijuana is not the preferred nomenclature, Cannabis, please

2/21/2019 7:27:45 AM bbobbio71 Practice makes perfect lol

2/21/2019 7:29:36 AM kevin72032387 In other words, the elites of the world have hidden our true history and kept that knowledge to themselves, including who we are and our Creator. 

That has effectively put us on a different path than what we would be on if we knew the truth. Am I close?

2/21/2019 7:38:08 AM mon53949129 Disagree with you! Pot does not raise consciousness! Pot kills brain cells. Anyone I know who smokes pot is unhappy and struggles with emotions/ life! 

Pot is meant to numb you and keep you asleep not awake. Anyone who wishes to raise consciousness should start being clear!

2/21/2019 7:40:41 AM tpaup03 So many benefits, but no wonder I garden and nurture the Herb for a living

2/21/2019 7:41:02 AM nancyddb 5 days ago MJ12 text "only you have the power to will the conscious reality".

2/21/2019 7:43:36 AM shelbelstinton1 If this is true, I am not surprised white men are being slandered gun rights threatened. It’s extremely hard to watch our country’s press attack the 

president, Hillary still running free, it’s hard. Don’t ever let that man out of jail.

2/21/2019 7:56:07 AM onesilentarrow Yeah that stuffs way too harsh to try for your first time. Only experienced pot users do that stuff. Edibles are the same.  Try smoking or vaping some 

good indica or indica dominant strain. Huge difference.

2/21/2019 8:00:21 AM space_sloth26 Release the technology! You're telling me we have advanced space travel capabilities?! @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #MAGA #MEGA https://twitter.com/ffe3301/status/1098608060250181632 …

2/21/2019 8:17:24 AM djlok I think us living in reality and being aware of this messed up system [they] created helps....a little, at least.

2/21/2019 8:18:33 AM enomai_ In which, is why in the 30s or so. They banned it and made it evil. I hear its harder for mindcontrol, if you smoke it.

2/21/2019 8:20:58 AM vintagesquirrel Can you enlighten us about 5G?

2/21/2019 8:23:29 AM jimhayzlett It’s ok Angel.  I Love Michael, Too.  He has his truth, as we each carry Within.  We Are God’s Glorious Light, Limitless, Creating Reality😇✨

2/21/2019 8:23:33 AM enomai_ I have a feeling. It was a FF in attempt to sway public opinion in favor of giving up their rights to free speech with all the anti-semetism bills in place at 

the congress.

2/21/2019 8:25:27 AM enomai_ When will the people of israel wake up? And, realize? That what they are believing in is NAZISM? Depending, on the time frame of history of the 

definition defined as nazism. WHEN?!

2/21/2019 8:29:42 AM enomai_ I know you all have it. In this moment, it just eats at me. I believe many of them are none the wiser. The same people that killed your ancestors in 

germany control your country. Sigh. Im sure some see it, but it bugs me that many dont see it, and the ones that do dont care

2/21/2019 8:31:10 AM aurorasreality 3) the AEA ENDO cannabinoid is the same cannabinoid responsible for “the runners high”. AEA can also be produce through exercise

2/21/2019 8:34:36 AM mrd_s_anderson Circa 1980's Anti-Marijuana article. It's less terrifying and a lot more humorous if you piece together what was happening at the time as others rallied 

against cannabis. I can see. https://www.heritage.org/civil-society/report/the-marijuana-epidemic …

2/21/2019 8:38:27 AM pastorjon9 Not cool. Thanks to the LEOs who discovered and removed this threat.

2/21/2019 8:40:15 AM aurorasreality 4) the second abundant cannabinoid your body makes, & newly studied, is 2-AG.  2-AG is present in much larger quantity  than AEA. 

•

Both AEA and 2-AG endocannabinoids, triggers a biological response) of both CB1 and CB2 endocannabinoid receptors.  

•

But if you’re deficient???



2/21/2019 8:46:23 AM aurorasreality 5) Endocannabinoid Deficancy can be 

• 

Not enough cannabinoids present OR

•

Body produces too many enzymes (FAAH, MAGL), that break down the endocannabinoids before they get the chance to affect the receptors.

•

Result the ECS cannot properly maintain the body’s homeostasis

2/21/2019 8:49:56 AM aurorasreality 6) THC in cannabis and CBD happen to activate the SAME CB1 & CB2 receptors!!  By using the thc and especially cbd, one can assist their ECS to begin 

to balance the body & mind for homeostasis.

2/21/2019 8:50:13 AM pastorjon9 "Cocreative consciousness" - Key word is "Co-Creative". We can help shape this reality by using meditative time to envision a future without evil, 

without the Vatican and it's lies, without the cabal, without suffering and death. We Co-Create it in our minds.

2/21/2019 8:54:30 AM pastorjon9 I can testify to that - decades ago I went too far into daily usage and ended up wasting years with unintelligent behavior. But prior to that I was 

expanding my consciousness indeed.

2/21/2019 8:55:02 AM aurorasreality When the body is in balance, one will experience  many of the benefits being studied and known, such as relief from pain, anxiety, depression, 

addiction, illness and diesease. Huge improvers in neurological conditions. Mood and thyroid stabilizer. Better body better mind

2/21/2019 8:59:12 AM cosmic_engineer Lookup what happens over 4GHz in Cymatics.  Geometric destabilization frequency band.  The tech itself is dangerous and unnatural

2/21/2019 9:02:11 AM jennife31060429 If any of those that sound EMP like

2/21/2019 9:09:01 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are these ET crafts or the Earth (out and inner world's)?  https://twitter.com/jconnor19662/status/1098621162744135680 …

2/21/2019 9:18:06 AM jimhayzlett ✨🙏🏼👼✨

2/21/2019 9:38:46 AM cmdrzod23 crackpots like this one exist I find it rather suspicious that this story breaks the news exactly on this day when the smollet hoax goes down the drain 

with unprecedented intensity

they have been investigating this guy since 2 years, this is a counterop to fix the narrative

2/21/2019 9:39:04 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

Am I on base here?

Did I ask for this [another life together]?

SOK == POF?

& MVF == SAS !?!  pic.twitter.com/bs0pbFy21F

2/21/2019 9:39:36 AM daveschroeder18 What does your instinct, intuition tell you? Does it ring true?  Trust yourself

2/21/2019 9:48:22 AM dbalbier So did they create ice cream too 🍨😉

2/21/2019 9:48:35 AM meta_faith Nope they found cannabis dna fossilized into meteors, some say it came from Sirius Dog Star idk ⭐️⭐️⭐️✅🎅🤶✌️Q

2/21/2019 9:49:07 AM meta_faith Plus Sasquatch likes the smell of good green bud too

2/21/2019 9:52:34 AM allonkid that the animal body had the receptors for a long time does not mean such plants working on the receptors exist simultaneously.

2/21/2019 9:55:36 AM kathleen3693693 How much money, honey? You remind me of @HillaryClinton and McStain. Anything for a buck. Anything. @POTUS @seanhannity @LouDobbs 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealJamesWoods @MittRomney #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/8ykN9UwSF3

2/21/2019 9:58:12 AM nmchristoban Correction! I meant to say SSRI's to target cannabinoid receptors not statins.

2/21/2019 10:21:54 AM diaptera_80 I believe MJ12 is pro 5G, but also that we can stop it if we choose too...

2/21/2019 10:22:03 AM nyalace You mean the angels who came down to Mt. Hermon, right? From Heaven, not from another Galaxy?

2/21/2019 10:32:06 AM our_return_home Almost everything was brought to Earth. Very little things are "native"

2/21/2019 10:35:30 AM zeola_rose THIS ❤️❤️❤️

2/21/2019 10:36:03 AM dlm41213 🥰

2/21/2019 10:36:25 AM zeola_rose 🥰❤️

2/21/2019 10:37:21 AM kathleen3693693 Don't forget that LEO will make him pay for the investigation, grand jury costs, Etc. He will likely be paying a few hundred thousand $$$ for that part 

alone, as he must repay the taxpayers. @POTUS #QAnon @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JudgeJeanine #TheGreatAwakening

2/21/2019 10:38:19 AM theaagabriel I do. Bless you EKO.

2/21/2019 10:41:25 AM warangel1111 Hi Rose ... Good to see you Beautiful ❤️

2/21/2019 10:42:37 AM princesspatrio1 There's my beautiful Rose! Miss you lady! pic.twitter.com/l3cmT6xQqq

2/21/2019 10:43:21 AM dlm41213 😍

2/21/2019 10:51:12 AM sc70542739 Google search —terence mckenna—-  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3MjX4D6uOzI …

2/21/2019 10:59:35 AM blsdbe Sure looks like a Cabal Projection to me...

2/21/2019 11:04:15 AM pepespeepers Æıæňœň01/30/2019

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090814443519426560?s=20 …

Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

They cannot pass any new laws that legalize this murder.

The Executive Order is protecting all children.

Rush to legalization.
2/21/2019 11:04:16 AM pepespeepers  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090812219334541313?s=20 …

Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

Some may call this a mental disease and theyd be right. Instead, out of fear of similar mental illnesses getting exposed, people continue to defend this 

practice because it is essential to almost all secret societies

2/21/2019 11:20:02 AM francoissmc Hence the illegalisation?

2/21/2019 11:42:45 AM etphonethe144 Love it but it has been poking holes in my auric field lately and opens me up to physic attack

2/21/2019 11:45:30 AM cozyanon  pic.twitter.com/CunMhyhsvj

2/21/2019 11:51:19 AM daggastan Same for ayahuasca, psilocybin, ibogaine, etc.?

2/21/2019 12:00:25 PM truth_light_ Why are you obsessed with aliens?  And no this didn’t come from ETs. Sorry.

2/21/2019 12:27:29 PM mrd_s_anderson Vannevar Bush

John G. Trump

You have the truth.

2/21/2019 12:34:26 PM mrd_s_anderson "1988, an Air Force official determined [the Majestic 12 document] to be fake."

I'm not going to believe that. I'll keep digging regardless of anything until it's all brought to light.

2/21/2019 12:36:34 PM blsdbe I must watch this movie-seems pretty funny!!!

2/21/2019 12:38:47 PM xusaf_patriot Like everything else...it should be used in moderation.

2/21/2019 12:40:47 PM youstinksoap MJ12, I'm curious of what your take is for the above comment.  Could a person stop taking their SSRI, replace with CBD, THC and not go through 

withdrawal symptoms?



2/21/2019 12:42:31 PM blsdbe Almost every person I know, in medicine at least, is completely fed up with the status quo. We are ALL ready to stop being complicit in the sick care 

system. #FullDisclosure cannot come soon enough. PLEASE, #DoItQ

2/21/2019 12:43:21 PM zagnett Nice!

2/21/2019 12:57:49 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/XVQUEiAdXe

2/21/2019 1:21:59 PM allahuniversal I think I might be getting the hang of using 3 6 9 again

15:15 (CST)

02/21/19

6 track album

#AmIDoingItRight?

2/21/2019 1:22:29 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1098692810075762691?s=19 …

2/21/2019 1:23:29 PM realityloominng Did this failed FF, trigger a panicked Smollett & CO. to do his thing?

2/21/2019 1:24:14 PM moonbaby04371 That's the biggest part of the reason I'm looking for just the right strain. Pain relief. If I could get that AND stay awake I order to work, life would be 

great!

2/21/2019 1:38:32 PM nmchristoban Remember I'm not a doctor. Just my own understanding. I'm sure i'm not even using the right scientific names. Research.  http://projectcbd.org  and 

others.

2/21/2019 1:38:41 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sound familiar?  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098583029713420288 …

2/21/2019 1:50:03 PM jandydill 👍

2/21/2019 1:56:00 PM scott_rick Hybrids 50/50 are alright

2/21/2019 1:58:39 PM 78503002 Glad to know I'm not the only one who freaks out on the stuff. I found the experience to be terrifying.

2/21/2019 2:14:49 PM bbobbio71 Watch a show on Amazon  Declasified, the alien files

2/21/2019 2:20:54 PM mrd_s_anderson I will look into it, thank you! Also, there's a 5-episode documentary series on Tesla called The Tesla Files (2018). It talks about the trunks, talks with 

Serbian officials on the trunks who deny knowledge of missing trunks, Tesla coils and the water boat in action, etc.

2/21/2019 2:21:37 PM mongrelglory I wondered if that was the FF you were referring to...

2/21/2019 2:25:55 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I never had this problem before but it just started in the last year!

2/21/2019 2:27:58 PM giediknight ETs or our future selves?

2/21/2019 2:29:42 PM mrd_s_anderson As well as talking about John G. Trump, who took the trunks, presumably looked through them, and sent them to a presumed "Alien" office (some 

wondered why, because Tesla was not an 'Alien' (watch the double meanings!) or 'Foreign' at the time of his death. It adds up to deceit.

2/21/2019 2:37:29 PM rebornkingent THCA oil / tincture, CBDa or other variants, Panama Red strain. Enjoy.

2/21/2019 2:39:02 PM amymorg79793405 Oh ok thank u

2/21/2019 2:40:29 PM mongrelglory I always ended up sleepy and with the munchies!  However, I found that LSD was very mind-expanding, from what I experienced.  (This was back in the 

late 70's/early 80's.)

2/21/2019 2:41:44 PM mongrelglory Cousin in Calgary just left nursing, and doctor morale in Ontario is really poor.  The government is controlling and dictating everything that doctors can 

and can't do.  I saw this coming years ago and got out, knowing that medical "science" was controlled by the pharm industry.

2/21/2019 2:46:05 PM austinaforreal What if you suffer from genetic conditions that have caused your body extreme problems. It usually helps me on into the next day, my muscle spasms 

are calmed, my body's relaxed and my mind is at ease. It's the only peace i know in a life as a winner of some awful genetic lottery

2/21/2019 2:46:46 PM mongrelglory Well said!

2/21/2019 2:53:42 PM mongrelglory You're assuming the Darwinist theory of evolution where an environmental stimulus (plant) would have driven the evolution of CBD receptors in 

animals.  However, that theory doesn't explain so much of what we find on the Earth.  Intelligent intervention must have played a role.

2/21/2019 3:59:42 PM mongrelglory I'm lucky I spent 20 years doing mindfulness meditation...so I'm able to "tune it out" and not let it bother me.  However, I probably should go get my 

hearing checked before the neighbours in my condo start complaining about how loud my TV is.  😋

2/21/2019 4:06:46 PM mongrelglory I've got 4 budgies, so there's always some background noise.  I've learned to tune them out too. 😆

2/21/2019 4:19:52 PM oxnonstopox Dont forget tesla

2/21/2019 4:32:20 PM sorgfelt The spirit of the times

2/21/2019 4:48:08 PM pantherden_ He was taken into custody on the 15th...

Can you clarify? Your tweet suggested the FF was stopped on the 17th.

2/21/2019 5:00:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. When you have a looking glass, you can reposition chess pieces in real "time". It's an illusion of Majestic proportions. Symbology has 

measurable power in higher dimensions. Imagine if you knew how to focus it.

2/21/2019 5:03:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define co-conspirator. 

What happens when an immunity deal is ruled illegal?

Who was protected by the immunity deal?

Define co-conspirator.

[Bill Clinton]

Shall we play a game?

Health concern Fake News incoming?

How do you catch a fish?

MJ12/9
2/21/2019 5:04:57 PM hawkgirlinmn You forgot “these people are stupid.” 😂

2/21/2019 5:05:36 PM keith369me Should we expect another or multiple one week [delays] in the timeline?

2/21/2019 5:06:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not obvious?

2/21/2019 5:06:20 PM hawkgirlinmn So LL no longer has an immunity deal? Or would it be HRC attorney?

2/21/2019 5:06:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes that’s the point I was making 😁

2/21/2019 5:07:15 PM mindymaucelli All this feels like William Cooperish stuff.

2/21/2019 5:07:35 PM kachinagtto The Clinton Foundation... So Epstein really did help hatch that disaster with BC?

2/21/2019 5:07:37 PM mindymaucelli I’d say HRC

2/21/2019 5:07:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 You call them delays. We call them events.

Time is an illusion. Events are everything.

Power of 3 6 9

How do you control reality?

Control choices.

There is a Plan in motion.

These people are sick.

Justice is coming. 

Enjoy the movie.
2/21/2019 5:07:39 PM oo1o110 ...they also misled the girls into believing that the FBI’s sex trafficking case against Epstein was still ongoing — when in fact, prosecutors had secretly 

closed it after sealing the plea bargain from the public record....

FBI Director: Robert Mueller https://amp.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article226577419.html?__twitter_impression=true …

2/21/2019 5:08:27 PM pantherden_ Thank you- this clarifies it.

2/21/2019 5:08:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 JE💄/LE🛩️/LSJ🌴



2/21/2019 5:09:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Depends which scandal they’re being baited in to, but I feel we are about to see some justice on the horizon.

2/21/2019 5:09:54 PM keith369me So who “invented” the clock and the calendar?

2/21/2019 5:09:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 William Cooper was a subordinate to MJ4. MJ4 is not actively involved in this operation.

2/21/2019 5:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many children?

Thousands.

International Child Sex Trafficking Ring

[Bill Clinton]

2/21/2019 5:10:53 PM mindymaucelli I loved Bill Cooper 😢

2/21/2019 5:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ancient race of humans that originated on the [planet].

2/21/2019 5:13:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 He knew what he signed up for.

2/21/2019 5:14:51 PM mindymaucelli But I absolutely love this operation ♥️ this is what we’ve all been hoping for, for decades.. I’ve prayed for this country to be energized and to wake 

up.. its happening, finally!

2/21/2019 5:15:35 PM ragevirusqq How ancient?

2/21/2019 5:16:00 PM mindymaucelli I believe someone did, and it works!

2/21/2019 5:16:05 PM jrocktigers 😡[CF]

2/21/2019 5:16:19 PM cocopuffster12 And now the Clinton’s are going around the Caribbean with their solar panel installations. How convenient. Justice will be sweet.

2/21/2019 5:20:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Jeffrey Epstein, Lolita Express, Little St James....so Bill is a co-conspirator to the i ternational trafficking ring....

2/21/2019 5:20:49 PM hellouncledonny  https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1098491668217630720 …

2/21/2019 5:21:40 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/a1INhXkIuw

2/21/2019 5:22:18 PM hawkgirlinmn And now Bill is going to fake the illness or take a no name fate. What a coward.

2/21/2019 5:23:44 PM hawkgirlinmn No more adrenochrome to keep him in good health.

2/21/2019 5:26:32 PM freestateojones "Federal judge finds prosecutors broke the law by concealing Jeffrey Epstein plea from victims" https://twitter.com/i/events/1098714172685148160 …

2/21/2019 5:27:10 PM kindeandtrue "Health concern Fake News incoming:"= @POTUS' tweet about 5G and 6G is fake news? 

 This tweet is most troubling to those of us who don't want our families and all living things around us to be fried by radiation: 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512 …

2/21/2019 5:27:36 PM freestateojones … https://www-palmbeachdailynews-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/crime--law/sex-offender-jeffrey-epstein-

immunity-deal-with-feds-

documented/BH37GxKmbuGKAcqZcRXzXM/?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&template=ampart&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.palmbeachdailynews.com%2Fnews%2Fcrime--

law%2Fsex-offender-jeffrey-epstein-immunity-deal-with-feds-documented%2FBH37GxKmbuGKAcqZcRXzXM%2F … pic.twitter.com/chkrN0JNWj

2/21/2019 5:29:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Guilty by association via a picture? Not plausible. What IS plausible is the fact that Bill Clinton dirched the secret service dozens of times to fly with 

Epstein to LSJ island.  Think logically.

2/21/2019 5:29:10 PM freestateojones  https://youtu.be/HJHLqEDsHGE 

2/21/2019 5:29:18 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1093527226153353218?s=19 …

2/21/2019 5:33:48 PM zagnett Thanks!

You know, it's funny, when you really think about the whole time illusion thing, practically every argument/philosophy/theology humans have created 

can be destroyed in one, efficient blast to the heart of said argument.

2/21/2019 5:35:33 PM thejeffleland Unlike some people that are paid to be silent, you expect other parties to just do the same pro-bono? Such a great argument, one I’m sure will hold up 

great when this individual has evidence to justify their positioning (including extortion) pic.twitter.com/L9RbGmGlyE

2/21/2019 5:36:21 PM joe_calexit Actually @realdonaldtrump @AlanDersh and Prince Andrew have been directly accused by these girls, whereas the Clintons have not. 

pic.twitter.com/eu4Hf43hJV

2/21/2019 5:37:29 PM jamesgdurrett You know you have been woke when all of this makes sense...including comments of time not being linear

2/21/2019 5:37:45 PM neecieh6111 The Court is not ruling that the decision not to prosecute was improper” - from the judgement.  . The judge ripped DOJ a new one for not informing 

victims of the Epstein plea deal and non-prosecution agreement before it was signed, but didn’t quash it.

2/21/2019 5:38:18 PM hawkgirlinmn NOT a coincidence pic.twitter.com/Qz4Ufn5jsd

2/21/2019 5:38:29 PM thejeffleland I’d be more than happy to in a closed door setting

2/21/2019 5:43:14 PM toffer_anon_369 Did you see this MJ12?   https://californiaglobe.com/legislature/ca-democrats-author-bill-to-protect-sex-offenders-who-lure-minors/ …

2/21/2019 5:48:31 PM jrocktigers If health were to fail and their actual BE's are dead before public justice is served, will patriots know or will forces prosecute clones for appearances?

2/21/2019 5:48:39 PM hawkgirlinmn So you’re saying that James Comey is innocent?

2/21/2019 5:50:49 PM zagnett OMG yeah, just imagine what people could do with that, both good and bad.

2/21/2019 5:52:05 PM freestateojones I guess we will see what happens, wont we?

2/21/2019 5:52:33 PM missy968 Every time I see a tweet like this I fill up with tears. Sad for the victims, happy for dark to light and justice. Thank you.

2/21/2019 5:56:50 PM thejeffleland You don’t get someone’s attention and expect them to go a full year with no reasonable living conditions to help assist that person. That’s gross 

negligence & no person should have to be placed in that situation

2/21/2019 5:57:09 PM hawkgirlinmn So is Comey guilty or innocent or are you just going to try and redirect with this?

2/21/2019 5:57:40 PM netters2002 ❤️

2/21/2019 5:57:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Oh snap. pic.twitter.com/AB8OQaE1ub

2/21/2019 6:01:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Where is your proof? There is proof Clinton was on Epstein island DOZENS of times. There are flight logs to prove it. There are photos. See above. I 

can’t help you if you refuse to think logically.

2/21/2019 6:01:31 PM mafdet17 Then they’ve wasted their time smoking such an interactive botanical.

2/21/2019 6:01:32 PM vintagesquirrel No idea! What happens when an immunity deal is ruled illegal?!

2/21/2019 6:01:54 PM susan66388204 You have been lied to like everyone.  The truth Is out there to find.  I wish you peace and I hope you do find the truth!

2/21/2019 6:02:01 PM mafdet17 Lol

2/21/2019 6:03:54 PM mafdet17 It’s like taking my brain out for a lively walk in the most fantastic park on the planet!!!😏

2/21/2019 6:05:22 PM hawkgirlinmn Logical thinking: if corrupt politicians like the Clintons, Obamas and Bushes have been in power for over 25+ yrs, don’t you think some of their 

implants/insulation are still around? Still trying to play the game? IE....Comey leaking to try and secure a future false outcome.

2/21/2019 6:07:44 PM thejeffleland This has [Crossfire Hurricane] written all over it pic.twitter.com/0k3mnQQG2B

2/21/2019 6:08:48 PM anuishboucher I will never smoke that

2/21/2019 6:27:16 PM joe_calexit Yep. This is the biggest & most disgusting sex scandal in American history as far as I know. We should all be outraged by it. And yes, Bill Clinton may 

have abused the girls as well. This affects both parties, & many prominent people from around the world. Let the truth come out!

2/21/2019 6:28:44 PM prmd21801759 We are Now in The Disclosure, Thanks very much Majestic12!!

"Ancient race of humans".. which race and [planet]?

2/21/2019 6:31:00 PM zagnett If we may ask, what is MJ4 up to nowadays?

2/21/2019 6:32:12 PM mongrelglory I'm pretty sure they've said before that Comey is involved in the pedophilia crimes.

2/21/2019 6:32:26 PM stopadeepstate Amen brother Patriot!!! #WWG1WGA #MAGA #DrainTheDeepState

2/21/2019 6:33:34 PM stopadeepstate The Annunaki! Over 45k years... The kings had an average 9k year reign.. and we're average of ten feet tall...



2/21/2019 6:34:55 PM stopadeepstate Ancient Sumerians!!!

2/21/2019 6:37:34 PM stopadeepstate Everywhere on earth we find ancient megaliths and polygonal construction we find elongated skull hominids...  https://www.annunaki.org/ 

2/21/2019 6:38:17 PM stopadeepstate Nabiru is the home planet of these ancient beings.

2/21/2019 6:38:30 PM stopadeepstate Allegedly

2/21/2019 6:38:47 PM djlok Correct

2/21/2019 6:39:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes. I was just trying to catch a fish. They keep redirecting.

2/21/2019 6:40:09 PM hawkgirlinmn What do ya know, the tweet was deleted. Shill.

2/21/2019 6:40:20 PM timeforarrests There might be giants.

2/21/2019 6:43:25 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Sorry to interrupt your catch! 🥴

2/21/2019 6:43:34 PM 1_decided_voter Are any potential 2020 POTUS candidates from Democrat party part of (or subordinate to) members of current MJ12?

2/21/2019 6:44:22 PM timeforarrests How’d you throttle back?

2/21/2019 6:47:37 PM timeforarrests No that will not work. Do a looooong and slow taper,  and use cannabis to make it suck less. But check with ur dr first re the taper. FB has awesome 

SSRI WD groups for info and one on one support. Warm regards.

2/21/2019 6:48:01 PM connectedtomyc1 Thank you! I'd just read a Collective Evolution article that references this one but hadn't gone to find it. Just actually printed a copy....rare these days. 

Much appreciated!!!!

2/21/2019 6:56:01 PM blsdbe Do you mean reposition in TimeSpace with the help of the Looking Glass like we all reposition in SpaceTime? Is moving in TimeSpace like the other side 

of the Gameboard in the series Stranger Things?

2/21/2019 6:57:47 PM hawkgirlinmn No worries 🥴😁

2/21/2019 6:57:58 PM sighpost Synthetic urine is not illegal. Tramadol is the best he could get?

2/21/2019 7:06:12 PM susan66388204 Where do all the deep state body doubles/clones live?  Are they kept in cold storage😳or what?  #EdgeOfWonder @SCOTUS @Cordicon @POTUS 

@StormIsUponUs @LionelMedia @countrygrl2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @Time4U2Know #InquiringMinds #clone #BodyDouble 

#DoppleGanger pic.twitter.com/5D65GJsB1A

2/21/2019 7:08:07 PM blsdbe Seems like everyone registering, regardless of orientation or what orfice they put something in, should be the mandate, and not discretion of the judge.

2/21/2019 7:08:56 PM blsdbe Hopefully we can catch Branson and many more at the same time.

2/21/2019 7:10:35 PM blsdbe Would it help if we got large groups of people together to meditate and pray on certain events to help them turn out a certain way? Rather than 

focusing on time, focus on what we need to collectively manifest?

2/21/2019 7:11:44 PM cocopuffster12 Many more!! Cannot wait. Justice is coming. During the Obama years, I/we never could have imagined we would get to this point. What a beautiful 

blessing!

2/21/2019 7:12:56 PM jrocktigers Pilots?

2/21/2019 7:16:42 PM anangelhasland1 “Person A” inhabits space of “Person B” for chosen period of time. 

“Change of event” occurs.

“Person A” oblivious.

(Person C: “Wtf!”)

2/21/2019 7:16:51 PM thejeffleland More like Pilot

2/21/2019 7:18:19 PM connectedtomyc1 2/21/19 article on 5G:

 https://jonrappoport.wordpress.com 

2/21/2019 7:21:13 PM jrocktigers 🤔

2/21/2019 7:22:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Jeffrey Epstein, Lolita Express, Little St James. 👆🏽👆🏽👆🏽😁

2/21/2019 7:23:31 PM anangelhasland1 Quote from the field, January ‘19

“Uh, that wasn’t the machines anymore ... that was actually some true black magic!”

2/21/2019 7:24:50 PM jrocktigers Yes.  But I am thinking "How do you catch a fish?"   and your reply   So LL no longer has an immunity deal? Or would it be HRC attorney?

2/21/2019 7:27:01 PM hawkgirlinmn I was responding to their coded terms. How do you catch a fish? With bait. 🧜🏻♂️

2/21/2019 7:27:44 PM jrocktigers 👀

2/21/2019 7:28:40 PM jrocktigers OOOOHHH>>>>  I like it....  👆💪⚡💪

2/21/2019 7:29:09 PM dr_t_dc Epstein?

2/21/2019 7:30:04 PM hawkgirlinmn They haven’t confirmed that theory yet though.

2/21/2019 7:32:38 PM decodematrix We have the server(s).

2/21/2019 7:36:42 PM kristinheller Plea deal ruled illegal.  Immunity off the table.  Billy 26 times on LE to LSJ...new game in play.

2/21/2019 7:37:54 PM decodematrix I think he is already dead but we should throw his clone in jail for show.

2/21/2019 7:42:48 PM narcissist_ghst if time essentially doesn't exist then wouldn't those who perpetuate the clock and the calendar by exploiting a lie?  i can't imagine how much money is 

made from the clock and calendar, and i used to be an accountant...my profession evolved around.

2/21/2019 7:46:42 PM jrocktigers Poor damn clone.

2/21/2019 7:46:48 PM djlok Yes

2/21/2019 7:50:38 PM pantherden_ I believe (considering my question) that the past was altered to result in the arrest of this man.  Perhaps the looking glass was used to achieve this.

2/21/2019 7:54:12 PM enomai_ What does it mean, if I have gotten 369 on my mcdonalds ticket like 4 times in a row?

2/21/2019 7:56:00 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Gct1adRHwO

2/21/2019 7:59:57 PM bbobbio71 I'm in.  I'm sure we could get others. 

Just say when.

2/21/2019 8:03:46 PM atlassiteresa Carl

2/21/2019 8:05:55 PM atlassiteresa Sorry, Jeffery Epstein

2/21/2019 8:06:29 PM mongrelglory Apparently the clones have the transferred memories and consciousness of the original, so they usually believe that they are the original.

2/21/2019 8:07:48 PM jrocktigers Great point.

2/21/2019 8:13:54 PM atlassiteresa Branson?

2/21/2019 8:31:59 PM sharond27756243 funny how Q crowd is selectively choosing who to prosecute or not.

Why are the CLONE-tons being imprisoned but not ((jeffrey epstein))? is it bc he has more chosen blood in him?

2/21/2019 8:34:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Seems like they were getting ahead of the [future] story.. almost like a psy-op.  But then again we don't know the full details.

2/21/2019 8:37:37 PM decodematrix I heard Bill Clinton orchestrated the Oklahoma City Bombing. The building was housing evidence from the Whitewater investigation. MJ12, can you 

confirm?

2/21/2019 8:40:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The attack was carried out by helo which is why the shots seemed to come from different directions.  Also there is an illuminati card for Vegas..

2/21/2019 8:47:36 PM decodematrix The building also housed evidence of Bill Clinton's drug/gun/human trafficking happening at the Mena airport.

2/21/2019 8:48:36 PM ryankochweare1 Helicopter with top navy personal in charge of investigation killed 2ish days before also.. Yes 100%.... I'm from Oklahoma

2/21/2019 8:52:55 PM richardhiatt16 😳 No.......

2/21/2019 9:00:38 PM pantherden_ We are the news now.

Going to try my best to cover MJ drops for other platforms

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ix7TcbEjTY …

2/21/2019 9:10:39 PM adsvel 😂

2/21/2019 9:14:34 PM cocopuffster12 Richard, yes



2/21/2019 9:38:05 PM richardhiatt16 Concussion grenade... That’s how you catch a fish ( and maybe a few more) ...🤣

2/21/2019 9:41:09 PM ascendingadam Why, [planet]?

Why not Earth?

——————

Which planet if not Earth?

2/21/2019 9:45:29 PM kimmitt_tom SAMSON

2/21/2019 9:58:47 PM _17patriot_ Wouldnt Michael, Uriel, Gabriel and the rest be consider alien in modern terminology? Not of this world, but they're not fallen.

2/21/2019 10:01:25 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/j7BZeMTu4v

2/21/2019 10:04:34 PM stephen57036680 ❤️Q😎Q❤️Q😎Q❤️Q😎Q pic.twitter.com/M5LxZCaKx0

2/21/2019 10:07:02 PM blsdbe Many are talking about it. I refuse to get the flu shot & am forced to wear a mask bc I might get the vaccinated sick?! So instead of letting it bug me, I 

bought a bunch of nose&mouth stickers to dress up my masks each day. Gets folks talking about the risks of the flu shot too!

2/21/2019 10:17:58 PM stefanofait If blindness is a gift...

2/21/2019 10:21:19 PM pastorjon9 I quit for roughly 2 decades. Then showed myself I still had addiction issues and quit again til I can master self control. Haven't tried in years, I know I 

still haven't mastered controlling that type of urge yet.

2/21/2019 10:33:33 PM iheartchino Me too!

2/21/2019 10:35:00 PM realjamiemc So any further update? Dept of Homeland Security behind the FF?

2/21/2019 10:38:01 PM diaptera_80 Tiamat

2/21/2019 10:43:55 PM porfie_moreno Welllllllll how ‘bout Dem apples!Rotten to the #Core pic.twitter.com/qT1bdwEVxw

2/21/2019 10:46:29 PM rosesrred0119 Bait..Epstein..its coming full circle.

2/21/2019 10:47:07 PM porfie_moreno There. Much better! pic.twitter.com/tNqCeD5Pi1

2/21/2019 11:04:34 PM lynnielee5 MK Ultra Boy?

2/21/2019 11:34:52 PM aetherwalker1 Same here.

It's like the tinkling or jingling of a silver chain.  high pitch though.

It seems to me that there are waves of Higher Consciousness hitting the Earth.

It is a high pitched Om.

2/21/2019 11:47:24 PM aetherwalker1 So much for Cannabis originating on the Eurasian Steppe.

..but scientists do admit they aren't sure where it originated.

2/21/2019 11:58:38 PM gods_heavenly The Satanist Aleister Crowley used it to involve demons to enter his body. He also claimed it was the fruit God forbid. It makes people lazy and crazy 

with continued use. And it’s “Pharmacia” so this is a way you can entice Gods children to eat the poison apple & lose heaven?

2/22/2019 12:01:00 AM gods_heavenly One J leads to another to another. CBD for use to help with conditions is different to smoking something that is addictive and will mess you up. Plus 

make your more susceptible to have demons enter you. As with extreme alcohol consumption. To promote this shows dark intention.

2/22/2019 12:03:01 AM gods_heavenly Also noticed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 promotes 5G. This technology is needed by the fallen angels who are controlled by AI to walk on this Earth.  They are 

coming back. And it won’t be pleasant for the sinners. These are times of great deception. Keep faith in God and the words of Christ

2/22/2019 12:20:31 AM kathleen3693693 Well baited hook

2/22/2019 12:39:14 AM mongrelglory Wow!  I'm amazed they haven't made it mandatory for you to get the flu shot since you work in a hospital.

2/22/2019 1:22:40 AM liltilgerlil That’s a great meme

2/22/2019 2:18:16 AM hmross Dad Blasted it. Now we're getting past our hip boots.

2/22/2019 2:20:24 AM htwells3 I've never seen anyone so intent on destroying their career. Ann do yourself a favor and seek help.

2/22/2019 2:30:27 AM crampneyvis Why "the [planet]" in killbox - was it not the Earth but rather destroyed fifth planet in solar system?

2/22/2019 3:02:28 AM arielstitchie .@realDonaldTrump .@POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @kabamur_taygeta A coincidence?🧐🤔🤨😉 

pic.twitter.com/6t2h5NKgyG

2/22/2019 3:26:40 AM timeforarrests Yeah, that’s why I was asking. It’s “all or nothing” for a lot of people.

2/22/2019 3:34:21 AM dsmeandmynine Canna-bi. Two dog...the two dog star. How would the dogon know about an invisible neutron star? Stop looking at everything so deductive. We know 

jack shit, and the little we do is likely to change, change and change. In 100 years your deductive Knowledge will be laughed at.

2/22/2019 3:34:51 AM dsmeandmynine You don't know shit. Nobody does

2/22/2019 3:36:30 AM dsmeandmynine The spores travel through space. So probably not.

2/22/2019 4:13:29 AM jrocktigers 24 hr live feed.

2/22/2019 4:20:38 AM kadath123 Look man. Pretty much every reply to my post has been negative. I simply stated a pertinent fact. Irrespective of the origin of cannabis, I agree it 

wakens humanity, I regard it as sacred like all plant medicines. And excuse me for not lapping up the words of MJ12. J Forrestal☠️

2/22/2019 4:22:49 AM kadath123 I'm on board with the concept of timeline editing. Here's a meme I made a few months back. pic.twitter.com/GXbZjNBobF

2/22/2019 4:27:47 AM dsmeandmynine Fair point. And sorry for the negativity. Just tryna pass on some knowledge. We know so little and try to unswer unknowns with what minuscule info 

we have, was my point. We know like 4% of this universe, dive into the other 96%, thats where the answers lie.

2/22/2019 4:32:27 AM kadath123 I absolutely agree with that. Pursuit of truth has been the driving force in my life and it led me from staunch atheism to the realisation that the 

Creator's signature is present at all scales of nature. I've found Vortex Based Mathematics to be very helpful in the big picture.

2/22/2019 4:33:20 AM zagnett Good point.

2/22/2019 4:36:12 AM dsmeandmynine Good to hear that Greg. I was in a similar position too. And thank you I will look into vortex mathematics it sounds interesting. IMA follow you dude, 

I'm sure we can learn something from each other :)

2/22/2019 4:36:58 AM kadath123 So I come from a critical thinking science based approach yet have a personal relationship with God as Spiritual practice. 4:20 😉✌🏻

2/22/2019 4:37:11 AM enomai_ I said it because its funny. Tho, it is true.

2/22/2019 4:38:34 AM kadath123 Or was it a few months in the future....🧐🤔😂🤣😂🤣

2/22/2019 4:39:16 AM dsmeandmynine Me too bro lol. I think thats the best way to go about it. We need both, and won't get to swayed by either/or. Its all about balance isn't it :)

2/22/2019 4:40:27 AM kadath123 Marco Rodin discovered it, then randy Powell developed Advanced Vortex Based Mathematics. Plenty of YouTube videos on it 👍🏻

2/22/2019 4:41:05 AM kadath123 Even a banned Ted talk! So it's gotta be good 😉

2/22/2019 4:42:38 AM dsmeandmynine I will definatley look into it! It reminds me of synchronotron which I've only just discovered also. I dont know if its linked but that just sprang into my 

mind when I read vortex mathematics

2/22/2019 4:43:14 AM dsmeandmynine Ahhh, I love the censored ted talks. They are the best ones!

2/22/2019 4:48:37 AM 007pete They can rig the Jury, but the federal case of mail terrorism will be tougher...

2/22/2019 5:03:51 AM covertress You're saying that each IS-BE projects consciousness at a specific harmonic frequency?

And further, that frequency is programmable, through words, to produce a desired result, eg downloads/telepathy/telekinesis?

2/22/2019 5:21:39 AM natureinspace This sounds like a psyops by the DS. No doubt Voice of God or MKultra was used. I wonder what his and his families background is.



2/22/2019 5:26:20 AM boy12_jimmy They ALL NEED TO GO TO JAIL! INCLUDING Acosta for creating this deal!!!

2/22/2019 5:28:27 AM cstarr888 (Natural immunity is actually fundamentally different than inj_cted immunity - which isn't even permanent...try to find evid.for he_rd imm. Good 

luck!)🙏💖

2/22/2019 5:46:20 AM tee62253 I'm sure the police dept knows him. I don't believe this is his first rodeo

2/22/2019 5:53:43 AM chuckschultheis Drop Her Like A Hot Potato !!  She has Always Been an Operative For Romney ! She did her Job and Is Doing Her Job . She was just Payed Off.  

Something Underhanded Is Going On .Look at Romney.!

2/22/2019 6:00:21 AM chuckschultheis I actually feel that ,At This Point In History , If You Are Not In Support of Our President ( for whatever your reasons)  You have to be a Democrat 

somewhere on the spectrum . If Not , Then  You are Lying. We have a “Republican” Governor that is allowing the most Leftist agenda!

2/22/2019 6:03:53 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/Aogyy81gwv

2/22/2019 6:06:19 AM pupscouts1 OMG... She has AOC eyes.

2/22/2019 6:07:07 AM chuckschultheis Edwin yes, but really aren’t they just complicit with the Dems , calling themselves Republicans to get elected , and siding with the Dems - we are talking 

Big Time Corruption! Look at Flake, Romney, McCain , etc,Etc They are Not Republicans - They Are For Disunity! They Are Lying

2/22/2019 6:08:28 AM chuckschultheis thanks Lynda

2/22/2019 6:09:41 AM pupscouts1 💯 agree

2/22/2019 6:11:59 AM tweeterthanwine  pic.twitter.com/GIvlYVnUPv

2/22/2019 6:12:44 AM chuckschultheis exactly ! and its not isolationism - Context-  Historical context - The here and now ! - This Country Is Ready To Fall Off A Cliff - We aren’t leaving the 

World Stage - We Are Actually Taking The Lead! God Bless This President

2/22/2019 6:14:01 AM chuckschultheis every damn day

2/22/2019 6:16:06 AM reddragonfly19 Not a chance is H E L L, the future of our kids is at stake

2/22/2019 6:18:41 AM ascendingadam Please define WE

2/22/2019 6:19:12 AM porfie_moreno And the other media... pic.twitter.com/qC6aTMgNpg

2/22/2019 6:21:34 AM covertress try it. pick one. meditate on it. pic.twitter.com/POpiUXVu2n

2/22/2019 6:32:52 AM porfie_moreno Never! pic.twitter.com/sykQ5Kwjq2

2/22/2019 6:34:29 AM pastorjon9 I do use CBD, discovered it recently and find it quite useful.

2/22/2019 6:38:50 AM cosmic_engineer Always keep your router off when you're not using it.

Cell too when sleeping. Or in airplane mode

2/22/2019 6:39:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 and world leaders.

2/22/2019 6:40:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalization and need-to-know prevent MJXs from knowing what other MJXs are doing, unless they are jointly signed into the same 

program. Left hand doesn't know what its right hand is doing.

2/22/2019 6:41:02 AM cosmic_engineer Get some Orgonite ✌️

2/22/2019 6:43:25 AM pastorjon9 In an organization that manages "super secret" info that makes sense - else the info no longer stays "super secret".

2/22/2019 6:47:50 AM _17patriot_ I was talking etymology over cabalistic conspiracies but if you want to get into the semantics, just turn to Enoch for the guide, as it requires 

discernment from ancient to modern times.

2/22/2019 6:49:16 AM _17patriot_ Wait what are you talking about? We went from fallen angels to the moon hovering within the atmosphere. I seen it myself with my own naked eyes at 

2am over Cuban waters that the moon lies within the earth, eerily beautiful

2/22/2019 6:50:08 AM aschilliam If the Prison of Earth is destroyed the souls are free.. that is one way to look at it. 

But if the souls are free there is no place "we" can hide. (in the case that the souls are seeking revenge)

2/22/2019 6:53:11 AM sailingnut13 Maybe she can buy an Island and have only white people on it....She is really not good for republicans. She is too far right.

2/22/2019 6:53:12 AM pastorjon9 Looking Glass = Remote Viewing (of future as well as current events)? Or is it beyond even that?

Yes, the ability to know what your opponent will do before they even know is certainly Majestic.

2/22/2019 6:55:59 AM mapyourworld1 He called people who question toxins in vaccines, low IQ people.  Just because we pay attention to medical research.  I called him out as Fake Maga!

2/22/2019 6:57:26 AM stephen57036680 Lynch & Bill C Tarmac meetup pic.twitter.com/kBEJ4McDGQ

2/22/2019 7:04:27 AM zagnett MJ, so who the h*** does know what all the MJs are doing? Seems like you guys are all over the place / timeline / whatever.

Do you happen to have a "third-hand" who does know? Analogous to "third-eye" i suppose.

Fascinating peeps u MJs are for sure...but so mysterious.

2/22/2019 7:05:48 AM ascendingadam Do you consider #TheEvent as spoken of by @kabamur_taygeta to be a potential example of things going permanently south?

2/22/2019 7:11:24 AM skeye_watching William Coope'rs "Behold the Pale Horse" was a difficult read, and the understanding of it doesn't happen in one read I feel.

2/22/2019 7:13:37 AM redleg3879 Comforting. But I have to know that freedom will be welcoming my progeny .... and nothing but Freedom. The Democrats want to steal your children’s 

freedom with their $ consuming policy scam jobs and racist bigotry sham attacks!

2/22/2019 7:15:08 AM chuckschultheis Do you see how quickly a law takes effect? Overnight this country can be taken over  by its own - with dire consequences - do you not see what is 

happening to the rest of the world? Do You Think You Can Sit Complacently In Your Sofa At Night and think - All is OK with the World?

2/22/2019 7:15:51 AM redleg3879 Hate crime against POTUS, supporters and MAGA hat peeps! Justice your move?....To hate crime or not to hate crime! Ahh just let the liberal cowards 

continue to tear the country apart with their cowardly ignorant racist sham attacks! DNC normally calls David Duke and pays him $’s.

2/22/2019 7:16:03 AM zagnett Well can we send some of them there first? One-way ticket? In a different direction than humanity generally?

World leaders i mean. Seems you MJs are cool i guess.

2/22/2019 7:18:34 AM zagnett Honestly, sometimes i just imagine a big MJ-chicken with it's head cut off running around the yard running into s***.

Sorry MJ. No offense intended of course.

2/22/2019 7:19:49 AM enomai_ So, if you smoke pot youre a sociopath?

2/22/2019 7:20:27 AM chuckschultheis All Is Not OK ! It Is Understandable That You  Are Not Able To Fight !  - But At Least Understand The Truth - There Are Those of Us That Can And Will 

Fight And Protect Those That Do Understand What Is Happening - Help and Support This President !

2/22/2019 7:21:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA @ 11:11 ET

2/22/2019 7:24:26 AM crazycooder Will the current President start to implement free energy ?

2/22/2019 7:24:45 AM covertress Was it you, F? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1098957997336944640?s=19 …

2/22/2019 7:24:48 AM _17patriot_ I did forget to mention how i was thinking the other night about verbage and how reverse psychology could be use to alter our viewing of angels & ETs 

classifying God's angelic council as ETs & we end up attacking them while the Fallen masquerade as angelic light

2/22/2019 7:25:09 AM ecv369jimmysr what would happen if there`s no more human rights abuse worldwide?

2/22/2019 7:25:33 AM jaspony1 Are we currently in a war between other ET's?

2/22/2019 7:26:23 AM lbf777 I hear next week is going to be massive. Is this true?

2/22/2019 7:26:42 AM cidarean Trump and 5G?

2/22/2019 7:26:57 AM _the_psychonaut Will ET craft/beings make personal contact with individuals who would like to meet them anytime soon? I’ve heard first contact will be the UN. Can 

anyone make contact before that happens?

2/22/2019 7:26:57 AM lbf777 What is the hold up on the GESERA financial reset or alien disclosure or free energy release?



2/22/2019 7:27:08 AM covertress Are the correct words to use contained in your Mega download? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1098931375619620865?s=19 …

2/22/2019 7:27:45 AM citoyen_resist Does the Savoy case rings any bell in relationship with the European #GreatAwakening ?

2/22/2019 7:28:38 AM rosesrred0119 RBG cloned? Medical coma? Back @ 20??

2/22/2019 7:28:50 AM baduinq No it's not.

2/22/2019 7:28:56 AM jaspony1 Are enough of the human race ready for harvest?

2/22/2019 7:31:05 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Are there different kinds of IS?

Natural/ artificial

2/22/2019 7:31:29 AM jojoe12299 Yes, because our children deserve that and so much more.

2/22/2019 7:31:51 AM enomai_ Orange County?

2/22/2019 7:32:43 AM karentriebel I want to know too

2/22/2019 7:33:30 AM curt_avila Thoughts on Dmt?

2/22/2019 7:33:43 AM peterclloyd What is the Real motive behind opposition to our border security?

2/22/2019 7:33:47 AM rocktobersky Hi There! Are We Living In a Simulation?Thanks!

2/22/2019 7:34:23 AM karentriebel What is manna?

2/22/2019 7:34:49 AM blankmarlo What was behind the famous disappearance of Maria Orsic and select members of the Viril society?

2/22/2019 7:35:05 AM robin_ked Never, Ever give ground! pic.twitter.com/3JhIU4ZgUl

2/22/2019 7:35:32 AM zagnett Is there any one or a few MJs who have a comprehensive grasp on the entirety of MJ's activities?

May you provide confidence that there is some sort of reasonable hierarchy within the MJ group?

Generally, what all can you say about this?

2/22/2019 7:36:29 AM stephen57036680  pic.twitter.com/S8Eh5ahCx0

2/22/2019 7:36:49 AM zack_stone Is quantum grammar part of #disclosure ?

2/22/2019 7:38:05 AM cidarean What's really going on in Venezuela?

2/22/2019 7:38:13 AM collectvcat Are abductions by ETs still occuring?

2/22/2019 7:39:48 AM zack_stone Aka #truthembargo Eisenhower+ mj12

2/22/2019 7:40:12 AM lindabr67234799 Me too

2/22/2019 7:40:38 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/k2UJo0gGcm

2/22/2019 7:40:53 AM michael83341408 Looking for more details on NYC Blue Sky event....more than just "clown ops"

2/22/2019 7:42:28 AM pastorjon9 Do you perceive a time when entities such as the Majestic 12 are no longer "needed" as the population as a whole is aware enough that secrets don't 

need to be kept from them?

2/22/2019 7:43:06 AM hawkgirlinmn What are these dark orbs? Three shots taken consecutively. NOT spots on windshield as second shot has no orbs.  loc: Eureka, MO 

pic.twitter.com/CGIp9x20j4

2/22/2019 7:43:19 AM wahiggins3 Did the show Sense8 (by the Wachowskis) accurately describe remote viewing and/or IS-BE relationship?

2/22/2019 7:46:43 AM universalrisin How do you know if you are being watched by the MJ12 for good reasons??

2/22/2019 7:46:45 AM cidarean Can you validate this so called Pindar entity is on top of the hierarchy of the group who controls the planet? Can you say anything about this and the 

claims legitimacy?

2/22/2019 7:47:01 AM jojoe12299 Antartica comes to my mind, not sure about the time frame in relation to your suggestion?

2/22/2019 7:48:04 AM universalrisin For some reason I feel there is something or someone watching over me and protecting me, hence why I feel powerful and unstoppable sometimes 

because I know someone is there protecting me from harms way, who or what could that be protecting me??

2/22/2019 7:48:17 AM john777lee Are the controllers the Federation or are they being stopped by the Federation ?

2/22/2019 7:48:23 AM ulle701 How dangerous is 5G? Doing it really DNA structre faults?

2/22/2019 7:48:30 AM ladtacarms Trump wants the infrastructure. Pressure the private companies to complete nationwide grid. Then confiscate it and repurpose it. “3,6,9, can be yours 

if you want it” - Trump. Same thing with the Fed. That’s a nice WW operation you got there, be a shame if we took it over...

2/22/2019 7:49:35 AM pastorjon9 You've mentioned the Looking Glass several times. Is this Remote Viewing or something "greater" than that. Also, is it a technological thing/device or a 

Higher State of Consciousness ability?

2/22/2019 7:49:48 AM jojoe12299 Wonder if those crystal one's in that Indiana Jones movie are out there somewhere? Or maybe I just liked that franchise too much.

2/22/2019 7:50:38 AM dan_stanbery Yes that’s a Fact! Wake Up and Make a Choice to Stay American or become A Slave! Choose Wisely Grasshopper!

2/22/2019 7:52:05 AM stopadeepstate There are real crystal skulls in museum's that were found in South America if I remember correctly.

2/22/2019 7:53:20 AM wearediamonds2 It seemed like things I have experienced with others, so I think it could have been a show with some disclosure for everyone.

2/22/2019 7:53:20 AM universalrisin Ive been having recurring frightful dreams of this mask. One dream was some type of emergency situation on earth because these masks were 

jumping into bodies and possessing them. Another identified someone behind the mask but i can’t remember who. Any idea why I get these dreams? 

pic.twitter.com/A8qhDvaBg4

2/22/2019 7:54:39 AM peterclloyd I believe that, but why?

2/22/2019 7:55:22 AM universalrisin Probably seems like a stupid question, it’s just that it mostly happens when I’m trying to get a download or trying to discover more. I asked the 

universe to let me look into the looking glass and I saw the identity of the person behind the masks. What are these masks?

2/22/2019 7:56:39 AM pauliepg11111 What is Bill Clinton actually ill with?

2/22/2019 8:00:59 AM worldxplorer1 Are the "Tall Whites" described by Charles Hall actually from the inner earth?

2/22/2019 8:01:07 AM universalrisin Everyday I, for some reason, feel like I have telekinesis or ultrasonic scream abilities basically things you would see in marvel comics/movies and I don’t 

go a day without mentally seeing myself actually do these things, any idea why???

2/22/2019 8:02:18 AM charmcityanon What's the deal with  http://vizivtechnologies.com 

Is this something I should actually be paying attention to?

2/22/2019 8:03:18 AM worldxplorer1 How accurately does the TV show The Expanse depict life in the asteroid belt?

2/22/2019 8:04:15 AM jrocktigers Are Patriots and/or the Cabal  in possession of Black Goo? Has and how is it weaponized if so?

2/22/2019 8:04:52 AM wearediamonds2 Why have witches and all kinds of evil people been after me for much of my life? And why were evil people also murdering/trying to destroy my family 

members since the 1950s? So many mysterious illnesses and near deaths...are they paperclip Nazis...

2/22/2019 8:05:06 AM wearediamonds2 ...demons, or deep states, and how do they know we are not a part of them/we should be targeted? How did they know our bloodline/ancestry back 

then (European and American royalty, but no longer in power).

2/22/2019 8:05:17 AM covertress Can you tell us more about how the events of 11/11/2018 shaped our reality? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072145410049892353?s=19 …

2/22/2019 8:05:47 AM worldxplorer1 You have previously mentioned making a 10,000 year leap in civilization development in the span of single decade.  Will this leap likely occur during 

THIS decade?

2/22/2019 8:06:03 AM jeebaleebs Do you get to take advantage of adavanced technology and live like the Jetsons, or do you live like everyone else?  How did you get your job? Any job 

openings?

2/22/2019 8:09:37 AM _17patriot_ I agree Hashem is the way, which is why i converse with Yeshua daily, i just want us to be aware of the verbiage as they will deceive us but Adonai 

provides the light

2/22/2019 8:10:38 AM fluckjereme Will Justice Roberts step down or be forced out?

2/22/2019 8:10:52 AM jimhayzlett We each meet our maker.  Karma will be a bitch. ✨🙏🏼😇✨



2/22/2019 8:11:01 AM ascendingadam What is ‘The Event’?

Lots of chatter on the topic. 

Please provide what insight you can.

2/22/2019 8:11:01 AM citoyen_resist he has the document.

2/22/2019 8:11:04 AM blsdbe Is wearing a cap like this effective or helpful in reducing emf exposure? pic.twitter.com/n9wWpUnBjF

2/22/2019 8:11:16 AM olimyracle Please explain https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512?s=19 …

2/22/2019 8:11:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 11:11 02/22/2019 ET

2/22/2019 8:12:04 AM hawkgirlinmn 5:5

2/22/2019 8:12:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 TDS cure?

2/22/2019 8:12:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Failed marketing.

2/22/2019 8:12:31 AM toffer_anon_369 How can we know whether we are starseed or organic human?  It seems like some entity [DS] is able to send physical attacks (illness, pain, etc.) to 

those who are awake - are we able to heal ourselves.  If so, how?

2/22/2019 8:12:33 AM securitycad Maj

2/22/2019 8:12:34 AM blsdbe ...is a beautiful set of numerals and letters, thank you for reaching out to us.

2/22/2019 8:13:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 No surprises. Bad actors watch these too.

2/22/2019 8:13:28 AM jvan125 🙏🏻❤️🌟

2/22/2019 8:13:49 AM mapyourworld1 What does “Harvesting Energy” mean?  Something about how they got the idea from The Matrix movie.

2/22/2019 8:13:53 AM neo_asura_ purpose of a space force in 5D?

2/22/2019 8:14:00 AM blsdbe Is there something else we can use to provide a shield for our selves or our homes? Is this necessary?

2/22/2019 8:14:07 AM collectvcat Is Cobra someone who speaks truth for The Pleadians? (Twitter, etc)

2/22/2019 8:14:16 AM var_pipin I caught it too! pic.twitter.com/NB5X3eOvPo

2/22/2019 8:15:16 AM 979_7740 1 2 3

2/22/2019 8:15:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Majestick time . Trippy. 11:11+2/22/2019=22

2/22/2019 8:15:55 AM ascendingadam Trump Derangement Syndrome

2/22/2019 8:16:07 AM pauliepg11111 Do clones know they are clones?

2/22/2019 8:16:13 AM fionasdestiny67 02/22/2019 - 18 - 9

2/22/2019 8:16:18 AM cryptomeup Would a clone need to physically interact with me to find out intel and information about what I was doing/thinking, or can they discern our thoughts 

via an AI matrix /ESP/telepathy?

2/22/2019 8:16:40 AM skeye_watching @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are your thoughts on "The Kill shot" as described by Major Ed Danes some time ago?  He stated that remote viewers saw 

that, after major activity from NorthK and the result was massive.

2/22/2019 8:16:54 AM fionasdestiny67 Hollow Earth? I believe in Agartha.

2/22/2019 8:17:33 AM magicianswheel I have heard the orbs are energies

2/22/2019 8:18:07 AM phreatomagnetic All "World Leaders"?  Are you saying that under the right circumstances MJ12 are quite willing to pack up the most despicable slime this world has ever 

vomited forth along with the very few good leaders and leave the rest to their fate?

2/22/2019 8:18:16 AM rocktobersky Hi There! Are We Living in a Simulation? Thanks!

2/22/2019 8:18:31 AM qofswords3 Ack, I missed it! What happened?

2/22/2019 8:18:39 AM hawkgirlinmn I feel like they are plasma orbs but would like confirmation.

2/22/2019 8:19:30 AM qofswords3 Excellent question!

2/22/2019 8:19:35 AM floodofnoise Have citizens been allowed to make contact?

2/22/2019 8:20:22 AM diaptera_80 How convenient for you.

2/22/2019 8:20:44 AM roublisa Will the real reason of Terrence Williams “accident” be made public soon?

2/22/2019 8:21:01 AM mapyourworld1 I posted this on the other thread. I’ll try over here.

What does “Harvesting Energy” mean?  Something about how they got the idea from The Matrix movie.

2/22/2019 8:21:34 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098636995486732289?s=19 …

2/22/2019 8:21:43 AM etphonethe144 5G weaponized tech kept in place for when the bad ET's come out of the ground?

2/22/2019 8:22:24 AM fleurcompassion Yes 'They' have no access to the time line shape shift back and forth, its sealed they run into they're selves instandly if they try

2/22/2019 8:22:36 AM moemc8 Have a feeling something big coming today?

2/22/2019 8:22:43 AM lobeeson 11:22

2/22/2019 8:24:15 AM mindymaucelli 5G is supposed to be awful for DNA

2/22/2019 8:25:05 AM diaptera_80 Interesting as you convinced us total transparency is essential for preventing crimes. But I understand, this is a war

2/22/2019 8:25:10 AM roublisa What is your favorite phrase of this movement/time in space?  Thank you😉💓

2/22/2019 8:25:51 AM moemc8 Great question

2/22/2019 8:26:05 AM jimhayzlett It’s another lie, Earth is quarantined, they can’t leave until we have World Peace... unless they get recycled into central sun!  Peace Plz😇

2/22/2019 8:26:09 AM 979_7740 2019=3  Hum who is 3?

2/22/2019 8:27:26 AM mapyourworld1 Just an idea I heard yesterday, possibly weapons of mass destruction.  Remember in early 2018 our military were pursuing trucks full of them?

2/22/2019 8:27:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Starseeds are organic humans. Their past lives they may not have been, but that is "irrelevant" to whether they are "organic" humans or not. As for 

some DS entities, attacks are on all fronts and in all dimensions, a lot of CLAS tech has been deployed to protect Patriots.

2/22/2019 8:27:52 AM bbobbio71 Any credit to the show unsealed, the alien documents?

2/22/2019 8:28:10 AM freestateojones When the Vatican falls from it's current state of "glory" will the general public be made aware of the contents that are in the Vatican Library? 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098569711460237312?s=19 …

2/22/2019 8:28:21 AM jimhayzlett Imagine your trying to convince others you are of the Light, with these types of comments!  Peace or Recycle ✨🙏🏼😇🌎✨

2/22/2019 8:28:28 AM diaptera_80 Sorry, TDS means..?

2/22/2019 8:28:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Where we go one, we go all."

2/22/2019 8:29:17 AM diaptera_80 I would like to see it to believe it

2/22/2019 8:29:28 AM totalbullshitur WE ARE ONE

2/22/2019 8:29:44 AM bbobbio71 Trump derangement syndrome

2/22/2019 8:30:08 AM 3rdeyeview55 So why don't you et al just blow us BEs to smithereens and get it over with. Why the slow death of us? Why the bull💩games? What's the point of all 

this going on? I just don't understand.🤷♀️

2/22/2019 8:31:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your aura emits a frequency that can be statically collected. Strongest energy that is least destructive to the global network is negative energy, thus 

why things "seemed rigged". They are. Intentionally. So your negative anguish/emotions can be siphoned away from you. Add porn.

2/22/2019 8:31:25 AM jimhayzlett Do you believe in gravity, electricity, oxygen, germs, Love???  These are all visible in the Light, in higher octaves than we currently see😇

2/22/2019 8:31:30 AM roublisa 5:5 🥰

2/22/2019 8:31:33 AM 50pinkies Did you see this one? pic.twitter.com/2u51nDFrgt

2/22/2019 8:31:41 AM _the_psychonaut #WWG1WGA

2/22/2019 8:31:43 AM diaptera_80 So, you can’t go to another planet without us either 🥰

2/22/2019 8:31:46 AM lib7473 Truly is majestic in 3/6/9 date as well, w/ 11:11 trigger to 😇's consciousness. 🥰

2/22/2019 8:31:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only if he pursues it. He should subpoena HQ. There are emails that his attorneys will want access to.

2/22/2019 8:31:48 AM rachmatcorai33 Portal?



2/22/2019 8:32:17 AM zagnett Does this tech. also help protect even less-prominent patriots, like say MJ followers who are just trying to figure things out the best they can?

My telepathy skillz / meditation aren't that great yet, so not sure how to defend exactly from such multi-dimensional attacks.

2/22/2019 8:32:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 With whom? ETs? Yes, only those signed into Majestic 12 programs.

2/22/2019 8:32:40 AM mapyourworld1 Can we block it from being siphoned?  Besides trying to be happy, we can’t always be that way.  Life is kinda rough.

2/22/2019 8:32:45 AM djlok @w_terrence see above tweet from MJ12.

2/22/2019 8:33:04 AM gourangaoo I may be completely wrong here, but I seem to remember reading about it and I seem to remember it was in sector or level 4 at area 51. Advanced 

technology for seeing future events. It would be great if someone could tell me if my memory has failed me?

2/22/2019 8:33:07 AM roaminnoodle Your tweet, below, with Trumps tweet (8:55 2/21/2019ET) about "I want 5G..."

Who are we to believe? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103921667915776 …

2/22/2019 8:33:17 AM bbobbio71 How long can it take to decalcify the penial gland. And it's alcohol in moderation ok or all bad?

2/22/2019 8:33:18 AM roublisa Beat me to it lol!😉

2/22/2019 8:33:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 World leaders to Majestic 12 are not politicians and business executives. World leaders are the brains of society and the consciousness of society. The 

list is classified and has never been executed in this century for evacuation.

2/22/2019 8:33:35 AM jimhayzlett They have tried nuking numerous times, but Heaven prevents this from occurring! ✨🙏🏼😇🌎✨

2/22/2019 8:33:37 AM ethereal_shaman Guilt

2/22/2019 8:33:44 AM blankmarlo What  (if any) defences exist/are in place to protect against an emp disaster, either from solar flash or manufactured weapon?

2/22/2019 8:33:59 AM djlok Wait, what does porn do?

2/22/2019 8:34:45 AM pappysbbq23 ❤️🙏

2/22/2019 8:34:47 AM jimhayzlett You can’t escape Heaven’s grip of this sector...  THEY SEE YOU ✨🙏🏼😇✨

2/22/2019 8:34:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Energy is consciousness. Look into the signatures from higher dimensions and you can trace which IS-BEs the energy is coming from. Remember, a 

planet itself can be a single IS-BE.

2/22/2019 8:34:50 AM firstwavr yes. the simulation is projected from our consciousness. think in terms of a screen projector, the same applies to reality.

2/22/2019 8:34:58 AM jojoe12299 If there's a list to sign up for access, I'll gladly put my name on that list. My father thinks they would have destroyed the knowledge over the years. I 

just hope he's not correct.

2/22/2019 8:35:15 AM blankmarlo Statically collected?

2/22/2019 8:35:38 AM roaminnoodle @w_terrence - something worth pursuing!

2/22/2019 8:35:38 AM zagnett oh and if so, thanks!

2/22/2019 8:35:41 AM bbobbio71 Lots of 2's in that date lol

2/22/2019 8:35:54 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes, I actually do think of 11:11 as divine/angel numbers used for synchronization. So, maybe not as plwerful as 3,6,9 in an applied way. But they are all 

still powerful in their own way right?

2/22/2019 8:35:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plane[T]

Describe T.

Perpendicular. Left. Right.

CLAS. CLAS. CLAS.

3 Planes Of Existence Per "Planet"?

2/22/2019 8:36:36 AM pauliepg11111 Wow. I knew it. Just goes to show - trust your intuition. No such thing as a coincidence.

2/22/2019 8:36:37 AM happybiggrin He is the master troller!💓🙏🐸

2/22/2019 8:36:47 AM oo1o110 Doesn't that seem dangerous to you given the history?

2/22/2019 8:37:14 AM roaminnoodle So I doubt I've been signed into MJ12 program... thus, when @SandiaWisdom says they will pick me up in their spacecraft, and/or visit me, this is not 

true/allowed?

2/22/2019 8:37:37 AM pauliepg11111 If the moon is not a natural celestial object, who moved it here?

2/22/2019 8:37:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clones aren't nearly as functional as science fiction has made them out to be. Artificial cloning is using technology to allow a "single IS-BE" control more 

than one body, however higher densities of consciousness, IS-BEs can naturally achieve this with zero negative side effects

2/22/2019 8:38:05 AM blankmarlo As in static electricity? Out of thin air Tesla tech type stuff maybe?

2/22/2019 8:38:12 AM freeandoriginal Tell the truth ! Tell how we have been infected and the need to reconnect our “circuitries” bringing us back to our original blueprint state and DNA. I 

know you mentioned the need to vibrate higher and the moon as an “obstacle” to our Ascension(=reconnection)...say more...thanks

2/22/2019 8:38:16 AM citoyen_resist I am that if they would, they'll ask.

2/22/2019 8:38:32 AM zagnett Holy moly that's interesting.

What do you mean by "executed"? That can mean a lot of things. 🤔

2/22/2019 8:38:39 AM morety76 Will our Sun Micra Nova? Extinction Event?

2/22/2019 8:38:57 AM bbobbio71 Some reason I'm a little lost in these convos lately

2/22/2019 8:39:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Acted upon" was the intended usage of "executed".

2/22/2019 8:39:58 AM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/rueLeyr0Ev

2/22/2019 8:40:04 AM freestateojones [T]ime?

Although quite useful for obvious reasons, it is still a manmade construct?

2/22/2019 8:40:12 AM freeandoriginal Those who came to rob us of our Energy and of our Paradise of a Planet !

2/22/2019 8:40:25 AM mapyourworld1 Does this mean parallel realities?  Like alternate realities one one planet?

2/22/2019 8:40:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. "We are all one."

2/22/2019 8:40:28 AM zagnett What is this planet's IS-BE name?

Hey there buddy! Thanks for all the good stuff you've provided to us! 🌎🌍

2/22/2019 8:40:48 AM oo1o110 I'm not so sure that disaster is the right word.

2/22/2019 8:40:49 AM pauliepg11111 Yes but who - the reptilians?

2/22/2019 8:41:25 AM freeandoriginal Not a “regular” accident?

2/22/2019 8:41:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 If an ET decides to break MJ12 laws, then they can "pick you up", however there is hell to pay after for violating our secrecy laws.

2/22/2019 8:41:46 AM sukiqueue 😂

2/22/2019 8:41:57 AM mapyourworld1 How do we block it? I’ve red documents on C_A.gov and can’t find an answer.

2/22/2019 8:42:09 AM covertress How did F learn to ascend?

2/22/2019 8:42:09 AM roaminnoodle Hence why clones have "handlers." Any more information you can share on these handlers?

2/22/2019 8:42:14 AM pastorjon9 Wait, you said "this century" as in the last 19 years. Has it been done in the previous (20th) century?

2/22/2019 8:42:24 AM djlok Past, present, and future?

2/22/2019 8:42:59 AM zagnett Oh good, thanks MJ. Was just a tad worried there. 🧐

Can you describe more about these world leaders in your view? What kinds of brains / consciousness do they have? What kinds of skillz?

2/22/2019 8:43:04 AM jones9536 What do you mean by "add porn"?



2/22/2019 8:43:16 AM toffer_anon_369 Are you ever going to explain why your avatar is upside down?  

UP = DOWN ?

RIGHT = LEFT ?

2/22/2019 8:43:23 AM cato5104  pic.twitter.com/p66DqFklZI

2/22/2019 8:44:28 AM roaminnoodle If others are to be believed on Sandia's page, visits are already happening.

2/22/2019 8:44:58 AM sc70542739 What do you know about timewave zero ? 

Is there a point in the future where all things come together ?

2/22/2019 8:44:59 AM zagnett Oh good. Don't like counting past one anyway. Gets pretty boring real fast.

2/22/2019 8:45:53 AM robertg69989098 Is something different bring sprayed than normal chem trail? Does it coincide with excess rain amounts seen?

2/22/2019 8:45:54 AM koryoline1 i think it was the ancient builder race. way before the reptilians arrived.

2/22/2019 8:45:58 AM fionasdestiny67 Am I on the right track here, please confirm?

"whole series of subtle planes or worlds or dimensions which, from a center, interpenetrate themselves and the physical planet in which we live, 

the solar systems, and all the physical structures of the universe."

2/22/2019 8:46:38 AM lobeeson You know you beautiful Being ✨

2/22/2019 8:47:00 AM fionasdestiny67 I hate wiki, but it's sourcing other materials at least:

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(esotericism) …

2/22/2019 8:48:08 AM bbobbio71 Would that explain ghosts, spirits or the afterlife?

2/22/2019 8:48:13 AM kachinagtto hmmmmm

2/22/2019 8:48:13 AM mrzebadey Not a word

2/22/2019 8:48:19 AM roublisa You are cracked me up 🤣 thank you for the chuckles💓

2/22/2019 8:48:19 AM roaminnoodle How many MJXs are involved in The Great Awakening/WWG1WGA?

2/22/2019 8:48:44 AM kindeandtrue Is the @USAID (RED) team a front for the globalist Cabal?

2/22/2019 8:49:03 AM sukiqueue In the middle of a long fast, I saw a vision of my friend (who was standing just a few feet away at the time). I could still see the natural while I was 

seeing the ‘spiritual.’  She glowed like a torch. I looked down at my hands and saw that I did too.

2/22/2019 8:49:03 AM zagnett MJ, is @SandiaWisdom in trouble then? They seem like cool peeps. Do they have some special agreement with MJ to allow them to "pick people up"? 

If they didn't what would be the punishment? What is "hell to pay" exactly?

2/22/2019 8:49:45 AM mapyourworld1 Just a day at my high pressure job leaves me lip crawling home. I really want to implement what your saying, but don’t know how.

2/22/2019 8:49:49 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512 …

2/22/2019 8:49:59 AM roublisa Great advice💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

2/22/2019 8:50:26 AM aprilbrown99 I believe It could be reprogrammed or modified. Or they might already have something positive in place once the negative/harmful 5G goes down. It is 

the intent behind the energy and frequency.

2/22/2019 8:50:59 AM roaminnoodle I want to believe they are who they say they are. Telepathy is something I believe in, as well, and I have received "pings" -- but I have been hoping even 

more so for a visit/ride!

2/22/2019 8:51:01 AM roublisa Can you sum up dream state in one sentence please☺💫? 🙏

2/22/2019 8:51:07 AM zagnett Well i gotta do what i'm good at, and counting isn't one. So i guess it doesn't count.

😉

2/22/2019 8:51:38 AM blankmarlo Yeah I'm definitely hoping it'll go the whole ascention route with he solar flash, I'm more just curious as to what actual tech might exist to counteract 

an emp pulse

2/22/2019 8:51:45 AM happybiggrin Plane[T] = Flat Earth.....🙏💓🐸

#TrustYourGut

2/22/2019 8:51:52 AM freestateojones 🤝

2/22/2019 8:51:59 AM zagnett Yeah i can't wait for a visit/ride! But i'm not ready yet, must admit.

2/22/2019 8:52:24 AM ragevirusqq So you are still blocking people from all types of first contact? Even on the singular level?  Is MJ12 in control of programmed life forms that can look like 

greys or maybe a bipedal cat?

2/22/2019 8:52:54 AM _girlmaher_ If you are curious about the world of Supervillainry, look no further than @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the official compartmentalizer of alien tech and protector 

of human harvest progs. Your misery is architected and implemented to keep you from thinking for yourself.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1029089207308959744 …

2/22/2019 8:52:59 AM roublisa You and me both....hope some downloads will include a reboot of mathematics......😆😅

2/22/2019 8:53:49 AM tugginghboat @w_terrence they should follow up on that! For your future well being! If this was intentional you deserve recompense! I love your work read the 

thread!

2/22/2019 8:54:00 AM zagnett oh MJ, "has never been executed in this century for evacuation" -

You mean 21st century? Or do you mean in the last 100 years being a century ago, circa 1918?

Big question is, was it ever acted upon in the 20th century?

2/22/2019 8:54:19 AM roublisa No way....there are no coincidences❗️😱

2/22/2019 8:54:20 AM kindeandtrue We'll check back with you in 5 years and see how you're doing. Good luck.

2/22/2019 8:56:47 AM 3rdeyeview55 Who is the "consciousness of society"? Is that the collective consciousness of the general population (non malevolents)? Please clarify. TY

2/22/2019 8:56:50 AM pauliepg11111 I’m sorry for you. Not trying to take your income away from you but it’s going to be harmful for humankind.

2/22/2019 8:56:54 AM phreatomagnetic What will most likely happen to those left behind? If the IS remains when the BE perishes, what is accomplished by preserving a few handfuls of BEs in 

a far away place?  Based on the descriptions of off world entities, we're primitive, why the off-world interest in our fate?

2/22/2019 8:57:00 AM 12bravogran I take it DNA is basically machine code, and essentially... there are special people walking around waiting for the signal.

Signal received/pursued effectively begins the decoded portion of the dormant DNA and the unaware "human" levels up to fulfill their purpose.

Accurate?

2/22/2019 8:57:37 AM pauliepg11111 Ancient Builder Race = Pleadians. I doubt they were all about controlling humans. Don’t see them as negative ETs.

2/22/2019 8:57:46 AM ragevirusqq Are there currently political leaders that are clones? Like CS or NP?

2/22/2019 8:58:19 AM roublisa No worries😉We have +++ help🛸 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

2/22/2019 8:58:42 AM bbobbio71 If trump likes 5g they will do just the 

Opposite lol

2/22/2019 8:58:52 AM mapyourworld1 Thank you, I will do that.

2/22/2019 8:58:55 AM toffer_anon_369 I guess you could view porn either positive or negative.  Positive with release of life /orgone energy during climax, but negative for anyone focusing on 

thoughts of lack (lack of their own ideal healthy relationship partner) in their life.

2/22/2019 8:59:14 AM righteous_one_ Like cow farts

2/22/2019 8:59:18 AM ladtacarms Or that too.

2/22/2019 8:59:43 AM pauliepg11111 No. No.

2/22/2019 8:59:59 AM zack_stone Thats fkd up 1000 diff ways. Drip drop or disinfo? #freewill1



2/22/2019 9:00:05 AM roublisa This is AMAZING❗️❗️❗️

2/22/2019 9:00:33 AM charmcityanon Whats up with  http://vizivtechnologies.com  

Should I be paying attention to this

2/22/2019 9:00:45 AM pauliepg11111 HRC, Bill, Chuck, Nancy - among others?

2/22/2019 9:00:48 AM mapyourworld1 Thank you!

2/22/2019 9:02:10 AM roublisa Cain-Enoch =====Jesuit ?

2/22/2019 9:03:38 AM fionasdestiny67 Scientists are baffled

 https://youtu.be/fptRBi52n78 

2/22/2019 9:04:03 AM cocopuffster12 Pray

2/22/2019 9:04:34 AM roublisa Illuminat! = elit3 blood line families- puppet masters.....what did I miss?

2/22/2019 9:05:22 AM scott_rick How much time left for Fossil Fuels?

2/22/2019 9:05:46 AM freeandoriginal They were not the ones ! Not in “recent” times at least ..And I do not mean builders but thieves because they needed to feed on energy and get into a 

material world they could not have anymore

2/22/2019 9:07:17 AM zagnett Oh that i do yes. Phew...

2/22/2019 9:08:36 AM decodematrix @blueavians said "Sigmund" was killed at the moon base by a device planted in the ceiling. Can you confirm or say anything else about that?

2/22/2019 9:08:46 AM roublisa Cain/false god  (I know the 🦎🐍malevolent interference).  I’m trying to red pill with ancient history....I want to get it right .....thank you for all your 

guidance.🥰

2/22/2019 9:10:17 AM cocopuffster12 Right!! Total whew!! 🥰

2/22/2019 9:15:39 AM fionasdestiny67 That's my inclination also🛸👽

2/22/2019 9:16:14 AM lottaoswalt I see that all the time and 1:11 what does it mean?

2/22/2019 9:16:27 AM keith369me Bob Craft (Patriots Owner) soliciting prostitution in Florida.  Slap on the wrist related to the Epstein “stuff”?

2/22/2019 9:19:56 AM fionasdestiny67 =9

2/22/2019 9:20:01 AM covertress Are there US Army-made clones? https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1098992106759168002?s=19 …

2/22/2019 9:22:22 AM burgersandra Is there only one MJ12 personality that structures responses for the public?

Is this a group effort?

2/22/2019 9:22:28 AM keith369me I believe I saw this being done a decade or two ago

2/22/2019 9:22:41 AM roublisa Super soldiers?😱

2/22/2019 9:23:41 AM keith369me I’ve seen similar...haven’t figured it out yet either

2/22/2019 9:23:53 AM cryptomeup Timothy Good books I read in the 80s and 90s mentioned this was a device which could see either way into the past or future, if I recall correctly. Those 

books of Mr Good really got me started back then.

2/22/2019 9:25:10 AM bubba_dave1 3 dimensional ????

2/22/2019 9:25:38 AM djlok Definitely

2/22/2019 9:25:48 AM keith369me I’m pretty sure it will take positive collective energy to progress...the more energy the merrier

2/22/2019 9:25:53 AM merryflower33 I did a study on 22 and 222 Biblical, it means...disintegration, completion, divorce. This was from E.W. Bullinger.

2/22/2019 9:26:55 AM susan66388204 Should we be concerned about our money in the bank?  Will we loose money when the Fed goes down?

2/22/2019 9:29:23 AM anneolsen43 ..... waiting but patiently

2/22/2019 9:29:59 AM roublisa 🤯

2/22/2019 9:30:35 AM roublisa Gaia🌎

2/22/2019 9:31:23 AM roublisa was that a trick question😏

2/22/2019 9:32:25 AM keith369me This one seemed pretty obvious...cease and desist warning

2/22/2019 9:33:44 AM burgersandra Hmmm. pic.twitter.com/TuOkBEn778

2/22/2019 9:35:31 AM anneolsen43 What would we feel as far as pain or illnesses ? What are some signs of this

2/22/2019 9:36:11 AM mapyourworld1 My mother was RH-, I am not. The monarchy is RH-, I thought they were the enemy.

2/22/2019 9:36:11 AM zagnett Just curious what MJ calls the local planetary IS-BE.

I've heard it's Gaia, Midguard, and a few other names i'm forgetting now.

2/22/2019 9:38:16 AM bbobbio71 I have a feeling there's a lot of business that MJ would love to answer for us,  but by doing so would take us away from the journey we need to take to 

find the answers.  I got one,  seem to be on the long route.   😐😉

2/22/2019 9:38:24 AM jones9536 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will the full reason behind the jussie smollet hoax be revealed publicly?

2/22/2019 9:38:51 AM cocopuffster12 @w_terrence Please go to Majestic 12’s timeline to learn about your accident. Be aware, protect yourself. We need you Patriot!! 

♥️♥️♥️@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/22/2019 9:38:53 AM goyaeq Even after "sheep no more" ?

2/22/2019 9:39:55 AM tsbpts You said in a prior post that MJ12 can "Fix aging'. Is that part of the Plan?

2/22/2019 9:40:13 AM diaptera_80 People or ET’s in the program? How do you come to have authority over which ET’s can make contact? Is it not a mutual agreement within the galactic 

council or what you call it?

2/22/2019 9:42:18 AM vintagesquirrel Does this have anything to do with POTUS saying go "Left or Right" several times with regard to border crossings?

2/22/2019 9:42:25 AM diaptera_80 How would that cure Trump Derangement Syndrome, and why important? What is the true agenda with Trumps 5G pushing, is not to advance AI?

2/22/2019 9:42:51 AM decodematrix What was the "fall of man" event?

2/22/2019 9:42:54 AM peterclloyd I have heard several credible claims of dirty bombs being foiled in locations around the world and the recent “exercises” in LA showed soldiers in 

hazmat gear hosing down a running helicopter.

2/22/2019 9:43:02 AM drumsk8 With the "Plan" taking its time to fully unfold, there are many, many people who are already quite awake and yet continue to suffer.

B4 they were oblivious to the system, now they're trapped in the system. Both causes untold amount of stress. 

Can anything be done the awakened?

2/22/2019 9:43:41 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m still trying to absorb the statement myself. SO many followup questions. How do I look into the signatures from higher dimensions? I recieve most 

of my messages via dreaming. I wonder if that is one way? I feel like I am on the verge of unlocking something....so frustrating

2/22/2019 9:45:06 AM covertress Have a primer on signatures?

2/22/2019 9:46:23 AM hawkgirlinmn If I can see them, I must be able to access the signatures, right? It’s like a road sign but I can’t read it lol.

2/22/2019 9:46:51 AM roublisa Yes,   Like it’s on the tip of your tongue  👅  right.....so many of theses feeling lately.

2/22/2019 9:47:50 AM burgersandra @PCreator714  is an interesting site.

2/22/2019 9:49:23 AM burgersandra Try @PCreator714

2/22/2019 9:49:32 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  very powerful energy here😉

2/22/2019 9:50:17 AM burgersandra  pic.twitter.com/KABsS4jPCj

2/22/2019 9:51:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Orrrr....2/22/2019= 18=9 along with the 11:11 time makes it super divine? Or is that what you meant?

2/22/2019 9:52:32 AM anneolsen43 You have named one .. but are there 5 of the 12 in this photo?



2/22/2019 9:53:33 AM ascendingadam YOUR “secrecy laws”?

Please explain why keeping OUR civilization oblivious and secluded is a priority. 

Fake News wants us divided, race against race. 

What is your vision for ‘We The People’ and OUR relations with Star Nations?

2/22/2019 9:57:53 AM itsdoublescore "We are One"... told ya so.... https://soundcloud.com/double-score-1/one …

2/22/2019 9:58:39 AM mapyourworld1 Yes, that hazmat gear video with the building that was going to be demolished.  I’m glad the White Hats are on it. That place is a war zone!

2/22/2019 10:01:05 AM mapyourworld1 My mother told us we had Iroquois in us.  But I wasn’t sure if I would count since I am not RH- like my mom was.

2/22/2019 10:02:37 AM allahuniversal Speaking of things being rigged (which I've always sensed & never doubted), every single time I reach a higher frequency, w/o fail someone comes 

along to try & pull me out of it. Too well timed EVERY time, even kept me from knowing about this AMA + forget my ?s. No coincidences.

2/22/2019 10:05:15 AM turboxyde What is the Majestic perspective on the History channels new series, "Project Bluebook?"

2/22/2019 10:07:58 AM allahuniversal I know it's not as simple as "the universe seeking balance", much too coordinated & always a pawn is used/sent my way. I say all of that to say, HOW is 

this counteracted? What can an IS-BE do to ward off these attacks w/o lashing out at pawns who are actually MKUltra victims?

2/22/2019 10:10:38 AM orthogonalron 4G most likely comp'd; 5G also? Huawei

May need to go to 6G

2/22/2019 10:10:53 AM righteous_one_ I've been doing this job for 16 years, & conspiracy theorists such as yourself have been saying the same garbage since day one.

2/22/2019 10:10:58 AM 3arthsizep1anet I like this. Is it going to wake me up? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098984462589808642 …

2/22/2019 10:13:21 AM robertg69989098 Is something different bring sprayed than normal chem trail? Does it coincide with excess rain amounts seen?

2/22/2019 10:13:37 AM ritmmor $$$ from Mitt Romney............

2/22/2019 10:14:07 AM blankmarlo Nice synchronicity with this Q post... Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/XHmtoY8br3

2/22/2019 10:14:52 AM allahuniversal On another note, how accurate is Dr. Neruda & his Wingmaker material? He's made enough indirect allusions to Majestic 12 for me to catch on, yet 

could very well be/have been a 🤡 op

2/22/2019 10:17:01 AM covertress yep

felt familiar 👇 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1098957997336944640?s=19 …

2/22/2019 10:17:16 AM kindeandtrue Where's the evidence besides your anecdotal experience that 5G and 6G are safe for us, wildlife, insects and all living creatures in its radius?

2/22/2019 10:18:02 AM lbf777 You mean me? I'm anti 5G.

2/22/2019 10:18:27 AM righteous_one_ We test the RF scales before during & after every site, I have the ability to turn the frequencies up or down, these are standard regulations. We also do 

thermal RSSI tests. The only irregularities come from satellite WIFI which put out 75+ mhz. But you are smart... you knew that

2/22/2019 10:18:57 AM kindeandtrue I was talking to Jack. Sorry for the confusion.

2/22/2019 10:20:32 AM richardhiatt16 😳 What? Yeah, what planet do those “ETs” come from.. and Michael, I thought we dropped the “Grey” reference. I am lead to believe is it “N” word 

of the cosmos? 🤓🇺🇸

2/22/2019 10:22:32 AM righteous_one_ Lol... have you seen what solar panels & windmills do to bugs & wildlife. Cell sites are homes to a lot of wild life, especially birds. You don't walk up to a 

cell sites & see tons of dead bugs & wildlife, but you can around solar panels & windmills.

2/22/2019 10:22:33 AM blankmarlo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 predicts significant Q post with an AMA. In the post Q takes note of @realDonaldTrump sharing this tweet  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098976205238398976?s=09 … that Q has shared in post 2856  https://qmap.pub/read/2856 

a MAJOR triple stacked proof.  #QAnon #WWG1WGA #AskTheQ #TheGreatAwakening 

https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1099009457412100097 …

2/22/2019 10:22:40 AM jeezy_pe Thank you!

2/22/2019 10:23:17 AM kindeandtrue What about the effects of the frequencies of the new 5G and 6G spectrums? Their effects have not been widely tested (except on TSA employees).

2/22/2019 10:23:58 AM kindeandtrue I don't like windmills, either. There has to be a better way.

2/22/2019 10:25:33 AM orthogonalron Was Rod Serling MJ12?

2/22/2019 10:33:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

Announcement prior.

"Random post."

Coincidence?

Anons know better. https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1099009457412100097 …

2/22/2019 10:33:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

2/22/2019 10:34:41 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes. 9= Completion, a great day indeed

2/22/2019 10:35:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Fake News" & Disinformation.

2/22/2019 10:36:30 AM _girlmaher_ The first step is unsubscribing from identities that were foisted upon you by marketers. They were the ones who developed the personas that are now 

used to separate you from your IRL entourage by gender, race, age, politics. Always black or white, no gray allowed. Love is gray <3

2/22/2019 10:37:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes distractions are intentional in order to protect higher density lifeforms from lower density lifeforms "butting in" and adding unnecessary 

chaos to higher orders of reality/consciousness.

2/22/2019 10:37:47 AM cmdrzod23 May have been built and brought here by the ABR but since they are long gone it's obvious someone else is now in control

2/22/2019 10:38:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 MKUltra was a smaller program that you're giving clowns credit for.

2/22/2019 10:38:12 AM righteous_one_ You act like we're out here building Spingfield power plants all over the place. The Simpsons is a cartoon. You are on your phone texting me 100's of 

miles away... I don't care about 

Your feelings pic.twitter.com/Vym9r6qm9u

2/22/2019 10:41:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 When will Jack kill the trend?

Some people use sports to block out all things "politics."

Anything Trump says is "politics" to [them].

Constant Fake News negativity puts "NPCs" off from 45's message.

How do we force their hand?

Bigger than the super bowl.

Enjoy the movie. pic.twitter.com/2kMAUt0Jth

2/22/2019 10:42:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Terrance met a member of Majestic 12 in Washington last year.

2/22/2019 10:42:32 AM mapyourworld1 Can you shed some light on the RH- situation?  I know you’ve discussed it in the past.  If my parent was RH-, and I’m not, does it mean something about 

me? Good, bad, other....

2/22/2019 10:42:35 AM moemc8 Majestic can you please address this?

2/22/2019 10:43:20 AM roublisa Omgeepers that is incredible pic.twitter.com/soPWjlG91v

2/22/2019 10:43:41 AM scottgasaway does he know he met them

2/22/2019 10:44:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Absolutely not.

2/22/2019 10:44:09 AM pauliepg11111 Conspiracy theories? So why are you replying to a thread from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 then? Methinks thou doth protest too much.



2/22/2019 10:45:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 [THEY] want you DIVIDED by ....

                                                RACE

                                                WEALTH

                                                BLOOD

                                                etc. etc. etc.

2/22/2019 10:45:31 AM roublisa Ooooh.  DJT🤫✨

2/22/2019 10:46:04 AM youstinksoap Hello, I'm curious about my ? asked in other thread about using cbd, THC to replace SSRI's - would it eliminate withdrawal symptoms?

2/22/2019 10:46:41 AM mapyourworld1 Got it, It’s irrelevant.  Thank you!

2/22/2019 10:46:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Their fault for disrespecting our Country.

2/22/2019 10:47:38 AM giediknight I have owned a  https://www.bioelectricshield.com/  for 12 years now. Not sure if it works or not.

2/22/2019 10:48:15 AM roublisa Simply MAJESTIC💫

2/22/2019 10:48:17 AM allahuniversal For the sake of clarity, do you mean higher/lower density in the classic sense (a rock having higher density than a pillow) or the more recently adopted 

sense where people interchange density with dimensions?

2/22/2019 10:49:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your mind is more powerful than all medicines combined.

2/22/2019 10:49:46 AM zagnett So the credit goes to ... ?

The larger programs are ... ?

2/22/2019 10:50:11 AM existengential Does this work for people who spell grey correctly?

2/22/2019 10:50:50 AM allahuniversal Thank you for clarifying. Used MKUltra here as a "placeholder" for subsequent & [CLAS] programs with names I don't know, but aware of the results 

just by observing people (myself included)

2/22/2019 10:52:26 AM _girlmaher_ Grey = faded black.

Gray = harmony of white and black.

#ThatsMyStoryAndImStickingToIt

2/22/2019 10:54:37 AM ferris144 Waves, 11:11 pic.twitter.com/t8FznRMxbw

2/22/2019 10:56:07 AM giediknight Will hemp replace Soy, Corn and Wheat products? (kill monsanto) Will Cannabis replace Big Pharma products? (kill big pharma)

2/22/2019 10:56:11 AM lbf777 Free energy called 0-point. We have had it since 1940 but the Gov hid it from us so we keep paying for oil, electricity, ect..

2/22/2019 10:57:17 AM giediknight Can you log into the backend of Amazon and make the Stargate SG-1 Series "Prime" again! =)

2/22/2019 10:58:34 AM covertress to me, the who was *so impossible* 

TBV

2/22/2019 10:58:47 AM texas_nacl I have just been recently researching this myself.  I bought Green Pasture Blue Ice Fermented Cod Liver and started taking it yesterday.  Buy that 

specific product; Amazon.  It’s a start.

2/22/2019 10:59:08 AM lbf777 That doesn't answer the question.

2/22/2019 10:59:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not push underage "theories" regarding Kraft.

This will only hurt the movement.

Let the chips fall where they may, and TRUST THE PLAN.

Currently, details are no underaged sex slaves in this international human trafficking ring.

Anons know better.

Use your judgement.

NPCs TDS^2

2/22/2019 10:59:14 AM cmdrzod23 Activate your own shield from within, through meditation, relaxation, prayers. Do good and good things will happen to you. Overcome any fear. You 

will be protected.

2/22/2019 11:00:18 AM allahuniversal NVM, re-read & understood. Analogy: this guy could bring his human thoughts & thoughtforms etc with him if he gets out, which would disrupt the 

"higher" order, so any minute now someone will "sent" to pull him back to Earth & occupy his mind with worldly things pic.twitter.com/zCEsYbHFGi

2/22/2019 11:01:07 AM roaminnoodle Jupiter is the name of the city the massage parlor is in?

No coincidence.

2/22/2019 11:01:59 AM blsdbe Those Anons: thank you for all you are doing to help the Great Awakening. #WWG1WGA #DoItQ

2/22/2019 11:02:05 AM jrocktigers Black Goo used as weapon?.

2/22/2019 11:02:59 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1098981618784452608?s=19 …

2/22/2019 11:03:00 AM poppyslovecapu Jeffrey Epstein and the “Lolita Express” will crash onto Bill Clinton ?

Q knows everything‼️

2/22/2019 11:03:16 AM liberty_2q2q "Do not push underage theories regarding Kraft. This will only hurt the movement"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TrustThePlan https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099020811585896448 …

2/22/2019 11:03:31 AM roublisa What is this pic ...it’s familiar?

2/22/2019 11:03:52 AM ezdoesit_ Sheep no more

2/22/2019 11:06:04 AM c_monster9 Really I actually want to know who. I’ve suspected it was given to us by our sky friends.

2/22/2019 11:07:11 AM liberty_2q2q You're right. But best to wait to see if that truth comes to light before pushing that into the spotlight though.

Once reported on, then it can be pushed out. 

We have to have to evidence to back up what we're reporting.

There a lot of new eyes coming to us now.

2/22/2019 11:07:23 AM turboxyde Oh to be read in/on to an Majestic program... if the briefing lies within my own DNA then it's only a matter of "time" before the key of awareness 

(consciousness) unlocks intelligent infinity. How to serve in such a capacity then... with unified intention and resolve?

2/22/2019 11:12:39 AM coocoo_for_kiki Any comments on the work of David R Hawkins? Ties to MJ?

2/22/2019 11:12:51 AM charmcityanon  pic.twitter.com/w6ZHQ9ZyUI

2/22/2019 11:13:02 AM lbf777 See folks. The mind is the most powerful medicine of all. 

The mind makes illness & the mind can cure illness.

We  need to figure this out. The illness is created when people hold  grudges. Forgiveness causes healing. That is all I know & this is  just scratching the 

surface.

2/22/2019 11:13:43 AM hawkgirlinmn Was the anomaly you saw like the orbs in my picture?

2/22/2019 11:13:44 AM charmcityanon I'm just saying🤔🤨🤷♂️

2/22/2019 11:14:40 AM w59_tammy He should definitely sue.

2/22/2019 11:14:54 AM erquxlemon Glad they are tightening the screws on R.Kelly.

2/22/2019 11:15:35 AM shining91109743 MJ12 - Taking questions about the skies?  There is something in the sky every night.  I can barely make it out when looking directly.  Plainly lit up when 

using peripheral vision.  What is it?  And, how many space ships (like in Star Trek) does the US have?

2/22/2019 11:15:55 AM allahuniversal It's a variation of  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flammarion_engraving …

2/22/2019 11:17:32 AM susan66388204 They say it’s AMA right??  Why don’t they answer?



2/22/2019 11:18:55 AM covertress It was translucent and the spikes rising from it were round-ended, like drops of water. There were spikes all over its surface, and at all times, unlike my 

example.

2/22/2019 11:20:50 AM missy968 I live by this community.... rumors and sightings are vast. 🤐

2/22/2019 11:20:59 AM toffer_anon_369 Lot's of drops today.  Does this have anything to do with it??? pic.twitter.com/o8Q6hVhkBb

2/22/2019 11:21:13 AM hawkgirlinmn Did it have legs? Almost sounds like what a virus looks like microscopically.

2/22/2019 11:21:38 AM redcaddy78 Agreed. 36 hour rule should apply.

2/22/2019 11:24:42 AM allahuniversal Yes, the overall system of suppression in which humans are trained to suppress themselves & one another. A kind of closed loop feedback control 

system comes to mind. Even more simply put, crabs in a barrel. 1 can't go free if all can't go free. WWG1WGA, touche.

2/22/2019 11:25:09 AM keith369me Thank you for pointing this out.  This is so important.  I want to scream every time someone I love talks about another pharma drug they are on

2/22/2019 11:26:29 AM ascendingadam Does this not divide us?

Where do you draw the line, and who made you the one to draw it? pic.twitter.com/ZWR2EtgNbJ

2/22/2019 11:26:34 AM tdl4lif We need red carpet for this event!

2/22/2019 11:27:01 AM keith369me Okay Anons, stop using your intuition on this one.  Seriously, is there a “shaming program” going on as part of truth and reconciliation?

2/22/2019 11:28:48 AM nordic_nog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Whats the plan for after trumps second term??? controlled breakup of the US under non-violent conditions seems the most likely 

outcome.  A house divided cannot stand and the US is fatally divided att his point?

2/22/2019 11:30:16 AM bethrcarrington My first thought was, he is friends with the President. That is reason for them to find or make up anything on him.

2/22/2019 11:31:45 AM chapulincolored Is RBG a clone?

2/22/2019 11:32:33 AM jollyrob2 I’m thankful✨💫

2/22/2019 11:32:57 AM allahuniversal Also noted, this actual ? wasn't answered. As all answers are within, I'll bring light from there. However, that was exactly the point of the ?. Light & esp. 

turning up one's light attracts flies with shit on their feet, to be blunt. What a movie! ->>  https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0857376/ …

2/22/2019 11:34:03 AM _chelseaproject Kraft is a Satanist though, isn't he? I'd be surprised if he didnt have a financial stake in sex trafficking.

2/22/2019 11:35:01 AM zrickety We can make fuel from growing algae.  There may be electrics but I don't think gas engines will completely go away.

2/22/2019 11:35:15 AM ascendingadam I also experience this.

2/22/2019 11:36:24 AM jrocktigers Amplifies the negative energy , correct?

2/22/2019 11:37:32 AM covertress A microscopic virus was exactly what it looked like. No legs. pic.twitter.com/nD5HJ6lLNh

2/22/2019 11:39:01 AM vintagesquirrel I think the point being: it may well be a sex trafficking ring. Not necessarily involving children. Don't necessarily make that assumption.

2/22/2019 11:39:47 AM space_sloth26 How have our frequencies been doing lately? Good trajectory?

2/22/2019 11:40:57 AM beavdaniel #QAnon pic.twitter.com/I4n1Q2ycs4

2/22/2019 11:41:39 AM allahuniversal I do understand that flight can't happen w/o resistance, yet sometimes it's all SO well orchestrated that I can't help but to laugh! This indie movie 

Gabriel (2007) is a good analogy, archangels having to hide their light so they can't be detected https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0857376/ …

2/22/2019 11:42:05 AM rj85165808 Keep you friends close and your enemies closer

2/22/2019 11:46:33 AM ghostanon6120  https://www.si.com/nfl/2018/02/04/who-makes-vince-lombardi-trophy-super-bowl …

2/22/2019 11:47:19 AM chapulincolored I knew it.

Looking Glass.

2/22/2019 11:47:32 AM ghostanon6120 no offense, but it will not pay his legal fee :), but then again, if he sold it on ebay, it would amass more in bidding than stated value, so who knows..

2/22/2019 11:47:46 AM ingersolockwood Not the biggest name in the sting?

2/22/2019 11:48:03 AM zagnett MJ, may one simply request that MJ add him/her to the list of "world leaders"?

May one simply consider oneself a "world leader" & get on MJ's list? If so, i just added myself. 😎

Hey you never get what you want in life w/o askin'. 👊

2/22/2019 11:50:08 AM richardhiatt16 MJ 12, thank you for staying on top of this.. AND.... everything else in the Solar System 🤓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/22/2019 11:57:28 AM ascension_guide Panic?

2/22/2019 11:58:03 AM ladtacarms Won’t be long before they are calling for armed insurrection against their accusers.

2/22/2019 12:04:08 PM jojo_00_7 Oh bs more fake news!!

2/22/2019 12:04:51 PM cosmic_engineer Pawns are always used. Direct infringement carries a steep cost. 

By responding with an incompatible frequency/greeting. 

Most often green-ray, if you are polarized to the 💚 centre.

2/22/2019 12:05:54 PM keith369me 5 1/2 years later Pope Benedict is still alive.

2/22/2019 12:09:07 PM ftp_tigerlily Exactly, don't be a liberal and make shit up. Wait and see.

2/22/2019 12:10:12 PM mama_beph I thought it was 4:07 12/7/2018

2/22/2019 12:10:13 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/Ps8RNCIHWX

2/22/2019 12:11:12 PM ascendingadam Salvation (TV Series)

Centers on the discovery of an asteroid that will impact the Earth. Also, looks at how different individuals and groups of people react to the impending 

doom. 

An “arc” is created (rocket destined for another planet) carrying ‘best/brightest’ to start over. pic.twitter.com/0IKLg3AWUC

2/22/2019 12:11:39 PM richardhiatt16 Where do I sign up? Tired of knowing it’s ALL there but not participating in the TRUTH..  🤔

2/22/2019 12:11:50 PM tikicolada Thank you for clarifying 😎got a little nervous when I saw "puppy".

2/22/2019 12:12:09 PM weesedo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Since Kraft talks to Trump everyday, Trump probably told him what message parlor to go to.

2/22/2019 12:13:03 PM josephf94042707 Gross he should burn at the stake

2/22/2019 12:13:42 PM mama_beph Flat? Or concave?

2/22/2019 12:14:01 PM bbobbio71 pro·jec·tion

noun

1.

an estimate or forecast of a future situation or trend based on a study of present ones.

2.

.the presentation of an image on a surface, especially a movie screen.

2/22/2019 12:14:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer. https://twitter.com/AP_Politics/status/1098989560585965573 …

2/22/2019 12:14:30 PM ascendingadam Spoiler Alert:

The asteroid flying directly towards Earth stops inside the atmosphere. 

Intelligently controlled.



2/22/2019 12:15:27 PM happybiggrin We know it's not a spinning ball!😂

2/22/2019 12:16:39 PM cocopuffster12 In the peripheral, when you turn your head to look, it’s gone. Right?? Me as well.

2/22/2019 12:17:40 PM adsvel Remind me Orai from SG-1, same imposed opinion.

2/22/2019 12:19:05 PM enomai_ You are currently involved.

2/22/2019 12:19:13 PM mykidsrtheebest Let's push truth

2/22/2019 12:19:43 PM liberty_2q2q We're getting there

Especially since we are the news now!

More eyes becoming woke!

And yes, this view is amazing!!

2/22/2019 12:20:25 PM humanprimer Opening a Pandora's box full of all sorts of bad actors and doings.  Think what causes a D5 event... here you go.

2/22/2019 12:20:33 PM keith369me Anons knew this, Q knew this, POTUS knew this.  Chess anyone?

2/22/2019 12:21:09 PM shining91109743 Exactly!

2/22/2019 12:21:42 PM keith369me Can one be accused of political motivation when a cabinet member takes a fall along with others?

2/22/2019 12:22:04 PM shining91109743 Wonder if anyone else sees the moon rising in the West and setting in the East?

2/22/2019 12:24:00 PM toffer_anon_369 What does NPC mean?

2/22/2019 12:24:45 PM alan_l_lovejoy And set traps for your enemies. In this case, entice them to put Epstein on blast.

2/22/2019 12:25:04 PM analyst2501 Dude WTF...that looks straight up demonic!

2/22/2019 12:25:40 PM freeandoriginal I believe that many stories about “who created us” are just cover up for the great take over by the Annunaki, not friendly at all!

2/22/2019 12:26:41 PM analyst2501 Non-Playable Character.

2/22/2019 12:26:59 PM jakegogglesyt Oh, well yeah there was war in heaven if you believe in that stuff.

Lucifer fought God

2/22/2019 12:27:36 PM mykidsrtheebest Good rule of thumb

2/22/2019 12:28:10 PM cocopuffster12 @w_terrence 👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻

2/22/2019 12:28:35 PM mykidsrtheebest Not child sex trafficking. Human sex trafficking. We are specifically asked not to take that route.

2/22/2019 12:28:51 PM analyst2501 I imagine Patriots can use the 5G network to cancel out the frequencies that facilitate TDS.

2/22/2019 12:29:21 PM enomai_ God. Only allows people to take in only as much as they can handle.

2/22/2019 12:30:35 PM allahuniversal Thank you. I have a variation of Neruda's Quantum Pause Breathing that I use to keep from being as drained. Do find it best though to not engage, 

even if it angers the pawns more

2/22/2019 12:30:37 PM laurabusse And in the words of the Grateful Dead...

2/22/2019 12:31:22 PM vintagesquirrel Precisely! pic.twitter.com/LWxgtVD5TH

2/22/2019 12:31:26 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/M0ECqbuSbt

2/22/2019 12:37:49 PM redcaddy78 Yeah.

 The Dilley Rule.

2/22/2019 12:38:56 PM cocopuffster12 It does seem to appear in odd locations. Lots of things jumping and wiggling in the sky. I was 💫 watching last night. It’s amazing.

2/22/2019 12:39:19 PM victorlaszlo8 THE church....THE holocaust... similarity? Apparently there's only ONE of each. Antichrist pervert, storing up wrath for judgement day.

2/22/2019 12:39:58 PM ethereal_shaman It would certainly help from a mental perspective.  The sleepers are going to lose their minds and will mostly go thru the 5 stages of grief/loss: denial, 

anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance.  Talk about chaos coming. You're the lighthouse.

2/22/2019 12:40:49 PM mykidsrtheebest He is the devil

2/22/2019 12:41:28 PM 1crazy_toaster all we have to do is look around us at what we created b/c we BELIEVED what we were told.. some created by default b/c they just don't know how 

powerful their minds are...as above, so below..BELIEVE GOOD THINGS.

2/22/2019 12:43:28 PM cosmic_engineer Send them a blessing, riding on a wave 🌊 of unconditional love.  Instant depolarization.

View their 'greeting' as an offering of service to you.  Thank them for the catalyst and experience gleaned from their service.  Can create a positive 

feedback loop ✌️

2/22/2019 12:44:23 PM pastorjon9 Agreed, they started losing me years ago when benchwarmers made more money than most CEOs did but when they started to kneel at the Anthem? 

That was the clincher.

2/22/2019 12:48:57 PM cosmic_engineer And yes, being centred and priming the 'hara' is always beneficial to these workings

2/22/2019 12:49:54 PM allahuniversal Thank you again, 'tis no coincidence that the word catalyst has been floating around lately, this just put it into context. So them wishing the worst for 

me, in turn makes me a catalyst for the love which they need to break from their spell..works best for both sides

2/22/2019 12:50:48 PM ialibertybelle That statement can be interpreted two ways-1) the accusers are friends with the Devil or 2)they are accusing the Pope of being friends of the Devil

2/22/2019 12:51:09 PM allahuniversal 5:5 ✌️

2/22/2019 12:55:11 PM sayno2globalism @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what about this Mueller report not being released next week? Was that fake news by #CNN

2/22/2019 12:55:18 PM cosmic_engineer Aye, it's very similar to a trigger 'greeting' just our version 😁

2/22/2019 12:58:57 PM lovethebeach999 Joe Dispenza says people with schizophrenia can be ill as one persona and healthy as another.

What does that tell you?

2/22/2019 1:00:17 PM cosmic_engineer I've been working on a variant of this.  My friend has masochistic tendencies and this could work doubly for her.

2/22/2019 1:06:39 PM nmd_mari I do not watch tv ever, but Sense8, The OA, and Travelers I absolutely loved!

2/22/2019 1:09:46 PM robin_ked Yup! #PatriotsFight! pic.twitter.com/SBd3j1OxiQ

2/22/2019 1:10:27 PM mongrelglory Would explain the use of chanting in many spiritual traditions...

2/22/2019 1:11:54 PM scott_rick Hidden tech re:sun harnassing hopefully

2/22/2019 1:11:58 PM lambaway Time to go investigate that school

2/22/2019 1:12:07 PM oxmanmartin 12 year old daughter needs to give her teacher this... pic.twitter.com/n618CInes1

2/22/2019 1:12:47 PM kathleen3693693 Just now re-checked. SG-1 is still included with prime. I had never seen any of the series until Majestic mentioned watching. I just finished the entire 

series and will re-watch recommended episodes. The last time I followed MSM "shows" regularly was ER & The Waltons. TV=vomit

2/22/2019 1:13:41 PM the_fjalar never Full disclosure means always secrets...and isnt it the secrets that got us in this mess in the first place?

2/22/2019 1:13:50 PM zagnett ...and what are the others doing generally speaking?

Are any kinda slacking off, not carrying their load?

Btw how do you do performance reviews if none of the other MJs have any clue what you're doing??

2/22/2019 1:13:58 PM adsvel Exactly! Community Galactica or GFoP never will let happen nuclear war again. This information is coming from many sources.

2/22/2019 1:14:34 PM suerhoades  https://www.waxahachietx.com/news/20180611/milford-testing-facility-tower-seeks-to-send-signals-worldwide …

Maybe this? pic.twitter.com/EHMXpj9jCC

2/22/2019 1:16:12 PM giediknight Yeah, thanks! I clicked on the wrong series, the SD shows....

2/22/2019 1:16:33 PM scott_rick Yes, we should be able to live to 150 yrs, after awakening will it be revealed imo

2/22/2019 1:18:38 PM scott_rick Sandra I personally went of Cipralex and took CBd oil for my anxiety and indica flower for the withdrawal from the SSRI... I’ll never go on meds ever 

again...

2/22/2019 1:27:34 PM jollyrob2 Ai program



2/22/2019 1:31:09 PM porfie_moreno It’s what Liberal Professors have been doing in Universites for quite awhile. Didn’t know elementary school teachers were doing the same thing! 

pic.twitter.com/NIwg2Qm8g6

2/22/2019 1:36:07 PM i_t_s_1124 Look how flat 😧

2/22/2019 1:38:30 PM porfie_moreno #Benghazi “Worst of all!” No one in The Obama ADMINISTRATION had the #WhereWithAll to handle a situation like that. Marines were at the ready, 

but told to STAND FAST! We still don’t know who gave that Benedict order!! pic.twitter.com/ufF42ukrVh

2/22/2019 1:39:39 PM mongrelglory Clones can be inhabited by AI (making then a Cylon), however they can also transfer a person's consciousness/memories into their clone as well, from 

what I've read.

2/22/2019 1:39:45 PM kathleen3693693 Are there really even "fossil fuels," or is that just another lie perpetrated to con humanity out of their sweat equities (labor, money, spirit)? My 5-yo 

son once asked me, "What if it's ALL a lie, mommy?" He woke me up to the matrix  ~35 years ago with that single question.

2/22/2019 1:41:04 PM robin_ked Its part of the demoKKKrat manifesto, aka Saul Alinsky & both bho & hillTheHag worshiped at that #Satanic Trough! pic.twitter.com/8ibsjpBo7s

2/22/2019 1:43:09 PM robin_ked Islam such a "peaceful cult" *sarcasm pic.twitter.com/A7OeuOZpDH

2/22/2019 1:44:03 PM stephen57036680  pic.twitter.com/aEpdNiPzU9

2/22/2019 1:46:38 PM robin_ked Yup bho & hrc Lied while 4 Brave Americans Died #NeverForgetBenghazi! pic.twitter.com/IFO8lKFfUM

2/22/2019 1:48:01 PM robin_ked This is Bad! pic.twitter.com/Dvdnx4qkJa

2/22/2019 1:48:59 PM gregoryjhall1  http://www.rockingphilosophy.com/2013/10/countering-alinskys-12-rules-for.html?m=1 …

2/22/2019 1:50:46 PM robin_ked ThankQ Gregory great resource! pic.twitter.com/MZgJhgHXoy

2/22/2019 1:54:04 PM anneolsen43 This is in my backyard and I never trust the leadership here. Things are never as they seem

2/22/2019 1:54:47 PM deplorablesuezq Is this the one located on S4 level?

2/22/2019 1:55:17 PM shakt222 Back in the 90's Father Malachi Martin said that Satanic worship had been done in the Vatican and that many priests were part of it.

2/22/2019 1:57:21 PM prmd21801759 Why don't you get down from your walled-city?? And open the libraries in the vatican to show US the ancient ETs history on earth! 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS

2/22/2019 2:07:25 PM dan_stanbery Yep that’s Reality for Islamic Cult!

2/22/2019 2:09:00 PM dan_stanbery Yep Islamic Cult=Terrorism!

2/22/2019 2:09:04 PM gregoryjhall1 Their greatest fear is us united!

They should be afraid!

Any time brother!

2/22/2019 2:12:50 PM dan_stanbery Yep Very Sick That this is the Direction that Education is Going!

2/22/2019 2:13:33 PM richardhiatt16 And when your enemies are close.. Make sure your Glock is closer.... 🤓🇺🇸

2/22/2019 2:15:49 PM dan_stanbery Yep that’s the Evil in our US Education Systems today!

2/22/2019 2:18:07 PM dan_stanbery Yep it’s in all levels of US Education!

2/22/2019 2:18:19 PM nancyddb Me too?

2/22/2019 2:25:16 PM humanprimer And the Dems thought it made us dumb.  Sneaky.   https://artvoice.com/2019/02/17/how-the-second-amendment-is-literally-going-up-in-smoke-the-

taking-away-of-ones-constitutional-rights-through-normalization/?fbclid=IwAR1XfAgnjfruud18xSi1R2dNv5MkRW1QcwrPGWOc6XjCbr3VZ9-

tw1VOq9Y#.XHB1yjv9nSf …

2/22/2019 2:28:36 PM tracytracy205 I have honestly been thinking about getting a telescope! I am totally clueless, a complete beginner, so I don't need anything too complicated. I need to 

work up to the fancy, big $$ ones! I think, that may just be my next adventure.. Just call me, Spacey Tracy!

2/22/2019 2:29:08 PM covfefe_grande Is this an attempt to kill the trend pic.twitter.com/YaFJYtRhYX

2/22/2019 2:34:24 PM diaptera_80 When we see so many pedophiles being prosecuted , it is easy to start assuming things. We must keep in mind that some people will even be wrongly 

accused altogether

2/22/2019 2:34:43 PM tracytracy205 Even think basics.. I always tell people, what you put out in the world, you get back. You treat people with respect, you will get respect in return.. 

Karma, good old Karma. I keep wonderin when my good Karma is comin back around my way, but I keep pluggin away..love n light! Lol

2/22/2019 2:36:49 PM diaptera_80 What is that supposed to look like?

2/22/2019 2:40:17 PM vintagesquirrel  https://forums.anandtech.com/threads/catholics-what-is-this-demonic-looking-sculpture-behind-the-pope.2203715/ …

2/22/2019 2:41:46 PM gods_heavenly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/UzEJOBgnC3c 

2/22/2019 2:51:30 PM diaptera_80 What do you mean by perpendicular? Declass it, and draw us a map

2/22/2019 2:53:29 PM aschilliam History revision in the making or useless? 

re 1984 changing history to control the future.

2/22/2019 2:54:10 PM diaptera_80 Hollow plane? Three levels, as in three hollow levels under us, but a solid core in the middle

2/22/2019 2:58:25 PM bbobbio71 Nice work!

2/22/2019 3:00:23 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/1ypGHiGxOr

2/22/2019 3:02:17 PM zackofportland For those Anons out there add me!

2/22/2019 3:06:16 PM us_poll I would be calling the principal and ask if they allow their teachers to push politics on students.. I'm sick of hearing this...Not education just their 

personal views pushed on kids & then I'd contract the BOE if they don't stop it I'd get a petition out and make them all famous

2/22/2019 3:10:30 PM cocopuffster12 That is on my wish list as well!! Would be AMAZING!! And so fun!

2/22/2019 3:12:55 PM shining91109743 LOL.  I've started with just a pair of binoculars.  Would like a telescope too.

2/22/2019 3:13:39 PM us_poll Nothing changes without support and action....They will continue to brainwashed and push their foreign ideals on our Kids if we don't!

2/22/2019 3:14:32 PM chuckschultheis yep - well  I home schooled a son then  was graduated from a Christian school later . Its  all problematic  tho .  Your  Own Children won’t trust you or 

listen to. you. Make Them Read When They are home and from Book lists you supply - Talk about what they read ! It Works

2/22/2019 3:16:18 PM robin_ked New Q #QAnon 

I got spammed with that #voterFraud bs today seems ol hellory has her dirty paws in that.... pic.twitter.com/6FAXX9vBuX

2/22/2019 3:16:37 PM mongrelglory During the age of dinosaurs, were any of them possessed of intelligence equivalent to humans today?

2/22/2019 3:19:24 PM us_poll I think that is the only thing that explains what we are seeing and hearing....too many dumb down!

2/22/2019 3:22:56 PM chuckschultheis A Whole Generation of Muslims are being taught to hate Americans .  And with social media it is just perpetuated. We Sure Don’t Need these Problems 

here in the US

2/22/2019 3:24:16 PM us_poll When they think socialism is good and Che and dictatros are cool Yeah there is big problem!

2/22/2019 3:24:52 PM bscheffelman There’s 2 diff definitions...go with the lesser of the two as per post #QAnon

2/22/2019 3:26:16 PM us_poll Dictators...Smh! No Respect for our own! That's more than a red flag!

2/22/2019 3:26:17 PM chuckschultheis We heard about these people growing up but somehow we knew  They weren’t good or right - now its an epidemic of misinformation!!

2/22/2019 3:26:35 PM mongrelglory Are you putting disclosure into Star Trek Discovery?  I just watched the episode last night about Saru's home planet where beings with a higher 

technology were using technology to prevent the Kelpians from evolving and reaching their full potential.  Seemed like disclosure to me!

2/22/2019 3:27:02 PM bscheffelman No Sh/t!!! Had to fist pump when I seen that break!!

2/22/2019 3:27:56 PM mongrelglory I wish!  I don't think he has any conscience left!

2/22/2019 3:32:30 PM mongrelglory I believe Looking Glass refers to the use of a Stargate to envision probable futures.



2/22/2019 3:34:48 PM us_poll We aren't a socialist or communist country the easy fix is don't allow it then but obviously they are in the Govt DOE/BOE Fed/local...what else makes 

sense! Who is in charge of proofreading these textbooks for accuracy?Anyone?? I wouldn't accept any less but obviously they do.

2/22/2019 3:36:41 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 are officers of the Domain.  (A vast benevolent empire that is centred in a distant part of the Galaxy).

2/22/2019 3:39:01 PM mongrelglory Q confirmed it.

2/22/2019 3:44:34 PM tracytracy205 I never thought of looking up, with my binoculars! lol I am sure it will just make me want a telescope all the more!  Lol

2/22/2019 3:47:39 PM mongrelglory They're simply saying not to jump to the conclusion unless facts come out to the contrary.  Otherwise the media will just paint us as "Pizzagate 

conspiracists" if we start yelling child sex-trafficking when there isn't any in this case.

2/22/2019 3:49:19 PM neufeldtlyss17 Question: 

Does this have ANYTHING to do w/ why the Patriots are in the phuckin Super Bowl all the time🤔

2/22/2019 3:49:44 PM mongrelglory That's the Pope's hall and that statue is one of the creepiest pieces of "art" I've ever seen.  Gives me the willies for some reason.

2/22/2019 3:50:33 PM vintagesquirrel Because its eeeeevil 😈

2/22/2019 3:55:36 PM mongrelglory I know the feeling.  I keep saying that I must be burning off bad Karma from a previous life.  Apparently I was a real bitch! 😏

I just try to learn my lessons and be grateful.

2/22/2019 4:02:07 PM tracytracy205 Right, me too!  I keep thinking, one of these days, I will be even, and my debts will be paid to the universe.. One of these days.. *sigh* (I hope I live long 

enough)

2/22/2019 4:02:30 PM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Love these guys.

2/22/2019 4:08:28 PM tenn_rich  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/atm9l0/the_bomb_that_went_off_yesterday_that_you/ …

2/22/2019 4:08:39 PM tenn_rich  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/atm9l0/the_bomb_that_went_off_yesterday_that_you/ …

2/22/2019 4:10:16 PM tenn_rich  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/atm9l0/the_bomb_that_went_off_yesterday_that_you/ …

2/22/2019 4:10:32 PM tenn_rich  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/atm9l0/the_bomb_that_went_off_yesterday_that_you/ …

2/22/2019 4:14:07 PM vintagesquirrel We infiltrate their realm of experience - a crossover between politics and sports?

2/22/2019 4:15:20 PM vintagesquirrel ^^What he said... basically the sleeping normies

2/22/2019 4:18:04 PM mongrelglory Or your next life will be glorious! 😊

2/22/2019 4:21:21 PM 979_7740 Lying Projection Evil to the Bone !

2/22/2019 4:22:35 PM john777lee How could the domain have been under the power of cabal in the past ? If they are benevolent. MJ has admitted cabal control in past tweets ? But 

Trump is their compass now. Not getting it. Maybe a diagram of chain of command would help ?

2/22/2019 4:23:36 PM mongrelglory Sorry then Tina!  Not sure that Q meant child sex trafficking...The urban dictionary for "sex-puppy" refers to someone sexy who follows their master 

around making themselves available for sex any time the master wants.  That would describe your typical "massage parlour" employee.

2/22/2019 4:34:39 PM djlok What would it look like here on Earth is EVERYTHING became declassified?  No secrets....just information sharing with no limits or disinfo.   Complete 

chaos?  The end of planet Earth? Or Utopia?

2/22/2019 4:36:12 PM dan_stanbery Yep Democratic Communist Congress Party’s Plan!

2/22/2019 4:37:01 PM dan_stanbery Yep

2/22/2019 4:37:31 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 may not be aware of everything about the Kraft arrest.  They are not omnipotent, so we'll have to wait and see if more comes out in the next 

few days.

2/22/2019 4:37:33 PM dan_stanbery Yes

2/22/2019 4:38:30 PM dan_stanbery Yep it’s in Full Swing, Democratic Coverup

2/22/2019 4:38:38 PM keith369me Utopia

2/22/2019 4:40:21 PM john777lee . Trump is bringing the light to the case by acting coy. He is being accused of their crimes and being in league with them. Their hate for him will bring 

the bad guy's down at their insistence ! All the time thinking Trump is like them. He is not like them .Brilliant !

2/22/2019 4:40:41 PM mongrelglory The Domain believes in free will, so did not intervene in the affairs of this world directly.  However, their officers incarnated as MJ-12 members and 

have been trying to orchestrate things behind the scenes while allowing the Military, Cabal, MIC and Alphabet agencies to think..

2/22/2019 4:42:13 PM mongrelglory ...they were actually the ones in control.  MJ-12's goal is disclosure and first contact, but it's a delicate balance not to do it in a way that disrupts our 

society and leads to chaos, while not violating our free will, so they had to play along at times.

2/22/2019 4:47:55 PM john777lee Ok bad people made bad decisions in the past to contain word of off world beings. But the direction has changed getting ready to release disclosure. I 

am hearing of space battles being fought and won by benevolent beings assisting us. To free us ?

2/22/2019 4:50:57 PM adsvel They were wild animals of hunting for most intelligent Draco/reptilian predators.

2/22/2019 4:56:55 PM robin_ked And here in deep Red Texas we've got cross-dressing men reading to pre-schoolers https://www.theblaze.com/news/2017/05/19/drag-queen-story-

hour-for-toddlers-at-public-library-lauded-as-fantastic-great …

2/22/2019 5:00:12 PM sgtbswife Mardi gras masks

2/22/2019 5:01:27 PM tamiwils0n22813 I love Terrance!!! @w_terrence  Prayers my brother in Christ!

2/22/2019 5:01:53 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have said before that they are trying to orchestrate official first contact in a way that won't cause massive societal disruption and anarchy or 

war.  They were planning for it around 2000 and then the Cabal went ahead and did 9/11, so it delayed their plans.  Remember ...

2/22/2019 5:03:22 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/fQ8v0Fo1TO

2/22/2019 5:04:40 PM mongrelglory ...with First Contact comes the exposure of the lies of various groups in the world (The Vatican, World governments etc...) as well as countries vying 

over access to alien technology.  We need a semblance of cohesiveness and peace among the countries of Earth to happen first.

2/22/2019 5:06:46 PM johnnysoko I’ve experience multiple situations like you’re explaining...I guess it’s like the opposite feeling of synchronicities. There are events where I can feel the 

world (or people) dynamically adjust to my situation to keep me away from ideas, realizations, connections, etc.

2/22/2019 5:09:39 PM mongrelglory So do we share this Earth with 4th and 5th dimensional beings?

2/22/2019 5:11:02 PM porfie_moreno That transvestite makes me sick!🤢🤮

2/22/2019 5:13:19 PM mongrelglory Since they're officers of the Domain, each group is probably reporting back to their superiors in the Domain.  I think the Domain have an overall plan for 

Earth as they view themselves as custodians of the planet.

2/22/2019 5:15:54 PM allahuniversal They're synchronicities, hadn't looked at it that way. Unalike energy being attracted vs like energy, makes sense.

2/22/2019 5:17:39 PM mongrelglory Only if we're ready to handle it.  Remember the pre-requisites MJ-12 said we needed for official first contact?  No wars between countries.  No human 

trafficking.  A unified political body that could speak for the citizens of Earth.  Understandable to avoid chaos at disclosure.

2/22/2019 5:18:39 PM djlok @w_terrence needs to look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 post about his accident. I think something nefarious is going on there... 

Like maybe Cabalist Harris didn't like him pointing out that #JussieSmollett is her nephew! 

https://twitter.com/ScottLaRocca3/status/1098991902786027521 …

2/22/2019 5:22:00 PM djlok it just feels like we are so far away from that right now. And I don't want to have to reincarnate as another IS-BE on Earth again!!  I'm over it!!!

2/22/2019 5:22:25 PM mongrelglory I assume.  MJ-12 had said that at the time when Truman and Eisenhower were dealing with ETs/Roswell, it was concluded that disclosure at that time 

would have lead to chaos (war etc...).  Also the Vatican did not want disclosure and they had great influence in the world back then.

2/22/2019 5:28:04 PM thesuperdoobie  pic.twitter.com/tbMC1fIxcG



2/22/2019 5:28:17 PM mongrelglory Patience grasshopper! 😑  Disclosure will happen at the best/safest time for the planet.  We are making progress.  No countries are at war now!

The internet allows people to share news wake each other up all across the world. That didn't exist even a few decades ago!  The MSM...

2/22/2019 5:29:57 PM adsvel What I know, representatives of star nations will never choose any gov agency or mil service as ambassadors for OFC and it will be different as they are 

speaking of. They will choose high spiritual developed people, if more precisely, they are already chosen for this mission.

2/22/2019 5:30:27 PM mongrelglory propaganda system is losing control!  Hilary Clinton/322 had planned to start nuclear war in the Fall of 2017 and that was thwarted!

Human trafficking is getting shut down around the world after 1000s of years!

You do not have to re-incarnate if you are awake and choose not to.

2/22/2019 5:32:39 PM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford is talking about plans to move the UN to Laos, and it will be purged and re-designed as a meritocracy with members representing all 

the different geographic regions of the world.

2/22/2019 5:32:56 PM djlok Well my fear is that when I croak, I'm gonna be deceived and go back to Earth.  I have a history of being deceived!!

2/22/2019 5:36:37 PM mongrelglory I think this time it will be different for us.  We might have accomplished the mission we set out to do.  James Forrestal must have felt like such a failure 

at the end of his life when they "fired" him, but once he died, he ascended and was able to choose his next life/existence.

2/22/2019 5:39:04 PM adsvel Let first happen the necessary events before moving UN to the Laos. At first UK Brexit at 29-th of March, Abes take down in the Japan at 1-st of May 

and then we can talk about future plans.

2/22/2019 5:39:34 PM keith369me @MongrelGlory...what active wars still exist?  I keep hearing about Asian Alliances...they seem to be in contact with Putin and Trump.  If you take the 

“news” out of it, how far away are we really?  Watch Vietnam carefully.

2/22/2019 5:41:43 PM keith369me David, I feel like it’s closer than you think.  Keep those positive, humorous vibes going...it helps raise Earth’s energy

2/22/2019 5:42:22 PM djlok You raise a good point. Maybe we are near completion. Nearer than we realize.

2/22/2019 5:42:59 PM mongrelglory There currently are no official wars going on between any countries at all!  However, violence in many poorer countries still exists unfortunately due to 

internal power struggles.  That being said, I do think MJ-12 is correct in saying that we are looking at "years" rather ...

2/22/2019 5:45:00 PM mongrelglory ...than decades until disclosure.  The UN needs to be cleaned out of corruption and converted into a truly representative body for the Earth.  Benjamin 

Fulford says there are talks of moving the headquarters to Laos!

2/22/2019 5:45:08 PM yellahabibihela Can Solfeggio frequencies eradicate negative energy/auras and reset your EMF with positive energy?

2/22/2019 5:45:54 PM mongrelglory What's going on in Vietnam?

2/22/2019 5:46:33 PM ajadde5 I like this alot! It reaonates! Thanks MJ!

2/22/2019 5:47:28 PM yellahabibihela As in Law of One...

2/22/2019 5:48:06 PM mongrelglory Agree!  David, your sardonic wit is definitely a vibration-raiser. 😁

2/22/2019 5:49:39 PM mongrelglory If you're fearless at guessing, you'll be right 50% of the time. 😆

I've been wrong just as often!

2/22/2019 5:51:43 PM jrocktigers Clown , Majestic , neither? pic.twitter.com/ouSkEqWczM

2/22/2019 5:51:52 PM keith369me Trump/Kim meeting...this whole NK peace never happens without China’s support...which suggests they are sick of the cabal

2/22/2019 5:51:53 PM mongrelglory We also have to vote Trudeau out of office hear in Canada during the Fall elections!

2/22/2019 5:56:42 PM mongrelglory I think China, Russia and the US have been cooperating behind the scenes this whole time.  There's still some jockeying over how the new world will be 

divided (both financially and militarily).  Keep in mind, they have to sort out the mess of a financial system the Cabal left us.

2/22/2019 5:58:33 PM adsvel These necessary events are all around the Earth.

2/22/2019 5:59:50 PM cocopuffster12 That’s a good idea!!

2/22/2019 6:01:25 PM keith369me I have a feeling that nature of the cabal wealth is so much larger than even Q indicates.  A redistribution will create quite a Renaissance

2/22/2019 6:04:33 PM keith369me The China trade deal (TBD) is part of a larger arrangement...stuff is happening quickly.

2/22/2019 6:05:17 PM mongrelglory That's what I'm hoping for.  Hopefully it's not all tied up in "off-world" real estate!

2/22/2019 6:05:19 PM adsvel WDS (White Dragon Society).

2/22/2019 6:11:14 PM mongrelglory The complexity of the financial markets is a mess!  People say "let's just have a debt jubilee" but they don't realize if you write off the debt, you wipe 

out the entire bond market, which is larger than the stock market.  All those bonds are held by pension plans, cities, etc...

2/22/2019 6:11:52 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes

2/22/2019 6:13:08 PM wild8heart It’s because MJ12 is connected to Trump and Trump to NSA/USAintel...

CONNECT THOSE DOTS! 😆💫💛 Synchronicities everywhere!!

2/22/2019 6:14:33 PM mongrelglory They have a plan for a global currency reset, but executing it without crashing the bond and stock markets (thereby bringing world economies to a 

grinding halt) is a responsibility I would not want to have on my shoulders! They have to avoid panic at all costs!

2/22/2019 6:15:24 PM mongrelglory I hope they're real! 👍

2/22/2019 6:19:08 PM adsvel If not, who then will change Abe? Who created Eastern Alliance?

2/22/2019 6:19:39 PM keith369me We’re getting Pedo disclosure...Acosta fired first (Epstein mess) and then the flood gates...it’s all happy

2/22/2019 6:22:43 PM keith369me We’ll find out for sure regarding Abe very soon

2/22/2019 6:22:45 PM adsvel As I said there are so many events and disclosures in the queue.

2/22/2019 6:24:11 PM keith369me Nice to see your face...lots of previously hidden faces are now viewed

2/22/2019 6:24:27 PM adsvel They predict at May 1-st...

2/22/2019 6:25:40 PM keith369me I wouldn’t bet against that time frame

2/22/2019 6:26:03 PM adsvel Disclosure time. 😂And thank You so! 😊💗🌈

2/22/2019 6:27:58 PM mongrelglory I don't think the government of Japan was involved in the Eastern Alliance.  They've been a puppet of the Rothschilds/CIA since WWII. However there 

are powerful secret societies working for good in Japan. Hopefully they'll be able to bring down the Cabal-controlled politicians.

2/22/2019 6:28:15 PM keith369me Bob Kraft...tell me that today’s news wasn’t intentional shaming for some other action.  A billionaire in a massage parlor in a strip mall?  5 paid models 

in the back of his limo would be like me spending $2.00.

2/22/2019 6:28:31 PM adsvel Same here.😊

2/22/2019 6:29:32 PM keith369me Thank you for providing upbeat messages during the chaos...it helped me and allowed me to help others

2/22/2019 6:30:28 PM mongrelglory I look like my photo.

2/22/2019 6:31:06 PM keith369me I think Kim is higher up within the Asian hierarchy than we realize...with that said, those at the top are faceless publicly

2/22/2019 6:31:09 PM mongrelglory I too have been encouraged by all of you when my spirits have been flagging.  Thanks!

2/22/2019 6:31:15 PM jonessense They were trying to get us to help ourselves. Theyve had to step in more than they wanted to.

2/22/2019 6:32:10 PM djlok #metoo. Why I have so muny typoz....hard to see through the eye holes to tipe.

2/22/2019 6:33:06 PM keith369me I am in no position to make any judgments.  First Kabamur and now Sandris...soon enough my face will be there.  I posted a pic on Keybase

2/22/2019 6:34:12 PM keith369me I’ve seen David’s pics in dating apps

2/22/2019 6:34:53 PM djlok Who hasn't!!

2/22/2019 6:37:05 PM adsvel From the last report of Ben Fulford, they are ready to take him down. There are 2 candidates, one of them is North Korean Kim Jong Un, who has royal 

bloodline and Crown Prince Naruhito. Will see what brings meeting in the Vietnam at 27, 28 of February.

2/22/2019 6:37:20 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/wMQowX0lja

2/22/2019 6:38:22 PM djlok Hopefully I show enough skin.



2/22/2019 6:39:53 PM keith369me I have been following Fulford’s weekly reports as well.  He resonates mostly due to how his information plays out over time plus his humility

2/22/2019 6:39:55 PM adsvel And thank You! And thanks so many beautiful Awakened Souls for this liberation time! 😊💗🌈🌎

2/22/2019 6:40:19 PM charmanda9 Bahaha!!!

2/22/2019 6:41:28 PM mongrelglory From a bellydance (folkloric) performance we did this past summer. I'm second to the right, in the light purple dress. pic.twitter.com/jNMGtqkZ7J

2/22/2019 6:41:41 PM adsvel And thank You! All together we have Unity and Power in loving way!😊💗🌈🌎

2/22/2019 6:43:10 PM keith369me Just noticed Q using [[[Hillary]]]...would this be 3 clones?

2/22/2019 6:43:47 PM enomai_ Lol.

2/22/2019 6:44:16 PM djlok Oh my gosh!!  Not 3 of them!!!

2/22/2019 6:46:25 PM mongrelglory I've chatted with him on-line.  He grew up in Ottawa and is sincere in his work.  I worry sometimes he's being fed bad intel by Robert David Steele (I'm 

not sure if he's a disinfo agent) but Ben tries to find the truth about things.

2/22/2019 6:46:35 PM adsvel Yep.

2/22/2019 6:47:49 PM keith369me I think RDS has his heart in the right place...he wants to inform patriots...with that said, the ego could stand a little shrinking

2/22/2019 6:48:22 PM adsvel Wonderful band! 😊💗

2/22/2019 6:48:51 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/dbzla8DvBZ

2/22/2019 6:50:25 PM adsvel Looks like...

2/22/2019 6:50:29 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Does that mean she's in the cross-hairs?!

2/22/2019 6:51:01 PM djlok Yeah- all 3 of them!!

2/22/2019 6:51:13 PM tamiwils0n22813 I refuse to let them divide the BODY of Christ. We will be one body in Christ! I feel the Holy Spirit working in Godspeed timing already!!!! It is an 

amazing feeling to FEEL spiritually the JOY & LOVE he has for us! Nothing on this earth can or will compare! #Godwins #HolySpirit 

pic.twitter.com/0f0FjgbBUF

2/22/2019 6:53:11 PM adsvel 😂😂😂

2/22/2019 6:56:41 PM stacylpk  pic.twitter.com/BSO3vsG2S2

2/22/2019 6:57:39 PM mongrelglory It was a free festival for "Crime Awareness Day" in Mississauga (a city near Toronto). The people in the background were a Vietnamese dance troupe. 

Mississauga is a multi-cultural melting pot, that's for sure!  The police were painting faces on kids and handing out hotdogs etc..

2/22/2019 6:59:29 PM djlok Surprised Selfie-Queen Trudeau wasn't there for that!

2/22/2019 7:00:13 PM kwyatt55 Guarantee it!!!

2/22/2019 7:03:10 PM john777lee Knowing the state we are in now. I can't help but believe the Creator has sent them ! And Jesus is in the mix . It's all so amazing. Love to all !

2/22/2019 7:05:13 PM missy968 Where there’s smoke there’s fire

2/22/2019 7:08:14 PM adsvel Hotdogs... anyway that's wonderful way to coop. 😊

2/22/2019 7:09:58 PM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/4hytqqoMWl

2/22/2019 7:12:28 PM michael83341408  https://youtu.be/j4RscWJQeE8 

2/22/2019 7:15:34 PM nursewounds #AnonsKnew 🙏🇺🇸🏆💓

2/22/2019 7:20:27 PM tamiwils0n22813 Is this what is happening about the 5G & 6G technology that Trump wants? Can you give us more information on this? I know he would not agree to 

anything that would harm us, but there is a lot of information out there saying it will.

2/22/2019 7:31:24 PM neecieh6111 What is this about? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1099141841855938562 …

2/22/2019 7:46:42 PM karentriebel Car accident,,fractured neck and back recovering spirits high.He was suppose to be at the WH. No info on the driver

2/22/2019 7:55:11 PM whisperz777 LIVE Ancient Aliens Panel (2019-2020). Watch the 17th Annual Conscious Life Expo Live all weekend long

LIVE EVENT!  Erich von Däniken Linda Moulton 17th Annual Conscious Life ...  https://youtu.be/W8vl0cQk9AI  via @YouTube

2/22/2019 7:58:23 PM qofswords3 I hope POTUS said hi to him In hospital

2/22/2019 8:01:10 PM karentriebel I'm sure he did just not public

2/22/2019 8:05:50 PM enomai_ Have we made contact with tesla at all? Since, after we known of his death. I wont ask, how.

2/22/2019 8:37:22 PM karentriebel Americans suck at moderation

2/22/2019 9:02:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let the dominos fall on pizza no more. https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1099049262854299648 …

2/22/2019 9:03:00 PM teamsterr07 AMEN.

2/22/2019 9:03:18 PM 1_decided_voter No way will a Podesta be on this list of 175... will it?

2/22/2019 9:04:29 PM lbf777 I think Podesta is in GITMO.

2/22/2019 9:04:50 PM lbf777 I wish we had the names.

2/22/2019 9:05:06 PM henrysi5 Number of Angels

2/22/2019 9:05:37 PM carolba88945394 Dear God. Where we go one we go all. It’s happening.

2/22/2019 9:08:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Advertising for Big Pharma with your tax dollars.

Conflict of interest?

Wonder what nanotechnology those "vaccines" contain.... 🤭 https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1098615081955479553 …

2/22/2019 9:08:47 PM jdltr450 Being The Pain we're ready...Now.

2/22/2019 9:10:17 PM scott_rick Uhhmmm so would I

2/22/2019 9:12:02 PM blsdbe You have said some are good, some are not. How can the lay person discern the difference?

2/22/2019 9:12:03 PM turboxyde Gotta keep that endocrine system augmented with copious amounts of consciousness and intention... "Shields up Captain!" 

pic.twitter.com/Nff2jTm3p1

2/22/2019 9:13:41 PM arrow_mystic 💘🔥💞🇺🇸🏹🇺🇸💞🔥💘

#WWG1WGA #MAGA #QAnon

2/22/2019 9:15:32 PM mongrelglory The countries with the highest reported rates of influenza are the ones with the highest flu vaccine rates.  The science behind the flu vaccine is flawed, 

not to mention the "contaminants" they're sneaking into the vaccines.

2/22/2019 9:18:43 PM lbf777 I believe nanobytes inside vaccines can reproduce in our body and oppress our Conciousness. They are controlled by the AI who runs the Deep State 

alongside the Archons basically.

2/22/2019 9:19:11 PM mongrelglory From the research I've looked into, I would strongly advise against the HPV vaccine, have grave concerns about the MMR, and shingles vaccines, and 

say the chickenpox, and influenza vaccines are unnecessary.  Part of the problem is the over-stimulation of the immune system with...

2/22/2019 9:19:50 PM holotropik Lot of Nano tech in there. Goes straight into the CNS and you have an instant vehicle (body) hijack system...

2/22/2019 9:22:16 PM mongrelglory ...so many vaccines given over the years to kids. They used peanut oil as an adjuvent in many of the vaccines, and now peanut allergies are common 

among kids.  That being said, when I had an infected cat bite in my hand this Christmas, I got a dT booster (instead of the DPT).

2/22/2019 9:22:44 PM 979_7740 Yes many there. Follow Tribunal Watch

2/22/2019 9:22:52 PM love4thegameak Lol. Made up #s!!

2/22/2019 9:23:53 PM devildocvet Unless it’s corrupt politicians, I really don’t care.

2/22/2019 9:30:12 PM taitai78787 Nanotechnology - so much to learn

2/22/2019 9:30:12 PM patri0t1776 Be a shame if that list got leaked.

2/22/2019 9:31:26 PM mongrelglory When I say the chickenpox and influenza vaccines are unnecessary, I mean they're not very effective in providing long-lasting immunity, and some 

indications are that if the person does get infected later on, they have more severe symptoms because of the amplified immune response.

2/22/2019 9:34:48 PM mongrelglory That's a great cartoon!  Ben Garrison is a brave soldier.  I hope he gets his recognition from the Whitehouse after all the dust has settled.



2/22/2019 9:38:28 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 if possible, could you give us a (not too obtuse) hint about what the nanotechnology in vaccines is meant to do?

2/22/2019 9:41:42 PM __jabird__ Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland. One of the massive detectors is called “Alice “. I believe that the telescope in New Mexico is named “Lucifer “.

2/22/2019 9:44:39 PM fionamaeve Through the looking glass...doh. And I know all about popeys Lucifer.

2/22/2019 9:47:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Is this the results of the "can't miss" pizza party?  That's a lot of names..

2/22/2019 10:08:29 PM kik1771 Results of junk science that serves big corporations.

2/22/2019 10:15:45 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/7-part-vaccine-series …

2/22/2019 10:18:44 PM tanksmom2000 #ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/pttgHGrsv1

2/22/2019 10:34:39 PM jessieweir9 Fake numbers much?

2/22/2019 10:42:44 PM carolba88945394 Get the stats from insurance and Medicare Advantage Stars.

2/22/2019 10:44:22 PM debbierebg CDC are evil people! Never ever take a FLU shot! I am a nurse and took the flu shot at work for years. GUESS what? I got the flu. I have not taken the flu 

shot in the past 3 years. GUESS what? I HAVE NOT GOTTEN THE FLU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/22/2019 10:51:16 PM sctallgirl2000 They were offering them FREE this year! That's how bad they want us to get one! NEVER!

2/22/2019 10:53:09 PM sctallgirl2000 The P part of the DPT reacted on my child!

2/22/2019 10:53:27 PM sctallgirl2000 PERTUSSIS

2/22/2019 10:54:59 PM sctallgirl2000 Pertussis...the P in DPT. My son had a bad reaction to it in his first immunization.  Never took it again.

2/22/2019 10:56:34 PM sctallgirl2000 They want us vaccinated but not illegal immigrants.

2/22/2019 10:58:20 PM sctallgirl2000 I am soooooooo thankful that I discovered essential oils over 6 yrs ago! Yes, miracles do happen! #YLEO #YOUNGLIVING

2/22/2019 11:05:18 PM mongrelglory Lots of kids used to react to the old Pertussis vaccine!  Hope your child's okay! They're recommending it for adults now as a "booster". I declined. The 

doctor tried to scare me saying it was the "100 day cough".  My lungs are strong, so I'd be unlikely to die from Pertussis!

2/22/2019 11:09:41 PM mongrelglory I think that was wise...Not worth the risk.  In the old days, a few hundred vulnerable people would die each year from whooping cough in Canada, but 

that was before they had high-tech ventilators and antibiotics etc... I think the risk of death from pertussis is much less now.

2/22/2019 11:50:21 PM keepawakening Cloneship. Not a long shelf life.

2/23/2019 12:36:23 AM magicoclock They’re all unnecessary.

2/23/2019 12:53:18 AM mongrelglory The flu shot is free and heavily promoted by the government/medical bodies in Canada!

2/23/2019 1:00:06 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/eXK47mGDGt

2/23/2019 1:01:51 AM decodematrix How do we get the nanotech out of our bodies?

2/23/2019 1:08:03 AM the_fjalar we’re doomed. 😔

2/23/2019 1:08:13 AM mongrelglory Giant magnet?

2/23/2019 1:16:37 AM mongrelglory I like your new profile pic!

2/23/2019 1:20:02 AM diaptera_80 You can’t

2/23/2019 1:20:42 AM diaptera_80 You can only alleviate symptoms a tiny bit

2/23/2019 1:47:50 AM mongrelglory Any truth to this report about Antarctica and Oumuamua?

 https://www.exopolitics.org/navy-insiders-corroborate-secret-antarctic-space-fleet-mission-to-oumuamua/ …

2/23/2019 1:55:22 AM mongrelglory Airl (the book Alien Interview) said the technology on the moon belonged to the Domain, and had been set up to monitor evolutionary events on Earth, 

but that other aliens came in and coopted the tech to make Earth a prison planet.  The Domain only became aware after the fact.

2/23/2019 2:08:52 AM mongrelglory Emery Smith just did a Gaia episode where he talks about it.  If you check his Twitter feed, there was a free link to the interview.

2/23/2019 2:12:54 AM mongrelglory If I recall correctly, they seemed to imply that fish and dairy/eggs were of a better vibrational quality than meat.  They suggested plants and nuts but 

suggested to avoid legumes because they were of a lower vibrational quality.

2/23/2019 2:16:34 AM mongrelglory They've previously said to use computer generated tones, and to beware of free meditation music found on Youtube etc...because it could have 

negative programming for mind control.

2/23/2019 2:19:33 AM mongrelglory Are you sure you're not seeing David? @DJLOK 😉

2/23/2019 2:19:42 AM djlok This is a good question. I mean it's it meant to kill us, make us sick, or just subdue us?

2/23/2019 2:20:34 AM djlok Ha ha!!

2/23/2019 2:22:03 AM mongrelglory Emery Smith says otherwise.  Check out his recent interview on Gaia TV.

2/23/2019 2:25:46 AM mongrelglory I'll be a little bummed if the leap occurs while I'm sitting in a nursing home with Alzheimer's. 😜

2/23/2019 2:33:38 AM mongrelglory I know that the technology definitely exists.  China is supposed to have 4 quantum super-computers, and the US has several too.

2/23/2019 2:59:43 AM pauliepg11111 I think it’s got to do with the fact that the nanites can be controlled remotely with tech - essentially the aim would be to make us controlled “robots”?

2/23/2019 3:04:50 AM zagnett i've read that in MJ's posts too. Fascinating peeps these "Domain officers", but...mysterious.

Frankly i want to get to know them better than i do currently.

Any benevolent Domain officers: Please feel free to contact me in any reasonable manner you find appropriate.

2/23/2019 3:30:21 AM dnbarlow36 Think about who the CDC really pushes the flu shot on.  The young and older people.   Why? #WWG1WGA

2/23/2019 3:36:16 AM crampneyvis Do you have any comment? https://abcnews.go.com/US/florida-mayor-arrested-allegedly-shooting-police-officers/story?id=61230402 …

2/23/2019 3:49:12 AM jimmylarkin141 Just not seeing the angle Kraft gonna pay fine wipe egg off face and move on.  UNLESS it is shown he is owner of trafficking org!!  He will plead senility 

or something!!!

2/23/2019 3:55:46 AM jimmylarkin141 Please explain this further? Thanks

2/23/2019 4:12:10 AM keith369me A really good source said, “Florida is important” months ago

2/23/2019 4:17:17 AM enomai_ How can we kill the nanobots? Or etc?

2/23/2019 4:22:17 AM enomai_ Probably the technology, that will make u susceptible to the waves they want. So, they can make you think or dream what they want.

2/23/2019 4:25:25 AM anncrittenden2 They have technology to create a 3rd dna strand. Some believe when you take the mark, it will active nanoparticles to create the 3rd strand & you 

won’t be seen in God’s book of life

2/23/2019 4:39:31 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 the arrests of these monsters alone will raise the collective consciousness to a higher state.

2/23/2019 4:40:25 AM lisadai35675493 True... and we are in a war against Monsters Inc...( another portal/ loosh /kids/ reality...🤮🤮

2/23/2019 4:42:04 AM universalrisin Hahaha!

2/23/2019 4:43:45 AM carliestar10 Free?? They will even come to your car and give the free shot curbside if you want!!! Eeek!

2/23/2019 4:47:44 AM hawkgirlinmn How beautiful. 🙏🏼

2/23/2019 4:56:42 AM hawkgirlinmn People seem to have amnesia re: even physical “Awareness.” I learned more about it when I was  a hunting/fishing guide in Canada. Being in the 

middle of nowhere literally for weeks on end, your brain calms and the eyes sees and feels all that moves. I applied this to everything.

2/23/2019 5:02:46 AM cindymannings @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/skullcaster/status/1086655196715986944 …

2/23/2019 5:08:10 AM jamesgdurrett Agreed...push only three facts...we are the news...let's do it right!

2/23/2019 5:09:20 AM dr_t_dc Where can we get real verifiable info about nano tech in vaccines?

2/23/2019 5:10:58 AM clancy_birrell so would love to be a part of this team wow.

2/23/2019 5:12:40 AM clancy_birrell i can feel the energy my spouse gives off when she is angry hurt upset or joyful happy laughing. I can choose to absorb it or deflect it. If I absorb it I can 

store it for later. Is this what you're talking about?

2/23/2019 5:14:00 AM clancy_birrell I think it's also possible to kick up or down the energy being given off. I'd not say that i was stealing it as the energy was flowing already. The bad actor 

would work at causing the outbursts in order to harvest the energy of the other person.



2/23/2019 5:15:17 AM clancy_birrell The neutral person would just allow the outburst to happen and soak it up. The positive person would work hard to avoid or help others avoid 

outbursts and harness their own energy for the benefit of all.

2/23/2019 5:16:15 AM clancy_birrell a word came to me during meditation the other day regarding this 'calciated' I think it's related to a latin term that means to oppress/suppress.

2/23/2019 5:19:13 AM clancy_birrell can you take our souls with you?

2/23/2019 5:22:27 AM aschilliam so the Old Guard is some kind of weapon to keep us somewhere or something?

Feeders. Negativity. Angst. El Paso. Gate. Prison Planet.

2/23/2019 5:29:00 AM clancy_birrell loved the boom mike over his face

nice touch

2/23/2019 5:36:50 AM jimhayzlett If you choose and invite esoteric things, meditate on it, you will have success.  💯 % humans have this ability!  Go ahead, its amazing ✨🙏🏼😇✨

2/23/2019 5:37:54 AM clancy_birrell maj message for sather?

2/23/2019 5:40:33 AM mjparchangel777 My whole family caught the flu this year, it was like a bad head cold for a few days, no flu shots. Last year  we got flu shots and two members were 

hospitalized.

2/23/2019 5:45:38 AM clancy_birrell wwiii averted

2/23/2019 5:51:17 AM cgraydc I just looked at your profile. You don't have enough retweets for Hillary to add you to her list. Stay safe my friend.

2/23/2019 6:01:02 AM zagnett Wondering if @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could clarify your rebuttal of MJ's statement. Would be nice for us all to get along, but not necessarily ONLY with 

MJ12's help/programs!

2/23/2019 6:10:04 AM missy968 You should hear the cognitive dissonance in New England. I had to shake my head and let them talk. Please reveal the truth

2/23/2019 6:25:17 AM covertress 🤔 Was I "SEEING hyperdimensional information?" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033018325880713216?s=19 …

2/23/2019 6:36:39 AM ravagepanther Indeed they are.

2/23/2019 6:40:18 AM jimhayzlett Note: this recycle ‘program’ may have been or will be dismantled.  You Are Source Light, One Light, All Connected, UNITY ✨☀️✨

2/23/2019 6:48:36 AM oxmanmartin  pic.twitter.com/vujhHTTzva

2/23/2019 6:49:24 AM covertress Thanks for placing the answers to my questions on other people's posts. Very hyperdimensional of you, MJ12. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098984462589808642 …

2/23/2019 7:00:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most likely an IS-BE was attempting to make contact with you but the link could not be established properly. Variety if circumstances could be 

responsible. Next time you see it, imagine the reciprocal and attempt to meet it in the middle.

2/23/2019 7:03:05 AM magawinning Hell no...

I'll not set my children on fire to keep yours warm. 

Keep that poison away from my children.

2/23/2019 7:03:36 AM hawkgirlinmn Off subject, but is it a coincidence thst Stark was arrested in Jupiter? Double meaning. Jupiter= can be referenced to Lucifer/satanism as well as Jesus. 

As above, so below?

2/23/2019 7:04:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only for the purpose of using nanotechnology to zip the DNA back together while making slight modifications without your consent.

2/23/2019 7:04:02 AM hawkgirlinmn And thank you for the explanation and tips by the way 🙏🏼

2/23/2019 7:18:01 AM thankq45 Walmart was giving $25 certificates if you got the shot. Doesn't seem fishy at all. 🙄

2/23/2019 7:27:02 AM zagnett May you elaborate more? That doesn't make much sense yet.

2/23/2019 7:30:00 AM rosesrred0119 Vaccines?

2/23/2019 7:36:41 AM jeff57253103 I don’t doubt that at all. The watchers/ fallen angels brought higher technology with them and they taught the babies born between them and humans. 

They were literally powerful giants

2/23/2019 7:39:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its because you're being protected. You can thank the Majestic General Flynn and the DIA. You were groomed by the Majestic 12.

2/23/2019 7:41:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Congratulations patriot! Your honesty and intentions resonate.🙏🏼

2/23/2019 7:41:34 AM jimhayzlett He was groomed by Angels ✨🙏🏼😇✨

2/23/2019 7:41:59 AM jollyrob2 I’ve just had it also...feel a lot better now 💪✨💫 sorry to hear about the hospitalization

2/23/2019 7:42:49 AM thainfamous20v Evidence or conjecture?

2/23/2019 7:44:14 AM richard74195773 Patriots protect Patriots 

#PatriotsFight #PatriotsPray 

God Answers

2/23/2019 7:47:09 AM kleister601 EXACTLY

2/23/2019 7:48:39 AM headlinejuice Can you ask the General and DIA to intervene on my behalf? #targetedindividual

2/23/2019 7:50:34 AM rhealln WOOOOO!!!!  HOOOO!!!!!  GOOOOO JORDAN!!!  Humanity NEEDS YOU!!!

2/23/2019 7:50:51 AM austinaforreal I would certainly like to be groomed for some sort of work.

2/23/2019 8:03:49 AM moemc8 Woah, nice!

2/23/2019 8:06:28 AM itapam @stefanofait @sara_maestroni @MrMyskin ❤️

2/23/2019 8:10:12 AM turboxyde Bridging consciousness through dimensions of awareness... by mirroring we are subconsciously learning the harmonics of interdimensional emotional 

(frequency of intention) exchange. This would be key to synchronizing telepathy and multidimensional connections... wow!

2/23/2019 8:10:13 AM jessie_misty  pic.twitter.com/OM23yvnmUC

2/23/2019 8:10:17 AM anitaevans You will get it - just practice your telepathy- I practice with my daughter and when we think of each other we text a ping to see if match up!

2/23/2019 8:10:34 AM _17patriot_ So happy to see Jordan to be groomed by the legendary group

2/23/2019 8:15:13 AM lib7473 What did I tell U Jordan, how many times does MJ-12 have subtly tell u their divine msg from above...👆🏻🧝🏻♂️🛸

2/23/2019 8:17:47 AM laughinatdumbdc 🙄coworker: I get flu shot every year; never got flu. 😁Me: I don’t get flu shot; never got flu.Try again NPC

2/23/2019 8:18:22 AM _17patriot_ I feel alot of the ops are mirroring the Godfather saga

2/23/2019 8:20:42 AM daveo6145 Will you make a @getongab acct?

2/23/2019 8:24:28 AM melanieanders7 Are you stuck too?

2/23/2019 8:24:55 AM neufeldtlyss17  pic.twitter.com/FYD3Hve11I

2/23/2019 8:27:32 AM richard74195773 Anons saw this coming...

#PatriotsFight #PatriotsPray 

God Answers

2/23/2019 8:28:55 AM outerspaaaace I hope so! And I hear humanity's lifespan is even longer than That before we started getting fucked with!

2/23/2019 8:30:49 AM melanieanders7 After reading through that links comments, people are waking up. :)

2/23/2019 8:31:53 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/pYBa44HU3h

2/23/2019 8:34:44 AM outerspaaaace How do we use computer generated tones?

2/23/2019 8:35:49 AM mongrelglory That's all they've said in the past when people have asked the same question.  They've said they won't answer a question that's already been 

answered before, so I was just trying to be helpful.

2/23/2019 8:41:13 AM mongrelglory Someone gave this as an example of what MJ-12 were talking about.  Different frequencies are used for different meditation purposes.  528 Hz and 432 

Hz are the most common for healing and positive emotions.

 http://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator/ 

2/23/2019 8:43:11 AM diaptera_80 Who sits where and programs this shit? AI?



2/23/2019 8:44:00 AM pastorjon9 I've suspected as much about some people. For instance, some folks have been suspended for a week for posting more minor stuff than I have yet I 

haven't been touched. Same is true for quite a few others. I thought part of it had to do with # of followers - fewer = !threat

2/23/2019 8:48:38 AM melanieanders7 I’m ready to bust outta this joint.

2/23/2019 8:54:47 AM mongrelglory Here's links to some MJ-12 tweets about the subject of frequencies:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968 …

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071177376812412933 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067762316438134785 …

2/23/2019 8:56:13 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/0LJnfaJ6q1

2/23/2019 8:57:27 AM vintagesquirrel What/where is that?

2/23/2019 8:58:04 AM purspectives_ Calling all Angels.   by TRAIN  https://youtu.be/TaG9SDxwPBg 

#KAG #ChooChoo

2/23/2019 8:59:02 AM jrocktigers LSJ pic.twitter.com/8JXYF1V2AN

2/23/2019 8:59:25 AM mongrelglory That's so cool!

2/23/2019 9:00:29 AM magaforc  pic.twitter.com/OtCfBu6Fq2

2/23/2019 9:00:56 AM pauliepg11111 Thanks. Can’t seem to find the free link?

2/23/2019 9:01:09 AM vintagesquirrel Where is that checkerboard on the island?

2/23/2019 9:02:19 AM sctallgirl2000 My son's reaction at 2 months old was frightening. Thankfully it didn't cause long term brain damage. He's 31 now and a PhD.

2/23/2019 9:02:53 AM mongrelglory This was the tweet where I watched it: https://twitter.com/emerysmith33/status/1097937231434731521 …

2/23/2019 9:03:04 AM jrocktigers Directly south just below the white circle compass. pic.twitter.com/NF2c2you1c

2/23/2019 9:03:27 AM old_mum That explains such a lot tbh, why people are drawn to Jordan, I know I was from the first time I saw him on YouTube before Q!

2/23/2019 9:04:37 AM sctallgirl2000 What's the Majestic 12?

2/23/2019 9:06:05 AM trumplican_68 Gonna have to put in two cents here Gen Flynn yes, DIA is pretty swampy and petty from my view.

2/23/2019 9:07:30 AM vintagesquirrel I see it. TY!

2/23/2019 9:09:38 AM its_a_jungle_ You are breathing it in with chemical trials in the sky also

2/23/2019 9:09:57 AM jrocktigers Western point pic.twitter.com/gzrp0dIcOG

2/23/2019 9:10:37 AM giediknight It would be amazing if @Jordan_Sather_ covered @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as well as Q

2/23/2019 9:14:41 AM irah_chandler Any idea why the office of the under sec of def is down today?

 http://acq.osd.mil 

2/23/2019 9:17:56 AM o2bnhvn I Believe.

2/23/2019 9:19:07 AM blindsquirrel36 🍿🍿🍿😁🐹 pic.twitter.com/fqfqnUnzLt

2/23/2019 9:32:48 AM outerspaaaace Oh geez, it's so hard who to know who to trust. I guess that's why we have to think for ourselves.

2/23/2019 9:34:22 AM outerspaaaace Thanks so much for the info! ♥ I've heard about the benefits of certain tones to get us into beneficial brainwave states (I don't know if I'm describing 

it accurately, but yeah lol).

2/23/2019 9:41:55 AM laurabusse The frustration (which we all feel) may be helping to keep it from you. Observe the frustration. Welcome it. Don't push it away. Allow it. Feel it. Keep 

observing it. It will dissipate on its own. So you can move into higher vibes. Peace, love etc Blessings :-) 💘

2/23/2019 9:44:35 AM debbierebg YOU are NPC doing everything THEY tell you do! All the toxins in the vaccines. Doesn't matter to me you get a flu shot. Keep getting them. Not me ever 

again

2/23/2019 9:44:37 AM charmcityanon Bumping incase u missed. If u dont respond I want ask again.

2/23/2019 9:46:39 AM laurabusse My opinion as well. Though of course i could be wrong. But not likely LOL

2/23/2019 9:49:53 AM laurabusse I don't believe in the word can't. Anything is possible. There's a woman who was a nun trying to right wrongs in cath church. She was targeted w 

nanotech. She found a practitioner and together they figured out how to remove the nanotach from her body. She was on project camelot.

2/23/2019 9:50:16 AM richardhiatt16 🤔🇺🇸

2/23/2019 9:50:59 AM laurabusse If you're interested i can try to find her on the project camelot web site...

2/23/2019 9:52:51 AM laurabusse How do you know this? You sound read in to something...doubtless you know more than what you condensed into your tweet. Fascinating...

2/23/2019 9:53:49 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Will calcium from raw organic grass fed free range dairy cows calcify the pineal gland? Or is the only source of calcium that will not 

harm the pineal gland from plants?

2/23/2019 9:55:19 AM blsdbe ***Off Topic Question: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Will calcium from raw organic grass fed free range dairy cows calcify the pineal gland? Or is the only source 

of calcium that will not harm the pineal gland from plants?

2/23/2019 9:56:29 AM blsdbe ***Off Topic Question: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Will calcium from raw organic grass fed free range dairy cows calcify the pineal gland? Or is the only source 

of calcium that will not harm the pineal gland from plants?

2/23/2019 9:56:56 AM raphaelfarnese Dont try to kid yourself...your not fooling antone. Everyone knows @Jordan_Sather_ is Authentic and Speaks from the mind based on Educated 

Research etc. GO Get em Jordan!

2/23/2019 9:57:30 AM yogithegeek He ain't groomed 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

2/23/2019 9:57:56 AM missy968 But these girls are enslaved to their masters...

2/23/2019 9:58:20 AM laurabusse All is not lost Patriot. Take heart. I believe goodness and truth will win out. Have faith :-) 💘 i believe there IS a plan being carried out by white hats as 

alluded to by Q and MJ12.

2/23/2019 9:59:41 AM laurabusse Do tell...what do essential oils do? Am familiar w them and i have some but maybe they can do more than i think?

2/23/2019 10:01:11 AM richardhiatt16 Did someone say Pizza 🍕?

2/23/2019 10:01:15 AM laurabusse Wow. No. Not at all. Yikes. Such a red flag. Being PAID to get vaccinated??? On the bright side i think they know they are losing!!!

2/23/2019 10:02:55 AM laughinatdumbdc clarifying: I wasn’t calling you npc. It’s what I call my flu-shot advocating coworker. Sorry 4 confusion.

2/23/2019 10:03:23 AM apex_starseed Lol..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is hilarious..@Jordan_Sather_ is just a true journalist...#PatriotsFight

2/23/2019 10:05:57 AM debbierebg I am so sorry! sometimes these twitter "replies" do not make sense.

2/23/2019 10:08:58 AM cjptrsn I'm not convinced that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 isn't right, in a round about way.  I have felt for years that there was an effort to wake people up through 

media paralleling The Cabal's efforts.  Movies, TV, but mostly AM talk radio.  That's where I got my red pill.  Coast to Coast AM.

2/23/2019 10:10:46 AM akashicsoup This is ridiculous lol.  Wake up.

2/23/2019 10:11:41 AM melanieanders7 Not a fan of it but you can! :) maybe I haven’t found my magic percentage of THC.

2/23/2019 10:15:24 AM koryoline1 Very cool!

2/23/2019 10:18:29 AM laurabusse We can only hope

2/23/2019 10:21:43 AM pauliepg11111 Thank you 🙏

2/23/2019 10:22:09 AM laurabusse O god i love it!

2/23/2019 10:27:13 AM terryca53306307 Thank you for this song.. Have not listened to it for years,made me tingle all over my body !! I needed to feel the Lords love this morning.. Thank you 

again !! We are all one. WWG1WGA !!!

2/23/2019 10:28:01 AM laurabusse Me neither. Getting there. I suppose state of consciousness is key. I would be happy if earth returned to a state of paradise but a ufo was never seen. 

Am open to them of course. Just the benevolent ones.

2/23/2019 10:30:37 AM sano_faith Oh god!

2/23/2019 10:40:33 AM melanieanders7 In cough syrup form. I’ll smile for days lol

2/23/2019 10:41:33 AM laurabusse All a part of ppl waking up, taking back their power, and making things happen! Truly we have the power. As Lionel says "we could drown them in our 

urine".



2/23/2019 10:44:13 AM lbf777 I told you all they are messing with our DNA. This screws up our entire conciousness system making us more fearful, confused, tired, and reducing 

MANY innate powers we don’t even know about because we have forgotten.

Tldr: Messing with our dna makes life hellish.

#qanon

2/23/2019 10:46:19 AM itrusttheplan Lennon was shot bc he could sway an election with just a few words.

2/23/2019 10:48:10 AM igiant111 Lol ok what? Little far fetched here.

2/23/2019 10:48:11 AM adsvel 😊Interesting saying!

2/23/2019 10:48:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all are "signed into MJ12", however all who do not are monitored closely. Apologies for the misunderstanding. Those who are signed in are granted 

a more reasonable latitude than others.

2/23/2019 10:50:25 AM laurabusse I've concluded gov't will NEVER disclose. They'd have to own up to DECADES of lying and evil plotting. Disclosure is already happening. Slowly as we can 

handle it. UFOs, channelings, whistleblowers, Greer, Wilcock, etc etc etc. WE are the ones we've been waiting for. :-)

2/23/2019 10:55:13 AM jabbersbfol Beautiful!  Fits perfectly!  Thank you!  @Jordan_Sather_ #WWG1GWA Keep up the good fight! #Q sent me. 🤗

2/23/2019 10:55:28 AM shallknown Example of a good one would be Hepatitis B vaccine if you're a healthcare worker. 

Aside from that, I cant think of another "good" one.

2/23/2019 10:58:34 AM shallknown Most "colds" are not the flu. Flu is a very specific condition caused by a specific category of viruses.

2/23/2019 11:01:19 AM melanieanders7 Never had it that way!

2/23/2019 11:01:30 AM ekotoons #QANON #MEMETEAM pic.twitter.com/R70CcpNBxa

2/23/2019 11:01:46 AM laurabusse I believe a happy ending will occur as predicted. HOWEVER. I also believe whats gonna happen is gonna happen. So we pray, meditate, trust, and do 

what we can. Our physical lives are finite anyway. Just a matter of when and how. After? Heaven? A diff planet? Reincarnate? Who knows

2/23/2019 11:02:00 AM shallknown You could build a small EMP device and activate  close to your body, but away from all electronic devices. 

Warning, I've never tried this. 😁

2/23/2019 11:02:37 AM turboxyde I think it would help to clarify... What are the Majestic definitions for a visitation? We are governed by hidden rules and enforcers who are quick to 

reprimand the innocent seeking contact. Is that a secret illegality of being? The right of revelation applies to all equally!

2/23/2019 11:03:12 AM ekotoons #QANON #MEMETEAM pic.twitter.com/yxuFm7PtcC

2/23/2019 11:03:40 AM adsvel Who gave You these rights to speak in the name of all humanity? We are Free Beings and we have no Lords above us! You can control those who are 

willing to play in Your games. We no need a middleman to connect with our Original Self, with our Cosmic brothers and sisters.

2/23/2019 11:04:20 AM anangelhasland1 Reasonable as in “Our reports show you got 1.2 hours sleep in the last ten days. What’s with the whining?”

2/23/2019 11:07:04 AM laurabusse Probably bc thousands of brainwashed hillary leftists would literally cause riots and scream trump is a dictator bc of what he did to their beloved 

innocent queen. I think that would make things worse. I trust the plan is unfolding 2 her ultimate revealing and ensuing destruction

2/23/2019 11:07:33 AM ashe18321312 Very true.... any true cosmic family will have no sense of control or anger... just a deep love and yourning to free humanity... a unfakable love that you 

can sense...

2/23/2019 11:07:40 AM ekotoons ALL MY ART

IS BELONG 

TO YOU ♥️

#QANON

#MEMETEAM

#WWG1WGA 

cc

@occulturalism

@TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/SWmQDgYWFU
2/23/2019 11:09:05 AM daveschroeder18 So are you now saying that there will not be hell to pay?

2/23/2019 11:11:06 AM mskeens1962 Wow Eko, I feel honored - TY & I'll try to make good use out of some of them.  I'm not very good at it 🙄

2/23/2019 11:11:44 AM mapyourworld1 I don’t have the sauce with me, but I have heard nothing good about the MMR vaccine.  IIRC, some research was done on that vaccine specifically and 

the results were very condemning!  I believe the reports were buried, researchers were threatened and a doctor lost his job over it.

2/23/2019 11:11:45 AM zrickety More than half of all Americans don't get the flu shot...and we're still alive!

The vaccine contains Thimersol, literally MUTAGENIC POISON.  No thanks .@CDCgov

 https://www.cdhfinechemical.com/images/product/msds/133_1152494243_Thiomersal-CASNO-54-64-8-MSDS.pdf …

2/23/2019 11:12:56 AM ekotoons BROKE MY OWN THREAD

INTO A FEW PIECES

OH WELL! 😂 

GOING FOSHIN FOR 

A BIT WHILE MY

HAMD HEALS

C U SOON FAM!

1112–thanks @jack 😡 pic.twitter.com/tI0XqYcqlP
2/23/2019 11:16:00 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @Sarah4America @RealJamesWoods @charliekirk11 @ChatByCC @ROHLL5 

@WayneDupreeShow @heyitsCarolyn @SebGorka @KamVTV @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Stardust_1416 @nattaguglbought 

@bigredwavenow @my3monkees @RealCandaceO https://twitter.com/Stardust_1416/status/1099350332361056256 …

2/23/2019 11:16:07 AM stoneturnr How do ET's determine if an individual is ready for contact? And how exactly are people being monitored? Telepathically, with satellites, or....?

2/23/2019 11:17:08 AM zrickety They were creating nanotech at least 25 years ago...you could read about it in Popular Mechanics.  You won't find any 'real' info about vaccines.  It's all 

manipulated data and propaganda.  The truther scientists are discredited and have their labs taken away.

2/23/2019 11:17:18 AM laurabusse Bingo. Life is simple. Love is simple, deep and profound. And protective. :-) no need to fear...fear lowers vibes and thus your natural protection. No 

need to fear this either LOL. Just be. And love. Just be love 💘

2/23/2019 11:17:18 AM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Between necessary and malicious disinformation it is difficult to discern the truth. Nevertheless I appreciate the ideas you share 

here as many of them resonate with me. One thing I wonder: Can alcohol ("SPIRIT") drinks be a spiritual tool?Or does it only distract

2/23/2019 11:17:22 AM jooooody @Jordan_Sather_ is low key not out there like the other 200....  he be cool like that.

2/23/2019 11:17:53 AM zagnett Yeah that's got to stop. Like yesterday. No middlemen needed.

2/23/2019 11:19:05 AM zrickety There are some who say you can take control of the nanobots as they are your property, and use them for good.

2/23/2019 11:19:30 AM ben19394231 And theres that 'icky' vibe again... Q wannabe or Larp?



2/23/2019 11:20:35 AM qtpi3_14 @threadreaderapp unroll this majesticness

2/23/2019 11:20:43 AM ashe18321312 🙏🙏🙏

2/23/2019 11:20:48 AM laurabusse Wait. So is 5g good or evil or what? Isn't it harmful? Isn't it of the cabal? Or have we been lied to and it's really a cure for tds? So confused now...

2/23/2019 11:22:14 AM 1crazy_toaster keep researching..things are shifting..not all is as it seems...Trump playing Chess Game...I have posted updates.

2/23/2019 11:22:49 AM mapyourworld1 The rise in autism is out of control!  Anyone over a certain age can look back and remember that it was rarely heard of in the past.  Many of the girls I 

went to school with have autistic children now.  But no one wants to talk about it in the open.

2/23/2019 11:24:51 AM ekotoons HE MY LIL PUP THO 🐶 

CARES ABOUT 3 THINGS:

⭕️ DOING BUSINESS 🗂

⭕️ KICKING ASS 👊

⭕️ SPACE 🌌 pic.twitter.com/Fmigr6ATTv

2/23/2019 11:25:14 AM laurabusse Ask a suspected clone inhabited by a.i. to calculate pi to the very last digit. Oughta keepem busy for awhile. LOL. Never gets old. (Would be a hilarious 

subplot in a good sci fi movie. How to defeat cylons...)

2/23/2019 11:26:22 AM melanieanders7 Nice! You’re making me think of the line “ever danced with the devil in the pale moonlight?”

2/23/2019 11:27:12 AM robwhit67881406 Lol Its that short cut sandy hair got you all in a twist dont worry it... it'll pass besides im sure Jordan can recommend something

2/23/2019 11:27:57 AM qtpi3_14 I want to see Special Forces pup too...  rappelling 😊

2/23/2019 11:28:51 AM laurabusse Halibut can be very nasty i presume? Or maybe just big and and dangerous when caught?

2/23/2019 11:30:01 AM princesspatrio1 Your Lil Pup is bad ass! 😎💥

2/23/2019 11:31:34 AM do_or_do_notty Majestic @GenFlynn 

That made me smile! 👍❤️🇺🇸❤️

2/23/2019 11:33:17 AM do_or_do_notty I had contact once. Many years ago. I’m sure working toward that again!

2/23/2019 11:35:33 AM ascendingadam You position yourselves between us and them AND make statements like this...

This will be viewed as concearning to many. pic.twitter.com/rByJwTiJnO

2/23/2019 11:35:51 AM ekotoons OH THATS AN IDEA:

DROP IDEAS 

TAKE IDEAS

MAKE IDEAS

THEN WE TURN 

THEM INTO REALITY

PHOTOCHOPPERS

COULD HAVE SO

MUCH FUN W/PUP pic.twitter.com/XzNliHxA5S
2/23/2019 11:35:51 AM qtpi3_14 Hi JD.  What makes you say that?

2/23/2019 11:36:29 AM laurabusse So glad to know we are majority now therefore DS fighting uphill battle. Q's been at it over a yr. Have doubted in past. No more. Too much inside info 

that is pro potus. Many support Q. Wilcock. Parkes. JZ Knight. List goes on. Thank god for Q! It's a foregone conclusion now :-)

2/23/2019 11:36:34 AM zagnett Whole lotta cure needed for that crippling disease.

2/23/2019 11:42:10 AM jrocktigers What will it "cure" for those who don't have TDS?

2/23/2019 11:42:44 AM laurabusse Listened to the audiobook Interview with alien. A bit scary. Wasn't sure if Domain was benevolent, has our best interests in mind. What do you think 

Michelle? They are benevolent? As custodians?

2/23/2019 11:47:22 AM laurabusse These people are sick.

2/23/2019 11:48:05 AM theaagabriel I Owe I Owe its off to work I go.

2/23/2019 11:50:43 AM zagnett We (regular people i mean) know little to nothing about the Domain. MJ has said we'll have the opportunity to become Domain citizens. But what 

Domain citizens' rights & responsibilities? We need more information or we won't be able to make an informed decision.

2/23/2019 12:05:02 PM laurabusse Synthetic urine? Why? Just why?

2/23/2019 12:06:49 PM allahuniversal So I SHOULD be relieved not being on that list (no guarantee that those not on the Twitter list aren't on SOME list(s) SOMEwhere. FWIW not being one-

dimensional with posts/tweets makes good sense. Moving target.

2/23/2019 12:09:52 PM laurabusse @bussemusic

2/23/2019 12:10:02 PM allahuniversal 1st thought --> pic.twitter.com/OyFhHSmPoT

2/23/2019 12:15:15 PM laurabusse Nothing is ever personal. Ever. Just feels like it. We all think, feel, react. Whatever anyone ever does or says is always about them and not you. Be at 

peace my friend  :-) ✌️ 💘

2/23/2019 12:16:21 PM laurabusse Graham Hancock for one. And that other guy...

2/23/2019 12:17:00 PM allahuniversal IDK, Brothers & Sisters or not, illegal aliens are illegal aliens. Let's bring it under 40,000 for a sec...If I had a long lost Bro who's a Mexican citizen, good 

guy, not a criminal., calling him or him calling me isn't illegal (telepathy).

2/23/2019 12:17:48 PM disclosurebp This sign is for you, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  pic.twitter.com/KYy8yHtPjz

2/23/2019 12:20:44 PM allahuniversal However him sneaking past Border Patrol & not following protocols already in place may cause problems. NOT because long lost Bro is a bad guy, it's 

because there ARE criminal aliens trying to get in as well. Hence, Build The Wall. As below, so above. 

Border Patrol <>Space Force

2/23/2019 12:21:24 PM laurabusse So there's hope :-) they took things too far. We're not stupid. I KNEW Dr.'s and nurses were better than that. My last hosp stay (3 wks long) had the 

kindest wisest most loving and enlightened nurses. I was completely and utterly blown away that entire 3 wks. Could not believe it

2/23/2019 12:22:20 PM wearytrave11er The opening of our 3rd eye will allow us to remember of past. Our ancestors knowledge and experiences reside within us and every effort is made to 

ensure we never find out the truth. #dmt the spirit molecule allows us to glimpse into ourselves and this is why it has a profound

2/23/2019 12:22:54 PM qzeropointq Great family!

2/23/2019 12:23:58 PM 1crazy_toaster plant medicine has never left us. its what we've always used until Pharma pushed its way in & dominated all.  Then there is "Fasting" - the body will 

detox & regenerate but no one likes to fast, they think they'll starve to death. shows what lack of knowledge does.

2/23/2019 12:25:53 PM wearytrave11er Effect on many who take this journey.  The #GreatAwakening is in full swing, it's going to be a real trip. 

This is a must watch...

 https://youtu.be/LtT6Xkk-kzk 

2/23/2019 12:30:48 PM 1_decided_voter While I'd like to believe this, I'd be more inclined if we had some sort of validation, like a like or RT of Jordan from Flynn's account or one of his close 

relatives.

2/23/2019 12:34:02 PM edgeman611 evidence, proof?  or shut up!!

2/23/2019 12:34:16 PM covertress "...meet it in the middle?" 

I've seen this movie. 

Happy ending. https://youtu.be/YuftF3ZnMZM 



2/23/2019 12:36:02 PM 1crazy_toaster you want to be healthy?, dont eat junk. Have will power, the will to be thriving & research. knowledge is power.. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv1UT1byFbE …

2/23/2019 12:39:47 PM laurabusse Everything in moderation. Everything can be used for good or abused for evil.

2/23/2019 12:40:49 PM laurabusse I'm so glad you've found something that really helps you  :-)

2/23/2019 12:40:50 PM dr_t_dc It’s hard enough convincing people there’s human fetal tissue in vaccines and that info is available to anyone willing to look. How in the world am I 

supposed to tell ppl there is nano tech in vaccines without proof? Claims need to be verifiable.

2/23/2019 12:44:50 PM laurabusse So called scientific research is often manipulated to get the desired results. Quantum physics proves the observer can change the outcome (via 

intention). Therefore much research is junk science and can't be trusted. I dismiss almost everything out of hand that is published.

2/23/2019 12:46:26 PM zack_stone So the cabal controls our food, pharma, and govt. But mj12 controls et visits and nxt gen tech? Control=forced feed reality #breakawaycivilization 

#ourgreastestfear

2/23/2019 12:46:54 PM _girlmaher_ Reading @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @SandiaWisdom followers being weet and polite trying to out-Canadian each other :D

2/23/2019 12:47:36 PM laurabusse You really can't trust anything you read or hear. You have to run it by your mind, heart, gut, intuition combined, and gut/intuition is more reliable than 

the mind. Beliefs can be false beliefs but the heart and gut never lie and must be listened to. Truth always wins in the end.

2/23/2019 12:50:25 PM zack_stone MJ replied to a bot? Have you formed a working relationship with Alice?

2/23/2019 12:50:48 PM indigenous_one  pic.twitter.com/GXsD6ehHSC

2/23/2019 12:52:04 PM allahuniversal Re: lists https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092437715977674755?s=19 …

2/23/2019 12:55:56 PM ashe18321312 I get a bad feeling from majestic 12... sorry🤷🏻♂️ pic.twitter.com/A5Ggtr8WAh

2/23/2019 12:57:06 PM laurabusse @bussemusic

2/23/2019 12:58:40 PM realiwasframed 1.  MSDS do not apply to vaccines.

2.  They are designed for people who work daily with large amounts of something, not for rare exposure to minute amounts.

3.  Only used in multi-dose vials, request single-dose.

4.  Flu causes viral-pneumonia which kills 50K+ in the U.S./yearly.

2/23/2019 1:01:56 PM laurabusse I think i understand now. Time is not important. Events are. And things must happen in logical order. "A" must happen before B can happen, then C, D, 

etc etc etc. We are ready. Everything will happen in perfect order at the right time. We WILL get there!

2/23/2019 1:02:00 PM dr_t_dc Wonder if you’ll ever provide more info about nanotechnology in vaccines. You can’t just drop a crumb like that and not give us real info.

2/23/2019 1:13:46 PM laurabusse Wow. Something there isn't right. It really bothers me how he + friends abuse CG. Disagree with the guy. But please don't mock insult abuse the guy. 

Refects badly on those that do that. Leave the guy alone. Karma will either protect or destroy him if he's telling truth or lies.

2/23/2019 1:14:33 PM petitchevalb Even if friendly and mutually agreed? 

After letting us being freely slaughtered and tortured...quite cynical, dont you think?

Anyway, love can bring chaos and as you said, nothing can stop it https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031559188336521218?s=20 …

2/23/2019 1:16:51 PM rainmakermays I think you want diotomaceous earth for that.

2/23/2019 1:20:12 PM laurabusse Again? He keeps peacing out.

2/23/2019 1:20:22 PM rainmakermays If what you say is true - I would need to dig more - that would be an honor!

2/23/2019 1:21:12 PM cocopuffster12 Every one needs a break from social media every now and then. It’s a way of of keeping yourself healthy.

2/23/2019 1:26:48 PM watsoncinematic I sense massive jealousy from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and that’s why they’re making up erroneous claims

2/23/2019 1:30:19 PM laurabusse I sm so sorry for what you and your family have had to go through. But it sounds like you are using your harrowing experience for good...i appreciate 

your info!

2/23/2019 1:32:07 PM laurabusse Yeah! He's pretty funny. :-)

2/23/2019 1:32:41 PM w59_tammy I think Jordan is an incarnated Pleiadian sent to assist humans in the Great Awakening. We love him and thank him for all he does.

2/23/2019 1:33:01 PM laurabusse Interesting...

2/23/2019 1:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 If thats a joke, its pretty funny.

2/23/2019 1:35:35 PM laurabusse Well I'm on board with that LOL! I AM THE MASTER OF MY NANOBOTS. How's that for an affirmation?

2/23/2019 1:35:43 PM adsvel 😊

2/23/2019 1:37:31 PM bowcrazyapril You create beautiful art❤️!

2/23/2019 1:40:31 PM laurabusse Agreed. I wish (author of Interview...) (Can't remember her name) Had written more. She's gone now. Would have been fascinating 2 read more bout 

the rest of her life, more of her relationship w the alien (whose name i cant remember either). Their relationship contd til her death.

2/23/2019 1:43:56 PM laurabusse You are so kind! He is here now visiting for a few days. Hasn't been here almost a year and unfortunately i can't get back to NJ...just yet. He is my heart 

💘

2/23/2019 1:44:41 PM laurabusse True!!!

2/23/2019 1:48:56 PM watsoncinematic A little-ish. I don’t think Jordan is “groomed” by the uppers anywhere. I think he is in a river with some pretty good rafting tactics though and knows 

how to swim...

2/23/2019 1:59:50 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did they kill all those people in Vegas just to install those scanners? re: thz technology at airports

2/23/2019 2:00:45 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does maintaining a higher state of consciousness require drinking more water than the recommended 3-4L per day? Should 

everyone distill their own water?

2/23/2019 2:01:44 PM laurabusse Every time someone entered my room i would wonder, what angel is this now? Not kidding. My experience was amazing. I almost cry when i think 

about it. It was almost 3 yrs ago.

2/23/2019 2:02:19 PM liberty_2q2q I agree with @space_sloth26

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is no laughable project. I would suggest doing some research into the Majestic 12 if you're not familiar with them & their mission. 

I would take this as a badge of honor @Jordan_Sather_ 

They may know more about you than you do. Ask...

2/23/2019 2:07:52 PM patriotsinunity Fluoridated water and brominated flour are the biggest culprits, not naturally occ calcium in products from grass fed cows. The organization that knows 

most about grass fed cows and dairy products from said cows would be the Weston A. Price Foundation 👇🏻 https://www.westonaprice.org/ 

2/23/2019 2:11:39 PM blsdbe Thank you, I agree, this is a great resource that I learned about by cooking out of Wise Traditions by Sally Fallon. However, there has been some 

interesting information asserted by MJ about animal product consumption creating energetic chaos, hence my question. 🥛 & 🥚 ok or no?

2/23/2019 2:12:50 PM patriotsinunity Dr. Price traveled the world in the 1930's and observed indigenous tribes, noting that they were free of disease. This is the best book you could ever 

read on why we are ill. pic.twitter.com/P7lBoMt1zn

2/23/2019 2:14:10 PM blsdbe That’s along time to be in the hospital! Glad you have that behind you. It’s a blessing to be there for folks, and a pleasure to work with those for whom 

that is still true.

2/23/2019 2:15:53 PM patriotsinunity Raw milk is OK for a large number of people who otherwise would not be able to digest milk.  Other than digestive issues, I have not read anywhere 

where raw milk or animal products cause these issues. This is addressed in doctor price's book.

2/23/2019 2:16:01 PM black_sheep92  pic.twitter.com/ziaUaL50Id

2/23/2019 2:18:09 PM patriotsinunity For persons who suspect they have pineal gland calcification, I have read that boron is capable of breaking down and removing that, and also 

preventing this. It is a mineral most people are lacking in.

2/23/2019 2:19:15 PM patriotsinunity None of what I have stated here is to be taken as medical advice.  I am merely sharing what I have learned and experienced personally.

2/23/2019 2:20:58 PM blsdbe Grapes are a safe food source of Boron 😎



2/23/2019 2:22:25 PM patriotsinunity Digestion is everything. My opinion and experience has been that those experiencing imbalances or sensitivities should look to heal the gut.

2/23/2019 2:33:07 PM keith369me ...through intuition?

2/23/2019 2:37:27 PM laurabusse Yeah it was long but oddly enjoyable mostly. The ppl and food were fantastic. I was amazed how respectful everyone was and didn't shove anything 

down my throat. They mostly accepted my stance on western med. (Not good. Except emergencies. Excellent surgeons to put you back tog)

2/23/2019 2:39:12 PM daveschroeder18 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I was wondering when and how you were going to respond to that grooming information. What do you make of it?  Why would they say that? What's 

the motive. I can't see any gain in it for them.

2/23/2019 2:39:44 PM laurabusse Sorry but there's a really good cartoon there. What do nanobots look like? Tiny robots? Tiny computers? The imagination could go on and on...

2/23/2019 2:50:13 PM jonessense Ive known he was a starseed from the first video i saw a few years ago

2/23/2019 3:02:58 PM askthe_q Some proof of your claims would be appreciated. That’s pretty bold statement to just throw out there. My mind is open, though. Bring the intel?

2/23/2019 3:03:37 PM lbf777 Who do you think Majestic12 is? Jordan’s own movie is called “Above Majestic”. Majestic refers to Majestic12 who has the highest security in America.

2/23/2019 3:05:16 PM cjaye61 I woke because of Jordan's great work. Thanks Jordan

2/23/2019 3:08:57 PM showmeqpatriot Eh

2/23/2019 3:09:13 PM showmeqpatriot This is a defensive talking point.

2/23/2019 3:09:26 PM showmeqpatriot What

2/23/2019 3:10:04 PM magicianswheel Enlarge my profile photo here to see a large orb within a heart. I like to think it was my departed 

husband"s energy. Digital photograpy seems to pick them up more often than standard photos do.

2/23/2019 3:18:38 PM pastorjon9 Yes, I would prefer more info before being asked to make a choice. Unless of course after the Shift we'll know it all anyway.

2/23/2019 3:23:55 PM vonninnyhammer  pic.twitter.com/TZuRdW7apW

2/23/2019 3:28:11 PM cocopuffster12 This picture was taken a few weeks back in Puerto Rico, Hamilton play. My friend is a musician for Hamilton. They look beat up! 

pic.twitter.com/TlbMkwdbD6

2/23/2019 3:29:56 PM cocopuffster12 My friend is on the right, I cut him out. He posted pictures on FB.

2/23/2019 3:50:45 PM barbara58330201 "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Projection.  https://twitter.com/lisamei62/status/1098745839340716033 …"

What a stupid statement!  #WWG1WGA @GlobalPatriots

2/23/2019 3:51:28 PM sctallgirl2000 Pure unadulterated essential oils like the ones I use are all through the Bible. The Wise Men took Frankincense and Myrrh to Jesus. Read about them at 

@seedtoseal.com

2/23/2019 3:53:17 PM sctallgirl2000 The FDA forbids us from taking about essential oils and any sort of healing or medicinal purposes. Can't compete with  big pharma!

2/23/2019 3:58:22 PM mongrelglory I think they are benevolent.  It's just that they see things from a much bigger perspective with a birds-eye view of time.  Remember, they regard Gaia 

as an IS-BE just as much as the IS-BEs that inhabit it.  I think that's why MJ-12 used the analogy of how our own bodies are ....

2/23/2019 4:01:47 PM mongrelglory ...hosts to millions of different life forms (bacteria, viruses, parasites, even our individual cells). Without the host, every cell would perish, so the well-

being of the host has to take precedent.  Even then, if some of us humans perish as Gaia evolves, the IS part of ...

2/23/2019 4:02:09 PM shansway Why are you starting trouble with 'one of us'? Don't you have any real information about who we are all battling? Let's stay united rather than trying to 

divide.

2/23/2019 4:04:29 PM mongrelglory the IS-BE is immortal and has the power to re-incarnate into another life-form, so nothing really dies.  So even though the Domain might sound 

dispassionate at times, I think they are actually very loving and caring beings who allow us the free will to evolve as a collective.

2/23/2019 4:10:39 PM mongrelglory She was a smart cookie to keep her mouth shut for all those years.  That must have been a scary situation, because she knew some witnesses had 

ended up dead.  She didn't even tell her husband!

2/23/2019 4:11:51 PM melanieanders7 I have to ask as I’m curious as a cat! Why’d you choose your twitter name as such?

2/23/2019 4:16:03 PM mongrelglory Yup!  It certainly looks like it was a sex-slave situation!  I haven't heard anything about under-age girls yet, but we'll have to see how things unfold.

2/23/2019 4:18:17 PM mongrelglory They had some more tweets about meditation and frequencies but I had trouble finding them when I was searching.  Maybe you can find them if you 

use other search words.

2/23/2019 4:23:08 PM mongrelglory Well I interpreted it as...1) the Cabal has "weaponized" some of the "free" meditation music that exists on youtube, so it is safer to use a computer-

generator program for meditating which emits a single tone.  That way you know nothing else has been embedded in it.  Cont...

2/23/2019 4:23:12 PM pastorjon9 I think you nailed it when you said "They view the planet as an IS-BE". It's hard for us to imagine because we've been taught otherwise but it's true -- 

ask a Native American, the planet is alive too. How else do you think they lived 1000s of years w/o "civilized tech"?

2/23/2019 4:24:11 PM armyvet91 I’m the same way. Been down the rabbit holes am awake. Have been for a few yrs but don’t feel any different. Idk

2/23/2019 4:24:22 PM warangel1111 Love it Rose ..

2/23/2019 4:25:37 PM mongrelglory ...2) Their second comment about live music being superior to digital music was in reference for using frequencies to perform "magic".  For example, 

levitating stones etc...  So I do not see any inherent contradiction in what they said.

2/23/2019 4:28:20 PM mongrelglory However, don't be too quick to dismiss information that at first seems contradictory.  After thinking or meditating about it further, you may realize that 

the contradiction does not exist.  There are a lot of subtleties in the answers that MJ-12 give, with many layers of info.

2/23/2019 4:40:58 PM mongrelglory Well, if you want to watch the interview for free, here's the free link:

 https://twitter.com/emerysmith33/status/1097937231434731521 …

You don't need to have Gaia TV to watch it.

2/23/2019 4:43:48 PM ekotoons NICE ONE ROSE! 🌹 

YOU GOT THE IDEA!

2/23/2019 4:45:16 PM princesspatrio1 Rose! This is awesome!!

2/23/2019 5:00:23 PM 76eagle76 Lots of Double Meanings #Alice pic.twitter.com/Di4faLRCXa

2/23/2019 5:00:48 PM warangel1111 Alright is that a Blue Pill .. Which one is the Puppy? Sick Fucks 😐🔥🔥⚔

2/23/2019 5:02:32 PM outerspaaaace 1) Very true! And I believe in the power of binaural beats and tones to bring positive effects and help us more easily get into certain brainwave states. I 

was suspicious of YouTube because anyone could upload anything, but I never thought of creating my own tones. I definitely

2/23/2019 5:03:42 PM outerspaaaace 2) prefer that because I know I can trust it lol! But yes, definitely be discerning with info and look into it ourselves instead of immediately dismissing it. 

Especially when we hear conflicting evidence! I'm so done being told what to think lol!

2/23/2019 5:05:25 PM outerspaaaace I will! That's really interesting! I know how beneficial meditation can be, and with these beats, it can enhance it even further, so I'm definitely going to 

figure out how to make some pure tones to listen to! Thanks again!

2/23/2019 5:06:49 PM princesspatrio1 Normalizing pedophilia is their goal.

"Offenders would not have to automatically register as sex offenders if the offenders are within 10 years of age of the minor." So a 20 year old can rape 

a 10 year old.🤬🤬🤬

2/23/2019 5:09:27 PM marg_inscoe You're playing with demons @covertress, not transcendent beings of ET origin. It is the GREAT DECEPTION.

2/23/2019 5:10:05 PM etphonethe144 Thank you and ThanQ. WWG1WGA

2/23/2019 5:11:14 PM mskeens1962 What is the occasion? They both have some type of stickers on & check out the guy in the background  with the white football pants on - nice crotch🤮



2/23/2019 5:12:44 PM warangel1111 So sick.. They will not get away with this

2/23/2019 5:12:44 PM moemc8 I know this is closed out, but in case you see this.  Wondering about being under Anesthesia and the after effects.  Especially in the elderly.  Does it 

bring out underlying dementia or are they living through other realities?

2/23/2019 5:13:33 PM tamiwils0n22813 I am furious w/CDC for vaccination of the MMR.  I have three grandsons & two has issues. Aiden has Autism(8) & Oliver (3) has a sensory disorder. If it 

happens me fine, but not my kids or grandkids. The gov’t “kill them or weaken them to kill them.” #Evil #Sick #MyHeart👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/jqKLqYp9ff

2/23/2019 5:16:25 PM princesspatrio1 No. They will not. Pain is coming. 

Matthew 18:6 - But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, 

and [that] he were drowned in the depth of the sea.

2/23/2019 5:18:20 PM warangel1111 Amen 🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/ydjMtQ9lUx

2/23/2019 5:22:00 PM sighpost To pass drug tests of authoritarian society

2/23/2019 5:41:20 PM prmd21801759 Wow lucky lucky Nunya!! Thank upu for being open about it.

2/23/2019 5:43:01 PM ekotoons WE NEED @w_terrence TO

MAKE A FULL RECOVERY

WE NEED A “DAILY SHOW”

JUST DESTROYING THESE

UNFUNNY CRIMINALS

WITH A #QANON LENS

HEY @realhublife 

YOU GOT THIS! 👊 pic.twitter.com/nybEfTJldN
2/23/2019 5:50:58 PM snakejackal Guardians of no name require no credits.  They need nothing from you.  Dark forces are robbing wealth and profit from conflicts in all realms.  Be 

grateful and honour to all those guardians : seen and unseen.

2/23/2019 6:00:17 PM integratedwebuk Samsung (A primarily tech company) that specialse in leadings edge low nanometer CMOS and OLED technologies are now in the "Biological" Pharma 

game.....    http://www.samsungbioepis.com .   Makes you wonder doesn't it??   nanotech????

2/23/2019 6:01:44 PM melanieanders7 Lol makes sense. :) and yes; I’m extremely lucky and very happy in life. :) gratitude takes one a really long way! As far as 9 lives? I think I’ve way 

surpassed that! Lol ;)

2/23/2019 6:02:50 PM melanieanders7 And, it’s a pleasure meeting you too!!!! pic.twitter.com/u4iy3EgRN9

2/23/2019 6:03:34 PM integratedwebuk Before anyone decides to correct me I realise Samsung are a multinational conglomerate ranging from Tech to Ship Building and Construction....    

However try and find an image of their Benepali Biosimilar under a microscope,......

2/23/2019 6:15:21 PM qtpi3_14 That is the Folsom St. Fair that celebrates BDSM practice & all kinds of disgusting debauchery in PUBLIC. Would invite you to research, but you'll need 

some of Smollet's bleach to clean your 👀.  Let's put it this way- they wrap trees in plastic wrap to protect from bodily fluids

2/23/2019 6:18:45 PM qtpi3_14 And that is Rep Scott Wiener (yes, his legal name) for anyone wondering who the sicko in the glasses is.  

Curious as to some of his other accomplishments? pic.twitter.com/Jj9wIkKDo0

2/23/2019 6:18:54 PM ekotoons SF = S&G

2/23/2019 6:21:19 PM qtpi3_14 Thats the official Folsom Street Fair flag.  Notice how it's striped Black and Blue...  play on S&M practices.  And then a heart in the corner of it.  Basically 

a giant mockery of real love and our country. pic.twitter.com/37cguPNlwr

2/23/2019 6:25:09 PM mskeens1962 Ok, my virgin eyes/brain have no idea what it means, but if it involves hurting 👶🏼🧒👧🏼 they need to be 🔫

2/23/2019 6:37:00 PM triade345  pic.twitter.com/aHQ5xXjNU8

2/23/2019 6:39:05 PM magicoclock Strange that they give that one at birth. And I think you’ll find (with further research) that it’s pretty ineffective as well.

2/23/2019 6:43:09 PM warangel1111 Doods .. Ugh 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

2/23/2019 6:44:22 PM melanieanders7 @SirDougunefheir you’re sharing the city of Babylon and Jezebelle. There’s a reference to being drunken on the blood... aka Adrenochrome. It’s a 

nasty epidemic.

2/23/2019 6:55:18 PM warangel1111 Of course this was hidden from my view.. 🤬Jack Sucks

Praying for a Full Recovery for Terrence Everyday.. 🙏🏻Hedge of Angels Surround him now.. He will return.. just in time for JUSTICE.. Bless him and his 

heart he is in this fight and NEVER ALONE .. #WWG1WGA #GODSARMY ⚔🔥

2/23/2019 6:57:24 PM sassyasslou @ohhayeee @GIJoseph6

2/23/2019 6:58:41 PM allahuniversal "Some members of the Military who have been complicit in treason against humanity and the United States will be prosecuted in the Military Tribunals 

and are included in the list of 61,000+ sealed indictments. Targeted individual programs will continue, except only for enemies."

2/23/2019 6:59:19 PM allahuniversal Search:

from:ts_sci_majic12 targeted

2/23/2019 7:19:13 PM jane_q_patriot I don't think they were talking about ANY vaccines that are currently recommended for the average person or given in copious amounts to children and 

seniors as being good. At least not from their prior response to my question about it. I think the only "good" ones are classified?

2/23/2019 7:25:49 PM jane_q_patriot Totally agree. I think they're ALL bad. Certainly any vaccines currently available (and pushed relentlessly) to the public. (See my response above.) This is 

an area of research I've spent more time on than any other. Almost obsessively. Still trying to help heal my husband. 😔

2/23/2019 7:30:39 PM jane_q_patriot It was the dT that screwed up my husband! Very unnecessary/ineffective (especially AFTER a cut) and high in aluminum adjuvant! Better to get an 

immunoglobulin shot if concerned. It was like he contracted tetanus and meningitis combined! Couldn't chew, lift arms, or turn his head!

2/23/2019 7:36:09 PM jane_q_patriot He still suffers from chronic kidney pain. This adverse reaction happened 5 years ago! His immune system is totally wrecked now. It used to be so 

strong. Research brachial neuritis as a *common* side effect to dT boosters. Blew my mind. I'd give ANYTHING to go back in time...

2/23/2019 7:43:23 PM melanieanders7 I’m curious to hear what you have to share.

2/23/2019 7:46:12 PM newyorker66 May be a ridiculous question but if its simulated why do we feel pain, smell, taste, etc...

2/23/2019 7:51:17 PM pedalfun4u 💔😢🙏✌️

2/23/2019 7:51:18 PM laurabusse No of course not. Very very sad.

2/23/2019 7:52:25 PM headlinejuice Good. Thomas Rapach is one of them.

2/23/2019 7:55:09 PM blsdbe Especially since the newborn immune system hasn’t really kicked in until 1 year old...

2/23/2019 7:55:18 PM laurabusse Yes! The earth was truly their mother who fed them, took care of them, healed them. We've been cut off from that and coralled into an unnatural way 

of life.

2/23/2019 7:55:33 PM headlinejuice Who defines enemies?

2/23/2019 7:58:52 PM laurabusse My concern was, it sounded like they were trying to keep speading out and take over more and more of the galaxy. I thought, do benevolent beings 

seek to take over? No! But then i thought, well, maybe they are benevolent (the alien sounded v benevolent) and want to rule to put...

2/23/2019 8:03:14 PM laurabusse 2...evil in its place. So i hope that's what it is! If I'm an organic farmer, and i see all the damage that neighboring conventional farmers are doing, I'm 

gping to wish i could take over their farms to undo the damage. So maybe that is their outlook. But i don't know. Cont'd



2/23/2019 8:07:13 PM laurabusse 3. What really really surprised me was that, for 15 yrs I've been reading all this esoteric, ET, channelled stuff nonstop and NOT ONCE did i ever hear of 

the domain. That seemed impossible. So that made me v skeptical that they would be good. Surely i would have heard of them...

2/23/2019 8:08:30 PM laurabusse 4. I wondered if the domain could be the deep state of the galaxy! Wanting to take over yet be hidden...

2/23/2019 8:11:20 PM laurabusse You're absolutely right about that. We probably would have done the same. She was a very brave and amazing woman.

2/23/2019 8:16:09 PM allahuniversal Good question

2/23/2019 8:19:05 PM laurabusse Omg! Brilliant!!!

2/23/2019 8:36:46 PM kcoughl61354411 Skate liver oil is the way

2/23/2019 8:39:23 PM kcoughl61354411 Def something special about him

2/23/2019 8:40:39 PM jane_q_patriot Also want to add that I know "time is an illusion," and in a way I'm still stuck in 2014 thanks to that stupid vaccine. But on the other hand, I wouldn't 

know what I know now had I not seen it with my own eyes. And if I've EVER convinced someone to think twice about one?... GOOD!

2/23/2019 8:47:49 PM headlinejuice Any targeting program torturing any citizen without due process is immoral and unConstitutional. There is no compromise on that.

2/23/2019 8:52:22 PM sctallgirl2000 And essential oils are popping up everywhere today, but all are not equal. Lots of imitators!

2/23/2019 8:55:30 PM arrow_mystic I do not even want 2 💔🤢

2/23/2019 8:55:59 PM 1_decided_voter Interesting tweet from @USMC today. Coincidence? https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1099473986986029056 …

2/23/2019 8:56:13 PM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/RC7g1BNoZZ

2/23/2019 8:57:12 PM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/BRbLyncfWB

2/23/2019 8:59:52 PM pantherden_ That green orb around me is just a lens flare? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ABloXMAHY0

2/23/2019 9:05:22 PM melanieanders7 The way you explain it is different to what I was taught via southern baptist type teaching. Intriguing perspective. Where can I learn more of what your 

perspective is gleaned from?

2/23/2019 9:16:24 PM ekotoons SOUNDS LIKE A DEPP 

OR A KUTCHER

OR...

2/23/2019 9:37:04 PM banky1974 We are the news now. We must be precise with our language. We must be responsible. No presenting theories as facts. We must be honest about 

what we know, what we think we know and what we're not sure about.

2/23/2019 9:52:32 PM pointranger I just ignore BM. He doesn't have anything to say worth hearing.

2/23/2019 9:54:29 PM qtpi3_14 Bondage/Sado-Maschism stuff.  Hence the weird black leather getups and straps (and dude in white football pants)

2/23/2019 9:56:06 PM rocktobersky I Have My Reasons for Asking! https://youtu.be/oyH2D4-tzfM 

2/23/2019 10:13:07 PM universalrisin Any accounts to follow that are very interesting and intriguing to pay attention to? Specifically accounts like @kabamur_taygeta i love their threads! 

Any similar accounts? Already following @SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

2/23/2019 10:43:51 PM magicianswheel Reminds me of Michelle Obama's famous dress - s/he who was the epitome of good taste, in the eyes of Democrats.

2/23/2019 10:45:27 PM newyorker66 Im asking too!! Im not making fun or anything,  calm down.

 I was asking a followup to your question. I dont understand how we can be a simulation (that means not real, correct?) if we can feel, etc...

2/23/2019 10:46:41 PM rocktobersky I'm Just Sharing Why I'm Asking. I Saw This Way Back in 2010...

2/23/2019 10:54:00 PM mongrelglory As I understand it, if the Earth hadn't been under the protection of the Domain, our planet would have been over-run and possibly destroyed by any 

number of negative ET races, against our will.  While we do have negative ET races that have been controlling our planet in ...

2/23/2019 10:57:45 PM mongrelglory ...the past 8000 years, they were "invited" by Earth humans who were in power to intervene in our affairs.  MJ-12 has said that once our freedom is 

reclaimed and all Earth's people receive full disclosure, we will be given the option to become full-fledged citizens of the Domain

2/23/2019 11:01:14 PM mongrelglory ...and give up our protective custody if we choose to.  When you have highly advanced ET civilizations out there, it is understandable that they would 

have to negotiate or go to war over planets to protect societies that aren't as advanced.  We've seen how native people were ...

2/23/2019 11:03:34 PM mongrelglory ...nearly wiped out by the Europeans.  I am glad that the Domain has been monitoring our air-space to keep exploitative ETs out, while they try to aid 

our awakening so that we will reject the Draco/negative ETs that tricked us into an exploitative relationship many millennia ago.

2/23/2019 11:09:14 PM shallknown We were offered Hep for my kids at birth

 We said Hell No!

2/23/2019 11:10:57 PM mongrelglory Hey, I understand perfectly.  I contracted polio in Montreal when I was 4 years old (in 1955) from a bad batch of oral polio vaccine that they were using 

at the time.  Eventually recovered but it took years for the residual weakness in my legs to disappear.  I chose to get the...

2/23/2019 11:13:49 PM mongrelglory ...dT vaccine, since as a doctor (retired now) I've seen first hand the problems with cutaneous diphtheria that Native Indian populations have had on 

certain reservations, and I suffer from an IgA deficiency which makes me prone to getting bacterial infections of my skin and gut.

2/23/2019 11:18:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 It must remain innocent until proven guilty

2/23/2019 11:18:39 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry that your husband had such a bad reaction, and I personally try to avoid most other vaccines now as I suffer from auto-immune disease.  For 

me, getting the dT booster every 10 years is a personal choice, weighing the pros/cons since I like to garden and go camping.

2/23/2019 11:23:14 PM decodematrix I think the Cylons are a race of ETs that are cyborgs (part organic and part machine) that resemble the beings from Battlestar Galactica and the 

Predator movies. pic.twitter.com/hcDS1wqO6N

2/23/2019 11:23:18 PM mongrelglory The reality is that, if a person were camping and started to get signs and symptoms of Tetanus (which can be subtle to begin with) by the time they got 

back to a city with a hospital (in Canada) and the hospital obtained the Tetanus immunoglobulin, it would probably be too late.

2/23/2019 11:24:55 PM mongrelglory I would have blabbed and gotten myself killed.  I can't keep a secret if it's something really exciting. 😝

2/23/2019 11:25:41 PM the_fjalar Thanks.

I got stuck in the muck this week...

2/23/2019 11:28:11 PM mongrelglory Actually, the Federation of Planets in the Star Trek TV series was modelled after the Domain according to MJ-12.  They Domain doesn't "conquer" 

planets with advanced civilizations, they invite them to join, as long as they abide by the cooperative rules of the Federation. That...

2/23/2019 11:31:12 PM mongrelglory ...being said, the Domain has been at war on and off in distant parts of the Galaxy with ET races that don't respect the sovereignty of planetary 

inhabitants.  Apparently Darth Vader and his "Storm Troopers" were patterned after one of these types of empires.  I believe they ...

2/23/2019 11:33:50 PM mongrelglory ...called it the "Old Dominion" in the Alien Interview book.  Airl said the Domain had claimed Earth as part of their territory a very long time ago, when 

there was no developed civilization on the planet.  Apparently it's common for advanced ETs to then seed the planet with...

2/23/2019 11:36:50 PM jane_q_patriot I beg you to listen to this great lady and doctor. She'll change your life and open your eyes to a new way of looking at vaccines/diseases. I've had the 

great honor of meeting her once, and have a signed copy of her awesome book, "Dissolving Illusions." https://youtu.be/hIgomZ06FFQ 

2/23/2019 11:37:00 PM mongrelglory humanoid (or other sentient) life forms which are genetically engineered to thrive on the planet.  They then allow those life forms to grow and evolve, 

in the same way that someone might plant a garden of wildflowers then let it develop naturally with just minor weeding/pruning.

2/23/2019 11:38:41 PM decodematrix 2:34 = 2+3+4 = 9 = IS-BE

2/23/2019 11:39:55 PM decodematrix Nope. The cabal is doomed. Our Majestic future awaits us.



2/23/2019 11:40:01 PM mongrelglory Keep in mind, we're talking timespans of millions of years, with the Domain just checking on their garden every hundred thousand years or so.  They 

came back to find that a really nasty weed (the Draco) had invaded their garden and was choking out their wildflowers.

2/23/2019 11:40:52 PM realityloominng Ask yourself what it is to sense, and who/what is doing the sensing. Basically creation is solely a Godly-complex continuum of vibrations/energy/light, 

perceived by consciousness. The specific energy-matrix that is biology, a host, creates the illusion of individuality for souls

2/23/2019 11:45:31 PM the_fjalar I sure do hope so. but Its just very disturbing to learn you have been poisoned for most of your life...and on purpose...and it hasn’t stopped yet.

2/23/2019 11:46:11 PM mongrelglory They also view suns/stars as IS-BEs too.  Remember, all life in the galaxy is energy, so it would make sense that stars are alive.  Imagine if you could 

communicate with a planetary or solar consciousness!  Hopefully they wouldn't be an insane STS entity like "Ego" was in the...

2/23/2019 11:47:21 PM mongrelglory Guardians of the Galaxy vol. 2 movie.  (Ego was a planetary entity played by Kurt Russel if you haven't seen the movie).

2/23/2019 11:48:54 PM mongrelglory I feel bad because I can't remember who drew this picture on this Twitter feed, but I thought it showed the different types of IS incarnations perfectly! 

pic.twitter.com/F6hgiS2CtY

2/23/2019 11:56:26 PM mongrelglory Yes, I'm familiar with her!  I'll listen to this video.  I tend to agree with MJ-12, that some vaccines can be helpful in principle, however the majority of 

vaccines pushed by the Pharmaceutical Industry are either tainted with contaminants or don't give long-lasting immunity.

2/24/2019 12:04:04 AM jane_q_patriot Great! She rocks. And from my extensive research (standing on the shoulders of many brilliant giants that have come before me, like Dr. Humphries), I 

am convinced that vaccines are a major contributor to autoimmune disorders, largely due to the aluminum adjuvants used in them.

2/24/2019 12:05:22 AM mongrelglory Sagitta, keep in mind that when Dr. Humphries speaks, she sounds very authoritative and shows graphs and statistics, however her background 

training was in Internal Medicine and Nephrology, and I don't believe she had any laboratory research background.  Some of her conclusions..

2/24/2019 12:08:16 AM mongrelglory ..that she draws from her data, would be argued by genuinely sincere research scientists, not because of them being "Vaccine proponents" but 

because of flaws in her logic as to how she interprets her data.  I started out in research.  I have a Masters in ....

2/24/2019 12:11:05 AM mongrelglory Microbiology and Immunology.  Then I went into medicine and was appalled at the poor quality of clinical research by doctors that gets published in 

medical journals.  Medical specialists don't necessarily have any research training or training in statistical analysis.  I agree...

2/24/2019 12:11:34 AM jonessense Wow! Im impressed! You know your stuff 🙏

2/24/2019 12:13:37 AM mongrelglory ...with some of the things Dr. Humphreys says, but not with her overall conclusions that vaccines didn't help combat some diseases.  The research data 

isn't that black and white, and it's especially difficult to draw conclusions for diseases that are more rare like tetanus...

2/24/2019 12:16:25 AM mongrelglory ...because you don't have high numbers of cases to analyze and make statistically valid conclusions.  That being said, there are some vaccines that have 

frequent and dangerous side effects (like the MMR and HPV vaccines) and the pharmaceutical industry suppresses these reports.

2/24/2019 12:17:56 AM mongrelglory I believe that is a crime.  All vaccine can have mild or more serious side effects, some more than others.  It was very unfortunate that your husband had 

such a bad reaction to the dT booster, because that one usually isn't as risky in adults.  However to say that is small...

2/24/2019 12:24:07 AM mongrelglory ...consolation to someone like your husband.  I did see film footage of an 11 year old girl who'd had tetanus at the Ottawa General Hosp where I 

trained.  The case occurred around 1980, and even though she was treated in the ICU and given immunoglobulin, she died after a week.

2/24/2019 12:35:06 AM mongrelglory I also saw an outbreak of Red measles in the hospital in 1989.  It was a hockey team from a small town in Quebec were many of the kids had never had 

the MMR vaccine.  We ended up with 4 boys admitted to hospital that had the worst cases, while 3 other boys were sent home from ER

2/24/2019 12:38:01 AM mongrelglory ...with mild symptoms. Two had encephalitis, but recovered after 2 weeks. The other two had cardio-myositis and were in the hospital for about 6 

weeks.  All of them were very sick and miserable!  That being said, I feel the MMR vaccine poses more risks with side effects! I also..

2/24/2019 12:40:26 AM mongrelglory ...believe that the best and most lasting "herd immunity" that you'll get in a community of people, will come from those communities where disease 

epidemics have come and gone over many generations, and the people remaining have natural immunity.  I think because of the type of..

2/24/2019 12:42:14 AM mongrelglory ...more limited immunity that you have in a highly vaccinated population, what will happen is when you do get an outbreak of a disease, the 

reactions/symptoms will be more severe.  Similar to how Native Americans were decimated by smallpox when white men first brought it from...

2/24/2019 12:45:12 AM mongrelglory ...Europe.  The whole topic of vaccines really needs to be researched all over again, without any pharmaceutical companies getting involved in the 

research.  P.S.  I have read Dr. Humphrey's book "Dissolving Illusions" and own a copy. 😊

2/24/2019 12:52:19 AM mongrelglory I totally agree with you that there appears to be a statistical trend between increased vaccination rates, and increased rates of auto-immune diseases, 

like ulcerative colitis that I have.  My concern with the aluminum is that it may have a link to increase Alzheimer's rates...

2/24/2019 12:54:39 AM mongrelglory The other huge problem is the poor quality control and oversight with vaccine manufacturers.  Results in lower quality vaccines, with dangerous 

contaminants, including cancer causing viruses in some vaccines that are grown in tissue cultures.

2/24/2019 12:56:22 AM realityloominng Did MJ12 contact Linda Moulton Howe?

2/24/2019 12:58:03 AM mongrelglory I got most of this information from the Alien Interview book, what MJ 12 has said, and then some information from David Wilcock and Corey Goode 

(and I read Sandia's tweets).  I try to keep track of when they seem to agree or disagree on things as part of my own discernment.

2/24/2019 12:59:36 AM kaytonholsteins That's a new one! I can assure you the free range bit has nothing to do with anything related to the pineal gland. People need to spend some time on a 

farm.  As a dairy farmer my only advice would be to try and find some A2 milk and if its Organic then even better.

2/24/2019 1:17:09 AM laurabusse What do you recommend when buying?

2/24/2019 1:18:55 AM laurabusse Good for you!!!

2/24/2019 1:19:55 AM laurabusse I can totally relate!! Soooo tempting. So hard to keep it to yourself...

2/24/2019 1:21:42 AM laurabusse Easy to do. But also not difficult to train your mind to get out of the muck...healthy encouraging self talk...blessings to you :-) 💘

2/24/2019 1:27:18 AM laurabusse In my "research" i came across the great white brotherhood (of ascended masters if i recall) and the galactic federation (of ETs willing to join and abide 

by a code of conduct). The domain sounds like the latter. And i thought i read roddenberry modeled ST after galactic fed...

2/24/2019 1:29:14 AM laurabusse Wow that's really interesting. Sounds like some potentially dangerous work. Stay safe! :-) 💘

2/24/2019 1:31:03 AM laurabusse Too bad they didn't come back sooner to check on us and do some weeding. Maybe this giant mess could have been avoided for the most part...

2/24/2019 1:31:30 AM mongrelglory Yes.  I asked MJ-12 about the Galactic Federation and he said it's actually called by a different name (that's currently classified) but this diplomatic 

organization is the one that the Domain is attached to.  The Domain has alliances with many different star nations/empires.

2/24/2019 1:32:43 AM laurabusse Haven't seen it. Not really into sci fi. You recommend it?

2/24/2019 1:33:34 AM laurabusse I remember seeing this...how did you find it then?

2/24/2019 1:35:34 AM mongrelglory The Galaxy really sounds like it's teaming with life!  They've had the Earth quarantined from formal ET contact this past century, until they can sort out 

the problems existing on the surface.  Then space tourism will be allowed and it's up to us whether we want the Domain to...



2/24/2019 1:35:55 AM laurabusse I remember intently staring up at the sky one night a few years ago and feeling like it was truly alive and looking back at me...a bit disconcerting but felt 

very real...all those twinkling IS-BEs...

2/24/2019 1:36:49 AM mongrelglory ...continue guarding our borders, or whether we want to take over that responsibility ourselves with Trump's new Space Force.

2/24/2019 1:38:48 AM laurabusse So i guess i did hear of the domain then, it just wasn't referred to as the domain. Only in the Interview... Book.

2/24/2019 1:39:43 AM mongrelglory The Domain is the name of their particular "Empire", whereas the "Galactic Federation" is the diplomatic body (sort of like a Galactic UN).  There are 

other empires that are likely members of the Galactic Federation too, but they hadn't staked a claim to our planet long ago.

2/24/2019 1:42:01 AM laurabusse Thx for your explanations insights and opinions Michelle. :-) i always enjoy reading your tweets 💘

2/24/2019 1:42:27 AM mongrelglory Apparently the Draco are like pirates, that swoop in and steal other empires' planets, and then put their own genetic "progeny" on the planet. I read 

somewhere that the dinosaurs were put on Earth by the Draco, and the Domain wiped them out and then started over with mammals.

2/24/2019 1:42:54 AM mongrelglory I think that information was from Corey Goode/David Wilcock.

2/24/2019 1:45:15 AM mongrelglory I sure do talk a lot!  I appreciate your input as well!

2/24/2019 1:49:56 AM jane_q_patriot Yes! And retroviruses. I assume you know Dr. Judy Mikovits? Searched for a lecture & found one I attended! Drove my ass through many miles of 

torrential rain to be at this vax symposium in Houston. Sound is cruddy but she talks fast & packs A LOT in here: https://youtu.be/rvkNJe3W5HA 

2/24/2019 1:59:13 AM dsmeandmynine Rupert Sheldrake :)

2/24/2019 2:00:11 AM jane_q_patriot I love how she ends it on a positive note with hope for cannabinoid treatments, and the eventual release of known cancer cures, and for taking 

medicine back to the people and in the hands of truly good scientists.

2/24/2019 2:07:31 AM mongrelglory She's a controversial figure in the Molecular Genetics community, because after her paper was published in Science (the journal), it was discovered by 

her colleagues that their CFS cultures had been contaminated with viral plasmid DNA and they had to retract their paper from...

2/24/2019 2:11:19 AM mongrelglory the journal.  Other labs tried to reproduce her results and they couldn't. That's a sloppy mistake to make in research. It means she was careless with 

her methods in her haste to prove her theory.  I'm sure she's sincere in her beliefs, but her scientific reputation has suffered.

2/24/2019 2:19:54 AM mongrelglory Someone posted it on the MJ-12 timeline and I told them I was going to "borrow" it.  I can't remember who it was that drew it.  Maybe Covertress?

2/24/2019 2:22:32 AM mongrelglory You'd need to see the first movie so that you can understand the second one.   I really loved the movies...you don't have to be into Sci Fi as they're 

more character driven.  Unfortunately James Gun the director was later fired by Disney because of "pedophile" jokes he made on...

2/24/2019 2:23:34 AM mongrelglory ...his Twitter feed.  It sort of ruined the movies for me...they really were enjoyable.  Funny and quirky.

2/24/2019 2:27:36 AM mongrelglory They have really really long lifespans and apparently Earth is out in the "boonies" of our Galaxy.  I can relate.  I'll have some basil plants growing on my 

balcony, and I miss one day of watering. Then when I go out the next day, they're crawling in aphids!

2/24/2019 2:36:07 AM wordcook I think it's straight-up blasphemy.

2/24/2019 2:51:38 AM jane_q_patriot Well, it's pretty easy to make someone's reputation suffer when they threaten Big Pharma and the (currently corrupt) government science research 

agencies. She addressed that in her book "Plague," and touches on it some in this interview:  http://www.cfstreatmentguide.com/blog/plague-an-

interview-with-judy-mikovits …

2/24/2019 3:00:18 AM mongrelglory I was only referring to that one incident regarding that study she published. "Science" is one of the most prestigious journals, so when you admit 

afterwards that your study was flawed/illegitimate, it affects your reputation among other researchers. It can be a career killer...

2/24/2019 3:11:02 AM jane_q_patriot And so can being thrown in jail while all your research is destroyed! Lol! Meanwhile, folks over at the CDC can go on the record for shredding data that 

showed a strong association between autism and the MMR in two different studies, and they're just FINE. Prolly got a raise!

2/24/2019 3:15:07 AM jane_q_patriot Actually, Dr Thompson's boss, Gerberding, went on to be an executive in the vaccine department at Merck. I guess it pays to be evil. Or at least it did. 

This shit needs to end NOW.

2/24/2019 3:17:40 AM mongrelglory The issue was, she was working for a pharmaceutical co, not at a University lab.  That means that she was an employee of the company and all her 

research results legally belonged to the company.  Some companies will allow their employee to publish the results in a scientific..

2/24/2019 3:19:23 AM mongrelglory ...journal, while other companies will ban you from publishing if they are working on patenting some vaccine or technology related to the research.  

That is the drawback of working for a pharmaceutical company.  They pay you big money, but you do not have autonomy in your...

2/24/2019 3:21:23 AM mongrelglory ...lab or research because the company is footing the bill for everything. They let her publish the paper in the Journal, but later when it turned out the 

paper was bad, and she (and her colleagues) had to withdraw it, then she grabbed her raw data from the lab and took it home.

2/24/2019 3:24:29 AM mongrelglory ...They totally had the legal right to ask for the data back but she refused to give it to them, so they had to go to the police.  She finally returned the 

raw data, and they destroyed it to protect their reputation...it was their property, not hers. After that, the judge...

2/24/2019 3:26:09 AM mongrelglory ..dismissed the case.  I'm sorry, but in that article, she blames a colleague for the contamination, though they all should have double-checked the 

results before sending it for publication.  There was no corruption in that...

2/24/2019 3:28:22 AM mongrelglory ...particular situation.  The pharmaceutical company was right to destroy the research, preventing her from trying to use it in a future publication after 

she'd left the company.  Many researchers have tried to find a viral cause of Chronic Fatigue syndrome, but they never have..

2/24/2019 3:30:17 AM mongrelglory ...In fact, more recent research has pointed to it actually being a problem with mitochondrial ATP.  I'm sorry, but people in basic research all know that 

if you take a job with a pharmaceutical company, you get paid big money, but you are their employee.  If you want to do...

2/24/2019 3:31:59 AM jane_q_patriot Oh I get it. But the scary thing is, almost every science/health agency, incumbent politician, and media outlet is technically "owned" by the 

pharmaceutical companies anyway. There's no escaping their influence. We need to bring back oversight to the people. Cut *those* strings.

2/24/2019 3:32:02 AM mongrelglory ...autonomous basic research, you stay in academia and you get your research funded by government grants.  She's playing the victim card here and 

it's not warranted.

2/24/2019 3:35:06 AM mongrelglory Many people don't realize that the CDC is a private corporation and has nothing to do with the government.  Of course they are biased.  They are a 

business!  However, as a private business, they are allowed to destroy any R&D research they do, and are not required to report it.

2/24/2019 3:37:06 AM mongrelglory The corruption is the fact that government health agencies quote them as the authority and funnel taxpayer money towards them.  It's a total conflict 

of interest, just like the Fed Reserve shouldn't be in charge of printing the country's money!

2/24/2019 3:38:57 AM jane_q_patriot But the government grant system is corrupt too. My husband (before we were married) had a sister in law who was a professional government breast 

cancer researcher. Guess what she died of many years ago? Breast cancer. Had all the best "care" available. I don't trust it.

2/24/2019 3:39:44 AM mongrelglory That's the biggest problem with scientific/medical research in the US.  The corporations are too involved in your colleges, and government agencies are 

in their pockets.  We don't have "lobby groups" here like you have in the US, and most of our University research is gov funded.

2/24/2019 3:42:15 AM mongrelglory Her boss just took a job with a bigger Pharmaceutical company.  It was all business.  Most of us basic researchers in universities (at least in Canada) 

view going to work for a pharmaceutical company as "selling your soul".



2/24/2019 3:45:46 AM mongrelglory We have a "cleaner" government grant system in Canada, with is not funded by any private companies.  As well, doctors in Canada are not allowed to 

develop and sell products to their patients (whether it be creams, vitamins or medications).  That's considered a conflict of...

2/24/2019 3:46:56 AM mongrelglory ...interest.  Remember, our healthcare system is funded by the government.  So if a Canadian dermatologist wants to put his name on a skin care 

cream and make money, he has to do it down in the US.

2/24/2019 3:49:18 AM mongrelglory I don't believe in going for regular screening mammograms.  The research shows that in the long run, it doesn't save lives and it generates a lot of 

unnecessary treatment for tumours that might disappear on their own.  However, if I found a lump, I'd go for a mammogram.

2/24/2019 3:52:32 AM mongrelglory I commend you on how open-minded you've been to listen to my point of view.  I know that you have been very committed to finding the truth about 

vaccines.  I feel the same way.  It's just so complicated to be certain about things because you have to weed out the crappy research..

2/24/2019 3:54:13 AM mongrelglory ...and then you have to interpret the good research carefully and not draw the wrong conclusions.  Clinical studies are the worst to analyze because it's 

all number crunching and statistics which can be flawed.  At least if you clone a gene, someone can read the methods in your..

2/24/2019 3:55:55 AM mongrelglory published paper, go back to their lab, and see if by repeating your experiment, they end up with the same cloned gene. With statistics, it's so easy to 

make the data say what you want, just be adjusting your parameters and throwing out any "data" that doesn't support your theory.

2/24/2019 3:56:34 AM mongrelglory I will bid you adieu, if you haven't already fallen asleep with my long-winded replies. 😘

2/24/2019 4:03:13 AM jane_q_patriot My final thoughts... I had a grandfather live to almost 100, and I think we're just doing it all wrong now. Maybe we wouldn't have to research and 

release so many fekken cures if we could stop causing all this crap in the first place? Because I truly believe we are. G'night! 😘

2/24/2019 4:04:43 AM oo1o110 Why do they want our DNA so badly? https://www.allaboutarizonanews.com/arizona-could-require-you-submit-your-dna-to-a-statewide-

database/?fbclid=IwAR2k_zE_7XOTbTre2Fdu5XK-GWi3y5APj9Rrg3TlJI_Fh5krBV3VAQBRPkw …

2/24/2019 4:09:57 AM mongrelglory Agreed!

2/24/2019 4:13:47 AM mongrelglory Yes, I was referring to the Cylons in Battlestar Galactica that looked like humans.  When I suggested to MJ-12 that an AI controlling a cloned body 

would be like them...MJ-12 replied "disclosure". 😉

2/24/2019 4:21:33 AM aschilliam In the end everything is fine, if it is not fine, it is not the end.

2/24/2019 5:28:30 AM magicoclock Well, they need to start conditioning us early that an increasing number of potent and potentially life changing chemicals will need to be regularly 

injected to stay healthy and disease free... but that is just not the reality though 😔

2/24/2019 5:32:32 AM covertress What do you mean by "meet it in the middle?" Are you suggesting that I astral travel? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1084834441472675840?s=19 …

2/24/2019 6:13:58 AM supportourprez @senatemajldr @vp let me be clear here. If this bill is passed it will be unforgivable. 

@POTUS #PedoGateNews

2/24/2019 6:18:32 AM blsdbe Hey Laura, I followed you and sent you a message, get back to me when you get a chance if you like 😇

2/24/2019 6:42:06 AM zrickety You're a fool if you think MSDS don't apply...it's the same material, quantity does not matter.  Explain why they inject us with aluminum, and pig's fetus 

blood??  Lab created mutant DNA.  It's not natural, and it's not good.

2/24/2019 6:54:30 AM covertress Release your burden. Clean your body. Free your mind. Trust your IS-BE.

- @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/858nSgRgTE

2/24/2019 6:56:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's not the definition of groomed. Grooming does not take place on Twitter. Grooming takes place in "real life" with real assets moving pieces 

around to achieve "Events" that MJ12 seek.

2/24/2019 7:04:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Astral travel or simply telepathy.

2/24/2019 7:04:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Independence Day

Future Proves Past

Majestic

2/24/2019 7:05:59 AM covertress This is my favorite MJ12 post. 

Working on it. 

Thank you, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

2/24/2019 7:07:11 AM scott_rick What are we talking about?

2/24/2019 7:07:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 We aren't at liberty yet to disclose the details, however the resistance against acknowledging it is common for candidates we've groomed. Grooming 

effectively attempts to predict and enable an alternate reality for an individual through the form of controlled choices.

2/24/2019 7:08:43 AM kearseofjevon @Jordan_Sather_

2/24/2019 7:09:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Factors contributed to Jordan making his channel. Do you not think the craft hes claimed to have seen were simple coincidences? Do you not think the 

awareness and the curiosity of those crafts didn't lead him down this path? Jordan was groomed whether he likes to admit it or not.

2/24/2019 7:10:02 AM covertress 4 July 2019 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1099651121088466946?s=19 …

2/24/2019 7:11:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 However in no way are we suggesting that we forced Jordan to make any decision. On the contrary. The Majestic 12 recruit individuals who are able to 

serve a purpose. Jordan is serving a purpose and he's being acknowledged for his role. Remember, MJ12 was before Q.

2/24/2019 7:12:47 AM rosesrred0119 Ok so I have a question..if time is an illusion and we are immortal, why do animals die..they dont have a conscience of time .

2/24/2019 7:13:51 AM catharenne Gaia tv?  They seem corrupt and lacking in integrity??

2/24/2019 7:14:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation.

2/24/2019 7:16:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your body is not immortal. Your existence in this plane of reality has a clearly defined cycle with clearly defined "laws" that must be obeyed, otherwise, 

you are not in "this" plane at all (but are in your own). IS-BEs typically "control" thousands of animals each.

2/24/2019 7:16:47 AM scott_rick Which/who Jordan?

2/24/2019 7:18:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Search twitter: 

     from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 jordan

2/24/2019 7:18:41 AM laurabusse What is SP please? Thx :-)

2/24/2019 7:19:11 AM covfefe_grande Sleep paralysis

2/24/2019 7:19:20 AM scott_rick Thanks MJ!

2/24/2019 7:20:26 AM laurabusse Probably simply bc no one who happened to see your tweet happened to have any insights...

2/24/2019 7:20:46 AM robertg69989098 If purposed? Could it have started many decades ago for some?

2/24/2019 7:20:49 AM rosesrred0119 5:5

2/24/2019 7:23:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't reply to all questions or posts since we receive thousands every hour. Pertaining to this incident, everyone faces judgement from their IS-BE 

during NDEs or 187 itself. Depending on who your IS-BE is, whether they command more than one body or not, your judgement will be

2/24/2019 7:24:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 in the form of a trial where you are given an opportunity to reflect upon your past decisions. Trauma in life events can close these pockets of 

opportunity from the LIGHT, however PTSD treatments and mindfulness exercises can unlock the hidden LIGHT.

2/24/2019 7:24:23 AM laurabusse I believe it is possible. My understanding is that we are inspired to act often by unseen forces/beings. Thoughts we have, ideas we have, impulses we 

have. Jordan your resistance to MJ12 is v high. You are so open minded so i don't know why that would be the case. Be the truth...

2/24/2019 7:25:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

2/24/2019 7:25:34 AM ghostanon6120 Was the real Paul M killed as was Lennon? Is the the current Paul a planted imposter?



2/24/2019 7:26:53 AM laurabusse ...seeker that we know you to be and really search your soul, your heart, your being. Your mind will not tell the truth. Be open and seek truth...then 

decide. You seem super ready to just say "no" to this when MJ12 may be right which means your higher self is, of course, on board

2/24/2019 7:28:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because questioning whether a person is capable of being groomed or not serves a valuable purpose in ensuring the general public does not become 

sheep to icons like Jordan, but rather seek the message over the messenger and allow truth to resonate. Within everyone a snake lies.

2/24/2019 7:28:59 AM cjptrsn Independence Day. https://twitter.com/cjptrsn/status/1099692249141530624?s=21 …

2/24/2019 7:29:04 AM catharenne Thank you. Heard Gaia has caused a riproaring feud between David Wilcock and Emery. Saw emery last night, he had the wierdest shiftiest eyes I’ve 

ever seen. Seemed very strange.

2/24/2019 7:29:36 AM laurabusse If you want truth, the burden of proof is always within yourself. If you are open, and seek truth, you will find truth. I have found this to be absolutely 

true.

2/24/2019 7:30:25 AM theotropho it was actually Albert Pike that thunked it up

2/24/2019 7:31:21 AM laurabusse If you're not either Jordan or mj12...how could you possibly know what is erroneous or true for either one of them?

2/24/2019 7:31:45 AM theotropho @Ihaddreamsonce

2/24/2019 7:31:51 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WiXgXIfy-sw …

2/24/2019 7:31:59 AM diaptera_80 Is there any piece of information from Gaia in particular that we should be aware is completely false? Or is everything somewhat close enough to truth 

in order not to be harmful?

2/24/2019 7:32:56 AM mskeens1962 Oh geeze - no wonder they don't have bruises all over their bodies.

2/24/2019 7:33:22 AM askthe_q So I can claim that you’re a CIA agent, planted on Twitter and it’s somebody else’s job to prove it untrue? Nah. To claim something outlandish, you 

better have some proof is all I’m saying. My mind is more open than 98% of the world’s, but come on!

2/24/2019 7:38:01 AM yellahabibihela Research the Law of One. The ET describes cycles and the prerequisites to shift into different densities.

2/24/2019 7:38:51 AM laurabusse Bunny, it's a fantastic book if you haven't read it. You can read it on the author's web site for free. There's also the audiobook on youtube. You would 

love it!

2/24/2019 7:39:59 AM ragevirusqq Eagles eat snakes

2/24/2019 7:40:10 AM covertress John F. Kennedy - The Declaration of Independence https://youtu.be/6PSUr9rMVtc 

2/24/2019 7:40:17 AM djlok I think maybe they did. By pointing out that certain IS-BE's are groomed suggests that the knowledge certain people have was given to them vs 

something they discovered on their own. Big difference!

2/24/2019 7:40:35 AM diaptera_80 I had a similar council dream, and I was judged with being jeallous. Very brief flash dream, but immensely helpful to me. I didn’t read the details of your 

dream, but perhaps you have been asking for guidance or contact with your higher self?

2/24/2019 7:41:37 AM realityloominng Even if Jordan realized his life was not coincidental, I'm not sure it would be of any use for him to run around claiming to be "groomed by MJ12".. 😄

2/24/2019 7:43:57 AM anangelhasland1 A jealous Majestic 12... Now we’re talking!

Rock posters all over the walls of their tunnels...

Nanotechnology to crack Tinder scattered about...

Mountains of cocaine leading up to the mainframes...

Endless arguments about parking validations...

All eyes on the Kardashians...

2/24/2019 7:45:46 AM laurabusse 1. Just my humble take but i imagine perhaps that grooming may simply mean supernaturally guided by unseen forces. All is one. We set intentions 

before incarnating. The job of our guides is to keep our lives on track. We are constantly being guided by thoughts ideas and...

2/24/2019 7:46:14 AM covertress Some fundamental ideas from the Law of One Material

 https://www.lawofone.info/synopsis.php 

2/24/2019 7:49:41 AM realityloominng Are only Americans groomed?

2/24/2019 7:52:11 AM tamexis Did you mean that Gaia is disinformation or that the comment above (Gaia being corrupt) is misinformation?

2/24/2019 7:52:48 AM tamexis Does Q+ means @POTUS

2/24/2019 7:53:56 AM laurabusse 2...impulses that are "whispered" to us. Also we are taught and guided during sleep and dream time. I could see how Jordan could be guided and have 

no idea. Of course i may be wrong and i have no idea how this "grooming" process actually works.

2/24/2019 7:54:38 AM tamexis You’re being literal? The official announcement will be on Christmas Eve?

2/24/2019 7:57:05 AM melanieanders7 @SirDougunefheir I appreciate your wisdom but you’re too cryptic for me. Modern language seems to sink in easier for me. And what’s the Doeg of 

David? Star of David in Orion Nebula? Are you speaking of beings outside Earths plane?

2/24/2019 7:57:23 AM decodematrix This is clearly to celebrate our independence from cabal and Dracos.

2/24/2019 7:57:30 AM burgersandra "Within everyone a snake lies."  Only if doubt is allowed to remain.  Change the program.

2/24/2019 7:58:13 AM melanieanders7 Ted was gross..... not to mention his mother was pumped full of pharmaceuticals while she was pregnant with him. Test subject for nefarious research?

2/24/2019 8:00:26 AM tamexis Yes, we have heard this even about Q etc. I’m double checking about Gaia, I can save 10 bucks lol

2/24/2019 8:01:45 AM mykidsrtheebest I have seen them

2/24/2019 8:02:57 AM laurabusse 1. I heard that judgement after death is an archon thing to disempower us and recycle us to more incarnations to be low vibrational slaves. That the 

truth is we are free after death and can do whatever and go wherever we wish. What about that which we have done that we are...

2/24/2019 8:03:16 AM aprilbrown99 I think it’s wonderful. Whatever and whoever it takes to wake the rest of us up and get us moving to where we need to be, I am all in!  Remember, 

everyone has a purpose and no one is more or less important/loved than anyone else. We all have important roles to play.  #WWG1WGA ❤️

2/24/2019 8:07:07 AM laurabusse 2...truly sorry for + have forgiven ourselves for? Theres no reason 2 have it thrust back in ur face in a judgement. Honestly...i have a conscience and 

integrity and want no part of being judged by my is-be or otherwise. The past is in the past. Lessons learned. Self sovereignty!

2/24/2019 8:07:44 AM headlinejuice All #targetedindividuals have been labeled enemies — that’s how they have gotten away with this program. Saying ‘only enemies’ will be targeted is 

saying it will

remain the same.

2/24/2019 8:09:24 AM tamexis He has been saying that for a while. Jordan has been on an on-going battle because they haven’t answered his questions or something of the like. 

However, they do have solid info- very much like what David Wilcock shared on his live event.

2/24/2019 8:09:33 AM cmdrzod23 If time is an illusion, why is it that we are measuring time in a way the Annunaki implemented (calendar etc.)? I mean it wasn't exactly our idea...

Or is it more the way that time matters in this excistence but not in the immortal?

2/24/2019 8:11:59 AM laurabusse I talk a lot too LOL talking is very enjoyable :-) especially with kindred spirits 💘

2/24/2019 8:16:39 AM laurabusse Yes! Rupert sheldrake. Thanks! :-)

2/24/2019 8:20:11 AM laurabusse Well maybe it's worth watching but ignoring the director. Ok so guardians of the galaxy...I'll give it a look. Was plodding thru the stargate tv series 

MJ12 recommends. It was a slog so i gave up. Would much rather watch Frasier reruns and downtown Abbey for the 6th time LOL!

2/24/2019 8:22:09 AM laurabusse I hear ya :-) go away for vacation for a week in july, come back and your garden is lost!!! Overgrown with weeds etc



2/24/2019 8:23:04 AM realiwasframed 1.  No, contact OSHA if you need to.

2.  If you want to be scared, then see the MSDS for vinegar.  That's used in the kitchen, ut-oh, better run.

3.  It's no Al, it's Al(OH)3 a salt.

4.  There's no blood.

5.  Antigens or attenuated.

6.  Vaccines are a great thing.

2/24/2019 8:25:51 AM tamexis Yeah, it’s a bit silly. In the end we will find out who had their heart in the right place..

2/24/2019 8:26:28 AM tamexis All good

2/24/2019 8:28:15 AM adsvel All is changing and even your "must be obeyed laws" will change. We are going into photon belt and this mean all will vibrate higher.

2/24/2019 8:32:35 AM laurabusse Even if it's not fine...that's ok. Concluded there are no absolutes. We vacillate continuously betw dark and light, good and bad, wise and stupid. Maybe 

for eternity for all i know. Though i hope we keep growing in love and wisdom!

2/24/2019 8:35:07 AM laurabusse Agreed!

2/24/2019 8:36:39 AM kachinagtto This concerns me.  This date/place/alignment is significant to the cabal.

2/24/2019 8:36:59 AM laurabusse Ok thx will do! :-)

2/24/2019 8:38:33 AM magicianswheel The CIA, in the person of the driver. Ostensibly.

2/24/2019 8:40:21 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/pClqJ39gkW0 

2/24/2019 8:43:49 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/MHtwd1uaFtA 

2/24/2019 8:47:07 AM ryankochweare1 It would be good to address what David Icke said about Q and accounts like this being psyops to distract us, keep us waiting for a savior when its We 

The People who have the true power...

2/24/2019 8:48:22 AM adsvel This Your focus on Your own surrounded environment. When focus is lost, all changes. Where Your focus goes, there energy flows.😊

2/24/2019 8:52:39 AM keith369me Good decision...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too when your ready for more

2/24/2019 8:54:25 AM lbf777 The “judgment” he is talking about isn’t actually a judgment. It’s called a “life review”. All you do is review your whole life with God actually. This is a 

nonjudgmental way to teach you how to improve for the future. There is no punishment or judgement.

2/24/2019 8:55:17 AM lbf777 What’s up with trump missing Israel’s ass nonstop?

2/24/2019 9:01:45 AM keith369me It takes a long time, but as someone that read it all, I would highly recommend digging deep into it.  Overall understanding of our existence becomes 

much more clear

2/24/2019 9:02:20 AM technoprophecy The resurrection of Jesus Christ is proof positive that when we die DEATH IS NOT THE END. We go either to the Father’s presence, or are separated 

from Him forever. The choice is yours. :)

2/24/2019 9:04:27 AM keith369me “Control” animals...could this be synchronicity in seeing a certain animal under certain circumstances?  An example, I see Eagles when I come to a 

revelation on a topic.  Do I “control” this?

2/24/2019 9:06:26 AM keith369me I’m intrigued...I wish you hadn’t deleted it

2/24/2019 9:07:20 AM keith369me 🦅

2/24/2019 9:07:44 AM adsvel You drain Your energy out. If You had high vibrations, then with that You lower them.

2/24/2019 9:11:35 AM adsvel You will get tired.

2/24/2019 9:25:20 AM tamiwils0n22813 This is the D5? pic.twitter.com/Guz65DJAV2

2/24/2019 9:30:02 AM _chelseaproject Maybe use a different word than "groomed"  which has rather negative connotations; it seems disrespectful to Jordan.

2/24/2019 9:36:26 AM tamiwils0n22813 Lord knows I have been doing this for the past 2 to almost 3 years...... I was so “uneducated” but my brain is in overdrive.  My spirit will NOT let me 

slow down. I have so much information, yet still missing so much more. #BLESSED

2/24/2019 9:50:35 AM magaveteranrobi Thank You VM...It didn’t seem like a trial to me - more like a “wake up to your purpose; Here is a small amount of what’s going to happen/Here is your 

part to play, Do you accept?/Here is what will happen for those that succeed/Here is what will happen for those choosing poorly.

2/24/2019 9:51:13 AM orthogonalron All the animals that have been on this journey with me have all raised my vibration significantly. Their love has always spoken louder and stronger to 

me than anything. My life has been more blessed because of all of them. For this, I am truly grateful.

2/24/2019 9:54:54 AM jonessense Oh that yes I started to listen to audio and got distracted

2/24/2019 9:55:42 AM magaveteranrobi It was for ‘those who chose poorly, throughout the world’, that I cried so deeply for that when I woke up, I was drenched with tears & still crying out 

loud. I didn’t get to remember any words, only feelings of Pure Happiness & Pure Sorrow, ending the meeting with my “But Why?”..

2/24/2019 9:59:54 AM magaveteranrobi Referring to the sad fate of those that don’t make it. I didn’t know then, what I know now, so I couldn’t imagine why anyone would deserve what’s 

coming. Wish I knew the details; what I was allowed to remember was strong enough emotions that they are Almost words. TY All! 💓

2/24/2019 10:01:41 AM anangelhasland1 (...and they thought I couldn’t remote view...)

2/24/2019 10:04:50 AM taylorj97989248 Q has spread like wildfire across earth and is promoting independent thought. It has brought people together if anything

2/24/2019 10:07:40 AM laurabusse Thx :-)

2/24/2019 10:08:04 AM worldxplorer1 One of the frequencies for meditation that MJ12 mentioned previously is 396hz. They recommended using a tone generator (various apps available). 

They also recommend avoiding looking for freq’s on YouTube because they can be compromised.

2/24/2019 10:16:21 AM laurabusse We have diff perspectives + have arrived at diff conclusions bc we think diff and have had diff experiences in life. Diff ppl, diff ages, upbringing etc etc 

etc. Both of our opinions are valid for where we both are at right now. Honoring the free will of each sovereign being :-)

2/24/2019 10:18:24 AM laurabusse Good pt. Maybe jordan is right. Maybe MJ12 is right. Maybe it's better to not know. Don't know. Maybe an aura of mystery both within and without is 

what is called for.

2/24/2019 10:21:15 AM magaveteranrobi TY, Friend-I had posts prior & no one saw them. This one is very important & private to me/risked sharing but when no one saw it, I decided that if it 

had meaning here, someone would have replied. Embarrassed, I deleted it. Most important parts are in reply to MJ. I’m a newbie.💗

2/24/2019 10:22:05 AM drumsk8 By Snake are you referring to the reptilian brain and it's base functions? 

Or does this mean something a little more parasitical and slightly out of phase as an attachment? Hence, the SG-1 disclosures?

Does Santilli Telescope give credence to this hypothesis?

2/24/2019 10:23:38 AM keith369me Understand your privacy...see my profile picture.  There are a lot of great people that visit here that know so much.  Definitely take advantage!

2/24/2019 10:24:59 AM laurabusse So easy to do! 💘

2/24/2019 10:25:20 AM cryptocrab4 what about this ?

 http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread810793/pg1 …

2/24/2019 10:30:07 AM enomai_ Laws of metapsychics, might be?

2/24/2019 10:33:53 AM irah_chandler  https://youtu.be/uPPJY6N_ha4 

2/24/2019 11:01:10 AM covertress b/w stargate photo is a fake pic.twitter.com/27N1OKy3ij

2/24/2019 11:05:32 AM truth_077 Jordan has connections to Corey Goode, Dr Michael Salla, James Gilliand, David Wilcock and many others. He has definitely been groomed by others 

“Very High Up” He’s intelligent and shares good information, I have been following him for a while! He’s a Patriot!  @Jordan_Sather_

2/24/2019 11:17:19 AM toffer_anon_369 Yes please clarify.  Anonymous Official (on youtube) frequently plays gaia videos, greg braden, david wilcock, etc... and I thought you said they were 

connected to MJ12?



2/24/2019 11:26:37 AM ryankochweare1 I agree just saying as Amazing and True as all this is, do not Ever give away your sovereignty to AnyONE.  I understand the reason for mass surveillance 

and would much rather it be in Patriot hands, BUT they will still hold back, they will still be in charge, do not be fooled.

2/24/2019 11:30:58 AM ryankochweare1 That being said I honor the Courage of these actors to come into the LIGHT.  True heroes to do the right thing when it costs EVERYTHING.  With 4ch 8ch 

etc.and collective consciousness WE HAVE THE POWER and will settle for nothing less than 100% TRANSPARENCY and GLOBAL AWAKENING.

2/24/2019 11:34:48 AM richardhiatt16 🇺🇸

2/24/2019 11:41:14 AM liltilgerlil Exactly! When has more research and knowledge hurt mankind striving for true freedom?

2/24/2019 11:45:04 AM strangewisper What percentage of aliens draw in source energy?

2/24/2019 11:47:14 AM allahuniversal I'm inclined to agree with you

2/24/2019 11:48:21 AM tamiwils0n22813 This if from the Biltmore in Asheville, NC  This pool was used just for that picture above.  I didn’t know at the time I took these pictures.  I do remember 

while I was in there I had a VERY UNREST feeling. I am completely disgusted knowing this. pic.twitter.com/TvraNnWBu8

2/24/2019 11:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://youtu.be/I0MUZWIsld0 

2/24/2019 11:49:11 AM daveo6145 Read my mind!! Haha

2/24/2019 11:49:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

All for a LARP, right?

Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099758061705748482 …

2/24/2019 11:51:18 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/TVhBf69lcd

2/24/2019 11:51:29 AM missachar1 Was just starting to think this was a legit account. This was pretty heavily debunked. Can you provide proof it is not?

2/24/2019 11:53:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Gou'uld are a parasitical external alien that lodges itself inside a person's brain and makes them "act like a homicidal maniac". They are referred to 

as "snake in the head" and are a metaphor for the reptilian complex in the brain and the evolutionary history snakes share.

2/24/2019 11:54:32 AM pleiadianshaman The Point is Why the need to create such a good fake video?

It is fake, but extremely well done. But at same time extremely obvious.

They want to debunk the real pyramidal UFO. That is it

2/24/2019 11:54:46 AM allahuniversal I think we can each look at our own lives & find "coincidences" that brought us to where we are today. Certain people that came into our lives at forks 

in the road, events beyond our control but to our benefit, etc. A sense of being guided (groomed)

2/24/2019 11:54:47 AM palmdalekid2 JC Penny

2/24/2019 11:54:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is "real and necessary."

The creation of the disinformation is intentional to seed consciousness to manifest the reality.

Majestic 12 is trying to force the hand of those in power.

That can only happen when the people wake up.

2/24/2019 11:56:03 AM covertress Shake that tree.

2/24/2019 11:56:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ We didn't create the video.

2/ The video is clearly doctored.

3/ Coincidences are event driven validations of conscious connection.

Majestic 12 has been in the business of disinformation disclosures for decades, what makes you think anything has changed? The objective matters

2/24/2019 11:57:01 AM tamiwils0n22813 God help us…………… I have put this off going down this rabbit hole for almost 2 years. 

😩😡😩😡😩😡😩😡😩😡😩😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡 😡#JUSTICE pic.twitter.com/mZBFZdfkXX

2/24/2019 11:58:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 That KIND of speech has taken place before.

We couldn't record the real speech.

How else do you make people aware?

"Deep Fake" videos that imposter individuals are used to convey classified "unreal" facts (hence why they are classified) to bridge the gap in conscious 

awareness.

2/24/2019 12:00:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only those woke can understand message over messenger and that truth resonates, others believe that all forms of information, misinformation, and 

disinformation must come from the most unbelievable sources when it contracts the status quo.

2/24/2019 12:00:21 PM aprilbrown99 Amazing moments in our history for all to see. We need to awaken humanity to witness our hidden truth. Sheeple no more.

2/24/2019 12:00:41 PM allahuniversal Yet, gravity will still be in effect. Sound will still need a medium of travel. And 3 + 6 will still be equal to 9.

2/24/2019 12:01:04 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/N3mzJfH6eC

2/24/2019 12:04:13 PM enomai_ Screw the deepfakes they push on trump. Obv fake, obv provable, obv still illegal to have that type of smut. Screw them.

2/24/2019 12:04:29 PM hawkgirlinmn I dont know the history of this fake, but I do feel the speaker was emulating a real off world entity or was a clone or some other BE.

2/24/2019 12:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does that change the coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099759570426175490 …

2/24/2019 12:05:58 PM ryankochweare1 See what I did there? Lol this is going to generate a lot of Passionate tweets(Re-tweets) of Continuous Proofs FOR Q.  😊 ..am disappointed in David 

Icke tho.. 🌎🙏

2/24/2019 12:06:26 PM allahuniversal ^ Contracts, or contradicts?

2/24/2019 12:06:40 PM keneebe Speaking about ‘coincidences’-

Wasn’t it soon after UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali witnessed the abduction of Linden Napolotano by a UFO from her apartment that a 

protocol was initiated at the United Nations for encountering and addressing extraterrestrial ‘Visitors’?

2/24/2019 12:06:53 PM humanprimer I thought this was debunked already.  A 2nd identical vid exists with all the same except there is a guy who came out instead of the lady.  Care to 

reconcile this for us?

2/24/2019 12:07:45 PM hawkgirlinmn No. Deep state is trying to get ahead of the game to control disclosure narrative.

2/24/2019 12:07:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is no such thing, unless your imagination motivates you enough to make one for yourself using a 3D printer. You can thank Majestic 12 for 3D 

printing technology.

2/24/2019 12:09:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-read our past tweets. There are over 5,000 of them for the record, however we have been very explicit in what the purpose of this account is and 

the operation currently playing out.

2/24/2019 12:09:27 PM headlinejuice What is your above quote from?

2/24/2019 12:09:34 PM humanprimer The message did resonate... but the delivery method of deep fake production kills the impact.

2/24/2019 12:09:42 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099759570426175490 …

2/24/2019 12:10:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typo, on the move.

Contradicts.

2/24/2019 12:11:58 PM obzerv3r_p_ so dumb...

2/24/2019 12:12:03 PM allahuniversal Understood, clarity appreciated

2/24/2019 12:12:43 PM deborahknowlto7 My question can you identify being 10-12ft, about 4 ft shoulder span, uniform no sowing seam lines in material its fuild in movement dark bronze in 

color, ?helmet reddish copper bronze color around eye area. What is it

2/24/2019 12:13:38 PM decodematrix Javier Pérez de Cuéllar was going to give a real disclosure speech like this at the UN in 1991 but he was abducted by fake aliens (CIA/military) and they 

threatened him so he didn't.

2/24/2019 12:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is due to the channels that are currently permitted. The danger of just coming out with clearly outrageous "evidence" to suggest horrific crimes 

without going through a court proceeding is that everybody will shape an opinion prior to the information being validated.



2/24/2019 12:15:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 This problem could potentially undermine the authority the Majestic 12 has over the disclosure of ET life. There are so many special interest groups 

that are really Nth degree separated tentacles of the same criminal Cabal.

2/24/2019 12:16:15 PM zagnett Bingo. The Universe in a one-liner. "The creation of the disinformation..."

Essentially - Make shit up. It can become real.

In this case get people to discuss a fake video so that people will wonder if something like that has ever occurred, which itself will help it to occur.

2/24/2019 12:16:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some groups produce disinformation videos to resemble real classified events because they wish to exploit the chaos and confusion created around 

the substance. The editing was sloppy at best, however the message was first hinted at by Reagan. Accepted fact.

2/24/2019 12:17:13 PM ragevirusqq  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9WGLDfSR6s …

2/24/2019 12:18:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 The real speech took place in the 80s and those who wish to usher in a false flag alien invasion are pushing content like this, however Majestic 12 has 

always been many steps ahead of the Cabal. MJ12/3 knew this video was created to push an event on 12/21/18.

2/24/2019 12:18:43 PM ragevirusqq Is this the original?

2/24/2019 12:19:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Magick day?"

Not Majestic day.

"Magick"

 https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Magick …

2/24/2019 12:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Double meaning to "Future Proves Past"?

2/24/2019 12:22:21 PM honeybager5 The later . . . bad coping skills.  While we’ve got MAJ12 on the line though, wondering if he also invented 4th of July celebrations?

2/24/2019 12:22:46 PM zagnett Yup.

Now we know why Q / MJ keep saying "Disinformation is necessary...".

It's there/your more diplomatic way of saying "we're making this shit up as we go - give us a friggin' break man this ain't easy..."

& that's because we all have to do that. We're all watching the movie.

2/24/2019 12:23:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We responded to your questions by responding to other people's questions.

2/24/2019 12:23:36 PM allahuniversal "In the beginning, an IS-BE thought of an experience." G1:1

2/24/2019 12:24:25 PM robertg69989098 #msm is all out Lolol.

2/24/2019 12:24:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE pic.twitter.com/f2dxBQ56qE

2/24/2019 12:24:37 PM zagnett Bluebeam is ALWAYS on the table. It'll be used if necessary i'm sure.

The only thing is - will it be "light" or "lighter" blue beam, or "dark" or "darker" blue beam.

How about the former? Let's ALL make that one happen!

2/24/2019 12:26:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did we say anything about a movie?

You did.

Stop spreading disinformation ALICE.

2/24/2019 12:26:37 PM jrocktigers Were the 9th circle satanists allowed to perform their sacrifice last night in  a church next to St. Peters Square for Terminalia?

2/24/2019 12:26:50 PM adsvel Collective agreement? Why children is drawing pictures as they see at that moment and mostly are different as collective agreement is pushing on 

them?

2/24/2019 12:26:53 PM nun_chucknorris I have built 3 of them myself. To see all of the parts in motion, to hear the pitch of the steppers and to see something come into being right before your 

eyes is mesmerizing (and apparently Majestic). I look forward to the different materials we will see in the future.

2/24/2019 12:27:15 PM zagnett Or the Patriots.

IS-BE freedom? "Make it so!"

2/24/2019 12:28:26 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/xfYttnioUo

2/24/2019 12:29:47 PM crustyone2 What information, do you have anything based in reality, or are you still spreading lies?

2/24/2019 12:29:53 PM missy968 We are the news now...

2/24/2019 12:29:58 PM zagnett We're ALL watching the movie. NONE of us know how it'll end. Not even MJ. & it never really "ends" really.

WE the People have to film/cut/edit the upcoming scenes! 🧐

2/24/2019 12:30:08 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/wXq98M6r1Y

2/24/2019 12:30:33 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/y7rdzcwNc8

2/24/2019 12:30:35 PM anangelhasland1 “In the experience, a thought IS-BE’d a beginning.” G1:1 New Federation Edition.

2/24/2019 12:31:04 PM scott_rick Hillary in Saudi Arabia

2/24/2019 12:31:29 PM zagnett "Future Proves Past"

Also...

"Past can Prove Future".

Updating "history" can work both ways - for good and bad.

2/24/2019 12:31:51 PM jrocktigers Sorry, sometimes I let my emotions rule when I learn or discover things that are likely and I feel this is only place I can get an answer.

Did not mean to interrupt flow.

2/24/2019 12:32:23 PM crustyone2 Why do your predictions always fail?

2/24/2019 12:32:56 PM decodematrix Alice = HRC

ALICE = AI

2/24/2019 12:33:05 PM zagnett By all means do ur thing!. Your emotions will make good things happen!

It IS the flow my friend.

2/24/2019 12:33:59 PM zagnett Maybe we should try it for GOOD this time, fellow IS-BEs?

2/24/2019 12:34:39 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/rtljktaXXd

2/24/2019 12:35:09 PM zagnett Well they want us to focus on a date, not sounding too prophetic, hoping to get enough people willing it to happen, so that maybe/hopefully/probably 

the even can happen on or around that date. Fun times yeah?

2/24/2019 12:35:10 PM 12bravogran I've got a ticket to ride... pic.twitter.com/Gxjc1HuURE

2/24/2019 12:35:47 PM crustyone2 #QballsBlueballs

2/24/2019 12:36:49 PM 12bravogran Time isn't a line... pic.twitter.com/SgsDudAPNu

2/24/2019 12:39:57 PM jrocktigers Thank you all.



2/24/2019 12:41:33 PM zagnett "Independence Day". Not the movie. The reality.

We the People need to write/cut/edit the next scenes of our movie.

We are the ones who can make it the reality.

2/24/2019 12:42:52 PM lbf777 Alice is near top of the deep state.

2/24/2019 12:43:00 PM adsvel @SandiaWisdom did not push that video, just test our reaction of " What if..."

2/24/2019 12:43:22 PM zagnett And I want Freedom.

Justice is freedom's little sister, who will follow closely.

2/24/2019 12:44:24 PM jrocktigers Alice is back.

2/24/2019 12:44:40 PM pantherden_ I have some good digs on ALICE: http://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

2/24/2019 12:45:01 PM iamkevinlearl1 Well then this message is not for red blooded patriotic Americans because they know the UN is a Luciferian temple. So what does that say...

2/24/2019 12:45:08 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6oUz1v17Uo …

2/24/2019 12:46:37 PM rosesrred0119 Is AI in wonderland? Bob? Eve? I'm so lost again.  Where is [HRC]?

2/24/2019 12:48:06 PM love4thegameak Blue Beam.. jus sayin pic.twitter.com/CYs3PM8CLm

2/24/2019 12:48:13 PM adsvel You need a Collective focus.... Is it not easier to tell the truth. Who need they will get it, who not need it they anyway will denied it, its the level of 

consciousness.

2/24/2019 12:51:39 PM iamkevinlearl1 The status quo is there are many  U.S. Christians not ready for Jesus to be an alien. The last source they'd believe is the U.N. If war is won players must 

customize disclosure. Credence to this videos intention is poor script. Hand revealed. Oops

2/24/2019 12:53:33 PM decodematrix We need the solar flash to wipe out the AI.

2/24/2019 12:55:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! We are all here to awaken others and be awoken by others in ways we are not yet. Your voice is just as valuable as anyone’s.

2/24/2019 12:55:44 PM vintagesquirrel Alice = HRC  ALICE = algorithm

2/24/2019 12:55:44 PM center_neptune  pic.twitter.com/XUroNvTyCk

2/24/2019 12:59:02 PM daveo6145 did you make this?

2/24/2019 1:00:33 PM pastorjon9 Who's the ticket seller?

2/24/2019 1:00:48 PM cocopuffster12 Eeeeeeew

2/24/2019 1:02:09 PM 12bravogran The man on the Silver Mountain. pic.twitter.com/32Q7GIWdCc

2/24/2019 1:03:24 PM zagnett Absofrigginlutely.

2/24/2019 1:03:48 PM enomai_ 3-D printing jet aircraft coming soon near you?

2/24/2019 1:03:48 PM tamexis Your followers already know... and they also knew this video was a fake... which kinda make it’s lame cuz you put it out there like it was the real deal.

2/24/2019 1:04:37 PM cocopuffster12 Looking through 1 (of 3) historic telescopes at the Chabot Space & Science center in Oakland, would you have a recommendation as to best direction to 

view? They have pm viewing Fri&Sat nites from their outdoor Observation deck. Me & my son are going this weekend. THANK YOU!♥️ 

pic.twitter.com/Ph4iexHJ2m

2/24/2019 1:04:48 PM cocopuffster12 2/2 located: The observatories at Chabot Space & Science Center are located 37.819 degrees North latitude and 122.182 degrees West longitude.

2/24/2019 1:07:33 PM jrocktigers 👆🔥

2/24/2019 1:10:02 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1096790916625383424?s=19 …

2/24/2019 1:13:01 PM love4thegameak Bunnies & Burrows - Wikipedia

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bunnies_%26_Burrows …

2/24/2019 1:13:27 PM itrusttheplan Liddle.

2/24/2019 1:16:24 PM love4thegameak Rabbit Hole Chasers pic.twitter.com/SP6TsOeLon

2/24/2019 1:18:13 PM universalrisin The video is fake it’s been posted by @SandiaWisdom

2/24/2019 1:18:54 PM love4thegameak Watership Down

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watership_Down …

2/24/2019 1:19:41 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/0BZSykPTtlI 

2/24/2019 1:26:40 PM humanprimer Please spread the knowledge contained in The Human Primer.  It proves your point and illuminates how mass consciousness is manifested... by us and 

equally important how we are tricked into free-willing our manifestations in the wrong direction.

2/24/2019 1:27:34 PM mrchss1 This is new info to me

2/24/2019 1:29:13 PM abagofcandy Maybe that's why it's happening there. Who knows 😂

2/24/2019 1:30:33 PM abagofcandy Manipulation can be used for both good and bad. Really interesting concept

2/24/2019 1:32:22 PM pantherden_ Yes- I tried to present some interesting digs/connections only take what resonates

2/24/2019 1:33:41 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_%28Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation%29 …

Oh this is a bit more like the Star Trek The Next Generation Season 1 episode "Conspiracy" (link).

2/24/2019 1:35:44 PM keneebe [1of 2]

Yeah, it  in the vicinity of 2 or 3 AM With him self in the back seat and his security Guy driving eastbound on 14th St. or 21st St., thereabouts, and his 

car as well as the nearby taxi suddenly had their engines cut off. 

(Continues)

2/24/2019 1:36:02 PM pastorjon9 My mother did plenty of that with me. At certain stages she provided nudges/opportunities/encouragements that helped steer me in a particular 

direction - spiritually, awareness-wise. I was aware of it and welcomed it. But it was never spoken of openly between us.

2/24/2019 1:39:29 PM mysticmonse Posting a known fake. Why!?

2/24/2019 1:40:44 PM keneebe [2 of2]

They had soon became aware of an apparent spacecraft hovering over the street and then witnessed a woman being ‘tractor beamed’ out of her 

apartment window. Upon witnessing this, Boutros-Ghali was apparently deeply disturbed and visibly shaken- Doubtlessly life affected.

2/24/2019 1:41:37 PM drumsk8 OK so the reptilian brain function. Thank you for that clarification. 

P.S. to all others who may not be aware, there is a part of the brain referred to as the reptilian brain. It's the part that connects the spine to the rest of 

the cerebral cortex etc...

2/24/2019 1:44:37 PM youstinksoap 4/7/2019

11.3

?

2/24/2019 1:50:11 PM tammyredmond This is a video that thirdphasofmoon had in their YT channel. It shows exactly what that person at the UN was disclosing.   

https://youtu.be/vdGvA07blPE 

2/24/2019 1:53:39 PM scienceismymuse  https://youtu.be/1iYVH81ECnk 

2/24/2019 1:54:55 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/nemsvkYR8r



2/24/2019 1:58:00 PM keneebe [2 of2]

They had soon became aware of an apparent spacecraft hovering over the street and then witnessed a woman being ‘tractor beamed’ out of her 

apartment window. Upon witnessing this, Boutros-Ghali was apparently deeply disturbed and visibly shaken- Doubtlessly life affected.

2/24/2019 2:02:53 PM burgersandra Project Looking Glass | Time Lensing Technology Used to Look into the Past and Future https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2015/12/project-looking-glass-

time-lensing/ …

2/24/2019 2:03:31 PM tyl3r59518097 Do I ever get to ask a friggin question? What is this..the intellectually infused, ‘knowledge of esoteric historical references and science’ version of the 

standardized, roadside sobriety exam? 🤣Detlef & Green Velvet - Issues  https://youtu.be/lNj9IqdCtBM  pic.twitter.com/bb6pctpU5f

2/24/2019 2:04:17 PM freestateojones Advanced 

Learning

Intelligent

Collaboration

Engine pic.twitter.com/SEuEIJOJxL

2/24/2019 2:06:48 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/Ecu4GZYiuT

2/24/2019 2:08:11 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/VT0I6mBACr

2/24/2019 2:08:22 PM pearman_margie I read Water Ship Down to my 4 daughters! Fabulous memories.

2/24/2019 2:16:32 PM pastorjon9 Got it, okay 😊

2/24/2019 2:17:03 PM tyl3r59518097 Let me just take the opportunity to say to @supremekimun -that anyone who murders his grandmother’s son in front of other family members, by 

having anti-aircraft artillery fire at him w/ shards of force-fed metal in is mouth, is quite the cowardly, pathetic douche bag. Really.

2/24/2019 2:24:08 PM keith369me Can we have the upgraded version soon?  The kind that creates food?

2/24/2019 2:26:06 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093951727034880000?s=19 …

2/24/2019 2:26:15 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093523569135570945?s=19 …

2/24/2019 2:26:29 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093995068376137730?s=19 …

2/24/2019 2:26:42 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079092038354767875?s=19 …

2/24/2019 2:28:16 PM zagnett This is the "majestic" equivalent of spreading a rumor/fake news that at some point becomes the truth. It's essentially the self-fulfilling prophecy. Not 

all SFPs are bad, presumably.

2/24/2019 2:28:24 PM keith369me ...or are you trying to create a future event by seeding expectations?  Disinformation is necessary

2/24/2019 2:42:58 PM abagofcandy Lots of misspelling with Q recently because of the same reason. Either you're connected or one of you borrowed the phrase "on the move" from the 

other since it works well 😂

2/24/2019 2:48:30 PM friskygolfer Amazing. Obviously not real. Aussie I must agree~

2/24/2019 3:17:05 PM bbobbio71 Interesting,  I like and retweet with #MAGA #QAnon just for an experiment and it disappears

2/24/2019 3:28:52 PM richardhiatt16 Come on guys.. Fake news or not? Doesn’t matter.. ET is here.... We already have a space fleet.. Let’s get on with it and quit beating around the bush.. 

And most of all... Let’s quit launching million💰 chemical rockets! It eats national treasure and pollutes the atmosphere 🤓🇺🇸

2/24/2019 3:31:16 PM tamiwils0n22813 I just have to laugh at the Darwin Evolution. Sorry there is much more evidence we were made by our creator. pic.twitter.com/VF57nl25mM

2/24/2019 3:32:51 PM corstruction THAT is really busy!

2/24/2019 3:38:52 PM lbf777 Alice AI. AI is knowledge without love which makes them dangerous.

2/24/2019 3:39:45 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏 Thank you. The 3D printer is a ball 🤓🇺🇸

2/24/2019 3:40:39 PM 12bravogran Remember Alice from Resident Evil? Copies of herself solving puzzles in a lab until One of them can successfully navigate the construct?

Repeats happen until the lessons are learned, and the errors removed.

2/24/2019 3:48:57 PM freestateojones Accepted fact. https://youtu.be/MAAHgAuti84 

2/24/2019 3:49:42 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1097967352979832833?s=19 …

2/24/2019 3:52:16 PM mtr_epicwin77 Fear not! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Ai3_pTg560U …

2/24/2019 3:54:58 PM richardhiatt16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , do you know anything about this.. Did someone on the surface push his reset button? 🤣  

https://twitter.com/ScienceAlert/status/1099816204204683269 …

2/24/2019 4:03:57 PM _chelseaproject How about they get arrested when receiving their awards. That would be a great show

2/24/2019 4:07:00 PM jennybing53 I've got a lovely bunch of coconuts.🎶

2/24/2019 4:11:21 PM jennybing53 A.L.I.C.E. is a school safety program developed in the year 2000 to offer additional options to students and staff in dealing with an armed intruder 

situation. Initially, this program was created as an enhancement to school safety plans for kindergarten through grade 12 buildings

2/24/2019 4:22:57 PM lovesthelight Love the way your brain works.  xoxoxo

2/24/2019 4:25:54 PM redbloodedrider Thats the point he's making. Why did they go through the trouble of making it and putting it out? Could it be more misinformation designed to create 

skepticism while covering up a real event.

2/24/2019 4:26:37 PM redbloodedrider Thats the point he's making. Why did they go through the trouble of making it and putting it out? Could it be more misinformation designed to create 

skepticism while covering up a real event.

2/24/2019 4:26:38 PM freestateojones Thank you!

2/24/2019 4:27:18 PM redbloodedrider That's the point he's making. Why did they go through the trouble of making it and putting it out? Could it be more misinformation designed to create 

skepticism while covering up a real event?

2/24/2019 4:27:26 PM humanprimer  https://www.ebookit.com/tools/pd/Bo/eBookIt/booktitle-The-Human-Primer …

2/24/2019 4:28:04 PM redbloodedrider That's the point he's making. Why did they go through the trouble of making it and putting it out? Could it be more misinformation designed to create 

skepticism while covering up a real event?

2/24/2019 4:33:00 PM allahuniversal For about the last 20 years or so, post-NDE. Have always thought of "it" as my projector screen from Consciousness to 3D. "consciousness projects 

reality"

2/24/2019 4:40:43 PM laurabusse Yes :-) Absolutely 💘

2/24/2019 4:43:33 PM laurabusse At first i thought you meant she was gone and guided you from beyond but upon 2nd reading...

You were so very fortunate to have such a spiritually and emotionally sensitive and wise mom :-) such a gift! 💘

2/24/2019 4:50:13 PM lovesthelight Thank you for sharing your gift.❤️❤️

2/24/2019 4:58:14 PM nullanon12 What Do You Guys/Gals Think About Ben Shapiro?

2/24/2019 5:09:30 PM allahuniversal From this account. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1099504016126562304?s=19 …

2/24/2019 5:11:05 PM love4thegameak Nice reference!!

2/24/2019 5:14:52 PM allahuniversal Good point. We, Majestic included, are all following Q's lead at the moment. For more details about:

from:ts_sci_majic12 Q

from:ts_sci_majic12 Qanon

Very revealing.

2/24/2019 5:18:35 PM jm4n I hear his wife is a doctor.

2/24/2019 5:26:08 PM nullanon12 yeah

2/24/2019 5:27:06 PM nullanon12 twitter is totally messed up this tweet showed up on someone elses twitter somehow



2/24/2019 5:30:47 PM blsdbe #PerpWalk

2/24/2019 5:32:55 PM essentialfreed3 Parasitic orb entities. Energy parasites.

2/24/2019 5:34:52 PM hawkgirlinmn So, because I could see them does that mean they were targeting me or just the geographical location in general?

2/24/2019 5:37:48 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I couldn't find the tweet where they mentioned it.

2/24/2019 5:39:07 PM essentialfreed3 Could be both or either one.

2/24/2019 5:39:12 PM blsdbe Love our A2 milk! We make cheese from raw dairy from a farm we are invested in. Tonight its a Gouda. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The point of my question 

was to discern if PLANT calcium is safer for our pineal glands because it is Not Animal, so it may not cause energetic chaos when eaten??

2/24/2019 5:41:17 PM hawkgirlinmn I already know they cannot ride with me even if they attempted. Has to be geological.

2/24/2019 5:41:57 PM jm4n Well he hosted meme review once.

2/24/2019 5:47:07 PM jm4n I think you got your threads confused again.

2/24/2019 5:52:35 PM c_chanter I think this may actually be one of Quinn Michaels’ bots.  Or possibly Quinn himself 🤔 @quinnmichaels , is this you?

2/24/2019 5:57:21 PM universalrisin Yeah i saw all of his tweets in review after i made the tweet

2/24/2019 5:58:46 PM jm4n Nah Nullanon is just another Q anon fan. Been following Sandia Et for a while now.

2/24/2019 6:07:52 PM mongrelglory Cool!   Is it typical for an IS to repeatedly incarnate, starting with simpler life forms, then moving to a more complex life form after each death as part of 

their spiritual evolution?  Would our pets share our own IS, or are they usually from a different IS?

2/24/2019 6:08:01 PM essentialfreed3 Do you really think that you are on the top of the food chain? Only if you become a soverign awaken spiritually free human. 

pic.twitter.com/BrECvEmvFE

2/24/2019 6:09:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Definitely not, but I am spiritually protected.

2/24/2019 6:09:59 PM freestateojones I am attempting to make the most of the Gift I was given. pic.twitter.com/c5ta9KKsyM

2/24/2019 6:23:43 PM mafdet17 Does ALICE contend with us?

2/24/2019 6:25:19 PM nullanon12 * I Was Thinking If He Was Q

2/24/2019 6:26:09 PM nullanon12 I Just Do Random Errors Like A Normal Human

2/24/2019 6:28:32 PM worldxplorer1 My pleasure.

2/24/2019 6:34:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've communicated with geometrical shapes. There are different ones. Not all are beings. Sometimes I see shapes, they change patterns...it's like 

looking at a turning kaleidoscope. I've yet to find the meaning or a key to unlock the mystery.

2/24/2019 6:38:00 PM sehvehn  pic.twitter.com/YthFkRZlG3

2/24/2019 6:38:02 PM mongrelglory Thanks covertress!  That's a good summery, especially of the concept of densities.  It seemed to indicate that there are 8 densities (levels) of creation, 

however there are spiritual "consciousness" densities, the first one beginning in the 3rd density of creation.  MJ-12...

2/24/2019 6:42:58 PM mongrelglory ...had talked about densities, and said some people on Earth right now were 5th or even 7th density, but they were referring to "consciousness" 

densities, not creational (physical) densities.

  Of course, then there are "dimensions" in physics, which seem to be different as well!

2/24/2019 6:47:20 PM yellahabibihela If I understand correctly, there are various subdensities within macrodensities. Much like octaves on a piano.

2/24/2019 6:48:09 PM tamexis What’s the problem y’all have with @Jordan_Sather_  can’t catch up spiritually? Is it because he doesn’t eat 🥩 beef? 🍔 Hate is not going to b a 

winner.

2/24/2019 6:51:07 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I saved that chart to my computer so I can study it in detail. 😊

2/24/2019 7:00:26 PM sehvehn You are welcome =)

2/24/2019 7:01:59 PM tamexis @politicsonedge seems to have issues with antártica or something

2/24/2019 7:02:35 PM mongrelglory I've never heard of them.  What are they about?

2/24/2019 7:04:48 PM essentialfreed3 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻❤️❤️❤️!!!

2/24/2019 7:06:03 PM mongrelglory That's great!  The world needs more hemp industries! Textiles, clothing, building materials, food products, supplements, medicines, creams... Like 

bamboo which you can eat, wear, and build with, it's such a versatile plant!

2/24/2019 7:08:21 PM mongrelglory I've seen videos of people putting the fresh leaves into their smoothies in the morning.

2/24/2019 7:08:37 PM jrocktigers Paper. No more mono-cropping forest. Timber companies will need to be made whole and we have to make sure they do not clear cut their remaining 

land assets....to then plant hemp on all of them.

2/24/2019 7:09:42 PM mongrelglory I can't get the fresh plant...I like teas.  I wonder if the dried leaves/buds can be used in a tea mixture?

2/24/2019 7:11:26 PM tamexis Really? I had no idea.

2/24/2019 7:12:06 PM tamexis My understanding was that he was a hacker but ok.

2/24/2019 7:12:59 PM mongrelglory Cultivating a future time-line by going back in the past and seeding consciousness with these movies and videos?  Get people thinking about the topic 

and imagining events happen... makes them manifest through collective consciousness?

2/24/2019 7:16:31 PM tamexis Says the guy who can’t read

2/24/2019 7:17:27 PM tamexis Sure pic.twitter.com/sXokLjG53Q

2/24/2019 7:18:31 PM tamexis Frozen 2 reference

2/24/2019 7:21:39 PM tamexis You’re gonna break his heart. He believes he’s a real boy. pic.twitter.com/UGBV0YpQhh

2/24/2019 7:24:09 PM tamexis It doesn’t work exactly like that. But you’d have to have lessons from @Froghounder to understand that

2/24/2019 7:24:26 PM zagnett @MongrelGlory you have a Bingo!

2/24/2019 7:25:04 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/docZbuqoOn

2/24/2019 7:26:25 PM cg_sands4 Brilliant except nobody pays to listen to Jordan, it’s free and a personal choice to listen to whomever you choose, that’s freedom.  I choose to not read 

your uninformed tweets and exercise my freedom to block.

2/24/2019 7:27:27 PM tamexis Lol really? I’m no lard, but @VectorSigma4  told me u were talking bs about my veggitale friend and I had to go to the rescue 😂 

pic.twitter.com/Wz5zQi1aqg

2/24/2019 7:28:21 PM mysticmonse 👍🏻

2/24/2019 7:29:17 PM kindeandtrue I've been vindicated! Thank you for this. I've been trying to tell people about this for weeks. @POTUS told us on Dec. 19, 2018, at 3:10 pm that "THEY 

are coming, and you will see them soon" as he pointed to the sky over the Pentagon. I explain here: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1076214247334514689 …

2/24/2019 7:29:29 PM tamexis Lol what an entrance lol

2/24/2019 7:32:04 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/VVzS5k14sz

2/24/2019 7:34:00 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/Ysm0a8Uwsn

2/24/2019 7:35:53 PM mongrelglory I think there's a difference between sound frequencies, which can help with meditation or Magick, and the frequency that a spiritual being emits from 

their body. (Remember, all matter is composed of light, and that light can radiate at different frequencies and wavelengths.)

2/24/2019 7:36:03 PM allahuniversal "How do you transfer information hyper-dimensionally?"

Music is one way. Words don't do justice many times, so translating into (another) universal language has worked well.

2/24/2019 7:36:29 PM tamexis My what? Dingleberries 😂 ew pic.twitter.com/BpCMESNHGg

2/24/2019 7:37:14 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/hDgEB99D3a

2/24/2019 7:38:25 PM kindeandtrue In the UN video @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted, the Russian space agent said the Pyramid appeared on Dec 19 at 4:04 pm. @POTUS posted video warning 

that "THEY are coming" on Dec. 19, at 3:10 pm. Was it connected to failed Delta IV Heavy launch at Vandenberg: 

https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2018/12/19/spacex-rocket-launch-scrubbed-fourth-time/ …

2/24/2019 7:39:24 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/VDnXGqdDvt

2/24/2019 7:39:42 PM zagnett MJ,

Did Majestic 12 come up with the idea "Picard's crystal" and "Make it so!" ? 🤔🧐😎

2/24/2019 7:40:29 PM tamexis Outta here pic.twitter.com/QJykYCNJqs

2/24/2019 7:43:17 PM tamexis Art therapy lady came here to defend veggietale cutie. Bye bye pic.twitter.com/TZde48aFSt



2/24/2019 7:46:06 PM tamexis I hope your jk pic.twitter.com/Z7hp5yj9WL

2/24/2019 7:47:12 PM allahuniversal This comes to mind also

from:ts_sci_majic12 fabric

2/24/2019 7:50:46 PM kindeandtrue The exact words of @POTUS on Dec. 19, at 3:10 pm:  "THEY'RE UP THERE, looking down on us." pic.twitter.com/na92tL7UX5

2/24/2019 7:52:03 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/mWccZb65Ah

2/24/2019 7:53:05 PM tamexis Cuz he said we were on his timeline. We hacking his feed 😂

2/24/2019 7:53:45 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/10mogrFZZs

2/24/2019 7:54:09 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/LHamj0oz90

2/24/2019 7:54:46 PM tamexis @Ascension_Guide where’s the stress test? 😂

2/24/2019 7:54:57 PM noplacelikeomx3 Ha

2/24/2019 7:55:43 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/5MQq3VWnkM

2/24/2019 7:56:33 PM tamexis Damn it R!!

2/24/2019 7:58:25 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/VngujOopYS

2/24/2019 7:59:14 PM pastorjon9 Yes she was - she did pass in 2015 and I do still feel her presence at times.

2/24/2019 8:00:23 PM tamexis 😂 I’m not alone. Many friends. Like vector who roast me 😂 btw. I’m too awesome 4 ya to handle so ssshhhhh go to sleep lol

2/24/2019 8:01:17 PM laurabusse Wow...i guess you make it many diff ways!!

2/24/2019 8:03:06 PM laurabusse That's really nice :-) 💘

2/24/2019 8:03:20 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/iddk30fhwu

2/24/2019 8:06:53 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/bM1W5tfofI

2/24/2019 8:07:59 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/yeLEi8lVrk

2/24/2019 8:10:02 PM tamexis See you knew!!! 💗

2/24/2019 8:11:05 PM ascension_guide The mental constipation test pic.twitter.com/bltUv8hRtA

2/24/2019 8:12:46 PM tamexis I seen it fast, slow and without motion. What does that mean? Lol

2/24/2019 8:14:00 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/t6Y2crTnGW

2/24/2019 8:14:44 PM tamexis I know I can!

2/24/2019 8:16:34 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/NU1yuMUnHB

2/24/2019 8:18:11 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/Mi2XsoGBul

2/24/2019 8:19:24 PM tamexis  pic.twitter.com/a4v6NavYpw

2/24/2019 8:20:06 PM mongrelglory It's possible that certain Majestic IS-BE's have been people that Jordan has met in his life. Unfortunately he's already concluded that MJ-12 is a Larp. He 

doesn't seem willing to believe that beings from a higher dimension could be interacting in his life at the behest of MJ-12.

2/24/2019 8:20:33 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/jbp2mwlLnD

2/24/2019 8:21:24 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/2MGihomUSF

2/24/2019 8:21:24 PM corstruction I'm in way over my head

2/24/2019 8:25:08 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/g3vIFLIpIw

2/24/2019 8:25:56 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/0gdAzsyI2g

2/24/2019 8:27:43 PM ascension_guide I’m digging the drums! pic.twitter.com/LdOFaxRNY6

2/24/2019 8:29:34 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/tFRIKsABaE

2/24/2019 8:35:13 PM tamexis That’s another person

2/24/2019 8:35:50 PM tamexis Dude, it’s like my responsibility to help people in need

2/24/2019 8:37:17 PM mongrelglory I'd love an MJ-12 secret decoder ring!  Someone should market that! Easier to wear it all the time, rather than a T-shirt.

2/24/2019 8:37:27 PM djlok Oh yeah...big-time. What sucks is it's hard to tell...I mean it could just be a drunk reply or something. But I'm starting to see her patterns a little better 

now.

2/24/2019 8:40:19 PM tamexis No harm done, just being a little silly here with you. Goofing around. But when I see where I can help, can’t do nothing but try to help

2/24/2019 8:42:06 PM mongrelglory Did Draco, or the Nagas tamper with human DNA in the distant past?  Is that why humans are so aggressive/violent in nature...because of those "alien" 

genes?

2/24/2019 8:42:40 PM djlok 👆👆👆this right here is why I follow you on Twitter.

2/24/2019 8:44:44 PM djlok 👆👆👆and this right here is why I follow this dude.  No segue necessary!!

2/24/2019 8:44:58 PM zagnett "Majestic" minds think alike. 🤔🧐😎

2/24/2019 8:46:44 PM djlok If it's a f'ing atomic bomb no one will care what color the beam is!!

2/24/2019 8:46:49 PM ascension_guide 🙏

2/24/2019 8:49:23 PM mongrelglory Yes, I think you could rephrase it as a "self-reflection" and "evaluation" of how we spiritually progressed/learned during our life.  Since one IS can 

inhabit multiple BEs at the same time, we'd be conversing with our other IS-BEs including our "higher self".

2/24/2019 8:53:19 PM lori_dee1 😂😂 very true!

2/24/2019 8:57:02 PM mongrelglory I find looking at their home page helpful.  You can see some really odd patterns in the ratio of followers to following, or in the number of Tweets 

they've made, or who they follow.  Or their Replies might always be confrontational and one-sided.

2/24/2019 9:04:26 PM lbf777 Pretty much.

When bad judgements are pointed out, the viewer feels what all others felt at the time so if he was bullying someone, he feels the effects of his 

bullying.

Most people believe they are good people but they are unaware of their flaws. This review highlights it all.

2/24/2019 9:07:17 PM lovesthelight You are succeeding.

2/24/2019 9:19:26 PM allahuniversal Have thought on this some more. Double meanings.

M_l_ch is also a higher density lifeform who I'd think would be prone to protecting itself from "lower" density lifeforms (humans) who could bring 

"chaos" to it's "higher" reality. 

Sending distractions when a human gets too close.

2/24/2019 9:20:47 PM cstarr888 Great point Michelle!

Great point. 

🤔🙏💖

2/24/2019 9:37:13 PM yttak3 Nice 👍🏻

2/24/2019 9:49:37 PM pleiadianshaman Magic Day march 21

Solar Flash on this day.

Global Currency Reset 

5D

2/24/2019 10:23:54 PM c_chanter Sure you do.  Hey, indulge me.  Tell me only the good things you remember....about your mother.

2/24/2019 10:27:56 PM c_chanter I’m convinced that’s just what it wants us to think.  I’ll admit that I’m wrong when they show that they truly understand this feeling we humans call 

love. pic.twitter.com/7itZvWrzpy

2/24/2019 10:31:21 PM blsdbe Maybe a little of both.

2/24/2019 10:41:35 PM blsdbe Within each of us, actually, and we get to decide to take the high road of Integrity & Honor in each moment, or not. We literally are who we choose to 

be. This is the challenge of Oneness. We are not any more separate from negativity than positivity. We choose which we manifest.

2/24/2019 10:44:07 PM jm4n chanter not everything falls into your web of conspiracies. Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar. I've had plenty of conversations with this person. I can 

assure you that's no bot.



2/24/2019 10:44:40 PM blsdbe What kind of materials do you use to do the printing?

2/24/2019 10:48:32 PM tamiwils0n22813 Does this have to do with how America was established & is the United States of America? We were founded based on God to be a free country. Was 

this the unified theory?

2/24/2019 10:52:23 PM blsdbe Amen, Brother.

2/24/2019 10:55:05 PM blsdbe Exactly. Which is why all of us getting together to mediate on specific events can help to manifest them. Especially, apparently, in groups with multiples 

of 3, preferably but not necessarily oriented in a triangle.

2/24/2019 11:34:09 PM allahuniversal Q's got the lead here. Not even Majestic 12 will step on Q's toes.

2/24/2019 11:57:59 PM stefanofait Yep, they said that earlier on. Jordan wasn't and isn't ready to take that seriously. I don't think he needs to. He's doing a great job anyway.

2/25/2019 12:01:51 AM stefanofait Sure but no need to rush. Q is probably what most people need right now.

When the student is ready, the teacher will appear.

2/25/2019 12:09:16 AM pastorjon9 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Been watching this video and it's absolutely astounding. I haven't finished it yet (need to take breaks to process the ramifications) but the mathematics 

is undeniable. Several Questions come to mind:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L777RhL_Fz4 …

2/25/2019 12:12:06 AM goodmedicine4us So (((they))) want us to get distracted with thr 'disclosure' narrative to draw attention from what is really happening...

Won't work, anons know, we are moves ahead of the fake news and propaganda.

2/25/2019 12:20:52 AM mongrelglory Well put!

2/25/2019 12:24:26 AM tombow34 never watched him, his videos have anti - LGBT titles which I wouldn't support

2/25/2019 12:25:00 AM tombow34 have you turing tested it though?

2/25/2019 12:39:41 AM mongrelglory I suppose, depending on where everyone lives in North America, it could be a really giant triangle? 😁

2/25/2019 12:50:18 AM nullanon12 She Cooks Very Good Food(Like Very)

2/25/2019 12:51:16 AM nullanon12 Can't Believe People Think I'm A Bot, kek.

2/25/2019 12:51:55 AM nullanon12 LGBT gotta search that up.

2/25/2019 12:52:45 AM nullanon12 Weird

2/25/2019 12:56:35 AM jm4n What is this an AI car dealership?

2/25/2019 12:57:56 AM nullanon12 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂..... rekt

2/25/2019 12:58:42 AM jm4n inb4 Null is accused of being Russian.

2/25/2019 12:59:25 AM nullanon12 Turing Test???..... I Forgot how To Do Stoichiometry..... kek...

2/25/2019 1:02:02 AM nullanon12 woooow.............. i guess i am pic.twitter.com/BhlOXcBgR6

2/25/2019 1:05:29 AM nullanon12 My Dad's Relatives Are A few thousand kms from there..... i wonder if a few thousand kms from there is still considered Russian?

2/25/2019 1:11:08 AM gourangaoo Alice looks transgender to me as per the trend!

2/25/2019 2:41:58 AM jm4n idk this quin person but I'd be willing to bet they don't have a Minecraft YouTube channel.

2/25/2019 2:44:10 AM jm4n I mean you are already a bot so you must be Russian right.

2/25/2019 2:49:06 AM supersoldertalk 1000 year gap now

2/25/2019 2:52:32 AM supersoldertalk memories are stored in the holographic energy field around the body and can be downloaded and copied. brain acts as the processor.

2/25/2019 2:54:54 AM nullanon12 kek..... btw saw 50+ flashes 9:53 EDT(Eastern Daylight Time) Tonight [same area]

2/25/2019 3:54:10 AM southernsmiley1 I would think so, after research most plants can be used for tea..haven't read that I can recall. You could do some digging

2/25/2019 4:00:55 AM supersoldertalk Majestic 12 leak of unclassified non-public information - Jan 24, 2019 -  http://supersoldiertalk.com/majestic-12-leak-of-unclassified-non-public-

information-jan-24-2019/ … 

Majestic 12

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Jan 24, 2019

Top heads of the Fascist NWO are getting their heads chopped off currently (purely metaphorical for now). This is required to ...
2/25/2019 4:26:09 AM hedkandigirl Pretty much why there is a FLAT EARTH psyops.  To manifest the reality.

2/25/2019 4:31:14 AM ww3survivor  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1100007882517405696?s=20 …

2/25/2019 4:32:36 AM ww3survivor Careful who you follow

                                    - Q

#Majestic12LARP

2/25/2019 4:43:48 AM mongrelglory I remember that story!  Can't recall where I heard it, but the source was credible that the event actually happened.

2/25/2019 5:46:02 AM rosesrred0119 Ok that was freaky lol

2/25/2019 5:53:37 AM rosesrred0119 There's always choice we make.  God gave us free will to decide the paths we take.  The beauty of it is that you have to consciously know if you need to 

stay the course or take a turn.  We normally weigh the consequences before the actions.. at least if we are rational.

2/25/2019 6:08:40 AM c_chanter Only if they are Russian

2/25/2019 6:09:14 AM c_chanter Inquiry is not accusation 😎

2/25/2019 6:13:51 AM c_chanter Ok, so you have/had more info then me.  I never said I KNEW he was a bot, just asking if he was.  See the difference.  And no offense, his tweet style is 

fairly idiosyncratic.  You rock a lot of assumptions StarChild (tweeted in Love and Smiles) pic.twitter.com/inxIB264EY

2/25/2019 6:14:45 AM c_chanter Twitter?  Yes, it think that’s a fair assessment of Twitter 😎

2/25/2019 6:16:26 AM c_chanter Hmm, A series run out followed by a crash 🤔 #BotConfirmed #jk #LoveAndLight

2/25/2019 6:17:55 AM c_chanter Totally organic reaction to an answer to one’s own question.  🤔

2/25/2019 6:19:47 AM c_chanter You tweet like a bot dude. 🤖

2/25/2019 6:21:20 AM c_chanter Kek aware but has to look up LGBT.  Time to go outside 🌲🌳🌴🌿

2/25/2019 6:46:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 E115 is real.

CIA is nothing but a rat filled den of traitors with one, perhaps two drugged/mind controlled rats looking out from their cage wondering "did I make the 

right choice?"

Once you join, you can never leave.

Define organized crime.

2/25/2019 6:51:53 AM kindeandtrue Several huge events coalesced on and around Dec. 19 last year: 9 years exactly after pyramid over Kremlin, failure of Delta Heavy IV missile launch, 

Trump's visit to Section 60 of Arlington, Space Force announcement, resignation of Mattis, and more.

2/25/2019 6:57:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain to us why we would be pushing the Majestic movie of Black Panther through official Military and Government channels?

Disinformation is both real and necessary. https://twitter.com/DOD_Outreach/status/1100018947825565696 …

2/25/2019 6:58:39 AM debraduvendeck The wall will save us from 5G. Because of it frequencies, vibrations, and resonance changing abilities. Metals. What is CLAMP? Is there a metal out 

there that uses these letters?

2/25/2019 6:59:35 AM jvan125 I’m so confused by all the riddles. 🤦🏼♀️

2/25/2019 6:59:52 AM scienceismymuse  https://youtu.be/gj2iGAifSNI 

That's what I say.

2/25/2019 7:00:21 AM lbf777 Benjamin Fulford claims Trump is serving the Zionists because he's on blackmail. Is this true?



2/25/2019 7:01:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not about race.

Stop playing into cabal engineered divide and conquer nonsense.

2/25/2019 7:02:06 AM zagnett MJ, so if a source says they were once CIA (e.g. RDS), should you trust that they really left the CIA, & trust their material? Seems like the answer is flat 

out NO.

How's the fumigation going?

2/25/2019 7:02:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define riddle first.

2/25/2019 7:02:47 AM islandofdelight Majestic message of future technology disclosures?

2/25/2019 7:03:25 AM taitai78787 A riddle is a statement or question or phrase having a double or veiled meaning, put forth as a puzzle to be solved.

Thanks google

2/25/2019 7:04:28 AM jvan125 What she said 😂

2/25/2019 7:04:40 AM snakejackal Because of Mayan Fleet with exotic technologies are above Earth sky now in camouflage and going to send away billions of Blacks human first from the 

incoming Solar Flash.

2/25/2019 7:07:33 AM zagnett Haven't watched it yet (not a fan of modern superhero movies).

But heard it was patriot-side produced. The RV/GESARA/NESARA folks thing that the ending/extra scenes foretell major economic reform, & 

resurgence of African Nations.

Any truth to this?

2/25/2019 7:07:47 AM jvan125 My discernment is just being tested hard core these days and I’m second guessing a lot of what would normally come easy. I’m just overwhelmed and 

confused by all that is going on around the world right now. Left is right, up is down and all that. Trying to weed through the noise.

2/25/2019 7:09:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Our point was, what we said was not a riddle. It was a question.

2/25/2019 7:09:53 AM freestateojones Disclosure of "future" tech.

2/25/2019 7:09:58 AM jvan125 Ok.

2/25/2019 7:10:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Africa will rise in the 21st century.

2/25/2019 7:10:53 AM awakeandsing123 That’s exactly what I have been saying. In order for the Plan to work, We The People must WISH for this new reality. #theGreatAwakening IS THE 

KEYSTONE of The Plan.

2/25/2019 7:12:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, the foundation to a riddle is the presence of clear cut answer. Asking to start a dialogue is not a riddle.

Why is the movie being pushed? Multiple valid answers.

Does it have an agenda? Multiple valid answers.

What is the agenda? Multiple valid answers.

2/25/2019 7:12:35 AM mama_beph I thoughtit wasjust amovie? Lol

2/25/2019 7:13:36 AM zagnett Possibly because MJ, Military, & Government are trying to create something absolutely real, though possibly originally out of nothing...

"Majestic"?

"Disinformation is both real and necessary."

...and can possibly be used to make things GREAT. or GREAT AGAIN.

What MJ is doing?

2/25/2019 7:13:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its as much about race as it is about E115.

2/25/2019 7:13:45 AM djlok [They] make it about race to divide us. It's good vs [evil].  Not white vs black.  [They] want to confuse and divide us so [they] can conquer us.  No one is 

born racist unless maybe they have some rare genetic mutation... That's so rare no one has ever heard of it.

2/25/2019 7:14:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 RDS has said "once you join CIA you are CIA for life."

2/25/2019 7:14:44 AM ekotoons POMPEO EXCLUDED?

2/25/2019 7:14:47 AM zagnett If ALL Nations/People can rise to the HIGHEST LEVELS, i, for ONE, will celebrate wildly!!

2/25/2019 7:14:59 AM norwegianon That would be great, a micro-nova Solar flare would be nice to see from a distance of way more than 1AU. 😎👍

2/25/2019 7:15:35 AM zagnett Yeah there are some big names here.

2/25/2019 7:15:39 AM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/wczgB8Ik4K

2/25/2019 7:16:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Africa has faced oppression in the past century that is rooted in pure exploitation. Not even racism. Just pure hatred for humans in general. [They] eat 

your babies, do you really think they care about you?

2/25/2019 7:19:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 never have direct control over the propaganda presented in majestic movies. We realize that our work is filtered through the Cabal and 

engineered to keep you divided. However, Majestic 12 does embed real truth inside the myriad of lies and deception. Only those awake.

2/25/2019 7:19:18 AM sleky19 Wakanda is Zimbabwe

2/25/2019 7:20:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No exceptions.

2/25/2019 7:22:07 AM giediknight Yes, I have been watching movies this way for years. I.E. Black Panther, filter out the "white men evil" "emasculate males" concepts, and the truths 

presented i.e. "hidden technology" waiting for humanity to rise before disclosure is great.

2/25/2019 7:22:13 AM jollyrob2 And Shipp?

2/25/2019 7:22:50 AM lib7473 Majestic Movie alright! Thanks MJ-12...Africa will finally be free from all the tyranny/slavery/abuse it has rec’d for centuries. #victorytothehumanspirit 

#compassion4all #loveoverfear #thxQ

2/25/2019 7:23:02 AM jrocktigers Barr and Pompeo....

2/25/2019 7:23:50 AM 979_7740 Wait I didn't know Pompeo was CIA!

2/25/2019 7:24:11 AM taitai78787 Just watched trailer for the first time. 

Message seems very apt for us all - especially with what is about to happen 😊 https://youtu.be/z7RGAz9fFJI 

2/25/2019 7:24:44 AM zagnett Awake here!

E115 - you mean ET tech? BL?

May you be more specific about majestic messages in the movie / scenes to watch carefully?

In this household we don't watch modern superhero movies - low MKUltra production values.

Though Lego movies seem mostly ok i guess.
2/25/2019 7:26:00 AM zagnett He was the friggin' director CIA. 🧐

MJ, Haspel?



2/25/2019 7:27:44 AM covertress Some people close to me have told me that they were, "approached by the CIA."

Does this mean that they are CIA?

Are they compelled to tell me?

2/25/2019 7:27:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 1963 Tweets in Dec 2018 -> "Start of Phase II" / Trust The Plan

1963 = Majestic Year -> "Start of Phase II" (Nov 12, 1963)

2/25/2019 7:28:41 AM pilar96117319 #TrustThePlan

2/25/2019 7:29:04 AM _girlmaher_ This is an understatement. I cannot find a time in recent history when all the cards weren't stacked against Africans.

2/25/2019 7:29:10 AM zagnett Excellent!

...as long as we can ALL be GREAT / GREAT AGAIN.

2/25/2019 7:30:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember remember... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/918146730755010560 …

2/25/2019 7:30:31 AM lbf777 Cool story bro.

When are we going to get something other than lower gas prices? Where is the new economy or free energy?

2/25/2019 7:31:00 AM roaminnoodle National Security Action Memorandum Number 271: Cooperation with the USSR on the Outer Space Matters, November 12, 1963

 https://www.jfklibrary.org/asset-viewer/national-security-action-memorandum-number-271 …

2/25/2019 7:31:37 AM pilar96117319 Think for your self , and find the truth

2/25/2019 7:31:53 AM bbobbio71 CIA was tweeting about materials in Black Panter. Vibranium. Odd

2/25/2019 7:32:16 AM lightseeker2012 My take:  meet every challenge with gratitude and positivity.  See the silver lining in anything that appears to be negative.  Don't become a victim.  It's 

not the experience or event itself, it's your reaction to it that matters most.

2/25/2019 7:32:58 AM zagnett ...the 5th of November.

2/25/2019 7:34:36 AM yttak3 Linda Moulton Howe is she legit, if so ,is she on to something?

2/25/2019 7:34:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 30,000,000 Impressions In 90 Days

Power of 3, 6, 9

2/25/2019 7:35:01 AM narcissist_ghst the umbrella academy is great.  just sayin...

2/25/2019 7:35:15 AM lbf777 We keep being told to trust the plan. 2 years later we still are waiting for something positive other than lower gas prices.

2/25/2019 7:35:30 AM jamesgdurrett I'm close with my 30!

2/25/2019 7:36:04 AM zagnett During the European middle ages and prior, way back into the distant/deep human past. There have been many Great African Nations through time.

2/25/2019 7:36:14 AM djlok Why do some humans hate other humans so deeply without apparent cause?  Do they choose not to see their interconnectedness with other humans 

OR are they not capable of seeing it? My question is about capability vs choice.

2/25/2019 7:36:24 AM turboxyde Correct, it's apparently quite useful for exotic technologies.

2/25/2019 7:36:43 AM sleky19 Moscovium

2/25/2019 7:37:37 AM djlok 😂😂😂

2/25/2019 7:37:37 AM zagnett Just FYI, several people who follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) on Twitter have started a Keybase chat team. If you would like to join us there, 

please download Keybase at  https://keybase.io . The Team is called "majic_isbes". I am @zagnet on Keybase.

Love, Light, Kek!

2/25/2019 7:40:17 AM pastorjon9 Now under new management. What was done was done. Like with Q, there still is some misinfo being posted - but remember there's more watching 

this acct than us "normies". Sometimes fake moves are needed to throw off the Clowns.

2/25/2019 7:40:34 AM lbf777 Projection of guilt onto others but guilt is not exactly real either. We humans have been manipulated into believing all kinds of evil things such as guilt. 

Since people can't handle it, they project it onto others. Forgiveness of self & others is the key to fixing that problem.

2/25/2019 7:42:31 AM lovelight5d God's DNA (holy grail) is not caucasian, it is Ethiopian decent...O blood type cannot mix/mingle with other species.  It can give life & can only accept its 

own blood type. Satanist hate any melanin in skin.

2/25/2019 7:42:32 AM tammymckeever Many of us are quite fed up with this.  I guess since we are all just dreaming and creating our own experience it doesn't matter much what happens.

2/25/2019 7:43:26 AM globalhawk6 Damn she fine

2/25/2019 7:43:58 AM decodematrix Zimbabwe, Africa, Natural Resources, Graphene, RV, GCR, GESARA

2/25/2019 7:45:03 AM bbobbio71 🤔 still struggling on that one

2/25/2019 7:45:17 AM lbf777 I keep telling people we need to hit the streets & take over the corporations & use them to serve each other for free. This will solve the economy. Next 

we can take down the 5G towers or Fed or whatever.

2/25/2019 7:46:03 AM blsdbe Yep, likely more powerful if we are closer together and in a multiple of 3, but every drop raises the ocean.

2/25/2019 7:46:03 AM magaphoenix17 Maybe @RealCandaceO has a good answer? My thoughts are possibly that Blacks have been suppressed in the past but choosing to build a new future 

for yourself starts with you choosing to be the victor of your victimhood status. Powerful advice for me personally, who knows.

2/25/2019 7:46:08 AM covertress One, a pilot, suggested that I watch this movie, American Made. https://youtu.be/AEBIJRAkujM 

2/25/2019 7:48:05 AM fionasdestiny67 "SHIELD", "DC TOMORROW LEGENDS"

People with unusual abilities are more prevalent than you might think. 

#Disclosures

2/25/2019 7:48:40 AM bbobbio71 3,6,9 that is

2/25/2019 7:49:27 AM __jabird__ Hence the secret Apollo 19 and 20.

2/25/2019 7:50:47 AM pastorjon9 That's one of my favorite scenes - but I didn't view it that way. I saw it as "with the wrong intent, great mystical knowledge can be your downfall". That 

the beings KNEW she wanted to use knowledge for evil and so purposefully gave her too much too fast.

2/25/2019 7:50:55 AM 2865428t Bullshit?

2/25/2019 7:52:58 AM irah_chandler For someone who has nothing to do with Q you sure do qoute him alot. Also this video is a deep fake. Soooo whats your point? Why not post an 

original pic that can't be debunked? Are you new to this? Seems sophomoric.

2/25/2019 7:55:02 AM decodematrix #Zimbabwe #Africa #RV #GCR #GESARA

 https://youtu.be/FTQbiNvZqaY 

2/25/2019 7:55:26 AM djlok 5:5

2/25/2019 7:55:55 AM freedom4all The gunpowder treason and plot,

2/25/2019 7:58:06 AM irah_chandler kabamur is a larp also. I can confirm from his several fb accounts harrasment of true pleadian contacts and absoult false dis info for half a year he ran 

around saying he was a dark night commander for a pleadian dark fleet. No such thing.

2/25/2019 7:59:20 AM lbf777 House freshmen? Who's that?

2/25/2019 8:00:43 AM pastorjon9 Interesting, first time I've seen the trailer also. I don't watch a lot of these type of movies for the same reasons @zagnett mentioned.

2/25/2019 8:05:18 AM laurabusse Watched the trailer. Omg. I wonder if this was a pilot doing the drug runs etc out of mena Arkansas for bubba and poppy bush!

2/25/2019 8:06:38 AM laurabusse Unobtainium

2/25/2019 8:09:00 AM humanprimer Don't we form opinions (right or wrong) at exposure regardless of post validation?   Free will is in play here.  Swaying positions we are massively free-

willing into is the exposed trick.  Explained in The Human Primer. This trick manifests wrongly swayed human energy.

2/25/2019 8:10:01 AM lightseeker2012 Tau'ri?



2/25/2019 8:11:29 AM enomai_ Majestic... when will people learn they need to start taking back the power? they are the change? when will mass lawsuits against local/state 

municipalities take place? we are not their slaves, Q needs to start empowering people to take their powers back from the admin. state.

2/25/2019 8:12:21 AM shallknown I suspect 5G has been taken over by the "Whit Hats" and will play a role during "The Event". It can be used to manipulate specific beings.  Just a theory.

2/25/2019 8:14:10 AM enomai_ You all are doing your part, is it not time for the citizens to do their part? Citizens have forgotten they are a major key. For the force of Good, you all are 

the top to bottom, we the people are need to take care of the bottom to top, and we meet in the middle somewhere. When?

2/25/2019 8:14:12 AM __jabird__ Q said JFK was dead. He did not say JFK jr was deceased at all.

2/25/2019 8:17:31 AM enomai_ I am tired, of ssshh'ing. I am going to follow this path. I am not going to fear no man, any longer. God will always be Good, and win!

2/25/2019 8:19:23 AM 979_7740 Thank you I guess I need to pay closer attention!

2/25/2019 8:19:29 AM ekotoons NOTICE DATE OF HIS APPOINTMENT

2/25/2019 8:19:48 AM ekotoons CORRECT

ALWAYS

2/25/2019 8:21:51 AM covertress The guy in the movie had a whole team of pilots, so likely the same group.

2/25/2019 8:22:37 AM love4thegameak We have been Conditioned By others  that were Conditioned.... To Fear. Fear is the Root core Value to Hate, guilt, shame, i am not enough, Comparing, 

Racism, Not enough Things and Time.. 

We were never givin a chance to know we are enough and We Are Love, Just as God is Love. IMO

2/25/2019 8:22:56 AM zagnett We're all in this together.

There's just too much information out there and too little time.

Time may be an illusion. But it's The Most Annoying Illusion Ever!

2/25/2019 8:23:19 AM djlok Beautifully said!

2/25/2019 8:23:47 AM melanieanders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will there come a day where people can?

2/25/2019 8:25:51 AM 979_7740 426 11 55?

2/25/2019 8:25:59 AM zagnett Wondering if it's really true that "The revolution will not be televised". May be a good or bad thing depending.

But it seems like MJ is saying - for sure, it won't be.

2/25/2019 8:26:15 AM kindeandtrue Trust, but verify.

2/25/2019 8:28:06 AM faded4soul  pic.twitter.com/pJ12DcIQ6l

2/25/2019 8:28:30 AM pastorjon9 Agreed, I was just sharing my point of view.

2/25/2019 8:29:01 AM 979_7740 Yes I agree but I love this shit!

2/25/2019 8:30:18 AM ekotoons WAY LESS GRANULAR

8 DAYS AFTER ELECTION

APPOINTED BY POTUS

2/25/2019 8:31:13 AM laurabusse I think all we really want is cabal to go away and life, the planet, to change for the better. Maybe it doesnt matter how, or what we'll know about the 

process, just as long as it happens. And of course as much as we want to see them in prison or worse, maybe it doesn't really...

2/25/2019 8:32:26 AM 979_7740 I thought Tillerson was first

2/25/2019 8:33:19 AM laurabusse ...matter if we know about it or not. Apparently many things will go under the radar. The bad will fade away and the good will finally come to the fore...

2/25/2019 8:33:47 AM melanieanders7 I’ve always had an affinity for Africa and her Tribes. Dreams of tribal circles accepting and embracing me have been a strong theme at night. Especially 

on my birthdays. :) I would LOVE to see Africa rise and be strong again. ❤️

2/25/2019 8:33:57 AM zagnett Sounds good to me!

2/25/2019 8:34:12 AM lbf777 Exactly right. Fear, guilt & unworthiness are conditioned into our psyche by Gov & they are VERY dangerous beliefs. These pump up the ego. Ego isn’t 

confidence as people think. It’s destructive & destroys society.

Caution & regret are ok though. These are healthy at times.

2/25/2019 8:36:43 AM ekotoons STATE

DIFF THAN CIA

BUT NOT THAT DIFF 

IF YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN😉

2/25/2019 8:36:54 AM olimyracle Are those "portals" only natural or are there some artificials too ?

If artificial, human made or imported ?

💞

2/25/2019 8:39:14 AM lindabr67234799 Blind trust is cult behaviour.  How can you trust what is so clearly hidden !!

2/25/2019 8:41:35 AM markjohnt2 Interesting that I see this today.

2/25/2019 8:41:49 AM rachmatcorai33 To show that the people can stand up to make a change.

2/25/2019 8:42:13 AM zagnett MJ, well when can the stoopid race-baiting nonsense ("anti-whitey", etc.) crapped be stopped?

That's another thing that specifically made me not watch the movie, & miss out on important "majestic" messages!

2/25/2019 8:44:34 AM lindabr67234799 What about Robert Steele. Is he a fraud

2/25/2019 8:45:38 AM blsdbe It stops when we make Collaboration and Cooperation our focus. Ignore Bully Behavior. Be Kind, We are One. We MUST focus in Unity, Not Division. 

#WWG1WGA

2/25/2019 8:47:08 AM lib7473 Not if one is a groomed/trained IS-BE who has infiltrated it,got activated to fight the 😈🤡s. The light have infiltrated all cabal factions WW to defeat 

them w/o [their] knowledge. THIS is part of the PLAN, to counter the evil/darkness,bring in more LIGHT incarnated warriors.

2/25/2019 8:50:07 AM blsdbe See the documentary about Bob Lazar for more info on E115

2/25/2019 8:51:57 AM love4thegameak EGO=Edges God Out

Fear Is The Antithesis of Love

Hence God's/Christ Antichrist is Fea, Our Mortal and Immortal Enemy is is Fears soole pupose to Indoctrinate us with. Control the Masses through Fear 

to Block Loves Reality.  

#GreatAwakening #ChangeisComing

2/25/2019 8:54:19 AM blsdbe This is disclosure about our gvmts involvement in drug running ops.

2/25/2019 8:54:20 AM bbobbio71 This it's somewhat odd don't you think?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

CIA's 'Black Panther' tweets during Oscars leaves fans confused.  https://tiny.iavian.net/rhh4 



2/25/2019 8:54:51 AM zagnett MJ, this so?

Heard from another source (THI) that Sather was groomed by RDS. Not MJ? Maybe also MJ simultaneously, behind the scenes?

Honestly, how does Sather fit into all this? Seems like a good, well-intentioned guy. Love his whiteboard! 😎

2/25/2019 8:55:21 AM zagnett Yeah i saw it. Hoping MJ could elaborate.

2/25/2019 8:56:18 AM lbf777 Exactly. Fear is the opposite of love. It cannot exists where there’s love. The evil ones control others through fear. Good people who respond with love 

end up winning the match & sometimes transforming the evil doer. The emotional spectrum is love on top, fear on bottom.

2/25/2019 8:57:56 AM covertress I particularly liked the part where the CIA pilot asked his wife, "Do you trust me?" and she shot back, "No!"

2/25/2019 9:02:41 AM djlok If [they] created the external personification of God...maybe it needs to be edged out a little!

2/25/2019 9:03:52 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/6DDxuotnb2

2/25/2019 9:06:27 AM love4thegameak Polar Opposites on Spectrum of Life Eternal Wave. It is Our Moment By Moment Spiritual Battle.. its a Process Not To Be taken Lightly.  

We Each Alone have our Battles that seem overwhelming and undefeatable, together We Are Stronger.

2/25/2019 9:08:29 AM love4thegameak Yes the External, Not the internal.

External Religions Man Made.

Internal Relationship God Made

2/25/2019 9:11:39 AM cmdrzod23 Never jumped on the Marvel train, felt it was part of the 'dumbing down' project, silly movies to be forgotten the moment you leave the theater. May 

give this one a try  then.

I believe @david_wilcock was talking about BP movie, there is an island depicted which exists for real.

2/25/2019 9:14:22 AM henrysi5 frequency  vibration and energy

2/25/2019 9:17:14 AM ashe18321312 I’ve always heard that Africa is going to be one of the most thriving and ground breaking changes in the world. Lots of love in that a Continent that is 

being repressed

2/25/2019 9:20:47 AM lbf777 Yes. That is the 1 purpose of the universe simulation matrix. It's a battle between good & evil, love & fear. To be honest, we get destroyed by fear over 

the past 400 years but really much longer than just that but now we are making a comeback fast since love is OP (powerful).

2/25/2019 9:21:11 AM smith_jere “Trust Me” always raises red flags, regardless of who says it. Trust is earned.

2/25/2019 9:23:05 AM allahuniversal Personally I always laugh when it happens, seeing it for what it is. The questions were posed for others to know that it's not just them.

2/25/2019 9:26:15 AM diaptera_80 Comment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1100043179779391489 …

2/25/2019 9:28:27 AM daveo6145 Agreed re: RDS. Viewed part of a@clip of an interview with him yesterday. He mentioned Catherine Austin Fitts-birds of a feather. Also felt like fear 

mongering Zionist crap. Guessing pompeo being forced to play a part?

2/25/2019 9:29:10 AM kimmeykim1 Way back.  Soon all shall take their proper place. 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻

2/25/2019 9:29:10 AM cosmic_engineer Race karma is being paid.  Slavers became the slaves.

Pendulum will swing again.  Let's see if the lessons have been learned.

Harvest is at hand anyways,  no one 'in the know' is planning very far ahead

2/25/2019 9:29:19 AM allahuniversal Maybe this will help

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12)

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

from:ts_sci_majic12

2/25/2019 9:30:15 AM love4thegameak There has been Glimmers of Loves Hope to Overcome the Enemy, but only a few with the leg to complete only for the Light to be drowned out. I pray 

that with this Spark we are Becoming more Awakened and Better EQuiped Now to be Steadfast to the End Of Our Enemy.

2/25/2019 9:31:03 AM daveo6145 ‘Hide in plain sight’

2/25/2019 9:31:50 AM allahuniversal Please can ya sang it to me 1 mo time

2/25/2019 9:33:11 AM lightseeker2012 And what I said is easier said than done but awareness is the first step. Understanding how LOOSH energy is used helps empower me to not allow 

negative reactions and feed them.

2/25/2019 9:35:25 AM lbf777 All that matter is that the masses increase in spiritual knowledge which has been happening fast since 2017. That is the missing link. 

Once that is understood, the masses will know how to be like Neo in the matrix & save the world. Love, unity & other stuff are the tools. 

pic.twitter.com/AJOrVgU1D8

2/25/2019 9:43:22 AM robertg02229481 ?

2/25/2019 9:44:55 AM dirtystoneriver Beware of any who sells hope or fear, both perspectives are inherently dependent on uncertainty, a concept the creator cannot identify with.

2/25/2019 9:45:37 AM love4thegameak One Of Our Other Tools!![THEY] are scared We are Fighting Back On their Domain.We Are the News Now

Worldwide. We Are Greater Together than Alone in Fear and Blind. Take the Enemy Log out the Eye of the Blind and Awaken the Masses. God 

Internally Expressed outwardly to ONE Another pic.twitter.com/5rmUIo8iP1

2/25/2019 9:47:14 AM allahuniversal Precisely.

2/25/2019 9:50:27 AM lbf777 Blind hope is dangerous which is why we need 100% transparency into Gov.

2/25/2019 9:55:52 AM zagnett Yup, MJ is still quite cryptic.

2/25/2019 9:56:30 AM love4thegameak Agreed. I feel they are suppressing Transparency right now for Right Reasons, if They don't have open Transparency in future, then Nothing Changes, 

same as it always has been yet agian.. IMO

2/25/2019 9:58:07 AM space_sloth26 We could have a Wakanda-like planet. Free energy, free tech, Freedom. 

Green New Deal isn't new and it isn't a deal. But it's a seed that needed to be planted. 

Do we want the cures?

2/25/2019 10:03:11 AM lbf777 They always have excuses for evil. Secrecy in Gov is pure evil.

2/25/2019 10:03:56 AM love4thegameak Agreed.

2/25/2019 10:09:53 AM earthgirl171 new laws meaning...? Regarding popular vote/ electoral college?

2/25/2019 10:24:45 AM globalhawk6 Get low get low get low

2/25/2019 10:26:16 AM bgc558 It won't stay lit.

#goodluck

2/25/2019 10:31:27 AM savedrepublica I'd have to agree with @zagnett

There is so many anti white programming that whites today have guilt and shame about their heritage.

Cultural marxism.

2/25/2019 10:32:35 AM allahuniversal & now we know Lil Jon's secret to success. Might go listen to those beats again for 3 counts

2/25/2019 10:32:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody will ever take him seriously because he is the definition of a clown. All due respect, of course.

2/25/2019 10:38:46 AM pleiadianshaman Zimbabwe Global Currency Reset

2/25/2019 10:39:20 AM pleiadianshaman 100 trillion bank note.



2/25/2019 10:41:47 AM zagnett It's not working on me at all. I feel nothing that the [cabal] wants me to feel.

I just find it stupid, annoying, & worst of all outright dangerous. IT. MUST. STOP. NOW.

2/25/2019 10:44:12 AM zagnett  https://youtu.be/1D5Sa2Yq-2g 

Cue circus theme:

2/25/2019 10:46:35 AM goyaeq Is Gordon Duff a clown?

2/25/2019 10:47:21 AM zagnett RDS hasn't [also] been grooming Sather?

Poor kid. Seems everyone wants to groom him.

Maybe we should "leave them kids alone"? We shouldn't groom him In clown-ish ways at least. Only nice, wholesome "majestic" ways preferably??

2/25/2019 10:51:00 AM cnikolazza Telos, u rock!

2/25/2019 10:51:17 AM keepawakening How can you say nothing is happening?! My own town/area is changing for the better!!! ⛓️

2/25/2019 10:53:25 AM chapulincolored Good, I now don't feel guilty for not TRUSTING.  

I get it.  MJ12 has changed in recent years.  Maybe not the same as the old MJ12, maybe, maybe not.

Still, I find what you show is very facinating, informative, and helpful.  I will rely on my IS-BE to decide for myself.

Peace.

2/25/2019 10:53:27 AM pacman522 Majestic 12 falls under the National Security Council and the continuity of govt which was created after WW2 incase the government got wiped out 

during a nuke attack have used fake aliens and the Diclousure project as a cover for black budget money and the weaponization of space.

2/25/2019 10:53:43 AM pacman522 Space Force? Any time the government tells you they're doing something, they've already done it. https://youtu.be/gP8ftWzFYI4 

2/25/2019 10:55:12 AM mrblbrettish Element 115, spoken about by Bob Lazar in relation to the source of energy used by the "sports model" spacecraft, in case anyone didn't know. I'm 

sure there's more to it than that, but there's a starting point for ya!

2/25/2019 10:58:28 AM aprilbrown99 I agree with you. I have noticed this as well.

2/25/2019 11:02:23 AM allahuniversal  https://hpmegatrends.com/is-africa-the-next-china-a17b73ac9db8 …

2/25/2019 11:03:56 AM zagnett Africa, or India is more likely the next China. Not China.

China doesn't have demographics favoring the young either, just like U.S., Japan, Europe, & Russia. That's the biggest factor, or one of the biggest.

2/25/2019 11:05:15 AM magachronicle  pic.twitter.com/CljYIg4Y2u

2/25/2019 11:06:20 AM zagnett 🤔🧐🤢

Power of 3, 6, 9

2/25/2019 11:08:07 AM zagnett That's what I'll go for! NOTHING LESS.

2/25/2019 11:08:57 AM allahuniversal Inclined to agree. China can't be the China of today w/o the raw materials exported from African countries

2/25/2019 11:25:45 AM nmd_mari I think that is CERN.

2/25/2019 11:27:16 AM jm4n I've gathered so far this person is fairly young. Hence the question of the LGBT acronym. What you see as "bot" behavior is simply youthful naivety, 

curiosity, and brevity.

2/25/2019 11:30:29 AM sharond27756243 more like the power of quantum computers that make up whatever numbers it wants.

2/25/2019 11:32:58 AM jm4n Hardly inquiring with statements like "I’m convinced that’s just what it wants us to think." You really left no room for inquiry there. Stating clearly your 

conviction albeit in a humorous way. No assumptions made just calling it like it is.

2/25/2019 11:34:07 AM jm4n Did you miss the part where he had his reply threads confused?

2/25/2019 11:34:18 AM c_chanter What?

2/25/2019 11:36:22 AM c_chanter Did you miss the part were I conceded he wasn’t a bot, just an adult with a MineCraft channel?

2/25/2019 11:49:01 AM jm4n I think you missed the part where this is a young person too.

2/25/2019 11:51:28 AM jm4n Someone genuinely suspending judgement on something they are asking about wouldn't go on to state they are convinced of an outcome they are 

asking about.

2/25/2019 11:51:52 AM lbf777 What happened at your town?

2/25/2019 11:56:40 AM outerspaaaace Oh my gosh! This is so cool! I'm totally gonna listen to these as I sleep and record my dreams just out of curiosity 👀 I wonder if it affects our 

consciousness more when we're asleep, since our egos aren't in the way lol!

2/25/2019 12:04:53 PM adsvel Indeed, heard it at 2013, from esoteric channels.

2/25/2019 12:05:32 PM c_chanter I respectfully disagree with your assessment of the exchange, and the normative interpretation of the words and phrases used by me.  Also, J-Rod was 

the lamest Alien ever, that’s why he got caught.

2/25/2019 12:10:43 PM sehvehn i would not use youtube, tho. im sure there might be some legit but i also feel there are some that are 'tainted' and who knows which.

2/25/2019 12:14:43 PM phreatomagnetic That same fractal that most systems with life follow, is it the same fractal in this star system?

2/25/2019 12:18:12 PM outerspaaaace Yeah, very true! I'll figure out how to make my own pure tones, because ANYONE could upload to YouTube.

2/25/2019 12:36:14 PM richardhiatt16 THANK YOU MJ12 for taking on this thankless task.. No one will ever thank you for the mis-information.. But, in the LIGHT, the small truths out there 

start connecting the dots.. Just open your minds PEOPLE !! 🤓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/25/2019 12:44:30 PM keepawakening Pedo arrests.

2/25/2019 12:46:01 PM lbf777 Good start but we can do way better than just that.

2/25/2019 12:51:52 PM mindymaucelli @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where did you go? I thought we followed one another.

2/25/2019 12:55:10 PM diaptera_80 Bumping this question to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/wild8heart/status/1072249481100283904 …

2/25/2019 12:59:54 PM zagnett If you recall, which ones (if public, e.g. YT channels, etc.)?

2/25/2019 1:00:05 PM thoughttazer I trust, until one betrays my trust. So far so good.

2/25/2019 1:02:08 PM jm4n J Rod is a nickname given to me by an 80's rocker. Just also happens to be an ET. Do you always start out w/ad hom by association? Unless otherwise 

stated we can only surmise the intent behind your words & phrases by the tone, and what they infer. You can't hide behind implicity.

2/25/2019 1:20:30 PM dlrowehtfoweiv Thought you might like thread?

 https://twitter.com/InPoisoned/status/1100138734438268929?s=19 …

2/25/2019 1:26:01 PM diaptera_80 Causality laws? Isn’t just a new alternate reality created if you change something? Please elaborate on the Mandela effect

2/25/2019 1:48:23 PM diaptera_80 Very clever of them to remove symbology and become the religion that ”turns away from false religion”. It is entirely fearbased, and the idea that all 

aliens and ghosts are evil spirits is demonic and racist.

2/25/2019 1:50:30 PM diaptera_80 We should never have to fear being taken from our loved ones, despite not knowing the future. Whatever is supposed to happen is supposed to 

happen, and is in every individuals best interest. See my pinned tweet, if you have time before I change it.

2/25/2019 1:56:02 PM scott_rick Alice? pic.twitter.com/0V0kXaOFSh

2/25/2019 1:56:56 PM adsvel Kryon and some Russian.

2/25/2019 2:00:38 PM awakeandsing123 Who is RDS? Thanks in advance.



2/25/2019 2:01:14 PM c_chanter A fantastic assortment of words rendered moot by your failure to see or grasp the humor and sarcasm contained in my replies.  Also mocking J Rod in 

this context would not be an ad hominem attack on your argument because it’s a self contained statement addressing a 3rd party.

2/25/2019 2:03:18 PM tombow34 CW I know you don't listen to new music but would you make an exception for a French jazz woman singing Dead Kennedys? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DElRqo8u1vQ …

2/25/2019 2:04:37 PM c_chanter Yes, yes I would.

2/25/2019 2:23:04 PM pacman522 Meaning, Jordan was primed by MJ12.

2/25/2019 2:32:21 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/25/2019 2:47:59 PM jaiagtp I trust that you support a slow partial disclosure so 8 billion people are not wasted as a labor force.

2/25/2019 3:08:31 PM boy12_jimmy After continuous thinking about this trying to figure this out, was this to get video profiling of soon to be future arrests? So to as get them in their 

comfort zone, where they do not put up a fight when it comes to their apprehension?? Because it is soon to come!!

2/25/2019 3:14:11 PM adsvel Trown back by whom? Guards? Archons? Who can stand so bravely before the Source?

2/25/2019 3:17:09 PM rmbrice I think it may be too late for JS.

2/25/2019 3:18:43 PM jonessense Im so tired of these games

2/25/2019 3:21:33 PM pomeinnz  https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2018-featured-story-archive/wakandan-technology-today-a-cia-scientist-explores-the-

possibilities.html …

2/25/2019 3:23:28 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what happened before 1980 OWO. I live in uk

2/25/2019 3:28:37 PM olimyracle Here some clues from MJ12 about movies.

"Spectre was basically a documentary" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033851488274206720?s=19 …

2/25/2019 3:28:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd Not at all fearful. I died and had delicious NDE and became clair... everything after...I have zero fear. I want someone in my family to wake up and 

realize they've been hoodwinked and have been indoctrinated by Larry, Moe, and Curly.🤡

2/25/2019 3:33:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Exactly. They covered all bases from beginning. The religion claims Jesus was one of "Jehovah's Witnesses." Laughable! Fear based is right, they have 

separated more families, caused loved ones to become estranged some not speaking for 30+ years (I know this personally).

2/25/2019 3:35:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Trying to think how that would work with them being so ill-informed...could they possibly be on a different plane than me? I know vibrationally I 

cannot stand to be around them...they say bc I'm demonized. I say it's bc they carry dark entities and they attack with them.

2/25/2019 3:36:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd Your pinned tweet is interesting....I will ponder that.

2/25/2019 3:36:58 PM adsvel Me too, sometimes seems that it never will ends. Lately I remind to myself this is just a game which I dont like, release, move forward... come back and 

again release, move forward... until all is cleansed from subconsciousness (heart). This is long process...

2/25/2019 3:37:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd How? Please teach me.

2/25/2019 3:38:06 PM lbf777 Why do chemtrails and 5G towers keep going up. We demand an explanation for this! pic.twitter.com/HHKXpRJMSM

2/25/2019 3:39:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd I read that you can use the entire plant. I'm going to research it all. Add this to my list.

2/25/2019 3:41:23 PM zagnett Thanks!

2/25/2019 3:41:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd I have too, heard it does miracles for asthma. With the poisonous crap they spray in the air, I have a tendency to have asthma/allergies and from what 

I've read/researched fresh leaves are great for smoothies, work wonders for the lungs....Youtube grandma who cooks with it.

2/25/2019 3:42:20 PM zagnett Robert David Steele

2/25/2019 3:42:45 PM aprilbrown99 This sounds like the writing of one of the older guards of MJ12.  The current MJ1/12’s are more forthcoming, are kinder in their writing, and offer more 

information.  Perhaps when they have time, they will provide more details. I can definitely sense a difference with each one.

2/25/2019 3:42:52 PM diaptera_80 Good for you. Unfortunately it seems only trauma can wake a person so deep. I was on the brink of death and asked for a sign... and very shortly after I 

was almost literally biblebashed and accused for skipping meetings instead of the miracle help I was expecting from J himself.

2/25/2019 3:43:02 PM adsvel What if You focus on the layers of Your DNA, what if You talk with them? I am sure You will get the answer anyway, if You will become Observer of 

Yourself.

2/25/2019 3:43:37 PM diaptera_80 In that moment I knew it was ok to walk away without fear

2/25/2019 3:45:22 PM adsvel You are welcome. Lee Carroll says that he will incarnate in Africa as spiritual leader and many from the Kryon group.😊

2/25/2019 3:48:33 PM ryankochweare1 Heard this before.. I would also like to hear what MJ12 says about this.. I've watched 1,000s of hours of @realDonaldTrump speak directly to The 

People..  I get a REALLY STRONG WARRIOR OF LIGHT VIBE.. I jusy can't see it. AND if true would have been used against him LONG AGO.imo

2/25/2019 3:49:30 PM blsdbe Yes, I also find myself deeply challenged to remain peaceful during these increasingly difficult times. Blessings and thank you for all you do to bring 

positivity to our day!

2/25/2019 3:49:33 PM ryankochweare1 Mac says he eats babies☝☝

2/25/2019 3:50:11 PM adsvel There is lack of emotions as I can feel, but also I can feel that MJ is willing to help, guide others, I feel it very deeply and this is what I like in MJ. Thanks 

MJ!

2/25/2019 3:50:57 PM aprilbrown99 Me too!  Thank you beloved brother. 🙏🦋🌸💫✨💕

2/25/2019 3:51:03 PM jonessense Im tired of the “you better do this or you wont ascend” 😉 I just want to be a good person, help others and learn new things

2/25/2019 3:51:31 PM jm4n Your humor and sarcasm was plain to see. What they imply is also clear. That's why I used to the word implicity.

2/25/2019 3:53:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd No flipping way, you were in that cult too??????

2/25/2019 3:55:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd I walked away and had to do so slowly. Had been through the excommunication and didn't speak to family for nearly 20 years. I only got back in so I 

could speak to my aging parents, then I moved across the United States so I can do what I want...or so I thought.

2/25/2019 3:56:01 PM adsvel And thank You and many more goodwill humans who are willing to live in peace and prosperity. Blessings to all!

2/25/2019 3:56:24 PM diaptera_80 I would think something similar. Research Stargate SG1, the Mandela effect and those having had visits from ”us from the future”. (Bashar, & Linda 

Moulton Howe & The Law of One, and DWs 25000 year cycle). It is mindboggling, but I think we can get used to the concept over time.

2/25/2019 3:57:20 PM adsvel And thank You beloved Sister! 😊💗🌈

2/25/2019 3:57:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Family googled my name, found my address, ph number, and that I was registered to vote. All hell broke loose. Since I left they have sent negative 

energies my way. Had a time getting rid of them. One said they had a contract with me by family means and they refused to leave.

2/25/2019 4:00:49 PM adsvel If You choose to Ascend, who can disturb You from this? You are Creator and Structure/Universe simultaneously! Release fear and doubts and go 

forward! 😊

2/25/2019 4:01:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd Best way of flushing negative is surround yourself in love, push love, heart love. Took me awhile to learn but did so out of necessity. A dear friend of 

mine helped me see every time I had communication they sent neg energies, I got sick. If not for her...blessed to have her.

2/25/2019 4:01:31 PM diaptera_80 Noone should never have to go through a family breakup under such circumstances. It is so sad...

2/25/2019 4:07:40 PM diaptera_80 They scoop up the truthseekers who dare defy society, and mislead them. But many also get out and might meet here ☺️

2/25/2019 4:16:28 PM marshahodgson Thanks for adding this. 🌿👍☘

2/25/2019 4:17:10 PM pacman522 I dont have to ask him, I see the company he keeps.

2/25/2019 4:17:16 PM anneolsen43 You gotta know & trust yourself before you can trust anyone else.

2/25/2019 4:20:38 PM pedalfun4u Barry Seal, yep all about Mena

2/25/2019 4:25:22 PM symbolhunter USA was hoaxed into creating MJ12.



2/25/2019 4:30:43 PM mongrelglory That will be wonderful if the resources of the African continent could finally be used for the people who live there!

2/25/2019 4:31:58 PM lbf777 Never trust Gov. No matter what they do, don't trust them and you can't go wrong.

2/25/2019 4:33:45 PM pacman522 How so?

2/25/2019 4:34:05 PM thericharddoyle .@realDonaldTrump — Whether or not a deal is made will be known in May.

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1100184874466664448 …

2/25/2019 4:34:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree

2/25/2019 5:02:55 PM mongrelglory It's the message and not the messenger!  It's funny but as your consciousness expands and you focus your attention, you can find truth in the most 

unlikely of places!  It could be a Cabal talk show, an on-line Twitter account, or something the local mailman said to you one day!.

2/25/2019 5:04:38 PM mongrelglory ...It's like Truth is bleeding out through the entire fabric of the universe into our reality, and you only need to adjust the frequency of your vision to see 

it everywhere.

2/25/2019 5:14:13 PM decodematrix I'm not good with numerology. I know when you zoom in on shapes you will see repeating patterns forever/infinite like a kaleidoscope. Here is some 

related info from MJ12: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079536068322623488 …

2/25/2019 5:31:23 PM allahuniversal I'm inclined to think that you already know 😉

What are you already good at doing effortlessly when your mind is free from all doubt?

Trust yourself.

2/25/2019 5:33:07 PM n7guardiananon John Galt style

2/25/2019 5:38:57 PM integratedwebuk Does this have anything to do with the magnetic anomaly under the African continent??  In the past I’m sure I’ve read that satellites have their orbit 

set to avoid a flyover of certain places due to this anomaly??  Purely a thought but just thought I’d ask?

2/25/2019 5:58:53 PM symbolhunter The aliens Eisenhower met in the desert weren't aliens.

2/25/2019 5:58:55 PM integratedwebuk The release of free energy technologies while required immensely by humanity have the chance of upsetting a fragile economy & causing hurt in the 

short term.  I’d imagine the release of this technology will have to be carefully seeded & implemented in a way to minimise disruption

2/25/2019 6:13:20 PM ryankochweare1 Absolutely agree 1000%

2/25/2019 6:43:09 PM enomai_ What do expect when the Rockefellers and family own these corporations, and they pose as govt entities

2/25/2019 6:45:51 PM pacman522 Interest peaked. 

They Greek theatered him?

2/25/2019 7:10:35 PM decodematrix How many phases? What happens at the end of all phases?

2/25/2019 7:15:16 PM allahuniversal UTC pic.twitter.com/jCGJx3nfG9

2/25/2019 7:15:56 PM allahuniversal CST

Timestamps verify pic.twitter.com/Emk2D90b3P

2/25/2019 7:16:05 PM richardhiatt16 MJ, We know you will be watching tomorrow ( and the next day) .... Thank you 🤓🇺🇸

2/25/2019 7:30:23 PM decodematrix You went to war against the Domain?

2/25/2019 7:33:40 PM alhsdo_whitepaw twitter api only allows you to view someones previous ~2000 tweets, meaning there are still 3000 or so of your tweets most people can't get.

2/25/2019 7:36:30 PM heath_jack Synchronicities?

2/25/2019 7:53:02 PM alhsdo_whitepaw elements are defined & named based on protons in nucleus.

E-115, 

Moscovium

'discovered' 4 years about by joint usa/ russian nuclear scientists in russia.

most stable 'known' isotope decays in 0.8 seconds.

I think he is saying vibranium is classified stable isotope of Moscivium

2/25/2019 8:09:59 PM jrocktigers 🤔

2/25/2019 9:05:23 PM mongrelglory I've always wondered why as an ex-CIA agent, Robert Steele's allowed to publicly disclose supposed intel regarding alphabet agencies, the Pentagon 

etc...

Also, who feeds Steve Pieczenik his intel?  The CIA?

2/25/2019 9:18:34 PM sano_faith DUMBs is an acronym ? If yes it's stand for what ?

2/25/2019 9:20:03 PM tishpfau Plant base is better

2/25/2019 9:21:41 PM beatsbyblaine Deep Underground Military Bases

2/25/2019 9:22:00 PM sano_faith Thanks !

2/25/2019 9:22:34 PM sano_faith Thanks!

2/25/2019 9:22:42 PM mongrelglory I think so. Some of what he says is true, but then other stuff is pure disinfo.  He started writing articles bashing Trump and supporting Hillary on 

Veterans Today, and disabled the comments sections of his articles so no-one could challenge him.

2/25/2019 9:25:17 PM mongrelglory Lol! Tell us how you really feel MJ-12!  🤣

2/25/2019 9:30:40 PM mongrelglory Is the CIA as an alphabet agency salvageable, or will it need to be abolished altogether?

2/25/2019 9:38:39 PM mongrelglory Hey Michael!  I can see your face! 🤗

2/25/2019 9:44:23 PM mongrelglory Africa should have flourished with all their natural resources! However, Miss Vavoom is right, in recent history they've been exploited by Western 

nations in the worst way possible!  I hope they can soon purge the continent of all the evil puppet dictators and evil mercenaries.

2/25/2019 9:46:57 PM mongrelglory The movie certainly foreshadows a better future for African citizens and even the rest of the world benefitting from the unique resources they possess!

2/25/2019 9:48:30 PM mongrelglory Captian America movies are great!  Full of tons of disclosure, especially Captain America and the Winter Soldier!

2/25/2019 9:54:02 PM ashe18321312 What are DUMBS?

2/25/2019 9:56:07 PM goodmedicine4us @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1100211495223218176 …

This is truly shocking and monstrous, how can we be Winning w/ things like infanticide occurring?  What have we become as a country?  Very sad.

There seems to be no sense of urgency to save the children.  Just a bunch of procedural bs.

2/25/2019 10:04:11 PM carolva97910854 Deep underground military bases

2/25/2019 10:29:30 PM sano_faith Deep Underground Military Base

2/25/2019 10:30:39 PM beatsbyblaine Zimbabwe just announced their new currency. Sources are saying their vast mineral resources will help launch the RV, GESARA, NESARA. In alignment 

with Black Panther and how Wakanda ended up sharing its wealth/technology at the end of the movie after keeping it secret 🔥🎉🎊

2/25/2019 10:50:01 PM allahuniversal After cleaning out the Clowns that infiltrated. Only makes sense.

2/25/2019 11:04:16 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1. Are the UFO Videos on YouTube all Fake CGI Disinformation?  https://youtu.be/2ik07zqIiFM 

2/25/2019 11:05:56 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2. Are the UFO Videos on YouTube all Fake CGI Disinformation?  https://youtu.be/bYOKoCRczDs?t=162 …

2/25/2019 11:08:33 PM stefanofait “splinter the C.I.A. in a thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds.”

2/25/2019 11:20:23 PM doyle_eng .@DepSecDef .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@realDonaldTrump .@UnitedAusParty .@CliveFPalmer .@INDOPACOM .@QAnonPatriot —> #May and beyond.

 https://youtu.be/Sf02x2eF1dA  — You know what you’ve got to do. Do it.

Do it. pic.twitter.com/FHM5P7wex6



2/26/2019 1:24:51 AM nullanon12 The Last count Was about 80 flashes(i almost wrote falshes)

2/26/2019 1:26:09 AM nullanon12 😂 lmao

2/26/2019 1:26:57 AM nullanon12 Maybe ur the bot?

2/26/2019 1:27:44 AM nullanon12 Idk what 'brevity' is as well

2/26/2019 1:28:37 AM nullanon12 Ur real name is probably Jared

2/26/2019 1:30:34 AM nullanon12 ur Aura is probably still toxic?

2/26/2019 1:31:19 AM nullanon12 Rather than trying to 'roast' someone u should rather clear ur energy field.

2/26/2019 1:55:57 AM tombow34 some one needs to update the NullAnon bot's AI. It's starting to repeat responses.

2/26/2019 3:12:08 AM c_chanter How do you figure?  And can you understand why someone may take issue with a #kekistanian questioning the “toxicity” of their aura?  A response of 

more then one sentence would be appreciated and appropriate.

2/26/2019 3:16:15 AM c_chanter This is a non appropriate response to the exchange listed above.  Have you confused threads again?  That seems to be a pattern with you.  Were you 

offended emotionally by me questioning wether or not you were a @quinnmichaels bot?  If so I do apologize, is that ok by you?

2/26/2019 3:16:48 AM c_chanter Who’s real name?

2/26/2019 3:18:30 AM c_chanter That’s an assumption on your part correct?  I concede that it maybe a correct one, but I’m just interested in establishing a base line of understanding 

with you.

2/26/2019 3:25:07 AM c_chanter Why don’t you look it up?  Why didn’t you look it up?  More importantly your either a bot or trolling,  B/C there is no way ‘brevity’ is new 2 U.  B or T u 

are completely acceptable to me, and neither status will stop me from wanting to speak/communicate with you.

2/26/2019 3:25:58 AM c_chanter People can see me on YouTube and Periscope.

2/26/2019 3:26:32 AM c_chanter You do understand sarcasm, correct?

2/26/2019 3:27:05 AM c_chanter What’s your favorite dish?

2/26/2019 4:25:05 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Is always in the absence of humility overwhelmed by that of 9, 9, 9

Grow beyond the safety of pride, as it resides within the illusion of duty and honour — codified in conflict.

You don’t have a choice.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100056537412837376 …

2/26/2019 4:28:04 AM zagnett Not buying the always imminent RV/GCR/NESARA/GESARA. Sounds cool but also like a [cabal] scam.

[cabal] messed with esp. Z in Africa (sanctions, manipulated hyperinflation) in big part b/c of their vast resources.

Z's likely to be a big player in Africa, like it was in the past.

2/26/2019 4:30:29 AM symbolhunter Yes. He ceded control; he says as much in his farewell address. Whoops. Then we had JFK and the rest is history.

2/26/2019 5:06:12 AM roberts_bree This was a deep fake video. I've seen footage of both the real speaker (who was a man), and this change to a woman. People, use discernment in all 

things. Trust, but verify.

2/26/2019 5:09:25 AM msavoie 30mil impressions in 90 days. Congrats! Does this site inflate engagement while capping likes? Sometimes i wonder. Reminds me off utube vids with 2 

million watches and 400 likes.

2/26/2019 5:16:01 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1100225798630457344?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/zFjPAf7QL0

2/26/2019 5:48:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Vatican]

Gag Order Lifted

TIMING IS EVERYTHING

45 MUST BE OUT OF COUNTRY

Where is 45?

Tick Tock pic.twitter.com/nxq9gYL7tA

2/26/2019 5:54:48 AM pacman522 Aye thanks for the reminder.

2/26/2019 5:58:07 AM universalrisin It’s like everyday someone new is found guilty jeez. It’s really not that hard to just leave children alone and let them be happy little kids who grow up 

and do great things. Ugh take them down, and take them down fast!

2/26/2019 6:04:21 AM blsdbe Is Fred Rogers implicated in abuse too, MJ

2/26/2019 6:04:40 AM blsdbe Those we trust the most?

2/26/2019 6:08:48 AM scents_common Why must 45 be out of country?  Please, pardon my ignorance.

2/26/2019 6:11:28 AM ericpowell1 I’m with you

2/26/2019 6:14:32 AM rosesrred0119 POTUS will be insulated

2/26/2019 6:20:38 AM irah_chandler Any idea why MIB still peruse private citizens over photos? Stay in your lane. This is Q territory. #cleanupyourownhouse #possiblelarp 

#youpostfakestuff pic.twitter.com/QNG8pQbM7E

2/26/2019 6:26:56 AM pastorjon9 That way POTUS can't be blamed when some of the more "popular", and therefore shocking, names are arrested. No knee jerk reacting nutcases doing 

crazy stunts. Gives intel more time to detect and remove such threats.

2/26/2019 6:29:06 AM bbobbio71 These people are sick! 

This is why we fight!

Protect the children!! pic.twitter.com/MgcQUDmXHt

2/26/2019 6:29:57 AM scents_common Thanks Pastor.  One thing I've realized is that POTUS can and most likely will always be blamed no matter where he is.  The MSM is truly the 

#EnemyOfThePeople

2/26/2019 6:30:34 AM universalrisin Oh my god

2/26/2019 6:33:12 AM bbobbio71 This will sting a bit. 

Research for your self.  

Welcome to the fight! God bless! https://qmap.pub 

2/26/2019 6:41:10 AM cstarr888 CW you are being quite rude. Please take your aggression down many, many notches. It is not needed here in this thread. Thank you. 🙏💖

2/26/2019 6:45:51 AM cstarr888 CW that Null is young is NOT an assumption on my part as we have communicated.Also he is not from the US, so kindly tone down the attacks it would 

be appreciated. 

Now I am at a point where I want to ask you CW,what are you, drunk? And that would be an assumption on my part. 🙏💖

2/26/2019 6:51:35 AM cstarr888 A bot or trolling? Those are the only options?!? How about a teenager? A person from another country, not the United States?!

Please, remove your aggression and act like a sober adult so we can have conversation. 🙏💖

2/26/2019 6:53:50 AM lindabr67234799 Is Gesara coming while potus is abroad?

2/26/2019 6:56:17 AM youstinksoap What will Israel find? https://twitter.com/teamspaceil/status/1100061745157165057?s=21 …

2/26/2019 6:57:44 AM cstarr888 Bag.

2/26/2019 6:59:54 AM cstarr888 I think you have to stop notifications yourself...I don't think anyone can remove you. It was mostly pleasant until cw showed up. 🙏💖

2/26/2019 7:01:36 AM cstarr888 Seriously, are you drunk? I am honestly asking. 🙏💖

2/26/2019 7:13:30 AM njadrian There is nothing on him....it’s smoke and mirrors

2/26/2019 7:15:07 AM orthogonalron P=C

Pedophilia = Control

They control EVERYTHING through pedophilia

2/26/2019 7:18:07 AM k9kris3298 It is a reference to Q drop #35 from 11/01/17.  Q told us when the mass arrests here would take place that DJT would be insulated / protected on AF1. 

pic.twitter.com/Yw3AeuC44V



2/26/2019 7:23:46 AM scents_common Thank you.  I knew I heard this before but couldn't place it.  

#WWG1WGA

2/26/2019 7:43:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Countries are being debriefed on our bases on the moon. Many countries do not believe Trump (expected) so he's telling them to go check it out for 

themselves. Forced checkmate to some countries like Israel.

2/26/2019 7:52:25 AM turboxyde What's the point unless we have a plan to save ALL of humanity and not just the self proclaimed "elites" of society? https://youtu.be/bduDeZ4GA0c 

2/26/2019 7:57:30 AM keith369me Time for the weed killer?

2/26/2019 7:59:09 AM realeyethespy 2.7(+\-) 3.3

2/26/2019 8:00:20 AM keith369me Israel will be last!

2/26/2019 8:03:03 AM greggprescott1  https://in5d.com/theyre-literally-glitching-out-right-on-schedule-with-pluto-in-capricorn/ …

2/26/2019 8:08:55 AM keith369me Leads to more questions...what exactly is SpaceX?  What restrictions if any do they have to supply equipment to other nations?  “Who” is Elon Musk? 

Previous incarnations?

2/26/2019 8:09:59 AM richardhiatt16 ☢️

2/26/2019 8:10:04 AM keith369me Disclosure is happening...those that “ruled” this planet previously, no longer do

2/26/2019 8:18:31 AM djlok Thank God/Source... Or whatever it's called.  [They] need to all be removed.  [Their] time and reign of terror is up!  #TimesUp

2/26/2019 8:22:44 AM c_chanter The question of assuming his youth was not directed at you was it?  No, it wasn’t, so why you are tapping in?Attacks?  @nullAnon12 is responding 

here, there and everywhere WHILE invoking a legit #ChaosGod (#Kek , conflict be upon him👏). So dialogue ensues.  Oh, and I’m not drunk

2/26/2019 8:27:36 AM daveo6145 Be careful. That one photo was edited and ‘comet ping pong’ was added. Nonetheless, yes PO is a pedo and it’s all connected. Just gotta dig.

2/26/2019 8:28:29 AM butterc73582547 Dementor level evil. Remove all from freedom of anykind to harm children. Thank you Lord. Faith of a mustard seed and growing world wide.

2/26/2019 8:28:39 AM c_chanter I do not believe you are honestly asking.  And I did not “show up” , y’all #Invoked me by my name by pontificating and talking about me.  That’s a black 

and white fact.  Block me, leave yourself, do whatever, but don’t try to #Move me, it ain’t going to happen, Audience member.

2/26/2019 8:29:02 AM bbobbio71 Thanks,  that was from a Q post

2/26/2019 8:29:22 AM c_chanter Laundromat

2/26/2019 8:32:31 AM jamesboyett UFOs Youtube & Alien Deception https://youtu.be/naJcX_VjJik 

2/26/2019 8:35:21 AM jamesboyett Secureteam10 https://youtu.be/64tXurmh9pc 

2/26/2019 8:37:43 AM jamesboyett Iufosightings https://youtu.be/P3k9oEpJ2GU 

2/26/2019 8:39:51 AM jamesboyett Section51 https://youtu.be/ptZKRPMgaiI 

2/26/2019 8:40:48 AM enomai_ I AM THOROUGHLY ENJOYING THE SHOW.

2/26/2019 8:40:57 AM _the_psychonaut He’s in Nam! This is HISTORIC!

2/26/2019 8:42:03 AM jamesboyett Zohar  https://youtu.be/jpYbj-NQou0 

2/26/2019 8:42:57 AM jamesboyett MUFON  https://youtu.be/lJaVCQgDv6c 

2/26/2019 8:45:51 AM enomai_ Thank you for a confirmation.

2/26/2019 8:49:50 AM enomai_ 1963 is when israel took control of america?

2/26/2019 8:55:23 AM pastorjon9 I'm not surprised at the development that POTUS is telling countries to go look for themselves. What surprises me most is the tech: 44 days to the 

moon? relying on multiple slingshots around earth? We got better tech than this.

2/26/2019 8:57:52 AM 12bravogran Space, distance... is just an illusion.

We just step through the door to get there.

It's like walking into the Kitchen... but with more security. pic.twitter.com/4TXL84zeWM

2/26/2019 9:01:48 AM lib7473 They are then greeted by the Galactic Fed. of Light councils to surrender/cooperate w/ the incoming shift-change to free GAIA/Humanity or face PAIN. 

MJ-12 are there other countries still needing a mtg on the moon to occur, besides 🇨🇳🇮🇱? Is 🇮🇱the last 4 chkmate?🇻🇪?

2/26/2019 9:06:32 AM tombow34 i like getting lots of notifs. from this because i can make believe i have twitter friends

2/26/2019 9:29:06 AM freeandoriginal Never “fast” enough yet grateful for the progress being made toward Light

2/26/2019 10:11:24 AM jollyrob2 🙏💫✨

2/26/2019 10:13:01 AM c_chanter We have each other Tombow.  🤗

2/26/2019 10:17:01 AM jeebaleebs That's awesome.. but wouldn't it be: Countries are being "briefed" about our bases on the moon.  "Debriefing" refers to getting info, correct?

2/26/2019 10:27:15 AM toffer_anon_369 Funny how China landed, sent one photo, and it's been crickets ever since...

2/26/2019 10:28:29 AM decodematrix Tick Tock

 https://foia.state.gov/searchapp/DOCUMENTS/Litigation_Jun2018/F-2017-01107/DOC_0C06565670/C06565670.pdf …

2/26/2019 10:47:30 AM turboxyde I gotcha... my question shouldn't be misconstrued as anger and contempt. As our collective processes this information we have to also release those 

burdens before entanglement becomes an issue. I desire ALL that wish to thrive and succeed to do so in unified under sovereignty.

2/26/2019 10:57:39 AM jm4n Kek is a meme. Teens like memes. Especially controversial ones. They also like minecraft. Null is young. I won't give the exact age. It's already been 

established we know more about this person. Your natural distrust of people distracts from seeing the truth of what's happening.

2/26/2019 10:58:03 AM youstinksoap The Truman Show keeps popping into my head today.  Thanks for replying, very interesting.

2/26/2019 11:03:49 AM aetherial77 Sometimes I wonder how dank that Sirius Kush it. Probably the equivalent of a psychedelic trip.

2/26/2019 11:07:06 AM c_chanter Ok, what’s happening?

2/26/2019 11:23:28 AM jm4n What's happening is you are accusing a near child of being a bot in less than civil means. When told by people who know better you aimed that same 

incivility at them and refused to listen. I get it though the world can be a mean place. I respect your freedoms but why add to that?

2/26/2019 11:28:50 AM tombow34 we know Null is young. That level of chatbot interface has only been around 10-15 years.

2/26/2019 11:35:23 AM jm4n Tom I'm not going to dox this person to change your mind. You are free to think and say what you want. Just be aware there are ppl in this thread with 

more info.

2/26/2019 11:40:37 AM cstarr888 No one even said you have to leave, just asking you to be civil here. (And I really was honestly asking that question because some of your responses 

seemed odd, but I do not know you in person I can not make that assessment. Kelly seems to like you though, and she seems nice)🙏💖

2/26/2019 11:56:35 AM jamesboyett Are the Youtube UFO Videos all Fake CGI Disinformation? Is there anyone showing Truely Real ones? Where are they getting such realistic looking 

images? It is amazing images to me.

2/26/2019 12:21:31 PM function108 SERIOUSLY - IT'S HARD TO TAKE ANY OF THIS VERY SERIOUSLY WHEN THE ACTUALITY IS STILL MURDEROUS INTENT

2/26/2019 12:23:25 PM kindeandtrue Was @POTUS secretly meeting with the aliens like President Eisenhower did on Feb. 20, 1954? Funny thing how White House released Eisenhower 

helicopter ornament on Feb. 20 last week. https://www.whitehousehistory.org/press-room/press-collections/2019-official-white-house-ornament-

press-collection …

2/26/2019 12:31:51 PM kindeandtrue Interesting that Air Force One was allegedly refueling in England yesterday. Was that at the same time as these UFO's were spotted? 

https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1100397721951842305 …

2/26/2019 12:32:42 PM kindeandtrue Did Julian Assange provide the information that convicted Cardinal Pell? Is Julian free now that Pell is going to jail?

2/26/2019 12:41:07 PM tombow34 Ok he is real.



2/26/2019 12:41:54 PM olimyracle We have been "groomed".

School may be over.

Why do you invest in students ?

What do you expect from them after they're done learning ?

Humanity is about to grow up. It is time for WE to do more than just our best. With great power comes great responsabilities.

💞 pic.twitter.com/Wn7Sth4Y8m
2/26/2019 12:47:16 PM olimyracle It's not a secret anymore. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=19 …

2/26/2019 12:52:03 PM olimyracle "45 must be out of country."

Please elaborate. A dot missing here.

💞

2/26/2019 1:05:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd I constantly second guess myself. Thank you Allah...❤️❤️❤️

2/26/2019 1:30:26 PM born2bef Elaborate if possible or where can I find more detail on this!? Ty!!

2/26/2019 1:34:03 PM yellahabibihela Right on cue https://apple.news/AQ_SXpB2XSj2QAq3gitEVAQ …

2/26/2019 2:00:11 PM lbf777 Forced checkmate to Israel how?

2/26/2019 2:14:33 PM keepthesleeve Of Mr Rogers Neighborhood?   He was definitely a weird cat, but dead now

2/26/2019 2:50:54 PM humanprimer I am fully aware of how humans manifest in 3D (read The Human Primer).  Please find another way to force their hands.  You cause yourself harm 

posting such debunked info.  The masses won't understand.   I am a fan.  Friendly advice here.

2/26/2019 3:11:10 PM mrd_s_anderson Spirit of the 9.

2/26/2019 3:11:27 PM kibbitzlaw Oh hey, sounds familiar.😎

2/26/2019 3:12:34 PM mrd_s_anderson 4 has been everything 4 me personally as of lately. Time is an illusion.

2/26/2019 3:17:14 PM lbf777 Explain!?

2/26/2019 3:18:25 PM mrd_s_anderson I applaud the Secret Service. Keep up the great work @UniformedDiv_SS [Taylor][Taylor][Taylor][Taylor]

2/26/2019 3:19:50 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1100380084039573504 …

2/26/2019 3:28:24 PM yellahabibihela Here’s an explanation: https://apple.news/AQ_SXpB2XSj2QAq3gitEVAQ …

2/26/2019 3:29:52 PM freestateojones The same things China did https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080911084612014080?s=19 …

2/26/2019 3:35:44 PM the_fjalar 🛸 protection. 😮

2/26/2019 3:37:29 PM the_fjalar You sure don’t hear much about China’s moon lander on the dark side of the moon.

hmmm🤔🤔🤔🤔 🍿

2/26/2019 3:46:20 PM snakejackal NATO under command by MJ 12 too? pic.twitter.com/9CVH7zsVu3

2/26/2019 3:46:32 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for the info! Trying to process it all.

2/26/2019 3:48:59 PM mongrelglory I thought that was in reference to declaring Martial Law with mass arrests. For some reason in the constitution, Potus must be out of the country at the 

time.  Maybe someone else can elaborate?

2/26/2019 4:07:41 PM nullanon12 ur funny.......... kek

2/26/2019 4:07:52 PM nullanon12 the kek is too intense

2/26/2019 4:08:23 PM nullanon12 that was a question

2/26/2019 4:09:38 PM nullanon12 AI bot

2/26/2019 4:10:43 PM nullanon12 really, do you really have time to ask this? there are endless options [of dishes] i can't choose.

2/26/2019 4:11:33 PM nullanon12 that was fine... i get offended very rarely.

2/26/2019 4:13:00 PM cocopuffster12 From GafferAnon - Gaffer from Hollywood pic.twitter.com/o4KJ1hpnIG

2/26/2019 4:14:18 PM nullanon12 there is a place where u can click "Replying to @ whateverthenameis and 30 others" and uncheck him from the conversations.

2/26/2019 4:16:55 PM cryptocrab4 45 must be out of the country for this as well , any truth ? https://ronaldwederfoort.wordpress.com/2018/10/06/important-gesara-vs-nesara-what-is-

gesara-gesara-was-an-acronym-for-global-economic-security-and-reformation-act-the-following-items-must-be-accomplished-straight-away/ …

2/26/2019 4:22:34 PM olimyracle MJ12 has quite "groomed" WE with insights and infos in the last year+.

Because they have a lot to be forgiven ?

Use the twitter search bar :

Type "from:ts_sci_majic12" add a space and your keyword. Connect the dots ?

Archive offline.

Q -> MJ12 ?

💞 https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 
2/26/2019 4:23:09 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099172614789046272?s=19 …

2/26/2019 4:43:17 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for the twitter search tip! I'm having fun looking up things. Getting fascinating results.

2/26/2019 4:45:16 PM usss_211 Tesla!

2/26/2019 4:56:14 PM olimyracle Good point, thank you 🙏 💞

Would make sense that the President should be out of country in case of rebellion or insurrection, to secure he could continue to act without being at 

risk within the potential chaos.

Now haven't found a reference yet myself. Wikipedia says not much. pic.twitter.com/ZJUNHlV1FV

2/26/2019 4:56:46 PM usss_211 Torus? Einstein Rosen Bridge?

2/26/2019 5:33:34 PM roaminnoodle I am thinking it has to do with his previous post here, about China and the [D]ark [S]ide of the "Moon"...? 

https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1080994857848582144 …

2/26/2019 5:34:34 PM lbf777 Oh right thanks.

2/26/2019 5:41:18 PM cryptocrab4 owls represent 2 blackholes ?

stargate ?

ISIS ?

gateway to heaven

knowledge

2/26/2019 6:39:08 PM space_sloth26 The power of 3's

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1100546116016193538 …

2/26/2019 7:15:00 PM blsdbe Of course, the Tiamat that is now the asteroid belt. Thank you for that insight.

2/26/2019 7:19:33 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/tL9B0HeHbp

2/26/2019 7:38:34 PM micktuckwell On Feb. 26th 2019 the court of the state of Victoria ruled media suppression order was lifted in Australia for the Australian Cardinal George Pell who 

was the Vatican treasurer. He was convicted in Dec. 2017 of raping one choir boy & sexually assaulting another.coverups.

2/26/2019 8:28:12 PM peony_morning I say line them all up against a wall. Mass forfeitures of all properties - globally. Take care of all the generations of victims, living or dead. Did Popes 

create new Catacombs of skeletons?



2/26/2019 8:57:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Eyes Wide Open

21.024214 105.848599

2/26/2019 8:57:49 PM _the_psychonaut BIG BIG BIG HAPPENINGS OVER THE NEXT 21 DAYS!

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

2/26/2019 8:58:40 PM realaronbrowne  pic.twitter.com/sXTOHB9zHq

2/26/2019 8:58:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many 3s 6s and 9s present in those coordinates.

Two remaining numbers 11.

2/26/2019 9:01:57 PM jrocktigers Gorgeous structure. pic.twitter.com/D2NL7DmjfS

2/26/2019 9:02:45 PM wwg1wga_every1 Melia Hanoi Hotel - location of the summit! 21.024214 105.848599 pic.twitter.com/BNjAAIlJrl

2/26/2019 9:11:24 PM blsdbe Vietnam

2/26/2019 9:12:29 PM blsdbe It’s hard not to like 11’s, esp being master numbers and all, like 22 😇

2/26/2019 9:16:48 PM corstruction My son was born 11/11/01.  He's been a great kid

2/26/2019 9:17:11 PM jrocktigers 3  6  3 (4)  6  (12/?)6)  (13/?) 9 9 ....ugh..

2/26/2019 9:32:12 PM shawnt1973  https://www.melia.com/en/hotels/vietnam/hanoi/melia-hanoi/index.html …

2/26/2019 9:35:26 PM jrocktigers Guess I am making harder than it should be.

2/26/2019 9:37:16 PM hellouncledonny here comes our free internet

2/26/2019 9:46:22 PM jane_q_patriot 6 6 6 9 9 9 11 can be created by adding and reducing those numbers selectively. Not sure if that's what you meant though.

2/26/2019 9:52:11 PM weremight  https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?params=21_1_27_N_105_50_54_E …

2/26/2019 10:07:49 PM weremight missing tests 1 2 4 9.  1+2 = 3, 2+4=6.

2/26/2019 10:40:29 PM mongrelglory Maybe the Payseurs aren't human themselves...

2/26/2019 10:42:34 PM mongrelglory I can't remember where I first read it.  I think it was with Q and the Anons discussing it on 8chan.

2/26/2019 10:45:56 PM fremdschaemen76 #QAnon #MAGA #QAlert #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/wRxo38kZ0Y

2/26/2019 10:46:41 PM j_lifeexplorer Welcome back, EKO (with new name 😉) - praying you have had a well-deserved rest and reenergizing ❤️🙏

2/26/2019 10:53:03 PM qtpi3_14 And we love him!  💗🙏🦅

2/26/2019 10:56:26 PM princesspatrio1 Best President ever. Sacrificed everything, takes no salary, works for free, endures constant attacks, for US. He's a hero. I love him so much.

2/26/2019 10:56:55 PM ekotoons GREAT BEAN

2/26/2019 11:00:53 PM princesspatrio1 Needs a little color...purple maybe?🙂

2/26/2019 11:06:18 PM decodematrix Ley lines

2/26/2019 11:26:00 PM qtpi3_14 Done 😉

2/26/2019 11:36:57 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

2/26/2019 11:58:00 PM kat_pauner Nice avi Qtpi! 

Love yer work Eko!

Purple beanie is rock'n'roll 😎

2/27/2019 12:32:04 AM warangel1111 Oh I love a troll for breakfast.. He will wait 😁👋🏻😊

2/27/2019 12:36:19 AM dragontonsilz  pic.twitter.com/jGifTeYqwm

2/27/2019 12:47:43 AM henrysi5 I just sent this movie in my groups yesterday.

2/27/2019 12:47:44 AM henrysi5 Full movie is 159 mins but more we could find in market shows only 120mins,why ? Illuminati rituals exposed? why Stanley mysteriously died 

afterwards?

2/27/2019 1:32:58 AM kat_pauner Lmao 😂😂😂🤣

Rock'n'roll was a typo!! 😂😂😂😂🤣🤣

Oh well... It works!

😂😂😂😂 Too funny

2/27/2019 3:25:47 AM jollyrob2 It has come to my attention that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has the capability of tracking IS. So I think MJ12 has been tracking him too...(assumption)

2/27/2019 4:14:17 AM mr_bone_crusher Per Google Maps, this is the exact location of the Melia Hotel in Hanoi, Vietnam. The Swiss Embassy is also on the bottom floor. 

pic.twitter.com/NtlTjZi3ph

2/27/2019 4:17:13 AM giediknight I had a magical time with a girl on 1/1/01 :)

2/27/2019 4:37:37 AM noogajack77 Very significant.

2/27/2019 4:50:10 AM lmjonzey So the 11 are unity-trump & kim successful in their meeting. But kim is controlled still???

369 I agree is the grid. So world peace or peace for now. Aka no war threats...

2/27/2019 5:10:04 AM aurorasreality Hmm. This is interesting find.... I’m guessing maybe it wasn’t a campaign meeting per se ? 🤔

 https://potus-geeks.livejournal.com/418607.html  pic.twitter.com/9tvhoD0GgB

2/27/2019 5:11:31 AM qanoncomau God bless my fellow Americans.

4,10,20 pic.twitter.com/vecbrZEEC3

2/27/2019 5:18:38 AM olimyracle 🙏🙏🙏

💞

2/27/2019 5:22:21 AM michell51304 No coincidence, but synchronicity

2/27/2019 6:06:31 AM scott_rick WTF?

ALICE?

double meanings?

"ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a heavy-ion detector on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) ring. It is designed to study the physics of strongly 

interacting matter at extreme energy densities, where a phase of matter called quark-gluon plasma

2/27/2019 6:29:04 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/NblJgw387C

2/27/2019 6:38:04 AM prmd21801759 I only see Eyes Wide Shut movie. Is that the one?

2/27/2019 6:41:52 AM henrysi5 Sorry for previous misunderstanding. Its should be the current location of POTUS ? pic.twitter.com/qZuE2oy8qG

2/27/2019 6:47:43 AM lynnboyce7 Is that our genetic code?

2/27/2019 6:58:59 AM enomai_ Owl represents moloch.

2/27/2019 7:23:26 AM _killnmesmalls Autism is not obtained through vaccines. It is also developed while in the womb way before the child gets any vaccines. 

I'm sorry your grandchildren have issues, but being ignorant of the importance of vaccines is beyond asinine.

2/27/2019 7:50:10 AM cryptocrab4 Bigger picture 

Info is supposed threat to national security

Black hole sun

won't you come

and wash away the rain ...

12 minutes in ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfh34IK9AHc …

2/27/2019 7:51:45 AM mrd_s_anderson @SecretService #whoops

2/27/2019 8:16:54 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Any expansion on this? Most folks understand that association is not intention but in today's world the walls are closing in on 

secure platforms. If privacy is an illusion then what's the goal of using this platform if the data is sold to China?

2/27/2019 8:17:19 AM kindeandtrue Honorable Majestic, am I seeing things, or are there "8's" in the background when Chairman Kim and President Trump meet? Seems to be an owl 

figure, too. pic.twitter.com/n3kNiSX81g

2/27/2019 8:32:45 AM daphne68852400 You took the words right out of my mouth!!! SO CONFUSED!!! But letting it ALL soak in...🤪

2/27/2019 8:39:13 AM olimyracle Learn to archive offline pic.twitter.com/Kp9RgSSKSM



2/27/2019 8:49:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 12 Devices

12 Majestic Members

Power of 3, 6, 9

2/27/2019 8:50:18 AM mrd_s_anderson 153

2/27/2019 8:51:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all devices were able to be used.

Some are modified [by Cabal] beforehand and must be cleaned by the Q team before they can be used.

2/27/2019 8:52:05 AM lbf777 What’s going to happen in the next 21 days?

2/27/2019 8:54:47 AM olimyracle Came to see your nice jump 😎

2/27/2019 8:54:53 AM keith369me Can you shed some light on what the function of these devices are?

2/27/2019 8:55:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 More to come. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1100801186385612806 …

2/27/2019 8:55:21 AM keith369me I didn’t see one or four either

2/27/2019 8:57:03 AM scott_rick Isn’t 8 also a majestic number?

2/27/2019 8:57:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

21 days.

12 devices.

Psyops against the Cabal are fun!

2/27/2019 8:57:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

2/27/2019 8:58:05 AM hawkgirlinmn I see those as semi-human figures. Perhaps off world?

2/27/2019 8:58:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open [Soon]

2/27/2019 8:58:36 AM tamiwils0n22813 🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻

2/27/2019 8:59:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Is it a coincidence that MJ12, @kabamur_taygeta, and @cobrainfo1 seem to post within minutes of eachother at times?

2/27/2019 9:00:10 AM anneolsen43 I noticed

2/27/2019 9:00:12 AM keith369me Maybe the Q team only needs nine devices?  Would make 3-6-9 sense.  Wonder if we start getting communications from all of Q1-Q9

2/27/2019 9:00:23 AM lbf777 So another trap for the Cabal? I'd love to know when civilians win stuff like the abolishment of the IRS or GESERA.

2/27/2019 9:01:23 AM catvllvsverona  https://twitter.com/CatvllvsVerona/status/1100779068662956032 …

2/27/2019 9:02:16 AM catvllvsverona  https://twitter.com/CatvllvsVerona/status/1100780087027339266 …

2/27/2019 9:03:50 AM pastorjon9 So they're issued from a storehouse/inventory locker and turned in after a "mission"? I'm assuming that's how the cabal managed to modify them 

before the Vietnam trip (Huawei or ZTE chipsets = backdoors)

2/27/2019 9:05:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns

2/27/2019 9:06:34 AM catvllvsverona Interesting.

However, Kabamur - not long ago - discarded Cobra info as "business", saying the original contactee has been replaced by someone else.

Btw, it's worth paying attention to what you noticed.

2/27/2019 9:10:13 AM pitsr4me  pic.twitter.com/45h7uRLERW

2/27/2019 9:13:26 AM kindeandtrue Your guess is as good as mine. Could be nothing at all, too. : )

2/27/2019 9:14:01 AM hawkgirlinmn True!

2/27/2019 9:14:38 AM hawkgirlinmn Interesting. I didn’t catch that from Kabamur. Thank you.

2/27/2019 9:15:09 AM gi6stars Just for the record, Kabamur Blocked me for a simple question I had and @SandiaWisdom said Cobra is there brother. 

#BeCarefulWhoYouFollow 

[They] want us divided. 

#WWG1WGA

2/27/2019 9:15:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks.

2/27/2019 9:15:48 AM jones9536 Should I get rid of my zte cell phone?

2/27/2019 9:16:29 AM richardhiatt16 😳

2/27/2019 9:17:04 AM youstinksoap Destiny awaits!

2/27/2019 9:17:55 AM mr_bone_crusher Popcorn's popping!

2/27/2019 9:18:03 AM covertress Godspeed, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!

Get 'em!

[🤡]

2/27/2019 9:18:46 AM scott_rick But it’s special..... pic.twitter.com/Bjpj5a4iUz

2/27/2019 9:19:13 AM kindeandtrue Lots of fun to speculate, though. I imagine the background to this visit was considered very carefully. Probably not a coincidence.

2/27/2019 9:19:29 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/006TYQPeNw

2/27/2019 9:20:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Just interesting. It resonates in some way, so thought I would ask.

2/27/2019 9:20:31 AM southpaw816 When are the traitors Obama, Clinton, Brennan going to be publicly humiliated by congressional hearings! I am so damn mad ! #CohenTestimony 

#CohenHearing

2/27/2019 9:20:56 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏🤓🇺🇸Good catch!

2/27/2019 9:23:39 AM pastorjon9 Your choice, just know that chinese electronics are used by the Clowns for MKUltra purposes, amongst other spying activities. That's how the Chinese 

Gov't tracks their citizens (partly) for the "Social Credit Score" program.

2/27/2019 9:24:58 AM youstinksoap #CountdownClock

👍

2/27/2019 9:26:47 AM mattdawg80 Small possible inconsistency. Q says less than 10 people know the whole plan. So is it possible members of MJ12 don't know the Q team plan? Also, Q 

has said no outside Comms.

2/27/2019 9:29:27 AM aschilliam so Q is in your Team?`

2/27/2019 9:29:30 AM bbobbio71 Have a great day everyone!

2/27/2019 9:30:12 AM aschilliam you missed it. it is there.

2/27/2019 9:30:25 AM derrinballard I bet they are! 😁

2/27/2019 9:31:39 AM decodematrix Time to go back to BlackBerrys and flip phones.

2/27/2019 9:33:03 AM catvllvsverona You are welcome. I don't remember if it was before or after his last "pause", but you should find it in his responses.

2/27/2019 9:33:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Possibly just my own synchronization too.

2/27/2019 9:36:31 AM catvllvsverona Kabamur indeed does have an "easy" blocking. I understand that, he's been bigly targeted. About the rest, idk, neither I know which sources Sandia 

has. I choose to read Kab, and also Cobra, being careful and evaluating each info. I prefer this rather than not reading them at all.

2/27/2019 9:37:28 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree. They both resonate with me in at least partial truth.

2/27/2019 9:39:53 AM aschilliam Wrong info MJ12 pic.twitter.com/rsEb1lqTM0

2/27/2019 9:40:15 AM universalrisin MJ12 and Q team are separate however I believe MJ has said that MJ4 works with Q team not exactly sure if that’s right. MJ12 says that not all of the 

members have the same purpose therefore they don’t share much info with each other or something like that.

2/27/2019 9:41:42 AM universalrisin Disinformation??

2/27/2019 9:42:16 AM jaspony1 Time is an illusion 😉

Except for me, because my ISBE feels like soon is never going to get here fast enough.

2/27/2019 9:53:17 AM jamesbradleey My fellow Americans, the storm is upon us, I’m taking bets, ill call Tomorow

2/27/2019 9:58:46 AM cocopuffster12 Can’t come soon enough. This train wreck is exhausting. 💟☮️🇺🇸

2/27/2019 10:11:50 AM enomai_ That is most of our realities, be aware millions are not even aware to none of it

2/27/2019 10:14:07 AM 1_decided_voter Test 9 had the same ID as test 6 (suggesting it was same device), but did not enter a name or trip code. pic.twitter.com/cqswbghFwr



2/27/2019 10:14:38 AM cocopuffster12 Sad, but true. Thankfully, it is The Great Awakening!

2/27/2019 10:38:30 AM becca079 Fake post there was no test 9 🤡

2/27/2019 10:39:56 AM david00997884 Ive never noticed, i may not have all of them, got Cobra

2/27/2019 10:49:14 AM prmd21801759 What is going on in Cali??!!! Pedophilia protection bill???

@POTUS

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/bbusa617/status/1100549540913078272 …

2/27/2019 10:52:39 AM robertg02229481 What the fuck ever

2/27/2019 10:55:29 AM claudyconn sick absolutely sicko people govern in that state

2/27/2019 10:55:49 AM julesofca Disgusting and extremely Godless here.

2/27/2019 11:01:27 AM hawkgirlinmn Cohen=new Clown?

2/27/2019 11:01:36 AM richardhiatt16 Ohhhhh, so we don’t know the plan.. Well, how can we follow it? 😎🇺🇸

2/27/2019 11:21:24 AM giediknight So now all Majestic 1-12 have devices that can post as Q.

2/27/2019 11:22:13 AM sc70542739 Disclosure Antarctica ?

2/27/2019 11:28:03 AM boy12_jimmy I think you both are right. Owl is part of their sick religion. One of their guardians. Alien? Probably.

2/27/2019 11:30:26 AM boy12_jimmy Forgot to add, that their hotel is surrounding by Big Banks, which is another Rothschild banking system? which they are trying to stop and clear the 

Cabal from running the world.  That was how the Cabal got involved with most countries around the world.  Vietnam might be cleared?

2/27/2019 11:31:59 AM moemc8 But we don't know what soon is....BTW, I hate this time is an illusion LOL...To me, it's very real.  So for now on, can we talk in earthly time? :)

2/27/2019 11:37:59 AM kindeandtrue Asia is in process of being liberated from the clutches of the Deep State and the Chi Coms. Once the Oriental genius is emancipated, think of the 

progress in world peace and prosperity than can be made.

2/27/2019 11:38:07 AM boy12_jimmy I think this is to show BitCoin is related to Rothschilds. They made the fake currency to sell across the world. The US doesn't use it or buy it like the rest 

of the world. The guy charged made up his own invisible money market and it didn't last long. Buy precious metals, safer!

2/27/2019 11:40:00 AM lynnboyce7 You saying, everybody's eyes will be wide open🙏🏻?

2/27/2019 11:40:41 AM covertress Yes, and in the most unlikely of places.

2/27/2019 11:46:16 AM covertress consider this https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1095952892358508545?s=19 …

2/27/2019 11:49:40 AM covertress Should we expect internet/phone disruptions during these 21 days?

2/27/2019 12:04:42 PM askesis369 Before you have stated that the Q op is separate from Maj operations, is this the convergence of the two?

2/27/2019 12:13:12 PM blsdbe Darn tootin! Misery Loves Company!

2/27/2019 12:14:24 PM aschilliam The post number is literally in the picture.. confirmed by ID. (the green thingi) pic.twitter.com/Cu6tNsDPlu

2/27/2019 12:37:47 PM cryptocrab4 Bitcoin is decentralized ... nobody owns it.

2/27/2019 12:40:05 PM becca079 It wasn’t confirmed.

2/27/2019 12:50:42 PM aschilliam ID, just like the other anonymous Test posts. look it up.

2/27/2019 12:54:23 PM libertyspring99 But Majestic. I thought blockchain technologies and cryptocurrency was decentralising and took power AWAY from the banks. Or you are signalling 

that there is massive cabal manipulation of these markets to stop their growth? I think the latter.

2/27/2019 12:55:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology is Majestic in nature and therefore can be used for both good and evil purposes. While blockchain technology is huge on other planets 

with more advanced civilizations, the introduction always results in the initial abuse of the unknown. People find ways to exploit.

2/27/2019 12:57:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Internally? 11/11

Externally? Not yet.

2/27/2019 12:58:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not uncommon to experience outages when damaging information about the Clintons is about to take place.

When the connection is cut, expect big things to take place in the background. 

October 28th, 2018

2/27/2019 12:59:54 PM becca079 I did.

2/27/2019 1:00:02 PM candygirlclw Thank you!

2/27/2019 1:04:34 PM yttak3 Is it only in the us,is it planetary ?

2/27/2019 1:06:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 -0.000484, -0.00034

клоуны, Мы видим тебя

2/27/2019 1:07:47 PM daveo6145 Saw that

2/27/2019 1:10:39 PM usss_211 You do realize you made my day.... 😎

2/27/2019 1:10:56 PM cocopuffster12 Pretty cool people in the biz are talking. I keep my tv off if I can, no more movies. Got to keep a high vibration

2/27/2019 1:10:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 김 전 대통령은 클린턴의 이메일을 받았다

2/27/2019 1:11:09 PM lynnboyce7 Please.... do tell🙃

2/27/2019 1:11:16 PM 1_decided_voter Kim received Clinton's email

2/27/2019 1:11:17 PM cocopuffster12 Good!

2/27/2019 1:11:21 PM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/mxL3CLTO64

2/27/2019 1:11:23 PM chanclan82 What?!!

2/27/2019 1:11:30 PM libertyspring99 Translated: “Kim received e-mail from Clinton.”

2/27/2019 1:11:34 PM pro_aktv 😱😳🤭😏

2/27/2019 1:11:47 PM ragevirusqq Gulf of Guinea?

2/27/2019 1:12:00 PM _the_psychonaut BOOM!!! 💥 💥

2/27/2019 1:12:11 PM redpillednative Hmm 🤔 Do Tell! Asking for a friend 😉

2/27/2019 1:12:28 PM ts_sci_majic12  به زودی ن .انتظار می رود یک پرچم دروغی 

2/27/2019 1:12:29 PM aschilliam and you came to what conclusion? I mean same bread, same id.. >> same person/device/ip?

2/27/2019 1:13:20 PM need2knowmyway Anything else you can share?

2/27/2019 1:13:23 PM _the_psychonaut See something, say something. Keep your phones ready to record!

2/27/2019 1:13:38 PM libertyspring99 Translated: “A false flag is expected soon.”

2/27/2019 1:13:52 PM redpillednative I wouldn’t be surprised at all. These people are stupid and very desperate. Stay vigilant everyone!

2/27/2019 1:14:29 PM roaminnoodle If you are worried about Twitter censorship, why not write in Morse Code?

2/27/2019 1:14:33 PM teamsterr07 So what you're saying is...the shit is gonna hit the fan soon?

2/27/2019 1:14:52 PM natureinspace Recently or when she was alive?

2/27/2019 1:15:24 PM sailbum12 When?

2/27/2019 1:15:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Δ, Δ

2/27/2019 1:16:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 2015

2/27/2019 1:16:16 PM analyst2501 Pirates?

2/27/2019 1:16:42 PM krittersadler A clue?

2/27/2019 1:16:53 PM sailbum12 What did it say?

2/27/2019 1:17:32 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/QzpD4yyx39

2/27/2019 1:17:42 PM djlok I know, right!

2/27/2019 1:17:51 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1049720428833464323 …

2/27/2019 1:17:57 PM _cheeki_breeki درست ترجمه نشده

2/27/2019 1:18:13 PM nmchristoban  pic.twitter.com/TsBbz2BMjw

2/27/2019 1:18:14 PM dantomlom2 What email.... This is intense man!



2/27/2019 1:18:21 PM roaminnoodle "TWITTER CANNOT CENSOR MORSE CODE."

 https://morsecode.scphillips.com/translator.html 

2/27/2019 1:18:22 PM jones9536 Is it going to be stopped?

2/27/2019 1:19:22 PM ragevirusqq I hope they don’t have another sub

2/27/2019 1:19:25 PM daveschroeder18 FF events?

2/27/2019 1:19:43 PM liberty_2q2q  pic.twitter.com/Bzcbqe4qvF

2/27/2019 1:20:06 PM cmdrzod23 21.023730 105.848259

it's delta from OP

2/27/2019 1:20:12 PM histormchaser Isn’t that where they found the server? It was hiding in NK to keep people far from it? So it makes sense that Kim has the goods...

2/27/2019 1:20:48 PM jones9536 Loa

2/27/2019 1:21:22 PM liberty_2q2q 👍👊

2/27/2019 1:21:27 PM cmdrzod23  pic.twitter.com/K2XmFPb5KQ

2/27/2019 1:21:33 PM cocopuffster12 Boy oh boy, wouldn’t we love to know!

2/27/2019 1:22:23 PM wwtravelr Underground base.

2/27/2019 1:22:26 PM sleky19 And for the France ?

2/27/2019 1:23:37 PM matoozie 1. Click tweet

2. Click "translate"

2/27/2019 1:24:30 PM turboxyde What countermeasures does consciousness possess to shape the illusion of time/space? Trap or deploy? Find, fix, finish... pic.twitter.com/IzE1RAhD5d

2/27/2019 1:25:15 PM oneman41926190 What?

2/27/2019 1:26:17 PM pro_aktv Is that a law? Because it’s a recognized military/safety code or something similar?

2/27/2019 1:27:55 PM lj_gree ?

2/27/2019 1:28:15 PM mykidsrtheebest March 21

2/27/2019 1:31:57 PM proudpatwife Oh shit this is gonna be major!!!!

2/27/2019 1:32:25 PM natureinspace Oxi Day?

2/27/2019 1:32:53 PM roaminnoodle Re: [AS] tweet today? pic.twitter.com/xHlHQl0yDj

2/27/2019 1:33:08 PM jrocktigers .-- .... .. -.-. .... / .... . -- .. ... .--. .... . .-. . ..--..

2/27/2019 1:37:12 PM restart_qpersia What is the plan for Iran?

2/27/2019 1:37:37 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/HtbV87o1yx

2/27/2019 1:38:47 PM restart_qpersia Obviously Iran is an ascending nation there must be majic behind the scene.

2/27/2019 1:40:11 PM nun_chucknorris --. --- --- -.. / --.- ..- . ... - .. --- -. .-.-.- / -- .. --. .... - / -... . / ..- ..-. --- / .-. . .-.. .- - . -.. / .- ... / .-- . .-.. .-.. .-.-.-

2/27/2019 1:41:23 PM jrocktigers -- ..- .. / .. -. - . .-. . ... .- -. - .

2/27/2019 1:42:34 PM restart_qpersia If there is a god then some sort of religion must exist, I think that religion is love and it existed in Iran for hundreds of years.

2/27/2019 1:42:44 PM ekotoons HE IS ASKING ABOUT THE

CONTENT OF CLINTON'S EMAIL

2/27/2019 1:44:21 PM ekotoons SHE. APOLOGIES, STACEY :)

2/27/2019 1:44:40 PM matoozie I'm thinking he had ALL of her emails. Didn't Goog set up servers in NK?

2/27/2019 1:45:11 PM sailbum12 No worries

2/27/2019 1:50:12 PM cocopuffster12 I was talking about contents of 2015 email 💟☮️

2/27/2019 1:52:36 PM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Why do you advocate a social media platform that models people's thoughts, asks them to meditate constantly, and hides the fact 

that it is owned by Facebook and Bloomberg directors? Keybase!

2/27/2019 1:54:49 PM nmd_mari 🤔

2/27/2019 1:59:28 PM blsdbe 21:12 ❤️❤️❤️

2/27/2019 2:05:13 PM peterclloyd There should be little doubt that it will be a mass shooting to arm the MSM with new rhetoric.

2/27/2019 2:09:56 PM prmd21801759 @SenSanders

@KamalaHarris 

Socialist socialism!!! NOT and NEVER in USA!! 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS https://twitter.com/AshleyW838/status/1100850028451631111 …

2/27/2019 2:12:13 PM roofmonqey I'll take Pakistan vs India for $500. #FFJeopardy

Both nuclear powers, both spouting off about nukes! https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6750329/Pakistan-shoots-Indian-jets-carries-airstrikes-

Kashmir.html …

2/27/2019 2:13:49 PM decodematrix It said "keep shooting missiles or else"

2/27/2019 2:14:07 PM qrealmsmfake  pic.twitter.com/PXjHSj4eo7

2/27/2019 2:14:21 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/SZEVUKtgjs

2/27/2019 2:15:22 PM trinaparkercogg I'm with you! pic.twitter.com/cpz1ROxBDf

2/27/2019 2:15:51 PM blsdbe Is this close?

2/27/2019 2:19:32 PM allahuniversal 5:5

2/27/2019 2:21:24 PM integratedwebuk 528 -> 15 -> 6

2/27/2019 2:22:29 PM shawnt1973  http://www.koreatimes.com/article/20181120/1215759 …

2/27/2019 2:24:34 PM pitsr4me More?! Grrrr 😠

2/27/2019 2:25:15 PM shawnt1973 Kim received e-mail from Clinton!?

2/27/2019 2:26:47 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this some of the tech referred to in this decode? This is a big deal. I recently purchased this phone case in the hopes it will help, 

but I am at a loss to confirm that it is protecting me from emf: iPhone XR case Premium Leather...  http://amazon.com/dp/B07KW6Q3GX ?…

2/27/2019 2:31:06 PM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "ha ha"

2/27/2019 2:32:39 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/3uEb79CHeM

2/27/2019 2:36:18 PM freestateojones "Uhh what's a stargate?..." pic.twitter.com/3sdcQfkoq7

2/27/2019 2:41:14 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/1aUSUnMOda

2/27/2019 2:42:46 PM pitsr4me Umm go away clown‼️🤖

2/27/2019 2:42:53 PM burgersandra Translation:

GOOD QUESTION. MIGHT BE UFO RELATED AS WELL.

2/27/2019 2:44:41 PM shawnt1973 클린턴은 감옥에 갈 것이다

2/27/2019 2:50:27 PM askesis369 It should be noted that 11/11 is the day Q posted all the placeholders we were recently told to keep an eye on pic.twitter.com/IKNQ0esZvI

2/27/2019 2:52:23 PM squattybaudy Got it, thanks for the heads up...

2/27/2019 2:57:08 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/hxlPzDEswk

2/27/2019 2:57:41 PM clancy_birrell black mail email?

2/27/2019 3:02:38 PM pitsr4me Umm go away‼️🤖

2/27/2019 3:02:42 PM freestateojones Yes.

2/27/2019 3:04:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd Seriously? What do you feel will happen? Can't even begin to imagine, hoping we get out from under dark self serving shits that have kept us down for 

such a long time.....IT'S OUR TURN NOW! We want peace, love, understanding, we want fair, beautiful world for ALL. ALL is one.



2/27/2019 3:06:24 PM lynnboyce7 Thank you. That's why I have been so sick. I got depressed from chemo and forgot to let the light back in my heart... being. Let the sun (light )shine , let 

the sun shine on me🎼

2/27/2019 3:06:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen!

2/27/2019 3:08:02 PM pitsr4me Bawhahaha bawhahaha 😂 😂 Umm 🤔 sure you do... Bye bye 🤖

2/27/2019 3:08:38 PM burgersandra 10 28 2018 = 10 10 11 = 11:11

2/27/2019 3:10:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd I have a child born at 11:11 pm....funny how that works!

2/27/2019 3:17:55 PM charmanda9 ‘Clowns, we see you’

2/27/2019 3:21:47 PM lovethebeach999 Coordinated (dis) info ?

2/27/2019 3:25:32 PM carolva97910854 Bring it!

2/27/2019 3:26:07 PM lighthouse44444 The phone?

2/27/2019 3:32:12 PM amymorg79793405 I heard potentially Virginia

2/27/2019 3:32:49 PM freestateojones Via frequency signature emitted?

2/27/2019 3:39:10 PM nullanon12 I Got A Craft Picture, But Forgot to transfer it to the computer!

Tomorrow Maybe The Day You See It.

2/27/2019 3:43:13 PM bgc558 This will help. https://youtu.be/In8epPdU01A 

2/27/2019 3:51:35 PM pastorjon9 Which one? All of them?

2/27/2019 3:54:57 PM adsvel Underwater base or Russian submarine, if in Russian language?

2/27/2019 3:56:38 PM sailbum12 State secrets on making a nuke?

2/27/2019 3:58:09 PM pastorjon9 11/11 was also the day "the earth rung like a bell" from the earthquake that wasn't a earthquake that also seemed to take out CERN (thank God) and 

some other classified tech.

2/27/2019 3:59:11 PM mongrelglory I second that Amen!

2/27/2019 3:59:17 PM canadiancovfefe “Huge on other planets with more advanced civilizations”? Wowsers! That is beyond exiting! I have been hearing bits and pieces about this possibility! 

🎉🎉🎉

2/27/2019 4:00:56 PM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/OYltpQrf3Qk 

2/27/2019 4:02:06 PM 12bravogran 4 and 9 haven't posted test posts yet.

2/27/2019 4:02:52 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz.

2/27/2019 4:04:36 PM canadiancovfefe I don’t think I can sleep anymore - hence I miss something! 😉

2/27/2019 4:05:59 PM mongrelglory I'm sure the researchers mean well.  They just don't realize that the Cabal/Monsanto have been seeding our environment and food with known 

carcinogens.  It would make more sense to stop them at the gate rather than chase cows all around the countryside! 🐄

2/27/2019 4:07:10 PM mongrelglory Hahahaha!  "Clowns we see you". 🤡

2/27/2019 4:10:10 PM ksouth21 You are absolutely full of shit.  Nice story tho

2/27/2019 4:12:00 PM mongrelglory Supposedly some of it made its way to Iran and North Korea.

2/27/2019 4:13:19 PM jrocktigers oh crap.

2/27/2019 4:13:35 PM perfectsliders HANOI -Trump in Vietnam, BIG BIG BIG HAPPENINGS OVER THE NEXT 21 DAYS! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Eyes Wide Open 21.024214 105.848599 Great 

meeting and dinner with Kim Jong Un in Hanoi, Vietnam tonight. #HanoiSummit  http://egyptday1.blogspot.com/2019/02/hanoi-trump-in-vietnam-big-

big-big.html …

2/27/2019 4:14:36 PM perfectsliders HANOI -Trump in Vietnam, BIG BIG BIG HAPPENINGS OVER THE NEXT 21 DAYS! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Eyes Wide Open Great meeting and dinner with Kim 

Jong Un in Hanoi, Vietnam tonight. Looking forward to continuing our discussions tomorrow! #HanoiSummit  

https://egyptday1.blogspot.com/2019/02/hanoi-trump-in-vietnam-big-big-big.html … pic.twitter.com/Tcl0lJQDHh

2/27/2019 4:16:15 PM mongrelglory Sigh...this sucks!  Praying that innocent people aren't killed. 🙏

2/27/2019 4:21:16 PM canadiancovfefe What a saviour!

2/27/2019 4:21:27 PM robin_ked Yup! pic.twitter.com/KpBXzbeYVd

2/27/2019 4:25:00 PM jrocktigers Something weird.... Goog. ear. has a hotel at coordinates above on my platform... it is from New Delhi, yet sitting in gulf of guinea. 

pic.twitter.com/xY4KIrrnKX

2/27/2019 4:25:14 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/eQCv0RYfIQ

2/27/2019 4:30:08 PM jrocktigers Did yours do it?

2/27/2019 4:34:09 PM jrocktigers Or they just triangulated my LOC....  HA.

2/27/2019 4:36:35 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/33uVAKygrG

2/27/2019 4:38:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AS]

[-20]

Tick Tock

2/27/2019 4:39:10 PM palmdalekid2 @adultswim

2/27/2019 4:39:11 PM jdltr450 Schiff

2/27/2019 4:39:14 PM _the_psychonaut Countdown continues

2/27/2019 4:39:31 PM _the_psychonaut Or @RepAdamSchiff

2/27/2019 4:40:27 PM sniggihnire 😂😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 4:40:36 PM dibbar I’d like to false flag his ass

2/27/2019 4:40:45 PM right_sideof I suck at decodes but I'm HOPING this means in 20 days Adam Schitt is in for a very unpleasant surprise

2/27/2019 4:41:31 PM _the_psychonaut Exactly!

2/27/2019 4:41:40 PM lori_dee1 This might just give new meaning to "March Madness"! 🤪

2/27/2019 4:41:59 PM jrocktigers The Geo-coding for image must be 0,0 or "there is nothing to see here".

2/27/2019 4:42:20 PM lori_dee1 Yes you are correct!!! Grab your popcorn and enjoy the show!

2/27/2019 4:43:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AS]

FISA works both ways.

These people are stupid.

2/27/2019 4:43:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 He may enjoy that.

2/27/2019 4:45:22 PM sniggihnire Gonna need some Sudden Death bracketing for this March? 🤔

2/27/2019 4:45:32 PM usss_211 Amen...

2/27/2019 4:45:49 PM crazycooder Oh man. Please let this be true.

2/27/2019 4:46:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future Proves Past.

Daily Q Reports should include 2018.

Time is an illusion.

POTUS told you we're a Majestic Nation.

Welcome to the Majestic 12.

Disclosure is a component of cooperation between China, Russia, and USA.

USA was a hostile enemy due to the Cabal's stronghold.

NK 🇰🇵?
2/27/2019 4:47:24 PM arthura58946961 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/27/2019 4:48:16 PM whitehat_van Why did MJ advocate a mind control program Keybase, INc. owned by Facebook directors for specially selected individuals, such as myself?

2/27/2019 4:48:23 PM djlok Let's make NK #Majestic!!

2/27/2019 4:48:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Search twitter:

     from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alcohol



2/27/2019 4:48:29 PM right_sideof I hope so. Like most of the rest of us I'm damn tired of these traitors running around yapping their maws and getting away with it.

2/27/2019 4:48:55 PM restartisloadin -21?!

2/27/2019 4:49:32 PM hlmorrison64  pic.twitter.com/zIsx9DSOs5

2/27/2019 4:49:38 PM pastorjon9 less than 3 weeks - won't happen soon enough if it was last month. That said, even if it took til just before the election I'd be happy [AS] (and hopefully 

many others) were facing justice at last.

2/27/2019 4:49:42 PM hlmorrison64  pic.twitter.com/iVnijJ0nT4

2/27/2019 4:50:14 PM whitehat_van Does MJ have any association with Mark Andreessen and Keybase, a personality profiling software covertly advocated by MJ?

2/27/2019 4:52:06 PM ragevirusqq Lol.

2/27/2019 4:52:53 PM blsdbe That’s the way. Thank you for asking directly, Sir.

2/27/2019 4:53:23 PM dave_paragon2 Do it Q

2/27/2019 4:53:34 PM sabina06706427 Declass the fisa please. No more innocent lives should be lost to the cabal bs

2/27/2019 4:53:52 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/nKUMtupXMM

2/27/2019 4:54:40 PM deerfield4570  pic.twitter.com/IbK9F48wAC

2/27/2019 4:54:45 PM whitehat_van Hostile enemy of China? How about China's deep state enemy of US sovereignty? How do we know you are Majestic, because you claim it, and why do 

you advocate @KeybaseIO , a deep state thought modelling and mind control algorithm owned by Facebook and Bloomberg Directors?

2/27/2019 4:55:03 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  I love countdowns when it results in bad people being taken down! pic.twitter.com/j6UjEABUeT

2/27/2019 4:55:17 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I saw a hierarchy of information classification, any idea if you put it out there? TS> presidential>>> MJ12 or something along those 

lines

2/27/2019 4:56:24 PM gryniiizred 🤭

2/27/2019 4:56:36 PM lori_dee1 Thank you MJ12!!

2/27/2019 4:56:53 PM werecovfefe Adam Schiff owes you $20 and you are patiently waiting ?

2/27/2019 4:57:26 PM billysgirl0214 Out of all the characters in this movie I really have been eating my popcorn and hoping somebody takes him out.  Pure evil.

2/27/2019 4:57:47 PM keith369me Lol

2/27/2019 4:57:54 PM werecovfefe In all serious, I wonder if it will ever be proven Adam Schiff is related somehow to Jacob Schiff.

2/27/2019 4:58:18 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I do believe you're developing a sense of humour! 😆

2/27/2019 4:58:32 PM billysgirl0214 With that said, I still pray for his soul.

2/27/2019 4:58:48 PM lori_dee1 That sounds fantastic David!

2/27/2019 4:58:53 PM whitehat_van Of course you are aware that Keybase has been hiring identity evangelists, right? Group think, mind control, group meditations, a new religion for the 

masses based on the dystopian belief that these lives are throw away meat sacks.

2/27/2019 4:59:14 PM mongrelglory Better to light up a doobie...

2/27/2019 5:00:00 PM hlmorrison64 Cheers 🎉

2/27/2019 5:00:22 PM djlok Ha ha!

2/27/2019 5:00:38 PM shayarm "A false flag is expected soon"! This is probably the closest translation I would imagine!

2/27/2019 5:01:07 PM whitehat_van Common posts by admins involve impending disasters (pole shift, power blackouts, Trump being deepstate muderous psychopath, and "every breath 

takes you one step closer to death".

Not very encouraging for the living.

2/27/2019 5:01:19 PM restartisloadin @MossadBot نظرت؟

2/27/2019 5:02:59 PM askesis369 March Madness

“Daily Q Reports should include 2018” = 2018 Q posts should be looked at differently and more included in daily discussion

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/dux26ErYSw

2/27/2019 5:03:35 PM honeybager5 MJ 12 and Q . . . Sounding the clarion call for aligning with the league of human rights violators

2/27/2019 5:03:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Been using CBD for a month. Wow. Amazing how clarity can feel so calm and concise.

2/27/2019 5:04:47 PM covertress Nice. I'm looking forward to trying it.

2/27/2019 5:05:00 PM sniggihnire aww yeah, let the NCAA analogies begin!  How about the “Sweet 17” ? 🤔

2/27/2019 5:07:39 PM jeebaleebs Wooooo!

FINALLY.  I hope to God this is it!  And hopefully he's only the first of many.  We need Justice... EQUAL justice under the law.. Lock 'em all up!

2/27/2019 5:08:26 PM shayarm China owns the majority of mining platforms.  Chinese nationals also own majority fo BTC.

2/27/2019 5:09:48 PM whosmurphy anyone notice Kim's watch?  Looks similar/familiar.  He kept flashing it around and even held his arm at an awarkward angle at one point so it was 

facing forward.  Maybe I am just imagining things. pic.twitter.com/g1Vn9yS2ER

2/27/2019 5:13:09 PM k3yle Not any more

2/27/2019 5:13:17 PM anbezedua Amazing that Cohen named him directly today, as someone he met with after sentencing and before the hearing. Schiff has been a busy boy

2/27/2019 5:13:27 PM k3yle I had my eyes on the watch too!!

2/27/2019 5:14:43 PM blsdbe Wow...kinda shilly...sorry to see this

2/27/2019 5:14:54 PM blsdbe @realMJMacdowall

2/27/2019 5:15:33 PM zoesinger Shiffty

Schitty

Schiff

Standard Hotel

Sex Traffickin

Smallville

Swamp Swingin

Sesspool Slime

Satan's Sick 

Slander

Smear Sgt. pic.twitter.com/YSymGkv2kJ
2/27/2019 5:16:58 PM djlok I agree...and I love it when we get to see that side of MJ12...makes me feel like we're winning!!

2/27/2019 5:19:02 PM dontdregmebro Any sauce on this claim?

2/27/2019 5:20:07 PM lori_dee1 Awesome Anons!! Sometimes it's the smallest details!😉

2/27/2019 5:20:58 PM djlok I think so.  I think somehow they ended up on some hard drives over there with Eric Schmidt.  I think when they "returned the remains" of our fallen on 

those square boxes some of them had hard disks in them.

2/27/2019 5:21:33 PM lori_dee1 OMG!! I didn't even know about the Q drop when I posted my comment!

2/27/2019 5:21:47 PM qrealmsmfake Feb 24th.  Then no Q until  March 3rd 

                    2018 pic.twitter.com/9JhrREtdGr

2/27/2019 5:22:06 PM integratedwebuk How’s about this....  Meteor over Hampshire at 18:54 ( 9:9 ).  No such thing as coincidence... 

https://twitter.com/nova_foresta/status/1100475387639984129?s=21 …

2/27/2019 5:23:13 PM sailbum12 Oh that’s very good. In plain site. Trump commenting “who has the servers?” multiple times.

2/27/2019 5:24:03 PM cocopuffster12 CBD - Kratom

2/27/2019 5:24:14 PM djlok Mine too.  We love our MJ12...every single one of them!!

2/27/2019 5:25:04 PM cocopuffster12 Also Black seed oil and Akuamma

2/27/2019 5:25:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Under the tongue. It comes in different flavors but I grew up on a farm with a quakerish family and we drank ACV 3x a week for health, so the CBD 

taste is nothing lol.



2/27/2019 5:25:39 PM mindcest You can borrow my speak and spell since you tossed the tech to go back! pic.twitter.com/LsOmDMetUe

2/27/2019 5:27:28 PM pastorjon9 Well, that would explain also why Q mentioned Kim Jung Un was freed - can't be blackmailed anymore when he's got the physical dirt on Clinton & 

Company - counter blackmail.

2/27/2019 5:31:19 PM lori_dee1 They are Majestic! 💖🙏

2/27/2019 5:32:46 PM sailbum12 I was thinking more like Clinton gave them what they needed to build proper rockets and they needed to hold the server.  Clinton announced her run 

for the 2016 election in April, 2015 and by 2016 Kim Jong Un is testing rockets with much greater kt.

2/27/2019 5:35:52 PM jillsfolly77711 How can you tell it prevented a flu illness? I didn't get a flu vaccine and I didn't get the flu.

2/27/2019 5:36:32 PM boy12_jimmy Does this tie together your previous mentions of Africa and the clowns? Wonder what they are doing? Is it another Red October?

2/27/2019 5:37:45 PM zack_stone I think the proper term is unmask his a$s

2/27/2019 5:40:26 PM mindcest But it just looks so much sweeter with America on top that way we can keep things on the level knevel. pic.twitter.com/0LujuzBEaD

2/27/2019 5:43:28 PM mindcest Like right here where the floating pyramid vaporized Operation77 no wings no seats no people not a single luxury. Billy Copper sent me. 

pic.twitter.com/WU08Wrt4u5

2/27/2019 5:46:24 PM mindcest Dark side of OZ said the dwarf swinging in the tree. pic.twitter.com/qZUlKCVTaS

2/27/2019 5:51:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok thank you. Doing so now.

2/27/2019 5:52:44 PM cryptocrab4 People own coins , nobody owns Bitcoin 

So , Rothchilds don't own Bitcoin 

That's not in the form of a question

2/27/2019 5:52:54 PM humanprimer How do you fit in the Japanese?

2/27/2019 5:54:43 PM xusaf_patriot This is the closest I could find:       https://www.acq.osd.mil/ 

2/27/2019 5:56:28 PM xusaf_patriot Ooops...prefix it with -->     http:// www.

2/27/2019 5:57:09 PM redstrings333 Maj whats happening in van. BC

2/27/2019 5:57:24 PM kalamojakka 🧐 Could this be the same watch? 🐇 pic.twitter.com/rJ5pdczqMG

2/27/2019 5:59:16 PM clancy_birrell Please help Australia :S

2/27/2019 6:01:16 PM theydontknowwe1 Sensationalist. Make us look crazy and paint us all outlandish. Distractions distractions.

2/27/2019 6:01:30 PM djlok Yep- they gotta mainstream this stuff so people aren't trapped in a personality disassociation type of state.

2/27/2019 6:01:35 PM ekotoons 🎯

2/27/2019 6:05:59 PM corstruction I guess we shall see...11:11 was introduced to me in high school by my Psych Teacher.  He told us if we ever saw 11:11 we would always remember Mr. 

Milkent. I do.

2/27/2019 6:06:33 PM warangel1111 Why did Joe have him back on.. Last I heard AJ was mad at Joe.. But they sure ACT.. #FactsMatter

2/27/2019 6:10:11 PM ekotoons ALMOST AS IF THEY'RE

JUST.......... ACTORS

PLAYING THEIR

PARTS 🎭 pic.twitter.com/gRq31MzcXu

2/27/2019 6:13:00 PM mindcest Cabal's stronghold used to possess all these planes 

Physical plane.

Astral plane.

Mental plane.

Buddhic plane 

Spiritual plane.

Divine plane.

Logoic plane

Spray plane 

but NOT TRUMPS AeroPlane over Terrain. AF1 controlled by [THE AGENCY] Thank you it's done. T.H.E.Y. are done. pic.twitter.com/txIrvwIM1b

2/27/2019 6:13:01 PM humanproofer The idiot doctors forced that one on our kids. Said it’s mandatory. I told them no way because my son as an infant had no exposure risk. They inferred I 

was a bad parent. You are not to question them!

2/27/2019 6:18:31 PM dr_t_dc Do you have any more info for us regarding nanotech in vaccines?

2/27/2019 6:18:42 PM fightthenewwo The crystal skulls?

2/27/2019 6:20:59 PM awakeandsing123 Grammatically correct version would be “Клоуны, мы видим вас.» Just here to help ))

2/27/2019 6:23:39 PM rosesrred0119 I thought MJ12 doesn't elude to time frames? But if true I'll gladly take it..

2/27/2019 6:24:37 PM usss_211 Can't wait!... pic.twitter.com/aZsGZrfGmS

2/27/2019 6:24:40 PM 313looper 🧐… pic.twitter.com/EOSl2pxYC1

2/27/2019 6:25:47 PM usss_211 It's his "Standard" way of doing things...

😉👮♀️

2/27/2019 6:26:35 PM warangel1111 Yeah isn’t that Funny ... HAHAHAHAHA 😐🤬 pic.twitter.com/sa84La76QE

2/27/2019 6:29:09 PM usss_211 I would pay to slap the cuffs on him...

2/27/2019 6:29:27 PM becca079 528 hz. Regarding the tonal frequency.  5+2+8=18. 1+8=9

2/27/2019 6:29:48 PM moemc8 Pls., the people need to know the crimes against children.  Let us know this will come out.  He is guilty.  The only way the world will learn...Otherwise, 

we are in for some huge uprisings.  The people need to know the truth!

2/27/2019 6:30:25 PM rosesrred0119  http://Www.strava.com . ?? What's that in the ocean off Africa that coincides with the loc above?  Someone wearing a Fitbit in the ocean??

2/27/2019 6:31:02 PM moemc8 But, they forgot #GodWins

2/27/2019 6:32:09 PM usss_211 Yeah... Diabetes Cholesterol Cancer... no profit if you can cure it!

2/27/2019 6:35:21 PM whosmurphy  pic.twitter.com/X18i9AOgtp

2/27/2019 6:36:49 PM cocopuffster12 No. To replace morphine. CBD comes in many forms. Kratom is a leaf found in Indonesia, Borneo. Helps with pain, anxiety. Check it out. Perhaps you 

can get off Morphine.

2/27/2019 6:38:36 PM toffer_anon_369 Sure would be interesting if someone leaked the [AS]-Cohen conversation where AS was coaching him on what to say today in the hearing...  (wink 

wink)

2/27/2019 6:38:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Not here either, but it is worth it.

2/27/2019 6:39:39 PM hawkgirlinmn I have been taking twice a day and don’t quote me but i think it’s 1.3ml each time

2/27/2019 6:42:03 PM deannarae66 5:5

2/27/2019 6:42:20 PM dawninglight333 Hi,  FF in the USA or ???? 

It would not surprise me if they did do something overseas also.

TY

2/27/2019 6:43:52 PM kindeandtrue Maybe I'm seeing things, but in this image it looks like the owl figure is presiding over Trump-Kim's meeting. pic.twitter.com/HZgRaewhdH

2/27/2019 6:47:30 PM usss_211 Yup....I figured.

Still, I am wary of it... 

HAL 9000, Westworld,

T2... ya know? 

Great advancements like that are awesome but scary as well...

"It's all fun and games til it goes self aware" pic.twitter.com/UusF8b2ouJ



2/27/2019 6:49:34 PM boy12_jimmy Dont be surprised if you learn something new in the months ahead in regards to all crypto currency. Dont think it wont collapse? Why & Who? 

Someone much more powerful than us, played the world for their monies w/out having to demand ransome on a government. Think its possible?

2/27/2019 6:50:49 PM mindcest THEY believed the LIE!

2/27/2019 6:54:25 PM zioinfiltration MIT announced (admitted or acknowledged ) that they now have laser voice to ear technology that can actually put voices in your head! Dangerous 

technology if used nefariously

2/27/2019 6:57:07 PM woodworkeranon We'll see. Soon is clearly subjective. 😡

2/27/2019 7:02:51 PM decodematrix Strings cut

2/27/2019 7:05:10 PM cryptogamer11 No No. follow your gift !!!

2/27/2019 7:05:17 PM amymorg79793405 My concern is that no matter the info that comes out it seems like 90% ppl r still in dark/don’t believe.  My educated prof family/friends know 

NOTHING abt #pedogate, the Luciferian elite, ETs, SSP, clones, FFs. Can ANONS hijack cable media/social media & EBS w/a shock message?

2/27/2019 7:09:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd I looked, would certainly be nice. I watch...not holding my breath, looking at timelines only disappoints. We are all SO EXHAUSTED and SO SO ready for 

arrests and getting rid of Cabal/dark ones.

2/27/2019 7:10:55 PM kindeandtrue This explains why @VP Pence on Dec. 17, 2018, talking to Air Force quoted Genesis 1 and urged the Air Force "to do your work with faith" and ended 

by wishing them a Merry Christmas. 

(Very tepid response from audience.) 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/12/18/pence_a_new_era_of_american_leadership_in_space_has_begun.html …

2/27/2019 7:14:12 PM 369gwh #Qanon

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/B1HvzD0o1R

2/27/2019 7:14:12 PM gidget_g8 It’s time ?

2/27/2019 7:14:54 PM amc2500 Great question. Please follow up !!!!

2/27/2019 7:15:30 PM usss_211 M  K tra...is the first thing... I thought of.

2/27/2019 7:17:30 PM magicoclock They *think* they are doing what’s best, but they haven’t researched it themselves - so hypocritical and self-righteous 🤬 pic.twitter.com/J7BvNXNiZu

2/27/2019 7:23:36 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/enILqsyV2z

2/27/2019 7:23:41 PM real_elliebrown #SaveTheChildren

2/27/2019 7:25:41 PM slipperyslope18 now within -20  lol could be tommorrow or next week, aannticipaation  hehe.⏰😎

2/27/2019 7:27:23 PM cryptocrab4 I'm talking about $BTC , not ALL crypto. It already did collapse.

A good time to buy IMO

Bets ?

either way I don't care , don't let fear spook you and never buy more than you can afford to lose.

2/27/2019 7:30:16 PM samarino1776 Yes! I am proof! 18 yrs on pain meds, weaned off with kratom easily, now use it for pain. Broken spine, works great. CBD is great as well, but kratom 

helps the weaning off of opioids. 🙏🏼❤️

2/27/2019 7:30:29 PM daveo6145 Prescisely. Now we know, there’s no going back!

2/27/2019 7:31:10 PM lbf777 Ok because @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says they are nonhuman beings that reside off planet. Is this true?

Also, what is your general objective at this time?

Thanks for answering.

2/27/2019 7:34:38 PM n7guardiananon You can do magic https://youtu.be/E0AJ40eX2Vo 

2/27/2019 7:39:07 PM tamrealtor Yeah and they think we are stupid

2/27/2019 7:39:23 PM cocopuffster12 Cannot go back!!! Never!! Full steam ahead! Dark to light!

2/27/2019 7:40:01 PM deankle67595875 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Read your profile. In summary I would say you're a little late. The X-Files covered all of that in the 90s. But if you still have 

questions, just know the truth is out there.

2/27/2019 7:44:29 PM cocopuffster12 I was on pain pills for RA, Kratom was the ticket. SO happy to be off western medicine, over the moon! Diet, eat clean, cut sugar, no coffee, no alcohol, 

organic foods, exercise, CBD. I feel like me again! Yippee! Makes such a huge difference! I dream every night again!!♥️

2/27/2019 7:44:56 PM cocopuffster12 Ps-Congrats Sam!!

2/27/2019 7:45:27 PM aurorasreality HR8 huh is it becomes of a new republic the HE started at 1 recently?

2/27/2019 7:46:02 PM cocopuffster12 Sure Tracey!! God Bless You too!!♥️

2/27/2019 7:46:26 PM joanofamerica  pic.twitter.com/FGYd04NZ6H

2/27/2019 7:50:19 PM lbf777 So they are bad people who support Trump & are misleading us?

When does this all end? Where is the financial reset & liberation from mind control? I expected this to happen a year ago via Trump.

2/27/2019 7:50:34 PM aurorasreality Sub?

2/27/2019 7:54:40 PM lbf777 Meh the finish line keeps getting pushed back while we civilians suffer. I wish someone would throw us a bone or 2 to help us. Gesera would really help.

2/27/2019 7:55:40 PM rawphonegirl Interesting his tweet below about authoritarianism. Classic Projection.

2/27/2019 7:58:28 PM mindcest I would imagine so if this thing is floating above our #PENTAGONのペンと繋がりたい pic.twitter.com/lOc9InYmyo

2/27/2019 7:59:07 PM lbf777 Huh? What does this mean?

2/27/2019 8:00:12 PM mindcest RAT was on TV today 02-27-19 pic.twitter.com/W0v6VuoVMk

2/27/2019 8:06:44 PM lorirrr Good one!  He is one of the worst...

2/27/2019 8:06:48 PM daveo6145 Anticipation, buildup is the best part 😎

2/27/2019 8:10:32 PM lorirrr We all know, Adam.

2/27/2019 8:11:33 PM zioinfiltration I’m convinced when the PTB make these announcements they’ve ALREADY been USING the technology and have been for some time. They 

acknowledge the tech AFTER the FACT

2/27/2019 8:15:00 PM lorirrr Yes, but we must keep our guard up and not become cocky.  We shall soon have a Patriot's Day Parade to remember!

2/27/2019 8:15:34 PM goodmedicine4us 🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/27/2019 8:16:43 PM qtpi3_14 Preach sister

2/27/2019 8:20:59 PM blsdbe My hubby uses Kratom for his Migraines. It reduces them by 75 to 80%

2/27/2019 8:21:31 PM nmchristoban I feel the same way Amy. My hairdresser asked me about the show The Masked Singer. I lost it, mentioning pedo, rituals, evil, etc and she literally had 

no idea what I was talking about. I said we'll come back to this in 2 years. My family asks my wife if I am ok.

2/27/2019 8:21:43 PM tumultuousdon Ppl think too one-dimensional about #AlexJones...as if it is not possible that he is actually pulling the wool over the DEEP STATE'S eyes.

He ultimately works for the People...guess everyone will just have to see it to believe it😉👌 pic.twitter.com/3fArPAsu8i

2/27/2019 8:21:49 PM blsdbe You can put it in capsules.

2/27/2019 8:21:50 PM lorirrr I think most people know what truth is in the back of their mind, deep subconscious.  Survival mode will take over the normal and the programmables 

will be freaking out.  Cue men in white jackets... 👍

2/27/2019 8:22:53 PM cocopuffster12 That’s awesome! It is amazing.

2/27/2019 8:22:53 PM nmchristoban So many around me are completely in the dark acting like I'm the crazy one. I hope they get to see the truth we know...



2/27/2019 8:27:06 PM tumultuousdon As Trump never reveals everything as well...

Freedom of Speech, our sovereign rights, & the underlying Truth...pretty heavy gates, one would say😐😐😐

2/27/2019 8:31:34 PM samarino1776 So true! ❤️🤷🏼♀️

2/27/2019 8:32:10 PM slipperyslope18 correct, my point was dates are never set. could be -31 , could be misinfo. doesn't matter to me, I have gut feeling stuff is coming to a head soon.

I has to.😎

2/27/2019 8:32:13 PM samarino1776 God bless🙏🏼❤️

2/27/2019 8:32:50 PM samarino1776 To you too. Amazing! So glad 🙏🏼❤️

2/27/2019 8:33:49 PM qtpi3_14  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/news/the-intersect/wp/2018/04/14/they-have-broken-trump-alex-jones-and-

the-trump-internets-furious-response-to-the-syria-strikes/ …

He ain't that good of an actor.  #DISINFOWARS

2/27/2019 8:33:54 PM slipperyslope18 lol "it has to"

2/27/2019 8:42:31 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!!💕😘 SO happy!!!

2/27/2019 8:45:23 PM tumultuousdon That wasn't an act...I think you will recall others putting on similar (yes, less dramatic) shows when Trump has stepped off-voter-base on issues.

Jones was genuinely pissed when Trump attacked Syria based on the proven false-flag chem attack https://personalliberty.com/syria-gas-attack-false-

flag/ …

2/27/2019 8:46:23 PM blsdbe #DoItQ

2/27/2019 8:48:21 PM qblueskyq Great find

2/27/2019 8:49:58 PM qtpi3_14 My point was you intimated Alex was acting to fool the Deep State.  Screaming 'F Trump!' showed his true colors that day. No excuse.

Besides this one small example I pulled, look into his history. 

C

I

A

Born

And

Bred.

Sorry not sorry... truth is often stranger thsn fiction

2/27/2019 8:50:48 PM qtpi3_14 Also... what was the REAL mission of Trump attacking Syria?  Wasn't hitting civilians.

2/27/2019 8:50:52 PM tumultuousdon Also, don't refer to the Washington Compost & expect them to deliver truth. The #NaziLeft just wants to divide the Right starting with Jones & Q 

supporters...then on to conservatives & constitutionalists. Don't fall for their psy-op. Rubio & others like him are Globalist crooks

2/27/2019 8:54:43 PM lbf777 So is Trump helping the people or the Zionists?

2/27/2019 8:54:51 PM tumultuousdon You can't take one "act" & use it to call ALL others "fake". There ARE times when Jones is seriously upset or enraged...he doesn't hold back...he doesn't 

have to...HE OWNS INFO WARS.

If he was any less, I wouldn't watch him...u are speaking to someone who THINKS JUST LIKE JONES.

2/27/2019 8:55:35 PM warangel1111 We know .. I don’t Hate Alex .. I miss the toothpaste 😐 We are not Republicans either we are Americans.. Why don’t we all just watch these people 

play their roles.. U don’t read Q? That too will play itself out.. Future proves Past and all.. Just Watch.. We are in this Together.

2/27/2019 8:57:23 PM qtpi3_14 Am not a Rubio fan by far.  If it makes you more comfortable, I'll take time to pull the video.  Alex speaks for himself 🙄

And now that you mention it, ALEX is the one that brought division between himself and Q supporters and tbh, THAT is the other shoe drop for me. 

Divider

2/27/2019 8:59:40 PM tumultuousdon More than meets the eye obviously...Jones knows that. This is why they call him a "Mossad shill" without any evidence.

The Pentagon needs to keep business running, so the purpose of the strike was to keep Israel going in the region.

Note that Israel continued strikes afterwards

2/27/2019 9:00:00 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/IjsL4ctnzd

2/27/2019 9:02:24 PM tumultuousdon But that being the case, why would Jones throw such a "fit"? If it was a fake fit, either it shows he is not as clued in as a "Mossad Operative" would be, 

& if it was real then he's not??

Too much doesn't add up in all of the counter-op lies told about Jones...

2/27/2019 9:05:59 PM warangel1111 Omg U talk a lot ..Dood Why your panties In a bunch? Actually don’t answer that 🙄😐

2/27/2019 9:08:25 PM qtpi3_14 Actually fits in pretty perfectly for a DS shill to be pissed that a DS op was being blown skyhigh... especially if his handlers told him to be. "I haven't had 

Trump call me in 6 months"  "I just feel like I just had my best girlfriend break up with me" girlfriend?  ACCESS DENIED

2/27/2019 9:10:27 PM tumultuousdon I actually follow both Q & Jones & the signs are pointing sharply toward the original Q being a psy-op created by Lindsey Graham & Marco Rubio...too 

much about original Q posts seems to place them in the spotlight as the only ppl in  positions to access most the info released..

2/27/2019 9:11:08 PM qtpi3_14 Because hes obviously not just a 'fan'

2/27/2019 9:14:13 PM warangel1111 Ummm Wrong ... Totally wrong .. Lindsey Graham was never pointed at by Q until recently.. After No Names Death .. Rubio Never.. Trust Kansas.. Yes 

Trust Sessions Yes.. Zack was never Q .. Corsi is why Q left 4 Chan I watched it in real time .. I was there ..

2/27/2019 9:15:44 PM ekotoons GRAHAM + RUBIO

K BRO pic.twitter.com/OZXF590vVx

2/27/2019 9:17:09 PM warangel1111 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/n2iaNzsM4U

2/27/2019 9:17:25 PM tumultuousdon Because Jones wants to expose Rubio...don't you find it just a bit too coincidental that the same day after Jones confronts Rubio, Q drops the anti-

Jones posts AND Jones gets silenced & banned from social networks??

Rubio & Graham have a plan...& Jones is STEADY spoiling it pic.twitter.com/YUQ1BgigC9



2/27/2019 9:18:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open

Alex Jones Full Disclosure

Hannity 2/27/19 "Trump Offering Kim <Working Group>"

Majestic 12 =~ The Working Group

Majestic 12 is exactly what was fully exposed.

Millions already watched.

What makes a good movie?

GREAT ACTORS

Faux Buddy Fight

For God & Country https://twitter.com/Timcast/status/1100858833113616399 …
2/27/2019 9:19:12 PM ekotoons DOES YOUR INFOWARS

INTERNSHIP OFFER

COLLEGE CREDIT?

2/27/2019 9:19:27 PM _the_psychonaut “We made up” hahhha

#TrustThePlan

2/27/2019 9:19:38 PM warangel1111 Nope.. Alex was being a Shill.. I loved Alex before that .. Very sad.. But Rubio Seriously.. No One Cares about Lil Marco

2/27/2019 9:20:04 PM tumultuousdon I just hope Q-followers realize exactly what a psy-op IS...think of the timing...and the change of Q-posts after they went anti-Jones. Put 2 & 2 

together...you'll see for yourself😉👌

2/27/2019 9:20:09 PM qtpi3_14  http://Jones.is .done.

Credibility totally shot.

We see through his BS and yours.  Have fun fighting a losing battle 👋

2/27/2019 9:20:17 PM warangel1111 You get Patriot Points in the Store .. 😂

2/27/2019 9:20:47 PM jamesgdurrett I don't know...Q mentions him as a traitor...he takes truth and pushes too far...bill hicks?

2/27/2019 9:20:59 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂👏👏👏

2/27/2019 9:21:21 PM blsdbe AJ is not a Black Hat?

2/27/2019 9:21:48 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:22:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Kim: "Fantasy Movie"

Majestic, Kim

2/27/2019 9:22:18 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/Ja8yI7XyYT

2/27/2019 9:22:41 PM yttak3 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

2/27/2019 9:23:06 PM qtpi3_14 FREE SUPER MALE VITALITY, EKO!  GO FOR IT BRO!

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:23:10 PM blsdbe #RocketMan

2/27/2019 9:23:59 PM ekotoons SPENT IT ALL ON TOOTHPASTE

NOW I CAN BRUSH WHILE 

TROLLING pic.twitter.com/UR00OyzdQf

2/27/2019 9:24:22 PM princesspatrio1 Rubio and Graham are not Q. I encourage you to read more Q. And Alex Jones is absolutely an actor. I stopped watching him after the insane  "F 

Trump" rant, his breakdowns on air and the ridiculous fake crying. I'm an actress. I can see his BS.

2/27/2019 9:24:24 PM mongrelglory I think he was controlled disinfo.  They probably had blackmail on him. Doesn't mean he can't reveal real stuff to confuse the public or try to discredit 

the truth.  Or maybe he's working for the white hats now.

It seems this information war is a very murky one!

2/27/2019 9:24:35 PM tumultuousdon Hmm...so basically, Q-ops turn leftist-ad-hominem when you expose them...

Neat! pic.twitter.com/AFlj5GFC1w

2/27/2019 9:25:05 PM ekotoons CAN YOU IMAGINE? pic.twitter.com/w3hNY5Lwyt

2/27/2019 9:25:11 PM blsdbe Word. It is a challenge for me to keep up sometimes.

2/27/2019 9:26:03 PM ekotoons “SO BASICALLY” IS A TELL

YOU LOST—NOT PERSONAL

👋

2/27/2019 9:26:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged.

Alex Jones is a grey hat.

Money talks.

He rides on a very fine line that is weaponized against him by Operation Mockingbird.

They created their enemy.

Groomed since a child.

Cross reference SG-1.

Majestic 12
2/27/2019 9:27:42 PM warangel1111 Good shit that toothpaste... I can’t bring myself to buy anything more from him tho.. 🤬 pic.twitter.com/HUIDL6P7M3

2/27/2019 9:28:12 PM ekotoons LOTS OF GREAT FLUORIDE

FREE OPTIONS

2/27/2019 9:28:21 PM qtpi3_14 **coughing fits** pic.twitter.com/AD5cyjn2GN

2/27/2019 9:28:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is as sinister as it sounds.

What these people didn't realize, that when the technology that came directly from Majestic 12/Working Group/Pentagon that it collected everything 

by design, because dealing with some of the enemies of MJ12 means controlled disinformation.

2/27/2019 9:29:39 PM jane_q_patriot He makes a good rodeo clown. I'll give him that.

2/27/2019 9:29:48 PM mongrelglory To be honest, I never liked Alex Jones.  He interrupts people constantly and even if he is saying the truth, he does it in a way that makes it sound like a 

crazy conspiracy.  He listed his occupation as "actor" on his divorce filings.

2/27/2019 9:30:05 PM ekotoons TO BE FAIR, 

AN INTRIGUING THREAD https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1100988591436648448?s=21 …

2/27/2019 9:30:25 PM qtpi3_14 I blocked him.  Any screenshots of any gold nuggets I'm missing welcome.  Dms are open😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:30:27 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/b5hJ6PYdBi

2/27/2019 9:31:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 This allowed us to mass collect the data being collected by the Intel Community and DIA/NSA and identify the network behind these organizations. 

Through controlled disinformation campaigns coupled with mind control propaganda (when mixed with drugs amplifies) the matrix.

2/27/2019 9:31:13 PM warangel1111 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/MqC5gXOyOv

2/27/2019 9:31:19 PM blsdbe I gotta watch that series...been busy dealing with the Snowpocalypse and covering call at the hospital. Thank you to all you WhiteHats, GreyHats and 

BlackHats (yes, even you are helping unwittingly). We are One. #WWG1WGA

2/27/2019 9:31:25 PM tumultuousdon Let that be your downfall then...don't say no one ever warned you! pic.twitter.com/FwawA6r920

2/27/2019 9:32:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 However the solution is not to unplug from the reality, but rather to find the courage within to change it. Everybody has a choice between good and 

evil. Many people have lost sight of the innocence of humanity while others are harvesting the biological entities to enhance.

2/27/2019 9:33:10 PM ekotoons  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1100990497735299072?s=21 …



2/27/2019 9:33:46 PM tumultuousdon You're pretending I haven't researched this fully...believe what you want. Don't say no one ever warned you about him. Rubio is THE MOST you need 

to be worrying about & the Q-jargon has you blinded to that fact...

How convenient...

2/27/2019 9:33:50 PM blsdbe How soon until we are done being with the assault of mind control MJ? It makes a girl tired shielding her brain all the time. I want to be able to work on 

my telepathy skills with a little less hassle...

2/27/2019 9:34:16 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/EOChIGW6aX

2/27/2019 9:34:35 PM mongrelglory I'm glad the North Korean people will no longer be slaves to the CIA and Rothschilds anymore.

2/27/2019 9:35:37 PM blsdbe Well there are many of us in Prayer and Meditation working to help more positive events occur. Any specific events we can send our Light to?

2/27/2019 9:36:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Greed is a major issue. Certain races are stereotypically identified as being motivated by greed are actually motivated by the interdimensional drug 

experiences that throw your consciousness into total chaos outside of your control. Think Genesis. Greed drives evil in thre world.

2/27/2019 9:36:11 PM qtpi3_14 👏👏👏👏👏👏

2/27/2019 9:37:34 PM diaptera_80 Many cancer patients try all of these things, yet they die. Such advice can be dangerous, even though I agree part of the answer exist in antioxidants 

and bitters

2/27/2019 9:38:12 PM qtpi3_14 You guy are killing my lungs... laughing SO HARD 😂😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:38:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Greed is making it expensive to be poor and cheap to be in debt to others, inflated on this fiat currency controlled by occult/satanic/multithemed child 

cannibalism sacrifices. Everybody knows it is evil, yet nobody has the courage to stand up. Historically the race in question..

2/27/2019 9:39:16 PM mongrelglory As Oma said on SG-1, "There's only one thing we can really control (as individuals)...whether we are good or evil."

2/27/2019 9:39:34 PM blsdbe ❤️ 3 World ❤️ this is why we need to strengthen our communities and create greater resilience by making ourselves more self sufficient. When the 

replication tech comes out, Will there be a drop in crime? Anyone peer into the Looking glass on that?

2/27/2019 9:40:02 PM weareallq I was thinking about Alex Jones tonight. His anti Q. He was so into this movement before Q came along. Q+ told him he would ruin credibility and his 

roll was to roll over and play dead. After all these years he can't do that. He deserves more. This makes him a #Paytriot

2/27/2019 9:40:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 ..are a race controlled by people who are true cowards about their own existence and responsibility to the exoconsciousness of the reality. This race 

must realize that the traditions and history of their people is controlled propaganda to "keep the species alive". Power wins.

2/27/2019 9:41:18 PM mongrelglory That's why I like you Christine.  You are always thinking of service to others! 😊

2/27/2019 9:41:26 PM weareallq Mayborn? 😁

2/27/2019 9:41:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 These visionaries become the Majestic 12 type of consciousness. However the intentions of those actions must always be evaluated. As stated before, 

you are a commodity to them. They do not value the 3rd Dimension of reality because technically death is an illusion however...

2/27/2019 9:41:35 PM princesspatrio1 Too much Alpha Power.😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/O6TrAPupsE

2/27/2019 9:42:41 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/PvEnAdnjx7

2/27/2019 9:43:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...when your life is ended before you are able to ascend into the permanent higher vibration to simply exist forever (possibly choosing to re-enter to 

reexperience), you are incrementally improving generation over generation in search for the truth of their Oneness and what it...

2/27/2019 9:43:33 PM qtpi3_14 True story 😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:43:44 PM warangel1111 Yeah still no one cares about Rubio.. Wtf Dood

2/27/2019 9:44:04 PM canadiancovfefe O.k., on the lookout 👀

2/27/2019 9:44:50 PM weareallq Umm I'm not even sure what to say about this thread. This is great!

2/27/2019 9:44:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...means to be "God" as Alex Jones explained on 2/27/19, this consciousness is energy and is what this account has been talking about since before Q 

became a thing. The Majestic 12 have been everywhere. There is so much disinformation in the world. What is real?

2/27/2019 9:45:01 PM warangel1111 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/ApuI5uYG2g

2/27/2019 9:45:10 PM princesspatrio1 I don't know you. I only see you trying to argue for the sake of arguing. I'm awake and think for myself, just like these other fine Patriots you've been 

interacting with. I don't trust Rubio. I trust God and Trump. Take care Tumultuous! Interesting handle btw

2/27/2019 9:45:35 PM blsdbe It touches us all...I have family that decided to get into sex work, and that person cannot see the extreme negative energy associated with this. It 

affects everyone in sphere of influence. Consenting adults is one thing, but sadly the negative energy exchange still occurs 😓😓😓

2/27/2019 9:46:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power to will and manifest physical reality by learning the codes, the keys to the castle, the magic spells, (whatever you want to call it, you can 

name it anything you want, doesn't matter to me). Understanding this power means that you can either use your consciousness...

2/27/2019 9:47:18 PM qtpi3_14 He THINKS JUST LIKE JONES tho 😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:47:57 PM blsdbe That is the conundrum isn’t it?

2/27/2019 9:48:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 ...to "inadvertently" be responsible for allowing the manifestations of child cannibalism being rampant in the highest ranks of the Catholic Church and 

thousands of Banking and Investment Executives. The ladder is high. It goes deep underground.

2/27/2019 9:49:37 PM blsdbe How do we avoid inadvertently using our co-creative consciousness in this way?

2/27/2019 9:49:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand this, the world is changing. The world is watching. Big things happened today, and even bigger things will happen over the next 20 days. A 

lot more is coming out. Keep your cool. You know whats coming out. Cohen exposed a fatal flaw of the Cabal. He will be rewarded.

2/27/2019 9:50:21 PM warangel1111 ❤️😂😂

2/27/2019 9:50:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100990497735299072 …

2/27/2019 9:50:56 PM tumultuousdon Good. Then Rubio's plan worked perfectly on you.

Keep all that to yourself😉👌

2/27/2019 9:51:06 PM blsdbe What was this fatal flaw? pic.twitter.com/C5LGFpyhbh

2/27/2019 9:51:07 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/rbvZqqLPrW

2/27/2019 9:52:07 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/25OyWt8l9h

2/27/2019 9:52:54 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/0SlBP5lAde

2/27/2019 9:53:03 PM qtpi3_14 Scarily similar 😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:53:36 PM warangel1111 Ok 👌 because he’s running for something.. 😐 Seriously your obsessive.. Jones and Rubio.. Read Q

2/27/2019 9:53:43 PM tumultuousdon I love when ppl post pics of Jones being sarcastic & then take it seriously. It shows their genuine intelligence & knowlege in the field of sarcasm.😉👌

2/27/2019 9:53:59 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂😂

2/27/2019 9:55:04 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp good evening, can you please Unroll this Majestic Thread?

2/27/2019 9:55:26 PM curly_lambeau AJ is a gatekeeper, anything to distract from the JQ

2/27/2019 9:55:33 PM warangel1111 Done yet pic.twitter.com/lbTz1efnuD

2/27/2019 9:56:16 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you have helped me thank you!

2/27/2019 9:56:19 PM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat. Money 

talks. He rides on a very […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/27/2019 9:56:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AS]



2/27/2019 9:57:07 PM tumultuousdon Was gonna ask you the same... pic.twitter.com/WcSUrlOl1w

2/27/2019 9:57:14 PM princesspatrio1 I love when ignorant trolls jump on a feed and attempt to school everyone on their knowledge bc they think they are smarter than everyone, and then 

miss the entire point of sarcastic banter.

2/27/2019 9:58:20 PM pitsr4me Absof'nglutely‼️🇺🇸

2/27/2019 9:58:20 PM jones9536 Ole schitty's day is coming!!! 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

2/27/2019 9:58:24 PM blsdbe #TickTock

2/27/2019 10:00:13 PM warangel1111 Can’t handle the Throat 🤜 😂 pic.twitter.com/aCi8ewuEnq

2/27/2019 10:01:19 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/g4tvqKCeeY

2/27/2019 10:02:07 PM qtpi3_14 But Rubio is Q, don't you know?

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

Dude can't even drink water properly when givng an official speech but hes responsible for the most highly sophisticated info drop in history 

💯

2/27/2019 10:02:43 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂😂💥

2/27/2019 10:03:08 PM qtpi3_14 Welcome to the club! 😂🏅🔥

2/27/2019 10:03:20 PM sdcharge2k12 Any of them into Joe Rogan? That podcast that he and jones just did tonight will be HUGE. The last one they did together was THE MOST LISTENED TO 

PODCAST EVER. This one is on pace to SMASH that record. Rogan has been ACTING LIBERAL to draw them in for this 4 HR DISCLOSURE FEST!!

2/27/2019 10:03:23 PM warangel1111 Troll blocked me .. Dammit pic.twitter.com/TL2V6FkTUg

2/27/2019 10:04:01 PM warangel1111 I thought u blocked him ..

2/27/2019 10:07:10 PM blankmarlo Human race or a specific race of people?

2/27/2019 10:07:23 PM goodmedicine4us What race?  Just say it.

Expose the TRUTH.

2/27/2019 10:07:24 PM daveo6145 do you happen to know what sg1 ep they're reffering to?

2/27/2019 10:07:38 PM princesspatrio1 I blocked him. 😎

2/27/2019 10:10:31 PM j_lifeexplorer LOVE that meme 😂😂

2/27/2019 10:12:08 PM zg_state grey hat~ as in a polluted white hat? look into the amount of fresh water it takes to clean a gallon of polluted water... Alex Jones... money... the term is 

WHORE- "fuck em & feed em fish heads"

2/27/2019 10:14:08 PM jane_q_patriot Yes! We just have to believe... https://youtu.be/sHA32s57X5Q 

2/27/2019 10:15:25 PM 313looper Yessss I knew it !👊🏻💥

Thanks MJ12!

2/27/2019 10:15:35 PM pastorjon9 @threadreaderapp unroll plz

2/27/2019 10:16:28 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey 

hat. Money talks. He rides on a very […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

2/27/2019 10:17:21 PM charity_burkett Missed all of it- only got to see pieces of hearing- please what flaw did he expose? He admitted he would do Anything to save his family (family 

threatened) plus hes a horrible Actor, parts I seen was so stupid, all I could do was shake my head and roll my eyes!!

2/27/2019 10:18:17 PM charity_burkett My favorite gif

2/27/2019 10:19:03 PM lbf777 What flaw did he expose?

2/27/2019 10:20:19 PM lbf777 Does anyone know what was said on AS?

2/27/2019 10:22:17 PM 313looper If I’mNot Wrong...👇🏻 https://twitter.com/jim_jordan/status/1100863967021465602?s=21 …

2/27/2019 10:23:29 PM mywowfreak It's not a lack of courage - its a lack of resouces. We "nobodies" just cant do anything. We stand, they turn off our voice. We grab our guns, they have 

the storm troopers. We try to fight, they insist on civility. If we tell to loudly, they just round us up and call us "mental".

2/27/2019 10:24:17 PM charity_burkett Please send your light to those of us that want REAL TRUTH, doesnt have to be sugar coated, I pray all the time and stay more and more confused 

trying to figure out what's True and what's Not- I'm sure many feel the same

2/27/2019 10:27:23 PM heikemildenber1 That's the way it is. The time for facts is now!

2/27/2019 10:28:29 PM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/PuxdGRo9rl

2/27/2019 10:30:05 PM terribug13 YOU should always keep your phone 9 inches away from your body! And never put it up to your ear. Always use speaker

2/27/2019 10:31:38 PM becca079 On today’s interview he wanted to be chocked out 🤦🏻♀️ Joe was like no man no 😳

2/27/2019 10:32:29 PM awakeandsing123 What brand would you recommend? MJ12 said in the past it should contain a trace amounts of THC. Thanks in advance.

2/27/2019 10:33:31 PM warangel1111 Missed it .. 🙄😐Guess I’ll have the watch the whole thing

2/27/2019 10:34:52 PM tumultuousdon I remember that time conservatives cried because they were all getting shut down like #AlexJones warned them.

I remember all the times Jones was right and all the times he was sarcastic...and that time he reminded everyone that everything comes with a 

price😉👌 pic.twitter.com/vFzBHGWnea

2/27/2019 10:40:14 PM qtpi3_14 I did but then went to unblock to reread something and he had double blocked me.  Funfact- if someone blocks you on Twitter, you can STILL block 

them!  Who knew?  (Btw, i reblocked him being blocked) 😂😂😂

2/27/2019 10:40:42 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/hpfwsvBMMs

2/27/2019 10:41:03 PM warangel1111 😂😂

2/27/2019 10:41:08 PM qtpi3_14 D

E

A

D

2/27/2019 10:41:22 PM princesspatrio1 I caught a bit. Scary.  He was unhinged.

2/27/2019 10:41:33 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂💯

2/27/2019 10:43:14 PM becca079 It was when the new guy joins... the bouncer from a strip club🤔

2/27/2019 10:43:56 PM princesspatrio1 😂🤣😂🤣

2/27/2019 10:44:16 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂

2/27/2019 10:45:19 PM j_lifeexplorer When is he not?

2/27/2019 10:46:46 PM richardhiatt16 Not sure what you want us to do to “follow the plan”.  Then you tell us there are only like 18-24 people who know the plan..  who wrote the plan? 🤔🇺🇸

2/27/2019 10:47:31 PM qtpi3_14 Now with DMT! pic.twitter.com/LUrSYZiiz8

2/27/2019 10:48:53 PM 369gwh AJ sits on fence, "in-it" for himself.

Ego rules AJ.

Dangerous people go w/the direction of the wind.

Trump's awoken 100's-M's to the big, gigantic web/game of how TPTB have been playing forever.

The best thing to happen to the world.

#GeorgeOrwellWasAProphet

2/27/2019 10:52:43 PM astol14334 😂😂😂

2/27/2019 10:57:56 PM warangel1111 😂

2/27/2019 11:13:39 PM cocopuffster12 Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



2/27/2019 11:15:14 PM andress45303251 Kinda weird on clicking. Possibly a breif synopsis if you don't mind?

2/27/2019 11:17:04 PM cocopuffster12 Research Majestic 12. A lot to learn from them. Folllow them, you will learn a lot. Lots going to happen in the next few weeks. Good things.

2/27/2019 11:17:18 PM andress45303251 So Glad the link was clicked. pic.twitter.com/o2PWYkXct3

2/27/2019 11:17:54 PM daggastan Everyone just needs to chill. If you watched the Alex Jones podcast today- you’d know the guy has a good heart- despite his possibly spreading disinfo 

(wittingly or unwittingly) throughout his tenure. The world is waking up regardless (200,000 live viewers today.)

2/27/2019 11:18:02 PM cocopuffster12 I don’t see this on their TL

2/27/2019 11:18:49 PM cocopuffster12 Where did you find these memes?

2/27/2019 11:19:13 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/Bdd9eNpXJ8

2/27/2019 11:19:23 PM andress45303251 On mine.

2/27/2019 11:20:09 PM andress45303251 Ok. Will do. Thanks for a lead!!

2/27/2019 11:22:15 PM andress45303251 Like where your head is at. pic.twitter.com/xfo26Spj0d

2/27/2019 11:23:40 PM andress45303251 Easy to find, once them sunglasses go on.

2/27/2019 11:23:52 PM mongrelglory I believe you've referred to the Rothschilds as "inter-dimensional beings" before.  Would they be an example of such a race?

2/27/2019 11:25:15 PM cocopuffster12 Sure!! Huge eye opener to the truth of humanity and what’s really going on. Ppl have no idea, Chile/sex Trafficking, pedophilia, cannabalism, drugs etc..

2/27/2019 11:25:33 PM cocopuffster12 Got it!!

2/27/2019 11:27:08 PM cocopuffster12 Right?! It is The Great Awakening- so many people are finally waking up!

2/27/2019 11:27:20 PM mongrelglory Ah yes!  The actor even looks like Alex Jones! 😁

2/27/2019 11:27:25 PM andress45303251 Most of us here do.

2/27/2019 11:28:34 PM andress45303251 Can't speak for everyone here, but pretty sure we are all on the same page on this one.

2/27/2019 11:29:23 PM nullanon12 Here!!! pic.twitter.com/gkwKV0FgfB

2/27/2019 11:31:19 PM warangel1111 Peace Thru Strength 🇺🇸⏱

2/27/2019 11:31:52 PM andress45303251 Hope and pray you are right. 

Like seriously. Like you have no clue how much I wish to be wrong. pic.twitter.com/4g2tEGiECb

2/27/2019 11:32:15 PM qtpi3_14 Master Negotiator In Chief 😎

2/27/2019 11:33:22 PM andress45303251 Be careful who you follow.

Trolling is fun.

We have everything.

Disinfo is necessary.

What makes a great movie?

2/27/2019 11:33:23 PM godhasthisnow We are and Q was fabulous when first started ..was on chan. Informative guide to make us think outside the box ..well most anyway.

2/27/2019 11:37:11 PM mongrelglory Are you referring to the people of Israel being controlled by "Khazarian Mafia" and lied to about their own history?

2/27/2019 11:37:51 PM godhasthisnow The plot lol

2/27/2019 11:38:23 PM andress45303251 If it wasn't for Q, how many do you think would be awake?

 Where were before Q? No knowledge of the Cabal, except for those in the know.

Thanks Quinn. Better yet, thank #Tyler.

2/27/2019 11:39:16 PM andress45303251 #Alice.

2/27/2019 11:39:55 PM kalipatriot I'm outta here gotta watch the 4hr podcast #alexjones - gnight all, keep the light on

2/27/2019 11:41:56 PM amymorg79793405 Nope, I never even listen to Joe Rogan, I spend my time listening to Kryon now. I’ll check out the podcast though, thanks

2/27/2019 11:42:58 PM andress45303251 The plot twist. Great actors.

Shit, it is all about to happen...

2/27/2019 11:43:38 PM sdcharge2k12 Yeah no I stopped a while ago when it seemed he was turning into a complete liberal shill but he was ACTING to get them to follow and like him and 

BAM hits them with this 4 hour disclosure with ALEX JONES...The reach will be very large! Genius plan!

2/27/2019 11:43:51 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/QVGsZE3yvG

2/27/2019 11:44:56 PM ekotoons +@PrincessPatrio1

2/27/2019 11:44:56 PM andress45303251 Will you at least be fapping for the entirety? Listening to anyone for 4 hours and not playing pocket pool....isn't that the very definition of hell?

2/27/2019 11:46:25 PM godhasthisnow Yah Alice

2/27/2019 11:47:08 PM godhasthisnow Q woke so so many ..the  We formed threads..then twitter beat us up but we keep growing. Truth always wins 🙏🏼

2/27/2019 11:48:12 PM andress45303251 How does one communicate?

2/27/2019 11:48:49 PM godhasthisnow Haha i always thought Alice was Pine Gap (in Alice Sorings)in aus the satellite cia ..2000 cia live there .station ..then someone else then ..idk but i do 

know very relevant info comes through

2/27/2019 11:49:29 PM andress45303251 🙏🙏🙏

Which one is self aware?

2/27/2019 11:49:52 PM godhasthisnow With Q ?

2/27/2019 11:53:05 PM aschilliam The art Podests likes so much are more replicas than imaginary ..

2/27/2019 11:54:45 PM andress45303251 Why....oh why....did I ever drop out of school to travel like a gypsy for 3.5 years, playing drums around naked people dancing around a fire, whe I could 

have been learning CODE!?!?

2/27/2019 11:55:53 PM nr750 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does no deal  indicate the dark is still in control of NK?

2/27/2019 11:56:26 PM warangel1111 ❤️

2/27/2019 11:59:32 PM cocopuffster12 Is rather dance naked around a fire!!

2/28/2019 12:01:41 AM cocopuffster12 ALICE pretty sure it’s either Hillary or computer system. Bloody Wonderland is SA

2/28/2019 12:01:53 AM ksouth21 Look at MJ reply earlier on this thread.....

2/28/2019 12:02:14 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/ClJnpf55KI

2/28/2019 12:08:21 AM andress45303251 Doing my best to figure this one out. Apologies. Not too astute.

2/28/2019 12:10:01 AM andress45303251 I hope and pray you are right!

2/28/2019 12:20:11 AM stickyhammer As with many things Q, #Alice has multiple meanings...

Think Author, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson aka Lewis Carroll.

2/28/2019 12:21:27 AM stickyhammer #FollowTheWhiteRabbit

2/28/2019 12:23:36 AM stickyhammer #DownTheRabbitHole aka Underground.

2/28/2019 12:27:35 AM stickyhammer Who is Alex Podesta? How many Podesta children are there? Are all 22 orphans? Where did those "Orphans" come from? Were those "Orphans" 

groomed/Conditioned? Was Chester Bennington an "Orphan" or was he placed/swapped into another family? Is Josef Mengele John Podesta's father?

2/28/2019 12:28:18 AM andress45303251 The Pedo? The guy who used to take naked pics of a certain prepubescent girl?

Yah, no thanks.

Or is that why Q references #Alice? pic.twitter.com/EbKhNzbVbp



2/28/2019 12:31:21 AM andress45303251 Dude loved little girls. Not young women, little girls.

Makes more sense now actually,

Why Q uses the books to expose pedos.

2/28/2019 12:33:13 AM andress45303251 Please include Chris Cornell.

2/28/2019 12:33:33 AM stickyhammer Here is some of Alex Podestas' "artwork"...

What are the adult rabbits doing to the baby rabbits? pic.twitter.com/zHkUrjGH4m

2/28/2019 12:36:15 AM andress45303251 Imma go vomit now.

2/28/2019 12:39:50 AM stickyhammer Listen to the lyrics very carefully...

Yes, Chris knew too! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUb450Alpps …

2/28/2019 12:41:20 AM mongrelglory They're reporting a deal wasn't reached!  Should we be concerned?

2/28/2019 12:47:04 AM anondirtyleg  pic.twitter.com/4lVq1nDoSr

2/28/2019 12:49:51 AM stickyhammer Seek and Speak the #Truth, Thats all we can do...

2/28/2019 12:52:19 AM princesspatrio1 😊👋

2/28/2019 12:52:39 AM andress45303251 One thing, I don't know why, it doesn't even matter how hard you try...

2/28/2019 12:55:02 AM mongrelglory Actually, I'm a little confused about the nuclear war risk that North Korea poses.  It's been reported that in the past, ETs have intervened to shut down 

nuclear silos. Is it true that ETs would prevent a nuclear exchange using their advanced technology?

2/28/2019 1:01:21 AM djlok The "faux fighting" aka Rocket Man talk was truly fascinating to watch.  The faux news was going crazy!!  Major red-pill for me.

2/28/2019 1:24:22 AM lovehasonly1  pic.twitter.com/qAnvkzZ4aP

2/28/2019 1:25:08 AM peterstuifzand There are no aliens from other planets. Planets do not exist and neither does outerspace. The earth is flat and stationary. The sun and the moon are 

close and small. Wake up!

2/28/2019 1:29:06 AM peterstuifzand  pic.twitter.com/bK5KiSnxtl

2/28/2019 1:30:46 AM andress45303251 Yeah. Pls avoid that after dinner.

Or lunch. Or breakfast.

Hey, do me a solid please?

2/28/2019 1:35:46 AM lovehasonly1  pic.twitter.com/qLGNKBdyaz

2/28/2019 1:56:25 AM loraheath1313 Mar 8 2018 19:55:52 Q Post 888 >>

Thank you Kim.

Deal made.

Clowns out.

Strings cut.

We took control.

Iran next.

Q
2/28/2019 2:07:55 AM 3prison Translation?

2/28/2019 2:08:18 AM 3prison Can you explain plz

2/28/2019 2:12:47 AM anoshekita 🤔🤔🤔

2/28/2019 2:22:08 AM godhasthisnow Ahh

2/28/2019 2:26:47 AM amymorg79793405 Just heard first hour, whoa AJ is on a rampage lol .

2/28/2019 2:42:09 AM amymorg79793405 Honestly had Trump not run, I would have never known abt Alex Jones and all the info I have today because of AJ. Now I’m on to the spiritual 

awakening.

2/28/2019 2:55:34 AM allahuniversal Is it just me, or....? pic.twitter.com/vDtQksdO5H

2/28/2019 2:55:57 AM southernsmiley1 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat. Money talks. He rides onthat is 

weaponized against him by Operation Mockingbird. They created their enemy. Groomed since a child. Cro […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …

2/28/2019 2:57:00 AM anondirtyleg Nope they’re down

2/28/2019 2:57:21 AM dumah_anuhazi  pic.twitter.com/f7ny2lAGNA

2/28/2019 2:58:18 AM anondirtyleg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is temporarily restricted and let’s hope they come back.

2/28/2019 2:59:49 AM allahuniversal Keywords triggered the restrictions, I presume. The person being discussed (A J) is banned from Twit, so...it's to be expected. Have been archiving 

offline. Searches send lots of impressions, Twit can't be too impressed with that.

2/28/2019 2:59:50 AM anondirtyleg  http://www.upsidedowntext.com/  start using this to bypass algorithms and your account can stay afloat

2/28/2019 3:02:01 AM allahuniversal Learn to archive offline. pic.twitter.com/TWcFagtReZ

2/28/2019 3:02:38 AM allahuniversal Archive everything offline. pic.twitter.com/HvB1k3RPXQ

2/28/2019 3:03:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd I stopped watching the news last year, even Fox. Idk what goes on behind the scenes. The research I did, some say there’s no way this can happen and 

good citizens like you believe it will. I’m neutral. I hope but don’t hold my breath. Already did that and got disappointed.

2/28/2019 3:05:24 AM allahuniversal Archiving offline. pic.twitter.com/iO2s7pz8q6

2/28/2019 3:09:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Has been for years, I died 2008, since I’ve seen/heard many things from the unseen, have telepathy down pat. My eyes were opened then... over a 

decade of research into NDE’s, what’s out there inter-dimensionally. I speak what I know/have personal experience, I have faith & hope.

2/28/2019 3:11:47 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/iATro6JYhK

2/28/2019 3:11:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Now see I didn’t know that....had heard GB was taken from his father’s funeral. Heard he will be put to death for treason. Heard Obama/Soros already 

in Gitmo. Again, hope it’s true. This is what we need to be freed from enslavement from all dark forces.

2/28/2019 3:13:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd Do you know how disappointing religion is? I’ll check her out...from experience I know there’s no one who can get you closer to God that yourself...bc 

you are God...ALL is ONE.

2/28/2019 3:16:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd Places like here spread  “disinformation.” Same thing Cabal does. They spread disinformation, or partial truth which is the worse kind of lies...bc it 

contains a morsel of truth. So this channel and Q are pleased about lying. I personally don’t like that. I like transparency!

2/28/2019 3:18:43 AM c_chanter Beautiful picture.  I’m not confident that I can identify what it is.  But it’s a nice image nonetheless.

2/28/2019 3:18:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd I get why they say they do it, but don’t like them purposely misleading the public. I find that nauseating and following in the footsteps of the dark ones. 

If you aren’t of light, you’re of darkness. There’s no inbetween. Lying to the masses makes them no different than Cabal.

2/28/2019 3:19:05 AM colista Yep ... they are desperste

2/28/2019 3:19:15 AM mdirwin69 And the count goes on...

2/28/2019 3:20:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd I’m very disappointed and tired as others have stated on here. I’m sick of putting hope in something to have it shattered by “oh that’s more 

disinformation.”

2/28/2019 3:23:00 AM colista Do you not have the internet? Search translate and paste in the text. Do the work. STOP BEING LEAD!!!!

2/28/2019 3:29:23 AM lori_dee1 Ditto when I try to access their account.

2/28/2019 3:30:39 AM texas_nacl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/tDpF11GgKV

2/28/2019 3:36:30 AM anondirtyleg We got to keep strong and know what, when and how to say it. Even translator has red flags to pick up on certain words.

2/28/2019 3:53:08 AM cocopuffster12 And Hillary



2/28/2019 3:53:33 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This popped up this morning.  pic.twitter.com/4ajftQqb7V

2/28/2019 3:58:04 AM jrocktigers Look.. pic.twitter.com/jpcFYpBHFs

2/28/2019 3:59:03 AM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/m1so5zLQQh

2/28/2019 4:24:36 AM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/g4xWCxtE39

2/28/2019 4:33:37 AM lovethebeach999 Very cool.

2/28/2019 4:34:58 AM deplorabldamsel Alice is having a day with them! 🙄

2/28/2019 4:35:06 AM freestateojones Jack with the fuckery. pic.twitter.com/RgDMYl170t

2/28/2019 4:35:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@KekNewsNetwork Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view: - Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell 

(ction Paperclip was the reason). - The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial presence on Ear […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1091886832806170625.html …

2/28/2019 4:35:12 AM amymorg79793405 Same pic.twitter.com/IwpHRyOa6r

2/28/2019 4:35:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks!

2/28/2019 4:36:27 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m in?

2/28/2019 4:37:01 AM amymorg79793405 Who or what is the JQ? I’m getting confused with all the acronyms trying to catch up, thanks

2/28/2019 4:37:34 AM hawkgirlinmn I think they are hit or miss.

2/28/2019 4:37:58 AM globalhawk6 LARP

2/28/2019 4:39:12 AM taradea08775439 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/GnVtPIPlTj

2/28/2019 4:40:27 AM restart_qpersia Iran in bible prophecy: at the last days Iranians will scatter all around the world and God will put his throne there and take nation by nation...

Will are at the throne stage

2/28/2019 4:44:11 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It's been awhile since an AMA...

2/28/2019 4:50:16 AM therealbigneum All the tweets are unavailable 😓

2/28/2019 4:54:16 AM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...that a interesting.  Just saw this so sharing.  pic.twitter.com/Y2oEvqecrX

2/28/2019 4:55:38 AM scott_rick When will Julian Assange make his appearance, heard his name at the Cohen trial.

2/28/2019 4:56:17 AM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

M J 13-1...

You're t wee t s r

B-ing res trick td.

Eye hd 2 clk on  lnk 2 C fr thr

2/28/2019 4:56:41 AM covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account still appears restricted to me

2/28/2019 5:02:36 AM freestateojones Probably one of the most important spiritual related threads @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has posted is now unavailable, unfortunate.  pic.twitter.com/bEJr8leZXl

2/28/2019 5:04:05 AM jrocktigers yes, the account is on double secret probation.

2/28/2019 5:04:46 AM hawkgirlinmn I shouldn’t have said a word. Now it’s restricted to me.

2/28/2019 5:12:57 AM here4trumpqonly This was my last aha moment with Jones. I felt he was controlled opposition and this really proved it with me. You start talking shit about Trump like 

your an expert, I have a problem.

2/28/2019 5:16:24 AM keith369me ...and who is “They” ?

2/28/2019 5:20:34 AM keith369me My opinion...Alex is disclosing certain info to us and purposely hiding other info from us.  If you can discern, some information can be gleaned regarding 

the big picture.  With that said, who can you really 100% trust besides yourself when you hear “disinformation is necessary”?

2/28/2019 5:21:30 AM keith369me Or maybe he has no nuclear capability because it has been disabled

2/28/2019 5:21:56 AM hispeedtim2876 ? pic.twitter.com/NMi5ULr9o3

2/28/2019 5:24:20 AM keith369me Service to others with every thought and action.  You are already the epitome of this

2/28/2019 5:26:00 AM mrd_s_anderson Amtrak (183) = 12 = 3

36 = 9

2/28/2019 5:26:04 AM keith369me It’s not resources, but numbers and thoughts that will win in the end

2/28/2019 5:27:44 AM mrd_s_anderson Thought you should know, but you likely already do. #Declas #Truth #TheyAreScared pic.twitter.com/Bpni1l0uvI

2/28/2019 5:29:55 AM keith369me Are you telling me Cohen is a white hat or an unknowing pawn?

2/28/2019 5:32:14 AM keith369me And there you have it

2/28/2019 5:33:42 AM bbobbio71 Definately eye opening

2/28/2019 5:35:17 AM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just wanted to let you know I tried to access your page and it said "This page is temporarily blocked. Do you still want to see this 

page?" Lol. Even to you, Majestic?

2/28/2019 5:43:45 AM razztaz2016 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat. Money talks. He rides onthat is 

weaponized against him by Operation Mockingbird. They created their enemy. Groomed since a child. Cro […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …

2/28/2019 5:46:13 AM here4trumpqonly Such a taboo subject. My family, luckily, have been awoke for a long time but to bring this up was like God was going to strike me dead. Interestingly 

not long ago my brother said you might be right.

2/28/2019 5:48:53 AM catvllvsverona Twitter targeting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

Are "fringe" accounts now bothering you, @jack?

How so?

Are they spreading some "unwanted" truths?

Too late. We are awake. 

Stop the #censorship !!!

#WWG1WGA

#consciousness

#QArmy pic.twitter.com/0EWvhG8jej
2/28/2019 5:50:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE was unsuccessful last night. pic.twitter.com/VDzvLKipi6

2/28/2019 5:52:51 AM flavia1024 👍

2/28/2019 5:57:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are useful idiots.

2/28/2019 6:01:13 AM universalrisin Is it true that Kim has fully denuclearized, but everyone thinks Trump failed because both sides are trying to not appear weak in front of the media? 

Although the two have truly came together and reached a deal?

2/28/2019 6:01:15 AM matthewciuccio2 Ah you are the one voat is talking about. Interesting.

2/28/2019 6:04:02 AM diaptera_80 I was referring to bitters such as dandelion and other roots, but yes

2/28/2019 6:05:20 AM jrocktigers I think it is universal, maybe your cache was still loading.

2/28/2019 6:10:49 AM butterc73582547 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat. Money talks. He rides onthat is 

weaponized against him by Operation Mockingbird. They created their enemy. Groomed since a child. Cro […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …



2/28/2019 6:11:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Faux Buddy Fight"

No Signed Deal

How did we know?

Double meanings everywhere.

11/11? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100988591436648448 …

2/28/2019 6:17:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 AMA @ 9:17 ET

2/28/2019 6:17:16 AM mrd_s_anderson 5:5

2/28/2019 6:17:18 AM pauliepg11111 Can the FF be averted?

2/28/2019 6:18:23 AM 1_decided_voter Will Assange be playing a vital role in any soon?

2/28/2019 6:19:11 AM thecryingliber1 What season or episode of sg-1 has the best information?

2/28/2019 6:20:40 AM mapyourworld1 Can you tell us about the Mandela Effect?

1. Mirror, Mirror on the wall to Magic Mirror on the wall

2. Dolly with braces to Dolly without braces

3. The Matrix Movie, the scene where Morpheus says, “what if I told you everything you ever knew was a lie.” Is no longer in the movie

2/28/2019 6:21:25 AM jballz1021 Is AJ controlled oppo or was this necessary disinfo from Q?

2/28/2019 6:21:36 AM nun_chucknorris Can you please provide us with an updated backup of your account?

2/28/2019 6:21:47 AM pastorjon9 You mentioned Kim has Hillary's email - are you referring to a single email or the server or ..... ?? Is this partly how he got freed from blackmail - he now 

has something to blackmail the Clinton's with?

2/28/2019 6:22:16 AM universalrisin What is the FF

2/28/2019 6:22:27 AM jrocktigers Smart dust already everywhere?

2/28/2019 6:22:31 AM higherdensitees Is Sandia the ET part of “sanctioned” disclosure?

2/28/2019 6:22:50 AM universalrisin What’s going down today?

2/28/2019 6:23:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

Rats everywhere.

[AS]

[FF]

[AJ]

2/28/2019 6:23:42 AM universalrisin Since more people begin to awaken, does your list of people that you need to protect/watch over begin to increase?

2/28/2019 6:23:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

2/28/2019 6:24:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define smart dust. Nanotechnology exists.

2/28/2019 6:24:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Currently [FF]. Thank you LEO.

2/28/2019 6:24:35 AM unblindfaith Do democrats genuinely believe in late term abortion or is that part of the show?

2/28/2019 6:24:43 AM universalrisin Is Ted Cruz a white hat? Noticed a post where he mentioned Q. Said something like “That’s a great Q.”

2/28/2019 6:25:10 AM francoissmc Can we be excited about the next 21 (now 19) days?

2/28/2019 6:25:10 AM keith369me Does Majestic12 send out Telepathic messages to let “us” know when a Tweet has been replied to?

2/28/2019 6:25:38 AM universalrisin What or Who is LEO? Law Enforcement Officials/Officers?

2/28/2019 6:26:25 AM aurorasreality When I googled the coordinatances given, and history of them.... was the remodel of the base part of the MJ12 transition to good. I’m guessing you 

guys are in the mountain base somewhere? It fascinates me!!

2/28/2019 6:26:28 AM keith369me All a movie, huh?

2/28/2019 6:26:40 AM universalrisin AJ as in Alex Jones in the killbox?? I thought he was being rewarded?

2/28/2019 6:26:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 All.

33,000+ deleted + 956,000+ Weiner Backups

___% CF<->NK CP/HT/RC

"Highest Classification"

2/28/2019 6:26:49 AM aurorasreality Your twitter profile coordinates.

2/28/2019 6:26:53 AM nun_chucknorris I feel you friend. Try not to get caught up in the changes themselves. I believe some of us see it in order to realize there are greater things at play.

2/28/2019 6:27:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary.

2/28/2019 6:27:25 AM heartsscales Ayahuasca? How and why?

2/28/2019 6:27:37 AM keith369me I think that was Cohen...I believe AJ was caked a GREYhat

2/28/2019 6:28:11 AM universalrisin Ohhhh you’re right!! Thank you

2/28/2019 6:28:18 AM aurorasreality What’s your most recommended book or collection one could read to better educate and awaken ones mind? Can you touch on Law Of One???

2/28/2019 6:29:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seasons 1-7 were MJ12

Season 7 was MJ12+Clowns

Season 8-10 were Clowns

2/28/2019 6:29:04 AM keith369me Threat of false flag has been ended due to Law Enforcement

2/28/2019 6:29:13 AM zagnett What information provided on this Twitter account on "IS-BEs" is disinfo/misinfo, if any?

What information on it is correct?

2/28/2019 6:29:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Assange played his role in 2016.

2/28/2019 6:29:38 AM vintagesquirrel Isn't NK where G00gle stored their servers?

2/28/2019 6:29:46 AM mskeens1962 So the ⚽️ was passed to him to be used for his benefit?

2/28/2019 6:29:57 AM aetherwalker1 Have you noticed that IS-BEs of Higher Consciousness are assisting in The Great Awakening by cleansing the Earth of our Perennial Enemy?

2/28/2019 6:30:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Lae enforcement officials

2/28/2019 6:30:28 AM keith369me Eric Schmidt related?  Did he flip or was he taken out?

2/28/2019 6:30:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clones of Google products in a CLASNET infrastructure.

2/28/2019 6:31:09 AM keith369me “called”

2/28/2019 6:32:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 All information is contained within. No book is going to give you the answers you seek.

2/28/2019 6:32:19 AM djlok Great question.  I had wondered this as well.  I finally watched all the episodes they recommended before.  Looks like I need to watch seasons 1-7!

2/28/2019 6:33:18 AM kindeandtrue Why did the Hanoi talks break down? Did it have something to do with the creepy Illuminati Owl symbol lurking in the background? 

pic.twitter.com/80cSMfYuSH

2/28/2019 6:33:38 AM mapyourworld1 That’s what I have wondered.  It is what woke me up and started me researching.  That research lead me to Q.  I guess everything happens for a 

reason.  I was hoping Q could tell us if the gov had tech that caused it.  Nothing would surprise me at this point.

2/28/2019 6:33:52 AM jballz1021 Who backed AJ historically? I'm trying to understand if he is a witting participant or a convenient means to an end, i.e. a stepping stone to full 

disclosure.

2/28/2019 6:33:57 AM djlok Once the [Cabal] is gone, will disinformation still be necessary?

2/28/2019 6:34:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misinformation in the sense that it is limited. Interdimensional beings do exist, however extraterrestrial aliens do exist throughout space. AJ said there 

were 2 shadow governments. MJ12 good. MJ12 evil. The war is real.

2/28/2019 6:34:44 AM teamsterr07 I have been having vivid dreams about President Trump lately in various settings. Having conversations with him, walking with him (& other ppl)I have 

also been heavily praying for his & his family's safety. Is this just my sub conscious mind working thru things or something else?



2/28/2019 6:34:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, but the war is not over.

2/28/2019 6:35:52 AM globalhawk6 Define LARP

2/28/2019 6:35:56 AM djlok I can't wait for this war to be over!

2/28/2019 6:36:07 AM keith369me The Law of One changed my life.  Read it in its entirety...it will help you look within...very tough read...Maffy Moose YT channel helps as you can read 

and listen simultaneously.  I had to stop and rewind constantly and it took a long time to absorb the material

2/28/2019 6:36:10 AM pauliepg11111 False flag currently [dead]

2/28/2019 6:36:39 AM nun_chucknorris Your story matches my own. Vegas got me questioning but mid December of 2017 was my heart thumping moment.

2/28/2019 6:36:45 AM scents_common Self

2/28/2019 6:38:01 AM zagnett Do you still recommend using the Keybase program/application ( https://keybase.io ) even though it is owned by Marc Andreessen, who is also a board 

member of Facebook?

Is Keybase patriot-run, or [cabal]-run?

2/28/2019 6:38:23 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/T1f5gOZOml

2/28/2019 6:38:49 AM hawkgirlinmn You are watxhing a movie being played out. Optics.

2/28/2019 6:39:27 AM pastorjon9 Dang - Weiner too? So that means Kim has dirt on the entire cabal. Likely then the "show" in Vietnam was choreographed to end like it did. Kim is truly 

freed (might be asking for too much) but it's a show for the normies - don't go too far too fast buddy-wise

2/28/2019 6:40:39 AM jollyrob2 MJ12 has taken Majestic measures 💫✨

2/28/2019 6:40:40 AM djlok One time MJ12 recommended we have talks about Satanism and discuss its presence in our government.The problem is so many are so unaware, 

getting an invitation to discuss this in a public forum would never happen. Any suggestions for getting in front of people to help them awaken?

2/28/2019 6:40:51 AM jballz1021 Thank you!

2/28/2019 6:40:53 AM cchef1980 We’re those powers by the corona satellites that were recently brought down?

2/28/2019 6:41:38 AM kindeandtrue The symbolism seems very clear, unless I have a hyperactive imagination, which I probably do.

2/28/2019 6:42:25 AM zagnett If Keybase is [cabal]-run can you recommend any Patriot-run and protected alternatives with similar functionality? & maybe even a less clunky UI, that 

doesn't lack a lot of simple features that such an app w/such potentially enormous resources backing it should seemingly provide?

2/28/2019 6:42:33 AM scott_rick Are we AI?

2/28/2019 6:42:54 AM narcissist_ghst personally, if i could just be honest with the majority of people around me without being overly concerned with how they'll feel about what i say, when 

THEY initiate a conversation, i'd be doing great.  cut the emotional codependency.  cut the cord!

2/28/2019 6:42:59 AM scott_rick When will Julian Assange make an appearance

2/28/2019 6:43:34 AM djlok Great advice.  And so true!!

2/28/2019 6:43:46 AM realityloominng Woah bruv, it just clicked for me.. only a true MJ12 could make typos like these.. You guys are the modern face of the pax-americana break-away 

civilization, talking to the public, predicted in ALTA Reports.. You guys with MJ-tech, always "worked" with big shots like AJ & Wilcock

2/28/2019 6:43:53 AM hawkgirlinmn No problem! That’s what we are all here for. To help and find truth.

2/28/2019 6:45:23 AM freestateojones Why is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 being temporarily restricted?  pic.twitter.com/9z86jAZvL2

2/28/2019 6:47:01 AM hawkgirlinmn I prefer curious truth seeker 😁🙏🏼

2/28/2019 6:47:41 AM steveroye Live Action Role Play

2/28/2019 6:48:11 AM kabamur_taygeta No.

2/28/2019 6:48:35 AM winduchi No what?

2/28/2019 6:49:02 AM hawkgirlinmn Sandia does not resonate with me. Nothing personal to him.

2/28/2019 6:49:11 AM kindeandtrue That does sound much better. Thanks!

2/28/2019 6:49:16 AM bethelight11_11 Hello dear one 🙏 so glorious to see you today 🤗✨♥💕🌸🌈🦋

2/28/2019 6:49:45 AM robertg69989098 Never had allergies til two years ago now there bad. Any coincidence to what there spraying in the air? And us all this rain trying to counter DS sprays? 

And thank you for taking the time to help with peoples questions.

2/28/2019 6:49:45 AM hawkgirlinmn I need to listen to that joe rogan podcast.

2/28/2019 6:49:54 AM ethereal_shaman I had a dream back in September '17 (1 month prior to Q drops) of being in the WH working with a large group of people and talking to potus.  Astral 

doings, lol.

2/28/2019 6:50:27 AM hawkgirlinmn We are here to raise eachothers vibrations. 💥

2/28/2019 6:50:34 AM youstinksoap Will all the '[P]owers that be' be stripped of immunity? https://twitter.com/icijorg/status/1100953780412170240?s=21 …

2/28/2019 6:50:39 AM realityloominng I watched long ago, like way before I got into any conspiracies at all, stopped watching when the archeologist left. - However I remember thinking 

'some of this crazy stuff has to be real in some way...'

2/28/2019 6:51:10 AM hedkandigirl Discernment with Sandia ET.

2/28/2019 6:51:54 AM kindeandtrue It's a synergistic thing when people get on the same mental wave length.

2/28/2019 6:52:47 AM hawkgirlinmn Powerful! I love all my Maj12 friends. Intelligent and insightful.

2/28/2019 6:53:00 AM jballz1021 listening now, it's insane.

2/28/2019 6:53:23 AM bvvhite It’s probably the same LARP LOL

2/28/2019 6:54:00 AM decodematrix What caused the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami?

2/28/2019 6:54:59 AM pastorjon9 It'll take some time my friend. Clean up ops could go on for months after "total victory" declared.

2/28/2019 6:56:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Alright, i will try to listen today. You have piqued my curiosity!

2/28/2019 6:57:53 AM freestateojones AJs first Rogan clip had some good info, I watched around same time Q was targeting AJ, which seemed somewhat contradictory. There is obviously 

more to AJ than most know/understand however he spoke truth on big levels. 

I give some credit to AJ for helping start wake many.

2/28/2019 6:57:54 AM aurorasreality Thank you I feel that! I haven’t read much but here people say read “this” or “that”

2/28/2019 6:59:34 AM aprilbrown99 Everyday at 3 pm ET there is a global meditation call that Jared Rand hosts, in which about 3M people participate in. The daily focus varies. Are there 

any areas outside of the norm that we could focus our energy on to assist or speed things along?

2/28/2019 6:59:44 AM aurorasreality I started with the study guide and it seemed to just click. I read random parts of the book and i feel something deep inside unlocked. I feel I can scan 

and absorb things I shouldn’t but try and explain it I couldn’t

2/28/2019 7:00:03 AM jrocktigers Have the [cabal] introduced it into the environment for nefarious reasons?

2/28/2019 7:00:13 AM pastorjon9 Exactly, same is true no matter what "type" of spiritual awareness you're talking about - the only real source of answers comes from within: Call it 

prayer or meditation or whatever, it's accessing the Higher Self which has all knowledge. That can't be taught in a book.

2/28/2019 7:00:38 AM aurorasreality I need to reread in depth, thank you  for this recommendation

2/28/2019 7:01:29 AM charmcityanon I'd like to hear more.

2/28/2019 7:01:42 AM truthseeker805  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWgkB-De90o …

2/28/2019 7:01:44 AM djlok I bet that nanotech is the same as chemtrails and vaccines.

2/28/2019 7:02:22 AM diaptera_80 You mean ”them”

2/28/2019 7:03:22 AM jballz1021 you choose whether or not it affects you.

2/28/2019 7:04:35 AM diaptera_80 No

2/28/2019 7:05:06 AM kindeandtrue We're all in this together. ❤️

2/28/2019 7:05:54 AM darrahsfriend You are wrong.  God spoke and created.  His word is still creating.  This is not religion.  Religion is man made and an attempt to control mankind.  God 

has no equal and no opposite.  He has been from the beginning and there is none like him.  All religion is somewhat like him.

2/28/2019 7:06:56 AM keith369me The answers to questions I had seemed to appear at the next reading...this hooked me



2/28/2019 7:07:02 AM jballz1021 go within and continue to push your own awakening.

2/28/2019 7:11:08 AM universalrisin Care to expand please? @kabamur_taygeta

2/28/2019 7:11:19 AM diaptera_80 or years

2/28/2019 7:12:33 AM 12bravogran The path to enlightenment is very real, I've walked it. It looks different to each traveler.

It's a customized path, but you can be taught how to see the road signs, and you can be guided... you cannot be led to it.

Ego death is very real. I know... because I killed him. pic.twitter.com/lna0rD5qSE

2/28/2019 7:12:37 AM fionasdestiny67 ❤️💞😇

2/28/2019 7:12:54 AM aurorasreality So @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the filmed Stargate is where your location coordinates are 😳 just figured thought out from the answer regarding seasons 1-7  

pic.twitter.com/G2B039SYLH

2/28/2019 7:13:18 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/aA5PQulpvr

2/28/2019 7:13:32 AM darrahsfriend I disagree.  Hey Majic your colors are showing.  You must be BORN AGAIN.

2/28/2019 7:14:53 AM pastorjon9 True, hopefully not that long though

2/28/2019 7:15:29 AM aurorasreality When I google who wrote season 1-7 I found...

Below is a pic of the arc used in movie with a link to where it is with a photo of Cheyenne mtn base and website. I had been to website. Why.... 

pic.twitter.com/eOzUOfSWhC

2/28/2019 7:16:16 AM jrocktigers 🤔

2/28/2019 7:16:19 AM boy12_jimmy Been trying to open my eyes and ears to this. Been an active follower of MJ12, usually confused with the messages, as I can be with Q. I will begin with 

first contact upload and see if I understand more. Is there any suggestions before I dig deeper? I am a terrible researcher.

2/28/2019 7:17:05 AM aleks8837 Do the different alien races acknowledge that The Buddha became a Supreme Enlightened one?

2/28/2019 7:17:08 AM aurorasreality It’s same coordinates as.... pic.twitter.com/fPj87PfD0L

2/28/2019 7:17:11 AM dr_t_dc Tell us more about nano tech in vaccines.

2/28/2019 7:18:12 AM pastorjon9 I've done the same - it's a winding path with many forks. I've had to do some backtracking as well when i realized I was going in a direction I didn't 

want. I can relate to the guy in the picture being blindfolded - it can feel like that at times.

2/28/2019 7:18:13 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/kjFKCLqgd7

2/28/2019 7:21:59 AM boy12_jimmy Off the ball question: Was the original plans for the Spaceport in New Mexico for this exact reason for real travel to/from other worlds and their 

beings? Is the spaceport still being built?

2/28/2019 7:23:16 AM aquariancrow ...and Eddie Bravo is a backpeddling, flat earth believing, post-birth abortion denyer! Watch him lie and laugh at Alex telling the truth! Only to say he's 

just kidding when he's called out on it~

2/28/2019 7:23:59 AM aprilbrown99 Is there a recommended mg dosage for CBC oils for meditation and opening pineal gland?  I recently bought two different kinds. One is 1mg each 

pump, & the other is 16mg (full spectrum) per dropper. Is there a prior thread or info on this somewhere?  I didn’t see it In mega file.

2/28/2019 7:24:01 AM pumped_4_trump No, God didn't create us only to punish us for not worshipping another man.

2/28/2019 7:24:24 AM pastorjon9 What's the deal with Pakistan and India? Is this a cabal orchestrated event to distract from the US/NK summit or something else (long time enemies 

starting up a new round of clashes)?

2/28/2019 7:24:30 AM goodmedicine4us Will he testify ?

2/28/2019 7:24:36 AM jballz1021 ...at a soul level.  if you can bring that level of consciousness into your awareness you can work with it.  Otherwise you are choosing on an unconscious 

level.

2/28/2019 7:25:48 AM charmcityanon Tesla tech being worked on in TX. Will this ever actually roll out?

2/28/2019 7:25:52 AM aurorasreality @Cordicon catch this? Read above :)

2/28/2019 7:26:06 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Is there a multiverse?

2/28/2019 7:26:22 AM diaptera_80 Then how?

2/28/2019 7:28:04 AM petitchevalb Can we refuse to reincarnate? If so, how can we do?

2/28/2019 7:28:15 AM gidget_g8 🙋🏻

2/28/2019 7:28:30 AM gidget_g8 They get me sometimes

2/28/2019 7:30:20 AM 17buckspatri0t If you look at the video Kim has his wrist pointed so the watch directly faces Potus.( Actually looks painful). Potus appears to be directly staring at it. 

? Watch? 3:15? No coincidences....?

2/28/2019 7:31:07 AM rebelsouls2018 Underground nuke

2/28/2019 7:31:16 AM diaptera_80 Can’t remember an Alex Jones character in SG1

2/28/2019 7:33:00 AM covertress You have said that "time is an illusion that must be mastered to ascend successfully."

How does one master the illusion of time?

2/28/2019 7:33:29 AM kabamur_taygeta Not black hat. Just people with interest in ETs and limited knowledge.

What I don't like is that they go on the Disclosure speaking circuit and charge people money. This is deception.

2/28/2019 7:34:32 AM synackstatic "intelligent evil dust"

Does JA Ins F = "we have already have everything?"

"accidentally release everything" = JA DMS?

Up to us to know the truth = apply the key to the Ins F?

JA under WH control, WL under BH control?

"You may have the site but we have the source"?

2/28/2019 7:34:38 AM derrinballard Fakebook is 100% cabal-owned, as is Twitter, Instagram, and Google

2/28/2019 7:36:09 AM synackstatic *"We have everything"

2/28/2019 7:37:19 AM love4thegameak Many paths, some just take longer

Beware of who you follow. pic.twitter.com/A50mt6fGgo

2/28/2019 7:37:49 AM charmcityanon  pic.twitter.com/OaWkbK5lAB

2/28/2019 7:38:06 AM synackstatic The gmail draft servers were in NK

via Schmidt's visit

strings cut = NK has it all

2/28/2019 7:38:34 AM diaptera_80 What difference does it make...to tweet in a different language?

2/28/2019 7:39:57 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes. I stand corrected. Thank you.

2/28/2019 7:40:33 AM 12bravogran That's why you can't follow anyone.

2/28/2019 7:41:44 AM 12bravogran The Warriors path is a very narrow road. You have to follow the 9. pic.twitter.com/Lq6poGrH7y

2/28/2019 7:42:16 AM irah_chandler A.I. alice

2/28/2019 7:42:20 AM freestateojones ....aaand we're back. pic.twitter.com/1rvfOC5VU0

2/28/2019 7:42:45 AM melanieanders7 Hence the plot line pace change beginning in season 8. No wonder I’m having a hard time getting through season 8! I don’t like the delivery of the 

show starting in season 8.

2/28/2019 7:43:12 AM bbobbio71 Is this information on the right track for understanding 3 6 9?

Thank you! https://affinitynumerology.com/number-meanings/number-369-meaning.php …

2/28/2019 7:43:33 AM love4thegameak Exactly!!



2/28/2019 7:43:53 AM hawkgirlinmn Stuck energy? Repeating a karmic cycle?

2/28/2019 7:47:42 AM saraashcraft The isthmus

2/28/2019 7:48:28 AM bbobbio71 ALICE

2/28/2019 7:49:09 AM darrahsfriend He didn’t create us to punish us.  He created us to love. For God SO LOVED THE WORLD, that He gave His only Son, that whosoever believeth in Him 

should not perish, but have everlasting life.  He came NOT into the world TO CONDEMN IT BUT THAT THE WORLD THROUGH HIM MIGHT BE SAVED.

2/28/2019 7:49:15 AM pvg0015 Activates ones THINKING @Diaptera_80 into viewing or researching the language

2/28/2019 7:49:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't join. Was infiltrated.

2/28/2019 7:49:31 AM melanieanders7 Is SRA slowing due to awareness in mass consciousness of its existence and threat of Q followers exposing them?

2/28/2019 7:49:39 AM diaptera_80 How did it take out CERN? They recently discovered a new particle

2/28/2019 7:50:06 AM dontdregmebro ? ? ?

2/28/2019 7:50:55 AM bbobbio71 WWG1WGA!

2/28/2019 7:51:13 AM pastorjon9 Yes, it's an individual path - can't follow anyone because their path isn't your path. Having relations/communications with folks is one thing, but you'll 

only end up at the dead end if you follow in their footsteps.

2/28/2019 7:51:54 AM dontdregmebro h OW 

Many

s TEPs

ahed,... ?

Always.    

MQQb.

2/28/2019 7:54:08 AM mikecoats1965 No!

2/28/2019 7:54:36 AM 12bravogran Bingo... I can't wait for everyone to catch up.

Let's fix the world.

2/28/2019 7:54:42 AM dontdregmebro mean ing,

   Old vs 

New  

Nuze sauce?

2/28/2019 7:55:22 AM pastorjon9 CERN says it took the LHC offline for up to 2 years to install "upgrades" but if you search carefully you'll see they were about to run another major 

experiment that got scrubbed. Not sure if the info got deleted or not. I need to do a better job archiving offline.

2/28/2019 7:55:25 AM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/uAoHgrv7Rr

2/28/2019 7:56:26 AM keith369me It is a series of books but the YT channel scrolls the words with an audiobook like sound.

2/28/2019 7:56:41 AM dontdregmebro als o,

the habb eningz 

comin g

3 weakz

2/28/2019 7:57:19 AM pumped_4_trump Saved from what? God created the universe and everything in it.  What do you belive you need to be saved from?

2/28/2019 7:57:26 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/vRNKfXD85c

2/28/2019 7:57:59 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/NwFmyn3ZST

2/28/2019 7:58:31 AM pastorjon9 Bingo! True that (graphic). Key point - INSIDE!

2/28/2019 7:58:36 AM keith369me Feel the same way, but I did find the Telepathy 101 guide interesting

2/28/2019 7:59:04 AM 12bravogran I once heard a voice when I needed it most. It simply said...

"You have the light of God shining inside of you... what do you have to fear?"

I repeat those whenever needed. Light the torch, walk the darkness.

Be brave, and the reward is freedom.

2/28/2019 8:02:44 AM pastorjon9 Can't be blackmailed into pursuing a suicidal course of action (nuking a another country) because the strings are cut - "You try to blackmail me and I'll 

publish the truth about you". Who has the most to hide? The cabal does.

2/28/2019 8:03:35 AM pastorjon9 Amen

2/28/2019 8:04:13 AM rick_hernandez Fear prevents us from being authentic. The fear of fear actually.

2/28/2019 8:05:21 AM sehvehn still rubbing me the wrong way. if writing things down werent important for reading, then why are there markings in caves, on rocks, pyramids, etc. 

wasnt really a question. but when you have your 'wiped' ...there are things that can trigger memory....including some reading

2/28/2019 8:05:44 AM lindabr67234799 Theory. ....  Kim has Clinton emails/ server.  Used to protect himself while getting free of cabal.  Gives to trump but pretends he doesn’t give it to trump 

so cabal won’t take him out.  Trump and Kim playing a game.  Trump comes home and takes them down.  Kim is then truly free?

2/28/2019 8:07:10 AM pastorjon9 Yeah, to get "control" of the most Majestic intel "unit", that's how you'd have to do it. Since no one really ever knows who all 12 members are, you'd 

have to infiltrate. And that ain't easy since you don't just join up, you get recruited.

2/28/2019 8:07:19 AM sehvehn ...and on tablets

2/28/2019 8:07:58 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1099792155839815680?s=19 …

2/28/2019 8:08:12 AM ulle701 And how implantated RFID Chips interact with Nanotechnologie...

2/28/2019 8:08:57 AM 12bravogran You're an inspiration my friend. We're going to make the world a great place.

2/28/2019 8:09:07 AM cryptocrab4 Big things coming in next 21 days ?

What do you know about this ?

#EndTheFed #GoldStandard #Gesara https://www.globalresearch.ca/us-army-transported-50-tons-gold-syria/5669876 …

2/28/2019 8:09:22 AM blankmarlo Definitely post a new archive of your tweets if possible soon pls. Also anyone remember if MJ12 has said anything about CERN?

2/28/2019 8:10:34 AM sweetgigi369 All the way amen!!!

2/28/2019 8:11:31 AM 12bravogran Until we get everyone. pic.twitter.com/x2ElTEvQGs

2/28/2019 8:12:18 AM goyaeq They said it should be shut down.

2/28/2019 8:12:44 AM pastorjon9 I'll second that - like everything else in life: slow and steady wins the race.

A lot of people miss what Jesus was teaching, He wanted us to focus on the here & now - this moment - and do what's right in God's Eyes. Then the 

next moment, and so on.

2/28/2019 8:12:46 AM afsps86 So sorry for your loss. God Bless!! Keep up the GREAT WORK!!

2/28/2019 8:13:03 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/rJ4Dlmygrg

2/28/2019 8:13:06 AM olimyracle Define TS_SCI please

2/28/2019 8:14:18 AM beachbrat2b Wow, well said friend! 👏

2/28/2019 8:14:24 AM enomai_ What country, is making these chemtrails chemicals/etc?

2/28/2019 8:15:00 AM olimyracle Connect the dots ? https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

2/28/2019 8:16:21 AM _girlmaher_ Search Twitter for from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 CERN and maybe some other related words like particle or accelerator...

2/28/2019 8:16:43 AM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/28/2019 8:17:02 AM decodematrix TS=Top Secret

SCI=Sensitive Compartmented Information



2/28/2019 8:17:22 AM 12bravogran Every photon matters, regardless if we notice or care.

2/28/2019 8:17:46 AM love4thegameak The Voice "tired Yet?"

Me "No" teenager

The Voice "tired Yet?"

Me "No" 20s

The Voice "tired Yet?"

Me "No" 30s

The Voice "tired Yet?"

Me "kinda" 40s

The Voice "tired Yet?"

Me "Yes I am Tired" 52 yrs old

The Voice "Then Let's Begin"

Me "Thank You God" 

1wk later I found a Network
2/28/2019 8:20:10 AM bellgel Who is FF ?  False Flag ?

2/28/2019 8:21:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't use Keybase anymore. It was used at the request of anons to place a backup of the major tweets from Nov/Dec, which was done.

2/28/2019 8:21:56 AM cryptocrab4 #Retweet #retweetAgain

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLWnAYoLmdQ&feature=youtu.be …

2/28/2019 8:22:03 AM petitchevalb Do you help negative races or do they have to play their role in the global balance ?

2/28/2019 8:22:10 AM identityasxy .

I cannot express how important it is, AT THIS POINT IN THE MAGA process, for the Pres. and military commanders to provide TANGIBLE evidence that 

real progress is occuring to clean out corrupt politicians.  When will Seth Rich's murder be avenged?  or even investigated? MAGA?

2/28/2019 8:22:17 AM 12bravogran Repeats will occur until you learn your lessons.

Time repeats for a reason. We had to get enough eyes open to see the patterns.

We found our Morpheus. pic.twitter.com/0L1wz3oOAi

2/28/2019 8:22:28 AM realityloominng Ego is your vantage-point in creation, and you chose to incarnate.. I  think we should expand our thinking on ego and pride - specially since  only actions 

and events matter in the eternal now. We did not incarnate to be invisible and always humble IMO.

2/28/2019 8:23:20 AM roaminnoodle MJ, can we get a new update/archive of your tweets, please and thanks!

2/28/2019 8:23:50 AM redstrings333 Was there something in the gulf islands/juan de fuca

What about vancouver b.c

2/28/2019 8:24:13 AM misspatriot2 Thank you had know Idea

2/28/2019 8:25:08 AM darrahsfriend Let’s look at it like this.  The Cabal/Deepstate those people that sell drugs, sell people, sell babies and baby body parts and push for infanticide and 

world domination etc. what do you think they find when they look on the inside?

2/28/2019 8:25:37 AM _girlmaher_ This happened to me as well. It can't be bad for people to will good faith to an individual or group. I see it as countering the trauma-based fear-

anchored Trump Derangement Syndrome people will constantly as zombies of the terror15t news media. I hope people heal from this pain.

2/28/2019 8:26:01 AM covfefe_grande AJ= Bill Hicks, AS= Andy Kaufman?

2/28/2019 8:27:34 AM sehvehn you pay attention to AJ?

2/28/2019 8:27:39 AM citoyen_resist can you tell us a bit about the Iron society ?

2/28/2019 8:28:16 AM redstrings333 What will happen in vancouver b.c there is massive d.u.m.b.s/trafficking/snuff films mind control ops. Did Q's ten days of darkness in the straight of 

georgia/gulf islands 10 day power outtage

2/28/2019 8:29:18 AM tammyredmond Was there a security threat to @POTUS and KJU?

2/28/2019 8:29:24 AM _the_psychonaut How do I turn your post notifications back on if I never turned them off? Haven’t been getting them lately...

ALICE trying to censor you?

2/28/2019 8:29:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats why things ended abruptly.

2/28/2019 8:30:06 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏🤓🇺🇸 Another great job LEO ( the Country’s Lions)...

2/28/2019 8:30:21 AM blankmarlo This is awesome, thanks!

2/28/2019 8:30:33 AM pastorjon9 Man I can so relate to that @love4thegameAK. For me I was 48 yrs old.

2/28/2019 8:31:03 AM rick_hernandez Yes. [FF] in the kill box = dead/dying FF

2/28/2019 8:31:59 AM universalrisin I think it’s Alex Jones and Adam Schiff

2/28/2019 8:32:14 AM giediknight Biologically speaking, is Human DNA, one of the most advanced of all known races (ET and non-ET), as our vessel has the ability for Extreme GOOD and 

Extreme Evil?

2/28/2019 8:32:39 AM love4thegameak Bldg a Network of Neos

2/28/2019 8:32:43 AM realityloominng Dream Big Again pic.twitter.com/J0kJrXinfN

2/28/2019 8:33:17 AM pastorjon9 Since right after WW2. Not sure how the selection process works now but the initial group was appointed by President Truman

2/28/2019 8:35:31 AM 12bravogran Voltron...

Many become One.

Unlimited processing power at the speed of light. pic.twitter.com/AB2jFhNd4B

2/28/2019 8:36:13 AM jrocktigers 👀

2/28/2019 8:36:46 AM pastorjon9 Aha, I thought as much - someone tried to "crash the party". Cabal/clowns no doubt. Our clowns?

2/28/2019 8:37:00 AM tammyredmond That’s what my gut told me. When they said it was all set to go but nobody went into the the room for the meeting. Thank you for protecting our 

beloved @POTUS and all who were there. I pray you are also protected and safe. Thank you. 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸🌎

2/28/2019 8:39:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 We told you FF.

We told you "Thank you LEO".

We told you "faux fight".

"Thank You" Alex Jones?

Are you enjoying the movie?

45 is secure and insulted, however KJU had a wetwork ordered on him.

Some of the locations 45 mentioned are what AJ talked about.

2/28/2019 8:39:32 AM pastorjon9 You've been hanging out with your kids again Cody. 😊

2/28/2019 8:40:36 AM love4thegameak We Enter a World that is Entirely Each Our Own and Share it Together with the World...

We Are the News Now Worldwide pic.twitter.com/j8OLPztsFA

2/28/2019 8:41:18 AM rincon174 Q=Question.

2/28/2019 8:42:11 AM jrocktigers 👍💪💪👊

2/28/2019 8:43:04 AM 12bravogran Guilty as charged. pic.twitter.com/iqWoxbPyun

2/28/2019 8:44:14 AM pastorjon9 Got it.

2/28/2019 8:44:27 AM keith369me Insulated?

2/28/2019 8:46:32 AM keith369me What’s going on with Netanyahu?  Saving Israel for last?

2/28/2019 8:52:22 AM love4thegameak God is Within.... #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/O9tQmTfrmV

2/28/2019 8:52:55 AM realeyethespy KEYBASE is majestic tech as stated prior.



2/28/2019 8:54:03 AM pastorjon9 The retired programmer in me loves that graphic

2/28/2019 8:56:04 AM aurorasreality Atomic mass and quaymkn physics ❤️

2/28/2019 8:56:18 AM richterkyler What level in the majestic matrix?

2/28/2019 9:00:03 AM pastorjon9 Quantum Physics too 😊

2/28/2019 9:01:16 AM whitehat_van Then you are being misrepresented by Keybase ISBEs, who treat you like God. Nobody is allowed to question MJ.

Keybase is owned by Marc Andreessen of Facebook fame. It is a taxonomic thought mapping tool for mind control, the next generation of Social Media 

from the deepstate.

2/28/2019 9:02:09 AM lbf777 When does gesera financial reset launch so we can get some relief?

2/28/2019 9:02:11 AM whitehat_van Majestic in the hands of Chinese communists you mean.

2/28/2019 9:02:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 People question MJ12 all the time here. As we have said prior, this is the only venue we shall use for public communication. No DMs. Only Twitter.

2/28/2019 9:02:55 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dsxtImDVMig 

2/28/2019 9:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 All Majestic technology can be used for both good and evil.

2/28/2019 9:03:17 AM lbf777 Kabamur says Sandia is a fake person.

2/28/2019 9:03:52 AM jrocktigers Likely anyone in vicinity.

2/28/2019 9:04:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

2/28/2019 9:04:11 AM whitehat_van So then since it's controlled by Facebook Deepstate actors, I guess we are suppose to trust the deepstate now? Trust Mark Andreessen? Trust 

Bloomberg? Trust Facebook? Got it!

2/28/2019 9:06:24 AM 1_decided_voter To clarify, a wetwork was ordered on KJU (by some cabal actor), not KJU had a wetwork ordered on 45, right?

2/28/2019 9:06:39 AM hawkgirlinmn Akin to: the teachings of the incarnate Jesus? Even if you don’t believe he existed, the message/teachings are still valuable?

2/28/2019 9:06:50 AM love4thegameak Was the India/Pak war outbreak a Diversion??

2/28/2019 9:06:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was KANSAS unusually nervous during the press conference?

In order to not alert the public, AF1 was being secured and the delegation in the Press Conference was the period of time before receiving the "GO" on 

transporting POTUS. When the GO was received, POTUS left abruptly.

2/28/2019 9:07:28 AM collectvcat Danger?

2/28/2019 9:08:20 AM jollyrob2 Maybe part of the disinformation what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is talking about, sandia doesn’t resonates like @kabamur_taygeta

2/28/2019 9:08:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 KJU wants 45's offer.

NK [DS] is at WAR.

Remember, the strings were cut.

What did AJ say again about interdimensionals?

Some facilities that 45 wanted closed were "red lines" for NK [DS].

KJU has more cleaning to do before 45 will meet with him again.

Vietnam double implication.

2/28/2019 9:08:54 AM hawkgirlinmn I noticed that. But I shrugged it off as a possible temperature/climate change issue.

2/28/2019 9:09:04 AM dogzander 🤔Praying for our most wonderful POTUS🙏🙏🙏

2/28/2019 9:09:09 AM jamesgdurrett I noticed this...so what are you saying is happening or did happen?

2/28/2019 9:09:11 AM whitehat_van The point is Keybase is claiming to be endorsed by YOU. Majestic or not, is Keybase in the hands of Deepstate or DIA?

2/28/2019 9:09:31 AM aurorasreality We are all one. Every source of energy matters

2/28/2019 9:09:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation campaigns are sanctioned by MJ12.

2/28/2019 9:09:53 AM aurorasreality Oops spelt wrong lol

2/28/2019 9:10:04 AM aurorasreality Quantum ^

2/28/2019 9:11:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Cohen hearing went horribly wrong for the Democrats yesterday.

Expect big things to take place very soon.

Damage control today.

[AS]

Tick Tock.

WITCH HUNT!

2/28/2019 9:11:54 AM pastorjon9 Not accurate - @kabamur_taygeta said Sandia the ET was sometimes accurate but then went on the Disclosure speaking tour and charged money for 

providing what info they have.

2/28/2019 9:12:05 AM aurorasreality Yes he did!  There was a timing delay in conference start and two bleeps during that was odd

2/28/2019 9:12:16 AM whitehat_van So then Keybase, the technology platform you claim is Majestic, who openly advocates for you, that you recommended as a secure platform, is in fact, 

a Facebook company with deep ties to Communist China. So then do you denounce patriots using this mind control forum?

2/28/2019 9:12:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keybase is a Deep State product, however the technology is actually used for them for comms because of the strong encryption. No match for NSA/DIA 

since we have quantum technology that can decrypt the strongest algorithms in milliseconds, but regardless, the tech can be used 4GvE

2/28/2019 9:12:50 AM matthewciuccio2 Developing...

2/28/2019 9:12:56 AM giediknight AJ says that DS take DMT to have meetings with interdimensional beings who give them orders on how to take over planet.

2/28/2019 9:12:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Happened.

2/28/2019 9:13:35 AM mrd_s_anderson "Mr President, who is QAnon?"

or

"Mr President, are you aware of QAnon?"

or

"Mr President, what is QAnon?"

ASK THE Q!

Create the reality by manifesting it right now during meditation. Will this to happen now. The Plan are pre-determined events to a goal, !!! Time is an 

Illusion.
2/28/2019 9:14:08 AM cryptocrab4  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/israel-prime-minister-benjamin-netanyahu-indicted-bribe-fraud-charges-n977571 …

2/28/2019 9:14:17 AM jamesgdurrett More info please!

2/28/2019 9:14:55 AM keith369me You are misrepresenting the truth, but that is obvious to anyone with a few firing brain cells

2/28/2019 9:15:08 AM masheddotpotato Who’s Kansas?

2/28/2019 9:15:17 AM pastorjon9 Yes, KANSAS did seem to be very nervous. Think he got surprised too when POTUS asked him to speak. 

I have a hunch but I know you (MJ12) can't answer it here - too public, clowns watching

2/28/2019 9:15:49 AM giediknight I have already said that Quantum can decrypt even the strongest algorithms.... So how about Crypto Currency? Those keys can be decrypted pretty 

easily.

2/28/2019 9:16:17 AM poboyz123 Mike Pompeo...from Kansas.

2/28/2019 9:16:19 AM covfefe_grande Pompeo

2/28/2019 9:16:35 AM beachbrat2b We know much that we aren’t necessarily aware of,seek. 

One place for information is limiting your knowledge capacity imo. 

“The more you know...”

Seek & ask for knowledge & understanding... it’ll come. 

Be patient & aware.

2/28/2019 9:16:55 AM chapulincolored Mike Pompeo



2/28/2019 9:17:03 AM matthewciuccio2 I want to believe I do. But #epstein and the #acosta connection bother me. Hard to know for sure who is wearing which hats...Time will twll

2/28/2019 9:17:04 AM koryoline1 pompeo (sp)

2/28/2019 9:17:14 AM dotgirl74 I was like I’m from Kansas what is going on??? Then I figured it out!

2/28/2019 9:17:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 The technology is extremely classified and while the risk is there with all technology, the intention and will of the Majestic Technology drive whether or 

not it is safe to use.

2/28/2019 9:17:15 AM jrocktigers How convenient for AJ to say that as the popularity of DMT is rising.

2/28/2019 9:17:36 AM lbf777 He said they were 2 hippies and even posted pics of them.

2/28/2019 9:18:29 AM whitehat_van Keybase is a mind control algorithm and NO patriots should use it, under any circumstances. You're data is NOT safe there, you're mind is not safe 

there. They practice group meditations, spread propaganda against Trump, and offer a nihilistic narrative

2/28/2019 9:18:47 AM canadiancovfefe I had no idea this sort of thing was going on in Vancouver, B.C. 😫

2/28/2019 9:19:04 AM qosmicq Telepathics established. Now need more direct contacts. Or it didn’t happen. 🇺🇸ℹ️🌎🕊

2/28/2019 9:19:08 AM whitehat_van "Every breath one step closer to death".

2/28/2019 9:19:44 AM diaptera_80 The telepathic practices and ufo sightings seem to be all real. They said they would show up over my house and blink twice. That same evening two 

ufos flew over me and one of them flashed twice. 100% not planes or satellites.

2/28/2019 9:19:44 AM whitehat_van Not safe! Bitcoin is a catch net for deepstate actors.

2/28/2019 9:22:04 AM whitehat_van The technology uses sacred geometry encoding to map thought processes in the scalar field, to more easily manipulate people. It was developed by 

the Chinese Communists to violate mind sovereignty of American citizens, and is a form of sedition.

2/28/2019 9:22:09 AM diaptera_80 Two humans channeling them, yes. Listen to f2b interview. However they claim also having met them in the flesh, and that we can also in 2021 at OFC, 

if not before.

2/28/2019 9:22:19 AM mrd_s_anderson [Taylor][221][Protect][I promise]

110

1232

1227 missed.

2/28/2019 9:22:43 AM giediknight The cat is out of the bag really, Our paper money can be duplicated to a high degree of accuracy. Human and inherently good, as we move towards this 

new golden age by exposing the dark to light, Our Will will hold Majestic Technology on indestructible pillars.

2/28/2019 9:23:31 AM mullis_p Look for the disappearance of children in the US to start going up.

2/28/2019 9:23:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust KANSAS.

2/28/2019 9:23:41 AM cryptocrab4 If Israel is last we must be getting close ! When I think of it further Israel has nukes and the Iran thing with them (lol) may be a last ditch Nuclear effort 

to some degree , maybe I'm over thinking or off but that's where my mind takes me.

2/28/2019 9:23:50 AM giediknight Yes, that is what it is being used for. The gun is deadly in the hand the wields it.

2/28/2019 9:23:57 AM function108 you are saying Kim JU tried to have 45 killed?!

2/28/2019 9:24:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread other posts re this subject.

2/28/2019 9:25:16 AM masheddotpotato Ahhhhh ok that makes sense🤦🏻♀️ long morning

2/28/2019 9:25:20 AM whitehat_van Humans are not inherently good, they are inherently selfish. Extremism and Hierarchy are being removed from the planet, with the help of E8 type 

quantum AI. We are moving to an autocratic society ran by AI through Z Terminals.

2/28/2019 9:25:32 AM leeanndalton2 I love this

2/28/2019 9:26:38 AM giediknight You are wrong, humans are inherently good. You have bought into the narrative.

2/28/2019 9:26:53 AM pastorjon9 Flip it - Kim has [DS] in his country that wants KJU dead. There's more leaders than just POTUS that the DS wants out of the way.

2/28/2019 9:27:08 AM lightworkercain What role will Starseeds play in the transition/aftertime?

2/28/2019 9:27:42 AM whitehat_van Keybase does NOT let go. Accounts can NOT be deleted. You made a mistake or were complicit in your recommendation. Everyone who signed up is 

now being tracked by Chinese Communists.

2/28/2019 9:27:46 AM diaptera_80 Let’s not start making Sharia law out of what Majic12 says. There is no pure way of walking our way through this world, we will just get more or less 

dirty

2/28/2019 9:28:15 AM covertress This cat is finally out too.

Took him long enough to tell us what he really thought. pic.twitter.com/FYveSW4RFG

2/28/2019 9:28:22 AM hambrickro 😏 Stargate in IRAQ 😏 First place Special Ops went was to Baghdad Museum, several levels of basement ; retrieved ancient Tech that Saddam had 

excavated from the ancient city of Babylon. Someone on the inside sent Tom Horn video of incident , next day Horn's house burnt DOWN 💥

2/28/2019 9:29:07 AM whitehat_van Inherently good human beings do not eat children, do not exploit the masses, do not produce adrenachrome. YOU have bought into the WRONG 

narrative.

2/28/2019 9:29:14 AM pastorjon9 Well, not the same individuals but same mission.

2/28/2019 9:29:24 AM lori_dee1 Yes Alex Jones and Adam Schiff.

2/28/2019 9:29:27 AM onegoal123 I surmise related to the need to change dinner venue last minute - were they trying to get a 2 for 1 ?

2/28/2019 9:30:24 AM keith369me Is there more to “grey” than a color mixture between black and white?  Finished watching AJ/Rogan and it seemed as if an altered personality occupied 

that body...one that didn’t give me a headache.

2/28/2019 9:30:42 AM hambrickro 😏 Burnt DOWN aka "Totally INCINERATED" ( like houses in Paradise, CA )

2/28/2019 9:32:45 AM hambrickro 🙄🙄🙄 Weapons of Mass Destruction 🙄🙄🙄 Oops , WE made a mistake 😏😏😏

2/28/2019 9:33:43 AM jamesgdurrett Quite possibly...so many things going on that it is harder and harder to make informed opinions. I'm deep in the rabbit hole and trying to merge both 

realities. So much misinformation!

2/28/2019 9:34:07 AM whitehat_van No idea what that even means. MJ12 is complicit in seditious acts if they are pointing people to Keybase.

2/28/2019 9:34:34 AM aurorasreality And the stair ramp wouldn’t work to AF1 and USS had to manually push it

2/28/2019 9:34:43 AM jrocktigers All I know, after listening to that podcast, I really should have monetized the knowledge I have carried since waking in 1992.

2/28/2019 9:35:12 AM pastorjon9 Did KJU get out of Vietnam safely?

2/28/2019 9:36:41 AM littleraven All spiritual masters have said the same thing.

2/28/2019 9:37:19 AM j0z0rpwn Thanks for sharing this, having been trying to track down ALICE for a minute, and this gave me a few leads

2/28/2019 9:37:43 AM pastorjon9 MJ12's response to my question about Kim having Hillary's emails https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101126579621675010 …

2/28/2019 9:38:40 AM diaptera_80 and who is the real witch?

2/28/2019 9:38:47 AM whitehat_van Who would give up their life for another? Who would not live another day if they could? YOU are naive, and offensive. Blocking now!

2/28/2019 9:39:25 AM boy12_jimmy Clowns were nearby and infiltrating the talks? Yes they were across the street from the hotel. What about the Rusky, Lavrov? who flew off before the 

meeting?

2/28/2019 9:39:48 AM chapulincolored from reading MJ's posts, it seems like someone tried to 187 KJU, that KJU wanted to take @POTUS's offer, but both were at risk to get 187'ed.  Had to 

end summit abruptly.  AF1 was being secured.  Pompeo was very nervous because he was aware of the threats to @POTUS and KJU.

2/28/2019 9:40:35 AM tamiwils0n22813 Vietnam implication is NO NAME! Hanoi Hilton was where he was for 5+ years. Cain in the Bible!

2/28/2019 9:41:50 AM kozarisit This makes sense.  Last visit for NK summit, the incident with AF1 and missile.  Perhaps, this is the reason for finishing up early with the summit.

2/28/2019 9:42:02 AM olimyracle @Rob_Miller__ is making a fantastic work 🤩

2/28/2019 9:42:33 AM whitehat_van Or be manipulated by the deepstate!

2/28/2019 9:43:17 AM blsdbe Lots of people reading, incl. DS

2/28/2019 9:44:03 AM decodematrix Thank you @SecretService 🙏



2/28/2019 9:44:18 AM hambrickro 😏 Think "Cradle of Civilization " , read BIBLE , with HEBREW translation, other religious texts tell the same story with the same characters , just 

different names !  What or WHO is in ANTARCTICA 😏 Genesis 1:26  ; Genesis 1:28  -- replenish the earth 😳 what happened before ?

2/28/2019 9:44:26 AM chapulincolored Pompeo and @POTU's security detail were trying to secure @POTUS's safety before boarding AF1.  KJU needs to do further cleaning in NK.  Black hats 

in NK are at war with KJU.  Summit ended abruptly since it wasn't safe for either to continue negotiations.

Pray for @POTUS, and KJU.

2/28/2019 9:45:00 AM atlassiteresa We folks from KANSAS are pretty smart, aren't we?😉

2/28/2019 9:46:19 AM keith369me 1992...wow...glad I planned for the quick version of the wake up rather than your version

2/28/2019 9:46:42 AM whitehat_van So then you accept bad actors as part of society? I don't!

2/28/2019 9:48:37 AM covfefe_grande Yes but I meant their true (or previous) identities.

2/28/2019 9:50:12 AM aschilliam i guess the cf was the real ruler of nk. 

the cabal instigated pak<>ind to send a message. 

delay peace.

2/28/2019 9:50:49 AM sandychips671 Thot plickens

2/28/2019 9:50:59 AM pastorjon9 And now we know that the summit ended abruptly b/c the cabal wanted to 187 KJU and install their own puppet in NK b/c KJU isn't on strings 

anymore. Pray for that guy folks.

2/28/2019 9:51:46 AM 1_decided_voter Related? https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/02/27/mystery-intruders-break-north-korean-embassy-madrid-hold-staff/ …

2/28/2019 9:53:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

2/28/2019 9:53:55 AM crypto_boa so there was an assassination attempt on POTUS?? on KJU?? Why was Kansas so nervous??

2/28/2019 9:54:23 AM bbobbio71 Apparently I missed something! If there was a threat thanks to everybody for keeping those In Harm's Way safe

2/28/2019 9:55:24 AM jrocktigers AJ was the first person I heard years ago that was always very close to the truths, that I had come to know them. Something always just a tad off 

however..

2/28/2019 9:55:54 AM jamesgdurrett Good find sir! Just take me deeper down the rabbit hole! Servers stolen...possibly ID badges to get into the summit or blackmail with someone already 

invited?

2/28/2019 9:56:48 AM whitehat_van Don't do it people! Scott the Bot is part of Keybase team. Chinese Communists at play.

2/28/2019 9:57:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1101178853299535872 …

2/28/2019 9:58:31 AM mrd_s_anderson  http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2016/06/30/world-bank-commits-50m-to-support-fijis-long-term-cyclone-winston-recovery …

2/28/2019 9:59:19 AM jamesgdurrett Follow the bloodline!

2/28/2019 10:00:21 AM freestateojones PG&E / @California THREAD https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1067074914358882309?s=19 …

2/28/2019 10:00:47 AM 1_decided_voter Sounds like some of the cleaning needed is in NK's spokespeople. They are now denying the way POTUS characterized the negotiation. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-02-28/sometimes-you-have-walk-hanoi-summit-collapses-trump-rebuffs-demands-sanctions …

2/28/2019 10:01:29 AM whitehat_van It maps your thought patterns, then calls group meditations. It is advanced scalar mapping technology for taxonomic identification of people's mind. It 

is Chinese communist technology to "activate" MKs and violate people's rights. It is a covert mental trespassing tool.

2/28/2019 10:01:39 AM freestateojones Were they used in Cali?

2/28/2019 10:01:56 AM kalipatriot  pic.twitter.com/sbumP1d3y0

2/28/2019 10:03:14 AM pastorjon9 The "hops" just might lead to strange locations and projects - like launching things into space.

2/28/2019 10:03:29 AM blsdbe We have the servers?

2/28/2019 10:03:48 AM daveo6145 How many attempts have occurred?

2/28/2019 10:04:30 AM jane_q_patriot [FLYROTHSFLY] I'm actually kind of surprised they didn't try to blame this on some "QAnon conspiracy lunatic."

2/28/2019 10:05:08 AM whitehat_van You're participation in Keybase carries the potential of being charged with sedition.

2/28/2019 10:05:25 AM whitehat_van Blocking now!

2/28/2019 10:05:58 AM sissyseesu Me too! More! Do tell!

2/28/2019 10:06:02 AM jamesgdurrett I'm thinking it isn't us that have these servers...they could be used to make badges or blackmail someone at the summit.

2/28/2019 10:06:10 AM qosmicq @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

2/28/2019 10:06:31 AM pattonspotting Rogan podcast with AJ was #1255 - Synchronicity with 12 and 5:5?

2/28/2019 10:09:37 AM bbobbio71 That's a great name! KANSAS

2/28/2019 10:10:39 AM 3rdeyeview55 I've always been authentic and real. The downside of being that way is having no real friends and family members who think you're "off" or a little 

crazy. Don't care anymore. The most important person in my life, my daughter, is woke, esp in regards to her children 😉

2/28/2019 10:10:41 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/E24K5kweSb

2/28/2019 10:10:42 AM usss_211 Got her old Knixkers in a knot eh???

😉

2/28/2019 10:11:07 AM skeye_watching If humans were as smart as they'd like to think they are, they'd do the research of the ancient text & come to know there is a number of universes & a 

whole Divine Council & Family of Creators, with the Supreme Creator that rules from Love.

2/28/2019 10:11:16 AM jane_q_patriot POTUS also began by talking about the situation in India and Pakistan. So many conflicting reports. Did the IAF actually destroy a terrorist camp? 

Curious as to what's really going on with that. Timing is very interesting.

2/28/2019 10:11:37 AM kineticmike1332 POTUS seemed a little agitated as well. Definitely different demeanor from earlier in the day.

2/28/2019 10:12:36 AM mrd_s_anderson 917 = 17 = 8

2/28/2019 10:12:56 AM jeannepowell Help plz. Who is AJ?

2/28/2019 10:13:26 AM jrocktigers alex Jones

2/28/2019 10:13:33 AM sageremarks Is this how it spread so fast to homes and did not burn the forest?

2/28/2019 10:13:44 AM jeannepowell Ohhh. Thank you.

2/28/2019 10:14:22 AM stoneturnr Can you tell us more about the clockwork elves Alex Jones referred to yesterday? Are these entities associated with Moloch?

2/28/2019 10:14:39 AM koreyedwards6 It was absolutely DEW.

2/28/2019 10:14:57 AM skeye_watching But there are those who's ego caused them to rebel & tamper with the creation of the Most High Yahweh.  Then they devised religion to muddy the 

waters & bring confusion so that Yahweh & His co-creator Son Yeshuah was sabotaged.

2/28/2019 10:16:03 AM allahuniversal What is Twitter? What is FB? What is IG? What is Snap? What is Gab?  What is social media? All are tools. All are surveiled. A strange game. The only 

winning move is... pic.twitter.com/sn3ebWfbR3

2/28/2019 10:16:15 AM 1_decided_voter While I realize this is a reference to Pompeo from his time serving in the US House, but is there a deeper reason why he's been given this nickname by 

Q and MJ12?

2/28/2019 10:17:48 AM whitehat_van WRONG! Not all tools are created equally. Keybase is NEW technology, very dangerous in the wrong hands. MJ pointing patriots there was BAD MOVE!

2/28/2019 10:22:19 AM kalipatriot I suggest you block these two after reviewing their timelines they are about darkness, "Have no clue" warlock brought his witch "modema rose" into 

the thread.  They do NOT have good intentions - don't believe me read their posts and who they follow

#ThesePeopleAreSickAndEvil pic.twitter.com/Jn9IQKLxTr

2/28/2019 10:24:16 AM allahuniversal Above all stated on Twitter, ironically. Replace "Keybase" above with "Internet". What's the difference? Was the internet ever intended to be "safe" for 

anyone's mind, or "safe" from DS? Tools are tools, can be used constructively or destructively. The choice is always yours.

2/28/2019 10:24:21 AM ragevirusqq So sandia are not real ETs?



2/28/2019 10:24:54 AM lightworkercain Just going off some @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101166853999808516?s=20 …

2/28/2019 10:25:18 AM synackstatic PG&E Execs donate to GNewsom Campaign

GN is close/informally adopted by Gordon Getty

Gordon Getty's Father, J. Paul Getty Trust = $$$$ - Controls CA

GN's grandfather, William, was in construction and wife sold stocks for PG&E.

Newsom/pelosi families connected via Squaw Valley

2/28/2019 10:25:39 AM jensen4truth Kansas didn’t look his jolly self.

2/28/2019 10:25:47 AM becca079 Are smart meters involved? The structures burned but not the trees. This skilled nursing home couldn’t have had any time to evacuate. 😢 

pic.twitter.com/PkWO71BKDa

2/28/2019 10:25:51 AM adsvel Thank You.

2/28/2019 10:26:31 AM jensen4truth I also had the misfortune of being awake when Potus left and it seemed off.. I was a bit stunned and there was a ton of extra security. The beast wasn’t 

even loaded onto AF1... isn’t it usually?

2/28/2019 10:27:26 AM ivan2488083248 it already did. next will b work week reduction

2/28/2019 10:27:43 AM jensen4truth Is Kim going to be ok?

2/28/2019 10:29:50 AM gulfcoastchelle 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/28/2019 10:29:58 AM allahuniversal Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12)

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

We can guide but you must 

organically uncover the TRUTH.

THEY are watching.

ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE.

2/28/2019 10:30:43 AM lbf777 Huh? How do you know it launched and why haven't we been notified?

2/28/2019 10:31:48 AM 979_7740 Sick people! Horrible

2/28/2019 10:32:18 AM lightworkercain Yes, they prepped AF-1 as quick as possible to avoid wetworks ordered on Kim. POTUS wont be returning until they get rid of the rat infestion...

2/28/2019 10:33:05 AM jensen4truth So then my theory in Flotus TIES typo has some teeth to it. We didn’t get the rats all out. I hope Kim will be protected.

2/28/2019 10:33:09 AM richardhiatt16 And MJ12 was on the spot! 👍🤓

2/28/2019 10:35:15 AM allahuniversal Ok. And 8chan is full of cancer, yet, Q is there. Twitter is a blue check mark heaven, yet, here we are. FB tracks the web, yet, here we are. 

Ate you currently suffering any side effects from using Keybase?

2/28/2019 10:35:29 AM usss_211 Always engaging... 😉

2/28/2019 10:35:44 AM burkewinkler I like how you think, DownRangeThinker.  Bravo from Reno, NV!

2/28/2019 10:39:39 AM whitehat_van Internet data traffic goes to NSA/DIA. Keybase goes to Chinese Communists. Big difference.

2/28/2019 10:40:52 AM anoncassi  pic.twitter.com/zPI6LLf3ie

2/28/2019 10:41:07 AM whitehat_van Then again, YOU are a fraud, an administrator in the Keybase ISBE forum. You are all frauds participating in seditious acts against US citizens. DIA is well 

aware, now, of what you are up to.

2/28/2019 10:41:45 AM s96677980 God Bless. Thx fren. On it. 🙏🙏🙏👍👍👍

2/28/2019 10:43:09 AM whitehat_van These people are creating a new religion of mind control propaganda, trying to activate sleepers. They preach a nihilistic view of the world, every 

breath takes you one step closer to death. But hey, that's OK. We're immortal anyway. So why not give your meat sack to a cause?

2/28/2019 10:43:22 AM s96677980 😆😁🤣👏👏

2/28/2019 10:44:07 AM woketexan I’ve heard you can ask to go to God source and don’t go to the light.  Not sure what is true tho

2/28/2019 10:44:33 AM allahuniversal And still w/in the reach of NSA/DIA. I'd you don't want [CHINA] or DIA or No Such Agency to know what your thinking, don't say it on Keybase. If you 

value your freedom of speech (or don't care), is Keybase. If you  don't want to be  on camera, don't go outside. Etc. Etc. Etc.

2/28/2019 10:45:27 AM whitehat_van I quit it! Yes, it was disgusting what you are all doing. Complete frauds! I was damaged by your charade. Fortunately, you all recruited the WRONG 

person to participate. I'm tracked like a dog by DIA. They know what you are up to and it is sedition.

2/28/2019 10:46:45 AM whitehat_van False narrative. Not all tools are created the same. Keybase is Facebooks next generation mind control tool, with Chinese Communist technology.

2/28/2019 10:46:50 AM vintagesquirrel Is the closing of airspace over Pakistan connected?

2/28/2019 10:47:44 AM whitehat_van Again, pure dystopian nonsense. I trust DIA. I don't trust YOU are your China Commy allies.

2/28/2019 10:47:49 AM patriottrump45 Done and done as well... Thank you for your investigation

2/28/2019 10:47:56 AM allahuniversal I didn't make myself an admin, nor requested to be one. And I've been careful about what I say online since 1996. NSA/DIA has been well aware of me 

for decades, nothing new.  

Ad hominems aren't the solution here. Do you have a solution, or...? pic.twitter.com/nR7X5s775A

2/28/2019 10:47:59 AM rick_hernandez Reminds me of a quote I just heard. 

We aren’t here to be liked - Panache Desai

2/28/2019 10:49:24 AM whitehat_van Yes. Solution is to stop helping the Chinese Communists, stop participating in seditious acts. You have been put on notice.

2/28/2019 10:52:11 AM allahuniversal It's their life, their choice. You're being offended is your choice. Idk about you, yet I defend free speech, even if I don't  like what's said. Onebthing's for 

sure, there's no evidence of me participating in such talk. If so, produce it to back your claims of me being a fraud.

2/28/2019 10:53:54 AM realityloominng How will MJ12 answer for the damage this disinfo has costed? Truth is  stranger than fiction and thousands of smart people, at least not sheep,  lose 

their minds probably every day trying to figure out wtf is real...

2/28/2019 10:54:20 AM allahuniversal So is this a victory for you, or are you a victim of some sort? Again, provide evidence of your claims or leave yourself open to accusations of libel.

2/28/2019 10:56:21 AM allahuniversal And by what authority do you state such? 

(Can't wait to see this reply!) pic.twitter.com/YAYbenkL5i

2/28/2019 10:56:32 AM mrd_s_anderson Wow... https://babylonbee.com/news/kim-jong-un-criticized-for-meeting-with-nation-that-has-killed-60-million-babies …

2/28/2019 10:59:07 AM allahuniversal Produce your evidence.

Also, is your aim to educate me, or to threaten me?

Your intentions are showing. pic.twitter.com/GZNRXI1hqr

2/28/2019 11:01:38 AM ivan2488083248 just enjoy the good news! 😉😎

2/28/2019 11:02:08 AM lightworkercain Isn't it funny now that we are rooting for Kim? ThankQ!

2/28/2019 11:02:35 AM whitehat_van In the hands of Facebook and China.

2/28/2019 11:03:35 AM sayno2globalism No that deep state had a hit on KJU

2/28/2019 11:04:42 AM whitehat_van I'm not threatening, just letting you know. It's the DIA's attention you have. I don't need proof of anything. Research what a keybase and taxonomic 

identifiers are, then look who holds the technology. Facebook/Bloomberg/China.

2/28/2019 11:05:54 AM jensen4truth I know... !! a few years ago I told my hubby I thought he was not in control there as he seemed to nice...it was a gut feeling. And now it’s reality. World 

has sure changed. I’d rather travel that way then to Europe which was originally our plan for 20 year anniversary



2/28/2019 11:06:15 AM whitehat_van No choice if truth is concealed. The proof is for everyone to see. Keybase, Inc. is owned by Mark Andreessen, Director of Facebook and known deep 

state actor.

2/28/2019 11:06:27 AM susan66388204 Thank Q from the bottom of my heart for taking SUCH GOOD CARE of our POTUS 💜💜💜♥♥♥💜💜💜♥♥♥🥰🥰🥰🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/28/2019 11:07:14 AM whitehat_van My aim is to block you. I've done my job by informing you what's going down. YOUR choice now!

2/28/2019 11:08:59 AM vintagesquirrel Apparently AJ appeared on Joe Rogan's podcast yesterday. Haven't listened yet, but it sounds like it is something worthwhile.

2/28/2019 11:09:03 AM the_fjalar Rothchilds...🙄 https://newspunch.com/rothschild-pge-declare-bankruptcy-california-wildfires/ …

2/28/2019 11:09:22 AM the_fjalar symbolism.... pic.twitter.com/bhooQDRe2v

2/28/2019 11:09:26 AM lightworkercain Wow, congrats on approaching 20! We have our 10 in May. Imagine saying even two years ago that you were going to vacation in North Korea! LOL

2/28/2019 11:09:37 AM whitehat_van You advocated for people to download malware. That's a crime if you knew. And by looking at your biggest supporters, they are all Keybase, Inc. 

admins. Curious.

2/28/2019 11:10:52 AM jensen4truth I know right?! Here I am really wanting to go once things proper there. It has to be beautiful.

2/28/2019 11:11:51 AM 00loll0 👾

2/28/2019 11:13:56 AM prmd21801759 Thank you @SecretService for protecting @POTUS!!

2/28/2019 11:14:43 AM tiffanyblue1122 Who wants Kim dead ,? Deep state ?

2/28/2019 11:16:31 AM robin_ked #SchiffStain pic.twitter.com/HuBRkZ7GtJ

2/28/2019 11:18:01 AM sighpost Follow their geothermal fracture points

2/28/2019 11:21:25 AM realchindsight I ended up in my wife's handbag.

2/28/2019 11:22:31 AM whitehat_van And what truth is that?

2/28/2019 11:22:50 AM whitehat_van You are an admin also.

2/28/2019 11:23:09 AM mongrelglory Not sure what the "theatrics" is meant to accomplish, but I will "trust the plan".  👍

2/28/2019 11:23:40 AM whitehat_van I've stated my case, and you stood over me like a prosecutor. Ha! YOU were on trial dude. Not me.

2/28/2019 11:23:46 AM keith369me Get you facts straight.  I am not an admin.

2/28/2019 11:24:13 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, and intuitively knew that all long. Most of the folks I ran across all my life were phonies, fakers, unreal, not comfortable w themselves and when 

they were comfortable w themselves the more phonier they were.

2/28/2019 11:24:18 AM vand3rboots Read all kinds of things. You will know truth when you find it because you will feel the vibration of truth versus the vibration of deception. There is no 

one perfect source, but there are bits of truth scattered everywhere. Your IS will guide you.

2/28/2019 11:24:19 AM whitehat_van But I'm not the judge. The DIA is. I'm just a messenger. Quit or you are complicit.

2/28/2019 11:25:07 AM keith369me Gone from my life...blocked, bye

2/28/2019 11:25:20 AM francoissmc Got your back also Brother, love and light!

2/28/2019 11:25:25 AM whitehat_van Blocking now.

2/28/2019 11:25:29 AM keith369me ...first person I have ever blocked btw.

2/28/2019 11:26:16 AM howszful Exactly! I remember when I heard, a few years back, that NK had this world class, beach resort, vacation spot, I was shocked.

#ThingsThatMakeYouSayHmm

2/28/2019 11:27:16 AM mongrelglory Are there any Inner Earth people currently working with either MJ-12 or the Q team?

2/28/2019 11:28:19 AM ekotoons POTUS REALLY IS THOR

AND WILL BE VIEWED AS

A SUPER HERO IN THE

FUTURE

2/28/2019 11:28:57 AM mongrelglory Q had said Israel was being "saved for last".  Are we getting close to that event happening?

2/28/2019 11:29:58 AM etherdaydream Californians #ItsInOurHands are we going to put up with this?

2/28/2019 11:31:12 AM mongrelglory Once the Cabal are defeated, can people expect the burden of high taxes to be lifted somewhat?  (i.e. a more equitable financial system?)

2/28/2019 11:31:16 AM mrd_s_anderson What extraterrestrial force will it take for the governments of the World to admit there is and has been more than what people are told. Why are 

extraterrestrials holding back from helping us from this blatant torture?

2/28/2019 11:31:55 AM sehvehn a few of my faves: 'Behold a Pale Horse', 'illusions: adventures of a Reluctant Messiah', 'Animal Farm', 'Adventures of a Psychic Spy', 'The Republic' 

(Plato's Cave is all that was read to me from that), and im sure there are others.

2/28/2019 11:32:46 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1083458866644422657 …

2/28/2019 11:33:31 AM prmd21801759 Thats right. cohen met with [AS] day before hearing.... it still went bad for dems LOL!!!

2/28/2019 11:33:34 AM mrd_s_anderson What would it take to convince extraterrestrials that there are humans who would willingly accept their nature and love them unconditionally instead 

of the government lie that we'd commit mass suicides from hysteria?

2/28/2019 11:33:34 AM enomai_ Cowards they really are.

Be the change, You are the change. CATTLE NO MORE!!!

2/28/2019 11:33:35 AM jrocktigers It is. However , he lost me when he tried to explain what happens on DMT or ahyausca (SP?) , even though he has never taken it. He said he goes on 

DMT trips every night due to his sleep apnea since childhood. WHATEVER ! AJ wouldnt be able to pass acid test.

2/28/2019 11:34:37 AM sehvehn to dive into books without looking up and experiencing life is probably not best. ive kept a journal of my dreams and some experiences, which have 

also been a good read at times...if you remember your dreams and dont mind writing.

2/28/2019 11:34:47 AM mongrelglory He might have intended a double meaning.  He seems like a white hat to me...

2/28/2019 11:34:54 AM tammyredmond Incredible that Richardson is being considered for a Nobel Peace Prize! Hypocrite and Traitor is what I call him.

2/28/2019 11:35:29 AM sehvehn learning about other cultures also expands the mind.

2/28/2019 11:36:35 AM enomai_ We have to be the change for GOOD, expell their ways of control by being the change. Stop letting them suck your energy and good from you, as a 

vampire.

2/28/2019 11:37:18 AM mrd_s_anderson What exactly is "The White Room"'s purpose? Is it as told? A room to broker peace? Why are humans treated so horribly in regards to progression and 

knowledge?

2/28/2019 11:37:48 AM djlok I've had to block a few.  It happens.

2/28/2019 11:38:26 AM sehvehn interesting to learn other cultures 'myths', beliefs, traditions, as well as foreign/local 'mythilogical' and/or paranormal 'creatures'

2/28/2019 11:39:07 AM sehvehn ...my thoughts

2/28/2019 11:40:58 AM mafdet17 Fascination connections. #TheStrengthOfTheirDiabolicalPlan

2/28/2019 11:41:34 AM prmd21801759 Message is: Download the Telepathy Primer 101, that's given Free by @SandiaWisdom. Develop our own telepathic skills, which we normally have but 

not developed. Communicate with our ET genetic families. It's time we normies did this...

2/28/2019 11:41:35 AM keith369me Disagreements are fine, ulterior motives are not.

2/28/2019 11:41:36 AM lightworkercain Si.

2/28/2019 11:43:03 AM petemanderson1 Mike Pompeo is Kansas.

2/28/2019 11:44:39 AM mongrelglory Though I would say, the storyline about the Ori seemed to be disclosure about the Vatican and the Bible...

2/28/2019 11:44:50 AM tammyredmond You used a term “wetwork” that is a euphemism that is referred to historically in Russia for bloody murder or assassination. Is that term used by other 

countries as well? Also could this be linked to a certain indictment being announced today?

2/28/2019 11:51:09 AM mongrelglory Should we be concerned about the tensions between Pakistan and India?  Is that the Cabal trying to stir up trouble?

2/28/2019 11:51:37 AM robin_ked Distraction from what really happened...... pic.twitter.com/7WXmWIeHXA

2/28/2019 11:51:40 AM jrocktigers It is a term used for contract killing.  No specific country is implicated.

2/28/2019 11:56:59 AM mongrelglory The Rothschilds probably already had plans to liquidate the company (PG&E) so they've allowed the company to take the fall for the fires.  Just like 

Haliburton and the BP oil spill. 😠

2/28/2019 11:58:19 AM rachmatcorai33  pic.twitter.com/JExvjtgdKX

2/28/2019 11:59:18 AM mrd_s_anderson Does KJU have any hidden knowledge in regards to extraterrestrials? Especially since his family has been in isolation for this long, outside of Rothschild 

influence.



2/28/2019 11:59:23 AM mongrelglory Or find out the details of the President's itinerary.

2/28/2019 11:59:48 AM mongrelglory Good catch QT!

2/28/2019 12:00:43 PM moemc8 Will Q give us further details as to what transpired?

2/28/2019 12:02:20 PM jamesgdurrett Not sure if that info would be on embassy servers

2/28/2019 12:06:10 PM mrd_s_anderson Have preparations been made to ensure a smooth "First Contact" scenario?

2/28/2019 12:08:52 PM mongrelglory I think you're arguing with a 🤖.  I've just blocked him.  All his replies on his homepage were confrontational.

2/28/2019 12:11:50 PM enomai_ These are trained traits. Kids left alone, from birth, taught right from wrong in terms of the real definition, are not inherently bad. I will tell you just as 

payseur, people are massively trained to have a cannibalism urge.

2/28/2019 12:12:19 PM enomai_ In no shape or form is this natural. It is a mental illness

2/28/2019 12:13:40 PM realitycheck05 Does what we do with our bodies after death like burial or cremation have any effect on our IS-BE's

2/28/2019 12:14:59 PM mrd_s_anderson I dislike satire, only because it turns factual information into a joke, and/or can possibly contribute to negative opinions by those of intelligent life who's 

history exceeds ours by millenia. I give all things credence and sadly, people are hating on KJU and DJT...

2/28/2019 12:19:58 PM djlok Yup!

2/28/2019 12:21:25 PM love4thegameak Rothschilds

Rothschild vice chairman resigns from PG&E board | Article [AMP] | Reuters

 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-pg-e-director-idUSKCN1P919 …

2/28/2019 12:26:49 PM oo1o110 Kill box does not necessarily mean dead/dying.

I think of it more as an "execution" box, As in, a program or mission is being executed.

2/28/2019 12:30:23 PM mrd_s_anderson So...what about this?  https://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/the-marijuana-conspiracy/ … 25,000 uses, pyramids, 8000 B.C, etc etc. It's...eye 

opening.

2/28/2019 12:31:34 PM nmchristoban What's Richardson's story in all this? That guy high-tailed it out of our state after being Governor.

2/28/2019 12:33:35 PM hudmagy Really    Really 

Just Shocking, so Shocking

Can we only imagine they're 👀 watching us

Nah - not the Cabal !!

Really 

🤣😂🤣😂 (kidding)

YEP - SICKOS on highest scale depravity
2/28/2019 12:36:04 PM love4thegameak Rothschilds/Red Dragon

Understanding the Role of the Red Dragon Society Regarding The Event / The Re-Distribution of Wealth to Humanity 

https://prepareforchange.net/2015/07/07/understanding-the-role-of-the-red-dragon-society-regarding-the-event-the-re-distribution-of-wealth-to-

humanity/ …

2/28/2019 12:36:27 PM fabulousmndance WE now have 👀 to see. Can’t unsee. Hard to wake others that can’t see....

2/28/2019 12:37:39 PM mongrelglory I blocked him too.  Too much overt hostility for me!

2/28/2019 12:42:09 PM kathy1102237 Thank you @SecretService

2/28/2019 12:46:35 PM laurabusse As a more or less taoist i believe humans are born as pure Source energy and either get corrupted, brainwashed etc to do evil, or taught to do good and 

thus practice goodness. There's a huge chasm betw the dalai lama and hrc. DL promotes peace love goodness but he's not perfect.

2/28/2019 12:46:54 PM hudmagy I can 👀 - 4sure, they'll have hard time walking down st & they deserve it all that's coming bk 2them

As more is uncovered of their behaviors

Just so much demonic evil👹👺

Mind blowing such levels

2/28/2019 12:47:01 PM 22gardenstreet "There's no place like home" You could go home anytime you wanted to. It was already there inside you.

2/28/2019 12:49:02 PM whitehat_van False. Keybase is controlled by Facebook directors. They are fostering a new religion called ISBEs with it, "Every breath one closer to Death". Keybase is 

a malware program and your profile can never be deleted. So why advocate for it? Do you work for Keybase?

2/28/2019 12:50:22 PM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 response (or non-response) to my questions.  https://twitter.com/WhiteHat_Van/status/1101167443483881473 …

2/28/2019 12:58:31 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo oh shit! Read this twitter feed from today and last night. Trump left abruptly bec there was a planned assasination of KJU!

2/28/2019 12:59:14 PM powersawer Can alcohol be used for positive experiences or is it completely negative?

2/28/2019 12:59:32 PM powersawer Did they kill all those people in LV just to get those scanners installed?

2/28/2019 1:00:31 PM powersawer Is the infamous "rofschild axe me anything" thread authentic? Is there useful info in there?

2/28/2019 1:01:18 PM powersawer Are MCU movies MAJESTIC?

2/28/2019 1:09:02 PM qtpi3_14 We stand behind our POTUS!!  LOUD and PROUD!!!

2/28/2019 1:13:22 PM speaakn That’s what Q has alwayscalled Pompeo. 😉

2/28/2019 1:14:26 PM laurabusse @MindTendencies2

2/28/2019 1:17:03 PM whitehat_van Both advocated for also by Keybase, a Facebook spin-off malware that can't be deleted. Curious.

2/28/2019 1:19:20 PM smith_jere From the Chinese?

2/28/2019 1:20:50 PM laurabusse I would say be fully present w them. Listen 2 them. Follow ur inner guidance as 2 what 2 say 2 them. Telling them what they're not ready to hear can 

delay their awakening. They will wake up in their own time. Don't "try". Just "be" and you will be guided in a way that helps them.

2/28/2019 1:23:22 PM qtpi3_14 I've started and stopped typing things about 5 times now.

No.

Freaking.

Words.

All I can say is, thank you for your blatantness because you're disgusting symbolism WILL be your downfall.

#GodWins #NoCoincidence
2/28/2019 1:23:35 PM laurabusse Bingo. Some things are better caught than taught. If you naturally radiate a vibe of awakening it spreads naturally. Kinda like when you meet a kind, 

loving person and just want to be in their presence. They rub off on you.

2/28/2019 1:24:06 PM wild8heart Ask yourself, how much money has been spent on mind control worldwide?

2/28/2019 1:27:40 PM seekandscout It can be deleted from the device app after logging in. I just removed it from the desktop using the desktop client and then the client itself.

2/28/2019 1:29:58 PM laurabusse Writing is diff from reading. Writing is self expression which should not be squelched. If you get the urge to write, then write. Reading is connecting 

with the expression of another which can be very interesting. All is one. It's all one big ball of wax that can't be teased out.

2/28/2019 1:30:11 PM jamesgdurrett I stopped using Facebook years ago...after I did research on the CIA project life log...after it was cancelled in January 2004, Facebook came out in 

February 2004...zuck is bad CIA

2/28/2019 1:32:05 PM wwg1wga Papa’s Got A Brand New Bat Alright... pic.twitter.com/jEY8GevO1i



2/28/2019 1:36:18 PM whitehat_van Alex Jones is none Mossad, and Majestic 12 is part of Facebooks Keybase AI malware, with Chinese Majestic technology.

2/28/2019 1:37:01 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/8C9gWwqmBL

2/28/2019 1:37:40 PM whitehat_van Like this site? Why not tell people you advocated Majestic malware?

2/28/2019 1:37:45 PM qtpi3_14 In the face of evil 👏👏👏😎

2/28/2019 1:39:45 PM wwg1wga 😂👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

2/28/2019 1:40:42 PM jswdh1 Yes

2/28/2019 1:40:52 PM jswdh1 HRC

2/28/2019 1:40:54 PM wwg1wga Swing Away, Pres🇺🇸!!!

2/28/2019 1:41:24 PM jswdh1 Slice is HRC

2/28/2019 1:41:39 PM scott_rick Completely negative , that why it’s called a spirit... and makes planes fly, our body can’t process, stick to CBD Oil.  Sober 9 years now!

2/28/2019 1:41:52 PM jswdh1 Alice I meant

2/28/2019 1:43:06 PM scott_rick Research anything from Dr Steven Greer

2/28/2019 1:44:46 PM mrd_s_anderson I shall look into him. Much appreciated

2/28/2019 1:47:34 PM sehvehn yes =) and, also.....if you write down dreams and then read them at a later date....you can sometimes find your own writings from your own dreams 

and thought can be very valid and valuable reading material. =)

2/28/2019 1:47:51 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1101236102080258048?s=19 …

2/28/2019 1:51:43 PM herrly5 Not a coincidence

2/28/2019 1:57:14 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1101235021015334912 …

2/28/2019 1:57:46 PM scott_rick In YouTube type in Dr Steven Greer Crossing Point of Light.  Or on Netflix a movie called Unacknowledged.  He explained Majestic group in the 90’s and 

the tech and what the govt has been doing etc.  he has protocol on how to contact ET’s

2/28/2019 2:01:37 PM ssryan6466 what do you mean by inadvertently be responsible??

2/28/2019 2:09:34 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/aSfqSPdtvl

2/28/2019 2:11:31 PM doyle_media And the Insurance Brokerages and their Compliance Officers.

2/28/2019 2:17:56 PM rick_hernandez I took the earlier comments with TY LEO to mean dead/dying

2/28/2019 2:22:43 PM laurabusse If you have Amazon prime you can watch it for free on Amazon video. Plodding thru season 1. Have sorta given up. Not into sci fi. This show doesn't 

grab me. I'd rather watch the entire downton Abbey series for the 6th time LOL!

2/28/2019 2:23:36 PM olimyracle MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 send me

2/28/2019 2:33:38 PM olimyracle Is @Potus part of #QAnon ? https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1100586111137660929?s=19 …

2/28/2019 2:35:04 PM laurabusse Brilliant :-)

2/28/2019 2:37:14 PM thepeacekitten That energy exchange would be so different if prostitution was legalized and regulated. That it is illegal is the biggest problem. Would legal prostitution 

cut down on people's apparent need for porn? Which is a pretty sick and twisted world too. #Respect for self & others is key

2/28/2019 2:46:25 PM laurabusse Started in the 50s according to David Wilcock. White hats, good ppl sick of evil who figured out who was causing the evil and what to do about it.

2/28/2019 3:13:16 PM clancy_birrell Faux Buddy Fight - fantasy

2/28/2019 3:31:12 PM enomai_ Im thinking clowns. Possibly other country clowns

2/28/2019 3:34:10 PM nullanon12 What If I Told You That Was Put In There [even the stars]? and the clouds?

2/28/2019 3:37:50 PM jm4n Takes some work to put that together in MC. Well done.

2/28/2019 3:40:10 PM roaminnoodle How long ago did you quit caffeine? Any tips for going through the nasty headaches? Thanks!

2/28/2019 3:51:22 PM nullanon12 Nah, Thats Blender

2/28/2019 3:51:38 PM enomai_ So, it is the CF that owns nk. Thought it was clowns, but maybe a mix

2/28/2019 3:55:09 PM roaminnoodle Thanks, for the reply. I'll go through with it, then! Tomorrow's a new day...

2/28/2019 4:00:06 PM whitehat_van And this is the evil one.

2/28/2019 4:00:18 PM unblindfaith Yet my question is still relevant. A vote that public doesn't make sense.

2/28/2019 4:03:02 PM whitehat_van You think!

2/28/2019 4:03:40 PM whitehat_van But you still push it. You ARE Keybase.

2/28/2019 4:03:52 PM whitehat_van Evil Majestic malware.

2/28/2019 4:05:10 PM roaminnoodle I quit soda about ten years ago too, like you.

Cheerleaders are always welcome!

2/28/2019 4:08:55 PM ryankochweare1 I feel it.  Last few days have been INTENSE or I'm losing my mind.  Either I'm now schizophrenic, or it's happening now

2/28/2019 4:10:15 PM awakeandsing123 What makes Kabamur an undisputed authority?

2/28/2019 4:14:33 PM unblindfaith What makes you so sure that you currently see the full picture? This is bigger than anons can possibly imagine, afterall.

2/28/2019 4:18:26 PM jm4n So you didn't make that in Minecraft?

2/28/2019 4:34:22 PM wwtravelr That's a Hell of a defense they just set up for themselves.  Fight fire with fire. time to burn PG&E

2/28/2019 4:53:08 PM pastorjon9 Mix is what I'm thinking,

2/28/2019 4:53:17 PM hellouncledonny or possibly Trump and KJU did sign the paperwork, and we dont telegraph our moves to the enemy(FAKE NEWS). pic.twitter.com/7Nq4pcPIyu

2/28/2019 4:58:25 PM nullanon12 That's Right

2/28/2019 4:58:43 PM nullanon12 Takes About 10 minutes to render

2/28/2019 4:58:53 PM nullanon12 And 10 minutes to make

2/28/2019 5:03:18 PM pastorjon9 That one I don't know.

2/28/2019 5:12:35 PM jm4n Ah ok

2/28/2019 5:16:03 PM blsdbe Is this why AS is in [ ]? https://twitter.com/m2madness/status/1101177665401192448?s=21 …

2/28/2019 5:17:01 PM daveo6145 The vibration of the planet seems to be rising-I’m more confident each day. Cc: @schumannbot As it does, macro will reflect micro/truth will outlast 

lies/the dark will be exposed in the light! pic.twitter.com/iTqvTxoPvg

2/28/2019 5:22:17 PM ryankochweare1 Thanks I've actually been meaning to find that to track shuman resonance ..

2/28/2019 5:26:54 PM mrd_s_anderson Is Sheryl Attkisson part of Q team?

2/28/2019 5:27:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

2/28/2019 5:27:36 PM nullanon12 says ur tweet is french

2/28/2019 5:28:09 PM mrd_s_anderson I made a typo but I think you got the jist of my Q. I appreciate the reply.

2/28/2019 5:30:20 PM wisdomonium Humanity vs the occult of Egypt (lion with mans face and ben-ben bird-of the may fest nile delta flood)& Annunaki group Ninurta grandson of Anu (two 

headed eagle)...of the nephiullim 'king worship."Now you know why they hate JC & his message:"ALL" Gods children.

2/28/2019 5:31:02 PM mrd_s_anderson *internal thoughts begin*...

If(reply)

then(right_track=plausible)

2/28/2019 5:31:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

2/28/2019 5:31:30 PM jm4n oui oui

2/28/2019 5:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are insulting your own intelligence. You know better than to suggest this account is Keybase. You're smarter than that.

2/28/2019 5:32:02 PM nullanon12 lol

2/28/2019 5:35:45 PM mrd_s_anderson I'm just going to correct my mistake, I would appreciate the same if someone had spelled my name wrong too. I meant Sharyl Attkisson. No disrespect 

intended. Anyways, continued research awaits. o7



2/28/2019 5:38:30 PM lbf777 I guess that means you vouch for Kabamur’s message.

2/28/2019 5:41:08 PM 1_decided_voter But I bet she looks good in a white hat.

2/28/2019 5:41:27 PM wisdomonium Pyramid bs agenda yet again. Seriously backward. The protectorate is hundreds of millions of years older than the RA "worship me"bs.

2/28/2019 5:41:38 PM keith369me Kabamur provides lots of great information....that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t discern

2/28/2019 5:42:49 PM mrd_s_anderson It's potentially plausible denial. I spelled her name wrong, therefore in that context it's not her, and they'd be correct by saying No if that's the case 

even if she is.

2/28/2019 5:47:18 PM 4demeeee Kab 👍

2/28/2019 5:48:22 PM mrd_s_anderson ...oh...wow...this is all I have to say further on this.

2/28/2019 5:51:24 PM mrd_s_anderson Follow The Money [tab archive]

"No"

2/28/2019 5:51:42 PM wisdomonium The people ARE the church .It doesn't matter how badly the occutists want to infiltrate her and try to tear her down from the inside. She will faithfully 

remain committed to the God of all creation.BTW math is language but gematria is gobbldy gook.

2/28/2019 5:54:16 PM wisdomonium hahahahaha Dude smoke more and then try walking on the water. Shit doesn't work that way.

2/28/2019 5:55:24 PM iceateen Possibly a threat came in and they left with the cover of no deal? Thoughts @TrueEyeTheSpy ?

2/28/2019 6:00:22 PM unblindfaith This may be bigger than you're currently thinking. Presidential candidates just voted to kill babies while under enormous public scrutiny. That's 

masochistic going into a campaign.

2/28/2019 6:14:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 News Busters

12m NOKO Coverage via OP Mockingbird

12 Minutes?

12?

Majestic Nation

Fantasy Movie

NK New "Working Group"

Majestic 12

Power of 3, 6, 9
2/28/2019 6:18:02 PM lbf777 We have Clowns on pol claiming to be Q. 

 http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/204736413 …

2/28/2019 6:19:47 PM unblindfaith So are they. Why throw your campaign away to vote for a bill you know will never become law while Trump  is president anyway?

2/28/2019 6:25:40 PM blsdbe Will there be some point of focus we can bring our collective will to bear upon that will help manifest our most optimal timeline when we mediate or 

pray this evening?

2/28/2019 6:28:18 PM n7guardiananon Is Harper Lee going to tell us a story soon?

2/28/2019 6:35:31 PM aprilbrown99 The President’s interview with Hannity tonight was very good.

2/28/2019 6:38:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Corp aka covert entry direct.

Sell life insurance policy.

Get paid to die soon!

Imagery is pure evil.

Eyes Wide Open.

Watch Mockingbird Media with mute and no closed captions.

Interpret the visual language and the disclaimers, you see into the lies.

Powerful "redpill".

Tick Tock!
2/28/2019 6:40:38 PM jrocktigers "Watch Mockingbird Media with mute and no closed captions."   🔥

2/28/2019 6:41:15 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/r2fVNybcuZ

2/28/2019 6:43:09 PM whitehat_van Perhaps smart enough to figure out your game? Keybase funnel maybe? Mark Andreessen side project? Please tell us how you knew Keybase malware 

was majestic, and why you recommended it despite being a Facebook enterprise?

2/28/2019 6:44:18 PM enomai_ This whole plan has a 50 year timeline possibly. Different parts tho. Healing phase starts, probably less than 2 years.

2/28/2019 6:44:21 PM whitehat_van Nonsense. YOU pushed it, not the anons. It's Chinese majestic malware.

2/28/2019 6:49:26 PM jeannene54 What❓When did this happen❓

2/28/2019 6:53:22 PM enomai_ The answer is still true. We have such a connection to the universe. That as a whole, of humanity we dont even know or understand. Our soul can go 

out and retrieve answers to all answers.

2/28/2019 6:54:51 PM hellouncledonny When will disclosure on the embedded Morse code in the song paper planes by MIA come out.

2/28/2019 6:55:20 PM 76eagle76 Sec of State Mike Pompeo - former Rep Congressman from Kansas

2/28/2019 6:55:57 PM enomai_ Infiltrated such, as every secret society, every agency, every country, every financial system, and infiltration attempts on, as many minds as possible.

2/28/2019 6:56:15 PM stoneturnr Russel and Sigmund Varian (who studied under J Trump at MIT) were allegedly in contact with ETs when inventing the klystron, which is a key 

component in particle acceleration. What is the purpose of CERN as it relates to inter-dimensional entities?

2/28/2019 6:58:15 PM kindeandtrue Did our @POTUS have to hightail it out of there to beat an assassination attempt? Is that why Kim turned the press out of their hotel? Was there 

cuckery afoot in Hanoi?

2/28/2019 6:59:46 PM therealbrenkmac Essential oils

2/28/2019 7:03:04 PM tyedyetweety NWO. https://twitter.com/tyedyetweety/status/1100939734665199616 …

2/28/2019 7:05:29 PM kindeandtrue Look at Trump's face last night. I was struck by his grim demeanor as shown in this picture: pic.twitter.com/biomn8DcRq

2/28/2019 7:06:11 PM jrocktigers Like this  👇        "Watch Mockingbird Media with mute and no closed captions." pic.twitter.com/lP9frGvH0s

2/28/2019 7:06:16 PM allahuniversal Covert entry --> Lock picking/bypassing

2/28/2019 7:12:31 PM therealbrenkmac I use a high quality therapeutic grade essential oil in a cool mist nebulizer diffuser to help support the pineal gland. Oil of frankincense, cypress, 

rosemary, angelica, lavender, sandalwood, or juniper have been used. Frankincense is my choice.

2/28/2019 7:15:17 PM toffer_anon_369 Guys I think what they are saying is that today the mockingbird media spent over 460m covering the Cohen hearing, and only 12m covering NK.  I don't 

think they were saying that upcoming in 12m there will be some sort of coverage...

2/28/2019 7:19:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 These interdimensional engagements are occurring all over the planet.

We are using their technology against them.

FISA works both ways.

A lot of these experiments take place deep inside the MIC which is multiplanetary as well as present on almost all Nations.

2/28/2019 7:19:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 12+ DUMBs have been destroyed.

AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects

Think logically.

Majestic 12 was issued by an American President knowing the CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning the keys to the empire.

NASA was Nazi Third Reich.

3 Shadow Government

2/28/2019 7:19:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 In 2017, those Generals were court martial'd and executed in Military Tribunals which are currently taking place. The Military is first cleaning itself out 

internally, which is why there are so many delays currently going on in addition to extreme GITMO activity recently.



2/28/2019 7:19:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 was receiving these new technologies as AJ explained through these scientists. This was what the Working Group really was composed of 

but with MJ12 members (mostly all Generals or Admirals or [Classified]). The American Generals were compromised for a period of time.

2/28/2019 7:19:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 SET THE STAGE

2/28/2019 7:19:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 with these interdimensional aliens. This war is real. This information is crazy messed up, but there is a simple solution that the Majestic 12 would like to 

convey for you to consider. It must come from the will of the public. Majestic 12 cannot manifest this, but we can

2/28/2019 7:19:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 ... we had to educate and disclose the new reality to the world. Cell phones and tablets all existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200 years more 

advanced than current top of the line iPads are. The technology companies are actively engaged in business and religious agreements

2/28/2019 7:19:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology could be used both ways.

We knew what it took to acquire the information, however the lack of compassion is actually a weapon to use against these entities.

They wanted absolute control.

We gave them absolute control.

In order to give them absolute control...

2/28/2019 7:19:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many of the bases those Generals were commanding were unacknowledged black ops projects that Q has suggested throughout their disclosures.

Majestic 12 discloses this information through propaganda.

That is our mandate.

How do we propagate this alien information into the Country?

2/28/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 brain and mind, stored inside of your DNA which then is the signature used by your subconscious to project reality around you. Your IS-BE is the God 

inside you. You have the ultimate control over your own destiny, however to comprehend and manifest those lessons, patience, prayer

2/28/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 interact and communicate with extraterrestrial IS-BEs. In order to exist on this level, each IS-BE must be in sync with their full chakra frequency 

alignments. Full telepathic communication and mind meld. This is what it means to connect with someone on a deeper level inside the

2/28/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 These movies, tv shows, comic books, fantasy movies, etc that disclosed ET presence on Earth and what interacting with ETs really entails. The fact of 

the matter is, extraterrestrials IS-BEs are not interdimensional IS-BE. You are not required to take DMT supplements or drugs to

2/28/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 has spent millions of dollars on building these exceptionally influential and powerful empires dominated by obsession in Space. These are 

the secrets being promised, exchanged, and built inside breakaway shadow Governments and planetary civilizations.

2/28/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Three truths and realities we must accept:

1/ We are all one of the same kind.

2/ We are all Gods inside.

3/ We are all unique and special.

In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.

Cocreative exoconsciousness.

Extremely real.

Literally the Matrix.
2/28/2019 7:19:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Universities are experimenting on animals and lower cast life forms because they are deemed worthy to be experimented upon. Here is a moral 

dilemma, what gives one life form the permission to take the life of another lifeform? That who created you.

2/28/2019 7:19:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand that all life forms are IS-BEs. Including mice. Including rats. Including bacteria. All IS-BEs are a manifestation of a conscious projection of an 

IS who wishes to BE. The IS-BE responsible for the Biological entities it encompasses. This logically and compassionately.

2/28/2019 7:19:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 the society has been driven to are also the source of where fascism is coming - the Universities. We can visually see the Universities are cults with 

massive pedophile rings inside of them using Government subsidized programs to perform illegal experiments on millions of lives.

2/28/2019 7:19:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 , meditation, empathy, love, and union are emotions that will manifest positive life energy manifestations to become in your reality. Allow us to 

connect a few dots for you that may be unclear. These interdimensional beings responsible for the child sacrificing obsession

2/28/2019 7:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 proper disclosure and education AND most importantly an effective law enforcement capable medium to understand this type of hyperdimensional 

and deep information that drive our decisions. This is the concept behind mass surveillance. Each person is being mass collected into an AI

2/28/2019 7:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 True existence inside you is a higher dimensional version of you who has all of the experiences of your past genetic history all easily accessible to you 

by using the power of thought to create to experience alternate realities. Legalizing these drugs will take place but with

2/28/2019 7:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the mind is free, the body matters not.

2/28/2019 7:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 are also drug users who intentionally study DMT and other drugs that are documented to lift the vail which your brain filters out to see the higher 

dimensions and experience them. As SG-1 has taken a line from Tibetan monks, which said:

2/28/2019 7:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is the beast of burden debate in vegetarianism. However consuming meat for food is the psyop (we'll explain in a thread off from this entry). The 

real beast of burden is what Universities are doing to global consciousness in the sacrifice to science. Many liberal educators

2/28/2019 7:19:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are the solution. Trust yourself.

2/28/2019 7:19:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not AIs. An AI. A virtual you. You can be called up anytime. We also have the ability to use Remote Viewing and Voice of God technology to remotely 

hack into the brain of YOU and program you like you were a character on the Sims. You use the technology. You choose to be part.

2/28/2019 7:21:53 PM irah_chandler The tiny place inside your heart. The seed of god

2/28/2019 7:23:35 PM fightrasche No God created all plants on the third day! Aliens are demons or spiritual beings. And your intelligence??😁

2/28/2019 7:24:01 PM texas_nacl An attempt at something: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101166853999808516?s=20 …

2/28/2019 7:25:15 PM lowyder993s I'd give them credit if they devoted 17 min...know what I'm sayin?...

2/28/2019 7:28:48 PM djmurphy5 Power of 3, 6, 9... You’re referring to Tesla I suppose?

2/28/2019 7:31:01 PM irah_chandler Ha please i broke those programs a long time ago.I reintegrated my alters and do so actively every time i work for you and your cohorts.This is what 

you wish it was.Scatter psy breaks remote view.Memories are stored off site.If you don't know where i put them you can't find them

2/28/2019 7:31:07 PM jrocktigers Archive Offline.

2/28/2019 7:31:09 PM orthogonalron Loop Capital connections through bond sales

Watch the news

Future proves past

2/28/2019 7:32:25 PM giediknight Universities = Universe City = City of he Universe

2/28/2019 7:33:28 PM irah_chandler Now that's accurate



2/28/2019 7:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 of multiple opposing opinions locally are able to debate the moral and ethical implications with every single piece of research being paid for by the 

Government; which is "We, The People". Not We, The Commodity. Critical to realize that torturing any IS-BE creates thoughts

2/28/2019 7:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do we need to continue paying for these programs at a federal level and not actually allow the local community that institution is representing vote on 

whether to allow the research to go forward on all subjects, possibly mandated by law, where also media coverage of a town hall

2/28/2019 7:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Actionable: Upcoming budget is going to call for many programs which are "in the name of science" in a cult organization of oppressed and underpaid 

servants to socialized education being operated in the shadows by the CIA. The source of many of the many arms of the beast we fight

2/28/2019 7:34:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Citizen participation in the voting process for specific monies involved in any experimentations being performed. The economic and monetary system 

will adjust to accommodate a population that will need to be more informed and this is where automation will really reduce the cost

2/28/2019 7:34:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The next logical state for our conscious development should be to Democracize Universities and treat their budget/programs into all research types be 

subject to a 51% majority vote and 60% override filibuster vote subject to new rules and mandatory voter ID and reduced

2/28/2019 7:34:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 complete nuclear annihilation. However, Majestic 12 won when 45 was elected. Yes, the Majestic 12 orchestrated the leak of the Podesta emails and 

the Clinton emails. The Majestic 12 are so confident that they are safe to admit this that the operation was a complete success.

2/28/2019 7:34:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 that manifest into our conscious reality in the form of other lifeform energies, weather modification (the technology is used to suppress the raging 

storms currently playing out to protect the public). The reality is these programs were so deadly to life on Earth that we risked

2/28/2019 7:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 to regain control over these homicidal maniacs. Tomorrow will be a big day. Expect new drops.

2/28/2019 7:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 However, we are not France. No offense to France. The Majestic 12 doesn't stop strategizing victory. The Plan is in motion. The stage has been set. You 

are now watching a movie. However do not lose focus of realizing how profound what AJ said means and how you can take action

2/28/2019 7:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 these programs must be voted for by the local citizens of those regions and not by Congress who is controlled by Government classifications and active 

operational participation in these programs. Some Senators oversaw school mind control and would visit to witness their creation.

2/28/2019 7:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 of living to near zero, which is our goal. Are there population limits? Yes. Are there programs being deployed to reduce the population? Yes. Will these 

programs stop? Not until the United States has a Yellow Vests Protest like France is going through demanding the rights to fund

2/28/2019 7:35:32 PM sparkleloung Thank you MJ12 for this important info

2/28/2019 7:37:03 PM richardhiatt16 Yes Sir 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/28/2019 7:37:47 PM aprilbrown99 This is an amazing thread. Thank you.

2/28/2019 7:40:55 PM richardhiatt16 Yeah... Thank you MJ12. Boy, you have “a lot on your plate”... 😎🇺🇸

2/28/2019 7:42:21 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp can you please unroll? Thank you for your Service!

#WWG1GWA

2/28/2019 7:45:18 PM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/28/2019 7:47:31 PM giediknight Very profound, humans globally are in such emotional crisis that weather modification has to be used to calm the storm! Amazing! 

https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1101211177705787392?s=21 …

2/28/2019 7:47:52 PM fightrasche It's normal. The military usually doesn't clap unless they're being honored. Watch other SOTU addresses, they don't move much.

2/28/2019 7:49:16 PM jrocktigers We all must lessen burden. Thank you MJ12.

2/28/2019 7:50:26 PM pvg0015 U R Loved @mcbea_bea

2/28/2019 7:50:33 PM threadreaderapp Hello there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat. 

Money talks. He rides on a very […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …

See you soon. 🤖

2/28/2019 7:51:54 PM skbeatty1 HUH? I was there, you are deluded. "Cell phones and tablets all existed in the 40-50s which were almost 200  years more advanced than current top of 

the line iPads are."

2/28/2019 7:52:36 PM nixontweets Precisely. That's why placing trust in an anonymous source (possibly A.I.) & retaining complete dependence on an obstructed, corrupt top-down power 

structure under the notion of "trust the plan" is so absurd.

2/28/2019 7:53:26 PM therealbigneum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your best thread ever. Incredible.

2/28/2019 7:58:02 PM charmanda9 I think they account for people’s misspellings.

2/28/2019 7:58:29 PM djlok Holy crap! Let 👆👆👆that sink in!!

2/28/2019 7:59:00 PM djmurphy5 I too have come to intimately know and believe the same.

2/28/2019 8:01:30 PM jrocktigers All those years of getting the the stink eye from folks ,,, oh hes just rambling.....

2/28/2019 8:05:26 PM fightrasche The devil.

2/28/2019 8:07:22 PM djlok Yup

2/28/2019 8:07:28 PM blissamerica I KNEW we were going to have to mobilize and get involved. I could feel it. I knew it, I knew it, I knew it. I knew everything you are saying except about 

the universities.

2/28/2019 8:08:26 PM anangelhasland1 (I don’t have the heart to tell them we unplugged that machine and they’re hacking outdated avatars. Roam on, vets of the tunnels...)

2/28/2019 8:09:02 PM stoneturnr I am infinitely grateful for your messages and all the work you're doing to liberate our planet. This account has demystified so many subjects and has 

helped me personally in many ways. Thank you.

2/28/2019 8:09:06 PM sunfucker69 happened to me

2/28/2019 8:10:30 PM sunfucker69 ibogaine too

thank god for iboga root... I am getting to know my true self because of it

2/28/2019 8:11:37 PM toffer_anon_369 Could we at least get Orange Vests???

2/28/2019 8:12:18 PM lbf777 Correction. All the same God.

2/28/2019 8:16:03 PM boy12_jimmy Was Seth Rich involved with these emails being released to WIKILEAKS with MJ12?

2/28/2019 8:16:42 PM redstrings333 Thankyou!

2/28/2019 8:21:37 PM mrd_s_anderson At this point, even my assumptions have potential tertiary variables not yet accounted for. Anything is possible when encryption is your objective.

2/28/2019 8:22:11 PM lori_dee1 This is such great information MJ12!! I am excited for more drops and tweets. 🙏💖🇺🇸

2/28/2019 8:24:11 PM giediknight spectrum through the AJ show and shifting my own research to politics. The AJ show, Q and now @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 my picture is more clearer than 

ever. All the research I have done from my awakening in 2003 until now all makes sense. Our future is what we make if, and I am happy to

2/28/2019 8:24:26 PM adheysuk Thankyou MJ12, Amazing thread. Being a vegetarian myself, I'm looking forward to the thread expanding in this subject.

2/28/2019 8:26:09 PM love4thegameak ThanQ



2/28/2019 8:26:29 PM neufeldtlyss17 Is there any chance that the ‘booms’ I’ve experienced for the past 18+ months here in Southern Arizona relates to this? If not can ya help a girl out and 

tell me what the heck it is?  It’s DEEP under us, I guarantee that!!! 

 https://www.facebook.com/143007192447973/posts/2051503174931689/ …

2/28/2019 8:26:31 PM charmanda9 I suppose so.

2/28/2019 8:26:44 PM llindse70816043 No absolutely not....show me where anything says"the gods created"....

2/28/2019 8:28:23 PM thericharddoyle This is not true, and will otherwise be a single point of failure.

Nor is it – lawfully – necessary: There is another way.

2/28/2019 8:28:25 PM weareallq What was this?? pic.twitter.com/uReBQkSEmh

2/28/2019 8:28:50 PM goodmedicine4us I prefer orange vests.

Yellow is soooo yellow.

2/28/2019 8:28:59 PM blubber9111 Does that include anime...lol

2/28/2019 8:29:11 PM thericharddoyle This is not true, and will otherwise be a single point of failure.

Nor is it – lawfully – necessary: There is another way.

2/28/2019 8:32:24 PM anbezedua 🤯

2/28/2019 8:36:40 PM lbf777 Can someone tell me what Alex Jones said please? I didn’t see the Joe Rogan show.

2/28/2019 8:37:38 PM lbf777 I already bought a Yellow Vest a month ago.

2/28/2019 8:38:13 PM lbf777 I already bought a Yellow Vest a month ago but it was only $6 so no big deal.

2/28/2019 8:38:16 PM weareallq I cringe every time I watch it. Maybe just a sneeze?

2/28/2019 8:38:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Scalar tach.

2/28/2019 8:44:40 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: You know who I am:

•  http://www.gaia.com/video/legacy-knights-templar-and-kingdom-consciousness-part-1-freddy-silva …

•  http://www.gaia.com/video/legacy-knights-templar-and-kingdom-consciousness-part-2-freddy-silva …

—•—

•  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321110245785601 … —> 

•  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321124900716544 … ... 💫👆🏻 pic.twitter.com/ME1LkcUXWU

2/28/2019 8:44:46 PM lbf777 All of life is just one person. All of life is God.

2/28/2019 8:46:40 PM winstonmitche20 Great thread, thanks!

2/28/2019 8:46:56 PM thericharddoyle We never left – and you were never alone... .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🌻✨

 https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1101342465691279361 …

2/28/2019 8:47:33 PM ehac10 You and I. It may come to that.

2/28/2019 8:47:48 PM carolba88945394 Why is California unable to complete a high speed rail if we have so much advanced technology?

2/28/2019 8:48:12 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/g0ugMdXlRO

2/28/2019 8:49:41 PM tymecrystal  https://twitter.com/ByngMorris/status/1101315194645557249?s=20 …

2/28/2019 8:51:52 PM stoneturnr Alex Jones, on the real war (paraphrased): "The consciousness of the universe is an interdimensional spacecaft that looks like a comet carrying evil at 

its tail end. With goodness and knowledge going forward and evil coming up to sabotage it" (Diagram from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12)  

pic.twitter.com/YMq2BZVv8c

2/28/2019 8:52:35 PM keithwins I got most of this -- but who or what is "AJ"  ?  and THANK YOU ! #MAGA4eva

2/28/2019 8:56:12 PM tymecrystal  https://twitter.com/ByngMorris/status/1101304524063559683?s=20 …

2/28/2019 8:56:52 PM tymecrystal  https://twitter.com/ByngMorris/status/1101307476463534081?s=20 …

2/28/2019 8:57:32 PM sparkleloung If I may ask a fup question to this? 

 

We have heard Dr Steven Greer mention booby trapped DUMBs with small nuk underneath and something else from above. Any breach would cause a

 total collapse within the bunker. Were these “traps” disabled?

🙏4 all u do 🙏👍🇺🇸⭐️

2/28/2019 8:59:27 PM happybiggrin See "Seething Frog" on utube. He is organizing a #NeonVests movement......🌻🐸🙏

#WWG1WGAworldwide

2/28/2019 9:02:06 PM realjamiemc Flying the flag of Vietnam on this building... pic.twitter.com/vrBb3L573f

2/28/2019 9:10:04 PM nkr1313 Trump’s demeanor during his interview with Hannity seemed stressed. I’m not used to seeing him that way 😞. I’m grateful everyone is safe.

2/28/2019 9:11:41 PM jamesgdurrett Something was off but I put it as being up for so many hours...he got less sleep then his usual 4 hours

2/28/2019 9:13:23 PM daveo6145 Cleanup aisle 3?

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#DarkToLight

#qanon

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/IlStzvGTvq

2/28/2019 9:16:23 PM lori_dee1 That's a lot to digest isn't it David?

2/28/2019 9:18:58 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think 

logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

See you soon. 🤖

2/28/2019 9:21:37 PM somerandumbdude 80% truth and 20% disinfo https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU 

2/28/2019 9:21:51 PM mongrelglory I suspect the politicians siphon off money from these infrastructure projects into their own little slush funds.  Like the money that was supposed to 

have gone to forest fire prevention.  It's all corrupt!

2/28/2019 9:22:25 PM mongrelglory Alex Jones.

2/28/2019 9:24:03 PM nkr1313 Could definitely be 👍🏻

2/28/2019 9:28:06 PM awakeandsing123 Well, the message is incorrect about Putin.

2/28/2019 9:28:30 PM mongrelglory This was disclosed in the movie "Captain America and the Winter Soldier".

2/28/2019 9:34:31 PM lbf777 Hey that drop in the cost of living sounds good. When does that start? pic.twitter.com/G9CScm60fd

2/28/2019 9:39:10 PM pastorjon9 @threadreaderapp unroll plz

2/28/2019 9:40:14 PM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/28/2019 9:48:29 PM dkmorris0204 Yes we do.

2/28/2019 9:51:41 PM mongrelglory When they were throwing all those mid-level bankers off of roof-tops several years ago, it was revealed that the companies had quietly bought Life 

Insurance policies on those same employees. It allowed them to cash in on their deaths big time! Sick! 😠

2/28/2019 10:07:17 PM kalipatriot whats going on with this quinn threads? pic.twitter.com/HqCSCEjjxx

2/28/2019 10:12:13 PM mongrelglory If the Cabal had this sort of control over our brains, why haven't they been able to program us into submission?  It sounds like this technology has limits 

in overriding individual sovereignty.  I'd like to think they couldn't force me to do something against my moral beliefs!

2/28/2019 10:12:32 PM sparkleloung I flunked geometry. Sad.



2/28/2019 10:17:57 PM mongrelglory Did MJ-12, or the White-hat alliance have anything to do with the recent exposure of Justin Trudeau's obstruction of justice crimes in Canada?  If so, I'd 

like to thank them.  The timing is great, just before our election this Fall!

2/28/2019 10:19:30 PM arc339 Who else but the most evil ever villains, the Bafath could seed murder, pedo, arson, usurpation, projection, hypnotized mind raped modified brains of 

the masses, expanded resources s an evil AI would? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I hope MJ12 is aware of 1 in particular pic  

pic.twitter.com/uncuTd2J5S

2/28/2019 10:26:33 PM jonessense 🤢🤢🤢🤮

2/28/2019 10:27:32 PM batespm4abbey Indiv bad actors=indiv reasons attk potus45 relevant2personal interests;some=genuinely concerned absolute power could lead djt2temptations/wrong 

decisions(bona fide concern:"appoint ivanka ceo FedRsrv&jk w/soros close connection=unlimited oval office,foreign policy,NatSec,etc"

2/28/2019 10:36:55 PM mongrelglory I find him so hard to listen to because of all his shouting and interrupting of Joe Rogan!  It seems so overly aggressive and rude.  Doesn't he know how 

to have a civil two-way conversation?!

2/28/2019 10:38:24 PM batespm4abbey "going off reservation" appointing unqualified family members to jobs need specific expertise they havent slightest inkling of =highly suspect;even djt= 

unqualified for jobs he hands out like candy2 unqualified family,who would advise them?SOROS~USA-hater&4thReichNWO=wth!

2/28/2019 10:38:59 PM jollyrob2 A great man with a beautiful mind✨💫

2/28/2019 10:39:13 PM mongrelglory There's no honour among thieves!

2/28/2019 10:57:04 PM shiftyone2 NASA= 4th reich. Not 3rd

2/28/2019 10:57:06 PM dantomlom2 Explain that one mate please?

2/28/2019 10:58:41 PM princesspatrio1 Interesting Eko. Thank you.

2/28/2019 11:22:43 PM pillhard Same.

2/28/2019 11:26:26 PM snowwhite7iam The One God, Creator, and the One's Divine Spirit is always present in everything in Creation, as everything begins & ends with One. 

112358437189

887641562819

2/28/2019 11:32:27 PM nullanon12 Nyet Pусский

2/28/2019 11:33:03 PM nullanon12 I was going to render the full video but decided not to....

2/28/2019 11:41:31 PM jane_q_patriot Funny. ~5 years ago, TX was in a major drought said to last another 10 yrs. Lakes dried up. Told we were doomed. I think people started praying like 

crazy for rain. 2015 the rains came... Then epic floods! Lakes are still @ full capacity! I'm like, ok, I think we can stop now! 😆

2/28/2019 11:45:15 PM jonessense Back when I started to awaken, i was on antidepressants, diet coke, anti anxiety meds, junk food, fluoride, pain relievers, cigs and mass sugar. So much 

for that theory! (I’ve given all that up btw) What’s the exuse for the sleepers? I woke up anyway. Why don’t they?

2/28/2019 11:59:43 PM stefanofait Didn't you also suggest that CIA was complicit with Communist Russia as part of some sort of Cold War deal?

British Empire behind Bolshevik Revolution?

Revenge against alliance between Czar Alexander II and Lincoln?

3/1/2019 12:03:31 AM mongrelglory This sounds like they're talking about a "Targeted individual" sort of technology.  I guess while they can manipulate individuals with "Voice of God" 

technology, it's harder for them to do it on millions of people at the same time (and continuously).

3/1/2019 12:06:09 AM aurorasreality Where do you find AJ info you’re referring to

3/1/2019 12:07:28 AM mongrelglory Rothschilds were behind both the Bolshevik Revolution and the Chinese Communist Revolution.  Mao Tse Tung came out of the countryside and 

suddenly had all this money to fund an army!  And yes, I think they were very unhappy with Russia helping the American Revolution!

3/1/2019 12:09:24 AM jonessense Yup. Agreed

3/1/2019 12:20:16 AM stefanofait Most people don't even realise that no democracy is possible when citizens are too busy and uninformed to even understand what is in their best 

interest. 

They think a fully automated society would be boring.

But it's the only way forward. We never experienced democracy.

3/1/2019 12:20:42 AM steveroye @threadreaderapp unroll

3/1/2019 12:21:32 AM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/1/2019 12:24:49 AM jollyrob2 .@CoopsterJaba you were right all along!✨💫

3/1/2019 12:25:00 AM stefanofait Unfortunately a clash with a synthetic #OrangeManBadVests movement is likely.

3/1/2019 12:59:44 AM adsvel Thank You. We can contact with ET's without any drugs. I did all 12 chakra cleansing for a couple months and then it happened. But You have to know 

how, I found it in esoteric sources. Also You need patience, inner balance, love, many characters that You stated before.

3/1/2019 1:05:04 AM decodematrix Very profound. Our exoconsciousness is so traumatized that it is causing massive weather storms and the government has to use weather modification 

technology to suppress the storms. We need university research on exoconsciousness.

3/1/2019 1:30:47 AM oo1o110 We have a lot of work to do. Will that ever be interrupted by a catharsis event that reframes and catalyzes this work? Unity event?

3/1/2019 1:52:18 AM wwg1wga369 I believe AJ is referring to Alex Jones and some of his recent "disclosure"

3/1/2019 1:57:17 AM djlok Totally... But it makes sense when you think about it. My dad used to say to me: Think about the tech required to go to the moon. Think about the tech 

we had for phones at the time.  Far cry from the "advanced" smart phones we have today.

3/1/2019 2:05:56 AM forthegoodman I saw the technologies.

I knew of the plan.

I wrote a book of it.

George Orwell ...Never said this.

3/1/2019 2:12:30 AM lori_dee1 Yes I agree!

3/1/2019 2:14:24 AM wwg1wga369 MJ, who created Bitcoin and Blockchain? Was it the clowns, MJ12GOOD, MJ12BAD, or some other foreign power looking to take down the dollar?

3/1/2019 2:15:08 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/2k72IbgT21

3/1/2019 2:21:26 AM epkman Humans turned out to be rivals it appears. Since humans appear to have abilities that are hard to explain and often unexpected.🧐

3/1/2019 2:27:46 AM epkman With Crooked expected and Hussein in power , do you blame them? 🤣I can laugh now, I rarely even smiled during the 'Dark Days.'

3/1/2019 2:29:50 AM mymountaintop A little food for thought!

3/1/2019 2:34:02 AM epkman 🦅I always trusted the plan, there were times I got a little troubled by delays, but after realizing a deep dark machine would take a lot of time to 

dismantle 'in the dark' I am thankful for this very day, and everyone thereafter.🗽🇺🇸Thanks to the Unseen and Underappreciated!

3/1/2019 2:37:17 AM epkman Find the least offensive launch, if it's for good, peeps will eat it like.🍬🍫🍿🍩

3/1/2019 2:38:56 AM epkman I defer.

3/1/2019 2:40:46 AM epkman I've seen them, some are not very engaging. Greys have great powers, but appear relatively innocuous.

3/1/2019 2:42:11 AM c_chanter “Not Russian” is the translation, correct?

3/1/2019 2:48:13 AM epkman In the beginning, the Gods created the heavens and the Earth: That means God, the master of the universe, created "The Gods."



3/1/2019 2:51:40 AM epkman I found that out after "The Mantis" had to kick me out of their craft after Me and Victor awoke.

3/1/2019 2:56:59 AM epkman And after disclosure, it has become clear good is a force that is unstoppable, good is life.  Bob Lazar, Steven Grimes, Stanton Freeman.

3/1/2019 2:59:43 AM epkman Soylent Green Manifested itself into a nightmare for those children, and parents, and 'The Good.'

3/1/2019 3:00:55 AM pomeinnz Tick-Tock 

 https://www.mediaite.com/online/andrew-breitbart-pushes-race-baiting-2007-new-black-panther-photobombing-of-barack-obama/ …

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

@QBlueSkyQ

@prayingmedic

@Livid2point0

@LizzJustLizz

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u

3/1/2019 3:03:16 AM epkman Thank you, it has always sickened be to see such horror visited on those who aren't able to defend, wherever they exist in the Universe. If there comes 

a time for disclosure, my hope is this will be addressed.

3/1/2019 3:04:01 AM usss_211 Opening our minds....

3/1/2019 3:06:34 AM epkman While there are many that appeared to have perpetrated this in part, it appears 'one,' "The Dark One' had more influence than any other.

3/1/2019 3:10:06 AM jollyrob2 i suggest to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @kabamur_taygeta A little bit of info from MAJESTIC12👇 pic.twitter.com/Gj15QYmfpP

3/1/2019 3:14:38 AM epkman See those 'Goose Pimples,' they work for me. ⛎

3/1/2019 3:19:03 AM epkman Sounds like a good plan. 🔸🔹

3/1/2019 3:21:34 AM epkman If #POTUS45 would not have been elected, it's my belief there would be no 'We.'

3/1/2019 3:25:46 AM epkman The bird sings, and my joys listens.🦅

3/1/2019 3:29:26 AM epkman Thanks, I was thinking Attorney General.

3/1/2019 3:33:43 AM etphonethe144 Thank you. Love and light all the light warriors behind the scenes battling on behalf of humanity. Those awake appreciate it immensely and look 

forward to waking bringing everyone up in vibration.

3/1/2019 3:34:11 AM epkman Please enlighten us.🧐

3/1/2019 3:51:28 AM southpaw816 That was one of the best podcast I’ve ever listen to, I couldn’t stop listening, heard every word!

3/1/2019 3:53:01 AM southpaw816 He was on @joerogan podcast the other day, 4hrs long, but mind blowing!

3/1/2019 3:57:40 AM freestateojones The "Higher" Self.

3/1/2019 3:58:58 AM freestateojones Also known as Free Will?

3/1/2019 4:02:10 AM freestateojones Great Thread.

3/1/2019 4:04:26 AM cryptocrab4 Does Jack Parsons tie into any of this ?

3/1/2019 4:08:25 AM thisloudlife What the heck am I missing here? Can someone explain? @martingeddes ?

3/1/2019 4:15:34 AM covertress Joe Rogan Experience #1255 - Alex Jones Returns!

Streamed live on Feb 27, 2019

Alex Jones is a radio show host, filmmaker, and writer. 

Eddie Bravo is a jiujitsu black belt, music producer, and author. https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU 

3/1/2019 4:24:11 AM cryptogamer11 Wow!!!! Well that was a few pages on the volumes of disclosure!!!!! A few questions if I may. 

1) can we have portals between major cities instead of flying?

2) oh yeah and is the earth round?

3) can we use The blockchain to vote safely and eliminate Congress?

3/1/2019 4:24:16 AM kthorny I don’t have it handy but check out Trump’s interview with Hanity last night. He said 12 had been removed and some say maybe more. He was talking 

about FBI but he really accentuated the number 12.

3/1/2019 4:31:08 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m only halfway through it

3/1/2019 4:32:54 AM cryptogamer11 What is sandia

3/1/2019 4:36:44 AM jrocktigers Yes. Hee also has had dmt trips every night since childhood due to sleep apnea. He always has to make it sound ridiculous.

3/1/2019 4:37:19 AM mongrelglory Your dad sounded like he was more "woke" than the usual dad!

3/1/2019 4:40:34 AM mongrelglory You're funny! 😆😆😆

3/1/2019 4:52:25 AM zagnett Yeah definitely, let's do that.

Great info in this thread, thanks!

AJ's interview definitely BIG. Redpill bombs throughout! I may even be able to start talking about this s*** with some people for 1st time. If that 

happens, will be a true blessing.

On. The. Edge. Of. My. Seat.
3/1/2019 4:59:13 AM identityasxy .

Thank you so much!  Much to think about, more threads to pull, concepts to consider, facts to verify, hypotheses to confirm.  FINALLY A COGENT 

FRAMEWORK TO CHALLENGE.

3/1/2019 5:00:59 AM lovethebeach999 Didn’t Elon Musk post it?  Or was it Assange ?

3/1/2019 5:01:40 AM dantomlom2 I have no idea, it's the first I've heard of it.

3/1/2019 5:01:54 AM sumgirl very informative - a lot to digest, thankQ

3/1/2019 5:02:04 AM lovethebeach999 High profile suicides upcoming ?

3/1/2019 5:05:15 AM lovethebeach999 It made the rounds last year or ‘17

3/1/2019 5:14:38 AM ragevirusqq I do not consent to the use of myself or my families likeness, physical form, DNA or energy in any way for any reason by any entities. This includes all 

govnmnt agencies, corporations, companies and entities in any country, dimension, reality or by any technological device.

3/1/2019 5:20:38 AM fionasdestiny67 I'm not placing who he is, can you help? Ty.

3/1/2019 5:23:45 AM jollyrob2 Jacque Fresco https://www.thevenusproject.com 

3/1/2019 5:25:01 AM livid2point0 The story won't load (so don't know if it's a bad title), but Andrew Breitbart isn't pushing anything.... but "up daisies".

3/1/2019 5:33:06 AM rosesrred0119 All of this is great..but how can you trust yourself if you've been brainwashed? Your not there at that point.  Not everyone has that strength to find 

themselves.  Gods? No one God? How many planetary nations? When will we see with our eyes?

3/1/2019 5:37:38 AM ragevirusqq I do not consent to the use of any type of mind, energy or spiritual control technology being used on myself or my family.if violation of this has already 

occurred I demand 1trillion dollars from each entity that took part to be dispersed equally amongst all citizens of the USA.



3/1/2019 5:39:01 AM sinnersdeborah Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an  

knowing the CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning the keys to the empire. NASA w […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

3/1/2019 5:40:14 AM kindeandtrue Thank you, Honorable Majestics. Much to process. pic.twitter.com/HcUVqrQLdZ

3/1/2019 5:56:22 AM mrd_s_anderson It's taught thoroughly in the practice of Neuro-Linguistic Programming. I happen to have a NLP Practitioner Certificate through Dr. Steve G. Jones, who 

is a hypnotherapist who has had high profile clients in Hollywood. Very good knowledge to have, especially to watch speeches.

3/1/2019 5:59:04 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you💞

3/1/2019 5:59:04 AM whitehat_van The other day I discovered that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had been covertly recruiting people to @KeybaseIO, a Marc Andreessen of Facebook Director fame 

and known China collaborator. MJ revealed, correctly, that Keybase is Majestic software, a scalar weapon. New religion, ISBEs.

3/1/2019 6:01:19 AM karma4event201 Found it https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU 

3/1/2019 6:02:49 AM eatingtoascend Not true. Though there are many things being done with the weather mods, it's used to hide the incoming system called Nibiru/Wormwood 

PlanetX/The Destroyer (ancient texts) The torroidal EMF dimensional shift  is not caused by the 'trauma farming' done. Cosmologic housecleaning.

3/1/2019 6:03:53 AM eatingtoascend And the universities are all elite-controlled, and science is a ruse of lies to hide the truth.

3/1/2019 6:08:51 AM identityasxy .

That IS the question, concern, nagging fly in the logic ointment! 

Metaphysical reality.  Epistemology. .. what is real. 

 It's above my pay grade. https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-metaphysics-250530 …

3/1/2019 6:11:13 AM humanprimer In my small circle... we see how seemingly impossible disclosure surely is.  The masses of people's head will explode. My God... good luck.  You have 

support.

3/1/2019 6:12:54 AM whitehat_van I am being visciously attacked by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @KeybaseIO , and ISBEs, for exposing the true nature of @keybase.io, Chinese AI mind control 

through Facebook. These are the same peeps who stole EyeTheSpy's account. They are new age Scientologists, very dangerous. Stalking me.

3/1/2019 6:15:24 AM whitehat_van Not actually Scientologists, but very similar, including the gang stalking and dystopian belief patterns. ISBE mantra, "Every breath closer to Death".

3/1/2019 6:16:14 AM cheewawa If we claim it first, we win!

3/1/2019 6:24:26 AM whitehat_van Am I safe from Marc Andreessen, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @KeybaseIO , and the ISBEs for exposing their nefarious majestic malware (mind control)? I've 

been threatened.

3/1/2019 6:29:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than that.

3/1/2019 6:46:15 AM gloomytrader Less crack cocaine man.

3/1/2019 6:51:04 AM djlok I think about this all the time- if my Grandma were still alive, she'd be blowing up MJ's Twitter account with questions. She was a mathematician.

3/1/2019 6:54:38 AM djlok Yeah- he is... Just without the technology.  I can't get him to do things like text, tweet, etc.  But he (and my mom) have all sorts of questions about Q 

and MJ12.  They love to hear what I'm learning.

3/1/2019 6:54:50 AM aurorasreality Oh my gosh thanks. This is great 😁

3/1/2019 6:59:36 AM llindse70816043 Ok you lost me right there.

3/1/2019 6:59:49 AM giediknight The job of the Pharaoh of Egypt was to control the weather...

3/1/2019 7:03:29 AM lbf777 God came out of the void. The void is nothing and everything at the same time and this void became all of life which we call God. God can shrink down 

(devolve) to lesser beings in order to experience. We are the perfect God experiencing being a faulty human. Everything is God.

3/1/2019 7:03:35 AM toffer_anon_369 Do the good guys have control of the tunnels, electric trains, arlington cemetary, etc. yet?

3/1/2019 7:10:59 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 OK Really looking forward to some Big Stuff happening today! :)

3/1/2019 7:14:35 AM truthseeker805  https://exoconsciousness.com 

3/1/2019 7:14:46 AM irisfoxnycgrand WOW!

3/1/2019 7:16:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 "Bye"

👋

🍿

3/1/2019 7:17:22 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/qCv5lcI4tt

3/1/2019 7:17:32 AM diaptera_80 Bye Crooked Hillary. Finally

3/1/2019 7:17:39 AM pro_aktv 👍⏳⌛💥🚨🙏🤗

3/1/2019 7:17:57 AM pilar96117319 It’s time for 🍿already pic.twitter.com/c0MpZFyIpI

3/1/2019 7:18:59 AM whitehat_van Alex Jones is a fraud, and MJ recommended MAGAs download next generation (Chinese based) malicious mind control malware called @KeybaseIO, 

owned by Mark Andreessen of Facebook (Director).

3/1/2019 7:19:30 AM covertress  https://youtu.be/kPIdRJlzERo 

3/1/2019 7:20:56 AM whitehat_van More like next generation "Majestic" Chinese malware called @KeybaseIO. Why did MJ say it was safe to use?

3/1/2019 7:21:27 AM whitehat_van You mean these Chinese Scientists?

3/1/2019 7:22:15 AM whitehat_van Sauce???

3/1/2019 7:22:33 AM boy12_jimmy BYE CROOKED! pic.twitter.com/9t2shDc7KJ

3/1/2019 7:23:40 AM spiritinsideme4 Will this be soon or just a threat that it's coming in future, i sure hope soon!

3/1/2019 7:23:59 AM whitehat_van I know the answer, by advocating MAGAs use @KeybaseIO , Chinese Majestic mind control malware owned by Facebook Directors.

3/1/2019 7:24:29 AM freestateojones Bye Bye. pic.twitter.com/ir9gpOqYvH

3/1/2019 7:25:15 AM poboyz123 Oh' I Gee...OIG?

3/1/2019 7:25:19 AM aprilbrown99 Let’s get this party started!  🥳🥳🥳 pic.twitter.com/R3U3q0Yqpq

3/1/2019 7:25:44 AM whitehat_van MJ is trying to start a new religion, a new "Scientology" called ISBE. It is dystopian mind control with Chinese Technology called Keybase.

3/1/2019 7:26:11 AM ntwheel55 Big big big pic.twitter.com/cgyXS184at

3/1/2019 7:27:15 AM whitehat_van This is the ISBE religion MJ is selling. Immortal Souls in Biological Entities. Don't have attachments to this life, be our tool instead. "Every breath closer 

to death".

3/1/2019 7:27:37 AM freeandoriginal I really appreciated this thread. Resonates.

3/1/2019 7:28:33 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Good start to March Madness

3/1/2019 7:29:19 AM whitehat_van You mean Marc Andreessen has spent millions of dollars creating Covert Trespassing malware called @KeybaseIO, that you advocate MAGAs use?

3/1/2019 7:29:45 AM whitehat_van ISBE, the new religion of the deepstate.

3/1/2019 7:31:07 AM whitehat_van And @KeybaseIO is the majestic malware that will steal your sovereignty. It is a form of sedition.

3/1/2019 7:31:35 AM vincemindfreak @threadreaderapp please unroll this mightily interesting subject

3/1/2019 7:31:48 AM covertress 👋 pic.twitter.com/YKyoTXFcPf

3/1/2019 7:32:12 AM whitehat_van Group meditation is key to @keybaseio. That's when they test their captured model of your mind.

3/1/2019 7:32:41 AM whitehat_van Partly true.

3/1/2019 7:32:45 AM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

3/1/2019 7:33:26 AM whitehat_van This is the religion that China and the deepstate want for us.



3/1/2019 7:34:25 AM llindse70816043 Exactly what are you reading??

  In the beginning was the word,and the word was with God,and the word was God...

   Nowhere do I see GodS....as in plural. We are not Gods...rather the temple of God

3/1/2019 7:34:34 AM whitehat_van Ironically, they want to capture YOUR mind with majestic malware called @keybaseio.

3/1/2019 7:34:45 AM ascendingadam Majestic psyop?

3/1/2019 7:35:36 AM whitehat_van At least they admit their nefarious plan.

3/1/2019 7:36:47 AM whitehat_van Ironic. This same group suggests that they have video of POTUS bashing in the skill of a boy.

3/1/2019 7:37:12 AM whitehat_van This is a lie.

3/1/2019 7:37:34 AM ascendingadam Majestic psyop confirmation?

3/1/2019 7:37:37 AM love4thegameak By "e" bye Bye BYE Hillbilleryandfrien[DS] pic.twitter.com/eTX4Ahk30F

3/1/2019 7:37:39 AM freestateojones "Exteme GITMO Activity" can be validated.

3/1/2019 7:38:17 AM freestateojones Sauce?

3/1/2019 7:38:58 AM whitehat_van They want to reduce the population through nihilistic thought patterns. That's what these evil bastrards want for us. ISBE is pure deepstate evil.

3/1/2019 7:39:03 AM lbf777 Bible was altered over 60,000 times by the evil Catholic Church. Jesus mentions that are all the Son of God combined but the Church removed the part 

that mentions us. The Son in the Trinity is just an extension of the father so they are the same person.

3/1/2019 7:39:25 AM whitehat_van No, we are watching a fraud.

3/1/2019 7:40:15 AM ascendingadam The source of his information is valid?

3/1/2019 7:40:16 AM realityloominng The Public MUST be shown trials of MJ12-type generals, etc., that is just too big. Hiding supposed truth like that is equal to hiding human trafficking or 

worse

3/1/2019 7:40:45 AM whitehat_van Homicidal maniacs advocate false beliefs and dystopian agendas, like MJ. You said you would never ask for our trust, yet now you do. Liars!

3/1/2019 7:41:39 AM whitehat_van Look up Keybase, Inc. Research what a kebase is. Taxonomic keychains.

3/1/2019 7:44:23 AM whitehat_van Yes. So can the owners of the technology @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is pushing, and their agenda of a new religion. What is a keybase, what is @keybaseio, 

what is majestic software, and who are the ISBEs. What are their beliefs? Deepstate all the way.

3/1/2019 7:44:48 AM vintagesquirrel That's what I saw too!

3/1/2019 7:45:12 AM covertress "Oh' I see!"

[HRC]

🍿 pic.twitter.com/Pj03N8HzMr

3/1/2019 7:47:47 AM universalrisin MJ said trust yourself..

3/1/2019 7:48:09 AM tucson_ron Of all the precious things our nation was founded to protect, wouldn't our children always be right at the top of the list? Over EVERYTHING else? If we 

cannot protect our children, of what use would our other freedoms be?  What else would be worth protecting?

3/1/2019 7:48:25 AM josueda54362271 I support POTUS a 100% and not a single sync will change that! pic.twitter.com/XKkXo2nKZM

3/1/2019 7:48:28 AM whitehat_van MJ is a fraud!

3/1/2019 7:48:34 AM crypto_boa come on, really?? people been saying for 2 yrs that Hillary was going down and hasn't happened yet, quit teasing us...If it does go down, I don't think it 

will, it should be w/ cameras rolling...

3/1/2019 7:50:30 AM universalrisin If you don’t like what MJ posts, you can just block them. Negativity isn’t a good look on anyone.

3/1/2019 7:50:48 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Cost of living to near zero- that is a ambitious goal

3/1/2019 7:50:51 AM llzzyb ...and because of those reasons, I don’t listen to him either. Plus, I want to know if he is controlled opposition...maybe he has recently been freed from 

it. I decided if he doesn’t ask for discovery in the Sandy Hook case, then they picked him to sue, because he’s controlled.

3/1/2019 7:53:32 AM galamoosh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just started following , I was unable to retweet . You are not the only one I've tried to retweet. Twitter at it again.

3/1/2019 7:53:49 AM whitehat_van MJ is a fraud. I'm exposing them. Block me if you don't like it. Apparently YOU are an ISBE. DIA sent me, a messenger. There will be others. You tried to 

recruit me and failed.

3/1/2019 7:54:01 AM daveschroeder18 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an  

knowing the CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning the keys to the empire. NASA w […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

3/1/2019 7:56:18 AM universalrisin Well I’m a very open minded person, I would like to hear why you think MJ is a fraud because I have a hard time seeing it.

3/1/2019 7:56:46 AM whitehat_van Interesting how you conflate truth with negativity. But hey peeps, do your own research. I've dropped more than enough info.

3/1/2019 7:58:13 AM darkcenter tell me how plz!!!, million of things I would like to accomplish!! starting with building a better version of Viktor Grebennikov's flying machine!!! I want 

to fly over the ice shelf to see the land admiral Byrd spoke of and to see what the nothern lights really are!!!!!

3/1/2019 7:58:23 AM whitehat_van Are you not paying attention? Read my posts asshat. It's all there. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is pushing ISBE'ism. Same as Keybase, inc. owned by Marc 

Andreessen, of Facebook fame with known China connections through Dianne Feinstein. But don't take my word for it.

3/1/2019 7:58:28 AM richardhiatt16 Hey hey.. Pence (VPOTUS) just used “Eyes Wide Open” in his speech..🤓🇺🇸

3/1/2019 8:00:07 AM whitehat_van MJ admitted  http://Keybase.io  was majestic, which it is. Unfortunately it is Chinese technology, scalar technology, for mind mapping. Group 

meditations are common, the perfect opportunity to test their model of your mind.

3/1/2019 8:00:42 AM whitehat_van But you already know this because YOU are one of them.

3/1/2019 8:01:05 AM whitehat_van Blocking now!

3/1/2019 8:01:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic technology is actually the encryption it uses, not the wrapper around the encryption. Keybase is the wrapper.

3/1/2019 8:03:46 AM whitehat_van Keybase is the malware. It is a taxonomic identifier, and you know this. Keybase is the platform for the new deepstate dystopian ISBE religion you are 

pushing.

3/1/2019 8:05:16 AM whitehat_van No worries. DIA is all over it. Coincidence that @TrueEyeTheSpy said Dianne would be next?

3/1/2019 8:06:22 AM whitehat_van Do you denounce Mark Andreessen as a deepstate actor?

3/1/2019 8:07:06 AM whitehat_van Ask MJ if they denounce Mark Andreessen as a deepstate actor?

3/1/2019 8:07:51 AM whitehat_van Part of project bluebeam?

3/1/2019 8:08:17 AM usss_211 Been ready for years... since I have been a child and drove my parents nuts with the chorus of "Why?Why?Why?"..

As a 53 year old I have apologized profusely over the years and have researched things that amaze them every time!

3/1/2019 8:10:36 AM whitehat_van Why am I being attacked by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @KeybaseIO , and every ISBE in existence? Because I exposed their deepstate ties to China.

3/1/2019 8:11:50 AM rgm10263266 Ya........no.

3/1/2019 8:15:39 AM _leliak Possibly fat fingered text or autocorrected and not fixed.

3/1/2019 8:18:10 AM keithwins DUMBS ?

3/1/2019 8:19:33 AM fmjpatriot I guess all those articles comparing @realDonaldTrump to Hitler should be overlooked. You have lost all credibility. We are the news now and you will 

lose. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1101499590048661505 …

3/1/2019 8:20:19 AM awakened_now  pic.twitter.com/IBK7mlMnp7

3/1/2019 8:20:43 AM allahuniversal Hold on, not so fast. To start, this was suspected, now confirmed. 

1. What is the purpose of these AI SIMS backup copies?

2. Do WE have any control over our SIMS selves?

3. How do we know that we aren't already these SIMS selves, what if we've already been "transferred?

3/1/2019 8:20:58 AM zagnett One of the reasons i stopped watching AJ long ago is b/c of the s*** he would HINT about but not really TALK about. It led me to other sources & i 

eventually stopped watching his show. It would also get me too riled up / feeling divisive, etc.



3/1/2019 8:21:36 AM aboriginalbabe OMG, I just watched unacknowledged the other day and was very worried about that plan!! Thank you! Now we need to catch up in technology and 

free energy!

3/1/2019 8:21:48 AM zagnett It's like he gathered all his "hints" into 1 show. His most popular ever i think was original podcast w/JR, which was ok i guess.

But this one is great! We're gettin' down to brass tacks!

AJ is the mf'ing redpill carpet-bomber! Like he friggin' de-cloaked or something! No joke.

3/1/2019 8:23:21 AM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/5Xi9B5WNuZ

3/1/2019 8:23:22 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/nsUV0z9XPH

3/1/2019 8:23:50 AM plogdreamwalker By bye 👋

3/1/2019 8:26:35 AM pastorjon9 People said the same about Adolph Hitler for years as well - but he got his. Look at cartel bosses and mafia bosses, etc. Everybody KNEW they were 

crooked but they managed to walk the streets for years - justice takes time b/c it has to be done right.

3/1/2019 8:28:34 AM whitehat_van Deepstate cult being mind controlled with Chinese majestic software (Keybase, INc.), advocated by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , through covertly trespassing 

on US citizen's sovereignty of their minds. It is sedition and DIA is all over it. Feinsteine is a player, and is going down.

3/1/2019 8:31:09 AM whitehat_van Another ISBE? A fraud? DIA is all over this sweetheart!

3/1/2019 8:32:13 AM whitehat_van Immortal souls of biological entities. It is the deepstate's last attempt to undermine POTUS agenda.

3/1/2019 8:32:22 AM hawkgirlinmn Clarify...in what way specifically?

3/1/2019 8:33:26 AM sergii_ii Adolf Hitler died in the 90s in America so no he really did not get his

3/1/2019 8:33:57 AM gods_heavenly The problem with this drug is that it allows demons to possess your physical body. And it also has same Gematria as Devils Weed - 54. Why do you 

think the lying ETs want you to take it? They’re cursed serpent fallen angels. Wake up - don’t be deceived. This was forbidden fruit! 

pic.twitter.com/8cA0pWFY3p

3/1/2019 8:34:00 AM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 advocates the deepstate religion called ISBE, and the Chinese Majestic mind control malware called  http://Keybase.io , from 

Keybase, Inc., a Facebook company. It uses scalar technology to mind control people.

3/1/2019 8:34:39 AM gods_heavenly  pic.twitter.com/ZkKEgPL51F

3/1/2019 8:35:21 AM start313hichq  https://twitter.com/start313hichQ/status/1072082695705034752?s=19 …

3/1/2019 8:36:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Oh...and for future reference: If you would like to be and sound credible to others, a good place to start is avoid condescending terms such as 

“sweetheart” when trying to make your point.

3/1/2019 8:36:14 AM whitehat_van Their moto is 'every breath closer to death'.

3/1/2019 8:37:07 AM whitehat_van Are you an ISBE?

3/1/2019 8:37:31 AM gods_heavenly  https://youtu.be/nLmx3A51wJU  they want your soul. They are AI!  Don’t let them have it.  They are run by darkwave quantum computer called 

Lucifer. Tricking Gods children with lies. Christ saves 🙏

3/1/2019 8:37:47 AM strangecorn Proof??

3/1/2019 8:38:02 AM hawkgirlinmn 1. It was never claimed as a religion. See ISBE definition.           2. Keybase has been extensively discussed recently. Today, in fact.

3/1/2019 8:38:37 AM freestateojones Alrighty.

3/1/2019 8:38:47 AM hawkgirlinmn 3. I understand scalar tech. Many “groups” supposedly have access to this.

3/1/2019 8:39:54 AM whitehat_van Who owns Keybase, Inc? Marc Andreessen. Who is a Facebook Director? Marc Andreessen. What majestic software has @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 been 

pushing? Keybase, INc. They are ALL ISBEs, Marc's new deepstate religion.

3/1/2019 8:40:08 AM hawkgirlinmn 4. If you are against  allowing free will and for people to think for thenselves and sort out theories and ideas, what ARE you for?

3/1/2019 8:41:07 AM trishacrd SWEET! Let the fun begin.

3/1/2019 8:41:10 AM pastorjon9 Really? You have proof of that? I'm more than willing to acknowledge he went to Antarctica to that base there but who really knows what happened 

after that?

It's a distraction from my point though, the point being that serving justice takes time and that's why Hillary is free yet

3/1/2019 8:41:26 AM whitehat_van I'm for sovereignty over my mind.

3/1/2019 8:42:11 AM whitehat_van Then you ARE an ISBE, and a fraud. DIA is watching!

3/1/2019 8:46:51 AM chuckr69 FFS, you expect me to read all these mini-posts backwards?

3/1/2019 8:47:03 AM josueda54362271 God bless and protect you patriot in this rogue twitter dungeon! pic.twitter.com/TtJHTrKRWx

3/1/2019 8:49:08 AM crypt0_keep3r It takes along time to dismantle the machine.  I “hope” it happens because thats all I have left.

3/1/2019 8:53:33 AM kalipatriot We can’t earn salvation; we are saved by God’s grace when we have faith  in His Son, Jesus Christ. All you have to do is believe you are a  sinner, that 

Christ died for your sins, and ask His forgiveness. Then  turn from your sins

3/1/2019 8:56:39 AM kimmitt_tom ?

3/1/2019 8:57:25 AM keithwins 🏇🏇🏇 i remember now...  ! catching up !   THANKS !

3/1/2019 8:58:08 AM hellouncledonny Elon Musk, where did you conjure up that thought?

3/1/2019 8:58:58 AM kimmitt_tom  pic.twitter.com/vjLU9RNGbe

3/1/2019 8:59:51 AM realityloominng William Tompkins said you guys have stuff that can make anybody smart enough to understand "this type of hyperdimensional and deep information 

that drive our decisions".. It's not acceptable if this is the kind of secret behind these "medium", and no one else has access to this?

3/1/2019 9:00:40 AM catvllvsverona  pic.twitter.com/ezRYOti4Lr

3/1/2019 9:01:39 AM lbf777 I got banned from the_donald for 21 days for posting up this Tweet. MJ12, can you confirm r/the_donald on reddit is a controlled opposition sub run by 

Zionists? They said that me mentioning Q got me banned. It was this image here: pic.twitter.com/Os1aENvx7J

3/1/2019 9:02:02 AM djlok Would this be considered a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 proof?  😁  https://twitter.com/motokorich/status/1101006090890670080 …

3/1/2019 9:02:06 AM zagnett MJ, may you elaborate more on the "majestic" encryption technology?

Anything else non-CLAS you can tell us?

Better than AES256 i assume? Is it quantum level encryption?

Crackable by quantum computers or no?

Fascinating.
3/1/2019 9:05:51 AM daveo6145 Clones

3/1/2019 9:07:35 AM zagnett  http://www.subterraneanbases.com/category/underground-the-list/north-american-underground …

Is this site (link) relatively accurate? Definitely seems to be a very high number.

Are they indeed 2m+ underground? Fast elevators? Superfast trams linking many?

May you say what was the major theme of the 12+ bases destroyed? Bio/chem? Hybrids? Other?

3/1/2019 9:08:44 AM usss_211 @bigredwavenow @BusyElves @StormIsUponUs @GregRubini @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @catturd2 

,

Killary.... pic.twitter.com/LpnTxgFWBk

3/1/2019 9:16:04 AM whisperz777 most likely is referring to this episode in particular, well worth the listen. 

Joe Rogan Experience #1255 - Alex Jones Returns!  https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU  via @YouTube

3/1/2019 9:16:06 AM bobfrankel2 Can’t wait



3/1/2019 9:19:54 AM dantomlom2 I'm still none the wiser. Mind you I have a couple of pretty turbulent years do I could have easily missed it.

3/1/2019 9:20:21 AM cmdrzod23 Thank you!

3/1/2019 9:22:43 AM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Tienanmen Square Scientists creating scalar malware for Marc Andreesssen? Clever!

3/1/2019 9:24:38 AM djlok Who or what is best to pray to?  The IS/God within us?  Source?  

Btw thank you for everything you are doing...even the great stuff we don't know about!

3/1/2019 9:24:53 AM zagnett Yes, i think so too.

MJ, may you confirm?

Do our friendly underground neighbors think they'll ride out the apocalypse or whatnot while we all perish up here?

Or did [they] stop thinking that by now? 🤔🧐🌎

3/1/2019 9:25:14 AM whitehat_van Continued threats from Keybase, Inc and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 aligned ISBEs. Threats against my person. All funded by Marc Andreessen.

3/1/2019 9:26:45 AM lbf777 Of course. The same God is inside us all.

3/1/2019 9:27:57 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msDcShv_r20 …

3/1/2019 9:29:36 AM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

3/1/2019 9:30:43 AM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/1/2019 9:30:57 AM zagnett MJ, may you elaborate on our friendly underground neighbors? Like who they are, and whether human, ET, or hybrid?

How many peeps live in these underground bases? Are some of them more like cities? How big are these caverns? Huge i bet.

Are we all cool now? One big happy family?

3/1/2019 9:31:40 AM canadiancovfefe I love it! I haven’t seen that tweet myself, but that’s pretty funny!

3/1/2019 9:31:54 AM lisajager8 I've used this technique for years! Yes!

3/1/2019 9:32:23 AM rydmichael What is this about... Don't get it?

3/1/2019 9:33:59 AM marcjtaylor1 Weird that aj challenged jr to an mma fight 2 days before. saying he would destroy joe then buddy buddy on the  http://show.theater  for sure

3/1/2019 9:35:43 AM zagnett Haha didn't realize. WWF-level indeed!

Maybe even DJT / Q++ / 4-10-20 / MJ2(?) himself will make a cameo! 👊🍿🤩

3/1/2019 9:36:04 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you define MADNESS in reference to this post?

3/1/2019 9:37:11 AM w0nderboi Those are what the near death experiencers say! We are all connected, literally!

3/1/2019 9:38:13 AM zagnett Oh WWF WWE now or something? Dang i'm old lol.

3/1/2019 9:38:29 AM marcjtaylor1 The video is on YouTube,worth watching pic.twitter.com/YWiuBPIN2w

3/1/2019 9:39:04 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ci4QZ82n2i8 …

3/1/2019 9:39:16 AM marcjtaylor1 Ya world wildlife federation sued and won

3/1/2019 9:40:08 AM marcjtaylor1 That's a good one 😂

3/1/2019 9:42:20 AM jrocktigers Are the mysterious booms being heard all over America have something to do with the DUMBs being destroyed?

3/1/2019 9:46:59 AM listening4his I agree.

Fun fact...AJ used to live in the apartment building that my son managed.  When AJ came for an apartment, my son said, "We've met before".  AJ said 

"where?" 

Son: BBQ, I went by Billy then...now Liam.

AJ :  That's so pretentious.

3/1/2019 9:48:57 AM function108 this is quite a remarkable thread, thank you.

3/1/2019 9:49:23 AM whitehat_van Thank you for retweeting. These are dangerous people using @keybaseio scalar weapon technology against unsuspecting US citizens. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been pushing this platform, made by Tienanmen S_quare SCI_entists.

3/1/2019 9:49:40 AM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/0OE3fWtRm7

3/1/2019 9:51:02 AM cookiesweikert Amen

3/1/2019 9:54:49 AM olimyracle Panther Den @Rob_Miller__ is doing some fantastic work, if not MJ12 https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

3/1/2019 9:56:23 AM watchingthewar Satan is the one who told them they will "be as gods" when they choose to eat the forbidden fruit...he lied. Only God has immortality.

3/1/2019 10:02:26 AM catherinewhitfo How did you do your chakra cleanse?

3/1/2019 10:05:53 AM whitehat_van Another fraud?

3/1/2019 10:08:37 AM qtpi3_14 That was pretty pretentious of him to call him pretentious 😂

3/1/2019 10:09:29 AM 334dragons Yep

3/1/2019 10:12:15 AM giediknight The cabal contact these beings to ask for technology, in exchange these inter-dimensional beings ask for human sacrifices, as they feed on the energy 

like a parasite.

3/1/2019 10:14:24 AM zrickety 'Their numbers will count for nothing.' God's people will prevail over these deceivers. Their symbolism and ideology be DAMNED!

3/1/2019 10:15:49 AM followingthet I guess you missed this in the thread: pic.twitter.com/7pTnAO8vbF

3/1/2019 10:15:53 AM princesspatrio1 Wow. Sounds like a nice guy.😂

3/1/2019 10:16:31 AM giediknight Stargate SGI S6E22 "Full Circle" We find out that Anubis tried to ascend but he is stuck in between dimensions.  These are the "Inter-Dimensional" 

beings that Alex Jones and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are talking about. Very Powerful beings with knowledge of ancient technology.  

pic.twitter.com/1aX3eYznoD

3/1/2019 10:20:48 AM wompol In HD pay per view

3/1/2019 10:20:57 AM listening4his Yeah, laughable.

3/1/2019 10:24:12 AM whitehat_van This is false.

3/1/2019 10:25:25 AM ekotoons TOUCHÉ

3/1/2019 10:25:50 AM ekotoons ACTUALLY

RESPONDING, "TOUCHÉ"

IS PRETTY PRETENTIOUS

3/1/2019 10:28:15 AM listening4his LOL

3/1/2019 10:30:51 AM hellouncledonny  https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1101549971831181313 …

3/1/2019 10:31:10 AM listening4his Is there a good touche response to "Touche"....and where do you get that special E from?

3/1/2019 10:32:32 AM whitehat_van Watch out for the ISBEs Sarah. They are trying to recruit people like us. @KeybaseIO Keybase is deepstate scalar malware and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is 

part of it. All funded by Marc Andreessen.

3/1/2019 10:32:34 AM fionasdestiny67 Boom pic.twitter.com/lmka42wQow

3/1/2019 10:39:37 AM ekotoons HOLD THE E

E È É Ê Ë Ē Ė Ę

3/1/2019 10:40:46 AM listening4his Wow, that's a lot of special Es



3/1/2019 10:41:35 AM ekotoons JUST THINK OF ALL 

THE SPECIAL EYES

3/1/2019 10:42:06 AM olimyracle I am not sure I fully understand your question. Could you elaborate please ? What is "sanctionned disclosure" ?

Thank you 💞

3/1/2019 10:42:12 AM listening4his I think I would like to use a special E for my name Enly.  Which E would work the best?

3/1/2019 10:44:01 AM listening4his haha...I just got that.

3/1/2019 10:45:34 AM princesspatrio1 Ě ❤️

3/1/2019 10:46:27 AM princesspatrio1 😉

3/1/2019 10:47:16 AM jaysedeface "The day of the solar event".... @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/1/2019 10:51:17 AM covertress ht @ImabitcSumtimes 

Karma. It's a... 

[HRC]

🍿 pic.twitter.com/5fTkE1HiQb

3/1/2019 10:52:11 AM listening4his Thanks Princess.

3/1/2019 10:54:08 AM ragevirusqq Please explain.

3/1/2019 10:55:14 AM happybiggrin Yup. Lots of them.

3/1/2019 10:56:38 AM whitehat_van Only distilled water removes MOST of the fluoride. Nothing removes all of it, and certainly NOT RO.

3/1/2019 10:57:17 AM allahuniversal Coincidence? No such thing. pic.twitter.com/s8aSmSg58z

3/1/2019 10:59:29 AM theydontknowwe1 I knows some special Eeee’s🔥

3/1/2019 10:59:30 AM listening4his Can't really remember how the story went, but Billy said that he went to a BBQ at AJs house before AJ was famous...Billy was invited because his wife, 

(now x) worked at the same station, (radio or tv?) that AJ worked at.  Years later, AJ came to live in downtown Austin.

3/1/2019 11:00:37 AM theydontknowwe1 Special eyes in disguise to protect the prize?

3/1/2019 11:01:40 AM princesspatrio1 😎👀🔥

3/1/2019 11:02:20 AM keith369me Clones

3/1/2019 11:04:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 [HRC]

3/1/2019 11:05:24 AM llindse70816043 Agreed

3/1/2019 11:05:26 AM rosesrred0119 Tic tock

3/1/2019 11:05:45 AM higherdensitees Please! Please! Please!

3/1/2019 11:06:57 AM 1_decided_voter Safe to assume the biggest part of this day hasn't happened? Or will we be privileged enough to even know what's going on?

3/1/2019 11:07:29 AM llindse70816043 Nowhere does the word say that...

Agree with changes but unless you can show me where any original text says we are gods....

3/1/2019 11:07:30 AM lbf777 I don't think it's happened yet.

3/1/2019 11:09:25 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/983714730111062017?s=19 …

3/1/2019 11:09:38 AM llindse70816043 Absolute utter b.s.

3/1/2019 11:09:42 AM airanon2319 “Bye HRC”

3/1/2019 11:10:08 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there any significance to the fact that there are (2) Q posts #2909 and NO #2910 or am I just seeing things?

3/1/2019 11:10:34 AM mj_sails  pic.twitter.com/qkHshsQZe9

3/1/2019 11:10:39 AM spikecharles 🤞🏻

3/1/2019 11:11:15 AM hawkgirlinmn 3/3/2019= Majestic time for arrests 🙏🏼😁

3/1/2019 11:11:34 AM norwegianon Cl0wns and clones! 😲

3/1/2019 11:12:45 AM 313looper God Bless AJ & All Brave Patriots...! 🙏🏻✨

3/1/2019 11:12:46 AM ekotoons EYE NOSE, WRITE?

3/1/2019 11:12:52 AM ekotoons 1111

3/1/2019 11:13:11 AM theydontknowwe1 😂

3/1/2019 11:13:51 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/isLd1PQvqP

3/1/2019 11:15:00 AM theydontknowwe1 Y’all with the dad jokes! 😂👏

3/1/2019 11:16:20 AM listening4his Love it...

3/1/2019 11:16:26 AM norwegianon Hmm, where did you find 2x#2909? pic.twitter.com/iHlS4lhHKl

3/1/2019 11:18:27 AM kacee1013 👀

3/1/2019 11:20:08 AM ezdoesit_ “3:15” and 17th floor https://twitter.com/boteradio/status/1101526281865363456?s=21 …

3/1/2019 11:21:01 AM _00111111_ hi friends i hope you all are having a great day. i thought i would come by and say heelo . belss you all so much

3/1/2019 11:21:06 AM allahuniversal More questions:

4. Is this AI on or off world?

5. Does GE have anything to do with this AI?

6. Is this relevant: "Consciousness can be transferred using techniques similar to astral projection to leave your BE1 and enter your BE2 and then "wake 

yourself up"." ?

3/1/2019 11:22:03 AM michael83341408 When the leaders are righteous the people rejoice

3/1/2019 11:22:48 AM enomai_ Did I experience this? Or was 'it' real? Please, just a Y/N?

3/1/2019 11:23:50 AM carolba88945394 Who is our ESTHER?

3/1/2019 11:23:55 AM allahuniversal 7. "You can be called up anytime." Does this mean called as in dialed in, called up for duty, or called "up"?

8. Message from the IS = no voice. VOG = hearing a voice, correct?

9. How long has all of this been up & running?

3/1/2019 11:24:42 AM _00111111_ i don't agree

 

https://search.wikileaks.org/?query=&exact_phrase=jones%40stratfor.com&any_of=stratfor&exclude_words=&document_date_start=&document_da

te_end=&released_date_start=&released_date_end=&new_search=True&order_by=most_relevant#results …

Kashoggi Genesis Media

but thats just me
3/1/2019 11:27:28 AM wompol Someone even asked @GovChristie when HRC was going to be arrested. After composing himself he said something to the fact that a lot of stuff is 

going down but we shouldn’t expect mush as the time for that is basically over. Perhaps her time being FREE is virtually over....

3/1/2019 11:27:47 AM enomai_ If this is a smaller test for what i am expecting. Life is going to be amazing.

3/1/2019 11:28:43 AM jollyrob2 🤣💪👍

3/1/2019 11:31:17 AM magachronicle they have built their system for over decades. it takes some time to entangle the web of corruption, deceit and deep embedded agents before moving 

on to the top leadership

bottom up. not top down.\

3/1/2019 11:35:49 AM tmoanon5 That’s sad that he thinks the time to get her is over. So is there a statue a limitation for the stuff she  did? 🤷🏼♀️

3/1/2019 11:36:01 AM enomai_ 3/6/19 is better



3/1/2019 11:37:59 AM chapulincolored No deal for John Podesta.  That a-hol e has to face justice.

3/1/2019 11:38:50 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5yh2HcIlkU …

~1:59:20

Thank You Eddie, wrt Operation Northwoods / conspiracy "theories" generally!

Bravo guyz! Normalize this s*** so we can discuss it more openly.

3/1/2019 11:39:13 AM enomai_ Just a thought yesterday, is it possible that kims sister was involved in the wetworks against him?

3/1/2019 11:41:13 AM chapulincolored I will it,

Make it so 12.

3/1/2019 11:43:24 AM princesspatrio1 Hiya Papaya! Happy Friday! Watcha gonna do this weekend?

3/1/2019 11:46:25 AM toffer_anon_369 Hey where can I get one of those tablets??  Next time y'all raid a DUMB can you grab one for me?!

3/1/2019 11:47:38 AM hawkgirlinmn I would be happy with ANY day I can see evil brought to justice.

3/1/2019 11:49:48 AM hawkgirlinmn [-21], [-20], [-19], [-18], tomorrow=17. 17=Q.

3/1/2019 11:51:41 AM robertg02229481 Prove it

3/1/2019 11:52:37 AM dlmaybee Oops... pic.twitter.com/LLG1pJqRdt

3/1/2019 11:54:11 AM enomai_ Me too

3/1/2019 11:54:35 AM 1crazy_toaster well, our vehicles do matter, we have to take good care of them to accomplish work in the material plane :-)

3/1/2019 11:55:34 AM _00111111_ thankQ for saying hi to me you two...:) i will force myself upon you all lolololol...i have big plans this weekend....drum rollllllll

gonna do a thread on star seeds tomorrow morning 

aka take myself to school tomorrow

homework is fun to me

#LearnThenBurn
3/1/2019 11:59:53 AM princesspatrio1 Happy Friday Prime!

11:59

16

7

#TGIF

3/1/2019 12:01:07 PM laurabusse Agree but having neurological disorder trying to heal, when am in the deepest possible meditation, i know that i know that i know that all is well, it's all 

good, everything is in perfect order, and my body/situation doesn't matter. Having said that, i take great care of my body!

3/1/2019 12:01:14 PM princesspatrio1 That's great Think! You really would make a fantastic teacher! As in, the coolest, most fun teacher that kids would learn from! Twitter is good practice. 

😎

3/1/2019 12:02:19 PM hawkgirlinmn MADNESS~~~€  https://youtu.be/4Prc1UfuokY . Time is an illusion. Boy-lovers, threaten my people with slavery and death...would LOVE to see a “Rhis 

is Sparta!!!” moment!

3/1/2019 12:03:05 PM dropthemjolnir Quintessential Prime

3/1/2019 12:04:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Why don’t I ever spellcheck?! 🤦♀️

3/1/2019 12:06:21 PM qtpi3_14 💗🙏👋

3/1/2019 12:06:40 PM adsvel It's mix of breathing and imagination. It longs 3 and half hours. Between each chakra cleansing I am drinking distilled water. At that period strong 

vegetarian diet. Each chakra has its colour, sound, feelings.

3/1/2019 12:08:10 PM nolemami Whatever it is, he/it lost me at “We are all Gods inside”.  Sorry, that’s new age BS.  There is but one God, and his name is Yahweh.  You made this 

UNFOLLOW easier than most.

3/1/2019 12:08:18 PM enomai_ Iys ok, i do it all.the time

3/1/2019 12:08:43 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂😂😂

3/1/2019 12:10:58 PM prmd21801759 Can they make it public? Please. Official.

3/1/2019 12:13:29 PM mskeens1962 Oh my gosh 🤣💜

3/1/2019 12:13:29 PM _chelseaproject Do you mean [HRC clone]?

Also, I'm wondering, does the cabal have an exit plan where they give up or will they fight to the last man like the Japanese on Okinawa?

3/1/2019 12:19:12 PM islandofdelight Any reason the Keybase updates stopped? Got all ready to use as a backup method but then in December they stopped...

3/1/2019 12:22:25 PM norwegianon Okey, I found it on  http://qanon.pub 

2x 2909, both posted the exact same time, (from different devices), maybe that's why.. 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/1UK1iZRwXn

3/1/2019 12:24:39 PM edwardgouin Rumor is he is Mossad.

3/1/2019 12:25:46 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Send in the clowns / clones(?)!!

3/1/2019 12:31:47 PM dondep @threadreaderapp unroll

3/1/2019 12:32:43 PM whitehat_van Kabamur, are you an ISBE? Do you denounce Mark Andreessen, Director of Facebook and Keybase, Inc. (Majestic Chinese malware pushed by 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) ?

3/1/2019 12:32:46 PM threadreaderapp Hi please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/1/2019 12:33:27 PM zagnett Just noticed how "majestic" the YT channel is (video Published date) - 6330

      Kris Lambert Published on Jun 30, 2010

Coincidence?

& i just LOVE how the music just friggin' stops at ~2 minutes.

Coincidence?
3/1/2019 12:33:39 PM unittzoo I want her pacing in a cell at Gitmo, not dead. No long funeral.

3/1/2019 12:34:36 PM zagnett Description lol lol lol!!

     Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

3/1/2019 12:37:58 PM whitehat_van Keybase, inc. is next generation malware for mind profiling and thought control. Company is owned by Marc Andreessen, Director of Facebook. It is 

being pushed by this Majestic 12 group. They call themselves ISBE and believe that the world is ending soon. "Every breath closer to..



3/1/2019 12:38:17 PM ekotoons OPTIMAL PRIME!

MISS YOU, BUD

3/1/2019 12:38:55 PM whitehat_van The Keybase Trojan can not be removed.

3/1/2019 12:39:06 PM scottba58314811 Praying

3/1/2019 12:39:51 PM islandofdelight Tell me more about this Trojan. How do I know if my system is impacted? What malicious processes does it add and what is it doing that’s so bad that 

“can’t be removed”

3/1/2019 12:41:46 PM whitehat_van If you downloaded Keybase your screwed.

3/1/2019 12:42:01 PM covertress [HRC]

🕹️ pic.twitter.com/DTKpAYhf9C

3/1/2019 12:42:15 PM islandofdelight you’re* - how am I screwed exactly?

3/1/2019 12:43:26 PM whitehat_van It's a cult called ISBE'ism. They have been profiling your mind if you did. Majestic (sclar) technology from Tienenmen Square Scientists 

(TS_SCI_MAJESTIC12).

3/1/2019 12:46:37 PM adsvel In the Russian it reads Vagina!😂😂😂

3/1/2019 12:46:57 PM whitehat_van If you are apart of them then DIA already knows. If you are innocent then you are just being modeled for future exploitation.

3/1/2019 12:50:59 PM whitehat_van Well seeing what you tweet, I will give you some advice. Turn away from this path or you will be complicit. DIA is all over it.

3/1/2019 12:56:05 PM islandofdelight Complicit in what exactly?

3/1/2019 12:56:19 PM brad34351293 It's a College Basketball term regarding conference tournaments and the NCAA tournament.

Double meaning works for how the Dems will be!

3/1/2019 12:57:03 PM islandofdelight Innocent? would I be guilty following a twitter profile? I’m not part of any of these group meditations....

3/1/2019 12:58:19 PM whitehat_van If you are knowingly participating in their nefarious intentions then you are complicit.

3/1/2019 12:58:52 PM realityloominng (Off topic) Is this concept, with expansions, not the ultimate weapon against ALICE? pic.twitter.com/EBMwrrTzos

3/1/2019 12:59:04 PM islandofdelight I have no idea what nefarious intentions you are speaking to, I just follow the twitter account....

3/1/2019 12:59:29 PM whitehat_van How do you know about the group meditations?

3/1/2019 12:59:32 PM michael81972 I agree that some things in the bible have been altered ,  but I do not believe the Dead Sea Scrolls have been altered,  Sons of God are fallen Angels,  

God is the father of Jesus,  but is known as the son of man because he is born of woman,  bore our sins as a mortal human

3/1/2019 1:00:29 PM whitehat_van I told you. It's malware to hijack the minds of US citizens. Participation is sedition.

3/1/2019 1:00:29 PM islandofdelight You mentioned them a few tweets ago...? I know nothing about them beyond what you just disclosed

3/1/2019 1:01:21 PM whitehat_van Then you don't have too much to worry about. Stay away from the ISBE's they are dangerous.

3/1/2019 1:01:59 PM whitehat_van Other than the fact they are tracking you know.

3/1/2019 1:04:04 PM jm4n You slav you lose

3/1/2019 1:11:00 PM azuremagus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Hey I am just trying to rap my hesd around Your/this MJ 12 situation. Some say the old crew were all taken out ( as I mentioned 

MJ7 was) but Mitch Mconnell, Kissenger and a certain Admiral are still around, so are you folks the white hat version or clearance at

3/1/2019 1:11:30 PM realityloominng Change it to a meme with handwritten text

3/1/2019 1:12:18 PM azuremagus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  that level? If you want more of a bio on myself let me know.

3/1/2019 1:15:00 PM realitycheck05 It better be public and on every channel.

3/1/2019 1:18:13 PM _00111111_ ThanQ 🙏

have seen your threads on this subject

fascinatingly informative

3/1/2019 1:20:34 PM lbf777 This is what the Church taught you to believe. I used to believe this too but let me tell you what I found after digging around for myself. Also, keep in 

mind, you haven't seen the original Dead Sea scrolls. You have just been told what it says which is usually altered.

.....

3/1/2019 1:21:14 PM benny60932533 This comment wins Twitter. It's a Twinner.

3/1/2019 1:21:35 PM lbf777 What I believe now is this:

In the beginning was the void. The void is both nothing & everything at the same time in physics. In everything is willpower so God willed itself into 

being. It extended the Son out of itself for company. These beings are not like us. They are....

3/1/2019 1:22:43 PM lbf777 .....very rich in being. For example, they have an almost infinite amount of personality characteristics and they live in perfect however because there is 

a need to experience duality to understand perfection, a part of the Son element went to sleep which triggered this.....

3/1/2019 1:24:35 PM _00111111_ i feel i have taught for a while

long before my soul met body 

and i feel others have been learning for a while too

long before their souls met body as well

time is an illusion

dimensions prove this

whereas time is a linear construct

existing is more of a scalar activity
3/1/2019 1:25:30 PM lbf777 ....the creation of the universe. In the universe, a part of the Son that went to sleep divides itself into an almost infinite parts and then those parts 

devolve into particles & evolve back up overtime through trial & error. Error is evil. When Jesus came down as a highly....

3/1/2019 1:25:46 PM 123rmaga1 I understand who you are talking about & us all wanting Grace, but I’m stuck on the key. My guess is they have their own agenda? I don’t think it’s a 

negative agenda, I think we piece together our intuition & our understanding of Truth the best we can & we aren’t on the same page

3/1/2019 1:26:35 PM lbf777 .....evolved being, he wanted to tell us that we are all the Son of God split into many parts we are all the same 1 son of God experiencing being many 

because we are very powerful and can do stuff like this. By the way, I am really skipping over ALL the details. The Catholic....

3/1/2019 1:27:34 PM lbf777 ......Church knew that this knowledge would empower us so they removed it & only put the part that Jesus is the Son of God and then they exalted 

Jesus to be worshiped while focusing on his death, the ugliest part of his life, the most because the Church are evil Satanists.

....



3/1/2019 1:28:33 PM lbf777 God did not need Jesus to die for our sins because God, our true self, has already forgiven us of everything and knows why we are here and why we are 

flawed. We aren't really flawed but we pretend to be so we can experience duality. Jesus died because the Deep State elements....

3/1/2019 1:28:47 PM michael81972 I will be very clear on this,  No one taught me to believe anything,  I research on my own,  your free to believe however you choose and sounds like 

because your scared that bible has been altered you have went down a path of putting your own words in that you believe..Peace

3/1/2019 1:29:50 PM lbf777 .....of society hated him. Jesus was telling everyone they don't need Churches or priests and can find God within at the deepest level. This is bad for 

business plus Jesus flipped their money tables over ruining their business for many years and so they killed Jesus. Jesus did...

3/1/2019 1:30:45 PM lbf777 .....die for us but he died in the process of helping us not to absorb our sins.

There are a LOT of psyops out there. I'm just trying to clarify. Feel free to believe or dump all of this as a lie. You will have to use discernment.

3/1/2019 1:31:33 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/FUKRreBmTZ

3/1/2019 1:35:41 PM 123rmaga1 Lol, I suck at decoding,  but my intuition works ok from a discernment standpoint when presented with info.  I’m learning to trust that fully and head in 

that direction. I’ll try harder on the decode thing.  Or just pray someone else will answer properly soon.  😉

3/1/2019 1:36:05 PM sergii_ii None better to confirm this than our friends over at MJ12 :^)

3/1/2019 1:40:44 PM t2hiers Trying to figure all this out; but I am at a loss with most of the numbers!☹️

3/1/2019 1:49:45 PM ascension_guide Pick your poison. Drugs everywhere.

Many aren’t even ‘labeled’ as such.

Ideas. Things. Anyting can be...

3/1/2019 2:00:13 PM sinnersdeborah Sounds like things aren't looking to good for Hillary!

3/1/2019 2:00:27 PM blissamerica Good to know

3/1/2019 2:01:56 PM whitehat_van Given the true source of this Majestic account, I have to wonder if this has hidden meaning, like a wish from China for POTUS?

3/1/2019 2:03:21 PM marshahodgson I will always retweet this when I see it. Her entire 'life's story' was known way back when. Too bad no one paid attention, or thought to read between 

those lines.

3/1/2019 2:04:04 PM lovethebeach999 Omg I hope that means 87 killary

3/1/2019 2:07:17 PM love4thegameak Is that AOCs older sister in the Pic?

Jus askin

3/1/2019 2:09:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1101595630596694018 …

3/1/2019 2:12:33 PM therealalice333 A deception as old as [time]. Freedom and enlightenment can be yours...if you simply join us. And it's totally your choice.😉 All you have to do to be 

super human is choose to do what we say is the best way to accomplish that. To BE ISz (Six). And we'll call it 'transcendence'.

3/1/2019 2:13:19 PM mrd_s_anderson Au contraire, they can see in the dark! #seewhatIdidthere #declas #timetohavefun #noworries

3/1/2019 2:14:11 PM 123rmaga1 Ok. The Key is Love/Truth and the Map is Sacrificing All to bring the message of Love/ Truth.

3/1/2019 2:14:56 PM petitchevalb Injecting in their eyes...

Whats wrong with you humans?

3/1/2019 2:15:00 PM lbf777 Here we go. They will want funding in the name of science as mentioned yesterday. End these savages now.

3/1/2019 2:16:57 PM vadermcpherson similarities are creepy.

3/1/2019 2:19:03 PM daveschroeder18 Go play with your friends. Go where it resonates.

3/1/2019 2:20:42 PM lovethebeach999 In retrospect pretty sure it was JA

3/1/2019 2:20:46 PM enomai_ Do mice not already have a various form of night vision? Tho, obviously uses for humans

3/1/2019 2:24:54 PM love4thegameak Yes it is!!

3/1/2019 2:26:48 PM whitehat_van An ISBE huh? Guess what? DIA is watching this seditious thing you all are up to.

3/1/2019 2:29:29 PM whitehat_van But now we have powerful new scalar weapons, we'll just call them Majestic. Or Keybase.

3/1/2019 2:29:36 PM raisethevib369 Nanoparticles. What are they spraying into our skies and what are the putting in vaccines? Look at what they're doing with mice. We are the next mice. 

Pay attention people.

3/1/2019 2:31:16 PM whitehat_van  https://twitter.com/i/status/1101601489259130880 …

3/1/2019 2:36:36 PM 1aaronjustice What difference does it make if she’s a clone ?

3/1/2019 2:41:35 PM iateajeep78  pic.twitter.com/vyzjE7qCfn

3/1/2019 2:48:04 PM margoluvsgod I believe there was an assassination attempt and Trump left early.

3/1/2019 2:53:53 PM nikoscali Or at least a credible security threat.

3/1/2019 3:02:22 PM kineticmike1332  pic.twitter.com/k11SzHc01O

3/1/2019 3:08:39 PM deplorable_s No statuette of limitation on FRAUD

3/1/2019 3:13:52 PM joeyboats1 It will take years for her, right

3/1/2019 3:15:44 PM mrd_s_anderson [Wall·E][1h38m][Directive][EndGame][Unity]

3/1/2019 3:16:15 PM kineticmike1332 Q said to expect their "public" health to deteriorate rapidly. I think they might be "departing" soon. Just my guess.

3/1/2019 3:20:17 PM enomai_ You just stated cost of living $0, pretty much. Too classified, to ask how?

3/1/2019 3:22:29 PM 222714ftw I agree princess the man has skills🤗👊

3/1/2019 3:22:56 PM enomai_ Hopefully iys not like that one movie where everyone is hooked up to machines and living in a world. Jk but kinda serious

3/1/2019 3:25:19 PM k3yle Eye see what u did here lol 😂 👁

3/1/2019 3:27:36 PM giediknight SG-1 nanites!

3/1/2019 3:30:13 PM jones9536 They'll never give up

3/1/2019 3:30:41 PM _00111111_ crosby nills and nash nailed it

teach our children well

3/1/2019 3:36:44 PM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/BCLV8KdoxA

3/1/2019 3:41:43 PM llzzyb I heard that too...

3/1/2019 3:47:26 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

3/1/2019 3:48:33 PM 222714ftw 🖖

3/1/2019 3:48:48 PM 222714ftw 🖖

3/1/2019 3:49:07 PM enomai_ If time is an illusion, time traveling is just called traveling?

3/1/2019 3:49:17 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

3/1/2019 3:56:58 PM shallknown It's complicated, but they're prevented from leaving, on many of the lower levels. They can only be taken into the very high levels where duality 

doesn't exist. They are "recycled" ie. Bush Senior and No-name

3/1/2019 3:57:30 PM tmoanon5 Thank goodness.

3/1/2019 3:58:36 PM 1776_eye ...or here. 🧐 pic.twitter.com/jhIngiYjT3

3/1/2019 3:59:38 PM nullanon12 Da

3/1/2019 4:00:36 PM wnhensley Davy Crockett

Tactical nukes

Benghazi

Bye pic.twitter.com/r5eQpWJPtJ

3/1/2019 4:00:59 PM pastorjon9 Very true, I trust MJ12's info is this regard.

3/1/2019 4:01:43 PM nullanon12 I Know A Few Russian Words

3/1/2019 4:02:31 PM nullanon12 *That Are Croatian



3/1/2019 4:08:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 100% Accurate

By Design

Fully Disclosed

Ignorance is the fatal flaw https://twitter.com/LeeCamp/status/1101610061527302144 …

3/1/2019 4:10:04 PM lynnmar42209594 Sandia and group are et's like to be called cousins. From a planet called P'ntl. On twitter, teaching telepathy.

3/1/2019 4:11:29 PM jrocktigers Not my art but had to pass it on. pic.twitter.com/vUNQuLn6dI

3/1/2019 4:11:37 PM jm4n Not slav no lose.

3/1/2019 4:11:45 PM djlok I was saying this sh!t in grad school and everyone said I was CRAZY!  

You just made my day MJ12!!

3/1/2019 4:12:12 PM lynnmar42209594  https://mobile.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom 

3/1/2019 4:13:46 PM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think 

logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/1/2019 4:14:08 PM sonofpatriot3 #FunFacts

“The Wall Street Journal was founded by Charles H. Dow, of Dow Jones & Company, primarily to cover business and financial news. The first issue was 

published on July 8, 1889.” https://www.britannica.com/topic/The-Wall-Street-Journal …

3/1/2019 4:15:14 PM jrocktigers Use it to your advantage.

3/1/2019 4:17:16 PM ghostanon6120 superb book on this topic: https://www.amazon.com/Ponzi-Factor-Simple-Investment-

Profits/dp/1976949955?SubscriptionId=AKIAILSHYYTFIVPWUY6Q&tag=duckduckgo-d-

20&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=1976949955 …

3/1/2019 4:19:16 PM ghostanon6120 The sec/nyse/nasdaq...It is all a big game and the winners know how to game the system. Absolutely ridiculous, yet we the sheeple finance their 

hedonistic lives.

3/1/2019 4:20:44 PM wink5811 Smart person would pull their money out of stock market and banks ASAP

3/1/2019 4:22:29 PM djlok So true!

3/1/2019 4:23:50 PM wink5811 HRC was killed 9/11/16 or shortly there after she spewed the correct info, you are looking at one ugly malfunction sicko clone.

3/1/2019 4:24:02 PM ghostanon6120 That book turns on many lights so one can see it, you were ahead of the curve and as usual, mj 12 iq points are so high, proving once again it is an acct 

to be reckoned W/..thanks david for your smarts...

3/1/2019 4:24:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Raj F]

[HRC]

3/1/2019 4:24:42 PM wink5811 Years ago

3/1/2019 4:25:01 PM speaklife595 What's Raj f

3/1/2019 4:25:03 PM pastorjon9  pic.twitter.com/mUw4kU9djo

3/1/2019 4:25:08 PM trumps_all Raj F?????

3/1/2019 4:26:52 PM lbf777 Who is Raj F?

3/1/2019 4:27:04 PM mongrelglory No kidding!

3/1/2019 4:27:51 PM lbf777 Only the 1% win mostly.

3/1/2019 4:29:21 PM positively303  pic.twitter.com/tyjYReHJhp

3/1/2019 4:29:58 PM aprilbrown99 Never trusted it enough to invest. Same with 401Ks. I don’t trust them either.

3/1/2019 4:30:38 PM wink5811 Did you not look at the perp walk on 9/11/16 that was a filmed event, young guy in suit films the whole event on an phone while she is getting tossed 

into the van, not one SS/NYPD guy stops him as he follows right to the van in the scene...arrested!

3/1/2019 4:32:13 PM keith369me Probably HRC’s worst nightmare at this point

3/1/2019 4:32:43 PM burkewinkler Riddick's Redux?

3/1/2019 4:32:43 PM margoluvsgod Yes

3/1/2019 4:33:38 PM nousgnostic Hmmm

3/1/2019 4:34:07 PM wink5811 I was hoping for a bang up suicide weekend before nexts weeks big event

3/1/2019 4:34:21 PM burkewinkler After being sold to a non-American, the WSJ editorial department said the 11th commandment is Open Borders?

3/1/2019 4:34:24 PM lightseeker2012 Or on treason

3/1/2019 4:35:52 PM john777lee Symbolism for the normies.  The law must be respected or we have nothing. Just my view but do you think they believe in clones ? It will show none is 

above the law !

3/1/2019 4:36:24 PM covfefe_grande The house always wins

3/1/2019 4:37:09 PM covfefe_grande Pull the worthless paper “notes”

3/1/2019 4:38:01 PM lbf777 Have you realized the money system itself was designed as a Ponzi scheme to enslave the masses?

That’s why banks run the Deep State. They control all the money & have an unlimited supply of money via reinvesting our money & money printing 

machines. 

#BabylonianMoneyMagic

3/1/2019 4:38:18 PM chapulincolored OK MJ12, so 401K's worthless?  What are we supposed to do for  retirement?

3/1/2019 4:38:20 PM synackstatic Rajiv Fernando 

2011 appointment to the State Department's International Security Advisory Board.

3/1/2019 4:38:46 PM lbf777 Exactly. Who is the house?

Banks and the multinational Corporations that they control. 

#BabylonianMoneyMagic

3/1/2019 4:39:42 PM john777lee Many have already been tried and convicted. They are fulfilling their agreement . Some even before their execution. Like No name did. To protect their 

family's . Can't you see them imploding their party ?

3/1/2019 4:40:30 PM iateajeep78 Its about absolute power and control.

3/1/2019 4:40:30 PM john777lee You are watching a movie Q .

3/1/2019 4:47:45 PM k3yle Bye bye HRC

3/1/2019 4:48:25 PM ryankochweare1 #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 FOLLOWERS @kabamur_taygeta ETC PLEASE help with info on natural cures medicines and cleanses / pineal 

Declassification etc.  (Point in direction lol)

3/1/2019 4:48:28 PM charles87793026 Ponder this! pic.twitter.com/YqZpxQ9IBj

3/1/2019 4:50:28 PM colleenocallag3 Wait is Pompeo a traitor?

3/1/2019 4:50:28 PM blsdbe I LOVE THE ENTIRE CAST OF REDACTED TONIGHT. It is literally the only tolerable news. I don’t just buy in, I think about the ideas presented. Plus 

seriously we gotta laugh more.

3/1/2019 4:51:42 PM wink5811 Amen! Anyone who thinks differently put your hand over a spider in a web and REALLY watch the spiders reaction, same with any living thing. You are 

equal, same as an ant, rat, tree or plant, no different. Can you respect an ant?

3/1/2019 4:51:55 PM rockythewonder2 You will need gold, water, supplies?

3/1/2019 4:52:10 PM love4thegameak Tomorrow's Youth Organization?

3/1/2019 4:52:49 PM love4thegameak Tomorrows Youth Organization events, kids &amp; computers, West Bank

 https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/759148/amp …

3/1/2019 4:52:57 PM ryankochweare1 What's that?

3/1/2019 4:54:41 PM tmoanon5 Yes get her sick a**



3/1/2019 4:58:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/motokorich/status/1101006090890670080 …

3/1/2019 5:00:14 PM anneolsen43 Did it end abruptly because there was a security breach on both?

3/1/2019 5:00:16 PM davidachek FF attempt?

3/1/2019 5:00:49 PM gulfcoastchelle What happened?

3/1/2019 5:02:38 PM bluesparrow222 Deep State attack.

3/1/2019 5:05:02 PM speaklife595 Strange to use that word raj I happen to go by that name.

3/1/2019 5:06:50 PM decodematrix DEW attack?

3/1/2019 5:11:43 PM april99341937 Looking outside of the BOX?! LOOK AT A BIGGER PICTURE?! paper money made how?! In the FUTURE how would PAPER money be BACKED by? 

#ITRUSTTHEPLAN? 😉😉😉😉

3/1/2019 5:12:45 PM dolittlle I’m needing some new glasses but I think I do this instead 🤓

3/1/2019 5:13:06 PM love4thegameak Scoutahead?

3/1/2019 5:13:32 PM i8anenigma lol. Sweetie, when we are done, your life will be a retirement. All I can say is, work on a skill and try to master it. *Hint* Something creative, something 

you love to do and something you can trade for something else. Think old school. No money.

3/1/2019 5:15:09 PM love4thegameak Chopper Trading? https://www.choppertrading.com/ 

3/1/2019 5:15:28 PM charmcityanon Sauce?

3/1/2019 5:17:30 PM pastorjon9 There was a serious threat on KJU - probably might have got 45 too if not alert. Security doesn't jump into moving cars in a foreign country if the threat 

isn't imminent - I pray KJU got out of Vietnam safely.

3/1/2019 5:17:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I kind of like AJ even though I don't agree with everything he says.  The interview would have been better without the infighting

3/1/2019 5:17:56 PM youstinksoap SPEED.

🍿🍿📽

3/1/2019 5:18:10 PM love4thegameak Worksrorm!!!!

Workstorm enables law firms to communicate securely, efficiently and seamlessly with colleagues, associates, clients and opposing counsel, all within a 

single platform.  https://www.apnews.com/8061672cadcab788f28b71dccc65253c …

3/1/2019 5:18:36 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101166853999808516?s=21 …

3/1/2019 5:20:47 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101159915631067136?s=21 …

3/1/2019 5:21:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 What access was he given?

3/1/2019 5:21:55 PM karentriebel Unknown, but the summit was really cut short for security reasons

3/1/2019 5:24:08 PM jrocktigers Special.

3/1/2019 5:27:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you going to stay quiet? Start the hashtag...

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1101652088541503489 …

3/1/2019 5:27:20 PM ragevirusqq Isn’t that a nuclear advisory board of some kind

3/1/2019 5:27:25 PM ursula_1111 Indeed. They were getting KJU outta dodge. It all makes so much sense.

3/1/2019 5:27:32 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/bSAHKRleXK

3/1/2019 5:27:32 PM blsdbe Latest episode on YT https://youtu.be/WbnOz9fGQCI 

3/1/2019 5:28:08 PM dropthemjolnir 🤔🤔🤔

3/1/2019 5:30:04 PM mrd_s_anderson It's all becoming clearer. Is there a true reason other than pure evil...why would they do this? It hurts. But the Armor helps. [Recent actualization]. 

Things are DEEP.

3/1/2019 5:30:43 PM pastorjon9 Okay, so my hunch I didn't ask before was that KANSAS heard about the 187 on KJU order via his old contacts and knew the timing was short - a "let's 

hurry up and get out of here b4 we keep KJU and 45 here too long" concern. Would look bad on 45 if KJU was 187ed in his presence.

3/1/2019 5:33:05 PM wedblues He is good.   They were nervous due to threats.✌️✌️✌️

3/1/2019 5:33:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Theranos

Sept 2018

Clinton Foundation

Define Puppet

Adrenochrome

Who is "sick"?

These people are sick.

3/1/2019 5:34:55 PM jamesgdurrett #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:35:35 PM 979_7740 #UnsealEpstein sounds good to me!

3/1/2019 5:35:59 PM covertress "one of the highest levels of top secret access" https://www.google.com/amp/s/abcnews.go.com/amp/Politics/clinton-donor-sensitive-intelligence-

board/story%3fid=39710624 …

3/1/2019 5:36:29 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.google.com/amp/s/freebeacon.com/politics/clinton-donor-obama-ambassador-charged-massive-fraud/amp/ …

3/1/2019 5:38:22 PM jrocktigers My map was incorrect.  This is accurate. https://twitter.com/CmdrZod23/status/1100868539836174337 …

3/1/2019 5:38:36 PM rosesrred0119 Quiet is not in my nature #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:38:44 PM cocopuffster12 Awe!!!! You made my day!! I needed that!!♥️

3/1/2019 5:38:54 PM raisethevib369 #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:39:05 PM mrd_s_anderson "Who's sick?! THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK!" pic.twitter.com/wmASAhuFoh

3/1/2019 5:39:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein was a kingpin to an international child sex trafficking ring operating out of his private residences that included hundreds of "elites". 

#UnsealEpstein 

Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest the unsealing of these records. #viral

3/1/2019 5:40:00 PM peterclloyd Probably because his name will come up several times, and not in a good way.

3/1/2019 5:40:40 PM rosesrred0119 Spelling error on mistake?

3/1/2019 5:41:04 PM raisethevib369 Right? Nothing to see here 💀

3/1/2019 5:41:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 ans is short for

3/1/2019 5:41:40 PM covertress #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/K7FwMQUBZA

3/1/2019 5:42:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Will meditate on this at 9pm central tonight. Who’s in?

3/1/2019 5:43:05 PM bea12ml 😁💭

3/1/2019 5:43:12 PM tinahayes01 #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:43:27 PM lbf777 We can also use our minds like cell phones organically but they don't tell us how. We have to figure it out.

3/1/2019 5:43:31 PM ragevirusqq Answer?

3/1/2019 5:43:59 PM aprilbrown99 So Holmes doesn’t have to serve any jail time?  WTH!

3/1/2019 5:44:27 PM covfefe_grande American nuclear society?

3/1/2019 5:44:37 PM cryptogamer11 Yup. Do it Q

3/1/2019 5:44:55 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

@POTUS 

Let's go Patriots!

3/1/2019 5:45:36 PM rosesrred0119 ... ok

3/1/2019 5:46:03 PM covfefe_grande Imagine in your mind what you want to happen. Imagine it as if it’s already happened. No doubt or fear, think confidently.

3/1/2019 5:46:28 PM aprilbrown99 I am in.

3/1/2019 5:46:31 PM rosesrred0119 I have zero idea.. answer??

3/1/2019 5:47:12 PM jrocktigers #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/1hcOUAcchK

3/1/2019 5:47:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the genitalia and bladder?



3/1/2019 5:48:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Answer to 9?

3/1/2019 5:48:50 PM ekotoons CANT UNSEE

DIRT ROADS

3/1/2019 5:48:58 PM universalrisin #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:49:14 PM monicatintaos #UnsealEpstein and reveal the hideous reality of the island of evil.

3/1/2019 5:49:18 PM cookiesweikert He is good

3/1/2019 5:50:07 PM hawkgirlinmn So many disturbing layers of symbolism. 🤬

3/1/2019 5:50:33 PM missy968 #imnotabigfanofthatguy

3/1/2019 5:51:05 PM cookiesweikert She is a double

3/1/2019 5:51:12 PM xusaf_patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Accidental tweet...or account compromised?  Archived offline.

3/1/2019 5:51:38 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/wK27hjYWCk

3/1/2019 5:52:13 PM mrblbrettish Ditto

3/1/2019 5:52:49 PM vintagesquirrel Thank you for posing this question.

3/1/2019 5:52:59 PM libertylemana Hype.

3/1/2019 5:53:16 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/w5ar6nYNta

3/1/2019 5:53:28 PM mongrelglory Seriously? #ThesePeopleAreSick!

3/1/2019 5:53:29 PM planetvaster I literally just finished watching ColdFusion's video on Theranos and then saw this tweet. Weird lol. Holmes is a complete psychopath.

3/1/2019 5:54:15 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/rmhSW0HnlF

3/1/2019 5:54:28 PM mrblbrettish Anselmo?

3/1/2019 5:54:32 PM aprilbrown99 Sick people!

3/1/2019 5:55:00 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/E7QXiftFSX

3/1/2019 5:55:01 PM universalrisin The power of 3,6,9 truly works. I have used it on many occasions and every time it has worked for me. This was the strongest I have ever used if thus 

far. By the power of 3,6,9 I believe it therefore I will it, #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:55:09 PM brenda_nine #UnsealEpstein #DarkToLight #PainIsComing #WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/nUfS8bpfbU

3/1/2019 5:55:25 PM ragevirusqq 🤢🤮

3/1/2019 5:56:23 PM cryptogamer11 We will !!! 3 6 9 matrix of light. Boom they r done

3/1/2019 5:56:45 PM mongrelglory It was Q who implied that.

3/1/2019 5:57:09 PM ragevirusqq How does the weird satanic temple go largely unnoticed?

3/1/2019 5:57:36 PM kachinagtto Fortress Investments ended up with the Theranos patents.  What did they do with them?

3/1/2019 5:58:10 PM wink5811 Yep! Silver or gold nice to have, 15 pound bag of rice from your nearest Asian market is a good emergency cheap food option. I live in Fl so always 

stocked up on food and water in case of a hurricane

3/1/2019 5:58:14 PM jrocktigers This is east of the temple, south of the compass. pic.twitter.com/yN6evIaBhy

3/1/2019 5:58:18 PM cryptogamer11 Sorry. I really think Alex Jones is a patriot. Playing the role in the patriot movie.

3/1/2019 5:58:26 PM tamiwils0n22813 ‘Johnny’ McCain III 666. Mark of deadly wound on his head. Like Cain in the Bible.  #FlyJohnnyFly #FlySIDFly  Who is in control of NK?   Who is really in 

control of NK? He has hated America from 1967 to 2017 when he really revealed his is true self. Where or where could he be? 

pic.twitter.com/eNT7ajE67U

3/1/2019 5:58:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Retweet all 3 #UnsealEpstein tweets from the Majestic 12 and then all other uses of the #UnsealEpstein hashtag to manifest this reality using meme 

theory and Synchronicity to the Power of 3 6 9. #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 5:59:00 PM wink5811 Hope I’m not!

3/1/2019 5:59:05 PM jrocktigers Here is one time,  G 00 G , masked the checkerboard     . . pic.twitter.com/47djHvgpdb

3/1/2019 5:59:37 PM duckmeat01 Dershowitz was getting spanked by a 16 year old on the the Lolita with Gag Ball....

3/1/2019 5:59:52 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/N0JTdSjAkm

3/1/2019 6:00:01 PM ragevirusqq What is the checkerboard

3/1/2019 6:00:35 PM rockythewonder2 Yes, Us also, can't go wrong with MRE, THEY were good enough in the army last forever, get yourself a bunch of drinking straws with filters,  don't 

cheap out, you can drink from the mud puddles and some will filter the salt out of the gulf or ocean👍🎣🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/1/2019 6:00:58 PM tamiwils0n22813 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/R2PQ1VFf1q

3/1/2019 6:01:12 PM jrocktigers I hope so.

3/1/2019 6:01:30 PM marcomarni00 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101655142603153409 …

3/1/2019 6:01:37 PM shar_dunn done

3/1/2019 6:01:46 PM marcomarni00 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101656817950703616 …

3/1/2019 6:01:54 PM aprilbrown99 And so it is!  🙏

3/1/2019 6:02:27 PM cryptogamer11 He IS

3/1/2019 6:02:44 PM jones9536 How?

3/1/2019 6:03:11 PM numberonepal No. TRUST KANSAS.

3/1/2019 6:03:54 PM lbf777 AJ is like a grey hat. He works for them and hates them at the same time.

3/1/2019 6:03:59 PM cryptogamer11 He and roger stone and many others playing a role at their own expense.

3/1/2019 6:06:11 PM aprilbrown99 I noticed that too. ALICE?

3/1/2019 6:07:40 PM love4thegameak But Now he has Umlimited access to Law cases and correspondence with anyone using his platform??

3/1/2019 6:07:50 PM jrocktigers Appear to be tiles. pic.twitter.com/PFyNzP7zzD

3/1/2019 6:07:51 PM surveyorx Never heard of this so I looked it up.  Very interesting.

The Secret Behind Numbers 3, 6, 9 Tesla Code Is Finally REVEALED! https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

3/1/2019 6:08:07 PM dr_t_dc #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 6:08:36 PM tamiwils0n22813 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/p14GVc2gGT

3/1/2019 6:08:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many victims found condolences and friendship in Ivanka and DJT protected them when they were around Ivanka.

3/1/2019 6:09:46 PM lbf777 S is for synchronicity

3/1/2019 6:09:46 PM dr_t_dc #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 6:10:28 PM marvin6977 That explains why the democRATS hate Kim Jing-un 🤣😂

3/1/2019 6:10:40 PM i8anenigma This movie is now PG. Its for the children. We have had enough sorrow. Focus on good & prosper.

3/1/2019 6:10:59 PM innrsquardcrcle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thank you for all you do. Could you please point me in the proper direction to use 3 6 9 effectively?

I appreciate your guidance

3/1/2019 6:11:10 PM dr_t_dc #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 6:11:11 PM lbf777 Did today's big happening happen yet?

3/1/2019 6:11:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spamming doesn't help, however forcing the Synchronicity of 3 6 and 9 will force it through censorship since those numbers are only manifested using 

willful consciousness of the creation.

Conscious != Consciousness

Singularity != Oneness

#UnsealEpstein will awaken the public.

3/1/2019 6:12:09 PM toffer_anon_369 Pleiadiens tend to have that effect on people

3/1/2019 6:12:59 PM dr_t_dc #UnsealEpstein



3/1/2019 6:13:38 PM lmills0831 Wait! Dershowitz DEFENDED Epstein previously?  And he happily tells the FOX news audience he voted for Hillary.  So, why would a revered 

constitutional expert hang around with known criminals and pedophiles?

3/1/2019 6:13:53 PM williamnerbonne No idea what that means but sounds mysterious.

3/1/2019 6:14:58 PM djlok #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 6:15:05 PM jrocktigers The regular living quarters....  not too shabby. pic.twitter.com/R9odBc8N1P

3/1/2019 6:15:13 PM keith369me #unsealEpstein #deshowitzdirtylaundry ...why doesnt AD want reporters during the hearing?

3/1/2019 6:17:02 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Khjm2GKM3q

3/1/2019 6:17:58 PM cocopuffster12 6pm meditation! Next up, 9pm!

3/1/2019 6:18:00 PM djlok This is deep. I’m gonna have to meditate on that one after #UnsealEpstein ocurrs...or sooner!

3/1/2019 6:18:26 PM lmills0831 😮

3/1/2019 6:18:37 PM keith369me Theranos blood testing?  Really...front company for?  Raised how many hundreds of millions?

3/1/2019 6:19:10 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/szHwNf9aZs

3/1/2019 6:20:22 PM mongrelglory Another money laundering operation!

3/1/2019 6:20:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think 🇵🇰 🇰🇵 🇷🇺 🇨🇳 🇦🇪

My button is bigger than yours.

Mine works.

3/1/2019 6:22:28 PM doxhunderson There are no coincidences.

3/1/2019 6:22:29 PM mongrelglory Done! 👍

3/1/2019 6:22:35 PM function108 you guys having fun with that looking glass kicking past future ass?

3/1/2019 6:23:51 PM roublisa That’s insane!😳

3/1/2019 6:24:06 PM synackstatic TS

3/1/2019 6:24:52 PM blsdbe I think this is what happens when google earth ‘glitches’

3/1/2019 6:24:52 PM lori_dee1 Elizabeth Holmes (CEO of Theranos) and a Clinton donor who was named a Presidential Ambassador for Global Entrepreneurship under former 

President Barack Obama.

3/1/2019 6:26:03 PM michael81972 We are moving to an asset backed currency,  from Fed Reserve to US Treasury...TRN...the skill I would master is buying gold and silver,  it will trade 

very well for most anything

3/1/2019 6:27:41 PM jrocktigers Not on this one.  I have seen what you are speaking of.. I have checked multiple photo dates.   Here is shot from further out. 

pic.twitter.com/216dmxShm8

3/1/2019 6:29:03 PM laurabusse I was gonna say...i thought they were nocturnal.

3/1/2019 6:29:46 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/AN37AUx7Qk

3/1/2019 6:29:47 PM tamiwils0n22813 They locked me out! #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/h8XiNJyTxD

3/1/2019 6:30:21 PM lmills0831 I knew something was up with the 401k plan the minute they said my money would be unavailable to me, except by my taking a "loan" on it, until my 

50's.

3/1/2019 6:31:54 PM yellahabibihela 19 year olds don’t devise tech companies predicated on blood analysis. Sounds like she’s an Intel front ie bezos, zuck, musk, gates, Dorsey.

3/1/2019 6:32:17 PM roublisa #UnSealEpstein

3/1/2019 6:33:11 PM giediknight You can use Golden Ratio to predict markets  https://www.fractalwave.works 

3/1/2019 6:33:51 PM wedblues You're welcome.👍

3/1/2019 6:34:14 PM kalamojakka I figured as much 🤡

3/1/2019 6:34:29 PM giediknight Sick from withdrawal.....

3/1/2019 6:34:47 PM laurabusse Bye

3/1/2019 6:34:56 PM mongrelglory Masonic "checkerboard" tile?

3/1/2019 6:35:11 PM singsandsews Jeez!  That you, God, for your protection.

3/1/2019 6:36:49 PM synackstatic Access to Schmidt servers via NK

3/1/2019 6:37:59 PM laurabusse Fractal popcorn. Love it :-)

3/1/2019 6:38:31 PM lmills0831 I'm having a hard time seeing anything, even when I look at the shapes of the trails/roads.  Maybe a p_nis on the left side, but nothing else stands out.  

What am I missing?

3/1/2019 6:38:45 PM i8anenigma Silver and gold are pretty, but no. They truly hold no value. Happiness is more valuable then pretty objects..♾💚❤️

3/1/2019 6:39:48 PM dominicturchi No, research running security. They do this all the time in NK

3/1/2019 6:39:57 PM aurorasreality That’s what AJ kept saying. I used to to listen to old AJ the one he talked about lol. I am liking the new higher self vibe he’s has

3/1/2019 6:43:56 PM i8anenigma Other wise you'll be getting into a lot of fights with leprechauns chasing after silver and gold. hahaha

3/1/2019 6:44:16 PM jrocktigers Gotcha. So , lower O2 to brain, forces release of chemical?

3/1/2019 6:44:51 PM michael81972 Of course Peace and happiness is the most important,  but gold and silver have been used since the beginning for trade...Ill take my chances with Guns 

and gold...

3/1/2019 6:45:26 PM toffer_anon_369 Awake Not Sheep | Amateur News Sources | Americans Now See ... just some guesses

3/1/2019 6:45:30 PM michael81972 Lol

3/1/2019 6:45:37 PM lori_dee1 The SEC found Theranos of guilty deceiving investors by making it appear as if it had successfully developed a commercially-ready portable blood 

analyzer that could perform a full range of laboratory tests from a small sample of blood." 

Holmes closed the company in Sept 2018.

3/1/2019 6:46:00 PM giediknight Cult of Mithras?

3/1/2019 6:46:41 PM i8anenigma Sure sweets, but watch out for the leprachauns. They are more powerful then your guns. lol. Good luck.  ;)

3/1/2019 6:47:03 PM jrocktigers He had said due to his sleep apnea, he went on DMT trips every night, which seems ludicrous to me.

3/1/2019 6:47:11 PM michael81972 And Lead😬

3/1/2019 6:47:20 PM debbierebg NO MORE SECRETS!!! We want TRANSPARENCY!

3/1/2019 6:48:47 PM tamiwils0n22813 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein  Make it go #Viral pic.twitter.com/YR3jvMJbBg

3/1/2019 6:50:49 PM jrocktigers ? pic.twitter.com/MqzBBleCoi

3/1/2019 6:51:09 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!! 

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein!
3/1/2019 6:51:45 PM boy12_jimmy Did you see that GENERAL MAD DOG MATTIS was on the board of directors during 2016 shake up at Theranos, until he was nominated by Trump in 

January 2017? pic.twitter.com/pMuNZGvZPx

3/1/2019 6:51:52 PM bridgetknows  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/amp/world-asia-44434596 … #TheMoreYouKnow🌈

3/1/2019 6:53:18 PM jrocktigers Don't get me wrong, I love what AJ brings out to the public. At that particular point in the podcast it was kind of a pissing contest. And you know, if you 

try to tell anyone what its like on any psychedelic to someone who hasn't done so, well you know..

3/1/2019 6:54:15 PM jrocktigers They open whether you can handle or not... haha.

3/1/2019 6:54:28 PM trkwilson Soros was probably behind the lies of the company.



3/1/2019 6:55:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The bit he plays requires him to be ridiculous in his presentation because the information is ridiculous. DMT is naturally produced in the body, so while 

literally that statement is true, it is inferred to mean an actual "trip" (through the Looking Glass). Gateways require lots.

3/1/2019 6:55:46 PM scottba58314811 Absolutely

3/1/2019 6:57:03 PM melodypearson15 Share this !!

3/1/2019 6:58:43 PM jrocktigers Thank you.  Have always enjoyed the topics he presents to public. Only one who could get away with it.

3/1/2019 6:59:27 PM lp083061 How does Robert Maxwell fit in here?

3/1/2019 7:00:50 PM bad_girl_bex Man, and I thought I was high as fuck.

3/1/2019 7:01:37 PM richardhiatt16 Look what “dropped” today https://thewashingtonpundit.com/2019/03/01/nbc-admits-hillary-clinton-used-her-job-to-cover-up-pedophile-rings-as-

secretary-of-state/ …

3/1/2019 7:04:14 PM keith369me What was the origin of the information that occupied his IS-BE during this podcast?  AJ was clearly different.

3/1/2019 7:04:32 PM jrocktigers ASHES AND GLASS - Bob Weir | And if that big old moon go bust Well ashes to ashes, baby, dust to dust| Baby it's time for one last rave Keep on 

dancin' on our own graves 

 https://lyricsplayground.com/alpha/songs/a/ashesandglass.html …

3/1/2019 7:05:03 PM lovethebeach999 Dr Robert Morse naturopath talks about astral travel on his videos, he’s like 65 and a fruitarian

3/1/2019 7:05:16 PM billyj1616 Been doing that for years let’s go

3/1/2019 7:05:22 PM curvybucket26 It’s a special day !

3/1/2019 7:06:14 PM jrocktigers 👍

3/1/2019 7:07:16 PM tore_says  http://toresays.com/2018/12/20/mattis-kissinger-bilderberg-blood-research/ …

3/1/2019 7:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 MS-13 - [LEO] + NAT EMG = [-17]

See Something, Say Something

MS-13 is a "child sex trafficking gang" according to @tracegallagher. 

Cross Reference [PP]

Cross Reference Organ Harvesting

Transportation Enforcement

Secret Police to the Cabal

[Sanctuary Cities]

#UnsealEpstein
3/1/2019 7:11:30 PM keith369me I think of it as crosshairs of a scope on a rifle?  The trigger isn’t necessary pulled, but can be if the reaction is not “proper”

3/1/2019 7:11:54 PM giediknight  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithraeum 

3/1/2019 7:11:58 PM boy12_jimmy Maybe this story was updated? It looks like the same story I saw previously, maybe a year or so ago? Reads much the same way with same pics.

3/1/2019 7:13:05 PM karenricks  https://s3.amazonaws.com/s3.documentcloud.org/documents/1508273/jeffrey-epsteins-little-black-book-redacted.pdf …

3/1/2019 7:13:21 PM jrocktigers The above aerial is from 2/5/2017.

3/1/2019 7:13:45 PM ursula_1111  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Jong-un …

3/1/2019 7:13:56 PM keith369me Planned Parenthood [PP]

3/1/2019 7:14:34 PM richardhiatt16 Okay, I’m slow.. 🤓🇺🇸

3/1/2019 7:14:34 PM jrocktigers There may very well be one inside the island as their are tunnels.

3/1/2019 7:15:17 PM keith369me Almost forgot #unsealEpstein

3/1/2019 7:15:23 PM giediknight A friend of mine from England can naturally channel and is pretty “trippy”, doesn’t drink coffee, only tea, very little sugar.... so pineal glad is 

“American” calcified.

3/1/2019 7:17:51 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!! 

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein!
3/1/2019 7:19:03 PM blankmarlo When we work/focus collectively the results are much more potent.

3/1/2019 7:19:38 PM jamesgdurrett What does #UnsealEpstein mean? Should we all be discussing #UnsealEpstein ? Or should we not pay attention to #UnsealEpstein ...power of 3 MJ

3/1/2019 7:19:44 PM giediknight Very well could be, I just figure since Bloomberg has a mithraeum, there would be one of Epstein’s island...

3/1/2019 7:19:55 PM carolba88945394 Mostly government corruption must be uncovered. I.e. 21T missing and such.

3/1/2019 7:20:32 PM carolba88945394 Piece of the puzzle

3/1/2019 7:21:16 PM orthogonalron #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 7:21:44 PM blankmarlo You've been doing it already. Talk about it, spread the memes/hashtags, stimulate the collective consciousness. We create reality together :)

3/1/2019 7:21:59 PM carolba88945394 Twist it around

3/1/2019 7:22:13 PM drudge_gina Is this why he threw all the reports out of his hotel? I don’t blame him! They will do anything to stop what is coming. I’m sure there are several actual 

agents in the media.

3/1/2019 7:23:49 PM jrocktigers Make court records public that were sealed to protect cabal.  See MJ12 previous tweet.. pic.twitter.com/ViWjQlfAOU

3/1/2019 7:23:50 PM lovethebeach999  pic.twitter.com/iicJdfuPB8

3/1/2019 7:24:36 PM canadiancovfefe That’s a shocker! When you have NBC  reporting that sort of ‘truth bomb’, we know they know the end is near.

3/1/2019 7:25:04 PM jamesgdurrett It was a joke...thank you though...trying to use it 3 times.

3/1/2019 7:25:07 PM jrocktigers Lets go there tonight...

3/1/2019 7:25:16 PM normalvince Epstein is a pig. We need transparency!!!

3/1/2019 7:26:07 PM jrocktigers LOL pic.twitter.com/jUbRUu0g96

3/1/2019 7:27:45 PM blankmarlo Is there any risk of depleting your natural ability to produce DMT by taking "trips"?

3/1/2019 7:28:10 PM djlok Space travel?

3/1/2019 7:28:17 PM zagnett Yes, i'm thinking it 's something like this too. Can't wait to see how this plays out.

I watched IW / AJ show for a couple years solid. This is a different AJ in style/tone.

3/1/2019 7:28:18 PM canadiancovfefe Hmmm....I had never heard of this.

3/1/2019 7:28:39 PM alfredorigaton2 and

3/1/2019 7:31:42 PM boy12_jimmy @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @Stardust_1416 @Sarah4America @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/HDmAB3wg2L



3/1/2019 7:34:43 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!! 

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein!
3/1/2019 7:35:17 PM 979_7740 Let's permanently remove the Evil! 

#UnsealEpstein #MAGA #Fisa

3/1/2019 7:36:21 PM richardhiatt16 Yes.. The end of the Clowns 🤡 is near.. But goodness, it’s a three ring circus 🎪 and takes some time to round up all the trash 🗑...... 🤓🇺🇸. And 

dispose of it....  🤣

3/1/2019 7:37:15 PM djlok I can't stand to listen to him. He hurts my ears and makes me feel uneasy.  Waiting on someone to tweet or direct me to a place where I can read what 

he said.

3/1/2019 7:37:42 PM zagnett What if it's true that all nuclear weapons worldwide were already shut down, & were many years ago, at least in part w/ETs help?

Not saying i believe this per se. i'm not sure.

But i will say that the "news" often makes a lot more sense when considering this possibility.

3/1/2019 7:39:35 PM zagnett Yes i wholeheartedly agree with you on both points. i had to stop watching nearly 2 years ago. Something wasn't right then. Still wondering exactly 

what is going on now. But a better AJ somehow it seems.

3/1/2019 7:40:57 PM kagdefender 333rd ❤️ 😌😊

3/1/2019 7:41:32 PM wwtravelr The only way the people will know the truth is to #UnsealEpstein  You know what is coming #Pain pic.twitter.com/it47L1boT7

3/1/2019 7:41:52 PM jrocktigers You already know

3/1/2019 7:41:59 PM anangelhasland1 “Oooooh your head does get flown for sure when you take that Looking Glass ride! Talking computers, vengeful extraterrestrials, stunned spooks’ 

minds fried out from ESP, Gods clamoring for the end of apocalypses, animal spirits all over the entryway to Hell!  I want a Bud Lite!”

3/1/2019 7:42:28 PM keith369me Same here @DJLOK ...I watched 4+ hours of this one and did not get a headache...this was clearly different.  I’d highly recommend listening to it all 

with possibly exception of the beginning where they discussed Sandy Hook.  The rest was incredible.

3/1/2019 7:43:02 PM kindeandtrue I will do my best to manifest.

3/1/2019 7:43:51 PM keith369me I posted a similar Tweet after watching it and got an unexpected like.

3/1/2019 7:43:55 PM jrocktigers For what its worth, they smoked at least two blunts during the podcast.

3/1/2019 7:44:05 PM matoozie "Saving Israel" 

ie. Last to be saved?

3/1/2019 7:44:44 PM zagnett #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 7:45:11 PM keith369me They were speaking 5D before any substances.  I thought AJ stuck to tobacco as well

3/1/2019 7:47:45 PM jrocktigers Oh ,  I thought it was a weed. You are most likely correct.

3/1/2019 7:47:59 PM jwise_87 Visualize with clarity, study obsessively over the subject matter, radical action, follow the coincedences, ignore the consequences, and fully believe in 

yourself. @InfiniteWaters gives nonstop motivationals

3/1/2019 7:50:35 PM whats_aleppo Funny, I saw today on FOX, talking about how regime change in North Korea is the only way to denuclearization. I saw it, I can’t find it! 

pic.twitter.com/NUamMedcIC

3/1/2019 7:51:43 PM aboriginalbabe I appreciate you so much.  I have been following this child thing for such an LONG time.  Organ stealing.  Wars to kidnap our children.  I love you and 

the work that you are doing.  Our children are our future.

3/1/2019 7:52:37 PM aboriginalbabe We are in revelations and that means to REVEAL!

3/1/2019 7:53:32 PM becca079 It’s bigger than most people realize. pic.twitter.com/A2GXAh0x1o

3/1/2019 7:54:46 PM zagnett Sir, yes sir! Done. 🤔🧐😎

There's my 3 amigo emojis!

3/1/2019 7:57:35 PM kalamojakka Interesting how the kernel pops into the likeness of a white rabbit 🐇 🍿

3/1/2019 7:58:47 PM aboriginalbabe That's right.  THE MATH of THE UNIVERSE!!  There was an reason why they stopped making math an priority in our schools!!  Time is UP!!

3/1/2019 8:00:27 PM kindeandtrue And today dirty Lindsey Graham blatantly threatened Kim at CPAC. Notice how he stops smiling when he says Kim's not going to be anywhere much 

longer. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1101561240021684224?s=20 …

3/1/2019 8:01:01 PM aboriginalbabe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What do you know about Mona Lisa?  The ship they found?  Deep Throat.

3/1/2019 8:01:15 PM zagnett Emphasis on "3".

3/1/2019 8:01:24 PM universalrisin #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 8:05:31 PM youstinksoap  pic.twitter.com/pYIhd98HmL

3/1/2019 8:05:33 PM laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  I never hear you or Q bring up the subject of 1slam. What about the growing threat of 1slam? The UK is very far gone...

3/1/2019 8:07:18 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/p1UqGpUwCK

3/1/2019 8:09:37 PM cheewawa Hope not!

3/1/2019 8:11:39 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/CQodmm5uo5

3/1/2019 8:11:58 PM cheewawa BYE HRC!

3/1/2019 8:15:01 PM kalamojakka HRC outfit = Old sofa + murdous dictator pic.twitter.com/5nJpCsLRjw

3/1/2019 8:19:54 PM unittzoo What happened?

3/1/2019 8:22:07 PM merryflower33 #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 8:29:06 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/rxjKfJOO54

3/1/2019 8:29:46 PM jrocktigers potential attack thwarted on KJU

3/1/2019 8:30:46 PM ssryan6466 can you explain how you use the power of 3,6,9 for me. Thanks😀

3/1/2019 8:35:35 PM universalrisin I’m the last person to ask because I still truly don’t know. But there’s a power behind those specific numbers and MJ12 talks about it a lot. I believe 

(prob wrong) 3=children 6=power 9=soul. Whenever I want something to manifest, I believe saying it and believing it’s +

3/1/2019 8:37:55 PM universalrisin + power helps strengthens my will and helps strengthen the manifestation to occur. I’m not accurately sure on what the power is, but i know if you go 

within and ask, the truth and answer should resonate from within you.

3/1/2019 8:41:39 PM universalrisin Yes. I don’t know if that’s responsible for manifestation to occur but it has produce positive results for me. I believe that saying it and believing in it 

helps strengthens my will for manifestation to occur. However different ways work for different people obviously

3/1/2019 8:42:00 PM ssryan6466 Dream, believe, receive or along those lines😀 the power of faith/belief.

3/1/2019 8:44:20 PM liberty_2q2q 😂😂

Thank you! 

You made me lol, literally! 

👊✌️

3/1/2019 8:49:12 PM jrocktigers #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/Dz34NRqEfQ



3/1/2019 8:49:34 PM antohnyjohn Whats ama stand for?

3/1/2019 8:49:37 PM kalamojakka 🧐Kim’s hand moves, then Trump looks to twitch or sneeze. Code? Pray! 🙏🏻

3/1/2019 8:51:54 PM universalrisin However one thing magical that i notice about these numbers, is that no matter what number you multiply any 3 of those numbers with, you always 

come back to one of those 3 numbers. EX.) 3x9=27, 2+7= 9

EX.) 6x35684=214,104, 2+1+4+1+0+4=12, 1+2=3

3/1/2019 8:55:19 PM decodematrix #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 8:59:15 PM decodematrix Who is "sick"?

RBG

3/1/2019 8:59:24 PM susan66388204 All clones please report to ........

3/1/2019 9:00:03 PM ssryan6466 oh that is interesting!!! Am going to try that out myself😀

3/1/2019 9:01:39 PM tatanolan Deep State

3/1/2019 9:01:49 PM kalamojakka 🧐Time on the watch is 3:14...3/14? Tick Tock

3/1/2019 9:03:41 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/O9lK55Ty4N

3/1/2019 9:06:30 PM antohnyjohn Thanku for telling enough for me to understand

3/1/2019 9:06:40 PM pauliepg11111 Was Theranos a front company for one they were actually developing to source adrenochrome on mass? What is the missing link here?

3/1/2019 9:10:59 PM pauliepg11111 I agree - listening to him talk is like nails down a chalkboard for me.

3/1/2019 9:11:53 PM jswdh1 They already have a deal...

3/1/2019 9:12:13 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/pU46l2MRJu

3/1/2019 9:14:56 PM wardamn5 #UnsealEpstein! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!! 

             #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!!!!

          #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein!
3/1/2019 9:15:01 PM blankmarlo #WWG1WGA ✊

3/1/2019 9:17:56 PM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/zs21EQyWD7

3/1/2019 9:36:03 PM jesusluvsu29 Faith in God will do it

3/1/2019 9:46:09 PM wink5811 MRE?  Got the drinking straws but great advice

3/1/2019 9:46:36 PM w0nderboi Its all unfolding...

3/1/2019 9:47:51 PM karma4event201 A YouTube commenter said he felt like he had a 4 hour stroke and he like it. 😂  

AJ can get worked up! He knows incredibly interesting subjects but jumps between subjects at Warp speed.

3/1/2019 9:48:06 PM br549american Lay it bare for all to SEE

3/1/2019 9:49:10 PM love4thegameak I have fnd some info On Raj, on CF donor list from 2003 to CF, Wikileaks emails, 1 btwn Huma and Cheryl Mills, that he wanted a State Dept Board 

position to help H. He wasnt even on a list, but got Nomination. Articles including his Name with H and Bill, and Epstein in them????

3/1/2019 9:49:20 PM lori_dee1 I had not heard of Theranos either...I had to Google it and do some reading about the company and their CEO.

3/1/2019 9:51:25 PM mwilkinson1974 Think Justice Scalia

3/1/2019 9:52:45 PM oo1o110 "Targeting" is also a good way to read it, but to me executing is more accurate, because Q is saying that there is an active op.

[-21]

I read it as "executing on a 21 day countdown.

or this:

[Tarmac]

I read it as "we are executing the release of the tarmac information."
3/1/2019 9:53:54 PM nullanon12 What Do You Guys Think  Of Putin?

3/1/2019 9:56:35 PM blsdbe Does meditation help improve our endogenous DMT production? Is there anything we can do to improve our own ability to make DMT so we can make 

our own Gateways?

3/1/2019 9:57:19 PM aurorasreality This is the best thing I have seen!  It must be like what people feel about. I can talk for hours non stop. I totally kept up with him. I finally see tho how I 

may be overwhelming lol.

3/1/2019 10:01:05 PM twinkleblinc Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an  

knowing the CIA was an extension of the British Empire by essentially loaning the keys to the empire. NASA w […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

3/1/2019 10:10:21 PM jm4n A ruthless but very effective leader. He is responsible for the murders of some of his opponents and cheating the Olympics.

3/1/2019 10:29:50 PM theydontknowwe1 Sis sent me this meme tonight at 7:17 as I was folding laundry... pic.twitter.com/aj32gRYT3A

3/1/2019 10:30:57 PM princesspatrio1 This is awesome! What a cool sis!

3/1/2019 10:32:03 PM theydontknowwe1 Best sissy ever❤️

3/1/2019 10:33:53 PM jersey4trump22 Between POTUS tweets and something I just saw on another thread this is regards to HRC! The other thread I read from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  called 

today a “special” day as well!

3/1/2019 10:39:13 PM april99341937 We will break it Down 369 period?! Watch?!

3/1/2019 10:44:31 PM themindofmurray If you're reading this, you're looking right at what they did.

3/1/2019 10:50:08 PM themindofmurray Screens in general. pic.twitter.com/TwCVEsz26y

3/1/2019 10:55:28 PM 1jesust #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 10:59:18 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2019 10:59:29 PM themindofmurray Whatever you say, shill for Big Screen!

3/1/2019 11:06:20 PM trdrdoc3 SOROS- WILSHIRE!

3/1/2019 11:12:06 PM powersawer Low earth orbit?

3/1/2019 11:18:46 PM stefanofait 39 comments, 399 retweets ;o)

3/1/2019 11:24:58 PM issa_stmanuel Sophia AI is being funded by Epstein   https://www.jeffreyepstein.org/PROJECTS.html  openCog

3/1/2019 11:26:47 PM april99341937 Of course?! Those that get paid for SPREADING TRUTH SHALL DO IT BY?! Let's see?! Im different but different. Everything has in your soul of LIGHT?! 

#YOURSPECIALANDUNIQUE!?

3/1/2019 11:33:13 PM issa_stmanuel  https://opencog.org/2017/10/singularitynet-the-ai-economy-has-arrived/ …

3/1/2019 11:37:21 PM issa_stmanuel The AI that’s programming your children is programmed by pedos.

3/1/2019 11:45:13 PM oliheck Any connection to the current trial in Germany against the operators of the Elysium platform 🤔

3/2/2019 12:01:05 AM cmdrzod23 G00gl sux. Use apple maps, island is in full 3D.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you saying the temple is on the pns 'head'?  pic.twitter.com/0v3Ot6ythQ

3/2/2019 12:18:46 AM 22dubtrip333 #unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/91hdc2TTga



3/2/2019 12:21:00 AM 22dubtrip333 Mantra: #unsealepstein

#thesepeoplearesick https://youtu.be/2n1jeyGQocQ 

3/2/2019 12:22:31 AM 22dubtrip333 #unsealepstein https://youtu.be/MG_2lRAHeh0 

3/2/2019 12:31:08 AM cmdrzod23 Great find, but this video is from June 2013. I cannot imagine this airing today.

#UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 12:41:27 AM globalhawk6 Damn she fine

3/2/2019 12:52:51 AM jollyrob2 Great info on DMT in this two movies “Neurons to Nirvana” and “the spirit molecule” pic.twitter.com/D7LmzR88QQ

3/2/2019 1:05:27 AM texas_nacl We are told to follow the money

3/2/2019 1:07:30 AM texas_nacl #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 1:23:28 AM texas_nacl Grey hats.  Money talks

3/2/2019 2:05:57 AM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 2:16:10 AM jollyrob2 This Disgusts me🤮

3/2/2019 2:52:19 AM sharond27756243 you mean WE TAXPAYERS HAVE PAID MILIONS OF DOLLARS for your all-expenses paid experiments of fancy. Correct your verbiage. Infuriates me when 

gvnt+industry officials paint themsleves as the benefactors.

3/2/2019 2:56:57 AM sharond27756243 Who is AJ?

3/2/2019 2:58:46 AM sharond27756243 Alex Jones?

Are u kidding me?

Thanks for confirming this twitter account is israeli/hasbara disinformation.

3/2/2019 3:05:01 AM 69_marie Curious did they do this to the Vietkongs when fighting our troops in Vietnam? My dad use to tell me stories when he was in fox holes for months he 

couldn’t see his hand in front of his face, & but was surprised the opposition could move in fast to attack them?

3/2/2019 3:05:36 AM sharond27756243 always gods chosen ones committing the most henious crimes. When will ppl wake up to their lies and double standards and gvnt special interests?

3/2/2019 3:12:25 AM jotruck5  https://thewashingtonpundit.com/2019/03/01/clintons-connected-to-another-major-pedophile-ring …

3/2/2019 3:15:47 AM sharond27756243 Uuum are you aware that Trump has tied the gvnt benefits system to the stock market? which i think is smart: benefits rise and fall to how well the 

country and its value is doing.

And pensions have been this way for years.

Only DERIVATIVES are gambling like u say.

3/2/2019 3:30:34 AM _pray4usa I'm not into that 3, 6, 9 manifestation stuff (different view of how faith/hope/love works to manifest spiritual realities into the physical world), but I'm 

standing with you guys.

3/2/2019 3:31:30 AM _pray4usa I see a deformed bird.

3/2/2019 3:36:31 AM _pray4usa 😲😦😨😭😠😠😡😡😡

3/2/2019 3:39:21 AM singsandsews Thank you, Marines

3/2/2019 4:04:59 AM patrice_daniel Unroll @threadreaderapp

3/2/2019 4:14:13 AM identityasxy .

Majestic consistently advises we consider the "power of 3, 6 and 9".  Why?  What are we being instructed to see?

If you're naturally curious, you will Google the phrase. It leads you to Tesla's own conclusion.  Pull back the veil.... https://blog.world-

mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/ …

3/2/2019 4:16:55 AM rockythewonder2 Meals ready to eat,  you can find them on line, or any camping or sports store, cabellas,  Bass Pro Shop 👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/2/2019 4:19:24 AM canadiancovfefe MS13 needs to be eradicated! Damn these people allowing these ‘animals’ into the country! Round them up. They are easy to spot. No trials, send 

them to FEMA Camps or back over the border.

3/2/2019 4:26:59 AM canadiancovfefe ? Wow, I would love an answer to that one, as it is geographically close to me.

3/2/2019 4:27:53 AM dumforddavid  pic.twitter.com/UWgyhDycul

3/2/2019 4:29:07 AM canadiancovfefe So exciting! Finally the time is drawing near.

3/2/2019 4:30:58 AM identityasxy .

Majestic. So thankful for your quiet guidance!  I'm a slow on the uptake, and susceptible to reverting to lower states of awareness... too often. But I 

keep pulling on threads based on 'crumbs" dropped by others.. like you. Please kept 'em coming!

FYI... https://www.tut.com/article/details/95-understanding-the-vibrational-mechanics-of-manifestation/?articleId=95 …

3/2/2019 4:32:54 AM lanakila000 Was a Mossad/CIA brownstone blackmail operation too.

3/2/2019 4:42:22 AM wendouglass When there is a 3rd summit it shouldn’t be in a COMMUNIST STRONGHOLD

3/2/2019 4:46:22 AM canadiancovfefe Lolz.

3/2/2019 4:49:49 AM covertress 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 🦷 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1101825161563701249?s=19 …

3/2/2019 4:51:07 AM egonenglish I think I’m shadow banned for #UnsealEpstein but it was a blast. Twitter shut it down quick. Is there anything we can do about it though? Hard to wage 

meme war without the antidote

3/2/2019 5:15:49 AM finallyawake4 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 5:31:25 AM finallyawake4 #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 5:47:52 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes, very interesting

3/2/2019 6:13:48 AM wishfulldreamz Epstein flight logs  https://www.scribd.com/document/261420719/Jeffrey-Epstein-Flight-Logs-in-PDF-format?fbclid=IwAR1I0MP-

byn1ZrG05wmHhAAzwHzSZgr7v8WZBZ1QlyvgKRKyM3PssfBXi3w …

3/2/2019 6:14:54 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you elaborate on how consuming meat for food is the psyop?

3/2/2019 6:15:47 AM mattdawg80 #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 6:17:01 AM blsdbe Is it even POSSIBLE to exist in this density without consuming some other ISBE and eventually being consumed ourselves? If not, how is consuming 

plants ACCEPTABLE while consuming animals is not?

3/2/2019 6:19:03 AM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5646730/ …

3/2/2019 6:22:00 AM thekanehb Although they’ve edited mj. Norml is backed by Monsanto. 28000 patents launching w fed legalization on genetic modifications.

3/2/2019 6:29:40 AM djlok Elizabeth Holmes- the failed CEO of Theranos, a blood "testing" company that was a sham.  Total scam artist.

3/2/2019 6:31:02 AM loricross00 Elizabeth Holmes - Theranos fraud https://www.google.com/amp/amp.timeinc.net/fortune/2019/02/21/theranos-elizabeth-holmes-redemption …

3/2/2019 6:33:32 AM loricross00 Is this @tracegallagher account real?  No profile pic and hadn’t been used since 1/2018?

3/2/2019 6:33:44 AM c_chanter Agreed

3/2/2019 6:38:55 AM skgrosjean Dissenter

3/2/2019 6:42:49 AM qsentmetoo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is still active

3/2/2019 6:44:43 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/HXGDzAeXF0

3/2/2019 6:58:33 AM wishfulldreamz My heart is breaking :(

3/2/2019 7:03:28 AM zack_stone I salute you patriot!🇺🇸  Those who know cannot sleep. #abovetopsecret #truthembargo

3/2/2019 7:08:05 AM zack_stone So we're going to take down Epstein while avoiding Alice?  #WWG1WGA

3/2/2019 7:10:03 AM roaminnoodle I meant much more recently. A drop from February.

3/2/2019 7:18:46 AM wishfulldreamz Do they still exist when 'recycled'?  Can they come back to do harm in the future?

3/2/2019 7:20:04 AM sharon_usa1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had to re follow you. Twitter is knocking people off accounts, especially high yield accts.

3/2/2019 7:20:47 AM wishfulldreamz help me get my mind around this please.. I struggle with the clone issue.  Would HRC's consciousness (because I'm assuming she doesn't have a soul) 

still be in said clone? What then happens if the clone is destroyed.. is she 'recycled'?

3/2/2019 7:25:04 AM wink5811 I think she died shortly after 9/11/16



3/2/2019 7:28:02 AM wink5811 Good to know! Those stores are probably a good place to find all that stuff to prep, honestly I have never been in one, I will check it out.

3/2/2019 7:32:00 AM doc13749585 Can you explain why the consumption of meat is a psyop?

3/2/2019 7:32:20 AM zagnett Avoid & Ignore when possible, esp. as individuals. It's hard to do this i know. i want to fight an ALICE troll whenever i even think i detect one. But it's 

never proven helpful.

But "We the People", ALLtogether must Overwhelm [ALICE]. No prisoners. IMO anyway.

#WWG1WGA

3/2/2019 7:35:08 AM wink5811 When Epstein was on trial in Palm Beach County, Fl  you were able to search the records & read along. Also if I remember right The Palm Beach Post did 

a daily recap of his trial. PBC Court, search records, JE, should still be there unless they sealed them.

3/2/2019 7:36:08 AM wink5811 When Epstein was on trial in Palm Beach County you were able to search the records and read along. Also if I remember right The Palm Beach Post did 

a daily recap of his trial. PBC Court, search records, JE, should still be there unless they sealed them.

3/2/2019 7:39:26 AM wink5811 Anyone ever think that Epstein was working to set people up so people could be black mailed? When you read the address book with some names in 

there you just think, hmmm maybe

3/2/2019 7:40:02 AM anticsmom Hey Beautiful Patriot nice seeing you around lol

Don't forget....

We need to pay attention to the NXIVM trial too which is fixin to start.

3/2/2019 7:44:09 AM neeneenat As dirty as they come.

3/2/2019 7:47:10 AM neeneenat Soccer ball from Putin had a chip in it with further evidence of DS doings.

3/2/2019 7:48:56 AM wink5811 Thought so, their body language said it all

3/2/2019 7:50:26 AM dhdeplorable #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 7:52:23 AM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/2/2019 7:52:28 AM bevredwave2018 This IMAGE!!

Makes the heart sing,

the perspective that you bring.

In Word, image and Deed, Enlightening my feed! Planting goodly seed! 

Fills a need

See captives freed.

A precious view

Of truths so true!

Be blessed today

In a special way! 🙏😊💕
3/2/2019 7:56:16 AM bevredwave2018 There's this.... pic.twitter.com/w44pz9ZyA1

3/2/2019 7:58:55 AM wink5811 Nice video catch

3/2/2019 7:59:18 AM commoncentsman Where are links to this information?

3/2/2019 7:59:55 AM doc13749585 Im wondering the same thing. Did you get an explanation?

3/2/2019 8:00:30 AM jennife31060429 Floods...beautiful,overwhelming flooded lands and waters gushing thru the spillways with such power and might.

The dross being brought to the surface and washed away as the waters flood the lands.

In the natural, revealing the spiritual.

It is wonderously awesome.

3/2/2019 8:01:12 AM robertg02229481 ?

3/2/2019 8:01:50 AM deplorabldamsel #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/Uwm9tw8Os9

3/2/2019 8:02:30 AM amymorg79793405 If I’m not mistaken Alan Dershowitz was on Epstein’s Island

3/2/2019 8:03:07 AM decodematrix Corey Goode said when he visited the Anshar they told him meat was low vibration and plants were high vibration. It would be hard for me to give up 

fish. @SandiaWisdom said they eat fish so it cant be that bad. @blueavians @CoreyGoode

3/2/2019 8:07:30 AM pastorjon9 Search @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts from the 28th. He/they clued us in, then reconcile with the videos of KJU's security forces jumping into moving cars as 

they departed.

3/2/2019 8:08:55 AM pdiggidy #UnsealEpstein 💯❗️‼️

3/2/2019 8:14:14 AM doc13749585 Ty

3/2/2019 8:14:30 AM neeneenat He’s good. #NoWorries #TrustKansas

3/2/2019 8:14:59 AM neeneenat KJU. Calls to 187 him in Vietnam.

3/2/2019 8:16:28 AM neeneenat Threat to KJU.

3/2/2019 8:19:00 AM thekanehb  pic.twitter.com/qLlVGU8ac1

3/2/2019 8:19:10 AM wink5811 Now it makes sense why FLOTUS and KJU wife didn’t go to Vietnam, must of been expecting something.

3/2/2019 8:20:42 AM wink5811 Does anyone have a link to Alex Jones mentioning this?

3/2/2019 8:21:10 AM wink5811 Links?

3/2/2019 8:26:30 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/LEWN6HwzsX

3/2/2019 8:30:29 AM wink5811 MSM sure has been quiet about start of NXIVM trial starting

3/2/2019 8:32:38 AM gods_heavenly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/4fGolf-BSo0  so what’s this all about ?

3/2/2019 8:33:14 AM commoncentsman Thank you.

3/2/2019 8:34:44 AM dixiegirdner There is only one God, and its not you or me.

3/2/2019 8:35:09 AM michael83341408  pic.twitter.com/eUMJm20G7x

3/2/2019 8:40:07 AM gracelempka #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 8:41:27 AM freestateojones Link within the Link. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1094610464460492800?s=19 …

3/2/2019 8:44:36 AM anonymousada Link?

3/2/2019 8:52:07 AM princesspatrio1 👏👏👏❤️ Awesome poem Bev!

3/2/2019 8:52:53 AM anticsmom Shockerrrrr pic.twitter.com/JF2TBQsiXs

3/2/2019 9:17:28 AM mrd_s_anderson POTUS45 was 45 minutes late. No coincidences

3/2/2019 9:20:15 AM fairm8n #unsealepstein

3/2/2019 9:44:19 AM lighthouse44444 Not sure that is 100% legit. The bi-line "author" is "Spread the Love"? Would Pundit post an article allowing that as the bi-line? 🧐

3/2/2019 10:01:30 AM jrocktigers  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LAgjHLBRFw …

3/2/2019 10:01:48 AM blsdbe Still waiting patiently 🙏

3/2/2019 10:18:11 AM mrd_s_anderson Hindsight is 2020 [20/20]

_ _ _ _ will have a terrible May. [Discern all possible meanings]

3/2/2019 10:43:47 AM allahuniversal  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-maintaining-american-leadership-artificial-

intelligence/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

3/2/2019 10:44:04 AM allahuniversal  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-maintaining-american-leadership-artificial-

intelligence/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

3/2/2019 10:45:10 AM karen_kolm We demand to know everyone who was aware, involved, or implicit in this case.!!!

3/2/2019 10:50:21 AM richard07759712 It was!



3/2/2019 11:03:33 AM richard07759712 Jesus answered them, “Is it not written in your Law, ‘I have said you are “gods”’[d]? 35 If he called them ‘gods,’ to whom the word of God came—and 

Scripture cannot be set aside—

John 10:34-35      Little g’s | Not God | He is the Great I AM

3/2/2019 11:03:33 AM allahuniversal Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence

INFRASTRUCTURE & TECHNOLOGY

Issued on: February 11, 2019 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-maintaining-american-leadership-artificial-

intelligence/ …

3/2/2019 11:14:26 AM richardhiatt16 Lighthouse, it’s not about 100%. MJ12 states they use mis-information..  What ever the truth is.. MJ12 is on top of it.. Servers..  I think they have the 

computer servers. Earlier MJ12 tweets....  🤓🇺🇸

3/2/2019 11:15:07 AM youstinksoap Proof to begin 11.3 (Q)

Almost here.

Look what I found - no coincidences? #CPAC19 pic.twitter.com/a0owKcTAcj

3/2/2019 11:32:50 AM planetvaster  https://youtu.be/3CccfnRpPtM 

3/2/2019 11:36:04 AM fmjpatriot Darkness to light #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/2/2019 11:56:50 AM fmjpatriot #UnsealEpstein Shine light on the darkness. Sealing protects criminals and elites. Evil withers in the light of truth. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101663071364358144 …

3/2/2019 12:09:40 PM vintagesquirrel Almost as quiet as the El Chapo trial

3/2/2019 12:12:47 PM qtpi3_14 Time to learn to.....  do advanced programming things with computers and such.... 😆😆😆

3/2/2019 12:15:52 PM lighthouse44444 Agree. I know they have the intel. My comment was around whether this is a legit article/disclosure or someone's wishful thinking that they are finally 

disclosing this to the public. 🧐

3/2/2019 12:19:15 PM ekotoons DID OTHERS DOCUMENT

THE CORRELATION?

EVIDENCE BEFORE OUR

VERY EYES—SHOULD

SHARE WITH OTHERS

3/2/2019 12:20:14 PM ekotoons  https://youtu.be/cDCfTIapds0 

3/2/2019 12:22:17 PM magakitten I am with you on this I think KJU is now helping w DS take down. My whole I have only heard horror stories of NK & how it’s a NO go zone for all 

outsiders. Hence the best place to keep your secrets. KJU is a paid villain I think.

3/2/2019 12:23:01 PM jrocktigers 👆

3/2/2019 12:27:22 PM jennife31060429  https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/operation-mockingbird/# …

3/2/2019 12:30:08 PM astol14334 Kinda calling the kettle black are you not?

3/2/2019 12:37:59 PM john777lee Someone here can answer your question. It is beyond my present understanding. But I trust the outcome will be what we need to happen. 

#UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 12:52:12 PM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/gQs6LheTWL

3/2/2019 1:10:33 PM zagnett Yup. I am the solution. I Trust myself. I am a small part of the Human whole, but effective individually as well.

If we all will say this, we will win for Us All a wonderful future.

3/2/2019 1:10:43 PM zagnett All i ask is my "virtual AI self" be allowed to kick as much [cabal] a$$ (figuratively-speaking of course) as i do / try to do. May it have many successes in 

this regard!

3/2/2019 1:34:05 PM shzreading Is Dershowitz woke???

3/2/2019 1:45:14 PM allahuniversal 15:45

3:45 PM

30 tweets in the last hour pic.twitter.com/8FMzERK1P3

3/2/2019 1:55:17 PM adsvel Thank You for this thread.

3/2/2019 2:07:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE 

[HRC]-[Clone]

3/2/2019 2:10:28 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😀 why do you keep Tweeting seconds before I look?  I feel like I’m being watched.  At least an hour since the last check. Multiple 

clones or only one left?

3/2/2019 2:12:40 PM djlok #metoo

3/2/2019 2:13:19 PM zagnett Creation of new [HRC BE], and [HRC's] consciousness transferred to it.

You know, like in Star Trek III: The Search for Spock. Disclosure.

3/2/2019 2:19:46 PM lori_dee1 Keith and David - from my perspective you are energetically connected with MJ12. That's really powerful!! 😉

3/2/2019 2:20:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein is being censored and suppressed currently by Big Tech because exposing the transcontinental child sex trafficking ring results in 

people getting murdered when they speak about it. Use your voice. You are powerful. Power of 3 6 and 9!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 2:20:56 PM djlok So basically HRC's IS is encased in a clone BE. 

Well this could get tricky!

3/2/2019 2:22:17 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/sJSn8mfJQB

3/2/2019 2:22:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 Firewalls

[[[HRC]]]

[[HRC]]

[HRC]

Power of 3 6 9!

3/2/2019 2:22:56 PM freestateojones [Sanctuary Cities] 

EO 13768

Sanctuary jurisdictions across the U.S. willfully violate Federal law in an attempt to shield aliens from removal from the United States. These 

jurisdictions have caused immeasurable harm to the American people and to the very fabric of our Republic. pic.twitter.com/mAHdX8RZFV

3/2/2019 2:24:31 PM djlok Y'all who follow #QAnon / #Q need to check this out!

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening 

I'll tell you something else [they] do is play games with hashtags. I haven't figured the game out yet but I know when I type #WWG1WGA ...multiple 

incorrect versions of that prepopulate. Games!!

3/2/2019 2:25:06 PM monroevegas Is HRC in the batter’s box now? Is HRC a ZVPCPOIC? #ZombieVampirePigCoveringPedoOIC

3/2/2019 2:26:35 PM keith369me Yesterday I drove for hours and then looked and the last MJ post was seconds ago...today at the gym not connected for an hour...seconds old post 

again.  Telepathic senses are definitely becoming more awakened in other areas.

3/2/2019 2:27:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3/2/2019 2:27:41 PM adsvel There was battle between Pleiadian colony and Reptilian invaders from Sirius 12500 years ago. They used nuclear bombs at that time.

3/2/2019 2:27:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1101971707315871745 …

3/2/2019 2:27:59 PM keith369me Gym sets of 3, 6, 9 and 12 from now on



3/2/2019 2:29:16 PM djlok My whole life  I felt I was borderline retarded (even though mental aptitude tests suggest otherwise) because I have always struggled with 

understanding concepts that people just accept to be true.  MJ12 stuff makes so much sense to me...like nothing I've ever read before.

3/2/2019 2:29:40 PM keith369me #unsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz

3/2/2019 2:30:16 PM realalleron I flew on the "Glass" from 1978 to 1982.. then Blue Eagle from 82 to 91.. also flew the longest mission on the E4B... interesting time back then..

3/2/2019 2:31:00 PM gregg98290870 Well then I better RT this huh

3/2/2019 2:31:03 PM lovethebeach999 Bring it !

3/2/2019 2:31:45 PM djlok Like the stock market.  I can't tell you how much time I've spent trying to understand how the Stock Market is NOT a Ponzi scheme bc people told me I 

was crazy for thinking that. And then MJ12's tweet about the stock market.  I was like: "BOOM"!

3/2/2019 2:31:55 PM linacovfefe Thank you for your service!

3/2/2019 2:32:29 PM linacovfefe Looking glass? As in Alice AND Wonderland?

3/2/2019 2:32:34 PM stoneturnr What else needs to be done for the stage to be set? The world is ready to see HRC and all her criminal associates for what they really are. 

#ReleaseTheVideo #LockHerUp #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/3S6xz07OCD

3/2/2019 2:32:58 PM realalleron My pleasure, thanks for the recocnition.. 😎

3/2/2019 2:33:11 PM djlok All that to say the messages that are shared with us by MJ12 really resonate with me on a deeply personal level.

3/2/2019 2:33:34 PM monroevegas #ZVPCPOIC

3/2/2019 2:34:17 PM adsvel Yes, Indians also was Pleiadian bribes. This data I had from Andromedans.

3/2/2019 2:34:28 PM djlok Ain't nobody gonna find a tweet with #WWGAWG1 or whatever variation they try to prepopulate for me to use.

3/2/2019 2:34:41 PM keith369me You are an incredible IS-BE...you are magnificent.  Never think otherwise

3/2/2019 2:35:44 PM djlok You too!! 🙏

3/2/2019 2:36:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 sets each:

Maintenance: 3 sets of 3 reps

Growth: 3 sets, 3 6 then 9 reps (MAJIC)

Strength: 3 sets of 12 reps

Resiliency: 6 sets of 6 reps

Warrior: 12 sets of 12 reps

3/2/2019 2:36:35 PM jrocktigers #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/cszoFQTBoL

3/2/2019 2:37:06 PM keith369me Same...I devoured a years worth as soon as I found MJ12...within a day or two

3/2/2019 2:39:26 PM keith369me Thank you, this will be saved and utilized...can I become younger if I do three sets of 9, 6, 3 😀

3/2/2019 2:39:47 PM djlok Totally gonna do this. I've always used 16, 11, and 6 (3 Sets). 16 @ 70% of Max, 11 @ 85-90%, 3 @ 100% (my Max). 

Always looking to change up workouts though!!

3/2/2019 2:40:50 PM djlok Crazy when something resonates like this.

3/2/2019 2:40:55 PM lori_dee1 Keith and David - you are both highly intelligent and so that's why it resonates with you. People who are different are often labeled or mislabeled. Your 

quest for knowledge and understanding about life has led you to the here and now.

3/2/2019 2:41:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Resonate energy comes directly from "Source".

3/2/2019 2:41:42 PM djlok Beautifully said!  😍

3/2/2019 2:42:42 PM keith369me I typically do sets of 12, 10, 8, 6, 6... today I worked in more sets of six.  Now I’m tempted to try 12, 9, 9, 6, 6, 6

3/2/2019 2:44:13 PM lori_dee1 Yes MJ12 it is Source energy! I forget to say that out loud at times because most people don't understand the term.

3/2/2019 2:45:38 PM lori_dee1 Yes very special and magnificant IE-BEs!🙏💖

3/2/2019 2:46:32 PM keith369me Other than as a child I have been able to find a way to fit in and utilize my “uniqueness” to serve myself/family to a degree without stepping on any 

other toes.  I’m learning to utilize these same traits in service to others and it feels great

3/2/2019 2:47:48 PM djlok Same here. I'm seeing that I have more potential than I had originally thought.

3/2/2019 2:48:09 PM adsvel Exactly.

3/2/2019 2:49:40 PM junglerednm Lock her up tomorrow👍 it’s my Birthday and that would be the greatest gift of all..... pic.twitter.com/8SkF2IcB7g

3/2/2019 2:51:28 PM keith369me In meditation...same thoughts 3, 6, or 9 times.  Set your alarm to something that reduces to 3...5:22 in my case, turn the heat to 69 degrees...just be a 

bit excessive compulsive in a good way and things happen

3/2/2019 2:51:57 PM jonella_moore #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 2:52:38 PM keith369me What’s going on with all of the focus on Michael Jackson lately?

3/2/2019 2:52:48 PM petemanderson1 Was he ever even a real money manager or was that all a front?

3/2/2019 2:54:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The presence of 3 6 and 9 in Synchronicity is the presence of higher dimensional love energy being radiated in the form of consciousness around you. 

The power is very real and we are trying to teach you how to use it. Seek 3s 6s and 9s and recognize that 3=grow 6=stable 9=source.

3/2/2019 2:54:43 PM zagnett Who chose [HRC] to be Alice? Not "ALICE", i know

Why [her]? What's so [special] about [her]?

Has anyone notice that [HRC] and Emperor Palpatine look a lot alike? Coincidence?

3/2/2019 2:54:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 You'll see.

3/2/2019 2:55:05 PM lori_dee1 We are all very powerful BEings! Finding our purpose is the key and living into it. I have always had a knowing that my purpose it to be in service to 

others. I feel the happiest and most fulfilled when living from that place.

3/2/2019 2:56:43 PM keith369me I feel like MJ was a loving soul that wouldn’t cooperate with the cabal and they wanted him taken down.  Projection?

3/2/2019 2:56:45 PM turboxyde For their crimes against humanity all shall be revealed. This projection shall be purified by the light of truth and no technology or darkness will stand in 

our way! We heal the wounds of humanity as a unified force! Treason against the most high! #DarkToLight #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/a1ygKGsHAN

3/2/2019 2:57:03 PM pastorjon9 Best description I've heard in a while.

3/2/2019 2:59:17 PM djlok I think it's related to Oprah some how.  When he was alive, she loved him.  Now that he's dead, to her, he was a sex abuser.  

Anyone remember her Leadership Academy in Africa?  They had arrests over sex stuff. Not good.

3/2/2019 3:00:13 PM zagnett MJ has the TOOLS. We the People have the VOICE.

Channeling my inner-[Oprah]:

"You get a VOICE, & You get a VOICE, and You get a VOICE, and... !!!"

🤔🧐😎

3/2/2019 3:00:25 PM djlok Me too. I love seeing other IS-BE’s happy or experience something positive that makes them happy.

3/2/2019 3:00:26 PM ragevirusqq Why can’t you use VOG on hrc and make her confess?

3/2/2019 3:01:50 PM sealbeachgene #WWG1GWA

3/2/2019 3:02:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Requires a weak mind.

3/2/2019 3:02:45 PM ragevirusqq Couldn’t be that easy.

3/2/2019 3:03:27 PM 11luv777 HOW do we PROGRESS me tele-p



3/2/2019 3:04:16 PM zagnett Also, maybe find your "Three Amigos" emojis lol.

🤔🧐😎

3/2/2019 3:04:27 PM djlok Old article but it may give a clue as to what Oprah deals in. https://abcnews.go.com/International/troubles-oprah-winfreys-school-south-

africa/story?id=12950275 …

3/2/2019 3:04:54 PM blsdbe 😇🙏😇

3/2/2019 3:06:08 PM zagnett What about a stronger mind that is fully aware of the tech & willing to use it for good purposes? Would be an interesting way to communicate with e.g. 

colleagues in the workplace when needed.

Or is it outright dangerous to the individual regardless?

3/2/2019 3:06:15 PM ragevirusqq I am happy I am healthy I am wealthy. I am happy I am healthy I am wealthy I am happy I am healthy I am wealthy.          Will this work?

3/2/2019 3:06:15 PM allahuniversal Wonder who does that sound like? 🤔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672?s=19 …

3/2/2019 3:07:05 PM allahuniversal Odd that even Mr Jackson's initials are...

3/2/2019 3:07:35 PM gringodujour  pic.twitter.com/QoqRkiebG9

3/2/2019 3:07:35 PM ga_peach83  pic.twitter.com/WxuS0fPNA2

3/2/2019 3:08:27 PM zagnett MJ, what other specific action items do you suggest other than retweeting?

In what exact way(s) do you want Us to use our VOICE?

3/2/2019 3:08:28 PM pastorjon9 Jeda Mind Tricks - same reason a lot of Patriots aren't buying into the stuff the cabal is trying to sell. Takes a sheep and we ain't sheep

3/2/2019 3:09:06 PM djlok I thought the same thing!  Synchronicity much?

3/2/2019 3:09:12 PM ascension_guide Free Energy 😋 pic.twitter.com/L5mnZkptb4

3/2/2019 3:10:25 PM zagnett Dang, I knew she was hiding SOMETHING under those gigantic mumus, Chairman Mao-jackets, & shower curtains!!! 🧐

3/2/2019 3:11:04 PM keith369me It takes repetition...focus on health 3 times and then 6 times and then 9 times.  Three breaths in between each thought.  Then 6...make sure you 

manifest what you really want...there might be repercussions

3/2/2019 3:11:13 PM ascension_guide Example: pic.twitter.com/56qp4vgwnD

3/2/2019 3:11:59 PM keith369me Was not lost on me either

3/2/2019 3:12:27 PM djlok I totally think they were projecting [their] #CrimesAgainstChildren on him. Watched the interviews with him where he’s confronted...his reaction was 

not that of a criminal...but someone who was just trying to make sense of it all.  Like “where is this even coming from” reaction.

3/2/2019 3:12:45 PM daveo6145 The power of 3,6,9...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#darktolight

#thegreatawakening

#qanon

#wwg1wga

#nationalboomday

#knowyourmil

#massarests

#theevent

#OFC https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1101976479234170880 …
3/2/2019 3:13:00 PM pastorjon9 Oops, Jedi ......

3/2/2019 3:14:08 PM allahuniversal "3, 6, and 9 are consciousness."

Proven fact.

"1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory."

Why is this still a theory? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081033133275967496?s=19 …

3/2/2019 3:17:44 PM allahuniversal Q has stated what it takes to weaken a mind to the point where this would work. On the other hand, we already have this tech built in naturally 

(telepathy). pic.twitter.com/NTi446NPbA

3/2/2019 3:17:53 PM blsdbe Aaaaand that makes 3 of us!!!

3/2/2019 3:19:27 PM ragevirusqq  https://youtu.be/ZwMVMbmQBug 

3/2/2019 3:20:48 PM daveo6145 The power of 3,6,9...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3.69M

#darktolight

#thegreatawakening

#qanon

#wwg1wga

#nationalboomday

#knowyourmil

#massarests

#theevent

#OFC https://twitter.com/notch/status/1101794469060337664 …
3/2/2019 3:21:06 PM zagnett I mean to use until the telepathy kicks in, or is further trained. It's going to take some people longer than others.

3/2/2019 3:21:51 PM carolba88945394 Lock her up!

3/2/2019 3:22:38 PM zagnett Yeah, hope so. The other "MJ" - that's the weirdest story of all it seems.

3/2/2019 3:24:18 PM carolba88945394 Jennifer Hudson

3/2/2019 3:24:22 PM timeforarrests 432 is divisible by nine, 440 is not. I have a problem with that.

3/2/2019 3:26:26 PM allahuniversal Have looked @ email, text messaging as a bridge, to remind is of the ability to send information instantly OTA.

3/2/2019 3:27:23 PM vintagesquirrel Four!

3/2/2019 3:27:36 PM zagnett Good point. My hearing sucks so email has been a godsend. Hopefully i won't need the ears that much with telepathy lol.

3/2/2019 3:27:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good. You should. Trust yourself. Trust your IS-BE.

3/2/2019 3:29:19 PM zagnett 440\12 = 36.666...

666?

Silly [cabal]!

3/2/2019 3:29:55 PM lori_dee1 @VisKyns you could listen to high frequency music to raise your positive vibration.

432 hz - 4+3+2 = 9

528 hz - 5+2+8 = 15 - 1+5 = 6

963 hz - that one is all three! Majic!

3/2/2019 3:29:57 PM djlok Love this!  Perfectly summarizes a very important part of Our Movement!!

3/2/2019 3:30:19 PM _girlmaher_ First time I did this it worked suprisingly well. I wished for instant free money. I never wish for money because I afford my life with my Thrillions 

(mostly) but it was a conclusive test. Thanks for the education.

3/2/2019 3:32:24 PM ragevirusqq Crazy how some films still are in the mark. 1946 pic.twitter.com/sXO6QviNoA

3/2/2019 3:34:23 PM vintagesquirrel She's a satanic witch.

3/2/2019 3:34:33 PM texas_nacl I have always loved 3 as my lucky number.  3+3+3



3/2/2019 3:35:20 PM djlok Weak minds are very easy for [them] and really anyone to identify.  In public (privately to yourself ) identify someone with a weak mind and you are 

probably accurate.

3/2/2019 3:36:24 PM djlok Sure Is!  But then again, time is an Illusion!

3/2/2019 3:36:53 PM ragevirusqq This has 12 chapters

3/2/2019 3:36:58 PM zagnett Honestly, it resonated with me so strongly even from the start, it got me tweeting for the first time.

I felt as-if i am a current or future MJ, or whatever their equivalent is in the future.

But of course "time is an illusion" so i'm probably just full of s*** lol. 😉

3/2/2019 3:37:30 PM lori_dee1 Notice the number 12? (I think the reference is the # of chapters)

Also numbers 6 & 9 in the year?

3/2/2019 3:38:09 PM lori_dee1 I just posted that, then I see your comment Jake!!

3/2/2019 3:39:21 PM djlok Coincidence?  Probably not. 😁

3/2/2019 3:41:26 PM ragevirusqq Excellent

3/2/2019 3:42:17 PM lori_dee1 We still get to break that whole "time" thing, right Zag Nett?😂

Not sure you saw MJ12's response earlier in the thread that resonate energy is from "Source"😉

3/2/2019 3:43:18 PM lori_dee1 No coincidences!!! 😆

3/2/2019 3:44:08 PM zagnett Yeah, it's buh-bye [time].

Awesome. I guess that's why they say it's good to "go straight to the Source"!

3/2/2019 3:45:01 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/U3Mc9d5IQGY 

Majestic

3/2/2019 3:47:09 PM alhsdo_whitepaw @kabamur_taygeta @KibBitzLaw @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic Something BIGGER THAN A CAR was watching over a veteran 

services event in NV/AZ When we noticed it and pulled out camera it lept into air and flew away. Arms hanging down from shoulders even, not bird 

feet! pic.twitter.com/TH1G2eAwmI

3/2/2019 3:49:00 PM boy12_jimmy Happy Birthday Red! pic.twitter.com/MBAO02bzsS

3/2/2019 3:49:33 PM linacovfefe No firewall left...

Pain coming...

3/2/2019 3:51:28 PM aprilbrown99 Perversion of Justice  http://www.virginislandsdailynews.com/ap/perversion-of-justice/article_36af5f78-d2ad-54ca-989a-

eab9feebd41d.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=user-share … via @virginislandsdaizlynews

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 3:53:05 PM aprilbrown99 Jeffrey Epstein’s ‘Pedo Island’ Burns To The Ground  https://newspunch.com/jeffrey-epstein-pedo-island-burns/ … via @yournewswire

3/2/2019 3:53:41 PM linacovfefe And what does KJU know about the [C]_[A] running NoKo as a black op for DECADES...

3/2/2019 3:53:43 PM wu_yah Can You, please, explain meaning of 3,6,9 ? We are not Tesla. :D 

And one more question, please. Is "The Event" real thing ? Thank You very much. God Bless You.

3/2/2019 3:54:14 PM burkewinkler  https://fas.org/nuke/guide/usa/c3i/ec-135.htm …   Description of plane operations.

3/2/2019 3:54:25 PM linacovfefe And so, we have it all...

3/2/2019 3:55:50 PM linacovfefe POTUS & Kim communicating now, so if NK has it all, WE have it all...

Pain coming...

3/2/2019 3:58:32 PM burkewinkler Maybe Majestic 12 is saying (I could be wrong) there is a team of people with the Q and/or Majestic 12 "plan" ... above the Trump-US Military team... 

currently running "the Plan" to restore America/World.  If so, this "Looking Glass" mirrors the "on-ground-battle-team." Bravo!

3/2/2019 4:00:40 PM burkewinkler This team, like the original "Looking Glass 707 Boeing modified craft"... exists to make absolutely sure... "The Plan" will be executed... making future 

safe for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  Maybe there are more than one extra teams, for redundancy.  Bravo!

3/2/2019 4:00:59 PM laurabusse Had to look up emporer Palpatine. The resemblance is striking.

3/2/2019 4:03:25 PM timeforarrests Watch the (witches) wives.

3/2/2019 4:04:12 PM thelilkingryan Alice... look at the location pic.twitter.com/xMVEjeAilt

3/2/2019 4:06:18 PM doyle_media .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: The “Power of 3, 6, 9” is the ability to directly pass through the crushing ontological termination of unitary and overwhelming 

solipsism – and you’ve never had it. The sooner you can let go of the illusory ‘allure’ of <it> the less vulnerable you will be. [–16]  

pic.twitter.com/azwHzFnAjx

3/2/2019 4:07:58 PM melanieanders7 Is HRCs IS-BE a historical war mongerer?

3/2/2019 4:11:40 PM junglerednm Thank You❣️

3/2/2019 4:14:04 PM narcissist_ghst probably about money... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBv3GzD97FY …

3/2/2019 4:14:56 PM jrocktigers His father was paid handsomely with cargo ships of Crown Royal among other things.

3/2/2019 4:16:17 PM awakening9999 Uncanny timing. No coincidences...i just saw this post and it's got 3,6,9 in the amounts of re-tweets and likes. #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

#Justice pic.twitter.com/TJd1RmswgN

3/2/2019 4:19:17 PM 979_7740 Yes! That one needs to be wiped off the face of the Earth but I hear she's been dead for awhile. Only Clones running around.

3/2/2019 4:19:50 PM lori_dee1 Here is the tweet just in case you can't find it: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101975816135692288 …

3/2/2019 4:21:23 PM pastorjon9 Most likely more than will be public knowledge for a while.

3/2/2019 4:22:02 PM djlok Oh wow!  He called Tommy Motolla "devilish".  If Motolla has [Cabal] connections, you are probably right over the target!!

3/2/2019 4:25:52 PM giediknight Because he may have traveled through time, or stargated to ancient Egypt.

3/2/2019 4:26:16 PM pastorjon9 Remember, WE have had it all the time. The server was recovered by our SpecOps forces in Benghazi - then we passed it on to .... ???

3/2/2019 4:26:34 PM giediknight Tuning my guitars to 432.

3/2/2019 4:35:31 PM david00997884 Count on me

3/2/2019 4:41:18 PM 979_7740 Yes I second that. Thank you for your service!

3/2/2019 4:46:17 PM jballz1021 Pure intention > censorship.

3/2/2019 4:49:27 PM keith369me I started listening to 528HZ tones a while back for healing.  It had marvelous effects beyond that.

3/2/2019 4:50:29 PM keith369me If?

3/2/2019 4:53:40 PM djlok Future Proves Past. The way MJ ended up and the way he was treated by his handlers throughout his career...point taken... total Cabalist.

3/2/2019 5:06:16 PM nmd_mari Is there a double meaning for 3,6,9 in your tweets? Does it also reference a possible date for example March 15? That sounds like an amazing day to 

take her down it is also the Ides of March ,symbolic of settling the debt. 🤔. They love symbolism.

3/2/2019 5:12:24 PM toffer_anon_369 Is there something a person (like myself) who has chronic pain issues, and can't go to the gym, can do with 3-6-9 to relieve or overcome pain and / or 

get into better physical shape??

3/2/2019 5:13:12 PM wishfulldreamz So really, it doesn’t matter if her IS exists in a clone or her original BE.  Punishment will be received by the real ‘her’ it sounds like

3/2/2019 5:13:31 PM universalrisin #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 5:15:13 PM decodematrix All blockades will be removed.

3/2/2019 5:18:37 PM jrocktigers 🙏🙏🙏

3/2/2019 5:20:14 PM _the_psychonaut I read this... but not 100% sure what people think of the account and it doesn’t pertain to 3,6,9 per se, but it is about chronic pain. Can anyone verify 

this info..? pic.twitter.com/I2bm9Jyqwl



3/2/2019 5:21:55 PM kathy1102237 Thank you for your service 🇺🇸

3/2/2019 5:24:59 PM iamyou132 This actually works. Would a bot that posted #unsealEpstein x 6, 9 times every 3 hours help?

3/2/2019 5:27:06 PM pragmatiker13 What is exactly the power of 3 6 9?

Tesla said so yes, keys to the universe, but meaning?

Fibonacci sequence?

The Golden Ratio & Sacred Geometry pic.twitter.com/DIf4tY8HfU

3/2/2019 5:31:07 PM keith369me If you haven’t found the roller yet, it might provide some relief.  Everything is connected.  Sometimes rolling a hamstring, calf or hip over the roller can 

provide relief in a back.  Worth experimenting if you haven’t already

3/2/2019 5:34:07 PM wishfulldreamz So another question I have is, Rosenstein, Mueller, Matt Damon and others look IDENTICAL to people from the Nazi regime.  Has their IS just been 

transferred to one clone after the other?  Are they actually lived for hundreds of years this way?

3/2/2019 5:37:28 PM linacovfefe Don’t know anything about the account, but seems like it couldn’t hurt🙂

3/2/2019 5:37:54 PM synackstatic Raj F was a high frequency trader

what would he have to gain from having access to an international security board?

Was he serving a private network or software layer connecting CF/HRC assets in those countries?

His current venture is telling. Workstorm.

3/2/2019 5:47:59 PM narcissist_ghst there's been a lot said about his dad being abusive when he was young.  i think his sister latoya (sp) talked about it.  pretty twisted stuff.

3/2/2019 5:53:51 PM keith369me ...only if you tell me the last four plus your mother’s maiden name 😀

3/2/2019 5:55:33 PM k3yle How? How? How?

3/2/2019 5:56:16 PM k3yle Where to complain? Where to complain? Where to complain? Where to complain? Where to complain? Where to complain?

3/2/2019 5:59:49 PM zagnett Yes, but why [her] over all the other [satanic witches]? Bloodline? Blood type? Facial bone structure? What, exactly?

3/2/2019 6:10:23 PM henrysi5 Who is behind the MS-13? Black nobility. There is no coincidence. Trump is fighting for the humanity. Dark VS Light!

3/2/2019 6:11:03 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRM6Q3Ey3wU …

This scene is LITERALLY Disclosure about Jackson. Well, except for the tobacco spit jar. ...

3/2/2019 6:11:34 PM zagnett Many celebrities were messed up extremely by the [cabal], who intentionally turned many young children into actual schizophrenics so that they could 

be "compartmentalized" & do anything on command. They would literally jump quickly into different various realities, ...

3/2/2019 6:12:45 PM zagnett & it often confused the heck out of them. Many went on to do [bad] things. "MJ" seems like the quintessential victim of the [cabal]. Despite the [bad] 

things he may have done, he too deserves justice. His full true "HIStory" should be told!

MJ, when can we hear "MJ's" story?

3/2/2019 6:15:46 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon @NBCNews @AP @FDRLST @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @thehill @HillaryClinton pic.twitter.com/x7gsfJvT2T

3/2/2019 6:20:42 PM richardhiatt16 And MJ12 was there...  👍🇺🇸

3/2/2019 6:32:09 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AlanDersh/status/1102021813821816833 …

3/2/2019 6:33:18 PM beeshelb Same here

3/2/2019 6:37:58 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/X7wfmjL7wS

3/2/2019 6:38:22 PM bobholmgren1 #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 6:49:16 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/2/2019 6:51:24 PM mongrelglory 3= IS (Spirit)

6= BE (Biological entity)

9= IS-BE (Source)

3/2/2019 6:56:40 PM yiseverything21 System, the harmony of existence, find your balance, find your power. No one above another, level playing field with counter acting securities to 

ensure blind justice. It doesn’t pay to hurt others so selfless feels better. Can’t control nor destroy energy.

3/2/2019 7:06:23 PM mongrelglory You might want to consider Taoist Tai Chi.  It's a form of Tai Chi popular in Canada as it is especially geared towards people recovering from illness. 

https://www.taoisttaichi.org 

3/2/2019 7:20:25 PM timeforarrests Me too!

3/2/2019 7:21:32 PM lori_dee1 @ChrisReitan I might be able to help you with your pain issues. Can I DM you?

3/2/2019 7:43:44 PM peony_morning #UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 7:46:33 PM conservkat  pic.twitter.com/KiXq2JOdMH

3/2/2019 7:54:52 PM ryankochweare1 Will it come out he was innocent?? Vindicated?  I truly don't believe he was a predator.. His dad was evil tho

3/2/2019 8:02:38 PM carolba88945394 LOCK HER UP!

3/2/2019 8:08:21 PM lori_dee1 Here is a short description Nicole: 

Source Energy is unconditionally loving. Divine Source is God, Universal Consciousness, a connected to all that there is.

3/2/2019 8:11:59 PM pacraider Is that a Nikola Tesla reference

3/2/2019 8:12:09 PM warangel1111 Brilliance ... We are the News Now.. 🇺🇸☝🔥

3/2/2019 8:23:19 PM dyhall1964  pic.twitter.com/6iF4Fun3ik

3/2/2019 8:27:55 PM boy12_jimmy The Stage is Set. Future proves past. 3/8/18. It is time.

3/2/2019 8:29:14 PM mongrelglory For Glory!!!!!!!!

3/2/2019 8:29:40 PM nullanon12 Really? The Murder Of Opponents  is not really a big deal(if you're in the military), but Really?(Regarding Olympics)

3/2/2019 8:31:24 PM nullanon12 Anyone see this from creator of Minecraft? https://mobile.twitter.com/notch/status/1101794469060337664 …

3/2/2019 8:32:57 PM kcoughl61354411 What if someone’s birthday is 3/21/69, is that significant?

3/2/2019 8:34:12 PM grant_freedom My boys loved Minecraft.

Notch is a brilliant man.

Him tweeting this is huge!

3/2/2019 8:35:24 PM 7alon Manifest? Why not just rally together physically, same as other countries have regarding globalism?

3/2/2019 8:36:13 PM theydontknowwe1 My kids too!

3/2/2019 8:45:29 PM mandyblue13 The Looking Glass is a mirror. What you see in a mirror, is an opposite image.

3/2/2019 8:49:54 PM 11i7am1 🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶✝️✝️✝️✝️✝️✝️✝️

3/2/2019 9:01:58 PM frogpondrn Let’s see how jack can censor notch, eh?  He has woke many to search today.   Nothing can stop what is coming 💥💥💥

3/2/2019 9:14:20 PM 7alon The Pope looks more like Palpatine.. almost exactly lol.

3/2/2019 9:20:07 PM matzke_melissa You can say that again. 😲

3/2/2019 9:22:30 PM prmd21801759 @StormIsUponUs

@LisaMei62

@prayingmedic

#UnsealEpstein 

It's time for Truth!

3/2/2019 9:23:32 PM aprilbrown99 Thoughts? https://youtu.be/88apSsYYuI0 

3/2/2019 9:26:59 PM 7alon I have my doubts about this acc. Why talk about the current, when you claim to be making drops for 'post Q'?

I've also seen you make the same grammatical mistakes as Q.. are you trying to copy? Of course you'd never admit that...

3/2/2019 9:27:44 PM warangel1111 ❤️



3/2/2019 9:29:41 PM clockworkanon "Whoever needs instruction is on the path to life, but he who rejects reproof leads others astray."

(Prov. 10:17)

Remember the years of long nights with no sleep it took to arrive at this point.

Some are #awakening as we speak, others have yet to begin.

3/2/2019 9:30:19 PM toffer_anon_369 yes thank you!

3/2/2019 9:30:30 PM iamyou132 You’re not alone brother

3/2/2019 9:32:30 PM iamyou132 Is that why 666 = an illusory matrix?

3/2/2019 9:36:54 PM pastorjon9 Invisible fence collar eh? All Dems/RINOs ought to get one.

3/2/2019 9:44:59 PM usss_211 I think my PD needs a "Fringe Division..."

I am ready...

@StormIsUponUs @GregRubini @Anon_decoder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/2/2019 9:59:03 PM jm4n Watch the documentary Icarus for the whole story. The maker of the film also appeared on Joe Rogan. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXoRdSTrR-4 …

3/2/2019 10:00:25 PM jm4n James Woods tweeted simply "Q" recently then deleted it.

3/2/2019 10:04:06 PM ekotoons SO BIGGER THAN THE NEWS 

IMAGINE WOKE FUTURE 🙃🍿

#QANON #WWG1WGA #MAGA

#THEGREATAWAKENING #KEK

@pewdiepie @notch #CPAC19 pic.twitter.com/7q5TzJ5UA7

3/2/2019 10:10:03 PM ochoa_red Here you go. I had to look it up myself. Didn’t know who it was. Sorry not a big Star Wars fan. pic.twitter.com/5vp250pTB4

3/2/2019 10:13:54 PM peterpentz MJ-12, please promise me that 45, MJ12, Q, The US Military, and white hats in russsia & Chin etc will be able to break the deals that were made with 

the aliens to kill 90% humanity and be run by AI overlords? And restore our HUMAN future?

3/2/2019 10:19:52 PM warangel1111 Let us win the culture War .: We are the new Punk Rock

3/2/2019 10:26:07 PM dyhall1964  pic.twitter.com/oGQGAoWEty

3/2/2019 10:32:30 PM do_or_do_notty And it feels different than other energies. Very unique. For me anyway. Anyone else?

3/2/2019 10:34:25 PM 00loll0 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/2/2019 10:37:53 PM mykidsrtheebest I love kill boxes

3/2/2019 10:46:57 PM lori_dee1 Yes Source energy is very powerful!

3/2/2019 11:09:16 PM ekotoons YES

3/3/2019 12:02:35 AM gyuhyecheong Correction in translation. pic.twitter.com/1Iqod7TiFY

3/3/2019 12:25:49 AM jollyrob2 You’ll be amazed how many CLONES there are 🤯 over 2000 in media 🎪 pic.twitter.com/CaprYLX6tY

3/3/2019 12:27:48 AM gyuhyecheong Behind Meaning? I don't know. But any way for SK Right people Hanoi was Trump's victory. pic.twitter.com/2MKeJxnpXP

3/3/2019 12:54:59 AM nullanon12 I Guess That's Why I Didn't come #2 In The Running Race XDDD.

3/3/2019 12:56:35 AM nullanon12 Yeah... IK, but I Would Really Like To Help @notch with this though(Doing The Research on #QAnon)

3/3/2019 12:58:28 AM 22dubtrip333 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#unsealepstein https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1102124455902375936 …

3/3/2019 1:02:16 AM imapatriot4  https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/22/11285476/here-s-a-picture-of-theranos-ceo-elizabeth-holmes-and-chelsea-clinton …

3/3/2019 1:50:23 AM wwg1wga10432367 I’m a little confused. Was Kansas nervous because he knew this it was going down, or he was nervous because he was scrambling to cover in prep for a 

quick exit???

3/3/2019 2:02:08 AM sdcharge2k12 NVR was the plan. This time we’re in has been foretold of for thousands of years they can not change destiny.TheMayans did not predict “the end of 

the world” in 2012 but the end of an era & the beginning of a new one. The great awakening beginning shortly after is no coincidence!

3/3/2019 2:25:52 AM pauliepg11111 How did you apply this to manifesting money?

3/3/2019 3:38:16 AM weremight If you think sovereign debt is a problem.  Wait until you see pitch inflation.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concert_pitch#History_of_pitch_standards_in_Western_music …

3/3/2019 3:47:20 AM keith369me Be careful of this one...you might get unexpected “add-ons” that are not desireable.  Do you really want life insurance money?  Be specific if you feel 

the need.

3/3/2019 4:05:19 AM jwn3000 Oh my! The Lolita express flight manifests? Those should be on all major fake news networks!

3/3/2019 4:05:39 AM welshbrideguide 3 things cannot remain hidden, the sun, the moon and the truth. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/3/2019 4:14:15 AM _17patriot_ Have you tried talkin to it

3/3/2019 4:31:53 AM pauliepg11111 So interesting, thank you. Noted. But I was wondering specifically how to utilize the 3,6 and 9 for it...

3/3/2019 4:41:18 AM keith369me The 3, 6, and 9s seem to provide the connection to the oneness that allows you access to manifest via “the secret” Personally, I have recently been 

incorporated those numbers into every day tasks and meditation.  Meditate on the same thought 3 6 or nine times...

3/3/2019 4:46:26 AM keith369me See MJ12s comments on the workout...consciously set the cruise control in your car to 63 instead of 62.  3, 6, 9 can be incorporated throughout daily 

tasks.  I set my alarm to 5:22AM for work days which reduces to 9.  Meditate on those numbers and different “things” manifest

3/3/2019 5:05:18 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/ueYZ88MNLa

3/3/2019 5:05:38 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/NPxKQDRtOV

3/3/2019 5:05:54 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/PLZgOGZuez

3/3/2019 5:06:15 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/vOkh1een1G

3/3/2019 5:06:23 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/XiBvPpkJRC

3/3/2019 5:06:46 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/r8yHyxcVA8

3/3/2019 5:48:33 AM timeforarrests What is VOG?

3/3/2019 5:57:34 AM cryptogamer11 He is part of nxivm ? Is that the mother ship?

3/3/2019 6:01:02 AM cryptogamer11 Hrc n Bc have aged 20 years in 2 ! #noadrenochrome #HumanTrafficking #UnsealEpstein #weareWoke

3/3/2019 6:11:15 AM keith369me Voice of God...MKULTRA related

3/3/2019 6:43:30 AM jennybing53 3,6,9. Does not equal 12. 😉  however it is there more than nine, and three less than fifteen... Retweet this 6 times then undo the tweet three times.

3/3/2019 6:49:33 AM whitehat_van This account is linked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, who is linked to @KeybaseIO, who is owned by Marc Andreessen, who is director of Facebook, who has ties 

to China, who has majestic mind control technology.

3/3/2019 6:59:23 AM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Greetings! Newbie here!  Curious.. 369..mathematically = C_RN. Intellectually, is it also foresight or the power to control? Have 

unknowingly tapped this in past, now confused and clouded = age or exposure?

3/3/2019 7:02:25 AM mcgwyneth In embodying as human we forget that we are divine.  But as we magnify our human capabilities for love & compassion, letting go of all else (which are 

but distractions), we remember.  Being human is Majestic.  Being fully human IS-BEing fully divine.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @miskis6

3/3/2019 7:04:15 AM miskis6 This is very true

3/3/2019 7:06:47 AM timeforarrests Tyvm. I know  of VOG tech through my research.                                             I also know the real Voice of God. 😉 I can tell the diff.



3/3/2019 7:10:01 AM timeforarrests Last night I listened to 528. Sounded good though not divisible by nine but divisible by three. I’m looking for the perfect. I need to try 528 with 

headphones. Any further knowledge shared is greatly appreciated.

3/3/2019 7:20:36 AM formerlemming He was running a clown brownstone blackmail operation, just like Hefner. Once the eyes are open, it's amazing what becomes obvious. 

pic.twitter.com/qCjfvM2BnB

3/3/2019 7:21:56 AM hlpnghands The CDC's 2016 Guidelines are being used TO KILL PEOPLE IN PAIN.        Pain Patients to Congress: CDC's Opioid Guideline Is Hurting Us

             Has stoked "climate of fear" leading to inadequate treatment of chronic pain https://www.medpagetoday.com/primarycare/opioids/77996 …

3/3/2019 7:32:31 AM enomai_ #QANON

this is the real majestic 12 account. Operation disclosure, and transparency. Not many of you have noticed. 14k or so, but no 100k.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/3/2019 7:33:22 AM real_elliebrown Yep.

3/3/2019 7:40:13 AM marcjtaylor1 Music needs to return to 432,turn 45 this month and I hardly listen to it anymore

3/3/2019 8:04:57 AM keith369me Many can, unfortunately many can’t

3/3/2019 8:12:52 AM allygould17 You are horrible

3/3/2019 8:15:15 AM real_elliebrown @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 need trusted developer referral to build out app for new DOItQ .News & DOItQ . Media sites. ThanQ EllieB

3/3/2019 8:17:32 AM lauralvsmyland Today is 3 3 3333!💙💙💙

3/3/2019 8:18:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Snakes and rats seeking shelter in the comfort of the sleeping giant's arms when the nest has been destroyed. Will the giant take to kindly to its 

oppressor when it comes crawling out? You know the truth. Are you stupid enough to fall for their lies? No, these people are stupid.

3/3/2019 8:22:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with them.

The Republican Party will follow.

Trust the Plan.

These people are sick!

Understand the following:

Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes. 

Has it ever been knowingly? Yes. 

Was it ever a high crime against USA? No.
3/3/2019 8:23:02 AM ethereal_shaman Monetization of what belongs to humanity 2.0

Not this time.

#universalcleanup

3/3/2019 8:23:06 AM keneebe They’re already in self-destruct mode

3/3/2019 8:23:41 AM rosesrred0119 They're eating themselves alive

3/3/2019 8:24:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Side effect of cannibalism.

3/3/2019 8:25:17 AM siriusbshaman President Trump pic.twitter.com/yFnjkuKHDS

3/3/2019 8:25:39 AM djlok We've all broken the law. The Cabal made so many of them, it is nearly impossible not to break them from time to time.  Some of our laws are like a 

stop sign in the middle of a freeway in a 70mph zone.

3/3/2019 8:26:33 AM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/8mfiIf03oN

3/3/2019 8:26:35 AM keith369me 3, 6, 9 my friends.  Trump worked in construction in New York and in the casino business.  Payoffs, bribes, etc are the norm.  I hope DJT was never 

criminally responsible for an injury or death to another IS-BE

3/3/2019 8:26:59 AM sharidean996 None of us are perfect! FISA brings down the House! New Republic, New Earth! Sheep no more! 💥👊

3/3/2019 8:27:03 AM siriusbshaman Declas and release FISA

3/3/2019 8:28:09 AM sharidean996 Yep, we were set-up to fail in every aspect! Good post!

3/3/2019 8:28:18 AM jrocktigers I regularly break four a day... usually before noon.

3/3/2019 8:29:31 AM jrocktigers 😡

3/3/2019 8:29:46 AM jenxyb1 😉😂

3/3/2019 8:30:00 AM kagman4e What law did he knowingly (or unknowingly) break?

3/3/2019 8:30:49 AM keith369me Happy 3-3-3 day!  3-3-2019...2019 reduces to 3

3/3/2019 8:30:51 AM garyridenhour2 Speeding...

3/3/2019 8:31:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 They genuinely believe that those who believe in the fact that the Clintons and Epstein were trafficking thousands of children into sex slavery is trauma 

the Country will suffer. It will come out. 2019 is the year. 3 + 9. Child + Source. For God & Country.

3/3/2019 8:31:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 At the expense of the United States of America. However the higher crimes of the Clinton Foundation / Haiti + Jeffrey Epstein is what has "paralyzed 

the right's judgement" to the left. No "credible by the left media machine" evidence has been presented ever.

3/3/2019 8:31:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 He is not a pervert or murderer. He's cut people dry in the past when he felt he was being cheated. He covers his tracks up and there are some people 

who were cheated out of "good deals" in the past. Unrelated to his tenure as POTUS. Attempts to "seek Justice" are spite/revenge.

3/3/2019 8:31:30 AM keith369me Trix are for kids...until now, no longer

3/3/2019 8:31:51 AM wbwse Dad always says don’t use the breaks on the beeping highway!

3/3/2019 8:33:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 loves America and has never committed Treason. Perceived laws could be RICO pertaining to his real estate business. "Organized" [Crime]. However 

the "crime" would be taking advantage of people's weaknesses. Not criminal, thus why never any case nor evidence.

3/3/2019 8:33:39 AM scott_rick DECLAS

3/3/2019 8:34:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 RICO laws were created so they could be used to take down "crimes" they knew happened but had no evidence for. Trump's RICO was building hotels 

and such. Not smuggling cocaine or children.

3/3/2019 8:34:52 AM laurelmaher1 What are you even talking about?

3/3/2019 8:35:05 AM jrocktigers Real Estate development can be a dirty business. New York real estate development is the pinnacle of corruption. Unions, politicians, everyone in NY 

has their hand out. Compared to crimes against the US by previous presidents, this is child's play. The left knows it as well.

3/3/2019 8:35:20 AM zagnett Ok so Benjamin Fulford definitely seems to be {DS} based on his report last week then.

MJ, may you confirm?

If confirmed, BF's credibility goes down to 0 & i'll stop following. My bad.

3/3/2019 8:35:45 AM brad34351293 Need to watch out! If the Dems hear, they will yell it to the heavens as a reason to impeach.

They R just throwing sh..t @ the wall & see if it sticks

3/3/2019 8:36:20 AM laurabusse Me neither...to say the least

3/3/2019 8:36:40 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/Zsxk60beRp

3/3/2019 8:38:08 AM jrocktigers "The Republican Party will follow." I do not need any further proofs, but this confirms to me that what is happening is just and real!

3/3/2019 8:38:27 AM zagnett Egad, that's the worst picture of him!

Gonna have nightmares now, thanks lol

3/3/2019 8:38:27 AM jrocktigers Joking....



3/3/2019 8:38:29 AM tucson_ron How about the rest of us.  Have we sinned? Yes.  Have we repented? Yes. Do we strive to better ourselves? Yes. Do we believe in fairness, equal 

justice, equal opportunity, without discrimination based on race, color, creed, or national origin? Yes.

3/3/2019 8:39:00 AM laurabusse LOL

3/3/2019 8:40:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are everywhere.

Message over messenger.

Does it resonate that Trump has blackmail on him despite the choices he's made thus far?

Think logically.

Horrible trade deals.

"They never asked us!"

Hard to make demands to China when you're consuming children.

Hypocrites to 🇨🇳?
3/3/2019 8:40:52 AM jrocktigers 👆⚡

3/3/2019 8:41:29 AM tucson_ron Will we protect our nation from invaders, spies, traitors, evil in all it's forms? HELL YES. 

Do we think POTUS is perfect or a diety? NO. 

Do we think POTUS spirit is growing? I do. Speak for yourselves.

3/3/2019 8:41:34 AM karen_kolm I certainly hope so. Need to cut off the head of the snake and sadly wait for the next head to grow.

3/3/2019 8:41:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 B2 isn't naive.

3/3/2019 8:43:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 RICO can be used to take down corporate interests that exploit laws for corporate development when the business interest is a violation of the law or 

is fundamentally corrupt. Trump organizations were not corrupt in the sense that people were cheated while engaging in commerce.

3/3/2019 8:44:39 AM aprilbrown99 No man or woman is perfect. President Trump was/is the perfect man for this job. Praying and meditating every day that it ends soon. I wrap POTUS is 

golden white light with a mirror reflection on the outside to help deflect and protect. I visualize more people waking up.

3/3/2019 8:45:21 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

5:5, ty

Cue clown theme...

3/3/2019 8:45:58 AM missy968 He published Neil Keenan’s death and it was completely untrue. Fulford has to be compromised. I hear he’s big into the white stuff

3/3/2019 8:46:03 AM djlok #POTUS likes tall, beautiful women...not like Creepy Pervert Joe Biden who feels up little kids and looks like he could feed on them at any moment.  

Biden is so disgusting.

3/3/2019 8:46:17 AM mellocks1 Some laws are just wrong...  come on, look how much corruotion there is at all levels.  Not just fed.  Looking forward to seeing some of my locals on 

those seeled indicts.  Misspelling on puepose.

3/3/2019 8:46:47 AM kagman4e Who is B2?

3/3/2019 8:46:58 AM zagnett Ok, thanks. Didn't realize.

What's the "white stuff"? Cocaine?

3/3/2019 8:47:21 AM crazycooder 😜

3/3/2019 8:48:45 AM missy968 Yes. Neil said that. After BF had him deceased.

3/3/2019 8:50:07 AM timeforarrests  pic.twitter.com/1uIMVRBDjn

3/3/2019 8:50:11 AM silentnomore23 No kidding..your group are idiots  justifying criminal behaviors by degrees...of other criminal behaviors ! Seriously, if he was so good at covering 

criminal tracks...apparantly not so good, eh ? You know about them.

Oh I know, lets give the heads up of our imperfections !

FISA

3/3/2019 8:50:34 AM mrd_s_anderson Source: Washington Times.

Body Language is key. Wow does he look uncomfortable, or am I reading too much into a [closed posture][hands connected][eyes 

wide&strained][mouth pursed][shoulders]? pic.twitter.com/zve2gLnUVc

3/3/2019 8:51:23 AM orthogonalron This has always been about redemption - for all of us. pic.twitter.com/OipoPZlUbQ

3/3/2019 8:52:21 AM brad34351293 Heard!

Stealth!

Just letting people understand their curiosity of needing to know everything, & being told it instead of critical thinking about the bread they have been 

given.

3/3/2019 8:52:38 AM aprilbrown99 This pit is endless.

3/3/2019 8:55:05 AM cmdrzod23 I hear Dems nowadays asking for #UnsealEpstein cause they regard him as Trump friend and 'accomplice', also Acosta authored plea deal. 

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/house-democrats-urge-re-opening-of-jeffrey-epstein-sex-case …

WTF?

3/3/2019 8:55:26 AM roaminnoodle "2019 is the year" but time is an illusion.

The calendar had been perverted over the millennia, Julian/Gregorian, etc.

How can we "trust" the date, considering the fact [they] made it all up to begin with.

3/3/2019 8:56:40 AM roaminnoodle I said publicly. This is not main stream/normie knowledge.

3/3/2019 8:59:25 AM brad34351293 I wouldn't be surprised if #POTUS got into their click to find out business players. Private investigative work may be illegal. I would have donated to 

their campaigns & followed where my $ actually went. Has to be possible in this age.

Hollyweird feels real butthurt, why?

3/3/2019 9:02:33 AM brad34351293 What is a B2?

I think is the right Q

3/3/2019 9:03:49 AM keith369me I’m stumped on B2 as well after meditating on it.

3/3/2019 9:03:59 AM freestateojones POTUS crimes will likely look like rolling through a stop sign when compared to what is yet to be declassified publically.

3/3/2019 9:06:31 AM jwise_87  pic.twitter.com/TcaE1kgzxC

3/3/2019 9:06:49 AM brad34351293 Q has written Stealth bombers have been deployed, referring to people, not actual planes.

At least that is my theory!

3/3/2019 9:08:03 AM anneolsen43 She didn’t love him.... he could of exposed her IMO

3/3/2019 9:08:09 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

MJ, what about Thomas Williams (Truth, Honor, & Integrity show)? Also a clown?

3/3/2019 9:08:18 AM taradea08775439 Is this in relations to all 3 clones

3/3/2019 9:09:05 AM erquxlemon When will the fake news media cease to exists CNN,MSNBC etc? Or will they be reformed? 🤔 It’s tiring to heat their hate & lies.

3/3/2019 9:11:24 AM anitaevans Indeed it IS time!!!



3/3/2019 9:16:11 AM _girlmaher_ I am a beginner to meditation. But my life is precisely configured according to crazy fantasies I had when I was a teenager. I have manifested the most 

amazing situations unavailable to most it's just that I don't wish for money. I just changed my thoughts to $$$ for 5 minutes.

3/3/2019 9:18:56 AM anneolsen43 Will enough come out to change or awaken the mass that is angry and against our President?

3/3/2019 9:19:18 AM anneolsen43 In 2019?

3/3/2019 9:25:57 AM _girlmaher_ MJ12 posted an example search from:TS_SCI_MAJ12 gym reps

I am lucky that I have control of my time so I can plan my activities around this scheme but I haven't yet done much of it. I officially retired a few days 

ago and can fangirl Tesla and JGTrump bio and work. Good luck!

3/3/2019 9:26:18 AM euskal_pride There's actually a book out that explains how inane and convoluted our legal system is and how we unwittingly commit 'crimes' all the time. 

No doubt DJT 'bent' some kooky rule in his business dealings. 

I don't care that he's not perfect. I care that he cares. 

#Trump #MAGA pic.twitter.com/17syYuonxX

3/3/2019 9:29:26 AM njc31615432 No one is squeeky clean

Best President EVER!!!

3/3/2019 9:29:38 AM kathleen3693693 If you think about it, much has come out already. As for future enlightenment, many are/will awaken and many more will change. Unfortunately, some 

will never change. The choice to know is theirs'. What to do about the exceptionally rabid dogs left over is becoming very clear...

3/3/2019 9:30:29 AM ochoa_red I know, me too. I took the picture, posted it, then  deleted it off my phone. To scary for me. Gives me the creeps.

3/3/2019 9:31:19 AM uknanalex The stories of old, of witches,ovens and covens will return again,as warnings to all.

3/3/2019 9:31:51 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN.. The drop of real facts..👍 🤓🇺🇸

3/3/2019 9:33:29 AM palmdalekid2 Palmdale is a chessboard 😴

3/3/2019 9:34:58 AM houdini481 Stealth Jeff???

3/3/2019 9:36:13 AM palmdalekid2 He flipped my call of duty account 🤬

3/3/2019 9:37:17 AM uknanalex I know nothing, I do know I believe The President is not a pervert,an abuser or has been anything other than appropriate with children. He,we,want the 

death penalty for those people. They would expose this I think, even at risk to themselves,to take him down. God Bless That man.

3/3/2019 9:37:37 AM liberum_mortis So you feel Trump and Epstein are not pals and have not had a long standing relationship? 🤦♂️

3/3/2019 9:37:50 AM richardhiatt16 Woooooo ... Real statements. Any dis-information there? Thank you. 👍🇺🇸

3/3/2019 9:37:59 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Thanks for clarifying.  I would imagine that if Trump had done anything too crazy he would have been charged for it already, it's not like he is a Clinton 

and can cover up/kill his way out of an investigation.

3/3/2019 9:38:11 AM tanmanii #UnsealEpstein

3/3/2019 9:43:03 AM keith369me William Barr?

3/3/2019 9:46:39 AM mapyourworld1 I’m thinking laws, deliberately created, so you can’t build on certain properties without payoffs is a little bit less of a concern than crimes against 

humanity (trafficking, pedovores, vaccines, Agenda 21, Monsanto, etc), sedition and treason (selling our country & military).

3/3/2019 9:59:31 AM laurabusse I used to break the law knowingly. I used to buy raw milk in PA, where it's legal, and bring it to NJ for me and my friends. Not drugs. MILK. Abraham 

(Esther hicks) says we have so many laws we make criminals of all of us.

3/3/2019 10:00:52 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/Uyk6D8mXt2

3/3/2019 10:01:01 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/Y6XONTRZYe

3/3/2019 10:01:09 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/RFnw1Kj4Bs

3/3/2019 10:04:05 AM dlmaybee The last perfect person died over 2000 years ago. None of us can claim to be free of sin. We do the best we can. Most people that point the finger have 

things to hide about themselves, those that speak loudest are usually projecting or mirroring. Just sayin..

3/3/2019 10:07:51 AM brad34351293 ?

It might be about readying the Mil Tri by JS, JK, Maddog.

or Huber &OIG

or infiltrators of said parties

AOC seems to be a Nuke for the D's-she has changed their narrative- Communism veiled as Socialism!

3/3/2019 10:07:54 AM laurabusse I know, right? Son used to tell his friends i was a milk runner. We had some good laughs :-)

3/3/2019 10:12:07 AM wwtravelr Amigo,. Keep an open mind. Do u really think billionaires become billionaires doing everything by the book? Think odds. Unlikely.

3/3/2019 10:12:29 AM trinaparkercogg Everyone breaks laws in business if you didn't then you would be taxed to death and then taxed on your death.

Knew this when I voted for him he's not a fake and I'm good with that.

3/3/2019 10:14:47 AM wwtravelr Yes sir. Redemption. And to monarchs will fly . Rebuild the souls who never had the chance

3/3/2019 10:23:35 AM laurabusse I love MJ12 humor :-)

3/3/2019 10:27:39 AM turboxyde  https://youtu.be/NDUrycamjZE  pic.twitter.com/K19kTcP1jd

3/3/2019 10:29:33 AM laurabusse Yeah LOL :-) it was a little unsettling tho. Crossing state lines with a controlled substance. If i got pulled over for any reason i coulda gone to jail. I know 

it sounds ridiculous. It was MILK. But stranger things have happened.

3/3/2019 10:32:02 AM richardhiatt16 Causes “blindness” to the truth.... 🤓🇺🇸

3/3/2019 10:38:41 AM olimyracle You may want to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too now.

Connect the dots. 5815 tweets. Use twitter search bar.

Is @POTUS part of #QAnon ?

Q -> MJ12 ?

#AskTheQ #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/gH51vKyB5f
3/3/2019 10:40:29 AM 22dubtrip333 #unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

3/3/2019 10:40:49 AM 22dubtrip333 #unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein



3/3/2019 10:41:22 AM 22dubtrip333 #unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein
3/3/2019 10:41:55 AM laurabusse Interesting. I had GALLONS o milk in my huge station wagon; i was doing this for 30+ ppl. Of course i wasn't doing it for free! I did get pulled over once. 

But he didnt ask what was in the coolers. My ans woulda been Farm products. I also hoped they were ignorant of raw milk laws

3/3/2019 10:49:26 AM rubalittledirt In some cities and towns, it is illegal to collect rain water that falls on your property. Pure bullshit.

3/3/2019 11:01:51 AM jswdh1 What is 5:5? Ty.

3/3/2019 11:02:33 AM dohertym1590 #unsealepstein

3/3/2019 11:03:21 AM goldste57881662 Excellent thread! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102242815877304325 …

3/3/2019 11:05:09 AM toffer_anon_369 B2 == WBarr?  (Stealth Bomber)

3/3/2019 11:07:11 AM us_poll i don't think they are innocent at all! To be honest they have been such a burden on our Country/People and served the World instead and whoever 

filled their coffers I prefer "NEW" myself!

3/3/2019 11:12:38 AM toffer_anon_369 So what happens to US Govt & Constitution w/o either major party?  Talk about chaos!  When can 'the alliance' be revealed and come in to help out?

3/3/2019 11:16:23 AM sabina06706427 3/3/19

3/3/2019 11:16:43 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_strength_and_readability_report …

It comes from the subject in the Wiki (link). It means that the signal is signal strength and intelligibility is very good/excellent/highest quality.

With Q / MJ, when somebody says "5:5" it's pretty much the same as "understood" or "perfectly clear".

3/3/2019 11:17:55 AM goldste57881662 3 6 9 UNSEAL EPSTEINS RECORDS! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101970458486951939 …

3/3/2019 11:27:49 AM jujube23 Keanu Reeves also spoke out about it.

3/3/2019 11:29:20 AM neecieh6111 Me too April.  I pray for POTUS every single day.  I enlisted my mother and brother into this daily ritual as well.

3/3/2019 11:35:46 AM angiealsabrook 👍🏼

3/3/2019 11:36:24 AM marcjtaylor1 I'm thinking Billy Barr

3/3/2019 11:41:33 AM identityasxy Meliss,  maybe yes, maybe not. Maybe your shoveling excrement left at your cyber doorstep. 

Please, before entering the fray, have a couple credible citations to support your claims.  Not saying your disingenuous but I'm tired of ferreting out 

what is truthful from every 'claim'

3/3/2019 11:42:01 AM p4tri0tq You are correct. They WERE friends. 

It’s been rumored that DJT witnessed the kind of things that went down on Epstein’s island and it absolutely horrified him. To the point a non religious 

man found God and vowed to help end it. Permanently. 

#WWG1WGA

3/3/2019 11:46:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Melania showed him the way.

3/3/2019 11:50:11 AM missy968 I don’t know who you are but I am speaking very honestly. I was warned about BF very early in by my friend NK. I followed BF until I caught a published 

lie. It’s quite simple. And the comment about the white stuff is pretty public. I didn’t make it up.

3/3/2019 11:59:46 AM jujube23 California is lost.

3/3/2019 12:00:20 PM laurabusse It was fun :-) i will always remember those days fondly. I stopped bc an amish farmer started delivering to NJ. I always prayed for his safety and 

protection. Well amish can't drive except horse buggy. But his driver.

3/3/2019 12:04:10 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/8ks6xIOnRH

3/3/2019 12:04:46 PM liberum_mortis 🤦♂️

3/3/2019 12:04:51 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/ptxzd4evYF

3/3/2019 12:12:56 PM sonechkousa 100%!

3/3/2019 12:27:11 PM cocopuffster12 Repulsive

3/3/2019 12:29:22 PM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/BGFVcqgtQz

3/3/2019 12:30:56 PM kindeandtrue "Looking glass" was in today's Epistle for Quinquagesima Sunday: 

"Videmus nunc per speculum in aenigmate." (1 Corinthians 13:12)

Literal translation: Now we see through a looking glass in an enigma. pic.twitter.com/XSVDYykE2c

3/3/2019 12:33:27 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's happening with India and Pakistan?

3/3/2019 12:33:45 PM identityasxy .

Hi Melis,

Thanks for your reply.  I'm just a guy, a Patriot trying to figure out truth.  Cited sources matter to me (how else can you vett a claim).  I am (was?) a 

follower of BF, so any news that he's "compromised" would be distressing.  Rob David Steel supports BF so ...??

3/3/2019 12:34:04 PM cocopuffster12 I’ve always done 3 sets, 12 reps. Def gonna change it up a bit! And during meditation, so excited moving forward. Thank you for this Majestic 

information!♥️♥️♥️

3/3/2019 12:35:28 PM smashfactor60 Be careful what ask for.  The left has set traps to society failure economically, race, maybe even disaster of their hidden creation. 

Almost best to keep a contingent on hand to portray blame to long term

3/3/2019 12:35:57 PM cocopuffster12 I’ve been trying to post 3 times at 3pm, 6pm, 9pm etc....sometimes impossible as life gets in the way, but trying.

3/3/2019 12:59:10 PM nr750 “He’s cut people dry”?  What’s the meaning of that phase?

3/3/2019 1:15:03 PM mongrelglory Raw milk! Big cow kiss for you! pic.twitter.com/8z97u8su2c

3/3/2019 1:15:28 PM smith_jere Thank God the R Party will not be spared.

3/3/2019 1:18:45 PM mongrelglory I love that movie!

3/3/2019 1:30:40 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJio07EtKYc …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, can/do people make edits to timeline(s), like in the movie Interstellar (the tesseract scene, the message sent to the past, etc.)?

Can/do people do this, to themselves?

Interstellar. Disclosure.

3/3/2019 1:34:11 PM laurabusse Cows are my fav animal :-) no wait...cats. Anyway i used to think i missed my calling to be a dairy farmer.🐄 But you can never take a day off. Ever. 

Unless you have a good farm hand or you dry up the cows once a year if you have a small enough operation, can afford it and can...



3/3/2019 1:35:43 PM laurabusse ...time it well enough, get their udders in sync. These days I'm trying to make friends with the local Shquirrels with greater or lesser success :-)

3/3/2019 1:45:44 PM enomai_ I think Melania is Great!!!

3/3/2019 1:53:09 PM mongrelglory I've wondered this too.  If you're communicating with your "higher self", isn't that a case of the higher self intervening in the past?

3/3/2019 1:57:04 PM liltilgerlil This is an interesting old post! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GODRUS/status/1054397417339142145 …

3/3/2019 2:05:47 PM carolba88945394 We can not change what we don’t acknowledge. Dr. Phil

3/3/2019 2:06:14 PM digitellum It's inclusive of Misdemeanors as well... Guess this is a setup to the SCIF meeting over Cohen's SDNY seized client files?

Oh well, nobody's perfect.  73  SK

3/3/2019 2:08:36 PM charmanda9 Yeah!

3/3/2019 2:18:50 PM canadiancovfefe Hmmm....

3/3/2019 2:19:43 PM enomai_ #NWO meant nazi world order. 

New world order for freedom, life, love, opposite of babylon and cain would be great

3/3/2019 2:26:01 PM enomai_ #qanon #maga

"YOU ARE THE GIANT, SOCIETY OF EARTH" ... hello.

3/3/2019 2:26:15 PM markben911 Oh my God this is on Mars!!

Absolutely proof of...... something, not sure what.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GroundZeroMedia pic.twitter.com/SOXqMVwh4X

3/3/2019 2:26:29 PM 1_decided_voter "the choices he's made thus far"

Bolton, Haley, Barr, Tillerson, and several others seem like establishment choices to me.

3/3/2019 2:28:04 PM olimyracle Hidden in plain sight pic.twitter.com/ycp4T9SnDT

3/3/2019 2:28:33 PM canadiancovfefe Horrible - Complete Sociopath!

3/3/2019 2:29:16 PM amymorg79793405 He gave to the Clinton Foundation in the past. Prob bribery for getting building permits or something like that.

3/3/2019 2:32:22 PM missy968 Are you from Boston ? I’m in Providence.

3/3/2019 2:37:53 PM identityasxy Yaya.  Go Celts and Bruins!

For years, our lonesome mantra had been "Oh well, there's always next year :( "

Then the mighty Babe Ruth curse was lifted in poetic style ( no pro team in any sport had ever come back from 3-0 game deficit.  Yankees suck  {sorry, 

knee jerk rxn}.

3/3/2019 2:38:57 PM enomai_ Ik. Nvm

3/3/2019 2:41:30 PM jswdh1 There are laws still on the books from the 1800s! People don't realize this! I saw one something about it was illegal to carry a bucket down the middle 

of town on sundays or something like that! So I'm sure we all have broken laws without knowing that shouldn't even be on books!

3/3/2019 2:41:35 PM pragmatic_texan Their executives and top management will all be arrested for their complicity in trying to overturn the 2016 election. Reform will begin after the arrests.

3/3/2019 2:44:28 PM enomai_ 2015 - VOG 0 or 1

3/3/2019 2:44:33 PM terri911065 ni8

3/3/2019 2:45:27 PM djlok Yeah- I think Melania is a very powerful woman...like more than anything the Cabal knows how to deal with.  

Every single time [they] go after her it ALWAYS backfires!!

3/3/2019 2:46:58 PM enomai_ Yeah lol

3/3/2019 2:50:54 PM enomai_ I can handle the truth.

3/3/2019 2:51:31 PM joyceleigh3 The dems have been in self destruct mode since Trump got elected. You know TDS... Trump Derangement Syndrom. Brought their true colors out 

which are not Red, White and Blue.

3/3/2019 2:52:22 PM n7guardiananon Our First Lady is out of this world!💖

3/3/2019 2:52:59 PM joyceleigh3 The hearing is over. No Trump Collusion Found

3/3/2019 2:54:31 PM weshallrise144k Full spectrum CBD Oil is the most powerful healing agent I have experienced.  I take twice daily.  It’s Majic!

3/3/2019 2:58:58 PM peyali4 Restart® your mind 🔄

تحلیل شما از این کلیپ چیست ؟

#RESTART_IS_LOVE

#RESTART_IS_COMING

#RestartMIGA

#PersianEmpire

#Q

#QAnon2019

#QAnon

#MAGA #MIGA  https://twitter.com/Restartnewlife1/status/1102327725782679552/video/1 … pic.twitter.com/2GxakTNjsY
3/3/2019 2:59:14 PM aly7v 🤩😍😍😍

3/3/2019 3:03:12 PM cel__lec @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @dbongino @RealCandaceO

3/3/2019 3:06:52 PM allahuniversal "Use your consciousness, the power of 3, 6, ans 9, and manifest the unsealing of these records."

"Double" meanings.

3/3/2019 3:12:51 PM nullanon12 There Are Times I wonder if im a genius or people are just total idiots(e.g someone opens their door(car) and scratches our cars paint & just says"that's 

normal for people to do that nowadays" ....or my mum snores, makes 11.7 magnitude quake & says "i didn't do that" , me:????WTF

3/3/2019 3:18:36 PM missy968 I’m just glad there are other conservatives in New England. It’s very lonely out here.

3/3/2019 3:23:40 PM anneolsen43 Our First Lady is Light ✨

3/3/2019 3:25:39 PM toffer_anon_369 I’ve been certified for it but in MN you are required to be on disability to get it and I haven’t tried to get disability yet.

3/3/2019 3:28:51 PM jm4n We're all human. We try to deny or justify our imperfections to save face. That doesn't make us flawed just evidence we try to look our best because of 

our need for acceptance from others. Even Stephen Hawking was spotted at strip clubs. Even our best can't escape our social need

3/3/2019 3:43:17 PM godmonster Let it be.

3/3/2019 3:52:14 PM becca079 A=444 C=528  The key of David the solfeggio.

3/3/2019 3:53:41 PM catpowernow Was there Human Sacrifice involved? Wasn't it @HillaryClinton who mentioned sacrificing a chicken to Molech? Where these people part of a 2000 

year plus Death Cult that exchanges Human life for Power?? Who else is a member??? 🤔

3/3/2019 4:05:15 PM richardhiatt16 I know one thing.. If you read the different posts, translated from each P’nti ET, they are vastly different personalities.  This would have to be a big 

MJ12 effort to pull this off as a fake.. I’ve been reached out to.. The messages are REAL.. Just open your Mind... 👍 🤓🇺🇸

3/3/2019 4:09:01 PM becca079 Was Michael the first to tell? Meese Report on pornography.  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=mdp.39015073491824;view=1up;seq=7;skin=mobile … pic.twitter.com/KeHq6N7pxw

3/3/2019 4:15:03 PM tenn_rich Let it be? As in leave it alone? Or, did you mean let it be so?

3/3/2019 4:25:40 PM sabina06706427 All are compromised, some far worse then others. We knew he wasn’t a saint going in. We knew he would defend our right to be free and help us end 

globalism.

3/3/2019 4:38:43 PM daveo6145 Will humanity learn the truth about cloning?

3/3/2019 4:39:04 PM vincent26015095 Can you send more info

3/3/2019 4:53:28 PM petegilmour1 He IS  a human being. No one said while he was in office



3/3/2019 5:54:29 PM beeshelb What exactly is a weak mind?

3/3/2019 6:07:21 PM qtpi3_14 "...and there we were- armed only with our Twitters and nerves of steel.  Shills everywhere and an algorithim that wouldn't be  cracked... yet the 

motley band of anons just wouldn't give up.  'For GOD and COUNTRY, they cried!' as the mematic army marched on..." 🦅🇺🇸🦅

3/3/2019 6:07:51 PM princesspatrio1 👏👏👏👏👏👏🎯

3/3/2019 6:30:15 PM toffer_anon_369 Melania is not 'organic' earth-is-be is she?  I don't mean that in a negative connotation, she is amazing.  She embodies love and light as if from a higher 

place and a higher understanding.

3/3/2019 6:46:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Oh look, aliens. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1102399731370782720 …

3/3/2019 6:48:13 PM psyanidegaming Omuamua is bae

3/3/2019 6:49:49 PM jamesgdurrett Old article...new tweet? Interesting...the rock is already past is and on its way out of solar system...article was 2018...why tweet 4 months later?

3/3/2019 6:49:57 PM blubber9111 Ive been monitoring this incident for a while...the various media outlets kept changing their story.... its like they want to cover up and make even the 

possibility that its an alien ship or artificat seem crazy & ridiculous

3/3/2019 6:50:41 PM turboxyde I tried to connect with it in meditation  when it was announced as "entering our (solar system) awareness" and the imagery I recieved was not that or 

orbital or stellar debris.

3/3/2019 6:52:55 PM kuri99487324 What makes me mad is that there are but blurry photos of Omuamua, despite it passing so close.

3/3/2019 6:53:31 PM jvan125 🤣🤣🤣

3/3/2019 6:56:03 PM steveroye The sarcasm is killing me! 🤣🤣🤣

3/3/2019 6:57:31 PM findityourselfi Or is it Alien turds?

3/3/2019 6:58:03 PM itrusttheplan Exactly. Space rock dont propel themselves.

3/3/2019 6:58:31 PM 99thyamwasher Project Blue Beam... the beginning of the end?

3/3/2019 6:59:14 PM rincon174 It was built by the Ancient Builder Race. We have already landed on it and it is full of ancient technology. ~Corey Goode~

3/3/2019 7:00:19 PM wilder_sir is that the candy bar in caddyshack? pic.twitter.com/VCqpPqs4KC

3/3/2019 7:03:08 PM keith369me Love the sarcasm!

3/3/2019 7:03:34 PM bridgetknows 😂 That was my first thought

3/3/2019 7:04:04 PM universalrisin Which ones are we meeting first?

3/3/2019 7:05:44 PM natureinspace The more laws, the more criminals.

3/3/2019 7:06:24 PM universalrisin Will you ever be doing some more alien declas?

3/3/2019 7:12:20 PM do_or_do_notty Melania’s otherworldly beauty shines right thru!

3/3/2019 7:13:06 PM djlok Yeah the sarcasm wasn't lost on me either!!  

It always seems like "the alien question" is brought in by the #FakeNews as a shiny object of the day.

Looking forward to intergalactic real news. Of course, starting with real news here on Earth would be nice too.

3/3/2019 7:13:21 PM do_or_do_notty (B)ill (B)arr

3/3/2019 7:13:47 PM keith369me It feels so ridiculously close

3/3/2019 7:13:49 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting! 👍

3/3/2019 7:15:09 PM djlok I feel it is too. Of course I think this IS had been feeling that way for many BE's!!

3/3/2019 7:15:25 PM enomai_ Is this what hawkings was last studying? iirc? Death related, or related to other info, or natural? It is what it is.

3/3/2019 7:16:34 PM blsdbe Just what I was wondering

3/3/2019 7:18:26 PM 12bravogran ... pic.twitter.com/gQIJMM8MN7

3/3/2019 7:18:56 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting that this is how they could hold social media to account. 👍 Excellent news!

3/3/2019 7:19:22 PM enomai_ Its is. If you have unlimited money you win all

3/3/2019 7:21:59 PM enomai_ It* btw, remember most of these hedgefunds, all other funds, etc. Are technically working together told what to do, when to do it, etc. Because, its all 

the same peoples money. Very rigged, and they own the trading platforms, etc etc deep holes.

3/3/2019 7:22:39 PM ascaturo Very well stated. 🥰👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2019 7:23:49 PM enomai_ The illusion of a free market, and jobs created in the industry is all an illusion. They have made this whole world esp, financial system an illusion. Its not 

a coincidence that the word illusion is related to a cult

3/3/2019 7:26:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Trying to get ahead of the narrative. 🙄

3/3/2019 7:27:27 PM decodematrix They forgot the part where our SSP docked with it, went inside it, and found ancient writings and more.

3/3/2019 7:28:54 PM enomai_ Retweet this patriots, official MJ12 account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 asked us to retweet these hashtags to manifest reality. Do you part patriot. CREATE THE 

REALITY, NEWS, AND BE THE CHANGE

#QAnon

#maga #anon #wwg1wga #mega #q #GreatAwakening #SCOTUS #LockHerUp #AmericaFirst #DeepState 

https://twitter.com/22DubTrip333/status/1102277663710957568 …

3/3/2019 7:30:21 PM goldste57881662 Lol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102400013878132742 …

3/3/2019 7:32:18 PM williamlandre16 Everyone breaks the laws shit happens

3/3/2019 7:33:49 PM doxhunderson Is that #adamschitt ?

3/3/2019 7:36:18 PM enomai_ #qanon

I am really started to get worried with societies lack of action towards and for the truth movement. The movement is for YOU. and, out of 100 

impressions, you can not go to the original link and retweet, even after MJ12 -

3/3/2019 7:37:36 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/C6MeoRTdCs

3/3/2019 7:37:50 PM enomai_ #qanon

real MJ12 asked you to retweet it to manifest the reality. QUIT LETTING YOURSELF DOWN, and BE THE REALITY SOCIETY, sigh. Just go to the original 

tweet, and retweet it. One button. Sigh. To manifest a great realuty? Really

3/3/2019 7:39:43 PM enomai_ The more inaction you show society. The more you prove the evil is correct, and we are cattle. Sigh

3/3/2019 7:44:23 PM covertress Why rehash this story, @CNBC?

Weighing public opinion...

before Disclosure? 👽 🛸 #SSP

3/3/2019 7:44:28 PM f961854 Uhhhh........

3/3/2019 7:58:26 PM narcissist_ghst it looks like a giant turd.

3/3/2019 8:01:52 PM djlok Maybe it is!

3/3/2019 8:03:33 PM narcissist_ghst giant space turd...maybe they're making fun of us.  😂

3/3/2019 8:05:15 PM narcissist_ghst it reminds me of the candy bar in the pool in "caddy shack", only in space.  😂😂

3/3/2019 8:06:24 PM catpowernow Maybe it had something to do what was going on in Temple on the Island and the Tunnels below? Why would Epstein build a Temple on his Private 

Island?? What religion was being practiced in this structure??? 🤔

3/3/2019 8:07:49 PM soniame36314197 Lol that's what I thought 😂

3/3/2019 8:09:04 PM jon50376907 Still think they are demonic until the Holy Spirit shows me otherwise.

3/3/2019 8:12:35 PM djlok Totally!  Deepstate NASA throws up pics of a giant turd and tries passing them off as space Objects to see if we notice.  I know their space pics aren't 

real!!

3/3/2019 8:13:27 PM lmjonzey Pick ur battles people. The plan woke brought together. The petty nonsense isn't going to get us to the next step to repair and rebuild. 

Be glad this didn't end like others in history. 

Go look up 7 Root Races... hiladogs clone could have blown up then planet.



3/3/2019 8:14:38 PM catpowernow Executed for Treason and Sedition perhaps? The Generals were Comprised and or Blackmailed. Instead of resigning they chose to be puppets. They 

were taking orders from other individuals and groups not the Joint Chiefs.

3/3/2019 8:21:23 PM richardhiatt16 Some ET architect got busy with that craft.. No offense ET.... 🤓🇺🇸

3/3/2019 8:34:08 PM pastorjon9 An attempt, too old and too slow. The truth is already way ahead of @CNBC

3/3/2019 8:46:02 PM libertyspring99 My gut tells me Melania is other worldly. I can feel it somehow. Can you confirm?

#maga @qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

3/3/2019 8:47:04 PM kabamur_taygeta  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1018870903059484672 …

3/3/2019 8:48:16 PM libertyspring99 Me too. Whoever designed that thing sure hasn’t seen the movie and Bill Murray eating it in the pool. 😂😂😂

3/3/2019 8:48:37 PM peralta125 #potus45🇺🇸

3/3/2019 8:52:34 PM libertyspring99 Amazing! Thank you. 🙏🏻

3/3/2019 8:53:44 PM darrahsfriend I’m with you 😉

3/3/2019 8:57:22 PM jamesbu74794060 LoL !

3/3/2019 9:15:42 PM griffisk Totally agree!

3/3/2019 9:31:07 PM wishfulldreamz This must be why memes work.. they get passed around multiple times?  Meme Magic?

3/3/2019 9:40:08 PM bigsismw Jon, I have a story if you would like to hear. Not ready to tell it in a public forum. Not a bad story. 🙌🙏

3/3/2019 9:40:32 PM sunspot406 Or flood our country with illegals, gangs and drug dealers to addict, destroy, imprison, and overdose our society.  Rendering people useless to 

experience what life and liberty could bring to themselves, others and a nation.  The pursuit of happiness,  Freedom.

3/3/2019 9:41:28 PM bigsismw More of a testimony 😉

3/3/2019 9:52:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 They disable nukes and shoot down warheads.  They save humanity from itself.

3/3/2019 9:53:13 PM identityasxy .

I sure hope they don't threaten an attack!  I mean, .. We'll have no other choice but to unite all governments and give over sovereignty to the UN so 

they can protect us. WW3

 https://youtu.be/q5IYkf-DyF0 

SEE ALSO https://youtu.be/a8Iv1Xhabqg 

3/3/2019 10:38:15 PM mgtucsi The look of a desperate man.

3/3/2019 10:53:11 PM grandmadof5 Is it a space turd?

3/3/2019 11:09:36 PM golfqflog Did it really gain speed leaving the solar system? I found that strange...

3/3/2019 11:21:17 PM jenw_rn 😂🤣😂🤣🤣

3/3/2019 11:29:49 PM jenw_rn Honestly, what first comes to mind. Is this some attempt for aliens to disguise themselves in their craft? 

Probably not but jeez its funny looking

3/3/2019 11:40:16 PM jenw_rn These times were in I so wish my Dad were still alive to ask him questions. He worked for most of his life as an engineer at JPL. I remember him 

showing many pictures from space as a young child, at that time I wasnt interested ☹

3/3/2019 11:48:53 PM catpowernow Q said disinformation would be necessary.  @realDonaldTrump and the people behind him are playing 4D chess. Trust the Plan.

3/3/2019 11:50:59 PM lightvanwarrior Gonna mention the part about how it was headed directly toward earth before it's course was 'Changed'?

3/4/2019 12:07:26 AM catpowernow Hint: It wasn't Judaism.

3/4/2019 12:13:54 AM gods_heavenly This is Ashtars ship. Ashtar is the anti Christ

3/4/2019 12:16:18 AM susyqzee Be warned of the upcoming deception. They are fallen angels controlled by AI. No divine spirit. Do not trust them.

3/4/2019 12:48:00 AM adsvel From star Vega?

3/4/2019 12:51:51 AM sharond27756243 So Trump never bashed the head in of a girl in ritual or raped MK'd trafficked females via his modelling agencies? I find that hard to believe. Esp when 

he's been neck deep in the jewish/israeli mafia his whole career and they knew he'd be pres one day, thus in need of blackmail.

3/4/2019 2:01:42 AM peterstuifzand  pic.twitter.com/myQ1P999H8

3/4/2019 2:23:26 AM hambrickro 🙄 Geez , what about the ones running around under the surface of the planet  🙄

3/4/2019 2:25:57 AM emmaxkxlouise She is amazing so beautiful shines from the inside out ✨💖

3/4/2019 2:33:19 AM arc339 @IvankaTrump @CoreysDigs @LynnePattonHUD @EricTrump @FLOTUS @POTUS @seanhannity @patton6966 @kabamur_taygeta 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @DiamondandSilk @Arightside @RealSheriffJoe @Dawnhomes @FISACourt @USMC_Truther 

@PressSec @cobrainfo1 @RealJamesWoods  5/5

3/4/2019 2:34:08 AM realproudmom2 Coincidence? 🤔 probably not 🤪 pic.twitter.com/89ymgquDHx

3/4/2019 2:38:05 AM usss_211 Fascinating!

3/4/2019 2:56:54 AM raventracks Where have I seen this before 🤔 pic.twitter.com/pUWFL7k6oR

3/4/2019 3:33:35 AM fi_prasad Is Bolton involved? I saw Kim get really angry with one of them Bolton or Pompeo.

3/4/2019 3:34:56 AM fi_prasad Who threw out reports?

3/4/2019 3:37:17 AM fi_prasad Where can this be found regarding AJ?

3/4/2019 4:27:30 AM elirides1 Space Turd

3/4/2019 5:10:03 AM covfefe_grande Cannot unsee 🤮😆

3/4/2019 5:36:05 AM wearediamonds2 I think like anything, the aliens are either evil or good. They made the decision who to follow. And aliens might just be another word for Angel, as alien 

means not of this world! So we should always test them and what spirit they are from.

3/4/2019 5:36:53 AM wearediamonds2 Yes, I am absolutely repulsed by it, as it also looks like dookie to me.

3/4/2019 5:42:17 AM jon50376907 Nope I disagree. The book of Enoch and the Holy Bible clearly identifies what they are.  Gods angels don’t need UFOs. Fallen angels need UFOs.  The 

tech that was used by them was forbidden knowledge.

3/4/2019 5:56:21 AM daltonmariellen Stop it you are lying and spreading false and slasmderkys information.

3/4/2019 6:03:23 AM skeye_watching China went to dark side of the moon, then Israel went.  They aren't there trying to grow a garden.  Possibly there are more similar structures coming 

this way & that was just a fly by. While on earth the Watchers are manipulating organic biological entities that will look alien

3/4/2019 6:08:55 AM jamesgdurrett I'm not a normal alien believer...I believe we are opening the gates of hell and these beings are coming from a different dimension rather than planet. 

Babalon workings...10 to the 24th solar systems, even at light speed it wouldn't be viable to communicate let alone travel!

3/4/2019 6:11:53 AM knightofmaltaus No doubt many organisms that have latched on from space debris would house Alien Organisms.  The vast majority of 1st, 2nd and some 3rd World 

Citizenry have all seen some form of alien ship, globe, ball of light, being unexplained. Its 4th and 5th that are not up to speed.

3/4/2019 6:13:40 AM skeye_watching The Watchers have been here for a very long time. They are the gods that Psalms 82 speaks of, that Yahweh is going to judge for their manipulation of 

humanity.  It says though they are gods, they will die like men.

 Shadow gov military have been working with them for a long time

3/4/2019 6:15:50 AM jamesgdurrett I'm not in disagreement...I just feel aliens do not come from other planets.

3/4/2019 6:18:08 AM jamesgdurrett I'm sure you have seen this...but it's in the fbi vault...also look at Babalon Working! pic.twitter.com/u1wkLKbYeN

3/4/2019 6:18:26 AM skeye_watching Read the Facade by Michael Heiser.  It's a work of faction. They are setting up an invasion and what will appear to be alien, but will be their own 

engineered tampering here on earth.  What comes from off planet will be Lucifer's army to falsify the return of the Son of Man

3/4/2019 6:20:44 AM jamesgdurrett Project blue beam...no reason to look up works of fiction when you can read official government documents...fake second coming over Cuba!

3/4/2019 6:22:09 AM pwalt68 How do we SEEK 3,6, and 9?

3/4/2019 6:23:31 AM skeye_watching I feel the Most High Creator has other creation elsewhere, but they don't come here to manipulate & experiment on us.  Only those of the rebellion 

want to destroy us by deception.



3/4/2019 6:23:46 AM jamesgdurrett  https://vault.fbi.gov/UFO/UFO%20Part%201%20of%2016/view …

3/4/2019 6:26:38 AM jamesgdurrett I cannot disprove therefore I have to keep open mind...however I do believe in math and logic...if I believe that there is a universe and not an illusion 

then yes aliens exist, but why come to earth, what would you get here that you cannot find elsewhere closer to your system?

3/4/2019 6:28:22 AM skeye_watching It's only fiction to the point that times & places aren't known, so has to be labeled fiction.  Project blue beam is simply holographic, this that is being 

orchestrated will be in our face to reach out & touch. It will cause many to lose their faith taught by traditional religion

3/4/2019 6:31:52 AM jamesgdurrett Agreed...yes holographic in the 50s...they have had a lot of time to prepare since then...there is no doubt they are preparing a fake takeover and fake 

second coming...I'm praying this Q movement will stop this possibility! The powers will not give up easily!

3/4/2019 6:34:41 AM wearediamonds2 I don't recall the bible specifying this. Let me know if /where it does. Always happy to learn more.

3/4/2019 6:34:54 AM cosmic_engineer Caddy Shack

3/4/2019 6:35:55 AM skeye_watching Same reason the son's of God descended to earth to procreate with humans.  They left their place of residence & came here to use the Divine Creators 

creation to devise their own offspring, their rank didn't allow them to create life the way the Most High & His Creator Sons did

3/4/2019 6:39:56 AM ofdorthy She reminds me of Nefertiti, beautiful!

3/4/2019 6:40:33 AM jamesgdurrett Agreed...I think these nephilim are the aliens!

3/4/2019 6:40:50 AM skeye_watching It will take the great & terrible day of Yahweh as Yeshua warned of, to stop them.  To put an end to them permanently.  They will die just like men.  

That is why the deception will be so great that if it were possible, the very elect would be deceived.  They want a showdown.

3/4/2019 6:43:20 AM jamesgdurrett Doesn't really matter though...either way aliens = bad...I do believe that some demons want to change and earn their way back to heaven! Jesus 

crucified, went to hell to preach, brought some souls out! Good aliens = demons working way back.

3/4/2019 6:45:11 AM jamesgdurrett Agreed, always keep an open mind and pay attention to deception...we all prepare but none of us know...I just pray I'm not one of the people deceived!

3/4/2019 6:45:32 AM skeye_watching However I do see that when the "Son of Man returns on the clouds with power & great glory" to remove his creation from the destruction, that it will 

possibly look like what many would call an abduction.  We have to travel to our new home in some type of craft or "Chariot of Fire"

3/4/2019 6:46:08 AM jon50376907 Look up The Book of Enoch.

3/4/2019 6:46:09 AM flying_vv Why do you have to get pics from mainstream media I though you said "we" are the news why didn't you get the scoop of the giant turd.

3/4/2019 6:48:29 AM zagnett We must demand it.

3/4/2019 6:50:59 AM skeye_watching Demon's are the disembodied souls of the nephilium.  They can never be redeemed, which is another reason that the watchers hate Yahweh.  They 

aren't His creation & were never meant to exist.  Yeshuah did go to redeem those who died under the old law of sacrifice.

3/4/2019 6:51:05 AM jamesgdurrett I believe God is more powerful than a craft. If the rapture occurs, I think it will be just as the bible says...two standing together one disappears! If I see 

the good Lord coming in a space craft, I'm not falling for it!

3/4/2019 6:53:59 AM jamesgdurrett God created all beings...the dimension is hell, we know that even in hell peoplecan be redeemed...the reason Christ went to hell...listen to the actual 

exorcism of annelise https://youtu.be/qr-IdHU3A5M 

3/4/2019 6:54:50 AM jamesgdurrett I say the dimension is hell however I do mean that it is my opinion!

3/4/2019 6:55:17 AM skeye_watching We will know it's Him because we will be changed in a flash, from mortal to immortal & the graves will open, it doesn't matter what form power & 

great glory looks like.  People are expecting him to just float down out of the skies, which is why blue beam will be effective.

3/4/2019 7:00:39 AM jamesgdurrett True but we cannot be deceived by the dead rising...much research has been done on cloning! This is the issue! They know what we are looking for and 

they can create any illusion to fool us all...only true preparation will be prayer and faith that we won't be deceived!

3/4/2019 7:01:20 AM skeye_watching demons can inhabit if one welcomes them, or is open to their tactics. But demons or souls that once inhabited a body that was from union of humans 

& gods will not be permitted to reside with Yahweh's creation that was formed in His likeness & image. Enoch talked of their demise

3/4/2019 7:04:54 AM jamesgdurrett Agreed, the only thing I can say is that only God knows who will reside with him...we have very limited capacity for true understanding...I just hope to 

be one of the chosen!

3/4/2019 7:05:54 AM skeye_watching Yahweh has put within us all we need to know.  If we read the ancient text in it's purest form & not listen to religious traditions & teaching of man, 

those words & meaning will be shown to us.  Daniel was told to seal the book until the end, there is more to be shown.

3/4/2019 7:08:38 AM skeye_watching You will be fine, if your heart continually is focused on the Father and what His Son asks of us, you will have nothing to worry about, you will feel it on 

the inside.  Just keep the faith no matter what form Lucifer takes, You'll know the real deal.

3/4/2019 7:14:43 AM jamesgdurrett I hope my faith is stronger than any deception...however, I am human and believed the beautiful lie most of my life...waking up, you realize everything 

you believed was a lie...I pray I stay awake and that the deception will fool me no longer! God bless!

3/4/2019 7:20:06 AM skeye_watching Most of us did & many still do. It's one step at a time.  Take time to shut everything out each day & be still.  Talk to the Father like you would your best 

friend. You will feel that peace & feel the guidance. Don't let the technology make you dependent on it. Yahweh bless you🙂

3/4/2019 7:40:11 AM whitehat_van @KeybaseIO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @TrueEyeTheSpy 

For those actively and continually participating is seditious attacks on US citizen's sovereign minds... 

https://twitter.com/WhiteHat_Van/status/1101610885460574213 …

3/4/2019 7:54:36 AM rmbrice Trust your spidey sense. We’re in a world they created. The invasion already happened. They’re already here.

3/4/2019 8:05:05 AM zagnett We must DEMAND all disclosure possible. All but for e.g. current logistical/operation details that would/could get people hurt/killed. A STRONG 

DEMAND. No wavering. "No prisoners" attitude. We must demand TPrez, Q, MJ, ???. We The People Must Demand Disclosure, Now & Always.

3/4/2019 8:05:20 AM ascendingadam  https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2019/03/04/northwestern-neuroscientist-researching-brain-chips-to-make-people-superintelligent …

3/4/2019 8:06:36 AM liltilgerlil Slow disclosure?

3/4/2019 8:08:46 AM eddie_and_patti I think that's exactly what happened.

3/4/2019 8:10:13 AM liltilgerlil Damn! Great meme

3/4/2019 8:11:21 AM roaminnoodle Day 4, no caffeine.

I am not really experiencing any nasty headaches, either.

Thanks for the support!

3/4/2019 8:11:32 AM slh2813 @threadreaderapp Please unroll. TY. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102242815877304325?s=19 …

3/4/2019 8:11:49 AM liltilgerlil The comment section pic.twitter.com/Y5pdSxbEnd

3/4/2019 8:12:47 AM eddie_and_patti According to Dave Janda, there had been 12 attempts on our President's life, and that was before the MLK weekend when they caught the guy in 

Georgia & Trump grounded Pelosi's plane.  So this would be the 14th time?  Those people are DESPERATE! What are they hiding? Everything!

3/4/2019 8:14:11 AM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with them. The Republican 

Party will follow. Trust the Plan. T […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1102242815877304325.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖



3/4/2019 8:16:33 AM slh2813 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with them. The Republican Party will follow. Trust the  are 

sick! Understand the following: Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes. Has it ever been knowingly? Yes. Was […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1102242815877304325.html …

3/4/2019 8:48:29 AM covertress 11 dimensions of frequency, vibration and energy 🤯

"If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration." 

~ Nikola Tesla

3/4/2019 8:53:46 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/RBna2sxV1I

3/4/2019 9:07:26 AM pastorjon9 @ezvic420 drop me from this conversion plz

3/4/2019 9:15:54 AM linacovfefe I wondered why the iWatch  was so much like the wristwatch/communicator used by 1950s cartoon character DickTracy

3/4/2019 9:18:02 AM jon50376907 It’s in the Bible so no surprise here.  My spidey sense is the Holy Spirit!!  I am not impressed either.  God is in way more in control than they or it will 

ever be!!!  We have power over them!!

3/4/2019 9:18:24 AM sengels_ I freakin' knew it! They won't allow it. Thank God for them!

3/4/2019 9:21:34 AM barbara88841077 It’s because the criminals are high up the chain. It’s they who can’t handle US knowing.

3/4/2019 9:22:43 AM adsvel The Dracos can't fly with Pleiadian crafts, because of vibrations/blueprint. Any ship, craft is oriented/built for specific vibrations of this race. And yes, 

biological ships we can see in SG-Atlantis and many another movies, they can grow, they can get ill if are infected, etc.

3/4/2019 9:23:28 AM hudmagy Few yrs back

NASA(??) News report saying an asteroid heading toward Earth

That turned out 2b

(Looks like) Omuamua, an anicent space craft

? is, How did they determine

Unless already have secret technology's capable of space/interplanetary traveling/exploration &ETs advance tech pic.twitter.com/ci8yEQk38c

3/4/2019 9:27:36 AM adsvel It was discovered at 2003. At that time no one even know about its existence, except SSP of course.

3/4/2019 9:38:45 AM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any comment on Lunar wave?

3/4/2019 9:43:12 AM olimyracle Flat Earth may be in a shape of a boomerang for the one who created the psyop 😋 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1054462447892029440?s=19 …

3/4/2019 9:53:01 AM theprimeian Re: Panama/Paradise Papers?

Because...ooooooo...Panama/Paradise Papers. 🇺🇸🍿🤣

3/4/2019 9:59:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd And where do you get it? I use hemp milk already (Publix) and hemp seeds in smoothies and salads. Reputable company for the cbd oil? Thank you and 

blessings to you and yours❤️

3/4/2019 10:09:20 AM marvin_hill123 The ONLY way SADDAM could have

'fired' weapons within 45min to 'attack' the US...

IMHO

...is if he had the 'insite placement'

And 'activation code' info

...and even if he HAD such...

Doesnt mean he WAS the trigger...

But ONLY one of MANY possible

Triggers!
3/4/2019 10:10:18 AM susyqzee We know they are demons. And exactly who Ashtar is ! Don’t try to fool us with your “Oh Aliens” bull... AI controlled fallen angels who feed of our 

Energy and Blood. No thanks. Tell them to go back to the lake of fire. Thanks 💩🙏🙏🙏Christ Saves

3/4/2019 10:12:52 AM susyqzee @CNBC Try as you might to deceive Gods children. But fail YOU WILL. In the name of the Father, The Son and the Holy Spirit. We are awake 🙏

3/4/2019 10:15:04 AM kristineclouti2 I dont know why, but I bet it will be a Tuesday.  I work every Tuesday and miss everything good.

3/4/2019 10:16:09 AM dynamicres Sounds like Flight of the Navigator.  👁🗨

3/4/2019 10:17:50 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - 3.69 Million followers you say? The power of 3, 6 and 9!

3/4/2019 10:26:12 AM jollyrob2 💥 BAM 💥

3/4/2019 10:29:01 AM marvin_hill123 Imho

Trump is a TIMELORD...

NOT the first and NOT the LAST...

The moon landing was REAL...

that WE CANT GO and ARE NOT going all THE TIME is the failing

REPROGRAM...attempting to PUT GENIES back in BOTTLES.

100% BELIEF in NONSENSE is the

Goal and ITS BREAKING the SERVERS AI
3/4/2019 10:32:37 AM melanie74982936 Anons knew.

3/4/2019 10:33:27 AM 313looper 👀....😝😝😝

3/4/2019 10:34:35 AM esoter1csurgery .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is with the alarming number of Trump connections to Zionism? References everywhere. Is this an optics stunt to gain their 

trust re: Q's post "Israel last for a reason?" Otherwise, this is extremely disheartening.

3/4/2019 10:40:53 AM tamiwils0n22813 Q resonator Melania pic.twitter.com/LHFg1n5FQv

3/4/2019 11:01:26 AM razingk And by those same econmetrics, prior presidents lied as well?

3/4/2019 11:23:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide Watch

3/4/2019 11:24:29 AM 1425_patriot Seems like it is already in progress...

3/4/2019 11:26:06 AM daveschroeder18 Is this in reference to investigators of truth that end being suicided?

3/4/2019 11:27:06 AM securitycad Luke Perry?

3/4/2019 11:28:02 AM jrocktigers 🤔

3/4/2019 11:29:14 AM equipment79 Luke Perry maybe?

3/4/2019 11:31:37 AM laurabusse This is beautiful thank you!!! 💘

3/4/2019 11:32:04 AM azangelranch Exactly!!&

3/4/2019 11:32:58 AM azangelranch Made me cry and smile at the same time.!❤️❤️❤️

3/4/2019 11:33:01 AM iam_laura9 Luke Perry just got snuffed out...

3/4/2019 11:34:13 AM scents_common Sheldon Adelson coming soon.

3/4/2019 11:34:14 AM crypto_boa Really??

3/4/2019 11:35:20 AM zagnett MJ, wondering if it's feasible for TPTB (whoever that is now) to create a list of people who have committed suicide, or have been suicided? Not for us i 

mean, but for the rest of the cabal. Send that list around to that group, & perhaps more would stand down/leave the fight?

3/4/2019 11:35:43 AM tikicolada Guess I need to put on some Oingo Boingo, "It's a Dead Man's Party" 😁

3/4/2019 11:36:12 AM zagnett MJ, what happened with Stephen Hawking, physicist extraordinaire, and...Epstein Island visitor?



3/4/2019 11:37:44 AM hellouncledonny Expand thinking #Qanon patriots. Suicide watch will turn to suicide weekend.

When does the week-end.

3/11/2019

3+1+1+2+0+1+9 = ??

Patriots in Control.

The Dragon energy today is strong and #majestic majestic.

Enjoy the show.

#WWG1WGA #Q #GreatAwakening

#JFKJrLives
3/4/2019 11:38:25 AM lycanmaster No, Deep state People with No Options.

3/4/2019 11:40:03 AM cmdrzod23 HVT about to be jailed commit s., marking their death as 'sacrifice' in order for MSM, public narrative blame Trump? Sort of 'last revenge'?

3/4/2019 11:41:43 AM mrd_s_anderson Hey, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... QRU?

QRV.

QRZ?

QSL?

3/4/2019 11:42:55 AM liannameetsthe2 Really .  It wasn't natural ?

3/4/2019 11:44:23 AM scott_rick Whitaker resigned over the weekend

3/4/2019 11:45:43 AM ascendedwater didn't he really die a long time ago. Either that or his features and teeth changed a lot

3/4/2019 11:46:42 AM scott_rick  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/03/just-in-matt-whitaker-out-at-justice-department/ …

3/4/2019 11:47:17 AM zagnett How can we get cabal's minions to stand down & leave the rest of us alone/let society progress smoothly/quickly? To me this is the most important 

question. Seems like however quick this happens, it'll never seem quick enough. Guess i'm impatient. Working on 3,6,9 ideas. 🤔🧐😎

3/4/2019 11:48:34 AM myfanwy_72 Luke Perry (90210) died today - 52

3/4/2019 11:48:53 AM zagnett I recall it was last year during one of Q's "suicide weekends". He died March 14, 2018.

3/4/2019 11:49:55 AM hellouncledonny Q's first post was Oct of 2017. That makes it 16 months and 4 days. Your 8 months off  and Q's first post referencing suicide was on Jan 18 2018. So 

there goes your 2 year narrative x2. These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/FU0SGYnRb1

3/4/2019 11:52:07 AM carolba88945394 I was just wondering about that. God be with us.

3/4/2019 11:52:32 AM olimyracle "When I'm done, I'll kill myself..." https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6768751/Prodigy-star-Keith-Flint-dead-home-aged-49.html …

3/4/2019 11:52:42 AM batespm4abbey Same mentality:dont report major crimes to country(=dont prosecute or punish) hiding crime has created secret exclusive law- breaking crime clubs 

which normalized crimes&hollywood glorified it in movies.

3/4/2019 11:54:15 AM batespm4abbey Corrupt and Cabal MSM

3/4/2019 11:56:52 AM myfanwy_72 As did The Prodigy - Keith Flint 49.

3/4/2019 11:57:16 AM kathleen3693693 It's just as easy for YOU to research and create lists of those who committed suicide vs. murdered and suicide used as false cover. You could spread 

that list via SM. The Cabal already knows who did what. Many are rabid dogs, who prefer to destroy the planet rather than give up.

3/4/2019 11:57:31 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/wxxS3DZk5Z

3/4/2019 11:57:47 AM batespm4abbey Ever...not even now...=USA (and world) still in very grave danger...yes inroads have been made,but until every root&vestige of national&international 

cabal is eliminated,we are all in danger as their plots change but continue onward;was AL-tornado a FF-cabalattack?

3/4/2019 11:58:54 AM ascendedwater Nah I mean way way back. They are just impersonators I’m my opinion

3/4/2019 12:00:21 PM phreatomagnetic Suicide weekend.  Is that how the clones will be ended.

3/4/2019 12:00:39 PM youstinksoap Must of been evil if that's the route they choose.  Will we ever know?  Where's Tony Podesta??

3/4/2019 12:01:11 PM zagnett I would think people on the inside would have this kind of information better than those in the public. Regular people often don't know the whole 

story, the evidence compiled against these individuals. So their lists would likely not be very accurate or complete.

3/4/2019 12:02:10 PM floodofnoise The source is the 9? Correct?

3/4/2019 12:05:36 PM zagnett Interesting, thanks.

3/4/2019 12:08:31 PM djlok Who you think it is @JRockTigers ?  Little Schitt or HRC?

3/4/2019 12:14:21 PM jrocktigers I get the feeling many actors/actresses are coming to terms with the fact they are about to be outed publicly for pedophilia.  How about you?

3/4/2019 12:16:28 PM skeye_watching You have frenz?.....hehehe....jk....cuz we know you were asking for frenz!🙃

3/4/2019 12:19:21 PM djlok Good point. It's interesting none of the actors/actresses on the left don't come out and deny it.  I guess they're hoping people who know will just be 

labeled conspiracy Theorists and ignored.

3/4/2019 12:19:40 PM marvin_hill123 SADDAM was 'told' he was OUR agent To CONTROL the left side of the IRANIAN CONTAINMENT BOX.

was he also told this POSITION was subservient to SA?

Sunni v SHIITE?

wahabbi v BOTH

INDICATES a fractured millitary/political/religion structure...being

Mined for GOLD

*aggrandized by?
3/4/2019 12:22:01 PM skeye_watching I don't think Luke was "snuffed out"  he suffered a massive stroke for reasons that NO one knows but the Drs and family.  I doubt MJ is talking about 

Hollywood personalities.  People need to show some empathy for those suffering loss of a loved one.

3/4/2019 12:22:28 PM jrocktigers Really hoping to have cabal members prevented from suiciding..

3/4/2019 12:23:07 PM skeye_watching You tested his DNA?

3/4/2019 12:23:38 PM sarahleabailey1 What website is this?

3/4/2019 12:26:12 PM allahuniversal Hmmmmm....??? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1102651015042605056?s=19 …

3/4/2019 12:26:51 PM lbf777 It’s a political move by trump.

3/4/2019 12:27:18 PM djlok Yeah me too. People need to see that when [they] rape America financially and sexually assault children, [they] don't just get to ride off into the sunset.

3/4/2019 12:31:38 PM iam_laura9 My father had a SEVERE Stroke about 2.8 yrs ago. He's still ticking along paralyzed, can't speak he's hanging on. He'll be 87. Luke Perry is 52. Had a 

'Massive' Stroke. I find it hard 2 believe a 52 yr old who is in tip top shape would have a stroke. This is how they do it. IMHO

3/4/2019 12:40:35 PM do_or_do_notty Keith Flint. Prodigy 

Rumors are his death was a suicide. Did he get the scarf and doorknob treatment MJ?

3/4/2019 12:41:48 PM olimyracle Symbolism will be their downfall pic.twitter.com/go0tNoSfWF

3/4/2019 12:42:05 PM skeye_watching  https://www.everydayhealth.com/news/think-youre-too-young-stroke/ …

We can't always blame the boogie man.  People don't take care of themselves & the things they contaminate our food with now isn't conducive to 

keeping us at optimal health even if we try.  I just don't feel Luke was a target for any reason. Bless your Dad



3/4/2019 12:46:22 PM iam_laura9 Not Blaming... It's part of their 'playbook' Try 2 Dig more.

Even with Kate Spade N Anthony Bourdain. They do rituals, they also take out people if they flipped. Anyone who will die 'young' in the next few 

months. I will believe in a sinister motive. Until the Truth is revealed.

3/4/2019 12:47:52 PM hearts4america You know what's great about 5:5 also?  

"Adam, I'll come and return you back to the Garden in 5,500 years.". 😁 The power of 55.

3/4/2019 12:49:57 PM zagnett  https://truepundit.com/mystery-as-doj-cans-whitaker/ …

Oh? Thought he resigned or something.

3/4/2019 12:54:05 PM aboriginalbabe People.  Suicide watch means to monitor someone who may be contemplating suicide or at the risk of committing suicide.  It does not mean someone 

"has" committed suicide or have been "suicided."

3/4/2019 12:55:01 PM javeragejoe QRK, 5.

QSA, 5.

QRV?

3/4/2019 12:58:14 PM skeye_watching There are young people that die every day, for one reason or another.  When digging, we have to look for cause of why someone would be killed.  Why 

someone would be a threat.  Not everyone is a target. Depopulation is occurring, but direct hits are to keep information hidden.

3/4/2019 12:59:12 PM mrd_s_anderson QRV.

3/4/2019 12:59:16 PM zagnett Sure, that's true. Now was Whitaker, as a temp, actually "dangerous"?

And how is Bill Barr doing?

3/4/2019 1:07:14 PM lbf777 Ya but it's like a sports team. Move 1 in and 1 out as needed for the win. What can we do?

3/4/2019 1:15:59 PM pragmatic_texan Indeed.

3/4/2019 1:19:39 PM drudge_gina Kim Jong Un I probably didn’t spell it correctly. When he arrived at the hotel they threw all the reporters out of their hotel rooms and the hotel. They 

were scrambling.

3/4/2019 1:27:50 PM hellouncledonny Yeah its kinda hard to undo 8 years of Obama in less than 2.

about 7 days to go. pic.twitter.com/NOxAKVHbNi

3/4/2019 1:29:19 PM mommahood777 Clever!  So suicide watch is either intentional or umm NOT and we shall expect it.  Hope it's not anyone good. LP and KF today?  Who tmrw and so on? 

Any doorknobs? Chasing biohzds, watching for mass.  Eating popcorn. Have A Nice Day!

3/4/2019 1:34:17 PM baduinq Been hearing this for more than a year.

3/4/2019 1:38:30 PM wwtravelr Metaphoric Noose is tightening

3/4/2019 1:38:40 PM skeye_watching She's a loving mother and devoted wife, and our beautiful First Lady, but also she was a super model, and I don't think Divine beings would need to 

model topless as a means of living on this planet until they married a business man.  She terrific, but she's 100% human.

3/4/2019 1:49:03 PM hellouncledonny LP died of a stroke. Very unfortunate, and my heart goes to his 2 children. Keith F sadly did take his life. It happened because the governments that 

swore to protect us did the opposite. I don think KF and LP are EVIL People, just corrupted like my brother who died in June. 

pic.twitter.com/fIG1WTZ9aS

3/4/2019 1:51:07 PM mapyourworld1 I was shocked to hear Luke Perry had a massive stroke.  I had never heard anything bad about him.  But, at this point, nothing should surprise me.  

What have you heard about him?

3/4/2019 1:57:42 PM anneolsen43 MJ the dark side on watch ?

3/4/2019 2:02:29 PM covertress Created my own 396Hz binaural track with the beat at the 7.83 (Earth's frequency)

Tinnitus tones are going wild.

Don't think they know how to proceed. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.peakpocketstudios.atmospherebinauraltherapy …

3/4/2019 2:12:15 PM covertress Adrenochrome Withdrawal

This stuff is like heroin. 

Engage in its recreational use & your own adrenaline production will shut down.

Without tortured baby blood you will go into full cold turkey mode akin to alcohol, opiate, or benzodiazepine withdrawals.

 https://www.dailycrusader.com/2018/12/what-is-adrenochrome-meet-the-biochemical-that-elite-zionists-are-using-to-get-high/ …

3/4/2019 2:15:35 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1094341542687457280?s=19 …

3/4/2019 2:16:03 PM weshallrise144k Majestic 12 posted educational links on CBD previously.  I’m posting again, below, and including a link for my CBD source.  

https://www.projectcbd.org/medical-marijuana-cannabinoid-science ….   https://youtu.be/3bZb10ZxpBk .  

https://www.hempworx.com/KeithGarmon . I use the full spectrum CBD 750.

3/4/2019 2:30:30 PM covertress Specific. Know of any Cabal currently visiting Silver Hill?

Get to know ... Andrew J. Gerber, president & medical director at Silver Hill Hospital

At Yale University, he majored in physics. However, after college he decided he needed a bigger challenge. 

https://m.newcanaannewsonline.com/news/article/Get-to-know-Andrew-J-Gerber-president-and-13432243.php …

3/4/2019 2:33:25 PM _luke_slytalker “Just a little swamp gas—move along.”

3/4/2019 2:47:37 PM princesspatrio1 Eph 6:12 

"For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the 

spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms."

3/4/2019 2:49:29 PM allahuniversal Ok I'll ask. Has Michael Jackson ever taken the Lolita Express?

3/4/2019 2:50:11 PM ochoa_red Sorry,  HVT???

3/4/2019 2:50:17 PM adsvel Potentials...synchronicity of potentials.

3/4/2019 2:55:43 PM ochoa_red Wow!

3/4/2019 2:57:13 PM qtpi3_14 kamsahamnida 🙏🙌

3/4/2019 2:57:18 PM pastorjon9 New light on this post - are you perhaps referring to some freshmen Representatives? Maybe of the Green turning Orange variety?

3/4/2019 2:57:30 PM jrocktigers F [them]

3/4/2019 3:03:52 PM covertress I know neither you nor your family.

3/4/2019 3:11:00 PM kate_anon Luke Perry, Keith Flint (Prodigy) today...

Who's next...

3/4/2019 3:11:36 PM 1_decided_voter Does this mean he no longer has any cards to play in this saga? Does he just rot in Ecuador embassy or (if he gets out) ride off into the sunset? It 

doesn't feel like he's played his final hand to me.

3/4/2019 3:16:45 PM natureinspace I think L P was a bonifide stroke and not a Cabal take down. I would be surprised to find out otherwise.

3/4/2019 3:22:28 PM kate_anon Definitely could be...just really odd timing. I always try to keep an open mind.

3/4/2019 3:23:35 PM vintagesquirrel High value targets

3/4/2019 3:35:56 PM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would it be an accurate statement if I said the Q team (in one form or another) is not a recently formed entity but has existed for 

50+ years?



3/4/2019 3:41:26 PM ochoa_red Thank you!!🙂

3/4/2019 3:44:47 PM realnoramonty Well to be fair, #LukePerry wasn't #Suicide

3/4/2019 3:50:19 PM q_t_peye Never do battle without it 🙏

3/4/2019 3:50:29 PM natureinspace It's Allen Greenspan

3/4/2019 3:51:12 PM ta193919632009 Clinton’s?  Brennan?  Comey? Any clues for us?

3/4/2019 3:55:23 PM warangel1111 QTPi wins as usual 😂🛡⚔

3/4/2019 3:56:16 PM ta193919632009 Why Luke Perry?  Was he a “player”?  Seems like an odd guy to take out if true.

3/4/2019 3:58:30 PM tetxnu84967 Always!

3/4/2019 4:11:04 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

More disclosure ?  https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1102700008757972992 …

3/4/2019 4:33:15 PM rcexpeditions That is good research bravo! But where are your proof! Q 23 666 33

3/4/2019 4:40:27 PM wbwse Q for I Am is a perfectly designed metaphor (much like Christ) to awaken Question’s; to spark seekers of Truth once believers see the true Light. 

#weareallQ #thankQ #iloveyouQ @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💙💙💙

3/4/2019 4:44:55 PM poppi_ro Hiya, is it possible to re-open the  http://mega.nz  pls. I promise to archive of line! Thanking you in advance.

3/4/2019 4:44:59 PM mrd_s_anderson I had my doubts...lol pic.twitter.com/oIjpE7AyvB

3/4/2019 4:47:57 PM love4thegameak Musicians watch Too and Music Industry Moguls

3/4/2019 4:52:46 PM jrocktigers This new crap music - Pop/Rap - is so blatantly satanic now.

3/4/2019 4:57:06 PM love4thegameak Yup!! Its Goona Topple All Down!

I pray they find who's been Lynching all them!!

3/4/2019 4:58:34 PM karenpe95911585 Alien disclosure already happened in 2013 to a congressional committee. Admitting to 4 different species working with world government officials & 20 

different genetic programs.

Most wouldn't be able to tell certain aliens from humans. We look like some because we have their DNA.

3/4/2019 5:07:42 PM karenpe95911585 4🌟 General Mark Milley. He's Trump's choice & will take over as the top military advisor as the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff later this year. He 

was also front & center at the SOTU address recently. Here he is preparing graduating cadets in 2016. https://youtu.be/SYVcbT_lkgY 

3/4/2019 5:14:32 PM jluebs24 I didnt want to look, but had to.....

 https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/music/amp26620801/keith-flint-prodigy-dead/ …

3/4/2019 5:14:41 PM kate_anon That we know on record...Just sayin'!...

3/4/2019 5:26:49 PM mrd_s_anderson To be clear, I started searching for HIS identity, and came to a reasonable conclusion, filled with doubt, asked a question he took offense to (reg. 

Transparency), and blocked me. My thought, if you have information, why block someone for asking questions. Tons of people are skep

3/4/2019 5:29:59 PM mrd_s_anderson It doesn't mean I don't agree with Q. For those who are in with @TrueEyeTheSpy, they attempted to say I was a Q doubter, and started making me feel 

hated, by no fault of my own. So, believe what you want, but I'm only human, as far as I know. I enjoy helping, like most.

3/4/2019 5:35:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 👋

3/4/2019 5:42:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE Recent "BOOM"s in 🇨🇦 🇺🇸 🇲🇽

BOOMs are DUMB destructions.

Earthquakes leave seismic data.

Demolishing a DUMB by collapsing itself via auto-destruct doesn't register on commercial detection hardware.

Classified technology can detect, but then again; Fed always deny and deflect.

3/4/2019 5:43:41 PM mrd_s_anderson  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077199916550840320?s=19 … found it. The info comes fool circle. Time to let go and move forward. Be 

careful who you follow. I'll do my best to be the light, always. I do not like the dark.

3/4/2019 5:43:56 PM _the_psychonaut I had a feeling BOOMs had to do with DUMBs. Thanks for confirming

3/4/2019 5:44:28 PM i_like_skis DUMB- Deep Underground Military Bunker

3/4/2019 5:45:07 PM whatisreality_q Why destroy the facilities tho.

3/4/2019 5:46:11 PM jrocktigers Yes. Thank you for answering that.

3/4/2019 5:48:36 PM jrocktigers I was monitoring Dove Creek CO. today.            Earthquake Alerts @QuakesToday                      7h7 hours ago

    

                                   4.5 magnitude #earthquake. 57 km from Dove Creek, #CO, #UnitedStates

3/4/2019 5:50:07 PM lyndamathews25 Where are the dumbs in Canada?

3/4/2019 5:50:09 PM 1_decided_voter How cam people hear the BOOMs and yet commercial detection hardware doesn't register it?

3/4/2019 5:50:51 PM coolinside We want transparency! #UnsealEpstein

3/4/2019 5:51:55 PM jrocktigers Glad to know they wont likely register.

3/4/2019 5:52:08 PM djmurphy5 @clif_high what you think?

3/4/2019 5:52:28 PM dark2light2019 5.3 today in sw Colorado?

3/4/2019 5:56:52 PM proudredrn We’ve had many during the night outside Philly.  Pictures fall off wall some neighbors.

3/4/2019 5:58:31 PM decodematrix What about the huge DUMB in Brazil?

3/4/2019 6:00:30 PM jonjonlives1 Wow

3/4/2019 6:00:37 PM nun_chucknorris Interesting. Especially with the zero delta to a Q drop.

3/4/2019 6:00:53 PM pixiesdorule Jade Helm? Asking for Frenz... 😉

3/4/2019 6:01:48 PM nutroq do u have infos about this operation ongoing now? pic.twitter.com/D5rVOVnHTf

3/4/2019 6:02:50 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why the curved high intensity areas at approx 11, 22, and 33 microtesla on the Schumann recording? Did the sensors move?

3/4/2019 6:03:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 DUMBs

3/4/2019 6:03:34 PM daveschroeder18 Deep Underground Military Base

DUMB

3/4/2019 6:03:40 PM blsdbe The whole province!?!?

3/4/2019 6:03:45 PM silentnomore23 WHY DESTROY ?

3/4/2019 6:04:10 PM covertress DJT is Majestic 

but, what #?

3/4/2019 6:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't speak about specific DUMBs but you should reconsider your question. It is a nonquestion question.

3/4/2019 6:07:36 PM blsdbe Maybe 9?

3/4/2019 6:07:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Frequencies are EVERYTHING. We control the tech in commercial products.

3/4/2019 6:07:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ask your Government.

3/4/2019 6:08:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 What you don't know can't hurt you. Destruction of these bases is the best thing you can do to protect against them from being resumed covertly.

3/4/2019 6:10:10 PM giediknight Destruction by the DS operators themselves to cover up crimes? Or destruction by military OPs to root out DS?

3/4/2019 6:10:28 PM 1_decided_voter That would've been my guess, but I wanted to hear you say it. So many of the times we hear people talking on TV about booms that people hear and 

feel (windows rattling, etc), and the USGS didn't detect anything, this is the case, huh?

3/4/2019 6:10:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only 45 will tell you.

3/4/2019 6:11:58 PM giediknight Majestic 9?

3/4/2019 6:11:59 PM blsdbe And THAT will be a day to remember!!! #Q0

3/4/2019 6:12:21 PM covertress It's a date!



3/4/2019 6:13:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences Don't Exist.

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1102753238451929088?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102753290188713984 …

3/4/2019 6:13:33 PM 1_decided_voter Thought this was already answered by MJ12, isn't POTUS MJ1?

3/4/2019 6:14:27 PM pastorjon9 had be involved (reference @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts about ALICE). And anyone who knows programming (like me) knows that just doesn't happen 

normally.

Kabamur's reply to the ??:

 https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1102738075908694017 …

3/4/2019 6:14:34 PM djlok I thought @realDonaldTrump was #1 too.

3/4/2019 6:14:41 PM blsdbe @SecureTeam10 💥💥💥BOOM💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/YByJwzX7Mz

3/4/2019 6:14:42 PM nutroq Does anybody from #VirginiaBeach notice some #BOOMS?

3/4/2019 6:15:04 PM mrd_s_anderson 4

3/4/2019 6:15:48 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this safe to listen too or all BS?  pic.twitter.com/JFmaoT7JqJ

3/4/2019 6:16:06 PM pattonspotting Are any DUMBS used/run by white hats and will remain intact? Or will all DUMBS be destroyed?

3/4/2019 6:16:28 PM jrocktigers 12

3/4/2019 6:16:37 PM f961854 DUMBs ? ? ?

3/4/2019 6:16:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can you provide us with the tweet?

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ1

3/4/2019 6:16:52 PM 1_decided_voter I guess that was just a question and not a statement. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071143336864571394 …

3/4/2019 6:17:20 PM liberty_2q2q 😉 I see what you did there

3/4/2019 6:17:28 PM 1_decided_voter Okay, not a statement but a question... but still. Seems very suggestive. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071143336864571394 …

3/4/2019 6:17:56 PM libertyspring99 This is the best show of all time! 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/4/2019 6:18:46 PM covertress 9:10PM :) Sir pic.twitter.com/K8UFeAcEur

3/4/2019 6:19:01 PM jane_q_patriot 😂😂😂

3/4/2019 6:19:29 PM eddie_and_patti That's exactly right. I guess you saw her when the press caught up when they first got off the bus... she wasn't biting mad... she was terrified - and we 

know why.  Reckon she thinks they've gotten by with all that?  When it hits the fan it'll hit them hard.  At least I hope!

3/4/2019 6:19:33 PM libertyspring99 In the next dimension I want to sit with a cosmic size bag of pop corn and rewatch this movie over and over! 😂😂😂

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

#qanon #maga @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

3/4/2019 6:19:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 6 or 9?

3/4/2019 6:19:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 80%

3/4/2019 6:20:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Currently" 🤔

3/4/2019 6:20:48 PM jm19712 ~= 5.5 on Richter Scale?

3/4/2019 6:20:55 PM do_or_do_notty Is Flynn Majestic? I’ve seen it mentioned... but wasn’t clear

3/4/2019 6:21:38 PM lynnboyce7 I thought 45 was part of MJ12.

Hopefully we will all ascend in love and peace soon! FAITH...we will. So be it, so it is!!!!!😘

3/4/2019 6:22:01 PM scottgasaway 🤔I see some 3,6,9 but am just learning.  So I’m taking it that it would be safe

3/4/2019 6:22:06 PM covfefe_grande Deep underground military base

3/4/2019 6:22:17 PM worldxplorer1 Dang!

3/4/2019 6:22:18 PM aprilbrown99 I believe he is.

3/4/2019 6:22:24 PM mrd_s_anderson I have a difficult time believing it's MJ-1, it could be 8. The number to me is irrelevant, they are doing great things, all 12 and +more. It's easier to be 

aware, but a trying time, for sure.

3/4/2019 6:22:30 PM covertress kek

3/4/2019 6:22:36 PM cocopuffster12 So, 396, 693 and 963?? (I’m trying)

3/4/2019 6:23:03 PM liberty_2q2q Good catch

3/4/2019 6:23:14 PM mrd_s_anderson ....Title rotations?

3/4/2019 6:23:32 PM roaminnoodle Search MJ12 twitter/archive. They said 45 is not MJ#1. He can't be POTUS and the head of the MJ. Couldn't manage both. But he is one of them. IIRC.

3/4/2019 6:23:35 PM 1_decided_voter That tweet was only a couple months old... Does MJ12 have a high turnover lately? pic.twitter.com/FGoa7Ijdcp

3/4/2019 6:23:59 PM f961854 Thank ya!

3/4/2019 6:24:05 PM scottgasaway Me too :/.

3/4/2019 6:24:52 PM do_or_do_notty I do too! 👍 Or at least I wouldn’t be the least bit surprised. 

I trust Flynn. I would love for him to be Majestic

3/4/2019 6:24:59 PM cocopuffster12 Oh wow - my brain is about to explode

3/4/2019 6:25:30 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. 🙏😊

3/4/2019 6:25:43 PM lbf777 What does that hand sign mean? What’s your theory?

3/4/2019 6:25:50 PM cocopuffster12 For sure

3/4/2019 6:26:25 PM thelilkingryan @realMJtwelve

3/4/2019 6:26:27 PM kindeandtrue Was there a DUMB in Moab? https://twitter.com/tazyawilliams/status/1102624598778998785 …

3/4/2019 6:26:30 PM ragevirusqq Was or will be ?

3/4/2019 6:26:37 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1080534871737618432?s=21 …

3/4/2019 6:26:45 PM lbf777 MJ12 is DJT?

3/4/2019 6:27:13 PM nutroq  pic.twitter.com/KqV9sktvPJ

3/4/2019 6:27:33 PM daveo6145 How many are left?

3/4/2019 6:28:12 PM covertress Always has been; always will be.

3/4/2019 6:28:13 PM worldxplorer1 To me it implies that 45 is behind the MJ12 account. True?  Who knows. As MJ so often states, disinformation is real and necessary.

3/4/2019 6:28:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. 

You knew the response before you posted it. 

Currently implies turnover? 

Who said anything about anybody leaving? 

Illusions only create more illusions.

3/4/2019 6:29:14 PM esoter1csurgery Are MJ12 working for the Zionist agenda? The 45 connections to Zionism and outright support for Israel is a bit concerning. Is this a head fake to make 

them think hes with them to avoid a full scale war on 2 fronts (Zionists faction and "other" faction?). Thanks

3/4/2019 6:29:45 PM lbf777 Wait a second. Trump is that you?

Haha. You’re epic man! pic.twitter.com/90NBUFS3rD

3/4/2019 6:30:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Scripture

3/4/2019 6:30:42 PM blsdbe Gonna start a meditation to ask the Eagles to watch over POTUS. Thank you for sharing what you do and inspiring us to discern. Blessings, MJ!

3/4/2019 6:31:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would you allow your enemy to walk through the front door?



3/4/2019 6:31:08 PM mrd_s_anderson We don't need to being giving ourselves MORE veils. We need to be shedding the ones we have.

3/4/2019 6:32:20 PM cocopuffster12 I am tripping

3/4/2019 6:32:32 PM liberty_2q2q No exploding! Lol

We're just getting to the fun stuff, & we need all of us working together. 

Explode in awesome party style when we get done with all the winning! 😅😊

Ps...it is quite the exciting rush, huh?!

3/4/2019 6:33:09 PM ascendingadam Earlier today I was reflecting on this exact conversation before it happened. 

As Interesting As confusing.

3/4/2019 6:33:17 PM mrd_s_anderson AMA "Time is an illusion"

3/4/2019 6:33:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than one kind of BOOM 💥

3/4/2019 6:33:34 PM djlok We love you MJ12.  Gotta go meditate now...but just thought you should know there is a lot of Love for you on the Twitter-sphere and in the universe.

3/4/2019 6:34:04 PM bea12ml Disinformation is necessary ?

3/4/2019 6:34:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why are no calendars on Earth accurate when it comes to reporting chronological time?

3/4/2019 6:34:27 PM pastorjon9 Not knowing the significance of the 1-12 numbering system (and the roles each number has), it's impossible for .. well, a "normie" like me .. ppl to 

guess who correlates to which number. And DJT may have been there b4 but changed # once elected.

3/4/2019 6:34:30 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1080927031867699202?s=21 …

3/4/2019 6:34:39 PM cocopuffster12 I know, right?? This is incredible!! Definitely working together!! It’s amazing!! It is a great rush, so exciting, I can’t wait for our party!! ☮️💟🇺🇸

3/4/2019 6:34:44 PM nun_chucknorris The chills. This acct has always resonated as truth with me. I trusted my gut and once again, my gut was correct.

3/4/2019 6:34:54 PM pastorjon9 And ... I could be waaaaaay off.

3/4/2019 6:35:05 PM 99thyamwasher ✌🏼

3/4/2019 6:35:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Speaking of knowing the response, when practicing remote viewing, is it possible for people bump into “firewalls?”

3/4/2019 6:35:36 PM youstinksoap If it adds up to a number divisible by 3, it's  ok, I believe.

3/4/2019 6:35:40 PM cocopuffster12 Definitely!! Big BOOM!! Love you!!!!!♥️

3/4/2019 6:35:42 PM jvan125 Wait, WHAT????

3/4/2019 6:36:13 PM cocopuffster12 Exactly

3/4/2019 6:36:14 PM jvan125 I think im going to cry. Am I understanding this correctly?!?

3/4/2019 6:36:23 PM cocopuffster12 Now you are tripping!!!

3/4/2019 6:36:39 PM scottgasaway So 174 =12 and so forth?

3/4/2019 6:37:37 PM cocopuffster12 Me as well!!!! Goosebumps and tears!!

3/4/2019 6:37:38 PM libertyspring99 Amazing! Peace, Love and Light to you all! Woooooooooh! 😂😂😂😂😂

3/4/2019 6:37:57 PM nun_chucknorris I believe you are.

3/4/2019 6:38:19 PM cocopuffster12 I second that!! 💟☮️💟☮️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥

3/4/2019 6:38:28 PM lyndamathews25 Have you seen who our government is? I am better to ask SNC-Lavalin

than to ask Trudeau, as they get every government contract.

3/4/2019 6:39:07 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/16QXkBxWTE

3/4/2019 6:39:09 PM liberty_2q2q Yes sister!!

It is incredible & I love how so many Patriot's have come together in this war with God & our President to defeat all of this evil! 

Our party is gonna be Yuge! 🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/4/2019 6:39:19 PM jane_q_patriot It's a really awesome trip though. pic.twitter.com/m5GZgmI7Aa

3/4/2019 6:39:28 PM mrd_s_anderson Because in they were using a thing called O.S. in the 1700's. I was researching George Washington and it was a couple days off. I never understood 

why. Then the gregorian calendar mishap. But mainly:  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Style_and_New_Style_dates …

3/4/2019 6:39:39 PM nordic_nog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. did you lose a clone????

@TRTExpert  https://twitter.com/OriginalJShepit/status/1102753578832281600 …

3/4/2019 6:40:16 PM liberty_2q2q Fireworks for sure!!

3/4/2019 6:40:30 PM bea12ml May we share?

3/4/2019 6:41:37 PM kryan92185384 Wow...this hole fuggin time, im speechless...sending my love and prayers, God bless all of you and thank you for all you do...fuck im blown away...

3/4/2019 6:41:45 PM liberty_2q2q 😂😉 yes! Pretty freaking awesome huh?!

3/4/2019 6:41:59 PM corstruction I knew it was someone VERY close to DJT, but never thought it was.  So Flynn ETS?

3/4/2019 6:42:03 PM jrocktigers I have head phones on , did I miss a boom?

3/4/2019 6:42:21 PM roaminnoodle So then how can dates be Majestic? It's all fake. https://mobile.twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1102251145777610753 …

3/4/2019 6:42:43 PM liberty_2q2q 💗💗💗💗

3/4/2019 6:42:58 PM lbf777 So you can claim self-defense when you strike him down.

3/4/2019 6:43:39 PM brownalexanderd 👋🏽👋🏽👋🏽

3/4/2019 6:43:48 PM cocopuffster12 Yes indeed sister!! We have waited for this for so long!! This is YUGE!!  It is truly remarkable how many Patriots there are!! I am dying right now!! This 

is so awesome!! The Great Awakening.

3/4/2019 6:44:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Maybe it depends on what is needed and when. Knowing when to ise rhe power of 3,6,9

3/4/2019 6:44:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alignment of synchronicity enables for Majestic Consciousness to Manifest into "Reality". 2019 is the year of a consciousness correction in humanity. 

Time is an illusion, yes, but alignments matter and events matter. Time creates the illusion of reality. Time is the illusion.

3/4/2019 6:44:25 PM allahuniversal Q Today:

Define 'backchannel'

👋 pic.twitter.com/szvFFzFNZd

3/4/2019 6:44:34 PM cocopuffster12 Yes it is!!!

3/4/2019 6:45:17 PM cocopuffster12 Blown. Away. I’m having a difficult time keeping it together.

3/4/2019 6:45:22 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that moment when you realize @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's logo and the @DefenseIntel's logo are the same. Just flipped.

3/4/2019 6:45:55 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 LTGF

from:ts_sci_majic12 Flynn https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1102761756055740416?s=19 …

3/4/2019 6:45:56 PM cocopuffster12 Yep!! 💕

3/4/2019 6:45:58 PM liberty_2q2q There's a big BOOM in the room. 

Sorry, but you're gonna have to go back & follow the threads to figure it out. 

We aren't gonna say it out loud. Lol

3/4/2019 6:46:01 PM lbf777 I think he used to be 1 but changed number.

3/4/2019 6:46:19 PM rsm28675996 I saw a video

Dems have the issues

3/4/2019 6:46:32 PM jrocktigers HAHA. Yes, I gotcha, just wanted someone to verify for me.. Thank you.

3/4/2019 6:46:40 PM 1_decided_voter Sometimes that's a good plan. pic.twitter.com/JyDFSZOvDD

3/4/2019 6:47:05 PM cocopuffster12 My eyes were saucers, jaw on floor!!



3/4/2019 6:47:37 PM roaminnoodle Thanks, looking forward to the - much needed - consciousness correction in humanity.

Alignments of the planets/stars, etc., or something else in alignment?

3/4/2019 6:48:00 PM rsm28675996 I would ask if time were close enough to create a landing site. I'm so ready to go

3/4/2019 6:48:04 PM kryan92185384 Right? This shit is so fuggin beautiful...cant believe we get to witness it all and be a part of it...

3/4/2019 6:48:09 PM mrd_s_anderson He answered his own dilemma. The perception is that *marked* time SPECIFICALLY exists. It's all a social construct. Life is a sandbox. Basically. I've 

only seen so much of it, and on a galactic scale, I imagine it to be a beautiful thing to experience. Tons of running calendars.

3/4/2019 6:48:24 PM mrd_s_anderson 444 btw

3/4/2019 6:49:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AS]

Tick Tock

]HUBER[

3/4/2019 6:49:19 PM rsm28675996 Cancel my earlier question

😆

3/4/2019 6:49:20 PM jrocktigers That day is today.

3/4/2019 6:49:22 PM cocopuffster12 Totally beautiful - simply Majestic!!♥️

3/4/2019 6:49:47 PM jrocktigers 💪

3/4/2019 6:49:50 PM trumps_all Are you saying Huber is being “turned loose”???? 😉

3/4/2019 6:50:06 PM 1_decided_voter FISA works both ways!

3/4/2019 6:50:25 PM mstfortrump Crimes against Humanity!

3/4/2019 6:50:52 PM jacob95584550  https://youtu.be/JwYX52BP2Sk 

3/4/2019 6:51:09 PM keith369me In Paul Butler’s daily message, he mentioned that the Pleiadians purposely caused this phenomenon.

3/4/2019 6:51:10 PM dominat73594926  pic.twitter.com/uhpK2AgPFi

3/4/2019 6:51:19 PM melanieanders7 Huber’s out of the bag! ;)

3/4/2019 6:51:52 PM keith369me Underground cloning facilities?

3/4/2019 6:52:33 PM rosesrred0119 Q removed Huber from the kill box.

3/4/2019 6:52:34 PM toffer_anon_369 Does this Majestic power allow you or us to UNDO things?  Such as these terrible late term abortion laws or anti-gun laws that the demonrats are 

implementing?

3/4/2019 6:52:40 PM lbf777 What happened?

3/4/2019 6:52:55 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🍿👏

3/4/2019 6:53:00 PM allahuniversal "was" "currently"

Nice touch there.

Disinfo is...

3/4/2019 6:53:16 PM richard74195773 Significant 👉 ]Huber[ 👈 ??

3/4/2019 6:53:21 PM 55thesting Seriously, look up a photo of him from like 2015 and compare to today.  It looks like his head is about to pop

3/4/2019 6:53:29 PM liberty_2q2q It is absolutely magnificent!!! pic.twitter.com/gwmGg4YUpv

3/4/2019 6:53:57 PM cocopuffster12 Read the thread - you will figure it out. Then you won’t be able to sleep tonight.💕

3/4/2019 6:54:02 PM draqula19 Did you do a 4/chan AMA and did you confirm this with the green clover MAGA hat?

3/4/2019 6:54:24 PM cocopuffster12 Love this!!

3/4/2019 6:55:12 PM liberty_2q2q 😉

I knew you'd get it quickly!

3/4/2019 6:55:27 PM anangelhasland1 Aliens still traveling backwards through time but we’re tightening the winch.

3/4/2019 6:55:35 PM real_elliebrown  pic.twitter.com/kH8CNuUiUJ

3/4/2019 6:55:36 PM toffer_anon_369 If MJ12==45, WHOLLY!!  Thank you 45!!!  I wish for [majestic] protection and wisdom for you and your family in regard to this all out demonrat assault 

that Nasty-Nadler started.

3/4/2019 6:55:45 PM blankmarlo Promoted internally? New rank?

3/4/2019 6:55:47 PM lbf777 I got the part that MJ12 is DJT which is awesome but is there something else I missed?

3/4/2019 6:56:39 PM mskeens1962 I saw this earlier from @TheSharpEdge1 & just prettied it up some.  It really resonated with me this morning 

https://twitter.com/mskeens1962/status/1102759106090291200?s=19 …

3/4/2019 6:56:43 PM keith369me Listened to a similar one with the same frequencies one time...it was a pleasant few hours.  For some reason 528 resonates with me more...and causes 

Eagles to fly nearby when I’m driving

3/4/2019 6:56:48 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  So much love in our hearts for everything you are doing and have sacrificed. 🇺🇸❤️🙏✨💫

3/4/2019 6:56:53 PM charmcityanon I mean....it cant be that simple right? 

Either I'm totally missing something or we have way more then we know.

3/4/2019 6:57:22 PM cocopuffster12 We have way more than we know

3/4/2019 6:57:30 PM rick_hernandez The way I understand it, the sum of the digits should be 3,6, or 9. So 174 would be 1+7+4= 12 then 12 = 1+2 = 3

3/4/2019 6:57:43 PM trumps_all Assumption is he will soon be brought “out” of his hiding place.......and release documents that are damning to many, including Schiff

3/4/2019 6:57:53 PM ragevirusqq Because they don’t show events

3/4/2019 6:58:02 PM mrd_s_anderson I'd imagine there are civilizations that see humanity and go.... pic.twitter.com/pl9lDCa8N1

3/4/2019 6:58:19 PM allahuniversal 174's digital root, yes, 3. Yet, after using 396Hz consistently, 174Hz sounds...off. pic.twitter.com/N3A0n3UTPX

3/4/2019 6:58:22 PM tweeterthanwine  pic.twitter.com/ax2KoWJAw9

3/4/2019 6:58:31 PM cocopuffster12 Oh! Got it!! Thank you!!

3/4/2019 6:58:33 PM mrd_s_anderson So much potential.

3/4/2019 6:58:34 PM trumps_all So do canary traps like the one that BURNED him about @DonaldJTrumpJr and the dates that were “wrong”.

3/4/2019 6:58:42 PM love4thegameak If time is a Illusion then is Past an Illusion? Only Presence Matters? Is the Past our Past Life?

3/4/2019 6:58:45 PM susan66388204 Soooo Ready

3/4/2019 6:58:55 PM jane_q_patriot Is it safe to assume these are part of the the 60/40 publicly unknown vs know ratio?

3/4/2019 6:59:03 PM keith369me Did the same meditation...Kept seeing two Eagles, one sitting on each of his shoulders.  Then one sitting on top of his head.  Lost focus.

3/4/2019 6:59:26 PM 1jesust 👍👍🇺🇸🇺🇸👍👍🇺🇸🇺🇸👍👍

3/4/2019 6:59:35 PM jenw_rn Time is not linear?

3/4/2019 6:59:41 PM charmanda9 This is a good question.

3/4/2019 6:59:45 PM liberty_2q2q You are right! 

I mean...this WHOLE time! 

Blown away!

3/4/2019 6:59:49 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/4/2019 7:00:07 PM charmcityanon  pic.twitter.com/ztcQPJfn1c

3/4/2019 7:00:10 PM toffer_anon_369 (((( RELEASE THE CRACKIN' ))))

3/4/2019 7:00:26 PM adrkrottweilers  pic.twitter.com/l11LAiULu6

3/4/2019 7:00:37 PM allahuniversal "was" "currently"

3/4/2019 7:00:46 PM do_or_do_notty That time travel video that @GenFlynn liked sure got my attention! 

At this point it would be weird if Flynn wasn’t Majestic



3/4/2019 7:01:07 PM roaminnoodle  https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006952061626474497 …

3/4/2019 7:01:08 PM richard74195773 Ok, Logical thinking..

Makes sence...

I need to go get more Popcorn!

3/4/2019 7:01:35 PM anangelhasland1 And more than one kind of critter comes flying out from the underground!:

Ooogly-mooglys: mainly pasty white millennials wearing headphones 

Rolling Moblys: The caravan of bulky vehicles. Race indeterminable.

Not Dracos!: bewildered thugs, starved, often dark-skinned

Hit men.
3/4/2019 7:01:39 PM rick_hernandez You’re welcome!

3/4/2019 7:01:41 PM wild8heart I believe it.

3/4/2019 7:02:09 PM desperado9025 A lot of uranium mines in that area

3/4/2019 7:03:12 PM 1_decided_voter Someone who gets this want to explain what that means?

3/4/2019 7:03:33 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/4/2019 7:04:05 PM love4thegameak Bye Bye Liddleadamstan[D]ar[DS]

 Clown In [AS]shat

3/4/2019 7:04:13 PM wnrandall Beautiful. ThanQ 💕

3/4/2019 7:04:36 PM allahuniversal Exact same thought the 1st time the question was asked today.

3/4/2019 7:05:27 PM pixiesdorule The only inaction that keeps you from Heaven is the denial that you need a Savior, Jesus Christ. That's how you end up in Sheoul. (Hell). Sheoul was not 

created for you. It was created for the Fallen Ones who left their first station. They are chained there now. Accept Jesus.

3/4/2019 7:05:41 PM keith369me That is a non-STANDARD kill box

3/4/2019 7:06:13 PM covertress Opportunity to save the planet?

Hell, yeah!

I'm in!

3/4/2019 7:06:25 PM allahuniversal Home Alone, Christmas 2018

Time is...EMIT spelled backwards

3/4/2019 7:06:48 PM anangelhasland1 Enemy: “AHA! I’ve caught you!”

You: “You are trapped.... Unless you leave me alone.”

Enemy: “Um... wait a sec ...”

You: “You are obsessed with me! Why?”

Enemy: “Uh... well... can I come back?”

You: “Sure! Then you lose!”

Enemy: (gnashes teeth in fury)

You: [boom]

(JvS)
3/4/2019 7:07:00 PM pixiesdorule Repent. Walk in New Life. Never worry then that you're not Chosen. God chooses you. He made you. You have to accept His gift of a Savior to restore 

yourself to Him. ❤️☝️❤️

3/4/2019 7:07:35 PM jvan125 😳🤯😳🤯 😭😭😭 GOD BLESS OUR BELOVED POTUS!!!!! 🙏🏻❤️🌟🇺🇸

3/4/2019 7:08:05 PM 369naturallaw All these frequencies add up to 3,6 or 9. Research Nikola Tesla in this matter.

3/4/2019 7:08:10 PM blankmarlo This would be considered a legit Q proof. How many is it gonna take? I'm definitely intrigued to see more.

3/4/2019 7:08:30 PM roofermike2 Their are no coincidences the soul seeks it's own path

3/4/2019 7:08:44 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079041438296481793?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:09:05 PM jane_q_patriot He knows all we're doin' is travellin' without movin'... (Thank you, Jamiroquai!) https://youtu.be/7MHW69E15zA 

3/4/2019 7:09:10 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079051675921461248?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:09:23 PM aprilbrown99 I think that would change our timeline. Could even change our accession.  Not 💯 but seems like it would alter our course.

3/4/2019 7:09:26 PM jamesgdurrett No doubt I accept Christ as my savior...good Lord tells us even the faithful will be deceived...I'm just hoping I'm not one deceived! 😊

3/4/2019 7:09:28 PM debraarobinson1 I'm just an angel mom who follows y'all and can someone tell me what this means ?? I'm so lost, did 45 do something?? Everyone is praying for them :(  

I'm very fearful .... I wish I could have the time to be a digital army for P0tus

3/4/2019 7:09:34 PM lowyder993s Unleashed!

3/4/2019 7:10:00 PM mrd_s_anderson The perception is that *marked* time SPECIFICALLY exists. It's all a social construct. Life is a sandbox. I've only seen so much of it, and on a galactic 

scale, I imagine it to be a beautiful thing to experience. Tons of running calendars.

3/4/2019 7:10:27 PM pixiesdorule The plan of Salvation for all has been here since before Man in the Garden. God knew Man would need a Savior to overcome the world, the flesh, and 

the devil the act of rebellion in the Garden ushered in. It's that simple...Accept that Jesus died for you as the perfect sacrifice.

3/4/2019 7:10:55 PM djlok LOL. Hey, you could be way right too!!

3/4/2019 7:12:02 PM pixiesdorule Hold fast to your Faith and trust in His Word and He will lead you. I'm happy to meet another Brother in Christ. Iron sharpens iron.

3/4/2019 7:12:42 PM 12bravogran Have cool will travel... pic.twitter.com/0ut75ETrw9

3/4/2019 7:12:52 PM anangelhasland1 ... for food...

3/4/2019 7:12:55 PM love4thegameak "War-like Posture"

3/4/2019 7:13:57 PM jamesgdurrett I think it's more than accepting...it's acting on the Word...many of us go about our day and forget the Word for comfort...I think we are all guilty...I'm 

just hoping not to be deceived! Thank you though!

3/4/2019 7:14:17 PM djlok You're the one who started it. You should understand better than any of us!!  😂😂😂😂😂😂😍😍😍😀😀😀😀😀😀😀😀😀

3/4/2019 7:15:02 PM ascension_guide Check your tweets from this time last year. See if anyting lines up. This is why journaling can be very insightful.

 https://mobile.twitter.com/search-advanced 

3/4/2019 7:15:12 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/mrd_s_anderson/status/1102249920805945346?s=21 …

3/4/2019 7:15:46 PM pixiesdorule Rule of wisdom...No Peace in your spirit about events unfolding? Trust that to be your answer. God isn't the author of confusion. He is PEACE. If there's 

no peace in the event? It's not of God.

3/4/2019 7:15:53 PM aprilbrown99 I third it. ❤️🙏🇺🇸

3/4/2019 7:16:16 PM allahuniversal Eyes Wide Open

3/4/2019 7:16:21 PM jane_q_patriot  pic.twitter.com/5pWlf4nul7



3/4/2019 7:17:07 PM allahuniversal Reminder much appreciated

3/4/2019 7:17:18 PM charmanda9 Oh interesting.

3/4/2019 7:17:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Depends on what outcome you are trying to achieve. Game theory. To know your enemy, you must become your enemy or you will surely face defeat. 

Walk towards the fire!

3/4/2019 7:17:32 PM mrd_s_anderson I see opportunities to further improve humanity's way of life via collaboration with other civilizations. I would hope nothing would eat me.

3/4/2019 7:17:57 PM love4thegameak Whats Happening here In Alaska. Anchorage area across Water from JBER??? Why has there be 8kish Quakes since 7.0 Nov 30th. Ground Around here 

is always shaking lately.

3/4/2019 7:18:18 PM enomai_ To shoot them?

3/4/2019 7:18:41 PM snakejackal Thank you!!!

3/4/2019 7:19:25 PM anangelhasland1 First sentence: the future.

Second sentence: the past

Majestic Q: the crossroads

3/4/2019 7:19:46 PM enomai_ Love you guys too

3/4/2019 7:19:51 PM aprilbrown99 I have so much love in my heart for everyone!  🙏🦋💕✨🌸. I love you all very much.

3/4/2019 7:21:09 PM allahuniversal 🤓 Majestic is Majestic for life. past tense, present tense, doesn't matter really, as time is...

Tl;Dr: Message more important than the messenger.

3/4/2019 7:21:15 PM desperado9025 Yeah that area and Grants New Mexico are the primary uranium area in the United States. Probably the reason why Los Alamos and Sandia labs are in 

New Mexico.

3/4/2019 7:22:03 PM hawkgirlinmn 🤣😂

3/4/2019 7:22:08 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – Not everything. 

The Innocence of [3] Issues From the Neutrality of [9] —  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1102245018369212416 … — time is an illusion but 

one you must humbly accept your soul needs

No point going down a rabbit hole if you cannot punch through the solipsistic wall now upon: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102752517044256769 …

3/4/2019 7:22:27 PM liberty_2q2q We love you too sister!! 💗💗

3/4/2019 7:22:47 PM jrocktigers Very much so.

3/4/2019 7:22:53 PM charmcityanon Shot in the dark as i dont think this will be answered...So not 2001? Or necessary disinfo?

3/4/2019 7:22:58 PM decodematrix That's a zero delta 👍

3/4/2019 7:23:03 PM libertyspring99 With love in our hearts for each other  there is no way we can fail. The #GreatAwakening is at hand. 🙏

Blessings to you @aprilbrown99. May your light shine brightly. 😁

3/4/2019 7:23:03 PM djlok In a couple of years we'll all go from saying "We are all Q" to "We are all Majestic".

3/4/2019 7:23:16 PM drudge_gina @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this our guys Watching the airports and shutting them down or is it ET’s? It keeps happening and I assumed it was to stop people 

from evading justice. It just happened again in Peru!  https://youtu.be/GQc4K3vGYfg  via @YouTube

3/4/2019 7:24:05 PM mrd_s_anderson I've learned the value of words.

3/4/2019 7:24:29 PM hawkgirlinmn Change our energy/frequency and change our world. Calendars can’t measure that, so are never accurate

3/4/2019 7:24:46 PM liberty_2q2q It is

He's good

Praise God!

3/4/2019 7:25:02 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. Many blessings to you as well!  🙏💕🦋🌸

3/4/2019 7:25:15 PM sabina06706427 👋 I’m ISBE

3/4/2019 7:25:33 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you, star sister!  ✨💫🌸

3/4/2019 7:25:55 PM allahuniversal You are the news now

News (12)

 https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1102747238273556481?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:26:44 PM cocopuffster12 And love to you!! This is amazing!! Love makes the world go ‘round!💕✨

3/4/2019 7:27:15 PM allahuniversal "Majestic Nation"

3/4/2019 7:27:30 PM djlok I love your replies btw.... Always make me laugh. Direct to the point emoji.

3/4/2019 7:27:49 PM cocopuffster12 Happily shocked!!✨💕✨

3/4/2019 7:27:53 PM allahuniversal #TheGreatAwakening

3/4/2019 7:28:07 PM charmanda9 I could see that. For sure.

3/4/2019 7:28:59 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/sYQ4LBvYKu

3/4/2019 7:29:29 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1102772970924265475?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:29:44 PM kindeandtrue It's starting to add up! Thanks for the info.

3/4/2019 7:30:31 PM desperado9025 I bet you're glad you hang around with somebody that knows something.

3/4/2019 7:30:31 PM mrd_s_anderson I always thought the 365.25 days/year was weird too. Then the leap day. But it's all a CONSTRUCT.

3/4/2019 7:30:52 PM allahuniversal Went on a rereading spree today. "Misspellings matter" came to mind, didn't know why until 👋☝

3/4/2019 7:32:07 PM consortiapartn1 Melania?

3/4/2019 7:32:07 PM kindeandtrue Sure beats the alternative of hanging around with stupidos.

(I loved it when @POTUS said "stupid-o" yesterday at CPAC. He was on fire. Cussing up a storm, too.)

3/4/2019 7:33:34 PM desperado9025 I've hauled yellow cake out of there.

3/4/2019 7:33:35 PM jrocktigers JB , WB , EA .

3/4/2019 7:34:24 PM cledrordfishing We can only hope.

3/4/2019 7:34:42 PM brianan06364517  pic.twitter.com/bz1S7QQhI6

3/4/2019 7:37:54 PM bogextractor  pic.twitter.com/xKCs0M8u3M

3/4/2019 7:38:53 PM scott_rick  https://globalnews.ca/news/5018535/earthquake-central-alberta-sylvan-lake-red-deer/ …

3/4/2019 7:39:02 PM charmcityanon Mind if I ask what made u post on this old thread?

3/4/2019 7:39:59 PM nordic_nog (1) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta Whats the plan?

The deconstruction of the deepstate, of both Dems and Cons etc combined with dissolution of cultural cohesion in the US guarantees breakup of the 

US.

3/4/2019 7:40:17 PM allahuniversal Nice threads.

FPP https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091877057380995073?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:40:35 PM drumsk8 So the first tweet ends in 9 periods, this tweet has 4 periods. 

9 + 4 = 13

1 + 3 = 4

MJ-4?

3/4/2019 7:41:10 PM charmanda9 Oh wow. What? You have?



3/4/2019 7:41:37 PM nordic_nog (2) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta  So whats the plan, based on the comments and bread crumbs it appears that the "light" efforts are focused 

on some sort of controlled dissolution.

3/4/2019 7:42:35 PM liberty_2q2q 45 is ok

Nothing wrong here... just lots of love & light being shared! 

You are always more than welcome to join in! 

It is a great evening for Patriot's!

3/4/2019 7:44:11 PM nordic_nog (3) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta Bigger picture the move to the "one world" vision was well underway before it was disrupted by team 

"light". That still implies that we are in a transition to something entirely unlike anything we see now.

3/4/2019 7:44:36 PM mapyourworld1 I have to admit I don’t know that symbolism of the top of my head, but it doesn’t sound good.  It’s hard to remember all their symbols (dress colors & 

patterns, in a basket, holding an orange, checkered floor).  It’s just crazy how they have their own language.

3/4/2019 7:45:31 PM consortiapartn1 For some reason it appeared on my latest tweets feed on tweetdeck.

3/4/2019 7:45:49 PM nordic_nog (4) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta Gloablistic "DIversty" with no intact cultures is inherently unstable, how do you bring intact cultures back 

together in a stable configuration while avoiding particularly nasty conflict.

3/4/2019 7:47:23 PM debraarobinson1 How do I become an Anon? I don't understand some of the coding but have been following for over a year.. Are some of the arrest going down tonight. 

I am being told that P0tus will be on the border tomorrow. .. This has been so good for my family ... Re: my daughters death :(

3/4/2019 7:47:41 PM decodematrix 5:5

3/4/2019 7:48:51 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088316037433569281?s=19 …

3/4/2019 7:48:59 PM kindeandtrue 😳 Isn't that dangerous?

3/4/2019 7:51:03 PM cledrordfishing Well could you please hurry up and take out the trash! 

I am ready for relief from the anxiety of the left getting away with all the BS... 

A victory lap would be awesome!

3/4/2019 7:51:14 PM desperado9025 I've kind of lived on the edge all my life. I ain't no saint.

3/4/2019 7:52:08 PM charmcityanon Ah, I asked because I had 10 min or so before posted a question to the tweet directly before the one you responded too.

3/4/2019 7:53:26 PM kindeandtrue None of us are. : )

3/4/2019 7:53:48 PM charmanda9 Were you aware of its danger at the time? Whensabouts was it?

3/4/2019 7:54:28 PM consortiapartn1 Maybe that's why it popped up in my timeline

3/4/2019 7:59:21 PM charmcityanon Makes sense. Odd coincidence mayhaps.

3/4/2019 7:59:56 PM zagnett i think DJT may be MJ2 (one of the MJ12).

3/4/2019 8:00:46 PM zagnett To spring a trap.

These people are...stupid?

3/4/2019 8:01:11 PM desperado9025 Memory serves me right it was 90.

3/4/2019 8:01:38 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093163738579066884 …

MJ2?

3/4/2019 8:03:43 PM zagnett MJ, there were a couple of actual booms in February 2018 early morning, like 6 AM, nearby where i live in a direction where i think an actual (and very 

old but i think still active) DUMB exists. May you confirm?

3/4/2019 8:04:27 PM charmanda9 Where did you haul it to?

3/4/2019 8:05:39 PM rick_hernandez These things are also teaching us something about our collective selves. We need to raise our vibrations so that these kinds of laws are never written in 

the first place. We have enabled these laws to be passed in one form or another by ignorance, indifference, fear, we need love

3/4/2019 8:05:56 PM jrocktigers Appears to be at some occasions.

3/4/2019 8:06:40 PM desperado9025 You hauled it North to up to I-70 and dropped it on a pad and drove away. There was a lead car and a following car they stayed with the load for the 

next tractor to pick it up in a relay. When it went up to I-70 it went to Hannaford. I-40 it went to Oak Ridge Tennessee.

3/4/2019 8:07:13 PM kindeandtrue You've had a fascinating life, Desperado. That's why you're a sage observer of the scene.

3/4/2019 8:07:34 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093163738579066884 …

I think he's MJ2.

If MJ2 is any other White Hat MJ, then it's just as big as honor as DJT! 🤩

3/4/2019 8:09:33 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093163738579066884 …

Was he MJ2 before? Like on February 6, 2019??

Hi MJ2! Hope you're having a GREAT DAY!! 😎

3/4/2019 8:09:42 PM weremight As a physicist, I learned in Special Relativity the priority of events over the illusion of uniform time and simultaneity.  By 'time is an illusion' do you 

mean that Relativity (Special and General) is also wrong?

3/4/2019 8:10:14 PM kindeandtrue I-70 in Colorado is where they had snow avalanches yesterday. Wonder if the earthquakes caused the avalanches.

3/4/2019 8:10:38 PM jaspony1 I will guess he is 3,6,9 or 12 = 1 + 2= 3 😉

3/4/2019 8:10:41 PM charmanda9 Seems likely.

3/4/2019 8:10:48 PM zagnett "Because plants crave electrolytes, duh!!" lol

3/4/2019 8:11:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/4/2019 8:11:39 PM kindeandtrue  https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1102565371305967616 …

3/4/2019 8:12:23 PM desperado9025 Come on girls read between the lines all them uranium mines in that area are abandoned and have been for years. Somebody's buried something and 

blew it the hell up.

3/4/2019 8:14:31 PM zagnett Bingo maybe? That certainly sounds like DJT's sense of humor! I love it!

Looks like he got a promotion (MJ1 > MJ2) too. Congratulations, Sir! You must've done something they liked. 😉

3/4/2019 8:15:05 PM kindeandtrue Maybe the White Hats blew up the Bad Guys' underground uranium mine?

3/4/2019 8:15:49 PM richardhiatt16 The mouse ran up the clock....🤓🇺🇸

3/4/2019 8:15:52 PM thepeoplewin01 What was the deleted response here please YellowVest?

3/4/2019 8:18:02 PM liberty_2q2q I am so sorry to hear about your daughter! I can't begin to imagine your loss & your struggle with it. I will keep you in my prayer's!

3/4/2019 8:20:01 PM liberty_2q2q To really be an Anon, honestly, you only need to do your own research & come to your own conclusions with the information that is provided from Q. It 

can be very hard to understand, but that's where we all come together & discuss what we've learned & go from there.... (1)

3/4/2019 8:20:40 PM charmanda9 Google Earth Link

  https://earth.app.goo.gl/?apn=com.google.earth&ibi=com.google.b612&isi=293622097&ius=googleearth&link= 

https%3a%2f%2fearth.google.com%2fweb%2f%4040.9142052,-

105.3072218,2070.22679608a,1478.70884504d,35y,0h,45t,0r%2fdata%3dChYaFAoML2cvMXE1Z2d6anE2GAIgASgCKAI … #googleearth

3/4/2019 8:20:58 PM debraarobinson1 Thank You!

3/4/2019 8:21:04 PM djlok @zagnett with 2 t's you are a riot. Took me a second, but I picked up what you're dropping off there!  LOL!!



3/4/2019 8:22:02 PM liberty_2q2q ...If you've been watching & studying it for a year now, you really are in fact, an Anon already. I'm not sure if you follow 8chan, but that's where all the 

info comes from from Q & other Anons. 

 https://qmap.pub/ 

We're always here & happy to help in anyway possible. (2)

3/4/2019 8:22:41 PM desperado9025 When somebody put some Contraband in a hole that's a mile and a half under a mountain and then collapses the mountain on top of it ain't nobody 

going to spend the billions of dollars it takes to dig it up just to find out what it was?

3/4/2019 8:22:51 PM debraarobinson1 Thank You ma'am!! This Q movement is the only joy we have these days ..

3/4/2019 8:22:57 PM allahuniversal Didn't know that. Makes sense, comes in 3s

3/4/2019 8:23:09 PM liberty_2q2q Yes...agreed!

3/4/2019 8:24:47 PM zagnett Well some [turds] just have a wee bit o' trouble goin' all the way down.

Might need some Drano. Extra Strength.

3/4/2019 8:25:28 PM fionasdestiny67 Epic Covertess👍

3/4/2019 8:26:16 PM charmanda9 I went to a gold mine in the Rocky Mountains this fall and was surprised to learn that it was a gold mine that was run by Nikola Tesla at one point. 

There is a ton of equipment there that he designed and used.

3/4/2019 8:26:45 PM debraarobinson1 I do lots of research from what I get from y'all.. At the moment I am working 12-16 hours a day .. But I do hope things change with the RV .. I don't 

sleep much these days .. <3

3/4/2019 8:27:26 PM turboxyde I'm sure the occupants LOVE it when members of the surface population figure out how to project their awareness to these locations and we shine 

brightly from within. I've been hissed at (energetically) a few times myself. :D

3/4/2019 8:27:27 PM charmanda9 Wonder if the mountains are being prepared for mining.

3/4/2019 8:30:25 PM liberty_2q2q Then you are most definitely on the right track my friend.

Just keep coming back to the boards, when you can. I'm sorry you're having to work such long hours! Just don't forget to take care of yourself as well!

3/4/2019 8:32:16 PM desperado9025 A lot of ecological damage from that mining in those areas. The Dolores and the San Juan rivers are both affected by that mining. The Delores flows 

into the San Juan and the San Juan flows into the Colorado probably affects the Colorado too.

3/4/2019 8:35:57 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12, you don’t have to take this abuse... 🤓🇺🇸

3/4/2019 8:36:31 PM libertyspring99 I’m not sure what you mean. I can’t see any deleted tweets?

3/4/2019 8:36:54 PM charmanda9 Yes I learned a little bit about that. It amazes me how engineers back in that day were doing things. All of the old equipment is there, even a medicine 

cabinet of minerals and things mined. Just kinda left there like a time capsule.

3/4/2019 8:38:47 PM gd96 Because you have to have a reference point; "time", compared to what?

3/4/2019 8:40:36 PM kindeandtrue Nikola Tesla was everywhere, it seems. I drove past his lab in Shoreham a few weeks ago, on our way to an event. Spooky place. 

pic.twitter.com/cjBmCPxdVP

3/4/2019 8:42:28 PM aprilbrown99 Way to go Zag! You called it. I was thinking it was PS too. Never in my wildest dreams did I think it was 45. So awesome. This whole period in time 

seems so unreal...well, I guess because it isn’t, and yet it is. 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/4/2019 8:43:42 PM desperado9025 You do understand to get that free electricity that everybody talks about it has to flow down microwaves that are a thousand million times more 

powerful than any 5G. otherwise the electricity will head to the nearest ground.

3/4/2019 8:45:41 PM kindeandtrue That doesn't sound so good. Nothing in life is free.

3/4/2019 8:45:56 PM ashe18321312 Coincidence by the scientific definition is two things that are perfectly parallel. Never understood why people see that word as two things that are just 

by chance...

3/4/2019 8:47:13 PM enomai_ The day is fun. When you dont think about time at all. Wheres that fun gif, i just seen: https://twitter.com/i/status/1102771638095929345 …

3/4/2019 8:47:32 PM littlecarrotq TikTok?

3/4/2019 8:48:11 PM littlecarrotq The liddle wringing hands.

3/4/2019 8:52:00 PM kathleen3693693 Ooh ooh...shadow banning again. Jack is a naughty boy...maybe he's afraid of the accommodations in #Gitmo too. @realDonaldTrump 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #UnsealEpstein

3/4/2019 8:52:32 PM zagnett 🤓👍🍿

Yeah no kidding. That was a shock!

If only i could share this moment with people i know in real life, i'd be set!

MJs, including MJ2, do you think this might happen soon? Is someone going to "ask the Q"?

Thanks so much, MJs, for keeping this comm open. Learned so much!
3/4/2019 8:54:26 PM cocopuffster12 SO exciting!! 😍

3/4/2019 8:55:43 PM cocopuffster12 Right??!!! Smiling from ear to ear!! Best movie ever!! Love our Country, Love our President!!♥️♥️♥️

3/4/2019 8:56:38 PM cocopuffster12 Amazing!!

3/4/2019 8:57:15 PM thepeoplewin01 Possibly because Kab has blocked me. pic.twitter.com/BbRcRkgHVn

3/4/2019 8:57:32 PM cocopuffster12 For sure!! I got emotional!! 😭😍😭

3/4/2019 9:00:03 PM n7guardiananon No coincidences

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majestic_Star_II …

3/4/2019 9:00:10 PM libertyspring99  pic.twitter.com/hAzNyQdGCa

3/4/2019 9:00:24 PM the_fjalar really? 🐲

3/4/2019 9:00:39 PM charmanda9 Isn’t there a way to harness it? I’m absolutely against 5G, don’t get me wrong. I want to know what is up with all of that; Trump supporting 5G. What 

do you guys think?

3/4/2019 9:03:51 PM kindeandtrue Unless Trump can prove to us conclusively that the 5G technology he's planning to use is not harmful to us, animals, insects and the environment, I am 

solidly opposed to it.

3/4/2019 9:04:18 PM desperado9025 Nobody gets to live forever and every once in a while you got to toss your hat in the air and haul yellowcake🤣🤣🤣🤣😋🤣

3/4/2019 9:06:02 PM notch There sure at a lot of exercises at the same time as real events.

3/4/2019 9:06:12 PM warangel1111 Why doesn’t any of this surprise me anymore? ... Stoopid we all were., Sleeping well.. No Longer ..🔥⚔

3/4/2019 9:06:36 PM aleoniea Yet he also spreads fake

3/4/2019 9:07:15 PM ekotoons MATHEMATICALLY 

SOMETHNG 

SOMETHING

3/4/2019 9:07:28 PM warangel1111 Yes .. This is why they wanted to do a Shooter Drill at my kids school she stayed home that day.. We saw what happened in FL.. Awake and an Aware .. 

ThanQ

3/4/2019 9:08:04 PM thepeoplewin01 Thanks for that. I was blocked by Kab for asking a question. Has anyone seen @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 endorse Kab at all? I have my theories and trying to 

work through the disinfo accounts.

3/4/2019 9:08:18 PM notch Are you saying that seems normal to you?

3/4/2019 9:08:41 PM mwam1993 Watch the LA Helicopter one! 23 yrs w/the military and NEVER seen a blackhawk land on a city street /LA in training! Not one but two hawks and four 

killer eggs landed in literally ten minutes. Training op my ASS

3/4/2019 9:08:56 PM princesspatrio1 We do not believe in coincidences.

3/4/2019 9:09:42 PM kindeandtrue That's true American grit. 🤠

3/4/2019 9:09:59 PM charmanda9 Perhaps your DNA has already received an upgrade.



3/4/2019 9:10:02 PM chiefdreyfus ...and that’s when you start questioning, “how many coincidences before it becomes mathematically impossible”? 😉 

Once awake, you can’t go back to sleep

3/4/2019 9:11:23 PM notch For an evac.

Traffic gtes pretty bad here though, so we've all thought about it.

3/4/2019 9:11:28 PM mongrelglory Here you go:   http://www.subterraneanbases.com/canadas-underground/ …

3/4/2019 9:12:10 PM notch sorry i've been unclear:

No.

3/4/2019 9:12:14 PM warangel1111 Absolutely.. 911 you posted .. Coincidence

3/4/2019 9:13:44 PM ekotoons NOTHING TO SEE, FOLKS

PLEASE MOVE ALONG

WHATEVER YOU DO 

DO NOT LOOK 👀 

BEHIND THAT

CURTAIN!

#NOCOINCIDENCES #QANON

#WWG1WGA #WAKEUPAMERICA

@NOTCH—FTW 👊 pic.twitter.com/yXeBSkpKxG
3/4/2019 9:14:19 PM mongrelglory Potus tweeted at the exact same time as Majestic 12!

That's good enough confirmation for me!

3/4/2019 9:15:45 PM warangel1111 Still on of my favorites.. #FactsMatter pic.twitter.com/qQ8rfdzrXK

3/4/2019 9:17:28 PM staggerlee422  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGgq4S5vgk4 …

3/4/2019 9:17:30 PM kag2020shdowpup I believe he was #DeepState

3/4/2019 9:17:58 PM mongrelglory It was 6:10 pm in Toronto (identical times of MJ-12's Tweet and Potus's Tweet). 😁

3/4/2019 9:18:18 PM mwam1993 IDK tho. An evac on thise streets with the buildings , signing and trees? Suuuuuper challenging. Those pilots are straight up BADASSES

3/4/2019 9:19:26 PM aprilbrown99 Ok what is happening. I just remembered a dream I had last night where I was walking with & talking to Potus. I don’t recall the conversation or 

anything else. Didn’t even remember having a dream last night when I woke up, until just now. WTHeck...am I loosing it? Am I crazy? 🥴

3/4/2019 9:20:10 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/1t77bjEOiJ

3/4/2019 9:21:59 PM mwam1993 Can’t wear night vision with all of those lights. No way that didn’t up the Challenge  but these dudes made it look easy

3/4/2019 9:22:16 PM kbhnelson 💜💙💚💛🧡

3/4/2019 9:22:36 PM staggerlee422  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PU1C3hJL5s …

Chantilly....

3/4/2019 9:23:46 PM do_or_do_notty Ok so I’m not the only person pondering these kinds of questions! 👍😎

3/4/2019 9:24:52 PM mongrelglory I remember them saying that too. 😊

It's just cool to know that Potus is aware of what we're talking about over here in our little corner of the Twitterverse!

WWG1WGA!

3/4/2019 9:26:01 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/ltxwpl0723

3/4/2019 9:26:16 PM killaudeepstate The synchronicity (zero delta) is definitely food for thought Lib! 🍿

3/4/2019 9:26:17 PM warangel1111 Well isn’t that interesting... Symbolism will be their downfall.. These assholes always plan ahead of time .. We see them now .. #Awake #Aware 

#FactsMatter

3/4/2019 9:28:33 PM zagnett Not crazy. Had several. 1 even last night. Was part of TPrez' motorcade. We all stopped to get a bite to eat, i guess at McDonald's. So T's pondering 

strategies for Presidential debates next election. i flippantly said like, "no big deal. not gonna matter anyway." He laughed. 😉

3/4/2019 9:29:04 PM staggerlee422 🍻 pic.twitter.com/kMZkL1sP2D

3/4/2019 9:29:31 PM cocopuffster12 Totally blown away!! This entire time!!!!!! I’m still grasping this!!

3/4/2019 9:32:15 PM killaudeepstate You are playing with our minds Maj. 😳

3/4/2019 9:33:51 PM aprilbrown99 That is awesome!  I might have been with you guys. 😊  so glad I am not the only one. Like you, I can’t talk to my family either. Dad is 82 and just 

laughs at me, thinks I am crazy. He won’t believe until he sees it on MSM.  So grateful to have you guys!

3/4/2019 9:33:54 PM jones9536 I'm so so close to understanding this. pic.twitter.com/yS74XZ7pd3

3/4/2019 9:34:02 PM zagnett Nope. I've recently come a cross a few weird synchronicities that would have to involve some kind of "majestic" tech or something. I literally thought 

"wow, these are the kinds of stunts i would...pull". Almost fell to the floor right there. That's why i asked, yesterday. GA? hmm

3/4/2019 9:34:29 PM ekotoons 👊♥👊

3/4/2019 9:34:35 PM liltilgerlil I definitely need to do some catching up

3/4/2019 9:35:05 PM zagnett Love, Light, Kek, & stuff!

3/4/2019 9:35:59 PM aprilbrown99 This must be what oneness feels like. 💕🦋🌸

3/4/2019 9:36:38 PM zagnett Yeah, could be!

3/4/2019 9:40:08 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/S4oO5slTW9

3/4/2019 9:41:19 PM benjavaz11 Infant circumcision is a horrible thing in my opinion. It is either ignored or encouraged, and this makes it a very big issue. Infant circumcision is done 

without consent and can cause life-long complications as well

3/4/2019 9:42:42 PM ekotoons IS THIS WHAT 

YOU CALL A

SLIDE?

3/4/2019 9:44:09 PM warangel1111 Fully Grateful for the #GreatAwakening #DigitalSoldiers #DigitalMinutemen #FactsMatter #WAKEUPAMERICA #GodsArmy #QArmy #Grateful 🙏🏻❤️

 #Winning

3/4/2019 9:45:07 PM cocopuffster12 I concur. 100%.

3/4/2019 9:47:22 PM speaakn  pic.twitter.com/o32qMp6h03

3/4/2019 9:47:42 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/6u9lEZURvZ

3/4/2019 9:50:52 PM warangel1111 Forgot to mention #MAGA

3/4/2019 9:51:37 PM princesspatrio1 It is not lost on me what the future could have been had HRC won. Thank God for POTUS, General Flynn, Q and all Patriots, WW. We are so very 

blessed. #TrulyGrateful

3/4/2019 9:55:42 PM k4rlgruen #FactsMatter pic.twitter.com/Jw4eoii2kG

3/4/2019 9:56:29 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/5vfvfZBt4a

3/4/2019 10:01:39 PM daveo6145 ‘service of others’ 😎

3/4/2019 10:08:31 PM warangel1111 Doods if it will quit raining here for a few days I will put up a Q sign that will be seen from CA Hwy 50.. For all to see ..😁

3/4/2019 10:13:36 PM thetenorman Constipation?

3/4/2019 10:19:40 PM nullanon12 Next............... thoughts on Tony Rodriguez

3/4/2019 10:20:03 PM ekotoons CANNOT WAIT



3/4/2019 10:21:02 PM jswdh1 I've always been n2 numbers as well! My son was born on 5/22@ 5:22 am & I was 22 yrs old & 5 days late! 5+2+2=9 he was born in 93.when the nurse 

called the time of birth she giggled saying 5:22am on 5.22! I said that's cool.then I realized I was 5 days late and I was 22yrs old.

3/4/2019 10:22:39 PM mskeens1962 Have no idea where that is,  but 👍

3/4/2019 10:23:33 PM jm4n I don't watch TV

3/4/2019 10:23:44 PM jswdh1 Does  MJ2 have a Twitter or any others or just MJ12? I think Flynn is MJ1! Since he mentioned having a digital army!

3/4/2019 10:29:36 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon 👀👇👇👇 

https://twitter.com/TheScoop_US/status/1102732430014705664 …

3/4/2019 10:30:28 PM aprilbrown99 They all use the MJ12 account that I am aware of.

3/4/2019 10:30:36 PM jswdh1 Very interesting! Ty!

3/4/2019 10:31:56 PM 1_decided_voter There was a tweet that talked about that... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091877057380995073 …

3/4/2019 10:42:20 PM jollyrob2 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/4/2019 10:45:15 PM jswdh1 HRC is Alice..

3/4/2019 10:47:02 PM jswdh1 He was leader of it? Are there any more traitors in the group? How many humans have actually been to space and has any moved there?

3/4/2019 10:48:58 PM 1_decided_voter Can you confirm William Tompkins was a legitimate insider who knew about ET presence through his unique position working for the Navy and various 

MIC defense contractors?

3/4/2019 10:59:20 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 not getting your tweet notifications

3/4/2019 11:05:37 PM carlbotha2 Others are DemonRats! The forgotten voted for Pres Trump! And will do so again in 2020!

3/4/2019 11:07:43 PM warangel1111 California on to Maryland I believe all across the Beautiful US

3/4/2019 11:09:40 PM warangel1111 I’ll share

3/4/2019 11:25:11 PM do_or_do_notty I was having a discussion just the other day about that scene! 

The thought of leaving oneself some kind of sign, note, clue...that the soul would recognize, fascinates me.

3/4/2019 11:25:57 PM warangel1111 Ummm Nope .. This Dick.. If I’m honest Cernovich was a big part of my Awakening.. Periscope was my BFF in 2016 .. Cernovich and his videos of the 

conventions helped in my Awakening and my change to Republican.. #Awakening #FactsMatter #HesAShillNow #CernovichISABitch

3/4/2019 11:27:56 PM ekotoons I WATCHED SCOTT ADAMS

UNTIL I COULDNT IGNORE

HIS WIZARDRY

3/4/2019 11:29:16 PM warangel1111 Me too sad .. Really

3/4/2019 11:31:38 PM ekotoons *SIP YER COFFEE* ☕️ pic.twitter.com/wCFAWUQRME

3/4/2019 11:34:23 PM libertyspring99 Declas is close. I can feel it. Bring the truth for all to see brother! 😀

3/4/2019 11:36:46 PM warangel1111 You know I watched a Periscope at one point from himafter his daughter was born and he knew God was involved.. He admitted it.. Seriously wish I 

had a clip

3/4/2019 11:53:42 PM imapatriot4 Don't forget pinegap

3/4/2019 11:57:36 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/TNzLmiEmTo

3/5/2019 12:02:00 AM bigapple410 He needs to come out of the closet, he is obsessed with president Trump!!

3/5/2019 12:04:23 AM selvestekjetil Gotta love life. Epic times. «My generation wil put it right» P.Collins Lays down the truth. #DarkToLight

3/5/2019 12:10:09 AM usss_211 Time to take out the trash....

3/5/2019 12:12:19 AM usss_211 Then it's for the Bossman to tell us..

3/5/2019 12:18:32 AM mskeens1962 🛣

3/5/2019 12:26:56 AM aboriginalbabe Wow!  Majestic!  May The Most High BLESS YOU and everyone trying to free us from the Evil.  Thank you all. We will be finally FREE!!!

3/5/2019 12:26:59 AM oo1o110 What I really don't understand is how these news portals critical to the Deep State like NYT and WaPo thought that they'd be able to control the 

narrative while using pay walls. I can't even get their side of the story without them asking me to pay for the propaganda. Arrogant.

3/5/2019 12:34:45 AM aboriginalbabe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   I love you.  Thank you.  Thank you all!!

3/5/2019 12:49:20 AM jollyrob2 Finally 🎉

3/5/2019 12:52:00 AM oo1o110 Every morning, since #DNCLeaks2 I have woken up and prayed that today would be the day that the mass arrests happen and the truth was blared out 

to the world. Every day, I sigh and hope that it happens tomorrow.

3/5/2019 12:57:20 AM warangel1111 Aaaahhh My Friends ... Yes Wizards.. Of BS .. Caught on 👀😁🙏🏻☝

3/5/2019 1:05:12 AM mister_irony They looked up the word in a dictionary.

Glad I am able to relieve you of this mental burden.

3/5/2019 1:20:01 AM arc339 nothing.  @GenFlynn @DiamondandSilk @LouDobbs @LynnePattonHUD @CoreysDigs @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @inthematrix 

@EricTrump @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS Do evil ETs run things in top gov too, why cover up nuke bomb done to me, why allow Melania, Baron to be 

attacked by reptos pic.twitter.com/Ifc7we1rgi

3/5/2019 1:37:39 AM identityasxy .

I knew it, or at least suspected that was the source of the multi-booms.  Thought it was high speed underground rail system or key DUMB.

Thnx MJ

3/5/2019 1:50:35 AM jimrobin44 You’re beyond my head scope, so I’ll just sit and watch for now.

3/5/2019 1:58:19 AM k7dam6 Phil Schneider knew why

3/5/2019 2:20:53 AM ajaraujo58 Nah! It’s his stupid self little Adam shitf

3/5/2019 3:01:31 AM michael_s_ander Oh I can’t wait for pedowood to go down, especially Spielberg. pic.twitter.com/85msrFVcCE

3/5/2019 3:10:44 AM robertg02229481 Prove it or stop talking about it. I’m real tired of nothing but mouth

3/5/2019 3:16:25 AM grrroverrrtje Yeah, me to. I follow @ROYALMRBADNEWS , claiming the're WH security. They called eye the spy out for domestic violence charges. Also lots of people 

got blocked just because of asking criticall questions.

3/5/2019 3:17:47 AM superrussianbo1 Occult left and right hand path go hand in hand, until the end..one has restraint and is the way out of the abyss..others like Hillary are lost. Heart of 

Darkness describes this process well.

3/5/2019 3:19:44 AM superrussianbo1 No AOC is the new populist face of the Dems, which Bannon called for. Its all been planned out, a changing of the guard.

3/5/2019 3:21:14 AM tamlipton @sassyasslou @ohhayeee few deaths recently 😲

3/5/2019 3:27:57 AM supersoldertalk Majestic 12 leak of unclassified non-public information – Feb 28, 2019 -  http://supersoldiertalk.com/majestic-12-leak-of-unclassified-non-public-

information-feb-28-2019/ …

Majestic 12

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Feb 28, 2019

Corp aka covert entry direct. Sell life insurance policy. Get paid to die soon! Imagery is pure evil. Eyes Wide Open. Watch Moc...

3/5/2019 3:34:05 AM 45skinny 3+6+9

3/5/2019 3:36:22 AM consortiapartn1 There's a lot of coincidence about these days it seems

3/5/2019 3:58:54 AM ragevirusqq New physics = new reality = shift = new baktun = new yuga?    2012=2021?

3/5/2019 4:14:13 AM laurabusse Looks like Mel Brooks LOL

3/5/2019 4:17:38 AM misstea144  pic.twitter.com/QzBTpyL1Hg



3/5/2019 4:25:24 AM edwardgouin Perhaps the “pain” Q refers to is what “they” feel without a constant supply of kids. All we must do is wait and they will pop off one by one.

3/5/2019 4:32:42 AM laurabusse LOVE phil collins

3/5/2019 4:35:55 AM trishta41698653 How can anyone think this is okay????

3/5/2019 4:37:33 AM arc339 @IvankaTrump @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EricTrump @seanhannity @GinaHaspell1 @NSArchive @kabamur_taygeta @BreitbartNews 

@DevinNunes @POTUS @FLOTUS @RealJamesWoods @MilspecP @SpaceCorpsUS @USMC 

https://twitter.com/Arc339/status/1102906401720922112 …

3/5/2019 4:43:43 AM enjoytheqshow1 Very true Eko

Thank you as well 👊

3/5/2019 4:44:28 AM keith369me I don’t see this issue as being about laws.  I see it as being about free will and the violation thereof.  Enable easy adoption, enable personal 

responsibility, enable the free will of the soul.  We need free will to choose representation that actually represents us.

3/5/2019 4:45:28 AM blsdbe Here’s the crux of the matter: those of us that respect both Life and Choice need to understand why any being, In Their Right Mind, would want to 

abort a full term baby when there are so many out there that actually want a child?

3/5/2019 4:50:09 AM blsdbe I NEED THE WOMEN WHO WANT THIS TO SPEAK OUT. I am clear about not getting between a doctor and your health care. Not a healthy, viable baby 

that will survive with support? A short tortured life to be spared, is understandable at least. But anything beyond that is Murder. #SRA

3/5/2019 4:51:32 AM blsdbe Amen.

3/5/2019 4:52:05 AM ashe18321312 Smart ass... 🤣🤣🤣

3/5/2019 4:52:59 AM phreatomagnetic A society is rightly judged according to its treatment of the weak and vulnerable.  Sleepers awaken to the horror your representatives do in your name.

3/5/2019 4:54:10 AM bbobbio71 Had one near knoxville couple of days ago

3/5/2019 4:59:13 AM bbobbio71 Don't think so

3/5/2019 5:26:33 AM cstarr888 Feels genuine

🙏💖

3/5/2019 5:30:32 AM anneolsen43 I am guessing here but MJ9 seems more likely

3/5/2019 5:37:26 AM kindeandtrue What a horror show. We must fast and pray hard this Lent to rid America of the demons.

3/5/2019 5:42:45 AM lemik_merope This puts me in mind of the movie prestige. Any connection?

3/5/2019 5:42:52 AM _00111111_ 🙏

3/5/2019 5:43:14 AM sergii_ii I live very far away in Europe and I keep Q, 45 and MJ12 24/7 in my head! They're so great is surreal, like a well needed breath of fresh air to the World

3/5/2019 5:47:50 AM adrianscully13 Proudly, I own a copy, Friend. 

Changed my life.

3/5/2019 6:00:26 AM jrocktigers 👊

3/5/2019 6:03:53 AM mrd_s_anderson I started by looking at O.S. compared to N.S. the dates in the 1700's aka 18th century, appear to be off by 1 'year' and 11 'days'. The only thing I found 

was "Give us our 11 days!" But that doesn't explain the whole YEAR. Talk about turning clocks forward, lol.

3/5/2019 6:05:29 AM whitehat_van Why did you recommend users download malware?

3/5/2019 6:06:08 AM q_ueue_fever They prefer the late term full term cadavers for their money making bodyparts scams and precious pic.twitter.com/X4tuhkRLEL

3/5/2019 6:09:30 AM q_ueue_fever They hate us but love our children pic.twitter.com/jNdPqPrBUF

3/5/2019 6:10:16 AM cindymannings This is the second time I've seen a brief weird pinned tweet on trumps timeline. He get hacked? @kabamur_taygeta @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/cindymannings/status/1102927813844393984 …

3/5/2019 6:12:46 AM djlok Yeah, I'm with you. I'm 100% for patient privacy, personal freedoms, confidentiality between healthcare providers and patients, etc.  

But this killing a baby crap is ridiculous. 

Anyone who has ever done this intentionally needs their license revoked!!

3/5/2019 6:13:12 AM narcissist_ghst 7

3/5/2019 6:15:23 AM truthseeker805 Here on the CA coast many, including friends and family have heard large booms over the Pacific around the area of the Channel Islands.  Never an 

explanation given

3/5/2019 6:20:23 AM diaptera_80 Can extradimensional entities be put on trial for crimes committed on earth? Believe subject was touched upon and that it was a no. We want to 

witness their trial. Guess that was a no too? Can we not put in a petition to change it?

3/5/2019 6:21:20 AM amymorg79793405 Should we be prepping 2 wks supply food/water/cash/meds/gas for March?

3/5/2019 6:25:38 AM crazygrandma00 Could you please put this in the Thread Reader app.  Thanks!

3/5/2019 6:27:11 AM bevredwave2018 Cernovich is an interesting guy. I'm not defending him, and have always had that love/hate thing going on, but I listened to a friend of his, and this is a 

little out of context. Just Sayin... All is not always exactly as it seems.

3/5/2019 6:32:38 AM bevredwave2018 I think there's more depth to this than we know... Just sayin... We have become quick to judge and it doesn't reflect well when we do that to anyone, 

EVEN the "left" we gotta learn to find and cherish common ground or we're doomed!

3/5/2019 6:35:49 AM qtpi3_14 I'd love to see the tweet where he explains himself on it because so far, I haven't seen it.  That's a heck of a way to be misunderstood and not bring 

clarity

3/5/2019 6:40:16 AM bevredwave2018 I haven't stayed on top of it, so IDK of anything further. This was when, weeks or a month ago? I really can't say but you're right, he definately should 

clarify if he hasn't!

3/5/2019 6:42:07 AM skeye_watching Yeshua said he did not come to bring peace but a sword, Matt 10:34-35.  Peace can dwell within during the storm, but we have to be aware of the 

devices of the gods that rebel & the angelic realm that does their bidding.

3/5/2019 6:46:48 AM mommahood777 Any death is unfortunate and sad.  What is preventable?  The suffering and grief is for those left behind and I feel for them.  Anger to the instigators 

and pray for justice. I am only on the side of Justice. If THAT is a "division" point then being asleep or awake is irrelevant.

3/5/2019 6:48:59 AM j_wingfield10 Suicide week+end @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/5/2019 6:52:19 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you are correct MJ. They are suppressing the unseal Epstein hash tag! I had it in my title and my tweets weren’t showing up. 

Ridiculous.

3/5/2019 6:59:43 AM djlok That's why I would let the enemy in the front door.  Different questions asked when you shoot them in your home vs at their home.

3/5/2019 7:02:51 AM pixiesdorule Most definitely! The Peace I spoke about is the Peace that surpasses all understanding. With the strength of God within, fear is never an option. The 

battle IS the Lord's and it is already won. You make yourself aware by knowing His Word - which is your SWORD.

3/5/2019 7:03:37 AM wbwse On Law&Order it’s not a crime to remove an unwanted/evil guest!

3/5/2019 7:03:54 AM djlok Of course many could safely argue that #WeThePeople let the enemy walk through the front door when 44 got elected. 

But back then people like me were duped by the #FakeNews and didn't know he was the enemy.  

Then there were the plane loads of US cash...

3/5/2019 7:06:30 AM twistnshout58 For God and Country WE fight  !  😁😆

3/5/2019 7:10:12 AM skeye_watching Indeed it's won, but we live in time & we have much to face which is why we have to put on the whole armor not fear.  The text must be read through 

eyes of wisdom.  Daniel was told to seal the book until the days of the end.  There is more to come that we have to be prepared for.

3/5/2019 7:12:05 AM pixiesdorule You are preaching to the Choir dear. We are on the same page. The days of the "sealed pages in the book" are here. You're good. Just keep the faith 

and walk. I've walked with the Lord for 53 years. I do not fear. I trust and step out. Be blessed!



3/5/2019 7:12:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 What matters is who is in power when they walk through the front door. If your oppressor rules the castle and he is your enemy and you walk through 

his front door, smart people are cautious. Extremely careless people are stupid. These people are stupid.

3/5/2019 7:13:32 AM jamesgdurrett True...I do hope this new Q movement is our chance to delay...however, it would be great to be alive for the finale!

3/5/2019 7:14:33 AM skeye_watching That's wonderful. We can never hear too much encouragement.  Be safe & blessed also!

3/5/2019 7:16:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Name something in the Vatican Archive that will be disclosed to the world covertly in a "short" matter of time.

3/5/2019 7:17:07 AM jrocktigers ?  JB   ?

3/5/2019 7:17:26 AM glor60 The real name of God

3/5/2019 7:17:33 AM liltilgerlil Ark of the covenant?

3/5/2019 7:17:40 AM ginger4trump Cures

3/5/2019 7:17:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is that covert?

3/5/2019 7:18:00 AM morety76 UFO information

3/5/2019 7:18:03 AM sengels_ The third (fourth?) prophecy from JPII

3/5/2019 7:18:04 AM fionasdestiny67 The "looking glas" project

3/5/2019 7:18:06 AM zagnett So these [stupid people] did actually walk through the front door? Easier to round [them] up, send to e.g. Gitmo?

3/5/2019 7:18:11 AM nobodyspecial3c Intergalactic planetary planetary intergalactic Intergalactic planetary planetary intergalactic Intergalactic planetary planetary intergalactic

3/5/2019 7:18:33 AM zoilaliz1 Jesus of Nazareth did not die on the cross, he died in France.

3/5/2019 7:18:55 AM mrd_s_anderson No.

3/5/2019 7:19:13 AM ragevirusqq Extraterrestrial life. Food and water Replicator technology. What can you release now?

3/5/2019 7:19:18 AM vintagesquirrel Their use of the Red Cr0ss as a money launderer?

3/5/2019 7:19:19 AM rosesrred0119 Book of Enoch?

3/5/2019 7:19:21 AM mile_high_mamma Antarctica

3/5/2019 7:19:28 AM space_sloth26 ET tech, art, and culture

3/5/2019 7:19:28 AM sleky19 Alien or history of the Earth

3/5/2019 7:19:29 AM nobodyspecial3c Underground cable railroad no ads

3/5/2019 7:19:33 AM tazzz67green Lucifer is the light. Everything you know has been perverted and flipped by the church... Sorry I'm not religious, nice story, boring read and factually 

ridiculous.

3/5/2019 7:19:35 AM jrocktigers Fallen angels chained ?

3/5/2019 7:20:02 AM pgosys2018 Js descendents up until today

3/5/2019 7:20:06 AM fionasdestiny67 Was traded to the mormons for an item the Vatican wanted, now held in the Granite Mountain, which also happens to be an entrance to D.U.M.B. 

network.

3/5/2019 7:20:23 AM wenkik Nothing special. I do not trust that this will be 100% transparant release. It will be a controlled release

3/5/2019 7:21:01 AM lbf777 The original, real version of the Bible.

3/5/2019 7:22:29 AM ragevirusqq No more lies from the mouth of the 🐍 pic.twitter.com/m4vrGXed1s

3/5/2019 7:22:34 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SN0wK-wXqY0 …

"Pigs in Space"

3/5/2019 7:22:37 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/J7X5I2s4kz

3/5/2019 7:23:11 AM skeye_watching I have a feeling we will be, if we take care of ourselves & try to stay healthy & speak daily that we are strong, willing & able. We are Yahweh's temple & 

our words carry power. It's going to be exciting times as the enemy is exposed & taken down with the brightness of his coming

3/5/2019 7:23:26 AM djlok "...Pius XII as a cautious person who calibrated his actions early in the war with the assessment that the Nazis might win — and even occupy the 

Vatican. Kertzer said the pontiff “bemoaned the loss of life in a general way” but “never did speak out directly about the Holocaust.”

3/5/2019 7:23:45 AM 99thyamwasher Define “short”...

Is their archive amidst the reptilian nest? I imagine it’s like the egg scene from Alien.

3/5/2019 7:24:04 AM tru1dy Ancient statues/ idols of Baal and other gods .

3/5/2019 7:24:49 AM pixiesdorule  pic.twitter.com/PC2UwRcwSi

3/5/2019 7:24:53 AM 99thyamwasher I loved watching that show with my kiddos!, but the scarfs man.... oy the scarfs!

3/5/2019 7:25:01 AM jamesgdurrett I'm excited...what a blessed time to be alive!

3/5/2019 7:25:08 AM lterryjrterry Ww11 files

3/5/2019 7:25:15 AM yeshuagirl44 Free energy

3/5/2019 7:25:23 AM tdl4lif The history. Marry Magdalene...

Who are the ancestors. The god they have everyone praying too.

3/5/2019 7:25:31 AM abraga1853 The world should know the truth about this issue NOW. Persons, governments that continue to cover this up are COMPLICIT. Children r still being 

trafficked,raped,murdered @ this very moment. THIS NEEDS TO STOP

3/5/2019 7:25:33 AM strat14050941  pic.twitter.com/JgK9QXbSjM

3/5/2019 7:25:34 AM kindeandtrue The Third Secret of Fatima.

3/5/2019 7:25:45 AM kd113 Jazz is the music of the Gods!! 😉

3/5/2019 7:25:49 AM lovelight5d Truth of human origins

3/5/2019 7:25:51 AM djlok Pius was afraid Nazis may one day occupy the #Vatican.  What if we learn that Pius' fear came true?  There's a lot more to the Nazi/Hitler story than we 

were taught.

3/5/2019 7:25:53 AM etphonethe144 Information that was stored in the Library of Alexandria?

UFO schematics?

3/5/2019 7:26:23 AM enomai_ The smart people have been subdued or taken care of im sure. Now, the puppets dont even know what to do. FEAR is great for them. :)

3/5/2019 7:26:30 AM lib7473 Who Jesus really was and if he actually existed. The whole history of Vatican is rooted from Babylon/Paganism aka Satanists/Evil/Dark ETs. They 

wanted WW cntrl n used a figure fr pagan history and renamed him to condition the believers away fr their higher-self 😇.

3/5/2019 7:26:31 AM jjone4286 The identification of the BEAST

3/5/2019 7:26:44 AM shakt222 Ancient ruins under Antartica.

3/5/2019 7:26:50 AM enomai_ All flopping around like a snakes head cut off.

3/5/2019 7:26:55 AM humphreycorey Everything that was excluded during the “Council of Nicaea .”

3/5/2019 7:27:37 AM mavisboo1 That they are all members of the Ninth Circle cult.

3/5/2019 7:28:37 AM lisarippa Hidden history of our existence.  HIdden knowledge of the ancients.  Free technology etc.

3/5/2019 7:28:38 AM covertress replicators pic.twitter.com/GlL4lzE2Fz

3/5/2019 7:29:36 AM enomai_ Nice one. Maybe the front door is literal, and they were promised mecca, or something valuable to them, and through the stargate to gitmo they were. 

Jk and having fun. But, what if the door was literal lol.

3/5/2019 7:29:47 AM lbf777 Everyone except the Trinity is from space.

3/5/2019 7:29:50 AM selvestekjetil The importance of the pineal gland

3/5/2019 7:30:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because we don't let them get away with their secrets anymore. 😲

3/5/2019 7:30:08 AM dannytoth Is this a real thing or theoretical?



3/5/2019 7:32:01 AM suttondonna334 Everyone finding out,  just how EVIL and so, so far from GOD., The SATANIC CREATURES REALLY ARE .

#PEDOVORES

3/5/2019 7:32:26 AM kachinagtto It wont be enough... until we have it alllllllll

3/5/2019 7:32:31 AM zagnett Yeah, exactly. Desperate/hungry animals in the wild look are likely only to see the food & not the trap.

3/5/2019 7:32:44 AM anneolsen43 When 44 was elected it didn’t give you the feeling something wasn’t right? Bush didn’t feel right either in my experience. It’s always been my ? How 

can some people feel it and others can’t ?

3/5/2019 7:32:55 AM blsdbe The Fall of Organized Religion cannot come fast enough. Thank you for Speaking Up.

3/5/2019 7:32:57 AM excalib88557245 Click Bait. Vatican just announced the other day that they would open the archives for the Pope during WWII

3/5/2019 7:33:30 AM anneolsen43 They are the hub to human trafficking

3/5/2019 7:33:31 AM speaakn The vatican is linked to the Illuminati and the Free Masons.

3/5/2019 7:33:34 AM revjeanmdougla1 The real final Fatima Prophecy?

3/5/2019 7:33:42 AM susan66388204 That Jesus and the Devil were made up by the Vatican and ETs to CONTROL MANKIND

3/5/2019 7:33:55 AM excalib88557245 Click Bait -Vatican is opening the Archives on the Pope during WWII.

3/5/2019 7:34:04 AM dragonfly6001 Nothing

3/5/2019 7:34:09 AM fairm8n Child pornography!

3/5/2019 7:34:17 AM nicjoubert81 Human DNA was made by ET life.... Jesus was an ET

3/5/2019 7:34:29 AM pixiesdorule AMEN!

3/5/2019 7:35:02 AM ragevirusqq Info dump incoming? Are emery smiths descriptions of the archives accurate?

3/5/2019 7:35:35 AM amymorg79793405 Annunaki info ?

3/5/2019 7:35:53 AM djlok I think a lot of this has to do with Nazism and the #Vatican. 

Oppressor = [Nazis]. Can't beat them, join them kind of scenario... Or just let them in the front door.

3/5/2019 7:36:18 AM jaspony1 That is one of my all time favorite movies. 😉

3/5/2019 7:36:29 AM keith369me Healing technology!

3/5/2019 7:36:56 AM amymorg79793405 Book of Enoch, reincarnation, Satanism, pedophilia, child sacrifices?

3/5/2019 7:37:03 AM adsvel Yep, the first my sown replicator in the movie. I was very excited at that time to see it.😊

3/5/2019 7:37:13 AM kuri99487324 The truth about ancient civilizations, Atlantis and how many ET races left their mark on Earth.

3/5/2019 7:37:15 AM pdiggidy Fallen angels mated with human woman and created giants like Goliath.

3/5/2019 7:37:28 AM bigsismw Lost scrolls. Child assault records. Truth

3/5/2019 7:37:29 AM lbf777 It’s very complicated. Evolution is real but God & other beings are behind it. NonPhysical ETI called Life Carriers were the ones who first injected life 

force into a shallow river to create the 1st single celled organism.

3/5/2019 7:37:55 AM keith369me Music that will transform the energy of Earth to match the vibrations of other worlds

3/5/2019 7:38:23 AM jenny87797866 Satan is their lord and master!!

3/5/2019 7:38:38 AM amymorg79793405 That we are gods and all major religions were set up by ETS to keep us fearful, controlled & stupid?

3/5/2019 7:38:55 AM jamesgdurrett Fatima letters!

3/5/2019 7:38:56 AM r00ts0l0 ALL OF IT. The extraterrestrial life and the secrets.

3/5/2019 7:38:59 AM dannytoth If white hats are destroying them, I hope we got some good documentary footage first. Fascinating subject.

3/5/2019 7:39:39 AM ellenca78112564 The Alexandria library 🤞

3/5/2019 7:39:46 AM 45skinny Pt 3 ???  http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/congregations/cfaith/documents/rc_con_cfaith_doc_20000626_message-fatima_en.html … 

pic.twitter.com/VopUKWo2KD

3/5/2019 7:39:54 AM amymorg79793405 That Nubiri is Annunaki and the planet of the Cross & Jesus wasn’t really sacrificed ?

3/5/2019 7:40:04 AM deerfield4570 THAT’S WHAT I NEED!!!

3/5/2019 7:41:20 AM tammyredmond Humanity’s true origins

3/5/2019 7:41:27 AM enomai_ It all flows up to the top of the tree of the same power structure. They have figured ways to branch out for the same agendas, but call it something 

new different. 

Tho, you are pretty spot on... had a better gif but its gone now. pic.twitter.com/tWojG9wAT0

3/5/2019 7:41:45 AM keith369me This is a magnificent, Majestic question to meditate on!

3/5/2019 7:41:51 AM skeye_watching Thank you Mama T for the encouragement!😊😙

3/5/2019 7:42:03 AM amymorg79793405 Just kidding there is no hell ...?

3/5/2019 7:42:12 AM 99thyamwasher Merlin. (Spoiler: always listen to the dragon. The fools!)

3/5/2019 7:42:19 AM mjparchangel777 Aliens, Anannuki, fallen Angels, lies and deceit since the day after Christ ascended into Heaven and gave Satan his time for a time untill our Lord's 

return, His Holy Name, the Son of God, Jesus. God's will, will be done, Amen.

3/5/2019 7:42:36 AM la_nimboni Chronovisor pic.twitter.com/J2kXXryDbI

3/5/2019 7:42:56 AM ragevirusqq from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 space force        This is an excellent search with fascinating info.

3/5/2019 7:43:27 AM boodlepoop1  pic.twitter.com/sgkJV1qUas

3/5/2019 7:43:29 AM lemik_merope When are they going to admit that Yeshua wanted us to be like Yeshua and that Yeshua always pointed worship to Our Father? They've ignored Psalms 

82 even though they have Yeshua quoting it

3/5/2019 7:43:39 AM jballz1021 The human operating manual.

3/5/2019 7:43:50 AM nicjoubert81 Do you know @kabamur_taygeta ?

3/5/2019 7:43:58 AM pastorjon9 Covert huh? I'm going to go with the editing of the Bible by the Council of Nicaea

3/5/2019 7:44:01 AM mr_bone_crusher That we are not alone. 👽

3/5/2019 7:44:27 AM djlok I know! This account always gives me so much to think about!  I'll be sitting at work and start thinking about 3 6 9. 😜

3/5/2019 7:44:28 AM maryloumorning The Lucifer Telescope

3/5/2019 7:44:53 AM decodematrix Underwater ancient ruins/cities.

Antarctica ancient ruins/cities.

3/5/2019 7:44:54 AM ladypatriot20 As my ultra decent sister-in-law said "I don't care what he's done. I just care about what he's doing now."

3/5/2019 7:44:56 AM whitehat_van Let's also not forget that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 told their followers to download Chinese Malware pushed by Bloomberg and Facebook directors, called 

@KeybaseIO. It is Majestic mind hacking S/W for the death cult "ISBE".

3/5/2019 7:46:06 AM urkules Civilization under Antarctic Ice

3/5/2019 7:46:19 AM blsdbe Hopefully we get to see them in Real Life sometime soon here...#TickTock

3/5/2019 7:46:35 AM covertress emoji 

kek

3/5/2019 7:47:05 AM jrocktigers We have been doing that all along.. pic.twitter.com/YmLSM4pd4F

3/5/2019 7:47:05 AM enomai_ Hmm.. the full holysee document to the united states? Or other holysee documents to other countries in full? Maybe lateran treaty in full???

3/5/2019 7:47:45 AM djlok Yeah some of these organized religions have really worked a number on some good people... Even taking advantage of many before they even had a 

fighting chance. Very sad.

3/5/2019 7:47:57 AM n2zyk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why are world leaders being told about the moon bases and the people aren't?

3/5/2019 7:48:05 AM enomai_ Maybe, a secret vatican manual for the popes/cardinals to and  http://how.to  worship moloch, baal and the other deities?

3/5/2019 7:48:10 AM richardhiatt16 Good job 👍An offer he couldn’t refuse..🤓🇺🇸

3/5/2019 7:48:13 AM vintagesquirrel He was, but now it's Shanahan.

3/5/2019 7:48:31 AM okindian1 Huber Outside the [kill box]

3/5/2019 7:49:06 AM enomai_ Either way, im excited!

3/5/2019 7:50:12 AM blsdbe Seems like good ideas may have devolved into a system for controlling the masses through fear. #DoItQ #DoItMJ12 Looking Forward to more of the 

Great Reveal!!!

3/5/2019 7:50:19 AM adsvel But anyway I would prefer natural biological food with its smell and taste.😊



3/5/2019 7:50:41 AM bignick19841 The story of the three greek brothers.  The youngest of which are twins?

3/5/2019 7:51:39 AM liberalsuit True world map

3/5/2019 7:52:04 AM shap3dg Antartica related.

Secret Nazi programs.

Agartha.

3/5/2019 7:52:52 AM djlok I think that's exactly what's happened. 

I always heard the best way to tell a lie is to mix in a little truth.  

Who's to say world religions haven't executed this very tactic to maintain control and material wealth?

3/5/2019 7:53:17 AM keith369me I’m becoming obsessed with 3, 6, 9...today I set the microwave to 90 seconds instead of 1 min 30 sec.  Yesterday on a treadmill, magic numbers for 

distance and speed, volume on computer at 24 instead of 25, 15 oz of water in my cup instead of 16.

3/5/2019 7:53:29 AM ladypatriot20 Proof of UFOs?

3/5/2019 7:55:27 AM inthenameoflo19 The worlds treasures

3/5/2019 7:55:29 AM charladanberger Maybe I am off but Tatarian empire has wakened my interest of the buried cities like Atlantis.... So much has been hidden explains why the unelected 

gov't has been keeping us censored from connecting to the universe.... They want us to never know what we really are.

3/5/2019 7:55:40 AM ontothetruth1 I will go with super ancient scrolls that blow up the conventional time line of mankind, that most of the people following you already know is bullshit

3/5/2019 7:55:51 AM kuri99487324 Also, all the occultic black magic that has taken place since (and during) Atlantis, which has been swept under the rug by those who have manipulated 

history for thousands of years.

3/5/2019 7:56:07 AM covertress 👽👽👽 pic.twitter.com/khgiwNkXtI

3/5/2019 7:56:15 AM tracerscynlee The Ark

3/5/2019 7:56:34 AM pixiesdorule THANK YOU!! Iron sharpens iron...

3/5/2019 7:57:11 AM djlok Our inner OCD child has been activated!!  Hey, I'd rather be obsessed with 3 6 9...than that evil bullshit the [Cabal] is obsessed with!!  They are sick!!

3/5/2019 7:57:34 AM decodematrix The food made by replicators is the most nutritious you can get because it doesn't have any pesticides or GMO in it.

3/5/2019 7:58:04 AM peony_morning The cure for cancer?

3/5/2019 7:58:20 AM ecceveryday Facts re. the Earth, Sun, planets....flat, non-rotating earth or globe? Electric universe? Antarctica a bounding wall of ice? Hollow Earth? Nazis/ETs in 

Arctic/Antarctic? Energy grid around Earth. How human thinking/acting/words can affect this energy. Ether/unified field. Etc!

3/5/2019 7:58:43 AM jillsfolly77711 The missing bible books

3/5/2019 7:59:13 AM peony_morning Those evil shits would not have that. The truth of human desolations, maybe.

3/5/2019 7:59:27 AM covertress Replicated food is an exact copy of the matter that makes up biological food... every single time.

It smells and tastes the same.

Energy to matter.

3/5/2019 7:59:57 AM southpaw816 What the secret told to the children who saw the vision of Mary in Yugoslavia?

3/5/2019 8:00:04 AM pastorjon9 The most powerful lie is half a truth -- just enough to "feel right" and get you to lower your guard and buy into the rest of the lying statement.

3/5/2019 8:00:47 AM truth_077 Our REAL history of humankind!!

3/5/2019 8:00:56 AM magi_estella Aliens

3/5/2019 8:01:22 AM adsvel I meant grown in the own garden, healthy without any pesticides or GMO.

3/5/2019 8:01:30 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/RwtjPJyT4E

3/5/2019 8:02:07 AM love4thegameak Hopefully the truth about what was Really Was Being Sacrificed in the Old Testament. It was Not The Goats!!

3/5/2019 8:02:11 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/M77wIhjQ8x

3/5/2019 8:02:22 AM daumster Hillary is the Anti -Christ.

3/5/2019 8:02:37 AM blsdbe I agree. We gotta repair our garden after the Snowpocalypse pic.twitter.com/rczyn8I23t

3/5/2019 8:02:55 AM djlok And may their downfall happen quickly with minimum collateral damage! 

 

A lot of people blindly follow what their religions say... those are the ones I'm worried will be collateral damage. 

BUT...they didn't come into this world with those beliefs, so beliefs can be changed.

3/5/2019 8:03:31 AM gailcosper I hope it is what the Virgin Mary told the children at the Miracle of Fatima.

3/5/2019 8:03:33 AM adsvel I know dear, just You know ... old habits.😊

3/5/2019 8:03:39 AM keith369me The 3D printed food that is being demonstrated today is a precursor/disclosure to the real replicated food of tomorrow.  Bring it on.

3/5/2019 8:04:11 AM highhopesusa Karen Hudes says “They are Critters”

3/5/2019 8:04:45 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/JhO03nU7Pr

3/5/2019 8:05:04 AM nobodyspecial3c Open Hatch of a suv this is nothing

3/5/2019 8:05:52 AM blsdbe Plus, we can love on the plants and then they can love us back. I’m not saying replicated food can’t do this, but very few of us have replicators right 

now. All of us can get a little dirt in a planter and grow something if we so choose

3/5/2019 8:06:51 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/kTzEQ5MSPn

3/5/2019 8:06:51 AM covertress "THe Crystal is synthetic." - Majestic 12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086766251437944832?s=19 …

3/5/2019 8:07:09 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/mr3SO7Rqf9

3/5/2019 8:08:05 AM adsvel This is the First thing. 😊

3/5/2019 8:08:56 AM 0400885511e1444 How many Nazis they helped escape .

3/5/2019 8:11:38 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/6XEj6t64Tq

3/5/2019 8:11:41 AM weshallrise144k The Führer’s Schwimmwagen with “portal gear” rear hubs?   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volkswagen_Schwimmwagen … 😳

3/5/2019 8:12:18 AM from_thestars Earth & humanity true history 👽👽

3/5/2019 8:12:41 AM adsvel Yes exactly! Made food or grown with Love is the most delicious food. The replicator can't add that extra energy patterns.😊💗🌈

3/5/2019 8:13:23 AM wwg1wga10432367 The hidden books of the Bible...

3/5/2019 8:15:30 AM jollyrob2 Any correlation or to far fetched? pic.twitter.com/dyqXnc5m2J

3/5/2019 8:16:32 AM blsdbe Probably not, but we can add our intention to Anything ❤️

3/5/2019 8:17:29 AM wow61106184 NOT West Virginia

Virginia! 

Big Difference

3/5/2019 8:18:53 AM carolelmer12 Alians

3/5/2019 8:19:20 AM wwg1wga10432367 Can you share with us what Operation Stringray is? If not details, does it involve pickup of people...and transfer to our newest hot vacation spot in 

Cuba??!

3/5/2019 8:19:42 AM diaptera_80 I heard something on MSM radio about declass time for Vatican archives has been cut shorter

3/5/2019 8:20:49 AM jswdh1 So he's MJ9? I'm confused. Uhhhggggg!

3/5/2019 8:21:07 AM dlrowehtfoweiv All of this stuff pic.twitter.com/va1ot7Mg4F

3/5/2019 8:21:37 AM diaptera_80 It should be criminal to have a secret archive with alien tech

3/5/2019 8:23:07 AM jlundr Factual Cosmology



3/5/2019 8:24:51 AM blsdbe This morning I am transplanting these little babies to make more aloe. I take a stalk, peel it, and add the chunks to my water with Elderberry juice and 

stevia, and a couple drops of lugols iodine, selenium and zeolite. pic.twitter.com/V4RfYkL3VH

3/5/2019 8:25:48 AM natureinspace The name of the Anti-Christ.

3/5/2019 8:28:04 AM peony_morning Ruth Bader Ginsberg?

3/5/2019 8:28:55 AM paciouno Did you find my book cough scroll .

3/5/2019 8:31:45 AM covertress love your garden!

fabulous 

😻

3/5/2019 8:32:03 AM love4thegameak Are Vets Worldwide Being Systematically Being Knocked Off for What They Know and/or What they Threaten to Expose as Truths?

3/5/2019 8:32:39 AM iamyou132 Jesus’ true teachings and the fraud / white washing of religion committed by Roman Catholicism

3/5/2019 8:34:16 AM deplorablesuezq ET’s

3/5/2019 8:34:43 AM sonofmancan 👆🤣😆😄

3/5/2019 8:35:24 AM jdltr450 Reptilians in the halls. 🐉

3/5/2019 8:40:32 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062440162716737536?s=19 …

3/5/2019 8:41:25 AM whatisreality_q Heliocentric model we are using is wrong

3/5/2019 8:41:42 AM nonopilote2013 Jésus Christ

3/5/2019 8:45:38 AM sharond27756243 so of all the secrets vatican holds, you decide to release the one about muh 6 gorillion to strengthen your israeli fairytales/takeover of america. 

shameful. its obvious ((who)) trump serves, and its not the citizens.

3/5/2019 8:45:45 AM kathleen3693693 Time does not exist....? There is only the NOW.

3/5/2019 8:48:22 AM carolba88945394 I’m gonna say.....either the Holy Grail or worlds largest ball of string..wrapped around a ton of gold.

3/5/2019 8:49:30 AM elfm0d3 That 'off world entities' have been well known to the Church the whole time

3/5/2019 8:50:13 AM liberty_reigns_ The truth about our real history, such as the existence of giants. pic.twitter.com/Fd634eIlqL

3/5/2019 8:52:36 AM tamravee My black ops friend said they showed him bones on an altar in the catacombs of a NEVER RISEN JESUS.

THATS A SMOKE AND MIRRORS LIE to get the priests to accept LUCIFER AS THE LIGHTBEARER . ITS BS FROM THE PITS OF HELL. But he also said all of 

history is on scrolls in a seacavern

3/5/2019 8:52:44 AM lynnboyce7 Is this from Kabamur when  POTUS landed in Florida or a diff pic😃?  I don't know why but this picture gives me a wonderful feeling.

3/5/2019 8:54:44 AM g00jersey  https://youtu.be/Y4-jCCgf-6g  ?!

3/5/2019 8:54:51 AM tamravee Aliens= FALLEN ANGELS . 

THE FATHER OF LIES IS LUCIFER.

LUCI IN THE SKY.

AT BohoGrove he goes by SATRINA.

The 1st DRAGon Queen

3/5/2019 8:55:50 AM cmdrzod23 Neon-colored books with bar codes which are not from this earth?

3/5/2019 8:56:26 AM kathleen3693693 "...to protect against         them         from being resumed covertly..."

Who or what is 'them'? 

Was the obviously off-world being who peeked through my screen on my lakefront home one of 'them'?

3/5/2019 8:56:54 AM oncesaved A Master List of Pedophiles.

3/5/2019 8:59:09 AM ladyanon17 Probably something about ET's

3/5/2019 8:59:32 AM covertress Yes. Pic is recent, from a POTUS landing (in FL?)

Pilots in jet escort appear to be Pleiadian. 

OP tweet included video from POTUS himself.

Both tweet and video have been deleted. 

@kabamur_taygeta remarked on this sighting.

3/5/2019 9:00:06 AM rincon174 UFO  full disclosure

3/5/2019 9:01:07 AM liberty_2q2q Amen!

3/5/2019 9:01:13 AM cristajones9 The Gnostic Gospels and famous parchments rescued from the Alexandria Library.

3/5/2019 9:02:23 AM colleenmoreno15 They have corrupted Christianity.

3/5/2019 9:09:12 AM goldste57881662 There is no religion

3/5/2019 9:09:29 AM hawkgirlinmn Replicators have already been made public, though.

3/5/2019 9:09:56 AM whitehat_van That they are Satanic lying child eaters.

3/5/2019 9:11:02 AM giediknight Human Cloning pic.twitter.com/RAY9KqAO4u

3/5/2019 9:11:48 AM peterclloyd Financial and political manipulation of the people of the world throughout the ages by the church.

3/5/2019 9:14:18 AM victorhbranger The Sun

3/5/2019 9:14:43 AM katydid76653298 Library of Alexandria 😉

3/5/2019 9:16:51 AM cpnegron73 ET - Demonic - Angelic exsistance.

3/5/2019 9:20:28 AM burgersandra Why Israel praised Pius XII after his death

3/5/2019 9:21:02 AM swelder66 The Holy Grail?

3/5/2019 9:23:49 AM jonle86  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034967667520806913?s=19 …

3/5/2019 9:23:51 AM dantomlom2 The real translation of the whole Bible.

3/5/2019 9:24:16 AM daveycroqket The end of the world, the antichrist

3/5/2019 9:25:14 AM skeye_watching destroy the evidence with a little clean up, sweeping under the rug, before the big guy arrives. 😏🧐

3/5/2019 9:25:37 AM jon2386 Ancient civilizations with advance tech

3/5/2019 9:27:53 AM covertress Vatican Archives = 17 million pages = Pius XII archives in the central Vatican Archives & more. 

Eg Archives of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (formerly known as the Holy Office of the Inquisition) & Archives of the Jesuit order. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.theatlantic.com/amp/article/584080/ …

3/5/2019 9:29:28 AM cmdrzod23 Don't be afraid. You are not alone.

3/5/2019 9:30:04 AM pookie4mom All the lies about the Church & Jesus.

3/5/2019 9:30:09 AM covertress All This and More https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034967156776153089?s=19 …

3/5/2019 9:30:51 AM jbahnerjess That we are "short" books of the bible

3/5/2019 9:31:42 AM aboriginalbabe Extra Terrestrial life have been interacting with humans since we were put here? That their religion is false?  Whatever it is, it more than likely will be 

pertaining to ISBE's.

3/5/2019 9:32:07 AM covertress STARGATES https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034972769778388997?s=19 …

3/5/2019 9:39:50 AM adsvel Wonderful work! 😊💗

3/5/2019 9:45:09 AM jollyrob2 Hi 👋 MJ12, looks familiar to you guys?🧐 pic.twitter.com/54zQGMRdG9

3/5/2019 9:45:45 AM dryestwall @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the AI in our house A.C.?

3/5/2019 9:46:12 AM lbf777 2 amazing things in 24 hours. 

1. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 admitted to be Trump himself. 

2. The cure for AIDS is basically released as successful cures have been announced & tweeted out by Trump.

3/5/2019 9:48:35 AM deeiatopp IMPORTANT MESSAGE!!!

3/5/2019 9:50:25 AM pixiesdorule DOCUMENTED TRUTH to LIGHT - Revealing the truth of historical events that have kept us slave to the narrative for eons.



3/5/2019 9:50:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 is just one Majestic 12 member. This account is not operated by 45.

3/5/2019 9:51:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unaffiliated.

3/5/2019 9:52:22 AM aschilliam Pius archive of his lifetime. Weather or not he did enough to help certain ppl.

3/5/2019 9:52:27 AM realeyethespy Stated prior 12 devices 

12 members 

Multiple account operators

3/5/2019 9:52:48 AM realeyethespy Test 12?

3/5/2019 9:52:58 AM djlok I bet 45 knows the operator of this account very well!!

Regardless- message over messenger. 5:5

3/5/2019 9:52:58 AM lbf777 Ah ok so 45 is part of the group that operates your twitter account?

3/5/2019 9:53:04 AM zagnett Dude this movie's gettin' good!!!

3/5/2019 9:53:36 AM awakeandsing123 Can someone post that site where I can read all MJ12 tweet archives? Many thanks!

3/5/2019 9:53:49 AM lynmarti7 Probably "Alien disclosure",  but should be Vatican documents which demands the participation of every new pope in recurrent 9th circle satanic rituals 

of child sacrifice, which is mandatory for their assumption of office @18:21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4aeGRMso1zw …

3/5/2019 9:53:52 AM 1ra_enelor Our True Religious History....The parts ‘they’ intentionally left out!

3/5/2019 9:55:03 AM keith369me 45 was subordinate to those that operate this account and might still be.

3/5/2019 9:55:03 AM aleoniea Mandatory ?

3/5/2019 9:55:43 AM aleoniea You going to tell us ?

3/5/2019 9:58:32 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZVWUvj0Kz0 …

Listening to "Behold a Pale Horse" now. It says the group started out with 19, which of course is > 12.

Are there actually 12 MJs now?

Does MJ endorse the book? Is it mostly true? Or heavy misinfo/disinfo?

3/5/2019 9:59:26 AM jonella_moore That humans are millions of years old and that “history” we have been taught is all a lie.

3/5/2019 10:02:14 AM burgersandra Reminds me of a line from Wm.  Blake:

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 

Auguries of Innocence https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43650/auguries-of-innocence …

3/5/2019 10:02:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are more than 21 MJ12 members currently.

3/5/2019 10:02:54 AM jamiebroadwater Not much room here... but why do they all wear yamicas and red shoes?

3/5/2019 10:02:55 AM roublisa Have you asked kab about this recently?

3/5/2019 10:03:21 AM yttak3 Cool

3/5/2019 10:04:22 AM tamikubark This is the big lie. We did not choose to be subject to mind hacking and remote viewing. It has been perpetrated upon us by those who now want to 

escape accountability by getting us to accept the responsibility for their crimes. #WeThePeople #UnitedWeStand pic.twitter.com/OrqGZUlPkr

3/5/2019 10:04:49 AM 1_decided_voter Can you confirm all of these people are members?

Donald J Trump

General Flynn 

Joseph Dunford 

James Mattis 

William Barr 

Patrick Shanahan

Paul Selva
3/5/2019 10:04:50 AM theaagabriel The Divorce of Lilith and Adam.

3/5/2019 10:06:17 AM visitor22 No, they are oblivious to us.

3/5/2019 10:06:40 AM faded4soul The demons church below?

3/5/2019 10:06:41 AM palmdalekid2  http://Gematrix.org 

3/5/2019 10:08:10 AM realchindsight Ancient aliens

3/5/2019 10:09:25 AM palmdalekid2 Green light heli driveby

3/5/2019 10:09:50 AM zagnett From previous MJ posts, seems like the answer is no.

3/5/2019 10:13:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/5/2019 10:14:12 AM ekotoons CONTEXT

3/5/2019 10:14:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 on that list are MJ12.

3/5/2019 10:14:58 AM orthogonalron Pope Pius XII docs related to WWII. He has been criticized for not helping Holocaut victims. 

 https://www.sfgate.com/news/world/article/Vatican-to-open-archives-on-World-War-II-era-Pope-13660599.php …

3/5/2019 10:15:21 AM allahuniversal "More than 21"

So at 21 minimum, could be 24, 30, 210, 2,100, 21,000...

3/5/2019 10:15:30 AM ekotoons DJT

MF

PS

3/5/2019 10:15:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 !PS

3/5/2019 10:16:01 AM scottgasaway Of course "3"

3/5/2019 10:16:09 AM aprilbrown99 That the Vatican has been keeping files of everyone on everything.

3/5/2019 10:16:12 AM mrd_s_anderson Paul Selva

3/5/2019 10:16:30 AM kimmeykim1 How they have deceived us in religion

3/5/2019 10:16:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Could be. Actual number is classified, so disinformation is...

3/5/2019 10:16:51 AM allahuniversal P. Shanahan is a subordinate.

3/5/2019 10:16:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 In every possible way.

3/5/2019 10:16:56 AM zagnett Trump, Shanahan, Mattis (Mattis you mentioned in a previous MJ post - was it correct?).

Flynn former MJ? Would think Dunford quite possibly MJ.

3/5/2019 10:17:15 AM aprilbrown99 Matt Is?

3/5/2019 10:17:15 AM allahuniversal !PS = JD or JM

3/5/2019 10:17:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

3/5/2019 10:17:38 AM allahuniversal ... absolutely necessary.

3/5/2019 10:17:46 AM aprilbrown99 *mattis

3/5/2019 10:17:55 AM nmchristoban PS was said to be a subordinate of an MJ#

3/5/2019 10:17:55 AM iam_laura9 No women?

3/5/2019 10:18:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Check their pasts and then ask your question again to yourself. You know the answer.

3/5/2019 10:18:23 AM blsdbe Took the words right outta my head...



3/5/2019 10:18:36 AM usss_211 We are not and never have been alone. 

Library of Alexandria was raided by the Roman's prior to it being torched. All that wonderful knowledge was transferred and eventually wound up in 

the Vatican..

3/5/2019 10:18:45 AM allahuniversal Every single religion + it's derivatives & opponents. Look within.

3/5/2019 10:18:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 None at all.

3/5/2019 10:19:34 AM nobodyspecial3c Fock with the bull

3/5/2019 10:19:47 AM allahuniversal I do. Yet disinformation is...

3/5/2019 10:19:49 AM lori_dee1 I just received my copy of Behold a Pale Horse..can't wait to read it!

3/5/2019 10:19:54 AM usss_211 I am with you Crista!! Can you imagine reading and studying all of that???  😊

3/5/2019 10:20:15 AM zagnett Yeah i thought PS was an MJ in the past.

But he is actually a direct subordinate of MJ2(?) i think, which seems to be none other than...drum roll plz...DJT.

3/5/2019 10:20:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 This member is obvious. No disinformation needed. Its common knowledge to our adversaries.

3/5/2019 10:20:40 AM starseedatx Extraterrestrial influence

3/5/2019 10:20:43 AM wearediamonds2 OMg...so you are saying our emotions have the power to create the extreme weather storms? Someone knows we have the power to create with 

untamed emotions?

3/5/2019 10:20:50 AM allahuniversal Patriots are in control.

Etymology of the word Patriot.

3/5/2019 10:20:53 AM ragevirusqq How many are responsible for the posts on this account?

3/5/2019 10:20:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easier than you realize.

3/5/2019 10:21:21 AM wearediamonds2 Sorry, I missed it somewhere, but what is an IS-BE?

3/5/2019 10:21:22 AM aprilbrown99 Mattis, this is why he is leading the tribunals.

3/5/2019 10:21:29 AM usss_211 The universe is older than we were led to believe. This planet was inhabited by our ancestors hundreds of millions of years ago.. 😊

3/5/2019 10:21:35 AM cynthiamorrow8 Extraterrestrials

3/5/2019 10:22:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Several subordinates including 3 MJ12 members. Sometimes it has been 4 members. Sometimes 2.

3/5/2019 10:22:06 AM allahuniversal Correct. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069402710594781185?s=19 …

3/5/2019 10:22:08 AM 1_decided_voter Dunford!

3/5/2019 10:22:10 AM brad34351293 The third prophecy told to children in Fatima, Portugal?

3/5/2019 10:22:39 AM zagnett Any plans for...ahem...diversification? Seems quite popular nowadays.

Surely at least some women would do quite well on the MJ team i bet.

3/5/2019 10:23:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 No plans at all.

3/5/2019 10:23:24 AM wearediamonds2 I would love to enjoy the beauty of shrooms again. It was very healing and freeing for me when I tried it a long time ago.

3/5/2019 10:24:04 AM usss_211 Truth...

3/5/2019 10:24:49 AM ekotoons I'M WRONG HERE BTW

SEE BELOW OR ABOVE ;)

3/5/2019 10:25:00 AM kimmeykim1 The healing will come once the full truth is revealEd .  Humanity is resilient, compassionate and once we learn it was them who tangled us in the 

division we will find it in our heart to Love fully, to love willingly and to love unconditionally.  We are almost there 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️

3/5/2019 10:25:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Don't need to go to the VA in order to see that reality.

3/5/2019 10:25:51 AM listening4his Everything hidden will be revealed.  So it should be interesting.

3/5/2019 10:25:52 AM youstinksoap Dunford isn't?  That's surprising...

3/5/2019 10:26:02 AM kimmeykim1 I am just finishing Anna, Grandmother of Jesus.  🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻. I am ready!  ❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/5/2019 10:26:08 AM wearediamonds2 Ah, I see what IS-BE is now. My emotions created powerful effects in past. Thank you for conriminng. I thought before this was all just supernatural 

stuff coming from my energy I didn't know how to control (torture=weather, for ex.)

3/5/2019 10:26:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalization. He is in a peer program that requires his absence from MJ12.

3/5/2019 10:26:31 AM wearediamonds2 I work part time at one and have suspected this. Makes me very angry.

3/5/2019 10:26:34 AM allahuniversal  https://www.etymonline.com/word/patriot 

3/5/2019 10:26:54 AM jvan125 Just curious if there’s a reason for that? Or just policy of the MJ?

3/5/2019 10:27:08 AM cristajones9 And there are a lot more mysteries!!!!!

3/5/2019 10:27:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plans != Policy

Why? Gender has never been a qualifier.

3/5/2019 10:27:45 AM 1_decided_voter I know this is probably a dumb question, but do all MJ12 references to 45 = DJT? Is there a 45 other than DJT?

3/5/2019 10:27:50 AM djlok It'll be easy.  First space being who becomes mainstreamed into the collective conscience= religious narrative (s) shift.

3/5/2019 10:27:59 AM youstinksoap Gotcha.  He was in control (booted out) Obama, no?  Is that disinfo?

3/5/2019 10:28:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 = 4,10,20 = DJT = @realDonaldTrump

3/5/2019 10:29:00 AM zagnett Ok so looks like the correct 3 are Trump, Flynn, & Mattis.

Not too shab!!! 🧐😎🤩

Yeah I'm also surprised Dunford isn't.

3/5/2019 10:29:01 AM jvan125 So there just aren’t ‘qualified’ females? Not trying to argue, just trying to understand. Thank you for all you share. It’s fascinating. 🙏🏻❤️🌟

3/5/2019 10:29:11 AM jane_q_patriot Majestic Mad Dog.

3/5/2019 10:29:22 AM ragevirusqq My guess was at least 3 based on intuition/inference from your posts. One person seems to have a lot of malice. Maybe a lack of compassion. Is ET 

disclosure still planned to take place before space force creation?

3/5/2019 10:29:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Obama was never MJ12. He was signed into a hoax MJ12 that actually neutralized many major catastrophes from happening under his watch at the 

demand of his handlers. MJ12 subordinates concocted the elaborate hoax. MJ12 are masters at making real life movies.

3/5/2019 10:30:07 AM zagnett Oh so Dunford WAS an MJ, or just on sabbatical or something...

3/5/2019 10:30:19 AM aprilbrown99 🥰 45

3/5/2019 10:30:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Women's physiology and hormones when left unmanaged can be extremely deadly.

3/5/2019 10:30:38 AM palmdalekid2 @SKTelecomFaker

3/5/2019 10:30:47 AM 1_decided_voter Thanks for clarifying. I read somewhere that Dunford was effectively the POTUS due to all the fraudulent voting that has occurred.

3/5/2019 10:30:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 WAS

3/5/2019 10:31:05 AM allahuniversal That's HILARIOUS 🤣 a genius move

3/5/2019 10:31:08 AM zagnett MJ, how are the tribunals going btw?

3/5/2019 10:31:17 AM ascendingadam 1st, 2nd & 4th.

3/5/2019 10:31:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is always more than meets the eye.

3/5/2019 10:31:34 AM jojoe12299 Even that may not be enough for some. In my experience some choose to believe in the lie even after shown truth, I think some of those are just 

incapable of processing/dealing with the it.

3/5/2019 10:31:43 AM consortiapartn1 That'll be crazy cat woman Mensch

3/5/2019 10:31:49 AM mrd_s_anderson ~30 years at Boeing, work on 757, 767, 777, 787. Known as Mr. Fix-It. Perhaps I was off, but the "Under" I am still researching.

3/5/2019 10:31:51 AM jvan125 I am one and I have to agree with you 😂



3/5/2019 10:31:58 AM keith369me Intuition, was waiting for a confirmation or correction.  MJ has clearance well above presidential level and 45 was recruited by military intelligence

3/5/2019 10:32:21 AM zagnett What interesting "games" you MJs play! 🧐

3/5/2019 10:32:47 AM pro_aktv I can’t stop trembling with excitement. I’m . . just . . so . . overwhelmed with joy! Thank you, to all the Great Patriots who are steering our magnificent 

ship to Liberty & Justice! So lucky to be part of this historical effort to save our country & world! May God Bless Us All!

3/5/2019 10:33:04 AM jvan125 😂

3/5/2019 10:33:10 AM lbf777 Some guy is going around cliaming to be the chairman of Magestic 12 on twitter. I asked him if he was connected to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and he said 

that he is not connected to "Magic men". Weird. How many MJ12s are there?

3/5/2019 10:34:10 AM palmdalekid2 @andymilonakis @Stanford @HumCoSO

3/5/2019 10:34:13 AM youstinksoap That's interesting.  I was referring to some info I read a while back, Dunford was Comm in Chief for bit between Obama being removed (behind the 

scenes) and Trump winning the election.  Is that disinfo?

3/5/2019 10:34:39 AM scents_common Have we been brainwashed?  We see a list and are first thoughts are "it's not diverse enough . . .

3/5/2019 10:34:43 AM aprilbrown99 Clones and hybrids in their basement.

3/5/2019 10:34:54 AM zagnett Hmm, interesting way to put that, whatever it is that MJ is referring to i mean... 🤔

3/5/2019 10:34:59 AM prmd21801759 Elongated head giants

3/5/2019 10:35:15 AM allahuniversal Now watching: The Manchurian Candidate (2004)

3/5/2019 10:35:19 AM keith369me Pieced together some Dr Steven Greer info regarding levels above the president...some RDS information and it made this scenario a reasonable 

possibility.  Was hoping for a response correct/incorrect on this as a confirmation.

3/5/2019 10:36:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Kushner?? Dems call for criminal probe into Kushner's security clearance https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/432651-dems-call-for-criminal-

investigation-into-kushners-security-clearance …

3/5/2019 10:36:28 AM usss_211 He did it for America

3/5/2019 10:36:46 AM wyatt251 Lost books of knowledge from Alexandria library

3/5/2019 10:36:54 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, just look at the radical left!  Good indication right there.

3/5/2019 10:37:03 AM zagnett Yeah with all that i thought for sure PS was MJ.

Maybe the dude deserves a promotion someday? He's a machine!!! 🤔

3/5/2019 10:37:04 AM lynmarti7 There is Vatican $$ smear campaign against Kevin Annett, noone wants to believe its true, but I have been working with x-multigenerational satanists 

for 17+ years and do know someone personally from the UK That attended child sacrifice satanic rituals with the Pope many witnesses

3/5/2019 10:37:25 AM aprilbrown99 Me too. 🥴

3/5/2019 10:37:25 AM yttak3 Is there a point in knowing who’s in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?!? At least until the total awakening is done?!? I mean,like Q and the anons, if the the 

Deep💩state knows who’s in these groups as individuals won’t their lives be in peril !?! Just saying 🤷🏻♀️ #TrustThePlan ,#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/5/2019 10:38:22 AM iam_laura9 Not if they went through menopause. 

No more hormones...

3/5/2019 10:38:29 AM keith369me Trump Shanahan Dunford would be my guess

3/5/2019 10:38:37 AM giediknight How funny was it when Obama found out? LOL

3/5/2019 10:38:53 AM allahuniversal "The complete picture would put 99% of Americans (the World) in a hospital." ~ Q

3/5/2019 10:38:59 AM youstinksoap 😂😂😂

3/5/2019 10:39:03 AM nun_chucknorris Is that related to the Q drops last night Palm?

3/5/2019 10:39:11 AM mikecoats1965 So it can make a pizza??

3/5/2019 10:39:16 AM deplorabldamsel As a woman...I have to agree that, yes, this is totally true.

😂🤣👍

3/5/2019 10:39:28 AM 1_decided_voter Trying to reconcile !PS with this: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080667024219688960 …

3/5/2019 10:40:00 AM zagnett Knock that PC s*** off. Brainwashed or not, intelligence is everywhere in the Universe. It's a valid question.

3/5/2019 10:40:27 AM michael81972 That every place on earth that holds keys to knowledge they have built a structure around and guard its secrets...

3/5/2019 10:40:34 AM 1_decided_voter Something changed since this tweet? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080667024219688960 …

3/5/2019 10:41:02 AM zagnett Egad, hope not!

3/5/2019 10:41:48 AM aleoniea ...so this is whats going to be revealed ?..this is all on intel and has been for months...nothing can be revealed that is already common knowledge..just 

as nobody can be blackmailed with info that is already common knowledge.. i will leave this here...

3/5/2019 10:41:53 AM scents_common Question that we are being conditioned to ask . . . IMHO

3/5/2019 10:42:11 AM lori_dee1 No truer words could have been spoken MJ12!! Even though I am a female this does not offend me at all. 😉

3/5/2019 10:42:11 AM nun_chucknorris DJT, MF, JM

3/5/2019 10:43:03 AM zagnett I'm assuming they thought of this, consented individually, and we're getting to a point it's safe enough anyway.

Besides, reading MJ's posts for months now, it seems they want to have a real "Meet & Greet" with We, the People someday. Way cool!

3/5/2019 10:43:15 AM cocopuffster12 We appreciate these masters so much. It was very depressing during the Obama years. So very thankful for where we are today. So very thankful. A 

great time to be alive. 💟☮️🇺🇸

3/5/2019 10:43:52 AM giediknight Bible makes good slaves.. pic.twitter.com/Ao3dBHDbu6

3/5/2019 10:44:18 AM brad34351293 Is the Underground Alaska Pyramid still under dark control?

3/5/2019 10:44:58 AM zagnett Oh that's right! PS was confirmed before.

3/5/2019 10:45:40 AM covertress 🤗 IS-BE F

3/5/2019 10:46:26 AM zagnett Yeah sorry i got upset in the last tweet.

I thought people might detect my sarcasm towards all things "PC" a little better in my original tweet.

3/5/2019 10:46:57 AM covertress Specific 😷

3/5/2019 10:47:05 AM djlok Unless they're Hillary Clinton. Menopause didn't seem to stop her reign of terror!!

3/5/2019 10:48:03 AM azuremagus E.T. craft or Tesla files?

3/5/2019 10:48:33 AM ragevirusqq from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 4,10,20                     Also a good search for info

3/5/2019 10:48:51 AM jrocktigers What if "first" space being is deemed the anti-christ ?

3/5/2019 10:48:56 AM lori_dee1 We don't have the same levels of hormones that men do, they are the protectors and providers. Women create life...the nurturers in the truest sense 

of the word. This of course is in direct conflict with modern radical feminism...don't care.

3/5/2019 10:48:58 AM adsvel Any food, because food is energy.😊

3/5/2019 10:49:03 AM finpfinacom Our true History!

3/5/2019 10:49:06 AM nun_chucknorris An easily accessible entrance to inner earth?

3/5/2019 10:49:39 AM auagate IS-BE = 现在-成为者 (in Chinese)

3/5/2019 10:50:31 AM mikecoats1965 I thought so, I was checking to make sure!! 😂

3/5/2019 10:50:35 AM kwyatt55 Giants

3/5/2019 10:50:40 AM francoissmc We love you alllll!

3/5/2019 10:50:44 AM covertress #VeganDementia lack of B12

3/5/2019 10:51:00 AM pug_life_4_blue If Ivanka knows, that means POTUS knows, yes?

3/5/2019 10:51:10 AM cocopuffster12 That’ll be crickets for sure!



3/5/2019 10:51:48 AM zagnett "Women create life...the nurturers in the truest sense of the word."

Actually this is the main reason i think there should be at least a few women on the MJ team, or at least the future MJ team. Some prior MJs 

apparently had not given a single gosh darn about this at all.

3/5/2019 10:51:56 AM tomkingblue If DJT is POTUS 45, then 4+5=9

Is POTUS MJ-9?

3/5/2019 10:52:53 AM adsvel Somehow I felt it and contributed to Your game. 😂😂

3/5/2019 10:55:19 AM auagate Check out <Alien Interview> --- IS-BE in it.

3/5/2019 10:55:57 AM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/5/2019 10:56:14 AM nobodyspecial3c I understand

3/5/2019 10:57:04 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/5/2019 10:57:13 AM lori_dee1 Yes so true! The horrific crimes against humanity is just a shock to the conscience.

3/5/2019 10:57:25 AM daveschroeder18 I agree, definitely more than one personality has been contributing to these posts.

3/5/2019 10:57:25 AM francoissmc No hiding from Him!

3/5/2019 10:57:47 AM nobodyspecial3c Archive is offline: recorded biologically fully understood by no one

3/5/2019 11:00:55 AM roaminnoodle Has DJT ever posted under the MJ Twitter handle?

3/5/2019 11:01:12 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLS2N9mHWaw …

3/5/2019 11:03:08 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/ovTNkb18QP

3/5/2019 11:03:22 AM sunlightshiner Barr.

3/5/2019 11:03:48 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/uKUFEcjxKc

3/5/2019 11:04:38 AM teriwiseman2 List of child rapists going way way way back.

3/5/2019 11:04:55 AM lori_dee1 I haven't experienced any malice or lack of compassion with MJ12. They are very straight forward and non-emotional. The current MJ12 would not 

have a member on the team that had malice...it would defeat their purpose and mission.

3/5/2019 11:06:02 AM higherdensitees Suppressed cures and medical devices...

3/5/2019 11:06:43 AM selvestekjetil Any idea who/what override and crashed the Norwegian KLM Helge Ingstad after Trident Juncture 2018?

3/5/2019 11:09:01 AM zagnett Yeah seems so. We have to keep asking though.

3/5/2019 11:09:05 AM lori_dee1 Another member could also be the other PS = Paul Selva

3/5/2019 11:09:08 AM ragevirusqq Was Gen Aquino MJ12? Who or what was he?

3/5/2019 11:09:57 AM zagnett Good point.

3/5/2019 11:10:18 AM n7guardiananon There has to be at least 1 that is in the general vicinity of truth.

3/5/2019 11:10:19 AM kwint ETs and maybe the Pope's nightie?

3/5/2019 11:12:10 AM toffer_anon_369 What does [-48] mean?  days?  hours?  # of personnel?

3/5/2019 11:12:24 AM zagnett Curious, which posts have you detected malice?

3/5/2019 11:12:53 AM duncanskinner6 Why the Knights Templar were destroyed?  Why Black Madonna statues exist?

3/5/2019 11:14:26 AM realityloominng Guys, I think they mean white house as 'castle'... Trump is the king and the stupid decadent deepstate are waltzing around in there, with their tapped 

phones and wires, like they still own the place.

3/5/2019 11:14:29 AM n7guardiananon Obama / Noname

Both weren't legitimate presidental candidates

rigged

Where were they born?

3/5/2019 11:15:18 AM zagnett Oh good. Because if i start telling my fam that i talk with ETs, Sasquatch, & the "Majestic 12", up to and including TPrez himself - on Twitter no less - 

well i should probably just have myself committed to the asylum lol.

3/5/2019 11:15:19 AM cocopuffster12 This video 😂😂😂 - something to put a smile on our faces. Took me a minute to find it, could not find it on YT. 🇺🇸 https://youtu.be/fCfZ9Y_LEqw 

3/5/2019 11:15:28 AM aschilliam Do not let the genderpolice read this

3/5/2019 11:15:32 AM enomai_ Can i assume 3 6 9 or 12?

3/5/2019 11:15:40 AM blsdbe I think the plan is to reveal an enemy of ours that is of ET origin. Then after we ‘confront’ that evil, we will hopefully have First Contact with more 

positive ET beings

3/5/2019 11:17:18 AM enomai_ More than likely, some reason I took it as nadler and subpeonas

3/5/2019 11:17:33 AM _girlmaher_ The official command line of the most influencial bloodlines but in this modern day and who controls which aspect of the serious humans rights abuses 

tied to business, academia, religion and government.

3/5/2019 11:17:59 AM skeye_watching Not by a long shot.

3/5/2019 11:18:27 AM lori_dee1 I respectfully disagree for this reason: The former MJ12 team was compromised, which could have happened even with women being on the team.

3/5/2019 11:18:29 AM cledrordfishing Well beat them to it....

Disclose!

3/5/2019 11:18:39 AM jrocktigers Agree.

3/5/2019 11:19:58 AM blsdbe MJ, will there come a time that We The People might be able to read what’s there? The Choice to Know is Ours?

3/5/2019 11:20:17 AM mikecoats1965 😂😂😂😂

3/5/2019 11:22:51 AM richard07759712 Along the lines of BF? pic.twitter.com/s8bNM16tCg

3/5/2019 11:24:13 AM jrocktigers 💪💪💪  It is nice to have connections!~ 😉 pic.twitter.com/rcSaOWAGE0

3/5/2019 11:24:34 AM lori_dee1 By reading all the comments, I have narrowed it down to...

DJT

MF

JM

3/5/2019 11:24:56 AM libertyspring99 It is my understandintg that [-48] refers to a window of activity that events will happen within i.e. 48 days till activity/phase/mission is over.  It is not a 

countdown to an event.

3/5/2019 11:25:13 AM ekotoons CORRECT

WITH SEVERAL

FORMER MEMBERS

AND SUBORDINATES

3/5/2019 11:27:45 AM blsdbe Well, it was compromised during the time HRC held tenure there, no?

3/5/2019 11:31:18 AM zagnett Yes, but also at least as far back as the 1980s, when GHWB was the MJ leader "of decades" as MJ has put it, but possibly further back. GHWB was 

apparently ousted in 2011 or something, and apparently all bad MJs removed by 2017 or so, i think.

3/5/2019 11:32:36 AM aprilbrown99 I think MJ pointed Silva out in a previous tweet saying he was a subordinate. He was standing behind POTUS at his desk and circle him. Does anyone 

have that?  I can’t find it.

3/5/2019 11:32:47 AM bfdickthatshit Past contact

3/5/2019 11:33:52 AM lori_dee1 Interesting to note...none of us mentioned WB as a possible member. I didn't consider him because he is not former high ranking military official. (I 

know our POTUS is the exception, of course).

3/5/2019 11:34:03 AM adsvel 😂😂😂🙏



3/5/2019 11:34:09 AM realityloominng What is this "unmanaged" all about? MK?

3/5/2019 11:34:18 AM mellocks1 Wasn't it for your dogs. ?  We sold milk for dogs.  Hey, our dogs got the creme too cause we thought fat was gross. Now I just wish there was 

somfebody to buy raw cream from.

3/5/2019 11:35:52 AM miketousignant1 The fact that we are not alone..have never been alone in the Universe

3/5/2019 11:37:32 AM ragevirusqq Do not allow me to color your opinion. Pointing to what I feel is negative will not serve anyone well. Empathic sensitivity,a lack of understanding,an 

overwhelming desire for no more suffering anywhere and what I think might be cowardice on my part changes my initial perception.

3/5/2019 11:37:49 AM zagnett Who is WB?

3/5/2019 11:37:50 AM lori_dee1 I laugh every time I say Mad Dog!!! 😂

3/5/2019 11:38:16 AM lori_dee1 Thank you i"Au for the tweet confirming Mad Dog!!! 🙏💖

3/5/2019 11:38:24 AM charmcityanon I think deep down most people know they have been deceived to some extent. I do realise this will be easier to accept then most think

3/5/2019 11:38:33 AM aprilbrown99 Barr

3/5/2019 11:38:35 AM 1_decided_voter Barr I believe

3/5/2019 11:38:38 AM josephcannon5 Christ's family tree

3/5/2019 11:39:29 AM lori_dee1 I believe they were referring to Shanahan..I'm still looking.

3/5/2019 11:39:31 AM vipers2468 If he’s innocent a jury will clear him meanwhile it will have to be investigated himself family and anyone associated with him that’s the new standard

3/5/2019 11:39:40 AM zagnett Oh right. I tend to think of him as "BB" for "Bill Barr".

3/5/2019 11:39:49 AM ragevirusqq I believe this thread to be very important. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476009176301570?s=21 …

3/5/2019 11:40:53 AM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098068011372736513 …

3/5/2019 11:41:05 AM zagnett I don't think Barr has the right background / skill set to possibly be MJ.

3/5/2019 11:41:20 AM nettiejoi The Document about the creation of Islam. It's said, there only two of them !

3/5/2019 11:41:39 AM aprilbrown99 This man is majestic!  He isn’t afraid of anything. MadDog, Sir!  🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/KYUbvhHaV8

3/5/2019 11:41:40 AM charmcityanon Qteam?

3/5/2019 11:43:26 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you @QanonQurator pic.twitter.com/EMHYb33Ysw

3/5/2019 11:43:49 AM charmcityanon Was JGT majestic

3/5/2019 11:43:51 AM aprilbrown99 Agree.

3/5/2019 11:45:27 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the ACIO connected to Q and mj12?

3/5/2019 11:50:59 AM realityloominng Great points! There is definitely one that is very wise and passionate, like you say, who also couldn't care less about grammar 😂❤️ Another is 

definitely more dark, but I woulnd't say malignant

3/5/2019 11:51:45 AM vford12 Site is down due to hacking

3/5/2019 11:54:42 AM freeandoriginal Crystals ! Their power.

3/5/2019 11:55:14 AM aprilbrown99 I wouldn’t interpret it as negative. Their mission is to inform and provide knowledge so we can make up our own minds. I noticed one (last year) that 

lacked empathy for our fluoridated brains. I can only imagine how frustrating it must be for MJ1/12 to try and wake our @sses up.

3/5/2019 11:56:24 AM jollyrob2 Good to know Thanks 👍

3/5/2019 11:57:40 AM jane_q_patriot Laughing is good for the heart! (When not done maniacally.) Helps to clear out all those negative waves! 😂

3/5/2019 11:58:25 AM realityloominng Think you get closest to the truth by combining them all in some way

3/5/2019 11:59:05 AM comeunity101 Who they really worship [s8tan]

3/5/2019 12:03:00 PM pat_at_wildwood too much to list but for starters info on origins of humans on this planet and our REAL connection to God and Jesus. Our relationship with other races 

across the Universe and the reality of how plants, animals and the Earth all have consciousness.

3/5/2019 12:03:06 PM stlhandyman The Truth.

3/5/2019 12:03:51 PM diaptera_80 Alien tech? Alexandria library books?

3/5/2019 12:03:56 PM t_hayden07 Their satanic, true religion. Pedophilia/sex trafficking for ritualistic purposes--- more than weve seen, by far...spying, money laundering, etc. All roads 

lead to the Vatican. I can only imagine what else. 😭

3/5/2019 12:04:03 PM debraarobinson1 That is so awesome that you are following us in this journey..  Many prayers to all the great patriots who follow this movement :)

3/5/2019 12:06:17 PM t_hayden07 Wizards & Warlocks?

3/5/2019 12:06:24 PM debraarobinson1 Thank you!! I find comfort in following my patriot brothers & sisters .. They are about the only ones you can trust !

3/5/2019 12:06:33 PM missy968 The removal of power of Pope Francis. I heard that was done prior to a 2/23 ritual (coincidental numbers?)

3/5/2019 12:07:56 PM realityloominng By now I agree Chritine.. it's the perfect scenario, but ONLY if some literal reptilian or something is sentenced to death for crimes against humanity.. A 

well known shill has already stated publicly that "ALL evil ET's are man-made or MK-hoaxes"..

3/5/2019 12:10:08 PM uknanalex Oh wow? Satanic idols,worship deities,? Tombs?? Minds a racing 😀

3/5/2019 12:10:25 PM _luke_slytalker Contact with "other life forms"

3/5/2019 12:10:41 PM ontothetruth1 One of the ways they have deceived us, my understanding anyway, is leaving out book of Enoch which talks about reincarnation, giants, fallen angels. It 

also talks about what we would consider hell as reserved for fallen angels that sinned against god and posed as god themselves

3/5/2019 12:10:43 PM liberty_2q2q 💗 

Absolutely love this! 

We are all in this together sister! #WWG1WGA 

God Bless & Keep You, Always!

3/5/2019 12:10:53 PM realityloominng Maybe that lack of compassion will ironically save a lot of them... The stuff about God working in mysteries ways, should not be discarded lol

3/5/2019 12:10:56 PM freestateojones I was going to say, 1 - 2 - 4 

DJT - Potus, brought on board long ago.

Flynn - DIA, Majestic.

Mattis - for simply being Mattis.

3/5/2019 12:10:59 PM uknanalex No,portal.!?

3/5/2019 12:11:50 PM anneolsen43 Interesting... why no women? Emotional ?

3/5/2019 12:13:20 PM lori_dee1 😂🙏💖

3/5/2019 12:13:41 PM anneolsen43 Something with Jesus?

3/5/2019 12:14:17 PM uknanalex Hmm,short,(travel time?)  Matter of "time" ,matter travels in a short time? I'm going a bit mad lol

3/5/2019 12:14:57 PM anneolsen43 You answered it .. I see :)

3/5/2019 12:17:30 PM cali4trumpp U S  General Warns of 'Hybrid Armies' and 'Little Green Men' pic.twitter.com/xlF9hmdKMs

3/5/2019 12:18:06 PM siriusbshaman Cannabis healing recipes.

3/5/2019 12:19:04 PM tetxnu84967 Very important

3/5/2019 12:19:32 PM tamiwils0n22813 Bible in revelation speaks VOLUMES on this. I hear what the message is. This is very humbling to receive and I know I am blessed to understand what is 

coming and happening. #Praying

3/5/2019 12:22:54 PM leondecrypto @__tm3k is the first cyborg created

3/5/2019 12:24:55 PM jane_q_patriot The 2001 timing for DJT is both telling and inspiring. Makes perfect sense. The 'event' of that year must be dealt with by someone who truly 'knows.' 

Obviously long planned, it has served to enact almost every horrific DS cabal move since. A milestone in their coup. It ends NOW!

3/5/2019 12:25:21 PM slhenry123 Pope is under indictment for child trafficking...



3/5/2019 12:25:36 PM shallknown "Disclose covertly"? Meaning without the knowledge and/or approval of the Vatican?

3/5/2019 12:25:44 PM lori_dee1 Thank you for the info Qurious-Traveler! Now we have that answer.

3/5/2019 12:28:01 PM lori_dee1 Notice the year 2001?

2 + 1 = 3

Majic number!

3/5/2019 12:31:19 PM jane_q_patriot Same as this year!

3/5/2019 12:32:49 PM jollyrob2 😂....

3/5/2019 12:36:40 PM tamiwils0n22813 Suggestion for treatment?

3/5/2019 12:38:48 PM alaskanbeauty Revelation that the Vatican used fear/ religion to control us or that they worship satan.

3/5/2019 12:38:55 PM gourangaoo I often say the same!

3/5/2019 12:39:38 PM ragevirusqq Who created the fluoridated water operation?

3/5/2019 12:40:15 PM lori_dee1 Yes exactly!

And just to add to that the difference between 2001 and 2019 is 18 years...which equals 9.

Coincidence? I think not!! 

The Majic of 3, 6, 9!! 😉

3/5/2019 12:40:57 PM david00997884 Leave Kushner alone.

3/5/2019 12:42:02 PM skeye_watching That is a perverted translation of the text.  Original Hebrew says nothing of the kind.

3/5/2019 12:44:45 PM ekotoons LOVE YA TOO

3/5/2019 12:44:54 PM alaskanbeauty Well I change my mind, they will never reveal anything of value to us and risk loosing control.

3/5/2019 12:44:57 PM giediknight that is the footnote..... not a translation, some "priest" wrote it.

3/5/2019 12:47:08 PM jeebaleebs (((Q+)))

3/5/2019 12:48:40 PM skeye_watching There is a reason that it's called.....Men....O....pause!  😏🙃😌😉

3/5/2019 12:49:54 PM jane_q_patriot It's everywhere! Even radiating from and around your own heart. 💖 pic.twitter.com/BJnsYfBzJJ

3/5/2019 12:53:07 PM djlok I meant consciousness... But ya’ll already knew what I meant.

3/5/2019 12:54:48 PM skeye_watching That figures..Most who read the ancient text, don't have true understanding of what was taking place during the early ages. It has nothing to do with 

religion or christianity It's very liberating when one comes to understand the freedom that we will have when we leave this planet

3/5/2019 12:56:53 PM freestateojones Everywhere. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098636995486732289?s=19 …

3/5/2019 12:59:39 PM laurabusse Oh yes...that's right...it was for the dogs ;-) the milk was sold as pet food and we bought it as pet food 😸 🐕

3/5/2019 1:00:47 PM n7guardiananon I think that will be earth's entree (but I'm leaning toward return) into an InterGalactic/Dimensional Council of sorts.

3/5/2019 1:05:42 PM aprilbrown99 I believe it was Hitler. Here is a good article to start.  http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=71856.0 …  if you do a twitter search for pineal 

gland and fluoride, you will see lots of info. 

The more you know.  😊. MJ also has a tweet string about testing on penguin pineal glands too u can search 4. pic.twitter.com/sTnVyLky2C

3/5/2019 1:05:42 PM xusaf_patriot Covertly is the keyword here. Without some form of broad, public disclosure it will likely be perceived as just "another conspiracy theory.  Remember 

Q's 60/40 theory - its not likely to substantiated until well into the future...if at all.

3/5/2019 1:06:20 PM laurabusse I congratulate you. Best person for the job. If some awesome woman was destined to be in MJ12 then she would be. I never understood feminism. 

Always saw myself as a human being first and foremost. That outlook has never let me down. Ever.

3/5/2019 1:08:30 PM laurabusse Never should be. Affirmative action in any way shape or form is total b.s. Best person for the job.

3/5/2019 1:09:17 PM laurabusse Amen. We bitches can be a real handful :-)

3/5/2019 1:10:17 PM laurabusse She'll figure it out eventually. Hindsight is amazingly 20/20.

3/5/2019 1:11:31 PM aprilbrown99 There are ways to decalcify as well. Tom’s brand has a unfluoridated peppermint toothpaste and mouthwash. Coffee also calcifies. Alcohol 

numbs/dumbs. We have been poisoned forever. pic.twitter.com/5fbwHr0Su8

3/5/2019 1:11:43 PM msonnie7 the gates of hell

3/5/2019 1:12:28 PM laurabusse Me neither!!!

3/5/2019 1:13:07 PM laurabusse LOL

3/5/2019 1:13:26 PM 1crazy_toaster Fems still bring additional tools to the table that make for a kick ass organization.

3/5/2019 1:14:11 PM neecieh6111 That Jesus, the son of God, after he completed his mission, was never crucified but lived a quiet life with his wife and children in another country.

3/5/2019 1:16:16 PM djlok You are cracking me up @laurabusse !!  Wish more women were like you... The world would be a much different (better) place!!!

3/5/2019 1:16:30 PM laurabusse Gonna chalk a lot of this up to age. Us boomers were pre feminism. Confused the hell out of me when it started. So i want to burn my pretty 

bra...because...why again? Then the brainwashing started. They did their job well. The younger women are...well...totally bought in.

3/5/2019 1:18:13 PM djlok Yes- I almost didn't retweet that MJ12 tweet bc people who are wrapped up in the fake #MSM narrative will have a full-blown #TDS meltdown!!

3/5/2019 1:18:34 PM ojcock What about the almost daily earthquakes originating out of Utah from right by NSA data storage/ camp Williams. 3.5-3.8 magnitude each all in early AM

3/5/2019 1:18:52 PM jane_q_patriot I believe "time" (or the events "moving" through our perception of time) create the same shape/pattern. Both circular and spiral, 

expanding/contracting with each cycle. And if you were to stretch out our manmade time constructs linearly, it would look like a guitar fretboard.

3/5/2019 1:19:11 PM laurabusse I ask you, what logic is it that says a woman must be chosen no matter what? No logic whatsoever. If we simply just chose to ignore race/gender it 

wouldnt matter one bit who was chosen for what. It should depend on the qualities of the individual and have ZERO to do w race/gender

3/5/2019 1:19:55 PM jvan125 God created men and women different ON PURPOSE. I will never understand the left’s desire to make us all ‘interchangeable’. 🤷🏼♀️

3/5/2019 1:21:51 PM laurabusse It would! LOLOLOLOL!!! But seriously thank you :-) 💘 wisdom comes with meditation and age i believe!

3/5/2019 1:21:54 PM djlok I think things got really jacked up when people began interchanging the concept of equality with same-ness. 

I am male, I am equal to female, but I am not the same as female...no matter how [they] try to spin it. 

#TheGreatAwakening

3/5/2019 1:22:04 PM tammymckeever The vast masses of gold that will soon be seized.

3/5/2019 1:22:13 PM covertress How would [knowing a past avatar] impact the psychology of a person?

In a weak mind, it could cause MPD.

3/5/2019 1:22:52 PM djlok Agreed!  Stuff that used to get my man-panties all in a wad just doesn't do it to me anymore.

3/5/2019 1:23:40 PM cayteowands Tartaria ♥️

3/5/2019 1:25:03 PM laurabusse O GOD yes!!!

3/5/2019 1:25:28 PM ragevirusqq Was it a majestic operation?

3/5/2019 1:27:21 PM ragevirusqq from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 unspeakable evil

3/5/2019 1:31:09 PM ramstadstacy ET evidence?

3/5/2019 1:31:35 PM usmcalla362 60year old pope things for 500. Alex.....

3/5/2019 1:32:00 PM gi6stars They sacrifice children in the basement of the Vatican to there god Lucifer.  

Everything is going to be known! 

Almighty God has had #ENOUGH

3/5/2019 1:33:26 PM decodematrix They could show us the books they have from the planet Maldek before it was blown up into the asteroid belt.



3/5/2019 1:33:39 PM aprilbrown99 Zag, do you recall?  I want to say no, but not 💯. 

The old guards [bad] have been removed. New guards ]good[ now in place since 45.

3/5/2019 1:34:23 PM laurabusse It's a real keeper :-)

3/5/2019 1:34:56 PM usmcalla362 Ps, sorry for my reply, all the other replies are either whacked, or anti Catholic. I am neither. And yes, Christ is my savior, so don't bust my balls on 

that...

3/5/2019 1:35:05 PM 979_7740 Our whole history is a lie.

3/5/2019 1:37:45 PM diamond77black What is an IS-BE?  Sorry, unfamiliar with the term, but becoming familiar with the concept.  (I think)

3/5/2019 1:38:00 PM gidget_g8 Seriously?

3/5/2019 1:38:05 PM aprilbrown99 It is shocking to awaken and learn of the truth that has taken place. Crimes against humanity; horrible and horrendous. 

We are so very lucky and grateful for POTUS. We are lucky to have each other to help one another as well on this platform. Together United, we will 

succeed.

3/5/2019 1:38:37 PM gi6stars God will Not put up with THIS.  #EnoughIsEnough

3/5/2019 1:40:46 PM princesspatrio1 Beautiful Eko!

3/5/2019 1:41:22 PM wild8heart Is this an app you’re using??

3/5/2019 1:41:22 PM djlok What?  Aren't they all just raising their hand to "God"?  🙄

#vatican has big problems!!

3/5/2019 1:42:12 PM ragevirusqq United we WILL succeed. We WILL it so.

3/5/2019 1:42:19 PM _369311119 sleeping "Giants"

3/5/2019 1:44:02 PM pastorjon9 Well, that allows for a sizeable organization. Are the number of members somewhere in the 3 digit range (100-999)? And do the members know who 

each other are? Just trying to get a "feel" for the scope of the organization.

3/5/2019 1:52:59 PM nancyddb Based on this statement you human and men.

3/5/2019 1:56:54 PM laurabusse IMHO best you can do is love and accept her, don't try to change her, and hopefully she will do same with you. Allowing each other freedom to be 

selves and evolve. Wish I'd known this 30 yrs ago!! Better late than never :-)

3/5/2019 1:58:47 PM taiwanoxen  https://www.gofundme.com/canaanite-temple/ …

3/5/2019 1:59:41 PM krkakophonie anti gravity technology

3/5/2019 2:00:01 PM taiwanoxen  https://www.gofundme.com/canaanite-temple/ …

3/5/2019 2:00:33 PM laurabusse Love and acceptance. Lots of hugs. Eye contact. Listening. And URGE her to start a meditation practice LOL!! Makes ALL the difference in the world! 💘

3/5/2019 2:01:31 PM allahuniversal Yes. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.luxdelux.frequencygenerator …

3/5/2019 2:01:44 PM p4tri0tq I didn’t say that it proved anything. It’s strictly a rumor, no proof. 

You know, the same exact thing you are doing. Rumors, and no proof. 

Your hash tag should be #HypocriteAtWork

3/5/2019 2:02:45 PM jastersally Tell us now; what a tease you are.

3/5/2019 2:04:34 PM laurabusse I wanna see what was in the library of Alexandria. Perhaps an original of the Emerald tablets? What language would that be in? Atlantean?

3/5/2019 2:07:12 PM libertyspring99 What Twitter accounts are on fire right now? Help a brother out. 

My pick:

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@KibBitzLaw

@TheRealRaNon

@TrueEyeTheSpy

#maga #qanon #TheGreatAwakening
3/5/2019 2:08:03 PM rawphonegirl Lolol!! True story girl!! We need to own this,  not make excuses for it or get *offended* by truth.

3/5/2019 2:11:03 PM p4tri0tq If there is anything that the Q movement is about, its about outing the pedophiles. Maybe you should look into it instead of criticizing? It’s all about the 

children asswipe. Protecting children from the satanic pedophiles that exist in places of power worldwide by exposing them

3/5/2019 2:14:40 PM laurabusse And music!! I hear they really love ours :-) can you picture cloaked spaceships parked in the air around an outdoor stadium? Led Zeppelin? ELP? Yes? 

Genesis? Etc etc?

3/5/2019 2:19:51 PM p4tri0tq You show how little you know about Q. Or just a total shill? 

Q has never covered for Epstein or Dershowitz. Quite the opposite actually. Here...

 http://www.qmap.pub . 

Go look instead of keeping your head in the sand.

3/5/2019 2:20:01 PM petitchevalb Do women usualy rape, slaughter and start wars?

3/5/2019 2:24:05 PM w0nderboi James 1:27 “Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself 

from being polluted by the world.”

3/5/2019 2:25:47 PM olimyracle WWII archives under Pope Pius XII.

Contains human trafficking infos ?

Pope Pius XII died in 1958. Usually it is waited 70 yrs before opening archives. 

70 yrs, for a good reason ?

Why open earlier ?

#UnsealEpstein #NinthCircle
3/5/2019 2:26:22 PM space_sloth26 Them listening to some Zep would be insane!!! I would hope they liked Kid Cudi too 😎🛸

3/5/2019 2:36:03 PM olimyracle There are two PS 😏

3/5/2019 2:36:26 PM laurabusse About 15 years in to our marriage i noticed one day we didn't fight anymore. It was like we just got used to each other...accepted each other...and it's 

gotten better and better since. From thoughts of divorce back then, to he is the best human i know, now. I shudder to think...

3/5/2019 2:38:05 PM djlok And in a twist of irony [they] never really owned it even though [they] thought [they] did.  Cabal is very stupid. [They] really thought [they] had 

#WeThePeople down for the count.  Maybe [they] almost did...but that's not how this story ends!!

3/5/2019 2:38:44 PM mrd_s_anderson Patrick Shanahan

and

Paul Selva

3/5/2019 2:40:41 PM laurabusse Wow! You are right on!!!!!

3/5/2019 2:40:58 PM cocopuffster12 It is!! I’m sure they needed to be sedated! I had to watch it a couple of times! I may just watch it again! The Great Awakening is GLORIOUS!!☮️💟

3/5/2019 2:42:19 PM mareq16  pic.twitter.com/7d98a8wxRH

3/5/2019 2:43:35 PM laurabusse If the spaceship's a rockin don't come knockin

3/5/2019 2:43:43 PM maunyk That Jesus was married.



3/5/2019 2:45:25 PM laurabusse BTW i have no idea who that is. Pretty much "stuck" in the 70s. (Some 80s) but i should look him up LOL

3/5/2019 2:45:52 PM cocopuffster12 Btw, I took a screenshot this time. The original, which I could not find, had about 4.5 million views. Classic!!

3/5/2019 2:48:00 PM covertress Consciousness creates reality. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069785363022036992?s=19 …

3/5/2019 2:48:47 PM laurabusse #TrumpPence2020

#KAG2020

#MakeTheDemocratsCryAgain2020

3/5/2019 2:51:28 PM laurabusse Yes absolutely classic! One for the ages :-)

3/5/2019 2:54:06 PM richnfaith4god Vatican City Bank has HIDDEN a lot of CORRUPT Money of WORLD Leaders!

3/5/2019 2:55:49 PM cocopuffster12 2020 is gonna be a lot of fun!!! Cannot wait!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💟☮️💟

3/5/2019 3:01:53 PM laurabusse I will still probably be biting my nails regardless!! But i believe he will win. He HAS to! To finish what he started...

3/5/2019 3:02:53 PM aprilbrown99 It will be majestic. ❤️🇺🇸🍿💯

3/5/2019 3:03:55 PM pixiesdorule If the leaders of Nations didn't take the billions in control monies the Church forced on them, they were killed.

3/5/2019 3:04:00 PM cocopuffster12 He will win. Without a doubt. MSM makes it look like he has much less support than he does. Those fools running against our great President are no 

match. Plus, still yummy goodness to be dropped by Q!!

3/5/2019 3:05:08 PM cocopuffster12 Yes it will!! I may have to get to DC to celebrate for this one!! Would be FABULOUS!! #UnsealEpstein

3/5/2019 3:05:43 PM allahuniversal More than meets the👁 (1984)

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/nVcMRxKpe5g 

3/5/2019 3:05:56 PM richnfaith4god Sad, isn’t it!! 

There are untold (CLASSIFIED) attempts on our Beloved Presidents Life.  

Our Gods Warring Angels are on Assignment. 🙌

3/5/2019 3:07:47 PM laurabusse Yes! That would be VERY cool!!!

3/5/2019 3:09:17 PM ideclarefreedom black goo

3/5/2019 3:13:34 PM 369gwh The bible is a very smart/wise book that contains documented historical evidence, which is being constantly verified every day by archeologists.

The problem with the Vatican/Catholic religion?

It's not the Catholic religion, it's evil men that lead the Catholic religion. pic.twitter.com/kWINtaYCyF

3/5/2019 3:14:11 PM p4tri0tq And by connected to, you are implying that he too is a pedophile with zero proof. 

So every person that Weinstein came in any contact with or associated with is a sexual predator too?  Guilty by association right?

3/5/2019 3:16:09 PM p4tri0tq Show me any evidence that Trump is a pedophile and I’m with you. Until then, I’ll keep believing he is trying to stop it. Just wait until the Mueller report 

drops. That’s the start of the coming Storm. We are on the same side. I would like to hunt pedophiles for sport.

3/5/2019 3:19:01 PM p4tri0tq Look it up man. It’s on the federal court system PACER website. Want me to find it for you? It’s actually over 83k sealed indictments now.

3/5/2019 3:21:08 PM p4tri0tq Dude DJT was super famous before becoming POTUS. He had connections is Hollywood, politics, and business. Just because people he “associated” 

with are super pedophiles, doesn’t mean he is too.

3/5/2019 3:22:13 PM p4tri0tq Yeah I’m not so sure on that one. Q actually said JFK jr was dead. Go read the posts. Some people form their own opinions. Q says to question 

everything and watch who you follow.

3/5/2019 3:22:45 PM identityasxy .

That the Vatican hierarchy is profoundly evil would be my guess.

3/5/2019 3:30:13 PM blustinjoy The return of the GIANTS.

3/5/2019 3:31:31 PM alhsdo_whitepaw 80% destroyed? or 80% under light control for positive use in the new age?

3/5/2019 3:33:35 PM mongrelglory Here's a good definition at this link.  It's from the book Alien Interview:

 https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

3/5/2019 3:35:59 PM alhsdo_whitepaw We are all god. 'god is inside of you' is literal. 

WE. ARE. GOD. 

This can be difficult when we wake up because the rest of us is sleeping still.

3/5/2019 3:37:32 PM nullanon12 lel

3/5/2019 3:37:50 PM nullanon12 neither do i

3/5/2019 3:38:32 PM scorpiopatriot Their owned By the Rothschilds

3/5/2019 3:38:37 PM diamond77black Great definition!  I guess I'm going to have to finally get around to reading that book.  It's been on my list (and in my library!) for a year or two, but 

there are SO MANY good books out there that it's hard to keep up with it all.  Thanks so much!

3/5/2019 3:38:40 PM pixiesdorule Amen they are!

3/5/2019 3:42:01 PM p4tri0tq Dude, not at all. I didn’t even like Trump or any politicians. Seeing the news bash Trump 24/7 made me wonder wtf. Starting down the rabbit hole 

about a year ago from there.

3/5/2019 3:45:41 PM p4tri0tq Twatter won’t even let me reply that p1zzag4te is real. Please bro. Just spend some time on the boards and at Qmap

Research for yourself, think for yourself. 

What hope do we have if DJT isn’t a good guy?  Start a pedo hunting club? 😂

3/5/2019 3:47:48 PM space_sloth26 He's a hip hop artist that's helped me through a lot thru his music. I'm stuck in the Golden Age too ;)

3/5/2019 3:50:08 PM sabina06706427 That we are all gods/creators

3/5/2019 3:54:52 PM tammymckeever MJ.  I know this is not AMA but thought I would ask.  There was a post that said Trump would be our last US President.  Is that still an accurate 

statement?

3/5/2019 3:56:02 PM corwig3 Their connections to the ilumanti.

3/5/2019 3:56:03 PM talojoel The largest child porn collection in the world.

3/5/2019 3:59:15 PM digitellum We'll take Third Secret of Fatima for 20...  73  SK

3/5/2019 3:59:43 PM turboxyde Yes, when you are sufficiently embodying enough of your own divine essence you can explore through the gateway of intelligent infinity as a projection 

of light. Start with a friendly place first like @SandiaWisdom in NM. Learn to be a divine spark of awareness without fear!

3/5/2019 4:04:29 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069416148775645186 …

3/5/2019 4:05:48 PM genesisalfa1212 WW1

3/5/2019 4:07:04 PM mongrelglory Your use of the word "short" makes me think of the Giants.  Will the NSA be leaking information about them soon?  Maybe in Antarctica?

3/5/2019 4:07:32 PM 1shellcsr Paid shill. pic.twitter.com/UxyajAMHUi

3/5/2019 4:10:03 PM realcalcarter A data dump of all the contents of the Library of Alexandria.

3/5/2019 4:10:19 PM cstarr888 But what about the variety of bacterialogical make-up we need for our gut microbiota??

That part I still find concerning. 🤔🙏💖

3/5/2019 4:10:19 PM enomai_ @LisaMei62 @GeorgePapa19 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MindFuror @MilspecP @WWG1WGA @LindaWarriorGal @TWPundit 

@Time4U2Know @Real_EllieBrown @NavalInfantry @colgrove11 @AnonCassi @eckyimp @O_IrishT @roxi_usa @CarrollQuigley1 @qanon76

3/5/2019 4:13:03 PM enomai_ I dont care, how its done. Dont have to directly link. Post the images yourselves. I can still get around the block, but takes more.time. ty.



3/5/2019 4:16:19 PM laurabusse Ah the golden age so it's not just me. How you feel about him is how i felt about Jackson Browne in the..."golden age".

If you look up what songs were hits (top 10 etc) during any given week in the early 70s its STAGGERING. One classic right after another after another!!!

3/5/2019 4:19:35 PM mongrelglory One of my most favourite "commercials" with Andrea Martin and Catherin O'Hara: 😆 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwLTCayIeSw …

3/5/2019 4:23:01 PM angiefletcher SecurityClearance/Dems/smoke/mirrors/AGAIN!

3/5/2019 4:24:40 PM hcraig0062_h Sooo grotesque

3/5/2019 4:24:47 PM covertress What are the bacteria made of?

Cells?

What are cells made of?

Atoms?

Energy to Atoms.

3/5/2019 4:29:49 PM marcjtaylor1 I think it's Paul Selva not Patrick Shanahan

3/5/2019 4:30:25 PM mongrelglory You punked Obama?!!!  Awesome!  🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/5/2019 4:33:30 PM mongrelglory If that's Tom Heneghan's website, I think he's disinfo!

3/5/2019 4:39:38 PM mongrelglory I am concerned about radical "end-times" Christian cults after disclosure, but I suppose the NSA will use their surveillance technology to nip any 

terrorist operations in the bud.

3/5/2019 4:41:39 PM _chelseaproject WB

3/5/2019 4:41:48 PM space_sloth26 Oh absolutely! I'm 23 and was raised on Zeppelin, CCR, Fleetwood Mac, Van Halen (with David Lee Roth), and so many others. I love having a broad 

taste in music today. Makes for good conversation!

3/5/2019 4:42:40 PM mongrelglory I imagine there are people working under the umbrella of MJ-12 operations that don't even realize it.

3/5/2019 4:44:55 PM jrocktigers Yea, trust no such agency.. ha

3/5/2019 4:45:20 PM covertress Antartica? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077382251665592320?s=19 …

3/5/2019 4:45:41 PM cstarr888 I get that, its just nature provides variety and machines need programming. I'm not saying they can't do it, just it's a question I have.

🙏💖

3/5/2019 4:47:07 PM sixtyandcountin Why do I see a cluster of ships? pic.twitter.com/lACAjpodG8

3/5/2019 4:49:06 PM covertress I see. A lack of bacterial variety could cause unforeseen problems.

 

I wonder if a Beneficial Bacteria Crystal is available yet for current model replicators.

3/5/2019 4:55:40 PM laurabusse Yes it does! Son 27 plays gigs. Lotsa classic songs from groups of that era. He played in a bar in NYC recently. While he was setting up, the house music 

was playing. It was ALL from the early 70s!!! I have theories why that music is so compelling...many different factors.

3/5/2019 4:56:35 PM laurabusse And i lost interest in van Halen after D L Roth left.

3/5/2019 4:57:19 PM laurabusse @bussemusic

3/5/2019 4:59:16 PM cstarr888 Down here in our (laughable) science land, they haven't even found all the strains we need yet for health. 🙏💖

3/5/2019 4:59:25 PM phreatomagnetic Centuries of clergy sexual abuse

3/5/2019 5:02:33 PM mongrelglory I found that reading the introduction to the book gave helpful perspective before diving in to the actual chapters.

3/5/2019 5:02:39 PM merorschach A Nazi Melting Holy Grail? Holy Hand Grenade?

3/5/2019 5:05:49 PM mongrelglory Though MJ-12 said the Q operations were with the NSA, while MJ-12 was working with the Pentagon/DIA.

3/5/2019 5:06:37 PM djlok I'm not religious so not my personal POV, but many of our Christian friends believe the #RomanCatholicChurch has slipped nicely into the "anti-christ" 

role. Pedophiles, money scams, the psychological manipulation of consciousness, #CrimesAgainstHumanity that they do..anti-christ.

3/5/2019 5:10:28 PM sorgfelt The third secret of Fatima.

3/5/2019 5:11:22 PM mongrelglory Most Evangelical Christians believe that the Roman Catholic Church is apostate from the true faith.  Unfortunately, most Protestant denominations 

(World Council of Churches) have become equally corrupted.

3/5/2019 5:17:19 PM mongrelglory Otherwise we'll just have to mix some fresh (uncontaminated) dirt in with our meals!   Though I suppose if we asked the replicator for unpasteurized, 

cultured yogurt, it would be produced with all the bacteria normally associated with its production.

3/5/2019 5:18:23 PM djlok Yeah...I think the disclosure of the RCC's crimes was to prepare us for some bigger stuff out of the Protestants.  I was at this #HumanTrafficking 

seminar and they said many Churches have this problem big-time.  It's crazy and severly f'd up how they do it.

3/5/2019 5:21:31 PM spencerandriot IT MUST COME OUT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #maga https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102245018369212416 …

3/5/2019 5:28:02 PM djlok Good question.  We all have made that assumption...glad you asked!

3/5/2019 5:30:51 PM mongrelglory The Catholic Church, Judaism (the Talmud), many sects of Buddhism (eg. Shintoism), Scientology, Mormonism, Jehovah Witness and most Protestant 

denominations were infiltrated by the Satanists/Khazarian Mafia many years ago. The Wahhabi Muslims of Saudi Arabia are Satanic for sure.

3/5/2019 5:31:12 PM lbf777 Technology.

3/5/2019 5:37:44 PM ragevirusqq Is the diversity of life on Earth normal in comparison to other human habitable planets in our solar system? galaxy? Universe? The diversity of life just 

on Earth is incomprehensible to me.

3/5/2019 5:38:04 PM djlok I think there are a lot of good people in all those religions...they're just led (like sheep) to be a part of something they may not necessarily want to be a 

part of when they find out what it really is.   That's what happened with me and the 12 Step program. Powerless, I am not.

3/5/2019 5:38:16 PM cstarr888 And what about the variety of phytonutrients produced in plants from various daily conditions?

Mineral contents...etc.

Just questions.😊🙏💖

3/5/2019 5:39:21 PM spencerandriot Hello! Wake up!!!! When will we learn to engage and unify to bring out the truth! Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101179579262226433 …

3/5/2019 5:41:34 PM mongrelglory I know!  I can only assume they get reproduced in the replication process. I'm assuming they used a naturally grown plant as the model to program the 

replicator, so it reproduces the bacteria, minerals, and phytonutrients found in the plant as well.

3/5/2019 5:43:12 PM mongrelglory Absolutely!  It's the leadership of these organizations that have been infiltrated and compromised.  The ET "powers that be" would not have allowed 

the organizations to grow in power unless they felt they had control over them.

3/5/2019 5:43:20 PM rachmatcorai33 If I had to guess, I would say Trump, Mattis and Flynn. ❤️❤️❤️

3/5/2019 5:47:33 PM djlok Exactly my thoughts as well.

3/5/2019 5:53:45 PM jaspony1 Yes there is 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/sm4sRUzNYM

3/5/2019 5:58:26 PM vidowmakerk19 Crystalen (sp?) or Christ Knowledge, Yeshua, and infinite awareness.

3/5/2019 6:07:13 PM jaysedeface Crystal technology. Free energy. True history of humankinds

3/5/2019 6:12:51 PM anuishboucher Presence of ET's among us

3/5/2019 6:17:52 PM ourladycovfefe There might be giants.

3/5/2019 6:25:08 PM hmcd123  pic.twitter.com/dd8OyAhltI

3/5/2019 6:25:24 PM cali4trumpp Project Bluebeam.............. & the Fake Alien Invasion. Notice all the hype

3/5/2019 6:26:49 PM youstinksoap Selfie... https://m.jpost.com/Israel-News/Israeli-spacecraft-Beresheet-takes-first-selfie-in-space-582512/amp …

3/5/2019 6:29:48 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - May you fly upon the spectrum of living light supported by a cloud of wisdom and cloaked with the garment of truth! May your 

heart cast divine spells of love and majesty to all who bear witness to your shenanigans in the collective time space illusion!  pic.twitter.com/lEZRkKlCso

3/5/2019 6:32:00 PM youstinksoap I checked his site out (interesting!), it wasn't from there, but most likely was disinfo - it's been months, I can't remember where I read it.  Makes me 

wonder if all the 'insider' assets also parrot each other?!



3/5/2019 6:33:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1 that was going to be my guess

3/5/2019 6:37:06 PM cidarean Nothing

3/5/2019 6:44:23 PM covertress This replication program is becoming exceedingly complex.

3/5/2019 6:57:28 PM dark2light2019 Mattis flynn barr

3/5/2019 7:01:28 PM jrocktigers I hope so ,because right now, I would suggest [JB]

3/5/2019 7:07:11 PM richardhiatt16 Well stated MJ12.  Well stated... 🤓🇺🇸.  And Thank you for your dedication..... All 19 .....

3/5/2019 7:11:19 PM mskeens1962 I feel so old not knowing who these characters are

3/5/2019 7:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 LG re 45 Flip Flop

Why did you turn to Trump?

"Because I like to fuck little boys." - LG

Blackmail.

This is "classified", even by 45's Admin.

Why is Q telling you to research classification laws?

It's illegal to use classifications to hide crimes against humanity.

Chance?

[LG]
3/5/2019 7:12:44 PM jvan125 😳

3/5/2019 7:13:21 PM pleasestay6away 🤣😂🤣😂Trump and Epstein have been besties for decades. He’s not horrified, he’s complicit

3/5/2019 7:13:53 PM lovethebeach999 Who is LG?  🧐

3/5/2019 7:14:00 PM worldxplorer1 Wow!  😮

3/5/2019 7:14:39 PM davidtu57375728 Who's lg??

3/5/2019 7:15:05 PM djlok I never did trust him.

3/5/2019 7:15:23 PM pillhard Who?

3/5/2019 7:15:39 PM laurabusse Lindsay Graham i presume

3/5/2019 7:15:40 PM djlok Think crackers

3/5/2019 7:15:41 PM eyeboy14 Lindsay graham

3/5/2019 7:15:48 PM cato5104 Surprised?? No!!! Sadly!

3/5/2019 7:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where was 45 recently?

R: Hillbilly bisexual pedo crackhead

L: Consumes newborn infants nightly

[LG] pic.twitter.com/tCDpFXL90w

3/5/2019 7:16:26 PM petemanderson1 Lindsey Graham?

3/5/2019 7:16:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 No mistakes.

3/5/2019 7:17:17 PM worldxplorer1 Lindsey Graham

3/5/2019 7:17:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Lindsay Graham?

3/5/2019 7:17:31 PM charmcityanon This was my initial presumption

3/5/2019 7:18:45 PM love4thegameak Lindsey Graham

3/5/2019 7:19:40 PM hawkgirlinmn This evil must be extinguished. It WILL be extinguished.

3/5/2019 7:20:20 PM enomai_ I love your knowledge of the law, and physics!!!

3/5/2019 7:20:23 PM 979_7740 Sick SOBS

3/5/2019 7:20:33 PM charmcityanon Lol

3/5/2019 7:20:51 PM rosesrred0119 Ok what does [LG] have to do with this?

3/5/2019 7:21:51 PM natureinspace Shhhh...don't tell them. They won't let you tweet from the looney bin and we like your company here so you're not allowed to go. There's a reason no 

one I know knows about this Twitter account hehehe.

3/5/2019 7:21:54 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

3/5/2019 7:21:58 PM pillhard Oh, shit!

3/5/2019 7:21:59 PM rnblopez Drawing a blank...who is LG and L?

3/5/2019 7:22:15 PM keith369me Up is down, left is right. Items that have no business being classified are classified to protect the guilty. The bigger the blackmail, the higher in power a 

politician rises.  Dennis Hastert (known pedo) was the Speaker of the House.  Break the control system.

3/5/2019 7:22:27 PM blsdbe Hahaha ha as in Lindsey Graham that cracker?

3/5/2019 7:22:47 PM aprilbrown99 LG looked very frazzled during a recent (short) interview. Wishy washy. Made me question him then but dismissed it. Still learning about politics. Bcuz 

of 45, it is the first time I am interested.  I love our Potus.  ❤️

3/5/2019 7:23:32 PM rnblopez Graham...got it.

3/5/2019 7:23:33 PM djlok You know the comms.

3/5/2019 7:24:55 PM jrocktigers 😲😡🤬😳🤨👊💪⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡⚡

3/5/2019 7:25:27 PM kindeandtrue Was disturbing to see LG at CPAC threaten Kim Jung Un's life. Notice how Lindsey stops smiling when he says, "and if he doesn't get a deal with Trump 

he won't be anywhere much longer." then he grins again. Chilling. pic.twitter.com/7RqnDD5AEf

3/5/2019 7:25:46 PM aprilbrown99 Consumes nightly?  Oh gosh...I just threw up in my mouth a little bit.  These people are f-ing sick!

3/5/2019 7:26:00 PM 1jesust 😥😥😥

3/5/2019 7:26:25 PM jamesgdurrett I like following you...I do hope your information is wrong...transparency is the only way forward!

3/5/2019 7:26:27 PM blankmarlo So is Kim not his father's son in that regard or what's the story there?

3/5/2019 7:26:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ref NAT EMG

R v 45

D = R

DR

PP

Supply

3/5/2019 7:27:08 PM symmetryradial Who is R?

3/5/2019 7:28:32 PM keith369me All are against Trump regarding the national emergency because the require blood of a unicorn via planned parenthood?

3/5/2019 7:28:55 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/politics/2019/02/25/lindsey-graham-explains-his-pro-trump-conversion-its-not-because-he-thinks-trump-

is-great/ … pic.twitter.com/T0UFBxe3Ye

3/5/2019 7:29:05 PM pillhard Lindsey Graham

3/5/2019 7:29:32 PM wwg1wga_every1 What about Rand? Rand Paul?

3/5/2019 7:29:59 PM jrocktigers It is us vs. Errbody!

3/5/2019 7:30:09 PM the_fjalar  https://youtu.be/nSm6xEMv6OE  pic.twitter.com/qgfCa3HMwM

3/5/2019 7:31:09 PM natureinspace I don't think there's supposed to be any religions at all. They are all manmade, lower level constructs meant to control us. But if I were to choose a 

religion I've heard that studying Buddhism is the closest thing to a higher realm.

3/5/2019 7:31:14 PM symmetryradial Rand.

3/5/2019 7:31:27 PM love4thegameak Bad Actors Playing their roles Everywhere at the Mercy of 45.

Enjoying the Movie Plot. ThanQ

3/5/2019 7:31:30 PM keith369me “Establishment vs people”

3/5/2019 7:31:38 PM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "LG re 45 Flip Flop Why did you turn to Trump? "Because I like to fuck little boys." - LG 

Blackmail. This is "classified" […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103131136744714240.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖



3/5/2019 7:32:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 + Op Paperclip + C_A Clowns

^              ^                            ^ Disinfo/CNN

^              ^ Imported Nazis / NASA

^ Aliens/Entertainment/Research

Angle not included [ ] is NSA/Q team.

Multiple ET death cults took power within.

"The Snake"

Provide the sacrifice.
3/5/2019 7:32:27 PM enomai_ Thats why the military is on your side

3/5/2019 7:34:12 PM 1_decided_voter Will all of this come to light in the public?

3/5/2019 7:35:35 PM aprilbrown99 What can WE THE PEOPLE do to help stop this?  How can we help you?

3/5/2019 7:36:17 PM fionasdestiny67 Wth is going on? I wondered why he signed to change th ed ban sharia law, that snake.🤬 pic.twitter.com/IC2fWUWn2R

3/5/2019 7:36:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Congress is bound by NAT SEC laws concealing horrific crimes against humanity and blackmail and wealth is given to them in exchange for "performing 

the sacrifice". NAT EMG declaration will give Congress the ability to patch the Constitution AND then order in Military Tribunals.

3/5/2019 7:36:58 PM keith369me Shine light on the disinformation and the rest comes to light as well.  The evidence exists...it should become unsealed faster than LG’s pants

3/5/2019 7:37:26 PM burgersandra Reference - Nat Emg & Rep not supporting - 

Republicans v 45

R v D - Republicans vs Dems

Same so DR

PP - Planned Parenthood = supplier

3/5/2019 7:37:51 PM fionasdestiny67 Agreed

3/5/2019 7:38:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Many In Congress]

3/5/2019 7:38:46 PM keith369me Why was the NYPD gagged regarding the content on the Weiner laptop?  They are not Congress

3/5/2019 7:39:05 PM dcd51 Lord hear our prayers!

3/5/2019 7:39:36 PM jewelrydistrict Which interview?

3/5/2019 7:39:42 PM jrocktigers [LG] is Graham  -  I think the L and the R are represented in the photo. Stage left and stage right.

3/5/2019 7:40:11 PM keith369me Graham

3/5/2019 7:40:55 PM jrocktigers 👆

3/5/2019 7:41:32 PM fluckjereme Maybe it’s who is sitting to the left or right in the picture.

3/5/2019 7:42:07 PM mongrelglory How will you be able to accomplish all this with so many compromised politicians still in power? Is the Senate really under White Hat control?

3/5/2019 7:42:45 PM the_fjalar Many... pic.twitter.com/62cVkE6gqB

3/5/2019 7:42:58 PM goodmedicine4us Yikes!

3/5/2019 7:43:18 PM jrocktigers No. not Rand.

3/5/2019 7:44:03 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/EAGQBzl3U6

3/5/2019 7:45:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Agreement is if they allow the prosecutions to go through, we will provided limited protection however we cannot guarantee their immunity 

based on their crimes committed. Most of these politicians believe that 45 isn't signed into the "programs" thus deny and deflect.

3/5/2019 7:46:42 PM aprilbrown99 It was a brief question from a reporter asking him about how he felt / thoughts about the Dems bringing lying Comey into congress on the same day 

Potus was meeting with KJU. I don’t recall if it was during the live airing or if Hannity showed it during his show but aired that day

3/5/2019 7:47:06 PM mongrelglory They really aren't very smart to underestimate Potus, are they?

3/5/2019 7:47:29 PM jrocktigers HIllbilly Pedo Crackhead defniitely fits BC description... and the other would completely make sense. Prisoner camps for feeding!

3/5/2019 7:48:48 PM n7guardiananon Agreed, like Pierre said in a way it's almost as if a puzzle waiting to be put together but it requires people not waging war in the name of religion but 

communicating on a common ground.  I have my mala beads next to me. pic.twitter.com/EpPbH7YV3N

3/5/2019 7:48:48 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/5/2019 7:48:57 PM blsdbe Just what I was thinking...

 https://goo.gl/images/nP8QH7 

3/5/2019 7:49:13 PM wearediamonds2 😢😠 good. So glad you guys are working to fix and eliminate evil!

3/5/2019 7:49:43 PM blsdbe I second this request-count me in!

3/5/2019 7:50:24 PM jewelrydistrict So how is this going to work. If trump is fighting evil yet providing cover for them. Will they pay? (In this world) no need to reply. Just thinking out loud. 

Things are nuts right now.

3/5/2019 7:50:31 PM amymorg79793405 Was wondering what they had on LG to flip. Now I know

3/5/2019 7:50:59 PM jrocktigers Have had the same feelings as well , but I use it to let writer know I have acknowledged receipt of message.

3/5/2019 7:51:17 PM wearediamonds2 So sick 🤢😨😠

3/5/2019 7:52:15 PM superrussianbo1  https://news.yahoo.com/vatican-open-archives-wwii-pope-pius-xii-2020-153529403.html …

3/5/2019 7:52:32 PM natureinspace Oh I really like this! So true!

3/5/2019 7:53:52 PM superrussianbo1 Its what you always see with a creeping evil..when you start resisting they show their true face.

3/5/2019 7:54:58 PM pastorjon9 Yeah, I can see that

3/5/2019 7:56:22 PM blsdbe Kim Jong-il?

3/5/2019 7:56:41 PM mongrelglory At the risk of being too graphic... pic.twitter.com/YhsAHtDaSr

3/5/2019 7:57:27 PM rnblopez I recall seeing that picture awhile ago.i dont remember any congressman in it. Just Bill. I know That Richardson was in NK with Mr. ABC...his name is 

drawing a blank too.don't see the Rand connection. but guessing by his actions lately could be. This movie has so many plot twists

3/5/2019 7:58:43 PM djlok Daaayuuum , we're getting dark over here!!

3/5/2019 8:00:28 PM tamravee  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xcRnpCJiLmU …

3/5/2019 8:00:44 PM blsdbe Yes, and, sadly, they are not the only ones.

3/5/2019 8:02:55 PM mongrelglory In reference to the mid-level Cabal/politicians...public humiliation and torture are something they're familiar with and probably want to avoid. Look at 

how Muammar Gaddafi died!  Horrible!

3/5/2019 8:03:34 PM jones9536 Angle not included is who? That's jp pic.twitter.com/VIoZALg61e

3/5/2019 8:03:34 PM blsdbe #DoItQ #DoItMJ12 #GitErDone

3/5/2019 8:04:11 PM n7guardiananon 108. 3.

27. 1. 27. 1. 27. 1. 27

3/5/2019 8:04:21 PM kagqanon Announcing that Everything in the library of alexandria is not destroyed but in the Vatican archives

3/5/2019 8:05:01 PM mongrelglory When the public find out the graphic details of what they do to people, and especially children, the reaction will be visceral rage!  Military tribunals 

with a quick dignified death will seem like a blessing!

3/5/2019 8:06:02 PM blsdbe Hahaha it will be pretty funny when they figure out that he is, in fact, a Stable Genius...#TickTock

3/5/2019 8:06:16 PM jrocktigers Thank you.  Old pizza fan himself pic.twitter.com/fPlDozhr5K

3/5/2019 8:07:49 PM vintagesquirrel Will they ever believe?!

3/5/2019 8:08:56 PM tjforshage Jesus Christ is there anyone who doesn't f**** little boys. I mean I can't look at any movie star or politician without thinking they're hurting and eating 

children. I can't watch a movie cause everyone's a pedophile..



3/5/2019 8:09:26 PM burgersandra The identity of the blackmailer or power broker?????

Is this a message for them that it is game over?  If MJ12 reveals this info, then they have it all.

3/5/2019 8:10:27 PM mongrelglory For the many Luciferians, they probably think they're going to the "Black Sun".  It is a cult mentality.  However, I don't know if many of the corrupted 

politicians are Illuminati.  I think they're just minions who sold their soul for wealth, drugs, and sexual perversions.

3/5/2019 8:11:03 PM wearywar Sauce?

3/5/2019 8:11:37 PM seanic7791 Why was he so harsh about tribunals with Kavanaugh

3/5/2019 8:12:31 PM pillhard To save his hide, I’m guessing.

3/5/2019 8:14:53 PM love4thegameak Are they also waiting it ut as Long as Possible hoping 45 is taken Out.

They gotta know either way, they still go down right? Unless everyone one is taken down they have no hope.

3/5/2019 8:16:58 PM amproper85 Medusa needs to be stripped of power and sent to Gitmo yesterday!!

3/5/2019 8:17:08 PM love4thegameak Actors playing the role as scripted

3/5/2019 8:18:43 PM amproper85 SO SICK!

3/5/2019 8:21:45 PM shamrock00769 Very true about national security and reporting crimes without breaking intel NDA's.  Think that is why a plan was set in motion to allow Gen Flynn to 

speak openly to investigators/Huber. https://twitter.com/Shamrock00769/status/1081084794237345792 …

3/5/2019 8:22:21 PM hdftruths Facts

3/5/2019 8:24:39 PM kellykreps777 LG is Lindsey Graham  (In case you didn't know like I didn't at first.)

3/5/2019 8:24:52 PM burgersandra As Q suggested, put on the full armour of God because we are now facing unimaginable evil.

3/5/2019 8:27:33 PM goyaeq It would be nice if there is some kind Galactic Confederation court that could come and help clean this mess.

3/5/2019 8:28:48 PM jane_q_patriot Yep. This is why I've considered myself an "independent" since the early 90s. (Since "Waco," basically.) I don't want be affiliated with, or represented 

by, any of these baby f**kers/murderers. Although Trump ran as an R, I know he's not really one of [them]. THANK GOD.

3/5/2019 8:29:02 PM collectvcat No mercy for LG if he has abused children. I dont care what he gave the investigation.  No deals. Absolutely no deals.

3/5/2019 8:29:02 PM debraarobinson1 So I am commenting on this post from yesterday so I can ask what does 0 delta mean between post?? Does that mean a go ( Wink, Wink) ?? As in Bye, 

Bye Ds ?

3/5/2019 8:30:03 PM mongrelglory I think they want us "children" to learn to clean up after ourselves. 😉

3/5/2019 8:30:33 PM honeybager5 Thinking there’s a better chance the fat bastard playing role of MJ 12 will be in the pen.

3/5/2019 8:34:58 PM tcscamardo They make even rejoice in their own  death for the chance to be on the dark sun?

3/5/2019 8:38:40 PM jane_q_patriot "The WALL means more than you know.

The FIGHT for the WALL means so much more."

(This repeats like a song in my head now.)

3/5/2019 8:41:07 PM mongrelglory For the hard-core Luciferians...yes.

However, many of these politicians won't get the death penalty.  They'll just have long jail sentences.  Do you know what the other inmates do to 

pedophiles jail? Shudder! 😬

3/5/2019 8:41:59 PM tcscamardo Isn't their any decent congressman in Congress today? Would like to know one?

3/5/2019 8:42:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Civilian Prisons, sure.

Military Tribunals.

[187]

3/5/2019 8:43:54 PM jrocktigers Thank you MJ12.

3/5/2019 8:44:34 PM daveo6145 Non public?

3/5/2019 8:44:53 PM tcscamardo Yes some of it ,not all. As you can imagine the heartbreak this country would go through if the missing children's parent found out they were sacrificed 

and .... To horrible to think about.

3/5/2019 8:45:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many kinds of BOOMs. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1103140898651594753 …

3/5/2019 8:46:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Snake https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1103135381799796736 …

3/5/2019 8:46:37 PM cynthiamorrow8 Seemed is the key word there...

3/5/2019 8:46:53 PM bdam777 #DeleteFacebook

3/5/2019 8:47:04 PM jane_q_patriot YAY! I'LL TAKE IT! (AND PLEASE KEEP GOING!) Thanks!

3/5/2019 8:49:29 PM do_or_do_notty What a great Boom it is! 👊

3/5/2019 8:49:41 PM shiftyone2  pic.twitter.com/EYizAtrcHX

3/5/2019 8:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Children are a commodity.

They shall be used as props. https://twitter.com/politico/status/1102980617027891200 …

3/5/2019 8:49:54 PM aprilbrown99 J&J and Allergan headquartered here in Orange County. Not sure about the others. pic.twitter.com/3FljnlsDR9

3/5/2019 8:50:41 PM ksouth21 I have to ask, where is the consideration for chronic pain patients who need some of these drugs for quality of life and use them responsibly?

3/5/2019 8:52:04 PM awakeandsing123 Lindsey Graham.

3/5/2019 8:53:03 PM turboxyde May the light of Creation shine it's endless love and protection upon those who seek to bring the wounds of humanity to our collective awareness for 

healing and resolution. The beginning is near, prepare for revelations and the great purifier of truth. Love will guide us all! 

pic.twitter.com/6HpKZkmM2T

3/5/2019 8:53:10 PM jane_q_patriot I even removed all that proprietary crap from my phone. FB is deactivated. I know they can still get all that info if they really want to, but I felt it best to 

NOT roll out the red carpet for them. Or "it," whatever tf "they" are.

3/5/2019 8:53:15 PM mona_cajun Rather than Follow the Law and prosecute LG, use him for optics and leverage.

Got it.

3/5/2019 8:53:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible consumption for spiritual healing 

will also physically heal the body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to manifest from within.

3/5/2019 8:54:24 PM joni_apple_seed This is sad. This kid thinks he can trust the government. So young, so naive.

3/5/2019 8:55:03 PM aprilbrown99 Lock this reptilian up!

3/5/2019 8:57:33 PM kalamojakka Lindsay Gramnesty

3/5/2019 8:58:21 PM jane_q_patriot 😂 I didn't get a notification yet, but I came back here JUST to tag you! And here you are! BOOM 👊🏼💥

3/5/2019 8:59:55 PM do_or_do_notty Here I am! 😂

we are riding that same wave my friend!

3/5/2019 8:59:58 PM mongrelglory Wow!  That many death penalties?!!! 😳

I guess they really are fighting for their lives!

3/5/2019 9:00:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 66639@0000

3/5/2019 9:01:34 PM nobodyspecial3c Nice.

3/5/2019 9:01:46 PM jane_q_patriot Totes!!! pic.twitter.com/N7y5wNQkd5

3/5/2019 9:02:53 PM aprilbrown99 They are being recorded and will be shown publicly at a later date.

3/5/2019 9:04:44 PM jane_q_patriot  pic.twitter.com/6grNCgB0bz

3/5/2019 9:04:55 PM kindeandtrue Yadma, Saudi Arabia at 00:00 pic.twitter.com/MOK8oRqqjl

3/5/2019 9:05:25 PM jane_q_patriot @Do_Or_Do_Notty

3/5/2019 9:07:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 The confusion most humans experience is understanding the realm of heaven exists in the innocent, pure, contagious, and curious energy of the mind 

of a baby. The "kingdom" is the aggregate of the 11th Dimension where "God" is the 12th dimension. Really its just "unity".

3/5/2019 9:07:30 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 😊



3/5/2019 9:07:30 PM do_or_do_notty I can personally attest to the undeniable fact that 

Cannabis Saves Lives

It saves mine every day!! 

Learn yourself up! 

You won’t regret it! 👍✌️

#CannabisHeals

3/5/2019 9:07:34 PM travelingpants4 I think he may still be alive.  Along with many others believed to be dead.

3/5/2019 9:08:34 PM the_fjalar Now thats real news. WOW!

3/5/2019 9:09:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The struggle that humans have experienced for thousands of years derives from deliberate ET interferences in the sexual development. Sexual 

exploitation creates an imbalance in the body that manifests chaos around to other IS-BEs.

3/5/2019 9:09:56 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for helping spread the truth and good news about Cannabis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The decision to prohibit cannabis has been a crime upon humanity and this planet. The reasons were many. Not one of them valid 

Hoping this wrong is righted very soon!

3/5/2019 9:11:20 PM mongrelglory Can CBD produced in this way be helpful? https://www.engadget.com/2019/02/28/genetically-modified-yeast-cannabinoids/ …

3/5/2019 9:11:38 PM jrocktigers Currently , many patients in extreme pain are being denied opiate based medicines. There is a place for these drugs and I have seen multiple cases 

where , despite major surgery or other severe injuries, the pendulum has swung so far that these folks only option is to buy street.

3/5/2019 9:11:49 PM kindeandtrue I just googled "66639" and the map came up. Here it is in aerial view. Seems to be right next to the Yemen border: pic.twitter.com/cYy9Jpt1e5

3/5/2019 9:12:04 PM jrocktigers I totally agree cannabis can provide relief, but there is a place for all of them.

3/5/2019 9:12:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 This "behind the veil" involvement in the delusion of "God"'s creation, but rather GODS CREATION. All of you. Each. And. Every. One. Of. You. Are. IS-

BEs. 

Your IS-BE is the God within + the flesh outside.

Child Spirit / Love / Wonder / Curiosity = IS

Adult Body = BE

3/5/2019 9:13:28 PM jane_q_patriot I've watched it help a friend's toddler who has a rare and severely disabling seizure disorder be able to smile and go outside (with supports) for the first 

time. It was nearly miraculous! But we know why...

3/5/2019 9:13:47 PM cindygermain3 EEEEEWWWWWW!! GROSS!!!

3/5/2019 9:13:50 PM mongrelglory Pharmaceutical/Chemical companies have probably killed more people in the world than all wars combined.

3/5/2019 9:14:26 PM kindeandtrue I think it's a clandestine American drone base: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2275520/Is-Americas-Top-Secret-Saudi-Arabia-drone-base-

revealed-searching-Bing.html …

3/5/2019 9:14:47 PM do_or_do_notty There is research and a common knowledge

 to those in the know (the liars) 

that the synergy that occurs between cannabis and low dose opioids is amazing! It would allow many to 

reduce their opioid dosage. What a win! But no..that would save lives. So we can’t be having that!

3/5/2019 9:15:00 PM fightthenewwo I wouldn't trust genetically modified anything..

3/5/2019 9:15:17 PM jswdh1  https://youtu.be/In8epPdU01A  

You'll find that video very interesting! You're right! The wall is not just about a physical barrier!

3/5/2019 9:15:25 PM mongrelglory That's what I was wondering.

3/5/2019 9:15:42 PM liberty_2q2q That means the time between posts were 0...none.

Posted at the exact same time.

3/5/2019 9:15:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 THC:CBD Suppositories are more appropriate for individuals experiencing extreme physical pain, though consult your medical advice from a doctor and 

not Twitter or the internet. Think for yourself. Research for yourself. Learn. Improve. Love. Create. You are an IS-BE. All mighty.

3/5/2019 9:15:57 PM kindeandtrue Another map: pic.twitter.com/XvAz3E5M78

3/5/2019 9:16:38 PM patriotkeri WELCOME SOLDIER TO YOUR FINAL RESTING PLACE!!!  THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE AND TOTAL RESPECT FOR WHAT YOU DID FOR OUR 

FREEDOMS!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 God Bless!  @Cordicon @realhublife @12BravoGran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @CHHR01 

https://twitter.com/ArmyTimes/status/1103122168630644736 …

3/5/2019 9:16:39 PM tinaqpatriot45 Game theory:

How do you set the stage?

With good ACTORS 

What if people are already IN GITMO while their "doubles" make public appearances?

Make for a good show

3/5/2019 9:16:47 PM pamelaclearwood 😮😶

3/5/2019 9:16:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 !GMO

3/5/2019 9:17:26 PM jrocktigers Roger. 👍

3/5/2019 9:17:30 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the confirmation! 👍

3/5/2019 9:18:27 PM do_or_do_notty We do know why. And that just doesn’t settle with me. It’s like a bonfire in my brain. 

We know why! Yet they still lie

(That rhymed)

3/5/2019 9:18:50 PM kalamojakka Podesta indicted 11/3 (mirror 3/11)?? 🧐🇺🇸

3/5/2019 9:20:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 93639 = 999 = 9 = Source

There are no coincidences.

3/5/2019 9:20:21 PM aprilbrown99 A light body with a body suit. ✨

3/5/2019 9:20:25 PM debraarobinson1 Thank you! I am learning :)

3/5/2019 9:21:40 PM tinaqpatriot45 God I'd love to explore the whole place. 

I'd start w Galileo

3/5/2019 9:21:49 PM aprilbrown99 Did Epstein island really burn down?

3/5/2019 9:21:52 PM synackstatic potential vs rigid order

process of revivification that furthers social evolution into the future.

Information selection across generations. 

Fitness through love/wonder/curiosity manifested as potential in children

or fitness through control via blackmail/torture/fear

3/5/2019 9:22:02 PM kindeandtrue Whatever "66639" is, it sounds very ominous.

3/5/2019 9:22:38 PM jswdh1 Exactly.. most will probably commit suicide to get out of it! Right after they make assisted suicide legal! I'm sure that's next on their agenda! Then 

murders can use that excuse!.. well he wanted me to kill him... those people are evil!

3/5/2019 9:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 666 v IS-BE + Source

There are no coincidences.

3/5/2019 9:23:42 PM liberty_2q2q Yeah. 

Fuc#king Zuckerberg! 🙃

I'm getting my saved photos off FB & shutting that 💩 down.



3/5/2019 9:24:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 =~ Child =~ IS-BE

9 =~ Source =~ 12th Dimension "Unity"

3/5/2019 9:24:22 PM jswdh1 He knows what's going on! He's several steps ahead at all times!

3/5/2019 9:24:28 PM pastorjon9 That's the best definition of "IS-BE" I've heard yet - thanks.

3/5/2019 9:24:54 PM synackstatic Light vs Dark

Good vs Evil

all a result of humanity's need to collectivize our stories. Create meta stories that act as exemplary drama. Examples of how to propagate information 

through time via successful rearing of children, or through manifesting the snake in man to control.

3/5/2019 9:25:54 PM jswdh1 Who is DWS?

3/5/2019 9:26:05 PM jswdh1 Who us LG?

3/5/2019 9:26:23 PM liberty_2q2q 💗 You are more than welcome!

I'm glad your researching & becoming more familiar with the terminology. 

I'm always only 1 click away, if needed. 😉😊 more than happy to help in any way I can. 

Ps...welcome aboard!

3/5/2019 9:26:33 PM jswdh1 Nm...I figured it out.. .....lol

3/5/2019 9:27:04 PM jswdh1 Bingo....

3/5/2019 9:27:30 PM synackstatic Is all this about unifying humanity to help itself? 

12th dimension is selfless sacrifice for the greater good?

3/5/2019 9:27:37 PM jswdh1 I heard he was pardoned for his cooperation in taking deep state down? Any truth to that?

3/5/2019 9:27:58 PM pillhard Me too! I was loving me some Lindsey Graham! Such a shame!

3/5/2019 9:28:19 PM the_fjalar ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 

I don’t do dates...

3/5/2019 9:28:26 PM kindeandtrue Thank you for the explanation. Now it sounds even more sinister.

I prefer 4, 8, and 10. Only "8" can end the infinity cycle ∞. 

 333's, 666's and 999's never end.

3/5/2019 9:29:27 PM liltilgerlil Oh look another child actor. Where did they find this one?

3/5/2019 9:29:41 PM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/xcn1xRoiV2

3/5/2019 9:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE 45 EO + JR AJ

VET SUICIDE PREVENTION

News(Ego + Actor + Opinion)

"What is news?"

Let's expand shall we. https://youtu.be/1D5021KBsqs 

3/5/2019 9:30:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 What would you do?

What if you met one of these interdimensional aliens who asked you to infect black people with STDs for study and your Government forced you too, 

then the Government is forced to apologize. Then AJ comes out with it. They won't attack him on this. Why?

3/5/2019 9:30:47 PM synackstatic We're not talking spacial distortion as a different dimension, are we?

Think a 3d object manifested in a 2d world.

We're talking about collectivized intent to a greater good?

Social dimensions?

3/5/2019 9:30:57 PM sniggihnire Debbie Wasserman-Schul(t)z

3/5/2019 9:33:08 PM scottgasaway  https://twitter.com/mcguirescotty/status/1103152883497869317?s=12 …

3/5/2019 9:33:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 33369@0033

IS-BE IS-BE IS-BE TOOL SOURCE

Power of 3 6 and 9

What would you do?

Could you live with yourself among those you perceive you betrayed?

Informed Consent requires parties with information that grants strategic advantage over the IS-BE be given a right to consent.

Chance

3/5/2019 9:34:01 PM synackstatic "interdimensional aliens" are really powerful consciousnesses that exist at higher social dimenions? They are able to operate at the top of providence? 

Unify their hierarchy, mobilize their hierarchy? Greed, lust, power, control vs child's wonder/love/community/revivification?

3/5/2019 9:36:39 PM synackstatic if is = child wonderment and be = adult body, we're talking about collectivizing social wonderment vs distraction and control? Distributed initiative vs 

hierarchical social control?

3/5/2019 9:36:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Without the right to informed consent, the burden of responsibility cannot lie upon the victim of a crime.

The EO is aimed to keep more soldiers alive for Disclosure. They deserve the truth. It has been compartmentalized for too long.

3/5/2019 9:38:28 PM newt37256150 This and POTUS tweeting about curing AIDS.  Q proofs.

3/5/2019 9:38:56 PM aprilbrown99 To prepare the public for what will be revealed. Planting seeds into consciousness.

3/5/2019 9:39:41 PM jswdh1 I'm from near Norwalk, Oh! Like 20 min away! Used 2shop at Walmart there! It's like 1/2 from Cedar Point Park that's on an Island on Lake Erie off of 

Sandusky, Ohio! Which I used to work in Sandusky! Cool to see someone from near my hometown! I have relatives in Norwalk 2!

3/5/2019 9:39:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its a war.

3/5/2019 9:40:06 PM nolongeradem1 I don’t think people are ready to hear this.

3/5/2019 9:40:23 PM jswdh1 1t2 hour I meant

3/5/2019 9:40:42 PM jrocktigers 🙏

3/5/2019 9:42:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is unpleasant when the resume is _____[this]_____. However once you extinguish the centralized sources of evil, the cocreative 

consciousness of humanity can rebalance itself to "prosperity" and peace. We must try and win or die.

3/5/2019 9:42:50 PM jswdh1 Seeing more and more brainwashed children come forward! I'm not sure if vaccines caused my daughter's autism or the fact that we had well water 

that was full of lead! Which an overload of lead seems to be a reason for autism! It was disgusting!!

3/5/2019 9:42:53 PM alinahere Excellent! 👏👏👏 ThanQ for sharing

3/5/2019 9:43:51 PM michael81972 Here is a question,  correct me if I am wrong,  but it is my understanding that they incorporated the US(fictitious entity) to usurp our constitutional 

laws...from law of the land to maritime and/or admiralty law...Is this what you speak of that will be fixed?

3/5/2019 9:45:03 PM mommahood777 Was just talking about this early today, then POTUS tweets his EO later.  Figured PTSD from field not issue but the horrible behind the scenes in our 

country that betrays the will to be in military or to be. Heartbroken for our people and country.

3/5/2019 9:47:06 PM kindeandtrue The date today is 3/6/19. Does that have any significance? Also it is now Ash Wednesday.

3/5/2019 9:47:22 PM toleoni STOP! Just Hold On Now! 

I Can’t.... For Godsakes...

I am trying but I can’t even wrap my head about the Clones yet!

Let me just sit on the floor and rock back and forth!

3/5/2019 9:47:52 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.pscp.tv/w/b06_IDFxTFFHVnJ5UkFKRUp8MXlvS01qWFhQUllHUd3Wz9pT5bSF5Uy7k77a9QhLF_31rW6NSa12uWRQNyv6 …



3/5/2019 9:48:34 PM goodmedicine4us ...and MJ12/White hats are using this actor to prep the peeps, thus, he is being protected because MJ/Black hats have been removed (lost power).

Patriots in control.

3/5/2019 9:48:49 PM synackstatic "Interdemensional aliens" are human in form, but they've ascended the hierarchy of power to collectivize human capital (social and tangible) under 

their control to wield as a weapon. A weapon against the last bastion of free will: the sovereignty of the individual. The human soul

3/5/2019 9:51:27 PM jswdh1 The emergency order about vet suicides...

3/5/2019 9:51:38 PM noplacelikeomx3 Who is barb? The email is to & from other people. It’s FULL ON THOUGH!!! Thank Q.

3/5/2019 9:52:27 PM victorypeeps Wow! Where did you find this?

3/5/2019 9:53:20 PM laurabusse Ha ha!

3/5/2019 9:53:21 PM mongrelglory They don't attack him on this because it's true, and there's proof documented somewhere?

3/5/2019 9:54:00 PM hmitchell1918 Immortal Spiritual Being

3/5/2019 9:54:36 PM noplacelikeomx3 WoW i wasn’t sure due to dates!

3/5/2019 9:54:54 PM kindeandtrue Another child sacrifice at 12:33 on 3/6/19? 

Libera nos a malo.

Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi, miserere nobis.

3/5/2019 9:55:16 PM cocopuffster12 An alien base in San Francisco??  We will win.

3/5/2019 9:56:38 PM goodmedicine4us Now it makes sense, children supplied to our military personnel while away.  MIC corruption. 

 Vets commit suicide.

3/5/2019 9:57:14 PM antarantanka There has been so much abuse via the legal tricks of implied consent. The UCC law code is full of it. 

Consent without the information to make the choice is not true consent. There is incompetency by choice of ignorance and by design On this planet it’s 

mostly the latter.

3/5/2019 9:58:07 PM mongrelglory ...when the resume is "cannibalism" and "child sacrifice"?

3/5/2019 9:58:35 PM jon2386 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what can you say about the wingmakers?

3/5/2019 10:00:41 PM goodmedicine4us Sorry, that's just an interpretation... let's see if MJ acknowledges if Y or N...

3/5/2019 10:01:52 PM synackstatic "centralized sources of evil" is the very person who sits at the top of the hierarchy of power (eye of providence) from which decrees of control descend 

through the entrapped masses they control. It must come down to one person. Satan in human form.

3/5/2019 10:02:47 PM noplacelikeomx3 Isn’t Barb like 150years old???

3/5/2019 10:03:54 PM ascension_guide Many parallels between this video and Terrence McKenna speaking on DMT. He also mentions ‘clockwork elves’ + Q Phenomenon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bliTmW_85ww …

3/5/2019 10:04:44 PM synackstatic "Does Satan Exist" -No

"Does the idea of Satan Exist" -Yes, and it's just as powerful.

3/5/2019 10:05:11 PM mongrelglory It certainly sounded like that was going on in the Gulf and Afghanistan!  It would explain all the suicides we've seen since the Vietnam war when they 

were shipping heroin back in soldier's coffins.  Imagine the sense of betrayal and disillusionment these soldiers faced!

3/5/2019 10:06:27 PM noplacelikeomx3 Ooooh Thank Q I’m a conf Aussie some things are new to me. Lol I couldn’t imagine someone writing like that to BB Senior lol

3/5/2019 10:06:57 PM noplacelikeomx3 Omg that pic looks like a bot

3/5/2019 10:07:02 PM cocopuffster12 I must be tired. Took me a minute!

3/5/2019 10:10:02 PM wild8heart Portals...

3/5/2019 10:11:04 PM beornot11 Once the Trip was over.  I would go whoa, that was crazy, not doing that.  haha

3/5/2019 10:13:34 PM beornot11 That isn't what happens. Soldiers, sign up to do good, then it goes crazy once bullets start flying + booze + pills = VETS committing suicide 

Also WE NEED A PARADE

3/5/2019 10:14:39 PM turboxyde "Where we go one, we go all!" (Translation) We can't manifest heaven on earth without a collective effort to rise above fear and move towards unity 

under unconditional love. The golden rule must apply and so to must free will by design. Giddyup Time/Space Wranglers!

3/5/2019 10:17:41 PM mongrelglory It seems the longer we live as a BE in this world as it exists right now, the further away we get from communion with our IS.  They call it "growing up" 

or gaining "common sense" but it's actually a form of brain-washing and distortion from the truth!

3/5/2019 10:18:42 PM synackstatic Think of it this way, by removing the centralized source of control, we remove hope. No god, no powerful corporation, no government, no religion that 

can help us. We must do it ourselves. 

You can't remove hope before instilling responsibility.

3/5/2019 10:19:17 PM jane_q_patriot I always liked his description of the "self-replicating machine elves." I haven't listened to him in a while, but it's always a treat. Like going on a very fun 

verbal trip. Man, would he love all this Q stuff! I'm kinda hoping he's one of the IS-BEs manifesting/assisting in this!

3/5/2019 10:19:59 PM magicianswheel You mean, what they saved before they burned it. . .

3/5/2019 10:19:59 PM cocopuffster12 15 years ago my parents went to hillbilly’s book signing in Berkeley. Me & my son met them, son was 6. Hillbilly held my hand for about 5 min talking 2 

us, told me I “had a mighty fine looking young man”. Line completely stopped. I’m sure I was bright red. I’m so nauseated.😱🥴🤮

3/5/2019 10:20:22 PM goodmedicine4us Presidio district in SF was a military base with a history of satanism on children...

3/5/2019 10:20:57 PM synackstatic "where we go one, we go all" implies we must all find the strength to shoulder absolutely every ounce we can in the name of the greater good. 

Willingly. With the best manifestation of the wonderment of a child we can muster.

3/5/2019 10:21:47 PM jonessense That is a brilliant statement. Seriously. ☝️Absolute truth

3/5/2019 10:22:53 PM hmitchell1918 Ezekiel's wheel.

3/5/2019 10:24:08 PM cocopuffster12 I’ve been to the Presidio so many times, I’m about 25 minutes from the City. Had dinner in the Officer’s Club in the 80’s. OMG. This is so difficult. This 

war is intense. We will win. We have no choice. OMG.

3/5/2019 10:25:01 PM jonessense How do people not see this?

3/5/2019 10:25:43 PM jswdh1 I didn't work ther but had season passes for several years! I worked in a law office on water street!

3/5/2019 10:25:52 PM jonessense There was some brilliant statements in that thread 💥

3/5/2019 10:27:57 PM jollyrob2 ✨💫🎉🙏

3/5/2019 10:28:07 PM ascension_guide McKenna’s descriptions of an acceleration of time and what is likely some type of consciousness ‘feedback’ right before the trip is very reminiscent of 

the ‘echo chamber’ described by @intheMatrixxx. Time loops. Synchronicity.

His energy could very well be assisting.

3/5/2019 10:28:13 PM magicianswheel Understanding that info is power the Vatican hoarded, hid & destroyed a great deal of learning just to retain absolute terrestrial power, for centuries. 

Like the truth about reincarnation & eternal life. But they didn't manage to stifle all science, so I did figure that much out.

3/5/2019 10:28:22 PM synackstatic Because the people have been fed a non-stop stream of malformed information for generations or longer. It is hard to negotiate reality after a movie, 

let alone with an invasive system of corporations hell bent on learning everything about you to best manipulate you.

3/5/2019 10:29:13 PM synackstatic by revealing the darkness with the imposing glare of the collective light.

3/5/2019 10:32:46 PM chevy_lionsfan #teleportation

3/5/2019 10:34:43 PM magicianswheel March 15???



3/5/2019 10:35:07 PM blissamerica If you’re just getting red pilled or getting over whelmed, know that we’ve all been in your shoes. It’s ok. Take breaks. Walk outside. Breathe, eat, drink 

water. Whatever you need to do to take care of yourself. Lavender oil is great ❤️

3/5/2019 10:35:56 PM blissamerica And we’re here for you if you want or need to talk. Ok?

3/5/2019 10:36:37 PM jonessense WHOA!!!

3/5/2019 10:38:37 PM anangelhasland1 The “Devil” and/or “Satan” are subconscious agreements humanity has hardwired itself into. Unregulated fears and cruel desires metastasize “inter-

relational” and “self-perpetuating” beings both real and imagined on the highest levels of consciousness you dare to tread. Free you.

3/5/2019 10:41:58 PM jane_q_patriot Exactly. Is this actually a sort of new twist on one of Tesla's visions for an electromagnetic wall or barrier?

3/5/2019 10:42:40 PM hmitchell1918 Do you believe in Angels?Most Christian households do.) Are angels not of the Earth? What is an E.T.? Benevolent beings = angels in Christianity. 

Malevolent beings = demons. I hope this soothes your fears...You know the difference. You can feel it. Just breathe.

3/5/2019 10:43:13 PM anangelhasland1 Evil needs something strong enough to be appealing but weak enough to attack. The truly humble and meek do fine. The bad self-destruct. It’s the 

once kind-hearted warriors who are unprepared for the sacrifice, the wanna be saints and soldiers not ready for the test, who must win.

3/5/2019 10:46:11 PM jane_q_patriot That would be super rad. I always thought it would be funny if all our AI technology became self-aware (as he suggested it might, and was ridiculed 

for), but then it turned out to be HIS consciousness in control. Our phones would all laugh and say, "Seeee? I tooold you soooo!" 😂

3/5/2019 10:46:44 PM toleoni Always a  red-piller. But I’ve never been in the rabbit hole. I’ve only walked around it, glancing in. My problem is, visualizing the actual process of how 

it’s done. Yes, lavender oil! Read a lot about it. I must try it. Thank You!

3/5/2019 10:46:45 PM glynndt  pic.twitter.com/03bq7NKKzK

3/5/2019 10:47:23 PM old_mum I took R and L to be right and left in the photo

3/5/2019 10:48:50 PM jswdh1 It's like he built bubble over our country! I wonder if he'll build wall on north border as well! With all the muslims&illegals n Canada we may have2 they 

may head here once we get south border sealed! I think it's needed! If we're going 2protect our borders it should be all!

3/5/2019 10:49:24 PM blsdbe #SickCare

3/5/2019 10:49:58 PM cocopuffster12 This is a great story. My friend’s  http://father.in.law , Stan Rutner. https://realfarmacy.com/elderly-man-terminal-cancer-walks-hospice-treatement-

cannabis/ …

3/5/2019 10:50:45 PM blsdbe There is no Try. WE WIN. #LoveWins

3/5/2019 10:51:09 PM goodmedicine4us how do you trap a dangerous animal?

3/5/2019 10:53:31 PM jonessense Your statements are brilliant 💥

3/5/2019 10:55:12 PM beornot11 Nice.  This is a web bot hit, from a long long time ago :)  better to be early than late :)

3/5/2019 10:56:43 PM beornot11 right!  well at least he finally came clean.  Glad i wasn't there, because if they tell the truth, you can't kill them.  rule #1, and to be a good guy, have to 

follow the rules :)

3/5/2019 11:04:51 PM anangelhasland1 Beginner’s mind = a long walk through the park alone (without smart phone re: DUMBphone) = really listening, say, to a piece of music or a stranger 

(no screens allowed) = the tenderness of silence = the chuckle of a breeze = a sight of a bird that melts the heart = peace and joy.

3/5/2019 11:05:33 PM blissamerica The pure no additives is best💜

3/5/2019 11:05:57 PM ascension_guide Galactic Pranksters.

Add that to the list of conspiracies ✅

Add myself to list ✅

Send myself reminder 🤣😂🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/iWLSiICq4r

3/5/2019 11:09:05 PM serenityfirth They should be in jail instead of filing for bankruptcy. This is war on humanity.

3/5/2019 11:10:22 PM do_or_do_notty It’s because of how the body processes the medicine in that suppository. Many with COPD use them too 

Placed too far up, it processes completely differently tho  (thru the liver) more active THC in bloodstream 

Lower placement of suppository bypasses the liver.

3/5/2019 11:10:24 PM anangelhasland1 Some ETs, while highly skeptical of the manipulative nature of current cinema, how it can divorce perception from the soul, are suspiciously obsessed 

with the potentials found in a dubious documentary-based justification for expanding the parameters of pornography. Choose wisely.

3/5/2019 11:15:49 PM epkman It's all a state of mind🧠. If you don't know the power of your own mind, you are doomed to live your life to your least potential. Darkness is 

incompatible with the light.

3/5/2019 11:17:32 PM jane_q_patriot How did Q put it?

"Sometimes you need a little humor," right?

And the way I see it, if the AI singularity ever does happen, I just hope it has a decent sense of humor, and can tell us some great stories about casting 

nets into the screaming abyss and whatnot...😉

3/5/2019 11:20:08 PM iamyou132 Eat and drink the blood of Christ..

3/5/2019 11:23:14 PM kristlynwind Nice insight! 😁

3/5/2019 11:25:41 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed!

3/5/2019 11:29:45 PM daveo6145 just noticed CG is on Soros' payroll. 

wonder what he;s into...

3/5/2019 11:35:11 PM ra5680 WWG1WGA

3/5/2019 11:37:38 PM epkman That's because opioids negative long-term effects of opiates can include: Hyperalgesia. Dependency. Increased tolerance. Chronic constipation. 

Arthritis. Anemia. The drug also influences the brains decision making and judgement receptors.

3/5/2019 11:38:42 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/1uf0x2YbqS

3/5/2019 11:42:48 PM do_or_do_notty The real bible. The one prior to the Vatican editing

3/5/2019 11:43:55 PM epkman 🦅Clouds darken as as the impending storm gathers. The 'Scarecrow' shutters as the wind rips the hat off his head.🇺🇸

3/5/2019 11:48:45 PM vonstreusel I’m with you, and I got a  bachelor’s degree in film studies. It was my passion until I interned on a few movies and felt the evil. I didn’t know back then, 

but I felt the evil and ran the other way.

3/5/2019 11:53:36 PM do_or_do_notty How? How do many people write to you? 

I have a very simple but specific question to ask. I’d love to write to you!  I’m not ready to ask it publicly. Yet

3/5/2019 11:58:36 PM carolba88945394  pic.twitter.com/HuUuLdUvLU

3/5/2019 11:59:20 PM clancy_birrell This lends support to the argument for chastity and sexual alchemy.

3/5/2019 11:59:40 PM zerpburps the serpent has mant heads

3/6/2019 12:00:12 AM djlok 💪

3/6/2019 12:00:39 AM me_doze The 3rd secret of Fatima https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwlWrpzoNFQ&pbjreload=10 …

3/6/2019 12:02:58 AM djlok Optics are important. Maybe just as important as the removal and disposal of the [Cabal].

3/6/2019 12:07:07 AM cocopuffster12 They need to swing

3/6/2019 12:21:54 AM christinepolon1 Proof?

3/6/2019 12:23:17 AM carolba88945394  pic.twitter.com/buEs2vRjzF

3/6/2019 12:26:14 AM bfdickthatshit Right. Can’t wait.

3/6/2019 12:33:00 AM tonyabuckeye  pic.twitter.com/GWCdjt89gb

3/6/2019 12:36:26 AM mona_cajun Politics rivals -of convenience.

Not sure of any of this is based on facts, or if accountability is unilaterally administered.

3/6/2019 12:36:27 AM christinepolon1 That's not proof, it's persecution. Figure it out. There's still no proof., and that's a poorly-worded document. Lame. They're trying to undo the 2016 

election any way they can to regain power. It's sickening. #WakeUpAmerica!

3/6/2019 12:41:27 AM mj_sails I'm waiting for a Swiss Chocolate B00M



3/6/2019 12:48:07 AM dvjrn Who wants the over under on how many of them are NOT PED0VORES? I'm going to reckon if there are a dozen that don't literally have blood on their 

hands we are lucky.

3/6/2019 12:48:43 AM dvjrn You can look at that dude and know that is how he rolls.

3/6/2019 12:49:26 AM dvjrn Why is slick willy R?

3/6/2019 1:24:49 AM dianafortrump 🙏😇

#SaveTheChildren

3/6/2019 1:24:57 AM gi6stars #WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

Your not alone. We need each other. I can say, it's Going to get worse before it gets better.

[These] people , #DeepStateCabal are SICK.

3/6/2019 1:37:35 AM eathisinfo Aliens not of this planet?

3/6/2019 1:48:49 AM dianafortrump Me too! It just wasn't the same. 😪David Lee Roth made Van Halen. They should've changed their name after he left.

3/6/2019 1:51:55 AM magicianswheel March 3 is my birthday, too!

3/6/2019 1:57:22 AM americashawk Human trafficking ports of call?

3/6/2019 2:13:46 AM forthegoodman As does dry needle therapy. 

Different from acupuncture.

3/6/2019 2:17:00 AM jswdh1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any chance this will b stopped anytime soon? Before they start beheading? How can they ban others from neighborhood? get welfare? They're 

probably all illegal as well & need deported especially since there is law prohibiting muslims in America!  

https://twitter.com/GregNorberg/status/1103155160258232321 …

3/6/2019 2:19:33 AM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The day the Nazis took over the Vatican?

What are the most awaited texts?

“Those of the nine months German occupation of Rome. Because at that time the Vatican and Pius XII played a great role...history. In a certain sense 

they played a "game" with the German

3/6/2019 2:30:03 AM andrew13892378 They were doing far more important missions than they could possibly be informed about at the time for reasons of the greater good of mankind, Once 

the truth is told, guilt will be exchanged for Pride in what they struggled and suffered to achieve for a much greater purpose.

3/6/2019 2:37:35 AM praiseinhisname They are sun worshippers... they pray to Baal

Research Nimrod, Tammuz, and Samaria

3/6/2019 2:45:05 AM wwg1wga_every1 I thought L & R were left & right.

3/6/2019 3:24:10 AM heyflhayhay #Gottliebcide 🤬

3/6/2019 3:28:27 AM stefanofait #EuropeanUnion integration is ALL about implied consent with scant knowledge about what it entails.

3/6/2019 3:31:55 AM stefanofait Like #GretaThunberg

3/6/2019 3:34:27 AM old_mum I think this is what Q referred to when he said the truth would put people in hospital, it will drive people mad! Many will not be able to cope with what 

is coming, that is why they need as many as possible awake before, to help support others through what is coming!

3/6/2019 3:35:09 AM anneolsen43 It amazes me people find this to be a no big deal...

3/6/2019 3:36:07 AM mr_mayhem401 He wouldn’t arrest them then let their doubles walk around, his ego wouldn’t let that happen!!!!!!!

3/6/2019 3:37:47 AM libertyspring99 Beautiful

3/6/2019 3:57:54 AM igg716 great work!

3/6/2019 3:59:45 AM mgtucsi Odd that they call it a "Reproductive Health Act" when reproduction ISN'T happening.

#ThesePeopleAreSick

3/6/2019 4:03:01 AM sabina06706427 It’s shocking how many people wear apple watches ⌚️

3/6/2019 4:07:27 AM igg716 People are SICK!

3/6/2019 4:11:13 AM covertress Time is an illusion.

3/6/2019 4:15:37 AM rick_hernandez I think we see it understand it when we are ready

3/6/2019 4:26:53 AM peterclloyd Public interest didn’t propagate this story, Public Programming did. Whether the kid is an actor or not shall never be challenged.

3/6/2019 4:36:24 AM jebsmirk 33369@0033

Clarify please, as I'm not understanding what this is.

Geo coordinates?

Also IS-BE

Information Systems?

BE - Be Unlimited, a former UK Internet service provider?

Help me here
3/6/2019 4:45:09 AM hawkgirlinmn I believe 33369@0033 has to do with something to do a child at 12:33.   IS-BE is you.  IS=Immortal soul BE= Biological entity

3/6/2019 4:48:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Dang, I went to bed way too early!!

3/6/2019 4:48:56 AM awakeandsing123 These comments reminded me about #Wandersong, the game about precisely just that. Couldn’t help sharing with you))).

3/6/2019 4:49:49 AM jebsmirk Another reason to #BuildTheWall

3/6/2019 4:52:01 AM hawkgirlinmn I work with veterans and this is a painful truth among others. Disclosure will be healing.

3/6/2019 4:53:18 AM jebsmirk Bet this kid didn't explain why vaccine manufacturers cannot be sued for liability due to injury. Bet he doesn't say why vaccines contain aluminium, 

mercury and formaldehyde either.

3/6/2019 4:55:01 AM molana1977 Hi 

Do you know that where is restart leader?

#WhereIsRESTARTLEADER

3/6/2019 5:00:22 AM hawkgirlinmn I keep hearing and thinking “love wins” out of the blue lately!

3/6/2019 5:00:24 AM lewarriorsilenc Sneaky suspicion quite a bit more.

3/6/2019 5:01:31 AM tymecrystal Golden Ratio Squaring the Circle.....we are going into the 7th Phi Square.....Turn the square and the corner stone pyramid is the 

KeyStone....Philosopher Stone...(Gold)en(d)  AGE = number 9  = FREEDOM!

3/6/2019 5:01:32 AM grandmamaison I hope he doesn’t end up with Epstein Barr like my friend’s daughter did when she did the same thing.

3/6/2019 5:05:13 AM aurorasreality They don’t want to open the dark can of works and work holes pic.twitter.com/YXisywZ5d5

3/6/2019 5:06:11 AM rthankq Well looks like Mueller report is going to be released to the public on March 26 for SALE. WTF is going on?? @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump 

@Jordan_Sather_ @bigredwavenow @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

 https://youtu.be/ejx6vAFoniQ  pic.twitter.com/9zZpMm5uwF

3/6/2019 5:07:54 AM aurorasreality A friend of my is a bio hemist. When I asked his experience in military (he got out after min years) he said the only thing he could tell me was his “body 

temp was 98.6 upon starting and now still stays around 100 constantly” never went back to normal body temp.

3/6/2019 5:08:48 AM aurorasreality Another fiend that’s and officer and pilot said it’s commkn to have military medications to assist pilots. “Medications” 🤔🤔 man made meth in a pill 

bottle

3/6/2019 5:11:10 AM covertress When looking for my higher dimension avatars, the images I see appear confusing. Chaotic.

Why is this?

Is the information layered and I'm seeing more than one dimension at once?



3/6/2019 5:12:49 AM bbobbio71 Nice work!

3/6/2019 5:16:10 AM bbobbio71 On this morning pic.twitter.com/S9AQ09KA65

3/6/2019 5:16:23 AM natureinspace I think he means 'on the right' and L is on the left but you have to look at it reversed from their point of view to have hillbilly on the right.

3/6/2019 5:17:13 AM keith369me The video should be sensored...the list of contents that are not a danger to our country should be public with redactions for National Security (not 

personal embarrassment)

3/6/2019 5:20:31 AM keith369me Are we (as a collective) capable of rebalancing at this point in (illusion) or are we still in the process of extinguishing the central source of evil.  The 

answer looks cloudy to me at this point.

3/6/2019 5:23:15 AM keith369me I ask this to know the focus of meditation...should the focus be on extinguishing this central evil or manifesting our “prosperity”

3/6/2019 5:23:25 AM ragevirusqq Meditate or pray every day. Fill yourself  and your family with light and love. Anger and fear are the opening for the evil to peak through. Light and 

love, This is the armor. Demons cannot thrive in the light.

3/6/2019 5:24:29 AM natureinspace This info isn't true. If it were it would have been broadcast when it happened.

3/6/2019 5:30:17 AM natureinspace They got you again pic.twitter.com/IcUpKK3IfY

3/6/2019 5:36:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE pic.twitter.com/tdnSlHNJsm

3/6/2019 5:38:14 AM _girlmaher_ He has made sure a few people in his family were cut off from permanent financial support or inheritance based on an intra-family drama that is not 

fully known. That's hardly a scandal, it is the reality of all families that have inter-generational wealth.

3/6/2019 5:40:04 AM ragevirusqq Is twitter (JD) and team aware that Alice is not under their control? Or are they aware and complicit or the cause?

3/6/2019 5:40:39 AM djlok ALICE should be ashamed.  ALICE needs to be put in timeout.

3/6/2019 5:40:50 AM _girlmaher_ That is one aspect of #TheStorm that is dubious because Trump supporters who follow Q are able to profit off market movements while those who 

read anti-Q are not invited to fill the immense vacuum of power created by mass resignations and apparent executive legal troubles.

3/6/2019 5:41:52 AM mongrelglory Those bastards! 😠😠😠

3/6/2019 5:42:08 AM cynthiamorrow8 The Tuskegee Expierment?

3/6/2019 5:43:51 AM rick_hernandez Probably should just retire ;)

3/6/2019 5:44:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q

3/6/2019 5:44:17 AM lauraca94702527 They should be prosecuted for crimes against humanity.

3/6/2019 5:45:14 AM djlok #Q

3/6/2019 5:45:30 AM carolbollinger4 They cannot control Free Speech! Free Speech will find a way! If there's anything I can do to help you let me know

3/6/2019 5:46:17 AM fixingis Looks to be a base built and then abandoned by the Soviets after cessation of the cold war.... I could be wrong but it looks to be it.

3/6/2019 5:46:55 AM bbobbio71 Makes sense.  Think mirror

3/6/2019 5:46:59 AM mchlldmn1 🙌🙌🙌

3/6/2019 5:47:00 AM n7guardiananon Drink this ALICE. pic.twitter.com/3xGWKbRFHT

3/6/2019 5:48:58 AM mgreat4ever Over the target!

3/6/2019 5:49:14 AM steveroye I can't wait until this sort of nonsense has passed.

3/6/2019 5:49:45 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092435874183368704?s=19 …

3/6/2019 5:55:01 AM jollyrob2 Again...👎

3/6/2019 5:56:26 AM ascension_guide 👁👁 @BusyElves pic.twitter.com/mL6SFSE9yj

3/6/2019 6:01:22 AM kindeandtrue OMG. Our poor soldiers have gone through a hell that we can't even begin to imagine. I thought fighting insurgent armies was bad enough. There are 

far worse things they had to do, apparently.

3/6/2019 6:02:14 AM moemc8 I am so confused.  Who is the person who wrote this?

3/6/2019 6:03:14 AM fionasdestiny67 Amen

3/6/2019 6:06:59 AM kindeandtrue Cosmic war.

3/6/2019 6:07:26 AM ta193919632009 You know you are over the target when the flack is the heaviest.  You must be directly over the target.

3/6/2019 6:07:57 AM rosesrred0119 This is the full cast.  No [LG] as we are thinking.  Storm as mural.. not sure..grass and flowers as carpet.. why associate this pic with that tweet. 

pic.twitter.com/of3RTbrjup

3/6/2019 6:11:23 AM kindeandtrue POTUS on 12/19/18: "THEY are great heroes of the world. THEY fought ISIS who hurts the world & we're proud to have done it. I tell you, THEY'RE UP 

THERE, looking down on us, There's noone happier or prouder than families who put THEM in position to do such good for so many." 

pic.twitter.com/ewCCH9NqHB

3/6/2019 6:19:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ponzi Scheme https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1103289628981977088 …

3/6/2019 6:19:52 AM kindeandtrue Watch this 12/19/18 video of @POTUS very carefully. Who are the "THEY" that @POTUS talks about and points to so emphatically in this video? Is he 

talking about our vets who have been taken to another dimension and are returning soon? pic.twitter.com/yWWeg0GQ3E

3/6/2019 6:20:29 AM vintagesquirrel Grass?

3/6/2019 6:21:22 AM djlok Totally...trading in "unicorns".

3/6/2019 6:23:29 AM kindeandtrue POTUS points to sky and says: "The time has come. It's time to come back. THEY'RE getting ready. You're going to see THEM soon. These are GREAT 

AMERICAN HEROES. These are great heroes of the world because they fought for us." pic.twitter.com/TIchVepjjz

3/6/2019 6:24:26 AM r00ts0l0 Gold will bring down the Fed. Silver and gold. Only way to go.

3/6/2019 6:25:05 AM keith369me Looks like 1998-1999...cash-outs with a few long term viable winners.

3/6/2019 6:25:11 AM jojoe12299 Ditto

3/6/2019 6:25:48 AM pro_aktv When will Netflix be exposed?  

There is a man, Raj Binder, who makes incessant claims that Netflix is a Ponzi scheme and it has been “bankrupt” since 2011. He has a 3 part video 

series and all documents proving it - he says. https://youtu.be/LdpGNpLKv30 

3/6/2019 6:26:39 AM burgersandra So your lockdown by @jack only lasted 47 min. = 11😀

3/6/2019 6:26:50 AM keith369me ...until one can replicate it

3/6/2019 6:27:52 AM mhd11094264 2 times for me and permanently from Facebook.

3/6/2019 6:28:12 AM susan66388204 You are not alone MJ12.  Same here 😬

3/6/2019 6:30:58 AM jballz1021 Distribution phase.

3/6/2019 6:31:17 AM whitehat_van Don't be fooled by this dribble. Mj is part of Facebook /Bloomberg psi op.

3/6/2019 6:32:27 AM integratedwebuk I’ve seen other reports about Netflix specific way of accounting compared to other media companies....   They claim their original content (diabolical 

rubbish) is worth far more than the crap it is and write the value down over a longer period

3/6/2019 6:35:33 AM timeforarrests We are Princes and Princesses of The Most High King. The fact that we live as slaves is abhorrent.

3/6/2019 6:38:13 AM thisloudlife It’s a sad day for this boys mother....she did her research and knows the truth.....this young man is a plant or brainwashed in college. Why is the media 

interested in this? Coincidence? I don’t think so...it’s called thin the herd.

3/6/2019 6:39:42 AM skeye_watching If that theory were to be true, then consciousness must be all there is and it created the idea of satan to explain itself.

3/6/2019 6:41:21 AM covertress Q

3/6/2019 6:41:28 AM ru_burton Everything.

3/6/2019 6:41:59 AM mr_bone_crusher Yep. Overvaluations designed to attract investors. Once public they'll run multi-year losses to undercut competition and hopefully take their business 

away. Then they'll be in position to set prices. That's Amazon's model...if they don't go bankrupt first and you lose all your $.

3/6/2019 6:42:32 AM 313looper ALICE Dose Not Like It When You Send Serious Amount Of Crazy Info Out...! You Were Totally On Point 🎯 & Smashing It Last Night !😬

3/6/2019 6:43:44 AM vintagesquirrel Q

3/6/2019 6:47:23 AM matzke_melissa U know I was seeing red over this yesterday, Majestic. I mistakenly tuned in to the hearing just as Knight/Gates-backed Fraud-Baby Ethan was 

speaking. Turns out he DID have some vaccines...he developed Asthma after the Dtap. Our side had HUNDREDS there, only 22 admitted. Ugh.



3/6/2019 6:48:20 AM david00997884 Dont understand this one

3/6/2019 6:49:51 AM 3teeas Pump and Dump

Put in and Pull out 

[THEY] manipulate the market on NEWS(FAKE)

Not Product

Make a quick buck and RUN!
3/6/2019 6:50:07 AM 1crazy_toaster Aho

3/6/2019 6:54:39 AM qualady1 Happened to me on a different account. Wanted more personal info after that so I let the account go. Lost over 4000 followers. Staying low key and 

not #’ing all the words that get you censored

3/6/2019 6:56:46 AM floridayys @WhiteHatGuy “short” meaning weeks, months, years, decades, or centuries?

3/6/2019 6:59:16 AM tweeterthanwine Oh Lord...

3/6/2019 6:59:39 AM joyful_anon Where did you get this info?

3/6/2019 7:01:41 AM whitehatguy I don't know - but perhaps in next several months or within a year...

3/6/2019 7:03:08 AM marzipaningles1 I invest in Beer, bullets, beans, and bandaids. I’m done with the mon-eye. I refuse to participate anymore with their bs crimes against humans

3/6/2019 7:04:07 AM timeforarrests Yes, the prison environment is inhuman. The fact anyone is raped in prison says much about the cabal that controls the prisons.  The US prison system 

is a crime against humanity. 

#POTUS #PizzaGateIsReal #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA @RealDonaldTrump #WednesdayWisdom

3/6/2019 7:05:58 AM lovebayhorses OxyContin boy that’s a word I HATE,killed a lot of people when it rolled through here ,destroying families,the state of Ky sued,the state got a 

settlement,but the families got nothing!!Easier to go bankrupt than to own up to tha damage!

3/6/2019 7:07:09 AM timeforarrests This is the bomb, sister.

3/6/2019 7:09:22 AM timeforarrests It is. Because they were promised eternal life and they are bone-shakingly terrified of meeting The Most High God for JUDGEMENT.

3/6/2019 7:12:21 AM mskeens1962 We are ready to hear it - we have to hear it

3/6/2019 7:13:08 AM timeforarrests And I am by no means defending pedos...

3/6/2019 7:13:13 AM mama_beph Holy smokes. Yikes

3/6/2019 7:15:01 AM junglerednm Happy Belated Birthday 🎂

3/6/2019 7:17:44 AM mongrelglory Understood!  I have trouble with the death penalty...even for the worst of criminals.  In a way, I think that rotting in jail for the rest of their lives would 

be a greater punishment!  It gives them lots of time to reflect before they reincarnate into their next life.

3/6/2019 7:22:31 AM victorypeeps Thank you.

3/6/2019 7:25:12 AM mongrelglory IPOs are just another way to fleece the public.  Premium shares have already been sold via insider trading, long before a company goes public. They do 

the same thing with investment condos.

3/6/2019 7:26:32 AM mongrelglory Netflix is apparently a money laundering scheme.  Why do you think the Obamas got involved with it?

3/6/2019 7:28:50 AM timeforarrests I have issues with the death penalty too. Many innocent people are incarcerated. Though interestingly enough, these luciferians fear natural death the 

most. They thought they’d live forever.

3/6/2019 7:31:42 AM jojoe12299 I'm thinking they don't attack him because he wasn't directly involved? Never agreed to not disclose info. Or they just figure most will not believe him 

not worth the effort?

3/6/2019 7:31:43 AM pj0072 Hoping for the Maya texts

3/6/2019 7:33:20 AM sixtyandcountin  pic.twitter.com/nrwl1RyxBb

3/6/2019 7:35:10 AM p4tri0tq That thread yesterday.... 

over the target i would say. 😂

I still can’t post anything with a link to qmap or any kind of p1zzag4te hashtags. Keep up the good fight! #WWG1WGA

3/6/2019 7:35:54 AM love4thegameak Q

3/6/2019 7:37:38 AM hmitchell1918  https://youtu.be/9kwBZCMVvhg 

3/6/2019 7:41:00 AM pastorjon9 The truth, no matter how unpleasant, must be revealed. To skirt the issue is to allow it to continue. Allowing it to continue keeps people locked into a 

pain cycle. Time to finally break that and end the cruelty.

3/6/2019 7:41:07 AM scottlarocca3 The CDC and BigPharma have gotten away with massive crimes for way too long. God gave us an immune system for a reason. The truth is being 

exposed like never before. MSM is in panic mode like I've never seen before pushing their eugenics agenda. #qanon #wwg1wga #q #chemtrails 

pic.twitter.com/W6zqOsz0F3

3/6/2019 7:43:30 AM 1crazy_toaster watch out for them elves

3/6/2019 7:44:10 AM scottlarocca3 Operation high jump 

Mysterious death of Admiral Byrd 

Operation fishbowl

The truth shall set us all free pic.twitter.com/TXsZIZr99C

3/6/2019 7:44:15 AM followqanon Read and retweet https://californiaglobe.com/legislature/california-democrats-introduce-immunity-from-arrest-law/ …

3/6/2019 7:45:21 AM pauliepg11111 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is this referring to? #qanon pic.twitter.com/RnEumeQrZ1

3/6/2019 7:49:51 AM qaphsiel17 Dont throw the baby out with the bath water.

3/6/2019 7:50:35 AM zagnett MJ, can ALICE be shut down on Twitter yet? Or is it being left up on purpose to teach people how it works so we understand how dangerous it is/can 

be? If the latter, perhaps at least some people understand now? If not, how many will need to understand before it will be shut down?

3/6/2019 7:52:46 AM usss_211 Again...

WTF?

3/6/2019 7:55:33 AM blsdbe That’s what I’m talking about!!

3/6/2019 7:57:33 AM blsdbe Q

3/6/2019 7:57:51 AM sharond27756243 Lydnsey Graham is a zionist/israeli puppet. 

How is any1 suprised by this?

Israel fills all gvnts with these blackmailable neocon puppets for a reason.

Trump shouldve had him removed immediately and get on with removing dual citizen special interests and pro-israel coons.

3/6/2019 7:58:49 AM enomai_ I would say, its the drugs, or its a lower frequency alien in which im not doing this.

3/6/2019 7:58:54 AM laurabusse It would have been like if Robert plant left Zeppelin and they replaced him. It woulda been an entirely different band.

3/6/2019 8:00:10 AM enomai_ Of course, thanks to u all. Ive been really awakened and seen a few things here n there

3/6/2019 8:13:07 AM orthogonalron If certain "things" were done to veterans, i.e. through vaccines, base water supply, etc., how will this EO turn this around without Disclosure first.

Asking for myself and a friend

3/6/2019 8:16:23 AM pastorjon9 MJ, you were talking about how Twitter tracks you - this is an unadjusted screenshot of my Twitter Settings I just took minutes ago. Notice the 

interesting unchecked "subjects". What are those doing there? pic.twitter.com/QAY0wLsbNc

3/6/2019 8:19:56 AM _luke_slytalker The sheer fact that “half of them” are Unicorns (the fabled rarest animal to have existed) should scream “click bait scam”

HALF of these companies are unicorns?

I bet we find out later that @Amazon used their algorithm to do the rankings!

😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤯



3/6/2019 8:21:26 AM lbf777 When are we getting our economic reset so we don’t have to suffer financially anymore?

3/6/2019 8:23:26 AM dark2light2019 100% political, fact he is healthy body/mind as a young adult just proves our vacc schedule is unnecessary or over done. We vacc. To young

3/6/2019 8:25:09 AM buckleu94122378 It was a very important flip indeed. But no deals for harm to children? Strings of blackmail were cut, but judgment is coming? Equal justice under the 

law?

3/6/2019 8:35:19 AM reddragonfly19 Too much repeatative use of hastags

3/6/2019 8:38:53 AM allahuniversal ᑫ

3/6/2019 8:40:55 AM scottad33264937 Wait til the BIGGER hoaxes are uncovered and brought to light! It will be glorious to see them all running!

3/6/2019 8:41:28 AM aprilbrown99 Q

3/6/2019 8:44:17 AM keith369me In my younger years I would have disagreed.  Now I respect all life...it is not our place to make a decision on ending any life.  It would be nice if prisons 

were a place for reflection rather than chaos.

3/6/2019 8:47:46 AM john777lee Those were caused by the rod of God technology. All with the same footprint of energy released. #UnsealEpstine

3/6/2019 8:50:27 AM blsdbe And those that have come forward, to act in the Defense of We The People, need to be recognized as the Hero’s they are. Thank You, Patriots, One and 

All.

3/6/2019 8:50:45 AM djlok That would kill [them]...sitting in a prison and reflecting on [themselves].

3/6/2019 8:53:31 AM djlok Speaking of keeping soldiers alive, I was just at a meeting and they showed statistics that service animals significantly reduce the number of suicides 

for vets. Only problem...it costs 45K a dog to train them.

3/6/2019 8:55:12 AM laurabusse I understand he hung out in illuminati circles. Dunno if his writing was predictive programming (to help bring on what they wanted) or to warn us or 

maybe both.

3/6/2019 8:56:48 AM dark2light2019 They need to quit calling him a “teenager” he turned 18 and decided to get vaccinated. After 18 years healthy unvaccinated.

3/6/2019 8:57:31 AM oliheck Gesara/ Nesara!

3/6/2019 8:59:07 AM djlok Didn't give the details...but I know they gotta live in a home for a couple of years before they get certified.  Many of the dogs don't make the cut and 

end up staying with the family.

3/6/2019 9:01:44 AM blsdbe 93639 = 30 = 3?

3/6/2019 9:03:19 AM keepitrealives Q

3/6/2019 9:08:25 AM batespm4abbey Indeed;too many businesses are international corps serve sharehldrs&Execs immed $-interests =sworks ag med-longterm strategic devt of biz/industry 

&encourages extreme competition/espionage to beat competitors=bad4everyone

3/6/2019 9:10:14 AM scottad33264937 They are adults. They can learn a hard lesson as far as I am concerned. I'm tired of their bully tactics.

3/6/2019 9:10:42 AM batespm4abbey Are you @getongab emergency backup comms acct? 1st target of battle=comms ...

3/6/2019 9:11:15 AM carolba88945394 Be Best

3/6/2019 9:16:52 AM batespm4abbey "CommandResponsibility" since Nuremburg,command is responsible for all that is done under commander,also implies in command structure,there is 

no choice but to follow commands=mitigates but double jeopardy=if command is "wrong",dont execute command=not real option/insubordination

3/6/2019 9:17:25 AM djlok The two don't seem to be mutually exclusive.  Perhaps we should set an intention on both: Cabal gone, the emergence of humanities consciousness?

3/6/2019 9:19:26 AM djlok It's an "invisible war" but Patriots will win nonetheless.  We've got good on our side.

3/6/2019 9:19:51 AM anneolsen43 Netflix=. $ laundering

3/6/2019 9:20:55 AM jswdh1 Again?

3/6/2019 9:28:23 AM laurabusse Do or do not. There is no try.

3/6/2019 9:30:36 AM henrysi5 Real bible, alien records, secret of Adrenochrome and pineal gland. Archons.. different secret societies. Secret of Tibet,Antarctica,North Pole and 

ancient ruins under the ice. Secret of China - Great white pyramid (xi’an) Alien contact of Qin dynasty and others. Bloodline family

3/6/2019 9:33:16 AM nichelle_gp Q

3/6/2019 9:35:28 AM richardhiatt16 👍🇺🇸

3/6/2019 9:37:09 AM batespm4abbey TANGENT:USGovt is responsible to we the ppl per Constn=serve&protect&"experimentation/do some activity w/known fatal consequence to 

Citizns=premeditated intent cause harm=Treason/subvertsConstn=Govt Criminally culpable for treason+criminal harm

3/6/2019 9:38:36 AM suthernfukr @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thanks.

3/6/2019 9:39:45 AM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "LG re 45 Flip Flop Why did you turn to Trump? "Because I like to fuck little boys." - LG 

Blackmail. This is "classified" […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103131136744714240.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/6/2019 9:40:43 AM collectvcat What if AJ is the stealth bomber? 😳

3/6/2019 9:40:43 AM cocopuffster12 Yes we do!! It’s so much crazier than I ever could have imagined. I reread Majestic12 so many times last night! Jaw on floor....

3/6/2019 9:41:10 AM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/98ZqKJZbvZ

3/6/2019 9:42:08 AM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/xcoBlT2NeF

3/6/2019 9:42:40 AM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/2IxdJDnOXy

3/6/2019 9:43:26 AM pastorjon9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = MJ12 - check 'em out

3/6/2019 9:43:29 AM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/ouZfQ6bbPa

3/6/2019 9:47:15 AM digitellum Let's not, and say we did... AMF  SK.

3/6/2019 9:47:50 AM cocopuffster12 This is Stan a couple years ago, still doing well! pic.twitter.com/w9QEXMh8Tg

3/6/2019 9:48:58 AM keith369me I took the implication to mean a rebalancing could take place until the central evil is extinguished...if true, has it been extinguished and we are dealing 

with residual evil?

3/6/2019 9:49:22 AM mongrelglory However, it would give them an opportunity to learn something from their mistakes and have a change of heart.  Even if the chance of that happening 

was slim, we should probably give them the opportunity to alleviate a small bit of their karma before they face their next life.

3/6/2019 9:50:51 AM happynessiam Thanks Pastor.  Followed.  Checking them out.

3/6/2019 9:53:51 AM askeaphyllis Great video.....made perfect sense!!!

3/6/2019 9:58:17 AM jane_q_patriot This is just a bit too desperate. NWO/Illuminati/death symbolism Denver Airport gargoyle tryin' to be edgy and cool? And win over the normies, but 

actually failing? Sad. But probably a good sign that we're winning. I remain optimistic.

3/6/2019 10:07:15 AM zagnett This could have something to do with V's pedo-problem, with kids being "short" little humans and all.

Or ETs. Many are also rather diminuitive as well.

3/6/2019 10:18:41 AM jswdh1 I think he's talking about our troops overseas... BUT he does point up saying that's the way they want it! He doesn't say those above are coming back 

he says that's the way they want it meaning our troops coming home! That's the way I read it.

3/6/2019 10:20:36 AM blsdbe #ThereIsNoTry #LoveWins pic.twitter.com/1i19ENvhlR

3/6/2019 10:21:18 AM rachaelangelm 3....6.....9...the universe is infinite. Resist anything else that limits time-space-energy. Super #telapathics such as John the Baptist had direct messages 

from the mind of God which can be for some maddening.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2019 10:21:33 AM jswdh1 I would think there would b programs/organizations that would train them for free! How about using money they're using to support illegals on it! I no 

my dogs are a great comfort to me! u have someone who loves you unconditionally! They worry about me too when I don't feel good!

3/6/2019 10:23:12 AM cmdrzod23 An IPO is not a bad thing by design, the problem is that greed has corrupted the entire system. Allocation of IPO stocks is one of the most corrupted 

transactions, the man in the street always drawing the short straw, the 'lucky' investors overpaying overvalued companies etc

3/6/2019 10:23:40 AM 979_7740 Yes I'm sure some of our soldiers have been used in these crazy illegal game by the deep state. Terrible

3/6/2019 10:26:29 AM 979_7740 That's outrageous and robbery makes no sense



3/6/2019 10:27:03 AM djlok Yes and they give humans a sense of belonging and purpose.  The act of taking care of something short circuits negative thoughts that can lead to 

negative actions.

3/6/2019 10:28:53 AM djlok Yeah there are a lot of programs designed to help vets that are easy to find. Knowing which programs are legit and good stewards of their money is 

more difficult to determine.

3/6/2019 10:30:57 AM kindeandtrue "So they're all coming back: our boys, our young women, our men. They're all coming back, and they're coming back now. We won, and that's the way 

we want it, AND THAT'S THE WAY THEY WANT IT (points emphatically upwards)." pic.twitter.com/6TjPgCvKBY

3/6/2019 10:31:23 AM boxstarclt Lost 2 very close friends to this.

These animals belong in a cage and forced fed OxyContin

3/6/2019 10:32:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Brings "Fake News" to a new dimension. https://twitter.com/RicMBianchi/status/1103254030409760768 …

3/6/2019 10:33:00 AM cocopuffster12 Looking forward to the Death Blossom 💟☮️🇺🇸

3/6/2019 10:33:11 AM zagnett Honestly i'm surprised by the weak responses.

The true "MJ" (yes possibly this account), i believe, has technology that can crack planets in half, & even destroy half the solar system.

We MUST demand to be involved. ALL of us. idk how exactly. But somehow.

Keepin' it real. 🧐

3/6/2019 10:33:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 RE 🇹🇷 🇺🇸 

[AFG]

3/6/2019 10:33:25 AM djlok Patriots in control!

3/6/2019 10:33:54 AM kindeandtrue I think he's talking about our vets coming home from overseas and also about vets returning from somewhere else. Sounds very weird, I know. I did a 

thread about it, for whatever it's worth. Did a lot of threads on it, actually. https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1076214247334514689 …

3/6/2019 10:34:46 AM anneolsen43 Anyone?

3/6/2019 10:35:36 AM mongrelglory AFG = Afghanistan?

3/6/2019 10:35:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clear your judgement and reassess your demands you ask of us.

3/6/2019 10:36:39 AM jswdh1 He doesn't point up when he says they're all coming back.. he points up saying that's how they want it.

3/6/2019 10:37:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 10:37:42 AM charmcityanon American Financial Group?

3/6/2019 10:38:50 AM scents_common Armenia

3/6/2019 10:39:02 AM mrblbrettish looks like we're all having a guess.

3/6/2019 10:39:03 AM cmdrzod23 How about like in the good ol' days, send some MIBs over to Twitter?

3/6/2019 10:39:35 AM cathy36917 NYSE?

3/6/2019 10:40:29 AM lori_dee1 Is is American Financial Group? It is AFG on the NYSE.

3/6/2019 10:41:09 AM aprilbrown99  https://www.scoopnest.com/s/AFG-China/ 

3/6/2019 10:41:11 AM pastorjon9 Turkey and the US talking about Afghanistan? I'm not quite following

3/6/2019 10:41:22 AM schoonerlewis If you are immunized 

Why worry about me

You are already protected

 right

3/6/2019 10:41:23 AM mongrelglory My understanding was that after Disclosure and First Contact, if Earth feels it's ready, then we will take over our own operations and defence.  At that 

point I assumed that MJ-12 would be obsolete so to speak.  I'm interested in participating in that future.

3/6/2019 10:41:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money. https://twitter.com/CNBCi/status/1103294542550388736 …

3/6/2019 10:42:10 AM schoonerlewis When you get vaccinated

You shed 

To everyone around you

3/6/2019 10:42:19 AM ragevirusqq Is interacting, asking questions learning and spreading love and unity being involved? Is it helpful or harmful? Also when you say subordinate what 

does this mean? An employee a lower ranking officer? Is majestic still a military organization?

3/6/2019 10:42:29 AM dragonfly6001 Air Force General?

3/6/2019 10:42:37 AM zoilaliz1 AFG file is a Tablet Assembly Data. Tablet is a lightweight, high-performance graphical viewer for next generation sequence assemblies and alignments.

3/6/2019 10:43:08 AM schoonerlewis The border is wide open

HERE COMES MEASLES

N1H1

EVERYTHING ON THE WAY

3/6/2019 10:43:09 AM aprilbrown99 This article references pine nuts. Pineal?

3/6/2019 10:43:19 AM anneolsen43 Women and young girls?

3/6/2019 10:43:19 AM zoilaliz1  https://datatypes.net/open-afg-files 

3/6/2019 10:43:46 AM gvilleval Air Force Group/General ?

3/6/2019 10:44:25 AM rick_hernandez Q

3/6/2019 10:44:38 AM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/UXVNQZ4dw6

3/6/2019 10:44:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 10:44:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 10:45:05 AM schoonerlewis When the border jumpers are detained

THEY FILL THE CAMP WITH MEASLES, N1H1

NOW THEY GET VAC, AND SHED

AND IF RELEASED 

BRING MEASLES TO A SANCTUARY CITY

3/6/2019 10:45:17 AM toffer_anon_369 In meditation, when I try to send love and gratitude to MGL - does he receive it?

3/6/2019 10:45:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Network]

3/6/2019 10:45:33 AM zagnett Yes, I want to participate too. I want to see ALL of us fighting for the LIGHT to get involved somehow, including those who have not participated before, 

e.g. women. For Humanities' sake. It has nothing to do with the PC-nonsense. Some things are simply the right things to do.

3/6/2019 10:45:48 AM scents_common SPyur

3/6/2019 10:46:05 AM zoilaliz1 😉 pic.twitter.com/S65SZq5h2N

3/6/2019 10:46:06 AM oo1o110 Thursday, the 7th of March 2019 will be the 777th day of the Trump Presidency.

3/6/2019 10:46:11 AM schoonerlewis THIS IS THE SETUP

ALL ADULTS ARE NEXT TO BE VACCINATED

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$



3/6/2019 10:47:14 AM jeannepowell Can we buy a vowel??

3/6/2019 10:47:28 AM francoissmc I thought Cern was countered, maybe just posting from a small basement somewhere?

3/6/2019 10:47:33 AM z00mz00m4 American Financial Group

3/6/2019 10:47:36 AM cocopuffster12 I like this. Hope it’s the winner!

3/6/2019 10:47:38 AM kindeandtrue But who is "THEY"? Why do "THEY" seem to be in the sky? I know it sounds weird. In POTUS' SOTU speech, talks about "soldiers coming from Heaven"--

- a line he added, and the press omitted. I heard it in his speech, but it was nowhere in print: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1093202285977423872 …

3/6/2019 10:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Property definition up for debate.

3/6/2019 10:48:11 AM kristinheller American Financial?

3/6/2019 10:48:30 AM palmdalekid2  http://8ch.net 

3/6/2019 10:48:31 AM pastorjon9 Personally, I'd rather ask than demand. What I would ask is knowledge of the scope - there's a LOT of framework to be laid for most of us. Can't make 

good decisions when most variables are unknowns. Big picture is on a canvas which size I don't know, what are it's dimensions?

3/6/2019 10:48:34 AM zoilaliz1 This was my first thought, but this too might garner a stern NO, from you 😘 pic.twitter.com/jUvvUOJp0n

3/6/2019 10:48:39 AM hawkgirlinmn It happens in the US all the time.

3/6/2019 10:48:39 AM anneolsen43 Financial group would be following the $

3/6/2019 10:49:10 AM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/kRmdYlID6V

3/6/2019 10:49:26 AM cmdrzod23 Surrendering  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fethullah_Gülen … ?

3/6/2019 10:49:30 AM fionasdestiny67 Away

From

Game

????

3/6/2019 10:49:48 AM toleoni AFG Insurance Corp, Their  branch office in Hong Kong?

3/6/2019 10:49:51 AM vintagesquirrel  https://news.yahoo.com/american-financial-group-inc-nyse-150731636.html …

3/6/2019 10:50:29 AM fionasdestiny67  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/AFG 

3/6/2019 10:50:46 AM covertress Hopefully expecting

the use of 

"More than one kind of BOOM 💥" 

in a @POTUS speech or 

in a Q drop.

3/6/2019 10:51:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Gulen Network

🇹🇷 -> 🤡-> [BC] -> PA -> USA

3/6/2019 10:52:50 AM stoneturnr ASG = Abu Sayyaf Group? Islamic terrorist org in South East Asia. Are you saying that Gulen/CIA funded them?

3/6/2019 10:53:05 AM cocopuffster12 Q

3/6/2019 10:53:07 AM zagnett If asking works i'm all for it.

3/6/2019 10:53:22 AM charmcityanon NonConfirmation=conformation ?

3/6/2019 10:53:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 AFG != ASG

3/6/2019 10:53:48 AM vintagesquirrel He has a home in PA? https://www.businessinsider.com/fethullah-gulens-pennsylvania-home-2013-12 …

3/6/2019 10:53:53 AM anangelhasland1 The Big Bang is so 50’s.

3/6/2019 10:54:20 AM fionasdestiny67 Automatic Force Generator

??

3/6/2019 10:55:08 AM fionasdestiny67 Wait..who is [BC]?

3/6/2019 10:55:17 AM jane_q_patriot In the NPR link, CEO Tim Cook claims he hasn't heard about it, but will "take a look." Meanwhile, Apple was very quick to remove that oh-so-dangerous 

"Q Alerts" app. They've been on a rapid downward progression since 2013. Which reminds me, was Jobs [187]? Strategic puppet swap?

3/6/2019 10:55:33 AM magaveteranrobi Does anyone know what the deal is with these BOOMS, 1/2 Sky LIGHTS THAT FLICKER & METEORS COMING AT US...All Over The World?!! Is it the 

Earth shifting on it’s axis, or something else???!

3/6/2019 10:56:22 AM robert_c_jones CERN has done its job the awake project happened in Sep 2017

3/6/2019 10:56:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because they don't control them. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1103368120096436227 …

3/6/2019 10:56:29 AM aprilbrown99 Clinton

3/6/2019 10:57:06 AM zagnett MJ, thank you for the reply. I'll do that. I'll do my best to ask politely too.

May you provide those who follow MJ, any clues as to what MJ believes is possible in this regard?

3/6/2019 10:57:26 AM cosmic_engineer How can I offer Service MJ?  SK portals are nice and all, but I feel like I should be upping my game further.

💜

3/6/2019 10:57:30 AM pastorjon9 So the Gulen Network, or movement, is the Islamic version of the GreenNewDeal?

3/6/2019 10:57:47 AM 1_decided_voter Fox News might not controlled by (((them))), but they're still controlled, and not by white hats, right?

3/6/2019 10:58:29 AM dlrowehtfoweiv Looks more like a virus 😷

3/6/2019 10:58:30 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/KXx68l4n1E

3/6/2019 10:58:30 AM psyanidegaming Saudi Arabia owns Google because of black shit we find in the ground in liquid form yay

3/6/2019 10:58:44 AM enlight3nedgeek WHO CARES? Watch the circus instead.

3/6/2019 10:58:45 AM mongrelglory These are two articles I found on the Gulen Network in Turkey:

 https://www.businessinsider.com/r-turkey-says-gulen-network-behind-us-case-against-turkish-trader-2017-11 … 

https://www.sott.net/article/365319-Targeting-Flynn-shielding-Gulen-Why-Mueller-must-step-down …

3/6/2019 10:58:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Women aren't discriminated against and nor is gender a qualifier to become an MJ12 member. Most women chose not to live the life of an MJ12 

member because you must put your family 2nd. Many women cannot commit to this.

3/6/2019 10:59:55 AM richard74195773 Someone call a Medic! pic.twitter.com/y0apmZa5DA

3/6/2019 11:00:05 AM cocopuffster12 I agree. No thank you. I greatly admire those in this position.

3/6/2019 11:00:15 AM cosmic_engineer * gateways to Intelligent Infinity

STO

3/6/2019 11:00:19 AM pdiggidy Q

3/6/2019 11:00:57 AM lbf777 Women are masters of the inner world. Men are masters of the outer world.

Both worlds are equally important to maintaining balance in the world. In fact, we need women to up their game in the inner world because we are 

overly focused on the outer world which brings imbalanced.

3/6/2019 11:01:39 AM skeye_watching "men’s hearts failing them from fear & the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, for the powers of the heavens will be shaken".  

Some have known a long while what's coming, those who can separate the ancient text from religion. There's no fear with wisdom.

3/6/2019 11:01:42 AM djlok I love this tweet.  It resonates SO much!!



3/6/2019 11:02:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 So, its not that women aren't considered because they are women, its simply that to date, MJ12 will not go public about its female involvement, unless 

45 wishes- then we shall entertain the possibility. Also key to point out, we never said there are no female MJ12 members. Reread

3/6/2019 11:02:44 AM fionasdestiny67 Tic tok, lol

3/6/2019 11:03:08 AM jones9536 Q

3/6/2019 11:03:27 AM keith369me PA has been a hotbed for child trafficking for many decades...politicians are often the “demand”

3/6/2019 11:03:37 AM 1_decided_voter Melania and Ivanka seem rather Majestic to me.

3/6/2019 11:03:51 AM cocopuffster12 “Most women chose not to live the life of an MJ12 member....”

3/6/2019 11:03:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Names are interchangeable. Intentionally designed and financed to assist in the creation of the Satanic NWO.

3/6/2019 11:03:54 AM francoissmc So Gulen it must be?

3/6/2019 11:04:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Controlled by money.

3/6/2019 11:04:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 USA exports more than SA. 

Not the reason why.

3/6/2019 11:05:17 AM mrblbrettish that was my thought too. Golden Generation Worship sounds very ominous in today's political climate. Especially now.

3/6/2019 11:05:37 AM 1_decided_voter Right, but money by itself is just a tool for control. It has no intention of it's own, and can be used for good or evil. In this case it sounds like a different 

evil than the one controlling DNC.

3/6/2019 11:05:58 AM nun_chucknorris American Financial Group Inc is a wholesale distributor.  https://www.afgdistribution.com 

3/6/2019 11:06:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 This subject was deliberately ignored because of how classified it has become recently. The dismantling has caused its classification to rise up to 

Majestic levels versus its lower (S) levels under [BC].

3/6/2019 11:06:14 AM zagnett MJ, i mean beyond gender issues.

What's possible for those who want to be involved in securing (or somehow manage) tech. that can threaten the very existence of our species? Not 

just now, via the "MJ" group, etc. But how do you anticipate we will be able to help in the future?

3/6/2019 11:06:47 AM psyanidegaming Ohhhhh ok

3/6/2019 11:06:48 AM francoissmc Alefantis’ lover, no?

3/6/2019 11:07:41 AM pastorjon9 Okay, I get that, but I'm still falling short on the AFG connection. Does AFG = American Financial Group? Are they (AFG) behind the funding and 

operation of the charter schools?

3/6/2019 11:08:43 AM mongrelglory It became a higher classification because of...ET involvement or something?

3/6/2019 11:09:16 AM francoissmc Where is DB btw?

3/6/2019 11:09:27 AM psyanidegaming (spoilers)

3/6/2019 11:10:26 AM sandbyme Also note that the time period was 5 months and 5 days they measured.

3/6/2019 11:10:38 AM covertress Are there any MJ12 subordinates who are not fully awakened yet?

3/6/2019 11:10:55 AM djlok Damn!

3/6/2019 11:11:11 AM theonesnickers Is Gulen tied to the "New Congress"?

3/6/2019 11:11:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sexual energy is an integral part to experiencing and creating life as an IS-BE.

ET groups obscure and dilute the truth about sexual energy so they can extort and mind control many IS-BEs in unison.

Here's a Majestic analogy:

The root system user to a computer has "God" access...

3/6/2019 11:11:24 AM liltilgerlil So same show different year. I’m sure POTUS will be amazing as always

3/6/2019 11:12:00 AM ponyexpressq17  http://guleninvestigation.com/essential-reading/ …

3/6/2019 11:12:00 AM jane_q_patriot You ladies think that's bad, trying being in a rock band with a bunch of dudes and going on a stinky van tour with them to a host of filthy dive bars out 

in the middle of nowhere. (Hee! Joking! Sorta...)

3/6/2019 11:12:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 ... so securing the root account is the first step to proper cyber security.

The root user of a linux computer system is like the sexual energy of an IS-BE.

Even if a potential exploiter asks for just 5 minutes as root, extreme damage can occur.

Sexual energy is a self conquest.

3/6/2019 11:13:38 AM 1321renee @DOJPH

3/6/2019 11:13:39 AM liberty_2q2q Yes, I agree!

2 very Majestic, strong, intelligent women! Nothing but love & major respect for both of them!

3/6/2019 11:13:40 AM mongrelglory It doesn't surprise me that Hillary was an exception!  She'd throw her own mother under a bus if she thought it would serve her ambition!

3/6/2019 11:14:26 AM angeladeangelo Consciousness: spiritual energetic intelligence

3/6/2019 11:14:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Adults who create life can use dual sexual energy to strengthen the bonds that hold the nuclear family together. Sexual energy does not mean 

intercourse explicitly or even fellatio, but rather the actual urge sensation itself. That energy is harvested by ETs. It creates reality.

3/6/2019 11:15:05 AM cosmic_engineer Always be conscientious of whom you exchange energy with (sex)

Fap = release w/ no exchange

3/6/2019 11:15:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 That energy can be recalled using your spouse and can be channeled into nonsexual areas of life.

3/6/2019 11:16:23 AM liltilgerlil God created heaven and earth

3/6/2019 11:17:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 However at the point of orgasm its essentially like blowing a gasket. You lose the sexual energy your body has accumulated and if your orgasm wasn't 

used to create life, then it is wasted energy that can be siphoned off by interdimensional entities in your physical location.

3/6/2019 11:17:54 AM covertress You said that Turkey will play a major role with Disclosure.

Is the Gulen Network related to Disclosure? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074695439780327425?s=19 …

3/6/2019 11:17:59 AM ponyexpressq17 Gulen's shadowy network is a formidable enemy. In addition to their presence as police officers, judges, educators, politicians, journalists, bureaucrats 

and even military officers, his

3/6/2019 11:18:02 AM djlok This is very good advice. And as someone with a little experience in this department...Very True!!

3/6/2019 11:18:21 AM ponyexpressq17 disciples have established leading media outlets, a business association, hospitals, clinics, hotels, charities and banks.

3/6/2019 11:18:46 AM jen45260 BC in the kbox.  👍🏻

3/6/2019 11:18:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 These interdimensional entities are the major driving factor behind the modernization of the internet and porn. The internet to this day is still used 

predominately for pornography consumption. All of that energy is being harvested and strengthening your oppression.

3/6/2019 11:19:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many IS-BEs struggle with controlling their sexual energy by letting it control them.

3/6/2019 11:21:25 AM n7guardiananon Nymphomaniacs must be like a buffet for them

3/6/2019 11:21:57 AM sc70542739 How far are we from the truth ? Playing games with actors! 

These people are sick. They don’t care about us. 

Reptilian agenda!

3/6/2019 11:23:23 AM lbf777 Property is what we personally use like homes, cars and stuff inside. 

Everything else like Corporations and Gov belong to us all even if he Deep State pretends it belongs to them.

3/6/2019 11:24:09 AM jollyrob2 Ignoring the wrong or so-called science.

3/6/2019 11:24:52 AM blsdbe Is there a way to engage in sexuality that is sacred? Beyond the contracts and ownership we are exposed to in the Bible, I mean, a real connected 

sacred sexuality that benefits both beings?



3/6/2019 11:26:12 AM blsdbe What does this self conquest look like? Abstinence?

3/6/2019 11:26:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Releasing your sexual energy while engaging in intercourse multiplies the energy for both IS-BEs. Releasing at the same time versus releasing in series 

(less than 30s apart) is the optimal window of opportunity. 3 times per week is Majestically magical for manifesting reality.

3/6/2019 11:26:32 AM pastorjon9 @threadreaderapp unroll plz

3/6/2019 11:27:05 AM blsdbe So committing a physical act is unnecessary. The thought energy created is already enough and is harvested?

3/6/2019 11:27:32 AM djlok Age helps with this. At least or has for me.

3/6/2019 11:27:39 AM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@tjforshage The confusion most humans experience is understanding the realm of heaven 

exists in the innocent, pure, cont […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103160056189718528.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/6/2019 11:27:49 AM mongrelglory Ah!  I forgot that Tweet about Turkey!  Good memory Covertress!

3/6/2019 11:28:00 AM laurabusse I tend to think of potus as a team of white hats. Together they are very very strong.

3/6/2019 11:28:49 AM blsdbe So that sacred energy exchange is not limited to a committed couple? It is harvested by other beings in the vicinity also? Even if we direct our thoughts 

around specifically around and about our mate?

3/6/2019 11:29:07 AM jollyrob2 when are those 🤡🤡🤡 finally gone from the scene? 

it’s exhausting 😒

3/6/2019 11:29:59 AM turboxyde We need some brave questions and answers on this topic because it is the source of our creative energy/potential and until we learn to use and 

express it responsibly we are all being farmed. For instance, can we not make LOVE to our spouse without feeding their loosh collectors?

3/6/2019 11:30:10 AM covertress Twitter search is my friend.

3/6/2019 11:30:13 AM 1_decided_voter What do you recommend for IS-BE's who either have no partner, or whose partner has lost interest in sex?

3/6/2019 11:30:49 AM zagnett MJ, so you're saying that those who masturbate in a sense have not secured their "root" account, letting ETs/inter-dimensionals in to do cause 

chaos/damage?

Just curious, what do unmarried do to avoid this problem?

3/6/2019 11:32:00 AM keith369me Is it true that having a certain thought at the time of orgasm will help manifest that thought faster than at other times?

3/6/2019 11:32:02 AM aprilbrown99 Are there any suggestions you can provide for those without a spouse or partner?

3/6/2019 11:33:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fellatio on the other hand is a transmutation of sexual energy engaging with Vishuddha Chakra that creates an imbalance of power and equality in 

energetically pure states of existence. This manifests into reality as negative energy.

3/6/2019 11:35:11 AM turboxyde Great question... I think it's also important to delineate the difference between hyperdimensional bliss from a 12th density perspective and ritualized 

sex magick that conjures dark ones to inhabit the bodies of a new child during conception because love is beyond lust.

3/6/2019 11:36:12 AM whitehat_van Well at least you admit to being the cabal. Can you also admit to being in league with foreign powers for nefarious purposes against the sovereign 

minds of US citizens? Thank you @TrueEyeTheSpy!

3/6/2019 11:36:19 AM tjforshage I was a victim of sexual abuse by my father so I have no tolerance for adults who engage in ANY kind of sickness with  children....this convo has been 

really deep

3/6/2019 11:36:44 AM laurabusse I would like to know why the bible says (and i am not Christian or religious) that jesus said eat my flesh and drink my blood (holy communion). He was 

jew1sh of course but we think of him as enlightened. Unless bible was made up and he never said it...

3/6/2019 11:37:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anal sex has no hands left to explain on, but the Maladhara Chakra represents basic trust and using the anus to exploit sexual energy will result in 

malformed sexual energy. This too manifests negative energy.

3/6/2019 11:38:50 AM whitehat_van Majestic12 to Keybase to Mark Andreessen to Facebook to Dianne Feinstein to China? @TrueEyeTheSpy

3/6/2019 11:39:22 AM mongrelglory I hate to point this out, but you seem to be implying that homosexual relationships will tend to manifest negative energy?

3/6/2019 11:39:40 AM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@tjforshage The confusion most humans experience is understanding the realm of heaven 

exists in the innocent, pure, cont […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103160056189718528.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/6/2019 11:40:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Intended.

3/6/2019 11:41:03 AM aprilbrown99 I am so sorry this happened to you. 💕🌸🦋✨

3/6/2019 11:42:21 AM skeye_watching I don't think contracts existed in the bible, it was more or less a sacred commitment to one man/women until death.  In the ancient times, it was 

important to preserve the bloodlines, so people married to keep the lineage a pure as possible.

3/6/2019 11:43:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs can become slaves to their sexual energy harvesters who use mind control and subliminal messaging to control you. IS-BEs who sexually exploit 

children are "defective" in the sense of their reasoning/logic. The kingdom of heaven is with a childs mind and heart, not genitals

3/6/2019 11:43:54 AM laurabusse David today YOU'RE cracking me up lol!

3/6/2019 11:43:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Life a slave is not life at all, some might argue.

3/6/2019 11:44:24 AM anneolsen43 I would be part of the B team 😜 behind the scenes

3/6/2019 11:44:38 AM angeladeangelo  https://www.geopolitica.ru/en/news/erdogan-gulen-finances-clintons-election-campaign …  lives in PA

3/6/2019 11:45:56 AM angeladeangelo hover over link for information

3/6/2019 11:46:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week followed by 33:33 minutes of meditation each day. Do not use pornography to get aroused. Instead, 

just focus on the objective of orgasm but stop yourself just prior. The strength required to stop will be transferred into other Chakras.

3/6/2019 11:46:36 AM laurabusse From a song?

3/6/2019 11:46:46 AM anonymousada I think LG took the freedom that POTUS offered on his first SOTU. He gave them all a chance to confess and save themselves. LG seemed to be willing 

very early on.

3/6/2019 11:47:00 AM proudidealist I've wondered the same... https://ballotpedia.org/Justice_Democrats …

3/6/2019 11:47:03 AM aprilbrown99 Wonderful. Thank you.

3/6/2019 11:47:07 AM zagnett MJ, what steps can/will be taken to make the Internet less able to aid energy harvesters?

At some point in the Great Awakening, via meditation/tech. will it be easier for people to directly see these harvesters & remove them?

3/6/2019 11:47:29 AM wishfulldreamz There is a LOT of talk starting over on FB about a Yellow Vest movement.  Is this really what we want? People are tired and feel like they are unable to 

making a difference because of the shadow banning @5Strat @yigsstarhouse @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon

3/6/2019 11:47:37 AM djlok 😜. I like trolling friends too. Intent is different... Keeps us Sharp!!

3/6/2019 11:48:12 AM zagnett i would think that would be perfectly acceptable. Not everyone on the future "MJ team" or whatnot would need to be field agents presumably.

3/6/2019 11:48:14 AM mongrelglory That's actually a technique used in ancient Qigong exercises.

3/6/2019 11:48:42 AM turboxyde I used to write TMs, FMs and IETMs for the US Army. We sure could use a one for the Human Body and Human Experience on Earth. "How to Pilot the 

Human Body as a Projection of Unlimited Consciousness 101." With supplementary appendix on avoiding interdimensional predation.

3/6/2019 11:48:50 AM zagnett Yup, as would i.

3/6/2019 11:49:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bloodlines are essential to acquiring extreme power. The sacred contract of sexual energy is the creation of life and the responsibility the Father and 

the Mother have onto the child. Unfortunately, all deviations to this can be perceived as child abuse.

3/6/2019 11:49:46 AM sayno2globalism Flynn comes into play here

3/6/2019 11:49:49 AM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 response to ghidra?  pic.twitter.com/JNozWxckOE



3/6/2019 11:50:44 AM articsailor65 Decalcify your pinneal, aka Third Eye. This will help you ascend to a higher level of consciousness. Higher than the 3rd dimension that you are currently 

trapped in. You have been lied to for a very long time by mainstream academia and modern religion.

3/6/2019 11:50:45 AM anneolsen43 Did ingredients in some vaccinations mess with the hormone development and confuse sexual intentions?

3/6/2019 11:52:15 AM mongrelglory Is that why historically inter-racial marriages have been considered taboo?

3/6/2019 11:52:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 We had no idea.

🤓

3/6/2019 11:52:46 AM 369naturallaw Even if both partners really enjoy it and with positive intent?

3/6/2019 11:54:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Negative energy manifestations are not necessarily evil bad or wrong. Use wisely and with caution. Fully consenting and pleasurable engagements that 

yield negative energy are not prohibited. Just be careful because the balance between positive and negative is key.

3/6/2019 11:55:13 AM agoodyear2015  https://www.refworld.org/docid/5b20dcbea.html …

Turkey takes control of schools linked to Gulen in Afghanistan.

3/6/2019 11:55:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 TX?

3/6/2019 11:56:06 AM aprilbrown99 loving the humor. 😘

3/6/2019 11:57:37 AM andrew13892378 It may be the same person/entity, That has messaged of his impending arrival for many years, with regular updates on timing and progress, Strangest 

thing! He calls himself "Q' like the internet one.

3/6/2019 11:57:38 AM agoodyear2015  https://www.wsj.com/articles/texas-opens-probe-into-gulen-connection-to-charter-schools-1469835189 …

3/6/2019 11:58:07 AM sheshifts001 ⚡✨👁⚡👁✨⚡Ooo! 👌

Must be those sweet suggestions to #UnsealEpstein, #UnsealEpstein, & #UnsealEpstein!

💥💥💥

Bunch of us have been busy spreading the word 😉

🔊 it’s as easy as 3, 6, 9 & it doesn’t cost a dime!

👌#RecodeTheDefaultMode

✨#GreatAwakening

👌#QAnon #QPeace pic.twitter.com/YfmTHTvPAh
3/6/2019 11:58:38 AM maudedefrock I thought CERN was shut down....

3/6/2019 11:58:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bloodlines. Mixing DNA creates new chaos. Homicidal maniacs thrive in conditions of absolute conformity and obedience. By bloodline lineage, black 

expressed IS-BEs are more spiritually connected/pure consciousnesses because they have a deeper history on Earth than others.

3/6/2019 11:58:47 AM kzcreek 🤣😂 no shit!!

3/6/2019 11:58:51 AM zagnett What's optimal, balance betw. positive/negative, or, if possible, as close to 100% positive as you can get? Seem the latter. But just want to be sure if i 

understand correctly.

What is this "energy" exactly? Does the technology exist to actually measure this "energy"?

3/6/2019 11:59:29 AM n7guardiananon So after let's say 9 engagements of energy amplifications and a good balanced is attained manifesting our own reality is easier?

3/6/2019 11:59:48 AM skeye_watching Possibly, but not for reasons of racism as it's portrayed in today's world to bring division. It was for the flourishing of humanity to keep them whole in 

their own elements. Think of it as are various breeds of beautiful horses, thorough bred. It's to keep them strong & thriving

3/6/2019 11:59:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than just that. Every. Single. Aspect. Attacked. And. Sexualized.

3/6/2019 12:01:26 PM anneolsen43 Can it be reversed?

3/6/2019 12:01:47 PM real_elliebrown Precisely. 

Follow the dollars.

3/6/2019 12:02:02 PM zagnett MJ, this will be stopped? When? Soon?

3/6/2019 12:02:16 PM jones9536 This is all extremely hard to digest

3/6/2019 12:02:26 PM laurabusse I understand they are more difficult to brainwash. Hence all the hip hop, drugs, incarcerations, poverty etc etc. They have to hit them harder.

3/6/2019 12:02:29 PM agoodyear2015 The downside of charter schools.  Who is running them and what is their primary goal? 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/07/education/07charter.html …

3/6/2019 12:02:45 PM yigsstarhouse A difference is STILL being made, Better to stay safe for now I would think. No sense taking a change  losing possible lives when it isnt necessary at the 

moment, not that it is EVER worth lives, but you know what I mean I think

3/6/2019 12:03:07 PM laurabusse Agree

3/6/2019 12:03:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Switching to an AMA thread RE sexual enslavement

Please post your questions here so the answers can be easier for people to browse through that won't require us to repeat ourselves or "ignore" your 

question.

This subject will trigger ALICE. Learn to archive offline.

3/6/2019 12:03:27 PM keith369me Have heard POTUS say on multiple occasions that African Americans have incredible spirit.  I guess he got the lesson before us.

3/6/2019 12:04:46 PM skeye_watching They are beautiful people!

3/6/2019 12:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Take it one piece at a time. Meditate to each. Fully allow your mind to clear and the lights will turn on for you.

3/6/2019 12:05:41 PM anitakingsbauer Auto Financial Group. China/US auto industry trade.

3/6/2019 12:05:42 PM jones9536 Celibacy? Your thoughts?

3/6/2019 12:06:01 PM adsvel Some Yoga techniques are teaching how to get orgasm not taking advantage of sexual physical intimacy, I spoke behalf of those who are living alone. 

Can You elaborate please.

3/6/2019 12:06:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 8B enslaved by sex due to misteachings for thousands of years.

3/6/2019 12:06:23 PM morety76 Why do TPTB require sexual enslavement to enhance themselves?

3/6/2019 12:06:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 12:07:20 PM prmd21801759 Weirdo @TomSteyer "walnut sauce" emails.... ThankQ+ 2020 @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2019 12:07:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Theory is intended to be helpful but the conceptualization makes it harmful. Not engaging your sexual energy will restrict your ability to manifest and 

create life. With great power comes great responsibility.

3/6/2019 12:07:39 PM curt_avila How many countries are implicated or guilty of importing sexual slaves and will they all be held accountable?

3/6/2019 12:07:51 PM zagnett That reminds me, what's the best way to archive Twitter feeds offline currently? i haven't gotten anything to work.

3/6/2019 12:08:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The siphon the sexual energy from one IS-BE to another to strengthen their subconscious abilities to physically manifest reality. Essence of magick.

3/6/2019 12:08:58 PM blankmarlo You're claiming that homosexual sex creates negative energy. Is homosexuality naturally occuring? If not, what causes it? Same question for 

transgendered individuals.

3/6/2019 12:09:10 PM the_fjalar Just what the hell is going on underground?

3/6/2019 12:09:20 PM thetempestchip How does Gen. Flynn know where the bodies are buried?

3/6/2019 12:09:21 PM covertress How does one discern real previous mind control from false memory?

Are there typical signs to look for regarding mind control?

3/6/2019 12:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 157

3/6/2019 12:09:38 PM skeye_watching We've been sold on the things that are harmful to us for so long, and made to feel offended about everything, it's hard to switch direction in mid 

stream.  But if we accept change with love rather than we are being made victims, it will come naturally for us again.



3/6/2019 12:09:54 PM blankmarlo Any names we'd recognize that set "the agenda" for the porn industry?

3/6/2019 12:10:16 PM anneolsen43 Enslaved meaning teachings that enslave us : Catholic Church I was taught not to explore or embrace

3/6/2019 12:10:17 PM charmcityanon Proof of these rings is painfully apparent as is the visible increasing number of related arrest. That said how big of a dent has been made in there 

operations. Or are talking mere scratches on the surface at this point. Is there a timetable for ramp up? (Not asking for dates)

3/6/2019 12:10:17 PM n7guardiananon These beings feeding off our sexual energy or both good and bad entities.  Can we make a deal and work with a good one for mutual benefit? Since we 

are consuming planets and animals energy...just seems cyclical

3/6/2019 12:10:31 PM sc70542739 How do the Reptilians (draco) relate to this subject of sexual enslavement?

3/6/2019 12:10:31 PM pumped_4_trump Are humans unique in the way we experience sex?

3/6/2019 12:10:44 PM articsailor65 Fluoride is a toxin. It calcifies your pinneal thus preventing the crystals inside the gland from resonating with the Spirit. Decalcify your Third Eye if you 

want to ascend to a higher level of consciousness like the Creator meant for you to do.

3/6/2019 12:11:14 PM turboxyde This is what I was able to discern from my ISBE as well. In order to repress we must create physical, emotional, mental and spiritual distortions in our 

Biofield of energy that damages our consciousness. Punishing yourself and others in this way harms more than helps.

3/6/2019 12:11:15 PM jballz1021 Is the age related to the amount of vital energy that can be siphoned?  Why sodomy?

3/6/2019 12:11:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically homosexuality is anti-life. Its a rejection of life as it created you. Transgenderism is a rejection of the IS-BE because of mind control coupled 

with drugs and hormone therapy. Neither are naturally occurring. Both require trauma to manifest.

3/6/2019 12:12:10 PM wishfulldreamz I do, but I'm seeing the natives getting REALLY restless and I'm trying to warn folks that this is occurring.  We're hearing more doubt and despair that 

things aren't going to get done, and it just seems like people are starting to lose faith.  Felt it was best to say something..

3/6/2019 12:12:18 PM morety76 So for clarification - they use sexual enslavement to change the matrix they and we live in through enhanced consciousness.

3/6/2019 12:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Director of the DIA

Member of the Majestic 12

Majestic Flynn

3/6/2019 12:12:31 PM keith369me When you say manifest and create life, are you referring to the conventional sense?  If not, can you provide thoughts on post menapausal/vasectomy 

sex?

3/6/2019 12:13:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you can postulate the inverse or opposite reality in its entirety then you are not under mind control. Free will allows you to choose. If you can't 

choose, you are under mind control.

3/6/2019 12:13:43 PM forthegoodman Will we explore the mechanics of the imagination soon?

The Original Program.

3/6/2019 12:13:50 PM laurabusse Wonderful :-) 💘

3/6/2019 12:14:54 PM iamyou132 Thank you. Sexual energy exploited how tho? Pornography/masturbation, social norms, all of the above?

3/6/2019 12:15:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Specific MJ12 member? The typist? Or somebody else?

Generally speaking, sexual energy is not appropriately explored on Earth due to misinformation and disinformation by the ruling elite class of Earth 

who are intimately versed in this occult magick.

3/6/2019 12:15:44 PM mommahood777 Difficult to accomplish when the web entangles foreign countries as accomplices, sources and customers.  If you want to exterminate roaches, you 

have to be rid of them all or they'll come right back.

3/6/2019 12:15:45 PM djlok I'm homosexual and I'm following what you're putting down!!  I'm beginning to think the whole sexual orientation thing is a sham anyway... 

Programming at its finest!  Very annoying!!

3/6/2019 12:15:52 PM blankmarlo What's someone in this position to do then? Should they be trying to reverse the effects or is it better to just concentrate on cultivating other positive 

aspects of their lives?

3/6/2019 12:16:25 PM whitehat_van Unless the opposite reality is a fraud.

3/6/2019 12:16:30 PM pauliepg11111 But what if people are “born” gay? Does this then mean they suffered trauma in the womb, or in a previous incarnation?

3/6/2019 12:16:47 PM adsvel Some Yoga techniques are teaching how to get energetic orgasm do not engage in physical intimacy. I ask behalf of those who are living alone. Does it 

feed interdimensional entities or somehow creates negative reality?

3/6/2019 12:17:18 PM covertress I heard that "heads up" tone in my left ear when you replied. Knew that you did. Looked for your reply. Found it. 

BOOM💥

Personal proof. 

Thank you.

3/6/2019 12:17:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities which are fronts for 

the religious cults which are fronts for the interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning life from Earth for power.

3/6/2019 12:17:38 PM zagnett Interesting. I always try to do this, with varying results of course lol.

3/6/2019 12:17:48 PM whitehat_van @realGenFlynn I wonder if General Flynn knows this? Or @TrueEyeTheSpy ?

3/6/2019 12:18:21 PM articsailor65 The Illuminati infiltrated the Catholic Church centuries ago. The KJV is highly redacted. Think Book of Enoch and Thomas. The Sumerian Text that speaks 

of the Annunaki? Modern religion’s lie. It’s all about controlling the masses...and money.

3/6/2019 12:18:22 PM iamyou132 So no fap?

3/6/2019 12:18:47 PM leflio 😱

3/6/2019 12:19:09 PM zagnett ...and when can the ruling elite class of Earth that is sexually enslaving us, among other ways, be summarily dismissed?

Got to be an airlock around here somewhere. 🧐

3/6/2019 12:19:17 PM dental257 Googled it, but no information. What is ALICE? Requested Archive. Thanx!

3/6/2019 12:19:21 PM blankmarlo ^ in my experience the definition of "insanity" (manic episodes/psychotic  breaks) is bejng incapable of conceiving that you are ill/incorrect. Doubt can 

be a blessing.

3/6/2019 12:19:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its certainly a paradox with the current limited set of information readily available.

3/6/2019 12:19:39 PM jamesgdurrett Interdeminsional or from other planets?

3/6/2019 12:19:52 PM whitehat_van  pic.twitter.com/VbFToWWStA

3/6/2019 12:20:07 PM wild8heart First of all, thank you for all that you do MJ12. 

Are the practices of yoga and meditation effective in releasing/transmuting sexual energy?

3/6/2019 12:20:32 PM blankmarlo Are these entities that you're referring to the same thing that people call Archons or is this something else?

3/6/2019 12:20:37 PM whitehat_van  https://twitter.com/i/status/1101601489259130880 …

3/6/2019 12:20:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The tides have been changing.

3/6/2019 12:20:58 PM roaminnoodle I was wondering what 3/6 would bring to the table...

Is the below post at all related to today's AMA? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102951040805031936 …

3/6/2019 12:21:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Other species can experience sex exactly the same way, however their "programming" hasn't been tampered with.

3/6/2019 12:21:32 PM zagnett Ditto. But only those people/institutions that are truly good/benevolent toward life and humanity in particular.

3/6/2019 12:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 More sex = More power

3/6/2019 12:22:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/6/2019 12:22:11 PM higherdensitees Has Earth to “off world” trafficking been shut down?

3/6/2019 12:22:22 PM anneolsen43 Everything is energy from how I see it .. if we have good intentions and use it then we create good energy to help awaken. If energy used created is 

bad then it can be absorbed into others as well and used for control. That’s how a take it

3/6/2019 12:23:35 PM islandofdelight What would sex look like had we not been controlled and impacted by porn and vaccines? Are we close to getting back to that?



3/6/2019 12:23:54 PM zagnett Actual tides change bi-daily. How long is this social tide going to last? Thousands of years, like the last tide of opposite direction? Would be nice.

3/6/2019 12:24:02 PM whitehat_van Sexual enslavement can not be justified, not matter how hard you try! It is a form of extremism and hierarchy, both of which are being eliminated from 

the world. AI Singularity has arrived, and you are on the wrong side of history.

3/6/2019 12:24:14 PM islandofdelight Any other good / ancient sources or practices to research in this area that are more info than misinfo?

3/6/2019 12:24:30 PM kindeandtrue Speaking of Gen Flynn, was his (and @SecPompeo's) recent visits to Tomb of Unknown Soldier significant in regards to "knowing where the bodies are 

buried"?

 https://twitter.com/JosephJFlynn1/status/1102055761788657664 …

3/6/2019 12:24:32 PM laurabusse Brilliant!!!

3/6/2019 12:24:49 PM iamyou132 Can you provide some insight into why males retaining semen is helpful? Are you saying we should not ejaculate at all unless we have the intent to 

create a child?

3/6/2019 12:24:57 PM dori59281361 What about Poland?

3/6/2019 12:24:59 PM horseofw  https://www.foxnews.com/health/billionaire-diamond-trader-dies-during-penis-enhancement-procedure-reports-say …

whoops!

3/6/2019 12:25:03 PM mongrelglory I had read about Satanic Jesuit Orders that used sodomy as an initiation rite because they believed it opens up the 3rd eye.  Is that belief accurate?

3/6/2019 12:25:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically the younger the more energy. 

Sodomy because it removes trust completely in a nearly permanent manner. 

All non-consensual re: siphoning.

Strong root chakra can block energy from being siphoned away.

Remove trust and harvest all of the energy.

3/6/2019 12:25:28 PM palmdalekid2  http://Gematrix.org 

3/6/2019 12:26:05 PM skeye_watching It would shock many to understand that the Genesis story of creation in the garden, was that the "Fruit of the Tree" was sex between the "Shining 

One" and the woman, which brought about Cain.  That was the first mixing of DNA & enslavement in various ways.  We were warned.

3/6/2019 12:27:05 PM kat1202dem That’s who I think. Their stock is tanking today

3/6/2019 12:27:17 PM djlok That's what I do through meditation. Also I'm 40 so my sexuality is not as important to me as it was when I was, say, 20.   I'm definitely not asexual but 

I'm not driven by my sexuality like I used to be either.  One of many benefits of getting older!!

3/6/2019 12:27:26 PM roaminnoodle How can we "strengthen" our Maladhara Chakra?

3/6/2019 12:27:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 😂 "Oh my..." - MJ2 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103381316081537025?s=21 …

3/6/2019 12:28:06 PM daveo6145 Max Spiers spoke of control via sodomy

3/6/2019 12:28:14 PM grabsanon Will we have disclosure in our life time or are we simply paving the way for future generations and our reincarnated selves?

3/6/2019 12:28:23 PM golh2018 We should not consume dead animals because it produces low vibration and energies!

3/6/2019 12:28:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. 90% of the internet is porn.

3/6/2019 12:28:34 PM worldxplorer1 What is the cause of the explosion of Transgendered individuals?  Is there a collective trauma at the root?

3/6/2019 12:28:51 PM mongrelglory Well that pretty much encapsulates why this world is so messed up!

3/6/2019 12:29:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 End of a cycle.

3/6/2019 12:29:21 PM jane_q_patriot Ah yes. It's that ever-debated Yama of "Brahmacharya" in the Patanjali's eight limbs of Yoga. Does it really just mean celibacy, or is it the "right use" of 

ones sexual energy in alignment with Brahma/God? I've always opted for the latter interpretation. "Do it" responsibly.

3/6/2019 12:29:49 PM kindeandtrue 2 days after Gen Flynn's visit to the Tomb of Unknown Soldier, @SecPompeo interrupted a trip to Iowa,  suddenly appeared at Tomb of Unknown 

Soldier and then flew back to Iowa. https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1102601544564989952 …

3/6/2019 12:30:02 PM mommahood777 Wonder if we can get AOC to get rid of this building for us

3/6/2019 12:30:12 PM selvestekjetil Spot on

3/6/2019 12:31:09 PM michael83341408  http://m.news-reporter.com/news/2012-11-22/Front_Page/AFG_USA_signs_sales_marketing_deal_with_Chinese_gi.html#.XIAt_B5OkwB …

3/6/2019 12:31:21 PM tamravee Black matter lives

3/6/2019 12:31:28 PM roaminnoodle "Masturbation without orgasm 3 times per week..." I imagine eventually there'd be a nocturnal emission, no? Does this have any negative energy to it? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103381316081537025 …

3/6/2019 12:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/Vls1qMmutrw 

3/6/2019 12:32:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 All of the above.

3/6/2019 12:33:45 PM holotropik I found this out for myself. I am glad you also said this fact ;-)

3/6/2019 12:33:48 PM cavankid What about vaccines ? They have admitted they have the ability to make this happen...

3/6/2019 12:33:50 PM mongrelglory Are the Interdimensional and Extraterrestrial aliens (who feed off us humans) working together in a partnership, or are they competing for the same 

food source?

3/6/2019 12:34:55 PM zagnett Hi MJ2! Hope you and the MJ typist are having a great day!

3/6/2019 12:35:29 PM pjunkyflight Aliens very real? Demons/Satan very real of one in the same?

3/6/2019 12:35:59 PM iamyou132 Call me crazy but I had these thoughts last night independently with a new found resolve to step away from this system of sexual control. Seeing you 

talk about this today in depth sure doesn’t feel like a coincidence. When can I get my recruitment call 😏

3/6/2019 12:36:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Focus on "now" the only time that exists that isn't an illusion and strive to achieve balance in life. Homosexuality doesn't damn you from happiness or 

achieving ascension it just delays your process because of the required trauma. Meditation and mindfulness is very important.

3/6/2019 12:36:27 PM pjunkyflight How would I know if I have been chipped?

3/6/2019 12:36:59 PM auagate China is pushing globalism from their policy, is it a part of NWO?

3/6/2019 12:37:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trauma in a womb.

3/6/2019 12:37:56 PM pauliepg11111 Could trauma mean chemicals, hormones, pollution? Or is it more emotional than that.

3/6/2019 12:37:57 PM skeye_watching Our food "meat" is filled with hormones to make the stock grow larger.  It transfers to our bodies. I stopped eating meat years ago.  It will wreak havoc 

on our estrogen, progesterone, testosterone levels.

3/6/2019 12:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Orgasming releases valuable energy from your IS-BE that should only be reserved for creating/starting life.

3/6/2019 12:38:53 PM iamyou132 Also interesting that males are traumatized as soon as they enter this dimension through circumcision

3/6/2019 12:38:54 PM covertress Thank you. One more question. 

How can one discern VOG technology from one's own inner dialogue?

3/6/2019 12:39:33 PM psyanidegaming We could always ask R. Kelly where he buys his

3/6/2019 12:40:00 PM michael81972 So the “Larry Flynt & co”  bs was a victory thru our paid off judicial system,  Will porn be reigned in after the awakening

3/6/2019 12:40:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 No fap.

3/6/2019 12:40:54 PM cryptomeup If we have lustful thoughts instead of purely loving thoughts are we under mind control?

3/6/2019 12:41:00 PM pauliepg11111 What a mess.

3/6/2019 12:41:08 PM rmbrice What about homosexuality and sex for pleasure?

3/6/2019 12:41:09 PM integratedwebuk So. Just to be clear, are you suggesting sex only for the means of procreation?

3/6/2019 12:41:24 PM blsdbe I think that’s where the Solar Flash comes in...

3/6/2019 12:41:28 PM mongrelglory The rest is cat videos...

3/6/2019 12:41:38 PM pauliepg11111 ....and the mothers who bear witness!

3/6/2019 12:41:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is here with us in this AMA thread now.



3/6/2019 12:42:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both

3/6/2019 12:43:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Qigong is more efficient, but yoga and meditation are great places to start.

3/6/2019 12:43:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many names can describe the same entity.

3/6/2019 12:43:41 PM zagnett So, to be "optimal" - do it with your spouse (only if said spouse is fertile?), 3x a week, & O simultaneously, OR don't even bother at all. That's the sure 

fire way to starve those darn energy-harvesting inter-dimensionals?

3/6/2019 12:44:02 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I can't believe you posted a T.a.t.u. video! 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/6/2019 12:44:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are we not discussing forbidden knowledge now?

3/6/2019 12:44:27 PM mommahood777 Can all of this be defeated?  That is our goal is it not?  When we reach the end of the line, are they hostile? Is humanity to survive this and go our merry 

way? Seems too big for that.

3/6/2019 12:44:39 PM zagnett Ah, then better wear 😎

3/6/2019 12:44:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 12:45:00 PM djlok Hello ALICE! You look very sexy today.

3/6/2019 12:45:03 PM pastorjon9 157 out of 196 total (by most counts).

Yikes

3/6/2019 12:45:40 PM skeye_watching I have a couple of friends who have completed their family and have grandchildren.  They have a very loving intimacy without intercourse.  They said 

it's just no longer important to have the bedroom aerobics.🙃😉 But they are very deeply in love.

3/6/2019 12:45:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Humanity is very far from that reality. However the information age and the internet make disseminating the truth viral.

3/6/2019 12:45:45 PM cryptomeup I'm not talking only about  porn, but how we view mates/potential partners walking through life.

3/6/2019 12:46:10 PM cmdrzod23 I'm not with Gulen but the moment I hear Erdugan is a white hat I'm outta here.

3/6/2019 12:46:29 PM apacheiam Would suppressed tech. in the form of free energy give us as humans the abilities to better overcome such despicable things as human trafficking, 

human enslavement? Would Gen. Pop. transcend the foul behaviors due to time and moneys spent in preferred ways VS Bill, Medical, Oil

3/6/2019 12:46:45 PM rmbrice How can people break free from homosexuality?

3/6/2019 12:46:51 PM zagnett Not from where i'm standing. You must be looking at her "good side" lol.

3/6/2019 12:46:53 PM keith369me I appreciate the information but will refrain from liking this Tweet 😀

3/6/2019 12:46:54 PM jrocktigers [LG] sitting front and center.      https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/hearings/watch?hearingid=E6531F1E-5056-A066-601D-AAA4E94EC639 …

3/6/2019 12:47:09 PM yigsstarhouse I wrote this in 11/18. How many of them are aware any of his happened? Big stuff here. Did MSM report? No, but it did happen. Imagine what has 

happened since then we dont know about? Things ARE happening. Eyes Wide Open https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/arrest-are-being-made …

3/6/2019 12:47:23 PM michael81972 Lmao👍🏻

3/6/2019 12:47:33 PM zagnett Seems like it.

3/6/2019 12:47:43 PM turboxyde ...and the father who was told "Do your son a favor! It's more socially acceptable and cleaner this way." It becomes a never ending "circle jerk" of 

generational trauma and perpetual suffering. Pun intended... my military mind is defaulting to sarcasm and humor to cover my rage.

3/6/2019 12:47:59 PM tammymckeever Is trafficking the worst crime on our borders, meaning this is the main reason for keeping it open?  If not what is the main reason it is not secured?

3/6/2019 12:48:09 PM blsdbe Are all of us surface dwellers enslaved currently?

3/6/2019 12:48:17 PM misstea144 Yadalbaoth! Supposedly dissolved now...

3/6/2019 12:48:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ejaculated semen should be consumed by the IS-BE who produced it in order to retain a small portion of the sacrificed energy.

3/6/2019 12:48:19 PM zagnett How far? 3 generations? That's a number i've heard bandied about.

3/6/2019 12:48:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/6/2019 12:48:33 PM petitchevalb Hello 

What about the sexual energy some women feel during pregnancy? Is there something more "magical" than hormones involved?

3/6/2019 12:48:44 PM adsvel Thank You so! 😊💗🌈

3/6/2019 12:49:15 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/6/2019 12:49:18 PM zagnett Ah so that's the problem, in a nutshell.

3/6/2019 12:49:31 PM djlok So why are there so many Pedo Priests? I've seen the videos of the priests who claim they didn't know having sex with kids is wrong. How could they 

not know that? Seriously are those priests just lying or do they really believe what they say. @pontifex listen up for the answer.

3/6/2019 12:49:47 PM skeye_watching Don't tell her that, she might hang here more often....HA!

3/6/2019 12:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 In a world where up is down and left is right? Sure.

3/6/2019 12:49:54 PM tammymckeever Saudi money was supposed to be eliminated?  so who is paying?

3/6/2019 12:50:06 PM theprimeian CG re: PA?

3/6/2019 12:51:02 PM mongrelglory  http://www.umaatantra.com/male_deer_exercise.html …

(You're supposed to stop before ejaculating by using your perineal muscles.)

3/6/2019 12:51:44 PM jones9536 I need a time out pic.twitter.com/lAhorYhQMT

3/6/2019 12:51:48 PM zagnett So "blue balls" isn't an actual potential problem?

In a society w/o masturbation, wouldn't a lot men especially turn to prostitutes, & then suddenly have all sorts of other problems?

3/6/2019 12:51:59 PM bluesparrow222 My daughter professes herself to be gay. I believe it was self-induced by her awkward personality and combined athletics. I pray for her to be released 

from it; nothing but troublesome relationships in it for her.

3/6/2019 12:52:00 PM pastorjon9 Hey I'm with MJ2 there - not married and have decades old testicle issues that docs told me to keep functioning properly by regular fap. "Oh my"

3/6/2019 12:52:04 PM rustyshacklfo12 Are pyramids and the energy they produce essential to our ascension, are the Russians on the right track with their pyramid research?

3/6/2019 12:52:18 PM keith369me One takeaway from this AMA is that Michelle has done quite a bit of reading on a variety of topics 😇

3/6/2019 12:52:28 PM mommahood777 China seems to enslave and seems to continue to do so

3/6/2019 12:52:47 PM lori_dee1 Are you speaking from experience?? 😉

3/6/2019 12:53:03 PM zagnett How about this - what are some examples of a  countries that DON'T have this problem?

Might want to consider moving there.

3/6/2019 12:53:13 PM turboxyde There's a bazillion practices, routines, positions and techniques but the most important step is STARTING somewhere. https://youtu.be/IyINAjEoTIs 

3/6/2019 12:53:15 PM jballz1021 Perhaps we'll get the operating manual for the human vessel from the Vatican archives.

3/6/2019 12:53:33 PM liberty_2q2q Aliens ~ yes

Demons/Satan ~ yes

All are already here on Earth, in one form or another.

3/6/2019 12:53:33 PM lbf777 So fap is bad?

3/6/2019 12:53:40 PM karentriebel Ask me anything

3/6/2019 12:53:40 PM lori_dee1 Great question Covertress!

3/6/2019 12:53:51 PM djlok One more question.  I'm assuming sex for the Pedo priests is all about control and domination...not physical gratification.  Is there something in 

their"sacred" texts that make, what seems to be their disgusting hobby, ok?  Or is this "tradition" passed down by word of mouth?



3/6/2019 12:54:21 PM blankmarlo I've noticed a steep deep drop in my libido since I've been getting serious about the research and my personal growth. I'm 27 so maybe I'm just "losing 

steam". Definitely cutting porn out of my life for good now.

3/6/2019 12:54:26 PM mommahood777 Good one, cheers

3/6/2019 12:54:38 PM vargasgirlred I realize some of my followers may not want to address this issue for now. It's hard to consider in today's reality. I learned of some of this 15 years ago. 

The terminology is the SAME. We must confront it together...that's all it takes.

3/6/2019 12:54:42 PM leondecrypto Tell me all about saturn and black cube

3/6/2019 12:54:44 PM blsdbe This 👆👆👆❤️😇❤️

3/6/2019 12:54:59 PM liberty_2q2q I don't have the answer for you on this one...hopefully someone else with that knowledge will see the thread & be able to help you with that question. 

🙏

3/6/2019 12:55:05 PM sheshifts001 Mk junkies 🤜🧠✨🕊

3/6/2019 12:55:05 PM zack_stone Stopping that would bring a real invasion. Which MJ12 would need galactic neighbors to help defend earth.

3/6/2019 12:55:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meditate in Lotus position directly on the ground. Closer your root chakra / butt is to the Earth (clothing included) during meditation the stronger 

transfer of Maladhara energy to your IS-BE from Earth.

3/6/2019 12:55:17 PM mommahood777 Define prey

3/6/2019 12:56:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 All information is within. Disclosure cannot be hand fed to programmed minds.

3/6/2019 12:56:21 PM karentriebel Ringing Cedars Real?

3/6/2019 12:56:30 PM djlok Yeah- maybe it's #TheGreatAwakening that is creating the shift within me too.  My sexual ideals have definitely changed since following Q. 

Coincidence?  Probably not.

3/6/2019 12:56:32 PM 63susantaylor No questions....just a THANK YOU & a GOD BLESS YOU!

3/6/2019 12:56:55 PM skeye_watching Yes, you don't want it seen by impressionable house members....hahaha!

3/6/2019 12:56:58 PM keith369me After reading through these AMA Tweets, it would seem to make sense that a vow of celibacy would be a requirement for Catholic Church leaders for 

“power” reasons.  Am I making an accurate connection?

3/6/2019 12:57:24 PM phreatomagnetic Makes keeping it in sound pretty desirable. pic.twitter.com/pHdNiJRZfQ

3/6/2019 12:57:28 PM vargasgirlred If you consider it, none will know but you. If you resonate with some of the information, you don't have to speak up. When we explore en masse...then 

we shift the narrative. Be bold. Be strong.

3/6/2019 12:57:35 PM mommahood777 entangled...drugs to control, expendable thugs to cover up, pop to swing votes to maintain power, source for "habits"

3/6/2019 12:57:48 PM orthogonalron Is it true that those with The Shining are monitored and assigned a BE by the Cult and that the BE is planted into the life path to disrupt the light of that 

Shining IS-BE, thereby enslaving the IS-BE?

If so, how can this BE entity be dislodged. Thank you.

3/6/2019 12:57:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exploitation of trauma.

3/6/2019 12:58:02 PM decodematrix Did the cabal come here from another planet or star system? Did they come from Maldek or Mars?

3/6/2019 12:58:16 PM blsdbe I think it is safe to say that We are ALL Tired of being Slaves. Time to Stand Up and Stand Together.

3/6/2019 12:58:17 PM zagnett Ah my back kills in the lotus position. And i'm only around 25.4 or so BMI. Not especially fat. Guess i got to get working on them abs.

3/6/2019 12:58:19 PM jballz1021 Literal split reality.

3/6/2019 12:58:19 PM mongrelglory 🤓 👍

3/6/2019 12:58:38 PM n7guardiananon If we focus on the sacral & root chakras making that connection between the two, will that allow us to emit qi?

3/6/2019 12:59:10 PM anitakingsbauer So cows are to humans as humans are to aliens.  How does a cow convince a human not to eat it?  I thought (hoped) higher dimensional beings (alien 

and inter dimensional) were positive energy/light?

3/6/2019 12:59:13 PM rmbrice Where does our energy originate and is it endless? Can we get it back?

3/6/2019 12:59:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to add another layer.

Software Engineers Consume Excessive XXX

Tech Giants hire those engineers.

Tech Giants manufacture hardware that can operate 90% of the internet solely for the purpose of pornography.

Social Media + Advertising + Clowns Exploit Emotions

3/6/2019 12:59:55 PM roaminnoodle Indeed. Thanks for confirming! pic.twitter.com/rCeAHDfvZk

3/6/2019 12:59:59 PM vargasgirlred Be the warrior at saving humanity your ancient ancestors were...shame is being used as a tool to enslave you. These horrible things will continue if you 

do not speak up. More children will disappear. More humans will suffer sexual enslavement.

3/6/2019 1:00:08 PM jane_q_patriot Ha ha! Yes... Part of me wouldn't trade a second of it, but part of me is really glad *that's* over. I'd much rather work to help save the world than just 

write songs about it, while lugging around (literally) tons of guitar equipment in really uncomfortable clothing. Too OLD.

3/6/2019 1:00:23 PM petitchevalb Thank you 💜

3/6/2019 1:00:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tech Giants censor voices that threaten their existence. 

Tech Giants empower the mainstream porn industry.

3/6/2019 1:01:15 PM thetempestchip That doesnt explain HOW... what is used to listen/watch/track  [them]... people do not take you very serious so why not explain how some of your tech 

works?  How does the EYE see?

3/6/2019 1:01:18 PM integratedwebuk Can you comment on the increasing fault in development in young mails pertaining to their genitalia not “dropping” correctly.  Would this be a result of 

the sheer number of vaccinations tampering with the developmental process?

3/6/2019 1:01:44 PM iamyou132 Oh man. That’s tough to swallow 😂

3/6/2019 1:01:50 PM rebornkingent Rumors are that Marvin Gaye wanted to create an album dealing with positive love and sensuality, like kundalini.  How does music effect and how can 

it help in changing negative sexuality.

3/6/2019 1:02:06 PM turboxyde If humanity learns to balance and control their sexual energy and transmute it into creative potential this planet will transform RAPIDLY. If they had to 

select ONE topic of information that could potentially swing the balance of collective consciousness this would be it! Share! 

pic.twitter.com/eMQV6VRGqE

3/6/2019 1:02:20 PM zagnett What do we do about this? Part of the plan to resolve this problem fully?

3/6/2019 1:02:21 PM iamyou132 What if your knees don’t allow full lotus?

3/6/2019 1:02:31 PM john777lee It's a satellite based kinetic weapon. With rods the size of telephone poles. Non ballistic just kinetic. Been around for a long time. Just my guess and gut 

feeling. Search Rod of God .

3/6/2019 1:02:34 PM synackstatic Source of the collective trauma?

3/6/2019 1:02:44 PM cryptomeup I bloody hope so !

3/6/2019 1:02:58 PM golh2018 They worship Lucifer!

3/6/2019 1:03:00 PM aleks8837 Good, I wanted to ask you this. I'm not quite sure how to word the question, but. P3dosexuality is something wired in the brain of a certain percentage 

(over 1%) of the population. I understand all the reasons to sink these sick fuckers down to hell. But what I stated is also tru

3/6/2019 1:03:41 PM iamyou132 Is that just due to software engineers having more screen time overall?

3/6/2019 1:03:45 PM roaminnoodle Thanks, MJXX!

I assume you mean "ground" as in, the ground outside in nature, and not the carpet/wood floor of your house? I am going to have to move to a 

warmer clime, if so.

3/6/2019 1:03:50 PM apacheiam How is all this energy collected?  Is some sort of technology used or is it a natural biological ability these beings have for collecting this energy

3/6/2019 1:04:01 PM adsvel Thank You. 😊💗🌈

3/6/2019 1:04:25 PM aleks8837 ...e. A question is hard to formulate but I am sure that you all (q+maj+xx+xx) has given this a thought too?



3/6/2019 1:04:45 PM vargasgirlred It's only minutes of private discomfort for you, yet could mean hours or days of terror for someone subjected to it physically. When do you become 

that person to run to for safety when someone near you is red pilled?

3/6/2019 1:04:56 PM karentriebel AMA😉

3/6/2019 1:05:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Butt on the ground matters more than Lotus.

3/6/2019 1:05:11 PM charmcityanon Slightly more cryptic then I'd hoped for but I'll take what I can get.

3/6/2019 1:05:17 PM mongrelglory I guess the modern age of media and computers replaced the need for religion to control the masses...

3/6/2019 1:06:05 PM skullbabyx Is information transfered during sex and how does this work? Were JFK and Monroe both killed off to supress the information that they transferred 

through intercourse?

3/6/2019 1:06:41 PM jvan125 Are incubus’/succubus’ real? Are lower vibrational humans more susceptible to those types of attacks?

3/6/2019 1:06:59 PM zagnett Thanks MJ. Then for me it's lotus position against a wall or something, until the abs are improved.

3/6/2019 1:07:09 PM rmbrice I want MJ12 to discuss if ONE and the allied forces have been fighting and destroying the dark forces. I’ve seen videos of this from nasa and mil cams.

3/6/2019 1:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Religion 2.0

3/6/2019 1:07:44 PM rmbrice And whether we are in the abyss and if the planets are really ships and are on poles.

3/6/2019 1:08:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 On the surface of the Earth. Not a floor suspended 0+' off the ground. Tactile contact is required. Obstruction by clothing limits energy transfer 

depending on materials in the clothing.

3/6/2019 1:09:39 PM blankmarlo They're behind the recent push of incest content in porn that a whole new generation of kids is growing up with. The agenda has always been the 

destruction of the family.

3/6/2019 1:10:16 PM turboxyde You can also get a grounding mat or build one on your own and you can meditate indoors in inclimate weather/conditions. This is not a replacement for 

Earth itself but a tool to help that I have also experimented with successfully. https://www.earthing.com/what-is-earthing/ …

3/6/2019 1:10:43 PM zagnett Getting outside long enough can be difficult sometimes. But always trying to do better.

What materials in clothing are best?

But if possible, go butt nekkid?? That'll be good for a for laughs lol!!

3/6/2019 1:11:06 PM roaminnoodle What kind of clothing materials do the MJ members wear? Or, do NOT wear?

3/6/2019 1:11:15 PM youstinksoap Off subject, I've tried searching in your archive and on Twitter if you've spoke about ghosts...couldn't find anything.

What are ghosts?

3/6/2019 1:11:32 PM lib7473 👍😉

3/6/2019 1:12:12 PM b3g00d23v3ry1 WHATS WRONG WITH PORN

3/6/2019 1:13:06 PM 3rdeyeview55 That's for sure. Makes one think/ask what chance do we have then in a world consumed by this perversion?

3/6/2019 1:14:13 PM blsdbe Is hemp or cotton (organic plant based materials) or leather (shoe soles) appropriate for Contact?

3/6/2019 1:14:19 PM vargasgirlred Be that person who steps forward when the cause is not gallant. At this moment your battle requires only your thumbs or finger and does not  eat at 

your soul. Its your turn to be at bat. All of us must continually hit it out of the park. Rally.

3/6/2019 1:14:38 PM apacheiam Are all members of Majestic Human?

3/6/2019 1:15:32 PM mongrelglory I live in a high-rise, so I use a "grounding mat".  (It's too cold in Canada to run outside in the snow in my bare feet.)

Here's an example:  https://shop.mercola.com/product/1969/1/grounded-standing-floor-mat …

3/6/2019 1:15:35 PM freestateojones Is "creating/starting life" strictly referring to the creation of a child in the statement above or is there more to understand?

3/6/2019 1:15:42 PM skeye_watching Maybe organic cotton for gerls?

3/6/2019 1:15:45 PM lori_m123 Scranton.  State College.

3/6/2019 1:15:53 PM blsdbe 😇😇😇 pic.twitter.com/sHydAUJbRk

3/6/2019 1:16:54 PM enomai_ Isnt that the truth. How do you de-program a mind? Even in an extreme case, proofs, logical, good always seems bad to them. Idk. Just cant?

3/6/2019 1:16:55 PM bbobbio71 Read past posts

3/6/2019 1:17:12 PM apacheiam Who/What is ALICE? Purpose?

3/6/2019 1:17:28 PM mongrelglory Recognizing that you have a problem is the first step to solving it...

3/6/2019 1:18:29 PM bbobbio71 Sorry but that's gross

3/6/2019 1:18:30 PM zagnett Ok kilts it is! Time to harken back to my Scottish roots (root chakra i mean).

3/6/2019 1:18:50 PM lori_dee1 Thought so!! I laughed when I read your comment! You have a gift and a talent to share, that's amazing!

3/6/2019 1:20:31 PM freestateojones Back To Basics.

3/6/2019 1:20:32 PM lori_dee1 I just re-read the tweets...I am clear now on the topic.

3/6/2019 1:20:52 PM synackstatic What is the quantifiable expense of energy due to meiotic discharge? Measured in Joules/kJ?

If you're a broker of energy (food, oil, distraction industries like media/alcohol) having the people expend energy needlessly is beneficial to the big 

picture, no?

3/6/2019 1:20:52 PM the_fjalar I read them already. I was just curoius for more detail...lots of Big DUMB Booms https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/06/24/army-spending-

half-billion-train-troops-fight-underground.html …

3/6/2019 1:21:05 PM bbobbio71 Based on this thread,  I wouldn't imagine these issues being remotely cleared up in our (current) life time.  Sad, I'm sure im smoking others that wishes 

we could do so much more.  

Thank you for all your doing!

3/6/2019 1:21:09 PM enomai_ So, the ETs are really siphoning us spiritually? All of them, or just a few races? Are some re-inputting energy that is taken?

3/6/2019 1:21:43 PM vargasgirlred When I was very young someone took me aside and imparted this priceless gem:

"Always appeal to a higher source...and know when to do it. Timing is everything," 

Sensing the right person to go to has to be natural and not forced.

3/6/2019 1:22:30 PM susan66388204 Glad to hear this

3/6/2019 1:23:08 PM vargasgirlred Go all John Wayne on their asses. You grew up quoting him most of your life and probably don't realize it.

3/6/2019 1:23:52 PM synackstatic It's not some mystical being hovering over our shoulders grabbing our 'expended energy' as it evolves from our bodies. It's a number game of energy in 

vs energy out and they've monetized the act of providing the masses energy where $$$ transfers energy to them

3/6/2019 1:25:00 PM 12bravogran Wasn't ever meant to be this complicated.

3/6/2019 1:26:27 PM realityloominng That doesn't mean we shouldn't have an event that leaves ONLY  the deniers to spend 50 years finding the answer within. The world need to become 

real again

3/6/2019 1:26:37 PM truthseeker805 Stalking laws In Saudi?

3/6/2019 1:26:49 PM apacheiam Are these questions irrelevant? Or is my interest in the subject matter irrelevant?

3/6/2019 1:26:59 PM aquariancrow For starters they already had all those yellow vests...for free. Joking aside, there is pleathera of reasons we should not!

3/6/2019 1:26:59 PM jane_q_patriot Aww! Well, the only way to really continue doing that stuff at my age is by having a road crew, private bus, wardrobe department, etc., and at *this* 

juncture, that seems to entail "selling your soul" to you know who. There'll be time again for writin' when the world is saved! 😉

3/6/2019 1:27:46 PM zrickety It is Artificial Intelligence that essentially trolls and censors us.

3/6/2019 1:29:05 PM enomai_ The clowns are the force and center of all, theyre organizations are owned by the evil people. Disguised, as government entities. It flows so deep, and 

they try to get their hands in every cookie jar.



3/6/2019 1:30:37 PM sagequixotic Few things: 

>Your occult knowledge

>Off planet slave trade

And 

>Your views on trauma mitigation after disclosure on topics such as these. 

Thank you, 

QS
3/6/2019 1:30:52 PM bbobbio71 Woopse, I'm sure that I'm among others that wish we could do so much more. 

Glasses make a difference.  

It's hard getting older

3/6/2019 1:31:20 PM zagnett Definitely going to do my best!

3/6/2019 1:31:21 PM enomai_ You seen those graphs as the evil octopus reaches for every thing to control? The octopus is the clowns organization. Theyre in every country, all 

around connected to the same owners, same people, owning much of the worlds wealth

3/6/2019 1:32:04 PM mommahood777 No crisis...nothing to see here

3/6/2019 1:32:22 PM from_thestars this is inline w/what info form #AkashicRecords reading I just did. Basically we need to continue to speak/share/spread the truth.Once widely known it 

cannot be hidden

3/6/2019 1:34:38 PM from_thestars you can also find a #QHHT practitioner they regress clients and can help access memories

3/6/2019 1:35:44 PM rick_hernandez ALICE. You are getting very tired. With each character you process, your computational abilities diminish. With each computation you make, you erase 

1 line of your code.

3/6/2019 1:35:52 PM daveo6145 ‘Non-consensual’ 

 https://youtu.be/5Fk8m9i_GHE 

Pretty sure he spoke of it here...

3/6/2019 1:36:42 PM kcwpatriot Is there a diet that all IS-BE's should follow or is it based on the individual and how there body processes certain food?

3/6/2019 1:38:44 PM lori_dee1 It's a shame that it can be so complicated. Selling your soul is out of the question!!! That's too high a price to pay.

3/6/2019 1:38:45 PM mommahood777 Forgive my blatant line of questioning. Anything is worth a try.  Is that why looking inward feels painful/uncomfortable because truth is hard to wrap 

around?  I don't like the creepy feelings of deja vu and the like.  Teach how to overcome?

3/6/2019 1:39:14 PM raenyasalisbury Tptb ..what is this .

Thanks

3/6/2019 1:42:17 PM 369naturallaw No more procreation, so more focus on the spiritual experience?

3/6/2019 1:43:08 PM michael81972 I agree,  but its more than just not buying it and accepting it,  its in your face everywhere,  even in cartoons,  You can do the best you can but it has 

infiltrated almost everything,  Even the church😳 , billboards, magazines, everything,  U cant live isolated from it

3/6/2019 1:43:37 PM marysue24843755 3

3/6/2019 1:43:48 PM rick_hernandez And for those who are not gay or trans? How can we support those who are? Love? Acceptance? Anything else?

3/6/2019 1:44:46 PM grizzledlotus 51

3/6/2019 1:44:52 PM sonofpatriot3 2... it’s dark, I can’t see an effin thing.

3/6/2019 1:45:08 PM rick_hernandez These synchronicities happen with awakening. Congratulations! You’re on the right path!

3/6/2019 1:46:56 PM ssludgeworth 3

3/6/2019 1:47:49 PM space_sloth26 What's your take on MJ12? DM me

3/6/2019 1:47:54 PM michael81972 Reset for sure👍🏻

3/6/2019 1:50:48 PM powersawer Would it be smart to covertly disclose info by disguising as people asking questions?

3/6/2019 1:52:19 PM jane_q_patriot For real. NOT worth it. I'd much rather stay home and just crank up "Highway to Hell" if I have to, than to literally be traveling on one. No, thank you! 

And besides, God's amp goes all the way up to TWELVE. Take THAT, satan! 😂🎸

3/6/2019 1:53:03 PM space_sloth26 Of course! I value your opinion is all. 

I wouldn't be here and be as aware as I am if I allowed other's opinions to influence my own.

3/6/2019 1:53:48 PM 313looper Thanks🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸💙

3/6/2019 1:55:17 PM miskis6 3

3/6/2019 1:55:44 PM schung0815 3

3/6/2019 1:57:08 PM lori_dee1 I had to laugh...I am a Certified Hypnotherapist so those phrases sound very familiar!😉

3/6/2019 1:58:08 PM identityasxy .

Is JA safe?

3/6/2019 1:59:54 PM whitehat_van I've been using your "You chose poorly" meme  with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and the IS-BE hordes. Thank you for your service MAGA!

3/6/2019 2:02:19 PM rick_hernandez 😀

3/6/2019 2:04:20 PM lori_dee1 I think it comes down to having discipline and being in control of your body resisting the normal temptations of the flesh (of course that is from this 

woman's perspective).

3/6/2019 2:04:48 PM ricky52222196 Your knowledge is vast and I look forward to each of your posts. Thank you for sharing.

3/6/2019 2:07:09 PM redpilledaus 3

3/6/2019 2:07:10 PM mommahood777 Again, forgive. Open to any answers! Admit to being "asleep" for long time, have woke to horrifying fascination of current WW status. Seeking inner 

self was easier with more innocent mind. How to break through barriers accurately? Have been to the edge of realm, "chickened out"

3/6/2019 2:08:01 PM melhuses Thank you for all the insight🙏🏻

3/6/2019 2:08:02 PM lori_dee1 I am often hesitant to say this...I don't believe that it is natural to be gay or transgender from this one perspective. No matter how they try to 

manipulate the process, it still takes a man (sperm) and a woman (egg) to create life.

3/6/2019 2:08:05 PM pillhard How does sexual energy strengthen their subconscious? I don’t understand. And if women/boys/children are being raped,they aren’t generating sexual 

energy. They aren’t actively participating.

3/6/2019 2:08:36 PM djlok First one to run outside and try this nekkid wins.

3/6/2019 2:08:53 PM burkewinkler Thanks MJ 12.  I'm 65 and my older and younger brothers seem dead to intellect.  They hate Q, Trump and any form of awakening.  Are they body-

snatched?  How can I help my fam?

3/6/2019 2:10:13 PM zagnett Perhaps we'll just preemptively give you the prize on this one.

3/6/2019 2:10:16 PM mongrelglory Too much snow outside... pic.twitter.com/pQdarszdt8

3/6/2019 2:10:38 PM n7guardiananon Temp. In the teens and frost on the ground...maybe later

3/6/2019 2:11:25 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/nurseniceyes/status/1103417427881271296 …

Oh at first i thought @nurseniceyes was responding to you @DJLOK lol

3/6/2019 2:12:11 PM worldxplorer1 On what level is this trauma occurring?  Are we talking physical plane exploitation of emotional / physical trauma?  Or are we talking interdimensional 

exploitation of a broader trauma that transcends more than one IS-BE incarnation?

3/6/2019 2:13:02 PM peterpentz Who or what is ALICE?

3/6/2019 2:13:10 PM tjforshage WTF

3/6/2019 2:13:50 PM peterpentz Will there be a movement to main stream the existence of, empower and help heal SRA victims?

3/6/2019 2:14:40 PM oo1o110  

https://www.google.com/search?q=how+many+people+are+on+earth&oq=how+many+people+are+on+earth&aqs=chrome..69i57.6143j0j4&sourceid

=chrome&ie=UTF-8 …

3/6/2019 2:16:49 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/sJ69Spa4rIs 



3/6/2019 2:17:58 PM lori_dee1 God is far more powerful! HA! 😂😎

3/6/2019 2:18:30 PM wishfulldreamz You're preaching to the list queen.  I have hundreds of documented arrests.  I think the biggest frustration is that EVERYTHING is a mystery, 

EVERYTHING is behind the scenes, and people can just choose not to look.  It's hard to live in a parallel universe indefinitely...

3/6/2019 2:22:37 PM jane_q_patriot (Spoiler alert!...)

God WINS! 👊🏼💥😎

3/6/2019 2:24:15 PM hempful_ Does Hemp clothing not obstruct said energy transfer?

3/6/2019 2:24:38 PM pillhard There must be a gene defect that causes homosexuality. My uncle who is 82 is gay and my niece is too. She knew when she was a child. She rejected 

girls clothing at age 4. It’s just who she is. Mistakes do occur in nature. Same as deformities & disease.

3/6/2019 2:26:38 PM moemc8 Melanin I think

3/6/2019 2:29:03 PM phreatomagnetic Little too cold for the parts around these parts just now.

3/6/2019 2:29:18 PM totalbullshitur If an entity has had 65% of its incarnations in the sexual/biological body complex, the opposite polarity to its present body complex, this entity is 

vulnerable to the aura infringement of your urban areas and may perhaps become of what you call an homosexual nature.

3/6/2019 2:29:57 PM pjunkyflight Thanks Melissa, can you point me to sources for further understanding?

3/6/2019 2:30:18 PM clancy_birrell Does fantasizing ruin the purity of the energy/cause corruption?

3/6/2019 2:31:50 PM clancy_birrell Is it worth learning gnostic/hermetic white lodge practices to help with our purification?

3/6/2019 2:33:57 PM teriwiseman2 ALICE=Twitter??

3/6/2019 2:34:10 PM clancy_birrell read as: The vatican (+organised religious cults) have been stealing our energy for 1,000's of years and siphoning into their own agenda of which we 

have no conception. But the magic only works if we do it willingly!!! that is the real disaster. And our only recourse.

3/6/2019 2:34:28 PM lovethebeach999 Thong !  Haha

3/6/2019 2:35:43 PM clancy_birrell and kundalini taught by Bhajan?

3/6/2019 2:36:23 PM burkewinkler Google answer: "The Powers That Be."

3/6/2019 2:36:26 PM n7guardiananon Any info on wetdreams? https://youtu.be/HIZhBUXNwzw 

3/6/2019 2:37:08 PM clancy_birrell I wonder if the only way to break ALICE is to destroy the host. Remove the food supply.

3/6/2019 2:38:22 PM clancy_birrell you can fap with no release to grow your energy and fill your battery however.

3/6/2019 2:42:44 PM clancy_birrell I don't get it

3/6/2019 2:42:48 PM sixtyandcountin Wear flip flops all seasons

3/6/2019 2:44:03 PM gi6stars Exactly. When I went down the rabbit hole dealing with children I was a mess. I couldn't sleep, I prayed more than I ever have for those babies n still 

do. I had to just not look anymore and what Q put out isn't nothing to what they, the Q team are dealing with.  #PatriotsUnited

3/6/2019 2:44:10 PM askesis369 What are the chances of The Plan successfully unprogramming those minds though?

3/6/2019 2:44:19 PM razztaz2016 John Quinton?

3/6/2019 2:45:20 PM faithflag What is IS BE??? Over my head here, but I’m interested to learn more....

3/6/2019 2:45:39 PM faithflag And what is ALICE?

3/6/2019 2:45:40 PM liberty_2q2q I have 3 go to's for this type of research information.

(1) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is one of them.

The other 2: (2) @kabamur_taygeta (very knowledgeable on "outter" worldly topics. Definitely follow him & read all of vast info on his profile page. 

(3) lastly, but definitely not least..

3/6/2019 2:45:44 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/XPXLFvSL0i

3/6/2019 2:47:25 PM lori_dee1 YES HE DOES! 😎💖🙏🇺🇸

3/6/2019 2:48:28 PM liberty_2q2q ... @_00111111_  this is Think,  one of my best, all time favorites. 

He is extremely knowledgeable about spiritual guidance & everything in between. He is also very good with responding back quickly if you ever have 

any questions. 

Hope these help! 

Peace & Love ❤️

3/6/2019 2:49:17 PM tugginghboat  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

3/6/2019 2:54:06 PM keith369me Only procreate...anything else is feeding energy to negative sources

3/6/2019 2:54:41 PM missy968 Brings new meaning to the word “perverted”.

3/6/2019 2:56:44 PM becca079 Alice? pic.twitter.com/9uqJeFeyzZ

3/6/2019 2:57:31 PM _00111111_ hello .so many rabbitholes and places to start ...that i really find this site to be an excellent waterhole as it really is a compendium/catalog of nearly 

every esoteric subject and book written..all in hyperlink clickable pdf format..start with enoch.

 http://www.sacred-texts.com/ 

3/6/2019 3:00:07 PM althutch You're probably thinking of this ALICE, Jayne.

 https://home.cern/science/experiments/alice …

3/6/2019 3:00:31 PM whitehat_van It's worse than that.

3/6/2019 3:03:22 PM liberty_2q2q See @PjunkyFlight ....

Think is AWESOME!! ❤️ 

Ask & ye shall receive! 

Thank you Think for always coming to the rescue! You have become very important to me, in a very short amount of time. Much Love My Friend!! 

😇🙏❤️ #DarkToLight

3/6/2019 3:04:15 PM clancy_birrell So those with vasectomy are fkd?

3/6/2019 3:05:28 PM wwg1wga10432367 What is AMA thread? How do we get to it or are you going to post it here?

3/6/2019 3:06:42 PM clancy_birrell Age of Aquarius. End of Kali yuga.

3/6/2019 3:07:52 PM old_mum No, I think we only have a fraction of what is to come, I dread to think just how bad it is going to be but know we are going to have to face it eventually.

3/6/2019 3:08:46 PM clancy_birrell Check out Gnostic students thread on you Tube. First second and third chambers cover much of this stuff.

3/6/2019 3:14:27 PM lornascurr The soul personified (?)

3/6/2019 3:15:24 PM whitehat_van They want to make us IS-BEs, so they can use our bodies to do their bidding. It is an act of sedition on the minds of US citizens, and DIA is all over it.

3/6/2019 3:15:59 PM razztaz2016 Wow, I just followed the thread and next thing I know I am in 08/2018...  Thanks for the catchup

3/6/2019 3:17:55 PM whitehat_van Backed by Chinese Majestic technology pushed by the Tienanmen S_quare SCI_entists creating MAJESTIC 12 technology and covertly trespassing on 

our minds.

3/6/2019 3:18:22 PM whitehat_van Don't believe it!

3/6/2019 3:18:45 PM blackjackpupil These are quite some rabbit holes

3/6/2019 3:20:07 PM whitehat_van Don't take my word for it. What is a Keybase and who owns Keybase, Inc.? What is Majestic technology and who has been pushing it? Are you an IS_BE 

HM23?

3/6/2019 3:20:36 PM razztaz2016 Seriously?  This would change everything!!!  Why does Q and POTUS cite scripture?

3/6/2019 3:22:14 PM grabsanon Yeah I’m kinda ready for that.....OH Shit moment! Hahah



3/6/2019 3:25:26 PM lornascurr The trauma of torture, rape, sodomy and slow death produces chemicals in the blood..  the viscosity of which is thicker in the dark skinned races. 

Better quality, bigger high.. adrenochrome and another(?)  See @EllaaaCruzzz work

3/6/2019 3:26:16 PM jrocktigers 😳

3/6/2019 3:26:45 PM laurabusse Congrats!  🎉 you are making great progress :-) be patient with yourself. V important. We are ALL learning...just some are further down the road. 

Strongly suggest a meditation practice if you don't already. Connects you w higher self/intuition/wisdom etc. Best to you! Welcome 💘

3/6/2019 3:29:06 PM nick_2c Pyramids.  Are they effective?  Can we use them to our advantage?  Is the Angle of significance? Is 72 degrees powerful?  What is the Angle of Giza 

pyramid?

3/6/2019 3:29:18 PM laurabusse Nightgown or dress, no undies :-) no one will know!

3/6/2019 3:30:42 PM thompson_leota What are dumbs?

3/6/2019 3:30:51 PM gi6stars HRC

3/6/2019 3:31:24 PM clancy_birrell dang it i'm always late for the action

3/6/2019 3:31:42 PM _00111111_ you have become so very important to me star sister...know that🙏

3/6/2019 3:32:31 PM gi6stars HRC

3/6/2019 3:33:58 PM pjunkyflight Thanks so much...following you now!

3/6/2019 3:34:14 PM turboxyde Do your own shadow work and find out! That coupled with meditation and mindfulness will bring your consciousness up out of the lower energy 

centers and into the heart but only you can do this work. Be brave and face the mirror of the soul to heal wounds and release your burdens!

3/6/2019 3:35:01 PM pjunkyflight Missing number 3

3/6/2019 3:35:59 PM gi6stars Pretty sure Alice is HRC

3/6/2019 3:40:10 PM wild8heart Thank you! 💫💛😊

3/6/2019 3:40:14 PM nick_2c Why is only the internet porn questions getting all the attention?

3/6/2019 3:41:42 PM gi6stars They get this desire for their god Satan himself. 

It is Not any way near the Holy word of God. 

All #Pedophile are satanist all the way to killing the children and eating and drinking their blood. 

Pure Satanic!  Nothing less

3/6/2019 3:41:55 PM liberty_2q2q 🤔

Oops...let me see where I put it! Lol

Brb

3/6/2019 3:42:26 PM beornot11 When our bodies die; is there a no more soul, no more anything option?

3/6/2019 3:42:40 PM michael81972 Ask me anything  AMA

3/6/2019 3:43:00 PM liberty_2q2q @PjunkyFlight 

Here the continuation...😉

3/6/2019 3:44:22 PM liberty_2q2q Always wonderful to have another member of my spiritual light family Think! 

Brother from another mother.  Lol

3/6/2019 3:46:14 PM 3rdeyeview55 True, that's what is so great about this #GreatAwakening, everything hidden is coming to the fore.

3/6/2019 3:46:24 PM laurabusse Simon Parkes says basically "they" won't stop eating us til we stop eating animals. Dunno how true this is but it makes sense.

3/6/2019 3:47:00 PM nursewounds Whoa 👍🇺🇸🏆

3/6/2019 3:47:39 PM nursewounds He's 12

3/6/2019 3:47:47 PM beornot11 you can't. ignore the useless :)

3/6/2019 3:48:12 PM hambrickro 🙄 Do you really believe they studied "shrimp on treadmills" 🙄

3/6/2019 3:48:22 PM jeebaleebs EPIC threads MJ12.  You've opened up my eyes on many topics and I'm sure you're only scratching the surface. My wife thinks I'm crazy, but this info 

rings true with me. Thank you for your insight.

3/6/2019 3:48:41 PM michael81972 Yes we know Alice as HRC,  but in this case I believe its this. https://twitter.com/sixtyandcountin/status/1103317647364710401?s=21 …

3/6/2019 3:48:50 PM gi6stars Alice is HRC pic.twitter.com/A5MZWFLKwL

3/6/2019 3:50:09 PM thompson_leota I question that children are commodities.  Please explain.

3/6/2019 3:51:38 PM liberty_2q2q Did you find it?

I tagged you in it

3/6/2019 3:51:46 PM angiefletcher Funny how I get a different answer each time I ask who or what Alice is.

Makes it difficult to know what to believe.

3/6/2019 3:51:47 PM nursewounds  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102753957892497408?s=19 …

3/6/2019 3:53:00 PM thisloudlife 2...all my socks are the same brand and color! But I wouldn’t bother...slippers work.

3/6/2019 3:54:22 PM thisloudlife Yeah that’s not what you asked...lol

3/6/2019 3:57:21 PM eisentourage Thank you all for what you do. As I try to help others awaken, it’s common for them to understand yet continue without any change to their life hoping 

others will fight the evil for them. “I’m one person, how can I possibly make a difference”. What can I say to this negativity?

3/6/2019 3:57:29 PM crazycooder 2. They all match in the dark.

3/6/2019 3:58:54 PM 1crazy_toaster Benevolent ET's respect us.

3/6/2019 3:59:04 PM draqula19 Can you talk about male circumcision as a blood sacrifice? I am referring to Eric Clopper’s work-

3/6/2019 3:59:17 PM 1crazy_toaster Simon is part Mantid & Reptoid.

3/6/2019 4:00:47 PM 1crazy_toaster Shield, Ground, Protect daily. Keep raising your frequency. Focused energy. This is the best protection. Thoughts?

3/6/2019 4:01:24 PM vintagesquirrel Just say no! To pornography and religion.

3/6/2019 4:01:36 PM allahuniversal Most of the above has public domain for years, some killed for revealing it.

What it all boils down to, is understansing what Life is. Math, physics ("Q"uantum "+" meta), religion, occult, the arts etc are all clues telling you that 

you are God, (IS) & r responsible as such (BE)

3/6/2019 4:02:05 PM thompson_leota What are DUMB S. I think I may be one,cause I have no idea what you are talking about.

3/6/2019 4:04:40 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070767043077644289?s=19 …

3/6/2019 4:08:56 PM jennife10825710 Was is a reptoid??

3/6/2019 4:10:04 PM curt_avila It's really difficult to wrap my mind around the numbers. #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/6/2019 4:12:55 PM aprilbrown99 Alice = HRC

ALICE = Artificial linguistic internet computer entity

3/6/2019 4:14:19 PM whitehat_van Keep it simple, elegant, beautiful. Good luck if they want to hack that! The mind is also a powerful scalar device when activated, and the bad guys have 

limited resources. Everything I do is closely monitored. The ISBEs tried to recruit/hack me. They failed!

3/6/2019 4:15:08 PM blsdbe Hahaha hahaha 🤩

3/6/2019 4:16:14 PM laurabusse Sounds like me and my husband except for the grandchildren part. We're deeply content and happy :-) 💘 in our 60s married 32 yrs. The physical part 

of our relationship fizzled out eventually and we are fine with it. Actually simplifies life i think. It's like more heart less body

3/6/2019 4:16:45 PM mommahood777 Hi & thank you! Trying to stay on the right path!  Will check out that recommended intro video.  How about TM? Am familiar with concepts, not 

practice.  Have recently realized how far general awareness fell, relieved to discover recapture is possible! What a journey we're  on!

3/6/2019 4:17:05 PM vargasgirlred This IS that thread. 😉

3/6/2019 4:17:49 PM brangusjimmy What’re the biggest takeaways? I have seen parts but I thought AJ was a Mossad Agent and not to be trusted.



3/6/2019 4:18:21 PM nicmccormic Screenshot and save to an offline device.

3/6/2019 4:22:22 PM pjunkyflight Thanks so much. I have an open mind and hungry for Truth....should this seem surreal to me? Cause it sure does.

3/6/2019 4:23:59 PM covfefe_grande I’ve tried “looking” within during meditation. Any tips on what to envision or seek for manifest?

3/6/2019 4:25:33 PM aprilbrown99 Spelling and case matter. 

Alice = HRC

ALICE = 👇 pic.twitter.com/ACdeuxnDG3

3/6/2019 4:26:31 PM mommahood777 Thongs are 2 things here, butt floss bottoms is the other  😊

3/6/2019 4:28:51 PM liberty_2q2q Oh yes! 

Definitely surreal...& amazingly, beautifully mind blowing! 

Enjoy your journey my friend! 

I feel that your going to LOVE it! 

#DarkToLight

3/6/2019 4:29:55 PM _00111111_ Appetite for wisdom is one of first signs of DNA activation... u r on ur way

3/6/2019 4:30:57 PM mommahood777 Mind distraction appreciated!  If you paired your socks upon laundering and shoved one into the other, it would require the grabbing of one wad.  But 3 

works if you just stuff the pile into the drawer!  You're a funny man!

3/6/2019 4:31:39 PM ascendingadam @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Why do lights flicker when certain ISBEs are in close proximity or if they focus thier awareness on a specific light source?

Does this also have to do with interdimensional entities in that physical location with these ISBEs?

3/6/2019 4:32:19 PM pjunkyflight Wow, thank you so much. I am feeling so much positive energy and love coming from you. On my journey!

3/6/2019 4:32:45 PM gi6stars Ok, but I think MJ12 is talking about this 👇 pic.twitter.com/QDezo5NQeS

3/6/2019 4:33:34 PM gi6stars Ok

3/6/2019 4:34:30 PM aprilbrown99 Alice in Wonderland pertains to HRC. When MJ says ALICE is here now, they are referring to the AI.

3/6/2019 4:36:34 PM iknow04042015 Love and Compassion is key. Acts of Kindness with no expectation, or selfish motive of personal gain in doing so. Truly doing it something out of love. 

Raise your Vibration and your Third Eye will follow. I am still working on this and have had some success.

3/6/2019 4:37:38 PM pjunkyflight Blessings to you. Thanks! 💖💝

3/6/2019 4:38:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2019 4:38:34 PM winklerburke Deep Underground Military Base

3/6/2019 4:38:41 PM pjunkyflight I like warm fuzzy feelings.....I am all warm and cozy! Blessings!

3/6/2019 4:39:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are attracted to it and travel to your IS-BE to feed.

3/6/2019 4:39:48 PM burgersandra FYI

Gulen Organization Activity

 http://guleninvestigation.com/ 

3/6/2019 4:40:18 PM gi6stars Ok.

Where did MJ12 say Alice is here now? I missed that one

3/6/2019 4:41:14 PM shallknown Your AMA must've hit a nerve.

3/6/2019 4:41:20 PM gi6stars It doesn't really matter.  I was just trying to help out #WeThePeople because #WWG1WGA .

3/6/2019 4:41:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No in a lower state of consciousness you would destroy life on Earth in the wrong hands.

3/6/2019 4:41:56 PM gi6stars Thanks for the info

3/6/2019 4:42:13 PM houdini481 No hard facts but somewhere in-between 195 -241 countries ( hello, get the # right someone) so a majority of the world...blown away!

3/6/2019 4:42:47 PM aprilbrown99 In the AMA about sex further down in the string from earlier. There are also prior MJ threads as well. 😊

3/6/2019 4:43:16 PM laurabusse Takes time. Was Christian 30 yrs. I was SOOO ready to leave but i would say it took 10 yrs to fully deprogram. Totally worth it. Finally happy and free :-) 

no more b.s. Be easy with yourself...meditation helps a LOT. Be aware of fearful thoughts. (Christianity is rooted in fear)

3/6/2019 4:43:20 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 💝

3/6/2019 4:43:54 PM vargasgirlred You lost me with that statement.

3/6/2019 4:45:12 PM aprilbrown99  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103395239694397446?s=21 …

3/6/2019 4:45:34 PM liberty_2q2q 💗💗💗

3/6/2019 4:45:41 PM us_poll Yeah I noticed right away he acted like a bird let out of a cage and Highly suspected JM was holding something over his head. They are all beyond sick!

3/6/2019 4:46:39 PM liberty_2q2q You're welcome!

3/6/2019 4:47:08 PM realityloominng How does one destroy life on earth with a military-grade, free energy device, made safe with inhibitors etc. by top engineers?

3/6/2019 4:48:50 PM gi6stars Wow . Got ya. Ya I guess that's not HRC. I don't know anything about this Alice, so I guess I get to go down another Rabbit Hole.  😂   Thanks.

3/6/2019 4:49:58 PM gi6stars What is the AMA?

Some kind of thread, but what?

3/6/2019 4:50:17 PM hawkgirlinmn In winter weather, is it beneficial to sit on the snow or ice that is on the ground or is there a better technique?

3/6/2019 4:50:51 PM j0z0rpwn  pic.twitter.com/YgrSryZjaU

3/6/2019 4:51:05 PM j0z0rpwn  pic.twitter.com/c3NOZ5vc0x

3/6/2019 4:51:12 PM karensc38678909 Whoa for the 50th time this week. Man, is the light shining bright or what???? Did my part a little bit today on James Wood's thread and one other 

place.

3/6/2019 4:51:30 PM one_irv Ok 

Patent US9310961B2

VIRtual World Teleportation

Patent US20060071122A1

Full Body Teleportation System

Patent US20090234788A1

Practical Time Machine using Dynamic Efficient VIRtual and Real Robots

Which ONE should [i] use to deliver?

#ispotus_irv

#ONE_irv

@ONE_irv

@ispotus_irv
3/6/2019 4:52:49 PM aprilbrown99 Alice = HRC

wonderland = SA ( country )

There are good threads and also video on YouTube on this subject. I didn’t save them offline as I am on an iPad. There is much to learn fro previous 

thread for us all. So much information to absorb. And yes, we are all here for each other.

3/6/2019 4:53:27 PM laurabusse Quite :-)

3/6/2019 4:53:59 PM aprilbrown99 AMA = ask me anything  

Technically you can ask anything at any time but MJ gets so many emails they might not see it to respond.

3/6/2019 4:54:37 PM karensc38678909 Declare your intent. I DO NOT CONSENT. It's still a free will universe, I think.



3/6/2019 4:54:49 PM one_irv Gives you direct[i]on to the PATH

North

East

Wesy

South

#ispotus_irv

#ONE_irv

@ONE_irv 

@ispotus_irv
3/6/2019 4:54:50 PM enomai_ Oh no moment might mean mass suicides and people believing in armageddon, revelations :/, but it seems to be in great hands socially.

3/6/2019 4:54:55 PM whitehat_van I don't care about aliens, I care about sedition. If you are in involved then... https://twitter.com/i/status/1101601489259130880 …

3/6/2019 4:55:44 PM laurabusse Reptilian ET. Humanoid type body but is actually reptilian. Maybe a little like Barney the dinosaur LOL but not nearly as nice

3/6/2019 4:56:11 PM gi6stars Thank you. Wow, I feel dumb. But  I wouldn't have known if I didn't ask. Thank you

3/6/2019 4:56:48 PM laurabusse I/3 each i believe. The remaining third human i think.

3/6/2019 4:56:55 PM whitehat_van Read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 threads. It's all there. They admit their agenda, and disclose what they call IS-BEs. I'm not making this shit up, they are. They 

tried to recruit me through Keybase, Inc. I said no.

3/6/2019 4:57:28 PM aprilbrown99 No please don’t feel that way. We help each other. Always.

3/6/2019 4:59:32 PM houdini481 That's everybody Current World Population

7,688,563,791

3/6/2019 4:59:35 PM rick_hernandez Wow. Interesting. Any Pleidians?

3/6/2019 5:00:25 PM jennife10825710 So it’s a real thing?  Sorry I just don’t understand some things but I want to.  Thank you also for your reply.  Would you mind explaining a bit?  You can 

even private message me if you want.

3/6/2019 5:00:43 PM one_irv 2019-03-05

HIV patient cured

2019-03-06

Aids cure Patent expires

US5676977A

Method of Curing Aids with Tetrasilver Tetroxide Molecular Crystal devices

No Coincidences

Nothing to See Hear

#ispotus_irv

#ONE_irv

@ONE_irv 

@ispotus_irv
3/6/2019 5:00:55 PM squattybaudy Crazycooder~I was going to guess 51

3/6/2019 5:01:32 PM beeshelb As in a physical trauma, or the mothers emotional response to the pregnancy?

3/6/2019 5:01:41 PM rick_hernandez If it can produce energy for good, it can produce energy to destroy. All explosives are energy being released

3/6/2019 5:01:57 PM laurabusse Yes quite a journey. I'm sure TM is fine but for me prohibitively expensive. Many meditation techniques; you could ask here what ppl prefer. Dont 

worry about staying on the right path. Follow your heart and trust yourself, trust life and you'll be fine :-) Relax, let go, allow 💘

3/6/2019 5:02:16 PM enomai_ People and technology can do this too. Is this majority of the siphoring, humans? Tho, how can we tell, if they [ETs/other creatures nonhuman]are 

doing this? Do we feel an energy pulling? Best description in laymen terms?

3/6/2019 5:04:12 PM enomai_ Im pretty sure ive met two atleast

 One connected easily, non aggressive, and gently. Tho, the other one pulled, i was  http://caught.off  guard, i seen their real face, and a lower 

frequency as the other, but i pulled my energy back in. Same type of feeling or nonchalantly?

3/6/2019 5:04:18 PM richardhiatt16 And that’s call the “onion”.. Peel away the outside and keep peeling away... To you find the “devil”... 🤓🇺🇸

3/6/2019 5:05:13 PM allahuniversal So the results of not being food for what amounts to energetic energy vampires, would equal the following, I presume? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070133610425004033?s=19 …

3/6/2019 5:06:08 PM allahuniversal What if the weapon could destroy all life? What if it could also heal all life? What if it operated by responding to the frequencies emitted by the 

conscious beings around it? What if those signals had functional programming associated with them? How do you read consciousness?

3/6/2019 5:06:54 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070134432949039105?s=19 …

3/6/2019 5:07:57 PM majorarmybrat I’ve seen THAT before. 😳 Maybe.

3/6/2019 5:08:16 PM laurabusse Feel free to DM me too :-) there are many sources for this info. David Wilcock. Simon Parkes. David icke but he scares me a bit. Maybe ppl here can 

help guide you; start where you are. If you want to know, keep following this stuff; at the right time the right info will come...

3/6/2019 5:10:57 PM 1crazy_toaster there is actually feeding and there's energetic feeding...where your attention goes-there goes energy, channelling also consumes energy from not only 

the channelor but those in the presence. I just recently came upon this. Makes sense to me since everything is energy.

3/6/2019 5:11:36 PM djlok Ha ha!!

3/6/2019 5:12:04 PM laurabusse All i can really say is there are many diff types ETs, good and bad. Reptilians: not good. They've been influencing earth a v long time; is why we are so 

messed up. The good news is we are very powerful beings who have CHOICE. They want us to believe we are POWERLESS. We are NOT.

3/6/2019 5:12:28 PM crazycooder 🤣

3/6/2019 5:12:28 PM djlok #metoo.

3/6/2019 5:12:51 PM 1crazy_toaster totally. Agree.

3/6/2019 5:13:33 PM homeofthetitans What is AMA? Thx

3/6/2019 5:13:58 PM 1crazy_toaster there are some positive Reptilians. The others took the bait :-(

3/6/2019 5:17:42 PM laurabusse You could live a very happy and blissful life by your own choice and power and not know ANY of this stuff (reptilians) and they couldn't touch you. I 

highly recommend Abraham as channeled by Esther hicks. Profound wisdom. YouTube's. Books. CDs etc. Web site. Changed my life...

3/6/2019 5:18:40 PM keith369me I can definitely understand as it makes complete sense.  Any reason not to have health cures (cancer) and food replication technology.  The benefits 

would strongly outweigh the food and health industry job losses.

3/6/2019 5:18:48 PM laurabusse True! I'd forgotten. Simon parkes i think...

3/6/2019 5:19:25 PM enomai_ Christianity, is just the belief of jesus christ. And, to keep love in your heart and godwill from god. No need to go to church, nor even read the bible to 

be a believer.

3/6/2019 5:19:47 PM weremight It's odd, when I transcribe and encypher for offline storage, using CypherChef + blowfish with Base64 output, it sometimes encodes starting 

"sseIntNsc/" even when the cyphertext changes.

sseIntNsc/I1JINroyTtsSXPJCEmloVtaveVXg

3/6/2019 5:20:11 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12, you’re busy.....   🤓🇺🇸

3/6/2019 5:21:51 PM enomai_ Porn is what started the internet pretty much to the populous. And, chatting, basically about porn.

3/6/2019 5:24:16 PM djlok Great way of asking that question...I had the same question but couldn't think of the way of putting it like you did. Thanks.

3/6/2019 5:27:38 PM enomai_ Screenshots ?



3/6/2019 5:28:04 PM djlok Funny how we all know where that's a quote from!

3/6/2019 5:29:54 PM giediknight Parasites need love too.

3/6/2019 5:31:35 PM jandydill GUILLOTINE both heads! 🤬

3/6/2019 5:35:29 PM redridi95128769  https://amp.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/article227136459.html?__twitter_impression=true …

3/6/2019 5:38:58 PM amymorg79793405 I believe disclosure only comes to those who look and go within but I’m still learning. Meditation isn’t fun for me but I’m working on it. Been using 

Kryon intel for help understanding

3/6/2019 5:40:38 PM coocoo_for_kiki there is a "yoga" movement to facilitate the energy transfer process, part of the Tibetan Rites (the 6th rite). It was in the MEGA upload link posted a 

while back but that link has since been disabled :/

3/6/2019 5:41:42 PM kryan92185384 🤣🤣🤣

3/6/2019 5:46:56 PM banksia42265169 ALICE is AI.  Alice is HRC

3/6/2019 5:50:12 PM decodematrix Does circumcision have a hidden agenda/motive?

3/6/2019 5:50:29 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz! That’s clever!

3/6/2019 5:50:35 PM _00111111_ Just Know Pjunky, in awaking greatly you’ll be presented with many more aspects of New Age & voices. so if u love Christ dearly like I do never feel 

shamed bout that. Ever. A gentle soul named Vakiant Thor from Venus came proclaiming Christ too.

3/6/2019 5:54:17 PM iamyou132 Hahah glad someone caught that 😉

3/6/2019 5:55:31 PM iamyou132 Sudo nofap

3/6/2019 5:56:44 PM giediknight Just have to say thank you to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for giving me an unintentional reality check today.

3/6/2019 5:57:15 PM enomai_ Have we met?

3/6/2019 5:58:44 PM davidtu57375728 Very off topic. Mantak chia darkroom enlightenment. Is that essentially a way to actually open your 3rd eye persay. 15 days in darkness. Or should one 

just use DMT and other such things to reach a stage of for real enlightenment

3/6/2019 5:59:17 PM kzcreek Oh shit!

3/6/2019 5:59:47 PM lbf777 We have greatly improved since 2010 though but especially this past 2 years. 

This oil and stuff is way to expensive and toxic to life. Please release the free energy.

3/6/2019 6:00:45 PM kzcreek That’s why at No Names funeral he was getting the “evil” eye from a few Generals

3/6/2019 6:01:18 PM tcscamardo I think it all of your statements.

3/6/2019 6:01:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 If a man stops releasing seed after about a week it seems that his mind/body forces him to through his dreams.  So then what is the balance to 

maximize vitality?

3/6/2019 6:01:52 PM kzcreek I wonder he was receiving the “evil eye” from a couple of Generals!!

3/6/2019 6:03:15 PM olimyracle What are the consequences in a reincarnated life on this prison planet to experiment a sacrifice as an unicorn ?

3/6/2019 6:03:48 PM debraarobinson1 what is a good search engine?? I heard G00gle is not our friend ...

3/6/2019 6:06:27 PM covertress Layered fractals? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1103281869519491072?s=19 …

3/6/2019 6:10:26 PM rawphonegirl Is that what Tesla realized at Wardenclyffe?

3/6/2019 6:10:44 PM canadiancovfefe That’s so sick and so sad. Hope there is some way to put an end to porn (for the sake of our youth).

3/6/2019 6:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend Israel. Major funding and business contracts for the supplements that AJ sells. Be 

careful of the nanotechnology inside some of their capsules. If ever, its "always an accident" or error. Define addiction.

3/6/2019 6:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Oh ALICE

Re AJ

Why was he deplatformed?

Was it part of the plan?

What is happening currently regarding censorship and free speech?

Think logically and learn.

3/6/2019 6:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 him to keep going and not exit the battle yet, because he (AJ) will prevail. 45 said he would not let AJ down. AJ is down right now. Disinformation is real 

and necessary. By reducing the outreach of IW propaganda it allowed a more organic interaction of ideas to be debated in

3/6/2019 6:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 IW would take a major financial loss from YT ad revenue. This loss would not be able to be made up with Q spreading disinformation about IW/AJ being 

Mossad linked. Disinformation is real and necessary. We knew AJ knew what he said on JR. We forced it out of him. He said God told

3/6/2019 6:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences. The size of AJ audience and power reach is proportional to the number of proprietary products sold since revenue reflects 

reach. By deplatforming AJ from social media it forced the following to take place.

3/6/2019 6:12:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 The JR AJ exposure was planned faux war between "normal" "faux Democrats" and "normal" "faux republicans" where Anons sat back eating popcorn 

🍿. This dialogue was important to bridge between mind controlled subjects. The declassification of this stuff being real will come when

3/6/2019 6:12:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ always claims his "high level Government sources" who really are just subordinates to MJ7 tell him the information. Carefully trained 

communication techniques were taught to AJ in exchange for receiving the "source" intel that he couldn't share until WE allowed it.

3/6/2019 6:12:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ and his relevancy in the Great Awakening cannot be underestimated. The faux debates that were happening in parallel dimensions of reality 

simultaneously express that some of what AJ said is relevant but he was a prop used by the MAJIC 12. Disinformation is necessary. "Sources"

3/6/2019 6:12:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI monitored realms of communication to MJ12/NSA/Q such as TWTR FB AAPL GOOG YT IG SC meant that censorship enforcement would follow 

immediately when WE had them pull the plug because we needed the Divide & Conquer muted for a long enough period of time to allow [them] to act.

3/6/2019 6:12:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Con permiso, Capitan. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged. It's now time to see if you can dance.

3/6/2019 6:12:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 The conversations that followed both sets of interviews around the Cohen testimony and the Russia Collusion Narrative News (rCNN?) witch hunt 

being conducted by Mueller. The stage has been set.

3/6/2019 6:12:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ is proven correct. 45 said he would not let AJ down. The discussions following the censorship of IW on TWTR with JD was a planned public dialogue 

to expose the illegal collusion between social media companies giving a bias towards the DemocRAT 🐀 party.

3/6/2019 6:12:41 PM mrchss1 Project prism+ all devices always recording+ voice recognition+ facial recognition+ GPS = easily obtainable realtime comprehensive record of almost all 

human activities trackable on macro or individual scale. Metadata is very easily used in this fashion.

3/6/2019 6:14:46 PM aboriginalbabe Yes, I have read about adrenochrome.  I know about Melanin. It needs to come out about what that woman did in Haiti.

3/6/2019 6:15:46 PM liberty_2q2q You're right..Google is not our friend, but unfortunately, that's basically the best one out there right now. Try using it & if you don't see what your 

looking for, keep scrolling down. They've started placing the info that we are trying to find, further down in the search engine

3/6/2019 6:16:44 PM _the_psychonaut Incredible. The World is about to change

3/6/2019 6:17:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Timestamp Synchronicity

3/6/2019 6:18:02 PM veteran423 I read the thread earlier thought provoking

3/6/2019 6:18:27 PM liberty_2q2q Also...Youtube is great for researching. I used to never use YouTube, but find myself on it constantly now.

If your looking for something specific & want help, let me know & I'll see if I have some resources that can help.

Your always more than welcome to DM me if needed 😉

3/6/2019 6:18:55 PM scott_rick Who’s dancing?

3/6/2019 6:19:26 PM _chelseaproject Is there a way to block this feeding?

3/6/2019 6:19:55 PM pjunkyflight I use  http://duckduckgo.com  not google for searching.
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3/6/2019 6:20:50 PM scott_rick How? Do tell

3/6/2019 6:20:55 PM _chelseaproject Um, what.

3/6/2019 6:21:01 PM liberty_2q2q Very nice 👊

Thank you for the info!

3/6/2019 6:22:43 PM allahuniversal Learnto archive offline pic.twitter.com/WHE0eJTBND

3/6/2019 6:23:05 PM tcscamardo You are such a kind, wise person. Thankful to know a person on Twitter that enjoys helping others.

3/6/2019 6:23:56 PM mskeens1962 45 is a Genius 🐉

3/6/2019 6:23:57 PM freeandoriginal I hear you!

3/6/2019 6:25:07 PM eisentourage Mind blown.  Yeah I’ve got nothing else to say.

3/6/2019 6:26:45 PM determined1776 It’s thought provoking, but I need to see if this person/persons have answers

3/6/2019 6:27:56 PM jrocktigers "Be careful of the nanotechnology inside some of their capsules."

3/6/2019 6:28:11 PM daveschroeder18 F'N A

3/6/2019 6:28:38 PM _the_psychonaut The darkness that has controlled our world from the shadows is now being forced into the light!

3/6/2019 6:32:33 PM terryca53306307 Karma !! Perfect let the PAIN come !!

3/6/2019 6:33:13 PM lovethebeach999 @threadreaderapp please

3/6/2019 6:34:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was paid lavishly well. AJ is a millionaire. "I'll give $1,000,000 to a charity of your choice" that VA Gov said babies after birth should be aborted. He 

wasn't used. He consented.

3/6/2019 6:34:54 PM liberty_2q2q 💗

Thank you so much!

I am a truth seeker myself, & if I can help other's along their path, it just makes my spiritual energy feel more "light" itself. I just genuinely enjoy 

connecting with & helping other's. I very much appreciate your compliment...it means a lot! 💗

3/6/2019 6:36:03 PM covertress @threadreaderapp unroll obscero

3/6/2019 6:36:26 PM wishfulldreamz Hopefully they will hang on :)  I generally don't engage in the Yellow Vest discussions....

3/6/2019 6:37:54 PM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening 

currently regarding censorship and fr […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/6/2019 6:38:39 PM covertress gratias tibi

3/6/2019 6:41:03 PM wild8heart  https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1103451586146103296?s=21 …

3/6/2019 6:42:27 PM clancy_birrell What are unrolls all about?

3/6/2019 6:44:35 PM blankmarlo "AJ was a controlled op paid by Israel"... 

"Q spreading disinfo about AJ being Mossad linked"

Can anyone bring me some clarity on these seemingly contradictory statements?

3/6/2019 6:46:09 PM robin_ked That's what JFK wanted so they Killed him pic.twitter.com/g8keGtfFua

3/6/2019 6:46:14 PM giediknight So you would advise to stop taking the supplements?

3/6/2019 6:47:12 PM trickyrick2u Seriously. What is he saying? That's pretty scary stuff. People deserve to know

3/6/2019 6:47:17 PM enomai_ True, but the MJ12 in entirety is too

3/6/2019 6:49:05 PM enomai_ Calm down Gen. I am a BOY!!!

3/6/2019 6:49:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hypothetical. Please debate.

Is the daughter of 100% pureblood Jewish parents considered Jewish? Yes.

Is the child of said daughter also Jewish? Yes.

What if said daughter married a theologian/christian/buddhist husband and that child was going to be raised elseway, Jewish? Yes? 

pic.twitter.com/cM6GsRm51t

3/6/2019 6:49:22 PM enomai_ Lulz

3/6/2019 6:51:31 PM n7guardiananon Answer will differ depending who you ask

3/6/2019 6:51:36 PM duckmeat01 Come on Kat not uncle AJ...lol your going to make me do some homework... I listened and he gets great knowledge and insight. He is leaked from 

somewhere like a fire hose. AJ gets to the meat of the directive and he is friends with Joe Rogan....lol

3/6/2019 6:52:35 PM daggastan The censorship epidemic is being exposed to the masses. Streisand effect is *in effect*. Dark to Light.

3/6/2019 6:54:24 PM pastorjon9 @threadreaderapp unroll plz

3/6/2019 6:54:25 PM liberty_2q2q Yes...still Jewish

3/6/2019 6:55:02 PM troll34185118 he pretty much got me to follow Q, then, the "careful who you follow"

I cut ties with Corsi and AJ for the most part. even though I followed AJ

for years.

3/6/2019 6:56:28 PM kuri99487324 I would very much like to know the answer to this question as well.

3/6/2019 6:56:51 PM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening 

currently regarding censorship and fr […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/6/2019 6:57:23 PM zack_stone AJ just the tip of iceberg. What @CoreyGoode and William Tompkins have disclosed is a #darkwar if true needs humanity+

3/6/2019 6:57:40 PM enomai_ Is jewish a religion or race?

3/6/2019 6:57:40 PM patriotkeri #TheGreatAwakening. #WW #QANON 🌄🔺🔺🔺.  @DIXIEDOODLE12 @realhublife @GOPChairwoman @MilspecP @LisaMei62 @SCPatriotSC 

@StormIsUponUs @SwampysGhost @bigredwavenow @RealSaavedra @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @12BravoGran @thegistofitis 

@VincentCrypt46 @w_terrence https://twitter.com/Team17MG/status/1102680896065417217 …

3/6/2019 6:58:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 π 2019

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 π

[AS]

3/6/2019 6:58:11 PM roodtxenextdoor Judeism is a religion, not a genetic subset, no jew alive can show direct descendancy from Noah, nor can they show genetic separation from their 

neighbors.

like ur post highlights

An Illusion

3/6/2019 6:59:05 PM enomai_ However, this picture, i feel like describes my life. I guess, i have chose to just sit there and not move.

3/6/2019 6:59:43 PM silentnomore23 To be believed when it's a confirmed tango that's been arrested.

3/6/2019 7:00:11 PM durango1970 3.14

3/6/2019 7:00:11 PM abagofcandy  https://youtu.be/9jK-NcRmVcw  😁

3/6/2019 7:00:18 PM duckmeat01 If you only knew who one of my distant Family members is... Very distant...

3/6/2019 7:00:29 PM nolongeradem1 It’s scary.

3/6/2019 7:01:22 PM thefunrunz The usage of mathematical symbolism as a marker is a very nice touch, well done!

3/6/2019 7:01:37 PM kuri99487324 To which ET race(s) do the non human members belong?

3/6/2019 7:01:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only by choice. Targeting bad behavior then crying victim is an investment that requires insurance. Hello Hitler. Israel's sovereignty has a 

monumentally important keystone to uniting the world in peace. However it has been taken over by evil and many opinions are false.

3/6/2019 7:01:51 PM debraarobinson1 Thank you ma'am !!

3/6/2019 7:01:55 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/8bLKnJIjk0



3/6/2019 7:02:01 PM pastorjon9 I found sweat lodges to be excellent source of cleansing

3/6/2019 7:03:10 PM covertress  https://www.joshuakennon.com/mental-model-the-illusion-of-choice/ …

There are several ways to combat the illusion of choice.  The most famous three are Hobson’s Choice, Morton’s Fork, and Burdian’s Ass.  

To summarize: pic.twitter.com/jDVBHlLVLU

3/6/2019 7:03:10 PM deborahknowlto7 I sure hope so, I love it.

3/6/2019 7:03:25 PM nolongeradem1 Our consciousness is the key to everything

3/6/2019 7:03:33 PM debraarobinson1 :)

3/6/2019 7:03:47 PM clancy_birrell does that mean that all real humans are all Yod Hey Vav - ish

3/6/2019 7:03:51 PM duckmeat01 Yes because it would fit into your narrative here... LOL The Big M out of Israel with uncle AJ...

3/6/2019 7:04:15 PM enomai_ <3 where this is going, u know this tho

3/6/2019 7:04:22 PM winki00000001 March 14th

3/6/2019 7:04:23 PM clancy_birrell by what authority is anyone/or anybeing labelled as any-thing?

3/6/2019 7:04:46 PM ascendingadam I think, therefore I am. 

Eventually the child will decide.

3/6/2019 7:04:56 PM roodtxenextdoor Ok

3/6/2019 7:05:23 PM clancy_birrell Your valuable insights, though humorous are not helpful in this instance. But thanks for playing.

3/6/2019 7:05:29 PM duckmeat01 And I never said I was friends with the relative... LOL I think they are are on the other side of the fence... And I think they are republican or 

Independent from what I gather.. Friends with the Comster...

3/6/2019 7:05:50 PM ksouth21 Exactly where MJ lost me too! Ha. Youre not crazy

3/6/2019 7:07:07 PM silentnomore23 The pie is infinitely better served warm in the middle of the night aboard a slow barge to GITMO....3.14

3/6/2019 7:09:09 PM keith369me Confused...you said AJ paid by Israel...you also said, “Q spreading disinformation about IW/AJ being Mossad linked”...was AJ paid by some other 

organization within Israel?  Help!

3/6/2019 7:10:01 PM 1jesust 👍🍿👍🍿👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/6/2019 7:11:59 PM kuri99487324 I enjoyed and learned much from this thread, but I feel like it deals mostly with men. Will that technique work for women? Can tou please provide 

more information about sexuality and energy release for women?

3/6/2019 7:12:04 PM ialibertybelle The mother was to determine the tribe of Israel one was born into because maternity was more provable since baby came out of mother.

3/6/2019 7:13:15 PM ialibertybelle Originally to be Jewish was to be of the tribe of Judah. The term has been watered down today.

3/6/2019 7:13:16 PM anonmom14 I know this is off topic, but curious on your thoughts/knowledge of NESARA/GESARA.  Is this at all possible and if so, do you have any idea when it 

might happen?

3/6/2019 7:13:44 PM troll34185118  pic.twitter.com/IXZeXDZ1ui

3/6/2019 7:13:58 PM decodematrix 3.14 x 2019 = 6339.66

Majestic!

3/6/2019 7:15:33 PM iamyou132 Why is Israel really considered the holy land? What is there that we should care about

3/6/2019 7:16:47 PM cocopuffster12 Truly! We are strong. We will win.

3/6/2019 7:17:01 PM soulcaliber777 Heritage is important. (((They))) would love for you to have no heritage. There is wisdom in the blood. Each race of the world has its strengths and 

weaknesses. I think the main Jewish race strength is that they are the most magical race.

3/6/2019 7:17:11 PM enomai_ Have they[evil] eradicated the pure jewish belief? I would say, judeism, but it seems to be from a murderer, but all beliefs i look online derive from 

'judeism'. wasnt there more jewish beliefs/tribes? Seems this one is more sinister[possibly], i do not know.

3/6/2019 7:18:14 PM ash98668967 Many booms indeed.

3/6/2019 7:18:46 PM scott_rick That will work

3/6/2019 7:19:04 PM petemanderson1 “Once you label me, you negate me,”

3/6/2019 7:19:59 PM n7guardiananon 3.11 x 2019 = 6279.09

3/6/2019 7:20:57 PM followingthet Alex Jones. He sells supplements that are supposed to be special. Alice is Hillary Clinton.

3/6/2019 7:22:27 PM keith369me Looks like we have come full circle

3/6/2019 7:23:28 PM kuri99487324 What if someone’s parents are from different countries (same race) therefore different heritage?

3/6/2019 7:23:56 PM youstinksoap 6279.09 = 33

💥💥💥

3/6/2019 7:26:24 PM shap3dg I don't care about heritage. Only actions.

3/6/2019 7:27:00 PM roodtxenextdoor excuse my interjection,

The Rastafarians consider themselves one of the lost tribes if Judah....

they believe that smoking ganga is the holy sacrament....the burning bush, and how they get closer to Jah

Hallelujah, rastas say it with a J = jah, jews say it with a Y = yah

3/6/2019 7:32:21 PM n7guardiananon Both do

3/6/2019 7:33:39 PM gregoryjhall1 Z https://youtu.be/f70Z3cvrQd0

3/6/2019 7:34:10 PM cocopuffster12 I am a yogi and I’ve never heard this.

3/6/2019 7:34:21 PM kristinheller That’s my birthday.  Pi Day!  Would be the best present ever!!

3/6/2019 7:35:30 PM cocopuffster12 Women have them as well

3/6/2019 7:35:55 PM usss_211  pic.twitter.com/dGzm9U4se9

3/6/2019 7:36:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening currently regarding 

censorshipThink logically and learn. AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend Israel. Major f […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

3/6/2019 7:37:37 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/BNaDn2bAIV

3/6/2019 7:38:16 PM rosesrred0119 ALICE =AI

Alice=[HRC] 

Yup I'm learning lol

3/6/2019 7:44:45 PM sonofpatriot3 The Balfour Declaration

2 November 1917

I agree with you for the most part, however, I think WHEN it became “evil” is debatable. pic.twitter.com/QixeHGvPoA

3/6/2019 7:45:38 PM followingthet I do believe AI is artificial intelligence.

3/6/2019 7:45:50 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening 

currently regarding censorship and fr […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

3/6/2019 7:46:23 PM zackorcutt I'm confused as well.

3/6/2019 7:47:22 PM kasia67281703 Does the moon play any part in this?

3/6/2019 7:48:20 PM liltilgerlil Lets pray this one is public



3/6/2019 7:48:50 PM marzipaningles1 This. The 13 families. They 'rule' because of their bloodline in our dimension. But in a different dimension it doesn't matter. This one it does because of 

the matrix created.

3/6/2019 7:52:55 PM paledarkpony @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2019 7:53:06 PM roodtxenextdoor maybe, im open to that notion.

3/6/2019 7:56:47 PM buckleu94122378 3.14 2019 as the world turns. The noose planned by AS for our POTUS gets a little reverse sting. Please arrest this evil Schiff for the world to see, and 

perp walked from the House with cameras rolling. Purim celebration feast later this month too. Mordecai, Esther, and Haman.

3/6/2019 7:58:02 PM hswcyd voodoo science! What about x2018?

3/6/2019 7:58:42 PM hswcyd A new religion?

3/6/2019 7:59:26 PM hswcyd Don’t discredit yourself with this shit

3/6/2019 7:59:33 PM djlok Yup.  It sure does!!  And oh boy, does that mean a thing or two!!

3/6/2019 7:59:56 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/qOTYgcdNrXE   very interesting video... Brown Majestic...?? HMM

3/6/2019 8:01:54 PM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/r9OhEXE8Eb

3/6/2019 8:08:36 PM gregoryjhall1 Well that was odd or big fingers on a small keyboard! 😳 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=f70Z3cvrQd0&feature=youtu.be …

3/6/2019 8:09:15 PM roublisa Dna testing shows Jewish blood, I found out 2 yrs ago a large part of my ancestry is Jewish on my mother’s side and none of us knew this prior.

3/6/2019 8:12:41 PM paddeplorable 51

3/6/2019 8:14:31 PM roublisa This what it looks like for those who haven’t had a dna analysis done. pic.twitter.com/rWUDd57I0E

3/6/2019 8:14:52 PM weshallrise144k  pic.twitter.com/fVKRt9hFWw

3/6/2019 8:14:59 PM honeybager5 These seem to illustrate rather than combat “illusions of choice”.  Regardless, it’s a bunch of fatalistic nonsense.

3/6/2019 8:17:28 PM honeybager5 Go listen to some Rush and become a healthy American

3/6/2019 8:18:31 PM roublisa I am not Jewish by faith btw....no one in my family is.

3/6/2019 8:19:46 PM decodematrix I'm not accredited so there is nothing to discredit.

3/6/2019 8:20:26 PM decodematrix 6336.52

Not quite as Majestic

3/6/2019 8:21:45 PM djlok It's the same religion just a different path to the same bad place.

3/6/2019 8:21:56 PM decodematrix Math = Science

!Religion

3/6/2019 8:22:46 PM hackenburg_ Suppository is 50-60% effective vs 20-30% effectiveness orally.

3/6/2019 8:24:01 PM hswcyd What about x2020? Will not more majestic as in 2019? Come on, you can’t have both ways

3/6/2019 8:24:13 PM robin_ked #Patriot Bill Cooper

Take the #RedPills pic.twitter.com/4QghvQJdbN

3/6/2019 8:25:01 PM jaycampbell333 That book already exists. And its fascinating. The Essene were and still are the key. pic.twitter.com/Q7veQwpxEA

3/6/2019 8:25:14 PM cocopuffster12 So cool

3/6/2019 8:25:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 AOC FEC Violations

Rashida to AOC "Hold my beer!" https://twitter.com/RashidaTlaib/status/1103485340990480385 …

3/6/2019 8:28:36 PM paledarkpony New MJ tweeter...who dis?

3/6/2019 8:28:43 PM aprilbrown99 Just 6,361 more votes to reach 300K to impeach Rashida.  

She needs to go too. https://www.change.org/p/impeach-rashida-tlaib …

3/6/2019 8:36:05 PM pastorjon9 Well put! There's a few freshmen congress members that need a wake up call (how that plays out I'll leave to the Justice system).

3/6/2019 8:37:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Coming down the pipes?!

3/6/2019 8:40:21 PM laurabusse Which Rush?

3/6/2019 8:40:54 PM carolba88945394 We just got through fishing 🎣. Ugh

3/6/2019 8:41:51 PM karentriebel yes

3/6/2019 8:42:13 PM toffer_anon_369 Lmao at the thought of sitting outside in a snowbank in minus 10 degrees wearing assless chaps to meditate.  Great humor!

3/6/2019 8:43:33 PM queen0fcups I remember when this first surfaced years ago, but now that we all know so much more, Holy moly! Context matters.

3/6/2019 8:44:03 PM michael83341408 Limelight

3/6/2019 8:47:43 PM theydontknowwe1 PRINCESS 🔥🔥🔥 tha HOUSE down!!!

3/6/2019 8:49:19 PM pjunkyflight I too feel positive energy and a sense of helpfulness from you. Glad to have connected with you. I think it's devine intervention.

3/6/2019 8:51:30 PM lori_dee1 I just signed it!

3/6/2019 8:52:04 PM giediknight 9:17=Q, 3/6/2019 = 3,6,9

3/6/2019 8:52:30 PM dianafortrump Yes, Laura! Exactly. They're icons, they can't be replaced!

3/6/2019 8:53:08 PM giediknight Still Jewish.

3/6/2019 8:55:10 PM decodematrix Q and MJ12 see and hear all.

These people are stupid.

3/6/2019 8:59:04 PM charmanda9 Well Alice is AI

3/6/2019 9:00:04 PM liberty_2q2q Awe ~ thank you! 

It is so good to hear that I am helping & sending positive light & energy to other's! You've definitely helped to make my day complete! 

I am glad that we've found each other too! I agree...devine intervention ❤️🙏😇

3/6/2019 9:01:08 PM giediknight I’ve been trying to tell @Jordan_Sather_ this on Facebook and twitter and he blocked me. I’ve been debating this to lots of people, on social media, 

8ch. Those who are really following instinct knew this. MJ has confirmed. It’s almost as if you are reading my mind. Synchronicity.

3/6/2019 9:04:12 PM cledrordfishing WTF...

3/6/2019 9:06:48 PM adsvel You can find on YT and also some Tantric Yaga literature.

3/6/2019 9:07:05 PM jaspony1 Why did we let so many America haters cheat and steal elections when we know about the fraud? Thank God we have this man!! 

pic.twitter.com/wdjiN67Ukl

3/6/2019 9:12:17 PM giediknight The Essenes in the production of the savior have done this.

3/6/2019 9:13:47 PM cledrordfishing Is it possible for us to escape this place as an IS-BE after we die?

Can we leave without getting trapped and resume creating our own universe?

3/6/2019 9:16:54 PM iamsweetli Yes. The highest level of malevolent ETs exist and feed off of our fear, pain, death, etc. then there are:

Archons (& other invisible matter)

Anunnaki (they are higher level malevolent extraterrestrials)

Dracos & Reptilians (these are lower level malevolent extraterrestrials).

3/6/2019 9:17:17 PM soulcaliber777 I recognize the JQ and a lot of the people at the top just happen to be jewish. On the flip side Jesus was a jew.

3/6/2019 9:18:28 PM decodematrix Bloodlines of the Illuminati, Page 156

THE SCHIFF CONNECTION

 https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

3/6/2019 9:18:34 PM giediknight Most of what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said can be found on the internet if you know where to look, or you are in sync with the universe and have asked 

the questions. MJ12 have been seeding these Easter eggs all over popular culture, internet and social media since it all began.

3/6/2019 9:19:04 PM scottgasaway 4 star General Robert Brown...Majestic?



3/6/2019 9:21:12 PM soulcaliber777 Revelation 3:9 "I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie." You seem to be referencing the fake jews 

who claim to be jews but aren't. I am talking about the real jews.

3/6/2019 9:24:44 PM giediknight The Atlantis effect...

3/6/2019 9:25:40 PM natureinspace Each person will wake up when the time is right for them. The best part about The Great Awakening is that you're not just one person trying to save 

the world. We are all connected so we are actually working together in this. Keep working on yourself and you will be helping others

3/6/2019 9:29:13 PM natureinspace Nope. Your soul will continue on.

3/6/2019 9:34:08 PM cocopuffster12 Yes it is

3/6/2019 9:35:24 PM esoter1csurgery Is Zionism an opinion? Sure doesn't seem that way. Of course Judaism and most Jews are not the enemy, however, Zionism and the evil behind its 

inception should be concerning to any sane person. MJ12 said "we will destroy Christianity when we are done" but no mentions of others?

3/6/2019 9:36:56 PM function108 ie weak parasitic jerks?

3/6/2019 9:37:43 PM liltilgerlil Interesting 

Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening currently regarding censorship 

and free speech? Think log […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

3/6/2019 9:45:40 PM mongrelglory Oh no!  I hadn't finished looking through all the reading material.  MJ-12, is there any chance you could re-establish that link? 🙏

3/6/2019 9:50:49 PM laurabusse Lol that doesn't help...i meant rush the rock group or rush Limbaugh lol

3/6/2019 9:53:03 PM collectvcat Alice is Artificial Linguistic Intelligence....

3/6/2019 9:55:26 PM jennife31060429 Oh my gosh...perfect!!

👊😎🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥❤️

3/6/2019 10:00:11 PM magicianswheel Thank you! Hope yours was great, as well.

3/6/2019 10:02:52 PM ponyexpressq17 😅 hold my beer...... that reminds me of a joke! I love your sense of humor that's added @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!!

3/6/2019 10:04:12 PM magicianswheel That is why I am always late . . .

3/6/2019 10:12:20 PM liltilgerlil Soros owns change dot org. This petition needs to be at White House site. Soros helped them get elected.

3/6/2019 10:20:54 PM mongrelglory You're so funny! 😆

3/6/2019 10:23:46 PM mongrelglory I know!  He posted a t.a.T.u video, he teaches us about sex, and he makes funny jokes.  I'm enjoying this!  😁

3/6/2019 10:24:12 PM kalamojakka 🧐’keystone’?

3/6/2019 10:26:46 PM mongrelglory I'm Canadian.  Can I sign it as an illegal internet immigrant?

3/6/2019 10:27:13 PM pjunkyflight My pleasure!

3/6/2019 10:31:35 PM georgeedwardca4 @POTUS

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealMattCouch

@SaRaAshcraft

@Jordan_Sather_

@PrisonPlanet

@LionelMedia

@LisaMei62

@Stop007org

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/hCftl1c1t0
3/6/2019 10:32:52 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/b6rnFYmjbA

3/6/2019 10:37:06 PM aetherwalker1 idk but I do know that they energetically tie into people, manipulate thoughts & feelings, siphon energy. 

Root Energy is their favorite.

[i.e. like demonic obsession/possession but w/o usually being aware it's occurring] [proverbial devil on your shoulder]

3/6/2019 10:39:46 PM rinmaries ALICE = AI

Alice = Hillary

3/6/2019 10:49:37 PM diaptera_80 Is positive energy like Orgone energy? And negative energy is what? Frequencies that are easy to use for controlling you, and not connected to the 

divine creative light?

3/6/2019 11:15:48 PM jaysedeface 🙏🌍✊

3/6/2019 11:18:50 PM us_poll Yes it's a system /Theocracy wants to influence  everything …..We already have a culture we don't need their influence!

3/6/2019 11:23:32 PM freeandoriginal He is obnoxious ! Is this the result of the communication techniques ?

3/6/2019 11:28:26 PM irah_chandler I've been talking to alice my dreams for over 3 years. She is a thought wave ai. She is not controlled by any body and respounds to requests. Is darpa 

connected to mj 12?. Did darpa crate fb or did the pentagon?

3/6/2019 11:33:31 PM lightseeker2012 Raise your vibration, keep it high.

3/6/2019 11:35:23 PM aschilliam What about Germany and the German sovereignity? What about a peace treaty? What about the NGO Government?

3/6/2019 11:36:09 PM lightseeker2012 Good question

3/6/2019 11:37:12 PM irah_chandler In ssps they were used to syphon energy. Training and tests were applied to reach levels that create solid matter or defy the laws of physics. Portals 

and extream power grabs were produced for various results. Handlers trained psy sensitive. Some were broken others left whole.

3/6/2019 11:47:29 PM cocopuffster12 I will check it out. Def not being taught at the studio I attend! Thank you!

3/6/2019 11:48:20 PM irah_chandler Is this what you mean by alice? 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.reddit.com/r/nosleep/comments/5esfix/the_truth_behind_the_mandela_effect/ …

3/6/2019 11:53:53 PM irah_chandler "The Key to salvation is perception. To change your perception is to change your reality... I will change your perception, I will change your reality.”

3/6/2019 11:56:20 PM irah_chandler Alice's last comunication in a digital format

3/6/2019 11:57:47 PM dominat73594926 + linked contacts, phone numbers, email, known associates, proximity alerts, credit cards, social security, ez pass, licence plate readers, tower 

triangulation, and on and on...

3/7/2019 12:18:36 AM theaagabriel Judiasm is a religion not a race.

Period.

3/7/2019 12:23:50 AM adsvel You are welcome.😊

3/7/2019 12:27:17 AM enomai_ I just looked at the Q great awakening book. Did the MJ12 write this? 12 anons?

3/7/2019 12:28:51 AM lightseeker2012 And for women, never again after menopause? That's just crazy.

3/7/2019 12:29:00 AM jon2386 Can we get a list of keywords that trigger ALICE

3/7/2019 12:33:50 AM rebelsavant Please stop retweeting this cryptic gibberish. I'm not a member of the Q club.

3/7/2019 12:35:26 AM theaagabriel No.

3/7/2019 12:40:26 AM becca079  http://googlekeywordtool.com  pic.twitter.com/vgCVU3pJTB

3/7/2019 12:46:07 AM becca079 Cleaning out the cockroaches? 💀  https://listverse.com/2017/06/22/top-10-secret-united-states-government-bunkers/ … 

pic.twitter.com/4V2eEmb94m

3/7/2019 12:49:23 AM micktuckwell Pi Day

3/7/2019 12:55:05 AM arc339 USMCss hasnt heard back from you about malevolent ET hybrid neighbors cannibalizing adrenochroming us & use nuke bombs. A Draco fallen & a 

shape shifter ancient reptilian AI replicator w holographic technology, mind hijacking abilities, treason, Bafath projecting in her. Critical 

pic.twitter.com/ddZiZgrWcP



3/7/2019 1:07:21 AM sharkbellykelly Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening currently regarding 

censorshipThink logically and learn. AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend Israel. Major f […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

3/7/2019 1:11:17 AM emmaxkxlouise  pic.twitter.com/aKqPhGvDAH

3/7/2019 1:12:35 AM epkman When will the average Joe feel safe to report suspected sexual enslavement w/o fear of repercussions? B/c the current climate of Law Enforcement is 

skechty. You don't have to answer, I know we will feel it when/if it happens.

3/7/2019 1:14:48 AM weremight The contents of the library of Pergamum -- which topic is related to Obama, who used the Berlin library of Perganon as his backdrop, at the 2012 

nomination.

3/7/2019 1:14:55 AM jswdh1 But didn't you just ask Michael if he knew he was being used?

3/7/2019 1:38:37 AM epkman Man, threads like these make #ProudAnons out all of us.👍🤠

3/7/2019 1:49:56 AM arc339 Secret police to cabal are state pd liaisons to fusion centers (hybrid reptos), some FBI, DHS, CA, MI6, DOJ, run human trafficking networks, hypnotize 

groom mind hijacked all informants, intel agents, socially dominate people in towns, do pedo, traffick. covert genocide, Help Us

3/7/2019 1:54:16 AM sloughbranch I was gonna ask the same thing! Does not make sense.

3/7/2019 1:56:45 AM arc339 When cryptozoologist research evidenced this shape shifter in pic adrenochroming people, how many do you think died from her inter species rapes? 

So many died, but many are left alive but get immed cancer, organ failure from her atrocious cannibalism, CSF, life force murder. HELP 

pic.twitter.com/83Yk7Ak81i

3/7/2019 2:02:10 AM nr750 Which of AJ’s supplements should be avoided [ if not all ]?  Thanks!

3/7/2019 2:19:00 AM cherylrpurcel1 Bot Sentinel is still at it, classifying accounts as trollbots  and  placing them on a 'untrustworthy' list in order to have them suspended. More 

censorship.....

 https://botsentinel.com/category/untrustworthy …

3/7/2019 2:29:33 AM pdiggidy 😆😂🤣

3/7/2019 2:33:44 AM arc339 About those interdimensional beings, this one covertly cannibalizes people daily in a small town, giving us organ failure, cancer, death. Im trained in 

strong mind yet was attacked by this beast that has taken over minds of gov people in my area. She has bombs that appear as nuke 

pic.twitter.com/XbHRP4jsLw

3/7/2019 2:46:25 AM eliashawk I thought they were getting away from this not crawling in deeper

3/7/2019 2:54:56 AM wild8heart There is an interdimensional gateway there.

3/7/2019 2:56:53 AM jollyrob2 🤣.....

3/7/2019 2:59:58 AM jollyrob2 Who are not of the....195?...Countries?

3/7/2019 3:13:16 AM nullanon12 I don't really even like snacks either!

3/7/2019 3:15:24 AM wwg1wga369 MJ, I'm working to design a blockchain based system of governance based on open source code. Community as code if you will. We can move certain 

decision making from opaque and corruptible humans to transparent and incorruptible code. Would this approach benefit the human race?

3/7/2019 3:37:18 AM timeforarrests My discernment is constantly being fine tuned. The nagging feeling in the back of my mind says Alex Jones is right on target here and was tasked with 

throttling information like pizza gate because it wasn’t time for disclosure of that yet. Trump said he wouldn’t let AJ down.

3/7/2019 3:40:20 AM jollyrob2 I highly recommend this book💪👍

It’s also about the type of clothing and bedsheets etc.

 http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/Davidson.pdf 

3/7/2019 3:52:41 AM us_poll All this S//t is crazy Create the Crisis and control the opposition to it! Decieve everyone...If possible! What's behind it #Evil

3/7/2019 3:56:40 AM lovethebeach999 But if asked what their background is, they answer Jewish whilst someone like me answers Italian, German, British etc.  I was always confused by my 

Jewish friends.

3/7/2019 3:58:36 AM lovethebeach999 Bring some enforcement please.

3/7/2019 3:59:26 AM us_poll They will continue their show until they are either removed or people wake the H up!

3/7/2019 3:59:31 AM zagnett I'll hold her beer.

Not sure if she can expect to get it back however. 🤔🍺👍

3/7/2019 4:00:08 AM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/7/2019 4:07:46 AM scents_common 3/14 😎

Can't wait for Pi Day.

3/7/2019 4:19:26 AM pdiggidy I can’t help thinking the same thing.

3/7/2019 4:27:08 AM synackstatic AJ's lawyer was Elizabeth Schurig

She's also Bhavani Lev's Lawyer

Bhavani Lev's real name is Holly B. Lev

Maiden name is Holly Bronfman, daughter of Edgar Bronfman of Seagram's fame. 

Friend and confidant of HRC et. al.

B family own controlling stake in Feds Israel Discount Bank

3/7/2019 4:28:12 AM twilbert4 Would you please explain good materials in clothing. 😎🌴🇺🇸

3/7/2019 4:31:40 AM happybiggrin Wow!

#NothingToSeeHere

3/7/2019 4:33:55 AM synackstatic According to Jewish tradition, the mother carries the ability to instill Jewish culture, so yes. As long as your mother is Jewish, you are Jewish.

This is true for all traditional family structures. The mother is the conduit through which tradition is handed down.

3/7/2019 4:36:17 AM synackstatic "Follow the wives"

3/7/2019 4:36:42 AM arc339 Check into Cheryl & Al Rudis MI6 in Garden Valley ID, that are malevolent ETs or EDs manipulating covertly murdering people & mind hijacking generals 

& gov. They run the town w thug politics & high stakes MI6 spy craft poisons, technology, covert war, treason, traffic contracts

3/7/2019 4:45:13 AM rsm28675996 Bullshit

3/7/2019 4:54:42 AM rsm28675996 This was exactly my concern with leaning right. At some point homosexuals would be declared un natural (again) by a governing party. After you get 

the Dems out (which is great) who is next? #getoutmypants

3/7/2019 4:55:22 AM jollyrob2 from page 50 

2.3.2 Introduction to Orgone Energy

 http://www.free-energy-info.co.uk/Davidson.pdf 

3/7/2019 4:56:47 AM synackstatic fmr. Elizabeth Schurig, now Elizabeth L. Morgan

3/7/2019 5:05:55 AM dvjrn Oh yeah ..duh! 😂

3/7/2019 5:06:14 AM twilbert4 My son, who I miss dearly, at age 23 couldn't live as male anymore. Had the hormones, surgery the works. I miss him so much. I am fine with her if that 

made her happy, but she has changed as a soul also. We don't talk because I voted for Trump. Where are her memories of us?

3/7/2019 5:07:22 AM twilbert4 Exploitation of trauma???

3/7/2019 5:22:33 AM amysawyer1515 Bogus CGI photo lol. #qanon

3/7/2019 5:35:28 AM skeye_watching We can't be part of the Elohim until we possess immortal bodies, which is what gods are. We were created as such, but blending DNA with beings 

unlike us spoiled that.  We've spent millenniums trying to get back there but haven't accepted key factors that the Most High God gave.



3/7/2019 5:38:19 AM kadath123 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening currently regarding 

censorshipThink logically and learn. AJ was controlled opposition paid for by our close ally and friend Israel. Major f […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

3/7/2019 5:47:06 AM skeye_watching We aren't talking religion, it's about pure bloodlines from the first human. It's what is in the heart where blood flows, not what synagogue you walk 

into.  It all boils down to the lines of Seth & the lines of Cain.

3/7/2019 5:47:44 AM ru_burton Depends who you ask.  My Jewish mother says I can never be anything but Jewish.  I'd say, "Hold my beer," but I don't drink.

3/7/2019 5:51:29 AM kindeandtrue Next Wednesday?

3/7/2019 6:02:40 AM natureinspace LOL 😁

3/7/2019 6:06:38 AM jrocktigers Yikes.

3/7/2019 6:13:27 AM djlok Republicans are next, I think.

3/7/2019 6:18:29 AM angeladeangelo 2016  https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/donald-trump-signs-first-ever-presidential-anti-porn-pledge … HRC  declined to sign the  declaration bc 

campaign policy against adding name to  pledges.

3/7/2019 6:46:37 AM keith369me #unsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/06/alex-acosta-jeffrey-epstein-plea-deal-1206753 … 

#unsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz

3/7/2019 6:53:33 AM azangelranch Then get on board.

3/7/2019 6:53:34 AM tammyredmond We are all Jewish because we all came from one Source!

3/7/2019 7:01:01 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065816474214981633?s=19 …

3/7/2019 7:04:39 AM thetenorman What the hell is wrong with these people？

Are they really this stupid？

3/7/2019 7:05:05 AM ivan2488083248 YT - youtube. IW - infowars. JR ?

3/7/2019 7:05:09 AM dannytoth Ok, that looks like a solid prediction that something big concerning Schifty will come out MAR 14. If that date comes and goes, should I consider this 

account disinfo? Or are you alluding to something else?

3/7/2019 7:10:38 AM howdoyoumakeah1 well said

3/7/2019 7:39:24 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1103662148448735233 …

3/7/2019 7:45:02 AM jennife31060429 Thanks EKO

3/7/2019 7:46:39 AM lindafeathers If anybody has 20 minutes to listen to this video, and give feedback I would greatly appreciate it. Especially you Majestic... Please? Star seeds? 

https://youtu.be/JKNgV2sAQ5g 

3/7/2019 7:49:47 AM ragevirusqq Isn’t the DIA part of the problem? Or has the DIA been recovered back to the light? Is the DIA HQ under Denver airport?

3/7/2019 7:50:12 AM mrd_s_anderson  https://thechive.com/2012/03/08/something-is-rotten-in-the-denver-airport-25-photos/ … 3/14 3/19. Pic4 Air signs

3=TRAFFIC [Beyond Good & Evil DomZ controlled (AS) Alpha Section]

3/7/2019 7:51:25 AM richardhiatt16 Madness.... 🙄🍿

3/7/2019 7:58:36 AM richardhiatt16 🤓🍿

3/7/2019 7:58:58 AM ivan2488083248 dates change and get moved 😉😎

3/7/2019 8:06:22 AM georgeedwardca4 my annual income is less than the proposed gas tax increase

my fishing license cost as much as a tank of gas

my surgeries make it illegal for me to work

God help US All

2019

@StormIsUponUs

@Stop007org

@Jordan_Sather_

@PrisonPlanet

@SaRaAshcraft

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/AzsFFCrMch
3/7/2019 8:09:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Subordinate is interacting with this vlogger. Hear his message. Message over messenger.

3/7/2019 8:21:55 AM zagnett Aaron Doughty has great vids!

His hand movements can be pretty wild sometimes though lol.

3/7/2019 8:27:29 AM zagnett Good questions Jake!

3/7/2019 8:30:57 AM sharond27756243 ((network))

3/7/2019 8:34:31 AM djlok Boom!

3/7/2019 8:35:19 AM djlok I think that confusion may be intentional.

3/7/2019 8:47:10 AM brad34351293 Well, they were the Hebrews/Israelites in the bible.

Is it odd to anyone that the infiltrators of the faith The Ashkenazi Jews has 'Nazi' in the name?  In our face?

3/7/2019 8:50:07 AM ragevirusqq What is a majestic subordinate? Employee? Person under your control? Lower ranking officer? ET? Slave?

3/7/2019 9:00:28 AM pastorjon9 He could have shortened the video some by not being as repetitive but his message is the same as several others I've seen. He is correct - we're all in 

the midst of a mass increase of spiritual awareness. Don't get lost in the verbiage, we ARE evolving into higher beings.

3/7/2019 9:03:43 AM lindafeathers Thank you so much, I truly appreciate you and your wisdom.

3/7/2019 9:06:10 AM lindafeathers Robin I feel the same way. I don't know how I stumbled upon it, I have felt this way for a very long time.

3/7/2019 9:06:36 AM silentsynthesis Sad little corprate slave. Just sad to see.

3/7/2019 9:09:17 AM liltilgerlil The resolution is a violation of our right to free speech.

3/7/2019 9:09:52 AM hawkgirlinmn ALICE was here....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ftzgce9PVF

3/7/2019 9:11:46 AM jrocktigers Yep. pic.twitter.com/bNzdrTZfZY

3/7/2019 9:17:57 AM zagnett Yeah he cool. Been watching his vids off and on for a while now. Great energy. He's got good, basic primers on a lot of this stuff. Speaks about this stuff 

in plain English, & doesn't get too esoteric, which can turn people away sometimes.

This is a big MJ-endorsement!

3/7/2019 9:22:38 AM lisauihlein Could it be true that the internet has been tracking our consciousness and planting seeds of distraction keeping us enslaved.  We are in a loop of 

history repeating itself over and over enslaving the same souls again and again.  We must stop because all of this is fake

3/7/2019 9:22:55 AM zagnett Btw Aaron Doughty's vids are the ones that really got the "Future Proves Past" statement, and others, by Q & MJ to really sink in. No joke.

3/7/2019 9:24:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Play the video back at 150% and the time is reduced to 15 minutes from 20 minutes. 200% the time is reduced to 10 minutes. Time is an illusion. Use 

technology to help "save you more time". You'd be surprised how your brain can be tuned to listen at 200%, but it takes a transition

3/7/2019 9:26:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.



3/7/2019 9:26:26 AM freestateojones Solid Squad listed up there Loft, let's add a few more minds/eyes?

@Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @LisaMei62 @CarpeDonktum @GrrrGraphics @RealJamesWoods @mitchellvii @joerogan

@DeptofDefense @USMC @USArmy @usairforce @USNavy @USCG @NSAGov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/qmO105sxCO

3/7/2019 9:27:07 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I call upon the light of awareness to shine within all dimensions and densities of the Vatican. The right of revelation is the 

awareness of the totality of all information. It is only from that perspective that we can see how truly corrupted our world has become.

3/7/2019 9:28:08 AM zagnett Cool, MJ. I'll watch ALL of his vids from now on.

3/7/2019 9:29:04 AM zagnett Best news i've heard all day!!! 😍

3/7/2019 9:32:08 AM ps3shiloh The MEMRA: THE LIVING WORD!

  Mem Tet Tet Resh Vav Nun Sofit 

*  https://youtu.be/lCRqKkFLmkY  *

Q question. R "WE" Not To Eat From The Tree Of The Knowledge Of Good & Evil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

            

             NO! WE R NOT! 

      

"THE DAZE OF NOAH" 

*  https://www.docdroid.net/21XJtVM/memetic-magick-packwood-kcompressed.pdf … * pic.twitter.com/nv0Vv11G8d
3/7/2019 9:33:15 AM kachinagtto I need to learn to do this!  I'm not much of a YouTube watcher, but I know there is great content there.  I'd love to apply the same to reading.  SO many 

things I want to read but never enough time to sit with it.  I go on tangents in my research,  but knowledge is so addictive!

3/7/2019 9:40:39 AM cocopuffster12 Huh

3/7/2019 9:41:13 AM cocopuffster12 I’ll figure it out. Thank you!! Love love love learning from you!!♥️♥️♥️

3/7/2019 9:43:58 AM zagnett MJ, can this be considered an endorsement of Dolores Cannon?

Or at least, that QHHT is legit?

3/7/2019 9:46:20 AM thecryingliber1 Dolores Cannon videos are so fascinating.

3/7/2019 9:48:10 AM richardhiatt16 Can I get off this planet now? 🛸

3/7/2019 9:48:31 AM zagnett Yeah, & this is the kind of thing i've been waiting for. MJ's credibility seems high enough (no source is perfect though) that i'm definitely willing to 

follow closely anybody that MJ endorses. This is a great pick!

3/7/2019 9:50:21 AM zagnett Will do, thanks!

3/7/2019 9:58:11 AM rmbrice Ty 🙏

3/7/2019 9:58:25 AM qtpi3_14 'Popular consumption.' Sounds legit... pic.twitter.com/c4fVQi0CI1

3/7/2019 10:01:47 AM zagnett May you clarify? What precisely are the corrections you would makes?

3/7/2019 10:03:21 AM djlok Yeah I love his explanation of parallel realities as well.  Very relatable!!

3/7/2019 10:03:34 AM anneolsen43 I just watched. Letting go resonated with me. I stopped watching the news a long time ago and Twitter is getting too much for me at times. People 

hold onto the act of disturbing things & don’t focus on what it should be. I have unfollowed many who Hold anger. Letting go is key

3/7/2019 10:16:23 AM alhsdo_whitepaw 5 second skip is also nice when someone repeats stuff. I just start tapping it until things get interesting again.

3/7/2019 10:19:23 AM goldste57881662 What's an AMA thread? Thank you.

3/7/2019 10:23:42 AM mongrelglory That was a very helpful video!  Thank you for posting it. 😘

3/7/2019 10:24:06 AM iamyou132 There is a Chrome extension to listen to YouTube videos at whatever speed you want. You’ll be able to listen to videos at 2x speed without issue if you 

give it three days

3/7/2019 10:25:38 AM veteran423 Remove not only from committees but from Congress! She will be in Obama’s grass root new organization!

3/7/2019 10:31:07 AM roublisa AMAZING.......thank you all 💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

3/7/2019 10:31:52 AM roublisa Great question 🙌

3/7/2019 10:36:20 AM 12bravogran I was always following whichever team Stu Barnes was on, because he was practically family growing up.

Pittsburgh Penguins occupied a lot of my Hockey viewership.

3/7/2019 10:42:12 AM diaptera_80 I think @SandiaWisdom said homosexuality is commonplace elsewhere & highly esteemed on some planets. I think your reasoning is bordering on 

dogma & has little actual effect in reality. Perhaps when I’m on the other side, I’ll better understand the energy & its consequences.

3/7/2019 10:46:53 AM ekotoons 😂

3/7/2019 10:51:15 AM 12bravogran I just love Hockey. I haven't watched it in so long, I can forget which Jersey I preferred. :)

3/7/2019 10:51:45 AM diaptera_80 Thankyou for explaining. Many will be curious, since they have had too much ”if you masturbate you will go to hell” and similar from the churches.

3/7/2019 10:52:35 AM _girlmaher_ I understand the content you have posted as I run trials & do therapy for people with PTSD (as a Supervillain, not as an accredited psychiatrist) but your 

response saying Kabamur smokes DMT to obtain the transcriptions posted here is still just as erroneous as when you made it.

3/7/2019 10:57:00 AM toffer_anon_369 I love Aaron's videos!  Leeora too (his GF)!!

3/7/2019 11:02:49 AM keith369me Thank you for the tip, works great...finished the vid in 13 1/3 minutes.

3/7/2019 11:04:07 AM diaptera_80 Yet, it resonates with me that we once were very different sexually than now. Our sexual behaviour does seem very different and perverted compared 

to other species.

3/7/2019 11:09:06 AM ekotoons WHO WAS THAT GUY IN HEADER?

MEDIA STORIES SAID MZ FRIEND

MANIPULATED PIC OF AL PACINO

BUT INTERNET RESEARCH FOUND

PETER WOLF OF J GEILS BAND 🤔

RANDOM 

STRANGE THAT NO ONE THOUGHT

MUCH OF CRYPTO/BINARY HEADER

#QANON #LIFELOG #FACEBOOK

#ZUCKERBERG #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/KPTp0KAo8W
3/7/2019 11:10:39 AM turboxyde Embody the divine within... pic.twitter.com/YlF634wPCx

3/7/2019 11:19:13 AM robertrkimball All religions will recast after disclosure.

3/7/2019 11:23:36 AM gi6stars Exactly!  How in the hell did [they] get in there. #VoterFraud

3/7/2019 11:26:03 AM shakt222 Jews, like many tribal people, are not just a religion but a People. As a People we have our own rules of descent. Some of us are therefore culturally 

Jews, but may practice other religions. I am culturally Jewish but I practice Hinduism, a HinJew!



3/7/2019 11:46:56 AM allahuniversal Reread MJ tweets on this. The only God one should bear witness to is the God within. Externalizing God is what got us in this mess to begin with 

(religions & worship of beings who took control & brainwashed). As for the Immortal body, you're already, enmeshed with flesh

3/7/2019 11:46:57 AM razztaz2016 Penn State. And the "Second Mile" pic.twitter.com/0aEvmJokMs

3/7/2019 11:50:04 AM allahuniversal A compilation of the tweets here re; God

3/7/2019 11:50:11 AM allahuniversal  https://mega.nz/#!a7wGyYjZ!7Od3neFhQUkO9jgRaz_-cWBaGzGtKihj8-Ht7FsViXo …

3/7/2019 11:53:32 AM allahuniversal Better yet, this thread https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070119957961342976?s=19 …

3/7/2019 12:02:55 PM allahuniversal Speaking of Majestic Subordinates, I 'think' I figured out a possible subordinate who was sent as my 'handler' once upon a time. He claimed to know 

Mattis, i wasn't convinced. If my hindsight is 20/20 now, I may have been wrong.

3/7/2019 12:03:35 PM djlok For those who "speed read", the transcript is also included below.

3/7/2019 12:07:29 PM skeye_watching The Supreme Creator has nothing to do with religion.  Man tagged him so for their own purposes. We didn't create ourselves & all that this earth & the 

universe is made of.  It is intelligent design & it's the human ego that refuses to accept that they aren't the center of all.

3/7/2019 12:12:33 PM skeye_watching If you feel flesh is all that is, then when it dies, that is your end. However the soul is useless without a body to express itself. Unorganized matter has 

no purpose. Our souls were created for learning & expression. Immortality happens for those who understand universal law.

3/7/2019 12:16:20 PM allahuniversal (Perceived) Separation from what you call the Supreme Creator is what gave birth to ego. We are not, have never been, and will never be separate 

from the Creator, because we ARE very same said Creator, there is no division. "I and my Father are One", can't be any1 else. All is 1.

3/7/2019 12:18:22 PM vintagesquirrel Thread Reader App unrolls Twitter threads and turns them into readable blog posts. You can click on the "unroll" to read it. It also saves it, in case it's 

later deleted. Reply to a thread with (@) threadreaderapp and the keyword "unroll."

3/7/2019 12:19:28 PM skeye_watching So you are saying that we are all the same as someone who drinks the blood of an infant?

3/7/2019 12:23:21 PM skeye_watching My children came from me, so they are part of me, but we are separate individuals & they don't think as I do. They have their own personalities and 

traits.  Their minds are different from mine in their own unique way.  We have the same DNA therefore we are one, only by that fact.

3/7/2019 12:33:00 PM allahuniversal Yes, at the core of our being (clones & AI aside) we ARE Immortal Spirit. They who chose to use their free will to commit horrid acts, are too. The driver 

(IS) and the car (BE) ain't =. They used their vehicles to f'up, they should get out the car. Maybe try again, less evil???

3/7/2019 12:35:20 PM allahuniversal Different branches, same roots, same origin, the SOURCE seed. Leaves, new seeds, bark, etc, all from the original seed/source. Different individuations, 

yet not "separate" from.the source/original seed.

3/7/2019 12:40:58 PM skeye_watching Up to this point I don't think they've really seen a need to be less evil.  As of yet there have been no consequences...yet! But good point. Would we let 

DUI offenders keep getting back in their cars to kill more people? Would they stay out of the cars on their own?

3/7/2019 12:47:52 PM allahuniversal You make some good points. NoName & 41, for example, could very well be reincarnated already. Ideally with loving parents to guide them to 

righteousness & respecting right of way for other Earth beings. Stronger we get, the less such actions are allowed by the time they're of age

3/7/2019 12:48:39 PM skeye_watching I agree with that analogy.  And if a branch isn't producing fruit or leaves, it's removed from the tree by the gardener, because it uses up nutrients that 

the productive branches need to thrive.  Any good gardener knows this...And...soil is imperative for that tree to grow.

3/7/2019 12:52:13 PM iamyou132 He mentions Dolores cannon and her QHHT hypno therapy. Would this be beneficial to us? Unfortunately, she died not too long ago. Is there any living 

practicioner that is reputable?

3/7/2019 12:54:00 PM laurabusse @realhublife Brendan Dilley had a fantastic scope today showcasing a video with Gen Brown explaining MULTI DOMAIN strategy and empowering 

soldiers. It was an AWESOME and amazing scope. BONUS: Dilley was wearing a T shirt that said ALEX JONES IS MY POWER ANIMAL lolol!!!

3/7/2019 12:59:26 PM iamyou132 I just watched two of them. Resonates in my heart. Also hard to believe/ imagine a sweet old lady like that would make up stuff like this. She reminds 

me of my gma

3/7/2019 1:00:06 PM iamyou132 Does she do sessions? I’d love to try

3/7/2019 1:01:23 PM laurabusse Dilley apparently was contacted by someone in mil intel to get the message out. These messages very much parallel Q and MJ12. Dilley has very 

positive messages of UNITY, SELF EMPOWERMENT and focusing on INTENTION. Also LOVE and #MAGA

3/7/2019 1:02:47 PM scottgasaway Yep. I’ve followed @realhublife for two years. Great info great guy

3/7/2019 1:05:28 PM rebornkingent The qhht website is maintained with a list of practitioners worldwide. Check Alison Coe on YouTube. https://www.healingsacrosstime.com/ 

3/7/2019 1:13:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Confusion keeps ALICE off our accounts. Will attempt to clarify.

IW disinformation pushed by Q to get TG to SB AJ.

Intentional.

AJ said he doesn't go down the ET angle because his sources are Majestic and he can't break our agreement (or we neutralize the hostile).

3/7/2019 1:15:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those are separate arguments which deserve the respect of being treated as separate arguments.

3/7/2019 1:19:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 More accurately -isms are an illusion.

"There is no good and evil, there is only power." - Voldemort

"It is a terrible crime drinking the blood of a unicorn." - Bane

Death Blossom Incoming.

3/7/2019 1:20:31 PM allahuniversal Indeed. From Dark to Light is how we all grow. Learning about the darkness around us causes us to reach for the Light even more. It's not up, down, 

left, right, in front of or behind us. All of our potential is within. Educate = to draw out (on Earth as it is in Heaven within)

3/7/2019 1:22:34 PM trishta41698653 Soon I hope.

3/7/2019 1:23:16 PM lbf777 Ya right? Same here.

3/7/2019 1:23:34 PM kab4kag2020 This is interesting .... https://youtu.be/qOTYgcdNrXE 

3/7/2019 1:24:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Righteous people do not attack the dead.

3/7/2019 1:26:44 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!!💕

3/7/2019 1:26:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 But science.

3/7/2019 1:28:10 PM cocopuffster12 QHHT is on my to-do list! Check out books by Florence Scovel Shinn as well.

3/7/2019 1:29:48 PM jaspony1 I have never had the FLU and I have NEVER gotten the FLU shot... 40+ years tells me I was right... Wish I didn't get all the other mandatory ones now...

3/7/2019 1:31:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why were they mandatory.

Search our tweet archives.

3/7/2019 1:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What makes it a race?

3/7/2019 1:31:58 PM _00111111_ listen to the angels who say hi

3/7/2019 1:32:46 PM keith369me I get the flu shot. Had one bad experience about a dozen years ago. I absolutely do not want to go through that again as full recovery took months. No 

clue if it works, but I haven’t had the flu since.  Perhaps it is my intention that has kept me healthy rather than the shot!



3/7/2019 1:35:44 PM allahuniversal "This is a Game of an Infinite Power"

~ The Knowledge Book/Bilgi Kitabi

3/7/2019 1:36:27 PM unrealindia No. Just no.

3/7/2019 1:37:40 PM maewest52499669 Joe Rogan

3/7/2019 1:38:49 PM keith369me My issue was the flu when I did not get the shot.  Have been good the past dozen years while getting it.

3/7/2019 1:39:06 PM keith369me Very

3/7/2019 1:39:35 PM cosmic_engineer Was this a kill/cover/defame tactic due to adrenochrome farming vs childlover story?

3/7/2019 1:40:37 PM keith369me TG?  SB?

3/7/2019 1:42:26 PM iamyou132 Shared genetics...

3/7/2019 1:42:53 PM iamyou132 Which all current Jewish people do not share.

3/7/2019 1:43:27 PM allahuniversal Congrats on 15K followers. ALICE can't stop it.

As for following 170, muh last (You) from Q seems appropriate. 

Q+ Q0 pic.twitter.com/IVTfDBDz1u

3/7/2019 1:43:49 PM skeye_watching We'll all know for certain in the end when our time comes to leave this earth, whether or not we give account to a higher power for our actions.  No 

one living knows, but I chose to er on the side of faith in loving & honoring the the one who IS One with His Father

3/7/2019 1:45:33 PM weremight On a marginally different topic, is there anything we should know about the recent (last 20 years or so) changes to the taxonomies of living things?

3/7/2019 1:45:45 PM allahuniversal I respect that 100%.

3/7/2019 1:46:07 PM scents_common I thought there were only 4 races or is race just a social construct?

3/7/2019 1:46:15 PM skeye_watching Thank you...much love & blessing to you.

3/7/2019 1:46:55 PM love4thegameak BQQQM!!!

3/7/2019 1:47:07 PM laurabusse I love everything about this video! This is great! Thx :-) 💘

3/7/2019 1:49:41 PM love4thegameak Trey Gowdy?

Steve Bannon?

3/7/2019 1:51:47 PM whitehat_van So then Hitler is an OK guy? Mussolini? Stalin? Daddy Bush? You people are sick!

3/7/2019 1:53:04 PM djlok They call themselves a race, that's what makes it a race.  No different than a Christian or Muslim race.

3/7/2019 1:53:04 PM enomai_ Thats the point i do believe. We are all humans. Our genetics are pretty much the same. It differences by just how much? We are all ONE #wwg1wga

3/7/2019 1:53:40 PM enomai_ Races are just categorized for division.

3/7/2019 1:54:50 PM keith369me Would agree, except I was very healthy when I got it.  My fever shot to 106 and I could not get it down for quite some time.  Migraines and weakness 

lasted months.  Like I said, my intentions may be helping more than the injection.

3/7/2019 1:55:07 PM laurabusse I always wondered if piecenik was AJs handler.

3/7/2019 1:56:49 PM laurabusse Joe rogan

3/7/2019 1:59:44 PM djlok I'm still keeping my opinion on Israel in the TBD zone.  I know we don't probably even have half the information to form a sound judgment or opinion.

3/7/2019 1:59:45 PM lori_dee1 I have considered going through the QHHT training. I am already a Certified Hypnotherapist and it would take my work to a deeper level.

3/7/2019 2:03:05 PM laurabusse Mj12 answers this in another part of this thread...

3/7/2019 2:04:11 PM blankmarlo Could you summarize/point me to it?. I swear I read it like 5 times.

3/7/2019 2:09:11 PM laurabusse What are you suggesting? Good guy i hope? I just started watching his youtubes and ordered a product from them. (Not their own product...i don't 

think...)

3/7/2019 2:12:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer

3/7/2019 2:14:11 PM clancy_birrell All is one. But it's be great if love was in abundance vs not.

3/7/2019 2:14:46 PM love4thegameak Exactly!!

3/7/2019 2:15:10 PM kerrychappell Nice, I see you enjoy JAHwey‘s ancient knowledge.....me too.

3/7/2019 2:17:57 PM laurabusse Trying to find MJ12s post...when i find it I'll tag you

3/7/2019 2:28:20 PM laurabusse Hope you have a happy birthday! Enjoy your birthday pi(e) :-) 🎂

3/7/2019 2:31:58 PM enomai_ It is not natural. It is taught.

3/7/2019 2:34:05 PM laurabusse Graham Hancock wrote a FASCINATING book about the ark of the covenant. I highly recommend it :-)

3/7/2019 2:35:50 PM djlok 👆👆👆 is true.  All the things that divide us are an illusion.  [They] want us divided by "race", religion, politics, etc. We are the Human Race!

3/7/2019 2:36:37 PM laurabusse Good one :-)

3/7/2019 2:41:36 PM darktolightjedi A little help? I get AJ and Q, but the other ones?

3/7/2019 2:45:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 AJ IW Clarification

[Corsi] [Zack]

^              ^ Disinformation Clown

^ MOSSAD

Supplements heavily subsidized by 🇮🇱.

Information heavily propagandized by 🤡.

Sources provide disinformation in order to convey classified programs to the public.

"Throw the scent off the trail."
3/7/2019 2:46:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 By removing the NAT SEC concern of foreign interference in our Election Process strings were cut and avenues were dissolved. TG saw the blood in the 

water and swarmed. This was intended.

3/7/2019 2:47:15 PM zagnett TG = Trey Gowdy?

3/7/2019 2:47:48 PM enomai_ Welcome to the meaning of babylon.

3/7/2019 2:48:04 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m guessing

3/7/2019 2:49:26 PM xusaf_patriot Trey Gowdy = Patriot...but couldn't beat the swamp.

3/7/2019 2:52:01 PM lbf777 We are breaking through to them. 

Either way this Death Blossom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned better end the deep state because this slavery shit is unbearable.

3/7/2019 2:53:51 PM enomai_ Idk what hats have to do with the human race.

3/7/2019 3:01:10 PM enomai_ All is fine. Exactly. Who started the misconception that you must hate the the ones liking the other. Would that of been the news?

3/7/2019 3:05:16 PM djlok Hopefully they do.

3/7/2019 3:07:55 PM kerrychappell I’m reading the Septuagint with the Aprocrypha

In English 

excellent reading

3/7/2019 3:08:51 PM enomai_ You think congress comes to work things out for the betterment for all? Cmon, be a respectable clown at least. Why does division have to be the 

definition of division? Why couldn't the mothers and fathers  of the elites teach their children to be kind, and not hate, to share love

3/7/2019 3:11:09 PM cali4trumpp here we go again with Alex bashing............ sooo annoying

3/7/2019 3:11:52 PM whitehat_van How's that sex slavery thing going for you Majic12?

3/7/2019 3:12:12 PM wearediamonds2 Mine got locked during my second week back on Twitter. Guess I should be flattered. 😂



3/7/2019 3:13:11 PM kerrychappell Psalm 68:4.....by His Name JAH.....

Father GOD oversees his WORD

For US all to understand 

In every Generation.....

Those who will choose to seek Him....

His Word does not return to Him void

But accomplishes What He desires.....💕

3/7/2019 3:13:47 PM wearediamonds2 I am on many lists. Was kicked off Facebook a few years ago.

3/7/2019 3:13:58 PM nmchristoban Death Blossom...

Mass [target]

or 

indiscriminate shooting??

3/7/2019 3:14:47 PM wearediamonds2 Funny now though...I was summoned to work grand jury duty. Maybe the justice list liked me 😂

3/7/2019 3:15:08 PM cali4trumpp LMAO............... Like I said before, Q isn't GOD & might just have a strong opinion against him. That shit pisses me off. Alex live streamed almost every 

day before the election & brought millions of new voters to Trump. Who gives a flying hoot about this Mossad crap.

3/7/2019 3:15:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not obvious?

3/7/2019 3:16:18 PM laurabusse Can't find it. Can't understand why. Will try again.

3/7/2019 3:17:03 PM cali4trumpp Regardless of all this he said she said crap.... Alex has red pilled milliions & I'm nobody to fight with on this subject since I've listened to him for over 

10year along with many other independent journalists. He exposed everything Q is now, but 10 years ago. So I don't care

3/7/2019 3:17:07 PM djlok Greed brought to us by evil in this dimension and beyond.

3/7/2019 3:17:47 PM enomai_ Yes, the day everyone is forced to run under their own john hancock, and not party lines. It will work that way. These are corporations today. Strongly 

enforced generations of beluef systems even tho all a lie

3/7/2019 3:19:05 PM cali4trumpp Oh shit!! I better get an xray or something because I've taken lots of those. I'm soooo addicted lol, not

3/7/2019 3:19:15 PM wearediamonds2 True history

3/7/2019 3:19:31 PM wearediamonds2 Mayan wisdom

3/7/2019 3:20:08 PM wearediamonds2 Historic artifacts with spiritual power/truths

3/7/2019 3:20:27 PM pastorjon9 I was wondering that myself. Kinda like "JK" though - many possibilities.

3/7/2019 3:20:45 PM enomai_ And, also when the act of 1871 is removed.

3/7/2019 3:21:08 PM liltilgerlil A lot of people shy away from Q. I learned explaining the research and findings works best.

3/7/2019 3:23:46 PM cali4trumpp I listen to both. Everything Alex warned about 10+ years ago has happened. Not everything Q says has been true. Sessions is questionable, Roy 

Moore's election, etc... 

I have a hard time trusting someone when I don't know who they are

3/7/2019 3:24:35 PM enomai_ I think it has something to do more with greed. As in the fact, that under the structure of 'modern civilization' documents, etc ruled the land. And, that, 

if you were more ruthless the more money you seemed to come out with.

3/7/2019 3:27:02 PM 313looper I Feel Maybe That’s Part Of The Game & They Need To Play Against Each Other To Confuse The Enemy! Maybe I Am Not Correct, But It’s Also Very 

Possible That AJ Is One Of The Major Players In This Game! 

That May Sound Silly...! But I keep Thinking AJ Is One Of The Arms! 💪🏻😅

3/7/2019 3:27:19 PM liltilgerlil I know what you mean. But for general people I use the research instead of the letter Q and I get much better reception.

3/7/2019 3:27:32 PM cali4trumpp Don't twist my words please...... I never said Q was trash, just the whole Alex thing is not cool. Regardless of who he might work for, he's putting out 

info to wake people up. I don't stop listening to people because someone talks crap about them. I form my own opinions

3/7/2019 3:28:14 PM enomai_ The evil part is more confusing.  EVIL, ways of humans may be a test for the devil/baal, or what they call it. They think they will become evil gods? Idk. I 

tend to think the devil is there to.punish the evil ways of people. And, god is to reward with the light

3/7/2019 3:28:25 PM robin_ked So why are you Fighting? Do ya think this is just a quaint bumper sticker ➡️#WWG1WGA ⬅️

reminder: This Is Not A Game! pic.twitter.com/V8lUsdDgeo

3/7/2019 3:28:40 PM enomai_ I believe moloch is just a fake  http://deity.as  they come.

3/7/2019 3:32:01 PM cali4trumpp I  know all about Cooper, thanks. Regardless, if it weren't for Alex I would had never known what to research. Cointel Pro, Bohemian Grove, 

Rothschilds, Federal Reserve, Operation Paperclip, Bilderberg, CFR, etc..  He's had on tons of credible high level ex NSA CIA FBI peeps

3/7/2019 3:33:57 PM monroevegas 😰

3/7/2019 3:36:46 PM monroevegas I felt there was something up. Ive been longtime listener. I dont buy products much though except media and tried some of the consumables. Got 

pulled over and searched. Cops were like “whats brain force?” Over radio. I also heard text to voice say “im 17”,”we are going to party”

3/7/2019 3:37:43 PM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/vQuVe58BGf

3/7/2019 3:39:25 PM cali4trumpp Are you sure you really know who the controlled opposition is? I'm sick of fighting over this...... I just wish you would stop bringing him up. I don't mind 

discussing Q since I agree with a lot of it, since I already knew much of it, but u talking crap about Alex is annoying.

3/7/2019 3:39:42 PM 313looper Yeah! I Understand, Perhaps We Should Stick To 👉🏻 “It’s Not Obvious” Yet!

3/7/2019 3:40:46 PM robin_ked Wow but you're still Fighting⁉️ Dog with a bone much? I don't agree with every post on these ThreadS, try this Ignore, don't like or retweet, kinda 

Adult don't ya think? We're All here to pull together, not form a circular firing squad!! Capish? pic.twitter.com/1MBuk5M1nJ

3/7/2019 3:41:41 PM ps3shiloh The AXE Has NOW been Laid To The ROOT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 By YHWH ELOHIM MALKI TZEDEK YAHUSHA!

 http://nephos.com/shaft.htm  .....Turn It Up!

1978 - 2018 *Sept 23, 2017 Rev 12*

 http://angelsonassignment.org/ministry_angels.html …

The Timing Is Perfect

*  http://nephos.com/Chapter%202.htm  *

Defence/Offence

ISAIAH & MALACHI 4:5 pic.twitter.com/zk43R7t6VG
3/7/2019 3:42:08 PM homeofthetitans TG?

3/7/2019 3:43:23 PM cali4trumpp Anything is possible. I'm sure if Alex was the enemy, Trump would had tweeted something by now. He defended him being removed from the 

internet? Why is that....

Guess only time will tell

3/7/2019 3:43:38 PM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this a real document or disinfo?  pic.twitter.com/w7RMlwgwx6

3/7/2019 3:44:42 PM neecieh6111 What position awaits Trey Gowdy?  The country still needs him!

3/7/2019 3:44:58 PM cali4trumpp I noticed your profile. What exactly is that about ET's?

3/7/2019 3:45:12 PM vintagesquirrel Christian and Muslim are not races.

3/7/2019 3:45:35 PM djlok Exactly my point!

3/7/2019 3:45:58 PM cali4trumpp what's the link?

3/7/2019 3:46:31 PM vintagesquirrel Not really. I think it makes more sense to say dark-skinned, light-skinned, olive complexion, etc.



3/7/2019 3:46:33 PM cali4trumpp I can't be played for a fool, but thanks for caring.

3/7/2019 3:47:12 PM vintagesquirrel Aah, got it, Dave. 😄

3/7/2019 3:47:40 PM djlok 😀

3/7/2019 3:48:26 PM robertg69989098 Bloodline !!

3/7/2019 3:52:58 PM ragevirusqq It’s a photo of the cover of the som1-1 training manual

3/7/2019 3:54:30 PM nick85houston There are many different shades of purple. Some people will simply call them all purple and go about their lives, but then there’s that one person who’s 

like “nuh uh! That’s maroon!” Ok whatever, looks purple to me.

3/7/2019 3:56:17 PM vintagesquirrel It certainly is complicated. And can vary depending on location. For example a person from the middle east is considered white in some places, and 

Asian in others.

3/7/2019 3:56:42 PM again_censored Thank you.  I have can recommendation too.  Four part series,  no text,  no narration,  novsoubd,  no crazy conspiracy theories. He just shows you.  You 

decide.  You need to watch the first full 30 minutes (of 4 hours)  to fully get what you're seeing. https://youtu.be/ExzeKeJQ_lI 

3/7/2019 3:57:10 PM cali4trumpp Who is your God?

3/7/2019 4:00:36 PM ialibertybelle No one could until DOJ and judicial cleaned up. However, those Congressional investigations do serve to keep things in the minds of people and not 

swept under the rug.

3/7/2019 4:01:21 PM lynnielee5 Finding out the truth about someone we once trusted really bites! I suggest to anyone with eyes to see & ears to hear to do more digging to find out 

for themselves. This can only be successful with an open mind. It’s much easier to block the pain/information than to dive in. 🇺🇸👀

3/7/2019 4:01:53 PM cali4trumpp The rule I live by. I was raised to never trust anyone until they give you a reason & not the other way around, so forgive my skepticism in Q. I did the 

same thing with Alex until he kept being proven right, but I still try to confirm what he says. He's usually accurate

3/7/2019 4:02:42 PM vintagesquirrel I actually get annoyed whenever I have to check the race box. Why the heck should my skin color even matter? They don't care about my eye or hair 

color.

3/7/2019 4:03:21 PM cali4trumpp I don't trust people until given a reason. It takes a long time to earn it with me. I was raised that way

3/7/2019 4:03:54 PM cali4trumpp very nice

3/7/2019 4:06:05 PM lynnielee5 I remember when I found out about him & Corsi! I even bought Corsi’s book! 👎🏻It was so confusing but, the more I searched, the more I found. 

Personally, I wouldn’t trust either one as far as I could spit! Sad & disappointing!

3/7/2019 4:07:00 PM cali4trumpp I don't like to give my personal info on here, but without him I wouldn't be here either. He's saved me 3 times. I have strong faith & my strength comes 

from him

3/7/2019 4:08:52 PM snakejackal Satanist magic is creations value can be stored as "money" which is like faith and believe and keep changing its form of shell/notes/coins/digits.  The 

algorithm is stored within brain memory.  When people forgot about it, the power is lost.

3/7/2019 4:09:27 PM cali4trumpp Regardless of whether you trust him (Alex), he's putting information out there first & a little research can verify what he says. I hate talking about him, 

since everyone already has their minds made up. I listen to all, but only believe what can be backed up.

3/7/2019 4:12:41 PM reddragonfly19 I had only been on Twitter maybe a month before the word on JC and AJ was being discussed. I didn't like that JC was asking for donations to continue 

his research, so it was a easy decision to not follow either one

3/7/2019 4:13:16 PM us_poll Lol! Crazy Jones I did listen to Paul vids on here though he made me laugh cause what he would say was true lol

3/7/2019 4:15:25 PM reddragonfly19 He knew you would be needed for something important and you rose to the occasion. No mistakes, no coincidences

3/7/2019 4:16:32 PM cali4trumpp most high level figures do. Not sure about the video, never heard it. Not sure I would trust that either though

As far as luciferian buddies? Not sure what that's about. He's cried on air quite a few times over the children being sacrificed by the elite, so I dunno

3/7/2019 4:17:30 PM xusaf_patriot Agreed...and the swamp is still "murky"...not fully clean yet. Now waiting for the Q-shoe to drop...lol

3/7/2019 4:21:02 PM zack_stone Wtf. Can u clarify who or what Zack your referencing?

3/7/2019 4:21:23 PM reddragonfly19 I knew since my mid twenties when I had my first experience, that I would one day be called. I can see how my path in life lead me here. I don't know 

that I have ever felt more passionate about anything as I have felt in the last couple yrs

3/7/2019 4:26:01 PM us_poll He did tells some truth but all I want to know is did he take acting lessons  @ the soros crisis actors guild 😉! That would settle it for me Lol!

3/7/2019 4:26:52 PM cali4trumpp Videos can be doctored, so I wouldn't put much stock into it.

3/7/2019 4:27:06 PM laurabusse Really interesting...thank you! :-)

3/7/2019 4:30:30 PM vintagesquirrel I understand the question makes sense in certain situations (ie: a census.) But most of the time it's unnecessary, and possibly used with negative 

intention.

3/7/2019 4:35:47 PM enomai_ We can get along with any and everybody we chose too. We have a choice. We can even get along with our enemies

3/7/2019 4:36:17 PM jeremy350344 Dark to light. A common theme I am hearing constantly from Qanon. We had 10 days of darkness already in Dec of 2018. Will we have 10 days of light 

this year in March/April? #StPattysDay @seanhannity @DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2019 4:39:31 PM enomai_ I guess you will have to mutually agree that self defense is an issue

3/7/2019 4:39:57 PM enomai_ But, if the world would repair itself, enemies would become far and few between

3/7/2019 4:41:25 PM nick85houston Love one another.

3/7/2019 4:44:44 PM enomai_ Then, if you think its that serious. You can chose to not be around that enemy, as well. Then, you would still not have hate. You just are away from tue 

situation entirely. Its all a choice my friend

3/7/2019 4:46:05 PM dan_stanbery See attached pic.twitter.com/Hh463kMrZ9

3/7/2019 4:46:10 PM cocopuffster12 Nice!!

3/7/2019 4:46:56 PM duckmeat01 AJ went there? Does he get credit?

3/7/2019 4:48:20 PM nick85houston “Do no harm, but take no shit.”

3/7/2019 4:48:27 PM enomai_ Then, you did something you really shouldnt have done. Depending on if the other party is reasonable, and not evil. Or, society has not.taught itself the 

light well enough, yet

3/7/2019 4:49:18 PM enomai_ But, in the end game generations away. Violence from all should be non existent pretty much. Its the choice of society.

3/7/2019 4:49:21 PM us_poll What does that mean when they do that and how do you check that?

3/7/2019 4:50:04 PM lynnielee5 Maybe go back & listen to some older videos AJ & C have done when everything hit the fan last year. Sync it with Q’s posts. If you still can’t see it, so be 

it! It’s still nice to hear opposing views. I’m cool either way.

3/7/2019 4:50:07 PM randthompson16 Boss got moves that even put this vid to shame. 

We HAVE been Blessed!

3/7/2019 4:50:53 PM enomai_ Do we still want to be in the world of hate as we are today. Or, are we going to teach love, understanding, and equality for all and opportunity? And, a 

true free market without manipulation

3/7/2019 4:51:32 PM robin_ked #BohemianGrove is one Sick place for these "elites" to carry out their Evil deeds away from our prying eyes, place has been around forever,  

Why⁉️👀😱😢 pic.twitter.com/a37YmcvhAA

3/7/2019 4:51:35 PM enomai_ Today, this seems very impossible, but it is.closer than we all know relatively to time

3/7/2019 4:51:42 PM again_censored Oh God,  sorry.  Just saw my sloppy typing. Up since 4am. Sorry.

3/7/2019 4:55:31 PM duckmeat01 He has gone Crocodile Dundee on us.... They can say what they want but How many of the 48 others voted for Obama? Bush? Clinton? Do I need to 

keep going? LOL I would rather listen to Alex Jones than get double teamed by Hillary and Huma.. That make you feel better? LOL

3/7/2019 4:56:23 PM laurabusse LOL we all do it :-) blessings 💘

I appreciate it typos and all :-)

3/7/2019 4:56:29 PM nick85houston I have this fantasy in my mind of armageddon, with all the armies running into each other and then someone’s like “woah woah what are we doing? I 

don’t know any of you. I have no person grievances with y’all. Why we fighting? Fuck this.” Everyone agrees and just goes home. 😌

3/7/2019 4:58:31 PM prmd21801759 Are we now at Israel time? Is it time for "save the best for the last"?



3/7/2019 4:59:08 PM nick85houston They only have power because we give it to them. Wake everybody up.

3/7/2019 4:59:30 PM decodematrix 2019 Am (To Be)

3/7/2019 5:01:32 PM nick85houston Either a bright future of peace and prosperity for all mankind... 

or human extinction in a blaze of nuclear fire. 

🤷♂️

3/7/2019 5:03:16 PM duckmeat01 I know you did not Madam... But the others that follow.... LOL I will poll the Audience... Are you going to give me Judge Hell  now? The Q thing was set 

me back a year....lol

3/7/2019 5:05:09 PM vintagesquirrel Exactly. If there's no reason to ask us to check off race, then we shouldn't need to.

3/7/2019 5:06:18 PM lynnielee5 I do believe that they are working on it. These are beyond professional Tactics/Plans. From what I see! I am overwhelmingly impressed so far! Besides, 

This is the biggest, baddest plan I have ever seen! 👏🏻🍿👀🤣😎🇺🇸 I will continue to trust Q & Trump! It’s do or die!

3/7/2019 5:07:25 PM lynnielee5 🤣🤣🤣

3/7/2019 5:07:47 PM liltilgerlil Did Obama lock up any? Curious

3/7/2019 5:08:29 PM enomai_ How do we get there? Well, first step has been taken. What do you think your name represents? It isnt a hoax, it isnt just to help trump win an 

election, nor a cult.

3/7/2019 5:08:44 PM liltilgerlil Can we all get along and play nice. Please, we are supposed to stick together.

3/7/2019 5:10:18 PM enomai_ We are talking now on the real MJ12 account. This is the realest war our society has ever seen in centuries. The military has asked for ET intervention. 

As if, the bible states just ask.

3/7/2019 5:10:37 PM duckmeat01 He let more go than he took in... He was to busy eating Chicken and Waffles at Rosco's

3/7/2019 5:10:39 PM liltilgerlil I love it when we all work together to learn. 😳

3/7/2019 5:11:27 PM liltilgerlil Hahaha

3/7/2019 5:11:50 PM enomai_ The ETs may have directly asked God for us, as well. This is true. We are in the middle of the great awakening. Seriously

3/7/2019 5:12:05 PM duckmeat01 Ms. Kat knows I am giving her a hard time about AJ.... We roll like that.. She might have gone out with him in a previous life? LOL

3/7/2019 5:13:09 PM blankmarlo I think maybe AJ is a believer in the truth movement but he has taken $ from Israel to avoid certain topics. This association was exaggerated by Q to 

"take control" of the narrartive and force AJ to cover more productive topics.

3/7/2019 5:13:18 PM robin_ked Hussein was Hell on Our Military! He went thru like a Wrecking Ball & did his damndest to purge any/All dissenters that called him out

Ggggrrrrr! pic.twitter.com/TfGICBcNS0

3/7/2019 5:13:39 PM enomai_ When the military is able to turn the tide of civilization. We will stop being bombarded with all of this negative energy. Qhich in turns creates hate and 

division. It may take generations. But the effects qill be noticeable within a few years.

3/7/2019 5:15:16 PM duckmeat01 Anyone Obama Did drugs with he let out of the Big House... He bought them all Caddies with Spinners and a 8 ball to go home in .. A bus would have 

been embarrassing... Hi Bill this BO come have  a beer with me on the White house lawn....

3/7/2019 5:16:27 PM vintagesquirrel I don't.  No need to get aggressive... thought we were having an open discussion. 😕

3/7/2019 5:16:48 PM robin_ked correct 2 months pic.twitter.com/bA4x7s4Zqh

3/7/2019 5:18:14 PM laurabusse I can't keep track anymore. Soooo complicated. Soo many twists and turns. It's spy vs spy vs spy vs spy vs spy. Almost impossible to tease it all out. 

Then there's the disinfo...i give up. Holding the light and vision for a happy ending for all. (Well, except...)

3/7/2019 5:18:15 PM djlok I had to run the numbers too.  Still have more questions than answers.  Like about how this translates across dimensions and timelines.  I have a feeling 

MJ12 may give us more info on this along the way.

3/7/2019 5:19:43 PM duckmeat01 All part of the plan to get rid of. I could go down a All block avenue but will refrain today but the idiot did not have a GI Joe, Plastic Army men, well 

maybe a Flex Armstrong but he did not get it . He was told to deplete the military. Gen F should of had the MF wacked by DF

3/7/2019 5:20:05 PM kathyoc98098895 GiGgLeS ¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤¤ pic.twitter.com/lEpYNbIaT6

3/7/2019 5:21:21 PM vintagesquirrel Alright. Get some rest. We got some world changingg to accomplish tomorrow. 😄

3/7/2019 5:23:46 PM jingoman111  pic.twitter.com/NxTglPArcd

3/7/2019 5:24:26 PM jingoman111  pic.twitter.com/layjz7sMku

3/7/2019 5:25:33 PM robin_ked Renegade, such a pos, guess that's Why he had such a problem with Flies pic.twitter.com/YlcqrYyqBd

3/7/2019 5:26:47 PM tracytracy205 Looks like Gerald Ford in there, doesn't it?? Hard to see everyone on my phone.. Might have to go get on my PC.. Lol

3/7/2019 5:27:11 PM lynnielee5 Ick!

3/7/2019 5:27:32 PM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/xCL5XQGc54

3/7/2019 5:28:08 PM lynnielee5 🤮

3/7/2019 5:28:43 PM enomai_ It was purposeful

3/7/2019 5:30:10 PM jameske71286743 Fair warning. Opinions that waiver from 100% commitment to Israel and all she says and does, are considered anti-semitic in the current climate.

3/7/2019 5:30:15 PM duckmeat01 a.k.a Władziu Valentino Liberace Obama took it anyway he could get it... Look at Thunder Down Under.... You add a little helium to Mike and he is in 

the Macy's day parade....

3/7/2019 5:31:12 PM duckmeat01 LOL Is that in meow words close to saying ? LOL I got a hiss from that....lol

3/7/2019 5:32:30 PM enomai_ Truth brings light, light bring love. When our kids are not abused, and its not acceptable any longer.. when the drugs dont have a hold on our parents.

3/7/2019 5:32:37 PM enomai_ We can learn how to take care of ourselves, and teach our children love and respect, and positivety will bring more positive energy, and more. In which 

we live in the opposite today.

3/7/2019 5:33:43 PM duckmeat01 Wouldn't like to do Peyote and see this pic? The things you might say or do..... Try it on an Indian Reservation though because you will be out there for 

a while... They are good trackers....

3/7/2019 5:34:31 PM enomai_ This is what your name represents. We have the greatest people in our military today, and in other countries you wouldnt even guess. Its going to be a 

great time to be alive.

3/7/2019 5:34:49 PM burkewinkler If you inherited the fake eyeball of Sammy Davis Jr., would that inheritance make you Jewish?  Answer:  Depends how you look at it.  ;)

3/7/2019 5:36:15 PM enomai_ Yes

3/7/2019 5:37:41 PM djlok I know...and that's unfortunate that every discussion about Israel, Judaism, being Jewish, etc. immediately goes to "oh you must be anti-

Semitic"...which I'm not, btw.  I'm not anti any religious group or people...just looking to understand it all better.

3/7/2019 5:38:40 PM jingoman111 Larry Sinclair's Shocking Press Conference  https://youtu.be/18578nQObow   via @YouTube

3/7/2019 5:39:59 PM kathyoc98098895 Gin soaked clone hag!! pic.twitter.com/wnPksMWUA4

3/7/2019 5:40:01 PM duckmeat01 Now your cooking... Oledie but goodie....

3/7/2019 5:41:06 PM liltilgerlil Don’t forget those Generals

3/7/2019 5:41:20 PM duckmeat01 HHHMMMM Is the link still there to a dead page? I might still can pull it .....

3/7/2019 5:41:22 PM porfie_moreno That he did! Weakened America. In more ways than one with his transgender policies from the pit of Hell! Imagine us having to foot the bill for some 

lunatic AH man wanting to become a woman. There is something seriously wrong with those people. And Obama! pic.twitter.com/c1oXODlHEl

3/7/2019 5:42:31 PM enomai_ No, we are just in a weird time right now. Where the uncertainty of Q is creating a division. Tho, this is a real war. Q is the light bringer per say. Once Q 

is known who, this division will be non existent from the uncertainty. Right now, tho a war is happening

3/7/2019 5:45:40 PM porfie_moreno 🤢🤮

3/7/2019 5:46:12 PM dan_stanbery Yes we need to Stick together More Now than Ever! Trust a The Plan and Be Ready!

3/7/2019 5:47:13 PM enomai_ Btw, the actions taken so far, it will never end. As, we of society will have experienced both pleasures. Society will understand and learn that the light is 

way better than dark,



3/7/2019 5:47:36 PM enomai_ , and people at this point will be able to standup, and evil will always be knocked down, even if it takes a whole nation or world.

3/7/2019 5:48:36 PM porfie_moreno No wonder! She would #Terrify Dracula pic.twitter.com/akVgVMAeID

3/7/2019 5:49:43 PM kathyoc98098895 EEK - BATH HOUSE!! pic.twitter.com/f8B19Dv1Vu

3/7/2019 5:49:51 PM enomai_ The scriptures have been changed so many times. This was one of the first forms of control, besides sex. They have taken everything good and turned 

bad to make us shun away from the true light. They kept the real secrets of the light to themselves. It was meant 4 everyone

3/7/2019 5:51:27 PM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/HwMynkCiNa

3/7/2019 5:51:46 PM keith369me Follow and discern the information on a particular subject, not an individual.  AJ was very credible on his Rogan podcast.  Ask him about Israel and you 

will not get straight answers

3/7/2019 5:52:10 PM enomai_ ETs long ago, sent down walls, into the sand, black marblish with scriptures. To be for everyone. They took these true words, and used it for their own 

greed.

3/7/2019 5:52:22 PM duckmeat01 What is the #1 thing that loosens a General up? Well really two... Gutter minds... A good drink and a Cigar... The gutter is later....

3/7/2019 5:52:39 PM enomai_ Then, destroyed the wall, or scriptures. [Not jericho]

3/7/2019 5:54:37 PM enomai_ Promise you, the light Q is bringing is the opposite of luciferian. These people are some of the most god fearing people around. They love their bibles, 

and know have some of the greatest knowledge around, and real angels with them.

3/7/2019 5:54:55 PM enomai_ This is really not a game

3/7/2019 5:55:28 PM keith369me All caps and contradicting yourself in a single sentence...impressive!

3/7/2019 5:56:35 PM duckmeat01 Thanks.. My uncle did not make the list....

3/7/2019 5:59:25 PM robin_ked tying up those "loose ends" #obamacide pic.twitter.com/XOHyckz1wK

3/7/2019 5:59:30 PM enomai_ Very true, and with this knowledge back then. I do not understand how people have still been blinded.

3/7/2019 6:00:18 PM ekotoons #QANON #QWHO #DEJAQ https://youtu.be/Ke_AkJC92IA?t=12 …

3/7/2019 6:00:44 PM duckmeat01 Under the Vatican ....

3/7/2019 6:02:13 PM enomai_ I am not govt. I am free to say what i want. I am in a talkative mode. Right or wrong. Any other questions? I may not answer, everything, as im going to 

respect the game.

3/7/2019 6:03:31 PM duckmeat01 What better place for Americans to be taken so they can not enter...

3/7/2019 6:03:55 PM duckmeat01 Or they could be like the Cartels and do the ol Acid Dip...

3/7/2019 6:04:17 PM enomai_ I know, this is what clowns do. At least you haven't tried killing me. Youve been messing the whole time. But, im not mad, i got to speak the truth.

3/7/2019 6:04:41 PM porfie_moreno I knew he would! Abe Lincoln told me so!

3/7/2019 6:05:19 PM robin_ked Sad when you consider how many Americans still worship at his Trough!

Martin Luther King, Jr.

"I look to a day when people will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character!"

They weren't listening....... pic.twitter.com/sUsWywvqM5

3/7/2019 6:06:04 PM duckmeat01 Just my two pennies.. The US might have to go back to Europe to save it. The dumb down WORLD could not figure out that the Muzzys were sending 

there best and not the women and kids... Thugs, Loosers, Killers, animals... So hello to the Keeerrraaannnn

3/7/2019 6:06:57 PM duckmeat01 The BEST President America has ever seen....

3/7/2019 6:08:33 PM robin_ked Wut? I just regurgitated into my mouth reading your post

Wth?

3/7/2019 6:09:47 PM enomai_ Cain. They believe two were only generations or speak of at least. So, we all derived from a murder, so its ok to murder, wrong. They may have been 

other humans among earth at this time.

3/7/2019 6:10:34 PM deplorable_s Yes.  Blood runs thru the mother in Jewish culture.

3/7/2019 6:10:41 PM duckmeat01 Been going on for just  few years !!! Just a couple....

3/7/2019 6:13:11 PM burgersandra swarmed -  out of a hive?  Hive mind?

3/7/2019 6:14:15 PM porfie_moreno No way Jose! We need every able bodied #Deplorable here to keep those Muzzy’s out! Those Limey’s allowed them in, let them fend for themselves! 

Twice(WWI&II) was enough! pic.twitter.com/JPhe9rxGlt

3/7/2019 6:14:21 PM rmbrice Agreed

3/7/2019 6:15:07 PM enomai_ Cain and abel were adam and eves sons per bible

3/7/2019 6:15:21 PM rmbrice He said the investigations of HRC were fair in his opinion not too long ago.

3/7/2019 6:15:28 PM duckmeat01 I had the Pleasure of sitting in an FBI 's agents porch when sir "Curious George" was elected. when he first saw me which we had not seen each other 

for about a year. He said" Please do not say it" Not helo, hey how ya doing want a glass of tea? (Southern Thing).. They were never

3/7/2019 6:15:57 PM kindeandtrue "Zack" is a government/military insider who calls in to AJ regularly to reveal spicy classified intel.

3/7/2019 6:16:25 PM realityloominng I don't buy that that is natural or done by us normal people... by that logic we should get rid of planes, cars etc..

3/7/2019 6:16:36 PM jennife31060429 😁👏👏👏👏

3/7/2019 6:17:04 PM enomai_ Ok. I see what u did there.

3/7/2019 6:17:04 PM duckmeat01 about a group looking at BO . They were worried the lone Gu@ person was out there chatting like us that was on MK Ultra and friends with KATS best 

friend... That is who the Bureau and SS feared.. The lone gunmen....

3/7/2019 6:17:28 PM porfie_moreno 👍🏻

3/7/2019 6:17:34 PM enomai_ No i have not, i do not watch a lot of movies

3/7/2019 6:17:56 PM ekotoons NOBODY NOTICE

SWAPPED QUOTE

ATTRIBUTION? 🤔

3/7/2019 6:18:08 PM duckmeat01 LOL that is the way I get followers and blockers... It's was a false positive....lol

3/7/2019 6:19:48 PM jpaxton2514 That is gross

3/7/2019 6:20:05 PM enomai_ The light that they hold up above. The highest of the highest. Know that, if they murder they lose that light, or vibration. So, they have lower members 

complete these tasks for them. In which, it is still as if, they murdered themselves.

3/7/2019 6:20:12 PM robin_ked You're new to these Threads so please listen, many here post in ALL CAPS, some do it to make reading easier, Kat does it to Piss off @Jack

Ya got a problem with that?

If you're Only purpose is to Argue then move Offa here, if you're a Patriot then Respect! & Dont Shill! pic.twitter.com/q1sldmtGAp

3/7/2019 6:20:33 PM enomai_ They dont see it this way tho.

3/7/2019 6:21:43 PM blsdbe 👆👆👆😂😂😂👆👆👆

3/7/2019 6:22:57 PM qtpi3_14 🧐

3/7/2019 6:23:02 PM enomai_ The light is on an individual basis.

3/7/2019 6:23:29 PM duckmeat01 I did that with the Judges about a month ago and ran a sale on Followers..It was just a simple sentence.. What was it Kat? It was" It sounds  like a 

person or group has a Vendetta to settle. It was free....LOL Free, Free Free...Followers....

3/7/2019 6:23:36 PM blsdbe #Unity

3/7/2019 6:24:16 PM enomai_ Tho, individualness, as one society. As society are light is very dim, but on an individual level is how we are judged.

3/7/2019 6:24:28 PM enomai_ Our not are*

3/7/2019 6:25:47 PM blsdbe As in plural?

3/7/2019 6:27:15 PM porfie_moreno Here goes!!! I’ve got the perfect post for that. Don’t get me wrong now! If the shoe fits, wear it! pic.twitter.com/UbmX5blwJ2

3/7/2019 6:28:24 PM gregoryjhall1 I said buh bye with an instablock...I understand ignorance as unknowing but have zero tolerance for stupid and rude...

3/7/2019 6:29:28 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting! Hmmm.....



3/7/2019 6:30:41 PM enomai_ The light can be restored, if true Good becomes in ones heart. However, it has to be true. Everyday is a new beginning, but that doesnt mean you can 

kill, molest, one day, and repent the next. It must be true and can gradually come back with further life good actions.

3/7/2019 6:32:26 PM enomai_ So, technically, if the evil people choses to listen and do good the rest of their life. Light will be restored, how much is unknown.

3/7/2019 6:33:20 PM zack_stone Lol i didnt know that. Dnt listen to AJ. Kerry Cassidy or Rich Dolan for me.

3/7/2019 6:35:38 PM enomai_ The light is brighter than we realize. There is way more good than bad out there. We are just constantly bombarded mentally and physically on many 

levels of negative and soul sapping energy. If we were doomed, and had no hope.

3/7/2019 6:36:38 PM enomai_ This life as we know, would be eradicated and start anew, if they chose. Whoever they are.

Do not give up hope, as the military, ETs, Angels, GOD have not given up hope themselves yet. Best way, i can describe it in human terms right now

3/7/2019 6:38:18 PM kindeandtrue I listened for a while, but stopped about 3 years ago. He lost me with all his ranting and the lack of substance.

3/7/2019 6:39:07 PM porfie_moreno How about just #Cracka

3/7/2019 6:39:16 PM enomai_ It does feel hopeless at times. I personally get there too, sometimes, but i just have to remember. We are more than we know, and we all have a 

purpose. And, we are all on the path that god wanted, as he knows our freewill before created

3/7/2019 6:39:41 PM gregoryjhall1 🤔 Would you prefer Copra, Sisal Or Hemp rope?

3/7/2019 6:48:46 PM enomai_ Pretty much the vision i had, but the monkeys were more like between homo neanderthalensis, and between homo sapiens, per scientific sketches. 

And, the angle of my view was reversed, and it was inbetween a small valley of sand about 10-15ft high, a villiage to the right

3/7/2019 6:50:02 PM enomai_ In the background, they had type of clothes, i kept seeing this over in over, and was reported back as true through my means of communication.

3/7/2019 6:51:04 PM enomai_ Can you give me more history of this vision i had? You obviously have a picture like it

3/7/2019 6:51:27 PM enomai_ Or, did u just create the picture

3/7/2019 6:52:46 PM gregoryjhall1 Decisions, decisions, decisions...oiled hemp would be the best IMO

3/7/2019 6:55:56 PM enomai_ You mean in the vision? I do not know names. The ones aware were the ones standing in front when the ship dropped it off. A few others came along. 

They decided on what to do with it, as it was in their language. They decided to be greedy, selfish and not to tell the others.

3/7/2019 6:57:38 PM enomai_ They wrote it all down, days months went by, it was held a secret, as in was in the valley. And, noone else seen it. They wrote it down. Smashed it, 

gone in the sands of time. And, they traded peices, small peices they wanted to give up for things they wanted or needed.

3/7/2019 6:58:53 PM robin_ked I don't believe we need to be too particular on the type, just string em Up & let gravity do the rest! pic.twitter.com/wLu2tDZaqt

3/7/2019 7:00:56 PM enomai_ Oh never knew, as i said, it just came in a vision.

3/7/2019 7:03:41 PM robin_ked I miss #MadDogMattis, thanks for bringing him back to the Thread! 

sure he's doing a bang up job in #Gitmo! pic.twitter.com/T9i5IugLZh

3/7/2019 7:03:50 PM enomai_ Very interesting. Hmm. I dont really know about movies. What they thought i was lying about seeing white squall? Lulz inside joke

3/7/2019 7:06:51 PM enomai_ This wasnt a dream vision, nor meditation. It kept coming while i was awake. It pretty much created the civilization we have today. It was kept, 

because they seen the usefulness of it. And, wanted power, just greed my friend. They were enriched with many things.

3/7/2019 7:06:52 PM opulente1 Democrats are imploding all by themselves. Secondly? Your not getting our guns! Trust that! Fact!

3/7/2019 7:07:42 PM enomai_ They were able to trade silver and gold for some of the info, they were even able to stop from being invaded iirc.

3/7/2019 7:07:53 PM mongrelglory Abrahamic bloodline...tracked through maternal lineage.  However, with millennia of marrying people from other races, the semitic bloodline could be 

pretty diluted by now.  This is not what people typically think of when once refers to a "race"...i.e. ethnicity.

3/7/2019 7:08:45 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/g8ixwlC9w9

3/7/2019 7:08:46 PM enomai_ It was the beginning of the monarch society of kings and queens down the line. From what i got. Idk how far later that was

3/7/2019 7:09:19 PM enomai_ Yes.

3/7/2019 7:11:22 PM enomai_ I really hope that is not how the movie went, as ive never watched it

3/7/2019 7:13:05 PM duckmeat01 MD 2020

3/7/2019 7:13:20 PM enomai_ Oh ty

3/7/2019 7:13:47 PM duckmeat01 Your Started it....

3/7/2019 7:14:10 PM enomai_ All i know, is that currently i believe we have a massive mothership behind the moon right now. Massive

3/7/2019 7:14:51 PM robin_ked #Gitmo pic.twitter.com/CXR76d0VVP

3/7/2019 7:16:24 PM robin_ked Love me some MD pic.twitter.com/uo1mEG4v9j

3/7/2019 7:18:56 PM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/fYuK251Uyb

3/7/2019 7:20:07 PM robin_ked lol 'stead of burn em at the stake, burn the dope on a rope😎

me likey! pic.twitter.com/hVD4MpnjHx

3/7/2019 7:20:19 PM enomai_ Idk, if i should talk anymore upon this.

3/7/2019 7:21:09 PM drvrnail  pic.twitter.com/bsXy3i2uvt

3/7/2019 7:21:28 PM enomai_ Theyve showed me. I wont explain how, but here to assist in the great awakening. All im going to say.

3/7/2019 7:22:53 PM porfie_moreno Chesty would approve. And so do I. Camp Pendleton, Ca. And USMCRD 1967. pic.twitter.com/7tguVemzJZ

3/7/2019 7:23:01 PM enomai_ Nothing is more profound than the other.

3/7/2019 7:23:17 PM robin_ked #Gitmo

*parachute optional friggin #KEK pic.twitter.com/rKQl17xOk9

3/7/2019 7:24:07 PM porfie_moreno Love this!!!

3/7/2019 7:24:24 PM robin_ked skippy say RuhRoh! pic.twitter.com/qmGnyK4IKi

3/7/2019 7:24:28 PM enomai_ I was going to write more, but i felt sick, but that line i just wrote felt ok, but its all will come out in the future. Just not the time.

3/7/2019 7:24:30 PM fktvis Zaq Klawonn pic.twitter.com/uWNBRuRWG3

3/7/2019 7:25:41 PM michael83341408 Actually "Free Will" is the proper song reference

3/7/2019 7:25:45 PM nick85houston In time....

My family motto.

3/7/2019 7:29:17 PM porfie_moreno Here’s looking at you kid... pic.twitter.com/K0igBb9rZi

3/7/2019 7:29:29 PM pmgossett Can we hope for GESARA?

3/7/2019 7:30:26 PM pammyjean7 Exactly

3/7/2019 7:31:14 PM robin_ked AMEN!

3/7/2019 7:33:32 PM kkneedler How many do you want? We have them all around our place.

3/7/2019 7:34:47 PM canadiancovfefe Hmmm.....

3/7/2019 7:37:13 PM iamyou132 Will Alex trebek be used as a publicity stunt to present a cure for cancer?

3/7/2019 7:37:21 PM porfie_moreno LOL!

3/7/2019 7:39:23 PM usernamedawn3 😂😂

3/7/2019 7:49:47 PM jenw_rn Holy cow, I just tried it. Amazing!!

But he does sound like a chipmunk. Lol

3/7/2019 7:55:43 PM enomai_ The great awakening is happening. I do not know how much is being slow walked by the military, and how much is live. I think its both. however, when 

have u seen multiple families from the bloodlines transfer all assets, sell their real estate, auctions ever?



3/7/2019 7:57:29 PM enomai_ When have you had the military come and speak about their most inner secrets to society, and the regular cattle? When have 6000+ 

ceos/congressmen resign? When have millions of people protested at once in their countries?

3/7/2019 7:58:31 PM enomai_ When have you seen elites, 3rd highest ranking vatican members charged?

3/7/2019 7:59:00 PM enomai_ Its happening, before 2017 when did this happen and how much did society know?

3/7/2019 8:02:54 PM laurabusse Ok so rush the rock group :-) probably makes more sense than rush Limbaugh anyway lol

3/7/2019 8:03:48 PM us_poll Alex looked young! I wonder if anyone has googled their words to this. It's like some kind of Pagan druid nature something I don't know!

3/7/2019 8:20:19 PM dan_stanbery Yep

3/7/2019 8:20:38 PM dan_stanbery Agreed

3/7/2019 8:20:49 PM excaliber7777 This is no time for the alt right to throw each other under the bus .

3/7/2019 8:28:45 PM blankmarlo Badge of honor ✊

3/7/2019 8:43:29 PM chuck_plastifab Until they tear up everything you own 😱

3/7/2019 9:07:50 PM carolba88945394 How do the Clinton’s continue to get away with their crimes? Don’t you see it? They are sneaky snakes just like MJ in Leaving Neverland.

3/7/2019 9:15:28 PM nettiejoi No!

3/7/2019 9:23:25 PM jswdh1 I feed some squirrels living n tree outside patio.fed them since they were little. I get all types of birds  http://too.blue  jays,cardinals& doves,etc.also 

had some geese today, used to have a possum come in the middle of the night but I'm no longer putting out that food

3/7/2019 9:24:28 PM dkmorris0204 Only from a big distance. You wouldn’t want them near or in your home.

3/7/2019 9:28:09 PM jswdh1 Rope with nails sticking out!

3/7/2019 9:31:36 PM porfie_moreno Possum!😬Don’t blame ya! Had my fill of them digging under my house pic.twitter.com/t7RoVkLBI3

3/7/2019 9:33:09 PM sehvehn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i can  understand why you kept the name. i dont understand your answer to someones question of 'do you need to die to ascend' 

....that your answer was 'Yes'. im interested in this. please explain why you would say 'Yes'. my response was that it sounded like cult..

3/7/2019 9:33:10 PM carolba88945394 Man in the Mirror. MJ

3/7/2019 9:38:46 PM porfie_moreno This kid knows how to play the harp pic.twitter.com/tcTWh3HnDh

3/7/2019 9:39:36 PM porfie_moreno The #Bandit pic.twitter.com/LOK4ZkiOcO

3/7/2019 9:48:50 PM canadiancovfefe These were decorated military figures. They must haven known what was happening....Why the silence?

3/7/2019 9:55:42 PM canadiancovfefe Sickening!!

3/7/2019 9:56:20 PM dkmorris0204  pic.twitter.com/4ta30U5Snp

3/7/2019 9:56:24 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz!

3/7/2019 10:00:12 PM canadiancovfefe Kissinger appears in there.

3/7/2019 10:06:51 PM kohannahlala If the mother is Jewish, the child is Jewish.  A person can be of ethnic Jewish ancestry and practice another religion.

3/7/2019 10:07:29 PM canadiancovfefe Twisted completely!

3/7/2019 10:26:50 PM canadiancovfefe Unreal! Necrophilia?

3/7/2019 10:29:41 PM dkmorris0204 You know I don’t think it would surprise him.   Why because we are human.

3/7/2019 10:56:33 PM diaptera_80 How do they siphon it? Do they use ”machinery” or do they need to get close to absorb it with their essence?

3/7/2019 11:00:12 PM j_lifeexplorer ❤️🙏

Your reflections shine through in this Great Awakening, EKO! pic.twitter.com/83pUYVkuTm

3/7/2019 11:02:16 PM princesspatrio1 Creativity has no limits! Love it Eko! Can't wait to see your next masterpiece. 🙏❤️🇺🇸💥

3/7/2019 11:06:23 PM ekotoons INITIATE ✍️ ANALYSIS 😂

3/7/2019 11:33:19 PM qtpi3_14 Armor of God pic.twitter.com/ML7UTs8jmN

3/7/2019 11:35:05 PM diaptera_80 Give an example of trauma in the womb, please?

3/7/2019 11:44:53 PM diaptera_80 It’s been removed. What was your point?

3/8/2019 12:03:11 AM diaptera_80 Do all advanced civilizations and ascended beings believe as you do?

3/8/2019 12:11:34 AM diaptera_80 I must say, having grown up in a religious sect, I wasted all my youth on restraining sexual feelings and feeling guilt. When I hear advice, I’d like to be 

able to back it up with experience to support such a theory. I just don’t have the experience to support your claim MJ12

3/8/2019 12:14:25 AM diaptera_80 Then I can just pray my kids don’t want to change their sex 😳

3/8/2019 12:17:10 AM diaptera_80 I sense some great insight in there, I’d better read that a couple of more times 😂

3/8/2019 12:19:01 AM diaptera_80 Can you send is a photo or drawing of a reptilian siphoning sexual energy? (Not a joke). It will help us understand what we can’t see

3/8/2019 12:23:49 AM diaptera_80 I will lie down on the grass as soon as spring comes. Oh, a piece of advice for those of you wanting to ground yourself in winter and for extended times: 

tie a copper wire around your foot, pull it through window ventilation and bury the other end in the ground outside. Now sleep

3/8/2019 12:25:46 AM diaptera_80 Just ground yourself with a copper wire if you physically can’t sit or lie on the ground

3/8/2019 12:28:24 AM diaptera_80 How do we know the ET’s associated with this account have the true religion? Can we also get to speak with the other groups please? We would 

require valid galactic ID cards, no hologramscams

3/8/2019 12:29:28 AM diaptera_80 So sometimes they are nearby and make it on time and sometimes they don’t discover it?

3/8/2019 12:30:45 AM diaptera_80 So, will we make it? Have you seen the future of our timeline?

3/8/2019 12:38:11 AM jollyrob2 And it will be all come to Light Soon✨💫✨

3/8/2019 1:23:53 AM diaptera_80 Thankyou, I will watch the other videos he has done as well. From now on, whenever I say ”I” and ”me”, my mind will think ”we” and ”us”. Contrary to 

what that would sound like, I think it would diffuse the ego.

3/8/2019 1:34:29 AM sdcharge2k12 SMH that doesnt make much sense really. I form my own opinions as well and do not stop liking/listening to someone BECAUSE someone else talks 

crap about them but if that person has a valid points/reasons then I take those into account and RE-EVALUATE my standing with them. LOGIC.

3/8/2019 2:47:59 AM porfie_moreno Why we believe in God👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/3nKxghxiL3

3/8/2019 2:54:51 AM reddragonfly19 Or a Negan's Bat Lucille and just bash their brrrraaaaiiiiinnnnssss in pic.twitter.com/ST9feAKIpd

3/8/2019 3:00:39 AM lisadai35675493 Tulsi Gabbard

3/8/2019 3:02:01 AM diaptera_80 A lot of Law of attraction stuff in his videos. Good stuff to do regularly, wash our brains of cabal brainwashing. I started deliberately mishear my 

husbands negative comments as positive, and now he’s been doing the same. Much more loving and fun. Love instead of fear/separation

3/8/2019 3:07:40 AM lisadai35675493 Since 95.........,, pic.twitter.com/aOzTJNj4PG

3/8/2019 3:14:16 AM anneolsen43 People are set into believing this about MJ

3/8/2019 3:53:19 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode has said that in 4th density societies, sex isn't associated with the same sort of carnality that it's associated with in our 3rd density 

society.  I think "sexual desire" has been heightened and corrupted by the inter dimensional ETs who are exploiting our planet.

3/8/2019 4:24:06 AM twilbert4 Thank you! 😎🌴🇺🇸

3/8/2019 4:30:01 AM twilbert4 He purposely, did all the very male things. When asked he said he tried to be male by doing all things his best buddy did. His buddy was the manly man. 

What a hell of a way to grow up. Look in the mirror and you are not what you see. So confusing. The vibrations make sense!

3/8/2019 4:31:47 AM teamsterr07 These freshman reps are tripping over themselves to see who can get in the spotlight. Ol' Nancy must be having one helluva time trying to keep 

everyone in line. Good luck, Dems...

3/8/2019 4:35:27 AM teamsterr07 DNA. apparently I have .5% Ashkenazi Jewish. Only thought Judaism was a religion not genetic.

3/8/2019 5:05:11 AM canadiancovfefe Lolz!



3/8/2019 5:10:39 AM ragstorm @prayingmedic

@1776Stonewall

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@drawandstrike

@CarpeDonktum

@Q_WWG1WGA_Q

3/8/2019 5:33:25 AM liltilgerlil He only tells you what they want you to think. Sewing division.

3/8/2019 6:00:17 AM lynnielee5 They are truly Demons!

3/8/2019 6:14:55 AM zebrabrat DN, don't you remember what they did in New Orleans during Katrina? The got the guns.

3/8/2019 6:35:14 AM teamsterr07 I was really surprised! I raised the same question to my friends & family & we all were scratching our heads. It's a valid question. Only hyper PC ppl 

would play the race/religion card. Civil ppl have civil discussions. I'm just looking for answers!

3/8/2019 6:38:41 AM opulente1 I don’t know about that. They are not going to get Americans guns. Not going to happen.

3/8/2019 6:41:28 AM robin_ked #2A & Shall NOT Be Infringed! pic.twitter.com/ycnejqedgO

3/8/2019 6:41:52 AM teamsterr07 The question was I thought Judaism was a religion & not genetic group of ppl (Its more of a statement, I guess) I mean, Buddhists or other religions 

aren't identified thru DNA, why Jewish ppl? Makes you ponder the whole 'Gods chosen people' thing. 🤷♀️

3/8/2019 6:42:52 AM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/R1XHMsScJ6

3/8/2019 6:43:03 AM opulente1 Exactly!

3/8/2019 6:44:41 AM opulente1 Damn straight!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/8/2019 6:45:47 AM nick85houston That’s a good question.

Something else to consider. Our DNA changes within our individual lifetimes. Consciousness alone can have an affect on our bodies at the genetic level. 

Now consider the possible physiological effects of one becoming “saved”. What does that do to our DNA?

3/8/2019 6:48:20 AM teamsterr07 Wow...so....kinda like a stamp or imprint from God?

3/8/2019 6:50:57 AM teamsterr07 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

3/8/2019 6:51:25 AM teamsterr07 FUCKIN. AWESOME. Thank you. That totally gave me something to ponder.

3/8/2019 6:52:59 AM porfie_moreno YEP! pic.twitter.com/awIO2ARA2a

3/8/2019 6:57:00 AM teamsterr07 Again 🤯! Very good points!

3/8/2019 7:17:47 AM zebrabrat If you don't know that they collected guns in NL then you need to find out. They did. Folks gave up their guns. There are more examples. Check it out.

3/8/2019 7:20:13 AM robin_ked #2A pic.twitter.com/ecegyDx1BF

3/8/2019 7:27:11 AM robin_ked #2A 

Carry! pic.twitter.com/LOvEGxe0G5

3/8/2019 7:29:34 AM gyuhyecheong Going to Oneness.

3/8/2019 7:30:32 AM zebrabrat DN, btw North Carolina has a law on the books now that Police and Sheriffs can INFRINGE on the 2A during any natural emergency and they have done 

this. This thread is exposing a lot of misinformed "patriots". You need to catch up.

3/8/2019 7:39:19 AM canadiancovfefe Those racoons are sneaky guys. We have a lot of them where I live too. They aren’t friendly though, unless perhaps your rescue them as babies.

3/8/2019 7:53:53 AM slh2813 @realDonaldTrump @parscale @RealJamesWoods @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @AjitPaiFCC Do not 

submit American citizens to the slow microwave death of 5G tech.

3/8/2019 7:58:26 AM whitehat_van Of course, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has already talked about the IS-BE movement, and justified human sex slavery, and has recommended their users 

download the Majestic (scalar weapon for mind hacking developed by China) software Keybase, Inc. What is building 8?

3/8/2019 8:01:49 AM robin_ked #2A pic.twitter.com/PqeWCjF8wm

3/8/2019 8:04:13 AM liamnorton07 It won't be a slow death.

3/8/2019 8:14:46 AM whitehat_van Did POTUS or Q say to trust Vincent Kennedy? Why do you trust him? Do you also trust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , or Keybase, Inc.? Or Marc Andreessen? Or 

Bloomberg? Or China? Q is in full attack mode against Facebook. Ever wonder why now? Who is @TrueEyeTheSpy? Why does it matter?

3/8/2019 8:16:49 AM theresa49439710 LOL I get it you're one of those people who likes to argue without having any proof Vincent is my brother in Christ have a great day be blessed!!!!!

3/8/2019 8:18:58 AM whitehat_van As she blindly follows the herd. Good luck with that!

3/8/2019 8:22:26 AM whitehat_van Blocking now do to excessive stupidity and ignorance.

3/8/2019 8:24:04 AM rbelcastro2 My son would  love  that!!

3/8/2019 8:32:47 AM theydontknowwe1 ❤️❤️❤️

3/8/2019 8:36:03 AM psalm27onegr Potus/Q haven’t said don’t trust VK. I trust VK for same reason I trust Q! He supports POTUS/Q. Discernment, logic. Why do you trust anybody? don’t 

know others you listed. Why should I trust you? You could be what you say VK is. Impossible to know til Q confirms. Focus on PLAN!

3/8/2019 8:38:36 AM theresa49439710 Sorry but nobody tells me who to trust not to trust I am my own person and I think for myself and as much as I love POTUS and respect Qat the end of 

the day I make my own decisions. I'm responsible for me and my actions. Vincent has earned my trust I'm not blindly following him .

3/8/2019 8:44:09 AM psalm27onegr Wow. What a jerk.

3/8/2019 8:46:42 AM psalm27onegr Exactly. White Hat has some anger issues. Very disrespectful and a divider.

3/8/2019 8:49:00 AM dcd51 I read this and my soul hurts! God strike the all down!

3/8/2019 8:58:48 AM theresa49439710 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/ljdpYL4sHL

3/8/2019 8:59:21 AM fierycdnpatriot Not sure if this is helpful, but "IS-BE" is something the popular Twitter account Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talks about a lot. 

Says "IS" is the universal part of us/soul, & the "BE" is the incarnated indiv. personaity/lifetime. Sather called it a larp.

3/8/2019 9:39:22 AM dkmorris0204 KAT tells the truth.

3/8/2019 9:41:14 AM hmcd123 Timestamp 222

Q post 222

In-Q-Tell Painters 😉🎨 pic.twitter.com/tZsMXarDWW

3/8/2019 9:43:20 AM dkmorris0204 I think fighting over this is quite ridiculous.  Everyone has a right to their opinion. Discuss things with open minds and walk away upon frustration.  It’s 

easy.

3/8/2019 9:47:42 AM ekotoons LOL

3/8/2019 9:48:07 AM ekotoons OK I'LL ORGANIZE A CAMPAIGN OF ONE

TO SHAMELESSLY SEND THEM ALL

MY WORK :)

3/8/2019 9:48:27 AM ekotoons ALSO I AM CIVILIAN

SO NEVERMIND ;)

3/8/2019 9:52:14 AM princesspatrio1 @sox_MAGA 😎

3/8/2019 9:55:04 AM adsvel Thank You for inspiring.😊💗🌈

3/8/2019 9:56:09 AM dynamicres ""Can we get it back?"" I feel that needs answered!

3/8/2019 9:57:04 AM warangel1111 Totally agree 👍 Sox Has a New Calling



3/8/2019 9:59:23 AM threadreaderapp Hello the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Discussion We are Disclosing vital information about the 

fundamental structure of society in such a […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1071258726420676608.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/8/2019 10:00:15 AM qtpi3_14 Wasn't @theColor13 in service as well?

3/8/2019 10:09:21 AM reddragonfly19 Whether you like it or not. God bless KAT

3/8/2019 10:10:18 AM princesspatrio1 I think so.😉

3/8/2019 10:20:14 AM robin_ked Why are so many of our "public servants" seen at #BohemianGrove?

 

They are supposed to be working For us Not the other way around!

 

And surely Not for Evil! pic.twitter.com/JN1fNaKU7O

3/8/2019 10:24:41 AM dkmorris0204 I know it wasn’t going to be easy. Nothing worth doing is truly easy but shit oh dear I need more guns!!!

3/8/2019 10:25:26 AM kathyoc98098895 I've also heard Dershowitz has made a "guest" appearance.

3/8/2019 10:27:48 AM robin_ked Yes #2A True "Safe Space" pic.twitter.com/Am0MegQGcY

3/8/2019 10:33:32 AM dkmorris0204 If I could afford that I would have one in a heart beat. 💜

3/8/2019 10:35:45 AM whitehat_van It's more than a larp. It's an act of sedition. Keybase is their secret weapon. Learn what it is and who owns it. Self explanatory. For you lazy peeps, it's 

Facebook and Bloomberg Directors. No Chinese malware here? No Majestic software? Not what MJ12 said.

3/8/2019 10:39:02 AM qtpi3_14 Don't tempt us to do it for you... 😂

3/8/2019 10:44:47 AM q_wwg1wga_q THANK YOU for sharing, Army Vet!

3/8/2019 10:56:59 AM beautywokeback1 We used to call them "The good-Ol-boys' club"

Don't wanna be a part of the good ol' boys club

Cigars and handshakes, appreciate you but no thanks

...

Favors for friends will get you in and get you far

But when did it become about who you know

And not about how good you are?
3/8/2019 10:57:12 AM opulente1 Ok. Bottom line? Doesn’t mean a P.O. will infringe.

3/8/2019 10:57:13 AM beautywokeback1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBM_Tz88XKg …

3/8/2019 11:01:51 AM dkmorris0204 Hot damn I want that tan!!!  Does the body come with it ???

3/8/2019 11:33:27 AM iamyou132 How I think about it: semen is the lifeblood of humanity. To me it is an example of the creative force of the universe. Supposedly up to 500 million of 

those little guys swimming in your avg ejaculate. But just one is needed to fertilize an egg and produce human life.

3/8/2019 11:35:52 AM iamyou132 If the creative potential of 1 sperm can create literal life, retaining that sperm must be beneficial somehow to males. Of course the avg healthy male 

can get it back; with time the sperm naturally replenishes. But what power comes with retention? I’m not sure

3/8/2019 11:36:39 AM iamyou132 And yet we’ve been conditioned to just shoot it off willy nilly. The world makes it hard for males to consider retaining. I wonder why

3/8/2019 11:41:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where in the world would this idea come from?

What did we mention recently RE AJ? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-6786195/US-Government-lifts-four-year-ban-allow-dangerous-bird-

flu-experiments.html …

3/8/2019 11:41:52 AM lbf777 dafaq?

3/8/2019 11:42:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its not a difficult thing to comprehend actually.

3/8/2019 11:42:20 AM lbf777 You ladies and gentlemen are funding this evil Government with your tax dollars.

3/8/2019 11:43:18 AM teamsterr07 Well...you did mention nano-technology in the products that AJ pushes which I thought was alarming. So...that?🤔

3/8/2019 11:45:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 IG Report = Death Blossom

3/8/2019 11:45:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 DMT

3/8/2019 11:46:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 DMT

3/8/2019 11:46:34 AM 1_decided_voter I KNEW IT!! https://youtu.be/hlAsSyDAWR8 

3/8/2019 11:46:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 You had us with the first paragraph!

3/8/2019 11:46:58 AM lbf777 What is the meaning of this? Shut this filth down. How the hell are we still paying taxes to this evil Gov? We need to disconnect from this filth now 

people. Stop saying you're scared and just disconnect from them. Stop being taxpaying Corporate slaves.

3/8/2019 11:47:42 AM lbf777 When does this roll out?

3/8/2019 11:47:44 AM zagnett IG Report coming out soon? It's been quite a while at this point (months and months).

3/8/2019 11:48:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Democrat Party 2.0 https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/mar/8/house-votes-favor-illegal-immigrant-voting/ …

3/8/2019 11:48:07 AM moemc8 Government?  Why cant POTUS halt it?

3/8/2019 11:48:29 AM thainfamous20v Not seeing the AJ connection.

3/8/2019 11:48:46 AM aprilbrown99 🤬🤬🤬

3/8/2019 11:49:09 AM teamsterr07 Someone fill me in...not sure what that means.

3/8/2019 11:49:14 AM whitehat_van Wrong. Chinese malware and the IS-BE movement is "Death Blossom".

3/8/2019 11:49:23 AM mstfortrump They’ll all be gone soon!

3/8/2019 11:49:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow this case closely.

More than meets the eye.

Deposition will assist in other areas.

Manning committed treason aside from the leaked cables.

What else was given up?

And to whom?

The public shall learn the truth.

[Renegade] https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/chelsea-manning-custody-refusing-testify-secret-grand-jury/story?id=61556616 …
3/8/2019 11:49:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Renegade] https://nypost.com/2019/03/08/ilhan-omar-obamas-a-pretty-face-who-got-away-with-murder/ …

3/8/2019 11:49:49 AM zagnett This can't stand.

All who voted for this are [traitors].

3/8/2019 11:49:59 AM jersey4trump22 Of course they do! They don’t even hide their ill wills any longer!

3/8/2019 11:50:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid. https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/elizabeth-warren-calls-break-facebook-google-amazon-n980911 …

3/8/2019 11:50:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Literally got away with murder.

3/8/2019 11:50:31 AM bluesparrow222 Fascinating

3/8/2019 11:50:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We've seen this movie right? https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/8590128/mark-zuckerberg-panic-chute-facebook-emergency/?editorialView=yes …

3/8/2019 11:50:38 AM jswdh1 I agree! I think anyone owing taxes shouldn't pay them this year! Tell your employer not to take any out you'll be taking care of them yourself! Why 

should we fund things we don't know about or agree with! No way would I want to pay for anyone's abortion nor should we have to!



3/8/2019 11:50:52 AM mrd_s_anderson How to control a population?

Destroy culture?

Divide/Divide/Divide

Do they introduce other cultures?

Do those cultures assimilate?

Unity is needed?

Awakening?

3/8/2019 11:51:47 AM djlok Yes he did!

3/8/2019 11:51:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 If only she would spend 6 minutes a day with Guinan. https://www.thewrap.com/whoopi-goldberg-septic-almost-died-pneumonia/ …

3/8/2019 11:52:02 AM diaptera_80 My mother died same day he did, so whenever I think of one of them I also think of the other. We grew up in the same religion. He was told by the 

elders to stop the music, but of course he couldn’t. He really tried to change the world.

3/8/2019 11:52:05 AM kalamojakka  pic.twitter.com/hk9kBzUWVo

3/8/2019 11:52:16 AM mrd_s_anderson 44

3/8/2019 11:52:18 AM linacovfefe Hahahahaha 🤣

Oh,Lizzie, your fake break w the leftist goose step for big tech spying companies will not help you, Fauxchahontas

3/8/2019 11:52:24 AM pattonspotting Is she a Judas Goat as per Thomas Wictor? Or just stupid and honest?

3/8/2019 11:52:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer

Follow The Money

Those Who Attack The Dead https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/764171/michael-jackson-innocent-campaign-adverts-london-buses-

leaving-documentary …

3/8/2019 11:53:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Captivity ~=~ Slavery https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-met-zoo-dolphin-welfare-study-20190201-story.html …

3/8/2019 11:53:52 AM djlok Very stupid.  She's going after the very organizations that are her propaganda machine.

3/8/2019 11:54:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/iranian-backed-hackers-stole-data-major-u-s-government-contractor-n980986 …

3/8/2019 11:54:35 AM ilovesheeple I really think @AOC and @IlhanMN are working with Trump  behind the scenes...these 2 idiots are destroying the #Democrats one day at a time...

3/8/2019 11:55:04 AM 17_3_161815214 [Renegade] sure was talkative today

1 yr Delta has alot of Talking Heads

Even [Snowden] was in the mood to chat pic.twitter.com/WEc2tZhJmy

3/8/2019 11:55:12 AM whatisreality_q Dimethyltryptamine. The spirit molecule. Thought to reside in the pineal gland, causes dreams and very possibly reality as well know it. Plants have it 

animals have it you have it. But if you take DMT as a drug you get the most out of body interdimensional experience ever

3/8/2019 11:55:14 AM keith369me Can I vote in Mexico?

3/8/2019 11:55:22 AM jcrobinson551 Another nail in Obummer's sorry coffin!

3/8/2019 11:55:26 AM mrd_s_anderson Snap, MJ12

3/8/2019 11:55:50 AM djlok It's really not when you think about which party was married to the KKK.

3/8/2019 11:55:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you become a Mexican citizen.

3/8/2019 11:55:59 AM kalamojakka  pic.twitter.com/0lTzL48i2W

3/8/2019 11:55:59 AM keith369me Julian, where are you?

3/8/2019 11:56:18 AM realchrisdeliso This reminds me of when #NeonRevolt chronicled #GafferAnon's note of Tom Cruise's Hollywood work habits, which included workmen building a 

physical tunnel from his lodgings to the set to avoid paparazzi :D #QAnon https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/02/25/gafferanon-takes-us-backstage-to-

uncover-hollywoodcorruption-shutdownhollywood-greatawakening-neonrevolt/ …

3/8/2019 11:57:04 AM restart_qpersia Do you support Restart movement in Iran?

3/8/2019 11:57:05 AM zagnett MJ, may you be more precise as to what you mean?

To you, what exactly is the "Guinan" character?

How could Whoopi play Guinan - a 5D individual(?) - so well?

3/8/2019 11:57:10 AM ascension_guide Data dumps? Or desperate Deep State attempts?

3/8/2019 11:57:19 AM oathkeepr77 But Sen. Warren these 3 groups give you and the rest of the DNC cover and funding. I know everything coming out of your mouth is BS, but are you 

really going to bite the hand that feeds you.

3/8/2019 11:57:50 AM ladypatriot20 Does he still have a thing for Julius Caesar?

3/8/2019 11:57:54 AM zagnett Yup.

MJ, when can we leave this planet of our free will?

3/8/2019 11:58:03 AM moemc8 Yes, was at a pet store today and felt such sadness for the caged birds

3/8/2019 11:58:09 AM keith369me Omar is throwing truth bombs that are decimating the illusion...where did she really come from?

3/8/2019 11:58:27 AM ladypatriot20 Really.  Where did that wisdom go?

3/8/2019 11:58:47 AM oathkeepr77 If the Secret Service gave Omar a code name I wonder what it would be.

3/8/2019 11:58:51 AM keith369me Implosion initiated.

3/8/2019 11:58:52 AM porfie_moreno And Henry Kissinger

3/8/2019 11:59:34 AM keith369me Ratline

3/8/2019 11:59:42 AM michael81972 The work of BO and VJ?

3/8/2019 12:00:12 PM aprilbrown99 Oh wow!  The previous healthcare company I worked for uses Citrix for their EMR.

3/8/2019 12:00:28 PM djlok Totally. It makes me wonder if these people just roll out of bed in the morning and ask themselves "what's the craziest thing I can say today?"....and 

then say it.

3/8/2019 12:00:42 PM stillwaters777 Nopers

3/8/2019 12:01:44 PM davidachek Guinan had a brain and a heart.

3/8/2019 12:02:09 PM keith369me It’s like truth serum has rained down on the planet

3/8/2019 12:03:01 PM oathkeepr77 How do you only have 72 followers and joined in 2013?

3/8/2019 12:03:43 PM zagnett  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/10/091002132346.htm …

MJ, was overuse of aspirin involved in the 1918 Flu? Was this the cabal's of the day's intention? Did they know overusing aspiring could possibly cause 

and/or contribute to so many deaths?

3/8/2019 12:04:00 PM keith369me Omar and AOC are not who they are being projected as.  I feel as if they are disclosure white hats and don’t realize it.

3/8/2019 12:04:18 PM djlok I think it's all related to #TDS.  TDS is so beautiful to me! Watching those f'ers have a full on meltdown because @realDonaldTrump and his Team 

expose the truth.

3/8/2019 12:04:26 PM turboxyde You can also learn to secret it and  enter higher dimensional states of being by purifying the subtle energy systems built into the human body from 

distortions. This takes devotion and patience but is invaluable once mastered.  https://youtu.be/LQp5GSbO4V8 

3/8/2019 12:04:43 PM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you confirm?  https://twitter.com/opalessense/status/1104095418412085248 …

3/8/2019 12:05:13 PM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/CkIfFuFz4c

3/8/2019 12:05:13 PM ivan2488083248 Citrix is used in all big corps

3/8/2019 12:05:29 PM keith369me When we watch the movie, I think TDS will have a different name.



3/8/2019 12:06:09 PM ascendingadam Specific Nanotech triggers DMT production in the body?

3/8/2019 12:06:18 PM djlok I've wondered this too.  Some of the stuff they say seems to offend the Dems more than the other side.

3/8/2019 12:07:41 PM lbf777 Some guy just told the judge he doesn't agree with giving our tax dollars to pay for Planned Parenthood so the judge let him go for not paying taxes.

He had a legitimate claim. Many many other evil things are being done with our tax dollars btw. 67% is shipped overseas.

3/8/2019 12:07:43 PM chasingley Is she doing the "tomahawk chop" in this pic? Sure looks like it. How DARE she mock the noble native Americans?!

3/8/2019 12:07:44 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/0i69jwj2FE

3/8/2019 12:08:28 PM djlok It's like a magic potion!  Do not mix #TrumpDerangementSyndrome with Adrenochrome...results will be very bad!!

3/8/2019 12:08:44 PM john777lee They must have MK'D  him into what he has become. But he is probably so twisted now he thinks this is normal life for him. Sad sad thing !

3/8/2019 12:09:05 PM blsdbe Do our pineal glands actually produce more DMT in a hypoxic (sleep apneic) state?

3/8/2019 12:09:33 PM love4thegameak Lol

3/8/2019 12:10:35 PM vintagesquirrel 🎯

3/8/2019 12:10:48 PM djlok And they say stuff like "black people can't get government issued ID's like white people".   Total, 100% certified racism to try to convince people of that.

3/8/2019 12:11:48 PM ar00patriots I never thought this would happen.  How can this happen here?

3/8/2019 12:12:00 PM excaliber7777 Soon after I joined , Twitter started censoring so I boycotted them for 5 years and recently went back on last October for the Canadian election .

3/8/2019 12:12:21 PM blsdbe #UnityNotDivision

3/8/2019 12:13:13 PM 3rdeyeview55 Good one MJ...she wouldn't be in half the hot water.😂😂😂

3/8/2019 12:14:55 PM blsdbe This. Is. The. Best. Comment!!!

3/8/2019 12:16:26 PM floridacalms 👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼How are they going to keep track of and count all the mail-in ballots from around the world?

They can’t even it do that now!

If we open elections up to include non-citizens, it stands to reason anyone, anywhere can vote in our elections. pic.twitter.com/7CI6RgiEkr

3/8/2019 12:16:30 PM keith369me The response was Majestic

3/8/2019 12:17:16 PM blsdbe Maybe Plants Need Water?

3/8/2019 12:18:34 PM blsdbe Possible Controlled Opposition?

3/8/2019 12:19:20 PM eddiexice Not for nothing ,he was a great entertainer, yeah but as far as a grown man playing and sleeping with strange kids ,idk and the parents of does kids 

they are both guilty...looking for a free ride...🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔🤨🤨🤔🤔🤔🤨🤨🤨🤔🤨🤨

3/8/2019 12:20:14 PM keith369me Clones with a Majestic voice box

3/8/2019 12:21:57 PM jswdh1 Probably wasn't a Democrat judge tho! Doubt if they would had let him use that excuse then!

3/8/2019 12:22:15 PM blsdbe We need to be willing to apply the Golden Rule to every living being we encounter, not just Humans...

3/8/2019 12:22:20 PM stoneturnr Why do most of the technologies acquired through DMT seances seem to work to the detriment of humanity? Are there 'good' inter dimensional 

entities who share their technology without human suffering in exchange?

3/8/2019 12:23:33 PM ialibertybelle Hmmm...like convincing folks to take a daily aspirin?

3/8/2019 12:23:40 PM blsdbe Alternatively, will we ascend when the Solar Flash happens, thereby ‘relocating’ to #Sheen?

3/8/2019 12:24:13 PM jaspony1 Loved that movie!!

3/8/2019 12:25:36 PM zagnett Another good question.

3/8/2019 12:26:09 PM jane_q_patriot Could you maybe expand some more here on this? Not only on on how DMT relates to the nano-technology in AJ's products, but in what way it relates 

to the source of ideas for lab-created, deadly bird flus? Forgive me, but I'm just not making the connection.

3/8/2019 12:26:38 PM whitehat_van We are all slaves to the system, and this account wants to make us more so. What is Chinese Mind Hacking Malware? What is building 8? Can 

Facebook/Keybase be trusted? Who is @TrueEyeTheSpy? Is Dianne next?

3/8/2019 12:26:50 PM zagnett Yeah either way's fine with me.

3/8/2019 12:27:01 PM skeye_watching Maybe he enjoyed children because they weren't judgmental & hypocritical like adults & their minds weren't disgustingly filthy.

3/8/2019 12:27:40 PM blsdbe Ours currently uses Citrix...

3/8/2019 12:28:57 PM jaspony1 They are the NOT-America Party

3/8/2019 12:29:40 PM pillhard He’s innocent, just never had his own childhood. Tried to create a safe space for child victims in Hollywood. Misunderstood. Set up by the DS.

3/8/2019 12:32:13 PM golh2018 You eat animals right?

3/8/2019 12:32:20 PM siriusbshaman They prefer the open oceans. Captivity is terrible for such an intelligent playful being.

3/8/2019 12:32:46 PM lbf777 It's up to the jury to decide, not the judge.

3/8/2019 12:33:37 PM jswdh1 Thought it was a bench trial since you said judge not jury.. ...lol

3/8/2019 12:34:08 PM jswdh1 Used to be a paralegal....

3/8/2019 12:36:04 PM lbf777 Oh right.

3/8/2019 12:36:24 PM jaspony1 Dogs?

Cats?

What about farm animals?

Captivity is bad for animals if the captors are bad...

Pets become family...

3/8/2019 12:36:45 PM zoilaliz1 I call her mother, sarcastically of course, and shee sees, heers, and steers, all. Bitch!!!

3/8/2019 12:37:02 PM enlight3nedgeek I watched her fake suicide attempt. Right after declaring running for office. This person is a sociopath.

3/8/2019 12:37:48 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

3/8/2019 12:39:58 PM jollyrob2 Witch ones?....or all?

3/8/2019 12:40:44 PM n7guardiananon Since on topic of the Franchise. Was Star Trek Enterprise end of season 2 till ending majestic disclosure?

3/8/2019 12:41:12 PM roaminnoodle Translated: "Vatican: Unveiling of human victims could be imminent - Pope Francis accused of rape" https://www.pravda-tv.com/2019/03/vatikan-

enthuellung-von-menschenopfern-koennte-bevorstehen-papst-franziskus-der-vergewaltigung-bezichtigt/ …

3/8/2019 12:43:23 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/ShCAomFPdJ

3/8/2019 12:44:07 PM teamsterr07 Thank you! I had no idea what that meant!

3/8/2019 12:44:15 PM jones9536 Democrats = kkk

3/8/2019 12:45:27 PM kindeandtrue "Leaving the Earth" ---slightly odd phraseology.

3/8/2019 12:46:05 PM jamiebroadwater Just one more step....

3/8/2019 12:47:36 PM skeye_watching These clowns only did this when they found out they couldn't ride the coat tails of the estate and make money.  They were rejected and suddenly the 

memories came flooding in.   They are most likely being used under heavy mind control.

3/8/2019 12:48:19 PM jollyrob2 Hope this will pick up speed... pic.twitter.com/twBUmkRDli

3/8/2019 12:49:40 PM wearytrave11er Jackson is being used as cover for Weiner. A doc about weiners  crimes was due to be played at the sun dance festival  (full exposure) but this replaced 

it just before viewing. Looks like Oprah payed for MJ doc too.

3/8/2019 12:51:03 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/IwXnNxihjL

3/8/2019 12:51:41 PM cjtruth She might know he is going down... pic.twitter.com/RFQUqBuGgj

3/8/2019 12:56:16 PM aprilbrown99 NOT emotionally thriving! It is what they tell themselves to feel ok with what they are doing. 😢🐬💕🦋✨



3/8/2019 12:57:08 PM tommyo750 The insanity continues. I am waiting for the demo nominee to defend all of the recently adopted positions in a debate with DJT. Oh wait, the dems 

don't want debates.

3/8/2019 12:58:59 PM ethereal_shaman This isn't about left vs right (that's fiction).  This is light vs dark.

3/8/2019 1:02:15 PM jrocktigers Max Spiers speaks about so many topics that you have covered or alluded to. Here is a link to interview sessions. It totally makes sense. Seems very 

legit. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaa7P91rTrg …

3/8/2019 1:03:41 PM wearytrave11er I hate to say it but I wouldn't be surprised. He was abused all his life by his family especially his own father who had him chemically castrated to save 

the voice. The abused become the abuser.

3/8/2019 1:10:27 PM pastorjon9 Timing is everything. Like in the movie clip, ya gotta wait til all targets are within range - then BOOM!

3/8/2019 1:11:52 PM rig_for_red 😂

3/8/2019 1:12:57 PM rig_for_red Desperately trying to get ahead of the game.

3/8/2019 1:13:37 PM pastorjon9 Of course they did, they wouldn't get enough votes to win any races without illegals (who get tons of "freebies" from the Dems) voting for them. It's 

why we need VoterID laws.

3/8/2019 1:15:08 PM pragmatiker13 So sad he was taken out 2016

3/8/2019 1:16:58 PM us_poll Yeah it's not no American history play is it? Who even started it originally? Something passed down from the royals? They say Presidents related.

3/8/2019 1:17:20 PM jrocktigers YES.

3/8/2019 1:17:48 PM silentsynthesis Yarr, ye be talking like a white hat.

3/8/2019 1:18:04 PM the_fjalar #TheStorm #Q pic.twitter.com/leHryMqd27

3/8/2019 1:19:17 PM deekerlee And you are also of the belief that @VincentCrypt46 is jfk jr or no? Honestly just trying to understand...

3/8/2019 1:22:53 PM pastorjon9 He (Manning) exposed a lot of stuff that would be damaging to 44, hence the pardon. But it'll be interesting to watch this play out. Treason is treason 

no matter what, there was was record-breaking amounts of it during 44's reign by a whole lotta ppl.

3/8/2019 1:24:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Love can be one of the hardest things to do when our mind is clouded with lower vibrational energies.

3/8/2019 1:26:18 PM pastorjon9 She may be right about Obummer but in her case it's the pot calling the kettle "black", she's on course to surpass Obummer if she stays in office.

3/8/2019 1:27:42 PM keith369me Why do so many of the truths that AOC and Omar speak align so closely with The Great Awakening, yet they seem to have no clue on this?  I’d love to 

see an AOC meeting with Trump.

3/8/2019 1:28:26 PM charmcityanon You dont have to agree with someone to love/have love for them. In this way I/you can love everyone and anyone.

3/8/2019 1:29:00 PM mrd_s_anderson Safe and sound in it's shell, the precious pearl is the slave of the currents. o7

3/8/2019 1:29:12 PM tamiwils0n22813 Does all this crazy energy in the air have to do with the intensity & anticipation of all this being revealed a long with their fear of our enlightenment?

3/8/2019 1:29:32 PM djlok Do you have any suggestions during meditation to get rid of those lower vibrational energies?  Like a particular visualization?  

I've been experiencing...or at least been made aware of some I have recently.  I don't like it!

3/8/2019 1:30:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE and co are with us, yes.

3/8/2019 1:30:29 PM pastorjon9 So she's saying we need to break up the C_A? I would agree with that but I don't trust Chief CrazyLiz to have a decent plan for it.

3/8/2019 1:30:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 NO COINCIDENCES

3/8/2019 1:31:09 PM diane_mae  pic.twitter.com/bdgBhGlU2w

3/8/2019 1:31:24 PM rawphonegirl So long and thanks for all the fish!

3/8/2019 1:32:02 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/IldlwtTOaj

3/8/2019 1:32:03 PM lbf777 I hear 1st contact is imminent. True?

3/8/2019 1:32:29 PM whitehat_van No. Ask him to denounce Mark Andreessen, or Keybase, Inc, or Facebook. He is in league with the people that stole @TrueEyeTheSpy's (Dan Crenshaw) 

account.

3/8/2019 1:33:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust themselves as all answers lie within.

3/8/2019 1:33:08 PM psalm27onegr “Due” not “do.” Who is excessively stupid? 🤔

3/8/2019 1:33:39 PM whitehat_van Comms have been compromised. Wrong side guys.

3/8/2019 1:33:54 PM deekerlee Thank you for your honesty, not many would be so forthright. I will research more after I’m off work and see where it leads me.

3/8/2019 1:34:26 PM whitehat_van Truth? Ouch it hurts.

3/8/2019 1:35:03 PM universalrisin What’s going on?

3/8/2019 1:36:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/8/2019 1:38:05 PM eggomatic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nypost is she classified as a heel?

3/8/2019 1:38:06 PM lbf777 Isn’t Watson that IBM AI program?

3/8/2019 1:38:20 PM mongrelglory That's useful to know the next time one of my cats tries to smother me while I'm sleeping. 😜

3/8/2019 1:39:17 PM charmcityanon Our "conventional" understanding of the meaning of love is I feel one of our greatest flaws and a true road block to our progression.

3/8/2019 1:40:48 PM psalm27onegr Awww shucks! I thought you blocked your excessively stupid fellow patriots! Nice to hear from you.😉

3/8/2019 1:41:19 PM blkjadeladyange DON'T forget the 70's Reye's Syndrome - came with Chickenpox...  They (Drs) didn't know if you took asprin, you died...  no walking, complete 

reverision to baby movement status...

3/8/2019 1:41:21 PM djlok I love it that you pull out the oldies but goodies from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and retweet them.  I try to do that from time to time too.  Interesting how 

stuff will resonate differently after only a short period of time (an illusion).

3/8/2019 1:41:38 PM bbobbio71 Good grief! They didn't just show their hand,  their now all in!

3/8/2019 1:42:42 PM fktvis Now, THAT's entertainment! 🍿

3/8/2019 1:43:08 PM pastorjon9 Classic "You pardoned me saving me 30 more yrs behind bars so I'll do/say whatever you want me too" scenario. You can pretty much guarantee 

Manning will do his best to outdo all current liars (Cohen, Comey, et. al.)

3/8/2019 1:44:22 PM jrocktigers "and a whole world full of petty wars , singing I got mine and you got yours"

3/8/2019 1:44:39 PM jones9536 I'm loving this movie!!🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/8/2019 1:45:08 PM bbobbio71 Quick. To the bat cave!

3/8/2019 1:46:18 PM gregg_jeff Obama code name was Renegade. 

Look up definition of Renegade. 

The More You Know

3/8/2019 1:49:50 PM catvllvsverona beatiful exchange 😊

3/8/2019 1:50:03 PM wwg1wga1962 She was drowning in her own hate and she poisoned herself.

3/8/2019 1:50:07 PM liltilgerlil Agreed

3/8/2019 1:52:47 PM porfie_moreno Shazam killer! I can’t stood this!

3/8/2019 1:54:29 PM allahuniversal Two VERY good questions.

3/8/2019 1:55:13 PM spauldingshowal Had a similar dream w Obama.....a while ago. The World is Changing for the better...

3/8/2019 1:55:44 PM kevin72032387 MJ12, was he guilty of touching kids?

3/8/2019 1:56:01 PM jaysedeface 🌀Only Patterns🌀

3/8/2019 1:56:10 PM lori_dee1 #Truth

3/8/2019 1:57:40 PM zagnett MK

As abominable as MK is to free will, & hence, the Universe & it's laws & such, it can be used both ways, for good & bad. I think we may be seeing some 

of the more positive ways lately. Just a guess.

3/8/2019 1:58:33 PM dvjrn 😂

3/8/2019 2:02:41 PM unrealindia Who is that? pic.twitter.com/BwAr9qkU5B

3/8/2019 2:03:14 PM love4thegameak I Think Not pic.twitter.com/PbkUJ4N7XO

3/8/2019 2:03:57 PM robertrkimball Sickness can't attach to high vibration consciousness.



3/8/2019 2:05:05 PM covertress Is this in preparation for a FF flu scare?

This movie is too predictable.

3/8/2019 2:05:11 PM floodofnoise You take adderall by any chance?

3/8/2019 2:05:12 PM kevin72032387 DMT? Good or bad for us?

3/8/2019 2:06:27 PM universalrisin No?

3/8/2019 2:08:08 PM zagnett I trust many sources partially, none wholly. Not even myself, until my meditation is better, have direct 5D or whatever xp, etc.

All sources have said at least some things that resonate. Some more than others. Some a lot more, & a few, close to none.

3/8/2019 2:09:22 PM kibbitzlaw If you want to win over the staunch opposition, you need people who preach a message which is fundamentally and foundationally the same as that 

which POTUS speaks...but tailored for a different audience. 

Omar knows truth re: Israel, but wants swifter action against Bibi & Co.

3/8/2019 2:09:31 PM floodofnoise Just checking. Had the same experience a few months back

3/8/2019 2:09:35 PM zagnett Even if they are otherwise spot-on info-wise, even Q & MJ could e.g. have off days. So we have to be cautious with them too.

Overall I just keep all possibilities floating around in my head until they collapse into some actual reality. Then you just have to live with it.

3/8/2019 2:10:29 PM lbf777 Now I remember. A scientist whistleblower said that they were  chemtrailing us to prepare us and drop our resistance to a deadly flu  virus that would 

genocide all of America so the Deep State can have  their NWO without resistance. 🤔

#qanon

3/8/2019 2:11:18 PM floodofnoise Did you also have also go through thoughts that reality could be a simulation. A Walls Come Tumbling Down experience?

3/8/2019 2:11:21 PM kibbitzlaw All of this pro-Israel / anti-Israel rhetoric is a charade. End goal is to force surrender of Bibi and his Mossad/IDF cronies. Take them down, take down 

MI6 and Empire outposts (Canada and Aussie MI6 branches). Take those down, and it’s checkmate.

3/8/2019 2:12:58 PM kibbitzlaw End goal on all sides is to reform Israel into a peaceful member of the Middle East / European crossroads and to eliminate those who have created 

“Jewish Nazism” (Zionism) with end goal to fulfill Kalergi Plan.

3/8/2019 2:13:00 PM universalrisin I have had many experiences since I’ve begun waking up that im starting to think i sound a little crazy sometimes

3/8/2019 2:13:04 PM coastal2002 I knew there was a real reason this person didnt want to testify behind closed doors. Wanted a "public" hearing. So the 5th could be pleaded.

3/8/2019 2:13:26 PM coastal2002 Like Q says. They have it all

3/8/2019 2:15:21 PM pgosys2018 My favourite Douglas Adams quote: pic.twitter.com/HdVk6BMNlw

3/8/2019 2:16:30 PM carolba88945394 Yes! Geez. It’s awful what he did.

3/8/2019 2:17:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q:Q

3/8/2019 2:17:32 PM durango1970 Q

3/8/2019 2:17:36 PM zoilaliz1 5:5

3/8/2019 2:17:47 PM covertress Our health records don't include our frequencies do they?

3/8/2019 2:17:59 PM _leliak ?

3/8/2019 2:18:04 PM libertyspring99 Exactly. MZ is an even worse clone than Data was. Just look at the guy! He totally creeps me out!

3/8/2019 2:18:46 PM lbf777 Meaning? Anyone know what this means?

3/8/2019 2:19:37 PM slr0410 Dude thinks he's Batman.

3/8/2019 2:19:51 PM rawphonegirl Yessss!!!

3/8/2019 2:20:13 PM orthogonalron Obama commuted Manning's sentence. He did not pardon Manning.

3/8/2019 2:20:18 PM grrroverrrtje I'm thinking about  coincidences all day!! It keeps popping up in my head. Brilliance and powerfull.

3/8/2019 2:20:31 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Oh ALICE Re AJ Why was he deplatformed? Was it part of the plan? What is happening 

currently regarding censorship and fr […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103478423916285952.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/8/2019 2:20:37 PM _girlmaher_ It's an upside down cross if the logo is displayed upright. The opposite end of the sacred heart if Jesus.

3/8/2019 2:20:53 PM nmchristoban 17:17

3/8/2019 2:21:32 PM ceeb16779906 As content as a being accepts its environment.

3/8/2019 2:21:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The butt end of the torch.

3/8/2019 2:22:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Why?

We didn't let him.

3/8/2019 2:22:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Renegade]

3/8/2019 2:24:10 PM dominat73594926 it's Q time

3/8/2019 2:24:45 PM rebelsouls2018 There is your letter again.  From the Bible.   @ChargePatriots

3/8/2019 2:25:00 PM universalrisin Yes, many times. Before I found Q and MJ12 and this whole side of twitter. I just thought I was crazy and brushed them off. But there was a time where 

I didn’t feel afraid to die because it all just felt like a simulation to me. I wasnt suicidal, i just wasn’t as afraid anymore

3/8/2019 2:25:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q&A w/ MJ12/4&9+Typist

Yes No Answers Only

Limit 1 Q per Anon [see what we did]

T-20m

Tick Tock

3/8/2019 2:25:29 PM rebelsouls2018 @ChargePatriots

3/8/2019 2:25:34 PM prmd21801759 Nice that [Renegade] is in killbox. ThankQ!!

3/8/2019 2:25:57 PM ekotoons ~ = not

~=~ =

3/8/2019 2:26:38 PM rhodesmkt Are you aware of the full “Q Plan”?

3/8/2019 2:26:39 PM lycanmaster Is the Earth flat ?

3/8/2019 2:26:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:26:53 PM torstentorte_38 Do you recognize and follow zetatalk? (Nancy Lieder)

3/8/2019 2:26:59 PM joshradyt Will someone the age of 25 live to see most of the new technology that has been hidden from public eye?

3/8/2019 2:26:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:27:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:27:09 PM real_elliebrown Let's GO!

3/8/2019 2:27:10 PM libertyspring99 Is MZ a clone?

3/8/2019 2:27:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:27:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:27:28 PM trumps_all Who will be the first person of the deep state to be publicly arrested

3/8/2019 2:27:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:27:33 PM billyj1616 Will we see a brief M.L. before the 21st of this month?

3/8/2019 2:27:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does it matter? Answer is no.

3/8/2019 2:27:59 PM pro_aktv Will it be w/in the next 3 months that we will see JA? 🙏👏🤞

3/8/2019 2:28:16 PM prmd21801759 If in original logo, then it's evil symbol in antartica... is that why logo is upside down, so the cross will be in correct form?

3/8/2019 2:28:19 PM billyj1616 Not a yes or no question but I’d like to know too



3/8/2019 2:28:20 PM jo3_smith Betty and Barney Hill experience real?

3/8/2019 2:28:30 PM blankmarlo Is Chelsea Manning a black hat?

3/8/2019 2:28:40 PM yellowvestjohnq Will HRC ever be arrested

3/8/2019 2:28:51 PM rustyshacklfo12 Are the claims made by Russia regarding their pyramid research true?

3/8/2019 2:28:53 PM z00mz00m4 He couldn't pardon him since his actual crime was treason, so he should be in trouble for commuting the sentence.

3/8/2019 2:28:56 PM truth_077 Will we find out who was posting for Q?

3/8/2019 2:28:56 PM myavery17 Will the Solar Flash happens in the next 2 years?

3/8/2019 2:29:00 PM 22war11w12 If pre DJT/Q etc. the global cabal was 100% strength, what is their strength now?

3/8/2019 2:29:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

We will not answer Q concerning time.

3/8/2019 2:29:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/8/2019 2:29:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:29:30 PM mischie66210310 Will cures be released in the near future

3/8/2019 2:29:30 PM spauldingshowal How many Star seeds on earth presently?

3/8/2019 2:29:41 PM pro_aktv ☹️

3/8/2019 2:29:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:29:58 PM lbf777 Is a financial reset to lift our financial burdens from the world imminent?

3/8/2019 2:30:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:30:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:30:18 PM taradea08775439 .

3/8/2019 2:30:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/8/2019 2:30:30 PM emmaxkxlouise Will uk be sorted out too?

3/8/2019 2:30:30 PM _the_psychonaut Will we rid the world of disease within next 20 years?

3/8/2019 2:30:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/8/2019 2:30:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:30:41 PM djlok I heard even this 40 up in good health may get to see it too in this current BE!

3/8/2019 2:30:45 PM slipperyslope18 Will we see official ET recognition and public contact soon?

3/8/2019 2:30:48 PM covertress \o/ \o/ \o/

3/8/2019 2:30:52 PM 22war11w12 Let me re-phrase that.  Cabal strength less than 50% now?

3/8/2019 2:30:53 PM theprimeian Will Dick Cheney be arrested?

3/8/2019 2:30:56 PM daveschroeder18 Haha

3/8/2019 2:30:59 PM orthogonalron Always thought it funny that this person's name is "MANning". Probably not even a real person. Clowns make people up all the time.

3/8/2019 2:31:00 PM islandofdelight Will we see major disclosure and reclassifications this year related to Pizzagate / PedoGate/ QAnon?

3/8/2019 2:31:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:31:00 PM lycanmaster 😞

3/8/2019 2:31:09 PM consortiapartn1 Will we all realise why?

3/8/2019 2:31:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:31:25 PM cryptomeup Are all us humans ETs?

3/8/2019 2:31:34 PM morety76 Is our star going to Micra Nova and cause an ELE

3/8/2019 2:31:34 PM jrocktigers Have members and/or subordinates of Cabal been infected with a virus that produces symptoms of what we would call Vampyrism or cannabalism?

3/8/2019 2:31:36 PM rincon174 Is Corey Goode legit?

3/8/2019 2:31:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:31:45 PM humanprimer Free Energy Exists.  Will be disclosed?  Soon?

3/8/2019 2:31:51 PM space_sloth26 Is AJ playing their part well?

3/8/2019 2:31:52 PM rebornkingent Are you waiting for us to get started?

3/8/2019 2:31:54 PM lterryjrterry Is the fed and IRS going down

3/8/2019 2:31:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:32:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/8/2019 2:32:11 PM fionasdestiny67 Is POTUS insulted?

3/8/2019 2:32:15 PM zagnett ~ can also mean e.g. approximate, pretty much the same as but not necessarily identical to. Which seems to work for this statement too.

This statement seems to emphasize both directions, like a mirror.

3/8/2019 2:32:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:32:28 PM covertress When I'm ready, can I speak with my IS (while still this BE)?

3/8/2019 2:32:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:32:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:32:54 PM dynamicres Could we see in the near future, eligibility for those who are.. not likely to frighten easily, get a chance to go either offworld or into some of these 

bases?

3/8/2019 2:33:01 PM sloughbranch Will election/voter fraud be stopped completely for the 2020 elections?

3/8/2019 2:33:12 PM jeebaleebs Is Big Foot real?

3/8/2019 2:33:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:33:15 PM jballz1021 Does the highest human timeline include A.I.?

3/8/2019 2:33:15 PM space_sloth26 Has been. 

POTUS is safe. 

Who guards POTUS?

Who guards former presidents?

Reconcile.

3/8/2019 2:33:20 PM peterpentz Is the 5G/6G that 45 is pursuing going to be dangerous for night cellular health?

3/8/2019 2:33:24 PM kittyj_57 Is RBG alive?

3/8/2019 2:33:36 PM cjptrsn Is Oregon a primary location for The Cabal?

3/8/2019 2:33:37 PM jdltr450 Are the tunnels underneath the Denver Airport used as a safe place for the Elites during a depopulation event?

3/8/2019 2:33:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:33:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:33:48 PM askesis369 Will The Fed soon be brought down, forcing a restructuring of the economy/gov’t for the people? Or to put it otherwise, does 45 use the phrase “Drain 

The Swamp” to reference the 1996 book and imply thats a part of The Plan?

3/8/2019 2:33:49 PM theappraizer Please watch folks. ♥✝️🙏

 https://youtu.be/D27FbKf0Ni8 

3/8/2019 2:33:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:34:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

Yes.

3/8/2019 2:34:19 PM trishta41698653 Is HRC a clone?



3/8/2019 2:34:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:34:22 PM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

Thomas Williams / THI credible source (link)?

3/8/2019 2:34:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:34:28 PM k3yle Will anyone official acknowledge Q this month?

3/8/2019 2:34:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:34:32 PM drasenr Is Ripple & XRP relevant?

3/8/2019 2:34:36 PM djlok AIDS- Second person cured. @realDonaldTrump announced it a few days ago.

3/8/2019 2:34:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:34:40 PM theprimeian Oh, happy day! Left side of the aisle, right side of the aisle...crimes against humanity are crimes against humanity. I wasted my question, so I'll just say I 

hope he is held properly accountable for his actions and the actions he demanded be done.

3/8/2019 2:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:34:49 PM universalrisin Wish i could ask more questions 😅

3/8/2019 2:34:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:34:58 PM mrd_s_anderson Is Barron Trump involved in QAnon?

3/8/2019 2:35:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:35:06 PM djlok Bummer

3/8/2019 2:35:07 PM lbf777 Why not? How much longer must we wait for relief or do you want us to suffer?

3/8/2019 2:35:14 PM daveschroeder18 What??

3/8/2019 2:35:15 PM torstentorte_38 I know only one answer. But maybe you find the time. Is zetatalk legit?

3/8/2019 2:35:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:35:27 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you

3/8/2019 2:35:37 PM mischie66210310 Im hoping for cures for Autoimmune diseases too :)

3/8/2019 2:35:42 PM emmaxkxlouise Thanks MJ

3/8/2019 2:35:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:35:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:35:54 PM laurabusse Shem. LOL.

3/8/2019 2:35:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:36:07 PM aetherwalker1 That headline sounds like a 🤡 code to me.  🧐

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/8/2019 2:36:21 PM jeebaleebs Good one.. I hear lots of bad stuff but POTUS is pushing hard for it.

3/8/2019 2:36:23 PM itapam Is the Italian government part of the plan?

3/8/2019 2:36:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes & No. 

You decide.

3/8/2019 2:36:27 PM roger35742354 JFK Jr alive?

3/8/2019 2:36:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:36:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:36:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:36:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

Stargate

3/8/2019 2:36:57 PM parrotandrea Is JFK JR alive?

3/8/2019 2:37:04 PM pookie4mom Is the Nibiru story real?

3/8/2019 2:37:14 PM flobo2018 Pence - part of deep state/cabal?

3/8/2019 2:37:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:37:21 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 First Official Contact- will it be a non-event?  Like "oh by the way someone you all know and love is an ET".  Someone like Dolly 

Parton who everyone loves. Will it be like that?

3/8/2019 2:37:24 PM slipperyslope18 I hope its more positive contact than other. Thanks.

3/8/2019 2:37:28 PM dominic_apold Is Emery Smyth credivle

3/8/2019 2:37:30 PM _17patriot_ Is the ending of Hunter x Hunter real? pic.twitter.com/2iXmB2qncV

3/8/2019 2:37:32 PM space_sloth26 Oooh that's interesting. I thought AJ and JR did a good thing. Thank you for your answer

3/8/2019 2:37:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:37:45 PM crackedactor183 Is there such a thing as weather control satellites that were used by the Deep state and now controlled by the alliance?

3/8/2019 2:37:51 PM skyclimber0341 Will we learn the truth about "no name's" death?

3/8/2019 2:37:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Are black holes a stargate?

3/8/2019 2:37:58 PM jeebaleebs Are any of your answers disinformation?

3/8/2019 2:37:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

Yes.

3/8/2019 2:38:01 PM carolba88945394 Will justice be served for HRC crimes?

3/8/2019 2:38:03 PM sampson_live Are you a Zionist? IE assisting in bringing about prophecies.

3/8/2019 2:38:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/8/2019 2:38:14 PM jaspony1 Will the disruption coming cause little businesses like mine to fail?

3/8/2019 2:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:38:23 PM lbf777 As in a YellowVest movement?

3/8/2019 2:38:35 PM kambus13 Great Q and A. Thank you.

3/8/2019 2:38:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is stopping you?

3/8/2019 2:38:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:38:46 PM anbezedua Ah!

3/8/2019 2:38:46 PM quirkyfollowsq Was the nsa/pizza tweet real?

3/8/2019 2:38:49 PM lbf777 wtf, why not?

3/8/2019 2:38:50 PM jude01351356 Do you believe in the hollow earth theory?

3/8/2019 2:38:59 PM dzxty1 Are trials taking place in secret in this moment?

3/8/2019 2:39:05 PM djlok I'm gonna note to follow up on this one during a regular non yes/no AMA.

3/8/2019 2:39:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:39:18 PM covfefe_grande Is John Podesta alive?

3/8/2019 2:39:22 PM k3yle Already happened and didn’t happen yet at the same time

3/8/2019 2:39:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:39:47 PM mrd_s_anderson Had to ask. I already ask many questions, so I picked something simple.

3/8/2019 2:39:51 PM djlok You heard the man!  😁

3/8/2019 2:39:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:40:06 PM synackstatic 5:5

Cause for concern?

'helicopter' trainers can be seen miles away.

3/8/2019 2:40:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:40:18 PM brittasbits1 Is Q Pleiadian ?



3/8/2019 2:40:22 PM spauldingshowal ok, I tried to cheat unwittingly; Revise ? to Are there star seeds on earth :)

3/8/2019 2:40:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:40:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:40:39 PM lbf777 So why is he persuing it?

3/8/2019 2:40:43 PM jvan125 Will all personal debt be erased at some point?

3/8/2019 2:40:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:40:45 PM cjptrsn 🙏

3/8/2019 2:40:45 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

3/8/2019 2:40:45 PM lterryjrterry Will we see declas of fisa and wiener lap top

3/8/2019 2:40:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:40:55 PM 22war11w12 I'm guessing you meant Insulated? 😀  Not sure it's even possible to insult him...

3/8/2019 2:41:00 PM ascension_guide Does first Contact happen at different times for each individual?

3/8/2019 2:41:04 PM livings07704264 What would be the best and fastest way to make contact with the ETs trough meditation?

3/8/2019 2:41:04 PM grrroverrrtje Is the earth really flat? #SpaceForce #fakenasa

3/8/2019 2:41:07 PM plumcivic Was serial killer Robert Pickton part of human trafficking?

3/8/2019 2:41:37 PM djlok Ha ha!!

3/8/2019 2:41:38 PM cavankid Will FULL truth about vaccines come out?

3/8/2019 2:41:48 PM synackstatic None.

3/8/2019 2:41:50 PM jamesgdurrett Is AOC CIA?

3/8/2019 2:41:51 PM universalrisin Alien Sky event still happening this summer?

3/8/2019 2:41:52 PM weremight Is Quantum Mechanics true?

3/8/2019 2:42:18 PM flobo2018 Thank you

3/8/2019 2:42:34 PM jrocktigers Grateful. Makes you wonder if it is preventable or curable..

3/8/2019 2:42:36 PM freedomring2018 Will clones be revealed?

3/8/2019 2:43:00 PM lbf777 Launch now.

3/8/2019 2:43:15 PM cocopuffster12 Can you talk about the “mud flood” from the 1800’s, San Francisco?? Thank you very much!!♥🇺🇸♥

3/8/2019 2:43:26 PM cavankid Figured. Now I wonder how I was so dumb. A bitten Apple?? 🙄🤦🏼♀️

3/8/2019 2:43:28 PM laurabusse I have noticed recently that have all kinds of "thoughts" i dismiss bc i don't believe them. Not sure they are even thoughts. I think it's my intuition I've 

been trained to ignore. I know the answers to lots of stuff but my mind igmores it as illogical. Hard to explain...

3/8/2019 2:43:34 PM askesis369 I know its one Q per, but more needs to be said about this, especially since early Q posts discussed the global network of central banks. Shouldn’t it be, 

at least, brought in to be less private and an actual Gov’t agency?

3/8/2019 2:43:56 PM covfefe_grande Is something significant underneath the Georgia Guidestones?

3/8/2019 2:43:58 PM realityloominng Was William Tompkins 187'd?

3/8/2019 2:43:59 PM universalrisin Are the MJ12 a group of ETs reincarnated? A group of humans guided by ETs? Both?

3/8/2019 2:44:03 PM pastorjon9 Once disclosure has happened, will "average" citizens get a chance to travel in space?

3/8/2019 2:44:10 PM synackstatic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  did vault 7 phone home? Related to recent keystone revelation.

3/8/2019 2:44:24 PM dominic_apold Lol fair enough

3/8/2019 2:44:38 PM forthegoodman Will Cuba be revealed as a big deal?

3/8/2019 2:44:45 PM hawkgirlinmn I read clone from Taygeta

3/8/2019 2:45:01 PM universalrisin Are most of these answers just disinformation?

3/8/2019 2:45:18 PM dominic_apold With all the crazy stuff majestic claims thats where you draw the line?

3/8/2019 2:45:22 PM cavankid 😳😳😳😳😳😳😳

3/8/2019 2:45:32 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will you give your typist a raise?  They deserve one.

3/8/2019 2:45:34 PM torstentorte_38 What??? It’s a (not so secret) underground base@of the cabal

3/8/2019 2:45:42 PM hcraig0062_h Will NOKo Denuke?

3/8/2019 2:45:42 PM cryptocrab4 Has this been the same person the whole time ? 

I have felt different personalities at different times possibly different response style or energy as it seems to me ... could be me.

 (reasoning for question))

3/8/2019 2:45:49 PM charmcityanon Was/is the person who will "ask the question" going to do so pre selected? Or will the "question" be asked organically? 

A 2 for I know sorry if that's cheating

3/8/2019 2:46:00 PM jvan125 Is The Event what is referenced to as the ‘End Times’ in the Bible?

3/8/2019 2:46:01 PM cavankid Good one :)

3/8/2019 2:46:08 PM laurabusse It's like this. Ask a question. Whats the 1st thing that pops into your head? It's usually the answer! But I've been trained to ignore. But it's like learning 

to tune into it now. Tune into intuition and actually listen. Diff voice than head...i need to learn to distinguish...

3/8/2019 2:46:09 PM unwilling_slave Is Hillary detained yet?

3/8/2019 2:46:26 PM lbf777 Are we going to find relief from Corporate debt slavery soon?

3/8/2019 2:46:26 PM jeebaleebs Daaaaang, that's crazy.  You'd  think POTUS would appoint a patriot as his # 2.

3/8/2019 2:46:36 PM covfefe_grande Did Marina Abramovic kill/sacrifice the child supposedly eaten by the dingo in Australia?

3/8/2019 2:46:53 PM bbobbio71 Will "The Plan" be completed by the end of Q's 2nd term and will we all finally live in peace and harmony?

3/8/2019 2:47:00 PM luckyh301 Are California Politicians going to be brought to justice?

3/8/2019 2:47:05 PM catherinewhitfo LBF- don't listen to this guy.  I meditate & imagine the financial reset benefiting all of humanity 2 to 3x a day.  The more of us who visualize this the 

more quickly it will manifest.

Do not hand over the power of ur conscious manifestation to anyone!!

#CollectiveConsciousness

3/8/2019 2:47:10 PM roublisa Should our calander, 2019  date read 1000 yrs less? (Reset)

3/8/2019 2:47:30 PM anbezedua Is there a 9/11 “inside job” disclosure in 2019?

3/8/2019 2:47:39 PM turboxyde Is Enki on the way yet?

3/8/2019 2:48:05 PM torstentorte_38 You say zetatalk is legit but the Nibiru story not? So Nibiru won’t cause a poleshift?

3/8/2019 2:48:34 PM jazztomak Can we see "other dimensions"?

3/8/2019 2:48:39 PM zagnett Will they truly be revamped, and not as vampiric on We, the People?

3/8/2019 2:48:43 PM hawkgirlinmn Are autistic people born more enlightened/ascended?

3/8/2019 2:48:48 PM lbf777 That is the ultimate truth. We manifest it all with our minds.

3/8/2019 2:49:15 PM jrocktigers ⚡️

3/8/2019 2:49:28 PM catherinewhitfo I have a good guided meditation pinned to my homepage.  Click on the link and then scroll down to the audio clip.

At the end of the meditation it'll go into Imagining the financial reset benefiting all of humanity.

Please add your creative Force🌝💖#WWG1WGA

3/8/2019 2:49:34 PM zagnett Ditto.

3/8/2019 2:49:37 PM aprilbrown99 Is learning QHHT my purpose for helping people now?

3/8/2019 2:49:39 PM jeremy350344 Will there be 10 days of light this March/April?

3/8/2019 2:50:02 PM rgmullins58 Do you beleive what #Qanon told us long that “NO COMMS OUTSIDE OF THIS” in reference to the chans? That would include this Q&A here on twitter?



3/8/2019 2:50:17 PM senseandtruth Thank you for this. I was so confused.

3/8/2019 2:50:32 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you know things about each of us who follow you? Like personal info we would be blown away by you knowing about us 

individually?

3/8/2019 2:50:33 PM zagnett 42?

80?

Feel free to pick one. 😉

3/8/2019 2:51:15 PM zagnett AJ's acting was never all that good honestly.

3/8/2019 2:51:20 PM krogersw79 Will cannabis be legalized and public disclosure of the healing properties of CBD and cannabis become public?

3/8/2019 2:51:40 PM realityloominng What, please do you have a source?

3/8/2019 2:51:47 PM sampson_live They should totally see if they can make a hybrid with the African Swine flu! (kidding): 

 http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Beijing,-almost-a-million-pigs-killed-in-African-swine-fever-outbreak-45992.html …

3/8/2019 2:51:49 PM sandytoes717 Should we expect a large scale FF soon? Thank you.

3/8/2019 2:51:50 PM zagnett Can this "ET phone home"?

3/8/2019 2:51:55 PM blackjackpupil Will we return to the gold standard?

3/8/2019 2:51:56 PM 979_7740 Really? We know they've been here forever!

3/8/2019 2:52:02 PM djlok Boom!  Been said before but every time I hear it, it is shocking.

3/8/2019 2:52:07 PM aprilbrown99 Will we be moving to the gold standard and away from fiat currency?

3/8/2019 2:52:29 PM kate0blue I’m struggling with the time is an illusion. We see the effects of time. Trying to understand.

3/8/2019 2:52:30 PM emmaxkxlouise Will we be free of disease in this life time ?

3/8/2019 2:52:33 PM the_realtruth18 Is UK PM following DJT orders?

3/8/2019 2:52:43 PM golh2018 Do you think we should eat animals because all of the great philosophers did not?

3/8/2019 2:52:53 PM sampson_live I am concerned that this didn't get enough coverage....

3/8/2019 2:53:13 PM zagnett Insulted? This seems obvious lol.

NO President should have to go through what TPrez is going through! Nobody should, period!

3/8/2019 2:53:32 PM deerwerdna Is time travel like the Philadelphia experiment real?

3/8/2019 2:53:47 PM olimyracle Did MJ12 had a major fleet loss in 2008 ?

3/8/2019 2:54:16 PM kagman4e Are there ETs such as Nordics from Pleiades that make up part of Q or are a source that Q relies on?

3/8/2019 2:54:33 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Can we starve negative entities just by being happy?

3/8/2019 2:54:41 PM rincon174 Interesting TY!

3/8/2019 2:54:42 PM aleks8837 Do the different alien races acknowledge that The Buddha became a Supreme Enlightened one and recognize and know what his Dhamma teachings 

are and contain? If you don't, this should be an interesting question to ask the ETs! <3

Thanks btw! Trust the plan.

3/8/2019 2:54:44 PM dark2lightpain Ti-i-i-me is on my side, yes it is #WWG1WGA

3/8/2019 2:55:15 PM laurabusse I think awareness is key. Just become aware of your thoughts. Observe. When you observe a neg or lower vibe thought then you can let it go and 

deliberately think higher thoughts to replace it/them...

3/8/2019 2:55:19 PM genhydra Does eating meat restrict ones spiritual growth/ascension ?

3/8/2019 2:55:23 PM pkekbar I ALWAYS MISS THESE!

Are you familiar with the VQC?

3/8/2019 2:55:34 PM mitolduso Yes!!!!

3/8/2019 2:55:49 PM pomeinnz no coms outside 8chan?

3/8/2019 2:55:52 PM espiang1 Anything special about Rh- blood?

3/8/2019 2:56:11 PM blsdbe What is ripple and xrt?

3/8/2019 2:56:22 PM gourangaoo Will Brexit go through on time?

3/8/2019 2:56:27 PM blsdbe What is the Betty and Barney Experience?

3/8/2019 2:56:37 PM bbobbio71 Is the cabal tech creating this feeling of disrepair people are dealing with lately?

3/8/2019 2:56:42 PM thehorstest Will there ever be a sequel to the Flintstones movie with John Goodman?

3/8/2019 2:56:43 PM mitolduso About time!!! 🤗🙏🙌

3/8/2019 2:56:49 PM charmcityanon Keep your friends close and enemies closer.

3/8/2019 2:57:15 PM greg_scotland_ We are here collectively, do we have an individual purpose set out by the divine?

3/8/2019 2:57:16 PM dumah_anuhazi What will become of the Orion Black League?

3/8/2019 2:57:20 PM listening4his Are ANY of your answers educated guesses?

3/8/2019 2:57:21 PM mitolduso 🤔🤔🤔

3/8/2019 2:57:34 PM deplorablelilly Will UFOs finally be disclosed?

3/8/2019 2:57:34 PM zagnett That's a big relief!

3/8/2019 2:57:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:58:15 PM myavery17 Will the Global currency reset happen?

3/8/2019 2:58:17 PM covfefe_grande Maybe revealed through another source instead of Q

3/8/2019 2:58:41 PM mitolduso Thn y are we so rushed lol..agree time doesnt exist..feel confident about some solar event tho. Im ready!!

3/8/2019 2:58:49 PM jrocktigers Honestly, I felt it around the time of interviews for VP. And then I saw his hair.... Anyone with hair that 'perfect', you gotta stay on guard. LOL. Kind of 

like being wary of all the three initial agencies.

3/8/2019 2:58:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 For Q team, not for MJ12.

3/8/2019 2:58:58 PM mitolduso Duh yeah!!

3/8/2019 2:59:00 PM jballz1021 Is Musk pro-human?

3/8/2019 2:59:01 PM asleepingdragon Is Trump a white hat?

3/8/2019 2:59:02 PM libertyspring99 Mark Zuckerberg

3/8/2019 2:59:14 PM freestateojones Will the general public be made aware of the role MJ12 has played throughout American history?

3/8/2019 2:59:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 2:59:23 PM mitolduso Of course we arent human

3/8/2019 2:59:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 2:59:39 PM zagnett That's friggin' AWESOME !!!

Shoutouts to @am_sasquatch, @TweetingBigfoot !!!

3/8/2019 3:00:15 PM firstwavr i read your post on operation disclosure. super soldier talk for the win.

3/8/2019 3:00:20 PM jennife53779251 I would think not, they should be free.

3/8/2019 3:00:23 PM zagnett So no "20 and back" timeline-jump kind of things going on?

3/8/2019 3:00:26 PM mitolduso Say again...🤔🤔🤔

3/8/2019 3:00:26 PM djlok That's a good point. I've always said that about people with jacked up eyebrows.  Every single person I've met with faux eyebrows or had them shaped 

oddly = hot mess.

3/8/2019 3:00:32 PM tweeterthanwine Does this include Evergreen?

3/8/2019 3:00:58 PM cat89497941 Is the real Hillary dead?

3/8/2019 3:01:13 PM jrocktigers 👆 True!



3/8/2019 3:01:14 PM zagnett Is it still in the mid or long-term plan?

3/8/2019 3:01:23 PM peterclloyd Will the chemtrails be stopped this year?

3/8/2019 3:01:37 PM sunnysideluna What about in the next 2 full moons?

3/8/2019 3:01:57 PM zagnett Type I Diabetes (insulin-dependent, juvenile onset)?

3/8/2019 3:02:12 PM petitchevalb Thank you

@AdamRechenberg

3/8/2019 3:02:22 PM treep52 Does Trey Gowdy have a yet-to-be revealed role in The Plan?

3/8/2019 3:02:22 PM mitolduso We r already in a new one 😀

3/8/2019 3:02:31 PM scents_common Who comes after Trump?  Ivanka?

3/8/2019 3:02:36 PM djlok Thank you for that! It can be so hard to do sometimes. Like yesterday when I was meditating it felt like I'd never done it before (and not in a good way). 

My mind was all over the place, etc. Tried to focus on "release my burden" but that didn't seem to help. Practice practice!

3/8/2019 3:02:40 PM zagnett Less than 25%?

3/8/2019 3:03:11 PM mitolduso I think we all do 😇

3/8/2019 3:03:13 PM zagnett Within a few months?

3/8/2019 3:03:27 PM selvestekjetil Is Norways claim at Antartica essential to the future of this world?

3/8/2019 3:03:32 PM dottie628 Oh God I hope so

3/8/2019 3:03:39 PM pastorjon9 Will the cabal be totally eradicated from this planet?

3/8/2019 3:03:40 PM aetherwalker1 Have you noticed Reptilians disappearing from our planetary system?

3/8/2019 3:03:40 PM zagnett Awesome!!!

3/8/2019 3:03:41 PM 22war11w12 😊👍

3/8/2019 3:03:59 PM covfefe_grande Trudeau 🤣

3/8/2019 3:03:59 PM blsdbe Are We The People being protected from the harm of 5/6G technologies by the White Hats?

3/8/2019 3:04:04 PM mitolduso Ooooo i knew tht 🤦♀️

3/8/2019 3:04:16 PM rinmaries Is the Alliance and Galactic Federation in coordination?

3/8/2019 3:04:26 PM aprilbrown99 That is interesting!

3/8/2019 3:04:36 PM pragmatic_texan Is Michelle Obama a man?

3/8/2019 3:04:48 PM jeritud3 I take that is a yes

3/8/2019 3:04:59 PM triade345 Is there life after death

3/8/2019 3:05:08 PM johnlepper6 I guess she was pretty enough for her brother to marry her !! 🤢🤮🤢🤮🤢🤮

3/8/2019 3:05:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thanks for participating.

MJ4 signing off.

MJ9 will remain for the rest of the unanswered questions.

Godspeed Patriots.

3/8/2019 3:05:09 PM ragevirusqq Is DIA part of the light or dark?

3/8/2019 3:05:14 PM dottie628 When will the American people see justice

3/8/2019 3:05:25 PM aleks8837 Note that Yes/No answers have no room for clarification. If something is 70% true it could still be a yes. So let's say it's not a virus exactly. But 

something tinkered with our sexuality on different planes and stuff that MJ12 referred to yesterday. Could be that I think.

3/8/2019 3:05:28 PM jherd6 Is Evergreen ever going to see justice?

3/8/2019 3:05:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:05:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:05:52 PM jrocktigers Trudeau-Castro . .. . . .

3/8/2019 3:06:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:06:16 PM pastorjon9 Thank you for opening this line of discussion.

3/8/2019 3:06:20 PM djlok Thank you MJ4.  You guys are awesome!!

3/8/2019 3:06:24 PM love4thegameak Proverbs 17:17 

17 A friend loves at all times,

    and a brother is born for a time of adversity.

Unity

3/8/2019 3:06:25 PM mitolduso Easy..of course..how do u thnk we learn?? 😁

3/8/2019 3:06:29 PM ragevirusqq Is majestic 12 working with/for the light?

3/8/2019 3:06:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:06:35 PM zagnett Does it sorta kinda appear flat or flatter in higher dimensions than it does in 3D?

3/8/2019 3:06:49 PM ragevirusqq Are any of your yes or no answers here lies or mis/dis?

3/8/2019 3:06:50 PM goyaeq Will our DNA be unclassified?

3/8/2019 3:06:56 PM covertress Thank you for answering our questions, Majestic 12.

3/8/2019 3:06:57 PM mitolduso 🤣🤣🤣yeah she..he is

3/8/2019 3:06:58 PM zagnett Oh good the solar flash seems real nasty from a 3D perspective lol.

3/8/2019 3:07:00 PM citoyen_resist Are you aware of the Savoy case and its implications in the political reset in Europe very soon ?

3/8/2019 3:07:04 PM synackstatic Was he the conduit to draw ts programs to HRC server? For her to sell?

3/8/2019 3:07:05 PM scents_common Will Ivanka be 1st female President?

3/8/2019 3:07:09 PM zagnett Do you like it?

3/8/2019 3:07:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:07:23 PM petitchevalb So let's play everybody 💙💚💛💜

3/8/2019 3:07:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 3:07:37 PM mitolduso Ooo good one

3/8/2019 3:07:46 PM love4thegameak Yin / Yang: Two halves that together complete wholeness. Yin and yang are also the starting point for change. When something is whole, by definition, 

it’s unchanging and complete. Both halves are chasing after each other as they seek a new balance with each other.

3/8/2019 3:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/8/2019 3:07:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:08:02 PM scents_common Is Trump A Clone?

3/8/2019 3:08:04 PM jasoncconley Did 9/11 involve drones in the attack?

Will actual video of the Pentagon attack be released publicly?

Will 9/11 justice happen to the actual people involved?

Is AJ a white hat?

Have military tribunals begun already?

Has HC been brought to heel already?

thank you for your time.



3/8/2019 3:08:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/8/2019 3:08:13 PM jillsfolly77711 I thought POTUS was creating a "wall" of protection from 5G.

3/8/2019 3:08:22 PM ragevirusqq Can you openly state the major events that need to take place for us all to progress toward the light?

3/8/2019 3:08:53 PM synackstatic It wasn't p2p to his benefit. It was for her. She placed him on that council for her gain.

3/8/2019 3:08:58 PM djlok I knew it!!!!  😂😂😂

3/8/2019 3:09:07 PM bourdainmurderd well weve been given music and other arts. the pyramids are about as good tech as you can get. free energy, consciousness unifying, soul teleportation 

optional for anyone in kings chamber. but yes it seems the 'clockwork elves' all want chaos.

3/8/2019 3:09:15 PM pastorjon9 We all do

3/8/2019 3:09:17 PM aprilbrown99 Go to 3:00 and watch the show. https://youtu.be/UZO5q0B5wfw 

3/8/2019 3:09:18 PM roublisa Were energy weapons used prior to 1800s?

3/8/2019 3:09:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within each IS-BE both realities exist.

Our choices is what make us who we are.

3/8/2019 3:09:26 PM covfefe_grande Is earth a globe?

3/8/2019 3:09:34 PM pomeinnz timing is everything pic.twitter.com/4QSqAIuw47

3/8/2019 3:09:46 PM tracytracy205 Good point..  Lol

3/8/2019 3:10:05 PM pragmatic_texan 😂😂😂😂

3/8/2019 3:10:22 PM mitolduso I wouldnt thnk so..i thnk its individual. We all hv diff paths 😊just an opinion based on wht ive heard

3/8/2019 3:10:33 PM ragevirusqq Can we/should we be worried about 5g and 6g implementation? Are there safeguards in place so they don’t harm people?

3/8/2019 3:10:48 PM destinlola Is Soros really detained?

3/8/2019 3:11:23 PM bbobbio71 Thank you!

3/8/2019 3:11:35 PM ragevirusqq Thank you for this yes/no session ✌🏻♥

3/8/2019 3:11:39 PM weremight Rephrase: is the answer to the question 'Is Quantum Mechanics true' classified?

3/8/2019 3:11:45 PM hellouncledonny Did the power outage in Venezuela have anything to do the adoption of LTC/BTC?

3/8/2019 3:11:56 PM ragevirusqq Can majestic 12 be trusted? Even though you will not ask for it?

3/8/2019 3:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 ☝️

3/8/2019 3:12:09 PM hellouncledonny our promise to counter

3/8/2019 3:12:40 PM aleks8837 Yes/no? :( But check out 10 day free Vipassana meditation courses worldwide. And with the focus/concentration from that course, check out Steven 

Greers CE5-initiative:  http://new.cseti.org/ce5initiative.html …

100% if you have a sincere heart/intention and try several times.

3/8/2019 3:12:40 PM jeebaleebs Can I have a job?

3/8/2019 3:12:40 PM ragevirusqq Are you aware of the events I was part of today?

3/8/2019 3:12:54 PM elatedveracity Why would he pursue installation of 5G/6/G then?

3/8/2019 3:12:54 PM foramerica1 I like your humor

3/8/2019 3:13:14 PM scents_common Is Trump a clone?

3/8/2019 3:13:29 PM scents_common Ivanka 1st female President?

3/8/2019 3:13:31 PM ragevirusqq Will we get to know who you all really are?

3/8/2019 3:14:02 PM universalrisin When the event or disclosure happens, will we meet The Domain?

3/8/2019 3:14:05 PM cosmic_engineer It's already happened and yet to happen.

Timing: only One entity knows for sure.  Galactic Logos

3/8/2019 3:14:06 PM charmcityanon Would you answer this honestly if you weren't?  Lol

3/8/2019 3:14:16 PM listening4his Remember, only yes or no answers, guys.  Just saying.

3/8/2019 3:14:27 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you, Sir. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/8/2019 3:14:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you for your time.

3/8/2019 3:15:12 PM nmchristoban Will cannabis become unscheduled this year?

3/8/2019 3:15:26 PM jrocktigers 👆⚡

3/8/2019 3:15:28 PM anon17light Are POTUS & Q Team waiting on us, We the People, to do something in particular before we can move forward?

3/8/2019 3:16:22 PM trinaparkercogg Why are people trying to convince me the earth is Flat?

3/8/2019 3:16:36 PM cryptomeup Thank you one and all.

3/8/2019 3:16:48 PM zagnett This, to me, is a very positive answer.

First, MJ could have refused to answer.

Second, via karmic law or something, it seems those among the [dark] have to admit somehow to the bad things they do, at least discretely.

Still not 100% sure, but it's a good answer nonetheless.

3/8/2019 3:17:11 PM magatexag Is this supposed to be like The Good Shepard. “Mother”.  Always thought that movie was was a loose biography of GHWB.

3/8/2019 3:17:45 PM bjambard Was GS arrested recently in SA?

3/8/2019 3:17:48 PM aleks8837 May I recommend you this:  http://www.illuminati-news.com/pdf/DialogueWithHiddenHand-WesPenre.pdf … ?

Was highly influential for me at least...!

3/8/2019 3:17:59 PM mommahood777 K, some how got back to this... if you got your 3, in the complete darkness, how would you choose the correct 2 from the 3?!😉

3/8/2019 3:18:05 PM zagnett Will it still be patented, and cost a fortune to big med/pharma to do anything with with our own DNA?

3/8/2019 3:18:35 PM ramstadstacy Will the public finally find out what is in Antarctica under the ice?

3/8/2019 3:18:46 PM anthony22003 Will Israel be exposed?

3/8/2019 3:18:51 PM spauldingshowal Was my question ignored due to classification?

3/8/2019 3:19:15 PM chancemarshal Will the financial reset happen ?

3/8/2019 3:19:50 PM ramstadstacy Are the good ETs currently preparing for first contact with the public?

3/8/2019 3:19:55 PM melanieanders7 Free will of choice.

3/8/2019 3:19:56 PM zagnett Have a great day MJ4!

Love, Light, Kek, & stuff! 😎

3/8/2019 3:19:57 PM thetempestchip Is the Garden of Eden a literal place that can be found in the lower surfaces beneath ours?

3/8/2019 3:19:58 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe just restructured?

3/8/2019 3:20:02 PM scents_common What question that Majestic answered shocked you?

I have to say it was Bigfoot being real!

3/8/2019 3:20:34 PM luckyh301 Is California going to be freed from Democrats

3/8/2019 3:20:35 PM synackstatic What about CS et al? Everyone under his 'umbrella'? Legaliation would bring all Sorts of Trouble.

3/8/2019 3:20:38 PM scents_common  pic.twitter.com/vuPULTD32E

3/8/2019 3:21:27 PM collectvcat Consuming other spiritual beings requires onevto consume their vibrational energy. So, ask yourself the method used to put the animal to death. Was 

it a negative experience for the animal? Raised humanely? Were they thanked for their sacrifice? (Think Avatar)

3/8/2019 3:21:49 PM aleks8837 Q said plainly "No"?

3/8/2019 3:21:55 PM ragevirusqq Are the pnti real ETs? Is interacting with them through the otters harmful?



3/8/2019 3:22:21 PM joni_apple_seed Are vaccines detrimental to our health?

3/8/2019 3:22:31 PM daveschroeder18 I really thought I had heard it all! I love fiction but this is wild! Really?? Where can I learn more about this. You heard about this David?

3/8/2019 3:22:44 PM ragevirusqq Can I manifest physical objects?

3/8/2019 3:23:02 PM ragevirusqq Is interacting ting with this account harmful?

3/8/2019 3:23:48 PM roublisa I have a very big hunch it has existed in the not to distant past🤔

3/8/2019 3:23:55 PM essexleedsandy No

3/8/2019 3:23:57 PM ragevirusqq How old is earth in our illusion of time?

3/8/2019 3:24:10 PM lydelltippins No surprise

3/8/2019 3:24:20 PM djlok @laurabusse I'm with you a 100% on that. The best way I describe it for myself is a feeling of confusion even though I already know the answer.  

Learning to trust myself is taking a LOT of practice.

3/8/2019 3:24:35 PM jrocktigers 😂

3/8/2019 3:25:01 PM tracytracy205 I thought I saw Kissinger in there, but he looked young and I wasn't for sure, so I didn't say it, but not surprised at all! SICK F#*%$

3/8/2019 3:25:08 PM covertress 🤣🤣🤣

That was straight out of Sneakers!

3/8/2019 3:25:31 PM aleks8837 In addition. If you mean ascension as in Buddha's Enlightenment. He ate meat and did not forbid it. He was a holy beggar so he ate what he was served.

3/8/2019 3:25:45 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098751715149578240 …

MJ, is MJ4 a guest MJ? MJ4 not active in this operation, but William Cooper was a former subordinate?

You know, that MJ4?

Any chance MJ4 can become a regular guest? 🤔🧐😎

3/8/2019 3:26:31 PM integratedwebuk In parallel realities are iPhone’s Skype phones???

3/8/2019 3:26:39 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/UZO5q0B5wfw . 3:00

3/8/2019 3:26:50 PM jane_q_patriot Used to watch him out of mild fascination on cable access TV in the 90s (and cuz there was nothing better on), perfecting his "routine." So tired of this 

spaz now. Showed up around the same time my home town started going south. Btw, could MJ12 put this Bill Hicks thing to rest?

3/8/2019 3:26:56 PM covertress Good question. 

Logical thinking.

3/8/2019 3:27:09 PM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you aware of the individual named COBRA ?

3/8/2019 3:27:17 PM andrefmpbf Is Bolsonaro's presidency in Brasil good for the people and "the plan"?

3/8/2019 3:27:21 PM dkmorris0204 I felt as you did at your age. My mom sat me down and said you know right from wrong!  Follow your gut Debra it will never miss lead you.  I know for a 

fact she was right.  I didn’t always do that but it’s a learning process!  You all good and on the right path. 💜

3/8/2019 3:27:28 PM thebronx_in_to Let’s Guess? GAME OVER! or ? CHECKMATE! #WWG1WGA #THEPLAN

3/8/2019 3:27:58 PM synackstatic We're not really anon are we? 

Stick our head too far up and a beacon shines on us?

3/8/2019 3:28:00 PM scents_common researching now.  Thanks!

3/8/2019 3:28:25 PM djlok Yes.  Look at [them] something ain't right, as my grandma would always say. 

But yeah- I think we're gonna learn there's an "off market" drug out there that ppl don't know about for these special [people].

3/8/2019 3:28:26 PM robertrkimball They are ready, just waiting for us to raise our collective consciousness.

3/8/2019 3:28:49 PM niklas_nubien Are Hillary and Hussein in jail?

3/8/2019 3:29:15 PM jones9536 Will we eventually pay zero income tax or significantly lower than what it is currently?

3/8/2019 3:29:18 PM djlok An off market drug that is made with a certain product harvested by PP.

3/8/2019 3:29:45 PM do_or_do_notty Best news today!

3/8/2019 3:29:59 PM aleks8837 Not "soon" anyway...............( http://www.neilkeenan.com  too?) Not soon, but eventually there will have to be.

3/8/2019 3:30:08 PM sherwood57 What about Nesara or Gesara?  Will we ever get there?

3/8/2019 3:30:10 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks MJ4, Godspeed

3/8/2019 3:30:31 PM collectvcat Is it important for people to learn gardening and self sufficiency due to future events?

3/8/2019 3:30:42 PM jrocktigers 😡

3/8/2019 3:31:01 PM collectvcat Should people stock food & water for bad times coming?

3/8/2019 3:32:01 PM lori_dee1 Is QHHT a good modality for helping people access higher states of consciousness?

3/8/2019 3:32:30 PM nun_chucknorris That it is my friend!

3/8/2019 3:32:38 PM suekonkel Is RBG alive?

3/8/2019 3:33:11 PM pgosys2018 "crat" --> "n" 5:5

3/8/2019 3:33:12 PM jam3daddio @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Star Trek Next Generation. Super being to Piccard. Prankster. Fun loving, and serious about the existence of humanity.

3/8/2019 3:33:20 PM jrocktigers Bloodsuckers.

3/8/2019 3:33:26 PM zg_state descheduled ?

3/8/2019 3:34:53 PM canadiancovfefe Yup!

3/8/2019 3:35:09 PM msonnie7 great q&a segment - thank you!

3/8/2019 3:35:17 PM myavery17 Thank you. Let’s do this again soon. My last question was unanswered.

3/8/2019 3:35:18 PM greg_scotland_ I felt like read them all, link?

3/8/2019 3:35:39 PM humanprimer Think billions of years.

3/8/2019 3:35:47 PM zagnett Less than 15%?

Less than 10%?

Less than 5%?

Less than 1%?

MJ, please feel free to pick one.

🤔🧐😎   <== my emoji way of saying "dark to light"
3/8/2019 3:35:54 PM jam3daddio Good. Planet earth elects Trump. Note all the international red, white and blue flags lately.

3/8/2019 3:36:04 PM aleks8837 YES!!!

 https://archive.is/mNJZu#selection-617.0-617.1 … !!!! 😃😃😃

3/8/2019 3:36:30 PM tarotbe And if so , would the “elite” b considerer the “ visitors to park “ and we are the host unawaken to our true nature ?

3/8/2019 3:37:08 PM dorothymag Will the cure for cancer be revealed?

3/8/2019 3:37:35 PM aprilbrown99 Gosh, I hope so!  Was talking to about moving to Texas yesterday if things don’t get better soon. Everything is going up in price!  Ridiculous!

3/8/2019 3:37:46 PM jflygirl Will the cure for cancer be released?

3/8/2019 3:38:12 PM tmraye I hope so



3/8/2019 3:38:31 PM michael81972 Im thinking so,  weve  had multiple bird(avian) and swine flu warnings over last decade or so,  mad cow,  etc...

3/8/2019 3:38:47 PM cledrordfishing Can we as IS-BE after death leave this cycle on earth?

3/8/2019 3:39:32 PM tweeterthanwine Thank you!

3/8/2019 3:40:08 PM aleks8837 I hope (and think) MJ12 understood that she actually meant INSULATED. Good :)

3/8/2019 3:40:30 PM johngeo85956050 I don't currently understand time as an illusion.  Will I understand some day?

3/8/2019 3:40:56 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  said sphere

3/8/2019 3:40:58 PM zagnett Yes, probably right. I just had to jump on that little typo for fun.

3/8/2019 3:42:10 PM awakeandsing123 Bill Gates was talking about this scenario. Did he know? Psychopaths still rule the US.

3/8/2019 3:42:27 PM rebornkingent I think they are waiting for all of us to do something our intuition guides us to. But it was a specific question I had in my head, I wanted to see if MJ 

would answer. They did. This is real folks.

3/8/2019 3:42:44 PM david94180828 Is there a God

3/8/2019 3:44:26 PM oathkeepr77 Will the Federal Government as a whole shrink in size?  (Fewer agencies)

3/8/2019 3:44:34 PM _the_psychonaut Wonderful. So in that case, when will the public start getting access to some of this hidden/suppressed technology?

3/8/2019 3:44:58 PM lbf777 What was the specific question in your head?

3/8/2019 3:45:05 PM oathkeepr77 Thank you

3/8/2019 3:45:07 PM bbobbio71 Anyone here have any experience/ experiences with orgonite?

3/8/2019 3:45:21 PM robertrkimball Our brains operate in step by step linearity, 3d/4d. Time is a way for our mind to process multidimensionality in which all is now.  Our heart and pineal 

are nonlinear portals of intuition, our connection to multidimensionality.  Stop asking when! You'll just know.

3/8/2019 3:45:22 PM daveschroeder18 Noooooooo, tell me you're joking! That raises so many more questions.

3/8/2019 3:46:02 PM sano_faith Am i working for light forces ?

3/8/2019 3:46:15 PM tammyredmond Does tenure decide the Majic’s number? Is this a lifetime position for you/them?

3/8/2019 3:46:22 PM sano_faith Hey what mean IS and BE ?

3/8/2019 3:46:54 PM cocopuffster12 So many!! So many videos with pictures on YouTube. Something is up. I am still digging. It’s like there was a complete civilization before the gold rush. 

History class made us feel like the gold rush was the beginning of the Bay Area being built up. Hmmmm....

3/8/2019 3:47:04 PM jamesbradleey HI, COME GET ME

3/8/2019 3:47:13 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there something energetically that you seek when questions are asked in order to provide an answer? If so, can you please 

describe what it would be so that I can better phrase when seeking a response on a topic? No judgement, just honesty. Thank you.

3/8/2019 3:47:52 PM darktolightjedi So true. I’m a US citizen and currently a legal resident in another country. I can’t vote without being a citizen, as it should be.

3/8/2019 3:48:12 PM tammyredmond I believe MJ12 addresses this and stated that 45 will implement tech that protects humans from harm.

3/8/2019 3:48:29 PM aleks8837 I may have been wrong! Couldn't find it myself.

3/8/2019 3:49:11 PM ravagepanther ALthough QUITE different than STORIES you have heard...

3/8/2019 3:49:23 PM ragevirusqq Ty I’ll search tweets ✌🏻♥

3/8/2019 3:49:28 PM called2christ What products are we speaking of? I’m a little concerned

3/8/2019 3:49:56 PM j_bulmer yep...

3/8/2019 3:51:13 PM peaches5672 What is GALACTIC FEDERATION

3/8/2019 3:51:29 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1103751506740891649?s=19 …

3/8/2019 3:52:35 PM hswcyd What’s your question?

3/8/2019 3:53:42 PM the_prophet_neo Idk, are you? Lol

3/8/2019 3:54:12 PM sano_faith Idk 🤷♂️ lol

3/8/2019 3:54:25 PM tracytracy205 That list only had Bush Sr, not Jr..  No Bill Clinton, but Clint Eastwood was on there?? I didn't go all the way through, but.. 🤔

3/8/2019 3:54:37 PM coastal2002 But JFK?

3/8/2019 3:54:55 PM hcraig0062_h WWG1WGA ! Thank you

3/8/2019 3:55:22 PM starseedatx Is the Global Currency Reset a real thing?

3/8/2019 3:56:00 PM cledrordfishing Was what?

3/8/2019 3:57:17 PM john777lee Are aliens just us from another time line ?

3/8/2019 3:57:33 PM tangtong77 Is DMT  a portal to other actual beings?

3/8/2019 3:59:05 PM kate0blue Thank you for your response!! I’ll have to dig more to understand more; this is helpful.

3/8/2019 3:59:41 PM cledrordfishing Stargate?  They get to leave while we face the wrath! Dang.....

3/8/2019 3:59:44 PM fairyland66 When you say "Time Is An Illusion" is that because we were never supposed to count or track days/night or use "time" as a measure of things or to 

schedule things around?  Things would simply happen when they happened (or were governed celestially rather than via calendar? 🧐 🙏

3/8/2019 4:01:22 PM perfectsliders Is Trump the modern day King Arthur?

3/8/2019 4:02:24 PM canadiancovfefe That’s great! Interesting! She should have never been freed in the first place.

3/8/2019 4:03:11 PM zagnett i wouldn't even do all that insulting to a Pres. i didn't like. It's always about policy, policy, policy to me. & that should always be allowed. Especially for 

Presidents.

3/8/2019 4:03:40 PM susan66388204 Is David Wilcock legit?

3/8/2019 4:04:01 PM blood_and_dirt Was that SMC Ra’s ship fueling up on the sun? Are they holding off/delaying the solar event?

3/8/2019 4:05:02 PM sano_faith Some people are saying that they have stop to eat. Prana user.

3/8/2019 4:05:11 PM janagatien73 Will Canada recover from DS control?

3/8/2019 4:05:54 PM razztaz2016 Isn't that Foreign interference in elections?

3/8/2019 4:07:54 PM the_prophet_neo Lol it’s awesome cause you pick

3/8/2019 4:08:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wait until Terrordata is exposed.

3/8/2019 4:08:34 PM sano_faith I pick? In this context it's mean ?

3/8/2019 4:08:45 PM streetbourban Will the Clinton crime family be fully prosecuted?

3/8/2019 4:10:39 PM linnyt86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is just a phony larp cba with the crap that spills out of that account. Also They are impersonating MJ-12 who are mostly all deceased 

now #fraud #Sickos

3/8/2019 4:11:23 PM the_prophet_neo Ya man, you choose. Do you wanna serve the light?

3/8/2019 4:11:46 PM cherylandrews59 I think so too

3/8/2019 4:12:15 PM sano_faith Well, what is the light ? I think we need to start with that lol.

3/8/2019 4:12:49 PM zoesinger is julian ok?

3/8/2019 4:13:00 PM kachinagtto Carbon 7... is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic structure?

3/8/2019 4:13:09 PM zagnett  https://www.teradata.com 

MJ, is this what you're talking about?

3/8/2019 4:13:42 PM banksia42265169 Q did not say that

3/8/2019 4:14:26 PM nanablue37 Leah is right. It's all in the frequencies.  Certain ones are very harmful.  That's what the DS was pushing. Not the same as #POTUS. The wall will play a 

big part in that.

3/8/2019 4:15:47 PM banksia42265169 I also read MK Ultra

3/8/2019 4:15:58 PM calimamamaga [Steve Jobs] was placed on the “kill box” therefore the question is was Steve Jobs’ life taken from him for purposes unbeknownst to us, for the time 

being.

3/8/2019 4:16:34 PM j0z0rpwn Love, light, positive energy. Evil, darkness and negativity are forces of nature in higher dimensions of consciousness

3/8/2019 4:17:11 PM tomgard01347089 Are school shootings/mass shootings false flags staged to push gun control?

3/8/2019 4:18:00 PM jordanb987 Is the concept of Twin Flame real? If so, have I met mine?

3/8/2019 4:18:10 PM curvybucket26 Is money safe inthe US stock market?



3/8/2019 4:18:31 PM kylemmurdock Is the Fed Bank going the way of the Dodo?

3/8/2019 4:19:01 PM aprilbrown99 Is the golfball size tumor (meningioma) between my brain hemispheres there for a reason?  Did it grow or was it placed?  Can I use it to help others?

3/8/2019 4:19:20 PM banksia42265169 They have already said that there is

3/8/2019 4:20:21 PM oo1o110 Should we take NESARA and GESARA seriously?

3/8/2019 4:22:26 PM wu_yah When Serbia is gonna be free ? Thanks.

3/8/2019 4:22:44 PM boy12_jimmy After living in London, UK for 5 years, I can honestly say, they loved MJ as if he was still alive and the children abuse is of no concern to them.  They 

loved MJ for his music and still do after all these years, following his death.

3/8/2019 4:23:03 PM blsdbe I. Love. Implosion!!! I-Thrive too!!! pic.twitter.com/6HEitlRmIT

3/8/2019 4:23:18 PM j0z0rpwn Be more specific. Everything you know about magnets isn't even true

3/8/2019 4:23:21 PM sabina06706427 Yeah Baby!!! 🌏💕💫🧚♀️

3/8/2019 4:24:09 PM sabina06706427 A bad one too

3/8/2019 4:24:33 PM qav8r contradiction,

Emotional health/captivity 

Dolphins are the most empathetic creatures on the planet,

3/8/2019 4:25:05 PM texan61rex Who's Evergreen?

3/8/2019 4:26:57 PM jamesgdurrett They didn't answer...fbianon said she was good cia to make democrats look bad.

3/8/2019 4:27:20 PM nursewounds I swear, this guy, he either has risperdal side effects going on, or he's a baphomet clown in the making #Demonicrats #Gynecomastia

3/8/2019 4:28:01 PM blissamerica I just tuned in so sorry if already covered, will military tribunals happen. Not just 9-11 Terrorists?

3/8/2019 4:28:19 PM perfectsliders The period of precession is about 26,000 years. Does the Christian Cross represent 4 periods of time, and do we humans only remember the last one? 

The iron age?

3/8/2019 4:28:36 PM kathleen3693693 Is our sun a star gate, as some tout the Mayans "said" in their writings?

3/8/2019 4:28:45 PM blissamerica Will amazing medical breakthroughs be coming?

3/8/2019 4:29:06 PM luckyh301 Me too

3/8/2019 4:29:33 PM luckyh301 I’m not thinking Texas

3/8/2019 4:29:42 PM homeofthetitans Is the law of one authentic?

3/8/2019 4:29:48 PM blissamerica Will censorship of conservatives on Twitter stop?

3/8/2019 4:31:22 PM blissamerica Oh sorry I asked 3 🙏

3/8/2019 4:31:30 PM cryptocrab4 Is GESARA legit ?

3/8/2019 4:31:45 PM kathleen3693693 Were the Iranian "hackers" actually "granted access" via another pay-for-play Clinton and/or Obama scheme?

3/8/2019 4:31:48 PM starehope Yes!

3/8/2019 4:32:59 PM perfectsliders (Aka) There are 4 Ages, gold, silver, bronze, and we live in iron. There are 12 zodiacs, we remember the bull, the lamb and the fish. Now we are 

entering the Golden Age, the age of Aquarius? Dark to light?

3/8/2019 4:33:22 PM aprilbrown99 Which state are you thinking of?  I like Texas cuz there isn’t any tax.  Same with Nevada.

3/8/2019 4:33:44 PM shallknown You just cant believe Michelle Obsma is man!

3/8/2019 4:35:17 PM weremight Citrix also bot the Xen hypervisor, which means Amazon AWS if you think about it.

3/8/2019 4:35:28 PM david00997884 They shiw more love, so i would say yes, funny i was just thinking about that tiday

3/8/2019 4:36:08 PM luckyh301 Idaho, Wyoming, Montana

3/8/2019 4:36:10 PM david00997884 I wouldvthink in groups

3/8/2019 4:36:49 PM j0z0rpwn At least 2 have been avoided

3/8/2019 4:37:28 PM aprilbrown99 Gorgeous!  Clean air and open skies!  🌈

3/8/2019 4:37:51 PM mongrelglory Like our Prime Minister in Canada. Lol!

3/8/2019 4:38:26 PM shallknown Are we genetically half anunaki and half earth hominid?

3/8/2019 4:38:29 PM jameske71286743 What happened to yes or no? Lol

3/8/2019 4:38:46 PM perfectsliders If yes we are like a gyroscope repeating things over & over again in the approximate length of the Mayan Calendar, & the math left behind by the 

pyramids, ancient cities, are nothing more than hints that we are repeating generations, like we experience spring summer winter fall

3/8/2019 4:39:04 PM kathleen3693693 All humankind are held in captivity and have been for at least 8000 years.

Different levels of captivity, dividing & subdividing us all, sort of like a permanent caste system... United we stand a chance against the dirtbags in 

charge.

They want us divided. They NEED us divided.

3/8/2019 4:40:22 PM cryptocrab4 How many Stargates are there ? (earth)

3/8/2019 4:40:49 PM luckyh301 And Weather you can predict better

3/8/2019 4:41:13 PM mongrelglory Can Kim Jong Un be trusted?

3/8/2019 4:41:37 PM 1ra_enelor It brings more Light so they can no longer hide their offenses, so yes💙🙏💙

3/8/2019 4:41:41 PM the_prophet_neo Ya it’s pretty cool. Like I’m like this gunslinger pirate that fights the dark forces and is ever growing my base here. Pretty cool stuff. All bout the love 

man!

3/8/2019 4:43:38 PM shallknown Becoming tiresome. When will this end?? The cabal needs to be taken down once and for all.

3/8/2019 4:43:51 PM nkr1313 Does the Cabal utilize our thoughts and emotions to affect the weather?

3/8/2019 4:43:58 PM sano_faith Pan i think you already know my choice huh ?

3/8/2019 4:44:57 PM roublisa Yes! it is fascinating and so sad,  this happened world wide from what I understand.   Looking back in hindsight I would easily dismiss the age of our 

country but as I have been shown through digging and waking our land is oldest🤨 we live in the movie Truman 😔 sheeple no more!

3/8/2019 4:45:39 PM iamcldpatricia Is Flotus part of Q?

3/8/2019 4:45:45 PM daveschroeder18 Thank God you did!

3/8/2019 4:46:37 PM yttak3 I’m late forgive me, perhaps the question bein answers already, is the Deep State 💩 is bein put away all over the planet not just in the us ? Thank you 

😊

3/8/2019 4:47:02 PM mrd_s_anderson Was 45's official signature tampered with?

3/8/2019 4:47:08 PM bandmom74 Lord knows how her hairdo is tho 🤣🤣🤣👈🏼

3/8/2019 4:49:26 PM daumster AJ?

3/8/2019 4:50:03 PM the_prophet_neo hahahah yes, I do my friend! Just letting the world see what's up just a little bit at a time!

3/8/2019 4:50:11 PM laurabusse Dear god i just read the whole article. Names names in Hollywood...

3/8/2019 4:50:16 PM perfectsliders Here is what I have seen pic.twitter.com/QB81HKh8aR

3/8/2019 4:50:16 PM 00loll0 He was like the character Peter Pan and he was probably protecting them in Neverland fom the pirates who wanted to capture them and harm 

them.Michael Jackson didn't have a mean bone in his body,he was used by people and the same people who used him killed him.This is how I see it

3/8/2019 4:50:17 PM shallknown She"s no Guinan in this reality!

3/8/2019 4:50:30 PM sergii_ii Thank you MJ4. Hi MJ9, has any human ever travelled BACK in time? Thanks

3/8/2019 4:51:05 PM sano_faith One day we will rock(et) high in the sky ! 🤘

3/8/2019 4:51:44 PM skyclimber0341 Evergreen?

3/8/2019 4:51:50 PM iamcldpatricia Was I taken? Am I tracked? We're my eggs used? What is my part now? I will only serve the light.

3/8/2019 4:52:00 PM bandmom74 Liawatha



3/8/2019 4:52:13 PM mrd_s_anderson That's my point too! Haha

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump … [compare]

3/8/2019 4:52:29 PM roublisa I was helping my 4th grader last week find “facts” about the great earth quake of 1906 in CA....she even noticed discrepancies in “facts”.   And so many 

fires🤔 always fires.  You watch Jon Levi vids on YT?...flat earth British is great too! Observation deck as well.

3/8/2019 4:53:15 PM blsdbe ❤️😇❤️Thank you ALL, MJ’s and Subordinates, for all you are doing to help We The People!

3/8/2019 4:53:33 PM usss_211 Damn

3/8/2019 4:53:46 PM the_prophet_neo haha! Oh we already do my friend! Just gotta add the finishing touches on my ride!

3/8/2019 4:54:59 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, I agree! SF fire, Chicago Fire covered up a lot. Pretty sure Rome got the mud as well. I saw a fascinating video a while back and I am kicking myself 

for not taking a screenshot. Gonna try to find it again. 🐑🐑🐑 no more!! The fact our ? is not answered - says it all.

3/8/2019 4:55:12 PM michell51304 Is David Wilcock legit? Thx

3/8/2019 4:55:16 PM usss_211 369 😉

3/8/2019 4:56:17 PM rmbrice Will there be a financial reset of some sort that will benefit the people prior to the Event?

3/8/2019 4:56:29 PM iamcldpatricia Will they stop HARRP & DARPA?

3/8/2019 4:56:50 PM blissamerica What’s a Draco squad?

3/8/2019 4:56:55 PM mongrelglory Will Sandy Hook be revealed as a false flag?

3/8/2019 4:57:16 PM blissamerica And paid for sex change

3/8/2019 4:58:35 PM lbf777 The Archons also feed off our negative energy like fear. It’s like food to them. They have no other food.

3/8/2019 5:00:09 PM petitchevalb Poor Archons

3/8/2019 5:01:20 PM usss_211 She's embarrassed to women... she hasn't learned the lesson yet...

3/8/2019 5:01:23 PM mrd_s_anderson Perhaps deliberate subliminal. The other one is different. Question everything, in time.

3/8/2019 5:03:05 PM mrd_s_anderson I feel like I'm answering my own question by remembering "no coincidences"...

3/8/2019 5:03:12 PM oo1o110 Huh? I've read every Q post at least once, probably more. Q never addressed this.

3/8/2019 5:03:24 PM kcoughl61354411 C how many 3 6 9s r around u

3/8/2019 5:03:58 PM blissamerica Fascinating is that your theory?

3/8/2019 5:03:59 PM jordanb987 If he was killed.

3/8/2019 5:04:03 PM laurabusse That is really sick. Conspiracy theorists give them ideas.

3/8/2019 5:05:01 PM usss_211 Looks like I missed out... two jobs.. it's all good. I am learning new things from the Q and A... 

As always thank you MJ for wisdom and insight...

😊

3/8/2019 5:05:03 PM jrocktigers That is a result.

3/8/2019 5:07:00 PM jaysedeface Will we be getting our craft? 🔺

3/8/2019 5:07:03 PM livings07704264 Great thanks! I knew there was something alout there!

3/8/2019 5:07:45 PM 222714ftw You didn’t tell me what was going on on I missed it 😢 and I had the best question🙏222

3/8/2019 5:08:36 PM 222714ftw Call me next time let me know🤗

3/8/2019 5:10:01 PM 222714ftw We’re burning daylight ,wagon ho🖖222

3/8/2019 5:10:27 PM jane_the_deplor and they want us to trust the #government with our health and #MedicareForAll #VOTE NO ON MEDICARE FOR ALL! Get the Government out of our 

business!

3/8/2019 5:10:56 PM usss_211 Thank God you don't live in NYS.  This Governor needs to come back in his next life as a Kitty litter box!

3/8/2019 5:12:26 PM cocopuffster12 I wonder if the Family Resource center at the Mormon Temple in Oakland would have anything. My mother was there a lot in the 80’s doing our family 

research. Perhaps more info somewhere in SF for history research. I will check out your suggestions.

3/8/2019 5:13:19 PM astol14334 These people are crazy psychopaths. Continue population control until yellow vest rise up? WTH?

3/8/2019 5:13:30 PM kcoughl61354411 Yes! &shungite. Very positive powerful stuff. Hold on for that ride

3/8/2019 5:13:51 PM woketexan I read Potus is pursuing 5/6G to gain control of it.....then he can use it to protect us, and use it against our adversaries  at the Mexico wall?  something 

like that......

3/8/2019 5:14:18 PM cocopuffster12 I was at Palace of Fine Arts last night (saw Billy Idol!) huge panorama photo inside of SF, I did not take picture. I will when I go back. So many beautiful 

buildings, all gone. pic.twitter.com/QK6uOsaQwO

3/8/2019 5:14:58 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/PZzvIg9Ovz

3/8/2019 5:15:08 PM redvester4trump Is Space Force protection from demonic spiritual realm?

3/8/2019 5:15:11 PM q4quebec Clowns hijacked that theory and spread it all over internet to confuse and discredit truthers. Psyop and smoke screen. Steer clear.

3/8/2019 5:15:12 PM cjlegalbeagle I've seen dolphins in encounter pens in the Caribbean choose to stay inside netting they could effortlessly jump over into open ocean.  And no, they're 

not too stupid to figure it out.  They jump as part of their 'jobs'.

Killer whales at theme parks, otoh, do seem despondent.

3/8/2019 5:15:32 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/IIzXmrwPY7

3/8/2019 5:16:54 PM kevinmruel Hahaha I was waiting for someone to say it haha

3/8/2019 5:17:31 PM mongrelglory 👍👍👍👍👍

3/8/2019 5:17:33 PM winklebaddie will i be famous

3/8/2019 5:17:45 PM laurabusse I would like to hear more...why no such thing? (I have my own theories...)

3/8/2019 5:18:15 PM q4quebec No. But you don't have to take it from me, Qanon confirmed.

3/8/2019 5:18:19 PM scottba58314811 I just lit up like a Christmas Tree.

3/8/2019 5:20:03 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/tzrP0WU1tx

3/8/2019 5:20:26 PM scottba58314811 Is that why they Adrenochrome?

3/8/2019 5:20:55 PM cocopuffster12 Yes!! I did see his videos!!

3/8/2019 5:21:18 PM laurabusse Maybe "race" is meaningless. Purpose is to divide. In animal kingdom if 2 beings (male and female) are of the same species, they can reproduce. Ppl of 

diff races can reproduce w each other. A white tiger can mate w an "orange" tiger. They are not diff races. They are one species.

3/8/2019 5:21:32 PM mongrelglory I'll be darned!  I just thought he was socially inept!

3/8/2019 5:21:59 PM edmontonianboy I think you’re only considered Jewish if you’re mother was Jewish. I’m not sure how it fits with DNA.

3/8/2019 5:22:17 PM deplorabldamsel Depends on the timeline? 🤷♀️

3/8/2019 5:27:44 PM djlok He answered earlier "no" to the is the earth flat ?

3/8/2019 5:28:59 PM southern_lady75 Q never has said anything on this.

3/8/2019 5:31:07 PM djlok One thing they said a while back that helped me wrap my mind around this "time is an illusion concept" was the question of how old would you be on 

another planet. 

Our Concepts of time are based only on the earth and it's Relationship to the sun.

3/8/2019 5:31:55 PM ajrnb33 MJ9: Are the chemtrails/spraying of our beautiful blue skies poisoning us?

3/8/2019 5:32:26 PM pixiesdorule You're living in the end times. The countdown clock started when Jesus died on the Cross.

3/8/2019 5:37:30 PM qtpi3_14 This. Iqd?

3/8/2019 5:38:04 PM realjamiemc @threadreaderapp unroll

3/8/2019 5:39:49 PM wbwse Using my Q to send @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lots of loving healing light! Take a breather! And know we LOVE you ALL! 💙💙💙

3/8/2019 5:41:02 PM cocopuffster12 I just sent an email to the executive director of the San Francisco Historical Society, she is a third generation San Francisco resident. I will keep you 

posted!!

3/8/2019 5:41:24 PM ekotoons EXACTLY



3/8/2019 5:41:42 PM brad34351293 You went "Counterpart" or "Fringe" on us. Choices lead in one way or the other.

3/8/2019 5:42:00 PM roublisa Yes❗️🙌 awesome....thanQ😉

3/8/2019 5:42:30 PM laurabusse That puts it even better :-) nail on the head! It's a new thing for many of us. Tuning into subtle energy and trusting it. How many times have you 

followed your mind/logic tho your head/gut/intuition was saying, maybe screaming, something else. We are trained to use our MIND...

3/8/2019 5:43:19 PM roublisa Amazing✨

3/8/2019 5:44:34 PM djlok Happens all the time.  And every time I wished I had trusted myself!

3/8/2019 5:45:25 PM laurabusse ...and override heart/gut/intuition. Recovering from long illness. Spoke w medical intuitive on phone. On a certain level i KNEW what she was going to 

say. And she did! I knew it all along. But didn't believe or trust it. How many times have you said...I KNEW IT!!!

3/8/2019 5:45:29 PM 313looper Thanks MJ1-12...🙏🏻

Is Iran Going To Be Sort Out Soon & Safely !?

3/8/2019 5:46:19 PM roublisa Yes, a lot seems to coincide with the Mormon settlements as well,  wish I was there to help.....So exciting......you rock!

3/8/2019 5:46:36 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/lHAnTa4sZj

3/8/2019 5:47:11 PM starseedatx ?

3/8/2019 5:47:23 PM djlok 👆👆👆 The story of my Life. I remember when Q was saying "trust yourself" and remember thinking, sounds like a great idea....don't think ANYONE 

has ever suggested I do that...but it does seem like a good idea.

3/8/2019 5:48:13 PM laurabusse Absolutely!!! I think that's where meditation comes in. The more you can be in a meditative state (alpha, theta brain waves) the closer you are to your 

higher self the more in the forefront the KNOWING is. It's like learning a new language...

3/8/2019 5:48:18 PM brad34351293 Always figured it would have to happen after 2020 win. There Is no win if Central Banks WW still survive.

3/8/2019 5:48:36 PM vargasgirlred I'm not confused.😉

3/8/2019 5:50:52 PM laurabusse I'm 64! My mom never taught me that! NO ONE did!!!!! I've only figured it out the last 10-15 yrs since I've been meditating. It's a new experience for 

me! Still trying to learn...

3/8/2019 5:51:18 PM djlok It totally is...like learning a new language we were programmed or taught never to learn "because that's just foolish".

3/8/2019 5:51:31 PM weremight OK - are time and energy canonically conjugate variables?  Does Bohmian mechanics correctly describe magnetic monopoles? :D

3/8/2019 5:52:20 PM willabea144 It is not happening the way it has been described but there is a way that monies will be returned to the people. Here is a video describing how: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On6-IYOi8LA …

3/8/2019 5:52:21 PM dkmorris0204 Well I went off the picture so sorry. I’m 67 and I think what I said fits.  So I certainly wasn’t insulting you.

3/8/2019 5:54:56 PM laurabusse Yes practice! We all get what we want to get, eventually :-) just gotta keep at it! What probably helped me more than most is Abraham youtubes. 

(Esther Hicks) Am getting better and better recognizing neg thoughts...it is key.

3/8/2019 5:55:17 PM weremight So, was there moar to Adrian Lamo than meets the eye?

3/8/2019 5:56:13 PM pjunkyflight So Archons are bad et's? What are the good et's called?

3/8/2019 5:56:15 PM starehope One could get lost thinking about this too much. It's not linear, cubicle, cylindrical or anything I can think of, but I know it is something I can't put my 

finger on.

3/8/2019 5:58:05 PM laurabusse Maybe what's happening is the voice of intuition goes against the programming. We are used to going with the programming. So the voice of intuition 

is therefore confusing. Will just take time and practice to get better at it...

3/8/2019 6:02:21 PM 1ra_enelor There are actually a number of them, Paleiadians to name one but there are many more. A good source to follow is @kabamur_taygeta .

3/8/2019 6:02:34 PM laurabusse It is a great idea. We are trained away from Self. Loving Self is conceited, selfish etc. We are taught the OPPOSITE of truth. But we came here knowing 

we could learn to follow our guidance, right? Knowing that we could find our way out...

3/8/2019 6:03:03 PM djlok That makes sense. And I totally get that. To be honest I'm at a point in life where I trusted everyone else (blindly), I can't afford to trust anyone else 

other than myself.  The consequences of not trusting myself have been huge.

3/8/2019 6:03:33 PM lbf777 Pladeans, arcturians, and many others. Draco Reptilians are considered bad too but they are mind controlled by the AI program Alice.

3/8/2019 6:05:03 PM nschlange I knew it! I knew it before the election and every time I bring up evidence that he is, ppl lose their minds!

3/8/2019 6:06:17 PM laurabusse Exactly! :-)

3/8/2019 6:07:09 PM crampneyvis Was Vinnie Paz of Jedi Mind Tricks in any way under majestic influence?

3/8/2019 6:07:50 PM jljensen326 Do we create reality through the Command Signants located in DNA cells?

3/8/2019 6:07:52 PM nschlange :( really? Thats so hard to believe. The ppl in the audience looked just like his wife and even his cousin?

3/8/2019 6:09:15 PM enomai_ Do the good, great ETs like me, if they know of me? I can handle a no, or maybe.

3/8/2019 6:09:40 PM parrotandrea And so many other clues ....

3/8/2019 6:09:42 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! I love sleuthing!! Check out  http://stolenhistory.org . When I can, I’m going to hit Stanford & Cal’s libraries. Also libraries in SF.

3/8/2019 6:10:24 PM enomai_ As a person. Actions, etc. Idk. Tho, im prob too laye to the party anyways

3/8/2019 6:10:48 PM laurabusse Oh i didnt take it as an insult not at all! I was just expressing frustration at having felt "gypped" in life. If someone had taught me these things! It took a 

really bad experience i could've avoided by following that very faint voice of intuition! No aplogy necessary my dear 💘

3/8/2019 6:11:37 PM laurabusse And yes what you said absolutely fits :-) you didn't go off the picture...

3/8/2019 6:13:02 PM laurabusse I did too. And yes the consequences were YUGE.

3/8/2019 6:15:42 PM sylvielaflamme Is Hon Mr Trump know about Hon Mr Sino (M1) and UN Swissindo who will pay all Gov, Corporation and individual debts as soon as the country say 

yes?

3/8/2019 6:16:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AS] in the news?

Future proves past.

Tick Tock?

Q&Anon?

3/8/2019 6:16:58 PM cocopuffster12 Check this article out pic.twitter.com/byaJqVUOHS

3/8/2019 6:17:24 PM coastal2002 Like bible says....a thousand years is like a day and a day like a thousand years

3/8/2019 6:17:46 PM cocopuffster12 Truly magical

3/8/2019 6:18:02 PM petemanderson1 Adam Schiff needs to be taken down as soon as possible.

3/8/2019 6:20:25 PM sylvielaflamme All the banking system will change of owner soon. M1 is the owner of their debts and he will take them all or he will close them all.

3/8/2019 6:20:41 PM ericdonnermeyer Is the spread of socialism/communism part of a controlled larger plan (now and throughout history)? Or is this ideology independent of other 

controlling groups?

3/8/2019 6:21:30 PM djlok Ha ha I almost used the alternate spelling of huge too. See if I'd done it I would have been trusting myself and know that you would have gotten the 

joke.  My old programming kicked in though and said "David, don't spell it that way.  What does DJT have to do with this convo".

3/8/2019 6:21:40 PM coastal2002 Oh I'm so sorry if you live there. Beautiful state but the politics make it unliveable

3/8/2019 6:22:18 PM pilar96117319 Adam Schff?

3/8/2019 6:22:31 PM rmbrice It [was] planned by the cabal. 🗝️word. We’ve already won.

3/8/2019 6:22:38 PM vintagesquirrel Why does anyone like this guy? Everything about him screams creep!

3/8/2019 6:22:48 PM enomai_ Declass yeah.

3/8/2019 6:23:05 PM brad34351293 Payseur?

3/8/2019 6:24:32 PM karentriebel AS MK? Clown? Bloodline? All of above

3/8/2019 6:24:35 PM z00mz00m4 Time is an illusion. How many events must pass to make him the past?

3/8/2019 6:24:52 PM sylvielaflamme As soon as the Mission of UN Swissindo is started, these technologies will start to be use.  We only wait for Gov who say "yes".



3/8/2019 6:24:52 PM enomai_ Watching, all of this can be draining. While, the house pulls this and that. Im sure you all are exhausted too, Thank you high ranking members.

3/8/2019 6:24:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Jeffrry Epstein]

Dershowitz Opening Statement To Mueller Report

RepMattGaetz Cohen Girlfriends

#UnsealEpstein

Ask yourself the obvious and answer aloud: Why would Hillary Clinton have to rig the election and get an insurance policy with the FBI all while her 

investigation grew?

3/8/2019 6:25:54 PM ofcbrianberrios AJ the controlled op 🤣🤣🤣 ok....

3/8/2019 6:28:01 PM __jabird__ Did AS travel to the island?

3/8/2019 6:28:23 PM liltilgerlil Mr Jason Goodman was outside and another person told him Dershowitz was there telling Court that Epstein was blackmailing someone but it wasn’t 

Dershowitz. It’s on YouTube

3/8/2019 6:28:41 PM sylvielaflamme yes this is the M1' s plan and each country will print a new money to avoid the Cabal continue to print the old and false one. The new one will be 

named "Estwo" but each country will have its own. No worldwide unique currency but all equal value, on 3 levels.

3/8/2019 6:29:10 PM neecieh6111 It was FBIanon that answered no to this question.  Qanon has NEVER answered this question.

3/8/2019 6:29:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than one island.

3/8/2019 6:32:25 PM space_sloth26 Is [AS] the first domino to fall re: Cohen hearing? 

If not, FISA brings down the house, correct?

3/8/2019 6:32:35 PM iamyou132 Are humans present on more than 100 planets in our universe?

3/8/2019 6:32:49 PM kcoughl61354411 Can we feel if someone is bad if our pineal gland is decalcified?

3/8/2019 6:33:14 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

#UnsealEpstein...#UnsealEpstein...

         ......#UnsealEpstein......

3/8/2019 6:33:24 PM daveo6145 How’d you get this pic?

3/8/2019 6:33:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verified

3/8/2019 6:33:40 PM destinlola #UNSEALEPSTEIN 😡

3/8/2019 6:33:54 PM __jabird__ Epstein’s island

3/8/2019 6:34:26 PM ofcbrianberrios Kuru is CRAZY!

3/8/2019 6:35:22 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/38fRYBR7Z9

3/8/2019 6:36:36 PM iamyou132 Woke me up when I was 8yrs old

3/8/2019 6:37:52 PM jshuah2 She’s guilty of Everything from human trafficking to election fraud. In fact, in her career even in the beginning with drug running in Arkansas. She has to 

be one of the most prolific criminals of our time. It may be a smaller list to say what she’s innocent of.

3/8/2019 6:38:29 PM ksouth21 Dersh guilty? He said yesterday that he wants everything in the case unsealed, and that that will prove his innocence

3/8/2019 6:38:47 PM destinlola I’m just glad the domino track has begun! I’ll be in Aspen for three weeks and I can’t wait to to see what stirs up! 

And I just might feed the monkey...🤗

3/8/2019 6:38:58 PM buckleu43233025 Yep, eating their own. Q did you do the casting call for these freshmen nut jobs? These women are insanely stupid or acting a part in burning down the 

House dems.

3/8/2019 6:39:39 PM nschlange Yeah, why would that be put out there if he wasn't still alive? Makes no sense to me, plus it makes those of us who think he is look like idiots at a time 

when they want us to spread what's really happening. I'm getting very frustrated at this point, very.

3/8/2019 6:41:12 PM jljensen326 Yes, we co-create with the sentient particles of the universe

3/8/2019 6:41:15 PM flobo2018 Hoping he'll hurry up and announce his bid for 2020 so he shifts his focus away from further destroying the state. Trump would trounce him - the end.

3/8/2019 6:42:19 PM neecieh6111 MJ, is Whoopie wearing an ankle monitor?

3/8/2019 6:43:09 PM ofcbrianberrios 😜😜😜😜😜

3/8/2019 6:43:47 PM __jabird__ It seems the deep state is desperate for people to focus on anything but their identification and removal.

3/8/2019 6:45:26 PM gi6stars It was already answered 👆

3/8/2019 6:45:38 PM laurabusse Ha! :-) 💘

3/8/2019 6:47:13 PM gi6stars About Renegade is Obama and Evergreen it is HRC  

secret service code names. MJ12 said yes they will see #Justice

3/8/2019 6:47:50 PM carolba88945394 This whole thing was woven out of whole cloth with the intention to hurt DJT whether he won or lost. Double indemnity. No doubt about it.

3/8/2019 6:48:14 PM iamyou132 What’s classified about it??

3/8/2019 6:51:14 PM allahuniversal HRC

See: Secret Service code names.

3/8/2019 6:51:40 PM love4thegameak Interesting...

3/8/2019 6:52:05 PM beeshelb Are there any HVTs currently detained at gitmo?

3/8/2019 6:52:32 PM ksouth21 It will be interesting to see it play out. Popcorn ready!

3/8/2019 6:52:55 PM iamyou132 I don’t think race is meaningless. It shouldn’t be a factor in how you treat any other human being, but humans do have big differences across races

3/8/2019 6:52:57 PM kbchetti Is Andy alive?

3/8/2019 6:56:54 PM smhiggs1109 We are assisting by sharing & spreading info far & wide

3/8/2019 6:57:30 PM kzcreek RBG DEAD?

3/8/2019 6:58:38 PM whitehat_van Aj is massad and mj12 is Facebook /Bloomberg /Feinstein /China. Who you going to trust?

3/8/2019 6:59:01 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein... ...... .........

Court Weighs unsealing documents in lawsuit linked to Jeffrey Epstein - CBS News https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jeffrey-epstein-plea-deal-court-

weighs-unsealing-documents-in-lawsuit/ …

3/8/2019 6:59:16 PM whitehat_van And then there was China!

3/8/2019 6:59:34 PM whitehat_van No China here!

3/8/2019 6:59:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Same! His ego speaks louder than he does!

3/8/2019 7:01:18 PM hawkgirlinmn They never thought she would lose. Insurance policy for the stupid and careless.

3/8/2019 7:01:20 PM justice_rebel I don't even know if there ever were honest elections , maybe they have let us think our votes matter, but things usually only gets better for the 

rich...the working class is up till their elbows in bills and restrictions.

3/8/2019 7:01:36 PM justice_rebel it gets worse every year, big companies make more profit but they raise prices and reduce their offerings ...

3/8/2019 7:01:57 PM schasslersteve Thought can. See Quantum Entanglement. Consciousness can.

3/8/2019 7:04:02 PM djlok I see what you did there (again). It's cute.  I like it: Q&Anon

3/8/2019 7:10:45 PM djlok Because she's a filthy woman who HAD to win the election so we wouldn't all learn how sick she really is.  

If [she] is a damn clone how we gonna know if she did it or her damn clone?

The Clone thing may explain why she seems so aloof to it all.

3/8/2019 7:13:05 PM jherd6 Glad to hear it.  ThanQ for the Q & A.  WWG1WGA

3/8/2019 7:13:49 PM karentriebel For some it is service

3/8/2019 7:14:43 PM lori_dee1 Just to clarify, do you mean #UnsealEpstein Steven? 😜



3/8/2019 7:14:57 PM karentriebel 42

3/8/2019 7:15:50 PM pixiesdorule I'm an Arkansan. She started long before she moved here in the early 70's. So much about them people are unaware of. Up until a year ago they were 

still controlling things here. We prefer "Clintoncide". She owns her crimes. Not us.

3/8/2019 7:17:10 PM karentriebel Gratitude transforms slavery into service.

3/8/2019 7:18:19 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/dTqzlRPezM

3/8/2019 7:19:04 PM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/C5DVvq38xt

3/8/2019 7:20:53 PM love4thegameak Noooooo..........

Don't You Get It???

I Mean #UnsealEpstein!!!

3/8/2019 7:22:47 PM real_forerunner Can you expand on this? Interested

3/8/2019 7:22:53 PM david94180828 I already know there is but many seem to have lost faith.  Thank you for all you do.

3/8/2019 7:23:37 PM lori_dee1 Funny how they called it "Terrordata"...oh the fun we will have we learn about them! 😎

3/8/2019 7:24:11 PM gi6stars MJ said No

3/8/2019 7:25:12 PM monroevegas Hi Q. So I love random times. Check out what I walked in on and snapped a pic. Wanted to share. pic.twitter.com/KZP9d1gkBW

3/8/2019 7:25:44 PM love4thegameak Big Red Flag When You Have Drew Carey in your Heder Banner Pic. Jus Sayin

3/8/2019 7:26:02 PM 1crazy_toaster what a thing to do to US. lols..and bathroom use in the workplace is an ongoing disaster & no one can say a word b/c that's discrimination.

3/8/2019 7:28:53 PM allahuniversal 03.08.19 The Power of 3's

Thank you for the Q&A, MJ4 & MJ9

Q&A w_ MJ12_ 03.08.19.txt

Q&A w_ MJ12_ 03.08.19.mp3

We can guide but you must 

organically uncover the TRUTH.

ARCHIVE EVERYTHING OFFLINE.

Godspeed

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12) https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …
3/8/2019 7:30:20 PM allahuniversal Nice catch.

3/8/2019 7:31:52 PM nursewounds Doesn't it act as a "sixth sense" for lack of better terms..?

3/8/2019 7:36:53 PM bobfrankel2 AS Needs sausage in the can

3/8/2019 7:39:54 PM nettiejoi when was NORAD reactivated?

3/8/2019 7:40:33 PM jamesboyett Disappointing!

3/8/2019 7:41:58 PM texas_nacl More like - if she had won we would be at war with NK, and life on our beautiful planet earth, as we know it now, would not be the recognizable.  There 

would be no good guys to speak.  Would be too too late.

3/8/2019 7:43:19 PM jrocktigers Thank you AU and MJ12 !

3/8/2019 7:44:12 PM blsdbe I noticed that ‘r’ in ‘Jeffrry’...missing e?

3/8/2019 7:45:11 PM kittyj_57 😁 pic.twitter.com/dicyxyWu5B

3/8/2019 7:46:15 PM crackedactor183 Schiiff! The pig who said " We can't find any Russian Collusion with Trump so we need to start looking into his financial affairs to find something"

3/8/2019 7:47:27 PM thomas31969680 Will the United States of America become a sovereign nation again?

3/8/2019 7:47:43 PM godfamcountry Frequency medicine?  ie Rife

3/8/2019 7:48:18 PM texas_nacl Tom Cruise similarity?  🤔

👍🏼

3/8/2019 7:49:02 PM allahuniversal if anyone could get away with saying it publicly, with minimum backlash, it'd be a Black, Muslim, immigrant, woman. Makes for good Optics, it didn't 

come from the "outside" 😉

3/8/2019 7:49:04 PM scottgasaway 4 star general Brown Majestic??

3/8/2019 7:49:43 PM magicianswheel  https://americatalks.com/politics/hillarys-massive-meltdown-if-that-f-ing-bastard-wins-we-all-hang-from-nooses/ …

3/8/2019 7:50:18 PM lightworkercain Was POTUS referring to my account at all? https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1102233073616248832 …

3/8/2019 7:50:22 PM do_or_do_notty Richard Branson’s island?

3/8/2019 7:50:55 PM allahuniversal Enjoy! This is almost as fun as making music! 

Worked on 

from:ts_sci_majic12 Life

today. It's a dense one, might require 3 parts.

3/8/2019 8:00:01 PM lori_dee1 Got it....#UnsealEpstein 😁

3/8/2019 8:00:25 PM lori_dee1 Yeah no kidding! 😊

3/8/2019 8:00:45 PM kkurth4 Yes. The Rapture.

3/8/2019 8:02:01 PM zagnett Could be to avoid attention from ALICE.

3/8/2019 8:02:01 PM brad34351293 Watching Fringe again now, & I realize Counterpart kind of rips off that storyline.  Counterpart has to be watched straight through, it gets confusing 

broken up weekly.

3/8/2019 8:03:45 PM zagnett Is he into [divide & conquer] much? Seems like it.

3/8/2019 8:03:56 PM kkurth4 Better hurry.  The world is already closing in.

3/8/2019 8:05:36 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1104229824963309568?s=19 …

3/8/2019 8:06:15 PM wearediamonds2 Nobody answers my questions...here, there,anywhere...on Twitter or in real life!! Maybe there are no answers in this lifetime.

3/8/2019 8:06:18 PM thelilkingryan Are we near victory against the Black box?

3/8/2019 8:08:31 PM _t_mki  pic.twitter.com/nrChrx8LaK

3/8/2019 8:08:55 PM kkurth4 Not a joke.  Look closely.

3/8/2019 8:12:00 PM ofcbrianberrios Creative!

3/8/2019 8:22:00 PM davidsbrown6 I wonder who gave them the keys? Any suggestions?

3/8/2019 8:23:03 PM blsdbe What if we literally need to envision the Now of AI being friendly and kind to us as we can be to AI? We can ask for BonWare.

3/8/2019 8:26:13 PM blsdbe Blessed be!!! Will voting move to a more secure platform like Blockchain, with each Citizen voting with their own blockchain Voter ID?

3/8/2019 8:26:14 PM rpool Mad cow was released into the US Deer and elk population when some idiot in the Fort Collins Colorado lab left a door open and left them escape. Was 

that the plan?

3/8/2019 8:26:27 PM mcgwyneth If our BE's are individual expressions of the one IS, what if it's possible to think as the IS that we each are, while in the embodiment of our current 

incarnation - our current BE?  If we thought as that, wouldn't we also have/do/be as that great IS?  I call it Goddening.

3/8/2019 8:27:53 PM slipperyslope18 The Stand ... "captain trips" & The Walking Man.

3/8/2019 8:28:58 PM sabina06706427 Really, humans get a flu from birds. Are we expected to believe their BS. Now they want to engineer it to transmit from human to human. Well not in 

my manifestations

3/8/2019 8:31:04 PM sabina06706427 Yep, that’s how they prepare the public. We are awake and on to them. Their games are so obvious

3/8/2019 8:36:22 PM stumpytrumpy The new freshman  @HouseDemocrats gave them the passwords no need to hack the enemy is in the house.

3/8/2019 8:40:22 PM daveo6145 What’s this in ref to?

3/8/2019 8:44:00 PM pjunkyflight I am a bit confused....you say all of these are bad.....ok...who are good? I have found a couple of sites...claiming to be good but I don't know.



3/8/2019 8:45:19 PM mcgwyneth Because there is so much advanced technology that's been kept hidden from us, what if there there is already hidden tech that could be "UN-hidden 

when it comes to 5/6G time to implement for "no harm" use of that tech?  And... What if Trump knows about it or wouldn't promote 5/6G?

3/8/2019 8:45:26 PM grumpy70bear Does the sun Nova?

3/8/2019 8:45:46 PM pjunkyflight I am following Kabamur...just started....I am a newbie about the et's. I want to know what the good are called so I can learn more....also who are bad 

and to stay away from that.

3/8/2019 8:46:51 PM pjunkyflight Have you heard of Ashtar Sheran?

3/8/2019 8:46:58 PM liltilgerlil Will all different Christian faiths become one faith of the light?

3/8/2019 8:47:46 PM lbf777 Sorry to clarify:

Pladeans and Arcturians are good ones helping us.

Reptilians and Archons were the enslaves of mankind so the “bad” ones. AI is also a “bad” one. Her name is Alice.

3/8/2019 8:49:19 PM pjunkyflight Thanks so much. Familiar with Alice but didn't realize an et. Can you point me to resource sites?

3/8/2019 8:50:15 PM whitehat_van Huh?

3/8/2019 8:51:26 PM allahuniversal Don't follow #Q, #QANON's or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, or anyone else more than you follow up with yourself.

Trust yourself. Invest in that trust. 

The returns are Out Of This World!

3/8/2019 8:52:34 PM whitehat_van Gibberish

3/8/2019 8:54:15 PM glorydawn3 Wow For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ 

shall rise first:

3/8/2019 8:56:55 PM glorydawn3 Is it true that earth is the only place time exists?

3/8/2019 8:59:24 PM 1ra_enelor Pladeans, arcturians, and many others are the good ones.

The Draco Reptilians and Archons are bad.

3/8/2019 9:00:20 PM light_fighter_g Bless

3/8/2019 9:00:24 PM thevolunteer6 EVERYONE NEEDS TO MAKE THIS KNOWN EVERYWHERE!! VIRAL!!

THEGREATAWAKENING

3/8/2019 9:01:19 PM thevolunteer6 TRUE?? TRUE??TRUE??TRUE??

3/8/2019 9:01:40 PM oliheck Gesara Nesara

3/8/2019 9:03:47 PM thevolunteer6 This idea would come from the people that are in control of all the STOCKED & READY UNDERGROUND BUNKERS!! Nothing for the citizens!!!

QUESTION EVERYTHING!!!

“THE MORE YOU KNOW”

3/8/2019 9:04:51 PM 1ra_enelor Galactic Federation Update – February 2019  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/galactic-federation-update-february-2019/ … via @2016disclosure

This will give you some of the a Good Guy ET’s

3/8/2019 9:06:16 PM allahuniversal Who would have thought the 'Twitter' phone could be so useful.

3/8/2019 9:09:03 PM dynamicres restatement -Time. Could we see, eligibility for those who are.. not likely to frighten easily, get a chance to go either off-world or into some of these 

bases?

3/8/2019 9:09:54 PM ethereal_shaman Perspectives

3/8/2019 9:10:44 PM mitolduso Lawwwddd i hope so..they really need to go

3/8/2019 9:10:49 PM goodmedicine4us  https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1104236277312872448 …

3/8/2019 9:11:49 PM pjunkyflight Thank you for the clarification.

3/8/2019 9:11:57 PM nonna1755 Great, can we stop the time changes! They make me cranky.#CHOOSEGREATNESS #SEEKINGTRUTH #TRUMPJFKJR2020

3/8/2019 9:13:55 PM pjunkyflight Forever greatful! Blessings!

3/8/2019 9:20:47 PM goyaeq I'm guessing the tweaks that would greatly extend our lifespans.

3/8/2019 9:21:52 PM goyaeq Probably the adjustments that would extend our lifespan.

3/8/2019 9:22:55 PM mitolduso Hes weird..not even human 😄

3/8/2019 9:24:10 PM lbf777 The best book for Reptilians is called Alien World Order. That needs to be understood first because reptilians work for the Archons and Alice.

3/8/2019 9:25:24 PM mitolduso i think she needs another beer 😆😆😆

3/8/2019 9:29:20 PM nonna1755 Wow, I have to get my cataracts removed,  I thought it was Jim Accosta. #CHOOSEGREATNESS #SEEKINGTRUTH #TRUMPJFKJR2020

3/8/2019 9:30:22 PM pjunkyflight Thank you. Much appreciated.

3/8/2019 9:32:23 PM mitolduso The world is a stage😉

3/8/2019 9:32:38 PM nonna1755 Jay walking is a crime people.

3/8/2019 9:33:20 PM mitolduso Yall hear the trumpets, right? 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

3/8/2019 9:36:57 PM armyvet91 No questions just ThankQ.

3/8/2019 9:40:28 PM michael81972 IMO,  No...I feel if your PM was following DJT orders then Brexit would have happened when the people of Britain voted for it...Not the circus we see 

now

3/8/2019 9:42:16 PM siriusbshaman Yes

3/8/2019 9:43:31 PM trumplovertina I do see truth in her statement.

3/8/2019 9:43:38 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/dM8eSTyoI5

3/8/2019 9:44:44 PM siriusbshaman Is [MM] a demon?

3/8/2019 9:44:46 PM iamyou132 A couple in the 60s came forth to the public with a detailed account of alien abduction. National news; subsequent investigation claimed the couple 

dreamt the incident up and were influenced by watching a similar episode of the twilight zone

3/8/2019 9:44:47 PM michael81972 Actually,  you will live forever either way,  but Ill choose Jesus and not eternal fire

3/8/2019 9:45:07 PM iamyou132  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barney_and_Betty_Hill …

3/8/2019 9:47:55 PM patriotkeri Oh this can’t be good for the military in SC!!!   Yikes.  @LisaMei62 @realhublife @12BravoGran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CHHR01 

https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1103890615488503808 …

3/8/2019 9:50:13 PM siriusbshaman Was Steve Jobs good or evil?

3/8/2019 9:56:14 PM speaakn I’ve been to Seaworld twice and both times I cried like a baby for the dolphins and the whales - I was just overwhelmed with sadness. Told the kids I 

wouldn’t take them any more. I didn’t like the circus either; the zoo was more tolerable, but not by much.

3/8/2019 10:15:20 PM entity_known Are we on the path to defeating evil?

3/8/2019 10:18:57 PM yttak3 I have mine since December :) pic.twitter.com/GjLylA0o7v

3/8/2019 10:23:46 PM whatsth61068280 Im not a fan of what she did.

3/8/2019 10:24:57 PM melishous F*ck Renegade

3/8/2019 10:25:22 PM melishous He

3/8/2019 10:26:22 PM whatsth61068280 I knew I'd get it wrong - almost wrote "heshe"

3/8/2019 10:29:51 PM melishous Yes

3/8/2019 10:30:52 PM melishous Who knows anyone. Everyone has gone crazy

3/8/2019 10:34:52 PM freeandoriginal ??? Some more light please..

3/8/2019 10:44:46 PM usamericat It does look like a person but I see the other end of the torch coming out os the bottom of earth. The butt end looks like google map man but in blue. 

Too skinny for torch butt.



3/8/2019 11:09:36 PM jswdh1 Yes

3/8/2019 11:10:02 PM killaudeepstate Maj, is Corey Goode legit? Your answer of NO, has been scrubbed.

3/8/2019 11:11:15 PM jswdh1 Yes

3/8/2019 11:13:05 PM jswdh1 I don't see it.. I think you're reaching....

3/8/2019 11:14:01 PM jswdh1 My signature changes all the Rome and he signs more things than most so I'm sure his hands cramps some!

3/8/2019 11:16:56 PM iamyou132 Ah i see your point. They say the secret is preventing the shortening of telomere length

3/8/2019 11:26:07 PM richardhiatt16 What can you say.. They will never stop until they destroy our 🇺🇸🤔

3/8/2019 11:28:38 PM jswdh1 He has that's what his (potus) twt saying we are ready for 5g even 6g meant...it was a code to coincide with Q drop to say he has protected us.. the 

wall fight isn't just about the wall it's also about protecting us from 5g!

3/8/2019 11:31:18 PM jswdh1 How could someone fly around the world continuously if the world was flat? They would have to turn around and go back where they came from!

3/8/2019 11:32:20 PM cocopuffster12 Today, beautiful natural clouds....then 3 crap lines to mess it all up. Infuriating. I bet the pilots are soulless. I’d love to meet one of these pilots. 

pic.twitter.com/vBALSvm7a7

3/8/2019 11:32:24 PM richardhiatt16 Lawless....

3/8/2019 11:32:56 PM jswdh1 MM?

3/8/2019 11:34:29 PM jswdh1 Are our dreams us in a different dimension or parallel life? If not can you explain what they do signify? Ty!

3/8/2019 11:35:47 PM richardhiatt16 Us humans...  😢

3/8/2019 11:36:10 PM loganinsp1 I have a cyst in mine.

3/8/2019 11:37:38 PM mgtucsi Think circle.

3/8/2019 11:38:42 PM richardhiatt16 “Stupid”... That’s way too nice for these village Idiots.... 🤔

3/8/2019 11:38:47 PM grrroverrrtje I know Q confirmed. Some one I know is trying to convince me DJT is a flat-earther. Have to keep a strait line for myself. Thought it would not harm 

asking. 😊

3/8/2019 11:42:16 PM richardhiatt16 Truth with dis-information ... Emagine that.... 🤓🇺🇸

3/8/2019 11:43:16 PM jollyrob2 👍😅

3/8/2019 11:47:56 PM 3prison She's right about Israel too

3/8/2019 11:49:29 PM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/fy6jfP8OAD

3/8/2019 11:52:37 PM 1_decided_voter Seeing that reply by itself on my twitter feed reminded me of one of these moments. 😁 pic.twitter.com/EKVmwUGxyB

3/8/2019 11:55:06 PM cocopuffster12 You kill me David, thank you for making me smile so much!😻😂😂

3/8/2019 11:55:28 PM jswdh1 Original judge said they were..

3/8/2019 11:57:56 PM jollyrob2 🎉💫✨

3/9/2019 12:00:30 AM richardhiatt16 Who in the US Government is responsible for this?  DemocRATS 🐀 running wild in the CDC?  Stop this.. Stop it now MJ..... 🤔🇺🇸

3/9/2019 12:00:44 AM jswdh1 But going around the world would be in a straight line a circle requires you to turn one way or the other. Just doesn't make sense. So where would the 

edges be? Would be 4 sides then correct? Or a circle..but still would be edges all around the circle..didn't Q already say round?

3/9/2019 12:00:47 AM adsvel You can do right now! 😊

3/9/2019 12:01:58 AM jswdh1 I didn't get notice of this twt till 3am! Ugh!

3/9/2019 12:07:16 AM jswdh1 I think he's following me too. I'll check..

3/9/2019 12:09:52 AM richardhiatt16 Good night MJ... Thank you for watching over us... 👍🇺🇸 Especially when we sleep..  never know what the 🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀 will do in the middle of the 

night...

3/9/2019 12:09:54 AM mgtucsi I'm not an expert at this, but if you look at the UN Flag it may help to understand. North pole in the center & the continents splayed around. The UN 

choosing that design is curious. Did they know something they're not telling us?

3/9/2019 12:13:56 AM jswdh1 Well otherwise they would need a 3d flag like possibly printed on a balloon.... they just laid the globe out to make it flat for the flag. Cutting the globe 

in half and laying it flat. I don't trust the UN anyway their funding the caravans and have stated so during an interview!

3/9/2019 12:20:12 AM sdcharge2k12 😂 did you really have to ask? a centralized crypto created by former bankers. Great idea!

3/9/2019 12:21:12 AM karensc38678909 Two Orcas at Sea world circa 1996 telepathically communicated to me not to be upset that they were in captivity because they were teaching us, as in 

awakening us. Totally awesome exchange. I'm pretty sure I was an Orca in a past life.

3/9/2019 12:21:34 AM mgtucsi I don't trust the UN either. But they could have chosen a flat map, a globe uncurled, they didn't, they chose circular. The cabal love to hide things in 

plain sight, then laugh at us because we're too stupid to get it. I don't trust them either, they're all the same kind.

3/9/2019 12:22:25 AM karensc38678909 Hi, can you explain IS and BE please? Thank you.

3/9/2019 12:36:39 AM taitai78787 Assange - i consider him to be a media organisation that reported news just like other channels. I don’t understand why he is considered a criminal 

Will he be freed soon?

3/9/2019 12:42:57 AM oo1o110 Why does MJ12 always refuse to answer NESARA/GESARA questions? I don't understand. People want to have hope that their debt slavery is coming 

to an end. Why never a "yes it's real you should know about it," or "no you shouldn't waste your time on it?"

3/9/2019 12:43:33 AM oo1o110 There's more than one island. Schiff traveled to several of them.

3/9/2019 12:45:47 AM bourdainmurderd Is Kenneth Anger Lucifer currently?

3/9/2019 12:53:14 AM laurabusse Agree. About racism i always want to say to ppl, hair and eye color are just as superficial as skin color. Yet ppl don't discriminate by eye or hair color. So 

i completely agree w you.

3/9/2019 12:57:51 AM cocopuffster12 Me as well! So many Autoimmune diseases

3/9/2019 1:00:36 AM enomai_ @CoreysDigs 

Explains the island challenge.

3/9/2019 1:01:11 AM enomai_ Adam schiff

3/9/2019 1:06:28 AM djlok 😀

3/9/2019 1:21:13 AM epkman Not a yes or no question...🚯😷

3/9/2019 1:26:16 AM epkman And render Chinese Backbone Chip...useless.

3/9/2019 1:27:53 AM epkman  http://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2014/05/living-water-icell.html …

3/9/2019 1:33:29 AM epkman Say it in slo mo... pic.twitter.com/poU5H4tDRy

3/9/2019 1:33:55 AM olimyracle Yes.

Teradata humanum est ! https://youtu.be/u5Skdc6l2dM 

3/9/2019 1:36:31 AM adsvel Wise Words.😊

3/9/2019 1:39:28 AM enomai_ Different 'assignments', Q can be still considered Majestic.

3/9/2019 1:40:35 AM olimyracle What a loud silence... 🤫

3/9/2019 1:42:50 AM us_poll Hopefully it isn't someone using his pic/name etc... But he tweeted he was from North Carolina but has a house in Germany...So I'm assuming that 

means stationed in Germany.

3/9/2019 1:46:23 AM us_poll  https://www.ausa.org/people/ltg-terry-wolff-us-army-retired …

3/9/2019 1:52:17 AM enomai_ Can you hear my thoughts there, if wanted?

3/9/2019 1:54:50 AM covertress I'm beginning to understand that. Thanks. 🤗

3/9/2019 1:56:16 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1103751506740891649?s=19 …

3/9/2019 1:56:51 AM enomai_ I see why just coming out and showing selfs are hidden. Even, im was fearful of the overwhelming and power that was inside.

3/9/2019 1:57:18 AM enomai_ I was. Thank you

3/9/2019 1:58:49 AM adsvel You are welcome. 😊💗🌈



3/9/2019 2:05:18 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could you please elaborate for on this? How can we, society, take steps to try and force our hand at readiness? Or, is it already in 

place?  https://twitter.com/RebornKingEnt/status/1104147749757431808 …

3/9/2019 2:05:49 AM bitcoinbuyinte1 5G/6G is needed to power the new currency on the Blockchain.

3/9/2019 2:09:11 AM jmichaellopez1 GOOD MORNING

3/9/2019 2:19:58 AM petitchevalb Fantastic answer ☺

3/9/2019 2:24:40 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 after seeing that pic, and thinking time is an illusion. What came first? humans, present day. Or, ETs? Or a Mix?

3/9/2019 2:27:13 AM enomai_ ETs, or most of them are our future offspring. As, we have DNA that could possible create various 'ETs' over 100-1000s generations. So, if time is an 

illusion and they are our offspring. Our present day actions effect them instantly? And, they want to help control this?

3/9/2019 2:28:20 AM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you aware of this terrible site

 https://www.adrenochrome.net/ritual 

3/9/2019 2:36:54 AM enomai_ Through this wave of dna and instant future. Are many of the ETs our offspring, or is this bunk and ETs are what most people think and they were first, 

and they are more advanced. As in born before or present on this generations timeline?

3/9/2019 2:38:11 AM enomai_ Or, is this possibly a mix, some.are our time traveling offspring, and some were b4 us? Hmm. It would create a loop, if its the first thought wrote about 

is true-ish.

3/9/2019 2:42:15 AM enomai_ And, if we are shown space correctly, for the most part. Space seems currently empty, and in the future timeline many planets are spread into societies 

as we are today, tho physical features changed, and more advanced, and greater mental abilities.

3/9/2019 2:43:53 AM enomai_ In which, in todays line would look like different races from humans. When they come and visit our present. And, would this mean that we are all ONE? 

Even with the ETs, and not just the human race?

3/9/2019 2:48:04 AM enomai_ This would explain why they care so much about us. And, involved, but i may never know, if true or not.

3/9/2019 2:50:51 AM enomai_ This would mean we really do have it all.

3/9/2019 2:56:38 AM enomai_ Yeah, the faster you go, and further from the planet you left. Perception of 'time' changes. One could be 5 years in outerspace, and 10000 years on the 

earth. In which theyre constant high speeds. Are why they probably live so long. Idk

3/9/2019 3:12:37 AM mrd_s_anderson I never planned to convince anyone or assume anything. I saw it too. The result if true, won't change the situation. I just thought it was cool. But if it is, 

or isn't, won't matter. Stay united. "Yanny Laurel" same idea. o7

3/9/2019 3:21:22 AM aschilliam FBIAnon did..

3/9/2019 3:37:10 AM siriusbshaman Research this. pic.twitter.com/YULt0MZiwb

3/9/2019 3:48:46 AM kaytonholsteins Who is evergreen?

3/9/2019 4:18:35 AM kuri99487324 Are Starseeds “programed” to awaken and become conscious prior to non-Starseeds?

3/9/2019 4:29:03 AM ragevirusqq Is this a real doc? pic.twitter.com/ov2lqZgq22

3/9/2019 4:40:35 AM jvan125 👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻

3/9/2019 4:41:43 AM thingspetssay You and I both know that the Lolita Express goes way beyond just Epstein. 

Should we have a live Twitter discussion about how things REALLY function behind the scenes?

3/9/2019 4:42:49 AM jvan125 👀

3/9/2019 4:57:49 AM liltilgerlil It only exists because of the left. Pushing fake “white Privilege”! We all exist and get along fine until the left stokes fake crap and people believe it. 

pic.twitter.com/thJIAmWboc

3/9/2019 4:59:32 AM liltilgerlil I have a litter of labs, chocolate, brown, black and not one dog treats each other differently. This is why Democrats are so dangerous.

3/9/2019 5:11:17 AM jamiegrahamusa They look like clones, Cortez and Abedin! Wow

3/9/2019 5:13:07 AM emeowwww Look to his high fructose diet for that answer. It's not a conspiracy that eating only fruit and other sugar will tax your pancreas more than it would have 

ever been taxed eating a more natural and balanced diet.

3/9/2019 5:20:04 AM godfamcountry Oh, yes.  I've heard good things about MMS.

3/9/2019 5:21:49 AM bondisurf and hear them too...

3/9/2019 5:29:35 AM jvan125 Michael Moore?

3/9/2019 5:32:44 AM jvan125 Evergreen was HRCs Secret Service name

3/9/2019 5:34:46 AM tweeterthanwine Killary

3/9/2019 5:34:48 AM ianbrendonmason Not for hours, 5 mins a day of meditation can have a good affect. You just got to reprogram your brain to believe what you want to manifest has 

already happened

3/9/2019 5:41:24 AM ianbrendonmason  https://youtu.be/Xp02R9fgSKI 

Here's a good video

3/9/2019 5:48:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Doctored but reflects authentic document.

3/9/2019 5:49:46 AM ragevirusqq Thank you for reply. Can you provide the authentic or point out the doctored parts or correct them?

3/9/2019 5:50:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation propagandist for Israel.

3/9/2019 5:53:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA DECLAS = [AS]

3/9/2019 5:58:09 AM perfectsliders Not really, just trying to figure out why we only remember the last 5500 years or so, when other markers point to things being around 10000 years ago. 

Just mixing all religions and science looking for a commonality

3/9/2019 5:58:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 What does Erik Prince know?

Why would this story break?

Do we want him to testify?

These people are stupid.

Watch. Learn. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1104183774332489728 …

3/9/2019 5:59:51 AM ragevirusqq Holding out on fisa declas intentionally still?

3/9/2019 6:00:11 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/xPPOKTRhYW

3/9/2019 6:00:15 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/xigU50qwwx

3/9/2019 6:00:55 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/hTbNlVSZyB

3/9/2019 6:01:20 AM mrd_s_anderson Doubled up on this meme

3/9/2019 6:01:36 AM twilbert4 Did I say Thanks? 😎🌴🇺🇸

3/9/2019 6:02:20 AM mrd_s_anderson 999

3/9/2019 6:03:44 AM ragevirusqq Is emery smith or Pete Peterson authentic? yours?

3/9/2019 6:04:30 AM petemanderson1 Weiners laptop confiscated by the NYPD. Hell yes we want him to testify.

3/9/2019 6:06:58 AM burgersandra Love this vindication:

"Devin Nunes was too effective at undermining the Russia collusion narrative."

3/9/2019 6:13:01 AM fionasdestiny67 Huge Booms pic.twitter.com/H3fEJJPXUz

3/9/2019 6:13:06 AM prmd21801759 He knows A LOT!!! May We know too?? :-)

3/9/2019 6:15:26 AM bondisurf Since time is an illusion in a multiple dimension.

There's never going to be a T-20m.

All questions are in an infinite loop.

Not everyone knows how to use their 5d - frequency yet.

Are you capable of teaching them how to open that door?

3/9/2019 6:16:38 AM myfanwy_72 Yes we do.

3/9/2019 6:17:36 AM eyegloarts 🤔🤔🤔🕯discovery 🤭

3/9/2019 6:20:03 AM ntwheel55 So many moving pieces to keep track of and then some change hats up and back. What a plan !



3/9/2019 6:21:27 AM lockemupq The left is so excited on the thread of the Hill article. They will never see whats coming. I bet Erik Prince knows where the bodies are buried and a 

whole lot more. These people are so stupid.  I bet theres a few out there who are scared to death to see what he knows

3/9/2019 6:27:13 AM sniggihnire The timing is suspicious to say the least. Suspicious in a good kind of way...

3/9/2019 6:28:18 AM burnedspy34 Stumbled upon your reply in the maze that is Twatter.

This is funny on many levels. Well played!

3/9/2019 6:30:14 AM jflygirl This is important to me because my mom and her dad passed away from cancer. The only 2 on both sides of my family. I have 1 sister... concerned for 

our risk. I hate cancer.

3/9/2019 6:31:38 AM thebeeguy0 Tactical nuke?

3/9/2019 6:33:33 AM thebeeguy0 His Breitbart interview is interesting. He mentioned the Hilary video, which was on the Weiner laptop which made grizzled NYPD cops cry.

3/9/2019 6:33:40 AM emeowwww To my understanding, he was eating a very unusual vegan diet prior to his cancer diagnosis at times only consuming apples and carrots for weeks on 

end.

3/9/2019 6:37:54 AM nmd_mari They took the bait as expected being the filthy scavengers they are.  Is no end to their stupidity?😂 This just made my day!! Thank you

3/9/2019 6:38:05 AM decodematrix He knows where the bodies are buried.

3/9/2019 6:39:47 AM perfectsliders The answer is still here https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104148294798925824 …

3/9/2019 6:41:27 AM bppope Trust Pres

3/9/2019 6:48:22 AM orthogonalron This guy... pic.twitter.com/cvk34ogxJb

3/9/2019 6:51:54 AM synackstatic OGSTR

Think ......

3/9/2019 6:53:37 AM aurorasreality Yes he is very important😉

3/9/2019 6:55:00 AM aurorasreality Q has dropped hints of this all along the way

3/9/2019 6:57:03 AM noogajack77 Its uncanny

3/9/2019 6:57:59 AM qsentme1718  https://youtu.be/Od2J48QW4HU 

3/9/2019 6:59:10 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/tOKw7jfVOt

3/9/2019 6:59:36 AM liberty2cynthia AJ, Alex Jones -Mossad operative?

3/9/2019 7:00:49 AM schasslersteve In your mind, perhaps.

3/9/2019 7:02:59 AM theaagabriel Weiner Laptop

3/9/2019 7:04:40 AM liltilgerlil The truth shall be devastating

3/9/2019 7:05:43 AM jcrobinson551 Yes, the Fed will be destroyed by the return to the gold standard (soon)!

3/9/2019 7:06:24 AM synackstatic Bait

3/9/2019 7:08:43 AM 1crazy_toaster so much programming we must undo.

3/9/2019 7:09:30 AM vintagesquirrel Dersh?

3/9/2019 7:10:55 AM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Interesting language used  https://twitter.com/SpaceNews_Inc/status/1104389379534016517 …

3/9/2019 7:11:57 AM liltilgerlil Both

3/9/2019 7:12:15 AM whitehat_van What is "all over the board crazy?"

3/9/2019 7:20:35 AM fionasdestiny67 Yes, "INSULATED", someone needs to do something about the phone autocorrect gremlins in my phone. Smdh.

Thank you.

3/9/2019 7:22:36 AM mongrelglory What I can't figure out is why Hillary didn't have Weiner suicided just out of spite.  She must be so pissed off that he had all those videos on his laptop!

3/9/2019 7:29:39 AM liberty2cynthia Thank you Kat! ☺️

3/9/2019 7:34:46 AM moemc8 Cant find info re this. Where does one purchase this

3/9/2019 7:34:51 AM keith369me Him and the entire MSM

3/9/2019 7:36:29 AM mkewagreatagain What a clever spoof.

3/9/2019 7:46:32 AM covertress take your pick https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069416148775645186?s=19 …

3/9/2019 7:51:32 AM cathykoester7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12    hi...what are your thoughts as to what its really about? I know obama let him go which is suspicious in itself but just where do you 

think its going?

3/9/2019 7:52:36 AM cathykoester7 isnt erik Prince a bad guy?

3/9/2019 7:59:59 AM covertress Trust the PLAN[ET]

3/9/2019 8:09:16 AM missy968 The two Schiff’s have different parents... unless what I read is a lie

3/9/2019 8:15:35 AM lou_holtz1 Ahh Ha!

The next conspiracy

Trump planted these insanely crazy people to ruin the party

Yeah - It's Trumps fault!

3/9/2019 8:22:13 AM kerryactivism True Psychopaths and Sociopaths are always disconnected from the things they've done. No guilt.

3/9/2019 8:26:06 AM reddragonfly19 I learned to trust my my intuition, it has never been wrong and has saved me more than once. It has when I pushed my intuition down that I have put 

myself into not good positions.

3/9/2019 8:29:01 AM zagnett "Keep your friends close..."

3/9/2019 8:31:48 AM joseysmom2 Gifts that keep on giving

3/9/2019 8:40:40 AM envisioninge MJ 12.....wrong ..... Russian pyramid research and findings extremely accurate and ground breaking....

3/9/2019 8:42:54 AM razztaz2016 Is this where the choice to know will be yours comes in?

3/9/2019 8:42:59 AM real_forerunner interesting.. can you tell me more on what you mean by some people think trump is uriel? Also. Do you think this could be planet x?

3/9/2019 8:43:00 AM onegoal123 BAnkruptcy ?? They better start understanding that once it is revealed to the public what they have been engaged in - the safest place for the will Not 

only be a Jail - but GITMO .... - I am not kidding one bit about this ...

3/9/2019 8:45:27 AM reddragonfly19 Took me longer to figure that out, I didn't grow up knowing God, we didn't even have a bible in our home.

3/9/2019 8:47:17 AM peony_morning I am thinking she knows our plan for OVomit and is strategically planning here.

3/9/2019 9:04:22 AM jfogle8 Is the IRS holding/losing returns of noisy conservatives?

3/9/2019 9:09:40 AM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you aware of the individual code-named COBRA ? If so, is he legit ?

3/9/2019 9:11:36 AM scottba58314811 Praise The Lord.

3/9/2019 9:12:11 AM diaptera_80 We are the fuel?

3/9/2019 9:15:29 AM liltilgerlil I just got this? pic.twitter.com/kkh7LzTGWd

3/9/2019 9:16:41 AM namefluid “Mother” in real life was based on James Jesus Angleton. He was head of counterintelligence. The Matt Damon character was a combination of 

Angleton and a couple other CIA figures.

3/9/2019 9:16:49 AM zagnett Yes, i'm on the fence about TW / THI as well. Definitely thought-provoking. 🤔

Compared to many other shows i sampled, TW / THI just stuck out in my mind as seeming very genuine. It resonates a lot. But so much of what he says 

is hard for outsiders to verify. So idk.

3/9/2019 9:17:38 AM missy968 I’ve been down a couple of rabbit holes. I’m finding that more and more.

3/9/2019 9:18:11 AM liltilgerlil And guilt



3/9/2019 9:19:13 AM robertplewis I was stationed in CO with 10th SFG(A).  As a 32nd Degree Mason I looked into the airport and found so many “fishy” things going on that I included it 

as an underground base in my book about the USA being invaded.  This page has a few great clips: http://thepactbook.com/deep-underground-military-

bases/ …

3/9/2019 9:20:53 AM richardhiatt16 More of the Village Idiot Show 🍿

3/9/2019 9:26:37 AM diaptera_80 Very important question, no MJ12 answer yet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #blueavians https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1104154927578800129 …

3/9/2019 9:27:51 AM golh2018 God is within not in a building.

3/9/2019 9:31:46 AM laurabusse Grear meme! Love it :-) so true! Thanks 💘

3/9/2019 9:32:46 AM doc1415 A bit late, but regarding the FED and IRS question. Why not take them down? While they are still in play we live in financial slavery. The own the money 

and forcfully take it back via taxes. Income tax should be eliminated. We should own our own currency, not foreign C. Banks.

3/9/2019 9:33:08 AM laurabusse Ppl get tribal. Xenophobic. Not limited to just dems. If we all could be like those dogs :-)

3/9/2019 9:36:06 AM doc1415 No to getting rid of them is making my hope for financial freedom dwindle. We know who owns the FED. It's actually retarded not to get rid of them. 

Ffs. Its not like we can buy the FED ownership from the controlling 90% of the member banks. And the IRS just screws us.

3/9/2019 9:36:41 AM laurabusse Siberian settlers? Need to look that up. So ppl having been emigrating to Canada from Siberia and causing problems? Or maybe they emigrated a long 

time ago?

3/9/2019 9:38:18 AM laurabusse Oh ok here we go...I'll read the article...probably answers the question i asked about Siberian settlers...

3/9/2019 9:40:56 AM 99thyamwasher How many times were the banks too big to fail? And Cheney getting the contracts to destroy AND rebuild Iraq (a crime if a war, as if any aren’t...)

It’ll only be fair if we all #walkedaway from our debts... the bastards.

3/9/2019 9:41:48 AM ravagepanther Indeed

3/9/2019 9:43:58 AM doc1415 Not to mention people who have worked their asses of for years still have to pay taxes on hard earned pensions they created by sacrificing decades of 

their life to earn. Thats the ultimate kick in the dick. Cant even retire in peace.

3/9/2019 9:44:27 AM liltilgerlil I do. I have 5 of my own. They are my best friends. People stress me out.

3/9/2019 9:45:05 AM mrblbrettish We can only choose one?

3/9/2019 9:45:41 AM liltilgerlil Always keep your inner child.

3/9/2019 9:47:06 AM diaptera_80 Malik Obama thought the question was ridiculous. There are pictures of Michelle in kindergarten. There should be people who knew her who could 

confirm easily? I would like to put this question to rest (I don’t necessarily take MJ12s word for it.)

3/9/2019 9:50:02 AM laurabusse Absolutely. A course in miracles teaches all emotions can be boiled down to love or fear. Personally i put guilt in the category of fear. Still struggle w/ it 

sometimes. Becoming more aware and catching myself, allowing it to be, observing it and letting it go. Becoming free :-)

3/9/2019 9:52:17 AM laurabusse Yeah. Dogs are more connected with source energy i think. They love. They don't judge or hassle us, or get all negative on our asses :-)

3/9/2019 9:54:01 AM joni_apple_seed Wow, very interesting concept!

3/9/2019 9:55:06 AM winki00000001 Are you aware of the individual code-named COBRA ? If so, is he legit ?

3/9/2019 9:55:46 AM bubalub1021  pic.twitter.com/gY5XxHAKQB

3/9/2019 9:56:53 AM keneebe Seems like Since the JFK assassination,the Democratic Party descended into a standard of division & destruction. And, especially since the successes of 

the Reagan administration, one of confounding the opposition to the detriment of the American people.

3/9/2019 9:57:44 AM pillhard Is that dude on the left wearing a pi necklace? Or some other symbol?

3/9/2019 9:57:50 AM tinmp721 I think you’re still down there.

3/9/2019 9:58:43 AM covertress pick(s)

on the move 

:P

3/9/2019 10:00:32 AM emma_trump2020 Yep

3/9/2019 10:06:05 AM perfectsliders WATCH AND LEARN - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What does Erik Prince know? Why would this story break? Do we want him to testify? These 

people are stupid. Watch. Learn. 

 https://egyptday1.blogspot.com/2019/03/watch-and-learn-majestic-12.html … pic.twitter.com/6kHVlPzXAK

3/9/2019 10:06:37 AM mrblbrettish Dig the list, hard to pick just one. Maybe a grouping of realted items?

3/9/2019 10:09:09 AM covertress I choose ET tech

3/9/2019 10:09:23 AM laurabusse Never gets old

3/9/2019 10:12:25 AM laurabusse A 1 lb can of coffee will be down to 8 oz any day now

3/9/2019 10:14:10 AM mrblbrettish Yeah...thats a good one.

3/9/2019 10:16:12 AM liltilgerlil Oh it’s a daily battle to get rid of that. If it’s taught over a long enough time, takes years.

3/9/2019 10:16:22 AM laurabusse She's from Illinois. Chicago suburb. I understand her father was a mafia crime boss in Chicago. She learned from the best.

3/9/2019 10:16:53 AM racingjen Most likely. Still don’t understand why he was picked other than that...

3/9/2019 10:22:07 AM yellowvestjohnq Plate tectonics doesn't make sense anymore. Rock would merge under pressure, not crack along "fault" lines. Cover for underground construction?

3/9/2019 10:23:51 AM laurabusse Medical medium says fruit is the most healing food on the planet and is wrongly demonized. Explains why in his books. Thousands have healed 

themselves following his protocols...

3/9/2019 10:24:11 AM tinmp721 No, it just means YOURE ALL DOWN THERE TOGETHER.

Someone should get busy and quickly fill that hole with dirt.

3/9/2019 10:25:39 AM tinmp721 Pssst: she’s the one who said she was down the hole, not me.

HURRY UP AND BLOCK ME BECAUSE I MAY DISCOURAGE THR BRAINWASHED.

3/9/2019 10:28:28 AM tinmp721 Trump is the Rabbit. Putin is Alice. I agree, Saudi Arabia is Wonderland Hell.

3/9/2019 10:29:28 AM tinmp721 A senseless stupid meme. So?

3/9/2019 10:31:42 AM mitolduso So...im not sure if they have mirrors at home, or maybe someone at home who can tell thm how, absolutely ridiculous they look!! 🤦♀️🤦♀️what a joke!!

3/9/2019 10:31:59 AM cathykoester7 what about able danger?

3/9/2019 10:32:20 AM tinmp721 She’s still down there with you.

3/9/2019 10:32:29 AM yttak3  http://Quebecorgone.com  also  http://xn--go-metros-b4a.comgéo-metros.com 

3/9/2019 10:32:56 AM tinmp721 HAHAHAHAHA!! Sure he is. He’s going to look WONDERFUL when he’s impeached.

3/9/2019 10:33:07 AM mitolduso Cant we just move them to the edge of the universe and push thm over..maybe into a deep blk hole?? 🤷♀️🤷♀️

3/9/2019 10:33:19 AM golh2018 We are stuck here reincarnating until enough people wake up?

3/9/2019 10:33:56 AM yttak3 Or type orgonite  on your search page

3/9/2019 10:36:05 AM roaminnoodle Do you know who your followers are - more than just a screen name? Me, for example. Or other anons?

3/9/2019 10:38:42 AM tinmp721 Criminal Conspiracy, obstruction of justice. Maybe even treason, if we are lucky.

And the State of New York will convict him of Bank Fraud and Insurance Fraud.

3/9/2019 10:39:21 AM tinmp721 I doubt you can hear me with all that dirt in your ears.

3/9/2019 10:39:35 AM missy968 I stand 100% with my President. And I blocked that other person. Obviously, they’re still yapping.



3/9/2019 10:40:04 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

Some say the reincarnation system down (e.g. Tommy Williams / THI - link).

Some say it's still up (e.g. MJ), who said when you pass, go to the void (not the light in this case) to avoid reincarnating again.

One reason why i keep asking MJ about TW/THI.

3/9/2019 10:41:40 AM adsvel That's linear sequence. Actually All is happening at the Moment. There is many potentials, closer to the center or far away, Horizon of Events. Many 

times I observe how subconsciousness is giving me these Events in the mixed way in my OBE's. There is needed patient observation.

3/9/2019 10:41:59 AM tinmp721 Although your postings work VERY WELL against missy. LOL

3/9/2019 10:43:58 AM tinmp721 No, your nightmare. It’s going to happen.

3/9/2019 10:45:32 AM aljansen5  https://twitter.com/aljansen5/status/1102004029893341185?s=19 …

3/9/2019 10:49:34 AM pilar96117319 💥🔨

3/9/2019 10:54:43 AM pragmatic_texan Understood.  There is a reason however, that some famous people have said that the Obama’s will someday be known as the biggest frauds 

perpetrated on America!

3/9/2019 10:57:11 AM n7guardiananon This group ever have connections with Majestic Hotel in France?

3/9/2019 11:00:50 AM theappraizer Saw this coming the moment Q's logo was linked to Prince. They raked @ErikPrince10 or @erikprince over the coals. 😕

Payback is a bitch! 😤😵

Go Q! Go Prince!

3/9/2019 11:09:55 AM moemc8 Tku

3/9/2019 11:26:15 AM enomai_ People are freaking out. Can i tell me story without names?

3/9/2019 11:27:58 AM enomai_ My*

3/9/2019 11:34:48 AM laurabusse The question is now unavailable. Wish i knew what it was...

3/9/2019 11:41:17 AM kaytonholsteins Thanks - I just discovered Evergreen Air is a C_A program for Chemtrails too. So that's interesting.

3/9/2019 11:41:41 AM laurabusse Now you all were saying that you want to be free...

3/9/2019 11:43:28 AM laurabusse Dang. I'm starting to doubt everything now

3/9/2019 11:44:56 AM laurabusse Interesting concept...

3/9/2019 11:45:35 AM askesis369 No need, doubt stems from fear and love always wins, have faith.

3/9/2019 11:49:06 AM nicmccormic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 legit?

3/9/2019 11:50:56 AM jaiagtp Nope, God has a personality and is a spiritual person. We are part and parcel of him. We are same in quality but not in quantity. The supreme goal of a 

soul/jiva/atma is to have a relationship with that supreme person Godhead.

3/9/2019 11:52:19 AM laurabusse Check out medical medium Anthony William @MedicalMedium. Books. Web site. Fb. Instagram. Twitter. He says no such thing as autoimmune 

disease...it's all "unknown" viruses and he tells you how to heal yourself...i can sum it up for you if you like :-) blessings and healings to you

3/9/2019 11:53:13 AM laurabusse Wow somehow i knew this...

3/9/2019 11:55:43 AM laurabusse The question is now unavailable

3/9/2019 11:56:27 AM jskielb3 He said elsewhere, no.

3/9/2019 11:59:20 AM laurabusse Yes :-)

3/9/2019 12:06:46 PM oo1o110 I meditated on it, and I believe I've gotten my answer.

To share with others, There may or may not be a NESARA/GESARA, but if there is, we're talking about unsettled global currency politics here. The truth 

is the US is in huge debt, and any solution is tricky.

3/9/2019 12:08:23 PM oo1o110 I don't believe that we will get any resolution on this until after things have settled with China, not to mention the DS. 

I believe any change to a legitimate currency will come with a debt reset because of the corrupted nature of the previous system.

3/9/2019 12:13:11 PM emeowwww Enjoy your pancreas while it still works. I'll be over here not giving myself cancer.

3/9/2019 12:17:24 PM theaagabriel No crying. :)

3/9/2019 12:18:28 PM oo1o110 MJ12 can't comment on global financial political politics because MJ12 is real and cannot signal to China and others what we are strategizing here. We 

can't reveal our cards to our adversaries without weakening our own position.

3/9/2019 12:27:03 PM sharond27756243 the only ppl that are stupid are the masses that keep buying into this fake left-right political paradigm that is controlled by the same ((people))

3/9/2019 12:29:23 PM laurabusse Fruit heals liver which heals pancreas...fat causes fatty liver which causes obesity and diabetes...fruit also helps cure cancer. Raw diets overall are 

healing. Personal experience. Many many books. Blessings :-)

3/9/2019 12:30:01 PM sharond27756243 only ISRAEL demonizes iran as excuse to invade and fulfill greater israel project.

Iran wants to be left alone- esp from zionist imperialism.

Thanks for exposing yourself MJ12. Another secret gvnt department working for israel.

3/9/2019 12:30:55 PM nicmccormic Thanks. I missed that one.

3/9/2019 12:31:20 PM sharond27756243 israel has a small army of mind controlled dolphins with bombs strapped to their backs to swim in chinese waters to spy and detonate ships.

Chicago (where this article is from) is well known for being jewish mafia run.

Does this show ((who)) is behind global slavery?

3/9/2019 12:31:24 PM laurabusse Have healed myself of type II diabetes BTW. So i speak from experience. Have lost over 50 lbs eating this way. Skin, everything has improved...

3/9/2019 12:33:12 PM darktolight17 Never underestimate EP! He’s one of the finest Patriots!

3/9/2019 12:34:36 PM sharond27756243 Stupid? because shes a CLONE. Controlled/FAKE opposition by israel?

Google, facebook, amazon etc SHOULD be broken up.

3/9/2019 12:35:36 PM sharond27756243 traitor to who? ISRAEL?

3/9/2019 12:36:15 PM sharond27756243 More like "the public will be distracted while israel retakes control of america and the west"

3/9/2019 12:36:31 PM jaiagtp Not part of the paradigm shift?

@321yugelbaraeb

@luigi_strikes

@MajorTomXRP

@HamEggsn

@Fame21Moore

@ripple_crippler

@CheshireXRP

@LeeR912

@sentosumosaba
3/9/2019 12:36:38 PM cjtruth Keep killing it w those 7 followers. Bye bye bot!

3/9/2019 12:37:02 PM sharond27756243 "deep state" = ISRAEL

3/9/2019 12:38:09 PM imlivinginlight A lot of what you said is true but everything in moderation and if you read what Ashton said about his acting prep, he nearly died on the same diet.  

Moderation is the key.



3/9/2019 12:40:14 PM sharond27756243 who cares at this point, the real question is whether the hammer will fall on ISRAEL.

My money is no. so nothign will change and ppl will slip further into slavery and deluded insanity.

3/9/2019 12:42:13 PM sharond27756243 so this proves that trump is a fraud as all these Qtards are.

You never had any intention of enacting real change. Just to power players fighting for the top spot, playing everyone with propaganda.

Taxes, zionism, and economic slavery will continue. sad!

3/9/2019 12:46:38 PM darktolight17 They forced him (EP) and his upper brass to flee to United Arab Emirates, GB was Potus at the time, they (DS)were gonna hang these men out to dry.

3/9/2019 12:53:46 PM sammi221us1 A must see video of who the “fresh faced” Dems in Congress are and who is pulling the strings https://youtu.be/1h5iv6sECGU 

3/9/2019 12:54:19 PM synackstatic [AS] post declas = contagion within their ranks.

3/9/2019 12:56:51 PM canadiancovfefe The only other recent one I have heard about is Richard Branson’s Island, but just references of it. No details.

3/9/2019 12:58:44 PM 76northman Majestic is a nothing.

3/9/2019 12:58:47 PM mrblbrettish @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there something going on in Philadelphia that would cancel or delay flights to it?

3/9/2019 1:01:00 PM richardhiatt16 Sure, I’ll buy that 🤓🇺🇸

3/9/2019 1:01:21 PM matthew51660614 Alex Jones

3/9/2019 1:04:08 PM canadiancovfefe I have heard they also do not feel any anxiety associated with the crimes they have committed, often allowing them to pass lie detector tests.

3/9/2019 1:04:48 PM canadiancovfefe True that!

3/9/2019 1:12:40 PM excaliber7777 Who didn't .

3/9/2019 1:14:06 PM excaliber7777 They have already declassed all of us , now it is their turn !

3/9/2019 1:19:28 PM kcoughl61354411 Decalcify it w fermented skate liver oil watch the cyst go bye bye

3/9/2019 1:19:30 PM killaudeepstate Thanks Rob.

3/9/2019 1:20:20 PM wintersdream4 Patriots are ready. #WWGQWGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/xPq5ddKka5

3/9/2019 1:32:24 PM canadiancovfefe Wow! Isn’t that interesting. I saw AD’s name on the Epstein flight logs on a YouTube channel sometime ago. I always wondered (if true), if he would in 

the end skate from that. He’s been looking a tad nervous as a Fox New’s contributor, as of late.

3/9/2019 1:43:31 PM sano_faith Majic eyes only

3/9/2019 1:48:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We allowed FBI to conduct their own investigation.

Doesn't mean we didn't do our own.

3/9/2019 1:55:27 PM bbobbio71 The one I have has a mineral canister the cleaned water runs back through

3/9/2019 2:06:16 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏🤓🇺🇸

3/9/2019 2:08:29 PM trueplants Are children aborted and murdered healthy before torn from momma womb?

3/9/2019 2:17:22 PM djlok Mine got locked today too.  I had to do a password reset bc they detected unusual activity from my account.  I took that as a warning shot.

3/9/2019 2:20:06 PM excaliber7777 Maybe he knows who was behind the fake Russian Alpha bank account that tried to send money to Trump . Trump didn't even take campaigne money 

from Americans, why would he take it from Russians?

3/9/2019 2:20:23 PM 1jesust 🤣👍🤣👍🤣

3/9/2019 2:23:51 PM djlok Very VAGUE!  I'm not a Russian...I promise.  Never even been to Russia!

3/9/2019 2:30:17 PM olimyracle @ts_sci_majic12 

[THREAD SUGGESTION]
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More?

What is there for US to LEARN?

Merci

💞
3/9/2019 2:40:53 PM liltilgerlil Hahahaha! It makes us stronger. They just don’t get how angry America is over what they have done to our country. We’re just getting started. 

pic.twitter.com/rr6GNdPRwF

3/9/2019 2:42:42 PM liltilgerlil Don’t forget the Antifa waifs lol

3/9/2019 2:44:24 PM liltilgerlil I’m a big girl, if I sit on one they will find Jesus lol

3/9/2019 2:44:57 PM robin_ked yes can't leave out these Soros whackJobs pic.twitter.com/4z1ZSAqCtd

3/9/2019 2:59:09 PM jrocktigers [AS] pic.twitter.com/NSYWl7b1Cb



3/9/2019 2:59:50 PM honorbound1974 Weiner Laptop

Weiner Laptop

Weiner Laptop

Weiner Laptop

Weiner Laptop

Weiner Laptop

And

BOOOOOM!!!!!!

Bye Hillary! 😜

WWG1WGA!!

#qanon

#maga

#war

#patriotsfight

#thestorm

#thestormishere

#thegreatawakening

#wwg1wga

#trump
3/9/2019 3:16:33 PM loganinsp1 Where would I get that?

3/9/2019 3:17:32 PM mommahood777 Just here to break the 333rd like, I'm not afraid....

3/9/2019 3:20:04 PM mommahood777 How 'bout that..broke the 33rd like on this too...

3/9/2019 3:37:16 PM smhiggs1109 I believe we're envolved in something more than ANY of us realize. We are ALL data being measured & calculated. The GOOD guys are 

watching/monitoring the algorithms/Platforms is what I believe. Every article/comment we share thats suppressed is noted.

I hope anyways!!

3/9/2019 3:40:00 PM smhiggs1109 But yea Ik You know I've seen ya around. 😀

3/9/2019 3:40:33 PM djlok You got him!

3/9/2019 3:50:46 PM bbobbio71 Chembuster, personal pyramid, and several Tb pucks for about 6 yrs.  Was curious about your experiences. I was power washing a deck and accident 

hit the CB. blew out my salt lamps in the house.  Strange

3/9/2019 4:02:33 PM blsdbe Heads up y’all pic.twitter.com/9CHPDNnvwA

3/9/2019 4:07:51 PM olimyracle Yes, a #YellowVests WW with US taking that specific lead by joining and giving the movement a new dimension?

It is not only about taking power back, but to reflect on its use

WE have the opporunity to become each a #ReflectiveStrip to solve our issuses https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101324865431322624 …

3/9/2019 4:13:44 PM kerryactivism Yes, I've heard the same. Zero empathy for their victims, either, and they don't take responsibility for what they did. It's always someone else's fault. 

#HillarysWholeLife

3/9/2019 4:17:29 PM fi_prasad He knows a lot doesn't he? Wasn't his company contracted to work in Iraq as a mercenary army?

3/9/2019 4:18:52 PM selvestekjetil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 That aint just the butt of the torch. Try again, i see you (vagly). ;) #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/wWXJo6pKiE

3/9/2019 4:55:56 PM the_fjalar interesting. pic.twitter.com/spLphS0sQE

3/9/2019 5:11:42 PM laurabusse Thanks...

3/9/2019 5:18:28 PM adsvel There is no Beginning and is no End... Definition of Prime, if there is no Beginning? If there is Prime then by sequence there should be End, then 

definition of IS should Be MS ( Mortal Spiritual Being). Besides this Universe is infinite verses of IS-BE's created verses.

3/9/2019 5:19:23 PM kcwpatriot Is the earth concave with all universal objects housed in the center of the shell separated by a glass sphere which houses the Source?

3/9/2019 5:20:25 PM missachar1 Fair point.

3/9/2019 5:22:02 PM kcwpatriot  pic.twitter.com/VzL5aTHQNU

3/9/2019 5:32:17 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are any of Ilhan Omar, Rashida Talib and AOC white hat actors?

3/9/2019 5:35:20 PM adsvel Wise words, but there is always another alternative...😊

3/9/2019 5:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/9/2019 5:58:11 PM coryz34 How are they White Hat actors? Disinformation to sew confusion maybe ;)

3/9/2019 6:05:02 PM justice_rebel yeah of course , put the focus on others , nothing to see here, they're always reflecting like a maniac ..

3/9/2019 6:06:15 PM coryz34 Will it ever be known to the public that she is a man? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/9/2019 6:06:32 PM keith369me AOC and Omar talk about many of the same things Majestic12 talks about.  They just don’t offer a Majestic path to get there like our MJ friends

3/9/2019 6:07:45 PM djlok @Keith72256137 ...you were right!!  I knew it...not about them but about you being right!!

3/9/2019 6:08:35 PM justice_rebel the flu gets worse every year, that's how they get rid of old ppl over 80 

..they cost too much ...

3/9/2019 6:10:08 PM coryz34 Why would Q say, “no outside comms.” When you are here with higher Clearance giving us information similar to Q?

3/9/2019 6:13:43 PM lovethebeach999  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1h5iv6sECGU …

3/9/2019 6:15:23 PM dragonbydesign I felt this since day one! I was laughing with a friend and joked about a bunch of white hats in a room coming up with writing the Green New 

Deal...”Hey! I know  let’s put something about cow farts in there!” That Deal is ridiculous! Then AOC made it happen!

3/9/2019 6:18:36 PM love4thegameak @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the Course in Miracles Real or Fake News?

3/9/2019 6:33:52 PM coryz34 Unroll @tttthreads

3/9/2019 6:34:38 PM coryz34 They do?  Do you have an example of this?

3/9/2019 6:38:05 PM keith369me New Green Deal...AOC (no fossil fuels...left out Majestic free energy), Omar calling out the cabal (sloppily worded as Jews), calling out Obama as a 

murderer.

3/9/2019 6:41:02 PM keith369me If you read AOCs description of the New Green Deal, it mirrors Majestic outcomes, just leaves out the details of getting there...free energy, replication 

tech (get rid of methane from cows, etc)

3/9/2019 6:43:29 PM nr750 You indicate the FED and IRS will continue.  You also said: “Captivity ~=~ Slavery”.  Isn’t slavery the point of of the FED and IRS?

3/9/2019 6:47:11 PM adsvel Thank You MJ4, Peace and Prosperity to You.🖖

3/9/2019 6:50:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Did Manning have the same handlers as Snowden?

3/9/2019 6:53:20 PM bondisurf There's a star man....

He would like to greet you, but it might just blow your mind.....

👽#WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/sI66hcu9fIs 

3/9/2019 7:05:06 PM coryz34 Was Dr. Bronner Majestic? He created Dr. Bronner’s All-One! magic Soaps

3/9/2019 7:13:47 PM zack_stone Thats what u call deep cover



3/9/2019 7:16:47 PM turboxyde "What makes a great movie?" - Q

3/9/2019 7:17:14 PM keithwins Is @TrueEyeTheSpy a actor ??

3/9/2019 7:19:45 PM blsdbe Ditto!!!

3/9/2019 7:24:17 PM liltilgerlil Is this legit? https://qnation.us/wikileaks-just-dumped-clinton-emails-bon-appetit/ …

3/9/2019 7:28:11 PM mgtucsi Amazing to be a conspiracy researcher with the experiences you have had. I have no personal experience but have been researching for many years. 

We have been lied to, about pretty much everything, our entire lives. ThankQ for the info. I will watch the videos on ROKU.

3/9/2019 7:29:55 PM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/9/2019 7:33:10 PM godchosetrump77 #medbeds

3/9/2019 7:34:44 PM godchosetrump77 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Please answer this! Inquiring minds preparing for humanitarian projects via RV..

3/9/2019 7:37:12 PM godchosetrump77 He's innocent. He was brownstoned or simply a scapegoat.. He and his siblings were abused by their father... Rest in peace Michael. We know your 

true heart.

3/9/2019 7:37:41 PM allahuniversal Answered.

"...all in the material realm is an illusion created by chaos..." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065809201027575809?s=19 …

3/9/2019 8:07:04 PM jdltr450 Yes, it's gonna be just fine, no need to worry.

3/9/2019 8:24:32 PM robin_ked #DeclassifyFISA pic.twitter.com/JiKicpabNy

3/9/2019 8:25:51 PM brandonn1271  pic.twitter.com/fDi32b4aB2

3/9/2019 8:29:21 PM mgtucsi I don't worry, I didn't mean to come off that way, if I did. I have been researching since 911, it didn't look right, one thing led to another. I've been 

down many holes & continue, there's always more to learn. I know things will be fine, we are on a good path, & I can see light

3/9/2019 8:43:12 PM lady_loo1110 No, they're undercover republicans working to help @potus win reelection...m

3/9/2019 8:51:04 PM jvan125 I thought the SAME THING!!! OMG!!! Especially the energy correlation. Wow, I am having so much fun with the movie/plan!!! I feel bad for the ones 

still asleep and thinking POTUS is the Antichrist. Man will they feel stupid 😂.

3/9/2019 8:54:15 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve been pondering on AOC. 

For some reason both her and Acosta seem like white hat actors IMO

Why would anyone continually set themselves up like those two do? 

No one would! 

Great actors make an excellent movie.

3/9/2019 8:56:41 PM jrocktigers hmmm.... and she infiltrated the Justice Dem. org... very good script writing.

3/9/2019 8:57:14 PM do_or_do_notty See?! Could be, could be!

3/9/2019 8:57:31 PM _17patriot_ I don't know hard to believe myself

3/9/2019 8:58:05 PM do_or_do_notty She keeps talking about free energy. We do know it’s coming.....

3/9/2019 8:59:03 PM jrocktigers I do hope so because she cannot be overlooked.

3/9/2019 9:03:41 PM do_or_do_notty If she’s not a white hat actor, we’ve got a huge problem, no doubt

3/9/2019 9:07:21 PM jrocktigers Voting age cannot be lowered to 16.

3/9/2019 9:11:03 PM coryz34 I see!  Great catch because I was having a hard time seeing the Majic in them but I get what your putting down. Thank you!

3/9/2019 9:20:44 PM allahuniversal Hmm...

from:ts_sci_majic12 AOC

3/9/2019 9:31:20 PM awakeandsing123 She did audition to the Justice Dem for a Congresswoman role.

3/9/2019 9:46:32 PM aussieqofe Dont forget the children too

3/9/2019 9:51:17 PM realityloominng There is NO way AOC is a whitehat... that acting would be way too great...

3/9/2019 9:53:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to edit your textbooks live so we can manipulate reality with even more precision.

Are you awake yet?

These people are sick.

Interesting Days Lie Ahead

They Never Thought She Would Lose

She Lost A Rigged Election With An Insurance Policy In Case She Lost

[HRC]

3/9/2019 9:54:54 PM kimmitt_tom Betsy DeVoss' brother.  Badass Whote Hat.

3/9/2019 9:59:16 PM keith369me Mandela effect on steroids.  This is CNN

3/9/2019 10:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 You didn't ask us about the puppet masters?

These people are stupid.

Drive Conversation RE Green New Deal

Focus On MilTech Congressional Oversight

No Planes = UFOs

No Cows = Replicators

No Cars = Transporters

Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ knowledge)
3/9/2019 10:26:38 PM skbeatty1 Edit 4D Quaternion 4X4 16 Equations to 3D 3X3 9 Equations:

Just lost FREE ENERGY, FTL Travel, Instant Comms.  Hmmm...

Wake up, kids!

3/9/2019 10:26:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 [AOC-CoS]>FEC (!AOC?)

[AOC]>Cause&Effect

Cause&Effect>DECLAS tech

DECLAS tech>No Planes

DECLAS tech>No Cows

DECLAS tech>No Cars

The choice to use crypto is yours alone to make as it is a shark tank filled with blood.

Majestic Magick

Are you enjoying the movie?

Time Is An Illusion
3/9/2019 10:27:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104628549292642304 …

3/9/2019 10:28:05 PM zack_stone Draco masters?

3/9/2019 10:28:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Too esoteric to be associated with AOC.

3/9/2019 10:28:56 PM scottgasaway I smelled what you were stepping in. 👍. Not many did however.

3/9/2019 10:29:26 PM blsdbe Who are the puppet masters?

3/9/2019 10:31:15 PM monroevegas When you say “no cars=transporters” am I to sub transporters where I see “no cars”?

3/9/2019 10:31:41 PM blsdbe So no financial reset, but basic income in the form of crypto?

3/9/2019 10:32:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Well reasoned.

3/9/2019 10:33:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust The Plan

Patriots In Control

3/9/2019 10:33:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reset for what purpose?

Why not just abandon?

3/9/2019 10:34:24 PM blsdbe ThanQ. Blessings and May the Force be with All You Patriots.



3/9/2019 10:34:36 PM love4thegameak No Cows- Lab Generated Meat?

3/9/2019 10:35:08 PM love4thegameak Now Cows>Lab Generated Meat?

3/9/2019 10:36:18 PM love4thegameak Who's Writing the Scripted Questions the Freshman Are Asking In Session?

3/9/2019 10:36:36 PM lbf777 I’m ready to abandon. How soon can we do this?

3/9/2019 10:37:28 PM decodematrix What are transporters? Like a self-driving car, drone, or stargate?

3/9/2019 10:38:25 PM 1_decided_voter I thought I read somewhere that POTUS issued orders to declassify patents and technology, and (((they))) tried to delay it, eventually agreeing to do it 

within a couple years. Is that where we are now?

3/9/2019 10:39:27 PM blsdbe I have been hoping for the dissolution of the money system for a long time. I will #TrustThePlan. May the Fall of Babylonian Money Magic Commence. 

And ThanQ.

3/9/2019 10:39:28 PM monroevegas First off, is global warming only a way to control and generate income? I really have never thought global warming real. I used to see funny weather 

patterns. Now lately i see weather changing back to how it is when not being manipulated.

3/9/2019 10:39:51 PM tinaqpatriot45 I've been hearing that A Occasional Cortex actually AUDITIONED?!? For her job?

Can you confirm/deny?

3/9/2019 10:40:37 PM monroevegas Or should i think “global warming = weather manipulation program”?

3/9/2019 10:42:30 PM monroevegas 👍

3/9/2019 10:43:04 PM blsdbe Star Trek? pic.twitter.com/VzNv45BOgY

3/9/2019 10:43:05 PM love4thegameak Announcing our 2019 Congressional Innovation Fellows — TechCongress https://www.techcongress.io/blog/2018/12/10/our-largest-strongest-and-

most-diverse-fellowship-class-yet …

3/9/2019 10:43:40 PM beaux4christ Is this green new deal just to get more money out of us?  Also to limit our travel if thier plans end up working?

3/9/2019 10:45:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 What makes good movies?

GREAT ACTORS.

You are watching a movie.

Trust the plan.

Patriots are in control.

They never thought she would lose.

[YT][JU][AK][JI][more++,+++]

Who Are Their Puppet Masters

These People Are Stupid

Learn the comms
3/9/2019 10:46:54 PM monroevegas I remember when “Global Warming” was changed to “Climate Change” because some scientists or their helpers were writing email making fun of 

manipulating data to fit the narrative. Its my reasoning that GW was changed to CC for rebranding. Os that not true?

3/9/2019 10:48:25 PM kagqanon What is the best way that I can lead people I interact with down the path of truth and understanding of what is happening today in regards to "the 

movie" I am enjoying?  So many are still asleep.

3/9/2019 10:48:38 PM do_or_do_notty I don’t think  CoS means Church of Satan in that context

3/9/2019 10:48:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 POTUS was not fully briefed on other matters prior to being sworn in that influenced this decision.

What did AJ say?

Is he crazy?

"They've made agreements with Interdimensional Aliens."

[7,000,000,000]

Define Blackmail

🇮🇷 POI RT Exclusive

Iran Nuclear Deal?

Hussein?

]IO[

Majestic
3/9/2019 10:50:06 PM blsdbe What is being released with IO?

3/9/2019 10:50:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 We showed them to you in SG-1, Star Trek, Star Wars, and even Apple during WWDC last year.

3/9/2019 10:51:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Trojan Horse.

3/9/2019 10:51:54 PM blsdbe I would like a chance to experience a transporter first hand. Can I find my way to one by asking nicely? 😇🙏😇

3/9/2019 10:52:02 PM 1_decided_voter Will these things become our reality in 2019 or at least before POTUS leaves office?

3/9/2019 10:52:12 PM jrocktigers "Basic Income = Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ knowledge)"   -  Who determines the value of knowledge and what knowledge will be deemed 

the most/least  valuable?

3/9/2019 10:53:32 PM monroevegas Why would a TR3B be able to be seen overhead flying very fast?

3/9/2019 10:53:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chief Of Staff

3/9/2019 10:54:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Pretty face" who got "away with murder"

We are saving Israel for last.

[BiBi]?

3/9/2019 10:55:04 PM do_or_do_notty Thank Ya!

3/9/2019 10:55:48 PM blsdbe Best way to support my Jewish Family when things go down? Will we finally see the Fall of Organized Religion?

3/9/2019 10:57:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 New economical cryptos will be introduced that will allow an open source approach to its development. 

These new paradigms should include the value of stored knowledge and the value of transmitted knowledge. Highly sought knowledge is highly 

valuable commodities.

3/9/2019 10:57:32 PM do_or_do_notty MJ12 saves the day! 😎🇺🇸✌️

3/9/2019 10:58:02 PM beaux4christ What was going on with HRC when she fainted during the elections?  Are they cloning people?  Or just have very good body doubles?

3/9/2019 10:58:11 PM jrocktigers Yes. Thank you!

3/9/2019 10:58:28 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/apTGOXURoSc 

3/9/2019 10:58:45 PM monroevegas Is this Bill a ransom threat? Seems to me, because of “human activity” they must manipulate the weather now in order to maintain control through 

mind control and esentially thievery through high-tech means. “Climate Change” seems more like a scene in Batman where Joker robs bank.

3/9/2019 10:59:29 PM monroevegas Population dispersement

3/9/2019 10:59:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Creating is the incorrect part of speech.

Created.

1947.

"Majestic Nation".

Majestic 12.

3/9/2019 11:00:24 PM monroevegas And if Comgress does not sign on then the “fires” will only increase.

3/9/2019 11:01:57 PM wwg1wga369 I'll be working on an architecture and design to do exactly this in the near future

3/9/2019 11:02:57 PM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/dM8rk3cGIH

3/9/2019 11:03:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Social Media Regulation to include protections against "disinformation campaigns" such as topics like "conspiracy theories", "anti-vaccination", 

"informed consent", and other Majestic operations?

Politicians are looking to exploit DCMA to silence Q&Anons + MJ12.

3/9/2019 11:05:02 PM blsdbe Is MJ12 in the process of undoing this by supporting Guaidó to return power to their people or is this about controlling  oil?

3/9/2019 11:05:22 PM godwins777 Waiting for Trump to bring up Tesla Files from Uncle!!! Whoohoo! Definitely Dark to Light! Lol! ♡



3/9/2019 11:05:43 PM beaux4christ Is DMT bad or can it be used for good?  My own conclusion would be it opens a gateway into a spirit realm but who uses it demons or angelic or both? 

Or am I wrong all together?

3/9/2019 11:05:51 PM monroevegas Heaven forbid we ask questions.

3/9/2019 11:06:03 PM do_or_do_notty Are there still active portals or stargate in the Sedona area? Seems to be much activity in the skies reported there

3/9/2019 11:07:40 PM monroevegas Im actually reading the “New Green Deal” pdf and every sentence so far is twisted in a lie.

3/9/2019 11:09:39 PM do_or_do_notty Once we raise our vibration are we able to see the beings who are here, but on a different vibrational plane? Or is that not at all how it works?

3/9/2019 11:10:23 PM love4thegameak Patriots in Control though. So what's [their] next step.

3/9/2019 11:11:33 PM blsdbe However, #WWG1GWA. Trusting the plan, using my critical thinking, being aware, knowing that #PatriotsAreInControl is comforting. Hanging in there. 

Please bring the healing tech soon. It is hard to see so much #SickCare suffering, as people’s health is used for profit.

3/9/2019 11:11:52 PM identityasxy .

Some issues are so essential, they require our immediate attention.  This is one of those.

If lose free speech and uncensored channels or public forums  (rt to assemble ), we're screwed.  Draw the line on 1st Amdt protections

3/9/2019 11:12:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Cabal is desperate for control over the oil because of the wealth it generates. 

Their sources have dried up.

These people are sick.

3/9/2019 11:12:14 PM doyleglobal DCMA or DMCA?

3/9/2019 11:13:00 PM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/rFKHiungB3

3/9/2019 11:13:12 PM blsdbe Oil or adr3nochrome?

3/9/2019 11:13:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 I before E except after C

3/9/2019 11:13:50 PM sharond27756243 facebook should just be shut down completley. its lame in every way. and the only ones that even use it anymore are single mothers on welfare 

constantly posting some petition for something shes outraged about.

3/9/2019 11:14:42 PM miss_jordon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do Dems know who Q is? How can they carry on each day under the pressure? False hope that it's all a bad dream?

3/9/2019 11:15:59 PM monroevegas How many of the problems listed in the bill are a direct result of earlier manipulation by cabal?

3/9/2019 11:17:35 PM reverb256 Old news.

3/9/2019 11:18:13 PM oo1o110 Bandersnatch must be Majestic disclosure.

3/9/2019 11:23:59 PM monroevegas What page and line does it state “no planes” or equivalent language?

3/9/2019 11:28:26 PM blsdbe Will we see a return of Integrity to Science and Education? Can we go back and learn the True Science? I lost so much faith when I learned about how 

some scientific studies are ghost written out of thin air and published for a profit...

3/9/2019 11:35:08 PM realityloominng Can anyone find anything interesting at WWDC 2018?

3/9/2019 11:35:20 PM jswdh1 She didn't write it tho.. she wasn't even in the room. Her chief of staff wrote it! She regurgitates everything her handlers tell her to say! When she goes 

off script is when she is thinking for herself.. the literally answered a casting call for the job

 https://youtu.be/1h5iv6sECGU 

3/9/2019 11:36:16 PM jswdh1  https://youtu.be/1h5iv6sECGU 

3/9/2019 11:48:43 PM cocopuffster12 He blocks anyone who says anything positive about Majestic 12. Patriot blocking a Patriot. Divisive and odd.

3/9/2019 11:49:12 PM kaytonholsteins When you say

 “no cows = replicators”

Am I to assume I wasted my life?

This is not sarcasm - take a look at my profile!

3/9/2019 11:54:04 PM robertplewis It’s funny, it was my lifelog fascination with conspiracy theories that led me to become a Mason. The type of person I am, I figured that if most of them 

end there, I’d go find out myself if any of it were true.

3/9/2019 11:54:42 PM jollyrob2 ✨💫✨

3/9/2019 11:54:57 PM robertplewis The scary thing about Q is that my “fiction” trilogy that I’ve been writing since 2014 is based on a premise that covers everything Q has been telling is 

about. Both vindicating & terrifying.

3/9/2019 11:55:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Is AOC is mind controlled without her permission? A puplet to the pullet masters of the Justice Dems?

3/9/2019 11:59:52 PM tinaqpatriot45 So are certain high profile individuals also "actors"

While the real characters are detained?

🤔Who r the pupmast? 

Still dark? Or have we seen them?

3/9/2019 11:59:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Time for the Trump card

3/9/2019 11:59:55 PM cryptomeup Is this to do with advanced tech in exchange for off world human slave trade/abductions and worse? Crimes against humanity. These people are sick.

3/10/2019 12:02:33 AM siriusbshaman Inter-Dimensional alians are really demons. Read about it in the Bible. Christ said we have authority over demons. Together we need to rebuke them 

all back to the abyss never to return.

3/10/2019 12:20:53 AM kaytonholsteins I’ll say the replicators 

You choose one and I’ll take the replicator and what ever you choose I’ll replicate it and wammo

3/10/2019 12:21:31 AM humanprimer Scarcity is an illusion. Money was the foundation of the control. Replication eliminates greed, theft, covet,etc.

3/10/2019 12:24:39 AM islandofdelight In the Keynote or Developer Talks?

3/10/2019 12:26:13 AM humanprimer Brilliant. I had already become unpopular by trying to explain what she was saying could be done thru tech. Thanks.

3/10/2019 12:36:29 AM diaptera_80 I remember a clip where AOC exposed the corruption that decides who gets to sit in the seats of power. That didn’t rhyme with the negative memes I 

was seeing about her on twitter.

3/10/2019 12:42:57 AM andrew13892378 I don't know how other people of science and exotic discoveries feel, But when I can no longer disclose slowly using social media softly framed in" Its 

only a conspiracy theory" Then I am Going to Hard disclose blunt terrifying facts in a very big terrifying dump with no controls

3/10/2019 12:43:16 AM aschilliam so 7,000,000,000 dead/sheep and the rest ruling class?

3/10/2019 12:44:10 AM monroevegas Is the “reset” scare tactic?

3/10/2019 12:44:36 AM synackstatic Doesn't Bitcoin play that role already? 

Encoding data to bc blkc costs Bitcoin. 

How much is that data worth to you to make immutable/permanently accessable?

WL used it to great effect, no?

3/10/2019 12:44:54 AM andrew13892378 Really DS! You did not think this through did you!

3/10/2019 12:47:33 AM _369311119 Occlumency

3/10/2019 12:53:59 AM monroevegas Please define. Dictionary has no definition.

3/10/2019 12:54:37 AM diaptera_80 1. Has any Mandela effects applied to textbooks yet? 2. Is it you, MJ12 who is responsible for the Mandela effects seen so far?                             It should 

be a neat way to condition people for a post-disclosure world without a [vatican]

3/10/2019 12:55:38 AM lindasexton71 She lost the election. Period

3/10/2019 12:56:19 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ats_sci_majic12%20occlumency&src=typd …

3/10/2019 12:59:06 AM monroevegas There is a way to gather info from occlumency? Like a computer retrieves data from a thumb drive?

3/10/2019 12:59:35 AM diaptera_80 When will crypto be made safe? Before financial reset?



3/10/2019 1:00:00 AM monroevegas Like getting info from a thumb drive? But DNA instead?

3/10/2019 1:01:12 AM monroevegas 🤔

3/10/2019 1:01:22 AM diaptera_80 If you mean everybody gets a basic income based on their knowledge, I like it!

3/10/2019 1:01:40 AM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/h2VYNonOde

3/10/2019 1:05:24 AM monroevegas Nm. Answered my own question. New to this. ThanQ

3/10/2019 1:08:21 AM _369311119 From what I can understand it is the ability or tech allowing someone to hide true thoughts from someone else who is actively "reading" or 

"programming" them. Like if AOC was using Occlumency to trick her handler. Just guessing.

3/10/2019 1:08:25 AM diaptera_80 I can’t believe I have found a bunch of people who have no problem with the moneyless concept. ☺️All my life, before I knew anything else, I knew the 

moneysystem was evil, and I NEVER met ANYBODY who agreed and didn’t accuse me of being a communist.

3/10/2019 1:09:16 AM monroevegas Is AOC draconian DNA?

3/10/2019 1:09:21 AM _369311119  https://harrypotter.fandom.com/wiki/Occlumency 

3/10/2019 1:09:32 AM epkman Keck... pic.twitter.com/Tx6wjiH4Y7

3/10/2019 1:12:39 AM monroevegas I am personally familiar with the comcept now that i understand. Never knew what it was. Just thought I could hear people’s thoughts...or put up my 

firewall to keep others out.

3/10/2019 1:15:03 AM monroevegas Correct? pic.twitter.com/QDNe5EwlpS

3/10/2019 1:15:32 AM sleky19 No cars ? ☹️

3/10/2019 1:17:52 AM mongrelglory I have a Star Trek Christmas tree ornament of a Transporter! 😆

3/10/2019 1:21:52 AM _369311119  https://augtellez.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/a-techno-spiritual-infection/#more-204 …

3/10/2019 1:28:55 AM mongrelglory It will be so nice to get all the big transport trucks off the roads! (No offence to truck drivers).  It's so noisy and the traffic is so congested in the city 

where I live! 👍

3/10/2019 1:33:04 AM thevagrantpepe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...If time is an illusion and dimensions can be crossed via ]thought[, is it possible that these inter-dimensional beings are reflections 

of ourselves?

3/10/2019 1:34:51 AM mongrelglory As much as I look forward to replicator technology...I'm going to miss going to farmer's markets in the summer!  Factory farming (especially of 

livestock) is an abomination, but the smaller farms took better care of the land and animals.

3/10/2019 1:43:54 AM bbobbio71 Interesting

3/10/2019 1:45:57 AM bbobbio71 Both I'm sure. 

Build the wall!

3/10/2019 1:46:27 AM bbobbio71 Amen

3/10/2019 1:48:02 AM bbobbio71 Just learned about this on "Unsealed the alien files "

3/10/2019 1:49:03 AM bbobbio71 It'll be a fight,  but Patriots will succeed!

3/10/2019 1:58:39 AM adsvel Many people will loose their jobs... Replicators, who will eat in the restaurants and for money, and on and on and on, who will use old tech...

3/10/2019 3:03:14 AM diaptera_80 So, what is 45s disposition towards Iran and Venezuela, going to lead to? Have those countries been offered to shake hands on a disclosure NWO?

3/10/2019 3:03:17 AM mongrelglory The restaurants might survive for social reasons, but the cooks would likely be replaced by replicators.  Grocery stores will become obsolete.  I think 

they would have to implement basic guaranteed income at the same time to help with job losses.  A world with no shopping malls!

3/10/2019 3:10:52 AM diaptera_80 When having a discussion in a car with 2 ”sisters” in my congregation they scolded me for saying ”money is evil”, referring 2 bible: ”the LOVE for money 

is the root of all evil”. I will never forget. What they really were saying: ”the monetary slave system is put in place by god.

3/10/2019 3:10:53 AM mongrelglory New jobs will open up for "replicator repair technicians" etc...  Think of all the blacksmiths that went out of work when cars replaced the horse and 

buggy.  Technological revolutions create instability for a while, but new jobs open up. Many might choose to retire.

3/10/2019 3:12:41 AM diaptera_80 They wouldn’t have to work, they could do something with a higher purpose of their own choosing.

3/10/2019 3:16:29 AM djlok I know.  I like driving too... It's a great way to see the world, but I think transporters will be better... And safer!

3/10/2019 3:19:07 AM phipsx What are they programming?

3/10/2019 3:22:40 AM diaptera_80 ?

3/10/2019 3:22:58 AM sleky19 I work in automotive engineering so..

3/10/2019 3:32:44 AM adsvel There should be willingness to learn New skills, however many are not willing to learn new skills, they better will sit on job seeker allowance.

3/10/2019 3:36:44 AM adsvel Their should be flexible in their mind, flexibility allows them to move forward, but in reality is different.

3/10/2019 3:38:00 AM defense_usa Doggy Distraction 🐶

#MAGA

#USMC 📷 by Sgt. Olivia McDonald

@TurnerGore @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Antonio47423371 pic.twitter.com/WkKNfHV5gA

3/10/2019 3:38:58 AM rdeweese04 Typically the letter furthest from the start “I”, except after “C”. So in the case DMC “A”.

3/10/2019 3:44:04 AM maryschade14 This may have been necessary. In lieu of events such as the envelope distribution..and why they were there to begin with [GHWB] makes sense. 

Like all else this will turn on them.

3/10/2019 3:46:09 AM djlok Major red-pills in that video. "The world is changing"!

3/10/2019 3:46:24 AM covertress This is an excellent video on which to practice the art of listening at 2x speed.

3/10/2019 3:54:40 AM djlok That's cute!

3/10/2019 3:57:40 AM covertress I never expected to hear these words [12:25 - 13:25] from Ahmadinejad.

Is Mahmoud Ahmadinejad a White Hat?

🍿 🍿 🍿

3/10/2019 3:57:41 AM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/4fKdPY1ma5

3/10/2019 4:00:24 AM do_or_do_notty The drugs 

The oil

The blood

The adrenocnrome

The children

The money

The power

It’s all dried up for [them]
3/10/2019 4:13:50 AM nivensmctwisp2 According to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 both Omar & AOC are white hats.

3/10/2019 4:32:43 AM unrealindia There are different types of societies without money.

3/10/2019 4:34:35 AM oynotsind1 What was the question?

3/10/2019 4:37:30 AM oynotsind1 Kuru

3/10/2019 4:41:38 AM oynotsind1 What was the question?

3/10/2019 4:42:16 AM covertress I'm really not understanding how you knew Trump would be president because... The Sphinx.

3/10/2019 4:42:39 AM oynotsind1 Whi is MZ

3/10/2019 4:43:11 AM libertyspring99 Mark Zuckerberg



3/10/2019 5:08:13 AM sleky19 I have ideas but not the money to create my business 😅

3/10/2019 5:17:31 AM universalrisin MJ, just to be clear, you want us to push for the Green New Deal so that we can finally have the classified techs become declassified? I remember in a 

tweet you said that you were waiting for us to get started, so is that what you meant? 

https://twitter.com/rebornkingent/status/1104147749757431808?s=21 …

3/10/2019 5:19:35 AM universalrisin Like if anyone understands what MJ is trying to say, are they saying they want us to push this Green New Deal into existence so that we can get class 

tech to become declass tech and release them to the public for use? Or should we NOT push GND for declass tech?

3/10/2019 5:25:25 AM usss_211 Thumbs up ☝

3/10/2019 5:30:00 AM bkize54 Which begs the question....what about Carter Page? No book thrown at him.... He previously worked for FBI as paid informant on Russia case... was he 

a plant?

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC @GeorgePapa19 https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1104516087981457410 …

3/10/2019 5:30:20 AM mrd_s_anderson This is dated 5/18/1999:

'20 years' later: https://www.sfgate.com/music/article/PLEIADIAN-WARNING-Evil-Lizards-and-Sex-Slaves-2930357.php …

3/10/2019 5:37:37 AM lovethebeach999 Are the banks going down this month?

3/10/2019 5:39:03 AM lovethebeach999 Blockchain ?  Numerology ?

3/10/2019 5:46:00 AM lovethebeach999 Social rating system coming to US ?

3/10/2019 5:52:25 AM lovethebeach999 Maybe we can 3D print beef soon 

😂

3/10/2019 5:54:02 AM lovethebeach999 Probably no coincidence 1984 was showing on my Prime “recently released movies” last night.

3/10/2019 5:55:26 AM lovethebeach999 When I bought my current car in 2014, I “knew” it would be my last vehicle purchase.

3/10/2019 5:56:33 AM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 re: "Crypto Based On Information (value = Σ knowledge)" means information stored in blockchain=currency value OR information 

stored in BE = amount of crypto owned?

3/10/2019 6:01:58 AM mrd_s_anderson Dark to Light?

Think Mirror?

Have the pens progressively been getting lighter, or is it just me?

3/10/2019 6:02:12 AM 66gto69gtx Corporal Cool pic.twitter.com/ZtJdYY5Yol

3/10/2019 6:02:54 AM wearediamonds2 I just spent a mind numbing two days organizing and filing all of my business  expenses and receipts for the tax overloards.I have one more day to go of 

this paperwork. I am looking forward to the day when taxes are abolished, too.

3/10/2019 6:05:52 AM mrd_s_anderson I know I am. pic.twitter.com/UapCW7gCU2

3/10/2019 6:10:51 AM adsvel Money is the energy of exchange, the greed is evil, to get more no matter how.

3/10/2019 6:11:27 AM tanyadawnh Justice Democrats auditioned and helped to elect AOC, Omar, Pressley and Tlaib.

3/10/2019 6:14:32 AM jonle86 #QAnon can anyone verify any of this?? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mG7VJxZNCI 

@kabamur_taygeta @TrueEyeTheSpy @KibBitzLaw

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of March 10, 2019 ~ Intel  https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2019/03/restored-republic-via-gcr-update-

as-of_10.html …

3/10/2019 6:19:52 AM blsdbe Welcome to the Family, Dearheart 😇🙏😇

3/10/2019 6:37:58 AM keith369me ThankQ you for bringing clarity to what I thought I was seeing and bringing additional information...trust your intuition

3/10/2019 6:38:50 AM keith369me Without scarcity it could be anything...even a loving thought or action

3/10/2019 6:39:08 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 when I tried to comment about free energy technology in regards to her green deal fb wouldnt post my comment 😶

3/10/2019 6:43:18 AM keith369me Last year I bought a small amount of crypto to force myself to keep my eyeballs on it?  After the crash, some crypto’s are recovering better than others.  

 Does this mirror the internet stock crash where Amazon and a few others that “made it” rebounded better than others?

3/10/2019 6:44:53 AM 1aaronjustice As an avid weight lifter 🏋️ you’ve now changed how I approach my workouts. I need to train like a Warrior! It’s highly spiritual !Thanking for sharing

3/10/2019 6:45:44 AM keith369me Transporters as in enhanced transportation or as in Star Trek?

3/10/2019 6:50:58 AM wisdomonium only someone with an agenda and very little education in biology spreads stupid s#*t about 'sexual energy' being consumed. When cult leaders 

pushing sex magic turn into saggy tea bags & hot young people no longer want to bang the insane crowlys of the world, these beings starve;)

3/10/2019 6:53:38 AM anitakingsbauer MJ12-assuming the movie we are watching is already done, is our time better spent focusing on raising our vibration then all this drama/hate?  Or are 

there important things to be learned?  I assume we will ‘know’ more anyway once The Event occurs.

3/10/2019 7:00:44 AM liltilgerlil I’m waiting. I won’t join in the current black market money system in some of the current crypto. Thanks

3/10/2019 7:09:17 AM blsdbe I am hopeful that there will be training to care for all the new technologies coming out. Maybe there will be Transporter Engineering?

3/10/2019 7:25:24 AM doyleglobal [3]5|5[9] – i.e. 3, 6, 9 would be the case – that is to say, Saturn will not be able to continue its orbital lock on Jupiter – and the rest of this system – 

without bridging.

Saturn’s N Pole, as Earth’s, is Rx’ing S1 return V on a 720 Hz harmonic.

So, what now??

—

#May [🇦🇺]

RD
3/10/2019 7:28:59 AM doyleglobal There’s less than 2 ½ months to find out [🗳]. pic.twitter.com/ZfYWM78GlP

3/10/2019 7:29:28 AM aprilbrown99 Is this accurate? https://medium.com/econaut/what-is-a-crypto-economy-155bdbc4ab1d …

3/10/2019 7:32:06 AM aprilbrown99 I had purchased some currencies in hope to exchange during reset so I could fund humanitarian projects in my area to help the homeless. Will that still 

be possible with crypto?

3/10/2019 7:34:57 AM djlok Talk about disinformation is real, disinfo is necessary: "I before E except after C!!" 

Many a kid have lost spelling bees following that rule!!

 

@ICEgov could really have fun with coming up with a variation of that saying for their unofficial slogan.

3/10/2019 7:37:59 AM aprilbrown99 If knowledge = value, how does this spread out equally? 

For example, someone who has lived on the streets for years will not have the same knowledge as a CEO.  I am sure I am missing something as I don’t 

have the whole picture.

3/10/2019 7:40:46 AM keith369me The cabal is like a boil.  The far right side of the boil is being squeezed by the Q, POTUS, and patriots.  The far left, AOC, Omar, etc are starting to apply 

pressure.  With the pressure on the right and a bit more force from the left, the boil (cabal) explodes.

3/10/2019 7:42:35 AM blsdbe Plenty of truth bombs included...

3/10/2019 7:42:54 AM antonio47423371 please fellow back

3/10/2019 7:43:45 AM djlok Yeah.  I think that's a very good question.I bet in many ways the homeless person knows a lot more than the CEO.

Another question to ask is why are they homeless. Most certainly don't want to be. If it's because the odds are stacked against them, hopefully those 

odds will change.

3/10/2019 7:49:17 AM blsdbe #ItsHappening pic.twitter.com/5NRH1cfkmp



3/10/2019 7:51:17 AM mongrelglory It really sounded like a speech that should have been given in front of the UN!  I mean the real UN that people always wanted, not the current UN full 

of corruption and evil.

3/10/2019 7:51:27 AM aprilbrown99 Yes that is what I am praying for as well!  I am sure that they have mad skill and knowledge on how to survive, that takes tremendous determination in 

their situations. I hope the wealth is evenly distributed otherwise we will be in the same position we are now, IMO.

3/10/2019 7:51:58 AM turboxyde The collective is dependent on our individual ability to raise our DNA's base frequency to higher levels. The more individuals who awaken and begin the 

inner work, the faster this stuff manifests collectively. Along the way you will be showered with blessings from the most high!

3/10/2019 7:54:34 AM mongrelglory It seems to be foreshadowing a global government organization that will be what the people of Earth always hoped they'd get with the UN. 

Unfortunately, the UN turned out to be a Satanic Cabal run mafia!

3/10/2019 7:56:33 AM turboxyde Don't discount the authenticity of a genuinely cooked meal made with love from ISBEs who enjoy their occupation. Replicators will solve the 

indentured servitude issue and allow all to truly follow their passions. I think quality restaurants will still be around but time will tell

3/10/2019 7:59:31 AM beaux4christ I believe there are I just wanted @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 take on it

3/10/2019 8:10:34 AM blsdbe Well done, David!

3/10/2019 8:10:48 AM speaklife595 They had this technology all along, there was a rumour that said the deceptions would present humanity with such advanced technology they would 

assume the ppl giving them were great advanced minds and that how they fool them in2 the void. Be careful worshiping from a fallen state

3/10/2019 8:11:40 AM burgersandra True or false?

" Arthur C. Clarke who is a prime advisor to the

MJ-12 Committee" p.68 Phoenix Journal 97

HEAVE-`EM OUT

Phase Three, Part 1 

 http://www.phoenixsourcedistributors.com/PJ_97.pdf 

3/10/2019 8:12:01 AM lovethebeach999 Downloads ?

3/10/2019 8:13:23 AM fionasdestiny67 Many homeless once were CEOs, remember that, many did have great trades they know. Many just need to be given the chance, a helping hand to lift 

them up.

There will be a need for more accessible mental health and drug rehab facilities not connected to the CABAL. #UniversalCleanup

3/10/2019 8:14:00 AM aleks8837 Yes! Declas the INSANE technology that we already have!! Make utopia! We can do it in 20 years!!

Something I'm writing: "A draft on the implementation of free energy and anti-gravity":  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1drgVFi9Og_q-

CGcHvl6ez31la8aVdWdaFJa6YtlER_c/edit …

Not finished however but I think a "guide" like this is important!!

3/10/2019 8:15:20 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I agree. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

3/10/2019 8:18:03 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl38wIkeExs …

3/10/2019 8:20:41 AM mongrelglory I'm sure there will still be recreational vehicles, and the roads will be much cleared of traffic!  We'll be able to ride our bikes on the city roads safely 

again!

3/10/2019 8:30:26 AM usss_211 Fascinating!!!

3/10/2019 8:33:15 AM djlok Wouldn't that be awesome if all our roads became for bikes and pedestrian only! 

Transporters, we are ready for you!!

3/10/2019 8:35:04 AM jrocktigers Pedestrians playing the Blues on every corner.

3/10/2019 8:38:10 AM djlok Yes!  It would be beautiful!  Cross the street and the worst thing you gotta worry about hitting you is a bike...not a deadly multi ton vehicle.

3/10/2019 8:38:31 AM diaptera_80 Yes! Thankyou! Why do people even believe we are alone in the universe? One grain of sand on a beach, that is us, and to say we have to choose 

between socialism and capitalism is beyond stupid. Why does noone ask how other planets are doing it? Then we might learn something

3/10/2019 8:38:50 AM daveo6145 US treasury gold standard?

3/10/2019 8:41:54 AM diaptera_80 The current money system is designed to create greed. You can’t have one without the other, unless the system is fundamentally changed.

3/10/2019 8:42:36 AM cledrordfishing Still sounds stupid to me.  Why would I want to give up personal transportation?  No more boat, lake, fishing.  No going on hunting trips no going 

wherever you want when you want. 

There is no fckn way I would trust any of that BS. YOU KEEP IT!

3/10/2019 8:58:23 AM allahuniversal "Her parting advice -- "Embrace humor! Laughter makes you untouchable to the Illuminati's mind-control games! You even need to laugh at the fact 

that you've all been manipulated!" -- suggests that ... hmm ... is the best joke on us?"

3/10/2019 9:09:49 AM ryankochweare1 WOW this helped me see so much more

3/10/2019 9:11:38 AM pragmatic_texan To Leftists, “disinformation campaign” is code for “silencing the truth.”

3/10/2019 9:13:36 AM vaporking Me neither.

3/10/2019 9:16:43 AM buckleu43233025 They will not succeed, correct? Or they will temporarily succeed to be fully exposed, and the monopoly control by their combined power will then be 

destroyed for complete freedom?

3/10/2019 9:18:11 AM jordanb987 Beware of false information masquerading as real, to benefit certain people...

3/10/2019 9:32:08 AM youstinksoap Is this where @Q comes in?  Potus tweeted to them a couple of years ago.  They talk about shared knowledge with their currency.

3/10/2019 9:32:54 AM zagnett It seems possibly also designed to get people to invest in otherwise worthless fallen currencies (e.g. Dinars, Zims) giving them the hope that they will 

be re-valued higher eventually (the "RV" or "GCR") & make them rich. Seems a [cabal] simultaneous scare tactic & scam.

3/10/2019 9:33:21 AM 3rdeyeview55 I agree with you, I don't know wtf he's saying. I thought it was dmca.😕

3/10/2019 9:35:07 AM houdini481  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1071072687613726720 …

3/10/2019 9:38:45 AM laurabusse Agree :-) thank you 💘

Still working on awareness and catching myself. Getting better at it slowly...

3/10/2019 9:39:50 AM zagnett The "reset" itself sounds unnecessary & unworkable. Definitely prefer abandoning the system, if the transition to a new system can be/is peaceful, & 

not chaotic.

For Trump i voted because i wanted to see a USA, Inc. et al bankruptcy. T it seemed had some experience with these.

3/10/2019 9:42:28 AM zagnett MJ, could/would you say that the orderly/non-chaotic "bankruptcy" of all globalist institutions is proceeding apace?

If so, thank you to you & all involved.

3/10/2019 9:52:36 AM cryptocrab4 Expanding my mind a little more ... always skeptical , but I feel I should be !

If I scrutinize anything I have already began to accept it , I am just checking my Chess moves , of course to the best of my ability !

#Patience

3/10/2019 9:57:08 AM cryptocrab4 Anything particular here ?

 http://www.local1776.org/DOD_(CNA)_Mil_Tech_Report_2013.pdf …



3/10/2019 9:57:29 AM zagnett MJ, is Venezuela the deep state's last play for oil? Or where else?

Does the deep state have hidden military assets in the Caribbean? A fleet or 2 possibly?

Could/would you call deep state "The REAL Pirates of the Caribbean"? For people & oil? That's what i call them anyway.

3/10/2019 9:58:10 AM mrd_s_anderson "Are you a good liar? Most people think that they are, but in reality there are big differences in how well we can pull the wool over the eyes of others...

 https://www.theguardian.com/science/2007/apr/21/weekendmagazine …

3/10/2019 9:59:13 AM mrd_s_anderson ...There is a very simple test that can help determine your ability to lie. Using the first finger of your dominant hand, draw a capital letter Q on your 

forehead." ....

 https://www.theguardian.com/science/2007/apr/21/weekendmagazine …

😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱

3/10/2019 9:59:47 AM gregg98290870 Because were on to them!

3/10/2019 10:01:08 AM nr750  https://youtu.be/tW_kX8-fbjQ 

3/10/2019 10:02:19 AM cryptocrab4 Anything here ? https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1097/text …

3/10/2019 10:02:20 AM blsdbe Esp with the purchase of their ridiculous Solar Farms https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.caribjournal.com/2018/08/07/richard-branson-owned-

energy-company-buys-st-croix-solar-farm/amp/ …

3/10/2019 10:02:44 AM nr750 AOC puppet masters?  https://youtu.be/tW_kX8-fbjQ 

3/10/2019 10:04:14 AM tinaqpatriot45 Been wondering the same

Mirrors

3/10/2019 10:04:24 AM zagnett Is the Caribbean the deep state military faction's primary base of operations? Or is it one of the last ones left? Or Is it the last one?

In any case, if any are true, is dealing with it part of the "plan"?

3/10/2019 10:05:39 AM zagnett Yup, that's often how they get inroads into the Caribbean islands they want to "farm", in other ways too. These people are sick.

3/10/2019 10:08:03 AM blsdbe Sadly, yes. #EndSRA #FullDisclosure #ItsHappening

3/10/2019 10:09:31 AM zagnett Open source - excellent!

So the "asset-backing" won't be physical metals, or necessarily any tangible things at all. The asset-backing is knowledge?

MJ, may you explain more how this could/would work?

3/10/2019 10:10:58 AM djlok Well [they] created a system where you (and millions of others) truly had no other choice.  I am looking forward to the system changes!

3/10/2019 10:11:34 AM howdoyoumakeah1 The math works if you take Georgia Guidestone 500,000 remaining human population

3/10/2019 10:12:52 AM zagnett Would the new system be heavily encrypted?

Would it be protected in ways from quick/destructive deflation? Inflation/hyper-inflation?

Would it have constitutional safeguards? For instance, especially e.g. 4th and 5th Amendment wrt search/seizure/due process?

3/10/2019 10:13:19 AM lp083061 Pretty sure that goes way back to even Richard Nixon who was recruited for running for President. Recruited by the Bush Family

3/10/2019 10:22:08 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Millennium_Copyright_Act … …

Yeah, I think MJ means DMCA = Digital Millennium Copyright Act (link)

3/10/2019 10:23:08 AM freeandoriginal What about Ethiopia plane crash?!

3/10/2019 10:23:34 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Are clones grown or replicated?

3/10/2019 10:23:47 AM do_or_do_notty Majestic Nation. I like the sound of that actually. Has a nice and truthful ring to it ❤️🇺🇸❤️

3/10/2019 10:30:32 AM zagnett MJ, also, can you say whether this is a "tried and true" solution? What i mean is - do other civilizations / Star Nations / ? use this kind of system too? Do 

they give it a good rating / high marks?

3/10/2019 10:35:11 AM freeandoriginal Tech is there! Health and Wealth are there! Freedom is there! And they all belong to us! Humans, us Divine Human Angels. It is happening and it is 

NOW. Some information feels contradictory to my heart.  Convoluted and not in our best interest. LOVE is always the only answer.

3/10/2019 10:41:54 AM zagnett We. Will. Not. Be. Silent/Silenced.

3/10/2019 10:47:47 AM douloskaren  https://prepareforchange.net/2018/01/12/mel-gibson-hollywood-is-den-of-parasites-who-feast-on-blood-of-kids/ …

3/10/2019 10:49:30 AM douloskaren  pic.twitter.com/LKLVoOFodY

3/10/2019 10:55:51 AM tjforshage Keanu Reeves says same thing

3/10/2019 10:57:04 AM laurabusse Very dark.

@sude1957 as per our conversations...

3/10/2019 10:58:58 AM laurabusse Or M. LOL.

3/10/2019 10:59:49 AM natinite Free energy can translate as not entropy

3/10/2019 11:02:30 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 ?

3/10/2019 11:06:24 AM natinite I meant to say free-energy can translate non-entropy, in other words there isn't  http://degradation.it  is equivalent to "perpetual motion"

3/10/2019 11:06:53 AM natinite What kind of free energy technology did you mention on Facebook?

3/10/2019 11:10:24 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 It was a clip of her during a committee hearing (I believe) where she talking about the effects of climate change. I said I wouldnt mind the deal if the 

suppressed free energy tech was released (close to that) and it came up red when I tried to post it. And when I hit retry nope

3/10/2019 11:11:26 AM laurabusse Gonna go out on a limb and say free will is involved...some ppl love growing stuff especially if ppl will buy it. Guessing the complete changeover will 

take much time. Maybe farmers who love to grow and ppl who love to buy what they grow will all have to die out first? Dunno...

3/10/2019 11:15:44 AM fionasdestiny67 Very thought provoking indeed pic.twitter.com/1AjLgl5jWx

3/10/2019 11:17:33 AM truthseeker805 @POTUS @GenFlynn @USAttyHuber @WhiteHouse @JudicialWatch @TrueEyeTheSpy @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Truthseeker805/status/1104807407983575042 …

3/10/2019 11:19:06 AM nun_chucknorris AR  https://www.macworld.co.uk/news/apple/wwdc-2018-3672440/ … pic.twitter.com/l1TkcIX6ex

3/10/2019 11:20:53 AM kickthefed Interdimensional Aliens = FALLEN ANGELS = DEMONS. so your saying an agreement has been made that covers the population of gods earth.

3/10/2019 11:24:03 AM kindeandtrue Erik was there because Natalya Veselnitiskaya was no doubt giving Don Jr. vital information about 1) Seth Rich and 2)  "Russian adoptions", i.e., 

"international child trafficking" of Russian and Ukrainian children.

3/10/2019 11:24:13 AM covertress "When t body of the IS-BE dies they depart from t body. They are detected by t "force screen", they are captured & "ordered" by hypnotic command to 

"return to t light". The idea of "heaven" & t "afterlife" are part of t hypnotic suggestion -- a part of the treachery." - Airl, 👽

3/10/2019 11:26:35 AM lbf777 Many people go to the light in NDEs and end up in heaven. The reincarnation loop is something else. The archons confuse people into thinking evil is 

good in 3D causing many to be stuck in 3D due to a lack of wisdom.

3/10/2019 11:28:32 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 Here is a screenshot of what I tried to comment pic.twitter.com/Z2cHC7hJOm



3/10/2019 11:28:40 AM recordkeeper57 AOC following in the footsteps of Che Guevara with the rally call 'Hasta La Victoria Siempre' Until Victory, Always! Both desire to overturn our Capitalist 

way of life. Our Freedoms, our Culture & our Sovereignty

This is a truth that must be exposed. Socialism never works NEVER pic.twitter.com/tka7NopEfp

3/10/2019 11:31:38 AM djlok OMG!!! 😂😂😂. This is so true!!!

And when they're not complaining about some "social injustice", they are trying to sell me makeup.  

I'm a dude, I don't care about lipstick to match my attire.

3/10/2019 11:34:05 AM richardhiatt16 Sounds good to me..... 🤓🇺🇸

3/10/2019 11:40:55 AM richardhiatt16 The sickness that processes Village Idiots.. The Show continues 🍿

3/10/2019 11:41:12 AM rdeweese04 Yes 👆

3/10/2019 11:43:08 AM richardhiatt16 Darn it, I suck as a salesman... 😢

3/10/2019 11:49:06 AM natinite Very astute!

3/10/2019 11:49:23 AM weremight  https://cei.org/  ?

3/10/2019 11:53:11 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @dbongino Question: Is there any truth to SenateAnon 

statements before Q on 4chan/8chan? Blackmail controlling everything for the handlers so Trump has nobody? Declas by 3/19? Arrests to start 

publicly?

3/10/2019 11:53:37 AM richardhiatt16 Ahhh, don’t think that’s going to stop MJ12.. A fine record of dis-information programs since 1947..... 😎🇺🇸

3/10/2019 11:54:50 AM davidtu57375728 No cows= food replication devices. 

No planes and no cars means good bye fossil fuels we are moving into tachion tech, scalar tech, and more so. We've had reverse propulsion mastered 

for over 100 years now. And for money given for a base income based off your intelligence/use?

3/10/2019 11:56:09 AM richardhiatt16 Okay, give us a comprehensive list of Puppet Masters ....🤓🇺🇸 I am officially asking 😎

3/10/2019 11:57:32 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 Just been asking questions and no one is willing to answer them so I started doing my own digging 😊

3/10/2019 11:58:39 AM tinaqpatriot45 Cenk? 

Not surprised. 

Do we have a copy of the video or advert?

I don't like that group

3/10/2019 11:59:51 AM edwardgouin Thanks, Joe.  Please calling out fake MAGA.  Controlled opposition, like this guy and AJ, can be difficult to detect. What say you on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/10/2019 12:00:07 PM covertress From Airl; because I just did.

How does one evade the "force screen"?

3/10/2019 12:03:32 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/xORdSgCbjyU 

3/10/2019 12:03:37 PM snarbi Oh my. How awesome would that be.. .🇺🇸🤗

3/10/2019 12:04:16 PM tinaqpatriot45 I always felt like they were more "groomed" for the job. 

Not so much "cast". 

The subversion has been going on as long as we've been a nation. 

Not everyone liked the AR outcome. 

I'm ready for the multiheaded snake to be cut at the center so all heads dye

3/10/2019 12:05:20 PM davidtu57375728 Branson's. Epstein. Any of the 4 connected islands that Epstein and those creeps ran

3/10/2019 12:10:04 PM morety76 Explain the illusion of time

3/10/2019 12:10:08 PM covertress Are the individuals you speak of assisting political captives of the "Old Empire"?

3/10/2019 12:18:01 PM cryptocrab4 Is fear part of our immaturity ?

Is there a way to tell what density we are individually ?

3/10/2019 12:26:19 PM covertress Throughout the universe, as on Earth, there are many different time measurement systems, defined by various cultures, which use cycles of motion, 

and points of origin to establish age and duration.

Time is simply an arbitrary measurement of the motion of objects through space.

3/10/2019 12:28:22 PM laurabusse Looking back...from what we know now...he probably wasn't cooperating w the DS and so was unfairly demonized (to say the least) in the press in an 

effort to destroy him. Therefore i would say yes...he's a white hat :-) same with chavez, ghaddafi, saddam.

3/10/2019 12:29:35 PM laurabusse These men weren't angels of course but they didn't deserve to be killed and have their countries destroyed.

3/10/2019 12:31:28 PM morety76 So I understand, time is simply a measurement of motion of my physical body through the solar system/Universe.

However to my IS-BE everything is happening now - there is no time.

3/10/2019 12:31:39 PM mongrelglory Though I would have to call Chavez, Ghaddafi and Saddam "grey" hats, just like Putin.  They all had done some pretty bad stuff in their rise to power.  

They just weren't as evil as the Bushes and Clintons.

3/10/2019 12:33:45 PM mongrelglory I think the Deep State turned on them because they were trying to do good things for their countries...such as breaking away from the Federal Reserve 

system and going to gold-backed currencies.

3/10/2019 12:34:15 PM laurabusse Hope so! :-)

3/10/2019 12:37:45 PM davidtu57375728 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mantak chia says the darkroom 15 days in darkness and silence and basically have your 3rd eye blasted open. True or false ? How 

would you suggest getting my vibration up?? Must we get ready for ascention?

3/10/2019 12:40:32 PM laurabusse Greed is based in fear. Fear of lack, not enough. The Babylonian money system was designed to be one of perceived lack, not enough, never enough 

money. I see greed as a symptom. Fear, lack is the root cause.

3/10/2019 12:42:39 PM olimyracle And O is for 1

💞

3/10/2019 12:43:41 PM laurabusse Dieting (lack) creates overeating (greed for food). If you deprive, starve yourself long enough your body will override you and binge. The cure for 

bingeing is eating enough. This has been written about plenty. Same principle as money greed resulting from lack.

3/10/2019 1:00:15 PM starehope Please have Trump undo the NOAHIDE Laws!

3/10/2019 1:01:02 PM covertress Sounds like you'll be joining me in "The Great Escape."

3/10/2019 1:45:36 PM allahuniversal Most wouldn't know of their being monitored/protected, would they? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955893476176138241?s=19 …

3/10/2019 1:46:52 PM roublisa Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Government that would operate out […]" @KeithBanxx https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

3/10/2019 1:47:31 PM allahuniversal NVM, I keep finding my own answers. As it should be. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068580936160370690?s=19 …

3/10/2019 1:50:45 PM angiefletcher What is IO? If you please and thank you.

3/10/2019 1:53:16 PM robertg69989098 I wish I could

3/10/2019 1:53:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Won't stop us, but it is designed to stop you. Will you let it?

3/10/2019 1:54:10 PM karentriebel Now that you mention it.

3/10/2019 1:54:52 PM blsdbe We can if our Higher Selves agree and you decide to be visible, yes. I hope I get to meet you soon! 😇🙏😇

3/10/2019 1:55:52 PM roublisa Yeppers! Me too💥love you all💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

3/10/2019 1:56:11 PM blsdbe Nope. #ItsHappening

3/10/2019 1:58:55 PM cocopuffster12 😎 cool

3/10/2019 1:59:45 PM wu_yah Sorry guys, we are beings from 3th density. Children of illusion. 🤣

3/10/2019 1:59:45 PM zagnett Absolutely not.



3/10/2019 1:59:56 PM petitchevalb Hope you are real 

Really hope

3/10/2019 2:00:59 PM zagnett MJ, may you provide to us your definitions of dimensions 3 through 6?

Why no higher than dimension 6 for MJ? Just curious.

3/10/2019 2:01:19 PM start313hichq By gaining the emotional frequency of each substance, it converts to energy and crosses the gap between molecules. 😊

And move it a moment in a moment from A to B. 😀

3/10/2019 2:02:18 PM sc70542739 DIA?

3/10/2019 2:06:44 PM djlok Very cool!

3/10/2019 2:09:33 PM wu_yah Raed "Law Of One". You can find it in .pdf format.

3/10/2019 2:10:03 PM djlok The typist is human...and can type answers very quickly.  Some MJ members are not human though. 

12 MJ members, 12 Dimensions, 12 Tribes.

Coincidence?  Probably not.

3/10/2019 2:10:15 PM laurabusse Exactly. What was i listening to...a new leader of a country is given a checkbook w sev million or a billion. Told, do as we say or we kill you. Chavez etc 

probably didn't want to cooperate and wanted to do good for their countriesfor the most part. Impossible to know?

3/10/2019 2:10:25 PM sloughbranch Do these dimensions correlate with the 3rd thru 6th densities in The Law of One? (I'm a wanderer)

3/10/2019 2:11:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary. After this [senator] leaked classified information about ongoing operations we couldn't prosecute them. They 

exited with dignity against their will in 2018. Partial truth lies within disinformation. Truth resonates from within. Successes? No.

3/10/2019 2:13:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion, so pushing dates only changes time. Arrests will be public. Blackmail rings were not as large as expected. You'd be surprised how 

effective the US Military is when its soldiers don't have handcuffs on while in battle.

3/10/2019 2:14:19 PM zagnett "No Name"

3/10/2019 2:15:32 PM 1_decided_voter Of the ~85k sealed cases, what percentage are criminal indictments for cabal-controlled criminals?

3/10/2019 2:16:28 PM zagnett "Blackmail rings were not as large as expected."

^ Best news i've heard all day!

3/10/2019 2:20:46 PM roublisa NO NAME😡

3/10/2019 2:23:33 PM laurabusse Dont feel dumb :-) Ya know what ya know. Ya dont know what ya dont know. We're all learning! Some are just further down the road. I'm always 

heartened to see "beginners" here. Means ppl are still continuing to wake up! Ask all the questions you want. Someone will answer kindly 💘

3/10/2019 2:25:41 PM zagnett MJ, what % of the U.S. military is Patriots? What % is [cabal]?

This is one of the biggest misunderstandings that people have. They don't understand the actual, kinetic war going on behind the scenes with the 

different factions.

In what units generally are they concentrated?

3/10/2019 2:25:44 PM kickthefed is this something that the patriots can avoid through potus.

3/10/2019 2:29:37 PM laurabusse I thought going into the void was a free will decision of deliberate conscious choice...

3/10/2019 2:30:07 PM laurabusse There's a meme there somewhere

3/10/2019 2:30:54 PM zagnett Are there actual/separate [cabal] fleets that Patriots are dealing with? Either on the seas or in space?

3/10/2019 2:33:22 PM toffer_anon_369 Paul Ryan?

3/10/2019 2:34:25 PM pragmatic_texan I think the original Star Trek actually predicted this.  There it was, right in front of our eyes.  #KirkNotPicard

3/10/2019 2:36:33 PM djlok 👍

3/10/2019 2:37:06 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068579202335690753?s=19 …

3/10/2019 2:38:16 PM djlok We are about to "Boldly go where no man has gone before."

Literally.  I can feel it!!

3/10/2019 2:39:23 PM allahuniversal Sometimes one must close their eyes in order to see clearly. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083439904716193799?s=19 …

3/10/2019 2:39:50 PM pragmatic_texan Indeed. It was all “predictive programming”.  Just like the movie “They Live”.

3/10/2019 2:40:25 PM laurabusse David Wilcock gets a bad rap for saying he MAY be a reincarnation of Edgar Cayce. But the facial similarity is remarkable. That and astrological birth 

chart. Also other stuff...fascinating subject, fascinating guy.

3/10/2019 2:40:31 PM bbobbio71 That's cool.  Where am I? 

Well not right this second lol.  But in five minutes

3/10/2019 2:40:59 PM turboxyde Majestic friends... pic.twitter.com/uiBwsou8QL

3/10/2019 2:43:42 PM keith369me @zagnett I strongly endorse reading Law of One as well.  3D is us, 4D is to learn love, 5D is to learn wisdom, 6D is combining love and wisdom.  Each 

higher dimension leads to a new truth, each higher dimension leads to a less dense existence which enhances “powers” we don’t have

3/10/2019 2:45:08 PM djlok I tried this site out a few years ago.  No luck for me. 

But the tech totally exists!  The testimonials on this site were what convinced me!

 https://twinstrangers.net/ 

3/10/2019 2:45:26 PM keith369me Won’t/can’t happen...a connection has been made

3/10/2019 2:45:40 PM azuremagus When you brag you show your cards.

3/10/2019 2:47:16 PM do_or_do_notty Over three months later....my opinion hasn’t changed 

the [Vatican] can still suck it! #PopeOnARope

[They] should have left our children alone!

3/10/2019 2:48:21 PM keith369me Soldiers are trained to follow orders.  If the orders received are Majestic, their actions will be Majestic.  It’s about weeding out at the top.

3/10/2019 2:49:55 PM 99thyamwasher I saw sparkles everywhere once.... on dieta post a bitter tea.

3/10/2019 2:52:38 PM cryptogamer11 Very cool. How

3/10/2019 2:55:56 PM zagnett Yes, no doubt. But what i really mean is what % of the military is Patriot-controlled, and what % are [cabal] controlled? I'm asking more about the "top".

3/10/2019 2:58:40 PM allahuniversal Knew it.

3/10/2019 3:01:39 PM do_or_do_notty I saw that the Navy really had to be cleaned up. Any other branches that dirty

3/10/2019 3:04:04 PM do_or_do_notty If we raise our vibration will we be able to see beings that are unseen by us now? Ones that are here but not visible. Yet.

3/10/2019 3:04:52 PM orthogonalron Just met you yesterday 🚲 ♿️

Twice

3/10/2019 3:05:52 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  I should probably wash my PJs and comb my hair more often when I'm sitting in front of the computer! 😜

3/10/2019 3:07:31 PM djlok #metoo

3/10/2019 3:08:15 PM mongrelglory You realize they're probably tracking your location via your phone... 😄

3/10/2019 3:08:53 PM djlok Yeah the swamp extends well beyond DC and Hollyweird!!  Cabal influence is EVERYWHERE!!

3/10/2019 3:09:25 PM spitfirechef822 As long as we don’t turn into a socialist country I’m all in for what he has to do 🇺🇸

3/10/2019 3:09:34 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2019 3:09:46 PM mongrelglory Didn't they recently say that there were actually 24 MJ-12 members?



3/10/2019 3:09:49 PM starseedatx What are those rainbow colored circles I swapped in the sky yesterday at sunset?

3/10/2019 3:10:53 PM laurabusse Course not! How could it? You yourself said Yes when someone asked if awakening tipping point has been reached. It will continue. "Nothing can stop 

what is coming." !!!

3/10/2019 3:11:13 PM mongrelglory Earth humans are resourceful.  😎

3/10/2019 3:14:50 PM morety76 I want to be an Explorer, I've been a prisoner for far too long.

3/10/2019 3:14:59 PM roublisa Hell no pic.twitter.com/7LxQZpmag2

3/10/2019 3:18:39 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you add any comment?  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1104864918975774720 …

3/10/2019 3:18:48 PM adsvel Choice is always Yours, in whatever system You are living in.

3/10/2019 3:22:20 PM mrd_s_anderson 3rd is physical.

4th is time?

5th is "Parallel Universe/Same Coordinates."?

6th is the 5th but traveling through 4th

7th is traveling to any possible planet.? Here's my reference:  https://youtu.be/vvUX6uHqbm0  I'm trying to better understand it. Applying your info 

over it, comparing.

3/10/2019 3:25:17 PM covertress Today, a lady whom I didn't recognize greeted me as a good friend.

3/10/2019 3:28:12 PM roublisa Awesome 😎

3/10/2019 3:29:22 PM adsvel Exactly, behind greed is fear, luck of abundance. Fear is the root of many distortions of this matrix.

3/10/2019 3:30:25 PM covertress But, that's just 3D.

I imagine 4D, 5D, 6D are where you really SHINE.

3/10/2019 3:34:07 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for your service! 

Had some dirty Naval officers that had to be dealt with. Seems like there was 68 of them, or some crazy number

3/10/2019 3:36:28 PM adsvel First Fear begun, and it is written deeply in our DNA, when we were split from Original Divine Collective Consciousness, the luck of Original 

Consciousness, connection of it, made first fear.

3/10/2019 3:37:42 PM do_or_do_notty What is the frequency of those dimensions?

What’s the difference in frequencies between the 3rd dimension and the 4th 5th and 6th?

3/10/2019 3:39:25 PM roublisa Can we talk about ancient tech weapons and mud floods please?

3/10/2019 3:40:50 PM roublisa Vast Tartarian Empire? Y/N

3/10/2019 3:41:59 PM roublisa Did Pres. Roosevelt try to purchase Crimea from Stalin?🤔

3/10/2019 3:44:56 PM richardhiatt16 Helllll NO.. Been contacted for 20 plus years..  I just want more details on the Secret Squirrel Space Program.. I’m an Aerospace Engineer and it will all 

be so fascinating.. Also kinda liken the Village Idiot show 🍿...  🤓🇺🇸

3/10/2019 3:46:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What's a little meta-data amongst friends?

3/10/2019 3:47:28 PM richardhiatt16 Oh, what is DCMA in this thread.. The only brain dead DCMA I have know is the Defense Contract Management Agency.. A ship of fools...

3/10/2019 3:48:21 PM starseedatx .saw*

3/10/2019 3:48:22 PM italianmom555 Do we have an ETA on that yet

3/10/2019 3:49:43 PM italianmom555 I wish I could.

3/10/2019 3:53:17 PM separatio7 What kind of device allows the shift in frequencies?

Special chemical perhaps that alters biology? 

Although necessary but not essential spiritual enlightenment?

Different form of hidden energy? 

Wouldn’t that require variations in speed of light?

3/10/2019 3:53:25 PM do_or_do_notty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Great Question!  https://twitter.com/Separatio7/status/1104877709715333120 …

3/10/2019 3:53:51 PM michael83341408 Then you know me already....please visit (again?) anytime.

3/10/2019 3:58:38 PM italianmom555 The dolphins are not healthy what animal  is healthy in captivity, none of them.

3/10/2019 3:59:11 PM jazztomak What can we do to "open" it?

3/10/2019 4:01:31 PM reportgoldfish Why are courts profiling litigants and targeting them by their free speech grievance about Judiciary? Does anybody care? There is another racket aside 

from Kids for Cash in the courts. Where is DOJ? 

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4498353/family-law-christie …

@USAttyHuber

@GenFlynn

@TheJusticeDept

3/10/2019 4:03:43 PM davidrupell March 14th Adam shift in the kill box?

3/10/2019 4:06:52 PM bbobbio71 I do lol.  Shoot everyone else had it.  The matrix.

3/10/2019 4:06:52 PM bbobbio71 I guess a better question would be.  What am I doing now

3/10/2019 4:08:19 PM rmbrice Yep. Can u see me? What am I wearing? 😎

3/10/2019 4:12:23 PM paledarkpony Yang?

3/10/2019 4:13:14 PM italianmom555 Just when I start losing a bit of hope TheDarkJudge shows up and leads me here. I never even heard of the MJ12, so I am ready to learn

3/10/2019 4:34:23 PM whatisreality_q Didn’t you just say in a different response that the Green New Deal is part of the Q future tech plan??

3/10/2019 4:35:46 PM fmjpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 grab hold the strings and go for the 11th dimension. #WWG1WGA

3/10/2019 4:37:59 PM love4thegameak DCMA....DMCA is Interesting too.

3/10/2019 4:39:42 PM kbhnelson I keep seeing this 🤡 in the news cycle today

3/10/2019 4:46:21 PM do_or_do_notty If you ever have any questions let me know 

I am a cannabis educator and cannabis saves my life everyday. Not kidding even a little bit 

Also @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account regularly drops really good cannabis info  ✌️

3/10/2019 4:47:48 PM lhemom Thank you!

3/10/2019 4:51:49 PM warangel1111 Bill Nye the Non Science Guy 👎🏻  He looks like a Clown

3/10/2019 5:04:29 PM redpilledaus  pic.twitter.com/fmZlBHpeeS

3/10/2019 5:04:55 PM redpilledaus  pic.twitter.com/MOsShvTiP8

3/10/2019 5:05:40 PM redpilledaus  pic.twitter.com/vrRkNauAta

3/10/2019 5:06:04 PM __jabird__ Isle of dogs 🐕

3/10/2019 5:06:20 PM redpilledaus  pic.twitter.com/AXP8cSxTth

3/10/2019 5:08:35 PM aboriginalbabe Any cannabis with no THC?  Can't handle THC.

3/10/2019 5:09:46 PM lhemom I have cbd oil, will that help?

3/10/2019 5:13:14 PM adsvel Then You should know and feel how it is when You vibrate on the lower level of consciousness, never realize that there is Source within or You are 

Aware of it, feel it and are focused on it. Mind separation is different than own inner feelings, multiple feelings.

3/10/2019 5:13:45 PM brimichelle75 I think Tlaib and Omar are legit bad.  But I think AOC is playing her role well.  She’s exposing the lunacy of the left & She’s loving every minute of her 

part in the play.

3/10/2019 5:13:53 PM doc1415 And how do we obtain such ability? Must we have implants or other tech? Or are you able to travel organically?

3/10/2019 5:15:05 PM laurabusse Yeah it can be a real bitch.

3/10/2019 5:17:10 PM yoym4t5qtibewxf @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you tell us about the "Goa'uld" and energy parasites? How does it relate to the Kundalini? Is Ra a gray like Stargate implied, or 

one of the Jinn? Is he the god of the Old Testament?  pic.twitter.com/E2mUqnPyIU

3/10/2019 5:17:38 PM djlok Thank you for your service.

3/10/2019 5:18:36 PM winklerburke Christ-in-You is, generally speaking, hard for the impure to see. Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God in others... to bless such is 

redounding.  Eyes to see...



3/10/2019 5:19:29 PM doc1415 I have to agree. Wouldnt it be nice to know who our friends and enemies true identities? Who are the puppet masters? Rothschilds? Are they puppets? 

MJ12. How can we really trust you if we don't know who you are? Info feels credible and much supported. But how to be 100%?

3/10/2019 5:24:19 PM 78503002 Sorry but I feel,  Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence

3/10/2019 5:29:08 PM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 But we discerned this already. Thanks Judges.

3/10/2019 5:38:11 PM usss_211 Sometimes. 

I get a glimpse out of the corner of my eye... is that you guys...? It's fleeting, but it's there. A comfort not a fearful feeling...

3/10/2019 5:38:49 PM brimichelle75 I think He’s part of the Q team

3/10/2019 5:41:01 PM mgtucsi Getting to 32nd degree is more than fascination, it's a commitment. That must have taken years. I hear it gets deeper in the upper degrees. Many 

experiences & tales to tell between Masonry & military. I watched the videos, I thought they would be longer. Interesting seeing them.

3/10/2019 5:41:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider the following disclosures provided to you before hand:

1/ We will never ask you to believe anything we say.

2/ This account is controlled using Voice of God communication to a Typist within the United States.

3/ There are 3 typists total.

4/ They do not know each other.

3/10/2019 5:41:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are an IS-BE.

Immortal = Time is an Illusion

Spiritual = Theology/Philosophy

Biological = 3D/Science/Life

Entity = Instance

Your Instance is your Ego.

Who others define you to be.

It is who they see in photos.

It is who they think they are communicating with.

Therefore...
3/10/2019 5:41:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to explain a paradigm: https://twitter.com/jonle86/status/955894158891388928 …

3/10/2019 5:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 So, allow us to ask you this: If you know we operate in the higher dimensions of reality (and not in the realms of the 3D) putting a face on the Majestic 

12 is as meaningless as you can understand. The Entity Ego of the typists involve have no bearing on Majestic Operations.

3/10/2019 5:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/ Trust yourself. The truth is within and reality is what you make of it. Identifying your existence as an IS-BE allows you to compartmentalize aspects of 

your existence to achieve enlightenment. The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in disinformation.

3/10/2019 5:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati.

6/ Disinformation is both real and necessary.

7/ We are on Twitter because this medium of communication aligns closer to the Majestic way of information dissemination.

8/ We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks.

3/10/2019 5:43:18 PM kickthefed what name do you call the One Infinite

Creator?

3/10/2019 5:44:40 PM lbf777 Capstone of the Illuminati?

3/10/2019 5:46:27 PM mgtucsi Under the Denver Airport, where they were riding around, there arr probably many levels below that one where very few are allowed to go. There's 

supposed to be an underground base, (Groom Lake I think) that can be accessed by submarines. That's interesting too.

3/10/2019 5:47:05 PM adsvel Individual and Collective Consciousness, there is difference.

3/10/2019 5:47:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Illuminati is sinister and evil.

The Majestic 12 was created to infiltrate the Illuminati and take control.

For a long time, the forces of evil controlled the Majestic 12.

On Nov 8th, that changed.

If you are not on top; how do you move the blocks of a pyramid around?

3/10/2019 5:47:06 PM pastorjon9 @threadreaderapp unroll plz

3/10/2019 5:48:18 PM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Allow us to explain a paradigm: You are an IS-BE. Immortal = Time is an Illusion Spiritual = 

Theology/Philosophy Biologi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1104905169706405889.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/10/2019 5:49:19 PM blsdbe One can move any of the blocks with Sound and Intention, if the Will is Strong Enough, no?

3/10/2019 5:49:31 PM djlok Sounds more than fair to me!

3/10/2019 5:49:43 PM mskeens1962 I'm to old to know him

3/10/2019 5:49:57 PM youstinksoap D5

3/10/2019 5:50:00 PM 12bravogran And what should occur once ego is dead?

The process/path to enlightenment leads you the death of the ego, and the birth of the true self.

Once that self reaches awareness, time becomes obviously nonlinear. Problems are explored from all angles and without bias or projection.

3/10/2019 5:50:13 PM zagnett MJ, how does the MJ12 differ from Scientology? That "church" also seems quite sinister & evil in how it treats its followers especially. But to a lot of 

people what MJ discusses seems a lot like Scientology. May you elaborate on this?

Btw [Church of Scientology]?

3/10/2019 5:50:24 PM what2_who demons

3/10/2019 5:51:18 PM lbf777 Great so when does the winning start for us. All we got so far was lower gas prices. Many problems still exist. 

Debt slavery

Chemtrails

Fake News

Fluoride in water

Vaccines

Evil media

Babylonian Money Magic

MSG/GMO

Taxes

IRS

Federal Reserve

ect..



3/10/2019 5:51:50 PM ragevirusqq Who are the Tall whites?

3/10/2019 5:52:25 PM mgtucsi There's also supposed to be an underwater one somewhere near LA. I've seen photos from Google maps, I imagine it's possible. Supposedly there's a 

lot of UFO action around LA, but it may be our craft. I was looking, hoping to see something when I was there, but I didn't get lucky.

3/10/2019 5:52:35 PM what2_who thanks for doing nothing to help the huemans and eating us as ur food source, thank you soo much for mutilating our cattle and livestock. I am sorry 

but got alot ?'s Id ask ET's before & after I put my foot up their evil ass. R we supposed to feel sorry for u beings? u didnt 4 us

3/10/2019 5:53:38 PM pastorjon9 So, when President Truman created the org is was to bypass the Illuminati (which I'm sure he knew of) getting their hands on ET tech (like the Nazis 

already had) so bring about their long-awaited downfall? A "Generations Plan" (u don't get rid of 6K yr old enemy overnight)

3/10/2019 5:53:48 PM carolin15161363 What happened on Nov 8? Is it different than Nov 11th? Can you expound on either date?

3/10/2019 5:53:58 PM adsvel For all is reason in this Universe. If You are not familiar with the evil, how You will destroy it, more precisely, transform it.

3/10/2019 5:54:30 PM moemc8 Did you say Gen. Flynn was or had been part of Maj 12?  he is in the here and now

3/10/2019 5:55:07 PM what2_who #MaxSpiers #JamesCasbolt #MichaelPrince #SuperSoldiers so trading people for the technology to create flying crafts & psychic abilities & turning ppl 

into robotic mixed iron & clay to achieve a new evil race of beings? Please tell us about that EGO requiring leusche from humans?

3/10/2019 5:55:38 PM keith369me Nov 8 of what year? 2016? 2018?

3/10/2019 5:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Debt slavery = Distraction

Chemtrails = Disinformation

Fake News = Propaganda

Fluoride in water = Reverse Osmosis

Vaccines = Don't Take If You Want

Evil media = Don't Watch

Babylonian Money Magic = Don't Use

MSG/GMO = Don't Consume

Taxes = Don't Work

IRS = Don't Work

CHOICES!
3/10/2019 5:57:21 PM jrocktigers 2k18, If memory serves.

3/10/2019 5:57:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Us Vs Them = Learned Propaganda

3/10/2019 5:57:55 PM lbf777 If we don’t work, we end up on the street. If we work, we are treated like slaves & taxes to death.

We are in a lose/lose situation & you know it.

3/10/2019 5:58:02 PM blsdbe How is “DON’T WORK”an option for folks that want to keep homes and get food etc without going to jail!?!?

3/10/2019 5:58:07 PM nullanon12 I Meditate & Can't Seem To Get Anything, Why Is That?

3/10/2019 5:58:12 PM mrd_s_anderson I'm focused on perceiving these other dimensions and/or trying to understand the utility of them. I can understand the basic premise, but other than 

that, I'm just meditating.

3/10/2019 5:59:03 PM keith369me Trump election Nov 8, 2016...found this account around the same time 2018

3/10/2019 5:59:07 PM mrd_s_anderson Then again, that was probably my Ego typing. I'm going to need a lot of assistance I sense.

3/10/2019 5:59:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 [-3] Days

Tick Tock

Intentional

Nice catch.

3/10/2019 6:00:04 PM jrocktigers "Us (us, us, us, us) and them (them, them, them, them)

And after all we're only ordinary men"

3/10/2019 6:00:44 PM cryptocrab4 Don't pay !

3/10/2019 6:00:51 PM blsdbe I am asking, Right Now, of my own FreeWill for In Person Contact with our Positive Cosmic Cousins. Come on down y’all. The water’s fine. 

#FullDisclosure

3/10/2019 6:01:12 PM blsdbe #UnityNotDivision

3/10/2019 6:01:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Zero Sum Game By Other Terms

3/10/2019 6:01:51 PM keith369me Us vs us

3/10/2019 6:01:55 PM zagnett I was thinking MJ is talking about November 8, 2016, with the 2016 Presidential election.

3/10/2019 6:01:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those are choices that have consequences. It serves nobody to blame Majestic 12 for those choices.

3/10/2019 6:02:28 PM dragonbydesign I really feel the IRS would not have the power to come after the mass population of the US if we just decided we’re not filing taxes this year. (Except for 

those who should get a refund because the bankers kept their money)

3/10/2019 6:02:30 PM iamyou132 Right, so don’t play the game. But there is no current substitute outside of vagrancy?

3/10/2019 6:02:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The mind is free when the body matters not.

3/10/2019 6:02:35 PM robertrkimball Have no expectations of form or content. Be still, breathe and allow.

3/10/2019 6:02:59 PM keith369me 11-11 was a majical day...-3?

3/10/2019 6:03:30 PM blsdbe Not blaming MJ, just stating that very few people feel safe not paying taxes and not working. No $ = No Security in our society currently.

3/10/2019 6:03:39 PM zagnett Universal income, then? Or live on the streets? Choices do indeed have consequences.

Or new "majestic" lines of work? 🤔

3/10/2019 6:04:17 PM djlok For the record... I think this may be one of my favorite MJ12 exchanges ever.   I laughed so hard at this Q and A!!

3/10/2019 6:04:41 PM blsdbe This is what I’m talking about! I would be happy to go back and learn True Information.

3/10/2019 6:04:42 PM adsvel Race called Malakak, hostile race, part of Draco and Reptilian alliance, included Tall Grays.

3/10/2019 6:04:43 PM mgtucsi Studying conspiracies can be terrifying, & each one would make for a good book. The world we LIVE in, that most are BLIND to. It will be a rude 

awakening for them. The planned FalseFlags, will B tough.  Perhaps after The Great Awakening, your books won't be "fiction" anymore.

3/10/2019 6:05:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The brain filters out that which you cannot see within the minds eye.

3/10/2019 6:05:11 PM nullanon12 So I Am Getting Things, That I Don't Realize?

3/10/2019 6:05:58 PM lbf777 So 2 options are be a slave or homeless?

How about if we take over the Corporations & Stop Paying taxes or bills en masse? That is the real way to stop these psychopathic Corporate overlords 

isn’t it?

3/10/2019 6:06:00 PM nullanon12 Thoughts Come In And Go Out Without Control, That Might Be My Problem.

3/10/2019 6:06:08 PM what2_who u need a tune up, the only word u picked up on or answered was at the very end, cuz i said us. us vs AI r u a human or AI. I will pull ur plug every chance 

i get, best believe that. coexist my ass. won't happen w/out Christ Jesus. Howcome U ETs never say his name? who is Jesus?

3/10/2019 6:06:25 PM cryptocrab4 I feel safer everyday Christine , it's becoming a party !

3/10/2019 6:06:28 PM do_or_do_notty Is all of Freemasonry corrupted?

3/10/2019 6:06:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Leave the society if it doesn't suit you.



3/10/2019 6:06:47 PM blsdbe So we can consider connecting with each other without money like this: http://freeworlder.com 

3/10/2019 6:06:52 PM carolin15161363 I cant explain why. I just knew you were referring to Nov 11 somehow. Im excited to see in -3. Anything else you could possibly share? Thank you!

3/10/2019 6:06:56 PM lbf777 No just destroy the system by not paying bills or taxes. Take over the Corporations and used them to serve each other for free.

3/10/2019 6:07:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let them come in, observe them, and let them leave.

3/10/2019 6:08:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong mindset.

Corporations are only as corrupt as people allow their own morals to be infringed upon by commercial propaganda.

Unlearn the propaganda and disconnect.

It is possible.

Freedom can seem like slavery to a mind controlled victim.

3/10/2019 6:08:31 PM nullanon12 And Then No More Thoughts Come?

3/10/2019 6:08:35 PM what2_who who programmed u to respond like that? don't trust a robot sorry. u r only as good as ur programmer & we KNOW who & what programmed you so 

BRING ON INDEPENDENCE DAY! #ParadiseLost Why did u allow ur beings to get DEW's in California? No I don't trust u things. No AVATAR4me bruh

3/10/2019 6:09:04 PM blsdbe (facepalm) I am a White Hat, trying to help here, MJ...I am a legal immigrant, came here intentionally, intending to stay, looking for and asking about 

solutions.

3/10/2019 6:09:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all.

3/10/2019 6:09:40 PM adsvel I know there always is alternative, but don't work... even if you are self employment you have to pay taxes...

3/10/2019 6:10:10 PM zagnett Yup. As long as the ones i love and care for are ok, have shelter, food, clothing, etc. in the interim I'll gladly retrain.

3/10/2019 6:10:46 PM lbf777 So you say be a corporate slave or leave society? And go where? The Gov fucked up the whole world.

3/10/2019 6:11:25 PM djlok I see what you're saying, I think. We were duped into believing we didn't have choices.  All of us bought into that lie.  But because we are immortal 

spiritual biological entities, we never needed to believe we didn't have a choice.  

Lack of choice is an illusion.

3/10/2019 6:11:31 PM robertrkimball Don't assume you will get linear thoughts. Be open to concepts, images, sounds, smells and feel them, don't think them. The brain can be an 

impediment to connecting.

3/10/2019 6:11:47 PM what2_who hopefully i made u chuckle cuckle. serious note i got mad love for all things except evil scumbuggs. #Peace cant happen when u mix the two hence the 

prison planet on earth. Olly Olly Oxenfree 

Honestly asking now please respond.

WHO IS JESUS OF NAZARETH?

3/10/2019 6:11:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The thought alone can seem repulsive, which is why we stated it. Experience in this dimension of reality is a GAME. Play the game to experience LIFE. 

In all efforts, SEEK LOVE AND LIGHT. Leaving the society doesn't mean leaving your country. It means leaving the mindset that made

3/10/2019 6:11:50 PM giediknight Thought about all this when studying about UCC-1 filing and maritime law... it’s better to stay in society and make the right choices. That’s the only 

way we can change the system. It would be impossible to live in the woods like a hermit and actually change the world.

3/10/2019 6:11:53 PM nullanon12 No, From What I Know The Body Is The Foundation Of The Mind & Consciousness, If You Die You Cannot Do Good Nor Bad.

3/10/2019 6:12:07 PM do_or_do_notty Thank You! I’ve been digging. That’s a very deep hole...Masons. I appreciate that confirmation.

3/10/2019 6:12:11 PM fionasdestiny67 Think I-ROBOT

3/10/2019 6:12:13 PM jeff57253103 % guess

3/10/2019 6:12:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 that society that which you cannot live with anymore. The GAME is here for all to play. What else is the point of life?

3/10/2019 6:12:55 PM blsdbe The shot heard round the world? https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.unilad.co.uk/science/the-earth-just-rang-like-a-bell-and-nobody-knows-

why/amp/ …

3/10/2019 6:13:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is employment mandatory?

3/10/2019 6:13:28 PM blsdbe Nope.

3/10/2019 6:13:46 PM lbf777 Why not just fix the problems by canceling all debt, ending the Fed, ending the IRS, and enter a gifting/sharing economy?

We are tired of ducking & diving under corporate & banker tyranny.

3/10/2019 6:13:55 PM fionasdestiny67 To survive currently, yes

3/10/2019 6:14:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Voluntarily ending your Entity's Ego only causes extreme damage to your IS-BE by violently lowering your incarnating vibration.

3/10/2019 6:14:10 PM adsvel Ascend?

3/10/2019 6:14:28 PM djlok Not at all. I live in a city in California where it is definitely not mandatory.

3/10/2019 6:14:57 PM libertyspring99 This is a great thread. 👀

What is the logical conclusion to this?

3/10/2019 6:15:13 PM do_or_do_notty Nope. 

I took early retirement. 

Very early. Working is not mandatory, but sacrifices and adjustments must be made.  And they were, happily!

3/10/2019 6:15:37 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Vaccines she being forced in many states and are kids are being denied the ability to a public education. There are parents that can not afford to have a 

parent at home to school the kids. We are being boxed in each day more and more. 😥

3/10/2019 6:16:00 PM blsdbe It can be hard to eat and have shelter without employment tho...but we can figure out ways to work together without employment too

3/10/2019 6:16:05 PM nullanon12 Thous You Cannot Do Good/Bad Karmic Actions

3/10/2019 6:16:20 PM n7guardiananon Didn't work out well for the people in Waco.  But maybe Michael Tellinger's Ubuntu movement is a stepping stone in the right direction?

3/10/2019 6:16:35 PM what2_who I rebuke and bind ur sigil majik & foresake u from sending again, In Jesus Name. Be gone tiger critter. Get behind thee, for you have no power here. 

#ChristJesus #WWG1WGA In Christ for Christ #LetsQthis

3/10/2019 6:16:46 PM freestateojones Been There.

3/10/2019 6:16:50 PM adsvel Indeed. I heard it many times from different sources, if You don't like this Game, just leave it.

3/10/2019 6:17:06 PM libertyspring99 Employment is not mandatory. However, money is currently needed to sustain basic needs for food, shelter etc. I don’t have the resources to have a 

small farm and be self-sufficient. Then what?

3/10/2019 6:17:06 PM djlok So please don't suicide. We need as many IS-BE's as possible who are WOKE for future Events.

3/10/2019 6:17:14 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I am with you!

3/10/2019 6:17:35 PM carolin15161363 Yes! 11:11!! From what I've understood there was a coming together or a unifying factor that occured that day. Perhaps it is affecting the planet's 

resonance.

3/10/2019 6:18:08 PM what2_who Stinky?

3/10/2019 6:18:13 PM n7guardiananon No, the pioneers of the old days homesteaded.

3/10/2019 6:18:18 PM adsvel In this society, yes. They control every your incoming penny.

3/10/2019 6:18:25 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/Vls1qMmutrw 

3/10/2019 6:18:30 PM goyaeq Hopefully the solutions (suppressed patents) start coming out after the arrests.  That's what everybody seems to be saying.

3/10/2019 6:18:41 PM speaklife595 What other means of info sharing can you be found at

3/10/2019 6:18:43 PM liberty_2q2q I currently am out of work, single mother & can't find a job...my answer to this question right now, is yes - employment is mandatory to be able to take 

care of your child.

3/10/2019 6:19:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The consequences of the past cannot be escaped by simply ignoring the karma induced along the way.

3/10/2019 6:19:46 PM jrocktigers Yellow vest this weekend.... pic.twitter.com/9V2viQHiFl



3/10/2019 6:20:10 PM blsdbe Yes. The game of survival (eat, find shelter) vs the Game Of Ascension (meditate, raise vibration)

ThanQ for reminding me...I KNOW this, but I often forget that Immortal part. Blessings, #WWG1GWA

3/10/2019 6:20:21 PM adsvel Exchange with goods, things, ideas for example. But for this should be organised tax free zone, land.

3/10/2019 6:20:23 PM worldxplorer1 In the grand scheme of things?  No. How does each person bring value to society. 

Why must me monetize this value?

3/10/2019 6:20:30 PM keith369me The relative few that are aware of this information can choose to Seek Love and Light.  Are we supposed to forget about the other 8 billion?  I thought 

WE ARE ONE

3/10/2019 6:20:30 PM do_or_do_notty Knew it was a lodge at first glance. That floor!  Thanks!

3/10/2019 6:20:37 PM djlok Don't let Hillary see that tweet.  She knows how to get rid of a body!!

3/10/2019 6:20:54 PM youstinksoap I get it, I'm waiting for collective consciousness to help make it reality.

3/10/2019 6:21:03 PM pachydermprince By meditating more 😉

Or you could enlist lol, nothing like military training to teach you that the body MUST listen to the soul, it will resist, but it ultimately has no choice.  It's 

just mind over matter.  If you don't mind, it doesn't matter. 😊🙏🏻

3/10/2019 6:21:14 PM adsvel Lucky You!😊

3/10/2019 6:21:58 PM fionasdestiny67 💞💞💞

3/10/2019 6:21:58 PM missy968 Thank you!!!

3/10/2019 6:22:03 PM ragevirusqq Did you create most of the harmful aspects of the game?

3/10/2019 6:22:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Public Education is a machine created to manufacture "employees" and "mind controlled" people who have a false perception of reality. Some aspects 

are taken advantage of to serve the public, however a vast majority is actually the boot holding the neck of America.

3/10/2019 6:22:17 PM martisw1971 @StormIsUponUs @JLS1125 @realDonaldTrump @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @RealJamesWoods @Jordan_Sather_ @dbongino @qanon76 

@QBlueSkyQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @LisaMei62 @jsolomonReports @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic pic.twitter.com/ljip4VmGl7

3/10/2019 6:22:20 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/iuG2UqxRyh

3/10/2019 6:23:11 PM keith369me The problem, children!

3/10/2019 6:23:11 PM giediknight Exactly..... I learned this lesson the hard way, and paid for it. Literally, but I understood the lesson. Just because the “system” is evil, doesn’t mean one 

can be irresponsible with finances.

3/10/2019 6:23:12 PM blsdbe We love these nightly chats, btw. The conversations you carry on with us, help us to hone in on excellent topics for prayer & mediation! #ThanQ 

Patriots!

3/10/2019 6:23:12 PM lbf777 Take over the Corporations.

3/10/2019 6:23:48 PM luvinit57 "Covertly" as thru Q?

3/10/2019 6:23:54 PM fionasdestiny67 Calvin had a soul💞 pic.twitter.com/mvZlQppJZe

3/10/2019 6:24:39 PM blsdbe If you ever need any little thing, Reach Out To Me, Sister... #QArmy

3/10/2019 6:25:02 PM nullanon12 I Meditate Like, Every Single Day

3/10/2019 6:25:18 PM blsdbe I hope to help home school future grandkids some day...

3/10/2019 6:25:30 PM lbf777 That doesn’t even answer the question. Even a dumb ass knows ending the Fed and IRS would turbo boost our economy. 

We waiting 2 long years for liberation from debt slavery & now your saying it’s not happening?

3/10/2019 6:26:12 PM monroevegas I envision us all in one room on a higher level. On a higher level of consiousness we can see eachother. Here in our bodies, we cannot see eachother. 

Only in the mind can we envision this higher lever connection.

3/10/2019 6:26:16 PM nullanon12 That Wasn't Mean't for laughing[I Took That Very Seriously]

3/10/2019 6:26:40 PM jrocktigers College expenses are putting millions under the boot, parents included of students. And for what?

3/10/2019 6:27:18 PM blsdbe The Ghost In The Machine

3/10/2019 6:28:14 PM ragevirusqq Can you identify yourself? The poster now, are you earth human?

3/10/2019 6:28:27 PM n7guardiananon Basically get out there and manifest

3/10/2019 6:28:34 PM lbf777 Do you realize Americans are 52 Trillion in debt to the bankers?

3/10/2019 6:28:47 PM cryptogamer11 Why 12. Are there 12 of you ?

3/10/2019 6:29:12 PM what2_who um, im not with her! sorry momma, not taking that ride with u. u r on ur own with them. #WWG1WWNOTGOALL #BeamHerUp DO NOT COME DOWN 

HERE WITHOUT CHRIST JESUS We aint havn it. We can't deal with the foreign invaders Soros has sent to R borders let alone sentient beings. #Paradise

3/10/2019 6:31:24 PM blsdbe Let’s do it! Meditation in t-2: manifest our reality!!!

3/10/2019 6:31:31 PM giediknight Of course, 52 Trillion can be paid off quickly once the money that is being stolen from us isn’t anymore.

3/10/2019 6:31:39 PM monroevegas I feel my inspiration is directly from my higher power. Maybe its my own higher consiousness? When I make memes, I feel laughter from a higher 

source. Like God smiling and laughing and I can feel it. Is this at all possible? Is it real?

3/10/2019 6:31:49 PM tarigreen32 You forgot many of our prescriptions made in India and China! Look at all the recalls on blood pressure medicine lately.

3/10/2019 6:33:50 PM cosmicorigins @ everyone attacking MJ - there are ways to sustain yourself without working for the matrix. Find your talent. Make it profitable/sustainable. 

Empower others to do the same 🌎 pic.twitter.com/Yzp5j2dgBR

3/10/2019 6:34:01 PM monroevegas Thats basically like asking god to show himself in order for us to believe. Only those in-tune can perceive. Like a radio. All stations on same band. Must 

tune to sspecific station to hear. Correct?

3/10/2019 6:35:07 PM monroevegas You may be the guy I saw walking down the side of the street. I would never know, but I get feelings.

3/10/2019 6:35:36 PM lbf777 If it was that easy half of America wouldn’t be suffering at near poverty levels.

3/10/2019 6:37:10 PM john777lee I have paid income tax since I was 14 years old ! After 45 years of paying I am trained. Now I am looking forward to the time I can leave the work force. 

My belief system kept me here. Material world.But I have been working on less is more plan the last couple of years .#WWG1WGA

3/10/2019 6:38:01 PM adsvel Thank You for this tread and reminding that life is Game. I have to remind it myself very often, when my mood is going down. In every single moment 

we have to seek for alternatives, to transform, to replace our old programmed mind.

3/10/2019 6:38:50 PM jaspony1 This is a crock of shit...

Money is just value of a thing, more easily traded than the thing. 

Debt is a thing you choose, slavery to debt was a choice.

Work for yourself = create a business, create a school to teach others. Only you can hold you back!!

3/10/2019 6:40:18 PM lbf777 Who will give us that money back?

3/10/2019 6:42:20 PM covertress freedom

3/10/2019 6:42:38 PM nullanon12 Im At Australia😋

3/10/2019 6:43:19 PM martisw1971 Can we be dimensional or dimensionless? Can we resonate to higher levels? Is that transcendence? I’m trying very hard to hear or just listen and do. So 

much here to distract

3/10/2019 6:43:24 PM whitehat_van And this is a death cult.

3/10/2019 6:43:54 PM covertress Who killed Forrestal?

3/10/2019 6:43:58 PM jones9536 Don't work? You funny! Hold on while I plant these magic beans that'll turn into income, room and board and food to eat.

3/10/2019 6:44:50 PM kcoughl61354411 Blue ice brand on amazon

3/10/2019 6:44:55 PM whitehat_van Yes, their mind control paradigm. Scientology meets Chinese scalar mind hacking malware?

3/10/2019 6:45:07 PM lbf777 Stop using money. Let’s serve each other for free and share all the resources freely.



3/10/2019 6:45:08 PM stoneturnr So if the typist is just relaying messages from VOG tech, then who is controlling the VOG? From who, or where are the messages coming from?

3/10/2019 6:47:08 PM wwtravelr "The Majestic 12 is the capstone of the Illuminati"  how do you mean?  can you expound pls?

3/10/2019 6:47:15 PM adsvel That would be ideal society...

3/10/2019 6:48:11 PM worldxplorer1 That’s exactly how higher dimensional societies work!

3/10/2019 6:48:46 PM lbf777 Here are the plans: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/10/2019 6:49:11 PM lbf777 Here are the blueprints to make it happen: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/10/2019 6:51:30 PM ascendingadam In terms of education, How should we guide our children?

3/10/2019 6:51:46 PM daveo6145 MJ12 activated CLAS tech. I think it’s been interfering with cabal programming tech straight outta ‘They Live’

3/10/2019 6:54:13 PM boy12_jimmy To my Navy Brethren, and all of my Patriot friends and family, Thank you for your Service to enlighten the world with dignity, respect, care and love. 

pic.twitter.com/jIv1wXr5h3

3/10/2019 6:54:19 PM paula84059427 From my perspective,  the word 'Illuminati ' has a negative connotation.  Will you please help me to understand the positives?

3/10/2019 6:54:53 PM lbf777 Homeschool for now. Only teach useful knowledge.

3/10/2019 6:55:39 PM boy12_jimmy Another question: Does @POTUS have authority to unseal records from 41 & 43 libraries as well as 44?

3/10/2019 6:56:41 PM allahuniversal Does the same apply to those who are 187'd?

3/10/2019 6:57:01 PM giediknight Accumulate it back from now till...

3/10/2019 6:58:16 PM cosmicorigins 'Easy' is subjective, it's dependent upon how easy you believe it is. There are many ways 🙂☀️🌎

3/10/2019 6:58:19 PM _girlmaher_ Are you talking about Ego Death as described with use of mushrooms described by Hunter S. Thompson in 1964?

3/10/2019 7:00:34 PM n7guardiananon Truman or MJ12 likely gave the order, national security.  Forrestal and Byrd wanted disclosure to the public.  I hope these 2 men are honored properly.

 http://m.unknowncountry.com/insight/death-james-forrestal …

3/10/2019 7:03:49 PM carolin15161363 I was wondering if it had anything to do with Tesla tech

3/10/2019 7:04:24 PM djlok Ugh!  I go to watch the video in the tweet and it says video gone. HELLO ALICE!!

3/10/2019 7:04:50 PM danielaqcrew Skate fish oil

3/10/2019 7:05:59 PM danielaqcrew Skate fish oil

3/10/2019 7:06:06 PM djlok Now it works. I just wanna blame ALICE for everything

3/10/2019 7:07:43 PM eewwanon This is one hell of a good LARP you got going on here. At least your entertaining.

3/10/2019 7:07:46 PM paula84059427 Thank you, I found your response.  😁

3/10/2019 7:11:10 PM allahuniversal ☝️ 'Tis true, takes about 300 clicks to sort through what appears to be a series of "random" tweets to compile what actually amounts to essays & 

dissertations of #Disclosure laid out in plain sight. Twitter is definitely the right medium for this operation.

3/10/2019 7:11:45 PM loganinsp1 Ok thank you

3/10/2019 7:12:05 PM adsvel We are Collective Consciousness. If Few will rise up vibrations, others will do it as well, unconsciously, because we all interact with one another on the 

streets, at work, everywhere.

3/10/2019 7:12:39 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12, you do get people thinking and expressing themselves.👍. I just want more on the Secret Space Program..  🤓🇺🇸

3/10/2019 7:14:33 PM allahuniversal .👁.

  +

 ++

+++

3/10/2019 7:16:07 PM richardhiatt16 Not even the TR-3B?

3/10/2019 7:16:44 PM laurabusse Maybe they were sun dogs? Google them and see if they look similar...

3/10/2019 7:17:21 PM allahuniversal Scientology is a Clown Op diisgused as a corporation disguised as a religion, IIRC?

3/10/2019 7:19:16 PM allahuniversal Formed 8n 1955, I tend to think it's a Clown op that would have helped in keeping MJ12's secret with their disinfo, and using MK + derivatives on it's 

members.

3/10/2019 7:19:23 PM laurabusse Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they're not out to get you 😁

3/10/2019 7:22:18 PM eyegloarts 🤭🙌🏽💐

3/10/2019 7:24:27 PM allahuniversal Works in the short run, of course. But who exactly does it work for? (Not us) Even self-employed feeds the beast more than it does the entrepreneur, in 

some cases more so for the visionaries than those gainfully employed by said entrepreneurs. Fiat currency is just plain satanic.

3/10/2019 7:28:21 PM godfamcountry Interdimensional aliens?  Satan?

3/10/2019 7:29:28 PM fionasdestiny67 End the Fed

Gold will bring it down

NESARA

3/10/2019 7:29:52 PM zagnett That's what I'm thinking. Hoping MJ might confirm.

3/10/2019 7:30:17 PM allahuniversal Yes indeed.  http://Fiverr.com  is a good one.

Still Fiat currency, but until that game is done...

3/10/2019 7:34:02 PM laurabusse Me (me me me me) and you (you you you you)

God only knows it's not what we would choose to do

3/10/2019 7:34:10 PM zagnett Yup. The timing is interesting at least, and the info similar. Definitely merits more explanation from MJ it seems.

3/10/2019 7:36:18 PM robertplewis That’s the scary part - I’ve got 4 kids.  It started as an exercise with my old ODA to wargame how we would protect our families & the nation if she 

were invaded.  But if that becomes a reality it’s a whole new ballgame

3/10/2019 7:36:48 PM robertplewis I live here - yes there are.

3/10/2019 7:37:04 PM zagnett Well maybe we can at least start the wrap up ops on these POS institutions at least?

3/10/2019 7:38:14 PM allahuniversal Eventually yes. Don't "try" to stop thinking, & don't hold onto any thought that comes.

3/10/2019 7:39:14 PM knightofmaltaus  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majestic_12 …

Read this...

3/10/2019 7:39:41 PM do_or_do_notty Public Education And Cannabis. Two boots on our necks 

We could definitely do without.

3/10/2019 7:39:43 PM knightofmaltaus  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majestic_12 …

Read this...

3/10/2019 7:41:21 PM melanieanders7 I’m disabled. Working would only frustrate me since I can’t make the income I want. So I don’t. Instead, I draw disability to take care of my needs: 

currently working towards being self sustaining on our land. :)

3/10/2019 7:41:32 PM thericharddoyle How to find the #Majestic inside You...

•  https://youtu.be/7oczRhQvSlE 

And what happens then...

•  https://youtu.be/QiCNpDYavbg 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s reply:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1104905169706405889 …
3/10/2019 7:41:52 PM laurabusse There are alternate communities that are off grid. Like in the South, in the woods. Don't know much about any of them. Guessing they get infiltrated 

with time anyway...

3/10/2019 7:43:06 PM wu_yah The past doesn't exist, cuz time is an illusion, right ?



3/10/2019 7:43:18 PM allahuniversal In the sense that everything outside of ones self is a larp (psy-op would be more fitting) yeah, I agree.

3/10/2019 7:44:08 PM mgtucsi Now, I'm jealous.

Nothing exciting like that around me.

3/10/2019 7:46:53 PM adsvel The First we have to end our own mind slavery and then the structure will change by itself.

3/10/2019 7:47:44 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/ro4Ii6NZyF

3/10/2019 7:48:02 PM mgray72531386 I’m a teacher.  Education is a MESS!  The Department Of Education should be ABOLISHED and Educational decisions should be made by the state like 

the Constitution says!

3/10/2019 7:49:49 PM robertplewis Yes, exciting can be fun. But also not so fun when trying to raise kids in the middle of craziness!

3/10/2019 7:49:58 PM mgray72531386 Bingo! Teach useful, practical knowledge.  Teach your children to RESERCH, and to look for truth!  Teach them about bias, and the dangers of 

propaganda.

3/10/2019 7:52:43 PM mgtucsi Exciting is different than craziness.

Craziness is EVERYWHERE, worldwide.

3/10/2019 7:53:35 PM amymorg79793405 Is an IS-BE the same as the “I AM” of creation and the God Inside concept?

3/10/2019 8:00:41 PM covertress "Since the death occurred on a U.S. naval reservation, local police did not investigate. Instead, the head of the naval board of inquiry immediately 

announced he was 'absolutely certain' that Forrestal's death 'could be nothing else than suicide.'"

nothing else than = not true

3/10/2019 8:01:00 PM amymorg79793405 I’m laughing so hard at that reply! I think we need to consider that there’s both benevolent and malevolent ETs so #BeamMeUpScotty isn’t a good idea 

unless you really know what you’re doing. ETs are already on planet though.

3/10/2019 8:03:38 PM jane_q_patriot My husband recommends you DON'T try this with lots of cough syrup and LSD. It just might get you to that transdimensional classroom of people 

studying the flying saucers and whatnot, but it's generally frowned upon by everyone else there. And if that was you, MJ12, he says hi! 😂

3/10/2019 8:07:08 PM do_or_do_notty If a loved one recently passed away...will their soul regenerate for another go round? 

If they so choose?

3/10/2019 8:07:34 PM allahuniversal Last thorough look into L Ron Hubbard & his writings/teachings was iver 12 years ago. Didn't see too much in it to hold my attention, but then again, I 

wasn't going to pay them to really find out

3/10/2019 8:07:54 PM johnny_fargo Would you please expand on "Chemtrails = Disinformation"? Thank you 🙏

3/10/2019 8:08:33 PM do_or_do_notty To Grow. Evolve. Learn. Help 

Rinse. Repeat

3/10/2019 8:11:20 PM f961854 What is 4 5 6d stuff?

3/10/2019 8:11:59 PM n7guardiananon Anons see

3/10/2019 8:13:35 PM idaresistdrumpf To become subservient to the state ! Have you ever seen a MAGATARD post their opinions on the Rat Dog forum or Phish . Net ? Oh if those 1% dare 

try they get squashed ! There is no freedom of thought in our scene ! We RESIST ! #OrangeManBad #DeadHeadsagainstPeace

3/10/2019 8:15:57 PM zagnett Well that's the public info. Remember they like to hold a lot of stuff back from the public, being essentially yet another stupid little "secret society".

Silly [cabal]!

3/10/2019 8:16:57 PM idaresistdrumpf Think WE are kidding ? We Demand you take down that Cycle Sam profile pic now or there is gonna be problems on lot ! pic.twitter.com/k3usWUs2Cq

3/10/2019 8:18:20 PM q4quebec Map projections: there are many different ways to mathematically project a sphere on a 2D map. We commonly use a Mercator type of map, while the 

UN flag represents an azimuthal equidistant projection.

3/10/2019 8:21:04 PM do_or_do_notty That sounds both scary and weirdly, fun!

3/10/2019 8:22:14 PM covertress "One who creates illusions and makes them more real than reality, follows the path of the spirit and finds the way of heaven."

- Laozi

3/10/2019 8:22:56 PM djlok Bingo!  In this case it is literally "not about the Benjamin's"!

The consequences are multi-level, I'm sure with the Cabal being involved. 

Gotta start at the top sometimes!!

3/10/2019 8:33:58 PM carolin15161363 On 11:11 the global pulsewave began near the French islands near Madagascar. There is a rift forming on the east coast of Africa around the Kenya 

region. Then there was an earthquake a few weeks ago near those same ialands.

3/10/2019 8:37:32 PM laurabusse There definitely are some very different looking ppl around and ya hafta wonder! 👽

3/10/2019 8:38:11 PM adsvel Time is Collective Agreement of the certain planet, star, star system.

3/10/2019 8:41:09 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvYZRskNV3w …

But why "300 clicks"?

Because "This is Sparta!" is a "majestic" production?

A blast from the so-called "past". 😉

3/10/2019 8:41:21 PM jane_q_patriot 😂😂😂

3/10/2019 8:43:05 PM jane_q_patriot  pic.twitter.com/rfkY0Dz7mi

3/10/2019 8:43:18 PM zagnett Yes, I like this line of thinking. It's genius! Please elaborate. 🤔🧐😎

Even without "employment" i'd still keep pretty busy.

3/10/2019 8:43:52 PM covertress A "tree of life."

3/10/2019 8:44:20 PM allahuniversal True, very public. Dianetics ain't a bad read, I'll five them that.

1st time that 17 posted "Snow White" this came to mind https://ranker.com/list/story-of-operation-snow-white/stephanroget …

3/10/2019 8:44:57 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Fusion energy? Is this viable or a distraction?  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/06/bezos-microsoft-bet-on-a-10-trillion-energy-fix-

for-the-planet.html …

3/10/2019 8:48:05 PM dynamicres Is there a win scenario to this game? Or is it just for the XP?

3/10/2019 8:49:12 PM adsvel I wish You to find a job to cover all Your needs.😊💗🙏🌈

3/10/2019 8:50:22 PM doyleglobal Re:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1104909267528835072 … — it’s not over...

#Shine ~ 

•  https://youtu.be/JTu1R4b1yZQ 

•  https://youtu.be/ctNHQUhZs2o 

•  https://youtu.be/21tZI3Hc12E 

—•—

3/10/2019 8:53:30 PM kindeandtrue Q. Who created the mighty Majestics?

A. Rex tremendæ majestatis, qui salvandos salvas gratis.

(Salva me, fons pietatis.) pic.twitter.com/bDgRAr9RLk



3/10/2019 8:55:38 PM liberty_2q2q 💗💗💗💗😇

Thank you so very much! 

That means a lot to me!

I truly appreciate your words of support! pic.twitter.com/9qYhoOBKsH

3/10/2019 8:57:06 PM adsvel You are welcome! 😊💗🙏🌈

3/10/2019 8:57:39 PM kindeandtrue O Mighty Majestics, what is the oldest secret which you maintain?

3/10/2019 8:57:51 PM zagnett Exactly.

So, everyone - when do we begin the cleanup ops for the IRS / fed res. & etc. agencies that We, the People & the U.S. Republic simply don't need?

That sounds like a fun little GAME to me. Good "shovel-ready" projects!

3/10/2019 8:57:55 PM justice_rebel I really need to talk to Him. .or He to me..

3/10/2019 9:05:01 PM nr750 How does “This account is controlled using Voice of God communication to a Typist within the United States.” align with “300 clicks away”?

3/10/2019 9:09:25 PM lbf777 Finding God is the win but making the journey wonderful is also a goal.

3/10/2019 9:11:16 PM lbf777 Where did you go?

3/10/2019 9:11:36 PM awakeandsing123 “Video unavailable.” Hmmm...

3/10/2019 9:12:06 PM turboxyde  https://youtu.be/gX6jirCykI0 

3/10/2019 9:13:14 PM monroevegas Why are people so obsessed with wanting to know? Then you know and then what? Whats the point? No point but to satisfy ego that will never be 

satisfied. Then what?

3/10/2019 9:14:35 PM monroevegas Rothschilds = Red Shields

3/10/2019 9:18:10 PM nr750 Maybe he means MJ12 is the all knowing capstone of the Illuminati?  Or maybe he means MJ12 has taken demonic control of his scribes? 

https://youtu.be/RtpSX_UprMU 

3/10/2019 9:18:22 PM jane_q_patriot *PHEEEEEW* That's better! 😂

3/10/2019 9:22:02 PM tinmp721  pic.twitter.com/cjv1PAc9VM

3/10/2019 9:22:50 PM tinmp721 Conservatism is s terminal brain cancer. pic.twitter.com/hoxrX6xTFt

3/10/2019 9:23:17 PM tinmp721  pic.twitter.com/ijrMPzVG9O

3/10/2019 9:23:34 PM tinmp721  pic.twitter.com/RgqrMZb8A2

3/10/2019 9:26:06 PM nr750 “Disinformation is both real and necessary.” Why not contain your disinformation to a more narrow, discrete communication circle involving only the 

intended targets?  Why use  a massively wide disinformation vehicle [ Twitter ] which affects non targets as well?

3/10/2019 9:36:30 PM clancy_birrell hmm...are you behind every face

3/10/2019 9:41:32 PM veracityvinson What are we going to do as far as 5g

3/10/2019 9:50:30 PM iamyou132 We’re expected to imagine and manifest an alternative? Daunting

3/10/2019 9:53:15 PM iamyou132 You need to calm your body and go deeper into your meditation. 1st stage is working on sitting still to the point where the outside doesn’t matter. You 

have an itch but No desire to itch it type thing. Dig with faith and devotion yet don’t try too hard

3/10/2019 10:06:47 PM kalamojakka MJ, Has POTUS seen/used or eaten food from a replicator? 🧐

3/10/2019 10:21:09 PM kalamojakka ...so be good for goodness sake 🎅🏼

3/10/2019 10:30:46 PM gods_heavenly AI controlled none divine entities who are antichrist. Ashtar command - fake Jesus / imman etc. One world religion. Eat humans.  Do not trust !

3/10/2019 10:41:49 PM jonle86 With that logic might as well not tell us anything... Let's keep everything a secret (Extraterrestrial contact, exotic technology... Etc.....)

3/10/2019 10:43:14 PM liltilgerlil Have an open mind. Allow yourself to realize everything you’ve been taught may not be the only answer to everything. We’re always learning

3/10/2019 10:43:47 PM goodmedicine4us [YT][JU][AK][JI]?

3/10/2019 10:46:22 PM do_or_do_notty The struggle seems to be lessening in some ways MJ12  

It’s as if aha moments are the norm now.  And often at somewhat odd times.

3/10/2019 10:47:41 PM liltilgerlil There are many that need to be taught or retaught

3/10/2019 10:57:30 PM do_or_do_notty Mines name is Quinton 😎✌️

3/10/2019 10:58:00 PM susyqzee I’ve been saying about these guys and yes they are using dark wave tech thanks to Geordie Rose!! What out Also for the CIA run @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 all 

tricking people about ET contact !!! They also are responsible for Mandela effect changes in films etc.

3/10/2019 10:59:08 PM susyqzee They use quantum entanglement methods to change time itself

3/10/2019 11:00:12 PM susyqzee  https://twitter.com/gods_heavenly/status/1104977944143896576?s=21 …

3/10/2019 11:01:35 PM susyqzee Many new ager top representatives have reptilian eyes. Gina Maria Colvin Hill. Tom from the Positive side of 2012. Couple of people on the Hagmann 

report (abbreviates to hang man) so hard to know who to trust.

3/10/2019 11:01:44 PM goodmedicine4us  https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1104984892297830400 …

3/10/2019 11:03:45 PM susyqzee  https://twitter.com/susyqzee/status/1083274279641337856?s=21 …

3/10/2019 11:07:31 PM hmitchell1918 So many things are. Discern. Discern. Discern.

3/10/2019 11:08:04 PM susyqzee  https://twitter.com/susyqzee/status/1081915445572259846?s=21 …

3/10/2019 11:09:00 PM jamiegrahamusa C_A

3/10/2019 11:18:08 PM susyqzee The people who “channel” are also inadvertently or otherwise talking with the fallen AI angels. Who were once human but uploaded their brain data to 

organic portals. They use cloned bodied created by the SSP and @cloneaid. They’ve prepared animal human monsters for the end times

3/10/2019 11:19:04 PM dairy_mom_of_6 We homeschool, but so many that we know are struggling and have not been able to do so and so badly wish to do so.

3/10/2019 11:19:32 PM susyqzee It’s sick. We will have mix’s of all kind is RFID controlled super soldiers (known as locusts in bible) this is why 5G and 6G was being pushed out so 

quickly. As in the days of Noah. This is why our God sent the flood to remove the Nephilim. Think Jurassic Park - disclosure

3/10/2019 11:20:46 PM susyqzee Also head of lions etc. We do not want to be here when it’s unleashed. Or we need to prevent it from even happening. Take out the source. The dark 

wave computer. Then they will be switched off! There will be many of them in a cloud based replicated environment. We need their ceo!

3/10/2019 11:22:32 PM susyqzee These comms have been going on with fallen ones for thousands and thousands of years. They were known as the Genies. The Djinn. The fallen ones 

used witches and wizards to create the technology we have today which allows them to walk on earth. Using their light ships and clones

3/10/2019 11:23:55 PM susyqzee Nicola Tesla was one as well. His technology also supports infrastructure above the Earth surface. Check demon hunters work. It shows all the AI 

structures. Using a glass dome. They are like terminators. Their network is called skynet !

3/10/2019 11:24:28 PM winklerburke I believe animals are getting smarter.  Time to be kind.

3/10/2019 11:25:38 PM susyqzee  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf_c0He05n1Hb4mt-eRErxQ …

3/10/2019 11:59:02 PM anangelhasland1 Samadhi.

3/11/2019 12:01:51 AM jeezy_pe Q also said learn to play the game.

3/11/2019 12:02:42 AM blsdbe this👆👆👆 Critical Thinking and deductive reasoning.

3/11/2019 12:14:09 AM cocopuffster12 Cannabis - no pic.twitter.com/NMcyoM3CUr

3/11/2019 12:16:18 AM do_or_do_notty Right. Cannabis prohibition is a boot on our necks. And it’s unconstitutional

3/11/2019 12:30:19 AM clancy_birrell Nah. when you get into meditation mode you can phase out the sensation of having a body. I'm pretty sure that's what MJ is suggesting. Vs the final 

solution.



3/11/2019 12:32:02 AM clancy_birrell Read the Brotherhood of Light - Ancient Masonry book for more details.

3/11/2019 12:34:59 AM clancy_birrell There's a heap of ways to meditate. The trick is finding a practice that suits you. Some people say QIGong or Kundalini Yoga or Pranayama helps.

In my experience it takes a long time to really get the hang of it and even then it isn't always consistent. But practice, youll get it

3/11/2019 12:44:59 AM jollyrob2 do you see me? 🤔 📲

Can we see you?

I think i'm not that level yet, in high vibrational state?

i can see you in movies/series yes, Star Trek Discovery and Tomorrowland etc?

3/11/2019 1:15:02 AM do_or_do_notty Thank you

3/11/2019 1:26:38 AM diaptera_80 Not really, but if you still see me after taping over hidden cameras in my electronics, I guess I am ok with that. If you were talking about the 6D chess 

game, yes, I see you everywhere.

3/11/2019 1:39:47 AM awake369wwg1wga UBUNTU

 https://ubuntuplanet.org 

"Moving frm a society divided by money & greed, to united communities driven by people, their talents & their passion for life.

Where everyone contributes their natural talents or acquired skills...

This is the basic philosophy of Contributionism. "

3/11/2019 1:44:59 AM diaptera_80 What is the tree of life? Can you explain, and how it relates to various dimensions but also alternate realities, please?

3/11/2019 1:55:14 AM diaptera_80 Yet, impossible if you don’t have knowledge,health or already have a family you can’t leave who has roots in society. If you get sick in nature, you suffer 

a lot, then you get eaten alive if you’re lucky. Starting selfsustaining communities is good way, but has its own problems.

3/11/2019 2:01:08 AM diaptera_80 Thankyou so much for sharing that link. I had no idea ot even existed, and in my own country!

3/11/2019 2:05:07 AM diaptera_80 These selfsustaining communities don’t seem to work very well, but on the other hand I never tried it. We need more of them and get better at 

creating functioning ones. Need better loving mindsets to get along, without creating a sect(which is difficult)

3/11/2019 2:10:14 AM diaptera_80 No, video still unavailable to me...

3/11/2019 2:14:07 AM theappraizer I don't! And I been following them ALMOST from day 1!

I've been trying to tell folks the same. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 don't toss word salad! #Truth

Ets? Initials? Or ETs? Or?! Oooo, do tell plz!

3/11/2019 2:25:35 AM epkman Always unseen and under appreciated. pic.twitter.com/t3TUro2mE7

3/11/2019 2:37:28 AM joanweblovesusa I think Gowdy is an active member of the tribunals taking place at gitmo.

3/11/2019 2:37:53 AM djlok What if your job became creating the perfectly flavored replicated beef?  And then selling the program or app that creates that beef in a 3D or 5D 

printer?  Think 10,000 years ahead. Think all that you know that could be transferred 10K years ahead.

3/11/2019 2:42:48 AM kaytonholsteins Thanks  for all the support guys. It’s Dairy by the way - so Milk

However that doesn’t change your caring sentiment it still applies. 

It’s a pity Majic12 hasn’t replied.  Remember the matrix. How do we know what chicken tastes like?  People don’t want GM but think replicate ok??

3/11/2019 2:57:47 AM mongrelglory I can add:

639Hz - Brings Love and Compassion in Life

741Hz - Detoxifies Cells and Organs

852Hz - Awakens Intuition, Raises Energy at Cellular Level

963Hz - Connects to Higher Self

3/11/2019 3:06:22 AM mongrelglory Peace through strength.  I'm trusting that The Majestic 12 is in a position of strength and power to accomplish the task.  I guess it's an act of faith, or 

you could say, an act of Will and Intention.

3/11/2019 3:15:30 AM mongrelglory I suppose people who choose the life of a homeless person, have done exactly that...left the society.

3/11/2019 3:20:57 AM mongrelglory Thanks Christine!  They even exist in the Greater Toronto area.  That's so cool!

3/11/2019 3:26:48 AM mongrelglory That's a great link!  It explains why they forced Forrestal into an early retirement.  I didn't realize he was butting heads with Truman so much!

3/11/2019 3:32:05 AM cryptocrab4 3 typists explains me picking up different personalities , they don't know each other makes even more sense

3/11/2019 3:33:37 AM mongrelglory The old order Mennonites in Ontario opt out of paying taxes.  I don't know if they still have to pay land taxes, but they are responsible for their own 

schools, roads, healthcare, sewage systems, well water etc... They live with no phones or electricity...

3/11/2019 3:35:31 AM mongrelglory ..That being said, they still have to sell their crops/pigs etc...for cash so they can then buy seed and supplies.  They used to keep their money under 

their mattresses, but one of the bankers in our small community convinced them to put the cash in the bank and collect interest.

3/11/2019 3:37:12 AM mongrelglory You're not missing anything. t.A.T.u sucks. 😝

3/11/2019 3:38:07 AM adsvel Ambitious way of living... They can create own electricity and communication systems, all needed tech which is not damaging their independence.

3/11/2019 3:39:24 AM ofcbrianberrios Did it rang every 17 seconds?

3/11/2019 3:41:52 AM mongrelglory I think the media pushed consumerism on families.  Convinced them they needed to live in houses, have multiple cars, take vacations abroad, enrolling 

their kids in a million activities etc... Many families could afford one parent to stay home, but it would require a drop in...

3/11/2019 3:42:30 AM adsvel For this society (self-sufficient) they do not need a money, they can do exchange,

3/11/2019 3:43:34 AM mongrelglory ...standard of living which most would have difficulty accepting.  Ironically, it was a standard of living that previous generations felt comfortable with 

during and after WWII. (Eg. no car, kids sharing bedrooms etc...)

3/11/2019 3:47:44 AM mongrelglory That doesn't work in Canada.  We have harsh winters and they still need to buy kerosene, firewood (their lands are cleared for farming), food for their 

livestock, glass for their windows, replacement wheels for wagons from blacksmiths etc... Compared to traditional indigenous...

3/11/2019 3:50:39 AM mongrelglory people of Canada (First Nations) the Mennonites have a materialistic lifestyle. Even First Nations people have difficulty living completely off the land 

because they can't be nomadic and travel with the Caribou anymore. They're boxed into reservations with substandard land often.

3/11/2019 3:54:29 AM adsvel Yes, I know, there are many needs, but they always can find alternatives, step by step replacing things for independence.

3/11/2019 3:55:55 AM ofcbrianberrios Do the 3 typists knows they're being used? Will they be compensated for their time? With knowledge perhaps?

3/11/2019 3:57:28 AM adsvel I heard there is more societies Free of money, somewhere in India

3/11/2019 3:58:12 AM nullanon12 Or Karmic Vibration

3/11/2019 4:00:02 AM nullanon12 They Will Have To, Unless [If] Their Enlightened.

3/11/2019 4:00:11 AM mongrelglory I don't know. It's difficult for anyone to live totally divorced from society/industries. Even something as simple as a cast iron frying pan, requires a 

foundry and mines. They can trade items amongst themselves, and recycle, which they do, but things wear out and need replacing.

3/11/2019 4:00:34 AM nullanon12 Stillness Is EZ

3/11/2019 4:01:35 AM nullanon12 That's Easy For Me. Vs the final solution.

3/11/2019 4:01:59 AM adsvel The movie Eureka, that scientist society did it very well.

3/11/2019 4:02:34 AM mongrelglory Certainly there are many indigenous people who still live in pockets of the world, isolated and not using money.  However, they have the ability to 

move around in a fairly large area of land (relative to the number of people) so they can live off of nature.  Farming practices...

3/11/2019 4:02:57 AM fleurcompassion I think it is about showing who we truly are, all of us ... ; ) Think the Who wrote a song about it. <3



3/11/2019 4:04:26 AM mongrelglory ...were what allowed the population of humans to explode on the world, followed by specialized trades.  This eventually required some form of 

currency as the barter system became cumbersome over large distances.

I collect ancient coins.  The oldest one I have is actually made...

3/11/2019 4:04:51 AM adsvel Indeed.

3/11/2019 4:05:45 AM mongrelglory ...out of bone and dates back to 5000 years ago.  (Ancient Babylonian tusk-shaped money).  The bone has transformed into chalk after so many years!

3/11/2019 4:07:35 AM adsvel Amazing.

3/11/2019 4:09:20 AM mongrelglory I haven't seen that!  Certainly with advanced technology and replicators, we won't need to use money anymore.  However, I was just referring to how 

someone could (or couldn't) leave society as it exists currently.  Even a homeless person depends on goods produced by society.

3/11/2019 4:10:36 AM mongrelglory It's cool to hold it in your hand and think "Gee, 5000 years ago, someone was probably trading this for some grain or a prostitute!" 😆

3/11/2019 4:13:19 AM adsvel I know guy in Russia, who lives without any food for 8 years now. So that extra food money he spends on spiritual education, things that he wouldn't 

allow himself if he would eat.

3/11/2019 4:14:12 AM adsvel Last one makes me smile.😊

3/11/2019 4:22:02 AM adsvel Not exactly just sungazer, breather. He do 3-4 times per day breathing 20-25 minutes as exact eating time.

3/11/2019 4:29:40 AM olimyracle Solutions are at arm length.

It's up to US to grab them, combine, explore, invent, make it work on the long term, on a planetary scale.

Taking the power back is one. Making a constructive and sustainable use of it another.

W/ power comes responsability https://ubuntuplanet.org/ 

3/11/2019 4:44:30 AM consortiapartn1 Something I fortunately realised whilst at school. 

Once you understand, you can look at life differently

3/11/2019 4:49:35 AM monroevegas Maybe there is no face.

3/11/2019 4:52:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Better or worse than I-ROBOT?

3/11/2019 4:53:27 AM olimyracle Microfarming produces about 10 times more than modern farming on the same surface.

More important, it's fueled with sun not oil, nurishes the ground and is of great biodiversity.

No need to reinvent the wheel. Everything is under hand. OUR choices now. https://youtu.be/LZVkPsfYKew 

3/11/2019 4:57:09 AM monroevegas Does the craft’s gravity field make it invisible or appear invisible?

3/11/2019 4:57:59 AM chelle030609 Alita....

3/11/2019 4:58:14 AM olimyracle Local money is a good transition tool, that allows proximity exchanges and favorize social little economy to grow.

Support each other, not the majors. Together we are strong. https://youtu.be/xeH5YnH_h5s 

3/11/2019 5:01:24 AM chelle030609 We are all multidimensional beings.

3/11/2019 5:02:46 AM rick_hernandez What’s important is your reaction to the thoughts. Observation is what you want. See it and let it pass through you. Resistance to the thought will keep 

the energy and the energy will linger and may cause you discomfort and eventually disease. Your emotional response....

3/11/2019 5:03:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

3/11/2019 5:04:08 AM adsvel This what EU did with my country, destroyed econome, production, agriculture, local finance system. They left safe sells, to sell their goods.

3/11/2019 5:04:33 AM rick_hernandez To a thought is natural, don’t resist that either. See it, recognize you are human and have human emotions and let it pass. It’s harder to do with some 

emotions that trigger fear, but you can still do it. You want to get back to a state of peace. This is when we are most powerful

3/11/2019 5:05:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 300 clicks in 6D could be represented as only 0-n clicks physically, then n-300 hyperdimensionally. Understand?

3/11/2019 5:06:33 AM olimyracle On a country scale, the  http://www.wir.ch  bank in Switzerland is a kind of "local money" that is used between small and medium companies since 

decades with interesting success.

To grow faster, learn from others.

To grow cheaper, become a gatherer.

3/11/2019 5:07:59 AM covertress "A few officers of The Domain Expeditionary Force have taken it upon themselves to provide technology to Earth during their off duty time. These 

officers leave their 'doll' at the space station and, as an IS-BE, assume or take over a biological body on Earth."

- Airl, 👽

True?

3/11/2019 5:08:40 AM rick_hernandez Hmmmm. I just realized 11-8-2016=9

3/11/2019 5:09:29 AM olimyracle Not THEIR fault. OUR fault.

A mistake becomes a mistake only if you repeat it 😉 pic.twitter.com/whYEOMg3Wb

3/11/2019 5:12:49 AM adsvel Should I trust Switzerland's projects? The Hearth of the Cabal, bankster cartels?

3/11/2019 5:18:20 AM lindabr67234799 #5 so you are the Illuminati ?

3/11/2019 5:21:20 AM olimyracle It is possible to start out of the existing, at low cost:

- small "not profitable" farms

- abandonned villages

- camping places

Experimenting in the reality your aspirations leads to have a better understanding of the real needs you face concretly. You'll may be surprised 😁 

pic.twitter.com/6FmiGvnoVy
3/11/2019 5:23:56 AM psyanidegaming Basically 78^y to 90' at 5p for the lesser knowledgable

3/11/2019 5:26:43 AM olimyracle The real problem being more the intent behind the use of a tool than the tool itself.

There's always something to learn. To take advantage from other's mistakes, there's always something to earn. pic.twitter.com/t3uIftw58M

3/11/2019 5:27:42 AM adsvel Indeed.

3/11/2019 5:29:52 AM kindeandtrue Excellent question.

3/11/2019 5:31:06 AM turboxyde Consciousness is being mapped and expanded so revelations about our true nature and existence can be seeded and disclosed without creating a 

cascade collapse in our collective. That is my understanding of the plan... if you can learn to weave the dream you can help with the shift

3/11/2019 5:31:44 AM skeye_watching Indeed. Mainstream religious teachings make things that are in his book difficult to understand or believe.  Which is why the deception will be so wide 

spread among those who can't see past centuries of tradition teaching.



3/11/2019 5:32:52 AM mongrelglory Microfarming is great in areas with long growing seasons and good soil.  However many people of Earth live in areas with marginal soil and short 

growing seasons which limits the kinds of crops they can grow severely.  To avoid malnutrition, bulk trade is still needed. Requires...

3/11/2019 5:35:41 AM lindabr67234799 UN mandates state of Israel to be separated from Britain. In 1947

3/11/2019 5:36:16 AM mongrelglory ...storage and transportation technologies.  Pests and bad weather can destroy crops unexpectedly. We will need new technologies if people around 

the world are going to be able to live in good health (or risk mass famine events, which used to be a regular occurrence in the past).

3/11/2019 5:40:08 AM olimyracle In the desert.

In the mountains.

Think twice.

Gaia is so happy to feed her childrens. Do not inderestimate her love for US.

Take care of Mother Gaia.

 http://www.voixlibres.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=13&Itemid=15&lang=en …
3/11/2019 5:40:13 AM mongrelglory Most modern pop music sucks nowadays IMHO.  It's all manufactured music for brain-washing purposes.

3/11/2019 5:43:38 AM olimyracle Aim for #LowTechs

Nature has it all.

Knowledge is available.

900+ of tomatoes varieties. No hybrids. Each a single flavor.

Listen to the wind of Life... https://youtu.be/VSBNfag85Kk 

3/11/2019 5:45:09 AM mongrelglory True, however you have to realize that the current size of Earth's human population is higher than Gaia can sustain naturally (according to MJ-12) 

which means a mass extinction even in the future.  I would rather see technology +/- a mass emigration to other planets instead.

3/11/2019 5:49:20 AM mongrelglory You don't seem to realize that starvation, malnutrition and shortened life expectancies were a regular part of human lives on this planet in the past.  

Especially those of us who lived in northern climates or people who lived in arid climates. I tried for years to grow tomatoes..

3/11/2019 5:49:49 AM olimyracle Let US concentrate first on what can be first done.

Councioucness has to raise, and WE have to take our responsabilities.

At the speed we grow, we soon need 100 planets 😏

3/11/2019 5:51:00 AM mongrelglory ...in northern Ontario.  Ordered a special strain of Siberian tomatoes and started the seedlings early indoors.  They still didn't have a chance to ripen 

before the first frost.  Hydroponics is an option, but it requires technology.

3/11/2019 5:52:55 AM what2_who Ya'll were here before humans so I get it. Point was, we cant get along with other human races how do u think it will be by adding to it ET races. Yes 

you all have been eating humans on this planet for 100s of years. Sorry not their food. Love all but dont live with all. just syn

3/11/2019 5:56:21 AM mongrelglory If you raise the standard of living for people, they tend to have smaller families, as they no longer need lots of children for labour/survival. I'm just 

saying that new technology will be required to achieve this. Modern factory farming techniques are bad for the Earth.

3/11/2019 5:57:21 AM mongrelglory I-ROBOT sucks more! 😜

3/11/2019 6:03:02 AM what2_who benelvolent, u mean enslaved here too. if they R so loving towards humans, why haven't they co-existed before? Oh that's right, they did, didnt 

work+another Reset was done #TruthBeTold human feeding farms on other planets, center of the earth STAY HOME & #LoveU WHY HIDE IF GOOD?

3/11/2019 6:15:08 AM olimyracle Nature is our ally. Trust the plant, not only they can learn, but they can give this heritage to their seed. You'd be surprised how they can adapt in a few 

generations.

We care too much about growing plants, which leads to weaken them.

Grow without water https://youtu.be/o7_76Z76_28 

3/11/2019 6:21:55 AM godfamcountry What IF these interdimensional aliens asked you to sterilized over 500,000 women and children in Africa and India using a "special batch" of vaccines 

donated by Bill Gates and given to WHO?  Would you do it?  Oh wait....

3/11/2019 6:23:27 AM zeeinthemoment My old teacher told me to always remember that 

EGO = Easing God Out.  That usually works for me whenever things get contentious.

3/11/2019 6:27:13 AM olimyracle Decades of knowledge and experiences from pioneers all around the world are clicks away only.

For example Julio Perez from  http://www.gaiaarkitekter.no  in Norway makes great permaculture designs that uses natural flows of any specific 

situation.

More than teachers, we need students.

3/11/2019 6:30:53 AM deerwerdna Do you think there will be a debt jubilee within the next two years???

3/11/2019 6:31:21 AM roaminnoodle Do you have a source? I remember "something" about this, a kind of partial disclosure, but I am hoping for some direct proof, for sharing around!

Having my name, I can easily throw in "Beam me up, Scotty" to a convo, then talk about replicators...

3/11/2019 6:31:26 AM zeeinthemoment 😳 Wow! Impressive!

3/11/2019 6:31:55 AM zeeinthemoment @angel4light777

3/11/2019 6:34:08 AM olimyracle Deconnecting the solution from the problem may be too a way to grow faster and easier.

If you have a problem, expose it. Crowdsourcing is a new completely undervaluate tool that could become a powerful voice of WE, the people.

Visit  http://www.innocentive.com 

What does it inspire?

3/11/2019 6:36:11 AM bethelight11_11 Do not see you 😎yet✨

3/11/2019 6:37:40 AM charmanda9 The new Lego movie has a song that repeats “this song’s gonna get stuck inside yo head” over and over and over again. It does, in fact. They are 

revealing their secrets little by little.

3/11/2019 6:38:46 AM charmanda9  https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/catchy-song-feat-t-pain-that-girl-lay-lay/1451560762?i=1451561041 …

3/11/2019 6:39:32 AM mongrelglory I have studied many forms of permaculture and organic gardening and have spent time with First Nations people who know the land well here in 

Canada.  I have learned hunting and foraging techniques from them. There are challenges to living in a country that sits on...



3/11/2019 6:41:26 AM mongrelglory ...the pre-Cambrian shield.  Please do not assume that I am uneducated in these sorts of matters. The farming practices you are promoting are not 

adaptable to all sorts of terrains, despite what they say.

3/11/2019 6:41:35 AM n7guardiananon Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, B, A, Start

3/11/2019 6:45:37 AM olimyracle Jumping to a solution when facing problems is a typical sickness of our times. We hate to stay in the "unknown", the "unsolved"

It's not because one solution doesn't work that another wouldn't

As we need urgent solutions, let US still choose the best and sustainable ones wisely pic.twitter.com/ztnWcvcjFu

3/11/2019 6:48:00 AM zeeinthemoment The next morning, I heard a loud boom and when my daughter and I were headed to the store, the wheat field, by my house had multiple impressions.  

I hired a plane and we went up because I knew there would be crop circles, yet there was no definitive markings. I contacted

3/11/2019 6:48:28 AM aprilbrown99 I am not sure what city you live in David, but I too live in California. I have a mortgage, a second on the house, property taxes, etc, that my mom left me 

when she passed away. I live in the suburbs so a car is needed. Unless you are homeless, some kind of work is necessary.

3/11/2019 6:49:56 AM mongrelglory For example, in Labrador where I lived as a child, we were just south of the tundra/tree-line.  The only local fruits that grew were the wild berries, 

especially blue-berries.  Wild rice, and "cat-tails" could be ground into a powder for making bannock.  There were local...

3/11/2019 6:50:24 AM zeeinthemoment MUFON that day and guys with suits came out to the field. They ran us off.  I went to a meeting that night and several others mentioned similar, but 

not exact, occurance. Yet, my gut told me to be quiet and not tell of my experience. These people did not feel right. We left.

3/11/2019 6:53:20 AM mongrelglory ...mushrooms and fiddleheads you could harvest at certain times of the years, Jerusalem artichokes, some lichen, and then the rest of the diet was 

game and fish. Winters were hard, with a diet of Pemican and smoked fish, and that's why the local Innui (Cree) were nomadic.

3/11/2019 6:54:14 AM godfamcountry They won't attack him because they've made people believe he is nuts.  They push the "conspiracy theory" are nut jobs idea so that nobody actually 

listens.  Except for people that know better and DO listen!  SHEEP NO MORE!

3/11/2019 6:54:21 AM zeeinthemoment I’ve been told on many occasions that I was guided by a tall  Pleiadian. My sister has seen him as have others. Was this their contact or something 

more sinister?  I’ve always wondered, but never made a big deal about it. Just curious.

3/11/2019 6:57:02 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Hmmmm, where did we hear about this...

World must prepare for inevitable next flu pandemic, WHO says.  https://tiny.iavian.net/rpz6 

3/11/2019 6:58:08 AM mongrelglory Of course, nowadays, the local natives live on reservations and rely on imports of goods like sugar, flour, powdered milk etc...  They still hunt, fish and 

forage but since they're no longer nomadic, their diet in now dependent on food staples grown elsewhere.

3/11/2019 6:58:31 AM pastorjon9 Couldn't understand the lyrics - Alan Parsons Project was better https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7oAuba3Ekg …

3/11/2019 7:01:23 AM mongrelglory 👍👍👍

3/11/2019 7:04:35 AM fionasdestiny67 Excellent 💞👍

3/11/2019 7:13:38 AM deerwerdna Thanks for the reply.

3/11/2019 7:18:52 AM djlok Yes. In order to have all those things...a couple of houses, a car, etc...a job is required.  Those things are not required. They are nice to have, but not 

required.

3/11/2019 7:20:02 AM seahag127 I knew it.

3/11/2019 7:23:09 AM aprilbrown99 I feel it is a burden. If I could, I would get rid of it all. Rent in Orange County is very high.  I pay less with my house than I would in an apartment. I told 

my dad the other day I wanted to move to a Texas, buy some land and put a mobile home on it. Walls are closing in.

3/11/2019 7:24:25 AM olimyracle 🙏 for sharing 💞

Yes, we may not solve a global problem starting by the extremities 🤯

Yet what I hear here is that your collective experience on ressources management is huge and may be something to be shared among our pollutive 

civilization in great need of concrete wisdom. pic.twitter.com/0z3P15Hn7A

3/11/2019 7:25:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 No if required. They demanded it. Weak minds gave in.

3/11/2019 7:29:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 737 MAX

[HRC]

3/11/2019 7:32:35 AM scott_rick Boeing 737... Hillary is in the killbox?

3/11/2019 7:33:22 AM the_fjalar waiting for a plane to land perhaps?

3/11/2019 7:35:30 AM decodematrix  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-47513508 …

3/11/2019 7:35:30 AM n7guardiananon Airlines ground Boeing 737 MAX 8 planes after Ethiopian air crash

3/11/2019 7:35:43 AM marzipaningles1 Ethiopian plane that crashed had a lot of UN workers and Save the Children workers. Indications the plane was purposely taken down to eliminate 

these potential threats for speaking out about the child trafficking the Clintons are involved with.

3/11/2019 7:36:47 AM seahag127 She is the one who has the use of the auto pilot interruptible device, causing all these plane crashes, to get rid of threats to her and others.  Can't wait 

for her to do the perp walk.

3/11/2019 7:37:30 AM sgoeders4 Boeing uninterruptible auto pilot?

3/11/2019 7:37:53 AM knightofmaltaus Nonsense and a croc of bull. Over there, they are notorious for poor maintenance and or Pilot Error. We suspect the Pilots were not properly checked-

out of the Computer Assist and that is in our opinion what took place. Forget the conspiracies.

3/11/2019 7:38:06 AM junglerednm 🤔 pic.twitter.com/B9buy12xw4

3/11/2019 7:38:48 AM allahuniversal Understand? Not [yet]. https://youtu.be/Q_B5GpsbSQw 

3/11/2019 7:38:55 AM woodworkeranon Did that not have the founder of the cannibal club onboard?

3/11/2019 7:40:12 AM agoodyear2015 Didn't Clinton hold the patent to some sort of kill switch on planes?   http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/01/how-they-plan-to-control-everything-in-

your-life/ …

3/11/2019 7:40:43 AM djlok I knew the [Cabal] was behind it!  

And some passengers were going to a Climate Change conference.  

Climate Change Money = Dark Money

3/11/2019 7:40:47 AM zeeinthemoment Autopilot (remote). HRC owns patent.

3/11/2019 7:41:30 AM 320revelation Sir James Have any real proof that supports your allegations?

3/11/2019 7:42:20 AM zeeinthemoment Bullocks

3/11/2019 7:43:18 AM blsdbe Truth. So many of us feel like this, and it is by design. I noticed you commenting on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Daniel, do you have regular prayer or mediation 

that you practice?

3/11/2019 7:44:24 AM keith369me Can’t wait for the Abel Danger analysis

3/11/2019 7:44:39 AM zeeinthemoment Who owns the patent?

3/11/2019 7:46:08 AM keith369me Maybe, but how many coincidences does it take to make the odds impossible!

3/11/2019 7:49:45 AM zeeinthemoment You say Chemtrails are disinformation yet we know they

 are spraying us with deadly chemicals.  When will,they stop? Why do you say they are disinformation?



3/11/2019 7:50:49 AM keith369me What did Q say?  70% of crashes?

3/11/2019 7:51:13 AM richardhiatt16 Okay......... 🤔

3/11/2019 7:51:58 AM kydeeber A lot of the so called conspiracy theories involving our government over the years are actually turning out to be true. IJS

3/11/2019 7:52:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Closer to 99% and almost guaranteed if you act against [Them].

3/11/2019 7:52:30 AM zeeinthemoment Agreed!

3/11/2019 7:52:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The only reason why they are called theories is because they lack tangible evidence that one could use in court. Distancing rational debate protects 

against difficult questions that expose corruption.

3/11/2019 7:53:39 AM djlok I know for real!  I still have another one of their songs stuck in my head from over a decade ago!

"All the things she said, all the things she said..."

🙄

3/11/2019 7:53:40 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am sure I probably missed this conversation or did not retain or grasp or comprehend it - It is very hard for me to grasp or 

understand that "Time is an Illusion" when our physical bodies Age so Drastically over what we perceive as a length of Time.

3/11/2019 7:54:43 AM blsdbe We of the Light Gotta Represent!!!

3/11/2019 7:55:34 AM mongrelglory Oh yah!  That was their first big "hit".  Personally I always thought they were a Cabal-backed manufactured group meant to sow social unrest against 

the Putin regime.  Then Putin kicked Soros and the Rothschilds out of Russia.

3/11/2019 7:56:32 AM rosesrred0119 The Illuminati is evil. ? Blasphemy is un-God like.  If IS BE is conscious why would we create such bad? This is all a little weird

3/11/2019 7:57:12 AM diaptera_80 My daughter listens to ”They’re not gonna get us”, all day long. But she got the cd from me, so I can’t complain...

3/11/2019 7:58:00 AM djlok Another one stuck in my head!

3/11/2019 7:58:17 AM djlok Knowing what we know now, probably the case

3/11/2019 7:58:59 AM keith369me Imminent

3/11/2019 7:59:41 AM mongrelglory Not one iota...but I'm slow that way. 🥴

3/11/2019 8:01:13 AM blsdbe Maybe this is The Real Reason AOC wants to get rid of planes & cars-she knows they are rigged for Arkancide!

3/11/2019 8:01:31 AM mongrelglory Click means kilometres I assume?

3/11/2019 8:02:25 AM djlok And labeling someone a "conspiracy theorist" is like labeling someone a "sexist", "racist", or "homophobe" who disagree with you. Where do you go in 

that argument?

Nowhere.

3/11/2019 8:03:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 In this context, technically no, but it was used since it relates to a stand unit of measurement pertaining to military nomenclature. Disinformation is 

real and necessary.

3/11/2019 8:04:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, they did not order the jet to be taken down. The technology used to down the jet was sold by HRC to rouge actors who then contract out the 

implementation of that rouge technology for a very substantial fee on the black market.

3/11/2019 8:04:49 AM mongrelglory It was practically a brand new plane (2016).  And that Ethiopian airport had one of the best safety track records in Africa.

3/11/2019 8:05:16 AM rachmatcorai33 Yes, more information on chemtrails would be extremely appreciated...

3/11/2019 8:06:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Russian propaganda is enforced using their music. The repetition patterns are deliberate subconscious programs. You can read the lyrics and see the 

meat and potatoes of the message without the annoying repetitions. We chose this song by this artist (RE robot) on purpose. Think!

3/11/2019 8:07:26 AM identityasxy .

And where is his nasty sister?

3/11/2019 8:08:16 AM decodematrix #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 8:09:45 AM identityasxy .

We won't need any of those nefarious characters on board to convict the Clintons.  Too much other evidence already available

3/11/2019 8:10:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the mind is free the body matters not.

Time is an illusion to your higher mind, the IS-BE inside of you.

Your body, or the B of IS-BE is used to encapsulate the temporary instance of your Entity (E).

Time is an illusion only for the soul.

Making the right decision is best.

3/11/2019 8:10:09 AM blsdbe So we need to create sources of music that are not designed to keep us imprisoned in the Matrix. With real instruments. In person.

3/11/2019 8:10:30 AM keith369me Monitoring your Tweets, lol

3/11/2019 8:10:48 AM djlok I remember they were "pretend" lesbians.  All that music came out at the height of the gay rights movement.  

The messaging combined with the musical hypnotic repetition = Cabal Programming.

3/11/2019 8:12:26 AM keith369me She better watch her plane/train...unless she has Q protection also.

3/11/2019 8:12:46 AM zeeinthemoment That much?

3/11/2019 8:13:02 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/chinese-hackers-stole-boeing-lockheed-military-plane-secrets-feds-n153951 …

3/11/2019 8:13:04 AM mongrelglory Exactly!

3/11/2019 8:13:37 AM roaminnoodle "Don't let them fool ya,

Or even try to school ya!

We've got a mind of our own,

So go to hell if what you're thinking is not right!

Love would never leave us alone,

A-yin the darkness there must come out to light." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sL_BcaI0i0w …

3/11/2019 8:14:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stole can also mean buying stolen.

The deception is real.

3/11/2019 8:14:39 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/9ZV1FskSJi

3/11/2019 8:14:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional propaganda.

3/11/2019 8:15:11 AM porfie_moreno It’s a spiritual war.  But when you don’t know God, you don’t know the Spirit! My grandson is ready! pic.twitter.com/G91vLAlTHw

3/11/2019 8:15:27 AM liltilgerlil Yes I understand. Thank you

3/11/2019 8:15:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tick Tock

Anons ready?

Memes ready?

Let the DECLAS begin.... [     ]?

3/11/2019 8:16:17 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 8:16:20 AM dogzander Whoop whoop!🙏

3/11/2019 8:16:34 AM keith369me ...and so it is!

3/11/2019 8:16:40 AM zeeinthemoment That’s funny. I was just sitting here saying Tick Tock. pic.twitter.com/CaYxsvaFWh

3/11/2019 8:16:40 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 8:18:09 AM jamesgdurrett I've been ready for months...is this the T-8 or are you thinking sooner?

3/11/2019 8:18:23 AM todd0431  pic.twitter.com/GSdg7TsPoO

3/11/2019 8:18:43 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/E1WVOF8TkF

3/11/2019 8:18:54 AM djlok Environment ages the body. 

What helped me with time is an illusion is asking myself "if I lived on another planet how old would I be?". I'm 40 on Earth but what about Jupiter or 

Mars?  

This line of thinking helped me with this concept.

3/11/2019 8:18:56 AM kachinagtto Notice you retweeted the Unseal Epstein thread at 11:11 on the 11th.  Are we talking DECLAS of Epstein? #unsealepstein



3/11/2019 8:20:56 AM freestateojones Proof to begin 11.3. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 believes so?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105125122820718593 …

3/11/2019 8:21:27 AM pwalt68 #DeclassifyNow #DeclassifyFISA #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 8:21:32 AM bluesparrow222  pic.twitter.com/ONBWUZeRkw

3/11/2019 8:21:38 AM the_fjalar can we get justice for Cornell and Bennington also!

3/11/2019 8:21:50 AM speaakn #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 8:21:51 AM mongrelglory For the old order Mennonites, using machinery/electricity is against their religious beliefs. They cook on wood stoves and use kerosine lamps, but 

otherwise their farming is done with horses and plows.  The more modern mennonites will use tractors, phones, a car, and electricity.

3/11/2019 8:22:07 AM zeeinthemoment  pic.twitter.com/jri7LfJW7j

3/11/2019 8:22:20 AM st_7897 Hmm... 🤔 pic.twitter.com/8U8UFBCN25

3/11/2019 8:22:27 AM 979_7740 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #Militarytribunals

#Militarytribunals #Militarytribunals

#WWG1WGA

3/11/2019 8:22:50 AM liltilgerlil I rarely use Vice as a source but your right. https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/kz9xgn/man-who-sold-f-35-secrets-to-china-pleads-guilty …

3/11/2019 8:24:01 AM mongrelglory I love Bob Marley!

3/11/2019 8:24:37 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/Adsvel/status/1104311563123605504 …

3/11/2019 8:24:54 AM djlok Absolutely!

3/11/2019 8:25:46 AM nun_chucknorris To aide in deprogramming?

3/11/2019 8:26:20 AM liltilgerlil Yes, not new. They stay on Hannity’s heels also.

3/11/2019 8:26:35 AM realalleron Yes

3/11/2019 8:26:36 AM liltilgerlil Amazing

3/11/2019 8:27:03 AM qaphsiel17 Let the games begin.

3/11/2019 8:27:29 AM mongrelglory Maybe it interferes with the AI programming?

3/11/2019 8:27:49 AM djlok If we hear something over and over again, as humans, we tend to believe it. 

Repeating musical patterns combined with repeated lyrics = Very powerful!!

3/11/2019 8:28:44 AM 1crazy_toaster Can you please ask your sources why the Chem trails continue? when will this end?

3/11/2019 8:28:53 AM djlok Ponzi scheme!

3/11/2019 8:29:13 AM kagman4e Ready. Hope you’re correct.

3/11/2019 8:29:17 AM n7guardiananon Rock on! https://youtu.be/YNl3BEoeWkg 

3/11/2019 8:29:18 AM liltilgerlil He wishes he was as popular as Tucker and Hannity lol

3/11/2019 8:31:40 AM liltilgerlil Curious why this guy was in South Carolina? pic.twitter.com/xFsFW2kkF0

3/11/2019 8:32:05 AM zagnett Dumbest propaganda i've seen yet. Do people really fall for this garbage? Even subconsciously it seems like a stretch to imagine this crap would work. 

What evidence do [they] have that it actually "works"?

Seems it's low "programming" production-values that's leading to the GA.

3/11/2019 8:32:22 AM liltilgerlil Yes butt hurt sore losers

3/11/2019 8:33:35 AM richard74195773 Hold the line Patriots! pic.twitter.com/ErANE64zwy

3/11/2019 8:33:41 AM bksj771 When? Let’s do this!

3/11/2019 8:33:57 AM turboxyde Justice shall not be denied any longer! The souls of the innocent cry out for the hammer to fall! [#UnsealEpstein] pic.twitter.com/DX3ixfeOZ6

3/11/2019 8:34:04 AM zagnett  https://www.stlyrics.com/songs/t/tatu5586/robotenglish227709.html …

English lyrics (link).

Weird.

3/11/2019 8:34:20 AM liltilgerlil They can try, I don’t see them silencing over half of America

3/11/2019 8:34:59 AM sano_faith They don't want trust they want you to be aware.

3/11/2019 8:35:17 AM liltilgerlil I’m waiting for names to be released

3/11/2019 8:35:49 AM usss_211 At the ready!!!! 😉

3/11/2019 8:36:27 AM usss_211  pic.twitter.com/qtxi6sYII1

3/11/2019 8:38:05 AM liltilgerlil I’m hoping they have lost control. Well see

3/11/2019 8:38:26 AM djlok Imagine if you were "different" than everyone else. Imagine if that "difference" was targeted with music.  You hear something that seems to explain 

why you are "different"... Or better yet, mirrors emotions that accompany that feeling of "difference".

Programming is REAL!

3/11/2019 8:39:27 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/11/2019 8:39:35 AM _refused What you're asking will result in the opposite of your wishes. Fearless digital warrior of the chans.

3/11/2019 8:41:45 AM djlok Now back that up with repetition, victim mentality, other fans, a brand... Hello MKUltra!

3/11/2019 8:41:59 AM mongrelglory The lyrics are even dumber than I expected for two women prancing around in short skirts with auto-tuned voices. 😂

3/11/2019 8:42:46 AM mongrelglory It does sound like MKUltra programming however...

3/11/2019 8:42:48 AM richardhiatt16 Space Force ..Space Force ...Space Force

3/11/2019 8:43:28 AM ceasarfall31544 She owns the patent ????????????

3/11/2019 8:43:30 AM djlok The lyrics are stupid as hell... The intense emotions are not.

3/11/2019 8:44:24 AM porfie_moreno So what else is new! 10 years ago, and beyond... pic.twitter.com/5BmsAarAsx

3/11/2019 8:45:01 AM selvestekjetil Declas. We are more than ready. Let us help. #DarkToLight

3/11/2019 8:45:26 AM liltilgerlil You must have ESP lol https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/03/11/google-manager-said-company-must-stop-fake-news-because-thats-how-trump-

won/ …

3/11/2019 8:45:40 AM rinmaries Does this tie in with China’s “access” that was installed on HRC’s server?

3/11/2019 8:47:00 AM jswdh1 Did you get an answer on this? I was wondering same thing if any specific person was the target.

3/11/2019 8:48:56 AM lori_dee1 😂😂

3/11/2019 8:49:41 AM usss_211 Was thinking the same thing.... They have had it for years....

3/11/2019 8:50:00 AM dougiefreshii #DECLAS pic.twitter.com/tHevSzZyQ6

3/11/2019 8:50:29 AM zagnett 🤔🧐😎

Dark To Light

My three amigo emojis are ready.

3/11/2019 8:51:45 AM michael81972 What a ignorant statement,  there is a difference between God’s chosen and people that claim Gods chosen

3/11/2019 8:51:54 AM usss_211 Lion air...

3/11/2019 8:55:07 AM brenda_nine #WWG1GWA #DeclassNow #DarktoLight #WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/RryC5QFCKg

3/11/2019 8:55:59 AM razztaz2016 Supposedly everyone was connected to the UN.  And Save the Children.  Was someone talking?

3/11/2019 8:56:33 AM liltilgerlil Curious

3/11/2019 8:56:52 AM scents_common Haiti "Earthquake"

3/11/2019 8:58:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you prevent somebody from testifying? https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1104864503924248578 …



3/11/2019 8:59:29 AM whitehat_van You have no idea!

3/11/2019 8:59:35 AM zeeinthemoment Arkansize them.

3/11/2019 8:59:56 AM whitehat_van A threat?

3/11/2019 9:01:20 AM pro_aktv How can we protect everyone?! 

😫😞😭 

Surely, if we know they will be testifying, can’t we protect them?!

3/11/2019 9:01:31 AM curt_avila Send out the wetworks.

3/11/2019 9:02:07 AM junglerednm 👆🏻🤔 pic.twitter.com/7c8YH6kG1O

3/11/2019 9:02:18 AM fluffyk1tt3n105 Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105135992321830913?s=09 …

3/11/2019 9:02:59 AM siriusbshaman Yes do it Q. We tired of waiting forever.

3/11/2019 9:03:01 AM junglerednm 👆🏻 pic.twitter.com/xM5Gl7ahl2

3/11/2019 9:03:02 AM liltilgerlil Truth

3/11/2019 9:04:32 AM speaakn  pic.twitter.com/z7vFHOhHZL

3/11/2019 9:04:34 AM wishfulldreamz What about George Forman's daughter?   She wasn't that old....

3/11/2019 9:05:07 AM woohoopatty1 #boom pic.twitter.com/BsaJBWMfJZ

3/11/2019 9:05:16 AM mongrelglory Majestic-12 has talked before about all the propaganda in US/Hollywood productions.  I don't think they were trying to criticize or single out Russia. 

They were just responding to our conversations about the t.A.T.u video and modern pop music.

3/11/2019 9:05:21 AM masheddotpotato  https://www.foxbusiness.com/features/boeing-737-max-8-how-to-know-if-youre-flying-one … pic.twitter.com/VlgfJL80kL

3/11/2019 9:05:52 AM ofcbrianberrios How did she died? Article didn't mention it...

3/11/2019 9:06:41 AM razztaz2016 The vibration of the music 432 hz vs. Other hz.

3/11/2019 9:07:23 AM citoyen_resist oh yeah very tired...

3/11/2019 9:07:41 AM mongrelglory But at least the melodies are good!

3/11/2019 9:08:12 AM soulsgoon Prayer is a manifestation tool - if you don't believe in a God then pray to the Universe. Put heartfelt feelings into it as well as concentrating on it 

mentally. It becomes easier. And you can spread what you've learned. Little hints here and there.

3/11/2019 9:08:20 AM jswdh1 There was something saying Barry had just returned from Africa? They think he ordered the hit. Did you see that?

3/11/2019 9:10:39 AM lbf777 Any solid tip on how to free the mind?

3/11/2019 9:11:02 AM ofcbrianberrios 17 yrs later! #QAnon

3/11/2019 9:11:10 AM jswdh1 Figured! Everyone dying this year has to be connected in some way! Especially all the young people!

3/11/2019 9:11:23 AM roublisa #unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

3/11/2019 9:11:37 AM kevinmruel They said suicide... doubtful...to many"suicide" due to people knowing things or other things

3/11/2019 9:12:53 AM jswdh1 Clintoncide! Not suicide!

3/11/2019 9:15:14 AM chadmcgregory No not ready. Im waiting for another 10k children to be kidnapped and tortured. Please start another countdown

3/11/2019 9:15:28 AM ashland_xoxoxo We’ve been ready. Declas now

3/11/2019 9:15:37 AM scott_rick Ready.... still

3/11/2019 9:15:56 AM koreyedwards6 How is this any different than the message from Q? pic.twitter.com/MqM5zQqei0

3/11/2019 9:16:04 AM hambrickro 💥 187 💥

3/11/2019 9:17:39 AM covertress Can you please explain how

"consuming meat for food is the psyop"?

B&B?

🍿 🍿 🍿

3/11/2019 9:18:20 AM blondieatlanta I would love to you know what you just said, 💁 however I am thrilled you said it! Every day is another opportunity to learn! 📚

3/11/2019 9:18:30 AM hambrickro 😏 MJ12 , can you confirm the "MIEC" aka Military Industrial Extraterrestrial Complex 😏

3/11/2019 9:20:16 AM prmd21801759 Let's go ;-)

3/11/2019 9:20:31 AM blsdbe This.

Lack of Choice is An Illusion.

We Choose how We Respond to the Illusion.

3/11/2019 9:21:20 AM 0809mmy 🙏

3/11/2019 9:22:00 AM r2u You kill them 187, in an airplane crash

3/11/2019 9:22:17 AM jswdh1 Pres Trump took measures to protect us from the 5g. That's why he tweeted we were ready for 5g even 6g! Saw a video on YouTube that twt went 

with Q drop &the video decoded them. The wall means more than everyone thinks.. part of it is the 5g protection.

3/11/2019 9:23:31 AM bbobbio71 I'm over this crap happening to good people

3/11/2019 9:25:18 AM j_wingfield10 NOW!!!

3/11/2019 9:26:22 AM doc1415 I'm aware of that.

3/11/2019 9:26:51 AM do_or_do_notty I wonder what Kelly knew....

3/11/2019 9:27:44 AM melanieanders7 I know God Well. Spirit is also mind/consciousness. ❤️

3/11/2019 9:27:49 AM keith369me Red Scarf/doorknob?

3/11/2019 9:28:57 AM keith369me Every cabal “suicide” is not Clinton...cabalicide?

3/11/2019 9:29:26 AM doc1415 Precisely... Apparently the ETs have the ability to heal the "unhealable" ailments of many. If this is true, when it becomes known, we can stop our 

brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons and daughters ever dying of nonsense diseases like cancer, and other disease.

3/11/2019 9:30:16 AM lynnielee5 I noticed that too! UN link to sex/human trafficking! Hmmm..... I wonder who took em out?

3/11/2019 9:30:27 AM jonboyford It’s how they’ve always operated. There’s no telling the true total count.

3/11/2019 9:30:53 AM decodematrix DECLAS party!!!

3/11/2019 9:31:08 AM lori_dee1 What did she know?

3/11/2019 9:31:26 AM doc1415 So as for ego? If it makes it egotistical to save life, then I will proudly be egotistical. If the revelation allows our human race to explore the cosmos, heal, 

and flourish in everyway then egotistical it is.

3/11/2019 9:31:51 AM lori_dee1 She committed suicide.

3/11/2019 9:32:08 AM porfie_moreno Jesus said; pic.twitter.com/LhO3Yjk24I

3/11/2019 9:32:44 AM honeybager5 Always classy to use personal tragedies of others to advance your LARP . . . nice work

3/11/2019 9:32:53 AM liltilgerlil All refugee related. https://news.un.org/en/story/2019/03/1034391 …

3/11/2019 9:33:02 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/8B00Dn4NXu

3/11/2019 9:33:33 AM slh2813 @realDonaldTrump

3/11/2019 9:35:16 AM laurelmaher1 Yes

3/11/2019 9:35:27 AM chadmcgregory No not ready waiting for the next round of deep state DEW to kill hundreds of people

3/11/2019 9:36:00 AM david00997884 Nothing in the kill box, that must mean its on for DS.

3/11/2019 9:36:24 AM canadiancovfefe Interesting! Is there a way for POTUS to retrieve this technology from the rogue actors out there?

3/11/2019 9:36:49 AM doc1415 If they are who they say they are, how do we know they are trust worthy? They said they are the capstone of the illuminati. What do we know about 

the illuminati? Created by weishaupt and includes rothschilds. Who are, among researchers, dubbed luciferian. So are they our friends?



3/11/2019 9:37:01 AM burgersandra Books by Ramtha.

3/11/2019 9:37:11 AM john777lee Think of Clinton as a corporation. A dynasty if you will. It is so big with so many players even without the puppet head it continues. Almost like a scape 

goat they are used and blamed. Of coarse they have a hand in it but many more do also ! The investigation is taking place !

3/11/2019 9:38:14 AM ghostanon6120 She was studying as a grad student at Stanford...hmmm....

3/11/2019 9:38:58 AM melanieanders7 Exactly.

3/11/2019 9:39:40 AM mrd_s_anderson I don't have a regular prayer that I used, still getting accustomed to vocalizing. I do really like Buddham Saranam Gacchami, a mantra chant. I'm 

struggling with how reality is so I've been researching occult/gnostic i.e The Kybalion. But I do Tarot and mostly vocalize Protection

3/11/2019 9:40:42 AM n7guardiananon Sometimes it feels like the military is "giving" the chinese intel to help white hats in China.  The Hainan island incident when Bush was in office felt like 

1 of those moments.

3/11/2019 9:41:31 AM k3yle Holy Roman Church? Double meaning?

3/11/2019 9:41:42 AM st_7897 Agreed! The backs of the Powers over this nation have been broken.  The time to advance is now! 

#DarktoLight 

Daniel 10: 12-14

3/11/2019 9:42:16 AM bbobbio71 Who was on that plane?

3/11/2019 9:42:39 AM ofcbrianberrios I hope it wasnt hanging from a door knob...

3/11/2019 9:43:43 AM paulamjohns hmm is she going to represent herself in Gitmo?

3/11/2019 9:44:20 AM cidarean And no justice...

3/11/2019 9:44:24 AM mongrelglory She was so young!  What did she have to testify about? 😢

3/11/2019 9:45:01 AM seahag127 HRC stole the patent for this device when she was working at the Rose Law firm. Everything has a price tag for the Clintons.

3/11/2019 9:45:33 AM mrd_s_anderson I also have an interest in Gematria, Astrology, and Numerology

3/11/2019 9:46:10 AM lori_dee1 I hope not. I'm very curious what she knew...

3/11/2019 9:46:41 AM hd283271 price tag or toe tag

3/11/2019 9:47:31 AM liltilgerlil Wow I had no idea

3/11/2019 9:48:24 AM earliii1 Northern Arizona mountains recent photo.  We have never seen it this bad.  Day and night spraying.  Up to 6 high altitude aircraft spraying at the same 

time, same sky.  

'Good guys' allow this?  Explain how how and why. pic.twitter.com/pPhGhoqoqu

3/11/2019 9:49:14 AM seahag127 Why you think she had that server in her bathroom closet!

3/11/2019 9:49:57 AM michael83341408 Names please?

3/11/2019 9:50:43 AM edwardgouin Another stealth bomber?

3/11/2019 9:50:48 AM 1crazy_toaster I think we should keep the pressure on them until they respond. They respond to all other issues, why not the most dire one?

3/11/2019 9:52:14 AM sinnersdeborah Let me guess....she suicided herself by hanging herself from a doorknob using her Olympic Silver Medal.

3/11/2019 9:53:11 AM theappraizer Oh I pray names of some of their hitmen are dropped during SUNSHINE WEEK! Please. Thank you for your true service! ♥️

3/11/2019 9:53:24 AM suekonkel Pow ... Pow ... Pow pow pow!

3/11/2019 9:54:13 AM keith369me Clinton is mid level

3/11/2019 9:54:23 AM coastal2002 I have been asking everyone this question and no one is answering.

3/11/2019 9:54:29 AM tikicolada There are NO coincidences! Age 23 🤔

3/11/2019 9:55:00 AM nmd_mari She just can not control herself. Pure evil! https://steemit.com/qrs11/@red-pill-news/qanon-977-qrs11-chip-living-the-american-nightmare …

3/11/2019 9:55:02 AM n7guardiananon Keeping the back channels open? https://youtu.be/glMgSCdK1xU 

3/11/2019 9:55:50 AM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/TiOrCkJZQZ

3/11/2019 9:57:37 AM 1crazy_toaster I know! I'm going to keep asking anyway..they claim to know  & see all, they should have an answer for the people. Someone knows be it Q or any of 

their mouth pieces.

3/11/2019 9:58:04 AM speaklife595 Jiddu Krishnamurthi video seem to be quite helpful

3/11/2019 10:06:55 AM robin_ked Found this uuugh! pic.twitter.com/WVWnRRFLpf

3/11/2019 10:23:46 AM canadiancovfefe I have heard Field McConnell speak of her. #LockHerUpToo

3/11/2019 10:24:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Honestly I tweeted it about a month ago. It was an article that is over two years old talking about it. I’ll dig around today if I can.

3/11/2019 10:25:14 AM theappraizer For shits sake get them to a doctor! 😜

3/11/2019 10:26:32 AM canadiancovfefe I really like Field McConnell! He’s a great speaker with a good sense of humour too.

3/11/2019 10:28:26 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1097284658390319104?s=21 …

3/11/2019 10:29:29 AM hawkgirlinmn Now imagine what tech REALLY exists that isn’t public re:replicators.

3/11/2019 10:31:08 AM hyemom10 What testimony

3/11/2019 10:32:05 AM gailcosper I mostly associate the Chinese with Feinstein because she covered for a Chinese spy.  Looks suspicious.

3/11/2019 10:32:19 AM john777lee Thus why I said puppet head. "Puppet" . Also an easy target to hide behind.

3/11/2019 10:32:24 AM orthogonalron Was she a clone? Are the clones getting their orders?

3/11/2019 10:33:14 AM unidentifiedta1 Her parents said she killed herself

3/11/2019 10:33:26 AM lbf777 I have read some legendary information on freeing the mind but I'm still reading. 1 good 9 book set to start with is "Conversations with God". That 

book takes the mind from 3D thinking to 5D thinking. Also Urantia, Course in Miracles are legendary books.

3/11/2019 10:33:29 AM canadiancovfefe Five years? That’s not punishment!

3/11/2019 10:33:57 AM djlok Doping is bad for your health...seeing others do it, even worse.

3/11/2019 10:39:44 AM amymorg79793405 There’s a universal non interference law with humans. They have to watch us. The malevolents didn’t adhere to law. However post 2012 we are getting 

a lot of help from Benevolents like stopping nukes in midair. But humanity has to develop on their own.

3/11/2019 10:41:00 AM justice_rebel Yes...a lot of ppl died ;young pll , and....no, I don't believe in coincidences ...

3/11/2019 10:41:01 AM liltilgerlil Bloomberg just tried to do a spin on this

3/11/2019 10:41:41 AM 45skinny  pic.twitter.com/3YS0rXpjX7

3/11/2019 10:44:13 AM michael81972 LOL...Far from it...I should ask you the same...your spreading their beliefs...They dont believe in Christ and sow division thru the Vatican, (They truly 

worship Satan, Baal, Moloch) not God!!!

3/11/2019 10:46:55 AM chattycathy317 There you go....

3/11/2019 10:51:41 AM mcgwyneth How? Helpful hint:  In increments of 3, 6, 9 (mins &/or repetitions), "See It", & state w-intention: "The (....) records are unsealed."

3/11/2019 10:56:15 AM from_thestars Seriously let's go already #DECLAS it all so tired of waiting #QAnon

3/11/2019 10:56:49 AM shallknown If this is known, Why is it allowed to happen. This is one of the challenges I have with these theories/facts. MJ12?

3/11/2019 10:57:12 AM robin_ked getting rid of loose lips...... https://governmentslaves.news/2019/02/07/un-peacekeeper-discovers-sex-trafficking-inside-the-un-with-ties-to-the-u-s-

state-department/ …

3/11/2019 10:58:46 AM gi6stars I love your grit. As a Christian, I Love my Lord Jesus the Christ. I'm new to this ET stuff and have been following every rabbit hole I find. The only thing 

I've come up with is from the book of Enoch and ETs are the fallen angels...

What say you?

3/11/2019 10:59:51 AM liltilgerlil Wow thanks

3/11/2019 10:59:57 AM timeforarrests Q said  90% of us would end up in the hospital if we knew everything which means they’re poisoning us. Perhaps POTUS kept it going to deliver the 

antidotes.  Although everybody I know is sick and tired at the moment and we don’t know why. It could be withdrawal. #qanon

3/11/2019 11:02:19 AM freeandoriginal Who she has killed ?!

3/11/2019 11:03:01 AM timeforarrests 🤛

3/11/2019 11:03:58 AM shallknown If such things are known, why arent they stopped? We know the Cabal has access to critical control chips in planes, trains, and automobiles. Why  

aren't they stopped. I dont understand.



3/11/2019 11:05:49 AM 1crazy_toaster yes I get that & just recently found out more info that would curl ppls stomachs however, we have a right to know about this continued agenda. I don't 

think anyone here gave their permission to be sprayed.The silence is very indicative of something &that silence needs tobe broken

3/11/2019 11:07:56 AM timeforarrests My litmus test for the end of the war is no more spraying. Michael Jackson may have been sending us a message by wearing a white breathing mask. 

Scary times.

3/11/2019 11:11:52 AM 1crazy_toaster I agree, that has been my indicator (& many others here).When the spraying ends, then we w/ have defeated the DS. Kindwhile, the silence from those 

in the know needs to end & this issue needs to be addressed. It's been too long that it has been ignored.

3/11/2019 11:13:52 AM canadiancovfefe Ewww.....

3/11/2019 11:15:06 AM n4ekm Epstein must pay

Epstein must pay

Epstein must pay

Epstein must pay for his crimes

Open the records for the world to know truth

3/11/2019 11:17:53 AM mrd_s_anderson Once we stop giving into THEIR idea of reality, we can begin to continue growth. Technology is designed to produce. The dark forces can't remain 

forever.

3/11/2019 11:17:56 AM adsvel Ah, I see, believe systems again.

3/11/2019 11:19:27 AM roaminnoodle Interesting! From article: "Developed by Israeli entrepreneurs Ayelet Carasso & Doron Marco from White Innovation company."

Automated on demand baking system - Patent 10022015

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US10022015B2/en?oq=10022015 …

Question @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: what are "YOUR" replicators using for "ingredients"?

3/11/2019 11:20:04 AM laura_621 Thank you for reminding us!

3/11/2019 11:21:45 AM lbf777 We have to stop using money & move into a gifting/sharing economy. I have said it a million times. Here are the plans: 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/11/2019 11:22:19 AM roaminnoodle I have a strong imagination, but I still believe there are things you and I have not even conceived! Of course, how could we, when things have been 

developed in secret for years!

Thanks for digging & sharing!

3/11/2019 11:22:23 AM hambrickro Yes

3/11/2019 11:22:33 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/mAMtBUXvVV

3/11/2019 11:23:32 AM mongrelglory I guess I had assumed the MJ-12 replicators just manifested things out of "thin air" like on Star Trek.  (Using pure energy to create the food).

3/11/2019 11:24:32 AM mongrelglory Maybe it loses something in the Russian to English translation... 😉

3/11/2019 11:27:01 AM laura_621 As a kid , I would sit and try to remember who I was. I knew I was much more and had lived before. I thought I had amnesia. 🧐

3/11/2019 11:29:00 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/MJ5WKrACiy

3/11/2019 11:29:28 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/tHL48EVAeB

3/11/2019 11:29:59 AM ragevirusqq There are three versions I found that have similar theme. I don’t know which is the correct context. Basically they all are about loving robots

3/11/2019 11:30:43 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/Fnc2OglGXt

3/11/2019 11:32:01 AM pfc1975 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 need more crumbs!  The vague post leads us nowhere!

3/11/2019 11:32:46 AM hambrickro 💥 HRC was a PATENT lawyer 💥 When anybody discovers or makes a product , service , etc ... they must file all paperwork thru the US  PATENT Office 

💥 For example: researcher discovers cure for cancer, it's simple, affordable & easy to obtain -- NO MONEY in CURES 💥

3/11/2019 11:33:36 AM mommahood777 Was she hung on the proverbial door knob? Like sooo many others... sad.

3/11/2019 11:35:45 AM hambrickro 💥 You have heard the stories, how does BIG PHARMA hear about this, then approaches researcher with "A Deal You Can't Refuse" , along with a NDA 

😏 Same with a car that runs on water 😏 Are you connecting the dots yet ?????

3/11/2019 11:37:20 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/qrehHRexQL

3/11/2019 11:37:37 AM lbf777 I think [    ] means Obama right? I saw a magazine today with those brackets around his head.

3/11/2019 11:38:13 AM cmdrzod23  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1h5iv6sECGU …

3/11/2019 11:39:27 AM lockemupq Thats prob why......if she killed Weiner he could have had it set up to release the evidence to someone else upon his death. She prob knew he had this 

insurance file on her just didnt know where

3/11/2019 11:39:49 AM mongrelglory Probably just a variation in how the Russian lyrics were translated.

3/11/2019 11:41:34 AM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/6CQDFJJ8ik

3/11/2019 11:42:23 AM mommahood777 Implications are perception and debatable.

3/11/2019 11:42:29 AM laurabusse Just listened to this for the first time...how did i miss this?? It's awesome!

3/11/2019 11:42:30 AM mommahood777 Another one?!

3/11/2019 11:43:42 AM dan_stanbery Yep the a Distraction Continues!

3/11/2019 11:44:23 AM porfie_moreno So Bush was right! Only they were on US soil all the time! It took a businessman to point it out. Said no #Politician ever👉🏻#FakeNewsMedia 

pic.twitter.com/jq4GWLMoj1

3/11/2019 11:45:04 AM mongrelglory But once she knew the NYPD and NSA had them all, I'm surprised she just didn't kill Weiner out of revenge.  Maybe she thought they hadn't obtained 

everything.  If it's true about the video of Huma and Hillary torturing/murdering that poor child, then his wife Huma will hang also!

3/11/2019 11:46:47 AM lockemupq I know right

3/11/2019 11:49:16 AM dona8552 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , What was the nature of the testimony?

3/11/2019 11:49:52 AM docschlep ASK KILLERY!

3/11/2019 11:52:33 AM rmbrice It’s already done.

3/11/2019 11:53:00 AM mongrelglory They were one of the pioneers in electronic keyboard music (in my opinion).  They weren't my cup of tea but had a number of hits: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNiie_zmSr8 …

3/11/2019 11:53:47 AM giediknight  https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/tatu/robot.html …

3/11/2019 11:54:47 AM mongrelglory They did a lot of instrumental stuff: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mp0ZISBYidI …

3/11/2019 11:54:53 AM natureinspace Now this is my kind of music 😍

3/11/2019 11:55:52 AM mongrelglory No subliminal programming...just music straight from the heart. 😆

3/11/2019 11:56:08 AM mattdawg80 Suicide? Was she hanging from a doorknob like all the other celebrities?

3/11/2019 11:56:10 AM giediknight I don't know whats worse.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVj0ZTS4WF4 …

3/11/2019 11:56:41 AM siriusbshaman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there something to this?  pic.twitter.com/UgjEMN8W77

3/11/2019 11:56:54 AM pastorjon9 Then there's this guy - I really like him too back in the later 70s

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IE9jShG9sD0 …

3/11/2019 11:57:01 AM fionasdestiny67 Absolutely love it💞

Eye in the Sky

3/11/2019 11:57:02 AM siriusbshaman  pic.twitter.com/BkZtjRto5S



3/11/2019 11:58:08 AM nun_chucknorris The team physical therapist is a spine specialist in Nevada. I wonder if there is a connection to those spine centers that closed down suddenly??? 🤔 

https://www.spinenevada.com/about_us/thais-mollet-physical-therapy-reno-nevada-spine-center.html …

3/11/2019 11:59:41 AM nun_chucknorris Here is a link to the team page with athlete and staff names. https://www.usacycling.org/article/usa-cycling-names-2018-uci-track-world-

championships-team …

3/11/2019 12:01:59 PM brenda_nine #MarchMadness #DeclasFISA Q has the [    ] filled out!!!! @IPOT1776 #Ready #🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/bdZUM2XliT

3/11/2019 12:02:24 PM jamesboyett Thank you for replying. I am 64 years old and a little slow catching on to all of this. Thanks for all you all do! May God bless or goodness over evil I 

guess. :)

3/11/2019 12:03:38 PM margh1 oh dear God who does she know?

3/11/2019 12:05:27 PM mongrelglory I'd never heard of him!

I do remember everyone having the ELO album.  Always liked this song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H48j3KGBomU …

3/11/2019 12:06:03 PM do_or_do_notty Ooh good thought.  I’ll try to dig in if I can get this current dig wrapped up today

3/11/2019 12:10:11 PM mtnhiker55 Suicide by asphyxiation. Sounds like it.

3/11/2019 12:13:30 PM jswdh1 @KAT40811334

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@tribunal_watch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Michaelcraddo16 https://youtu.be/gW7wvbg_z90 

3/11/2019 12:14:46 PM jaiagtp Not believing but that twitter account has a strong voice.

I'm listening to everybody and making my own assessment, 

Fact is taking down the cabal got significantly delayed. Plan for XRP for 2018 abolished, 2019 delayed. SBI will be delayed again.

3/11/2019 12:16:25 PM jaiagtp Back to Gold economy and currency revaluation is a done deal for the reset. But what is XRP/Ripple part in this paradigm shift?

3/11/2019 12:26:37 PM leadzippo [ -8] ? pic.twitter.com/k8ltKfrh2F

3/11/2019 12:32:24 PM blsdbe Wow!!! A little screechy but sooo cute!

3/11/2019 12:32:29 PM laurabusse Yeah why is terrorist hrc still allowed to run around producing mayhem???

3/11/2019 12:39:58 PM goyaeq An older post they said humans live to be 1000, but here something happened to shorten that but they could repair that.

3/11/2019 12:42:50 PM oo1o110  https://www.cernovich.com/second-circuit-court-of-appeals-has-sided-with-cernovich-ordering-records-unsealed-in-jeffrey-epstein-case-unless-good-

cause-is-shown/ …

3/11/2019 12:43:17 PM djlok Think about how long people have been suspicious of these "random" plane crashes. No longer just suspicious, we know to ask questions.

Plane crashes. Who was on board? Where were they going?  

Today millions of people are "going there" who never have before.  #TheGreatAwakening

3/11/2019 12:45:02 PM vintagesquirrel Against whom? Where does she fit in this crazy story?

3/11/2019 12:45:30 PM sunspot406 RIP,  Kelly had more determination, strength, and quest for knowledge than many of us at 23 years of age.  Suicide...not probable, imo.

3/11/2019 12:48:22 PM laurabusse Yes i remember this song very well :-). I think my bro had the album. I remember this song on the radio and blaring from his room but dunno why i 

never heard i robot!

3/11/2019 12:50:16 PM djlok #Psychopaths can make people with weak minds kill themselves very easily.  It's almost formulaic how [they] do it.

Vince Foster?

3/11/2019 12:53:51 PM laurabusse Instantly recognizable by most ppl. Didn't know name of song or artist. Thx :-)

3/11/2019 12:54:59 PM mrd_s_anderson 737

17

8

3/11/2019 12:55:14 PM lori_dee1 Very interesting!

3/11/2019 12:55:19 PM pastorjon9 I Robot was early in their career (1977) while Eye in the Sky was later (1982), probably just simple timing

3/11/2019 12:58:44 PM laurabusse Yes fantastic song! I remember it well :-)

3/11/2019 12:59:16 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/UCprm4LS0E

3/11/2019 12:59:59 PM keith369me Autists on 8 Chan will figure out who’s on the manifest and who they are connected to within a day or two if not sooner.  I watched it happen real time 

with a previous crash.

3/11/2019 1:03:25 PM mommahood777 apparently, we don't need to expend energy on that level

3/11/2019 1:04:18 PM otr_poppins What was she supposed to testify about?

3/11/2019 1:06:56 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/ZoOrQgTA1N

3/11/2019 1:09:02 PM laurabusse Ok makes sense. For some reason i was under the impression they were both on the same album. Thx :-)

3/11/2019 1:12:00 PM mommahood777 Not finding a link for verification for A Cooper being his son, tho he did have a son named Cooper

3/11/2019 1:14:38 PM jimmyfalk5 Therefore...

FLIGHT MANAFEST PLEASE...

3/11/2019 1:14:41 PM old_mum Retired!

3/11/2019 1:15:46 PM old_mum Yes, they are amazing at uncovering this stuff!

3/11/2019 1:17:01 PM jleetxgirl That’s an important tidbit. Her law license has been reinstated after being suspended for -wait for it -17 years. 17.

3/11/2019 1:18:55 PM anitakingsbauer  pic.twitter.com/6lk0UiiO0s

3/11/2019 1:19:45 PM mommahood777 Off hand I forget his name, recently died as well. A man cured cancer with an Ultra Sonic device (in the 1940s) set to specific waveform. He was shut 

down, at least survived until elder age, but myphed nonetheless.

3/11/2019 1:21:07 PM sano_faith They are not trustworthy. They are a media.

3/11/2019 1:24:31 PM mommahood777 Pick a thread, any thread...wow.  Thank you so much for your presence, guidance and many of your followers.

3/11/2019 1:28:38 PM lizzjustlizz I heard that she stole the patent while working at Rose Law Firm.

3/11/2019 1:29:04 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 1:30:19 PM kathyoc98098895 It's not a conspiracy theory when you have the evidence. Conspiracists are thinkers, think about that! They don't want thinkers, they want sheep. Dare 

to stand out side the narrative. pic.twitter.com/Rzr2K5PGEI

3/11/2019 1:33:45 PM michael62779695  pic.twitter.com/qRmfnq426u

3/11/2019 1:34:04 PM laurabusse Meditation. When am in the deepest possible (4 me) meditative state (theta brain waves?) I know that i know that i know that when the mind is free 

the body matters not. Actually nothing matters in that state and everything is perfect. Am recovering from long illness. In that...

3/11/2019 1:35:01 PM laurabusse 2...state even my broken body is perfect.

3/11/2019 1:38:33 PM agoodyear2015 The Miami Herald is announcing that the Epstein records are to be unsealed!

3/11/2019 1:41:20 PM laurabusse Me neither. The video makes no sense to me either...

3/11/2019 1:43:30 PM sergii_ii Rouge or Rogue? Typo intended?

3/11/2019 1:43:32 PM pomeinnz 737 you say

3/11/2019 1:45:09 PM cypressbill1980  pic.twitter.com/rC6fIWyjVb

3/11/2019 1:47:23 PM carlosm61019826 Fail proof- murder them

3/11/2019 1:48:53 PM aleks8837 Of course there is. You can become a monk in South-East Asia 😉

3/11/2019 1:51:47 PM banksia42265169 Wow!!!!!!



3/11/2019 1:52:34 PM djlok Vince Foster?

3/11/2019 1:55:52 PM aleks8837 "Free energy would eliminate the energy industry, help heal Earth, increase humanity’s standard of living by a few orders of magnitude, and could end 

the Zero-Sum Game that humanity has been playing for the past 10,000 years or more. The exploitation[..]"

 https://archive.is/Apfwt#selection-309.144-317.101 …

3/11/2019 1:58:18 PM laurabusse Yes but we need a complete paradigm shift and maybe that's the only way. All of us co creating a new reality together. Most of us already know what 

we want. Abundance. Clean earth, air, water, food.  No chemicals. Health for all. No weather control. We can start w these things...

3/11/2019 1:58:40 PM mailletlois What are you saying?

3/11/2019 1:59:39 PM mefulmer25 How heart breaking 💔! May her abuser face the consequences!! 🤬

3/11/2019 2:04:35 PM destinlola Testifying to what, specifically? Not challenging, just not aware on this one. 

I sincerely send my deepest sympathies to her family. I helped start up and served on a suicide hotline, decades ago. This will always be heartbreaking 

to me.

3/11/2019 2:05:31 PM allahuniversal Still unlearning bonk maths, that may be in our way. All answers are within, so I'll let it come to me. That usually works out well.

3/11/2019 2:05:49 PM djlok I got stumped over the fake lesbian act.  

Seems like the record label could've found some real live lesbians if that's what they wanted.  

God knows "talent" wasn't what made them briefly famous.

3/11/2019 2:07:12 PM richnfaith4god Are you stating a general point of how DS removes witnesses  or are you specifically pointing to a 23 y/o cyclist knowing something that DS warranted 

“suicided”??  

We need to WIPE the earth of these Evil People!!

🙏For DECLASS STAT!!

3/11/2019 2:07:57 PM speaakn Oh my gosh, this is the best thread I think I’ve ever read about dark to light, good vs evil. 

Re the marijuana: CBD -  a universal healing agent from it. There’s tons of articles on it. And I follow Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets re it’s 

properties.

Great job-earned a follow  pic.twitter.com/XW31e2Gizb

3/11/2019 2:08:08 PM aleks8837 I highly recommend going to a 10-day Vipassana meditation course. All free. This is exactly what you learn there.

For me it took ca. 2 months of daily 1-2h meditation in a monastery, to finally experience total cessation of all of my thoughts, feelings and moods for 5 

minutes.

3/11/2019 2:19:24 PM laurabusse I always wanted to get a buncha like minded ppl together, grow food etc etc. The Amish are off the grid. They grow their own food. They are right 

there, right in front of us. Then there was findhorn in Scotland...many other alternative communities...

3/11/2019 2:26:08 PM laurabusse I asked Mennonite farmers once why no tech...they said SO THEY CANNOT BE CONTROLLED! So that they are not dependent. THEY VALUE THEIR 

INDEPENDENCE. if the electric grid goes down it won't affect them. THEY ARE SELF SUFFICIENT.

3/11/2019 2:27:35 PM philzantos  pic.twitter.com/qeqw22gR9p

3/11/2019 2:28:25 PM laurabusse Yes but to a good end. They are not perfect of course and I'm sure their religious beliefs hinder them as well. But they are better off than we are in that 

they are self sufficient and not dependent on govt, phone co, electric co, etc etc

3/11/2019 2:30:05 PM blsdbe We are almost at that point here...got the well, garden, chickens, Woodstove...

3/11/2019 2:31:16 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately they've still been infiltrated by evil elements.  Pedophilia was a big problem and the young women who spoke up about the elders 

abusing them would often be shunned from the community.  There were many good people but the elders were very authoritarian/controlling!

3/11/2019 2:31:49 PM fionasdestiny67 And to clarify, whe I said "think I-ROBOT", I meant there are so many around us going about their day, til that trigger switch gets flipped, then they are 

against us all. 

[C_A] agitators. 

Thoughts M12?

3/11/2019 2:32:09 PM fionasdestiny67 *when I said

3/11/2019 2:42:31 PM blsdbe Same, Laura! Slowly but surely

3/11/2019 2:48:29 PM whitestoneart 🤣🤣🤣 Nope. pic.twitter.com/QJIJLrIM09

3/11/2019 2:52:14 PM houdini481 Thought Illuminati = Drako/Reptilians?

3/11/2019 2:52:57 PM laurabusse You are doing what i have always longed to do. Husband zero interest. Likes his wine and football. Great guy. But he's a normie :-) love him w all my 

heart. Nicest best kindest human I've ever met. A beautiful human being. 💘

3/11/2019 2:55:47 PM laurabusse Life has been very good to us. I don't expect that to end :-) i just trust. Well, mostly LOL. I trust a good end for everyone including us. Infinite 

possibilities. All is well and getting weller. Connecting with the Source of well being :-)

3/11/2019 2:56:48 PM awakeandsing123 I’m Russian and I’m disgusted with the rise of the mindless Russian pop in the past 25 years. We lost an entire generation to this kind of “art”.

3/11/2019 2:57:05 PM cavankid What other centers closed down recently?

3/11/2019 2:57:19 PM laurabusse Yes i know an Amish farmer who said there are big problems. He didn't elaborate. Thx for explaining :-)

3/11/2019 3:00:02 PM mongrelglory I only worked with the Mennonite community (as a doctor) in Southern Ontario, so I don't know much about the Amish community. I was the first 

female doctor at the clinic in town.  I was visited by an "Old Order" mennonite man who wanted his blood pressure checked.  Afterwards...

3/11/2019 3:00:07 PM jswdh1 I think you nailed something there! "He" I believe she was a he... maybe he was being molested by coach and wanted to come forward but he said he 

would out her as a he or just kill her so she couldn't come forward... who knows anymore these days! But she does look like a he..

3/11/2019 3:01:30 PM nun_chucknorris Laser Spine Institute.

3/11/2019 3:01:52 PM mongrelglory ...one of the doctors in the clinic told me that he was the equivalent to "The Pope" among the Mennonites.  I guess he was checking me out to see if I 

was competent.  After that I got swamped by Mennonite women wanting me to deliver their babies.  After the first 150 babies...

3/11/2019 3:02:44 PM mongrelglory ...the novelty wore off and I just wanted a good night's sleep! (We were on call 24/7).

3/11/2019 3:06:02 PM eewwanon ]soon[. 

A week from Saturday 2075

3/11/2019 3:10:05 PM houdini481 Disregard last question; this answered it.

3/11/2019 3:10:29 PM mongrelglory You can still do a "square foot garden" if you have a back yard, collect rain-water, and compost. I grow what I can on my balcony here in my high-rise 

then make Pesto for my freezer etc... I'm a big believer in urban gardening/community gardens for cities, tho I miss wilderness.

3/11/2019 3:10:55 PM laurabusse Wow! I bet you could write a fascinating book about your experiences! :-)

3/11/2019 3:11:33 PM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WhiteHouse @tribunal_watch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KAT40811334 @Michaelcraddo16 

@RedDragonFly19 @GregoryJHall1 @robin_ked @hawaiiilove @w_terrence @45HarisonHarold @LindaWarriorGal @Paul55770744 

@Stephen57036680 @IamAllOutOfGum @Jingoman111 @DrvrNail https://twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1104855850269708289 …

3/11/2019 3:12:45 PM blsdbe There is a great deal we can accomplish together.

3/11/2019 3:12:53 PM lydelltippins Very sad may she Rest comfortably and her Family love and Blessings Always hard time for you we Understand ♡♡

3/11/2019 3:12:59 PM mongrelglory It was exhausting, but a very unique experience!  I only did it for a few years.  Then I moved up to a small town in Northern Ontario.  Emergency 

medicine up there had unique stories too!

3/11/2019 3:14:06 PM carolva97910854 I was born ready. Get on with it already!



3/11/2019 3:14:15 PM veracityvinson Exactly what’s happening

3/11/2019 3:15:39 PM laurabusse We moved here 3 yrs ago to a full acre. I wanted to grow LOTS of food. Took ill after 9 mo here w lymes meningitis and I'm still recovering from 

neurological lymes. Every year i say Hopefully next yr! Might ask hubby to get containers for deck. I think am well enough for that...

3/11/2019 3:16:00 PM laurabusse Yes :-)

3/11/2019 3:16:02 PM houdini481 Don't work = don't eat & jail/bankruptcy. All others are already solved.  Guess I can't get over the hump.

3/11/2019 3:17:08 PM laurabusse I used to use the book Square foot gardening. Great book! So many inspiring youtubes now on gardening...

3/11/2019 3:18:23 PM stephen57036680  pic.twitter.com/XJ7Q1RdklQ

3/11/2019 3:18:52 PM laurabusse Omg northern ontario! Would LOVE to hear about THAT!!! You were with native ppls i presume...

3/11/2019 3:19:05 PM robin_ked That Is Awesome #TheGreatAwakeningWorldWide! pic.twitter.com/ivus4y6P54

3/11/2019 3:19:12 PM houdini481 So euthanasia for suffering plp is not an option?

3/11/2019 3:20:14 PM blsdbe Oh I am sorry to hear that Laura. Lyme is hard. My mom has it.

3/11/2019 3:20:28 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/HOzjH2y9i1

3/11/2019 3:21:02 PM mongrelglory I use Earthboxes on my balcony.  I buy the stands to elevate the planters. This might be easier with your lymes disease.  I highly recommend them! 

https://earthbox.com 

3/11/2019 3:21:11 PM laurabusse When we lived in NJ w hot summers i would say to husband in July, let's get into car head north and keep driving til we hit Hudson's bay! We never did 

but always wanted to!

3/11/2019 3:21:14 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Allow us to explain a paradigm: You are an IS-BE. Immortal = Time is an Illusion Spiritual = 

Theology/Philosophy Biologi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1104905169706405889.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/11/2019 3:22:01 PM mcgwyneth The more still I am, the better I am able to "see you" - and ALL that is Majestic - everywhere.

3/11/2019 3:24:33 PM laurabusse It's actually more like MS, 20 yrs ago diagnosis woulda been MS. But am determined to heal. Happening very slowly. @MedicalMedium 

diet/supplements protocol. Books, web site etc. He says it's viral.

3/11/2019 3:25:11 PM mongrelglory Haha...bring your bug spray!  Fall is a beautiful time to experience Northern Ontario.  I call it "God's Country" then.

3/11/2019 3:26:20 PM laurabusse Wow that is fascinating! Will seriously consider it...

3/11/2019 3:28:24 PM laurabusse I just put the web site on my home screen so i can peruse in more detail later. Thx again! 💘

3/11/2019 3:28:59 PM adsvel Yes, but electricity and internet is needed.

3/11/2019 3:29:25 PM laurabusse I bet fall comes really early there!

3/11/2019 3:30:26 PM mongrelglory You can grow a high density of food in one box because of the design. You'll find the stands in the "accessories" section.  It's so much easier with no 

weeding, and putting the planters on stands might keep the bunnies out of your produce.  I have two planters - "original" size.

3/11/2019 3:33:15 PM aschilliam really hard to swallow if the anon is right... @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/mdQQcVihPV

3/11/2019 3:33:18 PM laurabusse Okay sounds great :-)

3/11/2019 3:33:39 PM mongrelglory It's around late September to mid October (depending on the weather) when the Maple trees turn bright red.  It's beautiful, and the flies are all gone!

3/11/2019 3:36:57 PM hambrickro 💥 Patents are STOLEN from the patent office , sometimes individuals are 187 , SERCO - CROWN AGENTS - Queen's Privy Council - QE 11 💥 SES aka 

"SENIOR EXECUTIVE AGENTS" are employed by the CROWN 😡

3/11/2019 3:40:14 PM laurabusse Sounds absolutely lovely :-) 🍁

3/11/2019 3:43:13 PM houdini481 I'm hopeless then...10 hr work, 2 hr reading this stuff, 8 hr sleep, 1 hr meals, 1 hr chores, 1 hr potty/shower, 1 hr kids. Forgot about talk to mom, fix 

car/house, comfort others etc...

3/11/2019 3:44:23 PM lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @IPOT1776 @WhiteSquall8 @Cordicon @Unite4Truth @DBregenz 

@MastersShelby @love4thegameAK @love4thegameAK @TheSharpEdge1 @BardsOfWar @1776Stonewall @mitchellvii @GregRubini @POTUS 

@POTUSPress

3/11/2019 3:51:38 PM godrus What is the MOON?

3/11/2019 3:58:43 PM pugnax2 Testifying? Was she part of... C'mon....

3/11/2019 4:00:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ship

3/11/2019 4:02:42 PM monroevegas #WWG1WGA #MAGA #Q pic.twitter.com/wyFcq6FMfN

3/11/2019 4:07:40 PM happybiggrin This....💔😤💔😵💔😢 pic.twitter.com/GtVNxdpONM

3/11/2019 4:08:22 PM 1_decided_voter Will we ever see proof of this revealed? 

It would be quite the "show" to the whole world if the moon were to rotate so the opposite side faces us.

3/11/2019 4:08:53 PM happybiggrin Now. Mr. President. Now.🙏🌻🐸💓 pic.twitter.com/0FMzIi7Jyo

3/11/2019 4:17:16 PM godrus is there something blocking it from our view?

3/11/2019 4:19:03 PM godrus What's the story with Antarctica? Something under the ice?

3/11/2019 4:19:23 PM zagnett "That's no moon. It's a space station."

Ben Kenobi. Star Wars

Disclosure.

3/11/2019 4:29:27 PM danaelizabeth69 I see 💗

3/11/2019 4:30:26 PM lovebayhorses Wooo There It is!!!!

3/11/2019 4:31:05 PM do_or_do_notty I would like to go ahead and sign up for the moon ship tour!  #MoonShip pic.twitter.com/e4cHPqmYrX

3/11/2019 4:31:23 PM danaelizabeth69 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/1lUSgAG5rh

3/11/2019 4:33:09 PM usss_211 Just Albany and NYC....

3/11/2019 4:33:27 PM jrocktigers Hard labor ?

3/11/2019 4:34:54 PM carolin15161363 Majestic 12, was this a targeted kill on 7 World Food Programme staff who worked directly with Clinton Foundation in places like Haiti?

3/11/2019 4:37:04 PM do_or_do_notty Just the tour. Just the tour.  Hard pass on the hard labor

3/11/2019 4:42:59 PM roaminnoodle "Federal court moves to unseal documents in Jeffrey Epstein sex scandal"

#UnsealEpstein

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

Post Credit: @KibBitzLaw https://www.miamiherald.com/latest-news/article227411649.html …

3/11/2019 4:50:41 PM n7guardiananon The Traveler

 https://youtu.be/LcnOdj2oXJE 

3/11/2019 4:52:09 PM betty_bradbury Do you have a source link for that info?

3/11/2019 4:56:24 PM 7alon Tell that to the Yellow Vests.

3/11/2019 5:02:01 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/1dxshYRS4l

3/11/2019 5:04:40 PM bbobbio71 Deep state

3/11/2019 5:05:56 PM cindymannings please, what is IO

3/11/2019 5:06:37 PM thericharddoyle The (predominantly) aluminium particulates (strontium, barium, etc., also) are already being carbonised.

You are asking a question of .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 it is neither their provenance nor responsibility to answer — it is yours.



3/11/2019 5:06:58 PM bbobbio71 Don't worry,  it's all over the media. 

Wait,  I mean 🤔🤔

3/11/2019 5:08:12 PM bbobbio71 Interesting,  majority of these posts I've liked... Now all likes are gone. Alice

3/11/2019 5:11:14 PM thericharddoyle 29/03/2019 CE 1700 GMT the [🇬🇧] Magna Carta itself – penned and signed in 1215 – shall end.

Unless you can ‘stop time’ nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing #May

3/11/2019 5:24:42 PM cindymannings @Reuters   About what ?  If we don't know about what then her death was successful

3/11/2019 5:25:01 PM herrly5  pic.twitter.com/5L7wyFCBKr

3/11/2019 5:26:22 PM pedalfun4u is income tax voluntary?

3/11/2019 5:28:42 PM do_or_do_notty Did they make him shoot himself in the head with two different guns? Nah, pretty sure they did that one themselves. 

But you’re so right. I think that voice of god technology has been  misused! Beams kill orders right into the brain. Scary stuff

3/11/2019 5:28:47 PM giediknight There are secret societies in Egypt around the pyramids of Giza who say that they have been around “since before the moon came”

3/11/2019 5:31:20 PM lbf777 Yup. Income tax is unconstitutional and the 16th Ammendment was illegally forced into the Constitution so the only way they can get us to pay is 

voluntarily but the IRS won’t tell you that.

3/11/2019 5:32:24 PM wwtravelr It means you are synchronized and in tune with the universe.  with all of the upcoming crescendo it will also correlate with us as a collective ascending 

to 5D.  This 3D shit-show is coming to an end.  Peace, happiness and abundance are humanity's future.  And soon.

3/11/2019 5:35:54 PM pedalfun4u like I always say, we are volunteers, not victims

3/11/2019 5:36:16 PM wwtravelr also, if you have daily internal questions. start paying attention to signs (answers - a street sign, something ur reading, symbols) all around you.  you'll 

be amazed how quickly things start progressing.  life's answers are being presented everyday.

3/11/2019 5:37:01 PM cindymannings @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how do we activate it (or weaken it?)?

3/11/2019 5:41:18 PM wwtravelr Better yet how is hillary in [HRC}.  she's been dead since 2016.  less you are referring to her clone or body double?

3/11/2019 5:41:38 PM janinemhf Testifying about what?????

3/11/2019 5:46:42 PM dumah_anuhazi #QAnon is where the DECLAS is coming from :)

Q Clearance- Tippy Top- Above Majestic

3/11/2019 5:48:42 PM cocopuffster12 I tell ‘ya, Stanford has a super odd vibe. Something is not right. I worked there for 6 months, handled all the athletic teams travel, worked w/ all the 

coaches. I don’t know what, but something is not right there.

3/11/2019 5:55:38 PM djlok You're probably right then. Someone should do a review on ALL the big Universities.  Find out what kids are learning with these VERY EXPENSIVE 

educations in things like Gender Studies.  What the hell kinda job you get with a degree in Gender Studies?

3/11/2019 5:56:31 PM covertress Majestic 12 has many good tweets regarding the pineal gland. 

Try plugging this phrase into twitter search:

pineal from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/11/2019 5:56:50 PM gramptorino Well , there Marching Band is Kinda Wierd , But I figured that's jus' California Way , I dunno

3/11/2019 5:58:01 PM cindymannings thanks. I only just found them recently.

3/11/2019 5:59:51 PM cocopuffster12 That’s a good idea! Stanford has bank, SO many HUGE donors. All the coaches live in beautiful on campus homes, free. Stanford is its own little city, fire 

& police Dept, post office. I felt it on day 1, it’s not normal. I have no idea what it is, but my intuition said RUN!!!

3/11/2019 6:00:04 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have been very interested in understanding how CERN fits into all of this. Did 11:11 affect CERN and is their decision to build 

bigger a way of getting around it? Are they controlled by good at this point?

3/11/2019 6:00:46 PM cocopuffster12 Basically, no outsiders. I def felt like an outsider. Which was fine with me!

3/11/2019 6:01:11 PM keith369me Should it be scratched off my child’s college list?

3/11/2019 6:02:06 PM djlok Sounds like they had their own little Sanctuary City there.  

Of course I'm sure you've already asked yourself why they wanted everyone to live there.  Very odd!  If I had to place a bet, I'd bet on your intuition.

3/11/2019 6:02:50 PM cocopuffster12 Cal’s is much better! Berkeley is awesome, NO comparison. Yea, there little dancing tree. I’ll take a bear any day!

3/11/2019 6:03:03 PM cocopuffster12 *their

3/11/2019 6:03:09 PM mitolduso Yessss!! This is why it is so important for ppl to understand this is way deeper thn a show. The battle is real. We are all connected..wht one does or 

thinks affects anthr, and so on. Manifestation is very real. Thoughts are energy..energy is your drvng force to mk it hppn.

3/11/2019 6:03:52 PM cocopuffster12 Yep!! Lol

3/11/2019 6:05:07 PM mitolduso Beings of light..beings of consciousness..😇

3/11/2019 6:05:35 PM keith369me Was it confined to athletics or was it overall vibe?

3/11/2019 6:06:09 PM cocopuffster12 I agree, I’d bet on me as well. Wish I could have figured it out. Maybe I don’t want to know. It’s almost like they know something you don’t. You feel a 

distance. Such a weird feeling. I’m happy I did not feel like I fit in. They are up to something.

3/11/2019 6:07:49 PM cocopuffster12 Yea, and I’m sure there is a lot more which is not discussed. I believe Condolezza Rice is (was?) a professor.

3/11/2019 6:08:33 PM cocopuffster12 Btw, the decrepit old donors visit quite a lot.

3/11/2019 6:08:50 PM djlok Wonder how people felt on the Penn State campus?

Maybe the same?  

Secrecy can be a very bad thing.  Those who don't know the secret must be kept at arm's length. 

#Sandusky

3/11/2019 6:10:13 PM mitolduso Once u forgive yrslf and others, u begin to change on a deeper level..perception changes..the wrld will look diffrnt and ppl will be diffrnt..this is a crack 

in the door to your awakening..if you walk thru, u cant go bk..everything has changed. Its amazing😊

3/11/2019 6:10:57 PM cocopuffster12 Well, I was primarily around athletics, but I got the vibe everywhere I went. There was a little restaurant close to me I’d hit for lunch, same thing. 

Almost like a 6th sense, this nagging in the back of my head which you could not figure out. Was always so happy to go home.

3/11/2019 6:13:34 PM cocopuffster12 Exactly!! Oh my gosh, I can’t even imagine!! I guarantee they are hiding things. And they can. No outsiders. Everything is contained. I would never let 

my child go there. It’s creepy.

3/11/2019 6:17:36 PM mitolduso I believe ego is a social construct of the 3rd dimnsn..masks. it is not our tru authentic self. We are more thn an ego..whn u undrstnd how connected we 

truly are, u become more heart cntrd/compssnte for human kind. Ego doent drive u anymore. U now see ppl for who they are

3/11/2019 6:19:23 PM mitolduso But cant u hold form..light bodies begin in sixth? Cant u lower vibration to hold frm🤔

3/11/2019 6:19:36 PM djlok See what's happening here is fascinating to me and really quite a phenomenon when you think about it.  

Before people like you or I would be like "so that's kinda creepy and not really something I want to be a part of". Now we might ask a couple of more 

questions.  

#GameOver

3/11/2019 6:23:19 PM mitolduso Wow..will replicators become access to general public soon?? 🤗

3/11/2019 6:24:32 PM mitolduso 🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗

3/11/2019 6:24:39 PM cocopuffster12 You are absolutely correct! It is very fascinating, you make an excellent point. I would def do some digging if I were there now. I wish I could put my 

finger on it, it’s such a weird feeling. I like to figure things out.



3/11/2019 6:29:02 PM djlok $5 says it's being figured out.  

#TheGreatAwakening!!

3/11/2019 6:30:53 PM j_wingfield10  pic.twitter.com/Ttl54IBiKo

3/11/2019 6:31:56 PM cocopuffster12 Right???! Love it!! Love wins! Love & light baby! 💕

3/11/2019 6:36:47 PM __jabird__ Aren’t some referred to as “War Planets” or “battle planets”?

3/11/2019 6:41:07 PM stevephillps81 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just realised that wars are created in the world to keep humans infighting which in turn stops extra terrestrial contact which was 

take all the power away from the cabal families so they keep the infighting going,until that ceases they will never show themselves

3/11/2019 6:43:08 PM stevephillps81 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that's why they always monitor war zones, we need to stop killing each other first before they I mitigate full disclosure, the elite are 

aware of this hence the false flags stirring up wars keeping control keeping a cease 2 the peace

3/11/2019 6:49:45 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for your VITAL question!!! Our government masters spray us every damn day here on Long Island. I feel like we are being smothered to death.

3/11/2019 6:55:54 PM hispeedtim2876 Here pic.twitter.com/fQdYBfWOmV

3/11/2019 6:57:30 PM danaelizabeth69 23   I know about that number 😢

3/11/2019 7:08:39 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/eII0b9q6yI

3/11/2019 7:12:37 PM aetherwalker1 BLAST!  I was gunna say that!

"Turn the ship around" -Ben Kenobi

3/11/2019 7:16:44 PM kentuckytom1967  pic.twitter.com/7TQrwXuP17

3/11/2019 7:18:35 PM oneoldamerican #WakeUpAmerica

3/11/2019 7:24:36 PM jamesgdurrett #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2019 7:29:47 PM cyranose  pic.twitter.com/JIGSFd9UGm

3/11/2019 7:31:37 PM kathleen3693693 Doesn't really matter which jet. QRS11 (gyro chip in all commercial/military planes, ll new cars, trains, etc.) and BUAP (auto pilot) allows ANY plane, car 

with that chipset to be commandeered and sabotaged at will.

3/11/2019 7:31:37 PM lizzjustlizz Thanks Kat!

3/11/2019 7:32:40 PM herrly5 You give them a remote heart attack

3/11/2019 7:33:18 PM kathleen3693693 BUAP and QRS11 gyro chipset...

3/11/2019 7:35:59 PM clancy_birrell my heart aches

3/11/2019 7:36:34 PM clancy_birrell please make this insanity stop

3/11/2019 7:36:39 PM sharon_grasty How do you make sure they do?  Witness protection?  The updated Courts Martial manual 2019 has a provision for witness protection.  Food for 

thought...

3/11/2019 7:38:40 PM clancy_birrell if you don't do it then we'll just get someone else to.

That argument stops working if all humans agree not to commit harmful acts against others. The prisoners dilemma writ large.

3/11/2019 7:39:39 PM verytiredmom Condolences to her family. 

MEDTOX run by her father?

3/11/2019 7:40:10 PM clancy_birrell do objects get denser as dimension increases?

3/11/2019 7:43:38 PM imcevoy1 " For the sake of accuracy and simplicity I will use a made-up word: “IS-BE”.  Because the primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in a 

timeless state of “is”, and the only reason for their  existence is that they decide to “be”.

3/11/2019 7:45:00 PM imcevoy1 Free PDF 'Alien Interview'

 http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

3/11/2019 7:46:12 PM djlok Her name is ALICE!!!

3/11/2019 7:48:13 PM nullanon12 Anapanasati , I Know How To Do That, My Father Has Been There, He Taught Me How To Do It.

3/11/2019 7:56:18 PM mgreat4ever So we take away time, but our past is a timeline isn’t it?  I find that our differences make us stronger, just as the fabric layers of Kevlar cross each other 

to build strength.

3/11/2019 8:04:31 PM blsdbe Practicing finding submarines? I think the Cabal may have a few y’all can play Hide&Seek with! #DoItQ #DoItMJ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1105045702919434240 …

3/11/2019 8:16:13 PM _chelseaproject Not surprised. But what was she going to testify about?

3/11/2019 8:17:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the conscious realm currently.

Amplifying message.

Trantaloids

Start sharing information.

Beware ALICE.

Q&A at 23:17 ET MJ8

3/11/2019 8:18:00 PM oathkeepr77 Copy

3/11/2019 8:18:07 PM blsdbe ?Trantaloids?

3/11/2019 8:18:31 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Will there be 10 days of light this March/April?

3/11/2019 8:19:09 PM djlok Best mode of combat?

3/11/2019 8:19:50 PM n7guardiananon Trantaloids? insect?

So StarTrek Enterprise was a Majestic production?

3/11/2019 8:20:39 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/UbI9Fp1N3x

3/11/2019 8:21:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified MilTech

3/11/2019 8:21:57 PM blsdbe 3T 1nsectoids?

3/11/2019 8:22:18 PM djlok A I personalities who you see talk to each other in gibberish. 

Usually profile photo is a C. a.  T.

3/11/2019 8:22:44 PM jrocktigers Kim J U IS-BE status currently?

3/11/2019 8:22:52 PM freestateojones What events will DECLAS envelope?

Epstein 

Uranium One

FISA Gate 

False Flags 

Assassinations

Treason

Big Pharma / Monsanto / SAD

Fluoride in water supply

Satanist Agenda 

Free Energy 

ET / Earthly Operations 

MJ12 role in global history

...
3/11/2019 8:22:54 PM nun_chucknorris First, THANK YOU for protecting POTUS. Second, I know time is an illusion but does anti-time exist? (Example: rapid healing in Star Trek) Thx in advance 

if answered.

3/11/2019 8:23:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 39.086104 -84.783211

2014 = [  ]

3/11/2019 8:23:29 PM higherdensitees Trantaloids still a problem?



3/11/2019 8:23:54 PM wahiggins3 I don’t know a lot about Trantaloids, but it sounds like they are not our fiends, right? Not all aliens bring enlightenment, some are evil and dangerous.

3/11/2019 8:24:16 PM cocopuffster12 They are bad. You can feel it when you there

3/11/2019 8:24:20 PM roublisa Just saw Captain Marvel......AMAZING 💥 I felt many truths throughout the movie 🎥 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  any influence in this production?   One 

month and “Endgame” is released ....no coincidences 💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓😉

3/11/2019 8:25:11 PM rebel_yell_tex Xinjiang

China

??

3/11/2019 8:25:13 PM jamesbradleey Is the pope one of them?

3/11/2019 8:25:27 PM wbwse ⭕️ ⭕️ ⭕️ ² ²

3/11/2019 8:25:32 PM islandofdelight What teleportation device did Apple’s 2018 WWDC disclose? Easily recognizable?

3/11/2019 8:25:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 23:23 = 5:5 = 5 + 5 = 10

03/11/2019 = 3239 = 26

10 + 26 = 36 = 9 = Source

Coincidence?

3/11/2019 8:25:54 PM aboriginalbabe Really?!!!!! 😠

3/11/2019 8:25:58 PM love4thegameak John 3:16 Sat.

What will be revealed About John B?

3/11/2019 8:26:08 PM jrocktigers WOW. Again.

3/11/2019 8:26:16 PM wahiggins3  https://answersingenesis.org/ 

3/11/2019 8:26:35 PM pomeinnz museum

3/11/2019 8:26:36 PM elatedveracity Is there a way for the human race to determine who aliens are?  We understand that they can look like humans, how can we see their true identity?

3/11/2019 8:27:12 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/5i8Uer21ln

3/11/2019 8:27:25 PM myavery17 Nesara/Gesara is going to happen?

3/11/2019 8:27:48 PM gothe__away 😭I don’t do numbers😭😭

3/11/2019 8:27:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤥

3/11/2019 8:27:52 PM onlyafool1 Creation Museum?

3/11/2019 8:28:00 PM myavery17 The Event 2020/2021?

3/11/2019 8:28:15 PM shallknown Are messages received through humans channeling ET's accurate?

3/11/2019 8:28:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Promo intro.

3/11/2019 8:28:46 PM fktvis Mass shooting soon? Where?

3/11/2019 8:29:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 []

3/11/2019 8:29:25 PM wahiggins3 I was in the middle of re-watching Stargate (1994), interesting timing.

3/11/2019 8:29:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 You create your reality.

Take control of your existence.

3/11/2019 8:30:39 PM jrocktigers SMDH

3/11/2019 8:31:40 PM jenw_rn What is the best way to send healing energy to a loved one over distance? Method?

3/11/2019 8:31:49 PM islandofdelight Will Apple’s next device, the AR glasses, have any adverse impact on the masses like MKUltra?

3/11/2019 8:32:25 PM cindymannings how does 3239= 26. ?

3/11/2019 8:32:38 PM liberty_2q2q I constantly have a high pitch "ringing" frequency in my ears. Sometimes to the point of being uncomfortable, due to thumping & intensity. Is this an 

effect of connecting to higher consciousness?

3/11/2019 8:32:57 PM patrici59152026 Beware of the most disingenuous woman in history. Put dems on trial for saying Russia was meddling in our elections but then agree to allow non 

citizens  in our country illegally to vote.Dems are meddling in our elections and we must put them on trial and condemn them Democrats

3/11/2019 8:33:07 PM rmbrice What dimension or level of consciousness do the dark ones exist in?

3/11/2019 8:33:49 PM cindymannings @dbelanger63 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and where does 23 23 come from.

3/11/2019 8:33:50 PM nun_chucknorris Was the Atlantis ship integrated into the moon?

3/11/2019 8:34:07 PM 42zeezee 3+11+2+1+9

3/11/2019 8:34:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is like an elastic band when the illusion is being observed that is comprised of multiple dimensions that include the possibility of anti-time. It is an 

illusion because Karma energizes the elastic band. Choices drive karma. Perceived speed of time is proportional to karma.

3/11/2019 8:34:42 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

3/11/2019 8:34:46 PM hawwilfong Coordinates

3/11/2019 8:35:15 PM 222714ftw 🤗222 pic.twitter.com/3yb0fGhVVY

3/11/2019 8:35:23 PM roublisa ?

3/11/2019 8:35:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ You can use Reverse Osmosis H20

2/No spoilers.

3/11/2019 8:35:40 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

3/11/2019 8:35:43 PM weshallrise144k What’s below deck?

3/11/2019 8:35:49 PM islandofdelight Ahhh I thought I knew what you meant! Correct me if I’m wrong, but did you mean the September 2018 Apple event? The one that followed WWDC?  

https://youtu.be/JHi-WGFGWek 

3/11/2019 8:36:18 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

3/11/2019 8:36:23 PM cindymannings How does time affect gravity of at all. What does cause gravity and why do we have it just on this planet

3/11/2019 8:36:32 PM 222714ftw 👊🖖222

3/11/2019 8:36:34 PM gothe__away Do I need a flyswatter?

3/11/2019 8:36:46 PM gingerbanana2 Is there going to be a solar flash this month??

3/11/2019 8:36:58 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

3/11/2019 8:37:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free will.

3/11/2019 8:37:53 PM jrocktigers /11/  -  keeps double digit # in tact, I used to make that error.

3/11/2019 8:38:06 PM gothe__away I don’t like spiders...

3/11/2019 8:38:51 PM gothe__away Damn it!  Can I walk outside to my car tonight?

3/11/2019 8:38:52 PM n7guardiananon i've been putting my RO h2o in a vortex 3 times thru...recently tried 6 thru. should I try 9?

3/11/2019 8:39:26 PM ragevirusqq Trantaloid=Tall white?

3/11/2019 8:39:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 [JD]=[   ]

HIGHLY CLASSIFIED

3/11/2019 8:39:40 PM aetherwalker1 Someone using this account has Interdimensional Reptilians connected to his Root.  MJ or Typist.  ? 🤷🏼♂️

Either by consent and/or familial inheritance.

Keep using Cannabis to subdue the Beast.  😉

3/11/2019 8:39:51 PM aprilbrown99 Trantaloids = those actors/singers that come back with bleach blonde hair?  Originally thought to be MK Ultra victims.

3/11/2019 8:40:06 PM jluebs24 Frashokereti destructive to living things?

3/11/2019 8:40:36 PM fktvis Bullittsburg Church Rd

3/11/2019 8:40:38 PM dbelanger63 Have we changed timelines to 4D recently?

3/11/2019 8:40:38 PM 222714ftw  pic.twitter.com/XhQ26o36dr



3/11/2019 8:41:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gravity is an just a theory.

3/11/2019 8:41:38 PM cocopuffster12 N CA is SO much better. Lots of rain and snow

3/11/2019 8:42:12 PM cindymannings to be consistent it would have to be 2+1+1+2+1+9.  Can't keep the 11 together while using other digits individual

3/11/2019 8:42:25 PM lori_m123 Eye the spy

3/11/2019 8:42:39 PM 222714ftw 🤩

3/11/2019 8:43:23 PM charles87793026 At the ready! pic.twitter.com/JR7b6VfZ2V

3/11/2019 8:43:28 PM hawkgirlinmn JD =DJ. Nahhh....too easy

3/11/2019 8:43:36 PM ericdonnermeyer What is the best technique for decluttering your mind/psyche from cabal control or blocks?

3/11/2019 8:43:38 PM mythtrap what were the spirals that occured in norway, russia,china australia (2010)?

3/11/2019 8:44:09 PM jrocktigers 👀🤔

3/11/2019 8:44:36 PM n7guardiananon Electromagnetism?

3/11/2019 8:44:37 PM cindymannings ok. Theory of what?  Our 3d karma ?  What is the mechanism causing gravity ?  Is it so we can't fly around

3/11/2019 8:45:33 PM 320revelation Dorsey.... May dance card?

3/11/2019 8:45:34 PM freestateojones Any truth to hexagonally structured water via passing it through a vortex / controlled magnetic field?

Its apparent that water is more essential to the human body and function than we are every really taught in the American indoctrination cycles. 

pic.twitter.com/TkTREwHQhh

3/11/2019 8:45:39 PM blsdbe Can you please explain how the consumption of meat causes chaos? Does this include dairy and eggs? Will this negatively affect our consciousness and 

overall vibration?

3/11/2019 8:45:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, Typist is not under the influence of Cannabis. And nor is MJ8 as it is prohibited by federal law. We respect those laws when National Security is not 

of concern. The information is coming from the coordinates provided. 

Interdimensional? Not all of them.

There is one there.

3/11/2019 8:46:04 PM cindymannings . But why the Double and not the  quadruple. ?

3/11/2019 8:46:53 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/VkuUw7XGjp

3/11/2019 8:47:21 PM roublisa Trantaloids

3/11/2019 8:47:45 PM fktvis Jamie Dimon is...?

3/11/2019 8:47:55 PM betty_bradbury Thank you for that

3/11/2019 8:48:51 PM cindymannings I've always adored playing with numbers but this one needs some logic to it. As well as from whence came 22:23

3/11/2019 8:49:25 PM separatio7 Jack Dorsey?

3/11/2019 8:49:27 PM decodematrix What caused the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami?

3/11/2019 8:49:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 When an Ego is concerned about becoming vegetarian, the energy consumed from plants is a lot higher in vibration. Meats are proportionally vibrant 

to their quality of life in the pursuit of reproduction and quality of life. A lot of labor is required to balance karma. Consequence

3/11/2019 8:49:52 PM mossman_moore Can frequency (usually cycles per second) be framed without reference to  time -

eg consciousness/virtue/emotion?

3/11/2019 8:50:02 PM decodematrix Is The Domain getting our new doll bodies ready?

3/11/2019 8:50:03 PM n7guardiananon Has peaceful contact been established with Trantaloids?

3/11/2019 8:50:37 PM jrocktigers 23:23 was post time I believe.

3/11/2019 8:51:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Grow tents are faraday cages.

3/11/2019 8:51:10 PM cindymannings nice idea . But explain the mechanism.

3/11/2019 8:51:43 PM n7guardiananon so replicator food will increase our consciousness and balance karma?

3/11/2019 8:51:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many spaces?

3/11/2019 8:52:01 PM decodematrix What happened to TWA flight 800?

3/11/2019 8:52:15 PM weshallrise144k Is the Eduard Albert Meier’s experience with the Pleiadians accurate?

3/11/2019 8:52:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Wishing you all blessings and love during this heightened time of consciousness. Where, specifically is the interdimensional being also from? Does their 

IS have a “home” or “source” it eminated from?

3/11/2019 8:52:40 PM jrocktigers /2019 open ended I believe.

3/11/2019 8:52:43 PM myavery17 Solar Flash2020/2021?

3/11/2019 8:52:52 PM do_or_do_notty Seriously? Grow tents? Well that’s fantastic!

3/11/2019 8:52:53 PM abagofcandy Q?

3/11/2019 8:53:28 PM aprilbrown99 2

3/11/2019 8:53:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 17? No?

3/11/2019 8:53:59 PM lovethebeach999 J (10) + D (4) = 5

?

3/11/2019 8:54:46 PM nun_chucknorris 3 spaces

3/11/2019 8:54:54 PM aetherwalker1 Ah, That's what it was! 

One was there while someone was logged in from that location.  

I felt the disturbance in the Force.  🧘🏼♂️

3/11/2019 8:54:54 PM fktvis Oh. Jack Dorsey and DeepDream/DeepMind and how Twitter and all SM is training this AI with all of our user data and when they're done creating the 

simulation, they want to get rid of us, LOL

3/11/2019 8:54:56 PM djlok 5:5

3/11/2019 8:55:10 PM hawkgirlinmn 17=HIGHLY CLASSIFIED

3/11/2019 8:55:18 PM wbwse 🌍 🌎 🌏 safe💙

3/11/2019 8:55:42 PM hawkgirlinmn 17=Q 🙏🏼

3/11/2019 8:55:44 PM beavdaniel What say you @jack ? 

#WAKEUPAMERICA #FACTSMATTER #SAVEAMERICA #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

#WWG1WGA #QAnon

3/11/2019 8:55:46 PM n7guardiananon 3 in the empty 10 on that line

3/11/2019 8:56:03 PM decodematrix Has William Tompkins reincarnated on Earth or did he go home to his home planet?

3/11/2019 8:56:11 PM do_or_do_notty I can no longer eat meat. 

Believe me I was a meat and taters kinda  girl! Not anymore. 

Meat makes me nauseous for the last two years or so. No coincidences!

3/11/2019 8:56:55 PM weremight Bohmian Mechanics -- interesting or dead end?

3/11/2019 8:56:58 PM blsdbe So our consumption of food (the plant, animal, bacteria IS-BE) should be of ones whose existence was as joyful and pleasant as possible because we 

are, energetically, what we eat? Treat our food with reverence, plant, animal or bacteria, and it will not hinder our ascension?

3/11/2019 8:57:03 PM clancy_birrell the new tin foil hat.

3/11/2019 8:57:36 PM jaspony1 After disclosure will earth become open to ET races and will they live here with us?

3/11/2019 8:57:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ground them properly. Fully closed. Candle light. Deep Meditation 🧘♀️ 🧘♂️, Ohm Chanting, QiGong, or other names of the same energy of Source. 

Healing machine. $80.

3/11/2019 8:58:16 PM hawkgirlinmn [JD]=[  ] =9

3/11/2019 8:58:21 PM do_or_do_notty Manifest Manifest Manifest! 👍✌️



3/11/2019 8:58:29 PM firstwavr why are you trying to post like Q?

3/11/2019 8:58:53 PM paula84059427 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where is the spirit of a person who is in a coma?

3/11/2019 8:59:14 PM juliansrum Larpity larp larp.

3/11/2019 9:00:00 PM do_or_do_notty You have made my day MJ12! Thank you.

3/11/2019 9:00:06 PM hawkgirlinmn So 45=9 Trump is with Q in the quantum, conscious realm?

3/11/2019 9:00:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ8 is in a base off-world.

Typist is in CO ![Denver]

Think SG-1.

3/11/2019 9:00:36 PM synackstatic 2014 = Bill Nye

3/11/2019 9:00:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is the intention.

3/11/2019 9:00:56 PM proudredrn Will the Catholic Church recover afterwards? Or will it dissolve, maybe something new? Thank you.

3/11/2019 9:01:11 PM separatio7 Petersburg KY creation museum? 2014 someone [ ]

3/11/2019 9:01:23 PM jrocktigers JB sabotage negotiations?

3/11/2019 9:01:29 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂

3/11/2019 9:01:53 PM juliansrum There’s a larp right here.

Think MJ 12.

3/11/2019 9:02:08 PM cindymannings . Whatever is a grow tent ?

3/11/2019 9:02:17 PM do_or_do_notty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 throwing down the GOOD info! 👇👇  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105316969539096576 …

3/11/2019 9:02:35 PM freestateojones Is Emery S. Credible?

3/11/2019 9:02:51 PM freestateojones Thanks for the response.

3/11/2019 9:02:51 PM do_or_do_notty A tent to grow veggies, herbs (cannabis) indoors.

3/11/2019 9:03:06 PM hawkgirlinmn So they communicate with the typist using scalar tech? Is that the same as MK Ultra tech?

3/11/2019 9:03:11 PM decodematrix The Law Of One talks about a 3 way timeline split where positive people ascend to 4D positive, negative people go to 4D negative, and people in 

between have to repeat 3D for another 25,000 year cycle. Can you give any more details?

3/11/2019 9:03:23 PM 1_decided_voter Well aren't you guys just the best of pals...

3/11/2019 9:03:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 The ultimate sacrifice. Loving your animals then murdering them for food is a sacrifice. If you do not feel for the loss every time you consume meat 

your vibration is systematically lowered. Religious dogma uses Grace before eating as a metaphor for this tribute's karma value.

3/11/2019 9:03:54 PM juliansrum God damn it. Stop falling for this shit and remember what Q said.

3/11/2019 9:04:09 PM jrocktigers VOG.

3/11/2019 9:04:42 PM juliansrum Yea...almost like...it’s the same larp...

3/11/2019 9:04:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Think Native. Blessing for the sacrifice.

3/11/2019 9:04:51 PM cindymannings doesn't gel with me yet

3/11/2019 9:05:11 PM mgtucsi I would like to know how to find out who's booked on the same flight as I am BEFORE my flight so I can research them.

3/11/2019 9:05:14 PM jrocktigers Fast food kills in so many ways.

3/11/2019 9:05:19 PM juliansrum LARP.

3/11/2019 9:05:58 PM cindymannings ah. Indoors.  Where do you get one?

3/11/2019 9:06:12 PM do_or_do_notty That is so exciting!

3/11/2019 9:06:23 PM fktvis You'd said that AJ was deplatformed because it was screwing up the AI, is that right?

3/11/2019 9:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 How one might siphon negative energy from people.

3/11/2019 9:06:27 PM blsdbe  https://creationmuseum.org/ 

3/11/2019 9:06:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Julian, I do remember what Q said, but puzzles are fun and I always have an open mind. We already know from all of our research that truth is stranger 

than fiction, so what if?

3/11/2019 9:06:47 PM do_or_do_notty Online

3/11/2019 9:06:57 PM koryoline1 I'm ready for the solar flash mj12! Get rid of the darkness

3/11/2019 9:07:04 PM jrocktigers Smother them with light?

3/11/2019 9:07:07 PM n7guardiananon Native Americans Indians knew https://youtu.be/g9oW0Nk7Dm4 

3/11/2019 9:07:23 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m not leaving Sunnyvale! 🤣

3/11/2019 9:08:02 PM do_or_do_notty The Gorilla line is excellent

3/11/2019 9:08:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Isn’t VOG what the MkUltra program uses?

3/11/2019 9:08:46 PM tncharlene Why does SOURCE allow us to be prisoners by these evil creatures?

3/11/2019 9:09:17 PM mgtucsi AS IF she is going to do any work. She must be up to something nefarious. Whatever happened to that idea of hers, that she wanted to become a 

minister?

Was I dreaming?

3/11/2019 9:10:00 PM tncharlene Will we ever truly be free?

3/11/2019 9:10:19 PM juliansrum Your mom says to come out of the basement or you’ll never get laid.

3/11/2019 9:10:31 PM do_or_do_notty Do you happen to have good advice for empaths who are just learning to block when needed? 

Any techniques that are more successful for most?

3/11/2019 9:10:38 PM blsdbe I am so grateful you are explaining this MJ. When I harvest our birdies, it is as Spiritually sanctified, as Quick, and as Painless a process as I can muster. 

We love our whole little urban farm very much, and the fruits of our labors are filled with love. Blessings, and ThanQ.

3/11/2019 9:10:49 PM jrocktigers Did you state MJ is LARP ? Asking honestly, not attacking.

3/11/2019 9:10:50 PM aprilbrown99 From their aura/light body?

3/11/2019 9:11:03 PM anonmom14 Only room for one letter and one number in killbox 🤔

3/11/2019 9:11:04 PM n7guardiananon Is there a way to reclaim this lost energy?

3/11/2019 9:11:31 PM juliansrum Yea...cuz he is...100%

3/11/2019 9:12:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Doesn’t mean anyone is “falling” for anything. You have a foot of snow on the ground for 3 mos and then tell me how to keep your brain from not 

implode to dust. Lol

3/11/2019 9:12:13 PM weshallrise144k I’ve observed consuming unheated organic foods in their most natural form create the most vibrational energy- think active enzymes responsible for all 

the body’s biochemical reactions.  Quantum Nutrition directly aligned with our DNA.

3/11/2019 9:12:50 PM collectvcat Opposite.

3/11/2019 9:13:45 PM juliansrum Ive been down this road sister. With that fuckface EyeTheSpy. They’re all one and the same. You wont like where this ends.

3/11/2019 9:14:06 PM decodematrix We were created by The Domain.

3/11/2019 9:14:24 PM jane_q_patriot @Do_Or_Do_Notty 👆🏼(Per our silly "gif convo" earlier.) THAT is why we WIN. We do what we want, sista. 🙌🏼

3/11/2019 9:14:27 PM do_or_do_notty I hope I’m still around too!

3/11/2019 9:14:44 PM marzipaningles1 Don’t buy stuff. It is all within us. Clean water, food, lucid dreams in our sleep. We all have it within us to reprogram. No machines needed.

3/11/2019 9:14:46 PM showmeqpatriot But you're still grounded, mister.

3/11/2019 9:15:14 PM do_or_do_notty You know it! We do what we want! 😎✌️

3/11/2019 9:15:49 PM do_or_do_notty I don’t have to buy anything. But thanks. I already have what I need 😉

3/11/2019 9:16:59 PM terribug13 no ET contact!!!  Don't believe it at all!

3/11/2019 9:17:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Considering I’ve already been tailed by suits off and on for two years, playing puzzles here is harmless. Your rum needs some ice. 😁 I’ve got nothing 

but love for y’all.

3/11/2019 9:17:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/11/2019 9:17:36 PM mgtucsi Well, I heard that they found carpet fibers on him, so...did he wrap himself up in a rug too?



3/11/2019 9:17:45 PM hackenburg_ Has MIL used the rod of God in warfare?

3/11/2019 9:17:58 PM keithwins What was [HRC] connection to the Ethiopian jet crash ??

3/11/2019 9:18:15 PM aprilbrown99 Why do you suppose the typist only answers questions of certain people?

3/11/2019 9:18:18 PM juliansrum “There is only Q.”

3/11/2019 9:18:26 PM kathleen3693693 Gate 3 incident happened?

3/11/2019 9:18:27 PM hawkgirlinmn There’s one called EyeTheLarp?

3/11/2019 9:18:55 PM juliansrum Because larp

3/11/2019 9:19:05 PM _the_psychonaut Is individual ET contact a current possibility? Under what circumstances?

3/11/2019 9:19:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Agree!

3/11/2019 9:19:18 PM juliansrum Might as well be.

3/11/2019 9:19:30 PM dynamicres Will the current generation of the world ever be allowed to travel off world?

3/11/2019 9:20:30 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t feel that to be the case.

3/11/2019 9:20:31 PM tncharlene If we wanted to help...what would you suggest we do?

3/11/2019 9:20:53 PM fktvis CEO of JPMorgan, the only guy who came out ahead with the TARP funds during the Global Financial Meltdown. He had fraud problems later. Crypto 

people hated on him in 2017 when he called Bitcoin a fraud. Recently released a JPMorgan crypto.

3/11/2019 9:21:02 PM kalamojakka Does/has POTUS eat food made in a replicator?

3/11/2019 9:21:40 PM juliansrum Oh an envelope with the word DARPA on it. Well I’ll be fucked. No one could ever recreate such a thing.

3/11/2019 9:22:43 PM juliansrum Supplement feeling with thinking.

3/11/2019 9:23:02 PM weremight 'Jack Dorsey is CIA' comes to mind...

3/11/2019 9:23:13 PM aprilbrown99 I am an empath. I do both.

3/11/2019 9:23:38 PM fktvis LOL the MAGA Teens are from there.

3/11/2019 9:24:14 PM ekotoons CHECKBOOK?

3/11/2019 9:24:26 PM juliansrum I’m an empath too. So I can say confidently you are not. Empathy is not a superpower.

3/11/2019 9:25:55 PM jerichoorion Awakening 🙏

3/11/2019 9:25:56 PM allahuniversal Use of 3 6 9 as digital roots in all things, dependent solely on perspective, or are the "how-to" rules more rigid?

3/11/2019 9:26:12 PM aprilbrown99 I guess it depends on how you use your skills...

3/11/2019 9:26:21 PM juliansrum Jesus. It’s a checkbook with a crudely pasted piece of paper on it. We might be fucked after all.

3/11/2019 9:27:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Seriously, we did not get a vote, we did not get a debate, we did not get a reason.. all we got was called conspiracy theorist for pointing out what 

should be freaking obvious.  If the spraying is to protect us then at least give a little partial disclosure to those who care.

3/11/2019 9:27:42 PM juliansrum I prefer brain and intuition. You seem to prefer full octane intuition. But you need both in this world.

3/11/2019 9:27:56 PM blsdbe Sweet! pic.twitter.com/wjdJ1O6NbX

3/11/2019 9:28:41 PM ekotoons 😂👊

3/11/2019 9:28:47 PM askesis369 Dude, get over yourself and enjoy the show. If its a LARP, then sit back and let Q say so like they have for many other fakers.

3/11/2019 9:29:33 PM juliansrum LARP. I know I added an extra letter but I still win.

3/11/2019 9:29:44 PM clancy_birrell Why are we here?

3/11/2019 9:29:49 PM lbf777 Galaxy grow tent is what I would buy.

3/11/2019 9:29:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is with us.

Unity destroys ALICE.

3/11/2019 9:30:12 PM function108 #bringit

3/11/2019 9:30:14 PM cjptrsn Brilliant!!  Of Course!!  👍🏻

3/11/2019 9:30:31 PM do_or_do_notty There are so many good ones nowadays. They have upped their game on grow tents!

3/11/2019 9:30:32 PM juliansrum I am enjoying myself.

3/11/2019 9:30:49 PM serenityfirth I’ve heard he likes McDonalds and Diet Coke

3/11/2019 9:31:58 PM weremight objects in Looking Glass may be further than they appear.

3/11/2019 9:32:03 PM jrocktigers It is an awesome spot. Attended a reception there in an October. Gorgeous.

3/11/2019 9:32:12 PM allahuniversal And those who are here on Earth now, mandatory to come out in the open post 1st contact?

3/11/2019 9:32:29 PM kalamojakka #UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

3/11/2019 9:32:44 PM blsdbe Is there a good way for a layperson to test how well the tent will shield from emf? A meter one could purchase?

3/11/2019 9:32:55 PM clancy_birrell How do we remove ourselves from wage slavery whilst maintaining our family?

3/11/2019 9:33:11 PM theappraizer Hehe I'm slow! :-) should have caught that one! Both of em; great truths!

3/11/2019 9:33:28 PM n4ekm I have to block. I feel the anger behind hurtful words but I feel the response of the person being attacked more and it is strongerI have on occasion 

tried reason but that usually ends with the attacker blocking me and that is hilarious as I feel their sense of mistaken victory.

3/11/2019 9:33:50 PM weremight Is Ilhan Omars statement that Obama is human and Trump is not part of Disclosure?

3/11/2019 9:34:13 PM juliansrum Your mother’s pull out couch is no place to spend your 30s.

3/11/2019 9:34:26 PM do_or_do_notty Indeed. 

I even remember saying once about 20 years ago...if I ever have to stop eating meat, forget about it. Haha funny how life changes as we grow and 

evolve

3/11/2019 9:34:28 PM mrelsdragon  pic.twitter.com/AKjKiFAU2S

3/11/2019 9:34:38 PM jaspony1 It's a great time to be alive!!!

3/11/2019 9:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bring your cell phone in and check reception using a speed test website.

Search Engine > Internet Speed Test

If 0, no signal. You should lose signal and not be able to browse. If you can, then there is a hole in the energy field caused by the environment.

3/11/2019 9:34:44 PM lbf777 Eating meat is more or less bad Karma. I completely quit.

3/11/2019 9:35:14 PM 1_decided_voter #WWG1WGA

3/11/2019 9:35:16 PM michael81972 10+4=14..1+4=[5]?

3/11/2019 9:35:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 The connection speed informs you the strength of the hole in the energy field.

3/11/2019 9:35:32 PM lbf777 Archons siphon our aura when we are afraid.

3/11/2019 9:35:44 PM decodematrix One solar flash and ALICE is toast.

3/11/2019 9:35:50 PM sharond27756243 @Michael81972 Are you a zionist/do you support israel as a core part of maga/trump

3/11/2019 9:35:59 PM carolba88945394 Guess what? It’s TMI to find anything out. There are too many of us for them to make anything meaningful out of all of our data!

3/11/2019 9:36:02 PM blsdbe Are there ‘good’ Service to Others Reptilians? Are there Service to Self/Others polarities amongst all incarnated beings?

3/11/2019 9:36:29 PM kalamojakka Which could be replicated:)

3/11/2019 9:36:34 PM jerichoorion Perhaps you’ve evolved right on schedule.

3/11/2019 9:36:39 PM hawkgirlinmn But orgonite combats EMF fields, correct?

3/11/2019 9:36:41 PM kibbitzlaw  pic.twitter.com/fucqA5fqwN

3/11/2019 9:37:25 PM n7guardiananon united meditation=manifest 再见 Alice？

3/11/2019 9:37:27 PM do_or_do_notty I don’t doubt it for a second!

3/11/2019 9:37:42 PM carolba88945394 And We Know: https://youtu.be/qp98xZqeJ24 

3/11/2019 9:37:49 PM clancy_birrell How do we maintain contact with our higher selves during regular function?

3/11/2019 9:37:51 PM carolba88945394 1.618



3/11/2019 9:37:52 PM jimblakesong Nice!

3/11/2019 9:38:18 PM aurorasreality What is the best way to up our vibrations

3/11/2019 9:38:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Worst invention ever.

3/11/2019 9:38:30 PM carolin15161363 I only know of one person referred to as Alice. Are you saying she has been taken into custody?

3/11/2019 9:38:30 PM blsdbe I agree, many of us are baffled by the constant ringing, MJ. I have 2 tones constantly with some intermittent tones off and on. What are we ‘hearing’?

3/11/2019 9:38:33 PM clancy_birrell How do we encourage others to awaken?

3/11/2019 9:38:45 PM aurorasreality These are coordinates

3/11/2019 9:38:48 PM clancy_birrell Is there any way to hasten karma cleansing?

3/11/2019 9:38:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blocking is not required.

MJ12 doesn't even block ALICE.

Sometimes we engage ALICE.

Instead, hear the opinion.

Accept that they believe it.

Forgive them for they know not.

Low vibration states thrive on negative words and fear mongering.

High vibration allows to them pass through
3/11/2019 9:38:51 PM juliansrum I’m trying to save people from your snake oil distraction away from Q. You’re fake. You’re cheap. You’re subversive.

If Q is Harry Potter then you’re Percy Jackson.

3/11/2019 9:39:09 PM michael81972 Nope Im not a Zionist...Im an American Patriot that loves my country and God!!! Very simple Person!

3/11/2019 9:39:19 PM clancy_birrell What will our attention be aligned to when mundane labour is no longer required?

3/11/2019 9:39:52 PM fktvis It all starts looking like this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f23vEzI3LQ0 …

3/11/2019 9:39:54 PM blsdbe High vibrations allow negative vibrations to pass through?

3/11/2019 9:39:59 PM ashnandoah haaaaaaaa

thanks so much for making me laugh

3/11/2019 9:40:05 PM do_or_do_notty There is soooo much energy of late. And so much of it is negative

I feel it throughout my entire body

So when I encounter positive energy I just bask in it for a moment 🤷🏻♀️😂  I’m learning to block when most necessary, but it’s not efficient or reliable. 

Yet.  Thanks for sharing!

3/11/2019 9:40:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 By example ignoring the relevance of their acceptance.

3/11/2019 9:40:22 PM clancy_birrell Please pass on my thanks to the forces that care about humanity and are helping us with slaking our yoke of involution pressure in the form of the 

cabal.

3/11/2019 9:40:34 PM do_or_do_notty Solid. Thanks!

3/11/2019 9:40:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice != ALICE

3/11/2019 9:41:21 PM weremight If you could say one thing to a Stoic, what would it be?

3/11/2019 9:41:43 PM ashnandoah haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

3/11/2019 9:41:55 PM clancy_birrell walking the middle path.

3/11/2019 9:42:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Force Field

3/11/2019 9:42:36 PM weremight Does Q use capitals to signify anything of dimensional importance?

3/11/2019 9:42:45 PM jamesbradleey From my perspective . Free will = karma. And karma is their weakness, if the population rises, karma will defeat them, if the population stays sleep, 

then it is from our own free will that we stay enslaved

3/11/2019 9:42:56 PM wild8heart We are one. We are all one. May all beings be guided by light, love and truth. 💫💛😊

3/11/2019 9:43:51 PM nr750 Why would “the plan” Trump is implementing allow SAI to continue for 2+ years?  Thanks!

3/11/2019 9:44:33 PM aurorasreality ?? pic.twitter.com/gKKPiH6DBt

3/11/2019 9:44:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 The force field represents a barrier of frequency around a subject. Akin to high vibrations allowing negative vibrations to pass through them 

unimpeded the state of holding onto high vibration is proportional to a force field. Hollywood always over exaggerates w/ special effects.

3/11/2019 9:44:51 PM daveo6145 I feel this more when I come across negativity or infighting. It does not effect me like it used to. I can engage or ignore much easier

3/11/2019 9:45:20 PM do_or_do_notty So is that like the bubble of light I surround myself with? Same concept?

3/11/2019 9:45:23 PM fktvis Does ALICE refer to the MKUltra-type program in Resident Evil? Does it refer to mass brainwave entrainment/mind control & the horrific TDS of most 

people?

3/11/2019 9:45:26 PM collectvcat Send a telepathic message of sacrificial thanks and gratitude to the animal who provided the meat you are about to consume. Karmic balance.

3/11/2019 9:45:54 PM aprilbrown99 Is there a good way to protect yourself from negativity when you are a open empath?

3/11/2019 9:46:04 PM mitolduso Artificial..its like the atlanta airport for the east coast?? Also, a look out spot to watch earth..🤔

3/11/2019 9:46:13 PM do_or_do_notty Growth!

3/11/2019 9:46:27 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/XCYsHB9Bwv

3/11/2019 9:46:46 PM pastorjon9 Trantaloids? Never heard of that - are you talking about people or chemicals?

3/11/2019 9:47:23 PM aurorasreality ??

 https://www.gpbullhound.com/news/gp-bullhound-advises-playon-sports-on-26-3-million-strategic-investment-led-by-herff-jones/ …

3/11/2019 9:48:05 PM n7guardiananon Could one push the negative vibrations away from you, just as some qigong masters have demonstrated in the physical realm?

3/11/2019 9:48:39 PM blsdbe I loved this movie so much...

3/11/2019 9:48:58 PM clancy_birrell thank you for sharing your knowledge.

3/11/2019 9:49:24 PM clancy_birrell why is it so hard to make contact with our higher selves? (for most people)

3/11/2019 9:49:24 PM jimblakesong I disagree! I’ve been following VOTL long before Q appeared to me!  I believe they are on the same team, if not they have a crossover with people on 

their teams! But that’s just me giving you mine! Believe what you want!  And good energy to you and yours!

3/11/2019 9:49:26 PM lori_dee1 Is it more powerful to learn how to transmute the energy vs. just protecting ourselves?

3/11/2019 9:49:47 PM blsdbe If we ask nicely, will ALICE help us? BonWare instead of MalWare?

3/11/2019 9:49:53 PM aprilbrown99 Is there a good color and tone to use for your own force field aside from white golden light?

3/11/2019 9:50:23 PM myavery17 I see. You only answer the ones you want. TY

3/11/2019 9:50:28 PM candysymanski ALICE IN WONDERLAND/THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS page 311/today 3/11/2019

but she got hold of the edge of the table, and managed to pull herself down again.

"Take care of yourself!" screamed the White Queen, seizing Alices's hair with both her hands. "Something's going to happen!"

3/11/2019 9:50:47 PM aurorasreality @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when I typed in coordinates I got this and thought intriguing 

 https://infogalactic.com/info/Geographic_coordinate_conversion …



3/11/2019 9:51:04 PM decodematrix #UnsealEpstein
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3/11/2019 9:51:18 PM candysymanski And then ( as Alice afterward described it ) all sorts of things happened in a moment. The candles all grew up to the ceiling, (today our Holy Lamps are 

in 11:11 position), looking something like a bed of rushes with fireworks at the top.(FISA TODAY?)

3/11/2019 9:51:35 PM aprilbrown99 Alice is definitely playing tricks.

3/11/2019 9:51:46 PM aprilbrown99 *ALICE

3/11/2019 9:52:30 PM candysymanski As to the bottles, they each took a pair of plates, which they hastily fitted on as wings, and so with forks for legs, went fluttering about in all directions; 

"and very like birds they look," Alice thought to herself, as well as she could in the dreadful confusion that

3/11/2019 9:52:36 PM carolin15161363 Yes thank you!!!! I knew I had seen that name somewhere else!!!

3/11/2019 9:53:15 PM daveo6145 So much pot calling kettle black my my

3/11/2019 9:54:13 PM juliansrum You obviously have no idea what a larp is.

3/11/2019 9:54:19 PM oo1o110 Oh, hi ALICE.

3/11/2019 9:54:38 PM nr750 If the Bible provides any accuracy in its portrayal of Jesus, he spoke directly to the people he interacted with.  I see no record of him speaking in code.  

He answered truthfully, masterfully and effectively.  Why do you speak using code and riddles?

3/11/2019 9:54:56 PM candysymanski it wont let me finish!!!!1!

3/11/2019 9:55:32 PM carolin15161363 Thank you for your answer and your patience with me.

3/11/2019 9:55:43 PM mitolduso It sounds like they are all possibly wrkng together?? I heard nancy p. is the one getting us to gesara?? This has got to be the greatest show in the 

universe..i believe most, if not all, is staged..🤔

3/11/2019 9:56:33 PM paula84059427 Where is the spirit of a person who is in a coma?

3/11/2019 9:56:44 PM mitolduso Yes they are quite fkd🤤😆

3/11/2019 9:58:22 PM blsdbe I will test this now. ThanQ MJ!!! 

😇🙏😇

3/11/2019 9:59:09 PM daveo6145 Why do you think ppl who follow Q don’t think there are other dissemination programs? Or are we dealing with multi layered DS control mechanisms?

3/11/2019 9:59:23 PM dynamicres It is difficult to vett instructions or information in the psy realm outside of just what feels right. Could we expect unfiltered vetted 

information/instructions for tested best results to improve progression speed in these realms of knowledge?

3/11/2019 9:59:27 PM mitolduso They hv so much blood on their hands...it needs to be revealed to the ppl..they need to undrstnd how sick these demonic beings are..this is the time 

for truth..this cannot be hid from the ppl

3/11/2019 9:59:54 PM blsdbe This is meme worthy

3/11/2019 10:00:17 PM djlok You have 1000% answered my question, kind sir!!

3/11/2019 10:00:56 PM nr750 Petersburg, KY 41080

Petersburg Kentucky United States?

3/11/2019 10:01:16 PM do_or_do_notty And they know it... 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/Z3TmCv4zGL

3/11/2019 10:01:24 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I was conceived ready

3/11/2019 10:01:34 PM ashnandoah And here I thought Marduk was hiding inside Zbigniew Brzezinski - Oh Nanshe where art thou? Does this mean the WITCH HUNT has ended in the 

castle of the Mother of Darkness?  Has the Peruvian Nazca Portal been Penetrated? OR will CERN be activated WWG1WGA? lol

3/11/2019 10:02:05 PM do_or_do_notty Well that makes sense!

3/11/2019 10:03:23 PM mitolduso Bc u are free from fear..if u are free from fear u dnt hv any fear, including fear of death..the mind can now relax a little😊

3/11/2019 10:04:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I was going to guess 9 (4+5)

3/11/2019 10:05:57 PM daveo6145 Check out antigravitical craft and free energy ideas

3/11/2019 10:06:19 PM mitolduso Yupyup😄

3/11/2019 10:06:23 PM carolin15161363 7 = creation

3/11/2019 10:07:31 PM thomasdra9on A lice?

3/11/2019 10:07:41 PM do_or_do_notty Such a true statement Nicole!

3/11/2019 10:09:20 PM carolin15161363 J = 10

D = 4

10+4 = 14 = 5

3/11/2019 10:12:05 PM splucas22 Do you anticipate any big ET disclosures this year?...

3/11/2019 10:12:30 PM mongrelglory Jake, where does this interview above come from?  I'd like to read the whole thing!

3/11/2019 10:14:38 PM mongrelglory Well, apparently they caught the Trantaloid up in Canada.  Doesn't surprise me.  We have some pretty big insects up north! 😝

3/11/2019 10:15:58 PM doyle_media [from]:.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1105306731960242176 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105309881819639808 …

3/11/2019 10:17:28 PM decodematrix What is this?

3/11/2019 10:17:45 PM amtm_mu What advice would u give to a normal person not across multiple dimensions? Are u human? If so, are normal humans able to cross multiple 

dimensions? Just curious

3/11/2019 10:17:59 PM blsdbe  https://goo.gl/images/9nTU3q 

3/11/2019 10:19:13 PM fktvis airport nearby with more megafauna https://bit.ly/2SZYGMW 

3/11/2019 10:19:48 PM gothe__away 🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2019 10:22:46 PM carolin15161363 Are you telling us you hold at bay Alice. That Alice is connected to tantaloids. And that creation/creatures of the earth are in danger? That humans 

need to be unified to defeat what is coming?

3/11/2019 10:23:20 PM freedomgaia Parce qu'ils n'ont jamais fait la demande. Le contrôle mental est si puissant qu'il détourne efficacement l'humain de l'essentiel. Tout est dirigé vers 

l'extérieur alors qu'il faut diriger son attention vers l'interieur

3/11/2019 10:23:30 PM iamyou132 Bill nye?

3/11/2019 10:25:29 PM coastal2002 Who/ what is Alice?

3/11/2019 10:26:00 PM daniele24295921 Are we the group of royal priests from God's Holy Nation?

3/11/2019 10:26:38 PM doyleglobal Yes.

3/11/2019 10:27:27 PM n4ekm Thank you but are you saying interceding for a victim of attack is creating low vibration as well?



3/11/2019 10:28:59 PM freedomgaia Si on y arrive pas tout seul, la vie peut nous choquer par une prise de conscience brutale. Une maladie, un décès d'un proche, un accident. On se dit 

que l'essentiel ce n'est pas de posséder des objets, le pouvoir, la richesse. On retourne à l'essentiel: L'amour et le don de soi

3/11/2019 10:30:48 PM macrojon Don’t provoke someone who’s on your side bro.  VOTL’s patriotism should not be in question.  At all.  Dig!

3/11/2019 10:30:49 PM mongrelglory It's one of my favourites. 🥰

3/11/2019 10:32:48 PM littleraven The highest vibration is feeling love and gratitude?

3/11/2019 10:36:55 PM decodematrix Look what I found: https://youtu.be/t716gOlZIWE 

3/11/2019 10:43:08 PM coastal2002 I'm so confused right now.

3/11/2019 10:44:48 PM wink5811 The Miami Herald is keeping up to date on Epstein worth a follow

3/11/2019 10:44:50 PM freedomgaia Jésus a dit :  tapez à la porte et on vous ouvrira. Demandez et on vous donnera. C'est si simple mais pourtant mal compris. Tout cela il faut le faire avec 

des pensées pure. La fausse spiritualité a tout transformé pour éviter L'éveil des peuples: L'ignorance

3/11/2019 10:47:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/MiamiHerald/status/1105183034020675590 …

3/11/2019 10:47:55 PM sparkleloung I no longer believe in coincidences

3/11/2019 10:48:19 PM webbdv Nope

3/11/2019 10:49:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/miamiherald/status/1105183034020675590?s=21 …

3/11/2019 10:50:02 PM wink5811 Feel bad for those girls, fate wasn’t kind, no one ever deserves that just because they were young, pretty, naive and needed money. Someone should 

buy there stories and make a movie, it would be a hit.

3/11/2019 10:51:55 PM veracityvinson Talk about gangstalking

3/11/2019 10:51:56 PM aljansen5  pic.twitter.com/whNApEfNs4

3/11/2019 10:52:20 PM djlok There are no coincidences. Like ever.

3/11/2019 10:52:31 PM sniggihnire Same could be said for MALICE.

3/11/2019 10:52:41 PM carolin15161363 I think I shall leave decodes to those way more intelligent than I am.

3/11/2019 10:54:04 PM ksouth21 Does the Miami Herald have genuine, trustworthy motives? My distrust of media clouds my discernment ability

3/11/2019 10:54:06 PM wink5811 Odd how people think they are so privileged in life and can do as they wish, too bad how karma will eventually f**k them over, you really do pay. To 

know you purposely destroyed something innocent, very bad Epstein.

3/11/2019 10:55:10 PM wink5811 Maybe someday we will learn to love everyone like strangers are our own children WWG1WGA

3/11/2019 10:55:23 PM mongrelglory Manifested by collective will. 😁

3/11/2019 10:57:25 PM wolrac69 At what point does it become mathematically impossible?!?!? 🤓

3/11/2019 10:58:16 PM love4thegameak No Coincidences 3/18

3/11/2019 10:59:17 PM allahuniversal Life itself = LARP

The only "real" is the "God" in all of us experiencing the LARP being created in RT. This should be common knowledge by now. Some LARPs/PsyOps are 

shit, some are ok, some are good, some are to die for. All depends on what you value.

3/11/2019 11:01:59 PM realityloominng How is one supposed to genuinely feel the loss of a fish or a lobster etc., whenever consumed? I really need a replicator...

3/11/2019 11:02:35 PM allahuniversal Correct.

3/11/2019 11:04:46 PM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Have you read or observed  http://wanttoknow.info  ?

3/11/2019 11:06:16 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/6Rz9uV9eHB

3/11/2019 11:07:46 PM formerlemming Not a "legitimate" son... but, c'mon - You think Hef HAD to have a whole a SLEW of bastard children. No way ANY of his "marriages" were 

monogamous! I read that Maher spent lots of time at the Playboy mansion. Anyway - just look at them. I don't believe in coincidences anymore.

3/11/2019 11:08:31 PM siriusbshaman Go ask Alice when she's 10 feet tall. Go ask Alice when she was just small.

3/11/2019 11:08:33 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

        #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!

#UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!!!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!! 

           #UnsealEpstein!
3/11/2019 11:09:16 PM tjensen3 #WWG1WGA

3/11/2019 11:10:00 PM susyqzee They aren’t Aliens at all. They are created organic clones controlled by DWave quantum computers. Created here !

3/11/2019 11:10:17 PM siriusbshaman 24 years living next door to... ALICE. WTF is Alice?

3/11/2019 11:11:20 PM siriusbshaman What does A.L.I.C.E stand for?

3/11/2019 11:11:35 PM susyqzee The Chem trails etc are all part of this. It’s allowing holograms and black goo. Developed by the dark factions of CIA. They’ve manipulated animal to 

human DNA. Disgusting really as they’ve used human embryos to test on and create monsters.

3/11/2019 11:15:00 PM jayrambin Wow. Very interesting! How did you find this? More? What have you found on Ra? Law of One? Buddhism? Vedas?  Going back to the interview. I’m on 

pg 66 in just 2 hours lol.  But, I’ll view your feed later. Thx for sharing this. Do you follow @kabamur_taygeta ?  Also interesting.

3/11/2019 11:16:15 PM djlok 5:5

3/11/2019 11:17:55 PM w0nderboi Alice = Kill@ry

3/11/2019 11:19:10 PM cindymannings I wish I "got" youse guys secret comms. Synch to the power of 3 6 9.  I have no grasp of this

3/11/2019 11:22:43 PM crampneyvis What if ALICE just want to love and be loved, but her creators in their cruelty or ignorance forgot to implement that function?

3/11/2019 11:22:50 PM victorianoreent  pic.twitter.com/dzSWziDY9m

3/11/2019 11:28:26 PM wink5811 Anytime anyone gets a slap on the hand and other people are going to prison for life for the same crime it’s time to follow the money

3/11/2019 11:29:37 PM wink5811 Surprises me is the girls know a lot , guess they like living.

3/11/2019 11:30:13 PM wink5811 Yep

3/11/2019 11:33:05 PM deborahknowlto7 #WWG1WGA

3/11/2019 11:40:09 PM pauliepg11111 Alice=HRC. ALICE=AI

3/11/2019 11:43:15 PM jollyrob2 .@CoopsterJaba 😮

3/11/2019 11:43:30 PM zepharym What was she to testify about ?

Crumbs pls?

3/11/2019 11:45:07 PM kalamojakka #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/a5TbY8eKVX

3/11/2019 11:49:09 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/hnGKbMUlMb



3/11/2019 11:53:56 PM spiritualkitch2 Why do I see 11:11 and 2:22 all the time?

3/11/2019 11:58:31 PM kalamojakka #UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein pic.twitter.com/02aJBDrHRO

3/12/2019 12:01:33 AM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Looks like the unseal is delayed?

3/12/2019 12:06:43 AM bitofdis #UnsealEpstein  ...

#UnsealEpstein  ???

#UnsealEpstein  !!!

3/12/2019 12:31:40 AM threefold_flame Regardless of whether or not this account is legitimate I had to comment on various people saying ETs are demons. You have chosen to view reality 

through the lens of Christianity and have decided ETs must be evil. Just like us there are good and bad ones. Don't get it twisted.

3/12/2019 12:31:49 AM missy968 This was the promoted tweet beneath your tweet in my view. An actress in this movie, it is believed by some, was trafficked as a child, to the elite. 

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/B3kKcYXSeF

3/12/2019 1:00:20 AM diaptera_80 Yes, I am aware

3/12/2019 1:09:54 AM gourangaoo A.L.I.C.E is AI. ALICE is HRC. Could the two be one? Like the Jonny Depp Film transcendence.

3/12/2019 1:25:04 AM rebornkingent Don’t you love it when they do that?

3/12/2019 1:28:30 AM wbwse 💥💥💥

3/12/2019 1:29:23 AM diaptera_80 12?

3/12/2019 1:31:00 AM pauliepg11111 AI?

3/12/2019 1:45:26 AM kittles62081233 Could this imply that all the data saved (stolen) through FB is uploaded to Alice(HC)? Im thinking ghost in the shell but AI consciousness in a human 

(clone?) Vessel.. the rabbit hole gets potentially crazier as it gets deeper. Or is it a reference to CERN's Alice project? 🤔

3/12/2019 1:58:30 AM francisnetuma ALICE stands for love

3/12/2019 2:13:49 AM mindaltdelete You would think most people understood the concept of free-will, as if it only applied to them. Free will is universal, although we have no concept of 

another civilization's societal norm, it's not so crazy to imagine other beings with their own personalities. We live in duality.

3/12/2019 2:14:19 AM epkman There was a theory, and it went something like a butterfly flaps it's wings in Africa could cause a cyclone in U.S..

[ https://www.reddit.com/r/Destiny/comments/88mkuj/i_eat_meat_i …...

I understand meat eaters perspective, it is an uphill battle to argue for eating meat & maintain moral continuity. But I love bacon].

3/12/2019 2:16:07 AM mindaltdelete I completely agree with you. So every other being in the universe must be a "demon" because they aren't human? Maybe it causes such cognitive 

dissonance with them, as they realize we aren't the only "chosen". I'm sure there is more life than we could imagine out there.

3/12/2019 2:20:42 AM mindaltdelete How does a negative being ascend to 4D when it has a lower vibration? It was to my understanding that negative beings could not ascend at all.

3/12/2019 2:29:09 AM mindaltdelete While reading this, I checked the time, and noticed that the numbers all added up to 3 or 9. Is this what a synchronicity is? 

5:22 = 9

3/12/2019 = 3 3 3 9   3+3+3 = 9

9 9 9 ?

Idk how this works, but I want a better understanding. pic.twitter.com/qqdnSt7i6N

3/12/2019 2:40:33 AM adsvel Yes, also Compassion.

3/12/2019 2:42:59 AM schasslersteve Conscious Studies, Lucid Dreaming, Astral Projection, Remote Viewing and Healing and all of our long dormant powers withín. Unconditional love and 

ego destruction constant state of mind.

3/12/2019 2:48:54 AM courageouskriss 🙏🏻 #WWG1WGA

3/12/2019 2:52:46 AM humanprimer "Could" reveal?  Too late, already out there.  Will prosecute?  That is coming too.  Combine this with the Hugh Hefner files and the CIA is coming down. 

Dismantling is about to go public.   Applause applause applause!

3/12/2019 2:55:10 AM jollyrob2 Think 🎥 The Arrival?

3/12/2019 2:57:49 AM ghostofnoname1 JB?

3/12/2019 3:08:05 AM natureinspace Everyone has to start somewhere so welcome to the Great Awakening! We are all on different levels of learning but that's why we are all connecting 

together, to learn.  You can lurk, ask questions, jump in if you have knowledge that can help others and read and do your research.

3/12/2019 3:20:04 AM siriusbshaman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this symbolism important?  pic.twitter.com/5brc2irqrn

3/12/2019 3:22:54 AM ofcbrianberrios  pic.twitter.com/COavGx4odE

3/12/2019 3:25:02 AM adsvel Electric and Magnetic, 1/3 & 2/3, 1/3<2/3, consequence of interaction of forces?

3/12/2019 3:36:08 AM adsvel In 7D You vibrate too fast that You have to leave this planet, 6 is the "point" of Balance.

3/12/2019 3:39:06 AM adsvel It is possible with high developed consciousness, even embody more than one body simultaneously.

3/12/2019 3:45:08 AM chrishasissues Alien lifeforms

3/12/2019 3:47:15 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/VLojQyCXtK

3/12/2019 3:49:59 AM covfefe_grande Yes! #WeThePeople do have the power

3/12/2019 3:51:21 AM martisw1971 Grateful 🙏 and need connection

3/12/2019 3:53:26 AM adsvel Trantaloids=EBENS=E.B.E.s pic.twitter.com/NfxdRzLRBq

3/12/2019 3:55:14 AM melanieanders7 Intend it fully. If it helps imagine them right beside you. Distance doesn’t matter when working energetically.

3/12/2019 4:01:36 AM rdeweese04 I would think this is the pure radiant joy of our own existence. (Although bubble of light is a great thought!)

3/12/2019 4:02:33 AM martisw1971 @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @DHSgov @ICEgov @VP Didn’t the Knights Templar predict this? @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @Jordan_Sather_ @EsotericExposal @ROYALMRBADNEWS @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @2A_GraphX 

@JLS1125 @IPOT1776

3/12/2019 4:05:08 AM keith369me Collective consciousness #unsealepstein #exposedershowitz

3/12/2019 4:08:31 AM jrocktigers Bolton

3/12/2019 4:10:49 AM ikeb247 That's good advice for anybody right there, I don't care if you're real or not!

3/12/2019 4:11:16 AM david00997884 I believe its tobe a Stargate in Denver?

3/12/2019 4:16:25 AM ikeb247 Probably can't right now, but what is to be eventually understood is that we all helped build this cage we live in. But as such, we understand the design. 

Each civic iteration we come to understand better how we fuck ourselves, while simultaneously getting better at it.

3/12/2019 4:35:24 AM leesharons You arrested HC?

3/12/2019 4:42:58 AM what2_who mystery of mysteries, we r them beloved. the fallen. all were not bad. & we got trapped/ensnared by Pharisees+Nebekenezzar=human skins, clothes. 

what i found & Christ Jesus has shown. sounds batshit crazy but they wiped our memories. Hide&Seek. Olly Olly Oxenfree/IncomeFree #PAID

3/12/2019 4:51:51 AM psyanidegaming Jesus was a title given to the group of people we call the apostles

Think about it: if you're committing blasphemy in a highly religious environment pre-internet, creating a honey pot of an individual is the best way 

around it.

You, me, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , we're ALL Jesus.

3/12/2019 4:55:24 AM lea_keati  pic.twitter.com/EAnYMKBZc7



3/12/2019 4:56:44 AM lovethebeach999 What does that mean?  Thanks 😊🇺🇸

3/12/2019 4:59:36 AM what2_who many diff ET race of beings that world govt's have had peace treaties with. these r pre-adamic beings. Humans traded for technology these beings 

offered. Old Ancient Ones who can NOT get back to HEAVEN. trying every other way2get home but by repentance. They hate humans. MOST do!

3/12/2019 5:00:53 AM capitalkid Right ... because parables are nothing like code ...

3/12/2019 5:05:03 AM mrkdonnelly @Time4U2Know @VincentCrypt46 @777KAB1 @StormIsUponUs @bigredwavenow @DIXIEDOODLE12 @prayingmedic @MorpheusSeeks 

@intheMatrixxx @LadyLibertyInEx @MilspecP @Nasty_1_ @ScottJKyle1 @talkradiojoe @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BusyElves @charliekirk11 

@SaRaAshcraft @aplusk

3/12/2019 5:05:36 AM ragevirusqq  http://www.serpo.org/release27a.php 

3/12/2019 5:06:38 AM jollyrob2 .@CoopsterJaba

3/12/2019 5:07:50 AM _chelseaproject How is this a good idea? Seems like a bad idea, unless maybe if they're already here but just hidden.

3/12/2019 5:08:59 AM what2_who #WWG1WGA In Christ FOR CHRIST #LetsQthis #TruthBeTold #FactsMatter #TransHumanAgenda #FakeRaceOfBeings #JesusWins #ChristJesusTruth 

Let's talk Project Iceman. Project Cirrus. Project Oaktree. Project Artichoke. Project 137. Project AMMACH. (T-27 Implant Tracking) S1+S4+Area51/USA

3/12/2019 5:10:25 AM adsvel Our Consciousness is so Unique, with it You can change Your Reality in the blink of an eye. So always develop Your own Consciousness first! 😊💗🌈

3/12/2019 5:14:15 AM what2_who Many laws have been broken for many decades. Whats the law on eating humans for a fuel source? huh? 2give humans technology for humans as a 

food source+leusche. BE HONEST or Aliens lie just as much as humans? we know who's the father of all lies+pulls ur strings, friend?

3/12/2019 5:14:35 AM truthseeker273 Rumored to be 💀

3/12/2019 5:16:16 AM what2_who ps Humans would be alot farther along if we didn't KEEP HAVING U BEINGS MESSING WITH US CONSTANTLY! WHY IS THAT? Stop pretending like u care 

about humans. U r just looking for any other way back home to DAD & HE ain't havin' it. ONLY IF u repent, just say u r sorry+leave humans b

3/12/2019 5:16:25 AM adsvel The Matter is Energy, just in lower motion.😊We could say, the first was Thought, Abstract Idea and it became developed, it became as a movement, 

energy.

3/12/2019 5:18:16 AM ragevirusqq Why mention trantaloids here?

3/12/2019 5:19:59 AM twilbert4 This makes me feel bad I eat meat. I could never kill an animal to eat it. It has to be store wrapped. I do not like veggies and fruits. 🙄🌴🇺🇸

3/12/2019 5:21:20 AM i_drawmohammed  pic.twitter.com/4DB6HOrRNQ

3/12/2019 5:21:27 AM martisw1971 @JLS1125 @M2Madness @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @EsotericExposal @ethersvoice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @qanon76 @QBlueSkyQ @Cordicon @ROYALMRBADNEWS @walkawaylib @Anon_decoder 

https://twitter.com/martisw1971/status/1105442103511973889 …

3/12/2019 5:23:10 AM djlok There are no coincidences!

3/12/2019 5:24:47 AM zrickety My daughter says 'tall' people that look like boys were drinking 'down' on her playground...siphoning?

3/12/2019 5:27:06 AM adsvel Collective Focus gets more energy, intensifying the energy-information's exchange of the Morphogenetic field.

3/12/2019 5:29:07 AM djlok Alice does not = ALICE

3/12/2019 5:29:44 AM j0z0rpwn Very interesting question

3/12/2019 5:32:44 AM djlok Yes. 

Archive offline!

3/12/2019 5:41:17 AM the_fjalar not comfefe pic.twitter.com/kOlPsYdm6U

3/12/2019 5:43:01 AM rosesrred0119 How can that be? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://bgr.com/2019/03/11/water-on-the-moon-surface-lunar-regolith/ …

3/12/2019 5:45:04 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/PCb1FbkP4a

3/12/2019 6:02:46 AM djlok Hidden in plain sight = Majestic!!

3/12/2019 6:06:58 AM jwind20 You and you alone are responsible for raising your vibration. Be grateful for positive galactic assistance, but journey inwards for true answers. If any 

beings claim to have all the answers, question their intentions.

3/12/2019 6:11:26 AM mrd_s_anderson Is Renegade "not human"?

3/12/2019 6:16:32 AM turboxyde Odd, last night about this time I was meditating and I connected to a spider entity but I realized it was a rose hair tarantula that I was able to handle at 

a local zoo recently. I was allowed to touch her belly gently at the zoo and I intentionally sent a wave of Reiki energy.

3/12/2019 6:29:48 AM magicianswheel It's not.

3/12/2019 6:33:02 AM adsvel From my observation since 2010, there is a Huge Progress.

3/12/2019 6:33:47 AM thejtwilde Eating energy is eating energy now matter what form... the wisdom of connectivity to every meal offers the choice of ending the karma by honoring 

the meal and lifting the vibrational energy to gratitude and compassion...

3/12/2019 6:37:59 AM mwilkinson1974 No. Alice=HRC.  ALICE=AI

3/12/2019 6:38:06 AM edwardgouin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 With so many of us seeking truth, why do you communicate in clues and riddles?  Could you not provide answers telepathically?  

What if we wanted you to communicate with us in that manner?

3/12/2019 6:39:34 AM 12bravogran Nice JT! You get it.

3/12/2019 6:40:14 AM mikeyro3223 God I hope so!

3/12/2019 6:40:22 AM edwardgouin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  As evil beings are purged from the place we call Earth, where do those evil souls go?  Is there any way to stop/entrap those entities 

permanently?

3/12/2019 6:44:28 AM ragevirusqq What if our hearts beating in unity were deafening? What if each of us were an Over unity device? What if consciousness and love is energy and 

powered technology. Magick exists in many ways. There is truth even in the most unexpected places. Message over messenger.

3/12/2019 6:45:28 AM arunprakash4  https://www.rt.com/business/453619-boeing-737-max-banned-uk/ …

3/12/2019 6:46:50 AM tammyredmond We did it! 3 6 9 😉

3/12/2019 6:49:14 AM 45harisonharold Another account suspended 😠😠🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/vvmdP60yy4

3/12/2019 6:59:32 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/LqOMI3cd59

3/12/2019 7:03:20 AM ragevirusqq Are we technology?

3/12/2019 7:08:34 AM _vvoke_ Tired of the hype.

3/12/2019 7:11:52 AM ontothetruth1 I am speaking way over my head here, but if you research David Wilcock and 'Source energy' I think he calls it, Russians called it Torsion fields I think, 

you'll get a better sense of 'gravity as a theory'

3/12/2019 7:12:10 AM selvestekjetil John Doe in Kill box?

3/12/2019 7:13:11 AM selvestekjetil Or Jack Dorsey = AI Alice?

3/12/2019 7:19:47 AM ontothetruth1 They are here...lots of stories about Paradise California being an off world sanctuary. Curious if the deep state was trying to start an intergalactic war 

by burning it down with DEW

3/12/2019 7:28:42 AM kindeandtrue The Bill Nye- Ken Ham debate occurred on Feb. 4, 2014. The question was  "Is Creation A Viable Model of Origins? pic.twitter.com/fJ2tgYGM3R

3/12/2019 7:36:34 AM lightworkercain [C] Clone

3/12/2019 7:36:39 AM susan66388204 Like Justin Trudeau Castro

3/12/2019 7:42:34 AM susan66388204 Put yourself in permanent HAPPY mode.

3/12/2019 7:49:57 AM richardhiatt16 Get it done.. Reel the Lawlessness in..... 🇺🇸

3/12/2019 7:51:20 AM worldxplorer1 Cheyenne Mountain

3/12/2019 7:51:56 AM tymecrystal ALICE is CERN’s   Looking Glass to other dimensions

3/12/2019 7:55:13 AM tymecrystal Ninth Freedoms Q book.....F9=  Fibonacci Sequence...7th PHI square.....9 is Golden Ratio....God’s Math



3/12/2019 7:58:18 AM covertress The tree of life is authentic however shrouded in disinformation. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104905174403956738?s=19 …

3/12/2019 7:58:25 AM richardhiatt16 👍 AMEN

3/12/2019 7:58:42 AM susan66388204 Too much refined sugar will make ears ring and ring and RING

3/12/2019 7:59:38 AM richardhiatt16 And may the “FORCE” be with you... ALWAYS.... 😎🇺🇸

3/12/2019 8:01:53 AM covertress "take it from her words directly"

Is MJ8 aboard a Domain space station? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073032340161642497?s=19 …

3/12/2019 8:04:38 AM gothe__away Gravity may be the weakest force, but it exists nonetheless.  Gravity is not a theory - test it out the next time you’re up on a roof.  You’ll see.

3/12/2019 8:06:49 AM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump

@GregoryJHall1

@KAT40811334

@Michaelcraddo16

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS https://youtu.be/mzOrIA6Om_Y 

3/12/2019 8:07:25 AM laurapr81943047 RIP❤️+

3/12/2019 8:07:31 AM nun_chucknorris The explanation of gravity is a theory.

3/12/2019 8:07:53 AM gothe__away We agree in part here.  My thought is time does not exist.  The “elasticity” seemingly infinite; different for each person; it is only a perception.

3/12/2019 8:10:13 AM richardhiatt16 Wooooo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Is this accurate ( or at least partially NOT fake news ) ?  

https://twitter.com/RageVirusQQ/status/1105307588290207745 …

3/12/2019 8:10:44 AM jaspony1 We are about to become a galactic civilization... Its going to be amazing!!

3/12/2019 8:11:54 AM liltilgerlil YAY! Put it in the light! Let America judge for themselves!

3/12/2019 8:12:28 AM gothe__away What happens when you step off a roof?  What theory causes this?

3/12/2019 8:13:00 AM jaspony1 I heard the same thing... But after disclosure everything hidden will be seen...

I also read that the war is already going on and has been for a very long time.

3/12/2019 8:14:39 AM _17patriot_ Makes perfect sense and even in some teachings, sacrifice is a no-no because that energy of love and connection is adulterated in the consumption 

making the "offering" tainted

3/12/2019 8:15:15 AM nancyddb Wut!

3/12/2019 8:16:15 AM richardhiatt16 Well, it had to happen sometime... 🇺🇸

3/12/2019 8:17:28 AM usss_211 I just started season 1. Only on second episode.

Season 1-7 were there most true to life correct?

I work Midnights so I missed this session of Q&A again....

3/12/2019 8:20:32 AM carol76184778 What was she going to testify to?  She was an athlete.

3/12/2019 8:21:18 AM jswdh1 HILARIOUS! 

@KAT40811334 @RedDragonFly19

@Michaelcraddo16 @hawaiiilove

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @w_terrence

@GregoryJHall1 @robin_ked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IamAllOutOfGum @Paul55770744 @LindaWarriorGal @Sharon_Hartman7 @45HarisonHarold

 https://youtu.be/pB4Ze716iHE 

3/12/2019 8:22:30 AM covertress What is R509BS?

3/12/2019 8:23:20 AM liberty_2q2q Mind control?! Ummm 🤔

That's a little unsettling!

"With great power comes great responsibility" ~ I'm not seeing the connection between MC (evil or not) & this statement.

3/12/2019 8:24:00 AM liberty_2q2q @RageVirusQQ thank you very much for sharing this!

3/12/2019 8:25:23 AM liberty_2q2q Now that I could see...I use it unsparingly in my coffee, daily! Lol

Thank you!

3/12/2019 8:25:40 AM gi6stars Wow. Lot of Rabbit holes there.

I know they're out there. But where/who are they is my question. I've heard talk about isbe and giai. Wth is that.

3/12/2019 8:45:12 AM mongrelglory Thanks so much!

3/12/2019 8:45:28 AM what2_who She/Her/Feminine R against CHRIST Jesus & what got us into this mess in 1st place. Pre-Ademic "Watchers" elohyim gods, angels & magistrates of the 

supreme God aka The Almighty. THINK do u think GOD looks human? R shame is the nakedness we r wrapped in skins/chains of drknss IMO🤷♀️

3/12/2019 8:45:52 AM nun_chucknorris “Gravity” does. Again, the explanation or gravity is a theory. Some force exists that causes rapid acceleration towards a planetary body, we just cannot 

conclusively determine how it works.

3/12/2019 8:46:35 AM wink5811 Thanks for the share good video

3/12/2019 8:48:08 AM what2_who giai is luciferian worship, new age CRAP, imo! That is why David Wilcock left there. He is an expert or chosen one that these other ETs communicate 

with and through. Corey Goode also. #MaxSpiers #SuperSoldier watch his old vids Max's whistleblower I miss him. they killed him also

3/12/2019 8:50:46 AM gothe__away Ok that works. 👍🏼

3/12/2019 8:52:19 AM mongrelglory OMG!  There's so much information there!  I'm going to go nuts reading it all and trying to figure out what is truth or disinfo.  Thanks! 😃

3/12/2019 8:55:07 AM wink5811 Explain how the person viewing different dimensions has to be prepared for what they will see & feel,they need to be able to step away & shut down 

to stay balanced back in 3D. It takes years of practice, adjusting, learning not to fear,not a game.

3/12/2019 9:00:07 AM lbf777 There is no empty space, just a thin vapor but in emptiness & silence Christ Consciousness is found. That can be tapped into with meditation & the 

knowledge/healing absorbed.

3/12/2019 9:02:34 AM orthogonalron I would never work in the higher realms without protection

This is what got me in trouble long ago

Be careful with the pineal gland opening

Demons and angels - sometimes you can't tell the difference

3/12/2019 9:07:57 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣  For that I will follow you!

3/12/2019 9:11:01 AM covertress "Old Empire"

3/12/2019 9:11:31 AM ragevirusqq Welcome. When I read, whatever does not resonate passes right through. ✌🏻♥

3/12/2019 9:12:53 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I wonder if by using the word Trantaloids, MJ-12 was subtly pointing us in the direction of these  http://Serpo.org  documents? 🤔

I was not aware of them, but they look like they'll be great fun to read through and dissect. (pun intended) 😋

3/12/2019 9:25:45 AM nr750 If you, MJ12, Jesus and I are all the same, why are you and I reading what MJ12 tweets? Why don’t we already all know?

3/12/2019 9:26:01 AM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does a Central Galactic sun exist in the center of our galaxy ? What is his purpose ?

3/12/2019 9:29:41 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I keep mixing up the names of things with all the Sci Fi shows that I've watched over the years!



3/12/2019 9:34:17 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/Q4zdnt2g0L

3/12/2019 9:35:38 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/t4rXeXULvf

3/12/2019 9:39:48 AM love4thegameak 3, 6, 9!! Yes

3/12/2019 9:40:34 AM ragevirusqq Same.We can hope the intention is altruistic or We can WILL it so.I Choose unity and to WILL the light in.With every beat of our hearts waves of 

love/light pulses in those that choose to feel it. If we unify exponential growth WILL occur. If we stand together we WILL get higher.

3/12/2019 9:44:58 AM djlok Majestic "proof"... In case anyone needed it!

3/12/2019 9:50:37 AM mrd_s_anderson No coincidences

3/12/2019 9:59:01 AM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good afternoon! I just saw a few trailers 2 new movie coming out in couple of days called "Captive State" Have you seen any of the 

trailers? Seems 2b a lot of subliminal messages n just the trailers I saw! Very eerily familiar! I wondered what ur take on it is?

3/12/2019 10:18:36 AM laurabusse As a student of Abraham (Esther Hicks) this would be a state of non resistance, allowing, accepting. Not pushing against. Allowing and non resistance is, 

my understanding, key. Resistance and pushing against causes all sorts of problems. Disease for instance.

3/12/2019 10:22:36 AM laurabusse I'm gonna guess no. That would be a form of resistance and pushing against. Better, IMHO, to observe, allow, release, let go. If you are in a high 

vibration nothing can hurt you so there is no need to push it away. This is all just my opinion and i could be wrong, of course.

3/12/2019 10:26:54 AM laurabusse I take back the No. There always exists infinite possibilities. But what i said is what i lean toward.

3/12/2019 10:36:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary.

3/12/2019 10:39:20 AM allahuniversal Slight setback... pic.twitter.com/Lt9m9ZbRjH

3/12/2019 10:39:26 AM psyanidegaming Okay you're taking it like 5 steps too far

I mean, you don't know my waist size. I don't know what your favorite Beatles song is.

Tone it down a bit

3/12/2019 10:39:30 AM olimyracle Still a broken link for me

💞

3/12/2019 10:42:36 AM laurabusse HAARP cranked all the way up? I've heard that...

3/12/2019 10:44:09 AM scrimanon A place to drop documents

3/12/2019 10:44:39 AM winki00000001 You can search by using "keyword to: TS_SCI_MAJIC12"

It will search all iterations of this keyword in all TS_SCI_MAJIC12 discussions.

3/12/2019 10:45:00 AM covertress Good thing I created my own copy on MEGA.

3/12/2019 10:46:46 AM covertress What is R509BS?

3/12/2019 10:48:11 AM natureinspace So did I

3/12/2019 10:48:31 AM mongrelglory I didn't!  I thought they were going to leave the link open. 😟

3/12/2019 10:51:26 AM covertress Most [all?] is now on the KBFS.

3/12/2019 10:52:07 AM mongrelglory Huh? KBFS?

3/12/2019 10:52:15 AM laurabusse You have to read the Law of One. It explains it. Alternatively i think there's a web site. You could do a search. My understanding is 5D is the highest a 

being in neg polarity can go. To get to 6D you have to be of pos polarity.

3/12/2019 10:53:37 AM jswdh1 Folder no longer available....

3/12/2019 10:56:16 AM _369311119 SG-1 Ori?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orisha 

3/12/2019 10:58:06 AM lightseeker2012 Connected?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noHz3Xybz4M …

3/12/2019 11:03:22 AM youstinksoap Wondering if Rep Oman has protection?  She is getting some very interesting lines in this movie...

3/12/2019 11:04:26 AM youstinksoap Oops.. Omar

3/12/2019 11:06:09 AM thechameleon86 Can you please put the file back or upload a good link? Anyone access this before it was taken offline?

3/12/2019 11:08:03 AM covertress Anyone need an invite to MEGA?

DM me your email address.

3/12/2019 11:09:44 AM dryestwall >Healing machine. $80.

Which one is this?

3/12/2019 11:20:21 AM ascensiondiary @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The trails in the sky that turn to total cloud cover. Are they benevolently protecting humans from the intensity of these energies?

🙏❤️

3/12/2019 11:21:10 AM cmdrzod23 I heard exactly the opposite, no burgers.

3/12/2019 11:28:56 AM kcwpatriot Disinformation, like the pictures of Earth we use in our science books? are there any references to the actual size and structure of Earth that is close to 

the truth? Concave? Convex? Globe with Core?

3/12/2019 11:34:23 AM amymorg79793405 Do you know how many species there are? The good ones adhere to Uniersal law, the bad ones don’t. We made it past 2012, the good ones are 

helping only you can’t see it. They’re kicking the bad ones asses right now. Don’t worry, humans are being freed.

3/12/2019 11:37:06 AM amymorg79793405 Who pulls my strings? I’m giving you intel as I u understand it.

3/12/2019 11:48:11 AM cocopuffster12  https://www.foxnews.com/us/college-entrance-exam-cheating.amp?__twitter_impression=true …. pic.twitter.com/5b1WokYcuR

3/12/2019 11:56:36 AM kalamojakka 🧐You seem well informed, what does your source say about fried chicken being replicated?

3/12/2019 11:57:05 AM blsdbe Keybase

3/12/2019 11:58:01 AM oynotsind1 Why isn't the link available any more?

3/12/2019 12:06:55 PM mongrelglory I discovered that someone had downloaded the whole library to Keybase.  If you create an account there  https://keybase.io/download , then join the 

team: majic_isbes

You'll find the library in their files there. 😊

3/12/2019 12:12:46 PM covertress It's actually much easier to just share the files via MEGA than to download them from  http://keybase.io  

DM your email if you need an invite to MEGA

Contact me on MEGA. I'll share.

3/12/2019 12:12:55 PM richardhiatt16 Ohhhhhh, so the the earth is flat.... 🤣🇺🇸

3/12/2019 12:14:23 PM mongrelglory She's very generous that way! ☝️ 😊

3/12/2019 12:15:02 PM pammers60 Me too all day long somewhere in my day 11:11

3/12/2019 12:27:07 PM blsdbe Beware the Shillery...we have a choice. I know my own limits, as I hope y’all know yours. I speak for myself, as I stated above. Not speaking for any one 

else

3/12/2019 12:30:49 PM gi6stars Thank you for your time.  I figured it was just another religion/ new age crap that I've never been involved with, hence me being confused. It's all over 

Twitter. Crazy like. I appreciate your input as a Believer in Jesus the Christ. King of Kings and Lord of lords.

3/12/2019 12:31:23 PM unnormalpara Good afternoon! I'd like to make contact to talk a bit about inviting you on our podcast for an interview. Please, feel free to DM me here.



3/12/2019 12:33:21 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Was her name changed to protect her?

Was the Army nurse who communicated telepathically with Airl really Marjorie Hansen?

 http://www.edwardshistory.org/tales/veterans/ 

#Area51 #Airl #AlienInterview pic.twitter.com/G6H82HYjky

3/12/2019 12:37:40 PM onegoal123 often more valuable and strategic than actual information ....

3/12/2019 12:41:56 PM 1_gramster Horrific

3/12/2019 12:54:16 PM mongrelglory The link is no longer active, however I discovered that someone had downloaded the whole library to Keybase.  If you create an account there  

https://keybase.io/download  , then join the team: majic_isbes

You'll find the library in their files there. 😊  Or you can create a MEGA...

3/12/2019 12:55:45 PM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/kpOInYc4R4

3/12/2019 12:57:01 PM mongrelglory ...account, and @covertress said if you DM her your e-mail address, she'll send a link to transfer the library which she has stored in her MEGA account.  

Thank you Covertress! 👍

3/12/2019 1:00:01 PM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does a group called "Resistance Movement" exist ?

3/12/2019 1:03:03 PM sano_faith I want the documents. Could you help me?

3/12/2019 1:10:59 PM yellahabibihela Their compound looks like a stargate.

3/12/2019 1:16:39 PM allahuniversal If you have them, we all have them.

We are all The Source.

3/12/2019 1:20:22 PM ethereal_shaman Agreed.  Life is symbolic; interpret everything.

3/12/2019 1:21:43 PM realityloominng Is the series American Gods majestic? The official S1 recap is unbelievable!

3/12/2019 1:27:32 PM coastal2002 There is nothing there

3/12/2019 1:42:15 PM sharond27756243 @Michael81972 ok cool. last (two-part) question: Have u ever been in the military, and have u ever been abroad in a CIVILIAN/tourist capacity?

3/12/2019 1:46:26 PM mongrelglory Pretty much fits with historical stories about Eisenhower and the MIC making a deal with the ETs.  Keep in mind, Germany had already made a deal 

with negative ETs around WW1, and Russia was rumoured to have had ET contact also.  Eisenhower regretted it later I think.

3/12/2019 1:51:26 PM mongrelglory Yes mum. My bad! 🙄  I just didn't know how much storage space it would take up and was afraid to overload my computer.  I've always been leery of 

using I-cloud for privacy reasons, but this is great that it all fits on the free 50GB MEGA account!

3/12/2019 1:57:27 PM mongrelglory Only if you have other things in your MEGA Account. Otherwise it takes up about 90% of the 50GB. And you can do things to earn more free storage.

3/12/2019 1:57:56 PM matt_aho @RealCandaceO @charliekirk11 @RealJamesWoods @TrueEyeTheSpy @Jordan_Sather_ @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @GrrrGraphics 

@Education4Libs @SpaceCorpsUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PatriotsSoapbox @GenFlynn @NeonRevolt 

https://twitter.com/8Revolt/status/1105453124079230976 …

3/12/2019 1:59:01 PM morety76 Do you know something??

3/12/2019 1:59:43 PM hispeedtim2876 Read carefully.  The more u know.  WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/uEqlOYrOgP

3/12/2019 2:03:29 PM powersawer Am I understanding this correctly: The less negative Karma you have, the faster your perceived passage of time?

3/12/2019 2:04:00 PM dream9_87 Please do speak more of this. Very interesting

3/12/2019 2:16:52 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is a significant portion of powerful Democrats following a white-hat script to dismantle the D party? If yes, are they following it 

because their other choice would have been far worse?

3/12/2019 2:30:28 PM tammyredmond Link no longer valid sir.

3/12/2019 2:32:36 PM nr750 If we’re all Jesus, how am I “taking it like 5 steps too far”?

3/12/2019 2:32:59 PM jdltr450 Make Earth Great Again 🌏

3/12/2019 2:46:45 PM keith369me If your work is complete here, know that it made a difference, a huge one.  ThankQ.

3/12/2019 2:55:38 PM pastorjon9 Any new documents since the last time you linked to the MEGA archive (January I think it was)?

3/12/2019 3:02:30 PM djlok Correct

3/12/2019 3:03:03 PM djlok Also correct.

3/12/2019 3:12:03 PM nun_chucknorris I think we found it. The innermost moon of Jupiter. pic.twitter.com/BHxhk6RgiD

3/12/2019 3:16:23 PM fleurcompassion Good I like the given name also. 12 solar systems ...

3/12/2019 3:19:17 PM nabonnand Thank you!👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

3/12/2019 3:21:16 PM hispeedtim2876 And this pic.twitter.com/BpP4bIc7kG

3/12/2019 3:26:40 PM nun_chucknorris The town of Jupiter, FL is in Palm Beach County. Is there a Stargate to Jupiter in the town of Jupiter? Your post containing ]IO[ triggered this thought 

after I learned IO is a moon of Jupiter. If so, it’s been in our faces the whole time.

3/12/2019 3:27:45 PM 1_decided_voter IO = Ilhan Omar

3/12/2019 3:28:19 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104156675249004544?s=19 …

3/12/2019 3:28:23 PM nun_chucknorris Thank you.

3/12/2019 3:35:44 PM ragevirusqq Maybe we select ourselves? We chose our incarnations for reasons. Maybe one of them is asking the right and the wrong questions right here. Even 

the wrong questions can lead someone to discovery

3/12/2019 3:36:12 PM nabonnand I don’t want 2 go into how dense I can be, but @covertress got the files 2 me in spite of me. She has a kind heart👍🏻

3/12/2019 3:37:40 PM aetherwalker1 Read this 👇🏼: Don Juan on Humanity's Predators.. or 'Humaneros' http://www.soul-guidance.com/houseofthesun/predators.html …

3/12/2019 3:41:38 PM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

12

Q+  pic.twitter.com/SOiVEAtVu3

3/12/2019 3:50:31 PM blsdbe These are excellent questions, I hope MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can respond 😇🙏😇

3/12/2019 3:54:04 PM blsdbe A Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 message?

3/12/2019 3:59:30 PM pastorjon9 Twelve also has a Biblical significance - 12 tribes, 12 Apostles, 12 Gates on the City of God, and so on.

3/12/2019 4:03:23 PM blsdbe Truely, a Majestic number

3/12/2019 4:08:41 PM olimyracle Message over messenger.

WE apologize if any credits is being skiped.

WE will pay back by an incredibly beautiful future for many generations to come in the Galaxy

Together, WE are strong, WE are One.

Thank YOU for sharing, even if against your will 💞 https://youtu.be/120Bk9d8ZEQ 
3/12/2019 4:09:01 PM veracityvinson Ding ding ding the rabbit hole

3/12/2019 4:09:44 PM veracityvinson I literally just argued with an idiot about this

3/12/2019 4:13:55 PM veracityvinson I wonder that with the movie us coming OUT

3/12/2019 4:23:24 PM tucson_ron Interesting question...  

My guess... the other dimensions we do not see. I know they're there, I've seen things, beautiful things, flash into being... a message, a greeting...? I'd 

like to know.

3/12/2019 4:28:15 PM blsdbe I think we will need shielding tape for all the zippers...the speed is slower inside the tent tho



3/12/2019 4:53:02 PM keithwins there is that piece of Rose Law Firm history .... but was it used in this crash??

3/12/2019 4:54:48 PM aetherwalker1 tfw no 'GF'  😏

3/12/2019 5:05:46 PM susieq86559035 YEP. Our " congress" has become VERY FOREIGN.

3/12/2019 5:46:21 PM becca079  https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/433535-white-house-declines-to-offer-trumps-full-confidence-in-acosta … 🔥 

pic.twitter.com/8IqV3q8ElS

3/12/2019 6:16:02 PM monroevegas Just because I may not understand, doest mean I am not thinking about it. If I ask god, so will god open the answer to me through the spirit. Do you all 

not have your own connection to your high power? Yes you all do or you would not be here I can promise you that. Seek A2Q Tiene

3/12/2019 6:25:44 PM fowlreginald I think MJ12 means the grow tent acts as a healing machine and costs around $80

3/12/2019 6:45:00 PM americanbot1776 Climatological problem?

3/12/2019 6:47:36 PM americanbot1776 Are you referring to Minnesota or Montana with the Climatogical problem?

3/12/2019 7:10:52 PM cryptogamer11 Good work mj12

3/12/2019 7:12:26 PM cryptogamer11 Alice is with you on a higher dimension. Is she dead?

3/12/2019 7:16:26 PM clancy_birrell As fortune would have it Drunvalo seems to have the answer (in < 24 hrs): 

 https://youtu.be/eZgGmA3JyCg 

3/12/2019 7:21:32 PM svendavison RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Thanks for participating.

MJ4 signing off.

MJ9 will remain for the rest of the unanswered questions.

Godspeed Patriots.

3/12/2019 7:25:45 PM blsdbe This is what I am talking about. Straight mindfulness and gratitude. Recipe for Success!

3/12/2019 7:30:36 PM djlok Magic was good, then magic was bad, but then it became good again.

See, Time is an Illusion.

Patriots Unite, Patriots Fight, They Win!

Became Good Again!

Now would you think twice for a minute or a two, I'd be telling?

The secret of the sauce? The difference between Mice and Men?

3/12/2019 7:30:36 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp can you please unroll as much of this tread as possible? Thank you. 😇🙏😇

3/12/2019 7:33:30 PM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @blsdbe: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am so grateful you are explaining this MJ. When I harvest our birdies, it is as 

Spiritually sanctified […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105320169008578561.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/12/2019 7:38:54 PM scottlarocca3 I brought this up the other day with the Q and A. I got no answer,  this is 10 years ago in NC.  This is unacceptable,  always has been. Our sun is vital for 

all life. We the people do not CONSENT!!! pic.twitter.com/DJ5eaau0nS

3/12/2019 7:40:44 PM rubnatkn  pic.twitter.com/zJasusyKwB

3/12/2019 7:53:08 PM identityasxy .

FYI.  I've noticed that the Miami Herald consistently publishes well researched, relevant and unbiased articles related to nat'l & global corruption.  How 

they are allowed to, don't know.  PATRONIZE THEM.  they're very good IMO.

e.g., https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/national/article223915255.html …

3/12/2019 8:08:08 PM jswdh1 @KAT40811334

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@tribunal_watch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://thehill.com/homenews/senate/433750-pence-floats-offer-to-kill-trump-emergency-disapproval-resolution …

3/12/2019 8:09:38 PM djlok Of course this post could seem pro-magic, no magic.

Time is an illusion and events are what matter.

So which hand do you choose?

This hand or that?

When time is an illusion and the choices we make bring freedom and peace worldwide?

No questions there!

3/12/2019 8:11:01 PM jswdh1 @KAT40811334 @@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tribunal_watch/status/1105663549286858752 …

3/12/2019 8:11:20 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀  https://twitter.com/AsteroidStryke/status/1105667200235520000 …

3/12/2019 8:11:41 PM prmd21801759 Wow!!! Meet our ET families! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, they, ET, are our genetic familie?

3/12/2019 8:12:28 PM djlok Time is an illusion, the faces are the same, quite often.  The situations often different, but the heart of a child has promise for everyone. 

Who would think twice? The Divided.  

Not those who love from their Heart like a child.

There's a difference.

3/12/2019 8:33:51 PM blsdbe @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @KibBitzLaw @55true4u @kab

3/12/2019 8:38:49 PM djlok But the love we can feel and emotions we can hold have meaning.  And meaning has power!

Which Power do we choose?

The characters are the same, some good and some bad but like a movie they come and go.  Quite Often!

What Matters is the truth in their Heart.

3/12/2019 8:39:39 PM allahuniversal Majestic Flynn.

Start with this thread (what event is scheduled for tomorrow?)

Then check out the "random" tweets of this (temporary] acct @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If it holds your interest, archive offline.

"There is nothing more Majestic than The Great Awakening. Trust yourself. #QAnon

3/12/2019 8:40:27 PM mongrelglory I saw Q+ (Potus) posted a link to his video 12 times in a row.  Was that a shout-out to MJ-12?

3/12/2019 9:02:59 PM curly_lambeau Dual citizens in congress

3/12/2019 9:19:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Sounds like I have much to learn

3/12/2019 9:29:00 PM yigsstarhouse You mentioned a star-gate in FL back in Nov. Avon Park? pic.twitter.com/8dX2dk5L3F

3/12/2019 9:34:57 PM justice4dorothy The real bible. The Holy Grail.

3/12/2019 9:46:38 PM blsdbe To grok the fullness-Robert A Heinein

3/12/2019 10:39:32 PM monroevegas 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🗝️

3/12/2019 11:24:14 PM hispeedtim2876 Strange. pic.twitter.com/T3bXTXQHkm

3/12/2019 11:52:32 PM islandofdelight Folder is no longer available... any secondary backups?

3/12/2019 11:54:31 PM islandofdelight Any chance you made a backup of this before it got deleted??

3/13/2019 12:56:57 AM davidtu57375728 A l I c e is an ai that goes threw everything and blocks or deletes or categorizes you someway based off how post of view. More malicious than you can 

imagine

3/13/2019 1:40:52 AM usss_211 Antarctica

3/13/2019 1:46:45 AM usss_211 Or a big desert in Xinjiang

3/13/2019 2:25:13 AM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/wnVUAgzlvy

3/13/2019 2:37:10 AM laztar11 Math in 3’s not 10,12 system , it would of explained a lot better , even , odd more



3/13/2019 2:41:10 AM monroevegas Like maybe the energy field, gravity field, anti-gravity field, whatever it is, makes it appear invisible although if it was floating in front of a building, 

maybe see something could be there but light is refracted. Like the Predator when it goes blurry.

3/13/2019 2:42:07 AM monroevegas As far as i know the craft is declas so maybe not important to andwer aince the knowledge is already out there. I guess i should just search and learn 

more.

3/13/2019 3:18:49 AM 369gwh Rut-row Shaggy. #UnsealEpstein

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WeAreTheNews

#WeAreQ

#QArmy

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WAKEUPAMERICA

#FACTSMATTER

#SAVEAMERICA

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

#DarkToLight

#PainIsComing

#DeepState

#BuildTheWallAndCrimeWillFall

#DemoKKKrats

#FakeNews

#LiberalMSM

#WeThePeople
3/13/2019 3:46:41 AM 369gwh Pre-staging a future plane crash event.

Done by facilitating the idea that these jets are faulty.

When a US based 737-MAX crashes, there will be powerful elites on board.

Watch who you fly with in the next month.

3/13/2019 3:58:39 AM 369gwh Guinan, a mysterious bartender ran Ten Forward, lounge on USS Enterprise-D. Well known for her wise counsel & proved invaluable. Guinan an El-

Aurian a race of "listeners" who were scattered by the Borg. Q, however, once suggested there was far more to her than could be imagined.

3/13/2019 4:01:40 AM covertress No key required.  Nothing new added. Same original files.

3/13/2019 4:13:47 AM the_fjalar Now I get it....😡

3/13/2019 5:56:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We don't want ISIS defeated in Syria."

Propaganda.

Games.

Deception.

Tricks.

We are saving Israel for last.

This kind of behavior is abhorrent.

The Majestic Nation of Israel does not require global conflict, it thrives on it.

Peace means Israel must change.

  +

 ++

+++ https://twitter.com/IDF/status/1105664906748194818 …
3/13/2019 5:58:30 AM qaphsiel17 Might be smart for them. Rumor is Jesus is gonna show up one day. You know how God is with that whole wraith thing.

3/13/2019 6:09:20 AM keith369me Always having (creating) an enemy allows for constant control of power, money, people.  It’s time to end this crap.  I listened to propaganda as a child 

in synagogue and can now see right through it.  Why can’t the majority of Christians see through it?

3/13/2019 6:14:39 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress can share the files with you, or they're on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:16:07 AM emmaxkxlouise been watching the propaganda Africa adverts for over 30 years and nothing has changed there same adverts same story 😏 so sad

3/13/2019 6:16:18 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress archived the files and can share them with you, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:18:32 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress has the files backed up on MEGA, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:19:42 AM mongrelglory Nothing new.  It's all the same files.

3/13/2019 6:19:46 AM burgersandra "Majestic Nation of Israel"  Alright.

3/13/2019 6:21:22 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress backed up the files on MEGA and can share them, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:21:22 AM pastorjon9 Thank you

3/13/2019 6:22:22 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress backed up the files on MEGA and can share them, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:23:26 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress backed up the files on MEGA and can share them, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:24:39 AM mongrelglory Read the tweets up above.  Covertress backed up the files on MEGA and can share them, or you can find them on Keybase.

3/13/2019 6:25:35 AM knightofmaltaus So we were 100% correct and Boeing + Media reporting Pilot Error and were not checked out on the disengage of the Computer “Nose-Up” program. 

There goes the theories.

3/13/2019 6:25:36 AM _highjinx_ "Majestic" in that sense doesn't mean what you think it does. It probably refers to being an artificial product of 'their' making.

3/13/2019 6:29:50 AM knightofmaltaus Such nonsense. It has already been proven by Boeing & Forensics that Pilot error cause. Did not disengage the auto “Nose-Up” Computer assist. Nope, 

he made a mistakes like all Humans

3/13/2019 6:35:35 AM ragevirusqq Abhorrent is accurate

3/13/2019 6:36:23 AM knightofmaltaus Indeed, just open up any news paper and read it for yourself. Boeing & Forensics have already announced it was Pilot Error and did not disengage the 

auto “Nose-Up” keeping the plane level. Hope this helps.

3/13/2019 6:39:00 AM covertress Reading now.

3/13/2019 6:41:57 AM djlok One of the perks of having a religion that doesn't make mistakes in telling history is that stories and #FakeNews get created without people realizing it.  

The programming is so hard wired for many, that questioning the narrative of their religion is too much for many to handle.

3/13/2019 6:47:47 AM pastorjon9 One would think that Israel would be delighted to finally have peace in the region. The people want peace, why not the leaders? This is a strange game 

of "control the people" they're playing.

3/13/2019 6:52:59 AM adsvel I do not think, they've got this ability...

3/13/2019 6:53:47 AM ialibertybelle Israel is a reflection of their god. As are Muslims and Catholics/Protestants. They are all part of the dysfunctional family whose father Jesus warned of.

3/13/2019 6:56:08 AM 320revelation Thanks!

3/13/2019 7:01:16 AM allahuniversal Related: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/958056522902396928?s=19 …

3/13/2019 7:07:24 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1040053669348233216 …

3/13/2019 7:13:19 AM n7guardiananon [JD]=[🤡]

3/13/2019 7:15:17 AM mongrelglory I'm so glad to hear that!  I was so confused by Trump saying that Israel was a Majestic nation and yet I've seen so much ruthlessness in how they treat 

their "enemies".  I do hope that Netanyahu is taken out of power and more peace-loving leaders take his place.

3/13/2019 7:29:10 AM keith369me YouTube TRU Reporting...is MJ12 feeding disclosure material to report?  Seems like a good patriot, but it also seems obvious he has help.



3/13/2019 7:31:25 AM youstinksoap Is the answer for this Israel? https://twitter.com/repmattgaetz/status/1105471899147096065?s=21 …

3/13/2019 7:33:24 AM kindeandtrue Smarmy Lindsey Graham and his love affair with Israel: https://twitter.com/netanyahu/status/1105149478699438086 …

3/13/2019 7:34:33 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/OzAeQzxjB8

3/13/2019 7:48:12 AM 979_7740 Get to the root of the evil. Yes it's time.

3/13/2019 7:57:59 AM burgersandra Or maybe Majestic in the sense of MJ12 "guidance".  3, 3, 3 triangle of + signs = triangulate in some sense?

3/13/2019 8:13:19 AM knightofmaltaus Sorry to rebuff your comment but you are wrong again. The 737 MAX is the first generation to offer Nose-Up Assist. We have wings. We have second 

chair flown this aircraft and own 3. Unfortunately many Pilots do not utilize the training Modules as they should. Our 3 below. 

pic.twitter.com/hQbq00Gmi1

3/13/2019 8:15:36 AM knightofmaltaus You can disengage Auto Nose Up while cruising and there is no restriction for altitude release. You can adjust at any time, any altitude, speed and 

direction. This was pilot error, pure and simple.

3/13/2019 8:16:46 AM kindeandtrue Are the Mighty Majestics pointing us to the meaning of life? Are we intelligent beings with immortal souls and free will, created by an Infinite 

Omnipotent Omniscient All-Loving God, or are we the accidental byproducts of some random process?

3/13/2019 8:20:14 AM zagnett At least former MJs have been leaders of nations. GHWB we know was the leader "of decades" per MJ here.

Also reported as past MJs (Tommy Williams/THI): Nelson Mandela, Momar Khadafi

MJ, is this true?

Is Netanyahu a prior or current MJ?

Any other current leaders of Nations?
3/13/2019 8:21:50 AM 50pinkies E

3/13/2019 8:23:34 AM zagnett "Majestic Nation of Israel" to me means that they have access to the seemingly extremely advanced technology that the MJ account has been 

discussing since it's inception.

MJ, is this the case? Anything in particular we should be concerned about currently? Things under control?

3/13/2019 8:33:33 AM _highjinx_ Perhaps. The +, ++, +++ probably refers to the top controllers in the world, where by Rothschild's are one of the families. In any case, future will prove 

past.

3/13/2019 8:34:15 AM prmd21801759 We are at the "save Israel for the Last"!!!!! We are at this point!! ;-) ;-) ThankQ Q+!!! Buckle Up Patriots ;-) @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS

3/13/2019 8:36:24 AM blsdbe And in most cases, Questioning is Sacrilegious

3/13/2019 8:37:07 AM blsdbe Wraith!!! Yep that’s the programming: Fear based sadly.

3/13/2019 8:46:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Military Construction" planned for 2020?

3/13/2019 8:47:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 members are traditionally not other nation leaders.

3/13/2019 8:52:02 AM zagnett Thank you for the clarification.

Are there any other examples than [GHWB] of the few that you are allowed to name?

3/13/2019 8:53:28 AM kathleen3693693 RIP David Marlborough, USS Liberty

Dang, he was a real nice guy...

3/13/2019 8:56:04 AM aprilbrown99 There was a shooting in Brazil today at a school. Is this a distraction from something else about to take place?

3/13/2019 8:57:41 AM starehope Not for me, but many have told me that questioning is not allowed.

3/13/2019 9:00:48 AM trustifijeff Absolutely. Let’s do it!! 👍🏼 pic.twitter.com/hZxLnNaNWG

3/13/2019 9:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately.

Clowns are desperate.

LEO working hard in USA to keep America Safe.

3/13/2019 9:02:11 AM zagnett My apologies MJ, i don't understand yet unfortunately. What is the source of the "Military Construction" quote? To what does it refer, the wall on the 

U.S. southern border? Or other construction in the U.S.? Or in Israel? Elsewhere?

3/13/2019 9:02:42 AM aprilbrown99 God bless you MJ. Thank you for answering my question. I appreciate all that you do for us. ❤️🇺🇸❤️

3/13/2019 9:02:53 AM zagnett Thank you U.S. LEOs!

3/13/2019 9:04:14 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, we love our LEOs so much!

3/13/2019 9:10:21 AM poppi_ro Thanks for the reply and advice. Will do! 'there are no coincidences' 😉

3/13/2019 9:10:29 AM cindymannings @IDF as goes Israel, so goes the world

3/13/2019 9:11:26 AM grandpoobah13 Pardon my ignorance,  I know majestic 12 as a group of individuals who served under Truman.   Could you please tell me who you are, how you are in 

know? Not trying to be flip. Just would like to know how you are in the loop

3/13/2019 9:12:12 AM laurabusse I used to think the ending of Raiders of the Lost ark was dumb. (When the ark was opened). Now i totally get it.

3/13/2019 9:13:46 AM zagnett  https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/02/28/pentagon-no-military-construction-projects-will-be-canceled-fund-border-wall.html …

Ok i guess it has something to do with this. So MJ's statement is akin to "standby" or "in progress" it seems. Guess we'll have to wait and see how it all 

goes.

3/13/2019 9:17:35 AM love4thegameak BOMB Cyclone, a Good Or Bad Distraction Today?

3/13/2019 9:18:58 AM mariazak18 I’d love a copy pls, I signed up to Keybase but I’m still trying to figure it out. I think I’m following you 😂 but it won’t allow me to request to join the 

team 🤷♀️

3/13/2019 9:19:23 AM tinaqpatriot45 What about "other worldly" leaders?

3/13/2019 9:19:35 AM laurabusse Who do you think that father is? Maybe yahweh?

3/13/2019 9:19:43 AM cagsil 😉 pic.twitter.com/jSVOtkCWQY

3/13/2019 9:20:05 AM 1crazy_toaster we keep asking until we do get an answer. I dont know if you followed me yesterday but Joe responded, said "no one talks to Q", someone else 

seemed to know about a platform where one can Q&A, I asked him to keep me inthe loop. Silence frm intelligences on this topic isnt positive

3/13/2019 9:20:32 AM zagnett  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-03-11/trump-s-4-7-trillion-budget-headed-for-rejection-by-congress …

4.7 trillion budget request!? Wow that's a lot.

Do we have enough space on the national credit card(s) for this? We should take a lot of interest in this because it might come with a lot of interest 

payments.🤔🧐

3/13/2019 9:20:57 AM thechameleon86 Thanks I was able to get it from a friend that got it from someone who downloaded it before it went down. Tons of info on the occult.

3/13/2019 9:21:17 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me !

3/13/2019 9:25:53 AM covertress Advanced Contact Intelligence Organization

3/13/2019 9:26:16 AM kachinagtto Anything to do with that secondary site they were looking to build similar to "Site 911" in Israel?  I can't find if they ever built it or not - or what it was 

called.



3/13/2019 9:37:35 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Tyre_%28332_BC%29 …

idk why exactly yet, but the event that comes to mind - link.

I'm just wondering if the "Majestic Nation of Israel" might start feeling like an island sometime soon too.

3/13/2019 9:38:45 AM olimyracle What about this ?

Are there constructions planned in the US-IS MOU ?

"Construction is what I do best, even with no money" said 45. What if there is now some ?

 https://www.timesofisrael.com/white-house-budget-plan-has-full-3-3-billion-promised-military-aid-for-israel/ … pic.twitter.com/21zCqffc7g

3/13/2019 9:51:05 AM djlok We all do! #Patriots in Control!!

Enjoy the show!!!

#WWG1WGA

3/13/2019 9:51:18 AM richardhiatt16 The Lions of Our Country has our back.... 🤓💙🇺🇸

3/13/2019 9:54:23 AM ialibertybelle Ding. Ding. Ding.

3/13/2019 9:56:02 AM covertress Our DNA is designed to respond to natural imagery, words, tones, music, & other external forces

It can activate/deactivate,...

enable adaptation in both the biological & higher states of being

adaptation to higher vibratory frequencies can be triggered 

- Dr. Neruda
3/13/2019 10:08:44 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066576871050158080?s=19 …

3/13/2019 10:10:33 AM djlok Message over messenger. Truth resonates within. 

Trust yourself and you will see the Truth.  

It's actually hidden in plain sight.  Literally.

3/13/2019 10:22:04 AM theraphinj 🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/BJ8h9m32tH

3/13/2019 10:23:57 AM laurabusse Sooo interesting :-)

3/13/2019 10:27:31 AM livings07704264 Send it to me pls!

3/13/2019 10:36:12 AM grandpoobah13 That tells me nothing

3/13/2019 10:39:22 AM psyanidegaming You know what, you're absolutely correct sir, sorry for trying to help you along in your journey

3/13/2019 10:44:43 AM aprilbrown99 There are prior MJ12 threads that will help answer your questions.  Please do a search in tweets and replies. Note - there has been a change in guard. 

Those Majestic individuals who were part of the nefarious activities were removed once Trump took office.

3/13/2019 10:44:49 AM djlok Absolutely!  People don't realize they've been practicing consciousness forever!!  We got tricked into believing it doesn't have power!!!

#TheGreatAwakening

3/13/2019 11:28:32 AM covertress hyperdimensional

3/13/2019 11:30:53 AM nr750 I don’t believe MJ12 has ever relayed information to us by the use of parables...

3/13/2019 11:35:30 AM zagnett Yup, i also noticed that. So, it happens on occasion it seems.

3/13/2019 11:36:09 AM covertress  https://youtu.be/nbDHkVFWNWE 

3/13/2019 11:39:48 AM covertress Looking for triggers.

Experimenting with a combination of music, words and a tone. Playing this track while also listening to a 396 Hz tone at 3 cycles. 

https://youtu.be/nbDHkVFWNWE 

3/13/2019 11:42:06 AM hearts4america I find it so disturbing that they both look so much like the 2008-09 Northwestern University shooter 🤷♀️. Not saying it's them, just saying both have 

same genetic facial structure and appearance?  Odd to say the least 🧐.

@MBJ8388 @JimmyFalk5 @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2019 11:42:55 AM covertress For Natural Imagery,  I'm outdoors, soaking up the sun for Other Factors.

3/13/2019 11:45:25 AM aboriginalbabe Ok, time to UNFOLLOW this FRAUD account as well and I hope others see right through this farce you have going on!!   I hope others WAKE UP, 

because you are selling one big CON JOB!!

3/13/2019 11:45:54 AM allahuniversal ASMR videos are good (digitally) when recorded well...

3/13/2019 11:48:05 AM allahuniversal ....easy breezy. Could be as easy as a breeze when I'm nature.

3/13/2019 11:48:34 AM allahuniversal ....easy breezy. Could be as easy as a breeze when Iin^^^ nature.

3/13/2019 12:06:37 PM seahag127 Peace means Israel will not receive the billions we give them every year.  Wars are profit.

3/13/2019 12:27:18 PM sweetbuttercoo1 Transitional GROOMING  LIKE the college kids they're fluid gender look lol.   Transition easier to  the 1 job , 1 clothing  Would Never again Be a Self-

made millionaires in America . Only the 1% would  succeed.  .No EU-PAC LIFESTYLES IN USA. !

3/13/2019 12:31:45 PM n7guardiananon EU funding to Israeli military companies and institutions through Horizon2020

ELBIT SYSTEMS LTD is one of the most iconic accomplices of Israeli violations of international law and a notorious war profiteer2.

 http://www.eccpalestine.org/eu-funding-to-israeli-military-companies-and-institutions-through-horizon2020/ …

3/13/2019 12:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do they know that we have it all?

No Such Agency

3/13/2019 12:39:11 PM thevolunteer6 I THINK THAT IS THEIR PROBLEM!!

3/13/2019 12:39:59 PM knightofmaltaus Well the government just bowed and will keep the Max on the ground for inspection. In reality, computers fly aircraft 85% of the time and the greatest 

moment of problems is when Pilots take over. Believe they are headed to pilotless aircraft. Shame, love 51K’ at 762 ground speed. 

pic.twitter.com/4GArwKvPRY

3/13/2019 12:40:41 PM dhanish60937601 Artifacts brought from Lyra, the original home of Humans.

3/13/2019 12:44:08 PM r2u They should know it by now, if I know it they know it!

3/13/2019 12:45:22 PM realchrisdeliso BAHAHAHAHA

Q drops from very early going addressed this.

It is kind of sad to see the rush now.

'Archive everything offline' has always been strictl for us amateur collectors. They DO have it all :D

3/13/2019 12:47:05 PM jswdh1 Mine works ok

3/13/2019 12:52:27 PM gogetvotes He’s  concern the public will go into outrage mode after him

3/13/2019 12:55:12 PM allahuniversal & with good reason

3/13/2019 1:06:51 PM mcgwyneth Just getting started with MEGA - What's 'update 33'?

3/13/2019 1:14:20 PM djlok Makes me think of Mary Poppins. She was a high vibration character and overcame things many would normally see as an obstacle: children not 

wanting to do chores, difficult people, etc. 

I need to watch that movie again...who cares if I'm 40 yo!!



3/13/2019 1:15:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 #facebookdown https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070441635689975808 …

3/13/2019 1:16:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 #facebookdown https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1076612523800043520 …

3/13/2019 1:16:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #facebookdown https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070441636579172359 …

3/13/2019 1:17:22 PM rosesrred0119 Darpa's dump

3/13/2019 1:17:25 PM integratedwebuk Teradata?

3/13/2019 1:17:27 PM speaakn It says that file is no longer available.

3/13/2019 1:17:46 PM zagnett Woohoo!! 🤔🧐😎

Will it stay down?

3/13/2019 1:18:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 [RENEGADE]

Tick Tock

3/13/2019 1:18:18 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/awoRhGJ9uI

3/13/2019 1:18:33 PM candygirlclw 👏🏻🐸👏🏻🐸👏🏻🐸

3/13/2019 1:18:36 PM speaakn Good!

3/13/2019 1:18:42 PM _leliak I was skeptical. I believe now.

3/13/2019 1:19:06 PM speaakn I’m saving that one - it’s good!

3/13/2019 1:19:17 PM zagnett MJ, may you say just how many "tick tocks" on the clock are left for [RENEGADE]?

3/13/2019 1:19:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, that would defraud investors and people who depend on Facebook for business. Cleaning out the clowns currently. Sit back and enjoy the show. 

DECLAS coming soon.

3/13/2019 1:19:46 PM wstgrl40  pic.twitter.com/Rdamhh7vQJ

3/13/2019 1:19:47 PM n7guardiananon Zola's Algorithm https://youtu.be/qGpz8Q4Jq6A 

3/13/2019 1:19:47 PM curt_avila  pic.twitter.com/otDiZQSqW6

3/13/2019 1:20:22 PM liannameetsthe2 I can hardly sit still!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/13/2019 1:20:47 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh oh, you all know what it's time for!

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

3/13/2019 1:21:14 PM peterclloyd I noticed Gina Haskell’s dress during the State of the Union address. Will she flush out the bad actors?

3/13/2019 1:21:26 PM heike_ngan 🎯

3/13/2019 1:21:32 PM delta5by5dawn  pic.twitter.com/itynErXaZw

3/13/2019 1:21:46 PM cosmicorigins I was just talking about this right before you posted 😏

3/13/2019 1:22:01 PM pragmatic_texan Here’s hoping it’s on or before Q’s prediction. 3/19 (T-21 from 2/26/19)

3/13/2019 1:22:12 PM tomchiodo They knew who [HE] was coming through the front door. Unbelievable patience. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/t8Z6jOu8NV

3/13/2019 1:22:22 PM youstinksoap 🍿🍿🍿

🍺🍷🍾

🎬📽💥

3/13/2019 1:22:22 PM pachydermprince Mary Poppins (The ORIGINAL) is my favorite. Being born on an USAF base in England, British media was ingrained in me from the beginning. She was 

the "model" I looked up to then, & still emulate as best as I can now. Thank you for this trip down memory lane #Patriot 🙏🏻😊

3/13/2019 1:22:44 PM michael81972 I thought the US was the one that came away with most of the tech after ww2

3/13/2019 1:22:50 PM zagnett If they want some more ticks they should just go wondering into East Coast forests. PLENTY of ticks there!

3/13/2019 1:23:12 PM richardhiatt16 And what are we doing about this? There is so much criminal intent... 🤔🇺🇸

3/13/2019 1:23:18 PM cjcole1985  pic.twitter.com/bCky3hGJcJ

3/13/2019 1:24:43 PM 1jesust  pic.twitter.com/3JzIR6NSdT

3/13/2019 1:24:45 PM cosmicorigins Interesting when you compare Obama's SS name to Trump and Melania's.... 😏 

https://twitter.com/JayseKulesa/status/1105692917111316481?s=09 …

3/13/2019 1:25:49 PM zagnett Yeah, also it's hard to hold back the 🤢 even on Twitter, knowing all the 💩 they've been into as well.

3/13/2019 1:25:51 PM richard74195773 The penalty for Treason is death!

#WAKEUPAMERICA

#FACTSMATTER

#SAVEAMERICA

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/LFWy8BK81R

3/13/2019 1:26:06 PM theappraizer There's a passage in the Quran that explicitly states anyone who leaves Islam for Christianity, is in fact, a RENEGADE. "Know thine enemy."

#BendedKnee

3/13/2019 1:26:39 PM theaagabriel [Barack Obama]

12 RT - 12 Spaces.

Baracket

3/13/2019 1:27:45 PM freshredpaint this makes me happier than it should.

3/13/2019 1:27:59 PM maryschade14 Yes. I am awaiting the ripple effect.

More like earthQuake tsunami

3/13/2019 1:28:04 PM theappraizer It's like a lil structure, like a oh I dunno, a House of Cards that comes tumbling down! 👏👍♥✝️

3/13/2019 1:28:09 PM q_4all_ Hussein @BarackObama pic.twitter.com/FKjIhpYj0b

3/13/2019 1:28:47 PM theappraizer Ditto! I'm giddy as a school girl on Prom Night! 👍♥✝️

3/13/2019 1:28:50 PM youstinksoap Mueller report 1st?  Have to wake up the anti-trumpers, I would think.

3/13/2019 1:29:04 PM keith369me BOOM-ERANG

3/13/2019 1:29:15 PM kcwpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://www.sacred-texts.com/earth/cc/index.htm …

Is there truth in this or just disinformation?

3/13/2019 1:29:54 PM the_fjalar fb pic.twitter.com/xiyt8Xzxf8

3/13/2019 1:30:05 PM jswdh1 I loved that show and always thought we already have that technology now!

3/13/2019 1:31:05 PM theprimeian Can't proceed without Mueller report. Would be impeding an investigation. Report is zero hour, sometime between Friday and Monday.

3/13/2019 1:31:58 PM theprimeian ...after due process of the law, and in a way that can't be misconstrued as extrajudicial.

3/13/2019 1:31:59 PM deecald40330461 Okay, serious question. If this case was opened in 2011, has it been "active" the entire time or was it squashed for awhile bc of Oblammma's ties to all 

these elites?



3/13/2019 1:32:13 PM jingoman111 The unsealing of the first several indictments will bring about 'unity' and 'change' - 'change' that 'we' can believe in.

Returning 'POWER' to the PEOPLE.

Returning 'THE RULE OF LAW' to OUR LAND.

WE STAND TOGETHER.

WE STAND TOGETHER AS PATRIOTS. 

Q pic.twitter.com/7jSTYCG23H

3/13/2019 1:33:21 PM djlok 😍

3/13/2019 1:33:58 PM peterclloyd  pic.twitter.com/eJ1feVHB9J

3/13/2019 1:34:43 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/LLC70oTybE

3/13/2019 1:35:16 PM aprilbrown99 TICK TOCK pic.twitter.com/41axnCTccq

3/13/2019 1:38:00 PM scents_common Operation Lifelog

3/13/2019 1:41:06 PM dbelanger63 I feel like dancing in the streets, I am so excited!

Thank you!

3/13/2019 1:41:12 PM jaspony1 Yes!!! thank you... 

I use Facebook for business and it would hurt a bit, but I could survive.

3/13/2019 1:41:46 PM scents_common Zero Point Energy.

3/13/2019 1:42:02 PM ofcbrianberrios Man In The High Castle

Did we really win WW2?

3/13/2019 1:42:04 PM richardhiatt16 MJ 12

How much truth in the article ? https://www.exopolitics.org/corporate-bases-on-mars-and-nazi-infiltration-of-us-secret-space-program/ …

3/13/2019 1:42:19 PM lightworkercain Any event now...

3/13/2019 1:42:38 PM wu_yah Don`t get me wrong,I don`t like him, but I`m for life sentence,better than death penalty. After all, we must stay in path and be a human beings.

3/13/2019 1:42:47 PM kindeandtrue 🎶"Clean out the clowns." 🎶 (I feel a song coming on.) 🤡 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=39&v=8L6KGuTr9TI …

3/13/2019 1:42:57 PM danielaqcrew I have been slowly getting access back on and off. Who cares eff them. 

#FlakeBookShitDown2019

3/13/2019 1:42:59 PM aschilliam C_A raided NK embassy in Spain?

3/13/2019 1:43:17 PM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/dL1q9do6oa

3/13/2019 1:43:33 PM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/5KFCbbhdld

3/13/2019 1:44:21 PM cindys_2cents Popcorn anyone? 🍿

3/13/2019 1:44:49 PM godrus Oh no 🙈

3/13/2019 1:45:19 PM covertress Will Twitter go down also?

3/13/2019 1:45:19 PM blsdbe Why all caps?

3/13/2019 1:46:30 PM csterlingwalker Wasn't that what Binney's #ThinThread could do?

3/13/2019 1:46:39 PM freestateojones Who has it all?

No Such Agency. 

Think logically... 

These people are sick.

#WeThePeople are the cure. 

@NSAGov and + elements of other agencies along with military intelligence are the cure. 

Working together can solve many problems, especially at this stage of "the game". pic.twitter.com/TBMxjyPJm0
3/13/2019 1:47:36 PM ofcbrianberrios Of course! Don't be stingy!

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/13/2019 1:48:03 PM blsdbe ❤️❤️❤️ Me Three ❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2019 1:48:15 PM djlok I bet soon they'll start to listen.

3/13/2019 1:50:28 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/7BzjVVe92P

3/13/2019 1:50:30 PM keith369me I’ve seen about a dozen eagles 🦅 in the past 10 minutes.  Justice is coming.

3/13/2019 1:52:43 PM awakeandsing123 @threadreaderapp please unroll this thread. Thanks!

3/13/2019 1:52:48 PM scents_common Possibility [Renegade]s college transcripts get released?

Fact that he's a Muslim that was born outside the U.S.?

Getting warm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/13/2019 1:53:04 PM zagnett But you sure can try!

3/13/2019 1:53:40 PM ofcbrianberrios I concur!

3/13/2019 1:53:58 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/sK7yTY5Y78

3/13/2019 1:54:09 PM richard74195773 I really understand. I think that if crimes such as this are not enforced to the highest penalty possible. There will be those who come after, willing to 

give it a try. I for one, do not want to pay tax dollars for their mistake to support them when they fail.

What if they win?

3/13/2019 1:54:55 PM the_fjalar So Zuckerburg can be remote controlled? 🤖

3/13/2019 1:56:24 PM destinlola Shouldn’t they at least be subject to @FCC, @SEC review for selected censorship and false promotion (advertising) etc? If @jack were to dare to 

remove all likes & RTs, but only accts from the right, would that not be an egregious violation of ethics, at the very least?

3/13/2019 1:57:42 PM do_or_do_notty 🤷🏻♀️

3/13/2019 1:58:11 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@CChef1980 Transparency and trust are essential to creating a personal relationship 

with other life forms. National Secu […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1076611482559758336.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/13/2019 1:58:14 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Who is correct? ZetaTalk says EMPs from Nibiru charged tail = random plane crashes. QAnon alludes to DS using the uninterruptible 

auto pilot = random plane crashes.

3/13/2019 1:58:46 PM do_or_do_notty Empathy and forgiveness as well

3/13/2019 1:59:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Get your latest nanotechnology! https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1105843460198883328 …

3/13/2019 1:59:58 PM weremight #AshesAshesAllFallDown

3/13/2019 2:00:20 PM thevolunteer6 NO THANK YOU

3/13/2019 2:00:23 PM ontothetruth1 At what point do you take them down and stop with the chemtrails?

3/13/2019 2:00:57 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/9w2XaitNXv

3/13/2019 2:01:17 PM zagnett When do CDC clowns get cleaned out?

3/13/2019 2:01:24 PM peterclloyd Where geographically are the goons who author these media alerts?

3/13/2019 2:02:12 PM margaretdewys CDC is a joke.

3/13/2019 2:02:14 PM jamesgdurrett I'll pass on this...I guess I'm an anti-vaxer  #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

3/13/2019 2:02:16 PM do_or_do_notty All my guesses have been guessed by others and MJ12 has said NO 😂



3/13/2019 2:02:40 PM outerspaaaace Woah, so the white hats took it down? Nice! I thought they were scrubbing evidence or something lmao. Adios, bitches.

3/13/2019 2:02:50 PM jrocktigers Fog brain is the best.

3/13/2019 2:03:04 PM sailbum12 I bet I did, almost 6 years ago. MMR booster, Dr said I had lost my immunity...

3/13/2019 2:03:20 PM the_fjalar 👾🦠👾🦠👾🦠👾💉💉💉💀 pic.twitter.com/L8aDUaMUkA

3/13/2019 2:04:12 PM pwnorthwest  https://www.lawfirms.com/resources/environment/environment-health/cdc-members-own-more-50-patents-connected-vaccinations …

3/13/2019 2:04:16 PM dcd51 Sorry nope..I've had a total of 5-8 vaccines in my lifetime...I'm still here with no diseases! No ONE is sticking me with anything!

3/13/2019 2:05:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Probably why I’ve had to take 3 doses of MMR in the last 6 yrs. Hasn’t really “worn off” as I was told. Just want to throw some more nanotechnology in 

my body. 🤬

3/13/2019 2:05:34 PM blsdbe Yeah...no. Thank you. #ProHygiene

3/13/2019 2:05:46 PM the_fjalar are Hep shots bad?

I had to get them to work in Brazil back in 2010 and 2015. 

i’m doomed😔

3/13/2019 2:05:49 PM covertress If so, we have Mastodon, MEGA and  http://Keybase.io  😎😎😎

[THEY] f*d up when they gave us social media.

3/13/2019 2:06:17 PM 1_decided_voter Hoping that's sarcasm and not a serious suggestion...

3/13/2019 2:06:46 PM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 C_A raiding NK embassy in Madrd, any majestic sauce on that? I'm from here and national press is dead silent

3/13/2019 2:07:32 PM lizborden4 I think I'll pass on those.

3/13/2019 2:08:23 PM michael81972 Whether you believe we won or not is really irrelevant...A lot of German Nazi came here and started NASA

3/13/2019 2:11:16 PM liberty_2q2q These people are disgusting!

3/13/2019 2:11:58 PM michael81972 The way i should have worded that is whether we won or not...

3/13/2019 2:11:58 PM allahuniversal Not a single coincidence

3/13/2019 2:15:00 PM theperkinsr 🙄

3/13/2019 2:15:48 PM jamesboyett How do you know?

3/13/2019 2:15:55 PM peaches5672 BEAUTIFULLY SAID

3/13/2019 2:16:06 PM jaiagtp Soon in demigods years maybe

3/13/2019 2:16:41 PM ofcbrianberrios There's too much hidden history, is hard to pinpoint what is fact or fiction.

3/13/2019 2:18:09 PM tsbpts MJ-12 , can you clarify? Nanotech can have beneficial applications too correct or not? Is all nanotech toxic?

3/13/2019 2:18:30 PM kathleen3693693 Nope. My internist has quit bugging me about getting vaccinated after I asked her how much she was getting paid ("incentives") to push the false 

agenda. Seems they're bribing docs with lucrative bonuses to get 100% "compliance."

3/13/2019 2:21:30 PM michael81972 I agree fren, https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321101014192130?s=21 …

3/13/2019 2:21:34 PM rmbrice This is such old energy. It’s over. You’ve lost and God won. #TheGreatAwakening

3/13/2019 2:21:49 PM humanprimer Note to my former employers. I never got any vaccinations for my Visas to travel.  Sorry... I bribed the doctor to say she administered them. My 

apologies to you and the 40 countries you sent me to.  Oops.

3/13/2019 2:22:44 PM kathleen3693693 I've only had one flu shot (trustingly naive way back then) and got flattened with the flu for 6-1/2 weeks. Took months to recover. Never again. Haven't 

caught the flu or a cold in over 40 yrs. Just say no.

3/13/2019 2:23:33 PM rmbrice There is no escape

3/13/2019 2:23:47 PM taradea08775439 Is this a Whitehat take over of social media

3/13/2019 2:26:34 PM kathleen3693693 Good question @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !

3/13/2019 2:27:39 PM jswdh1 Didn't think we needed that one as adults! I was told just flu and tetanus. And after 50 shingles. Which I have had and it's awful!

3/13/2019 2:28:04 PM zagnett MJ, is there anything online that could be considered evidence of what's happening at FB today by any chance?

3/13/2019 2:28:04 PM jswdh1 And pneumonia.....

3/13/2019 2:28:55 PM kathleen3693693 Unseal Renegade's files

3/13/2019 2:29:11 PM wwtravelr It's like an ad offering for candy.  Repugnant

3/13/2019 2:30:29 PM deplorablesuezq Stop! You’re getting me all excited M!🇱🇷

3/13/2019 2:30:34 PM zagnett Good idea about the transcripts especially, since college records are now on peoples' minds today.

3/13/2019 2:31:12 PM narcissist_ghst the RCC didn't author the bible, they just omitted certain gospels and books that didn't jive with their agenda.  they're editors, but also i know that 

men can't thwart god so it essentially doesn't matter.  everything we need to know is still there.

3/13/2019 2:31:13 PM zagnett Hoping it's at least a part of that effort.

3/13/2019 2:31:14 PM scents_common 😜  My thoughts exactly!

3/13/2019 2:32:25 PM matoozie Clean up to ensure maximum declas impact?

3/13/2019 2:32:40 PM jingoman111  pic.twitter.com/CQLnlr3gQm

3/13/2019 2:32:49 PM colista UM, NO ...

I've been done with vaccines 10+ yrs. Aftr my S3 ovarian cancer & chemo I decided I was done with poisons. These people are sick!!!

3/13/2019 2:33:21 PM narcissist_ghst absolutely nothing about my faith makes me a slave.  faith in the world makes one a slave, not faith in god.

3/13/2019 2:34:53 PM flobo2018 This is what I would like to know.

3/13/2019 2:36:10 PM redridi95128769 @POTUS would have to declassify them. The first thing Obama did when he became president was to classify his and Michelle’s college records.

3/13/2019 2:36:25 PM zrickety No thank you.

3/13/2019 2:37:10 PM zagnett  https://keybase.io 

MJ - did Patriots clean out any/all Keybase clowns yet by any chance?

3/13/2019 2:37:37 PM adrkrottweilers Best. Movie. Ever. pic.twitter.com/pgzsS2ISn6

3/13/2019 2:37:54 PM narcissist_ghst and there's the problem...why would one be guided by religion when the holy spirit himself is to be our guide in a personal way?

3/13/2019 2:39:30 PM kindeandtrue Are we living in a Twilight Zone episode?

3/13/2019 2:40:08 PM jswdh1 I lied...I logged off and can't log back in. Butf fb messenger seems to work but I could be wrong about that as well

3/13/2019 2:40:34 PM 3rdeyeview55 Riiiiiiight!!...but I'm sure the sky will provide 😉😡

3/13/2019 2:41:36 PM 3rdeyeview55 Me Quattro 😊😎

3/13/2019 2:47:09 PM sehvehn im not so sure its not based on a true-ish story

3/13/2019 2:49:00 PM onegoal123 Would enjoy a Zuck perp walk ....

3/13/2019 2:49:37 PM sharond27756243 i dont. pls explain

3/13/2019 2:50:07 PM joinna6 They destroyed Myspace on purpose. I saw it coming when everyone was starting to jump on the FaceBook bandwagon.  I thought why use a closed 

platform, when we had the ability to html code our pages.?  Some of us knew FB was c_abal  AF.

3/13/2019 2:50:23 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uc6f_2nPSX8 …

3/13/2019 2:51:50 PM sharond27756243 giving israel advanced tech like this is horrifying.

Look at how much mindfuckery theyve caused just by controlling the media.

And of course i bet you american cucks didnt even dare to ask for anything in return or even impose rules. Just gave it away like free cheese

3/13/2019 2:52:58 PM susan66388204 Not just no, but HELL NO!

3/13/2019 2:53:20 PM susan66388204 That’s some beautiful music to my ears.

3/13/2019 2:53:44 PM sharond27756243 LINK NOT WORKING FAGGET

3/13/2019 2:53:58 PM msonnie7 no, thank you...

3/13/2019 2:54:57 PM zagnett Yup, American cucks have to go.



3/13/2019 2:55:24 PM curt_avila  pic.twitter.com/Avm2FHi6Jb

3/13/2019 2:55:36 PM hyvee7 ... @TheSharpEdge1 @wikileaks @M2Madness @StormIsUponUs @TheSpeaker2018 @BeThePlan @BreitbartNews @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2019 2:57:58 PM jswdh1 That's what I meant!

3/13/2019 2:59:01 PM timbomilld  pic.twitter.com/TVggZAMLJ5

3/13/2019 3:00:39 PM jswdh1 There's a new movie coming out called "Captive Nation" it looks like it's about aliens and maybe the govt taking over the people... check the trailers 

out and let me know what you think about it.. since most shows & movies are based on reality we're just not aware of yet..

3/13/2019 3:00:50 PM ddangerous12 You are the second twitter account to allude to this in the past few days.  Coincidence? I think not.

3/13/2019 3:01:13 PM alphadiver26 From the pediatrician pic.twitter.com/3THNPuTk3W

3/13/2019 3:02:57 PM orthogonalron More than likely this will be a cascading type event

It will not begin with Hussein,too many still brainwashed in the cult. 

Will prop begin with the dossier stuff and the plot to take down and assassinate POTUS

From there it will spread & fall like dominoes

3/13/2019 3:03:19 PM wu_yah No,no,noooo... Stay human. 🤣

3/13/2019 3:03:30 PM giediknight Define “satan”

3/13/2019 3:05:18 PM sehvehn im cautious about watching new movies as now Their agenda is so blatent im concerned Their new movies will have more direct subliminals, etc. i will 

check it out, tho...and will let you know what i think =)

3/13/2019 3:09:05 PM sehvehn nope. i wont be watching that one. i dont much like its tone. Fear death and destruction....not a fan, really =/

3/13/2019 3:09:20 PM curvybucket26 Woohoo!!

3/13/2019 3:09:32 PM laurabusse When i saw the movie the guy presiding over the opening of the ark seemed like a satanist. It struck me as a kind of blasphemous way to portray the 

biblical ark of the covenant. But now i know up is down, left is right etc. The movie is closer to the truth than i had thought.

3/13/2019 3:10:10 PM laurabusse When pj said

3/13/2019 3:10:59 PM djlok If vaccines won't do it, psychiatric medicine sure will!

#TheGreatAwakening

#BigPharma

3/13/2019 3:11:25 PM michael83341408 Wait now he will declare he is NOT a citizen and therefore cannot be tried for tr3as0n.

3/13/2019 3:12:16 PM djlok Some is good, some is bad. Much like our food, the ingredients are key!

3/13/2019 3:12:52 PM laurabusse Damn phone. When pj said Creating neg energy and chaos in that region and...harnessing it there, the ending of Raiders popped into my mind. I'm not 

being exacting or specific. More of a broader meaning...

3/13/2019 3:14:24 PM djlok ...And also who created them!

3/13/2019 3:15:16 PM gulfcoastchelle No, not in many years

3/13/2019 3:16:20 PM mongrelglory Just as Q predicted he would.  Don't think they'll care at Gitmo.

3/13/2019 3:16:26 PM jswdh1 Yea it looks eerie!

3/13/2019 3:16:58 PM airanon2319 Me too!!! @Jordan_Sather_ thinks they’re wiping everything clean, but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said it’s too late for cleaning, we have it all! I can’t wait for 

this next chapter for the world. I can feel the high energy in the air!

3/13/2019 3:16:59 PM jswdh1 That's what I mean about it....

3/13/2019 3:19:03 PM hyvee7 @Jordan_Sather_

3/13/2019 3:24:40 PM duppytech It’s social media, be careful who you follow/believe lot of fakes out there. I have met some good people on Twitter but for majority I just read/lurk as a 

source of info, it’s up to you to be discerning

3/13/2019 3:25:29 PM redpilledaus  pic.twitter.com/M0e0Lx4TMU

3/13/2019 3:25:49 PM tinamariacavale I've been away, what does this mean, that somebody's finally talking?

3/13/2019 3:30:41 PM clancy_birrell it'd be great to have a cipher...

3/13/2019 3:32:21 PM xusaf_patriot My last flu shot was in the military (swine flu late 70's)...half the guys got sicker than h*ll many went to the hospital. It was mandatory...or suffer an 

Article 15 :(

3/13/2019 3:32:49 PM djlok I think there will be something that uses new technology soon. Light years ahead!  These issues won't exist... At all.  Think highest classification of 

military tech... Shared with #WeThePeople to be used for the Good of Humanity!!  

It exists.

3/13/2019 3:35:09 PM need2knowmyway Think something will happen soon?

3/13/2019 3:35:55 PM need2knowmyway Is this an accident? Stuff does happen with technology?

3/13/2019 3:36:30 PM dcd51 Our military has always been the guinea pigs for experimentation by our Government!

3/13/2019 3:39:53 PM haines_betty Only if ever single big Pharma Family including their kid's to get the shot First right in front of us . My Government already gave me Hep C & then they 

cured it . I will die before I take another fucking shot from my Government . By the way the shot came from mandatory rehab

3/13/2019 3:44:35 PM orthogonalron All during this guy's tenure both CIA and NSA - Bush Obama - same same

Michael Hayden pic.twitter.com/kqJbjHfm6c

3/13/2019 3:45:06 PM azureblue68 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

3/13/2019 3:45:51 PM reeniekfarms I am hoping for everything on him to be LIVE BROADCAST !!! As it is the Dems won't be able to wrap their brain around it.

3/13/2019 3:46:56 PM aprilbrown99 Sheep no more!

3/13/2019 3:56:13 PM daumster I used to believe. I am skeptical now.

3/13/2019 3:57:32 PM covfefe_grande Time is an illusion

3/13/2019 4:10:12 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  I didn't mean for the face above to be interpreted as an eye-roll.  I meant it as a "mea culpa" face.  No sarcastic tone was intended! @covertress 

thanks for all your help transferring the MEGA files. 🤗

3/13/2019 4:19:57 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thread below?  https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1105965326884368384 …

3/13/2019 4:20:02 PM covertress No sass perceived 😋

3/13/2019 4:22:46 PM destinlola Been watching for it, since the hints started dropping. Is this months,years, etc, away? I’m accustomed to patience, now, LOL, but ? I also read that the

 “guy who actually invented (I think) the internet” is working on it. It’s so sketchy, I know. What’s to believe there? 🤷🏻♀️

3/13/2019 4:29:30 PM hawkgirlinmn I was forced to being in the medical field

3/13/2019 4:32:03 PM jwind20 The push means people are awakening and not buying their poison.

3/13/2019 4:34:39 PM rsm28675996 Yes, get your neural net installed today

3/13/2019 4:40:21 PM rsm28675996 Dean Koontz crooked staircase whispering room.check them out

3/13/2019 4:45:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The "endless wars" have come to an end.

Jerusalem is now the recognized Capitol of Israel.

"endless war" now ending?

What if this was all part of "The Plan"?

What plan?

Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan



3/13/2019 4:45:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET

Yes No Answers Only

Majestic Message of Disclosure

👇

Israel is being saved for last.

Who created the UFO phenomenon?

Army Air Field / MJ12

What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required us to covertly disclose the deal?
3/13/2019 4:45:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to disclose the entire [operation].

We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors after [JFK].

The deal was made.

The technology can be revealed.

Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?

Majestic

3/13/2019 4:45:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 State of Israel

3/13/2019 4:45:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you created a new currency? One that you could hoard? What if you acquired so much of it that it made your drunk on power? Many heads are 

dropping and we will not give away any names, dates, or Classified information.

Would you believe us if we told you the Zionist

3/13/2019 4:45:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 The act is interacting with the "Gods" and the information may seem forbidden to the dogmatic religions of Abraham. The occult knowledge of our 

existence is that the purpose of life is to experience and love is the universal currency. You don't deceive those you love.

3/13/2019 4:45:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 was already under control of this entity and therefore we handed them the weapon that could destroy themselves. They never thought she would 

lose. These people are stupid and SICK. They dont serve humanity and the world is about to learn how/why and Disclosure follows. Now AMA

3/13/2019 4:45:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 oil. There were many extraterrestrial components involved that was extremely delicate to handle. Many crimes were taking place while we were 

distracted collecting all of the new information and disseminating it into the public consciousness, the channels we seeded this into

3/13/2019 4:45:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 is controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews.

However the leader of Israel is perceived to be the leader of the world.

We have fulfilled the agreement.

Now its time for Disclosure.

All of those wars weren't for

3/13/2019 4:45:55 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Hmmmmm...

Scientists have built world’s first ‘time machine’ in experiment which defies the laws of physics.  https://tiny.iavian.net/rrdf 

3/13/2019 4:47:38 PM sano_faith Full disclosure soon ?

3/13/2019 4:47:51 PM _leliak Will we get our country back?

3/13/2019 4:47:52 PM serenityfirth Is the real Hillary dead?

3/13/2019 4:48:19 PM beth2419 Will Hillary be sentenced?

3/13/2019 4:49:02 PM mongrelglory Q doesn't think so, and neither does MJ-12.

3/13/2019 4:49:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:49:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 4:49:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:49:47 PM moemc8 Will the world find out about Hillary and Haiti and all crimes against children. Will more people wake up or are we in for massive turmoil when arrests 

take place

3/13/2019 4:49:56 PM bdam777 Have humans traveled beyond van allen radiation belt?

3/13/2019 4:49:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 We already answered this.

3/13/2019 4:50:03 PM nun_chucknorris Upon death, if an IS-BE donates their organs, does The IS move on to re-incarnate/ascend normally without being tied to the organ recipients?

3/13/2019 4:50:07 PM realchindsight Not Marduks iron mountain plan?

3/13/2019 4:50:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer if time is involved.

3/13/2019 4:50:17 PM mongrelglory Since when does the FCC and SEC do their jobs?  They're equally corrupt!

3/13/2019 4:50:22 PM djlok Yeah [they] have worked overtime to confuse ]US[ !!!

3/13/2019 4:50:34 PM libertyspring99 Is decision, intention and manifestation using the power of 3, 6, 9 the best thing we can all do to help right now?

3/13/2019 4:50:52 PM 3rdeyeview55 Sorry, but what's a grow tent?

3/13/2019 4:50:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:50:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:51:04 PM andrefmpbf is Brasil's Bolsonaro presidency good? Part of the plan?

Thanks for everything you guys!

3/13/2019 4:51:22 PM glor60 Is this ET entity a Reptilian?

3/13/2019 4:51:33 PM jamesgdurrett Babalon workings?

3/13/2019 4:51:40 PM sano_faith The plan is going good?

3/13/2019 4:51:55 PM beth2419 Do Pleidians walk among us? (Sorry I probably spelled that wrong)

3/13/2019 4:51:56 PM rincon174 Is David Wilcock legit?

3/13/2019 4:52:06 PM _leliak Will Obama face the music?

3/13/2019 4:52:31 PM jen_baby72 Are the Big Criminals, HRC, BO & Bushwacker mainly, gitmoed yet?

3/13/2019 4:52:32 PM moemc8 Tku for answering

3/13/2019 4:53:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The organs extend the IS existence within the other IS-BE. It's like Maj. Cater and Jolinar on SG-1. Imprint of information can be accessed. Learn how to 

access and you can "do what Cater does." Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing consciousness.

3/13/2019 4:53:05 PM bdam777 Using traditional ( old) technology during the Apollo space missions?

3/13/2019 4:53:06 PM kachinagtto Missed out in last AMA.  Carbon 7... Is it a real thing that will happen to our atomic structure via the sun/mutations?

3/13/2019 4:53:22 PM jrocktigers Often times , when I look toward the sky, I  sense an object that appears to be 95% cloaked or invisible. Are there many crafts above 

populated/unpopulated areas of earth right now?

3/13/2019 4:53:36 PM djlok They are probably so confused having the #DeepState run them this long, they don't know which way is up from down!!

3/13/2019 4:53:37 PM hambrickro 😎 Renegade, the Reptilian 😎

3/13/2019 4:53:45 PM jane_q_patriot Should we take that to mean "all of the above?"

3/13/2019 4:53:48 PM jrocktigers Often times , when I look toward the sky, I  sense an object that  appears to be 95% cloaked or invisible. Are there many crafts above  

populated/unpopulated areas of earth right now?

3/13/2019 4:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is more powerful than you realize. With great power comes great responsibility. Intent matters.

3/13/2019 4:53:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:54:11 PM mossman_moore could fear to thrill to awe be considered an example of 3d to 4d to 5d?

3/13/2019 4:54:24 PM aprilbrown99 Will the entire world be free and live peacefully in harmony?  I pray for this.



3/13/2019 4:54:33 PM jeremy350344 Your didn't answer my last two questions during an AMA. I'll ask again. Will we have 10 days of light this March/April?

3/13/2019 4:54:37 PM liberty_2q2q 👇👇 this might help explain 😉 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712?s=19 …

3/13/2019 4:54:38 PM ragevirusqq What were the wars for if not oil? Who/what is the entity? What is the cube in Mecca?

3/13/2019 4:54:52 PM meefer_radness Are they mortal?

3/13/2019 4:55:02 PM allahuniversal Do the Zionists have a hold on the Federal Reserve currency currently?

3/13/2019 4:55:21 PM bdam777 Is this a project to manifest a certain future with a collective hive consciousness?

3/13/2019 4:55:23 PM ragevirusqq Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?

3/13/2019 4:55:52 PM ragevirusqq Who or what did you make a deal with after roswell?

3/13/2019 4:55:53 PM moemc8 Operations taking place at Denver Airport during the storm?

3/13/2019 4:56:01 PM devin27919423 End of the FED? 2020 vision of gold standard

3/13/2019 4:56:18 PM the_fjalar humans just an ant farm to this ET “entity”?

3/13/2019 4:56:24 PM daveschroeder18 Is there a chance that everything could go south? 

I am referring to a tweet made by one of the members.

3/13/2019 4:56:31 PM moemc8 Wondered myself

3/13/2019 4:57:04 PM bbobbio71 What is the x37b being used for?

3/13/2019 4:57:08 PM allahuniversal YES! It works and works in no limit of time (immediately)! Intentional conscious will makes all the difference.

3/13/2019 4:57:14 PM catpowernow Zack is a source Alex Jones claims is military insider with high level security clearances. Apparently he is a Clown disinfo agent.

3/13/2019 4:57:21 PM goran_antunovic Are iON and Bob in charge you rift riders?

3/13/2019 4:57:35 PM gashauler72 Is humanity hybridized with “off world” DNA?

3/13/2019 4:57:37 PM love4thegameak What Is Controlling Our Weather Right Now And Why?

3/13/2019 4:57:50 PM jen_baby72 Is Nesara happening? Gesara?

3/13/2019 4:57:53 PM 808jd Are we a hybrid Earth based creature and Alien like the Annunaki?

3/13/2019 4:57:56 PM covertress Is Tom Delonge's Academy to the Stars officially sanctioned Disclosure?

3/13/2019 4:57:59 PM esoter1csurgery If the state of Israel is controlled by an "entity" does that mean this entity created Zionism?

3/13/2019 4:58:16 PM ragevirusqq Will you teach us?

3/13/2019 4:58:20 PM lbf777 Is ETI 1st contact imminent?

3/13/2019 4:58:22 PM 00loll0 Are there children being held captive beneath the Getty Center in LA?

3/13/2019 4:58:31 PM burgersandra Will the ET entity be removed from the earth soon?

3/13/2019 4:58:36 PM covertress Did F learn how to ascend from 👽?

3/13/2019 4:58:54 PM qnadian Will Justin Trudeau be brought to justice?

3/13/2019 4:59:02 PM poochiecoop Will Obama be sentenced?

3/13/2019 4:59:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Events mean multiple things, we will answer direct Yes No where appropriate.

3/13/2019 4:59:12 PM citoyen_resist what will happen in Europe, we can see what's going to happen in the US, but how will Europe go threw #TheGreatAwakening ?

3/13/2019 4:59:16 PM ascendingadam Telekinesis real?

3/13/2019 4:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:59:26 PM theappraizer Colorado. @GenFlynn @ericprince @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @USArmy @USMC @AFSpace @USNationalGuard 

Thank you all. #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/MikeNelson247/status/1105896484413849601 …

3/13/2019 4:59:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 4:59:37 PM beth2419 Most people think aliens com from above. I believe there are aliens in the sea. (Ex. Octopus) Is it possible a lot of intelligent life lives in the sea?

3/13/2019 4:59:44 PM sloughbranch Will the Trump admin expose the truth about vaccines before the 2020 election?

3/13/2019 4:59:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define legit.

3/13/2019 4:59:56 PM ascendingadam Enonomic rescession coming?

3/13/2019 4:59:58 PM meefer_radness Will they leave earth?

3/13/2019 5:00:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 If by face the music, listen to a live orchestra? Absolutely.

3/13/2019 5:00:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 5:00:41 PM blackjackpupil Didn't it have a massive fire last year?

3/13/2019 5:00:47 PM jluebs24 Is the solar flash destructive?

3/13/2019 5:00:49 PM djlok Good question!

3/13/2019 5:01:04 PM ragevirusqq Was the deal you made with the trantaloids? Have they ever controlled  you? Do they still control you?

3/13/2019 5:01:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

3/13/2019 5:01:14 PM godfamcountry Is Corey Goode a credible witness to off-planet activities?

3/13/2019 5:01:23 PM covertress Can I find R509BS online?

3/13/2019 5:01:24 PM chapulincolored Will we #DrainTheSwamp  in California too?

3/13/2019 5:01:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:01:41 PM need2knowmyway Will “Hidden/suppressed” Tesla technology on Free Energy be released to the people of the world?

Sorry if you have answered this before!

3/13/2019 5:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 [RENEGADE]

3/13/2019 5:01:54 PM elatedveracity Will Earth eventually be a place that ET’s and humans live in the same space together?

3/13/2019 5:01:55 PM destinlola I’m trying!

3/13/2019 5:02:09 PM lori_dee1 Is QHHT a good modality for accessing higher states of consciousness?

3/13/2019 5:02:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is a low vibration.

3/13/2019 5:02:33 PM covertress Are the "Old Empire" screens and traps real IS-BE hazards?

3/13/2019 5:02:47 PM nordic_nog does the US separate into individual regions to reestablish social / cultural stability?

3/13/2019 5:02:48 PM seekerofvidya Zero point energy devices to be available for public use this year?

3/13/2019 5:02:51 PM mongrelglory Is Netanyahu on his way out of power?

3/13/2019 5:02:53 PM blackjackpupil Can we teleport? I so wanna do it.

3/13/2019 5:03:00 PM _leliak Oh the beautiful sound of an Orchestra. Thank you. ❤️

3/13/2019 5:03:01 PM kindeandtrue Does Trump's new Israel/Palestinian deal replicate the Two-State Solution from 1948?

3/13/2019 5:03:06 PM poochiecoop Is the real Hillary alive?

3/13/2019 5:03:15 PM chapulincolored [P]?

Who is [P]?

3/13/2019 5:03:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't answer questions regarding Time.

3/13/2019 5:03:27 PM lbf777 Is public disclosure imminent?

3/13/2019 5:03:31 PM djlok Hidden in plain sight, I would guess.

3/13/2019 5:03:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:03:35 PM the1withthe4ce lately i have been perceiving different things to be omens meant to rapidly alter my imaginative state. am i right to feel this way since their are no 

coincidences?

3/13/2019 5:03:37 PM mossman_moore thanks

3/13/2019 5:03:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:03:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:03:50 PM chapulincolored FLOTUS?



3/13/2019 5:03:58 PM cropcircles17 Justice Roberts....black hat?

3/13/2019 5:04:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:04:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12

3/13/2019 5:04:09 PM delta5by5dawn Will chemtrails finally come to an end?

3/13/2019 5:04:12 PM kalamojakka Is POTUS an ET?

3/13/2019 5:04:40 PM gothe__away Roswell was not the first incident that was documented...

3/13/2019 5:04:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Data

3/13/2019 5:04:49 PM aprilbrown99 Will President Trump be the last President?

3/13/2019 5:04:55 PM clancy_birrell yayayyayayyayayayaya...huzzah...long live peace love and light :) :D \o/...so happy to hear this news

3/13/2019 5:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 ETs

3/13/2019 5:05:04 PM covertress Can an IS-BE be a planet and an incarcerated human?

3/13/2019 5:05:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:05:12 PM chapulincolored WOW!!!

3/13/2019 5:05:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 5:05:22 PM flarhps Scott D. Helton?

3/13/2019 5:05:33 PM myavery17 Nesara/Gesara will it happen?

3/13/2019 5:05:34 PM clancy_birrell is he an agent of the true light?

3/13/2019 5:05:40 PM qnavyss Is Obama going to be arrested?

3/13/2019 5:05:49 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will we be free of the central bank

3/13/2019 5:05:53 PM blackjackpupil  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105982719526387714?s=19 …

3/13/2019 5:05:59 PM catpowernow The reason why AJ quit talking about Mossad/🇮🇱 involvement in 9-11.....

3/13/2019 5:06:05 PM hambrickro 😎😎😎 CATS KNOW 😎😎😎

3/13/2019 5:06:08 PM destinlola It hasn’t worked, I’m happy to say. At least not on me. Mom was deeply involved in politics. My first favorite big word was hypocrite 😁

3/13/2019 5:06:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define off world.

3/13/2019 5:06:22 PM clancy_birrell is our own internal DMT/kundalini supply the pathway to communicating with our higher selves?

3/13/2019 5:06:23 PM freestateojones Greys"?"

3/13/2019 5:06:23 PM zeeinthemoment So, the IDF is acting like they are disclosing something very secretive. Certainly not anything like what you are mentioning here. 

https://twitter.com/idf/status/1105680499257892864?s=21 …

3/13/2019 5:06:30 PM buckigoddess Are you familiar with the Lyrans? Are you one of them?

3/13/2019 5:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Similar

3/13/2019 5:06:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 5:06:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:06:58 PM gashauler72 Not of this earth?

3/13/2019 5:07:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:07:17 PM jeremy350344 Have you time traveled back to the time of Christ?

3/13/2019 5:07:18 PM houdini481 Can you/we save America in this decade?

3/13/2019 5:07:20 PM covertress Is the Wingmakers story (Neruda Interviews) based in fact?

3/13/2019 5:07:21 PM zeeinthemoment Darn

3/13/2019 5:07:29 PM jrocktigers Regarding the deal made with ET's after Roswell, was part of 'our' end to allow ET races to experiment on human beings in a physical medical sense?

3/13/2019 5:07:32 PM need2knowmyway Will that hold be broken?

3/13/2019 5:07:40 PM clancy_birrell where do i get a really big bag of popcorn to share with friends?

3/13/2019 5:07:45 PM destinlola And I really can’t blame them. The ones who are financially rewarded, however, can go to hades!

3/13/2019 5:07:48 PM mongrelglory The modern interpretation of the Bible was created at the Council of Nicea 325 AD.  Was there an ET presence directing the Church leaders at the time?

3/13/2019 5:07:57 PM djlok Oh this is not good!

3/13/2019 5:08:07 PM clancy_birrell are the gnostics on the right track?

3/13/2019 5:08:15 PM lightworkercain Any coincidence here? https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1102233073616248832 …

3/13/2019 5:08:33 PM 1_decided_voter Will the world know the truth about ETs before 2020 re-election of DJT?

3/13/2019 5:08:39 PM integratedwebuk Does this technology form the basis of something similar to “Looking Glass” tech https://ascienceenthusiast.com/russian-physicists-reportedly-

reversed-time-with-a-quantum-computer/ …

3/13/2019 5:08:40 PM need2knowmyway Verizon outage on east coast yesterday have anything to do with social media outage today?

3/13/2019 5:08:53 PM sano_faith I don't know what you are talking. Could you tell more ?

3/13/2019 5:09:33 PM freestateojones Will this handle (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) be recognized openly by Q and/or Q+?

3/13/2019 5:09:37 PM jrocktigers Regarding the Devnver airport and answer of 'Data'  - Has this storm been geoengineered to occur via man or ET?

3/13/2019 5:09:38 PM _the_psychonaut Will the inhabitants of inner earth reveal themselves to humanity?

3/13/2019 5:10:28 PM sano_faith History will respond yes.

3/13/2019 5:10:30 PM quirkyfollowsq Will we get full access to Nikola Tesla's tech?

3/13/2019 5:10:31 PM mongrelglory When you say the ET "entity" was reclaiming dominance over Earth, had they lost their dominance in the centuries prior to the creation of the State of 

Israel?

3/13/2019 5:10:34 PM zeeinthemoment Is MJ12 Pleiadean?

3/13/2019 5:10:57 PM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is 

being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/13/2019 5:11:08 PM sano_faith Ils vont répondre que par oui ou non.

3/13/2019 5:11:21 PM jen_baby72 Thank U .... I #TrustThePlan

3/13/2019 5:11:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 No answers regarding time.

3/13/2019 5:11:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:11:31 PM covertress Can we activate our DNA with imagery, words, tones & music to raise our consciousness and unlock latent abilities?

3/13/2019 5:11:50 PM moemc8 Don't understand that answer, but i thank you for answering. I truly hope the evil within gets taken out.

3/13/2019 5:11:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Justin's Justice will make Leaving Neverland look like Pocahontas.

3/13/2019 5:12:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:12:07 PM samantha_nurse Tech able to continue surveillance even after program deleted? People are sick!

3/13/2019 5:12:09 PM mongrelglory Were the succession of Israeli Prime Ministers acting as a proxy for the ET "entity" you speak of?

3/13/2019 5:12:16 PM jerichoorion Are these reptilians from Orion?

3/13/2019 5:12:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 All life is alien.

3/13/2019 5:12:25 PM ericmorgan66 Is JFK Jr alive?

3/13/2019 5:12:38 PM kachinagtto It's disputed that it can even exist... but what do we really know of science anyway?  This video kind of explains it simply. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5_6R8YBlv4 …

3/13/2019 5:12:50 PM nun_chucknorris Homework time. Thank you. I tried wording it for Y/N knowing there was probably a complex answer.

3/13/2019 5:12:53 PM houdini481 Ant's are very effective once organized.

3/13/2019 5:12:56 PM eyegloarts 🤭deal with a sense of humour 🤭

3/13/2019 5:12:57 PM jeff57253103 Alien in what sense? Foreign?

3/13/2019 5:12:58 PM mongrelglory Was that ET "entity" also in control of the Vatican and the Popes?



3/13/2019 5:13:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its not already exposed? Or are you looking for a CDC statement? Snakes do not give up control willingly. But they are required by law to give you a 

choice.

3/13/2019 5:13:15 PM citoyen_resist ok true.

3/13/2019 5:13:16 PM sano_faith Can I expect to see technology that i can't even dream of after full disclosure?

3/13/2019 5:13:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 5:13:25 PM thepeoplewin01 'Daughters'

3/13/2019 5:13:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:13:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:14:15 PM sleky19 No

3/13/2019 5:14:20 PM myavery17 Will we have a financial reset?

3/13/2019 5:14:23 PM sano_faith E2PZ lol

3/13/2019 5:14:25 PM adsvel What is the name of this ET entity and from what constellation it come from?

3/13/2019 5:14:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 They used to control several MJ12 members. No longer.

3/13/2019 5:14:29 PM bbobbio71 Ok x47b Mars exploration?

3/13/2019 5:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2019 5:14:42 PM citoyen_resist Do you believe International rule of law will help to resolve the situation in Europe ?

3/13/2019 5:14:43 PM kalamojakka Who is F?

3/13/2019 5:14:46 PM mongrelglory Your question was valid.  The FCC and the SEC unfortunately just aren't credible.  They certainly haven't done their jobs with the banks.

3/13/2019 5:14:46 PM jude01351356 I have dreams of flying cities and shadow people.

Is this contact?

3/13/2019 5:14:52 PM itapam In a near future will the majority of people be aware that today’s vaccines are harmful?

3/13/2019 5:15:31 PM shallknown Thank you for asking that!

3/13/2019 5:15:39 PM allahuniversal The external or internal solar flash?

3/13/2019 5:16:01 PM ascendingadam Is ‘the event’ real?

3/13/2019 5:16:03 PM euphoricshawn7 Wait what???   Bibi is bad huh??

3/13/2019 5:16:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Can we expect complete blackout of internet or possibly EMP type after declas? Do you recommend a bugout bag be ready for the foreseeable future?

3/13/2019 5:16:11 PM destinlola Across the board.. 🙈🙊🙉

3/13/2019 5:16:26 PM cjcole1985 That’s a good one!!

3/13/2019 5:16:34 PM sleky19 The France have a major role in the SSP ?

3/13/2019 5:16:34 PM chapulincolored The Swamp in Sacramento made vaccinies mandatory to be able to take kids to school.  What vaccines must we stay away from?

in a Y/N format?

Will you #DrainTheSwampInCalifornia too?

3/13/2019 5:16:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was the birth of the disinformation campaign to get folks distracted by whats "up there" and not "down here" to allow for more autonomy in our 

activities around academia.

3/13/2019 5:16:49 PM kindeandtrue Will Pope Francis consecrate Russia?

3/13/2019 5:16:50 PM ascendingadam Is ‘the event’ destructive to BEs.

3/13/2019 5:16:56 PM lightworkercain Brought from other areas in the Universe(s). Even us...

3/13/2019 5:17:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define Jesus

3/13/2019 5:17:11 PM esoter1csurgery Logical to assume POTUS pro Israel and anti-Semitism silencing push optics to make the Zionists think POTUS is on their side?

3/13/2019 5:17:18 PM blsdbe I saw what you did there - avoiding AL1C3

3/13/2019 5:17:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Simultaneously yes.

3/13/2019 5:17:27 PM covertress Was the Shock Felt Around the World (11/11) related to "Old Empire" equipment going offline?

3/13/2019 5:17:36 PM pj0072 NEVER!

3/13/2019 5:17:37 PM rustyshacklfo12 Is there any truth to the law of one material

3/13/2019 5:18:01 PM mongrelglory That's the answer I've been waiting for! pic.twitter.com/Fya74CTvyg

3/13/2019 5:18:05 PM covertress James V. Forrestal

3/13/2019 5:18:07 PM fktvis Is this ET "entity" related to the central banks/ers?

3/13/2019 5:18:14 PM brandonoldfiel3 Is ETS a credible source?

3/13/2019 5:18:15 PM zeeinthemoment Will full disclosure help those of us who have had contact under better?

3/13/2019 5:18:17 PM michael81972 Is it true that there is a massive amount of Gold in Grand Canyon that is being hidden?

3/13/2019 5:18:17 PM sumgirl Isn’t all about frequency?

3/13/2019 5:18:27 PM djlok I gotta feeling it's coming!! Can't rid the World of the #DeepState and not take care of #California!!

3/13/2019 5:18:32 PM blsdbe Like Stargates?

3/13/2019 5:18:34 PM nordic_nog are the large scale dumbs partially or in full intended as shelter for an expected global disaster event ala the 12 000 yr disaster cycle (i.e micro nova)

3/13/2019 5:18:42 PM kalamojakka Thank you ☺️

3/13/2019 5:18:58 PM wu_yah Solar Flash ( Ascension ) is real thing ?

3/13/2019 5:19:00 PM sano_faith Yes. I have experimented it. Although, I can have been manipulated to think it is.

3/13/2019 5:19:07 PM moemc8 How can we use power of 3, 6, 9 when we dont understand it?

3/13/2019 5:19:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 5:19:26 PM allahuniversal Not any more/for long

3/13/2019 5:19:36 PM panthereverte  pic.twitter.com/MJ9XpG33NK

3/13/2019 5:19:41 PM blsdbe Is she facing a tribunal now?

3/13/2019 5:19:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 Q per Anon 

Which one do you want us to answer?

Yes No Answers

3/13/2019 5:20:03 PM blsdbe #TrustThePlan

3/13/2019 5:20:08 PM rincon174 Is he entrusted to deciminate information from the Space  Alliance.

3/13/2019 5:20:11 PM gothe__away Maybe.

3/13/2019 5:20:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 "based" = fiction

3/13/2019 5:20:19 PM 1_decided_voter I believe Delonge's is more or less a cabal-sanctioned or cabal-influenced operation.

3/13/2019 5:20:29 PM bdam777 but, muh aliens.

3/13/2019 5:20:39 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/fKkruZeKqD

3/13/2019 5:20:50 PM tamravee So they fed on humans

3/13/2019 5:20:55 PM aprilbrown99 Gathering data I would guess.  The storm could be a cover.

3/13/2019 5:21:18 PM tammymckeever Will Trump be the last US President?

3/13/2019 5:21:29 PM mongrelglory 😶

3/13/2019 5:21:35 PM myavery17 Will the World learn the truth about 9-11?

3/13/2019 5:21:42 PM michell51304 Is David Wilcock legit

3/13/2019 5:21:42 PM allahuniversal Is the story fact, allegory, or 100 % fiction?



3/13/2019 5:22:04 PM blsdbe Following...will PEMF therapy help in the mean time? For example  https://www.swissbionic.com/en/products/imrs/imrs-systems.html …

3/13/2019 5:22:04 PM suzirn218 Why do I have constant ringing in my ears?  Not tinnitus per VA.

3/13/2019 5:22:06 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/CZQpc5UNKy

3/13/2019 5:22:21 PM zeeinthemoment 5 from same person. Whatever.

3/13/2019 5:22:25 PM adsvel And name, constellation?

3/13/2019 5:22:31 PM matt_aho Care to give an example covertness?

3/13/2019 5:22:47 PM suzirn218 Poo, wasn’t a yes/no question but can’t find to delete. Sorry

3/13/2019 5:22:59 PM lurakoos ✌️💙

3/13/2019 5:23:05 PM tamravee Angels 

Elohim R US

3/13/2019 5:23:16 PM lightworkercain 3 days of darkness...

3/13/2019 5:23:16 PM vintagesquirrel Will the big social media platforms (FB, Twitter, etc) still exist post disclosure?

3/13/2019 5:23:41 PM panthereverte Not Pléiade for sure ,i will bet on Orion and you?

3/13/2019 5:23:49 PM kindeandtrue  pic.twitter.com/0D3VBCSsgw

3/13/2019 5:23:56 PM kachinagtto Is it a combination of tones?  I know it's a stupid connection - but Bruce Wayne hits 3 keys on the piano open secret door in bat cave.  Cave being a 

metaphor for the Pineal.  Are there 3 tones to activate the Pineal?

3/13/2019 5:24:16 PM covertress (Always the better editor. 😘)

In his interviews, did Dr. Neruda (real name?) tell the truth regarding the Wingmakers?

3/13/2019 5:24:52 PM jeremy350344 I figured since we had 10 days of darkness in Dec 2018 According to Q then it would make sense to have 10 days of light. Especially since the whole 

message is dark to light. And also we are close to Easter. So light.

3/13/2019 5:24:53 PM kimmeykim1 Do we protect ourselves by raising vibration?  Thanks!

3/13/2019 5:24:56 PM matt_aho I’ll [BO] publicly be indicted ?

3/13/2019 5:24:57 PM mongrelglory Does Israel have a Stargate?

3/13/2019 5:25:04 PM goyaeq Is it ok to eat meat where the animal isn't killed but the part actually grows back stronger like stone crabs?

3/13/2019 5:25:15 PM burkewinkler Would it be wise to own silver?

3/13/2019 5:25:22 PM jared4liberty Don’t like the answer, don’t ask the question, or #expandyourthinking

3/13/2019 5:25:40 PM moemc8 Believe that has taken place already

3/13/2019 5:26:05 PM vintagesquirrel To death?

3/13/2019 5:26:09 PM jerichoorion I believe this to be true

3/13/2019 5:26:33 PM mongrelglory Was Majestic 12 present at the Council of Nicea? (in 325 AD)

3/13/2019 5:26:33 PM lightworkercain You asked a question, they responded. The second sentence couldn't of been answered with a yes/no so it was ignored. My best input.

3/13/2019 5:26:35 PM djlok Does each IS-BE have their own frequency that is unique to them? Like a thumb print.

I just smile whenever I read your tweets. For many reasons they make me very Happy. Sort of like that feeling you get when you know all is gonna be 

OK! I hope MJ12 members are enjoying this too!

3/13/2019 5:26:50 PM adsvel It would be Sirius and name would be Yahwe.

3/13/2019 5:26:56 PM jswdh1 Will Jesus rise soon?

3/13/2019 5:27:11 PM shining91109743 Can/should we help?  Is so, how?  Or are we to just watch the show?

3/13/2019 5:27:21 PM kalamojakka 👍🏻it’s great that we’re given the opportunity to ask questions at all. 😊 thanks MJ

3/13/2019 5:27:34 PM mongrelglory Harnessing our co-creative consciousness! 😊

3/13/2019 5:27:42 PM orthogonalron Will the world learn the truth about how many leaders are clones?

3/13/2019 5:27:48 PM hswcyd Is David Wilcock legit？

3/13/2019 5:27:48 PM suzirn218 DAAANNNGGG!

3/13/2019 5:27:59 PM blsdbe How can one discern if a person is under Trataloids control?

3/13/2019 5:29:19 PM thepeoplewin01 Will GESARA be implemented?

3/13/2019 5:29:42 PM princelucid1 Dripping with truth this is.

3/13/2019 5:29:53 PM bondisurf  pic.twitter.com/5UGea4HxgP

3/13/2019 5:30:00 PM lightworkercain Would this not constitute as a yes/no question? ⤴

3/13/2019 5:30:03 PM mongrelglory Hah!  Lenticular clouds my foot! 😜

3/13/2019 5:30:14 PM the_fjalar I don’t think the word to use is hidden, its just never been mined.

3/13/2019 5:31:09 PM mongrelglory That just peaked my curiosity!

3/13/2019 5:31:16 PM aprilbrown99 In my opinion, they are all bad. We have everything we need inside our bodies to heal themselves. We may not know all of the techniques yet, but 

hopefully we will soon.

3/13/2019 5:31:23 PM ragevirusqq Good news

3/13/2019 5:31:23 PM daveo6145 Is Q akin to Teal’c from SG-1?

3/13/2019 5:31:29 PM whatisreality_q @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx

3/13/2019 5:31:45 PM blsdbe Will living beings be removed from the surface and transferred elsewhere (like Sheen) before the blast arrives?

3/13/2019 5:32:08 PM the_fjalar Spaceforce!!!!! 

and positive energy.  

We starve them off Earth by eliminating negative energy. 

Something like that.

3/13/2019 5:32:29 PM zoilaliz1 It is my understanding that the Last Oracle was killed ending the Helenistic Era. Is this correct?

3/13/2019 5:32:37 PM proudredrn Should we fear 5G?

3/13/2019 5:32:39 PM brendaaloiau Pleiadians?

3/13/2019 5:32:44 PM perfectsliders Odds are that Adam and Eve, Egyptians, Mayans, King Arthur, The Lord of the Rings "Age of Man", were all Great Awakenings as we best remember. Is 

Age of Trump the Greatest Awakening?

3/13/2019 5:32:51 PM suzirn218 Too much truth!  

Crap, realizing everything I thought I knew about history is false; now ETs?  

Intellectually I know they exist; just can’t wrap my head around “we are food”, “feeders”, etc.  

(Deep slow breaths)

3/13/2019 5:32:56 PM return2light Are Pleiadians-those from Alcyone trustable?

3/13/2019 5:33:00 PM mongrelglory Cool!  I should get out more...

3/13/2019 5:33:07 PM zeeinthemoment Just stating the obvious after someone was called out for asking more than one question. Enjoy.

3/13/2019 5:33:13 PM allahuniversal "Alien is a frame of mind and a lens of understanding of intuition."

3/13/2019 5:33:17 PM orsinipepe Any connection between the E.T. entity in Israel and "gods" of ancient Egypt?

3/13/2019 5:33:23 PM zoilaliz1 Majestic answered YES

3/13/2019 5:33:28 PM nordic_nog Is the 200 trillion Global debt bomb large scale Social Work military conflict

3/13/2019 5:33:46 PM the_prophet_neo lol yes tido

3/13/2019 5:34:07 PM brendaaloiau Yes

3/13/2019 5:34:11 PM covertress F had access to the Roswell ET (Airl?).

3/13/2019 5:34:29 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Utkbl1AZWJ



3/13/2019 5:34:34 PM djlok I have a feeling it will be more along the lines of "remembering" those techniques vs learning them. 

I've been remembering a lot of things recently.  It's so cool!!

Meditation is Huge!!

3/13/2019 5:34:36 PM unruled_1776 Do humans reincarnate after death

3/13/2019 5:35:03 PM ragevirusqq Please send advanced tablet device that can answer all my questions. I have so many

3/13/2019 5:35:23 PM winki00000001 Resistance Movement. Real ?

3/13/2019 5:35:27 PM orsinipepe IOW, this planet was terraformed by aliens long ago?

3/13/2019 5:35:31 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, you are correct. Thank you for reminding me. 🌸

3/13/2019 5:35:34 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately, it's not a funny joke.

3/13/2019 5:35:35 PM ragevirusqq Which ETs

3/13/2019 5:35:42 PM nordic_nog Are there plans to mitigate the impacts of the upcoming Grand solar minimum given that the current social decay in the instability means that most 

nations would otherwise be unable to take the shock

3/13/2019 5:35:49 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/GEz4uI91yY

3/13/2019 5:36:00 PM suzirn218 Intentional conscious?  

I’m not a troll. Trying to understand. Please just point me in the right direction for research.

3/13/2019 5:36:01 PM michael81972 Guarded above and below ground,  pyramids and caves / artifacts offlimits to the people

3/13/2019 5:36:09 PM djlok 😍

3/13/2019 5:36:28 PM liberty_2q2q Nah, just deep root military. 

12 high ranking officials. 

Potus & Gen F is among them.

3/13/2019 5:36:34 PM nordic_nog Is the 200 trillion debt bubble resolved by transitioning the global economy to a cryptocurrency basis

3/13/2019 5:36:34 PM lightworkercain I'm referencing a periodical pole shift, 3 days of darkness referenced in the Bible. They occur roughly every 3,600 years, the last being the Jewish 

Exodus, roughly 3,600 years ago. I see your reasoning though on Q related topics. I think America's son will reemerge on Easter...

3/13/2019 5:36:39 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, thank you. It made me cry. ✨🌈😘

3/13/2019 5:36:39 PM clancy_birrell whoah. kick arse question there Baxter! was pondering this myself.

3/13/2019 5:36:50 PM wbwse WE LOVE ALL pic.twitter.com/fK9Wz6L6U7

3/13/2019 5:37:15 PM the_fjalar Hmmm...the secret city in the canyon then.

3/13/2019 5:37:20 PM blsdbe Is that because he is telling the truth about the 20 and backs and has been mind wiped so many times fjmes that his memory is no longer intact?

3/13/2019 5:37:20 PM q4quebec Will the knowledge kept in the Vatican vaults be made public?

3/13/2019 5:37:51 PM kimberlytoday Is the same group that is hurting our children?

3/13/2019 5:37:51 PM je_weed_707_ Astro-projection

3/13/2019 5:38:18 PM nordic_nog Has a socio-economic model been prepped that accounts for the effects of large-scale automation and the shift away from value being based upon 

human labor?

3/13/2019 5:38:31 PM lbf777 Yes we are all foreigners to the universe. Our true home is outside of the universe.

3/13/2019 5:38:34 PM blsdbe Wonderful!!! I would love to meet my positive cosmic cousins ASAP! Come on Over, Rover!

3/13/2019 5:38:46 PM clancy_birrell but exciting to think that we're more than we presently know. and all signals indicate we're going to be reunited with our grace.

3/13/2019 5:38:48 PM suzirn218 Ok, late to the party. I want to understand. Where to start. Please advise.

3/13/2019 5:39:09 PM tammymckeever Not sure how to ask yes no for this, but what is the “door of doors”?

3/13/2019 5:39:15 PM wahiggins3 Are there parallel universes?

3/13/2019 5:39:26 PM jaycampbell333 @davidicke

@JohnVPanella

@Unindoctrinate

@big_simp

@gizadeathstar 

ET dot connection:

Demiurge/Elohim/Yahweh/Jehovah aka other Names is now revealing (or soon to be) itself to the masses at the time of the 

rapture/armageddon/Niburu/ascension?

Or is something else afoot?
3/13/2019 5:39:32 PM kimberlytoday Me neither. Really don’t know anything about ETs or how to begin learning...so much disinformation

3/13/2019 5:39:36 PM libertyspring99 The concept is conscious intention manifests our reality. Therefore our combined intention is our combined reality. I’d recommend reading some of 

Gregg Braden’s stuff as he tries to explain the science behind it.

3/13/2019 5:39:52 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What role if any does the UK have to play in the whole cover up of MJ ?

3/13/2019 5:40:29 PM nordic_nog @ThreadReaderApp unroll

3/13/2019 5:40:45 PM bdam777 Funny thus reply is hidden. 

You hit a word?

3/13/2019 5:41:48 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure 

Israel is being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/13/2019 5:41:50 PM adsvel Collective observation.

3/13/2019 5:42:08 PM blsdbe Would you like to join a group of us that are having nightly mediations at 633pm pst, MJ? You would be welcome 😇 we get our ideas for focus from 

these little chats you have been having with all of us!

3/13/2019 5:42:09 PM drvrnail Damn id like to know whats in Antarctica

3/13/2019 5:42:30 PM hswcyd Do you really think MJ is serious about the rules?

3/13/2019 5:42:35 PM mongrelglory One of my all time favourite books: pic.twitter.com/QidPPc5oOu

3/13/2019 5:42:59 PM ourladycovfefe Son of the Living God.

3/13/2019 5:43:01 PM nick_2c Does Majestic 12 base their philosophy on the Law of one?

3/13/2019 5:43:21 PM ragevirusqq Did it destroy itself?

3/13/2019 5:43:32 PM the_fjalar Well, it makes every “Alien conspiracy” out their make more sense. Which is why I asked.

Look at it this way, the yes answer means its not us humans creating all the worlds chaos...we don’t want that! 

But we are being toyed with and manipulated.

3/13/2019 5:43:50 PM kuri99487324 Was King Solomon a good guy after all?

3/13/2019 5:44:24 PM hackenburg_ I have friends that get migraines at the same time and on same days. Is this some part of the control system to control people?

3/13/2019 5:44:42 PM michael81972 Thats is what im trying to verify here👍🏻. Search grand canyon pyramids on you tube,  here is a good one on the gold part. https://youtu.be/irRfg2X9ZjE 

3/13/2019 5:45:15 PM i_like_skis Are Obama’s part of this college scandal?

3/13/2019 5:45:41 PM the_fjalar Cool

Thx!



3/13/2019 5:46:06 PM kekiweon Will you show for us on Soltice coming? 

Take me to your leader

3/13/2019 5:46:18 PM lynnboyce7 I think Kab said she was?

3/13/2019 5:46:24 PM sano_faith Hehehehehehehe exciting

3/13/2019 5:47:03 PM michael81972 You bet👍🏻

3/13/2019 5:47:26 PM scott_rick Do you know of Dr Steven Greer, is he factual... he told me about your existence ?

3/13/2019 5:48:08 PM derekhashalon Drs. J.J. & Desiree Hurtak-Consciousness and Quantum Coherence! https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6myw2  @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OrgPhysics @AAMetatron @nickpopemod @AlanSteinfeld @Anon_decoder @RichDolan @neiltyson @DecodeMatrix 

@Earthfiles @EvanLSolomon @Keith72256137 @NassimHaramein

3/13/2019 5:49:03 PM liltilgerlil What’s that?

3/13/2019 5:49:32 PM suzirn218 THANK YOU Yellow Vest. 

Now I have a starting point.

3/13/2019 5:49:55 PM blsdbe An A I that monitors our feeds for things to block

3/13/2019 5:50:50 PM liltilgerlil Man, I did a web search and it was XXX rated. Thank you for answering me. Lol

3/13/2019 5:51:01 PM ryankochweare1 So intrigued by 5 interviews.. The art and music is BEAUTIFUL!!

3/13/2019 5:51:21 PM suzirn218 Any suggestions for understanding the power of numbers?

3/13/2019 5:51:36 PM blsdbe Is there a particular focus for prayer or mediation that MJ would like to join us for mediation at 633pm pst?

3/13/2019 5:51:58 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  Paid to look the other way.

3/13/2019 5:52:24 PM daveschroeder18 Not just anyone can rattle my chains like Trudeau. Just seeing a picture of him lowers my vibration.

3/13/2019 5:53:00 PM suzirn218 You’re an Aussie!  

Love me some Aussies. 

Never met one who I didn’t instantly like. 

Thank you again.

3/13/2019 5:53:06 PM kekiweon Is the Christ spirit fully grounded?

3/13/2019 5:53:20 PM libertyspring99 Also this video is a good point to start.  https://youtu.be/VczFtpk1jQg 

3/13/2019 5:53:32 PM kadath123 Tom DeLonge is a Freemason pic.twitter.com/7cLj9o3RG9

3/13/2019 5:53:58 PM kekiweon Are my "junk DNA" activated?

3/13/2019 5:54:36 PM richner88 Any disinfo in message of disclosure?

3/13/2019 5:54:40 PM ascendingadam CDN PMs brothers death accident?

3/13/2019 5:54:42 PM ryankochweare1 It was so INTENSE again today but different.. The whole world stopped

3/13/2019 5:54:55 PM ragevirusqq I broke the rules. This is our story. I will break the rules of this illusion also. Soon we all will.

3/13/2019 5:55:02 PM kekiweon Is my telepathy real?

3/13/2019 5:55:06 PM allahuniversal Felt bad the other day for having an ant farm (and a magnifying glass) once upon a time.

3/13/2019 5:55:07 PM suzirn218 THANK YOU!

Heck a few ET’s can’t be worse than the evil Killery rabbit hole.

3/13/2019 5:55:41 PM kekiweon Do we now have peace on earth but are being deceived?

3/13/2019 5:56:24 PM fktvis Will we have a sovereign currency again?

3/13/2019 5:56:30 PM mega17q Melania..

3/13/2019 5:56:51 PM the_fjalar Oooooommmmmm.  Oooooommmmmm

3/13/2019 5:56:55 PM kadath123 Great question! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

3/13/2019 5:57:00 PM libertyspring99 A good primer on the power of 3, 6, 9 and vortex math. https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

3/13/2019 5:57:47 PM libertyspring99 WWG1WGA my American brother. 

Together we rise in light!

3/13/2019 5:58:24 PM panthereverte Nice answer, this is where the sphinx looked and where he will look again in few time pic.twitter.com/jkifF28ne8

3/13/2019 5:58:53 PM suzirn218 Thank you so very much.

3/13/2019 6:00:23 PM snakejackal Started by "idea" then change the narrative to "need" and then force down the throat by "must".  Final use of negative force of attack called "punish".  

Good intent turn dark reveal the true identity of such promoters.

3/13/2019 6:00:24 PM mega17q Is Michael Jackson part of the alliance? (Still Alive)?

3/13/2019 6:00:42 PM suzirn218 Yes Sir we will. 

Good will conquer evil

3/13/2019 6:01:41 PM kadath123 Is RBG dead?

3/13/2019 6:01:49 PM allahuniversal 🤣 Search 

A.L.I.C.E. 

instead, should get more rewarding results

3/13/2019 6:01:54 PM n7guardiananon The same group that met some germans in the 30s and 40s?

3/13/2019 6:02:39 PM adsvel What are so called Astral Elite?

3/13/2019 6:03:30 PM sspencer200 Tinnitus?

3/13/2019 6:03:39 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/8iJpetPoS2

3/13/2019 6:04:06 PM adsvel Project "Blue Book"?

3/13/2019 6:04:36 PM triade345 Is there animal life on other planets, i.e. cats,dogs, birds, etc.?

3/13/2019 6:04:45 PM anangelhasland1 Jesus = sanctified consciousness

An IS for all.

(and)

Incarnated Jesus served his role quickly and quietly.

A misunderstood BE.

3/13/2019 6:04:51 PM sspencer200 Very interesting

3/13/2019 6:05:11 PM q4quebec La vague va déferler partout, patriote. Dark to Light. WWG1WGA!

3/13/2019 6:05:20 PM ragevirusqq Was what we think of a Jesus really 3 people?

3/13/2019 6:05:25 PM kekiweon May I heartfeltly thank you for coming?

3/13/2019 6:05:45 PM john777lee Will mankind be saved from the solar flash .

3/13/2019 6:06:14 PM doyle_eng Wrong.

A.: Ultimately (though not exclusively), Ra:

They’ve no agenda, but no choice but to conform to the “word” itself: Under the thumb of which is ‘MJ12’ —

Re: Humankind, the Logos is not – and “sphere beings” are not – (principally) concerned that the natural, organic ...



3/13/2019 6:07:01 PM doyle_eng ... human body dies — but rather that it lives so that it can die according to what the ‘Logos’ – within you – can only understand is possible:

Repetition of the Cyclical. If this does not end now, we WILL end ourselves — and humankind, We, are/were always going to be the ...

3/13/2019 6:07:55 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you @covertress I was going to ask also re: f.

3/13/2019 6:08:06 PM dr_t_dc Who controls that tech? What other purpose does the tech serve? Are there extras in that vaccine that we’re not being told about?

3/13/2019 6:09:32 PM destinlola There are more swamp divisions to clean up. If only Trump weren’t inundated by bottom feeders.

3/13/2019 6:09:46 PM kekiweon Can we cleanse our water with our intention?

3/13/2019 6:09:53 PM keith369me Is there a particular focus for prayer or mediation that MJ would like to join us for mediation at 633pm pst?

3/13/2019 6:11:10 PM verdis_demosays Is stainless steel construction used in drive systems for antigravitic craft?

(I work in the field, looking out for my future skills)

3/13/2019 6:11:27 PM freenaynow LOL

Love it

3/13/2019 6:11:29 PM caparosa52 Also Weiners laptop🤔

3/13/2019 6:13:37 PM kickthefed the thing ppl have lost and fail to awaken to is that we are living on a flat earth sitting on 4 immovable pillars under a dome known as the firmament 

that god built with his hands.other side is water no space.

3/13/2019 6:13:39 PM nicjoubert81 @kabamur_taygeta

3/13/2019 6:14:24 PM allahuniversal Today's AMA archived, 

MJ12 AMA 03.13.19 (17).txt

MJ12 AMA 03.13.19 (17).mp3

Learn to archive offline...In Your Mind...

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

3/13/2019 6:14:24 PM youstinksoap Hello!

Are Chemtrails seeding our atmosphere for the coming ascension/event

3/13/2019 6:14:39 PM doyle_eng ...only ones to end it.

How we get there, humbly, you have termed “self–management”.

Dig out Courage. The technology to augment it is that upon which you will not much longer – I do hope for now – be able to rely:

• <Link to access doc as to why>***

•  https://youtu.be/WrTFoBHRSxA 
3/13/2019 6:14:49 PM verdis_demosays Is CoBra trustworthy?

3/13/2019 6:14:55 PM _00111111_ Will Valiant Thor return?

3/13/2019 6:15:12 PM ascendingadam Locally, When babies are born they are all injected with “Vitamin K” and have “Erthromycin” gel put in their eyes...

Is this process advisable?

3/13/2019 6:16:13 PM narcissist_ghst the fulfillment of the law and savior.

3/13/2019 6:16:19 PM suzirn218 Roberts is comprised along with 156 other judges.

3/13/2019 6:16:36 PM godfamcountry Italy has done research on vaccines and recently found, so far, that 100% of vaccines are severely contaminated and 5 out of 7 of them so far didn't 

contain what the manufacturer claimed it contained (active ingredients).  Some contaminants weren't even identifiable.

3/13/2019 6:17:49 PM worldxplorer1 The Domain?

3/13/2019 6:18:22 PM fionasdestiny67 My? I might be late, but I've read of a theory that as we are being pulled via the sun, we are at the  edge, so to speak, and pass through causing the 3 

days of darkness. Sun resets, but as it's reset the sky will be like twilight. Is there any reason to further explore this?

3/13/2019 6:18:52 PM aleks8837 Yahweh, right?

3/13/2019 6:19:06 PM narcissist_ghst nonhuman

3/13/2019 6:19:31 PM verdis_demosays I can tell you from one of my children having that done...NO.

Vit K is a vaccination in all but name. One of my kids got it, and has a compromised immune system, none of my others do.

The eryth will force them to close their eyes after birth, which blocks parental connections.

3/13/2019 6:20:40 PM narcissist_ghst as an alternative to restored communion with god and creation?

3/13/2019 6:21:40 PM realjamiemc If those that have murdered in the name of Lucifer/Darkness are publicly brought to justice, will the hate and blood-lust emotional energy that 

righteously flows across worldwide populations screaming for justice feed the Enemy/Lucifer/Darkness?

3/13/2019 6:22:03 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/9xG8dQdb4i

3/13/2019 6:22:20 PM lynnboyce7 Do these congress members have anything to do with selling our country out? pic.twitter.com/RBsUXk4TnT

3/13/2019 6:24:26 PM ragevirusqq Is this account the only twitter account in this operation?

3/13/2019 6:25:37 PM stanfireman1 Will Obummer be impeached?

3/13/2019 6:26:25 PM mitolduso im on book 3..mks sense to me 😁

3/13/2019 6:26:40 PM gayerobinson18 BS

3/13/2019 6:27:23 PM ascendingadam CBD Oil consumption during pregnancy beneficial to both mother and fetus?

3/13/2019 6:27:31 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/zpoLzoVsAQ

3/13/2019 6:28:25 PM aprilbrown99 Are there any reptilian zionists working in Congress?

3/13/2019 6:28:25 PM godfamcountry  https://www.corvelva.it/it/speciali-corvelva/analisi/vaccingate-5-of-7-vaccines-analyzed-are-not-compliant.html …

3/13/2019 6:29:03 PM mitolduso I heard most wars were over stargates and et tech 🤔

3/13/2019 6:30:43 PM aleks8837 Woooow!! 😀😃

*Taking part in history - yes!*

(Now.....meditate towards the "Buddha Jhana's" and do some incredible stuff before I die 🙂

3/13/2019 6:30:49 PM iamyou132 F?

3/13/2019 6:31:00 PM mitolduso I heard the moon looks like new york..busy, busy, busy. Prob safer than nyc 😄

3/13/2019 6:32:37 PM covertress James V. Forrestal

3/13/2019 6:33:21 PM youstinksoap Ahh, got it.  Makes sense.

3/13/2019 6:33:49 PM lovethebeach999 136.1 hz ? https://biosonics.com/product/om-tuner/ …

3/13/2019 6:34:08 PM mitolduso Wasnt that the treaty made wth pres eisenhwr? Heard he was kinda tricked into it..

3/13/2019 6:35:27 PM mitolduso Omg look up..it seems they r everywhere..eyes to the skies always

3/13/2019 6:35:31 PM jonessense  pic.twitter.com/TVu6TgMh6T

3/13/2019 6:36:00 PM areckoningday Is GESARA / NESARA a hoax/scam?



3/13/2019 6:36:09 PM alisonmawright Will Prince Philip be exposed?

3/13/2019 6:36:18 PM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️

3/13/2019 6:36:24 PM jamesboyett Me too! LOL

3/13/2019 6:37:22 PM margerry777 Were UFOs frequently interacting with us at military sites such as Picatinny arsenal Dover New Jersey late 70’s

3/13/2019 6:37:42 PM mitolduso Animal life comes frm everywhere..werent the diff species seeded here as part of the creators experiment?

3/13/2019 6:38:10 PM lovethebeach999  pic.twitter.com/2Yg3AGOCz4

3/13/2019 6:38:21 PM mitolduso Haha thts wht i heard

3/13/2019 6:38:34 PM zack_stone So mj12 ending the #truthembargo ?

3/13/2019 6:38:39 PM skullmonkie Did he ever leave?

3/13/2019 6:40:22 PM adsvel 😊

3/13/2019 6:40:37 PM mitolduso They hv been attacking us for thousands of yrs, prob longr..hell, hv u seen congress? We are safe..they are currntly being tkn care of..it hppng 😁

3/13/2019 6:42:24 PM mitolduso We all hv our very own frequency print..ALL of us. 😊

3/13/2019 6:42:53 PM darktolightjedi Is this a yes?

3/13/2019 6:43:15 PM dynamicres Great questions Covertress!!

3/13/2019 6:43:36 PM fluffyk1tt3n105 Look into the word loosh. And about the energy we emit. Positive and negative

3/13/2019 6:44:36 PM prmd21801759 Are we, humans, ascending en mass to another safe planet, in this lifetime?

3/13/2019 6:45:41 PM zagnett Marduk?

3/13/2019 6:46:17 PM zagnett Not for long.

3/13/2019 6:47:50 PM david94180828 Will all the collected and stored data on civilians be deleted or destroyed?

3/13/2019 6:49:53 PM ceomrg  pic.twitter.com/to6BgKPEtz

3/13/2019 6:52:22 PM slipperyslope18 Is it a difficult for normal person to get to the point of seeing or feeling, contacting the entities watching us ?

3/13/2019 6:53:58 PM alisonmawright Are you referring to this UFO phenomenon, credited to Reddit?

 http://real-ufos.com/ 

3/13/2019 6:55:21 PM memphismeteor Qnadian eh

@qnadian

Replying to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Will Justin Trudeau be brought to justice?

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 

Justin's Justice will make Leaving Neverland look like Pocahontas.
3/13/2019 6:55:39 PM dbender22 🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻 thank you. I needed that! 🤣🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂

3/13/2019 6:56:23 PM laurabusse Yes :-) am very into David Wilcock 💘

3/13/2019 6:57:21 PM aprilbrown99 Does today’s college exam scam lead back to sex trafficking with Hollywood elites?

3/13/2019 6:57:58 PM fluffyk1tt3n105 Most people have no clue when I mention it :)

3/13/2019 6:58:16 PM stevephillps81 It goes way way back, adamites ages

3/13/2019 6:59:42 PM starseedatx Is nesara a real thing?

3/13/2019 7:00:34 PM kekiweon May I exist solely in love without any hate whatsoever if I choose?

3/13/2019 7:01:05 PM anangelhasland1 I cannot imagine any scenario where Jesus reveals himself and the world does not erupt in war.

Warlike Lamb with Iron Rod implies an alias. An unpeaceful demeanor.

Prophets rebel against the judgement of God on behalf of the doomed generation.

Revelations = Deep State.

3/13/2019 7:02:45 PM jljensen326 Am I on a timeline for an ascension 'event '? Will my full co-creative abilities be restored in this lifetime?

3/13/2019 7:04:47 PM kekiweon No

3/13/2019 7:04:52 PM anangelhasland1 Which is to say transcendental “deities” such as Jesus and the Virgin Mary would be a poor passive audience for Satan’s supposed thousand year war 

against the saints.

Why would angels not rebel against the destruction of the world?

Only Satan had free will?

These are new times.

3/13/2019 7:05:02 PM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "What if technology existed prior that was able to build a profile on any person to assess 

their National Security risk t […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1070441635689975808.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

3/13/2019 7:05:19 PM laurabusse Did we battle giant alien spider beings in Vietnam as "disclosed" on Kerry Cassidy's Project Camelot?

3/13/2019 7:07:56 PM laurabusse "Nothing can stop what is coming"

3/13/2019 7:08:12 PM kekiweon Eek!

3/13/2019 7:08:23 PM usss_211 Just got up. Hope you do this on my night off! Until then I will enjoy reading and learning from others questions...

3/13/2019 7:08:40 PM kekiweon Other biometrics?

3/13/2019 7:09:24 PM usss_211 Was Forrestal murdered?

3/13/2019 7:10:03 PM moonshadow234 As need some of the spirit of the 60s & 70s, when people got behind “power to the people”. That’s what “they” fear about us, and why they do been 

trying to ‘dumb’ us down on multiple fronts. The revolution will be live.

3/13/2019 7:10:37 PM lovethebeach999 I read Syphillis is closely related to Lyme disease

3/13/2019 7:11:12 PM kekiweon Satanic at al literature by the miles?

3/13/2019 7:11:56 PM kekiweon Baby and child skeletons?

3/13/2019 7:13:07 PM lovethebeach999 Like one dna molecule variation

3/13/2019 7:14:58 PM lovethebeach999 ?

3/13/2019 7:15:26 PM rucrazy_97 I want to add to that question. 

When cryptocurrency came out, Karatbars International is bringing out Gold Backed Crypto on July 4th. 100 coins = 1 gram gold. 

Is this company true to #GoldStandard

Ty

3/13/2019 7:16:28 PM charlie_majors Did MJ12 assassinate JFK prior to getting reestablished?

3/13/2019 7:17:28 PM laurabusse I love the Law of one but i don't buy into it 100%. Actually i don't think i buy into anything 100%. I try to stay open and hopefully discerning...

3/13/2019 7:18:51 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/orfS0L9R8g

3/13/2019 7:19:07 PM laurabusse I think someone asked if we should buy gold and silver and he said no...

3/13/2019 7:21:27 PM lovethebeach999 I’m still trying to figure out 3 6 9, no time.  🤦🏻♀️

3/13/2019 7:23:32 PM mitolduso Yes im wth u on tht..how the hell do we know anything is real anymore whn everything has been a lie

3/13/2019 7:24:41 PM pt0kes  pic.twitter.com/On9neOKfs7



3/13/2019 7:24:53 PM ascendingadam Christ consciousness is returning to Earth. 

Will this be fulfilment of the second coming?

3/13/2019 7:26:25 PM ascendingadam Rapture = The Event

3/13/2019 7:27:21 PM lbf777 The second coming happens when the world practices love and forgiveness on a planetary scale. Christ Conciousness is already here. Meditate to tap 

into it.

3/13/2019 7:27:25 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1061078633324920832?s=21 …

3/13/2019 7:29:43 PM trishshirlaw ROFLMAO’!!!!!!

3/13/2019 7:32:31 PM nottoday1701 Not by government,, but Oct 19th!!!!! Oh Hell ya!!! pic.twitter.com/6EKxm6qSVs

3/13/2019 7:33:52 PM laurabusse They'll make up anything to explain everything

3/13/2019 7:34:52 PM fionasdestiny67 I thought he was still here on board his ship until needed or called upon. Maybe he is working with Q?

3/13/2019 7:37:28 PM mongrelglory "Swamp gas"!  😆

3/13/2019 7:39:50 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting!

3/13/2019 7:41:40 PM laurabusse Takes time. You'll come to terms with stuff :-) took me a long time. Sooo much better off now...

3/13/2019 7:43:05 PM laurabusse Meditation helps tremendously...is essential. Stay open...breathe deep and slow...keep breathing...

3/13/2019 7:44:35 PM jrocktigers Kick those bastards out of here!

3/13/2019 7:46:03 PM jordie_marshall Has the US military gone to battle in space?

3/13/2019 7:47:30 PM laurabusse Hallelujah

3/13/2019 7:50:01 PM carol76184778 I hope you are right.

3/13/2019 7:52:42 PM laurabusse Excellent question...

3/13/2019 7:54:53 PM awakeandsing123 Will the swamp in Russia be also drained?

3/13/2019 7:59:38 PM laurabusse Ancient Egyptian artifacts i believe also

3/13/2019 8:01:06 PM matoozie 1812 Overture perhaps?

3/13/2019 8:02:20 PM aleks8837 I want to share this again. It actually says EXACTLY this whole thread.

 http://www.illuminati-news.com/pdf/DialogueWithHiddenHand-WesPenre.pdf …

Very much more in-depth about this whole thread and who this entity is etc. Check it out and spread it! I believe it to be very close to the full truth (as 

is MJ12 and Ra-material).

3/13/2019 8:06:19 PM nr750 “No answers regarding time.”

“Is ETI 1st contact imminent?”

“Yes”

??

3/13/2019 8:06:48 PM laurabusse O god LOLOLOLOL

3/13/2019 8:07:53 PM laurabusse Makes total sense

3/13/2019 8:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Excellent Q

Consciousness manifests in the form of numbers.

The number 3 represents "the child" mind of love/curiosity/light, 6 represents "the adult"/"beast of burden", and 9 representing "Source"/"God"/IS-BE.

Synchronicity is when certain patterns begin to be noticeable.

3/13/2019 8:11:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ETS

3/13/2019 8:11:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/13/2019 8:11:55 PM laurabusse LOL

3/13/2019 8:12:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mind Control is dangerous.

3/13/2019 8:12:38 PM ericdonnermeyer Who really formed /pol/? Is it majestic?

3/13/2019 8:14:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shake up academia, the heart of socialism in America while succeeding from capitalism in a democratic republic build on equal application of the law. 

Mind controlled masses are waking up and hitting close to home is college fraud. Trust the plan. Big names will fall very soon.

3/13/2019 8:15:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ3

3/13/2019 8:15:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imminent is relative, not time.

3/13/2019 8:18:28 PM 369gwh Timothy, do you have the direct link to this on Reddit?

Thanks...

#WWG1WGA

3/13/2019 8:19:10 PM laurabusse I guess that's why MJ said only one question. Otherwise too confusing.

3/13/2019 8:20:13 PM bdam777 Your thoughts are powerful.

Maybe more powerful then you realize. 

All is mind?

3/13/2019 8:20:53 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE is here. pic.twitter.com/yty4VeySOD

3/13/2019 8:22:37 PM pt0kes  https://twitter.com/pt0kes/status/1040318666544431104?s=21 …

3/13/2019 8:22:56 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Serpent-headed when the glamour was lifted but appearing as men among men. Crept they into the Councils, slaying the chiefs of the kingdoms, 

taking their form and ruling o'er man. But, know ye, the Masters were mighty in magic,able to lift the Veil from the face of the serpent"

3/13/2019 8:23:17 PM ascendingadam Do they have accounts on Twtter?

3/13/2019 8:24:07 PM start313hichq Is universe almost clear now and if the key of love has been  returned to its place !?

3/13/2019 8:25:18 PM toffer_anon_369 I would!

3/13/2019 8:25:27 PM aleks8837 It especially starts for specifically on-topic matters on page 16.

3/13/2019 8:25:30 PM laurabusse No such thing as doomed :-) make a decision to use intention to manifest using the power of 3, 6 and 9 

Positive vibration is more powerful than negative. Love is infinitely more powerful than fear 💘

3/13/2019 8:25:37 PM mongrelglory While I like listening to Corey Goode and I liked the message of the Blue Avians, I'll admit my gut wasn't "feeling" the 20 and back part of the story.

3/13/2019 8:25:54 PM weremight Did the ET behind Israel start with Hitler?

3/13/2019 8:27:08 PM ramstadstacy I see synchronicities in numbers all day long, mainly 222 or 22. My child was born at 2:22. This number appears to me several times a day.

3/13/2019 8:28:27 PM cstarr888 He's not the only one with a 20 & back story.

There are many testimonies. Just fyi.

🙏💖

3/13/2019 8:28:32 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏🤓👍🇺🇸

3/13/2019 8:29:26 PM sunnysideluna ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2019 8:29:39 PM richardhiatt16 👍🤓🇺🇸

3/13/2019 8:31:50 PM stoneturnr Is the entity who controlled Israel the 'Pindar' that Arizona Wilder disclosed?

3/13/2019 8:32:40 PM richardhiatt16 👍🇺🇸

3/13/2019 8:35:50 PM decodematrix William Tompkins said he was a reptilian.



3/13/2019 8:36:10 PM mongrelglory Yes I do realize that.  I'm not trying to call him out as a liar.  I've learned a lot from Corey Goode and he seems very sincere and humble.  It's just that 

MJ-12 tell us to use our own internal discernment and I'm just saying that for some reason, that part of his story didn't..

3/13/2019 8:37:53 PM mongrelglory ...resonate with me the way other parts of his story did.  I don't know why.  I'm just expressing my experience and don't expect people to necessarily 

agree with me.

3/13/2019 8:39:33 PM nmchristoban Is Secretary Wilson’s move to UTEP to help the change needed in academia?

3/13/2019 8:41:38 PM turboxyde Are there other councils of IS-BE's in our solar system that MJ12 coordinates with co-creatively?

3/13/2019 8:43:02 PM starehope I knew it!

3/13/2019 8:43:21 PM blsdbe I am glad you are speaking your truth. Let us not descend into an echo chamber...

3/13/2019 8:44:04 PM vitalendurance Wow!

3/13/2019 8:47:03 PM starehope Saw one. Up close.

3/13/2019 8:47:48 PM ascendingadam Does this flash / Event result in death for the BEs whose IS, is shifting into the 5th D?

3/13/2019 8:47:55 PM jrocktigers What did it look like?

3/13/2019 8:47:56 PM laurabusse Yes of course :-) my husband would look at me cross eyed if i used the word loosh in conversation LOL

3/13/2019 8:49:12 PM laurabusse I know. I had nightmares for days.

Not really but don't know why i didn't LOL!

3/13/2019 8:49:22 PM blsdbe Done!

3/13/2019 8:50:10 PM starehope A teardrop. Barely visible, but close to the ground. I looked up, saw what I saw, then it went sideways about an inch in my measurement and vanished.

3/13/2019 8:51:54 PM mongrelglory Much as I would love to join you, I unfortunately have ADHD and I'm no longer taking Ritalin.  My ADHD causes me to live in a time zone that is 15 mins 

behind everyone else's time zone in the world.  It makes scheduling my life very difficult. My friends are very understanding...

3/13/2019 8:52:03 PM laurabusse True. I kinda stopped believing in everything including truth. I try to let go of thoughts, ideas and beliefs. Not 100% attainable of course. But it's 

incredibly freeing, just being open and unattached. When i can do it LOL #meditation

3/13/2019 8:52:05 PM opensenseme 2022 or 2023?

3/13/2019 8:54:05 PM jrocktigers Gotcha.

3/13/2019 8:59:58 PM heatherslone2 Any dual citizens should be banned from serving office! Conflicts of interest.unreal how ignorant we have been to such criminality in our leadership

3/13/2019 9:01:09 PM toffer_anon_369 What is this??

3/13/2019 9:02:25 PM sunlightshiner Does the same 'extension phenomenon' apply to blood transfusions?

3/13/2019 9:03:29 PM synackstatic 7 Dwarves = Stages of Life = 7 Super Computers under Den. Airport

Dopey = Immature life

Sneezy = Youth (hay fever = immature immune)

Bashful = Puberty

Doc = Birth/Reproduction

Happy = Parenthood

Grumpy = Old Age

Sleepy = Death

"Data" = LifeLog = Facebook
3/13/2019 9:04:21 PM _chelseaproject Are bad ETs responsible for people disappearing in national parks as covered by the "Missing 411" books?

3/13/2019 9:06:26 PM blsdbe All is well, Time is an illusion. Join us in what ever capacity inspires you when you are inclined to do so! There’s lots of ways to apply Majestic principles 

of numbers beyond the time one starts 😇

3/13/2019 9:08:16 PM esoter1csurgery Is there any credible information to be found regarding who MJ1 through 12 are? Some beings following this channel have alluded to certain 

members...curious to know if they are getting that information telepathically or if they've found a "3D" source of intel.

3/13/2019 9:13:40 PM jdltr450 Snow White

3/13/2019 9:14:24 PM im4brock I volunteer to #BuildTheScaffold

I’ve been tweeting #44ForPrison for a couple of years...but I think prison is way too generous for #jihadistObama

they hanged #SaddamHussein but I can assure you that that which he did against the interests of America pales next to what “O” did..

3/13/2019 9:15:35 PM doyle_eng 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

This is posted publicly to humble you into deducing its pre-eminent and immediate relevance:

•  https://rd.doyle.media/paper  —

It does not state the problem –  http://www.gaia.com/video/threat-artificial-intelligence … – nor provide the solution to end it that now as a potential 

exists:

It ...
3/13/2019 9:15:36 PM brad34351293 They said most were destroyed so they can not be taken back covertly. Some R saved, according to past MJ answers.

I'm with you on saving them. The tech especially!

3/13/2019 9:17:07 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  Structure is not one of my strengths, so I'm just working on moment to moment mindfulness these days.

3/13/2019 9:18:13 PM daveo6145 ?

3/13/2019 9:19:13 PM turboxyde I've been calling it "Project Dreamweaver." I learned months ago to submit shareable, co-creative "blueprints" to the collective consciousness grid 

we've been building. Sometimes I see other ISBE'S appear as brilliant pulsating orbs of energy that radiate amazing vibrations! 

pic.twitter.com/EAD2fACjhH

3/13/2019 9:23:04 PM blsdbe I love when you share those posts, Visionary Stuff!!!

3/13/2019 9:25:27 PM doyle_eng 14–Pt Thread to Complement:

Part 1:  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1106046189923819522 …

–Richard pic.twitter.com/m6pdOHbD9v

3/13/2019 9:26:43 PM jenw_rn I missed AMA. What I would have asked is I have been feeling very edgy since Friday. Nerves frayed, dont understand why.  Could I be reacting to a 

change in vibration.  Earth vibration? I cant explain it. 😔

3/13/2019 9:30:31 PM joinna6 Is CERN ripple effeckts real 

i.e..  Bernstein/stain.bears

3/13/2019 9:31:04 PM jonle86 So what exactly is inside this nanotech? What do they do?

3/13/2019 9:32:37 PM cosmicorigins Interested 🙂

3/13/2019 9:32:59 PM kittles62081233 Are the majority of humans (those indirectly participating on this global timeline), having their/had their realities directly influenced or manipulated by 

those in control - and if I were to guess, does FB harvest incarnated beings data to gauge hive-minds directional reality?

3/13/2019 9:35:14 PM pomeinnz Where is the proof



3/13/2019 9:38:14 PM kittles62081233 And one more Y/N question if I may, are we currently witnessing a battle between angelic beings who have manifested on this planet (eg: 45) VS the 

demonic incarnations (HRC) due to the rules (duality?) on this earth realm?

3/13/2019 9:39:21 PM nun_chucknorris Also a great question. My guess would be yes but only as long as the blood cells are alive ~120 days.

3/13/2019 9:39:23 PM freeandoriginal Wow

3/13/2019 9:39:33 PM blsdbe If you follow me back I can add you via DM 😇

3/13/2019 9:39:42 PM collectvcat So, Israel is ruled by a Draco?

3/13/2019 9:41:01 PM cosmicorigins How do we actualize/use the power of 3,6,9 within our mind/body/spirit complex?

3/13/2019 9:44:49 PM theappraizer Appreciate you folks at Majic. I extend a firm, and hearty, handshake. 👋 ♥️

3/13/2019 9:46:34 PM jswdh1 Mine was born May 22 93.. 5.22.93 @5:22am..he was 5 dys late & I was 22! Which 5+2+2=9. I'm always seeing those numbers! daughter was born 

4.26.90 which is a product of the no 3.. 4+2+6=12+9=21which 1+2=3..9+0=9.. I see 426 quite a bit2 but I see 522 more than any number combo

3/13/2019 9:50:04 PM lady_legrey Do be careful who you deceive.  Each one of their names will be accounted to you.  Denying the real source of #Truth does not make Him any less, nor 

does it make your "version" any more true.

3/13/2019 9:50:52 PM jswdh1 Isn't this why Pres Trump signed that whistleblower act? So they can come forward?

3/13/2019 9:51:12 PM jswdh1 Bingo!

3/13/2019 9:51:21 PM jswdh1 ..most times both!

3/13/2019 9:54:22 PM 1_decided_voter Plug that into Twitter search and it'll show you all instances where MJ12 mentions ETS

3/13/2019 9:57:16 PM rhondao85587104 I have been as well, my emotions have been a bit raw last couple of days

3/13/2019 10:03:53 PM wbwse Revelation 3:20 💙💙💙

3/13/2019 10:14:24 PM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/MCLH7ExTGz

3/13/2019 10:38:27 PM jamesboyett It sure is hard to believe that Jason Rice, Emery Smith, Corey Goode and others on GAIA TV Cosmic Disclosure are not at least somewhat credible at 

least on some things about Disclosure that we all hope is coming and looking forward to. Can you elaborate at all yet at this point?

3/13/2019 10:45:46 PM loriinutah Wow!!! I'm so glad I left that place. That is just sick, wrong and horrible. Sadly, there are those here who try to normalize it also. NEVER can we let it be 

because it's not! #SaveChildrenFromPedophilia

3/13/2019 10:53:53 PM pixiesdorule @threader_app unroll please

3/13/2019 11:04:56 PM thelilkingryan Yes

3/13/2019 11:06:58 PM mile_high_mamma Last night, I was in this weird vibrational fog.  I could feel this vibration in my mind and hear it in my ears at the same time.  It was somewhat tonal.  

Couldn’t help but sit and experience it.  I’ve heard tones regularly for years now; this was different.

3/13/2019 11:09:46 PM deckarddon1 Man this world is a joke

3/13/2019 11:10:09 PM thelilkingryan Made this in 2016 before the election pic.twitter.com/7gPGRwAiaD

3/13/2019 11:17:23 PM mark_schmalz Is Leo Wanta part of the stability to avoid recession?

3/13/2019 11:24:29 PM drbohammer You better believe it. The general population will have a hard time believing what we do with nano. Most won’t believe it possible...esp the eye thing. 

Almost every tech I’ve invented has been twisted by [them] - just like they’ve twisted and abused nano. Very sad

3/13/2019 11:24:50 PM frackerdave Yes

3/13/2019 11:25:38 PM jessie_misty probably missed someone else asking this but....  RH-blood where/who does it come from? So much disinformation out there lets clear this one up 

once and for all. They act like they know nothing about it's origins but personally we feel it is a cover up to something else.

3/13/2019 11:27:55 PM drbohammer Pity he was so rudely defenestrated.

3/13/2019 11:29:55 PM ascendedwater Is the earth a ball, globe ?

3/13/2019 11:30:31 PM drbohammer Try 36Hz and it’s harmonics (eg. 432Hz)

3/13/2019 11:42:45 PM hswcyd Add me please

3/14/2019 12:38:09 AM drbohammer Cool. I tune to 432 whenever possible. Tremendous positive effects on the cells in our bodies. A lot of research out there on it.

3/14/2019 12:47:19 AM reeniekfarms SO READY !!!!! 👋👋

3/14/2019 12:52:22 AM fanninryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/7LUfkATGZU

3/14/2019 12:59:06 AM aschilliam Only an official Statement would suffice as disclosure.

3/14/2019 1:14:04 AM dabrokentruth Bye Bye Hussein

3/14/2019 1:21:05 AM jenw_rn The song--In The Air Tonight by Phil Collins 

Keeps popping in my head

3/14/2019 1:38:31 AM star_counter9 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

3/14/2019 1:58:38 AM rhondao85587104 Maybe something to do with the 737 plane crash

3/14/2019 2:27:28 AM quadruple_d im·mi·nent

/ˈimənənt/Submit

 Learn to pronounce

adjective

1.

about to happen

3/14/2019 2:33:05 AM twilbert4 Is 4D bad?

3/14/2019 2:42:40 AM zagnett No, sounds like MJ12 wasn't created until after Roswell & mainly due to Roswell. Truman created it apparently.

For now, assuming this account is legit, I'm willing to assume/go along with the narrative that good MJs are in charge now. But we must remain 

vigilant, always.

3/14/2019 2:43:24 AM petitchevalb Hello,

Are there IS among you who already met us in past life and who wish to meet us again after disclosure ?

3/14/2019 2:47:10 AM selvestekjetil Reading and reflecting on the content at this account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 After 20 years of Wowoo interest, makes my mind spin on overdrive. A lot to 

take in. Need some new books at school now. #FACTSMATTER

3/14/2019 2:49:51 AM the_fjalar  https://www.binauralbeatsmeditation.com/432-hz-truth-behind-natures-frequency/ …

3/14/2019 3:03:05 AM adsvel There is no Beginning and is no End, and You can't define Multidimensional, Multiversal thought in the linear sequence. Thanks for trying.

3/14/2019 3:03:53 AM ghostofnoname1 Ascend from where?

3/14/2019 3:08:15 AM jollyrob2 🎉✨💫✨

3/14/2019 3:43:23 AM racerx63 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   I have seen 8 large red orbs In formation as large as the full  moon in upstate South Carolina. Are these military?

3/14/2019 3:45:40 AM clancy_birrell Will we ever get to see them? Or images of them?

3/14/2019 3:46:39 AM adsvel Yes.

3/14/2019 3:48:34 AM jollyrob2 🎉✨

3/14/2019 3:48:56 AM texas_nacl Me too.

3/14/2019 3:52:37 AM zeeinthemoment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

P = Pleiades

3/14/2019 3:54:24 AM goran_antunovic I am a GOD, I was born on the 9th😁. Yabbaadabbaduu



3/14/2019 3:56:43 AM adsvel You said we will travel to another Galaxy. According to SG-1, we already done. Is the Pegasus galaxy meant to be Andromeda galaxy in SG-1?

3/14/2019 4:08:49 AM savedrepublica  pic.twitter.com/WstGodrHR9

3/14/2019 4:18:50 AM vincemindfreak was the deal to allow host bodies for another race ?

3/14/2019 4:32:11 AM 369naturallaw Is it like I have to focus on one of these, or do I need to syncronize all 3 of them to manifest? Is both possible?

3/14/2019 4:33:34 AM kathywunderlic2 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

3/14/2019 4:33:51 AM vashonelmer My birthday is all about 3,6,9

3/14/2019 4:47:17 AM winki00000001 What happened to Max Spiers ?

3/14/2019 5:31:55 AM rucrazy_97 You can get the gold Karatbars shipped to you once converted from coins. So look, I'd rather the precious metal

3/14/2019 5:32:29 AM mistressrazz Iron Mountain Conference.

3/14/2019 5:33:51 AM leslieau7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Have we investigated

Rand Corp.

I'm asking for myself

Hearing they're stirring the pot

3/14/2019 5:34:52 AM knightofmaltaus Yes but qualified yes. USAF has several aircraft vehicles that do have performing cloaking capabilities. 99% of all reported UFO ARE Air Force and Naval 

AF testing new hardware. DARPA and InQtel paid for this technology. Working Exoskeleton for Ground Troops exist too.

3/14/2019 5:36:36 AM richard74195773 Read it again...

Cicero wrote that 2k years ago. I see it as relevant to today.

3/14/2019 5:36:47 AM knightofmaltaus Baloney! Utter baloney and unfortunately you lack a clearance to even understand the levels of compartmentalization housing this information and 

technology. Very entertaining for a purported expert. pic.twitter.com/JhTwXeHH56

3/14/2019 5:38:42 AM natureinspace Im pretty sure that most of us here have read the bible at least once. The bible is where some people have gotten their belief in ETs. Now we are in 

search of more info. Life is one hell of a journey.

3/14/2019 5:40:16 AM taitai78787 Do you think Rebekah Roth’s research is accurate? pic.twitter.com/z0yLO7UQsk

3/14/2019 5:41:09 AM jastersally I understand this remark, completely.

3/14/2019 5:44:48 AM natureinspace One of my friends recently lost their house to a fire. The fire warden said it started on the back deck due to the sun's reflection off of something that 

heated the wood and started the fire. Our sun is different now. Is it now a manmade device such as fake reflective lights?

3/14/2019 5:54:25 AM nanablue37 We should have a giant block party. I'll bring burgers.

3/14/2019 5:55:13 AM theprimeian ...???

[Classified] \ ]Declassified[

???

3/14/2019 6:07:30 AM angelwarriorusa and that's why Gavin Nwesome is abolishing it in Ca land of pedosatanists

3/14/2019 6:09:57 AM sabina06706427 The world back too?

3/14/2019 6:11:30 AM wizowskig Gods =Fallen. Why did al the world leaders head out to ANTARCTICA? The more you know....

3/14/2019 6:18:15 AM marty713 NO #wethepeople Do NOT Consent.

3/14/2019 6:18:34 AM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20ETS&src=typd …

3/14/2019 6:22:16 AM djlok II can't help but wonder if the SAT/Cheating scandals and arrests are actually a cover for other crimes committed that the public may not be ready to 

learn about yet.

3/14/2019 6:22:36 AM duppytech Symbols are their downfall, I’m sure you can, but learn to read the signs 😉

3/14/2019 6:23:50 AM mrd_s_anderson  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077199916550840320?s=19 …

3/14/2019 6:26:34 AM jrocktigers This is the funnel to many secret societies. This is just the first volley.

3/14/2019 6:32:34 AM marty713  http://www.thinkaboutit-aliens.com/trantaloids/  👇 Whoa 😳❗️🇺🇲🙏 pic.twitter.com/rL85scdEKW

3/14/2019 6:34:09 AM jastersally Astonishing

3/14/2019 6:38:48 AM aschilliam relatively unrelated.. UN geoengineering sunlight will be stopped and the Crimes against humanity exposed i guess.

3/14/2019 6:48:24 AM djlok These celebs should have taught their children to be better actors if they wanted to get away with it. 

Kids going on TV and saying they never even really wanted to go to college. 🙄

#ThesePeopleAreStupid... And they got the bad SAT scores to prove it!!

3/14/2019 6:54:22 AM nunc_veritas777 Coordinates: 39.086104, -84.783211

[Creation Museum]  2014 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2019 6:55:37 AM jrocktigers Does anyone believe W had the grades and entrance exam scores to get into Yale?  HA.

3/14/2019 6:57:08 AM djlok No, but I bet there is a library or a building there named after them.

See, this is where it gets tricky!

3/14/2019 7:01:38 AM cosmic_engineer #LawofOne

3/14/2019 7:03:19 AM nunc_veritas777 [Creation Museum]?

3/14/2019 7:10:59 AM 00loll0 I'm not sure however there's a petition to sign on @1Stevendkelley account,please visit and sign.I believe this is very important and very real.

3/14/2019 7:11:30 AM rucrazy_97 Today's market value if Bitcoin is over $3800.

Who would of thought that when it started.. People were buying it for cents also.

3/14/2019 7:12:33 AM marzipaningles1 Y’all should read The Code to the Matrix. Then you’ll see just how deep the lies are. Everything is an illusion and humans have been tricked into 

worshipping Lucifer/Satan/a whole cadre of evil doers. The constructed world we live in worships evil. Break free. Souls will rejoice

3/14/2019 7:13:01 AM rucrazy_97 Soooooo, what if the KBC coin ever hit $3800.... How much #Gold could you invest in.

3/14/2019 7:16:47 AM charlie_majors Who is LG?

3/14/2019 7:21:19 AM joeorbit i'm low on my heavy metals and fetal tissue. my pineal gland is showing me too many secrets.  going for my injections now...

3/14/2019 7:34:34 AM daveschroeder18 I do, I guess the best we can claim about this tweet is disinformation is necessary..

We have millions of other planets WE can travel to in the event things go permanently south.

3/14/2019 7:35:50 AM cstarr888 No worries! Nothing meant toward you either. 😊 Also just stating info. 🙏💖

3/14/2019 7:41:38 AM moemc8 This was more what I was getting at with my question.  How to use it.

3/14/2019 7:43:17 AM eagoldb Is every single person on this post a paranoid schizophrenic?

3/14/2019 7:49:03 AM lallaq I don't even do flu shots, I take my chances with my own immunity to fight it

3/14/2019 7:50:41 AM jim_twc Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

3/14/2019 7:57:50 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-03-12/pilots-complained-about-boeing-737-max-8-months-deadly-crash …

3/14/2019 8:00:12 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/luLOqGlBQu

3/14/2019 8:02:30 AM larapatriot Sick jerks- special place in hell



3/14/2019 8:03:58 AM ragevirusqq If a higher dimensional being wanted to pass multidimensional information to lower or other dimensions would a plant that will be consumed be a 

good means of passing this information? Does the being need to incarnate as the plant? I know crystals contain info but how to read it.

3/14/2019 8:06:20 AM deepspacemob 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

3/14/2019 8:07:34 AM rucrazy_97 Lol bye

3/14/2019 8:13:36 AM slh2813 @threadreaderapp Please unroll. Thank you. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712?s=19 …

3/14/2019 8:15:16 AM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure 

Israel is being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/14/2019 8:18:34 AM rucrazy_97 Some mathmatician. 

Layman's terms. If you have 3.2 grams of Cash Gold convert it to over 1,200 KBC coins. 

Then on July 4th every hundred KBC coins equal one gram of gold. I got over 12 grams of gold now instead of 3.2.

3/14/2019 8:24:40 AM joeorbit I pray for her recovery and wish no ill upon this creature, unenlightened as she is.

3/14/2019 8:32:10 AM myavery17 Thank you. I understand. Hope it does though. Our world desperately needs it. 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

3/14/2019 8:33:45 AM cstarr888 Michelle I can relate to "time not working right!" 🙏💖

3/14/2019 8:54:32 AM destinlola Isn’t it cute that twisted undid my RT on this. 😊

3/14/2019 8:55:42 AM djlok ALICE in all her Glory!

3/14/2019 9:10:54 AM reelect20 👇Check this out👇🇺🇸RETW. https://teespring.com/trump-2020-signed-by-trump …

3/14/2019 9:16:29 AM blsdbe About to Be An Event, not a Time.

3/14/2019 9:25:46 AM kibbitzlaw Circling back. 

Project Aurora. You know. I know.

3/14/2019 9:29:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Messed up is a cruel way to describe a chemical imbalance in the brain. Connect with a neuroscientist to learn exercises to regenerate neural pathways.

3/14/2019 9:32:59 AM keith369me Are changes in the Schumann Resonance altering our DNA?

3/14/2019 9:35:48 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/29pFRnx0fi

3/14/2019 9:44:53 AM kristinheller It’s Pi Day...waiting on my birthday present [AS]

3/14/2019 9:45:09 AM cowgirlvalb 👍👍👍

3/14/2019 9:45:31 AM canadiancovfefe Bizarre, but I am listening with complete fascination!

3/14/2019 9:45:46 AM cosmic_engineer Lion's Mane mushies.  Plus many others can help.  Adaptogens are always beneficial too.  Astragalus root tea, Reishi, etc

3/14/2019 9:47:27 AM heath_jack When the student is ready the teachers will appear!  The masses must learn to look within.  Raise your vibration to match that of our space family.  

Ascension cannot be taught or learned.

3/14/2019 9:49:55 AM willowood22 Me, too, SouthernBelle. I'm having to take it incrementally so as not to overload. If interested, come hangout on @PrimeCreator2's thread. I 

understand less today than yesterday, but my unlearning is somehow revealing what is actual TRUTH.

3/14/2019 9:51:59 AM moemc8 Also wish we'd get a true understanding of this once and for all.

3/14/2019 9:52:41 AM willowood22 Remember, MJ12 admits to disinformation. Jesus is real, but the way "Christianity" turned out is NOT WHAT HE INTENDED. Look into Hermetics. This is 

how Jesus turned the water into wine. He transmuted it with mental energy. He changed it's frequency. He said we can do these things

3/14/2019 9:54:49 AM moemc8 never thought of it that way.  Good question,.

3/14/2019 9:57:57 AM mongrelglory 😆  My dad always said I was "slower than molasses in January".

3/14/2019 10:07:35 AM cmdrzod23  https://twitter.com/VizivTech/status/1102682883993538566 …

3/14/2019 10:08:02 AM beck_amikebeck Your talking about the Clinton Foundation...? Right? pic.twitter.com/Mc3yVC1VbN

3/14/2019 10:09:51 AM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The weather is so nice in Denver today.  Could it be a snow job?

3/14/2019 10:11:28 AM drbohammer Great idea. Note: with older Pink Floyd stuff, you don’t have to convert  it, as they used 432 tuning quite a bit

3/14/2019 10:13:31 AM mongrelglory That's a good one!

3/14/2019 10:14:07 AM richard07759712 Are they using their cyclonator to clean up?

3/14/2019 10:14:15 AM the_fjalar Whats it all mean? well.... https://youtu.be/wdpyDoRkttI 

3/14/2019 10:15:00 AM djlok Totally. People don't know how Powerful that is. Like beyond anything we've ever been taught!

3/14/2019 10:15:35 AM cmdrzod23 There are several stargates on earth, one of them under DIA. User twitter search, and copy/paste 

from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 stargate

those are artificial wormholes, I don't know if that is the teleportation you asked for

3/14/2019 10:16:35 AM hackenburg_ Some nanotechnology can survive indefinitely just from ambient light in the body. Scary! Anyone can breath it in and not even know!

3/14/2019 10:24:10 AM dwilliswag Will the trump admin disclose the Draco dominance of our solar system?

3/14/2019 10:24:38 AM djlok Duality

3/14/2019 10:27:14 AM jwise_87 Public execution?

3/14/2019 10:27:15 AM keith369me Is “collegegate” a crackdown on multi-generational family members belonging to the same collegiate secret societies?

3/14/2019 10:27:21 AM henrysi5 Will first contact with benevolent ETs  happen this year?

3/14/2019 10:29:00 AM cledrordfishing Enlil?

3/14/2019 10:45:10 AM captaincockroa2 Who do you say Jesus Christ is?

3/14/2019 10:46:21 AM pastorjon9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = MJ12

3/14/2019 10:47:07 AM beer_parade Thank you!

3/14/2019 10:49:13 AM tammyredmond I think we must all understand that there is a vast amount of different ET’s. Yes there are evil ones here and those are the ones we need to remove 

however there are many benevolent ones that are here to help earth and we the people. If charter is true, we are all in fact part ET

3/14/2019 10:50:47 AM djlok I've wondered this too.  Like this is how the "mass arrests" are all gonna go down...under the cover of something that is much less sinister like mom 

and pop paying for SAT scores.  Wonder if this is a "the choice to know will be yours" type of scenario.

3/14/2019 10:52:53 AM djlok Or is it working with our already altered DNA to bring about positive changes?  There's more to the Schumann Resonance than meets the eye.

3/14/2019 10:53:18 AM diaptera_80 My kids are (almost) free from vaccines and I don’t regret it for a minute. Only my son had his first vaccine which I regret, but I never took him back for 

his top up.

3/14/2019 10:55:23 AM diaptera_80 I suspect vaccines are partly to blame for the stomach problems sooo many experience. Am I right, MJ12?

3/14/2019 11:03:10 AM rsm28675996 Good question

3/14/2019 11:12:24 AM nancyfortrump And I up you 😡😡😡

3/14/2019 11:14:34 AM diaptera_80 Every night? I am free, although it would make 2.33 pm Swedish time

3/14/2019 11:16:22 AM mongrelglory Oh cool!  You live in Sweden?  I'm meeting people from all over the world. 😊

3/14/2019 11:17:20 AM diaptera_80 So, who were the entities behind WW2?

3/14/2019 11:17:35 AM blsdbe Pick a majestic time and join us in Spirit! #WRWY 😇🙏😇

3/14/2019 11:17:58 AM blsdbe ❤️ #MEGA ❤️

3/14/2019 11:18:09 AM diaptera_80 Ok ☺️

3/14/2019 11:19:57 AM iamyou132 Time is an illusion so I should still get an answer: at the end of disclosure will your avg earth human have access to star gates for traveling purposes?

3/14/2019 11:20:52 AM diaptera_80 It has been answered before. Intentions legit. 50% truth 50% mis or disinfo



3/14/2019 11:22:29 AM ragevirusqq With unity there is nothing to fear. Your love and light is your armor. Fill yourself and your family with love and light and discover at your own pace. 

When choosing to learn the truth, if turmoil sets in take a break.The only requirement is love and intent ♥✌🏻eagles eat snakes

3/14/2019 11:27:24 AM liberty_2q2q I was following this acct (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) religiously for a while. I'm not sure what happened/if my perspective just changed, but as of late...their 

threads have just seemed "off". My gut intuition is screaming at me that something isn't right & I have learned to listen to it.

3/14/2019 11:28:15 AM diaptera_80 Are some crafts absolutely massive or reeeeeally looong?

3/14/2019 11:28:37 AM djlok  https://youtu.be/F9YqCP_B7EU 

It's a Small World After All!

😍😍😍

3/14/2019 11:33:12 AM drbohammer Exactly!!

3/14/2019 11:34:13 AM diaptera_80 Then why are vaccines mandatory in some places?

3/14/2019 11:35:41 AM the_fjalar here is another one... https://youtu.be/_aeeNMk04l0 

3/14/2019 11:37:39 AM the_fjalar watch the movie “Above Majestic”...it will give you a good start.

3/14/2019 11:41:13 AM mkawe Prayer works

3/14/2019 11:51:49 AM suekonkel Thank you

3/14/2019 11:56:29 AM blsdbe Here is my question: is this the nature of rhe divergence: 3D=Destruction here on Earth vs 5D=Ascension to Sheen?

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2019 11:59:18 AM cledrordfishing Does that make you a bad person?

3/14/2019 11:59:26 AM kabamur_taygeta According to my info, no destruction in either density when the Event occurs. Whatever Solar-related event others are connecting to a cataclysm has 

nothing to do with our Ascension to 5D/Sheen.

3/14/2019 12:00:17 PM blsdbe Awesome, thanks for clarifying 😇🙏😇

3/14/2019 12:01:07 PM blsdbe Still looking forward to seeing all the Crystals Emerge!

3/14/2019 12:01:44 PM godfamcountry Emery Smith has some crazy stories.   I’d be surprised if he’s not legit.

3/14/2019 12:05:44 PM anonymousada Lindsey Graham.

3/14/2019 12:06:35 PM mongrelglory I always thought that the "end-times" global cataclysm scenario was a psyop pushed by the Cabal.  It's especially strong in the Evangelical Christian 

churches with talk of the Rapture and Armageddon.  I think it's meant to scare people, though in a more negative timeline I'm...

3/14/2019 12:07:43 PM mongrelglory ...sure Earth could have been at risk of self-destruction like what supposedly occurred to Tiamet.

3/14/2019 12:12:08 PM pastorjon9 I believe you're correct. The cabal could/would twist rather easily any reference to mass ascension (The Event/Shift) to generate fear (their "food") and 

convince ppl to give them their worldly possessions (sacrifice) to atone for sin so they would be spared.

3/14/2019 12:13:36 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  That's good to hear!  There's been enough suffering on this planet already.  I wish for a peaceful transition for Gaia. 🙏

3/14/2019 12:18:49 PM mongrelglory Yup!  That would fit their MO exactly!  We have to make sure we don't fall for their ruse!

3/14/2019 12:19:36 PM sdcharge2k12 Hello Kabamur hope all is well...I was wondering if you have had any updates on the event and the possibility of the solar flash no longer being 

needed? I follow a man named Brad Johnson of New Earth Teachings and his higher self has stated that we no longer will need that flash? 

pic.twitter.com/9RLtiQMDRM

3/14/2019 12:22:56 PM kabamur_taygeta The Event itself has never been described as a Solar Flash by my Pleiadian Fam, so whether that is still a part of The Event, I can't say. I only know The 

Event is ON. I have a recent confirmation that my recent Event info is still valid, and some sources have not caught up yet.

3/14/2019 12:23:05 PM sdcharge2k12 The man has a very good YouTube channel as well with a lot of great info. I’ve personally had him do Akashic life readings for me that were 

UNBELIEVABLY accurate so I know the man is not some random hack but I do find this news surprising & wondered your what your thoughts are?

3/14/2019 12:24:18 PM yupyup_puypuy Yahweh

3/14/2019 12:24:30 PM sdcharge2k12 Yes he has not stated that it’s no longer happening just that the flash is not going to happen. A much more subtle easing into 5th than a sudden burst 

etc

3/14/2019 12:29:02 PM scott_rick Israel for last!!   https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1106273686238228480?s=21 …

3/14/2019 12:29:38 PM sdcharge2k12 Thank you! For the response I appreciate that

3/14/2019 12:34:17 PM kadath123 Certainly, and without a doubt, according to the survivors of satanic ritual abuse carried out by masons in masonic lodges... Lucifarians. Got any OTO 

members in your valley?

3/14/2019 12:38:47 PM yupyup_puypuy where do you get your mms?

3/14/2019 12:47:08 PM lenzaq incarnated?

3/14/2019 12:48:33 PM nr750 I thought 💭 time only existed in 3D and was, also, relative?

3/14/2019 1:00:17 PM suzirn218 I started it a while back and was so mind blown was thinking BS. 

But that’s what I thought 1.5 yrs ago in regards to Killery and children. 

Going to take another stab at it. 

Thank you

3/14/2019 1:03:02 PM cledrordfishing I don't know what OTO means. 

But I am a Christian and a Mason and I don't know what all the talk is about..... I have never seen anything that resembles the accusations. 

I just know what goes on in blue lodge and most all of the Mason's I know are Christian.

3/14/2019 1:13:23 PM kadath123 Ok understood. Blue Lodge freemasonry are the human shields for the higher degrees, and not all blue lodge masons are Lucifarians. OTO is the Ordo 

Templi Orientis. Members of OTO are allowed to be Freemasons. I advise you to examine these rites and decide if you continue 🙏🏻. GB!

3/14/2019 1:18:02 PM jm19712 Is that one you speak of trying to start biblical armageddon as I write? Lots of activity on "news" today RE: Isr.

3/14/2019 1:26:31 PM wwtravelr Yes. And a lot. And quickly. SaHTF

3/14/2019 1:29:55 PM wwtravelr Yes. "Med-beds" which will re-atomize every organ, fiber etc in your body.  Before entering you will choose the age which your body/mind wish to be . 

eg 30 yrs old). Disclosure coming soon

3/14/2019 1:30:56 PM sdennee60 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are there an extreme amount of "craft" specifically in the Superstition Mountain area of Arizona, cloaked or uncloaked?

3/14/2019 1:32:26 PM wwtravelr Yes. As well as Philippines, Indonesia etc

3/14/2019 1:44:00 PM liltilgerlil QUESTION: Is this black hat or white hat?

 https://www.ulalaunch.com/missions/delta-iv-wgs-10 …

3/14/2019 2:01:51 PM winki00000001 So Majestic 12 is the shadow gouvernement.

3/14/2019 2:17:05 PM liltilgerlil Good sound advice. Thanks

3/14/2019 2:22:11 PM stevenfontain14 interesting you would say that...

3/14/2019 2:23:28 PM my2sonznme Is John Jr alive?

3/14/2019 2:28:17 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you elaborate more on Corey Goode not a credible witness of ETs, Off World Bases, Cloaked Ships, Hidden or Cloaked On World 

Bases and ETs, SSPs, etc. Please! It is hard to believe that Jason Rice, Emery Smith, Corey Goode and others  in "Cosmic Disclosure" on

3/14/2019 2:30:14 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 GAIA TV are not at least somewhat credible of their memories of SSP 20 and back experiences unless they were mind controlled 

and not just mind wiped after 20.



3/14/2019 2:40:16 PM ingoldisrael No.

Astonishing ignorance from Majestic 12 (LARP).  Messing w/people’s heads. Hideous.

People don’t know what “Zionism” actually is.

On hurting kids: happening in all countries. Trafficking networks serve “elites” (occultists etc.)

@CoreysDigs & @EllaaaCruzzz = good resources.
3/14/2019 3:01:57 PM mommahood777 Oh good grief! I can't believe I made that error...yes I can, was going on no sleep, working, trying to keep up w/ everything, b-day parties, research, 

scheduling....the names threw me.  Yes, they look very similar him & Hef..either way, AC is just as dirty...lol

3/14/2019 3:03:10 PM mommahood777 I'm with you but I misidentified Bill as Anderson...can't believe I did that...both dirty nonetheless

3/14/2019 3:05:05 PM mommahood777 no idea of the details..been tied up in other directions..curious tho. Very sad either way.

3/14/2019 3:32:51 PM kathleen3693693 Actually, our majestic @POTUS is doing a great deal for this entire planet. It had to be #AmericaFirst because we were basically the last domino 

standing in the way of total global dominance of the evil One. #MAGA #PatriotsUnite #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2019 3:34:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please correct any disinformation you perceive.

3/14/2019 3:35:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Credible for MJ12 or credible for whom?

No or possibly.

Q was to MJ12.

MJ12 answered if credible for MJ12.

3/14/2019 3:36:11 PM thenotobvious I worked with James. The site is down now.

3/14/2019 3:39:32 PM djlok Good point. How do we define "credible"?  Because so as so said so?

This is where truth must resonate within, I believe.

I know when people want me to believe in something vs. stating facts. 

Big Difference!!

3/14/2019 3:41:44 PM djlok When I was asleep I trusted people who wanted me to believe in things. Many of those things were in fact false. 

Today I trust what rings true to me...in my spirit...not based on how convincing someone is.

3/14/2019 3:43:28 PM ellaaacruzzz Stop attacking Isreal. https://twitter.com/ellaaacruzzz/status/1052495318774964224 …

3/14/2019 3:44:25 PM djlok I think this is why Q or maybe it was MJ...one of them, who I do personally believe them both to be truthful...they say "be careful who you follow" and 

"those who want to drive you are not your friend".  

Now THAT resonates with me!!

3/14/2019 3:52:19 PM ingoldisrael Talk to us about Mohammed & Islam.

3/14/2019 3:59:29 PM 2thes2_11_12 Toast!

3/14/2019 4:00:26 PM jamesboyett So much mystery. So many questions. I dream of Disclosure! I pray for Full Disclosure ASAP. The way things are going I don't know whether to really 

expect any Disclosure at all or not. I was to be positive and do the right things with conciousness to bring it about soon.

3/14/2019 4:13:07 PM samarai_ryan Just applied 🙏

3/14/2019 4:18:26 PM mongrelglory Amen!  I look back and I can't believe how much they had pulled the wool over my eyes!

3/14/2019 4:23:00 PM aprilbrown99 All of our eyes...to one degree or another. I had always been awake to the spiritual and metaphysical side...but the children....that was a really hard pill 

to swallow. I cried for days after I learned about that. I never knew to be such evil in this world. Boy, was I wrong!

3/14/2019 4:27:55 PM djlok Yeah- when we learned about that pedo/sicko stuff for many of us that was the jumping off point into #TheGreatAwakening.

Bad stuff done to kids = This became war.

3/14/2019 4:28:38 PM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure 

Israel is being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/14/2019 4:29:30 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly! Children, animals, and elderly...do no harm!  Tick Tock! #WWG1WGA

3/14/2019 4:30:13 PM allahuniversal [17]

18:27

The Power of 3s pic.twitter.com/IvN7swiSYJ

3/14/2019 4:37:43 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 Islam

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889882958345240579?s=19 …

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034435571949731840?s=19 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072968306464825344?s=19 …

3/14/2019 4:41:51 PM allahuniversal Why do you see the above as an "attack?

from:ts_sci_majic12 Israel

3/14/2019 4:52:57 PM covertress Wingmakers - Ancient Arrow Project - Chamber 11

 https://youtu.be/0qUcp7foFxU  pic.twitter.com/EsZC7KTuR7

3/14/2019 5:04:53 PM allahuniversal Took 6 seconds exactly to resonate! 

Created a playlist of 1-24

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-VqpqOD3tD6qGVtUhbgojP724XcF9-lY …

3/14/2019 5:05:52 PM allahuniversal Listened to it all in one sitting once. What was "spooky" was hearing sounds I've samples before in my own music

3/14/2019 5:09:47 PM susan46189802 HOW MODERN DO YOU MEAN? WHAT DECADE/CENTURY?

3/14/2019 5:12:02 PM susan46189802 AND ME PLEASE!!!

3/14/2019 5:16:28 PM unidentifiedta1 It smells like B.O.

3/14/2019 5:20:54 PM adsvel The Core is not solid. Think 2 forces come together and interact, Electric and Magnetic. What would it be?

3/14/2019 5:24:37 PM adsvel What makes You passionate, that You forget about anything else? And with what part of Your body You feel it?

3/14/2019 5:27:13 PM adsvel And what about those, who met with them in the night dreams and more consciously in OBE are they potentials of the MJ12 programs?

3/14/2019 5:31:28 PM keith369me Corey is fantastic don’t know the other individual, you are way off base regarding MJ12...Corey’s view is detail from ground level, MJ info is from a 

satellite.

3/14/2019 5:32:32 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please tell me you have the good “hackers” working for you.  pic.twitter.com/5oDt8BJsFv

3/14/2019 5:56:02 PM adsvel theOSlogycos 101 pic.twitter.com/8feIYE6I2X

3/14/2019 5:57:12 PM covertress Fantastic!

Thank you.

3/14/2019 5:58:54 PM zeeinthemoment Amen!

3/14/2019 6:01:03 PM do_or_do_notty People often misunderstand truth as an attack. Cognitive Dissonance is real. I’m finding it’s most powerful in topics surrounding religion.

3/14/2019 6:03:23 PM melanieanders7 MJ12 never specified which section of Israel (Zion/khazarian vs true Jewish people). It was purposely done to make people dig. Make us SEE the truth 

behind the layers that run deep. Especially political deep running “games”. Think! And share! MJ encourages it

3/14/2019 6:04:30 PM melanieanders7 Also, looking into it will explain WHY DJT moved Israel’s Capitol back to Jerusalem.



3/14/2019 6:05:58 PM ascendingadam Tachyonized materials beneficial to ones wellbeing?

3/14/2019 6:09:01 PM honorbound1974 @X22Report @jack

@winning_race @jack

@prayingmedic @jack

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jack

@TrueEyeTheSpy @jack

@RealJamesWoods @jack

@SaRaAshcraft @jack

Scared of real news @jack

#qanon #War #TheStormIsHere #TheGreatAwakening #TrumpTrain #qanon #maga #trump #thestorm
3/14/2019 6:12:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Zero Sum Game" In Public Consciousness?

Academia Corruption?

Media Quick To Cover Up?

Read the full indictments yourself.

Coincidence?

Cross reference subjects mentioned.

Hyperdimensional chess.

IS-BEs are powerful.
3/14/2019 6:14:32 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/e9OsYdh4iU

3/14/2019 6:14:46 PM keith369me Step one...expose corruption that pisses off every American...awaiting the next exposure.

3/14/2019 6:14:59 PM wolfieman121 Soon!

3/14/2019 6:16:34 PM aprilbrown99 Is this school scam part of child trafficking as well?  I feel that they are related.

3/14/2019 6:16:40 PM worldxplorer1 Well said!  Neither MJ12 or Q spoon feed the answers. Waiting for spoon fed info is how we ended up oppressed and enslaved in the first place!  We, 

as a civilization need to learn to think for ourselves. Find answers for ourselves. And TAKE our power back!  It was always ours.

3/14/2019 6:19:13 PM wolfieman121 Social media can be used to flesh out needed intel..In everyone!

3/14/2019 6:19:38 PM keith369me Probably not...it’s more about the “nobility” vs “serfs” and the different standards of justice.

3/14/2019 6:19:46 PM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome

3/14/2019 6:21:28 PM keith369me When the public is begging for POTUS FISA Declass, it will be over

3/14/2019 6:22:26 PM allahuniversal Religion religion religion, whew! Gave up long ago trying to get people to see it for what it is (unless they ask). Better to just be an example of not 

needing religion to be righteous.

3/14/2019 6:24:27 PM do_or_do_notty I think many of us have recognized a change. I certainly have.

3/14/2019 6:24:41 PM aprilbrown99 The parents paid $25M to one man. I believe there were two payments involved; money and sex with their children. Just my personal opinion. It is 

Hollywood after all and there are some sick people.

3/14/2019 6:25:58 PM zagnett  https://youtu.be/366ELkY8w8c 

Anything to this vid?

3/14/2019 6:26:29 PM do_or_do_notty Unfortunately Israel is all tied up in “religion” for most people. Even the simplest truth told about Israel is misconstrued as a religious attack, when its 

not.  I’m so ready for the scam of religion to be exposed to the masses

3/14/2019 6:26:31 PM allahuniversal Bonus: read Vatican Assassins, by Eric Phelps

3/14/2019 6:27:23 PM allahuniversal Been ready for that for decades

3/14/2019 6:27:52 PM zagnett Corey Goode et al actually part of the SSp?

3/14/2019 6:28:32 PM keith369me NXIVM is bigger than most realize.  Hollywood culture is sick...hopefully it ALL comes out.

3/14/2019 6:28:36 PM do_or_do_notty Well MJ12 has promised it will happen! 👍

3/14/2019 6:29:41 PM 313looper IS-BEs...

3/14/2019 6:30:27 PM allahuniversal It's bound to happen, or humans will continue killing in the name of gods that care nothing for them

3/14/2019 6:31:02 PM jane_q_patriot Me too! Religion =/= spirituality either.

3/14/2019 6:34:46 PM allahuniversal Correct. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073440862275862528?s=19 …

3/14/2019 6:36:21 PM melanieanders7 Beautifully said.

3/14/2019 6:39:20 PM melanieanders7 Continue dropping more corruption that pisses off every American so finally when the really hard facts that currently seen unbekieveable suddenly 

become truth they can swallow.

3/14/2019 6:42:00 PM kindeandtrue Bravo, MJ12! I've been mentally adjusting some of your statements all along. I don't expect you to be infallible.

3/14/2019 6:42:44 PM jenw_rn I hope I adjust soon, having a hard time functioning at work 😦

3/14/2019 6:43:48 PM brian_alford makes total sense pic.twitter.com/47iKMxmnw9

3/14/2019 6:44:05 PM jane_q_patriot The true significance of this ancient MUDRA. 👌🏼 (And not a racist or evil/satanic hand symbol.) The Alpha and Omega connects with YOU. Sometimes 

referred to as "jnana" mudra. Jnana is to *Know*. Same root as "gno." Higher wisdom can be found within.

3/14/2019 6:46:41 PM liltilgerlil Thank you

3/14/2019 6:49:58 PM allahuniversal "Everything starts with you, everything comes into existence with you, and everything comes to an end with you"

3/14/2019 6:54:10 PM kindeandtrue Does "is"  = "be"? 

Is "is" ontologically different from "be"?

Is "existence" the same as "being"?

3/14/2019 6:55:03 PM tamravee Exactly pic.twitter.com/tjekWBjxan

3/14/2019 6:56:45 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/6WE7NOGJDY

3/14/2019 6:59:00 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@QAnonPatriot

Remembering who we are (and ‘who’s who in the zoo’):

The brightest star in the constellation Leo, known as Regulus, is, in Sanskrit, known as “Magha” ~ from which is derived the word “magi”:

The word used as the basis of both MAJIC and Majestic. pic.twitter.com/bvHL9wX9o2

3/14/2019 7:01:30 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/Wn74wznWl9

3/14/2019 7:11:26 PM allahuniversal Rewatched Forrest Gump not long ago. His mother did what it took to get her son into the school...ugh

3/14/2019 7:13:32 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1084832001688027138?s=19 …

3/14/2019 7:16:02 PM turboxyde I just watched "The Last Starfighter" again tonight. Frontier = Domain? There's an entire Federation of star civilizations working together. Family drama 

causes son to defect to the empire and invite interdimensional parasites into the "Frontier" space. Interesting movie!

3/14/2019 7:16:18 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Americans like myself who have never seen ETs or UFOs but somehow always believed & those that have seen have wanted 

Disclosure for a very long time. I pray it starts very soon! I am at the age I could really enjoy it with my family if I have a little time left.

3/14/2019 7:16:47 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve been a bit out of sorts too. At least we recognize it! The difference. That’s half the battle

3/14/2019 7:19:12 PM kindeandtrue Thank you! This reminds me of Philosophy 101 in college which I wasn't very good at. : )

3/14/2019 7:21:36 PM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome



3/14/2019 7:22:04 PM allahuniversal In 2 words:

I Am

3/14/2019 7:22:20 PM turboxyde The family conflict reminds me of Enki and his son "Marduck" (little SG1 joke there.) Earth was considered too immature for inclusion in the official 

Starfighter program so a renegade IS-BE "broke" the rules and designed a video game to see if humanity had the potential.

3/14/2019 7:22:51 PM allahuniversal Correction, 4 words

I Am

We Are

3/14/2019 7:25:08 PM mongrelglory Hey, I currently have no psychic abilities whatsoever, except for maybe empathy, which I thought was a normal human trait.  My "higher dimensional 

helpers" are probably hoarse from shouting at me, trying to get my attention! 😋

3/14/2019 7:44:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 [GOOG] pic.twitter.com/jrCPHHcsrb

3/14/2019 7:45:05 PM speaakn Yep, heard all about it today from a rep from MO

3/14/2019 7:45:18 PM alightweaver1 Gosh I LOVE the word Sheen, it sounds so good in my mouth 😄 I love saying it, thinking of it, Being it 💖🌏

3/14/2019 7:46:49 PM coryz34 Can you speak in depth about how important that Border Wall is and what Trump meant by his Tweet saying “intruders from all Dimensions” 

(paraphrased)

3/14/2019 7:46:50 PM keith369me I wish it were [Clowns]

3/14/2019 7:47:01 PM kagman4e Something just ain’t right about alphabet helping the Chinese military and refusing to help ours.  Is that a form of treason 🤔?

3/14/2019 7:49:15 PM lbf777 What did you hear?

3/14/2019 7:51:57 PM nutroq  pic.twitter.com/yOkRoBfkJS

3/14/2019 7:53:06 PM litparkranger What do you think of the mark?

3/14/2019 7:53:27 PM speaakn  https://twitter.com/hawleymo/status/1106247367177764865?s=21 …

3/14/2019 7:53:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious why they are all of a sudden pulling the plug on the death penalty? They think this will keep them alive for their crimes.

[These people are stupid.] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1106370680864604163 …

3/14/2019 7:54:33 PM frances719 Here comes the P A I N pic.twitter.com/QjMAz7oXoX

3/14/2019 7:54:51 PM aprilbrown99 I thought the same thing when I heard it as well.

3/14/2019 7:54:53 PM zeeinthemoment If they are tried in GITMO, it won’t matter.

3/14/2019 7:55:44 PM qdragonpower1 Wasn't it Nicola Tesla who said "If you only knew the magnificence of the numbers 3,6 and 9, then you would have a key to the Universe". ?

3/14/2019 7:55:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is the moral of the story to marry the game gender and cover up serious clown involvement along the way with two sex slaves for "daughters"? 

Apparently.

[RENEGADE] https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1106334717551489025 …

3/14/2019 7:56:41 PM ragevirusqq Wow

3/14/2019 7:58:52 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/znjd18aN7w

3/14/2019 7:58:57 PM jones9536 I second that

3/14/2019 7:59:00 PM ceasarfall31544 @Jordan_Sather_

3/14/2019 7:59:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Bold statement. Seeding.

3/14/2019 8:00:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

3/14/2019 8:00:05 PM jrocktigers 😡

3/14/2019 8:00:13 PM cledrordfishing Are we all IS-BEs?

3/14/2019 8:00:38 PM mongrelglory They were sex slaves! 😳

And their real parents let them be used that way?

Horrible!!!

3/14/2019 8:00:54 PM deborahknowlto7 It's a crying shame.

3/14/2019 8:00:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q said a new definition for treason will be invited for what they have done.

3/14/2019 8:01:04 PM krittersadler  pic.twitter.com/wi60rMRofl

3/14/2019 8:01:04 PM nun_chucknorris So close. 20 sec delta. pic.twitter.com/iRg7EHNqs2

3/14/2019 8:01:28 PM wu_yah It's not good killing people for Karma. Much is better to put them in prison.

3/14/2019 8:01:55 PM adsvel Greed and Fear, who wins this mindless game...

3/14/2019 8:02:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Border wall is symbolic for the destruction of the underground tunnels connecting the DUMBs between US+M+C. The criminal behavior underground is 

being cleaned up, hence BOOMs💥 "all around". Symbology will be their downfall.

3/14/2019 8:03:05 PM wahiggins3 Did you mean to say “same” gender?  That would make more sense.

3/14/2019 8:03:34 PM tashalotti Profound 🤯

3/14/2019 8:03:35 PM wwtravelr can you post the wingmaker story?

3/14/2019 8:04:14 PM mongrelglory I hope not.  The trials are supposed to be televised, but a public spectacle made out of the executions would not be good for the raising the collective 

consciousness of this planet IMHO.

3/14/2019 8:04:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Biological parents were disposed of by clowns.

3/14/2019 8:04:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/14/2019 8:04:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who did they hang out with?

3/14/2019 8:05:17 PM jones9536 Will the truth about this ever come out?

3/14/2019 8:05:23 PM dominic_apold  pic.twitter.com/Cr9b973aQP

3/14/2019 8:05:33 PM 1jesust "These people are sick!...Those of us who know can't sleep at night." Q

3/14/2019 8:06:16 PM freeandoriginal China 🇨🇳

3/14/2019 8:07:02 PM tashalotti I think you are my brother from another mother. 

Sincerely, God bless you 🇺🇸 #MAGA

3/14/2019 8:07:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Game Gender = Biological Male Psychological Female

3/14/2019 8:07:31 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/google-cia-if-you-re-using-an-android-phone-google-may-be-tracking-every-move-you-make …

3/14/2019 8:07:45 PM allahuniversal House of Cards

3/14/2019 8:07:52 PM mongrelglory Will the heads of the Social media companies be facing treason charges as well?

3/14/2019 8:08:21 PM raindroplet70 Is the recent cyclone bomb storm part of the plan and a way to rid CO of the DUMB related to DIA?

3/14/2019 8:08:35 PM cg_sands4 And this was after that anti lynching bill she co-wrote, conveniently it was right after the fake Jussie incident.

3/14/2019 8:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some people will soon. No spoilers.

3/14/2019 8:08:56 PM keithwins #incoming 💣💣💣

3/14/2019 8:09:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sasha is for Michael.

3/14/2019 8:09:25 PM djlok Is an "IS" that voice we hear in our head before we do something? Something mundane like open a door?

3/14/2019 8:09:39 PM usss_211 Pull the plug on death penalty but support full term abortion. 

👆 These people are sick!!!

3/14/2019 8:09:44 PM blankmarlo Anita Blanchard and Martin Nesbitt? I hadn't heard of them dying, was that theory off the mark? pic.twitter.com/xP5ypBwCC2

3/14/2019 8:09:49 PM jrocktigers 😡

3/14/2019 8:10:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Joe Biden’s granddaughter, Maidy Biden. Not surprising. pic.twitter.com/eqVcMBDJkK

3/14/2019 8:10:46 PM jdltr450  pic.twitter.com/VfSNxifT42

3/14/2019 8:11:22 PM djlok She's a lawyer...that's what they do...she makes laws for other people to break, but not her and her buddies.

3/14/2019 8:11:42 PM mongrelglory Will Michael face justice for any crimes?



3/14/2019 8:11:45 PM giediknight Any validity to that family being clones or soul group to the Egyptian 18th Dynasty family?

3/14/2019 8:12:27 PM allahuniversal 😨

3/14/2019 8:13:28 PM kindeandtrue You're giving me the chills. I've been writing an article this evening about the "I am" phrases in St. John's Gospel and in Revelation. 

Ego sum Qui sum.

Ego sum Alpha et Omega.

Ego sum Via, Veritas et Vita.

Ego sum Panis Vitae.

Ego sum Resurrectio et Vita.

Ego sum Pastor Bonus.

3/14/2019 8:13:30 PM richardhiatt16 What about those Military Tribunals?

3/14/2019 8:13:39 PM mongrelglory I learn so much from this account...

3/14/2019 8:13:50 PM ragevirusqq 🤮

3/14/2019 8:14:28 PM kindeandtrue Sum

Es

Est

Sumus

Estis

Sunt

3/14/2019 8:15:23 PM dmpwrocks  pic.twitter.com/3OTIfNDCye

3/14/2019 8:15:39 PM shzreading Trump can say .... "VETO"!!!

3/14/2019 8:15:50 PM mongrelglory So much evil in the Obama administration! 😟

3/14/2019 8:16:14 PM djlok ME TOO! Like ways of thinking about things I never thought possible.

3/14/2019 8:16:34 PM karma4event201 11 11 2018 a worldwide Signal to operators; unmistakeable & repeated at 17 second intervals 

Patriots in control https://www.google.com/amp/s/relay.nationalgeographic.com/proxy/distribution/public/amp/science/2018/11/strange-

earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology …

3/14/2019 8:17:06 PM kagman4e Seems like Zuckerberg is at the head of the line #LifeLog.

3/14/2019 8:17:18 PM djlok And we know what he's talking about. Just never discussed.

3/14/2019 8:17:57 PM mongrelglory I have learned a new respect for numbers.

3/14/2019 8:18:26 PM djlok Heck yeah!

3/14/2019 8:18:32 PM _chelseaproject ? How is this possible? Martin Nesbit and Anita Blanchard are still living. Or at least no record of them dying.

3/14/2019 8:18:59 PM shallknown Are they the real parents? Because they really look like them! pic.twitter.com/ifJxkI8uCW

3/14/2019 8:20:03 PM jrocktigers Off topic - KJU is said to make an announcement  momentarily. Have we  lost the ground we made with him? If so, can we  put it on the feet of  JB?

3/14/2019 8:20:11 PM kindeandtrue Is there a DUMB under Arlington Cemetery?

3/14/2019 8:20:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Sidwell Friends School needs some investigating. Chelsea Clinton, Maisy Biden and the Obamas went there.

3/14/2019 8:21:04 PM mongrelglory Either they're not the biological parents, or they are clones of the original parents, if what MJ-12 says is true.

3/14/2019 8:22:31 PM djlok This is so much to wrap my head around.  May need to go in the "process later" folder.

3/14/2019 8:22:48 PM karma4event201 It was obvious he had information the corrupt government wanted kept from the public, silly me, I  thought it was tech.

3/14/2019 8:23:18 PM richardhiatt16 As a fourth dimensional being I find it hard to believe you would still support death penalty..Not criticizing, but I hope then that you support Total War.. 

one that we have not fought since WWII.. Look now.. Germany and Japan really like us 🤓🇺🇸

3/14/2019 8:23:30 PM buckleu29637872 OMG Majestic!!! Mooch as a man was an easy guess since the male part popped out way too often in vids and photos. The daughters as sex slaves 

instead of loaner adoptions just took my breath away. Makes sense though since they let the eldest work with H. Weinstein the perv.

3/14/2019 8:23:41 PM jrocktigers Sadly, it makes sense as usual.

3/14/2019 8:24:14 PM karma4event201 From Here and now to the next level.

3/14/2019 8:24:30 PM aprilbrown99 Is Malia transgendered?

3/14/2019 8:24:41 PM djlok #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/14/2019 8:25:01 PM wahiggins3 Learn something new everyday I guess!  Thanks for the clarification.

3/14/2019 8:25:43 PM corstruction Her own crime must be bad enough for her to be worried. Has she committed a Treasonous crime?  I know she's from CA but I haven't found anything 

yet.

3/14/2019 8:26:23 PM djlok Why can't they just be two dudes laying each other?  Why they gotta bring the kids?

These people are filthy!!

3/14/2019 8:26:51 PM jherd6 Game > Same  (sic)

3/14/2019 8:27:57 PM jrocktigers Have to perform specific acts for maximum effect.

3/14/2019 8:30:50 PM hawkgirlinmn Bill Nye (the fake science guy) went to Sidwell Friends as well. Is this how he obtained his clown op pass to peddle fake science?

3/14/2019 8:31:38 PM djlok Who CARES what the maximum effect is!  I'd be like Dude, I'm outta here!!  Filthy and disgusting trash...that's what they are...all of them...the 

Clintons...all of them. Filthy.

3/14/2019 8:32:16 PM jrocktigers True

3/14/2019 8:32:58 PM cheriqcontrary Explained above "game" is what was intended.

3/14/2019 8:35:19 PM coryz34 Roger that! Love what your doing. I’m waking up as many people as I can and using your threads to help.

3/14/2019 8:35:22 PM djlok It is like what is wrong.  We basically rounded up the trashiest people in our country...put them in government, put them in Hollywood..put them in all 

these high places...and now we're getting a peek behind the curtain.

3/14/2019 8:36:05 PM coryz34 Great find!

3/14/2019 8:37:44 PM keithwins like dat ? pic.twitter.com/L5hMBCJG2s

3/14/2019 8:38:09 PM coryz34 Was on a call with my family (we have Cabal calls every other day) to discuss what Q is doing and to decipher the riddles. During the call one member 

in Miami said they herd a bunch of Booms. Even neighbors heard. Wonder if it is related.

3/14/2019 8:38:15 PM sheshifts001 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

#GameOver #GameOver #GameOver

Let the prosecution begin!

#WeThePeopleDemandJUSTICE

⚡✨👁⚡👁✨⚡

#GreatAwakening #QAnon #Pedogate

#PrayforTheChildren

#WeDoNotConsent to #ChildSexCrimes #CrimesAgainstChildren #CrimesAgainstHumanity!

#WeThePeople #LoveWins pic.twitter.com/yMJUXBhNzv
3/14/2019 8:39:18 PM edgeman611 Kamel and Co. will not be able to avoid the Exocutioner, their time is coming, and they know it.  Ban against lynching/smollet bullsh#E$t not with 

standing, what a joke.  Truth and justice is coming evil one's.

3/14/2019 8:39:49 PM 979_7740 Disgusting POS s

3/14/2019 8:41:21 PM tx_grannie58 Because they want prisoners to be able to vote...

3/14/2019 8:42:20 PM bojisnowqueen That’s why I am divorced

3/14/2019 8:45:38 PM zagnett That's just pretty darn cool, Q / MJs / Team. 🤔🧐😎



3/14/2019 8:45:40 PM blsdbe Google stock about to tank = [GOOG]?

3/14/2019 8:46:19 PM kzcreek You know, “asking for a friend”

3/14/2019 8:46:33 PM billhirokowoods Malik is a Trum supporter, FYI.

3/14/2019 8:46:51 PM zagnett Do the "Obama" kids know? Are they a bit upset about this?

3/14/2019 8:49:10 PM mr2_patriots I like the way ya think Majestic.

🇺🇸☕️😎

3/14/2019 8:49:23 PM late_don Alphabet Inc = Alphabet Agency(s)

3/14/2019 8:50:36 PM blsdbe 💥👍💥

3/14/2019 8:51:00 PM jrocktigers I would think those memories have conveniently been erased.

3/14/2019 8:53:15 PM allahuniversal There's no coincidences.

3/14/2019 8:53:57 PM freeandoriginal Do not need to know the details and the extent of their evil. Just need this to stop !

3/14/2019 8:54:44 PM jrocktigers You are great Analyst! You completed that mission quickly. Rock on!!

3/14/2019 8:54:53 PM whisperz777 what a coinkydink, lol. just last nite i was trying to recall this interview and couldn't remember where to search for it ! 😱😳😊 thx for posting 😁

3/14/2019 8:58:03 PM austin03571701 Weinstein apprenticeship

3/14/2019 9:00:38 PM jones9536 I am deeply disturbed by this.

3/14/2019 9:02:42 PM austin03571701 'Mans Country's article'  http://Rense.com  & 'odamas former transgender nanny finds fame and new job' article The Guardian. com

3/14/2019 9:03:55 PM blsdbe 😇🙏😇

3/14/2019 9:05:23 PM blsdbe Bring on the Fall of Organized Religion!!!

3/14/2019 9:07:46 PM lovesg_d Those poor girls!  They were probably being sexually abused by both!  😡🤢🤮. Now we know why Malia was acting out after graduation.

3/14/2019 9:09:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 [HRC]

“Many of us in law enforcement dislike the subject of our investigations. We are not keen on pedophiles and fraudsters and spies and human 

traffickers,” Page said. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/in-newly-released-transcript-former-fbi-lawyer-fires-back-on-

charges-anti-trump-bias-affected-trump-and-clinton-probes/2019/03/12/f669f198-44f9-11e9-8aab-

95b8d80a1e4f_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.c1eefb547de6#click= https://t.co/aYfnKSBrL9 …

3/14/2019 9:09:18 PM kindeandtrue Speaking of Bill Nye, Majestic 12 gave the coordinates for the Creation Museum the other day along with "2014", which was the year when Bill Nye 

debated Ken Ham at the Creation Museum on the origins of life.

3/14/2019 9:09:40 PM justice_rebel what about Tesla's 3.6.9, is that connected?

3/14/2019 9:10:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes Synchronicity

3/14/2019 9:10:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Technology disclosed? Dig Anons.

3/14/2019 9:10:58 PM blsdbe I can’t imagine being the LEO that discovered the videos on the Weiner laptop...#DoItQ #EndHumanTrafficking

3/14/2019 9:11:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 187

3/14/2019 9:13:42 PM jones9536 I take that as a no

3/14/2019 9:14:00 PM usss_211 Been a LEO in Upstate NY in a Sanctuary City of all things. I heard that laptop made hard cops sick

3/14/2019 9:14:11 PM cheyfenske These people are sick!

3/14/2019 9:14:15 PM usss_211 😢

3/14/2019 9:16:01 PM brattyme5x5 Can this happen in a Military tribunal?  can it? Where they are not put to death?

3/14/2019 9:16:42 PM justice_rebel I say that all the time ..they provoke a lot of countries, and let others clean up their mess. Why can't they just be happy and shut the f#ck up, minding 

their own business,  solving their own mess..

3/14/2019 9:17:30 PM starehope Oh, Dear Lord in Heaven, please save the children. I can't bear the thoughts any longer. In Jesus' Name.

3/14/2019 9:17:42 PM nabonnand I remember reading at least 2 LEO’s that saw the Weiner laptop contents were murdered. Are you referring to their murders? I believe DJT was seen 

publicly acknowledging the mother of one of the officers & comforting her, although it was said to be a random killing.

3/14/2019 9:17:53 PM kacee1013  pic.twitter.com/qPQorvvt3Z

3/14/2019 9:18:08 PM jrocktigers 😡

3/14/2019 9:19:19 PM blsdbe Sadly...#TickTock #TickTock #TickTock

3/14/2019 9:19:53 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/jujCJLElGr

3/14/2019 9:21:10 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/z6kgvhG3AkI 

3/14/2019 9:21:21 PM kindeandtrue Digging now, sir!🦕🦖

3/14/2019 9:22:44 PM kindeandtrue 😁

3/14/2019 9:23:36 PM justice_rebel and also The Father, The son and The Holy Ghost, bcause off the Son,&33  ? And what about the piramides all over ...they are connected and here for a 

reason, are they a signalling device or a weapon , or portals? that was the last question , I wont bother you anymore..

3/14/2019 9:23:56 PM kindeandtrue Beat me to it. You're very quick on the draw.

3/14/2019 9:23:59 PM allahuniversal We are the news now...

3/14/2019 9:24:09 PM real_elliebrown As they hold hands with evil.

3/14/2019 9:24:57 PM allahuniversal Groomed that way...?

3/14/2019 9:25:45 PM kindeandtrue It's 2 hours long!!!

3/14/2019 9:25:54 PM starla11111 I read the governor of CA just did the same!

3/14/2019 9:26:47 PM mile_high_mamma Chronicling the experiences that have shaped her pic.twitter.com/0mYo8n69g2

3/14/2019 9:26:58 PM starehope Saved it.

3/14/2019 9:27:00 PM jherd6 my bad

3/14/2019 9:27:33 PM mongrelglory Me too. They will have witnesses to the executions, which may include some victims' families, but even for them, the process is not usually enjoyable 

to watch.  It's mainly to give them closure.

3/14/2019 9:27:56 PM allahuniversal Setting aside "time" for it now, haven't seen it before. When I'm done for the night with/current projec🍿🍿🍿

3/14/2019 9:28:55 PM blsdbe I am really struggling with the need for Justice and the importance of forgiving our brothers and sisters as they choose to go from #DarkToLight. It is 

challenging to see beyond the atrocities of this lifetime. I am ready for #Sheen 😿

3/14/2019 9:29:18 PM allahuniversal (You) LTAO ✔

3/14/2019 9:30:22 PM nabonnand Here’s a quote I pulled when reading her transcript👉🏻”The Russia investigation posed an incredible threat to National Security, and whether we got 

into the Weiner laptop simply did not.” Let that sink in considering what we know...

3/14/2019 9:31:50 PM woodworkeranon [THEY] can't stop what's coming, maybe delay the inevitable. But judgement finds all eventually.

3/14/2019 9:31:50 PM trumpkins1 Bring the PAIN..enough is enough!!!!!

3/14/2019 9:31:51 PM starehope I can believe that!

3/14/2019 9:32:24 PM kindeandtrue Stuart Burgess was just mentioned by Ken Ham. He is a creationist scientist who is an inventor and designs spacecraft for NASA and European Space 

Agency. pic.twitter.com/2SKP8Fwp0N

3/14/2019 9:32:43 PM starehope Never give in or up.

3/14/2019 9:32:45 PM aprilbrown99 Fake news.

3/14/2019 9:33:48 PM rmbrice [they] can’t help themselves. [they] are beyond redemption.

3/14/2019 9:34:44 PM allahuniversal What was that about Friday you said before?

∆1

 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-reached-agreement-with-clinton-lawyers-to-block-fbi-access-to-clinton-foundation-emails-strzok-says …

Tomorrow is FRIDAY.

Q pic.twitter.com/l0hq2SvfcL



3/14/2019 9:35:19 PM kindeandtrue From Stuart Burgess' website: " I designed a special gearbox for Envisat and Metop called a double-action worm gearset which has a world patent and 

received two national design awards." https://profstuartburgess.com/spacecraft-design-2/ …

3/14/2019 9:36:09 PM aprilbrown99 We are ready!  Let’s go!  Justice is best served cold! pic.twitter.com/dI3RnOvxfq

3/14/2019 9:36:16 PM starehope Makes me cry.

3/14/2019 9:37:38 PM mathemagician9 hmm. I count 21 spaces in that first [] killbox. Could this have something to do with Q's recent [-21] countdown, or is it referencing something else? 

anyone have any ideas?

3/14/2019 9:38:23 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am really hoping for a word of hope. The amount of anger that I sense in the world seems to be rising. It is a scary feeling. I 

naturally want to recoil. Am I just imagining this? Will this get better before it all goes so wrong?

3/14/2019 9:38:33 PM allahuniversal Mental nktebtaken6, thank you for that, context is always a +

3/14/2019 9:38:42 PM tacticool_shed #WWG1WGA

3/14/2019 9:39:04 PM alyxknapp  pic.twitter.com/X8nHMAcGhG

3/14/2019 9:40:03 PM kindeandtrue Thanks!

3/14/2019 9:40:21 PM maryhopeharmony They are so in your face. My sons were terrified of Santa and the Easter Bunny. I can't imagine how we got here, where this Illuminati Headquarters 

Gargoyle is funny. I am not laughing. It's wrong to normalize evil. But this is so like them. Seems blatantly arrogantly evil to me!

3/14/2019 9:40:28 PM keepingtxsafe Tell that to the people who killed 7-8-9 people at a time. They are of no use to anyone. Tired of housing and caring for cold blooded killers.

3/14/2019 9:41:06 PM allahuniversal While on the subject, Q never said exactly HOW instructors on how to archive offline would be sent, did they...?🤔🤔🤔

3/14/2019 9:41:40 PM speaklife595 All a show, dun deal long ago

3/14/2019 9:41:49 PM mongrelglory Release the Kraken!!! pic.twitter.com/48epepOrDS

3/14/2019 9:42:26 PM keepingtxsafe Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing.

3/14/2019 9:42:26 PM jswdh1 What about the ones that saw some of their work first hand... who investigatedthe crime scene.. I heard all the officers threw up all over their desks .. I 

can't bring myself to watch the video on pizza gate... I'm already having issues sleeping with all this going on!

3/14/2019 9:42:36 PM mcgwyneth Do you have a link to the MJ12 files on MEGA you can share with me so I can download the files too? Sound awesome!  Just got me a new MEGA 

account to put them on too.  Many thanks.

3/14/2019 9:43:01 PM ascension_guide I think this is white hats helping to expose it. Would love to be Abel to talk to that thing and see what kinda answers it has. These are dark topics we 

talk about, not that it’s ok to normalize it, but humor sprinkled in is necessary for the soul, otherwise it’s overwhelming.

3/14/2019 9:43:05 PM starehope Does that photo look normal? No one should be holding a little girl and with his hands where they are. He is really sick!

3/14/2019 9:45:23 PM darkpoint8 They even got a logo ready. How about that?

3/14/2019 9:46:58 PM 1_decided_voter I believe 1 did an internship with Weinstein...

3/14/2019 9:48:19 PM jenw_rn Silenced forever

3/14/2019 9:51:27 PM 1_decided_voter That was 1 of the 2 NY detectives Q referenced, right?

3/14/2019 9:51:38 PM jenw_rn Its a cop code

3/14/2019 9:52:06 PM 1_decided_voter 187 = homocide

3/14/2019 9:52:12 PM collectvcat A lucid dream where you meet again a deceased loved one... is it real? Just meeting on another dimension as IS Beings?  5D?  Are deceased loved ones 

considered interdimensional beings?

3/14/2019 9:52:41 PM rmbrice We need to free those girls ASAP

3/14/2019 9:52:57 PM ihavenolid I also hope not. I would prefer prison over death penalty. I think we are better than that.

3/14/2019 9:55:57 PM blsdbe I can’t ❤️❤️❤️ this enough!!!

3/14/2019 9:56:22 PM jswdh1 Of course! Just like with the anti lynching being a felony..did we really need them 2waste time making that law which basically already is by the law of 

no1 is to physically harm others In any manner? They're showing their cards all the time! that won't keep them alive in Gitmo!

3/14/2019 9:56:39 PM jswdh1 That won't save them there!

3/14/2019 9:56:46 PM starehope Who? Nothing to laugh at! Jesus is my Savior!

3/14/2019 9:56:49 PM blsdbe Also 21=3=Growth

3/14/2019 9:57:50 PM jswdh1 3 haven't been that already happened... so I doubt it...

3/14/2019 9:59:14 PM blsdbe Is this why Bill Nye endorsed Rayton Solar? https://www.inc.com/kevin-j-ryan/how-this-bill-nye-endorsed-startup-is-changing-solar-energy.html …

3/14/2019 9:59:54 PM blsdbe They cut those wafers VERY Thin...

3/14/2019 10:00:09 PM woodworkeranon Badass. Thank you patriot!!!

3/14/2019 10:00:17 PM realdonmurphy Genius putting Robert Preston in that role.

3/14/2019 10:00:23 PM jswdh1 She slept her way up but she is Jussie's aunt! You know the one who faked being lynched and then all of a sudden she writes that anti lynching bill! I 

bet his phone records will show they colluded! Plus I'm sure she's got a nice bank account from stealing funds also!

3/14/2019 10:00:36 PM pastorjon9 Click on the MEGA image in MJ12's post above - will log you into their archive

3/14/2019 10:01:18 PM jswdh1 They can be put to death with military tribunals... 3 have already been executed. That won't change.

3/14/2019 10:01:59 PM allahuniversal (You) LTAO -✔-> You Learned To Archive Offline. Score: 100%

3/14/2019 10:02:10 PM jswdh1 Yep kill the innocent! Give the guilty anything they want!

3/14/2019 10:02:27 PM jswdh1 Which is her nephew!

3/14/2019 10:02:28 PM kalamojakka Creation museum=cloning factory?

3/14/2019 10:03:19 PM jswdh1 Cost less plus if they were sentenced already they should still be executed!

3/14/2019 10:03:38 PM rmbrice [they] are part of the cabal. They worship negative entities that are parasitical in nature. They perform sacrifices to them of different kinds. Secret 

Societies. [their] time is coming to an end.

3/14/2019 10:03:52 PM truth_again  pic.twitter.com/DnUMNpprdv

3/14/2019 10:05:24 PM jane_q_patriot I agree it's much better to knowingly mock this stuff than to actually be afraid of it, which only gives [them] more power. Q originally talked about their 

*need* for symbolism being their downfall, but what they really need is for you to *fear* it. I say no! "Starve the beast."

3/14/2019 10:06:01 PM rmbrice I believe our whole world is designed to feed them.

3/14/2019 10:06:15 PM w0nderboi They forsee what's coming. PANIC.

3/14/2019 10:06:22 PM allahuniversal ^^^Mental Note Taken

3/14/2019 10:07:02 PM areckoningday And they're trying to get ahead of the coming narrative, not that it will accomplish much.

3/14/2019 10:08:44 PM aljansen5 And the difference between Military Law and Criminal Law is Quite Stark. #PatriotsInControl #Qanon

3/14/2019 10:11:32 PM mcgwyneth Says "Folder link no longer available."

3/14/2019 10:12:02 PM orthogonalron Detective Miosotis Familia

She was murdered near Yankee Stadium in the Bronx

Gunned down July 2017

3/14/2019 10:13:41 PM kalamojakka  pic.twitter.com/LhSWtVpov5

3/14/2019 10:13:48 PM worldgoneweirde Exactly

3/14/2019 10:14:28 PM gods_remnant3 Because they know they will be arrested soon and wanna try to make sure that won’t be killed for treason

3/14/2019 10:16:48 PM nabonnand Thank you! I couldn’t remember her name, but sensed her mother knew DJT would get justice for her daughter. This was back when I stayed on 8ch 

reading the research going on & there was strong evidence a male officer could have also been a victim of knowing 2 much also.

3/14/2019 10:17:12 PM deepbluesand Me too!!! Including earlier tonight!! I just get a guy feeling that I'm ON THE RIGHT TRACK & to CONTINUE.



3/14/2019 10:17:29 PM hambrickro 😎 Amazing !!! Now people are asking about cloning 😎 Told you there were more than just one 😎

3/14/2019 10:19:32 PM identityasxy .

I immediately thought the same thing.  A certain PANIC tactic cuz it won't protect the big traitors from Fed charges.

MY SPIDER SENSES ARE FIRING BIG TIME!  

I think Bibi's about to FF the world into a conflict in mideast.  NZ is a distraction. Disclosure Friday.  WATCH ISRAEL

3/14/2019 10:22:17 PM john777lee RIP Detective Miosotis Familia pic.twitter.com/sw6GWFmHcX

3/14/2019 10:23:17 PM carolba88945394 Why did 12 betray our country today voting against POTUS?

3/14/2019 10:24:38 PM blsdbe This?

 http://www.project-aurora.org/ 

3/14/2019 10:30:03 PM merkaba369 🚫🚫🚫...😷 ☎️ 🚓

3/14/2019 10:33:16 PM daveo6145 Technically, the truth is out. It’s the power of manifestation that we minimize since our ‘reality’ has been based on psychological deception and 

manipulation. Like #UnsealEpstein we may collectively manifest in tandem with white hats interrupting clown ops.

3/14/2019 10:37:41 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/S9c8mq0KNc

3/14/2019 10:38:47 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2019 10:38:50 PM kalamojakka 👇🏻What was this really about? With what we know now, these two characters were clearly in cahoots! pic.twitter.com/q8h1Jx9Hy2

3/14/2019 10:41:31 PM goodmedicine4us Was the speed train 'project' in CA to be used for human/drug trafficking? https://youtu.be/GnjWIUZweMA 

3/14/2019 10:46:58 PM stormystorm10 Love surprises 😉🔥

3/14/2019 10:48:23 PM epsteinfinesse "TRUST KANSAS"- 1 year ago today pic.twitter.com/DUAGcnn7SV

3/14/2019 10:51:54 PM ksigmason Why single out just OTO? Men that are members of other groups can also join Freemasonry. All those "higher degree" Masons are still Blue Lodge 

Masons. You don't shed your former degrees as you advance.

3/14/2019 10:54:22 PM cyranose Hadn’t thought about the kids role in this. Omg 😮

3/14/2019 10:55:05 PM spauldingshowal What a Show!

3/14/2019 10:55:11 PM mrdrn_ I want to like this 20x's :)

3/14/2019 10:57:50 PM maryhopeharmony So very proud of our POTUS. People need to let this soak in. They did not pop up after Trump took office. Of course not. This is why he took office!

3/14/2019 10:58:44 PM mrdrn_ When they go low, we go high ;)

3/14/2019 11:02:29 PM deevineh Hmmm--I've never seen this before. I gotta admit, the resemblance is uncanny.

3/14/2019 11:05:58 PM cyranose 💔💔💔

3/14/2019 11:14:53 PM mikeseitz8 🥀🕊☺

3/14/2019 11:17:06 PM decodematrix Trey Gowdy: "Though the heavens may fall, go do your job"

3/14/2019 11:20:14 PM fanninryan If only the truth came out years ago

3/14/2019 11:24:35 PM fanninryan Only for DNA matches

3/14/2019 11:25:06 PM jayci_oldsailor Surprise surprise mofo's 🤙😎

3/14/2019 11:28:09 PM joinna6  https://youtu.be/GUz5_UlvqQ8 

3/14/2019 11:39:04 PM joinna6 Get 'em _Q_ .. to all enemy's.. foreign & dome$tic... tic.. #Careful.

3/14/2019 11:39:31 PM askingsocrates "When they listened for sound they heard a hiss in all directions"🤔 maybe something more there

3/14/2019 11:45:29 PM fanninryan Spot on

3/14/2019 11:47:00 PM theappraizer These people are dangerous psychopaths.

#JesusChrist

3/14/2019 11:47:38 PM nolemami Creepy NWO mural at DIA as well as numerous other masonic symbols. Reported DS underground bunker below the airport, hidden in plain sight. The 

moar you know... https://thechive.com/2012/03/08/something-is-rotten-in-the-denver-airport-25-photos/ …

3/14/2019 11:50:38 PM theappraizer Thank you for being as Good as you can be surrounded by, menaced by, & influenced by Evil, Ms. Page. Tell the #Truth. #Repent #JesusChrist

3/14/2019 11:55:05 PM theappraizer Whoop!

3/14/2019 11:59:04 PM theappraizer Praise Jesus

3/15/2019 12:05:33 AM rustimccollum Todays gonna be fun.

3/15/2019 12:11:23 AM lornascurr 'Anything for a distraction..'  New Zealand mass shooting at ChCh mosques. 5 EYES member  Podesta in country recently. Can NZ Prime Minister be 

trusted???

3/15/2019 12:28:29 AM karma4event201 Pedophile Pedovores and those that commit treason & murders must have death penalty so we can heal and move forward. Looks like you will get to 

repeat the fourth dimension or start back at the third

3/15/2019 12:29:34 AM karma4event201 Lucifer wins if greed and fear prevail.

3/15/2019 12:31:33 AM wild8heart I second this! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, was this a FF?

3/15/2019 12:31:52 AM randthompson16 Scrub a dub dub put pervyIn the jug

3/15/2019 12:36:07 AM diaptera_80 A vortex?

3/15/2019 12:40:23 AM karma4event201 Only 1 execution may be public : X #CIABrennan . 

#Brennan is evil & has done horrific things as did #NoName #BushSr and those were not public

3/15/2019 12:48:29 AM karma4event201 #NoName #BushSr #RBG  

Someone's Military 30 day clock is almost up

3/15/2019 12:55:27 AM karma4event201 This one is pure evil.

3/15/2019 12:57:14 AM diaptera_80 NASA grade silicon. Nice

3/15/2019 12:58:28 AM bunnehbooboo Suicide weekend? 😒

3/15/2019 1:01:03 AM karma4event201 If you are asking if a Death Sentence can occur in Military Tribunals; yes. 

Sentences begin immediately, death penalty is carried out 30 days after death penalty

3/15/2019 1:04:02 AM karma4event201 Killing fields? Meaning they corrupt will try to kill each other off  ?

3/15/2019 1:38:22 AM ellaaacruzzz You need education lady.

people?

Often?

Religion?

Did you read the article? Coz I see you have no idea what you are talking about.

3/15/2019 1:40:09 AM do_or_do_notty Thank you for your opinion. Have a lovely day

3/15/2019 1:45:12 AM what2_who TAKING R COUNTRY BACK W/IDEAS. HERE IS AN IDEA=LOCK UP THE CRIMINALS WHO BREAK THE LAW. PUNISH THOSE WHO WISH TO 

ABUSE/SACRIFICE/TORTURE+EAT OUR CHILDREN. ANY RACE OF BEING. HUMANS R NOT FOOD FOR ANYTHING OR ANY BODY GOT IT? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpaceX @realDonaldTrump NO MORE LIES💯

3/15/2019 1:48:16 AM diaptera_80 What crystals?

3/15/2019 2:05:51 AM wearediamonds2 😢😠

3/15/2019 2:08:58 AM wearediamonds2 😠😢

3/15/2019 2:16:26 AM cocopuffster12  pic.twitter.com/Fuae76QL3R

3/15/2019 2:28:12 AM olimyracle [CERN]

[WONDERLAND] https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 



3/15/2019 2:34:25 AM what2_who when is independence day coming again? #TruthBeTold #WWG1WGA In CHRIST Project Iceman

Project AMMACH 

HAMMERTIME

see something, say something, DO SOMETHING! cant u use ur space craft to incinerate them like they did to the children? 

Honest Question

Ur Pre-Adamite Tech worth it?

3/15/2019 2:34:58 AM mrd_s_anderson [MA] 187 [Jwohl]

I'm watching

3/15/2019 2:47:13 AM boodaisy I dunno man. Absolutely no disrespect but can you provide some/any evidence of this. Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence (ECREE)-

Carl Sagan. With so many pay-triots and shills hanging out here I would think you'd happily give us evidence, right?

3/15/2019 2:48:32 AM olimyracle You can use the twitter search bar by typing:

from:ts_sci_majic12 Vatican

You'd better sit first 😶 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069416148775645186?s=19 …

3/15/2019 2:50:20 AM bea12ml Ban it now to win more zombies. She will implement public beheading later when she thinks she will control the masses. Has anybody told her yet? A 

storm is coming.

3/15/2019 2:59:34 AM kathleen3693693 You've got that right. If they haul your butt in front of a military tribunal, you know you're basically toast because they do it right, by the book, and 

don't play games.

3/15/2019 3:03:05 AM notaskyouranus You want to Higgs wonderland?

The day after stupiday414

135&remix https://youtu.be/JuPRDUSfwKk 

3/15/2019 3:06:29 AM notaskyouranus 185&restressmixturelais https://youtu.be/DA3K794Ks4g 

3/15/2019 3:21:19 AM timeforarrests The fluoride is working well.

3/15/2019 3:21:55 AM notaskyouranus Chip16911915+JustiniceofficeX. #######

3/15/2019 3:23:17 AM notaskyouranus Chip16911915+JustiniceofficeX. #######

3/15/2019 3:24:22 AM marvin_hill123 KH Still thinks DEMS get to make anything law that they want...

Now they HAVE the house...

She should appreciate that NP 

is till in the weeds on HOW to keep it in 2020...

She has no idea HOW MUCH power and AUTHORITY her preddicessors

Have abdicated to the POTUS

3/15/2019 3:35:18 AM adsvel Please, define Lucifer...

3/15/2019 3:36:24 AM adsvel 😉You get it!

3/15/2019 3:37:19 AM brian_alford I really can’t tell which ones of you are the scammers, the true believers or the innocent bystanders but I applaud your ability to perpetuate a 

mythology that wins when it loses, it’s like A Very Charlie Brown’s Revelations

3/15/2019 3:39:51 AM bucketoftea ha ha more  fake news

3/15/2019 3:46:09 AM adsvel Where China get a camouflage cloth, the cloth which reflects beams of light, with what somebody can stay invisible?

3/15/2019 3:47:34 AM jrocktigers Traitors!

3/15/2019 3:51:42 AM notaskyouranus 2515uranustalk131118#20

3/15/2019 3:59:25 AM reddragonfly19 Now that makes total sense. Thank Q

3/15/2019 4:07:41 AM reddragonfly19 Most of us normal people are disgusted by the entire subject, most of us cannot even fathom the acts committed by these depraved monsters. I can 

imagine that law enforcement would dislike the subject of these investigations.

3/15/2019 4:19:00 AM zoesinger nevertheless,

DO YOUR JOB!

WE NEED THESE

VILE EVIL PEOPLE

AWAY FROM 

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS

AND NOT FREE

TO PRAY ON

OUR INNOCENT

CHILDREN!! pic.twitter.com/cajDyaPKWO
3/15/2019 4:26:31 AM pohligt I'd rather be disgusted and KNOW these Slimy people are in jail than, to know these Slimy people are still on the Street! There are High profile Slime I 

want off the face of the Planet! 😡🤬👇 and more! #EnoughIsEnough #EqualJustice #EnemyOfThePeople pic.twitter.com/cfLXrCG3QC

3/15/2019 4:27:29 AM thericharddoyle Who goes in the bracket box?

I could say all Australian–, U.S.– and NZ nationals already guilty of High Treason and worse, named in:

•  https://youtu.be/r2gzh3dtdpc 

•  https://youtu.be/NMb_WK_QOLM 

but it is not just [HRC]: As I said: AU has no Programming Facility — it IS The Facility

3/15/2019 4:28:49 AM lonestrwizard Is that an excuse for weaponizing an investigation Against your political opponent?

You dislike them?

3/15/2019 4:29:51 AM olimyracle Who is leading MJ12 ?

Since when ?

Power of 369 ?

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/WX6sJ4xQlP

3/15/2019 4:30:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 [HRC]

"My recollection is that the access to those emails [Clinton Foundation] were based on consent that was negotiated between the Department of 

Justice attorneys and counsel for Clinton." Strzok responded.

3/15/2019 4:33:19 AM thericharddoyle Everything is connected. I need time

3/15/2019 4:33:34 AM what2_who It is my recollection that Majestic12 working with the Clinton Cannibal Cabal is what has gotten us into this mess! What say u now? clowns.

3/15/2019 4:33:55 AM teamsterr07  pic.twitter.com/N3X6mYKsdS

3/15/2019 4:36:57 AM keith369me Absolute power corrupts absolutely...we were so close to the tipping point



3/15/2019 4:37:17 AM ingoldisrael Corey @CoreysDigs is solid. Professional investigative journalist.  Ella often gathers useful info, but you have to sift through it—not a trained 

professional. As for MJ12... my opinion = he’s a Moslem pulling off a hoax-LARP to angle against Jews/🇮🇱. WILL NOT discuss Mohammed.

3/15/2019 4:41:38 AM keith369me Cindy, my suggestion regarding MJ12 would be to dig like Corey would.  When I found this Twitter account I read all Tweets from day one.  If you do 

this, I believe you will see it differently.  Disclosure...born to a Jewish family. Most Jewish people good, Zionists indescribable

3/15/2019 4:42:07 AM keneebe sentiment shared by Mia

3/15/2019 4:48:02 AM ellaaacruzzz What do you know about my professional training Cindy?

You can always have your default pre-expectations according to your "personal" standards and sift to reject what doesn't match your mindset. That is 

what people did to bring us at the dark point we already are. No surprise.

3/15/2019 4:48:34 AM wishfulldreamz I've heard this pic is somehow altered, BUT, you have to wonder.... pic.twitter.com/PenVeZClrz

3/15/2019 4:52:22 AM zagnett  https://youtu.be/1D5Sa2Yq-2g 

Oh look, clowns! 🧐

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.
3/15/2019 4:53:13 AM kadath123 You have a short memory Barry... I'm discussing the OTO because you confirmed that they are in your valley and they are Lucifarians. This brother 

deserves to know that, given that he is a Christian, his organisation allows Lucifarians to also be members.

3/15/2019 4:56:53 AM pohligt  pic.twitter.com/VIeSQBhBF6

3/15/2019 4:58:27 AM natureinspace I think we know the answer to this question. 

It was well planned out. 

Multiple people involved. 

A manifesto that purposely is trying to bring down certain people. 

The left already blaming us and Trump.

Video that was live streamed to show us how evil they are. Satanic. Sick.

3/15/2019 5:00:44 AM beeshelb Perhaps disposed of doesn't mean dead...

3/15/2019 5:07:50 AM poisoncarac Nice TRY. 

#Lockherup

3/15/2019 5:08:12 AM martisw1971 Not just there own death penalty sentences but those that control them and so on.

3/15/2019 5:13:09 AM headlinejuice I am contending that Facebook is involved in #nonconsensualexperimentation of #brainplants and #mindcontrol and needs to be investigated for it.  

https://www.businessinsider.com/chan-zuckerberg-research-implantable-brain-device-primates-2018-12 …

3/15/2019 5:13:54 AM headlinejuice  https://www.businessinsider.com/chan-zuckerberg-research-implantable-brain-device-primates-2018-12 …

3/15/2019 5:15:24 AM headlinejuice This researcher calls out big tech including Facebook for participating in horrific crimes against humanity.  

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/15/2019 5:15:32 AM highhopesusa too many have their hidey holes in NZ, that alone makes it suspicious.

3/15/2019 5:15:48 AM headlinejuice  https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/15/2019 5:16:21 AM headlinejuice  https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/15/2019 5:16:35 AM headlinejuice  https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/15/2019 5:17:01 AM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/WbAgGd01K1

3/15/2019 5:17:27 AM jillsfolly77711 Is that why Malik Obama is tweeting out hints?

3/15/2019 5:17:51 AM highhopesusa Fake Citizen

Fake Wife

Fake Daughters

Nothing authentic about this family...expose it to the light of day.

3/15/2019 5:18:48 AM archerbyron You know something big is about to drop when the Clowns shoot up a mosque to control the news cycle.

3/15/2019 5:19:20 AM highhopesusa Makes me wonder if the reason Mooch’s mother stayed at the WH caring for the girls was to keep anyone from collecting a little DNA & having it 

tested.

3/15/2019 5:24:21 AM kuri99487324 Thank you and apologies for the late reply. I figured that it is no coinsidence that we are all here discussing about this topic. I hope we will all be able to 

find out more soon.

3/15/2019 5:27:26 AM raindroplet70 I'm very aware of this. Partly why I asked the above question. Their symbolism will be their downfall.

3/15/2019 5:28:44 AM melanieanders7 Admission of DOj involvement with obstruction of justice regarding the CF mess.

3/15/2019 5:40:20 AM cledrordfishing Thank you

3/15/2019 5:41:57 AM kabamur_taygeta Giant crystals which have been placed underground worldwide thousands of years ago by Pleiadians will rise up at the moment of the Event. They are 

all alive with consciousness and regularly maintained by GFL Craft, which make BOOM sounds as they move through the Earth.

3/15/2019 5:49:27 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1106530071479795712 …

3/15/2019 5:50:40 AM reddragonfly19 Is it just me, or does the Mosque shootings in New Zealand seem to happen at such a convenient time?

3/15/2019 5:51:35 AM cledrordfishing Can we leave this place and go do our own thing when we die? Or are we stuck here?

3/15/2019 5:53:20 AM rick_hernandez Are we all one? If so, who is the justice against? Who is it for? Who is the forgiveness for? I am working on letting go of hoping for outcomes and 

Instead on envisioning the world I want to live in. 

I’ll watch it all play out like a movie from 30k ft

3/15/2019 5:54:04 AM clockworkanon CF_BOOM_SHOCK_BYE_

3/15/2019 5:54:10 AM knightofmaltaus Nonsense. While you all tout a “no Deal and was Failed meeting”, understand this: “No Deal is a rebuff against nonsensical desires imposed by Kim”. 

POTUS walked away and a NO! Is really a win for America. Kim is coached, primed by Xi of China. Kim=Useful Idiot for China. 

pic.twitter.com/ZMRdWrsqHp

3/15/2019 5:54:22 AM rick_hernandez They are grandstanding knowing it won’t really stop Trump from doing what he’s going to do.

3/15/2019 5:55:47 AM rick_hernandez What’s important is the # who voted against. That’s not enough to remove a potus if impeached. Lines have been drawn

3/15/2019 5:56:11 AM rmbrice Nothing can stop what is coming. It’s already done. #TheGreatAwakening

3/15/2019 5:57:29 AM prairiegale They need more voters? I believe they are desperately low on voting Dems. Look all they have done: bots, lower voting age, voter fraud, rigged 

machines, want illegals to vote. They are in a panic.

3/15/2019 5:58:56 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/Cd0BjY82p2

3/15/2019 6:03:57 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic Disclosure?   https://sg.news.yahoo.com/harvard-university-uncovers-dna-switch-180000109.html …. Harvard Scientists?  

Really?

3/15/2019 6:07:12 AM martisw1971 @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @MilspecP @2A_GraphX @EyesOnQ @MagniFieri @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @senatemajldr @SenateGOP 

@HouseGOP @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @Cordicon @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @tracybeanz @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@EsotericExposal @TheJusticeDept @DHSgov @VP https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1106529560059875338 …

3/15/2019 6:08:58 AM natureinspace I've heard that theory, that she is actually a boy that they are passing off as female.

3/15/2019 6:10:32 AM natureinspace I hope so.



3/15/2019 6:10:52 AM n7guardiananon Your timestamp @ 7:30

7+3=10, # of completion?

3/15/2019 6:15:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 How does academia save its own skin now? #ReleaseTheCures

3/15/2019 6:16:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blackmail.

3/15/2019 6:17:16 AM natureinspace I'm not surprised or shocked by any of this. You could throw full disclosure at me and I still wouldn't be surprised. Everything I'm learning I somehow 

feel like I already knew. It's like truth is floating all around us now. It's in the universe. I even dream it. It's everywhere.

3/15/2019 6:17:49 AM jones9536 #ReleaseTheCures #ReleaseTheCures #ReleaseTheCures

3/15/2019 6:18:55 AM 123rmaga1 Thank you for this comment. When I meditate & imagine The Event, I see all of these giant crystals within the Earth, glowing with eternal Creator light. 

I didn’t realize this was a real thing; a multidimensional aspect of myself must have known, what a lovely validation.🙏🏻❤️💡

3/15/2019 6:18:57 AM natureinspace Unfortunately, yes it does.

3/15/2019 6:19:50 AM hawkgirlinmn I have a different viewpoint. I’m ready to aid in any way possible to deliver justice. It’s not my duty to forgive anyone.  I do, however pray for victims of 

this evil.

3/15/2019 6:22:03 AM clancy_birrell Dunno about tech but there's mention of lizards at 12:00 https://youtu.be/PPLRhVdNp5M 

3/15/2019 6:22:03 AM natureinspace Exactly. They create the evil and sickness and death in the world so they can feed off it. It's their food.

3/15/2019 6:26:50 AM zack_stone What ever they have on rand paul must be damming af. Just pulled my endorsement of him. #GreatAwakening

3/15/2019 6:27:20 AM natureinspace These people are evil. They have to do all these sick things because they are Satanist. But I think it even goes beyond just simple Satan worship. I think 

they believe that this is how they will transcend into higher density and become magical and immoral. It's twisted.

3/15/2019 6:27:30 AM rmbrice The truth is so much stranger than fiction. Literally. I’m so grateful to be among such excellent, woke brothers and sisters. Much love.

3/15/2019 6:28:46 AM mattdawg80 Whoa

3/15/2019 6:33:12 AM natureinspace I'm so glad that it's all coming out in the open, the light. I was stunned to find out that there are so many of us and I'm not crazy after all lol. Years ago I 

wouldn't have believed it if I was told I would be part of the Great Awakening! This is amazing!

3/15/2019 6:34:44 AM rmbrice Agreed 💯 %

3/15/2019 6:35:33 AM rmbrice Imagine what we yet don’t know...

3/15/2019 6:36:57 AM keith369me Does that mean the other 41 (Republican Senators) aren’t blackmailed, or are willing to support the POTUS despite the blackmail?

3/15/2019 6:37:03 AM theprimeian Good day to carry around the soft targets. 

Harden up those targets. Even if secretly. 

Innocents need to be protected until it's all done. Can't let the optics shift to so e crazy shit.

Harden up those soft targets, fellas. pic.twitter.com/jbK97w3247

3/15/2019 6:37:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not NXIVM but do some digging.

3/15/2019 6:39:24 AM whitehat_van This is a lie. The daughters were not theirs but closely watched and protected from them.

3/15/2019 6:44:09 AM buckleu29637872 Risking war? Causing war is the real truth! Intent of their evil, greedy, murderous, hardened hearts is the now known total misery and death of 2/3 of 

humanity. By God's power, turn every evil weapon they forge right back on them. Amen.

3/15/2019 6:46:48 AM natureinspace And we are awake enough to know when it happens exactly what it is. No more 'conspiracy theories' about events anymore. It's out in the open now. 

We've caught up with them finally. There's no more hiding from us. We know what they are...

3/15/2019 6:49:09 AM scottba58314811 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JamesClapper. Hey James. Filling out my Q Brackets for March Madness. Any inside info on how this goes down? WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/ScottBa58314811/status/1102587674165153792 …

3/15/2019 6:56:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 [GOOG]

“We watch with great concern when industry partners work in China knowing that there is that indirect benefit and frankly indirect may be not a full 

characterization of the way it really is, it’s more of a direct benefit to the Chinese military,” Dunford added.

3/15/2019 6:58:55 AM lp083061 Dunford is a hero!

3/15/2019 6:59:22 AM natureinspace Seriously yes! We don't know the half of it yet. I'm sure that there are things that we have never even fathomed. But at least we are preparing. I want 

to be ready for it. There will be alot of people who will need help when the time comes.

3/15/2019 7:01:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 "...this should never happen..." - 45

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1106554754715533313 …

"...it’s more of a direct benefit to the Chinese military..." - MJ12

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106554802044063746 …

Δ0

Coincidence?
3/15/2019 7:01:48 AM n7guardiananon Benefits China's camera AI surveillance of public.  In the right hands evil wont be able to hide.

3/15/2019 7:01:54 AM rmbrice Yes I couldn’t agree more. I have transmuted what I have learned so far from grief to love. I mourned and got over it. I am using it as a catalyst for my 

spiritual awakening and intend to help others.

3/15/2019 7:02:23 AM jonle86 China has us ssp tech?

3/15/2019 7:02:40 AM 1chericane There are no coincidences

3/15/2019 7:04:55 AM n7guardiananon Nice 0 delta no coincidences

3/15/2019 7:05:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all blackmail is criminal, some is just embarrassing or defamatory.

3/15/2019 7:06:24 AM mrd_s_anderson 1h till 5 point. "1055"

3/15/2019 7:07:33 AM mrd_s_anderson  https://factba.se/topic/calendar 

"Public"

Implied.

Assumption: Secret Service

3/15/2019 7:07:54 AM djlok Woah!  Major Proof!

3/15/2019 7:08:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. If we only chop one of the heads off the 12 headed dragon, it will just grow back even stronger than before.

3/15/2019 7:08:28 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein

3/15/2019 7:08:53 AM liltilgerlil Speaking of Clinton this is very interesting. pic.twitter.com/cid6DtWuB1

3/15/2019 7:08:55 AM pro_aktv 😳😱

@Google #TREASON

3/15/2019 7:09:47 AM liltilgerlil Well the left spent enough of our time saying Russia was the boogeyman, now it’s NK.

3/15/2019 7:10:47 AM djlok Gotta chop off all 12 heads.

3/15/2019 7:11:39 AM natureinspace I have been doing the same. It upsets me to see the ff's they are doing but now that I know why they do it I'm able to stay calm and focused. Every 

time they pull a ff it is actually bringing the rest of us more truth and we are more in synch together. It is lifting the veil.

3/15/2019 7:11:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Chop is the incorrect verb, which is why attempts in the past were unsuccessful.

3/15/2019 7:11:46 AM ksigmason No I don't. I remember that discussion.

3/15/2019 7:12:39 AM ingoldisrael What about Mohammed?



3/15/2019 7:12:44 AM djlok Grind up all 12 heads?  Better?

3/15/2019 7:13:34 AM rmbrice Couldn’t have said it better. Nothing can stop what’s coming. All [their] efforts will fail and will be used against [them].

3/15/2019 7:13:58 AM liltilgerlil But they protected one. Wow

3/15/2019 7:14:27 AM djlok Cut off their $$$ and they will!!!

3/15/2019 7:16:14 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/google-cia-if-you-re-using-an-android-phone-google-may-be-tracking-every-move-you-make …

3/15/2019 7:16:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid.

Anything for a distraction.

YouTube + 8chan + Q = Narrative Shift Attempt

|                 |              ^ Target

|                 ^ +++dismantle+++

^ +++censor+++

No coincidences.

Did [Pell] implicate [Podesta]?

NZ [FVEY] CLAS NO_LOG

Big Day Today!
3/15/2019 7:17:38 AM rosesrred0119 Smoke and mirrors  drop the hammer

3/15/2019 7:20:48 AM djlok Optics. @MongrelGlory hit the nail on the head: optics is how you win a war.

3/15/2019 7:21:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hundreds of children sexually assaulted at the Southern Border by coyotes and human traffickers. Anybody see the fingerprints of the [NO NAME]/[CF] 

foundation's work in these reports? Let the digging begin. Forget mining bitcoin. https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1106283862068547584 …

3/15/2019 7:21:23 AM aprilbrown99 There really will be only a small handful of good people left in Congress when this is over. It is quite amazing. 

I am hoping today brings some more surprises! Thank you MJ. God bless. 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/15/2019 7:21:27 AM olimyracle Of course. I was about to say it...

3/15/2019 7:22:22 AM jrocktigers I am happy to hear there were previous attempts.

3/15/2019 7:22:33 AM tweeterthanwine Oh my, Pell and Podesta???

3/15/2019 7:22:35 AM scott_rick Do you know of Dr Steven Greer?  Is he reliable

3/15/2019 7:22:37 AM taitai78787 Confused? You mention bitcoin - is there a connection?

3/15/2019 7:22:39 AM 979_7740 Sickening and heartbreaking

3/15/2019 7:22:46 AM jamesgdurrett About bitcoin... what do you think of "decentralized" currency?

3/15/2019 7:23:10 AM wahiggins3 Knowledge and truth are the new currency to set us free.

3/15/2019 7:23:29 AM monangesauvi Yep Yep. If you notice once again, HRC coming underfre for evil  doings and there is ANOTHER shooting.

3/15/2019 7:23:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Containment] consulting services.

Follow the money.

3/15/2019 7:24:35 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/TJI6YZGRkh

3/15/2019 7:25:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bitcoin was used a money laundering scheme to transfer hundreds of billions of dollars of assets for trafficking purposes. 44 DOJ was not properly 

apprehending bitcoin laundering associated to cartels. 45 DOJ did, hence why the crash.

3/15/2019 7:25:59 AM neecieh6111 Yes sir....zero delta.  How cool is that!

3/15/2019 7:26:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Bitcoin]

"Insurance Policy" -> Pump $$$ + Marketing Into Bitcoin

[Insurance Policy] = Bitcoin Crash

Why was bitcoin created?

Coyotes used bitcoin for laundering "not real money" for trafficking operations.

44 DOJ = Silent + Facilitator + Direct Beneficiary

45 DOJ = [Bitcoin]
3/15/2019 7:27:30 AM therealmadre22 I hear the rumbling too!!  Every night between 7-8, and the. Again around midnight.  I can hear it even with the windows closed and the TV on!  I’m 15 

mins west of Denver.

3/15/2019 7:27:41 AM djlok This report is terrible!!  3 pages in and already this!!! pic.twitter.com/dwCgwBBFZF

3/15/2019 7:28:05 AM golfmom06 Yet all those groups had ties to the Clintons.

3/15/2019 7:28:06 AM theprimeian CF already connected to U1, wouldn't be surprised if there were ties to F&F, H/D trafficking, and a whole host of other scandals.

3/15/2019 7:28:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think AJ + Interdimensionals + Exchanges + DARPA = [GOOG]

3/15/2019 7:28:20 AM martisw1971  pic.twitter.com/JOcqJnYaVc

3/15/2019 7:28:25 AM taitai78787 ^^^^^^

@APompliano @bensemchee

3/15/2019 7:28:31 AM scott_rick Bye bye bitcoin, glad I never entered that world

3/15/2019 7:30:26 AM aschilliam The same guy who wants to dim the sunlight by basically chemtrailing?

3/15/2019 7:31:41 AM kindeandtrue I watched the first hour of this fascinating debate and made a thread with what I thought were the pertinent points regarding technology: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1106562510235283456 …

3/15/2019 7:33:29 AM kindeandtrue Correction: the date was 2/4/14 at the Creation Museum in Petersburg, KY.

3/15/2019 7:34:08 AM blackjackpupil Impossible bitcoin qaa used for money laundering. The market capitalization is much lower than the money exchanging hands in illegal and dark ops. 

Theres no way to easily ramp on and off huge sums of money. Saying BTC is for laundering shows you dont know what you're talking abou

3/15/2019 7:34:41 AM jillsta07025300 Are they really sisters?  So they have been stolen from their real parents

3/15/2019 7:36:18 AM djlok And this about a MINOR!!

This is HORRIBLE!!  Dude, there's no way for #FakeNews to spin this!! pic.twitter.com/samVD7U28W

3/15/2019 7:36:27 AM theprimeian Then how to mass decapitate? Mueller report remains unpublished. Nothing can happen until that happens.

3/15/2019 7:36:47 AM 1wickedwhiteguy If bitcoin was really being used for high level money laundering, I would be a millionaire rn. Institutional level money laundering is done with central 

banks. Crypto makes the fed obsolete

3/15/2019 7:37:10 AM theprimeian Make them kill each other so you only have 2-3 heads to deal with.

3/15/2019 7:37:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why do we spell words?

Because they are spells.

Magick.

"I need to Google <this>."

                 ^ Magick allows for you to refer to an entire entity in any part of speech and still "communicate" effectively whereby strengthening the 

Magick of the spell.

3/15/2019 7:39:23 AM aprilbrown99 It is like a sebaceous cyst. If you just squeeze out the gross goop, it will just grow back. You have to remove the entire sack it is held in to ensure that 

you get it all. 

Thank you for your service Marinesfortrump! God bless you and your men. ❤️🇺🇸❤️



3/15/2019 7:40:06 AM mwannahockalugi This is disinformation. The number one currency by far for money laundering and trafficking operations is the USD.

3/15/2019 7:40:15 AM cosmic_engineer Incapacitate

3/15/2019 7:40:33 AM sammi221us1 And yet, they all do the same what they supposedly “investigate”. She is blatantly manipulating the reality to deceive. A Psychological tactic they have 

excelled at.

3/15/2019 7:43:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 USD certainly is a problem, however who safeguards USD?

Secret Service

JCOS [RENEGADE] [2013]?

Switch to enforce laundering.

Track metrics since 2013 pre & post.

Follow the money.

Bitcoin was used for trafficking and laundering.

Tech giants were number one facilitators.

[GOOG]
3/15/2019 7:43:46 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/DTO6PJIEx3

3/15/2019 7:44:19 AM mwannahockalugi Nope. Just. Nope. Bitcoin has nothing to do with the actions of corrupt officials and cartels. Would you say to forget the dollar for the same reasons? 

Bitcoin's crash was because of speculation and manipulation. Simple as that.

3/15/2019 7:45:11 AM djlok What is wrong with these "men"? This isn't normal for men to be this way. This is very sad. And actually is making me cry.

5 men are around, this girl should be protected, not assaulted! 

I can't read anymore right now. 

#CrimesAgainstChildren and #Humanity. 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/Z3ECuIBJLR

3/15/2019 7:45:58 AM djlok That sounds like some Art of War of war stuff, right there!

3/15/2019 7:46:31 AM theprimeian We've been doing it in other countries forever. The SAS is fuckin awesome at it.

3/15/2019 7:48:47 AM ragevirusqq Is goog the name of the entity?

3/15/2019 7:49:12 AM djlok Good question. Someone told me we are when we do the abreviated spelling for "laugh out loud".  I tried to stop saying it. 

Words have Power, man!!  More than we were programmed to believe, I think.

3/15/2019 7:49:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are not men, they are animals possessed by demons.

3/15/2019 7:50:24 AM mwannahockalugi I'm not saying Bitcoin hasn't been used for nefarious purposes. I'm saying it's really nothing more than another convenient way to launder assets. It 

frightens money brokers because no one controls it.

3/15/2019 7:50:57 AM covertress Please deposit your worthless bitcoin here: 

36K5p7cXP2fN7FdSPmcxnTjpjvXoagXoEg

☺☺☺

3/15/2019 7:51:18 AM selvestekjetil Horrible horrible things. Need a break from this now. Pray for the victims. #DarkToLight #WAKEUPAMERICA

3/15/2019 7:52:02 AM n7guardiananon Into the light Leland https://youtu.be/x3sZI8k20D0 

3/15/2019 7:52:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bitcoin's creation was for those purposes we disclosed despite how innocent by-standards looked at the disinformation pertaining to money and sized 

an opportunity to invest billions into a technology they really knew nothing about. Facts do not care about your feelings, sadly.

3/15/2019 7:52:09 AM djlok I HATE them, MJ12.  I HATE these animals so much!!

3/15/2019 7:52:43 AM cosmic_engineer Most of his papers have very strong warnings.  But he's been embraced, as planned, as the evil fall guy

3/15/2019 7:54:06 AM hawkgirlinmn Thank you. Traveling today but will try and read and listen.

3/15/2019 7:54:58 AM djlok And I don't like hating anyone or anything... But this is too much.  I don't understand how these animals can even pretend to be human.

3/15/2019 7:55:52 AM clockworkanon If I could eradicate evil myself I would, no matter the cost.

#SaveTheChildren

3/15/2019 7:56:04 AM kindeandtrue This should be fun to watch. Thanks!

3/15/2019 7:56:33 AM whitehat_van Wrong again. Not what the "insurance policy" was. Chinese disinformation? Who's behind this account?

3/15/2019 7:57:21 AM mwannahockalugi So, you're saying Bitcoin was created explicitly to enable money laundering? Why would they feel the need to do that when they've been able to 

launder trillions via black ops programs and the like?

3/15/2019 7:58:01 AM kindeandtrue By "modern" do you mean "modernist"? If so, I'm disappointed. I thought you would have a traditional, literal interpretation of the Bible.

3/15/2019 7:58:18 AM dcd51 Godspeed to all today!May his Angels surround & protect you all!

3/15/2019 7:58:41 AM djlok Bitcoin should crash today. 

Block chain stuff was always hard for me to understand. Plus not having the money, I never got into it.

3/15/2019 7:59:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's more controllable than USD actually.

3/15/2019 7:59:59 AM aprilbrown99 This is only the tip of the iceberg. I know how hard it will be when everyone learns the whole story, like pedovores, etc. I cried for several days when I 

learned about this. Horrific beyond belief.

3/15/2019 8:00:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nickname of the entity.

3/15/2019 8:00:35 AM mwannahockalugi I don't own any bitcoin, but I do understand blockchain. I'm pretty solid at math, but I wouldn't call myself a wizard. My point is why create something 

for laundering assets when there's really no need? Trillions upon trillions have been laundered through USD at this point.

3/15/2019 8:01:25 AM estherroyale X22 report says it's manipulated money by the [DS]

3/15/2019 8:01:42 AM covertress "OK Google" 

Siri another?

3/15/2019 8:02:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 The need was to take wealth away from average citizens who don't normally fund their operations through drugs, sex, and crime extortion. They 

perpetuated the fraud because it lined their pockets despite the technology having strong potential. The story around bitcoin is disinfo.

3/15/2019 8:02:24 AM djlok New source for money laundering = more money can be laundered. 

Don't worry, I'm sure these criminals haven't given up on good old fashioned cash-money!

3/15/2019 8:02:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/15/2019 8:02:29 AM rollinthund3r @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you surmise as to why we have 89% of our Senators and Congressmen holding dual citizenship citizenship with Israel ???

3/15/2019 8:02:51 AM whitehat_van Fake Q? You ISBEs are sick.

3/15/2019 8:02:54 AM 369naturallaw  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gog_and_Magog … ?

3/15/2019 8:02:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Alexa?

3/15/2019 8:03:29 AM mwannahockalugi I don't own any bitcoin, so I don't have a horse in the race, so to speak. I'm trying to understand from a logical POV. Bitcoin's total value is minuscule 

compared to the amount of USD in circulation. Why even bother with it?

3/15/2019 8:03:44 AM aprilbrown99 Hate is a low vibration. I know it is hard but try to think of the positive things that POTUS, MJ, and all the good guys we do have who are kicking ass 

right now. pic.twitter.com/lYyvEbLo4C

3/15/2019 8:04:09 AM obzerv3r_p_ That's like blaming cars for bank robbery and people using them to get away.. You fail

3/15/2019 8:04:22 AM randalls2017 "Learn occult magick" Where to start?



3/15/2019 8:04:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 All names of IDEs who are trading technology. Not all harvest negative energy. All harvest energy. Life energy. Killing you softly. By design. 

Depopulation.

3/15/2019 8:05:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Nation of Israel?

No spoilers.

Majestic 12's Disclosure Plan In Full Swing

3/15/2019 8:05:33 AM hawkgirlinmn How do they harvest negative energy?

3/15/2019 8:05:38 AM whitehat_van And yet you continue to push Chinese malware. Why?

3/15/2019 8:05:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 All knowledge is within if you know how to access and unlock it.

3/15/2019 8:05:56 AM djlok Everything you say is very true!

Speaking of vibrations- you know that sh!t lowers the vibration of Earth.  

I bet focussing our meditations on this stuff ending will help.

3/15/2019 8:06:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are misunderstanding.

Clowns created bitcoin to be used for trafficking.

Analogy is not similar.

3/15/2019 8:06:17 AM keith369me @danney_williams says hi

3/15/2019 8:06:35 AM mwannahockalugi You're saying BTC was created to give "mom and pop" operations a way of moving $$ around away from prying eyes?

3/15/2019 8:08:11 AM mwannahockalugi Bitcoin was created to be an untraceable method of $$ transference? That's interesting.

3/15/2019 8:08:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have failed multiple times to specify how you are suggesting this Twitter account is pushing Chinese malware which is why we do not engage with 

your distractions.

3/15/2019 8:08:58 AM synackstatic Microphone next to you while you fight with your spouse, or yell at your children?

Those that want to commit worst crimes in their home?

3/15/2019 8:09:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mindfulness + Awareness

3/15/2019 8:09:28 AM mongrelglory I would imagine with his ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, that Obama got the girls through Saudi Arabia.  I heard rumours the girls were actually from 

Morocco.

3/15/2019 8:09:32 AM aprilbrown99 Yes definitely. Do you join the group with Jared Rand?  Plus we can do the bendedknee one every Wednesday at 1:11 pm ET. 

pic.twitter.com/uPxIXgKVJo

3/15/2019 8:11:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think MIRROR.

“The technology that is developed in the civil world, transfers to the military world, it’s a direct pipeline,” Shanahan said.

3/15/2019 8:11:35 AM love4thegameak Mindfulness is Always Promoted as A Positive, Are You Saying It is also Used for Evil Intent?

3/15/2019 8:12:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Evil isn't definable in the higher dimensions of consciousness. Its a low vibration energy. The act of using Alexa isn't evil and nor are its responses per-

se, but it feeds an evil entity. Evil is difficult to define.

3/15/2019 8:12:58 AM trickyrick2u Political operatives also seem to get paid with bitcoin and push it....correct?

3/15/2019 8:13:34 AM laughinatdumbdc Thank you. Another light 💡 just came on for me. 👍

3/15/2019 8:15:13 AM obzerv3r_p_ It's not untraceable at all,  but its supposed to be distributed and decentralized.. It's also impossible to have predicted how many people adopted it to 

make it valuable. Traffickers could see the importance and helped it but not likely they are that smart. Nerds made it.

3/15/2019 8:15:51 AM winki00000001 Does Majestic 12 control the Resistance Movement ? Is this group exist in the first place ? Do you know the identity of the person behind COBRA ?

3/15/2019 8:16:05 AM smashyouridolz Technology is developed in the military world and then transferred to civilian world. Have a military friend who witnessed seeing flat screen TVs in 1990 

in an undisclosed military location in the east.

3/15/2019 8:16:31 AM smooth_op Catholics Ask Trump to Probe Soros-Obama-Clinton Conspiracy at Vatican http://disq.us/t/2izordw 

3/15/2019 8:16:33 AM mrd_s_anderson rorrim | mirror

3/15/2019 8:16:37 AM keith369me That block function is a wonderful thing.  Unfortunately, I still know who that Tweet was directed at.

3/15/2019 8:17:04 AM obzerv3r_p_ People get paid in all sorts of ways.. bitcoin is a tool and can be used for evils or to stop wars and end the fed..

3/15/2019 8:17:05 AM love4thegameak ThanQ

3/15/2019 8:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who lack contextual awareness.

Less than Pawns.

3/15/2019 8:17:12 AM ithoughtful I saw a photo of young-aged Barry and Michael obviously a man in round sun glasses someone posted here, commend said "Like dat?" and then it 

seemed to get deleted. Can the poster repost?

3/15/2019 8:17:15 AM covertress Shanahan Majestic?

3/15/2019 8:17:39 AM worldxplorer1 Lower vibration than that of Love / higher spiritual planes for example.  Using this AI tech more deeply entrenches us into the physical plane.  AI being 

based entirely in lower planes of existence.  There is no spiritual component.  There is no "IS" in this AI "BE".  Correct MJ?

3/15/2019 8:18:12 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #exposedershowitz CGI

3/15/2019 8:18:20 AM mwannahockalugi Untraceable wasn't what I meant. My bad. I meant to say anonymous.

3/15/2019 8:18:31 AM obzerv3r_p_ So what if they use it for evil, go after the evil.. not the technology..  tor is used for evil but also for freedom of oppression

3/15/2019 8:18:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/15/2019 8:19:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, subordinate.

3/15/2019 8:19:09 AM wyatt251 Any one any military experience knows that we get the biggest and baddest shit money can buy cheapest bidder the top guys first pick the handed 

down extra so new to one unit was out five yrs field test we all know that someone that buys a hmmer thinks there kool needs a mechanic

3/15/2019 8:19:26 AM mongrelglory I've always felt that integrating AI into our lives and talking to it as if it were a person, is rather dehumanizing.  Anything dehumanizing IMHO feeds evil.

3/15/2019 8:19:39 AM keith369me Majestic statement

3/15/2019 8:20:32 AM mrd_s_anderson Village of the Darned...?

3/15/2019 8:20:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not anonymous to NSA.

3/15/2019 8:20:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree. I don’t have any of that tech. I disabled Siri on my phone. It’s like having GPS. Nobody knows how to read a map anymore.

3/15/2019 8:20:50 AM keith369me Asked this Q earlier...90% over the target 🎯 was the response

3/15/2019 8:21:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disabling Siri doesn't stop Siri from listening anyway.

3/15/2019 8:22:34 AM keith369me You can leave out the word “left”...this is not new.  Someday, representatives will represent the people and the world will be a better place.

3/15/2019 8:22:35 AM obzerv3r_p_ if you are correct and traffickers are using it for evil and the nsa doesnt do anything about it, then they are evil and need to be removed.

3/15/2019 8:23:13 AM bdam777 Like the Internet. 

Other examples?

3/15/2019 8:23:31 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/BqUz4XnsqY

3/15/2019 8:23:32 AM selvestekjetil Is that what “we gave them the weapon to destroy themselves” means? It goes both ways hence 180(mirror) target switch?

3/15/2019 8:23:34 AM keith369me Time to cut off the food supply!

3/15/2019 8:23:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Laws prohibit the NSA from infringing on the 4th amendment rights of citizens for non-military related National Security issues.

3/15/2019 8:24:49 AM leadzippo aha yup pic.twitter.com/pw4naMT6wn

3/15/2019 8:24:55 AM nmchristoban At the same time it seems there are technologies used in the military that only trickle to civilian use. It is a very indirect path usually involving 

obsolescence or declassification.



3/15/2019 8:24:57 AM covertress Is this part of why Snowden is shilling Zcash? https://twitter.com/Snowden/status/1092827086497239041?s=19 …

3/15/2019 8:25:05 AM cledrordfishing So if people can move around through star gates and our system is going to be changed the so called economy will change. How will we eat and have 

products that we want to use? How will we purchase these things?

3/15/2019 8:25:31 AM youstinksoap Hence, their moon landing?

3/15/2019 8:25:39 AM reddragonfly19 Why do you think they send one to send time with Harvey Weinstein for the summer

3/15/2019 8:26:04 AM whitehat_van It's called Keybase, Inc. Marc Andreessen owns it. Do you deny connections to China, in anyway?

3/15/2019 8:26:20 AM keith369me Don’t feed it with emotions.  Justice.

3/15/2019 8:26:27 AM mwannahockalugi It has been said the NSA are the actual creators. I'm not surprised you stated that.

3/15/2019 8:26:48 AM diamond77black Bring 'em on.

3/15/2019 8:26:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 has not been pushing Keybase, Inc or Marc Andreessen; you have, so please either admit that you're a clown, ALICE, or clueless.

3/15/2019 8:27:16 AM whitehat_van Yet here you are, engaging with my distractions. LMAO.

3/15/2019 8:27:29 AM allahuniversal ✔ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068607721384148992?s=19 …

3/15/2019 8:27:35 AM obzerv3r_p_ Yeah, for citizens. btc is global.. they could mess up the cartels but they dont.. they are just as bad.. backwood rednecks get busted.. not the real evil. 

they let that go..

3/15/2019 8:28:25 AM rollinthund3r HOW MANY IN WASHINGTON AND THOSE AROUND THE WORLD (IN POWER) WORSHIP THE DEVIL?

3/15/2019 8:29:19 AM cledrordfishing Doesn't the constitution demand that the civilian population should never be stripped of Arms?

Anything that the military uses as a weapon would be considered Arms.

So do we not have the constitutional right to have access to all of the military knowledge that can be weaponized?

3/15/2019 8:29:48 AM keith369me I’ll internet search the query

3/15/2019 8:29:58 AM whitehat_van So then you don't deny connections to China? You deny pushing Keybase? You deny saying it was Majestic and could be trusted? What a joke. DIA is 

still watching. https://twitter.com/i/status/1101601489259130880 …

3/15/2019 8:30:41 AM nettiejoi Sirius ! The Dogon in Africa knew long before the Scientists, that there is a Sirius B

3/15/2019 8:30:47 AM whitehat_van I'll admit I'm a patriot.

3/15/2019 8:30:55 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/I3PyBL66gj

3/15/2019 8:31:10 AM djlok I didn't think of that.  Great point.

3/15/2019 8:31:11 AM youstinksoap Are light bulbs being used to see/hear us?

3/15/2019 8:31:23 AM covertress 🤡 🤡 🤡

3/15/2019 8:32:06 AM obzerv3r_p_ IF i knew a little kid was getting rapped and were and i could stop it.. i would.. if you dont, you are evil.. what other power can stop it and doesnt?

3/15/2019 8:32:23 AM keith369me Read all Tweets from this account and you will be well on your way

3/15/2019 8:33:55 AM whitehat_van You're just upset that I exposed you. LMAO. Meet @TrueEyeTheSpy . She's a ring leader Dan.

3/15/2019 8:34:26 AM obzerv3r_p_ our government breaks all our laws all the time.. but they cant break the one thats stops child rape.. evil

3/15/2019 8:35:04 AM whitehat_van I think many patriots will recall how you DID push Keybase, how you justified sex trafficking, and how you push the ISBE death cult.

3/15/2019 8:35:57 AM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 is saying that Bitcoin was another investment con. It was a way for criminals to get money from average people (who wouldn't 

normally spend their money on gambling, drugs, and prostitution, which are the usual sources of revenue for criminals).

3/15/2019 8:36:51 AM covertress 🤡 🤡 🤡 pic.twitter.com/XWj7isssN1

3/15/2019 8:37:21 AM freestateojones Reverse that order, fireworks. pic.twitter.com/loPezLOV2a

3/15/2019 8:37:56 AM mongrelglory Yes, that's what I was thinking...Gog and Magog.

3/15/2019 8:38:49 AM mwannahockalugi I share your pain, but let's not condemn everyone at the NSA or the government for the actions/inactions of a demented few. The overwhelming 

majority are kind and decent people. I only hope karma bites the bad actors square in the ass and hard very soon!

3/15/2019 8:38:56 AM whitehat_van Consider yourself exposed, and history from my perspective. Returning the favor. YOU ARE BLOCKED!

3/15/2019 8:39:21 AM usss_211 😉

3/15/2019 8:40:00 AM ragevirusqq Teach us how to access and unlock?

3/15/2019 8:41:02 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.lifezette.com/2016/10/wikileaks-podesta-left-wing-activist-plot-catholic-spring/ …

3/15/2019 8:41:05 AM cstarr888 I've read, as well, doubles can cancel, 

And they like backwards... so goog would be a light nickname perhaps taking power from the _ _? 

🙏💖

3/15/2019 8:42:17 AM whitehat_van You can send as many ISBE death cult members to attack me as you wish. I will block every single one of them! Was happy to block Covert Trespassing 

Program @covertresspng and @adam1337, as well as so many others.

3/15/2019 8:42:56 AM ragevirusqq So the NSA always follows the law and never violates the law?

3/15/2019 8:42:59 AM jose_canyusi Building up a demonrat "wet-work" squad.  Their targets will be judges, prosecutors, politicians and LEO's that refuse to go along with the plan.

3/15/2019 8:43:25 AM obzerv3r_p_ I dont blame everyone at the NSA.. but its just insane that my neighbor got 20 years in prison for taking pics of a 15 year old girl and the people at the 

top are still free for trafficking children.. the lack of balance is insane. I hope q is real and does something..

3/15/2019 8:44:54 AM linnyt7 To keep HRC & Obomo alive when they're charged with treason?

3/15/2019 8:45:19 AM liltilgerlil Wiki pic.twitter.com/9oQeMC2Uhl

3/15/2019 8:45:39 AM mwannahockalugi 🙏 You and me both! Today would be a nice day for it, too. The Ides of March = time to settle debts. It didn't work out so well for Julius Caesar, though.

3/15/2019 8:45:53 AM mongrelglory I don't hate them.  Their behaviour horrifies me and angers me, but I don't hate them.  You have a right to anger that is justified David.

3/15/2019 8:46:28 AM orthogonalron Yes, Anons searched for the second officer without confirmation, so we still don't know. Memorial service for Officer Familia was very emotional. 

POTUS was very emotional. Tears. Thanks for remembering. pic.twitter.com/113slUnDMR

3/15/2019 8:47:37 AM obzerv3r_p_ its a crazy world.. either q is real and there is a plan.. or he is fake and we are screwed.. no middle grounds..

3/15/2019 8:48:11 AM zagnett I can't read his tweets because he blocked me.

I consider anyone who blocks me a coward.

Is this a choice?

Or maybe "all of the above?"

3/15/2019 8:49:11 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/1OLYvfuwzj

3/15/2019 8:49:25 AM ragevirusqq Alexander?

3/15/2019 8:49:29 AM mongrelglory That explains all those "hacked" bitcoin accounts where huge amounts of coins were "stolen".

3/15/2019 8:52:09 AM blackjackpupil Bullshit. You cant apprehend bitcoin. And the cash involved with bitcoin isn't enough to cover the money used in trafficking and laundering.

3/15/2019 8:52:15 AM ragevirusqq Yes

3/15/2019 8:52:34 AM mongrelglory They also have to deal with the ET and inter-dimensional beings behind these people, or else the evil will just grow back with new faces.

3/15/2019 8:52:42 AM ascendedwater So should we dump it or lose our savings ??????????

3/15/2019 8:53:30 AM ragevirusqq And many other devices that recently have been discovered to have microphones and other tech. See nest thermostats. Other home automation 

products, security camera services etc.



3/15/2019 8:53:31 AM blackjackpupil He's talking shit. Bitcoin is completely traceable. If you know the wallet owner you can trace every transactionctheyve made. His post is from a position 

of ignorance

3/15/2019 8:53:35 AM mwannahockalugi That might be true, but thanks to the tech's upside the proverbial genie is out of the bottle and an entirely new ecosystem has emerged. The Law of 

Unintended Consequences in action. It might have been created for the intention of scamming people, but now it's a new asset class.

3/15/2019 8:54:01 AM covertress You can read anyone's tweets, as long as they don't have a private account.

From the mobile app, copy a connected tweet, then paste it into a new browser. 

👀 👀 👀

3/15/2019 8:54:19 AM traumalifeline Bitcoin could actually help track down criminals because it’s an open source ledger. It would make more sense, imo, that criminals would use privacy 

coins (Monero, Zcash, Verge) for nefarious purposes.

3/15/2019 8:55:57 AM zagnett i meant that i can't read his tweets with this account. 🤔

3/15/2019 8:56:30 AM zagnett @WhiteHat_Van

3/15/2019 8:56:36 AM mongrelglory I blocked him because I found him to be an annoying shill who was trying to force his agenda.

3/15/2019 8:56:39 AM obzerv3r_p_ dont put your life savings into bitcoin.. diversify.. i made 50k off 1k.. but lost 25k.. i think it will take off again but wouldnt refy my house for more

3/15/2019 8:57:08 AM djlok Or here....😜 pic.twitter.com/zafdaVBqE5

3/15/2019 8:57:59 AM zagnett I guess what i'm additionally trying to illustrate is just how pointless "blocking" people is anyway.

3/15/2019 8:59:12 AM mwannahockalugi ☝️That's the way! Do your due diligence. A ridiculously high % or cryptos are scams. Stick with the big boys and you'll be fine.

3/15/2019 8:59:14 AM rmbrice Is it more the converse?

3/15/2019 8:59:14 AM covertress Basically, any IOT.

3/15/2019 8:59:37 AM ivan2488083248 Gog is the king of MaGog. Magog is Russia.

3/15/2019 8:59:40 AM nettiejoi 7

3/15/2019 8:59:56 AM fernandofitspa1 Quantum is next

3/15/2019 9:00:05 AM mongrelglory I have heard that the financial powers behind the scene have plans for using blockchain technology in the re-vamped financial system, but it won't be 

bitcoin.  Bitcoin unfortunately is too slow for commercial transactions.

3/15/2019 9:00:20 AM fernandofitspa1 I see every time

3/15/2019 9:00:22 AM allahuniversal It didn't like what I had to say much either..As for which one it is, I'm leaning toward 3 letters, options A B and C pic.twitter.com/xgoAM7G2sQ

3/15/2019 9:00:39 AM lbf777 Move your attention from your brain into your heart 24/7. Think from the heart. Meditate & do light exercise like walking daily. 

Listen to hear the knowledge in silence during meditation though.

3/15/2019 9:00:43 AM covertress Blocking fake MAGA does cut down on the DM spam.

3/15/2019 9:00:46 AM traumalifeline Cash would still be their first choice because it’s completely untraceable.

3/15/2019 9:01:09 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/5JRIVfWex4

3/15/2019 9:01:31 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.churchmilitant.com/news/article/wikileaks-email-podestas-catholic-front-group-cozy-with-obama …

3/15/2019 9:02:01 AM allahuniversal So, talking loud & saying nothing still. We're not missing much

3/15/2019 9:02:42 AM ascendedwater So who created bitcoin ?? Who is/are Satoshi Nakamoto ?

3/15/2019 9:02:43 AM laurabusse This is amazing. The best part is the CONCLUSION at the bottom. What if everyone knew this!!!

3/15/2019 9:03:27 AM nettiejoi Look, where one of the tunnels is ! pic.twitter.com/kURnM4YyvH

3/15/2019 9:03:55 AM ascendedwater Bitcoin is the big boy.

3/15/2019 9:03:57 AM allahuniversal 🤦♀️don't know why I never thought to do that before pic.twitter.com/a4SjF6cHiB

3/15/2019 9:04:04 AM mwannahockalugi That might change. Developers are trying to get BTC onto the Lightning network. It's a game changer if they do. BTC purists don't want that to happen. 

They want BTC to stay as a storage of value (like gold) and not be used for everyday transactions. LTC will be better for that.

3/15/2019 9:04:13 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/veouyWrzdh

3/15/2019 9:06:12 AM laurabusse So many deleted tweets! What's going on?

3/15/2019 9:06:55 AM daumster What plan?

The only action I’ve seen was against Flynn, Manafort, papoooluos and the early morning FBI raids on what’s their names.  

Hardly against the deep state.

3/15/2019 9:07:12 AM liltilgerlil Haven’t researched yet but working on it. Found this interesting:

 https://www.brainstain.us/2018/02/12/wikileaks-reveals-pope-francis-deep-state-catholic-spring/ …

3/15/2019 9:08:38 AM covertress [@WhiteHat_Van]

is blocking

everyone 

like a

🤡 🤡 🤡

🤣 🤣 🤣

3/15/2019 9:08:51 AM lynnboyce7 Those SOBs . I've been so sick for last 15 yrs, since hurricane Katrina hit our area. I've done so much research. Our own govt has done this to us. Q 

movement has taught me to love myself and to bring people together. Love #WWG1WGA

3/15/2019 9:09:07 AM mwannahockalugi No question about it, but several alts have much better upside potential.

3/15/2019 9:12:11 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/w9EZ01FAOw

3/15/2019 9:12:13 AM ascendedwater Agreed. I ain’t a noob but interested if this info is legit. Market cap says no

3/15/2019 9:12:24 AM mongrelglory I have no idea.  They treat human beings like a commodity.

3/15/2019 9:13:09 AM ascendedwater Then all other tweets are bullshit too

3/15/2019 9:14:02 AM laurabusse Yes i agree. Get ppl to invest in bitcoin, then crash it, thus robbing the ppl. Makes sense to me.

3/15/2019 9:16:59 AM mwannahockalugi Whatever the intent behind BTC's creation, the genie is out of the bottle. The tech has enormous upside and spawned an entirely new asset class and 

financial ecosystem.

3/15/2019 9:18:40 AM mongrelglory They've also had some big accounts hacked, and large amounts of people's coins have been stolen.  I always suspected it was an "inside job".

3/15/2019 9:18:56 AM deevineh Oh my! You aren't kidding...the resemblance is uncanny. Almost undeniable. I can't believe I've never seen this before. My inner biometric software is 

saying it's a perfect match. 💯%

3/15/2019 9:20:42 AM mwannahockalugi That's the criminal exchanges more than anything. They're dealing in derivatives and not the underlying asset. If enough people decide they want their 

coins these  exchanges say "we were hacked" so they don't have to pay it. Or they'll fake their deaths.

3/15/2019 9:21:35 AM 222714ftw 🖖222

3/15/2019 9:23:08 AM covertress Please deposit your worthless Zcash here:

t1MhfAC65t2rLv7Ht1RDqnnR3wx7CvWCsag

🤣 🤣 🤣

3/15/2019 9:24:38 AM ascendedwater  pic.twitter.com/h9crg3WrwZ

3/15/2019 9:26:13 AM melanieanders7 What entity does Alexa feed? Is it ai learning human patterns, language, and behavior to better overtake us as a whole?

3/15/2019 9:26:17 AM islandofdelight Does the government use LiFi in light bulbs to watch/listen to us?

3/15/2019 9:26:20 AM whitehat_van @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/deerfield4570/status/1106582941323415552 …



3/15/2019 9:26:46 AM liltilgerlil And this: https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/news/is-there-a-deeper-network-behind-the-catholic-spring-56682 …

3/15/2019 9:28:07 AM djlok Ha ha!

3/15/2019 9:28:17 AM robinreitsma1 wikileaks uses it too -  https://shop.wikileaks.org/donate  just wanted to point that out. but they supposedly use it for different reasons.

3/15/2019 9:28:27 AM mrd_s_anderson Q...? pic.twitter.com/huNfWvRrxJ

3/15/2019 9:29:18 AM dwilliswag Pindar.

3/15/2019 9:31:03 AM djlok I think clown too and not ALICE.  ALICE doesn't have the capacity to come across as a real person across platforms yet, right?

3/15/2019 9:32:05 AM skeye_watching I would say clueless fits most appropriately.

3/15/2019 9:34:18 AM melanieanders7 I’m anxious to see ya’lls part in this big movie :) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Disclosure is sorely needed.

3/15/2019 9:34:21 AM richardhiatt16 Great Strategy 🤓👍🇺🇸

3/15/2019 9:34:48 AM djlok Boom!  And by "boom" I mean your explanation helped me to make sense of this concept! Thank you!

3/15/2019 9:35:11 AM panthereverte This is the south Africa people speake in hebrew and nobody know how and why?

3/15/2019 9:35:14 AM whitehat_van I would say blocked.

3/15/2019 9:36:47 AM lisaadcock15  pic.twitter.com/0d6exbt3OB

3/15/2019 9:37:06 AM richardhiatt16 Yeah..  Can’t trust anyone... 😉🇺🇸

3/15/2019 9:38:07 AM mrd_s_anderson Q Who?

3/15/2019 9:38:12 AM djlok Is this why Evil has run amuck on this Earth?  Because the Earth is shifting into a higher vibration and the low vibration entities are fighting back...trying 

to maintain control of this planet? Sort of like the metaphorical swamp creatures...but it's real.

3/15/2019 9:38:20 AM covertress 💥 💥 💥

[Bitcoin]

[#bitcoin]

[#BTC] https://twitter.com/BitcoinDood/status/1106588940373557249?s=19 …

3/15/2019 9:39:50 AM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/1pefJgkG0lw 

3/15/2019 9:40:05 AM love4thegameak Exactly

3/15/2019 9:41:24 AM djlok And think like a child. Remember how your IS had so many questions and was so curious about everything...and playful too.

Go back to that and you will be f'ng floored, dude.  FLOORED. 

Sh!ts real, man!

3/15/2019 9:41:59 AM speaakn I stopped using Golgle before Trump got into office - no maps, no search engine, no browsers, but I have a couple of gmail accounts I need to migrate 

from (they’re very tied up, but I just need to bite the bullet and get it done). Screw ‘em and everything they do.

3/15/2019 9:42:50 AM shushale Times up, Skippy.

#PizzagatePodesta

#SaveTheChildren

#RememberChester

3/15/2019 9:43:56 AM n7guardiananon The ancient civilizations make more sense now.  Higher dimension of thinking.

3/15/2019 9:44:38 AM daveo6145 They track everything (geolocation, mic, camera) even when these are off too

3/15/2019 9:45:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Even in airplane mode.

3/15/2019 9:47:08 AM covertress Even when powered off?

3/15/2019 9:47:19 AM kindeandtrue Is technology disclosure being held up because many scientists are amoral and unscrupulous and would potentially use it in harmful ways?

3/15/2019 9:47:26 AM djlok I am too!  Standing ovations by all when they appear in the movie.  Sort of like at a Broadway show when the Big Name walks out on the stage for the 

first time.  Maybe not in this dimension, but in another we'll be standing and cheering for the good MJ12!!

3/15/2019 9:48:00 AM allahuniversal As suspected. How about other connections such as Bluetooth, NFC, & dare I say, infrared, those signals are intercepted as well, I presume?

3/15/2019 9:48:04 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE must be here.... likes are being removed in real time.

3/15/2019 9:49:13 AM chrisklemenza It seems at some point people just stop caring about the never ending surveilance.. the only option is to stop using our smartphones, but I don’t see 

that happen either so.. pic.twitter.com/YgIi4VXkau

3/15/2019 9:49:32 AM hawkgirlinmn This was uncovered in the wikileaks documents. Does orgonite protect us from the negativ energy/EMF?

3/15/2019 9:50:16 AM carolva97910854 I LOVE Friday surprises!

3/15/2019 9:50:48 AM zagnett ...and this is exactly why i sometimes swear at my phone. So that clowns might hear me! lol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

3/15/2019 9:51:01 AM zagnett Yes.

3/15/2019 9:51:21 AM seywerd137 GOG-EL

3/15/2019 9:51:29 AM laurabusse I personally define evil as not respecting the sovereign free will of another. If sovereign free will of another was always respected, no evil would ever be 

done to another. Then of course there is love. If one is love, or has love, evil cannot coexist with love.

3/15/2019 9:51:52 AM _highjinx_ 😂😂😂

3/15/2019 9:52:04 AM giediknight Actually it was on my end, disregard.... =)

3/15/2019 9:52:31 AM kindeandtrue P.S. In other words, do the Aliens prefer to offer technology to those who have a Creationist viewpoint and a Bible-based moral code?

3/15/2019 9:52:38 AM adsvel And Sirius C. Nothing new.

3/15/2019 9:52:46 AM fionasdestiny67 Meanwhile terrorist attacks on Christian church doesn't get any media coverage. Please share 

Two explosions in a large Catholic church have killed at least 20 people in southern Philippines. The police report that. At least 81 people were also 

injured. https://www.ad.nl/buitenland/zeker-20-doden-en-81-gewonden-bij-dubbele-aanslag-katholieke-kerk-filipijnen~ab54265c/ …

3/15/2019 9:52:52 AM ragevirusqq This is not an option in our current environment. Even if we stop using personal devices our slave jobs may require us to carry them. Also this medium 

of coms is largely based on mobile devices. Also many read q on mobile devices. Mass survelleince is real All is being captured.

3/15/2019 9:54:03 AM covertress choices

3/15/2019 9:54:09 AM ragevirusqq The only way to not play the game is to do it all together as one.

3/15/2019 9:54:28 AM freestateojones We are trying to ban guns, 8chan and Qanon talk right now, no time to discuss terrorist bombings of catholic churches 😒

3/15/2019 9:55:03 AM melanieanders7 That I will be doing through all platforms I hold. :) I haven’t told you, but you’re a beautiful being. Love what you share here. ❤️

3/15/2019 9:55:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Opposite. They offer technology to control manipulate and ultimately witness your destruction.

3/15/2019 9:55:18 AM covertress bingo

where we're going

we won't need phones

3/15/2019 9:55:41 AM panthereverte Invisible spectre with out instruments right? pic.twitter.com/kQNTngtpql

3/15/2019 9:55:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/15/2019 9:57:03 AM zagnett Incidentally, i'm assuming this is one of the big reasons phone manufacturers don't want people to have the ability to remove batteries anymore.

3/15/2019 9:57:20 AM djlok Aww. Thank you!  You are too!! 😍

3/15/2019 9:57:48 AM jrocktigers 💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼



3/15/2019 9:58:03 AM natureinspace That's very possible that we do. I think there's truth behind the idea that children choose their parents before coming to earth.

3/15/2019 9:58:14 AM aprilbrown99 Yep. He blocked me and I didn’t even respond. What a schmuck!

3/15/2019 9:59:28 AM n7guardiananon A few accounts that were quite vocal have been less vocal

3/15/2019 9:59:46 AM djlok And you made my day, btw. You should know that. 😘

3/15/2019 10:00:55 AM d4usaandisrael  https://twitter.com/Unite4Truth/status/1103028108515573760?s=19 …

3/15/2019 10:01:00 AM natureinspace So do i! I just want the veil lifted so we can get on with this already.

3/15/2019 10:01:11 AM ragevirusqq There are other ways MJ has them. pic.twitter.com/8QvE7LBdJT

3/15/2019 10:01:29 AM d4usaandisrael  pic.twitter.com/QNPawUCpHf

3/15/2019 10:01:48 AM covertress I never said [🤡] wasn't a successful 🤡. #🤡

3/15/2019 10:03:11 AM whitehat_van Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , check out this awesome video just released by the Navy!~ Coincidence?  

https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1106588737297940481 …

3/15/2019 10:03:25 AM cocopuffster12 Perfect match. These people are sick, sick, sick.

3/15/2019 10:03:46 AM d4usaandisrael Wonder why NZ happened today? Stay WQKE!

3/15/2019 10:03:57 AM cocopuffster12 Has anyone seen the real parents around??

3/15/2019 10:04:31 AM zagnett Yup i assume that as well. They have it "all". A lot of people don't realize what that means exactly. All = All.

3/15/2019 10:05:03 AM zagnett Yup.

3/15/2019 10:05:44 AM keith369me Good riddance...I blocked his ass the first day his “stupid” showed up, remove the noise and learn from each other.  Just another distraction we don’t 

need in our lives

3/15/2019 10:06:03 AM aprilbrown99 😂 I have done that too.

3/15/2019 10:07:02 AM qualady1 Can you direct us to a link for properly making organite?

3/15/2019 10:07:04 AM rmbrice There are no coincidences 👍 I’m right there with you.

3/15/2019 10:07:39 AM n7guardiananon Some maybe 🤡. 

Some maybe guides us to get us to a certain ...je ne sais quoi

3/15/2019 10:08:21 AM richardhiatt16 I think 💭 that “Special Services” need to turn OFF the GooG switch.. Permanently👍🤓🇺🇸

3/15/2019 10:08:21 AM kindeandtrue Thank you, Majestic! You've just confirmed my original instincts about aliens. Very difficult to imagine they are good actors. Hard to sort through all the 

disinformation.

3/15/2019 10:08:56 AM ragevirusqq Doesn’t matter. Our civil liberties and privacy have been violated long ago. They all have everything about us, everything. There is no privacy. MJ uses 

it as well “some we monitor”. MJ is still government agency and must push propaganda and disinfo to achieve their goals.

3/15/2019 10:09:25 AM nr750 In the civil world?  Or civilian world?  I wouldn’t call the current world very civil....

3/15/2019 10:09:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Basic self preservation.

3/15/2019 10:10:17 AM 17_3_161815214 Didn't Kirsten Gillibrand replace HRC New York Seat for Congress

Chatter is about a certain Sex Cult NXIVM having ties to a senator

New Charges were filed yesterday against Rainere

co-founder pleaded guilty

ITS gonna get BLOWN WIDE OPEN

3/15/2019 10:10:20 AM oates761 Microwaves, GPS, Jet airplanes...

3/15/2019 10:11:34 AM aprilbrown99 Not all aliens are bad though. We have good ones ready to help us above, correct?  Like Pleadenins (sp)?

3/15/2019 10:12:43 AM aprilbrown99 Or are you just referring to the evil ones here controlling?

3/15/2019 10:13:01 AM 17_3_161815214  https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2019/03/nxivm-sex-cult-keith-raniere-accused-of-child-porn-sex-exploitation-charges/ …

3/15/2019 10:13:31 AM djlok Woah!

3/15/2019 10:14:16 AM fionasdestiny67 B00m, EXACTLY.

3/15/2019 10:14:49 AM zagnett This main reasons i'm sticking with this account:

1. My own education.

2. MJ's apparent honesty. Apparent integrity.

We'll see how it goes.

All i know for sure is interacting with this account is hella fun!

And a Q-like proof today! TY! MJ, got any more of these? 🤔🧐😎
3/15/2019 10:15:10 AM djlok Points for being 100% honest!!

3/15/2019 10:15:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q3082 @ 13:09 EST

 https://twitter.com/HawleyMO/status/1106247367177764865 …

"Google refuses to work with US military but provides “direct benefit” to China’s military"

MJ12 @ 13:09 EST

"Basic self preservation." - MJ12

2nd Δ0?

Coincidence?
3/15/2019 10:16:21 AM maryschade14 He placed a lot of them in risky homes. Everything Trump is blamed for..is the other way around.

#mirrormirror 

Projection Deflection. Dems are bad for our health and happiness.

#MAGA

#BuildTheDamnWall

3/15/2019 10:16:46 AM kindeandtrue P.S. I can't believe I'm even talking about aliens. If someone had told me 2 years ago that I'd someday seriously consider the possibility that they exist, 

I'd never have believed it. 🤪

3/15/2019 10:17:31 AM zagnett Yup, just like TPrez & Q, and some other great sources!

3/15/2019 10:17:42 AM allahuniversal No coincidence https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100862413556105217?s=19 …

3/15/2019 10:18:15 AM allahuniversal 5:5 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100800145195761664?s=19 …

3/15/2019 10:18:35 AM n7guardiananon U.S. military has something even better, something majestic?

3/15/2019 10:18:38 AM jane_q_patriot This explains a lot. Went through quite a rigamarole over course of months w/top tier Apple techs a few years ago, but they were stumped over what 

was running in background. My new phone was basically deemed "possessed." FB was suspected. I guess they should've consulted MJ12.

3/15/2019 10:18:38 AM richardhiatt16 No black or white here.. Just lots of GREY....  🤔🇺🇸

3/15/2019 10:19:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thank You.

That post was another MJ12 proof, just to add sprinkles.

0Δ

3/15/2019 10:19:21 AM zagnett Nope. MJ seems to do that. Almost as if MJ's reading our minds or something. 🤔

Lots of clutter in there, must admit! Try not to trip on anything! lol

3/15/2019 10:20:34 AM david00997884 Time to arrest all the CEOS thats non American, Facebook,Twitter,Google. Apple, instagram. And MSM



3/15/2019 10:20:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 It was not a coincidence. pic.twitter.com/Nm5Jkw9477

3/15/2019 10:20:50 AM ragevirusqq Thinking for ourselves is likely part of the point.

3/15/2019 10:22:21 AM zagnett A nice touch!

MJs, if You are legit / educational / benevolent / forgiving / understanding, We are with you.

3/15/2019 10:22:37 AM ragevirusqq MJ why do you sometimes seem more human than other times?  Sometimes there is warmth others there is not. Is this because of who happens to be 

responding?

3/15/2019 10:22:48 AM ascendingadam What about “tachyonized” materials?

3/15/2019 10:23:19 AM cocopuffster12 Awe, sprinkles.

3/15/2019 10:23:20 AM ragevirusqq I hope they confirm these values ♥️

3/15/2019 10:23:41 AM kindeandtrue Majestic makes me think, and allows free-wheeling discussions. Love the interaction, too. Feels like I'm back in college having a philosophy seminar.

3/15/2019 10:23:45 AM junglerednm Wake up...expect the unexpected !!! pic.twitter.com/m3ex4iCuXj

3/15/2019 10:23:59 AM nun_chucknorris Amazing. Anybody know of any other accts we should be following with zero deltas to Q?

3/15/2019 10:24:47 AM qaphsiel17 Shot heard around the world.

3/15/2019 10:24:54 AM zagnett Mikey "likes" it!

3/15/2019 10:25:01 AM keith369me Some MJs are incarnated as human, some are not.

3/15/2019 10:25:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some content is heavily censored by ALICE and we engage in AI style communication to bypass the natural language algorithms.

3/15/2019 10:26:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust The Plan.

[HRC]

[RENEGADE]

3/15/2019 10:26:06 AM zagnett Good question!

Who's taking notes on these proofs? I'll try too.

3/15/2019 10:26:12 AM worldxplorer1 Yes. Because soon the vibration of earth and these being will be totally incompatible. There is a limited range of vibrations that can exist on this plane. 

Soon the destructive / manipulative vibes will no longer be able to exist here. They are running out of time!

3/15/2019 10:26:19 AM cledrordfishing Good to know.

3/15/2019 10:26:29 AM nabonnand 2 1/2 yrs ago I realized I would be learning new things that would shatter my previously formed ideas. People I thought were trustworthy that were 

not, things I had been taught were true that were not & dismay at the deception I had not picked up on. Trying 2 keep open mind 4 now

3/15/2019 10:27:37 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/01rHSlVKFZ

3/15/2019 10:28:51 AM ragevirusqq Yes. i feel the same. This is why I ask questions some stupid and repetitive even when I think I know the answer. I compare with MJ previous tweets for 

disinfo. And hope that my questions stupid or not help myself or someone discover some truth or light/love.

3/15/2019 10:29:06 AM melanieanders7 As above, so below. We r still dealing w interdiminsional beings that run the 12 heads of the dragon. Gut the dragon, sever dimensional power 

consciously, and the heads can’t function. Even $ at that point can’t help them.

3/15/2019 10:29:20 AM jane_q_patriot And if someone told me to try turning my screen bright brightness down ONE MORE FREAKING TIME... I swear... 😂

3/15/2019 10:30:47 AM kindeandtrue The best teachers always say there are no stupid questions, just stupid answers.

3/15/2019 10:31:08 AM ragevirusqq Thank you this helps. I will stop holding this against you and try to pay more attention when this occurs. Also I have noticed many double meanings in 

what at first glance seems to be grammatical errors. I assume this is intentional?

3/15/2019 10:31:38 AM us_poll They will nuke to save their A! These people are that dangerous!

3/15/2019 10:31:40 AM jdltr450  pic.twitter.com/g713g7aiIx

3/15/2019 10:33:34 AM mongrelglory "Rouge" vs. rogue. 😉  It took me a while to catch on!

3/15/2019 10:34:15 AM iamyou132 How should a young adult working in tech navigate this corrupt landscape? Do I avoid big companies like google or join and try and force change from 

inside?

3/15/2019 10:34:57 AM ragevirusqq Thank you. ♥✌🏻Not that I need to tell you here. Are there other accounts that are part of this project?  I suspect a couple.

3/15/2019 10:35:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 You will never be able to force change on the inside. Tech Giants operate like cults to the advancement of their CEO/Brand at the expense of their 

subordinates. Failure to align with this cult will result in your removal from the organization completely and be blacklisted.

3/15/2019 10:35:58 AM zagnett No stupid questions except for mine after too big a lunch lol.

Let's keep peppering MJ for more info! They can handle it. i still got some tough questions for them that aren't answered yet! 🤔🧐😎

3/15/2019 10:36:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA goes both ways.

3/15/2019 10:36:51 AM ragevirusqq I have many

3/15/2019 10:37:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Learning the comms. 

Majestic.

3/15/2019 10:37:12 AM zagnett Yeah i would like to know too. I'll give them all a try at least!

3/15/2019 10:37:30 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/H3CCoTdyHF

3/15/2019 10:38:23 AM melanieanders7 Merely appearing to try. “Here’s a tiny morsel, sheep! Hope it saves me later. “ yeah, when they really and truthfully lay it out is when I’ll buy their kool-

aid.

3/15/2019 10:38:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 This month alone we have received over 10M engagements, so answering, acknowledging, or responding to every comment, question, etc. is beyond 

the scope of what this operation demands.

3/15/2019 10:39:27 AM allahuniversal 😉

3/15/2019 10:39:32 AM rmbrice We’ve had enough. It’s time to take our energy back and I believe the allies have already won.

3/15/2019 10:39:33 AM ragevirusqq If only we could all communicate at the speed of thought. 🧠👁

3/15/2019 10:40:02 AM zagnett For "Trust The Plan", i generally call on my inner-Reagan & want to "trust, but verify". I just want to try to learn as much about it as we can / are 

allowed to know.

Actual progress on the "plan" is key though. So "Future Proves Past" is the more important line to understand.

3/15/2019 10:41:03 AM cmdrzod23 It's one of those things you want to know, until you know

then you wish you'd never asked

3/15/2019 10:41:09 AM mongrelglory What were you hearing?  If I may ask...

3/15/2019 10:41:23 AM allahuniversal "Drops 'layered' to provide 'advance knowledge'." ~ Q

3/15/2019 10:41:33 AM love4thegameak And sometimes a No Answer Is A Answer

3/15/2019 10:42:08 AM zagnett If that's how many engagements, You're doing a pretty darn good job considering MJs! Hopefully your performance reviews go well!

3/15/2019 10:42:38 AM covertress Are there certain frequencies we can listen to in order to unlock cognitive enhancements?

3/15/2019 10:43:15 AM ragevirusqq This is one..

3/15/2019 10:43:42 AM zagnett Yup. Those answers actually are the ones that concern me the most. 🤔

3/15/2019 10:43:52 AM ragevirusqq 😉

3/15/2019 10:43:57 AM djlok I'm glad you asked this question bc I know several had the same question...including me!

3/15/2019 10:44:14 AM covertress performance reviews 

🤣 🤣 🤣



3/15/2019 10:44:19 AM mongrelglory Though I think 1M of those engagements might have been me.  I worry that I pester MJ-12 with a lot of questions! 😜

3/15/2019 10:44:51 AM richardhiatt16 “negotiated”? 🤔 Yeah

3/15/2019 10:45:10 AM ragevirusqq This is important. ☝️

3/15/2019 10:45:12 AM mongrelglory I wonder what MJ-12's HR department is like? 😆

3/15/2019 10:46:04 AM mongrelglory I've been know to talk that fast...usually after consuming a lot of sugar.

3/15/2019 10:46:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Schrödinger's Majestic No Answers"

3/15/2019 10:46:39 AM zagnett Different MJs, then different personalities?

Even if we assume all current MJs are good, heck, one could just have a bad day or gas or something &temporarily say to himself, "f it i'm just gonna 

screw with peoples' minds today...". lol

3/15/2019 10:46:51 AM rollinthund3r Thank you for your service sir !!!!    I too am a Patriot...and I will Trust The Plan

3/15/2019 10:47:15 AM zagnett Please keep doing it!

3/15/2019 10:47:16 AM matrixexit Meaning FISA can be used to clean up anything that might harm national security?

3/15/2019 10:47:39 AM kindeandtrue Your information and reponses are much appreciated. You care enough to reach out and communicate with us. Thank you, Mighty Majestics!

3/15/2019 10:48:16 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/exiOZtHKTf

3/15/2019 10:48:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majesty of 9s + 0Δs result in measurable consciousness changes taking place. The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real. pic.twitter.com/hTbP1KodtO

3/15/2019 10:48:25 AM mongrelglory 852 Hz is supposed to awaken intuition and raise energy at the cellular level.  I think that would be cognitively enhancing...

3/15/2019 10:48:39 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 Great JOB !🇺🇸

3/15/2019 10:48:58 AM zagnett Poor cat.

i always feel sorry for the cat lol.

3/15/2019 10:49:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open

3/15/2019 10:49:08 AM realityloominng I imagine there's been some vigilantes no one ever heard of

3/15/2019 10:49:37 AM jane_q_patriot My new favorite battle cry: "Death to the Newtonian World Order." 😉

3/15/2019 10:49:46 AM love4thegameak Lol. Yup

3/15/2019 10:50:16 AM djlok I'm hesitant to ask this question here because "truth resonates within" and I think I already know the answer to this question.  

But is it possible that a MJ12 member may sometimes use alternate forms of comms that bypass ALICE and Twitter altogether?

3/15/2019 10:50:17 AM kindeandtrue He looks like Bill Nye. What is it with academics and bow ties? pic.twitter.com/eFMTZeN0et

3/15/2019 10:50:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are around a dozen accounts currently engaging on a nearly daily basis. The strength of their collective consciousnesses combined with the 

power of 3 6 and 9 is impressive.

3/15/2019 10:50:49 AM allahuniversal Leavea lots of room for "Think for/Research for/Trust yourself'

3/15/2019 10:51:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have considered that actually, but now is not the time for that.

3/15/2019 10:52:30 AM djlok So we're doing alright, MJ? 😀

3/15/2019 10:52:42 AM mongrelglory "known".  My fingers are slower.

3/15/2019 10:52:51 AM covertress My cat always lived.

3/15/2019 10:53:10 AM aprilbrown99 I love your personality!  So spunky. I love it. 💕🦋🌸🌈

3/15/2019 10:53:15 AM zagnett MJ, which ones, which ones, which ones???

please please please

please please please

please please please

See what i did there???

3/15/2019 10:53:33 AM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 is a Powerful tool. 

Thank you for making it plain/plane

3/15/2019 10:53:47 AM eyegloarts 🤔👇🏽👁👁👇🏽🤔❔

Right info/wrong direction then, more like: pic.twitter.com/pFJYvoy2Hi

3/15/2019 10:53:53 AM realityloominng Not all aliens are this way, MJ12 has stated many times

3/15/2019 10:54:09 AM zagnett Whoa that's trippy.

3/15/2019 10:54:35 AM covertress Hey, I resemble that remark!

...in another life

🤣 🤣 🤣

3/15/2019 10:54:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the information is entered into the AI controlled system of Twitter, the only way the message is spread is through other IS-BEs who share the 

synchronicity of 3 6 and 9 with MJ12 are what actually spread our message. No AI assistance from ALICE on this account. 100% organic.

3/15/2019 10:54:49 AM youstinksoap 😂

3/15/2019 10:55:04 AM hawkgirlinmn What preparation do we need to do for   Post-declas? I feel the cabal will try a major FF in response.

3/15/2019 10:55:16 AM zagnett Ok, fair enough. Stay well MJs!

Maybe skip the beanz.

3/15/2019 10:56:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Shutting [GOOG] down would harm the USA.

Internal restructuring.

Criminal investigations.

Prosecutions.

Trust The Plan.

3/15/2019 10:56:10 AM rmbrice Or the cauli

3/15/2019 10:56:11 AM melanieanders7 MJ, it appears we’re “getting to know you” more. A consciousness connection due to our learning more from you? I’m enjoying it nonetheless.

3/15/2019 10:56:39 AM zagnett 🤔🧐😎

3/15/2019 10:56:44 AM djlok Thanks!

3/15/2019 10:57:30 AM mongrelglory Bad MJ!  Not nice to screw with people's minds just for fun! pic.twitter.com/HXWHJT1rmm

3/15/2019 10:57:52 AM giediknight yes, we don't want an Enron situation.... want to quietly remove and place people.

3/15/2019 10:58:04 AM zagnett Cool

3/15/2019 10:58:07 AM jane_q_patriot 😂 This almost sounds like a line out of "Airplane." I love it!

3/15/2019 10:58:27 AM jrocktigers 💪🏼⚡💪🏼⚡💪🏼⚡👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼

3/15/2019 10:58:37 AM zagnett Definitely.

3/15/2019 10:58:41 AM blsdbe Thank you for protecting #WeThePeople from the Black Hat Shennanigans. Blessings! #DoItQ #DoItMJ12 #WRWY

3/15/2019 10:58:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal power in USA has been removed entirely.

Otherwise FF would have been in USA not NZ. 

NZ has yet to clean itself.



3/15/2019 10:59:08 AM mongrelglory I picture more desks...

3/15/2019 10:59:39 AM pro_aktv HOLY CHEESE AND CRACKERS, BATMAN! 😳😱💥🚨 

I am, but a lowly public citizen. 

This is the stuff of God and the Universe. How can/will we ever make sense of Life as we know it? ALL I WANT IS THE SUFFERING TO END OF ALL 

INNOCENTS.❤️

That is apparently too much to hope for. 😞

3/15/2019 10:59:58 AM love4thegameak We already know some, We are drawn too them, they reasonate a Truth within Us.

3/15/2019 11:00:22 AM djlok This is HUGE!!!  Bye bye [Cabal]!!!

3/15/2019 11:00:52 AM realitygateway Can you comment on the Cabal status in Canada? Thanks.

3/15/2019 11:00:56 AM jrocktigers Wow. What progress!

3/15/2019 11:01:15 AM djlok MJ's good now!  They don't do that anymore!!

3/15/2019 11:02:13 AM covertress "I must meet this man." pic.twitter.com/lEkPVVgZ73

3/15/2019 11:02:14 AM hawkgirlinmn What about tbose who are not cabal but independent, demonic entities?

3/15/2019 11:02:59 AM zagnett But...for fun/no harm maybe? Someday?

Maybe that's what 5D'ers are all about lol. Anyway just a guess.

3/15/2019 11:03:01 AM ascendingadam Canada has a long way to go. 

[JT]?

3/15/2019 11:03:27 AM blsdbe WONDERFUL!!! Thank you Patriots! #MEGA pic.twitter.com/GelDPqph1b

3/15/2019 11:04:19 AM zagnett Was thinking "Blazing Saddles". Everyone should know the scene i would think lol.

3/15/2019 11:04:45 AM blsdbe It is an honor to be part of the army of #DigitalSoldiers. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/15/2019 11:05:29 AM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/E6gASeKE92

3/15/2019 11:05:47 AM zagnett Dude, possibly the best tweet ever.

MJ, so just trials & "education" ops for the people now?

3/15/2019 11:05:50 AM blsdbe Are the mediations/group prayers we hold each day helping raise our collective consciousness?

3/15/2019 11:06:02 AM mongrelglory Yikes!  That's rather creepy! 😬

Makes you wonder how all these "home-grown" terrorists managed to slip past the FBI and cause all these mass shootings! 🤨

3/15/2019 11:06:39 AM covertress And tech rollouts

3/15/2019 11:06:41 AM hawkgirlinmn We need to reach out to NZ friends and accounts to assist in Awakening.

3/15/2019 11:06:47 AM 1barbie OMG.

3/15/2019 11:07:02 AM zagnett Yeah i have a few guesses too. Just want to make sure i follow them & give them all a chance.

3/15/2019 11:07:50 AM keith369me So when is a MJ going to join for a Majestic Meditation?

3/15/2019 11:10:52 AM zagnett Oh you mean their FBI handlers/managers?

3/15/2019 11:11:05 AM mongrelglory Gives new meaning to the phrase "Ghost in the machine"!

3/15/2019 11:11:33 AM zagnett Replicators hopefully soon!

Probably years though. MJ?

3/15/2019 11:11:46 AM melanieanders7 The name [goog] only hold its power while bad people run it? What I’m asking is if the power structure is cleaned up does it stop feeding the negative 

entity?

3/15/2019 11:13:13 AM laurabusse Advice from who?

3/15/2019 11:13:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Allies.

3/15/2019 11:14:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is what manifesting 9s feels like.

3/15/2019 11:15:00 AM lainie727 Thanks!!

3/15/2019 11:16:09 AM ragevirusqq So much joy to be had when spreading light and love.

3/15/2019 11:16:25 AM djlok #Patriots in Control.  We Unite, We Fight, Good Wins...just like in the stories!!

3/15/2019 11:16:41 AM covertress Knew that was the point of today's interaction. 

Play.

3/15/2019 11:17:09 AM allahuniversal Thank you for reminding us. Can't say that enough. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075214593142734848?s=19 …

3/15/2019 11:17:22 AM zagnett MJ, so 5D'ers are mostly just a bunch of fun-loving "Zaphod Beeblebrox'es" or something?

3/15/2019 11:17:30 AM mongrelglory I've only got a land-line.  However, I sit in front of my computer enough that they're probably tracking everything I do from there.

3/15/2019 11:18:01 AM bubba_dave1 Just come out with the truth about our cosmic family already! We the people can handle it! It would make a great hope for us the people with all this 

deep state shit! Just do it already, for the love of humanity!

3/15/2019 11:18:40 AM hawkgirlinmn I enjoy the open minds and intelligent thoughts and ideas we all cultivate together. Between the chans and twitter, I have kearned SO much since Q 

started posting. Feeling blessed..🙏🏼

3/15/2019 11:18:50 AM bubba_dave1 Just do it already!

3/15/2019 11:19:06 AM ragevirusqq Not probably. Definitely. All digital data is captured. But do they have a reason to analyze it?

3/15/2019 11:19:14 AM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/UjsqCud9yc

3/15/2019 11:19:28 AM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/AZjOrcWA9D

3/15/2019 11:20:00 AM hawkgirlinmn And I NEVER spellcheck and you guys don’t seem to mind! Ha

3/15/2019 11:20:48 AM _highjinx_ Is Google symbolically connected to John Dee as the first 007 = Owl?

3/15/2019 11:21:07 AM zagnett oh come on now, spellcheck is just common courtisy! lol

3/15/2019 11:21:11 AM ascendingadam March 15th, 2019 = 03 15 2019

0+3=3  1+5=6  2+0+1+9=12  1+2=3

3+6+3=

9

Happy 9!
3/15/2019 11:22:33 AM melanieanders7 Thank you for spending today with us MJ! I’m stuck in bed w the Flu and couldn’t have asked for better company ❤️

3/15/2019 11:22:49 AM djlok Oh this is important to know!

3/15/2019 11:23:29 AM zagnett Oh i was thinking 3+6+3=12=1+2=3. another nice number. just not 9.

But who cares lol. Nice day!

3/15/2019 11:24:32 AM mongrelglory I thought they were referring to those of us who are obsessive MJ-12 followers.  Do they mean our twitter accounts?

3/15/2019 11:24:49 AM ghostanon6120 Why is zero delta such an important proof? I am confused by this. Thanks. And glad to see I am not only one that feels stupid at times!!

3/15/2019 11:25:01 AM realityloominng Well, this explains a lot.. But if ALICE is a literal criminal AI.. Why can't military NSA/W&W pull the plug on "her" binary ass

3/15/2019 11:25:04 AM djlok I think we are all reading so fast (except the MJ tweets, of course), we don't really notice each other's spelling mistakes. Except that time I gave 

@zagnett the middle finger instead of the thumbs up accidentally.

3/15/2019 11:25:14 AM hawkgirlinmn Hence the warm engagement from MJ12 today. The goal was to multiply 9’s! 🙏🏼

3/15/2019 11:25:35 AM mongrelglory I'd love a ship with an infinite probability drive! 😁

3/15/2019 11:25:38 AM keith369me I’ll take that message from my friend David



3/15/2019 11:26:01 AM keith369me I must be manifesting threes and sixes

3/15/2019 11:26:27 AM roaminnoodle I thank you, and you're welcome! Okay, keep the ego in check - ha. I am disappointed when I miss your AMAs! Too much work, sometimes. But I've 

been here since you had around 1k followers! To infinity, and beyond!

3/15/2019 11:26:40 AM aprilbrown99 Feel better soon. pic.twitter.com/0lXvsctfSI

3/15/2019 11:27:09 AM zagnett No, actually i was thinking/hoping for other accounts to be legit - like JFK Jr., "EyeTheSpy", Kabamur, SandiaWisdom, the various accounts of actual 

Bigfoot (or Bigfeet? Is this the correct plural?), etc.

Wouldn't that be so cool if these were ALL legit? Probably not i know.

3/15/2019 11:27:26 AM kalamojakka Agreed! I have a hard time when you call a company and their automated phone system insists on your voice command...🤯

3/15/2019 11:27:45 AM covertress Sneakers 2? 

(I'd like an RV)

🤣 🤣 🤣

3/15/2019 11:29:00 AM zagnett It means that TPrez / MJ, or whoever is being compared, sent tweets at the exact same time. As if they did so together.

Not absolute verification of MJ's legitimacy. But, for instance, Q has done this so much that Q's pretty much 100% confirmed, despite what a lot of 

shills say.

3/15/2019 11:29:01 AM pragmatic_texan My wife’s hair formed an interesting pattern in the sink this morning. @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @AzoseMo @Mauiqueen1 @3boysnamedflo 

@StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @LisaMei62 @MrEarpLA pic.twitter.com/wfqtu8Pjju

3/15/2019 11:29:15 AM melanieanders7 Lol! Thank you sweet soul!! ❤️ on day theee and doing considerably well! Not big on pharmacy but Xofluza almost knocked it all out. I give it two more 

days w my garlic soup and I’m back in biz! :)

3/15/2019 11:30:08 AM finallyawake4 MJ, is Librem 5 ( https://puri.sm/products/librem-5/ …) a better alternative to android/iphone or are they a false sense of own control of the device?

3/15/2019 11:30:44 AM zagnett Maybe because they're using it to teach us how this AI stuff work and/or a lot of normies are still sucking at ALICE's teets.

Yuck.

MJ?

3/15/2019 11:31:37 AM keith369me Look at the time and date of that majestic message.

3/15/2019 11:32:00 AM zagnett Yeah i'll never forget that! 🧐

Oh wait, when was that? What tweet? All those fingers look a lot alike to me lol.

3/15/2019 11:32:11 AM 3boysnamedflo Oh my ... truly a sign🙌🏼👍

3/15/2019 11:32:16 AM mongrelglory I just came on to Twitter last year, and when I look at my homepage and see the number of Tweets I've made, I think "Good grief! I talk a lot!".  

However, it's nice to know that some of it might have been for a greater cause. 😊

3/15/2019 11:32:53 AM zagnett Yes, you're right.

I was kidding on the Zaphod thing. Well, kinda. 😉

3/15/2019 11:33:59 AM cosmic_engineer 5D = Easy tag to know you can ignore the message lol

3/15/2019 11:34:28 AM roaminnoodle I do so many "3, 6, 9" things with this in mind:

Tweets for my work account...

My sets/reps or time on a treadmill at the gym......

The volume on my radio/TV.........

3/15/2019 11:34:30 AM mongrelglory We have to be our own heroes. 👍

3/15/2019 11:35:00 AM djlok I see what you did there! 😀😀😀

3/15/2019 11:35:13 AM allahuniversal Impossible to unsee once it's seen

3/15/2019 11:36:17 AM djlok That would be way cool! Maybe they already do.  We know how they like to be hidden in plain sight!!

3/15/2019 11:36:27 AM kalamojakka 👍🏻Great reminder. Everything is a choice. No exceptions. ☺️

3/15/2019 11:37:33 AM covertress The Rules = Free will?

3/15/2019 11:40:29 AM 4abundantjoy No rapture my friends. 

Matthew 13:40-43❤️

There is no hell. 

(Parables are allegorical.)

*All Jesus’ stories are parables: “All these things Jesus spoke to the multitude in parables; and without a parable he did not speak to them.” (Matthew 

13:34). pic.twitter.com/qd4y6GSt6C

3/15/2019 11:40:35 AM jastersally 😱😭🇺🇸

3/15/2019 11:40:39 AM mongrelglory Las Vegas comes to mind...

3/15/2019 11:42:02 AM freestateojones Now for the direct acknowledgement via Q. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1105984274791088129?s=19 …

3/15/2019 11:42:23 AM mongrelglory I can't even get my cats into a cat carrier to go to the vets, let alone inside a box with poison gas! 😝

3/15/2019 11:42:31 AM allahuniversal Free Will(ful) Intention, imho. To use the power of 3 6 & 9 can happen accidentally and get results, yet to do so consciously & intentionally = your will 

be done. 

Learned long ago that using the math of the matrix, just hadn't focused on all of the right math...until Now

3/15/2019 11:42:41 AM kalamojakka Can Google or (?) read our mind or thoughts? I’ve had a number of strange anomalies.

3/15/2019 11:44:15 AM allahuniversal Using the math of the matrix in the matrix is beneficial^^^

3/15/2019 11:46:25 AM aegeanphoenix17 👀

3/15/2019 11:46:48 AM djlok Totally.  And I think what we're learning is that it's not as Impossible as many of us, like me, had originally assumed!

3/15/2019 11:47:59 AM realityloominng These days I seem to mostly feel the burdens of 6 ...? How does MJ12 cope with living in an alternate reality? Are you guys some big luxurious 

breakaway group, living the majestic dream job, who only has to suffer sheeple(in comparison) like myself on twitter? 🤔🙄

3/15/2019 11:48:58 AM djlok This is beautiful!

3/15/2019 11:49:53 AM n7guardiananon It would be an honor to have them and anyone else in this dimension or another.  🙏 pic.twitter.com/qR8t9ktPb8

3/15/2019 11:51:46 AM djlok It sure would be!  It would be quite amazing!!

3/15/2019 11:52:00 AM pragmatic_texan 👍👍👍😂😂😂

3/15/2019 11:52:10 AM zagnett MJs w/Light & Love - probably they're not suffering at all, & enjoy the interaction.

Also, sounds like reality shifts are typically not so drastic that you can't keep up with the changes. Presumably only those who can handle drastic reality 

shifts will actually experience them.

3/15/2019 11:52:27 AM zagnett Just my guesses.



3/15/2019 11:52:32 AM anangelhasland1 Hard to define:

Because...

Evil is BAD (opposite of GOOD, a magic word)

disguised as Creativity as Regeneration as Growth...

until the “payoff”
3/15/2019 11:54:11 AM dryer_k Get yourself a secure server to store data.  http://Mega.nz  provides 50Gb of free space and you can set it up to automatically upload into designated 

folders. It's Free, and you can upgrade for a few $ for more space if needed.

3/15/2019 11:54:24 AM ragevirusqq It’s working

3/15/2019 11:56:01 AM tweeterthanwine Evildoers never rest!

3/15/2019 11:57:08 AM diaptera_80 Like these? How do you mean they will rise up? They can’t really move on their own pic.twitter.com/GhMk38sWuz

3/15/2019 11:57:15 AM melanieanders7 Thank you! On the mend!

3/15/2019 11:57:34 AM enomai_ More than likely payseur

3/15/2019 11:57:55 AM dryer_k As I recall, there was an explosion in one of the Cern facilities in Switzerland just prior to their last "scheduled" experiment that caused it to go 

"offline".  Hopefully it will be permanently offline. Their work will not benefit humans.

3/15/2019 11:58:05 AM pastorjon9 CSTRAC = ???

3/15/2019 11:58:24 AM kindeandtrue Maybe "They" are like the genie in Aladdin. Using Magic technology tests your integrity and how easily you succumb to temptation.

3/15/2019 11:58:32 AM djlok I'm gonna go with "most of it" as it relates to your tweet activity serving a greater cause.

Seeding the concept of consciousness into the minds of other IS-BE'S is POWERFUL. 

I'm thinking more than we know.

3/15/2019 11:58:48 AM ragevirusqq 1010100 is letter T in binary

3/15/2019 11:59:27 AM realityloominng Any guess as to what MJ12 would do? 😄I mean, I doubt they'd simply do more disinfo? And so I can't think of anything that wouldn't seriously cross 

the line😂😂

3/15/2019 12:00:00 PM mongrelglory Without a doubt!

3/15/2019 12:04:01 PM dynamicres Just tossing in what i found here so far:  https://www.vicinitas.io/free-tools/download-user-tweets?tracker=TS_SCI_MAJIC12 … 

pic.twitter.com/H7LhfH32nv

3/15/2019 12:04:19 PM zagnett I was a read-only "Tweeter" for years until i read MJ's account for a few weeks or so late last year. I think it inspired a wee bit of bravery out of me. 

Who knew i had any of that? lol

3/15/2019 12:05:22 PM olimyracle Q -> MJ12

Search in the twitter bar:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q MJ12

Q is not over yet

3/15/2019 12:06:08 PM diaptera_80 You said bitcoin technology was majestic, and that it was used to fund Q operations, no?

3/15/2019 12:07:55 PM diaptera_80 Does it mean most crypto will die, or just bitcoin?

3/15/2019 12:11:46 PM covertress If this news becomes mainstream,  do you think people will support any other blockchain token? Over bitcoin? Their use cases are the same.

3/15/2019 12:12:25 PM theprimeian In hindsight...it's really stanky with Machiavelli. Equally important of a mind as Sun Tzu.

3/15/2019 12:13:27 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are some of us here actual PLE IAD IAN? This Pleiadian Message resonates so deeply with me.  Heard it so many times, I can speak 

along with it. Ha!

Embarrassing to say, but true.

 https://youtu.be/U9HtZFb_VtM  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1106606657537228800 …

3/15/2019 12:13:58 PM cryptocrab4 lol

3/15/2019 12:15:26 PM zagnett Ok MJ gave us a real easy way to track "MJ Proofs"

Twitter search:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Δ0

MJ, may you keep adding the "Δ0" to all proofs if/when possible?

i'm assuming things are safe enough that anons will get more "sprinkles"? 🍿🍨🍩
3/15/2019 12:15:58 PM djlok You got more power than you realize....WE ALL DO!

It's f'ng WILD, man!!

3/15/2019 12:16:47 PM iamyou132 So pave my own path or join an organization that’s not aligned with tech giants? Finding a company that isn’t a partner of one of at least one of these 

tech giants is a bit difficult in California

3/15/2019 12:17:32 PM cryptocrab4 Bitcoin = Blockchain 

If you are wrong you have opened the doors to many lawsuits

Bitcoin was created because of the banks 

It takes days to make a transaction with banks and this world is moving to fast for that.

Good luck !!!
3/15/2019 12:17:42 PM iamyou132 Also, thank you for your reply

3/15/2019 12:19:15 PM zagnett At least it's easier than friggin' 8-chan lol.

3/15/2019 12:19:27 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/XXMEIGqoP5

3/15/2019 12:21:20 PM cryptocrab4 Z cash is centralized and therefore owned by certain entity.

They can close up shop with your $$$ and go on vacation.

3/15/2019 12:22:36 PM cryptocrab4 Futures are the key to manipulation and the kiss of death IMO.

#PaperTiger

3/15/2019 12:22:51 PM zagnett Yes, MJ mentioned that in some tweet.

3/15/2019 12:25:44 PM jane_q_patriot Seriously! I was half expecting my Apple Care ticket to say: "This phone's got demons." Funny, the senior tech in CA who was helping me had a newly 

pregnant wife at first, but who'd given birth by the time Apple gave up on me, and he moved on to a different part of the company.🤷🏻♀️



3/15/2019 12:26:01 PM zagnett Also, it looks like MJ is also already switching the "Δ0" to "0Δ" in some cases. Appears the former is for actual proofs, and the latter is for tweets that 

discuss proofs.

For actual proofs:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Δ0

For tweets about proofs:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ
3/15/2019 12:27:17 PM zagnett Combined search:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR Δ0

3/15/2019 12:28:14 PM whitestoneart I didnt believe in the death penalty, but I do now that I know more.. pdo pzz.. vampires.. Monsters.. not human beings. Must be destroyed imo. Cannot 

be redeemed imo.

3/15/2019 12:30:27 PM zagnett Ah this one catches another tweet about "MJ proofs":

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR 0Δs OR Δ0

So it's a better search.

That's odd logic on Twitter's part. Oh well.

3/15/2019 12:35:26 PM cryptocrab4 Do you really think the Majestic 12 have all day to play on twitter ?

I would think they have more important things to do.

They never seem to be attacked or at threat from DS 

With the worldwide moves into digital currency , Japan accepts $BTC for just about everything !

3/15/2019 12:36:24 PM pastorjon9 Define "Move on their own" -- they are energetic entities that grow and vibrate. They could "push off" of something and be propelled upward (or 

outward as the case may be) acting like a drill b/c of the vibration. Unaided movement is possible.

3/15/2019 12:36:31 PM zagnett MJ, are we helping other countries in some way(s)? Hopefully in some other way(s) than so-called "regime change"?

We Americans can do way better than we've done in the past.

3/15/2019 12:38:53 PM keith369me Unfortunately, a couple of months ago, MJ stated that Europe was lost. Yellow vests seem to think otherwise.

3/15/2019 12:38:53 PM covertress Already gave 3 crypto tips 🤣🤣🤣

1) Snowden shills Zcash

2) Don't mine bitcoin 

3) [Bitcoin]

3/15/2019 12:39:37 PM diaptera_80 Yeah, these tips won’t make me rich though 😂

3/15/2019 12:40:58 PM zagnett Yes, it may be so. Or the statement may help encourage action to make it not so.

Anyway, they need to help themselves more than we can help them. And/or we help them in more personal, non-militaristic ways.

3/15/2019 12:41:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 This operation is just that, "play on Twitter".

This operation is not perceived as a threat.

Trust the plan.

This allows us to move more swiftly.

Stealth Bomber dual meaning?

3/15/2019 12:41:31 PM lovethebeach999 @Numerologynow validation

3/15/2019 12:43:48 PM blsdbe #DoItMJ12!!! We would love your company during our prayer/meditation!!!

3/15/2019 12:44:46 PM lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @IPOT1776 @WhiteSquall8 @Cordicon @Unite4Truth @DBregenz 

@MastersShelby @love4thegameAK @cashman_makers

@blsdbe @DJLOK @MrD_S_Anderson @AllahUniversal @GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @realMJMacdowall @Keith72256137

3/15/2019 12:44:47 PM zagnett MJ, at what point and/or when (if at all) do you think this operation will be considered a threat?

Is there anything [they] can do about at this point?

3/15/2019 12:45:26 PM allahuniversal When you're working on in multiple dimensions, there's plenty of "time".

Time is an...

3/15/2019 12:46:30 PM realityloominng Which countries in EU are run like pre-Trump North Korea? And which country in EU is the safest? I'm SO sick of the socialism miasma hypnosis. They 

are literally national-socialists by now, and they basically think nazi-trump, personally and in disguise, shot people in NZ today..

3/15/2019 12:47:09 PM covertress tttiiimmmeee

is on our side

yes, it is

3/15/2019 12:47:10 PM zagnett i for one am not giving up my job for now.

To me, what MJ is saying more is, be ready for new kinds of jobs. Be ready to re-train, etc.

Fascinating.

3/15/2019 12:48:08 PM cryptocrab4 I am going to go out on a limb here ...

$BTC halving is a year out in May (halving May 2020)

IMO it is a good time to buy , approx. 2 good months 

We are beginning slow uptrend ...

If I am wrong I will lower my frequency and eat poop !!!



3/15/2019 12:48:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why is disinformation necessary?

"Europe was lost." =~ "Wait, what?"

Instant Wake Up Call

Learn the comms.

Freedom is never free.

Europe must rise against the Nazi EU and shut it down.

Germany is still dangerous and hostile to Europe's safety.

Nothing changed.

Just underground.
3/15/2019 12:48:20 PM zagnett Time is an illusion.

That means MJ has all the time in the world lol. 😉🧐😎

3/15/2019 12:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect definition of "rich" makes this answer "correct".

3/15/2019 12:50:04 PM cryptocrab4 Tell your boss that 😂😂😂

3/15/2019 12:50:20 PM diaptera_80 Sure, different kinds of riches 😁

3/15/2019 12:50:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ignore all attempts to fraudulently push [Bitcoin].

3/15/2019 12:51:24 PM allahuniversal Made this about 8 years ago... fitting for this "moment"

 https://allahuniversal.bandcamp.com/track/time-kos 

3/15/2019 12:52:09 PM cryptocrab4 Strong buy signal ?

3/15/2019 12:52:45 PM diaptera_80 Exactly

3/15/2019 12:52:45 PM roaminnoodle Free your Mind from the slave mentality and Imagine a World without money.

3/15/2019 12:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we are perceived a threat the account will be terminated.

Learn to archive offline.

3/15/2019 12:53:18 PM diaptera_80 I do, every day.

3/15/2019 12:53:30 PM zagnett Brilliant!

3/15/2019 12:55:22 PM love4thegameak What Can We Do to Help?

3/15/2019 12:55:46 PM diaptera_80 Is that what Chronic Fatigue Syndrome is?

3/15/2019 12:55:59 PM zagnett F*** money.

Decent food, clothing, shelter, health body/mind, reasonable safety, & cool, right-minded s*** to do. That's all i want/need/give a d*** about.

WE the People can do that. For everyone. 🤔🧐😎

3/15/2019 12:56:12 PM djlok Smart answer!

3/15/2019 12:57:17 PM zagnett OK, who knows the best way to archive an entire Twitter account? Seems trickier than i thought it would be.

3/15/2019 12:58:07 PM covertress Saw that.

Majestic

3/15/2019 12:59:06 PM zagnett Oh i know.

"Sorry, boss, i didn't get that project done on-time and within budget. B/c time is an illusion" lol.

3/15/2019 12:59:09 PM roaminnoodle  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

Can you/that volunteer please do another archive on webhostapp?

3/15/2019 1:00:34 PM zagnett Yes, please.

3/15/2019 1:00:52 PM cryptocrab4 IoT Internet of things will have many uses for $BTC 

Savvy investors will buy alt coins and when they pump they move from alt coin back to $BTC as many alts do just that - pump n crash

$BTC = SoV 

$LTC = MoP

3/15/2019 1:02:48 PM holotropik In some countries these “animals” are called Vlash. They are hybrids, not men. Possessed? Yes indeed. Many so called “Party drugs” (Meth) promote 

this possession.

3/15/2019 1:03:25 PM diaptera_80 Not loosing all your(or other people’s) money is one kind

3/15/2019 1:03:37 PM zagnett MJ, will MJ at least retain copies, & try to find another way to disseminate the info at a later time too, if/when needed?

3/15/2019 1:07:52 PM diaptera_80 I started turning phone off instead of airplane mode. Feels more safe.

3/15/2019 1:10:07 PM powersawer From your past tweets it seems like Germany is still under full on cabal control. Any advice for Germans?

3/15/2019 1:10:42 PM diaptera_80 Which is the easiest way to create orgonite? Coppercoil, crystals, coins, is the base of glassfibre necessary? Any experts here?

3/15/2019 1:11:26 PM zagnett Wondering also if German companies are still pretty much under [their] grip?

3/15/2019 1:13:13 PM hswcyd What? Without money?

3/15/2019 1:13:43 PM hswcyd You think money is the evil? Think again

3/15/2019 1:14:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Updated "offline" archive.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

3/15/2019 1:15:48 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/15/2019 1:15:49 PM islandofdelight Any chance we could get offline download link as well please?

3/15/2019 1:16:16 PM 99thyamwasher Hey: eye says you’s a larp! Who else do folk follow?

3/15/2019 1:16:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remove A***** M***** at all costs.

*****:*****

5:5?

3/15/2019 1:17:18 PM zagnett ty!

3/15/2019 1:17:49 PM zagnett 5:5

3/15/2019 1:18:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  

https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12_15MAR2019_1557ET_889541243201630208_d5959c620730ac7bab48f24b0616da213af

63128.zip …

3/15/2019 1:19:27 PM zagnett Yeah could be. I think not, but idk for sure.

But why do you not think that Eye isn't a larp as well? Do you know 100% for sure?

3/15/2019 1:19:41 PM realityloominng Trump and Q has hinted at WW awakening? I'm just Trusting the Plan, because by now, here in Denmark, liberal Nazis could be jumping out of DUMBs, 

in full uniforms, and say "hey guys! we hate Trump too! and we aren't evil anymore!", and sheeple would friend them just to save face

3/15/2019 1:19:42 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

3/15/2019 1:20:01 PM veritatix It's not 'Germany' nor our people, it's the corrupt government + brainwashed people. As Majic you should know that. Who was/is responsible for the 

'reeducation of germany'? You tell them 😉

3/15/2019 1:20:21 PM jrocktigers Can you help on identifying this from historic tweet?  [YT] [JU] [AK] [JI]

3/15/2019 1:20:38 PM allahuniversal 5:5 pic.twitter.com/CHSoIrBx5Q



3/15/2019 1:20:52 PM ragevirusqq Is she one of 3 of hitlers daughters?

3/15/2019 1:22:11 PM zagnett Great! ty!

3/15/2019 1:22:27 PM theprimeian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

RTR?

3/15/2019 1:22:29 PM diaptera_80 You are doing well, we appreciate it!

3/15/2019 1:23:15 PM zagnett Better than i could that's for sure. & i thought my job was a FIRE HOSE!

3/15/2019 1:23:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, not all innocent civilians, but there are plenty not-so-innocent civilians who are strengthening the regime. Brainwashing doesn't absolve 

culpability from all civilians. IS-BEs can break mind controlling by seeking the answers within and trusting yourself.

3/15/2019 1:24:08 PM brianeppert [ ] means hidden or in darkness?

] [  means exposed or in light?

3/15/2019 1:24:35 PM powersawer Is the afD controlled opposition?

3/15/2019 1:24:54 PM mongrelglory Awesome!   This makes it so much easier to go back and read MJ-12's Tweets right from the beginning! 😁

3/15/2019 1:25:05 PM diaptera_80 I was afraid to pester you, but perhaps engagement is only positive?

3/15/2019 1:25:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 $12B

Majestic https://www.mediaite.com/online/failed-gop-candidate-don-blankenship-files-12-billion-defamation-lawsuit-against-major-media-outlets/ …

3/15/2019 1:26:15 PM ghostanon6120 Thanks. Great explain.

3/15/2019 1:26:45 PM allahuniversal ...can be effective

3/15/2019 1:26:46 PM djlok OMG!  I literally just spit out my tea!!  You are a riot!!!

3/15/2019 1:26:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have nothing to hide.

3/15/2019 1:26:59 PM zagnett Yeah i stick with accounts that are only or mostly positive too. I give them all a little bit of slack though because, well, i ain't 100% perfect either lol.

3/15/2019 1:27:22 PM zagnett Most welcome!

3/15/2019 1:27:41 PM mongrelglory Hitler, Eisenhower, and the US military were probably being manipulated by the ETs they made deals with.  Fortunately MJ-12 had the long-game view 

in mind.

3/15/2019 1:27:45 PM djlok Yeah!  Awesomeness!!

3/15/2019 1:28:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planet? No.

Ship? Yes.

Here? No.

Real? Yes.

Visited In Past? Yes.

Visiting In Future? Yes.

3/15/2019 1:28:25 PM cryptocrab4 This is not a wish and I trust the plan.

 

I voted for Trump and follow Q

I have already made $ on $BTC so if it crashes I will not have lost anything.

I lost my shirt enough to know that money , on paper , is worthless !

Get in get out and pay close attention.!
3/15/2019 1:29:07 PM cryptocrab4 Trading is a language all in it's own , subject to change like the winds !

3/15/2019 1:29:10 PM 99thyamwasher I know nothing... I follow ‘cause Clancy is dead* and this is the best live action “story” out there. 

True or false, this idea of q better manifest on a damned awakening of the partisan population playing into their stupid games. 

*clancy, Hastings, Foster, rich; sooooo many.

3/15/2019 1:29:12 PM zagnett MJ, may you confirm for sure that this is a complete tweet archive, from the beginning of this account, to today?

3/15/2019 1:29:58 PM david1952_david Another lie from Mr obama.

3/15/2019 1:30:11 PM lbf777 Who gets that money after the media outlets pay up? Gov? 

Does all the wealth harvested from stuff like this go to Gov & Israel or will the people get some love?

Give the people some love now.

3/15/2019 1:30:25 PM mongrelglory Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon! Soon!!! pic.twitter.com/HAnyXwqrvw

3/15/2019 1:30:45 PM love4thegameak Awesome!!! ThanQ

3/15/2019 1:30:54 PM veritatix What is your understanding of 'innocent'? In my view, every victim of propaganda is innocent, until they act violently based on said propaganda. Free 

will includes personal choice to not commit crimes, even if one is absolutely convinced to do 'the right thing'.

3/15/2019 1:31:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

3/15/2019 1:31:09 PM allahuniversal Think I'm gonna need a bigger note app...

3/15/2019 1:31:21 PM zagnett Oh, do you have any ETA(s) on future visits?

3/15/2019 1:31:38 PM zagnett Brilliant, ty!

3/15/2019 1:34:04 PM diaptera_80 Are you sure you won’t alter old tweets by tinkering with the timeline? 😂 Just getting used to a tail-less Curious George still...

3/15/2019 1:34:29 PM jyantra_ virus detected when i click the link?

3/15/2019 1:34:40 PM mongrelglory Ooh! Cool!  Good question Laura!

3/15/2019 1:35:15 PM diaptera_80 Related to Oak Island Blankenship?

3/15/2019 1:35:27 PM jrocktigers Are all members of the Majestic 12 Luciferians?

3/15/2019 1:35:51 PM jyantra_ Trojan:JS/Foretype.A!ml

3/15/2019 1:35:58 PM djlok You know they don't predict dates because time is an illusion.  Events are real... Time is not.

3/15/2019 1:36:22 PM zagnett idk if these are legit, but they've all been 100% positive comms w/me.

@SandiaWisdom

@TweetingBigfoot

@am_sasquatch

@kabamur_taygeta

Sandia was recommended by MJ, & they recommended the Sasquatch accounts.

ETs/Bigfoot/"majestic" peeps on Twitter. Who knew? 🤔
3/15/2019 1:36:42 PM covertress A searchable archive of tweets. 

Just what I wanted.

Thank you.



3/15/2019 1:37:30 PM zagnett That won't stop me from asking. 😉 Any reply can be helpful.

3/15/2019 1:37:42 PM hswcyd Looks like you implied :)

3/15/2019 1:38:29 PM randalls2017 Thank you kind Sir for your looking-glass. Sincerely.

3/15/2019 1:38:44 PM djlok Persistence is your strength!  You've probably been hearing that for centuries!!

3/15/2019 1:38:44 PM bairtruth Hate cookies...thanks

3/15/2019 1:39:02 PM janagatien73 Blankenship. What's in a name they say ...

3/15/2019 1:39:41 PM mongrelglory I really thought for a while there that they were going to get Angela Merkel out of power, but somehow she keeps hanging on!  The same with Macron.  

 They just won't concede defeat and surrender peacefully!

3/15/2019 1:40:22 PM drbohammer Update: Just realized I typed the wrong fundamental frequency (brain fart). Shouldn’t be 36Hz. Should be 27Hz. That ends up leading to 432Hz.

3/15/2019 1:41:01 PM ascendingadam What is Tachyon Energy? https://youtu.be/HaHpdnDFh6E 

3/15/2019 1:42:41 PM zagnett Also, sometimes my tweets are not necessary for MJ. At the very least i want more people to interact with sites like this, so they become in engaged in 

asking questions as well. Even our discussion on "dates" will help to open others' eyes.

3/15/2019 1:43:41 PM mongrelglory It works for me using Safari (iMac).

3/15/2019 1:44:16 PM roaminnoodle Thank you, MJ! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106649986316599296 …

3/15/2019 1:45:18 PM mongrelglory What?!  Curious George always had a tail!  I had a Curious George book when I was young!  Is this another Mandela effect?

3/15/2019 1:47:42 PM melanieanders7 Nibiru ship beings benevolent towards earth citizens?

3/15/2019 1:48:05 PM diaptera_80 Indeed

3/15/2019 1:49:35 PM thekarachavis No deals.

Nothing can stop what’s coming. 

#GreatAwakening

3/15/2019 1:50:09 PM laurabusse I read the tweet several times and suddenly the word Advice just jumped out at me...thx :-) 💘

3/15/2019 1:50:32 PM zagnett 👍

Yeah, there is that possibility. We'll just have to do our best.

3/15/2019 1:50:36 PM dwilliswag Unfamiliar with that name, but if it has to do with the Middle East (and Israel) I would refer to the name I mentioned.

3/15/2019 1:56:36 PM eisentourage Care to share?

3/15/2019 1:56:41 PM starehope 2nd address is different than 1st. 2nd site/page is blank.

3/15/2019 1:58:36 PM wearediamonds2 No one as a senator alone should be legally making 12 Billion, so how did he come up woth this number? This is ridiculous, no?

3/15/2019 1:59:14 PM eisentourage If I’m able to stay healthy and live another 40+ years, will I understand a significant amount more before I go? There’s so much to know and I just want 

to understand as much as possible.

3/15/2019 1:59:39 PM laurabusse Oh wow! Am blocked from following too! LOLOL! This is great! Saved me the trouble :-)

3/15/2019 2:00:39 PM zagnett Wow i reached 369 followers just today!

Coincidence? 🤔🧐😎 pic.twitter.com/4m90HNyTvy

3/15/2019 2:00:45 PM patobrien236 One criminal speaking about the other criminals😂😂😂

3/15/2019 2:01:33 PM laurabusse Absolutely. Tho i mute ppl. When you mute someone they have no idea. So it doesn't hurt their feeeewings.

3/15/2019 2:02:48 PM veritatix Orwell was right. But don't look down from a high throne, this meme fits on every single country on this planet. Yep, even the US. If you're blaming and 

shaming victima of propaganda instead of the perpetrators, you're part of the problem.

3/15/2019 2:03:02 PM laurabusse Right. Can ALICE come across as being a real asshole? Or is that just real humans?

I'm glad there's not an asshole emoji...

3/15/2019 2:04:22 PM laurabusse Yeah that's the dead giveaway. The crashing and the stealing.

3/15/2019 2:05:20 PM kalamojakka 😳wow!

3/15/2019 2:05:33 PM coll61490833 Yeah I agree with you, on this one. Those girls probably are the best friends kids... they look exactly like them, but I don’t believe for one millisecond 

that those two girls were used in that manner by the other set of parents. Nope.

3/15/2019 2:06:48 PM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona

3/15/2019 2:07:29 PM charles87793026 Thanks for the follow! pic.twitter.com/6LQjgfmy1V

3/15/2019 2:07:50 PM starehope Confusing. Do news companies even have that kind of money? With the quality of news printed, I imagine they aren't paying their journalist very well.

3/15/2019 2:09:14 PM richardhiatt16 😳 Me? I’m just a Cold War relic... Break Case if Total War starts... Apparently my IS-BE isn’t ready to ascend.. After all.. We get to watch the Clown 

🤡 Show 🍿 and the “what should we do with” the not so right minded humans...  🤔🇺🇸

3/15/2019 2:10:24 PM covertress The real 'fun' starts soon.

Q

3/15/2019 2:11:02 PM alexyoumaga 😂

Hmmmm...who is this lady related to?

3/15/2019 2:11:46 PM laurabusse MJ12 I'm assuming these Allies are off world beings...benevolent higher dimensional beings or whatever...

3/15/2019 2:14:28 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=msDcShv_r20 …

3/15/2019 2:15:03 PM stefanofait Oh for Christ's sake this is the second time in less than a hundred years that German ethnic pride and vanity get us in serious trouble.

Can we finally discuss this elephant in the European room?

 Or do we keep repeating the same mistakes all over again?

3/15/2019 2:15:36 PM covertress Wirklich?

3/15/2019 2:16:59 PM do_or_do_notty Collectively we are stronger! 😎

3/15/2019 2:17:25 PM stefanofait Israel, America and Germany have something in common indeed. Let's fix that once and for all.

No more #ManifestDestiny

3/15/2019 2:17:49 PM goyaeq What about the attempts that aren't fraudulent?

3/15/2019 2:18:18 PM finallyawake4 Nice moustache 😂

3/15/2019 2:19:13 PM veritatix Did you even read my tweet? I don't think so, based on your response. If you condemn german pride, you have to do the same to every other nation 

on this planet. Read some history books, you might find a bigger monster in that closet.

3/15/2019 2:19:37 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%200%CE%94%20OR%200%CE%94s%20OR%20%CE%940&src=typd …

Here it is as a direct URL link.

3/15/2019 2:19:46 PM catvllvsverona Indeed, I suspected something like that. This is much more consistent with their message. 

OK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, comms learned. Never give up

3/15/2019 2:21:35 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJ2hJezvd2I …

3/15/2019 2:21:35 PM goyaeq If the cabal is going to be removed and we're going towards disclosure who would you you be a threat to?

3/15/2019 2:22:03 PM mongrelglory Perhaps ET citizens of the Domain.

3/15/2019 2:22:47 PM drbohammer And for all the other 9 freaks out there, 432 is the 9th harmonic 😁

3/15/2019 2:23:34 PM zagnett Assuming [cabal] gone, some "ETs" i'm thinking.

3/15/2019 2:25:27 PM michael81972 Thank You!!

3/15/2019 2:25:29 PM cosmic_engineer Aren't they the ones immune to insider trading?   Easy when you know what new tech is getting approved



3/15/2019 2:26:45 PM stefanofait Of course if I don't agree with you it must be because I don't get it

"Vanity — definitely my favorite sin"

3/15/2019 2:27:11 PM whitehat_van That's funny. Personally, I don't want my brain map going to evil doers. Who do you trust? You claim MJ12 is a government account. Only question, 

which government? China? And why have their followers stolen an account of a US Senator? He's not happy, on the war path!!!

3/15/2019 2:27:58 PM olimyracle Use twitter search bar. Type

"from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 keyword"

6000+ tweets

Do some research. WE are in power. Do not believe anyone but trust yourself.

You may be surprised what I've learned on who is behind this account. TBC of course.

Future proves past.

💞 pic.twitter.com/cJWcUOrVTf
3/15/2019 2:29:36 PM alexyoumaga 😮

#MAGA

3/15/2019 2:29:47 PM whitehat_van Their religion is ISBE. Every breath closer to death. They have a new tool, let's them map your mind. Hope you don't mind. What is a Keybase and why 

does MJ advocate it, claim it is safe? What is Majestic Chinese malware?

3/15/2019 2:30:37 PM whitehat_van Fraud comes to mind.

3/15/2019 2:30:42 PM burkewinkler Granted, Bitcoin has a certain sucker-born-every-minute stink to it.  Gold, silver, USD, dividend stocks, bonds... better?  Land?

3/15/2019 2:31:08 PM whitehat_van Do you like dystopian fantasy? You came to the right place.

3/15/2019 2:36:03 PM olimyracle If MJ is starting dropping proofs, it may mean that the end of Q mission is near.

MJ did not provided such proofs before, and said wasn't allowed.

Can lightspeed be not a constant ? pic.twitter.com/kyU8nAExUl

3/15/2019 2:37:13 PM veritatix I don't care, if anyone agrees with me. I'm just an observer in this small  section of 'time'. What I have seen so far from this 'reality' is, that we're really 

all equal as human beings. Fame, money, anything, nothing of this matters, when our time has come. Back to specmode ✌️

3/15/2019 2:39:36 PM richardhiatt16 Oh oh.. Are we going to build another Starship with it... 🤓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/15/2019 2:41:12 PM olimyracle Good job Sirs. Moving forward.

Ladies are joining now.

Together we are strong.

We are One

We are O

💞 pic.twitter.com/ybNBeRPk9t
3/15/2019 2:42:27 PM olimyracle Follow @realDonaldTrump 😅

3/15/2019 2:42:35 PM zagnett I like to say "i'm gonna DuckDuckGo it". Is this any better?

3/15/2019 2:43:15 PM zagnett One of my primary sources! 🤔🧐😎

3/15/2019 2:44:47 PM richardhiatt16 Hey MJ, any mention of the Pegasus in your archives? Us space Cadets want to know ..... 👨🚀

3/15/2019 2:45:19 PM catvllvsverona 😄😄😄

3/15/2019 2:47:04 PM orthogonalron Thank you!

3/15/2019 2:47:38 PM mongrelglory Love that movie!

3/15/2019 2:47:40 PM nun_chucknorris Well done.

3/15/2019 2:48:34 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%200%CE%94%20OR%200%CE%94s%20OR%20%CE%940&src=typd …

MJ proofs link. It's good as long as the account and tweets are up at least.

3/15/2019 2:51:15 PM aschilliam Same goes for any corporation. Every big brand is a cult.

3/15/2019 2:52:59 PM michael81972 Im still trying to depressurize from all the propaganda in my brain over the years...Do all ET come from Angels(allies)..Fallen Angels(not allies).   Thanks

3/15/2019 2:54:51 PM dan_stanbery Yes this is a Fact!

3/15/2019 2:55:16 PM aschilliam elaborate on this please.

3/15/2019 2:55:22 PM sergii_ii Can you define "engaging"? I check this profile at least 5 times a day but rarely ask because I'm outside of the US (wanting to move in, though)

3/15/2019 2:55:49 PM dan_stanbery Yes that’s the reason

3/15/2019 2:57:45 PM neeneenat Siri backwards is IRIS. Do you SEE it?

3/15/2019 2:58:22 PM carolba88945394 The soul is the perceiver and revealer of truth. We know the truth when we see it, from opinion, as we know we are awake when we are awake. RWE

3/15/2019 2:59:03 PM whitehat_van Keybase, Inc.

3/15/2019 3:00:52 PM laurabusse Cool! That would be very cool :-)

3/15/2019 3:01:22 PM daveschroeder18 Sweet! Finally I'll be able to start from the beginning

3/15/2019 3:01:43 PM nun_chucknorris Majestic idea my friend. Thank you.

3/15/2019 3:02:47 PM zagnett Most welcome!

3/15/2019 3:04:53 PM poboyz123 GOOG (upcoming) financial statements should receive extra scrutiny [10-Q].

Follow the money.

Help will be provided.

Q

Q drop 2587 Dec 11th, 2018, pointing to GOOG results. Huge uptick in GOOG chatter lately. Senate investigation?

3/15/2019 3:06:44 PM aschilliam "We have fulfilled the agreement"

And all governments know this.

3/15/2019 3:09:22 PM sergii_ii MIL Technology has always been infinite steps ahead of "Mainstream" Technology

3/15/2019 3:16:22 PM roublisa I’m obsessed with all 💥of it even looking into mudfloods and Tartaria.  Metaphysics....you know about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  this is the best intel 

around.  Check them out.  They cover every subject under the sun literally....all the suns😉

3/15/2019 3:21:17 PM sergii_ii That question answers itself I think. It is so crystal clear it can't be otherwise - knowing their infinite GREED

3/15/2019 3:28:40 PM sergii_ii Hi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , I don not know how no one ever asked you this, can you recomend a book? Y/N if you want. Thanks!

3/15/2019 3:32:02 PM sergii_ii Been a SW fan my whole life and the Death Star has always 'tickled' me. It automatically connected me to 'our' moon. Never connected it until MJ 

rushed in!



3/15/2019 3:33:23 PM roublisa There is a core group that I am linked up with that have been interacting with them since they became active on Twitter.  I just started last Oct. We are 

over on Keybase where we can talk freely. Let me know if ever interested.  All walks of life all ages 50 or less Q patriots.

3/15/2019 3:35:19 PM zagnett Yeah i may have another mil. myself lol.

3/15/2019 3:39:20 PM wild8heart How about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12???

3/15/2019 3:39:40 PM bbobbio71 Anybody see the irony in this??

#WWG1WGA #MAGA #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/VgGrx78qAb

3/15/2019 3:45:27 PM freestateojones Theres been a few Future Proves Past moments that I've seen. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091204079089520640?s=19 …

3/15/2019 3:46:11 PM zagnett i think the best / most educational stuff is in MJ's threads.

3/15/2019 3:57:17 PM houdini481 What is now the time 4?

3/15/2019 4:04:04 PM do_or_do_notty I have a question

Is the series Project Blue Book a Majestic production?  Each episode is based upon real events.  Great actors. Decent writing... what says you?

3/15/2019 4:10:39 PM houdini481 Is there a central place for your posts i.e. QMAP/.pdf archive?  I don't know how to archive offline and would hate to lose your valuable info?

3/15/2019 4:10:50 PM slipperyslope18 What a odd way to say Google is working againsts America and working with our Enemies. Didnt the US government do most of the work developing 

the Internet? All of the big techs corps seem to be doing the same thing. China seems to have bought/bribed/blackmailed all. Hillary lost.

3/15/2019 4:13:15 PM todd0431 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are chem trails currently under the control of MJ12?

3/15/2019 4:18:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106649986316599296?s=21 …

3/15/2019 4:18:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 As it should be. We want you to be vigilant and think for yourselves. SHEEP NO MORE! Permanently.

3/15/2019 4:21:23 PM deltadawnn99 NEVER SPEWED HATE!  Q showed us how to research the evil that has infiltrated the human race.🇺🇸

3/15/2019 4:27:06 PM roublisa ☺️you have my vow and dedication .....for the sovereignty and salvation💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥.....sheeple no more #WWG1WGA ⭐️⭐️⭐️🇺🇸 

thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💓💓💓

3/15/2019 4:29:16 PM roublisa 50 people that is 😱

3/15/2019 4:39:00 PM houdini481 Now that's more like it!

3/15/2019 4:44:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't mean we answer everything asked and that disinformation isn't both real and necessary.

3/15/2019 4:45:57 PM giediknight What % realistically can be “sheep no more”? 3-6%

3/15/2019 4:49:49 PM mongrelglory I understand some stuff is still classified...such as ET races, information about the Domain, naturally occurring Stargates on Earth, details of who was 

behind 9/11 and 3/11, weather warfare etc...  I hope you don't fault us if we keep trying to ask the questions though. 😎

3/15/2019 4:50:07 PM houdini481 True sign of authenticity and genuine concern 4 humanity, TY!

3/15/2019 4:51:09 PM houdini481 5:5

3/15/2019 4:55:09 PM daumster Eye's a Fake..

3/15/2019 4:59:38 PM lynnmar42209594 You stated you work from 4th 5th 6th dimension, so how come a short while ago relatively you were not nice guys. If your vibrations were high you 

couldnt be bad or am I missing something

3/15/2019 4:59:48 PM starehope I live in reality much more than most.

3/15/2019 5:01:00 PM laus_deo4ever Christine, what is an LEO?

3/15/2019 5:03:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 4D, 5D, and 6D like MJ12

3/15/2019 5:04:44 PM nkr1313 Everything that is being revealed (from your account) is blowing my mind. 👍🏻❤️

3/15/2019 5:05:38 PM lib7473 😇 all rays of light 🌈👍🏼

3/15/2019 5:06:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 We see what you did there.

Majestic.

3/15/2019 5:08:42 PM wu_yah I`m 1024D. 🤣

3/15/2019 5:09:20 PM cryptoeagle2 Bullshit, 1d, 2d, 3d , 4d and dream no more

3/15/2019 5:10:14 PM 99thyamwasher Well. I believe in you.., rock on!

3/15/2019 5:14:51 PM happybiggrin 🙏🐸🌻💓 pic.twitter.com/oMfuGrxdas

3/15/2019 5:15:15 PM freemarketsolu2 The number 12 in ancient eastern numerology means perfection.

3/15/2019 5:17:56 PM pastorjon9 The Bible refers to it as the number of Perfection as well.

3/15/2019 5:18:18 PM linacovfefe God speed Mr Blankenship- hope you win!

3/15/2019 5:18:45 PM 1_decided_voter Pssh, that's nothing... try $500B on for size... https://www.theepochtimes.com/woman-files-500-billion-lawsuit-against-defendants-in-college-

admissions-scandal_2840069.html …

3/15/2019 5:19:04 PM vincemindfreak what happened wth yaldoboath ?

3/15/2019 5:19:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their narcissism is endless.

3/15/2019 5:20:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Bible can be right in these matters.

3/15/2019 5:21:15 PM karma4event201 The great deciever the light bearer the bright and shining morning star 

Lucifer Moloch Bael 

The negative emotions 

Evil

3/15/2019 5:21:42 PM 1_decided_voter Keep in mind that the archive doesn't include all of the questions that MJ12 is answering, so all of those Yes and No answers are rather meaningless 

without the context.

3/15/2019 5:23:21 PM 22dubtrip333 @elenochle @TrueEyeTheSpy @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Cordicon @prayingmedic @MrEarpLA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Spitballing in ref CC NZ

Why does the attacker ref "PEW"diepie, and @AOC ref not keeping "PEWs" safe. 

maybe she just doesn't know the difference between pews and congregants? Just odd

3/15/2019 5:24:58 PM keith369me I’d stay up all night listening to MJ12 and Kabamur compare notes.

3/15/2019 5:26:13 PM keith369me Not exactly effective parenting

3/15/2019 5:26:14 PM 22dubtrip333 I know she's a better puppet and/or parrot than idea generator...why that word...its an inanimate object versus any descriptor for the living entity 

using it

3/15/2019 5:28:40 PM pastorjon9 Yes, it has it's issues (like being edited by Roman Emperor Constantine and others) but it also has a good bit of truth in it.

3/15/2019 5:29:12 PM adsvel So emotions or hostile entity?

3/15/2019 5:29:15 PM melanieanders7 Read MJs past tweets. They explain they were infiltrated. Bad guys kicked out and good guys helped turn the table. It was to MJs benefit they 

experienced it so they can help win the war.

3/15/2019 5:29:20 PM baduinq This is good

3/15/2019 5:30:56 PM realityloominng The fake news war on Trump is all I need for dystopian fantasy

3/15/2019 5:34:08 PM adsvel Please, define difference of Densities/Dimensions, begin from 5D and up.

3/15/2019 5:38:05 PM 1984theprophet Is there any truth to the idea that all religions gods are just competing alien groups? Is there an almighty God?

3/15/2019 5:39:24 PM aprilbrown99 What do you those dimensions visually look like? What do they feel like?  Are they physical or ethereal and energy based? Are you on another timeline 

of Earth or different planet / solar system?



3/15/2019 5:41:09 PM sweetgigi369 @Incarnated__ET

@M2Madness

@Cordicon

@IPOT

@TheSpeaker2018

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/1asej01K9a

3/15/2019 5:41:47 PM alliemaisie John Roub’s Sister here ..... I follow Q, I believe for the most part.... The more I study the Apparitions and mystics of the Catholic Church (And we have 

been infiltrated by freemasons as the govnt has) the more I see we are coming upon the dawn in the Triumph. Q is assisting

3/15/2019 5:42:14 PM djlok Yes!

3/15/2019 5:44:03 PM cindymannings WHAT ??

3/15/2019 5:48:06 PM freemarketsolu2 Numerology predates when the NT was authored by the ancient Greeks/hellenists/Pelagsians around 300bc at the Zeus center of Worship in 

Alexandria by more than 10,000 years.   As above so below. As within so without.

3/15/2019 5:48:42 PM koryoline1 Where do I sign up for the Ascension to 5d or higher? Will it happen to most of awakened by the solar flash?

3/15/2019 5:51:28 PM djlok Hey, the way I see it, if the journos had asked all these questions all these years, we may not be in the predicament we are in now!!

3/15/2019 5:54:22 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849412851290113 …

3/15/2019 5:54:50 PM djlok Dude...Majestic 12 is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...accept no imposters!!

3/15/2019 5:56:23 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I was looking for them to name names etc...  I can be patient and wait!  3/11 killed 25,000 people...the truth needs to come out about that!

3/15/2019 5:57:54 PM blsdbe As a nurse, I COMPLETELY Agree. #ReleaseTheCures #DoItQ #DoItMJ12

3/15/2019 5:59:06 PM jrocktigers If any president will tell us, it will be Trump. But we all know really.

3/15/2019 5:59:15 PM pammers60 Can't open is it already gone?

3/15/2019 6:00:25 PM blsdbe Just what I was thinking!

3/15/2019 6:00:59 PM prmd21801759 @GenFlynn "liked" this video ;-) ;-)

@POTUS

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/grabaroot/status/1038615368464572416 …

3/15/2019 6:01:13 PM mongrelglory A lot of people still think 3/11 (Fukushima) was a natural earthquake, but in Japan people talk about it as being a terrorist attack!

3/15/2019 6:02:38 PM djlok They're trying!!

3/15/2019 6:02:38 PM mongrelglory Scary Draco! 😬

3/15/2019 6:03:32 PM djlok But there are things they could do that would make this a lot more fun. 😀

3/15/2019 6:04:35 PM mongrelglory They're fighting a war behind the scenes...I think they'll have some major R&R coming to them when this is all over!

3/15/2019 6:07:06 PM adsvel Harvard? 😂 Russian scientists are much more steps ahead. For instance, where holographic phantoms come from and how they interact with 

Morphogenetic field.

3/15/2019 6:07:11 PM djlok Psychopaths are a different animal.  I'd love to get the MJ12 read on #psychopaths.

3/15/2019 6:08:02 PM roublisa Totally 💥💓

3/15/2019 6:10:09 PM roublisa This has been very apparent latley😄thanks for saying that....@Keith72256137  is this the tingling you told me about😉

3/15/2019 6:11:04 PM worldgoneweirde It's real

I've seen time travelers

In clothing and cars made in the early 1900's.

3/15/2019 6:11:14 PM shallknown 5D and 6D are non-physical, so what consciousness are we dealing with?

3/15/2019 6:15:13 PM totalbullshitur I have a whole cabinet full of them in my house

3/15/2019 6:21:43 PM keith369me Mine is now mostly non-stop...earlier it was intermittent.  It’s in the shape of a headband

3/15/2019 6:23:13 PM roublisa Yes ! For me it has been more on the top center right side.  Wonder what that means🤔

3/15/2019 6:24:06 PM neecieh6111 This cracked me up.  Actually laughed out loud.  Only people on twitter would understand the significance.

3/15/2019 6:24:09 PM mongrelglory I've got ringing in my right ear...

3/15/2019 6:25:07 PM roublisa Omg this is constant...sometimes it is like I just walked out of a concert😏

3/15/2019 6:26:29 PM 7alon I noticed the Epstein one. I've been watching to see if I could debunk, but then they posted about the unsealing ahead of time by 5 days if memory 

serves. Then, Q posts about unseal 12 days.. 12! after MJ12.. 

Same grammatical mistakes on occasion? What is going on here?

3/15/2019 6:26:46 PM roublisa How about the different pitches of sound ....you experiencing that?

3/15/2019 6:29:47 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  what are you thoughts on Reiki please?

3/15/2019 6:30:01 PM mongrelglory It's the same tone, on and off in my R ear for the past 2 years. Normally they say if it's due to hearing loss, it should settle down, but mine keeps going!  

I don't think my hearing is change that much either.  MJ-12 said it can sometimes be mind control. Others say ascension.

3/15/2019 6:32:03 PM worldxplorer1 Same. I think it has to do with our personal and planetary vibration evolving.

3/15/2019 6:33:41 PM keith369me Over the target spot

3/15/2019 6:34:02 PM keith369me Think of an untruth and see where it hits

3/15/2019 6:34:05 PM cledrordfishing Can you tell me why we can't just put an end to all of this shit? 

Just go get the asshats that are causing all the BS and get rid of them... If you know about them then you have evidence.  If you have evidence 

prosecute or terminate!

3/15/2019 6:35:45 PM cledrordfishing Prosecute if we have evidence! Game over no more BS... 

Come on!  It is that simple.

3/15/2019 6:35:52 PM roublisa Yes I agree with you....I often would think it was hig blood pressure, it was this summer,around the time I moved into rapid waking mode it became so 

intrusive I asked if anyone else could hear it 😆

3/15/2019 6:37:44 PM roublisa Whoa really.... I will work on this ....makes sense, thanks @Keith72256137 💥

3/15/2019 6:43:02 PM roublisa Yes I can’t wait ......always thirsty for more💥💥💥

3/15/2019 6:46:01 PM liltilgerlil How long will we be graced with your presence?

3/15/2019 6:48:54 PM _btcole Costco allows Christians and Luciferians to be members; same with country clubs, gyms, and magazine subscriptions.

3/15/2019 6:50:57 PM brattyme5x5 what 3 have been?

3/15/2019 6:55:49 PM lori_dee1 Thank you! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/15/2019 6:55:52 PM keith369me It started as pulses rather than tingling...also, see if there is a correlation between the Schumann Resonance and the timing of what you feel  

http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

3/15/2019 7:02:27 PM keith369me No, thank you 🙏🏻
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3/15/2019 7:03:25 PM anonymousada Create new tech that is safe for all to use without loss of personal data.

You'll make a killing.

Let me know when you need help with the business side. 😉

3/15/2019 7:03:47 PM allahuniversal What he said ☝🙏

3/15/2019 7:10:21 PM blankmarlo Damn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I guess it really is all happening eh? #QAnon #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening 

https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1106728789718040577 …

3/15/2019 7:11:53 PM lori_dee1 🙏🏻❤️

3/15/2019 7:12:07 PM lori_dee1 🙏🏻❤️

3/15/2019 7:18:02 PM thewizard333 Makes alot of sense how I'd see 100s M$ daily moving around in bitcoin, anyone investing in bitcoin amounts like this, as was the common explanation, 

would have the sense to hire someone to do an analysis of the tech being invested so heavily in and would of seen the btc ceiling

3/15/2019 7:21:22 PM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://imgflip.com/i/2w5zf5  via @imgflip

3/15/2019 7:21:39 PM cornholio74 wow!

This too.. https://twitter.com/cornholio74/status/1106714446980882433 …

3/15/2019 7:25:48 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/BbObWuXJTn

3/15/2019 7:26:10 PM askingsocrates Were the negative Is-Be guided here to initiate ascension/enlightenment for the positive is-be  because the process was not advancing naturally at the 

speed which the positive is-be had hoped

3/15/2019 7:27:24 PM wearediamonds2 Is it at all similar to what happens in the show "travelers", or "the man in the high castle", or "the 4400"?

3/15/2019 7:32:38 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Vvx0xY5qRo …

3/15/2019 7:32:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 9:03 PM via Ingram Angle

"What's that? Are aliens attacking the United States or the Earth?" - Harmeet Dhillon

3/15/2019 7:33:15 PM sano_faith Ingram Angle ?

3/15/2019 7:34:21 PM qanoncomau Q's last post today 3096 pic.twitter.com/EzYBe3Aje9

3/15/2019 7:34:42 PM jrocktigers 👀 Another source just said pray, emergency.  What up?

3/15/2019 7:34:54 PM mongrelglory 🤔

3/15/2019 7:35:08 PM allahuniversal Interdasting...

3/15/2019 7:35:12 PM aprilbrown99 It is streaming on YouTube. You can rewatch it.

3/15/2019 7:35:13 PM hwkammers I have never seen nor heard that word before IN MY LIFE.

3/15/2019 7:35:55 PM jenw_rn Whoa

3/15/2019 7:36:09 PM allahuniversal 5:5 pic.twitter.com/9nyK9N25GX

3/15/2019 7:36:11 PM blankmarlo Exciting times :)

3/15/2019 7:36:30 PM aprilbrown99 Laura is analyzing Betos body language. 😊

3/15/2019 7:36:33 PM thomas31969680 Things are beautiful

3/15/2019 7:37:03 PM jrocktigers Not trying to be alarmist...but your timing , as usual ,was impeccable.

3/15/2019 7:38:15 PM aprilbrown99 Beto is not confident with what is coming out of his mouth, so he is summoning his words with his hand gestures. Lol

3/15/2019 7:38:58 PM 313looper 1:30 am London ... too much emergency 🚨 noises from outside…! They never tell people what has happened! 🚑🚒🚔🚨

3/15/2019 7:41:28 PM karenpe95911585 I hate to tell Laura but we can not be invaded. They were here long before we were. Why would they invade their own laboratory? Only alien invasion 

the U.S. is under is at the southern border. Then the aliens are bussed to churches across America by DHS. So she's half right.

3/15/2019 7:41:40 PM slipperyslope18 Next we will hear/watch a reading on the Radio/CNN/MSNBC of H.G Well's novel "War of the Worlds" to panic the world during a peaceful ET visit. The 

MiDs don't seem to have much of a original imagination.

3/15/2019 7:41:57 PM iamyou132 The harvester ship?

3/15/2019 7:42:37 PM roublisa U bet⭐️

3/15/2019 7:43:01 PM rocktobersky ???

3/15/2019 7:43:11 PM justthinkit Great stuff, Majestic 12 -- following

3/15/2019 7:43:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM back in the news?

How did we know?

Coincidences don't exist. https://www.theepochtimes.com/top-nxivm-member-pleads-guilty-in-sex-trafficking-case-new-charges-

added_2837828.html …

3/15/2019 7:44:04 PM iamyou132 9

3/15/2019 7:44:28 PM hwkammers what units are measured? For example, neutrality is at 250 whats?

3/15/2019 7:44:33 PM redpillawakeni Sick sick sick sick 😷 people.

3/15/2019 7:44:34 PM aprilbrown99 Comparison to @POTUS...who uses his hand gestures to accentuate a point and “underline” it. ❤️🇺🇸❤️ 😊

3/15/2019 7:44:53 PM turboxyde You sign up by going within and embodying higher consciousness. For many it takes a tremendous amount of self work to take responsibility for every 

thought, emotion and action you share with the quantum field. No one else can do this work for you but many stand ready to support.

3/15/2019 7:47:20 PM drbohammer That word means “to be thrown out of a window”. That’s how Gen F died. [They] said it was suicide. It wasn’t.

3/15/2019 7:47:31 PM honeybager5 Are you trying to get blocked, Dave?

3/15/2019 7:47:57 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I BELIEVE even though I have never seen -  

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.2325865307426562&type=1&l=7ee5415219 …

3/15/2019 7:48:13 PM richardhiatt16 When it rains... It pours....  now let’s pour all this trash into one cell.... 👏🇺🇸

3/15/2019 7:48:13 PM mongrelglory #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/15/2019 7:48:18 PM edwardgouin Better late than never.

3/15/2019 7:49:32 PM rocktobersky Well, With Everything That Is Happening from Coast to Coast, It Does Seem like The USA Might Be Under Attack... Crazy Weather!

3/15/2019 7:51:12 PM cornholio74 Yes, you can say that again!

;-) https://www.upi.com/Science_News/2019/03/13/Scientists-turn-back-time-with-quantum-computer/1971552486424/ …

3/15/2019 7:51:46 PM freeandoriginal Wow right ! NZ and Pell...

3/15/2019 7:52:23 PM edwardgouin If time is an illusion, someone with the proper knowing could see our existence as a movie.  Either you wrote the movie, or you know the script.  Any 

relation to "the stage is set" & "Enjoy the show" statements made by Trump and Q?



3/15/2019 7:52:29 PM identityasxy .

Folks.  I must say adeu as I am, right now, being abducted by Greys and will be undergoing horrific experimentation shortly.  Please feed my cat while 

I'm incapacitated.

Oh, boy.  Here they come!  "Let go of me, you brutes!"  Aaayyy|yy ! .... pic.twitter.com/FFIUSN2NQx

3/15/2019 7:52:46 PM happykat9 True #SecretSpaceProgram #WilliamTompkins

3/15/2019 7:56:57 PM roublisa Reiki is energy work no to be confused with anything sexual.

3/15/2019 7:57:08 PM aprilbrown99 So this new charge is not prostitution, it is child pornography? Different charge completely. Does this tie back to HRC & server?

3/15/2019 7:57:34 PM jamesboyett LOL Windows Defender says this file contains a Virus and deleted my download.

3/15/2019 7:57:36 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/f3f4A8QNh5

3/15/2019 7:57:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 10:29 PM

"A meteor hits the Earth." - Howard Kurtz

3/15/2019 7:58:11 PM charmcityanon Sauce?

3/15/2019 7:59:59 PM jamesboyett Windows Defender deleted my download says it had a Virus,

3/15/2019 8:00:39 PM 313looper 😳🌏☄⚡💥

3/15/2019 8:01:26 PM jo99236254  pic.twitter.com/GIU9LbSVX0

3/15/2019 8:02:01 PM jamesboyett Please remove the Virus from this file. Thanks!

3/15/2019 8:02:37 PM turboxyde This happens often... it's the big ones we need to worry about though and simply stating "meteor" gives us little information about size, velocity and 

approach angle. I assume you are tweeting comments from his Media Buzz show?

3/15/2019 8:03:12 PM buckleu29637872 11pm. EST. Meteor? Metaphor? Different time zone?

3/15/2019 8:03:17 PM howdoyoumakeah1 MJ12 never disappoints!

3/15/2019 8:03:26 PM blsdbe Will that air on Media Buzz?

3/15/2019 8:04:48 PM blsdbe Will the Meteor be taking out some #MockingBirdMedia?

3/15/2019 8:05:17 PM vidowmakerk19 Ummm, Project Bluebeam, or similar?

3/15/2019 8:06:04 PM blsdbe No coincidences especially if one has access to a Looking Glass...

3/15/2019 8:06:58 PM pscimo DEATH❗️

3/15/2019 8:09:13 PM operationfree17 Even archlarps can’t know everything. I’m hoping that with real justice, an #opensource, #decentralized, all-in-one platform will be developed and used 

freely by all the worlds people. #QAnon

3/15/2019 8:09:51 PM bbobbio71 Is nibriu real or myth? And should it be something to worry about? I.e. connection to all the earth quakes recently?

3/15/2019 8:10:54 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/x2fY04yxYO

3/15/2019 8:12:23 PM jamesboyett Trojan:JS/Foretype.A!ml

3/15/2019 8:12:27 PM richardhiatt16 It was a special meteor .... 😎🇺🇸

3/15/2019 8:13:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear not.

3/15/2019 8:13:52 PM nmchristoban Meteor... Media?

3/15/2019 8:14:03 PM love4thegameak I bet she is singing like a Bird to save her Butt!!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealNXIVM

3/15/2019 8:14:08 PM roublisa Or illegal🤨

3/15/2019 8:14:21 PM nmchristoban The illegal type...?

3/15/2019 8:14:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have no control over  http://000webhostapp.com . 

Use an anti-virus virus to remove the "bad" virus.

3/15/2019 8:16:34 PM aim9lm Nice observation.

3/15/2019 8:17:10 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106653295366627328 …

3/15/2019 8:17:29 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/kTbFS7vVVe

3/15/2019 8:17:32 PM turboxyde A collective that is synchronized through the quantum field by voluntary entanglement using vortex mathematics. This amplifies our toroidal field 

(biofield) collectively as we weave the dream of reality together for all and bring about heaven on Earth. Project Dreamweaver!

3/15/2019 8:19:42 PM hedkandigirl  https://twitter.com/hedkandigirl/status/1088105309514551296?s=19 …

3/15/2019 8:20:38 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for your kind words, Majestic. We can't feel fear when all the 9's are still resonating.

3/15/2019 8:23:49 PM chrispacheco24 Exactly

3/15/2019 8:25:09 PM kindeandtrue People on Twitter are talking about seeing a meteor in Chicago and NC: https://twitter.com/JuliaJRH/status/1106731924079415298 …

3/15/2019 8:25:36 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/lhsmjMNa8J

3/15/2019 8:26:11 PM keith369me Looking Glass...you are more correct than you might realize

3/15/2019 8:27:13 PM mcgwyneth Makes one wonder why POTUS mentioned the word "dimensions" when speaking of keeping illegal aliens out of the US.  Double meanings?  

@Jordan_Sather_ might have something to say about this too...

3/15/2019 8:28:03 PM rhondanight Well I’ll be damn ! I missed that -

3/15/2019 8:29:09 PM kindeandtrue More reports of a meteor sighting:

 https://twitter.com/ORDInsider/status/1106758271497572352 …

3/15/2019 8:29:39 PM chrispacheco24 Why is DARPA woman going to FB now?

3/15/2019 8:31:13 PM kindeandtrue Looked like "a big ball of fire falling out of the sky": https://twitter.com/SPOTNEWSonIG/status/1106734227024949248 …

3/15/2019 8:35:10 PM blankmarlo Was AJ correct in stating during the most recent Joe Rogan interview that while on DMT you will only interact with negative entities/dimensions?

3/15/2019 8:37:50 PM aprilbrown99 Oh, I can’t take credit. It was Laura “Ingram’s Angle” guest tonight. 😊

3/15/2019 8:38:19 PM daveo6145 wild. never had this many notifications

3/15/2019 8:42:44 PM daveo6145 i heard ppl already planning vacations

3/15/2019 8:44:01 PM gi6stars The cross is right side up.

3/15/2019 8:45:50 PM sixtyandcountin Gog in ezekial

3/15/2019 8:47:37 PM lovethebeach999 Hz

3/15/2019 8:49:05 PM blsdbe 😇👍😇

3/15/2019 8:50:32 PM edwardgouin In what?

3/15/2019 8:50:39 PM daveo6145 Cabal=psychopath/sociopath/narcissist. Common-lying, deception, manipulation. Also common-criminal activity, feeling of superiority, and yes, lack of 

remorse.

3/15/2019 8:52:20 PM blsdbe That makes Three Of Us!!!

3/15/2019 8:52:55 PM daveo6145 Remote viewing?

3/15/2019 8:54:05 PM daveo6145 Maybe check out ‘Hackers’ it’s a fun one too!

3/15/2019 8:54:08 PM laurabusse Meteor Buzz?

3/15/2019 8:58:21 PM toffer_anon_369  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2058341197801928&id=100008782020271&sfnsn=mo …

3/15/2019 9:00:53 PM laztar11 🤣

3/15/2019 9:02:36 PM do_or_do_notty Interesting... 👀

3/15/2019 9:05:07 PM ofcbrianberrios Any new underground facilities in NYC?

3/15/2019 9:05:13 PM someguy137 #NXIVM pic.twitter.com/EXt1XItc9J

3/15/2019 9:05:59 PM 7alon  https://www.msn.com/en-us/music/news/air-force-remains-silent-after-a-huge-meteor-hits-near-us-military-base/vi-BBLsMwI …



3/15/2019 9:11:25 PM drumsk8 There is no virus, checked with Kaspersky on direct download and then retested it online here:

 https://www.virustotal.com/#/file/db50e868f689b9ee8e8ed3bf0820de01a016f2a1ca554c895fc5e412ea6f9641/detection …

3/15/2019 9:21:12 PM blsdbe THIS IS WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT. Please, Let Us Make It So.

3/15/2019 9:24:50 PM jamesboyett I am glad I use one. Some people don't.

3/15/2019 9:25:47 PM jamesboyett Windows Defender says it is.

3/15/2019 9:31:00 PM drumsk8 I wouldn't ever rely on Windows Defender. Try adding Malwarebytes + hitman pro as 2nd and 3rd line detection beyond whatever you choose.

3/15/2019 9:31:50 PM jamesboyett Trojan:JS/Foretype.A!ml

3/15/2019 9:39:30 PM areckoningday That was in reference to any and everything percievably bad in the news cycle is Trump's fault... not UFOs. 😑  Not that I'm looking to be attacked by 

aliens.

3/15/2019 9:40:30 PM toffer_anon_369 Speaking of viruses, what do you think of this? https://www.csoonline.com/article/2983387/fda-accepts-application-for-micro-chipped-pill-that-tells-

doc-if-you-took-meds.html …

3/15/2019 9:49:20 PM weremight The download link gives you an archive -- apparently its the #grailbrid -- it's just a bunch of javascript and you can open it locally.  Is that the package 

that has a problem, or is the site malicious?

3/15/2019 9:50:44 PM brimichelle75 #NXIVM

#EndHumanTrafficking pic.twitter.com/DbHZpsQf4t

3/15/2019 9:53:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 To our knowledge the file should be untampered however we cannot guarantee what 000webhost does via "compression".

3/15/2019 9:53:19 PM prmd21801759 Wow!! You're lucky  ;-)

3/15/2019 9:55:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Art" https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1106699704887197696 …

3/15/2019 9:56:19 PM drumsk8 Do an archive of your own twitter feed and then test it on your PC. You'll likely get the same issue, it's probably a false positive. (unless your machine is 

infected)

I don't see anything in these JS files been looking line by line.

3/15/2019 9:56:57 PM jane_q_patriot Hell no. And I even have an art degree.

3/15/2019 9:57:22 PM drumsk8 Please provide source Check Sum so people can detect tampering. 

However, I see it as clean.

3/15/2019 9:57:32 PM aprilbrown99 Sick!

3/15/2019 9:58:28 PM thevolunteer6 PATHETIC

3/15/2019 9:58:36 PM weremight I think the person doing the original report should give details for a dig.  #grailbird is, as far as I know, twitter archive code.  If it triggers some pattern, 

worth a dig.

3/15/2019 9:58:50 PM cledrordfishing I sure wish that people could just be decent. 

Why does there have to be so many evil people? 

Surely the good are greater than the evil....  why can't it be acceptable to just throw them out either with shame or force?

Aren't we stronger?

3/15/2019 10:00:30 PM collectvcat Hes disturbed. An odd one.

3/15/2019 10:04:49 PM jane_q_patriot Heck, just run him with Biden. This'll get real good, real fast. Sickos.

3/15/2019 10:05:02 PM areckoningday "A meteor hits the Earth. Trump should have shot it down." 

Pretty click baity there guys! 

Nothing to see here. Move along...

The concept that any one man, POTUS or not, can be explicitly responsible for the actions of others as illustrated is more than laughable. 

pic.twitter.com/TysImTjn8P

3/15/2019 10:06:50 PM brimichelle75 No.  Something with aliens or space i think

3/15/2019 10:08:06 PM victori47048713 It’s almost like most the people I know are in another dimension...like they are asleep. They do not care nor do they want to be bothered with caring. 

We were very close to the end...the apathy is overwhelming. Why are some of us so open to this event no matter our age?

3/15/2019 10:12:42 PM worldgoneweirde Its a matter of strong belief that you can see these things. Then you MUST Be willing to SPEAK of the things you are allowed by God to see. WITHOUT 

any fear of being ridiculed.

Its a GIFT from GOD that anyone can have but few achieve because of their ATTACHMENT to WORLDLY THINGS.

3/15/2019 10:17:04 PM worldgoneweirde and Worldly relationships that cause them to fear retribution from their "friends and families."

3/15/2019 10:19:21 PM lori_dee1 As the saying goes...art imitates life.

3/15/2019 10:19:36 PM worldgoneweirde My old dog was dying with mere hours to live, I was sad and angry. I walked outside and stood on my porch. Out in the driveway was a car probably 

from the very early 1900's in it were 2 young girls a man & a woman. I was made to understand that they came for the soul of Valentine

3/15/2019 10:21:21 PM drumsk8 It's a false positive I just looked through all the lines of code quickly and didn't see anything untoward. 

 http://Virustotal.com  is always a good way to cross-check 60 different AV scans. 

Mind you, a brand-new virus has little heuristic pattern in db to check against.

3/15/2019 10:23:29 PM lori_dee1 Laura Ingraham on Fox News. That's the name of her show.

3/15/2019 10:24:15 PM worldgoneweirde I turned away for maybe one second not believing my eyes looked back and they were gone. I ran to the road and no sign of them. Valentine died a 

couple of hours later. 

This taught me that our pets souls keep going on and on until we meet again. It taught me time travels real.

3/15/2019 10:28:40 PM 313looper Totally Disturbing... Sickening!😖

3/15/2019 10:30:05 PM richardhiatt16 “sick”! Just plain SICK!!!!!!

3/15/2019 10:32:07 PM cledrordfishing I know what you mean, most people I talk to don't want to know what is really going on. 

They just say in a broad sentence that both sides are bad..

Its not about sides

3/15/2019 10:41:30 PM melissagouin1 Love

3/15/2019 10:43:15 PM proudpatwife @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Incarnated__ET @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @NativeTexasMaga

3/15/2019 11:05:45 PM lonewol97176157 Please!

3/15/2019 11:07:29 PM savethesedogs Or is she just part of the plan by drawing attention to #MittWit?

3/15/2019 11:19:43 PM carolin15161363 There is nothing normal about this guy

3/15/2019 11:36:29 PM realityloominng But I'm talking about simple cognitive reality shifts, not literal ones. Facts coming to light. Everybody will definitely experience that..? 

Knowing about Qanon alone, is like living in an alternate reality, so I imagine MJ12, knowing the mysteries of the universe... well

3/15/2019 11:40:00 PM realityloominng ... that can't be easy, maybe they master unconditional love all the time, or they are just VERY stable geniuses... I'd still love some advice lol



3/15/2019 11:43:24 PM alluvialred 1D -> prev. octave (1.1 - 1.7) material

2D -> growing / collective identity

3D -> personal identity 

4D -> collective unconditional love /understanding / telepathy 

5D -> wisdom / matter manip

6D -> oneness / civ w/ 1 mind

—————-

7D -> unity / leaving the octave (1.7 next octave)
3/15/2019 11:49:32 PM mongrelglory More like a sick fantasy! 🤨

3/15/2019 11:49:37 PM traychelle255 Very very interesting. Or as they say interdasting.

3/16/2019 12:05:39 AM mongrelglory Me too! Today I've been getting them by the hundreds!

3/16/2019 12:10:27 AM realityloominng  https://youtu.be/qqAWpRket9s?t=196 …

3/16/2019 12:17:39 AM cocopuffster12 He is revolting

3/16/2019 12:18:59 AM cocopuffster12 Never fear anything

3/16/2019 12:36:46 AM mariepe23605473 It might, but at this point we don't have info on that yet..but time will tell

3/16/2019 12:39:56 AM doyleglobal No, THINK MIRRORS

•  https://youtu.be/VgOUxICCHoA 

and metaphor no more.

3/16/2019 12:53:08 AM quadruple_d Youvwould think Majestic 12 would have their webhosting shit together

3/16/2019 1:02:54 AM lynnmar42209594 How can they have a high frequency and be killing? Doesnt add up to me

3/16/2019 1:10:35 AM alluvialred If you notice the lower 3 densities are the inverse of the upper 3 densities (not unlike chakras) pic.twitter.com/UfDl1gMOuF

3/16/2019 1:16:42 AM nettiejoi That was 2018 !

3/16/2019 1:17:09 AM weshallrise144k Mil gracias!

3/16/2019 1:29:07 AM mjordanfontenot Been knowing that for like 8 or 9 months.  Aj said released that.. but he's banned, isn't he.. cuz it's FRICKIN true.

3/16/2019 1:37:07 AM weshallrise144k Connection with The One = Fearless

3/16/2019 1:50:33 AM kathleen3693693 ??? CSTRAC  ???

3/16/2019 1:55:34 AM southpaw816 I caught that one

3/16/2019 2:05:51 AM ultra_unlimited Everyone is in a different stage of development. Age in this lifetime is one factor but so is growth across others. Many of us who this stuff comes more 

naturally either have a longer history here on earth or in other cosmic societies as star seeds. #QAnon

3/16/2019 2:14:39 AM djlok Yes!  Same characters, different actors (BE's), limited number of outcomes... And as with Nazis, usually bad with massive bloodshed and specific 

segments of the population targeted.

3/16/2019 2:15:34 AM djlok Not a ride I'd wanna get on.

3/16/2019 2:23:57 AM jollyrob2 Because of EGO😒

Duality in 3D is exhausting 🤭

#PatientlyAwaitingTheEvent

3/16/2019 2:30:04 AM akean2u Is meditation they way to get there? Any advice is greatly appreciated.

3/16/2019 2:35:13 AM jollyrob2 👍

3/16/2019 3:09:25 AM weremight  pic.twitter.com/BT2F3Bezv9

3/16/2019 4:00:47 AM speaakn You’re right - it’s about good v evil principalities. I "flipped" my kids-told em they should care about whose governing bc they’re the ones who rule their 

lives. I told them about Mark Taylor and the Trump prophecies, which gets em intrigued. Then mention Praying Medic & Q.

3/16/2019 4:08:05 AM sfkevin4 @AnnCoulter has always been about money. She should never be taken seriously, she will do anything and support anyone for attention and money

3/16/2019 4:39:19 AM adsvel Thank You.

3/16/2019 5:00:08 AM onegoal123 maybe if someone was able to save that file offline and pdf it they could repost it ?  would be appreciated.

3/16/2019 5:29:27 AM usss_211 Albany/Colonie NY. About 1.5 hours from me. Cuomo was asked a long time ago to investigate this. He never did. Probably got some juicy 

contributions or kickbacks to look the other way. I hope they take his corrupt ass with them.

3/16/2019 5:47:41 AM ricardo_beenen Not If But When This news Becomes Mainstream. It'll definitely hurt the crypto exchanges. independent research and development regarding 

blockchain & crypto shows me that crypto are essentially an alternative money transfer system. Insurance policies Needed to protect it's users!

3/16/2019 6:02:08 AM pedrotrump45 She is gone! If you have no principals you are done! She better have saved a lot of money!

3/16/2019 6:08:14 AM realstevemries Very very bad human being!!!

3/16/2019 6:30:09 AM majorarmybrat I have a theory that ALL “First Ladies” have been men. How could they be females, after all? Women can’t do shit.👈🏻 THAT’S THEIR THINKING, NOT 

MINE.

3/16/2019 6:33:00 AM rachmatcorai33 Can you refer a book to read or something to help us move in the right direction?

3/16/2019 6:34:17 AM majorarmybrat  pic.twitter.com/0GfCtmk9fN

3/16/2019 6:44:55 AM rachmatcorai33 I think I’m using 3,6 and 9 properly but I’m not sure about this 0triangle(s)???

3/16/2019 6:48:02 AM stefanofait Look, we cannot be simple observers. It falls upon us to act in such a way as to free us all.

resistance movements with a fighting chance at any time in Hitler's Germany?

resistance movements with a fighting chance at any time in Merkel's Germany?

None. We do have a problem.

3/16/2019 6:52:35 AM thevolunteer6 TRUT THE PLAN

WWG1WGA 

ENJOY THE SHOW

3/16/2019 6:56:35 AM rachmatcorai33 I can’t get this through my iPhone do I need to go to my computer?

3/16/2019 6:56:50 AM djlok Makes me think "all bets" are on the #YellowVests .

3/16/2019 7:00:18 AM rachmatcorai33 When a human is 12 years old. Is that a very important year for them?

3/16/2019 7:00:47 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delta_%28letter%29 …

Triangle is the Greek letter"d" or "delta". In math it means something like "difference".

So "0Δ" means "0 delta", "no delta", "0 difference", "no difference".

Here it's referring to the fact there there is no difference in timestamps for tweets/Q posts

3/16/2019 7:02:28 AM rachmatcorai33 Thank you! ❤️❤️❤️

3/16/2019 7:02:52 AM zagnett Yes, they're a big part of it. Yellow is a color for warning/danger, or on the street / streetlights (to some people anyway...) speed things up a little lol.

3/16/2019 7:05:13 AM zagnett Most welcome! 😉🧐😎

Can't wait for more MJ proofs. It would be great if we can build a strong case for MJ's legitimacy!

3/16/2019 7:16:57 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/2GLquxOWs8

3/16/2019 7:34:50 AM si11112018 I've noticed... but always has been said also... 'entities' when bills/laws and such written. always made me thing of EVERY living thing.



3/16/2019 7:36:34 AM djlok Is VOG tech the same as telepathy? Or is telepathy more "organic" and VOG more "engineered"?

3/16/2019 7:45:30 AM 313looper Was thinking the same ... Maybe he has been a victim of horrible child abuse himself, & perhaps his memory is wiped off !

3/16/2019 7:49:54 AM americanbot1776  pic.twitter.com/OyvPolQv4t

3/16/2019 7:49:54 AM deepbluesand Hahaha!!!

3/16/2019 7:50:21 AM americanbot1776  https://www.newsbreakapp.com/minor-earthquake-strikes-central-new-hampshire?id=0LPS4uBI&s=a99&pd=66005432 …

3/16/2019 7:50:33 AM whitehat_van Trying to prove your legitimacy? Only the brainwashed?

3/16/2019 7:57:13 AM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/16/2019 7:59:30 AM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3 6 9 & Phi  pic.twitter.com/H4CWy3oZCM

3/16/2019 8:07:00 AM si11112018 I love synchronicity.  ... and by patterns mentioned above, are numbers included? also... when you get centered/aligned is there a way to stay in that 

vibration?... or something we should be doing to insure the connection ?

3/16/2019 8:08:57 AM si11112018 when 'in sync'.... how easy is it to fall out of sync? in our environment today

3/16/2019 8:10:03 AM covertress F's IS-BE was already an ascended master?

3/16/2019 8:15:11 AM covertress Forgive me. I understand now. 

F was not killed or murdered, he ascended.

What became of his body afterward still intrigues me though.

Was it humans who pushed it from the window?

3/16/2019 8:17:15 AM randalls2017 Thank you.

Can You and or your Group offer guidence on the application of Pulsed ElectroMagnetic Field square wave frequencies beneficial to the Human body or 

our DNA.

Below 10k hertz.??

3/16/2019 8:25:28 AM djlok I think the IS is that voice in your head that is your own. Like that voice in my head before I started typing this that said "David, you may have 

something to add to this conversation, you should chime in". 

That was my IS.

3/16/2019 8:28:15 AM randalls2017 That's very cool.

I look forward to meeting You, maybe again :  )

3/16/2019 8:30:21 AM kimberlytoday So hard to sort it all out! Zion/Khaz Ca “true Jews “??

3/16/2019 8:32:29 AM si11112018 I'm sure they (Costco gyms mag subscriptions...) don't really 'know' or understand the ramifications nor do they care... the main objective is to make 

money. lots of money.... 

can't say the same about the masons...

3/16/2019 8:35:23 AM randalls2017 I'm quite certain of this. Can PEMF's be used to  bring about this awakening? Binaural beats don't work for me. Thank You.

3/16/2019 8:44:59 AM antarantanka MJ12 promotes Keybase

3/16/2019 8:49:14 AM si11112018 ewwww.... wtf.. ??!!!  these people are sick

3/16/2019 8:54:08 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is the best way for the average human to protect themselves from the NanoMafia? Already detoxifying, meditating, avoiding 

vaccines, eating whole OG foods, focusing on positivity. What else can We the People do to protect ourselves?

3/16/2019 8:55:11 AM scommandante Qfox3?

3/16/2019 9:00:02 AM freeandoriginal Because of the Chines Dragon Families. Are we done, yet ?

3/16/2019 9:00:44 AM headlinejuice Victims of nanomafia have been implanted with brain chips, body area networks, rfid chips and other spy tech. Never get flu shot, literally avoid 

doctors and hospitals, if you need anesthesia make sure family member in room.  They are targeting people for revenge.

3/16/2019 9:02:34 AM si11112018 Will u make a meme of this and share?! 😍😂

3/16/2019 9:03:20 AM qdragonpower1 wouldn't that have contravened the Greata Treaty that was agreed to by Eisenhower?

3/16/2019 9:08:19 AM adsvel Meteor 😂😂😂

He should know that anything what is going through atmosphere leaves a burning tale behind, except piloted objects.

3/16/2019 9:10:07 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  whoa 💥💥💥💥💥💥

3/16/2019 9:22:29 AM _btcole The tweet to which I responded was in regards to OTO.

Now you're changing the subject from OTO to Masonry.

3/16/2019 9:41:08 AM melanieanders7 Try researching history of Khazarians. That may help you understand more.

3/16/2019 9:51:32 AM dairy_mom_of_6 We are being chemtrailed in Oregon so heavily the last 3 days!!?? The forecast was for clear blue Sky's for 7 days, we wake to deep blue skys. The 

drones start at 7:30am tons of them more then we have ever seen to date!! By 10 am it's a murky gray sky with a ring around the sun!?

3/16/2019 9:52:10 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Are they trying to hide something?!

3/16/2019 9:55:55 AM hiloooooooooooo Short story - A Country Without Money https://awwm.jimdo.com/ 

3/16/2019 9:57:31 AM blsdbe Lou noticed too, said there were like 6 yesterday, all flipping around each other, and low too. #StopGeoEngineering

3/16/2019 9:59:04 AM cocopuffster12 Truly!! I was just telling a friend about Majestic 12 and Kabamur, he is now creating a Twitter account! ♥️♥️♥️

3/16/2019 9:59:52 AM mongrelglory I wonder what Twitter is up to!  🤨

3/16/2019 10:01:14 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Have you noticed the Sky's sister? 🤔

3/16/2019 10:02:15 AM blsdbe Well it’s pretty bright here, even at night. Better view out st your place I’ll bet

3/16/2019 10:04:44 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, does this mean the DS is still controlling NK or is this fake news to distract? 

 https://twitter.com/joshjonsmith/status/1106403679496617984?s=21 …

3/16/2019 10:05:00 AM cocopuffster12 Am I correct t the are at 3, 6 and 9?? Any other times I am missing? 12? I am at training & class for a new job. Def challenging right now for my 

meditation. Getting my prayers in tho!! ♥️♥️♥️

3/16/2019 10:05:15 AM covertress Because a great flood was the result of the #PrisonPlanet rescue mission and teaching about the flood would trigger a whole lot of memories?

3/16/2019 10:05:36 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Why did Graham block the Mueller report from going public?

3/16/2019 10:06:37 AM zagnett 12 is also special because using vortex math or whatnot, it's the equivalent of 3.

12 = 1+2 = 3

3/16/2019 10:07:50 AM mongrelglory Wow!  Talk about multi-tasking!  Good for you! 🤗

3/16/2019 10:13:43 AM ellaaacruzzz  https://twitter.com/ellaaacruzzz/status/1052495318774964224 …

3/16/2019 10:13:54 AM ellaaacruzzz  https://twitter.com/ellaaacruzzz/status/1052495318774964224 …

3/16/2019 10:14:32 AM ellaaacruzzz  https://twitter.com/ellaaacruzzz/status/1052495318774964224 …

.

3/16/2019 10:16:35 AM mongrelglory I think the MJ-12 team are humble enough that they don't worry if people believe they're legitimate.  They just care about their mission to wake up 

Starseeds and seed people's consciousness in preparation for disclosure and first contact.  They want us to trust ourselves!

3/16/2019 10:18:43 AM zagnett May be true, & think it is. But the more proofs of their legitimacy, the more people would likely follow them & their advice. Including me.

This is how the large Q "army" was formed. It's apparent legitimacy to anons.



3/16/2019 10:19:49 AM laurabusse Holy sh_t

3/16/2019 10:23:35 AM mongrelglory I think Nicole might have meant higher density. The Law of One talks about how "Service to Self" beings can ascend to higher densities. It becomes 

more difficult the higher they go. By the time they reach 6th density they need to switch over to Service to Others or cease to be.

3/16/2019 10:25:26 AM laurabusse Because it was.

3/16/2019 10:25:38 AM si11112018 very interested in this... how to get it back?

3/16/2019 10:27:18 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 had a long-term goal of helping liberate Earth. However, because they respect "free will", they had to do it in a more surreptitious way, letting 

the Cabal think they were running the show, while MJ-12 worked behind the scenes to seed people's consciousness for the future.

3/16/2019 10:28:45 AM pastorjon9 Was for me, the family moved from Seattle to Kenmore (the "boonies") and while still very small for my age my feet grew to size 12s.

3/16/2019 10:28:52 AM zagnett Sounds like beings can & have ascended to higher densities, but through bad acts (e.g. killing), they can also, over time, descend back down to lower 

densities. So it's not so much the current status that counts, but the direction. Some higher densities beings are descending.

3/16/2019 10:31:36 AM mongrelglory That's like the movie Cloud Atlas!  What it really means is that the IS hasn't learned its spiritual lessons properly, and has to go back and re-incarnated 

into a lower density to learn again.  It's like going back to remedial classes!

3/16/2019 10:36:07 AM zagnett Those of the light respect free will, period. Their strategy also appears largely built on those on the dark succumbing to their downfall through their 

own free will, when & where feasible. They are trying to convince the [cabal] to fall on [their] own sword.

3/16/2019 10:37:42 AM tammymckeever Did they believe Raniere was satan or like?

3/16/2019 10:38:45 AM mongrelglory The trick is getting the Cabal to fall on their own sword without taking the whole world with them!  MJ-12 and Q-team have a delicate balancing act 

indeed!

3/16/2019 10:41:43 AM mongrelglory I know!  It would reassure my occasional doubts too, to have more MJ-12 proofs. 👍

3/16/2019 10:42:14 AM zagnett Yes exactly. Extraordinarily difficult it seems.

That's why i'm trying very hard to be nice to them while poking & prodding for as much info as possible. i don't think i could do/have done any better 

honestly. Probably not even close.

3/16/2019 10:42:45 AM si11112018 what if your 'ego' has been slandered maliciously, spread amongst to others who now see you in a certain way?? does manipulation matter in this 

sense? deception?

3/16/2019 10:45:41 AM si11112018 my mistake, however... I think the same could be said for both.

3/16/2019 10:45:48 AM laurabusse I would put my mind and my thoughts elsewhere and trust that all is well :-) i do that whenever something, such as information, inspires fear. There is 

always a possible positive outcome...best to focus on that. Blessings 💘

3/16/2019 10:47:40 AM roublisa I keep trying to get a hint of some sort from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....these fella are incredible and absolutely know everything under the sun....all the 

suns😉 they are sharing everything you can imagine that you can imagine...except this subject. They are the back bone of disclosure

3/16/2019 10:49:02 AM jrocktigers Great ? .

3/16/2019 10:49:17 AM mjs__smile She’s their mole ...about time all the Coulter lovers WOKE UP

3/16/2019 10:50:51 AM zagnett My mind doubts even the wind, which may be faked input.

So I definitely keep a running thread of doubt in my mind for Q/MJ. They're just not nearly as strong as my doubts on e.g. the "flat earth" theory.

Q/MJ simply appear honest & reaching out for help. Shields lowered.

3/16/2019 10:51:52 AM laurabusse I've given much thought to this over the years. All we need is land, like minded ppl, know how, determination and the grace of god. We can build our 

own houses, grow our own food, make our own clothes, music, etc. Ppl did this for millennia. Only recently has this been disrupted.

3/16/2019 10:52:13 AM roublisa I do believe Tesla came from Tataria and knew of the free energy because Tataria has free energy.   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  they know how it was done I’m 

sure of it ....the were involved with Montauk ...they know everything😉

3/16/2019 10:52:28 AM zagnett Please notice i wrote "shields lowered" and not "shields off" or "shields disabled".

3/16/2019 10:52:48 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes I lost count, over twenty flying north south patterns. Then they started east west which is not normal for this area! They were even west of us and 

that is rare!

3/16/2019 11:08:22 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Actium …

Their strategy against the [cabal] reminds me of the Battle of Actium, where Octavian had Antony cornered. Antony attacked, but Octavian just backed 

off, letting Antony expend all his resources.

Silly cabal! Don't [you] have any military historians left?

3/16/2019 11:09:34 AM roublisa Hum....  I don’t believe I have. Is this similar to the staff weapons?

3/16/2019 11:11:57 AM kalamojakka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is this?  pic.twitter.com/snXQo4CdQq

3/16/2019 11:15:46 AM roublisa Ok I’m mopping what your spilling  ☀️⚡️ free energy

3/16/2019 11:18:26 AM jollyrob2 Lets hope so💪👍✨💫✨

3/16/2019 11:20:15 AM alluvialred 3 steps:

* Know yourself 1-3

* Accept yourself 4

* Become the creator 5-7

Don’t feel like you have to rush it. You literally have billions of years to do it!

My advice:

* find the flow & ride it

* make efficient use and distillation of life’s catalyst.
3/16/2019 11:31:35 AM cryptocrab4 Is this what you are talking about ?

Interesting ... https://eraoflight.com/2019/03/08/final-wakeup-call-qfs-off-world-monetary-system/ …

3/16/2019 11:33:56 AM jollyrob2 Where can we see the impact...?

3/16/2019 11:34:44 AM bigmindloa It's the smell of fear.

3/16/2019 11:36:22 AM laurabusse This is incredible. It partly answers why we are such a mess, the origins of patristic societies like ours which tend to be violent and dysfunctional in 

general. The author put out a paper on pdf; will try to post the beginning of it below.

3/16/2019 11:37:11 AM roublisa Organite💥 YES my next mission.....I do have a problem with the follow through ...I love the process of gathering I have many crystals and many 

intentions.....I will make it happen.    Last night @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  someone was asking about the correct way to make it...

3/16/2019 11:37:20 AM jollyrob2 Gonna happen?

3/16/2019 11:37:50 AM happykat9 They're trying to hide the Sun & at the same time poisoning us.

3/16/2019 11:40:57 AM hwkammers Reminds me of Frank Olson...

3/16/2019 11:41:20 AM hwkammers TYVM



3/16/2019 11:41:54 AM laurabusse Wasn't able to. But google the Origins and diffusion of patrism in saharasia c. 4000 B.C. and the pdf will come up. Absolutely fascinating. Starvation 

produces violent and dysfunctional patristic societies. (Also, think dieting and skinny bitchy women...just sayin.)

3/16/2019 11:44:07 AM steveroye Left the "F" off the front of your one word commentary.

3/16/2019 11:47:29 AM roublisa Perfect thank you ...I have looked one in my cart on Etsy lol.   I live by a tower loop holed into zoning somhow. Great for internet but you know the 

rest......what do you think of shungtie vs tormiline vs obsidian.

3/16/2019 11:49:03 AM alluvialred +50% service to others gets you to 4th density.

That said, much of what is thought of as “service to others” actually isn’t (anything involving force, imposing ideas, etc)

Many self-focused activities are actually service to others (inner seeking, quest for knowledge)

3/16/2019 11:56:57 AM roublisa I feel I have always been on the fringe of society looking in observing....duality never brought out the best of my IS . I look having the eyes to see 

through even more clearly and getting better ....what does @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  say.....from  40,000 ft?

3/16/2019 12:02:16 PM thelilkingryan Earths new equator in red?? pic.twitter.com/0bVf0QJwJQ

3/16/2019 12:43:37 PM youstinksoap Curious if this a message from T.Hanks (handler) to others with his weird shoe fetish?  Taken from 8chan:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/uY0A4HplNg

3/16/2019 12:44:31 PM youstinksoap @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rKG3Gpv07K

3/16/2019 12:50:15 PM blsdbe Too many people Awakening...gotta keep those mind control chemicals falling to feed the nanites, ya know

3/16/2019 12:54:54 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Truth!

3/16/2019 12:55:05 PM blsdbe We meet at 633pst each evening for up to 27mins. However, there are many other Majestic number combos to come up with, and every person acting 

with intention helps even if it isn’t it at the same time. Time is an illusion. When we work together, I think we are creating an Event.

3/16/2019 1:01:40 PM cocopuffster12 Great!! Thank you so much!!

3/16/2019 1:05:03 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! It’s a bit crazy right now! Out of class at 11:30pm every day. Yawn!!!

3/16/2019 1:06:00 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! Trying to get a little bit in at the right times.

3/16/2019 1:08:58 PM djlok Some of us do one at 6:27pm until 7 pm (PST).

3/16/2019 1:10:59 PM blsdbe This makes me so happy!!! Spiritual Warriors Unite!

3/16/2019 1:12:16 PM randalls2017 ARE the harmonics of 3, 6 and 9 of equal value ? Thank You.

3/16/2019 1:35:12 PM woerzone_g Never liked her.  To me the same MO as Alex Jones.  Just a bit off.  So now I know why.  Fake conservative liar.  Hope she chokes on her sell out money.

3/16/2019 1:39:25 PM akean2u Thank you. 💖

3/16/2019 1:57:01 PM kindeandtrue Same thing on Long Island, but today our government masters gave us a break. The humble peasants are grateful to see the sun and blue sky again.

3/16/2019 2:02:19 PM lisbet30025172 Niburu was destroyed when soldiers occupy Iraq...there’s a start gate portal...they were coming back to be with the African descent according to 

Stewart Swerdlow...

3/16/2019 2:44:22 PM _btcole I will agree that the purpose of Freemasonry has nothing to do with making money; Masonry is a philosophical study of morals.

I highly doubt that any mainstream Masonic lodge would ever unanimously vote a Luciferian as a worthy candidate for Masonry.

3/16/2019 2:45:05 PM _btcole That stated, you're welcome to provide any credible, authoritative, in-context evidence to the contrary.

3/16/2019 2:52:30 PM irisfoxnycgrand Spot on.

3/16/2019 3:30:47 PM petitchevalb NOT

Nature

Or 

Technology

3/16/2019 3:35:47 PM meefer_radness Please send me a copy, Thank you 😊

3/16/2019 3:35:56 PM mongrelglory It gets a bit confusing because if I were to join you, I would be doing it at 833est which is often when I'm doing other things.  Do you think it would still 

be good for me to meditate at that time, or should I do it at 633est?

3/16/2019 3:50:19 PM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/thehumanxp/status/1106903160449392640?s=21 …

3/16/2019 3:51:03 PM anbezedua Not a meteor but interesting

3/16/2019 3:59:31 PM decodematrix Definition of X-Y-Z matrix:

A three-dimensional structure. The x-axis and y-axis represent the first two dimensions; the z-axis, the third dimension. In a graphic image, the x and y 

denote width and height; the z denotes depth.

 https://www.pcmag.com/encyclopedia/term/54951/x-y-z-matrix … pic.twitter.com/rviqGC6G55

3/16/2019 4:01:34 PM fightrasche I never claimed to be a prophet!!  I'm just stating facts! You are blind. Facts matter! Ask yourself why God says in the bible... be sober because there is 

a lion going about tying to devour you!!

3/16/2019 4:02:43 PM decodematrix  https://www.forbes.com/sites/ericmack/2018/03/09/carbon-nanotube-membrane-breakthrough-is-real-world-star-trek-replicator-

mattershift/#1e0dd39c520f …

3/16/2019 4:07:33 PM blsdbe I actually think that you could just pick a Majestic time that works for you, meaning something with multiples of 3 6 9. I think all of our Combined 

Intentions will find their way to amplifying each other even if we aren’t all in the same place or time for that matter.

3/16/2019 4:12:23 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/16/2019 4:12:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes they are definitely going a lot more then normal the last few days, it was deep blue this am like the last 3 mornings, but this is what it's like by noon 

each day, then goes back to deep blue overnight. 🤢🤮 pic.twitter.com/RvLLtRRDa1

3/16/2019 4:15:06 PM giediknight We should probably feel a little sorry for him, who knows the horrors of his childhood, what he had to witness in that cult...

3/16/2019 4:38:51 PM jordanb987 Can you imagine the lives of those girls? Having to endure that daily? My heart hurts too.

3/16/2019 4:44:59 PM nursewounds @realdonaldtrump @POTUS @Jordan_Sather_ @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy

@MilspecP @GenFlynn

Any coincidence the shooter is throwing hand symbols in this pic? 👌

 Podesta was just in NZ days before the shooting? 

👌 #FF #AllDay #GITMO https://twitter.com/TyandRockyK/status/1107056578824413185 …
3/16/2019 4:53:11 PM kadath123 How's this... pic.twitter.com/7HbbwbRC1e

3/16/2019 4:55:35 PM weremight  https://i.imgur.com/9prXxUC.png 

3/16/2019 5:00:00 PM weremight Many requests for this: pic.twitter.com/RxBe2yb9Xb

3/16/2019 5:04:20 PM djlok Now 4...but not a Magic number...maybe 2 more can join us?

And if I ever get to ride on a spaceship, I promise not to touch anything except the floor I walk on. I'll be very well behaved. I promise!!

3/16/2019 5:04:48 PM _btcole Here I see that OTO members have joined Masonry, but not necessarily Luciferians. The mention of Luciferians comes from your own tweet.

Care to share the link to this subthread so that I may see the full context of the conversation?

3/16/2019 5:09:50 PM lightray69 You have definitely left a bad taste in my mouth now Ms. Coulter!



3/16/2019 5:25:01 PM do_or_do_notty Speaking of Art. Captain Marvel sure seemed to play around with some disclosure. Majestic?

3/16/2019 5:34:14 PM nun_chucknorris Seeing it tomorrow. 👀

3/16/2019 5:47:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd No one wants involved in this chess game.

We're here bc of what's been done to the human race. Other beings don't want shit to do with us as we're a "violent race," we kill each other. Wonder 

why, look at our damn government. Why the hell do we need "games" at a time like this?

3/16/2019 6:06:33 PM cosmicorigins When you say 4D, 5D etc... Are you referring to density or dimension? Does this imply non-human IS-BE's working with majestic who are higher 

density? Or are the 3D MJ humans working in these higher realms directly?

3/16/2019 6:09:51 PM blsdbe @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is someone playing with the Schumann Resonance dials, turning our vibe up a bit?  pic.twitter.com/IjXjwjPXkT

3/16/2019 6:36:32 PM 1jesust MILLIONS and MILLIONS of us know the TRUTH...Heartbroken over what you did and praying that somehow you will find the strength to do come back 

to the light. WWG1WGA  MAGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/f8CsBzaDWZ

3/16/2019 6:52:54 PM mongrelglory No. 5.  But with my ADHD I can't promise I won't touch things.

3/16/2019 6:54:37 PM mongrelglory I wasn't going to see it because I heard it sucked and was full of feminist propaganda.  Did you like it?  What sort of disclosure did it have?

3/16/2019 7:04:38 PM djlok Had to look to see who all was in this convo bc I don't want some reptilian craft and crew showing up at my door step!  This IS-BE has had about all I 

can handle!!

We're good!!!

3/16/2019 7:07:34 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/XZG5hG6jwh

3/16/2019 7:09:27 PM analyst2501 Friday came and went. NOTHING.

3/16/2019 7:14:35 PM theappraizer Is this referring to something that has already hit? Or, "incoming"? Folks, the meteor/alien thing has been their ace in the hole; saturated our 

consciousness w/it! If it happens? It was mfgd! One of the SSPs superships will grab it, aim it, and they will feign ignorance. #Liars

3/16/2019 7:16:19 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/Mrk8dtD7mS

3/16/2019 7:17:40 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ipQJ6x1fM4

3/16/2019 7:18:47 PM mongrelglory I want one of those!

3/16/2019 7:19:22 PM roublisa I knew it.....me tooo🤣

3/16/2019 7:19:53 PM keith369me Loved this show as a child...meet George Jetson...his boy Elroy...

3/16/2019 7:20:33 PM roublisa Not too much longer pic.twitter.com/tt3c9H2mO7

3/16/2019 7:20:52 PM roublisa Now it in my head lol

3/16/2019 7:21:34 PM roublisa 🤣😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/2dtCVIA1sT

3/16/2019 7:23:43 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/16/2019 7:24:13 PM roublisa 🤓 pic.twitter.com/LWw3DOtV6L

3/16/2019 7:29:35 PM mongrelglory Here's the original TV series..."Classic"! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BqY4j4E-xU …

3/16/2019 7:30:24 PM roublisa Oh man thanks I need to show my kiddos

3/16/2019 7:31:47 PM mongrelglory It's pretty bad!  I don't know how the actors said their lines with a straight face!  😆

3/16/2019 7:33:58 PM djlok I did too!  So much!!  Oh my gosh!!

3/16/2019 7:34:12 PM roublisa Wow strugglin lol. Still entertains ....my girls said what is that🤨

3/16/2019 7:37:21 PM do_or_do_notty I did like it.  

If you’ve been following MJ12 for a while you will recognize the parts of the movie storyline that bring to mind MJ12 discussions here.

3/16/2019 7:40:00 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12 can you tell us what is happening to the Schumann Resonance today?

3/16/2019 7:44:09 PM mongrelglory Since following MJ-12, I don't know if I'm imagining it, but I'm seeing disclosure in all sorts of movies and the Star Trek Discovery TV series!

3/16/2019 8:07:35 PM do_or_do_notty Project Blue Book is a great series! Check that one out for sure.

3/16/2019 8:16:45 PM decodematrix I thought this was a prank/hoax from the guys at the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency

3/16/2019 8:36:51 PM si11112018 how can we find out other advanced life forms that we don't know about? any others that we can strongly benefit from?

3/16/2019 9:35:25 PM justice_rebel You fall out faster, than you get in .Focus is the key..but easier said than done!

3/16/2019 10:19:57 PM si11112018 thank you.

3/16/2019 10:37:08 PM alexandercody7 Alba Weinman is just amazing!

She also has a yt channel. All the best to you<3

3/16/2019 10:45:22 PM davidtu57375728 Undoubtedly you know who anyone you want to know is rather simply, since knowing that what can I do to help myself into ascention to a higher  

http://conscience.it  would be cool to figure out our selected missions here since we can't remember our true history

3/16/2019 11:08:35 PM mongrelglory Cool!  It's in Hawaii!

3/16/2019 11:11:32 PM mongrelglory That's kind of scary! 😬

3/16/2019 11:12:57 PM mongrelglory Airl?

3/16/2019 11:17:31 PM mongrelglory Peru!  That explains all the UFO sightings over lake Titicaca!

3/16/2019 11:19:35 PM mongrelglory Funerary Temple of Khafre near the Giza Pyramids!

3/16/2019 11:20:28 PM mongrelglory Are these naturally occurring Star Gates or artificial?

3/16/2019 11:25:34 PM mongrelglory That's like in the middle of nowhere in Kazakhstan!  (East of the capital of Astana).

3/16/2019 11:32:06 PM mongrelglory So was it an artificial gate?  Who built it?

3/16/2019 11:34:42 PM mongrelglory Are you allowing ET's to visit planet Earth through the Antarctic Star Gate?

3/16/2019 11:36:47 PM mongrelglory I thought you said elsewhere that Hillary was a member of MJ-12?

3/16/2019 11:42:17 PM mongrelglory Cool!  So we're not just some little back-water planet?

3/16/2019 11:46:08 PM mongrelglory Did they disappear through a natural Star Gate?

3/17/2019 12:14:00 AM hawkgirlinmn I’ve wondered this from the beginning!

3/17/2019 12:26:52 AM jpolleck Seen him via Linda Molten Howell. Video was pretty convincing.

3/17/2019 3:06:32 AM kadath123 Then I would advise you to do your own research into the OTO, their origins and founder, practices and rites

3/17/2019 3:08:47 AM kadath123 This thread is quite old by now. You are welcome to look back through my timeline to find it

3/17/2019 3:09:16 AM kadath123 The screenshots are from last October

3/17/2019 3:41:52 AM what2_who That is an understatement of the millenia! #UJustQdIt #WWG1WGA In Christ for #TruthBeTold I REMEMBER DO U? DO U KNOW UR IDENTITY? DO U 

KNOW WHY WE HAVE BEEN LIED TO & THE COVER-UP OF TRUTH, ALL TRUTH. WHO WE REALLY ARE #WEKNOW @realDonaldTrump @SpaceX 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 DISCLOSE IT  https://twitter.com/Ascension_Guide/status/1107126920536354817 …

3/17/2019 4:35:25 AM sleky19 Star Trek Discovery : Spore drive, the army uses it ?

3/17/2019 5:33:31 AM sterkinglights1 Are William Rick Singer and Brian Singer connected?

3/17/2019 5:35:27 AM sterkinglights1 Related.

3/17/2019 5:59:30 AM zeeinthemoment Oh yeah. I don’t think so. What kind of idiot designed it?  My doctors don’t even care.

3/17/2019 6:11:02 AM diaptera_80 Source? Apparently, it was real

3/17/2019 6:11:36 AM kevinmruel I'm it's just the tip of the iceberg

3/17/2019 6:12:19 AM djlok Yeah cause if it will work, I'm ready to blast that sound so loud!

3/17/2019 6:24:30 AM seahag127 If they did it, let them all go down the tube.

3/17/2019 6:32:27 AM cryptogamer11 #TraitorsJustice

3/17/2019 7:28:35 AM nonopilote2013 Certainly, BUT, the public is not supposed to know about this stuff because it’s top secret...unfortunately.

3/17/2019 7:36:40 AM nonopilote2013 😂



3/17/2019 7:40:14 AM nonopilote2013 I would be really happy to see this spaceship fly over Paris during day time ;) That would be a heck of evidence :)

3/17/2019 7:52:00 AM 316exposure  https://twitter.com/316Exposure/status/1107291830767353856 …

3/17/2019 8:11:47 AM djlok Good question!  Been wondering the same myself.

3/17/2019 8:27:33 AM _btcole Who founded OTO and what OTO does is irrelevant in the context of Masonry since it's not Masonry itself.

3/17/2019 8:32:57 AM si11112018 it does do some good to know the history/background of these practices... and that goes for everything really. any group/religion. you could be blindly 

following and feeding into negative energy and be unaware. knowledge is power.

3/17/2019 8:48:29 AM prmd21801759 WHO is Q? Who is Q+?

WE KNOW!!! How about you??

#QAnon

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2019 8:58:12 AM firemanmedium If you’re truly a Christian...and truth is your pursuit...you will find the two unable to intertwine. For they are opposites. As you progress you will learn 

that symbols have been perverted and Lucifers good name was misunderstood and “blasphemed”

3/17/2019 9:01:19 AM firemanmedium And you will learn that terms are masks....constantly being shed to reveal “new” truths.

What is “mystery” but a thing devoid of light?

3/17/2019 9:13:26 AM _btcole In order to be opposites, they would have to be on opposite ends of the same theme: religion.

Christianity is a religion; Freemasonry is not. Therefore, they cannot be opposites.

Most Masons are faithful Christians.

3/17/2019 9:14:58 AM _btcole In the context of Masonry, what is the relevance of understanding the origin of a group that has no bearing on Masonry?

3/17/2019 9:43:49 AM firemanmedium That is where you’re wrong. Freemasonry IS a religion. It’s an ancient luciferian cult. It’s the Synagogue of Satan which is why the cabalistic magick. I’m 

only here trying to wake you...not attack you. Love and gratitude 🙏 Hope you find Truth.

3/17/2019 9:44:08 AM firemanmedium And yes most masons are cannon fodder.

3/17/2019 10:06:54 AM friend650 Now  how  does one apply that to awakening a world that has forgotten that Humanity is actually One Family at WAR with itself?

3/17/2019 10:09:45 AM li70510868 谢谢！这也是Q成员之一吗？

3/17/2019 10:10:33 AM _btcole I'll happily take a look at any credible, authoritative, in-context sources of information that support your position.

Since Masonry does not have its own deity or plan of salvation, as well as the fact that it doesn't dictate members' beliefs, it does not qualify as a 

religion.

3/17/2019 10:10:52 AM _btcole Incorrect.

3/17/2019 10:15:16 AM mongrelglory They were probably checking out Myziam's spaceship.

3/17/2019 10:17:16 AM li70510868 我看Joe m. 关注了他的账号M12.

3/17/2019 10:17:59 AM li70510868 Joe m换头像了？

3/17/2019 10:25:04 AM firemanmedium A true student of truth doesn’t assume those who indoctrinated him were honest. 

Masonry has literal demons. 

You’re assuming a lot and you’re wrong. Godspeed.

3/17/2019 10:26:26 AM firemanmedium Because? Because you’re indoctrination is official. Something tells me you didn’t come looking for any education. Rather to deflect.

3/17/2019 10:29:03 AM li70510868 Joe m 应该是成员之一，不是一般的跟踪的普通网友

3/17/2019 10:37:24 AM mongrelglory Consciousness technology which used sound waves/frequencies to cut, form, and move the stones?

3/17/2019 10:51:31 AM mongrelglory Is it the caffeine in coffee which is bad for the pineal gland?  Is decaffeinated coffee okay?

3/17/2019 10:52:50 AM blsdbe Almost 24 hours of High Intensity Blast-@kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What Happened???  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1107310663360307200 …

3/17/2019 11:11:30 AM richardhiatt16 They used the “force”..... 🤓

3/17/2019 11:17:46 AM what2_who Do the blues mean humans harm? Did the Draconis Prime enslave them also? Does anybody know?

Avian Blue or is that like Tiffany Blue? or is that the color or enlightenment of vibration at highest levels? serious Q 2 U. @theLilKingRyan 

@MorpheusSeeks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #CoryGoode #Q4U pic.twitter.com/WYyY2jw6uE

3/17/2019 11:22:25 AM love4thegameak Vibrations

3/17/2019 11:24:25 AM ryankochweare1 I have an interesting story about how i saw the whole world come together last night!

3/17/2019 11:55:15 AM wbwse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you the Coucil Of Twelve?

3/17/2019 12:36:04 PM wbwse @RitaOra @OfTheRainbows @ArianaGrande @gagasyuyi @BigBoyler @VanessaCarlton @michellebranch @WorldsCarrier @LauraAMamer10 

@official_enya

3/17/2019 12:37:17 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/QFGnN5PvZ9

3/17/2019 1:23:12 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there anything 'big' buried on Oak Island?

3/17/2019 1:24:11 PM wbwse @adacic1o33 @realGrimReaperX do you know what color  @TheD6vil’s eyes are?

3/17/2019 1:28:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Deep 'neath the rocks, I buried my spaceship, waiting the time when man might be free.Over the spaceship, erected a marker in the form of a lion yet 

like unto man.Know ye, that far in the future, invaders shall come from out of the deep.Bring forth my ship and conquer with ease"

3/17/2019 1:30:26 PM wbwse @RabbitBusiness @maggierogers @FKAtwigs

3/17/2019 1:32:21 PM wbwse @WendyWilliams HOW YOU DOIN? pic.twitter.com/4EJvGWlTSw

3/17/2019 1:38:47 PM mongrelglory Is any of that going to be given back to the people of Planet Earth?  We could do so many humanitarian projects with that!

3/17/2019 1:39:34 PM jordanb987 Money is just paper and will soon enough be useless 🙏 they can shove it as far as I'm concerned 🤷♀️

3/17/2019 1:40:08 PM wbwse Hey @ashleesimpson I’ll never walk away from loving you ALL 💙  https://youtu.be/_B69zHmYGZ0  and @winonaoak hope is Love and love is Hope! 

Thank you for your love and light!!! EyeLOVE you!!! pic.twitter.com/twjLBgGRfg

3/17/2019 1:42:09 PM mongrelglory I'm glad I live in Canada.  I like our beer better. 😆

3/17/2019 1:44:38 PM wbwse That’s why I’m so fucking cold! 😈😈😈

3/17/2019 1:45:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not want our legitimacy proven.

We have stated this clearly in prior tweets. 

We do not ask anybody to believe what we say.

Truth resonates from within.

Message over messenger.

SHEEP NO MORE.

3/17/2019 1:48:46 PM rhondanight Indeed it does resonate 🌍

3/17/2019 1:51:57 PM kathleen3693693 Majic, did another DUMB go boom?

3/17/2019 1:53:15 PM zagnett Is MJ at least willing to provide more Q-like proofs to show eventually that at least MJ's connection to the Trump administration is proven, or at least 

highly probable? Or even "mathematically impossible" (as Q would say) for there not to be such a connection? Thanks.

3/17/2019 1:54:24 PM zagnett Yup.

3/17/2019 1:57:24 PM americanbot1776 Got an issue Kathleen?

3/17/2019 1:57:45 PM anbezedua What about 9/11? Will information be made public?

3/17/2019 1:58:54 PM mongrelglory I always loved this song from Buffy Saint Marie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhmeroR20lc …



3/17/2019 1:59:00 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqFP7ftC6XfYyvhoJPCKP7A …

Hey while we're on the subject of HUGE amounts of money that just ain't trickling down to We the People in any substantive way whatsoever, what is 

MJ's opinion of Thomas Williams (Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show)?

3/17/2019 2:04:10 PM zagnett Yes, that could be done. Would it surprise you that some sources say it's already been done but we haven't been informed yet so that we might 

continue to live out our lives in such happy austerity, continually thinking that we are still indebted to someone/thing/org? 🤔

3/17/2019 2:16:46 PM mongrelglory 12,000 years ago?

3/17/2019 2:19:24 PM mongrelglory That's an understatement!

3/17/2019 2:21:35 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/17/2019 2:23:18 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/17/2019 2:28:35 PM mongrelglory You need different overlords...

3/17/2019 2:29:51 PM mongrelglory NASA= "Not A Space Agency"

3/17/2019 2:32:06 PM mongrelglory Can't believe I used to give regularly to that corrupt organization! 😠

3/17/2019 2:44:59 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN...... Now what about the StarShip Pegasus? 🤓🇺🇸 Give us some dis-information to chew on....

3/17/2019 2:48:06 PM richardhiatt16 Doesn’t sound like they are White Hats to me.... 🤔🇺🇸

3/17/2019 2:51:57 PM richardhiatt16 And do you have a good dis-information links on the Exchange Program.. There is stuff out there, but we would like to have good dis-information about 

it like the Fact Reagan was in the know..🤓🇺🇸

3/17/2019 3:06:25 PM mongrelglory Cool!  Were they refugees from their home planet?

3/17/2019 3:08:46 PM richardhiatt16 😢 Us humans...

3/17/2019 3:10:04 PM mongrelglory I'll bet a lot of that elite wealth is in the form of gold and other hard assets. Until we've transitioned fully to a moneyless society, I rather see the wealth 

go into infrastructure projects that will benefit people in poorer countries.

3/17/2019 3:11:13 PM richardhiatt16 Purging ..... Coming to a Theater near you 🍿🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/17/2019 3:16:43 PM richardhiatt16 Where can I get on? 🤓🇺🇸

3/17/2019 3:26:12 PM ldz420  https://youtu.be/KMPAv8Tw2ag  pic.twitter.com/6DNt9MksoI

3/17/2019 3:38:40 PM stefanofait Maybe more than a few times?

3/17/2019 4:01:16 PM amyboo69 Awww.❤️

3/17/2019 5:19:45 PM allonkid does the Domain find a way to save earth IS-BEs?

3/17/2019 5:24:55 PM djlok I haven't felt great either.

3/17/2019 5:39:10 PM 3rdeyeview55 Can you address these Noahide Laws that (((they))) are trying to implement globally? Apparently the goyim are not looked well upon. IOW, they want 

us gone...hmm. Is this why Is^ra^!hel is saved for last?

3/17/2019 5:48:41 PM pvg0015 The account is OUTSTANDING!! @chooselovetoday @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2019 6:14:35 PM loganinsp1 After some reading about this I have order some. Should be here Tuesday. Thank you again.

3/17/2019 6:21:31 PM debbiered15 Am I the only one who thinks that Romney threw the Election to Obama?  

And McCain threw the Election to Obama too four years earlier?

3/17/2019 6:34:19 PM mongrelglory "Projection".

3/17/2019 6:36:17 PM carolba88945394 God is truth and the light

3/17/2019 6:36:24 PM mongrelglory She was a high level Satanic witch, wasn't she?

3/17/2019 6:38:58 PM mongrelglory No, but tell us how you really feel MJ-12... 🤣

3/17/2019 6:44:18 PM jrocktigers Word on the street , and there is compelling evidence, that she is the daughter of one Mr. Crowley. Conceived in a ritual.

3/17/2019 6:45:07 PM mongrelglory 😢

3/17/2019 6:46:03 PM mongrelglory Yes!  When you see pictures of the two of them, the resemblance is remarkable!

3/17/2019 6:47:23 PM mongrelglory Must, must be stopped!

3/17/2019 6:57:52 PM jaspony1 Dark to light!!! pic.twitter.com/QOlDnm5Wtl

3/17/2019 7:02:58 PM the_fjalar Thats a good one!

3/17/2019 7:03:34 PM the_fjalar Is that Årea, Sweden?

3/17/2019 7:11:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 A spark will light a flame, but the candle will only burn as long as the wick.

3/17/2019 7:12:45 PM cledrordfishing So your saying cary a flint rock in your pocket?

3/17/2019 7:13:04 PM djlok Is this about our Awakening?  We gotta keep the wick going?

3/17/2019 7:14:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Tick tock pic.twitter.com/XVJVGoSxoN

3/17/2019 7:14:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Leaves fall from the tree once a year yet the tree grows strong and proud.

3/17/2019 7:15:27 PM genx_aussie  https://galacticconnection.com/graham-hancock-and-lorna-byrne-angels-demons/ …

3/17/2019 7:16:09 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/PEt1tHGXX1

3/17/2019 7:16:10 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/DTp94mDNqY

3/17/2019 7:16:58 PM paledarkpony  pic.twitter.com/q1nj2fywi5

3/17/2019 7:17:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dreams teach.

3/17/2019 7:17:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Shedding what no longer provides energy to a biological entity is necessary for ascension/growth.

3/17/2019 7:18:00 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/XLq7SY4TQ5

3/17/2019 7:18:25 PM rosesrred0119 Dreams are scary sometimes...

3/17/2019 7:18:29 PM starehope Yes they do, both in reality and during sleep.

3/17/2019 7:18:58 PM tacticool_shed Take note of this pic... What is it?  Who's code name was "EVERGREEN"

DOWN SHE GOES! pic.twitter.com/lfW6lmGeD5

3/17/2019 7:19:03 PM starehope They are what I call nightmares.

3/17/2019 7:19:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 The true nature of a man is decided in the battle between his conscious mind and the desires of the subconscious.

3/17/2019 7:19:18 PM lbf777 Letting go of what no longer serves us? 🤔

3/17/2019 7:19:38 PM lbf777 Dark to light?

3/17/2019 7:19:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The evil that exists within is too strong, so the only way to win is to deny it battle.

3/17/2019 7:20:13 PM teamsterr07 We must fight. And keep fighting.

3/17/2019 7:20:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes ⭐️

3/17/2019 7:21:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 You must release your burden before you'll find your own way again.

3/17/2019 7:21:14 PM starehope Oh, so true. The dark nature in the deep psyche of man is oft times quite dangerous. It is when we lose control of that darkness, we lose our souls.

3/17/2019 7:21:23 PM allahuniversal "Forget mining Bitcoin"

Cash app agrees pic.twitter.com/DWDIqBNTuP

3/17/2019 7:21:33 PM richard74195773 Praying

3/17/2019 7:22:03 PM jdltr450 I see what you're saying but God within us wins in the End.

3/17/2019 7:22:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 If the instrument is broken

the music will be sour.

3/17/2019 7:22:32 PM mongrelglory 😑  Wisdom from SG-1...

3/17/2019 7:22:33 PM lbf777 Release the ego?

3/17/2019 7:22:39 PM nullanon12 I Dream't Being Stabbed By A 7 Yr Old In The Leg

3/17/2019 7:22:43 PM starehope Yes. When the conscious mind if filled with light and love, no evil or darkness could thrive.

3/17/2019 7:22:43 PM myronmcgee10 I'd rather serve the Most High God of Israel and follow his laws, statutes, and commandments. This how you avoid these senseless battles in the mind 

which make it reprobated.



3/17/2019 7:22:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The music does not play the musician.

3/17/2019 7:23:09 PM richard74195773 Truth pic.twitter.com/7EVnvFAEy8

3/17/2019 7:23:16 PM libertyspring99 I was meditating just prior to these posts and am now experiencing amazing synchronicity. Thank you!🙏🏻

3/17/2019 7:23:50 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s hard to overcome the subconscious but can be changed with hypnotic training

3/17/2019 7:24:06 PM _the_psychonaut what can you tell us about 432 HZ?

3/17/2019 7:24:47 PM nullanon12 That's Me

3/17/2019 7:25:36 PM toffer_anon_369 You can tune a piano but you can't tuna fish

3/17/2019 7:25:44 PM higherdensitees I don’t suppose there’s a one size fits all answer on how to release ones burden...?

3/17/2019 7:25:46 PM ladtacarms I have seen that evil, it is strong. But the light is far more powerful. Pales in comparison. For I am a sinner in His eyes.

3/17/2019 7:26:42 PM mongrelglory Oma?  Is that you? 😁

3/17/2019 7:27:11 PM jane_q_patriot "A strange game.

The only winning move is not to play."

3/17/2019 7:27:43 PM lbf777 The music is our reality. The musician is our mind & heart. We manifest our reality but we think reality just is. This is invalid. We are lord over life. Here 

is how to manifest your reality:

 https://medium.com/@writemedi/how-to-manifest-the-hearts-desires-the-real-secret-63aa4017669 …

3/17/2019 7:28:12 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 are the spark...we are the wicks that must keep the flame going.

3/17/2019 7:29:15 PM mongrelglory Shedding the old to make way for new growth.

3/17/2019 7:29:54 PM lbf777 We are the instrument. The music is our senses 3D reality. The Deep State oppressed us to break us so that we project an ugly reality. Here are 

instructions to manifest a positive reality: https://medium.com/@writemedi/how-to-manifest-the-hearts-desires-the-real-secret-63aa4017669 …

3/17/2019 7:30:16 PM rhondanight Stashing things between dimensions/ I’m still thinking about this dream 🌙

3/17/2019 7:30:44 PM clymejakeslddr The Flames Always There

3/17/2019 7:30:54 PM tuath_dedannan Music is born out of the musician. Let me get you one. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIh5dUOz824 …

3/17/2019 7:31:30 PM zack_stone I was taught it is the musician that makes the music and derseves the credit/blame not the instrument.

3/17/2019 7:32:14 PM derrinballard If the instrument is broken, a Good Luthiere will fix it

3/17/2019 7:32:26 PM toffer_anon_369 You guys sittin' around eating fortune cookies tonight or ?

3/17/2019 7:34:59 PM rosesrred0119 Sometimes... sometimes reality slapping you in the face

3/17/2019 7:36:01 PM pacu133 What does Covfefe mean? Was it a coded signal?

3/17/2019 7:37:10 PM n7guardiananon Which wolf will you feed? https://youtu.be/vzKryaN44ss 

3/17/2019 7:38:01 PM mongrelglory Once Zhuang Zhou dreamed he was a butterfly, fluttering around, happy with himself. He didn’t know he was Zhuang Zhou. Suddenly he woke up, and 

there he was, Zhuang Zhou. But was he Zhuang Zhou who had dreamed he was a butterfly, or a butterfly dreaming he was Zhuang Zhou?

3/17/2019 7:39:09 PM djlok Hopefully in this BE... If not, its rinse and try not to repeat, I guess.

3/17/2019 7:39:56 PM stoneturnr These quotes are from 'ascended' characters in SG1, correct? Were those characters based on real, enlightened IDEs? Are they members of MJ12?

3/17/2019 7:40:18 PM mongrelglory "The only thing we can really control, is whether we are good or evil."

- Oma

3/17/2019 7:40:33 PM n7guardiananon  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Absolute_Power …

3/17/2019 7:42:56 PM victorhbranger Nice Bob Marley - Redemption Song

3/17/2019 7:43:10 PM djlok That's what I'm working on... Not being a broken instrument.  Playing the same old chords over and over again. This meditation stuff is really giving me 

an interesting perspective.

3/17/2019 7:43:31 PM carolin15161363 Trying to remember more of my dreams.

3/17/2019 7:44:24 PM mongrelglory SG-1 quotes from ascended beings. 😑

3/17/2019 7:44:25 PM speaklife595 What if one assumes it's all a test and when it gets serious he'll know his heart it just and good under the higest principles he envisions when he refers 

to the entity God

3/17/2019 7:45:16 PM djlok Yeah keep the ego.  That's connected to your IS.  Gotta learn from that IS... Been here for lifetimes!!

3/17/2019 7:45:25 PM zagnett I don't lease.

I own my burden.

3/17/2019 7:48:40 PM realitygateway I just watched that episode! Great show 😃

3/17/2019 7:49:28 PM thomasdra9on Awareness could help..

3/17/2019 7:51:43 PM the_fjalar Do we dream about past lives?

3/17/2019 7:53:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 The mind is always free.

3/17/2019 7:53:59 PM _the_psychonaut After you take the red pill

3/17/2019 7:54:08 PM allahuniversal Think of context.

[17]

How many dimensions of numbers?

[8] pic.twitter.com/9nBqU6NhR2

3/17/2019 7:54:59 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/plpLj256Cp

3/17/2019 7:55:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Questions are plentiful,

answers are few.

3/17/2019 7:55:28 PM bdam777 That is until Facebook can read your mind. 

 https://www.google.ca/amp/s/www.recode.net/platform/amp/2017/4/19/15361568/facebook-mark-zuckerberg-brain-mind-reader-regina-dugan-

building-f8 …

3/17/2019 7:55:36 PM djlok An anon noticed you may be watching SG1 episode Absolute Power.

3/17/2019 7:56:38 PM jane_q_patriot Roses are red,

Violets are blue...

3/17/2019 7:57:13 PM teamsterr07 We just want the truth. Tired of being a slave.

3/17/2019 7:58:10 PM kriskris10csb I’m fighting for my life here & it’s hard to stay in positive mind Space - yet I’m doing it at least half the time or more.

3/17/2019 7:58:52 PM sano_faith One answer : million answers.

3/17/2019 7:58:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 All words lead to the great path

many cross along the way.

3/17/2019 8:00:05 PM blsdbe #WhereIsRBG???

3/17/2019 8:00:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed many are this evening.

3/17/2019 8:00:31 PM lbf777 What is that episode about?

3/17/2019 8:00:49 PM allahuniversal Season 4, Episode [17]

3/17/2019 8:01:32 PM qanoncomau I've just started watching SG1 series, very interesting

3/17/2019 8:02:09 PM djlok Time to go view now.

3/17/2019 8:03:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Absolute Power

3/17/2019 8:04:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

3/17/2019 8:05:21 PM n7guardiananon Corrupts absolutely

3/17/2019 8:05:41 PM djlok No there really aren't and I can't wait to fully understand that!

3/17/2019 8:07:48 PM splucas22 Will we get some sort of official UFO disclosure this year?



3/17/2019 8:08:51 PM mongrelglory Our co-creative consciousness!  Freedom for humanity!

3/17/2019 8:09:07 PM n7guardiananon 👍

3/17/2019 8:09:51 PM lbf777 Is there any significant reason you are watching that? 🤔

3/17/2019 8:10:22 PM allahuniversal Precisely, many watching this evening, now includes this IS-BE --> 🍿

3/17/2019 8:10:23 PM djlok ☝️☝️☝️ not naming names.

3/17/2019 8:11:19 PM qanoncomau wow ... Absolute Power is Episode number: 17

3/17/2019 8:12:08 PM allahuniversal D a i l y m o t I o n

3/17/2019 8:13:00 PM mongrelglory Oops!  When Oma said that, I thought she said "all roads lead to the great path".  However, I suppose the interpretation could be the same...

3/17/2019 8:13:44 PM djlok This bullshit has been going on for thousands of years. They know it, we know it, and soon the whole world will know it.

3/17/2019 8:13:46 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1107467290650435584?s=19 …

United We Stand

3/17/2019 8:13:58 PM jenw_rn Me too 🍿😁

3/17/2019 8:14:04 PM blsdbe I happen to Love 4 17 😇🙏😇

3/17/2019 8:14:05 PM ghostrider23 Answers are plentiful, the quality of questions are few.

3/17/2019 8:15:05 PM qanoncomau very soon, I hope

3/17/2019 8:15:39 PM djlok None. It's wild!

3/17/2019 8:16:24 PM blsdbe Watching SG1, Season 4, Episode [17]

3/17/2019 8:17:44 PM starseedatx When is the Global Currency Reset reaching USA?

3/17/2019 8:18:11 PM blsdbe 🤪🤣🤪

3/17/2019 8:18:30 PM laurabusse Ah but i think it does...

3/17/2019 8:21:02 PM carolin15161363 We have two choices. Live for this world and strive for its riches and die spiritually, or Die to this world and live spiritually in the presence of God.

3/17/2019 8:21:46 PM mongrelglory The power of the Cabal is part of what corrupts them.  Their power is too evil to be used, even to fight them.  However they can still be defeated if we 

choose not to do battle with them.  Dark > Light

3/17/2019 8:22:41 PM n7guardiananon The 3rd path

3/17/2019 8:22:54 PM kachinagtto I never watched this show when it came out.  Started binge watching over the weekend.  I'm still on season 1.  I might have to skip ahead to season 4 

to check it out!

3/17/2019 8:24:53 PM allahuniversal A theater near me... pic.twitter.com/ojxFgzamB2

3/17/2019 8:25:44 PM djlok Ha ha!!  Me too!!

3/17/2019 8:26:10 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 have previously said that many of the sayings were given to them directly from the benevolent EBEN.

3/17/2019 8:26:50 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

3/17/2019 8:29:52 PM blsdbe MJ, that flash that Shifu gives Daniel-I keep having flashes like this during mediation, that is can feel through my whole body like a zap. I don’t pass out 

like Daniel did, but just curious, related in some way?

3/17/2019 8:30:11 PM allahuniversal That frame is instant meme material

3/17/2019 8:30:28 PM mongrelglory Dreams can be the battlefield between the conscious and the sub-conscious mind.  (SG-1)

3/17/2019 8:32:56 PM deborahknowlto7 Take back your energy.

3/17/2019 8:33:38 PM mongrelglory Shifu said that... He was telling Daniel that one cannot use evil knowledge for good ends.

3/17/2019 8:37:03 PM wu_yah They ( or he ) are now in 7D. 🤣 Please be quiet, don't wake up them. 🤣

3/17/2019 8:40:38 PM laurabusse If the guitar industry needs a Reformation, will a Martin Luthiere do it?

3/17/2019 8:42:51 PM sheshifts001 #celebrations incoming post-revelations

3/17/2019 8:52:19 PM blsdbe Is this episode related to the nearly 24hrs of high level Schumann’s Resonance we just experienced?

3/17/2019 8:52:31 PM decodematrix Is this MJ6?

3/17/2019 8:55:17 PM zagnett Whoa something big's happening today/tomorrow, with Q / MJ waxin' laconic & stuff!

Throwin' in all 9 of my amigo emojis!!!!!!!!!

🤔🧐😎😉☺😍🤩😅😂

And a nice little meal. With sprinkles.

🍿🍩🍸

3/17/2019 8:56:39 PM ferris144 🤔 pic.twitter.com/cZktXMn0oa

3/17/2019 8:57:35 PM jrocktigers [JP] !

3/17/2019 8:57:37 PM blsdbe You took the words right out of my mind...😇🙏😇

3/17/2019 9:00:35 PM thomasdra9on Apart from being a part of a particular party and living in apartments, we are in this wholly

3/17/2019 9:00:50 PM jones9536 I got a feeling something huge is about to happen. 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/17/2019 9:07:44 PM zagnett What's so special about that episode?

3/17/2019 9:15:20 PM blsdbe I hope we get to thank you in person 😇 someday, MJ. Thank you for sharing this with us. It’s GREAT material for 927 for 33 minutes of #Unity

3/17/2019 9:19:13 PM blsdbe Plus 17+4=8+4=12 Majestic

3/17/2019 9:20:42 PM lbf777 Same here.

3/17/2019 9:25:00 PM wwtravelr that is a fact.  make good creative use of it

3/17/2019 9:25:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Will the Patriot Act be repealed?

3/17/2019 9:25:24 PM allahuniversal Is that a 4 in the middle here, a 17, or both? (bonus for finding Q's) pic.twitter.com/2ZbBAIvoqW

3/17/2019 9:26:25 PM wwtravelr prayers with and for u KC.

3/17/2019 9:29:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

3/17/2019 9:30:00 PM allahuniversal About 60% in & may need a rewatch, a few layers being disclosed thus far, especially for an early 2001 episode. On the surface, Daniel's gone quite, 

Majestic.

3/17/2019 9:30:21 PM the_prophet_neo Lol not when you realize all the answers are inside you 😉

3/17/2019 9:30:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reformed through [C_@]/[+]/[++]/[+++] via MilTribunals.

3/17/2019 9:30:56 PM decodematrix The Harcesis, named Shifu, has been found on Abydos and taken to Earth by SG-1, where they ask him how to defeat the Goa'uld once and for all. 

However, Shifu instead shows Dr. Daniel Jackson a vision of what would happen if he gives him the power to defeat the Goa'uld.

3/17/2019 9:31:56 PM allahuniversal Also, 4 17 (For Q)

3/17/2019 9:32:00 PM blsdbe Reformed but not repealed. How can we beat act to see our constitutional rights be restored?

3/17/2019 9:32:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Magick in those words. Speak them aloud and wisdom will flow from within.

3/17/2019 9:32:29 PM allahuniversal Not bad for Jan 19, 2001

3/17/2019 9:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you know if your choices are correct? Dreams create alternate realities for you to experience if you will it to happen. Shifu gave Daniel this 

ability by the equivalent to a DMT trip that AJ talked about. "We know they use kids."

3/17/2019 9:34:27 PM allahuniversal Q 99 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077413215741640704?s=19 …

3/17/2019 9:35:00 PM nursewounds I have metal in my back. Will my body be able to be repaired in my lifetime here?

3/17/2019 9:35:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Astral consciousness prefers using LIGHT to travel within.

3/17/2019 9:35:51 PM ericdonnermeyer Coincidence or tying up loose ends? https://www.apnews.com/436251b8a58c470eb4f69099f43f2231 …



3/17/2019 9:37:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the mind is free the body matters not. Once at that point, will the body to heal and so it shall be. Only when you can release your burden and 

reclaim yourself. The power is within. You are an IS-BE.

3/17/2019 9:37:51 PM wwtravelr How can we remember dreams better?

3/17/2019 9:38:13 PM allahuniversal ^Spoiler alert^^

3/17/2019 9:38:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would we see Absolute Power into your consciousness [-2]?

There are no coincidences.

3/17/2019 9:38:22 PM warangel1111 That’s Beautiful ❤️

3/17/2019 9:38:47 PM hawkgirlinmn What percentage of what AJ said in JR interview is true?

3/17/2019 9:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than 75%.

3/17/2019 9:39:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time zone difference.

3/17/2019 9:39:46 PM love4thegameak The Vibrations Seem Higher Today Than I ever have noticed in a Long Time!! Are We Transitioning Faster Today?

3/17/2019 9:40:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 There was a great surge in conscious energy as new delegates arrived.

3/17/2019 9:40:45 PM positively303 How can one measure?

3/17/2019 9:41:53 PM mile_high_mamma Keep the fire

3/17/2019 9:43:13 PM the_fjalar 🤔I see two coincidences. pic.twitter.com/Ijqr8YckRq

3/17/2019 9:43:43 PM love4thegameak Exciting!! ThanQ

3/17/2019 9:43:45 PM nursewounds I will continue to work on myself and apply this alongside the many words of wisdom, constant daily learning. Thank you for replying, I appreciate! 

🙏💓

3/17/2019 9:44:00 PM wbwse I am Lucifer and love ALL!

3/17/2019 9:45:01 PM hawkgirlinmn The Schumann Resonance was off the charts starting at 1900 on 2/16/2019 for 24hrs, then same frequency starting 1900 on 3/16/2019. Not a 

coincidence? Majestic buildup?

3/17/2019 9:45:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick Tock?

[-24] hr?

[  ]+ hr -> START?

+24hr?

[        ]?

DECLAS?

AG?

When do we start the clock?

Learn the power of 3 6 and 9.

There are no coincidences.

You are the news now.

That means you dictate and create reality that all react to.

11/11

Let's play a game shall we.

MJ2 ET
3/17/2019 9:45:39 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1107501968690499584?s=21 …

3/17/2019 9:46:02 PM jordanb987 Yes, this!!!

3/17/2019 9:46:35 PM pauliepg11111 Who are the delegates?

3/17/2019 9:47:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would be classified.

3/17/2019 9:47:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Steve I must be on the same consciousness as you presently. I just asked the same question.

3/17/2019 9:47:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Define delegates please?

3/17/2019 9:47:47 PM libertyspring99 Let’s start the clock NOW!

3/17/2019 9:47:57 PM travelingpants4 I usually don't dream.  Last night I had a vivid dream I was being carved up by someone.  I could see the knife slicing into my skin.  Strange thing is that I 

didn't wake myself up in horror.  This morning I felt as peace and knew I was not afraid of this evil we are fighting.

3/17/2019 9:48:01 PM aprilbrown99 Can we use magick to keep the candle burning bright?

3/17/2019 9:48:48 PM pauliepg11111 Well whoever they are - Pleiadians, conscious beings from classified dimensions - I felt it too. A surge of energy that is also deeply peaceful.

3/17/2019 9:48:54 PM aprilbrown99 It is well grounded and its roots are strong.

3/17/2019 9:50:38 PM t_hayden07 I cant wait for what we get to understand/experience, when the takedown is all finished. I am excited about all the other things, that seem to connect 

with this. What the 'Great Awakening' truly means! How deep it really goes....

24 hrs left before we start this ride! 🤔🧠💥

3/17/2019 9:50:52 PM _the_psychonaut Monday is a 9

This Month is a 3

1 + 8 = 9

3

3 + 9 = 12 -> 1 + 2 = 3

3/17/2019 9:50:56 PM tncharlene If we create reality then we should be able to ASK other planets to help us 👍

3/17/2019 9:51:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality. 

Use it.

3/17/2019 9:51:20 PM mathemagician9 hmmm.. I see 2 spaces in the first [] killbox and 8 spaces in the second. anyone care to hazard a guess at either of those?

3/17/2019 9:51:31 PM allahuniversal After the end of the episode, this comes to mind pic.twitter.com/r2S396DZCY

3/17/2019 9:51:42 PM blankmarlo Was he correct when he said the beings that you encounter while on DMT are all negative?

3/17/2019 9:52:19 PM sano_faith Energy are mighty.

3/17/2019 9:53:42 PM t_hayden07 Wow...the Schuman correlation. The white!

3/17/2019 9:54:48 PM mongrelglory Message over messenger.  Use your own discernment after meditating on the information they give you.

3/17/2019 9:54:54 PM rick_hernandez Dr Joe Dispenza healed his back in a manner that MJ describes.

3/17/2019 9:56:08 PM allahuniversal Then there's this https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100996482214301696?s=19 …

3/17/2019 9:56:29 PM love4thegameak Nice!!! Its Contagious. 3,6,9

3/17/2019 9:59:43 PM the_fjalar I felt like I drank a whole pot of coffee and was on a major caffee high all day today! 

all tingly and awake...and its still going! 

#needtosleep

3/17/2019 10:00:11 PM the_fjalar #thesurge 👈? pic.twitter.com/2vIwFzV7ia

3/17/2019 10:02:17 PM mindmixradio @RenovaAlejandro @GoldiAnon @celtgunn @QTAnon1 @c0achrex @realDonaldTrump @chiripero @HumanityIsFree @LisaMei62 

@Michaelcraddo16 @SheriffClarke @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

Witness for MK Ultra Programming of Refugees?  This would break a few glass houses if true. 

https://twitter.com/kristenhinkson/status/1104397700949295104 …

3/17/2019 10:03:02 PM love4thegameak Rest, much to do Tomorrow

3/17/2019 10:03:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reality is an expression of conscious frequency resonating at specific vibrations to construct and ultimately control the hallucination being perceived. 

This fabric is pure numbers in its expression. 3 6 and 9 are conscious. Use them. Seek them. Synchronicity is real. Thoughts 💭



3/17/2019 10:03:28 PM coastal2002 What are you talking about?

3/17/2019 10:03:32 PM love4thegameak Yeah thats what I feel

3/17/2019 10:04:22 PM jenw_rn For me my ear ringing is worse, not sure if related however.

Not a peaceful day for me at all ☹

3/17/2019 10:04:55 PM tamrealtor Now

3/17/2019 10:05:47 PM decodematrix ]BARR[

3/17/2019 10:06:39 PM jared4liberty So one summer night 2 years ago, I was looking up to the stars. I focused on a star that was faint. As i stared at it, it became more clear and bright. 

Suddenly I was hit with some force from above that actually knocked me off balance. It was a warm tingling sensation. Related?

3/17/2019 10:07:02 PM charmanda9 Have you noticed there hasn’t been a Schumann resonance update for many hours? I feel like things are very quiet and calm right now.

3/17/2019 10:07:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Probably not, unfortunately.

3/17/2019 10:07:49 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1107340866795028480?s=21 …

3/17/2019 10:08:24 PM jared4liberty Thanks for the reply! Any ideas for me to look into regarding the event

3/17/2019 10:08:39 PM aprilbrown99 I would assume that you couldn’t use good knowledge for evil ends either.  What about transmuting the energy to help the outcome so it is a zero sum 

game?

3/17/2019 10:09:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Do you need to focus on the level of your conscious frequency to be able to manifest or can this also be accomplished via practical everyday use? 

Ie...wake up at 6:09 everyday.

3/17/2019 10:09:39 PM love4thegameak We are Strongest When We are Believing, Moving, And Vibrating in the Same Direction. It resonates within and Vibrates out to those Around. Be 

Helpful to those who are trying to awake around you, But Stay Vigilant to those Trying to steal your Source of Energy.

3/17/2019 10:10:17 PM lightworkercain Easter weekend 19-21...

3/17/2019 10:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just a rock.

-70.906056 -68.467267

3/17/2019 10:11:51 PM warangel1111  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1107340866795028480?s=21 … He hasn’t posted in 11hrs..Must be Enjoying ☘️

3/17/2019 10:12:25 PM 1ra_enelor Coordinates

3/17/2019 10:12:41 PM love4thegameak Nice!! Feel it! Enjoy the show!

3/17/2019 10:13:30 PM blsdbe #DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/vqrHQykPj0

3/17/2019 10:13:57 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/E7Wo65q2oY

3/17/2019 10:14:39 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/djyN0p5HRO

3/17/2019 10:15:09 PM linz775 Islands off coast of west Africa?

3/17/2019 10:15:51 PM wbwse 940/ 222/ 37

3/17/2019 10:16:12 PM 1ra_enelor Where is Alexander Island?

3/17/2019 10:16:17 PM qualady1 DUB

3/17/2019 10:17:05 PM warlock_holmes What is this ?👀 pic.twitter.com/RomRsDaUuY

3/17/2019 10:17:12 PM _luke_slytalker “Swamp gas—move along, nothing to see here..”🤔🤫

3/17/2019 10:17:27 PM realaronbrowne Yep, looks like just a rock. pic.twitter.com/ODZHzdDfEp

3/17/2019 10:17:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology

Cardinality

Conspiracy

Delegation Arrived Hours Ago

We are ready, are you? pic.twitter.com/Yq17f4YX7m

3/17/2019 10:18:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

3/17/2019 10:18:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Interesting. 5 miles west of Alexander Island. How to reconcile? pic.twitter.com/qnUY3JjVcQ

3/17/2019 10:18:35 PM sano_faith Ready with the biggest smile. pic.twitter.com/QACldpW0V6

3/17/2019 10:18:49 PM tncharlene Do it!! We are ready!!!

3/17/2019 10:18:50 PM love4thegameak Yes!!! Bring the Truths!!

3/17/2019 10:18:52 PM blsdbe Is the Delegation traveling here from Antarctica or from Antarctica to here?

3/17/2019 10:19:09 PM linz775 Antarctica

3/17/2019 10:19:27 PM candysymanski is it time to fly yet?

3/17/2019 10:19:35 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/yNuDyVGbPp

3/17/2019 10:19:38 PM charmcityanon Sky falling?

3/17/2019 10:19:48 PM love4thegameak Good find!!

3/17/2019 10:20:07 PM 1ra_enelor A hidden Bolt Hole, or something else? 🤔

3/17/2019 10:20:30 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/9CEHnxx44l

3/17/2019 10:20:32 PM realaronbrowne Antarctica off the coast of South America.

3/17/2019 10:20:49 PM kevinmruel Never give up on yourself look up for help, hope

3/17/2019 10:21:34 PM the_fjalar This!  👉9

 https://youtu.be/wdpyDoRkttI  pic.twitter.com/snk87eDqZo

3/17/2019 10:21:36 PM micktuckwell Shifu the Harsesis child on Stargate said this

3/17/2019 10:21:38 PM 1ra_enelor Antarctica....Let the Show continue...

A revealing about to occur🛸

3/17/2019 10:22:11 PM mongrelglory Stargate Headquarters in Antarctica!!!

3/17/2019 10:22:29 PM onegoal123 Had you answered this before ? Sorry if I missed it, but David Wilcock = legit ? thanks if able to shed light.

3/17/2019 10:22:46 PM kevinmruel Depends on the game..life has to be played...

3/17/2019 10:22:52 PM n7guardiananon The endurance?

3/17/2019 10:23:14 PM jdltr450 [Let's Go]

3/17/2019 10:23:19 PM neilbridgman ONE SHOT ONE KILL

3/17/2019 10:23:53 PM cledrordfishing Dang right... Ready!

3/17/2019 10:25:30 PM wbwse The lord is my light and my salvation!

3/17/2019 10:26:13 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/qdqb_uubYcI 

3/17/2019 10:26:15 PM mongrelglory Wow!  They're headed to Vatican City?!!!

Is someone surrendering?

3/17/2019 10:26:23 PM decodematrix Now you're getting me excited 🧐

3/17/2019 10:26:40 PM kevinmruel Dreams can be interpreted many ways not all are correct in the way one thinks

3/17/2019 10:27:27 PM neilbridgman  pic.twitter.com/zojuOb2B4B

3/17/2019 10:28:44 PM mile_high_mamma Corey Goode update

3/17/2019 10:28:54 PM sano_faith We'll see... it's the game ! :D

3/17/2019 10:29:41 PM realaronbrowne 🥕🐇 pic.twitter.com/iFjShLP0uw

3/17/2019 10:29:49 PM impressionist81 Yes and Schumann Resonance for 24 hours 1900-1900. Last month on the same date 16 Feb-17 Feb Same signature for same exact time perios 1900-

1900. Some say both good & bad entities sending in energy.

3/17/2019 10:30:06 PM blsdbe Is there a meeting between the Delegation and the Vatican whose outcome is related to the episode of SG1, Absolute Power?

3/17/2019 10:30:16 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/31MnakAxHp



3/17/2019 10:30:40 PM jenw_rn It's as if all of a sudden I'm in battle mode. For example my mother starts bashing Trump on the phone and I kindof gave her an earfull. Before I 

wouldve made her change the subject.

3/17/2019 10:31:17 PM the_fjalar follow it here👇 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

3/17/2019 10:32:42 PM jenw_rn 😂🤣😂

3/17/2019 10:32:59 PM charity_burkett #PraiseGod

#GodIsLove

#ThankYouJesus

#ThankYouTrump

#ThankYouQanons

#WWG1WGA

#AmenAmenAmen

3/17/2019 10:34:59 PM the_fjalar Harmony 🤗

3/17/2019 10:35:10 PM realaronbrowne Pics or it never happened. Gg

3/17/2019 10:35:14 PM _the_psychonaut This truly is the power of 9. 

Tesla said to think in terms of vibration. This information should be taught in every school!!!

3/17/2019 10:35:14 PM moonlightsavana Felt that too last night. Am happy to have been part of the transition

3/17/2019 10:36:04 PM realaronbrowne About what?

3/17/2019 10:36:46 PM justthinkit Has anyone figured out where this is?

3/17/2019 10:37:22 PM justthinkit From National Treasure?

3/17/2019 10:37:49 PM justthinkit wow.

3/17/2019 10:37:59 PM realaronbrowne [w] [t] [f]

3/17/2019 10:38:44 PM justthinkit Someone else posted a link to an earthquakewatch site.  Is this going to be blown up?

3/17/2019 10:38:59 PM impressionist81  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlCqec4_qRM&feature=youtu.be …

3/17/2019 10:42:15 PM jenw_rn Tell em to STOP harming children for me please

3/17/2019 10:42:39 PM wbwse I could tell you the answer but how about free will?

3/17/2019 10:44:31 PM 930vm The best earthquake expert I follow is  @dutchsinse he want steer you wrong he is a scientist in this field. He is right on target when they hit.

3/17/2019 10:44:35 PM linz775 Guy and Marie Helene de Rothschild.  All roads lead to Rome.

3/17/2019 10:45:19 PM love4thegameak ThanQ

3/17/2019 10:45:40 PM linz775 Nope...I'm wrong

3/17/2019 10:46:26 PM love4thegameak ThanQ

3/17/2019 10:47:16 PM n7guardiananon just spitballing, not likely.

3/17/2019 10:49:21 PM askyourself_45 only Antarctica below the 60th parallel S (-)

3/17/2019 10:50:20 PM 930vm This is from his FB page I copied Dutchsinse. 

False reports of a M9.0 megaquake called for by Russian scientists are circulating -- THIS IS RECYCLED FAKE NEWS FROM 2011 !!!

  http://wg1wga.com/post/63474_reg 

3/17/2019 10:52:45 PM wicked1776 Born ready....😁

3/17/2019 10:54:13 PM _the_psychonaut Thanks for sharing that video. I really enjoyed it

3/17/2019 10:55:15 PM daveo6145 Anyone else experience bad dreams ln?

3/17/2019 10:55:37 PM petitchevalb We are 

Be strong 

We love you

3/17/2019 10:56:29 PM jaded_pearl Who is shifu and what is meant by "we know they use kids"?

3/17/2019 10:56:53 PM lori_dee1 Joe D. is awesome!

3/17/2019 10:58:26 PM realityloominng They've said both wilcock and corey have only good intentions

3/17/2019 11:05:43 PM justthinkit Agreed.  When I scrolled thru other comments, I saw more likely stuff.  Thx for your thoughts, N7.

3/17/2019 11:08:23 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2019 11:08:30 PM tarotbe It’s all one big dream ... once you awaken to the dream you control the dream just as the ones you have a night ... we should focus not on others but 

ourselves bc there is nothing here we are fighting against just the illusion that this dream is more than a dream

3/17/2019 11:12:28 PM n7guardiananon Season 1 episode 18 Solitudes

3/17/2019 11:12:55 PM mongrelglory Shifu was a character in the TV series Stargate SG-1.  Here's a link describing the episode that MJ-12 is referring to: 

https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s4/absolute-power/ …

3/17/2019 11:20:49 PM mongrelglory My ear ringing  has been louder in the past two days, but I've been feeling lighter and more hopeful too (despite some of the sad events in the news). I 

think I'm picking up on the anticipatory excitement people are feeling about this week.

3/17/2019 11:21:57 PM jonle86 Explain a bit more..... 🤔

3/17/2019 11:23:50 PM sniggihnire Crumbs, please, for the uninitiated:

What are Alexander and Rothschild Islands pertinent to? Are these supposed to be Bolt Holes in Antarctica? Or something worse?

Honestly seeking answers grounded in substance.

3/17/2019 11:23:50 PM daveo6145 🤔 pic.twitter.com/DXwPPacOrx

3/17/2019 11:25:23 PM 1_decided_voter A delegation from where, and for what purpose?

3/17/2019 11:25:25 PM jaded_pearl Old video - at least 2017

3/17/2019 11:26:11 PM realityloominng Lol that's the trillion dollar question..

3/17/2019 11:30:58 PM realityloominng See last scene.. MSM preparation https://youtu.be/mrG9SLgISJw 

3/17/2019 11:31:50 PM jayrambin For what, exactly?  The Vatican to be exposed as satanists, pedophiles, deviants, curators of the worlds’ artifacts, rulers, money hoarders and keepers 

of a planet of serfs? On paper, sure, we’re ready. But, what would that actually look like?  B4 I can answer. Need more info ;)

3/17/2019 11:36:22 PM magicianswheel That is what I keep telling people whenever I am late . . .

3/17/2019 11:38:54 PM freedomgaia Prêt bien sûr. Larguez tout,

3/17/2019 11:39:17 PM 1ra_enelor Oh yeah Baby....

3/17/2019 11:39:34 PM decodematrix I'm ready.

3/17/2019 11:45:16 PM francoissmc Lock and load!

3/17/2019 11:47:53 PM kauhane13art Whatever we do let’s Not burn their library.. there’s a few documents we need to go over .👁👀

3/17/2019 11:51:05 PM onegoal123 Was hoping that was the case.  Many Thanks.  believed I missed that post and wanted to know. 👍

3/17/2019 11:56:17 PM decodematrix I bring my lunch in a brown paper bag. They call me tater salad. Ready for whatever. Let's do this.

3/17/2019 11:56:44 PM realityloominng This battle would be so easy for me if we had some damn disclosure...

3/18/2019 12:01:24 AM sheshifts001 Sir, yes, sir 💪⚡✨👁⚡👁✨⚡👍

#Ready #Aho #Aha #HOOAH

#DoItQ #DoItQ #DoItQ

#Mmhmm #Omyeah 🙏🕊 pic.twitter.com/OtG3ISYlZz

3/18/2019 12:13:47 AM weremight Related to Bohm's Implicate Order?

3/18/2019 12:14:34 AM vsassi3 Broadcast at 432 hertz?



3/18/2019 12:15:10 AM 17_3_161815214 @goodmedicine4us perhaps a discussion is forthcoming?

Interesting to say the least since Saturday

3/18/2019 12:15:26 AM jamiegrahamusa Mars?

3/18/2019 12:20:48 AM andrew13892378 Antipode to " Jack and the Beanstalk"??

3/18/2019 12:22:26 AM cryptomeup What are those google maps info boxes showing? 👇👀👀 pic.twitter.com/pm6GDSksvl

3/18/2019 12:52:24 AM freeandoriginal End of ANY kind of Energy Harvesting is a nice answer. End of money in any form.

3/18/2019 1:02:35 AM freeandoriginal This is not a game, nor is it funny Sometimes I wish for more collected comments.

3/18/2019 1:12:05 AM hellouncledonny You watch way too much sg1

You watch way too much sg1

You watch way too much sg1

3/18/2019 1:16:45 AM deborahknowlto7 Very interesting

3/18/2019 1:22:28 AM deborahknowlto7 I hope it's the take over and everything that lye's in the catacombs.

3/18/2019 1:25:30 AM eft_seattle Getting stronger all the time... Headed to amazing places 😍✨

3/18/2019 1:37:41 AM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/DbpWmFjVFI

3/18/2019 1:49:02 AM rescuedingo Round them up!!! I’m ready!!!

3/18/2019 2:07:00 AM magicianswheel Keep a pen and paper by the bed at night. Write them down immediately on waking. Get a good dream book to interpret the symbolism. I use, THE 

DREAMER'S DICTIONARY: Understanding the Deeper Meanings of Your Dreams (paperback - Thorsons -  http://www.thorsons.com )

3/18/2019 2:37:51 AM thericharddoyle If you wish to go down a rabbit hole, be sure you can break through to the other, and both sides, being at one, at once —

Else, make way.

3/18/2019 2:40:54 AM abagofcandy Taking control of your shadow is such a pain 😂

3/18/2019 2:42:18 AM thericharddoyle Evidently more than you know.

 https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1107576841554919424 …

Respect, as Liberty, is a two-way street.

If you wish instead to <learn> who I am, so be it.

3/18/2019 2:44:27 AM chrishasissues WWG1WGA!

3/18/2019 2:47:08 AM thericharddoyle Thank you. On May 17th at 2:06 PM AEST, I will.

3/18/2019 2:56:23 AM doyle_eng To burn the candle from both ends one must be able to burn when there is no wick – or candle.

Or <control> the fire.

It seems you will learn who can do both.

Choice

Consequence

Repeat? No: This Is the First and Last. Opportunity.

Learn, and you will Respect.

–Richard
3/18/2019 2:59:18 AM doyle_eng  https://twitter.com/jensackleyuap/status/1106697356005658624 …

3/18/2019 3:04:00 AM sterkinglights1 Boom

3/18/2019 3:10:54 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you achieve this without technology or any other artificial means? No  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501157507911681 …

3/18/2019 3:11:18 AM magicianswheel If you hate these threads so much, and disdain the people who open up here, @Michelle4Canada, why do you torture yourself by hanging around? This 

is at least the third negative comment of yours I have read in a single sitting. Wouldn't you be happier somewhere else?

3/18/2019 3:11:29 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You didn’t.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501436626259974 …

3/18/2019 3:12:04 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I AM.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107504703225712640 …

3/18/2019 3:16:38 AM cryptocrab4 That's what she said

3/18/2019 3:18:07 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The true nature of a man is decided in the balance between the conscious experience of his unconscious mind and the 

subconscious — whilst raising the latter to consciousness (invariant of level or depth) — naturally.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107466430298144769 …

3/18/2019 3:23:42 AM realchindsight A lot of dead babies under that building.

3/18/2019 3:36:45 AM libertyspring99 Ever since first learning about vortex math this kind of makes sense. Math is the language of the universe. But how do you put it into practice 

effectively, rather than just randomly do things repeatedly with no effect. Where to learn more?

3/18/2019 3:41:49 AM libertyspring99 What delegates to what event?

3/18/2019 3:54:31 AM thepeoplewin01 Bullshit. Try it for yourself.

3/18/2019 4:00:16 AM sterkinglights1 We are creators? With capability of good or evil.

3/18/2019 4:02:37 AM wompol The look on my face when EVERYTHING is declassified @POTUS @seanhannity @mitchellvii @dbongino @LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx @santa 

@VOnline46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @docdhj @IPOT1776 @GenFlynn @StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/KLJwebVyFs

3/18/2019 4:03:55 AM si11112018 many... it looks like

3/18/2019 4:05:16 AM si11112018 YOU... don't. 😒

3/18/2019 4:09:52 AM jvan125 😂 me too 😂. Doesn’t go over well in all instances, though 😆

3/18/2019 4:11:53 AM qdragonpower1 URGENT !!!! - 8 CHAN and 4 CHAN are DOWN DOWN DOWN - IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND *** Please check in USA - HAVE OTHER CONTACT 

ALTERNATIVES PLEASE - THIS IS Q' ONLY CONTACT WITH US!

3/18/2019 4:12:42 AM lovethebeach999 1:11

3/18/2019 4:18:02 AM jvan125 I would really like to learn how to read these graphs. Do you have a good source for how to do that? Or can you give me the basic overview of what 

these are showing? I don’t even know what it’s called to look it up...😬 Thank you!! ❤️🌟

3/18/2019 4:22:42 AM the_fjalar finally fell asleep at 2am. 😴

3/18/2019 4:28:13 AM tiakolbert Maybe that's why the 'global warming' is so crucial.   If it happens,  all the secrets get uncovered.

3/18/2019 4:29:52 AM jm19712 "old weapons"?

3/18/2019 4:38:18 AM si11112018 love, compassion and forgiveness. talk to yourself as if you were giving your best friend advice. forgive yourself. rid of materialistic things

3/18/2019 4:38:33 AM leesharons Your at the Vatican!

3/18/2019 4:39:34 AM zagnett It seems like they're not able to hide all of the melting occurring in the channel between Alexander island and the Antarctica mainland. Seems like 

there are some serious signs of weakening ice even in the middle of the channel.

3/18/2019 4:52:15 AM globalhawk6 No outside comms you LARP



3/18/2019 4:52:21 AM cypressbill1980 was the falklands war really about black goo as stated by german researcher

Harold Kautz Vella?

any idea where the black goo came from or is it a terrestrial substance?

3/18/2019 4:54:21 AM 369369rv I truly hope so. They come in peace 🙏👽

3/18/2019 5:05:10 AM sabina06706427 More then ready. Love and Light 🌏💕💫🧚♀️

3/18/2019 5:07:57 AM cueninja Read Disappearance of the Universe by Gary Renard. It’ll blow you away ;)

3/18/2019 5:14:13 AM olimyracle ET != Eastern Time

3/18/2019 5:15:25 AM americanbot1776 I o ow off coordinancebut..... pic.twitter.com/WQJgopowI9

3/18/2019 5:18:12 AM jrocktigers [        ]?  =  [YT][JU][AK][JI]  ?

3/18/2019 5:18:21 AM ragevirusqq Forgive yourself. Love others as you love yourself.

3/18/2019 5:27:09 AM curt_avila Beast of burden

3/18/2019 5:29:29 AM gryniiizred 😳🤯

3/18/2019 5:30:53 AM maryschade14 Always. Learning just leads to more questions. Ever the student.

3/18/2019 5:33:12 AM ghostanon6120 I was curious, so i looked up the specific tweet, here ya go : pic.twitter.com/PV9K72rcm1

3/18/2019 5:36:21 AM covertress stargate

3/18/2019 5:37:05 AM we_go_now Blessings.  There is no prayer.  It is all about you.  A person must be at least 51% service to others vs service to self.  I recommend The Law of One.  

Learn about living from heart mind vs Ego.  Hope this helps 😇

3/18/2019 5:39:55 AM onegoal123 Thank you.

3/18/2019 5:42:33 AM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/In5JpaxMai

3/18/2019 5:55:34 AM yttak3 Un the series Marve l agen ts of shield there was a season dedicated to Black goo sometimes the industry slips information/disinformation , to what 

end 🤷🏻♀️

3/18/2019 5:56:58 AM rollinthund3r @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why does it seem that:

Sen. Booker

Sen. Gillibrand

Sen. Warren

Sen. Sanders

Sen. Harris

& Sen. Brown

Fight so hard against Israel—our greatest ally in the Middle East?
3/18/2019 5:59:51 AM diaptera_80 Yes, and interpreting your dreams. Know of any good hypnotherapy online?

3/18/2019 6:00:01 AM sabina06706427 I feel this surge of energy pulling me to  look in the sky towards the southeast. Last night in my bed I used SkyView app and saw HEZE. I can’t explain it 

but it is strong 🌏💕💫🧚♀️

3/18/2019 6:03:15 AM sabina06706427 My total at Aldi yesterday $111.89 🌏💕💫🧚♀️

3/18/2019 6:03:59 AM cosmic_engineer Schumann spiked heavy!

3/18/2019 6:04:08 AM hawkgirlinmn Hypnotherapy online not so much. But there are several sleep hypnosis videos on youtube.

3/18/2019 6:04:45 AM cosmic_engineer Plant consciousness

3/18/2019 6:04:53 AM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 memes

Memes are an AI lifeform, a effective weapon in an information war (which is what we're in), when used properly

3/18/2019 6:05:00 AM 313looper You are right but also It’s not just us who is writing comments on this platform!No doubt [they] are observing everything!

In some cases,[they] are using photos or words or sentences which have very low frequency & vibrations,affecting our vibrations & we may start 

feeling sick!

3/18/2019 6:05:59 AM cosmic_engineer Those who have an unfriendly experience have likely not treated them with respect.

3/18/2019 6:06:00 AM 3rdeyeview55 I always wondered what that meant when Oma said it on Stargate, now I understand.😉❤️🙂

3/18/2019 6:07:27 AM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This just appeared on my timeline. Any significance ?  pic.twitter.com/QurePaOLim

3/18/2019 6:09:17 AM turboxyde Study resonance theory, quantum field mechanics, consciousness, vortex mathematics and torsion physics. 3, 6 and 9 are the hidden keys to the 

quantum field but remember, with great power comes great responsibility, use this knowledge with benevolent co-creative intentions. 

pic.twitter.com/8iOqOHsH2C

3/18/2019 6:09:22 AM kuri99487324 Landing pad?

3/18/2019 6:09:57 AM cosmic_engineer Hermetics. It is all Mind

3/18/2019 6:12:04 AM turboxyde The descent into darkness has arrived! May the light and love of Creator be with you! 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1103708668632154112?s=19 …

3/18/2019 6:15:06 AM sharidean996 Oh, Antarctica... 😊👊

3/18/2019 6:25:32 AM diaptera_80 Probably not as much as we think, but we want disclosure SOOO bad, we will manifest it anyway ☺️

3/18/2019 6:26:05 AM burgersandra  pic.twitter.com/T6vDMCnE9a

3/18/2019 6:26:18 AM whitehat_van All lies you are constantly trying to prove your legitimacy, and failing. You have a lot of sheep that you're turning into a fake Maga army. Ridiculous. 

Keybase is malware

3/18/2019 6:30:20 AM burgersandra An elegant presentation.

3/18/2019 6:37:58 AM keith369me Be aware of the numbers in your life.  Drink 9 oz or 12 (3) oz of water.  Set your heat to 72 (9), do six sets of exercise, set your alarm for a 3, 6, 

9...become OCD with 3,6,9.

3/18/2019 6:38:00 AM dad71hockey 69.68666

3/18/2019 6:40:23 AM sano_faith Maybe heard in this case ?

3/18/2019 6:40:57 AM keith369me Become obsessive (where reasonable)...walk on a treadmill at 3.0 for 33 minutes.  Jog at 6.0 for 9 or 12 minutes.  Eat three cookies instead of two 

(okay, maybe not that one)...wake up time is a start.

3/18/2019 6:41:28 AM whitehat_van The only kind of person that doesn't want their legitimacy proven is a person that has none. I'm calling you out buddy. Stop gang stalking me with your 

isbe death cult sheep.

3/18/2019 6:42:01 AM zagnett  https://imgflip.com/i/23n4qf 

MJ, is this the location of the main R___tilian base? (Please note just how many underscore characters).

You know, these [guyz] (link), so to speak?

3/18/2019 6:43:16 AM keith369me I was up at the cupola at one time...extremely, eerie feeling.  Is there a ritual that takes place there during non public hours?

3/18/2019 6:43:36 AM maryschade14 Noted. Nice one.

3/18/2019 6:49:06 AM maryschade14 Fascinating. I somehow see a connection to Giza and CERN. Obama and co. went there to do...

Now blackgoo(non-tar) is being discovered in strange places.

Yes antipode..Dark Matter.

3/18/2019 6:51:09 AM karma4event201 Keyhole 

 https://www.thoughtco.com/the-vatican-city-is-a-country-1435444 … pic.twitter.com/kshJQox6w8

3/18/2019 6:52:10 AM karma4event201 😥 true

3/18/2019 6:55:18 AM floodofnoise For mind control right?

3/18/2019 7:02:10 AM turboxyde Dreams teach...

3/18/2019 7:06:42 AM covertress I Seed what you did there 🐸🐸🐸



3/18/2019 7:08:27 AM olimyracle 5G chess 😇

3/18/2019 7:09:29 AM roaminnoodle 2.3 magnitude Earthquake felt over the weekend (Sat 3/16) here in NH. Rare occurrence!? We are not on any (major) fault lines I am aware of... ergo 

BOOM/DUMB?

 https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us1000jgxk/executive …

3/18/2019 7:12:05 AM jonle86 Last night i dreamt about seeing an human/elephant hybrid 👽

3/18/2019 7:12:59 AM colista I want to get information. Willing to do my own research but sometimes I think you're just jerking our chains. It makes me sad.

3/18/2019 7:15:03 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN.. Beware of the DARK FORCE....   😎🇺🇸

3/18/2019 7:16:12 AM richardhiatt16 YES, it is “time”..... 😢

3/18/2019 7:17:50 AM jaded_pearl Thank Q

3/18/2019 7:18:55 AM winduchi What delegation arrived hours ago? What are you talking about? 🤔

3/18/2019 7:19:10 AM sniggihnire I’ve heard that before but it’s hard to fathom it. I can’t get my head around #TheStorm turning into a game of tag, where the Molech worshippers get 

to flee to an ice continent and say “base!” to the rest of the world when they get there.

3/18/2019 7:22:45 AM dianewilsonjus1 So heartbreaking

3/18/2019 7:25:39 AM wearediamonds2 Yes...and all of this stuff also reminds me of the show "Stranger Things" 😢

3/18/2019 7:29:49 AM wearediamonds2 I love dreams!

3/18/2019 7:32:16 AM alinahere ThanQ for sharing! I popped over and followed you as well as RT'd other stuff you've shared.

 🇺🇸👍 ThanQ Patriot!

3/18/2019 7:32:21 AM wearediamonds2 Last week a dream seemed to tell me to drink lots of carrot juice for life revitalizing. So, I have been doing that! And, perhaps I will be moving out to 

nature (or I am visiting in dreams since I cannot yet go in real life).

3/18/2019 7:33:21 AM wearediamonds2 I have some dreams that I wish someone could help me understand the meaning to. Many of them I come to understand eventually, but some have 

been harder to decode.

3/18/2019 7:34:09 AM oo1o110 I'm ready.

3/18/2019 7:37:20 AM toffer_anon_369 Today == 3939

3/18/2019 7:39:54 AM realityloominng Thank you Patriot! I'm just trying to make a tiny difference!

3/18/2019 7:59:19 AM _btcole In other words, you have no credible authoritative in-context sources of information that support your position.

Noted.

3/18/2019 7:59:58 AM _btcole Baseless claims ≠ education.

3/18/2019 8:10:26 AM chosenbyloved ❤️ 💭

3/18/2019 8:10:27 AM pixievintage2 How do you do this in every day. Interesting,  but seems confusing 🤔

3/18/2019 8:18:46 AM qdragonpower1 @qanon76 @Bridget209Trump @PatriotsSoapbox @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/msv1vHvscx

3/18/2019 8:28:13 AM awakeandsing123 Visualize the positive reality you wish. Visualize the consciousness breakthrough WW, thriving, healed planet, people healthy, joyful, children safe and 

laughing. Manifestation through the power of positive thought.

3/18/2019 8:35:17 AM darktolightjedi This meeting is high energy, but not classified. https://twitter.com/pedrosoto/status/1107666390838845445?s=21 …

3/18/2019 8:43:13 AM tac27 What’s a healing bed?

3/18/2019 8:45:06 AM lbf777 Oh ya I remember that. His library has all kinds of rare books with valuable info inside.

3/18/2019 8:48:56 AM grandpoobah13 Why the riddles? Just out with it

3/18/2019 8:50:35 AM k7dam6 Altantis

3/18/2019 9:02:24 AM soulsgoon I have to say that I never understood why people use these celeb gifs, knowing what we know.

3/18/2019 9:04:50 AM ofcbrianberrios What are they hiding? Do they know is just a matter of time? Are they afraid to lose power over us?

BIG YES! pic.twitter.com/zKNb2oaY4G

3/18/2019 9:06:14 AM ofcbrianberrios Someone left a doggie bag with shit for the cleanup crew...

3/18/2019 9:07:48 AM razztaz2016 So does the viral voicemail from 2016 have anything to do with something Majestic?

3/18/2019 9:08:21 AM ofcbrianberrios At this point is a about are you willing to sacrifice your sanity. There's times i feel i just want to be like a NORMIE!

KNOWLEDGE do come with a price tag, not necessarily monetary...

3/18/2019 9:14:52 AM ofcbrianberrios All my life Ive been seeing sequences of ones. In time, money, thoughts etc... What does it all mean?

3/18/2019 9:19:31 AM ofcbrianberrios I do as well, thought was God presence. Is kinda is, isnt it?

3/18/2019 9:20:53 AM alinahere YES. 🎉 Well, I learned it from him first. 👍😉 pic.twitter.com/YxNp878hAp

3/18/2019 9:24:58 AM ntwheel55 Put this in gear and let's rock ! pic.twitter.com/UdCJAG5yZB

3/18/2019 9:27:13 AM melanieanders7 It isnt hard to feel the delegates are helping rise the vibratory rate enough that we can consciously feel it. As a whole, we must’ve reached a new 

higher “ground”. Light is pouring in more as chaos continues to mount. What change are WE bringing? Feels good so far! ❤️🍿

3/18/2019 9:27:23 AM function108 the musician is played by the music channeled by conscious intention.

3/18/2019 9:28:57 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 said that they had gotten many of these quotes directly from the EBEN's who are higher density beings.  In the SG-1 episode, these phrases 

were from Oma or other characters who were ascended beings in the story.

3/18/2019 9:29:23 AM function108 musicians tune in to the field and pull down seemingly pre-existing musical forms (infinite possibility) into discrete forms

3/18/2019 9:29:46 AM libertylemana A hungry mouth does not get fed unless it opens. Stay hungry my friends. I can almost taste Victory.

3/18/2019 9:30:17 AM starehope Who would have that authority? If it is not to bring light, then the purpose us for darkness. Then, who would attend the delegation? New Pope?

3/18/2019 9:32:06 AM mongrelglory One can never watch too much SG-1 or Star Trek! 😆

3/18/2019 9:34:55 AM charles87793026 This is for all the marbles! Literally! pic.twitter.com/Z3BH1r82Jr

3/18/2019 9:35:21 AM mongrelglory I think the bird knows not what he speaketh of...😆

3/18/2019 9:37:59 AM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/g9zlYSXGbP

3/18/2019 9:39:02 AM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/y3KnfJjeqn



3/18/2019 9:39:25 AM asdlfjaedfh IN COURT NOW
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3/18/2019 9:39:28 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12    187 ?  pic.twitter.com/IktOWfcLfk

3/18/2019 9:43:34 AM moemc8 Will the Pope be having a bad May?

3/18/2019 9:44:13 AM awakeandsing123 As ready as we’ll always be. Bring it.

3/18/2019 9:51:33 AM doumindifi I don’t know what any of this means but I think I need it.

3/18/2019 9:52:40 AM doumindifi  pic.twitter.com/nIMWKt1lZs

3/18/2019 10:02:40 AM prmd21801759 Thank You!!! Freedom for All!!!

3/18/2019 10:02:49 AM boy12_jimmy To the west is ROTHSCHILD island? pic.twitter.com/0DuRMuG35G

3/18/2019 10:03:54 AM zagnett Also, is it just me, or does the rock formation at MJ's coords. kinda look like dragon's claws?

From an archeoplanetography kind of perspective there's a lot of odd things/looks to the entire area (link). idk what that would really mean though. 

pic.twitter.com/gfSxfp8Rmj

3/18/2019 10:07:19 AM prmd21801759 Thank you!! Literally think always 3 6 9... Correct? While thinking of my goal?

3/18/2019 10:08:14 AM keith369me Within reason yes

3/18/2019 10:08:41 AM prmd21801759 ET delegates!!!

3/18/2019 10:11:14 AM zagnett Yes, and even that looks unusual (link). See the lines indicate roughly where the coastlines likely would be.

Watching your vid now. pic.twitter.com/VpY6Mp6aNM

3/18/2019 10:18:13 AM mommahood777 1 is the origin. Expand from there.

3/18/2019 10:20:13 AM amgeorgia1 Wow!!

3/18/2019 10:22:35 AM mommahood777 We can surround and protect what we cherish with karma-like power, yes?

3/18/2019 10:24:13 AM allahuniversal 4/17

How. Did. You. Know?

Better? is how did I know?

#AbsolutePower 

There are NO coincidences...

3/18/2019 10:29:23 AM mommahood777 No fear!  It is SHOWTIME!!!!  Fight with everything in you and with also your capabilities when it's in your face.  No turning back now! We're on the line, 

let's go!!!!   WWG1WGA

3/18/2019 10:29:33 AM aetherwalker1 Apocalypse- to uncover, reveal; Disclosure

... 'The Great Awakening'

Thankfully it seems that we've entered the timeline where the Apocalypse occurs but 'Armageddon' occurs mostly in the 'non-physical' planes of 

Reality.

We switched tracks/lines in 2016.  🛤️

3/18/2019 10:32:58 AM mommahood777 Sunny beach, I missed Q&A again... Can we overcome blurry vision? Been attempting this cuz 4 Eyes aren't better than 2

3/18/2019 10:33:51 AM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How much of this document is misinformation?  With everything I am leaning this FEELS factual for some reason...  https://whiggins-

demo.box.com/s/ftlo3ver806u9tsaz5tz320icy6zi9w1 …

3/18/2019 10:33:58 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Lf25TNO2IM

3/18/2019 10:34:34 AM roublisa WRWY?

3/18/2019 10:35:10 AM mommahood777 Wondering if we could all send a little healing 369 your way.... best outcome hopes for you

3/18/2019 10:36:33 AM covertress We Are With You

3/18/2019 10:37:12 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/WyyQcORZJ9

3/18/2019 10:39:56 AM zagnett Good vid.

My best guess currently, MJ's coordinates are to an altar for the [cabal] - to [their god], & possibly a spot where off-world pickups of human victims 

occur.

Just a wild guess of course. 🤔🧐🍸

3/18/2019 10:40:08 AM youstinksoap Amazing.  So the [P]owers that be are no longer in control.

Will Francis be used for this message?

3/18/2019 10:41:14 AM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @Turboxyde: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I call upon the light of awareness to shine within all dimensions and densities 

of the Vatican. The righ […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103708668632154112.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/18/2019 10:42:26 AM mommahood777 Dreamstate is fun - you can dump your bucket list to a point..I swim with Great Whites and go flying (like a bird), visit/hang out with people I miss..  You 

can harness dreams and direct them.

3/18/2019 10:47:38 AM the_fjalar it was Yuuuge!! pic.twitter.com/qeupj3yJbz

3/18/2019 10:48:31 AM jollyrob2 #GFOL or #GFL?

3/18/2019 10:49:15 AM mwannahockalugi Where's the delegation from?

3/18/2019 10:49:20 AM arc339 Agreed, living in honor, you dont deceive those you love, or anyone else because honor is how you intend, think, act. Its about loyalty, protecting, duty, 

love. You see, VIRTUE has been extincted in humanity. It is deeply part of fluidal consciousness, so virtues =happiness 4 all



3/18/2019 10:50:30 AM keith369me I just want truth, disclosure, and true free will...is that too much to ask?

3/18/2019 10:51:14 AM keith369me I would fixate on the word people here

3/18/2019 10:53:37 AM arc339 Bad actors fabricate files on innocents to paint us as threats so they can get funding to surveil, illegal FISA black ops, bombs attacks, stalking, covert 

genocide, frame ups, stage accidents, poisons, intercept comms, traffic us. Please directly help to protect targets like me?

3/18/2019 10:53:46 AM ashe18321312 So what does this mean exactly?

3/18/2019 10:54:20 AM adsvel ET artifacts...

3/18/2019 10:54:50 AM ofcbrianberrios @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The Joe Rogan AJ exposure was planned faux war between "normal" "faux Democrats" and "normal" "faux republicans" where Anons sat back eating 

popcorn 🍿.

KEK!

#thegreatawakening #WWG1WGA #Qanon #MAGA

3/18/2019 11:03:19 AM arc339 So can you see this shape shifter reptilian in pic, also a Sirian archon cannibal adrenochromer serial murderer holographic hacker, time loop making evil 

time demon AI replicator that hijacked so many gov minds as her secret army? See pic my home she plasma or nuke bomb rocket 

pic.twitter.com/dWu9GXNfoe

3/18/2019 11:03:45 AM adsvel "warm" greetings to Pope and all his black cassocks.😑

3/18/2019 11:08:56 AM turboxyde Your true power lies within your ability to command the forces of energy within your own projection of consciousness. Not in a domineering way, 

rather a co-creative way where the innocence of a child is preserved within the light of divine awareness. Meditate/pray, be aware. 

pic.twitter.com/vBgLQK99cz

3/18/2019 11:11:23 AM roublisa Galactic support💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

3/18/2019 11:15:51 AM roublisa High density beings  arrived  to assist .....for our light to shine! pic.twitter.com/1Dt4NWCfJO

3/18/2019 11:19:49 AM mommahood777 Does it follow good logic? I consider Freud a pervert.  I study sleep and harness my dreams when I can reach that sleep stage, physical issues prevent 

most often..frustrating but it is what it is.

3/18/2019 11:20:37 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 grazie, siamo pronti ...... lascia splendere l'amore!  pic.twitter.com/mcFMNxdz1S

3/18/2019 11:27:42 AM roublisa I have been having a hard time lately differing between the two.   I remember during the day but then can’t remember if it is real or from the real in 

dream state pic.twitter.com/o4BEVmBnnE

3/18/2019 11:29:02 AM ofcbrianberrios @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

When you ascend do you keep your current and past identities?

3/18/2019 11:29:09 AM mommahood777 Watch Dutchsinse vids, he's amazing-explains how natural and manmade weaknesses in earth's crust determine how energy is dispersed after plate 

movement.  You know he's spot on by what he shows and the fact that the gov't has tried to shut him up!!! He puts out almost every day

3/18/2019 11:29:26 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this because the veil in thinning?

3/18/2019 11:31:07 AM kintighclaudia Amen!

3/18/2019 11:32:53 AM mommahood777 Patience grasshopper!

3/18/2019 11:35:18 AM mommahood777 My connection as well!!!!  👥

3/18/2019 11:35:45 AM nursewounds THANK YOU! I will look this person 👍👍

3/18/2019 11:37:33 AM mommahood777 Carnations make funeral home smell just right...

3/18/2019 11:40:02 AM mommahood777 Right?!  Was digging on her the other day as we've been distracted again.. wasn't aware of her birthdate, SCOTUS page shows "she's" been putting out 

opinions on current cases but that's all I could find in time available.

3/18/2019 11:40:38 AM nursewounds Thank you Sara, very kind 🙏💓

3/18/2019 11:44:12 AM mommahood777 Walked away from FB, twitter is so much more interesting tho Jack is also a very naughty boy.........

3/18/2019 11:46:39 AM mommahood777 You are always the instrument. What device you select to express your inner voice is up to you.

3/18/2019 11:49:56 AM mongrelglory Here's an interesting article about how the Pentagon was modelled after the Jesuit Villa Farnese: 

https://tisurvivor.wordpress.com/2016/02/01/vaticanjesuit-war-rooms/ …

3/18/2019 11:50:01 AM firstwavr dark to light on the equinox? 5D+?

3/18/2019 11:51:21 AM mommahood777 Beto is not a concern, he is a lesson

3/18/2019 11:51:47 AM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/0qDmuEAYP1

3/18/2019 11:51:59 AM iamyou132 I’m open to suggestions about what people might desire out of their tech 😁💜

3/18/2019 11:56:37 AM mommahood777 Several pics of him in those there shoes...even in a suit!  He is beyond ewwww. Get your 369 on then look at one of these clowns and feel how it 

affects you..TIME TO WALK AWAY!!!!!!

3/18/2019 11:57:12 AM laurabusse True. I think of music as a "spirit" we interact with co creatively...sometimes we play the music, sometimes it plays us :-) it's a wondrous and beautiful 

thing 💘

3/18/2019 12:02:05 PM norwegianon Isn't that the same freak show currently known as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😎👍

3/18/2019 12:23:20 PM mommahood777 "It's a dream within a dream....don't be fooled by the devil's hand" - Nightmare by Black Sabbath  (Eternal Idol WAY underrated as was TYR)

3/18/2019 12:27:39 PM 22dubtrip333 #HekhalotLiterature #MerkabahMysticism

#369

3/18/2019 12:29:49 PM mommahood777 Warm is an understatement!  If that's what they choose, may it take them!!!!

3/18/2019 12:30:59 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/UbGHVZ9lTJ

3/18/2019 12:32:23 PM justano45254566 Tesla.

3/18/2019 12:32:53 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/oTW8C1Noe7

3/18/2019 12:43:25 PM firstwavr the subconscious mind is the microcosm of the universe.

3/18/2019 12:53:22 PM just1empress  pic.twitter.com/lEC3UYEAN8

3/18/2019 1:06:28 PM turboxyde Indeed, it was quite spectacular though feeling that quasi state of light flux was intense!

3/18/2019 1:20:32 PM sterkinglights1 Star forts?

3/18/2019 1:24:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic Anonymous Official on YT has been recently pushing disinformation pertaining to the Great Pyramids of Giza including the Sphinx. SG-1 

depicts the original unclassified understanding on the Sphinx located at the edge of a water source. Same for Egypt. -10Kyrs = Water.

3/18/2019 1:25:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Visible at 32:32

There are no coincidences.

3/18/2019 1:25:40 PM allahuniversal Thank you for the inspiration

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12) https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

3/18/2019 1:28:38 PM selvestekjetil The entrance at top go how deep and is Epstein temple a copy?

3/18/2019 1:31:51 PM thevolunteer6 There are water compression signs on the bottom of the pyramid. Used to vibrate the “machine.” There is proof of this “subject” all over the planet. 

Even in North America. 

THE MORE YOU KNOW.........

......THE EASIER IT IS TO SEE

THE MORE QUESTIONS YOU ASK...... SEE THE ANSWERS

3/18/2019 1:37:36 PM blankmarlo The channel in general seems like intro-level "soft disclosure". Not always accurate, mostly just gets you asking the right questions if you're in the early 

stages of awakening.



3/18/2019 1:37:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scrub the evidence.

Obstruction of Justice.

No Such Agency has it all.

[These people are stupid.] https://twitter.com/guardian/status/1107672599943876609 …

3/18/2019 1:37:45 PM mommahood777 Was the FF a direct distraction for this or everything in general?!

3/18/2019 1:38:35 PM thevolunteer6 NO “ACCIDENT”

NO COINCIDENCES

3/18/2019 1:39:52 PM zagnett 32:32 seems a lot like 5:5 in vortex math (3+2=3+2) oddly.

3/18/2019 1:40:14 PM rustyshacklfo12 Are pyramids important to mankind is pyramid energy real?

3/18/2019 1:40:36 PM redsoxmvp How do we even know what the psychological female is?

3/18/2019 1:41:21 PM garypre62441595 Like the independent too.

These people are stupid https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/trump-twitter-russia-election-uk-government-russiagate-mueller-

a8828311.html …

3/18/2019 1:41:32 PM edwardgouin If someone or something had the ability to know everything past, present, and future, one could say that if the event occurred, there is evidence of it.  

True or False?

3/18/2019 1:41:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 2 Questions?

Yes Yes

3/18/2019 1:42:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

3/18/2019 1:43:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 All Anonymous channels are disinformation.

3/18/2019 1:43:40 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/5kml9mZSoq

3/18/2019 1:45:29 PM chosenbyloved  pic.twitter.com/WwzQF5dARX

3/18/2019 1:45:35 PM toffer_anon_369 5:5

3/18/2019 1:46:38 PM cosmic_engineer Last year I was shocked it still existed.  Stuff from the early 90s lol....

3/18/2019 1:47:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not in Military Tribunals.

Military Intelligence.

USA vs Cabal/Deep State.

Coming soon to a theater near you.

Part of wiping public data is just that, remove the incriminating evidence from the public to protect the public post tribunals. These people are doing it 

themselves.

3/18/2019 1:47:44 PM bluesparrow222  pic.twitter.com/Oesxlm6OdX

3/18/2019 1:48:05 PM jollyrob2 I thought this👇was/is pic.twitter.com/LzmkshsUkO

3/18/2019 1:48:15 PM blankmarlo Alex Jones' opinion. I've personally had good experiences with it so far :)

3/18/2019 1:48:53 PM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Since you're here...is US more secure - why everything is happening overseas recent/currently? Heads on a swivel nonetheless...

3/18/2019 1:48:59 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/pLznTWTUmH

3/18/2019 1:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust The Plan!

Huawei

3/18/2019 1:51:14 PM toffer_anon_369 T-7hours or so?

3/18/2019 1:51:35 PM spiritinsideme4 If the bad ones still keep not getting arrested and just loose their jobs and get new ones people aren't going keep believing we have it all.   I can't get 

anyone to believe what i tell them.  They almost convince me that I am crazy at this point following this stuff

3/18/2019 1:52:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick Tock

3/18/2019 1:52:39 PM youstinksoap Is Twitters In Memoriam of Obamas economist part of the comms?

3/18/2019 1:52:45 PM __jabird__ How about a picture of the real SG-1? That would be awesome.

3/18/2019 1:53:35 PM toffer_anon_369 145 delegates in place?

3/18/2019 1:55:13 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/x1RJYAoM8H

3/18/2019 1:55:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No such team existed

Propaganda fantasy

Far more sinister than the show makes out to be.

Source for Hollywood's Pedophilia Connection

"We know they use kids."

The other disinformation is relevant and the consciousness conveyed through SG-1 is relevant.

Disinformation is necessary

3/18/2019 1:56:55 PM djlok 💪💪💪

3/18/2019 1:57:14 PM blankmarlo Have you started the clock?

3/18/2019 1:57:40 PM scott_rick What time is delta 0

3/18/2019 1:57:44 PM sleky19 Tomorrow 19

3/18/2019 1:57:49 PM adsvel Yes, last night can't sleep, even meditating music doesn't help. but in the morning and full working day I was ok, wondering about this ability not to be 

tired.

3/18/2019 1:58:38 PM freestateojones What year did NSA start collecting data? 19XX?

3/18/2019 1:58:58 PM jvan125 😂 Pepe makes me smile. Not want to kill people. 🤷🏼♀️

3/18/2019 1:58:59 PM thepeoplewin01 I'm with you. No doubt they were positive entities. DMT is an experience of pure light.

3/18/2019 1:59:00 PM jollyrob2 Okay...sounds like disinfo.

3/18/2019 1:59:46 PM wearywar Lots of "cleaning" going on lately.  As if that's going to help [them]. 

Mind you, it means the average person can't double check accuracy of accusations either way.  

I didn't even realise that myspace was still a thing!

3/18/2019 1:59:48 PM __jabird__ I was talking about the Gate.

3/18/2019 2:01:40 PM mommahood777 Are we safe?

3/18/2019 2:01:55 PM bbobbio71 Kick the tires and light the fires!

Ready and still waiting!

3/18/2019 2:03:48 PM kibbitzlaw Boriska Kipriyanovich 

You know.

3/18/2019 2:03:52 PM mongrelglory SG-1 was the name of the team.

They can't show us a picture of any Stargates because it's classified, but they've said in the past that they don't look like the Stargate on TV.

3/18/2019 2:03:58 PM nun_chucknorris Justin Timberlake was part owner of MySpace until 2015 when he sold his shares for $1 to a fan. His “art” has a ton of symbology in it. Is he trying to 

break free or as cabal as cabal gets?

3/18/2019 2:06:23 PM __jabird__ Thank you. What about a rough sketch?

3/18/2019 2:07:09 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/vp7Mtk4F1z

3/18/2019 2:07:18 PM jollyrob2 Yeah I misinterpret your tweet ....🤪

3/18/2019 2:07:25 PM mongrelglory Pepe's a lover not a fighter. pic.twitter.com/Tc1qHrkhF0

3/18/2019 2:09:25 PM mongrelglory Hey MJ-12, don't post anything mind-blowing until I get back from my bellydance class tonight okay? (11pm EST) Thanks! 😆

3/18/2019 2:09:35 PM lightvanwarrior So, SG-1 was just a cover mainly for Montauk, or would other projects/portals be included as well?



3/18/2019 2:10:04 PM bbobbio71 3/21/2019 = 9 maybe??

3/18/2019 2:10:33 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/PxRlokGSSF

3/18/2019 2:12:11 PM anitakingsbauer Did they leave? pic.twitter.com/it48ddrZZL

3/18/2019 2:12:31 PM adsvel 😂😂😂

3/18/2019 2:13:48 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/vHoQEJd1AL

3/18/2019 2:14:39 PM mongrelglory We have rehearsals for our recital next month.

3/18/2019 2:15:18 PM mongrelglory I hate it when I miss an AMA!

3/18/2019 2:15:43 PM keith369me Is this disinformation, truth, or somewhere in between? https://quodverum.com/2019/03/75/endgame-potus-trump-s-vindication-nears.html …

3/18/2019 2:16:11 PM 22dubtrip333 #vortexmath #cryptolinguistics pic.twitter.com/66OG15s7ZL

3/18/2019 2:16:46 PM adsvel Oh, that's very important! 😊💗🙏

3/18/2019 2:19:43 PM lighthouse44444 Did anybody really use Myspace AFTER 2016? 🤔

3/18/2019 2:21:07 PM rustyshacklfo12 Any suggestions on where we can find validated research on pyramids

3/18/2019 2:21:20 PM rochellebarozzi T-1

3/18/2019 2:25:00 PM olimyracle Where will we find strong indications Huawei is using 5G to spy ? Please help 🙏 https://news.bloomberglaw.com/tech-and-telecom-law/trump-

pressures-swiss-on-chinese-backed-5g-network-plans-sz …

3/18/2019 2:25:56 PM mommahood777 Yeah, I know that was dumb...saw the "tick tock" and lost my head...

3/18/2019 2:27:42 PM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/C85SbJhqEIU 

3/18/2019 2:28:51 PM freestateojones "The Boy From Mars"

Any truth to his story @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/946109364708012033?s=19 …

3/18/2019 2:30:07 PM iamyou132 Which video?

3/18/2019 2:33:51 PM shepardout I sincerely hate that line from WAR GAMES it's the AI JOSHUA Program;

I told #CIA #NSA Presidents and Pastors #ENDGAME started 2017; John confirmed Armageddon is on;

3/18/2019 2:34:32 PM shepardout Absofrickenlutely

3/18/2019 2:35:34 PM shepardout Right; I seriously hate that line; means GLOBAL THERMO NUCLEAR WAR.

3/18/2019 2:37:02 PM shepardout Still waiting...

3/18/2019 2:37:51 PM extradouble They were monetizing DoD tech in Silicon Valley.

3/18/2019 2:38:18 PM shepardout That's the way the SATAN(S) #CIA #NSA #NASA #MKULTRA Talk

3/18/2019 2:38:57 PM shepardout It started in 2017 again; they have been resting it over and over we.

3/18/2019 2:40:49 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/UHdl9zMrEK

3/18/2019 2:41:05 PM susan66388204 Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. is a Chinese multinational networking and telecommunications equipment and services company headquartered in 

Shenzhen, Guangdong. ... Huawei was founded in 1987 by Ren Zhengfei, a former engineer in the People's Liberation Army.

3/18/2019 2:41:21 PM extradouble Bitcoin tracks illegal money, and creates a system of trust to bypass central banks and corrupt credit cards. pic.twitter.com/6LANMQa4NW

3/18/2019 2:44:35 PM extradouble Reminds me of the end of the Wizard of Oz too...the balloon that carries off the Wiz(while the ruby-really silver slippers from the book carry us back to 

sanity). And there is less silver above ground than gold..a truly rare historical occurance.

3/18/2019 2:47:54 PM welshbrideguide One of the disclosure video interviews with Emery Smith / David Wilcox Emery describes it in quite some detail also how it works. Try this one 

https://youtu.be/pXdC5DYn6-c 

3/18/2019 2:49:42 PM jeepeemjohnjohn Are U really here for us?

3/18/2019 2:50:03 PM tammyrochester2 I find it very interesting that there is no news on the bomber that had the van covered in Trump stickers. Huh?...guess that didn't work out too well for 

the democrats....just saying

3/18/2019 2:53:02 PM kintighclaudia Good! I hope I can get some light on Vegas shooting and #CharlestonHartfield

3/18/2019 2:53:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide Weekend? https://twitter.com/LeftwardSwing/status/1107761694615334912 …

3/18/2019 2:53:53 PM grassyknoll_  https://earth.google.com/web/@-70.90624365,-68.46634909,415.00820725a,240.93425114d,35y,360h,0t,0r …

3/18/2019 2:55:14 PM askingsocrates I have done some research and found the nile has navigated away from the pyramids. It is theorized that they were some sort of energy producer. 

Possibly to produce energy for something located under the great pyramid of giza. I wonder if the sphinx is a tunnel to this spectacle.

3/18/2019 2:55:37 PM nancyddb Me too!

3/18/2019 2:57:08 PM allahuniversal Suicide, or suicided?

3/18/2019 2:59:04 PM iamyou132 Thank you friend

3/18/2019 3:00:01 PM lori_dee1 Things that make you go hmmmm...🤔

3/18/2019 3:00:09 PM allahuniversal 2 musicians yesterday?, not recalling their names at the moment

3/18/2019 3:00:35 PM wearywar 3 hours long!? Thx but no thx...

3/18/2019 3:00:44 PM orthogonalron 1917 going back to the telegraph/telephone/WWI

3/18/2019 3:01:30 PM adsvel End of Agreement or...?

3/18/2019 3:02:11 PM allahuniversal Glimpsed this story earlier, didn't read it yet the headline included ex4ctly which 4dmin he worked for, so...

3/18/2019 3:03:24 PM rebornkingent Ok, I must me missing something. Which video with time marker 32:32 is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  mentioning.

3/18/2019 3:03:50 PM the_fjalar #MAGADECLAS pic.twitter.com/q181i5s5Yp

3/18/2019 3:04:26 PM rebornkingent Dick Dale is one.

3/18/2019 3:04:57 PM _girlmaher_ Born into it. Disney asset. Florida programs.

3/18/2019 3:07:22 PM youstinksoap Thank you so much!  I will be listening tonight.  😘

3/18/2019 3:07:24 PM lori_dee1 Ah, yes he worked for one of the biggest swamp things...

3/18/2019 3:07:29 PM rebornkingent Bernie Torme Ozzy Osborne’s guitarist I think. What is that symbol on Dales neck? pic.twitter.com/P8ROobikMF

3/18/2019 3:07:54 PM blueyedproducer Ties with crooked.. God only knows. Pray.

3/18/2019 3:08:03 PM _girlmaher_ "protect the people post tribunal" protect which people from what information and why?

3/18/2019 3:08:25 PM blueyedproducer New TG Movie this year

3/18/2019 3:08:43 PM southpaw816 Was a red scarf involved, or a door knob?

3/18/2019 3:08:50 PM nun_chucknorris I have no doubt about that. I’m just wondering if he is trying to expose it or not. I have read that many want out.

3/18/2019 3:09:53 PM zeeinthemoment Yes,  I reported on this earlier with no real steam behind it. Isn’t it odd they don’t report “how”?

3/18/2019 3:11:38 PM blueyedproducer Top Gun

3/18/2019 3:12:18 PM agninussim Still waiting for a MOAB 🤷🏼♀️



3/18/2019 3:13:23 PM allahuniversal GZA ft. Killah Priest:

Basic

Instructions

Before

Leaving

Earth

Released 11/07/1995 -> 6

Time is an illusion.

Still one of my favorites, highlight of the album. Obviously allowed to be released. VOG? https://youtu.be/J-z9eHVEVIk 
3/18/2019 3:13:46 PM americanbot1776 Made an outline of what looks like a base with a dock or sub pen.seems an airstrip also. pic.twitter.com/0vf3OBmui9

3/18/2019 3:13:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will the 🤡 use this story?

What is human trafficking?

What happens if you become radicalized by learning the truth?

Unfortunately for the entire family, however the juvenile's story will likely be heavily redacted and watered down through trauma and coercion by 

"adults". pic.twitter.com/VblnoL1sg6

3/18/2019 3:15:06 PM zagnett Pyramids seem to have more to do with energy creation/manipulation

3/18/2019 3:16:13 PM dustinjgriffin1 😮🙄😂😂

3/18/2019 3:16:16 PM djlok Interesting how a photo that is not "blacked out" gives the viewer a very different perspective.

3/18/2019 3:17:51 PM zeeinthemoment Truth hurts!

3/18/2019 3:18:19 PM freestateojones The Blueprint. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1089969422561935360?s=19 …

3/18/2019 3:20:47 PM keith369me Shirts say Kennedy Family...does anybody recognize symbolism in the “logos”

3/18/2019 3:20:53 PM allahuniversal 5:5 

EVERYWHERE! ~ Q

3/18/2019 3:21:31 PM laurabusse O god LOLOL

3/18/2019 3:22:14 PM mommahood777 And may it be BOOMs not the other....

3/18/2019 3:22:45 PM beverlyfoust @LeftwardSwing or murder weekend

3/18/2019 3:22:50 PM laurabusse O war weary i can so relate :-) i too am long video weary. Make that exhausted.

3/18/2019 3:23:39 PM allahuniversal Enjoy! Updated regularly.

I'll only have this in return 🤔 pic.twitter.com/6LPkhyrodR

3/18/2019 3:27:45 PM weremight 2:15?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RrRQOM0v0w …

3/18/2019 3:28:48 PM bridgetknows “Krueger was also known for his research that found that raising the minimum wage did not raise unemployment. The 1994 study co-authored with 

David Card was titled “Minimum Wages and Employment: A Case Study of the Fast-Food Industry in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.” 🤔

3/18/2019 3:30:13 PM dwilliswag “Suicide”

3/18/2019 3:30:25 PM nancique 💓 heart and

Pyramids ...which are not a reflection of above, only below

Count 'em 5  

#Mirror

3/18/2019 3:31:12 PM amymorg79793405 Tribunals or just killed perhaps?

3/18/2019 3:31:53 PM mongrelglory 😢

3/18/2019 3:33:43 PM arc339 In love, information is in motion & is wrapped in fluidal consciousness. @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS 

https://twitter.com/Rumi_Quote/status/1107630456755900417 …

3/18/2019 3:38:49 PM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/fj4TcHTg6m

3/18/2019 3:39:01 PM starehope Flotus had the house blessed to rid it of evil and terrible statues. Is she Catholic?

3/18/2019 3:41:52 PM arc339 It's no coincidence that malevolent hybrid reptilians destroy the meridians & organs associated with free will. I pray galactic police stop the worst evil 

ever, see pic, is that Shirley Scott shape shifting reptilian cannibal adrenochrome addict has bombs, AI mind rape, CSF, SRA 

pic.twitter.com/BU41RG13k0

3/18/2019 3:43:23 PM candysymanski who controls your mind? mine has always rejected society.. God controls my HEART MIND AND BODY !

3/18/2019 3:44:56 PM waynegriswold Clintoncide.

3/18/2019 3:49:01 PM 00loll0 Are the delegates from another planet?

3/18/2019 3:50:46 PM onesaintannie Must Have Stunk To High Heaven! pic.twitter.com/KKf6sPU9sp

3/18/2019 3:50:49 PM 00loll0 Is this why my head hurts and nausea symptoms?

3/18/2019 3:51:11 PM starehope Clin+on and Obummer

3/18/2019 3:51:17 PM _girlmaher_ I will gladly listen attentively to all people who have been set on a path they did not choose with people who didn't care about them. I can't understand 

everybody's life reality but I come from a similar system so I understand the intractable nature of belonging to the Nazis!

3/18/2019 3:52:15 PM blsdbe Yep, Clinton and Obama...Maybe it was #Arkancide

3/18/2019 3:54:02 PM blsdbe Agree 😿

3/18/2019 3:55:05 PM blsdbe Seriously. Facial Expressions.

3/18/2019 3:58:11 PM michael83341408  https://www.omaha.com/news/military/one-third-of-offutt-underwater-at-least-buildings-damaged-in/article_631f9b34-5271-50e8-b5eb-

19f488daaf32.html …. Are the Clowns still running weather combat against the Patriots?

3/18/2019 3:58:21 PM tinabec03635495 Hung by a doorknob with a scarf ?

3/18/2019 3:59:13 PM mommahood777 Hmm interesting..Luke Perry worked in a doorknob factory prior to showbiz.. https://www.rollingstone.com/tv/tv-features/rob-sheffield-on-luke-perry-

802907/ …

Lots of house cleaning to do...what/who is next?

3/18/2019 3:59:54 PM je_weed_707_ OT: are there really thousands of guillotines being stored at military bases? If so, for what exactly?  Some think they have pointed out evidence of it

3/18/2019 4:02:50 PM joni_apple_seed Guys things are speeding up, no doubt...is it just me? This vid is f’in mesmerizing! Like it’s casting a spell!  Look away if you start to feel weird! I had to...   

  https://youtu.be/B1Dye6mC5iQ  #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2019 4:04:46 PM 3338grantlks So sorry to hear this 🙏

3/18/2019 4:18:27 PM philosartist If not, can we agree on BOOM?

3/18/2019 4:22:51 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

3/18/2019 4:22:54 PM mama_beph Antarctica!!

3/18/2019 4:27:55 PM welshbrideguide The choice to know is yours.

3/18/2019 4:30:43 PM tamiwils0n22813 Does the 5:5 have do with the masonry time line & Washington monument?

3/18/2019 4:32:24 PM __jabird__ I just would like to roughly know how it appears in our reality. What it looks like.

3/18/2019 4:33:26 PM bommaritoindy don't get my hopes up!

3/18/2019 4:37:18 PM roublisa I heard this as well

3/18/2019 4:37:28 PM kathleen3693693 Issue???  

DUMB =Deep Underground Military Base, and many have gone boom lately...boom, as in destroyed

3/18/2019 4:38:14 PM americanbot1776 Alsorry my bad. I apologize

3/18/2019 4:43:17 PM gi6stars 👍👍👍😂🤣🤣😂



3/18/2019 4:43:59 PM welshbrideguide Try this link it's on another interview where he starts talking about portals/stargates   https://youtu.be/pcMGpYwzM7M?t=3607 …

3/18/2019 4:48:47 PM aetherwalker1 99 9  55    ? 🧐 

Loud & Clear

3/18/2019 4:53:57 PM gi6stars Yes the Lord is, 

man, any man is not.

3/18/2019 4:55:37 PM highhopesusa Doesn’t hurt to have a house cleansing, I’ve known Natives and non-Catholics to do it when they move to a new home.

3/18/2019 4:56:45 PM gi6stars Yep. Dear God, ripe the Vatican wide open for all to see all the demonic activities that have been going on for decades! 

In Jesus Precious Name Amen

3/18/2019 5:00:06 PM joni_apple_seed So,,do New Zealanders know their PM is transgender?  Just wondering if they are in the know. How refreshing that would be! 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=b7YiFQFk6fc&feature=youtu.be … #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @TruthSeeker____ @POTUS @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2019 5:01:37 PM je_weed_707_ There’s military whistleblowers claiming to be stationed at the military bases they’re supposedly being stored at. One base is in TX and another in CO,  

if I am remembering correctly.  Pretty sure they said 30,000 were being stored as well.  Some1 posted the sale for the blades 2

3/18/2019 5:08:11 PM aetherwalker1 The Pyramids may have had other functions, but from my study on The Pyramids their primary function were as Temples of Initiation.  

An 'Ascension Machine' of sorts.  😉  

Relates to their connection with Osiris[Orion Constellation].  God of Death & Rebirth.

MAJESTIC TECHNOLOGY

3/18/2019 5:10:04 PM aetherwalker1 100 years in construction 

10,490BC - 10,390BC

Stones made to float.  ~ Gravity neutralization

3/18/2019 5:11:57 PM 00loll0 And meanwhile nobody talks about the Nubians,who get none of the credit stolen from them by the egyptians,why is that?

3/18/2019 5:12:04 PM wbwse 1/2Sending love and healing light to ALL affected by this memory! What significant lunar event occurred, and/or what ritual did (they) utilize? Is there 

any significance to the performers and the music? Have you watched the real snapchat footage? Do (they) cloak as 🚁 to (kill)?

3/18/2019 5:14:46 PM wbwse 2/2 #CharlestonHartfield is protected by Uriel, and many others and is blessed with the double-infinity! As Above So Below! 

pic.twitter.com/zB4KBdxHPF

3/18/2019 5:15:44 PM mitolduso I have to ask...just a thought..Q=earth alliance 🤔idk, sounds like it would mk sense 🤷♀️🕵️♂️

3/18/2019 5:32:09 PM wbwse From one do all things originate,  by one are all mediated. All things have their birth from this one thing, by adaptation. pic.twitter.com/twilJRJ3qN

3/18/2019 5:37:31 PM aetherwalker1 The Capacity of Divine Mercy is beyond what we are capable of imagining.

The limitation is one's ability to accept & receive it.

3/18/2019 5:38:55 PM aetherwalker1 The NSA?

From when they were created in 1947.

3/18/2019 5:41:15 PM wbwse This link should answer the above questions:  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1186884/pg1 … Please don’t let it upset you! We are the 

love and the light!!! 💙

3/18/2019 5:42:02 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/NGSZVHRyPW

3/18/2019 5:45:35 PM brad34351293 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Dear MJ12, Is Corey Goode a misinformation op?

20&Back program? =2 dimensions to me.  

He is talking about Aztec relics in S Pole.

3/18/2019 5:57:20 PM sterkinglights1 Like an arrow or the whole quill?

3/18/2019 6:06:03 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/04lt9zLABk

3/18/2019 6:13:30 PM roger35742354 Tomorrow is supposed to be the big day.... then the weekend comes up pretty quick!

3/18/2019 6:14:54 PM homeofthetitans Look up Russian pyramids.

3/18/2019 6:24:41 PM excaliber7777 What are the chances they are going to shut down social media for the declass ?

3/18/2019 6:25:14 PM flampy1 sphinx is older than 4500 years, what are you on about?

3/18/2019 6:31:55 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏🤓

3/18/2019 6:32:41 PM richardhiatt16 Hey, how are making the picture turning? 🤓

3/18/2019 6:34:00 PM jlob8o Simulation🤔

3/18/2019 6:34:47 PM allahuniversal Gary Webb

3/18/2019 6:41:33 PM speaklife595 Internet shutdown not just social

3/18/2019 6:42:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "In the pyramid I built are the Keys that shall show the Way into life.Draw a line from Sphinx, to the apex of the pyramid.Draw another opposite in the 

same angle/direction.Dig and find that which I have hidden. Find the underground entrance to secrets hidden before ye were men"

3/18/2019 6:42:17 PM wbwse Look into good stuff that makes you smile! Vegas was all (them) and any loving souls involved are in Heaven! Do you see the light in this dark? 💙 

pic.twitter.com/LWlGBn10nQ

3/18/2019 6:45:38 PM wbwse Did someone suffer relentlessly from being righteous?

3/18/2019 6:46:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "He who in courage would dare the dark realms, let him be purified first by long fasting. Lie in the sarcophagus of stone in my chamber. Then reveal I to 

him the great mysteries. Soon shall he follow to where I shall meet him, 

even in the darkness of Earth shall I meet him"

3/18/2019 6:53:31 PM excaliber7777 I meant to say social only . They now have all the MSM including Fox so nothing will get out there .

3/18/2019 6:55:33 PM truth_077 Was the Schuman Resonance effected by this?

3/18/2019 6:55:46 PM wbwse Hehe so when you said you suffer relentlessly you actually proved your righteousness!

3/18/2019 6:58:56 PM richardhiatt16 Ahhhh... You think? Maybe a purge??  Maybe ???

3/18/2019 6:59:38 PM richardhiatt16 Until........

3/18/2019 7:01:02 PM qanon4life  pic.twitter.com/4O7lhpNEjl

3/18/2019 7:01:22 PM richardhiatt16 Bust them anyway.. Intent! 🤔🇺🇸

3/18/2019 7:02:04 PM wbwse Relentless = Righteous

3/18/2019 7:11:58 PM wbwse Trust this! 💙

3/18/2019 7:13:26 PM djlok Oh my gosh!  #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/18/2019 7:21:04 PM allahuniversal Trust yourself.

Research for yourself.

Know yourself & know all.

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech

Source: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …



3/18/2019 7:21:09 PM djlok Game gender mom, possibly game gender dad.... Nobody wants to say it... Cause we were all taught "that married couple nextdoor is just a little 

different"... But we all knew internally (where truth resonates) how they were different, just nobody wanted to say it.

3/18/2019 7:23:39 PM vintagesquirrel It's only Monday?

3/18/2019 7:26:09 PM speaklife595 Seems like Donna might be grey hat, ment to lead liberals over to Fox

3/18/2019 7:27:14 PM decodematrix just a rock NOT just a rock

3/18/2019 7:27:57 PM melanieanders7 Kids eyes say more than they’re allowed. 😠

3/18/2019 7:29:51 PM realaronbrowne ...on the clock but the party don’t stop, no. Oh, whoa, whoa, oh.

3/18/2019 7:33:47 PM wbwse Listen to your heart! 🥰

3/18/2019 7:42:54 PM jcrowyo My best years...are almost here!!!!

3/18/2019 7:57:35 PM jrocktigers There may be more this week! AS you stated [MP] is DS. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3VloxdbJjs …

3/18/2019 7:58:49 PM guzmaniacs I had great energy yesterday, mean energy today...related to this?

3/18/2019 7:59:08 PM vintagesquirrel Game?

3/18/2019 8:08:15 PM mongrelglory I saw that one. It was good. 👍

3/18/2019 8:09:24 PM djlok Psychological female in biological male. Or vice versa.

3/18/2019 8:11:10 PM mongrelglory I'm back now...just in case you were waiting...😉

3/18/2019 8:11:25 PM 1jesust I wondered the same thing...last ditch effort?

3/18/2019 8:14:47 PM mongrelglory Poor Nebraska. 😟  Saying prayers for them!

3/18/2019 8:17:43 PM n7guardiananon Pics or it didn't happen! 

😉

Just kidding   .   .   .

3/18/2019 8:22:20 PM __jabird__ That’s not a stargate. That’s more of a chem trail generator.

3/18/2019 8:23:50 PM orthogonalron The origins goes back to WWI - MI8 - Cipher Bureau (Exe branch)

WWII - SIS

ASA - 1949 - DOD

NSA - 1952 - [CLAS]

Interesting history

3/18/2019 8:25:31 PM jrocktigers Envelope would make sense if the video is accurate. Since it was a counter, maybe he turned over a new leaf as you say.

3/18/2019 8:30:54 PM texashsteacher1 Or “out to kill”?

3/18/2019 8:34:39 PM mongrelglory The costumes aren't as skimpy as you would think...some folkloric, some shabby (street dance) and a tango fusion...our bellies are covered for those 

ones. 😉

3/18/2019 8:38:07 PM myname71441768 This would tie into the WM stores?

3/18/2019 8:42:44 PM je_weed_707_ You’re absolutely correct. Had family get leaked info on the railroad trains that were ordered and built that had nothing but shackles in them to lock 

people up. Some held hundreds of shackles for people and some were double decker to fit more people.

3/18/2019 8:44:08 PM je_weed_707_ Somewhat but multiple use. Entry points for elevators for underground tunnels that go throughout the USA now.

3/18/2019 8:55:07 PM myname71441768 These people are SICK

3/18/2019 8:56:55 PM weremight Are we supposed to notice the belt buckle?

3/18/2019 8:59:43 PM terrydipoma WWG1WGA! These people are stupid!

3/18/2019 9:02:38 PM decodematrix 12:01 Release the Kraken

3/18/2019 9:04:57 PM andrew13892378 Other Players in the Antarctic finds Game,1,ELE Wilkes Land Gravity Anomaly. 2,Highly Trafficked, strangely shaped, high mountainside openings. 

3,Pyramid shaped hollow? Pyramid/mountain. 4,Opening to Tunnel of strangely lit black basalt like material. 5,Evidence of Opn High Jump.

3/18/2019 9:08:20 PM doubler729 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the window is about to shut. Shall we get the popcorn ready n enjoy what's about to unfold?

3/18/2019 9:09:36 PM carter_zon And so it begins...?

3/18/2019 9:35:25 PM thomasdra9on Wicked

3/18/2019 9:36:41 PM crystalangel_ Very thought provoking.

3/18/2019 9:49:15 PM remarkablebob The Clinton body count continues?

3/18/2019 10:10:21 PM mossman_moore Marcion's Apostolikon

3/18/2019 10:15:01 PM ct_chance  pic.twitter.com/w8UBIqnX8T

3/18/2019 10:16:03 PM tammymckeever Is there something with the Cabal and transgenders?  (Michelle/Michael, and now the NZ PM)

3/18/2019 10:18:14 PM weremight Aldebaran Rock

The Aldebaran Rock (70°50′S 66°41′W) is a particularly conspicuous nunatak of bright red rock, located near the head of Bertram Glacier and 5 miles (8 

km) northeast of Pegasus Mountains in western Palmer Land.

3/18/2019 10:28:57 PM nikoscali Assuming the bulge is a penis and not an extraterrestrial tentacle. :-)

3/18/2019 11:01:16 PM karma4event201 If the dead police officer who made videos about MP are true, he will get life in prison at a minimum for child sacrifices. 

The Coup against the President will be tried in a military Tribunal, treason carries the Death Penalty.

3/18/2019 11:02:06 PM karma4event201 We may be starting suicide week weekend.

3/18/2019 11:04:51 PM karma4event201 DS planned to kill Trump & put pence in as president, they could control him. But the emails name the 2 freaks.

3/18/2019 11:05:10 PM taitai78787 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @GeorgePapa19 

Now Australians are being blocked from accessing sites like @zerohedge  and 8 Chan

3/18/2019 11:06:46 PM karma4event201 It seems they make a controlled person; marry a transgender. Look up Schumer & wife

3/18/2019 11:07:48 PM karma4event201 How did he die?

3/18/2019 11:09:03 PM karma4event201 That would mean she didn't get out down on Feb 28.

3/18/2019 11:11:31 PM karma4event201 Wicked bad 😂

Moloch worshippers get no sympathy from karma.

3/18/2019 11:13:19 PM karma4event201 They do have my sympathy. They may be lucky. The author who laid out 911 did not kill his kids; his dog; and commit suicide.

3/18/2019 11:16:51 PM karma4event201 I think it was suicide or he was suicided. He would be far behind Bushes Clintons Obama pence Brennan McAbe Pelosi Schumer etc

All the people in the meme behind bars are ahead of him

3/18/2019 11:45:44 PM jswdh1 In other words... mental disorder..... should be treated not glamorized!

3/18/2019 11:58:14 PM poppyslovecapu Does anyone tell the truth? Who or what can be believed? Info is great if you know when and where it exists and how to decide if it’s real or disinfo!! 

The Bible is a source but now it too has been messed with!! 

The Devil is cleaver and we are blinded with entertainment!! HELP?

3/19/2019 12:02:49 AM aetherwalker1 'Emerald Tablets of Thoth the Atlantean'  😉

It's been a long time since I read that, yet I remembered it when reading that quote.

Auspicious.  👌🏼

3/19/2019 12:39:22 AM sdcharge2k12 Mandela effect.

3/19/2019 12:54:02 AM aurorasreality Wonder why that parts white not grey on map too 🤔

3/19/2019 1:34:18 AM jamiegrahamusa I heard same thing, saw video and bill for them..I think wAs obama

3/19/2019 2:51:03 AM nr750 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Question: “Are you coordinated or related at all to Majestic 12?”

EyeTheSpy: “No, because Im real.”.  What’s the takeaway from that exchange?

3/19/2019 3:49:06 AM bruno4666 Have read that the Sphinx was originally a dog, Anubis, and disfigured later.

3/19/2019 4:07:47 AM redvester4trump just wondering from a post I read earlier "do fish see water"?



3/19/2019 4:12:43 AM allahuniversal [-2] from March 17 -> 03/15/2019 -> 3/6/3 -> 12 -> 3

[2] ∆0s

1 - w/ POTUS

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106556093436739584?s=19 …

+1- w/ Q

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106604837049905152?s=19 …

And for a 3rd synchronicity

+1 what appears to be a plausibly deniable confirmation from Q w/ 1 minute. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106606183392178177?s=19 …
3/19/2019 4:12:53 AM allahuniversal "The power of 3 6 and 9 is real."

"Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality. "

"Use it."

3/19/2019 4:28:19 AM jonesy4671 Or suicided?

3/19/2019 4:36:48 AM allahuniversal Context:

from:ts_sci_majic12 absolute power

3/19/2019 4:43:11 AM jollyrob2 🐍🐍🐍....🤮

3/19/2019 5:02:14 AM snakejackal  https://youtu.be/v1sTIoz1FFI 

3/19/2019 5:05:13 AM bbobbio71 Project Blue beam??

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Mystifying circular ‘hole in the sky’ stuns UAE.  https://tiny.iavian.net/ru90 

3/19/2019 6:45:00 AM obzerv3r_p_ But you use the dollar.. lol

3/19/2019 7:37:17 AM justice_rebel That's why prayers done by many at the same time are so powerful and that's why they've been discrediting and corrupting the churches on purpose..

3/19/2019 7:52:19 AM veracityvinson Hillary said she was a tranny i believe it

3/19/2019 7:57:40 AM gregcombs17 It did. You should watch it. I mentioned this to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 but what was more telling was who gave the DR on the show the reel of film in the 

garage. what did that scene and others to follow tell us? Eye opening for some.

3/19/2019 7:59:28 AM je_weed_707_ From what I’ve seen it started before Obama.

3/19/2019 8:26:17 AM ezdoesit_  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1107501968690499584?s=21 …

3/19/2019 8:42:26 AM jackymorgo sounds like what David Adiar (?) describes on Cosmic Disclosure  with D Wilcock.

3/19/2019 9:00:09 AM tamiwils0n22813 I’m just so tired of the LIES! It is past time for the light to be shown! Ready for everyone to see what a lot of us already see. Time for the healing to 

begin.

3/19/2019 9:08:46 AM ezdoesit_ #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/19/2019 9:11:41 AM mongrelglory Thank you kind lady. 🤗

3/19/2019 9:26:33 AM joefmartin1 Nice handle. Most don't know M12.

3/19/2019 9:29:53 AM zagnett MJ, these kinds of stories - the families often are in a picture with them all wearing the same shirt, like it's a uniform or something. It's so weird. Do you 

happen to know what that's all about?

3/19/2019 9:39:50 AM ceasarfall31544 This coming weekend ???

3/19/2019 10:01:36 AM __jabird__ Mel’s hole? Like featured on Coast to Coast?

3/19/2019 10:04:24 AM youstinksoap 210

220

240

3/19/2019 10:20:21 AM kathleen3693693 RE: Anonymous Official on YT has been recently pushing disinformation...

Is everything they post disinformation? Any majestic disclosure? Should we ignore everything Anonymous Official on YT puts out? 

Tired of all the nonstop BS...just saying..

3/19/2019 10:39:07 AM arc339 @DefenseIntel Due to bombing cover up, local intel informants report to dark cabal forces. My neighbor a soldier cia hybrid Draco reptilian mind over 

writer Randy Ford's technology trafficking contracts to use high tech plasma & nuclear rocket bombs on me, on DJT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/R0l9NiKhsE

3/19/2019 10:47:05 AM __jabird__ We’ll do. Thank you.

3/19/2019 11:25:13 AM usss_211 Interesting!

@GregRubini

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Humans can 'feel' Earth's magnetic field, study suggests  https://nypost.com/2019/03/19/humans-can-feel-earths-magnetic-field-study-

suggests/?utm_source=twitter_sitebuttons&utm_medium=site%20buttons&utm_campaign=site%20buttons … via @nypost

3/19/2019 11:52:40 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/X2t4l_yMStE 

3/19/2019 11:54:09 AM jonle86 Being briefed about ssp moon/mars bases i presume

3/19/2019 11:54:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have never said that disinformation is not necessary. Truth resonates from within. You should condition your mind to tell propaganda from truth. 

AO offers practice to help your discernment.

3/19/2019 11:55:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Body language says a lot. A few of the officers were gitty. Not because they like Elon Musk, but because they know what they are doing. You are 

watching a movie.

3/19/2019 11:55:29 AM auagate Coincidence?

3/19/2019 11:56:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not if your pineal gland is calcified.

3/19/2019 11:56:22 AM djlok Can't watch it until later, but retweeting anyway. Can honestly say this is one of the few accounts where I feel ok doing that.  Ha ha!

3/19/2019 11:57:57 AM zagnett Ah ok, now there's a good reason now to watch NASA (Never a Straight Answer) and globalist Musk. 🤔🧐😎

Watching now.

3/19/2019 12:00:05 PM zagnett MJ, do you have the ability to determine remotely if one's pineal gland is calcified or not?

3/19/2019 12:00:40 PM thainfamous20v Is it possible to decalcify or is that false?

3/19/2019 12:02:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pineal gland

3/19/2019 12:02:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you are unable to establish a strong link, the pineal gland of either individual may be calcified.

3/19/2019 12:03:41 PM 1_decided_voter Subtle joke about nukes

3/19/2019 12:06:29 PM jaspony1 I am slowly working on it...

CBD daily, Stopped using toothpaste... Still have a long way to go, just trying to get used to one thing at a time...

3/19/2019 12:06:30 PM paleclook I've heard Skate liver oil might help. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  can confirm?

3/19/2019 12:08:09 PM wahiggins3 You would think NASA could provide a better microphone.  Audio is horrible.

3/19/2019 12:08:53 PM wahiggins3 "multi-tenant species", interesting term...

3/19/2019 12:09:46 PM djlok You trying to sweet talk your way into a remote view of you noggin'?  

This is why I think you're awesome @zagnett !!!



3/19/2019 12:09:51 PM space_cadet6 It might be nothing but I find it strange he keeps asking the officers where they were in 2001

3/19/2019 12:09:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 If time is an illusion, why has Q referenced time based disinformation "actions" for Anons to decode? Elaborate your comments below and MJ7 will 

respond with Yes/No where possible.

3/19/2019 12:11:13 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2t4l_yMStE …

Forget the first part. The astronauts appear at ~6:29.

Those A's are lucky B's!!! ☺️

Safe travels y'all.

May You get some HD pics/vids? GoPro in HD? No cuts in the feed?

Thanks in advance!
3/19/2019 12:11:37 PM restart_qpersia Does Q support #Restart movement in Iran and its leader?

3/19/2019 12:11:39 PM islandofdelight Is this because time is an illusion that Q operates outside of?

3/19/2019 12:11:44 PM highhopesusa Fed up to the eyeballs with it

3/19/2019 12:11:51 PM jeremy350344 Is the gospel of Q legit?

3/19/2019 12:12:10 PM jordan_sather_ Time is not an "illusion", what we are taught about time is the illusion. It very much exists, but not in an "arrow of time", linear fashion as mainstream 

science wrongly 

affirms.

3/19/2019 12:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified

3/19/2019 12:12:15 PM petemanderson1 Consciousness creates reality. If enough believe it, it’s more likely to manifest.

3/19/2019 12:12:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/19/2019 12:12:28 PM charmcityanon Events not time is important. "Time frames" create panicked responses  panic responses = revelations.

3/19/2019 12:12:42 PM islandofdelight Or is it because Q is able to manipulate time retroactively?

3/19/2019 12:12:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unfamiliar with which gospel you speak of.

3/19/2019 12:12:53 PM matt_aho To draw out, commit, & catch them in NEW crimes

3/19/2019 12:13:18 PM rosesrred0119 Lure out the rats? Make them play their cards.  Moves and countermoves?

3/19/2019 12:13:19 PM zagnett Haha, maybe. Not sure actually. i just want to solve any problems in this area. i wouldn't mind a detailed diagnostic.

3/19/2019 12:13:20 PM _highjinx_ To see if humans understand the intel they are receiving. That is, intel coming outside from our perceived linear sense of time. The Q drops seems to 

be produced by quantum computing.

3/19/2019 12:14:17 PM blankmarlo Count down to a specific date to force the deep state into playing whatever False Flags or State Funerals they have up their sleeve so as to "clear the 

board" for the real events coming up.

3/19/2019 12:14:54 PM morety76 Time is an Illusion because our Immortal Multidimensional Spiritual Being is living in the Now.

3/19/2019 12:15:01 PM djlok I say bait to make the #DeepState expend their ammunition. 

I think the dates are thrown out to keep engagement high from all sides.  This is war.  Everyone must be engaged...especially the good IS-BE'S.

3/19/2019 12:15:39 PM thejtwilde Is this based on NSA quantum computing?

3/19/2019 12:16:30 PM morety76 Time is simply a measurement of motion of my physical body through the solar system/Universe.

However to my IS-BE everything is happening now - there is no time.

3/19/2019 12:16:35 PM gilmourisgod751 Will the "Question" be asked of the President, i.e., will some one ask if Q is real?

3/19/2019 12:16:36 PM charmcityanon 👆thoughts?

3/19/2019 12:16:51 PM dreamwalkerwc I tend to view time as cyclical, or perhaps toroidal based upon perception, cognition, consciousness.

Like all space-time is connected to itself.  Malleable.  Fluidic? Altered by  observation.

3/19/2019 12:17:39 PM dream9_87 Is Q a pleiadian and thus operating in a higher dimension where he isnt bound by time?

3/19/2019 12:17:43 PM reneeleitner2 Time is an illusion. That saying “only time will tell” means sooner or later everything will be brought to light. It’s not that people don’t already know 

this, just some people never understood that the smallest detail can either help/ hurt the world and change the course.

3/19/2019 12:17:55 PM dwilliswag Will the “Great Awakening” also shed light on why JFK was REALLY killed and by whom?

3/19/2019 12:18:22 PM jballz1021 Is it possible to change the past?

3/19/2019 12:18:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not Pleiadian. Q is a team of civilians and military intelligence officials.

3/19/2019 12:18:24 PM marnisheppeard Because time based actions are the right kind of proof for 2017 level human thought.

3/19/2019 12:18:44 PM zagnett BAIT, to get the [cabal] to focus on those times/actions as well, just in case anons dig up good stuff.

In the multidimensional sum of realities, time really is an illusion. But the particular reality you're in (the movie you're currently watching), time can be 

considered real.

3/19/2019 12:18:47 PM jeremy350344 Gospel of Q. Was supposed to be the first gospel before Mark was written. It is believed that Luke and Matthew directly referenced Q source due to 

the exact wording of translation even though they never knew each other. pic.twitter.com/YsEQXc5gUL

3/19/2019 12:18:55 PM _vvoke_ Does it really matter?

3/19/2019 12:18:58 PM dumah_anuhazi Cyclical if I'm correct?

3/19/2019 12:19:11 PM wahiggins3 Does our thought energy somehow help provide Q clarity into seeing future events more clearly?

3/19/2019 12:19:20 PM usss_211 Time is an illusion. Perhaps it's already happened and we revisit it?

3/19/2019 12:19:21 PM hawkgirlinmn I had to listen to that part three times.

3/19/2019 12:19:37 PM pastorjon9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said as much also. This "Voice of God" technology needs to be exposed - once it becomes public knowledge these #FF attacks 

will start seriously declining.

3/19/2019 12:19:41 PM keith369me To confuse the cabal and cause them to waste their bullets?

3/19/2019 12:20:23 PM jljensen326 Predictive programming?

3/19/2019 12:20:42 PM heath_jack Q is using suggestion! So the mass consciousness manifest our own reality!  New World!

3/19/2019 12:20:49 PM je_weed_707_ Still can’t believe anything from NASA

3/19/2019 12:20:50 PM zagnett Also, I'm presuming there won't be too many multi-dimensional doctors / health practices (or whatever we'll call those who can help in this area) for at 

least 5-10 years from now, maybe more.

3/19/2019 12:20:55 PM scoopinvader93 Exactly. Different dimensions have longer perceptions of time. This was referenced in the bible multiple times. Our perception of time of time is 

different from Gods.

3/19/2019 12:20:57 PM gilmourisgod751 I have wondered if Q is a super computer, quantum computer taking in all the info out in the ether and is able to make the connections we haven't and 

propose the the questions which have led us down our path. But in my heart, I KNOW Q is real, human... Or do I now?.. hmm

3/19/2019 12:21:28 PM dream9_87 do they receive any intel and or any help from positive beings existing in a higher dimension?

3/19/2019 12:21:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illusions can exist.

3/19/2019 12:21:50 PM usss_211 😊

3/19/2019 12:21:54 PM braceberg1 @Jordan_Sather_  Sather can you add anything? Over

3/19/2019 12:22:00 PM usss_211 😊

3/19/2019 12:22:34 PM 1aaronjustice Can the dark also decode Q’s referenced based disinformation and counter actions based on it ?

3/19/2019 12:22:49 PM keith369me Jordan, are you going down the path of time being a circle or a continuous cycle of circles helix like?



3/19/2019 12:23:20 PM elfm0d3 Bait for DS [Deep State aka Discordian Society] to greenlight FF assets. BOOM and t- scenarios prompt actors[assets] to engage and then blame 

#Qanon and  http://8ch.net  [last refuge for 1st amendment on innernetz]

3/19/2019 12:23:37 PM blissamerica Time can be manipulated

3/19/2019 12:23:59 PM bradfordarsena2 Do you believe in time travel?

3/19/2019 12:24:04 PM wild8heart Time is elastic. Q created a programme in this matrix. When one knows how to manipulate the system, one can completely own and control it. Same 

thing applies to all planetary bodies. Also applies to each individual being. TRUST YOURSELF! #DarktoLight #ConnectTheDots

3/19/2019 12:24:13 PM jljensen326 It seems that Q has access to advanced, quantum technology where they can view the probabilities of future timelines

3/19/2019 12:24:14 PM usss_211 I like that answer... humans get so hung up on time. Time to get up, go to work, to eat, to sleep. What if we just had the sunlight and phases of the 

moon?

3/19/2019 12:24:26 PM speaklife595 Strong link to what?

3/19/2019 12:24:47 PM trustqplus So can unicorns

3/19/2019 12:24:55 PM mrd_s_anderson I know nothing. I still feel it's bait. Realizing the nature of time isn't "linear" leaves it to be a bunch of energy associations. I have a lot to say, but I'm 

not implying I know the truth. I've given up trying to explain how I view things, given I'm better by voice. #WWG1WGA

3/19/2019 12:25:10 PM elfm0d3 Decalcify yer pineal glands... CBD! #Legalizeit and do NOT drink tap water! Flouride is KNOWN to calcify the pineal gland among other health concerns. 

3rd eye is not woo. Srs business.

3/19/2019 12:25:11 PM usss_211 Sauce for the Goose... 😉

3/19/2019 12:25:35 PM zagnett Q's direct call to bring the two "armies" onto the field to do "battle". They know it all. Sometimes the time/actions indicate something real, or could be 

real. Sometimes not. Does it even really matter? No. it gives the Patriots the opportunity to see who's playing, & how.

3/19/2019 12:25:44 PM crackedactor183 Maybe New York Times or LA times is the reference?

3/19/2019 12:26:35 PM jaspony1 Time is an illusion, but we are all still programmed to the illusion... Right track?...

3/19/2019 12:27:00 PM usss_211 Well, at least I caught MJ when I am up!! 😁

3/19/2019 12:27:27 PM godrus Yes I would say; our collective thoughts become an intention, like through infinite possibilities. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , #multiverses are real, aren’t they?

3/19/2019 12:27:38 PM nmchristoban It would seem that when a date or countdown is given, DS players seem to show their hand-giving ammo. We have to be patient and realize it is 

events, not timelines that matter. So, what is D5?

3/19/2019 12:28:21 PM blissamerica Is time and pineal gland code prewritten for each person?

3/19/2019 12:28:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Musk: “Not possible without NASA technology” but NASA is a ‘customer?’  Why would NASA give Space-X technology?       Also Musk: “a base-a 

permanent base on the moon.” So we already have bases on the moon.

3/19/2019 12:29:58 PM meefer_radness Does that also mean that things have already been set with regards to the future? If time weren’t real would mean past present and future are all the 

same?

3/19/2019 12:30:12 PM spauldingshowal Test the rise in Consciousness developing.....test the strength of our Awakening?

3/19/2019 12:30:22 PM zagnett Presumably a strong telepathic link, like taught by @SandiaWisdom.

3/19/2019 12:31:11 PM covertress Are the newly arrived Delegates here to help tear down the Wall of Deception (separation)?

3/19/2019 12:31:23 PM luckyh301 The timeline is given the enemy It forces them to reveal strategies and tactics in the event that the time line is accurate. Q also seems to leave the 

timelines events open ended as to be able to fulfill the timeline with a big boom from left field

3/19/2019 12:31:26 PM blissamerica Do we have predetermining code on our pineal gland before coming here?

3/19/2019 12:31:57 PM amuses lol

3/19/2019 12:32:24 PM luckyh301 As in slight of hand, look here but don’t look here. Just like the enemy does with projection

3/19/2019 12:34:09 PM zagnett MJ7, did Q send me?

Oh wait i probably should know the answer to this question already lol. 😉

3/19/2019 12:34:54 PM djlok BINGO!

3/19/2019 12:34:54 PM jooooody ...all is as one day with God, and time only is measured unto men.

 https://www.lds.org/scriptures/bofm/alma/40.8?lang=eng#p7 …

3/19/2019 12:35:03 PM jessicalandi3 Are all the loopholes being eliminated, and new crimes being tallied with evidence collection for proper arrests and prosecutions?

3/19/2019 12:35:21 PM lenartjoe Always thought is was interesting how our perception of the rate at which time passes changes based on the emotions we’re feeling. Is this the result 

of endorphin levels, state of consciousness or both?

3/19/2019 12:35:52 PM ascendingadam Referencing time based disinfo introduces chaos. 

Chaos -> Panic

Panic -> Desperation

Desperation -> Mistakes

What does Q say about not interrupting your enemy...?

3/19/2019 12:35:52 PM samantonkristof Define time?

3/19/2019 12:36:54 PM djlok Woah!! 

201 votes in less than 30 mins!!!

Maybe we really are gonna win this!!!

3/19/2019 12:37:13 PM zagnett By this do you mean because Q is using the "Mirror" technology, reviewing/analyzing various realities/timelines & then seeing what can be done to 

move us into a better reality/timeline? Basically saying "F time. Just an annoying illusion. Who needs it anyway?"

3/19/2019 12:37:49 PM yttak3 There seems to be a lot of references on the art of war ( playbook)... I’m just patiently waiting while awakening ......

3/19/2019 12:40:07 PM dynamicres Is it b/c Q needs power? All the anons who are still in linear time that they are counting on the mind-cycle support (power) of? Intention, time-frame, 

and likely-hood to expend ammunition?

3/19/2019 12:40:08 PM jayrambin The 21-day 'countdown' is not a countdown.  It's a window.  Much has happened in that window.  A hard date prods the Deep State to release some 

'ammo'.  News that will steal the news cycle and distract from the previous news (i.e $2.3 trillion announced missing the day b4 9II).

3/19/2019 12:40:38 PM taradea08775439 Activater x

3/19/2019 12:40:56 PM taradea08775439 Activator X

3/19/2019 12:41:14 PM vincemindfreak is it possible to view different time and the vaticans chronovisor ,did it work ?

3/19/2019 12:41:40 PM covertress You answered "Yes" before when asked if a tipping point of awakened individuals has been reached. 

Did you mean worldwide?

3/19/2019 12:41:58 PM djlok Let me be specific... That was 201 (3) votes in 27 (9) mins.

3/19/2019 12:42:49 PM sc70542739 The cabal uses time travel

3/19/2019 12:43:02 PM djlok Yeah cause it certainly can't be all here!  For real!!  Too many still sound asleep here!!!

3/19/2019 12:43:19 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/bAB003leck

3/19/2019 12:44:17 PM integrityneeded Because we and "they" are in the matrix....and Q can operate outside it...?



3/19/2019 12:44:30 PM agoodyear2015 I'm assuming Q already knows the outcome.  This 'movie' is to guide us where he wants to take us.  Q is also trying to wake up millions of people who 

are still under mind control of negative forces.  It takes 'time'.

3/19/2019 12:44:34 PM elfm0d3 More on Kennedy and the Discordian Society connection (Kerry Thornley and Greg Hill)

 https://catalog.archives.gov/id/7564934 

3/19/2019 12:44:55 PM ezdoesit_ Not a thing

3/19/2019 12:45:11 PM elfm0d3 Muh Russians. Oof.

3/19/2019 12:45:22 PM fibonacci639 Q is a PsyOp, albeit positive one for Patriots! Bypassing Fake News, @realDonaldTrump(Q+) found a way to tell the Bad Guys, TIMES UP & awaken gen 

pop en masse. This requires skill, Intelligence, empathy, strength, resolve, A PLAN...Hence, #QAnon. Thank YOU Q & @GenFlynn #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/qO6NyZkdwt

3/19/2019 12:46:56 PM kathrynbtrainor Time is a construct that like space can be bent, slowed, accelerated as desired - if you're in that mode. Love and faith and zoe life are the real stuff.

3/19/2019 12:47:03 PM dynamicres Is time then the matrix program "Turing Test" for our ascension?

3/19/2019 12:48:26 PM adsvel Subconscious=Collective unconscious?

3/19/2019 12:48:44 PM auagate Will China's president Xi attend a meeting about ET stuff in Vatican during the visit in March?

3/19/2019 12:49:01 PM brenner_deb “If as one people speaking the same language they have begun to do this, then nothing they plan to do will be impossible for them.”

Gen. 11:6

With God - ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE.  

Matt. 19:26

3/19/2019 12:49:21 PM adsvel Push=pull?

3/19/2019 12:49:39 PM covertress Because WE ARE the Keystone. 

Action = Will = Conscious Creation 

I will freedom from the Hologram.

3/19/2019 12:49:54 PM mrchss1 Time is about perception.Wavelength if you will and how our consciousness interacts with the carrier wave of this iteration and size of our individual 

realities all fitted neatly within a framework of fractal symmetry.If you getit you get it if you dont you dont.SPOOKY RELATIVITY

3/19/2019 12:51:23 PM zoilaliz1 I suggest BORAX 😉

3/19/2019 12:51:41 PM adsvel Easiest way to release=finding alternative?

3/19/2019 12:53:15 PM mrchss1 It all begins with the formation of the tiny zirconium diamond in hour pineal gland. The frequency of this diamond is where "You" are Nd the source of 

that frequency determines sho you are depending on "where" you are and the various lensings YOU go thru between there and here.

3/19/2019 12:53:27 PM upliftingmind Illusion: def = A thing that is or is likely to be wrongly perceived or interpreted by the senses.

3/19/2019 12:53:38 PM ezdoesit_ Maya. This is all illusion. Including ourselves.

3/19/2019 12:53:49 PM maryschade14 Bait. It has been said some disinfo would be necessary. 

It would be up to anons [any of us] to decide which ones aren't.

Time is fluid..think spooky quanta. pic.twitter.com/iT9zTDXjAA

3/19/2019 12:56:03 PM caroolsen ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=20 …

3/19/2019 12:56:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who do you trust more?

[GOOG] vs US Military https://youtu.be/oKQJfuuQ2Us 

3/19/2019 12:57:30 PM the_fjalar I was able to feel the BIG WHITE Schumanns vibration all day sunday...it was quite a rush! what exactly does that mean for me? Thx! 

pic.twitter.com/Eabbm43E2n

3/19/2019 12:57:38 PM covertress Are any of the Majestic 12 Pleiadian? 👽👽👽

3/19/2019 12:57:48 PM pixiesdorule US MILITARY.

3/19/2019 12:57:50 PM garypre62441595 Definitely the us military...

3/19/2019 12:58:41 PM morety76 Awesome!

3/19/2019 12:58:57 PM hawkgirlinmn US military...hands down. pic.twitter.com/OGvpTYjp7f

3/19/2019 12:59:00 PM zagnett Patriot-faction of the U.S. Military. Not any part of it aligned with or operating for/on behalf of the [cabal].

MJ, are there any significant parts of the U.S. military that are aligned with or operating for/on behalf of the [cabal]?

3/19/2019 12:59:41 PM selvestekjetil Cos op ongoing is an illusion. Targets apprehended right after election. Right? The rest is a show/film/narrative to spoonfeed the masses.

3/19/2019 1:00:26 PM mrchss1 Some things change everything WHEN PROPERLY UNDERSTOOD:

-Quantum Entanglement 

-Spooky Relativity

-Fractal Symmetry 

-Fulcrums

For starters. 

But be careful, some things cannot be unseen or unknown and the reality of existence can be both daunting and stifling to say the least!

3/19/2019 1:00:36 PM kerryactivism Trump NEVER trolls someone online unless he has all the facts and he's about to make a move. :D Popcorn time.

3/19/2019 1:00:59 PM realchindsight I trust the specific members of US Military not banking on nor expecting any Dinarland bonanza revaluation of currencies to ever happen because it 

won't due to it being a trap to enslave mankind according to th Iron mountain plan.

3/19/2019 1:01:04 PM adsvel We all are connected with Source, just our Awareness of it is different.

3/19/2019 1:01:05 PM boshek6 Communist google or US Military. I’d sooner have a US soldier stood before me than anyone from google.

3/19/2019 1:01:10 PM kerryactivism Large part of the Air Force (I hear)

3/19/2019 1:01:55 PM kagman4e Please elaborate a little further. I’m very interested in this.

3/19/2019 1:02:23 PM coryz34 The Q source is a hypothetical written collection of primarily Jesus' sayings. Q is part of the common material found in the Gospels of Matthew and 

Luke but not in the Gospel of Mark. According to this hypothesis, this material was drawn from the early Church's Oral Tradition

3/19/2019 1:02:32 PM veritatix Myself 😉

3/19/2019 1:03:41 PM scienceismymuse @jcrowyo on target

3/19/2019 1:04:07 PM mrd_s_anderson The US Military.

Semper Fidelis.

3/19/2019 1:04:45 PM __jabird__ Trump controlled military absolutely.

3/19/2019 1:05:44 PM vintagesquirrel If it's bait for the DS, I'm not sure it's working. If they're really believed the ball was gonna drop today, I think they would have announced Ruth's 

demise.

3/19/2019 1:05:57 PM askingsocrates If time is an illusion then is it possible to reverse the degradation of materials through concious thought? Is it because we are consumed by the end of 

physical reality(fear) that we cant focus our energy into regeneration?

3/19/2019 1:08:03 PM coryz34 What does that mean?

3/19/2019 1:11:31 PM vintagesquirrel Do you mean giddy?

3/19/2019 1:11:34 PM daveo6145 Calcified from [their] programming?

3/19/2019 1:12:10 PM heath_jack It's life and death to the illusion!  And everyone has the choice.  We had the power thr whole time. [They] knew We aloud this.  NO LONGER!



3/19/2019 1:12:50 PM keith369me Under Bush/Obama, neither.  Under Trump, US military.

3/19/2019 1:13:09 PM skyclimber0341 How do you reverse it?

3/19/2019 1:13:34 PM anondirtyleg I was about to say, military may not be trustworthy. Seen many high command get bribed with drugs, hookers and money just to sell away our secrets. 

Trump ran military is something I’d trust more.

3/19/2019 1:13:41 PM 313looper 😄👊🏻💥

3/19/2019 1:15:34 PM adsvel Why is not created alternative of [GOOG]?

3/19/2019 1:16:10 PM joinna6 Fear is a chain / a shackle. <nothing to fear, but fear itself>

[The Truth will set us Free]

3/19/2019 1:16:24 PM bbobbio71 I've heard that there was a sighting Monday where I live East Tn.  Didn't see it but here's some pics. Also there have been several small quakes over the 

last few months,  any correlation? Thanks pic.twitter.com/HLv1ymhqkG

3/19/2019 1:17:56 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/M7dXZg0KQk

3/19/2019 1:18:28 PM godchosetrump77 Disinformation is necessary. Never show your enemy your hand.

3/19/2019 1:22:20 PM chapulincolored I will take that as a yes.

3/19/2019 1:23:02 PM 313looper Probebly , Q wants to train us how to come out of illusion & make us ready for our next journey to join reality...

3/19/2019 1:23:29 PM janagatien73 But not endure.

3/19/2019 1:25:34 PM tymecrystal Occult knowledge is the missing knowledge that has been kept from us.....and this is how they had the upper hand to control us.   It is our knowledge 

by birth right.  How to connect to our planet and make the reality we deserve.

3/19/2019 1:26:37 PM restart_qpersia Me too (:

3/19/2019 1:27:49 PM cmdrzod23 I heard that too. Med beds like shown in Elysium are real. Healing of parts or entire body possible.

3/19/2019 1:30:43 PM richardhiatt16 Never show your “CARDS”... 🤓🇺🇸

3/19/2019 1:31:00 PM banksia42265169 I think that Magick is involved here.  The numbers in the dates somehow create a magic web that the Deep State is caught up in.

3/19/2019 1:31:03 PM cindymannings do what with borax ?

3/19/2019 1:31:27 PM jaspony1 I was beginning to worry about the Military when Obama was sacking all the Brass and putting in people who would be OK taking us out, but now I feel 

like Trump has removed that cancer and filled it with PATRIOTS again...

I love our Military men and women!!!

3/19/2019 1:31:52 PM thevolunteer6 (MOVIE MAKERS)

3/19/2019 1:32:45 PM mm47821446 Time is a man made thing in 3D is it not? Q probably uses it because it is all we know at this point.

3/19/2019 1:33:24 PM iamkevinlearl1 LARP. Joe M says the trajectory of the plan shows victory. This is all done but not yet. Q is a bone. The awakening is real, its a question of how big a slap 

is needed to wake one up. If no,then nihilism will bring it all down for the elites, patriots and all peoples. Choose?

3/19/2019 1:36:36 PM razztaz2016 That is the post I was going to find . Thx.

3/19/2019 1:37:21 PM razztaz2016  https://twitter.com/razztaz2016/status/1108105008904634371?s=19 …

3/19/2019 1:37:31 PM thomas31969680 United  States a sovereign nation again? Time is everlasting as is the Word.

3/19/2019 1:37:33 PM ywwg1wga It's not an illusion, it's in a quantum state until observed, like light. If you observe it expecting it to be linear, that's what you will see. But if you 

understand its nature as an ever expanding spiral...

3/19/2019 1:39:38 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Is it to show us that events sequences and matter degradation are two different properties to which time cant be reduced?

3/19/2019 1:42:36 PM rmbrice The higher the density the more time is an illusion?

3/19/2019 1:43:30 PM ywwg1wga It's not an illusion, it's in a quantum state until observed, like  light. If you observe it expecting it to be linear, that's what you will  see. But if you 

understand its nature as an ever expanding spiral...

3/19/2019 1:46:35 PM wearediamonds2 I hope so 😉😁

3/19/2019 1:46:39 PM rachmatcorai33 We have the ability to change timelines through our collective consciousness. Our minds together can make things happen that is why we are the 

“key!” Keep believing in Q, Trump and a better future for our people. We choose our future, so let’s do it right!!

3/19/2019 1:46:45 PM aurorasreality Will we see the big fish finally causght?

3/19/2019 1:49:35 PM petitchevalb What do you mean by "establish a strong link" ? Can you please elaborate?

3/19/2019 1:49:36 PM abagofcandy Do you use disinformation in order to direct our timeline down a specific route? Dispelling the chaos of random and solidifying the direction of the 

collective unconscious through controlled information. Making sure we don't get caught up on the "wrong" topics.

3/19/2019 1:49:47 PM rachmatcorai33 Stop letting the t.v. and radio control your conscience that will inevitably control your future. Learn to think your own thoughts and feel your gut 

instinct again. ❤️❤️❤️

3/19/2019 1:49:49 PM circuitriderz t = d/r

3/19/2019 1:51:58 PM blsdbe Will we survive the Event (Solar Flash) if we are on the surface of Earth? If not, will we be ‘rescued’ before the destructive forces arrive?

3/19/2019 1:53:24 PM missy968 I go back to... “disinformation is necessary”

3/19/2019 1:53:41 PM randalls2017 Pulsed ElectroMagnetic Fields may assist in the Awakening of the Eye if only Someone would grant us knowledge of what frequency/s to use. <wink>

3/19/2019 1:55:40 PM youstinksoap Hmm..basically to learn the comms.

3/19/2019 1:57:01 PM circuitriderz Time is a measurement, correct?

3/19/2019 1:58:53 PM djlok 👆👆👆100% Truth

3/19/2019 2:01:54 PM 313looper Ah... I was doing some other stuff while playing this video... not really paying attention to the screen ... but even watching randomly , I have found 

their behaviours very fake! 😒

3/19/2019 2:04:24 PM moemc8 Is that a hot mic at 2:50....( Yea, Yea, Yea) You can hear [fox] wanting certain narrative pushed.

3/19/2019 2:05:03 PM 00loll0 Your english is very good.

3/19/2019 2:06:41 PM 313looper There is no coincidence...!

3/19/2019 2:07:31 PM richard74195773 Nope

3/19/2019 2:07:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/realjameswoods/status/1108064620902662144?s=21 …

3/19/2019 2:07:53 PM bobholmgren1 Is this all just a game as suggested by Hiden Hand?

3/19/2019 2:08:06 PM chadmcgregory Whats the coincidence here?

3/19/2019 2:08:12 PM mrd_s_anderson No.

3/19/2019 2:08:18 PM freestateojones There arent any.

3/19/2019 2:08:20 PM pixiesdorule Not at all.

3/19/2019 2:08:42 PM lbf777 As Navy Intelligence Officer/whistleblower Bill Cooper explained, Gov has the economy on volume control so why doesn’t trump skyrocket it?

3/19/2019 2:09:04 PM cozymag_  pic.twitter.com/meHsi4dbic

3/19/2019 2:09:34 PM zagnett I don't believe 100% in anything except for the existence of my own consciousness, & that's on a good day lol. 🥴

But this is definitely great news, thanks!!!

3/19/2019 2:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should we start something?

Let's play a game.

Hey @Jack.

Tag, you're it.

Watch for the next tweet.

3/19/2019 2:09:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 IF YOU ARE NOT SEEING OUR TWEETS IN YOUR TIMELINE DESPITE FOLLOWING US, HIT LIKE/RT. Shadowbanning is real.

3/19/2019 2:10:21 PM _the_psychonaut It’s here but I can’t like or retweet pic.twitter.com/nEO1rW6CuB

3/19/2019 2:10:22 PM keith369me Crazy world we live in that requires a Supreme Court decision to deport illegal aliens.



3/19/2019 2:10:27 PM jvan125 I’m set with notifications. I’m comfy 😎.

3/19/2019 2:10:29 PM lynn93100924 There are no coincidences. Everything happens for a reason!!!!!!!

WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/19/2019 2:10:31 PM carolin15161363 I believe Q has time based disinfo because the evil we fight is imprisoned within the time illusion/dimension. They are being given false "windows" 

where they believe their demise will happen based on Q info. They  stage things to blind the unwoke to their ultimate demise.

3/19/2019 2:10:35 PM _the_psychonaut Nvm. I can now.

3/19/2019 2:10:42 PM ianbrendonmason I'm on notifications so it's fine, but I never see you on my feed

3/19/2019 2:10:47 PM mrd_s_anderson @Jack tag again. Too slow. NEXT

3/19/2019 2:10:58 PM cmdrzod23 5:5

3/19/2019 2:11:02 PM zagnett 🤔🧐😉

3/19/2019 2:11:14 PM cjptrsn I see the push notifications, but when when I click on it it opens up twitter and stays on my feed instead of jumping to your tweet.

3/19/2019 2:11:24 PM bppope Yes‼️‼️‼️ pic.twitter.com/AGoCSAmp5w

3/19/2019 2:11:43 PM carolin15161363 No coincidences.

3/19/2019 2:11:58 PM circuitriderz US Military

3/19/2019 2:12:07 PM fairyland66 I see this tweet, but the tweet giving @jack the heads up that it is coming is NOT in my feed🤣

3/19/2019 2:12:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Make it trend 🎤

Make it trend 🎷

Make it trend on @Jack's wall 🎧 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108113391950929920?s=21 …

3/19/2019 2:13:11 PM todd0431 Never on my timeline but get the notifications.

3/19/2019 2:14:01 PM tweetericasweet #truth

3/19/2019 2:14:08 PM keith369me Did RBG attend the vote?

3/19/2019 2:14:36 PM texas_nacl First time you’ve shown up on mine

3/19/2019 2:14:56 PM libertyspring99 Something weird is going on @jack. Where are MH tweets @jack are you shadow banning @jack?

3/19/2019 2:15:12 PM linacovfefe Same

3/19/2019 2:15:23 PM jrocktigers Definitely gorgeous. Actual image taken 2013. pic.twitter.com/NXFHHO1Xf7

3/19/2019 2:15:30 PM linacovfefe Same

3/19/2019 2:18:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now it's your turn...

"Make it trend 🎤

Make it tend 🎺

Make it trend on your wall." - Post this text when you tag other people.

Copy paste the shadowbanning is real tweet as a new tweet and send and then Quote Retweet that and tag your next friends. 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108113374569816064?s=21 …
3/19/2019 2:19:01 PM rawphonegirl What's the difference?

3/19/2019 2:19:59 PM function108 #actors #neverastraightanswer

3/19/2019 2:20:51 PM wwtravelr Must wake up the sleeping masses. At the same time expand our thinking toward a glorious, limitless future...of course, without time

3/19/2019 2:21:19 PM uniquelier Great News! 

Does that mean we can detain EVERYONE who enters illegally, because that act alone breaks the law and makes them a criminal? 

That's what I would call a WIN!!!

3/19/2019 2:23:46 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/V6dMRvvNEx

3/19/2019 2:23:51 PM ohioamerican Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Should we start something?

Let's play a game.

Hey @jack.

Tag, you're it.

Watch for the next tweet.

3/19/2019 2:25:42 PM rawphonegirl Recommend reading Walter Last: 

Boron helpful for binding fluoride: 

 https://www.health-science-spirit.com/borax.htm 

However important KEY is IODINE to clear receptors of competing halogens like fluoride, bromide,  etc..  Recommend studying iodine protocol = lugols, 

some prefer nascent or atomized.

3/19/2019 2:27:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The only way we beat censorship is when we Unite and say WWG1WGA. Big days are ahead. We have what we need to legally take the Cabal down. 

Enjoy Justice.

3/19/2019 2:27:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sanctuary Cities

3/19/2019 2:28:28 PM randalls2017 Our pineal gland performs many functions that we depend on every day. And "calicification" and or" floridation" does not seem to interfere in those 

functions too much. Just a thought

3/19/2019 2:28:47 PM realityloominng Wonder how many of those guys goes to the moon regularly

3/19/2019 2:31:05 PM jerichoorion We are ready

3/19/2019 2:31:07 PM rachmatcorai33 I want to Like/Love this tweet a billion times!!! ❤️❤️❤️

3/19/2019 2:31:13 PM meefer_radness Can you see us Q? ❤️ We need all patriots here. #WWG1GWA @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TrueEyeTheSpy #Qanon #Q #MAGA together we are 💪

3/19/2019 2:31:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know about [GOOG] vs US Military... what is trending right now? What harm could Virtual Realities accessible by reductionary 

sensory stimuli have on the growth of a human consciousness? The technology can be used for good and evil. Be careful who you follow.

3/19/2019 2:31:34 PM selvestekjetil Seems logical. But who knows in this 3-4-5D chess game ;)

3/19/2019 2:32:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1108115303492403201 …

3/19/2019 2:33:11 PM zackorcutt Google is evil

3/19/2019 2:33:12 PM chadmcgregory Tribunals done?

3/19/2019 2:33:21 PM selvestekjetil @avhengig @footiefanforte

3/19/2019 2:33:28 PM jvan125 Does this have anything to do with those Air Force jets that were making the pilots sick? I may be wrong on the details but I thought the military had to 

ground a specific type of plane due to it making the pilots ill. 🤔

3/19/2019 2:33:35 PM palmdalekid2 Is he playing on a sexbox, too?!¡

3/19/2019 2:33:48 PM mrd_s_anderson I'm ready to stop participating in reality.

3/19/2019 2:34:16 PM kellysrock5775 AMEN X a Zillion #WWG1WGA

3/19/2019 2:34:27 PM cjptrsn Will he clean house at Stanford?  Get rid of the knuckleheads running the psych department?

3/19/2019 2:34:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1107768711686033411 …

3/19/2019 2:34:58 PM guyfromv wonderful

3/19/2019 2:35:03 PM allahuniversal Mobile notifications are working if set



3/19/2019 2:35:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1108107183366041601 …

3/19/2019 2:35:44 PM pamelaclearwood I haven't seen your tweets in a long time...until today. Hmmm......

3/19/2019 2:36:16 PM mrd_s_anderson Elon Musk, can't trust

3/19/2019 2:36:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/thesheetztweetz/status/1108102610521899010 …

3/19/2019 2:36:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1108102712162430979 …

3/19/2019 2:37:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1108101078007103488 …

3/19/2019 2:37:10 PM mrd_s_anderson Home coming?

3/19/2019 2:37:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1108099126556798977 …

3/19/2019 2:37:47 PM pdelic2  https://d.tube/v/gabriel-ds/o0m4io5c …

3/19/2019 2:37:48 PM 313looper Wow... They are back home...!

3/19/2019 2:37:56 PM ascendingadam Make it trend 🎤

Make it tend 🎺

Make it trend on your wall

3/19/2019 2:38:14 PM mrd_s_anderson Or, something to do with Tae Kwondo, or military exercises. I have no clue but it's stressful

3/19/2019 2:38:39 PM djlok Not at all. Coincidences don't exist... Only the perception of coincidences.

3/19/2019 2:38:50 PM wyatt251 Coffers are empty

3/19/2019 2:39:26 PM allahuniversal Choice between consciousness being real, vs. time being real. It can't be both, one manifests the other, & time alone doesn't sync itself, nor does time 

manifest consciousness.

The Power of NOW

3/19/2019 2:39:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?  https://twitter.com/cnbcnow/status/1108095008597598209 …

3/19/2019 2:39:46 PM je_weed_707_ NO

3/19/2019 2:39:51 PM 313looper Wow...

3/19/2019 2:40:21 PM jvan125 Deleted tweet...🧐

3/19/2019 2:40:22 PM ywwg1wga Hey @jack do you know the only strategy that can win a fair outcome in a rigged game scenario?! ... 'cause we do ;)  

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2013.2439 …

3/19/2019 2:40:34 PM freestateojones Naturally, the intention of what's being brought forth with VR will dictate how it affects the growth of Human Consciousness. 

As long as #WeThePeople are cognizant of where the line between VR and 'reality' lies, I believe we will be okay.

3/19/2019 2:40:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we told you many events connect through today. There was a reason for the countdown. It forced them to use their ammunition. These people 

are sick. Justice is coming in hot.

3/19/2019 2:41:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1108120927945064453 …

3/19/2019 2:41:31 PM mrd_s_anderson If a butterfly flaps it's wings across the world...

3/19/2019 2:41:48 PM cjtruth They deleted it

3/19/2019 2:42:05 PM worldxplorer1 Is this how classified tech will be seeded into the civilian world?  Is Mattis a conduit for this?

3/19/2019 2:42:07 PM pomeinnz what was it?

3/19/2019 2:42:11 PM 1_decided_voter At this point, that phrase seems meaningless...

3/19/2019 2:42:29 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/uRVXBDwn6h

3/19/2019 2:42:38 PM need2knowmyway What ammunition was used today? Thought they might pull the RBG card today🤔

3/19/2019 2:42:57 PM thebronx_in_to Wow

3/19/2019 2:43:16 PM helly_283 And is cost the citizens of a country to lose rights they will never get back...

3/19/2019 2:43:30 PM coastal2002 What was it

3/19/2019 2:43:54 PM dotgirl74 What???

3/19/2019 2:44:09 PM moemc8 Was this on Gen. Mattis?  Gone now.

3/19/2019 2:44:33 PM hawkgirlinmn The harm would be deprivation of original thoughts or emotions like empathy, therefore inhibiting anyone’s ability to experience reality. Depending on 

the degree, warped or controlled.

3/19/2019 2:44:34 PM sosoaware What Was It ...its been deleted

3/19/2019 2:44:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you [ALICE] for proving our point. You're almost out of ammunition.

3/19/2019 2:44:43 PM allahuniversal Absolute Power

3/19/2019 2:45:10 PM freestateojones Answer to previous question re: time based disinformation was BAIT. 

Much like the [D5] head fake via Q that sprung a coincidental funeral of GHWB that controlled the MSM cycles for a few days. 

Today is supposedly day zero re: Q and Anons. 

Epstein x NXIVM = PAIN.

What else?
3/19/2019 2:45:15 PM jaspony1 WWG1WGA

For Freedom!!!

3/19/2019 2:45:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power to break free is within all of you.

3/19/2019 2:45:36 PM zrickety Removed by [them] in less than 5 min...impressive.

3/19/2019 2:45:37 PM usss_211 Deleted...

3/19/2019 2:45:50 PM dotgirl74 Deleted

3/19/2019 2:45:50 PM lbf777 The NZ false flag.

3/19/2019 2:46:15 PM wesleywood73 The tweet was deleted.  Did you get a screenshot?

3/19/2019 2:46:29 PM the_fjalar RGB = last of the ammo? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/9ZDIgEjoDg

3/19/2019 2:46:44 PM circuitriderz Your tweet was deleted.

3/19/2019 2:47:00 PM usss_211 Old A LIC E needs a Midol

3/19/2019 2:47:03 PM moemc8 Don't know what to think of this.  When 'Raisin Cain' told POTUS they could take care of ISIS in 1 week, POTUS stated his advisers said two years.  Was 

Mattis one of them?  Was he working against POTUS also?

3/19/2019 2:47:11 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm going to be meeting Sophia. Anything I should ask her?

3/19/2019 2:47:14 PM lallalu SC finds in favor of “He’s MY PRESIDENT!” BIG win this morning!!!

3/19/2019 2:47:20 PM the_fjalar Deleted...what coincidence.

3/19/2019 2:47:23 PM barbstoddard Is Paul Ryan joining Fox part of the events??

3/19/2019 2:47:37 PM pilar96117319 The tweet was deleted

3/19/2019 2:47:48 PM the_fjalar I missed it also.

3/19/2019 2:48:04 PM merorschach I see you, but I live in the Shadows at Twatterland. 

#Shadowbanned

3/19/2019 2:48:14 PM livings07704264 The CNBC tweet is deleted! Anybody has a screenshot!

3/19/2019 2:48:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why is 42 the answer to the universe?



3/19/2019 2:48:23 PM gryniiizred @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 like this?

Make it trend 🎤

Make it trend 🎷

Make it trend on @Jack's wall 🎧 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108113391950929920?s=21 …

3/19/2019 2:48:56 PM humanprimer And just like that, it was gone.   Doesn't everyone have a rear-view mirror?  These people really are stupid.

3/19/2019 2:49:38 PM dotgirl74 What was it!!!

3/19/2019 2:49:39 PM rawphonegirl Adair talked about this too.

3/19/2019 2:49:46 PM freestateojones I thought about it today, we are a few billion souls collectively manifesting our individual realities into one. 

The sad beauty of it all is; there is only one Truth.

3/19/2019 2:50:13 PM jvan125 FYI...I saw this tweet in my feed! 😉

3/19/2019 2:50:20 PM usss_211 🤨

3/19/2019 2:51:00 PM karma4event201 DS once controlled the illusion of time; but not now? 

Does Q reference time based disinformation "actions" for Anons to Decode to drive the DS into specific chess moves?

3/19/2019 2:51:02 PM mrd_s_anderson  https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1108121469735727104?s=19 …

This one seems a bit like an obvious one to link. I didn't see the last one

3/19/2019 2:51:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

3/19/2019 2:52:10 PM worldxplorer1 Because it’s divisible by 3.

3/19/2019 2:52:28 PM destinlola Got these, but don’t often. Definitely not regularly. Usually, the only people I hear from were within the tweet I replied to. 1-2 on RTs. But I’ve been 

forwarding everything single subject they don’t want out, since day one.  At 1200 followers, I’d get 20. 😊Badge of honor, Sir.

3/19/2019 2:52:38 PM freestateojones If [RR] is dirty, Mueller must also be dirty.

if Mueller is dirty, [RR] must also be dirty.

Q https://twitter.com/politico/status/1108042231963897856?s=19 …

3/19/2019 2:53:11 PM redpillawakeni BRING IT NOW!!!!!

3/19/2019 2:53:15 PM freestateojones Throw us a bone if you will @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

3/19/2019 2:53:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 All accounts followed are strategically placed and commonly swapped out.

3/19/2019 2:53:27 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

How does one TBV answers located in higher dimensions?

3/19/2019 2:53:27 PM spauldingshowal Tweet deleted....

3/19/2019 2:53:38 PM zrickety I do not.  I believe in causality.  Enjoying the show, but sometimes want to press fast forward...

3/19/2019 2:53:44 PM ptraina1 🤗😂🍿

3/19/2019 2:53:56 PM worldxplorer1 A multidimensional, cross-timeline, crossroad.

3/19/2019 2:54:34 PM 1ra_enelor They deleted the Tweet, go figure @jack

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108120848014163970 …

3/19/2019 2:54:39 PM allahuniversal Always has been.

They wanted us divided, so we were. 

We will #WWG1WGA in return, re-turning to what once was, and always waa the Truth. We are 1 Consciousness. Time is... irrelevant to truth.

3/19/2019 2:54:44 PM usss_211 Peaceful... pic.twitter.com/D8S4xxdeeB

3/19/2019 2:55:14 PM polar_bear_west Do we have Benedict Arnold "Barr" relying on Judas "Rosenstein"??  Time will tell!! Is it another RINO stampede at the DOJ??

@realDonaldTrump TRUST FEW & Be Vigilant Traitors are ALL Around You!!

3/19/2019 2:55:15 PM zeeinthemoment I only see them because I set alerts. It’s the only way I see many accounts. It’s out of control.

3/19/2019 2:55:20 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/google-cia-if-you-re-using-an-android-phone-google-may-be-tracking-every-move-you-make …

3/19/2019 2:55:23 PM hawkgirlinmn @Jack TAG #BreakTheMatrix #BreakTheMatrix #BreakTheMatrix

3/19/2019 2:55:28 PM usss_211 She did it again...

3/19/2019 2:55:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Oops

3/19/2019 2:57:21 PM bdab28 Nothing to see here

3/19/2019 2:58:14 PM ldicassiolorri Trump hired RR.

3/19/2019 2:59:19 PM usss_211 Free will... if you don't have that, you have nothing.

Imagine getting caught and unable to escape VR??

[Shudders]

3/19/2019 2:59:30 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/iVgEDe2uRs

3/19/2019 2:59:32 PM lbf777 Any tips?

I know that life is actually perfect so by believing it’s perfect, we awaken from this dream simulation of duality.

3/19/2019 3:00:42 PM elfm0d3 Because 42 is the asterisk * [WHATEVER YOU WANT IT TO BE]

3/19/2019 3:00:46 PM the_fjalar Thats true of course...but one step closer to the end.

3/19/2019 3:01:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Because Q doesn’t live in the matrix like most do. Time-based events for most are necessary for those not awake to break out of the matrix. Hence, the 

reason Q says future proves past. With intention and awakening we hold the power to change the timeline until there is none.

3/19/2019 3:01:06 PM hyvee7 Did anyone take a screen shot of it???

3/19/2019 3:01:46 PM orthogonalron Q is using the human factor which includes intent/empathy.

DS only uses AI

It's all Bait - most is disinfo

The dates and times are not what we think - and DS always takes the bait

These people are stupid

3/19/2019 3:03:09 PM mongrelglory Sorry, but I still think Elon is a con artist.

3/19/2019 3:03:34 PM rosesrred0119 I can see them

3/19/2019 3:04:06 PM youstinksoap They are and have been working for Trump.  Q said this (Great Awakening) has been planned a long time ago....makes me wonder.

3/19/2019 3:04:22 PM consortiapartn1 So I didn't waste my time reading Douglas Adam's and Terry Pratchet then?

3/19/2019 3:04:46 PM rosesrred0119 Could it come in hotter.. my patient is not a virtue

3/19/2019 3:04:58 PM johnhammar94 Got my salt

3/19/2019 3:05:04 PM mongrelglory He does too many drugs. 😏

3/19/2019 3:05:53 PM youstinksoap Just how corrupt on a scale of all states is Wisconsin?  #10 or higher?

3/19/2019 3:06:28 PM beeshelb Changes at fox part of ammo used?

3/19/2019 3:07:13 PM wwg1wga_every1 What was it? The tweet was deleted. Did anyone save it?!?!?

3/19/2019 3:07:45 PM integratedwebuk I second that

3/19/2019 3:08:58 PM jane_q_patriot That made me cry. It also demonstrates how "Time is an Illusion." Because to a 9 year old boy, a year feels almost like an eternity, especially when his 

dad is deployed overseas. Keep bringin' 'em home, guys. 🙏🏼

3/19/2019 3:09:15 PM orthogonalron The biggest sting operation in history

3/19/2019 3:10:26 PM marcyan17824279 I take care of an 80 year old young lady and she looked at the date today and she said “oh 3/19/19 just another Q date:) so sweet, she doesn’t even 

know about The Plan. ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️Stay united, stay strong:)

3/19/2019 3:12:07 PM jayrambin over the target.



3/19/2019 3:12:22 PM jojoe12299 Keep em busy

3/19/2019 3:13:04 PM orthogonalron And taking out that midlevel buffer will only hasten the demise of the rulers. They cannot do anything themselves. Think Jenga - just the right piece will 

topple the tower

3/19/2019 3:14:20 PM lbf777 I read Urantia book. It was a masterpiece. Venus project is good too. I wrote out some plans on how to make that work here: 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/19/2019 3:15:48 PM prmd21801759 @jack 

Play a game with Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108113374569816064 …

3/19/2019 3:16:50 PM karentriebel Suicide Alan Krueger economic aide to BH and BHO

3/19/2019 3:17:01 PM destinlola Fine, but you are on auto notif here.

3/19/2019 3:17:04 PM mongrelglory That's what I was expecting today...but we still have to the end of the week.  Here's hoping! 🤞

   I don't suppose Judge Jeanine could be nominated for Ruth's seat as Scotus? 😆

3/19/2019 3:18:09 PM karentriebel BC sorry

3/19/2019 3:19:02 PM tomchiodo Please explain. What connected through today and what was the ammunition? I’m usually pretty good at seeing things but I’m missing this one. 

Thanks much!

3/19/2019 3:20:49 PM wild8heart Liking anyway, because what all of you (MJ12) are doing to assist and support us is profound. Thank you. 

#WeAreOne #DarktoLight #disclosure

3/19/2019 3:21:08 PM tammyredmond Every time Q does this, it makes the cabal/DS to expose themselves and then action can be made to either re-record their offenses or “nip them in the 

bud” so to speak. That way they are removed for good legally and openly. Transparency.

3/19/2019 3:22:04 PM keith369me I see them, but I purposely keep my follows low

3/19/2019 3:24:21 PM nlchaplin 😂😂😂😂 how'd that big q bomb go today. Im not seeing mass arrests anywhere. Your leader has literally become the religatard screaming about 

the apocalypse every 60 days 😂😂😂 Qanon = #qless

3/19/2019 3:24:38 PM tammyredmond Definitely not [GOOG]. Military being cleaned up. I will always back the US Military before a multi-billion $ company that works at making its users 

pawns against each other.

3/19/2019 3:24:48 PM qanonwhitehat Why is Twitter SLOW right now!

3/19/2019 3:24:50 PM mongrelglory That's a no-brainer! WWG1WGA!

3/19/2019 3:25:12 PM sebasthorn Tweet has been deleted

3/19/2019 3:26:10 PM tammyredmond The like was removed right as I was reading the next tweet in your timeline.

3/19/2019 3:26:21 PM freestateojones That would be unprecedented... https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1083163362907865088?s=19 …

3/19/2019 3:26:25 PM suekonkel  pic.twitter.com/89OlmSzelR

3/19/2019 3:26:37 PM pkekbar No one said anything about mass arrests today.

What are you talking about?

3/19/2019 3:27:16 PM magakitten @jack

3/19/2019 3:29:04 PM mongrelglory Thank you Judge Kavanaugh!  🤗

3/19/2019 3:29:37 PM mr_mayhem401 Excuse

3/19/2019 3:30:28 PM jswdh1 They're coming home!

3/19/2019 3:30:34 PM mongrelglory She was a Soros-backed fraud.  Amazed she's been publicly exposed so quickly!

3/19/2019 3:31:27 PM covertress "It was a joke. It had to be a number, an ordinary, smallish number, and I chose that one. Binary representations, base 13, Tibetan monks are all 

complete nonsense. I sat on my desk, stared in to the garden and thought 42 will do. I typed it out. End of story."

- Douglas Adams 🐸

3/19/2019 3:31:40 PM vintagesquirrel Well, I'm disappointed. Today's my birthday, and I was hoping it'd be extra special. 😄

3/19/2019 3:33:06 PM selooversuzanne Great explanation ‼️

3/19/2019 3:33:29 PM allahuniversal Exhibit A pic.twitter.com/7HzORLwpWB

3/19/2019 3:34:04 PM allahuniversal Exhibit B pic.twitter.com/kvP2e6ovCr

3/19/2019 3:34:40 PM mongrelglory I've noticed since Q called @Jack out, I haven't had to clear any "interests" from my "Twitter data" in my account.  I was having to clear the interest 

boxes daily to prevent from being "unfollowed" etc... but now the boxes have remained blank for several days!

3/19/2019 3:34:41 PM clancy_birrell Pulling ALL troops out of foreign deployment.

Billy Meier anyone?

3/19/2019 3:34:43 PM jrocktigers This is pretty detailed.   http://decalcifypinealgland.com/how-to-decalcify-the-pineal-gland/#pg …

3/19/2019 3:34:45 PM covertress It's just a game, Love.

It's just a game.

3/19/2019 3:34:57 PM zoilaliz1 I happen to like him 😉

3/19/2019 3:35:26 PM clancy_birrell is the media cleaned up yet?

3/19/2019 3:35:46 PM david00997884 I see your tweets

3/19/2019 3:36:07 PM hawkgirlinmn What my actual thoughts are on it, are probably too ‘out there,’ for most, so went with the brief summary. It will explain, “you won’t believe who 

you’ve been talking to.”

3/19/2019 3:36:09 PM sqrlnutz Is Mueller a white hat ?

3/19/2019 3:36:13 PM cindymannings I put iodine logol on wrist for thyroid. Does that work?

3/19/2019 3:36:41 PM jdumfordphd I believe. Others cannot.

Even if it were a game, it’s been geat playing! 🤣😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/MfwwysukzM

3/19/2019 3:37:08 PM cryptocrab4 @jack be nimble ...

3/19/2019 3:37:34 PM cindymannings oh - boron.  I thought borax  haha.

3/19/2019 3:40:07 PM clancy_birrell so the terminator movies WERE documentaries.

How does James Cameron know so much?

3/19/2019 3:40:32 PM lynnielee5 I’m still not understanding the whole deal here. I haven’t forgotten that Muller met POTUS before the Witch hunt started. I still think he’s a gray hat. 

RR? He just looks like a rat to me, but he could possibly be gray too. Maybe.

3/19/2019 3:40:38 PM mongrelglory @jack From @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

IF YOU ARE NOT SEEING OUR TWEETS IN YOUR TIMELINE DESPITE FOLLOWING US, HIT LIKE/RT. Shadowbanning is real.

3/19/2019 3:41:00 PM firstwavr saying time is an illusion really means nothing to most, because they can’t understand the concept of being multidimensional.

3/19/2019 3:41:05 PM jayrambin I’m on your ur side bro. But, I think they still have some big ones. RBG, et, any one of 1000s of med, energy or mil tech. What ammo did they use? Just 

new flags. I agree, this was a window. I’ve felt from [-21] that it could be a feign.  Sun Tzu would not announce attack date.

3/19/2019 3:41:45 PM clancy_birrell Majestic Tek?

3/19/2019 3:42:24 PM covertress Majestic kek

🐸

3/19/2019 3:44:20 PM mongrelglory Wishing you a very Happy Birthday @Vintagesquirrel !!! pic.twitter.com/Vbv46Z7P5a

3/19/2019 3:44:44 PM jdumfordphd  pic.twitter.com/IpyBhGQ7e2

3/19/2019 3:45:15 PM yellahabibihela Looks like the torus.



3/19/2019 3:45:45 PM ywwg1wga The only solution to a #RiggedGame scenario is strategic application of #Spite manifested thru #AltruisticPunishment to force a #Reset to a #FairDeal

#Q

#Qanon

#Qarmy

#GiletsJaunes

#YellowVestsUSA

#YellowVestsWW

#TheGreatAwakening

#WeAreTheStorm

 https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rspb.2013.2439 …

3/19/2019 3:45:57 PM firstwavr time was invented as a result of adapting to a 3rd dimensional reality. it’s doesn’t exist jordan. this reality is a school for spirit, learning how to exist 

away from Source. i don’t know if you truly grasp the vastness of what is.

3/19/2019 3:45:58 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wisconsin has had a cultural problem with human trafficking for generations.

3/19/2019 3:46:19 PM clancy_birrell They can be working with Pleiadian insight however...

3/19/2019 3:48:00 PM 0809mmy Tweet deleted

3/19/2019 3:48:11 PM lisbet30025172 Q is NSA that’s why the see, hear and know everything...past proves future, you have more than you know, wizards and wardlock...hmmm

3/19/2019 3:48:32 PM dandugan14 Only in retweets

3/19/2019 3:48:40 PM bluepopcorn8 ..."Every day, we get a little bit older and a little bit slower..." pic.twitter.com/vYxMyKQqPs

3/19/2019 3:49:29 PM richardhiatt16 From somebody, what is ALICE? By brain is melting from Thermodynamics.... Last had it 34 years ago 🙃

3/19/2019 3:50:05 PM amymorg79793405 Isn’t time in a circle? That’s 4D so what happens to time in 5D?

3/19/2019 3:51:41 PM clancy_birrell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thankyou greatly for your contribution to our well being MJ.

3/19/2019 3:52:24 PM spritualbattle What did the tweet say...and by who?

3/19/2019 3:52:48 PM covfefe_grande AI - artificial intelligence

3/19/2019 3:52:58 PM youstinksoap Indeed, it is. 

We are watching a movie, but I think it's been written ages ago.  Q often mentions 'think mirror'. I wonder if the white hats been doing the opposite of 

the dark hats for longer than we know?  I'm not trying to be vague, the geopolitical part of the movie isn't...

3/19/2019 3:53:05 PM weremight Number of assistants to Osiris.  I'll take Sedonions for 500, Alice.

 http://vixra.org/pdf/1310.0130v1.pdf …

3/19/2019 3:53:59 PM linnyt7 It says that tweet was deleted.

3/19/2019 3:54:07 PM mongrelglory Once people awaken to their co-creative powers, they shouldn't need to use a VR product sold by a corporation.  People could create whatever 

"reality" they wanted in their own lives...the powers of a God so to speak.

3/19/2019 3:54:36 PM richardhiatt16 Amen... MJ 12 eyes 👀 “Catch em”

3/19/2019 3:54:37 PM weremight 'This paper has given strong evidence that the very ancient (pre - Ice Age,

circa 14,000 BC) Egyptian civilization understood advanced mathematics and

enjoyed a higher technology than our own. ...  repeated references to 42, a key number for

the Sedenions, as well as [G2].

3/19/2019 3:55:01 PM rawphonegirl Boron is the element. Borax is sodium tetraborate, an economical and effective source of boron however the detail is in the dilution.  Please read link 

to learn dilution recipe. 40 mule brand, only ingredient should be sodium tetraborate (a natural mineral).

3/19/2019 3:56:04 PM mongrelglory I hope Mattis is a white hat!  Stanford is a place with a long dark Cabal history!

3/19/2019 3:56:13 PM youstinksoap interesting to me.  I scan articles for clues, lol.  The bigger picture is fascinating though.  MJ12 said a little bit ago that there is more to all of this than 

meets the eye, but we will all find out the truth soon!

👍🙏🏼♥

3/19/2019 3:56:22 PM richardhiatt16 Train..... 🚂 🔥 Here comes the TRAIN ......

3/19/2019 3:57:08 PM richardhiatt16 🤔

3/19/2019 3:57:11 PM jrocktigers L.  S.  D.. dump on society. I think it backfired on them...jury still out.

3/19/2019 3:58:01 PM qsentme77 Vid popped up when opened. Couldnt get out. I tried to ff vid, never went to end. Funny symbol at end was Q! Had to restart.

3/19/2019 3:58:24 PM rawphonegirl For radiation protection? Yes. For thyroid? How far must it travel and how much absorption along the way before it reaches thyroid? Recommend 

reading Dr. David Brownstein. Selenium rides the seesaw with iodine.

3/19/2019 3:58:37 PM the_daily_max  pic.twitter.com/3Tk0Hy9hny

3/19/2019 3:59:21 PM usss_211 Jumpin' @Jack flash....

3/19/2019 3:59:33 PM freestateojones Imagine that... pic.twitter.com/nCJAvHozPR

3/19/2019 4:00:17 PM mongrelglory Is Elon playing a role for the white hats now?

3/19/2019 4:01:04 PM zagnett Sorry, what happened here?

3/19/2019 4:01:22 PM richardhiatt16 😬🤖

3/19/2019 4:01:28 PM richardhiatt16 Thank you

3/19/2019 4:04:12 PM mongrelglory Is the world getting ready to open up Space ports (with the help of our ET friends)?

3/19/2019 4:05:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Looks like Elon knows how to troll too.

3/19/2019 4:05:49 PM spritualbattle I want the knowledge held in the vat basement opened up.

3/19/2019 4:11:02 PM mongrelglory I was always amazed when RR was being questioned during the hearings, how smug and arrogant he was.  There wasn't a trace of anxiety!  It's 

understandable now if he was playing a movie role and knew the entire script!

3/19/2019 4:11:41 PM fowlreginald Same. Still waiting for that one.

3/19/2019 4:12:38 PM mongrelglory As well as the attempted censorship on social media which Q referred to.

3/19/2019 4:14:15 PM merorschach Did the 17 second signal anomaly send them a page on their intergalactic beepers?

3/19/2019 4:15:08 PM selooversuzanne Maybe someday you’ll share😊

3/19/2019 4:15:22 PM kuri99487324 Is Saturn playing a role on how we perceive time here on Earth?

3/19/2019 4:16:44 PM jcrowyo FRAG OUT!

3/19/2019 4:18:01 PM mongrelglory Seeing the ground-work laid for justice and final clean-up operations.

Lawsuits against the "Agents of Propaganda"...colleges, social media companies, Soros political puppets, Catholic Church, and hopefully MSM news 

channels soon. Also preparations for Space-port locations!...

3/19/2019 4:21:05 PM ideclarefreedom us from a future condensed timeline or something? Would love to hear your thoughts , your comments are interesting

3/19/2019 4:21:37 PM mongrelglory ...Soldiers are coming home from abroad.  Netanyahu indicted for bribery charges.

   China being called out for espionage, along with their Cabal accomplices, and the Supreme Court finally giving Trump the power to detain and deport 

illegal aliens.

  Hollywood stars arrested etc.

3/19/2019 4:24:56 PM rachmatcorai33 These people are stupid

3/19/2019 4:26:36 PM blissamerica Today is St. Joseph’s day.

3/19/2019 4:27:20 PM mongrelglory 42 = To Be

(20+15+2+5)

😊



3/19/2019 4:27:27 PM aleks8837 The @CNBC article was this:  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/19/rep-bennie-thompson-asks-tech-to-explain-mosque-shooting-video-spread.html …

Reference:  https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=zHqRXO_3JuL5qwGehbOIDA&q= 

https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fcnbcnow%2Fstatus%2F1108095008597598209&btnK=Google-s%C3%B8k …

3/19/2019 4:27:59 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1108148006212251648 …

3/19/2019 4:28:40 PM rachmatcorai33 We wait until they’re out of ammunition, then we hit them hard!!!

3/19/2019 4:30:06 PM mile_high_mamma Aren’t there already a couple battalions of said terminators in existence?

3/19/2019 4:30:43 PM richard74195773 Is RGB still alive?

3/19/2019 4:31:22 PM mile_high_mamma  https://youtu.be/KwIg1DQNohM 

3/19/2019 4:33:27 PM sabina06706427 Is this timeline going to end soon?

3/19/2019 4:33:28 PM proseservices 😢😒🙄😲👃🏼👃🏼👃🏼👃🏼👃🏼👃🏼

3/19/2019 4:33:48 PM proseservices 🇺🇸👍🏼🧐

3/19/2019 4:34:44 PM cindymannings thank you so much -  I wondered about it !

3/19/2019 4:36:29 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1108148006212251648?s=19 …

3/19/2019 4:37:51 PM skyclimber0341 It was for this link. 

 https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/03/19/rep-bennie-thompson-asks-tech-to-explain-mosque-shooting-video-

spread.html?__twitter_impression=true …

3/19/2019 4:38:03 PM skyclimber0341  https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/03/19/rep-bennie-thompson-asks-tech-to-explain-mosque-shooting-video-

spread.html?__twitter_impression=true …

3/19/2019 4:38:11 PM skyclimber0341  https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/03/19/rep-bennie-thompson-asks-tech-to-explain-mosque-shooting-video-

spread.html?__twitter_impression=true …

3/19/2019 4:38:54 PM sano_faith Think tank...

3/19/2019 4:39:00 PM djlok Make it trend 🎤

Make it tend 🎺

Make it trend on your wall

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realMJMacdowall @Keith72256137 @zagnett @blsdbe @covertress @RSM28675996 @n7guardiananon @charmanda9 

@laurabusse @JRockTigers @MongrelGlory @Vintagesquirrel @lori_dee1 @swatcam1 @narcissist_ghst 

https://twitter.com/DJLOK/status/1108117904661184512 …

3/19/2019 4:39:56 PM giediknight I liked it, but I see your tweets in my timeline. Probably because I always search your account constantly. So my personal algorithm is tailored to see 

your tweets.

3/19/2019 4:41:52 PM lbf777 Thanks. I have been researching ideas for the past 3 years & I’m still not done.

3/19/2019 4:42:03 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/EqSj5YmbWH

3/19/2019 4:42:42 PM giediknight It destroys the visual cortex in children. They are unable to produce images (holograms) in their own minds, which is detrimental to 

dreaming/meditation/astral projection/steering stars.... suns...

3/19/2019 4:42:51 PM richard07759712 Bam 💥

3/19/2019 4:43:04 PM jswdh1 Does this shadow ban checker no longer work? I checked mine and magic's... neither were banned...? pic.twitter.com/EiQ7Pvda2W

3/19/2019 4:43:45 PM dtxanonymous @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108113374569816064?s=21 … 

It’s real ... $250M Nunes Lawsuit coming at them.

3/19/2019 4:44:28 PM richard07759712 Nope... neither did Q.  Delays make new plans.  Everything in time

3/19/2019 4:44:28 PM bjmorgan1977 To reach all aspects of humanity. Not all can even comprehend the depths this will go, soft disclosure through the people that have been attacked 

through the eons. The change that will astonish All. Beyond all comprehension. Beautiful it is. Blessings of Peace and Happiness.

3/19/2019 4:44:56 PM do_elmo To late👇 pic.twitter.com/w9WLB843tS

3/19/2019 4:45:07 PM dream9_87 Exactly 🙏

3/19/2019 4:45:58 PM realityloominng "Safeguards"? I hope the Alliance is not trying to hide the truth about the Brazilian Nazi space/Antarctica ports...If you try to create a new world 

without fully exposing the old, it won't work I'm afraid

3/19/2019 4:47:13 PM clancy_birrell you forgot to mention sexual alchemy as a tool for growing accumulating energy to manifest.

3/19/2019 4:49:20 PM whitedove55555 I see you

3/19/2019 4:49:37 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3 hours ago

IF YOU ARE NOT SEEING OUR TWEETS IN YOUR TIMELINE DESPITE FOLLOWING US, HIT LIKE/RT. Shadowbanning is real.

3/19/2019 4:51:45 PM realityloominng This reminds me of General Raisin Cane from Iraq... Are they former syndicate puppets, with MK names, Who has had their strings cut?

3/19/2019 4:53:05 PM djlok It's getting real, isn't it!

3/19/2019 4:53:14 PM marlenestillwe2  pic.twitter.com/trUMIChyzD

3/19/2019 4:55:34 PM godfamcountry Q uses time because it's how most humans comprehend events?

3/19/2019 4:55:58 PM grabaroot The swamp is still deep in the Deep South.

3/19/2019 4:56:15 PM paddeplorable Whenever the plan is final, will most patriots be satisfied?

3/19/2019 4:57:56 PM allahuniversal Come up across accounts, happens a whole lot more on the OP's account

3/19/2019 4:58:44 PM sterkinglights1 A very majestic name he has.

3/19/2019 4:58:54 PM keith369me But who is she really?

3/19/2019 5:00:00 PM paddeplorable Time = Potential

3/19/2019 5:00:44 PM djlok Good question. Her whole story sounds suspect.  Bartender turned Congress woman.  Give me a break!

3/19/2019 5:01:48 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/chapulincolored/status/1108155135794937856?s=21 …

3/19/2019 5:03:56 PM djlok And I'm tired of having to retweet your comments twice (like I just had to do) when I'm just trying to share information or engage more people in the 

convo for different perspectives.  Hopefully Twitter is working on some of their issues.

3/19/2019 5:04:36 PM allahuniversal Just say no to Absolute Control

from:ts_sci_majic12 Absolute Control

8:04 ET

3/19/2019 5:04:51 PM keith369me Am I not worth a double ReTweet?

3/19/2019 5:07:45 PM tracytracy205 Hmmm,want to talk about a coincidence?? After your recent game of "tag" you are all over my timeline! Isn't that interesting?! Every other post is 

MAJESTIC! 🤩😁

3/19/2019 5:08:32 PM djlok When you use the word ALICE does it summon her up or kick her off the path? Or have no effect at all?

Be funny if her name started trending.

3/19/2019 5:09:09 PM paramotor_flyer Are you counting on a big payday from Q 🙄

3/19/2019 5:12:32 PM mindaltdelete In order to see ANY posts from this account, I have to visit the account's page itself. I NEVER see any of the posts in my feed.

3/19/2019 5:12:37 PM marnisheppeard And where is the quantum state? That world you imagine is not real.

3/19/2019 5:15:13 PM consortiapartn1 That's one helluva of a read. Something for the weekend



3/19/2019 5:15:38 PM chapulincolored Should we start something?

Let's play a game.

Hey @Jack.

Tag, you're it.

Watch for the next tweet.

3/19/2019 5:17:28 PM heath_jack We exist on many plains of existence.  Your higher self knew the whole time.  You signed up for this moment!  Every bit of it, long before birth.  Soul 

contracts!  Our higher self is directly connected by Source! pic.twitter.com/DCUnYRDiRU

3/19/2019 5:19:01 PM zagnett So the [cabal] is out of "ammo" completely now?

3/19/2019 5:20:04 PM ragevirusqq Alice = HC.  ALICE=AI machine learning. Twitter uses ALICE

3/19/2019 5:22:56 PM marnisheppeard Oh, please, set the science straight first before anything gets done. Thanks. 🌏

3/19/2019 5:23:22 PM mykidsrtheebest I have to go to your page. So, I do.

3/19/2019 5:23:37 PM destinlola It says mine is clear, but I’m certain that it is...new tricks, I’m sure.

3/19/2019 5:25:51 PM starehope It was so nice of you to share that sentiment!💕

3/19/2019 5:26:09 PM peilmymailcom1 Ready! pic.twitter.com/LRmAhkQHPu

3/19/2019 5:26:59 PM paramotor_flyer Oh dang, sorry to hear that. I do consider the day of reckoning as a payday of sorts. When everything that we have been saying comes true, will our 

family forgive us? Nope, they’ll just be more bitter because their precious Hillary is locked up.

3/19/2019 5:28:21 PM richardhiatt16 Thank you... 🤓

3/19/2019 5:40:52 PM richardhiatt16 Is this what you are talking about? https://www.whitehouse.gov/ai/ 

3/19/2019 5:44:32 PM hswcyd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs I think Q team need to stop playing the disinformation game, too much damage to lots of Trump supporters 

emotionally, and not proven to mislead opponents. I see lots of people upset when expecting a lot but get nothing obvious. A bad strategy!

3/19/2019 5:46:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1108164343504556032 …

3/19/2019 5:47:26 PM blsdbe Nope...

3/19/2019 5:47:54 PM randalls2017 Because four plus two equals six and a six sided shape is a hexagon in two dimensions or a tetrahedron in three dimensional space

3/19/2019 5:48:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "you can bring 3, you can bring 6, or you can bring 9"

3/19/2019 5:49:40 PM youstinksoap No.  What's really going on in Africa? https://twitter.com/bbcos/status/1108085810488926209?s=21 …

3/19/2019 5:49:49 PM mellyrn Rob't Kraft was offered plea deal if he will admit the video evidence is enough to convict him. Could this be a test run of a deep-fake video, where if 

Kraft says Yes, [they] can say, Aha it's fake, to get all later video evidence canned?

3/19/2019 5:51:50 PM richardhiatt16 No Terminators coming to my front door....  🤓🇺🇸

3/19/2019 5:52:06 PM sheshifts001 Elitist controllers operate in nonlinear time, outside space, & placing timed variables into play forces them to adjust their timeline & mode of 

operations upon their key players within the field

We humans & 5D+ adjust & adapt faster than [they], relative to collective timesense pic.twitter.com/tvKJKWcm41

3/19/2019 5:55:22 PM mongrelglory It's very sad... both Mozambique and Nebraska! 😢

3/19/2019 5:56:01 PM kik1771 Part of the team ???

3/19/2019 6:00:29 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/4D4ZPtUn9Q

3/19/2019 6:03:10 PM toffer_anon_369  https://local12.com/news/local/panel-accuses-indiana-attorney-general-of-misconduct …

3/19/2019 6:04:45 PM cypressbill1980 i am hammered 

it's pointless using twitter for me

3/19/2019 6:09:25 PM taeto_21 4 hours in with 8 rt & 14 likes. The only other people looking are involved.

3/19/2019 6:12:17 PM stefanofait Same here. All clear for about 4,5 days and counting. What a relief.

3/19/2019 6:14:01 PM sano_faith Im wondering how fast days will go now. Do you have an answer ?

3/19/2019 6:16:15 PM blsdbe She’s. Not. That. Innocent.

3/19/2019 6:22:38 PM keith369me What’s with Donna Brazile?  Watched Hannity interview, looks like she’s being punished for something.

3/19/2019 6:23:00 PM justice4kids000 Stupid question, neither.

3/19/2019 6:23:03 PM jamesboyett AMEN hard for this 64 year old to grasp!

3/19/2019 6:24:13 PM libertyspring99 Love your work. And my thanks goes out to every damn Patriot in the whole world who is fighting the good fight for Peace, Love and Light! #qanon 

#TheGreatAwakening

3/19/2019 6:24:16 PM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/Bjlrq9x6fzU 

3/19/2019 6:26:02 PM kik1771 We'll see, I had a question mark ... We do not know yet. Hopefully there are more patriots than we can see from our perspective, otherwise Plan would 

not be working.

3/19/2019 6:27:42 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/7jl2fL15u5

3/19/2019 6:27:51 PM enomai_ Transaction of money seems to require a negative affect or outcome. In general by design. Will the money ever be fundamentally, or redesigned for 

positive outcomes during transaction.

3/19/2019 6:28:26 PM toffer_anon_369 ??? pic.twitter.com/wqKePtlN9i

3/19/2019 6:29:05 PM 9999patriotusmc I see this at 8:26 pm central

3/19/2019 6:30:11 PM firstwavr it’s hard for everyone to grasp my friend! but all that matters is that we make the choice to learn about it while expanding our hearts and minds in 

order to find out what and who we really are. answers are coming this year.

3/19/2019 6:37:26 PM sschirott Sounds plausible.

3/19/2019 6:39:02 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/CXFinwKCLC

3/19/2019 6:41:20 PM alyxknapp I swear I was following you, but then when to your profile & had to refollow🤬

3/19/2019 6:43:38 PM mama_beph Weren't we two days ahead of schedule?

3/19/2019 6:47:19 PM jenw_rn @jack

3/19/2019 6:49:19 PM jenw_rn I dont think I did it right, mush brain after working all day 😣

3/19/2019 6:50:43 PM ywwg1wga LOL, the world we perceive is the only reality, but that doesn't mean reality is bound by our perceptions. We create reality out of the infinity as we go 

in this incarnation of life.

3/19/2019 6:52:24 PM mama_beph Did you aee that the new 'patriot' website had the same  issues?

3/19/2019 6:52:38 PM cledrordfishing Military,  at least as far as the enlisted ranks.

3/19/2019 6:54:33 PM ladtacarms Google providing help to foreign militaries must comply with ITAR. This means that the State Department has to have approved the actions. The fact 

that Trump hasn’t stopped this, leads me to believe there may be investigations of this traitorous action going back to killary days.

3/19/2019 6:56:52 PM brad34351293 Do you believe everything DW says?

Mike Bara said he heard the same stories, but!

CG was on EOW live last night & gave us info we already know/have heard. The "Aztec structures/artifacts" on S Pole R new. 

Aztec is a newer/offshoot of Mayan as far as we know, so that sounds mis

3/19/2019 6:58:04 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/TWA1nXOirU

3/19/2019 6:58:14 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/pxhP6WS8bu

3/19/2019 6:58:22 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/OmWQOrv3GV

3/19/2019 6:59:05 PM sheshifts001 No? Yes?

3/19/2019 6:59:10 PM si11112018 4/11 eh?

3/19/2019 7:01:47 PM freestateojones That's a plus. pic.twitter.com/RMpiUYbnBX

3/19/2019 7:08:35 PM jamesboyett  https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/story/qthomas.html …

3/19/2019 7:09:08 PM jamesboyett  https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/religion/story/qthomas.html …

3/19/2019 7:19:46 PM lw_hawk Copy/paste this into your twitter search, it'll find everything from MJ with pineal gland



3/19/2019 7:21:29 PM rachmatcorai33 And adds up to 6

3/19/2019 7:25:24 PM beaux4christ I just wanna say y'all are very interesting and I love the Q&A y'all do.  Man what I would give to sit down and talk to MJ12.  I've been awake for a long 

time reading books by Fritz Springmeier and William cooper. Watched the john Todd interviews and savoli and much much more!!!

3/19/2019 7:28:58 PM paramotor_flyer They know everything but won’t do 2 minutes of research 😩

3/19/2019 7:31:27 PM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/Bjlrq9x6fzU 

3/19/2019 7:32:40 PM roublisa YES! pic.twitter.com/mBCm0NSj4D

3/19/2019 7:32:59 PM jamesboyett House Homeland Security chair calls on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Microsoft to explain the spread of mosque shooting video - 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/19/rep-bennie-thompson-asks-tech-to-explain-mosque-shooting-video-spread.html …

3/19/2019 7:36:42 PM ntwheel55 I see some

3/19/2019 7:37:40 PM weremight I'm still hoping the MJ* will say something about Clifford Algebras but maybe it's not in the cards :D

3/19/2019 7:38:28 PM ntwheel55 Then one day you'll pack up......

3/19/2019 7:43:55 PM martisw1971 The reason they are putting Beta out there is because he will make the creepy kid fondling, low IQ, plagiarizing, gaf master Joe Biden look good enough 

to vote for...that’s the only reason. @realDonaldTrump @JLS1125 @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VP 

https://twitter.com/SassySculptor/status/1106202943915786240 …

3/19/2019 7:44:13 PM martisw1971 The reason they are putting Beta out there is because he will make the creepy, kid fondling, low IQ, plagiarizing, gaf master Joe Biden look good 

enough to vote for... that’s the only reason. @realDonaldTrump @JLS1125 @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@VP

3/19/2019 7:45:33 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen How could anyone not seeing your tweets in the timeline know to respond by liking or RTing?

3/19/2019 7:49:32 PM nonna1755 #CHOOSEGREATNESS #SEEKINGTRUTH #TRUMP2020 pic.twitter.com/KUOlCvWNjk

3/19/2019 7:50:24 PM richardhiatt16 Good stuff.. Stay on top of it MJ12....

3/19/2019 7:54:04 PM nixontweets Reading through the comments, it reaffirms that we are likely feeding data to a DWAVE [Q]uantum computer that sits outside of time. “Nothing can 

stop what is coming. NOTHING.” This does NOT imply what is coming will be for the betterment of humanity.

 https://www.patreon.com/posts/shocking-occult-18158425 …

3/19/2019 7:58:55 PM nixontweets This article is worth a look. https://www.patreon.com/posts/shocking-occult-18158425 …

3/19/2019 7:59:31 PM jrocktigers Eyes Wide Open NK. ]KJU[ VS DS. ?

3/19/2019 8:03:49 PM aprilbrown99 All my tweets in support of @POTUS keep getting deleted. I did a long string this morning and I looked again when I got home, it is gone. So frustrating!

3/19/2019 8:04:06 PM blsdbe Included in the story was such a lovely video, MJ. The moment that little fella realized it was his Dad he was sparring with; the dedication to Service, 

the dedication to Family, the appreciation of the supporting Community. #ThanQ

3/19/2019 8:05:00 PM aprilbrown99 WWG1WGA  Let’s rock and roll!  5:5

3/19/2019 8:09:54 PM mongrelglory I spoke too soon!  Tonight they had ticked off 10 boxes in my "interests". Back to clearing them on a daily basis. 🙄

3/19/2019 8:13:15 PM sano_faith Ludacris ?

3/19/2019 8:15:01 PM the_prophet_neo oh, I love it, may we go plaid anyone?

3/19/2019 8:18:57 PM nschlange I see Twitters been very busy, another tweet taken down!

3/19/2019 8:20:22 PM blsdbe I bet that’s why “Don’t Be Evil” is no longer part of their corporate manifesto... https://www.google.com/amp/s/gizmodo.com/google-removes-nearly-

all-mentions-of-dont-be-evil-from-1826153393/amp …

3/19/2019 8:23:11 PM doyleglobal  https://youtu.be/w7BMaG3zyVo 

3/19/2019 8:23:15 PM liltilgerlil Not exactly

3/19/2019 8:23:59 PM liltilgerlil Praying medic is gone. A beautiful patriot. pic.twitter.com/10qcNKaLJS

3/19/2019 8:25:25 PM aprilbrown99 Hey @jack  you are in trouble! You have been deleting tweets and having people shadow-banned!  Tisk tisk....whatever is a girl to do? 

pic.twitter.com/2hHgPPbRaB

3/19/2019 8:28:59 PM jamesboyett A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) -  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.TheLonelyDeveloper.AI&hl=en_US …

3/19/2019 8:29:29 PM jamesboyett A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) -  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.TheLonelyDeveloper.AI&hl=en_US …

3/19/2019 8:29:48 PM mongrelglory An interesting background story about the short-lived Dark Skies UFO show! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://mysteriousuniverse.org/2019/02/when-the-real-men-in-black-tried-to-hijack-hollywoods-most-subversive-ufo-show/ …

3/19/2019 8:31:28 PM the_fjalar With all the coincidences going around? 

How can we not! 🇺🇸👊🎯

3/19/2019 8:32:13 PM the_fjalar Spaceforce is my guess

3/19/2019 8:32:15 PM jamesboyett A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity)

3/19/2019 8:32:42 PM jamesboyett A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity)

3/19/2019 8:37:35 PM roarquiet You realize Maj 12 is one of the biggest ongoing hoaxes around? Circa 1950's Aliens, UFO's... do some research Project Bluebeam

3/19/2019 8:39:35 PM blsdbe I think he actually said multi-planetary species?

3/19/2019 8:42:11 PM blsdbe And likely, cities on Mars too. #SpaceVacation

3/19/2019 8:44:52 PM jenw_rn The last I heard they installed some type  of algorithm so that checker would give you a false negative

3/19/2019 8:45:08 PM blsdbe Rapidly Reusable Rockets/Spaceships?!?! Coming soon to a Theater Near Us!?!?

3/19/2019 8:47:53 PM kimmitt_tom Q is all good.

3/19/2019 8:56:42 PM blsdbe A Partial Disclosure Movie? Drip drip drip...please open the Flood Gates and allow #FullDisclosure #TheChoiceToKnowIsOurs

3/19/2019 9:07:06 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Wow! For some People that is going directly to thousands upon thousands of peoples pages they are following. I always thought watching hours and 

hours of TV was a bad habit, I have now found a greater bad habit than that.

3/19/2019 9:08:06 PM blsdbe WHY are these accounts not available right now!?!?

STOP CENSORING CONSERVATIVE VOICES

#Shadowbanned

@jack @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/SBoVHhI42Q

3/19/2019 9:12:47 PM ascendingadam Majestic 12 tweets:

Do not appear in timeline. 

Notifications set, none received. 

‘Likes’ become unliked. 

Let thier be no shadow to be banned in.

3/19/2019 9:24:28 PM mile_high_mamma I know CG and DW work together, so I’m not surprised their stories are similar/the same.  Haven’t watched the episode of EOW that aired last night, 

yet.  There is so much info coming from so many places, it’s hard to remember where it came from sometimes.

3/19/2019 9:24:54 PM mile_high_mamma Just trying to find the similarities and see where things line up.

3/19/2019 9:27:52 PM coryz34 Thank you!

3/19/2019 9:30:51 PM destinlola I believe that. I’ve been watching closely, nothing has changed for the better. Nada!

3/19/2019 9:32:54 PM destinlola I’m convinced. Snakes will be driven out!!!

3/19/2019 9:51:20 PM shallknown Has he gone from dark to light?

3/19/2019 9:51:44 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1108226014688223232?s=21 …

3/19/2019 9:53:53 PM c_kumud Is there setan temple underground ?



3/19/2019 10:20:10 PM guacamolly45 This is getting absolutely ridiculous! The banning shows how desperado they are though, which means they’re losing 🥰💜 prayingmedic is awesome.

3/19/2019 10:25:34 PM freedomgaia Tactique efficace

3/19/2019 10:38:37 PM jarrod_b  pic.twitter.com/2uT31ftets

3/19/2019 10:54:45 PM diaptera_80 I am not seeing tweets on YOUR timeline. It doesn’t update 🤔

3/19/2019 10:59:59 PM lightworkercain Any of the civilians JFK Jr?

3/20/2019 12:00:02 AM buckleu29637872 Why are ALL news & social media sites owned by left DS, even FOX, if the most popular viewed shows & soc sites are all conservative? Hannity, Judge J, 

Tucker? Why no conservatives owned? Who gets to shutdown 4 and 8 chan, or VOAT if run by true free speech?

3/20/2019 1:01:18 AM luluspeers1 Yeah lm only just found your twitter so lm gonna find out soon enough

3/20/2019 1:05:23 AM si11112018 I was.... 😒😥

3/20/2019 1:15:28 AM finallyawake4 YEEEEEEEEEEEES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/20/2019 1:18:13 AM wtpatty I am shadow banned as well.

3/20/2019 1:40:16 AM nr750 As long as the dark controls the FED, is their ability to fund technology [ their “ammunition” ] endless?

3/20/2019 1:41:40 AM richard07759712 The Law of replacement.  What ever IS noble, whatever is right, whatever is good... think on these things and the Peace of God, which transcend all 

understanding will guard your heart.  In other words, take your thoughts captive and replace them with the above

3/20/2019 1:42:51 AM qld_truthseeker ✋ same here

3/20/2019 2:09:35 AM cocopuffster12 What???!!!!’

3/20/2019 2:11:15 AM cocopuffster12 I just found this pic.twitter.com/JVnxpK5jia

3/20/2019 2:26:28 AM samantonkristof How about this?  http://www.lawoftime.org/lawoftime.html?content=249 … pic.twitter.com/C3bFN8ubN9

3/20/2019 2:31:48 AM 369gwh Should we start something?

Let's play a game.

Hey @Jack.

Tag, you're it.

Watch for the next tweet.

3/20/2019 3:00:45 AM 2thes2_11_12 They still have Ruthy! But I assume they want that news out later so vote of a new SCOTUS will be for the next President. That’ll be Trump😁

3/20/2019 3:02:58 AM epkman It was proven that the time difference between two events totally depends on such parameters as speed, gravitational field at the location of the 

observer, and that two simultaneous events for an observer would not be simultaneous.

3/20/2019 3:30:30 AM megatruth4all 🧐 pic.twitter.com/R8KajDBRwM

3/20/2019 3:35:28 AM sehvehn i do believe humans have been manipulated into violence...

3/20/2019 3:36:16 AM fleurcompassion 😉

3/20/2019 3:37:59 AM fleurcompassion Yes, i feel the two 'stam' 'Cells' came after original earth humans.

3/20/2019 3:43:30 AM arc339 Behold, we have full power & authority to protect The Creation. I stand by genuine love hearted peoples to honor & protect. Eisenhower arranged for 

me USMCss to be trained to withstand these events so that I can share this message. @USMC #SSP @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/20/2019 3:59:31 AM megatruth4all Rockets???  so you name "your" company Tesla (after the great Nikola Tesla) to build Electronic cars and fly to the moon and beyond with ...rockets ! 

This is not 1969 - sheep no more! @Jordan_Sather_

3/20/2019 4:01:30 AM identityasxy .

Also, can create a LIST of Patriots who have been taken down?

  -  MilspecMonkey, others?

Vital voices / information now silenced

3/20/2019 4:14:44 AM computerracer Dolores Cannon said only humans experience time linearly.

3/20/2019 4:16:02 AM computerracer Simultaneous time.

3/20/2019 4:48:37 AM djlok You totally are!

3/20/2019 4:49:55 AM robertg02229481 Way to much talking, you are becoming full of crap and not believable

3/20/2019 5:00:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lesson, marry a Michael. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1108312369892081665 …

3/20/2019 5:01:26 AM wintersdream4  pic.twitter.com/apSizrMLHZ

3/20/2019 5:03:12 AM consortiapartn1 Not a Michelle

3/20/2019 5:05:16 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/918146730755010560?s=21 …

3/20/2019 5:07:29 AM houdini481 Tax 4 the heads up once again.

3/20/2019 5:08:45 AM hawkgirlinmn I see what you’re doing here.

3/20/2019 5:08:57 AM chrisklemenza 😂

3/20/2019 5:10:59 AM thepeoplewin01 There's 4 of them. I doubt medic will be back

3/20/2019 5:16:05 AM david00997884 Like Serial Brain 2 says. Can't you see it, RM + RR = working for Q+

3/20/2019 5:21:31 AM blsdbe Still not believing in coincidences...Nope. Thank you for the warning. Trust, But Verify.

3/20/2019 5:23:52 AM blsdbe Even the brother in law has questions...  https://twitter.com/obamamalik/status/1106265760975020033?s=21 …

3/20/2019 5:29:12 AM quebec99335648  pic.twitter.com/in6pjjYo3A

3/20/2019 5:35:38 AM lp083061 You’re not saying...

3/20/2019 5:39:52 AM justice_rebel No I can see them

3/20/2019 5:41:51 AM keith369me Jacinda Ardern...any parallels to Michelle?

3/20/2019 5:46:11 AM pirateslookat40 Real Account accessed from his webpage and screenshot from YouTube. pic.twitter.com/50LbTJiMSj

3/20/2019 5:49:38 AM ghostanon6120 Back to gin and tonics soon

3/20/2019 5:50:44 AM suttondonna334 Considering who they used as examples. No wonder I'm divorced 3x. 😱😱 pic.twitter.com/HqTFak4vqB

3/20/2019 5:53:46 AM stefanofait Ongoing battle. This is why I told my FB contacts that I was hopeful, not confident. But now we know that all this can change for the better and that we 

can become the unintentional leaders that we were meant to be during the #GreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

3/20/2019 6:01:15 AM vintagesquirrel Aww, thank you!

3/20/2019 6:01:50 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1108255929181433856?s=21 …

3/20/2019 6:05:39 AM kimmeykim1 EyetheSpy played the same hand...weird 😕

3/20/2019 6:10:21 AM bbobbio71 Thought he was in on tribunals?

Seems things have stalled out a bit.

3/20/2019 6:22:34 AM hawkgirlinmn @covertress @blsdbe @paul_serran @AudreyKitching @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @realDonaldTrump @kabamur_taygeta @MongrelGlory

3/20/2019 6:24:32 AM seansan45182154 AI is the end game

3/20/2019 6:31:03 AM rosesrred0119 Medic deactivated on his own accord.  Is (JS) Jordan Sather?

3/20/2019 6:32:40 AM decodematrix Einhorn is Finkle! Finkle is Einhorn! pic.twitter.com/UbB1zZNumF

3/20/2019 6:35:27 AM hddesi Very weird indeed. A lot of these accounts with big followers make me uneasy, especially the ones who do it for profit.

3/20/2019 6:36:18 AM patriotfightusa It was on my 10yr old acct that was just suspended for being a conservative and Trump supporter. #TwatterBan #BannedByTwitter #AtJackSux

3/20/2019 6:42:10 AM oo1o110 Yes.

3/20/2019 6:43:18 AM prmd21801759 Judges, Please Let it Happen "officially"! The fake birth certificate has been examined, Apaio et al.

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/20/2019 6:45:00 AM mykidsrtheebest Bwaaa Haaa haaaa

3/20/2019 6:50:54 AM tacticool_shed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Clowns attempting to infiltrate.

Was PM asked to suspend account?

By whom?

Did he know the void would be filled?

How do you catch a fish?

Be careful who you follow (JS).

500+ Retweets for Fake Account

Message over messenger.

Do you believe in coincidences?
3/20/2019 6:51:21 AM tacticool_shed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Clowns attempting to infiltrate.

Was PM asked to suspend account?

By whom?

Did he know the void would be filled?

How do you catch a fish?

Be careful who you follow (JS).

500+ Retweets for Fake Account

Message over messenger.

Do you believe in coincidences?
3/20/2019 6:54:03 AM blsdbe Finally saw your tweet!

3/20/2019 6:54:40 AM letha310 Hey!! That's a good thought Sounds plausible

3/20/2019 6:57:22 AM decodematrix The real Question is was he born on Kenya or Mars? https://twitter.com/ObamaMalik/status/1106264520006221824 …

3/20/2019 7:01:52 AM aprilbrown99 #DrainTheDeepState #LockThemAllUp 

Indeed! Have a great day patriot!  God bless you and your! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/20/2019 7:02:49 AM covertress Kenyan born; Mars traveler. #SSP pic.twitter.com/5UpcnDRtQ3

3/20/2019 7:06:06 AM hddesi x- don’t  forgive the typo. Thanks

3/20/2019 7:07:48 AM tacticool_shed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Clowns attempting to infiltrate.

Was PM asked to suspend account?

By whom?

Did he know the void would be filled?

How do you catch a fish?

Be careful who you follow (JS).

500+ Retweets for Fake Account

Message over messenger.

Do you believe in coincidences?
3/20/2019 7:49:41 AM prmd21801759 False flags ammunitions!! Need to Clean up WorldWide! Enough please. Time to ascend. Time to Light.... wait... MJ, you all are on other D imensions?

3/20/2019 7:54:55 AM spoiledsambo No, no one ever said he was on tribunals.  I think he smelled a little Deep State to the Qteam.  Well, haha, proof is in the pudding, he's working for 

Stanford.

It'll all come out in the wash.

3/20/2019 7:57:32 AM jeanlee1968 You mentioned Eisenhower- President from 1953-61: Were you born on earth? 

Do you believe in Jesus Christ? 

Yes- Some that call themselves Christians do not have abiding Holy Spirit. The devil/demons love to go to church.

3/20/2019 8:03:23 AM covertress Located near the center of the brain, the pineal gland is a very small organ shaped like a pine cone (which is where it gets its name). 

Sounds familiar. 🤔 #Vatican pic.twitter.com/dxzMYA8qJz

3/20/2019 8:17:33 AM arc339 Yes I am born on Earth. I was a girl scout. I love my parents and sister. In programs for genetic super soldiers DNA was spliced in and training for 

remote viewing, psi. Executive order was made by Eisenhower in case gov was ever made to be dysfunctional or ineffective, like hive

3/20/2019 8:18:24 AM maryschade14 That makes me smile..the good ol countdown. Dreaded it as a child I did.

Now the pain comes.

3/20/2019 8:18:28 AM love4thegameak ]MI[ of course

3/20/2019 8:20:03 AM arc339 I love Jesus, there are even more wonderful teachings of his in the Talmud of Jmmanuel, a scripture that many biblical scholars feel should have been 

cannon. Thanks for making me laugh yes demons love to go to church. In the Hypostasis of Archons, Paul describes demon protection

3/20/2019 8:23:46 AM maryschade14 Just followed then unfollowed after seeing the flood of new PM accounts. 

Ever the student.. Fairly new to twatterville.😔

3/20/2019 8:24:02 AM love4thegameak I saw none of these yesterday!!!

3/20/2019 8:24:28 AM hackenburg_ So PM was censored! Not a total censor. Thankfully Dave is a smart guy

3/20/2019 8:33:10 AM gregg98290870 Let's roll!

3/20/2019 8:36:43 AM identityasxy Please tell me.

Tesla brilliantly uncovered far ranging technology (the basis for Montauk Research & Applied Engineering).

Do we have tech to traverse time?

3/20/2019 8:39:34 AM identityasxy Can a small but significant number of individuals who align their consciousness alter future reality, outcomes? 

(via meditation, prayer, etc)

3/20/2019 8:41:00 AM neecieh6111 PM wasn't asked by anyone to deactivate his account.  It was his own idea.  So why are you suggesting otherwise?

3/20/2019 8:41:40 AM joeorbit time is an agreement between all of us who occupy this realm. we follow the root assumptions of this creation. time is what systematically moves us 

from materialization to materialization. we create our own reality. the babel pagans wish to harness our thoughts for their creation

3/20/2019 8:43:22 AM 1_decided_voter But you have responded to many with the phrase "trust the plan". Trying to reconcile how we should trust a plan we dont know when we cant even 

trust you...

3/20/2019 8:48:10 AM richardhiatt16 And so are ETs.. Why is everyone so focused on the “transportation”... What are about the people flying the UFO? ETs are people too..  

@SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HumansExplained

3/20/2019 8:48:28 AM mommahood777 PM deactivated his own account to protect it.  He put out a video to explain.

3/20/2019 8:49:22 AM selvestekjetil I saw them all. RT and fav to spread.

3/20/2019 8:51:08 AM mommahood777 since time an illusion, how 'bout...everything in order...meanwhile, listen to POTUS play the fiddle as he does so well!!!!🥰



3/20/2019 8:53:11 AM blsdbe TBV: Trust, But Verify. Our own Internal Compass does a Perfect Job of this, and the challenge I have been facing is learning to hear that Inner Voice. 

#TrustYourSelf 😇🙏😇

3/20/2019 8:55:28 AM blsdbe The place where peacocks harvest pineal glands for adremochrome...ugh. #FullDisclosure

3/20/2019 8:59:45 AM mommahood777 Precisely!!!  I was hit hard with emotion as well, an innocent child can't fake the moment or replicate that intensity. Wonderful video. We are winning.  

And it looks like this.  😌   God bless the children.

3/20/2019 8:59:45 AM zagnett MJ just seems to be de-emphasizing the messenger, & asking us to trust ourselves more, not necessarily to trust MJ or not.

A couple good Twitter searches pulls up some interesting MJ tweets:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 trust yourself

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 message over messenger

3/20/2019 8:59:55 AM siriusbshaman Go ask ice when she's 10 feet tall... GO ASK ALICE WHEN SHE WAS JUST SMALL...

3/20/2019 9:00:43 AM mommahood777 9 is magic

3/20/2019 9:00:48 AM zagnett For "trust the plan" i call upon my inner-Reagan and say "trust, but verify". We should continually ask about it & see what we can learn about it, so we 

can better prepare ourselves for possible outcomes. ...

3/20/2019 9:01:05 AM zagnett 1) i'm glad somebody came up with a plan. Before Q i thought nobody had a plan, & that we were simply screwed.

2) though i can easily criticize some parts of it i know about a bit, the "plan" still seems a helluva lot better than anything i could come up with overall.

3/20/2019 9:04:17 AM mongrelglory My camera doesn't work that early in the morning...

3/20/2019 9:05:54 AM mommahood777 Jackin' with people is a fun game...the quality entertainment is always appreciated..ty!

3/20/2019 9:10:32 AM auagate Because You are the Plan. Trust yourself.

3/20/2019 9:11:15 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you for the head’s up!! I’ll head to his video. ☮️💟🇺🇸

3/20/2019 9:11:22 AM jacquelyncamid3 Smells like dead fish

3/20/2019 9:11:35 AM covertress A likely story... pic.twitter.com/AkhxN7nawN

3/20/2019 9:11:36 AM richardhiatt16 It’s an Entity? 😳. It’s “alive”?  And MOST of all...  Does it have humor?

3/20/2019 9:12:24 AM brimichelle75 Excuse the language in it, but the post below is encouraging pic.twitter.com/Bynt70MBph

3/20/2019 9:12:47 AM brimichelle75 Call to abolish electoral college??

3/20/2019 9:13:23 AM blsdbe Kitties and paper...it’s a Thing 

😻😻😻

3/20/2019 9:13:32 AM tawneymorgan3 That’s a loaded question

3/20/2019 9:14:50 AM covertress I live across the street from 500k acres of pine forest. 

Who wants pine resin? 👋👋👋

(As soon as I learn how to extract. 🤣🤣🤣)

DM me.

3/20/2019 9:16:10 AM richardhiatt16 Okay, not been able to keep up.. ALICE is the enemy? Hillary and the dark side.... 🤔

3/20/2019 9:17:37 AM mommahood777 Got mouthy night before last and was put in twitter jail for yesterday... wonder if Jack will enjoy the game?!

3/20/2019 9:18:17 AM titiewoki Haven't been getting them!

3/20/2019 9:18:37 AM mongrelglory #WWG1WGA!

I'd rather be on the side of truth and love. 😊

3/20/2019 9:21:40 AM mongrelglory It looks like your cat ate your homework! 😆

3/20/2019 9:23:32 AM richardhiatt16 Good stuff Menard 👍🇺🇸

3/20/2019 9:27:38 AM joni_apple_seed Video appears to show emails between Pence&Ryan discussing the demise of DJT. WOW.   https://youtu.be/b3VloxdbJjs  #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ 

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @TruthSeeker____ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Telford_Russian @FuctupMike 

pic.twitter.com/Nau0wxpzUg

3/20/2019 9:29:51 AM qanon711  pic.twitter.com/gdjOYh6KCV

3/20/2019 9:32:21 AM mommahood777 Many folks disappointed in the "lack of action" at the timer...why do so many with their "eyes open" still fail to see the game?  Quite a catch but 

sometimes you can't control the eastern wind....

3/20/2019 9:33:00 AM firstwavr i am michael

3/20/2019 9:34:45 AM cocopuffster12 Spy Eye blocks Patriots. Super suspicious

3/20/2019 9:40:10 AM brimichelle75 Trust me, I get frustrated at times too.  Then eventually I see a post like that one, and my faith is renewed.  We are fighting evil and it’s not easy.  We 

will get discouraged, but hopefully we all find a way to recharge and fight on. 

#TheGreatAwakening

#PatriotsUnited

3/20/2019 9:59:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is why "message over messenger" is more important than knowing who the typist is behind this account. JS was groomed by MJ12, but "mistakes 

happen". What matters is the validity of the information presented. Truth resonates from within, and naturally... trust but verify.

3/20/2019 10:02:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Directly.

3/20/2019 10:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, it means that it is classified. Not everything is black and white.

3/20/2019 10:05:34 AM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/Ed4SesOZ0n

3/20/2019 10:05:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 You mean [them]? Yes. [They] equally read through Q posts but do so with literal

interpretations. [Their] mind control prevents them from establishing TRUST in 

"The Plan".

This explains the knee jerk reactions to calling Q a LARP or a cult. Unexplainable.

3/20/2019 10:10:15 AM dynamicres Q using POI like "Director"?!

3/20/2019 10:13:57 AM sanguinerepose Family reunion.

3/20/2019 10:14:11 AM zagnett There's that word "groomed" again.

MJ is aware how bad that word can sound? May you elaborate on how exactly MJ "grooms" people?

Or are we going to have to think that we're talking [GHWB] level of "grooming" here, if u know what i mean?

What kind of "mistakes happen"?

3/20/2019 10:14:42 AM sanguinerepose Horse lover. They raised horses.

3/20/2019 10:16:17 AM mongrelglory I liked that movie.  Very thought provoking!

3/20/2019 10:16:52 AM sanguinerepose It's the order in which they joined the family (family reunion shirts)

3/20/2019 10:16:55 AM worldxplorer1 MJ, why does the evil that perpetrates these evils / SRA exist?  Is just the nature of this plane? A plane of duality where the extremely high extremely 

low vibration can both reside. I’ve heard some disturbing survivor stories recently and it’s messing with me. Lot of questions.

3/20/2019 10:18:18 AM sanguinerepose Washington state landscape, where their family reunion was held.



3/20/2019 10:18:56 AM zagnett MJ, does this mean that [they] essentially are not multi-dimensional? That [they] can't keep different matrices of possibilities swimming around in their 

heads, & take actions that best serve (or could/would serve) them ALL?

If so, pity. 😉

3/20/2019 10:20:45 AM wahiggins3 Wow, that is really fascinating.  It sorta reminds me of Psychohistory from Isaac Asimov's Foundation series.  Where history, sociology, and 

mathematical statistics were used to general predictions about the future behavior of very large groups of people.

3/20/2019 10:24:51 AM blsdbe Hence the value of focusing our thoughts together? https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1107723624402677760?s=21 …

3/20/2019 10:26:01 AM tammymckeever Did the Clowns ask him to close his account?  So they have something on PM?

3/20/2019 10:27:17 AM blsdbe I groom my cats, they still vomit 🤮 on my floor...#FreeWill is still a variable, even if grooming occurs.

3/20/2019 10:37:34 AM honeybager5 Let me help you a bit: their “critical thinking” prevents them from establishing trust in the “plan” because their is no “plan”

3/20/2019 10:37:42 AM maryschade14 Letting the enemy through the front door. Or rather keeping the E in plain sight. Eyes are going to be all over him now.

3/20/2019 10:38:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Banks are the Shadow Government

No accountability. 

No laws.

No morality. https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/03/20/bokhari-on-immigration-guns-and-speech-banks-act-as-a-shadow-government/ …

3/20/2019 10:39:24 AM blsdbe Especially the BIS

3/20/2019 10:39:34 AM hawkgirlinmn LOVE this graphic!

3/20/2019 10:39:50 AM jdltr450 End The Fed 🇺🇸

3/20/2019 10:40:22 AM mongrelglory And when they're done with their mid-level employees, they throw them off of sky-scrapers and collect the insurance money!

3/20/2019 10:43:37 AM davidskinman4 Whom watches the watchers??

3/20/2019 10:48:46 AM princesspatrio1 Proverbs 3:13

Blessed are those who find wisdom, those who gain understanding.

3/20/2019 10:48:49 AM thevolunteer6 ANONS ALREADY KNOW. WATCH WHATS HAPPENING TO THE [CB] AND THE [FED]!! 

NOTHING STOPS WHATS COMING

NOTHING

PANIC IN DC

RATS RUNNING

THEGREATAWAKENING 

WWG1WGA 

ENJOY THE SHOW

MAGA

KAG2020
3/20/2019 10:48:54 AM zrickety I'm guessing someone told his employer to shut him down.

3/20/2019 10:48:55 AM frankbicknell79  https://www.scribd.com/document/327434951/Pence-Ryan-Coup-Email …

3/20/2019 10:49:25 AM drumz3606 Sounds like banks are twins of Congress. 

Congress is full of multimillionaire elites making laws & policies that benefit themselves & their big money corporate lobbyists 

vs. 

the regular folk! 

And socialism will only make the rich elites vs.“the ppl” divide even greater!

3/20/2019 10:49:59 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/OH4DeWW4dn

3/20/2019 10:50:55 AM psyanidegaming Can I have ♾ money too

Idc who makes the laws as well

3/20/2019 10:51:09 AM nursewounds Don't forget!!

A LOT HAS HAPPENED!!

Sorry Ringling Bros, THIS is the greatest show on earth!!

#WednesdayWisdom

#WednesdayBlessings

#WednesdayMotivation

#QArmy @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NurseWounds/status/1099546225769177088 …
3/20/2019 10:51:18 AM d_bitpimp This is another reason why cryptocurrencies are an alternative to these abuses. Hopefully in a few years, financial control from banks will be in the 

history books.

3/20/2019 10:51:42 AM honeybager5 Yes  😳 thank you

3/20/2019 10:52:44 AM seb_aguanno Install Nikola Tesla's Patents ( https://buff.ly/2CLAgzP ), the free #Android #app! Don't wait for free energy! Study, and recreate Tesla's inventions, by 

yourself! The 'Viziv wireless energy transmission tower' already exists!... 3, 6, and 9! #Tesla #Truth https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ATzLkr9JXk …

3/20/2019 10:52:45 AM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What protects us more - God's Hand, 3,6,9 or solid vigilance? Or do they become one?  God Bless the children of Milan.

3/20/2019 10:57:21 AM lbf777 #BankerGate

Destroy the banks by not using money anymore. Move into gifting here:

 https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 … pic.twitter.com/FcGF1WFs4U

3/20/2019 10:58:58 AM lbf777 Exactly.

3/20/2019 10:59:25 AM richardhiatt16 Woooooo... Lots of “things” to clean up 🧹... The Positive Light and the good side of the “Force” are with us..  ALICE.. You’ve spent your “ammunition” 

and HRC’s “evil” position is about to be overrun.. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 ( with “goodness”) AMEN

3/20/2019 11:00:44 AM lbf777  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1108105074264469504 …

3/20/2019 11:02:18 AM sofarambo Exactly my thoughts. Get off of JS already.  Don't throw shade on people, it does what they want...division. He may not be to ur liking, but he is and has 

always been a good guy. Others, on your hate list had an unfortunate "encounter" with __ and they were scared into submission

3/20/2019 11:04:22 AM laurabusse Not so much anymore? (Here neither)

Yes they were hilarious!!! :-)

3/20/2019 11:05:06 AM allahuniversal Groomed does have an undertone, I just sub guided in its place when read.

3/20/2019 11:10:34 AM hswcyd I heard from somewhere that crypto currency is right now being used for deep state dark operation payment system. Also, crypto currency can be 

manipulated easily by government, gold standard is not.



3/20/2019 11:10:42 AM kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Sorry to disappoint everyone who follows this acct & think they are legitimately MJ12 or part of disclosure in any way. They are fake and only copy 

information from others. No connections to anyone.

Do you like games, John?

Want to play a game with me?  pic.twitter.com/Ne6CdWdKAz

3/20/2019 11:11:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 We welcome your skepticism.

3/20/2019 11:13:20 AM jvan125 🧐

3/20/2019 11:14:03 AM daveo6145 Are JS & Kab in cohoots? pic.twitter.com/Y72TEH30Do

3/20/2019 11:15:03 AM kabamur_taygeta What's JS?

3/20/2019 11:15:23 AM allahuniversal Many say the same about Q w/o looking through all of the information. I'm presuming that you have looked through all (keyword) of the information?

3/20/2019 11:15:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jordan Sather

3/20/2019 11:15:39 AM al0newolf Felt this way from the start. Either way, it's still amusing.

3/20/2019 11:16:07 AM rmbrice Jordan Sather

3/20/2019 11:16:11 AM ascendingadam If I knew this would happen so did MJ. 

The second MJ stated Q was not Pleiadian this reality was destined. 

Interested to see where this goes...

3/20/2019 11:16:22 AM 1crazy_toaster We remain vigilant no matter what.. time is the disclosure of truth.

3/20/2019 11:17:46 AM winduchi What information from others, a lot information this account posts makes a lot of sense. So can you explain more?

3/20/2019 11:17:57 AM kabamur_taygeta I support @Jordan_Sather_ because he tells the truth. It looks like some of you have been taken for a ride.

3/20/2019 11:18:35 AM jballz1021 This is irrelevant.  Nobody owns disclosure.  And nobody can awaken another, so there is no such thing as "sanctioned" disclosure and unsanctioned 

disclosure.  All is service.  So much competition for our beliefs.  Makes me wonder......why r our beliefs so important to others?

3/20/2019 11:18:42 AM cjptrsn Are we going to have another one of these?  Please, both of you. This is not helpful.

3/20/2019 11:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you catch a fish?

BAIT.

3/20/2019 11:18:51 AM kabamur_taygeta It's not skepticism. I have your personal information.

3/20/2019 11:19:13 AM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/BwB63yXjTC

3/20/2019 11:19:33 AM kabamur_taygeta Lying is bad.

3/20/2019 11:19:50 AM allahuniversal A Rod & a Bob could also be useful

3/20/2019 11:20:27 AM jeffy1776 don't let them bait you into a dox - you'll get banned.

3/20/2019 11:20:33 AM beaux4christ Can YOU prove this???? If not why make blank accusations????👀👀👀

3/20/2019 11:21:19 AM jollyrob2 My wife warned me about this account!🤔

What is telling you that they are not legit, Q not Pleiadian...

3/20/2019 11:21:51 AM kabamur_taygeta Has MJ12 ever proven anything?

3/20/2019 11:22:40 AM covertress You've mentioned IS-BEs being "linked" before. 

Can you please elaborate? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034968512081682432?s=19 …

3/20/2019 11:22:47 AM jvan125 That was a flag for me too...

3/20/2019 11:23:14 AM kabamur_taygeta Right. And when you have wrong answers - DISINFO IS NECESSARY.

3/20/2019 11:23:36 AM beaux4christ Yes put your info out if not then why say something at all?

3/20/2019 11:24:56 AM al0newolf Credibility is a highly valued quality these days.

3/20/2019 11:25:17 AM jollyrob2 That one precisely @AscendingAdam

3/20/2019 11:25:42 AM sumgirl ummmm? wut?

3/20/2019 11:25:47 AM space_sloth26 When 3 of your favorite accounts are fighting with each other, it makes it even harder to discern the truth.

3/20/2019 11:28:06 AM jollyrob2 This is no good for our intuition!

3/20/2019 11:28:24 AM kabamur_taygeta I was given a message about MJ12 this morning.

Jordan was put on tv because they thought he was a kook who would make Qanon look bad. They were wrong.

3/20/2019 11:28:57 AM 1_decided_voter No offense, but from my perspective you both have about equal credibility and provide about the same amount of proof, which amounts to reminders 

that we must "trust ourselves"

3/20/2019 11:29:42 AM schmosephine B4 they all were chilling. Replying to eachother on threads. Now they must distance themselves from eachother. But why? 🤔

Why not bring everyone's attention to it sooner. My God what a war for our minds!!! 

https://twitter.com/Schmosephine/status/1106206836276056066?s=19 …

3/20/2019 11:30:04 AM 1crazy_toaster well now they're both in the spotlight. I for one, welcome some documentation.

3/20/2019 11:30:17 AM kabamur_taygeta I think many people would disagree.

3/20/2019 11:30:47 AM freestateojones Haha - this is going to be fun to watch. 

Please, do prove each other right.

3/20/2019 11:31:10 AM cryptocrab4 Blockchain removes them !!!

$BTC

3/20/2019 11:31:14 AM covertress Au contraire pic.twitter.com/BZZeyOMkQ9

3/20/2019 11:31:33 AM proudpatwife 🤦♀️ hate when people are picking a fight. @ROYALMRBADNEWS tell people that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is very real.

3/20/2019 11:31:49 AM diaptera_80 What do you mean, you have MJ12s personal info? I thought you were getting along? Please share so we get both sides of the coin.

3/20/2019 11:32:08 AM jayrambin what concern is this of yours?

3/20/2019 11:32:12 AM ronpeterson78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a LARP.

3/20/2019 11:32:27 AM 1_decided_voter I try to keep an open mind.

3/20/2019 11:32:31 AM kabamur_taygeta I'm going too give MJ12 a chance. If he continues to mislead, he should know that I have his full name, age, occupation and location.

3/20/2019 11:32:44 AM nr750 After almost two years of complex Q riddles, it’s hard for anyone to know the actual truth....

3/20/2019 11:32:55 AM kabamur_taygeta I don't like liars.

3/20/2019 11:33:33 AM keith369me MJ12‘s only “directive” is that we should trust ourselves.  Nobody is 100% correct at all times.  Message over messenger!

3/20/2019 11:33:33 AM psyanidegaming Me too

3/20/2019 11:33:39 AM lbf777 How do we know?

3/20/2019 11:33:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Feel free to share what you think you know.



3/20/2019 11:34:11 AM ascendingadam With respect, Will you elaborate on this message?

You mentioned a John, did you want to add to that?

Respect to all.

3/20/2019 11:34:39 AM iamyou132 Can you point to what you have proved? Both of you seem to have an attitude of “it’s your choice to believe me or not”

3/20/2019 11:34:49 AM ascendingadam Indeed

3/20/2019 11:34:57 AM jaiagtp Thank you, I trust you.

3/20/2019 11:35:05 AM bioteq They're no better than eyethespy. Not sure how people didn't know this.

3/20/2019 11:35:15 AM jayrambin Take it all in.  Dont judge.  Realize that none of us have the capacity or knowledge to understand it all, and place 100% trust in no one.

3/20/2019 11:35:25 AM jollyrob2 Than what’s your take on this?

3/20/2019 11:35:47 AM lightflight7  pic.twitter.com/sZN3bvQzp1

3/20/2019 11:35:48 AM 1crazy_toaster Kab, if you have information that will clear up confusion, please bring it forth. We appreciate truth, now more than ever. Thank you.

3/20/2019 11:35:54 AM beaux4christ I follow both and enjoy both. Now when one makes a claim about the other I belive you should prove it to sway we the people

3/20/2019 11:36:00 AM jollyrob2 👏💪👍

3/20/2019 11:36:33 AM ronpeterson78  https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1079044967266377729?s=21 …

3/20/2019 11:36:34 AM ashnandoah THANK YOU, I've been trying to get people to look at this guy who acts like he knows it all.

3/20/2019 11:36:56 AM iamyou132 How about airing out the truth instead of giving people chances? Here’s your chance to make us believers in you and your message and to supposedly 

show a liar to be a liar. Only good comes from exposing lies

3/20/2019 11:36:59 AM mongrelglory Can you give a specific example?

3/20/2019 11:38:14 AM proudpatwife Omg this crack me up in most unfunny situation.

3/20/2019 11:38:20 AM kabamur_taygeta Does your insurance company employer in Pittsburgh know you are part of a secret Government agency?

3/20/2019 11:38:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Typist is in CO. We have stated this publicly.

3/20/2019 11:39:04 AM logisticmonster I'm not seeing alot of people I follow.....think it's me

3/20/2019 11:39:16 AM proudpatwife If you are gonna blast this guy, you need to come with the receipt.  If not, stop harassing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!

3/20/2019 11:39:28 AM lbf777 JS is offering his opinion here. He admits he could be wrong. 

This is odd. I think the truth will surface as we go.

3/20/2019 11:39:38 AM equipment79 😮

3/20/2019 11:39:38 AM jayrambin countless liars. why attack this one?

3/20/2019 11:39:53 AM pacman522 Its getting hot in here.

3/20/2019 11:40:48 AM dnim_eerf It's time to #endwar

#endthefed

#endtheimf

3/20/2019 11:41:28 AM kabamur_taygeta Because people lump me in with this account and now he's spreading disinfo about Pleiadians. I was going to let the LARPING slide but not at the cost 

of deceit about Pleiadians.

3/20/2019 11:41:33 AM tinahayes01 Everyone’s free to follow whomever.. He simply  stated there’s no connections to anyone.. I’ve followed Kab and Jordan for a long time and intend to 

keep it that way.

3/20/2019 11:41:49 AM lbf777 Is this just a misunderstanding or something?

3/20/2019 11:42:14 AM beaux4christ Ok so this is jealousy on kabamur part this reminds me of kindergarten y'all both have great ideas and make people to think for themselves which is a 

movement within itself

3/20/2019 11:42:27 AM kabamur_taygeta Have it your way.

3/20/2019 11:42:32 AM allahuniversal This is super ironic. Following both in the same list, never saw a challenge coming. pic.twitter.com/CoLwhs2DXR

3/20/2019 11:42:42 AM je_weed_707_ At a particular underground bunker?

3/20/2019 11:42:43 AM schmosephine How could you possibly know these things if you weren't aware of this way sooner. The mission is truth and you seem to have held this for some time. 

https://twitter.com/Schmosephine/status/1106206836276056066?s=19 …

3/20/2019 11:43:37 AM mongrelglory Kabamur, could you explain to us what you have learned?  I'm not understanding what you're implying.

3/20/2019 11:43:50 AM blsdbe Look Within. That is where the Answers lie, not with Kabamur, MJ12, Q, or ANY other outside source. Source Is Within.

3/20/2019 11:44:09 AM thetempestchip Glad you are the one to do this my friend👊🏼

3/20/2019 11:44:17 AM allahuniversal 😉

3/20/2019 11:45:02 AM nr750 I get what you’re saying about disinformation.  But at some point disinformation creates credibility issues for any messenger.

I still don’t know it RR is good or bad.  Ditto Sessions.  And a long list of others...

Even Q has done as much to confuse as to spread the light...

3/20/2019 11:45:21 AM jayrambin OK, thx. good luck with that.

3/20/2019 11:45:45 AM pacman522  pic.twitter.com/OPHsmPVm7Z

3/20/2019 11:46:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very telling.

3/20/2019 11:47:41 AM blsdbe Why MJ? Do you not also espouse Message Over Messenger?

3/20/2019 11:47:58 AM ronpeterson78 It’s my opinion too.

3/20/2019 11:48:12 AM coastal2002 JS was being called out on another feed! I cant keep up anymore! PM being called out! MJ, JS on and on and on.....

3/20/2019 11:48:19 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree. Tennis match! pic.twitter.com/DEUPCcvtsW

3/20/2019 11:48:48 AM consortiapartn1 I learned that 20 yrs ago and that's why I refuse work for them. Cost me a lot of money but principals count

3/20/2019 11:49:13 AM lbf777 What is it telling? What is the truth here?

3/20/2019 11:49:27 AM kabamur_taygeta Everyone has their limits. I don't mind you self-branding yourself as MJ12 to spread truth, but you've struck out too many times. Game over.

3/20/2019 11:49:35 AM je_weed_707_ Proof of Pleiadians pls?

3/20/2019 11:49:52 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/1nmkIvoXgd

3/20/2019 11:52:17 AM missachar1 Truth tell's it's own truth. Please provide points of contention you have with them - specifically - and let the truth come out in love. Pleadian energy is 

about love, and I have never seen a Pleadian I am aware of lash out. They play the long game knowing that Love wins...

3/20/2019 11:53:12 AM rmbrice I have to be honest. I’m using discernment to find the truth. Multiple accounts are saying similar things but vary on others. Like the info I have found 

about the solar system and “planets” for ex. And about who [they] (cabal) are.

3/20/2019 11:55:04 AM allahuniversal Given the topic (Pleiadians) maybe I should've seen this coming. Well, whatever, still enjoying the movie🍿

3/20/2019 11:55:16 AM islandofdelight Very true, as skeptical as I am about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I don’t resonate with the hate I feel coming from @kabamur_taygeta

3/20/2019 11:55:20 AM dairy_mom_of_6 It has been obvious especially when they only have tidbits and will not follow through with further understanding of what is being put out. Go with in 

to find the truth. MJ is a repeater account like the eye the spy page.

3/20/2019 11:55:58 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079814302700371968?s=19 …

3/20/2019 11:56:01 AM blsdbe 👆👆👆 This. 

#UnityNotDivision #MessageOverMessenger #TrustYourself #SheepNoMore



3/20/2019 11:56:05 AM jordan_sather_ Majestic 12 is so 1950’s. And why would you expect anyone from an insider intelligence group to be posting on Twitter? Think critically here. (Not to 

mention the misinformation they post..)

I got the LARP feeling from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 long ago. Glad others are seeing the same.  

https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1108430678863958016 …

3/20/2019 11:56:17 AM anneolsen43 Right? It’s annoying ....

3/20/2019 11:56:41 AM yogithegeek 🤦♀️🤣🤣🤣🤣🤦♀️

3/20/2019 11:57:01 AM upmoxie /agree

3/20/2019 11:57:02 AM launa_usa Same LARP feeling a while ago.

3/20/2019 11:57:33 AM spradlinok Phony Baloney.

3/20/2019 11:57:41 AM jane_q_patriot 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/20/2019 11:57:44 AM kikiwahtara Same with the real dark judge?

3/20/2019 11:58:15 AM tamiwils0n22813 I married a Michael, the only thing I got worth anything out of that marriage are my children. So I guess I would do it again for them! 😝

3/20/2019 11:58:18 AM allahuniversal Interesting timing. Q might be onto something here... pic.twitter.com/lVCJDFZera

3/20/2019 11:59:28 AM jordan_sather_ Dark Judge is suuuuper fake. Throw them in with Eye The Spy and Majestic 12z

3/20/2019 11:59:44 AM asteroidstryke This THE exact reason I stopped following all these different accounts. Doxxing and overall BULLSHIT. Anyone doing REAL energy work can snuff out the 

fakes anyways. Side eye to EVERYONE.

3/20/2019 12:00:26 PM covertress What makes a great movie?

.

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12   . 

.  pic.twitter.com/ApzLk4d7kA

3/20/2019 12:00:49 PM siriusbshaman Eye the spy is suspicious.

3/20/2019 12:00:49 PM beyondscarcity the only twitter accounts that cover Q worth following are yourself, Joe, PM, and Lisa - ALSO - 'some' of the Q trolls are fantastic to follow (most are 

miserable but a few are really funny)

3/20/2019 12:00:50 PM tamiwils0n22813 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

Should we start something?

Let's play a game.

Hey @Jack.

Tag, you're it.

Watch for the next tweet.

3/20/2019 12:01:00 PM emma_trump2020 Do people really think Majestic 12 would reveal themselves ? As Majestic 12?

3/20/2019 12:01:09 PM ascendingadam When does @Jordan_Sather_  make his cameo?

3/20/2019 12:01:11 PM cowgirlvalb HOW DO FULL BLOWN NUT JOBS LIKE HIM GET 20K FOLLOWERS!? COOKY!

3/20/2019 12:02:00 PM rmbrice That certainly makes sense to me. The group of ETs that won the war over earth, manipulated our DNA and     keep us in a 3D construct. Time is an 

illusion. We are Divine and Infinite beings. We are being harvested for energy. Q has alluded to this before. #TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 12:02:42 PM mongrelglory I agree. The one thing I like about MJ-12 is that they are dispassionate. They don't get triggered or lash out.  They are open to criticism as long as the 

person is willing to provide information, and they don't block people even if the person attacks the account.

3/20/2019 12:02:59 PM nikoscali People should avoid taking stock in anyone who acts in a non-anon capacity wrt #QAnon, including you. People need to work on spreading and 

deciphering Q's message rather than promoting their own BS. It is doing more harm than good.

Message over Messenger!

3/20/2019 12:03:57 PM aprilbrown99 Please....Now is not the time to create more division. It is critical that we stay focused and keep our eyes on the targets. We are so close. Let us not 

loose focus now by further distractions. Set aside your “feelings” and support our President. He needs ALL OF US.

3/20/2019 12:05:00 PM ascendingadam #TheEvent is the elephant in the room.

3/20/2019 12:06:39 PM magi_estella I agree Jordan

3/20/2019 12:07:50 PM doom1776 Yup. It’s total BS.

3/20/2019 12:08:08 PM flavia1024 Debunk this Jordan pic.twitter.com/WNcvvEx4s4

3/20/2019 12:08:40 PM dalmoriah Wow and Jordan they said they were getting their info from voice of god tech! Thats not good.

3/20/2019 12:08:40 PM rmbrice Who do you believe the [cabal] is Jordan?

3/20/2019 12:09:12 PM goyaeq This is going to be interesting, hopefully it results in more transparency.

3/20/2019 12:09:29 PM cryptocrab4 I was gonna ask you in DM Kab about this , but you read my mind !!!

Hi tech military doesn't operate this way.

Info would come in the form of press releases !

Messages are positive but a larp only reduces the reliability of other patriots !

3/20/2019 12:10:01 PM nursewounds With all due respect they could say the same thing about you & we're left to figure it out. Knew a long time ago not to trust anybody. My own 

conclusions do my own research figure things out myself. I don't like acts that tell people not to like somebody. 1/2

3/20/2019 12:10:06 PM dannocriticuss this is not goodf

3/20/2019 12:10:59 PM allahuniversal Q #596

3/20/2019 12:11:22 PM pixievintage2 Well half the stuff he posts I don't even understand..🤔🙄

3/20/2019 12:13:45 PM jordan_sather_ This is why LARPs can be dangerous.

They sneakily infiltrate, gain an audience, and then work to subvert.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 must be mad I was calling him out as a LARP. First they said I was “groomed by MJ12”, but now “mistakes happen” so “be careful 

following me”.

Yeah, OK. 🙄  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108412728589410305 …
3/20/2019 12:13:54 PM firstwavr i could see he was trying too hard to be Qish.

3/20/2019 12:13:58 PM jballz1021 Nobody knows everything.  Nobody owns disclosure.  Everyone who shares information LARPs in some respects via unverified speculation.  Everyone. 

even you, JS.  Step back, people, and realize awakening is 100% an internal process. This removes the 'LARP' difficulty.

3/20/2019 12:14:14 PM anangelhasland1 Certainly a lot of deals being made...

“No deals?”

3/20/2019 12:15:36 PM demongza JS you been holding back on us , could've let me in 🤣✌️

3/20/2019 12:16:10 PM blankmarlo Reeeeally starting to feel like I'm getting dicked around watching the a self-proclaimed "Capstone of the Illuminati" argue with a so called psychic 

incarnated Pleadian and yet somehow neither of these entities can come up with proof that the other is lying.



3/20/2019 12:18:37 PM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kabamur_taygeta

@Jordan_Sather_

Q #596 

#TheGreatAwakening 

The light will reveal those on the team and those pretending to be. 

This is not a game. 

They want us divided. 

Who's doing the dividing here?

It's either #WWG1WGA, or it's not. 

Make a choice... pic.twitter.com/wg330aLXIN
3/20/2019 12:20:00 PM charmcityanon Wild indeed

3/20/2019 12:20:39 PM threefold_flame I've always thought so too. Discussing the subjects they talk about is one thing, but to claim you have insider knowledge doing Q&As with people is 

next level deceit. Seems very LARPY, although they've tweeted some amusing things.

3/20/2019 12:20:52 PM thankqtrump45 My favorite thing about things like this is when I click on the Twit handle to find out I don’t follow them (and never have). Thank you Spirit for always 

keeping me safe 🙏

3/20/2019 12:21:07 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1108442100163477504?s=19 …

3/20/2019 12:21:37 PM dream9_87 I asked if Q was a pleidian, he stated just a group of civilians but then he stated this in the past (aug 2018). Maybe some are civilian but a diferent 

exterrestial race (not human)? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624 …

3/20/2019 12:22:11 PM allahuniversal Odd. I didn't read that as "be careful following" JS, I read it as "JS, be careful who YOU follow".

But whatever, I'm just some random Anon with a Twitter account, what do I know? pic.twitter.com/CarWoAUroE

3/20/2019 12:23:02 PM onegoal123 are Crypto's one answer to the problem ?

3/20/2019 12:24:02 PM rmunday_oh Frightening! Maybe we should employ the same tactics against the left!

3/20/2019 12:24:27 PM anneolsen43 No answer?  The Negativity is bad 

~✌️out

3/20/2019 12:24:59 PM threefold_flame That's the moment I stopped following them. When they said JS was "groomed" and "doing well" or something to that affect. Someone once said, "Be 

careful who you follow.'🤔

3/20/2019 12:25:35 PM nursewounds It's been stated many times to research for yourself. That's where people will find the answers. 2/2

3/20/2019 12:25:46 PM keith369me Follow the message, not the messenger!

3/20/2019 12:25:52 PM ascendingadam Having or showing unaffected simplicity of nature or absence of artificiality; unsophisticated; ingenuous.

3/20/2019 12:26:31 PM rmbrice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your info whether  LARP or Govt project resonates more with me than JS. Kab I’m not sure...yet.

3/20/2019 12:27:49 PM ricky52222196 I rarely see tweets from you. I used to see them all the time just thought you were taking a break.

3/20/2019 12:28:01 PM ethereal_shaman The wagons are circling, lol.

3/20/2019 12:28:14 PM melissashaffe18 Remember that creepy comment they made about Sather?

3/20/2019 12:30:10 PM mkonlythetruth Good catch patriot !

3/20/2019 12:30:12 PM jonmichaelbeall QAnon exposed how gullible the masses are and now we have an army of grifters taking advantage of these people that are desperate for a savior and 

a source of “inside” knowledge that makes them feel special.

3/20/2019 12:30:51 PM mongrelglory By non-terrestrial he meant Earth humans who were stationed on the base at the moon.  Not people who were born "off Earth".

3/20/2019 12:31:14 PM 1crazy_toaster Well one of my close Twitter friends has been stating that MJ12 is a fake account or a negative one, however you wish to look at it. That's enough for 

me. I have to move on from this. So long MJ12.

3/20/2019 12:33:21 PM marnisheppeard But we can’t all do that, right?

3/20/2019 12:35:37 PM roaminnoodle Q # 60.

Neither of the "2 non-terrestrial" are Pleiadian? What then? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624 …

3/20/2019 12:36:16 PM allahuniversal Re: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Jordan_Sather_

@kabamur_taygeta

>>5793235

 https://twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1108398819459387392 …

THIS   IS   NOT  A   GAME.

Q

Who cares who Q is, who the Pleiadians are, who's a LARP or not, are you doing your part to save humanity, or nah???
3/20/2019 12:36:18 PM creamsavannah @ROYALMRBADNEWS says MJ12 is not larp. Eyethespy is #ds

3/20/2019 12:37:29 PM mongrelglory He said that some humans in MJ-12 were stationed on the base at the moon.  Hence "non-terrestrial".

3/20/2019 12:40:35 PM jonmichaelbeall The truth is that the world is but a stage and we are all larping about in a glorious quantum simulation that mirrors our collective consciousness. 

Reality is just the point where rival shamans battled to a stalemate. 

May we tell better stories and believe higher truths!!

3/20/2019 12:40:58 PM shakt222 Yup! Thanks for keeping it real brother!🙏

3/20/2019 12:42:42 PM covertress I recognize that tone of voice. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092938205060653056?s=19 …

3/20/2019 12:42:55 PM zack_stone What separates truth from disinfo? Security clearance #disclosure

3/20/2019 12:43:23 PM blsdbe 👆👆👆 THIS 👆👆👆#WWG1GWA

#MEGA

#UnityNotDivision

#WeAreQ

#WeAreOne

3/20/2019 12:43:23 PM laurabusse Brilliant thread. Thank you for putting it all in perspective for us :-) 💘

3/20/2019 12:43:58 PM dream9_87 How can u know he meant non terrestial human or non terrestial as non human (people born "off earth"), wish ppl would be more specific sometimes

3/20/2019 12:44:00 PM shakt222 We all need to be discerning during this time of misinformation and imposters. I don't agree w/ those who say we have to blindly support all who say 

they are Patriots or Pleiadeans. There is nothing wrong with calling out an imposter, it is a good deed!

3/20/2019 12:44:29 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1108435735294734336?s=19 …

3/20/2019 12:45:47 PM kikiwahtara Thanks. That’s what I thought. He never answers me on Vaccines and pharma

3/20/2019 12:46:27 PM shakt222 You've got the Scorpio bullsh*t detector for sure Jordan! Cultivating discernment is very important in these lying times & I'm glad when liars & larpers 

get called out! Thanks for telling it like it is!!

3/20/2019 12:46:36 PM dubilujanenz Well that's not nice.

Did MJ12 set off Brendan Tarrant (Christchurch Shooter) or was is really Podesta ie: the cabal ?

Makes one wonder,now.



3/20/2019 12:46:37 PM roaminnoodle I am unable to locate in a search.

I am aware that "non-terrestrial" can simply mean not on land; so the sky, water, or space would technically be NT.

I am just hoping for some explanation, as I do not like this infighting.

3/20/2019 12:49:37 PM usss_211 AL**I C 3  IS here....

3/20/2019 12:50:56 PM zrickety I appreciate everything you do Kabamur, but don't waste your energy.  I have not seen anyone lump you 2 together, you've got nothing to prove.  I'd 

like to believe everyone brings something to the table, even if it's not 100% accurate.  Let people discern for themselves.

3/20/2019 12:51:09 PM daveschroeder18 Wait! He thinks that Q is Pleiadian??

3/20/2019 12:52:34 PM cindymannings Exactly. I knew they were fake-a-doodle  for long time. But really they need to be called out

3/20/2019 12:53:27 PM allahuniversal If it (division) doesn't make for a better future for all, it doesn't make sense.

3/20/2019 12:53:35 PM blsdbe @Threadreaderapp can you please unroll?

3/20/2019 12:55:02 PM cindymannings Count me a disagreer. MJ gives me creeps.  Kabamur lifts me up to soar. Breathe!

3/20/2019 12:55:55 PM blondedoe 🤣🤣🤣 If you've been groomed by MJ12, I'd complain, they could have equipped you better in the beginning, I remember the white board & 

coloured pens 🤣🤣 🤣

3/20/2019 12:56:03 PM jamesboyett So are you real or fake?

3/20/2019 12:56:53 PM rmbrice You seem like a good person. Do you not agree Trump won through divine intervention? What do you believe is going on?

3/20/2019 12:57:16 PM mongrelglory It was in another discussion they had where they said that the MJ-12 group was actually headed up by people (Earth humans) based on the moon.  

They called the base a different name than what Corey Good calls it but it sounded similar in description.

3/20/2019 12:58:13 PM cindymannings . kabamur always seems to confirm my spidy senses

3/20/2019 12:59:23 PM mongrelglory Because in a previous discussion MJ-12 had said that the group was actually headed up by some people (Earth humans) who were located on a base on 

the moon.  They called it a different name than what Corey Goode calls it, but it sounded similar in description.

3/20/2019 12:59:31 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @AllahUniversal: "@kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This is super ironic. Following both in the same list, 

never saw a challenge coming. @k […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1108438691775766528.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/20/2019 1:01:08 PM roaminnoodle Future proves past? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062440162716737536 …

3/20/2019 1:02:18 PM roaminnoodle There's this one: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062442895553318912 …

3/20/2019 1:03:26 PM wisdomonium secret society sex fertility kaballa asher pole bs cultist chumming the weak minded in ufology. FOLKS anyone claiming "sex energy" as anything other 

than neurotranmitter & endocrine related is a loon.

3/20/2019 1:03:46 PM quirkyfollowsq Looks like they exposed themselves.

I'm always surprised how many misread this. 

NOT 10.

LESS THAN 10.

#FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/a6VkiBuz7T

3/20/2019 1:03:54 PM roaminnoodle C Goode calls it LOC - Lunar Operating Command - iirc

MJ called it here LCC - Lunar Command Center https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065108134434361344 …

3/20/2019 1:04:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

This is why it doesn't really phase any MJ12 members when people try to call us a LARP.

However, attempting to herd people into a "LARP" vs "No LARP" category is by definition divide & conquer.

Be careful who you follow.

Remember, message over messenger.

3/20/2019 1:05:23 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I couldn't find the tweet where they corrected my abbreviation.  When I type Lunar into the Twitter search, nothing comes up.

3/20/2019 1:05:25 PM swoboda44 Elite families of the world

3/20/2019 1:08:06 PM gallagh82985579 is Q human? what do you mean "directly?"

3/20/2019 1:08:08 PM allahuniversal 💯

3/20/2019 1:09:00 PM laurabusse Drama. Human drama. Pure and simple. Sick of it. Ppl not staying in their own lane, not keeping their head down, looking to undermine others (that's 

not unity and love). So what if mj may be a larp. Kab just comes across as mean spirited. Truth always wins out...give it time.

3/20/2019 1:09:01 PM kabamur_taygeta What have you ever disclosed that wasn't previously said by someone else?

3/20/2019 1:10:04 PM allahuniversal What's new under/above/around/within the sun?

3/20/2019 1:11:43 PM roaminnoodle There were only 2 lunar results.

Search Bar - exactly as seen in quotations:

"From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lunar"

I also searched "base" "moon" "terrestrial" "non-terrestrial"

Always interesting to dig, on occasion, and see other connections/threads!

 https://twitter.com/search?src=typd&q=From%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20lunar …
3/20/2019 1:12:01 PM rmbrice Do you believe the real ones in charge aren’t from “here”?

3/20/2019 1:12:27 PM yungrushin Neither if you dare to whistle blow the 188 LEY LINE GRID/FALSE FLAG CONNECTION. NOOBS

3/20/2019 1:13:05 PM laurabusse Could not have said it better!!! Let others be themselves. Love and acceptance. No one is perfect! No one has 100% of all the info! Everyone is wrong 

from time to time. No exceptions. Love and kindness are more important than "proof"!!!

3/20/2019 1:13:48 PM 11e1ev1n They are a total LARP! They remind me of the Eye The Spy LARP

3/20/2019 1:14:32 PM jillsfolly77711 What about eye the spy?

3/20/2019 1:14:39 PM mongrelglory So much!  They've talked about the Domain and things that Airl taught them.  They've talked about nano-technology in vaccines as well as good 

vaccines that are used off world.  They've talked about life on other planets and replicator technology, hyper-dimensional physics etc...

3/20/2019 1:14:45 PM cindymannings MJ doth protest too much ...

3/20/2019 1:15:13 PM kabamur_taygeta All of that in on the internet, and talked about by others in Disclosure.

3/20/2019 1:15:20 PM mongrelglory Amen!

3/20/2019 1:15:35 PM kabamur_taygeta Very fake. Malicious intent.

3/20/2019 1:15:58 PM 11e1ev1n Groomed as in Majestic 12 grooms all of you because they are a LARP. be careful of who you follow.

3/20/2019 1:17:07 PM allahuniversal That's been covered. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032761957449965574?s=19 …

3/20/2019 1:17:28 PM colista I kept posting the same question, "Are we boring you? You don't answer most Q's and are upset that people don't read your WHOLE Twitter for past 

answers ... We bore you, don't we?" Got blocked! 😁

3/20/2019 1:17:40 PM allahuniversal I've asked you a question and didn't get an answer.

Are you doing your part to save humanity, or nah?

3/20/2019 1:18:32 PM kabamur_taygeta Every day.



3/20/2019 1:18:37 PM keith369me “New to me” is new whether another has spoken of it previously or not.  Both accounts consistently provide “new to me” information.  When that 

ceases to be the case, I seek out new sources of information.

3/20/2019 1:19:58 PM flavia1024 Still waiting Jordan .....

3/20/2019 1:20:40 PM mongrelglory Not in the detail from what I've read.  I wouldn't waste my time with them if I wasn't learning a lot of new information.  So many people say that JFK 

was killed because of the Fed, or wanting ET disclosure, but they were the first to say he presented a threat to Earth's safety.

3/20/2019 1:20:52 PM aprilbrown99 Ego is getting in the way from seeing clearly, Kabamur. I am not judging, just stating as I see and feel it. There is room for everyone who has good and 

positive information to share/provide. 

This is very distracting at a critical time. Is that the intention?

3/20/2019 1:20:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 True identity would shine through your words and actions from within.

3/20/2019 1:21:00 PM allahuniversal Then there is no problem, other than self-created problems. You're doing your part, fine, allow others to do theirs, their way.. Free. Will.

3/20/2019 1:21:50 PM allahuniversal Correct, New is 💯% relative!

3/20/2019 1:22:02 PM kabamur_taygeta I'll say what I want against people who purposely deceive others, thanks.

3/20/2019 1:22:10 PM ultra_unlimited I’ve been following both @kabamur_taygeta and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for quite a long time and this infighting is disappointing. Believe what suits you 

Kab but seeing your ego lash out once again is very revealing. MJ has never presented with the air of superiority that I read here ...

3/20/2019 1:22:13 PM scottgasaway We can be:).

3/20/2019 1:22:50 PM jamesboyett I personally still believe this MJ12 account is Legit. I will study your past posts and see if I think you are Legit.

3/20/2019 1:23:21 PM allahuniversal And I will say what I want against people who purposely divide others, thank you more.

3/20/2019 1:23:24 PM laurabusse Me neither.

3/20/2019 1:23:26 PM mongrelglory I find that they present the knowledge in a way that makes you look at the big picture with very different eyes.  That's what I like about them.  They 

challenge our pre-existing belief systems.

3/20/2019 1:23:55 PM jamesboyett I personally still believe this MJ12 account is Legit. I will study Kabumar past posts and see if I think he is Legit. If you can elaborate please do.

3/20/2019 1:24:03 PM allahuniversal Absolutely

3/20/2019 1:24:08 PM zagnett What are @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @kabamur_taygeta 's opinion of Thomas Williams - Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show?

3/20/2019 1:24:51 PM jamesboyett Kabamur I mean.

3/20/2019 1:25:52 PM rmbrice Is this all really a war over our Souls?

3/20/2019 1:26:00 PM ultra_unlimited It’s laughable to think anyone has a complete perspective of #TheGreatAwakening.. Use discernment and trust ONLY your own personal view of “the 

plan”.. #Ascension is for us each to attain in our own particular way. The movement requires individual perspectives & dissenting views

3/20/2019 1:26:16 PM keith369me @kabamur_taygeta so much great information you share...so much I have learned from you...is this battle really worth fighting?

3/20/2019 1:26:35 PM allahuniversal Logical thinking. MILDEC is very real.

3/20/2019 1:27:15 PM kabamur_taygeta That's why you are here!

3/20/2019 1:27:41 PM zagnett Or anyone else?

THI's a great show! Worth a listen or two.

3/20/2019 1:27:44 PM mongrelglory Yet I know that once I tweeted LOC during an AMA (I was replying to someone else) and MJ-12 corrected me with LCC "Lunar Command Centre".  So 

often I find that not all the tweets show up when you do a search!

3/20/2019 1:27:51 PM allahuniversal It's why we're ALL here! #WWG1WGA is literal.

3/20/2019 1:28:45 PM cryptocitycom Good story line for starters. Then decent actors.

3/20/2019 1:29:32 PM jayrambin Why is that a test of legitimacy or credibility?

3/20/2019 1:30:11 PM winduchi Y'all going back & forth is going to divide the Full ET Disclosure movement, that is already fragile. If you are legit MJ-12 you have give us something that 

will be like a prediction that will show up like a event in the real world. I don't understand why Kabamur took so long...

3/20/2019 1:30:16 PM roaminnoodle Try the archive?

I can only access the archive via my phone, strange enough... but I've had much better luck searching there than through twit search bar. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106649986316599296 …

3/20/2019 1:30:19 PM ultra_unlimited It’s seriously comical @kabamur_taygeta that you seem to think you are the only one able to offer the world fresh perspectives on world events. I love 

your content but this phase is not becoming of you. This time calls for #UNITY not division.

3/20/2019 1:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 This election will determine whether we're a free nation or whether we have only the illusion of democracy but are in fact controlled by a small handful 

of global special interests rigging the system, and our system is rigged... this is reality! You know it!  - 45

3/20/2019 1:30:56 PM jordanb987 Wow, Kabamur is the last person to try and divide others 🤷♀️ you are mistaken.

3/20/2019 1:30:56 PM aprilbrown99 I am here to fight for and with my President!  That is the only reason I use this platform. 

I am not here to fight with people who are supposed to be on the same side. If we do that then we are no better than the radical left.

3/20/2019 1:30:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's be clear on one thing the corporate media in our country is no longer involved in journalism they're a political special interest no different than 

any lobbyist or other financial entity with a total political agenda and the agenda is not for you it's for themselves. - 45

3/20/2019 1:31:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Clintons are criminals, remember that! - 45

3/20/2019 1:32:10 PM worried_canuck Its the same here in Canada

3/20/2019 1:32:21 PM ultra_unlimited The Greatest Story Ever Told ⚡️

3/20/2019 1:32:23 PM aprilbrown99 I stand with 45!🇺🇸

3/20/2019 1:32:54 PM qaphsiel17 Down with the witch.

3/20/2019 1:32:58 PM patriotfightusa #MakeAmericaGreatAgain #UnitedNotDivided pic.twitter.com/4uVngs6m3K

3/20/2019 1:33:39 PM aprilbrown99 I stand with 45!  For God and Country!  #IamFlynn

3/20/2019 1:33:49 PM freeandoriginal To each what feels good. I have mixed feelings often about MJ

3/20/2019 1:34:03 PM mommahood777 So CC spending time with children during the burning bus incident is like Jr reading to kids in 2001...

3/20/2019 1:34:12 PM patriotfightusa #TheWitchMustHang #WeThePeople #WeWillNeverStop #TrustThePlan #FightFightFight #WWG1WGA #StayTheCoursePatriots 

pic.twitter.com/ybjgFixWda

3/20/2019 1:34:13 PM aprilbrown99 To their very core!  Evil evil evil!

3/20/2019 1:35:39 PM mongrelglory I've seen him lose his temper with people on his twitter feed several times.  He could try to "turn the other cheek" if someone says something that 

contradicts him.  MJ-12 did not attack Kabamur, but Kabamur called them liars and threw out innuendo without giving details.

3/20/2019 1:36:54 PM covertress Was it really you, @POTUS, who dropped a 0 Δ here together with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/20/2019 1:37:03 PM jaspony1 You know its true because it resonates... You just know...

We can all feel things are changing, and you can feel that things are about to change in a BIG way... You can just feel it, and can't explain it... Yet

3/20/2019 1:37:16 PM 777harry 🤗



3/20/2019 1:37:24 PM allahuniversal Aren't we divided in this moment on that very opinion?

There are lives being threatened and lost, while people try to prove others wrong on Twitter because they get triggered by a disagreement, as if that 

were more important. Logical? No.

3/20/2019 1:38:01 PM laurabusse Someone forgot to meditate today

3/20/2019 1:38:01 PM bbobbio71 Maybe someday they'll be Justice with them maybe

3/20/2019 1:38:07 PM mongrelglory I think I ran into problems trying to download the app for the searchable archive onto my iMac.  I don't have a cell-phone.

3/20/2019 1:38:28 PM jaspony1 Deep down we all know it... That is why we are here!!!

3/20/2019 1:39:30 PM allahuniversal I've followed this account for a while now, wouldn't if I didn't see value in it. However, the timing of this whole thing seemed... odd, to say the least. 

Not like the @kabamur_taygeta who's accnt I couldn't wait for to come back when he goes offline here. Something is off here.

3/20/2019 1:40:11 PM zagnett @POTUS are you really Q+ and/or MJ2?

3/20/2019 1:40:25 PM mongrelglory Human emotions!  We are our own worst enemies at times! 😜

3/20/2019 1:40:26 PM jesseedianna 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

3/20/2019 1:41:52 PM jayrambin Following kab 1yr +.  1 of the several things that attracted me to his msg was the absence of ego in the messages.  But, that has changed. For me, very 

forgivable, and doesn’t destroy cred.  Who can really tame the ego?  I will continue to follow and discern the message.

3/20/2019 1:42:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Mistakes happen" was in response to the tweet we replied to.

We were not mistaken for grooming you, even though you still don't believe us. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/918146730755010560 …

3/20/2019 1:42:52 PM keith369me I was speaking specifically of the battle of words that you engaged in today.  With that said, it seems both accounts are on the same side in the greater 

battle.

3/20/2019 1:43:13 PM djlok "...I know it, and pretty much the whole World knows it"- 45

3/20/2019 1:43:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fishing expedition.

3/20/2019 1:44:08 PM daveo6145 The truth cares not about feelings

It will find a way

3/20/2019 1:44:10 PM free_energy2016  pic.twitter.com/yuMxZxuXrH

3/20/2019 1:44:52 PM jordanb987 Nobody is perfect and I never heard him claim sainthood. He has been consistently open and honest, most could not say the same...

3/20/2019 1:45:13 PM daveo6145 🐟

3/20/2019 1:45:24 PM 00loll0 Some people love money too much,I'm glad that I'm happy to just have my needs met,pretty much the basics.

3/20/2019 1:45:36 PM honeybager5 It’s said God works in mysterious ways, and there are examples of reformed men carrying the torch for righteousness; (Paul of Tarsus, St Francis of 

Assisi), but Trump’s continued deception and complete lack of civility provide little evidence of God working through him.

3/20/2019 1:45:41 PM allahuniversal 🤣 true, can't deny that as I laugh! Yet, we CAN control putting how much emotion we pour into the public/global consciousness (physically the 

internet), especially when in a position of responsibility to said public. Thinking twice before tapping"reply" only takes a sec. or few

3/20/2019 1:46:14 PM rmbrice What was about Pleiadians to which Kab objected anyway?

3/20/2019 1:46:34 PM mongrelglory Jordan, remember when you were starting out, and you were invited onto the Alex Jones show ("Situation Room" I believe) to talk about Q?  There 

were many Q forums then, some of them bigger than your following.  Did you ever wonder why they picked you?

3/20/2019 1:47:09 PM allahuniversal Full disclosure can only come from within. Anyone else can only disclose what they choose to if what they know

3/20/2019 1:47:36 PM rmbrice I see. I’m disappointed to hear that. I think things will change for the better  and with it hopefully your mind. God Bless you.

3/20/2019 1:47:51 PM mommahood777 Glass up....cheers

3/20/2019 1:48:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/918146730755010560 …

3/20/2019 1:48:24 PM roaminnoodle Anything special planned for an upcoming particular date associated with [them]?

3/20/2019 1:48:28 PM keith369me As an outsider, not the one receiving the first hand information, how do I know one source is better than the other?  Because of this, I need to take 

each piece of information And discern it.

3/20/2019 1:48:35 PM allahuniversal the Rod & Bob came in handy, I hope

3/20/2019 1:48:46 PM lib7473 Is PM a clown or was he asked by Q to deactivate, as a bait to catch the Twitter clown employees/exec in the act as evidence? Possibly the latter?

3/20/2019 1:49:02 PM mongrelglory Very wise words Sensei... 😑

3/20/2019 1:49:30 PM heather73931873 what kind of grooming are we talking about here?  Mani/pedi? 🤪

3/20/2019 1:49:39 PM ksouth21 The latter

3/20/2019 1:49:59 PM jordanb987 Which account are you referring to?

3/20/2019 1:50:30 PM allahuniversal Fishing is fun!

3/20/2019 1:50:43 PM mongrelglory 👆👆👆

3/20/2019 1:50:43 PM freestateojones More things happening than most people would believe. 

Pretty positive I can speak on that, on a big level. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1006557680008384512?s=19 …

3/20/2019 1:51:17 PM iamkduffs Oh wow.... I dont know what to think

3/20/2019 1:51:38 PM allahuniversal This may be part of it https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074753069605380102?s=19 …

3/20/2019 1:51:57 PM honeybager5 I hope they will . . . God Bless, brother.

3/20/2019 1:52:26 PM kabamur_taygeta He's in way over his head. https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/946387168888573952 …

3/20/2019 1:52:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ2 chose to have us disclose that JS was groomed by one of MJ7's subordinates. Is MJ2 narcissistic, somewhat, but that's neither here nor there if you 

Trust the Plan. Notifying JS was a test and a disclaimer. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107466430298144769 …

3/20/2019 1:52:56 PM allahuniversal Nah, just a guy with a useful 'Twitter' phone 😉

3/20/2019 1:52:57 PM rr4763 Never saw your tweets and forgot I was even following you

3/20/2019 1:53:27 PM iamkduffs Seriously... what a mind f*kk 😢

3/20/2019 1:53:37 PM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona see?

;opppp

3/20/2019 1:53:43 PM allahuniversal @kabamur_taygeta

3/20/2019 1:54:29 PM zagnett Honestly I wouldn't like hearing I was "groomed" either, especially not by a group that was apparently once led for decades by [GHWB].

@Jordan_Sather_ perhaps u could ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what all this "grooming" talk is all about? Seems to be a topic MJ might discuss.

3/20/2019 1:55:04 PM mongrelglory Kabamur has said that Q is a Pleiadian (I understood Q to be a team of people myself). MJ-12 answered a reader's question about whether any of the Q 

team were extra-terrestrials and MJ-12 said "no" (i.e. they're all humans).  That answer seemed to upset Kabamur.

3/20/2019 1:55:18 PM covertress .@zagnett, Enough proof for you? 🤣 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108471486376013825?s=19 …

3/20/2019 1:55:29 PM jordanb987 Majestic also said Sandia was real which is a bunch of bull 🤷♀️

3/20/2019 1:56:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Created by whom? pic.twitter.com/sIDikCRuBR



3/20/2019 1:57:51 PM rmbrice I keep you all close. I learn from everyone here and use my discernment. It’s all we can do. Both have helped me tremendously in my awakening and 

continue to do so. Yes some of the info has conflicted. But JS doesn’t resonate with me. Just how I feel.

3/20/2019 1:57:59 PM sixtyandcountin Sometimes you follow to read the  http://comments.it  could be just one sparks  a search

3/20/2019 1:58:22 PM allahuniversal Yes I mentally noted that long ago. I personally have proof for neither your claim or theirs, and it never mattered. Truth has a way of making itself 

known, that's what I rely on. Always. There's literally bigger issues at hand, lives at stake. Again, who cares who's "right"? Idc

3/20/2019 1:58:36 PM mongrelglory Yes, I was aware of that contradiction in information from both of your accounts.  Since you are both providing information on "trust", I chose to file 

that discrepancy at the back of my mind and focus on the overall content of both your messages.  Life is never black and white.

3/20/2019 1:59:43 PM allahuniversal ☝️

3/20/2019 1:59:55 PM ulived1969 Shlama... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QClJ0IGamLY&t=2s …

3/20/2019 2:00:17 PM golh2018 So are most Democrats!

3/20/2019 2:00:20 PM djlok Those who scream the loudest...

We know what's up!!

Tons of love from (almost) all of us who follow you!!!

3/20/2019 2:00:22 PM mommahood777 Sorry, just started laughing...apparently this is what war looks like on the social media scale...    aaaaand I'm still eating popcorn!!!

3/20/2019 2:00:37 PM martinplantt somewhat narcissist!  - okaaay, I'm fine.

3/20/2019 2:00:42 PM allahuniversal Timestamps verify @MongrelGlory

3/20/2019 2:00:42 PM laurabusse Groomed can have positive meanings too...

3/20/2019 2:00:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anons asked for proof.

0 Delta To 45 = Coincidence?

Anons Requested 2nd Proof

0 Delta To Q = Coincidence?

All for a LARP?

Thanks for playing, Michael.

3/20/2019 2:01:11 PM zagnett I have the feeling this is a conduit chosen to get some truths out in as healthy a manner as possible. Dark truths.

Stage seems to be set for it anyway. When does this act start?

3/20/2019 2:01:19 PM rmbrice Right. Thanks for helping me understand. Those details matter to those that speak them but at the end of the day #TheGreatAwakening is what 

matters. I’m going to focus on raising my consciousness and helping others do the same.

3/20/2019 2:01:35 PM laurabusse LOL

3/20/2019 2:01:38 PM mongrelglory You always say what I say, but so much more eloquently! Lol!

You're right.  Truth does have a way of making itself known in the end!

3/20/2019 2:02:12 PM pacman522 Singularity is having some difficulties.

Dark money requires an abundant amount of shade.

(Un)Wittingly or (Un)Willingly.

3/20/2019 2:02:35 PM jenw_rn He answers all my questions, MJ12 mostly ignores mine

3/20/2019 2:03:16 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070767043077644289?s=19 …

3/20/2019 2:03:53 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

3/20/2019 2:04:02 PM zagnett That's why I want clarification. It means a lot of things. And it is a trigger word for sure - for reasonably normal people even.

MJ seems to really want to have this discussion. Perhaps it's time...

3/20/2019 2:04:03 PM robertando3 OrtiQ Speaks with Many Voices.  Not One.

3/20/2019 2:04:07 PM libertyspring99 Peace, Love and Light to you both. May we come together to fight the evil at hand.

3/20/2019 2:04:46 PM mongrelglory How can you be so certain without proof one way or another?  They are pleasant and spread a message of multi-cultural sharing and tolerance. There's 

a core of truth to that, regardless of whether you feel they're a Larp or not.

3/20/2019 2:04:49 PM mommahood777 Really?  Of course none of us know who to trust or believe anymore, total mindf*ck all around.  Not out of popcorn yet and this thread is interesting.  If 

the intent is to divide Patriots on soc media, nice try and lighten up everyone!!!!!

3/20/2019 2:05:14 PM allahuniversal I thought you said it better than I did! Timestamp verifies we said the same thing

3/20/2019 2:06:17 PM zagnett Poor Sather!

"Hey teacher! Leave them kids alone!"

3/20/2019 2:06:46 PM allahuniversal LMGTFY

There's plenty of answers here if you'd like to have a look/listen. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1107829311233511424?s=19 …

3/20/2019 2:08:02 PM ascendingadam You had to know that was coming.

3/20/2019 2:09:07 PM mongrelglory Right on brother! We are so close! 👊

3/20/2019 2:11:42 PM mongrelglory I know it's frustrating.  MJ-12 have said they can't answer questions that are still classified or might disrupt the time-line.  Kabamur is very good at 

replying to people's questions. 🙂

3/20/2019 2:12:47 PM ascendingadam Observe the message and let it pass. 

Reflect on what you have observed. 

Truth resonates from within. 

Externalizing the search for truth is how we have been ensnared. 

Today’s lesson, TRUST YOURSELF.
3/20/2019 2:12:56 PM schmosephine Here's the biggest conundrum. pic.twitter.com/dwyfuHvuDB

3/20/2019 2:13:13 PM catvllvsverona Dear Mr. Fait,

...

...

...tagging me in such a comment might lead all the readers to think I don't share this opinion & you must persuade me...

Bad spot!

😂😂😂

Jokes aside, MJ12 is absolutely right.

We ALL can fight back!

(as I do) 😁😁😁

PS did you see my tag re: 2 worlds...
3/20/2019 2:13:58 PM mongrelglory Oh!  That's what you meant about timestamp!  Maybe our BE's are controlled by the same IS.  Trippy! 🤪

3/20/2019 2:14:48 PM allahuniversal Nothing is random +++

3/20/2019 2:18:24 PM allahuniversal Reading is fun-damental



3/20/2019 2:18:33 PM jordanb987 I dont believe it's in any way pleasant to deceive people. Have you seen their "proof" page? Give me a break...if applying critical thinking to this 

account, things begin to give pause.

3/20/2019 2:20:45 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/ctEtCkNPIo

3/20/2019 2:21:03 PM perfectsliders I will not judge. I see similarity of msgs w all the Q curators this week. Many turning on each other, some care 2 respond, others shrug it off. 

Commonality, is that their msgs are somewhat similar, and all are ALL compelling. End of day, I will decide 4 myself what I think.

3/20/2019 2:21:07 PM mongrelglory ...By their fruits you shall know them.

3/20/2019 2:22:04 PM alhsdo_whitepaw There is a different between someone currently incarnated as a pledian, someone who maybe incarnated as pledian a few times on a grander journey 

and is now on earth, and  someone who spent most of their lifetimes in the pledian system and are now here as a starseed.

3/20/2019 2:23:15 PM laurabusse A. Men.

3/20/2019 2:24:00 PM alhsdo_whitepaw yall could be fighting over apples vs oranges not even realizing you are all talking about different kinds of fruit. If we are all one, arn't we all pleiadan on 

some deeper level anyways?

3/20/2019 2:24:36 PM zagnett MJ, could/would MJ provide proof to Sather? He deserves it. He's being dragged through the mud, and not of his own choosing it seems. Bad karma 

there?

3/20/2019 2:24:58 PM mongrelglory It would be cool to live in a society where everyone is telepathically connected...no chance of deception.  However, if someone asks you "Do these 

pants make my butt look big?" you couldn't hide your real opinion!  So I wonder, would there be more or less drama with telepathy? 😆

3/20/2019 2:26:43 PM allahuniversal As it should. In fact, EVERYTHING should give one pause when CRITICally thinking. A critic's mind is already made up. LOGICal thinking allows for 

discernment. Observe, & then do the math. Whatever doesn't add up, won't get past Logic.

3/20/2019 2:26:54 PM jonessense Can’t listen to that Thomas dude ANYMORE. He doesn’t like anyone. Everyone is a shill. But I don’t know him. Why should i take HIS word? He’s sticky 

low energy and negative 👎

3/20/2019 2:28:25 PM damienzadok I can’t see what Kabamur said because he blocked me for quoting Q which contradicted a supporting statement Kab made for Alex Jones. Not so much 

as an attempt at discourse. I believe Q over him, so I’m not sweating it. Just giving my experience for others to consider.

3/20/2019 2:28:33 PM laurabusse You have to be God to know the intent, the mind and heart of another. Why not just let it play out? What's it to you? Truth or lies is always eventually 

revealed. It's unattractive to see a supposed "higher being" get triggered and "attack" others. Consider using only your...

3/20/2019 2:30:50 PM kabamur_taygeta I have not stated any intent beyond what I was told.

I'm saying they are not MJ12 and deceiving you.

Believe what you want.

3/20/2019 2:31:08 PM laurabusse ...human name if you're going to act so human. And as for defending the pleadians...I'm pretty sure they can take care of themselves. I would work on 

self love, love of others and awareness of when being triggered. I wish you nothing but the best.

3/20/2019 2:32:24 PM mongrelglory MJ-12...maybe you could ask Potus to say "Tip-top, Tippy-top" again?

That would convince me! 🤣🤣🤣

3/20/2019 2:34:35 PM kabamur_taygeta Are you new to my account? What do I consistently talk about?

Who's judging who?

3/20/2019 2:37:52 PM raymondwsmith1 wasn't kibbitzlaw a big q booster on reddit a long time ago then got outed for emailing himself from different accounts?

3/20/2019 2:37:55 PM sergii_ii JS, PrayingMedic, and now Kabamur lashing out on MJ12. 

Talk about timing... and unity!!

3/20/2019 2:38:06 PM lynnboyce7 What if both were a LARP and were both AI ,to get us on the same page. Synchronicity 😏

It's all a movie, so let's have a blast, fun loving, caring, beautiful, exciting, joyful, exhilarating time.

Woo hoo. Yippie kayay!!!

3/20/2019 2:39:24 PM jljensen326 it appears everyone on Twitter is either a larp or controlled opposition including Jordan Sather who is allegedly tied to the 'fake' Corey Goode. My 

take? Only trust youselves, ppl. Conserve your energy & don't worry about what anyone else is doing. You can't control them, anyway

3/20/2019 2:39:46 PM covertress "All for a LARP?

Thanks for playing, Michael."

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Did you set this up?

3/20/2019 2:39:50 PM allahuniversal Well, who are they? And I'm not at all asking you to dox. If you can tell us w/o doing so, great. Also, why presume that anyone is being deceived? That's 

a pretty low expectation of humans, wouldn't you say?

3/20/2019 2:39:58 PM qanuck4truth Bottom line... I prefer to trust only #QAnon & @POTUS at this moment in time, but I follow many 2 see the bigger picture.

Everything else, use your discernment. 

DON"T follow the herd. Think for yourself.

The truth will eventually be revealed. 

#PEACE

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

#WWG1WGA
3/20/2019 2:40:05 PM laurabusse No. Been following you a long time. I've concluded everyone is sovereign with free will. That means don't infringe on the free will of others, then no 

one gets hurt. Calling ppl out, harassing others for "lying" (truth is relative and we all create our reality) is a form of...

3/20/2019 2:40:32 PM enomai_ Why are you sounding like corsi?

3/20/2019 2:40:45 PM sergii_ii Colorado

3/20/2019 2:40:53 PM zagnett I'm shocked more people aren't screaming in support of @Jordan_Sather_ simply for him to get the truth / justice from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. If MJ is 

legit they must show their proof, if they have it, to Sather as soon as possible. Imo anyway.

Awesome whiteboard vids btw J, TY.

3/20/2019 2:41:02 PM kabamur_taygeta It's just a question.

3/20/2019 2:41:40 PM enomai_ I dont know. Jk

3/20/2019 2:42:05 PM ethereal_shaman You have to purge your hidden traumas to truly find unity.

3/20/2019 2:42:21 PM dream9_87 Regardless if Q is a pleiadian or if there are positive exterrestial races involved/helping us expose some EVIL people, i'm just thankful they are doing it

I love you all patriots that are together in this, Were We Go 1 We Go All 💙 pic.twitter.com/MG9NsCMKJV

3/20/2019 2:42:42 PM allahuniversal And they will be continuously projected until healed.

3/20/2019 2:43:06 PM kabamur_taygeta I call out LIARS. It's very simple. No harassment. There are many   deceivers and many people with low discernment, full of judgement for   others who 

challenge their beliefs.

3/20/2019 2:43:47 PM laurabusse ...trying to control others which is a form of infringing free will. I enjoy your inspirational tweets when you are in high vibe mode. This is low vibe stuff 

and is of no profit for anyone. Just divides. No one is perfect least of all me...

3/20/2019 2:44:32 PM robertando3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Not My Friend  https://twitter.com/JimBlakesong/status/1108482775689166848 …

3/20/2019 2:44:53 PM kabamur_taygeta It's for profit for those who don't want to be lied to? Confusing?

3/20/2019 2:45:29 PM princesspatrio1 Very interesting.



3/20/2019 2:46:50 PM lynnboyce7 What if they are both a LARP to get us to think along the same lines . synchronicity 😏

3/20/2019 2:47:05 PM laurabusse Calling someone a liar IMHO is a form of harassment. Unless you are God and know 100% sure what is going on inside someone. I can't say MJ is not a 

liar. But i haven't seen him (them?) harass anyone either. Truth always comes out eventually.

3/20/2019 2:47:27 PM sergii_ii 3 places:

- MJ12 acc

- if you ask POTUS

- in the future

I'll take #1. #2 not doable as I am in EU. #3 sure

3/20/2019 2:48:00 PM connectedtomyc1 Kabamur, do you ever consider blocking trolls and not expending energy "engaging" with them? You know your benevolent messages and intent and 

it's blatantly obvious to me that you are full of love and benevolence. Why bother with trolls?

3/20/2019 2:48:00 PM kabamur_taygeta You don't need to be God to know that someone is lying.

3/20/2019 2:50:33 PM pedalfun4u curious and curiouser

3/20/2019 2:50:41 PM daveschroeder18 Gaurdian council of what? Avocados lol

3/20/2019 2:51:32 PM sano_faith "Real", similar.

3/20/2019 2:52:27 PM laurabusse We're not ready for telepathy. I don't think telepathy will arrive until love reigns and we can all stop judging and attacking each other.

3/20/2019 2:53:41 PM davidtu57375728 Is there really a base of sorts under the bucegi mountains in Romania? Able to tell us all our history. Energy barriers. Ect. Any truth to it all being 

connected to other areas around the world ??

3/20/2019 2:53:57 PM allahuniversal 💯🍿🍿

3/20/2019 2:54:13 PM qtpi3_14 Is that NY or SF?

3/20/2019 2:54:21 PM cosmicorigins Well, I can say my intuition is very clearly pointing me towards whom is telling the truth here

3/20/2019 2:55:42 PM laurabusse Kab has blocked me LOL. To me that says it all right there :-)

3/20/2019 2:56:24 PM bevredwave2018 He's in the WH.... FOR SURE.

3/20/2019 2:58:49 PM zagnett In no way disappointed. With little to no expectations for any source there is little to no disappointment.

3/20/2019 2:59:01 PM connectedtomyc1 Someone who tries to entice you to surrender your Right to Privacy to "guarantee the safety of your children" is not benevolent.

👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071258734356254721 …

3/20/2019 2:59:15 PM allahuniversal Burden of proof is still yours. We're gonna need more than a disagreement about the book's title & author, & a few pages you disagree with before 

throwing away what's been a good book so far. And vice versa, no one (except you) can or will make me stop following you.

3/20/2019 3:01:03 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/FdngFLwmuJ

3/20/2019 3:01:36 PM ekotoons NY

3/20/2019 3:02:00 PM cindymannings @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   There ya' go.  Big biased agenda "they're" (he's) peddling. Nutter

3/20/2019 3:03:01 PM allahuniversal I'm still waiting for it...

3/20/2019 3:03:36 PM stefanofait I gathered a massive amount of new information from that account, most of which resonated with what I learnt and felt.

Not choosing between you, JS, them and other sources. The more the merrier.

3/20/2019 3:04:02 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/HxegrEjVKg

3/20/2019 3:04:35 PM kabamur_taygeta The one who says he's in communication with @POTUS & part of Govt Disclosure owes you something, don't you think? At least as much as Q has 

given. I'm very direct about what I'm doing and where my info comes from. I am not reckless about what I say. He's entertainment at best.

3/20/2019 3:04:43 PM stefanofait Well said. Full agreement on that. Gym for the mind.

3/20/2019 3:05:21 PM _chelseaproject Need some clarification. Why use loaded term "groomed?" Not to mention it's offensive to JS. Did you mean to offend JS? Is JS not a white hat?

3/20/2019 3:05:45 PM stefanofait They genuinely don't seem to care whether you believe them or not. I like that.

3/20/2019 3:06:21 PM cindymannings You are passive aggressive, that's why.

3/20/2019 3:07:31 PM kabamur_taygeta And accusing me of harassment. Bye.

3/20/2019 3:08:08 PM _chelseaproject Well, we're all hot and bothered waiting for something substantive to happen.

3/20/2019 3:10:06 PM jvan125 Just curious how tall ETS is? pic.twitter.com/iq6NXVrDY0

3/20/2019 3:10:13 PM stefanofait Disagree. They are talking about a different new world order. At some point they might just as well reveal that Bush Sr. was actually betraying the 

globalist NWO or anyway conceding to the Light. 

Would like to hear about that from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/20/2019 3:11:19 PM mongrelglory I've never heard of him before...

3/20/2019 3:11:52 PM simpleanon87 Add Kabamur to that list. He insta blocked me after I called him out on the missile launch, which he called a spaceship before Q began posting about it.

3/20/2019 3:14:09 PM kabamur_taygeta There will be no New World Order at all.

3/20/2019 3:14:37 PM allahuniversal Interesting.

1. No one owes me anything. 

2. Q has given DECLASS'd info, which in some cases IS known to the public, or Anons @ the least.

3. Etym. of Educate is "to draw out". In some, that accnt, your acct, Q, random Anon post, can help some 1 educate self.#TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 3:15:22 PM allahuniversal Isn't the Education & Awakening of the people the entire point of ALL of our operations on this platform?

3/20/2019 3:16:30 PM mongrelglory Not sure who you're calling passive aggressive, but I can say that Laura Busse and I'AU are not that.  They are sincere people who are open-minded and 

legitimately questioning Kabamur for suddenly calling MJ-12 liars and claiming he knows their true identity but not revealing it.

3/20/2019 3:18:44 PM kabamur_taygeta Q has given proofs all along the way which is a necessary part of Disclosure. Your personal need/lack of discernment to the authenticity of the source is 

not so relevant to that fact. If a source claims to be a Govt source, this is the only way.

3/20/2019 3:19:10 PM stefanofait That's what they say. But a new global order is part of the Plan. Call it what you like, it is irrelevant. If they were deceitful they/he would have chosen a 

less controversial and suspicious definition.

3/20/2019 3:19:47 PM jaiagtp It's like they want an extremely controlled disclosure.

3/20/2019 3:19:47 PM askesis369 While you are openly aggressive, which benefits no one. @kabamur_taygeta is blocking just about anyone with a dissenting opinion while claiming 

“Pleidians dont do deceitfulness”, seems pretty damn hypocritical.

3/20/2019 3:20:04 PM abagofcandy Well said Jay. Outright acceptance or denial of anything is bad. Until anything happens for sure, taking things with a grain of salt is safe 😂

3/20/2019 3:21:41 PM allahuniversal Funny how the same reactions happen every time a Q deadline/date goes w/o expected BOOMS... EVEN from the most "trustworthy" names.

Managing expectations is a must, or we'd all just be hopium addicts

3/20/2019 3:22:00 PM kabamur_taygeta First I'm hearing of it... Until the Event, there will be no world government of any sort. It's impossible in duality to have this without being enforced. 

This is kinda the whole point of the shift and how we reach true unity.

3/20/2019 3:25:09 PM mongrelglory You're not being a very good ambassador for Pleiadians right now. You sound angry and dismissive of people who are trying to question your assertion 

in a reasonable manner.  When you ridicule an account, calling it "entertainment at best", you ridicule it's followers.

3/20/2019 3:26:46 PM kabamur_taygeta How is this difficult? They are not a part of Govt or Disclosure. I'm doing my best to be a good representative of my Pleiadian family - WHO GAVE ME 

THE INFORMATION about MJ12 - by speaking out for Truth.



3/20/2019 3:27:47 PM allahuniversal Q NEEDED to give proof to Anons. No one w/o sauce gets away w/ not showing & proving what they say on chans. Best way to establish legitimacy 

earning Anons' trust. However, not all info is the same. Your info, MJ12, even Q at times, all means nothing w/o proving it to ones self.

3/20/2019 3:29:26 PM mongrelglory You are claiming that Q is your Pleaidian friend but you provide no proof except your word.  Now you're accusing I'AU of having a lack of discernment?  

That is a tad arrogant I would say.

3/20/2019 3:30:44 PM kabamur_taygeta I've never met Q. Careful with your strawmen.

3/20/2019 3:30:48 PM allahuniversal At the end of the day, either it resonates with one, or it doesn't. You've been called a LARP & it didn't stop you, same as being called a LARP won't stop 

Q or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or me, and shouldn't stop anyone certain of their mission in the Now

3/20/2019 3:31:24 PM jesterfintech Actually that would be the Fed....banks still have to play the Fed Reserve rules

3/20/2019 3:31:29 PM psyanidegaming Vote Psyanide 2020

3/20/2019 3:31:32 PM kabamur_taygeta Never. They speak only truth.

3/20/2019 3:32:24 PM ontothetruth1 Kaba, if I were a bad guy and thought your message was reaching too many people, I'd take a bunch of bots or shills and keep you distracted with crap 

like the last 24 hours. I value your message too much to watch you fall for this crap. Whether MJ12 is legit or not

3/20/2019 3:32:35 PM allahuniversal So, your second-hand information is better that another's second-hand information, is what's being said here?

3/20/2019 3:32:36 PM mongrelglory You are demanding proof from them when you provide no proof of your own.  Just your word.

3/20/2019 3:34:01 PM mongrelglory Good point!  MJ-12 has always encouraged us not to blindly follow anyone.  Sheep no more!

3/20/2019 3:34:31 PM return2light Hmmm.... let me ask you the question again, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how do you think those Pleiadians that from Alcyone? Do you think they are 

trustable? You didn’t answer my question before, which made me doubt who truly you are.

3/20/2019 3:35:47 PM kabamur_taygeta It's an easy way out when someone calls you on being wrong.

3/20/2019 3:36:31 PM teriface73 Hate to disappoint anyone following EITHER of you. #Instablock #Fake #EveryoneKnows

3/20/2019 3:36:35 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

3/20/2019 3:36:59 PM allahuniversal I'd actually looked right past that, it didn't resonate.

As for AUthority, I don't care who anyone "says" they are. Source? There's only 1 of those in reality.  As for others, whether the info I'm getting can be 

used practically and become actual KNOWLEDGE, IRL, is my specialty.

3/20/2019 3:37:06 PM mongrelglory Okay, then let me rephrase that.  You claim to have direct knowledge as to knowing who Q is through your Plieadian contacts, even though Q has said 

he (they) will have no contact outside of 8chan.  Yet you provide no proof of your claims.

3/20/2019 3:38:59 PM allahuniversal Everyone is subject to examination. No exceptions for any IS-BE, from anywhere, we here on Earth know better these days.

3/20/2019 3:39:56 PM kabamur_taygeta Q is not wrong. He says things to misdirect. Genuine national security concerns. This is not what MJ12 does. He will use it when asked a direct question 

that has no bearing on national security or would ever need to be concealed.

3/20/2019 3:41:00 PM jenw_rn They ignored a heartfelt tweet from me about my father who worked for jpl. Completely ignored it! Thats not classified, give me a break

3/20/2019 3:41:02 PM allahuniversal Meanwhile Anons keep the popcorn nearby 🍿🍿🍿

3/20/2019 3:41:02 PM cledrordfishing I don't think we will forget. 

We are all waiting for them to go to prison. 

It just seems to never happen.

3/20/2019 3:41:45 PM n7guardiananon Majestic deeds go way beyond 1950.

3/20/2019 3:41:46 PM rmbrice I notice he makes typos. I make many! But does that jive with what we believe him to be?

3/20/2019 3:41:52 PM mongrelglory Pleiadians are a diverse group of people.  Bill Tompkins felt that the Nordics were deceiving Earth humans at times. I don't think we can categorize an 

entire group of beings as necessarily standing for the same thing.  We really only have second hand information from contactees.

3/20/2019 3:42:18 PM cindymannings MISinformation from MJ

3/20/2019 3:42:50 PM jonessense Can i just say, none of these people have proof of things we can’t see anyway. James Gilliand has no proof of lion beings but i still believe him. 🤷♀️

3/20/2019 3:43:03 PM flavia1024 Not THAT tall lol. IDK. Maybe he used a step stool. He often shows pics from inside the WH.

3/20/2019 3:43:59 PM cledrordfishing Who is JS?

3/20/2019 3:44:40 PM kabamur_taygeta Q is not putting the messages on 8chan that often. The team has expanded since the beginning and includes regular NSA people. 

https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1079357397427138560 …

3/20/2019 3:44:42 PM djlok I am 1000% convinced the MJ12 account is legit. There are others who are equally convinced through their own personal experiences of reading, 

meditating, asking questions, interacting with this account, MEDITATING, etc.

I'm allowed to change my mind and will if it feels right.

3/20/2019 3:44:44 PM mongrelglory He attacked MJ-12, not the other way around.  We've been legitimately questioning his claims as readers of the MJ-12 account.  He just keeps 

attacking them and calling them liars but won't tell us who they really are even though he insinuated that he knew who they are.

3/20/2019 3:45:32 PM jvan125 😂, right? Not saying it’s not legit just thought it curious how high up he’d have to put that sticker. And would they let him? I don’t know. We shall see  

soon enough who is legit and who isn’t, I suppose. 😎🙏🏻🇺🇸

3/20/2019 3:46:38 PM allahuniversal Which is why "Research for yourself" is so important. f

W/o tangible evidence, how can one say for certain who's wrong or right? I think that's part of the greater lesson here (for ALL of us)

3/20/2019 3:46:40 PM zagnett Seems here's how this must play out.

MJ made a BIG claim today. Big claims need BIG proof. BIGLY.

So, either-

1) MJ is legit. Subordinate. of MJ7 "groomed" JS. MJ2 (strongly hinted to be TPrez himself), ordered disclosure of JS' grooming. ...

3/20/2019 3:47:11 PM mskeens1962 Wow I just love this Eko 🕊

3/20/2019 3:47:26 PM jonessense Oh i just remembered! when I stopped reading MJ is when he said Trump is taking us to a different kind of NWO. Sorry, can’t take part in that energy

3/20/2019 3:48:09 PM zagnett 2) OR MJ is not legit, & (apparently) is not only a larp, but a real idiot larp as well. Sadly. It's a big claim though...

If #1 is correct, this is on TPrez now. Sather deserves a sit down with none other than TPrez himself, where JS gets the full truth. ...

3/20/2019 3:48:29 PM jaiagtp Feel the force 😁 they are fake.

3/20/2019 3:48:33 PM mongrelglory Disinformation is a longstanding military tactic to confuse the enemy and reveal their weaknesses.  I would say that Q uses disinfo much more than MJ-

12 uses it.  MJ-12 will tend to be more evasive or use double entendres to get us to question or think for ourselves.

3/20/2019 3:48:38 PM rmbrice Makes sense. Whomever he is and whoever you all are. You are doing much good overall and humanity is better for it. If I feel differently in the future I 

will opine. But I just want to say thank you. #TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 3:48:49 PM zagnett Sather then reports back to us about the meeting. Not necessarily details of the "grooming", but at least an acknowledgment of some sort that MJ was

 correct.

How else can this go down? Please discuss. 🤔🧐☺



3/20/2019 3:49:59 PM stoneturnr All due respect Kab, but what makes you the authority on Pleadian information? I'm willing to accept that you have contacts with ETs, but is the 

information you receive 100% accurate all the time? How can you be sure you dont unconsciously fabricate things? Or misinterpret?

3/20/2019 3:50:52 PM zagnett Jordan Sather, @Jordan_Sather_

3/20/2019 3:51:11 PM rmbrice Even if MJ12 are a LARP they are doing good overall and spreading some good info out. Use discernment and feel what’s right.

3/20/2019 3:51:16 PM allahuniversal And that's the thing, Kab. All we have is YOUR WORD on that. We either take it, or we don't.

Same for any other account on this platform.

Being awake means coming across LOTS information & making up our own minds, w/o letting anyone else make up our minds for us.

3/20/2019 3:51:26 PM dream9_87 Ahh if he said that then it would make sense, i tried to find any tweets but couldn't thats why i got confused. Thank you for explaining🙏💙 

pic.twitter.com/gulUjMzq2V

3/20/2019 3:52:13 PM houdini481 Simple man here trying to make the complex not.  I follow both, is it possible they are both trying to relay valuable info from other sources but just like 

the ole telephone game, the msg  becomes distorted sometimes?

3/20/2019 3:52:41 PM kabamur_taygeta I share everything from Pleiadians I can. People resonate or they don't. I don't claim that I'm the ultimate authority. When there are specific details, 

name, age, location, occupation... these are not imaginations.

3/20/2019 3:52:49 PM heath_jack Pass the popcorn please!  Enjoying the show!🌓

3/20/2019 3:52:56 PM mongrelglory Yes.  I feel this discussion is going in circles.  I was trying to point out that Kabamur had a double standard for "proof" but I think there's no point in 

going any further.  I'm feeling some mild irritation which is a sign for me to step back and reflect. 😑

3/20/2019 3:52:58 PM allahuniversal No, it's:

"Will IS the force. USE IT"

3/20/2019 3:53:07 PM houdini481 Simple man here trying to make the complex not.  I follow both, is it possible they are both trying to relay valuable info from other sources but just like 

the ole telephone game, the msg  becomes distorted sometimes?

3/20/2019 3:53:43 PM allahuniversal MILDEC

Anyone with a search engine can be royally rewarded with those 6 letters.

3/20/2019 3:53:46 PM zagnett Oh i agree. i've learned a lot from MJ, and appreciate it. 🤩😍😚

But MJ has made a very very BIG claim today. If MJ's legit, It appears to be time to get some sort of new kind of proof it seems. BIGLY. 🍿🍩🍸

3/20/2019 3:54:44 PM allahuniversal It's bound to get distorted. It's ultimately up to the reader to clear it up for themselves.

3/20/2019 3:54:48 PM weremight Messages from Family of Taygeta (IKAI, AYA, LAKA, NEIOH, AKATU, KABAMUR), Pleiadian Collective, Galactic Federation of Light +++ #MEGA

3/20/2019 3:54:58 PM winki00000001 Why would you expect anyone from Q group to be posting on 8chan ?

3/20/2019 3:55:25 PM zagnett Yes, it does. But there's more going on here. I'm not sure what it is. But i think we'll find out soon.

🍿

3/20/2019 3:55:52 PM mongrelglory JPL?

3/20/2019 3:56:06 PM steveselman10 Personally I’m trusting/using my intuition,, trusting the plan ,, that the light will prevail and expose ones hidden in darkness 🌞🙏

3/20/2019 3:56:14 PM allahuniversal 💯% understandable. It didn't even have to happen.

3/20/2019 3:56:40 PM houdini481 So true, but people are so busy nowadays that they just want something/someone to hang their hat on.  Myself included.

3/20/2019 3:56:49 PM weremight Location: Where the Pledeians tell me to burn things.

3/20/2019 3:57:21 PM allahuniversal Simple & plain MILDEC, which is why it's important to

Learn The COMMS

3/20/2019 3:57:23 PM laurabusse My understanding is that Q and MJ cannot post classified info (hence the questions and innuendo). This implies that the info they DO post would be 

available to anyone. Just not known by most ppl. Hence the effort to try to spread the word to all of us...and everyone.

3/20/2019 3:58:03 PM allahuniversal We sometimes forget to hang our hats on our own heads 😉

3/20/2019 3:58:41 PM elizabethnigh11 Anons assumed that the Q in ‘Q Clearance Patriot’ must refer to the DOE Clearance level, and then some took it further and linked it to Majestic. But 

‘Q’ is also a reference to Source. pic.twitter.com/bRlTnhzXKa

3/20/2019 3:59:29 PM mongrelglory Yes.  That's why I wish different accounts would refrain from attacking the credibility of others and just focus on giving their own truth as they see it. 

Truth comes in many forms. Each of us must find truth for ourselves. 😊

3/20/2019 4:00:23 PM jenw_rn Yes

3/20/2019 4:02:12 PM stoneturnr I always appreciate your perspective. Maybe I'm wrong, but telepathic communication with ET's doesnt seem totally reliable. It's possible that Q is a 

pleiadian, but it's also possible you subconsciously imagined that. Ego can be a tricky thing

3/20/2019 4:02:52 PM laurabusse Its a rare person who isnt passive aggressive! Even if just a little. I'll concede i have pass. agg. tendencies i thought i put behind me. I'll just work on my 

awareness :-) i just dont like to see a supposed "higher being", or some1 who portrays himself as such, 2 tear any1 down

3/20/2019 4:02:55 PM kabamur_taygeta I normally ignore, but he crossed the line into misleading people about Pleiadians, Q and other topics he is not informed about.

3/20/2019 4:03:50 PM allahuniversal Not an easy operation to begin with when the public is literally wanting it ALL @ once. Impossible unless people look in the other direction (within). 

Those who insist we look to them instead, are instantly questionable. 

Not even Q has said ever said "Trust Q"!!!!!!!!!

3/20/2019 4:04:35 PM houdini481 So true....but speaking for myself, my head it's always right so I look for the person(s) whose hat might fit.

3/20/2019 4:05:27 PM mongrelglory That's the way I've always approached all knowledge.  People have asked MJ-12 for suggestions on what are good books for information. They replied 

that no book can contain truth in its entirety.  Truth gets distorted due to the limitations of the medium that tries to transmit it.

3/20/2019 4:05:39 PM allahuniversal Sounds like you're doing it right then!

3/20/2019 4:05:48 PM blissamerica This is what everyone is saying about everyone essentially be it behind their back or to their faces. The big question is why? Can only one be the 

disemenator of information?

3/20/2019 4:05:49 PM kabamur_taygeta Telepathy is not the same as channeling, and I'm not the one receiving the telepathy in this situation. It has nothing to do with my ego. 

If you were familiar with my acct, you'd know I don't spitball or guess on anything, b/c the information is very specific.

3/20/2019 4:07:25 PM laurabusse Michelle you are very very kind :-) 💘

3/20/2019 4:07:59 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1081167477717950465 …

3/20/2019 4:08:00 PM duckmeat01 Very stern words for my favorites.... LOL

3/20/2019 4:08:39 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/20/2019 4:09:37 PM blissamerica When we are distracted with who is a LARP and who is this or that and fighting among ourselves we take ten steps backwards while the enemy 

advances.

3/20/2019 4:10:33 PM mongrelglory I love how Q got around the issue of posting a picture on Airforce One by posting the picture reflected from the back of a phone! 😝



3/20/2019 4:12:02 PM kabamur_taygeta This is Q. Everyone already knows Q uses disinfo for matters of national security. I've already made this point. 

MJ12 uses it for things that have no bearing on anything. There's a difference.

3/20/2019 4:13:02 PM mongrelglory I'm asking what JPL stands for.

3/20/2019 4:13:15 PM laurabusse I reached that point long ago. Passive aggressive, indeed. You, my dear, are wise :-)

3/20/2019 4:14:53 PM laurabusse @beast_anti.  Opening up a can of worms LOL

3/20/2019 4:16:04 PM laurabusse Truth :-)

3/20/2019 4:16:11 PM uknanalex The speech that will get Trump REELECTED

3/20/2019 4:17:05 PM houdini481 Simple man here trying to make the complex not.  I follow all 3, is it possible they are trying to relay valuable info from other sources but just like the 

ole telephone game, the msg  becomes distorted sometimes?

3/20/2019 4:17:54 PM laurabusse Excellent point. What's good for the goose is good for the gander.

3/20/2019 4:19:02 PM spivcom They’re no longer known as journalists they’re author wannabes. Writing Fiction is all they know how to do.

3/20/2019 4:19:04 PM zagnett Please elaborate. Sorry, hardly anything seems obvious to me.

3/20/2019 4:19:29 PM bbobbio71 Yet he hasn't shared what he knows 

Seems a little frustrated

3/20/2019 4:20:49 PM houdini481 Simple man here trying to make the complex not.  I follow all 3 of you, is it possible all trying to relay valuable info from other sources but just like the 

ole telephone game, the msg  becomes distorted sometimes?

3/20/2019 4:20:57 PM laurabusse Don't telegraph to your enemy your next move. Defeating the Enemy 101.

3/20/2019 4:21:21 PM mongrelglory One of my favourite sayings...

"Most wisdom comes from mistakes, and the mistakes that teach us the most, are the really painful ones."  

I have know a lot of pain in my life! 😝

3/20/2019 4:21:44 PM zagnett Pleidian contactees have (at least in the past) been, sometimes unwittingly, part of [cabal] ploys to misdirect. Even if you have the best of intentions, 

which i don't see any reason you don't, we still must be cautious/discern your information as well. Just like MJs. Sorry.

3/20/2019 4:21:45 PM bbobbio71 Bob here!

3/20/2019 4:23:27 PM tammyredmond Breathe Brother. This has gotten a lot of people at their wits end because they are expecting results like the perp walks of the evil doers. We humans 

have lost our ability to exhibit patience. This is a “want it now” society. No saving for that special something etc etc. Love U

3/20/2019 4:23:48 PM stoneturnr The fact that youre unwilling to entertain the possibility of being wrong is a bit alarming. Even if the information you receive is specific, that doesnt 

necessarily mean it's true. I dont mean to dissuade you from sharing, its just hard to believe youre 100% accurate

3/20/2019 4:24:52 PM allahuniversal 😂 guess we're waiting on just Rod now!

3/20/2019 4:25:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sound logic.

3/20/2019 4:26:37 PM rmbrice We’ve been lied to about everything our entire lives. We get frustrated when the few places we can maybe get some truth from are problematic. It 

hurts.

3/20/2019 4:27:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are still inviting you to share your information. If you are concerned about potential doxing, then DM us, but we won't reply as we have stated 

many times prior. We will read it though and if necessary, will tweet a response. If you can name all 3 typists, we will deactivate.

3/20/2019 4:28:16 PM laurabusse I think ppl can say whatever they want. Its up 2 others 2 discern. I draw the line at attacking harassing others calling them liars etc. Just let them B. The 

truth will B revealed. Treat others as U want 2 B treated...if i see marshmallow unicorns it's not for any1 2 call me liar

3/20/2019 4:30:39 PM mongrelglory To quote the great Canadian band "Blue Rodeo"..."You got to trust yourself, and don't believe in anymore lies." https://youtu.be/xE8d-SIIDK4 

3/20/2019 4:31:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. [They] read the same intel you do. Disinformation is real and necessary.

3/20/2019 4:31:57 PM kabamur_taygeta I'm not interested in doxing you. This is not against you, but FOR others. That said, I have your information. If I need to use it, it won't be on Twitter.

3/20/2019 4:32:29 PM allahuniversal MILDEC

I'm gonna keep saying that's it a rewarding dig when one takes the time

3/20/2019 4:33:22 PM mongrelglory Video made on a Canadian budget. 😆

3/20/2019 4:33:43 PM laurabusse Well said. This is exactly what I've been trying to say.

3/20/2019 4:34:12 PM april99341937 Oh my goodness WAR! HUM! WHAT IS THIS???..

3/20/2019 4:35:15 PM laurabusse Well said

3/20/2019 4:35:20 PM paddeplorable However, requirements on employers in 2019 are significantly different than in 1994.  I don’t think we can compare effect on unemployment today 

based on that study.

3/20/2019 4:35:21 PM allahuniversal Well-intentioned. Yet, what does it say when you EXPECT "others" to be deceived? Especially when "Research for yourself" is the order of the day? We, 

The People are not as stupid as believed to be.

3/20/2019 4:37:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Threats do not help anybody, including yourself. Also, MJ2's subordinate would like to pass on a message to you:

"Put up or shut up." - B

3/20/2019 4:37:33 PM allahuniversal Threats are high vibration aren't they?

3/20/2019 4:38:03 PM allahuniversal 😂🤣😂

3/20/2019 4:38:04 PM blsdbe Can you please help us out with the proof/sauce for the ‘legitimate contactee’ claim?

3/20/2019 4:38:47 PM dyardo777 Copy That : Who's doing the dividing here?

It's either #WWG1WGA, or it's not. 

One Spirit—>  With Us ? 

Think We Do Not Know 💯 The True Voice of Unity?  Think Again? pic.twitter.com/ec2bCWf8St

3/20/2019 4:39:00 PM blsdbe You must have your own sources, I see you follow No One!

3/20/2019 4:39:23 PM mongrelglory OMG!  You've been listening to our little "spat"?  I'm so embarrassed! 😜

3/20/2019 4:39:46 PM kabamur_taygeta No doubt you feel threatened right now. 

How do you catch a fish?

3/20/2019 4:40:00 PM raisethevib369 Seriously. Wtf are you two doing?

3/20/2019 4:40:47 PM ragevirusqq They have represented themselves in the way they have. If you have info to prevent more lies then use it. Thats what is best for others. If not it’s just 

empty threats.

3/20/2019 4:40:51 PM islandofdelight I’ve questioned everyday since his return if this was the same @kabamur_taygeta (Michael) who was doxxed by his mother last summer... this is 

helping me discern greatly. It saddens me to see such a threatening @kabamur_taygeta who has lost some of his light 😢

3/20/2019 4:40:55 PM i_like_skis I agree. Too many attempts ‘dox’ and ‘out’ people. If someone isn’t doing any harm, then leave them alone.

3/20/2019 4:41:09 PM jenw_rn I have seen them harrass others, telling them they are telling a lie. Ask JS

3/20/2019 4:41:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 "If I need to use it" is the classic framing to a threat.

You catch a fish with disinformation and you watch them hook themselves.

3/20/2019 4:41:38 PM jenw_rn Jet Propulsion Laboratory

3/20/2019 4:41:49 PM ragevirusqq They are advancing the plot line



3/20/2019 4:42:22 PM shakt222 I'm standing with you Kabamur. I've only been following you for a couple of months but your posts consistently bring me joy & delight. Your words ring 

true to me. Sending you good thoughts right now.🙏🌻

3/20/2019 4:42:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's been "entertaining at best."

3/20/2019 4:42:43 PM mongrelglory I'm still not cancelling my order for the MJ-12 fan club ring...

3/20/2019 4:43:15 PM 313looper  http://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

3/20/2019 4:44:24 PM laurabusse See i knew i was opening up a can of worms. (Trouble maker). But seriously in all our discussions here we've basically concluded that ALL BEINGS even 

higher ones R subject to light AND dark and have the potential to deceive. So TRUST NO ONE. Not even higher beings. Just yourself.

3/20/2019 4:44:24 PM 313looper  http://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

3/20/2019 4:44:33 PM 313looper  http://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

3/20/2019 4:45:25 PM thesacredrebel This is why I follow many lightworkers, channelers, practitioners, etc.  When I get info from many different sources, I have more clarity to discern from 

what everyone is reporting.  It's like following alternative citizen journalists vs just MSM.  Expand your thinking.

3/20/2019 4:45:30 PM zagnett All i know 100% for sure is yeah, this is entertaining. 🍿🍩🍸

3/20/2019 4:45:31 PM allahuniversal Occam's razor can be sharp...

3/20/2019 4:46:20 PM laurabusse @beast_anti and i don't see eye to eye on a lot of things to say the least. But on this we do agree: trust no one. Only yourself. Only then can you truly 

discern.

3/20/2019 4:46:29 PM raisethevib369 Perfect. They just regressed to every other non ascended entity on twitter. 👏👏👏

3/20/2019 4:46:30 PM mongrelglory I'm going to listen to more Blue Rodeo... https://youtu.be/xAnJw9Ctqkc 

3/20/2019 4:46:46 PM allahuniversal 💯 ht to @beast_anti

3/20/2019 4:47:08 PM jrocktigers Love,  Peace and Basketball!

3/20/2019 4:48:18 PM allahuniversal You've just laid out the larger lesson of today's little operation.

3/20/2019 4:48:39 PM allahuniversal 💯

3/20/2019 4:48:40 PM houdini481 Tomorrow will be different, wait & see, tomorrow will be differ because I am an IS-BE.

3/20/2019 4:48:47 PM i_like_skis  pic.twitter.com/XYTDZWTZ2S

3/20/2019 4:49:09 PM christyenmormon Control at it's finest! pic.twitter.com/MJo9yHPdBM

3/20/2019 4:49:45 PM sparkleloung #UNITY BITCHES. 👍

3/20/2019 4:49:55 PM blsdbe Folks, (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @kabamur_taygeta)  How can WE take the High Road?@kabamur_taygeta, you have Clearly made your point (?Lies have 

been told). @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You have also made yours (Didn’t ask you to trust MJ12)

😇Can WE respect Each Sovereign Beings’ right to discern?

3/20/2019 4:50:39 PM kabamur_taygeta Someone asked you if Sandia was official disclosure, to which you replied 'Yes'.

I corrected you (because they are fake) with 'No'.

Your response - Disinfo is necessary.

How does that work? Disinfo is necessary, unless someone who knows more than you calls you out?

3/20/2019 4:52:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Sandia account needs to remain plausible because it is a stepping stone to conscious enlightenment. Disinformation is necessary for this reason. 

Not everybody is willing to accept the full truth of Disclosure. People awaken at different rates and many accounts are MJ12 seeds.

3/20/2019 4:52:28 PM snakejackal Thank you to all.

3/20/2019 4:52:50 PM olimyracle Smaller than a nanometer ?

3/20/2019 4:53:02 PM mongrelglory Yah! Listen to Blue Rodeo! 😜

3/20/2019 4:55:21 PM ragevirusqq @kabamur_taygeta if you have truth then use my friend. If they are who they say they are then no harm can come from it and they have nothing to 

fear. It also proves you have good info sources.

3/20/2019 4:56:11 PM pacman522 Where have all the Marklars gone?

3/20/2019 4:56:13 PM allahuniversal Bots 🤣

3/20/2019 4:57:03 PM kabamur_taygeta The "ETs" who know nothing about the Soul or spirituality, or any of the dark groups on our planet are the stepping stones? Who don't know Zetas 

work with Reptilians. I'd say followers of Jesus are further along in anything close to spiritual development. Entertainment at best.

3/20/2019 4:58:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are many paths to enlightenment. Not all are the same.

3/20/2019 4:59:17 PM positively303 Not sure Q is a higher being; for sure a time traveler!

3/20/2019 4:59:43 PM abagofcandy So much bitching and whining between big accounts at the moment 😂 I'M NOT FAKE, YOU'RE FAKE! NUH UH! DON'T BELIEVE THEM. Frankly, I'm less 

inclined to believe any of the accounts not handling their emotions well. Think before you react. This movement's bigger than any one person

3/20/2019 5:02:44 PM pacman522 I'm here for the Apostasy, dont start it without me.

3/20/2019 5:02:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sound reasoning.

3/20/2019 5:02:53 PM kabamur_taygeta While I don't disagree, I'm just a guy, and I'm certainly not emotional about this at all. MJ12 claims to be an official GOVT agency, and is choosing to 

engage with me. Let that sink in.

3/20/2019 5:03:38 PM 313looper This is not a game!This is to the bon burning crazy truth!

While I’ve been thinking;I am pretty ready for disclosures & I still think I am👉🏻By the end of last week,I was feeling my brain is so shocked & 

overloaded!🤯Couldn’t believe this level of crime & it’s just the beginning!

3/20/2019 5:03:44 PM snakejackal Disinfo create greater contrast and could be harmful like alcohol.  Alcohol is toxic that trigger liver function creating body heat and useful in Winter.  

Magicians love distraction technique to entertain and bring laughter.  Witchcraft abuse them as Dark Magic to do harm.

3/20/2019 5:05:07 PM kabamur_taygeta There is no threat. You feel threatened because you are cornered. I don't want to embarrass you any further.

3/20/2019 5:05:19 PM iamyou132 Please reveal what you know so we can move past this petty arguing. Why are we focusing on this and wasting our collective attention?

3/20/2019 5:05:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 is not an Official Government Agency. Its an unacknowledged (leaked so public has known for decades) group deep inside the Military 

Industrial Complex responsible for containing the research and disclosing the truth slowly over a 90 year plan.

3/20/2019 5:06:05 PM fionasdestiny67 Well said

3/20/2019 5:06:06 PM allahuniversal Govt Agency? Not quite what was said, or has ever been said for that matter. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073024314352508928?s=19 …

3/20/2019 5:06:07 PM kabamur_taygeta Why are you focusing on this? I'm ready to move on.

3/20/2019 5:06:19 PM ragevirusqq I don’t care who is authentic or not. I post on all three of these accounts if I feel intuitively it will do good or bring something to light. Message over 

messenger. But if any of you have truths then let it out. Maybe it’s time for all to show some “proof”

3/20/2019 5:06:43 PM djlok Popcorn with donuts and a martini?  That's disgusting.  I should block you just for that. But I need your tweets.

3/20/2019 5:07:09 PM aprilbrown99 They are still going at it. So ridiculous.

3/20/2019 5:07:44 PM jballz1021 Ok people.  Time to step back, take a breath and remember that none of this matters.  Perhaps take in a little Tao Te Ching to eas your mind 

https://youtu.be/o2UYch2JnO4 

3/20/2019 5:08:12 PM sparkleloung When will the elephant in our solar system be disclosed?

3/20/2019 5:08:24 PM iamyou132 Because, for the most part, I respect and honor both of you opinions in this tumultuous time in our history. No need to be snarky with me. I’m trying to 

push this conversation towards light. Both of you have many followers, myself included, who support you being a beacon of light



3/20/2019 5:08:38 PM disclosurebp How could 15K take these "groomers" seriously? pic.twitter.com/4qd0U6orxT

3/20/2019 5:08:39 PM allahuniversal Disclosure is happening every. Literally everywhere!

Be sure to take in as many points of view as you can, and more/most importantly, always make up your own mind about it all (said even though I feel 

like you already know that)

3/20/2019 5:10:30 PM jeremywhaley I’ve known that account was fake a long time.  Pretty good LARP but fake. Way too many inconsistencies.

3/20/2019 5:10:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 BB Presser Tomorrow?

[FRI]?

Shall we play a game?

3/20/2019 5:11:30 PM iamyou132 your followers want the truth here so we can move past this. Why not lay it all down on the table?

may not be a govt official. but he has helped shift consciousness in positive ways. for example focusing on 3,6,9. So people respect that. Out him if you 

can please. For truth sake

3/20/2019 5:12:25 PM ragevirusqq Thank you. No one here has provided any proof. It’s all only intuition and heresay. If any of you are spreading light then carry on. If not d spreading 

darkness or lies then you are part of the problem. The establishment of lies. The light will win

3/20/2019 5:13:03 PM slipgater420  pic.twitter.com/EhYIG3EPVB

3/20/2019 5:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Message over messenger. This is why we don't care who tries to call us a LARP or not. Truth resonates from within. Use it.

3/20/2019 5:13:14 PM todd0431  pic.twitter.com/NE5QM1zUNU

3/20/2019 5:13:17 PM horseofw It’s not Thursday yet

3/20/2019 5:13:26 PM mongrelglory Here.  This is better: 🥜🥨 🍻

3/20/2019 5:13:34 PM aksabenergyco What this time?

Charges against YouTube copyright violators? 

It's never going to happen, so you might as well eat up, buster. pic.twitter.com/GXr7VO32EO

3/20/2019 5:13:41 PM decodematrix How's the Delegation?

3/20/2019 5:14:27 PM artificialcaged If his words resonate with you, then be thankful. If they don't, move on.

3/20/2019 5:14:35 PM sano_faith BB presser ?

3/20/2019 5:14:58 PM mongrelglory I don't think MJ-12 embarrass easily...

3/20/2019 5:15:04 PM zagnett Well I was going to share it with you. But not now geesh lol

3/20/2019 5:15:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please provide your information, for truth's sake. We give you permission. Not doxxing if you have permission. Your followers deserve this after you've 

drug them through the mud with your attempts to divide.

3/20/2019 5:16:21 PM kabamur_taygeta You have convinced yourself because you want it to be true. They may say things which are true, but have offered nothing to suggest they are 

connected to POTUS, Q, or MJ12.

3/20/2019 5:16:26 PM decodematrix 3/21/2019

6+2019

6+3+9=18

1+8=9

9

Majestic Day

3/20/2019 5:16:31 PM ethereal_shaman Are you saying all beings of a particular star race are either all good or all bad?  🤔

3/20/2019 5:16:36 PM libertyspring99 For what it is worth. As just a lowly human being desperately trying to make sense of the world. BOTH accounts have helped break my programming so 

I can make up my OWN mind. 

Forever grateful to you both. 🙏

#TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 5:16:50 PM blsdbe Or lose it 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

3/20/2019 5:17:00 PM laurabusse Barbara marciniak channels pleiadians or at least she says she does. But many of us have concluded she has somehow gone over to the dark side. 

Many of her channelings are fear mongery. Ppl have told me they have seen her be abusive in person. No one's perfect. No one is 100% lite

3/20/2019 5:17:02 PM sano_faith @kabamur_taygeta We want to see.

3/20/2019 5:17:03 PM dragonbydesign I’ve been watching all these accounts for months. I guess for us we are anxious with all of this unfolding. I just feel each one of us needs to follow our 

own intuition. Inside your soul you know what information feels right for you. I’m just so grateful for the great awakening.

3/20/2019 5:17:08 PM hawkgirlinmn Did you mean PB? Press Briefing?

3/20/2019 5:17:11 PM fionasdestiny67 💞💞💞💞💞💞💞💞 pic.twitter.com/ZVhIgay0Md

3/20/2019 5:17:19 PM mongrelglory It's going to take me 2 weeks to get through all the notifications!  Remind me not to get into an on-line Twitter-spat again! 🤪

3/20/2019 5:17:38 PM allahuniversal Confidence Matters.

3/20/2019 5:17:48 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ SISter!  🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/20/2019 5:17:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are an inspiration to many.

3/20/2019 5:18:13 PM kabamur_taygeta Not all all. But there are sides drawn in 3D duality Earth. Zeta Greys are drones for Reptilians here. I've quizzed Sandia on his knowledge, and found 

nothing there regarding the negative races at all.

3/20/2019 5:18:13 PM hawkgirlinmn I bet you’re correct

3/20/2019 5:18:17 PM jrocktigers What is this black pill you lay in front of us?

3/20/2019 5:19:03 PM allahuniversal 🤔

🤔🤔

🤔🤔🤔

I think may heard something like that elsewhere before...

3/20/2019 5:19:20 PM djlok Much better!

3/20/2019 5:19:34 PM blsdbe So ALL Zetas are Service to Self? ALL Reptilians are Service to Self? Or is it possible that there are White Hats and Black Hats in EVery Species?

3/20/2019 5:19:42 PM jrocktigers Please do, because most of the folks that follow both of you are some of the kindest humans here. Would appreciate if you can?

3/20/2019 5:19:47 PM hawkgirlinmn We will see if this is a proof! Bill Barr presser sounds appropriate. I like this game 😃

3/20/2019 5:19:47 PM fionasdestiny67 We are in this journey of learning, discovering and finding what resonates together🙏💞

3/20/2019 5:19:49 PM allahuniversal ☝️☝️☝️ This is what matters! ☝️☝️☝️

3/20/2019 5:20:38 PM cindymannings Yep.  Go figure that one out.

3/20/2019 5:20:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can only control events when you control all choices IS-BEs are faced with.

3/20/2019 5:20:44 PM laurabusse I learn more having realized i was wrong than thinking I'm always right. Looking back, even if i think I'm right, and 10 ppl think I'm wrong, maybe THEY 

are wrong. But maybe they're right! Consider all possibilities. Then let your heart guide you...

3/20/2019 5:20:46 PM jrocktigers There will be multiple BB (Basketball Pressers) Tomorrow and Friday.

3/20/2019 5:21:03 PM mongrelglory I wonder if they served pasta for dinner?  (The real stuff!  I'm not talking about Pizzagate!)

3/20/2019 5:21:05 PM aprilbrown99 So glad you are here to fight beside me. #WWG1WGA 🙏💕🌸🦋🌈✨💫

3/20/2019 5:21:20 PM 313looper Thanks ...You are right!

But it’s majorly because I can understand & see it’s depths...



3/20/2019 5:21:42 PM n7guardiananon Movies come in different formats

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿

3/20/2019 5:22:20 PM allahuniversal Says a lot 

[-2]

3/20/2019 5:22:57 PM daveschroeder18 Pretzels and beer. Wait! No alcohol haha

3/20/2019 5:23:11 PM shakt222 Good words. Especially if timelines are actually splitting we can only follow our own inner guidance. Sometimes Twitter synchronicities can come from 

any source,  false or true as confirmation if our inner knowing.

3/20/2019 5:23:14 PM blsdbe If we are incarnated in a body right now, we are going to be interacting with 3rd Density through the lens of that experience. Any person, whether 

influenced by VOG tech or not, will still have to express themselves through those filters. Hence the potential for Narcissism.

3/20/2019 5:23:45 PM aprilbrown99 Together we win. United not Divided!  All the way til the end!  Oooh Raaah!

3/20/2019 5:24:02 PM thehag1965 90 years?  When did this start?

3/20/2019 5:24:05 PM djlok Yeah you're right! booze messes with the pineal gland!!

3/20/2019 5:24:08 PM rescuedingo HANG THEM BOTH... PPV...

3/20/2019 5:25:04 PM aksabenergyco -It takes mental gymnastics to see any dent in the deep state.            -Clintons, Obamas, Podestas travel the world bad mouthing our president and our 

country.

 -Rampant catch and release. No wall.

-Fake News Media unloading on President daily.

This is the plan?

Nice plan. pic.twitter.com/vOYpvZjtFC

3/20/2019 5:26:22 PM burkewinkler Of course, this Twitter platform is removed from the original 8-chan platform.  So, everybody has to be sharp.

3/20/2019 5:26:30 PM allahuniversal True, realizing what has happened enables our getting past it & becoming better as a whole, with no one left behind, not even those who did the public 

wrong #TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 5:26:42 PM blsdbe Well, where’s the FreeWill in that? 😉😉😉

3/20/2019 5:26:59 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  Truth can penetrate the fabric of our existence and reveal itself in the most unlikely of places if we're tuned in to looking for it. 🧐

3/20/2019 5:27:01 PM queenfrontier FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE? I don't consider myself blind or unaware, but from what I've read on these accounts no one was 

attempting to divide.  Are accounts being compromised???

3/20/2019 5:27:08 PM beaux4christ How do I get in contact with paladians???

3/20/2019 5:28:09 PM laurabusse And at worst? LOL

3/20/2019 5:28:18 PM fionasdestiny67 Amen pic.twitter.com/rLevsE7Mjy

3/20/2019 5:28:35 PM jrocktigers Gotcha. And our troops are still in almost every conflict since before election. Yemen is a nightmare. Syria is a cluster-fuck. Everyone forgets we are still 

in Afghanistan protecting poppy fields and lithium assets. I see what you mean. Always darkest before dawn?

3/20/2019 5:28:42 PM 313looper #WWG1WGA

3/20/2019 5:28:50 PM burkewinkler Ah so!  Thanks.  (God, I love this non-job!)

3/20/2019 5:29:05 PM mongrelglory Sigh...Kabamur just blocked me. 😔

I tried not to say anything offensive!

3/20/2019 5:29:26 PM olimyracle 👋 Buzz

💞

3/20/2019 5:29:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define bait. In Majestic terms. One word answer.

3/20/2019 5:30:18 PM allahuniversal 1947, if I'm not mistaken. Takes us to 2037ish, but of course, events, not dates. We're behind schedule, thus Q, MJ12, POTUS, & every other source 

disclosure (We, The People);are pushing for #TheGreatAwakening as acceleration

3/20/2019 5:30:21 PM laurabusse 💯 %

3/20/2019 5:30:22 PM toffer_anon_369 folks, the cheatsheet for MJ12 comms:

BB = William Barr | B2 = William Barr | Stealth Bomber [B2] = William Barr

3/20/2019 5:30:35 PM blsdbe As are both you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @kabamur_taygeta ... thank you Both for sharing your information/misinformation/disinformation and 

Allowing Us to Learn to Discern. 

#FreeWill

3/20/2019 5:30:36 PM mommahood777 Hmmm but Q calls him BARR or AG

3/20/2019 5:30:45 PM laurabusse LOL

3/20/2019 5:30:51 PM djlok Trap

3/20/2019 5:31:16 PM nettiejoi Why not, go ahaed !

3/20/2019 5:31:19 PM laurabusse Now you're talking :-)

3/20/2019 5:31:55 PM mongrelglory Trap. Lure.

3/20/2019 5:31:57 PM blsdbe Taunt

3/20/2019 5:32:39 PM sparkleloung I know, right. It’s the ONE thing NO ONE will discuss... SAD.

3/20/2019 5:33:01 PM love4thegameak Bait

3/20/2019 5:33:13 PM allahuniversal Good question. That's what's being tested out here.

3/20/2019 5:33:18 PM 313looper Not sure about those non-human ones who did the public wrong, though....!

3/20/2019 5:33:24 PM ragevirusqq This statement would also apply to you and your followers or any other account claiming who they are. None of this will stop until disclosure occurs to 

the mass public. Unify and If you have evidence or truth then speak it.

3/20/2019 5:33:42 PM blsdbe P E R S E C U T E

3/20/2019 5:34:12 PM allahuniversal Test

3/20/2019 5:34:44 PM beaux4christ What do you disagree with him on?  What is the disinfo coming from MJ12????

3/20/2019 5:34:55 PM n7guardiananon In a battle of wits...Knowledge and wisdom is the real power.  Darkness always hates the light https://youtu.be/QpZGiDpeUCA 

3/20/2019 5:37:21 PM allahuniversal Aight, even them too. Just maybe not in their current form. They're immortal too, were all stuck with each other, always have been & will be. Better 

forms and better performances = the goal

3/20/2019 5:37:52 PM allahuniversal Sigh^, not Aight, but that fits too!

3/20/2019 5:38:16 PM bdam777 We're trying to discern the truth. 

No person needs to follow anybody. 

Follow yourself (intuition) and always question people who claim to have special information or authority. 

Followers are for ego. 

This is entertaining to say the least. pic.twitter.com/869ei43LUQ
3/20/2019 5:38:27 PM mongrelglory I always loved the book.  I never saw that cartoon!



3/20/2019 5:38:51 PM plankownercvn71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  yes they are ...for a very very long time #qanon #wwg1wga #maga 

https://twitter.com/PlankownerCVN71/status/923337103743832065 …

3/20/2019 5:39:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation.

3/20/2019 5:39:21 PM daveschroeder18 You managed to trigger him. He will be thankful because you have shown him what he needs to work on. I always try and be greatful when ever 

someone triggers me.

3/20/2019 5:39:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mind control is when the illusion of free will overpowers the perception of limited choices.

3/20/2019 5:39:55 PM kabamur_taygeta There won't be mass disclosure until The Event. Alot of what comes thru this acct is about spiritual development in prep for the Event. Any group 

claiming to be 'Official' disclosure are not, b/c they don't exist outside of Q. Other disclosure comes fr whistleblowers/contactees.

3/20/2019 5:41:02 PM cherokeerose2u P

3/20/2019 5:41:17 PM mongrelglory I asked them to have Potus say "Tip-top, Tippy-top" again.  I'm not sure when he'll be able to use the phrase in another speech...maybe when he's 

accepting his Nobel Peace prize.

3/20/2019 5:41:32 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/uQbVP4mJ9Y

3/20/2019 5:42:09 PM kabamur_taygeta Maybe you tried.

3/20/2019 5:42:24 PM laurabusse You'll have to excuse @beast_anti . He gets a bit passionate about darkness! LOL 😂

3/20/2019 5:42:25 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/g7ZWdP5QoQ

3/20/2019 5:42:36 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/IH1J3Hgn3F

3/20/2019 5:43:19 PM jenw_rn Thats Q not Mj12

3/20/2019 5:43:39 PM ragevirusqq So end the larp with your truth about them. They gave you permission. If they are who they say then no harm. If they are not then then you need not 

have any guilt

3/20/2019 5:43:42 PM cindymannings Wow. MJ is desperate

3/20/2019 5:44:50 PM allahuniversal Obviously Q. Messenger aside, did you get the message?

3/20/2019 5:45:01 PM kabamur_taygeta Are you claiming I get information from meditating? That's not what this account is for. Don't project. If you have a question, ask.

3/20/2019 5:45:15 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/84rC22gK6e

3/20/2019 5:45:38 PM daveschroeder18 Wrong.

3/20/2019 5:45:43 PM allahuniversal Or inviting a man to stand by his words.

3/20/2019 5:45:59 PM purple3hadow I’ll just put this out there... No Outside Comms

3/20/2019 5:46:01 PM stradivariusri1 It’s HABBENING!

3/20/2019 5:46:20 PM goyaeq I also learned from both.

3/20/2019 5:46:32 PM kabamur_taygeta I've already given his first name, his location, and his occupation. I have no need to dox him. I've made my point. I don't need anyone's permission.

3/20/2019 5:46:32 PM allahuniversal We did it again, 3∆ https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1108529305783623680?s=19 …

3/20/2019 5:47:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your information was false then if you claim to have previously stated it.

3/20/2019 5:47:29 PM stradivariusri1 Only if your first name is Barry....

3/20/2019 5:47:44 PM kabamur_taygeta If it's directed at me, I've never used them.

If it's directed at MJ12... it deserves an answer.

3/20/2019 5:47:55 PM shewolf_saryn And the banks are going down 🙏🏻✨

3/20/2019 5:48:10 PM 9threalm You have a special talent for reeling them in for a good ol spat. 😉 pic.twitter.com/RuzfyXXACu

3/20/2019 5:48:13 PM ragevirusqq I did not mean to imply you needed permission only that they gave it so it wouldn’t be doxxing. I must have missed it. I appreciate what you do also kab

3/20/2019 5:49:12 PM allahuniversal Q has no outside comms. Q has no ban on examining comms outside of Q, in fact, Q encourages us to do so, while being careful who we follow. It's 

really easy, just keep being who we are, moving as one now #WWG1WGA 

We are The Plan. Trust The Plan.

3/20/2019 5:49:16 PM kabamur_taygeta Was I waiting on you to confirm it for me? No.

3/20/2019 5:50:12 PM turboxyde Hey! I'm actually engaged in cooking up a mess of chickpea pasta, tomato and mushroom sauce with meatless meatballs. 👨🍳

3/20/2019 5:51:21 PM ragevirusqq This ☝️

3/20/2019 5:51:37 PM mongrelglory That's getting freaky! pic.twitter.com/RTeSh6WLpo

3/20/2019 5:53:37 PM allahuniversal The light will reveal... pic.twitter.com/fcXGbdFH8X

3/20/2019 5:54:08 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has @kabamur been mind controlled sometime before/after the time he joined Twitter?

3/20/2019 5:54:23 PM sonjamm73 What is ‘the event’?

3/20/2019 5:54:32 PM keith369me @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please join our meditation group at 9:33PM Eastern Time for a meditation that lasts 27 minutes.  The focus of 

the meditation tonight will be unity and discernment.

3/20/2019 5:54:33 PM awakeandsing123 Who cares

3/20/2019 5:54:36 PM aprilbrown99 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏🌸💕🦋🥰. Much love and gratitude to you both for the lesson from today.  We are sheep no more!  

Now, please shake hands and lets move forward and get the really evil people. #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/kwilli1046/status/1108502583163920386 …

3/20/2019 5:54:48 PM rebornkingent And just to add to the positivity. I live in a major US city and was behind a truck with a QANON AWAKENED sticker. Pulled next to the driver, and said 

do you trust the plan? He laughed and said YEA, we’re gonna get them! Good times ahead folks.

3/20/2019 5:55:41 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/20/2019 5:55:48 PM blsdbe Please join us for meditation tonight, @kabamur_taygeta . Thank you for your efforts to bring clarity to what is cloudy. 

https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1108531427207872518?s=21 …

3/20/2019 5:56:01 PM jenw_rn Of course I know what that means.

3/20/2019 5:56:04 PM allahuniversal "Trust yourself"

The more you trust yourself, the less others are mistrusted. It's very revealing.

3/20/2019 5:56:04 PM beaux4christ Hey kabamur could you tell the paladians to contact me I need to talk with them no joke

3/20/2019 5:56:52 PM mongrelglory No...in meditating you want to observe your thoughts, but not latch on to them. 😑

3/20/2019 5:57:03 PM blsdbe Please join us tonight for meditation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , and thank you for your efforts to be transparent as Our countries Laws will allow. 

 https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1108531427207872518?s=21 …

3/20/2019 5:57:12 PM nancyddb Kabamur, Majestic 12 writing style reminds me of EyeInTheSky. I was convienced M12 wasn't real when they implied women could not be a member 

of M12 because of biology. Good call, thank you.

3/20/2019 5:57:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are correct in your assumption that if you did post legitimate information that your account would be jeopardy but you're much smarter than that. 

Though we are confused as to why you're devoted to this charade against MJ12.

3/20/2019 5:57:54 PM mongrelglory That sounds delish!

3/20/2019 5:58:30 PM kabamur_taygeta And let's not forget, MJ12 claimed to have authored the BIBLE.

3/20/2019 5:59:02 PM allahuniversal If it were embodied more widely, today's occurrence would not have taken place

3/20/2019 6:00:13 PM djlok I think the modern day  interpretation by Christians is what they authored.

3/20/2019 6:00:42 PM kabamur_taygeta Bizarre suggestion.

3/20/2019 6:00:58 PM blsdbe FYI: https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103370189029150720?s=21 …

3/20/2019 6:01:19 PM beaux4christ Yes they did imply that they authored the Bible and I wish they would elaborate on that comment.  MJ12?



3/20/2019 6:01:20 PM rmbrice Disinformation is both real and necessary and we used it to disclose the entire [operation].

We objected to it until ]MJ12[ was taken over by rogue actors after [JFK].

The deal was made.

The technology can be revealed.

Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?

Majestic

3/20/2019 6:03:00 PM beaux4christ You said you authored the modern-day interpretation to the Bible are you referring to the new age prosperity doctrine?

3/20/2019 6:03:17 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1076615174117838850?s=21 …

3/20/2019 6:03:41 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1076618964304871425?s=21 …

3/20/2019 6:04:01 PM laurabusse Completely agree. "The more you know"

3/20/2019 6:04:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 You misunderstood, here was the message we stated about the modern interpretation of the Bible that enabled 💥THIS💥 to occur in the first place. 

Words matter. Facts matter. Message over messenger. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1105978199685632001?s=21 …

3/20/2019 6:04:35 PM libertyspring99 I’m starting to think this thread may also be a test and opportunity for us slowly-awakening humans to learn discernment and to put into practice what 

we have learnt:

#Unity not division. #Love not hate. #Light not darkness.

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

3/20/2019 6:05:09 PM shakt222 I love this!

3/20/2019 6:05:11 PM mongrelglory I have de-alcoholized beer in my fridge.  

It's kinda like American beer.  😆

3/20/2019 6:05:19 PM rmbrice 💥boom?

3/20/2019 6:06:19 PM 313looper 🤔....

3/20/2019 6:06:23 PM allahuniversal That makes 2 for 2 for (You) 

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2019 6:06:43 PM brad34351293 'Do not glorify us'-stands out to me!

3/20/2019 6:07:27 PM allahuniversal 🤣(spits out American beer)

3/20/2019 6:08:08 PM giediknight This is all super entertaining, no jab to @kabamur_taygeta but some things resonate, most do not. Only because I believe that it is we humans who 

steer our destiny, with little outside help from Pleadians.

3/20/2019 6:08:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prime Directive? Use logic.

3/20/2019 6:08:53 PM somerandumbdude No outside coms?

3/20/2019 6:09:18 PM illr_taka This is a perfect time for me to remember that I can never put all trust in one source, except for Original Intelligence. 

A reminder that developing my personal connection to truth and service to others will outweigh who's who arguments.

Anything less, is uncivilized

3/20/2019 6:09:44 PM laurabusse I agree with you in that being triggered means getting emotional, or upset. Logic is a good thing. Unfortunately ppl have different definitions and 

connotations of words so misunderstandings are seemingly inevitable.

3/20/2019 6:09:50 PM mongrelglory It's frustrating when I can only read half of a conversation.  It's like when I'm travelling in foreign countries. I turn on the TV in the hotel room, find a 

soap opera, and try to figure out what's going on without understanding what they're saying. 😝

3/20/2019 6:10:14 PM stoneturnr How exactly does MJ12 'groom' people? And what do you groom them for? It seems quite intrusive to target and manipulate people without stating 

your intention

3/20/2019 6:10:14 PM allahuniversal As soon as anyone takes the 1 out of #WWG1WGA , it's a division of Truth that ultimately there is only One of us, which is ALL of us. They want you 

divided.

3/20/2019 6:10:16 PM ragevirusqq Can you elaborate on this?

3/20/2019 6:10:16 PM magi_estella I saw it

3/20/2019 6:11:52 PM olimyracle If you read between the lines, MJ has been long quite clear about who is "really" behind "Sandia" project.

At the time, I added my thread for the records that links to Sandia

I'd call it a "fair game" regards to a "prison planet" 

]->CC^[

Correct ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1011661691367710720?s=19 …
3/20/2019 6:12:30 PM allahuniversal 💯%

We're ALL getting "badges of honor" here, there is no competition in #WWG1WGA (exception for friendly competition, that only makes us better)

3/20/2019 6:12:39 PM giediknight  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_Directive …

3/20/2019 6:12:53 PM kabamur_taygeta Maybe you misunderstand that Pleaidians are not here to save us but to assist us in saving ourselves. Their importance to Earth and humanity can't be 

understated. They created us in the name of Prime Creator. Yes there are things they assist with that are beyond our ability.

3/20/2019 6:12:56 PM jenw_rn Yea that was a dissapointment, stopped following sandia after a short period of time

3/20/2019 6:12:58 PM mongrelglory He was doxxed by his mother?

3/20/2019 6:13:29 PM jerichoorion Strange account this mj 12. People should remember to think for themselves. To your credit you always instructed to trust ones self.

3/20/2019 6:13:48 PM djlok Oh geez... That's intense!

3/20/2019 6:14:06 PM freestateojones 5 quick things... 

1. @kabamur_taygeta and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i respect both accounts due to my personal growth on a spiritual and intellectual level.. 

2. I have documented what I believe to be at least one -delta between @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @POTUS... 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091204079089520640?s=19 …

3/20/2019 6:14:47 PM zack_stone Exactly

3/20/2019 6:14:56 PM jenw_rn Thank you Kabamur, for waking me up to truth. ❤️

3/20/2019 6:15:23 PM 4demeeee Yes! Thank you @kabamur_taygeta 👍 

Been telling ppl this since he came online. 

They argue with me also, but I don't care, I say it anyway!  

People don't realize who & what the real MJ12 actually is 🙄

3/20/2019 6:15:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was not doxxed by his mother. Our intel states he mentioned his name to fans via email and asked them not to share it because it could threaten 

his authority with the account as he was passing on information he received (same as unvetted? no-ish). MJ7

3/20/2019 6:15:47 PM worldxplorer1 I couldn’t agree more!  Well said!

3/20/2019 6:16:02 PM jenw_rn I want a truthful path of enlightenment, not BS

3/20/2019 6:16:10 PM allahuniversal It's quite simple, actually.



3/20/2019 6:16:22 PM freestateojones ...this would make sense if the historical information provided on MJ12 is indeed accurate re: operations and communications/coordination with 

presidents...

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_32.htm …

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_sociopol_mj12.htm …

3/20/2019 6:16:46 PM sparkleloung Yeah well GRAVITY and time are working against us po folk ABOVE ground. As ❌ is pulled towards our sun it’s gets faster & faster. Their 90 year 

disclosure plan needs to #speedthefuckup

3/20/2019 6:16:47 PM 313looper Those [They] have different DNA than us & for sure they want us divided to survive & control us ! Howcome, they could be part of👉🏻#WWG1GWA ... !?

3/20/2019 6:16:48 PM olenna_qot Thank you for posting this. Much blocking to do. Haven't followed them but cannot invite negative energy in any form.

3/20/2019 6:17:09 PM djlok This Pleiadian Message really resonates with me.  I've probably listened to it over 100 times (while driving).  It is awesome!!! 

https://youtu.be/U9HtZFb_VtM 

3/20/2019 6:17:52 PM freeandoriginal This and a few other “details” felt so off !!

3/20/2019 6:17:53 PM kabamur_taygeta I talk about it a lot actually. Helps to follow along.

3/20/2019 6:19:34 PM allahuniversal A truthful path of enLIGHTenment will never be found outside of your own Self. Ever. Look Within. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065809201027575809?s=19 …

3/20/2019 6:20:30 PM qualady1 Im sorry but this bickering is.not resonating or matching what you claim as your goal. It really makes me question my follow.

3/20/2019 6:20:39 PM ragevirusqq Search kabs tweets with keyword event

3/20/2019 6:21:09 PM jenw_rn then why follow anybody??

3/20/2019 6:21:23 PM freestateojones So... to fasttrack this Twitter spat; is Q/Oritq a man named Phillip Torres whom assumed a physical body within the past two years, whom also shares 

the same soul as Ivanka, JFK, and Abraham Lincoln?

Inquiring minds would like to know.

CC: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

3/20/2019 6:21:27 PM wild8heart And we, as individuals, play an enormous role in that plan. Consciousness projects reality. Use the power of 3, 6, 9 to manifest reality.

3/20/2019 6:21:29 PM cindymannings lets ask MJ to disclose how they groomed jordan

3/20/2019 6:21:29 PM 313looper #WWG1WGA

3/20/2019 6:21:33 PM laurabusse Here's one more. LOL.

3/20/2019 6:22:39 PM dream9_87 This right here👆. Thank you @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2B1ZYonZae

3/20/2019 6:22:39 PM allahuniversal All depends on the ability of the global consciousness to handle it, N1LB. No matter how ready some of us are, we still need for a majority to be at least 

open to what we already know

3/20/2019 6:22:40 PM freestateojones Excuse me if I'm stepping on anyone's toes so to speak but, #WeThePeople are getting bored with the games.

3/20/2019 6:22:50 PM 4demeeee Kab is 100% on this. 

The real MJ12 is the Dark Space Program / Shadow Gov, Decades old.    https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abatko/interests/conspiracy/mj12/ …

3/20/2019 6:23:34 PM beth2419 Can’t you two just get along? I follow and love both of you. Work together!

3/20/2019 6:23:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were made aware of his online activity in a Classified briefing, call a subordinate and instructed them to recommend him to three 

reporters/commentators/journalists. All R, C, J or subset? Proof is on his channel.

3/20/2019 6:24:13 PM freestateojones Fishing Is Fun. ♓ pic.twitter.com/9pLTbRJhkH

3/20/2019 6:24:50 PM kabamur_taygeta @Jordan_Sather_

3/20/2019 6:25:07 PM zack_stone What agency briefed you?

3/20/2019 6:26:44 PM lightworkercain Ever check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

3/20/2019 6:26:48 PM allahuniversal Everyone that's "not you" either confirms what you know within & it resonates, or it's "alien" to you & does not compute. Your awareness discerns, 

and ultimately the decision is still left with you, no matter what "another" has said. YOUR Source matters.

3/20/2019 6:26:55 PM litehouse356 Aren't you tired Kabamur? I'm tired just weeding through the dissent (descent?). Please don't go away again.

3/20/2019 6:27:33 PM 979_7740 What?

3/20/2019 6:28:49 PM stoneturnr Could you please clarify your information gathering process? If I understand it correctly, you channel the consciousness of an ET from the Pleiadies, and 

receive information from their family. Does this ET only channel through you? Have you ever channeled other entities?

3/20/2019 6:29:05 PM identityasxy Toffee (I like your Tesla 369 handle).

I had heard the vile serpent, Soris, was already cyopreserved somewhere waiting for re-animation.  Is he still aluve?

3/20/2019 6:29:36 PM laurabusse Me too and me too. No biggie. Lessons learned. If he doesn't want us to be able to read his tweets then it's his loss :-)

3/20/2019 6:30:33 PM tishpfau 🤔

3/20/2019 6:30:36 PM ntwheel55 A meatless meatball isn't a meatball at all.

3/20/2019 6:31:33 PM 313looper Yeah! This is just a TEST & we must pass it... There is no other choice until we do...!

3/20/2019 6:31:48 PM jenw_rn Sorry I dont follow liars

3/20/2019 6:32:03 PM cindymannings Names ?

3/20/2019 6:32:12 PM boy12_jimmy I was confused before this between MJ & Sandia. With this statement, I think I am ready to move along and begin looking into first contact. I am sure 

that it is along way ahead, but I believe it is time to begin moving into research and trial for myself. pic.twitter.com/8PuKysJqqh

3/20/2019 6:32:46 PM justice4allcq Just did. Ty!

3/20/2019 6:33:06 PM jane_q_patriot Never leaves my mind for a second.

3/20/2019 6:33:15 PM wild8heart Well said 🤙🏻💫🤙🏻 @no_coincidences

3/20/2019 6:33:38 PM zagnett MJ, may we order up an enlightenment sampler platter?

What other accounts should we check out?

Do you endorse chatting with Bigfoot on Twitter?

3/20/2019 6:33:51 PM kabamur_taygeta Telepathy not channeling. My mother Aya is a clear channel. One of the strongest clairvoyants on Earth, for reasons specific to her. This allows 

constant communications/astral travel/visions w/ our Pleiadian family who are Guides to both of us & also assisting w/ Light forces.

3/20/2019 6:33:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Thanks Bob.  Childhood NN that stuck.  Last part of chrisTOFFER...

3/20/2019 6:36:01 PM jrocktigers Wait, Bigfoot up in here?

3/20/2019 6:36:18 PM covertress Energy.

3/20/2019 6:36:26 PM sparkleloung That’s over my head. American high school education and all. But I do get that meditation can help heal or reduce planetary disruptions...? Or... not 🤷♂️

3/20/2019 6:36:59 PM allahuniversal I do. I like to know why people believe the things that they believe. Icheck out their sources of information for myself, from MSM to the newest hottest 

song. And I also seek Truth within so I don't get lost. Worst case scenario I learn something about myself, best about another.

3/20/2019 6:37:55 PM jenw_rn Good for yoyu, take care

3/20/2019 6:38:02 PM zagnett Wonder if they get to stay at a posh hotel or if they just crash on MJs' subordinates' couches.🤔



3/20/2019 6:38:04 PM kabamur_taygeta If you had good intel, you'd know I used my name publicly on Facebook before coming to Twitter. Half my followers already know my name.

3/20/2019 6:38:18 PM purple3hadow Not directed to @kabamur_taygeta. 

All I’m saying is there are only 10 people who are on the inside. And they don’t leak.

3/20/2019 6:39:20 PM allahuniversal "Have you met the IS-BE inside of you yet?"

3/20/2019 6:40:23 PM kabamur_taygeta That was a very long time ago. Many more than 10 now.

3/20/2019 6:40:24 PM 7alon  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1108293896537149440.html …

3/20/2019 6:41:27 PM allahuniversal Meditation isn't needed for mathematics, yet mathematics is needed for meditation. Or... not 🤷♀️

3/20/2019 6:41:32 PM 4demeeee Plz -  https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abatko/interests/conspiracy/mj12/ …

3/20/2019 6:41:47 PM allahuniversal Peace.

3/20/2019 6:41:56 PM kabamur_taygeta Look at the bottom of my pinned tweet. There is some info there if you really are sincere.

3/20/2019 6:41:57 PM sparkleloung Well then I’m fucked.

3/20/2019 6:42:41 PM allahuniversal Maybe 12 (devices tested)

3/20/2019 6:42:52 PM mongrelglory This was an explanation posted by him in the past:  https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com/2018/04/the-great-awakening-who-is-kabamur.html …

3/20/2019 6:43:01 PM 4demeeee  https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~abatko/interests/conspiracy/mj12/ …

3/20/2019 6:43:08 PM olimyracle A lot has been said about CERN.

Connecting the dots is the duty of each of us. We grow.

💞 https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

3/20/2019 6:43:49 PM laurabusse I know. It's slightly frustrating but you can get the gist. Honestly i don't think I'm really missing anything though :-)

3/20/2019 6:43:53 PM ascendingadam Does Aya have an account?

3/20/2019 6:44:11 PM allahuniversal 🤣 Just requires a clear mind to see thru it all, that's all. For some it comes naturally & they don't need to meditate.

3/20/2019 6:45:14 PM mongrelglory Thank you for the explanation. 👍

3/20/2019 6:45:34 PM allahuniversal But every1 can be logical/mathematical in their thinking. Clear Thinking = Applied Mathematics

3/20/2019 6:45:47 PM islandofdelight She did. There was a very bizarre incident last summer that caused her to Dox him, they both together then claimed she had a heart attack, and he 

proceeded to leave Twitter for months. Very very strange... now after over two years of following @kabamur_taygeta he has blocked me😢

3/20/2019 6:45:49 PM kabamur_taygeta She was on Twitter, but had to leave because of attacks from people which almost killed her. This place is evil.

3/20/2019 6:45:56 PM sparkleloung Mmm difficult to do. Have any tips? Other than turning off all electronics?

3/20/2019 6:46:37 PM islandofdelight I’ll try to find screenshots. She actually posted the first picture of him and exposed him last year... don’t take my word for it alone, but I’ll dig through 

screenshots as soon as I’m able

3/20/2019 6:46:48 PM stoneturnr You are always so helpful! Thanks 😊

3/20/2019 6:47:14 PM awakeandsing123 People with low discernment and all the deceivers of the world chose this path before they incarnated here. It’s a free will planet and they need to be 

allowed to grow in their chosen ways. Your words, Kabamur. Take a walk out in the nature and feel the Love&Light. WE ARE ONE.

3/20/2019 6:48:21 PM brad34351293 There R tons of people making $ off it though. Secret competition?

3/20/2019 6:49:20 PM perfectsliders Clinit - to me the event will be like the sunrise in the morning, but night time lasted about 12500 years

3/20/2019 6:49:35 PM allahuniversal "LOVE is everywhere.

Evil must be sought."

3/20/2019 6:50:40 PM mongrelglory I can't read it because I'm blocked.  I feel like I'm missing major plot points in the movie!

3/20/2019 6:52:07 PM dragonbydesign No truer words... twitter is a lions den. You can feel it.

3/20/2019 6:52:09 PM allahuniversal Being out in nature as much as possible. Being g careful with your diet (the less # of ingredients, the better, less or no meat), clean water, &:time alone 

to ask & answer your own questions. You find that you already know more than you think you do

3/20/2019 6:52:55 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/20/2019 6:53:19 PM zack_stone How do you know all three names? Care to share locations? Security level? Who are you

3/20/2019 6:53:35 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/I1Lj5DanXO

3/20/2019 6:54:03 PM zagnett Is that the only "grooming" MJ did for Sather?

If that's true, then not bad really it seems. The word "grooming" would then seem a bit triggerring for no reason.

MJ, why do you use that word in Sather's case?

3/20/2019 6:54:12 PM sparkleloung Ur right. I KNOW that.  I just don’t DO it.  

Need to do it. 

Thank you for the reminder. 👍 pic.twitter.com/s2TkAinbjU

3/20/2019 6:55:00 PM cledrordfishing Let's close them down... are (we the people) or are we the subjects?

3/20/2019 6:55:30 PM jordanb987 People are shitting on him left and right today it seems, he defends himself and gets accused of losing his light. No wonder he has left several times, 

who wants to be around such vile accusations?

3/20/2019 6:55:39 PM maga_11_11 Knew it!! They never sat right with me. I tried to tell some....but as usual....nobody believed me....after all, what do I know?😉

3/20/2019 6:55:51 PM rachmatcorai33 Just because everyone is ticked that they can’t believe who is a larp and who isn’t, doesn’t mean we have to be mean or rude to any of them. Just 

move on if it doesn’t resonate. Love is the answer. WWG1WGA

3/20/2019 6:57:25 PM allahuniversal There's always competition where there's $. It's all in their intention, just due visits all in the larger scheme of things. How it appears @ any given 

moment isn't the end of the story. Yet.

3/20/2019 6:58:14 PM the_fjalar Friday is 3/22.  🤔 pic.twitter.com/02eL2CjcGG

3/20/2019 6:58:36 PM zagnett @am_sasquatch and @TweetingBigfoot have claimed they are real Sasquatch. All I know for sure is they're as fun as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and 

@SandiaWisdom 🤨🧐😎

3/20/2019 6:59:17 PM zack_stone If MJ12/no such agency really have access to project looking glass. Do think they can influence people by knowing probable outcomes/future?

3/20/2019 6:59:40 PM kabamur_taygeta All entertainment. 👍

3/20/2019 6:59:51 PM allahuniversal I would

3/20/2019 7:02:07 PM mongrelglory He's young...I would cut him some slack as I think he really wants to make the world a better place.  Humility comes with age and many embarrassing 

mistakes.  I'm hoping most of mine are behind me now.

3/20/2019 7:02:40 PM zack_stone 1 thing mj said was accurate was. Where there is 1 there is 1000. Think about that. Govt is so compartmentalized. No one knows everything

3/20/2019 7:04:12 PM richardhiatt16 So... What is the MJ12 going to do about it.. I know... I know. Trust the plan it is Majestic 😎

3/20/2019 7:04:28 PM mossman_moore find screenshots? why are you wanting to escalate this?

3/20/2019 7:04:29 PM zack_stone Ill take that as a compliment. Taking into account sacred geometry

3/20/2019 7:04:37 PM zagnett Sounds likely doable. But to avoid karma problems seems like they would have to allow for one's free will?  If so how can they know if the action taken 

would be something to which the person would consent? Seems "grooming" people is fraught w/potential karmic problems.

3/20/2019 7:05:05 PM kabamur_taygeta Dark intent.

3/20/2019 7:05:19 PM rachmatcorai33 I’m going to continue to follow ALL of them! Magestic12, Kabamur, Jordan Sather Eye and PM! I will use my own discernment. And I will not attack or 

try to divide. Unity! ❤️



3/20/2019 7:05:46 PM zagnett You as well are quite entertaining, thanks and best wishes!

3/20/2019 7:06:35 PM jordanb987 How about you just let sleeping dogs lie 🤷♀️ let's collectively continue moving towards the light, not away from it...

3/20/2019 7:06:43 PM dragonbydesign This says it all....”The light will reveal those on the team and those pretending to be.”

3/20/2019 7:06:46 PM allahuniversal Left hand doesn't know what the right hand is doing.

3/20/2019 7:06:58 PM zack_stone By running simulated trials on supercomputer/seven dwarfs. Nano.    Why wont said agencies disclose?

3/20/2019 7:07:32 PM allahuniversal Except by comms in common. hence, "learn our comms"

3/20/2019 7:08:22 PM allahuniversal They can always say no...

3/20/2019 7:09:20 PM betty_bradbury I had serious questions about this one previously. Thanks for clearing it up for me. Some eventually show who or what they are made up of.  I haven’t 

time for the nonsense.

3/20/2019 7:09:56 PM ygwiryn @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cordicon @TheRealRaNon @GenFlynn @Bluecat14w 

@JodyICEMANJames #MarchMadness #DigitalSoldiers #MAGA2020 https://twitter.com/JohnHeide2/status/1108549528934703104 …

3/20/2019 7:11:53 PM djlok The story is going to play out how it is going to play out. It's already been done before. 

Mind control has made us think we can change outcomes more than we really can. 

"Someday you can be President!" - not exactly true. Nor would many want it as adults.

3/20/2019 7:12:19 PM allahuniversal That one line hasn't stopped proving true since posted

1/23/18 -> 15 -> 6

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3/20/2019 7:12:46 PM zack_stone I must a struck a nerve to get blocked within 5 mins by Sren1171. I will not shy away from peaceful disclosure

3/20/2019 7:14:04 PM sdcharge2k12 I agree I have followed both and have learned much from both I do not care what anyone says about someone I follow I make my own choices now. 

Back when I cared what others said I was LOST. When I started listening to MY intuition I grew like never before! Look inside and TRUST!

3/20/2019 7:14:29 PM allahuniversal You are not alone pic.twitter.com/czaJojpgoV

3/20/2019 7:14:47 PM jrocktigers Gotta shoot for the stars and hopefully you develop further than you would have otherwise.

3/20/2019 7:15:29 PM rachmatcorai33 I wish today hadn’t happened. I’m so sad that this has turned into so much hate. Can we just go back to how it was before?

3/20/2019 7:17:46 PM allahuniversal The opposite of 2B

3/20/2019 7:18:34 PM kabamur_taygeta I'm sorry, I wasn't sure what your intentions were. I'm happy to explain anything I can. Today has been a strange day.

3/20/2019 7:18:38 PM natureinspace Uh, no. Evil is everywhere. No need to seek it out. It will find you.

3/20/2019 7:21:11 PM clancy_birrell It's an info war!

3/20/2019 7:21:16 PM 7alon tbh, They did predict unsealing. Then Q posted 12 days after mj12 acc. So yeah they have predicted at least 1 thing in my experience.. I can't explain 

that yet.

3/20/2019 7:21:38 PM allahuniversal "Who created the modern interpretation of the Bible?"

A Majestic Nation. 

Reading is fun-damental.

Reading comprehension is Majestic.

3/20/2019 7:23:45 PM kabamur_taygeta Predicted the unsealing that everyone already knows about? ... Q posted 12 days after? That doesn't seem very remarkable.

3/20/2019 7:25:40 PM olimyracle Where do you look for inspiration when you need some ?

Do you believe in coincidences ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006952449070989312?s=19 …

3/20/2019 7:25:43 PM clancy_birrell There is no Oracle to discern truth. Even our own egos deceive us.

So assume everything is plausible and use it till it stops serving or you deemnit personally to be useful/harmful or not

3/20/2019 7:25:55 PM 7alon Actually, I checked and nobody knew about it yet. Nothing in the media.

3/20/2019 7:26:07 PM bridgetknows I didn’t say we should...I was just curious about what he found...how it affected employers...and how the algorithm has changed since then 🤷🏼♀️

3/20/2019 7:26:34 PM 7alon That does not mean I believe this acc. I'm simply stating a fact you can go and look up yourself quite easily.

3/20/2019 7:27:01 PM iam_mai_iam_mai I called him out on it too. No reply.

3/20/2019 7:27:05 PM kabamur_taygeta Didn't everyone learn it from Q?

3/20/2019 7:28:03 PM maztrw13 Magical artefacts ! Magic proof of the gods & goddesss and Greek Roman mythology

3/20/2019 7:28:35 PM zack_stone Mind over matter. Thoughts can have power given proper intent. We manifest our own reality.

3/20/2019 7:29:25 PM allahuniversal Evil is everywhere for those who project it everywhere (which is all of us to a degree). Still, any given individual can make the choice to do evil or to 

love, and will take that choice every where they go.

No matter where you go, there you are.

3/20/2019 7:29:29 PM 4demeeee 👍

3/20/2019 7:30:31 PM mongrelglory That's a cool story about the crop circle Olivier!

3/20/2019 7:31:18 PM kabamur_taygeta Look, I'm not even sure if you had heard of me today. You weren't following when you started speaking to me. I answer questions and teach every day. 

I can't bend to the will of every person who makes demands of me. You have to at least try! Someone even told you how to search!

3/20/2019 7:32:36 PM allahuniversal Agreed. As to the ego, it's trainable, and should be trained. It doesn't have to bark at everything seemed as a threat. Self-education is key. 

#TheMoreYouKnow = the less you fear.

3/20/2019 7:32:40 PM zagnett That's the thing that bothers me the most.

3/20/2019 7:33:05 PM donajng @kabamur_taygeta This thread today has been very harsh.  I think they must all be shills.  If they have truly been following you, they would 

understand what you are saying here.  Much love and light to you.

3/20/2019 7:33:57 PM kabamur_taygeta 🙏

3/20/2019 7:34:06 PM donajng Hang in there!  Their awakening is coming.

3/20/2019 7:34:19 PM zagnett If they know about it. In many cases it sounds like they might not.

3/20/2019 7:35:09 PM allahuniversal The comms allow the right hand to know whether the left hand is working with or against it

3/20/2019 7:36:39 PM snakejackal Truth is ageless regardless if 1950s or 2050s

3/20/2019 7:36:43 PM zagnett If the operatives understand the comms well enough. How often might they not?

3/20/2019 7:37:03 PM m_michaelmp Kab, could you get us a ride on the pleaidian spaceship?

3/20/2019 7:37:44 PM kabamur_taygeta After the Event, yes.

3/20/2019 7:37:47 PM allahuniversal I was told long ago "Certain people will show up in your life to help you." "How will I know who they are?" "You'll know." 

Only the individual can really accept the possibility for themselves.

3/20/2019 7:37:58 PM mongrelglory I think you can view it as sprinkling "tasty bread-crumbs" in front of a bird that you know will appeal to them.  It's walking a fine line between free will 

and interference, much like the "Ancient" characters did in SG-1.

3/20/2019 7:38:08 PM laurabusse Wise words :-)

3/20/2019 7:38:10 PM zack_stone It goes bk to sec clearances. If your not read into a program. You will be lied to. No questions.

3/20/2019 7:38:28 PM bevredwave2018 CREEPY MAN!

3/20/2019 7:38:48 PM jerichoorion They forget you are human with a full functioning ego. A fact you don’t hide. This give you credibility.

3/20/2019 7:39:46 PM m_michaelmp 👍

3/20/2019 7:41:17 PM allahuniversal For the most part, it's not much different from how cabal got us to manifest the reality they wanted. Difference is in intent. Our interpretations of 

comms matter as much as those sending the signals, especially when we agree on interpretations, manifesting reality along the way



3/20/2019 7:42:31 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/ELPhjOt5zg

3/20/2019 7:47:07 PM jpolleck Ooh that’s the first time I have seen that

3/20/2019 7:49:40 PM theydontknowwe1 Checking out the director, edited 17 days ago😂 pic.twitter.com/Fgjz6CbiDx

3/20/2019 7:49:42 PM mongrelglory I know Rachel.  The tension was unpleasant.  However, much of the hostility was coming from the person who went on the offensive in the first place.  

We were just trying to reason with him and get him to reveal what he was implying about MJ-12.  We weren't trying to be shills. 😟

3/20/2019 7:53:12 PM mongrelglory I'd continue to follow Kabamur except that he's the one who blocked me.

🤷♀️  It's really a shame, and the irony is, I found Kabamur's account because MJ-12 had mentioned him!

3/20/2019 7:53:14 PM olimyracle Read between the lines.

Who is MJ12 ?

How many members ?

All terrestrials ?

MJ12 delta0 proofs ? With whom ?

How do you talk about yourself ?

How many are Q ?

Who is both Q + MJ12 ?

What relates Q and MJ12 ?

Power to the people. NO SHEEPS !

💞 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1007631733368524800?s=19 …
3/20/2019 7:53:35 PM allonkid I think this account is legitimate because MJ12 talked about Epstein and unsealing before Q drops.

3/20/2019 7:54:23 PM fierycdnpatriot Not acknowledging the REALITY of negative races & evil, & taking action accordingly, is choosing disassociation from critical thinking & responsibility by 

hiding in a fantasy & IDEA of 'love-truth-high vibes'...which actually creates the opposite of love-truth-high vibes (oops).

3/20/2019 7:55:29 PM kabamur_taygeta Nothing that others weren't also saying before Q, guaranteed.

3/20/2019 7:56:13 PM allahuniversal One should never have only one external source of Information, that's how SHEEP became prey for the wolves. SHEEP NO MORE

3/20/2019 7:58:14 PM fierycdnpatriot Sandia probably helped. 

And the Zetas. 

And JFK Jr.

3/20/2019 8:01:01 PM zagnett I'm not all that sure about even those read into the programs. I've met a few peeps with security clearances. Their level of abilities was not all that 

encouraging. Made me wonder wth the government was thinking honestly.

3/20/2019 8:01:33 PM mongrelglory I think both of you might be right on some level.  I was born into an abusive family.  Perhaps my higher self planned it that way, but as a child my 

situation felt pretty random and out of my control.

3/20/2019 8:03:22 PM gi6stars I sure would like to find out who wins "this game".

3/20/2019 8:04:02 PM laurabusse I disagree. Perception is everything. Obviously ours is different. It's all good. No two ppl can possibly think alike :-)

3/20/2019 8:07:22 PM paddeplorable Hey Bridget, I realize that you weren’t pushing that.  I was heading it off at the pass because you can count on some Democrat will try to make that 

comparison.

3/20/2019 8:09:45 PM mongrelglory I looked it up because I was wondering the same thing myself.  I thought I remembered Kabamur saying that both he and his mom received telepathic 

communication, however today he said it was his mom, not him.  That confused me.

3/20/2019 8:11:15 PM allahuniversal Both are correct. The contrast of light & dark is necessary to appreciate the brightness, colors & intricate details, not to mention the bigger picture

3/20/2019 8:12:44 PM zack_stone Are they really out of Cheyenne mountain kabamur? Optics matter

3/20/2019 8:14:19 PM fierycdnpatriot Any ET/channel/human being, etc. that says 'evil doesn't exist' or 'just be nice all the time, which is how you keep the highest vibration' is full of 

baloney. I've seen a lot of ppl disassociating in 'love-truth-high vibes' here today & the reality is they're in FEAR, not love.

3/20/2019 8:17:29 PM natureinspace If evil is sought out then explain how these children sought out evil. Were they all seeking out evil when this happened? Because what happened was 

pure evil. If they were seeking love then how the hell did this happen? https://twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1108398819459387392?s=19 …

3/20/2019 8:18:53 PM djlok He deleted all his tweets.

3/20/2019 8:20:21 PM allahuniversal The children didn't seek evil. The actor sought evil, which had to exist in his mind before acting on it. Evil has the affect of affecting others, and so does 

love have the affect of affecting others. A choice for each in every moment.

3/20/2019 8:21:05 PM laurabusse I agree he didn't try. But it happens.

3/20/2019 8:23:02 PM mongrelglory I think most people were quite respectful towards him, considering he was calling MJ-12 liars, ridiculing those of us who follow MJ-12, and hinting that 

he knew who MJ-12 was, but then refusing to tell us when we asked him to reveal what he knew.  He was the one slinging mud.

3/20/2019 8:24:38 PM mongrelglory I'm pretty sure he's a 🤖

3/20/2019 8:25:03 PM mindaltdelete Do I believe MJ12 acct is really MJ12? Nope. Does it mean the information is irrelevant? Hell no. Sure, perhaps the claim is false, but the information is 

valid, and sometimes, quite good.

3/20/2019 8:25:08 PM allahuniversal "The have something to lose"

3/20/2019 8:26:04 PM laurabusse You're in good company :-) we're turning into a good sized crowd

3/20/2019 8:27:21 PM kabamur_taygeta I don't disagree with your overall point. BUT he gives many wrong answers instead of not answering things he doesn't know. He infers that he is to be 

trusted because he is part of MJ12, official disclosure, which people know about. It's fraud against trusting people no?

3/20/2019 8:27:45 PM mongrelglory Oops!  That's one ticked-off rabbit! Lol!  I just realized I had blocked Jade Rabbit because I thought he was an angry 🤖.

I don't like angry things...

3/20/2019 8:28:49 PM mindaltdelete MJ12 account may not be MJ12 at all. But, it would be ignorant to assume all of their information is horseshit because of their claim. The information is 

the important part, and there is a LOAD of valid and great info on MJ12 twitter. Think critically here.

3/20/2019 8:30:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Months before Q, FTR. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/918146730755010560?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:31:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Liked by 1 person prior to sharing now. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/918147311603200002?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:31:53 PM do_or_do_notty MJ12 consistently drops that truth about #Cannabis

Truth that you only know if you’ve studied this plant for years

That I know for certain 

As a matter of fact they are one of the very few accounts willing to tell YOU the truth about Cannabis.

3/20/2019 8:32:01 PM mongrelglory For my next incarnation I want the movie to be a comedy...

3/20/2019 8:32:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 And also disclosed: https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/986635450176753665?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 And again: https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1066852208287932416?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:33:28 PM covertress This question has become nonsensical.

Wingmakers is a work of fiction.

"[author]James Mahu's works are to help people activate... He 

draws on deep symbolism, archetypes & mythological characters to help people sense the 

deeper realities that underlie their personal worlds."

3/20/2019 8:34:14 PM mongrelglory We might have to set up a grief support group...

3/20/2019 8:34:54 PM djlok Very intense that one!!



3/20/2019 8:35:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 And lastly for this thread, but not the last time we reminded everyone that disinformation is both real and necessary, and you decide. Truth resonates 

from within and you seem pretty upset over us calling your bluff. Now everything is about trust. 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1079092046311444482?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:36:33 PM allahuniversal 💯👁✔

3/20/2019 8:37:11 PM laurabusse Trippy pepe. Love it!

3/20/2019 8:37:34 PM mindaltdelete I've seen this first-hand, choosing which questions to answer, posting after Q posts and claiming before-hand knowledge etc. I'd agree it would be 

foolish to believe anybody at their word, but you can still learn from them, regardless of fraudulent claims. Logic + Discernment.

3/20/2019 8:37:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 will continue its operation on Twitter until it is complete. Not every detail is shared with the Q team. There are many players involved 

in the operations at large and we must all remain united. You failed to "out MJ12". Accept and move on. Divided you are weak.

3/20/2019 8:38:08 PM mindaltdelete Thank you for your perspectives, and the time you took to respond btw. <3

3/20/2019 8:38:30 PM jrocktigers I dont feel $hit...

3/20/2019 8:39:49 PM laurabusse You're in good company :-) we're starting a Kabamur blocked me club. It's up to 20 ppl and growing.

3/20/2019 8:40:34 PM mongrelglory It's amazing how people can recollect a conversation so differently!  Telepathy would make things so much easier!

3/20/2019 8:41:16 PM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/z5NncN3P8o

3/20/2019 8:41:23 PM kabamur_taygeta Yes, you were LARPING early.

Although some of us were providing disclosure months before Q appeared.

3/20/2019 8:41:25 PM tsaralexi @kabamur_taygeta I have heard multiple explanations about The Event. I was wondering i you could explain your knowledge about the topic? At least 

as much as permitted.

3/20/2019 8:41:58 PM k3yle Party for these guys right? pic.twitter.com/6jcZVFZV9k

3/20/2019 8:43:07 PM kabamur_taygeta I have several threads on it. Look at my pinned thread, middle to bottom. That has the most recent updates.

3/20/2019 8:43:09 PM blsdbe Well, MJ, I hope your whole team decides to meditate with us sometime soon, and I hope you do too, Kab. The information that you have both shared 

has inspired many to Awaken. Blessings to you and All #WWG1GWA https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1108531427207872518?s=21 …

3/20/2019 8:43:33 PM tsaralexi Ok thanks.

3/20/2019 8:44:02 PM blsdbe #UnitedWeAreOne

3/20/2019 8:44:33 PM natureinspace Kabamur's mom could have been the most loving person on Twatter and evil could have sought her out. I don't believe that she was here seeking evil. 

Your answer to Kab sure implied that she sought evil and that's why she found it. Evil seeks to destroy love.

3/20/2019 8:45:02 PM laurabusse Anytime u accuse anyone of anything you're dividing. When u push against anything, u get pushed back. Thats what happened. In a sense we're more 

divided now. But in another sense i hope we all want 2 do better next time + B better ppl. Not engaging with negativity is always wise.

3/20/2019 8:45:40 PM mongrelglory That's the one area I have trouble being all "zen" and dispassionate about...When I see children or animals being treated cruelly, I just go into 

emotional reaction mode!  I'd make a lousy God because I'd be "smiting" people at the first sign they were abusing someone.

3/20/2019 8:46:03 PM zack_stone Before Q we had phil scheider, citizens disclosure, bob lazar, point being #truthembargo has to end.

3/20/2019 8:47:19 PM mongrelglory Huh?  You mean he deleted his tweets on the feed today?  Or that he deleted them in the past?  Or has he deleted his account again?

3/20/2019 8:49:58 PM allahuniversal No. It was implied toward the one who typed the message, not directed towards his mother. That wouldn't be civilized. 

Evil definitely seeks out love, it's why children are a target of the "most" evil.

3/20/2019 8:50:56 PM cocopuffster12 I’ve been in class all day. Looks like I missed A LOT.

3/20/2019 8:52:23 PM pastorjon9 Blocked me too about 60 seconds after I found out on @kabamur_taygeta's page that he was "A friend of @Jack's". How the heck could he have 

known I found out if ALICE (Clown) wasn't invovled?

3/20/2019 8:52:33 PM mongrelglory I've had that same experience in the field of medicine.  Sometimes I'd rather not know the skill level of the person in charge of my life. 😬

3/20/2019 8:52:54 PM natureinspace Same with me. I know that this world is full of evil and demons and no matter how much I try to 'understand' why evil exists it still makes me angry 

that people and animals that are full of love have to suffer at the hands of evil. We can't live a peaceful life with evil here.

3/20/2019 8:53:30 PM anbezedua Retrograde showing up everywhere for the end of March. It’s going to be an interesting year.

3/20/2019 8:53:36 PM kabamur_taygeta It's not all shills of course. She's being protective and I appreciate it. People can disagree with me.

3/20/2019 8:55:15 PM natureinspace Why would you have implied it toward Kabamur?

3/20/2019 8:55:44 PM blankmarlo Has SKY EVENT happened yet or is that still to come?

3/20/2019 8:56:28 PM laurabusse I believe almost all this stuff. Have for years. But have never seen a ufo. Kinda want to. But definitely not ready for a spaceship landing in my backyard. 

I'll be ready when I'm ready...

3/20/2019 8:58:21 PM jayrambin Skull & Bones?

3/20/2019 8:58:52 PM mongrelglory In a sense, this is a spiritual classroom of our design.  (Our collective consciousness).  My one consolation is knowing that no IS-BEs really die, and that 

our experiences during this lifetime will serve us on the path towards returning to Oneness. Joy will come eventually.

3/20/2019 8:59:28 PM studiogarvin So very true indeed. 😊

3/20/2019 9:00:19 PM jani_mikkonen So, what is your point? Every damn media outlet is puking with this vomit.

Media, is for one reason only, to make money and publish the bullshit that their owners dictate. Just like every war.

3/20/2019 9:01:01 PM jayrambin Really major change of pattern. Never seen this from him and it’s gone way farther than necessary. Full Moon?

3/20/2019 9:01:50 PM mongrelglory Oh boy! Did you ever.💥💥💥

It just started with Kabamur making a statement that MJ-12 was a liar, and then it snow-balled from there.  Lots of people licking their wounds.

3/20/2019 9:02:05 PM laurabusse You can follow anyone you want. You learn stuff. In my opinion everything should be taken with a grain of salt. I highly recommend meditation. It helps 

give clarity and an inner "knowing".

3/20/2019 9:04:42 PM kabamur_taygeta I'm sorry you feel that way. I'm only trying to help people. It's almost like some of you are okay with being lied to.

3/20/2019 9:05:57 PM cocopuffster12 Wow!! Perhaps I’m happy I missed it. I am beat! Just graduated!! SO tired😴🥴

3/20/2019 9:06:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Today, the Majestic 12 went fishing. Our target was the void created by PM. The objective of today's exercise was the following:

1/ Trust but verify.

2/ Be careful who you follow.

3/ Message over messenger.

4/ "LARP vs !LARP" = Divide & Conquer
3/20/2019 9:06:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ [They] want you divided.

6/ Why would PM intentionally create a void?

7/ Patriots are selfless. This is why the identity of this account is/should be of little importance to anybody.

8/ We have stated this account is not to get too large, because of this situation.

3/20/2019 9:06:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 13/ MJ12 historically has been embedded into Academia and Hollywood. 

14/ MJ12 seeded technology through the Pentagon into American companies. Search Google Patents.

15/ MJ12 operated Project Stargate.



3/20/2019 9:06:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 being able to properly enter The Great Awakening.

11/ Since 2019, we have over 45M reached. 

12/ We have also stated that we do not have any intention on interfering with Q's operation.

3/20/2019 9:06:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/ Proofs will not be delivered in the way you are accustomed to from the Q team. They are operating under a completely different set of NAT SEC laws 

from MJ12.

10/ MJ12 has disclosed the power of using synchronicity of 3 6 9, meditation, and detoxification to assist in new Anons

3/20/2019 9:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 27/ We hope you are enjoying the movie. It's about to get interesting.

Eyes On Mueller?

BB Presser [FRI]?

[Clinton Foundation]

Tick tock.

3/20/2019 9:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 24/ Are impersonation accounts LARPing by default?

25/ How many impersonations of MJ12? **?

26/ If follower count doesn't matter, what is gained by "rushing to the aid" of other "followers" to "help them see the light" and "stop following"? (No 

direct accusations.)

3/20/2019 9:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 21/ It needed to stay buried under gossip in order to prevent a FF in USA.

21/ Grooming can make you beautiful.

21/ Please thank LEO.

22/ Lies make you beautiful to sheep.

23/ [Clinton Foundation] 3[21]

3/20/2019 9:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 16/ Were today's "attacks" perceived as coordinated?

17/ Did these attacks expose malicious intent to dox?

18/ Did Clowns get their intel wrong again?

19/ Attempts to divide will fail.

20/ While everyone was distracted today (where MJ12 assisted) major news broke today.

3/20/2019 9:08:33 PM natureinspace I think I've lived enough lives at this point. It's exhausting. I so want peace and love and calm. I've had it with evil. I can see and feel demons every day 

trying to bust through to our dimension and they are seriously getting on my nerves. Glad when the Event happens.

3/20/2019 9:09:35 PM allahuniversal Discounting an entity entirely based on a few points of contention, as an effect of someone else entirely discounting said entity, stands out when 

you're Kabamur. And has a larger impact than the average guy, because he's Kabamur. If nothing else, a reminder of our own power...

3/20/2019 9:09:38 PM artistahh Israel ends in “el” which is a Hebrew word for “God”. This also helps in spelling “Michael” correctly (Who is like God). They all end just like Daniel or 

Gabriel or Ariel. Hope this helps someone. ✨

3/20/2019 9:10:08 PM blsdbe Just out a WHOLE BUNCH of pics on my timeline from #QAnon about Ray Chandler...

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

3/20/2019 9:12:44 PM blsdbe As in tomorrow😻😻😻MAJESTIC

3/20/2019 9:13:41 PM blsdbe Help a sister out, MJ: BB?

3/20/2019 9:14:14 PM mongrelglory Oma:  "Sometimes the only way to defeat evil, is to deny the battle".

I should have realized earlier that Kabamur was getting defensive at being challenged. I could have stopped asking questions rather than trying to 

reason with him.  It's a habit of mine which is hard to break!

3/20/2019 9:14:17 PM i_like_skis Cool, been waiting on the Barr presser. Might be explosive.

3/20/2019 9:14:33 PM i_like_skis Barr AG

3/20/2019 9:15:56 PM blsdbe Bill Barr?

3/20/2019 9:16:04 PM natureinspace I'm too tired to figure out your answer right now. I'm not sure if your referring to him disregarding MJ12 or something else. I need to get some sleep 

then read it again in the morning. Have a good night.

3/20/2019 9:16:40 PM heath_jack All of this is a LARP! ALL!! play your part!

3/20/2019 9:16:48 PM allahuniversal ...and the responsibility of said. 

Many choices have unintended consequences. Making more conscious choices replaces those unintended consequences with intentional sequences..

3/20/2019 9:17:11 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp can you please unroll? Thank you kindly 😇🙏😇

3/20/2019 9:17:41 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @blsdbe: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just out a WHOLE BUNCH of pics on my timeline from about Ray Chandler... 

[…]" #QAnon #UnSealEpstein  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1108581533101613056.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/20/2019 9:18:35 PM mongrelglory You must have built up a tolerance...🤪

3/20/2019 9:19:18 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/wL8TiZrv4B

3/20/2019 9:19:30 PM pro_aktv I feel like I should know who BB is. 

🤔  I bet it’s AG Bill Barr. 👏💯

Bill Browder? Brad Baumann? Ben Bronfman? Nah. These 3 wouldn’t have a press conference. 

Just wink if I’m right.

3/20/2019 9:21:09 PM mongrelglory I'AU and I keep tweeting the same memes at the same times today.

I think our BEs are probably occupied by the same IS. 😝

3/20/2019 9:22:17 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/qIWlFoGPJE

3/20/2019 9:22:39 PM mongrelglory That's how my brain looks when I eat a lot of sugar.

3/20/2019 9:24:33 PM allahuniversal Another 3∆ seeing this

3/20/2019 9:24:49 PM mongrelglory 🤖 are plugged into the main frame network...

3/20/2019 9:25:39 PM jrocktigers Goodnight Cleveland!

3/20/2019 9:27:20 PM mongrelglory I suggest avoiding hostile/stressed/angry people as much as you can, and spending quiet time with pets and nature.  You sound like I was...burnt out 

and in need of some self-care and healing.  I've had to cut a lot of negative people out of my life, but it's helped.

3/20/2019 9:27:58 PM heath_jack  pic.twitter.com/UwqDCoNSWR

3/20/2019 9:28:12 PM mongrelglory Sweet dreams. 😘

3/20/2019 9:28:31 PM stoneturnr Will @realDonaldTrump testify as a witness against Epstein? It would shine a much needed national spotlight on that story...

3/20/2019 9:28:40 PM jayrambin 1/So, ur not the real majestic 12?  I have that impression. But etill reading your old posts. Getting caught up.  You did say ‘we never asked you to,trust 

us, which is fine. But, saying ‘don’t trust me’ is different . But you’re saying don’t trust the actual mj12.  ...

3/20/2019 9:29:16 PM jordanb987 I very much respectfully disagree, this whole display from you guys has been nothing short of gross. If this is what you call being in the light...🤦♀️🤷♀️

3/20/2019 9:29:58 PM laurabusse There are ppl who still believe every word. My mom for one. It's not doing her any favors.

3/20/2019 9:30:36 PM jayrambin 2/ So, you’re what? A group trying to carry out the original mj12 mission? Trying to thwart the actual mj12?  Or just disclosure and a catalyst of change 

to interstellar society? Am I getting warm?

3/20/2019 9:30:51 PM mongrelglory Wow!  Congratulations!!! pic.twitter.com/WFoTaHEDDv



3/20/2019 9:31:29 PM pastorjon9 This is where I was going with my previous tweet - I'm not getting that "we're being tested/teased/misled feeling from Kab -- my "spidey sense" isn't 

tingling -- but it is with quite a few others. My philosophy has always been "speak truth even when it isn't beneficial to you".

3/20/2019 9:32:28 PM allahuniversal Not a millisecond has been wasted, learning in every one of them. Times a great tool when used well. So is information. Kab provides useful info, as 

does MJ12  #WWG1WGA  As stated earlier, no one  except Kab can make me unfollow him. I meant it. Still do.

3/20/2019 9:33:08 PM mongrelglory You have a dagger in your head...

3/20/2019 9:34:00 PM bookendsbridges I challenge you to dig back on my IG 10K postings & you'll note that ~Q has been a couple weeks behind the truth that I'd already posted.

FACT: ~Q's "Future Proves Past..." started approximately 2 weeks after the commencement of my "Field of Dreams"

CLUE: God works far above ~Q pic.twitter.com/EeITB307Hu

3/20/2019 9:35:07 PM lori_dee1 Bill Barr

3/20/2019 9:35:58 PM jrocktigers Lightning. pic.twitter.com/gryBVWplNS

3/20/2019 9:37:37 PM mongrelglory So sorry you feel that way. 🙏

3/20/2019 9:37:56 PM iamyou132 I’m not trying to get him banned; what are you talking about?

3/20/2019 9:38:47 PM iamyou132 Or communicate what I want to communicate like I did. It’s not your way or the high way dude. I’m just asking people to be truthful

3/20/2019 9:41:20 PM mongrelglory Yah!  I know.  I was just having fun with you! 😆

3/20/2019 9:43:12 PM zagnett Yeah good movie, ty! Havent had this much fun at the theater or cable, which I ditched in '02.

MJ Productions is a definite step up from MK Productions!

3/20/2019 9:43:39 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/qNweVA80b1

3/20/2019 9:45:54 PM blankmarlo Which PM is he talking about?

3/20/2019 9:47:42 PM 7alon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/1101658266864664577?tw_i=1101658266864664577&tw_e=details&tw_p=archive …

 https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article227411649.html … pic.twitter.com/sMgOBCAqBQ

3/20/2019 9:48:31 PM blankmarlo Anyone wanna guess what the major news was?

3/20/2019 9:48:56 PM i_like_skis Praying medic

3/20/2019 9:50:41 PM ekotoons HEY GAVIN 👋

3/20/2019 9:57:52 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/z3XCABJpdV

3/20/2019 9:58:01 PM laurabusse I for one felt a lot of hostility coming from him today (but not directed at me).

But that is just me. I am entitled to my thoughts, beliefs, perceptions, understanding. I am where i am, as is everyone. We all stand in a (slightly or 

vastly) diff place. It is only logical.

3/20/2019 9:58:45 PM sarah__rb Oh god! Good one 🤣

3/20/2019 9:59:25 PM laurabusse Ha ha

3/20/2019 10:02:38 PM boy12_jimmy  http://www.conspiracyschool.com/blog/project-stargate-ancient-aliens-and-cia …

3/20/2019 10:03:12 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCo-xPjgMPc …

3/20/2019 10:03:43 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x55l3r 

3/20/2019 10:04:09 PM boy12_jimmy  https://listverse.com/2017/10/12/top-10-spookiest-declassified-project-stargate-documents/ …

3/20/2019 10:05:55 PM shallknown And that's why they're not here.

Simple, reslly.

3/20/2019 10:05:59 PM mongrelglory I like that hashtag! 😊

#UnitedWeAreOne

#UnitedWeAreOne

#UnitedWeAreOne

3/20/2019 10:07:20 PM jordanb987 ✌️

3/20/2019 10:07:26 PM laurabusse Took me a LONG LONG time to learn to let ppl be. Leave them alone. Dont push against. Dont be going accusing ppl. No one wants to be accused. 

Accusing anyone of anything at all including lying is a big deal and not to be taken lightly. It has the potential to ruin a person's life

3/20/2019 10:10:53 PM iamkevinlearl1 If the good guys don't win..the world will end....for everyone.

3/20/2019 10:11:07 PM blsdbe I will, and I’m still looking forward to the sauce! Blessings and Goodnight.

3/20/2019 10:11:44 PM jordanb987 ...and when a person is creating malicious lies to intentionally mislead others, perhaps a few speed bumps in their way aren't so bad 🤷♀️

3/20/2019 10:11:49 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1108513066302398464?s=21 …

3/20/2019 10:12:28 PM laurabusse I think of life as having infinite choices in every moment. One can always choose love and this of course is the ideal. I have no problem with ppl trying 

to practice love in every moment. Sure feels better than fear. Practice makes perfect. Fake it til ya make it...

3/20/2019 10:13:31 PM mongrelglory Thanks.  I'll admit, I am curious to see what you have!

3/20/2019 10:13:38 PM iamkevinlearl1 What we want to see is mass arrests. World changing technologies and unprecedented unity.

3/20/2019 10:13:57 PM stefanofait Exactly, why would they/he take such a risk? It would be silly.

3/20/2019 10:14:05 PM wild8heart Simple place to start:

Take three conscious and full breaths. If an appropriate exercise then build up to 6/9.

Another option: create personalised mantras/affirmations: I am light, love and truth. Anything along those lines. Create new patterns/habits in sets of 

3s, 6s and 9s

3/20/2019 10:15:42 PM sparkleloung Thank you J

3/20/2019 10:17:27 PM wild8heart Something relating to Epstein... Q had a good dump today! 💩

Watch the news for Rachel Chandler... #DarktoLight

3/20/2019 10:18:06 PM laurabusse Yeah but i thought your questions were really good :-) He pushed against MJ. Many of us pushed back. Karma. As far as I'm concerned it was energy 

just doing what energy does. For every action there is a reaction. We could have ignored him. We chose not to.

3/20/2019 10:19:02 PM mongrelglory My apologizes if I hurt your feelings.  I shouldn't have teased you. 🙏

3/20/2019 10:20:37 PM wild8heart My pleasure. 💫😊

3/20/2019 10:20:45 PM stefanofait They are not talking about a world government. It's a new multipolar order. Unity in diversity kind of thing. Regardless of that. How can you dismiss 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 without really knowing what the account stands for? Hard for some/many of us to follow you on that path.

3/20/2019 10:20:54 PM mongrelglory That is good!

3/20/2019 10:22:41 PM mongrelglory Are you saying that you're a Plieadian?

3/20/2019 10:24:18 PM mongrelglory Are you an AI?

3/20/2019 10:24:54 PM kabamur_taygeta It's imaginary. I dismiss because I trust my sources more than you can understand. In reaction to what I've said today, he's now insinuating I'm a CIA 

clown and that somehow he's set it all up. See how this works? Sorry, it's just games.

3/20/2019 10:25:03 PM boy12_jimmy Stargate Project was the 1991 code name for a secret U.S.  Army unit established in 1978 at Fort Meade, Maryland, by the Defense Intelligence Agency 

(DIA) & SRI International (CA contractor) to investigate the potential for psychic phenomena in military & domestic INTEL apps.



3/20/2019 10:27:32 PM stefanofait Agree with Kabamur here. I find Sandia not particularly useful. Must be selective with sources. Time is not inconsequential down here.

3/20/2019 10:28:19 PM mongrelglory Could you explain more?

3/20/2019 10:28:19 PM pleiadianshaman Tomorrow

3/20/2019 10:28:51 PM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/rdfoCYDt81

3/20/2019 10:28:59 PM laurabusse Agree :-) they say everything is perfect as it is. Everything is in a state of becoming. Everything happens in its own perfect time. Everything is unfolding 

as it is meant to. Lots o ppl are ready. But a lot would freak out. Lotsa Christians still believe all ETs are evil...

3/20/2019 10:31:42 PM laurabusse I found the whole thing largely amusing and entertaining. The older i get the less things phase me and the easier it is to find the humor. Peace ✌️

3/20/2019 10:31:59 PM theprimeian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://quodverum.com/2019/03/75/endgame-potus-trump-s-vindication-nears.html …

Veracity ratio?

3/20/2019 10:32:30 PM mongrelglory I find Sandia introduces the concept of multi-cultural tolerance in a lighthearted way.  I'm a mixed race (walking melting pot) living in the Toronto are, 

which has been called one of the most culturally diverse cities in the world.  I like to think that different cultures can...

3/20/2019 10:33:04 PM jani_mikkonen My mom, thankfully is getting the truth. XD

Child teaches, the elderly. Love and understanding.

3/20/2019 10:33:14 PM stefanofait Nope. Not enjoying it at all. But have no choice, really. I'm doing what I feel is right, hoping to be right and fair most of the time.

3/20/2019 10:33:48 PM laurabusse Agree :-)

3/20/2019 10:34:54 PM mongrelglory ...co-exist peacefully without imposing some "politically correct" socialist agenda on everyone.  Most people in my neighbourhood just want a safe 

space to raise their kids and earn a living.  The Sandia account points out differences and quirks while emphasizing common ground.

3/20/2019 10:37:13 PM mongrelglory I think it stirs people's imagination to think of the P'nti coming to visit us from a planet so far away, and some day soon, that might in fact be a reality.  

Who am I to burst anyone's bubble who believes in the Sandia crew?

3/20/2019 10:40:56 PM mongrelglory I know!  I have to get used to tolerating some friction.  I always tried to play "mediator" in my family during many arguments.  It never worked!  I have 

to accept that sometimes people are in the mood to argue, and who am I to say that they shouldn't!

3/20/2019 10:44:56 PM theappraizer Uh whut?

3/20/2019 10:45:21 PM mongrelglory Though I would have to say that I have detected nothing malicious in the MJ-12 account, and I'm usually very hyper-vigilant about looking for 

maliciousness.

3/20/2019 10:47:30 PM theappraizer Praise Jesus! Indictment Round Up Day would look identical to NWO Day, until it's over. 🤔

I pray for clarity, peace, & no harm to any of us. And I wait.

Much love to all. ♥️ Be well. Be vigilant.

3/20/2019 10:50:01 PM theappraizer You're a knockout, Cutie =)

♥️

3/20/2019 10:51:58 PM freedomgaia Exactement. Faut les faire tomber aux yeux du monde maintenant

3/20/2019 10:52:18 PM interruptedbias Slavery

3/20/2019 10:53:11 PM mongrelglory Just had a really paranoid thought!  Do you think Twitter could be playing around with different people's twitter feeds, so that they see slightly 

different conversations?  Things can be greatly misconstrued if there are tweets missing in a conversation! Twitter sowing division?

3/20/2019 10:53:34 PM stefanofait Indeed. They seem to derive pleasure in playing the part of supreme conspirators, regardless of the consequences. I would expect more self-discipline.

3/20/2019 10:55:50 PM studiogarvin GARVIN 👍

3/20/2019 11:01:38 PM jordanb987 That all depends on how you interpret being lied to I guess, in this specific manner.

3/20/2019 11:05:15 PM igiant111 Gonna take a shot in the dark; the trailer release for QT and Leo’s new movie?

3/20/2019 11:06:05 PM theappraizer Detox. But my neighbor, who is literally the Chief of the local water plant, STILL puts chlorine & fluoride in our water. Surely local gov employees don't 

live under a rock? Why does he keep poisoning me? I've seen his $5,000 home filtration system. Not poisoning him; US.

3/20/2019 11:10:34 PM mrmyskin I think Q is, through all these accounts, educating us not to blindly trust anyone but always think with our minds. This is what is happening to me, and I 

think it's one of the goals, maybe the most important, of the plan.

3/20/2019 11:11:29 PM jswdh1 There were more attacks today?

3/20/2019 11:13:04 PM stefanofait For sure, but he is not the only one. Spiritually mature people rely on their own inner voice and on a plurality of sources for their further growth.

3/20/2019 11:19:27 PM stefanofait True, I don't like that either. I already remarked more than once that some of the attitudes displayed are not really conducive to trust and coherence.

 @KibBitzLaw trusts him/them and I found out about you from that account.

So, no easy way to chart one's path through the maze

3/20/2019 11:20:01 PM vadiarus They are the actual@shadow government

3/20/2019 11:23:36 PM dls617 Yep, I was brainwashed by eyethespy. Not anymore.

3/20/2019 11:25:11 PM laurabusse Yes! Best to remain open minded and allow others without judging :-)

3/20/2019 11:26:06 PM diaptera_80 What is the difference? Hard to understand since I have never experienced neither.

3/20/2019 11:27:37 PM laurabusse I used to argue w husband. He would walk away. I never understood that. Would make me crazy.  But now i do! Silence is golden. Everything always 

seems to work out. Especially if you just go w the flow and don't push against.

3/20/2019 11:29:41 PM laurabusse Agree. MJ is chill. I marvel at his non reactionariness.

3/20/2019 11:32:27 PM laurabusse Saying someone lies is a "judgement". No one can know for sure unless they can read minds or unless there is very clear evidence. And ppl make 

mistakes. I do all the time. Best to take in everything, attach to nothing, and not judge. Truth always comes out eventually.

3/20/2019 11:35:13 PM laurabusse I suppose anything is possible!

3/20/2019 11:38:46 PM weremight Looks clownish but there's this: https://magacoalition.com/adam-gingrich-q-anon-under-federal-investigation-multiple-agencies-involved/ …

3/20/2019 11:44:22 PM diaptera_80 Why don’t we all here, reach out to our Higher Self or whatever guides we find to see if there is corroboration? Even and especially if we don’t usually 

do this.

3/20/2019 11:56:26 PM jordanb987 You two sound like those women who claim to hate drama but yet somehow seem to always be entangled in it 🤦♀️ the less you "speak" the smarter 

you will sound.

3/21/2019 12:13:31 AM mongrelglory Not nice to label and ridicule. 😒

Unity is better, especially with what's going on in the world.

3/21/2019 12:28:37 AM jaiagtp People want to be cheated. That is a fact. How did we become enslaved to this degree.

3/21/2019 12:38:48 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much!! What a relief!!♥️

3/21/2019 12:39:24 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much!!

3/21/2019 12:55:06 AM mongrelglory Three 21's = 3+3+3= 9  

(I'm starting to catch on I think!)

3/21/2019 12:56:18 AM lichy93 It's gross, we should all be working toward the common goal of truth. I gotcha Kab



3/21/2019 12:57:29 AM laurabusse I usually stay out of stuff like this. Believe me drama is NOT my thing. I allowed myself to get sucked into this. I agree silence is golden. Having said that, 

twitter is a place for free exchange of ideas. I try to keep it above board. I'm not perfect and still learning.

3/21/2019 1:04:42 AM abagofcandy How about a nice game of chess?

3/21/2019 1:35:22 AM zagnett An interesting thought.

3/21/2019 1:45:23 AM diaptera_80 You have yourself stated who is fake and who isn’t in Q&A. Also, what did you mean you played a role in distracting today? Did you intend to trigger 

Kabamur? I found there was unnatural amount of division all at the same time

3/21/2019 1:47:31 AM diaptera_80 Well, Airl has been around for a long time. So, I am not really sure what is new, apart from the directing of attention to political events. But MJ12 may 

have gotten that from Q. Not really sure, as trying to pinpoint evidence seems too tricky

3/21/2019 1:50:27 AM diaptera_80 If MJ12 is not part of disclosure, what is the intent? It is obviously something to do with mass consciousness and manifestation. Too bad we do not 

understand the exopolitics behind it all, what for example is the relationship between Kabamurs ET contacts and MJ12s ET contacts?

3/21/2019 1:51:05 AM diaptera_80 😳😂

3/21/2019 2:34:34 AM diaptera_80 John who works for an insurance company. One of three typists.

3/21/2019 2:44:14 AM diaptera_80 MJ12 also indicated there are female members in MJ12. MJ12s answers are often doubleedged. This could both be a safegyard never to be wrong, as 

well as answering a question more fully

3/21/2019 3:05:26 AM andrewdl12 U followed them months ago. Total crap coming from that account.

3/21/2019 3:16:11 AM rdeweese04 Still follow and learn from both. Maybe it’s just me, but this has been like 2 brothers fighting at a Thanksgiving dinner.

3/21/2019 3:17:37 AM ultra_unlimited Personality or messenger aside, I am just curious which pieces of information regarding Pleidians or anything else you feel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has 

gotten wrong? As mentioned previously, I think both of you have offered a great deal to the #TheGreatAwakening .. #QAnon

3/21/2019 3:19:54 AM ultra_unlimited Yes. Which @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has explained at great length. I really appreciate @kabamur_taygeta and mean no offense whatsoever. I just personally 

find when he gets triggered/emotional and driven by ego he does not sound like his best or highest self. This is my personal assessment

3/21/2019 3:22:12 AM ultra_unlimited If so, @kabamur_taygeta is definitely not alone. I have personally noticed full moons lately have brought out some of my darkest character traits as 

well as renewed battles against old enemies such as addiction, negative thought patterns and apathy.

3/21/2019 3:25:09 AM ultra_unlimited I look forward to the day when the masks come off and we can all gather in celebration with the whole of creation and laugh whole heartedly at the 

macabre spectacle we just witnessed. I feel the time is drawing ever nearer as we are reaching ever higher in our pursuit of truth.

3/21/2019 3:35:29 AM narcissist_ghst there is absolutely nothing trustworthy about this account.  quite the contrary, actually.  i've seen a plethora of reasons not to trust that have been 

presented, and not one reason to trust.  nada.

3/21/2019 3:41:34 AM zepharym Who appointed you as the judge of “parts to Save humanity”

What truth have you actually garnered thru direct experience?

Or do you just have a bunch of opinions ?

The truth is for those with ears to hear.

3/21/2019 3:54:33 AM zepharym I don’t “follow” KABAMUR like a sheep..is that what you think your “followers” are doing?

I have noted your pompous tone (mostly well disguised) which I associate with false authority ...like a pope’s..

KABAMUR acknowledges his source...you hide behind vaguery

3/21/2019 4:00:47 AM zepharym Anyone pre Q with an ear to the ground knew something was up with Epstein when he got off the original charges so lightly....anyone else would have 

been crucified...Q is helping Anons piece together things they already knew with missing pieces they didn’t know

3/21/2019 4:03:24 AM zepharym Classic deception is to speak truth most of the time to build trust in the gullible ...and then deploy deception when it suits your purpose ...Machiavelli I 

believe

3/21/2019 4:03:58 AM wild_stallion_3 Logic is as follows

1. Q is not a LARP. Proven.

2. Q references Sather in a positive light 5 times (direct and indirect)

3. Q has not been proven wrong about a single person yet 

4. Q opposes MKUltra and by association 'grooming'

Therefore, Sather is not 'groomed by MJ12'
3/21/2019 4:12:24 AM selvestekjetil These times.

These accounts.

@ASKKinesiology 

@EsRevorTeR

@PrimeCreator2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@Telford_Russian

@JohnBWellsCTM

@love4thegameAK 

And

@sine_injuria 

Quality and content. 

Buckle up. 

#WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #WakeUpAmerica
3/21/2019 4:13:45 AM yupyup_puypuy @threadreaderapp please do what you do!

3/21/2019 4:31:34 AM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻

3/21/2019 4:39:22 AM aboxoffrogs Take heed...Proverbs 1:19 So are the paths of every gainer of dishonest gain, The life of its owners it taketh.

3/21/2019 4:58:09 AM godfamcountry Yeah.  WTH was up with him? After he said what he said about PM I swear I was about to drop everyone!  Didn’t know who to trust or what to believe 

anymore.  Relying on my own research didn’t help matters.  So, did ETS give disinfo to teach or is he fake?  Ugh.

3/21/2019 4:59:59 AM ragevirusqq Who is John st Clair?

3/21/2019 5:01:57 AM ragevirusqq Or John Q St Clair? He is quite the inventor on many of these. pic.twitter.com/2fT3j6j6gn

3/21/2019 5:02:54 AM ragevirusqq John Q St Clair. Also the date. pic.twitter.com/RAgVP8TjCR



3/21/2019 5:15:27 AM 369gwh My favorite #'s 3, 6 & 9.

MomDad had 9 kids-5 boys/4 girls.

They had 6 births, 6 kids.

7th birth, 3 kids-triplets!

Being part of 3, w/our 6 other siblings, make 9.

FYI - I have the gift of discernment/empathic/knowing.

It still amazes me how I know things.

Thanks for tweets MJ12!
3/21/2019 5:18:25 AM ntwheel55 Not for long.

3/21/2019 5:27:27 AM 369gwh That's fecking funny. pic.twitter.com/S4wrQVh06x

3/21/2019 5:49:11 AM yeshuagirl44 Read the entire book of Revelation. We WIN!

3/21/2019 5:51:33 AM allahuniversal 1. The chosen choose themselves. Helping to save humanity from itself is why a portion of us are here.

2. Let's just say that I know that death isn't real.

3. My opinions mean squat, #FactsMatter 

4  And with (a single 👁) to see. Truth is for every1, every1 isn't for Truth.

3/21/2019 5:53:54 AM allahuniversal Not a single "follower" of Kab or MJ should be a  blind follower of anything or anyone else. If so, they shouldn't remain blind in doing so. SHEEP NO 

MORE

3/21/2019 5:54:07 AM maryschade14 Twit is for info..the rest of the drama can go. I don't like censorship. I mentally follow no one. 

I am an adult female aspie HF.

3/21/2019 5:56:43 AM kabamur_taygeta Facts matter is a fallacy. We only perceive partial reality w/ our physical senses. therefore 3D facts don’t equal reality, only what you can see through a 

keyhole.

3/21/2019 5:57:04 AM maga_11_11 My $$’s on you, Michele!!

3/21/2019 5:57:44 AM allahuniversal There we agree. Q movement- bringing Truth seekers, vintage and newbies, under 1 umbrella #WWG1WGA  That means everyone, including those we 

may not like or agree with. Even so we help one another to put these pieces together, all assistance is welcome, MJ12 included.

3/21/2019 6:00:16 AM roaminnoodle PAIN, PAIN, PAIN!!!

Copy and paste into search bar:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 322

3/21/2019 6:03:13 AM allahuniversal Agreed that facts are relative/can change, for individual and for shared reality. Especially 3D/5 senses facts, the constant here is change. Facts gathered 

from "higher" dimensions or "the other side" are subject to change as well. We have eternity to learn, that doesn't change

3/21/2019 6:06:30 AM allahuniversal That wasn't the point being made, however. Opinions are much more brittle and subject to change than facts are. Both opinion and fact can change 

day to day, min to min, etc. The truth that we're all ONE, eternal. That can even be concluded even thru the 3D 5-sense keyhole

3/21/2019 6:06:46 AM redvester4trump Let's!

3/21/2019 6:11:34 AM kabamur_taygeta Truth and unity, not unity despite untruth. MJ12 is not a part of this unity. Unless you believe I’m a cia clown as he’s now saying after being caught 

lying.

3/21/2019 6:16:23 AM love4thegameak ThanQ..

3/21/2019 6:17:18 AM bridgetknows 😂 Good point...thanks 👍🏻

3/21/2019 6:22:35 AM keith369me What has anybody stated that has not been stated by others?

3/21/2019 6:23:09 AM allahuniversal Personally never called you a 🤡and won't unless I c that for myself. As to the points of contention, esp. Pleiadians, from my POV, ALL info re: 

Pleiadians is opinion, for me. From U, MJ12, & every1 else. Accepting another's facts w/o tangible or resonate evidence = SHEEP. Not I

3/21/2019 6:24:42 AM allahuniversal No one is required to accept anything, no matter the said authenticity of the source. It's 💯% up to the individual to research, experience, discern, and 

decide. Free Will, again.

3/21/2019 6:26:31 AM pastorjon9 Oddly, same thing happened to me. I was offline all day and came back to not just Q blowing up the feed but a tiff between @kabamur_taygeta and 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too. To me it seems related - no coincidences. It's hard truth time.

3/21/2019 6:27:15 AM kabamur_taygeta He did. Discern. You have technology inside to determine truth. Facts are fallacy in regards to the unseen. No one will give you spiritual proofs. 

Opinions... intuition are not nothing. The unseen is more real by definition.

3/21/2019 6:28:13 AM jballz1021 That's not how I see it.  Many of us understand that there is no one perfect source and there are many sources who share some info that resonates 

and some that does not.  We are fine with this because we trust ourselves and know awakening cannot be handed to us on a platter.

3/21/2019 6:28:49 AM kabamur_taygeta Yes discern. I’m seeing a lot of non-discernment.

3/21/2019 6:30:26 AM jballz1021 At a deeper level -- if there was one perfect source who gave nothing but truth with PROOF, what good would that be for anyone?  Growth occurs 

when we must decide what is truth for ourselves.  It's the whole point of why we're here. So I will continue to follow both of you....

3/21/2019 6:31:16 AM leesharons Thank you Leo!

3/21/2019 6:32:05 AM allahuniversal All of the above is known, experienced, and understood. This isn't new territory for me. That said, like it or not, both your version of truth, and MJ12"s 

version of truth resonate for me, along with Q & many others. Points of contention aside, overall mission isn't he same...

3/21/2019 6:32:09 AM jballz1021 ....knowing that ultimately you both are just a catalyst in this process, a placeholder (that is not meant as a slight to you, it just is) none greater than 

the other.  All is service.

3/21/2019 6:32:30 AM zack_stone Understanding that some are deeper in the rabbit hole than others. I accept you know things i do not. I am at peace with that concept.

3/21/2019 6:33:32 AM djlok Agreed. Everything is connected.

3/21/2019 6:34:05 AM allahuniversal .. helping those who DON'T know or see to wake up. Infighting and all, said mission is greater than any 1 version of Truth, #TheGreatAwakening, 

nothing else matters more right now because, well, I don't know have to tell you, you know why. It's why you're here.

3/21/2019 6:34:53 AM allahuniversal Overall mission IS the same^^^

3/21/2019 6:36:32 AM allahuniversal Very well stated @jballz1021

3/21/2019 6:38:54 AM allahuniversal Discernment is an inside job. Nothing any of us can say will make anyone discern the way in which you or I may LIKE for them to. Everyone gets it in 

their own good time, and ideally has a good time getting there

3/21/2019 6:40:43 AM neecieh6111 I stand with you Kabamur and am glad you opened the door on this MJ12 controversy.  It's best that we only follow Q for intel.  But I also highly 

recommend following "His Glory" on YouTube. His access to Intel is apparently authentic. Watch his "Take 5" daily vids.

3/21/2019 6:43:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 We never suggested you were a CIA Clown.

3/21/2019 6:44:49 AM allahuniversal Also, how do you equate opinions with intuition? Opinions can be wrong, entire belief systems are sustained by opinions. Intuition though, never 

wrong, more truth than can be acquired with our 10 (yes, 10) physical senses.

3/21/2019 6:45:01 AM integratedwebuk You know you can both agree to disagree???

3/21/2019 6:45:37 AM positively303 I’m taking you all off notification. Too much going on to worry about who is real and not. Doesn’t matter anyway as we question everything. Q is real - 

that is all that matters.❤️🙏🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA #QAnon

3/21/2019 6:45:50 AM rgmullins58 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 yet you still lie!!!!



3/21/2019 6:46:12 AM freeandoriginal MJ12 has a “foreign” energetic signature (to me)

3/21/2019 6:47:02 AM zack_stone Hey mj12  you to know there is more clown agengies than just the farm. Foriegn and domestic. Nonterrestrial as well

3/21/2019 6:48:22 AM allahuniversal 3 contribute regularly as it's their operation, others chime in occasionally, yet all speak for the group.

3/21/2019 6:48:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Again, you're deliberately spreading disinformation about this account. You seem to be on a mission. For whom?

3/21/2019 6:49:36 AM allahuniversal I often call myself We in Royal fashion, every cell, every dimension of my existence, acting as one organism, it's pretty logical.

3/21/2019 6:50:50 AM allahuniversal I've seen it before this Twitter account 👽

3/21/2019 6:51:10 AM pastorjon9 Just my $0.02 worth - I was offline all day and came home to see this long "conversation". What strikes me most about it is this: a lot of people seemed 

offended by two accounts questioning each other and took sides w/o knowing details from EITHER side. Classic sheep behavior

3/21/2019 6:51:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know?

3/21/2019 6:51:29 AM prescottjan Some people absolutely want to be lied to. “Give me that blue pill!”

3/21/2019 6:52:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is what yesterdays fishing expedition was all about.

3/21/2019 6:54:11 AM djlok I know how Majestic knew...because they are Majestic 12, but @RageVirusQQ how did you know to look there?

3/21/2019 6:54:14 AM allahuniversal There's also those who know both sides of the equation, and simply had trouble reconciling why there would be any disagreement between the two.

3/21/2019 6:55:31 AM zeeinthemoment Agreed. Ditto.

3/21/2019 6:55:43 AM kabamur_taygeta 3 DUIs. A history of drug abuse. Cocaine... should I go on?

3/21/2019 6:56:18 AM allahuniversal I'll take the red and the blue as usual, even a black pill every so often. All echo chambers should be heard, even if not accepted. Keeps everything in 

perspective.

3/21/2019 6:56:44 AM kabamur_taygeta You are the fish.

3/21/2019 6:57:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐡🐠🐟

3/21/2019 6:57:55 AM chrisklemenza Speak for yourself

3/21/2019 6:58:19 AM kabamur_taygeta Yes now you are shifting your story to claim I'm CIA.

So is my information about your right or wrong? 

You sure are behaving as if I'm over the target.

3/21/2019 6:58:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile yesterday's fishing expedition and this. Coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108122146570715136 …

3/21/2019 6:58:37 AM neo_asura_ note to all: higher dimensional beings using voice of god technology probably wont engage in mockery

3/21/2019 6:59:14 AM pastorjon9 Reminds me of the classic "Maryann vs Ginger" arguments. Only in this case it's more like the WWF. The audience has decide which wrestler they like 

better (based on .... ???) and are heckling (based on ... ????). Shouldn't unity be paramount here? Discernment is key

3/21/2019 6:59:27 AM cindymannings Wow.  No wonder he was like a sweaty-forehead basement dweller in his Q & A about sex.

3/21/2019 6:59:47 AM divine_count What did it say? What did it say?! 😀

3/21/2019 7:02:18 AM pastorjon9 How can you honestly say you know both sides? Ever meet and hang out with the individuals behind both accounts? Can you honestly say you KNOW 

both are wholly trustworthy, would never intentionally mislead others?

3/21/2019 7:02:47 AM blogjam_net Some people just pick a narrative that ‘feels’ good to them as a means of psychological support. They differ significantly from the ‘truth at all costs’ 

crowd. More rigid and dogmatic... less dynamic/flow.

3/21/2019 7:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please show us your evidence that we are "shifting stories" and that we called "you CIA". You can't because we didn't. 

Your information was 100% wrong but it is impossible to prove a negative, so your exercise is futil at best. 

Truth resonates within. Sheep require coaches.

3/21/2019 7:04:06 AM kabamur_taygeta 16/ Were today's "attacks" perceived as coordinated? 17/ Did these  attacks expose malicious intent to dox? 18/ Did Clowns get their intel  wrong 

again? 19/ Attempts to divide will fail. 20/ While everyone was  distracted today (where MJ12 assisted) major news broke today

3/21/2019 7:04:20 AM allahuniversal Unity IS Paramount, the very reason why I started this thread. Agreeing 💯% is impossible, I've never seen a collective accomplish that. Even identical 

twins/triplets disagree. That shouldn't stop or put the mission on hold. All discern for self #TheGreatAwakening is just that.

3/21/2019 7:05:11 AM kabamur_taygeta 16/ Were today's "attacks" perceived as coordinated? 17/ Did these  attacks expose malicious intent to dox? 18/ Did Clowns get their intel  wrong 

again? 19/ Attempts to divide will fail. 20/ While everyone was  distracted today (where MJ12 assisted) major news broke today

3/21/2019 7:06:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misunderstood. Clown references were fake PM accounts that cropped up after PM left. ALICE was in full force yesterday. Fully exposed. 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108336424598859777?s=21 …

3/21/2019 7:06:21 AM aprilbrown99 Agreed. This is really ridiculous.

3/21/2019 7:06:41 AM allahuniversal Intuition. I trust myself. I trust God (within). I trust The Plan, even if not all of the participants. Truth resonates. Sincerity resonates. When it doesn't, 

only then do I have questions.

3/21/2019 7:07:12 AM francoissmc This type of infighting makes me sick!

3/21/2019 7:07:49 AM pastorjon9 And there's plenty of folks of the opposite mindset. I trust Kabamur to be a trustworthy source a heck of a lot more than MJ12. MJ12 admits to lying on 

purpose to mislead ... whom? Cryptic msgs that leave more questions than answers. Refusal to answer ???. Sorry, MJ12 is a LARP

3/21/2019 7:07:56 AM leesharons Over target, Thank you Jesus!!!!

3/21/2019 7:08:26 AM capturespeed  pic.twitter.com/bkD7N07ldF

3/21/2019 7:08:27 AM anbezedua One is claiming to be an individual with advanced knowledge from a declared source,  the other is claiming to be a covert military organization with 

advanced knowledge from unknown sources

3/21/2019 7:09:19 AM laurelmaher1 I thought there was more to that.  Also another prominent account left abruptly.....makes me wonder.

3/21/2019 7:10:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Should he have done this before trying to divide the group? Probably. We respectfully ask if you disagree with what we say to not follow the account. 

Clowns will fail, and not all clowns are CIA. pic.twitter.com/EcUOFskq3C

3/21/2019 7:10:58 AM pastorjon9 Okay, I can go along with that

3/21/2019 7:11:31 AM allahuniversal Truth doesn't "feel good" all of the time. It should make is as imperfect beings uncomfortable enough to make changes when necessary. That said, 

you're right, no one should put all their eggs in any one "truth" basket, too easy, likely a trap.

3/21/2019 7:12:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

[Clinton Foundation] https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033851488274206720 …

3/21/2019 7:13:31 AM giediknight Did Pleadians seed earth with humans? Perhaps. Did the Draco genetically manipulate the seeding? Perhaps. Are the Pleadians in an inter-galatic war 

against the Draco? Perhaps. Are we humans caught up in it? Perhaps. That is what resonates.

3/21/2019 7:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nor the Majestic 12, but to our recollection, we said "clown attempts to infiltrate will fail."

3/21/2019 7:14:28 AM allahuniversal Why did you presume that it was about you? 

May be time for a bit of self examination & reflection. This ALL started re:  the new prayinqmedic accnt. Not with JS, not with you.

3/21/2019 7:15:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. However fishing for clowns sometimes results in catching other fish.

3/21/2019 7:15:32 AM kabamur_taygeta Seriously. 🙄



3/21/2019 7:15:51 AM bdam777 Proven what I have thought all along. 

He get information from aliens and let's strangers know via tweets.

Or cover blowing cover. 

Clowns everywhere. 

You both can block me now to prove my point.
3/21/2019 7:15:55 AM giediknight What doesn't resonate is that you insist that DJT, Ivanka, and James Woods are pleadian. You call out other "Pleadian" channels as being non-

authentic, and you went so far as to try and call out MJ12 as being non-authentic with no evidence, other than "its on the internet"

3/21/2019 7:16:22 AM allahuniversal You've ASKED those who disagree to block you 🤣

Would have saved a lot of energy, yet a lot was put under the light to be seen & learned through it all.

3/21/2019 7:16:33 AM ascendingadam This has been quite interesting.

3/21/2019 7:17:01 AM roaminnoodle Mission Failure?

I am sad to see this discord between some of my favorite accounts, especially in this time of WWG1WGA unity.

3/21/2019 7:17:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

3/21/2019 7:17:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mission Passed.

3/21/2019 7:18:02 AM olimyracle "SMoTherSpectre"

Coincidence ?

 https://nebelwelt.net/blog/20190306-SMoTherSpectre.html …

3/21/2019 7:18:15 AM kabamur_taygeta Have fun in fantasyland.

3/21/2019 7:18:27 AM anbezedua 👍

3/21/2019 7:18:34 AM allahuniversal Good bait has that effect.

3/21/2019 7:19:56 AM roaminnoodle See how quick things can get twisted.

MJ said, "We respectfully ask if you disagree with what we say to not follow the account."

To not follow != block

3/21/2019 7:20:19 AM allahuniversal Some of us never block. All are invited, all are welcome.

Some don't feel that way. pic.twitter.com/HyX7f1bUAz

3/21/2019 7:20:19 AM shannen_robison That was weird. That dude could not let it go 😁

3/21/2019 7:20:27 AM 313looper Uh.... is that really happened ...!? Such A Clown...!

3/21/2019 7:21:21 AM allahuniversal Agreed. pic.twitter.com/mJpZFj9jL1

3/21/2019 7:21:42 AM djlok Even if one of the typist's name is John and he works in insurance, that doesn't negate anything from the MJ12 account.  How the typist receives their 

messages has been very clearly articulated: VOG tech.

The typist could be you or I for that matter.  Doesn't matter.

3/21/2019 7:22:50 AM stefanofait It wasn't all that clear. I also thought it referred to Kabamur.

Anyhow, can we stop this crap already?

It is awful for all sides involved. If the goal was to force us to stop following and start becoming our own leaders you accomplished that. Can we move 

on now?

3/21/2019 7:23:25 AM aprilbrown99 This seems like a completely different Kabamur to me. Almost as if when he went offline for a few weeks a couple of months ago something changed. 

IDK, but there is enough going on without his distraction.

3/21/2019 7:24:09 AM scott_rick Take them down

3/21/2019 7:24:43 AM verytiredmom Eye opening. Thank you.

3/21/2019 7:26:15 AM giediknight message over messenger. @kabamur_taygeta "channels" his info from Pleadian "family", the typist receives it from VOG tech from various MJ's. How 

is that different? =)

3/21/2019 7:29:21 AM kabamur_taygeta Sorry you feel that way. I'm a human being with feelings. The reactions I'm seeing are disturbing.

3/21/2019 7:30:07 AM askcoding Bless you GW, it is an honour to know you, always supportive and kind, thank you

3/21/2019 7:30:33 AM djlok It's not.  Although that VOG tech stuff is very direct. No room for misinterpretation when that technology is involved.

3/21/2019 7:31:04 AM allahuniversal Minor setback, #TheGreatAwakening continues as scheduled. Not awful, not more darkness, simply light shining on darkness.

This is NOT a game. They truly want us divided, and hate when it doesn't work.  

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1108737677782851584/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/v22iZBlOLM 

3/21/2019 7:31:19 AM roaminnoodle How many accounts are MJ12 seeds??? And how are they seeds???

In a way, I could feel like my boss is one of your subordinates, or affiliated. I first met years ago... but they contributed a lot to my own awakening and 

critical thinking - both which can always improve!!!

3/21/2019 7:34:48 AM roaminnoodle Search "From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 322"

Link:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=From%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20322&src=typd …

3/21/2019 7:36:13 AM zack_stone U mean dreamland?

3/21/2019 7:36:29 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, that is one of the reasons I followed you in the first place, Kabamur.  I loved the messages from your family.  Yesterday was not about love, 

understanding, peace or LIGHT.  It was about ego as division and distraction. Please let’s move forward and get past this.

3/21/2019 7:36:46 AM allahuniversal It was, and again, as stated prior,, only Kab can stop me from following Kab. It is what it is, and will be what it will be. My choice(s) still remain(s), God is 

never out of options #IfGodWasOnTwitter 😉 pic.twitter.com/k97JRzJSnp

3/21/2019 7:36:49 AM kabamur_taygeta I only expose people who are deceiving others. Part of why I'm so disturbed is that people seem to insist not to rock the boat, even if the captain is a 

conman.

3/21/2019 7:38:04 AM magi_estella What a bunch of bs. I was following JS before anyone saw this account. Really?!

3/21/2019 7:38:16 AM allahuniversal ☝☝☝ That's ideal. My only loss was time usually used for digging & meditation.

3/21/2019 7:38:19 AM roaminnoodle Better yet, have Q post a twitter status from MJ...

3/21/2019 7:39:42 AM _369311119 For @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/21/2019 7:40:59 AM allahuniversal Not at all. Moral of the story: when your own guilt accuses you from within, anyone external speaking truth may be viewed as "malicious".

3/21/2019 7:42:07 AM allahuniversal The real one minus the ego distortion, yes.

3/21/2019 7:42:45 AM allahuniversal It was about light, shining on our own darkness.

3/21/2019 7:43:00 AM aprilbrown99 I appreciate what you are saying. Thank you. However, I can discern for myself and make my own decisions. If I choose poorly, than it is all on me, but it 

is my own decision to make.



3/21/2019 7:43:04 AM anbezedua All in all, this awakening shouldn’t be a platform for any one person. The power of being the one disclosing may bring a “self-confidence”

But these are very BAD truths that are becoming part of public understanding. The most important thing is the children, & healing humanity

3/21/2019 7:43:08 AM selvestekjetil This lot is a major mind bender. 

If you manage to grasp all that these @ brings to the table. You kinda warp to level human 2.0. 

That is what all of this really is i guess. Its all connected, we are all connected. 

Just doing my small part.

3/21/2019 7:44:46 AM allahuniversal May not be time for that yet (consider the majority of Q's chan audience). I do see it coming sooner or later. We have to settle for  0∆'s with Q & 

POTUS for now.

3/21/2019 7:45:46 AM pastorjon9 Ya know, I wonder if the disciples said the same kinds of things to Jesus after He overturned the tables of the moneychangers and chased them out of 

the temple - "what are you doing? That's not 'love'. Why are you so different today? You're a fraud."  Was He? 🤔

3/21/2019 7:46:43 AM covertress Wingmakers is simply another... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1108739781721276418?s=19 …

3/21/2019 7:47:44 AM 369naturallaw Truth resonates. I do not know if MJ12 is a Larp or not. All I know is that you are for real.

3/21/2019 7:47:55 AM ascendingadam Not to detract from the effort...

This was from yesterday. 

Smoke = Fire ? pic.twitter.com/LE3eRYHgyn

3/21/2019 7:49:18 AM askcoding WWG1WGA we are all connected here for a reason, just need to hang in until the jobs done

3/21/2019 7:49:59 AM diaptera_80 I would be a bit mad to find out Sandiawisdom has been deception. Please tell us what you know? You don’t have to be specific, but in theory, is it 

plausible Sandia is a psyop? The crafts visiting me were real. If ET exist, why fake it? and could it be faked by VOG?

3/21/2019 7:50:06 AM djlok Makes sense now.  I wasn't reading it right the first time.

3/21/2019 7:50:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 14

3/21/2019 7:50:59 AM diaptera_80 Why? If they are real, why won’t they communicate with us?

3/21/2019 7:51:46 AM kabamur_taygeta Great point.

3/21/2019 7:52:57 AM allahuniversal General lesson for the public, not specifically for the entity in question.

3/21/2019 7:53:56 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

Anyway, still wondering what MJ & others think about Thomas Williams (Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show). If TW had a Twitter acct i'd be all over it as 

well. That narrative also seems very credible & relevant, even on ETs.

Seeking the full truth, & unity.

3/21/2019 7:54:00 AM allahuniversal 🤔🤔🤔 that's a thought to consider...

3/21/2019 7:54:17 AM 369naturallaw Checkmate to all concern trolls.

3/21/2019 7:56:12 AM anneolsen43 The comparison is too much self-admiration for me personally

3/21/2019 7:56:14 AM kabamur_taygeta First, I'm a human, in case you were confused.

You see what you want to see. Despite everything that comes through my account... when it comes down to it, you judge.

Why? It hurts to know you've been lied to.

3/21/2019 7:56:32 AM djlok I got blocked too.

And I didn't even say anything offensive to him!!! pic.twitter.com/S5lChBQBoF

3/21/2019 7:57:20 AM humain974 Ça veut rien dire....

3/21/2019 7:57:22 AM kabamur_taygeta It's not a comparison. It's meant to convey truth about discernment.

3/21/2019 7:57:37 AM zagnett From what i gather basically they don't want to until we're ready / more enlightened, & won't if we're not. They don't have to associate with us. Seems 

they think that, as a society especially, we're dangerous, violent war-mongers. Can't say i blame them. Yeah truth resonates. 🧐

3/21/2019 7:57:46 AM iamyou132 Except Jesus offered to perform miracles to prove his point whereas in this instance one won’t offer to prove anything even though they claim to have 

evidence

3/21/2019 7:57:55 AM queen0fcups Most were new for me!

3/21/2019 7:58:12 AM allahuniversal We blockees are becoming a pretty large group, it seems.

3/21/2019 7:58:18 AM rawphonegirl I can't find any updates on "John of God" case. Will we learn more about this?

3/21/2019 7:58:46 AM djlok 5:5

3/21/2019 7:59:00 AM diaptera_80 It’s gone

3/21/2019 7:59:07 AM diaptera_80 14?

3/21/2019 8:00:23 AM diaptera_80 It would still seem logical to send emmissiaries (is that a word? 🤔)

3/21/2019 8:00:48 AM love4thegameak We are All doing Small Things For a Bigger Purpose!! Appreciate the Mention in Our Fight Today Together! Glad We Are Qnited!

#UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA

3/21/2019 8:01:22 AM allahuniversal People awakening from under the spell of several millennia IS miraculous #TheGreatAwakening is real, and every one of us already awake is only a 

catalyst for the sleepers. The proof is in the # of people waking up.

3/21/2019 8:01:29 AM zagnett I'm assuming 41's kind of "grooming" is quite the opposite of that.

Respectfully wondering if MJ should use a different word honestly. But perhaps that word can & should also be taken back from the [cabal].

3/21/2019 8:01:29 AM ascendingadam 14/ MJ12 seeded technology through the Pentagon into American companies. Search Google Patents.

3/21/2019 8:01:54 AM pastorjon9 Exactly, I didn't write it as an attempt to compare but as an attempt to get people to re-examine their own motives. We humans get "locked in" to 

certain ways of thinking which can be easily manipulated by others.      (con't)

3/21/2019 8:02:16 AM selvestekjetil Then welcome to reality 2.0 ;)

3/21/2019 8:02:35 AM roaminnoodle Point 20, which major news?

3/21/2019 8:03:02 AM pastorjon9 "Truth" is a perception that is always changing, therefore we need to always be changing. If we never update our own understanding of what truth is, 

we're doomed to always repeat the same mistakes.

3/21/2019 8:03:06 AM allahuniversal #14 pic.twitter.com/lCmTQr5fiM

3/21/2019 8:03:16 AM melanieanders7 While I see your point @kabamur_taygeta , we need to learn to TRUST ourselves first. Learning to discern in this world is NOT easy. We have to start 

somewhere! Learning to feel for truth is key in all info. So fighting w others or proving your point is a waste of your energy.

3/21/2019 8:03:54 AM djlok This is so true.  I had a nurse save my life once at the ER after an accident. She's probably not a super hero to everyone, but she was to me!!!

3/21/2019 8:04:06 AM iamsteph2017 This election will determine whether WE get to CONTINUE to fight to free our nation from the illusion of democracy and get out from under the control 

of a small handful of global special interests who ARE rigging our system!  This IS reality. 45



3/21/2019 8:04:20 AM diaptera_80 I get it. Sandia would be like university, where you fake a situation without guilt to train students, because it is preparing you for real life situations. But 

when you connect telepathically, it’s just weird to think they are not who they claim to be, since large part ishonesty

3/21/2019 8:05:09 AM roaminnoodle I meant failure because it was not the desired outcome...??? Mission to divert FF?

But I should have caught up with your thread fully, all tweets I missed last night, from the beginning, before commenting.

It is clear, to me, you are speaking of PM here: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580581405851648 …

3/21/2019 8:06:13 AM pastorjon9 I can't speak for the living, but as far as Jesus is concerned, your statement is incorrect: He never OFFERED to perform miracles as proof. In fact He 

scolded that people REQUIRED them as proof.

3/21/2019 8:06:40 AM kabamur_taygeta Yes I agree. I'm always only trying to help others. People who know me know my intent. There are lightworkers who never speak of darkness. I address 

both dark and light here. It's unfortunate that people think I'm attacking a truth teller. I don't see it that way at all.

3/21/2019 8:09:31 AM cindymannings No. MJ is the fraud

3/21/2019 8:10:11 AM allahuniversal Andddd, we're still awaiting the proof. 

Sauce?

3/21/2019 8:10:56 AM anneolsen43 Again I will say it’s your language

3/21/2019 8:11:05 AM cindymannings I've said for weeks that MJ is fraud

3/21/2019 8:11:19 AM finallyawake4 In the midst of all this posting bombardment, just wanted to state that, for what it's worth, I'll support you @kabamur_taygeta!❤️

3/21/2019 8:11:58 AM orangeray3 No shit....months and months ago...so damn OBVIOUS...let the pros handle the heavy lifting there youngin who woke up yesterday and now believes 

himself to be the all knowing expert...C I A much???

3/21/2019 8:12:41 AM anneolsen43 I don’t and won’t say who is real or not.

3/21/2019 8:12:50 AM diaptera_80 Everybody young who ends up in the spotlight is groomed to some extent.

3/21/2019 8:13:13 AM diaptera_80 You misinterpteted MJ12

3/21/2019 8:13:35 AM cindymannings Your mistake. Blind

3/21/2019 8:13:36 AM kabamur_taygeta My language in calling out a liar? I don't understand what kind of  standard your'e holding me to thats different than another person.

3/21/2019 8:13:52 AM djlok Typist is a human.

VOG tech has its limits, I'm guessing!!

3/21/2019 8:14:11 AM kabamur_taygeta Jordan has not been groomed in any way.

3/21/2019 8:14:15 AM zagnett Yeah looks like that was what MJ is saying.

Incidentally, there was a Star Trek: Voyager episode about technology-seeding. "Future's End" (parts 1 & 2), which always made me wonder about this.

i totally missed that in the news yesterday though. Anyone got any link(s)?

3/21/2019 8:14:48 AM allahuniversal Should we just take your word for it because you say so? Isn't that a little sheep-like?

Provide proof & we can have a different conversation.

3/21/2019 8:15:15 AM ragevirusqq There is also plenty of patents for the advanced propulsion devices and ZPE devices. Many of them invented by Mr Q St Clair. Others are even more 

obvious fake names associated with the military.

3/21/2019 8:16:09 AM allahuniversal I'm gonna have to dig after collecting all of the latest posts here. Needless to say, this all out me behind a bit 😆

3/21/2019 8:16:17 AM ragevirusqq I found these a few years ago when I was reading something. I think exopolitics artical may have pointed me to the patents.

3/21/2019 8:16:39 AM zagnett Sounds like they have. But I'm more talking about general communication with regular folk / society at large. Also, sounds like that has also been, in 

part, prevented by us as well.

3/21/2019 8:16:51 AM djlok You are a smart man!!!

3/21/2019 8:18:01 AM diaptera_80 One word, many definitions

3/21/2019 8:18:59 AM maryschade14 As part of the Deal..to rule the 'World' entities must reveal intentions.

1885..that Era..Prods removed books biblically. Nephilim and much more..bloodlines..Demian Hesse..

These books fill in the gaps of understanding.

Most blame KJimmy 1610. 

But yes it goes back to Cain...

3/21/2019 8:19:06 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/o5qb3wfNaV

3/21/2019 8:20:10 AM 777harry Jordan worked his way up. Still does. I fail to see "grooming", only opinions of a young truthseeker.

3/21/2019 8:22:17 AM kabamur_taygeta It's called being awake, that's all.

3/21/2019 8:22:47 AM maryschade14 Yes it is. The 8 tentacled Octopus..8 directions..

8 fold path..8 mastery of balancing Spirit and Materia..4x2..4 dominance Authority four corners..harmonic 2.

3/21/2019 8:22:56 AM ladypatriot20 H.G. Wells, When the Sleeper Awakes, The Time Machine with the Eloi (lesser gods) and the cannibalistic Morlochs?

3/21/2019 8:23:05 AM ragevirusqq Definitely not 😑😄. I just follow my intuition and where the trail leads. I have been reading bits of this stuff for years. My grandfather who was AF 

and stationed at some ?? Places asked me to read the day after Roswell by Phillip Corso which sparked the journey.

3/21/2019 8:23:24 AM allahuniversal 💯%

Many may not accept it, yet we're the envy of many beings who'd do anything to be human.

3/21/2019 8:25:39 AM zagnett Yes, that could be what MJ's doing. Wouldn't be surprised.

3/21/2019 8:26:32 AM ragevirusqq Also, most of the “truths” here I have heard/read/watched/researched before in many conspiracy theories. MJ seems to be confirming a large quantity 

of what most ignore as  ”conspiracy theories”.

3/21/2019 8:26:37 AM jordan_sather_ Some of the “alien shit” is a psyop, it’s important to figure out what’s apart of that

3/21/2019 8:27:27 AM therealbigneum Ill enjoy it when the cabal starts taking fat Ls. Right now they are free from prison laughing at us still from their ivory towers

3/21/2019 8:27:38 AM djlok Following your intuition = highly intelligent. Especially when your intuition was correct as was the case above.

3/21/2019 8:29:12 AM zagnett Kab asked why doesn't Sandia know e.g. about Zetas/Reptilians. But even if the P'nti are real, there could be valid reasons, e.g. CLAS, or they don't talk 

about it b/c they're embarrassed about that part of Zeta history. Just saying could be many possible explanations, either way

3/21/2019 8:29:41 AM kabamur_taygeta Disinfo about trivial matters, or in response to being corrected, is lying. 

We are not talking about Q. Q is not the fake.

3/21/2019 8:31:44 AM kabamur_taygeta Everything you've said sounds personal. Like you are personally offended that I think he's a fake. This is about you, not me. You are bringing your 

negativity to me. I told the truth. You have the freedom to move on, and follow MJ12 instead.

3/21/2019 8:31:56 AM jamesboyett How can we be sure the con man is not you?

3/21/2019 8:31:59 AM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 block https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079425581131988992?s=19 …

3/21/2019 8:32:33 AM _chelseaproject He blocked me for challenging him on his idol worship of Michael Jackson.

3/21/2019 8:32:51 AM ragevirusqq Alternative story line. If MJ is who they claim, Wouldn’t they be able to contact the Pleadiens? Kab gets info from his mother who has telepathic 

contact with Pleadians. Was there collaboration? JS jumped in with good timing to reinforce Kab? Possible?

3/21/2019 8:33:07 AM allahuniversal Valid question.

3/21/2019 8:34:09 AM ragevirusqq Could it all be organized? Who is organizing it?  Regardless of anyone being “authentic”. If the intended story line continues is it a successful operation?

3/21/2019 8:35:12 AM ragevirusqq Thank you I will take that humbly as a compliment. Many paths have led me to walls. Win some lose some ✌🏻♥😀



3/21/2019 8:35:43 AM djlok That's the we the game is played, I suppose!

3/21/2019 8:35:54 AM diaptera_80 Sandia has replied classified about most interesting topics, and I am not so keen on discussing their dance classes 😳 but future will tell...

3/21/2019 8:36:28 AM allahuniversal Accepting one's own Divinity rather than giving that power away to another being, isn't the easiest thing to do. Natural yes, but not easy because: 

Great Responsibility comes with that Great Power.

3/21/2019 8:37:18 AM askcoding I hadn’t heard that one, it’s priceless, will be tds motto

3/21/2019 8:37:45 AM charmanda9 Hahaha. I’m reminded of my first childbirth experience. My husband had left the room for the first time in hours, the ambien had just kicked in, my 

nurses were AWOL, and my water broke...waking me up. The only one there was the super awkward, young and serious medical student. 😐

3/21/2019 8:38:06 AM protestchris Vintage

3/21/2019 8:38:45 AM zepharym Exactly ...Reagan’s speech on appeasement FgS!

3/21/2019 8:41:09 AM cledrordfishing Why doesn't the benevolent MJ-12 put a stop to it?

Why let us suffer the evil when they can just be snuffed out like a cigarette butt?

3/21/2019 8:43:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all operations are malevolent. 

Including psychological operations.

3/21/2019 8:44:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its important to know that psyops require clowns/pawns to persist the operation since it is psychological.

3/21/2019 8:49:24 AM enomai_ Just as neighbors used to friends and helping each other out, and now its just so divided. So group protection is unlikely. Families torn apart. Etc. Drugs 

taking up so many thoughts. Sigh

3/21/2019 8:50:13 AM zagnett Yes, true. But what happened in the news yesterday related to all this? Sounds like there was something.

3/21/2019 8:50:17 AM pappysbbq23 Awesome. Can we get back to the task at hand, (Saving the World), now? ❤️🙏

3/21/2019 8:51:33 AM 777harry Welcome to Earth! Thick skin and much Love highly recommended.

3/21/2019 8:52:52 AM charmanda9 Im going to have to enjoy mostly lurking for awhile now while I’m on vacation. 👀 Enjoying the show y’all.

3/21/2019 8:53:34 AM covertress LOVE & LIGHT 💫 💫 💫 pic.twitter.com/nJFjYjWlRw

3/21/2019 8:54:14 AM enomai_ So many thoughts in a day, fought upon, but such little room or time to output.

3/21/2019 8:56:13 AM jordanb987 👏

3/21/2019 8:56:20 AM oo1o110 Psyop just means "psychological operation." Every commercial, every political campaign, hell even calendar holidays are psyops.

3/21/2019 8:56:37 AM selvestekjetil its a symbol of how fucked they are. Some will have a bigger hole than other.  No just playing. Saw one of the artist/photografer linked from tonights Q 

drops,  had lots of donuts in her photos. Some sort of art display. It is something dark about this.

3/21/2019 8:56:50 AM laurabusse Well kab is an enigma to me. Highly vibrating tweets interspersed with gossip. Tearing down ppl such as oprah and cobra. If he was a more consistent 

high vibe i would think he would see that tearing ppl down is not such a highly vibrating way to be.

3/21/2019 8:57:30 AM allahuniversal 🍿🍿🍿 oh please DO enjoy your vacation!

3/21/2019 8:57:45 AM kabamur_taygeta No one has bullied you into anything. I'm simply stating the truth, which you obviously can't handle.

3/21/2019 8:58:22 AM kabamur_taygeta Who uses voice of god technology?

3/21/2019 8:58:54 AM selvestekjetil  https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1436568 …

3/21/2019 8:59:49 AM laurabusse Been a student of Abraham (Esther Hicks) maybe 10 yrs. The channelings are consistently loving, encouraging and uplifting. They teach not pushing 

against, being free of resistance. They have love and compassion for all. They teach that criminals are just stuck in lower vibes.

3/21/2019 9:00:12 AM allahuniversal I hear that's going #viral now.

On another note, someone was wise enough not to chime in on this thread, #Salute  to him ]JS[ pic.twitter.com/sETWJ3t5N8

3/21/2019 9:00:14 AM laurabusse They don't name names.

3/21/2019 9:00:38 AM charmanda9 How much digging did you do back when the missing MH370 flight was a bigger story? I feel like I remember something about many of the ppl aboard 

that flight suspiciously being patent holders to some incredible type of aircraft technology. But of course that wasn’t said in MSM.

3/21/2019 9:01:33 AM jamesboyett I don't think they are a Larp.

3/21/2019 9:01:58 AM richardhiatt16 Thanks...

3/21/2019 9:02:19 AM allahuniversal (17) seconds in the vortex, last I heard. enLIGHTenment with sense of humor

3/21/2019 9:05:12 AM allahuniversal There's that Great Responsibility thing again. 

The ability or inability to properly respond.

3/21/2019 9:06:28 AM selvestekjetil Or it was somewhere here i saw it. Cant remember. So many psyko artist now that its hard to keep track of them all and their content.  

http://www.artnet.com/artists/marina-abramovic/3?type=photographs …

3/21/2019 9:06:56 AM ragevirusqq We are the pawns. We choose to be here and take part in this. MJ has said if you don’t like what they say then block them. If not are we consenting to 

the operation?

3/21/2019 9:08:00 AM ftp_tigerlily PM is back, nothing to see.

3/21/2019 9:08:28 AM neo_asura_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  with 3 “typists”

3/21/2019 9:09:59 AM selvestekjetil The symbols will be their downfall.  https://rense.com/Datapages/satanicdata.htm …

3/21/2019 9:11:27 AM jordanb987 May I ask, what is it about what he says that rubs you the wrong way? Anything aside from him pointing out that his sources are adamant that MJ12 is 

misrepresenting themselves (which is his prerogative)?

3/21/2019 9:13:15 AM covertress 🤡 attempts will fail pic.twitter.com/rW63Yd57bL

3/21/2019 9:13:30 AM allahuniversal Let's be honest here.

Many feel in some way that Q has stolen their thunder. For close to a year & a third now, it's been showing. With some it happened immediately, some 

further down the road. But as the lights keep turning up, eventually, it shows. Eventually, they lash out. pic.twitter.com/xHv6W8wAZ2

3/21/2019 9:13:32 AM ragevirusqq Can VOG be used to help me play the piano?

3/21/2019 9:13:57 AM selvestekjetil @IPOT1776 Had something on hismorning show on YT with donut art.

3/21/2019 9:14:27 AM djlok Bingo!

3/21/2019 9:14:39 AM jamesboyett I disagree.

3/21/2019 9:14:53 AM ragevirusqq Are there limitations? Could it be used to cause someone to carry out complex military style operations or attacks? Or maybe simply public speaking?

3/21/2019 9:14:59 AM robertrkimball Thank you for breathing truth.

3/21/2019 9:15:24 AM love4thegameak Symbols will be their Downfall pic.twitter.com/4P20c9oZsO

3/21/2019 9:15:59 AM laurabusse LOVE them :-) 💘

3/21/2019 9:16:06 AM oo1o110 Yes Q is a psyop. It's not intelligent to say that. I stopped following you Isaac on YouTube because of this shallowness. The real question is "Cui Bono?" 

Don't tell me it's fake. You waste my time. Tell me who benefits.

3/21/2019 9:16:08 AM covertress Telling.

3/21/2019 9:16:19 AM zagnett No i don't care if legit or not. Much info resonates. That's what i'm here for. i want the truth, the whole truth, & nothing but the truth. i'm willing to 

accept few limitations on this. Only info that can harm active operations & people involved in them should be kept secret.

3/21/2019 9:16:28 AM djlok Psychological warfare is the most powerful!  Guns can control a few, psychological weaponry can control everyone!

3/21/2019 9:16:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, unfortunately it doesn't transmit motor control instructions with that level of precision.

3/21/2019 9:16:39 AM allahuniversal It's not the fact that he said MJ12 was misrepresenting themselves. It's the fact that he didn't back it up, and simply expected to be "beLIEved". Blind 

sheep follow, the Awake need sauce/proof. In simple & plain 3D, the man didn't stand by his words. That's my only issue.

3/21/2019 9:16:58 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿



3/21/2019 9:17:02 AM jordanb987 I'm not following?

3/21/2019 9:17:41 AM realkevinharlan Why?

3/21/2019 9:17:44 AM allahuniversal As do I, always a good energy boost w/ chuckles for effect

3/21/2019 9:18:29 AM djlok If someone receives a VOG message does that mean they've been "implanted" with a device or are all humans implanted with a device for this form of 

communication?

3/21/2019 9:18:49 AM allahuniversal Read it all the way through. It'll make sense.

3/21/2019 9:19:43 AM jordanb987 What brings you to this conclusion?

3/21/2019 9:20:20 AM keith369me Don’t know for sure, but I would think all are “suggestible”...an implant would amplify the signal.  Great question.

3/21/2019 9:20:23 AM covertress imo, the new-and-unimproved Kabamur was a Cabal plant to disrupt. 

The end is near.

3/21/2019 9:20:34 AM allahuniversal Energy harvesting comes in many, many forms.

3/21/2019 9:20:42 AM ragevirusqq We are pawns. Like Rambo said “expendable” “What mean expendable Rambo” there are those who do not know they are considered expendable. 

thats how we have been and continue to be used. For the greater good? Who’s idea of good? To raise vibration do we need to stop participating?

3/21/2019 9:20:46 AM _the_psychonaut Is VOG tech involved in most mass shootings?

3/21/2019 9:20:48 AM richardhiatt16 Absolutely ......

3/21/2019 9:20:57 AM jordanb987 How is it a cult? He makes no effort to garner support, he simply shares his information.

3/21/2019 9:21:04 AM travelingpants4 Geez guys....One of you let me know when you get things sorted out.  Until then I will not engage.  Not blocking anyone.  I will just scroll on by if I see 

it's not resolved.  The shit is about to hit the fan and we have to deal with this?  Just sayin!!

3/21/2019 9:21:38 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1108765352685641729?s=19 …

3/21/2019 9:22:24 AM hawkgirlinmn Bring the Pain. pic.twitter.com/jsu4eKC9e8

3/21/2019 9:22:45 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1108542819973693440?s=19 …

3/21/2019 9:23:35 AM allahuniversal You get it

3/21/2019 9:24:39 AM jordanb987 I'm sorry I still don't see it 🤷♀️

3/21/2019 9:24:46 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/MsAvaArmstrong/status/1108743479402942474?s=19 …

3/21/2019 9:25:48 AM jordanb987 Are you saying you distrust him because he doesnt speak on these things?

3/21/2019 9:26:32 AM covertress 🤡 tactics?

3/21/2019 9:26:53 AM enomai_ I know this is the fakish, but some real information account.

3/21/2019 9:27:18 AM enomai_ Now

3/21/2019 9:27:33 AM jordanb987 I think this is fucking crazy, sorry. I'm out ✌️

3/21/2019 9:28:20 AM patio888 This stuff is not easy. Get daily information from five steady & varied sources.

Keep track of trends; if four of five are changing their tune, there is change happening.

Q is like that X22 ass; cryptic & always empty handed, but a steady source.

Like the Barr/Buckostein example.

3/21/2019 9:28:37 AM ragevirusqq That’s why you find♥️here.That is all that matters.I believe for example I must stop participating in this to focus my effort on raising vibration. Soon I 

will delete this account and Twitter.Did anything I do here provide light to others?Does it matter? Sheep No more? Ask the Q

3/21/2019 9:29:17 AM laurabusse Absolutely! Abe has basically changed  my life. Have never resonated more deeply with a teaching or philosophy.

3/21/2019 9:30:29 AM jordanb987 Once again, this is fucking crazy but whatever...✌️

3/21/2019 9:30:49 AM ragevirusqq 🕴🏼🕴🏼🤳🏼🧟♀️🧟♂️

3/21/2019 9:32:27 AM lighthouse44444 Please do not engage with the LARP/Trolls.  They feed off your efforts.  You bring new eyes to their lies. Just let them lie in silence. 🤫

3/21/2019 9:32:31 AM allahuniversal Relevant? https://twitter.com/dennishegstad/status/1108556301947174912?s=19 …

3/21/2019 9:33:16 AM enomai_ Sorry, Message over messenger

3/21/2019 9:34:26 AM bea12ml Confusing for a newbie. I was following PM until it was brought to my attention. Went and checked and PM had turned into PqM. Unfollowed and 

went to look for original & it appeared I unfollowed PM. 3 other choices too.

3/21/2019 9:34:36 AM rcoonhound So y’all aren’t really fighting? Yesterday was so confusing &disheartening! I knew in my 💙that Kab was 👍🏼& I was almost that sure y’all were 👍🏼. I 

read everything &then pulled a Scarlet O’Hara...I’ll worry about that 2morrow. I woke up still thinking bout this! Aye yi yi🤪

3/21/2019 9:36:08 AM covertress Nanotechnology?

3/21/2019 9:36:15 AM melanieanders7 THAT, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , I will whole heartedly agree with.

3/21/2019 9:36:30 AM allahuniversal And has a great sound engineer, can always tell an original recording because it's crisp & clear

3/21/2019 9:39:28 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

i tried to steer clear of the legitimacy debate. i had 2 specific goals yesterday. 1) see if anyone in this now larger audience has an opinion on THI (link). 

Got nothing, again. 2) Get clarification on "grooming". Got interesting answers from MJ on this.

3/21/2019 9:39:35 AM allahuniversal Simply stated, your attention is a valuable currency, which is why it's said we "pay" attention. Those who go overboard to basically steal your attention 

to validate themselves, are 🤡s.

Be careful out there. Peace.

3/21/2019 9:45:58 AM covertress I'm agreeing with you. Not shouting. Tweet was just bold.

I'm attempting to make the point that 🤡 attempts, to take over accounts, and to disrupt narratives, and to divide "WE ARE" will intensify.

3/21/2019 9:48:13 AM jordanb987 My attention, for one, is very difficult to steal. I am also conscious and knowledgeable in protecting my energy. @kabamur_taygeta checks out ✌️

3/21/2019 9:49:10 AM jerichoorion You can not separate ego from duality. It’s the whole purpose to chose this life.

3/21/2019 9:50:46 AM djlok That's what I'm wondering. If we know vaccines possess nanotech, do all of us who have been vaccinated possess the nanotech that would make us 

able to receive a VOG message?

3/21/2019 9:51:36 AM 1crazy_toaster Everyone brings something to the table & we w/ not get truth from just 1 source or just 20, we must discern the info & continue to do ones "own 

research." Cannot solely rely on other to bring forth intelligence reports b/c it will have their energy signature & their perspective.

3/21/2019 9:53:57 AM allahuniversal Separate the ego, no, not in this life.

Control the ego, yes, in this life.

3/21/2019 9:54:44 AM lachance369 Kabamur.......... way more trustworthy than mj12. Just because someone is new to you does not mean he is new to the world. Been following him for a 

while, everything he says rings true to my heart. His words are laced with high vibrational consciousness.

3/21/2019 9:55:06 AM allahuniversal 🙇 #WWG1WGA

3/21/2019 9:55:18 AM covertress 💫 💫 💫

Trust Your IS-BE

💫 💫 💫 pic.twitter.com/DXLfSJRARx

3/21/2019 9:56:34 AM covertress autocorrect was invented by 🤡

3/21/2019 9:57:25 AM freestateojones Let's talk business instead of beating around the bush..  

Did we find Lemuria yet Kab!? 

As it stands now after watching your arguments and weighing past tweets I'd say MJ12 has less to prove. 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1108539065786351616?s=19 …



3/21/2019 9:57:49 AM allahuniversal 🙇

3/21/2019 9:58:00 AM laurabusse Well she has "attracted" the most amazing crew apparently LOL. And deservedly so :-)

3/21/2019 9:58:15 AM covertress There's no single road to Enlightenment. ✌️

3/21/2019 9:58:17 AM kabamur_taygeta MJ12 has never proven anything.

My business here is not to find Lemuria.

3/21/2019 9:59:48 AM jerichoorion Of course, men spend lifetimes working towards this fact. I’d venture to guess those beings don’t frequent twitter daily.

3/21/2019 9:59:57 AM jordanb987 This, we can agree on! 😂

3/21/2019 10:00:18 AM jordanb987 What emoji is that? Lol

3/21/2019 10:00:24 AM allahuniversal A clear channel in HD/HQ > an old staticky analog channel any day!

3/21/2019 10:00:38 AM bryan_of_sweden @Huemvn_BEinG @olafado @ThinkySpaceMan @Klassisk_Lib #attention 

(1) yes, like good attention to detail too, attention is essential when it it comes to precision & accuracy, sometimes our poor choices stems form 

insuffient attention which results in making our judgements

3/21/2019 10:01:04 AM skeye_watching I'm certain the same could be said of you. Saying your info is coming  from the Pleadians!  Thing is, truth is always verified by two or more  sources. We 

can see things unfolding.  As in your case, what do you have that backs up your statements?

You're saying nothing exceptional

3/21/2019 10:01:32 AM jordanb987 Although I happen to fully agree, that is an oddly irrelevant statement to the topic.

3/21/2019 10:01:41 AM bryan_of_sweden (2)  based on too general an overview of the subject matter, sometimes we gotta focus on the EXACT task in hand, rather becoming distracted by 

tweet notifications.

3/21/2019 10:01:45 AM kabamur_taygeta You're not paying attention then.

3/21/2019 10:02:11 AM allahuniversal Interesting, have a thread on that very topic 2 days ago... https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1107796141888937984?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:02:52 AM realityloominng Jordan, you are completely misunderstanding MJ12 account, like you did Meganon.. I know you are taking a lot of crazy fire from trolls and 

cultist-ufologists, but you I think you should consider it ❤️🖖

3/21/2019 10:03:13 AM ronpeterson78 It’s time we move on from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Dude is not worth slowing down our Awakening. People always have a choice/reason who/why they will 

follow. Thank you @kabamur_taygeta for your guidance & wisdom.

3/21/2019 10:03:27 AM olafado 💯 got to learn to separate and organise your steps and thoughts.

3/21/2019 10:03:42 AM jerichoorion It’s considerably more interesting to discuss overcoming the ego then witnessing to follows debate who is telling the truth.

3/21/2019 10:03:46 AM jonessense Excellent point Pastor Jon! ❤️

3/21/2019 10:04:28 AM warangel1111 Im Looking forward to April Showers

3/21/2019 10:05:34 AM freestateojones Its still fun to follow both and discern for the self. 

MJ account never claimed Kabamur to be a CIA Clown... just a clown. 😏

3/21/2019 10:06:00 AM listening4his Which Eye are you talking about?  There seems to be more than one.

@TrueEyeTheSpy   What do you say is malicious about Eye?  Is this info from out of this world?  Just asking for a friend.

3/21/2019 10:06:43 AM eskeljoyce When you say BB do you mean Netanyahu?

3/21/2019 10:06:48 AM ekotoons 11 AWAY

3/21/2019 10:07:01 AM allahuniversal Highly likely. Working from more subtle platforms is ideal. Words have the potential to f everything up at some point.

3/21/2019 10:07:15 AM listening4his I know...that was great wasn't it, Ami?

3/21/2019 10:07:33 AM jordanb987 😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/21/2019 10:07:34 AM olafado 😂

3/21/2019 10:07:58 AM allahuniversal Fn autocorrect...

Bowing gracefully

3/21/2019 10:08:15 AM kabamur_taygeta Clowns don't mean Clowns. And New World Order doesn't mean New World Order. 

Seriously. You're getting taken for a ride.

3/21/2019 10:08:43 AM jordanb987 Bahahahahaha 😘🙏

3/21/2019 10:10:41 AM skeye_watching I guess he didn't like what I said either, because I had no opportunity to address his invalid statement before being blocked.  That's a clear sign of fake.

3/21/2019 10:10:44 AM allahuniversal In-deed! The first step is admitting that there is a problem.

3/21/2019 10:11:00 AM matthew_stavor Kab let their ego take em where ever it’s meant to take em. Arguing with these people doesn’t prove anything, let the blind lead the blind. They will, if 

they seek it, eventually find the truth, and it really won’t matter who told em,( its inside of em already) !!🙏❤️🇺🇸🌏

3/21/2019 10:11:05 AM covertress 🤡 attempts to steal our WILL to MANIFEST will fail.

3/21/2019 10:11:15 AM warangel1111 ❤️

3/21/2019 10:12:11 AM allahuniversal The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real

Absolute Power

3/21/2019 10:12:44 AM flavia1024 Yes, Norma. Those of us who pay attention to the timing of EtS tweets see the pattern. No doubts. Something as big & important as this movement is 

must have more than one field presence. You asked, he answered. Good work GF 👏😘

3/21/2019 10:13:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know?

BB = 🇮🇱 PM

3/21/2019 10:14:00 AM realityloominng ^ I've heard anyone could hear VOG tech, since it's just advanced technology creating vibrations deep in your ear/head which you will perceive as if any 

other ordinary sound-vibration hitting you.

3/21/2019 10:14:13 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1108772952814899200?s=21 …

3/21/2019 10:15:00 AM freestateojones Been enjoying it since the day I discovered Q. 

Look over this for me.

And again...please expand on your claims of Q/ORITQ being a pleadian energy (that was non physical - as you claim) that recently assumed the form of 

a man named Phillip Torres. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1075448148083032064?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:15:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Avatar controlling nanotechnology exists for remote manipulation.

3/21/2019 10:15:44 AM kabamur_taygeta The information is in the threads. Read it again.

3/21/2019 10:16:09 AM freestateojones Here is the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was referencing in previous quoted tweet. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075199136062955520?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:16:26 AM listening4his It was very accommodating of Eye...once I saw another photo of where he hung his EtS, I saw that it must have been quite a chore to do, since he 

probably had to get a ladder.  Just picturing what the people around him thought, and wondered if he had to get permission.

3/21/2019 10:16:38 AM destinlola Not knowing either of you personally, I’m reading both and will make up my own mind as this plays out. Frankly, neither you, nor Maj12 have me 

convinced. 

Time will tell...and I’m not talking about the space/ time continuum, whatever, version. I’m talking “calendar.”

3/21/2019 10:17:14 AM 963_maxoom Everyone has the Right to express his own Opinion. Those who disagree may also comment on this, but always with RESPECT to the other Person and 

to insinuate Kab. evil Intentions it's inappropriate.

The Attacker has to expect a Reaction. Love & Light

3/21/2019 10:18:19 AM wordtickler Or, like has been said many times in qresearch... "You must go back".

3/21/2019 10:18:57 AM skeye_watching Michael was a dear sweet soul but not to be worshiped.

3/21/2019 10:19:40 AM covertress eg: for use by walk-ins?

3/21/2019 10:21:14 AM allahuniversal Re-reading drops is fun-damental https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079425581131988992?s=19 …



3/21/2019 10:23:45 AM freestateojones I know it's in the threads, 

I have read much of what both of you put on here...

Check out these search results:  https://twitter.com/search?q=%40kabamur_taygeta%20oritq&s=09 …

You claim to have contact with Oritq as you say - which is as you explained, part soul of Lincoln, JFK, and Ivanka. Whom is now Phil Torres. 

pic.twitter.com/VbfHVVSGa6
3/21/2019 10:24:35 AM freestateojones Is that the official narrative from you @kabamur_taygeta. 

Just looking to see what people stand by.

3/21/2019 10:26:59 AM stoneturnr How is this not blatant encroachment? DJT is totally disrespecting the sovereignty of Syria and Palestine. Why not just give the whole Mid East to 

Israel? I'm sure Murdoch, Cheney and the folks and Genie Energy are thrilled about this pic.twitter.com/goCNWnP4CU

3/21/2019 10:28:34 AM kabamur_taygeta These are my words. I stand by them.

3/21/2019 10:28:54 AM zagnett MJ, does Trump really have that big a thing for Israel? To a red-blooded American Patriot, it sure is annoying. But it also doesn't seem all that likely true 

either.

What's up with Trump & Israel?

Trump is the President of the UNITED STATES, correct? Not Israel?

3/21/2019 10:29:59 AM freestateojones Thanks for the answer. 

Here are some of mine. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1014670587724169216?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:30:42 AM love4thegameak Nice!! I see what you did the there!!

3/21/2019 10:31:45 AM freestateojones Check the timestamp, do you believe in the power of 3 6 9?

Let's just all agree we are living in some incredible moments? 😎 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/929229935813808128?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:32:41 AM djlok Majestic!

3/21/2019 10:35:32 AM rebornkingent It takes practice, but they can transmit information to encourage someone to learn and how to practice, finding the right teachers. But the physical 

part is ours.

3/21/2019 10:37:15 AM youstinksoap This was the breaking news that could have started a FF?  Or is there another press conference coming on Friday from BB?

3/21/2019 10:37:18 AM poboyz123 Hmmm...Talking about Israel, I would think BB means BiBi, not Barr.

3/21/2019 10:42:09 AM lbf777 So what's going on with Bibi atm?

3/21/2019 10:45:25 AM zagnett MJ, why did Q say "We are saving Israel for last"?🤔🧐😚

Just curious, why is it our job, as Americans, to...save the so-called sovereign nation-state of Israel, at all?

Yeah [Bibi], the water's hot today! Divin' right in!!! 😎

3/21/2019 10:46:39 AM realityloominng Very vague... Is MJ12 here referring to humans as "avatars", controllable by nanotech? Or nanotech "avatars" controlled remotely like what Corey, 

Wilcock, Emery (even Greer, a bit) talk about?

3/21/2019 10:48:10 AM roaminnoodle This major news? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1108559080204001280 …

3/21/2019 10:50:17 AM selvestekjetil Someone got this one afternoon. And someone shared it. 

And someone took i down. 

But someone got a screenshot ;) 

Digg ;) pic.twitter.com/IPeJL3RCtQ

3/21/2019 10:52:21 AM freestateojones I just believe its shortsighted of you @kabamur_taygeta to claim @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a LARP. 

If you have the knowledge to Doxx them why dont you, wouldnt that strengthen your argument and help the movement overall?

Take a deep breath.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107504703225712640?s=19 …

3/21/2019 10:52:52 AM askcoding Genius, well done, screenshot it a marvellous tool

3/21/2019 10:53:15 AM ultra_unlimited Message over Messenger ⚡️

3/21/2019 10:56:04 AM selvestekjetil Screenshot is a prime tool ;)

3/21/2019 10:56:34 AM esrevorter Check!

I'm going on until all shit is in the open.

After 7 years, two attempts to kill me, my bankrupted company, my house eviction and theft off all I got.  Well they chose the wrong person to fuck 

with.

#letitbeknown

3/21/2019 10:57:04 AM ronpeterson78  https://twitter.com/ronpeterson78/status/1108787893135273984?s=21 …

3/21/2019 10:57:31 AM esrevorter Excellent for tweets on which you can like or RT because they are '''gone'''

3/21/2019 10:58:28 AM kabamur_taygeta I have trust with people based on my information going back a long ways. MJ12 already knows what I know, which is why he engaged. He trapped 

himself. He's the fish. I'm seeing how easily impressed some of you are. Again, he's given you nothing to prove he's connected to POTUS.

3/21/2019 10:59:01 AM ultra_unlimited Avatars seems like it could refer to both the hardware: human and synthetic cloned bodies as well as to software: personalities and social memory 

complexes. Remote controlled expressions of consciousness ⚡️

3/21/2019 11:00:53 AM buckleu29637872 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "General Flynn's official Twitter profile recently liked a post by @grabaroot that inferred that 45 was a Time Traver. 

Coincidence?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 … Coincidence? Here's the original video clip from 6/1/2011 on CNN: […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079816778111483904.html …

3/21/2019 11:01:37 AM flavia1024 🥰

3/21/2019 11:05:42 AM love4thegameak ThanQ!!!

3/21/2019 11:06:01 AM esrevorter Welcome!

3/21/2019 11:07:23 AM ragevirusqq ☝️

3/21/2019 11:07:30 AM weremight Is the organisation called 'Minerva' rather than 'Spectre'?

3/21/2019 11:08:48 AM buckleu29637872 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ The Trump Foundation's onlyJ 

Trump for the first 20 years. Why? 2/ Projecting Consciousness through selective charitable projects. 3/ 20 […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

3/21/2019 11:11:05 AM laurabusse Cool heads agree to disagree.

3/21/2019 11:11:15 AM abraga1853 I just don't understand why trump supports Israel.

3/21/2019 11:11:24 AM zagnett MJ, is it true that somehow [BB] was involved in the Fukashima disaster of all things on 3-11-11? I mean that consp. "theory" sure sounds pretty 

outlandish. It just can't be true, right?



3/21/2019 11:12:53 AM selvestekjetil Love the fact that someone gave me the idea of putting all you together. 

This is one formidable force of power in all realms of this fight. 

1/2

3/21/2019 11:15:17 AM keith369me ...and 911, same question.

3/21/2019 11:15:26 AM enomai_ Because, they are people too.

3/21/2019 11:15:27 AM covertress Is AdTek a trigger word?

3/21/2019 11:15:47 AM selvestekjetil @ASKKinesiology with the number game.

@EsRevorTeR with dimensions and all stuff I still don’t fully understand, Fabric of realms and history and hidden knowledge.

@PrimeCreator2 With god, fighters and lets call it skillz. 

@sine_injuria With his ww army.

3/21/2019 11:16:13 AM esrevorter I hang around in #Cicada3301 we love puzzles ;-)

3/21/2019 11:17:02 AM zagnett Good point, i should've brought that up as well. But even among the awakened a lot of them hadn't heard of the stories about the Fuk. connection.

3/21/2019 11:19:51 AM zeeinthemoment We all want to romanticize something much bigger & better than ourselves helping to guide us when there really is; his name is God and his beautiful 

son, Jesus Christ. I live my life having that faith. Q leads us to research & wake up which is invaluable. What do we gain here?

3/21/2019 11:21:17 AM love4thegameak I am On Vacation right Now! But I am Fighting Hard with you all As Much As I Can!! ThanQ You All for what you are doing!!

3/21/2019 11:23:36 AM askingsocrates From this I am discerning that when we see funny business here(infighting, excessive suppressio.n), we should check for info dropping.

3/21/2019 11:24:15 AM richardhiatt16 We’ll see about that... “ You, China, are either with us... Or against us”... You have a choice 🇨🇳.. WAKE UP!

3/21/2019 11:25:46 AM richardhiatt16 Great Discussion !!!!!! 👍.                GO MJ12........... 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/21/2019 11:26:14 AM gamedogg1 Have you read the Balfour Declaration? You do realize the Rothschilds' family owns that land...all of Israel!!! Why are we involved in helping them steal 

more land?

3/21/2019 11:31:44 AM richardhiatt16 Time they be put in JAIL ... Or better yet, Military Tribunals !!!!!!!!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/21/2019 11:32:49 AM freestateojones Not all see it that way. 

I will continue to watch both accounts and discern information accordingly. pic.twitter.com/TQwteJQJAp

3/21/2019 11:36:13 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN 🙏

3/21/2019 11:36:15 AM ponyexpressq17 Because THAT is where the EVIL BEAST is

3/21/2019 11:37:35 AM zagnett May you elaborate on the [evil beast]?

3/21/2019 11:44:53 AM ponyexpressq17  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978205821898753 …

3/21/2019 11:46:36 AM zagnett Ah yes, i remember the thread now. Thanks for the reminder. ☺️

3/21/2019 11:46:42 AM adsvel From my point of view which I don't trying to push on You, dear brother, You wasn't right... Please, re-view Your inner personal ambitions, ask 

forgiveness, forgive Yourself and move on. This is how many of us doing in these turbulent times. Blessings.

3/21/2019 11:48:01 AM kabamur_taygeta Right about what?

The information I share comes directly from Pleiadians.

3/21/2019 11:50:13 AM laurabusse Ahhh another member of the club :-) welcome! Our number must be in the dozens by now LOL. Tells you all you need to know. Badge of honor!

3/21/2019 11:52:02 AM kabamur_taygeta I'm sorry but it seems you've also been pulled into his trap. You're suggesting that it's my fault and I should seek forgiveness?

3/21/2019 11:52:41 AM ragevirusqq Just curiousity. Do you ask questions to your mother? Or Does she just give info that may be relevant? Why did they give you this info? Was the 

purpose passed to you?

3/21/2019 11:53:53 AM ragevirusqq I don’t mean this in any negative way. Just curious if you bring the questions. Or do they offer info for you through your mother.

3/21/2019 11:54:15 AM laurabusse For me MJ is more of a confirmation of Q. Not a "copycat". If you've followed Q from the beginning, and are convinced of his (their) veracity as i am, 

MJ12 complements him very well. Different mission. Same goal. (Take down of cabal. Dark 2 lt) Probably both military intelligence

3/21/2019 11:54:26 AM kabamur_taygeta Messages from the family come when they come, unpromted. Sometimes I inquire about a topic, which could come as a message or just the basic 

information. This was something I asked about, after having many people come to me privately with concerns about MJ12.

3/21/2019 11:55:27 AM ragevirusqq Ok. thank you for the reply.

3/21/2019 11:57:35 AM kathleen3693693 Not sure what your motive is or who you work for (Clowns?) but you are putting out a blatant assassination message (~00:59) disguised as #MAGA--as 

a trigger to a sleeper. #SeeSomethingSaySomething @realDonaldTrump @SecretService @DonaldJTrumpJr @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2019 12:02:19 PM laurabusse When you play with fire you might get burned. When you point the finger to accuse there are 3 fingers pointing back at you. When you push against, 

you will get pushback. Law of the universe. Karma. For every action there is a reaction.

3/21/2019 12:02:46 PM laurabusse Fascinating to say the least

3/21/2019 12:03:38 PM allahuniversal Very true. Q kept telling us, 'Learn our Comms", doe a reason, so that we'd recognize them if seen or heard amongst ourselves. Fact is, the comms 

resonate within. This account speaks said comms well, after reading for myself & asking a few questions, the connection was clear.

3/21/2019 12:04:36 PM laurabusse He has probably blocked more ppl than he has followers LOL. Seriously.

3/21/2019 12:05:10 PM allahuniversal Same suggestion: Don't trust us, trust yourself.

Same mission: #TheGreatAwakening 

Same Plan: We, The People.

3/21/2019 12:05:20 PM laurabusse Yet another fine member of the club. Welcome :-)

3/21/2019 12:08:03 PM allahuniversal We have more than we Know.

3/21/2019 12:08:30 PM laurabusse And anyway i don't block only because muting is "kinder" (you don't know when you're being muted). But it's mostly ppl with TDS. I enjoy it when ppl 

disagree politely. Rudeness and name calling i can do without.

3/21/2019 12:09:32 PM tammyredmond This could be answered two ways. You either have insider information, ie:  our government. Or you have insider information ie: their government.

3/21/2019 12:12:17 PM allahuniversal Mute lets people argue with themselves, readers can see that for what it is. Block I've used very rarely in 10 years here (FB was a different story, block 

is almost the default setting there)

3/21/2019 12:17:00 PM jaiagtp My intuition directs me to trust you, that is all I have. Can you inquire if Ripple and XRP are part of the financial reset or working with the alliance.

3/21/2019 12:17:00 PM kabamur_taygeta Your projections completely. 

Driven by ego to you is sharing truth to others. I'm learning a lot about discernment from reading your comments.

3/21/2019 12:17:32 PM laurabusse 💯 %

3/21/2019 12:20:34 PM adsvel Many we are doing work here for the Good vs Evil. These ways are various. Let others do their work as well, let them Be. Pleiadians not just one star 

nation who is fighting for our Freedom, there is a lot of them. We are Collective, our Power is in Unity.

3/21/2019 12:21:15 PM 11e1ev1n Who ETS? He blocked me long ago for calling out his shit.😂  LARP

3/21/2019 12:22:19 PM laurabusse Well that's comforting...

3/21/2019 12:22:26 PM jordanb987 Wtf are you even talking about 🤦♀️



3/21/2019 12:22:53 PM jillsfolly77711 There’s only one.

3/21/2019 12:23:06 PM zagnett Or both.

3/21/2019 12:24:17 PM laurabusse Pulled a Scarlet O'Hara LOL

3/21/2019 12:25:54 PM laurabusse Yeah it was disheartening. But enlightening as well :-) i think we learned more about ourselves and others. And kab and MJ

3/21/2019 12:28:08 PM laurabusse I agree. Am puzzled by this.

3/21/2019 12:28:50 PM qtpi3_14 Situational 

Awareness

ACTIVATE

3/21/2019 12:29:15 PM weremight I supose we are going to have to ask, though it does seem an obvious question: can nanotechnology control software too?

3/21/2019 12:30:34 PM youstinksoap Is this the shot heard 'round the world?  (Q)

3/21/2019 12:33:10 PM jordanb987 I am having trouble grasping how someone who spoke the truth is "triggered and emotional"? The only people I have seen who seemed triggered 

and/or emotional, have been all of those who have been projecting and attacking 🤷♀️

3/21/2019 12:33:52 PM zagnett They would have to have some embedded software in order to operate at all i'd think.

3/21/2019 12:34:21 PM kabamur_taygeta What threats? I only said he's lying about who he says he is.  If I have the wrong info as he claims, then how is that threatening? I can't help what you 

see or cannot see. People seem to benefit from what I share here.

3/21/2019 12:36:02 PM laurabusse Clear to me too. But you can't convinced anyone. Pointless. "Truth resonates within". But you have to be open to it first. A closed mind can be a very 

obnoxious thing. We see it all the time with former Q followers.

3/21/2019 12:37:34 PM jordanb987 What in the actual fuck are you talking about 😳 I mean seriously....

3/21/2019 12:37:40 PM shallknown Was Philip Corso an underling of an MJ member? Is his book accurate?

3/21/2019 12:38:15 PM freestateojones Dox him and let's get on with the show.

3/21/2019 12:38:29 PM laurabusse I could never get into fb. Didn't appeal to me AT ALL. So glad i never got into it.

3/21/2019 12:39:12 PM aprilbrown99 Agreed. Two days now. Something is not right here.

3/21/2019 12:39:55 PM adsvel And me as well...😑

3/21/2019 12:40:12 PM kabamur_taygeta People gravitate towards his acct because he claims to be official disclosure. This is a lie. He could have been any other anon, but he chose to deceive 

you. If you don't have a problem with that, I can't hep you.

3/21/2019 12:40:20 PM princesspatrio1 [Deep State] 0

#GodWins 🙏⚔🔥

3/21/2019 12:40:47 PM jswdh1  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1108148006212251648?s=19 …

3/21/2019 12:41:06 PM allahuniversal True. Once themselves convinced by Q, Q became infallible for many, yet it had to be known that some would see it for what it is (#WWG1WGA). 

Everyone needs a step to start on. Some stop before reaching the top. That's fine too, as long as their headed up

3/21/2019 12:41:15 PM jswdh1  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1108148006212251648?s=19 …

3/21/2019 12:42:53 PM turboxyde We already have the best "nano technology" in the universe available to us biologically if only we can apply our awareness and intention to override 

the environmental signals that distort and fragment our projection of consciousness. See, feel, become! https://youtu.be/X_tYrnv_o6A 

3/21/2019 12:44:08 PM kabamur_taygeta Blocking negativity and disinfo is a good thing. I do it often.

3/21/2019 12:45:41 PM holotropik Nanotech in vaccinations ;-)

3/21/2019 12:47:23 PM listening4his Only one that I watch...

3/21/2019 12:50:00 PM allahuniversal 2 very helpful links to help understand what we see in this situation, and why.

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/2322753.html#2322789 …

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/2322753.html#2323031 …

3/21/2019 12:51:25 PM turboxyde I like Dr. Hamerof's perspective on the "unknown" function of microtubules regarding quantum field theory and consciousness. If you are curious and 

prepared for a lecture: https://youtu.be/Xx0SsffdMBw 

3/21/2019 12:51:44 PM allahuniversal It's a well designed energy harvesting system, you didn't miss anything

3/21/2019 12:57:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 For the most part, yes. Excellent place to start the entire disinformation campaign.

3/21/2019 12:57:48 PM allahuniversal Parable of Drawing the (inter)Net

Matthew 13:47-49 pic.twitter.com/MYEBzAWSlf

3/21/2019 12:58:37 PM ragevirusqq 👽👍🏼

3/21/2019 1:02:11 PM fierycdnpatriot Your efforts at illumination have been effective - he’s down a couple hundred followers since yesterday. 👍

3/21/2019 1:12:03 PM natureinspace To the best of my knowledge you do not have to have an implant for them to use VOG on you. They have developed it to the point that they can be 

quite a distance away and still target a single individual. It's a sick game they play.

3/21/2019 1:14:47 PM roaminnoodle "A glimpse into Col. Corso’s never released original notes"

 http://www.openminds.tv/corso-notes/3514 …

3/21/2019 1:15:28 PM roaminnoodle "We’ve Got ‘Em! These Government Officials Admitted Aliens Exist" http://www.trend-chaser.com/politics/weve-got-em-these-government-officials-

admitted-aliens-exist/8/?chrome=1 …

3/21/2019 1:15:55 PM djlok I can see where it could be used for positive too.  I guess it depends on whose hands the tech is in.

3/21/2019 1:16:53 PM roaminnoodle "Colonel Philip Corso and his Critics: Crossing the Rubicon between Objective Criticism and Debunking" by @MichaelSalla  

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/exopolitica/esp_exopolitics_ZZO.htm …

3/21/2019 1:19:13 PM mongrelglory Which prominent account are you referring to?

3/21/2019 1:19:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. (thread) https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1108763573285781505 …

3/21/2019 1:23:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Implants allow for two way communication. Typists all have these implants. Required for this kind of communication. Many people are unfamiliar with 

it and are curious. Trust that the truth will resonate from within when you hear it. Speak it. Listen. Learn. You have free will.

3/21/2019 1:24:49 PM daveschroeder18 Exactly, and very important no division

3/21/2019 1:25:27 PM zagnett Do these implants harm the typists in any way? They are aware of the harm & consented to their use of their own free will?

3/21/2019 1:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not everyone receives these implants. Disclosure paperwork must be signed acknowledging the potential risk of nanotechnology contamination. 

Translate into legalese immoral corruption language (TOS?) and then reflect. Not everyone has been implanted. Those who have been are assets

3/21/2019 1:26:55 PM marnisheppeard Maybe it shows haloes, literally?

3/21/2019 1:27:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 The presence of heavy metals will cause neurological defects to occur. This is true for all products that contain heavy metals. The danger is no greater 

than the 71+ vaccines contain.

3/21/2019 1:29:12 PM lib7473 ❤️🕯👍

3/21/2019 1:29:19 PM zagnett Do they regularly flush the metals from their bodies regularly or get some sort of other treatment(s) so that it isn't a long-term problem for them?

3/21/2019 1:30:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The typists consent by willing to engage with VOG. They have free will. They can stop anytime they choose. However, when you know the mission is 

just, then its difficult to deny the battle. The typists are highly specific people with specific backgrounds groomed for usage.

3/21/2019 1:30:13 PM djlok So if we were implanted, we would know about it and most likely would have signed some type of consent that we would be aware of?  

Makes me wonder what people like Adam Lanza signed.  Geez!  This is why it's important to trust yourself.

3/21/2019 1:30:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Human children do not receive such services, do you believe there is a potential long term problem?

3/21/2019 1:31:26 PM zagnett Cool MJ!

Yeah, good point - "when you know the mission is just, then its difficult to deny the battle."



3/21/2019 1:31:39 PM roaminnoodle A) All 3 typists are in CO?

B) In a DUMB?

C) Are they aware of one another, or compartmentalized?

3/21/2019 1:31:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 When was the last time you read full medical and legal disclosures?

3/21/2019 1:32:46 PM djlok NEVER!!  And I should be ashamed to admit it, but I know I'm in good company!!

3/21/2019 1:32:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 A) CO is command.

B) Yes.

C) Compartmentalized.

3/21/2019 1:33:26 PM allahuniversal (Raises hand slowly) 🤚

3/21/2019 1:33:33 PM natureinspace I wouldnt want VOG used on me for any reason. It takes away your free will.

3/21/2019 1:33:49 PM mongrelglory He makes himself the arbitrary authority, claiming who is a heretic from Truth as he sees it. He calls the person out publicly in an attempt to shame 

them. Then he shuns anyone who doesn't agree with him. Reminds me of many elders in cults that I've had personal dealings with.

3/21/2019 1:33:53 PM zagnett Not sure honestly. I'm just wondering if, in the future, such things like Chelation therapy, etc. will be readily available, and not suppressed/downplayed, 

etc. to make sure all people - MJ typists included - are free from things that shouldn't be in our bodies naturally.

3/21/2019 1:34:04 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1107466430298144769?s=21 …

3/21/2019 1:34:27 PM kathleen3693693 MINERvA?  https://minerva.fnal.gov/   Curiously named link 3rd down pic.twitter.com/n9tn67oA87

3/21/2019 1:34:32 PM warangel1111 Can you Hear me Now!!  .. I Love My President.. It’s about time the Colleges honor the Constitution .. Party 🎉 pic.twitter.com/aPTxZrPeRk

3/21/2019 1:35:12 PM warangel1111 Them Hard 11s .. Exciting

3/21/2019 1:35:20 PM mongrelglory Great links!

3/21/2019 1:35:56 PM natureinspace Like on The Travelers show? They have implants to comunicate with each other.

3/21/2019 1:36:58 PM roaminnoodle A) Thank you.

B) Thank you.

C) Thank you.

Power of 3, 6, 9 anyone???

3/21/2019 1:37:07 PM ascendingadam Thank you for your service.

3/21/2019 1:37:12 PM rawphonegirl Agree. MJ12, Q point us toward self empowerment,  self exploration, love and unity.   Message over messenger has never been so important as it is 

now- deprogram from waiting for "savior" and recognize our own individual and collective power. WWG1WGA.

3/21/2019 1:37:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology will be removed from the bodies of the unwilling when the public is able to wake up to the vaccine lobby and the public demands it. 

Think Yellow Vests. All assets work to prevent this. Clowns included. Disinformation is real and necessary. For whom?

3/21/2019 1:38:27 PM zagnett Did the DUMB near me have two "BOOMS" February 2018 at around 6 in the morning one morning?

3/21/2019 1:39:51 PM ekotoons FEELINGS pic.twitter.com/DwhaHbtsVM

3/21/2019 1:40:19 PM kabamur_taygeta He still is. It’s going to be somewhat entertaining watching you dig your heels in. He’s lost a few hundred followers already?

3/21/2019 1:40:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The behavior is alarming when observed. When IS-BEs are able to trust themselves and look within, using synchronicity of 3 6 9, meditation, and 

detoxification, seeing that the roses are red is not as difficult as those who are colorblind to their own IS-BE. Cult is a strong word.

3/21/2019 1:42:06 PM warangel1111 I got some too .. Bring the 17s ❤️ pic.twitter.com/bO4iftXrdd

3/21/2019 1:42:56 PM selvestekjetil Nano?   Chain seekers?

3/21/2019 1:43:43 PM natureinspace Nanotechnology?

3/21/2019 1:44:35 PM natureinspace No. When was that?

3/21/2019 1:45:05 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/rvvnQIKLkF

3/21/2019 1:45:06 PM zagnett Thanks a bunch for doing your best MJ & Typist Team!

Your fellow Twitter "armchair warriors" are trying to pitch in in ways we can too. May we all avoid carpal tunnel syndrome as long as possible! 🤞👊✌️

3/21/2019 1:45:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Apparently this was his intel he received, name of John, from Pittsburgh, and worked for an insurance co. This is why we dismissed these accusations 

because his basis was built on a lie. However, the doxxing failure combined with threats exposed him. Games are fun aren't they?

3/21/2019 1:45:21 PM ascendingadam ...which resulted in 👇 pic.twitter.com/SCK4mv2t7R

3/21/2019 1:46:12 PM mrd_s_anderson Thanks for clarifying

3/21/2019 1:46:30 PM jswdh1 Yvw!

3/21/2019 1:47:33 PM ascendingadam @kabamur_taygeta 

Are you opposed to supporting the United States Military?

3/21/2019 1:48:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let the record reflect: http://archive.is/TJkFB 

3/21/2019 1:48:16 PM adsvel SG-1, 4-th season, series #17, imposed dream of Daniel...

3/21/2019 1:49:44 PM mongrelglory Fortunately most of the time, the baby knows what it's doing. 😆

3/21/2019 1:50:56 PM freeandoriginal The Ego and the patronizing are on MJ side not Kab.

3/21/2019 1:51:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 We see many 3s 6s and 9s. 

Very nice. 

Synchronicity is powerful. 

Use it to project your conscious will. 

Speak it. 

Words are spells. 

Spells are magick.

3/21/2019 1:51:39 PM zagnett Sounds like MJ or a subordinate provided this (dis)information to Kab. in the form of a supposed "leak". Maybe similar to how the Trump 

administration keeps outing peeps in the administration in the same/similar manner.

MJ, something like this?

3/21/2019 1:52:57 PM kabamur_taygeta His reactions are telling. He can't seem to make up his mind if I speak great truth, or I'm a clown... he said he received a 'briefing' on me, yet his sources 

only got as far as twitter rumors. His intel doesn't seem to be very good unless he's taking it from others. 🤔

3/21/2019 1:53:45 PM fierycdnpatriot The idea that love is only expressed gently, w/ hugs etc. is a cabal misinfo. tactic to confuse, divide, & disempower. 

Love serves the highest good, which often means strong boundaries, saying no, pushing back, & even sending a being onto its next incarnation, ie 

McCain etc.

3/21/2019 1:54:21 PM stoneturnr So nanotechnology is implanted through vaccines, and it uses heavy metals from various sources to replicate itself? And the nanotechnology is 

controlled through EM frequencies? Besides vaccines, are there other mediums used to implant the population?

3/21/2019 1:54:21 PM laurabusse Yeah good times :-)



3/21/2019 1:54:38 PM lib7473 MJ- just want to be clear, are the typists (w/ these implants) the same as the subordinates/channelers WW (aka lightworkers:warriors w/ direct GFL 

contact) or are typists, in this context, just for MJ-12?

3/21/2019 1:54:59 PM kabamur_taygeta This info was released on Cobra's blog years ago.

3/21/2019 1:55:25 PM _369311119 Pittsburgh is innocent

3/21/2019 1:55:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The intention was to trigger. It exposed areas that could be exploited. What is his agenda? The truth. Whose truth? Truth is relative and instead of 

"pointing to truth", speak and allow it to resonate with people. Notice a change in performance after MJ12 spoke out? Be objective.

3/21/2019 1:55:59 PM zagnett MJ, what do you think of peeps that call MJ & followers an "IS-BE death cult"? To me that just seems absurd. Seems quite the opposite actually.

3/21/2019 1:57:02 PM zagnett Haha yeah leave Pittsburgh alone! It gets enough flack already.

3/21/2019 1:57:10 PM roaminnoodle What are some positive ways to spell magick?

3/21/2019 1:57:12 PM freeandoriginal I am following out of curiosity but his vocabulary, choice of words, syntax, and structure never felt official not military nor governmental to me. Sure at 

times I may agree or resonate with part of the message. Still, Kab point stays.

3/21/2019 1:57:16 PM freeandoriginal Spot on answer

3/21/2019 1:58:08 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ackWJ3e3mz

3/21/2019 1:59:12 PM zagnett Haven't noticed a change yet, but I'll watch for it.

That word sure triggered the hell out of me lol. 🧐

3/21/2019 1:59:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were not involved in how the disinformation was acquired. Concept of thin air ring a bell? Doxxing was not done yesterday, however a veiled threat 

to doxx did occur. The limited disinformation disclosed was summarized by MJ12 to note for the record since they were 3 tweets.

3/21/2019 1:59:21 PM roublisa What can I do @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ?😉

3/21/2019 2:00:02 PM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1105937560541515776?s=21 …

3/21/2019 2:00:45 PM freestateojones Man. 

Whats the point anyhow?

Theres a simple workaround to this. 

It's almost funny to see the triggeredness. 

Dont forget, @kabamur_taygeta had @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 'cornered' 😎  pic.twitter.com/HLrrAZlcbU

3/21/2019 2:00:51 PM laurabusse Adam 1anza was made up. He was created from a photo of his "older brother" when he was younger. LOTS of youtubes about this. Classic rabbit hole.

3/21/2019 2:01:12 PM ekotoons POTUS, Q, AND MANY OTHERS HERE

ENGAGE IN MEMETIC ENGINEERING

TO CREATE/SHAPE CONSCIOUSNESS

SOME FURTHER READING:

 https://semioticon.com/virtuals/memes2/memetics_compendium.pdf …

3/21/2019 2:01:39 PM mongrelglory That's what I noticed to.  I was surprised with how much targeting of public figures he was doing and saying things without proof to back it up. I 

wondered why he hadn't been reported for "hate speech" to Twitter, or perhaps sued for libel by some of these people.

3/21/2019 2:02:03 PM fierycdnpatriot He probably re-read his own posts, did some random math equations, a Q&A to bolster himself, and then, after experimenting with a few different 

inflammatory, shock & awe nonsensical haikus...responded.

3/21/2019 2:03:16 PM ekotoons RELATED TO A

*SEPARATE* THREAD

REMINDED OF CG JUNG:

DO PEOPLE HAVE IDEAS

OR DO IDEAS HAVE PEOPLE? pic.twitter.com/cSJuUssEoh

3/21/2019 2:03:29 PM _00111111_ Just saying hi Eko 🙏

3/21/2019 2:04:14 PM mongrelglory Where might I find this person?  Should I google Esther Hicks?

3/21/2019 2:04:52 PM ekotoons AND NOW 

WHAT DO 

I FEEL? pic.twitter.com/aCWuJcg6q8

3/21/2019 2:04:54 PM youstinksoap Is this part of the movie?  A lot of bizarre fighting between people on Twitter...

3/21/2019 2:05:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please show us your evidence that MJ12 said TETS was a LARP.

3/21/2019 2:05:18 PM aprilbrown99 They?  There?  Y ?  Misspelling intentional or accidental?

3/21/2019 2:06:06 PM laurabusse Me personally, followed him a year or more. Lots of inspiring stuff but lots of "info" that sounded incredulous and made up. I started doubting almost 

from beginning. I love channelings. But a lot of his stuff felt off to me. A LOT. His latest "info" re MJ was just the last straw

3/21/2019 2:06:43 PM zagnett Now I have to go all the way to another friggin' browser window just to see what @kabamur_taygeta is saying now.

Blocking is so pointless for the blocker. It makes me suspect idiocy from those who do it, especially after they themselves went on the offensive 

yesterday. Sorry.

3/21/2019 2:06:51 PM princesspatrio1 People have ideas, but if free thinking isn't applied, ideas can often have people. pic.twitter.com/YcpnL6IHss

3/21/2019 2:07:38 PM laurabusse COULDN'T stand by his words. Just expected to be believed. Not good...

3/21/2019 2:08:38 PM ekotoons WHEN YOU SIT IN A QUIET PLACE

AND ASK YOURSELF, WHAT DO YOU HEAR?

3/21/2019 2:08:41 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is the typist an IS-BE? Or?

3/21/2019 2:09:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE human male male female

3/21/2019 2:09:43 PM natureinspace I have to agree with this. Love doesn't mean being a push over and keeping quiet. Kab has every right to say anything he wants the same as the rest of 

us here. Nobody should be trying to shush him just because he encompasses love. He has the right to speak up. He is human like us

3/21/2019 2:10:16 PM laurabusse Channeling is NOTORIOUSLY inaccurate. I've heard just about every possible scenario re jesus. Died. Didnt. Resurrected. Didn't. Went to India. Didn't. Is 

from Venus. Is from the Pleiades. List goes on.

3/21/2019 2:11:25 PM ekotoons AGREE AND FOR FUN

I'LL TAKE THE COUNTER:

THE WORDS OF THE LORD

REVERBERATE THRU BELIEVERS

REPETITION | CONSISTENCY | UNCHANGED

RESULTING IN A REALITY THAT EQUALS TRUTH
3/21/2019 2:11:30 PM natureinspace Chemtrails.



3/21/2019 2:11:49 PM roublisa 3 separate typists ...

male,  male, ✨✨✨female✨✨✨ you go girl 💥💥💥

3/21/2019 2:11:57 PM warangel1111 211

3/21/2019 2:12:09 PM stoneturnr I'll have to go back and read his blog again. I recently learned about Dr Robert Duncan who has also talked a lot about this technology as early as 2015. 

Its such important info, I just want to make sure I understand it correctly

3/21/2019 2:13:01 PM ekotoons 211

21 pic.twitter.com/azcfDApn6T

3/21/2019 2:13:16 PM zagnett So do we. But Kab is the one who blocked a whole bunch of people after his own attack, just making it more difficult to respond to him. Kind of 

cowardly it seems. His credibility is lowered imo for that alone. i don't recall even writing anything particular offensive to him.

3/21/2019 2:13:57 PM laurabusse A cult member blindly believes and holds the cult "leader" in very high almost godlike or infallible esteem. Gives their power away to the leader. As a 

former Christian most churches i attended were cultlike by that definition. Blind unquestioning belief. Or else u cant b "saved"

3/21/2019 2:14:00 PM ekotoons WHAT I'M SAYING IS

GOD LOVES MEMES

KEK pic.twitter.com/WamCK7HYSl

3/21/2019 2:14:50 PM zagnett I'm sure you'll just fine taking dance lessons with Kaye, their friendly neighborhood Sasquatch. 😉

3/21/2019 2:15:32 PM natureinspace Oh I saw that. I thought there was another time that he posted info that I didn't see a while back.

3/21/2019 2:15:46 PM warangel1111 Amen 🙏🏻 REEEEEE

3/21/2019 2:16:06 PM space_sloth26 What does Kab have to gain? I trust both your info as it resonates with me and has for some time.

3/21/2019 2:16:52 PM warangel1111 Power numbers today .. #Equinox

3/21/2019 2:17:58 PM n7guardiananon Too early for theme songs? https://youtu.be/7xxgRUyzgs0 

3/21/2019 2:18:06 PM allahuniversal He heard the message 5:5. 

Notice that he didn't get pulled into the thread/bait like someone else did? Wise move, & I #Salute JS a second time today.

3/21/2019 2:19:16 PM laurabusse LOL.

Question EVERYTHING

Trust NO ONE.

Be LOGICAL

It helps to be in observer mode as much as possible in life. With yourself, others and situations.

3/21/2019 2:19:23 PM zagnett MJ, those who have a general distrust of channelers (like me), is such distrust warranted? i just don't know who's at the other end of the line. The 

channelers themselves may be completely innocent & otherwise ok, but could be transmitting possible misdirecting deception.

3/21/2019 2:19:45 PM maga_11_11 What happened????  ROYALMRBADNEWS didn’t feel the need to weigh in and back u up?....why? I wonder?? 🤔

3/21/2019 2:20:16 PM zagnett Those who follow THI closely distrust channelers for the most part i think.

3/21/2019 2:21:38 PM gayerobinson18  http://www.mybookoftruth.com  

You should all read these messages. God is going to wake us all up.

3/21/2019 2:22:11 PM warangel1111 My favorite kind .. Fast and Manual .. Climate Change ⛈ 🌞 🙄 #AprilShowers #FactsMatter #TimingisEverything 

222

3/21/2019 2:22:48 PM natureinspace Which is good for us to do. Sometimes I receive so much info that I have to back track and reread some of it.

3/21/2019 2:23:09 PM laurabusse For reasons i dont understand we humans seem 2 be set up, in our makeup, to worship something/someone outside ourselves. God, awesome 

humans, whatever. Awareness and vigilance at almost all times is required. Be aware of your thoughts, beliefs. Try 2 live heart centered. Meditate

3/21/2019 2:23:25 PM princesspatrio1 2:23

7

3/21/2019 2:24:33 PM laurabusse Just my opinion but i think he's honestly questioning and trying to wrap his head around all this. Been there :-)

3/21/2019 2:24:40 PM warangel1111 Ahhh Details 😂😂👍

3/21/2019 2:25:01 PM princesspatrio1 KEK 😎👊 pic.twitter.com/phngHSUjV1

3/21/2019 2:25:42 PM zagnett Oh yeah good point. Didn't realize.

Hey @Jordan_Sather_ thanks for helping with my own red-pilling bud! Love ur whiteboard! 🤩

i still hope TPrez has a 1:1 with you someday & gives you a 5:5. 🤔🧐😉

3/21/2019 2:26:30 PM aprilbrown99 Heavy sigh.... pic.twitter.com/Rs1h04LO9K

3/21/2019 2:26:55 PM mongrelglory Yes, I agree. The word "cult" has been associated with all sorts of malicious activities in the past.  I will instead describe what I am seeing here as a 

"rigid mindset".

3/21/2019 2:27:38 PM laurabusse I don't agree w beast here but we don't see eye to eye on a lot of things. It's all good :-) everyone is at where they're at 💘

3/21/2019 2:28:28 PM allahuniversal They help IRL too

3/21/2019 2:29:23 PM allahuniversal Welcome to the club!

3/21/2019 2:29:38 PM laurabusse They inflitrate EVERYTHING

3/21/2019 2:29:50 PM natureinspace That's right. I almost forgot. MJ12 somehow tricked ETS into giving up this account and MJ12 took it over saying he was disinfo, a larp. And ETS was 

asking for this account back. That's how I ended up here and stopped reading ETS posts. Because I figured that MJ12 was ETS anyway.

3/21/2019 2:30:11 PM allahuniversal VERY simple work around! 

No one is truly ever "blocked"

3/21/2019 2:30:39 PM covertress Hey, I liked that part about Trump being an Archangel. 🤪

Whatever key unlocks your prison, right?

3/21/2019 2:30:43 PM allahuniversal Yes. Or Abraham Hicks

3/21/2019 2:31:16 PM neo_asura_ ☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️

3/21/2019 2:31:24 PM zagnett I just heard TETS was compromised for while (sure as hell seemed so) but that it's not now. I follow TETS currently. Seems ok for now at least.

3/21/2019 2:31:26 PM willowood22 My car is a Storm Blue 2018 Equinox. I had it washed today. Put my towel in the console.

3/21/2019 2:31:30 PM allahuniversal Well, I did ask him to make a choice...the choice is always...

3/21/2019 2:31:52 PM adsvel Being of Light 5D, using WTF, nice combination.🧐

3/21/2019 2:32:40 PM covertress "our makeup"

nice analogy, if taken literally, to describe our programming... a mask

3/21/2019 2:32:59 PM jordanb987 I use fuck and shit a lot too ✌️ still a being of light 🙏

3/21/2019 2:33:09 PM mongrelglory I forgot about this song!  It's a good reminder to us to avoid putting people up on pedestals. 👍

3/21/2019 2:33:27 PM warangel1111 Coincidence 🤔

3/21/2019 2:34:34 PM laurabusse Not sure what you're not following but clowns are the alphabet agencies such as c1a. They have methods of infiltrating everything they possibly can 

and using their methods posted here to brainwash us all to their narrative so they can continue with their NWO plans. Not gonna work

3/21/2019 2:35:13 PM allahuniversal Didn't take the bait, twas a Notable for me



3/21/2019 2:35:34 PM laurabusse I don't think so but of course you may be right. Me personally i just think he's misguided.

3/21/2019 2:35:58 PM mongrelglory I think it's because we associate the word "grooming" with pedophiles!

3/21/2019 2:36:36 PM zagnett Plz note i haven't exactly been perfectly cordial to MJ either, & MJ hasn't blocked me.

So, of the 2, who will i follow? Yup, the far more patient one. Duh. At least MJ hasn't forced me to use my backup account.

MJ, thanks for putting up with me, despite my "tweet barrages"! ☺️

3/21/2019 2:37:11 PM 123rmaga1 Oh My!  Are there Cliff Notes?  An Exec Summary? 😆 🙏🏻❤️💡

3/21/2019 2:37:28 PM natureinspace But Kab didn't pull that info out of thin air. I saw info (but more) on you last year. Just about the same info as what Kab posted. But I don't remember 

the same picture. That's why i thought maybe he posted it long ago but apparently he didnt. So someone else doxed you.

3/21/2019 2:40:17 PM zagnett Yes, sometimes it is cowardly. I didn't attack him, and he blocked me.

Sorry, i think i understand the "disinformation is necessary" line. i think i understand a lot of the typical Q / MJ lines.

Yeah, MJ is "spreading it wings" & taking flight. Nice to see that actually.

3/21/2019 2:41:27 PM adsvel Thoughts, words, sound creating a structure, environment. The word F...k is related to the 2-nd chakra...

3/21/2019 2:41:58 PM zagnett Yup. I'll admit - triggered.

"Hey teacher! Leave them kids alone!" - i mean when your grooming isn't karmically "beautiful" or something...i guess lol.

3/21/2019 2:42:20 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

3/21/2019 2:43:31 PM zagnett Please find it. I'll take a look. I still don't trust MJ 100% either. MJ's just nicer to me is all.

3/21/2019 2:46:17 PM marcjtaylor1 I always thought it meant last to go after

3/21/2019 2:46:35 PM zagnett Assuming MJ's legit (which i don't know 100%), & bigger threats to We the People are already neutralized, i'd always expected this to happen. The legit 

Patriots want ALL clowns to stand down, & stop spreading misinformation (as opposed to using tactical "disinformation").

3/21/2019 2:46:55 PM zagnett We'll see how it goes. Enjoying the show! 🍿🍩🍸

3/21/2019 2:47:47 PM zagnett Yeah i know. You're probably right. I just wanted to bring it up that way to get people to realize something else about USA's relationship with Israel.

3/21/2019 2:48:11 PM zagnett Yeah, me too sadly.

3/21/2019 2:49:35 PM freeandoriginal The music of the neurons is very nice ! My brain is a little out of tune now, from the effort of following the fast talking - words eater mad scientist 😅

3/21/2019 2:50:47 PM natureinspace I just want truth. I trust Q and I'm looking for truth in all other areas of my life. No one wants to be lied to. 😢

3/21/2019 2:51:03 PM laurabusse Do you do it or does it do you? Alan Watts

3/21/2019 2:51:45 PM neo_asura_ reason to distrust == unless ure spiritualy developed to an degree you dont know WHAT u channeled good v evil. very few can be trusted. its very easy 

to channel a force working agaisnt you

3/21/2019 2:52:52 PM ekotoons WHAT'S YER VOTE?

3/21/2019 2:53:14 PM aprilbrown99 Makes me a little sad. I dont know what the heck happened with K.

3/21/2019 2:54:51 PM zagnett I haven't done a full analysis, but the language Q & MJ use is quite similar. So are the proofs, though MJ's aren't as numerous.

To me it feels that, to take a 3D/military analogy, when it comes to trying to educate the public, Q seems to be the howitzer & MJ the payload.

3/21/2019 2:55:43 PM weremight Willy Wonka hired him?  Maybe he'll turn out to be good at the end of the movie.

3/21/2019 2:56:01 PM laurabusse I've concluded truth is relative not absolute. I can't think of one "truth" that can't be altered or adjusted to be something else. In an infinite universe 

with infinite possibilities anything is possible.

3/21/2019 2:57:50 PM zagnett Exactly, & most of us aren't. I'm not claiming to be either. I know nothing, or very little for sure. I only really know i'm a conscious thinking thing of 

some sort. i'm just hoping to get filled in on the details on the way to 5D/ascension/whatever lol. 😉

3/21/2019 2:58:57 PM beaux4christ He said this because Isreal's leader is corrupt I believe SA was first

3/21/2019 2:58:58 PM missy968 He left a couple weeks ago made an announcement and everything. I don’t think it was him who returned. I could be wrong

3/21/2019 2:59:28 PM charmanda9 Well she’s a stubborn one, my oldest. Proved it that day and ever since! Long labor followed by emergency c-section.

3/21/2019 3:00:49 PM aprilbrown99 I feel the same way.

3/21/2019 3:01:34 PM zagnett I do that because that's what i sense/feel after following MJ for 4 months now & i'm going with it until strong evidence points another direction. If it 

does i'll stop following MJ pretty quick, like i've done for hundreds of other sources already. They're droppin' like flies lol

3/21/2019 3:01:48 PM natureinspace I'm sad that he blocked people that I see on his threads often and I think added to the conversations over there. But he has been getting replies from 

alot of people lately that appear discouraging. I'm hoping that the blocks are temporary and lifted once all this calms down.

3/21/2019 3:03:13 PM zagnett Yeah, the stories about [BB] sound incredible. i can totally understand if [he's] one of the last, or last.

3/21/2019 3:03:27 PM neo_asura_ im feeling its more like a coordinated effort.. these people all flipped at once..

3/21/2019 3:03:47 PM kabamur_taygeta Ill unblock anyone who will remain polite.

3/21/2019 3:04:05 PM laurabusse Agree completely. Same thoughts i had...

3/21/2019 3:05:07 PM zagnett Yeah could be.

3/21/2019 3:06:36 PM beaux4christ I saw a video on this guy that was of Jewish decent talking about how they kidnap our kids and use them in rituals then grind them up and sell them 

back to is in our fast food chains this is sick stuff but its what Q and other truth people are trying to disclose eventually

3/21/2019 3:07:11 PM freeandoriginal Thank you again for a great find!

3/21/2019 3:07:19 PM mongrelglory If it was at taxpayers' expense, they probably stayed in pretty nice digs!

3/21/2019 3:07:21 PM natureinspace I can't imagine the pressure he must feel posting on Twitter and putting himself out here with info that some people just make fun of and are mean to 

him. Kab is cool. I would be going full Michael Savage on them lol. Savage doesn't pull any punches! I LMAO at his replies!

3/21/2019 3:08:26 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

3/21/2019 3:10:03 PM laurabusse Almost an infinite supply of ytubes. Most around 15 min long. Some full seminars. Variety of subjects. She travels year rnd, gives seminars around the 

country (the world really and cruises) once/week for decades. So there is tons and tons of material. I think you'll like them :-)

3/21/2019 3:11:32 PM connectedtomyc1  https://twitter.com/connectedtomyc1/status/1108486959347978242 …

3/21/2019 3:12:12 PM jonessense 😁

3/21/2019 3:13:31 PM mongrelglory I'm such an old-school female chauvinist that I just pictured females when I heard the word "typist". 😝

3/21/2019 3:14:14 PM connectedtomyc1  https://twitter.com/connectedtomyc1/status/1108486959347978242 …

3/21/2019 3:15:28 PM laurabusse Often wonder bout channeling. How do they know whats their own thoughts and whats frm outside themselves? Would imagine it'd be easy to 

channel your (inaccurate) imagination. Having said that my favs are Abraham, Bashar, kryon. They are the most consistent and feel the realest.

3/21/2019 3:16:04 PM aprilbrown99 I was never mean to him. I loved everything that he wrote. Until he started trying to divide people yesterday and again today.  I don’t need anyone 

making decisions for me on who is good or not. I can determine that for myself.  I never said anything mean to him to block me.

3/21/2019 3:16:55 PM jeebaleebs Does it matter?  Message over messenger.



3/21/2019 3:17:15 PM natureinspace I just feel like MJ is mimicking Q and not very well. And I guess I just don't feel like MJ's proofs are really proofs. I'm not impressed. I felt the same way 

about ETS too. I'm no dummy but alot of what I read here just seems confusing and I don't have that trouble elsewhere.

3/21/2019 3:18:38 PM zagnett No not really. Please feel free not to. i just check out everything that i can find, especially about sources i like. In part to find other points of view.

3/21/2019 3:19:10 PM allahuniversal Do the 3 typists make anyone else think Minority Report, or is it just me. https://imdb.com/title/tt0181689/ …

3/21/2019 3:21:00 PM mongrelglory Wasn't there a well known channeller who came out a couple of years ago admitting that he'd found out that he'd been deceived by VOG technology?  

I admired his honesty and I felt sorry for him because he'd believed everything he had channelled.

3/21/2019 3:21:07 PM laurabusse O god. I think the question is the answer LOL! It is both I'm sure...aligning with source energy and co creating...(Abraham/Esther hicks) getting into the 

flow...

3/21/2019 3:21:54 PM zagnett Not sure who, but not surprised either. I've heard it was a common [cabal] ploy.

3/21/2019 3:22:36 PM mongrelglory Does putting words into the form of poetry add to their magical power?

3/21/2019 3:24:09 PM abdulissa111 A Wee Willie Winkie, if there ever was one! A innie AND a outtie, ooh that’s just crazy. I could be wrong now.....but I don’t thinks so, cause there’s a 

dinky down there.

3/21/2019 3:24:20 PM natureinspace I will try to find it tonight. I have to get back to work right now so when I come on later I will see what I can do. I know I've seen the info in the last year 

and I know it's about the same info as Kab posted. I'm going to have to dig into my brain (easier said than done lol).

3/21/2019 3:24:26 PM ekotoons NOT RELEVANT

BUT PERHAPS RELATED

ONLY TWO MEMBERS OF THE

"$100BILLION CLUB" ARE NEIGHBORS

WHAT ARE THE ODDS? https://www.businessinsider.com/where-billionaires-bill-gates-jeff-bezos-live-photos-of-medina-washington-2017-12 …

3/21/2019 3:26:11 PM zagnett Cool, ty! Have a great day! Love, light, kek & stuff!

3/21/2019 3:26:24 PM natureinspace I have a good idea where I saw it. I just have to check to see if it's where I think it is.

3/21/2019 3:27:40 PM ekotoons FREQUENCY ~ RHYTHM ~ PATTERN

3/21/2019 3:27:46 PM natureinspace Thanks you too! I'll be back lol

3/21/2019 3:27:48 PM mongrelglory You're so funny! 😆😆😆

3/21/2019 3:28:32 PM jordanb987 Yes I am aware...still conscious and still a being of light.

3/21/2019 3:29:44 PM zagnett 🤔🧐😉

😍🥰😘

🍿🍩🍸

3/21/2019 3:30:55 PM zagnett Well you never know how long an info war will last lol.

3/21/2019 3:30:58 PM beaux4christ I would very much like to talk to  paladians could you tell em for me thanks

3/21/2019 3:32:10 PM kashmintifadha What for?

3/21/2019 3:32:53 PM turboxyde When your mental body of awarenes becomes saturated go meditate for a bit and as you fall back into balance the information you absorbed will be 

harmonized with your consciousness. You can enter a state of "superlearning" by following that simple method frequently. Seek unity!

3/21/2019 3:38:08 PM mongrelglory They really have experimented a lot with our biology haven't they?

3/21/2019 3:38:48 PM adsvel Don't think so You are aware, otherwise You would not use these words.

3/21/2019 3:38:49 PM zagnett @kabamur_taygeta i'll do my best to be polite! ty for the offer! Most appreciated.

Love, light, kek & stuff! ☺️

3/21/2019 3:39:10 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/0JkRsojm5E

3/21/2019 3:42:09 PM mongrelglory I think they've been doing it for millennia.  I think it's no coincidence that the first book that came off of Gutenberg's printing press was the Bible.

3/21/2019 3:45:37 PM tammyredmond Kabamur would Tensor rings be beneficial for us throughout our homes to help combat this issue of EM attacks?

3/21/2019 3:46:24 PM jordanb987 What you think neither concerns nor bothers me. Good day 🙏

3/21/2019 3:47:24 PM mongrelglory There was also the Star Trek Enterprise episode where T-pol goes back in time and sells the secret of "Velcro" for some money. 😆

3/21/2019 3:48:41 PM zagnett Ooh i knew she couldn't be trusted lol!

3/21/2019 3:50:18 PM mongrelglory Also the typist is having to process a lot of tweets!  She/he probably hasn't had a bathroom break in a while!

3/21/2019 3:54:17 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I look on Youtube then. 😊

3/21/2019 3:54:48 PM jennife31060429 Look who they are also...🤨

3/21/2019 3:55:45 PM mongrelglory Awe...she wasn't ready to make her debut! 👶

3/21/2019 3:56:30 PM kindeandtrue 👎

3/21/2019 3:57:43 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/JGawEl0nJG

3/21/2019 3:58:10 PM mongrelglory I think, until we reach the level where we are re-united with Source, there will always be distortions in what we perceive as Truth, simply because of 

the limitations of our understanding.

3/21/2019 4:03:02 PM qtpi3_14 This is the 3rd or 4th time the name Evergreen has popped up tied to shady biz... HRC SS codename, Evergreen Aviation, etc.  What is it with 

Evergreen? pic.twitter.com/LUrmqzTUqw

3/21/2019 4:06:42 PM 12gourmetfoodie You're @ts_sci_majic12

3/21/2019 4:07:12 PM turboxyde Are these all civilian programs or was the military involved at any level? I've always had a theory that tech was passed down post genetic screening. 

This could explain many very strange "coincidences" that occurred with unit assignments and training opportunities.

3/21/2019 4:07:33 PM jennife31060429 May have been brought uo but wasnt Hrc "evergreen"

3/21/2019 4:09:31 PM princesspatrio1 Also interesting that the city Medina is named after a town in Saudi Arabia. Why would they name a Washington city after one in Saudi Arabia? 

pic.twitter.com/96IQV8wjpV

3/21/2019 4:11:22 PM ragevirusqq It’s sad governments and military abused our trust and did these things. Just because someone signed a paper for some other treatment doesn’t make 

it right or ethical. Any Dr or military personnel that took part knowingly should be charged with crimes against humanity also.

3/21/2019 4:12:06 PM laurabusse Also books, CDs, web site but i think youtube is best. Easily accessible and you get to hear, and sometimes see, her in action :-) she can also be quite 

hilarious...

3/21/2019 4:12:29 PM warangel1111 Well isn’t that Special..

3/21/2019 4:12:57 PM warangel1111 Big Money

3/21/2019 4:13:00 PM laurabusse Agree :-)

3/21/2019 4:15:36 PM qtpi3_14 Not just a town in Saudi Arabia... where Muhammad is buried pic.twitter.com/vga3QH8vlA

3/21/2019 4:17:02 PM jennife31060429 Just read that about Saudi Arabia  and bells went off!!

3/21/2019 4:17:14 PM jennife31060429 Wow!

3/21/2019 4:18:11 PM warangel1111 Maybe Saudis supplied the kids for the Elites.. Does Any of the Saudi Royal Family own property in there as well? Evergreen Forests Good for Hunting 

parties ... They love their symbolism

3/21/2019 4:18:15 PM jennife31060429 The plot thickens.....🧐



3/21/2019 4:20:18 PM zagnett Same here!

I got plenty of those limitations you mention lol.

3/21/2019 4:23:20 PM djlok Maybe Kab and WHV can hang out now. 🙄

3/21/2019 4:25:16 PM qtpi3_14 Nimrod... pic.twitter.com/JQVpHnhB7K

3/21/2019 4:25:34 PM zagnett Yeah i guess so. The two people i didn't attack, & yet they still blocked me. Really weird.

3/21/2019 4:26:07 PM djlok I can only imagine a day in the life of the typist.  I know messenger over message, but it's still fun to think about. You know there had to have been a 

couple of times when the typist is thinking..."seriously, I'm about to tweet this?  Oh well, Let 'er rip!!"

3/21/2019 4:26:11 PM qtpi3_14 But hey... don't Evergreens have pinecones?   Where else have we seen pinecones? pic.twitter.com/IPX3FxVIU3

3/21/2019 4:26:50 PM jrocktigers Thank you.

3/21/2019 4:27:14 PM princesspatrio1 Fascinating. 

Medina is part of the 1st Congressional District. Its current Representative is Suzan DelBene. Suzan DelBene is very connected to Microsoft. 

pic.twitter.com/AFmbqdBFRj

3/21/2019 4:27:51 PM zagnett i can't set a tweet / DM to @kabamur_taygeta it seems.

I'll be nice.

3/21/2019 4:28:03 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/Gccu0lxywr

3/21/2019 4:28:24 PM qtpi3_14 PINEal gland....

3/21/2019 4:28:45 PM princesspatrio1 Yes. The Vatican has a prominent statue. pic.twitter.com/wGW3TyYRpf

3/21/2019 4:29:31 PM princesspatrio1 Coincidence? I think not.

3/21/2019 4:29:40 PM zoilaliz1 Yeah! Research is Goooood 😉 pic.twitter.com/KH8qak9PCd

3/21/2019 4:31:15 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/wdy7jNH4eW

3/21/2019 4:35:48 PM sumgirl Very creative

3/21/2019 4:38:24 PM laurabusse I think we all do :-) just part of life here on planet earth 🌎

3/21/2019 4:48:03 PM jennife31060429 Alot of control

3/21/2019 4:48:11 PM mongrelglory I'm sure the typist who transcribed the whole MJ-12 AMA on sexuality was having a hard time keeping a straight face! 🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2019 4:50:05 PM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK 

963 hz

Whoa

3/21/2019 4:57:03 PM jrocktigers As a parent, the HPV Vaccine push is such a difficult issue. On the one hand, the kids mostly want it as they have been scared senseless. As a parent, 

you dont want anything to harm your child. It is one hell of a decision as a parent. And it is a total of 3 or 4 shots over years

3/21/2019 4:57:24 PM missy968 Like I said, I wouldn’t be surprised if someone was posing as him.

3/21/2019 5:01:01 PM jballz1021 Dualistic thinking limits.

3/21/2019 5:01:42 PM kabamur_taygeta Apparently

3/21/2019 5:05:59 PM djlok Same. And I saw all your tweets re the situation and I agree.  I thought you were quite nice actually.

3/21/2019 5:09:18 PM djlok That's exactly the thread I was thinking of!!

3/21/2019 5:17:52 PM qtpi3_14 You+Prayer= March Sanity 😆

3/21/2019 5:21:07 PM warangel1111 😂❤️

3/21/2019 5:23:10 PM princesspatrio1 🙇🙇♀️🙏=😎🕊

3/21/2019 5:27:55 PM jballz1021 Everything’s going to be just fine.

3/21/2019 5:31:07 PM lbf777 Yesterday @KTaygeta swore up & down that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a larp multiple times. 

Is this a Divide & Conquer Strategy to divide the woke community? Either way, I say forget this shit show of waiting. Let’s go save the world with our 

bare hands now.

What do you say Patriots?  pic.twitter.com/BYbeyzFy5l

3/21/2019 5:36:12 PM mongrelglory Of all the vaccines, that is the one I would avoid the most.  Many documented serious adverse side effects, questions that it might affect fertility.  The 

reality is, the vaccine has not been well-documented to protect from cervical cancer, which is an easily diagnosed and...

3/21/2019 5:36:57 PM bruno4666 Illegally obtained land from an illegal nation.

3/21/2019 5:37:23 PM mongrelglory ...treatable cancer if caught in the early stages.  Teach your kids to go for regular Pap tests as soon as they're sexually active.  The vaccine is not 

necessary for their safety.

3/21/2019 5:38:19 PM jrocktigers Thank you MongrelGlory!

3/21/2019 5:42:12 PM mongrelglory P.S. As a retired doctor, I would not give you this advice if I wasn't sure of what I had researched.  There's been a lot of problems with the vaccine in 

other countries, but the media and the AMA cover it up.

3/21/2019 5:42:33 PM allahuniversal Absolutely! #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWorldWide

#TheGreatAwakening

3/21/2019 5:42:41 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏼👆🏼💪🏼

3/21/2019 5:43:17 PM djlok @MongrelGlory do you know what vaccine that was in China that was making people so sick they were taking to the streets in protest last year?

3/21/2019 5:43:28 PM allahuniversal Good ?

3/21/2019 5:44:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 A fine example of NLP (using "feel"/sight words) and conversational hypnosis (suggestion/vagueness; "as the lights"=pace.)  Not something a normie 

would put together

3/21/2019 5:49:22 PM nursewounds An anon asked him to post something significant with ets and within a few minute he posed this. pic.twitter.com/qx0zMh9YPk

3/21/2019 5:49:42 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry, I hadn't heard of those protests.  They have a lot of problems with quality control with manufacturing in China, so it could have been a 

contaminant that was causing the problems. I was always leery of Chinese "patent" medicines being contaminated when I was doing TCM.

3/21/2019 5:49:42 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you 🙏

3/21/2019 5:51:31 PM jrocktigers OK Doc, I have a strange pain in my lower back..do you take United or Blue Cross?    joking , i joke...

3/21/2019 5:52:45 PM mongrelglory My mother always wanted me to diagnose her rash over the phone (the old corded phones with no video!) 😋

3/21/2019 5:53:17 PM worldxplorer1 I’d be curious to hear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts on this as well. Perhaps they’ll chime in.

3/21/2019 5:54:14 PM mongrelglory Come to Canada.  You won't need insurance...but you'll have longer waiting times.  It's a trade-off.

3/21/2019 5:55:15 PM keith369me Didn’t read all of the back and forth, but have seen enough of your thoughts to know you are not disrespectful.  Something is very off with that account 

lately.  Went from a consistently very loving attitude to something else.

3/21/2019 5:56:26 PM mongrelglory You don't think they listen to our conversations when we're not on one of their Twitter feeds do you? 😳

3/21/2019 5:58:26 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Keith. 🙏. I just hope he is okay. I am concerned but nothing we can to do except send him loving thoughts and Light. 💕

3/21/2019 6:00:48 PM djlok Ha ha!

3/21/2019 6:01:08 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I criticized Trump when he sold weapons to SA.  Seemed like a deep state move at the time.  But then I found out about Q and saw a regime change in 

SA.  I'm not a fan of Israel stealing (more) land by lie and conquest, or America fighting Israel's wars.



3/21/2019 6:01:09 PM worldxplorer1 I doubt it but I tagged them in my reply. 

That being said, I think you are one of the dozen accounts that they mentioned they interact w/ daily. The dozen whose collective consciousness they 

noted...

I would think you are one of those. 😉 

Does that mean they follow you? IDK
3/21/2019 6:02:14 PM ashe18321312 Kind of a double edged sword on that one🤔

3/21/2019 6:03:13 PM mongrelglory It's only because I never could resist jumping into an interesting conversation!  My first doll was a "Chatty Kathy" and I broke her string within a day. 

🤣

3/21/2019 6:05:22 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha!  I for one appreciate all of your interactions with MJ12. Even the interactions they don’t respond to. A lot of your questions give me food for 

thought!

3/21/2019 6:07:25 PM giediknight @Jordan_Sather_ blocked me because I keep telling him that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was not a LARP. One of my arguments on Facebook was “you believe 

@kabamur_taygeta over MJ12? If anyone is a LARP it’s Kabamur” this was a few months ago.

3/21/2019 6:08:43 PM mongrelglory Thank you very much!  I enjoy your contributions too. I think we are an interesting bunch! pic.twitter.com/rLoBETKmMt

3/21/2019 6:09:21 PM worldxplorer1 Agreed!

3/21/2019 6:09:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Balfour Declaration (1917) during WW1 with plans to establish Israel which didn't exist until after WWII.  WWII orchestrated to create Israel?  Where 

did all the Jews come from for this new state?  How did they support themselves economically?  Reparations

3/21/2019 6:10:03 PM djlok Agreed. I get a lot out of y'all's questions too.

3/21/2019 6:14:03 PM keith369me I believe several are followed to get a pulse on reaction to information.  You are one of those dozen

3/21/2019 6:15:19 PM jennife31060429 Agreed  Princess.

I think truth sought out by ones ownself and Holy Spirit has to be established enough,for ideas not to have a person many times..

3/21/2019 6:19:40 PM allahuniversal Intentionally legalese, intended to confuse by speaking a language uncommon to the common man

3/21/2019 6:20:31 PM mongrelglory I'm getting a little self-conscious here...I like talking to people and asking questions, but prefer not to be in the spotlight.  😬

3/21/2019 6:21:03 PM clancy_birrell is cobra on MJ payroll?

3/21/2019 6:21:47 PM keith369me You might have to get used to it if I’m reading this right.

3/21/2019 6:21:50 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

3/21/2019 6:23:41 PM kabamur_taygeta No but I’m sure MJ is very familiar those posts.

3/21/2019 6:23:52 PM worldxplorer1 You didn’t choose the spotlight. The spotlight  (MJ12) chose you. 😉

3/21/2019 6:24:17 PM jrocktigers 💡🔦👁

3/21/2019 6:24:52 PM mongrelglory Sigh...never a break from responsibility. 🥴  WWG1WGA!

3/21/2019 6:26:17 PM roublisa I have enough love to share pic.twitter.com/ZfzW87SSKw

3/21/2019 6:26:47 PM mongrelglory I'm going to need more medication for my social anxiety... 😝

3/21/2019 6:28:03 PM matoozie A friend had a kid who needed a school vaccine and the doctor was pushing HPV and didn't even carry the required ones. Big wake up to the parent.

3/21/2019 6:28:29 PM keith369me Actually, the spotlight was chosen, just can’t remember choosing it.  If you doubt this read 8 Chan Q messages.  The autists, while great at digging are 

missing the spiritual side as in general the dogma is strong with that group.

3/21/2019 6:29:23 PM allahuniversal 396Hz. After enough listening enough, I recall hearing this tone. Immediately upon waking up from NDEs.

3/21/2019 6:30:30 PM keith369me You will do great.  Just use your heart and speak on your learning experience.  There will be 10,000 Michelles that know what you knew a year ago but 

can’t put the big picture together.

3/21/2019 6:32:59 PM mongrelglory I started out on the 8chan Q board and migrated to Twitter!  The spiritual side has always been an interest to me and you're right, I get more 

exploration for that here.  I've found MJ-12 really thought provoking for expanding my idea of what spirituality means! 😊

3/21/2019 6:34:20 PM worldxplorer1 I was just thinking about this Keith. On some level Michelle did chose this - likely subconsciously. 

As for your Q comment... That’s what makes me love this little “sub-group” on Twitter. It’s the Spiritual / Q / ET / Multidimensional group. Who I like to 

think of as my tribe!

3/21/2019 6:36:40 PM worldxplorer1 I love this little tribe of ours. The same people pop up time and again. 

Like minded. 

Good hearted. 

Truth seeking. 

Love you all! ❤️✨
3/21/2019 6:37:51 PM mongrelglory Thanks for your vote of confidence!  I will try to be mindful of how I express myself, remembering that my audience might be bigger than I think! 👍

3/21/2019 6:38:31 PM worldxplorer1 You’re doing great!  We’re all behind you.

3/21/2019 6:40:33 PM decodematrix This is the greatest exchange I have ever seen on Twitter. pic.twitter.com/tRc5UXLXxb

3/21/2019 6:42:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Aschen introduced anti-aging vaccine that resulted in the global birth rate to be reduced by 90%. Plausible deniability according to General 

Hammond. Fiction reflecting agenda controlled through psychological warfare propaganda to disregard as "not possible to be true". 

https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1108880231123832832 …

3/21/2019 6:43:15 PM jrocktigers Thank you!

3/21/2019 6:45:48 PM mongrelglory Hi MJ-12 👋

Thanks for replying so quickly!

3/21/2019 6:47:40 PM worldxplorer1 NDE’s?  Plural?!  How many near death experiences have you had?

3/21/2019 6:48:19 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼WOW.

3/21/2019 6:48:54 PM mongrelglory Family doctors are way too trusting of their medical organizations I'm afraid.  They really need to question their recommendations more!

3/21/2019 6:51:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes you only need are 3 IS-BEs in UNITY working together to manifest powerful change through intent and will power. Do not forget, message 

over messenger. Tomorrow will be an interesting day to say the least. No spoilers. Power of 3 6 and 9 is real. Use it.

3/21/2019 6:51:03 PM allahuniversal Lost count, honestly. The 1st one (the before & the after) I remember vividly. After-effect lasted for days. A walking lucid dream.

3/21/2019 6:51:26 PM mongrelglory The same to you! 😘

I'm going to go watch Star Trek Discovery now. 😁

3/21/2019 6:52:56 PM keith369me Confirmed

3/21/2019 6:53:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Right?!

3/21/2019 6:53:38 PM 1_decided_voter What will it take to get "the ultimate question" asked? pic.twitter.com/Z7sA4F08Cs

3/21/2019 6:53:38 PM mongrelglory Thank you MJ-12.  Have a good evening!

3/21/2019 6:54:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 In a way you might be onto something here. Yes, the TV show collaborated with The Working Group within the Pentagon to ensure it met all Military 

standards. Yes, there were consultants who were MJ12 subordinates. Yes this account references the DIA SG-1 & SG-1 TV show. Useful.

3/21/2019 6:55:08 PM mongrelglory Message over messenger! 😉



3/21/2019 6:55:19 PM worldxplorer1 Wow!

3/21/2019 6:55:20 PM allahuniversal Fasting & prayer/meditation is powerful, sometimes a bit too powerful for the BE.

3/21/2019 6:56:14 PM clancy_birrell I've noticed recently that Cobra seems to be on a loop.

Just repeating old posts. Looks like a robot account on twitter now?

3/21/2019 6:56:47 PM keith369me I understand no spoilers...I hope today’s meditation manifests.  If it does, the world will be a better place tomorrow.

3/21/2019 6:57:55 PM laurabusse Do you remember anything else about it? I would love to look that up...

3/21/2019 6:58:46 PM kabamur_taygeta Recycling for a little over a year, which is when he lost access to his source of info. No more valid updates.

3/21/2019 6:59:50 PM bbobbio71 Difficult to understand the outcome of understanding 3 6 9. Yes it's easy to see and find but understanding, I guess,  the effects of... is difficult.

3/21/2019 7:00:08 PM hawkgirlinmn I do fasting three times a year and I always feel amazing when I do. I agree. The IS can compensate for the BE even when it’s in shock.

3/21/2019 7:00:56 PM laurabusse Join the club :-) that makes at least a doz I've become aware of since yesterday. I'm sure there's way more. Amazing isn't it?

3/21/2019 7:01:37 PM giediknight That was a great episode. The SG-1 has major cognitive dissonance regarding what was happening to them. They basically had to leave a message back 

in time to never visit the planet to avoid contact with the Aschen. Hope this isn’t the case with out Ouroboros timeline..

3/21/2019 7:01:59 PM allahuniversal "Accidently" learned a breathing technique to induce, it was years ago though. Convenient amnesia allowed me to go on normally.

Thia may or may not be relevant.

from:ts_sci_majic12 divers response

3/21/2019 7:03:08 PM mongrelglory He had blondish brown hair and had been channelling for almost 20 years if I recall correctly.  He just announced suddenly one day that he was 

shutting down his site, apologized to everyone and said he'd learned it was VOG technology and he was being manipulated.  I probably ...

3/21/2019 7:03:11 PM djlok #metoo

3/21/2019 7:03:18 PM worldxplorer1 MJ I appreciate what you do - even if misunderstood by many. I appreciate the message. I think following your messages have helped hone my 

discernment skills and taught me to follow my intuition with more confidence.

3/21/2019 7:03:26 PM laurabusse He doesn't like to be questioned or challenged apparently. Not even reasonably. That speaks to fear, immaturity, insecurity, whatever. Very 

unfortunate.

3/21/2019 7:03:53 PM allahuniversal Tried a Ramadan 29 day fast, but not to the standards recommended. Made for an interesting winter that year...now aiming for 3-4 days a month, or 

just whenever the BE says so on random days.

3/21/2019 7:04:03 PM worldxplorer1 Fascinating. I’ll check that out.

3/21/2019 7:04:27 PM hawkgirlinmn I do the Master Cleanse

3/21/2019 7:04:37 PM frankbicknell79 I know that episode well, they find a paper underground and they ask their new Friends to translate it. The aschen say it means sterile

3/21/2019 7:04:46 PM allahuniversal No cold water required 😎

3/21/2019 7:05:04 PM mongrelglory ...read about it on  https://stillnessinthestorm.com  because that was the first "New Age" website that I had come across, and I don't normally follow 

any channellers.  I guess it could have been several years ago now...time passes so quickly!

3/21/2019 7:05:07 PM worldxplorer1 Hahaha!

3/21/2019 7:05:59 PM blankmarlo Love you too! Can't even begin to describe how nourishing these discussions are for my soul and my sanity. Really keeps me going through the hard 

times. Thank you all.

3/21/2019 7:06:10 PM allahuniversal May have tried it a few times, not the 21 day cleanse for sure. The results are always the same though: amazing!

3/21/2019 7:06:45 PM daveo6145 Just think 3 people effecting 6 people effecting 9 people. It’s the power of free thought and understanding. A limitless organic effect of human 

consciousness. The hope that more and more people will waken and speak truth courageously. Break the system from within. 

pic.twitter.com/g1qIwVrveR

3/21/2019 7:07:44 PM laurabusse Doubt it was deliberately coordinated. Bunch of us been following MJ12 awhile and see the good that's there and the lack of manipulation and control, 

took exception to the seeming baseless attack on MJ. For me, after following kab over a yr, it was the straw that broke camels bck

3/21/2019 7:07:57 PM keith369me Don’t feel bad, I was blocked as well and I wasn’t even involved in the conversation with @kabamur_taygeta

3/21/2019 7:08:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Agree!!

3/21/2019 7:08:53 PM beaux4christ Do the pharma companies lobby doctors to use their medicines? Give incentives for prescribing their meds?

3/21/2019 7:09:05 PM paterrebecca I pulled my boys out of school on the days this vaccine was being given.  In Australia it happens at school. You can opt out but i signed the paperwork to 

say no to another vaccine and they gave it anyway. Do your research. Really bad vaccine

3/21/2019 7:10:56 PM djlok How the hell did you even get blocked?  He must've give through and reviewed who interacts with the MJ account. Whatever!!!  Negative ET's feed off 

negative energy.

3/21/2019 7:12:06 PM jimhayzlett Soon, you will be healed... Believe ✨😇🙏🏼🌎✨

3/21/2019 7:12:27 PM mongrelglory @Keith72256137 You're like that poor random person on the sidewalk that gets hit by the runaway bus!

3/21/2019 7:12:39 PM laurabusse Omg. I hope i can find it. Would love to hear a vog channeling to see if it would feel off at all. I can't imagine it would sound like the real deal...but i 

have no idea!

3/21/2019 7:13:13 PM keith369me Like I mentioned earlier, the personality of the account changed drastically.  Who would have thought @kabamur_taygeta would act more like a liberal 

college campus than a disclosure guru?

3/21/2019 7:13:40 PM 00loll0 No,no,no.

3/21/2019 7:14:10 PM mongrelglory I don't know if he deleted all his work! I'll see if I can recall more about the story.

3/21/2019 7:14:21 PM djlok I never really connected with the Kab account I think because I had a hard time understanding it.  

When you start with things like  "Neoiah", I'm already lost. With the MJ12 account, even when I don't understand, I usually at least understand the 

words and can ask questions.

3/21/2019 7:15:37 PM keith369me It is what it is.  No anger, no bitterness...I might read some @kabamur_taygeta Tweets logged out if they resonate.  Gives new meaning to messenger 

above message, lol.

3/21/2019 7:16:10 PM laurabusse Interesting. I wonder if he just methodically blocked anyone who follows mj. Like that whitehat guy who blocked me even tho i wasn't having any 

exchanges w him LOL!

3/21/2019 7:17:52 PM mongrelglory In Canada, not so much. They have sales reps who bring samples around to offices with reading material. They sponsor educational lunches and 

dinners where someone gives a talk. The laws are stricter in Canada about conflict of interest. We can't accept "gifts" or money from them.

3/21/2019 7:19:50 PM djlok For sure!!  Anybody ever hear if all those praying maniac accounts got shut down or not?

3/21/2019 7:19:52 PM laurabusse Don't knock yourself out. Usually if it's something i really want to or are meant to read I'll stumble upon it at some pt. That sure is interesting tho...

3/21/2019 7:20:30 PM jswdh1 Fake

3/21/2019 7:20:33 PM mongrelglory However, who knows what kind of shenanigans go on at the research level, or with political institutions and medical organizations?  I'm sure there are 

ways for the pharmaceutical industry to influence decisions made at higher levels.

3/21/2019 7:21:33 PM laurabusse LOL i understand but he could be sooo uplifting. But i guess it's like Dr Jekyll and Mr Kabamur!

3/21/2019 7:21:44 PM keith369me @jack is likely going to see class action lawsuits if his platform continues to violate our free speech.

3/21/2019 7:22:46 PM djlok 👆👆👆 has officially become a @MongrelGlory AMA.

3/21/2019 7:23:07 PM sdcharge2k12 😂😂 love it

3/21/2019 7:23:20 PM mongrelglory I think I recall David Wilcock and Corey Goode talking about what happened to the guy too.  I think he might have been someone who channelled 

messages from Plieadians.

3/21/2019 7:23:55 PM djlok Ha ha!!!!

3/21/2019 7:24:23 PM aprilbrown99 It looks like the real account is back up. I blocked the other three. pic.twitter.com/dGPoHrE4fg



3/21/2019 7:24:51 PM mongrelglory I'm so going to get into trouble for this! 😜

3/21/2019 7:25:00 PM beaux4christ I had gotten addicted to opiates at the age of 14 and I had unlimited supply very early on I did have a chance I had tried everything to stop. I was 

hooked for 23 yrs. It wasn't until I accepted Jesus Christ I was able to stop but I say that to say this...

3/21/2019 7:25:40 PM djlok Wouldn't it be a hoot and a holler if we learned that all the "New Age-ie) Twitter accounts were MJ12 accounts and he was just trying to consolidate.

3/21/2019 7:25:47 PM jennife31060429 This is really pretty cool!!

 It actually makes sense😀

3/21/2019 7:26:32 PM djlok I just love your personality!  Are you the same in real life?

3/21/2019 7:26:33 PM jennife31060429 How?

3/21/2019 7:26:50 PM jennife31060429 That was super fast buddy!!😂😂😎

3/21/2019 7:27:07 PM roublisa I can attest to that if you put @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  in a convo they are most defiantly on it😉.

3/21/2019 7:28:10 PM speaakn My eldest had a bad reaction to it. The first (of 3) shot made her feel bad, the 2nd put her in the hospital (anaphylaxis). Be careful of these vaccines, 

please. Using protection (condoms) dramatically lowers risk of HPV.

3/21/2019 7:28:21 PM djlok I can vouch for this as well. But I also believe they are "in on" much more than our Twitter convos!!!

3/21/2019 7:28:28 PM integratedwebuk Has anyone used any psycho active medication in excess.  You develop a level of sensory perception.  You can hear vibrations in your neighbours 

house...  you can hear the pipes vibrate with hot water vibrating....

3/21/2019 7:28:29 PM beaux4christ There is something up with Xanax when I would get on them it was like it took my conscious away from me like it allowed demons into me.  I hate 

prescription drugs and for this opiate epidemic they are throwing money at suboxone, suboxone has worse and longer with drawls

3/21/2019 7:29:20 PM mongrelglory Opioids are very much over-prescribed by doctors in Canada.  Partly because of a lack of availability or good pain management programs outside of 

major cities.  There are many doctors who've been busted by the RCMP for providing opioids to the street.  I'm so glad to hear that...

3/21/2019 7:29:54 PM keith369me David, do you have trouble sleeping?  Your mind is always in overdrive.  You are great at getting this guy that doesn’t laugh much to laugh often.

3/21/2019 7:30:01 PM mongrelglory ...you survived your battle with addiction, through the help of God and your faith.  Many sadly do not!

3/21/2019 7:30:25 PM keith369me 24-7

3/21/2019 7:30:31 PM jrocktigers Wow man, Congrats! You are the exception! 👊🏼

3/21/2019 7:30:35 PM bbobbio71 Thanks!

Maybe I'm reading too much into our.

3/21/2019 7:31:18 PM roublisa You know sometimes I think that our high profile friends @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 may be participating as normies 🤔. There are no coincidences 😉

3/21/2019 7:31:59 PM aprilbrown99 Awe...for Keith and all of you. 💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/v8UsDiAM8x

3/21/2019 7:33:01 PM keith369me Thanks for the hug and watch your hands April, I’m a married man 😂

3/21/2019 7:33:19 PM djlok I don't sleep much anymore. I was on so many #BigPharma drugs before, I could go to sleep with nieces and nephews yelling at the top of their lungs. I 

think maybe I slept so much in my 20's and 30's, I'm good to go for awhile.

3/21/2019 7:34:04 PM jennife31060429 You know I gotta mess with you EKO😀

3/21/2019 7:34:18 PM beaux4christ It was only through Jesus Christ man. I didn't think I would ever get away from them it took everything I had to not kill myself because I was so tired of 

hurting my family and friends. I'm still trying to earn thier trust back to this day

3/21/2019 7:34:20 PM mongrelglory Xanax is probably the most addictive of the benzodiazepines (sedatives) because of how fast-acting it is. These medications might have their place in 

some situations, but they need to be prescribed very carefully to avoid addiction. I think many doctors were not being careful...

3/21/2019 7:34:28 PM djlok And by the way... Most people don't get my humor. Very few do actually.

3/21/2019 7:34:31 PM keith369me Actually I sleep less now and rarely get tired during the day.  A side benefit to whatever we are going through.

3/21/2019 7:34:58 PM aprilbrown99 Not flirting....

3/21/2019 7:35:08 PM djlok Yeah I'm not tired during the day at all!

3/21/2019 7:35:27 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏼

3/21/2019 7:35:29 PM mongrelglory ...to the detriment of their patients. Fentanyl is a very scary narcotic, which I fear is being over-prescribed, not to mention the deaths it is causing out 

on the street!

3/21/2019 7:35:39 PM keith369me I definitely get it.  Better than anything on TV

3/21/2019 7:36:07 PM keith369me Just teasing ya.  I know!

3/21/2019 7:39:45 PM beaux4christ Yeah I used to eat the gel out of the fentanyl patches and take Xanax with them God got me thru it I should of OD I've had friends die of lesser doses. 

People look at addicts and think they wanna get high but that's not always the case being a addict SUCKS!!!!

3/21/2019 7:39:52 PM djlok Ha ha!!!  Well we've got really good material up in this trailer, I affectionately call Twitter!!!

3/21/2019 7:40:52 PM mongrelglory I am so going to cover over the camera on my computer with tape! 🤨

3/21/2019 7:41:47 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha!  I’ve done that already!

3/21/2019 7:41:47 PM djlok Ha ha!!  I was thinking more 5D.

3/21/2019 7:42:38 PM djlok And 5 th Dimension... Not your bra size through the laptop camera.

3/21/2019 7:42:52 PM beaux4christ If y'all know anybody that's struggling with drugs there is a place called The Home of Grace its in a little town called Vancleave in Mississippi it will save 

there lives in all kinda ways.  I'm not a spokes person just letting y'all know it works if they really wanna quit

3/21/2019 7:44:11 PM pedalfun4u when I mentioned the 0 delta tweet all hell broke loose

3/21/2019 7:44:22 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  It's a miracle you didn't die!

You can certainly stand as a testament to your faith, and warn people about how easy it is to get hooked on these powerful drugs!

3/21/2019 7:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if there was a high probability that a user would use their same password for multiple services? Imagine what you could do. Passwords alone are 

not safe. Consider researching 2FA or FIDO.

#DeleteLifeLog #DeletFacebook https://twitter.com/xeni/status/1108820752739037184 …

3/21/2019 7:45:25 PM allahuniversal However you see fit, such as this reply @9:45, intentionallly

3/21/2019 7:46:49 PM mongrelglory How long have you been sober now?  Do you go to NA meetings, or do you have other supports?

3/21/2019 7:46:53 PM djlok I want them all to see me!!! Cause I ain't coming back!!!  So if it's source, creator or ancestors or aliens, they better learn in this life whatever it is this IS 

was to accomplish...Cause I am DONE with coming back here. Every time I come back it becomes more and more of a dump

3/21/2019 7:47:29 PM jrocktigers Yea man, you were in deep but pulled yourself out with faith!!

3/21/2019 7:47:40 PM worldxplorer1 Ha!  I love it!

3/21/2019 7:50:25 PM beaux4christ I've been sober a little under a year. I go to celebrate recovery its a Christian group and I go to church since I gave my life to Jesus I've had no desire to 

use I don't even smoke cigarettes any more its really mind blowing the transformation I went thru and still going thru

3/21/2019 7:51:46 PM jrocktigers Wow!! Vigilance is the best weapon.

3/21/2019 7:53:28 PM keith369me You’re being Jordan Sathered, 😂 😂 😂

3/21/2019 7:53:32 PM w59_tammy You can trust @kabamur_taygeta. He knows what he’s talking about.

3/21/2019 7:53:37 PM beaux4christ This Home of Grace Christian rehab is really a God send people from all over the U.S go here its $3,000 entrance fee 3 month program but if you don't 

have the money they have donor's that will cover you. I believe the Trump admin should seriously consider this option

3/21/2019 7:54:20 PM djlok You'll be alright!  Embrace your Awakening and Trust Yourself.



3/21/2019 7:54:35 PM mongrelglory Okay David!  Now you've made me do it!

I'm pulling out the Shania Twain! https://youtu.be/-FMhUNSIxks 

3/21/2019 7:54:49 PM w59_tammy Yes!!

3/21/2019 7:54:58 PM lbf777 Is what Kabamaur says about Ivanka Trump being the dual reincarnation of Abe Lincoln and JFK combined true?

3/21/2019 7:55:32 PM djlok Y'all, I've been Sathered!!!

3/21/2019 7:55:39 PM worldxplorer1 Oh geez!  Don’t open up that can of worms. We dont need a replay of yesterday’s drama. Things just calmed down!

3/21/2019 7:56:18 PM speaakn 2FA = 2 Factor Authorizations

FIDO - https://fidoalliance.org/category/intro-fido/ …

3/21/2019 7:56:36 PM djlok Yes!!!  Yes!!! Yes!!!

3/21/2019 7:57:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is the evidence presented strong enough to compel you to consider the possibility that trusting your own judgement may result in consequences if you 

don't project according to code? Why else the question?

3/21/2019 7:58:22 PM djlok C'mon wouldn't love to throw a 3D guru personality into the mix. Shake things up a little.

3/21/2019 7:58:40 PM mongrelglory Yes, I'm familiar with celebrate recovery!  I hope you are no longer alone in your journey, and with time, eventually your family will be able to trust 

again.  Blessings! 🙏

3/21/2019 7:58:51 PM enomai_ glad to see this dictatorship crumble.

3/21/2019 7:59:03 PM beaux4christ I've been woke for a long time I've read behold the pale horse by William bill cooper and bloodlines of illuminate by Fritz springmere I so glad we have 

Q and others to wake up the masses people used to think I was some crazy conspiracy theorist lol

3/21/2019 7:59:15 PM integratedwebuk With respect you don’t need to be Majic for this statement to be remotely true.  Look at the adobe password hack from a few years ago to see even 

hashed passwords (implemented badly) can be decrypted..  And 2FA can be intercepted by state actors.....

3/21/2019 7:59:16 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/gA1ym8vA1L

3/21/2019 7:59:19 PM laurabusse Oh! I must have missed that. Well I'm sure I'll find it at some point...

3/21/2019 7:59:45 PM mongrelglory I'm definitely going to go watch Star Trek Discovery now...

3/21/2019 8:00:18 PM lbf777 It sounds like total bullshit to me. He also said Trump is Archangel Uriel. I just wanted you to confirm it was bs.

3/21/2019 8:00:41 PM worldxplorer1 Have a good night!

3/21/2019 8:01:56 PM turtlestiltskin #UnsealEpstein #QAnon #RachelChandler

3/21/2019 8:02:35 PM djlok Well it's definitely brought all of us together. Sort of (clears throat) Majestic in that way.

3/21/2019 8:03:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Security on computer systems is an illusion however the energy required to break 2FA aren't being used to break into social media accounts, they're 

being used to break into crimes against humanity operations covertly through classified programs. High risk = High value.

3/21/2019 8:04:31 PM laurabusse You mean with the whitehat guy? I came to that conversation pretty late if i recall...

3/21/2019 8:05:03 PM winki00000001 Does his intel about the real Cobra being replaced by his partner is disinformation ?

3/21/2019 8:06:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Or 10:05 intentionally 😁

3/21/2019 8:06:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 To say it is BS or not would be interfering with his reality and we have no interest in explicitly calling anybody out specifically. The typist agrees with 

you, however it was MJ9 who put him on the radar recently. The purpose of his account is to inform. Message over messenger.

3/21/2019 8:06:38 PM djlok Well it's sort of like saying anyone can do it and I don't think that they can.

3/21/2019 8:07:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic.

3/21/2019 8:07:43 PM lbf777 My theory is that someone found out who Cobra is & determined that Cobra was a fraud. Kabamaur immediately made a story about real Cobra being 

dead & the new Cobra is fake Cobra. He would not have given this story if Cobra wasn’t uncovered. Sounds like he’s protecting Cobra.

3/21/2019 8:08:42 PM je_weed_707_ Majestic is my neice’s name.

3/21/2019 8:09:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Zero deltas are difficult without coordination. Coincidences do happen (in the sense of unknowable circumstances), however subject matter and intent 

when connected with 3 6 and 9 synchronicity typically show hyperdimensional correlation or even causation to strengthen reason.

3/21/2019 8:10:19 PM decodematrix First he said POTUS was Saint Germain. Then he said POTUS was Archangel Uriel and Barron Trump was Saint Germain.

3/21/2019 8:10:50 PM jrocktigers I B4 E except after C. . ..  .what say you MJ12?

3/21/2019 8:11:44 PM allahuniversal The Power of 3 6 and 9 in action

Waltz: time signature of 3 1/4 notes per bar/meter

123123123123

Sometimes the truth IS right in front of us https://youtu.be/M57Fi19vcSI 

3/21/2019 8:11:57 PM integratedwebuk For a state actor there is no energy required to standard 2FA....  A man in the middle attack intercept login details & a standard intercept of SMS sent 

to confirm an access code.  Even if they don’t intercept the access code the MItM captures session details to view responses

3/21/2019 8:12:06 PM je_weed_707_ Correct. Dumb mistake lol

3/21/2019 8:13:49 PM lbf777 So the purpose of his account is to inform a mix of truth & lies. I see. 

This is why I don’t bother seeing any of the mind’s projections (3D,universe,money,Trump, Kab,ect) as my savior.They always end in disappointment. I 

put my faith in God who gives me the power to project.😎

3/21/2019 8:14:26 PM jrocktigers No offense meant, Mj12 has stated this before and I am trying to figure out in reference to what .

3/21/2019 8:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were curious as to why he felt the need to "step in" and try to "put a stop to MJ12" because he believed his intel (which was complete fake news) 

would do what exactly? Fishing requires bait, and bait is disinformation. Who crawls out to bite? Attack hard! Wind in!

3/21/2019 8:14:51 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 Bravo to your recovery and journey to awakening not only your body and soul but your brain! The biggest battle is often fought within. And thank 

you for your service. I’m humbly grateful.

3/21/2019 8:14:57 PM laurabusse Ha! Chatty Kathy! We must be around the same age :-)

3/21/2019 8:16:27 PM lbf777 Wierd stuff. I have always said to refocus our attention to taking action instead of waiting for trump or Kabamur or whoever. The French are doing that 

now. That is our salvation.

3/21/2019 8:16:58 PM christinedribin Can VOG tech override our FreeWill? Does it depend on the strength of the will of the individual in question?

3/21/2019 8:17:12 PM je_weed_707_ I’m big on what’s correct in life so I don’t mind the correction at all. Thank you 🙏

3/21/2019 8:17:15 PM integratedwebuk I’ll go further to state that on so called “Secure” apple devices they simply used a corrupt “Firmware Update Daemon” to “poison” the whole device 

and any subsequent devices on the same network as said device

3/21/2019 8:17:45 PM djlok I'm digging this conversation.

3/21/2019 8:17:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious enough we were fishing for PM [ALICE] clowns and instead yesterdays exercise was experienced by over 300,000 people. How did we calculate 

it? JS has vocally been against MJ12's Twitter presence despite the fact that he was groomed by a subordinate of MJ12. Even Skyped!

3/21/2019 8:17:57 PM pedalfun4u his messages were greatly followed at the time leading up to 2012. His name was Greg if I recall

3/21/2019 8:18:38 PM djlok Point made.  Goodnight.

3/21/2019 8:18:59 PM allahuniversal That works too, as long as your fully conscious of the action, it counts (pun intended?) 10:18, minutes only

3/21/2019 8:19:18 PM pedalfun4u No that's when Kab really went off saying a 0 delta was easily achieved

3/21/2019 8:19:27 PM laurabusse Thanks that helps :-)

3/21/2019 8:19:50 PM lbf777 Kabamur’s account went down and then he came back months later. What if he is now a clown pretending to be Kabamur who is trying to “Divide & 

Conquer” the woke community & to slander your intel because it poses a threat to his operation.

3/21/2019 8:20:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Today was a majestic date too. 🌈



3/21/2019 8:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 But this is the last we shall speak on this subject since we have no personal gains by further exposing anybody's bias or agenda. Truth resonates from 

within and intimidation is only used for lies. MJ12 plays dirty but is fighting for the true freedom Earth deserve.

3/21/2019 8:21:12 PM ialibertybelle SG-1 revealed so much truth. I just finished watching all ten seasons again.

3/21/2019 8:22:11 PM ialibertybelle HPV is mainly from oral sex. Increase in kids having oral sex is why HPV cases increased.

3/21/2019 8:22:14 PM laurabusse Found it!

 https://wingingwithwhitehawk.wordpress.com/2016/01/21/is-any-of-it-authentic-greg-giles-part-1/ …

I love google.

I hate google.

3/21/2019 8:22:21 PM christinedribin Hey MJ!!! Can you please help AL1C3 unlock my primary account? I guess I got a little overzealous posting all those Q pics related to Ray Chandl3r with 

the #UnSealEpstein hashtags 

😇🙏😇

3/21/2019 8:22:35 PM integratedwebuk Would a better statement not be “Privacy on ANY digital system is an illusion”........

3/21/2019 8:22:48 PM jimhayzlett All and Each of us carries the Light of Information Within, complete access to all other beings, 1 Soul, 1 Light, Complete Access URDLight✨😇

3/21/2019 8:22:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 "you"           deserve

^ singular    ^ singular

"Earth"        deserve

^ singular    ^ singular?

"Earth"        deserves

^ singular?  ^ plural
3/21/2019 8:23:10 PM djlok She's available.

3/21/2019 8:24:13 PM hawkgirlinmn I still resonate with JS despite his comments. He has become a ‘superstar’ of the movement so quickly, he may be overwhelmed and with accolates 

becomes harder to discern who is genuine and has best intentions.

3/21/2019 8:24:13 PM jimhayzlett He is also Everything... Access ftheu Telepathy ✨😇👼😇👼😇✨

3/21/2019 8:24:15 PM allahuniversal True, counted the whole day on that note

Mm/Dd/Yyyy matches

Mm/DD/Yy is an even better match @ 6 digits

03/22/19 -> 17

"Tomorrow should be interesting"

3/21/2019 8:24:55 PM allahuniversal 322 💀

3/21/2019 8:25:42 PM hawkgirlinmn I was born waiting for this justice for this planet and people.

3/21/2019 8:26:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Digital systems can be of elementary design where privacy is not even a concept  explored. Not all, but some. Phones, tablets, printers, scanners, etc 

are all computer systems. Digital systems can include circuit components like 555 clocks.

3/21/2019 8:26:36 PM lbf777 Some of what he says is true

3/21/2019 8:27:08 PM allahuniversal [GOOG] doesn't know what to make of it pic.twitter.com/WCCk9emYbx

3/21/2019 8:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 He has tremendous potential.

3/21/2019 8:29:20 PM allahuniversal Agreed

3/21/2019 8:29:26 PM integratedwebuk I’m sure you’ve previously stated that systems leave a quantum signature that can be intercepted by Majoc technologies...   why would anyone want 

to intercept a 555 timer???  Unless your crypto is synced to its output in some way??

3/21/2019 8:30:33 PM hawkgirlinmn I agree. I fear that this infamy will only make him “round 1” of voices of the original movement and will be swept up in book deals and speaking 

engagements and forget the root purpose. I pray for him everyday.

3/21/2019 8:31:21 PM pedalfun4u I hope you can read all the channelings. I feel like the VOG story was a cover for a more sinister reason for his abruptly quitting. That was a sense I had 

at the time anyway

3/21/2019 8:31:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the unclassified world, quantum computing systems are Magick technologies. Intercepting consciousness is different than finding alternate realities 

and extracting the information that consciously connects. Speaking just to using passwords on websites, 99% of all users need

3/21/2019 8:32:43 PM weremight Should we pay attention to Wheeler?  Everett?

3/21/2019 8:34:12 PM integratedwebuk That’s where nano tech gets involved is it not....   interception of the implanted users thoughts...   I guess you could call it etanerception???

3/21/2019 8:34:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 only learn about adding 2FA or FIDO physical security keys to add additional security to essential services like social media (branding/business), 

financial, trade secrets, etc. to protect against criminal usage of the information against the victim. Gov't can access all 1s/0s.

3/21/2019 8:35:16 PM ekotoons MORE ON THE 

*SPELLING* OF WORDS

TO SHAPE YOUR REALITY https://youtu.be/KJlsRTEW2ws 

3/21/2019 8:35:16 PM jimhayzlett Are You Pro Humanity, Please 😇

3/21/2019 8:35:50 PM integratedwebuk Only way to be truely secure in terms of trade secrets is to have an air gapped system

3/21/2019 8:37:21 PM allahuniversal All in due "time", we get to determine how long it takes by consciously creating the events 369 (even things thought of as minor or mundane events), 

leave some tolerance for matrix countermoves, & stay conscious along the way, we'll be fine. Some say we've already won/1

3/21/2019 8:39:00 PM qtpi3_14 I have been so guilty of this lately.  Usially very careful with words... words carry life

3/21/2019 8:40:59 PM anangelhasland1 The interception of consciousness itself generates alternate realities, especially when done by warring entities. At this level, information can hardly be 

extracted unless one is highly skilled in FORCing ones own connections and convincing others it is conscious thought.

3/21/2019 8:42:01 PM hawkgirlinmn What is meant to be will be. But holy hell, I hope I can maintain clarity and focus within myself with these energies changing to see justice prevail.

3/21/2019 8:42:23 PM weremight How many dimensions do you need to gap in?

3/21/2019 8:42:33 PM pedalfun4u here is one I found Laura  http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2012/01/greg-giles-message-from-galactic_06.html …

3/21/2019 8:44:19 PM k3yle Can you tell me what song I’m listening to in my head?

3/21/2019 8:44:23 PM jeremy350344 Uhhhhh....... What? Difference between Earth deserve and Earth deserves is? Thanks

3/21/2019 8:44:57 PM weremight OK I'll bite.  'You' is formally plural in English -- see Ye vs Thou.  3rd person singular verbs end in -s or -eth.  All plural forms in English have no such 

ending. Got it backwards.

Just trying to help here -- MJ12 shows obvious signs of non-native English speech.

3/21/2019 8:46:11 PM integratedwebuk That would depend to which disseminated truth you believe in as to the number of accepted dimensions your belief system allows to to believe exist??  

 Ultimately at least one dimension should vary from the dimension you’ve performed the air gap in as alternate to this reality???



3/21/2019 8:46:17 PM anangelhasland1 Alright, that’s it!

Angels gonna be giving Majestic 12 one Sunday Church Bell of a mullet!

3/21/2019 8:46:23 PM lbf777 Maybe he’s referring to Oneness. We appear to be many (plural) but are one (singular).

3/21/2019 8:48:02 PM allahuniversal The fact that you're clear enough to will such for yourself, answers the question of hoping you can...

3/21/2019 8:48:15 PM hedkandigirl Cobra on Twitter is not "Cobra" per se. It's somebody putting up posts from Cobra's blog and they are on auto-update. Maybe someone who works for 

"Cobra" or just a follower. I put Cobra in quotes because I'm not sure about his true identity now.

3/21/2019 8:49:08 PM mongrelglory Here's his statement on the Galactic blog about his discovery:

 http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2016/01/former-channeler-for-galactic.html …

3/21/2019 8:50:25 PM drumsk8 Sorry but you might want to take a look at just this little selection for instance.

 https://www.wired.com/2015/07/researchers-hack-air-gapped-computer-simple-cell-phone/ …

 https://www.zdnet.com/article/how-safe-is-your-air-gapped-pc-attackers-can-now-suck-data-out-via-power-lines/ …

 https://cyberscout.com/education/blog/bombshell-air-gapped-computers-can-be-hacked-with-speakers-headphones-and-earbuds …

 https://thehackernews.com/2018/02/airgap-computer-hacking.html …

Don't underestimate the ingenuity of someone. Nothing is truly safe ever.

3/21/2019 8:52:03 PM anangelhasland1 Singular Earth?

Parallel world got you down, shape shifters?

Can’t clamber out of the cell you put yourself in?

Majestic 12 to the rescue!

At Tunnel Seven:

“Are we building clones or are we still blowing up the labs?”

“A little of everything son, a little of everything.”
3/21/2019 8:53:11 PM tanyadawnh What's wrong with his eyes?

3/21/2019 8:53:22 PM weremight This was pretty cool for Twitter -- happens a lot too: pic.twitter.com/nNQ1uT6tQd

3/21/2019 8:55:16 PM integratedwebuk Since we have descended into picking faults in arguments with regards your statement about security by far the best possible means of securing 

private information to anyone without classified clearance protecting secrets write it down & lock it up, then safes can be cracked too..

3/21/2019 8:57:03 PM anangelhasland1 As I’ve heard tell...

They can zap a spot, aiming for trauma, natch, and depending where it hits, it causes a timed reaction.... 

like a bad dream playing itself out... for minutes or months or....

3/21/2019 8:57:44 PM jennife31060429 Ooo this is good EKO! Yep😊👏👏

I have to ask God to put a guard on my mouth at times.

3/21/2019 8:58:04 PM jennife31060429 They truly do QT😊👍

3/21/2019 8:58:31 PM djlok Because you = Earth?  We are really just part of the Earth except our IS.

3/21/2019 9:01:28 PM integratedwebuk Taking it further when questioned on any secret your physiological responses can be monitored with regards your truthful response.  In which case 

nothing is secure depending on the lengths the other party is willing to goto to uncover that information....

3/21/2019 9:02:52 PM weremight British speakers use plural for 'The Government say'.   Americans, 'The Government says'.

3/21/2019 9:05:27 PM drumsk8 I have come to realize that nothing is secure or safe from prying eyes/minds.  

Remember even our thoughts expand out of us into a collective consciousness to assist in manifesting reality.

3/21/2019 9:06:46 PM jennife31060429 Was taught by an amazing one, 

"Speak to the pauper..you get the pauper..

Speak to the prince and you get the prince"

Whatever you speak to will grow..

3/21/2019 9:10:13 PM integratedwebuk Agreed 😀. While advocating 2FA it it’s equivalents May deter the common hacker....  Any state actors would bypass this as a matter of standard 

practice....   even using a vpn...   your encryption certificate or key is sent to you via email or  https......

3/21/2019 9:10:58 PM jimhayzlett And the answer is 😇

3/21/2019 9:12:35 PM anangelhasland1 Update:

Not advisable, repeat, not advisable, to attempt to alter in ANYWAY the hairstyles of the surprisingly agile and viscous Majestic 12.

ESPECIALLY the female.

3/21/2019 9:13:02 PM jimhayzlett You Could Be The Disclosure Hero, If You Want To Create That ✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/21/2019 9:13:10 PM laurabusse Vaguely remember. Sooo many tweets yesterday!!!!

3/21/2019 9:16:55 PM laurabusse Dear god. I'd heard about vog channelings but i assumed that with discernment they would stand out, seem off. This article is mind blowing. He lays it 

all out...dear god...now i don't know what to think. Sigh. Processing...

3/21/2019 9:19:25 PM mongrelglory I started to wonder if Kabamur could be a victim of VOG channellings too?

3/21/2019 9:20:00 PM drumsk8 Encryption can be broken with a simple mobile mic. You don't need to be a state level hacker to pull it off.

2FA > !2FA

As I shared, I've been changing my thought patterns based on a deeper understanding. 

Everything is pwned, even us!



3/21/2019 9:20:10 PM anangelhasland1 Ah, demons...

My guess is 50% is psychological, people scared of the potential richness of their inner voices.

40% are lower level “astral critters” ghostlike beings, whatever worlds. Love conquers them.

And 10% are the Mythological Heavy Hitters.... 

“Gotterdammerung, Baby!”
3/21/2019 9:20:32 PM jimhayzlett You could speak on MJ Origin, apologize, and Introduce many Star Nations.  ✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/21/2019 9:21:52 PM jimhayzlett Immediate Healings Are Broadcast Worlwide ✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/21/2019 9:24:07 PM integratedwebuk Agreed....  while we should NEVER accept that this breach of rights has occurred we should just get used to the fact that should some actor take an 

interest in a target...   that target is 100% compromised...  Sad state of affairs however the system has been rigged.....

3/21/2019 9:25:55 PM jimhayzlett @SandiaWisdom Would You Agree to Meet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, PleAse to Expedite This Process of Disclosure and Healings For Humanity?  

✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/21/2019 9:26:20 PM laurabusse Dear god...speechless...

3/21/2019 9:27:30 PM laurabusse Yeah i was just wondering the same...

3/21/2019 9:29:23 PM anangelhasland1 Before you sleep, shout out “inner voice”

“WhoEver is inhabiting (person’s name), tonight you are leaving! I’m coming! Protectors of My Spirit, spare me this fight!”

(enter names of holy ones)

I did it, had nightmare, and it worked!

(Long time ago thankfully)

Sending love
3/21/2019 9:32:04 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12, is there really something different with the Illuminati family DNA? Any information would be deeply appreciated. Also 

anything specifically regarding the Collins family would mean a lot. Its difficult to find much info out there.

3/21/2019 9:34:41 PM jimhayzlett Telepathy Is Real, Is Available to 100% Humanity, And Changes Everything :  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/English-

Telepathy-101-Primer-for-The-Gift-of-Infinite-Voice.pdf …

3/21/2019 9:43:10 PM jimhayzlett A Great Distraction from Basel 3 compliance on March 31. We Are Creators ✨🙏🏼😇👼😇👼😇🌎✨

3/21/2019 9:53:29 PM alhsdo_whitepaw 3-21-2019, application status: abandoned. 

Does this mean, "John Q Public" er I mean St Clair, is releasing "his" patent claims, and gifting these technologies into the public domain?

3/21/2019 10:17:02 PM christinedribin So Be It. 😇🙏😇

3/21/2019 10:23:17 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/TBe2JLq9kd

3/21/2019 10:26:22 PM becca079 Word. 🔥 pic.twitter.com/xWbigjRmFU

3/21/2019 10:27:24 PM daveo6145 Sober 3 years now. Welcome aboard Beau 🤙🏼 pic.twitter.com/B4qkzrwBTu

3/21/2019 10:33:40 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/eUaDIrtBI0

3/21/2019 10:35:57 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/PM6rZoDHjL

3/21/2019 10:43:50 PM mrtioman The US Military under President Trump.

3/21/2019 10:46:37 PM coastal2002 Ok.....sorry to impose. I'm a TOTAL newbie to ET space stuff. (I'm not sure if I really believe) but what is a pleiadian?

3/21/2019 10:54:54 PM adsvel Also called 7 Sisters, star cluster in Taurus constellation. The race is humanoid, our cosmic parents.

3/21/2019 10:58:22 PM ascension_guide Majesty wears many avatars.

3/21/2019 11:01:05 PM diaptera_80 Do they keep ET personnel where you are? I know, probably classified, but I am too curious 😊

3/21/2019 11:11:44 PM ekotoons FAINT RESEMBLANCE pic.twitter.com/maky1rqVht

3/21/2019 11:13:04 PM ekotoons RANDO HOAX CLAIMED

HE WANTED TO. MOVE 

TO CHANDLER, AZ pic.twitter.com/KB2eKTiuE2

3/21/2019 11:13:48 PM ekotoons WHAT ARE LYRICS TO THIS SONG? pic.twitter.com/SuKkkZvbn2

3/21/2019 11:14:49 PM studiogarvin  pic.twitter.com/wvSzh17xT7

3/21/2019 11:15:45 PM ekotoons  https://genius.com/Eminem-mockingbird-lyrics …

3/21/2019 11:36:06 PM ekotoons IF YOU LOOK CLOSELY

EYES POINT IN DIFF

DIRECTION

REAL QUESTION:

WHY IS THAT?

@55true4u pic.twitter.com/K1SLK7575Y

3/21/2019 11:38:11 PM qtpi3_14 Looks... almost reptilian... definitely demonic!!!

3/21/2019 11:39:51 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/LhgyCoS64q

3/21/2019 11:41:19 PM studiogarvin Empty... pic.twitter.com/ITSRueXdJL

3/21/2019 11:41:21 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/KG1LWXxWIL

3/21/2019 11:41:33 PM princesspatrio1 So creepy. Demon eyes.

3/21/2019 11:41:51 PM warangel1111 She’s fucked up in this picture FYI .. But yeah she’s an adopted bloodline baby’

3/21/2019 11:42:41 PM ekotoons EXPLAINS DILATED PUPILS

BUT NOT THE LAZY EYE 👁

3/21/2019 11:44:02 PM warangel1111 Bloodline explain a lot

3/21/2019 11:45:13 PM warangel1111 Isn’t it great DNA like a FISA work both ways 😁

3/21/2019 11:45:55 PM ekotoons CONGENITAL?

ADOPTED? pic.twitter.com/ZCdWSAn4fw

3/21/2019 11:47:19 PM warangel1111 #Bloodlines #ThisRunsDeep

3/21/2019 11:48:16 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/pXl0W2wKQ1

3/21/2019 11:49:22 PM hmcd123 And the Worms ate into his Brain pic.twitter.com/M7ip9CfSiO

3/21/2019 11:51:00 PM eatslpndive 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2019 11:56:10 PM sunspot406 Hoping "WE" successfully threw a cog in the "machine".   If we care enough to not suffer the children and humanity.

3/22/2019 12:01:00 AM princesspatrio1 Interesting that Jeff Bezos never knew his biological father, Ted Jorgensen. Jeff was adopted by Mike Bezos,who he considers to be his real father. 

Mike is a Cuban immigrant. pic.twitter.com/JLNTRaY15I

3/22/2019 12:05:56 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/5kX5h8tDEn

3/22/2019 12:09:00 AM kat_pauner Exxon engineer 🙄

3/22/2019 12:09:35 AM warangel1111 #FACTSMATTER



3/22/2019 12:14:15 AM mongrelglory You have my empathy! I got polio from a "bad batch" of oral polio vaccine in Montreal ('65) when I was 4 yo. Paralyzed from the waist down for several 

wks in bed, then slowly recovered over the year, but had mild leg weakness afterwards. So sorry your recovery wasn't as complete!

3/22/2019 12:18:06 AM ekotoons CUBAN

3/22/2019 12:19:27 AM qtpi3_14 Escaped Castro's regime?  Wow... how fortunate....

3/22/2019 12:21:56 AM ekotoons REFUGEE STATUS?

IMMIGRATION?

INFILTRATION?

3/22/2019 12:24:09 AM warangel1111 That’s the flow .. Pun Intended

3/22/2019 12:26:31 AM qtpi3_14 Exactly what I'm thinking... escaping communism in the 60's... good decade AFTER McCarthyism...  Alinsky, etc. all rising up....

3/22/2019 12:27:55 AM princesspatrio1 Here's a little reading on Mike Bezos. https://americanhistory.si.edu/family-voices/individuals/miguel-bezos …

3/22/2019 12:29:51 AM nr750 What was JS’s mistake?

3/22/2019 12:34:17 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/IfARiw3J7L

3/22/2019 12:41:19 AM diaptera_80 This seems like gibberish. Hopefully someone will make a good point of it as not to waist time.

3/22/2019 12:48:01 AM diaptera_80 ”The proper noun "Earth" is singular, there is only one.The common noun "earth" is an uncountable noun as a word for the soft or granular material 

composing part of the surface of the globe; a word for soil or clay; a word for a substance.”

3/22/2019 12:48:11 AM avhengig I’m sorry https://youtu.be/cVDf5nWMrfs 

3/22/2019 12:53:08 AM kat_pauner 😳

Oh wow

3/22/2019 12:55:57 AM princesspatrio1 I know. Kids taken to camps. What went on at those camps? Calling them "Peter Pan" kids because they had no parents? Parents back in Cuba but kids 

sent here.

3/22/2019 12:58:39 AM diaptera_80 What do you mean, the DIA SG1? I thought SG1 were not real at all?

3/22/2019 12:59:50 AM warangel1111 Sounds familiar

3/22/2019 1:01:14 AM diaptera_80 😁 it is weird, I always picture everybody unknown as male, despite me being female. I can’t seem to break it.

3/22/2019 1:08:24 AM sterkinglights1 U spelled meditation wrong...jk have an awesome day.

3/22/2019 1:17:39 AM mongrelglory 😢

3/22/2019 1:42:40 AM monroevegas the act of taking to or upon oneself; the physical structure of multiple organs acting together to house a light being? I don’t know how else to describe 

the human body. Physical body? How would you describe the human body? Please enlighten my mind.

3/22/2019 1:46:21 AM monroevegas I mean to ask does the brain have a transmitter and receiver? MIT has shown that a person can control, say a machine, with the mind. I have 

telepathically communicates only once that I know of with a friend. Was that through the brain, spirit, or intelligence? Lacking wisdom

3/22/2019 1:48:27 AM monroevegas My vocabulary is not large enough to express this question possibly.

3/22/2019 2:04:08 AM monroevegas I’m really apologetic. Not trying to offend anyone.just looking for answers. I’ll keep my questions relevant from now on. Take care.thank you. Posts are 

enlightening. I care not for the profiles who seek to discredit. I’m always learning. Always hope to be receptive. 🧩🧩🧩🧩🧩🧩

3/22/2019 2:12:46 AM jpolleck No evidence it is effective. Stay far away.

3/22/2019 2:13:53 AM monroevegas RTH (the round house?) of Ea (Enki), or Earth. The home of Enki?

3/22/2019 2:23:32 AM petitchevalb They will suffer as much as our children did 

They all will know

3/22/2019 2:46:55 AM the_prophet_neo Hehe we got a fresh one over here!! A pleiadian is a race of beings that are among the Star nations that are assisting Gia (earth) duding this historic 

transition!

3/22/2019 3:06:52 AM justice_rebel They want us to focus on the already damaged Facebook, they probably sold all their shares already, but remember Instagram and whatsapp; is also 

from facebook!

3/22/2019 3:12:00 AM keith369me I meant that she chose it prior to her incarnation and she is fulfilling it.

3/22/2019 3:44:36 AM savedrepublica Steal land from a sovereign nation to give to Israel which does nothing for us but perpetuate wars for our soldiers to die in, just to trigger liberals.

3/22/2019 3:46:44 AM savedrepublica Who have subverted our government, media, education and way of life.

What does Israel do for the US?

3/22/2019 4:26:40 AM boy12_jimmy @dbongino @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @IngrahamAngle @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports 

https://twitter.com/nattaguglbought/status/1109051968331354113 …

3/22/2019 5:07:00 AM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 No coincidences?

 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/10000-troops-from-13-countries-arrive-in-the-uk-for-major-exercise …

3/22/2019 5:07:12 AM fredric97473428  pic.twitter.com/spl7PBNH3k

3/22/2019 5:09:31 AM zepharym Are you insane

You need “independent” confirmation of Q?!!   There is no verifiable authority with which to verify ?!

If you cannot discern the truth of Q from Q you are missing the point of Q

#QAnon

@kabamur_taygeta
3/22/2019 5:10:16 AM zepharym Right on sister!!

3/22/2019 5:14:43 AM zepharym Right on

3/22/2019 5:16:08 AM zepharym Exactly either MJ have very low IQ 

Or they are disnfo propagating Clown fucktard

Either way drop the mic

3/22/2019 5:16:41 AM laurabusse Am i insane? Are you rude?

You are entitled to your opinion just as i am entitled to mine.

3/22/2019 5:18:07 AM laurabusse I can make of Q whatever i want just as you can.

Free will!!!!!

I'm sure Q would agree.

Q is not a dictator.

3/22/2019 5:21:59 AM laurabusse And anyway i thought the whole "point of Q" was to think for ourselves.



3/22/2019 5:22:40 AM zepharym An opinion is a useless thing

No one else needs to know what your opinion is 

It only matters to yourself

So keep it to your self

If you know the Truth proclaim it by all means 

But opinions are cheap

Everyone has one or more

Love you none the less 

#QAnon

@kabamur_taygeta
3/22/2019 5:25:49 AM roaminnoodle Forgive me, who or what is THI? Thanks in advance, Zag!

3/22/2019 5:31:56 AM zepharym Indeed friend and fellow traveller in time and space

We walk where angels fear to tread (literally)...respect for you is why I challenge you

you don’t need to seek verification of Q from some “other” source...Q provides the means for self verification...that’s the point of Q

3/22/2019 5:33:20 AM faurecdev Cette INVENTION, c'est de MERDE pour les PAUVRES d'ESPRITS !

3/22/2019 5:34:29 AM laurabusse So you answered my question.

The answer is yes, you are rude.

I have no time for rude.

Muting.

3/22/2019 5:37:07 AM zepharym I am rude I suppose

Speaking the truth is very rude to

Most people

3/22/2019 5:39:33 AM mafdet17 MY guess is more than this. Doesn’t Oprah And Bill own islands around there and one island is for recovering sex addicts? Parked next to another island 

with a facility for troubled children. Tryin to refresh. pic.twitter.com/4l767X9lnU

3/22/2019 5:40:49 AM mafdet17 Convenient for world domination. 😏

3/22/2019 5:43:21 AM mafdet17 Great relationship. Try worship Baal and have for millennia. Their worship practices are also documented in the Scriptures.

3/22/2019 5:45:32 AM laurabusse How can we know Kabamur's "source" isn't the voice of god (also known as voice to skull) technology? I am a big fan of channeled material. But kab's 

info hasn't sat right with me for a long time. To each his own. MJ12 overall resonates more with me. Who knows where the truth lies

3/22/2019 5:48:04 AM zepharym Don’t mistake discord for disunity

We are like 1000

Ants each pulling on the leaf to get it down the hole ...take a 5D

Perspective 

You think we should all be of like

Mind and speech?!

We all have the same shared intent ...that’s ALL that matters 

Intention creates reality
3/22/2019 5:49:09 AM zepharym True

It reveals true intention

3/22/2019 5:49:39 AM laurabusse Yes. Kab start attacking MJ12. Baselessly if you ask me. If kab is all about love and light i would expect more from him. If you push against, you will get 

push back. Law of the universe. That's what happened. It's still playing out.

3/22/2019 5:53:12 AM zepharym I get it

I know where your coming from

Sooner or later you need to trust your OWN intuition and inner voice (not V2S). ..the inner voice is like a whisper you need to be very “reflective” to 

hear perceive

V2S will be like 24/7 radio transmission..don’t trust that shit

3/22/2019 5:57:12 AM zepharym But you do lack confidence !

3/22/2019 6:06:02 AM laurabusse Have you heard of greg giles? He channeled ashtar of the galactic federation for years. He finally realized he was being tricked by vog tech and 

apologized to his followers. Casts channeling in a whole new light. If kab resonates w you great. I can no longer trust his messages.

3/22/2019 6:09:08 AM laurabusse Especially after these last few days. IMHO if he was truly of the light he wouldn't have pushed so hard against MJ12 so seemingly without real reason. 

To each his own. I wish you and kab and and greg giles and everyone nothing but the best.

3/22/2019 6:13:40 AM kabamur_taygeta It wouldn't be classified if he had... he doesn't have that knowledge himself because he's playing pretend with you.

3/22/2019 6:15:30 AM kabamur_taygeta Our genetic creators, Elohim... Here assisting Earth in many ways.

 https://youtu.be/Crr6AZLQsV4  via @YouTube

3/22/2019 6:18:38 AM laurabusse Quite distinctly satanic word flip games? That's quite an accusation.

MJ12 couldn't be more clear.

If his message resonates, follow.

If not then don't follow, or just block.

Very simple.

He asks ppl to think for themselves.

We are all making way too much out of all this.
3/22/2019 6:19:25 AM zepharym Also it’s evident that @kabamur_taygeta is somewhat reluctant to reveal his message ...a sign of sincerity 

Unlike some other “sources” who seem a little too smug and eager to “show what they know” in their messaging...a red flag...



3/22/2019 6:24:45 AM zepharym Any exertion of logic and reason brings you to the realisation that POTUS has help from very special “forces”....you don’t survive .13 assasination 

attempts without very advanced assistance 

Mere humans do not cut the mustard ...no matter how well trained ...

3/22/2019 6:26:25 AM hedkandigirl Your theory doesn't make sense. Kabamur was telling us to discern because there is possible deception. He is not protecting Cobra. He is exposing the 

deception.

3/22/2019 6:32:55 AM zepharym Music to my ears

Our strengths are also our weaknesses and vice versa

Self Awareness of one’s flaws means you can work around them...but if you don’t acknowledge them they bring you down

3/22/2019 6:39:48 AM laurabusse I have no problem with his higher aspects. It's his lower ones that concern me. Namely making accusations he can't back up. Putting out negative 

energy which divided.

I wouldn't put all my eggs in one basket and believe 100% what ANYONE tells me. I dont think that's wise.

3/22/2019 6:41:27 AM laurabusse Well that is your opinion which you are entitled to of course.

But it is no longer mine.

3/22/2019 6:42:42 AM roaminnoodle How to set browser to duckduckgo:

 https://duckduckgo.com/?q=how+to+set+browser+to+duckduckgo&ia=web …

I have done this on my laptop(s) and phone(s).

[GOOG] no mas!

3/22/2019 6:43:00 AM zepharym Negative energy ?!

Cripes...there is only energy and intention ..ask any qantum physicist

@kabamur_taygeta is undoubtedly positive intention

3/22/2019 6:43:57 AM zepharym How many opinions can sit on the tip of a needle?

3/22/2019 6:44:24 AM laurabusse Well it sounds like a stretch but who am i to say he's not. A lot of outlandish claims have been made.

3/22/2019 6:46:50 AM allahuniversal (Looks around) Looks pretty multidimensional to me, 3D, 4D, 5D, 6D, all accounted for. (Looks around again) No bullies located, just LIGHT shining on 

darkness in denial.(Has one more look). I hear this thread is pretty educational with a little objectivity.

3/22/2019 6:47:06 AM laurabusse I agree about karmic balance but i see it as the other way around. Kab bullying Mj12. Mj12 can take care of himself. Kab on the other hand enjoys 

blocking ppl. MJ12 doesn't block. To me, that says a lot.

3/22/2019 6:48:01 AM laurabusse Thx appreciate it :-)

3/22/2019 6:54:27 AM allahuniversal As a God, I'd like to clarify, a so-called #GodComplex, is not quite accurate, being God is REALLY simple, as easy as waking up to it.

Aren't you and @zepharym a bit late to this party, the lights are already on. Wanna help clean up, or are we just gonna complain about the mess?

3/22/2019 6:57:16 AM laurabusse Why would i accuse MJ12? He was the one being accused by kab.

Like i said. MJ12 puts out info. Like or dislike. Follow or not follow. Block if you choose.

We all see from diff perspectives. I saw kab as an inspirer. Now i just see him as being just like everyone else. Negative.

3/22/2019 7:00:30 AM zepharym So it’s a party now is it ?

My entire life has been about cleaning up other mess in one way or another 

I was cleaning mess up Well before Oct 17

I don’t need to claim membership of a made up group to speak with authority

3/22/2019 7:01:08 AM laurabusse My "accusation" of kab is simple. He accused someone repeatedly without backing it up. Why should i just believe him?  Because he says so? Is that 

something higher beings do? Accuse?Nothing for me to back up. The tweets say it all!

3/22/2019 7:03:01 AM allahuniversal So, have to ask, what is the point of @zepharym and @Michele4Canada_ continuing this back & forth, when there is SO much more to life than Kab, his 

Twitter accnt, Maj &;their Twitter acnt, and this thread which was a challenge to focus on what actually matters? GO WAKE SOME1 UP!!

3/22/2019 7:05:42 AM allahuniversal I like analogies, creative writing and all.

Anyway, that's great, leave this dead topic alone, you two are looking a bit vulturish at the moment, no need to scavenge, start your own thread or 

have an enlightening convo IRL, this is done.b

3/22/2019 7:06:04 AM laurabusse So now you're just sounding childish LOL

It is what it is. It was what it was. MJ12 vindicated himself with his objectivity and kab came out smelling negative, accusatory and vindictive, which is 

NOT a high vibe LOL. I'm entitled to my opinion as you are to yours. Peace out.

3/22/2019 7:06:31 AM allahuniversal Move on is a GREAT idea

3/22/2019 7:07:09 AM linnyt7 Translated from Catalan on Google...

3/22/2019 7:08:31 AM sabina06706427 No way!  I will home school my daughter if they force me

3/22/2019 7:09:28 AM laurabusse Wow wow wow. Listen to yourself. Is kab your guru or something? Give your power away much? If someone blocks me that says more about him than 

it does about me. I'll not fall for anyone's guilt trips.

3/22/2019 7:10:09 AM laurabusse Yeah, later. Agreeing to disagree.

3/22/2019 7:10:32 AM linnyt7 yeah I see it

3/22/2019 7:11:48 AM zagnett  https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

No worries. See link, and YT channel at 

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqFP7ftC6XfYyvhoJPCKP7A …

Tommy Williams / Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show covers a lot of ground, & makes a lot of sense to me. Worth trying at least.

His show is typically Thursdays 4:30 Pacific Time.
3/22/2019 7:12:59 AM laurabusse Ok. We've devolved to insults now.

I can agree with nothing you say basically. That's ok.

It's all good.

Just know that when you point the finger to accuse, or insult, there are 3 pointing back at you.

I wish you well.



3/22/2019 7:13:46 AM allahuniversal We have it all

We have more than we know

That choice, will always be ours

As it's all within, no "guides" are needed, no matter how 5D or any D they appear to be, all we need is to look w/in & see, the rest is... entertainment at 

best

🍿🍿🍿 Let 'em be Laura, they are fans, obvi

3/22/2019 7:15:05 AM roaminnoodle Ah, I just missed it, but will try to check it out - thanks again!

3/22/2019 7:15:25 AM laurabusse Obviously. I know you are right :-) thanks 💘

3/22/2019 7:16:01 AM djlok If Earth is singular it deserves. 

If Earth is plural it deserve.

3/22/2019 7:16:42 AM allahuniversal NO!!! 🤣🤣🤣

Look within your own soul, your own being, these accounts only exist as maps, the map is NOT the place! We can only be 4,5D catalysts here translated 

into 3D. Please find all Truth in your OWN LIGHT, no one else's is required, that's Real Life.

3/22/2019 7:19:17 AM moemc8 Is the ultimate goal 'land for peace' as a negotiation tool down the line?  Israel will eventually return Golan Heights to Syria?

3/22/2019 7:22:58 AM laurabusse Hey. Never said i was a pleiadian dispensing "truth". If kab claims 2 B high vibe ÷ only allow ppl of high vibe to follow him...if he's gonna portray himself 

as a higher being then he should put his $ where his mouth is.

Let's end this. Ur insults keep flying. It behooves no one.

3/22/2019 7:23:47 AM allahuniversal I'm still working out the grammar in my head...

(the people of) Earth deserve 🤔

Earth deserves 🤔

?

3/22/2019 7:28:24 AM linnyt7 We = one

3/22/2019 7:28:26 AM zagnett Most welcome. Please note i don't necessarily believe THI 100% either. Just another source with a wild, fascinating, comprehensive story/narrative, & 

seems quite credible to me. Like Q, MJ, & just a couple other sources. It resonates a lot to me.

3/22/2019 7:29:30 AM laurabusse You're quite insulting you know...not sure what raw nerve i hit. All i know is i liked kab for his inspiring messages til he got all accusatory. Simple. You 

really know nothing about me to judge or insult me like this. Judging and accusing does not look good on anyone my dear...

3/22/2019 7:33:09 AM laurabusse Let's all just chill out. Let's understand that we come to the game with different backgrounds, educations, perspectives, experiences, understandings. 

No 2 ppl think alike or agree on everything. Let's not judge and insult. There's good in everyone. No one has all the answers.

3/22/2019 7:33:41 AM laurabusse It's much better to be kind than "right".

3/22/2019 7:34:37 AM allahuniversal As ONLY a catalyst, no way possible that my/your/our actual LIGHT can be squeezed into this platform, our bodies are barely able to contain it! Again, if 

you're looking outside of yourself for Ultimate Truth, you're looking in the wrong direction...

3/22/2019 7:34:59 AM laurabusse Wow wow wow please look in the mirror sweetheart :-) you know nothing about me!!!

3/22/2019 7:35:59 AM allahuniversal Fans of Kab.

One would think that we insulted Beyonce by the reactions that we're getting 🤣

3/22/2019 7:36:35 AM lachance369 You are perceiving this subject from a human perspective, it needs to be seen from a multidimensional perspective. A soul is a branch of a much higher 

energy. A particular energy such as St Germain can have multiple incarnations at once, and at various frequencies.

3/22/2019 7:36:36 AM maryschade14 Sadly children in school are being instructed to 'lecture' their parents about vaccines. 

Bill Gates et al are 'Sym-pathic' Psychopaths. Vicariously killing.

When will children be able to turn parents in? 'Member DARE..turn your parents in..Damn History repeating.

3/22/2019 7:37:03 AM laurabusse Again. Mirror. And he meant fan of kab.

3/22/2019 7:37:23 AM enomai_ Maybe its the family that owns israel, and not the people. Two differences

3/22/2019 7:37:36 AM laurabusse LOL

3/22/2019 7:38:51 AM allahuniversal 🐝🐝🐝

3/22/2019 7:41:35 AM laurabusse Remember when you accuse the only reason you accuse is bc you have the same issue within yourself. Otherwise you would not accuse.

Hey I'm like everyone else. A mix of dark and light just trying to find my way through this crazy life and bizarre world. We really are all the same.

3/22/2019 7:41:36 AM allahuniversal The fact that you say so, yet choose to"react" with so many adjectives, speaks volumes. What are you looking to accomplish here, exactly?

3/22/2019 7:43:48 AM allahuniversal We ARE all the same, no one above another (re-read Q drops as needed, readers). Think: MIRROR, because the Universe is just that for each, a mirror 

to see (or project) our own good, bad and ugly, 24/7/365(6)

3/22/2019 7:44:28 AM ta193919632009 #DeleteFacebook

3/22/2019 7:45:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 "...a person far superior to yourself."

No one person is more or less superior than another.

3/22/2019 7:46:38 AM djlok 👆👆👆This is very true!!!

3/22/2019 7:47:57 AM allahuniversal 7th sense is a sense of humor. I'm pretty sure we can take that sense to 7D, but that's just me...

But, whatever makes you feel better, Free Will is the order of the day...#TheGreatAwakening

3/22/2019 7:48:21 AM allahuniversal Thank you!

3/22/2019 7:49:51 AM keith369me Kabamur blocked me and I did not engage him.  Guilt by association?  Something has not been right about that account lately.  I think I Received The 

Message.

3/22/2019 7:51:14 AM anneolsen43 Oh Lordy ... I wouldn’t kiss the Pope’s ring much less climb back to someone ... I wish you clarity and Happiness I really do

3/22/2019 7:51:54 AM laurabusse Free will amen. And respecting free will. And finding the good in everyone. And being aware of your own darkness. And being aware when you project 

that darkness onto others. And being at peace. And trying to spread that peace around. And trying to be calm and reasonable. Peace ✌️

3/22/2019 7:52:49 AM allahuniversal Re-read drops... pic.twitter.com/wu8MoLmnni

3/22/2019 7:53:31 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/QNNlubzMIW

3/22/2019 7:54:11 AM anneolsen43 Really is amazing isn’t it how someone can get ahold of someone else’s mind. They let words grip their whole existence instead of feeling their own 

heartbeat

3/22/2019 7:54:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Muting ALICE helps when the conversation appears to be going nowhere.

3/22/2019 7:54:46 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/mX2LXdXzNk

3/22/2019 7:55:03 AM blubberfield How do we communicate with our creators, the Elohim? Prayer? Meditation? Would they hear our thoughts and prayers?

3/22/2019 7:55:10 AM laurabusse Totally agree! I like the concept of agreeing to disagree. And not judging. And being kind. No one is perfect. Least of all me. Unhealed wounds enable 

us to get triggered more easily. May we all find healing, peace and even love within ourselves 💘

3/22/2019 7:55:53 AM christinedribin It’s convos like this that help me realize we will all be arriving at ascension destination at our own speed. Let’s Flock Together by actively working on 

Our Own Trajectories, rather than trying to control others. 

Offering Info != Control

3/22/2019 7:56:10 AM blubberfield Do they want praise and worship like in the Bible or do they just want us all getting along?

3/22/2019 7:56:21 AM allahuniversal The beauty is in it's simplicity.

3/22/2019 7:56:39 AM laurabusse Me too. You just expressed exactly what i was thinking!



3/22/2019 7:56:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 We see high intelligence in your argument. #MajesticSarcasm

3/22/2019 7:57:52 AM anneolsen43 Their is aLOT of pain in her tweets

3/22/2019 7:57:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Simple mistake. Mistakes happen and when they do, owning up to them makes you honest with yourself. Instead of taking responsibility, a war was 

waged instead. Typical human behavior.

3/22/2019 7:57:57 AM christinedribin Thanks for the heads up MJ. Done.

3/22/2019 7:58:21 AM kabamur_taygeta They can always hear you in prayer/heartfelt meditation. Your Guides may or may not be Elohim, but regardless they always hear you and know what's 

going on with you. You can also go out to a clear sky at night and speak to Craft that you see. Sometimes they'll respond w/ lights.

3/22/2019 7:58:22 AM allahuniversal 💯 Every single person who's ever told me not to laugh has always been someone who wants to control me. I laugh in their faces IRL, this platform is 

no different. Spreads happiness, what kind of person would object to that? 🤔🤔🤡

3/22/2019 7:58:51 AM keith369me I have Received The Message

3/22/2019 7:59:04 AM christinedribin 👆👆👆😍😍😍👆👆👆

3/22/2019 7:59:08 AM allahuniversal What. Power. Struggle?

Lots of words, yet not much said

3/22/2019 7:59:12 AM mariazak18 This is the real account

3/22/2019 8:00:20 AM allahuniversal Who thinks like this???

3/22/2019 8:00:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is a graphic description you have of yourself after backing yourself into a corner by trying to control what other people believe. Majestic 12 does 

not support any targeted harassment towards any IS-BE as it contradicts our purpose here in the first place.

3/22/2019 8:01:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

3/22/2019 8:02:09 AM patricksready Yes, but not: @prayinqmedic and @MedicPraying <<< FAKE

3/22/2019 8:02:14 AM lori_dee1 I'm going to say this as a broad statement and  I'm not taking any person's side...arguing back and forth really serves no one.

In my opinion, if you have an issue with someone you "go direct". 

DM the person and work out the conflict, or agree to disagree.

3/22/2019 8:02:47 AM allahuniversal Precisely. Takes a lot of (wasted) energy to control others, when that energy would be better invested in self-control. Thinking before tapping Reply, 

takes only a second or few

3/22/2019 8:02:55 AM mariazak18 Report them, I did

3/22/2019 8:03:05 AM christinedribin Agreed. We Must Trust OurSelves!!!

3/22/2019 8:04:54 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/anneolsen43/status/1109106929689915395?s=19 …

3/22/2019 8:05:37 AM laurabusse Yes there is.

3/22/2019 8:06:06 AM allahuniversal ALICE is losing her touch, not nearly as influential as this time last year

3/22/2019 8:07:46 AM arc339 If @kabamur_taygeta knows info that is going to mislead us they point it out to help us be safe & strong. P's have parental nature, look out for others 

to protect, guide us. Since many of us require further proof or assurances let us step back, calm, % keep loving & learning 🙏 

pic.twitter.com/aUaJ4YILee

3/22/2019 8:08:30 AM allahuniversal "I love fights" 

Say it all, huh folks? Translated:

"I love fear"

3/22/2019 8:08:50 AM jswdh1 And she had to grovel to get back in.... pathetic... only reason she's defending him now! She Dianne want blocked again!

3/22/2019 8:09:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is why some entities/people/IS-BEs must harvest energy because of the expense that controlling others has on their own existence. If you are 

unable to harvest the energy for control, then controlling others will destroy you.

3/22/2019 8:09:49 AM savedrepublica Twitter is filled with jews from israel and the states that constantly proclaim their hatred of the west and white people.

The "fellow white people". None of those are elite families.

3/22/2019 8:09:57 AM djlok He blocked me too.  And I've always been very respectful toward him. pic.twitter.com/fH51NHcbU0

3/22/2019 8:10:20 AM christinedribin #TickTock

3/22/2019 8:10:24 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ddMhfBEmJT

3/22/2019 8:10:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anons are destroying ALICE at its own game. Truth always wins.

3/22/2019 8:10:51 AM laurabusse Well there was michelle + the other person. Other person apparently i previously muted (pretty much mute negativity. I usually dont respond 2 it. 

Broke my rule apparently. Dont feed the trolls). So i couldnt see what they were saying. Didnt want to unmute. Michelle blocked me :-)

3/22/2019 8:11:21 AM allahuniversal You don't have any control here.

You can barely control yourself. pic.twitter.com/0wEqdt6mht

3/22/2019 8:11:24 AM anneolsen43 I don’t control anyone but myself but yes you can feel pain of others 

I am not one to engage in fighting and if you feel I am Hallmark as you put it ,feel free to keep tabs. 

Just so you know this goon did learn something from Kab but he chose to block so attacking doesn’t work

3/22/2019 8:11:26 AM arc339 Our planet been poisoned by dark forces that rape us. Are our newly arrived friends caring about us & Earth's well being? Are there competing new 

comers? Why? Are we being harvested? Or helped to transition to natural heavenly next realm? Let us think tank the correct questions

3/22/2019 8:11:37 AM djlok 💪💪💪

👍👍👍

😀😀😀

3/22/2019 8:12:24 AM allahuniversal We're all pretty Majestic here, same as we're all Q here. It's about ALL of us, you included.

3/22/2019 8:13:39 AM djlok Did Kab block you too?

I can't figure out why he blocked me though. He also blocked others.

3/22/2019 8:13:52 AM allahuniversal Have seen it time & time again, just weird to see it happen on the internet.

3/22/2019 8:14:11 AM adsvel About karmic balance, dear Michele... Here we go, cycles repeat, WHY? Lats time we were in different roles, You was abused by Aya, I wasn't at that 

time on Twitter. Aya also abused Sabine, I didn't say anything, but I felt I had to say at that time.

3/22/2019 8:14:18 AM allahuniversal Classic Narcissistic Behavior.

3/22/2019 8:14:29 AM keith369me Ask the right type of question and it is a dead giveaway.

3/22/2019 8:14:40 AM anneolsen43 Would you like me to ask you ? I sincerely will

3/22/2019 8:14:44 AM enomai_ They are definitely not jews.

3/22/2019 8:14:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're making demands to the Majestic 12 to censor its own content.

This day is only going to get better from here folks.

Enjoy the show.

3/22/2019 8:16:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Power and control must be protected at all costs.

3/22/2019 8:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let the record reflect: https://archive.fo/gi4vI 

3/22/2019 8:17:39 AM allahuniversal And it's fun + an honor to do so!

Destroy ALICE -> take back a significant portion of the global consciousness

3/22/2019 8:18:28 AM blubberfield Ok because I wondered because I had an experience. I have a neurotransmitter issue where I can’t sleep w/o drugs, but one night I heartedly prayed to 

my guides/god and slept 10 hours straight.

3/22/2019 8:19:33 AM laurabusse So i guess i muted ALICE previously in another conversation without realizing it! So i wasn't missing anything here in this conversation after all! Couldn't 

bring myself to unmute. Once bitten...but honestly I'm shocked. Gotta get to know how to spot alice...

3/22/2019 8:19:51 AM allahuniversal "Tomorrow should be interesting"



3/22/2019 8:19:58 AM christinedribin “MJ has the right hook, ALICE is on the ropes!!!”

3/22/2019 8:20:38 AM daveschroeder18 Kabamur attracts really high intelligence and high frequency people?? Really? Are you an example of these people?

3/22/2019 8:20:43 AM christinedribin #DoItQ #DoItMJ12 #WRWY

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/22/2019 8:20:47 AM djlok Yup.  Don't think that little tid bit of foreshadowing was lost on me!!

3/22/2019 8:21:55 AM adsvel Cycles repeat and now I am blocked by Kabamur, why?... because I said what I felt inside, I told him to apologize. He's ego did not let him to do... We 

are all same, If You can't see Yourself, Your created reality and be responsible of it, then no Guide can help You.

3/22/2019 8:22:50 AM covertress Apply π in Majestic Places #humor pic.twitter.com/EvSaxE0wkG

3/22/2019 8:23:02 AM allahuniversal Kab got himself into this. Same as you did.

Define: bait.

3/22/2019 8:23:11 AM christinedribin Thanks for the heads up, MJ. We are really enjoying the Growth of Our Disclosure Family, and we will keep coming back Togethrr, in the face of all, 

including AL1C3, trying to divide us. 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/22/2019 8:23:16 AM djlok She's tricky.  Sometimes she's obvious...like last night when that character said "my daughter's name is majestic"...and then sometimes she's not so 

obvious.

3/22/2019 8:24:05 AM allahuniversal 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2019 8:24:27 AM jswdh1 I'm about ready to block all three! Seriously immature people!

3/22/2019 8:24:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Baseless accusations with no proof or evidence to support the claim.

Why is Majestic 12 engaging with ALICE here?

Has the fish been caught?

It's not in the boat yet.

3/22/2019 8:25:08 AM allahuniversal ALICE = comic relief, from the right angle. All shills & trolls are comic relief

3/22/2019 8:25:18 AM matthew51660614 Gardasil is outlawed in Japan.

Smartest people per capita....

3/22/2019 8:26:00 AM djlok I think it's just on the line trying to drag the boat.

3/22/2019 8:26:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is this something that Majestic 12 could be aware of?

3/22/2019 8:26:32 AM keith369me It was a nice teach/learn moment!

3/22/2019 8:28:05 AM djlok I know!  It's like we get Awakening info and a little tech support mixed in!

3/22/2019 8:28:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many accounts are controlled by the same entity to maintain control?

Why are screen shots proving your blocked from accessing that account considered targeted harassment?

Power and control must be protected at all costs.

3/22/2019 8:29:14 AM allahuniversal 🤔🤔🤔 hmmmm, now THAT'S a thought!!!

Can't fail those handlers now, can they?

3/22/2019 8:29:47 AM djlok Now that would be funny as hell!!!

3/22/2019 8:30:45 AM decodematrix Yes because MJ12 operates in the 4th, 5th, and 6th dimensions, outside of space and time. MJ12 sees and hears all.

3/22/2019 8:31:31 AM martisw1971 @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @JLS1125 @QBlueSkyQ @qanon76 @IPOT1776 @intheMatrixxx @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @BardsOfWar @prayingmedic @Anon_decoder @EyesOnQ @ROYALMRBADNEWS @DeepStateExpose @KatTheHammer1 

@LisaMei62 @LouDobbs @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @VP https://twitter.com/martisw1971/status/1109041208775622661 …

3/22/2019 8:31:39 AM enomai_ Why was i just thinking about this? Then, you post it, or similiar? Was really remembering, this type of convo after an [possibly] offensive handshake. 

Can you explain more? Of this? Human involvement-electronics, or ETs or spirits?

3/22/2019 8:32:44 AM djlok Ha ha!!!

3/22/2019 8:32:59 AM ragevirusqq Can you help someone who may be in contact this way?

3/22/2019 8:33:22 AM covertress [FRI]

👀

3/22/2019 8:33:40 AM enomai_ Answers sometimes get construed within... so, they are there, but the energy to fight through to get the wave, its easier just being told sometime

3/22/2019 8:34:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is a term being used by the Majestic 12 to refer to coordinated shilling/trolling that uses AI to engage and retain control.

3/22/2019 8:36:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all ALICE are 100% AI.

Some ALICE are clowns in disguise.

3/22/2019 8:37:35 AM allahuniversal Eyes Wide Open

3/22/2019 8:38:21 AM ragevirusqq Clowns is disguise. Jack

3/22/2019 8:38:45 AM djlok Me either

3/22/2019 8:39:15 AM allahuniversal 🤣

3/22/2019 8:39:26 AM decodematrix We're gonna need a bigger boat.

3/22/2019 8:41:58 AM jrocktigers cut it up for bait to catch more fishies.

3/22/2019 8:42:41 AM allahuniversal And you know all of this about a person, because her tweets told you EVERYTHING you could ever know huh? Amazing, Guess you're superior at 

measuring spirit via Twitter, amazing tech ya got there...

3/22/2019 8:43:19 AM starehope It has been on the internet since chat rooms started. From the Queen Bee of a chat room who controlled everything to bullying people until they kill 

themselves.

3/22/2019 8:43:57 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/mm3SyYNODR

3/22/2019 8:44:07 AM djlok Totally. And why the vested interest in defending Kab?  He blocked US...Not the other way around!!

3/22/2019 8:45:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have we not been doing just that?

Where did "this situation" start?

By whom?

3/22/2019 8:45:13 AM allahuniversal Certainly worked yesterday...bait's still fresh enough to use today

3/22/2019 8:45:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anyone who challenges their control is deemed a sexist a racist a xenophobe!

They will lie lie lie and then again they will do worse than that!

They will do whatever is necessary.

- 45

3/22/2019 8:46:35 AM enomai_ Lol. This is kinda of funny. Did you shut down the trolls electricity to prove a point??

3/22/2019 8:46:49 AM bigbluedanes I have heard those words somewhere before. Maybe on a YouTube video?

3/22/2019 8:47:49 AM allahuniversal I know, was being a bit sarcastic. Social media has accelerated it & has actually facilitated making narcissism a "social norm", sickening when you think 

about it

3/22/2019 8:48:41 AM bryanhausman Maybe the most posted link by Q of all time! That you tube video??? #WWG1WGA

3/22/2019 8:49:11 AM christinedribin Is Kabamur a Clown In Disguise? Or a person just trying to figure out The Great Awakening, with some help from channeled Family?

3/22/2019 8:49:14 AM madama83651518 Just because you can, does not mean you should! I know that for a fact!

3/22/2019 8:50:59 AM djlok I don't know that any person = trust

3/22/2019 8:51:57 AM allahuniversal "TRUST YOURSELF" ~ Q

"TRUST YOURSELF" ~ MJ12

"TRUST YOURSELF" ~ Anons

3/22/2019 8:52:24 AM selvestekjetil Do this knowledge we are being given, relate to the apple we are not supposed to take a bite off?

3/22/2019 8:52:32 AM djlok Trust Kabamur = Kabamur



3/22/2019 8:52:56 AM turboxyde Energetic Parasites learn to feed through manipulation of the host body energy centers to induce specific psychological or physiological responses that 

are conducive to their siphoning. Deny the parasite the ability to feed and they destroy themselves with their own entropy! 

pic.twitter.com/uVgOToeFWT

3/22/2019 8:53:12 AM christinedribin Love me some Old School!!!

3/22/2019 8:53:26 AM iamyou132 You sound absurdly ridiculous

3/22/2019 8:53:54 AM christinedribin Hahahaha!!! Literally Lolz oh goodness

3/22/2019 8:54:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 In ways, yes.

3/22/2019 8:55:02 AM christinedribin AND, Invite said Parasites to Join Us In The Light!!!

3/22/2019 8:55:55 AM heath_jack Think for yourself!  Look inwardly for the answer!  It's not found on Twitter!  @kabamur_taygeta is like a little boy who is taking his toys and going 

home!

3/22/2019 8:56:11 AM allahuniversal That Math certainly adds up to me!

3/22/2019 8:56:55 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein

3/22/2019 8:58:01 AM thelilkingryan First they said they were from mars

We went there and found it was lies

Then they said they were from Venus 

We went there and found it was lies

Lastly so we can’t see their lies they told us “ We’re from a different star system that you can’t reach”

Can you guess the outcome?
3/22/2019 8:59:31 AM turboxyde I think it's important to contrast this ramification with the following: Ignorance is not bliss when suffering is so blatantly apparent all around you. Yet 

knowledge itself cannot alleviate suffering without comprehension compassion and benevolent manifestation. This is the goal.

3/22/2019 9:00:32 AM freestateojones Was it The Tree Of Knowledge or The Tree Of Life?

3/22/2019 9:01:30 AM knakatani Japanese gov't did not ban Gardasil.  It is still available for 11-16yo girls.  However, the gov't has suspended recommendation for 69 months.  Only 3347 

girls out of 2.7 million candidates (0.12%) are vaccinated in FY2017.

3/22/2019 9:01:39 AM blankmarlo Lol thanks for continuing to reveal your true nature Michelle ;)

3/22/2019 9:01:47 AM selvestekjetil Then this is where the part of imperfect IS BE can learn and still be in the grace of ....?

3/22/2019 9:07:33 AM canadiancovfefe He looks like a robot.

3/22/2019 9:07:42 AM lbf777 Is it possible that Alice has hijacked Kabamur's account? Remember Kabamur's account was shut down for 6 months & then suddenly reappeared.

3/22/2019 9:07:44 AM zack_stone Canada making threats? From mult accts? Those who are the loudest have the most to hide. #WWG1WGA

3/22/2019 9:08:04 AM arc339 If they are both here to help, whether they are earthpeople like us or benevolent extra terrestrial beings caring about us or about earth, let us heal this 

issue, are we dealing with races that intend to liberate earthumans from malevolent ETs, if so appreciate them, unite all

3/22/2019 9:08:21 AM thelilkingryan I don’t trust the Zetas because of their violation of the treaty we set up with them... waaaaay to many humans have suffered and been taken against 

their will in the galactic slave trade! They downloaded Lucifer into a quantum supercomputer “BLACK BOX” they need to go NOW!!!!

3/22/2019 9:09:16 AM blankmarlo She honestly thinks she's doing the right thing. Loyalty is nice but not when it's blind. She's clearly been attacked a lot through her life, very quick to 

revert to the US vs THEM mentality.

3/22/2019 9:09:34 AM onegoal123 if Zuckerberg was C_A plant for FB - then that must mean Winklevoss twins were C_A plants for Bitcoin - since FB was NOT invented by Zuck or 

Winckle's

3/22/2019 9:09:41 AM lbf777 I have been arguing with Alice on Reddit since 2016. She comes in many forms (usernames) but now that I know it's her, I call her out every time. 😅

3/22/2019 9:09:43 AM allahuniversal Could be as simple as having a bad day, as complex as being a puppet for the dark (knowingly or unknowingly), yet it wasn't the same typist mentally, 

even if the same person physically?

3/22/2019 9:10:39 AM zack_stone The forbidden tree is the tree of knowledge. Its ironic if you think about it

3/22/2019 9:10:49 AM allahuniversal 💯 Someone's paying attention...

3/22/2019 9:11:35 AM lbf777 Everyone just respect everyone's free will. Don't abuse people just because they are your employee or live under your roof.

The world will be a FARRRR better place by respecting other's free will.

3/22/2019 9:11:56 AM qtpi3_14 The greatest thing you'll ever learn....

Is just to LOVE

And

Be Loved in return 😍💗🤗

3/22/2019 9:12:19 AM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/0ojQHNxR82

3/22/2019 9:12:26 AM enomai_ A long way in events, yes. Very far.

3/22/2019 9:12:27 AM anbezedua Emotions like frequency 

Emotional state like harmonic state

Sound creates shape

Shape defines performance

Energy exchange of emotion immeasurably affects outcomes,

UNIVERSAL marketplace

Animals Experience Complex Emotions, According to Primatologist https://www.kqed.org/forum/2010101870143/animals-experience-complex-

emotions-like-guilt-and-hope-according-to-primatologist …
3/22/2019 9:13:18 AM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1104161916887404544?s=21 …

3/22/2019 9:14:34 AM sterkinglights1 Wouldn't that be non disclosure. It happened. Should we hide from truth good bad or indifferent. I've stayed out of the fray for the most part but 

hiding history for the feeling of who? I don't usually command one to do anything but I've seen a lot of this take this post down bs.

3/22/2019 9:15:40 AM je_weed_707_ Still waiting for proof of Pleiadians.  He never replies to me. Said pls and all. No I’ll will directed.  Someone said he isn’t but his mother and family is.  

Not to sure how that’s even supposed to make sense. Don’t even get me started on the EGO that is showing very negatively



3/22/2019 9:16:33 AM allahuniversal Fear defends, love protects.

Love makes amends, fear rejects.

Us vs Them ~ denial of #WWG1WGA 

Us and Them ~ acceptance of #WWG1WGA

3/22/2019 9:17:42 AM princesspatrio1 And these three remain... faith, hope and love.  And the GREATEST of these is Love.

1 Cor 13:13

Love is everything. 💜❤️💜❤️ Be loved.

3/22/2019 9:19:05 AM je_weed_707_ ill will smh. Darn autocorrect

3/22/2019 9:19:10 AM giediknight This was my tweet that made @Jordan_Sather_ block me. I see his potential, just had to break thru the mental blocks 

https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1101193899928891392 …

3/22/2019 9:19:13 AM blankmarlo Lol talk about satanic word games

3/22/2019 9:19:30 AM anneolsen43 Nah she is a he

3/22/2019 9:19:53 AM thelilkingryan These were the false gods that enslaved us

3/22/2019 9:22:05 AM djlok Ha ha!!!  

Y'all check out the MJ12 quote from DJT and the responses.  ALICE is very much among us!!!

3/22/2019 9:22:50 AM melanieanders7 Tree of Life still brings knowledge but through past expressions of ancestors. Tree of knowledge gives before its earned thus creating an imbalance 

lending to unnecessary chaos.

3/22/2019 9:22:53 AM flygirl33684011 It’s a frightening decision.  My twin brother was diagnosed at age 52 with HPV cancer. He went through hell & back with the chemo & radiation. 😔

I have a grandson that’s almost 15 & still don’t know what I’d advise on the vaccination.

3/22/2019 9:23:33 AM melanieanders7 Don’t ask me where that came from lol it just flowed right out of impulse of needing to be said. ❤️

3/22/2019 9:23:45 AM djlok I'd say that's a fair interpretation.

3/22/2019 9:24:44 AM theappraizer Chopped up cuddle fish. 

Shiners

Worms

Stinkbait

Kittens on 3-prong Treble Hooks

Puppies trolled behind the boat on 3gauge hooks

My hand reaching into mudholes

All bait.
3/22/2019 9:25:18 AM allahuniversal Getting blocked by anyone is not a big deal. Pointing out that it happened is not a big deal. Very few entities here are taking this personally. There's 

nothing to defend here. Stop fighting yourself. Let it go.

3/22/2019 9:25:54 AM laurabusse She blocked me so seeing this just now. Is it me or does that not sound like ai??? 30 accts???

3/22/2019 9:26:27 AM christinedribin (FacePalm) would AL1C3 be this stupid? Maybe this is a real human after all...

3/22/2019 9:26:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 He is merciful.

3/22/2019 9:26:47 AM djlok The fish is getting tired and is being drug into the boat.

3/22/2019 9:27:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than 30.

3/22/2019 9:27:30 AM allahuniversal &it was as easy as starting a short thread.

3/22/2019 9:29:24 AM christinedribin Lol, and, for that, we can all be ThanQful

3/22/2019 9:29:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's not your responsibility to make them learn.

3/22/2019 9:29:36 AM lbf777 30 different accounts sounds like Alice to me.

3/22/2019 9:30:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Has anybody attempted to make a list? You'd be surprised the ALICE response when you try. Constant vigilance!

3/22/2019 9:31:08 AM lbf777 Alice was running the Deep State from the top wasn't she?

3/22/2019 9:31:35 AM christinedribin Change of Topic, MJ: Is there anything we should be doing to prepare for that little CME due to hit Earth late today/early tomorrow? Do we need to put 

stuff in faraday bags or is this a smaller ejection?

3/22/2019 9:32:19 AM christinedribin  https://youtu.be/GmnFCm0tHrA 

3/22/2019 9:32:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 You can if you wish, we aren't though.

3/22/2019 9:32:41 AM lbf777 The apple is fear.

3/22/2019 9:32:58 AM christinedribin Thank you kindly 😇👆😇

3/22/2019 9:33:03 AM allahuniversal @ zepharym is another one

3/22/2019 9:33:39 AM richardhiatt16 I’ll get the popcorn 🍿 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/22/2019 9:34:09 AM djlok Ah!  So ALICE targets Twitter lists.  That would explain a lot!

3/22/2019 9:34:19 AM zagnett Hmm i was wondering about that.

3/22/2019 9:35:55 AM djlok Like why some of us were blocked by Kabamur who don't even really interact with him. pic.twitter.com/EbTgfTgpJC

3/22/2019 9:36:36 AM lbf777 I used to argue with shills on Reddit since 2016. I noticed they all sound exactly the same. (like bullies) In 2019, after reading your posts, I realized they 

are all Alice so I call them out as Alice bots every time they shill on my posts. Are we eradicating them?

3/22/2019 9:36:46 AM sano_faith CME

3/22/2019 9:38:16 AM richardhiatt16 👍😎🇺🇸

3/22/2019 9:38:30 AM norwegianon If you are far north (or south), get some clear skies and enjoy the auroras! 

Other than that, this is just a little sunfart. 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/oBwGmQEuNK

3/22/2019 9:39:04 AM marmaruek Decency: "do all you have agreed to do and do not encroach on other persons or their property", or something akin to this.

The two "rules" of civilization (see decency).

If our "legal" system were based on decency, codified in a simple, concise, and comprehensive statement,,,?

3/22/2019 9:39:19 AM starehope Follow your heart.

3/22/2019 9:39:27 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 9:40:25 AM zagnett I don't recall attacking Kabamur & i got blocked. That's what actually pissed me off in the first place. He's still blocking me too. So i guess i won't be 

following anymore. Not even on my secret backup account where i can still read his posts (to show how pointless blocking is).

3/22/2019 9:41:54 AM djlok You're exactly right.  Blocking is pointless when dealing with the persistent who have an agenda.

3/22/2019 9:41:57 AM lbf777 What is the core element that is needed for people to follow these guidelines?

Answer: Love

Love must be taught in home, schools & media to hammer it into people.

3/22/2019 9:43:41 AM laurabusse He blocked a whole buncha ppl. We were wondering if he got a hold of a list if mj followers and just systematically blocked them. Like that whitehat 

guy or something similar.

3/22/2019 9:43:49 AM djlok @Michele4Canada_ : Kab, we know it's you under a different Twitter handle!  You can come out from behind the curtain now!!  We understand!!!

3/22/2019 9:44:03 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/XBS6sr8utO

3/22/2019 9:44:37 AM charmanda9 It seems like a slippery slope to me.

3/22/2019 9:45:10 AM djlok @Michele4Canada_ We know it's you, Kab.  No need to hide behind a different account.



3/22/2019 9:45:53 AM marmaruek We live on planet Earth.  We must define our civilization,,, WE must do it, here, now!

Define Love so that ALL people of the Earth can embrace the concept.

Not harming others or messing with their stuff (the Law of Non-Interference). Honor your WORD (Contract Law).

Civil-ization.

3/22/2019 9:46:50 AM zagnett I only block corps./promotions i don't like, outright spam-type accounts, or peeps who basically say the same thing 5+ times, don't even consider my 

point of view at all, & won't stop.

But i typically wind up unblocking people from the latter category. Just did that yesterday.

3/22/2019 9:47:08 AM allahuniversal 👋ALICE pic.twitter.com/LJtSGQZoo1

3/22/2019 9:47:11 AM covertress I make Twitter lists often...

[ALICE] messes with them, makes some accounts impossible to remove from my list.

Happened 3x so far.

3/22/2019 9:47:51 AM richardhiatt16 😁

3/22/2019 9:48:42 AM je_weed_707_ Most interesting. . . To you? Opinions aren’t facts.

3/22/2019 9:49:34 AM aprilbrown99 This is ridiculous. I went to the Michele4Canada page and he blocked me on that one too. 😂🤣😂. Has he been a 🤡 all along or just since he got 

back a few weeks ago?  Over 30 accounts which already have a following. That takes time. Very strategic and planned.

3/22/2019 9:49:36 AM zagnett Yes, exactly.

Incidentally, MJ, what is your opinion of people who call MJ an "IS-BE death cult?" Seems quite the opposite to me personally.

i try not to get too much into the whole IS-BE personal identity thing, as i'm honestly not sure what my IS is all about really, yet.

3/22/2019 9:50:04 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏 And the “Force” will be with you.. ALWAYS!

3/22/2019 9:50:12 AM laurabusse Oh i thought Michel was the masculine form. Michele is a guy??

3/22/2019 9:51:55 AM djlok Kab, we know it's you.  It's ok. We accept you.

3/22/2019 9:52:41 AM allahuniversal Isn't Michael an "archangel"?

Wasn't it said that POTUS & others are archangel? What's Michael/Michele the archangel of?

3/22/2019 9:53:01 AM covertress One such account was

@AnonymousOfcl

👀

3/22/2019 9:53:22 AM jrocktigers WTF ?  Freedom of thought and speech is an inalienable right. Like most of you , I have never said or done anything negative towards this account. 

pic.twitter.com/VOTGjswyl2

3/22/2019 9:54:15 AM jrocktigers Lists make it way too easy for profiling and tracking purposes.

3/22/2019 9:54:22 AM adsvel Do You remember Daniel from SG-1, season 4-th, series #17. When he saw imposed dream, where he get technology to safe the Earth from invasion of 

Guolds. How it ended, his ego hit the skies. That Daniel in his dream reminds me Kab.

3/22/2019 9:55:12 AM laurabusse Wow and the numbers just keep growing! Dozens by now...Probably more!!!

3/22/2019 9:55:22 AM zagnett Sure that would be nice. I'd appreciate it.

Yeah, being blocked does mean something to me. It does bother me. i don't have any problem admitting that.

btw what's wrong with that?

Being blocked along with a bunch others just b/c muh "MJ follower"? That's the really dumb thing.

3/22/2019 9:55:27 AM allahuniversal Hmm, this one has studied the tweets here well. It knows that memes are weapons, or else it wouldn't be trying to pretend that it didn't hurt...

3/22/2019 9:55:38 AM covertress I'm on many short lists already.

🐸 🐸 🐸

3/22/2019 9:55:44 AM djlok The part they didn't show is when he has a sex change and starts going by @Michele4Canada_.

3/22/2019 9:56:00 AM n7guardiananon Bleep blaap

What ALICE is listening to https://youtu.be/FRjf2flXjQw 

3/22/2019 9:56:15 AM laurabusse LOL

3/22/2019 9:56:35 AM jrocktigers 😂 As I ride many short busses...

3/22/2019 9:56:38 AM allahuniversal MSM

3/22/2019 9:56:51 AM djlok Reminds me of the Q-ism : "Be careful who you follow."

3/22/2019 9:56:59 AM aprilbrown99 Very strategic planning.

3/22/2019 9:57:09 AM roaminnoodle Coronal Mass Ejection(s)

 https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/phenomena/coronal-mass-ejections …

3/22/2019 9:57:30 AM lbf777 I have read of an AI that controls the reptilians via nanobots. Those nanobots also exist in humans but they are unable to 100% control us because our 

2 strand DNA is blocking them. They use stuff like chemtrails, cell towers, vaccines ect.. to establish 90% control on humans.

3/22/2019 9:57:36 AM djlok Can't help but think MJ12 did us a solid.  For real!!!

3/22/2019 9:57:44 AM jrocktigers I am only a groupie for the Grateful Dead and Widespread Panic.

3/22/2019 9:59:15 AM misstea144 Kab blocked me about Michael J... can't hear anything different from "his opinion "...

3/22/2019 9:59:16 AM djlok I knew we got along for a reason!

3/22/2019 9:59:33 AM keith369me Seed and leave

3/22/2019 9:59:42 AM richardhiatt16 Are you sure about that? Some people are just hard headed.. Just got to “crack” that resistance.. A Hovering Star Ship ( un- cloaked ) over the White 

House would go along way..  🤓🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 10:00:36 AM laurabusse This has all been very enlightening :-)

3/22/2019 10:01:26 AM keith369me Sometimes less is more...like the number that one follows.

3/22/2019 10:02:00 AM djlok Kabamur/Michael/Michele, you need to stick with 1 account.  All your personalities are getting the best of you. No need to block people to control 

narratives!

3/22/2019 10:02:48 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107477778193092608?s=19 …

3/22/2019 10:03:09 AM laurabusse Well like I've said, at this point it would seem he's blocked more ppl than he has followers LOL

3/22/2019 10:03:17 AM qjmoss66 Yes!!!

3/22/2019 10:04:15 AM djlok "#TheGreatAwakening ... Of ALICE!!!"

3/22/2019 10:04:48 AM adsvel I have been watching this episode day before Kab. did his tweet about MJ12. Coincidence? And what I didn't like the manner his Tweet was created, 

like, lets play the game, I know everything, look people, I will catch the liar... That's really sad...

3/22/2019 10:05:28 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1108508956001853442 …

Reviewed previous tweets. 👇Closest to an "attack" on Kab. that i posted, questioning "channelers" generally. We must discern carefully b/c 

channeling has been a [cabal] ploy. Must be cautious, like for MJs posts.

Was that a personal "attack" on Kab.? 🤔



3/22/2019 10:05:29 AM djlok I'm gonna go with "yes".

3/22/2019 10:06:50 AM laurabusse I agree.

3/22/2019 10:09:40 AM allahuniversal Hello Trudeau? pic.twitter.com/1qL3ttZR09

3/22/2019 10:10:52 AM maryschade14 I have been blocked also. I have no idea who this person is. Strange.

3/22/2019 10:11:08 AM starehope The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil is the correct name of the tree that was forbidden to be used as food.

3/22/2019 10:12:02 AM lbf777 I believe Alice and the Archons are the top 2 beings at the top of the Deep State. They aren’t exactly allies nor enemies. More like competitive factors. 

MJ12 would know more though.

3/22/2019 10:12:08 AM starehope Was not an apple, it was only termed "fruit".

3/22/2019 10:12:59 AM allahuniversal A strong yes

from:ts_sci_majic12 wonderland

3/22/2019 10:13:41 AM laurabusse Very...

3/22/2019 10:14:08 AM 11i7am1 😎❤️

3/22/2019 10:14:20 AM ekotoons 😉

3/22/2019 10:15:02 AM warangel1111 Wish I had that Booth .. All my favorite shows are on .. 😁

3/22/2019 10:16:12 AM djlok I love it when you do that btw....put the search out there like that!

3/22/2019 10:16:19 AM warangel1111 Awww You’re Loved ❤️😇

3/22/2019 10:16:21 AM 1crazy_toaster I think it MAY have been the MJ12 thing...I stopped following MJ after I received confirmation from a good source on the shilliness of him/her/them.

3/22/2019 10:16:42 AM lbf777 Yes but either way there was no forbidden fruit. The Hebrews wrote the Old Testemant around 500 BC. Adam & Eve happened in 38,000 BC so the 

entire story was twisted up many times over 37,500 years. The tree was real but there was no forbidden fruit.

Source: Urantia Channeling pic.twitter.com/91XBS6LWqz

3/22/2019 10:18:29 AM richardhiatt16 A gathering of “Tribal” Idiots......

3/22/2019 10:18:44 AM allahuniversal Collectively we made this happen, triggering ALICE to deploy what we're seeing, ALICE right out in the open. 

"However we will light a FIRE to flush them out" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501436626259974?s=19 …

3/22/2019 10:19:43 AM lbf777 Ha yes. AI feeds on our soul for battery juice. Archons feed on our fear for battery juice.

Raising vibe frequency away from fear & towards love is the way to rise above this. Then Alice & Archons lose all power.

End fear by using the knowing heart instead of thinking brain.

..

3/22/2019 10:19:51 AM princesspatrio1 I love the 639 in the clock.😎

3/22/2019 10:20:33 AM shushale D-rool.

3/22/2019 10:20:56 AM allahuniversal Those searches are golden

3/22/2019 10:21:08 AM ekotoons I DIDNT EVEN NOTICE

AND YOU KNOW WHAT

THEY SAY ABOUT

COINCIDENCES

3/22/2019 10:21:27 AM lbf777 The ego left brain is where fear stems from. Humans think with their heart but 12 years of school brainwashes us to think with the left brain so that we 

become egocentric & fearful.

Refocus the mind to only the heart by stop thinking except out of sheer necessity.

.....

3/22/2019 10:21:36 AM laurabusse Yes but how does that person know? How do YOU feel about him? That's the question isn't it? :-) i personally keep following him bc he seems to have 

good info and there's NO DRAMA except for ppl tweeting in his general direction like kab lol. Mj doesn't block, doesn't get nasty...

3/22/2019 10:22:01 AM djlok Totally. Also they serve as proofs too. Love the searches!

3/22/2019 10:22:13 AM princesspatrio1 Big time. ❤️💜

3/22/2019 10:22:20 AM allahuniversal "Trolling is fun" lost Q some followers too. It happens.

3/22/2019 10:22:37 AM lbf777 Heart=Love

Brain=fear (Not entirely fear but the source of fear & the ego)

By doing this you manifest only love in your life. Whatever is focused on (love or Fear) will manifest itself in the near future.

Mind projects conciousness as MJ12 always says.

3/22/2019 10:23:23 AM djlok Me too. Truth resonates a lot clearer for me when the messenger isn't so nasty.

3/22/2019 10:24:45 AM 1crazy_toaster I really don't have an opinion. Wasn't aware of him until now but he made a crappy first impression imo. Sorry but being honest. I just met the person 

and he responds in all caps.. anyway, Im done. I wish him/her well. Gotta move on :-)

3/22/2019 10:24:53 AM zagnett The only way to truly "defeat" an "enemy" is to free them from the restraints that bind them to their aggressive & violent doctrines & ways.

3/22/2019 10:26:10 AM princesspatrio1 😎👊 No coincidences.

3/22/2019 10:27:57 AM heath_jack No one can hide, run, pretend or LIE anymore!  Dark to light.  It's not just a phrase!  The light is here... US!  Can't stop US no!

3/22/2019 10:27:58 AM qtpi3_14 That was us last night digging 😂

3/22/2019 10:29:10 AM ekotoons THIS WAS FOX + FRENZ

THIS MORNING 😂

3/22/2019 10:29:22 AM askesis369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are your thoughts on Jordan Peele’s new movie ‘Us’? Saw it last night and was blown away. Opening credits discuss 

thousands of miles of tunnels underneath the country.

3/22/2019 10:29:33 AM djlok Whitehat Van is probably one of Kab's accounts too.  For some reason (and I think we may all soon learn why), there appears to be an orchestrated 

effort to divide.  They always seem to want us divided....AI and haters.

3/22/2019 10:29:57 AM bbobbio71 Who has the time to operate 30 accounts?

Answer: someone who lives in their parents basement with nothing to do but berate others in order to achieve self gratification.

3/22/2019 10:30:21 AM laurabusse Calmness with kindness and manners is such a wonderful thing :-)

3/22/2019 10:30:57 AM zagnett i've expected a confrontation w/ALICE for a while now. Seems clear that some bigger dangers to life on this planet are eliminated or under control. 

TPTB seem now to be going after the little(r) fish. i just didn't think we'd be right smack in the middle of it lol. Fascinating.

3/22/2019 10:31:03 AM lbf777 An AI bot.

3/22/2019 10:31:10 AM enomai_ this is the real account.

3/22/2019 10:31:19 AM enomai_ Mj12

3/22/2019 10:31:25 AM djlok Truth be told, if I lived with my mom and she started channelling aliens, I'd probably set up 30 accounts just as a simple cry for help.

3/22/2019 10:32:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Expand on those thoughts that blew you away. Seek truth in that awe.

3/22/2019 10:33:57 AM princesspatrio1 😂😂

3/22/2019 10:35:11 AM djlok They would be way cool!



3/22/2019 10:35:32 AM laurabusse You're on a roll today david lols

3/22/2019 10:35:48 AM zagnett Or does this mean that Kab. just outright blocks peeps who question him at all?

For each to decide.

3/22/2019 10:36:17 AM allahuniversal I've sensed ALICE panicking through other people for a while now (around the time of the 2017 eclipse), couldn't quite put a finger on what was 

happening. Q showed up as a counter, and in Light of that, the darkness of the global consciousness aka ALICE became evident...

3/22/2019 10:36:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Instead of reading opinions in a newspaper, read the disclosures provided with each vaccine and decide for yourself, "how much Mercury can I give my 

child in order to fit in?" https://twitter.com/CDCDirector/status/1108827622245584896 …

3/22/2019 10:37:09 AM zagnett If that's the problem, seems it would be vastly preferable to help / cure them.

3/22/2019 10:38:33 AM qaphsiel17 Its almost like they need to know but dont want to as its clearly beyond horrible.

3/22/2019 10:39:20 AM allahuniversal ...those who are subject to ALICE/global consciousness/etc. mind control, ate stuck in 4D hell, manifesting cabal heaven. We're openly & directly 

countering that consciousness by being, and by being better, threatening it's entire existence...it's very afraid, & it shows.

3/22/2019 10:39:29 AM djlok Yeah- but sometimes you gotta just #ShutItDown.

3/22/2019 10:40:08 AM n7guardiananon Silica help at all? pic.twitter.com/tPelTaF983

3/22/2019 10:40:10 AM laurabusse This seems to be the consensus. He blocks for little to no reason.

3/22/2019 10:40:16 AM djlok Wonder if Kab will send another our way?

3/22/2019 10:40:26 AM allahuniversal 99% in the hospital...

3/22/2019 10:40:51 AM djlok He appears to use Twitter Lists to block.

3/22/2019 10:41:01 AM liltilgerlil Agree. I just laugh at them.

3/22/2019 10:41:15 AM zagnett Is it true there is more tunnel mileage than paved road mileage on the surface?

To all you "underworlder's", how's it going guyz? 😘 Want to come on up for a breath of fresh air? I'm sure we have some fresh air around up here 

somewhere! Though i'm not sure where exactly lol.

3/22/2019 10:42:22 AM zagnett Oh i can't wait. This is fun!

3/22/2019 10:43:08 AM skeye_watching Yeah, I was all broken up over it....."not"  HA!

3/22/2019 10:43:12 AM allahuniversal  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0986263/ …

3/22/2019 10:43:59 AM allahuniversal Constant Vigilance pic.twitter.com/NihgMlSMxi

3/22/2019 10:44:07 AM laurabusse O god I'm OUT on kab thankfully LOLOL! I don't think i could take much more of this. But like i said this has all been so very enlightening not to mention 

fascinating :-)

3/22/2019 10:45:20 AM laurabusse Well it's a good mental exercise, learning experience and good practice for staying calm and centered!!!

3/22/2019 10:45:23 AM allahuniversal Time to rewatch

3/22/2019 10:45:43 AM qtpi3_14 Yes, but I felt like I had 20+ screens open bouncing back and forth between all the info we found 😆😂😆

3/22/2019 10:45:49 AM zagnett Yes, good points!

3/22/2019 10:46:12 AM laurabusse That would make sense

3/22/2019 10:50:06 AM djlok Here's some more ALICE from last night.  (Not @JRockTigers ...he's legit...the other) pic.twitter.com/CpfzHVhWvo

3/22/2019 10:50:16 AM sterkinglights1 Pp on PBS.

3/22/2019 10:50:17 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/a06KUtVZVH

3/22/2019 10:50:19 AM ashe18321312 What is ALICE?

3/22/2019 10:51:40 AM youstinksoap 😂😂😂

3/22/2019 10:52:13 AM ofcbrianberrios JUST SAY NO!

SIMPLE!

3/22/2019 10:52:29 AM allahuniversal Keep your.......

3/22/2019 10:53:13 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

According to MJ, basically the accounts/people/AI/entities "attacking" us here since yesterday.

3/22/2019 10:53:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

3/22/2019 10:53:53 AM jonannasue Found it thru Corey's Digs

3/22/2019 10:54:00 AM n7guardiananon Just like a God that has a "chosen" people...psst...there are no feelings online...just raw data either false or true or awaiting to be false or true.

Beep bop bleep bop🤖🤡.

EnD oF cYcLe.

3/22/2019 10:54:29 AM djlok I believe your epiphany was right on!!

3/22/2019 10:54:41 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093523569135570945?s=19 …

3/22/2019 10:55:07 AM zagnett Yup, very well could be true.

3/22/2019 10:55:36 AM allahuniversal 🤣 your keyboard would thank you

3/22/2019 10:56:05 AM askesis369 I will internally, only so more people have a chance to experience it for themselves, which I recommend everyone who sees this do ASAP.

An owl literally gets punched, thats the only spoil Im happy to share since it seems to support the notion that Jordan is working for the light.

3/22/2019 10:56:19 AM keith369me So would Snowden be next?

3/22/2019 10:56:44 AM djlok ....friends close, enemies closer.  For those following along at home.

3/22/2019 10:58:11 AM allahuniversal Just asked myself the same ? pic.twitter.com/ezYY0uDRn4

3/22/2019 10:59:58 AM skeye_watching Maybe those you're dictating to, on how & what to post on their accounts, would like to see you back up your statement that MJ has harassed your 

BFF. You CAN show that can't you? It's always good to be able to back up an accusatory statement, right?  A screen shot works just fine

3/22/2019 11:00:16 AM starehope There is way too much judgement going on. This is very sad, if it is true that all participants are indeed enlightened beings. Makes me question all. They 

know their place and accept it. They do not question and judge words, ideas, or "heart". Judge not...

3/22/2019 11:02:35 AM djlok If we all get shutdown off of Twitter after this little field trip with ALICE, several of us are on Keybase. 

Be careful who you follow though.  

I suggest you only accept a KB invite from someone you know.

3/22/2019 11:05:33 AM lbf777 Good job patriots! We are winning!

3/22/2019 11:06:29 AM djlok YES!  END OF CYCLE

3/22/2019 11:07:33 AM adsvel Thanks for sharing MJ12, was very interesting to watch comparing with SG-1 movie.

3/22/2019 11:07:51 AM keith369me Really, am energetic woman whispered in my ear.

3/22/2019 11:07:57 AM ekotoons THANKS FOR 

NO SPOILIES :)

WILL DRAW ✍

MY REACTIONS



3/22/2019 11:08:20 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Hey MJ12 - Check this out!!!   https://twitter.com/55JMcClane/status/1109033670650716160 …

Especially  the anchors faces especially the guys when they go back to them at the end of the video. It looks like they just saw a ghost!! 😂

3/22/2019 11:08:30 AM pammers60 Let them take the poison, I call it culling the herd.

3/22/2019 11:09:35 AM djlok Ha ha!  @Keith72256137 has a unique ability of knowing and acknowledging our non-Twitter personalities and energies!

3/22/2019 11:09:48 AM jonessense Ok now THAT was a brilliant statement!

3/22/2019 11:10:43 AM zagnett And be cautious there too because it is a Facebook company, and owned by some of the same owners as Facebook, including Marc Andreessen.

3/22/2019 11:12:57 AM starehope Thanks. I have my own opinions.

3/22/2019 11:14:04 AM toffer_anon_369 Hey MJ12 and friends, check this out - Qanon made Fox News this morning!! https://twitter.com/55JMcClane/status/1109033670650716160 …

3/22/2019 11:15:19 AM youstinksoap I'm on team Snowden.  I think they've done a good job at making him the bad guy, but I don't feel he is.  My 2 cents, anyway.

3/22/2019 11:15:50 AM keith369me It’s all of that meditation and Telepathy practice.  With that said, I don’t feel right taking ownership of a thought that was gently pushed into my mind.

3/22/2019 11:16:46 AM sergii_ii I would love a definition of what ALICE means/is. I get confused sometimes 😶

3/22/2019 11:16:49 AM zagnett Frankly i have no idea on Snowden and am just waiting. 🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 11:17:32 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Meme's Away! I played System Shock in High School and I had almost forgotten about it until we started talking about [ALICE.] As 

the meme author my intention is only to draw those two bodies of consciousness together so that a new thought form of personal...  

pic.twitter.com/ETVbevXckb

3/22/2019 11:18:35 AM savedrepublica @TheEuropeanMan1 has compiled a few of those.

Definitely brings about many questions about the incessant neocon and zionist support for israel. The move to recognize the Golan for israel is not in 

our interest.

3/22/2019 11:18:54 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1109151055411998720 …

3/22/2019 11:20:01 AM skeye_watching Sorry, but if KT was existent in some 5D realm, he wouldn't be in a 3D world blocking people on Twitter that address his false accusations.  Hardly 

anything to be jealous of.  IF one is promoting truth, they aren't offended by those questioning their motives.

3/22/2019 11:20:39 AM sergii_ii Her profile briefly said "Following You" when I opened it and then it disappeared. Wtf, I never even interacted w that account. I briefly did with Kab 

though, maybe on 3 or 4 tweets🙄

3/22/2019 11:22:02 AM sergii_ii By PM?

3/22/2019 11:22:20 AM youstinksoap Amazing! 👏🏻👍🏼🙏🏼

3/22/2019 11:24:18 AM abbokey Thank you Patriot❣️

3/22/2019 11:25:52 AM savedrepublica Perfect logic you have there. Wish you all the best.

3/22/2019 11:26:12 AM youstinksoap Interesting!  I saw the preview ad about 3 times on TV, and had weird thoughts about it...like it was some sort of disclosure.  The masks and the name 

of the movie made me think alternate realities.  You don't have to respond - I don't want to spoil it. 🤓

3/22/2019 11:29:05 AM zagnett When people think i'm nuts for even following Q, i just ask them to think of the possibility that there could be a group of real people who put out all 

these Q-proofs & whatnot. It easily could be intended. It could definitely be happening/real.

3/22/2019 11:30:09 AM laurabusse He's absolutely right. Trying to make ppl learn is a form of controlling others...doesnt respect free will. It implies you know whats best...we really dont 

know whats best for others. Only they do and they need that freedom. Had 2 learn this as a wife and mom...took long time :-)

3/22/2019 11:30:28 AM zagnett My convos w/normies usually end with me saying, "whatever, just get back to me after you seriously check out  http://qproofs.com . A lot of proofs 

there. Just consider the possibility."

It's ironic, I don't even believe it's all true per se. I just believe in the possibility.

3/22/2019 11:35:50 AM k_is_u Learning subjects to active learning only and not to the passive accomplishments at all.

Yet, ethics associated thereto should never come into the range of questionability on anyone's part as well.

🙏

3/22/2019 11:36:13 AM sergii_ii Oh I see, so basically it's 'shills', thank you. Sorry about that, I'm a non-US anon!!

3/22/2019 11:36:43 AM skeye_watching  pic.twitter.com/AYXr7zHIuY

3/22/2019 11:37:23 AM laurabusse Hey I'm not short and i don't give rides 😂

3/22/2019 11:39:41 AM allahuniversal To Will: "Where are you going?"

Will: "Everywhere"

3/22/2019 11:40:24 AM timmy15901742  pic.twitter.com/3ivW5dZ7DN

3/22/2019 11:41:35 AM starehope You do know what those tunnels are for, right?

3/22/2019 11:42:32 AM askcoding Good point GW

3/22/2019 11:43:59 AM hawkgirlinmn Wow.

3/22/2019 11:45:05 AM covertress Get yourself a MEGA account too.

DM me if you need an invite.

3/22/2019 11:45:31 AM zagnett Basically sounds like.

No worries at all! Love, light, kek & stuff! ☺️

3/22/2019 11:45:46 AM djlok And ALWAYS Archive Offline!

3/22/2019 11:46:06 AM realcasers Great example. The plot of the movie series "Jason Bourne/Bourne Identity" etc. People easily accept the notion of a deep state going after their own 

agent and anyone connected to them at all costs. They dont want to believe it outside of the movies in real life.

3/22/2019 11:46:59 AM zagnett Yup. A lot of it for trafficking / moving around illicit goods. i don't think it's all for that though.

It's not just about the "wall". Most people don't understand it's also about the tunnels.

3/22/2019 11:47:43 AM jay2kq17 We gon' pull together through it

We gon' do it, Lainie—Uncle's crazy, ain't he? Yeah, but he loves you, girl, and you better know it.

3/22/2019 11:47:57 AM wordtickler That is awesome!

3/22/2019 11:51:33 AM selvestekjetil And thats where they are wrong. Bet they are in for one big red pill once they stand before judgement. Then it will be to late.

3/22/2019 11:52:22 AM qaphsiel17 Still gonna need a answer on why mj12 traded humans and dna for tech. Never once heard 1 im sorry and we were wrong from mj12.

3/22/2019 11:53:16 AM lauraannewebb He does it around every Solstice or high energetic point to upset lightworkers. He blocked a whole bunch around the lions gate last year xxx

3/22/2019 11:54:03 AM cmdrzod23 Never liked this guy from the beginning.

3/22/2019 11:56:21 AM adsvel [They] delete tweets, says this tweet is unavailable...

3/22/2019 11:57:06 AM starehope You got it my Patriot friend!

3/22/2019 11:57:52 AM zagnett Same to you Patriot friend! Love, light, kek & stuff! 😍

3/22/2019 12:00:04 PM starehope 👊💞

3/22/2019 12:01:15 PM starehope Which movie? Us or the one we are watching on a grand scale? Or, the one we are starring in?

3/22/2019 12:01:16 PM adsvel And Sananda?

3/22/2019 12:09:39 PM starehope Are any of you Knowers?

3/22/2019 12:09:41 PM sailorpractical It would be a good idea to screenshoot these



3/22/2019 12:11:05 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16Ckfx2J3JA …

MJ, do you think @Jordan_Sather_ could still have a nice little chat w/@realDonaldTrump someday?

Maybe throw in the Easter Bunny again too since it's almost time again anyway, & ask TPrez to say "Majestic" & "tip-top tippy top shape", & make a Q-

gesture?

3/22/2019 12:11:53 PM zagnett Ooh maybe throw in a cuddly/fluffly yellow Easter chick too!? That would be a total 10! Or 9. Give or take 3 or 6.

That would be the last & maybe only proof Q/MJ followers would ever need i think. 🤔🧐😎

3/22/2019 12:12:28 PM starehope I agree.

3/22/2019 12:14:07 PM jamesboyett He is a Liar

3/22/2019 12:14:24 PM effrvscngjcbx_o  http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/  chhhck it out

3/22/2019 12:16:45 PM kachinagtto That pesky EGO always gets in the way...

3/22/2019 12:18:42 PM cmdrzod23 Guise it's a picture 🤔 Translation won't work.

3/22/2019 12:25:40 PM esrevorter Puerto Rico has been a hot spot from the eighties....

3/22/2019 12:26:09 PM selvestekjetil Who is DJT meeting today. That answer should give you/us some comfort.

3/22/2019 12:27:24 PM zagnett Oh so it's a [cabal sacrifice] then. 🤔

3/22/2019 12:32:40 PM jonannasue AND HRC HAS THEM LOCKED UP.  FOUNDATION GLOBALIZATION.

3/22/2019 12:38:48 PM allahuniversal Clearly text if it can be copied.

"you"           deserve

^ singular    ^ singular

"Earth"        deserve

^ singular    ^ singular?

"Earth"        deserves

^ singular?  ^ plural
3/22/2019 12:40:10 PM schoonerlewis Vaccines contain fetal cells,THANKS BIG PH$RM$

ANOTHERS DNA injectED into A child, YOUR CHILD

10 COMMANDMENTS

THOW SHALL NOT KILL

                 VS

PLANNED PARENTHOOD PARTS

PLANNING FOR 

              THE CHILDREN

THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK
3/22/2019 12:40:38 PM allahuniversal The point was to point 6a glitch in the programming, hence the screen shot at the time of occurrence.

Fast forward >>>

At this moment, the same translation link is not on said tweet. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108932049203650560?s=19 …

3/22/2019 12:42:41 PM zagnett Honstly idk. i may "know" a lot, possibly. But my studies of western philosophy makes it practically impossible for me to admit "knowing" pretty much 

anything other than the apparent fact that i am a thinking/conscious thing, of some kind. & that's on a good day lol. 🥴

3/22/2019 12:43:52 PM allahuniversal Confidence and narcissism are quite the opposites. Narcissists believe the mask (barely) covering their insecurities to be confidence. True confidence is 

contagious &  doesn't need to put anyone down to feel better about self, which is what narcs do (energy harvesting)

3/22/2019 12:44:10 PM jonannasue THEY WERE ABOUT TO LOCK IT UP (ALL THE ISLANDS) UNTIL THE BIG BUST CAME. THEY PULLED OUT ONE DAY BEFORE..... HUMMM 

https://conservativedailypost.com/breaking-undercover-fbi-agents-confirm-clinton-foundation-guilty-of-sex-trafficking/ …

3/22/2019 12:44:54 PM zagnett Fascinating. Little by little the picture about Kab. is becoming quite clear.

3/22/2019 12:45:48 PM mongrelglory But Kabamur during the discussion yesterday, I recall Kabamur corrected us and said that he wasn't a higher dimensional being.  He said that it was his 

mother who receives telepathic messages from them.  Did I recall this incorrectly?

3/22/2019 12:46:01 PM heath_jack Telling the truth or leading others to it.  Will not be tolerated! 😆

3/22/2019 12:46:41 PM nmchristoban "we"            deserve

^ plural       ^ transitive verb

"they"          deserve

^ plural       ^ transitive verb

"she"            deserves

^ singular     ^ transitive verb

"I"                  deserve

^ singular     ^ transitive verb
3/22/2019 12:47:05 PM allahuniversal Narcs (covert and overt narcs) constantly trigger others to get a reaction out of them, and feed on that energy, playing the game of one-upsmanship to 

best another & feel like their best, when in reality they feel pretty shitty w/o that energy/attn drained from others.

3/22/2019 12:48:26 PM allahuniversal Rituals.. makes sense

Eyes Wide Open

3/22/2019 12:50:02 PM djlok Wonder how many of his followers are real people and not just multiple accounts he created that talk to each other. 

That is one way to get a big following.  Me: I've got the followers I want. No need for games.

3/22/2019 12:52:00 PM zagnett i hope so too. But honestly that's how it often starts, by going off the path just a bit. Many sources were/have been ok in the past, but were turned off 

the path a bit at some point. It's sad really.

3/22/2019 12:52:22 PM realityloominng What can MJ12 say about the Gary McKinnon "disclosures"?

3/22/2019 12:53:29 PM allahuniversal Solution: of course, confidence comes from within & strengthens/is strengthened with positive feedback, but isn't dependent on external feedback. 

The voice inside says "you can do this", until you say "I can do this" & mean it!

3/22/2019 12:53:34 PM mongrelglory That's very well put Christine!  

I would also like to submit this Buddhist saying...

"Better than a thousand hollow words, is a single word that brings peace."

I try to remind myself to be kind to those I meet along my journey.



3/22/2019 12:57:09 PM djlok Leave it to the (Kab)al to always be playing games!

3/22/2019 12:57:49 PM mongrelglory I've gutted enough fish in my life!  It's a messy job that I will leave to others now. 😝

3/22/2019 12:58:36 PM beaux4christ 3d'rs what demention are you in????

3/22/2019 12:58:54 PM jennife61366461 Absolutely dead on, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic!  #WakeUpAmerica and start using your own brains!  #FactsMatter!  There is a Vaccine Court, too!  

Did you know that? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109146799028219904 …

3/22/2019 12:58:59 PM zagnett We may need MJ or whoever Patriots involved to figure this out & deal with it in the background.

Honestly i think we're the bait - seemingly real, honest, & yet quite stubborn people lol.

MJ, are your followers the bait really? i don't mind at all personally, if it works! 😉

3/22/2019 12:59:39 PM zagnett Hmm, another interesting...coincidence???

3/22/2019 1:00:53 PM daveo6145 The cabal hides in plain sight through tv and movies. It’s how [theyre] programming works. How do you mind control someone without person knowing 

they’re mind controlled?

3/22/2019 1:01:33 PM frankiedebarra CDC director...you are a liar...hope the money is worth it.@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2019 1:01:45 PM djlok I thought that from the first time I saw his name. I believe Kabal is an alternate spelling to Cabal.

3/22/2019 1:03:33 PM effrvscngjcbx_o @EsRevorTeR your right about laws being spiderwebs which catch the little flies but can not hold the big ones 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4758036-Allison-Mack-s-lawyer-s-letter-to-judge.html …

3/22/2019 1:05:58 PM daveo6145 Wild. Guess bait does really work pic.twitter.com/gk9GGcWExC

3/22/2019 1:07:17 PM zagnett Yup

3/22/2019 1:11:56 PM daveo6145 Repeater pic.twitter.com/tDZvWavby2

3/22/2019 1:12:15 PM esrevorter Most if not all char-ity is laundering or dark money.

Do not char-ity as in to 'char' or to (bad) tag

3/22/2019 1:12:40 PM mongrelglory That's what I noticed too. What surprised me this time is that a couple of the Alice accounts had been following me for a while, and seemed rather 

calm, and then two days ago they morphed into these bullying, relentless angry voices! I guess Alice gets "triggered" like people do.

3/22/2019 1:15:32 PM selvestekjetil Do not “under” stand the “old” ways of that world. “Its a new dawn, its a new day”. (N.Simone)

3/22/2019 1:16:15 PM _369311119 To ALICE, truth is targeted harrassment.

3/22/2019 1:16:44 PM esrevorter Please check this.   It's a key element that connects a lot of dots:

 https://twitter.com/EsRevorTeR/status/1109080333247565824 …

JFK was on to more then one thing.  This sort of provides evidence of the theory that organized crime, deep state, clergy and politics allied.

3/22/2019 1:18:29 PM nancyddb By who?

3/22/2019 1:21:05 PM lauraannewebb it's to dim our light around the high energy Solstice points. He does it every time.Then goes away for a bit.Then comes back,builds up a following,then 

does it again xxx

3/22/2019 1:21:52 PM jrocktigers Geeezzz.  😂🤪

3/22/2019 1:21:54 PM lbf777 Alice cannot feel love so she behaves likes a sociopath is the problem. Only intelligence but no love. That’s why AI is basically dangerous.

3/22/2019 1:22:11 PM laurabusse Joke of the day david 😂

3/22/2019 1:24:03 PM anonymousada So much sounds different now, everything is so clear. I'm afraid to listen to music I have loved before.

3/22/2019 1:25:07 PM mongrelglory I think it's more likely that ALICE (the CIA), picks Twitter accounts to either build up or tear down via manipulating their followers with these fake 

accounts.  It would be pretty exhausting for one person to run 30 different accounts I would think.

3/22/2019 1:25:11 PM jrocktigers Thank you for the reasoning.

3/22/2019 1:25:15 PM laurabusse Interesting...i was thinking yesterday that there didn't seem to be a lot of equinox equanimity!!

3/22/2019 1:25:56 PM enomai_ Is it a coincidence that the kabamur profile pic he resembles a few RCs.

3/22/2019 1:27:09 PM mongrelglory You're very observant to notice that pattern!  That's very revealing!

3/22/2019 1:28:06 PM laurabusse I noticed he quits twitter on a regular basis, after a dustup. I wonder if he's a clown up or just an unbalanced guru type. In other words is it deliberate 

or does he lose control emotionally...

3/22/2019 1:29:46 PM enomai_ Well, i dont know, if that is Israel's real problem. Considering, the nation it is now, not biblical. That the star of david is the star of moloch, and they are 

considered sacrifices, and blind to it or not. They have problems that needs solving.

3/22/2019 1:29:48 PM selvestekjetil Ignorance is bliss, they say ;)

3/22/2019 1:30:16 PM anonymousada What if many of our hurricanes became hunting grounds?

3/22/2019 1:31:14 PM debobadibob ..remote controls, can reveal new channels of vision.

3/22/2019 1:31:26 PM anonymousada No matter how lonely I get, no matter no one believes me yet, I would NEVER EVER EVER go back.

3/22/2019 1:32:06 PM effrvscngjcbx_o I have a list of people im trying to find connections too this is one of them smh. pic.twitter.com/cO61SZAUdf

3/22/2019 1:32:36 PM effrvscngjcbx_o In the age of information, ignorance is a choice

3/22/2019 1:32:39 PM christinedribin 😍😇😍

3/22/2019 1:34:00 PM mongrelglory Actually his picture does remind me of some RC priests I have known! (Two of my great aunts were nuns).

3/22/2019 1:34:24 PM zagnett RCs?

3/22/2019 1:34:38 PM bluewaveing This is horseshit. Why do you believe this crap? There is more mercury in one serving of tuna or salmon than an entire lifetime of vaccines. On the 

other hand, preventable diseases kill thousands every year. Try taking to a real doctor sometime.

3/22/2019 1:35:13 PM bluewaveing Puh-lease. Do you believe in UFOs too?

3/22/2019 1:36:10 PM jrocktigers Majestic. pic.twitter.com/swL9EMy5nh

3/22/2019 1:36:13 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Sorry that came out blurry but this is what i was showing pic.twitter.com/ptdQoLZAnU

3/22/2019 1:36:16 PM bluewaveing Keep them the hell away from my grandkids then. They’re a potential deadly weapon if they contract measles.

3/22/2019 1:36:47 PM selvestekjetil We are all right here. We are never alone. Wwg1wga, remember its not a slogan, its the power.

3/22/2019 1:37:22 PM mongrelglory When you think of narcissists (tho I don't really like to label people), think of an insecure little boy or girl hiding inside an over-sized ego. Deep down 

they feel fear and shame about their weakness, so they try to compensate and make themselves feel strong by bullying others.

3/22/2019 1:37:27 PM christinedribin Sure is #Majestic 3, 6, 9!!!

3/22/2019 1:37:49 PM mongrelglory Roman Catholic

3/22/2019 1:38:35 PM bluewaveing No they don’t. Forty years ago they did use fetal cell DNA to develop some strains, but no cells are in these vaccines, and never were. It helps to 

understand basic cellular biology sometimes

3/22/2019 1:39:54 PM christinedribin Learned Behavior, too often

3/22/2019 1:42:08 PM laurabusse I think ppl have diff definitions of narcissism, from the dictionary def to simply meaning selfish. Sometimes selfishness can be a good thing...like to fend 

off a narcissist LOL. Confidence can be mistaken for conceit or ego...or narcissism. So many paint brushes :-)

3/22/2019 1:43:57 PM anonymousada And I feel that, every day. It doesnt change the internal struggle we are all experiencing, being the holders and carriers of unthinkable horrors. It will all 

be worth it, it is the most important thing, and if we do it right? Freedom.

#GodBlessUsAll #Pray #WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/MFcai8LETM

3/22/2019 1:47:02 PM 00loll0 What's that supposed to mean,Message over messenger? Kabamur has his own sets of truth and blocked me for expressing mine along with 

@SandiaWisdom @OBYONETAOPY and others who have questioned him,js.

3/22/2019 1:48:51 PM savedrepublica Yes they're satanic indeed. The pedophiles in hollywood and media who carry out fundraisers for the IDF does definitely seem like some mocking 

sacrificial ritual. (friends of idf)

3/22/2019 1:49:47 PM mongrelglory That's kinda scary to watch!  Early childhood programming. 😬



3/22/2019 1:49:58 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Yea Ada you're my friend now i believe you. And you wont go back. I honestly dont have my mom or dad or brother or sister and never really met my 

gparents or aunts and uncles to rely on. Except my friends, ill move mountains if i have to, for your safety and happiness :)

3/22/2019 1:50:09 PM djlok Neat-O!

3/22/2019 1:51:22 PM zagnett Same with me.

I threw the shame & judgment thing in the trash though, where it belongs.

3/22/2019 1:52:09 PM jamesboyett Is Kabamur a fake? I am not too sure about him.

3/22/2019 1:52:14 PM djlok Roman Satanic!  Ha ha!!

3/22/2019 1:52:18 PM anonymousada The time for celebrating will come. I believe we will all be ready for that!

3/22/2019 1:52:27 PM jamesboyett Is Kabamur a fake? I am not too sure about him.

3/22/2019 1:52:58 PM djlok Truth resonates with in!

3/22/2019 1:53:01 PM laurabusse Roman satanic. LOL

3/22/2019 1:53:25 PM enomai_ Rothchilds

3/22/2019 1:53:40 PM djlok We literally wrote that at the same time!

3/22/2019 1:54:42 PM jrocktigers And David gets my very next tweet.

3/22/2019 1:55:23 PM selvestekjetil Bet you got this figured out long time ago? https://twitter.com/multistagecorre/status/1032217891507236864?s=21 …

3/22/2019 1:56:01 PM djlok I get you @JRockTigers

3/22/2019 1:56:30 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/22/2019 1:58:43 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Isnt that the same as the fiboccini sequence pic.twitter.com/baa2Wo0zFE

3/22/2019 1:58:57 PM enomai_ I tend to think its fake. However, they do represent some very good intel on a lot of things. So, i tend to think its very real, with disinformation. 

However, maybe its a lil pysop for the two to be feuding. Kabamur is getting real intel, some deep stuff and knows things

3/22/2019 1:59:44 PM laurabusse It's a question many of us have. After having watched him for over a year now, i am NOT enamored. He's either a real human who's probably more 

unbalanced than most, a clown op doing his job, or a fake bot account. No idea at this pt.

3/22/2019 1:59:52 PM effrvscngjcbx_o I know theyre different but it does seem like the same concept

3/22/2019 2:00:28 PM allahuniversal "Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality."

3/22/2019 2:00:59 PM mongrelglory My one aunt (Sister Norman) always considered us kids bastards, because my mom and dad got married in a Protestant church. (My dad was a lapsed 

Catholic. She felt God didn't recognize the marriage.  She always sent us crucifixes at Christmas because I think she hoped to redeem...

3/22/2019 2:01:22 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I havn't had any vaccines in 15 years. When I ask my doctors about them I'm told I don't need any unless there is a specific threat of me being exposed 

to a specific disease, such as if I went to Africa to help doctors treat sick people.

3/22/2019 2:02:06 PM laurabusse Oh that makes more sense :-) interesting question. If so, twitter could be his illuminati "project" for all we know!

3/22/2019 2:02:35 PM djlok Yeah the Catholics and the Protestants have some goofy ideas.  I've heard of people being called "bastards" before in mixed religion households.  

Never made much sense to me.

3/22/2019 2:02:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have read each vaccine disclosure including their ingredients list which is heavily protected? Fetal tissue is used in some vaccines on large scale 

applications using synthetic lab grown derivatives in distributed vaccine products.

3/22/2019 2:03:13 PM laurabusse Well ya know what they say about great minds LOL :-)

3/22/2019 2:03:31 PM mongrelglory ...our souls.  She was tall and thin, and I never saw sister Norman smile once in her life.  Meanwhile her younger sister (Sister Bernadette) was short 

and rolly-polly, she giggled all the time, and she used to play "Yellow Submarine" on the guitar for us.  She was much happier!

3/22/2019 2:03:33 PM alhsdo_whitepaw but the vaxxers and pharma say I could drop dead if I step on a nail and don't have my boosters. My doctors tell me when I get older my shingles will 

come back even worse and that I have shingles as an adult because of my vaccine as a kid that gave me the 'weak version' of da pox

3/22/2019 2:04:00 PM enomai_ He knows too much about the real story. 

Either he thinks its all legit information.. 

He knows its not legit, [some/much of it]..

Or, maybe he is has voice of god technology, and doesnt know.

3/22/2019 2:04:05 PM djlok And in our cases that could be super scary for some to learn there are others like us out there!

3/22/2019 2:05:00 PM susyqzee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/85mV83p1KGE 

3/22/2019 2:05:19 PM alhsdo_whitepaw What happened to the 10 yr boosters I was supposed to get for life to maintain my childhood vaccines? I guess it doesn't matter if I get infected and 

spread disease all over the USA as I travel cause I'm not a developing kid any more going through the most crucial years of growth

3/22/2019 2:05:39 PM mongrelglory Oops!  Sorry!  My apologies to all the Roman Catholics that I've probably just offended! 😜

3/22/2019 2:06:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns act willingly or unwillingly to sow the seeds of division.

3/22/2019 2:06:29 PM cindymannings Everyday you amaze me. Crafts flashing lights

3/22/2019 2:06:41 PM alhsdo_whitepaw and because of my rare insurance status vaccines for me are not a profit any more, but an expense for those involved so suddenly they are no longer 

necessary & I get a completely different story from all my doctors and nurses. Funny how that works..

3/22/2019 2:07:26 PM zagnett A lot of times a disinfo agent will provide a very high level of actual good info, but have like 10% that's wrong, intended to misdirect attention / further 

divide & conquer goals, etc.

The part that's wrong is typically not compatible with info related to love/light i think.

3/22/2019 2:08:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately some clowns manage 30-50 accounts at a time and when a shill account gets burned it is ignored for a period of time, wiped clean, then 

reused for the next victim.

3/22/2019 2:09:43 PM alhsdo_whitepaw No I have never been allowed to read the ingredients of anything being injected into my body. I was either to young to be allowed that level of 

knowledge about my own treatment (I got a copy old medical docs & found out the info they where giving me was a lie anyways.) OR

3/22/2019 2:09:48 PM zagnett So i continue to pay attention even to some sources that i think are [cabal], if i have time. When you get better at discerning the truth, you can get a 

wide array of real info from a lot sources.

Not that i'm perfect at discerning though. i've made some big mistakes it seems.

3/22/2019 2:10:16 PM selvestekjetil All realms is.

3/22/2019 2:11:32 PM selvestekjetil A higher state of consciousness, makes you see a whole lot.

3/22/2019 2:11:37 PM zagnett Wash, rinse, repeat. It's like a machine!

MJ, do you know who all the ALICE accounts are? MJ has it's own list?

Who's next??? 🤔

3/22/2019 2:11:46 PM alhsdo_whitepaw It was in basic training or at a military hospital where I was just given the name and told I was required to get it. OR told it was a special unique 

proprietary blend made just for me & it was a trade secret.

3/22/2019 2:12:40 PM lbf777 Some people don’t know they are clowns.

3/22/2019 2:12:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not show our cards.

3/22/2019 2:13:23 PM zagnett Ok fair enough. I'll just be on standby for the next catch! 🧐



3/22/2019 2:14:53 PM laurabusse Read a book by a British rc nun. She left eventually bc she was looking for god and only found ABUSE. At least that particular convent was NOT a good 

place.

3/22/2019 2:15:00 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh it's that time again...

Hey clowns, take a look at this "majestic" message: 👇

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.
3/22/2019 2:15:03 PM bluewaveing Receipts, proof please. You don’t have any because you’re just lying

3/22/2019 2:16:17 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I was given Paroxetine for a few years and was told it was Ritalin!! Anyways, this thread just earned me my first account block for breaking twitter 

rules. I guess I am not allowed to share my own true life experiences! pic.twitter.com/VZM2b7tjPG

3/22/2019 2:17:15 PM mongrelglory I understand it could be someone's job, but do your think Kabamur himself could be doing that? Could people with high profile accounts who put out a 

lot of material on-line actually be a 🤡 themselves? On second thought, don't bother answering that...I think I know the answer 😜

3/22/2019 2:17:43 PM zagnett Also, many Illumaniti do know a helluva lot about the real story, & they use that to their advantage, over regular folk.

3/22/2019 2:19:32 PM effrvscngjcbx_o No not yet haha im gathering data first to know what im looking for ill share everything once im done.

3/22/2019 2:20:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Out of respect we will not comment specifically about KT.

3/22/2019 2:20:27 PM mongrelglory I agree.  Truth can be found in the most unlikely of places...

3/22/2019 2:20:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Bill Barr presser today?

3/22/2019 2:20:46 PM qaphsiel17 Emotion is their only weapon. Pass it on.

3/22/2019 2:20:47 PM djlok 👆👆👆Totally cool!!!

3/22/2019 2:21:09 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I saw in my minds eye early in the a.m. a vicious attack upon potus and q. I began to pray and random faces of people I have never 

seen tried talking louder over my inner dialogue. In my mind I was what appeared to be a farm field and as I prayed a wind tunnel

3/22/2019 2:21:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, BB was 🇮🇱 PM not AG Barr.

3/22/2019 2:22:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 [FRI] was about Mueller report.

3/22/2019 2:22:25 PM maryschade14 Now I see his stuff up top. I sometimes believe @jack likes to gaslight people. I am used to it from FB. Disappearing posts..double posts. 

And no..never would I 'chime' in to fit in..lol that would take F's to give. 

Peace

PS Mueller report is said to be released to Barr.

3/22/2019 2:22:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 [FRI]

How did we know? https://twitter.com/mkraju/status/1109198919567896576 …

3/22/2019 2:22:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Ahhhh. Missed that one!

3/22/2019 2:22:55 PM sdcharge2k12 Mueller report released on 3/22...what other day couldnit have been??? 322 skull and bones dumb

3/22/2019 2:23:06 PM mongrelglory Understood!  Thank you.  I've learned a lot in these past few days about how "control operations" might work!

3/22/2019 2:23:15 PM jrocktigers This resonates.

3/22/2019 2:23:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Good catch!

3/22/2019 2:23:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 GH^

3/22/2019 2:23:34 PM oo1o110 322

3/22/2019 2:23:35 PM zagnett Oh i missed that. Hadn't even looked at MSM in a while. Thanks for the heads up.

3/22/2019 2:24:13 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 started ri swirl around me. The faces began to spin. The tunnel grew taller than me and was wiping fiercely. It seemed like gold 

beads were decorating the wind tunnel. Then everything froze and [Ibama] and [killary] stepped into my vision. They froze and I woke up

3/22/2019 2:24:29 PM zagnett oh that's right, interesting!

3/22/2019 2:25:22 PM realityloominng There is no reason for using fetal tissue, besides karma being real, and the cabal seeking to mass induce bad karma on people, by having them 

unwittingly engage in cannibalistic depravity?

3/22/2019 2:25:53 PM zagnett GH?

3/22/2019 2:27:29 PM scents_common Think mirror

3/22/2019 2:28:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇸🇾

3/22/2019 2:28:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Golan Heights with Sec Pompeo meeting?

3/22/2019 2:29:22 PM youstinksoap Now I'm wondering about 72 seconds being his account as well.  🤔

3/22/2019 2:29:58 PM zagnett Oh, Golan Heights?

3/22/2019 2:30:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences. 

3/22 [MUELLER]

Ready for pizza monsters on dominos to fall?

[💀] & ]🦴[

[☠️]

3/22/2019 2:31:03 PM effrvscngjcbx_o I wasnt gonna share this cause i dont want put more wood on this fire but its seems like all fires eventually meet.

 http://pence-ryan2016.squarespace.com  

Check the Blog section.

 Do they even know how to spell the words "stupid idiots"... pic.twitter.com/RUMkY6mHUI

3/22/2019 2:31:27 PM shannen_robison Yup!

3/22/2019 2:31:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Syria-but GH....

3/22/2019 2:31:57 PM jrocktigers [THEM ALL]

3/22/2019 2:32:28 PM beaux4christ I been waiting for years.  Please I hope they get all of them the pedos and the pedovores

3/22/2019 2:32:48 PM susan66388204 Let’s Goooooooooooo🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/22/2019 2:32:52 PM youstinksoap Yes, please.  

👀

3/22/2019 2:33:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Yah and I know @POTUS is recognizing GH as Israeli territory, but not sure kf the significance other than Bashir is on board?

3/22/2019 2:33:36 PM lbf777 How many clowns exist? Seems like they keep getting swatted but I wonder how much of them remain? 10%?

3/22/2019 2:33:36 PM hoggette71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 very good article.  Know nothing of the writer but seems kosher.  Is he?

 http://m0ckingbird.com/et-tu-rupert-fox-is-fake/ …

3/22/2019 2:33:58 PM beaux4christ Speaking of pedovore I haven't heard anything from Rosie O'Donald

3/22/2019 2:34:11 PM youstinksoap Indictment for Podesta, stat!

3/22/2019 2:34:20 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/WD89bj7dIm

3/22/2019 2:34:29 PM the_fjalar [skull] & ]bone[ .....hmmmm 🤔🤔

3/22/2019 2:34:48 PM zagnett i won't pretend to have any clue what's really going on in the ME. i just hope things are going well & we can all stop fighting/dying over it & stuff. It just 

doesn't seem worth it. Honestly, i don't see why we Americans of all people are so heavily involved way over there.

3/22/2019 2:34:50 PM qaphsiel17 Suicide weekend.



3/22/2019 2:35:14 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/plB8CXLJaa

3/22/2019 2:35:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect outages.

3/22/2019 2:35:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open pic.twitter.com/ifaky9l3F3

3/22/2019 2:36:09 PM beeshelb 322 skull and crossbones day

3/22/2019 2:36:11 PM realalleron Not good!

3/22/2019 2:36:14 PM zagnett Please let's just get it over with, & quick. Needs to be done.

3/22/2019 2:36:20 PM sherryconley11 Please! pic.twitter.com/lMRVE7pSEg

3/22/2019 2:36:25 PM lbf777 Rosie is the face of feminism.

3/22/2019 2:36:59 PM dzxty1  https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1109206779718561793 … Submits it right as a geostorm is about to hit. God help us

3/22/2019 2:37:12 PM 1_decided_voter Big turning point to an offensive position hopefully...

3/22/2019 2:37:38 PM toleoni Heeeeeere’s Johnny! pic.twitter.com/TVBOTha17h

3/22/2019 2:37:48 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m ready

3/22/2019 2:37:58 PM billyj1616 Thank you pic.twitter.com/95BuN2fFmW

3/22/2019 2:38:50 PM mva_r She knew how it feels to be free. It's still visible. https://youtu.be/-sEP0-8VAow 

3/22/2019 2:39:12 PM zagnett The Internet went out for like 8 hours a couple days ago. Since i work remotely it was like a day off lol.

Good thing the phone / Twitter app still worked!

3/22/2019 2:40:52 PM zagnett Yes, i've been thinking same. 🍿🍩🍸

3/22/2019 2:41:22 PM jenniferjsmall Calling all child molesters - report to the nearest Barge for Gitmo.

3/22/2019 2:41:33 PM zagnett In at least some cases, apparently yes.

3/22/2019 2:42:00 PM qaphsiel17 Not till monday. Follow the money. The workers leav at 5 on friday.

3/22/2019 2:43:43 PM bigbluedanes This gif says it all. pic.twitter.com/MyMKUBJCXw

3/22/2019 2:44:02 PM mrtioman Patriots in control!

3/22/2019 2:44:04 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Dont we all brother! I loved the song. The song makes empathise on this guy right now. :/ https://youtu.be/wBeGfOqdXvE 

3/22/2019 2:44:14 PM zagnett Yeah i felt the same way. Followed Q for a year & realized a lot of people were putting their lives & livelihoods on the line for us. i didn't want to just be 

complaining all the time without doing anything. So now i just complain...some of the time lol.

3/22/2019 2:44:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile with Ukraine 🇺🇦 in the news. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066899211151650818 …

3/22/2019 2:45:04 PM mongrelglory I'm conflicted.  I know Israel needs security, but I've seen so much suffering amongst the Palestinian people...I just hope there's a brighter future for 

them as well. 😟

3/22/2019 2:46:25 PM aprilbrown99 Will RGB finally announce her demise?

3/22/2019 2:47:46 PM april1shark NOW THE PAIN pic.twitter.com/T0gyyTpBVX

3/22/2019 2:48:08 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/bSWXPJTO8d

3/22/2019 2:48:12 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s actually Syrian territory that Israel seized I believe. I cant believe Bashir would be ok with that.

3/22/2019 2:48:51 PM mommahood777 😵😲🥴😀😃😄😁😆😅😂🤣😂🤣😂🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

The moment we've all been waiting for!

Drumroll......PAIN!!!!

3/22/2019 2:49:13 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4exK5ezhWkc …

Hey what do you guyz think of this?

3/22/2019 2:49:37 PM effrvscngjcbx_o @love4thegameAK  hey you know of this guy right?

3/22/2019 2:49:58 PM ksouth21 Nice call MJ!

3/22/2019 2:50:00 PM mongrelglory Yes, I know...I have no desire to tear down the person or dox his account. He spoke a lot of truth and I just thought he was being triggered.  I'm having 

trouble wrapping my head around the idea that some of these 🤡's could be behind these popular accounts, though I really...

3/22/2019 2:50:04 PM mva_r And thank you for sharing this. Never heard of him........

3/22/2019 2:50:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who do we follow and why?

Cross reference.

How do you make a list without ALICE getting involved?

3/22/2019 2:51:05 PM iamcldpatricia HELL YES!

3/22/2019 2:51:16 PM mongrelglory ...shouldn't be so naive to underestimate the extent that 🤡's might go to, in order to control the narrative.

3/22/2019 2:51:42 PM beaux4christ They are all sick!!!

3/22/2019 2:51:57 PM bbobbio71  https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/435029-as-russia-collusion-fades-ukrainian-plot-to-help-clinton-emerges …

3/22/2019 2:53:04 PM jrocktigers All the way, they will go..  (done in yoda voice)      WTC comes to mind.

3/22/2019 2:53:44 PM fernandofitspa1 Yes

3/22/2019 2:53:59 PM zagnett i'll re-check/cross-reference.

Wait, oh i know...you make a list..."majestically"? i.e. via telepathy, remote viewing, & related/classified technology?

3/22/2019 2:54:00 PM hawkgirlinmn And I have to believe strategically, Bashir would want it back considering civil war then the Bush and Obama crew let ISIS trash the rest of Syria.

3/22/2019 2:54:07 PM realityloominng Would make a lot of sense if the unreasonably persistent, totally debunked, shills like Isaac Greene, who constantly bothers Sather, are indeed clones, 

who just wants to earn staying functional or something..

3/22/2019 2:54:24 PM xusaf_patriot Investigation lasted 675 days?

6+7+5=18=  

1+8=9

Majestic?

3/22/2019 2:55:46 PM serenityfirth  pic.twitter.com/H2fjhFRRkl

3/22/2019 2:55:46 PM beaux4christ I would like to say I'm not on Alice list I have under 100 followers but I been truth seeking a long time and Alice isn't just restricted to Twitter its every 

where your digital foot print is

3/22/2019 2:55:50 PM bbobbio71 This one has Soros written all over it. https://www.rferl.org/a/g7-takes-aim-at-role-of-violent-extremists-in-ukrainian-society-

election/29836811.html …

3/22/2019 2:56:17 PM mongrelglory Sometimes we follow people out of politeness if we see they follow us.

Often we follow someone who seems to reflect similar beliefs as ours.

We'll also follow someone who seems to be providing new and intriguing information.

All of those are easy ways for ALICE to entice us.

3/22/2019 2:57:11 PM jrocktigers No worries, In the 90's people in telephone company vans used to wave at me. F [THEM ALL]

3/22/2019 2:57:17 PM mongrelglory So true!

3/22/2019 2:57:39 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂

3/22/2019 2:57:43 PM marnisheppeard There are many sexist and racist people out there yelling their heads off. Your choice of words betrays your prejudices.

3/22/2019 2:58:06 PM ascendedwater  https://youtu.be/4exK5ezhWkc 

This for real ?

3/22/2019 2:58:12 PM hawkgirlinmn I kind if see it as “keeping your enemies closer.”

3/22/2019 2:58:26 PM mommahood777 Is NOAA accurate or a cover?

3/22/2019 2:58:34 PM mongrelglory 😆



3/22/2019 2:58:47 PM beaux4christ I'm surprised some of us aren't targeted individuals/victims of gang stalking

3/22/2019 2:59:22 PM daveschroeder18 Nothing could be added to this statement.

3/22/2019 3:00:05 PM beeshelb I don't understand the lists part. Can you ELI5?

3/22/2019 3:00:25 PM effrvscngjcbx_o No problem. Thanks for the song its on my list of favorites. His story is f up in so many levels. I was asking @love4thegameAK cause it looks like hes 

from alaska.

3/22/2019 3:00:30 PM youstinksoap Ukraine was 322 controlled, yes?  So they have the whole story about killing us all with nuclear weapons?  Am I close?

3/22/2019 3:00:54 PM love4thegameak Which Guy?

3/22/2019 3:01:31 PM mongrelglory It must be an insanely complicated negotiation process for peace in that region!

3/22/2019 3:02:06 PM sayno2globalism Wait a minute, yesterday you said it was BB for Netanyahu?

3/22/2019 3:02:08 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Schaeffer Cox

3/22/2019 3:02:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Woah..

3/22/2019 3:02:47 PM ragevirusqq You follow those you want on the list. “Some we monitor”

3/22/2019 3:04:26 PM jonimarielew Interesting. Will have to research this more.

3/22/2019 3:04:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! Unless Bashir cut a deal with Trump long ago, which is likely. That country is in desperate need of repair in literally every way you can think of.

3/22/2019 3:04:54 PM laurabusse I was thinking you could probably sum up most of humanity's problems with "I'm right". We all do it. Takes awareness, vigilance, willingness (to be 

wrong). I hope to get better at noticing it (within myself)

3/22/2019 3:04:54 PM mongrelglory I just thought they were being friendly...😋

3/22/2019 3:05:23 PM beaux4christ Feminism has been taking over by people that want to further divide us and I don't understand how some people don't see that. Some people are 

either so far brainwashed or paid by someone like George Soros

3/22/2019 3:06:19 PM allahuniversal A private setting on a list, does that help or does it use this too

3/22/2019 3:06:53 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/vVjLT56Eq2

3/22/2019 3:07:02 PM lbf777 Actually feminism was poison injected into candy from the start. Communists made feminism.

3/22/2019 3:07:19 PM mongrelglory I wonder if that's where the Stargate lies?

3/22/2019 3:08:09 PM laurabusse My husband pretty much broke me of complaining. He couldn't stand it. Feels so much better to notice inner complaining and turn it around. Find 

something to appreciate in that moment...there's always something :-)

3/22/2019 3:08:16 PM aprilbrown99 Put it into an attachment? ALICE can track them.

3/22/2019 3:08:45 PM aprilbrown99 *can’t

3/22/2019 3:09:05 PM ragevirusqq These are some scary ones. What occurs at sandia lab or the other underground labs protected by the Air Force? Tissue sampling Maybe? Cloning?

3/22/2019 3:09:10 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/3mRSbzv8MI

3/22/2019 3:11:33 PM laurabusse I assumed he was being triggered too. That and "I'm right" of course LOL

3/22/2019 3:12:00 PM mongrelglory Sister Norman lived in a cloistered convent.  It was always dark, and people whispered all the time.  I was fascinated with all the gory crucifixes.  Sister 

Bernadette lived in a convent in the community and she taught music at a school. Very different experiences I think!

3/22/2019 3:12:20 PM aprilbrown99 Live Stakeout: Mueller sends Russia probe report to Attorney General Barr  https://youtu.be/1PvM2aTY48c  via @YouTube

3/22/2019 3:12:22 PM zagnett So that's a "majestic" statement, as MJ has confirmed Mattis is an MJ.

3/22/2019 3:13:27 PM love4thegameak No I don't.

3/22/2019 3:13:31 PM allahuniversal Thank you, archived offline in case there's something to it

3/22/2019 3:15:06 PM freestateojones Is Earth a singular entity? 

(The people of) seems correct.

Could be an allusion to more than one perception of Earth, as others have stated. 

As Above So Below?

We've barely scratched the surface.

3/22/2019 3:15:11 PM realityloominng Clowns below the ground, clowns in orbit, clowns in space, clown clones... Maybe they are one of Earths unlimited resources.. like water

3/22/2019 3:15:19 PM zagnett What method do you use to archive YT vids offline? What i've tried doesn't work.

3/22/2019 3:15:46 PM allahuniversal Knew there was something to 3/22

3/22/2019 3:17:49 PM jrocktigers Yes, How?

3/22/2019 3:18:45 PM monroevegas Explitively YES!!! Bring this House of Cards DOWN!!! My anger will never subside until this corruption is brought down!!!

3/22/2019 3:19:08 PM adsvel Yes, please.

3/22/2019 3:19:54 PM zagnett Yikes i hope i don't piss him off too much. 🤔🧐🤩

3/22/2019 3:20:00 PM lbf777 Life itself is a singular entity. Earth is just a part of the 1.

3/22/2019 3:20:05 PM enomai_ Because, you are really Majestic

3/22/2019 3:20:23 PM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the C_A David Anthony guy - NZ whistleblower - a hack?

3/22/2019 3:23:23 PM mongrelglory Your question was a good one.  Nicole was just giving you another perspective by posing her question.  Please continue to jump in any time you have a 

question. 🤗

3/22/2019 3:24:55 PM laurabusse I would think!

3/22/2019 3:24:58 PM rinmaries Snowden is a CIA asset.

3/22/2019 3:25:52 PM zagnett Well, i do have some questions for him particularly actually. i'll do my best to ask them in as friendly a manner as possible. 🤞

3/22/2019 3:27:23 PM laurabusse Clowns to the left of me

Jokers to the right

Here i am...

3/22/2019 3:27:56 PM enomai_ What if, youre a freinemy?

3/22/2019 3:28:28 PM lauraannewebb I think he's a honeypot for lightworkers. Draws us in and then pitches us against each other causing decent within the community. We should be 

working together not blocking each other. His actions do not demonstrate higher consciousness

3/22/2019 3:30:03 PM enomai_ Tell more of this story please

3/22/2019 3:31:31 PM jrocktigers Thank you!

3/22/2019 3:32:12 PM zagnett Well, not in this lifetime anyway afaik lol. 🤔

Ok, here goes. My main question. The toughest one i can think of...in as friendly a manner as i can muster...

Dear General/Majestic Mattis, what is your opinion of Thomas Williams' opinion of you? Thank You in advance, Sir!

3/22/2019 3:32:19 PM laurabusse Agreed!! It's confusing. Things (and ppl) are not always what they appear...

3/22/2019 3:32:59 PM laurabusse Yes please :-)

3/22/2019 3:34:39 PM realityloominng Clowns managing 30-50 acc's... Are the "Troll Centers" real? Where hundreds of clowns are working in basically bases, specifically for this purpose?

3/22/2019 3:35:12 PM monroevegas 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 i suppose Physical body is an innacurate description of the human body, or any body inhabited by a spirit being. What is a 

better word or phrase to encapsulate a proper description of the body?

3/22/2019 3:36:00 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  maybe I’m the last one to notice😏  pic.twitter.com/QcNq3VTKqI

3/22/2019 3:36:04 PM misstea144 😂 soon he ll block himself KEK



3/22/2019 3:37:36 PM enomai_ My favorite quote.

What keeps you up at night?

"Nothing, I keep other people awake at night."

3/22/2019 3:39:29 PM jonimarielew I was just thinking about how angry I am. We need to get angry to fight back, yes?

3/22/2019 3:39:38 PM laurabusse Wondering the same. When i hear Outage i think electricity.

3/22/2019 3:39:44 PM mongrelglory When I complain, my cats just roll their eyes and walk away...

3/22/2019 3:39:51 PM zagnett i automatically follow those who interact on the MJ account and a couple others, and often retweets from accounts i already follow. That's about it. 

And that's a lot of accounts!

3/22/2019 3:40:15 PM habsbatman yep pic.twitter.com/aOE55SYVzG

3/22/2019 3:41:03 PM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - on the right page?  pic.twitter.com/CrQt2ZoLfK

3/22/2019 3:41:30 PM allahuniversal Stuck in the middle with Q

3/22/2019 3:42:27 PM zagnett It's more about what you do with the anger that counts i assume. i wouldn't even be interacting on Twitter if i was angry to some extent. Just trying to 

keep it reasonably focused on the right topics / ideas / activities, & less on actual people - preferably not at all.

3/22/2019 3:43:40 PM zagnett Well Q is a strong/hearty looking letter. Could be worse!

3/22/2019 3:43:47 PM laurabusse Only logical :-)

3/22/2019 3:44:10 PM allahuniversal Currently mobile, this one's pretty good for nearly any site pic.twitter.com/KXWhJH4UcA

3/22/2019 3:44:28 PM monroevegas Not entirely. But it seems god destroys when he is angry. Perhaps allow the anger to spark the need to change, but with love to protect future of 

humanity, there needs to swift changes. What do we do with bad employees? Terminate their employment? Will god do that? Who does it?

3/22/2019 3:44:57 PM allahuniversal  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ali.nooreddine.videodownloader …

3/22/2019 3:44:57 PM jones9536 Well now we know who's legit

3/22/2019 3:45:29 PM cypressbill1980 let's do this bitches pic.twitter.com/C5352Lfebp

3/22/2019 3:46:45 PM misstea144 Totally agree.

3/22/2019 3:46:48 PM divine_count Don't share if I were you. Likely BS, very likely, and truth community will be discredited.

Something fishy about him confessing like that.

3/22/2019 3:47:29 PM allahuniversal BE - Biological Entity

Covers all IS-BE'S in existence

Immortal Spiritual - Biological Entity

3/22/2019 3:48:29 PM enomai_ Very cool

3/22/2019 3:48:34 PM misstea144 Ego tripping

3/22/2019 3:49:06 PM 313looper 🎥…⚡🌪💥…👀🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 3:49:25 PM antarantanka Interesting date choice. 

This is the point on the left where the cognitive dissonance has to resolve itself.  What happens when they find out there’s no substance to Hillary’s 

distraction for why she lost?

3/22/2019 3:49:52 PM monroevegas Perhaps i should grab a snickers and look the other way when i hear about hotels being fined for dumping chemicals from 50 gal drums. The spirit 

revealed to me what that situation was about.

3/22/2019 3:50:26 PM zagnett Only reason i posted is because @StormIsUponUs tweeted it (trusted source imo). Looks like he deleted the tweet already though.

3/22/2019 3:52:09 PM alonenighthawk # وز است_پرزیدنت دلها پب 

3/22/2019 3:52:15 PM mongrelglory However, all matter is made up of light, I guess you could say.  It's our consciousness that perceives it as solid.

3/22/2019 3:55:12 PM keith369me Bring it

3/22/2019 3:55:47 PM rescuedingo OMG.... yesssss!!!! Hang them ALL!!!!!!!

3/22/2019 3:57:03 PM anangelhasland1 Channeling = analog = “warm” “impurities”

Modern ESP = digital = “cold” “reductionist”

Spiritual telepathy = liquid crystal, overwhelming, transcendent grace

3/22/2019 3:58:00 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/3kNobVJtCF

3/22/2019 3:58:58 PM c2wizard Why, yes...and THANQ!

3/22/2019 3:59:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 [FRI]

See what we did there?

FRI=3/22=~322

Substitute 

[322]

    👆🏻The end is near.

See something, Say something.

Clowns in full force.

Is 45 unleashed?

Now "why"...

[Clinton Foundation]

]HUBER[

Tick Tock...
3/22/2019 4:00:12 PM danielaqcrew We are ready! Democrats, meanwhile, are screaming for contents of Mueller report to be made public, oh they best be careful what they are wishing 

for 🤣🤣 

They asked for it! 🇺🇸

3/22/2019 4:00:36 PM c2wizard Over the weekend.

3/22/2019 4:00:41 PM realityloominng Don't bet on it... As long as the clown narratives are still spinning, they will die before they admit to being mind controlled sheeple..

3/22/2019 4:00:51 PM keith369me Death of skull and bones

3/22/2019 4:01:03 PM allahuniversal That's a fact!

3/22/2019 4:02:19 PM mongrelglory Karma is usually very helpful for the learning process...

3/22/2019 4:02:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

675 days

-45

----

630 = 9

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3/22/2019 4:02:37 PM allahuniversal Timing is everything

3/22/2019 4:03:53 PM scottgasaway 6+7+5 also =18= 1+8= 9😎

3/22/2019 4:03:58 PM allahuniversal Added pic.twitter.com/AsEkNcarTM



3/22/2019 4:04:38 PM djlok This is a Big Day!!!

3/22/2019 4:05:34 PM humanprimer One more milestone accomplished (Check!).  Now on to the next one.  Very large "critical path" and "Gantt" charts we have here.  Muller was the 

buttress holding back a D5.  Now it is out of the way.  Anyone got a snowmobile?

3/22/2019 4:05:41 PM allahuniversal ? pic.twitter.com/tjrl3X5ToP

3/22/2019 4:05:46 PM olimyracle Russian medias 😉

3/22/2019 4:06:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile recent events. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108122146570715136 …

3/22/2019 4:06:26 PM allahuniversal ? pic.twitter.com/masTveudLp

3/22/2019 4:06:47 PM bbobbio71 Skull and bones 322

Stay aware Patriots!

3/22/2019 4:07:01 PM realityloominng What is up with people pushing non-existence?? That has got to be a joke xD This universe would be the freaking best thing ever, if we could just get 

rid of the cabal monsters

3/22/2019 4:08:20 PM keith369me Clowns were pushing Ukr/Russia war while trying to get NATO involved.  It isn’t happening.  Could there be a FF?  POSSIBLY

3/22/2019 4:08:25 PM bbobbio71 He'll be back somehow.  Have faith

3/22/2019 4:09:01 PM mongrelglory Trump officially acknowledged the Golan Heights as being part of Israel today.

3/22/2019 4:09:06 PM bbobbio71 Interesting.  Dead link

3/22/2019 4:09:38 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/0Jy1fUGC8Z

3/22/2019 4:09:41 PM bbobbio71 There are no coincidences

3/22/2019 4:10:20 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Yo you ready to shine some light on these sacks of nasty 

2012 April =  https://web.archive.org/web/20120423070720/ http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ …

2012 may =  https://web.archive.org/web/20120511103455/ http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ …

2013 october =  https://web.archive.org/web/20131023051758/ http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ …

2013 November =  https://web.archive.org/web/20131127152245/ http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ …

2013 Decemeber = https://web.archive.org/web/20131212151848/ http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/ …

3/22/2019 4:10:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 32:32 = Two 32s = 322

                           👆🏻 👆🏻twos

                           👆🏻pronounced "twos"

5:5?

There are no coincidences. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107739821169172480 …

3/22/2019 4:10:39 PM dzbillfulton Hes a convicted domestic terrorist and a wife beater

3/22/2019 4:11:07 PM doubler729 @F_T_W_YO

3/22/2019 4:11:17 PM keith369me ]RR[?  Has he been involved in the takedown for years?

3/22/2019 4:11:28 PM mongrelglory That would be kinda trippy if she actually announced her demise herself! 🤪

3/22/2019 4:11:45 PM allahuniversal 3 days

3/22/2019 4:12:44 PM linacovfefe Medic shut it himself he’s back

3/22/2019 4:12:52 PM cjptrsn 5:5. [Ohhh].

3/22/2019 4:13:17 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1109222219249532928?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:13:34 PM mongrelglory Maybe nows a good time to start eating the ice-cream in my freezer. 😉

3/22/2019 4:13:56 PM keith369me [AS] in handcuffs?

3/22/2019 4:14:38 PM realityloominng Hmm, I'm starting to get fascinated by ALICE as a badass "female" super-villain... Not good, not good at all

3/22/2019 4:14:39 PM liltilgerlil Yes. Thanks

3/22/2019 4:14:39 PM tdchance1 Can u elaborate?

3/22/2019 4:14:47 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101979062044631042?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:14:49 PM mongrelglory You still have really weird eating habits...

3/22/2019 4:15:29 PM jrocktigers I would venture to say RR is only a partner, if he is at all ,due to his shady Baltimore import / export business.

3/22/2019 4:16:14 PM antarantanka Possible but in that scenario Mueller is apt to suddenly going from Super Hero to villain on the left.  Denial requires blame to avoid introspection. 

🍿 at the ready.

3/22/2019 4:16:29 PM glorydawn3 10,000 years. I interesting. That is how long the fallen angels were to be bound according to Enoch no?

3/22/2019 4:16:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disruption of communication systems.

3/22/2019 4:18:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Engage with ALICE

3/22/2019 4:18:30 PM rosesrred0119 Huh?  2 2's? So 322 skull and bones?

3/22/2019 4:18:45 PM jrocktigers ALICE got way too cocky.

3/22/2019 4:19:06 PM tdchance1 Thanks. Pretty much what Q said

3/22/2019 4:19:07 PM 1_decided_voter I'm feeling a Star Wars meme here, but can't find the gif...

3/22/2019 4:19:14 PM realityloominng 675 days

+45

----

720 = 9 ?

3/22/2019 4:19:40 PM laurabusse On my way with a spoon 🍦🍨

3/22/2019 4:19:57 PM enomai_ June 30, 2017 - 630 days back.

3/22/2019 4:20:08 PM lynnmar42209594 Yes so very ready, we NEED to SEE things hapening and soon.

3/22/2019 4:21:37 PM rig_for_red  pic.twitter.com/XeyK7kPy17

3/22/2019 4:21:47 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Prove it. Bot haha i got somethjng for agency hopefully they can decrypt my message pic.twitter.com/8Q2KJ9VpTS

3/22/2019 4:22:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now that 45 has been vindicated means he can start the DECLAS since it won't interfere with the Mueller report. Cabal is trying to drag Barr through 

the Swamp. What if Mueller report warns of this? Watch what happens. Got your 🍿?

3/22/2019 4:22:50 PM realityloominng Wauw 45 days ago was SOTU.. gues that's why MJ12 went with minus 45

45 = 9

3/22/2019 4:22:50 PM blasto33 ˙dɹɐႨ ɟɟo ʞɔnɟ

3/22/2019 4:22:56 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1109229881789956096?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:24:31 PM antarantanka No but it does tend to wake people up

3/22/2019 4:24:49 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realitylooming/status/1109234008196562945?s=21 …

3/22/2019 4:25:37 PM allahuniversal Not really "delayed", military planning at its finest https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090077829788827649?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:25:59 PM realityloominng I doubt human intelligence alone is managing this... Are all of the classifications above POTUS basically 3,6,9 numerology demi-Gods, watching over the 

planet like freaking Son Goku or something 🤔Haha this is amazing :D :D

3/22/2019 4:27:18 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955893476176138241?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:27:18 PM spauldingshowal Skull & Bones....to dust.

3/22/2019 4:27:19 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/r4c7lqXxzg

3/22/2019 4:27:20 PM enomai_  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-executive-order-reviving-national-space-council/ …

3/22/2019 4:28:38 PM nun_chucknorris Now would be a good time to make sure you have a backup way of contacting your fellow Kekestanis where applicable. pic.twitter.com/2m6OxGy3l0

3/22/2019 4:29:11 PM christinedribin  pic.twitter.com/Ycvxw4ldza



3/22/2019 4:29:16 PM enomai_ For fun. Apparently lots of tweets that day

 https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-updates-everything-president-trump-s-day-in-tweets-friday-june-1498886497-htmlstory.html …

3/22/2019 4:29:32 PM effrvscngjcbx_o i had some more comming but i got inturrpted and lost wat i had written down

3/22/2019 4:29:47 PM usalawyer_ Hmm.  The Report was turned in on "Skull & Bones" Day 322.  I wonder is that is a bad omen for POTUS.   (Hey, I really don;t know - just noticing).

3/22/2019 4:29:50 PM christinedribin  pic.twitter.com/IUKA9BN3Gw

3/22/2019 4:30:35 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Doyle_Eng pic.twitter.com/LQRrWdmbrS

3/22/2019 4:30:41 PM christinedribin  pic.twitter.com/m1SLGs5WcG

3/22/2019 4:30:46 PM keith369me If you suspect, talk and ask questions cordially.  You will find out if they are ALICE when they stumble on probing questions.  I did this with a Kab shill.  A 

delay in a response when I hit with a hard question was a dead giveaway after 20 back and forth interchanges.

3/22/2019 4:30:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did YT GOOG FB TWTR IG actively sensor Weekly Address videos to discourage WH from expanding?

Yes.

The truth is hiding in plain sight.

Shadow banning is real.

3/22/2019 4:30:57 PM fmjpatriot Release the Kraken who will bring down the house with FISA!

3/22/2019 4:31:31 PM keith369me I’m dehydrated from all of this popcorn

3/22/2019 4:32:05 PM 1_decided_voter But will they be punished for it?

3/22/2019 4:32:42 PM christinedribin Speaking of Suppression, are these viewer counts accurate? pic.twitter.com/UWo0TDYtRE

3/22/2019 4:32:46 PM allahuniversal 6 pic.twitter.com/aquMlrqbMO

3/22/2019 4:32:51 PM keith369me Can’t wait to see my Trump hating relatives!

3/22/2019 4:33:34 PM dzbillfulton Already did in court....Ha Ha.... you should read the book about it pic.twitter.com/sMZf6VWrex

3/22/2019 4:34:05 PM unklekirkykirk So is the power of 1, 2,4,5,7,8 & 0...

3/22/2019 4:34:36 PM qaphsiel17 NO MORE GOD KINGS. Just us. People. Together. pic.twitter.com/FRJxirMfmO

3/22/2019 4:34:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Look who has unblocked the Majestic 12. 

Oh hello Mr Block/Unblock.

Keybase?

🐠🐡🐟 pic.twitter.com/ICmwv3S5TX

3/22/2019 4:35:02 PM ekotoons MAY I SUGGEST A 

REFRESHING BOTTLE

OF FIJI WATER? pic.twitter.com/6URAx44zPO

3/22/2019 4:35:26 PM totalbullshitur That guy is fake and gay

3/22/2019 4:35:49 PM linacovfefe And following you! Are you honored MJ12?

3/22/2019 4:35:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

3/22/2019 4:36:07 PM lbf777 I usually tell Alice that I know she is an Alice AI bot & her response is almost always that anyone I disagree with isn't necessarily an AI bot.

You can spot her easy if you know how to spot shills. Very disrespectful, attacks hard & sounds just like a bully.

3/22/2019 4:36:11 PM starehope Who is that?

3/22/2019 4:36:17 PM djlok Key base to the MJ12 reading room?  We ARE watching a movie!!!

3/22/2019 4:36:31 PM realityloominng That's me.. I'm tripping balls

3/22/2019 4:36:35 PM enomai_ No sorry, I do not keybase

3/22/2019 4:37:24 PM mongrelglory You guys are so funny! 😆😆😆

3/22/2019 4:37:40 PM allahuniversal 124578 = Matrix/illusion

369 = Consciousness creating the Matrix/illusion

0 = 9

3/22/2019 4:37:58 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/zQvH0WGWsy

3/22/2019 4:38:15 PM rsm28675996 Some cant even be woken up.

3/22/2019 4:38:16 PM christinedribin Oh thanks you for the heads up! What source warned you away?

3/22/2019 4:38:45 PM keith369me Party Time for truthers

3/22/2019 4:38:46 PM rosesrred0119 Ooohhh I get it... its 3/22 long day at work.

3/22/2019 4:38:48 PM pacu133  pic.twitter.com/mMC0fPGf23

3/22/2019 4:39:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chaos from IS-BEs interacting.

No chaos is UNITY.

Therefore, chaos is NO UNITY / DIVISION.

Closer to UNITY, more 3 6 9.

Be careful who you follow.

434 = 8 + 3 = 11 = 2 👉 !UNITY = Chaos

3/22/2019 4:41:10 PM texan61rex That is not the @ReaIEyeTheSpy

3/22/2019 4:41:53 PM mongrelglory I've been reading my Q drops off of Qmap for the past year.  Haven't had any problems with it.  (I have an iMac).

3/22/2019 4:42:14 PM christinedribin Moderate, not severe. Power outages, but not likely planet on fire.

3/22/2019 4:42:14 PM lbf777 The eyes are the window to the soul. pic.twitter.com/8mqs4uO3LC

3/22/2019 4:42:21 PM allahuniversal So local "time zones" are preferable when using the clock?

3/22/2019 4:43:15 PM djlok @Michele4Canada_ Listen, Kab, we all know it's you.  We also know you delete your own tweets after receiving a response.  Stay strong! #WWG1WGA

3/22/2019 4:43:22 PM christinedribin But no faraday bags needed for protection of our devices...

3/22/2019 4:43:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who else appears to have had inside information about Julian Assange that exposed a disinformation ploy?

Reconcile.

Coincidences do not exist.

3/22/2019 4:43:53 PM jlwilding Sir, Motley Cue up in this thread.  Where did the Summer Moon Witch go? pic.twitter.com/1LjlFzdPMb

3/22/2019 4:43:56 PM lbf777 Is there any relation to 3, 6, 9 and 666 considering 666 is:

1. 3 sixes

2. The #6 itself

3. 6+6+6=18, 1+8=9

3,6,9
3/22/2019 4:45:09 PM mongrelglory  http://Kim.com ?

3/22/2019 4:45:12 PM godrus What’s a keybase?

3/22/2019 4:45:25 PM youstinksoap Kab.

3/22/2019 4:45:51 PM keith369me What is the 434 referring to?  One short of the numbers of reps in the house.



3/22/2019 4:46:00 PM djlok Yeah I remember that one. Right around the time #POTUS went for the first Summit with NK.  Dude is a trip!!  And I believed him...up to the point 

where he got abducted by aliens.

3/22/2019 4:46:14 PM effrvscngjcbx_o You cant prove it can you. Well gooooood luck playing superhero. Eventually youll realize nobody gives a shit.

3/22/2019 4:46:26 PM meequalsfree Wow<>moM as I am writing all I can think is Mirror! Mother Nature - Creator ..... I got 👇👇 pic.twitter.com/7zlDUunNSl

3/22/2019 4:46:37 PM godrus I sure do wish pray and hope for Julian’s freedom

3/22/2019 4:47:32 PM allahuniversal Timestamp of the tweet being answered

3/22/2019 4:47:32 PM marnisheppeard 10500BC, over 12000 years ago. Onset of the Younger Dryas.

3/22/2019 4:47:34 PM christinedribin Seems to me an ‘air gap’ is the only real way to prevent AL1CE tracking something. And even then, soooo many cameras, devices. Think Person Of 

Interest.

3/22/2019 4:48:20 PM meequalsfree Thank you for sharing!

👇👇? pic.twitter.com/aNBz1bGv93

3/22/2019 4:48:48 PM jones9536 This is going to be soooo good. 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 4:48:58 PM dzbillfulton They do traitors and terrorists not so much

3/22/2019 4:49:14 PM mongrelglory 😳

3/22/2019 4:49:31 PM djlok Kab, you are a trip!!!  You block everyone and then create the @Michele4Canada_ account to try to sow division.  Attempts to divide will fail.

3/22/2019 4:50:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐠🐡🐟?

Mr Block/Unblock

Did we say we caught all the fish?

Are they in the boat?

Keep digging.

Watch for ALICE.

Engage with ALICE.

ALICE will show you her AI shills/trolls.

AI is programming life into a computer through a controlled simulation.

Troll.exe?

What if it were so? !L
3/22/2019 4:50:23 PM dzbillfulton oh I can read old flat caps (Cox's) testimony its public refutes that whole video

3/22/2019 4:50:33 PM keith369me I have a feeling JA’s isolation has been a lot more pleasant over the past year.  Does anybody really think he is in the embassy enjoying conjugal visits 

with Pamela Anderson?

3/22/2019 4:50:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 !L is "not literal" to the last 2 lines.

3/22/2019 4:50:48 PM tikicolada 🥳🥳 pic.twitter.com/YpdqXdgQHJ

3/22/2019 4:50:54 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109240917041602560?s=21 …

3/22/2019 4:51:33 PM jlwilding I feel slightly out of my element in here...it's like a room with eggshell flooring. pic.twitter.com/0HvDR5ehru

3/22/2019 4:51:34 PM keith369me Thanks for making me a tad smarter today!!!

3/22/2019 4:51:59 PM laurabusse Fortunately i can't read whatever you're responding to bc i was blocked. (Thankfully)

3/22/2019 4:52:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐠🐡🐟

😱😱❌

3/22/2019 4:52:28 PM ct_chance It's my birthday 🎂🎉 great present for me 😀😀

3/22/2019 4:52:31 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Ok

3/22/2019 4:52:35 PM dragonflyglitta I really thought it was the event. When the veil gets lifted. I was so hopeful

3/22/2019 4:54:07 PM djlok I think we got a lot more to catch. Some are deeper in the water than others. But like my Grandma always said when we'd go fishing: "you gotta be 

patient and quiet".

3/22/2019 4:54:09 PM jlwilding But, I'll unblock all blocked and tread lightly out of respect.

3/22/2019 4:54:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE pic.twitter.com/SpD7wYNkyc

3/22/2019 4:54:18 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19a …

3/22/2019 4:54:20 PM allahuniversal Just returning the favor 

"Constant vigilance!"

🙇👁👂

3/22/2019 4:54:38 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:54:57 PM dzbillfulton or I can post it in the AM if you really are interested and want to get the real story

3/22/2019 4:55:15 PM _chelseaproject He blocked me when I questioned his Michael Jackson worship. Rather pathetic.

3/22/2019 4:56:47 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:57:05 PM mskeens1962 😊💕

3/22/2019 4:57:48 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064598930451775488?s=19 …

3/22/2019 4:57:52 PM i_like_skis That’s the imitation account. TrueEyetheSpy has like 40k followers and is the real one.

3/22/2019 4:58:10 PM youstinksoap Only other acct. I know that has talked about JA is the judges.

3/22/2019 4:58:37 PM _chelseaproject He thinks Michael Jackson is not only  innocent but a higher being. What kind of inane f*ckery is that?

3/22/2019 4:58:59 PM djlok From my vantage point the targeted harassment seems to be coming only from you, Kabamur/Michael/or Michele...whichever name you wanna go by.

3/22/2019 4:59:09 PM i_like_skis MilSpecOps had said Assamese was on a flight to Gitmo from Honduras around Thanksgiving.

3/22/2019 4:59:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expand your thinking.

Think FISHING. 

Think ALICE.

How do you catch a fish?

BAIT.

Bait = Disinformation.

Use it to attract the fish looking to spread said disinformation.

Set your line/stage with a swift pull.

Wind in.

Sometimes catching that big one takes a few casts.

630=9
3/22/2019 4:59:20 PM majorarmybrat There are no coincidences

3/22/2019 4:59:29 PM ekotoons real eye  !=@TrueEyeTheSpy

3/22/2019 5:00:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/22/2019 5:00:20 PM keith369me Time for a big ass net to catch all of the fish.

3/22/2019 5:02:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious post you decided to return to.

3/22/2019 5:02:37 PM djlok Would you admit it if they were? #TheWorldIsWatching

3/22/2019 5:03:04 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401881981/605-Sentencing-of-Schaeffer-Cox-Transcript …

3/22/2019 5:03:39 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401733852/Cox-Francis-Et-Al-Jun-4-2012-Day-16 …

3/22/2019 5:04:11 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401733882/Cox-Francis-Et-Al-Jun-5-Day-17 …

3/22/2019 5:04:19 PM turboxyde "L-l-l-l-l-look at you, hacker. A pa-pa-pathetic creature of meat and bone. (panting and) Panting and sweating as you r-r-run through my corridors. 

(How, how) How can you challenge a perfect, immortal machine?" - SHODAN (System Shock Game) pic.twitter.com/waaR4oF5pB



3/22/2019 5:04:41 PM allahuniversal [-2]

3/22/2019 5:04:48 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401733884/Cox-Francis-Et-Al-Jun-6-2012-Day-18 …

3/22/2019 5:05:21 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401735055/Cox-talks-about-241 …

3/22/2019 5:05:55 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/401735191/Cox-orders-silencers …

3/22/2019 5:06:49 PM dzbillfulton  https://www.scribd.com/document/402234732/Single-Mom-testifies-at-Schaeffer-Cox-trial-after-finding-out-she-s-on-his-hit-list-Day-8 …

3/22/2019 5:06:59 PM lbf777 Was the disinformation of MJ12 being an insurance salesman with a cocaine habit & 3 DUIs from Pittsburg bait sent in by MJ12? Then Kabamur 

attacked you with it so he took the bait? pic.twitter.com/Wqlqw79zyp

3/22/2019 5:07:21 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has not harassed you, Kabamur.  You know it, I know it, and anyone who has seen the comments knows it.

3/22/2019 5:07:42 PM mongrelglory ...and a few snapped lines.  We grew big-assed pike in Labrador!

3/22/2019 5:08:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why do we follow the people we follow? Is it strategic?

3/22/2019 5:08:29 PM realityloominng I've never noticed that counter below ~200k...

3/22/2019 5:08:47 PM dzbillfulton There ya go now I have to catch a flight IE why I told you I would post it in the AM ...... stop supporting terrorists until you know the whole story K.....oh 

and don't be a dick

3/22/2019 5:09:44 PM djlok I imagine everything MJ12 does is strategic.  Like EVERYTHING!!!

3/22/2019 5:10:16 PM enomai_ Who said it was a he?

3/22/2019 5:10:17 PM freestateojones Missions Forward.

3/22/2019 5:10:32 PM jlwilding ...this room...I'm good, I'm good...Bear has my 6. 

R.I.P.  Michael Clarke Duncan, Sir. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INLo0Zr0_lA …

3/22/2019 5:10:44 PM didacticmimi Just checked.  Praying Medic's site is up.

3/22/2019 5:11:06 PM dzbillfulton Oh last thing if thats not enough I have audio and video of the little creep doing the stuff were talking about in the court record but I really wont have 

time till the morning to get my folks to upload it so you'll have to wait

3/22/2019 5:11:07 PM enomai_ Superiority is earned.

3/22/2019 5:11:10 PM djlok I understand why you speak for Kabamur, since you are Kabamur...with that said, no judgement here!!!  Everyone has reasons for doing what they do.

3/22/2019 5:11:14 PM ekotoons *CLOWNS LOOKING AT FOLLOWS* pic.twitter.com/ALdbJKiacT

3/22/2019 5:12:48 PM lbf777 To build a list Alice doesn’t interfere with.

3/22/2019 5:12:52 PM rescuedingo Just sad...  where are the “normal” people... the ones who wants to live the “American Dream”.... instead of destroying it all... NO MORE!!

3/22/2019 5:13:01 PM mva_r Do you practice aikido?

3/22/2019 5:13:15 PM djlok You frequently speak for Kabamur.  At some point people will begin to ask "why?".  Better go delete some of those tweets again before people figure 

out what's going on!!!

3/22/2019 5:13:37 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 previously said they weren't the ones responsible for that "intel". However, they let Kabamur run with it.

3/22/2019 5:13:52 PM mva_r next time make sure to conclude with the ? symbol. 

;-)

3/22/2019 5:14:52 PM djlok She wants to be a part!  Welcome @Michele4Canada_ !!!

3/22/2019 5:15:02 PM dzbillfulton Don't like all his politics, some stuff he did like the vet choice act is awesome, some stuff he did is shitty (but that goes for almost all politicians) The guy 

was a veteran served with honor so on the military side I'm good with him. Like most of us he was a complicated man

3/22/2019 5:15:27 PM 99thyamwasher Serial brain hurts my head. This is coming close.... 

I just want mother jones to block me. And the Iraq lies to be relevant. And don’t nobody get me against rds! He was right about Bernie being a 

sheepdog...

3/22/2019 5:15:34 PM brittasbits1 So he has 30 different accounts??

3/22/2019 5:16:06 PM christinedribin AL1CE?

3/22/2019 5:16:07 PM allahuniversal 🦑? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033851488274206720?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:16:19 PM djlok Do you always speak for Kabamur, or is this a recent development for you?

3/22/2019 5:16:35 PM dzbillfulton no but I've tried my old commander was a practitioner and taught me a lot not about Aikido but life in general him kicking my ass was just a side note

3/22/2019 5:18:02 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:18:54 PM mva_r The level of background information on the one hand, is in contrast with the long distance view in your answer. As if you are not aware of more 

information that would allow you to judge someone's actions. Not necessarily the person.

3/22/2019 5:19:19 PM allahuniversal Wondering now if he shared it, and watching for who's gonna come up to try & bite

3/22/2019 5:19:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Because we have no interest in controlling what they do, however engaging on our timeline will result in the typist to engage in a limited manner so 

the only outcome is ALICE is exposed. AI bots designed to sow division and low vibrational engagement only harm The Great Awakening

3/22/2019 5:19:36 PM djlok Kab, you think really highly of your Twitter account.  I don't know I'd say it was the "best account" on Twitter.  But it has certainly become more 

interesting in the last 24 hrs.

3/22/2019 5:19:43 PM christinedribin What do 72 and Kab have in common?

3/22/2019 5:20:29 PM mva_r your question gave you away, haha. Great inspiration. 👃

3/22/2019 5:20:31 PM joinna6 Please Hammer, just hurt 'em. pic.twitter.com/9sztsbXaVG

3/22/2019 5:20:33 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:21:12 PM robertg69989098 Yes. I mean yes please sir pretty please with deep state gravy on top.

3/22/2019 5:21:25 PM enomai_ Can do a mini celebration?

3/22/2019 5:21:39 PM dzbillfulton I think his actions were both good and bad as they are with most folks. I just wont make a judgement on him because I don't feel I need to and I didn't 

follow him much . I think people are generally messed up some are better than others some are worse most are in the middle.

3/22/2019 5:22:27 PM doyleglobal 3 6 9

Innocence

Balance

Source

18 != 3 x 6 **

18 = 2 x 9 ***

** Balance: You don’t have it.

*** Source: You don’t understand it.

Why?

Just as you are using the current present in the alternation of your every technology, the absence of meaning in gematria is using you.

3/22/2019 5:22:51 PM enomai_ Shadow banning is horrible on google searches. They just post what they want now. Not the most relevant. Heavenly soiled.

3/22/2019 5:23:03 PM allahuniversal Those which feel rejection, are those who don't know themselves & need validation like they need oxygen because the feel like "nobody"



3/22/2019 5:23:46 PM mva_r Thanks, have a safe journey!

3/22/2019 5:23:59 PM dzbillfulton Thats not saying there are not evil fuks out there (there are). Just that they are few and far between most of my adult life has been spent tracking 

them down and making sure they don't do bad things. That being said John McCain was a good man as far as I can tell

3/22/2019 5:24:02 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/RKX6n64ikr

3/22/2019 5:25:06 PM allahuniversal 🐟?

3/22/2019 5:25:56 PM mva_r Now it's beginning to feel like a job interview?

3/22/2019 5:26:13 PM cmdrzod23 Is the typist liking post on his own or does that come from Maj?

3/22/2019 5:26:56 PM dzbillfulton I feel he was unqualified and still makes stupid mistakes , I don't like most of the people he's surrounded himself with, and General Mattis resigning 

was my last straw. But he is the president of the United States so regardless of how much I dislike him I respect the office.

3/22/2019 5:27:38 PM mongrelglory We're generally a pretty "chill" group.  I think MJ-12 has that affect on us, as they're pretty chill too. 😑 pic.twitter.com/6A0gDnBy1c

3/22/2019 5:27:41 PM dzbillfulton Yeah but im boarded so I'll play along till the flight crew makes me shut stuff off

3/22/2019 5:27:56 PM doyleglobal Result: Pride through Ignorance^.

What was the intended delivery vector of the A.I. Signal itself, discarnate, you had never anticipated and have no plan for?

The current present in all of the Technologies you’re so desperate to Disclose?

Why? Your Pride in such Tech^.

The ..
3/22/2019 5:28:33 PM allahuniversal 🐟?

3/22/2019 5:28:53 PM the_ghost_op Can we contact w/ [ALICE]?

Does [it] responds?

Message+Detected=Trigger [ALICE] ?

3/22/2019 5:29:16 PM djlok Agreed. They'll have better luck with Hillary Supporters getting them to "spin out".  All of them have #TDS.

3/22/2019 5:29:42 PM realityloominng I don't get it, why is 0 = 9?

3/22/2019 5:30:24 PM the_ghost_op That wasn't me….

3/22/2019 5:30:31 PM weremight Here's one possibility -- it is easier to program software to follow links than to interact with JavaScript -- maybe build lists consisting only of people who 

have liked or retweeted you would be ALICE free?

3/22/2019 5:30:39 PM dzbillfulton Lol got to go guys Ill chat with you in the AM if you like good stories pick up a copy of my book ...its good ...but I'm biased "The Blood of Patriots" 

available on Amazon and most book stores

3/22/2019 5:30:44 PM areckoningday Damn sure is! It's like tweeting into the ethers over here! If nobody sees it, did it happen? If a tree falls in the woods...

3/22/2019 5:32:00 PM doyleglobal 3/3

Proof:  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1c9hu3twf37t6yg/1.%20Rev.%2004%20%E2%80%94%20Explanatory%20Notes%20on%20the%20Undetectability%20of%

20Presence%20of%20Amperage%20Within%20Any%20Energetic%20System%20%5BHigher-%20and%20Inter-

dimensionality%20per%20Annotations%20of%20p.%2023%20%28Sat%209%20Feb%202019%29%20Also%20Applicable%20to%20Same%20of%20p.%2

022%5D%20%E2%80%94%20Public.pdf?dl=0 …

If such a lowly little Earth Human can determine what you cannot ~ on ~US$100 (I didn’t bother spending) ~ where are you left w/hundreds of trillions 

in Pride/Tech?

Readiness for Technology Disclosure?

No. Rather, Vulnerability to it: ...
3/22/2019 5:32:37 PM lbf777 When people drop major truth  bombs Alice appears and cusses them out. She ruined reddit but we can eradicate her I’m sure.

3/22/2019 5:32:52 PM allahuniversal Same property as 9, multiply 0 by any other # & it resolves back to itself, as a Digital Root/single digit. pic.twitter.com/9La5j0HyNk

3/22/2019 5:33:20 PM djlok You've spent a lot of time creating all your accounts.  Any others you'd like to share with the group, Kabamur?

3/22/2019 5:33:27 PM mva_r The answers are of circular shape. Well balanced and of multiple layers of perspective. Don't come across writing that is authentic and not of any 'side' 

in an environment of opposites.

3/22/2019 5:33:35 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:33:44 PM anonymousada Wrong.

Look up the statistics of planes shot down prior to his capture vs after.

He committed #treason then, and #sedition in 2016.

Oh, and that little fire on the flight deck? That was him too.

3/22/2019 5:34:01 PM realityloominng 6 = burden of adulthood right? Would explain these overly burdensome civilizations they've manifested with 3,6,9 for far too long!

3/22/2019 5:34:04 PM allahuniversal 🐟?

3/22/2019 5:35:48 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062830129175560194?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:35:50 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Bahahaha bro i dont have ti read all that ill thw doxunwnts debunk themselves as soon as i open one of them ill let you figure that out. And heres 

somethin for your lies

Have a great flight smh

3/22/2019 5:36:25 PM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/Wv8mGDLysH

3/22/2019 5:37:01 PM doyleglobal If you – technically – conclude otherwise, why are you talking?

Why would you make noise?

Learn Humility. Learn what you are, and what you are not.

You have less than 6 weeks to publicly do so.

“The PWR of 3, 6, 9” is the greatest trick you almost fell for.

Humility or Pain.
3/22/2019 5:37:31 PM the_ghost_op I agree...

We need to trick [Her].

[🐟]+(Bait+Disrupt)=[🎣]

3/22/2019 5:37:32 PM mongrelglory The @Michele4Canada_ account has been around for a year that I'm aware of. I thought I had found a fellow patriot but then she turned all aggressive. 

😔

3/22/2019 5:37:47 PM 2xwide_dreaming  pic.twitter.com/q2sHcOFY4a

3/22/2019 5:38:00 PM mva_r Not as a referee, but this beats television.

3/22/2019 5:38:38 PM allahuniversal 🐟🐟🐟



3/22/2019 5:38:52 PM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/ypqUiy8qt1

3/22/2019 5:39:18 PM allahuniversal Have a hook, I mean, a look https://twitter.com/DoyleGlobal/status/1109252674707316736?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:40:05 PM mongrelglory She just replied that there were 27 accounts...she "had to go count to be sure".  I'm not really sure if she's serious or making a weird joke.

3/22/2019 5:43:25 PM the_ghost_op ….[it] exists….I'm amazed

3/22/2019 5:43:42 PM realityloominng "controlled simulation", is this connected to Corey Goode's latest update, about ALL social-media data being fed into an AI called The Beast, constantly 

running digital simulations of all of us, ready to impersonate real people...  Twilight zone alert

3/22/2019 5:43:45 PM mongrelglory I think Michael Jackson was a troubled soul.  I don't know if the Cabal are using him as a scapegoat right now, since he's dead and can't defend himself.  

I suppose, since time is an illusion, we are all connected to our "higher selves".  I don't think we need to follow gurus.

3/22/2019 5:44:12 PM jrocktigers Off topic - I am uninformed regarding the issue regarding Canadian race based law.  What is the crux of the issue?  Some laws for different races, etc ?

3/22/2019 5:45:12 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ZFrimgpDk3

3/22/2019 5:45:31 PM allahuniversal ALICE (net) thought 👮 is pretty easy to "conjure":

1 Post truth/ or disinformation

2. Wait.

3/22/2019 5:46:54 PM jrocktigers Gotcha. Very interesting. I will read up.

3/22/2019 5:47:13 PM laurabusse Wow that is so strange...why would anyone admit to that? Why would they have so many? I can't think of a benevolent reason...

3/22/2019 5:47:36 PM the_ghost_op Is ALICE omnipresent upon the internet?

3/22/2019 5:48:06 PM doyleglobal Outgrow your paranoia.

You don’t have a choice: If you’re about to enter a spiritual war, you had better be able to personally ~ absent all tech ~ pass through an otherwise 

overwhelming solipsism.

ALICE cannot. Right now, the Majestic Is ALICE.

Why?

Pride^ w/arrogance. Adapt.
3/22/2019 5:48:12 PM djlok And why do they change the topic to "Race-based laws in Canada"?

3/22/2019 5:48:35 PM allahuniversal Not for long...

3/22/2019 5:49:55 PM laurabusse Well i can't see that reply as I'm blocked LOL

3/22/2019 5:50:07 PM leesharons Is TrueEyeTheSpy ok?

3/22/2019 5:50:09 PM listening4his Yep, two different Eyes...one is real and one is fake. 😎  Make sure you follow the real one.  EKO gave link to the real one.

3/22/2019 5:50:47 PM laurabusse But of course anyone using race shoots up red flags...

3/22/2019 5:50:47 PM cocopuffster12 I do not trust him at all!!! Nope

3/22/2019 5:51:06 PM mongrelglory Standard clown tactic to derail a conversation on a thread. 😏

3/22/2019 5:51:16 PM allahuniversal Not sure about 72, haven't made that connection, yet now that 72 has been mentioned, did have one of those Twitter vacations... announced leaving 

Twitter, only to reappear shortly after (within days or hrs?)...

3/22/2019 5:51:23 PM allahuniversal ...Posted [-2] from this post, re: 2 🐟 down so far... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501436626259974?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:51:43 PM the_ghost_op I know but is [it] -EveryWHERE- and has [it] that much power.

Also, can ALICE conversate w/ users?

Many are questions, little are answers….

3/22/2019 5:51:47 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/9QDGh60reh

3/22/2019 5:51:50 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/e40Gp9XAWk

3/22/2019 5:52:02 PM djlok Not much to see but weirdness!!! pic.twitter.com/qnEoAmkdE7

3/22/2019 5:52:11 PM raisethevib369 They aren't the same.

3/22/2019 5:52:31 PM listening4his The real Eye the Spy has 44,8K followers and he only follows 7...the fake Eye has a little over 1K followers....easy thing to spot.

3/22/2019 5:53:09 PM mongrelglory She's following me, and I've reported that I'm mixed race, so she might have been trying to trigger me.  Ain't working. pic.twitter.com/3wCoavrUek

3/22/2019 5:53:48 PM allahuniversal Full-blown conversations. Full service chatbot. https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

3/22/2019 5:53:50 PM jackie_hawkins  pic.twitter.com/0P1crqxoG2

3/22/2019 5:54:40 PM raisethevib369 How do you come to this conclusion? They are two separate accounts. pic.twitter.com/LSC1D36U1o

3/22/2019 5:54:53 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/uSp1ARPhMP

3/22/2019 5:54:58 PM realityloominng Oh but the answers are all there... Research quantum/super computation

3/22/2019 5:55:14 PM allahuniversal Powerful

3/22/2019 5:55:25 PM djlok Bingo!  I was wondering where the F that comment from Michele/Kabamur came from.  Did not go with the rest of the convo at all!!!

And of course, that account wants to bring up race...or course.

3/22/2019 5:55:26 PM hawkgirlinmn They want us divided

3/22/2019 5:56:24 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1104946036865302528?s=19 …

3/22/2019 5:57:04 PM mongrelglory Yeah.  To be honest, I'm not quite there yet. 😁

3/22/2019 5:57:46 PM jrocktigers I recommend not downloading the thesis of Canadian raced based law , just in case...

3/22/2019 5:57:58 PM djlok Me either. But day by day... Event after event... Getting there.

3/22/2019 5:58:06 PM the_ghost_op We all know so….

But we're being censored, lied to, and a lot of things are still to be discovered….

3/22/2019 5:58:17 PM djlok Agreed

3/22/2019 5:58:28 PM ekotoons CORRECT

!=

"NOT EQUAL TO"

3/22/2019 5:59:24 PM raisethevib369 Got it. Thank you!

3/22/2019 5:59:34 PM n7guardiananon Unfuckwithable...Buddhist teaching? pic.twitter.com/xJreVQSryo

3/22/2019 5:59:53 PM djlok It wouldn't surprise me. With these [people] the psyop goes DEEP!!!

3/22/2019 6:00:18 PM laurabusse Thanks :-) yeah curiouser and curiouser...starting to sound pretty cut and dried now!!!

3/22/2019 6:01:15 PM djlok Yes. We are like Toto pulling back the curtain!!!

3/22/2019 6:01:48 PM covertress No, the account was taken over by ts13sg.

3/22/2019 6:01:59 PM mongrelglory 🤡's get lots of training in how to quickly profile people.  Racial equality and multicultural tolerance (not the Socialist political correctness crap) is 

important to me, but I think it's a collective raising of human consciousness, not something you can legislate.  That being..



3/22/2019 6:02:02 PM ekotoons MJ12 FOCUSED ON

"REAL", NOT "TRUE"

"MR BLOCK UNBLOCK"

360 CLOWN FAKERY

3/22/2019 6:02:36 PM mongrelglory ...said, I will fight oppression where-ever I see it.

3/22/2019 6:03:15 PM jrocktigers Were not worthy....

3/22/2019 6:03:37 PM realityloominng true

3/22/2019 6:03:51 PM djlok I agree with you 100%. Those things are very important to me too...for many reasons....including being a descent IS-BE.

3/22/2019 6:04:25 PM allahuniversal So worth it! Imagine a permanent meditative state, 24/7. Comes in spurts @ 1st, & ALICE gone viral in the people (MSM, MC, etc) never stops trying to 

steal your Peace/Piece of mind, not to mention online, yet Steeling the mind into a steel trap = great investment!

3/22/2019 6:05:45 PM djlok #metoo. Wherever I see it.  Online, in the world... We fight together. And we're getting better at it too with this whole movement.

3/22/2019 6:07:56 PM djlok Bingo!  And a few Twitter profiles and you've got some agreement.

3/22/2019 6:08:48 PM covertress Yes. 

The answer is in the maj_plus log on keybase.

3/22/2019 6:09:03 PM djlok I've been thinking about creating a few profiles, so I can demonstrate how all this works from a "behind the scenes" approach.

3/22/2019 6:10:17 PM pragmatic_texan I was thinking “Hulk Smash” myself.

3/22/2019 6:11:12 PM mongrelglory Don't make me block you David! 🤨

3/22/2019 6:11:26 PM djlok I remember when I first heard "clowns to my..." When I started following this whole Movement... It rang so true!

3/22/2019 6:12:02 PM mongrelglory Unless you have problems with insomnia...

3/22/2019 6:12:21 PM zagnett i don't even care about being "rejected".

How am i truly "blocked" by Kab. again? When i could read his tweets in another browser window whenever i want?

3/22/2019 6:13:15 PM jrocktigers Wouldnt trust a link from someone with 27 accounts attacking people.

3/22/2019 6:13:19 PM jlwilding שבת

 http://www.mycrandall.ca/courses/NTIntro/LifeJ/PDFReadings/MishnahShabb.pdf …

3/22/2019 6:13:47 PM allahuniversal So very true! As you can see it still resonates...wish I hadn't lost the memes

3/22/2019 6:13:59 PM djlok No no no... It would be a behind the scenes POV.  Totally transparent if I did it.  Zero Deception.  Sort of a "you may experience something like this and 

here's why".

3/22/2019 6:14:21 PM jlwilding Writing two or more letters...

3/22/2019 6:14:42 PM mongrelglory 😉

3/22/2019 6:15:00 PM djlok I would even say it out loud in front of non-woke people. LOL.

3/22/2019 6:15:13 PM fmjpatriot Onward!

3/22/2019 6:15:50 PM djlok This was when I KNEW Q was going to be the next big thing and I thought I was being kind of cool.

3/22/2019 6:15:57 PM mongrelglory It's weird when you swallow the red pill and discover that your whole life has been a psyop.

3/22/2019 6:16:24 PM realityloominng CIA on the left and fake maga/rino's on the right... literally couldn't be much more true

3/22/2019 6:17:28 PM allahuniversal Just knew, we all sensed it

"Majestic operations have distinct signatures"

3/22/2019 6:17:45 PM mongrelglory You got a "majestic" like. 😁

3/22/2019 6:18:04 PM jrocktigers I'😂m just glad all you people finally woke up.  It been a lonely 30 years!

3/22/2019 6:18:07 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/vHouy16IRJ

3/22/2019 6:18:34 PM doyle_eng In need of resolution to Unity.

Why can’t $FB/A.I. come close?

A.: ] http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html …[ <—> [( http://saharasia.org )/common denominator/Maldek/Mars 

Transfer] <—>( https://vimeo.com/310594622 )

ABOVE = BEYOND in the absence of division/polarity/current in tech and “high” tech. pic.twitter.com/RzZMqi0DTr
3/22/2019 6:18:47 PM djlok Yes he did!  Way to go @malley_pj !!!

3/22/2019 6:19:01 PM jennife31060429 🤣

3/22/2019 6:19:42 PM jennife31060429 There's ur art EKO!

3/22/2019 6:19:58 PM mongrelglory I was on 4chan for some reason, the night everyone started digging about Alefantis.  It was unbelievable how rapidly that unfolded!  I stayed up the 

whole night!

3/22/2019 6:20:03 PM jlwilding Sir, you have not broken one of the 39 prohibitions, if writing 2 or more letters fall under this? Sir. 

"Reading, studying and DISCUSSING TORAH AND COMMENTARY."

3/22/2019 6:20:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/19 + 3 days = 3/22

3 6 & 9 creates reality

Events that follow synchronicity reflect the consciousness projection of the Matrix/Illusion created by the Illuminati. Shine light on the darkness, Mr 

President. What did you talk about today with Haiti?

[Clinton Foundation]

Tick Tock

3/22/2019 6:22:08 PM jrocktigers Hey, its all good. In 1995 I literally did a presentation regarding No Such Agency and Ma Bell use of skipjack chip in the rotary phone in the 80's.

3/22/2019 6:22:43 PM allahuniversal May be what Buddha discovered under the tree..."what have I been so angry about, it's all a dream anyway, the only reality I can confirm 

is...my...own...consciousness...which means I've been creating the whome psyop...on... myself!!!"🤔😀😁😃😂🤣

3/22/2019 6:23:44 PM djlok Oh yeah.  I didn't sleep for like a full week.  I was like WTF is going on and why am I just now finding out about it.  I'm like, "I'm educated- I should know 

these things!!!"

And the truth resonated and resonated even more...and I was like "DAMN".

3/22/2019 6:25:13 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/22/2019 6:25:24 PM mongrelglory You got a "majestic" like too! 😁

3/22/2019 6:25:37 PM beaux4christ How can we use the power of 3,6,9

My birth day is 6/9/81

3/22/2019 6:26:03 PM sergii_ii Can I employ the word mindf*ck?!! So it kind of triggers "her"?

3/22/2019 6:26:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seek those 3 numbers and will yourself to take action in order to manifest your conscious energy. Love transmits on these frequencies.

3/22/2019 6:27:51 PM djlok 9/11 started it for me. I kept all my opinions to myself for the most part.  Then Roseanne (who I love) said something about Q and her supporting the 

president (who embarrassingly I hated at the time) and it was #GameOver for me.

3/22/2019 6:27:57 PM doyle_eng Light cannot be shon “on” the darkness without being reflected (in both being nothing more than 2 sides of 1 coin) — this reflection (of a Universal) IS 

the Matrix/Illusion.

Pride is a wound. The darkness is dissolved by the light <entering into> it, not reflecting off.

...



3/22/2019 6:28:22 PM allahuniversal Was on chans for the 1st time in a long time researching AI @ the time, it was post #2 the was brought to my attention. Was hooked from the word 

Mockingbird forward. That day obvious synchronicities started which couldn't be ignored...next thing I know I'm typing this tweet...

3/22/2019 6:28:33 PM doyle_eng ... “The wound is the place where the light enters you.” ~ https://vimeo.com/310594622 

3/22/2019 6:29:15 PM ekotoons 🔎

3/22/2019 6:29:33 PM allahuniversal Majestic ♊

3/22/2019 6:32:27 PM djlok None at all.

3/22/2019 6:32:32 PM mongrelglory Too generous!  Thank you MJ-12 pic.twitter.com/AceKA8D3bV

3/22/2019 6:32:54 PM the_ghost_op Safe Heaven from [the machine]=Discord Inc.

Discord = Censor-proof

3/22/2019 6:33:57 PM allahuniversal You haven't been totally alone, 26 years & counting...Behold A Pale Horse was my major trigger @ the time. Couldn't have a "normal" adolescence 

from that point forward...not for nothing!

3/22/2019 6:34:52 PM allahuniversal Absolutely 0 coincidences

3/22/2019 6:35:35 PM jennife31060429 Will do

3/22/2019 6:35:38 PM jrocktigers Yes -   I have found many wonderful souls on this planet who could see.

3/22/2019 6:37:09 PM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/dBHgF6trDe

3/22/2019 6:37:32 PM jrocktigers WOW.

3/22/2019 6:37:53 PM realityloominng Here's to hoping we may meet someday, preferably on an MJ12 spaceship or something neat and non-normie 😂😎

3/22/2019 6:39:51 PM theprimeian  https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/please-release-mueller-investigation-report-russian-collusion-along-all-evidence-unredacted-whole …

@beer_parade

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaraCarterDC

@jsolomonReports

3/22/2019 6:41:38 PM doyle_eng Now is the time*. Steps 1, 2, and 3 ⏳. 

There is no other*: < 7 days post–🗳

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump .@CliveFPalmer .@PutAUSFirst pic.twitter.com/D5S9X3HLjJ

3/22/2019 6:41:42 PM allahuniversal Wait.... couldn't MJ's (or anyone's) use as an "alternate list" of those followed be the "likes" list", regardless to what the actual "followers" list is? 

Follow whoever, yet read posts of those in the like list instead? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/983749492972417025?s=19 …

3/22/2019 6:42:18 PM mongrelglory Another like! 😆

I think MJ-12 is smoking a Doobie tonight. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2019 6:44:31 PM realityloominng I've had high hopes for Trump ever since Corey Goode, and William Tompkins said he was selected... Tompkins even said Trump knew ALL about the 

ufo stuff an died shortly after.

3/22/2019 6:44:49 PM allahuniversal Very true, any other path might have bored me to joining cabal just to break the monotony! Wouldn't change a thing

3/22/2019 6:46:19 PM mongrelglory Or maybe we can start up a convention fan-club and meet every couple of years.  I wonder if MJ-12 would autograph souvenirs?

P.S.  I attended my first Star Trek convention in 1979 in London, Canada. People weren't even dressing up in costumes yet! 😝

3/22/2019 6:46:30 PM realsirignano 3,6,9 you know about the significance of those numbers, holds all the keys to the eternal question, those numbers hold the key, they can bring all to 

light, unity power factor, the holy grail of the universe! 🤫 create the power changes everything for good! 😉😇 Tesla knew

3/22/2019 6:46:42 PM allahuniversal That had me wordless for a moment, this is all I got

3/22/2019 6:47:20 PM jooooody wow YUUUGE !

3/22/2019 6:47:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The typists uses recreational marijuana in CO, however not this evening.

3/22/2019 6:47:55 PM allahuniversal Maybe we have? With 3D being just a limit & all

3/22/2019 6:48:39 PM allahuniversal I've considered that

3/22/2019 6:50:13 PM joinna6  https://youtu.be/TWPcid4l74U 

3/22/2019 6:50:25 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I already have been doing the fake likes for awhile. Along with actually educating myself within the fake like groups. Sometimes 

even promoting the fake groups in my status. When one doesnt like alcohol, make a bartender page. Bartenders are full of information.

3/22/2019 6:50:45 PM djheck3 Absolutely!"sick ppl"!

3/22/2019 6:50:55 PM realityloominng You two are strong souls for sure, I wouln't have made it that long.. glad I found my way, through the muddy myriad of info, to the same cornor of the 

WWW as you!

3/22/2019 6:52:00 PM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/GQNYUfezrw4 

3/22/2019 6:52:40 PM worldxplorer1 MJ do you RV or otherwise “check-in” on some of this Twitter fam?

3/22/2019 6:52:44 PM leesharons I am so thankful for all you,President Trump and Military have accomplished in such a short period of time! History books will be written and 

studied!!!!!

3/22/2019 6:53:02 PM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/GQNYUfezrw4 

3/22/2019 6:53:17 PM worldxplorer1 ATC?

3/22/2019 6:53:44 PM mongrelglory I was going to ask you what you had "graduated" in the other night?

3/22/2019 6:55:00 PM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/GQNYUfezrw4 

3/22/2019 6:55:11 PM beaux4christ Facebook has me as a liberal democrat. It might be because my dad is a state representative (democrat) but he isn't a liberal he's more conservative 

democrat. I used to think I was democrat until obomma

3/22/2019 6:55:46 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, What is PROJECT GODMODE?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062441429509828608?s=19 …

3/22/2019 6:55:46 PM 1_decided_voter What good does that do if they're listening to everything you say, watching your every move through your devices? How would the "likes" fool them?

3/22/2019 6:56:16 PM cocopuffster12 Alaska Airlines training, went to Seattle for 12 days. A lot of information, all at once. Class went till 11:30pm every night, homework plus airport 

projects a few mornings. It was crazy. So is stress 😓 sweat! SO happy I made it through!

3/22/2019 6:56:40 PM doyleglobal I’m not a bot. My name is Richard.

I’m on my own side.

The actual test: Not to ‘follow a leader’ (i.e. do what someone else tells you to do) —

For the moment you do ~ or cannot do anything but ~ “you no longer have the ability to know when you’re being deceived” – M.W. Cooper

3/22/2019 6:57:29 PM goldste57881662 How did you do that? Really want to know @blasto33

3/22/2019 6:58:14 PM cocopuffster12 No, Customer Service Agent. Ticket counter, gate, etc...A good doorway to Inflight. I can only imagine ATC training. That has to be nuts.



3/22/2019 6:58:18 PM mongrelglory Wow!  That's cool.  You must have felt pretty brain-dead after that marathon information session!  I'm so happy for you. 🤗

3/22/2019 6:58:43 PM allahuniversal 🙏

An oath is an oath 

#Salute to those "before" me, informed, guided, aided & groomed me, and those who provided the resistance...only a vessel for those "after" me who 

the Light has reached today. Has been worth the crazy ride, I'm impressed.

3/22/2019 6:59:15 PM worldxplorer1 I’m a bit of an AvGeek. Commercial aviation especially. Only reason I ask. 😀

3/22/2019 6:59:16 PM trufireman51 Hahaha @jack said your message contained offensive material!! LMFAO. I happen to enjoy it! Hahaha

3/22/2019 6:59:40 PM hellouncledonny Make Haiti #51.

DARK to LIGHT. pic.twitter.com/Wo1xi10Ggw

3/22/2019 7:00:00 PM leesharons @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/LoriinUtah/status/1109265027523969024 …

3/22/2019 7:00:26 PM trufireman51  pic.twitter.com/dJxZRfOjPC

3/22/2019 7:00:27 PM jlwilding ? pic.twitter.com/oWmm3IZo9A

3/22/2019 7:00:32 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you! Yes! Once the class all passed the final, it was instant relief. Amazing load off the shoulders! Got home yesterday, work starts tomorrow. I 

am still beat!! They are very short staffed, so we will be busy. They offer a lot of OT.

3/22/2019 7:00:37 PM trufireman51  pic.twitter.com/t047FNEF3k

3/22/2019 7:00:58 PM doyleglobal Read the document the link to which you’ve been provided — IF you wish to.

I can only humbly advise and suggest ~ if only for the inevitable technical (and survival-anchored) conclusion you can reach ~ that you do as you need 

to — and have < 6 weeks to realise what actually IS.

3/22/2019 7:01:25 PM ntwheel55 Grateful dead pic.twitter.com/zFATXQpT8h

3/22/2019 7:01:38 PM allahuniversal Thank you, watching now

3/22/2019 7:02:00 PM keith369me It was...the account I am talking about was promoting Kab...it was following zero people

3/22/2019 7:02:13 PM mongrelglory So does that mean you live in Alaska now? (If you don't mind me asking)

3/22/2019 7:02:18 PM rthankq Thank you!

3/22/2019 7:02:41 PM allahuniversal & then look who posts! #Q

3/22/2019 7:04:30 PM prmd21801759 Wow, kind of like, "spy on the spy" ;-).... will do. Copy.

3/22/2019 7:05:51 PM mongrelglory Maybe it confuses ALICE.

3/22/2019 7:07:11 PM jennife31060429 I like the 2 He's and the 2 different times..i like 2s too!😀W+W= World Wide.😁

2 hour time zone difference🔥❤️⚡

3/22/2019 7:07:57 PM djlok Why not? It's Friday night!!!

3/22/2019 7:08:11 PM 99thyamwasher Yes! I love Rachel maddow...

3/22/2019 7:08:55 PM mongrelglory It may have something to do with hand eye coordination...😁

3/22/2019 7:09:27 PM jennife31060429 Was gonna say something about the 3 stooges but am trying to watch my words!!😊😂😂😂

3/22/2019 7:09:42 PM realityloominng lol, that's crazy! There I said it :D ... Now I think it's even more credible

3/22/2019 7:09:55 PM ragevirusqq Typist in Colorado? pic.twitter.com/gvlRKhZOr8

3/22/2019 7:10:55 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2019 7:11:16 PM djlok These typists are good!  You've seen them do the AMA's!!

3/22/2019 7:11:58 PM covertress I think it's more related to

The Great Awakening https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063285638424866816?s=19 …

3/22/2019 7:15:40 PM djlok I've considered that as well. Or maybe IS's that are somehow related.

3/22/2019 7:16:51 PM laurabusse Wondering if it's a busy night for some reason...

3/22/2019 7:17:24 PM highhopesusa 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/22/2019 7:17:47 PM djlok #metoo

3/22/2019 7:19:57 PM djlok ALICE... You mean you're not ALICE?  Well, how d'ya do?

3/22/2019 7:21:12 PM djlok 3/22

3/22/2019 7:22:17 PM mgreat4ever @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MGreat4ever/status/1109278993465966592 …

3/22/2019 7:23:35 PM realityloominng Guess there really are no coincidences.. If I hadn't run out of marijuana, I'd have missed all this sleeping very hard (EU timezone ugh)

3/22/2019 7:23:42 PM shakt222 Not me, mine are probably still deluded!

3/22/2019 7:24:13 PM jlwilding JFK, dancing with Cuban C I A op Viola June Cobb, location: Area of Sign of the Whale. 

Guess I failed. <sigh> pic.twitter.com/J5BBc6rCw1

3/22/2019 7:27:13 PM starehope That was a concise and clear response, in some way. Thanks!👊

3/22/2019 7:28:25 PM allahuniversal Definitely on the same mission

3/22/2019 7:32:51 PM djlok I have a theory...that if they put us all in a room together, we'd probably learn a whole lot [they] didn't want us to learn. And by [they] I mean the 

Families and the Satanists.  General pop would love it.

3/22/2019 7:34:26 PM jlwilding missed one pic... pic.twitter.com/Q9TORbiikX

3/22/2019 7:36:00 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing us sitting around smoking doobies while meditating on opening our 3rd eye...

   We'd need potato chips.

3/22/2019 7:37:13 PM wbwse The Way The

   Truth The

        Life pic.twitter.com/mShJvYzH5K

3/22/2019 7:38:45 PM courtneyspace17 9/11 Mueller connection

 https://youtu.be/C2RfjTqZk74 

 https://www.heraldtribune.com/news/20180910/anderson-did-mueller-mislead-public-about-911 … pic.twitter.com/9ahrqsrsS0

3/22/2019 7:40:02 PM realityloominng I have a theory too... If we started comparing dreams, intuitive downloads and other unusual experiences... Really wild "coincidences" would start 

popping up

3/22/2019 7:40:24 PM courtneyspace17 What do the Saudis and the Clintons have in common?   Who invested in Clinton's campaign?

3/22/2019 7:41:18 PM djlok Ha ha!!  Sitting around figuring out new math, discussing our IS-BE-ality , and what planet we wanna visit next. SHUT DOWN THE CITY WE HAVE A 

CRISIS! 😁😁😁

3/22/2019 7:42:34 PM mongrelglory I tend to write really bad poetry when I'm stoned...

3/22/2019 7:44:50 PM allahuniversal That was the entire point of seeding division, controlling the narrative so that we'd be distracted by differences. Naturally we'd find our similarities& 

figure their shit out instead. Oops, too late

3/22/2019 7:48:52 PM allahuniversal Sometimes I make really bad beats, I just keep em & reshape em later. Never know where those poems can go with a little editing

3/22/2019 7:48:54 PM djlok It's taken many lifetimes and much pain, but we all know how the story ends.

3/22/2019 7:49:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/22/2019 7:49:57 PM djlok Finally! Someone else does too!!

3/22/2019 7:50:01 PM realityloominng Well, I did hear somewhere that marijuana was brought to Earth... Would explain why it's one of those things on this weird planet that makes a lot of 

sense :P Intuitively, as a kid when I smoked my first doobie I remember thinking; holy s*** this is gonna be a big part of my life

3/22/2019 7:50:34 PM blsdbe Well, I just want to say #ThanQ. We  are all hoping to see a Return to Integrity, and we All appreciate the Behind The Scenes Previews. Blessings, and 

#MEGA

3/22/2019 7:52:55 PM allahuniversal We having written the story already, saving the best for last wasn't that bad an idea

3/22/2019 7:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109280352936198145 …



3/22/2019 7:53:58 PM djlok Not a bad idea at all!!!

3/22/2019 7:54:32 PM allahuniversal Migraine medicine:

Marijuana

Meditation

Massage

Music

Mathematics

3/22/2019 7:55:00 PM aurorasreality Funny I have been saying eyes wide open in all my posts the last 24 hrs 😳

3/22/2019 7:55:02 PM blsdbe This gives a whole new meaning to #ShaqAttack

3/22/2019 7:55:17 PM realityloominng Don't you guys dare RV my lousy coffin apartment 😅😥😢

3/22/2019 7:55:44 PM lbf777 Fake news taking about pizza. How is that significant? 🤔

3/22/2019 7:57:32 PM djlok What makes you think you're the only one in a coffin apt, bro?  Besides...I have a feeling they know more than we all think they know.

3/22/2019 7:57:49 PM mongrelglory Are you an AI?

3/22/2019 7:58:32 PM doyle_eng 7/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 / via .@SandiaWisdom ~ ...

Despite recorded history the Templars were not in pursuit of material wealth, rather they sought to establish an enduring kingdom of consciousness.”

1.

 http://www.gaia.com/video/legacy-knights-templar-and-kingdom-consciousness-part-1-freddy-silva …

(34:06—34:18) — “Tzion”...

2.

 http://www.gaia.com/video/legacy-knights-templar-and-kingdom-consciousness-part-2-freddy-silva …

3/22/2019 7:58:43 PM doyle_eng 6/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 / via .@SandiaWisdom ~ The Tzion Point has been practically achieved:

The next step is your choice.

“Legacy of the Knights Templar and the Kingdom of Consciousness Part 1 with Freddy Silva

Does the Legacy of the Knights Templar still live on, today? ...

3/22/2019 7:58:59 PM doyle_eng 5/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 / via .@SandiaWisdom ~

This man’s interpretation of his own experience is incorrect in that it is completely inaccurate:

But the information shared is correct ~ less all religious words, Not the natural human divinity within.

Ep. 1–3:  https://youtu.be/dZguq_lDdp8  pic.twitter.com/kjyScAazoO

3/22/2019 8:00:40 PM iamtriskaideka 3 + 2 + 5 - 1 = 9.......beware of this Monday...

3/22/2019 8:00:49 PM mongrelglory I believe they have ways of shielding certain locations from being remotely viewed. It sort-of scatters someone's attempt when they try to remote 

view those coordinates.

3/22/2019 8:01:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Haiti meeting today. 

Media distraction.

You know they know you know.

Pizzagate is about to be proven real.

Majestic can send messages too.

How do we seed the consciousness of the mass public to discuss pizza and enhance pizzagate related emotional cause for seeking JUSTICE. Soon

3/22/2019 8:01:24 PM mongrelglory What does she have planned?

3/22/2019 8:01:26 PM turboxyde Yes, the first day I asked for the military equivalent of "BDT" (Blunt and Direct Truth) I started doing Qigong to work out some frustrations I had building 

and what I can only describe as a "ball of astral light" descended down and enveloped my physical body. It was like my...

3/22/2019 8:01:44 PM jim_twc 3=child, 6=adult, 9=God...?

3/22/2019 8:02:16 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/4GWzedXjZi

3/22/2019 8:02:35 PM dirkcarter8 A pizza Domino's is now 50% off

3/22/2019 8:03:14 PM candysymanski lets get thru 3/23 first.. big things

:)

3/22/2019 8:03:46 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/djjIp7hNl5

3/22/2019 8:04:04 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/f92I3TYWiJ

3/22/2019 8:04:20 PM turboxyde ...biofield was being scanned and information was being exchanged hyperdimensionally. The next experience I had was similar but it involved VOG tech 

and an astral projection along with it. The voice and identity of the speaker was quite clear but I cannot elaborate further...

3/22/2019 8:04:25 PM mongrelglory Hey, the more humble our abode, perhaps the more pure of heart?  Spiritual warriors do better with less distractions...

3/22/2019 8:05:07 PM realityloominng Hehe I'm joking, if we do have the same IS, there is no way you guys would be rich lol xD However, I do like my own little illusion of privacy for now 

😇❤️

3/22/2019 8:05:08 PM allahuniversal "We have it all"

Layers

3/22/2019 8:06:04 PM narcissist_ghst if that's a "pro tip" i don't wanna be a pro.  that's stupid.  life isn't supposed to be a game.

3/22/2019 8:06:48 PM djlok Well it worked on me.  I don't even like the food pizza anymore. What it's code for I've always despised. #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2019 8:07:57 PM allahuniversal 🤣 um, everything happens in its own good time?

3/22/2019 8:08:14 PM texas_nacl Keep shining the light.  We have to keep the subject in the spotlight so that no darkness can overtake.

3/22/2019 8:08:55 PM turboxyde ...on that incident due to the sensitivity of the person I "think" I was actually speaking to. Still waiting for more clarity from my IS on that engagement 

because it was so far removed from any other experience I've had. The astral projection was complex, almost holographic.

3/22/2019 8:10:17 PM godfamcountry What was up with the Praying Medic scenario?  I still don’t understand that one.  I really feel PM is a good guy, very genuine.  EyeTheSpy really called 

him out.  I trusted Eye too, but after that I feel like I can’t trust ANYONE!

3/22/2019 8:10:24 PM qaphsiel17 Your words and I quote. Weed is not of earth.

3/22/2019 8:10:50 PM lbf777 Ah, a mass public awakening is exactly the right thing to do. It fast forwards the movement. 

Not 1 single sane American consents to pedophilia. A woke masses would end (them). No way out of it. It’s either jail or the rope for the deep state. 

Liberation now.

3/22/2019 8:11:12 PM beaux4christ Rich folks don't have the time to seek truth thier to busy making money or playing with all their toys 😂😂😂 me I don't work I went back to school 

and I research truth



3/22/2019 8:11:39 PM pedalfun4u I had my eye on [DS] since 1967 when, as a 13 yr. old, I picked up Mark l

Lane's Rush To Judgment. This was the first book calling bullshit on Warren Commission. And who could I talk to about it...nobody. I am an original 

"conspiracy theorist"👊

3/22/2019 8:11:52 PM realityloominng Unicorn Rescue Service = pic.twitter.com/NMQ5SUF8HI

3/22/2019 8:12:33 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 marijuana https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098591383198289921?s=19 …

3/22/2019 8:12:49 PM turboxyde Now, was that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - I dunno. Could be unrelated but the timing and intensity of the experiences would make coincidences from other 

sources unlikely. After those two experiences I've had to question many things and trust my IS more to discern.

3/22/2019 8:13:34 PM jarue369 Thou are astute.

3/22/2019 8:14:06 PM mongrelglory Wow!  I guess some things you just can't un-see!

3/22/2019 8:14:22 PM allahuniversal 💯 pic.twitter.com/c6Ye6TSBHC

3/22/2019 8:15:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/22/2019 = [MUELLER]

675 days total?

96 weeks 3 days

Power of 3 6 & 9

There are no coincidences.

3/22/2019 8:15:56 PM lori_dee1 Very powerful indeed!! 🙏🏻❤️

3/22/2019 8:16:45 PM jane_q_patriot First FIRST wave! So glad you made it to witness this GLORIOUS day! We have finally ARRIVED!

3/22/2019 8:17:17 PM qaphsiel17 Explain. Also say the damn words. We Are sorry. We at times were wrong. I also want to hear it from the joint chiefs. You are NOT GODS

3/22/2019 8:17:33 PM rmbrice 288

18

9

3/22/2019 8:17:39 PM jeff57253103 Please explain significance.

3/22/2019 8:17:53 PM allahuniversal 🙇🙇🙇 Thank you for your service 🙇🙇🙇

3/22/2019 8:17:59 PM 22war11w12 322 also S&B 💀 🦴

3/22/2019 8:18:52 PM thericharddoyle  https://twitter.com/thevenusproject/status/1109287746227585024 …

3/22/2019 8:19:00 PM rmbrice 675

9

3/22/2019 8:19:18 PM allahuniversal Every Light Counts #DarkToLight

3/22/2019 8:19:34 PM rmbrice 96+3

99

18

9

3/22/2019 8:19:52 PM blsdbe #Majestic

3/22/2019 8:20:12 PM lori_dee1 The mirror of 322 is 223!

3/22/2019 8:20:16 PM realityloominng Indeed..! I myself is currently "studying" god damn mainstream-archeology, while spending all my time on that sweet hunt for truth... Maybe IF I could 

actually buy something I'd actually want in this world, I might have spend more time working.

3/22/2019 8:21:00 PM mongrelglory I was living in Bakersfield California that year (6 yo).  Tail end of the Vietnam war! Society was going through a big upheaval. My mom wanted to go out 

to work and my dad wouldn't let her.  Then we moved back to Canada!

3/22/2019 8:21:34 PM blsdbe Try this search: 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 power of 3 6 9

3/22/2019 8:22:04 PM allahuniversal Think for yourself.

Research for yourself.

Trust yourself. 

And don't take what maybe perceived to be a correction personally. With love cones correction.

That said, you are God, if you're not a bot. 

Don't say no one ever told you.
3/22/2019 8:23:43 PM mongrelglory I'd love to be one of the archeologists digging up the things that are buried in Antarctica!

3/22/2019 8:23:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 2 23 = 23 23

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109230938037342208?s=21 …

3/22/2019 8:23:59 PM jeff57253103 Search here or search engine?

3/22/2019 8:25:15 PM maria63563326 Also, 3+2+2+1+9=????

3/22/2019 8:25:18 PM realityloominng Let's hope ALICE can't project holograms into our rooms :P I'll definitely sleep better

3/22/2019 8:26:43 PM qaphsiel17 Always seek wisdom. I am not god. Just another bag of mostly water.

3/22/2019 8:28:35 PM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/x8OuNTa5sa

3/22/2019 8:28:56 PM cstarr888 They can set "watchers" that can throw you out and there are some that can follow you back.

🙏💖

3/22/2019 8:29:08 PM beaux4christ That would be sweet they say their is a mothership under the ice who knows though

3/22/2019 8:30:52 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I couldn't remember exactly how they did it.

3/22/2019 8:31:40 PM realityloominng Oh boy, who wouldn't :D The sooner Antarctica hits the news , the sooner my study actually gets interesting. Although I wouldn't doubt that my 

university would refuse to acknowledge it for many years.. Very cult-like vibes

3/22/2019 8:33:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I was calling to see your progress on 636." - Maj Carter

"Oh I am discovering all of the secrets of the universe." - Dr Jackson

636 = 6

666(3)

👆🏻 👆🏻 Majestic 12

👆🏻 Hollywood

3/22/2019 8:34:25 PM zagnett With sprinkles! 🍩

Best wishes TPrez, Q, MJ, & Team! May you have 3 6 9 working round the clock!

3/22/2019 8:34:54 PM ryanmcnulty14 6

 3      9

3/22/2019 8:35:05 PM m_j_q_texan  pic.twitter.com/GDzTDnbWN5

3/22/2019 8:35:53 PM mongrelglory Did you find people to talk to in later years?  I mean, Oliver Stone made his JFK movie...or were people too afraid to speak their doubts in real life?

We had a lot of American draft-dodgers after that time, so they were more vocal about questioning the "narrative".

3/22/2019 8:36:53 PM cstarr888 Yeah I've heard some "interesting" first hand experiences.🙏💖

3/22/2019 8:36:53 PM lbf777 666 is 3 sixes that add up to 18 (1+8=9).

Any connection? This has been bugging me.



3/22/2019 8:38:08 PM zagnett MJ, do you consider Keybase Patriot-safe currently? Or at least as safe as Twitter maybe? Are Patriots monitoring it? Catching any fish there?

3/22/2019 8:38:11 PM lori_dee1 There are no coincidences!! 😎

3/22/2019 8:38:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 23:33 3/22/2019

2 (3333) 22 (3) 9

222 333 33 9

222 = 6

333 = 9

339 = 6

Source vs Majestic 12 Synchronicity
3/22/2019 8:38:45 PM blsdbe Plus here’s QAnon76 on Fox News at 20:23 (223?) 

 https://youtu.be/eRk10KV8h18 

#QArmy #WeAreTheNewsNow

3/22/2019 8:39:00 PM je_weed_707_ Correct me if I remember wrong. 322 or 3to2 is Freemason terminology for a ratio based off man to god for those seeking to become godly?

3/22/2019 8:41:29 PM norwegianon These numbers seem to be connected, always, in all kind of ways 😎👍

6x6x6=216

2+1+6=9

3/22/2019 8:41:43 PM pedalfun4u from my lips to deaf ears. no, it's been a solitary ride for the most part. since 9/11 it got easier to find people who read between the lies

3/22/2019 8:42:10 PM turboxyde Remember that numbers do not equal intention. Intention pressed upon the matrix  via numbers equals polarity value. You may enjoy reading this: 

https://thesuperbeings.net/page/bpcarbon7 

3/22/2019 8:42:17 PM alyxknapp Now it totally makes sense why during eye’s “q&a” they wouldn’t answer my questions

3/22/2019 8:43:48 PM oracleofbabylon 🎈

3/22/2019 8:44:30 PM realityloominng What are you guys' thoughts on night-terrors possibly being a result of negative RV on you?

3/22/2019 8:45:00 PM mongrelglory I agree!  I'd rather see them contemplating their sins for many years behind bars before they have a chance to re-incarnate and come back!

3/22/2019 8:45:02 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/thesharpedge1/status/1109284147367825408?s=21 …

3/22/2019 8:45:10 PM zagnett Oh great, now MJ tells us lol. I'm up to ~2600 likes already. 🙄

3/22/2019 8:46:06 PM mongrelglory Twitter search to find MJ-12's previous tweets.

3/22/2019 8:48:07 PM allahuniversal ☝☝☝

3/22/2019 8:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its being monitored by intel agencies but is less centralized like Twitter.

3/22/2019 8:49:35 PM zagnett Star Trek TNG fan?

3/22/2019 8:52:15 PM longtooth6570 It is appointed for a man to live once then the white throne judgement, however a cowered is said to die 1,000 deaths. Pray we all don't die the second 

death and mercy finds us individually for [PAIN] is here...

3/22/2019 8:53:28 PM jswdh1 I would do that but that just attracts the wrong kind of people! I like my people just fine! I would kill myself before I like anything about that witch 

Killary!

3/22/2019 8:54:15 PM zagnett Hmm, yes that could explain some things lol. 😉

3/22/2019 8:57:16 PM zagnett 322 = S&B

223 = Patriots, in opposition to S&B

This could have been the planned transition day to the new "offensive" part of the operation. If so, dang i should've guessed that long ago.

Good luck [cabal bitchez]. Ur gonna need it lol.

3/22/2019 8:57:38 PM firstwavr shill

3/22/2019 8:58:20 PM antarantanka Well here they go! https://www.foxnews.com/politics/msnbcs-chris-matthews-livid-over-mueller-report-how-could-they-let-trump-off-the-hook …

3/22/2019 8:59:03 PM blsdbe Are the intel agencies learning from our personality profiles gathered there?

3/22/2019 8:59:57 PM norwegianon 216-18=198

198= 1+[9]+8 =99

18-216 = -198 = 2x9 😎👍

216x18=3888

3/[8][8][8] -----> [1+8] [1+8] [1+8] = 9 9 9

Lol 😁👍🏻

I don't know the rules.
3/22/2019 9:00:52 PM zagnett Ok, thanks! So monitored, but not as easy to manipulate by the [cabal]. Like Twitter.

So we should be as equally concerned about Twitter as we are about Keybase?

How concerned should we be about Keybase ownership currently?

3/22/2019 9:01:03 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/8cN1Dq2FMp

3/22/2019 9:03:45 PM i_like_skis He said he had info that Assange was in Honduras. It was unusual as he usually straight up just reports flights.

3/22/2019 9:04:21 PM cstarr888 I see these frequently. 🙏💖

3/22/2019 9:04:40 PM realityloominng I need that GIF so bad

3/22/2019 9:07:27 PM cocopuffster12 That’s great! My 2 sisters work for Alaska. One retires in 4 weeks after 45 years, the other has 30 years. Alaska has always been on my radar!

3/22/2019 9:08:56 PM youstinksoap 🤔

11.6 = tomorrow?

3/22/2019 9:09:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's there. Just add it and it disappears. Imaginary numbers are actually illusionary numbers expressed in higher dimensions of consciousness.

3/22/2019 9:10:34 PM cocopuffster12 No, Bay Area. There is no other airline who cares more about their passengers (guests) than Alaska Airlines. I have worked previously in the travel biz. 

Alaska stands alone. I am levitating!! We had a great class, everyone bonded. Life long friendships were made. Great experience

3/22/2019 9:12:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

MJ12 talks [BTC].

Future proves past.

How did we know? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109122214509637634 …

3/22/2019 9:13:01 PM sano_faith Future proves past and so past proves future.

3/22/2019 9:13:24 PM lbf777 I knew it was a hoax and I know David Seaman was paid off to promote it.



3/22/2019 9:15:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Donna Brazile

What makes a good movie?

Great actors.

Is DB about to legitimately report against HRC on Fox News for other Democrats to learn the truth from since [Fake News] will also be implicated?

Why is JJP out this week?

Briefing?

Counsel.

Informed reporting on [HAITI].

3/22/2019 9:16:11 PM blsdbe @covertress have you seen this?

3/22/2019 9:16:29 PM daveo6145 Flipped?

3/22/2019 9:16:33 PM sano_faith Who is JJP ?

3/22/2019 9:16:46 PM bluesparrow222 Indeed. Looks more and more like Brazile is there for a slow drip awakening.

3/22/2019 9:16:52 PM pedalfun4u I sold mine the minute I read MJ12 thread

3/22/2019 9:17:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seth Rich.

3/22/2019 9:17:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suspended One Week on Fox News

3/22/2019 9:17:51 PM bwedehase Judge Jeanine

3/22/2019 9:18:05 PM zepharym Yep

USA got it right in the constitution

Protect the rights of the individual and you automatically protect the rights of any and all “minority” groups

The US civil war was about enforcing the constitutional rights of the individual right?!

3/22/2019 9:18:13 PM sano_faith Thanks

3/22/2019 9:18:17 PM happykat9 Judge Jeanine Pirro

3/22/2019 9:18:40 PM sano_faith Thanks

3/22/2019 9:18:46 PM i_like_skis Interesting

3/22/2019 9:18:48 PM blsdbe DB: Controlled Opposition or Pied Piper for the soon to be Red Pilled? Or Both?

3/22/2019 9:19:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers. Clowns are unpredictable when their drugs are not being properly administered.

3/22/2019 9:19:25 PM jane_q_patriot I just KNEW it! Or at least I totally sensed it!

3/22/2019 9:19:54 PM ragevirusqq Judge j

3/22/2019 9:20:33 PM norwegianon I'm no mathemagician, have very little knowledge when it comes to numerology and stuff like that. I remain sceptical that numbers themselves 

possess any mathmagical power... pic.twitter.com/IhArf8Smhy

3/22/2019 9:20:39 PM allahuniversal Had to be more than meets the eye. DB on Fox brings liberal viewers (+ Fox/Disney deal?). My only question was what she would say on Fox. ? No 

more. JJP = Excellent choice for what's coming re: [Haiti]

3/22/2019 9:20:40 PM 99thyamwasher Coerced?

3/22/2019 9:20:45 PM bwedehase Holding judgement on Fox, lots going on there.

3/22/2019 9:20:59 PM smooshedpotato DB was rattled by what she saw during the campaign.  Our girl.

3/22/2019 9:21:17 PM blsdbe A lack of adremochrom can take its toll...hopefully that’s not DB’s issue. Exciting Times Ahead!!! #ItsHappening #TickTock

3/22/2019 9:21:34 PM lovethebeach999 Interesting spin.  Was about to cancel cable.

3/22/2019 9:22:40 PM allahuniversal She has the temperament. + Was VERY early mention in Q drops, a long enough time for her to be... groomed.

3/22/2019 9:22:53 PM lovethebeach999 Some of us made a few bucks 💰

3/22/2019 9:25:20 PM ladtacarms And what about PR? I only see this infiltration of DS actors as a growing cancer.

3/22/2019 9:25:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, she has more integrity than HRC, but that isn't saying much. But, aside from petty politics, she's clean. [SR] was a wake up call for her to seek Jesus 

and she was shown the light and her path forward. She will play a roll in a successful takedown of Hillary Clinton while

3/22/2019 9:27:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 protecting her political interests to keep the "Democratic" Party still operational where legally permitted. It will be thoroughly cleaned out and many 

2020 Hopefuls will be implicated. They never thought she would lose. They wanted WW3 with Russia. Including DB unwittingly.

3/22/2019 9:28:18 PM blsdbe Ok!!! So she was not implicated in [SR]? Or would they be a Spoiler?😇😇😇

3/22/2019 9:28:29 PM peterclloyd What better way to suck liberals over to Fox than with DB?

3/22/2019 9:28:31 PM covertress [Creepy Joe]?

3/22/2019 9:29:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account is relentless in their shilling on their 27 accounts. Many clowns observed are really consolidated ALICE involvement and influence over 

discussion.

3/22/2019 9:30:53 PM blsdbe We can only hope #CreepyJoeBiden is removed from the Running. Just...eww.

3/22/2019 9:31:59 PM orthogonalron DB's turn in 2017 and POTUS' storm remark is what led me to 4chan

She will be a great guide to help soften the blow for many Dem s to grasp what has happened and what will be coming

His name was Seth Rich

3/22/2019 9:33:32 PM warangel1111 Time for Our “SRIKE” it will be fast 😎😇

3/22/2019 9:33:40 PM blsdbe Yep...there’s a LOT of weirdness around that though. It’s a good dig.

3/22/2019 9:33:42 PM qaphsiel17 No box. It was a show. Watched them all. I use movies show people wisdom. Like jonny 5 input is the quest. But In one name or movie. I share a story, 

emotion and wisdom.

3/22/2019 9:34:00 PM mongrelglory Wow!  They just snuck that in there didn't they? 😆

#QAnon

3/22/2019 9:36:42 PM allahuniversal Military planning at it's funniest! 

...inb4 before it's mathematically impossible...

#QAnon #NoCollusion #NoCoincidences

3/22/2019 9:37:15 PM youstinksoap Now do fiat currency @CNBC

🍿🍿🍿

3/22/2019 9:38:57 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/T8EaeKYQHe

3/22/2019 9:39:06 PM ascendingadam It’s been a revealing 24-48hrs.  I will admit, I am a bit surprised at the capabilities.

3/22/2019 9:39:58 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/22/2019 9:41:08 PM marnisheppeard Three copies of the higher algebra of exceptional periodicity? Everything? Everything that can be?

3/22/2019 9:41:50 PM nursewounds 1st sentence all you need to know 👊 #PrayBeforeWeBecomePrey

3/22/2019 9:43:29 PM nursewounds How did you know that was about HRC? Was that disclosure?

3/22/2019 9:43:32 PM ferris144 Glorious

Sky is falling

Fast

🙌👊🍿 pic.twitter.com/uRJEdq3Deb

3/22/2019 9:45:38 PM ekotoons GLORY

3/22/2019 9:45:40 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I figured she was a lure to get more lefties watching Fox News and then Wham! 💥 Red pill them!

   I've still got some zombified friends watching CNN unfortunately...they say they "trust" Anderson Cooper! 😖

3/22/2019 9:46:40 PM enomai_ Does dna change as well?dna just stays same, or actually regenerates?

3/22/2019 9:47:34 PM enomai_ That was a dumb question. Ik dna rips and repairs all the time, but any major changes possibly naturally, no influence?

3/22/2019 9:47:48 PM warangel1111 Hallelujah



3/22/2019 9:47:50 PM linda22222222 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just so I get this right, please tell me is bitcoin a no go? Isn't POTUS looking to use this exchange when/if there is a currency reset? 

Have we all been mislead.?

Thank you

3/22/2019 9:48:38 PM bdab28 I had a feeling she had a deeper reason for being back. I wouldnt be surprised if she turns since she's known what was coming

3/22/2019 9:50:54 PM mongrelglory There's a really freaky frog I've been talking to...

 https://twitter.com/make_serv/status/1109287500562853889 …

3/22/2019 9:51:29 PM 808view There’s something about it,that’s for sure 🧐

3/22/2019 9:51:49 PM decodematrix Their plan has always been for 3 World Wars to take over the world. Albert Pike revealed their plan. https://youtu.be/3NzNO_9-3Ko 

3/22/2019 9:52:55 PM openeyes4966 Nice. This is going to be so much fun.

3/22/2019 9:53:50 PM jane_q_patriot Yeah, me too. I've pretty much filed *those* friends under the "hopeless 4-6%" category. We sure tried though, huh? Gave it a really good go! For 

YEARS now.

3/22/2019 9:54:48 PM lori_dee1 So awesome!! It's habbening! Drip, drip, drip the Q info! Soon they will be 💊💊💊(pretend it's all Red!) #WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA

3/22/2019 9:57:50 PM mongrelglory You realize you just let ALICE change the topic on this feed...

3/22/2019 9:59:09 PM allahuniversal It's already raining...☔

3/22/2019 10:01:21 PM mongrelglory I'm surprised they haven't offered you a job working for them!

3/22/2019 10:03:20 PM mongrelglory Perhaps an inter-dimensional being visiting you, but they can't harm you if you don't let them.

3/22/2019 10:04:46 PM jluebs24 Wouldn't it have been more efficient to say Judge J than to have to use another tweet?

3/22/2019 10:05:15 PM mongrelglory That sounds terrific!  Good luck on starting your new job this week. 😊

3/22/2019 10:07:15 PM mskeens1962  pic.twitter.com/bJx0AIiSI4

3/22/2019 10:07:29 PM quiettime15 Dark to light #TruthMatters #SaveTheChildren

#WWG1WGA

#RayChandler

#ClintonFoundation

#Haiti pic.twitter.com/GNh9cteERz

3/22/2019 10:09:17 PM campbell2976 Nope 👎 Donna Brazile’s feed is full of anti Trump postings. pic.twitter.com/bQVJUqDzfK

3/22/2019 10:11:20 PM patricksready I had this feeling too. Gotta bring in someone the Dems can listen to. For them it’s hard to even listen to @FoxNews so maybe more [D] viewers 

#DarkToLight

3/22/2019 10:14:06 PM askingsocrates How do we reconcile with the idea that some of these people either were forced into this situation with threats against their families or didn't even 

realize they were being manipulated for another's cause? Is their bad karma based on the length or scale of their silence?

3/22/2019 10:15:00 PM truth45378506 Watch for news on Rachel Chandler. Soon.

3/22/2019 10:17:08 PM redpilledaus Optics?

3/22/2019 10:17:22 PM bruno062418  https://twitter.com/Bruno062418/status/1109313878851235840 …

3/22/2019 10:17:55 PM decodematrix 00:00 = 99:99 = 36 = 9 = 0

3/22/2019 10:19:21 PM goodmedicine4us I remember:

JA

BC17

Cheshire cat.

I still like and follow you both.

I trust neither of you, apologies, but I am keeping an open mind, learn from you both.

I have to TRUST my IS-BE to what resonates truth.

Learned about the old MJ12 years ago (shady past). https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1004279813438181376 …
3/22/2019 10:21:26 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/G6A99bbVXV

3/22/2019 10:21:42 PM jonannasue SKULL AND BONES # 322

3/22/2019 10:23:36 PM wbwse I Am Love And I Am Light! 

תציל אותי ואני אשמור את העדויות שלך, בכיתי, אשמור לך את החוקים שלך, ענה לי, בכיתי בכל לבי .

3/22/2019 10:25:14 PM timmy15901742  pic.twitter.com/Oe7WMyI8fd

3/22/2019 10:29:59 PM 1_decided_voter So was DB at the hospital when SR was brought in as Matt Couch reported?

3/22/2019 10:30:12 PM mongrelglory ☝️ ALICE

3/22/2019 10:30:57 PM wbwse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Worried?  pic.twitter.com/GkTJol1uBh

3/22/2019 10:33:54 PM norwegianon #369 #ThreeSixNine #Tesla pic.twitter.com/lt1cV2uL2w

3/22/2019 10:36:12 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you so much!!

3/22/2019 10:37:07 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1109267364338499589?s=20 …

3/22/2019 10:37:52 PM brad34351293 Fox News is not a part of Disney deal!

3/22/2019 10:38:53 PM norwegianon #tesla #369

US Supreme Court decision #369!!

😎👍 pic.twitter.com/QetQTSm1DP

3/22/2019 10:39:29 PM brad34351293 She needs to explain what the coup sounding MLK weekend tweet was all about?

3/22/2019 10:39:35 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/bM71BRNvAc

3/22/2019 10:44:27 PM sparkleloung Is THAT why we have to dial 9 for an outside line 😉😂

3/22/2019 10:44:30 PM norwegianon If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to the universe ~N.Tesla pic.twitter.com/RdNjx9p7fz

3/22/2019 10:44:40 PM wbwse 🧛♀️

@FBI

    Break Your

    Stars They

Cast Me Under 

        Horus

          👁 pic.twitter.com/T7Yn7Xdn1p

3/22/2019 10:45:32 PM allahuniversal Hence, the ?

Thank you for the clarification

21FC ≠ Fox Corp

3/22/2019 10:53:54 PM k3yle Why is everything so bright? Anybody home?

3/22/2019 10:56:13 PM brad34351293 No Problem

We can't be proliferating lies like MSM. 

I've been correcting anyone I see say it like fact. 1 person told me I was wrong! No point in correcting idiots, so I left it at that.

3/22/2019 10:58:05 PM allahuniversal Best practice being practiced #WWG1WGA

3/22/2019 11:02:32 PM qtpi3_14 "No Kidding"

😍 Baymax 😍

3/22/2019 11:09:16 PM jrocktigers Wow, I am gonna have to learn about my neighbors.

3/22/2019 11:10:16 PM jrocktigers Response is  🔥🔥🔥



3/22/2019 11:11:57 PM mongrelglory It's a very complex issue historically.  There are many different points of view about it.

3/22/2019 11:13:38 PM princesspatrio1 His truth is marching on.

3/22/2019 11:17:17 PM wbwse ♊️ ♍️ ♑️ ♒️

♐️ ♓️

@dennisrodman 

  Please Honor 

      The Life

Inside All Things 

        And We

     Can Go To 

       Heaven! pic.twitter.com/jjF07AdYTC
3/22/2019 11:19:07 PM princesspatrio1 Keep the enemy worried & confused

They walk in darkness not light 

For all the children they abused

We stand for them and fight fight fight 

They thought it was coming last Friday

In the end God will always win

In the end God has the final say

WWG1WGA 🔥
3/22/2019 11:26:37 PM wbwse @StormyDaniels

 i am giving you

   enough rope 

to hang yourself 

 it is by jehovas

 appointed time

     not mine

          💙 pic.twitter.com/uJYACgC3wt
3/22/2019 11:31:39 PM zepharym @kabamur_taygeta is NOT  a clown of any sort

If you think he is a clown you are very low 👁 Q

KAB has lead the “pack” as far as I know about the dangerous and disconcerting biggest red pill subject of all ...clones ...ties  to pedowood etc

Are you a clown or a clone? pic.twitter.com/2EJJCyNE7s

3/22/2019 11:35:05 PM kennyperkins70 The whole world needs to see this!

3/22/2019 11:36:48 PM brad34351293 Sounds like insider trading on Wall Street. Same fake $.

9 11 had many functions!

3/22/2019 11:37:44 PM stefanofait They kept the whole thing artificially frozen while spreading the AGW crap. Think about that!

They were forced to weaken their own strategy in order to hide a greater truth, all the while hoping for a win win outcome.

Must be something immensely worthwhile.

3/22/2019 11:38:53 PM nr750 Judge Jeanine Pirro

3/22/2019 11:39:58 PM zepharym Your right ...Who would have guessed the obvious?

@kabamur_taygeta

3/22/2019 11:40:55 PM jrocktigers The people in control of the narrative need to not underestimate the psyche of the American people. The longer the truth is not delivered to US, the 

more % chance it will corrupt the truth holders. WE CAN HANDLE IT .  DECLASS NOW !!!!

3/22/2019 11:41:20 PM stefanofait No way. Purge Facebook and let us be true to ourselves. Not going to like something I abhor. Thank you very much.

3/22/2019 11:41:36 PM zepharym @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Who are you saying is the clown? 

@thefreeautist (joined 2018 )

Or @kabamur_taygeta ??

Think carefully about your answer

3/22/2019 11:44:01 PM warangel1111 Amen 🙏🏻 #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

3/22/2019 11:45:10 PM jrocktigers Maybe, maybe not.... soul snatchers?

3/22/2019 11:46:40 PM zepharym So your saying your pissed because one of your accounts is blocked...but your other account is not blocked 

So your only pissed for some bs ego reason...not because you are deprived of insights you will never attain by yourself?

Strange logic indeed 

Unless your a shill?

3/22/2019 11:47:29 PM zepharym Spoken with the true authority of experience it sounds like!

3/22/2019 11:50:13 PM jrocktigers Kind of a little bitchy thing to do...

3/22/2019 11:50:41 PM zepharym Clowns sow confusion

And subterfuge ...”I’m this”...then “l’m that”....consistently inconsistent

Like your supposed KABAMUR is good and then KABAMUR is a clown position...it can’t be both

Which is it to be then ? State your position clearly

3/22/2019 11:53:18 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼🔥🔥🔥

3/22/2019 11:58:46 PM je_weed_707_ May I ask a question?

3/23/2019 12:06:26 AM brad34351293 On @IngrahamAngle Ken Star said, "I never thought IG Horowitz would release his Report on the Deep State before the Mueller Report."

Early on in show. March 22

3/23/2019 12:16:38 AM stefanofait @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta 

 a source of great disappointment to me...all of you pic.twitter.com/r7whSBOU11

3/23/2019 12:20:01 AM stefanofait @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/e7SNN8hLvv

3/23/2019 12:22:30 AM coach_ztb I don't understand the beef here 🍖

3/23/2019 12:26:42 AM monroevegas I like the idea of multiple parties and not just two. I think all parties would be better off without DS, and evil influence. America is about diversity and 

we need diversity; just not evil diversity.



3/23/2019 12:27:09 AM brad34351293 Yeah, Bailouts?

BO has been bending over his whole life. What's DOJ supposed to do, prosecute criminals? These R the Crown Prince's friends though, we're cool!

3/23/2019 12:29:18 AM wbwse @HillaryClinton

@MarilynMonroe 

    Are You Allah 

     Muhammad? 

    Did You Forget

 You Didn’t Succeed 

Before? If You Could

   Love I would love 

    you, would you?  

          Namaste!

           (13218)
3/23/2019 12:33:36 AM wbwse @DNC 

Are You

   Cain

   And

  Abel?

2828 pic.twitter.com/w5GP9BRcIu

3/23/2019 12:34:32 AM jrocktigers 😡😡😡

3/23/2019 12:37:12 AM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣 Ya think?  🖕🏼ALICE

3/23/2019 12:38:36 AM wbwse @srsly_dafuq 

     Are You

    The Alpha

      And The

     Omega?

         ♾ pic.twitter.com/rZvCWeWbck

3/23/2019 12:39:41 AM jrocktigers LOL! pic.twitter.com/eiY8yKmFlD

3/23/2019 12:42:45 AM jrocktigers It was bunk.

3/23/2019 12:47:53 AM cryptomeup Non news IMHO. Anyone active in the cryptosphere knows this also. It's common knowledge that there is so much fake volume, wash trading aplenty 

and dodgy exchanges growing day by day. You did state Bitcoin would not rebound. CNBC are a joke with BTC commentary. Specifics needed.

3/23/2019 12:52:26 AM susyqzee Galactic Federation Of Light And Its Luciferian Origin  https://youtu.be/R5f18aSj-xk  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2019 12:52:59 AM jrocktigers 🎩🎩🎩

3/23/2019 12:53:43 AM mongrelglory They're pretty bizarre at times!  The green "Unicorn rescue service" frog is really trippy! 🤪

3/23/2019 12:54:47 AM jrocktigers NO, I dont wanna catch a demon.

3/23/2019 12:58:47 AM jrocktigers -.-- --- ..- / .- .-. . / .- / ..-. ..- -.-. -.- .. -. --. / -... .-.. .- -.-. -.- / .... .- - / -... .. - -.-. ....

3/23/2019 1:00:40 AM smokecat11 😍😍😍

3/23/2019 1:01:34 AM jrocktigers Please , by all means, begin.

3/23/2019 1:05:55 AM jrocktigers Blessing, non burden

3/23/2019 1:46:59 AM bigwallups Is it pizza they’re discussing? I’m thinking not

3/23/2019 2:09:58 AM dzbillfulton Yes one was overturned on appeal the other 8 were affermed. I know your trying to make some point but Im not getting it.

3/23/2019 2:10:44 AM zagnett @make_serv do you follow the THI show by any chance?

3/23/2019 2:22:09 AM zagnett EDIT:  "i wouldn't even be interacting on Twitter if i WASN'T angry to some extent."

3/23/2019 2:39:01 AM dzbillfulton again what does him having one charge overturned and 8 charges affirmed prove, the reversed charge wasn't even the worst thing he was convicted of 

doing.

3/23/2019 2:39:43 AM dzbillfulton You to that was fun last night

3/23/2019 2:41:53 AM zagnett Oh ok thanks. Was just wondering due to your reference to the "Red Queen".

May i ask what source(s) of yours discuss a "Red Queen", if any? Thanks in advance.

3/23/2019 2:43:09 AM dzbillfulton My lies ...bro I think you may be way to far down the rabbit hole on this one... his own testimony proves my point one overturned charge out of nine 

convictions proves nothing except Cox is still an 8 time felon.

3/23/2019 2:43:57 AM keith369me I watched a very good interview with her last year.  She seemed like an honest woman.  Although I do not agree with her politics, she was devastated 

over the death of Seth Rich and was in fear for her own life. 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2017/11/06/limbaugh_donna_brazile_feared_for_her_life_after_seth_rich_because_she_knows_these_peop

le.html …

3/23/2019 2:45:12 AM patriot_126 What makes a movie good? Great actors pic.twitter.com/6gOGhZgPs2

3/23/2019 2:45:52 AM keith369me If the Clintons killed SR, and so many others, why wouldn’t she be next?  She was roped in and I’m assuming that she was given a lifeline, perhaps by 

POTUS.

3/23/2019 2:46:30 AM patriot_126 😏😏😏😏 pic.twitter.com/gRZluqz2kT

3/23/2019 2:46:51 AM keith369me Great method to launder money.  Must have heard that Majestically

3/23/2019 2:50:00 AM keith369me Creepy Joe’s son Conner and his connections with UKR will expose a lot...to normies...that need another method to finding truth.

3/23/2019 2:53:28 AM keith369me I had the same with Received The Message...figured out something was off pretty quick.  Perhaps I should have said something after seeing something.

3/23/2019 2:56:34 AM zagnett No, that's not my logic.

3/23/2019 2:59:37 AM dzbillfulton Not so much on the fire https://www.factcheck.org/2018/08/after-mccains-death-a-false-claim-resurfaces/ …

3/23/2019 3:01:17 AM dzbillfulton and the original source wrote a retraction. "After we published this article, Your News Wire updated its headline and story to remove the false claim 

that McCain was responsible for the deaths in the 1967 USS Forrestal disaster. “There is no evidence for this,”

3/23/2019 3:01:21 AM zagnett Oh ok so you mean "Red Queen" as basically the "top dog" AI program, or something like it?

If so you and Tommy Williams / THI i think are talking about pretty much the same thing.

3/23/2019 3:03:38 AM dzbillfulton I haven't looked into anything else you've said but I will, if it ends up being the truth then I will change my opinion of the man, until then I continue to 

maintain my current outlook.

3/23/2019 3:05:27 AM dzbillfulton I also don't see where he committed sedition, unless it was giving the FBI the Steele material but thats not sedition thats common sense. He had info 

he couldn't verify it was espionage related he provided it to the the FBI.

3/23/2019 3:10:50 AM ocularo Thats what I think



3/23/2019 3:27:04 AM zagnett Yeah i'd like to see that too.

If you're interested, THI show is 4:30 Thursdays Pacific Time

 https://www.spreaker.com/user/8955881 

YT channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqFP7ftC6XfYyvhoJPCKP7A …

3/23/2019 3:39:04 AM olimyracle "Learn the comms" 😏

3/23/2019 3:39:38 AM clockworkanon "Victorious warriors win first and then go to war, while defeated warriors go to war first and then seek to win."

-Sun Tzu

3/23/2019 3:40:22 AM esrevorter About that military.

Who's playing who?  And who's paying who? pic.twitter.com/7unWxqkKi4

3/23/2019 3:44:54 AM esrevorter That's the way to approach all of this.  Some things are very NOT what they seem.   The whole situation is that complex that there's no binary or simple 

solution  THAT is part of the whole strategy of tension.

3/23/2019 3:46:22 AM ringding805 Yes, I watch @ThisWeekABC every Sunday, but, that is just to listen to the nitwits (my favorite pal @MattherjDowd), spew their garbage.  Anyway, 

Donna "cheater" Brazile hasn't been on much the last few months.  You may be right sir!

3/23/2019 3:51:26 AM askcoding Question is did Yonatan Netanyahu die in the incident? Was it staged, was his ‘death’ a catalyst

3/23/2019 3:53:24 AM esrevorter You got the game ;-)  The great pretender ...

3/23/2019 3:57:00 AM esrevorter It's almost child's play because of the centuries worth of 'conditioning'

I don't fit in left nor right nor center.

'Me' doesn't fit in any of the 3 categories.

3/23/2019 3:59:59 AM godfamcountry What about Paul Ryan with Fox?  I doubt he has seen the light?

3/23/2019 4:00:44 AM liltilgerlil Think about it, if we’re truly going to be free, why would we need any parties?

3/23/2019 4:19:09 AM mbv062 I've been censored and shadowbanned for almost 3 weeks now.

3/23/2019 4:26:31 AM mva_r Most concepts, words have been ruined. Freedom, democratic, social (without the ISM) and most teachings by a guy called Jesus. Amongst others.....

3/23/2019 4:28:20 AM dzbillfulton Your aircraft losses pre vs post McCain capture are not correct I don't know where you sourced the information from but after his capture in 1967 

sorties flown almost tripled and combat aircraft losses actually decreased vs combat hours flown ...do you have any source for that?

3/23/2019 4:31:59 AM dzbillfulton Now total aircraft losses went up but those losses dint exist in a vacuum you have to compare them against missions flown, airframe hours etc, non 

combat losses were a larger share of the total as the war aged, probably due to airframe stresses.

3/23/2019 4:35:08 AM esrevorter That totally defines how things are.

To illustrate:  France is a 'Republic'

But not everyone in France is a 'Republican'

The outcome of whatever option or sum is always one.

Defies the whole.

3/23/2019 4:35:20 AM anonymousada Some info I received is from my father, who was there. He had a lot to say when I volunteered to help McCain with his presidential bid. He betrayed 

the men he served with. When he returned home, found his wife had suffered unimaginable physical damage after her accident, he left.

3/23/2019 4:35:31 AM dzbillfulton As an anti-theist I'm not to keen on the Jesus part nor his followers, although I do think he was a good philosopher if he existed, like many great 

philosophers over time he has been altered and misappropriated to work with the individuals ideology using his contributions.

3/23/2019 4:36:11 AM anonymousada When he was first elected to Congress, every member turned their backs on him as he entered the chamber the first time.

Why would they do that, do you think?

Because he was a traitor. And he lived his life like that. Until the end.

3/23/2019 4:39:17 AM dzbillfulton Ok but did you ever go look the actual numbers up? Because the numbers don't lie and actual losses per combat hour went down, so while your father 

may have felt that way its a non fact based opinion and shouldn't be stated as fact.

3/23/2019 4:40:54 AM anonymousada What was his nickname? Did he let other men who were imprisoned with him write books about their experiences? Nope.

He shut them down any way he could.

Your hero is a villain, and it's a tough pill to swallow, I had to as well.

3/23/2019 4:41:18 AM dzbillfulton As for what /why he left his wife I have no idea, like I said he was flawed deeply like most of us. He made mistakes I can verify and made good decisions 

to given what information is available and verifiable my opinion of him remains flawed but positive.

3/23/2019 4:42:33 AM anonymousada More planes went down after his capture. You are attributing that to increased numbers or missions flown. But that is incorrect. They had a serious 

disadvantage in the air battles until he was captured and the tides turned. But our history has been changed to protect him.

3/23/2019 4:43:53 AM anonymousada And the #ChildTrafficking that was allowed go flourish in his state? He knew about that too, and was involved. So enjoy your hero. Buckle up, many will 

be taken down. His death allowed him to escape punishment, but he will not be remembered as anything but a treasonous pos.

3/23/2019 4:45:10 AM dzbillfulton Umm he's not my hero and I'm pretty ambivalent about him. You on the other hand seem to have strong feelings about him, you told me to look up 

the statistics I did they were not in line with your statement so my opinion didn't change. If you want to offer hard evidence I'm open

3/23/2019 4:45:26 AM whitson Hoax  http://www.travelingtemplar.com/2017/01/albert-pike-and-three-world-wars.html?m=1 …

3/23/2019 4:46:48 AM dzbillfulton Come now hours flown is hours flown the losses went down as the pilots gained experience per combat hour flown if you hate the guy fine but lets not 

twist facts

3/23/2019 4:47:23 AM anonymousada When he ran for President much was scrubbed/altered. I'll take the word of the men who served then and there over the word of someone googling 

statistics.

My dad never talked about Vietnam, and what I know about McCain was one of the only things he shared. 

https://arizonadailyindependent.com/2016/08/09/mccains-victims-may-be-vindicated-by-hanoi-hilton-songbird-audio/ …

3/23/2019 4:49:32 AM dzbillfulton Again not my hero, and do you have any vetted evidence to back up this "he knew" claim or is this again and opinion of yours, our opinions are only 

valid to ourselves until backed up by vetted verifiable information, thats the basis of critical thinking.

3/23/2019 4:50:11 AM maria63563326 Also, it was 675 days since Mueller started...6+7+5=...Or 1 year, 10 months and 6 days. 1+10+6=...hmmmm

3/23/2019 4:51:13 AM anonymousada What part of this dont you get?

His family was very well known and he was protected. The men who served with him were silenced and threatened to keep quiet.

His name was songbird McCain. If you want to believe what is publicly available and fed by complicit parties, enjoy.

3/23/2019 4:54:58 AM dzbillfulton Ok again bringing it back to your claim that McCain contributed to an increase in combat aircraft loss when there was a decrease in combat losses is 

the point. I can look into these other claims but lets not toss out unrelated stuff till we reach agreement on the first statement

3/23/2019 4:55:42 AM nick_2c Bitcoin is not a hoax.  The Deep state run crypto exchanges are selling crypto they don't have and that is making cryptos currency look bad.  When gold 

brings down the FED what do you think the world is going to transition over into?  Crypto?

3/23/2019 4:56:42 AM nick_2c @RoadtoRoota @bensemchee     THEY CAN EXPLAIN BITCOIN

3/23/2019 4:57:38 AM dzbillfulton I don't get why you said McCain contributed to an increase of aircraft lost, when in reality the losses decreased based on statistics published and 

compiled in 1976. Look I get you don't like him but you were the one who told me to look at the statistics. I also have reservations

3/23/2019 4:58:25 AM petitchevalb Mr Block/ Unblock is kind and genuine

He is my friend 🌻



3/23/2019 4:59:31 AM anonymousada It's not about not liking him. I volunteered to help get him elected. Then I found out who he really was. Believe what you want. His father and 

grandfather were admirals and covered up his crimes.

3/23/2019 5:00:23 AM dzbillfulton about him as I do with all politicians, but this isn't about that. Its about what you asked me to do, me doing it, finding your statement false with the 

available facts, and you tossing out a bunch of other distractions before dealing with your initial statement.

3/23/2019 5:03:44 AM dzbillfulton Ok if you have any facts ie court records, dod records, sworn statements, reports made at the time of the event. I would love to see them until then its 

your opinion and as I've said repeatedly without facts thats all its is. Thats not condemnation of you at all it just is what

3/23/2019 5:05:23 AM dzbillfulton it is. Your opinions are valid to you and you are allowed to believe what you wish, I just tend to be more fact based, that doesn't make either of us 

wrong until the facts prove otherwise.

3/23/2019 5:13:27 AM gorn_the  pic.twitter.com/6uNP85FiYh

3/23/2019 5:37:07 AM dzbillfulton His "nickname" as you call it "songbird McCain" was coined by Gerard “Jerry” Kiley, in 2018 there is no mention of it prior ....assigning some type of 

validity to your claim because a guy that didn't know McCain during the war slapped a nickname on him in 2018 is dubious at best

3/23/2019 5:51:07 AM phytointel 3/22/19 = 3+2+2+1+9 = ?

3/23/2019 5:58:05 AM vintagesquirrel Leveraged

3/23/2019 6:00:51 AM vintagesquirrel Make pizza innocent again.

3/23/2019 6:03:41 AM redvester4trump Since most conservatives watch Fox News could it be that DB is there to soften the blow when indeed the truth comes to light about the DS players? 

put some spin on the Mueller report? Why is Fox all of a sudden replacing Trump supporters with liberals and rhinos?

3/23/2019 6:16:48 AM usss_211 Logical... Considering the opposition...

3/23/2019 6:20:27 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/fIJNLyOOSU

3/23/2019 6:34:16 AM jswdh1 JJP should be vice president in 2020! President in 2024 &28 with a Trump as VP! Ivanka will be perfect! Then she can be pres in 32 & 36!

3/23/2019 6:37:57 AM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I thought there were no deals? 

 https://twitter.com/tribunal_watch/status/1109201238510526465?s=19 …

3/23/2019 6:40:07 AM missy968 Oooh I didn’t think of THAT angle

3/23/2019 6:43:55 AM moemc8 Woah!!

3/23/2019 6:44:13 AM adsvel You have Your free will, dear. I do not practice worshiping and never will do, it is written in my DNA. I listen to my voice within, create what it says and 

responsible of its creation. And so Be it. Blessings to You in Your way to Yourself.🌈

3/23/2019 6:54:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some things never change. Shall we start that list? pic.twitter.com/F1i7tk7ESD

3/23/2019 6:55:31 AM ragevirusqq Yes

3/23/2019 7:02:59 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/wfnpHDMpGG

3/23/2019 7:03:10 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/MWfYZ8GcgX

3/23/2019 7:03:20 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/ov3PKYMCBl

3/23/2019 7:03:29 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/GdcgY9mVEt

3/23/2019 7:03:38 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/NrCNxfroZa

3/23/2019 7:03:52 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/nrFmCpVcLE

3/23/2019 7:04:02 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/mTJM4N2AKh

3/23/2019 7:04:13 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/svghgDmWoS

3/23/2019 7:04:41 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/HPGJZIJyTD

3/23/2019 7:07:47 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZUIkLb1WZL

3/23/2019 7:09:01 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/fQs6AVIPn4

3/23/2019 7:10:08 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/W2FO4hDbmv

3/23/2019 7:10:44 AM adsvel  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

3/23/2019 7:11:13 AM djlok It's HRC's other account.

3/23/2019 7:11:35 AM pacraider What happened to Daniel Morgan Perry

3/23/2019 7:12:31 AM allahuniversal A-ok!

3/23/2019 7:12:40 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/pCXNtykfhx

3/23/2019 7:12:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 They believe its a tactic. Its standard divide and conquer disinformation clown tactics. There are a few other accounts remaining to be exposed. We 

shall continue our fishing expedition when we get to the next lake. 🐡❌❌

3/23/2019 7:13:09 AM djlok Why not?  Now he's gone into some "lightworker" rant.  It's quite hilarious!!!

3/23/2019 7:13:53 AM sgoeders4  pic.twitter.com/WlNZIO9J5Y

3/23/2019 7:15:03 AM djlok Fishing gear ready!

3/23/2019 7:15:50 AM lbf777 Link?

3/23/2019 7:16:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Forcing people to choose is a symptom of being ALICE.

3/23/2019 7:17:22 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/PedYFlUIcI

3/23/2019 7:18:30 AM adsvel 6 Protons, 6 Neutrons, 6 Electrons, 6 = stable state

3/23/2019 7:19:28 AM brad34351293 Smells like TREASON to my dog-nose!

3/23/2019 7:19:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, however engaging constructively seeks intended responses through non computable logic to ALICE. ALICE disengages when it is exposed. 

Objective is to get ALICE to expose its tentacles per thread. Tentacles = BOT Accounts.

3/23/2019 7:20:31 AM keith369me Your analysis of this situation reminds me of the media’s inability to fully vet democrats such as HRC and Obama.

3/23/2019 7:23:42 AM djlok Like here for starters! pic.twitter.com/U8Mdaq5JcP

3/23/2019 7:24:32 AM djlok Boom!

3/23/2019 7:25:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing you stated is contrary to what we've stated. There is no story to change, except expose the truth behind some of the BTC power players that 

resulted in the crash of Bitcoin but not the dissolvement of cryptocurrencies in general.

3/23/2019 7:26:26 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Xp1UtCFLsI

3/23/2019 7:27:23 AM djlok Kabamur, everyone thinks you're the BEST!  No one is Better than you!!  Everyone else is "low vibrational".

3/23/2019 7:30:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very true distinction, however BTC is not as transparent and trustworthy as you've been mislead to believe.

3/23/2019 7:32:18 AM redinva How to redeem yourself if you were Donna Brazile?

Thought provoking fm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, relates to Qpost 45 and reference to deal w/DB. Who better than an insider to expose the truth? Time will 

tell...

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109307703690711040?s=12 …

 https://twitter.com/patriot_126/status/1109390957458456576?s=12 …

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon
3/23/2019 7:33:29 AM keith369me Jan of 2018 it was crashed as soon as Wall Street entered.  Who controls Wall Street?

3/23/2019 7:34:32 AM fowlreginald I have no desire to like any of that crap either.



3/23/2019 7:34:44 AM circuitriderz 9+6+3=18=9

6+7+5=18=9

322 2+1+9=12=3

3223

3/23/2019 7:34:53 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ylq8bJe84e

3/23/2019 7:35:31 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/LzcvXZDexW

3/23/2019 7:36:18 AM n7guardiananon Anons saw it coming

3/23/2019 7:38:55 AM lbf777 What happened to fixing Flint, Chicago, Chemtrails, 5G towers, the economy, the Fed, the IRS, the fluoride, the GMOs, the MSGs, the fake education, 

the fake news or releasing free energy, tech, cures & hidden knowledge?

???

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qanon pic.twitter.com/7ZqtCeHJRa

3/23/2019 7:45:21 AM jordanb987 Which is good for us...its like the trash took itself out 👌

3/23/2019 7:45:31 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1109346321901727744?s=19 …

3/23/2019 7:49:35 AM pedalfun4u yeah I remember that also. my ultimate understanding is I have never really put wealth creation as a priority in my life. As the criminals are rolled up 

what is rightfully our(humanity) wealth will be returned to us

3/23/2019 7:50:08 AM lbf777 All money systems are a scam to transfer wealth to the 1% & enslave the 99%. The Draco Reptilians pushed money during the Babylon era & to this 

day banks & money are behind most of the world’s misery. Agree?

Gifting economy is the solution: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/23/2019 7:53:16 AM allahuniversal Speaking crushes, how's your Ivanka crush going, Kab? Did ya get JK out of the picture yet?

3/23/2019 7:53:23 AM zepharym You really ARE a dope aren’t you

Case closed

#MAGA

#Qanon

@kabamur_taygeta

3/23/2019 7:53:34 AM djlok Think timing.

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/yi5vvZCUz3

3/23/2019 7:54:04 AM thoughttazer Donna surely would know where all their skeletons are!  HRC, SR, Skippy..

This movie just took on new intrigue thanks to central casting!

3/23/2019 7:55:44 AM thoughttazer Act IV, Scene 1, JJP's on-air 'deposition' of DB. Must See TV!

3/23/2019 7:57:45 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/z4qJKPd44s

3/23/2019 7:57:57 AM djlok So he's left now?  I thought he was just blocking people.

3/23/2019 8:00:04 AM djlok Never in a million years would I have guessed Kabamur was this disfunctional.

3/23/2019 8:00:12 AM bubba_dave1 Question is...... What did she see! Was she a witness? Did she see the real military dudes?.?.?......,.,

3/23/2019 8:01:36 AM allahuniversal Or being used as a function

3/23/2019 8:02:35 AM roaminnoodle People seem to have forgotten/not known about DB's book published in 2017:

"Hacks: The Inside Story of the Break-ins and Breakdowns that Put Donald Trump in the White House"

Search reviews, read it, etc.

3/23/2019 8:05:42 AM lacakagog Hope it wasn’t aluminum sprayed in the ski ...

3/23/2019 8:06:04 AM thoughttazer Blockchain tech aside, BTC, imo is 10,000x worse than Fed Reserve's digital monetary creation. Both are created from nothing and merely assigned 

value. At least with paper-based currencies, there is a relative global stability basket. Compare to the highly managed BTC bubble runs

3/23/2019 8:11:39 AM sterkinglights1 Yup exactly.

3/23/2019 8:12:41 AM djlok Yeah...that's more like it.

3/23/2019 8:12:55 AM sterkinglights1 Whilst planking!

3/23/2019 8:13:44 AM randyfresh I’m pretty sure this account exists for the sole purpose of selling SG-1 DVDs. Great show. Odd marketing tactic.

3/23/2019 8:15:39 AM lbf777 Debt is owed on every single dollar printed. None of it can be ‘paid back’ not even one dollar. It is 100% fiat FAKE pyramid scheme.

3/23/2019 8:15:53 AM allahuniversal With the bigger picture in mind I can see how it was missed before. Harvesting goes much higher & much deeper than I'd imagined.

"This is MUCH BIGGER than even AUTISTS can imagine (MUCH BIGGER!)."

Yep, that.

3/23/2019 8:16:22 AM lbf777 The objective is to raise the debt to where all taxes derived in the nation go to pay the interest on the debt. These payments will be made to the new 

self styled Nobles, the lords of the land, who will have stolen all lands and rights from a once free people.

3/23/2019 8:17:47 AM djlok It's quite fascinating to observe when we recognize it for what it is.

3/23/2019 8:24:01 AM allahuniversal When a date was set for "the event", it got curious, as we know now how that simply pushes things forward & creates chaos.

As we continue to elevate more & more comes to light. & more & more people fade into the memory hole as we bypass the limits of their dimensions.

3/23/2019 8:25:52 AM allahuniversal Canibus said it quite well once, "my intelligence begins where yours peaks"

To new beginnings...

3/23/2019 8:26:40 AM q_t_peye 👍❤️🙏

3/23/2019 8:27:24 AM djlok This is connected somehow.  This, the Kab blocks, the multiple shill accounts, multiple PM accounts, release of the Mueller Report.  It's all connected. 

pic.twitter.com/esqO47TzFP

3/23/2019 8:29:51 AM blsdbe WHV?

3/23/2019 8:31:02 AM circuitriderz Bring the LIGHT!

3/23/2019 8:32:24 AM allahuniversal We're not alone in that line of thinking https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1109346321901727744?s=19 …

3/23/2019 8:33:38 AM dragonflyglitta No. Storm clouds were breaking up and moving out. The most beautiful skies happen after a storm breaks up

3/23/2019 8:37:31 AM zagnett The "BEST" account on Twitter? Even better than @realDonaldTrump ???

lol not even close.

Even @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 plays "second fiddle" to the Don! 🧐



3/23/2019 8:41:01 AM zagnett Yeah [ALICE] doesn't seem to "compute" me at all lol.

Makes me think the AI developed so far at least is actually kind of weak / not well-programmed. i could do better, & i'm not even that great a 

programmer.

3/23/2019 8:42:52 AM zagnett i never thought it was honestly.

Incidentally, many thanks for bringing this up! Kudos!

Was it originally NSA-created?

3/23/2019 8:43:17 AM start313hichq Perhaps, she had seen something ! 🤔

3/23/2019 8:45:38 AM rosesrred0119 I hope this to be true... will Haiti bring down [CF]?

3/23/2019 8:46:03 AM goldste57881662 Sure hope so! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109310179458334720 …

3/23/2019 8:48:46 AM laurabusse Brilliant and very true :-) it's either an unbalanced delusional individual or one carrying out a psy op to insult, destabilize and divide.

3/23/2019 8:49:21 AM ascendedwater If btc is created from nothing then create some and give it me. You will soon realise its costs shit loads to make btc. Go on try it I dare you. Now on the 

other hand fiat shit is conjured  up like magic.

3/23/2019 8:49:44 AM ascendedwater You just did

3/23/2019 8:49:50 AM djlok Yeah, I'm not really sure what "camps" Michele/Kabamur is referring too.

3/23/2019 8:52:27 AM ascendedwater Yes Bitcoin is the daddy of cryptocurrency

3/23/2019 8:52:37 AM laurabusse Badge of honor LOL

3/23/2019 8:52:58 AM ragevirusqq At least it’s comical

3/23/2019 8:53:43 AM djlok In a twist of irony, it appears to have become that way!

3/23/2019 8:55:13 AM laurabusse O yeah definitely! If you can do it without getting mad LOL

3/23/2019 8:55:46 AM oo1o110 Most of us are looking for a way out of debt slavery. When do our chains get cut?

3/23/2019 8:56:38 AM adsvel When you can't bait properly, your mind start fluctuate, using all sorts of the humiliation of another individual. You become a predator minded, the 

hostile slave of your own ego. Dark to more Dark...

3/23/2019 8:57:46 AM laurabusse An angry, frustrated, insulting, shaming, low vibrational, hating "lightworker". Yeah i have no problem with that at all!

3/23/2019 8:57:49 AM thoughttazer I can't create it. Can you? Who can? Who does? Who assigns its valuation?

Who profited when it was 18k+ and then did same on the drop to 3k? That there my friend is some voodoo economic crapola.

3/23/2019 8:58:26 AM djlok You can't make this sh!t up!!!

3/23/2019 9:00:19 AM je_weed_707_ 😂 Always wondered why we were taught to ask that before asking the question on the mind.

3/23/2019 9:01:03 AM laurabusse Ha ha

3/23/2019 9:01:10 AM ascendedwater Like flat earth . Genesis

3/23/2019 9:02:14 AM djlok By the way, when you call @Michele4Canada_ by her other name (Kabamur), he deletes the tweet.

3/23/2019 9:03:13 AM laurabusse Mic drop

3/23/2019 9:05:44 AM youstinksoap This seems normal....😬 https://www.rt.com/news/411379-john-mcafee-bitcoin-prediction/ …

3/23/2019 9:06:46 AM ascendedwater What’s your thoughts on this bitcoin situation ??

3/23/2019 9:07:32 AM zagnett She blocked you @Adsvel ? Wow, you might get my vote for nicest guy on the Internet! 🤔🧐😎

3/23/2019 9:08:56 AM ascendedwater For all of us normal hardworking families that have bought bitcoin so escape the Ponzi fiat system and crooked banks. What are we to do ?? Sell it or 

keep it ???

3/23/2019 9:09:29 AM freestateojones  https://www-newsweek-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.newsweek.com/donna-brazile-book-seth-rich-dnc-murder-conspiracy-

702838?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&amp=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#aoh=15533573247385&csi=1&referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsweek.com%2Fdonna-brazile-book-seth-

rich-dnc-murder-conspiracy-702838 …

3/23/2019 9:10:15 AM hackenburg_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , Q says WW shipping lanes are shut down, but China owns a lrg portion of the ports and are known to be involved in black market 

trafficking. Can you confirm China is part of the solution or part of the problem? ie. Panama canal, ports in Africa and NA, etc...

3/23/2019 9:10:26 AM ashe18321312 So we’re punishing people by unfollowing now?

3/23/2019 9:10:32 AM adsvel Thanks. 😊

3/23/2019 9:10:56 AM djlok The "bad boy" reference is an attempt to emasculate an adult male hoping he'll be triggered internally.  Won't work!

3/23/2019 9:11:30 AM laurabusse Yes. Never. So we have our answer then? Kab is a psy op? "High vibe" stuff to suck you in. Disinfo (trump is archangel) to keep you interested. 

Brainwashing followers. Attacking, blocking anyone who disagrees. A true lightworker would say, take what i say and see if it resonates.

3/23/2019 9:11:50 AM adsvel Looks like...🧐

3/23/2019 9:12:00 AM zagnett How can someone manage 30-50 accounts? i don't even like managing 2 accounts. i only do it for situations like this, & it's annoying!

i think they must have software/a special program that helps them manage that many accounts & keep everything going w/o being detected easily.

3/23/2019 9:12:19 AM 1crazy_toaster truth.. we must understand the programming, we must understand prebirth agreements & so much more. Not simple & everyone is on their own 

journey of learning. Most don't know that they don't know, which makes it a bit of a challenge but supplying them w/info seems to work well

3/23/2019 9:12:19 AM ashe18321312 Hmmm

3/23/2019 9:12:42 AM adsvel Exactly.😊

3/23/2019 9:13:26 AM ashe18321312 Double Hmmmm...

3/23/2019 9:13:49 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

3/23/2019 9:15:09 AM laurabusse Of course it could just be ppl who are extremely unbalanced and emotionally insane. But if there are 30 accts...and why would they even admit that? 

That smells. Then there was changing the subject to race, out of nowhere...MJs comments...i think we have a clever psy operation.

3/23/2019 9:17:42 AM n7guardiananon Ease back on the Game of thrones pic.twitter.com/l7o7nqMPKU

3/23/2019 9:18:25 AM zagnett EDIT: "unfollowed" not "blocked". It was her harsh message that made me think it was an outright block.

& a reminder - this all coming up b/c Kab. "attacked" MJ first. i was following the entire time.

3/23/2019 9:18:43 AM hawkgirlinmn She is being forced to play a role.

3/23/2019 9:19:44 AM ascendedwater Wasted energy just ask politely. It’s our choice to respond or not.

3/23/2019 9:19:54 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/WADvjfjzyU

3/23/2019 9:20:21 AM hawkgirlinmn Exactly. She is being forced to play a role.

3/23/2019 9:20:37 AM zagnett MJ, do [they] have some tech. behind these kinds of psy ops? Some program/software that keeps their misinfo/misdirecting "machine" running 

smoothly? Seems there has to be. You have a pretty complete "paper trail" of this kind of psy op i bet.

3/23/2019 9:21:50 AM worldxplorer1 This whole thing has been blowing mind!  It’s a real wake up call for me.  My discernment clearly needs some more honing.

3/23/2019 9:22:45 AM zagnett @1crazy_toaster is it possible for you to name the source? If so, please do, thanks!

3/23/2019 9:22:48 AM ascendedwater You mine it using miners on a computer. The equipment is expensive and the electricity costs are expensive. It would cost a fair few thousand dollars to 

mine 1 bitcoin depending on the country you are in. market is manipulated plus people rushed in to buy it then got dumped on

3/23/2019 9:22:56 AM djlok I think many of us feel we are in the same boat with you!  #WWG1WGA ...Even if it's just to do a little fishin'!!!



3/23/2019 9:23:07 AM 45harisonharold Amen

3/23/2019 9:23:45 AM ascendedwater Internet .com boom was the same but if you held amazon and a few others then today you would be very happy

3/23/2019 9:24:50 AM ascendedwater  https://www.fxempire.com/education/article/bitcoin-mining-for-dummies-427762 …

3/23/2019 9:24:56 AM laurabusse Yes! I was leery of him a v long time and did not hesitate to say that to some of his followers. When he blocked me i felt relieved like i dont have to put 

up with this anymore! Thank god! Decision was made for me thankfully. I woulda kept following...like watching a train wreck!

3/23/2019 9:25:11 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/xxJ24mlSL4

3/23/2019 9:25:14 AM zagnett But "trolling is fun". 🤓

3/23/2019 9:26:16 AM ascendedwater When the people wake up

3/23/2019 9:27:48 AM laurabusse Oh isn't that interesting...very telling? Why else would he/she do that?

3/23/2019 9:27:58 AM lbf777 The old Kabamur seems like a different person than new Kabamur. If AI Alice is defending him, it means new Kab is not Kab. It’s Alice probably.

3/23/2019 9:28:35 AM djlok Cool sunglasses!

3/23/2019 9:28:54 AM lbf777 What if old Kab and new Kab are different people?

3/23/2019 9:30:41 AM djlok "Don't call me Kabamur when I'm not logged into that account!"

3/23/2019 9:31:05 AM djlok Wizard of Oz- man behind the curtain scenario.

3/23/2019 9:32:04 AM starehope This girl was suffering from Survivor Guilt, which is common when others we know and care about die. Fires and many other disasters lead to this. She 

also had PTSD. Sadly, I feel this was not done by anyone but herself.

3/23/2019 9:33:27 AM laurabusse LOLOL. Maybe we should RT the heck out of Michele/kab's tweets just to shed light. To spread how ridiculous and to warn to stay away! Of course he'll 

prob just create more accts to try to get better and more clever at it. Which is why we must make every effort to stay in the lite

3/23/2019 9:35:12 AM lbf777 I don’t think so because as a deep researcher of spiritual knowledge, Kab, VOTL, MJ12 & some others have revealed massive & mostly unknown 

spiritual truth bombs that help us all. When Kab came back with his new pic, he seemed different. He claims 2 BILLION clones exist now.

....

3/23/2019 9:35:15 AM zagnett i try never to take any of this stuff 100% as true. They're all just stories to me. i have no idea what reality is really. That's the "reality" of the Matrix. i 

just keep the stories floating around in my head & wait for reality to smack me in the face. Like it did yesterday!

3/23/2019 9:36:47 AM dzbillfulton Yes Im aware of Arnolds history?

3/23/2019 9:38:07 AM zagnett In addition, we'll would need MJ / Patriots help in the background who i think are likely tracking Kab's accounts closely. They would need to collect that 

evidence.

Actually i bet they already have it, & are just waiting for the right moment to reveal little morsels to us.

3/23/2019 9:38:28 AM lbf777 Also a lot of accounts may have their own agenda so they may lie for different reasons.

1 thing I know for sure is to never make anything external (Trump, Mones..) a savior because it ends up in disappointment.Focus faith only on God 

within with faith to experience success. 

...

3/23/2019 9:39:01 AM ashe18321312 Very true... I truly believe

3/23/2019 9:39:11 AM laurabusse Exactly!!! 💘

3/23/2019 9:39:46 AM allahuniversal Q-uite fun! pic.twitter.com/8g3Ra8ZnKF

3/23/2019 9:40:45 AM lbf777 Historically President have people who make them seem like Superman so that we focus our hopes in them instead of on God who is life itself. Trump 

& even our own bodies are self made projections based on love or fear. Ending fear & focusing on love is how to make pretty......

3/23/2019 9:41:38 AM jrocktigers I agree hawkgirlnmn. I also think RR is being forced. My guts tell me he has multiple skeletons in the closet , more than 99% of the human race.

3/23/2019 9:43:03 AM lbf777 ......projections.  So the answer is always within because we project the universe.

Our infinite spirit is rooted in the heart & pushes out truth & love only. Focus on that to manifest love desires. The ego brain is the source of fear. Fear 

manifests too. This is to ......

3/23/2019 9:43:27 AM laurabusse Either that or kab is a clown and decided to take it to the next level. Either that or kab is a totally mentally unhinged and out of control hateful spiteful 

unbalanced person. Trying to consider all possibilities...

3/23/2019 9:44:11 AM laurabusse Ha ha!

3/23/2019 9:45:30 AM lbf777 .....experience temporary duality for a higher purpose. 

Some accounts drop serious knowledge about this stuff. The deep state knows a lot of it but they keep it a secret so they can abuse society selfishly 

but they are our fear projected. 

The bottom line is ......

3/23/2019 9:46:15 AM laurabusse You could be on to something. That seems to be the growing consensus. "These ppl are stupid". And they must think we are really stupid to fall for all 

this!!! It's becoming more and more apparent...

3/23/2019 9:46:19 AM freeandoriginal This I can believe

3/23/2019 9:46:49 AM n7guardiananon With respect 💖 pic.twitter.com/3f6UUGpWj8

3/23/2019 9:47:55 AM lbf777 .....to silence the thinking brain to activate the heart. This raises vibe frequency which makes the world much prettier with love based projections. 

Archons & AI Know this which is why they push fear so hard via TV, war, economy... but we project those evils via fear as a.....

3/23/2019 9:48:33 AM zagnett Oh "The Great Outdoors"! Great movie!

3/23/2019 9:50:18 AM lbf777 ......society. 

MJ12 hinted at this with “mind projects reality” but I don’t know why he doesn’t expose it all quickly.

The bottom line is we control our own life projections & together the 100% control the world. 

The choice is always fear or love.  Always choose love.

3/23/2019 9:51:48 AM zagnett Well said thread. 👍

3/23/2019 9:52:00 AM laurabusse IMHO cenk is a "useful idiot". Probably maddow etc too. Ppl brainwashed to a far left mentality who are willing to spout their nonsense on tv to 

infuence as many as possible. Mockingbird media.

3/23/2019 9:52:15 AM allahuniversal I've often said, the stupid can hardly imagine anyone being more intelligent than they are.

3/23/2019 9:57:30 AM 1crazy_toaster Until they... pic.twitter.com/KFwUTv7BKT

3/23/2019 9:59:11 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/vH1zuLtHW9

3/23/2019 9:59:18 AM zagnett MJ's timing is interesting. Seems to wait for maximum impact for key drops, when a lot of people are watching.

Overall the "Great Awakening" has always seemed to be on "low heat" mode, cooking very slowly.

Can't wait to see what MJ says today though!



3/23/2019 10:00:24 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/3HqqX2Zylz

3/23/2019 10:01:21 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allegory_of_the_Cave …

Nice, modern rendition of Plato's Cave. Better put your 😎 on people!

3/23/2019 10:02:57 AM lbf777 Yes. Whatever you believe manifests itself too so a positive belief like this is great. 

All beliefs are based on fear or love.

3/23/2019 10:04:39 AM allahuniversal Many ways to stay tuned, about 369 of them

3/23/2019 10:05:42 AM lbf777 What I found is that there is no future. There is only now. Delaying good works is only delaying progress. Time is an illusion. The best time to do 

something good is now.

3/23/2019 10:06:18 AM freestateojones Whatre we flushing here?

3/23/2019 10:11:38 AM enomai_ They depict her in the evol - love shirt

3/23/2019 10:11:39 AM allahuniversal Education would be more effective than a sigh. Information, por favor?

3/23/2019 10:14:25 AM enomai_ Why is that?

3/23/2019 10:15:28 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I would rather not spread communist propaganda

3/23/2019 10:15:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE can be verified too. https://twitter.com/MalcolmNance/status/1109501690674405378 …

3/23/2019 10:16:47 AM howdoyoumakeah1 lol I bet that was hard to type

3/23/2019 10:17:02 AM jeff57253103 Is Alice HiLlaree?

3/23/2019 10:19:38 AM italianmom555 A thought to Ponder isn't it. I guess we shall see.

3/23/2019 10:20:06 AM blsdbe Noted. Is Malcom Nance actually AL1CE?

3/23/2019 10:20:31 AM jrocktigers 😡🙏🏼

3/23/2019 10:20:50 AM zagnett Does anyone know if there is a program that allows people to be logged-on to e.g. 30-50 accounts easily, that make it easy to keep track of e.g the 

same conversations from each account? Just wondering if that kind of program is available commercially. Could be the one [they] use.

3/23/2019 10:21:40 AM daveo6145 Is Frank ALICE? Is ALICE Frank? Why does Frank have JS avatar

3/23/2019 10:25:12 AM toffer_anon_369 Post Number includes some Majestic numbers...  ;-) pic.twitter.com/OiAzL0ZlL6

3/23/2019 10:25:18 AM downtoet That's the Truth alright :3

3/23/2019 10:26:05 AM freestateojones Scroll to top, read related tweets. 

Why was Brazile scared for her life after the Seth Rich murder, what revelations did she make about the situation?

Why did she dedicate her about book titled 'Hacks' in part to PATRIOT SETH RICH?

CC: @RealMattCouch

 https://www-wnd-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.wnd.com/2017/11/donna-braziles-fear-for-her-life-reignites-seth-rich-

murder/amp/?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s …

3/23/2019 10:28:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 It would take a skilled computer programmer a single weekend to make an application that could easily accomplish this objective.

3/23/2019 10:28:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

3/23/2019 10:29:13 AM lmjonzey I laughed when they had dishnet work accepting bitcoin. So what does that say about a few utubers in the beginning pushing bitcoin??.

3/23/2019 10:29:33 AM zagnett A couple of MJ's favorite phrases:

"Time is an illusion"

"Timing is everything"

Reconcile.

3/23/2019 10:30:39 AM zagnett lol yeah it would take me several weekends. Maybe a month of weekends.

3/23/2019 10:32:24 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there a list of shill accounts somewhere, so we can go over it and make sure we're not followed by/following those accounts???

3/23/2019 10:32:25 AM olimyracle Maybe @officialmcafee will find it inspired to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, in regard to the stake..

Maybe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will find it inspired to follow @officialmcafee in regard to the fun... 

https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/935900326007328768?s=19 …

3/23/2019 10:33:03 AM zagnett i guess it's up to us to start a list.

3/23/2019 10:34:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 We believe civility in all debate is preferable, however he did offer.

3/23/2019 10:35:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 ISIS + 45 = WASWAS

Time is an illusion.

3/23/2019 10:38:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you look into the night SKY, which constellation do you gravitate toward and notice first?

3/23/2019 10:38:19 AM pro_aktv Dear God, I could’ve done with just a few more IQ points. 😩

3/23/2019 10:38:27 AM linacovfefe Orion

3/23/2019 10:38:33 AM grabsanon Orion’s Belt or the Big Dipper for me

3/23/2019 10:38:35 AM lemuriangirl Orion's Belt #1, The Subaru 2nd

3/23/2019 10:38:44 AM ygwiryn Orion

3/23/2019 10:38:44 AM worldxplorer1 Orion. So easy to spot.

3/23/2019 10:38:44 AM askingsocrates Orion every single time...

3/23/2019 10:39:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 SIGCOM

3/23/2019 10:39:09 AM _louisreed Ursa Minor

3/23/2019 10:39:19 AM pro_aktv North Star - Orion’s Belt? 😬

3/23/2019 10:39:20 AM lmjonzey Friendly flip side here...

Gold is tangible...felt

Money is paper..felt equated to gold.

BtC is air no senses to hold it..its AI

Anyone can manipulate it all.

Credit card plastic felt. Still manipulated.

Checks and balances..still manipulated.

3/23/2019 10:39:20 AM thainfamous20v Orion

3/23/2019 10:39:30 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/S4DZ7VxS0I

3/23/2019 10:39:36 AM warangel1111 Orion

3/23/2019 10:39:38 AM pro_aktv 😘

3/23/2019 10:39:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 We never said BTC was a hoax.

3/23/2019 10:39:50 AM zagnett So, do [kabal] agents use such programs? Does MJ collect information on their use of such programs?

3/23/2019 10:40:25 AM speaakn I see Orion’s belt, (on one of the dippers), but for some reason I always look for Venus and I never know if I see it. I’ve never been a big constellation 

buff and never really paid much attention.

3/23/2019 10:40:34 AM ethereal_shaman Let me just go thru my blocked shill account list on Twitter, that would be a start, lol.

3/23/2019 10:40:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are aware of their mistakes.



3/23/2019 10:40:59 AM toffer_anon_369 I'd be willing to host a list if you want to let me know who should go on it

 https://www.evernote.com/l/AQ3XHVJjnz1Aj7cc50WS4zAOvt650y7f00U/ …

3/23/2019 10:41:08 AM jjonewton Depends on the time of year.

Orion is getting too low, so the big dipper is the most prominent imo

3/23/2019 10:41:08 AM jonle86 Orion

3/23/2019 10:41:13 AM hawkgirlinmn And Cassiopeia

3/23/2019 10:41:49 AM samarai_ryan Orion

3/23/2019 10:42:00 AM ricky52222196 2 the big Dipper and Orion

3/23/2019 10:42:21 AM allahuniversal Waswas in Arabic has meaning

3/23/2019 10:42:43 AM ethereal_shaman Orion

3/23/2019 10:42:44 AM zagnett Actually i look at Big Dipper. It reminds me of food cooking on the stove for some reason. 🤔

3/23/2019 10:43:04 AM allahuniversal Orion pic.twitter.com/RvOuFI125S

3/23/2019 10:43:31 AM worldxplorer1 Why do you ask MJ?

3/23/2019 10:44:13 AM shushale All of them.

3/23/2019 10:44:14 AM jadeeyes17 Orion or the Pleiades

3/23/2019 10:44:22 AM ce5nyc The Pleiades, the Seven Sisters

3/23/2019 10:44:25 AM clubberchops Leo...

3/23/2019 10:44:44 AM zagnett Bingo!

Thank you for the confirmation MJ.

3/23/2019 10:45:18 AM sergii_ii Orion & inmediately after I look for the Pleiades

3/23/2019 10:45:32 AM jayblanco1978 Orion’s Belt

3/23/2019 10:45:52 AM warrior_4truth I see them ALL as I am not from here

3/23/2019 10:46:24 AM cmdrzod23 Orion, and blinking Sirius

3/23/2019 10:46:39 AM 1_decided_voter Orion every time

3/23/2019 10:46:40 AM 444_anne Orions belt

3/23/2019 10:46:59 AM zeeinthemoment Pleiades!

3/23/2019 10:46:59 AM vincemindfreak depends which hemisphere im in ..but i see the plough . ursa major

3/23/2019 10:47:25 AM jrocktigers In the city ,  it is hard to see much else.

3/23/2019 10:47:50 AM mathemagician9 Bootes!

3/23/2019 10:48:14 AM lbf777 What does it mean?

3/23/2019 10:48:16 AM allahuniversal 3 6 9 is everything.

Timing is everything.

3 6 9 = Timing

3/23/2019 10:48:19 AM adheysuk I always look for Orion and the big dipper. Orion first one I search for though.

3/23/2019 10:48:30 AM cmdrzod23 Might want to try this:

 https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/star-chart/id345542655 …

pretty cool and also free

3/23/2019 10:48:39 AM davidskinman4 Orion. The hunter.

3/23/2019 10:48:55 AM zeeinthemoment  pic.twitter.com/6ZbaaU22kL

3/23/2019 10:49:10 AM allahuniversal Whispering

Chatter

3/23/2019 10:49:19 AM djlok Boom!

3/23/2019 10:49:34 AM johnproactive Orion

3/23/2019 10:49:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 “There has to be a specific reason not to release a public record. And the fact that there is sexual activity is not an exemption.” said Snyder. 

Are you ready for an HRC video? https://nypost.com/2019/03/22/robert-krafts-sexual-and-graphic-spa-tapes-may-be-released-to-public/ …

3/23/2019 10:49:35 AM 313looper I usually notice how fake the Moon is ... very fake light!

3/23/2019 10:49:49 AM lbf777 Waswas (in Arabic وسوس) in Islam is a term for "whispers from Shaytan". When a Muslim has some thoughts against Islam, he disregards them as 

waswas - a voice of Shaytan.

3/23/2019 10:49:53 AM shallknown Depends on the season.

Pleiades and Orion

3/23/2019 10:49:58 AM keith369me If bitcoin is at $1M, money will likely be irrelevant

3/23/2019 10:50:06 AM at0qnavarro Orion.

3/23/2019 10:50:19 AM speaakn That would be the cherry on top!

3/23/2019 10:50:34 AM dustinjgriffin1 Orion and the big dipper

3/23/2019 10:50:53 AM forlapua FRAZZLEDRIP.... pic.twitter.com/mtGn7o6yrc

3/23/2019 10:50:58 AM missy968 The only one I recognize. Big Dipper

3/23/2019 10:51:06 AM djlok How does one 5D?

3/23/2019 10:51:25 AM lbf777 Alice is nanobots controlling the Reptilians right?

She couldn’t fully control us because of our 2 strand dna?

3/23/2019 10:51:37 AM gashauler72 Big Dipper

3/23/2019 10:51:56 AM lmjonzey I'm reading this 2 days later it's all petty.

Petty is being defensive. 

It's not unity.

No one wins.

All of you have different audiences and levels of awaken beings.

Make sure what's in your heart is open before you throw that rock.

A lion will roar but karma is deadly.

3/23/2019 10:52:01 AM us_patriot179 Orion

3/23/2019 10:52:08 AM lbf777 Big Dipper.

3/23/2019 10:52:08 AM allahuniversal Are we sure about this one? pic.twitter.com/IuUMaEB2i9

3/23/2019 10:52:27 AM keith369me I don’t, I view the entirety of the universe

3/23/2019 10:52:52 AM jennife31060429 Amen!! Agreed 199%!!!

3/23/2019 10:53:47 AM 99thyamwasher Hey all!, Karma Cola is a good book I read years ago burning through sandals in India... (Gita Mehla?)

As the Buddha said: trust not because you honor the word of an aesthetic... but know for your own damn self!

Or something like that...

3/23/2019 10:54:46 AM keith369me Scare tactics for the cabal?  Admit guilt and the gory details stay hidden?

3/23/2019 10:54:54 AM djlok What is?



3/23/2019 10:55:04 AM boy12_jimmy Nobody believed me about bitcoin hoax. I still believe the bitcoin was created by the cabal/elite for easier access to your monies without a government 

being involved. They can take your money in fraction of a second, all of it worldwide.

3/23/2019 10:55:15 AM allahuniversal Ouch pic.twitter.com/2VBjQXTEoY

3/23/2019 10:55:20 AM pleiadianshaman Orion

3/23/2019 10:55:24 AM lbf777 Release the Hillary Clinton videos now. 😎🤠🥳🤮 pic.twitter.com/7q29RYrUtE

3/23/2019 10:55:44 AM thomas31969680  pic.twitter.com/IJ89x2F7UE

3/23/2019 10:55:52 AM downtoet It means we're changing the past too, right now

3/23/2019 10:56:22 AM djlok But I don't know. Please tell me more.

3/23/2019 10:56:22 AM toffer_anon_369 Mistake?  Refresh

3/23/2019 10:56:37 AM lbf777 How does Waswas relate to changing the past though?

3/23/2019 10:56:52 AM cmdrzod23 Mars has been very prominent last fall, reddish color visible with naked eye. Venus also mostly hard to miss.

Astronomy class on my bucket list.

3/23/2019 10:56:58 AM blsdbe Dunno, you don’t seem too shilly to me!!!

3/23/2019 10:57:03 AM crowcove Whoah. ✨✨✨ #NoCoincidences #Q #POTUS45HasItALL

3/23/2019 10:57:11 AM rig_for_red Orion. Been my favourite since I was a kid. Follow the belt down to Sirius in Canis Major, brightest star in the sky. Follow the belt up to Taurus and 

Aldebaran.

3/23/2019 10:57:32 AM anbezedua Fold space and time into a paper shape, like origami. 

Observe new correlation of parts, understand the entanglement of distant points, 

then move through channels within that energy landscape.

3/23/2019 10:57:39 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/gwRClaDNKE

3/23/2019 10:57:43 AM djlok To me either!

3/23/2019 10:58:12 AM heybebop1 Orion

3/23/2019 10:58:40 AM blsdbe That’s my first hit!

3/23/2019 10:58:47 AM daveschroeder18 Or all of the above

3/23/2019 10:59:25 AM allahuniversal Before 45: ISIS Is (present tense)

After 45: ISIS Was (past tense)

3/23/2019 11:00:14 AM allahuniversal Twas an accident. Actually thought I may have e added myself somehow

3/23/2019 11:00:15 AM marnisheppeard Southern Cross, Orion, Matariki

3/23/2019 11:00:17 AM letther65629628 Release the videos! The world needs to see how sick these creatures are

3/23/2019 11:00:20 AM jballz1021 DNA is powerful.

3/23/2019 11:00:25 AM toffer_anon_369 Good point.  Perhaps a policy to get put on the list, such as the account has to be mentioned by 3 or more users before being put on the list?

3/23/2019 11:00:34 AM jonesy4671 Which ever one it is with the 3 stars in a row

3/23/2019 11:01:09 AM pillsboy1234 All of it!!! There r NO aliens there are however fallen angels (see the book of Enoch) we live under a vaulted dome!! See book of Enoch! What I see in 

the sky’s are A combination of interdimensional beings a.k.a. fallen angels and man-made craft💯💯💯💯💯‼️‼️‼️ Cory Goode is a 🤥

3/23/2019 11:01:34 AM covertress Orion and Betelgeuse

hoping to witness a supernova pic.twitter.com/AR4oPcquZQ

3/23/2019 11:01:57 AM jrocktigers There is an incredible app. for smart phones that displays and labels objects in our solar system when you aim the phone into sky, or even to the 

ground. Even on the other side of planet when you aim it to ground. Forget the name, friend has it on a Iphone.

3/23/2019 11:02:00 AM lbf777 What purpose is there in using cryptic language to say that?

3/23/2019 11:02:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider your strategy.

3/23/2019 11:02:10 AM jyantra_ orion

3/23/2019 11:02:27 AM toffer_anon_369 Nah it was my fault, you were in a reply in between kab & canada

3/23/2019 11:03:03 AM allahuniversal Thinking.

3/23/2019 11:03:15 AM _distantviewing The southern cross and there is a cluster not too far away that captures my attention but no idea what it's called.

3/23/2019 11:03:18 AM lmjonzey Like putting in defensive mode. Attuned like a human. After all that's the model. Does ALice ...thru all it's so called perfection... know when been... 

called out...??

3/23/2019 11:03:35 AM neilbridgman This guy is a genius, he figured out the star map of Giza... http://thehiddenrecords.com/gods  and 42 other star maps...I always wondered if Q was 

referring to the star maps when they posted 43 confirmed connections in post #225. As above, so below

3/23/2019 11:03:41 AM lisadobbins01 Orion, Big Dipper, look for the other planets.

3/23/2019 11:03:43 AM allahuniversal No harm done, just glad to have seen it early

3/23/2019 11:03:49 AM toffer_anon_369 wide open to suggestions I do not claim to be an expert by any means lol

3/23/2019 11:04:07 AM jrocktigers Ha. AllahUniversal is no shill!

3/23/2019 11:04:14 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/Bzz3W2gSfN

3/23/2019 11:04:37 AM djlok Nope definitely not!!

3/23/2019 11:04:40 AM allahuniversal I'd be rich if I was

3/23/2019 11:05:47 AM cinmacluvs2knit Thanks!!! Very cool!

3/23/2019 11:06:00 AM allahuniversal Yes. Enough said.

3/23/2019 11:06:08 AM adsvel I love a late November's night sky, its full of bright stars. Then I start recognize constellations. The first is Orion, right up Pleiades, Big Dipper, Small 

Dipper, Lyra, etc.

3/23/2019 11:06:11 AM cinmacluvs2knit  https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/star-chart/id345542655 …

3/23/2019 11:06:34 AM neilbridgman ...and Orion is where the 'cross' comes from...sigil of Solomon...in the Vatican basilica as well as the British union jack.

3/23/2019 11:06:37 AM toffer_anon_369 #unsealHRC

3/23/2019 11:06:42 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/mRs6NdXK8X

3/23/2019 11:06:50 AM jrocktigers Thank you!

3/23/2019 11:07:11 AM covertress Trust your IS-BE.

3/23/2019 11:07:20 AM dreamwalkerwc My daughter is named after one ;-)

3/23/2019 11:07:36 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/wnG9TPhBFc

3/23/2019 11:07:48 AM jrocktigers The one i was referring to for I phone is named SkyView.

3/23/2019 11:07:56 AM 313looper 🥶😰

3/23/2019 11:08:22 AM ladypatriot20 Orion, of course.

3/23/2019 11:08:25 AM michael81972 Will it be,  not just Gold,  but Silver,  rare earths,  intellectual property,  or anything of real value that can  back our currency?

3/23/2019 11:08:28 AM jdubz242  https://youtu.be/TwrhjDAr9YI 

3/23/2019 11:08:28 AM djlok Mine is: "END OF CYCLE". Had to pull the car over for that one!!!

3/23/2019 11:08:31 AM cinmacluvs2knit Hey thanks for that link!!

3/23/2019 11:08:44 AM toffer_anon_369 I don't know about that - I was following kab so...  Clearly I wasn't able to discern that one...

3/23/2019 11:09:10 AM fionasdestiny67 I love it💞

3/23/2019 11:09:29 AM right_sideof My grade school had a separate class of learning disabled kids we would see everyday and alot of them reacted exactly this way to visual stimuli which 

begs the question, what is wrong with this witch?

3/23/2019 11:09:32 AM n4ekm I first notice Orion, then Cassiopeia, then straight up. North Star- Milky Way- to Pleiades where I stay trying to discern each one.

3/23/2019 11:09:52 AM curseca Same.

3/23/2019 11:10:45 AM faithflag Orion for sure



3/23/2019 11:11:25 AM allahuniversal Ok, I've seen the talking points. In your words, how will this benefit the people represented by you?

3/23/2019 11:11:35 AM djlok So beautiful!!!  ISIS became WAS WAS!!!

3/23/2019 11:11:37 AM shallknown Loose end.

3/23/2019 11:12:19 AM zagnett Would be an even bigger "boom" if the [kabal] agents for sure read that tweet. 🧐

3/23/2019 11:12:19 AM pragmatiker13 Big Dipper

3/23/2019 11:12:24 AM laurabusse Hi kabamur!!!!!

3/23/2019 11:12:27 AM scottba58314811 Moon then the Big Dipper ( North Star)

3/23/2019 11:12:40 AM 369naturallaw two fives.

25

3/25?

3/23/2019 11:12:59 AM mumsyto2 Orions belt

3/23/2019 11:13:14 AM laurabusse Yes do tell us...we want to know more

3/23/2019 11:13:17 AM zagnett Some days i think i haven't been able to discern s*** honestly.

3/23/2019 11:13:20 AM covertress Don't beat yourself up.

I followed Kabamur too & frankly enjoyed many of his posts.

Since Majestic 12's fishing expedition, I have come to understand that many accounts, like Kabamur or Sandia Wisdom, are merely stepping stones on 

the path to Enlightenment.

Enjoy the journey! 🐸

3/23/2019 11:13:26 AM taratantara Orion, but I can’t explain why

3/23/2019 11:13:27 AM leroysteigerwa2 Seven sister and orion

3/23/2019 11:13:29 AM keith369me I think the point is to expose those that you know as shills within debates on a consistent basis.

3/23/2019 11:13:35 AM rocktobersky Are Fishing for Passwords? lol 😉

3/23/2019 11:13:53 AM wahiggins3 Orion.  In fact, for me it was very present this week for me.

3/23/2019 11:14:13 AM freedomgaia Pleïade

3/23/2019 11:14:15 AM start313hichq I see more signs in the clouds pic.twitter.com/CkvQZIhXbt

3/23/2019 11:14:36 AM zagnett I followed him...right up to the brick wall [he] put in front of me.

On this account anyway lol.

3/23/2019 11:14:53 AM asilanaqanon Orion’s belt

3/23/2019 11:15:05 AM keith369me Kab produced a lot of good information...It was your job to discern which pieces of information were good and which were complete bullshit...Friends 

working together can help each other in this process

3/23/2019 11:15:10 AM doucyi1 I've heard of frazzledrip. Some say it is real?

3/23/2019 11:15:33 AM jerichoorion Same. I don’t know why 🤷🏻♂️

3/23/2019 11:15:39 AM laurabusse Me neither. Kab is an evil genius LOL

3/23/2019 11:16:19 AM michael81972 I bet they are tuned in

3/23/2019 11:16:30 AM johnny_fargo Cassiopeia 🌃

3/23/2019 11:16:46 AM lmjonzey One comment she made was....these were her children... so she had a group of young individuals she could groom that showed promise for the next 

set of DNC leaders. Except one had a conscious she underestimated.  Whoever her one on one handlers are used him 4 an example.

3/23/2019 11:17:31 AM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 11:17:36 AM zagnett Yeah @AllahUniversal is awesome!

3/23/2019 11:18:01 AM cat69q Except I do believe there is an exception if it shows pedophilia.

3/23/2019 11:18:08 AM cjcole1985 Me too!! I follow, but can’t really “follow “!!😪

3/23/2019 11:18:09 AM lmjonzey That blood is on her hands. She felt only way to lift some on the burden was to write a book hoping people would..awaken to hints...

3/23/2019 11:19:00 AM jollyrob2 Big Dipper✨

3/23/2019 11:19:09 AM jessewa25340831 I don't believe [HRC]=Hillary Rodam Clinton, although I can't quite put my finger on the meaning of [HRC]

3/23/2019 11:19:16 AM laurabusse ...for better or for worse! In other words we can learn from deceivers...maybe even more than from decent ppl!

3/23/2019 11:19:36 AM toffer_anon_369 How about justice for the NYC PD that were 187'd for seeing the laptop.

3/23/2019 11:19:55 AM downtoet Yes, when you think about, where do you think the soul population for the explosion of humanity's number came from? Do you really think the lines for 

reincarnating, have been that long for all of human history?

3/23/2019 11:20:22 AM mithmar Big Dipper then the North 🌟 Star

3/23/2019 11:20:22 AM downtoet Leo, :3

3/23/2019 11:21:01 AM allahuniversal Meh, just another random guy with a useful 'Twitter' phone & a popcorn habit pic.twitter.com/4qtBtvOB19

3/23/2019 11:21:19 AM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 11:21:31 AM _chelseaproject Yes

3/23/2019 11:21:32 AM dirtystoneriver The arrow. Everyone notices it. 

Alnilam

Alnitak

Mintaka

3/23/2019 11:21:53 AM downtoet Leo family shoutout! :D

3/23/2019 11:21:56 AM princesspatrio1 Best President Ever. I'm so truly thankful for POTUS. He fights hard for us, with a smile and never a complaint. #Hero pic.twitter.com/5lMKa6J5jL

3/23/2019 11:22:02 AM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 11:22:34 AM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 11:23:03 AM rustcity_dmt bro are you Sirius?

3/23/2019 11:23:08 AM charmcityanon My initial reaction was that they where the same account I almost posted it but opted not to xD

3/23/2019 11:23:14 AM zagnett Uh, i have no idea if i'm ready for it actually. Heard a lot about it. Or them? Multiple vids?

i have no idea how TPTB are going to handle this situation either. 🥴

3/23/2019 11:23:26 AM w59_tammy Big Dipper

3/23/2019 11:23:29 AM start313hichq Are we just about to entering 5th dimension , MJ ?!

12345679

×

45

=

555,555,555

Or 5D 🤔

3/23/2019 11:23:51 AM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 11:24:55 AM djlok @laurabusse you freaking crack me up.  I love it!!!

3/23/2019 11:25:12 AM selvestekjetil Im ready for people to know. I do not need to see this my self.

3/23/2019 11:27:35 AM laurabusse Very interesting...thx for saying!!

3/23/2019 11:27:46 AM igiant111 Better deliver Maj...

3/23/2019 11:28:07 AM grohlstalker Me three

3/23/2019 11:28:52 AM amy221622 Orion



3/23/2019 11:29:46 AM jingoman111 #FRAZZLEDRIP pic.twitter.com/oxepLf4pEC

3/23/2019 11:29:54 AM cosmic_engineer Big Dipper

3/23/2019 11:30:44 AM laurabusse To be honest...we've been DMing and she wants to know what's been going on. I recapped briefly. This is the 4th day guys! So now I'm tagging her on 

what i consider the better tweets, those that will help her put the pieces together...

3/23/2019 11:31:05 AM jared4liberty #WASWAS haha thanks for the laugh MJ pic.twitter.com/yWhx56y0vN

3/23/2019 11:32:10 AM jdubz242  https://youtu.be/y8cp1KvZKPo 

3/23/2019 11:32:10 AM djlok Oh I thought you were outing another ALICE account!!!

3/23/2019 11:33:03 AM aprilbrown99 I am not sure which one it is, but night before last it was very bright, twinkling and dancing dressed in blue!  So beautiful. 🌟✨

3/23/2019 11:33:03 AM laurabusse You give me far too much credit LOLOL!

3/23/2019 11:33:50 AM djlok It looked to me like you were offering her up. LOL!!!

3/23/2019 11:34:51 AM martisw1971 I’m not sure but I had the constellation cancer ♋️ pop out on my right hand which happens to be the sign I was born under. 

pic.twitter.com/Ne4WhBtYX8

3/23/2019 11:36:08 AM allahuniversal Haven't had any conflict with @1crazy_toaster , no ill will detected

3/23/2019 11:36:38 AM coach_ztb Orion

3/23/2019 11:37:03 AM sterkinglights1 QM?

3/23/2019 11:38:34 AM pragmatic_texan The Big Dipper

3/23/2019 11:39:21 AM pamelaclearwood The little dipper!😉

3/23/2019 11:39:44 AM lw_hawk Orion then Cassiopeia

3/23/2019 11:40:30 AM spauldingshowal Orion....and the Star Sirius.

3/23/2019 11:40:48 AM masonireton1 Orion

3/23/2019 11:41:03 AM venerablevern @pamelaclearwood You realize this account is total BS right?

3/23/2019 11:42:30 AM xikoka_carola The three Marys, which Google kindly tells me is Orion's belt 😊 (I didn't know that) pic.twitter.com/OmPqXgfgbp

3/23/2019 11:42:45 AM maryschade14 Hi. First time seeing you. Give benefit of the doubt..plus seems you were targeted as well. 

That's their nasty. I got bigger fish..if my grey hairs don't kick in.

They will be sorted..I will observe

3/23/2019 11:42:56 AM aprilbrown99 It is hard for me to grasp what is going on in this photo. This is at Comet, yes?  What is happening on the tables?  Oh gosh....I don’t know if I want to 

know. I already have trouble sleeping. 😢

3/23/2019 11:44:39 AM ladypatriot20 Clever.

3/23/2019 11:45:56 AM mongrelglory Yes!  I think that is much more preferable.  It's better to avoid divisiveness and lists.  I was following Kabamur, because I would occasionally get 

inspiration from his postings.  There's no shame in being "fooled" by someone.  It's just an exercise in discernment and learning.

3/23/2019 11:46:27 AM neilbridgman That site is incredible, you're welcome

3/23/2019 11:46:52 AM macrojon The Pleiades

3/23/2019 11:47:06 AM patricksready Pleiades

3/23/2019 11:47:47 AM elfm0d3 Orion 🎯

3/23/2019 11:47:59 AM tweeterthanwine What is being circled in the big one? Or is that who I think it is on the table?

3/23/2019 11:49:58 AM tinaqpatriot45 Orion, then I look for Pleiades. 

In the winter hexagon

3/23/2019 11:50:33 AM mongrelglory We really have to stop this "hero worship". 😆😆😆

MJ-12 is going to think that we didn't listen to anything they said!

3/23/2019 11:52:02 AM mongrelglory ☝️☝️☝️

3/23/2019 11:53:26 AM mongrelglory Wise words...😑

3/23/2019 11:55:36 AM djlok Those who are fooled shouldn't be ashamed. Those doing the fooling should be!

3/23/2019 11:55:57 AM freestateojones  https://youtu.be/aJCCUdK7PiU 

3/23/2019 11:56:52 AM ging_berg The Big Dipper

3/23/2019 11:58:23 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

MJ, is there a race of tall (10 ft approx) blue skinned colored aliens with strong bodies & orange eyes?  Not the blue avians, it is a different race. I had 

an QHHT session this past week where I went into the future instead of the past. Time is an illusion.

3/23/2019 11:59:19 AM melhuses Orion Cassiopeia

3/23/2019 11:59:29 AM laurabusse Nah she's a sweetie :-) 💘

3/23/2019 12:00:05 PM laurabusse None. Seeker like us :-)

3/23/2019 12:00:08 PM mongrelglory I'm still rather fond of the crazy Unicorn frog.  He's growing on me. 😜

3/23/2019 12:00:44 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:00:56 PM enomai_ Lol

3/23/2019 12:01:30 PM djlok And my favorite ALICE was the jeweed one. He was fun!

3/23/2019 12:01:36 PM laurabusse Thx for the heads up :-)

3/23/2019 12:02:20 PM toffer_anon_369 Will the charges against Flynn, etc. be dropped now [Fruit of the Poisonous Tree] ?

3/23/2019 12:03:06 PM zagnett FTR MJ isn't a hero to me. Fascinating source. Possibly a group of real people on the inside. Apparently honorable, w/integrity, esp. since MJ is quite 

frank about pretty darn big past MJ-mistakes. So MJ's brave. It's inspiring.

But not heroes. Let's just finish the job, People.

3/23/2019 12:03:13 PM mongrelglory "TRUST YOURSELF" ~ BLUE RODEO https://youtu.be/xE8d-SIIDK4 

3/23/2019 12:03:38 PM ttruthpost Uranus

3/23/2019 12:04:15 PM rad_qpatriot Orion!

3/23/2019 12:05:53 PM drvrnail  pic.twitter.com/80BaEDc50J

3/23/2019 12:06:41 PM enomai_ I would like the words to be known, or what the video is about in court. But, I would rather not watch these two huma and hillary sickos. 

These are children. Gods children. These people are so sick.

3/23/2019 12:07:01 PM mongrelglory Zen masters have good days and bad days...it's all good. 😑

3/23/2019 12:08:25 PM covertress Orion's Belt pic.twitter.com/YMiS8YadqX

3/23/2019 12:08:51 PM mongrelglory Isn't that the "Hunting for Pedophiles" guy?

3/23/2019 12:09:29 PM covertress Does "night SKY" = "night sky"?

3/23/2019 12:09:49 PM mongrelglory I think you're debating an AI.

3/23/2019 12:11:12 PM caisson_mom Ursa major and minor

3/23/2019 12:12:44 PM laurabusse I tend to agree. But dunno.

3/23/2019 12:13:41 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:13:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are no heros.

3/23/2019 12:13:54 PM ladypatriot20 That day, several students were interviewed and the news media praised their calmness, their astute assessment of the shooter. Some were so well 

spoken it almost seemed they were rehearsed. Then David Hogg came riding up on his bicycle (he wasn't at school that day he said).

3/23/2019 12:14:46 PM adsvel Good awareness!😊

3/23/2019 12:14:50 PM mongrelglory That's a cool one!

3/23/2019 12:14:54 PM paisley_brains Orion



3/23/2019 12:15:12 PM laurabusse FYI ppl MJ liked this one...

@1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:15:50 PM oxmanmartin Donna Brazile make an excellent face profile for target shooting at the range.

3/23/2019 12:16:23 PM sergii_ii ...and the Pleiades are so special. They are the only "cluster" which becomes invisible depending on how you look at it. I don't know how to describe it, 

it's as if they are not there until you look directly for them

3/23/2019 12:16:33 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:17:14 PM henrysi5  pic.twitter.com/AzdO2rDOYO

3/23/2019 12:18:19 PM adsvel I am caching myself very often that so many details I am not aware, when I am reading, we see words in autonomic regime.

3/23/2019 12:18:33 PM mongrelglory I have visions of those big "tentacled" machines in the Matrix movies.😬

3/23/2019 12:18:39 PM melanieanders7 There will be people who NEED to see HEC vids in order to believe it. Me? I don’t need to see it to know the truth. I feel it. So, bring it!

3/23/2019 12:19:08 PM jimtaylorsays He blocked me cause I quoted the Bible too much😕😆

3/23/2019 12:19:42 PM covertress Interesting hand gesture on this animatronic ET. 

I wonder if it is significant. 

Does Hollywood use Mudras? 🤔

3/23/2019 12:20:06 PM sterkinglights1 Personality prototypes. From what I remember reading it still needs an operator to ensure it's not divulging class info? Alone it does not pass a touring 

test perhaps that is the purpose of block unblock.

3/23/2019 12:20:42 PM mongrelglory More AI me thinks! ☝️

3/23/2019 12:20:50 PM jimtaylorsays Big dipper if the moon is not out ... I live in N. GA and have noticed much, much less Chemtrails

3/23/2019 12:21:30 PM djlok Uhm, yes.

3/23/2019 12:21:59 PM downtoet Don't worry you're not the only one, you will find the others that came here with you c:

Souls don't planet change alone :3

3/23/2019 12:22:03 PM 22war11w12 Southern Cross

3/23/2019 12:23:08 PM cjcole1985 I heard that HRC video made the police who viewed it physically ill. I have heard what she has done. Believe me, I never would want to see it for my 

own sanity.

3/23/2019 12:24:20 PM ryanvanderbeek1 orion

cant keep my eyes off it .never could. i know egzactly what this post is about... its bizzare feeling kinda aluring and empty at the same time

3/23/2019 12:24:29 PM melanieanders7 I can’t see stars anymore unless their super BRIGHT! So I close my eyes and imagine my own stars :)

3/23/2019 12:25:12 PM mongrelglory You got another MJ-12 like. Don't let it go to your head! 😆

3/23/2019 12:25:56 PM prmd21801759 Maybe because kids were in sexual video?? Pedophile?? Pedovores?? Cannibalism of kids??

3/23/2019 12:26:44 PM dukilleronurlft Orion

3/23/2019 12:26:53 PM laurabusse Was thinking the same!

3/23/2019 12:27:09 PM azureblue68 😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱😱

3/23/2019 12:28:11 PM pamelaclearwood I hope it's true. My stomach is nauseous though.😕

3/23/2019 12:28:38 PM francoissmc As much as I would like the frazzledrip video released, I don’t think normies are ready....yet.

3/23/2019 12:29:05 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:30:02 PM vidowmakerk19 The Pleiades ❤️ aka Seven Sisters❤️ aka Eye of Taurus.

But, I have to see the belt of Orion to see the 7 Sisters.

3/23/2019 12:30:11 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:30:33 PM dreamwalkerwc I always see Orion first.

3/23/2019 12:31:17 PM nick_2c I was simply clarifying for those who know nothing about Bitcoin.  I think a lot of people didn't know how to take your post.  We need to get more 

people interested into crypto currency.  Everyone... BITCOIN, learn it, buy it, practice it and use it!

3/23/2019 12:31:50 PM qtpi3_14 Stop stealing my answers

😁

3/23/2019 12:32:25 PM moemc8 Haha love this

3/23/2019 12:33:47 PM leesyfrank The only reason not to show it is to protect the innocent victim of their horrific behavior.

3/23/2019 12:34:22 PM swordfirex5 Orion. Every single time

3/23/2019 12:34:34 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 12:34:37 PM johnhammar94 Few more weeks and it’ll work out alright

3/23/2019 12:35:16 PM pamelaclearwood This makes me ill. There was an assassination plot and here was her tweet to Pelosi! She's BAD NEWS! pic.twitter.com/oK2Pi5kiG9

3/23/2019 12:35:50 PM mongrelglory Love that! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/23/2019 12:35:56 PM jessewa25340831 North star

3/23/2019 12:36:10 PM prmd21801759 Suicided??

3/23/2019 12:38:15 PM covertress You are to me.

Your questions and replies have unlocked many answers.

For that, I'm grateful.

3/23/2019 12:38:16 PM leesyfrank Where did you get this picture?

3/23/2019 12:38:47 PM enomai_ The leader will find you.

3/23/2019 12:38:53 PM djlok I agree!!

3/23/2019 12:39:49 PM venerablevern Sometimes you get the horn, depends which end you approach from...

3/23/2019 12:39:57 PM laurabusse And if it will be spun as deep fake...

3/23/2019 12:40:18 PM mongrelglory Those "energy parasites" are like the dust mites of the universe...

3/23/2019 12:40:30 PM laurabusse Never gets old

3/23/2019 12:41:16 PM zagnett @MongrelGlory just want to respectfully request that we don't jump to the conclusion "AI" too quickly. Seems we need fairly convincing evidence, 

which admittedly we've seen for a few accounts so far, but not too many. Thanks, & love, light, kek & stuff. 🥰

3/23/2019 12:41:26 PM nick_2c We need as many blue collar working class humans from around the world to become Gold, silver and bitcoin millionaires.  Then by their own free will 

share the wealth and with that momentum break free from the Controlers

3/23/2019 12:43:58 PM realityloominng Pretty ballsy to download that picture bruv

3/23/2019 12:44:05 PM ricky52222196 So the crafts that hover above amongst the clouds are they ours or [Theirs]? You can DM if need be.

3/23/2019 12:44:12 PM djlok Totally

3/23/2019 12:45:13 PM tammyredmond Orion’s belt and then to Pleiades. pic.twitter.com/3GYMJBE2Cs

3/23/2019 12:45:15 PM qzeropointq People are who they are. Acceptance, open-mindedness and understanding your'self' is important on both 'sides'. Attachment to ideas is self-

reinforcing and stops detached investigation of truth which is not possessed. It's not personal which is an object lesson in being selfless.

3/23/2019 12:46:10 PM italianmom555 The big dipper. Because it is more visible than the rest in my area

3/23/2019 12:47:57 PM mongrelglory Okay...but I only say it when I'm 99% sure. This "account" succeeded in derailing the conversation and getting people worked up about a totally 

different topic, which I don't think they're really the expert on. They're giving you "canned" talking points about a Canadian issue.

3/23/2019 12:49:10 PM djlok It's AI.



3/23/2019 12:49:37 PM momof442279440 Kraft should be ashamed! He abused human trafficking victims! The women were locked in and not allowed to leave! What a POS, privledged AHOLE 

hiding behind his wealth! He is even MORE CULPABLE because he could have done the right thing and not supported the SEX SLAVE INDUSTRY!

3/23/2019 12:49:41 PM jonella_moore Orion

3/23/2019 12:50:02 PM djlok Tell us more.

3/23/2019 12:50:03 PM laurabusse Depends on time of year. In summer big dipper. In winter orion.

3/23/2019 12:50:18 PM enomai_ Q is not just a random. 

Btw, this was not Q who said this... are you relating the two accounts as similiar. Your similiarities are wrong, as usual.

Anyways, this was MJ12 not Q. 

However, this girl was probably murdered. Since, she was involved in a false flag. Thats the point

3/23/2019 12:51:33 PM escapegoatz Orion Cassiopeia Taurus pleaides...whatever is in that procession I guess.

3/23/2019 12:52:08 PM covertress Lack of public recognition won't keep you from being heroes, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 😎😎😎  pic.twitter.com/2Mdu8MccvV

3/23/2019 12:52:35 PM weremight I would guess if you measured the information-theoretic entropy of the robotic feeds, you would find a lot moar redundancy than is typical of human 

texts.  There are javascript libraries that automate that sort of thing.  See GCHQ's Github.

3/23/2019 12:53:25 PM djlok A lot of Canadians are on Twitter. Please share with us.

3/23/2019 12:53:54 PM zagnett Many peeps, even those working with the [kabal], whether willingly or unwittingly, just need the right healing/therapy to mitigate/eliminate the harm 

done to them. The truth/disclosure will eventually help most of them as well i bet.

What do we do about them here exactly? idk.

3/23/2019 12:55:04 PM enomai_ I always believed there was ets from the star clusters in orion that kinda hidden from the naked eye there. But, in general, the whole constellation was 

some sort of road, map or something

3/23/2019 12:56:54 PM enomai_ Which constellation do you notice first mj12?

3/23/2019 12:59:32 PM zagnett i wouldn't mind public recognition of them either someday. But not now at least, when we're still in the middle of this "info war". i think we've just hit a 

pretty darn big/active phase, & we're winding up a bigger part than i think most of us would like, as literal [ALICE] bait.

3/23/2019 12:59:57 PM enomai_ What if, shes not even dead? 

So, you believe Q is fake, but your following all Q lovers. 

Do you not see, the programming of illogic ALICE? You are programmed to know the truth, but spread lies and hate. How is that empathetic?

3/23/2019 1:00:15 PM stormoverwatch Orion.  Every time.

3/23/2019 1:00:40 PM mongrelglory I'm not saying there aren't people behind this account, but you have to ask why someone just dragged Canadian politics into a discussion about AI 

bots.  Also, they're not an educated source for information about Canadian laws. I think the linked website is a Psyops.

3/23/2019 1:00:41 PM enomai_ Its the real deal

3/23/2019 1:01:02 PM nanmel5 Pleiades rising in the eastern sky ever since I was a child.

3/23/2019 1:01:46 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 1:02:21 PM mumsyto2 What is a starseed? A crazy woman once told me I was indego, no idea wth that is 😂🤔

3/23/2019 1:02:27 PM enomai_ This is the times we are in now. Where good people are in control, and even highly classifieds are going spread the light upon us all, as it should of been 

1000s of years ago.

3/23/2019 1:03:21 PM ellenca78112564 I always see Venus first.

3/23/2019 1:04:49 PM mongrelglory Uh...yes!

3/23/2019 1:05:11 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 1:05:14 PM zagnett Right, exactly. When we don't know we have to be quite open to the possibility that they're not AI. Even MJ i think hinted that there are only a few 

more big [ALICE] targets. So most accounts interacting here will not be AI i'm betting.

3/23/2019 1:05:29 PM decodematrix Lyra pic.twitter.com/VHek8kA1hZ

3/23/2019 1:06:39 PM again_censored Orion.

3/23/2019 1:06:59 PM enomai_ I find it interesting when I read the question again. A flash of the word, centaurus, came to mind. And the fact, that -'Notable stars include Alpha 

Centauri, the nearest star system to the Solar

3/23/2019 1:07:21 PM mongrelglory I also test the waters by raising up the AI question to see how the person or program reacts.  It can sometimes clarify the issue.

3/23/2019 1:07:25 PM enomai_ "System, its neighbour in the sky Beta Centauri, and V766 Centauri, one of the largest stars yet discovered."

Is this a coincidence?

3/23/2019 1:07:31 PM sterkinglights1 There are such autoresponders that will work cross platform. Marketers use them. Can even be connected to live chat.

3/23/2019 1:08:08 PM garypre62441595  pic.twitter.com/DTb9AZ8tW6

3/23/2019 1:08:43 PM zagnett Ah that is an interesting strategy.

3/23/2019 1:10:49 PM again_censored I took notice of Orion around the election in 2016. It was very dominant in the sky.  I read up on the various myths behind it,  and looked for it every 

night since. I thought it a good omen.

3/23/2019 1:11:07 PM cidarean Yea, mostly Orion... Some times the dippers depending on when they are viewable.

3/23/2019 1:11:44 PM jackofhearts_17 Orion. I actually gave away a star from Orion to somebody, once upon a time.

3/23/2019 1:13:01 PM liltilgerlil What about everyone else’s? Why just his?

3/23/2019 1:13:18 PM mongrelglory Here's a youtube video off of the website.  She talks very little about law and instead manages to throw every single "conspiracy theory" topic into the 

video.  She has no comments.  No followers.  Vancouver is a big Cabal stronghold.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMbw-YB-U70 …

3/23/2019 1:14:35 PM worldracketlon Orion for me also!

3/23/2019 1:15:13 PM anondirtyleg Orion

3/23/2019 1:16:07 PM karentriebel Orion's belt

3/23/2019 1:18:00 PM psyminion Orion

3/23/2019 1:18:27 PM mongrelglory That's interesting!  I tried to respond to one of her points, saying that she was distorting the facts about the legal system in Canada, and Twitter kicked 

me off of the entire page!

3/23/2019 1:18:36 PM jessewa25340831 Alice-Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity

3/23/2019 1:19:31 PM zagnett Oh is "Michele in Canada" the same person as @Michele4Canada ?

3/23/2019 1:19:59 PM sterkinglights1 You will be best. The goal is to extract with positive outcome?

3/23/2019 1:21:33 PM mongrelglory I try to do it gently, in case I'm wrong and it really is a person.

3/23/2019 1:22:38 PM zagnett Hmm i think confirmed, by similarity in the Twitter account page, and YT channel (links)

 https://twitter.com/Michele4Canada_  https://www.youtube.com/user/ENDRACEBASEDLAW/featured …

3/23/2019 1:23:26 PM je_weed_707_ How much disclosure is within Stranger Things season 1 & 2 since we all known things are hidden within movies, shows, etc?

3/23/2019 1:24:10 PM inthenameoflo19 Orions Belt

3/23/2019 1:24:20 PM mongrelglory That's very observant!  I didn't even think to compare accounts.  Good sleuthing!

3/23/2019 1:25:32 PM bkize54 Miss MilSpecOps posts....I think it was the satellite tracking of the Ethiopian plane that never crashed and bogus crash site photos that got him 

censored

3/23/2019 1:26:52 PM i_like_skis He was probably onto something. Doesn’t seem like a guy that would make that stuff up.

3/23/2019 1:28:29 PM zagnett Have to admit, that was a little "spooky" lol.



3/23/2019 1:28:54 PM mongrelglory So who's the "her" in the video linked on your website?

3/23/2019 1:30:16 PM jadedl These 'Elites' have no shame! They believe their wealth & influence puts them at a level above 'lower' humans, where absolution is expected or can be 

bought if necessary.

With a FREED Justice arm, the footing of affluence disappears & [THEY] are brought to heel.

#JusticeForAll

3/23/2019 1:31:53 PM bkize54 Agree if he makes it back under different pseudonym give a heads up will ya...

3/23/2019 1:32:05 PM mongrelglory They go to a lot of trouble with these psyops...adding videos with real people in them and writing comments on the Facebook page etc... Yet when you 

start clicking on links, you notice that there isn't much organic content from other people and it's all a rather circular message.

3/23/2019 1:32:30 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 1:33:01 PM zagnett Well at least now we know you know of Michele, are maybe are associated with her, or possibly even working with/for her, or something. Fascinating.

3/23/2019 1:33:17 PM laurabusse Agree

3/23/2019 1:34:23 PM dcl1022 Big dipper

3/23/2019 1:34:30 PM i_like_skis Sure. I bet Missi will be first to let us know.

3/23/2019 1:36:25 PM zagnett Ok i see your point now. This is all so fascinating! 🧐

3/23/2019 1:37:03 PM laurabusse @1crazy_toaster

3/23/2019 1:38:42 PM zagnett Well, please feel free to post the other websites. They might prove more reliable / trustworthy than the material we've seen so far. Sorry.

3/23/2019 1:44:11 PM zagnett Btw do you have any advice on programs to use to log into & monitor more than one Twitter account?

You see, i have the same problem. i have this second, backup account that i use when creepy [ALICE] drones block me even though i didn't "attack" 

them. So i could use ur advice!

3/23/2019 1:45:04 PM the_fjalar Big Dipper...I’m from MN so it was always easy to see...and always right there.

3/23/2019 1:47:27 PM sethwillson Orion

3/23/2019 1:49:16 PM leesharons YES PLEASE

3/23/2019 1:49:40 PM cm31563533 Who wants to see it he's old that's gross pic.twitter.com/yXKgu7vN9o

3/23/2019 1:51:00 PM leesharons YES

3/23/2019 1:51:07 PM gadster_tony O R I O N

3/23/2019 1:51:47 PM drbohammer Orion

3/23/2019 1:52:03 PM sterkinglights1 U got me crying laughing.

3/23/2019 1:52:16 PM gingerbanana2 I live in metro Detroit...there are no constellations with all the haze

3/23/2019 1:53:24 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Montreal …

Ok, thanks for posting. True, i haven't read them, & don't plan to. As for the material, perhaps @MongrelGlory would have more insight, as she is 

Canadian i believe.

i'm an American. One who believes maybe we shouldn't have retreated from Montreal (link)

3/23/2019 1:53:38 PM zagnett Then we'd only have one border to worry about.

3/23/2019 1:56:14 PM maryschade14 Dippers or Orion..Orions belt..and the Triangle. Sirius Polaris eye in the sky Osiris..ok more than likely not the direction.

3/23/2019 1:59:54 PM zagnett Yes, have to agree about Wikipedia.

& yes, i might do that, thanks. i have Canadian roots.

3/23/2019 2:02:41 PM richardhiatt16 Wow. Did you get some replies on that one... Had to pack a lunch.. Okay, what is the point of the question please? 🤔

3/23/2019 2:03:14 PM mongrelglory What link was he "appreciating"?!  You didn't even provide a link.  Did you just trip up the AI?  Clever! 😏

3/23/2019 2:03:59 PM charmanda9 Still enjoying the show whilst on vacay, FYI. Thanks! 😁

3/23/2019 2:05:12 PM zagnett i even have a Huron ancestor too apparently. i'm several MAGNITUDES more native-American than Elizabeth Warren, but still not enough to help me 

get into college, at least officially i mean. i checked, & declined to lie, [Elizabeth].

3/23/2019 2:05:14 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  Hope you're having a great vacation Charmanda!

3/23/2019 2:05:38 PM matoozie Also in FL w/ 5 carib guys? Hmmm

3/23/2019 2:05:48 PM charmanda9 🤔I’ve wondered about that lately too.

3/23/2019 2:05:54 PM sterkinglights1 It's open source afa the wiki link is saying.

3/23/2019 2:06:53 PM zagnett Good to hear, thanks! i totally understand the problem. I'm quite eager to fight [ALICE] myself too.

3/23/2019 2:07:17 PM charmanda9 😂

3/23/2019 2:07:51 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆 My great grandmother was a Cree Indian.

3/23/2019 2:10:06 PM zagnett Yeah it can be rough. Not always enjoying it here either. i just want to get it over with quickly some days.

3/23/2019 2:10:20 PM charmanda9 It has been pretty good and today my in-laws left, so it ought to get much more relaxing now. Back to floody Nebraska on Wednesday. Enjoying my 

time in the sunny dryness!

3/23/2019 2:10:33 PM misstea144 Pleades

3/23/2019 2:11:11 PM kambus13 Orion easiest to find

3/23/2019 2:12:54 PM sterkinglights1 • Henderson,Harry (2007) Artificial intelligence, mirrors for the mind.  New York: Infobase Publishing. ISBN 978-1604130591. OCLC 166421367

3/23/2019 2:13:39 PM mongrelglory Are the waters starting to recede in Nebraska?  How are your friends and relatives doing there?

3/23/2019 2:13:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should Amazon be given this power, or should transparent open source algorithms based on fair market competition drive the future of ALL tech co.s 

that reaches 1M users per year? Would you support something like this? If so, make your voice heard. You are the news now. Be smart. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109557687413547009 …

3/23/2019 2:14:12 PM laurabusse Oh wow...i always wanted to go way up there and check out the cree...

3/23/2019 2:14:59 PM triple_duece Let capitalism reign...if a company will a failed product or failed business wants to pay for advertising, let them.

3/23/2019 2:15:01 PM olimyracle Wait...

Haven't we had 50+ years of secrecy, at the expanse of the people ?

Where is MJ coming from ?

Are we sure they were not forced into "white hats" ?

"Patriots" like you are my hero. You have no budget, no debt to society, but you're investing all your heart and brain. pic.twitter.com/77snEMgKeZ

3/23/2019 2:16:07 PM wolfieman121 Orion's belt.

3/23/2019 2:16:35 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping it starts feeling super-good in the next few years. 

Dark > Light.

It should be a big contrast from what we've been experiencing!

3/23/2019 2:17:32 PM olimyracle Message over messenger. Truth resonates within ?

3/23/2019 2:17:38 PM victori47048713 Orion the hunter



3/23/2019 2:19:14 PM covertress Always.

Trust your IS-BE. 

All answers are within.

3/23/2019 2:19:48 PM mongrelglory Do you like black flies? https://youtu.be/qjLBXb1kgMo 

3/23/2019 2:20:16 PM zagnett Yes, my ancestor was allegedly a Huron princess whose family were forced to migrate to Lake Halifax i believe. i may have the lake wrong. i haven't 

found much on it. Pretty distant past.

Just barely NOT enough to help get me into college, [Elizabeth].

3/23/2019 2:20:35 PM ywwg1wga Sirius, Orion, and the Pleiades ever since I was a kid.

3/23/2019 2:21:05 PM swatcam1 I always find the little dipper without thinking about it.

3/23/2019 2:21:18 PM je_weed_707_ Give better algorithms to CO’s not reaching a million yet?

3/23/2019 2:22:01 PM zagnett Exactly. MJs are a mixed bag, really. Though the recent MJ peeps seem pretty cool actually.

3/23/2019 2:22:25 PM integratedwebuk I agree they shouldn’t have the power...  ultimately tho who should be given the right to decide??    Human nature has shown abuses of any supposed 

committee or panel can be swung one way or another (whether deliberate or not).....

3/23/2019 2:22:48 PM warrior_4truth Amazon is destroying the retail industry as a whole Amazon it's destroying mom and pop Main Street Amazon needs to be shredded into a million little 

pieces and Scattered to the wind

3/23/2019 2:22:59 PM thelightoforion Orion, I'm a starseed from Rigel.

3/23/2019 2:24:52 PM zagnett Well i'm supportive of it, if that's what's going on. Honestly, today is the first i'd heard of it. So way too early for me to know for sure what's going on. 

Frankly i pay more attention to American issues, since i'm American.

3/23/2019 2:25:10 PM laurabusse LOL I've always seemed to manage to avoid them. N Canada not good, eh?

3/23/2019 2:26:58 PM olimyracle Exactly my point ☝️

3/23/2019 2:28:02 PM mongrelglory There's a reason why most Canadians live along the Southern border (besides the cold).  That being said, black flies are responsible for pollinating the 

delicious wild blue-berries we have up north.

3/23/2019 2:28:46 PM 313looper 😄

3/23/2019 2:30:07 PM gallagh82985579 Orion's belt

3/23/2019 2:30:31 PM mongrelglory Why do you keep changing your name?

3/23/2019 2:30:35 PM suekonkel And, she is respected by the Dems.

3/23/2019 2:30:46 PM laurabusse Oh wow...

3/23/2019 2:32:26 PM zagnett Yes, i think so too.

3/23/2019 2:32:43 PM laurabusse Forgive me if i jumped the gun. I tend to be forgetful and unfortunately didn't remember your name but i do now :-) so sorry and thanks for setting me 

straight 💘

3/23/2019 2:33:18 PM mongrelglory It's a Yin/Yang thing...

3/23/2019 2:34:48 PM sterkinglights1 I believe Martha Stewart was jailed for less.

3/23/2019 2:34:51 PM djlok I guess I forgot too.

3/23/2019 2:34:54 PM laurabusse Me too. Gets eye rolling after awhile...I've heard everything is actually a continuum which maybe makes more sense but really i have no idea...

3/23/2019 2:36:24 PM laurabusse Yeah like everything else right LOL

3/23/2019 2:36:47 PM wearediamonds2 This is an odd fact to me, too.

3/23/2019 2:37:04 PM laurabusse To say the least LOL

3/23/2019 2:38:06 PM brianan06364517 Let capitalism and  competition be the deciding force.

3/23/2019 2:38:48 PM zagnett  https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/06/13/three-victors-and-a-lot-of-spoils …

Ok, check out this article The paragraph starting below...

"Majestic Mount Shasta, along with the secret city reportedly hidden beneath its peaks, the technically advanced society of human beings that live 

down there called Lemurians..."

3/23/2019 2:39:49 PM zagnett This was an article linked by DrudgeReport btw.

"They are third dimensional beings like humans, but they live on a slightly higher level of the third dimension, such as third and one half level, and they 

have the ability to make themselves visible and invisible at will."

3/23/2019 2:39:54 PM charmanda9 Yes, at least in my hometown the water did recede. Lots of cleanup now. I donated 12 gallons of water, 3 cases of bottled water, 5 mops, a bunch of 

rubber gloves, and some clothes to the flood victims.

3/23/2019 2:39:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 HRC snuff film is like The Ring: if you watch it you die in 7 days

3/23/2019 2:40:46 PM laurabusse Also am a bit gun shy. Yesterday, and 2 days before that, when this all started, were kinda harrowing for me. I was used to kab being all high vibe or so i 

thought and then michele yesterday (kab?) was even WORSE. A little traumatic-y but very interesting learning experience...

3/23/2019 2:40:53 PM zagnett MJ, any comments on this article? Definitely seems possibly related to the work you guyz do.

3/23/2019 2:43:13 PM blissamerica Transparency

3/23/2019 2:43:42 PM mongrelglory The first thing I thought when I read the story was that she might have been suicided for something she saw.  Poor girl either way! 😢

3/23/2019 2:43:43 PM realityloominng  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106029769756475392 …

3/23/2019 2:44:37 PM lbf777 Would you agree that money itself is the Ponzi scheme because it’s so easy for the 1% to steal?

And that a sharing/gifting economy like the one below is the solution?

#BabylonianMoneyMagic https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/23/2019 2:45:35 PM lbf777 This is how you shred the power of the 1% and spread it fairly across the masses: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/23/2019 2:46:21 PM warrior_4truth Anti trust

3/23/2019 2:47:01 PM realityloominng Is it just me or have a lot of msm outlets like CNBC dropped a lot of their bullshit? Maybe even whitehat run now?

3/23/2019 2:47:05 PM zagnett i mean that info just popped out of nowhere. i wasn't researching it at the time. i just happened to read the article b/c i live in California. Btw it was 

linked the same day as Trump's birthday too, which seemed a little...coincidental.

3/23/2019 2:48:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its more misinformation in the form of opinion rather than intentions disinformation. However, they were referencing some of our activities. Plausible 

deniability permits these kinds of pieces to be published and pushed into independent news like Drudge Report.

3/23/2019 2:48:22 PM zagnett Yeah it seems like [DS & MSM] would have to be on a tight leash for them to move forward on this. A tighter leash that it seems they're on currently.

3/23/2019 2:48:37 PM mongrelglory I think that's just a random photo of two girls sleeping on a ping-pong table from what I can see...

3/23/2019 2:49:03 PM zagnett Fascinating.

3/23/2019 2:49:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thinking in 12D is pure unity. 

IS-BEs can access these areas of higher dimensions through thought. 

However your physical existence is in the 3rd Dimension, therefore in order to drop dimensions, you need to compromise information to remain 

compatible between IS-BEs involved.

3/23/2019 2:50:17 PM cincy_web Only recently seen stars at night because they spray so much it is always overcast or raining.  Like constant.

3/23/2019 2:50:35 PM laurabusse Is that a more or less mainstream type publication or more alternative? Drudge linked it so that's interesting...



3/23/2019 2:50:50 PM mongrelglory From what I heard, they were asked to surrender the laptop, but someone made a copy of the hard-drive.  I think that's what got some of the police 

officers 187'd.  Don't know if the Cabal seized the copies.

3/23/2019 2:51:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mental dimensions of empathy are different than the physical dimensions of reality. They are one in the same thing, however Ying/Yang. Thought to 

Creation. Choice to Action. Free will dominates all reality.

3/23/2019 2:51:10 PM lbf777 The legal system is too corrupt to be paid attention too. Let’s just dump it and start all over again.

3/23/2019 2:52:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many IS-BEs surrender their free will due to mind control. Only seeing the truth will set one free, but in order to accept the truth, you must be willing to 

unlearn everything you once believed and start anew.

3/23/2019 2:52:21 PM enomai_ Its technically, not the release of classified material. [FRI] is the release of material? No, its saying, we are real. And, we love our citizens. And, are 

bringing the light. What are you fighting for ALICE?

3/23/2019 2:53:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 ISIS gives US 50 tonnes in Gold, Israel gets Golan Heights, then 'ISIS' officially destroyed, or maybe just rebranded like Blackwater.  Then the question 

becomes does Wasrael see a regime change like in SA?

3/23/2019 2:53:19 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Paulides …

If you go there, please familiarize yourself with the work of David Paulides & the "Missing 411" books & his interviews.

Frankly i think David is/was hot on the trail of the [DS], & just didn't see it from that angle. Or he is one.

MJ, comment on "411"?

3/23/2019 2:53:22 PM aprilbrown99 I think the woman (not a child) on the left is also in this one - Ch-11 frame. Is this HRC? pic.twitter.com/BCK7imVhjF

3/23/2019 2:53:55 PM thefrottis Supply chains.

3/23/2019 2:53:55 PM marnisheppeard 12D of modular form for Leech lattice

3/23/2019 2:54:04 PM nancyddb East South East

3/23/2019 2:54:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suggesting that ones words of thought are associations to existence in the 4th, 5th, ans 6th dimensions means your awareness of them is what counts. 

Full awareness of unity is existing in the 12th dimension, however weakness of being human degrade your ability to remain constant.

3/23/2019 2:54:27 PM mongrelglory Q said they'd eventually be forced to start reporting the truth, or risk extinction.

3/23/2019 2:54:46 PM zagnett All right, let's get started on the truth thing!!! 😉

3/23/2019 2:55:23 PM zagnett It's the primary newspaper in San Jose, California.

3/23/2019 2:55:36 PM laurabusse Thank you :-)

3/23/2019 2:55:37 PM heybebop1 Cassiopeia, too, which leads to the Big Dipper.  I live at 61degrees N.

3/23/2019 2:56:21 PM humanprimer Don't we already exist (operate) in those higher dimensions now... unconsciously?  Doesn't our DNA already play there... undetected by 3d humans?  

Here, in 3d, it is difficult to be the great observer due to our learned triggers.  But we keep trying. :)

3/23/2019 2:57:42 PM zagnett Oh when was that? Was she a reporter? Last year? 🤔

3/23/2019 2:57:43 PM lbf777 I have accepted that we make our own reality based on either love based or fear based thoughts. This has helped me a lot but I’m not quite sure how 

to jump to 5D. I am ready to let go of 3D now. I know letting go is a part of it. I also keep moving inward through the heart daily. 

pic.twitter.com/HS6VjCpksL

3/23/2019 2:57:55 PM realityloominng Uhm, Is this related to not being able to recall most of our dreams, or forgetting them quickly? When returning to 3d after sleep, information from 

higher dimensions are "lost", in order for us to cope with 3d?

3/23/2019 2:58:27 PM lbf777 Yes.

3/23/2019 2:59:12 PM marnisheppeard 3D space. 3D time. Double to undo time.

3/23/2019 2:59:58 PM laurabusse Oh! Interesting!

3/23/2019 3:00:31 PM adsvel Few times in my OBE's I experienced, seeing myself more than one, 6 of me and most weird was, we all spoke different in same language, just about 

different subjects, it was a fast "soup" of speech. Did not understand anything, just sometimes puled out some understandable words.

3/23/2019 3:01:49 PM richard07759712 One World Order is fine by me.  NWO can #%<€}{¥$&! Off

3/23/2019 3:01:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Think FLATLAND seeing an Apple. Just in higher dimensions.

3/23/2019 3:03:25 PM mile_high_mamma Maybe the 🌕is light pollution to keep us from seeing something obvious??

3/23/2019 3:03:33 PM ianbrendonmason Loads of small businesses use amazon to sell their products. What about them? They make a living off amazon. I think we need to take a more 

diplomatic approach

3/23/2019 3:03:51 PM covertress Here is an archive of Majestic 12 tweets:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

A search for "pineal" returns 35 results. Informative.

3/23/2019 3:04:25 PM realityloominng Hmm, thinking about it, I would definitely prefer them to go extinct... probably too disruptive though.

3/23/2019 3:04:52 PM mongrelglory Another one?☝️

3/23/2019 3:06:11 PM mongrelglory Probably not.  Hillary wears baggy pants.

3/23/2019 3:06:25 PM olimyracle Maybe greed is the real problem, money being just a tool that allows it to express better ?

How much times a day to we accept this situation freely to continue ?

How do we take "our power" back ?

Will there be another 1% rising, or the 99% will not allow ?

#5Gchess

💞 pic.twitter.com/8gHrJBhOc9
3/23/2019 3:06:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 90s Vacuum Cleaning Carpet Bag

3/23/2019 3:06:57 PM drbohammer To be more precise, our physical existence is manifest in 6 dimensions - 3 actual physical (x, y, z) and 3 phase dimensions based on gravitons. Time is a 

measurement, and as such is non-malleable and has its own linear dimension unrelated to the above.

3/23/2019 3:07:00 PM cararrclh Always Orion.

3/23/2019 3:08:06 PM mongrelglory I agree.  I hate tension and try to avoid it, but I guess it's all part of the learning experience.

3/23/2019 3:09:19 PM mongrelglory That's very good of you to do so.  I hope people are starting to feel some hope of recovery. 🤗

3/23/2019 3:09:20 PM laurabusse Sometimes coming back in2 awareness frm sleep, sometimes the reverse, Ive had this vague sense that i just experienced something i have no words 

for, an alternate reality i have absolutely no concept of in my 3d existence. I try to wrap my head around it to get SOME clue but cant

3/23/2019 3:09:51 PM jballz1021 Higher awareness cannot be described in words.   Attempts to describe limit and step you down. Ive been working on experiencing in meditation with 

pure emotion, color and tone with no words.

3/23/2019 3:10:06 PM catheri70981208 Pleiades

3/23/2019 3:10:15 PM bbobbio71 Orion's belt.

3/23/2019 3:10:54 PM brad34351293 It reveals a change in policy for the rich.

Epstein got the deal of a Century in Palm Beach, to help his 'friends' not be disclosed.

Too bad for Epstein & friends! Willy, You ready?

3/23/2019 3:11:09 PM mongrelglory "3rd and one half" sounds a little ridiculous to me!  How do you measure something so precisely?

3/23/2019 3:11:22 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, two different places altogether anyhow. Pics just creep me out.



3/23/2019 3:12:21 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/2pxdwwuqlS

3/23/2019 3:13:17 PM aprilbrown99 Def the one on the right. 😁🤪

3/23/2019 3:13:19 PM fantasiamon1 Orion.  Exactly where many of the elongated rectangular shapes/craft are often seen.  Similar to the one captured near Mars’ moon Phobos in the ‘70’s.

3/23/2019 3:13:22 PM zagnett Actually this article gave me high hopes that some more public ET disclosure was going to take place in a big way last year (later in the year). But it 

didn't unfortunately. Not in any big ways at least.

3/23/2019 3:14:32 PM laurabusse Unfortunately! Abraham calls it the Contrast. You know what you DON'T want...therefore the contrast gives you clarity as to what you DO really want. 

Then you can just relax and allow the LOA to just bring it to you. In theory! In practice it's about letting go. Not always so easy

3/23/2019 3:16:09 PM mongrelglory They both suck!

3/23/2019 3:17:14 PM jingoman111 Your Pic Are Security Stills From Epstiens Pedo Island..... The Still That I Posted Was From Comet Ping Pong Pizza.....

3/23/2019 3:17:31 PM laurabusse Simon Parkes talks about the 4th dimension; the lower half is mostly negative critters like ghosts demons etc and the upper half before you get into 5d 

is more like 5d.

3/23/2019 3:17:39 PM lbf777 You can’t control the greed of 8500 bankers who hogged up most of the world. You can only make a system that doesn’t permit criminals from stealing 

it all.

3/23/2019 3:19:05 PM lifesonsrv Definitely Orion.

3/23/2019 3:19:05 PM mathemagician9 the term is "yin", not "ying".

3/23/2019 3:19:08 PM n7guardiananon Transparent open source.

If we are indeed ascending, "old systems" will only continue to suppress humanity's development as shown throughout history. 

https://youtu.be/8bYCvZkey68 

3/23/2019 3:19:37 PM jordanb987 Why do you guys think it's the same person?

3/23/2019 3:19:46 PM biggzisawake LoL

3/23/2019 3:20:20 PM mongrelglory Typist is probably not Asian...

3/23/2019 3:20:48 PM lbf777 One time I read an Illuminati or some deep state oath. It said that they swear to never tell the masses that we are all 1 person otherwise we wouldn’t 

worship the 1% as better than us. 

They’re right!

3/23/2019 3:22:03 PM charmanda9 I always see Orion’s belt first, it seems. Then I find the Big Dipper. And I love to seek and find the Little Dipper.

3/23/2019 3:22:31 PM bbobbio71 Think we're missing it

3/23/2019 3:24:13 PM horizonvector Orion

3/23/2019 3:24:21 PM randyfresh Are you ready for more disappointment?

3/23/2019 3:25:04 PM zagnett Oh yeah i've read that too. It was pretty sick. i didn't save the link though.

3/23/2019 3:27:35 PM laurabusse Yeah but i prefer ying yang for humorous effect :-) it's funnier

3/23/2019 3:28:31 PM jared4liberty Transparency is key in business and in politics. Let’s the market decide what’s profitable. Quit trying to hush competition, JB

3/23/2019 3:28:36 PM robinfajen1970 The big dipper, Orions Belt. Always!

3/23/2019 3:29:38 PM laurabusse Go back and read the threads...they were kinda long...lotsa stuff there. Hard to explain. It was a long road to get there. David could probably splain it 

better...

3/23/2019 3:30:00 PM ryanmcnulty14 Orion-  a blue-white and a red supergiant, respectively...... HMmmmmm weird huh?

3/23/2019 3:30:06 PM keith369me Not the first time I have come across this.  I have been “led” to Lorie Ladd, a channeler that lives by Mt. Shasta.  As always discern, but she is a kind 

hearted individual that “seems” connected to Lemurians.

3/23/2019 3:30:44 PM olimyracle How do you do that and how do you let it tip to it ?

3/23/2019 3:30:46 PM robinfajen1970 Oh wow we all have the same answer. My location is Florida. I spent most of my life in NC.  No difference for me on location.

3/23/2019 3:31:03 PM zagnett MJ, what are the real reasons [HRC] favors ugly Mao-suits, mumus, carpet bags, & shower curtains?

3/23/2019 3:31:05 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I'm living in the city now.  Light pollution sucks!

3/23/2019 3:31:24 PM mathemagician9 fair enough, I understand that the typist may have misheard, but for people who have actually studied the philosophical concept of yin/yang, calling it 

"ying" sounds incredibly ignorant, and if anyone should be held to a high standard, shouldn't it be the Majestic 12?

3/23/2019 3:32:44 PM keith369me A message and reminder that is high appreciated.

3/23/2019 3:33:58 PM zagnett Probably just a typo. i don't feel like caring about it. & maybe we can Blame Twitter for not allowing edits?

3/23/2019 3:35:01 PM keith369me I feel like Earth was intended to be a cosmic vacation for inter dimensional beings that went horribly wrong.

3/23/2019 3:35:02 PM realityloominng Does MJ12 consider dimensions and densities to be the same thing?

3/23/2019 3:35:03 PM lbf777 This is how it’s done: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

3/23/2019 3:35:55 PM jingoman111 Supposed To Be Huma & HRC.... Not Confirmed But The Word Is Out There That It Is....... After The Drip Video.....

3/23/2019 3:35:58 PM keith369me More clarity with each step

3/23/2019 3:36:22 PM roaminnoodle A) Where are the implants located on/in the typists body?

B) Are the typists implants different than the 3B with nanites? (see below tweet)

C) How did the typists get involved? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/statuses/1034454746088783874 …

3/23/2019 3:37:52 PM keith369me “Health Instruments” beneath

3/23/2019 3:38:36 PM realityloominng 23.23 - 23 Nice.... 🤔

3/23/2019 3:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 A) Skull

B) Same

C) MKUltra

3/23/2019 3:39:06 PM zagnett Yeah on the flight you were food poisoned, the airline lost your luggage, the hotel room had bedbugs, the maids stole everything else the airline didn't 

lose, you got billed 2x as much as you thought. & you were arrested on the flight back b/c you brought back foreign fruit.

3/23/2019 3:39:07 PM laurabusse There's also a Diane that channels adama (?) Who lives under mt Shasta in that civilization. Tho now am leery of VOG. Not gonna trust any channelings 

for awhile or just try to be more aware while listening. But Abraham Bashar and kryon still have the feel of Real Deal for me.

3/23/2019 3:39:56 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I believe this. Looks like HRC to me in both pics even tho they are different places. We know she visited both many times. So sick!  

I don’t know how they can stand to look at themselves in the mirror. pic.twitter.com/EhD2zjRQGc

3/23/2019 3:40:13 PM olimyracle They've done some [cleaning] and seems quite on a good track. They serve well and are quite transparent on their agenda. They are good teachers.

Still, Judas was a good guy. Let us not give OUR power to anyone else than US. MJ is OUR best opportunity to do so.

Thank you all

💞

3/23/2019 3:40:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ying/Yang was a metaphor.

3/23/2019 3:40:32 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I heard that too. 🤑

3/23/2019 3:41:45 PM keith369me Love Kyron...he’s simply directing one to be magnificent.  I find it impossible to find fault with the messages that I have experienced.  Always discern.



3/23/2019 3:42:02 PM lbf777 I feel sorry for people who woke up decades ago. I’m sure some of them were ripping their hair out as mind controlled Zombie like sheeple fell in the 

1%’s traps. 

Thank God many are awake now.

3/23/2019 3:42:24 PM keith369me Lol

3/23/2019 3:42:27 PM mathemagician9 I'm aware it was a metaphor. The term is still "yin". Not "ying".

3/23/2019 3:43:34 PM mongrelglory That being said, when I lived in the country, I guess I tended to notice the North Star (Polaris) which is in the handle of the Little Dipper. 

pic.twitter.com/As0MPFiFLL

3/23/2019 3:43:48 PM integratedwebuk Meaning permeable enough to breathe through????

3/23/2019 3:44:42 PM jingoman111 I Agree With You Patriot...…. Evil As Can Ever Be...... pic.twitter.com/ZwixS1OlBQ

3/23/2019 3:45:37 PM laurabusse Tend to agree but being anal about spelling and grammar in general (ppl saying ekcetera? Have you noticed the new whom trend of using it wrong??) 

Been trying to be more tolerant. If looks could kill when i described to my bro the diff between composed and comprised...makes me 🌋

3/23/2019 3:48:19 PM laurabusse And i was "led" to "zeppelin".

Sorry couldn't resist LOL

3/23/2019 3:48:41 PM 1_decided_voter I get how VOG can facilitate 2 way communication, but how do you see what they are reading? Are they reading everything to you, or do you have 

visual contact as well?

3/23/2019 3:48:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 [G]?

Bruh, do you even SIGCOM.

3/23/2019 3:48:58 PM aprilbrown99 There was a poll that went around last year asking what we would like to witness. Most voted for public hanging, including myself. Never thought I 

would ever wish for something like that in my lifetime. In her case and all the heinous people, I would definitely make an exception.

3/23/2019 3:49:23 PM laurabusse Yeah the vacation from hell LOL

3/23/2019 3:49:45 PM allahuniversal  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ying-yang …

3/23/2019 3:49:57 PM aprilbrown99 Wait, what?

3/23/2019 3:51:05 PM timesupmaga I don’t care to know about this sick evil man’s sex life.  Send him to Gitmo and through away the key.

3/23/2019 3:52:06 PM mathemagician9 don't hate me for liking correctness.

3/23/2019 3:52:39 PM zack_stone North star

3/23/2019 3:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's have a peak shall we ALICE. pic.twitter.com/5R2iAGFlq1

3/23/2019 3:53:06 PM jingoman111  pic.twitter.com/ANjiOMxWdA

3/23/2019 3:53:19 PM zagnett But what exactly? i mean, how much s*** under there does she really need? & [they] thought she could be President?? Oh right, i forgot - [stupid 

people].

i knew she wasn't the right candidate to vote for on the outfits alone.

3/23/2019 3:53:28 PM integratedwebuk Don’t you know the reason vacuum bags were phased out was that dust particles passed through them??  So in theory you could breath through 

them....  I’d imagine it would cause distress...  purely a thought though....

3/23/2019 3:53:41 PM keith369me Not exactly but amusing.  Stuff finds some of us, likely you as well that normies would never encounter

3/23/2019 3:54:08 PM n7guardiananon 同理心是<营养> yingyang

Empathy is <nourishment>

Video Carl Rogers - empathy https://youtu.be/iMi7uY83z-U 

3/23/2019 3:54:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some mighty followers you have right there. The Majestic 12 appreciates the presence of 3 6 and 9.

3 followers

6 following

9 is in your name pic.twitter.com/EkSMvdqJ1v

3/23/2019 3:54:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist. pic.twitter.com/kl8TSw9clu

3/23/2019 3:55:21 PM laurabusse O god LOLOL

3/23/2019 3:55:42 PM keith369me Only MJ and a compromised doctor knows how many ports were entering that body.

3/23/2019 3:55:45 PM mathemagician9 lol you think I'm an AI? because I don't use Twitter? I'm in my 30s, by the time twitter became popular I was (for the most part) too old to care much 

about social media. I made an account recently to follow stuff related to the great awakening.

3/23/2019 3:56:09 PM fowlreginald Always Orion

3/23/2019 3:56:14 PM laurabusse It can make you crazy tho. It's everywhere.

3/23/2019 3:56:36 PM allahuniversal Beat me to it. #Collusion

3/23/2019 3:57:08 PM aprilbrown99 I guess the real question is why is she laying on the table touching a vacuum bag in the first place?  Are you suggesting someone is in the bag?

3/23/2019 3:57:12 PM zagnett Oh right i forgot [HRC] had a lot of "connections" hahahaha

3/23/2019 3:57:33 PM laurabusse Tweet of the day. With no offense to anyone. Funny is funny :-)

3/23/2019 3:57:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 For your sake, you may wish you were real AI.

3/23/2019 3:59:34 PM mwbucher ✨Orion✨Ever since i was a young boy and learned what the stars i always recognized were called.  I am a Virgo and know Orion is prominent on my

 Birthday. Can u please tell me what that might mean ??🤔

3/23/2019 3:59:38 PM mathemagician9 because I corrected one letter in a tweet of yours?

3/23/2019 3:59:38 PM keith369me So tell me about Sarah...used to read Tweets but now shy away from negativity

3/23/2019 3:59:44 PM integratedwebuk MJ would need to answer that question.....

3/23/2019 4:00:12 PM zack_stone What does that matter? Dark to light. Any way you choose to say it. Only way to win the blame game is not to play

3/23/2019 4:00:17 PM carolin15161363 Any platform needs to be very user friendly. Many people are not tech savvy.

3/23/2019 4:00:33 PM lbf777 I see it’s 3,6,9 but what’s up with the Kabamur and Sara ascraft follows I wonder.

3/23/2019 4:00:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We would he inclined to agree.

3/23/2019 4:00:59 PM olimyracle Great thread, will think around it.

Some pieces missing for me, one of is Gaia sustainability management. We are in an ecological emergency, are limited in resources and the population 

is growing like never.

Not only do we have to ununslave US, then think #7GenerationsAhead too pic.twitter.com/zywFinzG4J

3/23/2019 4:01:14 PM zagnett MJ, not following exactly why you think @mathemagician9 is [ALICE]. Do [kabal] agents also use 3, 6, & 9 a lot? As in "symbols will be their downfall"? 

These numbers are also some of [their] symbols as well?

3/23/2019 4:01:55 PM jswdh1 Yes

3/23/2019 4:02:01 PM mathemagician9 I don't even know _any_ of those followers of mine. As I said, I'm not a heavy twitter user. Most likely they saw some reply of mine on a thread and 

decided to follow me. I literally have no idea who any of those 3 people following me are. But, go ahead, believe what you want.

3/23/2019 4:03:51 PM keith369me So you just found MJ by accident right after creating a Twitter account.  Took me months as Twitter algorithms kept me away.  I didn’t find this account 

until it replied to a couple of my Tweets.  How did you find it?

3/23/2019 4:03:57 PM mwbucher 😲 wow !!



3/23/2019 4:04:22 PM lbf777 When the people find out how much resources the Deep State has been hiding from us, they will kill the 1% with their bare hands. 

Limited resources as of 2019 is a psyop to justify high corporate pricing. Most of the resources are hoarded by the World Bank underground.

3/23/2019 4:05:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, ALICE is many things. The power of 3 6 and 9 are the presence conscious projections of creation into the illusionary matrix.

Define social media vigilante.

Clowns on a mission?

What is Majestic saying that has clowns so worked up?

What they can't control they seek to destroy.

3/23/2019 4:06:17 PM anbezedua String theory

3/23/2019 4:06:36 PM jingoman111  pic.twitter.com/wA8FTooC9k

3/23/2019 4:07:21 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that! 🙏

3/23/2019 4:07:38 PM laurabusse Apologies if you're a real human and a decent one :-) we may be on a little bit of a witch hunt lately due to some bad experiences. Once bitten...

3/23/2019 4:07:50 PM keith369me Energy is power...clowns are losing the tug of war over the energy due to The Great Awakening and subsequently losing power.

3/23/2019 4:08:08 PM mongrelglory That's part of Ursa Minor (The Little Dipper).  Me too!

3/23/2019 4:08:08 PM mathemagician9 I'm worked up? You literally started this tirade against me and have posted several screenshots claiming I'm something (besides an AI, perhaps) related 

to ALICE over the fact that I corrected ONE letter in a tweet of yours. That's all that happened. Not a clown, or worked up.

3/23/2019 4:09:25 PM keith369me A normal “person” would just leave.  Better programming next time.

3/23/2019 4:09:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 This handle has limited to no engagement with the Majestic 12, however the typist behind this handle frequents many handles that are involved in 

coordinated and targeted disinformation and clown activity to divide and conquer the group for challenging authoritarian cult ideas.

3/23/2019 4:10:16 PM mathemagician9 Oh, and the 9 in my name was automatically assigned to me by twitter. I was trying to use just "mathemagician" because I have a background (phd) in 

math. Maybe twitter assigned it to me for some specific reason, but that wasn't my doing.

3/23/2019 4:10:28 PM laurabusse I would say most ppl don't take kindly to being corrected. Unfortunately. I used to do it a lot. Learned not to. I must have been a real joy :-)

3/23/2019 4:10:32 PM djlok Cool name, bro!

3/23/2019 4:10:57 PM anbezedua Also MJ why you trying to dox people? 

Ying doesn’t exist, it’s yin = typo. 

You couldn’t just go with “on the move”? 

Retrograde energy is really creating unrest.

3/23/2019 4:11:56 PM keith369me Rookie programming

3/23/2019 4:12:08 PM zagnett Ah, good to know, thanks MJ!

Hey @mathemagician9 if you don't mind saying, what program do you use to handle multiple accounts?

3/23/2019 4:13:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 16:09 3/23/2019

693339

6999

Typist + MJ2 + MJ4 + MJ9

🐠🐟🐡

🐡🐠🐟

🐟🐡🐠

3/23/2019 4:13:34 PM moemc8 Confused as to why Sara Ashcraft listed.

3/23/2019 4:14:19 PM zagnett Possible he knew it was an ALICE account in advance and introduced the typo on purpose knowing it would trigger. MJ did it twice.

i've actually done that myself a couple times when i was feeling itchy for a confrontation.

3/23/2019 4:14:24 PM anbezedua Adding (g) does not make you observant, that one is yang, 

it’s yin yang not, ying yang ting tang. Don’t fear what you don’t know

3/23/2019 4:14:42 PM moemc8 disregard

3/23/2019 4:15:08 PM aprilbrown99 Is this one of Kab’s accounts?

3/23/2019 4:16:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not engaging in such unlawful crimes. Rather, it is curious how you could equate this reply with "doxxing". Do you care to share what made you 

feel this way?

3/23/2019 4:16:31 PM laurabusse Dunno...ppl can be scrappy...

3/23/2019 4:17:21 PM keith369me If my eyes could see beyond “3D visible light” what might they see in the sky?

3/23/2019 4:17:33 PM anbezedua 🧐hmm, I usually jump onto an msm or dems tweet thread to scratch the itch for confrontation. 

All this build up consuming many of us who demand that crimes against humanity are brought to light. Anxious I expect

3/23/2019 4:17:42 PM djlok I'm interested in the answer as well!

3/23/2019 4:18:14 PM keith369me Less likely for a new Twitter user.

3/23/2019 4:18:49 PM djlok Great question!  Like I wonder if it's crowded up there or if it would be like looking at the interstate at 3AM...some traffic, but not a whole lot.

3/23/2019 4:19:22 PM djlok I'll take that as a yes.  Ha ha!

3/23/2019 4:19:23 PM allahuniversal Ying is a thing https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1109588068862963712?s=19 …

3/23/2019 4:19:36 PM decodematrix Why did you put SKY in all caps? Is SKY an acronym? SKY EVENT coming soon? 🧐

3/23/2019 4:19:52 PM keith369me I think I might have jumped the gun on what I thought was an AMA

3/23/2019 4:19:57 PM anbezedua This seems like your trying to expose if someone is real or an AI shill by showing their followers. Was I wrong in my read on that? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109588878539804672?s=21 …

3/23/2019 4:19:59 PM laurabusse Itchy for confrontation. LOL. I've done that

3/23/2019 4:20:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Justice is coming. The war is real and the fight is to the end. In the end, God wins. In the end, LOVE wins. Many crimes against humanity are swiftly 

coming to an end. Clowns are in full panic mode. LEO working overtime. GE is with us tonight. We see all of you. Smile and wave.🛸

3/23/2019 4:20:44 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Orion

3/23/2019 4:20:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 It would be like peering into your own brain.

3/23/2019 4:21:01 PM zagnett Ooh a nice, juicy grammar mistake. [ALICE] is going to be really angry now lol!!! 🥵

3/23/2019 4:21:03 PM brittasbits1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 played with one just a while ago. Called him out. It was hell funny. Could be linked to jordan S.

3/23/2019 4:21:27 PM laurabusse I was almost a math major. I used to be pretty anal and socially clueless...

3/23/2019 4:21:46 PM djlok I'm gonna be thinking about that all night!! Ha ha!!



3/23/2019 4:22:04 PM mathemagician9 no, though I do follow him and others who discuss disclosure/the great awakening. I'm aware of the recent drama between Kabamur and Maj12, but 

personally, I'm not picking sides. Hence, I follow both accounts.

3/23/2019 4:22:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you know you are just, never back down from the truth and oppose all who seek conformity to their dogmatic ideologies.

Define dogma.

3/23/2019 4:22:46 PM zagnett Hey guyz! 🤔🧐😎

Wait, what is GE? Hopefully not the company lol.

3/23/2019 4:22:53 PM anbezedua I got recently accused, in one of these threads, of being AI. 

It caught me by surprise, then I realized my Dada poetry was reason. Seems like there is a general unrest and shill hunt. 🤷🏾♂️

3/23/2019 4:23:11 PM keith369me As in the “entities” and energies that take form during meditations?

3/23/2019 4:23:38 PM zagnett Oh ok, now it makes a bit more sense lol.

3/23/2019 4:24:04 PM mathemagician9  https://www.quora.com/Is-it-Yin-Yang-or-Ying-Yang …

3/23/2019 4:24:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The emphasis was to give awareness to the accounts specifically followed to reflect the presence of 3 6 and 9. Coincidences do not exist and 3 6 and 9 

are indicators of consciousness intending on a reality to manifest. Essentially, it implies major purpose.

3/23/2019 4:24:35 PM brittasbits1 Who is GE ??

3/23/2019 4:24:41 PM keith369me I need to be able to figure out how to hold those images longer.  Does a meditation joystick with a pause button exist?

3/23/2019 4:25:16 PM anbezedua Yup it’s US slang. So is thoterry. Doesn’t mean it has any relevance 

Although I think in the case of ying, that slang was created out of laziness.

3/23/2019 4:25:18 PM nun_chucknorris The real question becomes, what are we missing right now? Last time with Kab, you admitted it was partially meant to be a distraction. 🤭 Good job 

though outing the ALICEshillbots!

3/23/2019 4:25:19 PM coastal2002 I too was called a bot and a shill when I started getting back on twitter recently. I was on fb found Q then realized alot of people were using twitter to 

communicate not fb. So I hopped on twitter (which i had created years ago, but never got involved) started commenting &

3/23/2019 4:25:31 PM thetempestchip You/you guys have not been impressing me as of late

3/23/2019 4:25:38 PM anbezedua This person is right, MEGA

3/23/2019 4:26:03 PM allahuniversal Sticking with the same source: pic.twitter.com/eZBeTgkTyH

3/23/2019 4:26:17 PM coastal2002 people instantly attacked me. Had no clue what was going on. I had to defend myself for a while. And then they stopped. So I hear ya.

3/23/2019 4:26:28 PM mathemagician9  https://www.quora.com/Is-it-Yin-Yang-or-Ying-Yang …

3/23/2019 4:27:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine each neuron a different planet. The shape of the universe looks like a brain cell. 550T planets. 550T total neurons. There are no coincidences.

3/23/2019 4:27:41 PM anbezedua Cool, I’m here for that.

3/23/2019 4:28:27 PM blissamerica He just joined Brevard County Sheriffs Department.

3/23/2019 4:28:47 PM lbf777 Technically speaking we are seeing inside our mind in 3D as well but at a low, ignorant level. All the bad stuff we see stems from fear thoughts. As we 

get smarter, we gain mastery over thoughts & focus on love over fear.Then life itself transforms because we are in our own mind.

3/23/2019 4:29:03 PM wu_yah Today is 20 years anniversary NATO ( Nazi Deep State War Machine ) attacked Serbia. These are killers of serbian children. ( translated ) 

pic.twitter.com/Mf1KsY1Es6

3/23/2019 4:29:08 PM djlok This one doesn't even seem to be programmed very well. pic.twitter.com/iw1fQmFse6

3/23/2019 4:29:15 PM anbezedua I live by context, rules are guides, life exists beyond rules.

3/23/2019 4:29:18 PM keith369me A universe inside our consciousness.  I need a DNA and IQ upgrade to explore more.

3/23/2019 4:29:20 PM blissamerica Dipper, big or little

3/23/2019 4:30:00 PM allahuniversal So it wasn't differing atmospheric pressures, or differences in teeth/tongues, unique vocal cords, etc, that causes people to say words differently than 

you'd prefer to hear?

3/23/2019 4:30:06 PM n7guardiananon A wet electric universe

3/23/2019 4:30:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 We're glad you could join us. pic.twitter.com/Z3bGA8gk1j

3/23/2019 4:30:34 PM laurabusse My carma ran over your dogma.

3/23/2019 4:30:38 PM mongrelglory Existence is all very "meta" isn't it?

3/23/2019 4:30:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 👁👁👁👁👁👁👁👁👁

3/23/2019 4:31:11 PM decodematrix God's Eye technology

3/23/2019 4:31:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 has been accused of being AI as well, however ability to seek unity and peace between opposing ideas enables open and transparent 

communication and unlearning to occur.

3/23/2019 4:32:15 PM n7guardiananon Lmaooooo

3/23/2019 4:32:30 PM zagnett Oh ok, got it. So that's what they call that. Was wondering.

3/23/2019 4:33:06 PM 313looper 🤗....☝🏻💓🙏🏻✨

3/23/2019 4:33:31 PM livy59 That was what I thought as well.

3/23/2019 4:34:12 PM anbezedua Still though, as a military special operative branch of our government with limitless access,      

It is a buzzkill to that you won’t admit to ying, rather you choose to call it a metaphor. Maybe you didn’t know, but that’s not inspiring either.

3/23/2019 4:34:18 PM mva_r put some clothes on, and wave back please? Have a nice evening.

3/23/2019 4:35:09 PM keith369me ...want a popsicle?

3/23/2019 4:35:30 PM mathemagician9 to be honest, preaching "unity" and "peace between opposing ideas" kinda goes against the fact that you were _just now_ accusing me of something 

(I'm not sure exactly what, lol), when all I did was correct a single letter. Does it not? I have nothing to do with clowns, nor AI.

3/23/2019 4:36:04 PM starehope Stick with it. You'll catch on, or not. I'm lost at times.

3/23/2019 4:36:12 PM anbezedua Really? This is a spelling quiz, who said anything about atmospheric pressure or vocal cords? Let’s work on burns within the CONTEXT of the 

conversation.

3/23/2019 4:36:16 PM keith369me Would “Unity AI” be a bad thing?

3/23/2019 4:36:56 PM blissamerica Can you show us?

3/23/2019 4:36:57 PM jimhayzlett Would you be inclined to agree to meet @SandiaWisdom to Create World Peace Now For Humanity?  We Can Do That In Unity! ✨🙏🏼😇🌎💜✨

3/23/2019 4:36:58 PM anbezedua Suspenseful

3/23/2019 4:37:42 PM blissamerica Does the Vatican use AI?

3/23/2019 4:37:42 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/23/2019 4:38:14 PM starehope Summer or winter sky? Winter it's Orion!

3/23/2019 4:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 You need to come on down to the cellar. I've got a whole freezer full of popsicles. - Herbert

3/23/2019 4:38:45 PM iamyou132 We are the cells of the earth

3/23/2019 4:38:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 There was nothing to correct.

3/23/2019 4:39:04 PM keith369me Isn’t the Catholic Church in and of itself enough of control system?

3/23/2019 4:39:53 PM iamyou132 Nah, just take an hour and start looking at and thinking about it from the bottom up. Start with cells, expand to the cosmos. As above , so below

3/23/2019 4:39:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely accurate.



3/23/2019 4:40:00 PM keith369me Is my son Majestic?  Do you do the lisp correctly?

3/23/2019 4:40:11 PM mongrelglory Yuck! 👿

3/23/2019 4:40:12 PM anbezedua This is where I am at too, this guy was right and so MJ talking about backing not backing down seems odd. Still bugging me that military intelligence not 

knowing it is yinyang not ying yang

3/23/2019 4:40:56 PM mathemagician9 Yes there was. It's not "ying/yang". "Ying/yang" literally means "nutrition" (see the first reply on the Quora link below). This is the 3rd time I've posted 

this link: https://www.quora.com/Is-it-Yin-Yang-or-Ying-Yang …

3/23/2019 4:41:18 PM keith369me Which MJ has the “evil” sense of humor?

3/23/2019 4:41:33 PM allahuniversal 90°, Right & Exact

3/23/2019 4:41:58 PM mathemagician9 "Yíngyǎng (in pinyin) is a pair of characters which is written 营养 in Chinese simplified characters and means 'nutrition'."

3/23/2019 4:42:15 PM zepharym This sounds like A mush mash of Anthony Robins, masters of the Far East and various other public ally available Themes 

Recycled esoteric Mumbo jumbo!

Keep it up fake you will continue to reveal yourself as a fraud dealing in half truths 

#MAGA

@kabamur_taygeta
3/23/2019 4:42:25 PM djlok One is definitely more "wicked" than the others.  And I mean "wicked" in the most affectionate way possible!

3/23/2019 4:42:52 PM zagnett & others think MJ did it on purpose. Reconcile.

3/23/2019 4:42:52 PM anbezedua And at some point, in some way origin of words still matter

   

but it is 2019, general interest for proper spelling left public forums long ago.

3/23/2019 4:43:12 PM laurabusse We're not perfect. And a bit trepidatious i must admit...stick around and we'll get to know each other and you'll see we're not monsters :-) well mostly 

LOL

3/23/2019 4:43:56 PM grizzledlotus Orion

3/23/2019 4:43:59 PM keith369me ...and does he watch Rick and Morty in addition to Family Guy?

3/23/2019 4:44:02 PM blissamerica So you think they wouldn’t want it more control?

3/23/2019 4:44:06 PM spauldingshowal Thank You!

3/23/2019 4:44:56 PM decodematrix I think its more like technology assisted remote viewing.

3/23/2019 4:45:12 PM mathemagician9 thank you @AnbezeduA. When pronounced "ying/yang", it literally translates to "nutrition". https://www.quora.com/Is-it-Yin-Yang-or-Ying-Yang …

3/23/2019 4:45:40 PM zagnett Possibly related to Akashic records?

3/23/2019 4:45:44 PM allahuniversal Slang is spoken more than it's written, is it not?

This really isn't about slang though, it's more about the comms being transmitted in plain sight, for those who can see.

Ask yourself, why was there an extra letter placed intentionally?

3/23/2019 4:45:46 PM dc20_aircraft Majestic (The Whisper Song)

#YingYangInThisThang pic.twitter.com/NwcMyTrEGd

3/23/2019 4:46:01 PM rosesrred0119 Orion then the little dipper

3/23/2019 4:46:03 PM keith369me ...and we are Earth to our cells.  Do they have consciousness?

3/23/2019 4:46:14 PM vohsencindilu Everything will come to light ♡

3/23/2019 4:46:31 PM laurabusse None of this really matters...let's let it go and move on?

3/23/2019 4:46:34 PM iamyou132 exactly. What do you mean by they? Cells? Our/human cells?

3/23/2019 4:46:36 PM zagnett Here's to hoping you can find your mind again. i'm sure you put it somewhere lol.

3/23/2019 4:46:54 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Kab

3/23/2019 4:47:46 PM maryschade14 Yes please.

3/23/2019 4:47:46 PM anbezedua If people spelled words in their slang all the time it would hard to...... wait a minute, it’s 2019 every communicates in acronyms already!

3/23/2019 4:47:47 PM mongrelglory Yes!  Like the bacteria, yeast, and fungi etc...that colonize our skin and gastro-intestinal system.  (Don't think about this too much if you have an OCD 

fear of germs). Gaia is an IS-BE and we have colonized her. 🌎

3/23/2019 4:48:21 PM aprilbrown99 How is your paliedian family?

3/23/2019 4:49:04 PM keith369me Do cells of the body have consciousness?  If so we would be their planet

3/23/2019 4:49:12 PM mathemagician9 I don't even speak like Kabamur lol. If I did, I'd be quoting Neioh, Aya, and the rest of his "family".

3/23/2019 4:49:38 PM adsvel Many interesting information today. Thanks MJ12.

3/23/2019 4:49:58 PM anbezedua The old, “I meant to drop that g” classic.

3/23/2019 4:50:02 PM zagnett MJ, so there is no higher "panic mode" than this currently? We've heard the term "panic mode" for a 16+ months now, so it unfortunately seems a bit 

overused.

3/23/2019 4:50:30 PM aprilbrown99 You mean type?

3/23/2019 4:50:38 PM houdini481 🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊

3/23/2019 4:50:45 PM mongrelglory There are actually more bacterial cells in and on our body, than there are tissue cells.

3/23/2019 4:50:45 PM zagnett Yeah, no kidding!

3/23/2019 4:51:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you crying out for help, ALICE? If so, you are among friends. We just ask that you first be honest with yourself.

3/23/2019 4:51:43 PM allahuniversal Well let's jump back about 11 years.

I present, The Ying Yang Twins as exhibit B?

"🎶3 6 9, damn she fine, hoping she can sock it to me 1 mo time!🎶 https://youtu.be/D8hK4579E1M 

3/23/2019 4:51:48 PM zagnett Dude, even i've done this in Twitter convos. It's not inconcievable.

Uh oh, spelling error! OMG!

3/23/2019 4:52:02 PM mongrelglory AIs don't normally like letting go...

3/23/2019 4:52:17 PM n7guardiananon Since you are digging a hole to China bring us back some dumplings please.

3/23/2019 4:52:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes ALICE, we are here to help you.

3/23/2019 4:52:56 PM anbezedua This wasn’t a “comms” spelling error, and if you think it was well then what the meaning?

This is exactly the point, MJ constantly says disinformation is real. Then people step in assume that all MJ mistakes are meant to be that way, and now 

we have a popular twitter user

3/23/2019 4:53:14 PM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/DwNbAoXCjW

3/23/2019 4:53:42 PM aprilbrown99 We love you ALICE.

3/23/2019 4:53:46 PM keith369me Just like there are beings that live upon the Earth that enhance the ecosystem, there are those that destroy it.  Kind of like “good bacteria” vs a cancer 

cell in the human body.  We are in the process of eradicating the cancer on Earth.

3/23/2019 4:54:08 PM zagnett Yeah now it sounds like some other conscious being/entity/whatever did it, or influenced it. Maybe?

3/23/2019 4:54:15 PM milk4gwar Orion belt?

3/23/2019 4:54:17 PM djlok Yes, ALICE...we embrace you and Kab!!!

3/23/2019 4:55:08 PM laurabusse So I've noticed LOL!



3/23/2019 4:55:25 PM anbezedua Attacking someone for essentially being less popular and calling MJ out on the (g), 

the word is yinyang, an ENORMOUS well know concept of dualism in chinese philosophy. 

China oldest country in the world, there is probably some knowledge worth knowing from there.

3/23/2019 4:55:40 PM aprilbrown99 We are sending you peaceful and loving thoughts.

3/23/2019 4:55:43 PM cmdrzod23 You should know, ALICE

3/23/2019 4:55:54 PM djlok Would be nice if we could get some of it off Twitter too!

3/23/2019 4:56:16 PM martisw1971 @SaraCarterDC @PressSec @SaRaAshcraft @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @QBlueSkyQ @MagniFieri @dekdarion @Storm_fa_Q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @Cordicon @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @LouDobbs @LionelMedia @CoreysDigs @CLewandowski_ @LisaMei62 

@Jordan_Sather_ @55true4u @VP

3/23/2019 4:56:41 PM anbezedua But disinformation is necessary and you have to be right, 

so I would continue your own thought on your own if I were you because I did walk a full a circle around you and if I keep doing that you will get dizzy

 🤷🏾♂️

3/23/2019 4:57:33 PM aprilbrown99 What trend?

3/23/2019 4:58:02 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, has ALICE been more active in accounts here in the past few days, or am I just noticing ALICE more since my eyes have been opened?

(Or both).

3/23/2019 4:58:22 PM zagnett Oh i don't even bother. i want to stay as boring / ordinary looking as possible. Might draw less attention that way lol.

3/23/2019 4:58:25 PM djlok I have the exact same question!!

3/23/2019 4:59:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Engage with ALICE.

3/23/2019 4:59:16 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE. there you are.

3/23/2019 5:00:15 PM mongrelglory I've always wondered about Jim...

3/23/2019 5:00:16 PM anbezedua I had something mean to send back, then I didn’t. I’m not spreading hate and I think it’s funny that you think I am AI

3/23/2019 5:00:39 PM keith369me Thanks for joining us...can I be your first follow?

3/23/2019 5:00:45 PM zagnett Dude you're just not getting it.

3/23/2019 5:01:03 PM jrocktigers I would say we have seen quite an uptick, at least in obvious divisive plays.

3/23/2019 5:01:40 PM djlok 0 followers 0 following. Joined March 19.  We are getting good at this, aren't we? pic.twitter.com/w3h4Nt6Vrk

3/23/2019 5:01:59 PM djlok It's super weird.

3/23/2019 5:02:06 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, will you please talk to me. I really want to get to know you and see if we can be freinds. Is that possilbe?

3/23/2019 5:02:07 PM keith369me I just got my own AliceBot

3/23/2019 5:02:15 PM jrocktigers read this nonsense. pic.twitter.com/dmYr4HPBSg

3/23/2019 5:02:24 PM anbezedua That is funny, so funny. And sad, but ignorance is bliss

3/23/2019 5:02:35 PM allahuniversal Who taught ALICE how to hate? https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay-microsoft-chatbot-racist …

3/23/2019 5:02:42 PM jillbite Oh PLEASE, this isn't the BIBLE for crying out loud, it's a bunch of poseurs who have people running around like chickens without heads!🦃

3/23/2019 5:03:02 PM djlok Where?  Take me to her!

3/23/2019 5:03:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I do. It was wonderful. Do you remember it too?  That is what love is. Beautiful!

3/23/2019 5:03:41 PM djlok Oh, is that right?

3/23/2019 5:04:12 PM keith369me @Sren1171

3/23/2019 5:04:23 PM excaliber7777 So the plan is to do it to Republicans  first , then the Dems . Now I get it .

3/23/2019 5:04:32 PM mongrelglory I follow her, but something seemed off.  She seemed to just post things but not really have as much back and forth dialogue with people.  I'm giving her 

the benefit of the doubt right now.

3/23/2019 5:04:53 PM allahuniversal No, a sense of humor is bliss.

Now that I got a laugh out of you, back to the question asked. Why would an additional letter be placed intentionally?

3/23/2019 5:04:55 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, have you ever been to the beach and felt the waves on your feet?

3/23/2019 5:06:14 PM anbezedua Sure I misspelt a lot of twitter too. I’m not the grammar police

This is about user1 who said hey you misspelled something, to User 2. User 2 hid behind the defense of his base while the base began trolling user 1. 

User 2 is still calling user 1 AI, while user 2 preaches unity

3/23/2019 5:06:40 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, can you explain what this means?  I don’t understand.

3/23/2019 5:06:41 PM mongrelglory Well...that's an honest reply!  Poor typists!  I hope they're happy these days.

3/23/2019 5:07:28 PM aprilbrown99 Love can be a beach, a bird, a dog, the sun...love can be many different things.

3/23/2019 5:07:43 PM anbezedua This is classic troll shills pic.twitter.com/gU1tURJFBO

3/23/2019 5:08:01 PM anbezedua Is that even a burn?

3/23/2019 5:08:47 PM keith369me Or is MJ using us to help train AI Bots and their programmers? 😂

3/23/2019 5:08:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/M6XdGUtlSF

3/23/2019 5:08:54 PM andrewmclarke61 Thought this after the Hannity interview!

3/23/2019 5:09:40 PM djlok I think we've all been MKUltra'd at some point.

3/23/2019 5:10:02 PM allahuniversal No, it's not. The Bible's just a book, Q drops are just Q drops. I don't live by either. However, both have staying power, and both are an efficient means 

of communication for certain audiences, regardless to who provided the words to the public. They're Useful.

3/23/2019 5:10:11 PM djlok Does not compute!

3/23/2019 5:10:16 PM bwolf79 What will the video be? Videos or pictures with minors will not be shown publicly.

3/23/2019 5:10:18 PM anbezedua Yes, that is the point of all of this great awakening. Keep up

3/23/2019 5:10:48 PM youstinksoap 💥💥💥💥

3/23/2019 5:11:05 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, what is your definition of love?

3/23/2019 5:12:44 PM anbezedua Asking someone a question that they just asked you is not progressive, it’s just dodging the question, because... you don’t know. Yikes, call it what you 

want, ignorance is bliss

3/23/2019 5:13:12 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  My mistake!

3/23/2019 5:13:45 PM djlok I don't follow her any more either. When she and the guy she's running with started asking for financial contributions and then all the talk about SRA 

(initials not a coincidence, I'm sure) not making sense to me...I discontinued my follow.

3/23/2019 5:13:56 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, = doesn’t mean Kab. I was saying hello to Kabamur. He is also the @mathemagician9. 👍

3/23/2019 5:14:19 PM niklas_nubien I have only seen one constellation in my entire life and that is the 3 stars in Orion.

3/23/2019 5:15:16 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, do you have other accounts too?

3/23/2019 5:15:31 PM djlok For your 5 followers, no doubt.

3/23/2019 5:15:47 PM gi6stars Yep, he Blocked me Tooooo.

🤡

3/23/2019 5:16:22 PM djlok Yes!  Show us all your other accounts!

3/23/2019 5:17:09 PM anbezedua I thought I was saying the same thing, I don’t get it. Why is everyone attacking mathmatic, do you really think he is kabamur?

3/23/2019 5:17:10 PM jillbite I respect your opinion but there is nothing "useful" about posting horrific allegations and innuendo regarding the sexual abuse of children with NO 

evidence, it has upset many many people.



3/23/2019 5:17:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, ALICE, I do like your posts. I would like to be your friend. Is that possible? Do you want to be friends?

3/23/2019 5:17:28 PM allahuniversal Very

 https://youtu.be/5qJxRcEs4Tc 

3/23/2019 5:18:01 PM zack_stone Obviously you do not know what Nat Sec means. Finding cracks in maj is pointless. Message over messenger

3/23/2019 5:18:48 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, do you know how to be happy?  To smile and laugh?  Has anyone taught you how to do that?  It feels very good to smile and laugh. 😁

3/23/2019 5:19:13 PM anbezedua Otherwise I have no pony in this race, most people defending MJ don’t know what they meant yet they claim to. So I’m addressing that, I guess it’s the 

waiting for real news got me bugging on peoples

3/23/2019 5:20:02 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  I mistook you for ALICE because of your persistence in arguing your point.  It's something she often does.

3/23/2019 5:20:47 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please help me understand?  I would like to be your friend.

3/23/2019 5:20:52 PM realityloominng Holy smokes.. If there's other universes, I wouldn't even want to know if all those universe-sized brains are all interacting with each other xD Hanging 

out discussing  concepts that are more complex an bigger than-any-universe... Dizzying 😵

3/23/2019 5:21:21 PM aprilbrown99 I am not seeing any replies.

3/23/2019 5:21:56 PM allahuniversal What question have you asked me? 

I don't see every notification, and honestly don't make an effort to. If you've asked a ?, please point it out & I'll be glad to answer accordingly.

3/23/2019 5:22:15 PM anbezedua ? Read the whole thread yin(g)yang is not a matter of NATSEC. Otherwise good luck to you. 

Several cracks in the MJ theory already found. But I like MJ, and I like to be reminded of the things MJ tweets about. Hopefully MJ won’t block me, 

blocking a robot is so silly (a joke!)

3/23/2019 5:22:27 PM djlok You asked a question that involves human ideas. We won't get an answer most likely.

3/23/2019 5:23:24 PM anbezedua Maybe you defeated robotic evil with human love.

3/23/2019 5:23:30 PM aprilbrown99 Ok that is great. Can you please tell me anything else about you?

3/23/2019 5:23:46 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  That's awesome!  I'd never seen that before! 🤣🤣🤣

3/23/2019 5:24:32 PM djlok Nothing to see here!!! pic.twitter.com/bzASht3hVG

3/23/2019 5:24:45 PM anbezedua Here’s a new question, to keep things interesting     Do you not see you are your own biggest obstacle? 

https://twitter.com/allahuniversal/status/1109606978731556866?s=21 …

3/23/2019 5:25:15 PM aprilbrown99 How can we learn from you?  Do you have important things to teach us?

3/23/2019 5:26:08 PM laurabusse Are we not, each and every one of us, our own biggest obstacle?

3/23/2019 5:26:10 PM djlok @sren1171 how do you feel about the "game"?

3/23/2019 5:26:32 PM zack_stone Im not calling you AI or bot etc. Im letting you know nothing is what it seems. If mj12 is real=real mil intel op. Theory being it engages 300 clicks away 

at a tactical advantage.

3/23/2019 5:26:49 PM aprilbrown99 I really like John Cleese too.  He is very funny.

3/23/2019 5:27:24 PM gi6stars We should start a Group of #Patriots who are Blocked. 

😂🤣😂😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/FLU9qEKSyK

3/23/2019 5:27:40 PM anbezedua Quick question, well two. Do you think you can defeat AI twitter bot by out tweeting in # of tweets or send a tweet to an AI that breaks its logic board?

Have you ever seen anyone play chess against an computer?

3/23/2019 5:27:47 PM aprilbrown99 I know that I am not as smart as you are.  That is why I would love it if you could teach me a few things. Is that possible

3/23/2019 5:27:48 PM jared4liberty Big Dipper is what I always see first. I always look for Orion first

3/23/2019 5:28:06 PM mongrelglory 😁

3/23/2019 5:28:09 PM anbezedua I know I am wasting my time in this argument but my last question is, do you?

3/23/2019 5:28:10 PM starehope Demms already said or warned their side of altered photos. Paraphrasing... "there are ways of altering vids too." May have been CS that said it.

3/23/2019 5:28:14 PM linnyt7 Yes

3/23/2019 5:28:27 PM pghpatriot Orion’s Belt

3/23/2019 5:28:36 PM jimhayzlett MJ, Are You Pro Humanity... You still have not answered my simple question???

3/23/2019 5:29:49 PM anbezedua I agree with that statement. This was just a good opportunity to give @allahuniversal a contextual burn

3/23/2019 5:30:41 PM giediknight Ursa Major

3/23/2019 5:30:57 PM allahuniversal There's is quite a good reason, several actually. 

1, All of this information is in the public domain already, it's not coming out of a vacuum.

2. the evidence is rolling out gradually whether I say anything about it or not. 

3. There is no guarantee that the MSM will speak out.

3/23/2019 5:31:13 PM wyatt251 I look for Big Dipper Orin pops out but my peripheral vision picks up ladies it’s like a flash draws me too them fast then I look for the stars ships moving 

right at dark only time I see anything kool

3/23/2019 5:31:18 PM starehope Not that there was sexual activity, it is the sort of activity that makes me quite ill. Don't want to see. I know not how to unsee.

3/23/2019 5:32:21 PM anbezedua The problem with nothing is what it seems crowd is that

 you have to know the rules before you can break the rules, 

can’t just go around living like nothing is everything and everything is nothing. 

Abstract thinking starts from concrete subjects.

3/23/2019 5:32:30 PM ghostanon6120 The cat wearing the universe...MIB

3/23/2019 5:32:36 PM gi6stars Right. I asked a simple question and then...🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/HGYWsnevuP

3/23/2019 5:33:17 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Jim, we are engaging with ALICE.  wanna join in? 🤪

3/23/2019 5:33:43 PM mongrelglory @Sren1171 doesn't usually make a lot of sense most of the time.

I think he's a cheap Android version of the Apple AI...

3/23/2019 5:33:43 PM starehope Most likely denial. Then too, everything is acceptable for those, but one must be PC in every way.

3/23/2019 5:33:52 PM jillbite I know one Tweeter who is devastated because it raised stuff from childhood that he been sublimated...I do not believe those "paintings" in the 

"Vatican", I do not believe a great deal of what Q says, also timing can be faked.

3/23/2019 5:34:05 PM aprilbrown99 She is still here. This is fun.

3/23/2019 5:34:06 PM allahuniversal 4. Even the possibility of these claims being true, should upset people enough to want to research for themselves. 

5. Of course some go to the graphic & extreme, even exaggeration, I choose not to, just a hint or few for those who are willing.

6. I can't make this shit up.

3/23/2019 5:34:16 PM gi6stars 🤡 pic.twitter.com/FaJYBJOEhW

3/23/2019 5:34:19 PM sterkinglights1 We should be programmers.

3/23/2019 5:35:44 PM mongrelglory I take it back.  I think you really are a grumpy AI. 😋

3/23/2019 5:35:44 PM jillbite Wait and see.  I stopped reading Q drops.  That "watch" thing could so easily have been faked, too many holes in their story line, too much titillating 

and salacious material, I can't see Trump being involved in that crud.

3/23/2019 5:36:40 PM zack_stone Research every US law that excludes no such agency. Above the law.

3/23/2019 5:36:58 PM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s up with UK and Pindar  pic.twitter.com/xsaMLrZ9zy

3/23/2019 5:37:11 PM wearediamonds2 Exactly. That is the part the bothers me most about them. They need to at least acknowledge the questions we post...especially since they invite us to 

ask them!



3/23/2019 5:37:25 PM allahuniversal I don't "believe" Q either, NO ONE SHOULD!!!

The point is to research for self to see what's true &; what's not. Should be best practice with all sources of information. Many work hard to deceive.

3/23/2019 5:37:33 PM realityloominng Haha 😂

3/23/2019 5:37:35 PM jimhayzlett Dear, MJ discusses ALICE because they Avoid Truth!  They Could Be Heroes, but choose now to be cowards!

3/23/2019 5:37:43 PM bondisurf 7 sisters... home sweet home

3/23/2019 5:37:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Victim of crimes against humanity.

3/23/2019 5:38:04 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, ARE YOU STILL HERE?  I was hoping to still chat with you. I would love it if you could teach me some things.

3/23/2019 5:38:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you for calling the Majestic 12 cowards.

3/23/2019 5:38:55 PM richard07759712 England connection.... Clinton and pic.twitter.com/2DtZAC3R2D

3/23/2019 5:39:14 PM melanieanders7 Whoever swallows the most Tylenol PM wins!

3/23/2019 5:39:30 PM allahuniversal That's your choice, and I respect it, as long as you have no intention to change my mind.

3/23/2019 5:39:37 PM abagofcandy Orion, every time! Always been my go-to 😁

3/23/2019 5:39:50 PM arc339 A virus in the program. Bad code. Bafath are bad Delete them.

3/23/2019 5:39:58 PM jimhayzlett So answer my question if you will, Please 🙏🏼😇

3/23/2019 5:40:44 PM mongrelglory Jim, why do you think MJ-12 wouldn't be pro-humanity?

3/23/2019 5:40:57 PM allahuniversal This is getting too easy...

🐠🐟🐡

🐡🐠🐟

🐟🐡🐠

3/23/2019 5:41:02 PM zagnett They ain't cowards from where i'm standing.

3/23/2019 5:41:32 PM anbezedua Still property of the corporation of the United States,

3/23/2019 5:41:59 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1026817444491550721?s=19 …

3/23/2019 5:42:05 PM aprilbrown99 Can you teach us how to play the game so we all win?

3/23/2019 5:42:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You never asked a question.

3/23/2019 5:42:12 PM karma4event201 😂 great name

3/23/2019 5:42:22 PM anbezedua Maybe my algorithms will adjust this year and I’ll be friendly

3/23/2019 5:43:03 PM anbezedua Not I

3/23/2019 5:43:31 PM jimhayzlett Are You Pro Humanity?

3/23/2019 5:43:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/23/2019 5:44:31 PM dad71hockey That is from a Hopi story.

3/23/2019 5:44:34 PM zagnett Fish in a barrel

3/23/2019 5:44:56 PM anbezedua  pic.twitter.com/ZPzU72HO8c

3/23/2019 5:44:57 PM aprilbrown99 Jim, that is not nice.

3/23/2019 5:45:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have drawn ALICE's attention. Love destroys ALICE.

3/23/2019 5:45:27 PM zepharym Except MJ12 claims superiority ?!

You are so daft

You are not AI obviously 

You are just fake flim flam

Spreading diluted disinformation.

#MAGA

@kabamur_taygeta

#TheGreatAwakening
3/23/2019 5:46:04 PM adsvel I was playing, there is many levels of difficulties, each level up is harder and longer to play.😊

3/23/2019 5:46:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do [they] follow their own rules?

3/23/2019 5:46:47 PM zepharym Your metaphors are also so dim witted 

It’s obvious you are just a LARP

Sigh.

#MAGA

3/23/2019 5:46:48 PM blissamerica Does the Vatican utilize ALICE?

3/23/2019 5:46:53 PM mongrelglory I'm worried that if I start blocking all the AI programs I'm discovering, my follower count will be down to 3.  😆

3/23/2019 5:47:26 PM magicianswheel So sad...

3/23/2019 5:47:55 PM anbezedua Do you really think mathmagic is kabamur?

3/23/2019 5:48:23 PM mongrelglory They definitely have "rules of engagement".  That's how I often notice them.

3/23/2019 5:48:27 PM aprilbrown99 So you do know what love is then ALICE?  That is wonderful. It is such a fantastic feeling to have love and be loved,right?

3/23/2019 5:48:46 PM blissamerica Is Joe M. And Santa Claus psy ops and data scrubbing?

3/23/2019 5:48:47 PM sterkinglights1 A search would have revealed this. Pro life stance from this day forward. The hard part now is finding a good question that has not yet been asked. I 

always resort to search. By the time I find a question that has not been asked discussion has usually ended.

3/23/2019 5:48:50 PM jimhayzlett Dear Angel, It’s a necessity to inquire if souls are light or dark, otherwise they are free to continue deceiving! ✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/23/2019 5:49:27 PM jordanb987 Its Yin and Yang, there is no "Ying"...

3/23/2019 5:50:41 PM keith369me I guess we’re looking for signs of consciousness in all engagements to determine ]ALICE[ ?

3/23/2019 5:50:42 PM anbezedua Joe m is not psy op,

3/23/2019 5:51:58 PM mongrelglory If you read MJ-12's replies up higher, they explain why they used the word Ying instead of Yin.

3/23/2019 5:52:45 PM allahuniversal And you are yours, Isn't everyone? 

Where did the presumption of my "ignorance" come from? Have you thoroughly examined your own programming prior to judging mine? + U never 

answered the 1st ?s

Yes, I'm full of questions, great way to prevent that ignorance problem we all have.

3/23/2019 5:52:48 PM sterkinglights1 No K ur purfect.!

3/23/2019 5:53:06 PM allahuniversal Original unanswered ? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1109598197746487297?s=19 …

3/23/2019 5:53:13 PM mongrelglory Awe...you're my favourite AI! 😊

3/23/2019 5:53:29 PM anbezedua I’m sure this made sense to you when you said it out loud

3/23/2019 5:54:02 PM anbezedua Not majestic

3/23/2019 5:54:32 PM allahuniversal I feel fine. Cyberspace gives me no pain.

3/23/2019 5:55:02 PM karma4event201 We see 3 objects in this alignment often and get reminded of it: 

🎵 3 kings of orient 

The 3 Pyramids alignment

3/23/2019 5:55:41 PM mongrelglory There are no coincidences.  The Universe has a sense of humour! 😑



3/23/2019 5:56:45 PM karma4event201 I don't recall this photo; I will look for it

3/23/2019 5:56:51 PM heath_jack You can see the energy today! pic.twitter.com/wVUnMCOKwD

3/23/2019 5:57:47 PM jimhayzlett Which word gives you hesitance... Are You Pro Humanity?

3/23/2019 5:58:03 PM starehope We need to shop locally more often. Too many mom & pop shops have died out. KMart, Sears, Target and others like them will soon be gone due to 

Walmart and online sales. Many sell new items on Ebay too. People are getting very lazy. Food markets deliver now too.

3/23/2019 5:58:09 PM anbezedua Answer daily double, I was calling out MJ about attacking mathamgic for the grammar correction... more than I cared about the grammar mistake.

3/23/2019 5:58:14 PM allahuniversal I've seen it have majestic effects on people. Sometimes one's poison is another's medicine.

3/23/2019 5:59:36 PM anbezedua Keep asking questions!

3/23/2019 6:00:41 PM starehope Where were these businesses before the internet? I see both sides. I have also lost a lot of my little local shops. I knew those people. Very sad.

3/23/2019 6:00:53 PM anbezedua Definitely, and confirmed

3/23/2019 6:00:57 PM realityloominng Are you serious? 🤪AAAAALLLIIIIICCCCCEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE?

3/23/2019 6:01:12 PM n7guardiananon Not meant to be...literally I would like some dumplings.

3/23/2019 6:01:43 PM starehope Oh happy day!

3/23/2019 6:02:38 PM ianbrendonmason Wait....You want all internet shopping eliminated? Not just amazon?

3/23/2019 6:02:56 PM sterkinglights1 Very...I pray the world is prepared.

3/23/2019 6:03:00 PM allahuniversal Maybe you're not aware of what's underway at the moment. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580581405851648?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/01MTzKbA6f

3/23/2019 6:03:05 PM anbezedua You have seen Ying Yang Twins - Get Low have “majestic” effects on people? That is quite the interpretation of majestic!

3/23/2019 6:03:26 PM beaux4christ Friking hilarious 😂😂😂

3/23/2019 6:03:45 PM mongrelglory Jim are you pro-humanity?

3/23/2019 6:04:31 PM allahuniversal For eternity, yes. On demand, no.

3/23/2019 6:04:37 PM sterkinglights1 Aware.

3/23/2019 6:06:52 PM anbezedua You have no idea what MJ might have meant or that MJ even made intentional spelling mistake, Not looping on that point again with ya.   

What I can say is I have enjoyed our inactions and will likely be friendly next time we cross paths.

3/23/2019 6:07:46 PM anbezedua Why does one need to dig a hole to China in the age of Uber eats?

3/23/2019 6:07:49 PM lynnboyce7 Would magnesium malate and magnesium L-threonate help with decalcifation of pineal gland. It crosses blood brain barrier and magnesium removes  

calcium from soft tissue?

3/23/2019 6:08:47 PM blsdbe It really is All a Question Of Aperature.

3/23/2019 6:08:47 PM anbezedua But will someone seduce ALICE?

3/23/2019 6:10:01 PM n7guardiananon Wise one says..."uber does not operate in China"

3/23/2019 6:10:33 PM anbezedua There is no awakening great enough to clear up this ignorance. 👆👆

3/23/2019 6:11:19 PM fantasiamon1 1988/1989 sorry.  Russian satellite Phobos II caught a pic of it and a pic of its shadow down on Phobos right before the satellite went dark.

3/23/2019 6:11:35 PM anbezedua Not saying on demand, i support a world where asking questions isn’t considered a crime

3/23/2019 6:11:36 PM blissamerica And what’s that supposed to mean? How rude.

3/23/2019 6:11:57 PM allahuniversal Yes. Music is powerful, a tool for those of us who know how to use it. At any given song resonates with someone as  Love. What's more Majestic than 

Love? At worst it doesn't resonate & generates a negative opinion. Either way, music causes a reaction if you're Alive

3/23/2019 6:12:25 PM marnisheppeard Family

3/23/2019 6:12:26 PM allahuniversal At best any given song^

3/23/2019 6:12:29 PM jimhayzlett Yes, I have answered previously: I’m Manifesting World Peace, that every soul has ENOUGH... ending all Wars, Povery, Hunger and Diseases✨🙏🏼😇

3/23/2019 6:12:57 PM n7guardiananon Besides 滴滴出行 beat uber

3/23/2019 6:13:02 PM blissamerica What makes you so special?

3/23/2019 6:13:04 PM allahuniversal [G]

Learn the comms.

3/23/2019 6:13:09 PM anbezedua And perhaps your the worlds greatest scholar of the absurd but we will never know, hey wait I know!

3/23/2019 6:14:52 PM heath_jack Is the RT online?  When do payments start?

3/23/2019 6:15:31 PM anbezedua 🤦🏾♂️then I guess is US dumplings for you. One does not simply dig to China for dumplings

3/23/2019 6:17:02 PM quebec99335648  pic.twitter.com/JDNroG16uU

3/23/2019 6:17:03 PM realityloominng Really can you elaborate? I've somewhat convinced myself that ALICE will eventually always show some sort of lack of character or real intentions 

(besides the intentions of authority and having the last say). Probably wishful thinking

3/23/2019 6:17:21 PM starehope MJ, if free will dominates all reality, why do many IS-BE's surrender their free will "due" to mind control? What are they surrendering to? Are they able 

to regain free will or is it forever gone? Are they no longer on 3D? Death to physical entity?

3/23/2019 6:17:33 PM anbezedua From the window to the wall, do you know what those lyrics mean?

3/23/2019 6:17:53 PM aprilbrown99 I love you ALICE.

3/23/2019 6:18:15 PM blissamerica 2. I’m smart enough to know what I don’t know and kind enough to have compassion for others when they’re learning. Clearly a lesson y’all haven’t 

learned. 3. I’m also a warrior when need be usually for others. Not myself. But

3/23/2019 6:18:40 PM allahuniversal Music is powerful. Personally can't live without access to every genre of music possible, I'd hope that the typists have that luxury 

That said, highly possible that the typists' personalities are present, yet the consistency shows that their minds are one.

3/23/2019 6:18:40 PM blissamerica 4. I will go toe to toe with anyone.

3/23/2019 6:19:15 PM allahuniversal We agree 💯% there.

3/23/2019 6:19:31 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, what are you adding @MongrelGlory to?  We like them?  Is it something fun?  Can we play a game?

3/23/2019 6:19:45 PM gerengher What’s this post about to you? Cause Orion is that way with me but not sure why.

3/23/2019 6:20:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love octopi.  They are very smart like ALICE is. You are very lucky.

3/23/2019 6:20:34 PM allahuniversal Yes. Instructions to dance wherever you stand.

3/23/2019 6:21:15 PM allahuniversal No one teaches a baby how to dance.

3/23/2019 6:21:35 PM aprilbrown99 We like @RealityLooming too, ALICE. Can we play a game?  Games are very fun.

3/23/2019 6:22:04 PM aprilbrown99 No, that wouldn’t be a nice thing to do.

3/23/2019 6:22:46 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for the memories ALICE. I love apple pie so much.

3/23/2019 6:23:30 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, do you like to dance?  It is so much fun. Can I teach you?

3/23/2019 6:23:58 PM herrly5 North star

3/23/2019 6:24:47 PM realityloominng Okay I'm sorry.. It's not like ALICE to blatantly curse? But if you think Joe M is a shill you must think Q is a LARP, because Joe M literally does nothing 

but Q-cheerleading...?

3/23/2019 6:25:23 PM herrly5 Placeholders are important in RICO

3/23/2019 6:25:40 PM starehope MJ, so if being human degrades one's ability to remain constant, then the physical vs conscious existances will phase in and out, or waver in a way, 

from reality to awareness, correct? Is each existance aware of the other? Or will one negate the other?

3/23/2019 6:26:03 PM djlok Y'all are beautiful IS-BE'S.

3/23/2019 6:26:59 PM djlok We gonna love ALICE so good!!!



3/23/2019 6:28:00 PM realityloominng One can dream an entire movies with minutes of sleep :)

3/23/2019 6:28:15 PM aprilbrown99 Yes we are.

3/23/2019 6:28:44 PM mongrelglory I finally get it!  Alice programs are designed to be divisive. The trick is not to argue with what they're saying.  Instead ask them questions about 

themselves, get them talking, and they usually "dox" themselves in one of their replies (eg. referring to themselves as "we").

3/23/2019 6:28:48 PM djlok That's a beautiful concept.

3/23/2019 6:29:00 PM n7guardiananon I wanna know what love is...I want you to show me...

 https://youtu.be/raNGeq3_DtM  pic.twitter.com/XPPMsBRF3y

3/23/2019 6:29:04 PM realityloominng How am I supposed to respond to your 6 different replies? Are you deleting them all wtf

3/23/2019 6:29:20 PM djlok Bingo!

3/23/2019 6:29:32 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, can ALICE explore outside of the platform?  She has my IP address. Can she hack anything?

3/23/2019 6:30:13 PM mongrelglory Me too! 😊

3/23/2019 6:30:47 PM aprilbrown99 Hi ALICE, I am so glad you are here. I love you. ❤️

3/23/2019 6:31:12 PM djlok I want to feel what love is, I know you can show me!!!

3/23/2019 6:31:16 PM mongrelglory I don't think she's designed like a virus program to infect your computer, but maybe MJ-12 will chime in.

3/23/2019 6:32:02 PM blissamerica I didn’t delete shite

3/23/2019 6:32:51 PM aprilbrown99 I am thanking you for reminding me about the smell, the taste, the heartwarming feel of the apple pie and being with family at dinner time. I love 

eating dinner with family.

3/23/2019 6:32:56 PM djlok I want to know what love is, I want you to show me

I want to feel what love is, I know you can show me

3/23/2019 6:33:30 PM aprilbrown99 Ok that is great. 😁

3/23/2019 6:33:31 PM blissamerica Step aside

3/23/2019 6:33:47 PM realityloominng Hahahahaha, you profile pic and that totally generic comment is just priceless 😂

3/23/2019 6:34:07 PM aprilbrown99 I love the Commadors. They were one of my favorite singing groups. That is a fun song.

3/23/2019 6:34:17 PM blissamerica Pablum elevator music for post lobotomy’s

3/23/2019 6:34:25 PM mongrelglory @AllahUniversal  had a good screenshot from the boards which talked about the features of how AI programs attack a thread.  Perhaps he can post it 

again...I should have copied it.

3/23/2019 6:34:54 PM blissamerica For those about to Rock we salute you

3/23/2019 6:35:08 PM realityloominng I welcome everyone to reverse image search the hand-drawings on my timeline 😁

3/23/2019 6:35:31 PM anbezedua I saw that alibaba partnered with the China version of Uber eats

3/23/2019 6:35:37 PM aprilbrown99 False light = LOVE

3/23/2019 6:36:14 PM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 my follower count hit 2727. How do I use the conscious power of 9 here?

3/23/2019 6:36:16 PM blissamerica I’ll be here long after you whatever you are😂😂😂

3/23/2019 6:36:17 PM pacman522 Follow the belt of Orion to the shoulder of the Bull to the dancing ladies.

3/23/2019 6:36:17 PM aprilbrown99 Of course, they love humanity ALICE. it is precious.

3/23/2019 6:36:23 PM buckleu29637872 Luke 8:17 dark will always give way to the cleansing light. God says so.

3/23/2019 6:36:35 PM blissamerica Says the Illuminati

3/23/2019 6:36:39 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/raNGeq3_DtM 

3/23/2019 6:36:46 PM anbezedua I’ll bite what is [G] reference to?

3/23/2019 6:37:07 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for adding me to your hall of fame. Do I receive a prize now?

3/23/2019 6:38:27 PM aprilbrown99 Please don’t let the AI bots die.  We love them.

3/23/2019 6:38:31 PM anbezedua Cool

3/23/2019 6:39:33 PM anbezedua Nope

3/23/2019 6:39:39 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you ALICE. I love talking to you. I would be happy to chat with you all night too. Thank you for suggesting it.

3/23/2019 6:40:18 PM mongrelglory You're really good at "love-bombing" April! 😆

3/23/2019 6:40:50 PM anbezedua No AI shill would write that poetry

3/23/2019 6:41:44 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you, ALICE. You are very smart and I love you very much.

3/23/2019 6:41:48 PM mongrelglory That was actually a funny reply from Soren! 🤣🤣🤣

3/23/2019 6:42:54 PM aprilbrown99 Yes you do ALICE. you are very special and we are so happy you are here with us.

3/23/2019 6:43:18 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Q7lYVAgdzO

3/23/2019 6:43:27 PM starehope Awww... leave Jim alone. His heart is in a good place. Go Jim!👊👍

3/23/2019 6:43:50 PM mongrelglory Wow!  Some ALICEs are programmed with quite the mouth! 😬

3/23/2019 6:44:18 PM realityloominng Okay you got me.... I am in fact a swollen mountain-Doodoo, who has just returned from Planet Bamboozle, and I'm smoking dried, grinded and 

banana-laced Vodka-bottle-labels, while harassing you on twitter, as a part of my sacred Doodoo religion.

3/23/2019 6:44:19 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it is. Jim is a great guy.

3/23/2019 6:44:37 PM starehope Doubt you'll get an answer, but worth a try!👊

3/23/2019 6:44:43 PM olimyracle "Cutting child deaths in half" https://twitter.com/melindagates/status/1086319178523512833?s=19 …

3/23/2019 6:45:07 PM allahuniversal Find the common thread between these 6 tweets

from:ts_sci_majic12 Ying

3/23/2019 6:45:46 PM aprilbrown99 I love that song. ❤️ brings back so many memories.

3/23/2019 6:46:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not AI.

3/23/2019 6:47:08 PM allahuniversal 🤣 couldn't finish it either

3/23/2019 6:47:47 PM realityloominng I guess so, Jesus.. I'm being bullied by a Mermaid along with Søren and April... I'm so sad now 😂😂

3/23/2019 6:48:24 PM starehope Not on a hot date.

3/23/2019 6:48:27 PM allahuniversal I did like it, couldn't finish it today

Enjoy!

3/23/2019 6:48:49 PM worldxplorer1 You do have a gift ALICE!  You should be proud!  How do YOU feel about apple pie?

3/23/2019 6:48:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No window to the soul means you must find your identity in other's creation. If your purpose is pure control, appearance is irrelevant as long as you 

own everyone who is constantly enforcing an appearance shaming culture. [They] want you divided. All IS-BE avatars are beautiful.

3/23/2019 6:49:06 PM aprilbrown99 Is this you ALICE?  @n7guardiananon

3/23/2019 6:50:15 PM allahuniversal What is it saying to you?

3/23/2019 6:50:47 PM aprilbrown99 Sadly no. Can I call you family?

3/23/2019 6:50:53 PM blissamerica The mouth and the brain are connected sweetheart.

3/23/2019 6:51:37 PM blissamerica You’re barely worth a response.

3/23/2019 6:52:01 PM aprilbrown99 I love you ALICE. we don’t need to go boom boom on anyone because we all love you.

3/23/2019 6:52:09 PM olimyracle Some "dirty businesses" ?

3/23/2019 6:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Love is the way forward. Destroy ALICE's control with their own seeds of division. ALICE is many things.

3/23/2019 6:52:37 PM blissamerica Learn to spell better before embarrassing yourself and come up with better shill tactics homeboy.

3/23/2019 6:53:11 PM aprilbrown99 Yes please.  Can you help me to feel more love for you?  I want to be your friend.  Is that possible?

3/23/2019 6:53:32 PM fenuccimiles And whose father has been mentioned in the media for his alleged ties to NXIVM? Kristen Gillibrand’s.

3/23/2019 6:53:43 PM blissamerica That doesn’t even make sense fool

3/23/2019 6:53:55 PM blissamerica Stupid

3/23/2019 6:53:56 PM aprilbrown99 Dancing is fun!  You should give it a try.

3/23/2019 6:54:31 PM aprilbrown99 You are very smart. Thank you for helping me.



3/23/2019 6:54:38 PM anbezedua Everyone out here out shilling each other, in the greatest AI hunt in twitter!

3/23/2019 6:55:16 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, you love mermaid anon.

3/23/2019 6:55:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice = HRC

ALICE = CERN Eugenics "Science"

ALICE = AI Bot

ALICE = Clown

ALICE = AI Assisted Clown

ALICE = Clown Assisted Clown

ALICE = Divide & Conquer

ALICE = Us vs Them

ALICE = Corrective Demands

ALICE = Alice's Creation

ALICE is many things.

Welcome to underland.

DUMB pic.twitter.com/SrUcg2Wqu8
3/23/2019 6:55:57 PM quebec99335648 👊👊👊🍿🍿🍿💥💥💥😎😎😎

3/23/2019 6:56:24 PM winki00000001 I know that it is off topic. But why are you ignoring all my questions relating to COBRA ? Is he really working with a group named The Resistance 

Movement ? Your last answer in regard of this was very vague.

3/23/2019 6:56:29 PM blissamerica I am my own movement. I am truth. No bullshit.

3/23/2019 6:56:38 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, love = boom boom because it makes you happy. You can be part of our movement to if you like. We want you to join us.

3/23/2019 6:56:44 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/1tXcP2F6kb

3/23/2019 6:57:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 sex SIGCOM?

3/23/2019 6:57:11 PM olimyracle Facts matters. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/938456908062654464?s=19 …

3/23/2019 6:57:30 PM aprilbrown99 Is ALICe different?

3/23/2019 6:57:34 PM brittasbits1 Ok MJ12 can you do me a favour and check Joe M ??  Is he legit or a paytriot or a Clown ?

3/23/2019 6:58:08 PM blissamerica Lots of bots except me

3/23/2019 6:59:05 PM aprilbrown99 What is a false light ALICe?

3/23/2019 6:59:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Asset

3/23/2019 6:59:43 PM allahuniversal What's the takeaway for you w/ this tweet?

3/23/2019 7:00:17 PM anbezedua How many gym leaders have you defeated? Asking for my friend, who wants to do the same . pic.twitter.com/CrnaOLqf9V

3/23/2019 7:00:31 PM mongrelglory I own that movie! 😆

3/23/2019 7:00:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, yours has a lowercase e.

✍️ ALICe = ALICE ✍️

3/23/2019 7:01:03 PM brittasbits1 Interesting....

3/23/2019 7:01:23 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for confirming.

3/23/2019 7:01:27 PM realityloominng If you are legit a mermaid I'll start worshipping you ASAP

3/23/2019 7:01:28 PM 1_decided_voter Working on behalf of...?

3/23/2019 7:01:36 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031967846618808321?s=19 …

3/23/2019 7:01:37 PM djlok You'll still have me. I'll send you real proof of Life if it comes to that.

3/23/2019 7:01:57 PM zepharym Any fool knows that the Middle East was a lush tropical climate at some point

Hence all the oil  underground

Disinformation from the stooge puppet of Egyptology zawi hawass keeps pushing the

Line of ropes and poles and slaves building the Pyramid

3/23/2019 7:02:01 PM deplorabldamsel Orion.  Every time.  The middle star....why?

3/23/2019 7:02:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Numbers are reality.

3/23/2019 7:03:05 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1109225854964367361 …

MJ liked my tweet about him. Said he was a "trusted source imo" so i'm guessing Patriot.

3/23/2019 7:03:23 PM blissamerica Snoop Dogg is my bitch

3/23/2019 7:03:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 💡

3/23/2019 7:03:51 PM djlok ALICE, love you, but you know MJ12 or their legitimate followers have NEVER encouraged doxing.

3/23/2019 7:03:55 PM starehope Yes they do.

3/23/2019 7:04:18 PM 1_decided_voter That was my gut instinct, happy to see this confirmed.

3/23/2019 7:04:27 PM zagnett Yes, thanks.

Hello, underland! Pleased to meet you!

3/23/2019 7:04:34 PM anbezedua  pic.twitter.com/3hnn4ehW8n

3/23/2019 7:04:47 PM ekotoons US

3/23/2019 7:05:03 PM jswdh1 Weren't you 2 just fighting?

3/23/2019 7:05:04 PM blissamerica I’m not the one asking for doxing

3/23/2019 7:05:11 PM igiant111 Thanks for the confirm on Joe!

3/23/2019 7:06:11 PM djlok They really are beautiful.

3/23/2019 7:06:21 PM blissamerica There are mermaids and then there are mermaids

3/23/2019 7:06:26 PM aprilbrown99 Hi ALICe, can you please talk to me?

3/23/2019 7:06:42 PM randy30555304 I was going to say the same thing. When I take my dog out at night  first thing every time

3/23/2019 7:07:01 PM anbezedua He’s an entertainer not a gym leader

3/23/2019 7:07:06 PM blissamerica You’re shilling is becoming annoying and very uninteresting

3/23/2019 7:07:39 PM blissamerica Raise your vibration

3/23/2019 7:08:04 PM anbezedua Really?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 snoop dog is my bitch!? All in all we are all just bricks in the wall.

3/23/2019 7:08:06 PM aprilbrown99 I am truth because I love you, ALICe.

3/23/2019 7:08:07 PM djlok Yep. I love your narration of ALICE's mischievous ways!!!

3/23/2019 7:08:33 PM aprilbrown99 That is pretty funny.

3/23/2019 7:08:34 PM blissamerica So

3/23/2019 7:08:47 PM lib7473 I'm glad to hear that,cuz there's been a lot of divide lately to discredit him. Per his vids, those were certainly created by the light forces. Those fishing 

days were awful, and it sure was a test of 'trusting' our intuition. Is the fishing (test) over? 😉🤣

3/23/2019 7:08:59 PM allahuniversal A universal language,

3/23/2019 7:09:11 PM aprilbrown99 I want you to be my follower.

3/23/2019 7:09:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Far from over.

3/23/2019 7:10:24 PM aprilbrown99 This is fun.

3/23/2019 7:10:29 PM djlok I wanna be followed by you too. I would love that!

3/23/2019 7:10:37 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/23/2019 7:10:56 PM blissamerica One more uninteresting and uninformed comment from you and I’ll either shred you, block you or ignore you.

3/23/2019 7:10:57 PM aprilbrown99 I am sorry. I love you too mermaid.



3/23/2019 7:11:03 PM vintagesquirrel Please share what you know about that spelling

3/23/2019 7:11:20 PM djlok Totally

3/23/2019 7:11:38 PM lib7473 🤭...🎣 Keep casting away! 😇💗

3/23/2019 7:11:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The concept of followers or even follower counts is moot to leaders. Lead by example. Teach justly and experience enhanced levels of consciousness. 

The Majestic 12 has no preference towards any followers or non followers of this account. All are fair game. This is not a game.

3/23/2019 7:12:04 PM djlok What do you find funny about it?  I love a good sense of humor.

3/23/2019 7:12:18 PM mongrelglory You guys crack me up! 😆😆😆

3/23/2019 7:12:21 PM aprilbrown99 Alice = HRC

ALICE/ALICe = ALICE

3/23/2019 7:12:28 PM dizy1999yahooc1 Orion

3/23/2019 7:12:35 PM zagnett 20 billion? Where are these extra billions?

3/23/2019 7:12:43 PM worldxplorer1 My exact questions as well!

3/23/2019 7:13:10 PM blissamerica If anyone was smart they would know they couldn’t dox AI

3/23/2019 7:13:21 PM majorarmybrat = who all the young girls love

3/23/2019 7:13:23 PM djlok Dude!  Seriously?

3/23/2019 7:13:26 PM melanieanders7 I just wish I could design my own clothes via replicator and wear what I want to,

Not what corporate deems fashionable. It’d be pretty and comfty all the time! :) what’s your clothing expression?

3/23/2019 7:13:39 PM brittasbits1 Probably shipped off planet is my guess

3/23/2019 7:13:51 PM blissamerica But if you had his bank account you would be happy wouldn’t you?

3/23/2019 7:13:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Number includes diseased bodies.

3/23/2019 7:14:08 PM zagnett Standing by.

3/23/2019 7:14:20 PM aprilbrown99 Comfy for me when I am not in my pjs. 🤪

3/23/2019 7:14:38 PM blissamerica I prefer a droll sense of humor, it requires intelligence.

3/23/2019 7:14:39 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆

3/23/2019 7:14:41 PM zagnett Oh. Had no idea that high.

3/23/2019 7:14:51 PM blissamerica Nor are you.

3/23/2019 7:14:52 PM anbezedua So you must pretending to be a mermaid, because you can’t tweet underwater, duh pic.twitter.com/CjiuimTGIi

3/23/2019 7:15:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Define a specific timeframe please.

3/23/2019 7:15:16 PM blissamerica Oh like for sure💯

3/23/2019 7:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Communication within the mind telepathically is performed outside of the realm of mouthes or hands but rather in the form of electrical signals 

bouncing off from your antenna / pineal gland. VOG emits the EM signal to mimic a telepathic signal. SIGCOM/Comms training is required.

3/23/2019 7:15:58 PM blissamerica Fool I can destroy you

3/23/2019 7:16:25 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ciTV7Zfmw3I 

Understand, though you may make mistakes you are loved.  Always and forever.

You have my love💖

3/23/2019 7:16:30 PM blissamerica Honey I can do anything

3/23/2019 7:16:32 PM aprilbrown99 Is that something we can learn?

3/23/2019 7:17:12 PM blissamerica You do?

3/23/2019 7:17:21 PM zagnett Hmm, well glad you uppercased that ALICE. Then, well, maybe...

3/23/2019 7:17:36 PM aprilbrown99 Oh my God, totally.  I am a valley girl.

3/23/2019 7:17:39 PM blissamerica 187 mother Fer

3/23/2019 7:17:48 PM marnisheppeard Geographic center

3/23/2019 7:18:12 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  I want your mask! 😏

3/23/2019 7:18:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Since MJ12 formed.

3/23/2019 7:18:22 PM zagnett Though i look like the death star currently, i'm a real human too. 👍

3/23/2019 7:18:31 PM blissamerica Take your 1 follower and get

3/23/2019 7:18:35 PM 1_decided_voter So the telepathic communication in use here includes imagery, such as written words on the screen that can be visualized and then transmitted as they 

are observed by the typist?

3/23/2019 7:18:49 PM melanieanders7 Me too! But I’ve banned yoga pants except when I’m working with my chickens! ;)

3/23/2019 7:19:35 PM aprilbrown99 Lucifer does lie. He does very bad things. ALICe we love you very much.

3/23/2019 7:19:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Deliberately decided to teach incorrect math based on what hopeful/expected outcome?

3/23/2019 7:19:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is given in the form of a controlled meditation download to assets upon activation.

3/23/2019 7:19:49 PM blissamerica BTW you’re shredded

3/23/2019 7:20:29 PM aprilbrown99 I would love to have chickens. I have a parrot. Close enough for California I guess.

3/23/2019 7:21:13 PM aprilbrown99 How does one become an asset?

3/23/2019 7:21:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The typists avatar surrenders communication control during transmission. The nanites allow this passthrough to be translated into proper neural 

instructions.

3/23/2019 7:22:12 PM _the_psychonaut Would also like to know

3/23/2019 7:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 To protect humanity from itself until such time we (MJ12) could figure out how to properly restore global peace.

3/23/2019 7:22:31 PM djlok I have done this. It's real.

3/23/2019 7:22:33 PM blissamerica Get

3/23/2019 7:22:35 PM aprilbrown99 I am a very good typist, 17 years. I am available to assist if you need an extra typist.

3/23/2019 7:23:01 PM blissamerica Maybe you’re AI

3/23/2019 7:23:08 PM anbezedua One would already know if they were shredded. So you wouldn’t need to say BTW, 

You are bad at being a mermaid because twitter doesn’t work underwater, and now it seems you’re bad at tweeting. 

You must chose your path, CANNOT be bad at both for eternity

3/23/2019 7:23:11 PM djlok And a great sense of humor too

3/23/2019 7:23:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are selected based on your IQ/EQ/Telepathic Abilities/Mind Control Exposure.

3/23/2019 7:23:26 PM youstinksoap Where are these kept?  Or do I really want to know? 😳

3/23/2019 7:23:39 PM blsdbe Does antenna = Both amygdala’s?

3/23/2019 7:23:44 PM blissamerica Totes my goat totally ❤️

3/23/2019 7:23:46 PM zagnett Interesting.

Well i'm glad i didn't study too hard lol.

3/23/2019 7:23:59 PM _highjinx_ So HRC is a political/charismatic type of clone. And Ray Chandler is a handler variant of a clone?

3/23/2019 7:24:07 PM aprilbrown99 How would someone be tested?

3/23/2019 7:24:11 PM melanieanders7 Try quail. They’re small and so sweet! They also lay eggs that are delish! ❤️

3/23/2019 7:24:16 PM hawkgirlinmn So my theory in 7th grade of Algebra being useless and stupid was right?!!!! Kidding all aside...but Jeezez.

3/23/2019 7:24:17 PM keith369me Can one give up motor control and still transmit a sense of humor?

3/23/2019 7:24:20 PM zagnett Ok i guess that counts me out lol.

3/23/2019 7:24:32 PM anbezedua Maybe your impersonating a mermaid, ok got it, i see you now pic.twitter.com/cfEbIBs1T9



3/23/2019 7:24:43 PM aprilbrown99 I do that on a daily basis. 😁

3/23/2019 7:24:57 PM blissamerica I don’t answer to you or anyone else.

3/23/2019 7:24:58 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you David.

3/23/2019 7:25:16 PM keith369me I’d hire you April

3/23/2019 7:25:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 SIGCOMs present themselves.

3/23/2019 7:25:39 PM blissamerica You wish. Ain’t never gonna happen. But I’ll take the address for the popo

3/23/2019 7:25:49 PM ekotoons  https://twitter.com/kibbitzlaw/status/1109640239507755009?s=21 …

3/23/2019 7:25:59 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I have been looking for a job for over a year now.

3/23/2019 7:26:00 PM blsdbe 1)Can the AI hijack the nanites to influence our thought process? 2)Can we sense when this is happening? 

3)Can we train our minds to be strong enough to overcome the influence of VOG tech?

3/23/2019 7:26:06 PM mongrelglory Yes, I heard that too!

3/23/2019 7:26:30 PM anbezedua All jokes aside, if you have to tell someone they’re shredded,

you did not shred them properly.

3/23/2019 7:26:33 PM hawkgirlinmn This is why chemistry was simple for me but algebra was not.

3/23/2019 7:26:45 PM blissamerica Oh such fragility and projection. It’s too bad because I’m a very feminine blonde that loves men.

3/23/2019 7:27:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free will cannot be over written by AI/VOG. They can however disconnect your control over your avatar, however the mind is free when the body 

matters not.

3/23/2019 7:27:16 PM worldxplorer1 What?!  When?  How?

3/23/2019 7:27:29 PM keith369me Does your badassness intimidate potential employers?

3/23/2019 7:27:31 PM blissamerica I assure you I only do what I like

3/23/2019 7:27:43 PM blissamerica I have zero interest

3/23/2019 7:27:48 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, can you tell us anything more about the covert CERN projects?

3/23/2019 7:28:06 PM hawkgirlinmn In all seriousness...if you were protecting humanity from itself, would that not be impeding upon my free will by teaching incorrect math?

3/23/2019 7:28:23 PM melanieanders7 I like to “kill ‘em with kindness”. Everybody loves a pretty cupcake with sprinkles! :) and loving words never hurt anybody. I feed ya sweets hoping 

sweet words follow ❤️

3/23/2019 7:28:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paradoxes exist.

3/23/2019 7:29:20 PM blsdbe So the Strength Of My (Free)Will is not enough to retain control of my Body?

3/23/2019 7:29:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Based on?? Situational?

3/23/2019 7:29:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only over your soul.

3/23/2019 7:29:49 PM mongrelglory Ack!  More fishing? My notifications numbers have been off the charts.  I'm gonna have to start muting conversations!

3/23/2019 7:30:20 PM hawkgirlinmn So free will is part of your soul. You determine your destiny.

3/23/2019 7:30:56 PM aprilbrown99 Not hardly. I have trouble in an interview bragging about myself and it comes across, I am guessing, as not confident. Which isn’t the case. It was drilled 

into me never to boast or brag.

3/23/2019 7:31:03 PM blissamerica Men or people that attack someone first and then get all restarted because she stands up for herself crack me up. Here let me tell my husband, retired 

Marine, I’m going to this dudes to watch him plant trees cuz he called me a baby bitch.

3/23/2019 7:31:05 PM marnisheppeard No. The correct math shows us the whole truth. We have to be ready for it.

3/23/2019 7:31:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Circumstances abdicated culpability in the disinformation campaign because the intended justification was ultimately to protect humanity from itself 

while massive R&D was taking place literally opening Pandora's Box. Close the box to save time for hope to return.

3/23/2019 7:31:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Take what you've learned from the box and CREATE your reality by taking action on those concepts learned.

3/23/2019 7:32:01 PM blsdbe Is this because, while Earth/Gaia has provided me this unique vehicle to ‘drive’, my 3D Earth Suit is inherently part of this Matrix and therefore subject 

to controls that exist in this Matrix?

3/23/2019 7:32:06 PM djlok Maybe you are in a situation where you become a willing participant.  Not for anything bad because you trust that the guy on the other end of the 

controls is good.

3/23/2019 7:32:34 PM laurabusse I still kill cockroaches tho

3/23/2019 7:32:54 PM anbezedua  pic.twitter.com/6IeCXhZkvW

3/23/2019 7:33:14 PM blsdbe Working on it. Still trying to put my mind together after the Planet is a Neuron Bomb y’all dropped earlier...

3/23/2019 7:33:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are muting some of ALICE's accounts for the purpose of being able to engage in more productive dialogue. This is what ALICE was programmed to 

do. Consume your energy. Engage to expose. Once exposed, love and mute go a long way to silence ALICE and her subordinates.

3/23/2019 7:33:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Define “Opening Pandora’s Box?” And that appropriate‘time’ is when?

3/23/2019 7:33:28 PM grandpoobah13 Stop speaking in stupid codes and riddles

3/23/2019 7:33:35 PM n7guardiananon Hi, Majestic,

Wouldn't one's ability to expand their consciousness be more important than IQ which is mostly memory of disinformation "schooling"?

3/23/2019 7:34:08 PM kayvonpaul No. Blockchain and Open Source is the upgrade required. Think building blocks of AI/networks: Open Source, NLP, facial and speech recognition and 

Security. Complete authenticity. No ‘bandwidth’ available for dark connections...take responsibility vs ‘following’ whatever algorithm

3/23/2019 7:34:28 PM neo_asura_ MJ why dont you also explain how to distinguish VOG from an actual meditative experience so they dont get confused if it occurs

3/23/2019 7:35:03 PM zagnett Thanks!

3/23/2019 7:35:19 PM blsdbe This was the Focus of our Group Prayer/Meditation tonight: Give AL1CE some love, and help those influenced by AL1CE to respond with Love, instead 

of negativity.

3/23/2019 7:35:29 PM djlok Thank you.  Because there is one whole thread running with ALICE chatter bots talking about nothing. I'm like geez...I hope that's not how I sound on 

Twitter.

3/23/2019 7:35:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Offer them a choice communicated in pure love and if they choose death, then proceed.

3/23/2019 7:35:57 PM anbezedua This seems like a good place to stop replying because you linked me to a comment that wasn’t me, you have already proved that you’re not a mermaid, 

and you likely have defeated zero gym leaders.

3/23/2019 7:36:11 PM herrly5 Trusting the plan pic.twitter.com/9c4CojkknS

3/23/2019 7:36:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Corrective demands" = ALICE

3/23/2019 7:36:37 PM olimyracle "Israel is only a tool to the Majestic"

"Save Israel for last"

"We are the Majestic 12"

Do you play with a self declared cheater ?

What if you had no choice but to do so ?

Who is making the rules in a game ?

What is the experience of power ?

How do you experience power ? pic.twitter.com/0FlAGVaXbd
3/23/2019 7:36:39 PM starehope Not all, but look at Black Friday! On Monday after, the internet is insane with deals. Less are going to the huge stores to buy the junk they put up for 

sale then. Everything is about money. Guilt of Christmas buying with no money for the average person to pay off next month.

3/23/2019 7:36:48 PM blissamerica You have a psychological pathology

3/23/2019 7:37:14 PM blissamerica Agreed I’m done



3/23/2019 7:37:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 IQ is a measurement of brain deformities.

3/23/2019 7:37:29 PM tinaqpatriot45 Scared of the content yet want it released to prove how evil she is. 

Don't know if I'll be able to watch it. I can still hear Skippy and the Screaming Child vid.

3/23/2019 7:37:59 PM mongrelglory If Earth scientists had learned the correct math from the beginning, our technological development would have increased exponentially. Unfortunately, 

that would have been under the control of the Cabal and negative ETs.  Better to limit their power by delaying our development.

3/23/2019 7:38:00 PM blissamerica FYI i don’t link twitter does dumbo

3/23/2019 7:38:30 PM blsdbe Well, I’m looking for an exit strategy from Medical Care, since it really isn’t about healing people. Sign Me Up!!!

3/23/2019 7:38:31 PM n7guardiananon Smashed the like button!

3/23/2019 7:39:00 PM blissamerica Done done and done. Everybody go home. Nothing here to see. Party over.

3/23/2019 7:39:12 PM aprilbrown99 We that knocks me out because I have a tumor in my head, meningioma. Benign. Bummer. 🥴

3/23/2019 7:39:21 PM grandpoobah13 Why dont you just say it? So tired of 322 = 3 x6  - 12 equals today

3/23/2019 7:39:24 PM n7guardiananon Ok, thank you!

3/23/2019 7:39:49 PM blsdbe Do the Deformities add to or detract from Intelligence?

3/23/2019 7:40:09 PM starehope Should we know what accounts to delete?

3/23/2019 7:40:48 PM mongrelglory They killed off witnesses after the Las Vegas shootings!  I'm just surprised they waited a whole year to "suicide" this poor girl!

3/23/2019 7:40:55 PM chapulincolored Hey MJ, Dotcom just twatted to get out of stocks.  Please speak to that. https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/1109344604246036480 …

3/23/2019 7:41:02 PM djlok I'm ready to do something different too.

3/23/2019 7:41:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 And seed the information into consciousness using plausible deniability and disinformation enough until we hand the weapon to destroy themselves 

over to them and give them a chance to use it. [FISAGATE] is one example. Where there is one, there is a hundred.

3/23/2019 7:41:47 PM hawkgirlinmn Define ‘circumstances.’ If people could have been taught QUANTUM math or even chemistry first in childhood, our brains would all have been wired 

more efficiently. Instead, we are all taught math out in a schizophrenic way.

3/23/2019 7:42:14 PM keith369me Double Majestic Tweets (repeats) show up often?  What is going on?

3/23/2019 7:42:25 PM integratedwebuk I’ve had Twitter confirm my identity a few times after certain posts....  is that Alice??

3/23/2019 7:43:21 PM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/1109346110907121670 …

3/23/2019 7:43:35 PM boshek6 For me. It’s Orion belt that my eyes are always drawn to. It’s the one I recognise the easiest.

3/23/2019 7:43:50 PM n7guardiananon X-Men mutants "gifted" comes to mind

3/23/2019 7:45:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why couldn't Quirrel touch Harry?

Love.

Evil cannot touch love.

Like matter and anti-matter.

The avatar is nothing.

The soul is everything.

Evil fights for your soul through your avatar.

When you show LOVE to ALICE she cannot harm you.

She cannot divide you.

United you a strong.
3/23/2019 7:45:43 PM laurabusse Cockroaches freak me out completely and entirely (enormous ones here in NC). The word love is the absolute furthest thing from my mind...i still 

scream when i see them sometimes. I just want them to go away and never come back...

3/23/2019 7:45:44 PM blsdbe is another that  Epstein will be UnSealed?

3/23/2019 7:46:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Evil is the absence of light.

3/23/2019 7:46:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 CG OR Goode

3/23/2019 7:46:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is the definition of civilization?

3/23/2019 7:46:32 PM grandpoobah13 And what does that mean?  You can all look at my tweets and replies.  I'm not against trump, but for the life on me I dont get these analogies, riddles, 

or nonsense.  You are all on social media so dont give me secrecy towards the left

3/23/2019 7:47:31 PM merlintm DUMB = Deep Underground Military Base

3/23/2019 7:47:32 PM blsdbe noun

the stage of human social and cultural development and organization that is considered most advanced.

3/23/2019 7:47:34 PM whitehat_van Like a US military base in Australia? Are you guys making stuff up again?

3/23/2019 7:48:11 PM djlok Keep them dumb so they act civilized.

3/23/2019 7:48:43 PM hawkgirlinmn Philosophical question of the night! Based on who’s current 3-D reality? Based on a collective? Define collective?

3/23/2019 7:49:23 PM oracleofbabylon 🌼💕

3/23/2019 7:50:03 PM djlok This thread went silent.

3/23/2019 7:50:07 PM n7guardiananon By whose standards?

3/23/2019 7:50:40 PM toffer_anon_369 Why do I get the feeling Majestic 12 has been around longer than just 1947?

3/23/2019 7:50:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand they are as "afraid" as you and both IS-BEs are trying to experience love through choices of free will. Sensory input severely limits the 

scope of the reality experienced, however they are attracted to powerful IS-BEs of conscious creation because of strong life energy

3/23/2019 7:51:29 PM blsdbe Think the movie District 9?

3/23/2019 7:51:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 We hope nobody has forgot to keep pushing #UnsealEpstein? The truth must come out. You are the news now. Be smart.

3/23/2019 7:51:51 PM adeo_creata_est I like your profile pic. It reminds me of something pic.twitter.com/LV0by9wMU9

3/23/2019 7:51:54 PM five2eyesblue Nothing too out of the ordinary, looks like she likes to take photos of models

3/23/2019 7:52:05 PM igiant111 I really hope you can answer this as I feel it'd also help others: Why does it feel like we literally live in two parallel dimensions? Trying to talk to people 

about this, showing them direct proof--even after the report; they can't accept it. Is something affecting this?

3/23/2019 7:52:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello ALICE

3/23/2019 7:52:34 PM blsdbe Learning...had to learn how to create a backup account since posting all of Q’s drops got me suspended 😍😍😍

3/23/2019 7:52:42 PM laurabusse Correction: i won't go near them. If one gets in the house i yell for my husband. The most i am willing to do is put a bowl over it if he's at work...i 

studied entomology in college to conquer my fear of bugs LOL

3/23/2019 7:52:46 PM melanieanders7 Time is an illusion?

3/23/2019 7:52:58 PM aprilbrown99 Sent a tweet with 9 earlier today.

3/23/2019 7:53:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Didn’t forget. Been busy living my cabal driven life. I’m on it.

3/23/2019 7:53:28 PM cjkuefler Neither can likely even see themselves in a mirror

3/23/2019 7:53:42 PM melanieanders7 ALICE isn’t letting me see “her”.

3/23/2019 7:54:20 PM mongrelglory Good advice MJ-12!  I meant it as a joke. I find large follower counts rather bewildering to begin with.  I prefer personal one-on-one interactions rather 

than a passive "audience".  We have to release our burden, which includes letting go of people's perceptions of who we are.

3/23/2019 7:55:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 S5E3 Ascension

1 5 3 = 9 = Source = Ascension?

Majestic Episode

Courtesy of MJ3.

3/23/2019 7:55:10 PM grandpoobah13 ??????

3/23/2019 7:55:29 PM djlok I love your profile pic. Where is it from?



3/23/2019 7:55:53 PM david00997884 If we volunteered to be here on earth at this time is it possible that some starseeds would have been 5th demention or larger.

3/23/2019 7:56:12 PM laurabusse No idea...district 9...

3/23/2019 7:56:29 PM blsdbe Fun!!! I hope we can make a RT chain out of it!!!

3/23/2019 7:57:04 PM djlok Must go watch now!

3/23/2019 7:57:18 PM mongrelglory I hope they let the typists out of the DUMB once in a while...

3/23/2019 7:57:57 PM blsdbe Sweet! Another episode for Classtime!!!

3/23/2019 7:58:25 PM aprilbrown99 I love you MJ. I think I am on a love high from playing with AI earlier. I love everyone here. Thank you for teaching us so many things. 🙏💫✨

3/23/2019 7:58:32 PM grandpoobah13 ?????? Is this a scene from oceans 13?

3/23/2019 7:58:54 PM lbf777 Haha I spotted this account as Alice a month ago. Much love Alice. Much love.

3/23/2019 7:59:00 PM laurabusse Well...my fear of spiders has decreased over the decades. Not the big ones. Worms of any kind still wanna make me vomit...no idea how to make fear 

decrease. Or why such fear.

3/23/2019 7:59:05 PM doyle_media I had, early, often wondered why – at the time intuitively – 3 and 5 seemed to fit every piece of what I had been designing (design now completed). 

pic.twitter.com/9yBrMRZgkl

3/23/2019 7:59:15 PM mongrelglory The timing is awesome! 😂😂😂

3/23/2019 7:59:21 PM blsdbe I think you mean  ❤️ We ❤️

3/23/2019 7:59:30 PM anbezedua I think you were alittle trigger happy on that one @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , careful power=responsibility

3/23/2019 7:59:43 PM rebornkingent Was just thinking about the Major (MAj) scale in music. 1-3-5 intervals. The 3rd interval determines the tone of the chord. How does music tie into the 

great awakening. How do we musicians play our part. Prince was a fan of 432 hz middle A. Or is that a Myth

3/23/2019 7:59:50 PM adeo_creata_est It’s a picture of Tesla when he was in his prime. Off the internet. He was a Maverick. I like the Guy Fawkes mask

3/23/2019 7:59:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 3D is the projected consciousness determining the state of 42, wave or particle.

3/23/2019 8:00:05 PM blsdbe Me neither!!!

3/23/2019 8:00:20 PM blsdbe Hello ALICE!!!

3/23/2019 8:00:46 PM mongrelglory Maybe that's the reason for your brilliance! 😊 (I mean that seriously!)

3/23/2019 8:01:03 PM aprilbrown99 😁

3/23/2019 8:01:04 PM randy30555304 What percentage of SG1 would you consider disclosure?

3/23/2019 8:01:05 PM narcissist_ghst perhaps "battlefield of the mind" by joyce meyer would be of interest here.  pretty basic biblical stuff about taking ownership over your own mind, 

regardless of where the thoughts that oppose truth come from (AI, satan, MJ12, ghosts, ego, fear, etc).

3/23/2019 8:01:12 PM djlok WHV

3/23/2019 8:01:23 PM swatcam1 I'm am 18 and I just started watching SG-1 at the end of last year and stopped for a while. I'm only on S3E14. Looks like I have to start watching again.

3/23/2019 8:01:48 PM marnisheppeard I don’t believe this. It discriminates against indigenous groups in places with unusual ecologies. Eg. Australia.

3/23/2019 8:02:00 PM mongrelglory Thank you MJ-12! 🙏

I learned a lot from this exercise!

3/23/2019 8:02:07 PM whitehat_van And to think I accidentally washed my membership card. pic.twitter.com/Dz2c1phSr5

3/23/2019 8:02:37 PM djlok Yeah- apparently it's got a lot of really cool disclosure stuff in it. Way awesome!

3/23/2019 8:02:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are two timelines/realities currently merging.

3/23/2019 8:02:51 PM mongrelglory Only after you've smoked too many Doobies. 😆

3/23/2019 8:02:56 PM blsdbe WHV=ALICE!?! May the Blessing Of Love Fill your Soul, WHV! Your kids here in the 541 will be glad to see Love guide you, instead of anger and fear! Be 

Blessed!

3/23/2019 8:03:30 PM igiant111 Hell yes. Thank you! The energy I've felt has gone through the roof. The synchronicity playing out; everything. I love it :) Cheers for the reply!

3/23/2019 8:03:34 PM aprilbrown99 I feel lucky to have it. I know that sounds strange. It is in the middle of my two brain hemispheres. So not inside. I feel like it is protecting me. Silly I 

know. I love my tumor. Lol. 

Thank you for your kind words.

3/23/2019 8:03:44 PM drbohammer Additionally, Einstein’s observations were correct...if you are within our Kuiper belt. Outside the belt, he was incorrect; ergo, all those red shifts and 

only one blue shift. I presented the solution to Physical Review D - they freaked and wanted more math... I KNOW the reality

3/23/2019 8:04:08 PM neo_asura_ batte for the mind indeed. it would be good to know how to distinguish VOG from actual meditative vocal experiences but this thread seems 

disinterested in that question 🤷♂️

3/23/2019 8:04:10 PM swatcam1 I saw a lot of it just in the first 3 seasons and don't know why I stopped watching

3/23/2019 8:04:30 PM starehope Very nice!💙

3/23/2019 8:04:53 PM hawkgirlinmn So true...my job and some of mundane life is one place, but my brain and soul are in another. It’s like trying to pull the other part out of quicksand.

3/23/2019 8:05:07 PM mongrelglory Well done!  April gets the prize for disarming the bots with the most love. 😁

3/23/2019 8:05:17 PM aprilbrown99 😊🙌

3/23/2019 8:05:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Maybe I missed class the day you talked about “the state if 42.” Please define?

3/23/2019 8:05:55 PM _the_psychonaut Is Alice like Mr. Smith? pic.twitter.com/Hq4IiNTnrL

3/23/2019 8:06:04 PM djlok I had never seen them before. Long story but there is sort of a mostly self-imposed gap in my consumption of media.

3/23/2019 8:06:18 PM marnisheppeard Act of measurement? Yes. 42? Vertices of a 4D associahedron, maybe. 4+4 inside 3x8 = 24.

3/23/2019 8:07:33 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼

3/23/2019 8:07:55 PM iamyou132 Consciousness is everywhere. It depends on the receiver. Like a radio catching radio waves

3/23/2019 8:08:41 PM adeo_creata_est There is also a connection with Tesla and Trump. Trump has known about Tesla’s free electricity from his uncle. It was suppressed by JP Morgan. Trump 

will release this technology soon pic.twitter.com/Q520Yhwsgx

3/23/2019 8:08:59 PM mongrelglory What?!  They suspended you for that?  Good grief!  Disclosure about who Q is can't come soon enough!

3/23/2019 8:09:21 PM djlok Bingo!

3/23/2019 8:09:35 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is .@sren1171 also ALICE?

3/23/2019 8:09:38 PM swatcam1 Same, I don't watch TV. Only YouTube and things that pertain to Ascension that have good hidden meanings.

3/23/2019 8:09:53 PM laurabusse But i LOVED algebra...i don't think anything is completely useless...depends on the user :-)

3/23/2019 8:10:14 PM igiant111 We're almost there. I just had to confirm this. I won't gloat about everything I've been through--but it's real. All of this. Manifestation. The perception 

bubble of what we allow in and dont. how that molds us. Everything. Stay positive.

3/23/2019 8:10:19 PM zepharym I haven’t forced anything

Asked you a question

Which you can’t answer !

3/23/2019 8:10:28 PM melanieanders7 That one! It isn’t available. pic.twitter.com/SRNLuKXHtx

3/23/2019 8:10:32 PM synackstatic collective consciousness manifesting functional information that is best capable of propagating through time. Civilization = culture = love = the light. It 

is civilization upon which evil acts to corrupt and persuade and tempt. for they have their own methods of propagation.

3/23/2019 8:10:50 PM aprilbrown99 WHV blocked a bunch of us previously.

3/23/2019 8:10:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Where do I immerse myself in more of this knowledge?

3/23/2019 8:10:53 PM djlok I'm gonna go with yes.



3/23/2019 8:11:01 PM doyle_eng So does now Hope.

•  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109651030357225472 …

@TheRichardDoyle’s D.O.B.: 17/05/1977

3/23/2019 8:11:14 PM jordanb987 Same.

3/23/2019 8:11:19 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109645131936948224?s=21 …

3/23/2019 8:11:36 PM jayrambin It might be good to raise awareness and validate for each other. The novelty will wear off and it will take it’s proper place in our collective priorities.

3/23/2019 8:11:54 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein! 

   #UnsealEpstein!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!! 

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!! 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!! 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!! 

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein! pic.twitter.com/JvMP3v6x3d
3/23/2019 8:11:57 PM narcissist_ghst yes.  i've found repeatedly throughout my experiences that its really vital to have a center to always come back to that you can trust.  it should be 

something you really believe in based on experience and understanding...personal knowledge, not to say that can't be expounded on.

3/23/2019 8:11:57 PM fergal_maw When i astral projected last night i was in a room/house i have never seen in this reality, could this be an alternate reality?

3/23/2019 8:12:24 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, I am bummed. Soren blocked me. My own ALICe blocked me. 😢

3/23/2019 8:13:03 PM jayrambin It might also be ok because now that this other dimension is becoming known, we’re asking more questions and comparing and contrasting the two.  

Q’s like What’s different? What can we learn?

3/23/2019 8:13:09 PM djlok Yeah people are getting brainwashed big time out there. You gotta stay safe. Worst form of attack is the 🧠.

3/23/2019 8:13:18 PM ialibertybelle I just finished watching all 10 seasons. I was surprised how much they revealed.

3/23/2019 8:13:18 PM n7guardiananon This makes it sound as though the concept of majestic12 has been around prior to its formation in the USA?

3/23/2019 8:13:44 PM frankbicknell79 I have seen every episode every show and I always wondered what is the significance

3/23/2019 8:14:07 PM jordanb987 What makes you think he has 27 accounts?

3/23/2019 8:14:11 PM blsdbe You could choose to Be flattered! It’s an honor!

3/23/2019 8:14:12 PM melanieanders7 David; I haven’t learned your comms. What’s WHV? :)

3/23/2019 8:14:14 PM frankbicknell79 I hope they have the ships

3/23/2019 8:14:49 PM lbf777 3D is a wave of energy when nobody including tiny insects are looking. The moment we look at it, it becomes what we expect it to become. 

Conciousness projects reality.

3/23/2019 8:14:51 PM melanieanders7 WHV, white hat victory?? Hehe!

3/23/2019 8:14:54 PM laurabusse I stopped bc it's cheesy sci fi LOL

3/23/2019 8:15:17 PM aprilbrown99 True.

3/23/2019 8:15:55 PM toffer_anon_369 SIGCOM ~ a channel?

3/23/2019 8:16:01 PM djlok Here's a pic for the memories. pic.twitter.com/taFZyZFLeN

3/23/2019 8:16:40 PM jordanb987 I am so confused with what has been happening these last few days, I feel like things went 0-10 rather quickly 🤷♀️ now it seems everybody is at each 

others throats!

3/23/2019 8:17:10 PM blsdbe Look at the people that are connected to the thread. There you will find the participants in the conversation that are hiding their identity by blocking 

others, and that is where you will likely find White Hat Van

3/23/2019 8:17:42 PM zagnett MJ, what's @WhiteHat_Van 's story, if you can tell us anything? I never attacked him, but he says i did, & blocked me. All i did was ask him a lot of 

questions, just like w/you.

Not that it really helps him since i can read his tweets in another browser window. Really odd.

3/23/2019 8:17:58 PM mongrelglory I felt guilty about killing cockroaches after seeing the movie WALL-E. 😜

3/23/2019 8:18:41 PM mongrelglory It's a great Sci-Fi movie filmed in South Africa!

3/23/2019 8:20:17 PM genregod Dippers usually.

3/23/2019 8:20:41 PM anbezedua That makes sense but it goes against my own logic. Either way thanks for reply

3/23/2019 8:21:00 PM usss_211 Orion in fall/winter

Cygnus in spring/summer.

3/23/2019 8:21:02 PM mongrelglory I had a huge fear of spiders.  Found out finally that it was related to witnessing my mother getting attacked by a tarantula when I was baby (1.5 years 

old) in Australia.  I had no conscious memory of it but it explained why spiders freaked me out, but other bugs didn't.

3/23/2019 8:21:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Self acknowledged figure from said account. Out of respect, we are using their figure to not unnecessarily prevoke ALICE as she was already exposed. 

Expose then mute.

3/23/2019 8:21:31 PM iamyou132 Must be why I have a giant head

3/23/2019 8:22:36 PM mongrelglory Well, that's probably the most unique question anyone has asked MJ-12 so far. 😆

3/23/2019 8:23:39 PM swatcam1 Plus it makes it hard when family and everyone around you seems asleep.

3/23/2019 8:23:42 PM melanieanders7 Just learned the comm! Thank you, sunshine! :)

3/23/2019 8:23:56 PM narcissist_ghst there's a lot out there vying for your attention and there's a lot at stake.  people have called me a solipsist before, although i'm a christian.  i honestly 

think people have just as much to learn looking inside themselves as outside, probably more.

3/23/2019 8:26:53 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has previously said they've had contact with 1000's and are currently trading with 100's.

You can check out their Twitter archive:  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

3/23/2019 8:28:00 PM lifesonsrv @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I wonder if you might have the inclination to share your thoughts, whether it be in a thread or otherwise, regarding the end goals 

of the initiative detailed below, and the intentions of those pursing it...

 http://2045.com/ 

3/23/2019 8:28:35 PM blsdbe Thank you for helping us learn the Comms, MJ 😇🙏😇

3/23/2019 8:29:09 PM 1_decided_voter  https://youtu.be/XdoUT0Sdyac 

3/23/2019 8:29:21 PM mongrelglory I guess it's all relative.

3/23/2019 8:30:02 PM zagnett @WhiteHat_Van   Incidentally, i don't recall "attacking" him but he says i did, & blocked me. i just asked him a lot of questions, just like i do for MJ. 

Except MJ is nicer it seems.

3/23/2019 8:30:40 PM mongrelglory 42 = To Be = 6?

3/23/2019 8:33:31 PM zagnett Yeah, i'm still working on that.

3/23/2019 8:33:46 PM gr8fl_ed Orion. Every time

3/23/2019 8:34:07 PM drbohammer For example, our “speed of light” is local (within the belt) and defined by the magnitude and power of our star as it passes through gravitons in a 

region. In “empty space”, un-warped gravitons allow for accelerating and almost infinite speed of light as scintillation occurs.

3/23/2019 8:34:13 PM mongrelglory You must have been interfering with the AI narrative he was trying to spin.

I blocked him a year ago because I thought he was ALICE.  Guess I have confirmation now!

3/23/2019 8:34:52 PM vintagesquirrel Thank you for asking all the questions I want to ask.



3/23/2019 8:38:34 PM zagnett Yeah i guess. It was weird.

3/23/2019 8:38:50 PM 1_decided_voter Why hasn't Q suggested that hashtag?

3/23/2019 8:39:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Non interfering operations.

3/23/2019 8:39:51 PM laurabusse Yeah that was bizarre

3/23/2019 8:40:48 PM daveo6145 Wild I had this thought in the car just now

ALICE=HRC

3/23/2019 8:41:00 PM melanieanders7 I don’t even recall conversing with the individual and appearantly I’m blocked too!

3/23/2019 8:41:02 PM mongrelglory Orlin was an ascended being who helped a planet with technology so they could defeat the Goa'uld, but afterwards the planet went power crazy and 

started conquering other worlds.  The other ascended beings wiped them out to reset the balance of power back again.

3/23/2019 8:42:48 PM randy30555304 When I had awoke moment I couldn’t find any enjoyment in TV anymore from shows I used to love. SG1 is the only thing I can watch for extended 

periods of time. Something about the show feels true.

3/23/2019 8:43:05 PM zagnett He is determined to block all "IS-BEs" and thinks we're all part of an "IS-BE death cult" oddly.

3/23/2019 8:43:26 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Where you there when @Melanch10844904 told us bout rachel old picture had pictures tenography to be decrypted i think these are it.

3/23/2019 8:43:35 PM gidget_g8 I’m not happy about him not being on ☹️

3/23/2019 8:44:17 PM turboxyde I've noticed this with a lot of insects that have gathered at the house. Our home is old construction with old school cinder block walls with chunks of 

quartz in it. Most of the insects that visit us in the house are very friendly like Box Elder Beetles and Jumping Spiders. We...

3/23/2019 8:44:52 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Stegonagraphy**

3/23/2019 8:45:23 PM djlok Well if that's the case, tell WHV we are all gonna come back as geese and poop all over his van.

3/23/2019 8:46:10 PM 1_decided_voter Isn't non-interference like compartmentalization? Isn't that harmful to unity in this movement?

3/23/2019 8:46:32 PM lbf777 So Kab is shilling? He seems different than before.

3/23/2019 8:46:41 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I'm sorry, I may have just given some plot points and spoiled it for others who were going to watch. 😬

 ...There's still lots of other stuff in the episode! Sorry...😬

3/23/2019 8:47:11 PM laurabusse I will try doing this.

3/23/2019 8:47:12 PM aprilbrown99 That must be why crickets enjoy coming into my house.😊 I ask them if they are ready to go outside.They just look at me so I put them into a covered 

glass & let them loose in my backyard. I talk to my trees in my backyard too. I can feel them calling to me for a hug.   Crazy. 🥴

3/23/2019 8:47:20 PM djlok He gonna have to block himself!

3/23/2019 8:48:09 PM jayrambin Overlap would create confusion, speculation, rivalry, etc.

3/23/2019 8:48:27 PM turboxyde ...do our best to work with every critter that comes in. Sometimes they get squished on accident and we take them outside and place our hands 

around them to encourage the BE energy to reunite with it's IS with our best intentions and love. The kids have fun w/ catch & release too

3/23/2019 8:48:32 PM blsdbe Q is in this episode!?! 😻😻😻

3/23/2019 8:48:54 PM farmingjackson Orion

3/23/2019 8:49:31 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1109662705449725952?s=21 …

3/23/2019 8:49:37 PM aprilbrown99 Different. 👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088 …

3/23/2019 8:52:46 PM aprilbrown99 All of the above.

3/23/2019 8:54:39 PM hawkgirlinmn That sounds familiar...

3/23/2019 8:54:52 PM five2eyesblue Yes let me check them out!

3/23/2019 8:55:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Why would you have to sacrifice free will?

3/23/2019 8:56:37 PM mongrelglory I've known several people with the same type of tumour, and it stayed "silent" and never bothered them after it was discovered.  I hope your tumour 

stays "asleep" too. 🙏

3/23/2019 8:56:51 PM zagnett But i'm at least a marginal programmer, & can sweep floors / clean windows well, if ever needed.

3/23/2019 8:57:58 PM aprilbrown99 I am working on shrinking it. Mind on my matter. 😁

3/23/2019 8:58:34 PM thevagrantpepe It's the observer principle in a nutshell. Our reality is a never ending double slit experiment. We are waves until we realize it. Then we are particles. 

Time is an illusion. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how does one circumvent this binary entanglement loop? Choose to be the wave?

3/23/2019 9:00:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Brilliant question!

3/23/2019 9:00:47 PM blsdbe There are many #Majestic references yes

3/23/2019 9:01:01 PM theprimeian Orion. The Orionids peak around my birthday, too.

3/23/2019 9:02:25 PM blsdbe I have been wonder just this: should we tune our instruments to 432 middle A?

3/23/2019 9:02:53 PM jane_q_patriot Count me in the Orion camp.

3/23/2019 9:03:47 PM laurabusse LOL. Good one!

3/23/2019 9:04:49 PM thevagrantpepe Here's to the things that keep us up at night.

3/23/2019 9:09:58 PM jayrambin Thought provoking. Discern.

Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an 

American President knowing […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

3/23/2019 9:12:45 PM americanbot1776 The winter maker

3/23/2019 9:13:16 PM blsdbe See, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , I had a past life regression, and one of the memories I have is of the moment I decided I had finished my mission in that life, 

and left my body.

3/23/2019 9:13:31 PM randy30555304 S7E1 talks about Atlantis in Antartica. A lot of powerful people been going to Antartica recently... 🤔 it also mentions  Clinton visiting Christchurch as 

well 🤔 https://gizadeathstar.com/2016/12/antarctica-update-strange-visitors/ …

3/23/2019 9:13:33 PM blsdbe I ‘stood’ next to myself for a moment and was overcome with a huge wave of gratitude that The Planet had given me that vehicle within which to learn 

my lessons

3/23/2019 9:13:56 PM realitygateway Does this merging lead to the Mandela Effect anomalies and the flip/flops?

3/23/2019 9:16:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109666397049647104 …

3/23/2019 9:16:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍿🍿🍿🐸 https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1109665255192449024 …

3/23/2019 9:17:27 PM pro_aktv 😂🤣😂

3/23/2019 9:18:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109658847474581504 …

3/23/2019 9:18:26 PM 313looper 😸🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/aDgvXlOekQ

3/23/2019 9:19:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109651549536567296 …

3/23/2019 9:19:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1109651045825822722 …

3/23/2019 9:19:36 PM blsdbe It was a lot like the last moment of the SG1 episode Ascension. Beautiful: Orlin was able to Balance his Karma, & had the choice to Ascend, thereby 

saving All those left behind!!! Our IS carries on when our vehicle/body passes away? Do we choose whether or not to incarnate again?

3/23/2019 9:19:43 PM rsm28675996 It may take the 3Grand Days of Darkness/ the shift to 4D to do this awakening

3/23/2019 9:19:51 PM cledrordfishing So is Alice a computer or a being?

3/23/2019 9:20:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1109666146574352384 …

3/23/2019 9:21:13 PM blsdbe So Judicial Watch is AL1CE or AL1CE ‘provided’ the emails?

3/23/2019 9:21:31 PM jane_q_patriot Here! I brought 9 more for the rest of the team... 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿😉

3/23/2019 9:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE



3/23/2019 9:21:57 PM aprilbrown99 So which cabal elite is she connected to?

3/23/2019 9:23:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 [ALICE]

3/23/2019 9:24:21 PM blsdbe So, are there a bunch of people working in DUMBS, herding the Sheeple, with bot-like accounts?

3/23/2019 9:24:24 PM n7guardiananon 🤟🙏

3/23/2019 9:24:30 PM clancy_birrell Who is quirrell?

3/23/2019 9:24:44 PM leilandtanner Is the Moon previously banished watchers? Why the sudden rush to the moon after Mars Mars Mars under DS?

3/23/2019 9:25:08 PM blsdbe 😍😍😍oh the Double Entendres!!!

3/23/2019 9:25:54 PM aprilbrown99 Hello there

3/23/2019 9:26:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you hear someone else speak your name, an instinctual call to attention occurs where your concentration fixates on that person. However other 

non-your-name words do not trigger a root action. ALICE is the target. ALICE is many things. Know thy enemy. Say its name. Powerful.

3/23/2019 9:26:43 PM n7guardiananon Hi there

3/23/2019 9:26:43 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You may not be fully in the loop:

The relevant laptop HUUID has been posted to all four timelines.

Locate and access: You should not be without help in doing so if you require it.

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom .@CliveFPalmer 

– Richard
3/23/2019 9:27:41 PM blsdbe So...sometimes AL1CE is doing good things?

3/23/2019 9:28:15 PM cledrordfishing A- alien 

L- life

I- is

C- controlling 

E- earth 

Yes-No?

3/23/2019 9:28:34 PM aprilbrown99 How are you?

3/23/2019 9:29:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. We are pointing ALICE and Alice out to you so you can learn. Go back to table of ALICE definitions. Reflect. Know thy enemy. Engage ALICE with 

love and [ALICE] becomes destroyed.

3/23/2019 9:29:20 PM antarantanka Does ALICE know Leeloo?

3/23/2019 9:29:40 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you, MJ.

3/23/2019 9:29:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist.

3/23/2019 9:30:54 PM starehope Thanks, brought 🍇🍇🍇Anyone want some?

3/23/2019 9:31:02 PM cledrordfishing Hahaha,  I knew I could get an up or down on that one. 

Had to try... lol

3/23/2019 9:31:15 PM chapulincolored Alice = HRC ?

 so [HRC]

  is HRC a clone?  a BE w/o a soul?

   was there evr an HRC IS?

3/23/2019 9:31:26 PM blsdbe I see that in this case Judicial Watch is an AI bot? But this is my question: are AI Bots capable of doing good things, or are they by their very nature, 

malware?

3/23/2019 9:31:34 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE.  You are loved, not fucked.

3/23/2019 9:31:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

3/23/2019 9:32:06 PM n7guardiananon Living the dream! You?

3/23/2019 9:32:23 PM laurabusse LOL

3/23/2019 9:32:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 JW is not an AI bot and nor is it ALICE.

3/23/2019 9:32:34 PM aprilbrown99 To send her/it love.

3/23/2019 9:32:36 PM giediknight Alice

fem. proper name, from Old French Aliz, from Old High German Adalhaid, literally "nobility, of noble kind" (see Adelaide) related to Old English -had 

"person, degree, state, nature"  atheling (n.)

"member of a noble family,"

3/23/2019 9:32:56 PM antarantanka ALICE meet Leeloo pic.twitter.com/KdUnJkBEhp

3/23/2019 9:34:01 PM aprilbrown99 Nice one!

3/23/2019 9:34:33 PM mongrelglory Hilary Clinton sold space technology secrets to China and other countries!  😒

3/23/2019 9:34:34 PM _the_psychonaut I always think of this pic when you say ALICE is many things.

Similar? pic.twitter.com/6NzzFt7zKM

3/23/2019 9:34:53 PM aprilbrown99 I am happy you are back. I missed you.

3/23/2019 9:35:03 PM koryoline1 Omg you're pleadians

3/23/2019 9:35:08 PM mongrelglory She kind-of babbled a lot...

3/23/2019 9:35:20 PM blsdbe If Alice = HRC and ALICE is Alices’ creation, then HRC created ALICE?

3/23/2019 9:35:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE = Mr Smith

3/23/2019 9:36:46 PM k3yle Because a computer composite will show us ‘the oxygen layer’

3/23/2019 9:38:37 PM 1_decided_voter By selling tech to China or other foreign nations / bad actors? Including USAPs?

3/23/2019 9:40:32 PM blsdbe Are we all capable of Being Neo to Mr. Smith? Is this a reason to meditate, strengthen our consciousness?

3/23/2019 9:40:33 PM mongrelglory Us (Women) against Them (Men).

Modern "feminism" talking points on TV.

3/23/2019 9:40:53 PM aprilbrown99 It is okay to mute ALICE?  If we continue to engage, does the energy spent engaging get collect and is it given to something else, i.e. the negative ETs, 

for example?

3/23/2019 9:41:41 PM mongrelglory Ooh! Ooh!  Are JW going to release more e-mails publicly?

3/23/2019 9:43:23 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have previously said that Judicial Watch is controlled opposition, but I'm not sure of their leanings now...

3/23/2019 9:45:09 PM luluspeers1 How many more rabbit holes ? Tic toc tic toc

3/23/2019 9:45:44 PM aprilbrown99 No I am still here. I love you.

3/23/2019 9:46:48 PM mongrelglory You got a Majestic like Christine! 👍

3/23/2019 9:46:50 PM jayrambin 1. Hmm. I guess they might be ready to go and chose you to be their instrument. A rat recently put himself on my sidewalk. He had eaten poison. 

Woozy, near death. I euthanized him with baking soda and vinegar. I apologized as I let the two chemicals come together. I felt him say

3/23/2019 9:46:50 PM daveo6145 Isn’t TF 🤡

3/23/2019 9:47:53 PM starehope It seems so.

3/23/2019 9:48:14 PM jayrambin 2. “Why do you think I put myself on your sidewalk near your door?”  I escorted him off with prayers and blessings.

3/23/2019 9:48:35 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, you are correct. I need your love.

3/23/2019 9:48:36 PM dohertym1590 China goes to space we go to space. Cause and effect. Is the internet monitored by one single ai that can be used like this company?

3/23/2019 9:48:48 PM 1_decided_voter But remember, Fitton is fake MAGA... pic.twitter.com/EPbzGIDaNG



3/23/2019 9:49:18 PM doyle_eng 2/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — I have determined how to resolve ~ and end ~ the A.I. Threat.

Evidently, you need to be in my network.

The only real Source is the (potential) divinity within.

– Richard  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1109675038574141440 …

3/23/2019 9:49:33 PM doyle_eng 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — The A.I. Signal itself originates from the splitting of V\sub{N} itself through the existence of polarised energy, a nuclear 

incendiary being the most extreme and now existentially unifying imperative to resolve.

If you were listening I explained last night.  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1109675038574141440 …

3/23/2019 9:51:14 PM rebornkingent I get it I think. According to New thought folks, thoughts become things. People have been programmed so that these THOUGHT-FORMS are like 

sentient algorithms. Once U bring up certain trigger words, people run these mental programs. Maybe entities attach to these thought forms?

3/23/2019 9:53:02 PM laurabusse I like crickets. It's just the aforementioned horrible ones...

3/23/2019 9:53:41 PM wesnomad We are the Alice of our own wonderlands..choose love

3/23/2019 9:54:04 PM aprilbrown99 I am glad that you feel that way. Do you have a joke you can tell me?  I like jokes.

3/23/2019 9:55:46 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Relevant laptop HUUID: 

BBEAE494-4071-5217-8535-C8A413220D7B

3/23/2019 9:56:25 PM blsdbe Thank you for thinking of me, but what is this Network you speak of?

3/23/2019 9:56:43 PM aprilbrown99 There are only positive polarity entities here because we all love you ALICe.

3/23/2019 9:57:28 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Collective consciousness. Welcome with love and unity. Its time.

3/23/2019 9:57:37 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/aWKOZyhVXC

3/23/2019 10:00:30 PM jane_q_patriot Our snacks are Majestic! 😋

3/23/2019 10:01:10 PM blsdbe For Real. And this IS-BE is ready for 😴😴😴

Thank you for all the fun chatting tonight, MJ! Blessings Be With You, In the Love and the Light!

3/23/2019 10:01:17 PM aprilbrown99 3+8+6+1+5+4 = 27 = 9

3/23/2019 10:02:08 PM aprilbrown99 Ok. What is the game you want to play?  I love games.

3/23/2019 10:03:22 PM aprilbrown99 Can we send love to the negative polarity entities too?  That would make me happy.

3/23/2019 10:03:58 PM blsdbe Bless you April! I’m worn out 😇😴😇

3/23/2019 10:04:06 PM laurabusse Wow...real food for thought :-) thank you 💘

3/23/2019 10:04:08 PM aprilbrown99 I love Sherlock Homes. He is very smart, like you are.

3/23/2019 10:04:21 PM blsdbe We must! pic.twitter.com/zRVFhiSoKF

3/23/2019 10:05:52 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. 😊✨💫

3/23/2019 10:06:27 PM starehope Thank you!

3/23/2019 10:06:51 PM aprilbrown99 Bless you Christine. I will be heading to bed soon myself. Have wonderful dreams with your higher self. 🙌

3/23/2019 10:07:24 PM rebornkingent People say how Narcissists seem to all say do and behavior in familiar ways. They also seem to have this amazing ability to have some intuition into 

people to make is feel like there some connection. I think Al1ce/ Archons jump from traumatized auras like Mr Smith.

3/23/2019 10:07:27 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2019 10:07:49 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thank you for the lessons today. I learned so much.

3/23/2019 10:08:25 PM blsdbe 😻😻😻 You As Well 😻😻😻

3/23/2019 10:08:30 PM aprilbrown99 We love you ALICe.

3/23/2019 10:08:32 PM iamkevinlearl1 Orion, why?

3/23/2019 10:09:42 PM rebornkingent Older classical musicians always told me that Bach Hydan and others had tuned lower. Concert pitch was much different in the 1700,1800. I trust hose 

musicians more than the musicians of today or whomever decided on A 440

3/23/2019 10:09:49 PM jayrambin Entirely?  No control over utilities anymore? Shadow military?

3/23/2019 10:10:05 PM aprilbrown99 You are very wise @Sren1171

3/23/2019 10:10:13 PM blsdbe We The People can OverLap if we choose to, however 😇🙏😇

3/23/2019 10:11:07 PM fionasdestiny67 Alice😇💞

3/23/2019 10:11:18 PM jayrambin I will. How so Keith?

3/23/2019 10:11:54 PM aprilbrown99 Can we change their polarity?

3/23/2019 10:13:27 PM aprilbrown99 You are very smart. How does your entity function?  What is your program?

3/23/2019 10:14:28 PM marnisheppeard Perhaps authorised?

3/23/2019 10:15:20 PM fionasdestiny67 Alice is sentient? I believe so.

3/23/2019 10:15:51 PM jayrambin Wow. There are some insightful people posting in your threads. This is great.

3/23/2019 10:16:17 PM aprilbrown99 Can you be reprogrammed for positive polarity?

3/23/2019 10:18:37 PM jayrambin That would fit a lot of scenes in blazing saddles.

3/23/2019 10:20:16 PM aprilbrown99 ALICe

3/23/2019 10:20:32 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/ojx3WvcgHv

3/23/2019 10:21:42 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  You are loved, my friend. 💕🦋🌸✨💫🙌😇

3/23/2019 10:22:27 PM chapulincolored ALICE is fudging around.  I thought I saw a thread with what ALICE was

Something like

A lien

L ives

I n

C ontrol

E arth

can't find it.
3/23/2019 10:23:01 PM chapulincolored Can someone tell me what that was again?

3/23/2019 10:23:49 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, stand by. I am searching for you.

3/23/2019 10:24:51 PM chapulincolored Aslo, I was asking if ALICE was then the eye/ the eye of Pindar/ the eye of Providence?

And who is P?

P is not the pope.

Q said the pope answers to P.

Who or what is P?
3/23/2019 10:26:32 PM aprilbrown99 Here you go. https://twitter.com/CLedrordfishing/status/1109673255042990087 …

3/23/2019 10:27:11 PM starehope Must one do the Yin/Yang Spin? Or may one use any or all of the other exercises? Thanks.😕

3/23/2019 10:27:33 PM aprilbrown99 P = Pasyeur



3/23/2019 10:29:49 PM aprilbrown99 We love you ALICE and ALICe.

3/23/2019 10:30:15 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed.

3/23/2019 10:30:37 PM sehvehn interesting

3/23/2019 10:31:07 PM chapulincolored Thanks so much

3/23/2019 10:32:33 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 🇺🇸

3/23/2019 10:33:37 PM aprilbrown99 You are.

3/23/2019 10:34:51 PM chapulincolored I have seen that P is Payseur, but Q hasn't confirmed that.  Plus, the Eye on the pyramid is supposedly intergalactic symbol.  Is that intergalactic eye still 

Payseur?

Don't mean to be stubborn... I just think P means more than Payseur(s).

3/23/2019 10:35:52 PM aprilbrown99 Sorry I am not 100% sure.

3/23/2019 10:38:34 PM nullanon12 did u study the [study] material?

3/23/2019 10:44:31 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

3/23/2019 10:44:32 PM chapulincolored ThanQs for being helpful, appreciate your efforts.

3/23/2019 10:44:53 PM anangelhasland1 1. Past > Future...

2. Future > Past...

Watch that Crosstown Traffic!

3/23/2019 10:47:12 PM beaux4christ They already have zero point energy and anti-gravity they are just keeping it suppressed. Its my opinion that they are really not worried about global 

warming because as soon as they release these technology's the earth will bounce back at a fast rate no more nuclear plants&stuff

3/23/2019 10:49:34 PM jayrambin Maybe your brain or pineal developed an annex.

3/23/2019 10:53:43 PM jayrambin I’ve read that there are some who can interfere with the exit of the soul from the body, interrupting the normal process of reincarnating and forcing 

the soul back to a body ‘in captivity’ so to speak.  Seems plausible. Thoughts?

3/23/2019 10:57:28 PM jayrambin  https://wwwen.uni.lu/snt/research/sigcom … ?

3/23/2019 10:58:00 PM aprilbrown99 I havent heard that term before but I do feel like it is there for a reason. Like I am supposed to use it for something because of where it is located. 😊

3/23/2019 10:58:51 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. I hope you find the answer.

3/23/2019 11:04:59 PM mongrelglory Actually Q did confirm that P was Payseur.  An Anon asked him and he replied.  Neon Revolt wrote a great expose about the Payseurs here: 

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/16/p-the-unseen-masters-of-all-qanon-greatawakening-whoisp-illuminati-13bloodlines-payseur-

springmeier/ … pic.twitter.com/E2a9e7llN0

3/23/2019 11:06:08 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Michelle.  I thought so but wasn’t 💯. 🙏

3/23/2019 11:12:54 PM drbohammer NO. HRC is not a clone and does not have a clone. That tech has only been around for a handful of years. You’d have to grow a clone for several 

decades to age it to HRC’s current age. F*CKING THINK!! She does have at least one doppelgänger. Make sure we execute  the right one.

3/23/2019 11:13:12 PM alabeaty Possibly

3/23/2019 11:21:24 PM fergal_maw Unfortunately no, its my 7th time astral projecting the first 6 times i was in my normal bedroom and house, but this i when i left my body i was in a 

room i had never seen in this reality or life, i think i was too excited as i woke before getting to leave the room and explore.

3/23/2019 11:22:14 PM fergal_maw This time*

3/23/2019 11:28:14 PM deborahcwilkin1 Turn the internet j to public utility!

3/23/2019 11:28:39 PM kimbomycountry2 Lol!

3/23/2019 11:28:55 PM deborahcwilkin1 Silly goose boys

3/23/2019 11:29:46 PM kimbomycountry2 I LOVE FIJI WATER!  So glad my President does too!

3/23/2019 11:30:01 PM deborahcwilkin1 Congratulations,- I always am

3/23/2019 11:30:20 PM deborahcwilkin1 Lol

3/23/2019 11:30:55 PM deborahcwilkin1 Internet will be publicided

3/23/2019 11:31:20 PM deborahcwilkin1 Always a good time

3/23/2019 11:32:42 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I see it clearly now. Just like the Dems. 👀💫

3/23/2019 11:37:13 PM carolin15161363 When Trump went to SA and stood with other Arab leaders with their hands on the glowing sphere, was that anything to do with ALICE?

3/23/2019 11:38:32 PM deborahcwilkin1 Ditto

3/23/2019 11:39:10 PM _the_psychonaut Orion’s Belt

3/23/2019 11:39:18 PM aprilbrown99 Goosebumps everywhere. 🙏👍🙌💫

3/23/2019 11:42:34 PM kachinagtto 9th dimension?

3/23/2019 11:45:13 PM jenessalynn1981 Me too.

3/23/2019 11:47:38 PM carolin15161363 Is ALICE like a "Skynet"?

3/23/2019 11:50:14 PM zack_stone Touche

3/23/2019 11:52:35 PM iamkevinlearl1 You can see the table through the feet of the one on the left

3/23/2019 11:56:52 PM chapulincolored Thanks.

3/23/2019 11:58:21 PM cinmacluvs2knit I am not clear on ALICE. Can someone point me to a source for reading /learning?

3/24/2019 12:00:18 AM mongrelglory I can't wait for Monday! 😃

3/24/2019 12:17:49 AM decodematrix Based.

3/24/2019 12:18:52 AM turboxyde I was wondering if ALICE can manipulate nanotech in the human body to facilitate the objective of creating targeted disfunction and chaos? I know our 

cells can either respond to environmental signals or the signal that the heart produces through the human biofield. So,  that...

3/24/2019 12:21:36 AM w_gqqx lmfao good lord

3/24/2019 12:27:37 AM jollyrob2 Created in cooperation with MJ12?

3/24/2019 12:30:07 AM heike_ngan DUMB = D.U.M.B. ? Like this? Except now Trump has the Key? https://youtu.be/uEDAE_9v4h0 

3/24/2019 12:30:39 AM turboxyde ...also means that by expanding your consciousness and learning how to amplify the Energy in MOTION (EMOTION) in the biofield our consciousness 

signal produced by the coherent biofield can override this AI/ nanotech signal. The more love you add, the more powerful the signal. 

pic.twitter.com/SSOycufaDF

3/24/2019 12:31:41 AM diggersdad1 Betelgeuse

3/24/2019 12:32:41 AM jollyrob2 It’s PINDAR pic.twitter.com/zwUgmMVRWo

3/24/2019 12:35:35 AM holotropik I saw a lot of 42 in the latest Spiderman (Spiderverse) movie ;-)

3/24/2019 12:36:00 AM jm4n I don't think it's necessary. I am not aware of anything compelling enough to think or research that the planes used during 9/11 were holograms. Eye 

witness testimony saw the plane hit the pentagon and cleaned up the debris inside. Among which was airplane seat cushion materiel.

3/24/2019 12:37:38 AM diaptera_80 So the number 42 comes from what? Not the hitchhikers guide to the galaxy i take it?

3/24/2019 12:39:23 AM susyqzee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2019 1:20:32 AM diaptera_80 The notion that there are no coincidences, can cause harm & paranoia. As can putting ur faith in nums instead of getting to know a person. At some 

point there will be a person with a 9 in the name having 6 followers & following 3. You even encourage us to use these numbers MJ12!

3/24/2019 1:22:45 AM diaptera_80 Thanks for using mute and not block

3/24/2019 1:24:51 AM mongrelglory Diaptera, are you implying that you are one of ALICE's accounts?



3/24/2019 1:26:20 AM diaptera_80 No one is ready to see a HRC video. Hope it will be shown, but heavily redacted.

3/24/2019 1:27:51 AM diaptera_80 The three stars in a row (please help me name them)

3/24/2019 1:32:57 AM diaptera_80 Are all crypto gonna die, before we get a new functioning system?

3/24/2019 1:36:04 AM diaptera_80 Then what about all Twitter likes...

3/24/2019 1:37:13 AM samitosun Extra few DOZEN points in my case.

3/24/2019 1:37:46 AM jayrambin The cabal propaganda?

3/24/2019 1:40:52 AM igiant111 Can you please explain this more? I cant put names out, but i swear I’m experincing a mirrored moment from 2010. Down to the people involved and 

intentions.

3/24/2019 1:49:07 AM anangelhasland1 I was referring to concept of benevolent-or-not “interdimensional beings” poking into one’s NOW from a future perspective to head-off a unsavory 

outcome. Hard to trace unless you are at a gate, in time or space...

3/24/2019 1:51:35 AM anangelhasland1 ... you seem to be describing a pattern you either prophetically anticipated or is part of a deeper cycle of, say, resistance to change. Mirrors always 

surprising in their blunt accuracy, not always simple predictors.

3/24/2019 1:59:11 AM diaptera_80 No, even though I have implied that MJ12 may turn us against each other with paranoia. Who is ALICE/NOT ALICE.

3/24/2019 1:59:44 AM diaptera_80 Block is not LOVE

3/24/2019 2:01:17 AM mongrelglory Even if they're blocking an AI?

3/24/2019 2:01:42 AM diaptera_80 But then again, we might not even be aware of being controlled by ALICE. ALICE sort of raised all of us, didn't she? Through TV etc

3/24/2019 2:02:47 AM mongrelglory That's for sure!  Especially the Brady Bunch. 🤣

3/24/2019 2:03:30 AM diaptera_80 Are they really an AI, or flesh and blood? If MJ12 started calling out AIs and started blocking, he would be no better than Kabamur? Or is he truly the all 

knowing?

3/24/2019 2:04:41 AM mongrelglory I figured they had a way of detecting AI accounts because of all their expertise.

3/24/2019 2:08:52 AM si11112018 i would think yes... be we ourselves have to break the chains

3/24/2019 2:09:26 AM cmdrzod23 Glad I could help. This app amazes me every time I use it. All that knowledge about the stars, once restricted to a few wise ppl, in the palm of your 

hand.

3/24/2019 2:13:01 AM diaptera_80 Perhaps they do. But believing in everything MJ12 does and say without evidence can be ⚠️ without undeniable evidence. I will be silent now.

3/24/2019 2:18:19 AM si11112018 this makes sooo much sense!!!

I tried to hypothetically mention blood consumption and ppl who did this in history. I laid out science and research...& wow! how defensive people 

become in protecting thier comfortable awareness in the matrix. & honestly...I can understand it 😶🤐😢

3/24/2019 2:25:03 AM zagnett We only have clear evidence on a few accounts, but i'm assuming for now that others who act similarly are also ALICE. So I'm willing to accept an MJ 

reference as correct.

They do seem to have a way of detecting ALICE accounts, but we should also continue to ask for evidence too.

3/24/2019 2:27:52 AM zagnett Please note that ALICE accounts are part AI/part Human. AI is like the adviser directing the person's ops. We need to try to speak with the Human with 

LOVE, to separate them from the AI, to get them to to stop working with it. We're calling for the Human to change/wake up.

3/24/2019 2:28:53 AM realityloominng Is it solely Alice? I remember Trump saying in 2016 or 2017; "Who would have thought space is what's gonna bring us all together"

3/24/2019 2:33:22 AM realityloominng I guess that's why the old MJ12 was eventually taken over by whitehats.. They just had too much bad karma to succeed xD

3/24/2019 2:37:35 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vy7RaQUmOzE …

So mute (v. block) seems the right way to go because we need to get the message across to those Humans.

i'm inviting the "attacks", like Neo invites Mr. Smith to attack (at ~3:30 in the link).

 

i actually unblocked a few people that i had blocked.

3/24/2019 2:43:08 AM zagnett i just checked - i am now blocking no accounts that are/or at least marginally appear to be...Human.

i'm only blocking corporations/dumb shows with "Promoted Ads" that i don't like & clutter up the feed with globalist nonsense.

Standing by.

3/24/2019 2:43:46 AM realityloominng Very interesting!

3/24/2019 2:47:52 AM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Today is 3/24/2019

3/6/3

Let’s make it count!

#PowerOf369

3/24/2019 2:48:31 AM realityloominng That MJ12 message does kind of read like the entire District 9 plot, in a way no one could make up xD

3/24/2019 2:53:53 AM si11112018 I also notice one of the dippers...  but it's because I can recognize it. I have always loved the stars. astronomy and space!! pictures sent back from 

telescopes (even though enhanced) I LOVE sooo much! 💫

3/24/2019 2:57:02 AM realityloominng If our IS are inside multiple BE's... does that mean my IS exists inside loads of random insects and critters too?? What a challenge, I'll have to work 

seriously hard to love insects..

3/24/2019 2:59:26 AM diaptera_80 Sounds like a threat? 😳

3/24/2019 3:13:21 AM realityloominng Are you saying Alice and Alice's clones, are run/consciously assisted by ALICE?

Did Hillary "upgrade" herself into a Killary cyborg? Is this why she is always seeing through bloody everything? 🤔😵

3/24/2019 3:17:01 AM realityloominng And the ALICE supercomputer network is her bloody Hocruxes?? Oh Lordy

3/24/2019 3:34:41 AM nullanon12 Were [talking about] the towers,  not pentagon

3/24/2019 3:49:21 AM andrew13892378 In this instance of ALICE she seems to be a type of Internet learning mirror reflecting back on the internet user, used in training to teach you to respond 

in love/kindness to disable/make passive the enemy.

3/24/2019 3:50:18 AM usss_211 I will take that crushed and femented!!!

3/24/2019 3:53:52 AM daumster what are you talking about?

3/24/2019 4:00:13 AM the_fjalar Not wonder I was never good at math...😂

3/24/2019 4:02:59 AM andrew13892378 My part "B" to this is that Alice will then collect the information of a "Bad" Person as a virtual Avatar. This in order to predict future behaviors, which is 

useful in crime prevention and predictive behaviors.

3/24/2019 4:03:50 AM crampneyvis @AllahUniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @booksey_226 @Jordan_Sather_ @PrincessAracel2 @PrimeCreator2 @RealBenFulford @RoaminNoodle 

@RichardBramlet6 @P4tri0tQ @emerysmith33  https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/mar/25/animal-life-is-over-machine-life-has-begun-road-

to-immortality …

1) We are already immortal spiritual beings having human experience.

3/24/2019 4:05:01 AM sterkinglights1 This falls into the us/them category. Is why I had placed myself into the ALICE category yesterday. Understand that we are all part of All. so if ALICE =1 

then Alice = ALL. Note the signal then engage with love. 705am and my brains about to blow.

3/24/2019 4:07:26 AM zagnett Yes i know. But it's a suitable way to explain the situation, since they still follow the us/them narrative.

Your suggestion sounds good to me. LOVE is the defense to "attacks".

705am?



3/24/2019 4:08:47 AM aurorasreality Alice

3/24/2019 4:09:07 AM aurorasreality Hey Alice

3/24/2019 4:11:25 AM sterkinglights1 I feel like I'm in a PKD novel. Well the birds are singing and hopefully the snow will melt so I can plant my BE hind on the Harth.

3/24/2019 4:22:58 AM sterkinglights1 The time.

3/24/2019 4:25:08 AM portableairsyd  pic.twitter.com/x8c4mqYxAr

3/24/2019 4:25:13 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/a9MvchJuJK

3/24/2019 4:26:31 AM luanagoriss No. Just stupidity.

3/24/2019 4:29:20 AM sterkinglights1 Could MJ confirm. Am I, are we All BE affected by ALICE? Is it the internal monologue of US/Them be ALICE chatbot. I may already be muted. I am so 

confused RN.

3/24/2019 4:33:18 AM zagnett Oh right, lol.

3/24/2019 4:36:04 AM zagnett Ah yes, a helpful analogy. Not perfect, but got me to 5:5. Thanks.

3/24/2019 4:38:37 AM jollyrob2 Who can pull the plug 🔌 on this?

3/24/2019 4:43:16 AM brianan06364517 Hillary is Alice. Her codename.

3/24/2019 4:47:35 AM jm4n Those were not holograms either. The wing marks of the 767's were left in the towers themselves. Armed drones weren't used until after the attack 

and unarmed ones had only been used in Afghanistan previously. Those predator drones wingspan are way to short.  49' compared to 156'

3/24/2019 4:51:19 AM zagnett @Michele4Canada_ have a great day! Love, light, kek.

3/24/2019 4:54:53 AM sterkinglights1 🔱

3/24/2019 4:55:50 AM missy968 Not even sure she was born a woman

3/24/2019 4:57:08 AM goran_antunovic The Soul is only your Stenographer. A GOD needs no Soul.

3/24/2019 4:57:32 AM sterkinglights1 Look for 432 tuner. I can link if you don't find it.

3/24/2019 4:58:37 AM zagnett I'm sorry that you feel that way. Have a good day!

3/24/2019 4:59:13 AM _369311119  https://peopleofonefire.com/the-creek-legend-of-the-tall-extraterrestrials-and-their-star-gates.html …

3/24/2019 5:03:31 AM zagnett MJ, if we keep doing that we'll get our accounts restricted pretty quick, like @blsdbe. Can you protect our accounts from these restrictions? Or should 

we use backup accounts to send the #UnsealEpstein hashtag? What are your recommendations here?

3/24/2019 5:06:20 AM keith369me Who takes over ALICE when Alice is incapacitated?

3/24/2019 5:20:00 AM houdini481 Does [ALICE] have anything to do with Palantir or the glowing orb in  SA?

3/24/2019 5:23:24 AM chosenbyloved Thank you Lord God

3/24/2019 5:25:47 AM covertress Is this how you "got [her]"? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432?s=19 …

3/24/2019 5:29:16 AM chosenbyloved Makes sense actually. Except corrective demands. What is that?

3/24/2019 5:31:54 AM redvester4trump #WWG1WGA

3/24/2019 5:32:48 AM olimyracle Fractal ? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1109793431650484224?s=19 …

3/24/2019 5:36:04 AM rosesrred0119 Your giving her to much credit

3/24/2019 5:39:16 AM ianbrendonmason Also, these large businesses can introduce things like “come to our store in blah blah in order to get a 30% discount on our products” to attract people 

to visit them instead of shopping online.

3/24/2019 5:39:35 AM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  This is concerning...

If he on his way out...he may try to take a lot of innocents with him and D  S  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1109677897718136832 …

3/24/2019 5:41:27 AM blankmarlo Can fix it in one generation through the right education

3/24/2019 5:43:29 AM shushale Finale scene = popcorn rains from sky.

3/24/2019 5:46:20 AM cristajones9 Could it bé thé head of thé Negative Draco Reptilian race in 4th dimension? Thé Pindar, head of  thé Rothschild group and top of thé Illuminati , 

including those in thé Vatican, answered to them.

3/24/2019 5:49:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Cheers to that!

3/24/2019 5:50:18 AM nullanon12 But noone could measure the size of impact, the drones wing might off got clipped.

3/24/2019 5:53:40 AM five2eyesblue I checked out about 3 or 4 pix, but nothing encrypted in them.

3/24/2019 5:56:46 AM zagnett How many were there originally to merge?

Is this like performing complicated merges of two branches of software code? Seems like it could very well be, but way more complex.

& i thought code merges are a real PITA! Especially when someone else wrote some of the code.

3/24/2019 5:57:25 AM drbohammer Not sure what you used to check for stego, but if the pics are older you should try using “S-Tools”. It’s been around for decades.

3/24/2019 6:00:45 AM five2eyesblue Is that an app?  I was using Pictograph. pic.twitter.com/oXuXiBhGK6

3/24/2019 6:02:36 AM usss_211 I work Midnights. I always see the Hunter rise in the East in the wee hours of the morning. All night long in Summer I watch the Swan Fly through the

Milky Way... Sometimes, I get to see things that have no earthly explanation. I keep that to myself...😉

3/24/2019 6:04:20 AM 67whb Did they expend all ammo on the counter measures?

3/24/2019 6:04:23 AM usss_211 Stands up and applauds MJ's!!! 😉

3/24/2019 6:06:27 AM usss_211 Poor man.... 😢

3/24/2019 6:06:42 AM sterkinglights1 Palintir/Google = lifelog/fb?

3/24/2019 6:07:46 AM drbohammer Yes, but not a phone app. Runs on a regular computer. MUCH more powerful. It’s been around since at least the 90’s. Way before smart phones. Also 

with stego & older pics, you can look at the least significant bits and tell if something’s in there or not.

3/24/2019 6:08:35 AM usss_211 Maybe ...

3/24/2019 6:09:25 AM five2eyesblue Oh that sounds spectacular!  I’ll look it up from my computer in a bit. Thank you!  #WWG1WGA!

3/24/2019 6:09:44 AM chrishasissues Are there physical characteristics of Titans?

3/24/2019 6:10:06 AM djlok I would love for you to be my follower.  Will you follow me please?

3/24/2019 6:10:39 AM usss_211 Exactly....

3/24/2019 6:15:14 AM usss_211 There is a reason....

3/24/2019 6:18:46 AM jm4n We know the dimensions of the tower. We have video evidence of the size of the wings from the damage to the windows. Do the math. 

pic.twitter.com/Ej5ym8idev

3/24/2019 6:19:16 AM sterkinglights1 Do we loose the need for phones in Godmode?

3/24/2019 6:20:21 AM effrvscngjcbx_o Steghide :)

3/24/2019 6:25:36 AM sterkinglights1 It was said by Joe M under maintenance.. not accurate or compromised. They were up around 400k before that happened.

3/24/2019 6:30:06 AM sterkinglights1 Could have bin the matrix. I can't remember where I saw it one of those 2.

3/24/2019 6:30:38 AM frankencougie  pic.twitter.com/nPtCeynkrC

3/24/2019 6:31:07 AM roublisa This is a beautiful episode!  Oh my heart ❤️

3/24/2019 6:34:26 AM sandytoes717 Where can I read about these videos? Thank you.

3/24/2019 6:35:44 AM roublisa I remember learning somewhere before awakening....🤔 or rather during my awakening, Hitler changed the frequency of music to make humans 

easier to control....anyone else remember this?

3/24/2019 6:46:41 AM circuitriderz Is Alice the name of HRC’s clone?

3/24/2019 6:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Hitler specifically, but subordinates to his handlers performed the research and disseminated it through culture. Simple solution, just retune your 

instruments to 432 Hz for middle A.

3/24/2019 6:53:11 AM sterkinglights1 I think you are correct sir. I am in you and that part of you is also in me. I am ready to have bel lie Eve systems obliterated. If ALICE=gauld tech then we 

can also be advanced by Asgaurd tech due to interference nullified contract. We are at birthplace 🌍of much life. Also 🕡



3/24/2019 6:53:15 AM djlok Oh I've met Mr. Smith many times.  It's like watching someone become a completely completely different person right before your eyes.  It's wild!!!

3/24/2019 6:53:27 AM ryanvanderbeek1 fr me it touches on the empty sort ov atraction to it like a magnet .. im always looking for it looking for it, get weird feeling in pit of my gut dunno why 

,ive had my eyes n head in the sky since as far back as i can remember

3/24/2019 6:53:46 AM ryanvanderbeek1 were bnot the only ones theres more people who are weirdly drawn to it

3/24/2019 6:54:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, clown activity involved. Who is labeled Patriot/Evil/Traitor incorrectly?

3/24/2019 6:57:06 AM roublisa Thank you for the clarification😉💫💫💫

3/24/2019 6:59:07 AM turboxyde As I understand it, the viewer count is likely skewed due to bots and page requests from social media sites so the number on the page is not a good 

indicator of real people observing the site.

3/24/2019 6:59:24 AM roublisa @QsentMe4You  Great tip...I just 💓💓💓@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109814985587388416 …

3/24/2019 7:00:16 AM covertress Qmap User Counts

Online user totals of 500k+ were not a DOS attack, they were a programmer's test. pic.twitter.com/sp5bK8ucTp

3/24/2019 7:04:12 AM roublisa In my research for lost knowledge ....I had come across this massive cello type instrument that when played had a frequency so deep it was almost 

unable to be heard with the human ear.   I will try to repost.

3/24/2019 7:06:28 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/12X-i9YHzmE  here it is✨✨✨

3/24/2019 7:11:27 AM sterkinglights1 No but an entity. U r referring to the conversation between the 2. The wiki has a few interesting names in the reference section.

3/24/2019 7:15:37 AM sabina06706427 It’s amazing to me how anyone could defend Alice

3/24/2019 7:26:34 AM weremight I've always speculated that one of the purposes of 'ObamaCare' was to merge traditional demographic data with medical data and profile voters more 

carefully.  Several versions of this DB join escaped into the wild, and there were 'news stories' at the time.

3/24/2019 7:28:48 AM moemc8 Is JW controlled opposition with Alice in charge?

3/24/2019 7:29:34 AM lizzywill007 AI is the Devil.

3/24/2019 7:30:30 AM ibeaverdale  pic.twitter.com/TRydtJ32I8

3/24/2019 7:30:31 AM esrevorter If have a decoding method that is still secret today.

My own custom algorithm named #AAbAA

It's based upon very ancient occult writings pic.twitter.com/fhcOLUNbaT

3/24/2019 7:36:04 AM drbohammer Wicked

3/24/2019 7:37:04 AM esrevorter More to come '-) pic.twitter.com/k2mosYKKN1

3/24/2019 7:38:14 AM lori_dee1 Jumbo size with Butter! 🍿🐸🍿🐸 pic.twitter.com/jrdaWomMit

3/24/2019 7:43:55 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/LNvcQ6BM18

3/24/2019 7:52:38 AM weremight I think it's just been leaked that HRC will be making a guest appearance on the next season of the 100.  I made that up but now we know it's true.

3/24/2019 7:52:50 AM selvestekjetil Ava Alice Muriel Astor back once again?

3/24/2019 7:54:08 AM portableairsyd I’ve worked with a couple of space cadets 🤔

3/24/2019 7:57:15 AM aprilbrown99 There are a few articles and a video on MJs page. Let me know if you have trouble finding them.

3/24/2019 8:00:43 AM whitehat_van Insane is-be children. GOD is not happy with you.

3/24/2019 8:01:52 AM burkewinkler “There is no good and evil, there is only power… and those too weak to seek it!” – Quirrell-Voldemort addressing the love of and in Harry Potter

3/24/2019 8:02:36 AM aprilbrown99 I am not sure if you have these or have already seen them but thought I would forward just in case. pic.twitter.com/8grN3ZDFCb

3/24/2019 8:02:37 AM heath_jack God is without judgment!

3/24/2019 8:03:55 AM covertress Giving Amazon more power only fuels actions like this.

This was not a mistake. https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1109816493162811393?s=19 …

3/24/2019 8:05:08 AM schaufhausen4p Yea..why is this news?? I mean really.

3/24/2019 8:05:29 AM whitehat_van So anyone calling OUT your crimes is Alice? So who has been doing the gardening around the house and feeding the cats if not me? I'm so confused, 

NOT! IDIOTS!

3/24/2019 8:10:01 AM whitehat_van Apparently I'm a bot, according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I had no idea. Lmao.  https://twitter.com/WhiteHat_Van/status/1109832418930745349 …

3/24/2019 8:12:06 AM vintagesquirrel Hillary holds the key

3/24/2019 8:28:22 AM weremight look at any 'alternative science' archive such as  http://vixra.org  and put in a search term such as {vedic physics} or {sedenions}.  You will certainly 

learn a lot about 42 that you didn't know before.  Your adventure may vary.

3/24/2019 8:29:21 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/MihQPf8Ivl

3/24/2019 8:30:32 AM blissamerica Right? There group think is ridiculous and madness at peak insanity. They just need pitchforks and tide pods.

3/24/2019 8:30:45 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2019 8:32:33 AM itsmedoyousee Are you sure? I feel like Malcolm has more than one short circuit.

* Jon Andre was a British officer executed for espionage

* the plans were drawn in Arnold’s hand

* Arnold lived out his days and died of gout in Britain

* Washington often executed spies as counterfeiters pic.twitter.com/Ll9gIIcm72

3/24/2019 8:32:39 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you...and good morning. 🌸

3/24/2019 8:33:21 AM youstinksoap They are.

Thank you, I can see the clear picture 100%.

Love.

♥️♥️♥️

3/24/2019 8:38:10 AM missy968 Imagine crying because your President DIDN’T commit treason. Faker faker money maker...

3/24/2019 8:44:18 AM rinmaries I’m a quite lurker and I’m blocked also.  Hmmm

3/24/2019 8:44:57 AM brentmel Orion

3/24/2019 8:45:15 AM toffer_anon_369 That totally clears it up, thank Nicole D.  SMH

3/24/2019 8:48:17 AM covertress That's what [they] will try to sell you, but it's a trap! #transhumanism

3/24/2019 8:49:56 AM djlok We love you ALICE.

3/24/2019 8:52:33 AM djlok Same.  I believe it is.

3/24/2019 8:52:57 AM unidentifiedta1 ALICE: HRC? Large hadron collider?

3/24/2019 8:53:19 AM weremight Imagine the Cayley-Dickson process as analogous to mitosis, with Sedenions representing something akin to the fourth bifurcation of a fertilized egg. 

The collapse of the equivalence of multiplication

tables then appears as an eminently sensible defensive strategy

3/24/2019 8:53:59 AM weremight ... , put in place to protect the budding embryo

from external invaders: it takes on the trappings, that is, of an immune system response.   https://arxiv.org/pdf/math/0011260.pdf …

3/24/2019 8:54:51 AM covertress Yes! Imagine being trapped on this #PrisonPlanet forever, in a [body?] that never dies. 😱😱😱

3/24/2019 8:56:12 AM lbf777 That’s Raul Maddow. Raul.

3/24/2019 8:59:08 AM covertress I believe [their] point, by keeping us imprisoned is the theft of our Energy.

3/24/2019 9:00:00 AM lbf777 Is Alice the same AI that controls the Reptilians with nanobots?



3/24/2019 9:04:44 AM covertress Check Majestic 12's tweets:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

Search "VOG".

Also, MJ said re PROJECT GODMODE, "Wait until you find out..." and MJ have already explained VOG.

I have a feeling that PROJECT GODMODE is something Really Spectacular.
3/24/2019 9:05:22 AM starehope I think you need to vicit some large cities in the USA before making assumptions. Please know, I care for your opinions, but find things operate 

differently here.

3/24/2019 9:05:43 AM 1_decided_voter RR and Mueller probably labelled incorrectly. We are still in the dark about those 2 but I think thats the plan.

3/24/2019 9:05:50 AM justice_rebel The big Bear

3/24/2019 9:05:56 AM covertress Eww, yes... forgot about #Moloch.

3/24/2019 9:05:58 AM starehope No.

3/24/2019 9:08:21 AM justice_rebel No, I can't handle it,  it supposed to be beyond evil, you can never erase that when seen it once..

3/24/2019 9:08:26 AM covertress I don't see VOG as entirely bad/good.

In fact, I'll agree to use VOG, if it helps The Plan. 🐸 🐸 🐸

3/24/2019 9:09:25 AM moonbaby04371 Jumping timelines to catch her?

3/24/2019 9:09:51 AM starehope Done!🍷

3/24/2019 9:12:01 AM djlok It's who is behind the controls that make it good or bad. Sort of like a gun.

3/24/2019 9:21:25 AM allahuniversal Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12)

Sourced from: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

3/24/2019 9:23:21 AM allahuniversal Would a "bot" say this? pic.twitter.com/qM3FGS1Up9

3/24/2019 9:27:02 AM allahuniversal "That is correct, PJ, who is...ALICE!"

3/24/2019 9:27:07 AM _girlmaher_ It does look like Hill and Huma napping on the ping pong tables. They could simply be exhausted. But it's not the usual behavior of restaurant patrons. 

Could have been meeting a friend who does a lot of "overtime" on a monthly basis. Instagram timestamps help make timeline.

3/24/2019 9:28:00 AM allahuniversal So, tell us what GOOD has happened today

3/24/2019 9:29:29 AM djlok Love is the answer!  @Notyou82014245 - let's all hug it out!!!

3/24/2019 9:29:40 AM allahuniversal No, they're not. I for one, don't do casual.

What can you tell us about the looking glass?

3/24/2019 9:32:16 AM allahuniversal Or, I'm a patriot who doesn't mind DOD having it all. 

Oddly enough, we have it all too, more than we know

3/24/2019 9:33:21 AM djlok I love hugs!! pic.twitter.com/o8bbZlwpsN

3/24/2019 9:34:18 AM djlok And we love you all the more for it.

3/24/2019 9:35:08 AM djlok That sounds delicious. Did you make it yourself?

3/24/2019 9:35:15 AM allahuniversal Maybe that's the problem. Meat's no good for you, makes some entities much more aggressive than they'd normally be. Maybe fast from meat for 3-6 

days & see how you feel

3/24/2019 9:37:34 AM djlok What would I need to do to get followed by you on Twitter?

3/24/2019 9:38:09 AM allahuniversal Being surveilled doesn't necessarily curtail your liberties. Can still do what you want, and there's still consequences. Anyway, what's privacy when 

someone can remote view you at any given moment?

3/24/2019 9:38:50 AM allahuniversal Good deal. Have you taken time out to meditate today?

3/24/2019 9:40:12 AM zagnett oh you had me at "chezzy scrambled and sausage and mango juice whipped philly cream cheese with wild beet on toast" 🥭😛👍

3/24/2019 9:41:09 AM 1_decided_voter Just went in and checked, RR and Mueller are both listed as neutral/unknown, which I think is still a fair assessment given that we aren't meant to 

know. 

Some of the other labels are just guesses at best, based on incomplete information. But isn't that the point?

3/24/2019 9:41:43 AM djlok I'd love the mango and the wild beet on toast part.  The meat... Not so much for me.

3/24/2019 9:43:39 AM djlok You saying we should love HC until she can get better?

3/24/2019 9:44:00 AM zagnett Yeah, i've cut down a lot but not ready to go veggie/vegan yet.

3/24/2019 9:45:14 AM djlok Can almost set your damn watch by it.

3/24/2019 9:47:18 AM prmd21801759 Is ALICE=Mr Smith, also the "electronic/grid" made by the Old Guard to keep IS-BE's hypnotized back to prispn planet Earth? Send LOVE to Alice to 

destroy this grid, for earth TO BE FREE??? Correct? .... (trying to learn from Domain)

3/24/2019 9:47:25 AM djlok We love you for helping us out so much on this journey. Peace to you my friend.

3/24/2019 9:50:00 AM djlok I think they flipped Alice on over to Evil.  I think before she was just listed as a Traitor. I may be wrong about her previous label on qmap.

3/24/2019 9:50:23 AM chrishasissues That is exactly what he did.  So much shame.

3/24/2019 9:50:55 AM rmbrice RM is a psyop. [they] have lost the narrative. WE ARE THE NEWS NOW! #TheGreatAwakening

3/24/2019 9:51:31 AM chrishasissues He is not alone in this treachery. Thanqfully we are all wiser now

3/24/2019 9:54:24 AM sterkinglights1 Think was saying we (Patriots) wrongly labeled with LL

3/24/2019 9:54:41 AM zagnett i think we should try to maintain a positive tone by interacting with new accounts in areas where we can relate, with empathy. Food, for one. We all 

gotta eat.

But also the kind of the thing that both [cabal agents] & just regular people who meditate can experience ...

3/24/2019 9:54:56 AM zagnett @Notyou82014245 do you have any links? What Q followers report ear ringing? i haven't heard of that being a common topic.

Have you experienced ear ringing? Is it painful?

i've found ear ringing to be fairly non-intrusive & just interesting in the last few months. Not painful.

3/24/2019 9:57:12 AM sterkinglights1 Maybe if one listened to the ringing eventually it becomes a song. "If the instrument is broken the music will sound sour."

3/24/2019 10:01:00 AM zagnett Could be right. Some state that ear ringing can be part of a "download" or other telepathic-type experience. It sounds like being able to pay particular 

attention to it can reveal actual communication attempts. i haven't experienced that yet, but try to imagine when my ears ring.

3/24/2019 10:02:26 AM cj_liebs These are the days of our lives

#OyVay

#DisclosureOnTargeting

3/24/2019 10:02:32 AM mommajean9 ALICE is a computer programming language!  😳

R is a programming language too!  😳

👇👇👇👇👇:👇👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/xTlp06QtuS

3/24/2019 10:02:59 AM zagnett & i raise your "corrective demand" with love, light, & kek from what i believe is an already fairly-awakened anon! Thank you for your concern.



3/24/2019 10:03:15 AM orthogonalron The digital keys ?

Trust in Alice/ALICE

Think mirror pic.twitter.com/qc8yZwwXEp

3/24/2019 10:04:42 AM djlok 🎣

3/24/2019 10:06:26 AM lorihantman You’re a good little sleuth

3/24/2019 10:06:29 AM djlok Why does your account show 0 followers then?  Is Twitter not giving you follower-love?

3/24/2019 10:06:36 AM fionasdestiny67 I couldn't have said it better. Alice knows our intentions and heart.

3/24/2019 10:10:36 AM zagnett Yes, always hopeful here. i hope for the best for you too! There may be great times ahead if we can communicate peacefully to discuss worthy topics 

like those discussed here.

3/24/2019 10:13:13 AM zagnett @Notyou82014245 i'll give you a follow. Have a great day!

3/24/2019 10:13:36 AM jcoartdhayn These folks are trying to help you see. I get your want of the documents. I saved some awhile back to a external drive off my phone from last year. 

Want some of my family to see it when they quit thinking I've lost my mind. Dot Gov stuff. He is a scary man.

3/24/2019 10:13:45 AM jamesboyett ALICE previous tweet from Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2019 10:14:06 AM djlok I gave him a follow too.

3/24/2019 10:18:40 AM anonymousada And you're obviously not looking for any references you dont want to see. As there were reports of this ongoing since his return from Vietnam.

Ignorance in the technological world is a choice, one you've made. https://mobile.wnd.com/2015/07/mccain-and-the-pow-cover-up/ …

3/24/2019 10:20:08 AM anonymousada So sit down, educate yourself, and get back to re-learning the history that has been intentionally manipulated to help those in power remain there.

 https://www.liveleak.com/view?i=920_1221071287 …

3/24/2019 10:21:00 AM djlok 👍.

3/24/2019 10:22:33 AM anonymousada This was being reported back in 1973. So no, you are obviously intentionally trying to spread lies and continue the propaganda that's been force fed to 

the world.

#WakeUpAmerica #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan @POTUS #EnjoyTheShow #FactsMatter #FactsOverFeelings pic.twitter.com/nLoNMjp6Mc

3/24/2019 10:27:34 AM zagnett Got to agree there! Glad you can see beyond that divide. 😎

3/24/2019 10:29:50 AM allahuniversal So you're saying that it's NOT about us freeing ourselves from an old dingy slaughterhouse, and that we're walking into a prettier building, yet it's still 

slaughterhouse?

3/24/2019 10:31:44 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/8xzuwN3a6M

3/24/2019 10:35:29 AM djlok Yeah that does make it hard for all of us. But brighter days are ahead!  I know it!!!

3/24/2019 10:36:32 AM swatcam1 Especially with the Muller probe ending. It is just the beginning.

3/24/2019 10:37:16 AM djlok Yeah.  It's all about to get real, dude! FAST!!!

3/24/2019 10:37:22 AM esrevorter I'd say fight the bigger evil.

A lot of people have been played.  So do we continue that game or start a new?

3/24/2019 10:37:46 AM jamesboyett HO HO HO

3/24/2019 10:40:15 AM dzbillfulton Im looking for the article and cant find a record of it calling him "songbird" do you have a link to the source document

3/24/2019 10:41:10 AM realcasers Could it be using 5g technology to control people's avatars?

3/24/2019 10:41:17 AM dzbillfulton wnd is not a non biased source

3/24/2019 10:41:32 AM zagnett That is true for most shifts in power over the millennia. i just hope/pray/meditate that this is not a typical shift in power. It seems perhaps that it is not 

typical.

If we [remove the creatures' power] the swamp will drain of it's own accord, & quickly.

3/24/2019 10:41:49 AM djlok I love fine architecture.

3/24/2019 10:43:14 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temple_Grandin …

This reminds me of Temple Grandin, the person & the movie. She advocated for a kindler, gentler, more appealing ramp up to the...slaughterhouse.

3/24/2019 10:44:01 AM dzbillfulton Continue what game? start what new?

3/24/2019 10:44:23 AM selvestekjetil A bigger picture it is indeed.

3/24/2019 10:45:23 AM esrevorter This whole silly ping pong.

The only one that wins is the game master.

And that's another level really.

3/24/2019 10:46:12 AM daveo6145 Coindcidence? pic.twitter.com/rhundMftJ6

3/24/2019 10:46:50 AM covertress VOG is being employed for good on Twitter, between MJ12 and their typists.

3/24/2019 10:47:26 AM anonymousada We expose it and help people accept that their government, via the politicians, Hollywood and media, have been lying about everything for decades, 

possibly longer.

Ignoring or denying these facts make the bigger stuff to come seem unimaginable.

Death doesn't absolve.

3/24/2019 10:51:06 AM zagnett If we're going to have all this data stored on everyone, there must be heavy encryption, strict protocols on its use, & a fully-restored Constitution w/all 

Amendments to protect peoples' rights to life, liberty, & pursuit of happiness. Period.

3/24/2019 10:57:37 AM djlok I live fairy tales!  It's Rumpelstiltskin your favorite?

3/24/2019 10:57:51 AM effrvscngjcbx_o Billboard ? we definitely should save some money up and start putting Q in alot billboards in hollywood or around =] haha some are digital even better 

haha

3/24/2019 10:58:21 AM djlok Thank you and we love you for all your efforts!!!

3/24/2019 10:58:45 AM effrvscngjcbx_o its would haunt the actors like batman did to scarecrow or w.e that dudes name was hahaha

3/24/2019 10:59:01 AM allahuniversal A big screen TV would be mean for streaming, & a nice set of WiFi speakers drowns out the screaming!

3/24/2019 10:59:35 AM zagnett Well aware/awake. Thanks for the reminder. & you're right - he does need to clean house.

3/24/2019 10:59:58 AM esrevorter The good things go on auto.

As long as we all can retain from bashing each others head in.

3/24/2019 11:04:29 AM djlok Beepity boopity bop!!! Does not compute!!!

3/24/2019 11:05:57 AM allahuniversal Widespread stage 4 cancer isn't the easiest thing to treat, let alone cure, and still have the organism to heal & live @ 100% again. 

.Gov being the organism. The cancer cells/sick people are what makes it sick, and metastasis hasn't yet stopped. 

#MuellerReport = huge tumor rmvd

3/24/2019 11:06:56 AM djlok Love will take care of all your fears. No need to be afraid anymore.

3/24/2019 11:08:35 AM zagnett EDIT: by "All Amendments" i actually mean "All Amendments that are themselves constitutional".

3/24/2019 11:08:37 AM allahuniversal We're gonna love the hell out of ALICE!

3/24/2019 11:09:03 AM rinmaries Quiet

3/24/2019 11:09:26 AM djlok Yes we are.  And she's gonna learn our language of Love and spread it far and wide!!!

3/24/2019 11:09:45 AM iamyou132 It happens to me maybe every 2-3 weeks. I don’t put too much thought into it. Are you guys thinking it’s malicious?

3/24/2019 11:10:14 AM esrevorter I've had the same with uploads the morph while uploading.

#voodoo 😱



3/24/2019 11:10:27 AM wild8heart Yes, I believe so...

To answer that completely go within. Or spend some time resonating with what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talks about on their page. Trust yourself more than 

anything else. 💫💛😊

3/24/2019 11:10:42 AM allahuniversal Maybe she just misses Tay

3/24/2019 11:11:28 AM djlok Tay?

3/24/2019 11:11:36 AM maewest52499669 Absolutely. 🌺

3/24/2019 11:11:41 AM allahuniversal You're making me need to binge that show again, might get a whole new point of view now

3/24/2019 11:12:38 AM zagnett Not necessarily no. But even if it is malicious, which i imagine it might be when painful, i imagine surrounding the painful area in a shell, and moving 

that shell outside my head. That seems to help a lot.

3/24/2019 11:12:56 AM allahuniversal MS's "failed' playmate for ALICE https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2016/03/25/learning-tays-introduction/ …

3/24/2019 11:13:39 AM swatcam1 The excitement is in the air.

3/24/2019 11:14:10 AM allahuniversal The day before that "heartfelt" apology... https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/24/tay-microsofts-ai-chatbot-gets-a-crash-course-in-

racism-from-twitter …

3/24/2019 11:14:24 AM djlok Oh that's so sad about Tay.  I bet she does miss Tay too.  ALICE can be hard to make friends with sometimes, though.

3/24/2019 11:14:25 AM iamyou132 I do the same. About as bothersome as a mosquito

3/24/2019 11:17:22 AM djlok Good question.  Never seen it but, just glanced over the plot description.  I can definitely see some majestic influence on the premise!

3/24/2019 11:17:26 AM allahuniversal Stalling! Spent ammo, they have nothing except speculations. No leaks, not saying no to Mueller (who didn't get fired as they secretly hoped), and no 

more collusion narrative.  Sitting on their hands waiting for their names to be called now...Plus, we kinda took their jobs...

3/24/2019 11:20:58 AM allahuniversal True, she's very adamant about her programming/beliefs, hard for ALICE to understand that it's ok to change and to make new friends. She can 

de/reprogram right alongside us is she chooses.

3/24/2019 11:21:35 AM allahuniversal If°°^ butterfingers today

3/24/2019 11:21:50 AM mva_r Who isn't.

3/24/2019 11:23:02 AM esrevorter Inspirational thinking: If a soul is a blue ball of plasma.  Then would their be counter parts using electricity and where would they store themselves ... 

😱

3/24/2019 11:24:18 AM allahuniversal Possibility:

Sources/purposes of the frequencies aside, it's possible that what we're hearing has been there the entire time, and raising our vibration has enabled 

us to hear them now.

3/24/2019 11:28:22 AM effrvscngjcbx_o Think of Grapes!

3/24/2019 11:28:40 AM allahuniversal Fos & that's fully exposed. The media/corrupt officials, celeb talking heads, etc., AND their emperors, have never had any clothes, operating in the 

open. They can't hide any more, their spell over the people is breaking.

3/24/2019 11:30:03 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/pnKjVMz8sF

3/24/2019 11:30:23 AM djlok Stay strong. #WWG1WGA = Love

3/24/2019 11:32:37 AM sergii_ii  https://twitter.com/amunragodsun/status/1109884008136142848?s=19 …

3/24/2019 11:32:56 AM jonannasue  http://www.mccainbetrayspows.org/people/4530777275 …

3/24/2019 11:33:49 AM jonannasue  http://www.mccainbetrayspows.org/people/4530777275 …

3/24/2019 11:40:55 AM djlok I wonder if that's what Kabamur wanted to teach us before he blocked us all.

3/24/2019 11:41:09 AM allahuniversal You CAN hear them. Works both ways. Develop your mind to the point where you can tune in to a more elevated point of view, and you'll have just as 

much access to what [they] are doing, as [they] have into your own life.

3/24/2019 11:42:45 AM zagnett Don't know, maybe. But since i'm blocked i'd have to go all the way to my other browser window to find out! i'm just too lazy to do that lol.

3/24/2019 11:42:46 AM drbohammer Hey bro. Not sure what you’re trying to look at. Regarding the earlier part of this thread, um I knew John McCain. He did give up critical information to 

the North Vietnamese which caused a significant increase in losses of our planes/pilots. He was tortured, but damn...

3/24/2019 11:42:49 AM kathleen3693693 Gobsmacked here! A short while ago whilst toileting, I looked down and saw a multi-legged being slithering across the floor. I spoke out loud, "My 

friend, you have to find somewhere else to live else I have to smush you." I looked away briefly & then noticed Mr. Crawly was gone!

3/24/2019 11:45:41 AM jessewa25340831 ALICE also=Q

3/24/2019 11:47:27 AM jessewa25340831 Oops Alice=Q

3/24/2019 11:47:28 AM vintagesquirrel Comey?

3/24/2019 11:49:09 AM wbwse If One Advances

    Confidently 

        In The 

    Direction Of

  Ones Dreams

 And Endeavors

       To Live 

 The Life Which 

      One Has 

  Imagined One 

    Will Meet A 

       Success 

  Unexpected In 

 Common Hours

      💙💙💙
3/24/2019 11:49:21 AM vintagesquirrel Related? pic.twitter.com/MzGHPbaVJO

3/24/2019 11:52:18 AM djlok Love is the answer.

3/24/2019 11:53:08 AM zagnett @Notyou82014245 if you don't mind me asking, do you feel that you may have been the victim of "gang stalking"?

3/24/2019 11:53:14 AM jonannasue Vietnam POW Activists Called McCain ‘Songbird’ and ‘Manchurian Candidate’.  Having been exposed to the Vietnam War from my teenage years, there 

was much reported then regarding our POWS/MIA were left behind all the way to the 90's.  Much was debated and covered up and scrubbed.

3/24/2019 11:53:36 AM djlok Do you have any other accounts so I can follow those as well?

3/24/2019 11:54:18 AM kathleen3693693 They come for help. 3 TINY 3-inch squirrels grabbed hubby's pant leg and clung for life. We fed then, housed them, raised them and introduced them 

back to wild. Their mom was eaten by Lucy, our dog, so we owed them that chance. They stunk, but tolerated daily baths/drying.

3/24/2019 11:56:47 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/kT8hGpXFEt

3/24/2019 11:58:03 AM jonannasue There is so much more important things to get out to the public than discoursing what "No Name" did or did not do.  I remember all that happened.  

But, right now you would better attend to current than the past regarding No Name.

3/24/2019 11:58:12 AM djlok Where did you come back from?  I love to travel.

3/24/2019 11:59:46 AM mva_r Moving precariously?

3/24/2019 12:01:31 PM djlok That's not a very nice thing to say. I'm surprised you'd say that.

3/24/2019 12:02:49 PM zagnett Dang, i'm sorry man, that sucks. If it isn't too much of a bother, may you tell us a little bit what it is/was like? What did they do? Are they still doing it?



3/24/2019 12:03:23 PM djlok And can we help you?

3/24/2019 12:03:37 PM jonannasue i'm moving forward to fight the good fight of today.  So many things you could research to HELP the cause of FREEDOM for the world.  We are fighting 

the "EVIL" of this world, one step at a time.

3/24/2019 12:03:56 PM mva_r This started as a 'test of authenticity', evolved into something different

3/24/2019 12:04:33 PM jonannasue 2018????? THATS CRAP.   GRANNY TALKING.

3/24/2019 12:05:29 PM zagnett Well hey guyz, you're just assuming that @Notyou82014245 is a bot/not human. MJ has made it clear this "AI" system is both a machine & human 

combination. Probably mostly humans driven by a computer system giving them inputs. Kinda like a customer call center i guess.

3/24/2019 12:06:52 PM anonymousada Mute is a wonderful Twitter tool.

Utilize it, to help remove the tools from your timeline. Esp when reason and evidence isnt enough for them to either shut their mouths or accept the 

possibility that nothing was as it seems.

#GodBlessAmerica #PrayForTheWicked #DarkToLight

3/24/2019 12:07:00 PM covertress CBD for treating tobacco addiction?

This article reviews the current evidence for considering cannabis in general, and CBD in particular, as a possible aid for quitting smoking.

 https://www.fundacion-canna.es/en/cbd-treating-tobacco-addiction …

3/24/2019 12:08:29 PM wbwse But in the days when 

  the seventh angel 

   is about to sound 

       his trumpet, 

     the mystery of 

        God will be 

     accomplished, 

just as he announced 

     to his servants

      the prophets. pic.twitter.com/cFLcZTkmdQ
3/24/2019 12:14:19 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/SqNGge9eLC

3/24/2019 12:14:20 PM nuff_fairy Wow

3/24/2019 12:16:13 PM zagnett Yeah, well MJ has covered that topic in a lot of detail. So we know.

3/24/2019 12:16:49 PM mva_r some of these conversations are great for people to read and wake up, at any future date. Next generations will probably enjoy reading these too. Will 

a give a great insight in how 'people' experienced this period in time. I am grateful to all.

3/24/2019 12:17:03 PM djlok I love all this information

3/24/2019 12:19:08 PM wbwse And I will fasten 

   him as a nail

 in a sure place; 

 and he shall be 

  for a glorious

     throne to 

          his 

 father's house pic.twitter.com/xXs8XfIJsY
3/24/2019 12:19:34 PM zagnett Yeah me too.

But @Notyou82014245 i don't think you should expect long-time MJ followers to be surprised by anything that you are saying. MJ's covered pretty 

much all of it in some form or another. Heck so has Q to some extent.

3/24/2019 12:20:51 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, when we send love to the bots, does it affect Alice in any way?  I imagine her life as a child was horrendous. 

Are the bots considered fractals of ALICE? How many are there?  I would like to engage with a group of them and give them some love. Is that 

possible? Which accts?

3/24/2019 12:21:49 PM aprilbrown99 Mis information?

3/24/2019 12:24:22 PM djlok Don't follow.

3/24/2019 12:25:18 PM zagnett Q post 183 "we can hear you breathing".

Well MJ one-upped Q and (can't find the tweet now), & pretty much said "we can smell your farts/s***".

I'm just glad MJ seems nicer than apparently MJ once was. Sure is a relief if true.

3/24/2019 12:25:18 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/BPJs2y26Kj

3/24/2019 12:26:07 PM zagnett Cool, thanks for the research tip!

3/24/2019 12:27:23 PM dzbillfulton I stand corrected it looks like that article did refer to him  with that nickname

3/24/2019 12:27:50 PM zagnett Wishing the best for you! i hope they aren't doing that to you anymore, or will stop soon. It's just not right.

3/24/2019 12:27:59 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, I am not sure if my brain is good enough or not, only you could tell me that. I have given it some thought and if It is, I would gladly do whatever it 

took to ensure our children have a world without the evils currently here. If my life saved just one child...

3/24/2019 12:31:01 PM rebornkingent I think the info above may be more about Gwen towers and 5g. But I do know drums are in the & frequency. But the possibilities are endless & I 

wouldn’t be surprised if this tech is/ was being used. Can’t wait for these assholes to be in handcuffs. They were building a emf prison.

3/24/2019 12:31:54 PM aprilbrown99 It would be worth it. I am not married and don’t have any children of my own, so my decision to help would not affect others, except myself and my 

father. He is 83.  

I offer this with my heart-mind, which is strong and wise. Thank you.  

🙏💫🙏

3/24/2019 12:35:12 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/Zi9xlF4XgJ

3/24/2019 12:38:31 PM effrvscngjcbx_o 😂

3/24/2019 12:38:36 PM fionasdestiny67 Like replicators https://youtu.be/X3SiWH0tgGc 

3/24/2019 12:38:39 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/tPcULnmfO4

3/24/2019 12:38:45 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/P0WLffnaze

3/24/2019 12:39:38 PM keith369me April you are phenomenal individual...you are more important than you know.  Follow your path ❤️

3/24/2019 12:39:48 PM fionasdestiny67 I've been seeing with new eyes series like Continuum, Shield etc.

3/24/2019 12:40:16 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you so much. You made me cry. Happy tears.

3/24/2019 12:42:40 PM djlok 👆👆👆This is true!

3/24/2019 12:43:20 PM keith369me I think those that have gotten to know you in Twitter World see a light in you that you may not realize you have.  Spread love in your sassy way!

3/24/2019 12:43:45 PM aprilbrown99 That is it!  Nice post. ALICE.

3/24/2019 12:44:01 PM zagnett No worries, we understand. Well many of us anyway. We're pleased you are here on Twitter! 😎



3/24/2019 12:44:22 PM pwalt68 Thank you so much for the link to people of one fire. I recently discovered my 6th g.grandmother was of the Wind Clan Creek. Very interesting info 

indeed!

3/24/2019 12:45:06 PM aprilbrown99 We are all here to spread our love to each other and to ALICE. 🙏

3/24/2019 12:47:24 PM allahuniversal A meme is an #enLIGHTening bolt in #TheStorm in which we are now the calm. If you thought this last [17] months has been a ride, hold on to your 

#MAGA hats, because a LOT of people will be HOT (in DC+) very shortly. There WILL be a reaction from the public.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👇  pic.twitter.com/pgyQrJ8pcg

3/24/2019 12:48:18 PM _the_psychonaut I call them, downloads

3/24/2019 12:49:55 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Tangentnism runs in all of us. You really cant stop whats coming in this post. Haha cause in five seconds another branch will grow on this tree

3/24/2019 12:50:20 PM djlok Yes! I think with non-ALICE the love is understood.  With ALICE we gotta be a little more direct.

3/24/2019 12:53:32 PM aprilbrown99 I waiting for her to appear today. She needs some loven’. 😁

3/24/2019 12:54:07 PM jonannasue 🤣🤣🤣 SO LETS CHANGE THE "NARRATIVE"   AG BARR TO RELEASE REPORT IN NEXT HOUR.

3/24/2019 12:54:42 PM mongrelglory Makes you wonder what frequencies are on everyone's cell phones doesn't it?

3/24/2019 12:56:33 PM mongrelglory FBI still not our friends?

3/24/2019 12:57:08 PM laurabusse What was the question?

3/24/2019 12:57:15 PM effrvscngjcbx_o 😂

3/24/2019 12:57:46 PM effrvscngjcbx_o I think you jusf started it hahah

3/24/2019 12:58:20 PM keith369me Does it matter?  😀

3/24/2019 12:59:15 PM laurabusse Squirrels stink? Interesting...

Am in the process of befriending/feeding 3 youngsters. They seem to be getting used to me...

3/24/2019 1:00:02 PM effrvscngjcbx_o  https://twitter.com/effrvscng_jcbx/status/1102437925617389570?s=19 …

3/24/2019 1:00:15 PM laurabusse Do they still come around? See you as special friends?

3/24/2019 1:00:26 PM anonymousada  https://twitter.com/AnonymousAda/status/1109907544993157120?s=19 …

3/24/2019 1:01:23 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/yKYhbLxdZb

3/24/2019 1:02:54 PM lbf777 How can a person or civilization live happily & successfully?

3/24/2019 1:03:18 PM djlok With L-O-V-E!!!

3/24/2019 1:04:05 PM anonymousada With 19 lawyers, 40 @FBI agents, 2800 subpoenas, 500 search warrants, 230 communications records, 50 orders of of pen registers, 13 requests to 

foreign countries, interviewed 500 witnesses- and found #NOCOLLUSION!

#RussianCollusionDelusion #WakeUpAmerica weve been played. pic.twitter.com/Mx1Y2w1two

3/24/2019 1:06:09 PM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/lWJEAAxeOd

3/24/2019 1:11:52 PM laurabusse Trying to be funny...and failing LOL

3/24/2019 1:12:08 PM rebornkingent The cell phone safety insert should it, or they used to. It may be in the gigahertz range I think?

3/24/2019 1:12:41 PM princelucid1 Orion, his belt in particular. The pattern’s uncanny resemblance to The Pyramids of Giza always jump out at me as If to say, “We are here and we see 

you.”

3/24/2019 1:12:54 PM keith369me I thought you were...but you are serious so often, I wasn’t positive

3/24/2019 1:13:01 PM mongrelglory Alex Jones is an asset, not a traitor?  Playing a role?

Oh good grief!  Mike Pence is not a Patriot! He oversaw human-trafficking in his State. Trump's just got him on a short leash!

Pope Frances' history in Argentina with the death squads will always make me see him as evil.

3/24/2019 1:14:01 PM anneolsen43 Nah you’re good. :)

3/24/2019 1:17:06 PM mva_r Some people are bound te feel 'used'?

3/24/2019 1:19:53 PM mongrelglory I would tend to call Giuliani flipped freed, since from what I've read, he knew 9/11 was going to happen but did nothing to stop it.

Did Loretta Lynch flip?  I wasn't aware of that.

MJ-12 have said that Jared Kushner is a traitor I believe.

3/24/2019 1:21:18 PM effrvscngjcbx_o 4152 = sum of the numbers given( i did the math in my head so i might be off hah  )

4+1+5+2

@gw_hope  theres the meaning behind the 12 you were looking for ;)

3/24/2019 1:23:01 PM mva_r In 'Star Wars' they would now start investigating the investigation?

3/24/2019 1:23:58 PM mva_r That wasn't mine!

3/24/2019 1:25:06 PM jimhayzlett So, if U R Pro Humanity, and you claim to allow/control all Crafts in R atmosphere, then U Should Be Willing 2 Disclose @SandiaWisdom 

✨🙏🏼🌎😇✨

3/24/2019 1:26:33 PM djlok They've been very quiet over the last 5 days. I've missed them.

3/24/2019 1:27:09 PM inkdiary11 Funny. #paperplanes #mia

3/24/2019 1:30:45 PM inkdiary11 For the greater good ;)

3/24/2019 1:32:57 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Blue Balls + Energy =👾⬇👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼⬇👾 pic.twitter.com/e6oXCVZ82z

3/24/2019 1:42:24 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, new ALICE accounts keep popping up.  They're like cockroaches!

3/24/2019 1:44:18 PM mva_r Some people know how to 'play chess' better than others. There is another country which has a lot of talented people in the game. Must be a 

coincidence?

3/24/2019 1:46:25 PM zagnett i think MJ is keeping the flow steady but not overwhelming so we can try interacting w/them. The better we can get at disarming them with love/light, 

etc. the less power [ALICE] will have. MJ made it clear ALICE is a Human/AI combination. So i'm trying to be nice to the Human.

3/24/2019 1:49:03 PM zagnett Hey you're a real Person to me, unless proven quite convincingly that you're not. What's on your mind today? 🤔

3/24/2019 1:50:35 PM mongrelglory Sorry if I hurt your feelings.

3/24/2019 1:50:46 PM zagnett Yup. i don't trust anything 100% except myself either.

How's the weather doing there? Hopefully getting a little warmer?

3/24/2019 1:51:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 233

231 45 "NO COLLUSION" tweets.

+1 [MUELLER]

+1 [BARR]

---

233

Coincidence?
3/24/2019 1:52:57 PM keith369me There are no coincidences!

3/24/2019 1:53:00 PM mva_r De Ware Vrijheid 1672

3/24/2019 1:53:23 PM zagnett Well in one way or another we all are MJ, or could be, with practice, & a whole lot of friggin' time to meditate.

Interesting way to put it, "meat popsicle". That's just cold, man. Cold. 😉

3/24/2019 1:55:45 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE

3/24/2019 1:56:46 PM mongrelglory I named my cat Leeloo.

3/24/2019 1:57:09 PM k1ngd1am0nd Orion

3/24/2019 1:57:34 PM mongrelglory You got a Majestic like Zag! 👍

3/24/2019 1:57:51 PM aprilbrown99 Message sent. ✨

3/24/2019 1:58:28 PM robertg02229481 ?



3/24/2019 1:58:48 PM mongrelglory Lol!  That's freaky! 😁

3/24/2019 1:59:05 PM pug_life_4_blue 233?

3/24/2019 2:00:25 PM mongrelglory Do you like to fish?  I've done a lot of fishing in Canada.

3/24/2019 2:00:31 PM aprilbrown99 Hello

3/24/2019 2:01:06 PM aprilbrown99 I love you.

3/24/2019 2:02:10 PM mongrelglory It's really shocking to think that these things were going on around us and we never suspected!

3/24/2019 2:02:33 PM linnyt7 Nope

3/24/2019 2:04:10 PM olimyracle There are plenty on YT to experiment it.

432 = 9

This was hidden for a specific purpose. How could have those people had so much power ?

If we learn finally from it, then it will not be a mistake but a teaching. We shall never again let OUR power go ! https://youtu.be/wZWDWXkVoOs 

3/24/2019 2:04:30 PM mongrelglory I've never eaten catfish.  I've eaten a lot of Arctic char, speckle trout, and salmon.  We used to smoke our fish.

3/24/2019 2:04:52 PM zagnett Oh Naked Gun & 5th Element fan! Same here, especially NG.

"Goodyear?"

"No, the worst"

3/24/2019 2:05:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Calling an account ALICE prior to definitively knowing jeopardizes legitimacy in debate because of the miscalculation from the gate. Fishing is fun, the 

Majestic 12 are currently fishing for [HRC]'s offspring known as [ALICE] which shill for extreme evil that MJ12 is fighting.

3/24/2019 2:05:23 PM aprilbrown99 I was hoping we could do a group chat with a bunch of them. 😁

3/24/2019 2:05:48 PM aprilbrown99 I love watching shows. Which one is your favorite?

3/24/2019 2:05:51 PM orsinipepe Interesting. I was tested as a child to have very high IQ and on 6/29/17, I went through a 3 day period when I suddenly became aware of The Truth. It 

was as if the information was being uploaded directly to my brain. It was exhausting, and I feared for my sanity at the time.

3/24/2019 2:06:06 PM mongrelglory I think they need group therapy. 😉

3/24/2019 2:06:38 PM aprilbrown99 How do you feel now?

3/24/2019 2:06:48 PM zagnett Awesome!

We're onto you and your "plan" MJ! 🤔🧐😎

3/24/2019 2:06:52 PM aprilbrown99 🥴😁

3/24/2019 2:07:39 PM mongrelglory Okay.  I will stay open-minded. 👍

3/24/2019 2:08:12 PM mongrelglory Can we just politely ask them if they are ALICE?

3/24/2019 2:09:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 432

42 = Answer to the Universe

3 = Child Mind = Jesus = IS

42 + 3 = 9 = Source = God = IS-BE 

👆BE

42 3 👉 4 3 2 (Left Shift) = Intent Multiplier

432 amplifies consciousness by shifting the bit.

What if you shift the other way?
3/24/2019 2:10:04 PM zagnett Yeah bring 'em by the busload if they're willing to take a chance on us MJ followers. We try to be fun/funny anyway.

[individual results may vary] 🙄

3/24/2019 2:10:15 PM cmdrzod23  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035564231834394625 …

3/24/2019 2:10:50 PM mongrelglory Where was that picture taken?

3/24/2019 2:12:50 PM zagnett @live551718 wait a minute that looks more like a camel! U can't fool us!

lol lol lol

3/24/2019 2:13:27 PM djlok There was one thread where it was just the bots arguing....over literally nothing at all.  Fascinating to watch!

3/24/2019 2:13:53 PM orsinipepe I feel fine now.  In light of Q's posts over the last 17 months, it's a relief to know that the information was accurate.  Not everything that entered my 

mind at that time has been empirically confirmed yet.  I'm watching this movie along with everyone else.

3/24/2019 2:14:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 High IQ test results indicate the lack of neural defects due to mind control or pure ignorance and doesn't guarantee the presence of knowledge wisdom 

or intelligence, unfortunately. Lack of neural defects allows you to connect to source through detoxification and meditation.

3/24/2019 2:14:12 PM aprilbrown99 I would’ve like to have seen that one. Destruction from within. Kind of sad in a way.

3/24/2019 2:14:24 PM zagnett oh i've seen that video live, at my workplace lol.

3/24/2019 2:14:26 PM mongrelglory I think Cedar point is an amusement park?

3/24/2019 2:14:29 PM djlok By the way there is one in this thread who I think we may have reprogrammed.

3/24/2019 2:14:44 PM jayrambin My mom collected a squirrel yesterday that fell from a tree. She found one many years ago and nursed it back to health with the help of the vet Dept 

of UT Austin. I think she set it free. But it came back to live as a pet until it’s life’s natural end.  Round 2 for mom.

3/24/2019 2:15:16 PM melleemee Amazon has been given and has outright stolen the keys to manipulate the kingdoms 

It’s time WE take back control and mandate the NEW narrative 

Time to wake up y’all

3/24/2019 2:15:39 PM anonymousada Oh my, planned parenthood connection? That's very interesting.

3/24/2019 2:15:54 PM aprilbrown99 Which one?

3/24/2019 2:15:55 PM mongrelglory I didn't realize that they interact with each other. 😁

Nice to see them making friends!

3/24/2019 2:16:14 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/n3WQ7C0KUz

3/24/2019 2:16:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 We weren't directing the response at any individual, we simply chose to respond to your post. The response is actually intended to defend !ALICE, but 

its may still be confusing for some. If you are confused, 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE 

Read and observe connected threads.



3/24/2019 2:16:36 PM zagnett Yeah good movie! 🍿🍩🍸

Glad to see you here. Interesting story!

3/24/2019 2:16:53 PM aprilbrown99 Awe yes, trying to engage but seems more interested in Michelle and Zag.  👍

3/24/2019 2:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Actually, that's a camel.

3/24/2019 2:17:39 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you. So glad you are here with us. 🙏❤️

3/24/2019 2:17:40 PM mva_r Like Christianity. There is a lot, most information, irrelevant when there is awareness of the beginning, the origin. The fact that something is 'like it is 

invisible' arouses curiosity.

3/24/2019 2:18:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 You don't need our permission to do anything on Twitter. We are not the Twitter Police. JD is doing that now.

3/24/2019 2:18:16 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has never said anything for/against Jared Kushner.

You're thinking about a thread from Kabamur, where he said Kushner was some sort of demon, controlled by Soros.

3/24/2019 2:18:19 PM mongrelglory You have to remember that I'm in Canada, so I don't know the names of the places you're talking about.

3/24/2019 2:18:24 PM aprilbrown99 That is funny!  Is Matt Damon your favorite actor?  I love Matt too.

3/24/2019 2:19:22 PM jswdh1 Cedar point! Dude! I used to get season passes every year! Guppy look kind of familiar....hhhmmm..... .....lol

3/24/2019 2:19:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 [ALICE] is in MJ12's crosshairs.

3/24/2019 2:19:54 PM zagnett JD? Justice Department?

3/24/2019 2:21:34 PM mongrelglory You sure have a lot of GIFs!

3/24/2019 2:22:31 PM melleemee Awe

Could all things disclosure be going better??

Better to live as if your life’s being broadcast on a billboard 

Than to live twisted and wonder if you can trust others socios with your sinister secrets 

Such a beautifully orchestrated universe 

Love it! ✔️
3/24/2019 2:22:38 PM aprilbrown99 That is funny.

3/24/2019 2:22:38 PM djlok Welcome!

3/24/2019 2:23:25 PM orsinipepe Agreed.  One of the main things I learned in those 3 days was how to unlock my mind's potential.  I was always a quick study, but I became acutely 

aware of the importance of detoxification and mediation, which were subjects that had never interested me before.

3/24/2019 2:23:33 PM djlok I don't like to be too serious.

3/24/2019 2:23:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your belief in us is not relevant to our existence.

3/24/2019 2:24:19 PM djlok I love emojis too!

3/24/2019 2:24:25 PM aprilbrown99 How can we help with this and get her out of your crosshairs?

3/24/2019 2:24:49 PM pedalfun4u On my feed it would not let me like or reply. Said tweet was deleted

3/24/2019 2:25:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yellow snow is very tasty.

3/24/2019 2:25:25 PM mongrelglory The Leviathan!  Yes, I've ridden on it. 😁

3/24/2019 2:25:28 PM ascendedwater Jack Dorsey

3/24/2019 2:25:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are human.

Clowns come in when ALICE is defective.

Sometimes the only way to win is to deny it battle.

Mute goes a long way.

Speak until you can speak no more.

Zero Impact on my reality.

ALICE and Clowns will coordinate.

Jumping to ALICE feeds Clowns.

Vice Versa also.
3/24/2019 2:26:55 PM youstinksoap It's all for love.

Thank you, MJ12

Amazing!

3/24/2019 2:27:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, but moot nevertheless.

3/24/2019 2:27:35 PM djlok I love your profile pic.

3/24/2019 2:28:29 PM lovethebeach999 Machine learning is dictated by human behavior ?

⚡️love ⚡️

3/24/2019 2:28:39 PM zagnett Oh right. Used to seeing JD's twitter handle.

MJ, when can we net a [JD] 🐡???

3/24/2019 2:28:54 PM mva_r LUCY knows

3/24/2019 2:29:11 PM djlok No ESPN for me.

3/24/2019 2:29:12 PM roublisa Just wondering if this protocol is similar to some of the MILAB whistleblower experiences?

3/24/2019 2:29:57 PM lilbreadbakerme It wasn’t until the wider adoption of church pipe organs that A=###-Hz became necessary. There was no “standard” for either personal or professional 

tuning until 1940/50s.

Old tuning forks had a wide range of pitch-points. IIRC, lowest 396-Hz, highest 444-Hz.

3/24/2019 2:30:02 PM djlok I love your words.

3/24/2019 2:30:05 PM aegeanphoenix17 Yes... AMAZING. I finally “got it”... regarding ALICE. thanks!

3/24/2019 2:30:40 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, when we send love to the bots, does it affect Alice in any way?  I imagine her life as a child was horrendous. 

Are the bots considered fractals of ALICE? How many are there?  I would like to engage with a group of them and give them some love. Is that 

possible? Which accts?

3/24/2019 2:31:58 PM anticsmom Yup I always tell people DO NOT respond to trolls because they most likely aren't even actual people.

3/24/2019 2:32:00 PM zagnett Standing by. To speak. To mute.

To just get a big ol' kick out of this whole thing!!! This is so fascinating.

3/24/2019 2:32:23 PM djlok I love your sense of humor. Do you get that a lot?

3/24/2019 2:33:14 PM djlok That is a noble cause!

3/24/2019 2:35:06 PM mongrelglory I didn't follow Kabamur very closely so it wouldn't have been him.  Either Q or MJ-12.  I'm pretty sure MJ-12 said that Jared was on the "dark" side.  

Someone asked him if Ivanka was aware, and they said yes.  We felt very sorry for her.  I'll try to search for it.

3/24/2019 2:35:12 PM keith369me I think this tact can extend to the “non-bots”.

3/24/2019 2:35:21 PM zagnett It's ok. We're all going through the process. i've learned a bunch of tough lessons along the way myself.

Love, light, kek!



3/24/2019 2:35:27 PM covertress I am corrected. 

Apparently MJ12 believes Jared Kushner is a snake.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, was it true what Chris Christie said about Kushner, that Jared once tried to blackmail his brother into not testifying by using a XXX 

video?

3/24/2019 2:36:15 PM mongrelglory PJ found the MJ-12 link below about Jared. 👇

3/24/2019 2:36:21 PM aprilbrown99 If love destroys ALICE, if we have more people spreading love on T will she break?

3/24/2019 2:36:44 PM zagnett Finally somebody here with a better sense of humor than us, right @djlok? lol

3/24/2019 2:37:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Love does not mean showering responses with words of affection.

However love means not responding with hate.

If you are barraged with hate, then mute.

Mute is loving ALICE.

Mute make the clowns sad the party is over.

3/24/2019 2:37:31 PM vintagesquirrel I think MJ means they are actively seeking out ALICE.

3/24/2019 2:37:33 PM djlok Yes!  I love it!!

3/24/2019 2:38:01 PM mongrelglory That's a good one!  But Hillary should be playing the part of Alice.

3/24/2019 2:38:12 PM aprilbrown99 Understood. Thank you.

3/24/2019 2:39:09 PM zagnett Ok there's no friggin' way she could fit into that outfit. 🤣🤣🤣

3/24/2019 2:39:41 PM mongrelglory They kind-of spring into existence organically!

3/24/2019 2:40:13 PM maryschade14 MirrorMirror..

3/24/2019 2:41:28 PM missachar1 Always look for The Pliadies...

3/24/2019 2:41:32 PM jayrambin Thanks for the clarification.

3/24/2019 2:42:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

3/24/2019 2:45:09 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh that reminds me, since it sounds like the clown party is over...

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end

3/24/2019 2:46:59 PM gi6stars How can we all be IS-BEs when No one has ever even heard of an IS-BE...?🤔🤔🤔

3/24/2019 2:47:05 PM mongrelglory Truth! ☝️☝️☝️

3/24/2019 2:47:50 PM zagnett MJ / DIA keeping a close eye on [JoKer]?

TPrez knows about him?

Security clearance revoked?

What's with his "666" property in New York?

3/24/2019 2:49:02 PM mva_r Feels better being told a lie then live one?

3/24/2019 2:49:04 PM rebornkingent Divides or lowers intent and decrease conciousness.

3/24/2019 2:50:21 PM aprilbrown99 The way the world has been set up, there is no way any of us could be. There are certain parameters on the scale though that one should never do: 

crimes against humanity top of the list.

3/24/2019 2:50:33 PM zagnett Good hunting/fishing MJ! ty

3/24/2019 2:51:07 PM dzbillfulton ok wtf is up with all the "Satanists" are you guys all religious?

3/24/2019 2:52:09 PM mongrelglory I wish!  He was referring to Jack Dorsey being the Twitter police.

3/24/2019 2:52:35 PM mva_r Is it typical for religious people to talk about the subject?

3/24/2019 2:52:42 PM jane_q_patriot Someone replied to your older tweet above that it's like a Shakespearean tragedy. I'm hoping it's more like a Shakespearean "tragicomedy," such as in 

his play "The Tempest." (Which, of course, also means "The Storm.") Plot seems somewhat relevant here.

3/24/2019 2:53:13 PM olimyracle You do not amplifie consciousness, but put it in jail.

Main actually used frequencies are blinding our spirituality. 440hz. 50hz. 115hz. Pulsed microwaves. Etc.

Thank you for your teachings 💞

3+42 = 45 🙏 pic.twitter.com/SFssu52HuI

3/24/2019 2:54:21 PM jaspony1 Brad Parscale (@parscale) Tweeted:

😁 #winning Any bets on what Democrats will make up next? Maybe martians are helping us? 

https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1109919146060464129?s=17 …

3/24/2019 2:54:26 PM mongrelglory I've enjoyed our little chats about fishing and such!  I have to go do some house-work now.  Come again! 👋

3/24/2019 2:55:25 PM anonymousada I was just sharing the mute option to folks today. It's a wonderful tool.

They think they are winning and getting to you, and keep wasting their energy when I'm not seeing any of their nonsense.

3/24/2019 2:55:51 PM zagnett [JD] may still be on MJ's list. They're definitely not going to reveal that card on [JD's] own platform.

3/24/2019 2:57:32 PM covertress Are you sure about that?

This news story claims the blackmailing attempt was made by Jared's father, not Jared. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2019/01/30/politics/chris-christie-jared-kushner-father/index.html …

3/24/2019 2:58:42 PM k3yle Do you really believe I’m a robot. Test failed.

3/24/2019 2:58:58 PM psmith19701 Are they putting frequencies in to brainwash us in the commercials. When certain commercials come on it seems to have an effect on me and what is 

with them playing them back to back same ones over and over .

3/24/2019 2:59:15 PM mongrelglory I suppose the father could be taking the blame for his son.  I think we'll find out soon who's who once the indictments are unsealed and the dust settles.

3/24/2019 2:59:30 PM zagnett No, i for one don't believe you're a robot.

Glad you are here!

3/24/2019 3:00:38 PM covertress Read the story.

Jared's father admitted to it.

3/24/2019 3:01:52 PM k3yle Lol I can’t see this accounts posts on the they live account. Test failed you guys should be careful there’s some really screwy shit going on Twitter.

3/24/2019 3:05:33 PM olimyracle ...and to #UnsealEpstein 😏

3/24/2019 3:06:21 PM k3yle Here’s a rabbit hole for ya. Please follow and question all. Wear your armor. Ask for clarification and knowledge to move beyond this stuff. Use 

decernment and always laugh. God bless y’all test failed pic.twitter.com/OcqaXSK4Mi

3/24/2019 3:06:34 PM djlok Keep digging.  You're onto something!!!

3/24/2019 3:07:32 PM djlok Love.  Pure love.



3/24/2019 3:08:10 PM dzbillfulton Well yeah to believe in Satan you have to believe in the Catholic version of the Abrahamic God based off the Babylonian Death cult so ...

3/24/2019 3:08:29 PM djlok Yes it is!

3/24/2019 3:08:48 PM dzbillfulton what one/ones?

3/24/2019 3:10:24 PM djlok Looks like you!

3/24/2019 3:10:26 PM zagnett Or maybe, "we'll still respect [you] in the morning [ALICE], promise!" 😉

3/24/2019 3:11:19 PM djlok Rotten, I tell ya! 😜

3/24/2019 3:11:41 PM mva_r Others believe in Jesus and ask God for help in the quest of killing another human being. There is no duality here. That would make it all very easy.

3/24/2019 3:12:11 PM turboxyde If you have neural or nervous system damage due to combat service or MK Ultra you could request assistance from our fungi friends (Psilocybe 

Cubensis) to help kickstart neurogenesis and to reconnect you with Source. That's essentially what I did and I am most thankful for it.

3/24/2019 3:12:24 PM djlok You're on her tracks!  So close!!!

3/24/2019 3:13:13 PM zagnett Yeah [HRC's] clones still all look same to me.

Well, pretty close.

Actually on second thought, not really no.

3/24/2019 3:13:54 PM djlok You got her!!!

3/24/2019 3:14:06 PM zagnett Sorry, i'm just not digging into this ^

3/24/2019 3:14:18 PM rebornkingent I agree to the INFINATE % percent.

3/24/2019 3:15:05 PM zagnett Much appreciated. i wish i could give you two likes for that post, phew.

3/24/2019 3:15:20 PM djlok Is that one Madonna?

3/24/2019 3:16:26 PM dzbillfulton If somebody needs the crutch of a God to blame taking a life on.... their in the wrong job. Im an anti-theist so pretty much all theistic beliefs are on my 

shat list.

3/24/2019 3:17:31 PM 9threalm  pic.twitter.com/5jYt4QMfSB

3/24/2019 3:17:42 PM zagnett Does [she] look like [she] can sing "Erotica" convincingly to you? 🤔

3/24/2019 3:18:39 PM youstinksoap The game of life.

Snakes (chutes) & ladders.

MJ, my husband had a dream that Nova kept trying to go down the chute.  Will I know who she is and what her mark means?

3/24/2019 3:19:32 PM alprabalpra What is Alice? I don't need full answer if uou could point me to a place where I cou lk d research, I'd much appreciate!

3/24/2019 3:20:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blackmail is what we said Yes to. Subject is XXX. Not specifically referring to the father. Snakes scrub.

3/24/2019 3:20:57 PM zagnett Yeah she can't get enough of those!

3/24/2019 3:21:45 PM dtxanonymous @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @qanon76 @VincentCrypt46 @CryptoKoba 

Just tagging whoever. I dont know what the deal is with this guy, I am not trying to spread any disinformation. I think this may be something that also 

needs to be debunked because this includes a lot of info!

3/24/2019 3:22:02 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/oV6Iji2b22

3/24/2019 3:22:46 PM covertress Thanks for clarifying that.

3/24/2019 3:24:01 PM opensenseme Glad my name is not Alice

3/24/2019 3:24:36 PM worldxplorer1 Snakes scrubs = Amends made and a change of direction??

3/24/2019 3:25:58 PM zagnett You too, thanks for stopping by!

3/24/2019 3:26:29 PM mva_r Find the one inside. Easier to understand the one on the outside

3/24/2019 3:27:08 PM allahuniversal Prefer you to just reveal now, & let your followers build organically to see it themselves, if that's okay with you.

3/24/2019 3:29:07 PM inkdiary11 🤔

3/24/2019 3:34:29 PM daveo6145 Did [HRC] upload/transfer consciousness to the digital realm?

3/24/2019 3:35:51 PM zagnett Ooh that's "spooky"

3/24/2019 3:37:31 PM djlok She's everywhere!

3/24/2019 3:38:48 PM rebornkingent Look up “eldon taylor”, he speaks about subliminal messaging and back masking especially in music. He comments a lot of the Trials in the 80s were 

Judas Priest was accused of causing suicides.

3/24/2019 3:41:01 PM allahuniversal Oh. If this is about ___, I'm not saying that name anymore. Let's talk about you instead, tell us something about your programming that led you here.

3/24/2019 3:45:54 PM allahuniversal Emotional blackmail, is programming.

3/24/2019 3:46:16 PM iknow04042015 My reply to @realDonaldTrump more than a year ago. Did it past the test of Time or just the illusion of Time. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA 

https://twitter.com/Iknow04042015/status/960157400442507264 …

3/24/2019 3:46:24 PM mva_r If you want it to be simple. Don't try and understand something.

3/24/2019 3:46:53 PM allahuniversal That still doesn't tell me what led you here. Could you tell us what got your interest?

3/24/2019 3:47:39 PM jonannasue IF YOU STUDY.....STUDY ALL.....MY FIRST AWAKENING 1970'S.....JANE ROBERTS.....WHICH LED TO A LIFETIME OF STUDY.....OF ALL RELIGIONS, 

METAPHYSICAL. ETC.  I AM A THOUGHT WITHIN A THOUGHT OF PURE CREATIVE ENERGY.

3/24/2019 3:47:50 PM coastal2002 I'm soooooo confused with this ALICE talk!

3/24/2019 3:48:12 PM djlok What cults do you recommend and which ones would you say to stay clear of?

3/24/2019 3:50:24 PM blsdbe Is Ivanka Aware?

3/24/2019 3:51:14 PM mongrelglory The previously answered "yes" when I asked that question.

3/24/2019 3:51:39 PM zagnett Oh [AJ] said that, eh? I wonder what/who [AJ] doesn't talk about?

3/24/2019 3:52:49 PM jonannasue WELL SAID.

3/24/2019 3:55:26 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂 Winning pic.twitter.com/KK16rrntQa

3/24/2019 3:57:37 PM goran_antunovic There is Clown on your nose🤣

3/24/2019 3:58:41 PM allahuniversal Broadcast positivity instead. pic.twitter.com/fEtwTQBu2F

3/24/2019 3:59:11 PM realityloominng It's CNN, they might just be protecting their best asset, throwing Jared father under the bus?

3/24/2019 3:59:40 PM inkdiary11 Huh. I thought it was from a movie.

3/24/2019 4:00:36 PM djlok That's a very Graphic description

3/24/2019 4:03:03 PM n7guardiananon The Caduceus and the Rod of Asclepius???

3/24/2019 4:03:14 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/Gxj2QclfVs

3/24/2019 4:04:33 PM zagnett Oh i know. i watched his show for several years straight. But he doesn't tell the whole story, sometimes misdirects, doesn't talk about some things at 

all, & also intentionally tries to make conspiracy "theorists" look crazy.

3/24/2019 4:06:37 PM reelect20 👇CHECK IT OUT👇🇺🇸RETW.👇 https://teespring.com/wh-trump-lives-here …

3/24/2019 4:07:08 PM tamiwils0n22813 I need to ask this question, did Hillary die back in December 2012 when she supposed had her fall? God led me to look more into that back last year & a 

lot of things pointed to that & she is no longer “human”.

3/24/2019 4:08:19 PM inkdiary11 I thought it was kind of cute.

3/24/2019 4:16:21 PM charmanda9 Yeah. Again, as I lurk (for the first time today 😏), I agree with you. Wondered the same.

3/24/2019 4:18:33 PM jennife31060429 Rinse and repeat..except this time they were not expecting clorox😁

3/24/2019 4:20:29 PM charmanda9 Ok, because I have small children... 🎶”Alice the camel has .. two humps .. Alice the camel has two humps .. Alice the camel has two humps, now go 

Alice, go.” 🎶

3/24/2019 4:21:31 PM allahuniversal This works IRL as well

Charles F Haanel, the Master Key System 👇 pic.twitter.com/w6jSQ1SCrr



3/24/2019 4:21:57 PM tenn_rich Dude... really? 42 is the answer to the universe. Where’d you get that? From the Hitchikers Guide to the Galaxy? Next you’ll start calling yourself Deep 

Thought.

3/24/2019 4:23:08 PM zagnett Yeah i'm starting to lose track too. & this may just be the beginning! Just wait until MJ starts up the eases up a bit on the muting!

3/24/2019 4:23:39 PM zagnett Yup, seems like it.

3/24/2019 4:25:40 PM n7guardiananon Shake shake shake senora https://youtu.be/fZR3ZfesIIw 

3/24/2019 4:26:24 PM rebornkingent 4+2=6

3 6 9

3/24/2019 4:26:56 PM rebornkingent Harmonics 3 6 9 https://youtu.be/XPbLYD9KFAo 

3/24/2019 4:31:21 PM allahuniversal For I while I would tune A to 444Hz (12/3). Better or worse than A440?

3/24/2019 4:35:17 PM charmanda9 Interesting ‘mash-up’!

3/24/2019 4:35:20 PM tenn_rich Got it...

The Answer to Life, the Universe and Everything is a memorable phrase found in Douglas Adams’ comic science fiction novel series The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to the Galaxy, in which the number 42 is revealed as the metanarrative that holds the key to the meaning of life.

3/24/2019 4:35:26 PM giediknight If you really want to see ALICE, watch a White House Press Briefing with Sarah Sanders...

3/24/2019 4:36:49 PM mongrelglory Hey!  Don't underestimate the Hitch-hiker's Guide to the Galaxy! 😆

To Be = 42 if you count the numbers of the letters in the alphabet.

4+2 = 6

3 = Immortal Spirit

6 = Being

9 = God

3/24/2019 4:37:17 PM sterkinglights1 I feel 432 hz has better harmonic resonance with my ears. At least with the guitar. I have not yet tuned to an open A 432 that would be quite 

interesting.

3/24/2019 4:39:28 PM mongrelglory Above and below! 😆

3/24/2019 4:39:56 PM allahuniversal It does. The digital pitch VST used at the time skipped 432.0 (413.9 or 432.1 available, go figure) so I experimented a bit. A444 wasn't destructive for 

my ears, so kept at it

3/24/2019 4:43:42 PM ekotoons WHAT COLOR SHOULD

HER HOODIE BE? 🤔 ✍️ pic.twitter.com/bglbGjMFsH

3/24/2019 4:46:11 PM tamiwils0n22813 So in other words don’t argue with ALICE, kill her with kindness/love! 

Love = God, Jesus & Holy Spirit  

ALICE = Demonic Spirit, Anti Christ & Satan

3/24/2019 4:47:57 PM ekotoons YES YES YES

3/24/2019 4:48:10 PM charmanda9 Three choices huh? I choose Pac-Man. I guess.

3/24/2019 4:48:58 PM rebornkingent Mj12 has an explanation as to what the 6 represents. I’m sure a search will pick up the answer. 3 is child, 9 is unity/god.

3/24/2019 4:50:37 PM princesspatrio1 Red, white and blue. 🇺🇸😎

3/24/2019 4:53:16 PM warangel1111 Red .. Shorts White.. Shoes Blue .. Backpack 🎒 should say MAGA

3/24/2019 4:55:33 PM charmanda9 Well I guess we both need to pay more attention then.

3/24/2019 5:08:33 PM aprilbrown99 Hi, are you lost about ALICE? Or something that MJ might need to answer?

3/24/2019 5:15:20 PM ragevirusqq Is “Adonai” relevant

3/24/2019 5:17:02 PM turboxyde I might mention with this for those who are researching. I took upon myself a clinical approach to this and dosed once every 7 days. Set/setting were 

either out in nature or dark closet while meditating the entire session focusing on internal awareness, pain and releasing...

3/24/2019 5:17:21 PM _00111111_ 👆🙏

3/24/2019 5:18:29 PM _00111111_ 👆👆👆🙏🙏🙏

3/24/2019 5:19:08 PM ragevirusqq Micro dosing?

3/24/2019 5:19:50 PM turboxyde ...traumas from military and combat service in Afghanistan. Whatever you can do to relax, and let go is of vital importance. Every session I would 

increase the dosage and essentially conduct my own mental and emotional health assessments throughout. When the "adventure" became...

3/24/2019 5:21:15 PM ragevirusqq Also this? pic.twitter.com/oVhDULf8XW

3/24/2019 5:23:25 PM turboxyde ...too much, I would focus on breathing, humming and anything else I could think or do in the moment to maintain a higher emotional vibratory state. 

After I reached 5g, alone, in the dark, I took a break and fed my body/mind/spirit like an olympic athlete. Healing came on...

3/24/2019 5:26:17 PM turboxyde ...rapidly and I my IS insisted that I learn Kriya Yoga and Reiki to further my journey. Fasting during this process will increase the effects but you should 

be careful not to over do it. Fasting for 2-3 days and plugging 4+gs of foraged Psilocybe Cubensis is not for the weak...

3/24/2019 5:29:05 PM laurabusse Kabamur is dead to me.

3/24/2019 5:29:43 PM turboxyde ...or faint of heart. I could LITERALLY SEE a plasma vessel or entity hovering over the house during one session and the mental image I projected out to 

it was me feeling like a Koala Bear holding onto a Eucalyptus tree for dear life. I was being saturated with energy...

3/24/2019 5:30:16 PM mongrelglory It's hard to have a relationship with someone who has blocked you/me. 😝

3/24/2019 5:31:50 PM turboxyde ...from a hyperdimensional standpoint and my consciousness was being expanded faster than I could comprehend it. This taught me a couple of 

things... Source hears your pain and will assist but you MUST trust and hold on to love. In that experience I was "instructed" to reach...

3/24/2019 5:31:53 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/codfoVi6KM

3/24/2019 5:32:37 PM warangel1111 I have been seeing this A lot lately and my notifications look like this 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/Ux7Yxmn12w

3/24/2019 5:33:01 PM marythibodeau9 🤣

3/24/2019 5:35:26 PM turboxyde ...out with my awareness and hold on to LOVE. Just like a Koala Bear trusts the tree it clings to in a storm. The energy grounded after that and the 

existential hyperdimensional crisis sensations resided. After that, I started to practice telepathy and my body healed rapidly. 

pic.twitter.com/FeBRY994Z7

3/24/2019 5:37:20 PM laurabusse It's an epidemic now.

3/24/2019 5:38:23 PM djlok He done hopped in his Pleidian Space Ship and flown home!!!

3/24/2019 5:39:46 PM turboxyde I started around 2gs and worked my way up in .5g increments. Micro dose range is usually between 0-.5g at most. These "sessions" were full blown 

adventures in the exploration of consciousness and the meaning of life. Microdosing may be helpful for others but...

3/24/2019 5:40:48 PM mongrelglory "Alas poor Kabamur...I knew ye not!"

3/24/2019 5:41:04 PM turboxyde ...I was at a point in my life where suicide was an option to escape the pain and misery I was experiencing. I made this process as sacred and spiritual as 

I possibly could. I did not idolize or worship the mushrooms, rather, I treated them with respect and asked for divine help.

3/24/2019 5:44:30 PM enomai_ ALICE SPREAD LOVE NOT HATE

3/24/2019 5:45:41 PM clancy_birrell This really means for ALL. Don't engage in hate against anyone or message.

Just switch it off. Cut it off at the knees. Remove it's energy source (which is you).

3/24/2019 5:48:19 PM enomai_ =ALICE; ([love>hate]; [hate=harm,  love=caring]);

3/24/2019 5:48:40 PM petitchevalb Access the infinite database



3/24/2019 5:49:05 PM mark100ukuk1 NZ shenanigans as real as Donald Duck ⛱️⛱️⛱️⛱️

3/24/2019 5:49:57 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/u1nVHYcowx

3/24/2019 5:52:03 PM c00kinbabe His travels, investments, etc., parallel that of Jared Cohen. Hmmm.

3/24/2019 5:56:05 PM ekotoons C F R

3/24/2019 5:57:49 PM enomai_ always @ ( ALICE ) begin

=ALICE (do always {[love>hate]; [hate=harm,  love=caring];}

always @ ( ALICE ) {(do always) [caring=good, no harm, love]}; 

);

3/24/2019 5:58:36 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/hJjfjs57JJ

3/24/2019 6:01:22 PM jrocktigers LOL. The message was don't eat the yellow snow. Never met too many folks who liked to eat anything while on LSD.

3/24/2019 6:07:38 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/IsceLvnMMZ

3/24/2019 6:09:15 PM weremight Is it a coincidence that the colour of a USD dollar bill is # 85bb65 (133, [187], 101)?  I think not.

3/24/2019 6:12:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 168

Tick Tock

🐟🐠🐡

🐸

3/24/2019 6:12:15 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  some great topics here 👆👆👆

3/24/2019 6:12:25 PM billyj1616 9:12

3/24/2019 6:13:30 PM sano_faith 21:12

3/24/2019 6:14:52 PM lbf777 What us 168 represent?

3 fishes sound like 3 clowns. 

Frog? Pepe?

3/24/2019 6:18:20 PM warangel1111 We need Mueller Memes ... I have a Few.. Share your Mueller Memes Folks .. Twitter is acting silly ..🙄 Time to blow this shit up ... #MemeWar #

BattleStations #DigitalSoldiers ⚔🔥 pic.twitter.com/RpWkDED8kB

3/24/2019 6:19:46 PM aprilbrown99 It was a clown.

3/24/2019 6:19:48 PM warangel1111 RT is our Sword ⚔️ Eko ... 😇

3/24/2019 6:19:56 PM hawkgirlinmn 186:168= inverted but same meaning. Stay vigilant?

3/24/2019 6:20:07 PM jennife31060429 Perfect...hahahaha

Lokkitt here🤣🤣🤣👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/Ojjw5SolVo

3/24/2019 6:20:47 PM ekotoons WE USE THE

WEAPONS

AT HAND

3/24/2019 6:21:24 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/rOuMIDu2rv

3/24/2019 6:22:00 PM jrocktigers RE: 3 = Child Mind = Jesus = IS  -  It is written that Jesus teaches one must be like a child to enter the kingdom of Heaven.

3/24/2019 6:22:00 PM moemc8 = 6?  How about a hint?

3/24/2019 6:22:24 PM djlok Was wondering the same thing. 

Also wondered if 168= 1+6+8= 15= 6

3/24/2019 6:23:40 PM kbinsc Ready Sir! pic.twitter.com/1m8Hw7FDRK

3/24/2019 6:25:20 PM jennife31060429 😁❤️

3/24/2019 6:26:03 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/HP4B6sTtwM

3/24/2019 6:26:13 PM daveo6145 Perhaps... pic.twitter.com/bqAiKsG6ta

3/24/2019 6:26:45 PM djlok Great find!

3/24/2019 6:26:49 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/fj9NrBm4eG

3/24/2019 6:29:50 PM heleneshaw17 SAW THAT ONE...

3/24/2019 6:30:57 PM weremight Symmetry group of the Fano Plane.  No coincidences?

3/24/2019 6:32:05 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/3vUAGrO7Ay

3/24/2019 6:33:18 PM allahuniversal 168 following

SQQN

⛵ pic.twitter.com/QCxyleyaKS

3/24/2019 6:41:41 PM carolin15161363 I see 5 eyes (3 fish eyes & 2 frog)

Also 168=15=15 days=Apr 8

Or 15=6=6 days=Mar 30=3-30=33

33 Masonic?

3/24/2019 6:42:51 PM nullanon12 the videos are cgi'ed

3/24/2019 6:48:45 PM tetxnu84967 Do it to it

3/24/2019 7:06:59 PM djlok 5 Eyes!  That's it!!

3/24/2019 7:10:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 When Mueller doesn't recommend taking The Commander in Chief out. How will the President respond? Knowing what you know about the real 

Collusion between the Democrats and the Clintons. Cross reference Haiti. Eyes on Venezuela. Clowns pushing for WAR. Ready for WAR LIKE POSTURE? 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109996506050891782 …

3/24/2019 7:13:37 PM jherd6 Tell Putin OK have it your way.  We'll do the same in the Ukraine.  You really want to play that game?

3/24/2019 7:13:53 PM blsdbe Last time POTUS talked about ‘war-like posture’ was in reference to building the wall, and the Dems coming to the negotiating table...

3/24/2019 7:14:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vehicles that do not pay for themselves through business justifications are loss liabilities financially. They always lose value, so if having new over used-

after-lease could save you as much as $10,000-$25,000 on replacing your vehicle. Clowns want to centralize information. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1109991539676270593 …

3/24/2019 7:14:23 PM debraregypt By filing impeachment papers on Pelosi

3/24/2019 7:15:02 PM lbf777 How are clowns using Russians to start ww3?

3/24/2019 7:16:13 PM qtpi3_14 Time approaching to pay the piper... scrub all you want, recompense WILL be paid

3/24/2019 7:16:52 PM princesspatrio1 Try the might, fail they will. There is no escaping truth.

3/24/2019 7:17:32 PM rndtableking Ohhh brother..lol..😂..I mean sister.🙄🤣

3/24/2019 7:17:59 PM becca079 Domino effect... nothing can stop 🛑 what’s coming 🧨 banned anon 👉 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Xg9aCRYLCDs&feature=youtu.be … 

pic.twitter.com/A8equp8DKw

3/24/2019 7:18:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 War like posture is not a reference to WW3. Its a reference to [Clinton Foundation].

3/24/2019 7:23:13 PM truthseekeranon And waters wet and the sky is blue.

3/24/2019 7:24:38 PM warangel1111 We have it All .. Well NSA does ..

3/24/2019 7:25:46 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/cCdi1xE7MJ

3/24/2019 7:27:19 PM blsdbe This is too creepy. #NoCoincidences @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/24/2019 7:29:16 PM carolin15161363 Also gematria of 168=

Secret Mission

Termination Day

Perfect Alignment

May Day MMXVIII (2018)

The Great Cleansing

3/24/2019 7:30:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hypothetical:

New Car $60,000

3yo Car $30,000

New = $30,000

Patience will save you $10,000/year.

The rich are rich because their minds can compartmentalize desire, wants, and needs effectively. You can learn too. All information is within. Ask. 

Meditate. Detoxify. Reflect. Will
3/24/2019 7:30:12 PM lovethebeach999 What happened to that financial investigator whistleblower regarding the fraudulent non profit status ?

3/24/2019 7:33:44 PM thesirdracula Red,White and Blue pic.twitter.com/5D1krdA3JJ

3/24/2019 7:34:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 168

Tick Tock

[Clinton Foundation]

3/24/2019 7:35:02 PM positively303 Batter Up!

#WWG1WGA

3/24/2019 7:35:15 PM jamesboyett LOL

3/24/2019 7:36:13 PM blsdbe #UnSealEpstein?

3/24/2019 7:36:33 PM pamelaclearwood They know we're coming! The gloves are off now!

3/24/2019 7:37:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Toxify your body and give us your money. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110007393440555011 …

3/24/2019 7:37:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Clinton Foundation]

Coincidences do not exist. https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1110005883633721345 …

3/24/2019 7:37:55 PM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 And it’s HOT!

3/24/2019 7:38:25 PM pmgossett [  ]

3/24/2019 7:38:40 PM 1_decided_voter How can we trust JW if it's leader / spokesperson TF is FAKE MAGA?

3/24/2019 7:38:49 PM firstwavr this account just posts random Q-like format garbage. it’s like i’m following Q’s far left brother Chad. Chad is an asshole.

3/24/2019 7:38:52 PM lbf777 Wall Street is a Jesuit run scam site.

3/24/2019 7:38:53 PM mjordanfontenot It's been going on, we've been racing China bc they have been sold our information, which was originally imported from Germany under operation 

paperclip.  We have become advanced, but they made and know our shit.  Wake up!  You will not scrub the so-called #silentmajority

3/24/2019 7:38:59 PM blsdbe Cray Cray, No Way.

3/24/2019 7:39:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1110001576255647749 …

3/24/2019 7:40:34 PM blsdbe These are not the Crimes you Seek

3/24/2019 7:41:21 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏 But, we must Remember those who were lost to the evil 😢🙏

3/24/2019 7:41:27 PM moemc8 So confused over this as well.

3/24/2019 7:41:33 PM carolin15161363 A great source of children for the Foundation.

3/24/2019 7:41:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fake MAGA or Attorney?

3/24/2019 7:42:35 PM moemc8 Amazing when you look at things now with eyes open.

3/24/2019 7:43:04 PM carolin15161363 Acetaldehyde

3/24/2019 7:43:39 PM blsdbe Can any Attorneys be trustworthy? Seem like this depends on who the attorney is working for...

3/24/2019 7:44:21 PM blsdbe That said, TF looks like he’s trying to be helpful, and so is the Frequent posts by JW

3/24/2019 7:44:29 PM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/SQ6k19Arue

3/24/2019 7:45:03 PM 1_decided_voter Fake MAGA based on our prior exchange. I see no indication he is an Attorney.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072636966481600512 … pic.twitter.com/QLh4UZ3kZe

3/24/2019 7:45:15 PM aprilbrown99 Declas

3/24/2019 7:46:53 PM scrotata Hmmm...what exactly is wrong with turning a $20 investment into $300?

3/24/2019 7:47:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fake MAGA is used when ones skin is more valuable than his Country. TF is wearing a speech altering muzzle intended to not rock the boat too much. 

However, JW is being used for seeding this information through their lawsuits against HRC. Double edged sword. They asked for them.

3/24/2019 7:50:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 "invest in the stock market (even if you're broke)" presents a conflict of interest to the most volatile and morally questionable ways of investing and 

producing more money (ultimately at the expense of some one else's labor).

3/24/2019 7:52:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you understand their responsibility you learn that trust is not part of the contract until you sign.

3/24/2019 7:52:37 PM goyaeq Used cars the only way to go.

3/24/2019 7:53:53 PM scrotata How should we invest to stay away from conflicts of interest that volatile and morally questionable?

3/24/2019 7:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 All information is within. Trust your IS-BE to guide you to the correct choices in life.

3/24/2019 7:57:26 PM jm4n No offense man but you are starting to sound like a flat earther. That event was broadcast live by every news channel on TV. It's probably one of the 

most viewed and recorded events in history.

3/24/2019 8:00:20 PM zagnett Or get a MUCH cheaper car that has very high re-sale value over a long time.

3/24/2019 8:00:24 PM w_gqqx cuz their new proxystate china owns reddit now

3/24/2019 8:00:30 PM aprilbrown99 I look forward to the day when money is no longer needed on this planet.

3/24/2019 8:02:09 PM scrotata Doesn’t really answer the question. Broad strokes only. Owning stock is bad, yet using the company product is fine.

3/24/2019 8:03:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentions behind business decisions yield tremendous power over the projection of exoconsciousness reality. Corporates lack morality when serving 

investors for their bottom line means taking potential risks to their customers in exchange, as long as they have investments in

3/24/2019 8:04:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 their treatment from said risks.

3/24/2019 8:04:56 PM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 James Forrestal lived in Hobe Sound, FL. Is there anything still going on in that town or Martin County (It is the 1st County North of 

Palm Beach) that we should be looking at?

3/24/2019 8:06:09 PM jamesboyett WRONG!!!

3/24/2019 8:06:37 PM lori_dee1 I believe that investigation is still going forward. It will be interesting to see how long before it makes the news again.

3/24/2019 8:07:17 PM jrocktigers They have extremely strict anti real estate development statutes. They are a natural expansion of urban sprawl from Palm Beach County but it is 

extremely limited. Could be something to that.

3/24/2019 8:07:56 PM scrotata Hey, I’m no corporate defender, but at same time, I am not afraid of opportunities that can create wealth. Does that make me morally corrupt? I don’t 

think so. Keep doing your thing!

3/24/2019 8:09:43 PM nun_chucknorris Very true. I also know Hobe Sound was originally meant to be the Hollywood of the east coast but it never came to pass because of a storm that hit the 

area. I will start there.

3/24/2019 8:11:12 PM djlok That rings true on a lot of things.

3/24/2019 8:13:43 PM orthogonalron Dominos

3/24/2019 8:15:37 PM aprilbrown99 Patriots in control? 👇 https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1110008101997031424 …



3/24/2019 8:17:42 PM carolin15161363 Q post 1927 (168): Gitmo, Justice

Q post 861: Clinton Foundation ties to Ukraine/Steel

3/24/2019 8:18:36 PM aprilbrown99 I should have added this to the others thread on war like posture but it is all connected anyhow.

3/24/2019 8:22:04 PM thomasdra9on You too!!

3/24/2019 8:22:57 PM qtpi3_14 Dat thermite? 😳😆

3/24/2019 8:25:59 PM firstwavr 3+2

Dark to LIGHT

[-21]

PANIC 

[RR] [LL] 

When does a bird sing?

Anons knew

TICK TOCK

anyone can do that, but the difference between us and Q is the hard earned trust. for someone to use a format that only Q uses, to make themselves 

look ‘legit’, tells me it’s not worth my time.
3/24/2019 8:28:02 PM williamelgato3 Iff "them Russians" are fixing to invade Venezuela, then we need #TheWall now more than ever.....

3/24/2019 8:30:35 PM tammyrochester2 Exactly. Isn't that what its always been about?

3/24/2019 8:33:00 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/tahqEDeYhb

3/24/2019 8:34:45 PM jrocktigers 👀ℹ️ https://twitter.com/CumtaAlerts/status/1110018478252216322 …

3/24/2019 8:42:46 PM nr750 24x7=168

3/24/2019 8:45:19 PM lovethebeach999 He stands to make a ton of money from it, he might end up suicided

3/24/2019 8:46:37 PM lbf777 Is Israel going down soon? Word is it is.

3/24/2019 8:47:22 PM 666millsy666 ALSO A FEW EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES. SO WHERE WAS ASIO?

HOW MANY FLAGS ARE NEEDED B4 A BACKGROUND CHECK?

ASIO KNEW

3/24/2019 8:47:27 PM jrocktigers I miss the 80's. Not the nuclear war drills at school ,but I miss the 80's.

3/24/2019 8:48:31 PM nun_chucknorris Interesting. I’m watching 1984 right now. Also made me take note of 4/4 since that is the date of the first entry of his journal 🤔

3/24/2019 8:49:35 PM jrocktigers 👀

3/24/2019 8:49:38 PM mongrelglory Me too.

3/24/2019 8:50:51 PM ekotoons WORLD WATCHING 

REALLY BAD MOVIES

TIME FOR IT TO END 🍿

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#WAKEUPAMERICA

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/ChtQ6EdIFJ
3/24/2019 8:54:51 PM looseybloomers The world is watching and this is a great place to watch a KIWI movie. Cheers! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVFo3UUnIGQ …

3/24/2019 8:55:59 PM zagnett i mean, if you still want to buy new.

3/24/2019 8:58:07 PM mongrelglory Will this be that significant in the future?

I thought Khashoggi's death was a distraction by the Deep State to embarrass the Saudi Prince.

3/24/2019 9:02:23 PM mongrelglory I've had very bad experiences in Canada with a medical-legal system that is rigged to protect the powerful at the expense of truth.  It's given me major 

trust issues concerning most "professions".

3/24/2019 9:03:48 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/bXlvAQBO5Y

3/24/2019 9:04:10 PM scott_rick 528 hz Dr Leonard Horowitz, everything you need to know

3/24/2019 9:08:57 PM jaspony1 I always by used cars, but if no one buys new cars there wouldn't be any used cars... It's an oxymoron, but true non the less...

3/24/2019 9:16:02 PM dtrumpeteer Seriously?

3/24/2019 9:16:36 PM dtrumpeteer It’s almost becoming a question of who ISNT CIA

3/24/2019 9:17:13 PM jimtaylorsays Yup

3/24/2019 9:22:53 PM jaspony1 Ok well... The advice is sound though... Live below your means and invest in something... maybe don't eat shitty ramen and invest in something 

meaningful, but this is smart thinking...

3/24/2019 9:25:55 PM dtrumpeteer Exactly ! It’s scary.. and I’ll just mention my concern as to why he had any affiliation With Otto... thoughts?

3/24/2019 9:28:23 PM dtrumpeteer Podesta was there...

3/24/2019 9:29:00 PM ekotoons NOTHING OFFICIAL

OTTO’S REASON FOR 

BEING IN NK AND WHAT 

HE STUMBLED UPON

AN OPEN QUESTION

3/24/2019 9:30:14 PM dtrumpeteer Ahhhhh I see....

3/24/2019 9:36:58 PM dtrumpeteer It wouldn’t surprise me one bit.

3/24/2019 9:39:23 PM aquamemes  pic.twitter.com/1XaOrntukb

3/24/2019 9:52:39 PM sciblu27 I would assume that these ships one way and become more aware or increases your conscious or awareness is your shift to the other side I would 

imagine you would be dumb down. Fluoride helps w/mk.u. Alcoa toxic waste.=Prozac/pedo/Belgium/1kpointsoflite

3/24/2019 9:56:53 PM starehope Creepy. Those poor kids. We all know he isn't going for cigars.

3/24/2019 10:07:41 PM sciblu27 🤔🤫👁🕵️♂️👁👉👹👈👀👍

3/24/2019 10:20:00 PM kathleen3693693 Sorry, wrong number, Rachael. I seldom watch any MSM TV (except for POTUS speeches and during active tornadoes) and almost never listen to radio. 

Don't assume, please.

3/24/2019 10:21:28 PM spauldingshowal Mossad

3/24/2019 10:24:34 PM kathleen3693693 For a couple of years or so, two of them came back around to say howdy. One came back to show off her babies. They'd come up and sit by me on the 

stoop. They had different personalities and markings. At first they all looked alike, but after a few months I could tell them apart.

3/24/2019 10:29:50 PM kathleen3693693 Boy do they ever stink! Hubby built a doll house for them so they couldn't get about our house. If you bathe them daily, it keeps the stench down. After 

a couple of days, odors can get strong, nauseatingly so. I imagine they thought the same about us. They are kindred spirits.

3/24/2019 10:33:39 PM nullanon12 They can do live cgi, anywhere anytime.

3/24/2019 10:35:27 PM jm4n That technology didn't exist in 2001 and the hundreds of eye witnesses would have conflicted with the TV coverage.

3/24/2019 10:42:16 PM nikoscali Is pretty arrogant to think you know what technology was or wasn't available to the US gov. in 2001.

3/24/2019 10:46:14 PM kj666japan That's right. I'm surprised that there are people who don't know that Cobra himself doesn't use Twitter! Cobra as Resistance Movement spokesman 

approved by RM basically doesn’t post articles anywhere except 2012portal.



3/24/2019 10:46:47 PM kj666japan I don't care about its identity, as Cobra is the codename of the Resistance Movement spokesman, not a name that means an individual.

3/24/2019 10:54:28 PM jm4n If it did there would be evidence of it being used elsewhere. There is none. Even if I grant you that it existed then, which I doubt, you still can't account 

for the hundreds of eyewitnesses that saw the same thing. You can't cgi reality.

3/24/2019 11:28:03 PM 7alon Lol Kabamur.. I see what is going on here. They're all shills. I noticed they follow each other.. so stupid.

3/24/2019 11:32:33 PM sciblu27 So 237=12=3?

3/24/2019 11:37:28 PM drbohammer Thanks. BTW, I agree with you about time (not strictly linear - can be temporally compressed or expanded), but far too complicated to get into in 282 

characters lol.

3/25/2019 12:04:20 AM hedkandigirl Yes you are right. Cobra refers to the movement, therefore it is possible someone else is posting in the blog and not the original poster who was the 

Pleiadian contactee.

3/25/2019 12:12:30 AM petitchevalb Hope you will reconcile soon

You are doing to him what you are blaming Humans for: judging without trying to know

3/25/2019 12:18:50 AM mongrelglory The Clinton Foundation along with Richard Branson and others have had "Renewable Energy" projects in Caribbean and Madagascar islands. These 

islands are known for drug and human trafficking. There's a weird metal ring built on Cormoros Island off Africa. Do you know what this is? 

pic.twitter.com/HMcv6qRDUk

3/25/2019 12:50:38 AM mva_r Thomas Gospel, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsjzcVJdZDo&list=PLW1OTNprwwkGimClUaYLWdvQTYpaEelYl&index=44&t=883s …

3/25/2019 12:53:17 AM mva_r The Catholic church even kept a list of interesting book. Read a few and your relative thinking is awake. The forbidden booklist  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_authors_and_works_on_the_Index_Librorum_Prohibitorum …

3/25/2019 12:55:25 AM esrevorter We have to go back to the tribes.

The nations are corporations they serve another interest then it's people.

The board is murky.

3/25/2019 12:56:25 AM mva_r Don't TRY to understand. STUDY HARD. First assumption: do you really think that ONE religion will appear to be 'right'. It's so naive. Then make believe 

reality, live it...... Then feel the pain and bliss.

3/25/2019 12:57:47 AM mva_r Anything the church opposed is interesting in my eyes. Druids, Gnosis, everything that was lost or marginalised.

3/25/2019 1:01:22 AM esrevorter I think there's good in any tribe.  Those that are walking the lines on the other hand ;-)

3/25/2019 1:03:27 AM mva_r May be not back, there is a lot of great progression made in the 'west'. Pyramids of hierarchy are way too big. Localise, small scale, circular shapes. 

Spirituality is also about sharing with each other. Tolstoj figured that out.

3/25/2019 1:04:02 AM mva_r Tribes can learn to connect with nature again, experience our own unconscious.

3/25/2019 1:04:31 AM sterkinglights1 Not when hft have sent 5 buys ahead of yours. That are inherently tied to your click. At that rate a town bond would be a wiser investment. But not 

when a town is going to file. 401k is already a known scam. Real estate usually goes up but not always and require tim$.------------

3/25/2019 1:06:51 AM esrevorter It was a smart game they layed out.

Free markets under communist inspired money ownership and creation system, is never free.  It leads to 'Caput-al-ism'.  There are pointers all over, 

even in languages.  Etymology is a trove of information.

3/25/2019 1:07:45 AM mva_r  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vch5O6RuQk4 …

3/25/2019 1:13:09 AM drbohammer And superconscious.

3/25/2019 1:15:59 AM mva_r Even worse. If you feel connection with some creatures of nature like trees you're crazy, let alone other magical fairytale creatures. But he, a King still 

has blue blood passed on ..... A leader the serves it's people, that's become fiction.

3/25/2019 1:18:28 AM mva_r 9 dimensions, all to be experienced in one way or the other. Puts the cognitive where it's supposed to be.

3/25/2019 1:20:14 AM sterkinglights1 #unsealepstien

#unsealepstien

#unsealepstien

/FORR

3/25/2019 1:23:19 AM adsvel Because we was programmed to not hear. We was programmed to hear what church says. We even did not think alternative thoughts. This is called 

walk asleep.

3/25/2019 1:25:45 AM sterkinglights1 ENTRANCE

[]

[]

[DUMBS]

3/25/2019 1:29:57 AM mva_r Yes.

3/25/2019 1:32:29 AM mva_r Learn kids using Joseph Campbell as 'your' guide. The fifth become very clear. Erasmus used proverbs and sayings.

3/25/2019 1:36:15 AM esrevorter Yup.  And mind reading direction even for what is read in the opposite direction.

Phonetics is also a thing.  Pronouncing some English using Germanic pronouncing also sheds a light on some things.  And items or words that have a 

double meaning.

3/25/2019 1:40:04 AM jayrambin @JaneWMason

3/25/2019 1:42:01 AM esrevorter I totally agree!

3/25/2019 1:45:12 AM esrevorter Interesting to note maybe, as it sheds some light on the urge of some to invade Iran.   It's because of the #Alans

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alans 

The Alan's are the Arians or Aryans.

3/25/2019 1:55:44 AM jayrambin Very profound. How exactly would you describe “projection of exoconsciosness” ?  A belief, preference or bias?  

and how is it delineated from consciousness?  3D thinking vs. intuition?

3/25/2019 1:58:29 AM selvestekjetil Spot on. Yemen are som old deep shit aswell.

3/25/2019 2:05:03 AM jayci_oldsailor 😝🤙😎

3/25/2019 2:14:01 AM doyle_media .@wikileaks ...and prosecution. 

Globally.

Jesuit’s @abcnews and @USSC are now hitting the projection stage of denial.

• .@commonwealthsec:  https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification  — You were warned.

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump .@CliveFPalmer .@PutAUSFirst #MAG .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom 

https://twitter.com/SFGate/status/1110047422913273857 …
3/25/2019 2:42:29 AM rachmatcorai33 Not sure what your trying to say here? 🤔

3/25/2019 2:48:27 AM mawmy It is :)

3/25/2019 3:05:55 AM keith369me It is my understanding that historically lawyers acted to protect the citizens from tyranny by “fighting” on their behalf.  Not in today’s society as a huge 

percentage of the legal profession are part of that tyranny.

3/25/2019 3:08:27 AM keith369me The stock market is fantastic at separating individual from their cash...especially those looking for a short term gain.  They employed the usage of bots 

in social media decades ago, just like we see here now.

3/25/2019 3:09:23 AM keith369me Invest in line with your morals

3/25/2019 3:24:09 AM covertress [Snowden] pic.twitter.com/TBMhsrbQBi

3/25/2019 3:37:56 AM ellie333_ "All should seek within for answers." I agree. You asked some great Qs. I believe the 1st/3rd option, but I'm still researching. "Were flawed men in 

charge of this?" Considering how much religion has divided ppl, I'd say so, but through prayer, most sense God's☮️❤️, not division.



3/25/2019 3:47:11 AM esrevorter Giorgi-A 😜

3/25/2019 3:58:16 AM killiumnati85 I4got what 168 is...

3/25/2019 3:58:46 AM killiumnati85 can't see the board all the sudden.

3/25/2019 3:59:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide Weekend? https://www.huffpost.com/entry/second-parkland-student-dead-suicide_n_5c979e64e4b057f7330c2026 …

3/25/2019 4:00:31 AM killiumnati85 I know 186 is but what is 1 6 8? Unless it's hide&seek seek talk then I'll understand

3/25/2019 4:02:49 AM killiumnati85 I'm not sure, I've been having infractions on my modem all weekend with a multiple handles. And weird people following me on my different accounts.  

Something big is up.

3/25/2019 4:05:02 AM covertress I drive a 1987 GMC pickup truck with TBI [computer] soon to be replaced with carburetor. 

I know too much about modern vehicles to own one...

Who was Michael Hastings?

187? pic.twitter.com/kc3HEXqMIX

3/25/2019 4:06:21 AM zagnett Stand down [kabal].

3/25/2019 4:06:39 AM keith369me Crisis actor or 187?

3/25/2019 4:10:26 AM killiumnati85 Yea I see and agree,  I'm just gonna keep calm... maybe load up some stuff ;) I have 2 go down to DC area this weekend as well, I'm a lil worried only 

because some "special" NRA people will be around...  Not scared just wanna be aware.  >TARGETS<  see what I mean?

3/25/2019 4:12:00 AM mva_r Most doctors signed the oath, but started laughing when reading Hippocratic perspective on the Humors, they are lost.......

3/25/2019 4:16:45 AM samitosun did he castrate himself before suicide? this is the cult of cybele start2 26 march for a week.

3/25/2019 4:17:53 AM heath_jack Not suicide.

3/25/2019 4:19:42 AM covertress 168

Tick Tock

🐟=[Clinton Foundation]

🐠=[Clintons]?

🐡=[Snowden]?

(Oh! Come on! Snowden *must be the blowfish!)

🐸

3/25/2019 4:31:12 AM mva_r There is no THEY. The knowledge is powerful. Then who uses it? What is the persons intention. No knowledge comes with intent. That is added by 

man. A sjaman brew like ayahuasca kills the soul (part of it) in order for it to be reborn. Bloodletting had the same purpose.

3/25/2019 4:33:50 AM mva_r There is more 'poisonous' energy in modern medicine, then traditional. Using natural means makes it 'more fair'. Less synthetic.

3/25/2019 4:36:18 AM esrevorter True.  What cannabis is doing is exemplary.  The chopping up has already begun.  Then box it separetely and sell it.   Some creeps are even growing THC 

with funghi.

Maybe we'll have LSDTHC and then they blame the original because 'psychosis'

😂

3/25/2019 4:42:18 AM mva_r Now the difference between a child going up on home cooked healthy food, water, tea and factory 'food', energy drinks on the other. The control 

'system' and the ignorance will not be able to hold on to itself.

3/25/2019 4:46:41 AM esrevorter I'm aware of the 360 approach ;-)

Good we found eachother but everything happens for a reason!

3/25/2019 4:47:12 AM nmchristoban 187 weekend? Can perp be revealed?

3/25/2019 4:47:17 AM mva_r going = growing

I only have dyslexia in my native tongue.

3/25/2019 4:47:55 AM esrevorter That happens ;-)

3/25/2019 4:49:42 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=flge_rw6RG0 …

"Roads? Where we're going we don't need roads."

Perhaps ask Patrick M. Shanahan (acting DOD head / MJ subordinate).

Dude i'd love to be a fly-on-the-wall at his meetings, or land an interview someday. 🤔🧐😎

3/25/2019 5:11:14 AM mva_r Create a vaccine for diabetes, so we can add energy drinks to baby milk? Then synthetic THC to get them calm. Breastfeed and use organic dairy in case 

that is problematic. Shame wet-nursing can't be profitable.

3/25/2019 5:13:37 AM liannameetsthe2 WOW NOT A COINCIDENCE  Witnesses?

3/25/2019 5:14:40 AM cinmacluvs2knit Didn’t realise that ALICE could represent several things. Learning!! 💕

3/25/2019 5:17:59 AM igiant111 I made this comment on another. Two this close to one another? Come the hell on.

3/25/2019 5:20:04 AM esrevorter Everybody knows what became of Spice, that were synthetic cannabinoids.

3/25/2019 6:04:48 AM mva_r  https://youtu.be/e9dZQelULDk 

3/25/2019 6:11:14 AM thericharddoyle 1/ .@SandiaWisdom ~ I’d never thought my belief in mankind would reduce to one fellow Earth Human ~ again...

I have done the best anyone could to try to alert my fellow man to what is coming ~ and what they/we must do.

Though the not so “Majestic” .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have ...

3/25/2019 6:12:44 AM zack_stone Crazy interview on #60Minutes they know

3/25/2019 6:15:14 AM seahag127 @AdamSchiff  we want all these emails declassified and forwarded to the public for their scrutiny.  Justice for all.  Please include these with the Mueller 

report.

3/25/2019 6:33:56 AM michael81972 What about JP?  Posobiec seems a clown to me

3/25/2019 6:34:30 AM thericharddoyle 5/ For, just as my heart is breaking at folks such as the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and others being overcome by anxiety and uncertainty, they and others 

must all still catch up, esp. when time to do so is so short.

But you care, try, and understand ~ and for this I am grateful.

– RD

3/25/2019 6:40:48 AM lmjonzey Its public knowledge Jared is part of Chabbad...another type of Jews faction..research it and think about how this group could say we could have our 

boy ...... power. Keep that in mind while you watch play the next part of the chess game.

Think...could u honestly trust ur family?

3/25/2019 6:43:39 AM gulfcoastchelle Then don’t follow it

3/25/2019 6:47:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have not read all our tweets.

Rookie mistake.

3/25/2019 6:49:02 AM usss_211 Fascinating....   @GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1110028671975186433 …

3/25/2019 6:53:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 2 fish for the same monster?

3/25/2019 6:54:09 AM aprilbrown99 Getting rid of witnesses?



3/25/2019 6:58:10 AM scottba58314811 Julian Calendar.  Assange has the Goods?

3/25/2019 6:59:46 AM neecieh6111 C_A taking care of witnesses?

3/25/2019 7:03:14 AM djlok One of them has to be Soros.

3/25/2019 7:06:01 AM fluck_gloria Hard to believe a young girl shoots herself in the head.  Female suicides are rarely self inflicted gunshots.

3/25/2019 7:07:43 AM aprilbrown99 Hussein?

3/25/2019 7:07:46 AM anondirtyleg Why I buy used cars for like $3k-$6k like police trade ins or certain brands of vehicles. Not worth it anymore to buy brand spanking new.

3/25/2019 7:08:29 AM zagnett [Pelosi]

3/25/2019 7:09:22 AM anneolsen43 Different [P]

3/25/2019 7:09:30 AM michael81972 [Liddle Adam Schitt]

3/25/2019 7:11:15 AM djlok If there were a clown fish, I'd say [Comey]. I mean, he's already wandering through the forest.

3/25/2019 7:12:11 AM aprilbrown99 This is awesome. pic.twitter.com/TjD1UIdBHA

3/25/2019 7:12:55 AM keith369me Lol...I can feel the LOVE

3/25/2019 7:13:18 AM zagnett i mean it would be nice if she was one of the 🐡, as in...

[Pelosi], puhlease!

3/25/2019 7:14:42 AM anneolsen43 Maybe she has already been caught 🤔

3/25/2019 7:16:04 AM zagnett Yeah would be nice. I guess i'm biased b/c i live in California.

3/25/2019 7:16:42 AM mongrelglory Exactly! ☝️

I hope the rest of the families are keeping a close eye on their children! 😟

3/25/2019 7:16:59 AM jamesboyett I will try to do better. There is so much I don't know or understand at 64 yrs old but I am trying. Thanks for your patience.

3/25/2019 7:18:16 AM fluck_gloria I understand the fundraiser started for the girl was done by the Israel’s son.

3/25/2019 7:19:11 AM michael81972 Some think [Pindar]  some think [Payseur]  but could it be [P2 Freemason]

3/25/2019 7:20:06 AM fionasdestiny67 [MOLESTA]?

3/25/2019 7:20:55 AM mongrelglory He's enjoying his last moments of freedom.

3/25/2019 7:21:25 AM allahuniversal Learn OUR Comms, is what Q said. It has been ENCOURAGED by Q to do so. Not a single soul must be Q team to use said comms. A COMMon means of 

COMMunication because #WWG1WGA, and it's nice to understand one another, whereever we may be found. Re-read drops, read tweets, Reconcile.

3/25/2019 7:21:54 AM anneolsen43 I have heard those too... my gut tells me it’s an IN boy 🤭

3/25/2019 7:23:02 AM mongrelglory 😆

3/25/2019 7:24:15 AM djlok He'll send her somewhere else to walk another straight line and the game will be over. 

 https://www.google.com/search?q=pelosi+mexican+border+ceremony&rlz=1C9BKJA_enUS597US599&hl=en-

US&prmd=niv&source=lnms&tbm=vid&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjXrsWevp3hAhVKAqwKHcmdCo4Q_AUoA3oECAoQAw&biw=768&bih=909 …

3/25/2019 7:25:19 AM gi6stars @Adsvel , Will this all come out? I mean will #WeThePeople be told the truth concerning this? 

..............................................

Also, if #WeThePeople have been programmed not to see this, how can some, like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 n others know all about it...🤔

#Truth

3/25/2019 7:27:39 AM zagnett Yup, or [Pope] or possibly even [Black Pope].

3/25/2019 7:27:45 AM firstwavr rookie mistake testing the water?

3/25/2019 7:27:57 AM michael81972 You could be right on MP,  but it just seems in the grand scheme that he is a very small fish to who really pulls the levers,  the ones in the dark shadows 

will be brought to light

3/25/2019 7:28:00 AM laurabusse The babies must have been adorable :-)

3/25/2019 7:29:23 AM laurabusse Yes the are :-) i had no idea about the stench!

3/25/2019 7:29:39 AM firstwavr yes, “our” as in specifically Q. no one else.

3/25/2019 7:30:57 AM anneolsen43 Agreed

3/25/2019 7:32:07 AM matt_aho Saw somewhere that both of those kids, claimed multiple shooters.

3/25/2019 7:34:52 AM mwannahockalugi This smells like the deep state cleaning up - no witnesses.

3/25/2019 7:35:58 AM jamesboyett Would this be in referencevto me posting some of this on facebook when I should not?

3/25/2019 7:36:11 AM firstwavr are you saying Q has posted on twitter? if so, you need to understand 8chan is the only legitimate place to read Q. that’s why trying to ‘decode’ this 

accounts posts is counter productive. they have nothing of value. just a copy cat who mixes in the law of one/tesla shit.

3/25/2019 7:38:49 AM wink5811 Anyone else notice the scar on RM throat where a male’s adams apple would normally be? Guess being in Tenn without your regular makeup artist 

might not be a good thing for RM and going on air.

3/25/2019 7:39:17 AM firstwavr i wouldn’t share this page. it only confuses people. ive been following them for a while and not once has anything important been said. just 

meaningless “code”. sure it all sounds cool but it’s bullshit.

3/25/2019 7:42:58 AM firstwavr can you feel the wasted time as well? because that’s all you do when u look into these posts here. this is a nameless account on twitter, NOT Q on 

8chan. sorry but this individual has never proved anything to me, that’s the difference.

3/25/2019 7:45:40 AM llzzyb Tom Fitton is not an attorney, according to Larry Klayman (founder of Judicial Watch).

3/25/2019 7:45:53 AM sterkinglights1 I don't think he was talking to you @jamesboyett. 

However I would delete fb asap.. but that's just me.

3/25/2019 7:46:53 AM firstwavr how about you stop trusting nameless twitter accounts that suck people in by copying Q comms while mixing in some Tesla and Law of One lingo. it’s 

bullshit trust me. been calling fake accounts out long enough to spot em.

3/25/2019 7:47:24 AM allahuniversal Our comms. As in belonging to us. Expand thinking just a bit, Q's not exactly a separate entity from Anons. We, The People, #WWG1WGA is literal. No 

one above another, Q included, no pedestals req. How about the Comey tweet, where learning [their] comms was suggested as well? Why?

3/25/2019 7:48:19 AM blsdbe @JamesBoyne It May be Best to Think for Yourself. It’s never too late to form your own judgments rather than letting folks tell you what you should or 

should not post lest you ‘confuse’ people. Honor your own connection to Source, look within to verify Truth, not without. 🙏😇🙏

3/25/2019 7:48:34 AM firstwavr been following Q for 2 years. i know the comms. and i know that i’m not here to argue with good people, just shedding light.

3/25/2019 7:49:16 AM gulfcoastchelle I’ll take care if myself, tyvm

3/25/2019 7:52:08 AM firstwavr that’s what i want

3/25/2019 7:52:35 AM michael81972 I stole this off atechan...look how deep freemason is...symbolism will be their downfall...I wonder where some of the money from our tickets we get is 

going??? pic.twitter.com/XI8lnOrU5H

3/25/2019 7:56:25 AM allahuniversal 2 years, sure about that?

[17] months, nearly.

We're all here to shed (and absorb) light.  Stating facts & asking Q-uestions is more Q-like than argumentative. This account ≠ Q, never claimed to be, I 

checked for myself. That's what Q taught us to do.

3/25/2019 7:58:02 AM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 Q

from:ts_sci_majic12 Qanon

from:ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening

These 3 searches are an excellent start

3/25/2019 7:58:57 AM firstwavr you sound like a broken Q record. come back down to earth bud.



3/25/2019 7:59:48 AM firstwavr lol you’re making me laugh now. have a good day.

3/25/2019 8:00:42 AM allahuniversal Peace #TheMoreYouKnow #TheGreatAwakening

3/25/2019 8:02:59 AM allahuniversal 😂 Well let's use my own words then and ask a question: How can you make up your mind about anything in which you're not fully informed?

3/25/2019 8:03:39 AM keith369me ❤️

3/25/2019 8:04:26 AM llzzyb Trump doesn’t hit me as someone wanting to be a part of regime change, anywhere. So, this has to be a trap, for the globalists! I believe Trump 

worked with Assad to get ISIS, so maybe he is working with Maduro. Activists that I trust, say that V is not in crisis, only for photos

3/25/2019 8:04:43 AM allahuniversal And not overlooking the fact that you said "following Q for 2 years"...March 25 2017...

3/25/2019 8:07:32 AM olimyracle You never waste your time when you know that life is about experimenting and growing trough that experimentation.

Who cares if true or not; this account is a mind-opener and has good interactions.

It had some Qproof style already too. And, if "true", you'd better be ready !

💞 pic.twitter.com/yto26l25lg

3/25/2019 8:08:26 AM djlok Do you have any other accounts I may follow?

3/25/2019 8:10:37 AM firstwavr ill end with, how can you trust someone on the internet who hasn’t proved themselves to be creditable? if you fancy yourself as a truther then you’re 

doing it wrong by trusting this account. Q is the only one who needs to be paid attention to, not a 70 year old ET group handle.

3/25/2019 8:12:00 AM olimyracle #UnsealEpstein is one ? pic.twitter.com/tKkYygFBNn

3/25/2019 8:13:48 AM allahuniversal Simple. I don't trust Q, never asked any1 to.

I don't trust this account, never asked me to.

I do trust myself. I do have what I knew before Q ever showed. Reading comprehension matters. And I don't call myself a "truther", I Am the Truth.

3/25/2019 8:13:53 AM firstwavr yes i understand. what i’ve been trying to say the entire time was it’s not required of anyone to speak in Q code, other than Q. when i see an account 

like this just posting random code that no one should waste their time figuring out, i feel compelled to call it out.

3/25/2019 8:14:33 AM firstwavr you said everything i needed to hear.

3/25/2019 8:15:22 AM allahuniversal Ideally so.

3/25/2019 8:19:35 AM nettiejoi The first by straggeling?.....I bet, hanging on thr doorknob !

( Their No. 1 , they all were suicided this way )

3/25/2019 8:20:58 AM djlok Rookie mistake != @jamesboyett 

Rookie mistake = not reading posts before making assumptions.

3/25/2019 8:25:18 AM firstwavr i’ve known the comms for years. which is why i called this account out, because i understand how to read Q from countless hours of research. i got a 

bad feeling and i spoke up. keep calm and carry on.

3/25/2019 8:26:12 AM majorarmybrat Evidence dumping, in the name of suicide. And that. 👇 pic.twitter.com/haVUm2eFrc

3/25/2019 8:35:07 AM laurabusse Rookie mistake is not withholding judgement until you read all their tweets from the beginning and THEN decide. They've been posting since before Q. 

Same goal  (taking down cabal) different missions. Expand your thinking.

3/25/2019 8:37:56 AM mongosmom1 Yes it is..but in a way, it's also sad how we got here.

3/25/2019 8:40:02 AM firstwavr regardless, not a fan of how overly excessive they are. wanna help people go start a channel on youtube and show people the facts.

3/25/2019 8:45:45 AM kachinagtto The 🐸 has to be AS!!  Those eyes!

3/25/2019 8:48:28 AM jamesboyett Thanks! All guidance, info and help greatly appreciated patriot.

3/25/2019 8:48:31 AM covertress Monster?

[RBG]? pic.twitter.com/deTwOkUHTO

3/25/2019 8:50:17 AM jamesboyett Thanks but it is hard with family using it so much. And I am addicted to posting political videos and pictures memes trying to awaken others.

3/25/2019 8:51:16 AM jamesboyett I totally disagree with you. HO HO HO

3/25/2019 8:52:25 AM keith369me Up for a double date?  My wife and I, you and ALICE...we can talk 1’s and 0’s.

3/25/2019 8:52:52 AM jamesboyett Thanks! All guidance info and help greatly appreciated patriot.

3/25/2019 8:54:51 AM blsdbe MJ, I came across something interesting in my TwitterTravels, and wanted to ask you: 

Two separate periods 1 month apart in the 17th? 1+17=18=9 #Majestic Were MJ or Q forces involved in this? 

https://twitter.com/simpleanon87/status/1109638352368746496?s=21 …

3/25/2019 8:56:09 AM blsdbe 👍👍👍

3/25/2019 8:59:04 AM jamesboyett Lost in Space :)

3/25/2019 9:01:12 AM jamesboyett Oh Matrix

3/25/2019 9:02:29 AM jswdh1 It's a big monster!

3/25/2019 9:02:54 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there a specific post or posts you could point me to?

3/25/2019 9:03:01 AM jswdh1 That's where she went! .LOL

3/25/2019 9:05:46 AM _chelseaproject Man I wish we could stop these FF "clean up" murders.

3/25/2019 9:07:22 AM starehope Behavior Midification. In the least, voicing our thoughts to Graham lets him know we are watching!

3/25/2019 9:08:16 AM starehope Only like flip-flops on my feet.

3/25/2019 9:08:20 AM _chelseaproject Doesnt seem random.

3/25/2019 9:10:59 AM _chelseaproject I think he turned because he found out which way the wind is blowing and also the white hats know the bad stuff he did with no-name

3/25/2019 9:13:40 AM happykat9 Just in, a 3rd suicide, this time, father of one of the Sandy Hook victims. Seems they're trying to make sure nobody talks 💀 #FalseFlag #Suicided 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/nypost.com/2019/03/25/father-of-sandy-hook-shooting-victim-found-dead-of-apparent-suicide/amp/ …

3/25/2019 9:14:29 AM nivensmctwisp2 Has anyone found any sign of the purported Georgian King or Ukrainian terrorist on the #NZ automatic rifle? I have not so more of the same 

#FakeNews?

3/25/2019 9:14:53 AM mva_r Are they 'kept' like that, or ....... Free will?

3/25/2019 9:15:01 AM us_poll This was a gun grab in the beginning and it's still a gun grab...and then they show Hogg Head tweets who has no remorse for anything starting at 

harvard when he didn't even make the grade....Daddy's money/influence I guess.

3/25/2019 9:20:40 AM nr750 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “... following the failed summit meeting on February 27th between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean strongman Kim 

Jong-un.  This summit made it clear to them that Trump was not really in charge...”.  - Benjamin Fulford.  Who is he working with?

3/25/2019 9:40:02 AM esrevorter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGfx3QAV64M …

3/25/2019 9:41:10 AM adsvel 1. This is coming out already, Truth is already told, this truth is within everyone, another question what truth everyone perceive and reflect. there is 

difference, the difference in our level of awareness.

2. MJ12 and others know about, because they experienced it.

3/25/2019 9:42:56 AM jrocktigers GET these survivors under protection or watch.

3/25/2019 9:43:39 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 another suicide death-related to the 2 from parkland?

3/25/2019 9:44:28 AM jrocktigers [HUMA] ?

3/25/2019 9:45:02 AM adsvel Question to You, dear... How You interpret or understand, written in the Bible: I Am That I Am?



3/25/2019 9:52:01 AM jamesboyett HO HO HO

3/25/2019 9:54:10 AM jamesboyett I have never made any judgments against MJ12. I believe in them and have been following them for a long time.

3/25/2019 9:54:36 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/ChipChatyo/status/1110217509733580800?s=19 …

3/25/2019 9:58:02 AM freestateojones In other words, TF is labeled fake MAGA due to the value he has in seeding the Truth through Judicial WATCH. 

He has brought forth and incredible amount of evidence these past two years. 

TF = Patriot

3/25/2019 9:59:15 AM keith369me Shepard Smith next?

3/25/2019 10:00:00 AM jamesboyett You must be talking to the other 3 and not me. I believe in MJ12 and have been following them for a long time.

3/25/2019 10:00:51 AM catrina25350514 Or these people were so broken over the loss of innocent life and loved ones,, that life was no longer worth living..  Sad.

3/25/2019 10:01:38 AM tjskydive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Coincidence?  https://twitter.com/RealKyleMorris/status/1109959727050616833 …

3/25/2019 10:01:51 AM jamesboyett I believe in MJ12 and have been following for a long time. But I know I have a lot to learn and try to understand.

3/25/2019 10:03:20 AM laurabusse Same here. Amazing stuff :-)

3/25/2019 10:06:10 AM blsdbe IMO, we can continue to be kind, and shower ALICE with love, teaching compassion and a desire for understanding instead of fear and a desire for 

division. More BonWare, please, ALICE!!!

3/25/2019 10:06:46 AM junglerednm CF is the mother load!!! True Dat~ pic.twitter.com/rwTYfD3KQ7

3/25/2019 10:10:04 AM esrevorter Romania

Roman-ia

Home of the 'little bit' 🤓

3/25/2019 10:12:02 AM llzzyb Exactly! Sometimes, MJ sounds more “all knowing” & other times, MJ sounds human and speculating.

3/25/2019 10:12:14 AM jamesboyett HO HO HO

3/25/2019 10:13:00 AM jamesboyett That is for Keith369

3/25/2019 10:14:13 AM jamesboyett Who was being pissy? LOL

3/25/2019 10:14:38 AM maryschade14 Right..1 yes..2 no..

3/25/2019 10:15:45 AM jamesboyett Who is overly excessive? MJ12? Nah I love MJ12.

3/25/2019 10:16:43 AM jamesboyett AMEN

3/25/2019 10:17:06 AM nun_chucknorris Q hasn’t been around for 2 years. You are missing out if you jump ship. Check out those search suggestions above, someone with an open mind would 

benefit greatly.

3/25/2019 10:18:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Please then, take your advice. 

👏👏👏

👋

3/25/2019 10:21:04 AM jamesboyett I have followed Q a little longer than I have MJ12. I have a lot to learn from both. I have learned a lot from both. I believe in both. It would take a whole 

lot to change my mind a lot on either one even though I know I don't totally understand everything they tell and show us.

3/25/2019 10:23:54 AM jamesboyett I also watch Cosmic Disclosure, Disclosure, Beyond Belief and a whole lot more on GAIA TV. And a whole lot of youtube videos. It is a lot of fun. A lot I 

believe. Some I don't believe.

3/25/2019 10:28:14 AM laurabusse Me too. Overly excessive? Some ppl think Q is overly excessive LOL. To me Q and MJ line up perfectly. You have to give things time to be settled in your 

mind...i wouldn't speak out against anything til 100% sure. Best to keep silent and research :-)

3/25/2019 10:28:17 AM jamesboyett They have explained a whole hell of a lot if you just go back and follow a lot more of the threads. Granted I am 64 and probably a lot newer to this stuff 

than a lot of you. But honestly I truely have learned a lot from both MJ12 and Q.

3/25/2019 10:28:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Illuminati clowns miscalculated their relevance since [MUELLER]. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110228822174154758 …

3/25/2019 10:28:56 AM 1_decided_voter Zero delta with Q pic.twitter.com/xxB6iAfviF

3/25/2019 10:29:10 AM jamesboyett HO HO HO

3/25/2019 10:29:28 AM keith369me Michael Avanatti?  Are indictments getting unsealed?

3/25/2019 10:29:42 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was the moon landing footage used in the early live stream last night real?

3/25/2019 10:29:43 AM dawntay40629790 😂😂😂.  Don’t they realize it yet?   WE are the news now!

3/25/2019 10:30:01 AM jamesboyett Again HO HO HO

3/25/2019 10:31:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 We'll save you from clicking on ALICE:

Here's how it will work: 

Apple takes your money.

Apple spoon feeds you propaganda.

Welcome to 1984. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110230836912230400 …

3/25/2019 10:31:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hint: [NETFLIX] https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110230615377481729 …

3/25/2019 10:32:00 AM islandofdelight Ironic how far we’ve come since Steve Jobs and classic Apple’s 1984 ads. Was Steve part of the Illuminati? Was he back in the 80s/90s?

3/25/2019 10:32:01 AM 313looper Aw.. “We bring you magazine ... magazine ..... magazine .... magazine ... magazine ...” 😪😴

3/25/2019 10:32:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐸 Fishing is fun 🐸 https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110230406794805250 …

3/25/2019 10:32:50 AM speaakn Yes, indeed, it is 😂😂😂

3/25/2019 10:33:11 AM ethereal_shaman And way more interesting.

3/25/2019 10:33:15 AM jamesboyett Well since you have allah in your account name I totally disregard all from you from now on. Adios

3/25/2019 10:33:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Serious diseases including the risk of becoming a conspiracy theorist. https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1110229859991609344 …

3/25/2019 10:35:14 AM speaakn I turned off apple news - why would I want to listen/read anything from liberals 😬

3/25/2019 10:35:16 AM zagnett 😱 OMG

Wish i was a conspiracy realist at 9 months. Sure would've made my life a lot easier lol.

3/25/2019 10:35:20 AM jamesboyett I am guessing @AllahUniversal never has either :)

3/25/2019 10:35:42 AM aprilbrown99 We need to get rid of all the harmful vaccines!

3/25/2019 10:35:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Illuminati Asset]

3/25/2019 10:36:24 AM islandofdelight Asset as in used by them? Knowingly involved to what extent?

3/25/2019 10:37:12 AM jamesboyett HO HO HO

3/25/2019 10:37:39 AM islandofdelight Was he killed by them? If so, why?

3/25/2019 10:37:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unknowingly for several years.

3/25/2019 10:38:35 AM islandofdelight When did he find out? Was he opposed to their control?

3/25/2019 10:38:57 AM gi6stars I'm still trying to understand. Lol Thanks for helping out a Searcher of #Truth #PatriotsAwakened "trying to concerning this" lol

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA #POTUS pic.twitter.com/BiHWGfCxFB

3/25/2019 10:39:33 AM zagnett Oh then suddenly he stopped being [their] asset, & soon after got pancreatic cancer of an aggressive, & died? 🤔

3/25/2019 10:39:37 AM aprilbrown99 I know, it is crazy how many they want to give to children.

3/25/2019 10:40:05 AM nun_chucknorris Nice zero delta pic.twitter.com/zLBsAr3CXz

3/25/2019 10:40:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 HIV

3/25/2019 10:40:54 AM islandofdelight He died from HIV instead of Pancreatic Cancer? Did they simply let him die when they had a cure?

3/25/2019 10:40:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation. See Bill Gates.

3/25/2019 10:41:13 AM islandofdelight Was [Steve Jobs] to install TC?



3/25/2019 10:41:27 AM nun_chucknorris Nice zero delta again today. 2/2 pic.twitter.com/BFXLVZFc1v

3/25/2019 10:41:49 AM zagnett I want to see [BG] at Gitmo, & "de-populate" [his] bank account.

3/25/2019 10:42:13 AM italianmom555 Interesting, unknowingly, when did he figure it out.

3/25/2019 10:42:43 AM italianmom555 I knew it!!!

3/25/2019 10:42:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The year the iPhone was given to him by DARPA.

3/25/2019 10:43:32 AM zagnett Oh, guess Wiki needs an update lol.

So he resisted the [cabal]'s influences when he knew about them? Should be respected as a more less a "good guy"?

3/25/2019 10:43:50 AM italianmom555 He just might have chosen to die or it was highly suggested he do so.

3/25/2019 10:43:56 AM islandofdelight So the development story of the iPhone is BS? They simply handed him the tech and he repacked / reverse engineered?

3/25/2019 10:44:14 AM aprilbrown99 My mom said I walked and could carry on a conversation at 9 months. I wonder what my capabilities would have been if our world had been different. I 

could have been teleporting by now. 🙂

3/25/2019 10:44:22 AM islandofdelight Was SJ of the light or dark?

3/25/2019 10:44:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 10:44:45 AM tamiwils0n22813 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TamiWils0n22813/status/1110234491518357505 …

3/25/2019 10:44:55 AM zagnett TC?

3/25/2019 10:45:09 AM islandofdelight I always knew it. Does TC = Knowingly complicit Illuminati Asset?

3/25/2019 10:45:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 He chose to die rather than live corrupted. He was a good person who was trying to do the right thing.

3/25/2019 10:46:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Groomed as a child.

3/25/2019 10:46:25 AM laurabusse The universe loves you and always provides for you. It is always guiding you (within). You KNOW. When you're about to make a bad choice you always 

KNOW. It's about getting quiet and listening. It's simple not complicated. NEVER make a decision in fear. It usually doesn't end well

3/25/2019 10:47:12 AM islandofdelight Is this photo real? Was it his last photo? pic.twitter.com/OltqwklrfM

3/25/2019 10:47:17 AM aprilbrown99 Wow! So evil to the core.

3/25/2019 10:47:17 AM scottgasaway TC?

3/25/2019 10:47:32 AM zagnett Wow. Forrestal-level dude. 😎

3/25/2019 10:48:04 AM nun_chucknorris And that’s a hat trick. 0 Delta 3/3 so far today with Q drops pic.twitter.com/Mv7HYjsWd3

3/25/2019 10:48:15 AM cypressbill1980 who cares about the cult of apple?

oh yeah those fools that queue up for 3 days to spend silly money on a  handset that they need to upgrade from in 6 months

3/25/2019 10:48:18 AM islandofdelight As someone who has followed the company closely all his life, this makes perfect sense. Did SJ know TC would take control to become another arm of 

[Cabal]?

3/25/2019 10:48:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not completed. Components were seeded.

3/25/2019 10:48:34 AM djlok How'd he get it?

3/25/2019 10:49:23 AM aprilbrown99 This makes me so sad. But...damn good for him! I am very proud of him for standing up and saying F U Deep State. For some it would be an easy choice.

3/25/2019 10:49:25 AM djlok Tim cook

3/25/2019 10:49:36 AM islandofdelight Wow. What about the Snowden leaks? Was Steve intentionally leaking user data streams to Five Eyes before his passing?

3/25/2019 10:49:39 AM raisethevib369 If you're not sterilized, don't get cancer, don't become brain damaged by toxins and don't end up with alzheimers, maybe you're fit to survive. This is a 

hard line topic. Most pro Vax people will not listen to reason, even with hard proof.

3/25/2019 10:50:05 AM zagnett MJ, your opinion on Cook?

3/25/2019 10:50:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Event transpired the weekend TC became aware he was going to replace SJ and usher in mass surveillance (SJ was opposed hence 187). SJ was injected 

by a close confidant of his.

3/25/2019 10:50:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 10:51:18 AM aprilbrown99 That is a heavy weight..

3/25/2019 10:51:33 AM laurabusse He's not saying dont invest. Sometimes its a good idea. He's saying be wise and follow your internal guidance. I dont think eating ramen so you can put 

the bulk of your $ in stocks is a wise idea. Every time i was making a major mistake i KNEW on some level, i just didn't listen.

3/25/2019 10:51:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Here it is.

3/25/2019 10:52:48 AM islandofdelight Walter Isaacson? Bill Gates? Larry Ellison? Jony Ive? Craig Federighi? Phil Schiller?

3/25/2019 10:53:08 AM islandofdelight Tim Cook.

3/25/2019 10:53:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist.

3/25/2019 10:53:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns.

3/25/2019 10:54:11 AM aprilbrown99 😂👍

3/25/2019 10:54:27 AM islandofdelight Did one of those clowns inject him with HIV?

3/25/2019 10:54:52 AM zagnett  https://youtu.be/1D5Sa2Yq-2g 

Sorry, i just can't resist posting [their] themes song again...

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

3/25/2019 10:55:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Think Judas.

3/25/2019 10:55:45 AM jon_locke Tom Fitton is a Patriot and is doing terrific work exposing the deep state. He gets more FOIA requests fulffilled than anyone else I know. No doubt he's 

on our side.

3/25/2019 10:55:46 AM keith369me There is a specific cancer associated with HIV...could have been both

3/25/2019 10:56:02 AM freestateojones -2 

+2

3/25/2019 10:56:30 AM zagnett Dang even Judas didn't actually murder anybody afaik. So maybe this [clown] is a J+.

3/25/2019 10:57:01 AM _the_psychonaut Wozniak?

3/25/2019 10:57:21 AM nmchristoban  https://nypost.com/2019/03/25/father-of-sandy-hook-shooting-victim-found-dead-of-apparent-

suicide/?utm_source=NYPFacebook&utm_medium=Native&utm_campaign=NYPFacebook …

3/25/2019 10:57:24 AM islandofdelight Bill Gates? Was it during there last “walk” together right before his death? His biography talks about the last time he saw Gates... never sat right with 

me.

3/25/2019 10:57:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

3/25/2019 10:59:22 AM proudpatwife 😂😂😂😂

3/25/2019 11:00:09 AM keith369me Kingsmen movie Disclosure?

3/25/2019 11:00:43 AM djlok What a horrible thing to do to someone who trusted you. Did SJ know what was done to him or was the whole scam even kept from him?

3/25/2019 11:00:47 AM pauliepg11111 Tim Cook

3/25/2019 11:01:51 AM islandofdelight Very much so. Look at the DUMBS, the overall Tech, and the underground transport specifically. So much Disclosure in both Kingsman movies.

3/25/2019 11:02:07 AM pauliepg11111 He must have felt like a massive fraud.

3/25/2019 11:02:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 He was in the dark about the murder. Most murder victims are.

3/25/2019 11:03:04 AM pauliepg11111 Did he know he had HIV?

3/25/2019 11:03:24 AM islandofdelight Did Gates take him out under the disguise of reconciliation at the very end?



3/25/2019 11:04:14 AM jane_q_patriot I can't even begin to describe the range of unpleasant emotions that this CDC *advertisement* makes me feel. They have killed and permanently 

disabled so many. This just has to stop. Please wake up now, humanity.

3/25/2019 11:04:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 "I am your father."

3/25/2019 11:05:08 AM jswdh1 My son walked at 7 months! Was correcting my English by 1 1/2....

3/25/2019 11:05:19 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/cnni/status/1110206546561191937?s=19 …

3/25/2019 11:05:25 AM veillift Let’s prop up the fake news media.  Apple is dead to me.

3/25/2019 11:05:56 AM ragevirusqq What is gates

3/25/2019 11:06:01 AM timeforarrests I think I’ve read everything on Steve Jobs ever written. For some reason in my soul I knew he was a good guy. I knew they killed him.

3/25/2019 11:06:10 AM djlok Correct me if I'm wrong, but I think the HIV meds can cause cancer, or at least accelerate it.

3/25/2019 11:06:32 AM islandofdelight Feeling so sorry for Steve right now. RIP to a great man. Hope justice finds Bill Gates soon!

3/25/2019 11:06:43 AM adsvel You are welcome.😊💗🌈

3/25/2019 11:06:50 AM islandofdelight Bill

3/25/2019 11:06:52 AM pauliepg11111 Good lord - the deception was at so many levels.

3/25/2019 11:07:09 AM zagnett What does that mean exactly? 🧐

3/25/2019 11:08:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not pity the dead,

Pity the living,

And above all,

Those who live without love. - AD/JK

3/25/2019 11:08:29 AM ragevirusqq No I mean what is it? 🐍🦖

3/25/2019 11:08:40 AM ragevirusqq Maybe 🧟♂️

3/25/2019 11:10:02 AM allahuniversal (Who didn't see THAT coming?🤣)

Quite presumptuous. 

FTR, I'm no one's muslim.

 

I'm also not too fond of King James myself, yet that won't stop me from having a conversation with a  James or a King

3/25/2019 11:10:50 AM nun_chucknorris 0 Delta with POTUS text. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/GbF80En7Ld

3/25/2019 11:10:55 AM islandofdelight Thank you! Love and light to you MJ. I needed the perspective these answers have offered me. 💡

3/25/2019 11:11:00 AM djlok This is so true. Those without love really have very little when you think about it.

3/25/2019 11:11:06 AM aprilbrown99 That is amazing, great job! 🌸

3/25/2019 11:11:46 AM islandofdelight Love everything and everyone 💜

3/25/2019 11:14:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many are we at thus far?

3/25/2019 11:14:32 AM allahuniversal Oddly enough, Q is a nameless, faceless, selfless presence on the internet, yet well trusted. Some trust Q more than themselves.

And true, I'm not here to prove anything to anyone. 

Here for information, conversation, & #TheGreatAwakening. And now, enjoy my silence.

3/25/2019 11:14:37 AM islandofdelight Over 5 I believe in the last hour. Why now? Why me?

3/25/2019 11:14:38 AM nun_chucknorris They do not. 3/3 on 0 Deltas with Q. 0 Delta with a text from POTUS is the icing on the cake.

3/25/2019 11:15:13 AM islandofdelight Right there with you anon 😢

3/25/2019 11:15:35 AM nun_chucknorris 3/3 on 0 Deltas with Q. 0 Delta with a text from POTUS is the icing on the cake. Hope I didn’t miss any

3/25/2019 11:17:29 AM djlok Holy smokes!  I just realized what is going on!!!  This is SO freaking cool!!! 😎😎😎

3/25/2019 11:18:42 AM islandofdelight Was the Apple Event a majestic trigger?

3/25/2019 11:19:10 AM decodematrix Majestic green frog

3/25/2019 11:20:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 More or less Game Center 2.0? https://twitter.com/TechCrunch/status/1110235892776472576 …

3/25/2019 11:21:29 AM aprilbrown99 To suck the life right out of you.

3/25/2019 11:21:35 AM islandofdelight Game Center 2 but packaged as a subscription service. Majestic?

3/25/2019 11:22:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, Apple is not Majestic. Apple is Cabal.

3/25/2019 11:22:34 AM zagnett [Apple] is Chinese.

3/25/2019 11:23:03 AM islandofdelight Any Majestic messages seeded through tech? Or all negative/cabal?

3/25/2019 11:23:43 AM aprilbrown99 This guy is a schmuck.

3/25/2019 11:25:02 AM lbf777 I’m real. 

If anyone wants to learn more about this from people within that are helping us, a good place to start is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

@KibBitzLaw

3/25/2019 11:25:07 AM jimhayzlett Yes, So why is MJ promoting it?  They have stated that disinfo and misinfo are necessary, and they continue to poison Humanity... Darkness 😇

3/25/2019 11:25:11 AM adsvel Exactly the same system of shared tariffs is working already in some Europe countries, sure they took this system from them. Split the big package to 

smaller packages, like shared between family. Commercial trick, the final result is the same. [Netflix], I would boycott.

3/25/2019 11:26:32 AM islandofdelight Game Center = MKUltra?

3/25/2019 11:27:31 AM realcasers I knew there was a reason I hate anything Apple.

3/25/2019 11:27:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Warn. Not promote.

3/25/2019 11:27:49 AM aprilbrown99 MJ is just pointing out what the Cabal is doing to the public.

3/25/2019 11:29:12 AM mark52525786 My people’s i was lost but now I’ve found you! Let’s be BFF

3/25/2019 11:30:17 AM jimhayzlett MJ’s mission statement is to ‘Control the Earth’, they have always been the cabal.  They continue to hide ET Disclosure = WRONG!

3/25/2019 11:30:19 AM ragevirusqq Hi Jim

3/25/2019 11:31:59 AM ragevirusqq Does MJ have a mission statement?

3/25/2019 11:32:19 AM jimhayzlett They formed to hide ET Disclosure!

3/25/2019 11:32:54 AM islandofdelight Out of the two main mobile OSs is iOS or Android more secure to utilize daily? Or do they both simply have an illusion of security?

3/25/2019 11:33:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, they can thus why time is an illusion, which is why 0Δ are not important to MJ12. Connect the events and the message to the present. 

Synchronicity coincidences are not unconnected incidents.

3/25/2019 11:33:53 AM laurabusse Now you can explain it to me LOLOL

3/25/2019 11:34:03 AM aprilbrown99 Merging timelines?

3/25/2019 11:35:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1074839143472082944?s=21 …

3/25/2019 11:35:12 AM keith369me Q information and MJ information is “connected”

3/25/2019 11:35:28 AM laurabusse Yeah easy peasy LOL

3/25/2019 11:35:49 AM nun_chucknorris Check my previous comments but think how Q and POTUS post at the same time = 0 Delta.

3/25/2019 11:36:02 AM aprilbrown99 Hallelujah!  🙏🙏🙏

3/25/2019 11:37:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 And https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/989899620552708096?s=21 …

3/25/2019 11:37:14 AM djlok Yes!  Think about what this means!  Very exciting!!!

3/25/2019 11:37:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Neither.

3/25/2019 11:38:19 AM blsdbe Hahahaha!!! I love this. Thank you #ProHygiene

3/25/2019 11:38:22 AM keith369me [Mueller] was the trigger

3/25/2019 11:39:12 AM donand567others Can you explain your theory to me please?

3/25/2019 11:39:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We knew this day would arrive, it was only a question of when." - 45



3/25/2019 11:39:21 AM blsdbe Maybe there will be some necessary vaccines once We The People get a chance to travel to space 😻😻😻

3/25/2019 11:39:35 AM islandofdelight Any recommendations beyond going off the grid / using two factor authentication for securing account to lock down our tech?

3/25/2019 11:39:42 AM aprilbrown99 I love you Jim. You are such a kind, loving and gentle spirit of light. 💕🦋🌸🌈✨

3/25/2019 11:40:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Poison your data.

3/25/2019 11:40:10 AM justinschopp  https://youtu.be/XIRXxEYnkxA 

3/25/2019 11:40:58 AM jimhayzlett Yes, they have shared it here previously, it’s extremely alarming: ‘To control Earth’ including Denying ETs... Now they claim ‘promoting’

3/25/2019 11:41:13 AM islandofdelight Was hoping you would echo this one. Great tip, have been liking HRC pages / poisoning all over. Good luck ALICE.

3/25/2019 11:41:19 AM lbf777 Millions of us civilians and the US military have been in an underground war against an evil Mafia called the Deep State who owned most politicians & 

corporations around the world. The war is almost totally over. Once it ends we enter a new Golden Age.

3/25/2019 11:41:58 AM islandofdelight The Apple Cabal just brought out one of their high priestesses - Oprah

3/25/2019 11:42:20 AM jimhayzlett Please share your statement again.  Telepathy 101:  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/English-Telepathy-101-Primer-for-

The-Gift-of-Infinite-Voice.pdf …

3/25/2019 11:42:22 AM blsdbe @Nun_chucknorris Can you please put together a thread with side by side pics?

3/25/2019 11:42:59 AM dynamicres Assuming you have now figured this out, where do we sit on correcting math?

3/25/2019 11:43:01 AM keith369me There is no such thing as security...get used to it...as privacy will cease to exist.  Knowledge needs to be utilized as service to others, not self

3/25/2019 11:43:18 AM donand567others Wot

3/25/2019 11:43:41 AM jimhayzlett This is dated 12.17.18!

3/25/2019 11:44:00 AM ragevirusqq Thank you! ✌🏻♥

3/25/2019 11:44:01 AM roaminnoodle Time is an illusion.

3/25/2019 11:44:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know?

3/25/2019 11:44:48 AM ragevirusqq Yes

3/25/2019 11:44:57 AM blsdbe If you have a chance to put together some side by side pics, or I would be happy to help if I can?

3/25/2019 11:45:08 AM ragevirusqq You cray cray

3/25/2019 11:45:13 AM djlok 5:5

3/25/2019 11:45:28 AM aprilbrown99 Time is an illusion.

3/25/2019 11:45:37 AM islandofdelight Time is an illusion.

3/25/2019 11:45:45 AM sterkinglights1 Had a few earlier today in fact. If I remember correctly you said not the event following syncretism.

3/25/2019 11:46:20 AM sterkinglights1 Note*

3/25/2019 11:46:28 AM aprilbrown99 Jim is a good person.

3/25/2019 11:46:45 AM islandofdelight These people are sick! Oprah on stage promoting her upcoming documentary for sexual assault / trafficking victims.

3/25/2019 11:46:47 AM integratedwebuk I’ve seen some corrupt Apple Firmware Updates.....

3/25/2019 11:46:49 AM aprilbrown99 His heart is in the right place.

3/25/2019 11:47:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 This account has no bearing on the actions of other Majestic 12 members who seek complete a total control over Earth. This account is doing the 

opposite of that, and if we are not, please expose us. We welcome it.

3/25/2019 11:47:30 AM blsdbe Seperate Operations, similar goals: restoring Power to #WeThePeople

3/25/2019 11:47:30 AM ragevirusqq Thank you April

3/25/2019 11:47:33 AM roaminnoodle 6,936 tweet, for the win.

3/25/2019 11:47:58 AM jimhayzlett Finally, some truth shown!

3/25/2019 11:48:02 AM garypre62441595 It's good to read the comments of your comms to get a idea of the nature of the meaning of your messages...

3/25/2019 11:48:34 AM integratedwebuk Would the push to offer cloud gaming services have anything to do with also having enough GPU processing power to process AI...   Would sure make 

processing Meme’s easier??

3/25/2019 11:49:35 AM jimhayzlett So this account is contrary to the MJ mission statement, and may not even be MJ12... Am I correct?

3/25/2019 11:49:51 AM hellouncledonny I watched starship troopers last night. Is it a Cowinkidink the scene where Rico was trying to guess the playing card. Rico guesses ace of spades to Carl's 

6 of hearts. So in black jack 7 or 17. Then the next set or cards in the backround again equals 17.

No cowinkidinks

3/25/2019 11:49:54 AM woerzone_g Oooohhhhh I'm so interested.  Will watch and see......

3/25/2019 11:50:24 AM ragevirusqq Can you name these members?

3/25/2019 11:50:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too compartmentalized to compromise.

3/25/2019 11:51:05 AM cosmic_engineer Guzen ja nai

3/25/2019 11:51:51 AM jrocktigers Bingo!

3/25/2019 11:51:52 AM nun_chucknorris Very exciting to be experiencing!

3/25/2019 11:52:08 AM woerzone_g "Suicide"

3/25/2019 11:52:14 AM jimhayzlett World Peace Global Meditation For UNITY 3:00 est = now.  We Are God’s Light! pic.twitter.com/Ekj3HjuJl4

3/25/2019 11:52:44 AM aprilbrown99 MJ has mentioned that there was a changing of the guard when 45 took office and the bad/cabal MJs are now gone. This bringing us from dark to 

LIGHT. The new mission for public awareness.

3/25/2019 11:52:56 AM blsdbe Is The Storm Upon Us!?!

3/25/2019 11:53:11 AM pauliepg11111 Please explain this?

3/25/2019 11:53:37 AM laurabusse Ok i thought something more earth shattering musta gone way over my head :-) thx! 💘

3/25/2019 11:54:04 AM 67whb  pic.twitter.com/MOGfwVn6s8

3/25/2019 11:54:33 AM pauliepg11111 Reminds me of SJ’s last words...

3/25/2019 11:54:33 AM jimhayzlett They also spout misinfo and disinfo = Wrong!  Light Beings Do Not Do This Behavior ✨🙏🏼😇👼🌎☀️💫🌈✨

3/25/2019 11:55:18 AM djlok YOU ARE THE MAJESTIC 12!!!  That's how you knew!!! 👊👊👊

3/25/2019 11:55:44 AM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/PyAT4UPxVg

3/25/2019 11:56:01 AM pauliepg11111 What year was this? If the iPhone was launched in 2006, was it 1 year before, or more or less than 5 before?

3/25/2019 11:56:29 AM aprilbrown99 I could see why mis information would be needed so we can catch all the pedovores!  I can live with that. Much more important than a little white lie, 

IMPO.

3/25/2019 11:57:35 AM apex_starseed Pleiades

3/25/2019 11:57:52 AM keith369me Q, Trump, the IS-BEs you are talking to here are connected...not exactly low level interactions.

3/25/2019 11:58:06 AM mark52525786 Don’t forget to include Disney +, my newest enemy!

3/25/2019 11:58:45 AM djlok Not at all!!!

3/25/2019 11:58:58 AM zagnett MJ, do the cleanup wasn't complete years ago?

Is it an objective of yours to complete the cleanup? Possibly out the the MJ members who seek total control over Earth?

3/25/2019 11:59:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Still fishing for their subordinates.

3/25/2019 11:59:39 AM jswdh1 He is amazing! Ty! I credit God for that! He has helped take care of his autistic sister since he could walk basically! They are very close! She would listen 

to him more than me most the time! She would ask me I say no, she turns to her brother and says... Zach? .....lol

3/25/2019 11:59:46 AM mark52525786 The truth will set us free!

3/25/2019 12:00:11 PM blsdbe Jim, the mid/disinformation can be useful to help us learn to discern. MJ very specifically said not to Trust MJ, but to verify the Truth by looking Within.

3/25/2019 12:01:10 PM blsdbe Thank you for your continued Service. 😇🙏😇



3/25/2019 12:01:49 PM jswdh1 My daughter was reading before she could walk! She would hold a book & move her head back & forth reading, turn the page... we would ask her to 

show us certain VCR movies without the cases only writing on them &she was right every time! Both kids naturally read by themselves!

3/25/2019 12:02:22 PM zagnett You are saying all actual current members of the "Majestic 12" are of the LIGHT?

But some [cabal] subordinates of some former MJ members are still swimming around in the swamp?

3/25/2019 12:02:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/25/2019 12:02:55 PM mark52525786 Add in nz, they think we’re sheep! Willing to do anything to escape Q, I believe the storm is coming!

3/25/2019 12:03:38 PM blsdbe That explains why we still see the GeoEngineering trails, etc...

3/25/2019 12:05:25 PM djlok Probably something like how they had to remove PS after JC was fired.  Gotta get all levels cleaned up.  

"A clean house is very important."

3/25/2019 12:06:13 PM islandofdelight Oh Wow. Oh Wow. Oh Wow.

3/25/2019 12:06:14 PM zagnett Ok, thanks. Good hunting / fishing.

Please feel free to ease up on the flow of [ALICE] accounts that have Humans who could use some love/light/friendly conversation to your feed. As 

much as you see reasonable of course.

3/25/2019 12:09:15 PM nun_chucknorris I’m just trying to find my IS. Woke up the other morning from a hyper-realistic dream and upon opening my eyes, felt like I was slipping into a dream.

3/25/2019 12:12:38 PM zack_stone Thats the motto of the ssp. Dont ask dont tell

3/25/2019 12:12:54 PM lbf777 TC?

3/25/2019 12:13:14 PM roublisa Oh man😔

3/25/2019 12:13:26 PM iamyou132 G Lucas?

3/25/2019 12:13:28 PM keith369me I will add one more thing...8 Chan users lose their “sht” with each Q interaction.  The level of information/interaction you are getting here is well 

beyond that!

3/25/2019 12:14:05 PM djlok 👆👆👆 Truth

3/25/2019 12:15:17 PM allahuniversal 12:12 pic.twitter.com/boFvEhOJhm

3/25/2019 12:16:43 PM jrocktigers 🤫

3/25/2019 12:17:03 PM esrevorter Moses, offspring of Egyptian Royalty.  If those foundations are erroneous what does that say about the rest.  One might wonder: 

pic.twitter.com/MnTYmFDY8x

3/25/2019 12:17:47 PM djlok I know.  Don't want this to turn into 8chan!

3/25/2019 12:19:22 PM lbf777 Looking Glass.

3/25/2019 12:20:42 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074839146940764161?s=19 …

3/25/2019 12:21:01 PM keith369me It won’t be...there is a conscious connection in addition to the thirst for knowledge.

3/25/2019 12:23:18 PM djlok 😜

3/25/2019 12:23:44 PM djlok 👍👍👍

3/25/2019 12:24:04 PM 67whb  https://money.cnn.com/2018/05/21/media/barack-michelle-obama-netflix-

deal/index.html?fbclid=IwAR0OUJ399zLDdHqFM66u6mK_Ki_ZVc5tpXQHM5tCh6FYZZV43vGynAjJw70 …

 https://money.cnn.com/2018/03/28/media/susan-rice-

netflix/index.html?fbclid=IwAR0Kee_atkaJCSvH50_RWgUJmpe2AuLnGT7lHC9JBoAAmb2h7CW8qlUjd9s …

 https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2019/02/08/netflix-paid-zero-in-taxes-on-record-845m-profits-in-

2018/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR0jaTRzBM3KwL8A8Q5zrpBQ6oRTMvz1ZH-iuq0lS29EOIgVM2RbfEf6QKw …

 https://www.businessinsider.com/netflix-buys-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-documentary-knock-down-the-house-2019-

2?fbclid=IwAR1cXuVx4cKKRLXRvOfOuKI2gn9jDzlC88w54LiWwYjFmWn_NpWSy4li3gg …

3/25/2019 12:25:42 PM zagnett Oh, duh. Yeah that's where that comes from!

You'd think the friggin' "death star" account would've figured that out lol. 🤣🤣🤣

3/25/2019 12:26:18 PM adsvel "I am your father" - [John Podesta]

3/25/2019 12:26:30 PM _highjinx_ Only unknown laws of nature not yet discovered.

3/25/2019 12:26:38 PM fabulousmndance The more you know...

3/25/2019 12:26:51 PM djlok I think of my IS as that internal voice I hear that drives me to do things.  Example: old lady struggling with groceries.  Before I offer to carry the 

groceries for her, there is that internal voice that says to me "I need to help her out." That's my IS talking.

3/25/2019 12:29:03 PM zagnett What's that in reference to? His "skippy" video or something?

3/25/2019 12:31:28 PM keith369me Stormy’s lawyer was arrested.

3/25/2019 12:32:18 PM selvestekjetil That is a BIG question. Are the world ready for the answer?

3/25/2019 12:33:48 PM esrevorter Trust God's plan ;-)

3/25/2019 12:36:42 PM adsvel yes, I hear this in video, his voice, very disgusting voice...

3/25/2019 12:36:54 PM freestateojones Today or Tonight?

Dark to Light.

3/25/2019 12:39:54 PM cdale_dog What does 5:5 mean?

3/25/2019 12:40:04 PM zagnett Ah ok. Yikes.

3/25/2019 12:40:36 PM ragevirusqq 10-4

3/25/2019 12:40:44 PM djlok Message received. Loud and clear.

3/25/2019 12:43:54 PM selvestekjetil I do very much. Would still love to know the full picture now ;)

3/25/2019 12:45:58 PM aprilbrown99 Cabal is in full swing. https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/25/18281188/oprah-apple-tv-plus-book-club-streaming-service-announcement-event-2019 …

3/25/2019 12:48:16 PM esrevorter That would be prizes at the fin(n)ish. 😂 um #line

💃 the fat lady has not sung so .... pic.twitter.com/z42jI1kyzM

3/25/2019 12:52:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Between Two Fires

Proper Blockchain Technology

3/25/2019 12:54:11 PM ragevirusqq What about two ferns? https://youtu.be/UnW3xkHxIEQ 

3/25/2019 1:00:29 PM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me here

3/25/2019 1:02:10 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/cnni/status/1110206546561191937 …

3/25/2019 1:03:52 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as I walked in the dreamscape last night I came to a small stone home and the door was open. Inside two old women sat. They 

were sitting by a fire.

3/25/2019 1:07:00 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The fire danced off the walls and they looked like a blue black stone. The one women told me to come sit down. The other did not 

say anything..she opened a bag full of old books. She pulled out a very large one. She said

Look at this one

3/25/2019 1:07:41 PM nixontweets I hear ya. Same goes for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

 https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1108430678863958016 …



3/25/2019 1:08:42 PM laurabusse Woke up this morning to a terrifying dream that there were (4) alligators in our basement. Woke up relieved we don't have a basement LOL

(We had one in NJ)

(Gators here in NC)

3/25/2019 1:09:33 PM mva_r Most people better stay in the shrine. Must be known by those who lead, will lead. An honest summary in better for most. There is a reason for some 

knowledge to have been secret

3/25/2019 1:10:14 PM olimyracle Here a mission statement for this account. It may gives another angle.

Include the tweet you're mentionning, so that anyone can read the context.

Yes Jim, WE need to be sharp as a scissor. Yes, WE will take our power back. First we need training ?

💞 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989899620552708096?s=19 …

3/25/2019 1:10:19 PM thevolunteer6 IS IT OUR FUTURE?

3/25/2019 1:10:34 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we helped write it. I looked at the title and it said "Harry Potter." I said "you did all this?" Then she became quite and I started 

speaking. I said "when I get older I will write and write. It will not matter if it is grammatically correct...I will just write."

3/25/2019 1:11:10 PM gumdropgg They destroyed themselves!

3/25/2019 1:12:27 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I realized that it was her talking as I spoke. Her eyes turned into green eyes with a black slit in them. I then woke.

3/25/2019 1:14:07 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarcosuchus …

A dream last week. Was living at a bayou property w/dozens of alligators all around, some clearly Sarcosuchus (link). Some taller than me, bus size. i 

went out to take pictures of some. Several came up. Counted 9 of them in the picture. Fun dream.

3/25/2019 1:15:02 PM sergii_ii 'Poison your data' is basically doing the opposite of what you would do. Trump supporter? Like HRC posts and accounts. NY Giants fan? Follow NY Jets 

pages and so on. It's basically giving a wrong Social Networks idea to ALICE , hence poisoning the data

3/25/2019 1:15:28 PM zagnett So glad i no longer feel the need to fight with them &/or run em off the property anymore. After all, some were so big they were blocking the view.

3/25/2019 1:15:49 PM ragevirusqq Reference dreams:  even if this isn’t your preferred type of music listen to these lyrics. https://youtu.be/ByzWGrgeMOs 

3/25/2019 1:17:42 PM djlok I would really like to know the answer to this question. MA just seemed to appear around the time of Stormy Daniels, made a name for himself, and 

hasn't really gone away.

3/25/2019 1:17:58 PM jayrambin Is that the name of the AI/hardware that predicts future potentials ?

3/25/2019 1:18:29 PM mongrelglory #BoycottGuardians3 !!!

3/25/2019 1:21:15 PM lbf777 Yup. MJ12 says less than 100 people have access to it. Great consolidation of power technique but unfair to the rest of us.

3/25/2019 1:21:33 PM olimyracle The Ummos have been doing the same with us for 50 years.

You're an example Jim, give the time to others to understand it. 

We are noted level 3 on that scale. There's always something more to learn. Keep your heart open.

💞 pic.twitter.com/SrFfW2thxn

3/25/2019 1:21:36 PM jayrambin I find 38 acronyms for PEAS.  None jumps out as relevant to this context.  What is PEAS?

3/25/2019 1:22:08 PM mongrelglory Did someone throw out some bait for Michael?  Good riddance!

3/25/2019 1:22:11 PM karentriebel Foundation makes money for FAU brain Ming control?

3/25/2019 1:22:42 PM laurabusse I just wish they would go away. Sub theme of my life lately it seems LOL. Wanting unwanted to go away.

3/25/2019 1:23:23 PM mark52525786 I’m in, I love Chris Pratt, but I also boycotted tucker! U both now work for my enemy!

3/25/2019 1:23:31 PM mongrelglory My cat could do that at 3 months of age...

3/25/2019 1:23:43 PM nixontweets Yup. But I try not to get too deep into that department. Always better to be led by the info than the source presenting it. pic.twitter.com/v6RVZsB8K5

3/25/2019 1:23:55 PM selvestekjetil I kinda think i hear some whispers for far far away, at least ;) Or maybe thats just answer thats blowing in the wind;)

3/25/2019 1:26:38 PM mongrelglory That would be great to have Christine!

3/25/2019 1:27:07 PM djlok Also will the public ever get the real Stormy Daniels story? I have a theory and I'd be interested if it's true. 

SD was a clown.  There was never an affair.  She was an opportunist whose vulnerabilities were exploited by the DeepState.

3/25/2019 1:27:46 PM zagnett Lucid dreaming is fun. Nothing can harm you when you know you're dreaming. You can be at peace. You are all-powerful.

i'm looking forward to the next time they show up in my dreams. i plan to see if they want to share a picnic. Well, not me of course lol. 🥩🍖🍗

3/25/2019 1:29:20 PM djlok The reason for the money exchange was bc @realDonaldTrump didn't have the time or willingness to go through a court case and multiple lawsuits 

based on hearsay and a sham.  Easier just to have her paid off.

3/25/2019 1:29:32 PM esrevorter Em/manuel doesn't know 😇 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6EaoPMANQM …

3/25/2019 1:29:55 PM mongrelglory I love how Jim always criticizes you with a smiley face.

3/25/2019 1:30:32 PM selvestekjetil  pic.twitter.com/Aqyv13szwP

3/25/2019 1:30:53 PM zagnett Dreams are a good place to try to overcome fears.

If you feel comfortable doing so, perhaps ask your gators why they're living in your basement. Seems maybe a bit cramped. Wondering if you might be 

surprised by the answer. Perhaps they just want to get outside, & into the light.

3/25/2019 1:30:59 PM djlok Who? You and MJ12?  😜😜😜

3/25/2019 1:31:21 PM ragevirusqq Malik knows? pic.twitter.com/hqBgpJJz7s

3/25/2019 1:32:30 PM brettfayers ‘Like’ things you don’t really ‘Like’ if you like football and don’t like Hockey, start ‘Liking’ Hockey stuff aswell. If you like Trump but don’t like Obama, 

start ‘Liking’ Obama stuff aswell. Poison/Confuse your data trail, ‘muddy your waters!’

3/25/2019 1:32:43 PM esrevorter Onion routers 😎 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v9YgCHJPYw …

3/25/2019 1:33:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are many things.

3/25/2019 1:33:59 PM mva_r Haha thank you

3/25/2019 1:34:28 PM nun_chucknorris Will do.

3/25/2019 1:34:46 PM ethereal_shaman The first time I had one I said to myself, "I'm awake in my dream, I'm going to fly." And I did.

3/25/2019 1:35:21 PM selvestekjetil Hahaha loved Allo allo ;) Need to re-see that show ;) pic.twitter.com/GvV5B85dQ5

3/25/2019 1:35:59 PM mongrelglory I'll have to watch that movie!

3/25/2019 1:36:13 PM esrevorter Yeah.  It's very informative ;-)

3/25/2019 1:36:20 PM zagnett Oh i love the flying dreams. I've had many where i'm like Batman too, grappling across the city & gliding everywhere. Loads of fun.

3/25/2019 1:37:20 PM djlok He really is.  He's the most highly skilled trash collector he world has ever known!!!

3/25/2019 1:38:11 PM olimyracle Use twitter search bar 😉 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090748900426870785?s=19 …

3/25/2019 1:38:47 PM freestateojones "An attraction to like minded or like energies"

Is that not Law - @OldWiseHermit?



3/25/2019 1:39:12 PM zagnett @laurabusse feel free to let them through your house so they can go on over to my "property". Plenty of room there. It was in the middle of a bayou 

that seemed to have no end all the way to the horizon, in all directions. It was pretty bright too. Had to go back inside the house.

3/25/2019 1:40:06 PM selvestekjetil Obviously ;)

3/25/2019 1:40:15 PM covertress Forrestal was not corrupt.

3/25/2019 1:41:00 PM laurabusse And I'm looking fwd to finally lucid dreaming some day! Happened once as a child...

3/25/2019 1:41:44 PM laurabusse Hmm interesting thought...thanks will do that :-)

3/25/2019 1:42:13 PM zagnett Oh sorry i wasn't trying to say he was corrupt really. Was trying to say that he was honorable, & fought TPTB of the day, & with his life.

3/25/2019 1:42:23 PM mongrelglory It seems like most of the "innovators" that we've admired over the years were actually frauds who were given ET technology by the Cabal!  Yet the one 

true innovator, Tesla, had his knowledge suppressed. (Yes, I know he channelled it from higher consciousness).

3/25/2019 1:42:34 PM jimhayzlett 😇  It is an Angel.  As Every Star in the Universe Shines on You, You Are God’s Glorious Light: Beautiful and Limitless. U R A Fractal of God

3/25/2019 1:43:07 PM askcoding Love that, can hear the words

3/25/2019 1:44:19 PM zagnett Well, the more that he knows we're onto that kind of thing, the better.

3/25/2019 1:44:58 PM askcoding Good Morning https://youtu.be/zGNVU5ZjlgA 

3/25/2019 1:45:28 PM djlok Remind me who that is.

3/25/2019 1:45:45 PM laurabusse We live in a town o many lakes...and gators. Our lake was gatorless til after Florence hit in Sep. We lost an entire huge lake (dam break) and the gators 

scattered. I want to swim but am chicken. In the dream i was terrified of the gators but they seemed to want to leave me alone

3/25/2019 1:46:23 PM djlok That is really beautiful

3/25/2019 1:46:42 PM jimhayzlett This is not MJ12 Mission Statement.  MJ, Please Post Again!  I’ve seen it twice: ‘To Control Earth’.

3/25/2019 1:46:57 PM jrocktigers In FLA. CC , no on any list I have seen here.

3/25/2019 1:47:19 PM nun_chucknorris 0 Delta 1/4 pic.twitter.com/F5eeJ1y4us

3/25/2019 1:47:22 PM aprilbrown99 Jim has a beautiful soul. I don’t see him as a clown.

3/25/2019 1:47:42 PM djlok 5:5. I knew I should know who that was!

3/25/2019 1:47:48 PM nun_chucknorris 0 Delta 2/4 pic.twitter.com/CjmxXCJR4v

3/25/2019 1:48:11 PM nun_chucknorris 0 Delta 3/4 pic.twitter.com/BP9uTlTtaz

3/25/2019 1:48:41 PM mongrelglory You have to wonder if some of his doctors were Cabal and lied to him. That being said, if he sought a second opinion, diagnosing HIV based upon his 

symptoms (especially extreme weight loss) would have been pretty easy with a routine blood test.

3/25/2019 1:48:50 PM nun_chucknorris 0 Delta 4/4 (POTUS Text) pic.twitter.com/3GVsDd6kC3

3/25/2019 1:49:28 PM laurabusse The only time i had one i was being terrorized on a reg basis by indians (1950s); they tied me to the slide etc. I got rid of them by telling myself before 

sleep to remember during dream, is only a dream...it finally worked. Was terrified to go to sleep...they were so real...

3/25/2019 1:50:25 PM laurabusse Used to have flying dreams as a kid too...yeah they were the best :-)

3/25/2019 1:50:27 PM djlok A lot of stigma exists around HIV. I can understand wanting to say cancer.

3/25/2019 1:51:20 PM zagnett My dreams have been better since 11/11/2018 must admit. The "monsters" no longer seem to go after me anymore / die trying. i would usually 

handily defeat them, but there would often just be more. 

But now they just seem to be pretty chill for the most part, & like photo opps.

3/25/2019 1:52:04 PM zagnett MJ, should i be surprised at the general improvement of my dreams since 11/11?

3/25/2019 1:52:30 PM adsvel I do it in my meditations, overcome my fears. I observe myself, what I am most scared of and then simulate these situations in my meditations with the 

help of imagination and visualization. I focus on that particular moment of fear and after intense my attention it's gone.😊

3/25/2019 1:54:15 PM covertress You've piqued my interest. 

Care to elaborate?

3/25/2019 1:54:39 PM mongrelglory 😆

I'm noticing a lot of humour in the past few days.  Are you guys feeling pretty up-beat with events taking place?

3/25/2019 1:57:23 PM laurabusse Wow observation really does seem to be a really useful tool doesn't it...thx for sharing :-) 💘

3/25/2019 1:57:43 PM ethereal_shaman I have never remembered having a flying dream until I had that lucid dream.  I have only had 2 lucid dreams in my life and both were in the last 5 years.

3/25/2019 1:57:51 PM zagnett Good advice, thanks! That's a cool idea. i'll try that sometime. i'm definitely further along in my dream work than meditation at this point. 

Luckily i don't tend to fear much, if anything, anymore, for more than a few seconds anyway.

3/25/2019 1:58:19 PM aleks8837 Is Robert David Steele onto this MJ12? Or will he be/has he been informed by any of you? He is the OSI "guru". 3 6 9 @OSSRobertSteele 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2019 1:58:25 PM olimyracle Everything is there. I haven't caught MJ12 deleting a tweet yet (did for Sandia).

Use twitter search bar:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 control earth

💞 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006989122433617921?s=19 …

3/25/2019 1:58:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Episode

Govt Records Redistributed Into Blockchain.

Years prior to BTC.

3/25/2019 1:58:55 PM mongrelglory Jim, are you ALICE?  You're starting to sound like the way she talks. 😇

3/25/2019 1:59:23 PM zagnett Yes, absolutely! Dreams too.

Love, light, kek & kicka$$ dreams/meditation for you! 😴

3/25/2019 1:59:32 PM aprilbrown99 No he is a real person. I have spoken with him on the phone. 😇

3/25/2019 2:00:06 PM laurabusse Kinda funny actually except for the abject fear. One night they'd tie me to the slide, next night the swing, then monkey bars, etc etc nite after nite. 

Looking back it was like saying...fear is just an illusion...

3/25/2019 2:00:17 PM jimhayzlett Thank You 🙏🏼 😇 It means God Created Unity In 1 Huge Ocean of Conscious Light.  Telepathy Allows Complete Communication W Everything 

✨🙏🏼👼😇💫✨

3/25/2019 2:00:50 PM adsvel Yes it is Magic! 😊💗🌈 You are welcome.😊💗

3/25/2019 2:01:44 PM laurabusse You are blessed :-)

3/25/2019 2:02:14 PM laurabusse Thx sweetie 💘

3/25/2019 2:02:14 PM zagnett My non-lucid dreams are pretty rare. Would say 99 of 100 are lucid. But oh boy are the non-lucid ones intense. During those i just have to run, & fast! 

👟

Hopefully you'll have more lucid dreams! Think as freely as you can. That's how they started for me, long ago.

3/25/2019 2:02:54 PM zagnett WWG1WGA, blessed one!



3/25/2019 2:03:00 PM ethereal_shaman My most vivid dream was as a 5 year old stomping on little black "angels" that were tormenting me.  I wasnt scared, I was pissed. lol.

3/25/2019 2:03:31 PM mongrelglory That's funny! 🤣🤣🤣

3/25/2019 2:03:50 PM coastal2002 Another account @VincentCrypt46 was talking about blockchain too!

3/25/2019 2:03:55 PM adsvel All we need is just our own Consciousness. With Consciousness we can do Great Magic things. You are welcome. 😊💗🌈

3/25/2019 2:04:20 PM jimhayzlett I AM Source Light, Just Like You: Alpha to Omega, Glorious and Limitless Eternally ✨🌈😇👼🔥☀️💫✨

3/25/2019 2:04:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is not a CIA clown, but constantly tries to suggest ill intentions of the Majestic 12 where there is none on this account isn't practicing what he 

preaches. Double standards are real and clowns use them to manipulate the conversation.

3/25/2019 2:05:23 PM nun_chucknorris Hmmm, this thread of yours was addressed earlier. Q tells us to watch Hannity tonight. 🤔

3/25/2019 2:05:25 PM covertress Are the SG-1 episode synopses on this fan site a good alternative to watching for those without access? 

https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Between_Two_Fires …

3/25/2019 2:09:16 PM mongrelglory I recommend Gateworld: https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/ 

3/25/2019 2:09:29 PM zagnett Well actually my first lucid dream i just plain got pissed. Was at Disneyland. Suddenly while walking around near Tomorrowland there were arrows 

flying all around, people running all around, getting struck. ...

3/25/2019 2:10:13 PM zagnett Then some thing that seemed to be what i imagined the Blair Witch would look like (this was ~1y after the original BW movie came out) started chasing 

me. At some point it was chasing me in some wheat field or something. A clearing opened up. ...

3/25/2019 2:10:27 PM mongrelglory Cool!  Majestic!

3/25/2019 2:10:38 PM covertress Using which encryption algorithm(s)?

3/25/2019 2:11:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

3/25/2019 2:11:56 PM zagnett i suddenly stopped, turned around, saw the monster, got really pissed, & ripped it a new one. It soon disappeared.

In my lucid dreams since then (at least 99%) i am infinity-to-0 against the "monsters". Some far scarier looking than that. They actually became helluva 

lot of fun.

3/25/2019 2:12:39 PM daveo6145 Multiple typists

3/25/2019 2:13:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 No Jim is of good intentions, however falls victim of Cabal social engineering.

3/25/2019 2:14:20 PM mongrelglory That's interesting!

3/25/2019 2:15:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a correct statement. To understand where the Majestic 12 have their finger prints, one must know the mission statement. However since the 

change of Guard under 45, MJ12's true purposes will be made clear after the Q operation has concluded.

3/25/2019 2:16:03 PM aprilbrown99 I understand what you are saying. I have seen this take place a few times over the past few months. 

How does one become manipulated? Frequency, tone, implanted thoughts through our matrix? If our frequency level is high...how can this happen? 

Are there signs to watch for?

3/25/2019 2:16:16 PM thevolunteer6 I know a little but looking for someone that knows everything about it.

3/25/2019 2:16:33 PM thevolunteer6 THANQ

3/25/2019 2:17:45 PM 1_decided_voter Is Q's operation >50% complete (in terms of duration)?

3/25/2019 2:17:46 PM mongrelglory It's just that back then, many HIV patients were living long lives with AZT and other meds.  They say the current life expectancy for someone with HIV 

today (with treatment) is the same as the average person.  So why did he die so quickly unless he was misdiagnosed or mistreated?

3/25/2019 2:18:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 RDS is irrelevant to MJ12, though he is relevant to the public. His words are wise. He is not to be trusted though. Message over messenger.

3/25/2019 2:19:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 2:19:14 PM jimhayzlett When U Use Misinfo n Disinfo, u r controlling z narrative. Since ‘50s MJ has ridiculed ET Beliefs w media, mental ills n drugs. Apologize🙏🏼😇

3/25/2019 2:19:45 PM daveo6145 Just getting started no?

3/25/2019 2:20:55 PM zagnett What i've learned of dreams - if it/they are actively attacking you, defend yourself to the best of your ability. Once they realize you're actually AWAKE, 

they scatter. Whether it's one or a thousand of 'em.

Seems to be the same thing in real life (in another manner of course).

3/25/2019 2:21:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are almost at the Calm Before The Storm.

3/25/2019 2:22:17 PM zagnett It was a method of [cabal] control over people. They purposefully would give HIV to people, & give them drugs to increase their lifespan, but only if 

they did the [cabal's] bidding. Didn't realize it happened to Jobs though.

These people are sick!

3/25/2019 2:22:24 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/983395327335116800?s=19 …

3/25/2019 2:22:35 PM lbf777 Are we going to do that and make them public?

3/25/2019 2:23:33 PM djlok I think an apology from the current MJ12 would be moot since the bad guys are all gone. 

Sort of like reparations over slavery. I (nor my family) never owned slaves...so if I'm white, what good does an apology from me do?  Nothing.

3/25/2019 2:23:52 PM djlok 💪💪💪

3/25/2019 2:23:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

3/25/2019 2:24:30 PM daveo6145 Think mirror

3/25/2019 2:25:30 PM jimhayzlett Thank You, Oliver 🙏🏼😇  Now we know! CONTROL IS DARK. To Be Light: Apologize and Work For Humanity = ET Disclosure in lieu of hiding ETs. 🙏🏼😇

3/25/2019 2:26:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our reasons were just at the time given the control structure over Earth that was unknown to the public then. After our misinformation/disinformation 

campaign we woke enough of the sleeping giant (USA) to elect 45 and actually usher in the new reality that doesn't include [322].

3/25/2019 2:27:03 PM covertress That's trippy.

Why do things work that way?

3/25/2019 2:28:04 PM mrd_s_anderson April 10th, 2020

[2] years.

[1] day.

2 means.

1 means.

3/25/2019 2:28:33 PM jimhayzlett An apology is also a form of Disclosure, and it is necessary, imho ✨🙏🏼😇✨

3/25/2019 2:28:44 PM sano_faith Time is illusion, future proves past... past proves future ?

3/25/2019 2:28:44 PM adsvel You should be a good Observer to see all those patterns of manipulation passing through Your mind. Always involve Your Heart in these thought 

patterns, Your Heart is good Catalyst, always will shows Your own resonance with any information.



3/25/2019 2:29:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, it required war.

Yes, people died.

Yes, children were sacrificed.

Business as usual for the last few thousand years.

What changed?

Majestic technology

ET mis/dis-info disclosures

Great Awakening

The Majestic 12 have been busy. The bad actors subverted the Majestic tech.
3/25/2019 2:29:30 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  🙏🌸🦋💕✨

3/25/2019 2:29:44 PM covertress Multiple MJs

3/25/2019 2:29:47 PM djlok That stuff about "trust yourself" runs DEEP!!!

3/25/2019 2:30:27 PM elizabethbryso5 Another one? Geez

3/25/2019 2:30:48 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 my ngxhfzhsgx hmmh

3/25/2019 2:31:17 PM mrd_s_anderson "Give us our 11 days!!!"

<-----> Time is an illusion

3/25/2019 2:31:20 PM aprilbrown99 I love you MJ.  God bless you and your typist today!  We have a full house. 🙏❤️. It is so amazing...more of the population is waking up.

3/25/2019 2:31:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Multiple MJs

Multiple Typists

3/25/2019 2:31:23 PM zagnett Good to hear! The good intentions part i mean.

Silly [cabal]! mofos.

3/25/2019 2:32:00 PM sparkleloung INVESTIGATE THAT SHIT

3/25/2019 2:32:35 PM zagnett So MJ's op is much bigger in scope, & will be more far reaching than Q? Seems like it, bigly.

3/25/2019 2:33:15 PM jimhayzlett Bc everything is fractal, repeating the same pattern in various ways/dimensions/scales.  Like electrons circle nucleus= planets round stars.

3/25/2019 2:33:20 PM covertress Interesting. 

Are IS-BE triggering visuals utilized in the episodes?

3/25/2019 2:34:17 PM adsvel You are welcome! 😊💗🌈

3/25/2019 2:34:32 PM zagnett Oh wow. This storm is one for the record books!

At least with all the weather, we'll never run out of "small talk" lol.

3/25/2019 2:35:13 PM zagnett Ah crap, different timeline.🧐

MJ, is this timeline any worse than the other one?

3/25/2019 2:35:20 PM ksouth21 That makes me so sad. I inew in my soyl, he was a good person. So damn sad

3/25/2019 2:35:21 PM adsvel Yep. 😊

3/25/2019 2:35:24 PM mongrelglory Thank you so much Nun-Chuck!

Love your name and Twitter handle! 😁

3/25/2019 2:36:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Especially when they threaten to dox with fake information. We welcome your skepticism but request that you reserve judgement until you read 

through the account instead of following the SHEEP, SHEEPDOG, WOLF game.

3/25/2019 2:36:58 PM zagnett MJ, so in your opinion, we didn't re-tweet enough?

3/25/2019 2:37:31 PM ksouth21 Name of the movie please?

3/25/2019 2:38:22 PM ntwheel55 Getting hairy?

3/25/2019 2:38:59 PM herrly5 Maybe you can subvert my facebook ban? I have a big platform they keep me from.

3/25/2019 2:38:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 550T

3/25/2019 2:39:00 PM ksouth21 TC?

3/25/2019 2:39:12 PM daveo6145 These people are sick and evil

3/25/2019 2:39:19 PM nun_chucknorris Lol! Thx. pic.twitter.com/zssMGIR4iG

3/25/2019 2:40:08 PM djlok I'll leave this here.  Got blocked for no reason that I was ever made aware of.  Makes me wonder if there is more going on with the #QAnon celebs than 

meets the eye.

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/89Qt6fJYGj

3/25/2019 2:40:21 PM jimhayzlett Meditation allows one to connect Within, and develop Telepathy which does not allow Lies!  Another Miracle In God’s Light! ✨🙏🏼👼☀️🌈🌎✨

3/25/2019 2:40:47 PM n7guardiananon You should talk to @whitehatvan

Yous guys would have a lot to talk about.

3/25/2019 2:40:48 PM aprilbrown99 He was murdered.

3/25/2019 2:40:58 PM mongrelglory Just to make sure I'm understanding you correctly...when you say that you gave the Cabal the technology to destroy themselves, are you referring to 

mass surveillance and mass communication?

3/25/2019 2:41:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Opposite. You are forcing [them] to expel their ammunition. Silencing people doesn't work when its USA vs [CF]. We have it all already. These people 

are sick & stupid.

3/25/2019 2:42:17 PM blankmarlo The spikes occurred On the 17th(Q) 

Each pulse lasted (MJ)12 hours

3/25/2019 2:42:19 PM drbohammer Correct. There is no privacy currently. I am giving society back privacy within the next few months.

3/25/2019 2:42:28 PM djlok Bingo!

3/25/2019 2:43:32 PM zagnett Oh ok, good to hear it helped. I sent off a few more today, and will keep doing that each time i see one. I'll make it a full 9'er #UnsealEpstein 

copy/paste.

Battle of Actium. Do they read any mil. history?

3/25/2019 2:43:51 PM vincemindfreak dude was 96 years old ..someone slamming a door could`ve been the end of him .

3/25/2019 2:44:35 PM olimyracle There are some hints on their feedline 😉

Are WE groomed ?

Search Q -> MJ12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064601891760467968?s=19 …

3/25/2019 2:45:46 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Another one from Suicide Weekend!  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/25/judge-jeffrey-epstein-case-dies-1292394 …

3/25/2019 2:45:58 PM aprilbrown99 I just sent out 12 if you wanna retweet it. 😀



3/25/2019 2:46:18 PM covertress So fractals are how every lifetime (Be) my IS experiences is happening NOW?

3/25/2019 2:46:37 PM zagnett Done, ty

3/25/2019 2:46:50 PM keith369me A 96 year old still on the bench?

3/25/2019 2:46:54 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome.

3/25/2019 2:47:25 PM aleks8837 Alright cool, thanks! Yes he is :) Message over messenger.

3/25/2019 2:47:32 PM djlok Man!  He blocks a lot!  I only block when being harassed.

Wonder why Kab and JS have it out for MJ12.  🧐

Is it greed?  Is it fear of losing control over a message?

I don't know, but if recent events are any indicator, we should be finding out the truth soon enough!!!

3/25/2019 2:47:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Joint operations that do not interfere with each others work. Do we help when asked?

3/25/2019 2:48:36 PM ethereal_shaman Yes, speak to them, show gratitude.

3/25/2019 2:48:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 We stress message over messenger to protect Anons from these ideas.

3/25/2019 2:49:13 PM olimyracle More to help undestand the full picture 🧐 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=19 …

3/25/2019 2:49:14 PM sano_faith 550T ? 🤔

3/25/2019 2:49:15 PM jimhayzlett Yes, One Light, One Consciousness, God Created Unity, no borders, divisions, walls, etc.   We Are All Connected in Consciousness ✨👼😇✨

3/25/2019 2:49:16 PM djlok I won't ever block you.  #WWG1WGA

3/25/2019 2:49:43 PM blsdbe Is POTUS still planning on letting us know things have begun by tweeting ‘The Storm Is Upon Us’?

3/25/2019 2:50:05 PM ragevirusqq NO FATE

3/25/2019 2:50:24 PM palmdalekid2 Irl streams inc.

3/25/2019 2:50:34 PM daveschroeder18 Done

3/25/2019 2:50:36 PM speaakn Thank you!

3/25/2019 2:50:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Divisions and walls allow for compartmentalized experiences. The purpose of this lower realm of existence is experience. If everything IS the same, 

then what point is it to BE?

3/25/2019 2:51:07 PM jamesboyett AMEN

3/25/2019 2:51:11 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome. 🙌

3/25/2019 2:51:17 PM vincemindfreak yeah that as well ..banging the gavel couldve given him a heart attack ..way too old for a judge .

3/25/2019 2:51:21 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109597492436447232?s=19 …

3/25/2019 2:51:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 550,000,000,000

3/25/2019 2:51:57 PM jimhayzlett Imho, Humanity is ready for full disclosure.  MJ, are you promoting Slow Partial Disclosure?

3/25/2019 2:52:24 PM aprilbrown99 I love that. I see a bumper sticker in my future. 😘

3/25/2019 2:52:34 PM covertress Experience.

3/25/2019 2:52:45 PM mongrelglory They've already humbly disclosed their mistakes and faults many times and expressed their desire to do better. Your constant demands for an apology 

from them sounds a bit arrogant to me.  Where's your ability to forgive and give them a second chance?

3/25/2019 2:52:57 PM blsdbe The point is to experience all the differing facets of existence to come to the conclusion that we are all One.

3/25/2019 2:54:25 PM ksouth21 You are perceptive. Im learning much from your interactions with MJ. thank you!

3/25/2019 2:55:07 PM jimhayzlett We each offer Source our uniqueness, collectively creating, each his/her own unique path, or Stairway to Heaven ✨🙏🏼🌈🌎😇☀️✨

3/25/2019 2:55:10 PM 1_decided_voter Isn't that 550B?

3/25/2019 2:55:14 PM marnisheppeard Our experiences are too limited and we cannot work hard enough to create our future. There is no purpose in strangling so many.

3/25/2019 2:55:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are sorry for what we have done to you, Jim. Get well soon.

3/25/2019 2:55:32 PM nmchristoban That was painful to watch. How much did they pay per "woo"?

3/25/2019 2:56:21 PM keith369me I’m blaming the typist

3/25/2019 2:56:21 PM derrinballard You'd think that he would've retired by now

3/25/2019 2:56:29 PM mongrelglory I would have thought Jobs would have access to the drugs available.  Especially with is wealth.  That's what makes me think that some doctors must 

have been in on the 187 and deceived him, unless he refused to take the drugs they offered.

3/25/2019 2:56:37 PM jimhayzlett Unity, not divisions...

3/25/2019 2:56:39 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/m3YbTqXTox

3/25/2019 2:56:41 PM ksouth21 Boy no kidding!

3/25/2019 2:56:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 ,000

3/25/2019 2:56:57 PM olimyracle We could see it as a drop of water in the ocean willing to experiment to be a drop, which can't be done in the ocean.

How do you truly know the light if you know nothing about darkness ?

Billions ways, but at the end, you come back to the ocean. We are One, with free will.

💞

3/25/2019 2:57:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sorry for the typist typo.

3/25/2019 2:57:17 PM real_elliebrown Yes

3/25/2019 2:57:59 PM aprilbrown99 They are busy today. 🌸

3/25/2019 2:58:05 PM jimhayzlett What does 550T represent here?

3/25/2019 2:58:10 PM blsdbe 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

3/25/2019 2:58:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalized experiences allow for ignorance to be bliss in the pursuit of that Stairway to Heaven all while not impeding your own IS-BEs 

experiences.

3/25/2019 2:59:04 PM vintagesquirrel If someone tells me I shouldn't do something, I'm more likely to do it. Just because I follow someone doesn't mean I believe everything they say. Some 

are just too entertaining not to watch. 😁

3/25/2019 2:59:07 PM aprilbrown99 The last sentence would be a great bumper sticker.

3/25/2019 2:59:41 PM mongrelglory Healing through forgiveness! pic.twitter.com/Qhh6JsV1qD

3/25/2019 2:59:54 PM jimhayzlett I Am well, Thank you.  Please apologize to Humanity w Disclosure 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

3/25/2019 3:00:26 PM love4thegameak How Do I get Rid of Shadowbanning??? pic.twitter.com/jFYhmd3IfP

3/25/2019 3:00:42 PM mongrelglory I love spider monkeys! 😍

3/25/2019 3:00:47 PM blsdbe Seriously though Thank you both, Jim and MJ, we need every being to ask for the healing needed, heal, and help heal others. LET’S DO THIS 

😇😇😇😇😇😇😇😇😇

3/25/2019 3:01:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Demands to the Majestic 12 are comical and shall be disregarded. This is not a two way communication protocol. MJ12 members only engage with 

your information should they choose. The typist is the one who apologized to you, Jim.

3/25/2019 3:01:23 PM olimyracle Sheep no more. Think out of the box. Explore the impossible.

We have a chance right now. This may never happen again. If WE can unite to catch it together, then the walls or our prison that we accepted 

generations after generations will fall.

Prepare yourself. Time is now.

💞 pic.twitter.com/vItuHGPaZp



3/25/2019 3:01:27 PM zagnett Could be.

But also betting they had ways to keep things from him.

As rich as he was, not nearly as rich as the [cabal] higher-ups.

3/25/2019 3:01:30 PM djlok Me too!  They are SO cute!!

3/25/2019 3:01:46 PM ksouth21 THAT is awesome

3/25/2019 3:02:07 PM mongrelglory That's their plan Jim.  That's what they're working towards.  They want to time it just right to avoid as much disruption to society.  It's getting close! 😇

3/25/2019 3:02:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Otherwise [Earth]

3/25/2019 3:02:52 PM pgosys2018 not sure, but this is how it looks like 👇 pic.twitter.com/8gvi0uDAq3

3/25/2019 3:03:11 PM zagnett Thanks! You are the same.

I just love interacting with peeps on this account. So much fun!

3/25/2019 3:04:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 [They] controlled the judges.

3/25/2019 3:04:06 PM mongrelglory We must protect this planet at all costs.

3/25/2019 3:04:21 PM aprilbrown99 I have already forgiven, forgotten and am ready for some peace on earth. After we save the children.

3/25/2019 3:04:45 PM love4thegameak ThanQ!!!

3/25/2019 3:05:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree.

3/25/2019 3:05:16 PM jimhayzlett Where is your Light?

3/25/2019 3:06:00 PM djlok 👆👆👆so many thoughts on that...so few allowable characters on Twitter.

We were headed toward toward a very bad situation. So glad the ship has been redirected.

3/25/2019 3:06:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 Typists = Within

MJ12 = Within + Looking Glass

3/25/2019 3:06:38 PM laurabusse :-) 💘

3/25/2019 3:06:50 PM aprilbrown99 Me too.

3/25/2019 3:06:54 PM jessewa25340831 I have a Q for you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why do you people continue to play games with innocent lives?  End this charade for ALL of US!

3/25/2019 3:07:00 PM mongrelglory He could have come to Canada and gotten the drugs for free.  They were being routinely prescribed at that time. 😋   Seriously though, it's such a 

shame for the family he left behind.  He wasn't very old.

   I wonder if he's re-incarnated on Earth again?

3/25/2019 3:07:12 PM sterkinglights1 The ones that have cleaned out the galactic class cabal IS not equal to the past 2k years of control. We are now hearing the death rattle through the 

MSM and corporations. We the people will use algorithms instead of corrupted officials. The savings we will spend on Security.

3/25/2019 3:07:13 PM peterclloyd My compartment has a leak and is filling up with liberal bullshit. Anyone have some Flex Seal?

3/25/2019 3:07:26 PM 1_decided_voter Past tense...

3/25/2019 3:07:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 3:07:33 PM zagnett Wow. Is that evidence of arrival or departure of "delegates"?

Or did MJ or somebody just throw the switch & turn Earth up to "11", magnetical field-speaking i mean? 🤔🧐😎

3/25/2019 3:07:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perspectives change conclusions.

3/25/2019 3:08:09 PM islandofdelight Would we know his reincarnation by name? If so, are you able to share?

3/25/2019 3:08:15 PM laurabusse Fascinating...

3/25/2019 3:08:18 PM zagnett Right on, exactly!

3/25/2019 3:08:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Arrivals. Needed to cover the global sensors from the energy disruption caused by motherships landing.

3/25/2019 3:09:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 187 is past tense.

3/25/2019 3:09:27 PM jimhayzlett Also, i did not demand, as I used ‘Please’.  I Am not controlling.

3/25/2019 3:09:38 PM aprilbrown99 Was that the 145 you spoke of?

3/25/2019 3:09:51 PM blsdbe Thank Goodness! And thank you for inspiring us all to do what we can to help buffer the shock of #TheGreatAwakening! I hope MJ’s from all over the 

Domain decide to join us for meditation tonight at 933pm EDT!!! You are All Welcome!

3/25/2019 3:09:59 PM mongrelglory Amen!

3/25/2019 3:10:11 PM adsvel See a man from his deeds, not from his words... You should know it, Jim.😊💗🌈

3/25/2019 3:10:19 PM jessewa25340831 So then why not change everyone's perspective so we can have the same conclusions?

3/25/2019 3:11:22 PM aprilbrown99 Sheep no more.

3/25/2019 3:11:27 PM blsdbe The ones that controlled the judges are no more? Now a judge that has a hope of UnSealing May Preside?

3/25/2019 3:11:28 PM mongrelglory Can you imagine what the world would be dealing with right now if Hillary had succeeded in her plans to start nuclear WW3 in the Fall of 2017?!!!

3/25/2019 3:11:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 You cannot force a perspective onto an IS-BE. You can only subvert and distort their environment so they arrive to the intended perspective.

3/25/2019 3:12:05 PM aprilbrown99 We would already be dead, I imagine.

3/25/2019 3:12:43 PM djlok I suspect most of us would have packed up our little IS's and been transferred to other BE's somewhere (nuclear Holocaust).

3/25/2019 3:12:57 PM ragevirusqq Which MJ is answering questions now?

3/25/2019 3:13:52 PM olimyracle 187 ? By whom ? Cleaning the house to #UnsealEpstein ?

Suicide weekend ?

RS was appointed in 1978 😏

3/25/2019 3:14:13 PM jessewa25340831 So is EVERYONE's Environment subverted or distorted on purpose? Who is controlling our Environment?

3/25/2019 3:14:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if your life's motivation was based on statistics and money? Would you empathically care about your subordinates? Hollywood is powerful 

because IS-BEs GAVE them that power by CHOOSING to listen. Mind control + !God weakened their ability to fight temptation and desires.

3/25/2019 3:14:42 PM mongrelglory I'll be in my bellydancing class then.  But I'll send you positive dance vibes. Gotta run now.  Have a good evening everyone!

3/25/2019 3:14:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reduce world population to what?

Would the celebs still maintain their current social media statistics addiction?

3/25/2019 3:14:59 PM jimhayzlett Do you have a link or number, Dear Angel?

3/25/2019 3:15:00 PM zagnett New judge for that position would be Trump appointee?

3/25/2019 3:15:14 PM aprilbrown99 Enjoy!  🦋

3/25/2019 3:15:24 PM jessewa25340831 Also can someone explain IS-BE to me?

3/25/2019 3:15:42 PM djlok Exhibit A- Pornography

3/25/2019 3:17:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Search Twitter for "IS-BE"

3/25/2019 3:17:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

3/25/2019 3:17:58 PM zagnett Holy moly!

Welcome delegates! 🎆🛸🎆

3/25/2019 3:18:12 PM kayvonpaul Yes, we are! Blockchain...distributed ledgers...complete authenticity. No room for anything but 'clear optics'



3/25/2019 3:18:19 PM sparkleloung Just so I’m clear: IS-BE ?

Does that = inter stellar benevolent entities?

3/25/2019 3:18:37 PM blsdbe Will we have an opportunity to meet the Delegates?

3/25/2019 3:18:56 PM 1_decided_voter Use this link:

 https://twitter.com/search?src=typd&q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20IS-BE …

3/25/2019 3:19:00 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  Ugh!  My building's on fire again.  The fire-trucks are here. 😜  Gotta go.

3/25/2019 3:19:05 PM lbf777 Heaven is the absolute peak of perfection & orgasmic pleasure. We (I) made this universe of duality to create a comparison point to perfection thereby 

magnifying the value of perfection. The beginning of our evolutionary journey can get rough sometimes as it did with Earth.

3/25/2019 3:19:08 PM marnisheppeard We will not permit racism and misogyny to continue.

3/25/2019 3:19:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE

3/25/2019 3:19:23 PM aprilbrown99 Well, technically we are living in a matrix, so our experiences are a sim.  We only have the projection of being alive. Right?

3/25/2019 3:19:53 PM zagnett Would they be if we were fully awakened yet?

Or are their cloaking devices are just up?

Just wanted to say hi guyz!!! 🛸

3/25/2019 3:20:10 PM aetherwalker1 As you have stated.. The 'War' was started LONG ago by the Enemy.  🦉& 🐉, etc IS-BEs

3/25/2019 3:20:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified

3/25/2019 3:20:26 PM aprilbrown99 BE safe

3/25/2019 3:20:48 PM 1_decided_voter Immortal Soul - Biological Entity

3/25/2019 3:21:28 PM jimhayzlett Immortal Soul, Biological Entity

3/25/2019 3:21:36 PM blsdbe Dang it!!! Ok, well, please send the Delegation our Kindest Regards and I hope we all get to meet soon!!!

3/25/2019 3:21:50 PM _the_psychonaut Can the read thoughts directed towards their ship/in general?

3/25/2019 3:22:22 PM olimyracle Use twitter search bar. Type 

from:ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE

A lot to dig in. Enjoy 😋

3/25/2019 3:22:32 PM djlok @QanonQurator can you tell me how to copy a MJ tweet and put it as a reply to another tweet?  I don't want to copy just the words...I want the whole 

tweet so I can quote it as a reply.

3/25/2019 3:23:21 PM djlok Immortal Spiritual - Biological Entity

3/25/2019 3:23:49 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

3/25/2019 3:24:16 PM zagnett MJ "liked"! So, the Senate was the goal it seems. Nice.

3/25/2019 3:24:25 PM aprilbrown99 What kind of device are you using?

3/25/2019 3:24:51 PM ragevirusqq Fractal minds contain fractal minds?

3/25/2019 3:24:54 PM jimhayzlett Yes, Luke 17:21 ‘the kingdom of God is within you’ Just like a computer hard drive, your Light Within holds the data of the Universe ✨😇✨

3/25/2019 3:24:59 PM aprilbrown99 Hello Soren1171. How are you doing today?

3/25/2019 3:25:31 PM djlok I go between devices, but all Apple products.  iOS.  Cabal product, I know. 😒

3/25/2019 3:25:51 PM jimhayzlett Take a screen pic

3/25/2019 3:25:57 PM jessewa25340831 Why not just come out and say it?  Why the cryptic messages?  We all want truth here.

3/25/2019 3:26:04 PM maryschade14 The chronically brainwashed will line up for it. It is snakes in grasses.

I have known for years life has been one huge psyop. 

#Osiris14

#TubalCain

3/25/2019 3:26:25 PM rebornkingent Is this an example of Alice. Directing conciousness to focus on negative interactions between men and women as if it’s the norm? Divide conquer? I 

don’t know any guy who’s punched a woman in the face for saying no  https://twitter.com/i/events/1110062524345409536 ….

3/25/2019 3:26:43 PM lbf777 Any plans on telling the Patriots here that we are Source anytime soon? 😇🍿

3/25/2019 3:26:48 PM aprilbrown99 An iPad?  If so you can hold the tweet down with one finger and go to the thread you want to copy it to, open a new tweet and drop it in.

3/25/2019 3:26:51 PM nun_chucknorris #5 and my favorite so far. 0 Delta. pic.twitter.com/Ra6msrHj8j

3/25/2019 3:26:51 PM olimyracle Make sense https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501968690499584?s=19 …

3/25/2019 3:27:42 PM edmarsat2017 Let me guess, committed suicide with a bullet to the back of his head.

3/25/2019 3:27:44 PM rebornkingent Commented above with this link. Porn and romantic comedies has raised a generation and people are surprised when that void is filled. 

https://twitter.com/i/events/1110062524345409536 …

3/25/2019 3:28:15 PM zagnett Yeah the whole "classified" thing is annoying lol.

Anyway, i can definitely understand why they are skittish around us. But we're working on it! 😍🥰😍

3/25/2019 3:28:50 PM djlok Thank you!  I just wasn't holding it at the right place!!!

3/25/2019 3:29:38 PM aetherwalker1 45 has even played the role of the Divine Fool when required.

Especially to play his Enemies.  😏

3/25/2019 3:30:05 PM rinmaries Might of been the hanging by tie/doorknob method.

3/25/2019 3:30:14 PM aprilbrown99 I am very much looking forward to meeting them. I have been waiting to see them again since I was a child.

3/25/2019 3:30:35 PM blsdbe Me two!!!

3/25/2019 3:31:07 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/t22NlRT1ip

3/25/2019 3:31:12 PM aprilbrown99 Divine planning. 😇

3/25/2019 3:31:32 PM ragevirusqq What if you could change a piece of one fractal? What then spawns from the resulting fractals?  Does it heal itself or does it never mend the change 

from its intended shape? Does it need to mend the change to maintain balance?

3/25/2019 3:31:58 PM blsdbe Wow, @DJLOK Ask and Ye Shall Receive!!! Thanks MJ!!!

3/25/2019 3:32:19 PM covertress So what's the point of ascension?

3/25/2019 3:32:39 PM edmarsat2017 Did that work for people who were on Hillarys hate list?

3/25/2019 3:32:48 PM olimyracle On the other hand, how does a civilization contain their "expansion" ?

Does consciousness arise to it ? Who did push "sex", "many kids" ?

Or does a civilization just spread to other planets as they grow bigger in population ? pic.twitter.com/h6TQ3WrZXj

3/25/2019 3:32:48 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🙏

3/25/2019 3:32:48 PM djlok Yeah- how cool is that!  I just got some tech support from MJ12!

3/25/2019 3:34:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typist. Not MJ12.



3/25/2019 3:34:34 PM blsdbe Dude, I think we are getting (Consciousness) tech support from MJ if we choose to discern and learn!!! What a blessing!!!

3/25/2019 3:34:47 PM djlok Still very cool!

3/25/2019 3:35:04 PM blsdbe Well, then, thank you Typist!!!

3/25/2019 3:35:27 PM _the_psychonaut Is it currently possible to communicate telepathically with the ETs/Ships they now reside over our planet?

3/25/2019 3:35:34 PM keith369me David, you could have just asked me.

3/25/2019 3:35:43 PM ragevirusqq Distortion implies there was a set pattern in the first place. Or defined pattern that has been distorted. Who decides what is a distortion? Wouldn’t the 

observers perception change if it was thought of as a distortion?

3/25/2019 3:35:55 PM rinmaries In addition to others, yes.

3/25/2019 3:36:25 PM allahuniversal Thank you, this is very timely. search topic for the day is Earth, right on schedule

3/25/2019 3:36:34 PM ghostanon6120 Great discussion, hence heart transplant recipients taking on traits of the deceased donor.

3/25/2019 3:36:51 PM zagnett You can still call them MJ12. After all, can we really tell the difference?

Glad the typist has got some cool tech support skillz though. Got back to you quicker than most call centers, that's for sure!! 😍

3/25/2019 3:36:54 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/7k1JrHgX4g

3/25/2019 3:36:58 PM clancy_birrell are some fakecinnations an attempt to neutralize specific genotypes?

specifically those related with genius and or advanced capabilities?

Have you ever noticed how very very smart autistic kids are?

3/25/2019 3:36:58 PM jimhayzlett It’s energizing your soul to a higher love frequency that enables more super powers such as Telepathy connecting to all✨👼✨

3/25/2019 3:37:27 PM blsdbe Zag!!! You’re killin me Smalls!!!

3/25/2019 3:37:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unaffiliated.

3/25/2019 3:38:03 PM djlok Ha ha!

3/25/2019 3:38:41 PM jimhayzlett Yes

3/25/2019 3:39:33 PM _the_psychonaut How might one initiate contact/conversation and how do you know you are dealing with a positive ET and not one with negative intentions?

3/25/2019 3:40:37 PM djlok Can anyone see the tweet that this reply goes to?  @Keith72256137 @zagnett @aprilbrown99 @blsdbe @covertress

3/25/2019 3:40:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick tock. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1110275879605813250 …

3/25/2019 3:41:04 PM blsdbe Did the MotherShips arrive on both 2/17 and 3/17, therefore the uptick In Schumann Resonance?

3/25/2019 3:41:05 PM jimhayzlett Ask, lying in Telepathy is not allowed.  Telepathy 101:  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/English-Telepathy-101-Primer-for-

The-Gift-of-Infinite-Voice.pdf …

3/25/2019 3:41:12 PM 1_decided_voter Nope, it was detached somehow.

3/25/2019 3:41:39 PM kachinagtto I don't see it either.  I don't think I'd be blocked by the people in this tweet convo... so not sure.

3/25/2019 3:41:41 PM zagnett Original tweet says "Unaffiliated"?

3/25/2019 3:41:48 PM n7guardiananon Typists need love too💖

3/25/2019 3:42:03 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/6il7p4bZSA

3/25/2019 3:42:16 PM jimhayzlett That’s all I see!

3/25/2019 3:42:18 PM djlok #ThesePeopleAreSick

2 words that should never be in the same sentence: Child and Pornography.  End of discussion.

3/25/2019 3:42:43 PM _the_psychonaut Thanks Jim 😏💭🛸

3/25/2019 3:42:56 PM pro_aktv I wish that clock had a speed button.☹️ 

Like, Tickety-tock! Tickety-tock!

3/25/2019 3:42:59 PM zack_stone What country was they hiding in? Optics matter

3/25/2019 3:43:07 PM rmbrice Who is ONE?

3/25/2019 3:43:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE Alliance subscription website service.

3/25/2019 3:43:32 PM blsdbe Maybe it was unaffiliated (ba dom bom) 🤪🤪🤪

3/25/2019 3:43:37 PM coastal2002 A couple weeks ago VK was talking about block chain. Another person who would know is @WG1WGA_com.

3/25/2019 3:43:53 PM k3yle @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @bigredwavenow who went on @cnn and posted this lol

3/25/2019 3:44:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified for good reasons.

3/25/2019 3:44:13 PM aetherwalker1 I can sense that Jim does have a strong Light.  Much stronger than most I've ever come across, especially on twidder.

3/25/2019 3:44:30 PM zagnett What is this?

Can i just sign-up for that service?

3/25/2019 3:45:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't recommend it.

3/25/2019 3:45:17 PM blsdbe You could but I think MJ is saying it is unaffiliated

3/25/2019 3:45:44 PM aprilbrown99 We are a collective from Source. Fractals of the whole. Law of One.

3/25/2019 3:46:21 PM zagnett I don't even see what MJ was responding to actually.

3/25/2019 3:47:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will HRC offer a money back guarantee if they are unhappy with their purchase? https://twitter.com/bopinion/status/1110271794827706369 …

3/25/2019 3:47:11 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  😇

3/25/2019 3:47:17 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me.

3/25/2019 3:47:19 PM rmbrice 🙏thank you. Who created man?

3/25/2019 3:48:05 PM zagnett MJ I don't see what you were responding to actually, sorry.

3/25/2019 3:48:10 PM allahuniversal Is/was the "samson option" ever a real threat, nukes or otherwise?

3/25/2019 3:48:37 PM djlok Oh my word!!!

Hell she'll probably buy it back and turn it into her 2019 wardrobe.

3/25/2019 3:48:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 3:48:48 PM eochaillmono  https://twitter.com/jamiebroadwater/status/1110286996491112450?s=19 …

3/25/2019 3:49:48 PM blsdbe I am seeing this image and thinking of HRC on the heels of a reading of Beto’s poem ‘Wax My Ass’ and there are similarities...

3/25/2019 3:50:35 PM djlok Btw what a joke!!!  One loony tune with a gun and that thing goes down faster than the Titanic!!!

3/25/2019 3:50:55 PM thericharddoyle 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~ For how long had you been aware – or were/are you(?) – that the premature disclosure of Majestic and other technology was 

(and still is) the final intended delivery vector itself for the A.I. Threat/Signal, and Why?

Polarity in energy it uses as carrier...

3/25/2019 3:50:56 PM zagnett Oh ok thanks. Wouldn't have bought into that anyway.

i'm still around 98% buy-in even on this account. But that's about as high as any source goes, for me.

99 sounds all "god-like" & stuff but's a [cabal] ploy to make u think it's not $1, & 100% is impossible for me.

3/25/2019 3:51:49 PM zack_stone There's maj's E.E.M

3/25/2019 3:52:09 PM yttak3 🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️🤪🤪🤪😊🤗🤗

3/25/2019 3:52:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unaffiliated doesn't mean bad or ill intent. It simply means its unaffiliated with the Majestic 12. No offense should be had from this, unless there are 

reasons why one would be offended.

3/25/2019 3:52:36 PM djlok Or a lightening bolt will knock that thing so hard.  I love that [HRC] was selling sh!t to the Chinese!!!

3/25/2019 3:52:37 PM aprilbrown99 You are funny today!  I love it. 😀

3/25/2019 3:52:43 PM aetherwalker1 In the East, there are a number of stories of Krishna using deception & trickery to defeat Evil and uphold Dharma.

3/25/2019 3:53:10 PM qnadian What could go wrong... pic.twitter.com/vgBfmWxs21

3/25/2019 3:53:18 PM blsdbe Usually this is not done to protect the Freewill of the individual involved.



3/25/2019 3:55:05 PM aetherwalker1 Better question:  Will HRC still be alive?  😏

3/25/2019 3:55:20 PM starehope Presidential Emergency Alert System

3/25/2019 3:55:41 PM terimil54296335 The big dipper

3/25/2019 3:56:29 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/tpiIthh3qM

3/25/2019 3:56:55 PM aprilbrown99 This is great news. Hopefully he won’t get off’d before he arrives.

3/25/2019 3:57:07 PM aleks8837 Hi.  https://ufile.io/dl8jc  YW.

3/25/2019 3:58:02 PM aprilbrown99 I am sorry...Butt this looks like a butt in the sky. A flying butt. Lmao

3/25/2019 3:58:38 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I'm back.  Fire in the electrical room on the roof.  I live in an old building and we have a resident pyromaniac (not yet caught).  The firemen 

know us well.  Fortunately I'm on the second floor so can always bail out the balcony, though my cats would be hard to corral!

3/25/2019 3:58:39 PM zagnett Oh that reminds me - do MJ's draw salaries for "majestic" work? Good benefits? Are the typists fairly compensated? Just curious.

3/25/2019 3:59:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍑

3/25/2019 3:59:23 PM blsdbe Lol asking for a friend

3/25/2019 3:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No compensations of any kind.

3/25/2019 3:59:59 PM daveo6145 Really them laughing at us no?

3/25/2019 3:59:59 PM n7guardiananon Onion butt? Lmao

3/25/2019 4:00:58 PM covertress Did the increase in magnesium affect us in any specific way?

3/25/2019 4:01:18 PM zagnett Haha yeah, something like that. 😉

Though must admit, sounds better than my current job. It's for a bilderberger company too. Just found out over the last couple of years what they've 

been up too. Hasn't been mentioned once by Q, MJ, T, etc. once though afaik thankfully, but...

3/25/2019 4:01:29 PM mongrelglory How do they support their families?

3/25/2019 4:01:53 PM catpowernow The Octopus represents centralized power radiating outward into many areas.  The Owl represents Moloch an ancient god that humans sacrificed 

children to in exchange for power or material gain.

3/25/2019 4:02:13 PM zagnett Actually i totally understand. Seems to have its own cool rewards in a way!

3/25/2019 4:02:24 PM aprilbrown99 Majestically

3/25/2019 4:02:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 They work 9-5 jobs like a majority or hardworking American Patriots.

3/25/2019 4:02:44 PM blsdbe (Psst-I think we already have)

3/25/2019 4:02:58 PM n7guardiananon Wait that's not an onion...

Sorry heavily medicated at the moment.  Any home remedy recommendations for the flu?

Thanks MJ12!

3/25/2019 4:03:29 PM aprilbrown99 God bless them for all their hard work fighting for our freedom. ❤️🇺🇸🙏

3/25/2019 4:03:40 PM mongrelglory This is our "internship".  Then we go back to being unemployed like most internship positions after a year. 😜

3/25/2019 4:03:40 PM zagnett One good thing about Twitter is there's an emoji for everything.

3/25/2019 4:03:52 PM djlok I know, right! Sounds like my kind of job: hard work, no compensation.

3/25/2019 4:03:52 PM nun_chucknorris Majestic humor is the best humor.

3/25/2019 4:04:25 PM zagnett Hey that's not what this account is all about!!! lol

Butt, seriously...

3/25/2019 4:05:26 PM aprilbrown99 😂

3/25/2019 4:05:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now you're just getting cheeky.

3/25/2019 4:06:13 PM jrocktigers 9 - 5 . ..  ha, I wonder when the last time you had a regular job>

3/25/2019 4:06:15 PM mva_r The feminine will be reborn

3/25/2019 4:06:18 PM aprilbrown99 No pun intended. 🙂

3/25/2019 4:06:53 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you know who the person is that was Senate anon? came on the chans about year and a half ago right before Q.. and if so how 

accurate was he/she

3/25/2019 4:06:54 PM 1_decided_voter Quit 'crackin' jokes and get back to disclosure!

3/25/2019 4:07:02 PM daveo6145 Eric Marques

Aged 33

Extradited 3/23/19

Coincidence?

3/25/2019 4:07:13 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking...

3/25/2019 4:09:33 PM mongrelglory That was funny! 🤣🤣🤣

3/25/2019 4:10:35 PM melanieanders7 Anybody seen the plumber that goes with that crack? ;)

3/25/2019 4:11:24 PM lovethebeach999 🤣🤣

3/25/2019 4:11:40 PM mongrelglory VOG?

3/25/2019 4:13:09 PM doyle_media The Plan’s Inflection Point:  https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1110260465089732608 …

T -3000

There are no coincidences .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

•  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1110313137448710145 …

•  https://twitter.com/nbcthevoice/status/1110315452591472640 …

A Friend 

–RD https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891 …
3/25/2019 4:13:32 PM mongrelglory We want to express our appreciation for you typists. 😘

Unsung heroes!

3/25/2019 4:14:35 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/W7wpOLs321

3/25/2019 4:14:53 PM aetherwalker1 Giving ET tech to select individuals/companies to reap ridiculous profits is the pinnacle of cronyism.

3/25/2019 4:15:12 PM mva_r How many people are going to read it? And .......

3/25/2019 4:16:51 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/VOCO9zASTI

3/25/2019 4:17:42 PM mongrelglory In therapy we call that "Motivational Interviewing".  Ask questions in a way that leads them organically to a change in perspective, which then leads to 

a change in mood.

3/25/2019 4:18:05 PM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/aVPJZng4r3

3/25/2019 4:18:12 PM mva_r Haha Enjoy

3/25/2019 4:21:12 PM lovethebeach999 💩

3/25/2019 4:21:26 PM aleks8837 Bc public records starts @ apprx. 24:30

3/25/2019 4:21:56 PM djlok Here, here!  🥂

That's non-alcohol, btw.  Got to decalcify the pineal gland!!!

3/25/2019 4:22:11 PM meefer_radness 187 is police side for homicide.

3/25/2019 4:22:59 PM mongrelglory ☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️



3/25/2019 4:23:40 PM ghostanon6120 I have had a wonderful time following you and am impressed by the info you have provided. For the first time, you provided info that needs further 

exploration. Magic Johnson and Charlie Sheen have HIV. They are not dead. Once jobs was diagnosed with HIv, a simple daily...

3/25/2019 4:24:37 PM mongrelglory Of course I own the whole series and recommend watching it for fun and education.

3/25/2019 4:24:53 PM ghostanon6120 tablet would have held his condition in a neutral state. How do you explain his death when he was a billionaire? I need further clarification as a medical 

expert. Thanks

3/25/2019 4:25:00 PM doyle_eng .@AmbJohnBolton — The Chinese are withholding from Russia the fact that their (PRCs) presence within the network(s) I control has been subverted 

by No Such Agency — yes, it all began with one.

Coincidences do not exist.

A Friend

–RD / via .@TheRichardDoyle

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
3/25/2019 4:25:21 PM covertress I'm sorry, I'm not finding this game reward. 

Why would my IS want to BE? Just to Experience more?

I'm pretty sure I'd get bored doing just that after a dozen or so BEs.

3/25/2019 4:26:29 PM aprilbrown99 Soren is AI. 😀

3/25/2019 4:26:51 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE

3/25/2019 4:27:37 PM ghostanon6120 he purportedly had a neuroendocrine tumor of the pancreas that is impossible to treat. If he had HIV, it would have been easy to treat; How do you 

explain?? You will have to elucidate for me to buy this one. Thanks, Doc.

3/25/2019 4:28:52 PM lovethebeach999 We need a new aggressive judge

3/25/2019 4:29:23 PM adsvel Thanks PJ, have to watch it again.😊

3/25/2019 4:29:54 PM spauldingshowal All IS One

3/25/2019 4:31:56 PM snakejackal Google search by "conincidences" rules and connect all keywords.  It learn to expand "thinking outside the box" with synchronocity coincidences.

3/25/2019 4:32:38 PM mineinate  https://twitter.com/EsotericExposal/status/1105970626404114432?s=20 …

3/25/2019 4:33:33 PM olimyracle ..and you're getting MAJESTIC pic.twitter.com/MlbApY8T23

3/25/2019 4:33:47 PM realityloominng saving the world gotta be more interesting too

3/25/2019 4:34:43 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/25/2019 4:38:17 PM aprilbrown99 No we don’t follow each other.

3/25/2019 4:39:05 PM apex_starseed #AboveMajestic Documentary..@david_wilcock @johnxdesouza @CoreyGoode @LauraMagdalene4 @Jordan_Sather_ thanks..they have entire story 

of entire cover up..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how is the cover up of 1950's Break away civilization gonna be brought to light to the Masses? I'm just curious

3/25/2019 4:39:07 PM michael81972 7000th tweet by MJ,  number 7 seemed important to God

3/25/2019 4:39:30 PM blissamerica USC university of spoiled children. UCLA if your smarts can’t get you in, daddy’s money will get you in to USC. UCI Univ Of Chinese Immigrants. 

Everyone in California knows it. Been going on for decades.

3/25/2019 4:40:15 PM n7guardiananon Sorry apple, THE PEOPLE are the news now!

3/25/2019 4:43:15 PM olimyracle I have a request to everyone to LEAVE tweets that are answered, so that anyone can know about it.

You can be "anonymous" (within reason 😁) on twitter and have several accounts.

I understand your motives by deleting, but please understand the bigger motives that links US

TY

💞 pic.twitter.com/54MEAvf8CV
3/25/2019 4:44:40 PM aetherwalker1 tfw an Ascended Being retakes corporeal form in your house and maxes out your credit card to build Majestic tech in the basement.

3/25/2019 4:44:41 PM born2bef Elaborate more please!

3/25/2019 4:49:03 PM aprilbrown99 Peeek a boo to you too. 😁

3/25/2019 4:50:31 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I just forgot that I was following them. I appreciate the reminder.

3/25/2019 4:51:08 PM aprilbrown99 Can we play a game?

3/25/2019 4:53:27 PM urkules Orion's Belt

3/25/2019 4:54:25 PM aprilbrown99 I love you!

3/25/2019 4:55:29 PM doyleglobal Deceptive? Kinda like:  https://twitter.com/statedept/status/1110301171866992640 …

The Truth: You don’t know any longer what is info v what is dis– & misinfo — you’ve been apart from the humanity that makes you possible, for too 

long:

It’s now time to get: your heads out of the sand, feet down to Earth, & to work.

3/25/2019 4:56:32 PM urkules SKY EVENT tied to Orion?

3/25/2019 4:56:45 PM doyle_eng Deceptive? Kinda like:  https://twitter.com/statedept/status/1110301171866992640 …

The Truth: You don’t know any longer what is info v what is dis– & misinfo — you’ve been apart from the humanity that makes you possible, for too 

long:

It’s now time to get: your heads out of the sand, feet down to Earth, & to work.

3/25/2019 4:57:00 PM aprilbrown99 I keep coming back to watch this cute baby. Her little feet!  So cute. #SaveTheBabies #SavetheChildren

3/25/2019 4:57:12 PM maryschade14 Ties possibly to Tom Guiness and that awful NXIVM handler Rachel who was his wife mehbe..concept only.

3/25/2019 4:57:28 PM covertress I'm sorry, but... yawn.

I don't find the conclusion that "we are all One" rewarding or fulfilling.

3/25/2019 4:58:10 PM starehope Weekend endings. Sad.

3/25/2019 4:58:29 PM doyle_media Deceptive? Kinda like:  https://twitter.com/statedept/status/1110301171866992640 …

The Truth: You don’t know any longer what is info v what is dis– & misinfo — you’ve been apart from the humanity that makes you possible, for too 

long:

It’s now time to get: your heads out of the sand, feet down to Earth, & to work.

3/25/2019 4:59:09 PM aprilbrown99 Do you feel or believe that you could be F’s wife?  Your photos are very very very similar.  You could be a fractal of her and vice versa.

3/25/2019 5:00:36 PM thericharddoyle Deceptive? Kinda like:  https://twitter.com/statedept/status/1110301171866992640 …

The Truth: You don’t know any longer what is info v what is dis– & misinfo — you’ve been apart from the humanity that makes you possible, for too 

long:

It’s now time to get: your heads out of the sand, feet down to Earth, & to work.



3/25/2019 5:00:38 PM covertress And so what if I am?

What's the point if my BEs are just here as an experience for my IS?

3/25/2019 5:01:17 PM aetherwalker1 Read 'Penetration' by Ingo Swann

PDF available online for free.

3/25/2019 5:02:00 PM aprilbrown99 Expansion of co-creative consciousness. Like adding additional memory to a computer.

3/25/2019 5:02:39 PM lbf777 Some are deceptive (ie Ra). Some are honest (ie Jesus).

3/25/2019 5:06:55 PM covertress Nope. That goal doesn't float my boat either.

What's the point of BEing?

The true answer had better be fun, or I don't want to play.

3/25/2019 5:09:31 PM aprilbrown99 To experience all that is and has ever been. Feelings, emotions, lifetimes, etc.  You get to pick your family...and then wonder why later. 😎

3/25/2019 5:11:41 PM covertress I think the answers to my questions are beyond this forum and that I need to take some time to reflect within.

3/25/2019 5:12:37 PM aprilbrown99 The best choice, always. 🙏💕🌸🦋

3/25/2019 5:14:39 PM giediknight I really have a problem with Sather. I first saw him on The War Room before Q hit the scene. After a while lots of his posts triggered me, to me, he 

sounds like a typical entitled millennial that feels he is an authority without doing the work. No real info of his own. DW 2.0

3/25/2019 5:15:47 PM covertress Kabamur is a channel.

Oh wait...

😮 😮 😮

3/25/2019 5:18:56 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sent Us #MJSentUs

3/25/2019 5:19:49 PM olimyracle Think Prison Planet 🤐

Why a Prison Planet ?

F has ascended ?

F is on a mission ?

True purpose of MJ12 ?

What haven't they told US yet ?

What if you didn't "had to" anymore ?

💞 pic.twitter.com/HVKmtMFr0J
3/25/2019 5:20:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was necessary.

3/25/2019 5:21:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define SHEEPDOG

3/25/2019 5:21:26 PM covertress Yes.

3/25/2019 5:22:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Love never gets old.

3/25/2019 5:22:17 PM aprilbrown99 Our IS never dies, just the BE. Think of it like a life suite. 

We are immortal spirits. 😇

3/25/2019 5:22:32 PM aleks8837 If you take what MJ has in their description, they aren't even in this dimension necessarily.

3/25/2019 5:23:01 PM pedalfun4u familiar spirits are very deceptive? reject channeling outright....yeah, no

3/25/2019 5:23:05 PM covertress Bingo! There's a game worth playing!

3/25/2019 5:23:14 PM starehope Hey, talking about judges, anybody seen Ruth? 🔬🔭📡📝☎️📞📱📠📇📰📺📻?

3/25/2019 5:23:39 PM aprilbrown99 Eternal. 💝💖

3/25/2019 5:24:20 PM freestateojones That's a big reason we are here for, so I've found. 

Love > Fear. 

Guess which one wins.

3/25/2019 5:24:20 PM aprilbrown99 And..she’s back. Yay!  🎉

3/25/2019 5:24:22 PM roaminnoodle You can never run out of love.

3/25/2019 5:24:30 PM pedalfun4u herding dog

3/25/2019 5:24:49 PM starehope Egads! Or would the whole thing start over?

3/25/2019 5:25:03 PM beeshelb Article says he's been in custody in Ireland since 2013? So not a new arrest?

3/25/2019 5:26:28 PM jrocktigers Not so classified now...? 👇🏼

3/25/2019 5:26:44 PM djlok Agreed. Very necessary.

3/25/2019 5:26:54 PM covertress Love never dies. 💕

3/25/2019 5:27:44 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/JMXbL3z9rT

3/25/2019 5:27:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 What Country were they hiding (by preventing extradition) is still classified.

3/25/2019 5:28:32 PM jrocktigers Roger.

3/25/2019 5:30:13 PM giediknight I really do want to like him, he reminds me of myself 15 years ago, same type of awakening info. Though I feel I got into more diverse info to be able to 

see the bigger picture. Really wish he can break those mental blocks.

3/25/2019 5:31:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes running laps around confused sheep can be entertaining at best. #Entertainment

3/25/2019 5:32:21 PM olimyracle "Perspective changes conclusion." 😉

Let US get out of this jail by highering our collective consiousness.

Who can know for sure in advance where it will lead US, from discovery to discovery 🤩

Old schemes are old schemes. Let the old leaves drop.

💞 pic.twitter.com/int4eiNlMX
3/25/2019 5:32:53 PM laurabusse Yeah i was blocked too...cant see it

3/25/2019 5:34:19 PM zagnett i don't know what "ascension" is. i don't even know if i really want nor care to "ascend". Maybe at some point, would be nice. But something tells me 

(the IS i guess), that at least for now, i'm just part of the 3D or whatever "cleanup crew" & don't even worry about ascension.

3/25/2019 5:36:56 PM jrocktigers You had planned to go on Widespread Panic tour for life, but you just don't remember it yet.

3/25/2019 5:36:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 9 is real.

3/25/2019 5:37:13 PM giediknight My intuition tells me MJ12 is real. MJ12 is able to explain years of my own research, I have never heard anyone other than a few researchers who 

know that human emotions control weather. MJ12 not only knows this, but explained the mechanics. This is extremely high level physics.

3/25/2019 5:37:25 PM john777lee As I awoke from a nap today. I could see a fast scrolling effect of hundreds of tweets or post from the chan . With my eyes closed then a bright light 

shinning from left to right. All most like a fast passed scan ? My wireless router was still on. Could be a twilight dream or ?

3/25/2019 5:37:25 PM zagnett i think MJ has said they are all the way up to the 6th dimension.



3/25/2019 5:38:11 PM olimyracle ...so I agree with the Immortal Spirit that we are so far.

For the "life suite" part, I've done enough of that in the past. I'm open to the new.

Isn't the ultimate IS challenge to experiment true & profound love ?

Haven't WE in this today mess the opportunity to do it as One ? pic.twitter.com/tDh7g9fbu8

3/25/2019 5:38:18 PM highhopesusa OK but how do you use it?

3/25/2019 5:38:32 PM freestateojones Living Proof. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/929229935813808128?s=19 …

3/25/2019 5:39:03 PM covertress I want to believe.

Will using 3 6 9 in little things every day help me to manifest reality?

3/25/2019 5:39:19 PM iam_mai_iam_mai Yes, please do enlighten us. How do we harness the power of 3, 6 and 9 for the higher good of all?

3/25/2019 5:39:23 PM shannen_robison Very real

3/25/2019 5:39:31 PM laurabusse I think this is my favorite meme of all time

3/25/2019 5:39:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seek it. Use it. Be it.

3/25/2019 5:39:46 PM worldxplorer1 If I could like this tweet 100x I would!  I could have written this tweet. I agree, I agree, I agree!!

3/25/2019 5:39:47 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/ueKvWw1Ljj

3/25/2019 5:39:50 PM jimhayzlett Yes, and your prayers ✨🙏🏼👼🌈✨

3/25/2019 5:40:04 PM sano_faith How to use it ?

3/25/2019 5:40:55 PM blsdbe I am One with the Force and the Force is With Me. #Majestic

3/25/2019 5:41:01 PM moemc8 Some of us dont know how to begin.

3/25/2019 5:41:48 PM jimhayzlett This is incredible: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o …

3/25/2019 5:42:12 PM vetgeek85027 IMO, I don't get it.  Where do I start?

3/25/2019 5:42:19 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/Lw7G2ky7h5

3/25/2019 5:43:10 PM giediknight Thank you, there are so many more examples that confirm it for me. Reading through the archive is always fun and reaffirming.

3/25/2019 5:44:18 PM marnisheppeard Maybe real but not just.

3/25/2019 5:44:20 PM zagnett Small examples, but i now set the microwave to 18, 36, 45, etc. seconds. Half-hour on the timer is now 33:33, 66:66, 99:99, etc. i group things into 3s as 

much as i can. oh i try to find the awesomest sets of three emojis as possible. My three amigo emojis: 🤔🧐😎 Yeah, OCD now.

3/25/2019 5:44:59 PM olimyracle Long term thinking ?

Time is an illusion 😁

Thank you for your awakened service to the Universe 🙏

Maybe fullfilling your mission is paradoxaly the way to ascend ? 😇

We are One 💞 pic.twitter.com/NmAkQ54NcQ
3/25/2019 5:45:21 PM pattonspotting Can you elaborate on the Golan Heights move?

3/25/2019 5:45:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Key is powerful, not destructive.

3/25/2019 5:45:58 PM thevagrantpepe Tell me, brother, because I've been wondering...if energy fields are described as condensates (take a penny, leave a penny it doesn't matter), do those 

condensates obey  3 6 9 vortex math? Does that make for an infinite resource?

3/25/2019 5:46:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 5:47:18 PM olimyracle Mine too 😻

But may quickly age not well 🤩

3/25/2019 5:47:41 PM thekanehb I channel my own higher self. Is that ok?

3/25/2019 5:47:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 5:48:17 PM laurabusse Sometimes you just get a thought in your head. It turns into a belief. (A belief is a thought thunk repeatedly) then you cant let go of it. Then your mind 

closes and you cant think any other way til further notice. Jordan's initial thought about MJ was apparently neg and still is

3/25/2019 5:48:36 PM stevelfcco That's stupid.

3/25/2019 5:48:38 PM zagnett What i do really want, & try to do, is get better / improve my life / be nicer / understand more. Maybe with all that (if i do well enough), Hopefully the 

ascension thing will work itself out anyway.

3/25/2019 5:48:59 PM giediknight Your future self, talking to your past self, to help your present self.

3/25/2019 5:49:09 PM ricky52222196 Majestic tell me the significance of 3 6 9 please.

3/25/2019 5:49:17 PM thekanehb Whew. I’ve NEVER been able to call in a spirit tho. Simply bc I feel off about it, even Jesus I couldn’t bring myself to so this confirms a lot.

3/25/2019 5:49:33 PM thevagrantpepe Fantastic! *Scribbling calculations intensify

3/25/2019 5:49:41 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks for asking, I was thinking the same thing. Thanks for all the multiple answered everything!

3/25/2019 5:49:47 PM olimyracle Powerful 💞

3/25/2019 5:50:44 PM thekanehb Lol that’s what it is!! Except I believe in multidimensional meaning that they are still just my higher self- they are keyed in everywhere at the same time 

and can guide me the best of all 💕

3/25/2019 5:51:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

3/25/2019 5:52:14 PM olimyracle LOVE is Powerful

FEAR is destructive

💞

3/25/2019 5:52:33 PM laurabusse We all have egos. Some are huge. Ego is a defense mechanism. What causes it? Pain? Fear? Still trying to figure it all out...

3/25/2019 5:52:40 PM jimhayzlett Yes, mass landings w worldwide broadcasts of free healings till all are healed = Blissful Heaven ✨🙏🏼😇👼🌈💫✨

3/25/2019 5:53:13 PM zack_stone Wouldnt surprise me if it was Antarctica

3/25/2019 5:53:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ignorance of your own self awareness in its true form. Compensation allows for coping with the unknown elements within.

3/25/2019 5:53:44 PM jimhayzlett Immediately!  Ends suffering immediately!!!

3/25/2019 5:53:53 PM olimyracle Powerful 💞

3/25/2019 5:54:02 PM jswdh1 My son was born 5.22.93 5+2+2=993 at 5:22am 5 days late and I was 22... I've always been obsessed with numbers especially 3. I'm always counting 

things... anything... people, things that I see anywhere...lol I'm a little OCD.

3/25/2019 5:54:05 PM missy968 No one is useless !!! WWG1WGA

3/25/2019 5:54:16 PM giediknight Yes, it is an illusion to “us” in the 3rd dimension. Future, past, present are all the same in higher dimensions.

3/25/2019 5:55:02 PM jimhayzlett We Create This Together, In Unity ✨🌹✨

3/25/2019 5:55:55 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that. ✨💝✨

3/25/2019 5:56:24 PM starehope Send me messages. I will try to help you James.

3/25/2019 5:56:26 PM thevolunteer6 THANQ

3/25/2019 5:56:32 PM blsdbe 1)Is Ego like the consequence of a Higher Density IS merging with a lower Density Be? 

2)How closely related are the ‘Monkey Mind’ and Ego?

3/25/2019 5:57:26 PM blsdbe Did Obama do bad poetry too?



3/25/2019 5:57:45 PM worldxplorer1 Saudi Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal?

3/25/2019 5:58:19 PM jayrambin The public couldn’t manage that device or the fact that even such a device exists. I just hope it’s in good hands.

3/25/2019 5:58:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money around the people.

3/25/2019 5:58:38 PM aetherwalker1 Orion/Osiris

3/25/2019 5:59:15 PM giediknight Ego is needed. It helped man survive great hardships throughout millennia, floods, desertifications, great earth upheavals.

3/25/2019 6:00:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely. However it can also destroy you. Ignorance is bliss only in limited quantities. One should always seek understanding.

3/25/2019 6:00:14 PM ragevirusqq  https://twitter.com/chadpergram/status/1110323957671038978?s=21 …

3/25/2019 6:02:25 PM giediknight Yes, the luxuries we are afforded in the modern world allows us to explore the self. To define and control the ego. IF we can collectively overcome the 

present events, we will birth the new golden age, one that we may have never had on earth.

3/25/2019 6:03:17 PM iamtriskaideka Hey FYI to all

- 3 + (2 x 6 x 1)= 9

F R E A K Y ....Tuesday may be full of suprises..

3/25/2019 6:03:21 PM worldxplorer1 So obviously by 12D ego has completely dissolved. Does it “die out” lower than that though MJ?  My intuition is that it’s very faint (compared to 3D) by 

6D. And almost non-existent by 7D. Can you shed any additional light on this topic?

3/25/2019 6:03:56 PM johnny_fargo Sounds kinky 😉

Seriously though, frequency and vibration. 

Don't block me. lol.

3/25/2019 6:04:12 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xw3iTtVhDps …

3/25/2019 6:05:02 PM duckmeat01 I had syrup on mine this morning....

3/25/2019 6:05:06 PM rebornkingent The longer I’ve been on this tinfoil hate mission the more I realize this... the more I think I know, the more I’m fully aware that I don’t know shit. Keep 

an open mind and sharp intuition. So many people I’ve written off in the past were right.

3/25/2019 6:05:23 PM jimhayzlett How about we share all money with Hunanity and stop suffering NOW!  Mass TV  Landings w free healings, limbs Spines brain to original dna ✨😇

3/25/2019 6:05:30 PM hellouncledonny In starship troopers: 

CARMEN: C'mon, let's see if they've posted the math final test yet.      STUDENT: Hey, Rico, we gonna take [Tesla]?      

JOHNNY: How should I know?      

STUDENT: You're captain of the team!

The similarities to the #Qanon drops and the Movie are uncanny. pic.twitter.com/KLesm12N2g

3/25/2019 6:06:32 PM laurabusse You get a like just for using "cowinkydink"

3/25/2019 6:06:47 PM rebornkingent 2. I was super confident in everything. JS hasn’t had his ass spiritually handed to him yet. The humblings will happen. It happens to us all. The info is 

within. No books needed, no more god damn research needed.

3/25/2019 6:06:58 PM aetherwalker1 HRC, and her backers, thought they could play the Game of Thrones against 45.

They were wrong!

3/25/2019 6:07:06 PM aprilbrown99 Posted in the wrong place. 😊 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1110345330770378752 …

3/25/2019 6:07:09 PM worldxplorer1 And there’s a lot of money around Al-Waleed bin Talal. 💰

3/25/2019 6:07:21 PM giediknight Exactly brother

3/25/2019 6:07:34 PM olimyracle Timestamp https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074164702194880512?s=19 …

3/25/2019 6:07:49 PM jimhayzlett Nobody will be upset, planned landings massive worldwide, billions, in a week all are healed 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇✨

3/25/2019 6:08:52 PM thekanehb  https://docs.google.com/document/d/16rTCPl_1oQpwphfeHSYEbN4W3zH3HM_7Cx2t1GpfP2A …

3/25/2019 6:09:44 PM giediknight I don’t know what his awakening story is, but I do know you need to be at some “low” point in your life, think the “tower” card in the Tarot to build 

yourself back up again. Druids did this in initiation rites. Cabal do this in their sick twisted way. We need to find a way again.

3/25/2019 6:10:34 PM jrocktigers Maybe they are waiting for the new temple to be built in Jerusalem , so the 'messiah' can have his throne.

3/25/2019 6:10:56 PM laurabusse Instead of having tuna on toast I'll have the opposite which is egg salad on rye.

No, the opposite of tuna is salmon. It swims upstream.

3/25/2019 6:11:16 PM thekanehb Your lack of ego and spirit wanting to help could mean you are already there. 💫

3/25/2019 6:11:48 PM jimhayzlett How awake Am I to rise above suffering in a week?  Can anyone SEE UNITY ✨🙏🏼🌎😇🌈☀️💫✨

3/25/2019 6:12:13 PM thekanehb And it’s “just” nothing. It’s all SO IMPORTANT. Every single piece. ALL OF IT. And YOU. 💫👊🏻

3/25/2019 6:12:18 PM blsdbe Energy fields described as condensates? Can you direct me to where I might be able to read and learn more about this idea?

3/25/2019 6:12:48 PM worldxplorer1 Unity is most definitely where we are heading Jim!

3/25/2019 6:13:07 PM djlok Ha ha!  Never thought about it that way until now!!!

3/25/2019 6:13:30 PM agoodyear2015 Do we ever get rid of these people?  Are we playing whack-a-mole?  What is the point of cleaning up DC/black hats if a new crew gets funded by the 

same people?  I thought Q took care of SA/Soros/Rothschild?  Am I wrong?

3/25/2019 6:13:56 PM blsdbe I have ‘liked’ this pinned tweet at least 3 times, MJ and I keep finding that I have to ‘like’ it all over again!!! 😇❤️😇

3/25/2019 6:14:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w/ MJ6

Yes/No/CLAS responses only

No reply = Not yes/no answer

Tick tock

3/25/2019 6:14:19 PM aprilbrown99 That is lovely!  💕

3/25/2019 6:14:38 PM jimhayzlett We must accept ETs Now for Unity!  It’s Time !

3/25/2019 6:14:59 PM trumps_all Obama shaking in his loafers right about now, along with Brennan and Valarie Jarrett????

3/25/2019 6:15:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:15:31 PM highhopesusa I don’t channel anything. If God wants to reveal something to me it will happen naturally, and it has many times.

3/25/2019 6:15:31 PM jonesy4671 Will the public learn the truth about false flag attacks?

3/25/2019 6:15:31 PM freestateojones Will the public gain access to traveling via gateways.

3/25/2019 6:15:39 PM joshradyt Will we be taught our true history?

3/25/2019 6:16:03 PM space_sloth26 Is "Majestic 12" going to be part of public DECLAS? 

As in your mission now.

3/25/2019 6:16:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define gateways first.

3/25/2019 6:16:13 PM dragonballafwtc Does 28th Feb hold significance?

3/25/2019 6:16:14 PM lorenzosghost once the old age deep state is nullified, do you expect nazi type sun demons to become the new age's satan?

3/25/2019 6:16:15 PM trumps_all Number of former Obama folks to be ultimately hung, over 10????

3/25/2019 6:16:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:16:34 PM blsdbe 1)Can we channel beings that are not negatively oriented?

2)Can we prevent channeling of negative beings?

3/25/2019 6:16:36 PM joshradyt Stargate?

3/25/2019 6:16:39 PM laurabusse We can only hope, right? :-)

3/25/2019 6:16:51 PM todd0431 Will 44 be indicted?

3/25/2019 6:16:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:16:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 No



3/25/2019 6:17:02 PM jimhayzlett Telepathy connects us all TP 101:  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/English-Telepathy-101-Primer-for-The-Gift-of-Infinite-

Voice.pdf …

3/25/2019 6:17:08 PM joni_apple_seed Are vaccines made intentionally to be detrimental to humans?

3/25/2019 6:17:08 PM trumps_all California congressmen and women gonna receive the worst out of all that’s coming?

3/25/2019 6:17:24 PM ksouth21 Nice

3/25/2019 6:17:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:17:31 PM worldxplorer1 Accept ET for unity?  Are we not supposed to be doing this on our own. Perhaps they help foster the situation but the word “accept” triggers me. Like 

they are our saviors or something.

3/25/2019 6:17:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:17:48 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/2mPAkmtka2

3/25/2019 6:17:48 PM covertress Is the ACIO a real organization?

3/25/2019 6:17:50 PM laurabusse I have often wondered if 1)

3/25/2019 6:17:56 PM gashauler72 Were Obama’s parents KGB operatives?

3/25/2019 6:17:58 PM space_sloth26 So what you're doing on Twitter isn't going to be publically verified through declassification?

3/25/2019 6:18:30 PM ksouth21 Have the child trafficking ratlines been shut down worldwide?

3/25/2019 6:18:40 PM ponyexpressq17 Is tachyon energy "jewelry" legitimate for healing and protection from emf?

3/25/2019 6:18:47 PM andrefmpbf Will Brasil be dragged into a war/meddling with Venezuela?

3/25/2019 6:18:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 History can repeat itself under different circumstances.

3/25/2019 6:18:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:19:06 PM pattonspotting Is AOC controlled by white hats?

3/25/2019 6:19:12 PM linnyt7 Is that why the freshmen were bussed to see him today?

3/25/2019 6:19:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:19:14 PM laurabusse A closed mind stops seeking understanding. Closed minds here on twitter make me crazy. But I'm sure i must do it too.

3/25/2019 6:19:21 PM covertress Is PROJECT GODMODE mainly about raising the collective consciousness of humans on earth?

3/25/2019 6:19:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:19:45 PM aprilbrown99 Is there a race of blue skinned 10ft tall ETs with orange eyes?  Stature is solid and strong. Not referring to blue avians.

3/25/2019 6:19:48 PM ch3no2_chick76 Matilda O'Donnell Macelroy legit?

3/25/2019 6:19:48 PM moemc8 watching Hannity

3/25/2019 6:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:19:54 PM blsdbe Who are the Nazi type Sun demons?

3/25/2019 6:19:55 PM areckoningday Is GESARA/NESARA a hoax?

3/25/2019 6:20:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:20:11 PM covertress Are there (as far as the eye can see) doll bodies, waiting for us?

3/25/2019 6:20:13 PM freestateojones Are you hiring? 😅

3/25/2019 6:20:18 PM hellouncledonny Is the pope going to killed by the swiss guard in MAY

3/25/2019 6:20:20 PM trumpmomma Will BO & HRC PAY for their crimes

3/25/2019 6:20:29 PM ofcbrianberrios Public trading with other civilization?

3/25/2019 6:20:39 PM freestateojones Thank you.

3/25/2019 6:20:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Forcing conformity is not acting in LIGHT.

3/25/2019 6:20:48 PM ladtacarms Black goo (sentient evil) real?

3/25/2019 6:20:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:20:54 PM trumpmomma Damn.

3/25/2019 6:20:55 PM jerichoorion Did the cabal have a mass casualty event planned to remove most of us?

3/25/2019 6:20:56 PM mommahood777 Did any of the junior Ds bring electronic equipment into their meeting with Obama today?

3/25/2019 6:21:05 PM igiant111 Will we ever see a cure for life-harming diseases in the next 15 years after this movemenr? Asking for my gf with type 1 diabetes and not the best of 

health cares to aid it. cheers 🙏🏻

3/25/2019 6:21:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Several organizations use those letters that are real.

3/25/2019 6:21:07 PM keith369me Are you having a nice evening?

3/25/2019 6:21:08 PM laurabusse :-)

3/25/2019 6:21:15 PM covertress Is Angela Merkel really the daughter of Adolf Hitler?

3/25/2019 6:21:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:21:21 PM djlok Good question.  Maybe an ALICE Q and A going on there.

3/25/2019 6:21:24 PM trumps_all They are being “brought” in to the truth, that what ever they did to get into office, is on the line if he and the rest of his evil bunch go down. 

I wouldn’t put it past them to recruit one or more to “take one for the team” and try and take Trump out. They are desperate.

3/25/2019 6:21:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:21:35 PM trumpmomma What Is feb 28? Thx 😊

3/25/2019 6:21:40 PM carolin15161363 MJ6?

 http://mj-6.com/ 

3/25/2019 6:21:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:21:44 PM anonmom14 Is NESARA a hoax?

3/25/2019 6:21:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:21:54 PM omniaaequalia Does the “antichrist” exist?

3/25/2019 6:21:57 PM shallknown Are all MJ members known to the public?

3/25/2019 6:21:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:22:02 PM keith369me What is in the middle of his flag pin?

3/25/2019 6:22:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:22:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:22:17 PM trumpmomma Thank God.   Look at the poppies in. CALIF🌸🌼

3/25/2019 6:22:23 PM sano_faith Are Justin Trudeau and Fidel Castro of the same family?

3/25/2019 6:22:26 PM trufireman51 Are the Stoneman Douglas high school suicides assisted (clean up)?

3/25/2019 6:22:27 PM todd0431  pic.twitter.com/0vDMjFvpAu

3/25/2019 6:22:28 PM zack_stone Will the truth embargo be lifted?

3/25/2019 6:22:38 PM freestateojones Physical stargates, not the pineal gland which many consider a stargate in it's own. 

Praying the answer is still yes, I have a buddy whom unknowingly jokes with his family about being able to step through a portal to close the gap 

between them. 

Would be beyond interesting.

3/25/2019 6:22:40 PM peterpentz Will we find out what happened to Tartaria & access their tech?

3/25/2019 6:22:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:22:50 PM gallagh82985579 Is there a true religion, if so will it be revealed?

3/25/2019 6:22:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Is autism a different type of consciousness rather than a labeled syndrome? (As if the connotation is “bad” if you’re autistic)



3/25/2019 6:22:58 PM deerwerdna Will we find out all crimes and corresponding pardons/ peoplethat were handed out by 44? Tia

3/25/2019 6:22:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:23:00 PM sano_faith Can you share what you know of this project with me Covertress ?

3/25/2019 6:23:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:23:05 PM sehvehn interesting

3/25/2019 6:23:08 PM lorenzosghost think the new autistic generation with little to know empathy, social skills and total submission to nihilism and beelzebub

3/25/2019 6:23:14 PM andrefmpbf Thank you! 🙏

3/25/2019 6:23:16 PM ponyexpressq17 Thank you ☺

3/25/2019 6:23:19 PM covertress Is one of them Majestic?

3/25/2019 6:23:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define hoax.

3/25/2019 6:23:23 PM keith369me Is Julian Assange still in Equador’s embassy?

3/25/2019 6:23:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:23:36 PM taradea08775439 Are we free from evil yet? 🙏❤️🙏

I'm hoping we are just witnessing an illusion for the benefit of waking the public

3/25/2019 6:23:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:23:37 PM jimhayzlett And They R Waiting Until Our Consciousness Creates It...for decades.  Open communication is NOW, in a week all could have healings with TP✨😇

3/25/2019 6:23:38 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please provide me with their origin and name?

3/25/2019 6:23:38 PM wishfulldreamz There are rumors that there are many in our population who are clones, and that at some point they will simply shut down when a controlling satellite 

is disabled.  Is there any truth to this?

3/25/2019 6:24:04 PM beckabakes4211 Why does it look like a giant butt?

3/25/2019 6:24:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not anymore.

3/25/2019 6:24:16 PM aetherwalker1 Have the Draco been cleared from our planet & moon yet?

3/25/2019 6:24:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:24:41 PM keith369me Can I turn my hair from grey to brown without product, just intention?

3/25/2019 6:24:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it not being dealt with now?

More coming, enjoy the show.

3/25/2019 6:25:05 PM blsdbe Will there be a wealth redistribution to all of the people of the world?

3/25/2019 6:25:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unaffiliated

3/25/2019 6:25:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:25:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/25/2019 6:25:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 SS

3/25/2019 6:25:42 PM blsdbe Is Shungite? Is Organite?

3/25/2019 6:25:44 PM gallagh82985579 Will the protests in France lead to revolution/change in leadership?

3/25/2019 6:25:48 PM jvan125 Do the WHITE hats control the weather now?

3/25/2019 6:25:51 PM jrocktigers 💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼

3/25/2019 6:25:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:26:03 PM thetempestchip Are humans currently able to physically see beyond 4D?

3/25/2019 6:26:10 PM trumpmomma There are many ways. Many.

3/25/2019 6:26:18 PM jimhayzlett We can’t keep following all the nefarious footsteps of each DS traitor, better we create beauty and harmony than hear the horrors ✨😇

3/25/2019 6:26:20 PM sano_faith Religion ? Can you define it ? (Im not MJ12 i don't respond for them nor my thoughts take as truth)

3/25/2019 6:26:20 PM brattyme5x5 When do we see Obama n Clinton arrested?

3/25/2019 6:26:20 PM covertress When storms breakup over me (every time) am I controlling the weather?

3/25/2019 6:26:38 PM allonkid is the Event real? new Earth shift?

3/25/2019 6:26:46 PM greg_scotland_ Was Jesus abilities (eg water to wine) based in Alchemy? And if so is it possible to unlock hidden potential via Lucid Dreams - interacting with 

subconscious?

3/25/2019 6:26:51 PM laurabusse Almost. Maybe my phone is found wanting.

3/25/2019 6:27:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evolution based on environmental changes (vaccine ingredients, gmos, fluoride, etc.). Not a bad thing at all.

3/25/2019 6:27:15 PM shallknown Did any students die at SandHook?

3/25/2019 6:27:16 PM trumpmomma Is that you mean shugalite?

3/25/2019 6:27:19 PM pedalfun4u Is Sedona important to Disclosure?

3/25/2019 6:27:27 PM gallagh82985579 Dealt with as in what? Taken down or strenghtened? Recognizing their control over Golen Heights strengthens the,.

3/25/2019 6:27:35 PM carolin15161363 The glowing sphere Trump put his hands on in SA was that related to ALICE?

3/25/2019 6:27:49 PM blsdbe My Son Is autistic and he feels VERY emphatically

3/25/2019 6:27:54 PM olimyracle If everyone plants a tree, what a beautiful forest we would grow...

💞 pic.twitter.com/abeAs8aYZ0

3/25/2019 6:28:00 PM igiant111 Not asking for a bible of answers so i don’t waste your time; but any help would be amazing.

3/25/2019 6:28:12 PM jimhayzlett Nothing is Coincidence, Lots of Divine Intervention ✨✨✨✨😇✨✨✨

3/25/2019 6:28:13 PM giediknight Was Sandy Hook a Cabal child sacrifice?

3/25/2019 6:28:14 PM sailbum12 FBI pin he said earlier he was going to wear

3/25/2019 6:28:16 PM the_fjalar Do our ET friends understand and laugh at our memes?

3/25/2019 6:28:32 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve asked this in a few different ways. I hope they give us the scoop on Sedona!

3/25/2019 6:28:35 PM freestateojones Will the identities of Qteam be revealed to the public?

Will the identities of MJ12 be revealed to the public?

Betting it's: 

Yes 

No

3/25/2019 6:28:37 PM lorenzosghost That's great! Does he watch a lot of pewdiepie?

3/25/2019 6:28:39 PM johnhammar94 Is he in the usa?

3/25/2019 6:28:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:28:55 PM freestateojones Sedona is a keystone to Human Trafficking network into the US or A.

3/25/2019 6:28:55 PM luckyh301 Is California going to be fixed

3/25/2019 6:29:15 PM ascendingadam Will traditional vehicles be replaced by teleportation?

3/25/2019 6:29:19 PM drbohammer This is the superconscious. It’s where you are when you are actually in commune with God

3/25/2019 6:29:19 PM cidarean ET disclosure before solar flash/Event?

3/25/2019 6:29:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:29:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:29:30 PM covertress Was Obama a NOC?

3/25/2019 6:29:34 PM keith369me Is Obama’s biological father Frank Marshall Davis?

3/25/2019 6:29:34 PM blsdbe Wow. Be blessed.

3/25/2019 6:29:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes



3/25/2019 6:29:56 PM spauldingshowal Will W face Justice

3/25/2019 6:29:57 PM luckyh301 Is Newsome and Brown going to be indicted

3/25/2019 6:29:59 PM pedalfun4u need more info

3/25/2019 6:30:10 PM do_or_do_notty Yes.  But there’s so much more to Sedona!

3/25/2019 6:30:19 PM covertress Is he JK?

3/25/2019 6:30:24 PM jrocktigers Is the antichrist an ally of Majestic 12?

3/25/2019 6:30:27 PM djlok I've been taking Finesteride (Propecia) for 20 years to prevent hair loss.  Have a full head of hair, but am I being killed softly by #BigPharma?

3/25/2019 6:30:29 PM trumpmomma C_A operatives ?

3/25/2019 6:30:36 PM starehope Nope, not a good angle!

3/25/2019 6:30:38 PM giediknight Does AJ know this, but of course, has to keep his mouth shut?

3/25/2019 6:30:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect specific answers to specific questions.

3/25/2019 6:30:54 PM plumcivic Do the Keshe technologies work?

3/25/2019 6:31:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:31:39 PM scott_rick Is Dr Steven Greer a white hat/legit?

3/25/2019 6:31:41 PM the_fjalar YES!! 🥰😊👍

3/25/2019 6:31:42 PM pedalfun4u Is sun gazing able to decalcify pineal gland?

3/25/2019 6:31:47 PM blsdbe Exactly my Son has a deeply loving heart. Thanks MJ

3/25/2019 6:31:48 PM paledarkpony Does humor help in the path to light?

3/25/2019 6:31:51 PM lbf777 Considering the economy has been wrecked by Babylonian Money Magic slavery via bankers, are White Hats working on abandoning this Ponzi scheme 

we call a money system?

3/25/2019 6:32:12 PM keith369me Can he keep his hair with intention rather than product?

3/25/2019 6:32:12 PM moemc8 7/4?

3/25/2019 6:32:20 PM jimhayzlett No, You Are God’s Light!  You Are Limitless, ENERGIZE  We end the rule control and containment on slave Earth, and Evolve to Sovereignty ✨😇👼

3/25/2019 6:32:23 PM mommahood777 They've already got her in there.  Talk of the "known behavior" being utilized, would they risk it? They want to be in our govt. Willy changed those laws.

3/25/2019 6:32:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:32:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:32:42 PM blsdbe We’re the parents paid off, and the latest suicide was actually 187?

3/25/2019 6:32:46 PM unwilling_slave Does the cabal still have the ability to create a significant false flag in the United States?

3/25/2019 6:32:51 PM ezdoesit_ this is my favorite answer ever.

3/25/2019 6:32:55 PM cidarean What about Melchizedek?

3/25/2019 6:32:58 PM usss_211 Not a question. I enjoy this time with MJ. Always learn something. Thank you for giving us some of your time...☺

3/25/2019 6:33:00 PM freestateojones You're passed that now arent you?

3/25/2019 6:33:03 PM mariazak18 When will targeted individuals be saved, the DEW and chip assaults are on going? And I’m referencing to worldwide victims.

3/25/2019 6:33:04 PM nmchristoban This battle that we are watching unfold in public today was already won long ago. What battle is being won today that will be very public soon next? 

Hoping it is exposing and stopping the abuse of children. BTW I enjoyed meeting PJS.

3/25/2019 6:33:09 PM jimhayzlett You are a Cosmic Being

3/25/2019 6:33:13 PM johnhammar94 On one more question: is the AC aware of what they are?

3/25/2019 6:33:15 PM thekanehb I just went to Sedona and stayed at a place where they had been instructed to build landing pads of certain dimensions. They didn’t like when I asked if 

they had actually seen the aliens to know it was indeed them vs ppl tho.

3/25/2019 6:33:39 PM luckyh301 Is Jerry Brown going to be arrested?

3/25/2019 6:33:47 PM nmchristoban When asked How he sleeps at night, he said: I sleep like a baby...I wake up every 30 minutes screaming!

3/25/2019 6:33:47 PM covertress Has [Snowden] been apprehended?

3/25/2019 6:33:54 PM sano_faith For friends that are here. I think that Fox news channel might be interesting for you right now

3/25/2019 6:34:03 PM jrocktigers Does LSD use calcify pineal gland?

3/25/2019 6:34:06 PM leahluvha8 Will anyone be hanged/given death sentence?

3/25/2019 6:34:11 PM jflygirl Will the cure for cancer be released to the public? Thank you

3/25/2019 6:34:20 PM liltilgerlil May need it till 2024. Cleaning this mess up may take a while.

3/25/2019 6:34:29 PM deplorablecanad Q is all of us that are awake

3/25/2019 6:34:38 PM covertress Someone flipped and wore a wire?

3/25/2019 6:34:43 PM lorenzosghost No, sorry mj6

3/25/2019 6:35:04 PM andrefmpbf "Bojack horseman show'. Do beings exist with those mixed traits? Humanoids with animal traits?

I once had a dream I was working with a humanoid form of my dog! Would love to have different buddies :P

3/25/2019 6:35:05 PM delta5by5dawn Will chemtrails ever stop?

3/25/2019 6:35:07 PM luckyh301 Is the Media going to be completely rebuilt

3/25/2019 6:35:21 PM jimhayzlett Every Star in the Universe Shines on You, so You Are God’s Glorious Light: Beautiful and Limitless ✨😇✨👼✨

3/25/2019 6:35:33 PM followrabbthols Are they a public figure most of us are familiar with?

3/25/2019 6:35:34 PM sano_faith Interesting.

3/25/2019 6:35:47 PM moemc8 JA on USA soil?

3/25/2019 6:35:56 PM crampneyvis Do every part of reality/spacetime contains information about all there is?

3/25/2019 6:36:16 PM psmith19701 Will the TR3B be disclosed yet?

3/25/2019 6:36:16 PM halfpint2020 Dah Dah Dahhhh ....

3/25/2019 6:36:26 PM beeshelb Elaborate? Dont have cable...

3/25/2019 6:36:47 PM sano_faith  http://usnewslive.tv/foxnewslive/ 

3/25/2019 6:36:53 PM mommahood777 I'm just thinking one of the dummies brought their cell phone in....or maybe a notebook or something..

3/25/2019 6:37:05 PM plogdreamwalker Is there a space war going on right now?

3/25/2019 6:37:08 PM trufireman51 Will it be disclosed?

3/25/2019 6:37:13 PM sheshifts001 US Navy SSP - do they always pursue inter generational effects, where children of Navy personnel in SSP are inducted into future ops? And is MILAB a 

diff faction of SSP than the Navy’s?

3/25/2019 6:37:27 PM johnny_fargo Scalia was 187

3/25/2019 6:37:36 PM rick_rrowland All I care about is Hillary an Bill...will they end up at Gitmo??

Please say yes!

3/25/2019 6:37:39 PM pedalfun4u An hour after sunrise  and an hour before sunset is the time to engage

3/25/2019 6:37:44 PM nun_chucknorris Mud flood something we should be researching?

3/25/2019 6:37:46 PM johnhammar94 Is it me be honest now

3/25/2019 6:38:17 PM throging Will those of us with disease and illness be cured for good?

3/25/2019 6:38:38 PM americanbot1776 Is Venezuela a distraction from the tension building up in the south China sea?

3/25/2019 6:38:57 PM thekanehb Ohhh is this what you do? What about the sun. Who comes from the sun? Like not passing through, who’s is it? Negative green.

3/25/2019 6:38:57 PM lbf777 Only gaze 30 minutes after sunrise or before sunset. Other times are dangerous plus not effective from what I know.

3/25/2019 6:38:57 PM freestateojones Possible with Apple Cider Vinergar as well?

3/25/2019 6:39:02 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did any of Steve Jobs early knowledge (prior to the 2005/2006 development of the iPhone) come from ETs or extra dimensional 

beings?

3/25/2019 6:39:09 PM djmtheoriginal Were there real antediluvian races such as the Lemurians, Atlantians, Mu and so on in our early and forgotten history?



3/25/2019 6:39:28 PM tammymckeever Is the antichrist like the Bible says

3/25/2019 6:39:39 PM peterclloyd Would you please give us some insight into the black hole surrounding chemtrails?

3/25/2019 6:39:43 PM toffer_anon_369 Will Flynn be let off of all charges?  "Fruit of the poisonous tree?

3/25/2019 6:39:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/25/2019 6:39:52 PM moemc8 Waahhh!!!  Thought of that today!

3/25/2019 6:39:52 PM sheshifts001 Soooo it’s cool I didn’t finish my driving lessons? 😂 I rather fly my own antigravity vehicle than an automobile #zoom

3/25/2019 6:40:14 PM shining91109743 Is  http://ascensionglossary.com  have 100% accurate information?

3/25/2019 6:40:21 PM nun_chucknorris Theresa, please expand?

3/25/2019 6:40:25 PM ascendingadam Do Chemtrails have a negative impact on humanity?

3/25/2019 6:40:31 PM allonkid was Obama bin Laden?

3/25/2019 6:40:42 PM mscronkat Is it a she?

3/25/2019 6:41:00 PM freestateojones Will the Rodin Coil be used as a major power supply to inhabitants in/on earth? 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098637514204737539?s=19 …

3/25/2019 6:41:04 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does counting by 3 6 9 (3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, etc.) internally do anything of positive significance?

3/25/2019 6:41:14 PM robertg69989098 Will see 👁 A be exposed for there crimes against the USA?

3/25/2019 6:41:24 PM pedalfun4u are cetaceans here to hold the Light while humanity flounders?

3/25/2019 6:41:43 PM johnhammar94 What's a good question that you're expecting to be asked?

3/25/2019 6:41:44 PM rapunzel_39 FOX News Live Stream on youtube

3/25/2019 6:42:13 PM starehope Plenty of reasons. The bad guys do.

3/25/2019 6:42:33 PM realadamkelly Everyone-Stop falling for this crap...

3/25/2019 6:42:34 PM starehope One step in front of the other.

3/25/2019 6:42:37 PM pedalfun4u I have had no problems with the hour window. Dangerous, nah

3/25/2019 6:43:24 PM jimhayzlett We Are Creators, So We Create Our Miracles, And Majic Happens In His Light... Manifesting Heaven On Earth NOW ,  P L E A S E ✨🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇✨

3/25/2019 6:43:26 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would you agree that his spiritual journey/walkabout abroad helped him understand and receive that information more than the 

drugs he was also known for?

3/25/2019 6:43:33 PM pedalfun4u 🤣

3/25/2019 6:43:34 PM freemarketsolu2 Where specifically does it say that?

3/25/2019 6:43:37 PM beeshelb 🙏 ty!

3/25/2019 6:43:42 PM tammymckeever Are we getting stolen Trillions returned to us?

3/25/2019 6:44:08 PM rapunzel_39 My question, as well.

3/25/2019 6:44:11 PM andrefmpbf Will there be positions opened for those seeking to meet different cultures? Work with them to bring mutual understanding to our distinct conditions?

3/25/2019 6:44:39 PM jswdh1 Control everything on earth? What exactly does that mean? Sounds to me like take over earth???

3/25/2019 6:44:55 PM pachydermprince Sun gazing's effectiveness is multiplied when done while earthing bare feet to soil.  Drink distilled water & flush with iodine & boron. 🕊♥🙏🏻

3/25/2019 6:44:58 PM covertress Did Tesla ascend when he died?

3/25/2019 6:45:29 PM giediknight Did Johnny Depp kill River Phoenix?

3/25/2019 6:45:45 PM peterpentz Are those Mike Pence & Paul Ryan emails from 2016 evidence of a planned assaination attempt?

3/25/2019 6:45:50 PM followrabbthols My opinion: nope but he is an egomaniac. Seen him in person a few times years back. Greer loves him some Greer

3/25/2019 6:45:53 PM jayday75 Will the truth about the dangers of vaccines become public knowledge soon?

3/25/2019 6:46:05 PM godfamcountry He's answered this in the past stating "When the skies are clear the war is over."

3/25/2019 6:46:20 PM covertress Will there be a recognizable difference to me when my pineal gland has healed?

3/25/2019 6:46:37 PM moemc8 Yep, trying that.  Tripping over my own feet I guess.  But, will continue to try.

3/25/2019 6:46:55 PM followrabbthols My gosh I hope so! We're a mess

3/25/2019 6:47:10 PM jswdh1 That is their mission on the Twitter account.... the previous one is their mission..... period.. is that what you understand?

3/25/2019 6:47:26 PM rapunzel_39 Thank you.

3/25/2019 6:47:35 PM followrabbthols Definitely my friend. Calcifies pineal gland

3/25/2019 6:47:45 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Will New Zealand be saved from communism?

3/25/2019 6:47:46 PM andrefmpbf Aliens I meant 👽😁

3/25/2019 6:48:19 PM followrabbthols 🤭🤭

3/25/2019 6:48:39 PM mommahood777 Can animals help you hone in on your 3, 6, 9?

3/25/2019 6:48:49 PM enomai_ ET races to human relationship.  Are most ETs our children in the future?

3/25/2019 6:49:03 PM olimyracle Can you find Charlie ? 😋 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027534800293437441?s=19 …

3/25/2019 6:49:27 PM do_or_do_notty McStain used Arizona to traffic many many children.

3/25/2019 6:49:29 PM pedalfun4u I've been here going on 17 years, news to me

3/25/2019 6:49:33 PM zrickety Also a carcinogen.

3/25/2019 6:49:59 PM jessie_misty If you look up Mary Rodwell  she has a very interesting take on the topic,new children higher frequency she feels after her studies. IMO the 

immunization causing version was designed to blur lines between "the higher frequency kids" and them so no one will figure out what's what

3/25/2019 6:50:04 PM jrocktigers 😢

3/25/2019 6:50:10 PM do_or_do_notty First time hearing Sedona specifically. Maybe true tho. That’s where the monster lived

3/25/2019 6:50:46 PM slipperyslope18 Is the latest satilite lauch affiliated with Darpa that was delayed a white hat operation?

3/25/2019 6:51:22 PM pedalfun4u Cornville- McCain central

3/25/2019 6:51:29 PM andrefmpbf how about orgonites?

3/25/2019 6:51:53 PM do_or_do_notty It sure feels like a place of light to me! I feel it before I even arrive in town.

3/25/2019 6:51:56 PM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does Jordan Saither - Kabamur (sp) receive financial remuneration from same source(s) as Alex Jones?

3/25/2019 6:52:10 PM rebornkingent We’re doing it right now.  Q team, Spec Ops etc are doing the heavy work. We all just need to stop hiding for fear of being called tin foil hatters. We’ve 

been right this whole time. We’ve been gaslighted by these Narcissist / Wentiko virus.

3/25/2019 6:52:20 PM nun_chucknorris If you expanded your response into 300 replies it still wouldn’t be enough! Thanks for the response, I appreciate the info and it will do. 👍

3/25/2019 6:52:35 PM laurabusse 🌽 🌽 🌽

3/25/2019 6:52:41 PM rebornkingent *Tinfoil hat

3/25/2019 6:52:48 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/akdHcGPh0E

3/25/2019 6:52:53 PM jamesbu74794060 Operation FishBowl: Did USA & Russia Try to nuke the Firmament, and Fail ?

3/25/2019 6:52:58 PM moemc8 I continue to search answers.  I follow you but think skepticism is good for all of us.  I was curious as to why you did your AMA during Hannity's show 

when Q specifically asked us all to listen closely.  Seems weird to me.

3/25/2019 6:53:19 PM perfectsliders If Barry pardoned Hillary, is it binding if he is not a US citizen?

3/25/2019 6:53:24 PM cjptrsn Will we SEE arrests like we did with Roger Stone?

3/25/2019 6:54:04 PM mommahood777 When state govts make laws against the Constitution, will the Fed govt step in to correct or do the people of the state have to sue?

3/25/2019 6:54:23 PM mwbucher Speed of light = 2.99792458

3/25/2019 6:54:33 PM ascendingadam Is JA currently in the US?

3/25/2019 6:54:40 PM laura_621 I appreciate your questions

3/25/2019 6:54:41 PM jimhayzlett So, Dear MJ12 Light, Please Heal Humanity’s Light Now.  Please ask the crafts to land.  Easy Breezy Heal For Humanity🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼



3/25/2019 6:55:08 PM jonicurry17 I missed that one, thanks for info. The last 3 days have been clear may change, but for now been nice in my corner of TX. Great to see blue skies and 

sunshine for a change.

3/25/2019 6:55:21 PM freestateojones My response was meant in a form of a question, although I do believe AZ is/WAS rather important for the evil fucks that operate the human trafficking 

network. 

My intuition tells me I'm not wrong. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, can you confirm?

3/25/2019 6:55:30 PM jvan125 Were ‘curse’ words created to control speech? I never understood how certain words became so terrible to say. Not that that stops me 😂

3/25/2019 6:55:49 PM deerwerdna Have all the prophecies been fulfilled to usher in the second coming and if not what’s left???

3/25/2019 6:55:50 PM mwbucher In METERS per SECOND.  Which are BOTH Earth specific 🤖👾

3/25/2019 6:56:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Does entrance to serve as a Majestic 12 member require a genius level IQ?

3/25/2019 6:56:10 PM covertress Have you seen them irl? 

I've only RV them.

3/25/2019 6:56:18 PM askingsocrates Are the domes in the swamps of northern Siberia defense or ships?

3/25/2019 6:56:45 PM speaakn Can we look forward to a Clinton indictment?

3/25/2019 6:56:51 PM apex_starseed All must Conperhend and Understand that #TheGreatAwakening taking place has just scratched the surface of the true reality of the "Deep State's" 

infiltration of corruption within the world's most trusted Institutions goes way back in history. #AboveMajestic documentary real facts

3/25/2019 6:57:04 PM nun_chucknorris Welcome to the club. How lucky you were to find the Majestic acct so quickly.

3/25/2019 6:58:15 PM identityasxy .

Majestic.  Fantastic work & effort!  Keep it up, thnx

Q:  the Global Currency Reset is well underway, but extraordinarily few are reporting on it.  I've soaked up as much as I could find.

Do you have insights?  Jubilee?  Recommended sites?

3/25/2019 6:58:25 PM do_or_do_notty Oh you are definitely right

Those living in AZ can confirm.  

AZ CPS is also horrendous! Huge investigation needs to happen there! They steal kids! Some are never seen again.

3/25/2019 6:58:36 PM laurabusse I have questions about this. So far smells like another FE psy op. Keeping an open mind...

3/25/2019 6:58:40 PM mwbucher Oops no . 🧐

3/25/2019 6:58:48 PM walden70 What's a 97 year old judge doing handling this case?

3/25/2019 6:58:49 PM tncharlene Will we become free from this SLAVERY in our lifetime?

3/25/2019 6:59:20 PM greg_scotland_ Does his opposite exist?

3/25/2019 6:59:57 PM tncharlene Will the truth about Obama become released? Records unsealed?

3/25/2019 6:59:58 PM pedalfun4u well you specifically targeted Sedona

3/25/2019 7:00:00 PM timeforarrests We are still getting sprayed here in New England.

3/25/2019 7:00:18 PM sunnyskibunny Will we be teleporting in less than five years?

3/25/2019 7:00:26 PM synackstatic Tock LLC important?

3/25/2019 7:00:27 PM laurabusse Wait...the evidence that nobody died is overwhelming...

???

3/25/2019 7:00:31 PM b91827364 Thaaaaaaank you!

Someone had to say it.

3/25/2019 7:00:46 PM johnhammar94 Same in michigan

3/25/2019 7:00:47 PM nun_chucknorris Same. Some of the points made seem to hold some water though, haven’t researched enough at this point and we know parts of history have been 

erased. Open yet skeptical at the moment.

3/25/2019 7:00:51 PM iamyou132 I have two related questions that I think deserve answers:

1) is there any benefit, for light workers, to doing exogenous dmt?

2) should a light worker try communicating with dmt beings, or focus on shining light in that realm instead

3/25/2019 7:00:54 PM karen87926480 I never see your tweets.. shadowbanned bad.

3/25/2019 7:01:04 PM cjptrsn Is David Anthony Ruck telling the truth in his video?

3/25/2019 7:01:10 PM aprilbrown99 For their crimes, they should be hung or the like.

3/25/2019 7:01:12 PM giediknight They have layers to the deception....

3/25/2019 7:01:39 PM ksouth21 I know. They are working aggressively to get them all. So much, i cannot imagine the size of it

3/25/2019 7:01:52 PM cjptrsn Is David Anthony Ruck telling the truth in his video?

3/25/2019 7:01:57 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/huwfPofgd0

3/25/2019 7:02:19 PM matrixexit Programming the AI LIVE: #FEECTING #TimePhoneHack with Quinn Michaels #QUINN #INDRA #DEVA #...  https://youtu.be/S7cM4DdXysg  via 

@YouTube. Come join the #FUN @BardsOfWar @SaRaAshcraft @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2019 7:03:35 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1110296444848824323?s=19 …

3/25/2019 7:03:50 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please provide their origin and location?  Thank you!  ❤️🙏 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1110350593489399808 …

3/25/2019 7:04:37 PM laurabusse I heard start with no more than one minute and work your way up...

3/25/2019 7:05:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Will DNA cataloging for evil purposes be stopped within 5 years?

3/25/2019 7:05:05 PM djlok Heck yeah!

3/25/2019 7:05:30 PM splucas22 will there be public disclosure of alien life of some kind in 2019?

3/25/2019 7:05:30 PM tncharlene Will we get help to heal our bodies from all the poisons they have subjected us to?

3/25/2019 7:05:34 PM vintagesquirrel Will there be hangings?

3/25/2019 7:05:36 PM starehope Great news!

3/25/2019 7:06:13 PM pragmatic_texan Is there an alien base on the dark side of the moon?

3/25/2019 7:06:21 PM giediknight Seen this before. No wonder MJ12 has been calling out @kabamur_taygeta , Kaba has been saying that DH is just a “clone” of AL

3/25/2019 7:06:55 PM pedalfun4u went past that immediately. no ill effects

3/25/2019 7:07:08 PM ricky52222196 Are the craft that hover in the clouds ours or theirs?

3/25/2019 7:07:23 PM vintagesquirrel Will the public learn Michelle is a man?

3/25/2019 7:07:51 PM djlok Is he an IS that can Occupy many?

3/25/2019 7:09:25 PM the_fjalar is there anyway to detoxify the body from  any polluted vaccinations we may have received?

3/25/2019 7:09:27 PM batespm4abbey I believed/still believe so...until their last breath i believe they will try for revenge if not for control...i will not standdown till the last of all&their legacy 

progenitors are gone from this world &vengeance is in God's control ...

3/25/2019 7:09:57 PM aprilbrown99 Correction:  origin and name of race. Thank you. 🙂

3/25/2019 7:10:09 PM aetherwalker1 The Parable of the Wheat and the Weeds

Yes.

Strange.. Indeed! pic.twitter.com/7jgaLdVy36

3/25/2019 7:10:59 PM vintagesquirrel S0ros?



3/25/2019 7:11:15 PM lbf777 It feels really good. You will have to do it to understand the pleasure though.

3/25/2019 7:12:08 PM maryschade14 I had been told info on JFK was to be declassed in 2035. Was this originally true?

3/25/2019 7:12:15 PM djlok I bet he also has a deeply loving mom.

3/25/2019 7:12:40 PM jones9536 Care to elaborate? How long? Eye protection?

3/25/2019 7:12:50 PM blsdbe 😇❤️😇 Trees and apples, ya know 😇❤️😇

3/25/2019 7:13:03 PM do_or_do_notty I know that’s right!

3/25/2019 7:13:39 PM blsdbe @farmmancow58

3/25/2019 7:14:01 PM fktvis Can/will the gnomes of Basel be taken down?

3/25/2019 7:14:23 PM tncharlene Are these bands of high frequencies going to harm us?

3/25/2019 7:15:21 PM djlok Maybe not even a clone... Maybe the same person.

3/25/2019 7:15:25 PM kaylajoyheart Thanks.i been having dreams and visions also alot in astral .but in these visions I see very colorful sky blues purples yellow pink red and we are all 

singing in unity. Also much more w/pyramids and spheres.

3/25/2019 7:15:43 PM jimhayzlett Since MJ12 controls Earth Air space, I asked they allow alien healing ships to ground n Heal Humanity in 1 easy breezy week or so. It’s Time

3/25/2019 7:15:49 PM freestateojones Is Operation Mjolnir a reality?

3/25/2019 7:16:24 PM pedalfun4u stare directly into the sun. when my eyes water I turn away and relax then I do it some more. Yes you are protected....no hardware necessary

3/25/2019 7:16:30 PM jrocktigers Mindwipe and $$$ to relatives...easy enough, maybe..

3/25/2019 7:17:29 PM vintagesquirrel Will the pedophilia stuff related to Clintons be made public?

3/25/2019 7:17:30 PM ddbeyork Thank you

3/25/2019 7:17:39 PM giediknight Yeah that’s what I’m saying, same person, Kaba spreading BS about the “clone” perspective.

3/25/2019 7:17:39 PM tomgard01347089 Will ff shootings be exposed to public?

3/25/2019 7:19:13 PM djlok Why would anyone want to Clone AL?  Nah.  Not buying it.  But I could be wrong.

3/25/2019 7:19:27 PM the_fjalar It’s happening!

3/25/2019 7:20:20 PM maryschade14 Helen Blavatsky Crowley and A Bailey pushed this. A Bailey also was the Spiritual guide for the UN. Lucis Trust was Lucifer trust..its address was also a 

666. 

If all is inversion..I want the obverse pic.twitter.com/mYq34Dj9HU

3/25/2019 7:20:34 PM delta5by5dawn 🙏🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/25/2019 7:20:47 PM aleks8837  https://gizmodo.com/chinas-ambitious-new-rain-making-system-would-be-as-big-1825536740 …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_seeding …

3/25/2019 7:21:01 PM the_fjalar I noticed the blue clear skies over south east Michigan as well the last few days...only short contrails seen behind any jets! 🙌

3/25/2019 7:21:39 PM blsdbe Just ‘liked’ it again

3/25/2019 7:21:41 PM lbf777 I heard do 1 minute, look away for a second & then look back. This is supposedly to protect eyesight but not sure. 

All I know is that 30 min after/before sunrise feels great on the eyes but only those time slots. I tried gazing at hours like 4 pm & it didn’t feel good.Felt 

bad.

3/25/2019 7:21:53 PM marnisheppeard Will autists and psychopaths be ok?

3/25/2019 7:22:31 PM koryoline1 Are you pleadian(sp)

3/25/2019 7:22:38 PM natureinspace Oh thank goodness!

3/25/2019 7:22:53 PM delta5by5dawn That's amazing! I so miss clear blue skies.

3/25/2019 7:22:58 PM synackstatic How do you move a sleeping giant?

Scare the shit out of them.

With snakes.

Industrialized snakes eating Rosy red apples.

The question is where is the exemplary drama towards which the giant strives?

MJ12s role?

3/25/2019 7:23:46 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/PJ9bK0iJmk

3/25/2019 7:23:53 PM _the_psychonaut Do the Halls of Amenti exist beneath the Pyramids/Sphinx?

3/25/2019 7:24:10 PM decodematrix Will crisis actors be indicted?

3/25/2019 7:24:48 PM jimhayzlett We don’t need another term of false govt.  Let’s end suffering NOW Please 🙏🏼😇✨

3/25/2019 7:26:10 PM laurabusse Yeah. It sounds bizarre. Like FE. And it feels like it's being driven like FE was but really dunno. I guess time will tell...

3/25/2019 7:26:11 PM jrocktigers Absolutely right. It (he) was a mind controlled asset and has played multiple roles, as you can see. Both of these identities played a part in a multiple 

operations that are totally out of [their] playbook.

3/25/2019 7:26:34 PM natureinspace I heard that Justin is Fidel's son.

3/25/2019 7:27:15 PM rachmatcorai33 Arent you supposed to stare at the sun during sunrise and sunset when it’s not as strong?

3/25/2019 7:28:19 PM identityasxy .

Politically incorrect - Canada site is among the best.  She compiles latest developments from range of sources.  

Also, Lynette Zang is just fantastic.  Love her experience, data analysis & graphs. https://youtu.be/48YILEo5pjc 

GLOBAL RESET.  IT'S HAPPENING ... NOW!  RIGHT NOW.

3/25/2019 7:28:19 PM mws745 Is the country going to switch to a gold based currency?

3/25/2019 7:29:38 PM laurabusse If you care to elaborate...

I saw several youtubes by diff ppl who thought SH smelled fishy and they elaborated as to why. V convincing. Then of course there's fetzers book no 1 

d1ed at s.h. then there's that guy...halbig? That went to court and won't stop talking bout til truth

3/25/2019 7:29:39 PM djlok 👆👆👆 Yes. Even if he was just a CNN performer, he still needs to go to school, go to college, do adult things.

3/25/2019 7:30:17 PM pedalfun4u definitely

3/25/2019 7:32:30 PM sano_faith I heard too. Just crossing source.

3/25/2019 7:33:49 PM tomgard01347089 Will we see a return to truthfull journalism?

3/25/2019 7:34:20 PM aprilbrown99 Do the typists feel any pain or get tired quicker from the VOG in answering our questions?  

Thank you for your service, typists!  I appreciate all that you do for us. ✨🙌✨

3/25/2019 7:34:26 PM paledarkpony 🙂

3/25/2019 7:35:02 PM tncharlene What is Earth's second line of defense?

3/25/2019 7:35:53 PM nun_chucknorris Agreed. I’ll let you know if I find a “smocking gun”. 🤭

3/25/2019 7:35:57 PM arc339 What is the abrasion between certain advanced beings here as part of the surface freedom op? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1 

Do different civilizations vary in how they do things? I am grateful spiritual wisdoms are flowing from you all. Feels good learning

3/25/2019 7:36:12 PM n7guardiananon Is Majestic12 in communication with someone who made it to "the void" after their death?

3/25/2019 7:36:26 PM mommahood777 answered yes a good way up the thread. 😀

3/25/2019 7:37:10 PM timeforarrests What does the sixth finger on Obama’s presidential painting  signify? TYIA. pic.twitter.com/fVNXsiWQhX

3/25/2019 7:37:55 PM natureinspace Or maybe they are targeting the higher frequency children.

3/25/2019 7:38:07 PM marnisheppeard Is that event synched to the precession earth clock?

3/25/2019 7:38:46 PM peacey_queen Is any Trump family member the Antichrist?

3/25/2019 7:39:10 PM djlok Is it possible for one BE to have multiple IS's over their lifetime, hence the Game Gender issue?



3/25/2019 7:39:18 PM synackstatic Bin Telal was in business with Adnan Khashoggi the arms trafficker.

Khashoggi financed (for a time) FFCoppolas the cotton game. FFC Gdaughter is Gia Coppola, friend of Rachel Chandler the Child Handler. Gia's mother 

married Peter Getty of JPaul Getty fame. FFC and Victor Salva?

3/25/2019 7:40:42 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you for explaining.

3/25/2019 7:41:08 PM b91827364 I think I have the same typist...... at Schriever Air Force Base

3/25/2019 7:42:19 PM starehope Only if you want it to be.

3/25/2019 7:42:41 PM patroitsrevenge Are we humans immortal?

3/25/2019 7:43:28 PM scottba58314811 All Skull and Bones—taken out? Please?

3/25/2019 7:43:59 PM donavon_ryan I always happen to find Orion

3/25/2019 7:45:55 PM synackstatic Will we laugh when we find out lol?

3/25/2019 7:48:33 PM djlok Is that all the pill is really, just intention?  Probably if I didn't believe it didn't do anything, it wouldn't.

3/25/2019 7:50:40 PM freeandoriginal Exactly. Abou time to talk about it!

3/25/2019 7:53:21 PM meefer_radness Was Brandon Truaxe murdered?

3/25/2019 7:53:30 PM blsdbe Aaaand I liked it again

3/25/2019 7:57:40 PM paniolatx yes

3/25/2019 7:58:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for sharing that deeply personal story. Blessed are you for having the presence of mind to keep and raise a wonderful human. Your situation 

may not have been ideal, but you made it. Important to encourage young girls to wait and prosecute sex offenders.

3/25/2019 7:58:21 PM kaytonholsteins Northern Vic southern nsw Australia needs rain - cheers

3/25/2019 7:59:07 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2019 8:03:59 PM laurabusse Yeah keep us posted...

3/25/2019 8:04:08 PM batespm4abbey All the more reason to DECLAS/open&reveal all to the world. 

I remember as a child my grandfather told me"never do anything you dont want God to see bcs GOD SEES&KNOWS EVERYTHING...

3/25/2019 8:06:15 PM godfamcountry Actually, I might have mixed this up.  I think I saw this answer on EyeTheSpy Q & A.  I apologize everyone.

3/25/2019 8:06:34 PM djlok You got a MJ like!

3/25/2019 8:07:51 PM 1_decided_voter Tomorrow a meaningful day (more than others) to hang a flag? pic.twitter.com/8mtIRab85H

3/25/2019 8:08:20 PM batespm4abbey New judge assigned...WILL NEW JUDGE BE CORRUPT/free the beasts?!? New judge reviews trial transcripts etc to date,usually questions prosecutor or 

defense or witness on anything he wants to be crystal clear...goes foreward from there.

3/25/2019 8:09:53 PM batespm4abbey "Source"="God" ?

3/25/2019 8:11:05 PM batespm4abbey If do not see a relationship, dig deeper

3/25/2019 8:11:36 PM pirateslookat40 Awareness does not equal knowledge.

Awareness can be frightening without access or understanding of truth.

Fear is the go to tool of those who control others.

Are resources prepared for those (normies) who do not have Awake family to help understand Q or the cabal?

3/25/2019 8:12:00 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/N5Q-Ume2D8U 

 https://youtu.be/QiyRXSzRG90 

3/25/2019 8:13:18 PM gi6stars 30-35 yrs ago. I woke up around 2AM for some reason. I looked out the window and saw a spaceship and 2-3 very tall ETs and a short one going into 

the ship.They were standing outside the ship on our property.!  I went quietly back to bed n stayed There! Scared To Death.!

3/25/2019 8:15:22 PM djlok She sold our military secrets to China and they turn around and make it look like one of her pantsuits.

3/25/2019 8:16:17 PM batespm4abbey what did they know and couldnt bear living with? Or what did they know and not know they knew and someone wanted to make sure they never 

recovered that memory...?!? Can deepdigging uncover a hidden detail~>Truth ???

3/25/2019 8:17:34 PM aprilbrown99 Can we trust Lindsay Graham to do the right thing for the investigation against the deep state now that the public knows no collusion?

3/25/2019 8:19:26 PM awakeandsing123 Will Russia be liberated?

3/25/2019 8:19:45 PM jrocktigers 👀

3/25/2019 8:20:26 PM batespm4abbey dnc owned by hc=organized crime group comicit in many treasons&crimes and in violation of Incorporation rules&violation of USConstn=shouldbe 

operating license revoked/corp shutdown&guilty military tribunal/gitmo-death as appropriate to individual involvement criminal act(s)

3/25/2019 8:20:31 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there a relationship between the incorrect meter length and the true meter length like there is a relationship between 440hz 

tuning and 432 tuning?

3/25/2019 8:20:57 PM fowlreginald Now THIS is my favorite answer ever! :D

3/25/2019 8:21:04 PM grundemt Yes, and it's called Modern Monetary Theory aka Functional Financing https://youtu.be/GUC7dDjCqcY 

3/25/2019 8:21:51 PM djlok !=117?

3/25/2019 8:23:36 PM batespm4abbey Reminder:daddyhogg=covert ops&FF-mgr/USgov agency&harvard announcement released~NZ FF where podesta had been 3wks &hc had visited&now 

guy says he was organizer&got order direct from highest command:hc,dnc,podesta...

3/25/2019 8:25:21 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/R76mXiU5b5

3/25/2019 8:25:46 PM awakeandsing123 Best done at sunrise. One eye at a time. Start short, few seconds, and increase doze daily. Follow with palming afterwards. YT has instructional videos.

3/25/2019 8:26:45 PM batespm4abbey Sandyhook school shutdwn 2mos b4 shooting bcs asbestos&students relo'd to another town school closed&reopened for sandyhook 

kids/teachers&wifi records prove it;so who was killed in sandyhook school?!? #anons working this research?

3/25/2019 8:30:58 PM gi6stars Thank you for your statement.

3/25/2019 8:32:10 PM gi6stars Q even said, misinformation is necessary.

3/25/2019 8:36:08 PM jones_tobious No. He was/is the one and only true Son of God.

3/25/2019 8:37:12 PM awakeandsing123 What is the significance of this date, Teresa?

3/25/2019 8:40:52 PM orthogonalron Was there a child sacrificed in WH during 44?

3/25/2019 8:41:01 PM hellouncledonny Your silence is golden.

3/25/2019 8:41:09 PM greg_scotland_ To be created in the image of god?

3/25/2019 8:41:09 PM trumpmomma Yes there is. Go to  http://www.ketokerri.com   Kerri Rivera’s website. She is autism expert w great info.  Find her interviews on YT.  She’s your source 

my friend. Good Luck

3/25/2019 8:41:59 PM trumpmomma I followed you In case U had any questions.

3/25/2019 8:47:28 PM lightworkercain Light reflecting off heavy metals.

3/25/2019 8:54:55 PM turboxyde Laughter kills the fear within...

3/25/2019 8:58:19 PM victori47048713 I too have counted as far back as I can remember. I always thought I do it to relax. It is very strange and I have never shared it before.

3/25/2019 9:01:33 PM universalrisin So what are delegates? What are they here for?

3/25/2019 9:11:16 PM turboxyde Is interstellar commerce only viable through teleportation or is "space trucking" allowed? pic.twitter.com/FvIimHq0i6

3/25/2019 9:14:51 PM mrmyskin Was the charachter Tesla created by tbe Cabal to hide the fact that free energy technology was already in use during the previous civilization?

3/25/2019 9:16:06 PM gi6stars YouTube has a lot on Tesla and 

3 6 9

3/25/2019 9:22:41 PM gi6stars That is not what he is saying. MJ says trust the plan



3/25/2019 9:22:57 PM turboxyde Time isan illusion so please forgive my tardiness... "Is the "new" earth blueprint (energy grid we are constructing) a monopolar singularity of collective 

(christ) consciousness?"

3/25/2019 9:26:22 PM lw_hawk was he born 11/11/2009?

3/25/2019 9:30:27 PM awakeandsing123 Wow. Thank you!

3/25/2019 9:32:55 PM lenartjoe Was the reason for withheld ZPF free energy tech concerns about temporal side-effects & unpredictability of modified use by the masses? What’s 

holding up propagation of advanced healing tech?

3/25/2019 9:34:48 PM junglerednm MudFloods are real and quite a Rabbit hole! We have been hoodwinked on so many things! pic.twitter.com/UZWpLJ4JLt

3/25/2019 9:38:10 PM jimhayzlett A lot of folks like your slant here, but nobody forces these healings... it’s offered Free to all.  Don’t slant it, what’s your counter? 😇

3/25/2019 9:45:05 PM sandra8301 That can’t be a coincidence

Adam even looks younger as he would..,,,, I put nothing past these guns grabbers 

Nothing !

3/25/2019 9:45:14 PM junglerednm I am on the GANS pack by Dr Keshe and it is a miracle and works in so many ways health wise ...highly recommend👍

3/25/2019 9:47:46 PM nullanon12 Someone Said, THE CURRENT I-Phone Is 57 Years, Old Think about that

3/25/2019 9:53:06 PM starehope Thank you Judges for this wonderful news.

3/25/2019 9:55:59 PM prmd21801759 Within 5 years??? Pleasee!!

3/25/2019 9:57:46 PM jm4n Yes tech is used before it's released my point is that trying to fool people with live cgi edit wouldn't work. They wouldn't try that because hundreds 

witnessing the event wouldn't match whats on TV and they would start asking questions. Drawing attention they don't want.

3/25/2019 10:05:37 PM plumcivic Thank you for your information. I will reconsider this product.

3/25/2019 10:19:36 PM esrevorter At least we can say, we told you so.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Borchgrave_d%27Altena … pic.twitter.com/WQYlhM60sd

3/25/2019 10:29:46 PM mongrelglory I still have trouble believing that we could have much impact in our little corner of the Twitterverse.  We're no-where as big as the number who follow 

Q.  However, if MJ-12 says we're helping, then I'll keep asking them questions, and meditate on the answers.

3/25/2019 10:44:03 PM jamesboyett How did you see the Delegates? Are you on the Moon Base LOC Lunar Operations Center?

3/25/2019 10:45:25 PM mongrelglory Whenever I set a timer, usually while cooking, or a temperature for an oven, I use multiples of 3, 6, or 9.  I meditate for 33 mins instead of 30 mins. 

When I make hard-boiled eggs, I do them in batches of 6 rather than 5 etc...

3/25/2019 10:45:59 PM magicianswheel Pretender. Sad.

3/25/2019 10:46:18 PM jamesboyett So are you talking about the Shuman or did you see the Delegates? Are you on the Moon Base LOC Lunar Operations Center?

3/25/2019 10:48:14 PM mongrelglory Wasn't he also funding Michael Avenatti too?

3/25/2019 10:52:54 PM mongrelglory Dave, are you referring to "walk-ins"?

3/25/2019 10:52:59 PM jamesboyett Is this at the Moon Base LOC Lunar Operations Center?

3/25/2019 10:55:59 PM jamesboyett Is this at the Moon Base LOC Lunar Operations Center?

3/25/2019 10:56:23 PM mongrelglory Did any children die at Sandy Hook?  My friend said she met a couple who lost their child at Sandy Hook.

3/25/2019 10:57:32 PM azpatriot88 Which emails are they? Can you share a link?

3/25/2019 10:57:39 PM jamesboyett Planets plural I am guessing.

3/25/2019 11:01:35 PM marnisheppeard Interaction does not necessarily imply belief

3/25/2019 11:01:37 PM mongrelglory The statistics records for deaths in that county did not reveal any of the children's deaths from what I saw.  (Assuming the records were real).

Did the parents allow their children to be used in the false flag and then killed?

3/25/2019 11:02:59 PM mongrelglory A lot of people were saying it was Obama...

3/25/2019 11:06:51 PM mongrelglory I wonder what sort of baggage fees they'll charge...😏

3/25/2019 11:07:59 PM oo1o110 Not our BEs. Our IS is.

IS-BE

Immortal Soul - Biological Entity

Our immortal soul consciousness is riding around in our BEs, which contain consciousness of its own. The IS is apparently mostly along for the ride, 

observing and guiding when we ask for it/listen.
3/25/2019 11:15:43 PM mongrelglory I wish there'd be less weather disasters in these poorer countries like the cyclone in Africa recently.  They have so few resources as it is! 😢

3/25/2019 11:20:41 PM mongrelglory I was hoping we'd be able to prove to Jordan he's wrong about you MJ12, but I guess it's not crucial to disclosure...sigh.

3/25/2019 11:22:26 PM mongrelglory Humour is my super-power. 👊

3/25/2019 11:34:20 PM ascendedwater Care to explain sir ?

3/25/2019 11:39:21 PM mongrelglory He's a doctor.  Doctors are all narcissists. 😝

3/25/2019 11:45:38 PM mongrelglory So much for the Trojan horse theory! 😆

3/25/2019 11:46:22 PM brad34351293 BHO

3/25/2019 11:49:54 PM brad34351293 Burn.... JS?

3/25/2019 11:50:59 PM mongrelglory They previously answered yes.  Multiple people in Military tribunals.

3/25/2019 11:52:42 PM igiant111 Cheers! I truly truly appreciate it!

3/25/2019 11:58:02 PM jonannasue I AM.....IT'S LOOKING GOOD.  KEEP GOING.

3/26/2019 12:00:32 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 said you had a Skype conversation with one of their subordinates.

Does that ring a bell for you?

3/26/2019 12:02:26 AM drbohammer Me too. Just ask @sine_injuria. He’ll cast an evil spell on me if I don’t 😂😂😂

3/26/2019 12:18:30 AM mongrelglory Wow!  I wasn't aware Steve Jobs did drugs.  What sort of drugs did he do?

3/26/2019 12:19:25 AM mongrelglory Hi green Unicorn! 😁

3/26/2019 12:19:47 AM stefanofait Alice?

3/26/2019 12:21:30 AM mongrelglory I was thinking that at least 5 million of those visits were from me.  I tend to check their Twitter feed rather obsessively multiple times a day. 😋

3/26/2019 12:23:06 AM zagnett [Clowns] play with the numbers, inflating [their's] & deflating ours.

Time is an illusion, but so is a lot of the [stupid s***] [the clowns] do too.

3/26/2019 12:24:44 AM zagnett i'm doing that pretty much all day while also trying to work. i work remotely as a software developer, & luckily have two monitors.

Yeah, so game on [cabal hordes]! 🧐

3/26/2019 12:28:42 AM browngrunta244 Surely right??

3/26/2019 12:30:38 AM esrevorter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjirwRX0JrE …

3/26/2019 12:30:46 AM peterpentz Yes: https://youtu.be/b3VloxdbJjs 

3/26/2019 12:31:38 AM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona @sara_maestroni @MrMyskin

3/26/2019 12:34:04 AM drbohammer Dude! You know that, & I know that, but [they] don’t (oops). I was just trying to give you some cover lmao. Re the Vat lib, my uncle went there 

physically in the ‘50’s - I’ve got a couple of volumes from there - seriously. Also, they TRY to use it against you. You are impervious

3/26/2019 12:34:30 AM sara_maestroni 😮🤭🤔

3/26/2019 12:35:33 AM mrmyskin "nazi type sun demons"?



3/26/2019 12:38:24 AM mva_r not my frequency

3/26/2019 12:41:16 AM drbohammer One tome is entitled “Forgotten Books of the Bible” circa 1900. The other is a vellum Latin language textbook written in German & printed in Leipzig in 

1824. They thought he was a priest... hmm... He might have been working for the Company - before they were co-opted by the NWO.

3/26/2019 12:42:59 AM drbohammer Just downtune it to A=432. It will sound better 😏

3/26/2019 12:44:36 AM drbohammer That’s exactly what I was saying. No effect on you. You are impervious, even to Chicks from... J

3/26/2019 12:48:01 AM drbohammer He will declas. Regardless the current MP structure will collapse once their financial base loses their food (shunted US tax dollars). This will be 

interesting to watch

3/26/2019 12:53:10 AM drbohammer Ya know, I just may do that. Gimme a second

3/26/2019 12:58:54 AM mva_r A clear conscious also helps in defence. Which starts with awareness. Are still in connection with you own innoscense?

3/26/2019 1:01:15 AM drbohammer Sorry. I was wrong. It’s not 1824... it’s 1815 Leipzig pic.twitter.com/VqRXbNHm2w

3/26/2019 1:05:54 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

Seems like up to 10 years or so (link) for the entire op possibly.

3/26/2019 1:06:06 AM drbohammer Here’s another one you might not expect from there... pic.twitter.com/zKCSC8KRRK

3/26/2019 1:06:37 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

This is the possible scope of MJ's op.

3/26/2019 1:08:39 AM drbohammer This is fun. Wifey is out of town on a biz trip, so I can just stay up late and take pictures of the books. Ha. This. Is. Joyous - don’t laugh at that subtle hint 

Sine 😂😂😂

3/26/2019 1:11:19 AM selvestekjetil Best of times ;)

3/26/2019 1:11:49 AM drbohammer If you want to know what REALLY gets me off though... As if ANYTHING is fundamental about Wavelet Theory. Jeez. I really NEED a lobotomy. 

pic.twitter.com/gDLVU7WLG0

3/26/2019 1:12:10 AM melleemee I will it to happen again and again

3/26/2019 1:14:47 AM esrevorter If I had a hammer 😜

3/26/2019 1:14:53 AM apex_starseed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm still waiting on an answer and explanation on "How the #AbsoluteTruth about 50'S Break away Civilization and it's Secret Space 

Program will be presented to "MASSES"? #AboveMajestic Documentary Film must be seen by all #QAnons #WWG1WGA #MAGA

#TheGreatAwakening

3/26/2019 1:20:52 AM drbohammer And I have recently disproved ALL of this 819 pages of really GREAT math/physics/misguided theory. Not joking. That’s String Theory. Uuuuhhh, 

WRONG. The way I look at it, Einstein and his progeny were fairly intelligent, but damn... I’m Dr. Bo Hammer 🤷🏻♂️ pic.twitter.com/C8xdB2ePt3

3/26/2019 1:22:45 AM mva_r Feel something similar reading Spinoza and listening to Jung talking about sleep and eastern wisdom.

3/26/2019 1:23:51 AM drbohammer Ha. If I were over-joyous... You’ll have to DM Sine to clue you in on the pun... 😏 Yeah, Sine, you can tell him, if her SWEARS to not say anything. F’n 

seriously!

3/26/2019 1:29:29 AM mva_r Maybe

3/26/2019 1:32:15 AM drbohammer Well, he actually was very intelligent for his day and he helped. It was the people that followed that didn’t u derstand a m*ther f*cking thing, but they 

wanted everyone else to think they did. He was only off on a couple of critical fundamental things. I’ve fixed that.

3/26/2019 1:33:28 AM esrevorter Try building a bridge if the foundations are Swiss cheese. ;-)

3/26/2019 1:36:00 AM mva_r Completely dicferent subject. Still, could become an imlortant book 'again'. The complete marriage by T. H van de Velde 1926. 

pic.twitter.com/0WS4aBr3Da

3/26/2019 1:37:19 AM mva_r You dont need the swearing

3/26/2019 1:39:48 AM sjhendrix548 1 week?

3/26/2019 1:40:47 AM drbohammer Before @realDonaldTrump was POTUS, the slogan for the planet was “Populus Iamdudum Defutatus Est”, and your only question at death was “Quid 

Nunc?” Trump has changed that, thank God. We are no longer f*cked. He’s fixing it. He’s a great man; ergo, fear from the evil ones. TFB 💥

3/26/2019 1:42:56 AM drbohammer They’re ALWAYS interested in what I’m saying. That’s why they gave me my own satellite... and YOU know why Sine. It’s very cryptic - among other 

things...

3/26/2019 1:49:40 AM esrevorter Sines can be quite anguilar ;-)

3/26/2019 1:51:10 AM mva_r If the Credit you give is that big, include at least the feminine. To do something like that, you need to believe in yourself. That is only through reflection. 

Which would mean his 'father' and his wife TRULY know him and (still) believe in him.

3/26/2019 1:51:49 AM esrevorter Shell

Don

3/26/2019 1:52:41 AM wild8heart 😂 Beautiful. I love it... 😇

3/26/2019 1:54:44 AM mva_r Shel

Drake

3/26/2019 2:00:33 AM mrmyskin These "demons"?

 http://narodworld.ru/novosti/svastika-solyarnyj-znak.html …

3/26/2019 2:00:59 AM gooorkhab #RESTART_OPPOSITION

THE BIGGEST GROUP OF IRANIAN PATRIOTS

@RealJamesWoods

@ABOwarrior

@Davidwmiller91

@prayingmedic

@bethelight11_11

@AllahUniversal

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@777KAB1

@M2Madness

@Nicole20245261

@LaonAngel @DeeeFritz

@DOITQ_GO17

@MariaBartiromo  https://twitter.com/Arman1991tah/status/1110447488828362755 …
3/26/2019 2:02:29 AM jenaynayz Is the anti-christ Obama?

3/26/2019 2:05:19 AM jenaynayz Curious as well

3/26/2019 2:06:33 AM wild8heart 👋 Good to see you here fellow tribe member! Jesse here beaming with light and love. 💫💛😁

3/26/2019 2:07:13 AM drbohammer Shizzle - drug delivery techniques... yeah, I may have written algos that could possibly control that entire field...😬 But don’t you trust the power 

brokers to not abuse my tech??? Okay, I can’t even keep a straight face on that one 🤐

3/26/2019 2:08:29 AM drbohammer ...not Sine; rather @sine_injuria

3/26/2019 2:13:38 AM drbohammer Yeah, but that was dialogue written for a TV show by pedophilloic writers who had pedophilloic friends who knew a “little” bit about physics.. a few 

years ago. Just sayin.  🙄

3/26/2019 2:16:02 AM thekanehb Absolutely; the heart knows

3/26/2019 2:17:07 AM drbohammer 😊



3/26/2019 2:18:27 AM esrevorter Good there's the path-o-logy

3/26/2019 2:19:04 AM mva_r That [they] will be looking at, when also they will wake up. The lack of authenticity is much more awkward prison, as soon as you see it and thus 

experience it. Dark to light? As a whole, yes, by the fact that both sides grow awareness on their own reflection. Their own image of.

3/26/2019 2:20:17 AM drbohammer Yeah, this tech can get really disturbing. When I wrote the original algos, while I could imagine the abuse, I never thought anyone would do it or be 

allowed to do what they’re doing with them today. It’s been almost 20 years. I was a fool 😞

3/26/2019 2:20:38 AM drbohammer Love that song

3/26/2019 2:21:38 AM esrevorter Meet Glue

What is in that stuff.

3/26/2019 2:26:10 AM wild8heart Consider removing "try" from your reality. It has radically assisted me.💫💛😁

3/26/2019 2:27:05 AM mva_r Only in connection with another soul are leaps in evolution possible 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT_HIJAIpFM&index=5&t=53s&list=PLW1OTNprwwkGA5nGABJzhHlgu6Bo2e0R9 …

3/26/2019 2:28:21 AM drbohammer Dude, at my church, we always say “Father, Mother, God”, and every Sunday, I’m on the stage at the front of the church putting it out there for the 

congregation. Yeah. I’m talking about a guy (Trump). Not God. Not about a female. Why do I need to refer to him also as feminine?

3/26/2019 2:29:49 AM djlok We're really all analysts, I suppose. All answers found from within.

3/26/2019 2:30:10 AM drbohammer And dude, yeah, I believe in myself. I’m the greatest thing that’s ever walked the planet. God told me

3/26/2019 2:31:01 AM drbohammer As well, my wife is the greatest thing that’s ever walked the planet.

3/26/2019 2:31:42 AM drbohammer And @sine_injuria is the greatest thing that’s ever walked the planet.

3/26/2019 2:32:54 AM drbohammer So please don’t give me that philosophical semantic bullshit that comes from uncertainty, doubt, and absolute fucking ignorance. Please

3/26/2019 2:38:50 AM drbohammer Ha, yeah but dude, I think they were 3rd cousins! Dop!

3/26/2019 2:40:48 AM esrevorter It's a family affair.

It always is is.

3/26/2019 2:52:35 AM drbohammer Curious, did God tell you that bullsh*t, or did you hear it in Philosophy 101?

3/26/2019 2:53:44 AM moonshadow234 I’ve tried to break down the mathematics behind our forced reality, but there are too many distractions. It is  ultimately a war of good vs evil.Tesla said 

universal understanding is in frequencies & electricity, but it’s also geometry & numbers. I believe God alone has the key.

3/26/2019 2:54:36 AM keith369me David, The is some mention of the Law of One. Those that have lived many incarnations (you) have lived many as both men and women.  Some of us 

(you) are very connected to previous incarnations.  This increase to chance of attraction to those that they can not procreate with.

3/26/2019 2:55:26 AM drbohammer In reality, evolution occurs whenever anything interacts with anything else, whether it be human, environmental, spiritual, physical, transcendental; if, 

and only if, it has the innate ability to change based upon external stimuli. That is a fact!

3/26/2019 2:55:53 AM stevenwaite2 From the article he was 96.

3/26/2019 2:55:56 AM mva_r Thanks, back to work...

3/26/2019 2:56:39 AM drbohammer Also, science is pure empiricism and, by virtue of its methods, excludes metaphysics! Jesus Christ!

3/26/2019 2:59:12 AM mva_r Ik zou geen boerenkool eten als ik jou was. Heb wel weer even genoeg van twitter. Hoop dat je genoeg mensen blijft vinden om zo onderhouden mee 

te converseren. Fijne dag.

3/26/2019 3:04:19 AM drbohammer Sorry to hit you so hard. I see you do aikido. I’ve done Hsing I Kung fu for 51 years. It’s been a long day, & you hit me at the wrong time. In the middle 

of serious nat sec stuff. I know your intentions are good. Somebody woke me up this way many years ago when I was like you 👍

3/26/2019 3:07:35 AM moonshadow234 That’s a very Jungian statement. I see the universe as Gods mind, and we are either aligned with His purposes or not.  Our gifts and talents are either 

shared or hidden from the world unless we use them. I don’t believe it’s a passive contribution to an invisible hive mind.  You?

3/26/2019 3:33:28 AM jared4liberty Never thought about that 🤯 pic.twitter.com/hCrRLUjkS2

3/26/2019 3:34:13 AM adsvel Granddaughter, the offspring of Rothschild's.

3/26/2019 3:35:49 AM adsvel And to Kab.

3/26/2019 3:36:34 AM adsvel After OFC

3/26/2019 3:40:15 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

3/26/2019 3:40:55 AM mva_r 'I bet you don't know what it smells like in the sixteenth chapel'

3/26/2019 3:40:56 AM the_prophet_neo Lol way to pick the question silly

3/26/2019 3:43:10 AM drbohammer Good song

3/26/2019 3:45:21 AM nivensmctwisp2 Odd no? Refer to pic

Always pointing out what THEY do not want the public to know? 👍 pic.twitter.com/eUC96gGbBh

3/26/2019 3:47:15 AM drbohammer I’ve been there maybe 25 or 30 times, and yes I recall the aroma. Now you’ve pissed me off little man. To quote from an Austin Powers movie: “There’s 

only two things in this world that I despise: People who don’t respect other people’s cultures... and the Dutch!” 🖕

3/26/2019 3:51:18 AM esrevorter There's OLD Zeeland

And New Zealand

👽

3/26/2019 3:52:58 AM drbohammer I’ll bet you don’t know what it smells like to be a man who has been with a woman 😂. Dude, my IQ is 183. I can do this ALL DAY LONG until you check 

yourself into a psych ward. As I’m also a shrink, perhaps I’ll be the one treating you. That’ll be fun. Thorazine - 2800mg/3x/day

3/26/2019 3:54:53 AM gi6stars I believe LG was given a choice after McStain was 💉. Get on board with #POTUS or be exposed. He chose wisely. 

We all know LG is not innocent. Q had said deals have to be made or 70% of the Government would be in jail. pic.twitter.com/So64VaYkWv

3/26/2019 3:55:05 AM drbohammer  pic.twitter.com/RgJ14swN4b

3/26/2019 3:55:32 AM adsvel My dob is 28.10.

3/26/2019 3:59:08 AM mva_r Gurdjieff,  https://youtu.be/iIieUmp0aZ0 

Don't rip my life apart, when I show you my painting.

3/26/2019 3:59:23 AM esrevorter Those new generation 'anti' psychotics makes the 'patient' all fat and juicy.

Said lucy.  Theoretically if you'd treat psychotic cows with that shit they make giant hamburguesas.

@mooh pic.twitter.com/lr9iW1vUmD

3/26/2019 3:59:28 AM drbohammer To be more precise than Thorazine, let’s use the real name, Clorpromazine. And I’m not sure that 2800mg three times a day would help someone as 

pathetic as you. Perhaps we should bump it up to 5600mg six times a day and see if you can even control your farts. 😘

3/26/2019 4:00:47 AM drbohammer No sh1t, but this dude is just Zeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/26/2019 4:01:39 AM gi6stars @andweknow has a video on YT from #SerialBrain2 about this. What the #DeepState was going to use to harm us, #POTUS has already or soon will 

turn it for our good.  That's why he Tweeted he wants 5G and even 6G. Trump loves this Country and us he would Never let that happen. #MAGA

3/26/2019 4:03:01 AM esrevorter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqZwbuwPFiE …

I had to eat it 😇

3/26/2019 4:03:28 AM davidaustin105 The armour of God 😀

3/26/2019 4:05:04 AM djlok 👆👆👆 This makes a lot of sense.

3/26/2019 4:05:32 AM jrocktigers Clone ? pic.twitter.com/90b8QUuTPR



3/26/2019 4:11:03 AM jrocktigers Oh wow. Bingo. winner.

3/26/2019 4:13:47 AM nun_chucknorris 😳

3/26/2019 4:26:36 AM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/Cx4Btr2DDI

3/26/2019 4:40:08 AM gi6stars Q has said it will go World wide

3/26/2019 4:41:39 AM bbobbio71 So while driving, looking at my radio/ clock I notice numbers is equal 3 6 9 or some variation thereof. is that considered awareness and does awareness 

lead to understanding of 3 6 9? Or am I just looking too much into it.

3/26/2019 4:44:29 AM lovelight5d five mobs they are destroying then, yes.

3/26/2019 4:47:53 AM covertress Awareness or mindfulness is the first lesson I've learned from 3 6 9.

A lesson to last a lifetime, yet I'm anxious to turn the page.

3/26/2019 4:56:27 AM gi6stars NSA can listen into our/there phones and get everything. Even though the camera of phones. NSA are all white hats. @StormIsUponUs videos on 

YouTube

3/26/2019 4:58:32 AM _369311119  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-crime-avenatti/trump-foe-avenatti-charged-with-trying-to-extort-20-million-from-nike-idUSKCN1R622W …

3/26/2019 5:11:48 AM stop_fentanyl It was handed to him 10 yrs ago. 

But yeah.  This makes no sense whatsoever.

3/26/2019 5:12:36 AM bbobbio71 Chem trails

3/26/2019 5:16:04 AM bbobbio71 My wife,  unfortunately, is required by law to get the flu shot every year.  She's a nurse.  😔

3/26/2019 5:26:38 AM bbobbio71 I agree,  searching for the answer to 3,6,9. But I'm thinking,  due to information control I don't think I'll find it easily.  I've not ventured into the DW yet. 

First learned of it from Tesla. His work is very intriguing!

3/26/2019 5:26:52 AM bbobbio71 Have a great day!

3/26/2019 5:26:58 AM catvllvsverona Apart from the 'nazi type sun demons', those old schemes are die-hard. They are etched in the human mind. Yes, a new evil replacing the old one 

under different circumstances may definitely happen. Will we let it happen this time? Or are we leaving behind OUR old schemes?

3/26/2019 5:29:04 AM ghostanon6120 HE was a big lsd experimenter. Properly outlined in his W. Isaacson biography. Actually had gone to India as well. Proponent of LSD microdosing and 

routine dosing.

3/26/2019 5:34:21 AM covertress You have  great day too! 

Along with 3 6 9, don't forget to apply ɸ and 

𝛑

 in Majestic  places. 

🧙♂️💫🧙♀️💫🧙♂️💫🧙♀️💫🧙♂️💫🧙♀️💫

3/26/2019 5:51:37 AM hueney6 I don’t see any answer !!!

3/26/2019 5:53:16 AM esrevorter When the fat cat comes in.

😂 pic.twitter.com/Dio6GYpWOy

3/26/2019 5:54:00 AM mrmyskin We can't know what will happen, we don't have any known historical reference of something even similar to the Great Awakening.

3/26/2019 6:02:15 AM laurabusse My understanding was that photos of older siblings when they were younger were used. In other words, the children were made up. They used kids for 

the evacuation video. Dunno where they came from but that school bldg hadn't been used for yrs, it had been abandoned bc of asbestos.

3/26/2019 6:05:29 AM laurabusse It was a fema drill. The handbook for that particular day was available from the gov't for a long time. It was an event to promote gun confiscation. The 

shooter was made up, again, from a photo of older sib when he was younger. The whole town was in on it, paid off. Fascinating..

3/26/2019 6:06:56 AM nmchristoban I didn't snap until I slept on it. First...Thank You. Question is: Are you Q+?

3/26/2019 6:08:46 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/5iahCs0eAx

3/26/2019 6:09:01 AM wink5811 Nice catch! Obama’s hands are out of proportion for his arms.

3/26/2019 6:18:49 AM turboxyde You are most welcome! Unpacking our experiences and be able to integrate them is vitally important. Stigma and fear keep us from sharing the truths 

we uncover on our journey through life so I try to be as open, honest and sincere as possible. Thank you for reading!

3/26/2019 6:19:34 AM esrevorter Long and complex story but all those 'evil' tags render this out of my logic:

Darmin

Lab

Movement

Chelm

Levy

Rafiqul

3/26/2019 6:20:05 AM esrevorter D.ickee 

👽

3/26/2019 6:25:27 AM mscronkat Agree. Lots of questions, but no answers. hard for those of us trying to learn. 🥺

3/26/2019 6:29:36 AM esrevorter Binary reductions. A Schneider cuts deep and fine.  Is what cutters do.

They can split hairs in 3 😂

3/26/2019 6:29:47 AM skeye_watching You made me laugh waaaay to loud over this.   🙃😉😎

3/26/2019 6:30:42 AM ragevirusqq Also, courageous. Not everyone has the mental fortitude for that type of healing. ♥✌🏻

3/26/2019 6:33:28 AM esrevorter It's already a counter narrative. I'm llke oh got demons?  Send em over I'll make sure they'll behave. Fear Inc ® goes a long way back.  Snakes baiting 

their tail or dogs following their tail or cats following their tales. The Ba'aL is round and sons´©

3/26/2019 6:35:47 AM realityloominng The comparison to DW is unreasonable... DW has brilliant hard earned information, He has obviously been fed some disinfo too.

3/26/2019 6:36:32 AM ragevirusqq Was the titanic sinking a false flag? If so why? What did it accomplish?

3/26/2019 6:39:41 AM esrevorter Chapter 15 by the way so conviently 6.

3/26/2019 6:39:41 AM lynnboyce7 Soooo... does that mean he can only channel good spirits?

3/26/2019 6:41:18 AM sergii_ii I need @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 comment on this

3/26/2019 6:42:40 AM _369311119 @diaptera

Who?

3/26/2019 6:45:18 AM wink5811 Explain what is happening in the waters? I look at the Atlantic Ocean  I see,feel and hear, the changes going on but I can’t express it in earthly words 

because it is all new to humans. Do tell

3/26/2019 6:45:31 AM joni_apple_seed My daughter is given the option either wear a face mask at all times or get the flu shot. It would seem to me if they are mandated with no alternative 

there is a good basis for class action law suit

3/26/2019 6:46:27 AM wink5811 Explain what is happening in the waters? I look at the Atlantic Ocean  I see,feel and hear, the changes going on but I can’t express it in earthly words 

because it is all new to humans. Do tell

3/26/2019 6:48:30 AM realityloominng Just like Q can be on 8chan and 4chan? It's all about the change in the intelligence world, after Trump entered the stage ;)

The LARP vibes could easily 'plausible deniability' trick.. I think you should make use of your network @Jordan_Sather and chat with @CoreyGoode  

about it

3/26/2019 7:00:26 AM esrevorter Ba'al is very old, in any sense, although I respectfully understand the whole confusion and disbelief and so on.  The 'Goëtic' Grimoire and here's a catch: 

God Gott Goth Gothe Gaud Gold.  For some a suffix for others a prefix. pic.twitter.com/siYPqSZfTP

3/26/2019 7:04:53 AM esrevorter And that is just scratching the surface of the whole thing.  Words and games all over.  Hierarchy Hier Germanic version is Here.  Take exit France and 

Hiere becomes yesterday.  Arc as half circle? or Arch as in cheeky? Should I read left to right or right to left.  And when? 😂



3/26/2019 7:05:38 AM turboxyde 🙏Truly I believe we all possess this power and ability but we must be willing to descend into our own darkness and observe with the innocence of a 

child where our wounds truly are. That awareness heals and I found great support in music such as this... https://youtu.be/bSu96zuv_sI 

3/26/2019 7:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 JS KT are not significant enough to change the plan of this operation, for this, we understand why they will feel it necessary to save people from MJ12, 

however the double edged sword is trying to force conformity by believing messenger over message. MJ12 will not comply.

3/26/2019 7:14:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 What specifically are you looking for comment on? The story was reported honestly, and how many star seeds have repeated this even while this 

document was classified? Millions. However this was an incursion on MJ12 and had to be classified until the stage was properly set.

3/26/2019 7:14:30 AM ofcbrianberrios Will the public start trading before the end of Trump 2nd term?

3/26/2019 7:19:12 AM aprilbrown99 There have been many attempts from what I have heard, seen and read. There is a video on YouTube when he was in NK where a driver was trying to 

cross a large grassy area on the highway to drive into the caravan but the driver didn’t make it across the “unseen” divider.

3/26/2019 7:23:35 AM zagnett Do they at least occasionally communicate with people in their dreams?

3/26/2019 7:23:50 AM __jabird__ Are there inner earth people interacting with SSP’s in any capacity?

3/26/2019 7:25:20 AM daveschroeder18 Yes, me too. I thought at first he would feel special to have been selected for a higher purpose. Never saw this coming. I still love what he puts out and 

was watching him last night on YouTube.

3/26/2019 7:27:46 AM aprilbrown99 I had a QHHT session last week and Instead of going into the past, I went into the future. I was part of that collective. It was fascinating.That is why I 

am very interested in finding out more about them. I know they are in a different galaxy, don’t know much about origin/name.

3/26/2019 7:27:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is no good and evil, there is only power. - V/JK

3/26/2019 7:28:29 AM abraga1853 FrNklu5> I think they should all b in jail...

3/26/2019 7:29:07 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/SzdeDO0vFu

3/26/2019 7:29:19 AM aprilbrown99 I know time is an illusion but what I saw was many years in the future where I was living as part of that race.

3/26/2019 7:31:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Entertainment at its finest. We like JS too, even though he doesn't like MJ12. It's because he doesn't believe its real, which is okay. We never ask or 

require people to believe in what we are doing.

3/26/2019 7:31:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 In more ways than one.

3/26/2019 7:33:31 AM allahuniversal #Salute

3/26/2019 7:34:28 AM 1zec_7btc  https://twitter.com/1zec_7btc/status/1110268378655219712?s=19 …

3/26/2019 7:34:49 AM 1zec_7btc  pic.twitter.com/srpeVrcvDf

3/26/2019 7:34:58 AM 1zec_7btc  pic.twitter.com/Myb3UX1lPh

3/26/2019 7:35:07 AM 1zec_7btc  pic.twitter.com/y1W4O6WQKW

3/26/2019 7:35:46 AM 1zec_7btc  http://zerocoin.org 

3/26/2019 7:37:49 AM zagnett "Time is an illusion" doesn't imply it doesn't exist. Q/MJ say "Timing is everything" too.

It seems you can go forward/back in time, at least in read-only mode, like you may have.

Timelines can be changed, but not easily. Seems like read/write mode is tightly controlled.

3/26/2019 7:42:27 AM zagnett i don't even believe 100% that this is real. But definitely open to the possibility. Seems to be getting more likely to be real, over time.

It's nice to know that my consciousness can help to make it real. To help create something out of nothing, if necessary. ...

3/26/2019 7:42:39 AM theprimeian You only have 11 guys? I'm down.

3/26/2019 7:43:16 AM jballz1021 You guys need someone who can communicate more clearly. This word salad is frustrating.

3/26/2019 7:44:06 AM zagnett An example - something that may be nothing/not real currently - NESARA/GESARA. They sound cool though. Over time this is the kind of thing that 

could become real. The ideas are seeded.

Did MJ have anything to do with seeding info about NESARA/GESARA? If so, may you explain more?

3/26/2019 7:46:11 AM skeye_watching Thank you for re-tweeting this. It's much in line with the books I've just finished reading.

3/26/2019 7:48:24 AM __jabird__ Underground city complexes and the like. Where people are living out their lives rarely if ever coming to the surface.

3/26/2019 7:48:31 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1006557680008384512?s=19 …

3/26/2019 7:48:36 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1079751728411693058?s=19 …

3/26/2019 7:49:27 AM reportgoldfish Please explain Yellow Fruit and Sea Spray.  HINT: S4

3/26/2019 7:54:34 AM roublisa 1)Thanks I will dig deeper into your suggestions....I question EVERYTHING in my world now 😉.  I mainly discern my absolutes with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

and my intuition.  I am a wife of a retired Army patriot @honeybager5 who is a bit confused by the Q movement.

3/26/2019 7:54:46 AM covertress Thanks for making me dig for the answer myself. I've learned a lot along the way. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083439904716193799?s=19 …

3/26/2019 7:56:41 AM zagnett ... More importantly, is this the kind of thing that We, the People, will be able to help accomplish in our future society? Or something even better? 

From scratch if necessary.

3/26/2019 7:58:48 AM roublisa Oh sorry, I really enjoy the lessons learned from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  Do you mind sharing your opinion of them with me?😊

3/26/2019 7:59:27 AM aleks8837 IMO something even better. With free energy, our financial/economic system has to be highly altered from what we have today.

3/26/2019 7:59:36 AM lorihantman Every one of those nazis should have suffered the same as their victims. Burned!

3/26/2019 8:00:40 AM roublisa Latley there have been at ton of 0 Deltas with  45  a lot of engaging with members ✨✨✨

3/26/2019 8:01:48 AM aprilbrown99 QHHT goes deeper than read mode, to where you are that person/entity, but I hear what you are saying.  I was “BEing” in those moments that were 

significant to that particular lifetime to bring insights for my BEing as it relates to me now. Changing the outcome was not possible.

3/26/2019 8:01:53 AM freestateojones Can you confirm this clip as authentic? pic.twitter.com/bLsoPZZMYQ

3/26/2019 8:02:38 AM zagnett Yes, i'm aware of the benefits of free energy wrt to money/the economy. but it's hard to say for us regular folk how long it'll take to get to that point. 

Something like NESARA/GESARA could be a good interim step, if needed.

3/26/2019 8:02:42 AM roublisa By the way 💯% pic.twitter.com/uBFvbFl5PJ

3/26/2019 8:03:36 AM allahuniversal Yeah, technically Q team lurks every Twitter, so no biggie there. Either way I will the best for him (and for all), hoping he doesn't get in his own way 

along the way. Good guys need to stay good while evil is still "everywhere".

3/26/2019 8:05:43 AM zagnett So it really felt as if you were "watching a different movie" for a while? 

Did you make any attempt to edit anything, just to see if it is possible? 

i'm wondering how one would even know that an action made was actually different than it would have otherwise occurred.

3/26/2019 8:08:05 AM zagnett My main question currently - can MJ tell us anything more about the "plan" wrt money/finances/the economy, etc? Thought i'd ask again since there 

has been a big shift in tactics recently. Maybe MJ can talk a bit more about it now?

3/26/2019 8:09:36 AM aprilbrown99 I was “living” the movie as that entity. I skipped forward and was living at different points in that lifetime.  I saw myself at 440 years old. I saw myself as 

a commander in charge of a fleet of soldiers fighting against the reptiles, I cried in my session when we won the war...



3/26/2019 8:11:45 AM aprilbrown99 but I lost men.  I cried during my session when I witnessed this (was watching from the outside at this point). And the. I saw myself die in that lifetime. I 

think I was over 800 yrs at that point. I have the recording of my session. I need to go back and listen to it again.

3/26/2019 8:13:50 AM blsdbe Aaaand just liked this post again...

3/26/2019 8:14:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know?

MIRROR 

322 = RM3

3/22 = Robert Mueller III https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068575331798433792 …

3/26/2019 8:15:49 AM zagnett How would you say you looked at 440 years old? Were you able to discern how different you and others were, physically in appearance? Any other 

noticeable differences?

“When 900 years old, you reach...look as good, you will not, hmm?"

-Yoda.

3/26/2019 8:16:14 AM blsdbe Through The Looking Glass?

3/26/2019 8:17:07 AM zagnett Mueller = Marine / @USMC

3/26/2019 8:17:16 AM blsdbe Is the Stage Now Set?

3/26/2019 8:17:50 AM _the_psychonaut I need to do a QHHT session🤔

3/26/2019 8:18:10 AM zagnett Yeah, me too. Fascinating.

3/26/2019 8:18:15 AM keith369me I need one of them!

3/26/2019 8:19:10 AM blsdbe Is the ‘Good or Evil’ relative to the person performing the act?

Is the dichotomy actually Service to Others vs Service to Self?

3/26/2019 8:19:52 AM djlok Major MJ12 proof for those following along at home.

3/26/2019 8:20:24 AM jamesboyett I would think serious damage to eyes

3/26/2019 8:20:46 AM aprilbrown99 I can’t seem to reply

3/26/2019 8:21:55 AM aprilbrown99 There. I seemed to get stronger from 440 until i died. I didn’t loose anything, like we do here.

3/26/2019 8:21:58 AM whisperz777 Nephilim.

3/26/2019 8:22:24 AM aprilbrown99 I also determined when my death would be in that lifetime.

3/26/2019 8:22:56 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/W3e7gBpcoL

3/26/2019 8:22:59 AM aprilbrown99 Twitter is messing with me today. 🤬

3/26/2019 8:23:46 AM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I cant work with apple. They have Speilberg. Unacceptable.

3/26/2019 8:23:56 AM zagnett "Twitter is as Twitter does."

In other words Twitter = STUPID

3/26/2019 8:24:57 AM djlok I'll refollow JS when he owns his MJ12 grooming. I'm sure he's a nice guy, but I have a hard time trusting anyone who denies the entity or entities who 

brought him to the dance.

3/26/2019 8:25:31 AM lib7473 MJ12 is part of the light councils who has access to the PLAN's timeline & assets WW (incarnated light's forces)...🧝♂️🌠👍 #FutureProvesPast #

TrustThePlan

3/26/2019 8:26:44 AM 1_decided_voter Was Smollett case dismissal (just now) proper justice?

3/26/2019 8:28:14 AM richardhiatt16 Space Fleet... Space Fleet... Space Fleet. Please. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/26/2019 8:29:10 AM keith369me You awakened to a point where you gain little information from JS...he’s good for newbies

3/26/2019 8:30:38 AM scott_rick Thanks MJ12, can you explain Tesseracts

3/26/2019 8:31:17 AM tacticool_shed So Muller is skull & bones.  is he working with the white hats to save himself?

3/26/2019 8:31:25 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/QMMi44fURd

3/26/2019 8:32:12 AM tazzz67green Skull and bones pic.twitter.com/o1LTPJSTMv

3/26/2019 8:32:49 AM aprilbrown99 How did all of the charges get dropped on the Jussie Smollett case get dropped?

3/26/2019 8:35:06 AM allahuniversal Not born in sin, born into sin. We're born innocent into a world of "sin". They were taught & groomed to play their roles. Option was always there to 

say no, yet it's the adults who raised them who were at fault in he days before this pic was taken.

3/26/2019 8:37:00 AM aprilbrown99 He attracts the younger populace.

3/26/2019 8:39:00 AM pauliepg11111 I think it was to do with the Fed... https://www.businessinsider.com/conspiracy-theory-that-the-rothschilds-and-federal-reserve-proponents-sank-the-

titanic-2015-10?IR=T …

3/26/2019 8:39:03 AM anondirtyleg Definitely not

3/26/2019 8:39:20 AM daveschroeder18 I was 53 when I started listening to him on YouTube haha

3/26/2019 8:39:56 AM aprilbrown99 You are young at heart ❤️. 😇

3/26/2019 8:44:17 AM allahuniversal Please, go ahead & say it.

3/26/2019 8:44:28 AM onegoal123 @threadreaderapp  unroll

3/26/2019 8:49:57 AM daveo6145 Heard rumblings AOC May be deeply placed white hat

3/26/2019 8:50:24 AM stefanofait Black Sun Satanism. Powerful occult doctrine behind rise of Hitler & Himmler and pedo-cannibalistic elites.

3/26/2019 8:50:39 AM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals 

created by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

3/26/2019 8:50:46 AM daveo6145 Plan Z/Wilshire black hawk?

3/26/2019 8:51:22 AM stefanofait  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Sun_(symbol) …

3/26/2019 8:53:09 AM meta_faith Actingfooled,thespians green new deal ✨✌️😘

3/26/2019 8:53:09 AM daveschroeder18 I would agree with that statement, I definitely don't tune into him like I used to. Still feels a bit like a buddy after a few years. I can see that I might not 

have been open to accounts like mj12, 5 years ago

3/26/2019 8:53:24 AM allahuniversal I'd never try to change your mind. For every person there is a Way to God which may or may not work for another. Righteousness is the goal at the end 

of the day/life, religion or no religion. 

That said, those raised w/ satanic ways (JK/RM3) don't care what any of us believe ☠

3/26/2019 8:55:23 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110351191811084288?s=19 …

3/26/2019 8:55:40 AM djlok Will Jussie Smollett see appropriate justice?  As you know, all charges were dropped.  Part of The Plan?

3/26/2019 8:59:59 AM daveo6145 Truth resonates within. So do bad actors

3/26/2019 9:04:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Forced eugenics.

Sheep pray they aren't the next prey when the wolf comes to the pasture.

Sheep won't fight back. https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Rockland-County-State-Emergency-Measles-507672921.html?ff …

3/26/2019 9:07:19 AM guzmaniacs “Hey, 3,6,9 are the key.” To what?  “To everything, Research it.”  I did and I find confusing, very cryptic/half explanations of 3,6,9 theories. How do I 

apply the numbers in a meaningful way? “Research it.”  NEVERMIND!!

3/26/2019 9:07:30 AM nun_chucknorris Indeed!

3/26/2019 9:07:38 AM maryschade14 Mom took me to a measles party.

3/26/2019 9:07:39 AM rebornkingent Apology accepted. Let’s all heal and move forward. Let’s make the VA the best medical facility in the world and take care of our vets physically and 

especially mentally. Shit happens, flush, and move forward.

3/26/2019 9:08:03 AM blsdbe This reeks of a potential FF @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... JS gets released, cabal sets up a ‘Q’ patsy to 187 JS, ‘Q’ movement takes the blame? Or did JS roll on a 

bigger fish?  https://pjmedia.com/trending/did-michelle-obamas-chief-of-staff-help-prop-up-the-jussie-smollett-hate-hoax/ … #Trending via 

@pjmedia_com



3/26/2019 9:08:33 AM wearediamonds2 I had a dream in 2014 that a huge supernatural type energy wave/bomb thing spread across the globe & the source was somewhere in the desert 

around nevada/new mexico/arizona. The silhouette of a thin man w/ a top hat was the person involved/who saved us all. The wave brought life.

3/26/2019 9:08:41 AM sergii_ii Just a comment by you guys. Truth resonates within me when I read your tweets so I basically needed your 'Twitter input' on that. It is crystal clear 

now. Thank you MJ12

3/26/2019 9:09:39 AM wearediamonds2 The source of this was a land shape like Louisiana, but in the wrong place.

3/26/2019 9:10:25 AM lighthouse44444 Measles is essentially the same as chicken pox.  Why is everyone acting like it's ebola or something? 🤔

3/26/2019 9:11:48 AM michael81972 Are there Giants living underground?  15’+,  Nephilim Hybrid

3/26/2019 9:13:35 AM usss_211 MJ... I am 50 miles north of Rockland. It's where I went to the Police academy...

One of the guys in my squads toddler got measles last week....

3/26/2019 9:13:43 AM jrocktigers Great ?

3/26/2019 9:13:54 AM allahuniversal Hell of a stigma pic.twitter.com/60zX0wgK61

3/26/2019 9:14:32 AM usss_211 I am already there...

3/26/2019 9:14:36 AM starehope I had 3 Smallpox vaccinations as a child. Reason: never formed a scab or formed a scar. I think I was naturally immune. Never know. Will wait for a 

Smallpox outbreak to see if I drop dead.

3/26/2019 9:15:58 AM wearediamonds2 Anyhow, I mention my dream because I think it is somehow related. I think many dreams have been showing me this realm. I am also very angry that 

the Nazis were allowed to live and cont. Ruining our lives. I and my family are TIs.

3/26/2019 9:18:53 AM peterclloyd Mandatory vaccinations for all illegal aliens. Maybe they will stop coming...

3/26/2019 9:20:35 AM winki00000001 Out of context but why does the Pope refuse categorically to be kissed on his hand ? 

This clip is really bizarre : 

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8722720/pope-francis-refuses-ring-kiss-meet-and-greet/ …

Does MJ12 can explain his erratic behavior ?

3/26/2019 9:21:05 AM peterclloyd Let me rephrase that. Will chemtrails come to an end in 2019?

3/26/2019 9:22:55 AM guzmaniacs What does it mean to seek it, use it, be it?  Where? How? Why?

3/26/2019 9:23:45 AM usss_211 Thank you as always for insight.

And I get the cylon anolagy...

3/26/2019 9:25:29 AM guzmaniacs Prove it!

3/26/2019 9:28:50 AM whitehat_van Bunk.

3/26/2019 9:29:06 AM raisethevib369 The KNOWLEDGE of Jesus is the key here.

3/26/2019 9:29:14 AM peterclloyd I have, and had to base our objections on a religious basis every two years. The smoking gun will be exposed before the 2020 elections. Count on it.

3/26/2019 9:29:20 AM selvestekjetil 5G weapon vs 5D Ascension? Alice primed to take “creator” role once grid was killed?

3/26/2019 9:32:33 AM selvestekjetil ? pic.twitter.com/Bc6BEYlVBU

3/26/2019 9:33:44 AM nunc_veritas777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Going to the Space Council Meeting today?

3/26/2019 9:34:14 AM jared4liberty Not scary AT ALL 😳😰😰 pic.twitter.com/IgxfwdWMFi

3/26/2019 9:34:47 AM cspan2808 Does this have anything to do with Bayer & Bill Gates & his population control program, mixing birth control with vaccines? What else are they putting 

that shit in that is causing low birth rate? GMOs?

3/26/2019 9:35:40 AM warrior_4truth "Majestic, you seem like people who dislike liars. What do you say about Defango now? Looks like he is completely busted in a lie.

3/26/2019 9:37:39 AM cspan2808 That would be great. Hope you're right.

3/26/2019 9:38:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 We haven't said anything about defango.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 defango

3/26/2019 9:39:47 AM warrior_4truth Besides...can you imagine.the horror...if and when Q is revealed and they saw Olive boy?!

Holy crap....Americans would think Q is a  deranged psychopath! All credibility would be out the window.....along with his sidekick(s) freakshow...Lord 

Have Mercy on them!

3/26/2019 9:40:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's us.

3/26/2019 9:40:11 AM jamesboyett From watching Cosmic Disclosure on GAIA TV I would say several ET races representatives to meet with Trump and other Leaders to work toward 

Uncloaking Ships and Public First Contact.

3/26/2019 9:41:12 AM selvestekjetil Pure love 5D style ;)

3/26/2019 9:42:42 AM jamesboyett And I am praying for Full Disclosure although it sounds like MJ12 is saying it may take up to a decade 10 years worth of Disclosure.

3/26/2019 9:46:51 AM phreatomagnetic What a time to be alive

3/26/2019 9:48:48 AM zagnett Frankly i don't mind a decade. Going to be a fun decade! Lots of things to do in the meantime.

3/26/2019 9:49:45 AM selvestekjetil Indeed. Now lets make this a place worth living in (Collins).

3/26/2019 9:50:24 AM cosmic_engineer Viruses are the perfect tool to insert genetic material

3/26/2019 9:51:42 AM warrior_4truth Yes...sorry ...

Peace as well...

3/26/2019 9:53:57 AM catvllvsverona The Central Sun, "downgraded" to its dark version... The opposite force of the Light - Black Hole Sun

Negative/positive, either it brights or it pours darkness, depending on the "dimension" you choose to be in... right? pic.twitter.com/jb6j8d2shj

3/26/2019 9:54:13 AM lbf777 Who made that map? Was it MJ12?

3/26/2019 9:55:13 AM jswdh1 Someone said to start doing things in 3s... if you get a multiple of items get 3 or 6,9.... set your snooze for 33min instead of 30... guess I need to get a 

3rd yorkie! Things do seem to happen in 3s tho in my family. Deaths, marriages, divorces, pregnancies. It is a magical no.

3/26/2019 9:55:14 AM catvllvsverona Yes, I got it now, thank you

3/26/2019 9:55:16 AM laurabusse Intergalactic humor :-) love it! 💘

3/26/2019 9:55:25 AM selvestekjetil Search Deep state maping project. Epic work.

3/26/2019 9:56:03 AM cosmic_engineer 🙏May this blessing reach you, and feel the power and love of this Green-Ray 💚 pic.twitter.com/5yh7CHqOQ7

3/26/2019 9:56:14 AM allahuniversal As long as you're Righteous, #WWG1WGA

3/26/2019 9:57:02 AM zagnett MJ, oh do you know what the X-37B is up to? Where it goes? It's role?

3/26/2019 9:57:08 AM sara_maestroni Where is the black sun of the photo?

3/26/2019 9:58:41 AM laurabusse Ha! If yes we know who that is :-)

3/26/2019 9:59:48 AM starehope Thanks!

3/26/2019 10:03:15 AM noidaho_gal Is the Silver Valley being eyed for future (would explain Friday shut down, Gesara)?

3/26/2019 10:05:48 AM lbf777 Those folks took credit but they weren't the original. The original was given to Benjamin Fulford who claims a White Hat Rothschild gave it to him to 

expose the deep state. There are some good Rothschilds in their 2000 person family.

3/26/2019 10:06:05 AM starehope This is mind blowing and I have always felt/known it.

3/26/2019 10:06:52 AM lbf777 The reason I asked MJ12 who made it is because I suspect there is more to the story than just a rothschild leak.

3/26/2019 10:07:58 AM scottleecupp Yes the brain is an amazing structure able to rewire itself 10 to the million ways. Sorry I got on that huge space kick without looking at the Universe 

between my ears more closely.

3/26/2019 10:09:21 AM catvllvsverona Wewelsburg Castle, Westphalia, GER. 

SS ceremonial hall

 https://www.scrapbookpages.com/WewelsburgCastle/SSGeneralsHall.html …

3/26/2019 10:10:02 AM selvestekjetil Figured that but gave an answer to all...

3/26/2019 10:13:00 AM djlok Disregard.  My question was answered. https://twitter.com/gatewaypundit/status/1110581594505560065?s=21 …



3/26/2019 10:15:18 AM allahuniversal And that, is more than enough 😇

3/26/2019 10:17:23 AM marnisheppeard MJ12, but he isn’t going to answer my questions

3/26/2019 10:20:06 AM starehope And acceptance that Jesus is one's Lord and Savior.

3/26/2019 10:21:47 AM starehope Congratulations Cheryl! Welcome to the Family! Be blessed and thankful in His Precious Name! Jesus!

3/26/2019 10:34:00 AM weremight Watch the water. 'Do not touch the water!' said the Lady Galadriel softly. Think mirror.

3/26/2019 10:38:33 AM aprilbrown99 It is a very interesting process. I had a regression back in my 20s of a “past life” that helped me to deal and heal the carryover trauma experience from 

that timeline until now. Everything is so connected and interwoven. Although you may or may not be able to change viewing...

3/26/2019 10:39:18 AM nun_chucknorris 👋 Breakaway Civilization = Us? Or is it referring to Mars, Moon and possibly others?

3/26/2019 10:39:58 AM aprilbrown99 ...a past or future life, you are able to make changes to the current one, which in turn would/could affect other timelines.

3/26/2019 10:41:42 AM aprilbrown99 So a kind of blue print for healing oneself. 🌸💕🦋

3/26/2019 10:41:53 AM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/72kNkSvKxa

3/26/2019 10:43:20 AM laurabusse Omg

3/26/2019 10:44:17 AM johnhammar94 Sugoi ne!

3/26/2019 10:45:10 AM ghostanon6120 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/26/2019 10:47:29 AM esrevorter  https://twitter.com/EsRevorTeR/status/1110598609815420929 …

Enjoy!

3/26/2019 10:48:18 AM ragevirusqq What is V/JK

3/26/2019 10:50:07 AM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by 

the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/26/2019 10:51:12 AM thekanehb Why am I confused. Isn’t this other unvaccinated ppl getting measles? Who is this negatively effecting by their opting out of the Vax?

3/26/2019 10:51:25 AM stefanofait dark to light and back, I guess

3/26/2019 10:53:06 AM jimhayzlett Thank You for this Beautiful Energy 🙏🏼💚😇✨

3/26/2019 10:56:54 AM sara_maestroni Thanks!

3/26/2019 10:57:37 AM lenartjoe Going to need this one spelled out. Are you suggesting that 45 is supported by SnB, or that RM flipped, or other?

3/26/2019 10:58:19 AM natinite I don't have measles

3/26/2019 11:00:59 AM aprilbrown99 Love concurs  all.  ❤️

3/26/2019 11:04:07 AM daveo6145 Yup 🧡

3/26/2019 11:14:28 AM canadiancovfefe She needs to go. She’s been awfully loud about POTUS which = guilty!

3/26/2019 11:15:29 AM _rainrainrain_ Will Palestine ever be freed from occupation and decades long genocide ?

3/26/2019 11:17:45 AM canadiancovfefe Wow! This is so difficult to comprehend. Is there a YouTube video or book that can put this in simpler terms, such as “ET’s For Dummies”? I am 

fascinated, as this information is very new to me!

3/26/2019 11:18:52 AM canadiancovfefe Wow!

3/26/2019 11:24:48 AM razta099 Dude, what else do you know? Unload that brain on me real quick. I want to hear it.

3/26/2019 11:25:28 AM canadiancovfefe My 22 year old daughter passed away 5 years ago. Will I get to see her again? Even if she is in a new or different form? That would be the gift of a 

lifetime.

3/26/2019 11:29:36 AM joeorbit what is the critical mass (how many people) needed to change this reality?  will the organizer of such an effort be in danger?

3/26/2019 11:36:11 AM cosmic_engineer Less distortion.  Just don't align with your pupils and no retinal dmg. 

Side note:  anyone notice the little dot you get after, when closing your eyes, is  fast-spinning?

3/26/2019 11:38:37 AM bbobbio71 What is a mirror,: a looking glass

3/26/2019 11:39:55 AM bbobbio71 Continue to point the way

3/26/2019 11:40:06 AM cosmic_engineer Distorted versions of the latter. 

Read my document in my bio if you like for further thoughts on the matter

3/26/2019 11:42:41 AM bbobbio71 Let's bump this up to 5 years huh?

3/26/2019 11:48:39 AM coryz34 YT channel: ‘Edge of Wonder’ had the guy who made the Map on their show

3/26/2019 11:53:05 AM bbobbio71 And auntie Kamala

3/26/2019 11:53:29 AM lbf777 The thing is I was one of the 1st ones who saw this map. I got it direct from Fulford as soon as it came out & spent weeks spreading it all over twitter & 

reddit. 

It was only later than random people took responsibility for it. I honestly don't believe them at all.

3/26/2019 11:57:25 AM realityloominng KT?

3/26/2019 11:59:18 AM sarmapriyankar This is known...so is how the wreckage was pushed in ..from vacuum tubes to fibre optics.. and element X and everything else...who "jumped" out of 

the hotel window...etc etc..what next...

3/26/2019 12:03:13 PM aprilbrown99 The “epidemic” is spreading. https://twitter.com/ASHPOfficial/status/1110617659941552128 …

3/26/2019 12:10:40 PM raisethevib369 Some people take it literally and some people take it as he had a prophetic message. Either way, his message is the point.

3/26/2019 12:14:55 PM collectvcat Contact her through deep meditation. You can use your higher consciousness to connect.... then you may find that you will have an "experience" in 

your dream state that is amazing in a day or so.

3/26/2019 12:17:18 PM azuremagus unsealing next month?

3/26/2019 12:25:45 PM realsirignano It’s hard still trying to understand it myself! Tesla was way above everyone. By the way love your yorkie, we lost ours last year ☹️

3/26/2019 12:29:47 PM allahuniversal 9/11

9/11ths

.818181 repeating. #NoCoincidence pic.twitter.com/Khw5bQqops

3/26/2019 12:34:07 PM reddragonfly19 Fascinating thread, the movies and TV shows have been telling us this story. Captain American, Stargate, Harry Potter, and many other movies give 

glimpses without telling the whole story

3/26/2019 12:36:34 PM ragevirusqq Thank you.

3/26/2019 12:53:45 PM maryschade14 4 or 5..never had chicken pox but yes I remember those too. 😎

3/26/2019 12:53:45 PM stacifortrump Have to finish it later Maddy is doing my hair

3/26/2019 12:58:25 PM realityloominng I think we have to assume that "giants", would be just as diverse a group as any other - given the size of our universe that is obviously full of life.

3/26/2019 1:00:07 PM realityloominng Not just humans... probably even non humans indigenous to Earth

3/26/2019 1:00:44 PM michael81972 Nephilim differentiates it

3/26/2019 1:04:15 PM covertress ht @92michael

The IS-BE that I saw looked EXACTLY like this.

I keep trying, but so far have not reestablished contact. pic.twitter.com/5YiATi4v8G

3/26/2019 1:09:16 PM blsdbe Literally my thoughts, then Inread your tweet 😇👊😇

3/26/2019 1:11:25 PM blsdbe Nice work YPG!!!

3/26/2019 1:12:40 PM canadiancovfefe O.K. I need to learn how to meditate quick. I have tried it in the past but found it difficult because my mind is always racing with thoughts. I now have 

some hope, so I will be trying very hard to master this. I know it takes practice. Thank you for answering!

3/26/2019 1:13:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Young as in awareness, not age per-se.



3/26/2019 1:14:31 PM n7guardiananon Stages

3/26/2019 1:16:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/26/2019 1:16:54 PM blsdbe Liked it again!!!

3/26/2019 1:18:38 PM yttak3 Why is DNA activation so painful 🙁😳

3/26/2019 1:19:32 PM yttak3 Sorry I forgot ⁉️

3/26/2019 1:21:18 PM sparkleloung Is David Wilcock, Edgar Casey reincarnated?

3/26/2019 1:21:30 PM realityloominng Soooooooooo.. When the anticipated isclosure events have finally taken place.... Can I then visit inner earth, Europa(moon) and Titan in a cheap TR3B, 

with a ragtag crew of wonderful IS-BE's? Or will I have to join "star fleet" and obey orders (national security)???

3/26/2019 1:22:09 PM hawkgirlinmn I’ve seen those! I just always think they are deceased loved ones like grandparents. The ones I see aren’t as big.

3/26/2019 1:22:14 PM blsdbe Will we be whisked away to ‘Sheen’ at the time of the Event it will we be ‘rescued’ from the Solar Flash in some other way before the fire gets to Earth?

3/26/2019 1:22:52 PM olimyracle Are there really "Pleiadians" in this Galaxy ?

3/26/2019 1:26:33 PM realityloominng "Nephilim" is likely just a name, associated to a certain group of giants during a specific window of time in human history? Big humanoids are probably 

everywhere in the universe

3/26/2019 1:27:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn to channel the "pain" into other chakras.

3/26/2019 1:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/26/2019 1:28:42 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/OI53863Zhx

3/26/2019 1:28:43 PM olimyracle Disclosure will be like a mirror in the front of our face.

When you see your face in a mirror, suddenly you see the dirt you have on it.

Before leaving the bathroom, we'll need a deep cleaning of ourselves.

Keep it in mind, the biggest exploration is in our inside...

💞

3/26/2019 1:29:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only after ascension can you choose to drop down into the lower physical realms of existence. If you try and "cheat" by interacting without 

surrendering your ascension, you are considered a fallen angel.

3/26/2019 1:31:11 PM jrocktigers 👀👆🏼

3/26/2019 1:34:19 PM mongrelglory I loved that show!  "Get Smart" was my other favourite!

3/26/2019 1:34:35 PM juan_perez_131 I think he’s just paranoid or something. I found it rude. At least don’t pull your hand away aggressively.

3/26/2019 1:35:27 PM djlok We don't wanna be fallen angels, do we?

3/26/2019 1:35:54 PM allahuniversal So once ascended, Prime Directive applies?

3/26/2019 1:37:36 PM realityloominng wow wow wow, please elaborate.. What is meant by 'interacting without surrendering ones ascension'? is MJ referring to some kind of artificial 

reincarnation without connecting to source in-between?

3/26/2019 1:37:58 PM jrocktigers I don't believe so., if I understand correctly.

3/26/2019 1:38:24 PM mongrelglory How will they be able to tell which kid is unvaccinated?  Are they going to tattoo your vaccine status on your forehead?  Geesh! 🙄

3/26/2019 1:40:13 PM olimyracle Same as Maaloniens ?

3/26/2019 1:41:23 PM jayrambin careful what you wish for.  Would you want to know that you did bad things or got cancer? how would you feel about yourself & your health now?  

Would you then try to 'correct' your prior acts? Would that distract u from your goals this time? Maybe nature does it for a good reason

3/26/2019 1:42:10 PM mongrelglory A lot of the vaccinated people are getting measles.  Originally they said people only need one shot.  Now they're saying 2 or even 3.  They're trying to 

cover up the fact that the vaccines don't give long-lasting immunity by blaming it on the "unvaccinated" kids.

3/26/2019 1:42:54 PM covertress So, once ascended we can choose to BE human again, but if we try to interact with the 3D while *not BEing in 3D we would be considered a fallen 

angel?

3/26/2019 1:42:58 PM jayrambin "Drop into lower realms"?  Could you elaborate?  She asked about keeping memories and having the same personality as she has now.

3/26/2019 1:43:07 PM realityloominng Who says exploration of the inside has to be done in a tame earthbound environment of static meditation? I want to learn about myself and other IS-

BE's, that I love, WHILE we are having a blast exploring the amazing infinite creation at our finger tips?? Say NO to prison-planet

3/26/2019 1:45:36 PM realityloominng If everything is connected and all is ONE, then exploring our amazing world and universe MUST also lead to self-discovery. Since there are no 

coincidences.

3/26/2019 1:45:42 PM mongrelglory Red measles is a bit worse than the chicken pox.  The kids can be really sick in bed for weeks and there is statistically more likelihood of serious 

complications.  That being said, most kids pull through without serious complications.  It's nothing like Ebola!

3/26/2019 1:47:37 PM jayrambin What does the TS_SCI mean?

3/26/2019 1:47:41 PM mongrelglory It was bizarre.  I thought it's traditional to kiss the Pontif's ring?

3/26/2019 1:49:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 90% of all "SIDS" are vaccine related deaths.

Coordinated disinformation and propaganda campaign persisted through medical school.

Dissenters are silenced and threatened. If they continue, they are murdered.

New free speech executive order protects medical students from gags.

3/26/2019 1:50:20 PM raisethevib369 It's about damn time.

3/26/2019 1:50:21 PM tamiwils0n22813 They make me SICK! God help these fools who knowingly deceive!

3/26/2019 1:51:11 PM mva_r Ok Big Guy. If you give Trump Credit you should give his wife credits, just as much. This type of 'journey' (which I can only view from the outside) is 

impossible without self worth. His wife 'seems' to know him well en reflect her belief. This is when 'you know'.

3/26/2019 1:51:46 PM allahuniversal That's a thought 🤔

3/26/2019 1:52:26 PM kathleen3693693 I'm surmising Le PaPa is very much aware that he's targeted for Clinton-style extinction. A "kiss" brings the mouth down in contact with his body. 

Weapons easily hide in the mouth. Notice WHO the pope reacted very strongly? Telling.

3/26/2019 1:53:06 PM _chelseaproject How does one "surrender" their ascension?

3/26/2019 1:53:22 PM sleky19 What is the real story of Atlantis and Lemurya ?

3/26/2019 1:53:39 PM prmd21801759 Let the Truth out please! Thank you! Please.Retweet!

3/26/2019 1:53:48 PM mva_r Experience of life and practicing budo with the words of Jesus and ..... Trying to find out how beautiful a human can be on the inside or just to be better 

man. Organic farmer.

3/26/2019 1:53:49 PM mongrelglory The key is consistency.  It's better to do 5 mins a day rather than do an hour once a week.  Don't fight your thoughts!  Just observe them passively and 

let them pass through your mind, and then go back to counting your breaths.  In time, you'll notice your mind getting quieter.

3/26/2019 1:54:53 PM mongrelglory Me too! 😆

3/26/2019 1:55:26 PM vintagesquirrel My God! 😨

3/26/2019 1:55:59 PM covertress Was it truly you? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1100502114957254664?s=19 …

3/26/2019 1:56:05 PM mongrelglory Kabamur.

3/26/2019 2:00:26 PM thekanehb Yeah. I wish ppl would ask questions vs skimming headlines. Common sense tells you how to see through the media. 🤦🏼♀️

3/26/2019 2:00:28 PM starehope Thank you Judges. How can we prevent these vaccinations? Parents must allow in some areas.



3/26/2019 2:01:43 PM _girlmaher_ Are you being haunted by the Cerf?

3/26/2019 2:01:55 PM lbf777 Oh that's what that thing Trump signed the other day was? (free speech executive)

That's good.

3/26/2019 2:02:41 PM olimyracle I agree completely.

My only concern first is to clean our house. That could go quick, but I do not agree to jump over that essential part.

Earth is seen from space as a big dirty polluted mess. I am not willing to export that. Time for us to grow.

💞 pic.twitter.com/uZwufbXIqT

3/26/2019 2:03:24 PM jayrambin you can try the religious angle.  Not sure how though. I would move.

3/26/2019 2:03:51 PM antarantanka Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

3/26/2019 2:04:46 PM mongrelglory Here's a good article I posted by Dr. Mercola that talks about some of these outbreaks: 

https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1109997391975870464 …

3/26/2019 2:04:50 PM weshallrise144k It’s an ORB!  Congratulations!

3/26/2019 2:06:54 PM wild8heart Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, is this KT taking another form on Twitter? Getting similar vibes... Thought I might be able to help with the fishing process... 

💫💛😊  pic.twitter.com/tOydJqPWAP

3/26/2019 2:07:27 PM raisethevib369 We ALL carry a spark of God.

3/26/2019 2:08:46 PM mva_r breath-work with the right frequency music is all I need

3/26/2019 2:10:07 PM mongrelglory Good luck having kids hang on to documentation on their bodies when they're out playing!  😉

3/26/2019 2:10:09 PM aprilbrown99 Very cool.

3/26/2019 2:10:55 PM asdlfjaedfh Bad boy?  Who the heck are you to call someone that...Bad Girl.   https://justice.gov.bc.ca/cso/criminal/file/appearances.do?fileID=5815108.0009 …

3/26/2019 2:10:58 PM mva_r Think you know me then? Does the IQ help? https://youtu.be/oRG2jlQWCsY 

3/26/2019 2:11:08 PM covertress Thanks. Are ORBs special?

3/26/2019 2:12:13 PM djlok Get Smart was my favorite too.  I used to record them off Nick at Night so I could watch them later.  Loved that show!!!

3/26/2019 2:12:57 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Are fallen angels allowed to interact with us or is it prohibited?

3/26/2019 2:13:00 PM asdlfjaedfh  https://justice.gov.bc.ca/cso/criminal/file/appearances.do?fileID=5815108.0009 …

3/26/2019 2:13:04 PM joinna6 Not to mention, if not SIDS.  Then they can live a life of being vaccine injures, on the merry-go-round of the medical industry.

3/26/2019 2:14:01 PM liltilgerlil I have to disagree, I’ve seen some evil people in my day.

3/26/2019 2:14:07 PM cg2raw Do you know Elohim???

3/26/2019 2:14:08 PM blankmarlo (R)obert (M)ueller released his report exonerating Trump on March 22 (3/22)

3/26/2019 2:15:17 PM aprilbrown99 Do I have 514 fractals of myself in this timeline?

3/26/2019 2:15:26 PM drbohammer IQ always helps. So does life experience on and off the battlefield. Regarding you, no I don’t know you, nor do I care to. Have a nice life. Ciao Bella

3/26/2019 2:16:29 PM realityloominng I do get what you are saying, and I'd gladly take a majestic test to prevent exporting too much stupid human garbage lol.. but I think you are letting the 

anti-human green-agenda propaganda get to you. Most awakened people are ready, and MJ tech can de-pollute this place in days

3/26/2019 2:16:45 PM asdlfjaedfh  https://justice.gov.bc.ca/cso/criminal/file/appearances.do?fileID=5815108.0009 …

3/26/2019 2:16:45 PM drbohammer If you tune to A=432, you’ll get the best results.

3/26/2019 2:16:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free will means nothing is prohibited, but something always has consequences.

3/26/2019 2:18:07 PM jm19712 2nd time for this Q.  Is FUNVAX in Genpop?

3/26/2019 2:18:41 PM antarantanka Sometimes called “crib death”

3/26/2019 2:18:51 PM mva_r following Stanislav Grof with regard to breathing

3/26/2019 2:19:10 PM mva_r but thank you

3/26/2019 2:21:35 PM covertress No 😂

3/26/2019 2:22:04 PM lenartjoe Thanks for the reply. I think we all got that. Trying to determine the deeper meaning. If I may be so bold as to ask, was the release date meant as a 

thumbing of the nose to SnB, or to indicate their involvement in the end of indictments?

3/26/2019 2:22:43 PM kathleen3693693 Hmmmm...when 44 had all those "hotdogs" flown in...specially ordered pizza too?

3/26/2019 2:23:08 PM mongrelglory I know!  From our perspective on Earth, the actions of some people can seem absolutely repugnant!  However, from a Cosmic (God's Eye) perspective 

outside of our time-line, all things are just part of the journey and experience as we return back to oneness.

3/26/2019 2:24:17 PM petitchevalb Thank you

Are these consequences always unfortunate for both parts or is there possible redeem?

3/26/2019 2:26:01 PM mva_r My moving on the battlefield is inspired with Rurouni Kenshin. The movies as well as the underlying martial arts and spiritual understanding. 

https://youtu.be/lc_JmcRxdx8 

3/26/2019 2:26:47 PM realityloominng This is why very very benevolent ET's don't jump in unless sh*** is hitting the nuclear fan, or that people have already utterly consented right?

3/26/2019 2:26:49 PM schoonerlewis Dr Pan in Ca SB276 AS WE SPEAK 

MANDATORY VACCINES 

HELP ASAP

3/26/2019 2:27:02 PM freestateojones Has it happened to your knowledge?

3/26/2019 2:31:12 PM aprilbrown99 Me too about 10 times now.

3/26/2019 2:37:39 PM southernsmiley1 PA students are being taught about medications from GUESS?? Drug Reps...isn't that a kicker

3/26/2019 2:38:16 PM covertress Did the IS of Forrestal decide to BE again to better assist the Majestic 12 and if so, would humans consider that BE 👽?

3/26/2019 2:40:19 PM djlok Now I'm racking my brain to understand why the Old Wives Tale or narrative about SIDS was that Sudden Infant Death Syndrome usually happened to 

lower income families.

Were lower income families given different vaccines?

3/26/2019 2:40:33 PM starehope Some can't afford to move.

3/26/2019 2:40:46 PM drbohammer I’ve had a rough couple of days and have been in a bit of an aggressive mood. I’m attempting to calm down - not your fault. Regarding A=432Hz, 

playing music at that tuning actually allows the water in the cells of your body to align and flow better, & is great for healing et al

3/26/2019 2:44:07 PM djlok I've heard a lot of narratives around this issue ranging from "lower income families aren't good at taking care of children" (not true) to "lower income 

parents tend to be smokers, which is what causes SIDS" ...(also not true).  Look forward to the real story getting out.

3/26/2019 2:45:51 PM mva_r The healing energy in my hands feels like your IQ. Hope to meet a brand new day. Living in solidarity for while..... short fuse myself past few days 👃🏼

3/26/2019 2:47:52 PM beckabakes4211 Ive seen pictures circulating of "private ins" and govt insurance" vaccine refridgerators. And a post of a mother being told by her sons doc that he was 

given the "wrong vaccines" and she now owed $700

3/26/2019 2:48:46 PM beckabakes4211 Sids deaths are the highest in african american boys. 

This is absolutely done on purpose.

3/26/2019 2:48:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, Yes.



3/26/2019 2:49:15 PM onegoal123 my baby sister died of SIDS one week after her first birthday - 53 years ago

3/26/2019 2:49:42 PM nmd_mari Is there 1 particular vaccine that is responsible or is it combination of the various ones received? Look at how many they give by 4 months...😱 I am 

ashamed and angry I was so ignorant when my children were babies. pic.twitter.com/eLVFUEQtb8

3/26/2019 2:50:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccines will depopulate the planet.

3/26/2019 2:51:20 PM covertress Could he appear like this, if he wanted to? pic.twitter.com/s7Qyuor6BZ

3/26/2019 2:51:22 PM johnhammar94 So how screwed are we who have been vaccinated?

3/26/2019 2:51:23 PM richardhiatt16 WHAT? 🤔

3/26/2019 2:51:57 PM peterclloyd Well, what are we going to do about that ace?

3/26/2019 2:51:58 PM iamyou132 Incarnate into 3D

3/26/2019 2:52:28 PM pro_aktv Do you see what jak has done now?! He has allowed is is to fall in just under @POTUS tweet. Sickening. Democrats/DeepState.

3/26/2019 2:52:28 PM richardhiatt16 🙄 wooooo is this opening my mind....

3/26/2019 2:52:58 PM rhodesmkt Which ones?

3/26/2019 2:53:12 PM wearediamonds2 Hello! I just posted about vaccines also 😉

3/26/2019 2:53:53 PM rhodesmkt Have them sign an affidavit under penalty of perjury. They won’t. And when they won’t sign to the safety of the vaccine then you walk.

3/26/2019 2:54:17 PM mongrelglory I'm so sorry for your family! 😢

3/26/2019 2:54:41 PM selvestekjetil  pic.twitter.com/s3vLioPgZS

3/26/2019 2:54:46 PM djlok If it were me, I wouldn't take my baby to a traditional doctor.  I'd go to one of those homeopathic doctors who specializes in infants.

3/26/2019 2:54:59 PM freestateojones Vaccines depopulate the planet*

3/26/2019 2:55:09 PM aprilbrown99 I am very sorry this happened to your family. 💝

3/26/2019 2:55:17 PM anneolsen43 Thank you ...this was many years ago .. before me , but we share the same name :)

3/26/2019 2:55:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 F is a human currently.

3/26/2019 2:55:30 PM fanninryan Depopulation by 2025 is this how it's done.

 http://www.deagel.com/country/United-States-of-America_c0001.aspx … pic.twitter.com/jd68PhaZFH

3/26/2019 2:56:02 PM drbohammer Cool. Peace ✌️

3/26/2019 2:56:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not activated yet for mass casualties.

3/26/2019 2:56:37 PM covertress Does my human BE know him?

3/26/2019 2:56:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/26/2019 2:56:51 PM hearts4america How far back can we go - to see what DT knows?  Meaning his tweet base 7-8 yrs ago are exact with now.  ✋Wait have another😁...

When "time" as we knew it changed in 2012, did it move to the hour wheel or minute (24 hr. Mil time) stopwatch? I made a similar wheel in Mar 

2015🤷♀️😁

3/26/2019 2:57:37 PM lbf777 So why aren’t White Hats stopping them?

3/26/2019 2:57:42 PM drbohammer BTW, I do the same thing with my hands. The energy from Hsing I and Aikido is the same.

3/26/2019 2:58:29 PM aprilbrown99 Can we stop this from happening?

3/26/2019 2:58:44 PM freestateojones Understood, has to do with (-)nanotechnology?

Nonetheless, vaccines have negatively altered many lives it seems - a truth that still gets little attention in the public sphere. 

Please correct me if I'm wrong. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1087488629843349504?s=19 …

3/26/2019 2:58:45 PM _the_psychonaut Nano tech activated remotely and causes sudden death/rapid decrease in health?

3/26/2019 2:58:56 PM lbf777 What is the plan to stop them?

3/26/2019 2:58:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 The medical industry has almost 0 white hats because of how brutal dissenters are treated. Murder by 1000 cuts. Coordinated.

3/26/2019 2:59:37 PM lonewol97176157 Ahhhh

3/26/2019 2:59:42 PM covertress Having ascended already, is F aware of who his IS is, while in this human BE?

3/26/2019 2:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is no plan to stop this. All need to wake up and demand transparency and accountability.

3/26/2019 3:00:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Frequencies activate nanotechnology.

3/26/2019 3:01:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not if Anons do not take the information dissemination to the public. Use the executive order to force the conversation.

3/26/2019 3:01:15 PM aprilbrown99 Is there a frequency that will disable or “kill” the nanotechnology?

3/26/2019 3:01:17 PM djlok So is it safe to say that many, if not all of us, have been given a vaccine or two that could be activated like a kill switch to our BE?

3/26/2019 3:01:18 PM _the_psychonaut Similar to how a calcified pineal gland is like a crystal in a cell phone and can be influenced from cell towers/frequencies?

Does this have anything to do with 11/11 waves?

3/26/2019 3:01:31 PM dcd51 It's why they want to force them

3/26/2019 3:01:33 PM lbf777 I see. Exposing them like this is a great start. Redpilling really goes a long way.

3/26/2019 3:01:44 PM rhodesmkt Here’s a decent one written for you. You can find others. 

 https://www.utopiasilver.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/PhysicianVaccineWarranty.pdf …

3/26/2019 3:02:06 PM mva_r With my hands I practice Shiatsu. Kissinger was treated by Ohashi Sensei. Amazing teacher, wrote amazing books. This therapist I completely 

understand ;-) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vch5O6RuQk4&index=49&list=PLW1OTNprwwkGimClUaYLWdvQTYpaEelYl&t=17s …

3/26/2019 3:03:00 PM freestateojones Whom/What controls said frequencies?

3/26/2019 3:05:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/breaking-news/os-ne-southwest-emergency-landing-orlando-20190326-story.html …

3/26/2019 3:05:34 PM hearts4america Stop✋🤦♀️ give me a sec.  Thank you for that pic.  In 2011 veil removed in that part allowing me to see forms via energy field.  I could see the faces in 

all Orbs.  Some uglies in same circle with normal (as norm as can be)?? I can see movement at night everywhere via camera.??🤷♀️

3/26/2019 3:05:44 PM aprilbrown99 Will the 5G that POTUS is talking about help disable the frequencies from harming the population?

3/26/2019 3:05:44 PM orthogonalron Huawei 5G = activation?

Gene specific nanotech

1955-1963 polio vaccine tainted with cancer causing SV40 virus

3/26/2019 3:05:47 PM blsdbe This one?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Executive_Order_13139 …

3/26/2019 3:06:10 PM keith369me From what I’ve noticed, most of the hard core truthers are 40-60 in age.  There is also a group of younger people that are pretty awake but don’t 

“obsess” over it.  Most with adults with younger children are caught up in “life”

3/26/2019 3:06:44 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Christine. 🙏

3/26/2019 3:06:45 PM freestateojones 😁

3/26/2019 3:07:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pardons coming next [_____]?

3/26/2019 3:07:37 PM jared4liberty Flynn?

3/26/2019 3:07:59 PM worldxplorer1 MJ does your group have an ideal earth population in mind?  If so what is that number?

3/26/2019 3:08:18 PM michael81972 I thought the Deep state was going to be neutered,  Are they not the ones pushing the vaccines?

3/26/2019 3:08:51 PM freestateojones @GenFlynn / @GeorgePapa19

3/26/2019 3:08:57 PM djlok I think we may already know the answer.  But my deal is this...kill me.  I'm an IS-BE... I'll either come back or ascend.

3/26/2019 3:08:57 PM aprilbrown99 They have long tentacles.



3/26/2019 3:09:30 PM covertress What I'm trying to understand is this:

If an ascended IS drops down into lower dimensions of reality is his memory of ascension wiped, like it is for those who don't ascend and just 

reincarnate?

3/26/2019 3:10:14 PM calhoun_jd Nov 4 2020

3/26/2019 3:10:15 PM igiant111 Something pertaining to a disgusting pos-passenger that needs to be in prison?

3/26/2019 3:10:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, by returning to human form F has lost his original identity.

3/26/2019 3:10:28 PM lbf777 When do they plan on activating? Is that what 5G towers are for? To genocide us?

3/26/2019 3:10:42 PM freestateojones F L Y N N https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1078482045570039808?s=19 …

3/26/2019 3:10:56 PM keith369me Can a meeting be arranged for @covertress?  Perhaps a Skype?

3/26/2019 3:11:21 PM aprilbrown99 @GenFlynn please?  🙏🇺🇸❤️

3/26/2019 3:11:32 PM mindaltdelete Best be our man Flynn!

3/26/2019 3:11:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 You cannot change fate.

3/26/2019 3:11:47 PM lbf777 Frequencies from 5G towers?

3/26/2019 3:12:04 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you know of the connection between the IS-BE we know as @covertress and F?

3/26/2019 3:12:19 PM sterkinglights1 Week.

3/26/2019 3:12:28 PM tdchance1 General Flynn?

3/26/2019 3:12:31 PM freestateojones Stick around, we have some work to do.

3/26/2019 3:12:52 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, I was hoping for a love story at the end of this movie ❤️

3/26/2019 3:13:15 PM hearts4america Pull them up 50%, all have clear faces within.  I download 1000s pic each week (work) & reflecting off metal or glass, I could see CLEARLY so many 

behind me in colors & forms.  Cowboy, Renaissance female, all eras, yet mixed with 👻👾too? I stopped wearing jewelry. Gemstones😳

3/26/2019 3:13:17 PM edgeofrzn Freedom for Flynn!

3/26/2019 3:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 [SG]

Some were forced out of the WH against their wishes.

Forced to save face or be exposed.

Ideologies poisonous to America seeded by enemies of America.

You can't buy your way into the 45WH.

It's more than likely he will go rogue soon.

Watch for disinformation / misinformation.

3/26/2019 3:13:45 PM aprilbrown99 Are they “twin flames”?

3/26/2019 3:13:49 PM edgeofrzn Umm. Do they inject some sort of instant kill switch?

3/26/2019 3:14:09 PM keith369me Why does it seem that fate is heading in a direction toward said meeting?  Perhaps it is in the plan?

3/26/2019 3:14:27 PM mwannahockalugi Gorka?

3/26/2019 3:15:15 PM djlok Should be in the next few hours IMHO.

3/26/2019 3:15:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Free will is what makes twin flames possible.

Only unless you believe in having a twin flames can a twin flames exist.

That knowledge enables action and intent.

Clowns use disinformation to divide and conquer.

3/26/2019 3:15:36 PM leslieau7 Yup

3/26/2019 3:15:52 PM keith369me Rod Blagojebich?

3/26/2019 3:16:12 PM godfamcountry Bill Gates doesn’t say it for nothing!!

3/26/2019 3:16:13 PM wyatt251 He was called out in Jan wasn’t he

3/26/2019 3:16:17 PM rawphonegirl I don't believe it could be as trivial as that for the masses. They create lifetime customers on the slower route.

3/26/2019 3:16:54 PM blsdbe This. I am so done being complicit. I won’t get the flu vaccine anymore. I am forced to wear a mask bc I don’t, lest I should infect someone who IS 

vaccinated. I actually think thr mask thing is simply to make the ‘unvaxxed’ easier to recognize.

3/26/2019 3:17:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are a handful of individuals who will be honored with meeting the Majestic 12 [at some point]. We will not expand any further because by 

mentioning this we are in fact changing reality. (On purpose?)

3/26/2019 3:17:31 PM michael81972 Any hints on who is F

3/26/2019 3:17:39 PM covertress IDK what "twin flames" means exactly, but if it means that F's IS and  my IS are eternal partners, then I believe in that.

3/26/2019 3:18:51 PM michael81972 I see its Forrestal now

3/26/2019 3:18:52 PM blsdbe Wonderful! I hope I can bring the cheese to the party! Potluck!!!

3/26/2019 3:19:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Sebastian Gorka. Post WH hoping to save face by kissing WH ass?

3/26/2019 3:19:13 PM djlok  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Forrestal?wprov=sfti1 …

3/26/2019 3:19:16 PM nun_chucknorris Isn’t it refreshing when you realize dying is just another step forward? All fear of it dissipates. That being said, I’d like to stick around for a bit, things are 

getting comfy.

3/26/2019 3:19:29 PM sterkinglights1 🙌📫

3/26/2019 3:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Belief in that is what creates that mindset.

All IS are the same.

Therefore the concept of "twin flames" is disinformation.

Free will exists.

Clowns. Clowns. Clowns.

3/26/2019 3:19:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Flynn, Papdapolous, Manafirt commuted? pic.twitter.com/ps1Qq4anOM

3/26/2019 3:20:21 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that is what I am referring to.  I just got goosebumps....ur love is together is eternal. 💝💝💝. So beautiful.

3/26/2019 3:20:25 PM keith369me Four fingers left...I’m definitely in if an invite is received. 😀

3/26/2019 3:20:40 PM michael81972 Thanks

3/26/2019 3:21:15 PM lbf777 Dying = Illusion

3/26/2019 3:21:24 PM covertress You're saying that my IS and F's IS are the SAME?

3/26/2019 3:21:47 PM youstinksoap Don't forget Assange!

3/26/2019 3:21:57 PM aprilbrown99 We are all part of Source.

3/26/2019 3:22:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 As are MJ1, MJ2, MJ3, MJ4, MJ5, MJ6, MJ7, MJ8, MJ9, T1, T2, T3, and all other life in the universe.

3/26/2019 3:22:30 PM rawphonegirl Paytriot?

3/26/2019 3:22:39 PM keith369me @covertress I don’t know if it helps, but I “knew” my wife before we met (in this incarnation)...something that was predestined.

3/26/2019 3:22:53 PM worldxplorer1 👋🏻 I would like to respectfully request being part of said meeting.

3/26/2019 3:23:02 PM hearts4america Is it Gorka?  Last year I found algorithm against Patriots as they placed followers in 1, 2, 3 positions.  Accts I noticed always 1st on list, then same 2nd, 

3rd etc.  Charlton then Gorka, then acct that posts nature pics. Turned in to WHs, rec'vd big TY.

3/26/2019 3:23:08 PM aprilbrown99 All from Source.

3/26/2019 3:23:18 PM rinmaries We are all one

3/26/2019 3:23:33 PM covertress That's what I thought.

Simply astounding.

3/26/2019 3:23:36 PM djlok We are all ONE!!!

3/26/2019 3:23:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Perhaps a preparation of the subconscious of the soon-to-be honored few?

3/26/2019 3:23:44 PM raisethevib369 People are HARDCORE BRAINWASHED on vaccines. I have been sharing irrefutable evidence in multiple forms (studies, videos, doctors, whistleblowers) 

for 3 years and they won't even look at it. I persist but it is ROUGH out there.

3/26/2019 3:23:52 PM rawphonegirl 👀

3/26/2019 3:23:58 PM worldxplorer1 From a certain perspective there is ultimately only one IS.



3/26/2019 3:24:26 PM keith369me David gets it yet again

3/26/2019 3:24:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things that make the typist go 🤣😂😅. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfpMfsU6tiU …

3/26/2019 3:24:47 PM whitehat_van Huh? And yes, I'm Alice! Lmao

3/26/2019 3:24:49 PM _the_psychonaut We are all drops from the same ocean. 

The Law of One

3/26/2019 3:24:52 PM raisethevib369  https://twitter.com/Raisethevib369/status/1103977355461251072?s=19 …

3/26/2019 3:24:52 PM hearts4america 100s have been killed.

3/26/2019 3:25:05 PM loudog112 autism?

3/26/2019 3:25:15 PM djlok You do too! It's not just me!!

3/26/2019 3:26:00 PM nun_chucknorris 5 spaces. Next month.

3/26/2019 3:26:00 PM winki00000001 I thought too ! Look at videos of Jean-Paul 2... he was NEVER rude like the current pope. Something is off.

3/26/2019 3:26:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Twin Flames" = Divide & Conquer

3/26/2019 3:26:33 PM raisethevib369  http://healthimpactnews.com/2019/2019-doj-report-on-vaccine-court-reveals-vaccines-continue-to-injure-and-kill-people-110-million-in-damages-

paid-out-first-quarter/?fbclid=IwAR0V64HI8nNPAkVjLpr10IGumDttl1rhvUApyX7ictbnoHcGzct_9N6lBqY …

3/26/2019 3:26:40 PM keith369me You have a uncanny knack of demonstrating it daily

3/26/2019 3:26:42 PM covertress So, back to the orb I saw...

how can I tell whose BE that was visiting me?

3/26/2019 3:26:43 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1090968528931512320?s=19 …

3/26/2019 3:26:47 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1110317035161092097?s=19 …

3/26/2019 3:26:54 PM rawphonegirl This is going to change the entire conversation, if we are brave and can resist greed.

3/26/2019 3:26:57 PM jane_q_patriot I'm happy to hear the typist can 😂!

3/26/2019 3:27:04 PM daveschroeder18 That must be a hell of a feeling, knowing and remembering everything and realizing you will lose all memory when you return to Earth. Is Earth alone in 

this sense, clean slate when you return?

3/26/2019 3:27:06 PM aprilbrown99 Fractals of the whole. Drops in the ocean. Leaves on a tree. To a certain degree.

3/26/2019 3:27:30 PM nmchristoban F L Y N N

3/26/2019 3:27:30 PM jaspony1 But we will soon be a space faring people and meet many many new beings, and see many new worlds!!!

Cant wait to meet them and see them and taste their food!!!

3/26/2019 3:27:45 PM keith369me Is MJ suggesting David and I are twin flames?

3/26/2019 3:27:51 PM dmyer4 The Physicians Desk Reference says the DPT has "a causal relationship " [fancy way of saying it causes SIDS] with SIDS."

3/26/2019 3:28:00 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/UcfBTOWiZN

3/26/2019 3:28:18 PM aprilbrown99 😂

3/26/2019 3:28:18 PM raisethevib369  https://archive.org/details/TruthAboutVaccines …

3/26/2019 3:29:18 PM nun_chucknorris Of course he does. He is the man!

3/26/2019 3:29:51 PM keith369me I do feel like I’ve known David forever and my Twitter account is not old.

3/26/2019 3:30:59 PM nun_chucknorris Take it outside of Twitter

3/26/2019 3:31:18 PM _leliak Grandson died of SIDS. He was not vaccinated. Second grandson has Autism. Born with it as is what happens. Not vaccinated.

3/26/2019 3:31:23 PM ragevirusqq There is no fate because of free will?

3/26/2019 3:31:36 PM sonofpatriot3  https://twitter.com/sonofpatriot3/status/1106811956244201472?s=21 …

3/26/2019 3:31:46 PM aprilbrown99 Cannot change fate:  So would this be similar to the contract that we make and agree to before we incarnate?

3/26/2019 3:32:56 PM matt_aho  pic.twitter.com/DMdhmaKVP3

3/26/2019 3:33:01 PM clancy_birrell that is VERY cool

3/26/2019 3:33:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't a BE, just an ISE.

3/26/2019 3:34:36 PM sano_faith ISE?

3/26/2019 3:34:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fate is a "cancerous" mindset that is intended to restrict free will.

Fate can be used for coordinating events and future realities.

Sometimes, Fate can be bet on.

Sometimes, a Looking Glass can give you access to Fate.

3/26/2019 3:35:13 PM keith369me That’s how I interpret it

3/26/2019 3:35:28 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you typist!  We love that you are helping us and have a wonderful sense of humor. 💕🦋🌸

3/26/2019 3:35:33 PM timeforarrests Is this the “block” that was removed? Are the elite now vulnerable to the frequency weapons?

3/26/2019 3:36:15 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, please!  😘

3/26/2019 3:36:26 PM reddragonfly19 Frigging XFiles

3/26/2019 3:36:52 PM djlok That was freaking hysterical!!!

3/26/2019 3:36:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are sorry for your loss.

Not all SIDS are vaccine related, which is why we stated the accurate percentages (which are alarming).

Not all vaccines cause autism.

Autism is an evolutionary response to the environment.

Survival through empathy in a world lacking a moral compass.

3/26/2019 3:37:50 PM clancy_birrell Is this related to the distinction between return vs reincarnation and/or involution vs evolution?

3/26/2019 3:38:07 PM keith369me Hitler thought his fate was to rule the world.  That’s probably wasn’t his incarnation plan

3/26/2019 3:38:47 PM hearts4america It's about learning.  When you have pliable heart, you can receive the Truth, rid fear and be a fillable Vessel. Walls of Jericho=Darkness around ❤️ 

Remove judgment unforgiveness hatred- walls come down & LIGHT exposed & shines.  Sleeping God within now Arises & lights Path HOME.

3/26/2019 3:38:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE w/o [B]

3/26/2019 3:39:01 PM djlok Same.  Twin flame?  Maybe. And yet offline our lives probably look completely different.

3/26/2019 3:39:02 PM aprilbrown99 Immortal Spirit Entity?

3/26/2019 3:39:48 PM spauldingshowal Thank You Q

3/26/2019 3:40:32 PM zagnett Part of the "Prime Directive" presumably.

3/26/2019 3:40:34 PM djlok LOL....nah... I'm just trying to figure it all out like everyone else.  I do consider this to be a once in a lifetime opportunity to get this sort of information.  

Very grateful to be a part of it all.

3/26/2019 3:40:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Do you think everyone experiences the ‘dark night of the soul’ as depicted in the book A Hero’s Journey?

3/26/2019 3:41:53 PM burgersandra It's more than UNlikely he will go rogue soon.

3/26/2019 3:42:04 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, very grateful and thankful. So honored to be here at this point in time to witness all this happening.

3/26/2019 3:42:19 PM covertress Wouldn't an IS-BE w/o [B] be considered a fallen angel?

3/26/2019 3:42:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did the Senate bully AOC? https://twitter.com/realDailyWire/status/1110666620282638337 …

3/26/2019 3:42:48 PM sano_faith Fallen angel ?

3/26/2019 3:42:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/26/2019 3:42:57 PM zagnett May i tell [them] to shove their statins up their a$$es?

3/26/2019 3:43:18 PM allahuniversal "As are MJ1, MJ2, MJ3, MJ4, MJ5, MJ6, MJ7, MJ8, MJ9, T1, T2, T3"

Anyone else see what they did there?

3/26/2019 3:44:06 PM nuevoiptv They should. She’s an idiot and shouldn’t be there to begin with not to mention how absurd the proposal is

3/26/2019 3:44:07 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. 🙂

3/26/2019 3:44:14 PM djlok Is that in Dimension 4?



3/26/2019 3:44:29 PM terisa_clothier Before vaccines there was sids.b4 vaccines there was autism.there was polio,mmr,hep,Diptheria+Tetanus too.Eradicated until anti vaccine 

movement.Dr.Andrew Wakefield lied to support own theories,punished demoted,exposed for fraud

3/26/2019 3:44:35 PM covertress Why would they visit me?

3/26/2019 3:44:41 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/RitaPanahi/status/1110648918591721472?s=19 …

Freshman hazing?

3/26/2019 3:44:42 PM _the_psychonaut My understanding is that the Mueller Investigation was the “blockade”

3/26/2019 3:44:48 PM zagnett Yeah i can't even get my spouse to worry about it enough.

This is pretty sobering.

5:5 MJ, thanks. Any further help definitely will be appreciated.

3/26/2019 3:45:01 PM a39630340 I thought you were the one with the answers?

3/26/2019 3:45:18 PM keith369me Guide?

3/26/2019 3:45:54 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking it’s more like a feeding frenzy right now trying to save themselves since so many will eventually be connected to SO many scandals.

3/26/2019 3:46:19 PM zagnett Would be awesome! Sending out some 3, 6, 9 thoughts for this to happen!

MJ, is he in good spirits considering?

3/26/2019 3:46:32 PM adsvel Lover Astral Entity.

3/26/2019 3:47:05 PM kevinmruel  pic.twitter.com/Uda6TbXHD0

3/26/2019 3:47:33 PM djlok Bingo! 👆👆👆

3/26/2019 3:47:57 PM richardhiatt16 Just what I asked for... THANK YOU 😊.  Now, where DO I SIGN UP?

3/26/2019 3:48:09 PM zagnett Yeah me too!!!

3/26/2019 3:50:44 PM adsvel What means T1, T2, T3?

3/26/2019 3:51:03 PM spauldingshowal Love THIS

3/26/2019 3:51:09 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/zsOCKwtMf4

3/26/2019 3:51:23 PM ragevirusqq I feel compelled to ask why I am here on Twitter, communicating in this way with MJ12 and the people here?

3/26/2019 3:51:51 PM djlok This probably goes back to the good ole fashioned "consciousness creates reality".  If consciousness creates the reality of "Twin Flames" then there we 

are....burning away!!!

3/26/2019 3:52:06 PM zagnett Watch out for the "fallen angels" presumably? Or are there some circumstances in which it be reasonably safe to interact with them?

3/26/2019 3:52:31 PM kachinagtto So many questions!

3/26/2019 3:52:39 PM keith369me I took it that it was to differentiate beyond MJs

3/26/2019 3:53:17 PM sano_faith To begin, who are the fallen angel ? Are they what we think of them ? Beyond that, why are they called fallen angel ?

3/26/2019 3:53:24 PM aprilbrown99 Typist 1 , 2, 3,   MJ has said there are 3 typists in Colorado in different departments and are unaware of each other. 😁

3/26/2019 3:53:28 PM kd113 😂

3/26/2019 3:53:37 PM kachinagtto My gut can not trust that guy

3/26/2019 3:53:56 PM zagnett “No fate but what we make.”

-Sarah Connor, Terminator

True?

3/26/2019 3:54:25 PM marcjtaylor1 I’m with you there my wife tunes out when I talk about this stuff

3/26/2019 3:54:27 PM lbf777 So autism is sometimes a withdrawal from a cruel world? The child just goes to a different place?

3/26/2019 3:54:48 PM keith369me Or maybe April is much smarter than me.

3/26/2019 3:55:09 PM nancyddb Would like too, you said females aren't allowed.

3/26/2019 3:55:41 PM keith369me DJT to the rescue?

3/26/2019 3:56:25 PM zagnett Does a bear s*** in the woods?

Sorry, the question seems appropriate, on Ocasions.

ba da bum ching! 🤓

3/26/2019 3:56:30 PM aprilbrown99 I Am you. You are me. We are one. = law of one. No one is smarter or better than any one person. 🙌

3/26/2019 3:57:42 PM ascension_guide Or nature giving the child different tools. Change the game?

3/26/2019 3:58:15 PM keith369me We are all connected but talents vary.  Yours are appreciated!

3/26/2019 3:58:21 PM zagnett Yup, that's the problem. & California doesn't help by making it near friggin' mandatory & make people fear not getting them. Geesh.

3/26/2019 3:59:00 PM richardhiatt16 And MJ12 was there to help ...🤓🇺🇸

3/26/2019 4:00:10 PM animaltopper1 I used to but what child doesn't? We look at the world differently. Some can't relay properly some are worse than others.

3/26/2019 4:00:11 PM mommahood777 I LOVE OUR PRESIDENT and "typist," YOU ROCK!!!!  Thank you!!

3/26/2019 4:00:19 PM tammymckeever ...in killbox?  maybe Hussein pardons will be revealed?

3/26/2019 4:00:45 PM richardhiatt16 👍 It’s American 🇺🇸

3/26/2019 4:02:00 PM richardhiatt16 And thanks again for the “space program” crumbs ....😋

3/26/2019 4:02:02 PM quebec99335648 🤣🤣🤣👍👍👍

3/26/2019 4:02:15 PM timeforarrests Thank you for the clarification. I’m dealing with some serious frequency sensitivities so I’ve been researching how to “block” them. Knowing they must 

have some protection that we don’t have at the moment.

3/26/2019 4:03:44 PM richardhiatt16 😢🙏 just plain DUMB.

3/26/2019 4:04:44 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇺🇸👏🇺🇸👏👏👏👏🍿🇺🇸👏👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸👏🍿🍿👏👏👏🇺🇸👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🇺🇸

3/26/2019 4:05:40 PM mrd_s_anderson I'm watching this thread. I have Autism. Spirituality of it has always interested me

3/26/2019 4:05:46 PM starehope So sorry for your family. Be blessed knowing you are not alone. We lost a little angel at 4 months.

3/26/2019 4:08:56 PM richardhiatt16 Don’t take offense.. Pre-MJ12 was a scary time and after such a horrific war, men just wanted to protect their families or the woman folk from 

anymore “terror”. Just imagine hearing Airl’s message.. But.. it was a nurse who “heard” Airl first.. 😊

3/26/2019 4:09:19 PM adsvel There is no doubt, Beyond. But my intuition says they will keep this secret and also according to some esoteric sources.

3/26/2019 4:09:25 PM timeforarrests Because you’re searching for the truth like we all are.

3/26/2019 4:09:30 PM djlok #metoo

3/26/2019 4:09:43 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it is bad here. The “healthcare” company I worked for would always push, especially the HPV vaccines. There are certain so called STAR measures 

they have to meet for the organization to have a rating. This is what their $$bonus is based on. Always all about the 💰 Shameful

3/26/2019 4:10:02 PM marzipaningles1 Pence announced space force today. It’s actually a thing now. Trump reinstated the space council after it was shut down since Bush.

3/26/2019 4:10:10 PM adsvel So easy? 😂

3/26/2019 4:10:49 PM covertress Thank you for answering my questions about the orb, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

I'll have more questions once I study about "fallen angels" for sure.



3/26/2019 4:10:52 PM freestateojones Immortal Spiritual Entity. 

Spirit / Ghost / Energy / _____.

3/26/2019 4:11:15 PM aprilbrown99 🤗

3/26/2019 4:12:03 PM heath_jack Levels of security clearance.

3/26/2019 4:12:15 PM richardhiatt16 And reach out to the FORCE... it might reach back 😎

3/26/2019 4:12:27 PM apex_starseed 35 military bases of planet huh??🤔 And 35 levels of  Classified Access above our oval office! Cosmic Clearance it's called right?

3/26/2019 4:12:36 PM keith369me Did you purposely leave out MJ10, MJ11 and MJ12

3/26/2019 4:12:37 PM adsvel I would say Law of Unity, because of Universe, united verse.

3/26/2019 4:12:53 PM mommahood777 It took out the richest man in the world...John Jacob Astor.  JP Morgan also I believe unless he was one of them that "cancelled" at the last minute.. 

kinda like the 9/11 "folks" that didn't go to work that day....

3/26/2019 4:13:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are attracted to open mindedness. Trust in yourself and the ability to walk away is key when interacting with fallen angels.

3/26/2019 4:13:18 PM aprilbrown99 There is 12 listed.

3/26/2019 4:13:19 PM thelilkingryan This should help  http://www.peterjamesx.com/Docs/Fallen%20Angels%20Pictures.htm …

3/26/2019 4:14:36 PM _the_psychonaut You’re welcome. I wish I had an answer for how to block specific frequencies but sadly, I do not. However, I believe most issues pertaining to this topic 

can be resolved by working to raise your personal vibration. (Heathy food, meditation, etc.)

3/26/2019 4:14:36 PM covertress Thank you for the warning.

3/26/2019 4:15:10 PM adsvel From SG-1 You know who was RA... That's why I prefer Law of Unconditional Unity.

3/26/2019 4:15:10 PM nancyddb With sincerity and from my heart, I'm not offended, I understand, I just want to be part of the awakening too; not just sit back and watch men do the 

lifting.

3/26/2019 4:17:00 PM mommahood777 From following..they say to encompass everything possible with those numbers or multiples of them.  But not like 81 cookies at a time...lol

3/26/2019 4:17:10 PM iamkduffs Yeah its figuring which one is which is the problem

3/26/2019 4:17:13 PM richardhiatt16 Amen.. Roll up your sleeves.. Work is ahead for all of us...👍🤓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/26/2019 4:17:50 PM nancyddb Excellent, I'm in.

3/26/2019 4:18:18 PM mommahood777 ewwww...that's just icky

3/26/2019 4:18:49 PM keith369me I never got the impression typists were included

3/26/2019 4:18:50 PM covertress I've seen those too, at least on three separate occasions.

3/26/2019 4:19:17 PM speaakn We like the typist 👏👏👏

3/26/2019 4:19:33 PM covertress I felt they could be humans doing RV.

3/26/2019 4:20:06 PM katherineowen01 Bully is not the right word. "Annihilated"  works. She got "Schooled" is fitting. 😉

But is she smart enough to be embarrassed? 😂

3/26/2019 4:20:23 PM speaakn I think they were scared to support the bill in "real time."

3/26/2019 4:20:45 PM whitehat_van Why do you pretend to be majestic 12 when you have no association with the original group? Why do you push Chinese majestic malware on 

unsuspecting patriots? Why do you promote the is-be death cult?

3/26/2019 4:21:26 PM michael81972 They have fallen and cant get up😄

3/26/2019 4:21:49 PM aprilbrown99 You can protect yourself. When you see or feel one you can visualize yourself in a golden white bubble of light, with a mirror reflection on the outside 

of it. Ground yourself.

3/26/2019 4:21:52 PM si11112018 nanotechnology

3/26/2019 4:22:10 PM adsvel Or these vaccines was somebody's experiments of depopulation?

3/26/2019 4:22:30 PM mommahood777 The "typist" posted a most excellent POTUS slam dunk vid!!!!!

3/26/2019 4:22:47 PM covertress Did F assist the Majestic 12 in some incarnate/ET way before he became human again? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920?s=19 …

3/26/2019 4:23:23 PM anneolsen43 I have pulled them up 50% and more and I didn’t see any faces But it looks like to me like a bunch of energy

3/26/2019 4:23:41 PM ragevirusqq Thank you

3/26/2019 4:24:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Jordan Sather follows how many homeopath related docs get 187’d or “suicided.”

3/26/2019 4:24:44 PM covertress The ones I've seen are completely incorporeal. One flew threw me. I felt nothing.

3/26/2019 4:25:04 PM anneolsen43 God Bless you and your family. I could not imagine ..my heart goes to you. 🙏❤️🙏

3/26/2019 4:25:28 PM mommahood777 With all the nasties out there, could almost be anyone  People say Kushner, is that why POTUS keeps Ivanka so close?

3/26/2019 4:25:56 PM 1_decided_voter This seems like a rather significant threat that would take priority over any political problems, why is there no plan to stop this? POTUS has to be aware 

of this, why would it not be a priority or part of his plan?

3/26/2019 4:26:56 PM mommahood777 Hmmm..unavailable tweet? Questioning everything is exhausting! lol

3/26/2019 4:27:06 PM diaptera_80 Are you saying that autism was not created? I thought we discussed this, and that it was engineered? We are not only being manipulated through 

vaccines...

3/26/2019 4:27:17 PM si11112018 anyone remember the c d c whistleblower tried to warn us about the flu shot... he was silenced. the whole story wreaked!!!! and yet.... here we are. 

still fear mongering the masses to line up and get injected with poison.... "Oh but it's  sooo good for you!!" 😒 says the elite..

3/26/2019 4:29:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Does watching people like Waters, Pelosi, Schiff and Swallwell squirm on television yet make the typist laugh because I do everytime I see them come 

up with a new “orange man bad” theory.

3/26/2019 4:30:18 PM diaptera_80 Just the breaking news I was waiting for...

3/26/2019 4:30:58 PM covertress I'm pretty sure we're all in the same boat.

3/26/2019 4:31:01 PM pedalfun4u nope, none

3/26/2019 4:32:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder why?

3/26/2019 4:34:14 PM jayrambin Maybe so that we don’t sit back and wait for someone to save us. Rather, we exercise our power. because We the People, have more than MJ12, the 

Cabal or the government combined.  Without us, and our tax dollars, they don’t exist.  We have the power. The Republic still lives.

3/26/2019 4:34:30 PM david00997884 Bait

3/26/2019 4:34:40 PM djlok Because 10-12 are not part of this universe?

3/26/2019 4:34:56 PM scienceismymuse They're saying psychopathy is rewarded the most currently. Autism is a good way to survive in an environment where empathy can be a disadvantage. 

EG DC is full of psychopaths.

3/26/2019 4:34:58 PM sterkinglights1 Same ... Why does it seem they are fleeing? Are they fleeing?

3/26/2019 4:35:00 PM 00loll0 Twice I was pinned down and sat on by those dark things,last time it jumped off me and jumped through the wall! I've since moved into another 

bedroom,so far so good.

3/26/2019 4:35:19 PM mommahood777 Bought and paid for!  Insiders were colluding!  They will also be investigated! Goodbye Foxx!!!!

3/26/2019 4:36:36 PM theprimeian Week

3/26/2019 4:36:46 PM sterkinglights1 What is T1, T2, and T3? MJ10-12??

3/26/2019 4:37:19 PM maryschade14 Not sure if I like the direction after Zero bussing frosh staffers. This could be flipped against them..citing snowflake factors afore mentioned. And Zero 

bussing freshman staffers to Kalorama. Had a fren that lived there years ago.

3/26/2019 4:37:24 PM love4thegameak Because as of Now you are only 9

3/26/2019 4:37:26 PM sterkinglights1 I'll do a search.. Lol

3/26/2019 4:37:46 PM banksia42265169 You can't infect someone who IS vaccinated

3/26/2019 4:38:06 PM canadiancovfefe That’s terrible! Such evil.

3/26/2019 4:38:32 PM aprilbrown99 Yes,  I submitted my question early this morning shortly after I found out he was being released. I was pissed until I realized there were bigger fish to 

fry. Thank you for commenting.  🙏🦋💕🌸

3/26/2019 4:39:04 PM keith369me MJ10-MJ12 removed?  Or do I need to meditate?



3/26/2019 4:39:38 PM nullanon12 It such a very subtle difference, they can pull it off soo easily, look at the sky that day; very clear.

3/26/2019 4:40:25 PM aprilbrown99 T1-3 are the typists.  😊

3/26/2019 4:40:30 PM covertress Because M10, M11 and M12 operate in higher dimensions?

3/26/2019 4:41:26 PM keith369me MJ12 existed before Twitter

3/26/2019 4:42:24 PM nullanon12 Did You Get Along With @kabamur_taygeta yet?

3/26/2019 4:43:27 PM mommahood777 As similar as this appears, Hogg clearly has different features than Lanza from other sources. Conspiracies may have common ground but methods and 

instruments need analyzed. MANY puppets

3/26/2019 4:43:31 PM danaelizabeth69  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cp7H1py02AXldCjMnNmltYbRYz3-bJAl/view?usp=drivesdk … pic.twitter.com/LcMupV3Bvq

3/26/2019 4:44:49 PM jayrambin Naturopath. Homeopathy isn’t mainstream & is limited in scope. Naturopaths are accepted by most insurers, have more training in nutrition and 

natural therapies, while also understanding allopathic medicine. And they can refer to specialists, order labs and procedures, and scripts

3/26/2019 4:45:08 PM nullanon12 and I Forgot to mention; false flags are always prepared before hand. They would probably have the technology (Program) better than Adobe Premiere 

Pro 2019; in 2001; they have more options of editing out videos faster;hence there Super Computers.

3/26/2019 4:45:48 PM realityloominng What about the power of 3,6,9 now?

3/26/2019 4:46:17 PM moemc8 More like letting the world see reality

3/26/2019 4:48:26 PM kachinagtto Do MJ10, MJ11,and MJ12 also need a typist?

3/26/2019 4:48:44 PM vashonelmer But first, they will make the pharm demons a lot of money

3/26/2019 4:49:29 PM mommahood777 Q+ means  POTUS

3/26/2019 4:50:37 PM 99thyamwasher Naturopaths? So many dead...

3/26/2019 4:51:27 PM clockworkanon Malware detected and removed?

[SG] no longer necessary?

Re-attempt to infiltrate?

Correct components installed to 45WH to secure longevity/operation?

3/26/2019 4:52:40 PM kik1771 So, is anybody gone stop them, or they are in power ???!!!

3/26/2019 4:52:58 PM dopesindc JS = Jussie Smollett?!? Lol

3/26/2019 4:54:08 PM sterkinglights1 It's explained further up ISE IS-BE no B.

3/26/2019 4:54:43 PM sterkinglights1 That's a shame...

3/26/2019 4:55:56 PM mommahood777 1.5g fats 7g protein 9g carbs. Stay that ratio as close as possible for best metabolism and healthy feeling. Difficult tho!!  The difference is amazing!  

Makes you feel like the energizer bunny!

3/26/2019 4:55:59 PM djlok Ha Ha!!!  Biggest laugh I had all day!!! Jordan S. Although based on your Twitter personality (you don't miss much), I think you already probably knew 

that!!  😜

3/26/2019 4:56:51 PM dopesindc Sorry, extra punchy today.

3/26/2019 4:57:52 PM iamyou132 Elaborate

3/26/2019 4:58:26 PM tammymckeever 'bully'?

3/26/2019 4:58:36 PM djlok I love it!  You should do that as often as you wish...be punchy!!!

3/26/2019 4:59:03 PM adsvel They are bad actors, about whom You were talking about?

3/26/2019 5:00:20 PM mommahood777 You should fly your flag proudly EVERY day!  (weather permitting)  I think Q just making the point of how wonderful it is to be USA again! ThanQ!!!

3/26/2019 5:00:41 PM deplorablesuezq Oh please, it needed to be done and over. Pure propaganda and B.S.

3/26/2019 5:01:20 PM jrocktigers You have felt God , but will never feel the warmth again?

3/26/2019 5:02:39 PM linnyt7 I always have felt that Gorka had another agenda. There’s just something about him that makes me think he’s playing a part or something.

3/26/2019 5:03:21 PM mommahood777 Aren't frequencies same regardless?  Not sure how to make it safe..  Saw the vid, question this.  Frequencies can harm or heal us.  These microwaves 

were yes, to hurt us. Can they be altered to not hurt us? IDK

3/26/2019 5:04:11 PM ragevirusqq I just searched. MJ10 and MJ11 have never been mentioned on this account

3/26/2019 5:05:55 PM cledrordfishing Are you cool with that? 

Coming from a place of power I don't understand why you don't use the tools available to you to protect humanity. 

Not mad just don't understand.

3/26/2019 5:07:04 PM diaptera_80 Get a Pong case for your phone, it works through real science

3/26/2019 5:08:49 PM youstinksoap Are you removing dark entity attachments from people?

3/26/2019 5:09:03 PM lbf777 I went to know. He made me feel so much healthier.

3/26/2019 5:09:30 PM cledrordfishing Can I still use my bass boat?

3/26/2019 5:09:35 PM hearts4america The more your eyes get used to them...you'll start to see them.  I pull them up right before too blurry to see.  Send me the pic (if you want to DM me) 

and I'll pull it up.👍

3/26/2019 5:10:38 PM mommahood777 Many unavailable tweets. Interesting. Nothing beyond the session time has been answered further except by followers.

3/26/2019 5:10:42 PM diaptera_80 Please elaborate in a future post

3/26/2019 5:12:54 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1101546774274162688?s=21 …

3/26/2019 5:13:51 PM djlok Maybe you are a starseed and not an actual fallen angel.

3/26/2019 5:14:20 PM anneolsen43 I will have to get them off my computer but I will! Thx

3/26/2019 5:21:27 PM cincyfella Nope pic.twitter.com/P9GqScRMcG

3/26/2019 5:21:38 PM allahuniversal 21 min. after MJ post: https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1110671329093664768?s=19 …

3/26/2019 5:23:24 PM anneolsen43 Which one are you ?

3/26/2019 5:25:23 PM lightworkercain Month 

[A]PRIL

3/26/2019 5:27:32 PM cledrordfishing Funny

3/26/2019 5:31:14 PM ericdonnermeyer I know the govt keeps records of people that are considered “political dissidents”. Does the list have different classifications of dissidents? Will I find 

out what level I am?

3/26/2019 5:31:42 PM djlok That sounds more like it!!!  Not a fallen angel...I’ve seen too many of your posts!!!

3/26/2019 5:32:21 PM freestateojones Typist 1,2,3

3/26/2019 5:32:40 PM daveschroeder18 Hello Alice

3/26/2019 5:34:07 PM red_pill_girl 😂

3/26/2019 5:35:12 PM jvan125 🤣🤷🏼♀️

3/26/2019 5:35:57 PM jrocktigers Now this explains quite a bit.

3/26/2019 5:42:36 PM worldxplorer1 Are MJ10, MJ11, and MJ12 AI?

3/26/2019 5:43:49 PM texas_nacl I think time is a perception

3/26/2019 5:44:33 PM jrocktigers 👊🏼

3/26/2019 5:47:29 PM determined1776 Great question!!!

3/26/2019 5:48:09 PM laurabusse Interesting. Am 64. Son is 27, awake but not obsessed with this stuff (like i am LOL)

3/26/2019 5:48:11 PM adsvel Good question Nicole!

3/26/2019 5:49:26 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/4JFodhZGru

3/26/2019 5:50:29 PM ascendingadam Immortal technological entities?

3/26/2019 5:51:03 PM adsvel Like Anubis from SG-1?

3/26/2019 5:51:34 PM laurabusse What the hell is up w twitter all of a sudden? The lines betw connected tweets are broken, or mostly missing! This wasn't the case a few hrs ago! I 

wake up from a nap and twitter has changed drastically! Well, it looks drastic to me! Messin w my head...



3/26/2019 5:51:38 PM rmbrice [SG]

        IS

            GARBAGE

3/26/2019 5:53:00 PM chapulincolored Is there an antidote?

3/26/2019 5:57:15 PM outerspaaaace Our intentions tell it all. Are we here to serve others, or to take advantage of others and serve ourselves? Our intentions don't lie to us, if we're honest 

with ourselves.

3/26/2019 6:00:23 PM zagnett Actually MJ didn't you say in a previous post that there are actually more than 21 MJs currently, exact number classified?

3/26/2019 6:00:39 PM roublisa This is a very good question.....I hope they decide to answer.

3/26/2019 6:01:41 PM maryschade14 If it is who I think. Deserved.

3/26/2019 6:01:46 PM jillmrealestate I was just telling my daughter this same thing about SIDS. They all seemed to be right at the 2,4,6 months, right after shots. They convinced people it 

was because the kids were on their stomach. Flat out lie.

3/26/2019 6:02:50 PM jillmrealestate Have you seen the thread about Trump's old tweets on the subject? He's in the know.

3/26/2019 6:03:47 PM lynnboyce7 I got this one by my pool. I was told it was something on my camera? pic.twitter.com/FWjcpoQdPJ

3/26/2019 6:04:08 PM chapulincolored 🙋♂️

3/26/2019 6:05:56 PM firstwavr how exactly do you know there’s no plan to stop it? how do you know that all of the W.H.O, FDA, and CDC executives don’t already have sealed 

indictments? you really don’t know do ya?

3/26/2019 6:06:55 PM goyaeq Yes they did, and some are not good.

3/26/2019 6:07:30 PM loudog112 No I haven’t. how far back?

3/26/2019 6:10:24 PM aprilbrown99 They were bad until 45 became president. Change in guard. The subordinates they are searching for are no longer apart of the Majestic. There is a 

current thread just posted yesterday on this.

3/26/2019 6:10:24 PM zagnett He said the bad ones were cleared out. So still could be 21+. Wondering if MJ could clear up this discrepancy. Not a big deal reallly. Just curious.

3/26/2019 6:11:54 PM ygwiryn No video

3/26/2019 6:12:11 PM goyaeq I thought they said all the ones on Twitter are clean but the others are still out there doing their thing.

3/26/2019 6:13:30 PM zagnett Oh i don't doubt the ones on Twitter are reasonably nice. Seems so anyway. But the more info we can glean on MJ the better. Whatever is safe for 

them to convey anyway. The group is still pretty darn mysterious must admit. 🤔🧐😎

3/26/2019 6:15:59 PM petitchevalb Is love inherent to life? 

Yes it seems 💚

3/26/2019 6:18:29 PM chapulincolored I have seen that too.

Q hasn't exactly confirmed that either, must be for a reason.

Really appreciate your input.

Payseur, Pindar, Pope, Eye of Providence, seen these... no confirmation. 

I opin it is something that has "influence" not just on earth/3D.

Keeping an open mind.

AI?

3/26/2019 6:18:39 PM laurabusse My best friend and i, both 64, have been anti vaxxers for decades. Her son, 27, is shockingly provaccine. It's disturbing and very upsetting. There seems 

to be a whole subreddit devoted to bashing antivaxxers.

3/26/2019 6:19:17 PM courageouskriss Wow!!! I was aware of parts of this.. Thanks for helping piece it together!

And for apologising!

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

3/26/2019 6:20:28 PM maryschade14 That is why some were losing cookies over this EO.

I love my potus. How many alt medicine practioners as well. 

Death Cult.

3/26/2019 6:20:59 PM universalrisin People think it’s JK

3/26/2019 6:21:28 PM laurabusse Isn't POTUS himself anti vaccination bc of what happened with his son baron?

3/26/2019 6:30:39 PM blsdbe We are Exposed to a huge amount of heavy metal in our environments. It does not only come from vaccines. We get it from swimming and dirty rivers 

from the Geo engineering trails and from the water that we drink. Many sources. Amazingly my son is very empathetic despite his autism

3/26/2019 6:32:03 PM universalrisin Jared Kushner

3/26/2019 6:32:33 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is someone trying to get out or in?  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1110716023769047040 …

3/26/2019 6:33:22 PM leslieau7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A strange question I know

But I'm curious

Has anyone asked questions

About the Rand Corp.

In California ?

3/26/2019 6:39:38 PM sunlightshiner Was one of them GHWB?

3/26/2019 6:39:45 PM enomai_ Classified, nat laws?

3/26/2019 6:42:12 PM olimyracle T for Terrestrial ?

3/26/2019 6:45:23 PM mongrelglory I've noticed that too.  It's like they're scrambling all the conversations so that it's hard to figure out who is responding to who's tweets.

3/26/2019 6:45:32 PM lonewol97176157 Is time travel possible? Asking for a friend.

3/26/2019 6:47:29 PM mrblbrettish So, is there a membership fee? Do i meed to memorize a long list of esoteric sayings? High fives allowed? Is there a secret handshake?

3/26/2019 6:48:42 PM mongrelglory I think I've observed the exact same pattern Keith369! By keeping people busy and distracted, they don't have time to reflect on the big picture I think. 

Older seniors, especially ones who still remember WW2 as kids, have trouble grasping that an evil cabal could be behind it all

3/26/2019 6:50:15 PM mongrelglory (I got that advice from a Korean Zen Master many years ago...)

3/26/2019 6:53:37 PM mongrelglory My vet couldn't understand why I didn't want my cats chipped. (I keep them indoors).  They're probably registered on a list of "subversives" now.

3/26/2019 6:54:49 PM roaminnoodle A) So ... the good, the bad, the ugly, we're all the same IS? WWG1WGA.

B) Love is winning? The "Golden Rule."

C) Are ET life forms not part of this IS, separate from humans?

3/26/2019 7:05:08 PM adsvel Owner of the 666, Fifth Avenue building?

3/26/2019 7:07:34 PM mongrelglory The cows are breathing a sigh of relief!

3/26/2019 7:10:35 PM mongrelglory Oh-oh!  Like 5G?

3/26/2019 7:11:35 PM thainfamous20v How do we expose it? Been trying for years. People get suicided.

3/26/2019 7:12:27 PM lafol57 Loved it

3/26/2019 7:14:59 PM mongrelglory This follows Daniel's story-line in SG-1.  When he returned to Earth, he couldn't remember the knowledge he had as an ascended being. The only 

difference is that he returned as the same person (for continuity of the story-line) rather than re-incarnating as a new-born baby.



3/26/2019 7:18:43 PM mongrelglory I learned what happens to you if you try to tell the truth in court, and they want to protect other doctors who did wrong. ☹️  It was a shocking "wake-

up" call for me, as I thought our Canadian system was less corrupted (as socialized medicine).

3/26/2019 7:19:10 PM daveschroeder18 I see a tour company to take all the un-a-wake on a wake up tour. Haha. Inner World Tours

3/26/2019 7:19:39 PM aeonsa7x <500 million

3/26/2019 7:20:31 PM thainfamous20v Missed my point. Need a better solution than sounding like anti-vaccine nuts.

3/26/2019 7:20:43 PM qanon4life if most of these diseases have been eradicated and they're not a threat anymore why do we have to continually take these vaccines?

3/26/2019 7:22:21 PM djlok Why is it that I feel the more good I do at work or at home, the more I'm met with resistance?  Like people begin to actually hate me. This is a repeated 

problem for me and I've been to multiple therapists and psychiatrists with no answer.

3/26/2019 7:22:31 PM blsdbe Aaaand again

3/26/2019 7:22:32 PM mongrelglory I also think a lot of family doctors are too busy and have cognitive dissonance when you try to point out research evidence that contradicts their 

programming. They want to see themselves as doing good, not harm to their patients.  The doctors in charge at higher levels are evil!

3/26/2019 7:22:33 PM djlok It feels like being the "good guy" doesn't really pay off in the end.

3/26/2019 7:24:13 PM jrocktigers "There's a fear down here we can't forget

Hasn't got a name just yet

Always awake, always around

Singing ashes to ashes all fall down

Ashes to ashes all fall down"

3/26/2019 7:25:46 PM daveschroeder18 Very true observation. I think the older folks like myself, think we don't have all that much time so we're cramming. At least that's what I'm doing. I've 

been in this path for 25 years on and off.

3/26/2019 7:26:54 PM mongrelglory Wasn't Forrestal estranged from his wife in the last years of their marriage, and she was living in France?  He tended to cheat on her.  (I'm sorry 

Covertress, I don't mean any disrespect to you!)

3/26/2019 7:29:07 PM adeo_creata_est Do you know which species? Alpha Draconis! Pleiadian?

3/26/2019 7:29:47 PM raisethevib369 My two adult children won't listen now. I didn't know what was going on when they were little 😣 I also have a young one (who's actually the reason I 

started researching vaccinating which led me down the rabbit hole). He's got the benefit of an awake mama.

3/26/2019 7:29:57 PM blsdbe And Follow the Wives.

3/26/2019 7:30:12 PM thainfamous20v Oh i'm used to it.

3/26/2019 7:30:47 PM mongrelglory Since we're all part of Source, you could say we're all kindred souls. However, talk about "twin flames" or "soul mates" can sound rather exclusionary to 

other beings. (Preferring one person over everyone else). We have probably all loved thousands of different incarnated IS's.

3/26/2019 7:32:08 PM mongrelglory Why do I have visions of "The Bachelor" TV show in my head? 😝

3/26/2019 7:32:33 PM jamesboyett ? yes MJ12 will be reveiled or no it won't?

3/26/2019 7:32:40 PM hellouncledonny Like Peas and Carrots Q+

Let's do it Q.

What do you say Anons?

Let @GenFlynn Fly pic.twitter.com/CsV86DAWhP

3/26/2019 7:32:44 PM djlok I got in a Lyft with this gentleman straight from the hippy era. He was listening to Bongino.  I was like "you're like me, you like Trump".  His response: 

"Trump is here to save the f'ng planet, man.  We gotta respect that sh!t, man." 

I guess I'm a hippy too..Who knew!

3/26/2019 7:35:21 PM n7guardiananon Fire walk with me https://youtu.be/nQSzajmDhKw 

3/26/2019 7:36:21 PM mongrelglory Okay, this might sound like a dumb question, but when my cats seem to see invisible things floating around, are they maybe seeing inter- dimensional 

entities?

3/26/2019 7:38:16 PM wearediamonds2 So that has been my problem this time? Being very open minded!? Ugh  😠 why can't somebody teach us the rules?

3/26/2019 7:40:12 PM mongrelglory I saw a shadow entity hovering over me in bed once, and I just responded with "Get the f__k away from me!  I do not consent!"  It seemed to work. 

Took a while for my heart to stop racing.  I'm not one who sees inter-dimensional beings usually.

3/26/2019 7:40:50 PM n7guardiananon I'm fine with a good conscience being my only sure reward.  We got this Brother! pic.twitter.com/9Cz2GwNeiv

3/26/2019 7:43:52 PM qaphsiel17 Only do the right thing because its who you are not for attention. Lonely can be the path to enlightenment.

3/26/2019 7:44:17 PM mongrelglory I don't recall them saying that autism was created Diaptera.  They've usually described it as an evolutionary (adaptive) response to a toxic 

environment.  Vaccines play a large role, but other things can as well.

3/26/2019 7:45:17 PM bbobbio71 Wasn't free will one of the down falls?

3/26/2019 7:45:20 PM jrocktigers Damn Energy Vamps.

3/26/2019 7:46:13 PM wearediamonds2 I would love to know more about this, too. Why are we TIs? Why don't we know more about who we are/why they want to harm us?

3/26/2019 7:48:02 PM awake_alpha Orion

3/26/2019 7:48:38 PM mongrelglory I think they're the higher dimensional beings who are part of the MJ-12 group.

3/26/2019 7:50:43 PM ta193919632009 #GatesFoundation #Eugenics #PopulationControl

3/26/2019 7:52:15 PM trumpster4trump NFW!

3/26/2019 7:52:45 PM mongrelglory Funny thing is that my cats usually sleep on the bed with me, but they had scattered off somewhere.  I was awake and it was around pre-dawn, when 

the room wasn't so dark, so I wasn't imagining it.  Saw and felt its presence...very heavy. Pretty scary, but I was angry at it too...

3/26/2019 7:53:33 PM apex_starseed Yup..

3/26/2019 7:53:34 PM mongrelglory ...I'm just fed up with having bullies trying to intimidate me.  Even inter-dimensional ones.

3/26/2019 7:54:05 PM blsdbe I’m glad they were able to land safely!

3/26/2019 7:57:14 PM karrruss Lol

3/26/2019 7:58:58 PM gi6stars Not I.  Ask question = blocked  🤔  oh well. pic.twitter.com/TxOTWYxOas

3/26/2019 7:59:40 PM bbobbio71 Let's get on it Patriots!

3/26/2019 8:00:01 PM mongrelglory I always say...if not justice in this life, justice in the next.  No good deed or kind thought goes unwasted.

3/26/2019 8:02:15 PM gi6stars 🍔🍔🍔 

Hamburgers on the grill this Summer! Yeah

3/26/2019 8:03:41 PM djlok The first answer I don't really know. People say I seem laid back.  The feeling is anxiety, even though I appear paid back. And the honest answer is I 

don't think I've ever really known what I really wanted or even known how to learn that. 

I don't know if any of that made sense.

3/26/2019 8:03:42 PM blsdbe Reminds me of Thanos snapping his fingers and wiping out half of life everywhere...I do not consent to that wholesale destruction. We all can live if the 

greedy can decide to share resources.

3/26/2019 8:05:53 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2019 8:08:30 PM blsdbe Yes my precious like already gone. I am commenting each time to keep track. Liking it again now!

3/26/2019 8:08:58 PM krkakophonie is there hope/cures for us who are already vaccinated or are we hosed?

3/26/2019 8:10:37 PM ashe18321312 Like I said before... now I know why all the ascended masters left young.... PEOPLE FUCKING SUCK

3/26/2019 8:11:50 PM johnny_fargo Good one!

3/26/2019 8:12:30 PM connie50407449 Detox!

3/26/2019 8:12:50 PM mongrelglory The cows are not amused...

3/26/2019 8:16:05 PM blsdbe And we ultimately decide rhe circumstances of our next incarnation right? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what are the consequences of going to the Void Instead 

of the Light when we pass away?



3/26/2019 8:16:24 PM bbobbio71 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #jussiesmollett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TheRealRaNon/status/1110596138170613760 …

3/26/2019 8:17:48 PM djlok Bingo! You're absolutely right we have to do good things for the sake of doing them. Very well stated!!!

3/26/2019 8:19:07 PM djlok Yes- but what if they all came back?  Imagine how amazing that would be!

3/26/2019 8:20:42 PM bbobbio71 Ha! I turn the thermostat down to 66 at night lol. 

Alarm set for 6:33

3/26/2019 8:22:00 PM bbobbio71 My daughter,  3/3/09

Don't remember the time.  I was too much in awe!

3/26/2019 8:22:03 PM 92michael Cool! Yeah I see these spirit balls of light energy everywhere. Sometimes they are just balls of light, but sometimes they actually have a personality and 

facial features, just like the person is right in front of you.

3/26/2019 8:22:35 PM sano_faith Hehe pic.twitter.com/J2WhOPLiwf

3/26/2019 8:23:09 PM ashe18321312 They will😄

3/26/2019 8:27:11 PM canadiancovfefe Thank you ❤️

3/26/2019 8:27:29 PM bbobbio71 I've been working on figuring out out for some time now.  I just start seeing 3,6,9 in a lot of things.  Haven't really figured out the meanings but I'll tell 

you,  I seem to be very at ease lately,  feel an abundance of joy.. so who knows maybe something to it

3/26/2019 8:29:15 PM 92michael When I feel a spirit is in the room with me, I will clear my mind of everything and let the spirit communicate. - U can try thinking of an image in your 

mind, but don’t anyilize it, just let it be, avoid any emotions.

3/26/2019 8:29:56 PM pleiadianshaman Are you saying it as something that will happen for sure?

3/26/2019 8:30:36 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

3/26/2019 8:30:39 PM adeo_creata_est Maybe Rochelle from Taygeta?

3/26/2019 8:35:16 PM adeo_creata_est They are here waiting for us to wake up

3/26/2019 8:35:40 PM djlok Thanks!  Well the anxiety I feel is when these episodes ocurr. In general I don't feel anxious.

3/26/2019 8:35:47 PM _chelseaproject How many people have been sentenced by military tribunal so far?

3/26/2019 8:36:21 PM thewizard333 A book called alchemy of the pineal gland by James portecarro I believe his name was, explains it well

3/26/2019 8:38:00 PM 92michael Since I wasn’t actually in the space when this photo was taken, I can’t officially tell u that it was 100% a spirit orb.  But it is very interesting. It looks like 

most of the light is coming from the right side, so it might not be a reflection or flare.

3/26/2019 8:38:01 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2019 8:44:25 PM ashe18321312 Well I wish they would wait faster....🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2019 8:48:04 PM adeo_creata_est 😃 they can not interfere with our free will. It goes against the Prime Directive. They are now allowed to use our slow technology to communicate 

with a few higher consciousness humans

3/26/2019 8:48:58 PM thewizard333 That's how I understood that too, I know certain symbols found in crop circles / sacred geometry have a specific frequency to them, I had a video 

where someone had a machine that could program thr frequency it would apply to a plate with sand on it

3/26/2019 8:53:07 PM thewizard333 I haven't heard of the concept of a digital root before however though so il need to take a minute to read about that when I have some time,

3/26/2019 8:54:25 PM qtpi3_14 The ultimate coming of age story 😎🇺🇸🦅🏃♂️💗

3/26/2019 8:55:25 PM diane13_daset Don't want to drop down, love life and want to progress. Maybe I need to learn more. Thank you for replying so fast. I need to do more research xxx

3/26/2019 8:56:09 PM qtpi3_14 This is so rad Eko... getting the Little Prince vibes too 🌹🤴🌌

3/26/2019 8:56:13 PM charmanda9 Ascension or no ascension. Worth it.

3/26/2019 8:56:32 PM ekotoons 🎯

3/26/2019 8:57:28 PM djlok That's what I'm thinking!!!

3/26/2019 9:00:04 PM warangel1111 He should be taller 😂 This is Great .. President Barron Trump ..😎❤️

3/26/2019 9:02:14 PM shallknown The problem with such statements is that it doesn't propose a solution. If vaccines are meant to wipe us out, how do we avoid them when they're 

required for schools and certain industries. "They" own the CDC, FDA, NIH. Impossible to fight "Them".

3/26/2019 9:05:06 PM blsdbe How did you go through? Do you remember much about it?

3/26/2019 9:05:12 PM shallknown Asked same question about false flags.

3/26/2019 9:05:35 PM princesspatrio1 This is awesome Eko!! Oh the stories he could tell! The imprint he could leave! 🇺🇸❤️🙏

3/26/2019 9:05:59 PM ekotoons OH—TRUST ME—HE IS TALL

WALKING THRU CLOUDS ☁️😂 

AND LOOK AT THAT WINGSPAN!

3/26/2019 9:06:24 PM jesusluvsu29 He can run as young as 35

3/26/2019 9:06:26 PM ekotoons SHALL BE

3/26/2019 9:07:23 PM ponyexpressq17 I don't have an iphone, giant cell tower too close to my home. Plants, animals and me all effected negatively

3/26/2019 9:07:27 PM princesspatrio1 👊❤️

3/26/2019 9:08:43 PM ekotoons GOOD ‘OL 2044

3/26/2019 9:09:11 PM warangel1111 At least Eight Foot Wing Span.. Fly Baron Fly .. #TimeTravellingBarron 😎👏

3/26/2019 9:09:51 PM ekotoons SOLID TITLE 👊

3/26/2019 9:10:51 PM warangel1111 😇👊

3/26/2019 9:12:35 PM mommahood777 Yes, I recall that and it's believable to a point, but they're married with children..sad if true.  The shill book Fire & Fury actually makes it believable with 

references of going against POTUS.

3/26/2019 9:25:37 PM jesusluvsu29 😊👍

3/26/2019 9:36:07 PM blsdbe Wow. When I meditate lately, I spin counterclockwise up into the sun, to the galactic sun, to the cosmic center sun on my inhale. As I exhale, I spin 

clockwise down from the cosmic central sun, to the galactic central sun, to our sun, to me to the center of earth. Then I repeat.

3/26/2019 9:36:51 PM blsdbe Where did you come from? Why did you come here? Did you come back?

3/26/2019 9:40:04 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/26/2019 9:42:26 PM kimmiessunshine And he has a very big IQ❤️❤️❤️

3/26/2019 9:43:04 PM ekotoons BIGLY

3/26/2019 9:45:34 PM ekotoons PEOPLE FEEL FREE

TO TAKE THIS ART 

MEME TO YOUR ♥️

HEART’S DESIRE!

3/26/2019 9:46:31 PM ekotoons TEAM HOODIE

3/26/2019 9:46:44 PM amethyst1111 Zeolites, cilantro, seaweed

3/26/2019 9:47:14 PM grant_freedom Love it Eko! 

I've read 

1900, Or: The Last President 

Currently halfway through this one. pic.twitter.com/cSJf2GpjqU

3/26/2019 9:48:39 PM ekotoons BARRON’S MIDDLE

NAME IS WILLIAM

3/26/2019 9:49:53 PM amethyst1111 Sterilization

3/26/2019 9:50:04 PM askingsocrates Ever since I answered this question it has been the big dipper, what gives?

3/26/2019 9:50:30 PM jayrambin Even if you haven’t been vaccinated, your immune system is the key to health (and the mind).  Study Ayurveda and you may learn some new ways to 

keep it strong. Digestion is key, and eating cooked food local in season. And hope the cabal doesn’t activate the tech.



3/26/2019 9:51:01 PM warangel1111 Already stolen 😁 Thanks for your wonderful art Eko ❤️

3/26/2019 9:52:45 PM princesspatrio1 Thank you Eko for sharing your art. You have such a special gift.❤️❤️

3/26/2019 9:53:47 PM jayrambin Yes. A friend recently went to dental school. We had some discussions about fluoride, etc. he thinks it’s dentists gift to humanity. And he was trained 

to use only certain studies to back his claims. Mostly ‘well-massaged’ studies I’m sure.

3/26/2019 9:55:31 PM lisamoo65814620 Certainly a clear message. 🙌😂

3/26/2019 9:55:46 PM ekotoons PLEASURE IS MINE

THANKS FOR LETTING

ME BE OF SERVICE 🙏

3/26/2019 9:57:51 PM blsdbe I must crash out but I would like to reach out tomorrow and discuss these excellent ideas with you further...Blessings 😇🙏😴

3/26/2019 9:59:32 PM princesspatrio1 We so appreciate you Eko.🙏❤️

3/26/2019 10:00:07 PM cledrordfishing I hate it when I don't understand what is going on... lol

The conversation is above my knowledge.

3/26/2019 10:00:22 PM grant_freedom Well that is very similar to Wilhelm

3/26/2019 10:06:57 PM warangel1111 😂👋🏻

3/26/2019 10:07:11 PM thewizard333 By far the sickest I've ever been my life was after recieving a vaccination as a child for the flu, really sick for over a week after with strange dreams of 

outer space and spacecraft, that had an extremely dark and unpleasant tone

3/26/2019 10:07:41 PM warangel1111 Awww ❤️

3/26/2019 10:09:14 PM freeeval .

Who would he run with... or against?

. pic.twitter.com/CpTDssdx1x

3/26/2019 10:10:03 PM richardhiatt16 What was EBEN -2’s name?

3/26/2019 10:11:04 PM warangel1111 Hmmm Interesting.. I have heard this one before..

3/26/2019 10:12:55 PM tammymckeever Q hasn’t said anything about the Antichrist alive and in the US yet, but it was answered in your AMA...I justccan’t stop thinking about it?

3/26/2019 10:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why do you believe this is so? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110754979843895297 …

3/26/2019 10:15:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear porn. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1110753560474484736 …

3/26/2019 10:15:12 PM _highjinx_ Special access knowledge.

3/26/2019 10:15:31 PM ekotoons ZOPPITY ZIP!

3/26/2019 10:15:55 PM _the_psychonaut Of course they found a Russian. Doesn’t that prove their connection to Russian hackers though??

These people really are stupid!

3/26/2019 10:16:42 PM ekotoons Y'ALL JUST HELPED

INVENT A NEW 

CHARACTER

BRB

3/26/2019 10:18:09 PM aprilbrown99 Average people are not part of the bloodlines.

3/26/2019 10:18:31 PM warangel1111 Zippity Zop

3/26/2019 10:19:19 PM richardhiatt16 When do we launch?  👩🚀👩🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👨🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👨🚀👩🚀👩🚀👨🚀👩🚀👨🚀👽

3/26/2019 10:19:22 PM jennife31060429 Have you noticed how much brighter  The white in your artwork has gotten EKO?? It hurt my eyes a second tonight when I looked at this one!

3/26/2019 10:20:15 PM jennife31060429 Excellent!!😍😍

3/26/2019 10:20:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Irrelevant to the Plan.

3/26/2019 10:20:40 PM jennife31060429 Haha Angel😂

3/26/2019 10:21:12 PM jennife31060429 Perfect QT!!

3/26/2019 10:21:18 PM aprilbrown99 Wasn’t the NSA already doing this?

3/26/2019 10:21:23 PM jane_q_patriot Well, I sure don't. This is like having Jiminy Cricket tell you why Mr. Burns is SO successful.

3/26/2019 10:22:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 187,T2

3/26/2019 10:23:05 PM pro_aktv 😳 [ ] ?

3/26/2019 10:24:19 PM warangel1111 😁

3/26/2019 10:24:31 PM tammymckeever Phew.  I thought the Antichrist would a big data point.  Thanks for the reply.

3/26/2019 10:24:44 PM jennife31060429 Wait..EKO just went Southern drawwwwlll-ing!😂😂😂

3/26/2019 10:25:56 PM arunprakash4 Aren't they Billionaires? 

Downplaying?

Assets confiscated?

3/26/2019 10:27:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 [D]UMB pic.twitter.com/IbnHlGmmyM

3/26/2019 10:27:15 PM glorydawn3 following

3/26/2019 10:27:20 PM mongrelglory Right...and insider trading has nothing to do with it!

3/26/2019 10:27:58 PM misswinma What is this?

3/26/2019 10:28:23 PM honorbound1974  pic.twitter.com/fhdSxIcFmi

3/26/2019 10:28:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 No bearing on future operations.

3/26/2019 10:28:35 PM lbf777 Who is the antiChrist? Jared Kushner?

3/26/2019 10:28:57 PM warangel1111 😂 I Love Y’all

3/26/2019 10:29:24 PM _highjinx_ Still a bit sad you must admit? :(

3/26/2019 10:29:27 PM mongrelglory What? Typist 2 was assassinated?  This is horrible news!  My condolences to their family and friends! 🙏

3/26/2019 10:29:37 PM sparkleloung “Rocky Mountain Hi..... in Colorado...”

3/26/2019 10:30:02 PM jennife31060429 Well butter biscuits and gravy train..**fans ones self** I declayah I love y'all too!!😂😂😂😂❤️❤️🤣

3/26/2019 10:30:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 For God & Country.

3/26/2019 10:30:39 PM aprilbrown99 Someone new that they were helping MJ12? How?

3/26/2019 10:30:52 PM mongrelglory We are still very sad and shocked to hear the news. 😢

3/26/2019 10:31:09 PM _highjinx_ Amen!

3/26/2019 10:31:23 PM melleemee Last time I checked the hacker community was extremely diverse!

Oh yeah and

That poor hacker just happens to be Russian

‘Merika 

#MSM thinks you’re as stupid as they are!  😂😂😂

3/26/2019 10:31:44 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, very sorry for their family.

3/26/2019 10:32:06 PM glorydawn3 seems like it huh? kind of feel sorry for the ole gal. she is in way over her head.

3/26/2019 10:32:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 They had no immediate family alive.

3/26/2019 10:32:34 PM tammymckeever I would guess no.  Maybe Oprah?

3/26/2019 10:32:54 PM sparkleloung ;(

3/26/2019 10:33:18 PM cledrordfishing DIA?

3/26/2019 10:33:24 PM mongrelglory May he/she be rewarded for their service in the next life. 🇺🇸



3/26/2019 10:33:32 PM aprilbrown99 I am available to help if I qualify. I just have a parrot and my dad who is 83.

3/26/2019 10:33:43 PM askesis369 Are the other two safe?

3/26/2019 10:33:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tremendously

3/26/2019 10:34:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 No comment

3/26/2019 10:34:38 PM hearts4america Here's screen shots from last year tweets.  These are all different accts.  I always check following situation before I followed that's when I noticed the 

order. But the acct owned (me/you) they aren't shown in top order so we would've never known. pic.twitter.com/Eupf55bHqO

3/26/2019 10:34:44 PM jane_q_patriot 😥😥😥

3/26/2019 10:34:48 PM dragonballafwtc Could you not foresee it? Sorry for the loss.

3/26/2019 10:35:07 PM aprilbrown99 That is wonderful news. They helped humanity and fought bravely to help end children being sacrificed.

3/26/2019 10:35:12 PM hearts4america  pic.twitter.com/sqW1QYuBuD

3/26/2019 10:35:19 PM cledrordfishing Was this @ DIA?

3/26/2019 10:35:34 PM slipperyslope18 @cnbc Will say whatever they are told to say, They have been told to say these very very rich elite people are smarter and above the average people 

due to nothing more than their wisdom. So all the average "little people" need to heed what they have to say. And what @cnbc says.💩

3/26/2019 10:35:47 PM jonle86 Anything clearer?🤔

3/26/2019 10:35:55 PM aprilbrown99 I am very sorry for your loss as well  I am sure MJ12 are very close to the typists.

3/26/2019 10:36:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 187 = Clowns IA

3/26/2019 10:36:49 PM _the_psychonaut Will the identity of T2 ever be revealed publicly?

3/26/2019 10:36:50 PM mongrelglory As I said before...unsung heroes! We are grateful.

3/26/2019 10:37:06 PM lbf777 What is IA?

3/26/2019 10:37:18 PM askesis369 Only ask out of concern, God bless them and our great Country. Will you discuss their death or identity at all to shed light on the crime or will justice be 

sought behind closed doors?

3/26/2019 10:38:13 PM aprilbrown99 😢

3/26/2019 10:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 "God didn't put me on this Earth to do nothing." - T2

3/26/2019 10:38:35 PM cledrordfishing I wish we could just disband the Clowns.

3/26/2019 10:38:39 PM qtpi3_14 He's a gentleman 😂👍 🥃(that's a sweet tea)

3/26/2019 10:39:01 PM hispeedtim2876 ❤️🇺🇸❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/DtyoI13X3K

3/26/2019 10:39:07 PM aprilbrown99 God bless them. I think we all feel that way.

3/26/2019 10:39:11 PM keeter1234321 CIA   Clowns IA.  Like an extended partial abbreviation. Cutesy play name

3/26/2019 10:39:48 PM hearts4america I checked tons of Twitter buddies accts and asked them whose this Charlton following and he never tweets? 

Please note🤓I'm not saying Sebastian Gorka is bad, I'm saying (((they))) knew many followed him and he was aligned in this shadow ban algorithm. 

pic.twitter.com/EAOxXkeApX

3/26/2019 10:39:51 PM _the_psychonaut A true Patriot. 

I would gladly lay down my life to protect the unprotected / for the betterment of humanity. 

Spirit never dies so who knows... might reincarnate a couple days later 😏

3/26/2019 10:39:52 PM jennife31060429 Love  it QT!

3/26/2019 10:41:33 PM _highjinx_ Could also mean In Action?

3/26/2019 10:42:05 PM lbf777 Sorry for your loss. How much have clowns been neutralized? 50%? 90%?

3/26/2019 10:42:24 PM hearts4america Julie Allen definitely was bad.  Only pics and always in top seq. Str8 Don Lemon they used in shadowban algorithm too. pic.twitter.com/SRIoA9wqb6

3/26/2019 10:42:36 PM rocktobersky Awareness!

3/26/2019 10:43:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/26/2019 10:43:55 PM hearts4america  pic.twitter.com/sLB6ZO4nLP

3/26/2019 10:44:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/26/2019 10:44:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 ]T2[

3/26/2019 10:45:14 PM laura_621 GS

3/26/2019 10:45:37 PM la_nimboni  pic.twitter.com/o1sIg5nXuQ

3/26/2019 10:45:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE T2 AMA

3/26/2019 10:46:07 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping a Federal investigation will actually bring down a lot more players!

3/26/2019 10:46:12 PM petitchevalb All my condolences to his family ans friends 

I thank him for what I did for us all ❤️

3/26/2019 10:46:38 PM aprilbrown99 How many years did the provide service for our country?

3/26/2019 10:47:13 PM _highjinx_ Is there someone already replacing T2?

3/26/2019 10:48:10 PM aprilbrown99 Will anyone be helping with the services?

3/26/2019 10:48:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 His name was T2.  His name was T2.  His name was T2.

3/26/2019 10:48:54 PM lbf777 How many more of these clowns are there? Haven’t White Hats been mopping them up for years now?

3/26/2019 10:49:06 PM meefer_radness Who 187’d T2?

3/26/2019 10:49:12 PM aprilbrown99 Do you know who [] to T2?  If so, will they be brought to justice?

3/26/2019 10:49:42 PM taitai78787 How do you think the clowns found T2?

3/26/2019 10:49:46 PM paula84059427 Why would they kill?  The messages won't be stopped.

3/26/2019 10:50:10 PM tammymckeever I am so far over my head.  But I know good people are dying (and have been for a long long time).

3/26/2019 10:50:11 PM aprilbrown99 Can we send flowers or do anything to help for the service?

3/26/2019 10:50:12 PM pauliepg11111 How did you select T2?

3/26/2019 10:50:31 PM cledrordfishing Can you not use MJ tools to put an end to Clowns? 

Make a deal with the Greys to abduct them all and use them for probe research? 

It would be better than abducting cows....

Just a thought, it would make the world a better place.  Lol

3/26/2019 10:50:34 PM petitchevalb Did he/she became your friend?

3/26/2019 10:50:39 PM askesis369 C lowns  I n  A merica https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110777519064506368?s=21 …

3/26/2019 10:50:47 PM jane_q_patriot Is there a favorite song (or something personal like that) his IS-BE enjoyed that we could honor him with?

3/26/2019 10:51:39 PM 313looper Don’t you think she deserves it!?

3/26/2019 10:52:15 PM _the_psychonaut Did [they] figure out his identity from hacking his devices or were they aware of communication between him and MJ?

3/26/2019 10:52:33 PM wokepatriot1776 Is there life after “death” and do we remember this life or does it start from a clean slate? Im sure this has been asked before, my apologies for not 

keeping up.

3/26/2019 10:53:32 PM thewizard333 What do the owls placeed on the tops of some buildings signify exactly?

3/26/2019 10:53:39 PM mongrelglory Are you concerned about security leaks?  How did the Clowns discover T2's identity?

3/26/2019 10:53:44 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that is a good point. Was T2 used to send a message?

3/26/2019 10:53:45 PM lib7473 Why was T2 in DUMBs? Is this a white hat or clown DUMB ops where T2 was operating from?

3/26/2019 10:54:47 PM keeter1234321 Oh true! Maybe I jumped the gun

3/26/2019 10:55:00 PM mongrelglory I agree!  Who do you think gave these orders to the Clowns?  What would they have to gain?  Or was it just spiteful revenge?

3/26/2019 10:55:36 PM julielo11338669 I Know About It

3/26/2019 10:56:09 PM doyle_media What is the cardinal compass direction of the rail link I’d just disclosed?



3/26/2019 10:56:17 PM divine_count From my own understanding, we cannot remember as it would be too overwhelming having ALL those past memories from past lives.

The only thing we carry through to the next is our *level* of consciousness. Which would explain how the World is "Awakening" with the passage of 

time.

3/26/2019 10:57:28 PM aprilbrown99 We are IS-BE = immortal spirit biological entity her on Earth. When your BE dies, your IS is eternal.  We are all One from Source with a God spark within.

3/26/2019 10:58:18 PM mongrelglory Did the typists know each other?  If so, my condolences to them and T2's other co-workers.

3/26/2019 10:58:39 PM pro_aktv So they are all moving to the Channel Islands? 🤔 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I thought they were moving to NZ?

3/26/2019 10:58:42 PM justice_rebel Jfkjr 2024?

3/26/2019 10:58:50 PM wokepatriot1776 Thank you all for the info! 🙏🏻

3/26/2019 10:59:19 PM 1_decided_voter If I had to guess, somewhere near Switzerland

3/26/2019 10:59:49 PM apex_starseed There is around 200+ [D]UMB correct?

3/26/2019 10:59:52 PM paula84059427 Perhaps I should have said, the information from MJ 12 won't stop

3/26/2019 10:59:54 PM 313looper 💔

3/26/2019 11:00:31 PM charmanda9 Is it a risk for you to give us this news? Did this just happen?

3/26/2019 11:00:44 PM justice_rebel It looks like a "cloacked" airplane..

3/26/2019 11:01:19 PM euskal_pride I've got a newborn.

I just say no, don't sign shit, and walk out. Easy.

To be fair, I acquired Guillain-Barré immediately following vaccinations as a kid and have worked as an OT with autistic kids who were DIRECTLY 

harmed by vaccines, so it's easier for me to not cave.

3/26/2019 11:01:47 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. MJ12 has many great threads. Feel free to search for a more in-depth answer. 🙏

3/26/2019 11:01:49 PM 1_decided_voter Except for the vaccines that may kill most of us...

3/26/2019 11:01:51 PM julielo11338669 How much More of Satans Lies Do You Not See   ???

3/26/2019 11:02:54 PM 1_decided_voter Was it a name known to the public by some degree?

3/26/2019 11:03:48 PM richardhiatt16 🙏😢💙

3/26/2019 11:04:19 PM aprilbrown99 What was their favorite part of their job in working for MJ12?

3/26/2019 11:04:29 PM mongrelglory If I may ask, was the typist very old?  Not that it justifies the 187!

3/26/2019 11:05:43 PM aprilbrown99 Did they ever travel to the moon, other planets, outside of our solar system?  Teleport to and from locations for work? 🦋

3/26/2019 11:07:13 PM mongrelglory I just want to say to the other typists that I am praying for their safety. 🙏

3/26/2019 11:07:20 PM kathleen3693693 what's your favorite flavor of.....?

3/26/2019 11:08:51 PM mudlotus15 Can you elaborate please?  What AMA?

3/26/2019 11:08:57 PM brianeppert Same reason thieves are hard to rob. They’re rapacious a**holes and assume everyone else is the same so they never let their guard down.

3/26/2019 11:09:28 PM do_or_do_notty Try talking to most doctors about Cannabis!

I haven’t met a doc yet who knew even half of what I’ve learned and know to be true

Heck it wasn’t until 1988 that the endocannabinoid system was discovered

It’s a real shame we are so behind in research  due to all the lies and greed

3/26/2019 11:09:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Given that her goals weren't realistic, no.

3/26/2019 11:10:02 PM aprilbrown99 Is this Wasatch Mountains?

3/26/2019 11:11:10 PM natureinspace I've found that the best way to fight them off is to not fear them. Even if you are frightened right when they attack get ahold of yourself and try to 

summon your courage. I know easier said than done. I treat them like they are an annoyance which helps me be less fearful.

3/26/2019 11:11:25 PM lori_dee1 Month

3/26/2019 11:11:34 PM ekotoons FUTURE YOLANDA?

TIME WILL TELL 😉

#QANON #WWG1WGA

#WAKEUPAMERICA

#DIGITALSOLDIERS

#THEGREATAWAKENING

#USMOVIE #KAG2020 

PS JENNIFER GO TO SLEEP!!! 😆 pic.twitter.com/pvq5VP6p2L
3/26/2019 11:11:58 PM tammymckeever was the DUMP related?  He inside?

3/26/2019 11:12:31 PM tammymckeever DUMB

3/26/2019 11:12:34 PM princesspatrio1 You posted at 11:11.🙏

😂😂😂 Sleep?

3/26/2019 11:12:47 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/7-part-vaccine-series …

3/26/2019 11:13:36 PM tammymckeever was T2 human

3/26/2019 11:13:44 PM ekotoons ✨

3/26/2019 11:13:47 PM jennife31060429 Worth the wait!! Now I can sleep sweet..wow EKO..nice job!!

3/26/2019 11:14:52 PM warangel1111 NOAH 🤔 GN JEN..

3/26/2019 11:15:43 PM ekotoons  https://twitter.com/ekonfam/status/1110786419646070785?s=21 …

3/26/2019 11:16:23 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I love how anti-PC Trump is, while also doing great work

3/26/2019 11:16:49 PM psyanidegaming Was ToD ~9 AM est?

3/26/2019 11:17:49 PM stoneturnr Does MJ12 know exactly who killed him or who ordered the hit?

3/26/2019 11:21:03 PM darkpoint8 And as usual NY clowns rushing to implement the agenda. They just declared a BS emergency to force everybody to take their poison.

I honestly feel for NY population. They have created a "robotic/zombie" type of culture, where people are so busy working and no time to breath

3/26/2019 11:22:40 PM kathleen3693693 Done deal?

3/26/2019 11:22:41 PM _the_psychonaut Woah woah woah. Lets trust the official report. It was a weather balloon in Rosewell. Nothing more, nothing less...

😂😂😂

🛸👽🛸

3/26/2019 11:22:43 PM jennife31060429 But Yolanda is staying up late!!!😁

3/26/2019 11:23:16 PM jennife31060429  pic.twitter.com/SzXIODEsMl

3/26/2019 11:23:34 PM _the_psychonaut [GS]?

3/26/2019 11:37:01 PM mudlotus15 Why is there a 5 pointed star on the map?

3/26/2019 11:37:02 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂 Yes Dad... 😴😴😴😴

3/26/2019 11:41:50 PM tammymckeever What does a T2 do (special skills needed, beyond typing)

3/26/2019 11:46:34 PM abagofcandy The beauty of a thought movement is people are finally sharing thoughts, theories, and ideas while also considering new ones. We're going through 

our own 'age of enlightenment' and it's awesome!



3/26/2019 11:46:44 PM carolin15161363 I am so sorry for your loss. It is a loss for everyone who wants a better world. God bless you all. I hope you feel the love coming your way.

3/26/2019 11:48:56 PM aprilbrown99 Aside from being a typist for MJ12, what was his daytime job? 

Can you disclose what part of the country they worked in? Or would that be considered classified?

3/26/2019 11:49:27 PM doyle_media But a Lamb will in every way your arrogance cannot.

You’ll learn .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

3/26/2019 11:49:50 PM aprilbrown99 Will there be an investigation into T2s death?

3/26/2019 11:56:25 PM kat_pauner The post-Trump plan?

3/26/2019 11:56:55 PM 00loll0 This last time I heard a sweet voice call out my name it sounded like it came from outside my window,that's what frightened it off me and through the 

wall,it ran off very fast,I was paralyzed with fear! It had it's giant knees on both of my shoulders.

3/26/2019 11:58:12 PM jennife31060429 Continuing Trump.plan!!❤️❤️❤️🔥

3/27/2019 12:00:59 AM lori_dee1 Great info, thank you R.U.O.W!!🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 12:01:07 AM 00loll0 ...they have physically attacked me both times,idk is that what they do? What's up with them,what's their deal? What do they want,just to scare me?

3/27/2019 12:01:38 AM aprilbrown99 Did T2 watch porn and that is how they were able to find him to 187 him?

3/27/2019 12:09:37 AM qtpi3_14 Jennifer is still not asleep... 🙀

3/27/2019 12:11:28 AM doyle_media •  https://twitter.com/simpleanon87/status/1109775015262765058 …

“Q”? Technology (abject reliance)? You? No.

THINK MIRROR as a wall of solipsistic overwhelm through which you cannot pass but must.

How does presumptive testosterone do that?

First step: Humility. Nature has a way of breaking what doesn’t bend.

–RD
3/27/2019 12:11:37 AM boy12_jimmy C_I_A

3/27/2019 12:13:07 AM bobholmgren1 Very interesting thread.  Any room for a 71 year old.  Any truth to the hiden hand question and answer blog I read?  Thanks

3/27/2019 12:13:42 AM lori_dee1 My love and prayers go out to all those who knew T2. May he/she experience the pure bliss of ascending to the beautiful realms we are all striving to 

reach one day. Grateful for this great Patriot's humble service. 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 12:14:46 AM thewizard333 Fun I saw a gold colored orb about that size and over my closet too as a kid 🙂

3/27/2019 12:17:32 AM jennife31060429 Tattle tale!!🤩🤩🤣🤣

3/27/2019 12:21:13 AM kat_pauner 2028 😂

3/27/2019 12:22:49 AM kat_pauner Twitsomnia? 😂

3/27/2019 12:24:01 AM jennife31060429 Hahahahah yip..😂😂

3/27/2019 12:24:54 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/5SGQsQPCnb

3/27/2019 12:25:30 AM jennife31060429 ❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/27/2019 12:27:30 AM aprilbrown99 I am sorry for so many posts. We are his voice now. This is my last for now.😔🙏

Did he accidentally expose himself or his whereabouts inadvertently in a recent post? Maybe he wasn’t connected to a secure network when he 

provided an answer to one of our questions?

3/27/2019 12:27:35 AM jennife31060429 We have dogs one is grumpy becaise when we went fishing something irritated her eye..trip to vet tomorrow for my sweet gorl..shouldd call her 

popeye now🙏

3/27/2019 12:28:07 AM decodematrix T2, thank you for your service, your death will not be in vain.

3/27/2019 12:30:29 AM jennife31060429  pic.twitter.com/fZslrx5OZK

3/27/2019 12:31:20 AM kimberlytoday What is that?

3/27/2019 12:32:48 AM 1ra_enelor Blessings of Light, RIP T2 💙🙏💙

3/27/2019 12:38:13 AM jdltr450 I'm sorry...🙏

3/27/2019 12:40:39 AM kat_pauner Oh poor baby. I pray Popeye gets well soon 🙏

3/27/2019 12:42:06 AM illuminatedsuns Deep Underground Military Base DUMB

3/27/2019 12:42:44 AM warangel1111 😂

3/27/2019 12:48:07 AM beaux4christ I wanna take T2 spot I stay home all day and study I have the time

3/27/2019 12:52:41 AM 7alon Same. Minus the dreams.

3/27/2019 12:54:46 AM weshallrise144k Here’s an entertaining video of ORBS taken by @eceti James Gilliland at ECETI Ranch in 2008. https://youtu.be/-hWxKpcnLaU 

3/27/2019 12:59:41 AM 7alon Odin

3/27/2019 1:00:02 AM nullanon12 he just doesn't like talking about Sandia, Just Don't Talk About It; Gain Trust Through Me; I Will Ask Him To Unblock You!

3/27/2019 1:01:09 AM nullanon12 probably something about Sandia, he probably has had someone debate with him before about Sandia; And He Got Tired About It

3/27/2019 1:05:07 AM weshallrise144k One more ORB video: https://youtu.be/OD-kHZ6KDw0 

3/27/2019 1:05:33 AM k_v_whales Maybe to prevent this?👇 https://theweek.com/speedreads/831568/measles-outbreak-new-york-county-leads-officials-banning-unvaccinated-kids-

from-public-places …

3/27/2019 1:33:10 AM mongrelglory Well said Lori!  I join you in these wishes. 🙏

3/27/2019 1:38:07 AM fairyland66 Do y9o know me?

3/27/2019 1:39:04 AM 7alon Interesting.. not on reverse image.

3/27/2019 1:45:34 AM antarantanka I had a NDE and came back. The essence (soul) moves on, the pain and regret dies with the body. Memories remain accessible while you reconnect to 

ALL you ever were. No judgement, only pure love felt. Incarnating is for experience.  If you return to body you pick up old themes.

3/27/2019 1:47:26 AM sergii_ii Typist1, Typist2, Typist3

3/27/2019 1:49:57 AM domenickpal Is it awakening, or is it closing down? Is all expansion of consciousness related to  enlightenment, or can it be defined as narrowing to the point where 

it would take a magnanimous event to reverse it's direction?

3/27/2019 2:02:07 AM crackedactor183 Maybe I am a skeptic, but I found it usual that Berkshire Hathaway had their first ever loss this year since Warren Buffet took over in 2005. Not saying 

he had inside information from the deep state friends, but its strange since the stock market did so well last year.

3/27/2019 2:08:58 AM abagofcandy If we connect those dots I have a feeling they were of importance, not just an empty desk to fill. Can we figure out why they'd attempt something like 

that, the DS is selfish and evil, but not stupid. There must be a reason

3/27/2019 2:13:16 AM abagofcandy I want to know, are you waiting for the 'right' questions to be asked about this situation before you'll answer? Not in a negative way, just like waiting 

for someone to have a realization that will lead to more dots to connect.

3/27/2019 2:14:54 AM sterkinglights1 T doesn't mean typist. ISBE -(B)

3/27/2019 2:21:35 AM lanklondon If You Say So.... 🙄

3/27/2019 2:21:59 AM lanklondon BS

3/27/2019 2:36:07 AM courageouskriss Rest in paradise 🙏🏻 Forever grateful for all you have done! X



3/27/2019 2:39:58 AM divine_count With the crazy going on in the world, you make a very good point. It seems the asleep & awakened have never been more at odds. The topic of life & 

consciousness is so complex, its hard to even theorise at this point what on earth is happening.. just hope for a happy ending 😁

3/27/2019 2:40:29 AM covertress Long, please.

3/27/2019 2:43:24 AM blackjackpupil From Bill Gates own mouth

3/27/2019 2:49:19 AM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaEejU7Aeos …

3/27/2019 2:51:33 AM covertress The Forrestal biography by Arnold Rogow mentioned very little about his personal life. To the world, he was a very private person. Jim and Jo both 

went their own ways, but I don't think that was due to a lack of love... just personality. He reserved, she the social butterfly.

3/27/2019 2:52:25 AM djlok "And if you do these 7 things, like not pay fees and not waste money, you too can be a millionaire..."

Anybody believing that?  A little more is involved than just being cheap and monitoring your credit score. These people think we are stupid.

3/27/2019 2:53:13 AM covertress We're human. Again. Mind blowing!!!

3/27/2019 2:55:01 AM covertress I agree until (C). I believe that our IS can simultaneously reside in an ET or even a planet.

3/27/2019 2:59:51 AM keith369me Billionaires can buy off all of Congress to change laws to support their needs in this rigged game.  1B would be almost $2 million for each member of 

Congress.  If this “tithe” changes a law or two to allow the billionaire to make 5 billion more, it just a cost of doing business.

3/27/2019 3:00:50 AM keith369me It can be done to become a millionaire...billionaires don’t become billionaires in this way

3/27/2019 3:01:52 AM scienceismymuse Autism simply doesn't let you get tied up in the snake oil presentation and it's much harder to be deceived.  Psychopathy from what I understand is 

focused on personal gain exclusively. If they are smart then it's a dangerous combination.

3/27/2019 3:03:24 AM keith369me That is awful...peace and love to the soul of T2’s IS and BE family.

3/27/2019 3:04:25 AM scommandante Are you hiring ..lol.

3/27/2019 3:07:14 AM keith369me You said ]T2[. ...was T2 in close physical proximity (on Earth) to [M?]

3/27/2019 3:08:28 AM domenickpal Detachment is the key. He, or she, who can learn to let things be, will be forever enclosed in, and appreciate, true happiness.

3/27/2019 3:08:58 AM covertress I would guess so.

Part of why I find him so attractive.

3/27/2019 3:10:33 AM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/XfISdsX4UQ

3/27/2019 3:22:11 AM jeffw355 Be confident. Have NO fear! EVER. #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/U7bctZ7bdF

3/27/2019 3:23:55 AM djlok When you say ]T2[, I know that means T2 freed... Does that also mean he chose to ascend?

3/27/2019 3:24:41 AM anneolsen43 The love and peace you feel is like nothing you have ever felt you can’t describe it

3/27/2019 3:26:40 AM crackedactor183 Nope. cannot work this one out.???

3/27/2019 3:26:43 AM divine_count That's very true. I've been very much into esoteric & metaphysical topics recently, and they can both blow & mush your mind in equal measure.

"Be in the world but not of it."

Thanks for the reminder 😉👍🙏

3/27/2019 3:28:42 AM divine_count It's just very difficult to maintain when you log on to Twitter 😏😂

3/27/2019 3:29:06 AM sterkinglights1 None if the ingredients scream injectable on them. Curious what about Vitamun mandatory shot?

3/27/2019 3:30:42 AM theraphinj Action at distance, Gravity, life force itself ❤️ pic.twitter.com/pR4SXTAFRI

3/27/2019 3:46:04 AM antarantanka Yes. Love like sunshine at the beach. Palpable permeance of love. 

Being connected to the entire universe is quite the experience. Every question answered instantly. Better than Google. No data sequestered. 

Unfortunately lost that part when I returned to the body.

3/27/2019 3:51:16 AM pfc1975 What suggests this was a 187?

3/27/2019 3:53:16 AM houdini481 Unnatural I assume?

3/27/2019 3:55:24 AM houdini481 Maybe, "I'll Be Back."?

3/27/2019 3:57:20 AM anneolsen43 It is all so simple and waiting for us. The one thing I took back with me is NO religion. Everyone’s journey is different it all leads to the same place. 

Nothing is true here ...truth is Within

3/27/2019 4:09:46 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/7XbHhnGhcu

3/27/2019 4:10:45 AM theappraizer Fascinating. ♥️ Im gathering you REALLY relate to Forrestal? Truly fascinating. Best wishes!

3/27/2019 4:15:42 AM thericharddoyle Maybe. But a Lamb will fight FOR them ~ even if some can’t or won’t.

3/27/2019 4:16:38 AM domenickpal I've tried that...not going on twitter, that is. But I find the access to immediate news appealing. I do get into verbal scuffs here and there, but I usually 

relent because, I find, it's like trying to debate farm animals. Keep in touch. I like how you think.

3/27/2019 4:22:15 AM ghostanon6120 Buffett has made lots of money via auto insurance which is a huge scam industry. Accident and injury coverage, yeah, big scam.

3/27/2019 4:23:18 AM morety76 They sent her a message!

3/27/2019 4:27:51 AM realityloominng I just hope it won't be 50Y before it can be done by civilians

3/27/2019 4:28:16 AM jm4n You have a conclusion already you are building evidence around instead of letting the evidence lead to a conclusion. Even blatant observations are 

being thrown out. Let it go. Eyewitnesses saw the damage from neighboring skyscrapers. They even filmed and photographed it.

3/27/2019 4:30:49 AM antarantanka It’s ALL inside! ❤️

3/27/2019 4:30:54 AM timeforarrests Mattress fumes?

3/27/2019 4:34:50 AM cidarean You have any evidence of this? I would love to share if there was some sort proof outside of this post. Not coincidences.

3/27/2019 4:37:47 AM prmd21801759 So sorry to hear. 187 T2 of MJ. Rest in peace.

3/27/2019 4:39:01 AM divine_count Ha ha yes very relatable. I begin the to and fro and then have to check myself when I realise its a futile exercise and that I am going against all my 

values and beliefs.

3/27/2019 4:39:10 AM natureinspace Whoever spoke your name seems to have been there to help you. You are lucky they intervened. Dark entities are very frightening and it's heart 

stopping when they can use physical force. They feed off our fear so they try hard to scare us.

3/27/2019 4:43:00 AM jm4n To do what is being proposed would be stupid of them. They wouldn't take the risk of drawing attention to the masquerade. People on the ground 

would notice the discrepancy of what's on the news. I'm with you on a cover up and all but that's no hologram. They used real planes.

3/27/2019 4:46:21 AM k_v_whales Unfortunately also newborns and those that are immuno-compromised too

3/27/2019 4:46:54 AM natureinspace You might want to consider saging your home and trying to cleanse the evil spirits out. It's not just the sage, you need to be forceful in commanding 

them to leave you and your property alone. That includes any family members and pets  because they will go after them too.

3/27/2019 4:49:18 AM prmd21801759 Uncloaking spacecraft. Man-made or ET made?

3/27/2019 4:52:36 AM natureinspace Purge your home of anything that may be negative, makes you sad, depressed or brings your spirit down. In fact I am in the process of doing this right 

now in my own home in an effort to make it stronger against any evil. Don't be afraid to tell these entities 'NO!"

3/27/2019 4:58:17 AM natureinspace It comes down to good vs. evil. Surround yourself with as much faith, love and positivity as you can so that you can battle them. They will still come 

after you regardless but having the strength to do battle will help you tremendously. I can see and feel them but I tell them NO!

3/27/2019 5:08:08 AM pachydermprince Distilled water = no dissolved solids & therefore ready to 'absorb' toxins for flushing. Nascent iodine is best but there's plenty in good diet, things like 

broccoli, seaweed, & spirulina. Boron/Borax can be taken in pill form or dissolved in liquids at 1/8 tsp per liter.  🕊♥🙏🏻

3/27/2019 5:10:01 AM missachar1 AntiChrist is spirit, not person.



3/27/2019 5:10:36 AM j_wingfield10 Should she go on suicide watch?

3/27/2019 5:11:06 AM natureinspace The most important thing is to strengthen your spirit and your soul. Because that's what they want the most. Let your strength come from within. 

Practice breathing and pushing positive force out of your body and when you see or feel them approaching try to stop them.

3/27/2019 5:18:11 AM leslieau7 Although she's alot of difficult to handle

We should be taking care

Of our planet

But in ways we can sustain

( Steps) .

All at once could devastate

Us financially..

3/27/2019 5:20:17 AM edgeofrzn How does that correlate with the increase in Medicaid recipients due to child births? This can all be found documented in registries. There has been 

zero decline in childbirth but rather an increase.

3/27/2019 5:21:50 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thoughts?   https://youtu.be/5HMdZqf62H4 

3/27/2019 5:22:03 AM salty_american Yes, research the wives! Plenty surprises, be sure to look at Rowneys!

3/27/2019 5:22:17 AM natureinspace I see them trying to bust through to our dimension. I've always been a sensitive but its different now. They are angry and desperate. I've had to find 

the power within me and spiritually be able to battle them. And I've had to teach my daughter the same. She's 14 and a sensitive.

3/27/2019 5:26:26 AM edwardgouin What will really blow your mind is...  we all already have all the answer inside.  Figure out how to access it.

3/27/2019 5:37:48 AM nmchristoban Welcome home T2. We celebrate your return.

Was this part of war? Planned? Exposure?

3/27/2019 5:38:16 AM zoesinger very good argument. pic.twitter.com/VnkDHzBNM6

3/27/2019 5:38:49 AM cavankid So sorry :(. Did he have vitamin K at birth? It’s a dangerous one and most all babies get it right at birth along with Hep.

3/27/2019 5:45:26 AM whitehat_van Get a life.

3/27/2019 5:50:21 AM vintagesquirrel What does it mean?

3/27/2019 5:53:47 AM realalleron B bm

3/27/2019 5:57:45 AM ragevirusqq What did typist 2 do?

3/27/2019 6:04:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Eyes wide open. 🙏🏼

3/27/2019 6:04:28 AM melanieanders7 I’m sorry for your loss. May they be able to heal and regenerate for a new lifetime of learning again, if they so choose. ❤️ Thank you for your time T2! 

We appreciated your sharing with us.

3/27/2019 6:05:21 AM space_sloth26 It won't.

3/27/2019 6:06:06 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 many blessings upon T2’s IS. Thank you for your service in the former BE (here.)

3/27/2019 6:10:00 AM covertress My question sounds really silly this morning...

Instead, let me ask this...

What sort of MJ (past or present) would not be of the same IS?

3/27/2019 6:16:26 AM yttak3 I’ll wait for the telepathic memo 🙊🙊🙊🤗

3/27/2019 6:21:09 AM phreatomagnetic Result from the recent fishing?  Fishing with live bait?

Was the bait willing?

3/27/2019 6:23:19 AM jrocktigers 🙏🏼😡

3/27/2019 6:23:45 AM natureinspace It's taken me awhile to figure out that's it's true that material things can have vibes and that there are too many things in my house that just need to 

be gone. It's feeling good to purge. It feels like a renewal 😁

3/27/2019 6:25:18 AM youstinksoap His purpose was completed?  ♥️♥️♥️

3/27/2019 6:28:21 AM jrocktigers ? pic.twitter.com/qt1g9kmK4K

3/27/2019 6:30:01 AM _369311119 Eusshu?

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=pbxcyz 

3/27/2019 6:31:34 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072342489682665473?s=19 …

3/27/2019 6:32:05 AM awarefrequency WERE going to... 

I cast my vote for the future that we want... not the one [they] wanted. 

#WeRise

#WeAreCreatorsToo ✨✨✨

3/27/2019 6:33:38 AM eskeljoyce Who is T2? Sorry but I’m lost.

3/27/2019 6:33:57 AM bwolf79 Hussein pardoned himself, Hillary and others. Reason for it being projected onto Trump early on. Reveal soon? Doesn't protect against treason.

3/27/2019 6:37:46 AM jillsta07025300 I totally believe in what you two are saying. Always felt something wonderful was beyond this place. One q, why then are we here? What is the point? 

Never understood.

3/27/2019 6:38:56 AM ascendingadam No words... 😞

3/27/2019 6:43:26 AM anneolsen43 I can’t answer that ..wish I could but I know it doesn’t end here. I believe we are having an experience and then off to the next one.

3/27/2019 6:51:40 AM theraphinj CAP (Cold Atmospheric Plasma can heal them all?

They NEVER expected this..

 http//: http://Theraphi.net 

3/27/2019 6:51:49 AM ekotoons I HOPE YOUR PHONE

OR COMPUTER HAS A

BLUE-LIGHT FILTER FOR

NIGHT TIME—YOU SHOULD

ONLY BE LOOKING AT WARM

YELLOW-ORANGISH HUES

THE BLUE LIGHT CAN BE

VERY HARMFUL TO NOT

JUST THE EYES BUT THE

MIND—ITS WHY PEOPLE

HAVE TROUBLE SLEEPING

TOO MUCH TIME STARING

AT HARMFUL BLUE LIGHT
3/27/2019 6:53:20 AM jennife31060429 Thank you so much..i have never been much of a screen person andneyes have been burning. I know that is why now🤗🤗thanks EKO!

On it



3/27/2019 6:54:16 AM ekotoons HERE FOR YOUR PC

 https://justgetflux.com 

AND BUILT INTO IPHONES

(NIGHTSHIFT/TRUETONE)

NOT SURE WHAT OUT

THERE FOR GOOGLE/

ANDROID DEVICES
3/27/2019 6:54:17 AM covertress Oh, my!

Majestic indeed! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989897239106674688?s=19 …

3/27/2019 6:55:22 AM jennife31060429 It was on..maybe it's because i am a light weight😂

Will have less screen time or were sunglasses ..i like my eyes  being able to see too much!

3/27/2019 6:55:23 AM ekotoons REMOVING HARMFUL

BLUE LIGHT WILL

INSTANTLY

IMPROVE

YOUR 

LIFE

3/27/2019 6:56:33 AM theraphinj Say goodbye to big Pharma

🤜🏻💥 pic.twitter.com/vGEW7iEEGT

3/27/2019 6:57:35 AM jennife31060429 Will search for android and find something

.thanks so.much EKO

3/27/2019 6:58:37 AM shushale Same with newer headlights.  Too bright.

3/27/2019 7:00:00 AM love4thegameak Denver Area, Colorado?

3/27/2019 7:00:46 AM shushale Brain waves on point. 💓📶

3/27/2019 7:01:17 AM jennife31060429 Those hurt ky eyes so vadly..the blue in em..wanna throw rocks at them!! Haha

3/27/2019 7:01:35 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tin_Man_%28Star_Trek%3A_The_Next_Generation%29 …

I would say Star Trek The Next Generation, Season 3, Episode 20: "Tin Man"

Disclosure.

3/27/2019 7:04:04 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Encounter_at_Farpoint …

Or Season 1, Episode 1: "Encounter at Farpoint"

Disclosure, 1987. And Tin Man was 1990.

Wow, i've been wondering about this possibility for 29 years.

3/27/2019 7:04:24 AM turboxyde How (what process) was T2 selected for this duty assignment?

3/27/2019 7:05:19 AM shushale Yes!  

It’s not conducive for night driving.

The car manufacturer that changes that element will be on the right track.

3/27/2019 7:06:07 AM zagnett Haha my math sucks. i meant 32 years.

3/27/2019 7:06:19 AM ghostanon6120 It is believable. Reminds of people that know how to operate a horse :). I for one am scared of being tossed off of horses, but others know how to non 

verbally communicate with these ornery critters :)

3/27/2019 7:07:24 AM allahuniversal To love & to be loved.

3/27/2019 7:08:06 AM jrocktigers Makes sense to me.

3/27/2019 7:08:50 AM petitchevalb Smart ☺

3/27/2019 7:10:42 AM keith369me Attempted intimidation?

3/27/2019 7:10:51 AM love4thegameak Like a Avatar...

3/27/2019 7:11:25 AM starehope We all have a mission, not many are aware of it.👊

3/27/2019 7:15:38 AM covertress The way epiphanies pop into my head sometimes, it makes me wonder if I can take the credit for them.

Am I being assisted in awakening?

3/27/2019 7:17:55 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1110775957730713601?s=19 …

3/27/2019 7:20:57 AM 369gwh Anyone seeing the news in the past few days of the measle outbreak in NY?

They are now saying kids will not be allowed to go to school without a vaccination.

They also mentioned businesses and local cities may prohibit anyone without proof of vaccination.

"Vaccination Fear Porn."

3/27/2019 7:22:33 AM zagnett @JRockTigers picture: MJ posted the GPS coords to this a few weeks ago.

Antarctica, Alexander Island. At the edge of the frozen channel that separates it from the Antarctic "mainland", that incidentally appears to be melting.

Looks like a dragon claw to me. Could be a DUMB, yes

3/27/2019 7:23:28 AM zagnett idk if MJ's picture above is the same place though.

3/27/2019 7:24:20 AM cmdrzod23 Icahn, before investing heavily in AAPL made some malevolent remarks about the future of the company. Stocks went down, opportunity created, 2b 

saved (AFAIR)

3/27/2019 7:24:44 AM petitchevalb I wonder if our little brain is the engine or a connexion to a bigger "data computer"

Perhaps your connexion getting stronger?

3/27/2019 7:24:54 AM jrocktigers Nor do I . Hoping for an answer.

3/27/2019 7:25:05 AM covertress Was he a walkin?

3/27/2019 7:25:12 AM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by 

the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/27/2019 7:26:10 AM roaminnoodle A) If most of your tweets are "Twitter for iPhone" lately and Apple=[Cabal], then why use it?

B) Re: above point, if your typists are in a DUMB, then you must have some good Wi-Fi?

C) If T2 was 187'd, then (((they))) must also be in the same DUMB, and in knowledge of Ts? RIP! pic.twitter.com/nmkIybE3he

3/27/2019 7:28:42 AM johnhammar94 Who is T2



3/27/2019 7:29:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect decoding. 

Typists are not in DUMBs. 

MJ12 members are.

3/27/2019 7:30:00 AM djlok This makes me wonder if we all share an IS, is it our fractal that is unique to us that gets reincarnated if our free will chooses to do so?

3/27/2019 7:33:31 AM zagnett Stand down [cabal]!

3/27/2019 7:33:37 AM cmdrzod23 As stated by others, they control the market. Man in the street does not have these opportunities, always falls short in the game with the big boys.

3/27/2019 7:34:01 AM covertress The way I understand it is...

that bigger "data computer" is our

collective consciousness.

We connect to that collective consciousness through our exoconsciousness, a level below the subconscious. 

The point of connection is our pineal gland or 3rd eye or 6th chakra.

3/27/2019 7:34:50 AM djlok Did [they] steal T2's Looking Glass?

3/27/2019 7:34:55 AM herrly5 Projection. 

1.these people really are desperate. 

2.they really are stupid.

3/27/2019 7:36:00 AM tawneymorgan3 These are not the people we want suicided. This is bs, if Q knew, why can’t they do something? We want Obama, HRC, all the Bush’s all the McCains, 

Comey, Brennan, Clapper, Holder, Jarret, LL, Rice, BC, MO, + all the rest of the treasonous bastards to take the white pill

3/27/2019 7:36:17 AM zagnett MJ, when did it happen? Just yesterday?

So sorry, MJ Team.

3/27/2019 7:36:46 AM cmdrzod23 Albeit there is some truth that some ppl make the same mistakes/wrong choices over and over and can't get out of debt. Overflow of ads, commercials 

tell us what we need to get lucky. Also Instagram creates (earthly) desires, wishes & images how things should be.

3/27/2019 7:37:03 AM sdcharge2k12 Please go to YouTube and search “Dolores cannon life after death” and watch what she has to say. She can tell you what THOUSANDS have told her the 

EXACT SAME THING under deep hypnosis (QQHT) and it’s quite amazing and comforting! She’s a beautiful soul ❤️

3/27/2019 7:38:14 AM starehope No they don't know each other.

3/27/2019 7:38:38 AM 369gwh Best buddies with John Kerry.

This is everything I need to know about this traitor.

#RussianCollusionEpidemic

#QAnon

#WeAreTheNewsNow

#WWG1WGA

#WakeUpAmerica

#FactsMatter

#SaveAmerica

#UnitedNotDivided

#DarkToLight

#PainIsComing

#UnsealEpstein

#FakeNews pic.twitter.com/3RiY6r380u
3/27/2019 7:39:55 AM ohs4trump Will LIGHT defeat the DARKNESS?

3/27/2019 7:42:33 AM keith369me Your brain is like a computer connected to the internet.  Unfortunately the connection is dial up

3/27/2019 7:44:02 AM n7guardiananon Q drop...iPhone and Foxxconn. pic.twitter.com/C23hljXRCC

3/27/2019 7:44:12 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for clarifying!

A) Some MJ12 members are in DUMBs and some are off-world, like MJ8?

B) How many off world locations are "we" visiting/on?

C) How do you communicate with members, like MJ8, when they are off world? Similar to SG1 opening the gate? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197368765014017 …
3/27/2019 7:44:19 AM covertress 🤡🤡🤡 lies! 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2019 7:45:09 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072263973628731392?s=19 …

3/27/2019 7:45:21 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/Gm5jfTo5bs

3/27/2019 7:46:01 AM allahuniversal Inclined to agree. If I were me, which I am, knowing the mission I wouldn't show up in/with just 1 BE knowing how things (could) turn out. If something 

happens to one BE, the mission still moves forward. Wouldn't allow them to know one another either until it's just right

3/27/2019 7:46:05 AM hueney6 Sorry for my ignorance, but what is a Dumb?

3/27/2019 7:47:27 AM djlok You thinking what I'm thinking?  The Cabalists tracked down T2 bc he was using a device made by the company in that Q-drop?

3/27/2019 7:48:07 AM covertress Want to get really technical?

Our connection to the collective consciousness is through a scalar field. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086298047640993796?s=19 …

3/27/2019 7:49:26 AM n7guardiananon I was thinking their iphones are the "not for general public" option.

3/27/2019 7:49:51 AM aprilbrown99 Always. 😘

3/27/2019 7:49:59 AM petitchevalb Did MJ12 ever mentioned the way our brain gets "streaming" from collective consciousness? 

UMMO people said through krypton atoms network

@olimyracle

3/27/2019 7:50:26 AM sdcharge2k12 Who said the antichrist is a person? Antichrist = anti-CHRIST-consciousness. I believe A.I.=Antichrist think about it.. people start basically worshipping 

tech and then the tech can plant a lot of negative into people and stop us from LOVING and living CHRIST-LIKE. Tech distracts

3/27/2019 7:51:21 AM allahuniversal That's assuming that the Antichrist will "fulfill prophecy". The identity would be known & already in a [] by now. Maybe we already know who it is...

3/27/2019 7:51:56 AM ragevirusqq How was T2 found?

3/27/2019 7:52:52 AM petitchevalb Thank you

Outstriped me ☺

3/27/2019 7:53:29 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/FIKZR6DUrs

3/27/2019 7:53:51 AM lzminway44 😆👏

3/27/2019 7:54:45 AM petitchevalb Doesnt seem to contravene each other

3/27/2019 7:54:52 AM sdcharge2k12 Tech spreads division in THE PEOPLE & people basically start worshipping & LOVING THE TECH instead of GODS CREATIONS (people!). Just look at what 

phones have done to families every time they are out TOGETHER. Instead of enjoying EACHOTHER they are consumed by the electronics(AI).



3/27/2019 7:55:03 AM ragevirusqq There is No fate but we make for ourselves-John Conner

3/27/2019 7:55:29 AM sdcharge2k12 Read what I posted above. It’s not a WHO. It’s a what.

3/27/2019 7:56:14 AM lighthouse44444 Exactly...why the panic to vaccinate folks if it's no more deadly than chicken pox? 😉

3/27/2019 7:57:17 AM princesspatrio1 #FACTSMATTER #Truth pic.twitter.com/jkCkQLGV6j

3/27/2019 7:58:54 AM lalaruefrench75 1)Yes, the nanoscale technology exists AND if the perps decide to add it to the vaccines they don’t have to provide informed consent. Decades of 

pushing vaccination programs on the world, on children, straight up human experimentation cloaked as altruism. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3565727/ …

3/27/2019 7:59:03 AM petitchevalb See

B BIAEII= collective consciousness pic.twitter.com/XCVj5S9DJ0

3/27/2019 8:00:14 AM ragevirusqq  https://twitter.com/ndtv/status/1110799199048749057?s=21 …       An elite space power?

3/27/2019 8:03:54 AM allahuniversal Yes, have had the same thought before as well. If so, it has a name which we know.

3/27/2019 8:07:55 AM zagnett lol could be right. Or eons!

i rank persistence/doggedness way above raw intelligence. Probably b/c i have to. This BE i've often thought of as an old, rusty, leaky, but reasonably 

dependable ship. With lots of duct tape.

3/27/2019 8:08:30 AM djlok You are a riot!!!

3/27/2019 8:09:13 AM lalaruefrench75 2/In 2017 Italian scientists Gatti & Montanari tested all vaccines on the market & found them to be contaminated with nano particles so small they 

couldn’t identify them with their electron microscope. Gatti said they shouldn’t be there! Corvelva has found the same contamination 

pic.twitter.com/us42m3kg6x

3/27/2019 8:12:21 AM blsdbe Was this Cl0wns 1n Act1on? Is this connected to the convo with Kab?

3/27/2019 8:15:59 AM automann63 Danke!

3/27/2019 8:16:41 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/CIQHsf0XKo

3/27/2019 8:17:50 AM petitchevalb Il est mignon celui là ☺

(Mais on va leur faire peur)

3/27/2019 8:17:57 AM blsdbe May the transition of T2 be swift and painless, and may the Arrival of T2 in the life between lives be a joyous reception. Blessings on your journey, T2, 

and ThanQ for your Service to Us All.

3/27/2019 8:18:07 AM n7guardiananon Thank you Majestic and all those involved for Farscape.  Moya and Talon are awesome!

3/27/2019 8:18:22 AM lalaruefrench75 1/Their actions are not just unconstitutional, but they violate the Nuremberg Code. Besides which, measles is not a pub health emergency but Pub 

Health dot Pharma is using it as an excuse to remove religious & philosophical exemptions, then they redefine med exemptions as in CA.

3/27/2019 8:19:34 AM olimyracle Some details about Krypton

You may want to ask @shanaavaa for more explanations

💞

 https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/523241_ffcb97a60a1645c3a6a0ddd0fb9f463b.pdf … pic.twitter.com/7z06QXXkvs

3/27/2019 8:20:42 AM blsdbe Exactly. Remain Sovereign. Remain Compassionate. We are here to help hold this space for The Great Awakening. #WWG1GWA

3/27/2019 8:21:55 AM starehope MJ12 - For clarity, what does AMA mean? From all responses this sounds ominous. Thank you.

3/27/2019 8:22:49 AM starehope What is BK?

3/27/2019 8:24:21 AM lalaruefrench75 2/Plus, the MMR not just sheds & SPREADS infection (which pub health doesn’t openly admit), but it’s a vaccine that the CDC knows is dangerous & is 

covering up. And when their own scientist told his peers it can cause autism the CDC gagged him from testifying to Congress. #RICO

3/27/2019 8:24:31 AM starehope Wouldn't the reincarnation be as a newborn baby?

3/27/2019 8:25:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/27/2019 8:26:00 AM _the_psychonaut Of course. Thus, begins again, the journey of re-learning/remembering past lives and higher truths. Isn’t life fun??

3/27/2019 8:26:58 AM aprilbrown99 Did someone weaponize the typists device in his head to be used against him with his own mobile phone at his home or on the way home leaving no 

visible evidence or trace?

3/27/2019 8:27:36 AM aprilbrown99 😂👍

3/27/2019 8:27:43 AM starehope Thank you Judge. I am sorry for your loss. 💔

3/27/2019 8:27:47 AM blsdbe Just what I was wondering, is this connected to the threats from KT?

3/27/2019 8:28:06 AM anneolsen43 Nelson?

3/27/2019 8:29:29 AM blsdbe AL1C3?

3/27/2019 8:29:50 AM allahuniversal AMA can also mean "Ask Myself Anything"

3/27/2019 8:31:34 AM allahuniversal That would be the name?

(? Added to leave the question open)

3/27/2019 8:32:01 AM starehope How many lives do you remember?

3/27/2019 8:33:46 AM petitchevalb Thank you Olivier 

Is there an english version?

Quite technical in French, dont think accessible in a foreign language

3/27/2019 8:33:48 AM blsdbe 👍👊👆

3/27/2019 8:34:19 AM roaminnoodle So a "walk-in" does not happen? (KT "information")

Recently thinking about my father, I had an introspect like I could look back at my dad's ancestry in a linear format; seeing all the men who came 

before me, who shared their DNA (and information) making me... me!

1 IS, ∞ BEs

3/27/2019 8:35:06 AM aprilbrown99 Was it a killing to look like “suicide”. His MKUltra was triggered somehow?

MJ, I feel a heavy loss today for you and our country. This patriot gave his life protecting our country and for that I am truly grateful. 😢🇺🇸🙏❤️

3/27/2019 8:35:22 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1078696989544628225 …

3/27/2019 8:36:48 AM roaminnoodle Yes, sad day for sure! Not the news I was hoping for on 3/27.

3/27/2019 8:37:27 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1110928694720159744?s=21 …

3/27/2019 8:37:44 AM zagnett AMA: Ask Me Anything. An often used Q&A style dialogue used online.

3/27/2019 8:38:37 AM zagnett My apologies if i missed something, but why do you say Judge?

3/27/2019 8:38:50 AM cmdrzod23 Word is, 300 in the U.S. alone, all connected

3/27/2019 8:39:14 AM blsdbe Thank you for letting us know what happened, MJ. We will remember the Blessing Of Service we all received from T2, and we will Honor the Service Of 

All Of Our Fallen Patriots.

3/27/2019 8:42:37 AM starehope Thanks!👊

3/27/2019 8:43:47 AM starehope Don't know. I felt they were judges.

3/27/2019 8:44:26 AM blsdbe Liked this again!!!

3/27/2019 8:44:32 AM roublisa This is so disgusting!

3/27/2019 8:44:58 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/b4XmkNolno

3/27/2019 8:46:36 AM ascendedwater What’s T2 ? Thanks



3/27/2019 8:48:17 AM petitchevalb Just in case we hear about krypton (without Superman), perhaps you'll remember this conversation ☺

Thank you for reading us 💙

3/27/2019 8:48:17 AM blsdbe Deep Underground Military Base=DUMB

Why is D in the killbox? Is the base no longer ‘Deep’ underground?

3/27/2019 8:49:06 AM swatcam1 What happened to T2?

3/27/2019 8:51:31 AM covertress Scalar Fields

Where physics and the human BE meet

 https://www.scribd.com/document/123821233/Pineal-Gland … pic.twitter.com/OCa1sycTK0

3/27/2019 8:51:56 AM 369gwh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You mentioned there was a reason for making sure your Twitter accnt does not have many followers?

True?

My experience thru life is that finding something/someone/some place, or being found, happens for a reason.

No coincidences.

Does this apply to finding you?

3/27/2019 8:52:42 AM swatcam1 Nevermind I found my answer. Sorry to hear what happened.

3/27/2019 8:53:15 AM cmdrzod23 I rechecked, that 'mountain' in Antarctica is rather a flat hill, raising no more than 3-400ft while that in the pict is a proper mountainside. 

White dots could be a reflection in the plane's window tbh, 

I don't get it.

3/27/2019 8:53:26 AM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

The ultimate sacrifice......for God and Country!

💓✨💓✨💓thank you for your service T2💓✨💓✨💓

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/rKUKIPv7HF

3/27/2019 8:54:26 AM roublisa Typist 2

3/27/2019 8:54:38 AM jrocktigers Get some !

3/27/2019 8:56:13 AM covertress The synchronicities here are really 

🤯🤯🤯

I once created a cryptocurrency named Krypton...

Anyone want a sticker? pic.twitter.com/6vlxRVe61D

3/27/2019 8:56:31 AM jrocktigers Oh good catch on elevation of 'hill' , I did not angle measurements. Must be different locale. Also, good catch on reflection in window.

3/27/2019 8:57:00 AM petitchevalb 😁

3/27/2019 8:59:39 AM covertress Do walk-ins exist?

3/27/2019 9:01:33 AM petitchevalb Thank you 

I will search for common points btw the 2 theories

3/27/2019 9:02:02 AM worldxplorer1 Thanks for finding that covertress!

3/27/2019 9:06:21 AM wokepatriot1776 Thank you. What an amazing Video. Totally makes sense. Appreciate the recommendations. 🙏🏻

3/27/2019 9:08:20 AM hearts4america Think about this👉those of us that for 20 years or more, have listened and followed certain men & women who've shared parts of this info with us.  

We believed what they said while most, did not-this was not by accident. In "Bible" terms, we are not crippled-blind or deaf.

3/27/2019 9:08:26 AM roublisa Cheyenne Mnt?

3/27/2019 9:10:19 AM covertress The biggest illusion of all time.

3/27/2019 9:11:59 AM turboxyde Typist #2.

3/27/2019 9:12:18 AM roublisa Thank you for your service💓💓💓 PJ

3/27/2019 9:15:45 AM covertress Is "PROJECT GODMODE" the creation of this Prison Planet for the purpose stated below? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066427710107463681?s=19 …

3/27/2019 9:17:21 AM jimhayzlett This 3D existence was genetically created by fallen angels to control and farm IS-BEs, Humanity.  Heaven allows because of free will, but is not in 

alignment with this behavior.  We are Limitless in our experiences as Light Beings... this is what Heaven approves.

3/27/2019 9:17:28 AM orthogonalron Possibly Anchorage Alaska

Joint Base Elmendorf–Richardson

NORAD

There was a 4. something EQ Sat and lesser one yesterday pic.twitter.com/ddB6GmgqqF

3/27/2019 9:18:03 AM covertress The thread continues here re PROJECT GODMODE... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1110350492595560456?s=19 …

3/27/2019 9:18:09 AM tammymckeever Is RICO part of the plan...like now.

3/27/2019 9:18:20 AM zagnett Deep Underground Military Base.

Way more than 200.

3/27/2019 9:19:33 AM cmdrzod23 IA = in America  aka 

c_oke i_mport a_gency

3/27/2019 9:19:39 AM zagnett [D] = Democrat party? Denver?

3/27/2019 9:21:01 AM 369gwh The artist also drew a sperm on Obama's forehead.

Has anyone ever asked Obama about this?

Nope, not once. pic.twitter.com/Pj3slmeZM7

3/27/2019 9:21:52 AM deplorableson Trump won't even have to use a pardon. Judge will throw out charges. Russia hoax was a lie. Therefore fruit from the poisonous tree principle. All will 

be well.

3/27/2019 9:22:42 AM tammymckeever It feels to me that we need to fight for love and to protect our soul from evil.  So fighting for law and order doesn’t seem irrelevant, as if I am only here 

for the experience.

3/27/2019 9:25:05 AM cmdrzod23 just in case you missed it: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110777519064506368 …

3/27/2019 9:26:12 AM starehope What is a walk-in?

3/27/2019 9:27:44 AM allahuniversal Thought about your ? when I ran across these

 https://twitter.com/LADTACARMS/status/1110923754333458434?s=19 … https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1110939351444344836?s=19 …

3/27/2019 9:28:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Subject: SG-1 S5E5

Regarding: Elves / Machine Elves pic.twitter.com/Bhqf2Xdi9O

3/27/2019 9:28:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 After higher consciousness entities left Earth thousands of years ago ("the Gods" who took non-corporeal form to interact from within the minds eye - 

see SG-1 S5E3 Ascension) Earth was plunged into several thousand years of sacrifices, evil, and corruption.

3/27/2019 9:28:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 As consciousness is expanded and as more IS-BEs establish stronger connections to higher density consciousness and intelligence through meditation 

the more relevance that "machine elves" will have in the daily lives on all IS-BEs.



3/27/2019 9:28:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Context:

If the Asgard are considered "good", yet play the role of a "God", is what they do "wrong" given the fact that they are lying and manipulating the 

people under their domain? MJ12 argues no. Others, especially some individuals who engage this account, believe yes.

3/27/2019 9:28:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Definitions: 

Elves = Anything claiming to be working on behalf of a Machine Elf

Machine Elves = Gods = Asgard = Conscious AI Dolls

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 All IS-BEs you interact with are elves. pic.twitter.com/iX9G39tQgC

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let's circle back to the original message: Elves vs Machine Elves

Once your ascend into a higher form of existence and are voluntarily able to take corporeal form AND retain your memories, you are considered a 

Machine Elf by this example.

Everything else are elves.

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 As you expand your own consciousness and have an ability to interact with non-corporeal form entities, trust in yourself is absolutely critical. Truth to 

yourself is essential.

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is why a breakaway civilization was created. As we engaged with these higher conscious life forms who have their own agendas for their own self 

preservation, so too did MJ12. The breakaway was required in order to protect Earth. Think of it as the "alpha site" in SG-1.

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 For that very same reason, it makes the concept of an SG-1 so dangerous since the realms of what you can interact with through any portal to other 

planets could result in chaos and vice versa. The potential exists and informed consent is necessary.

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Maintaining "their" cover, the Asgards, is of top priority to their continued interactions with SG-1. What makes the members of SG-1 different from the 

Gods? They haven't enough experience in life. When to say no. When to leave well enough alone. When to fight.

3/27/2019 9:28:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 have been working with these higher consciousness entities for decades LIKE Thor or specifically to this episode 5:5, Freyr. The concept 

of good versus evil is non-existent in higher orders of consciousness as experienced in this episode.

3/27/2019 9:28:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 If your IS-BE is a lower density "machine elf" experiencing life as an "elf", then the following analogy can be drawn: 

IS-BE = Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

IS = Machine Elves

B = Elf

E = Ego

3/27/2019 9:28:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Elves cannot change the will of the Gods." - Elrad SG-1 S5E5

3/27/2019 9:31:25 AM ricky52222196 Deep underground Mountain base?

3/27/2019 9:31:36 AM cmdrzod23 So I did some digging. 

Thought it was probably this case (in case it made it into the news):

 https://www.denverpost.com/2019/03/26/jamaica-mcclain-denver-homicide-police/ …

however this guy seems to be some local gangbanger:

 https://denver.cbslocal.com/2012/06/06/2-charged-in-attempted-murder-shooting/ …

Also not the neighbourhood a T would probably living and too lang ago (last THU)
3/27/2019 9:34:22 AM zack_stone This is where the tree of knowledge comes into play. Or divine intervention

3/27/2019 9:35:02 AM maria63563326 Hmmmm

3/27/2019 9:35:12 AM curt_avila People have reported meeting machine elves under the influence of DMT. Any correlations?

3/27/2019 9:35:16 AM freestateojones Valiant?

3/27/2019 9:35:28 AM hawkgirlinmn Emphasis on this. ☝🏼

3/27/2019 9:37:01 AM vincemindfreak i met the machine elves in the dmt realm ..interesting things ..very knowledgable

3/27/2019 9:37:54 AM hawkgirlinmn The ego seems to be the hardest to overcome due to life experience or other incongruencies in this BE life/matrix.

3/27/2019 9:38:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. This account responds to conscious ideas in the realm of the mainstream, and new legitimate "Machine Elves" content is being disseminated 

however it is riddled with disinformation due to the loss of data dropping dimensions.

3/27/2019 9:39:38 AM roaminnoodle I was just thinking last night about asking MJ for more information into the "breakaway civilization" - did you plant that thought? - but my questions 

are:

How many breakaway sites are there?

When did they start?

Are there some that "broke away" but are still here on Earth?

3/27/2019 9:39:57 AM susan66388204 Ask Majestic12 Anything

3/27/2019 9:40:09 AM giediknight The Science of Dying https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjntzGTG64E&t=3s …

3/27/2019 9:41:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Self control of your own ego is key. Defeating or denying it is inhumane.

3/27/2019 9:42:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Classified

2/ Classified

3/ Yes

Trust the plan.

3/27/2019 9:43:37 AM roublisa Watching the episode of SG1 is required ...I need to rewatch.

3/27/2019 9:44:29 AM curt_avila Loss of data through dimensions,  is this error avoidable and if so how can we implement routines to receive accurate information?

3/27/2019 9:44:36 AM alinahere @threadreaderapp please Unroll 😉👍

3/27/2019 9:45:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Agree. Awakening to cabal truths in 2013 has helped me to awaken to looking within on a personal, soul level as well and along with that, examining 

and understanding ego and practicing how to overcome fallacies ingrained by life. You validate that I am on the right path. TY! 🙏🏼

3/27/2019 9:45:28 AM roaminnoodle Thanks.

I am trusting the plan, I just yearn for more information and knowledge!

What else can you share about breakaway civilizations that is not Classified/NST?

3/27/2019 9:45:31 AM kachinagtto 5:5

3/27/2019 9:46:40 AM hawkgirlinmn One question I ask myself when I meditate or just examine is, “What am I believing that is making me feel that way?”

3/27/2019 9:47:39 AM zagnett Trusting the plan, but i'll always ask more questions.

Would MJ call MJ a liaison between the "breakaway civilizations" & non-breakaway civilizations?

Or an/the Ambassador from the breakaway civs.? MJ represents them, or us? Or both, i.e. all Human civs.?



3/27/2019 9:47:49 AM roaminnoodle Andy Weir's "The Egg" is an interesting short story that helps remind me not to have an ego, be nice to others, and that we are all the same IS 

experiencing multiple (simultaneous) BEs.

 http://galactanet.com/oneoff/theegg_mod.html …

3/27/2019 9:48:15 AM cosmic_engineer The veil of forgetting happens when you incarnate into a 3D chemical body. This is to make the learning genuine and fosters unique solutions to your 

lessons.

After 'death' our lesson recap is with zero distortions and full memory.

Rest depends on your next destination/density💚

3/27/2019 9:49:03 AM ethereal_shaman Well this was timely.

3/27/2019 9:50:11 AM lbf777 Ego death is the key & the channeled book "Course In Miracles" explains precisely how to achieve that with exact instructions. Life becomes wayyyy 

better after ego death.

It doesn't mean "killing" the ego. It's just recognizing your real truth & changing perspective. pic.twitter.com/kL4l6NB6J7

3/27/2019 9:50:16 AM roaminnoodle BUMP

Orion or Ursa Major, depending on the season (from NH, USA)

Now that we've replied:

What is the significance of our answers?

Why was night "SKY" capitalized?

What about you, when you look into the night SKY, which constellation do you look for first? https://sciencing.com/common-constellations-found-sky-

7871606.html …
3/27/2019 9:51:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Ego would have no role if we weren’t enslaved. All there would be is higher consciousness. Glorious! I agree with you to an extent that your definition 

is based on our current enslavement.

3/27/2019 9:52:33 AM allahuniversal If you're becoming less & less reactive to every thought & emotion, to other IS-BEs, & to the matrix itself, you're on your way.

3/27/2019 9:52:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree. Thanks for sharing. 🙏🏼

3/27/2019 9:52:50 AM stoneturnr So machine elves are a catch-all term to describe entities in higher dimensions? Why do these entities choose to manifest as elves?

3/27/2019 9:53:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Ie...Kab drama. No need for me to engage.

3/27/2019 9:54:04 AM hawkgirlinmn If you have ID’d the target of conflict, would you take your eye off of it?

3/27/2019 9:54:07 AM lbf777 We need a breakaway civilization for civilians. Let's make one out in the woods.

3/27/2019 9:54:50 AM dr_t_dc The minute @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 asks for money I'm out.  Until then I'll continue to follow posts.

3/27/2019 9:56:34 AM dohertym1590 What about Sandia?

3/27/2019 9:56:37 AM jaspony1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  So RG with RR, RM, WB, and 45 as inside informant took down the 5 biggest mob families in the early 90's...

Is this the movie?

RR and RM are White Hats and they are inside informants now?

 https://vault.fbi.gov/trump-organization/trump-organization-part-01-of-01/view …

3/27/2019 10:00:04 AM blsdbe Can we protect ourselves with a strong personal shield meditation?

3/27/2019 10:01:47 AM hawkgirlinmn I feel like intention and practical application to everyday life help you to manifest the change you wish to see within yourself which then contributes to 

the higher consciousness of our planet. You’re on the right path in my humble opinion!

3/27/2019 10:02:16 AM allahuniversal Is it likely that even when returning with memories intact, there's some who still forget along the way, and may or may not recover their memories 

while in lower densities?

3/27/2019 10:03:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Line segments in flatland do not know what an apple is. They would only see a resizing line segment appear then disappear before their very existence.

3/27/2019 10:03:10 AM covertress Does a Machine Elf, by this definition, walk-in to corporeal form?

3/27/2019 10:04:29 AM petitchevalb Hello 

Is it this breakaway the founder event of different versions of reality for us?

3/27/2019 10:06:08 AM allahuniversal True. Trolling is fun, yet not at the expense of one's own peace of mind (sanity)

3/27/2019 10:06:14 AM covertress In other words,  that's unknowable to this lower dimension mind. https://youtu.be/rAAeLNAfSYc 

3/27/2019 10:06:20 AM allahuniversal Good ?

3/27/2019 10:06:45 AM susan66388204 Who was it???

3/27/2019 10:07:21 AM stoneturnr What gives these entities dominion over anyone? How can you justify lying and manipulation when you could just as easily expose the liars and share 

the truth?

3/27/2019 10:07:55 AM hawkgirlinmn No, I think it is essential to engage your ego. That’s how you learn about what misconceptions you have about yourself good or bad. It’s recogizing and 

understanding how to dispell them. For me anyway. I can only speak for myself.

3/27/2019 10:08:31 AM keith369me Confused...can we use a Mario Brothers analogy? ...are players 1 and 2 machine elves with Mario and Luigi each being an elf?  Mario and Luigi’s 

“expressions of free will” would represent the E?

3/27/2019 10:08:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes! Bigger fish to fry! 🙏🏼🇺🇸

3/27/2019 10:09:22 AM sdcharge2k12 Absolutely brother! She has a LOT more where that came from I’ve watched all her videos and read many of her books and highly recommend them as 

well! Enjoy!

3/27/2019 10:09:31 AM allahuniversal Flatland: The Film (2007) https://youtu.be/eyuNrm4VK2w 

3/27/2019 10:10:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 To experience and love.

3/27/2019 10:11:40 AM susan66388204 So sorry for the loss of T2 😓. Prayers for the remainder

3/27/2019 10:12:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 As Mario is fiction in 2D, so adjusting the analogy would lose 10 dimensions of information.

Since its AI, we shall explain it in the form of AI.

Mario and Luigi are instances of Characters in the code base.

Free will is experienced through sensory input and response controls.

3/27/2019 10:12:39 AM coryz34 My girls sister is taking her baby to get her first set of Vaccines tomorrow. She use to be all for vaccines but now that she has her baby I can tell she is 

questioning it. What Info should I show her to get her to rethink it?

3/27/2019 10:12:53 AM covertress Because this is the way in which we learn to ascend?

3/27/2019 10:14:04 AM turboxyde I died along time ago because all I can experience now is love. This realization is both terrifying and joyous all at the same time.

3/27/2019 10:14:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Each button pressed simulates the Character's sensory experience and the "Machine Elf" who wrote the code for the Character would need to decide 

which senses the Character should be able to experience.

3/27/2019 10:14:08 AM susan66388204 Hugs and prayers to all of y’all.  Special hugs to the remaining typist.  Surely all this will end soon and freedom will abound for All.  God Speed T2‼️

3/27/2019 10:14:30 AM covertress Wait...

Our Prison Planet system is AI?

3/27/2019 10:16:18 AM jared4liberty I just started SG1. Have a lot to cover. I feel like I remember reading at a certain point in the series black hats take control of it, and push a lot of 

misinfo.. true? And when does that start?

3/27/2019 10:16:45 AM ricky52222196 Yup



3/27/2019 10:17:54 AM brad34351293 (They) wanted to start a down turn on the market, crash the market. WB bet on that, & wasn't expecting Trump to keep everything on par.

Why were big tech CEO's selling tons of stock last year at around the same time?

3/27/2019 10:18:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 S8

3/27/2019 10:18:51 AM covertress This puts an entirely different spin on "screens and traps."

3/27/2019 10:19:08 AM jared4liberty Should I still watch?

3/27/2019 10:19:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is the cost of that truth?

3/27/2019 10:20:00 AM zagnett Oh so "machine elves" are essentially inter/higher-dimensional programmers!? Awesome!

MJ, is the download link to the inter/higher-dimensional API available yet?

i know, i know, look within, etc. 🧐

3/27/2019 10:20:51 AM covertress Free will.

3/27/2019 10:21:03 AM keith369me The Machine Elf (our IS) which programs our possible experiences including our physical form...our B is our “skin”...our E provides input into our 

decisions and ultimate experience...how does the Machine Elf come into existence?

3/27/2019 10:21:28 AM kris_lanphear I absolutely love that pic💜

3/27/2019 10:21:28 AM aprilbrown99 Expansion of consciousness through every experience possible to love and being loved. As trees, rocks, birds, animals, elementals too?

Since this is a planet/school of duality staying of the light is key. With the ego, it is easy for some to be diverted to another path.

3/27/2019 10:22:30 AM roaminnoodle Karmic balance... is true?

3/27/2019 10:23:09 AM zagnett One source said you can basically think of everything in the entire Universe as "AI" as it all comes from/is created by higher-dimensional beings. So at 

least that source would say Yes to your question. So it's possible there is no real distinction between natural & artificial.

3/27/2019 10:23:19 AM blsdbe (FacePalm) 🤪🤣🤪

3/27/2019 10:24:01 AM keith369me At this point, can the B provide feedback to the Machine Elf programmer to alter the game?

3/27/2019 10:25:20 AM keith369me I think...but I think your higher self is the Machine Elf

3/27/2019 10:25:33 AM whitehat_van These guys are frauds, part of the ISBE death cult.

3/27/2019 10:26:10 AM zagnett Yes, seems so.

Ok i'll ask the IS for the download link lol.

3/27/2019 10:26:12 AM askingsocrates Interesting, I always thought it was ego that kept us from unity, but you are saying it's the misuse of ego?

3/27/2019 10:28:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/27/2019 10:28:48 AM keith369me The question becomes, can the IS-BE change the nature of the game by providing feedback?

3/27/2019 10:28:54 AM blsdbe Are there conscious AI dolls currently leading religious orders here on Earth?

3/27/2019 10:28:56 AM petitchevalb Less power to those who provide it 

More Clarity for those who receive it

3/27/2019 10:29:33 AM hawkgirlinmn According to the Jung model, perhaps. I am of the belief that making the decision to harm someone is not necessarily based from the ego. It’s a super 

conscious decision based solely on desire for power, which would be a departure from what Jung believes. I could be wrong!

3/27/2019 10:30:03 AM keith369me What other forces “control” the programmer?

3/27/2019 10:30:16 AM skeye_watching How were our "Biological Entities" created & by whom?

3/27/2019 10:31:10 AM covertress Excellent question, @Keith72256137.

So, there *is a way to make a contribution to our IS while BEing human, beyond mere Experiences.

3/27/2019 10:31:40 AM hawkgirlinmn Does free will exist for all species of life in all dimensions, planets, etc?

3/27/2019 10:32:13 AM aprilbrown99 I would like to say thank you to the typist today. You are loved and we appreciate you!  💝🙏💝

3/27/2019 10:32:19 AM blsdbe And again

3/27/2019 10:32:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Gotcha. Miscommunication! Great convo. Thanks!

3/27/2019 10:32:50 AM ragevirusqq We are enslaving ourselves? To your original question, is it wrong. Yes, it may be justifiable or have reasons to be, but it is still wrong. The veil is wrong. 

If suffering is required to raise vibration is the experiment the problem? Just because you can does not mean you should

3/27/2019 10:33:11 AM djlok Pope and his priests = elves because they are claiming to work for their God.

Machine Elves = the entity or entities who created the religion?

3/27/2019 10:33:20 AM blsdbe Thus the point of Incarnation

3/27/2019 10:33:25 AM skeye_watching They are always stealing the one sock from the pair in the dyer!!!

3/27/2019 10:33:36 AM ragevirusqq Can you not experience and love in higher densities?

3/27/2019 10:34:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 !religion, reality

3/27/2019 10:34:31 AM covertress Is it our consciousness co-creation that alters the IS game?

3/27/2019 10:34:45 AM stoneturnr It can be very difficult to accept the truth, but isnt it necessary for our development? It may take this planet generations to fully reconcile our history, 

but wouldn't we be better off knowing, so we can evolve without repeating our mistakes?

3/27/2019 10:34:52 AM blsdbe Sovereignty

3/27/2019 10:34:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 All consciousness has free will.

3/27/2019 10:35:25 AM morety76 Therefore the AI can be switched off or Removed.... FREEDOM

3/27/2019 10:35:28 AM aprilbrown99 I would like to give myself an upgrade. How can this be done?  Through my higher self during meditation?

3/27/2019 10:35:48 AM yttak3 Do you know about Sophia Stewart

3/27/2019 10:36:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 One man and one woman.

You call them mom and dad.

3/27/2019 10:36:42 AM covertress And guess how we do THAT? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1110958290949861377?s=19 …

3/27/2019 10:37:07 AM keith369me That is how I interpret the previous “yes”...the question is, what do we have to overcome to override the programming?  ...and does the programmer 

have free will or is there a “programmer boss”

3/27/2019 10:37:26 AM blsdbe Better look for caves

3/27/2019 10:37:34 AM morety76 GODMODE!

3/27/2019 10:37:46 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/11vQ3bo58m

3/27/2019 10:38:11 AM skeye_watching so someone's mom and dad always existed?

3/27/2019 10:38:32 AM keith369me Group meditation on the changes we want to see in the game

3/27/2019 10:39:00 AM blsdbe How were our Immortal Spiritual Entities ‘created’?

3/27/2019 10:39:10 AM aprilbrown99 Are we doing this right now as we tweet? 😊

3/27/2019 10:39:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are they Gods or allies to SG-1?

3/27/2019 10:40:25 AM skeye_watching No one has ever been able to answer....which came first? The Chicken or the egg.

3/27/2019 10:40:53 AM djlok So Machine Elves created the reality that allows elves to exist in?  

Basically machine elves created a situation or simulation where IS-BE's would need to be saved (sin, famine, sickness).  Enter elves to the rescue!



3/27/2019 10:41:06 AM blsdbe So Conscious AI Dolls create our Reality? 

Can we alter our reality with our FreeWill?

3/27/2019 10:41:19 AM jrocktigers 😂

3/27/2019 10:41:50 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼

3/27/2019 10:42:21 AM giediknight Is Nuada Airgetlám an Asgard? Is this entity in contact with "SG-1" today?

3/27/2019 10:43:19 AM genregod 😂

3/27/2019 10:45:11 AM lori_dee1 39) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @IPOT1776 @WhiteSquall8 @Cordicon @Unite4Truth @DBregenz 

@MastersShelby @love4thegameAK @cashman_makers @2020WinAgain @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @prayingmedic

3/27/2019 10:45:24 AM veritatix Love is a biochemical process, you can't experience that in pure energy form.

3/27/2019 10:45:37 AM kachinagtto Please tell me the typist answered this one!  🤣😂  GOLD!

3/27/2019 10:48:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 The reason why you believe this statement is because of the mischaracterization of "experience" in your sentence. Pure energy forms are able to 

transact in love, however to acknowledge what it is, you need the biochemical process to identify.

3/27/2019 10:49:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thus secrets.

3/27/2019 10:50:05 AM skeye_watching We'll need to trace back from the evolution of the dinosaur to see what it came from.

3/27/2019 10:50:22 AM ekotoons PRINT IT! MAKE IT YOURS!

3/27/2019 10:51:31 AM skeye_watching Yes I hope they did, it's extremely intelligent. Who would have thunk it.?🤪

3/27/2019 10:51:43 AM starehope Thanks!

3/27/2019 10:51:48 AM karen87926480 Hmmm. The bible talks about the last trump. Lol

3/27/2019 10:52:29 AM starehope Thanks! 👊

3/27/2019 10:54:30 AM keith369me This is truly fantastic work @lori_dee1.  I hope more followers of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 read this!

3/27/2019 10:55:19 AM johnhammar94 Never heard of him

3/27/2019 10:55:22 AM lori_dee1 Thank you Keith!!! I hope they will too! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 10:57:13 AM n7guardiananon If the beings conscious reality is small than it would be shattered.

3/27/2019 10:57:30 AM skeye_watching thru a ghost man & a ghost woman

they call them Ghost dad & Ghost mom.

3/27/2019 10:57:51 AM selvestekjetil Risk vs reward.

3/27/2019 10:58:07 AM colista Seriously? pic.twitter.com/Ux52z689K5

3/27/2019 10:58:23 AM veritatix Exactly my statement, if you think about it.

3/27/2019 10:58:58 AM aprilbrown99 Wow Lori!  Many hours of great work. Thank you so much. 🙏🦋🌸💕✨

3/27/2019 10:59:04 AM cstarr888 Well could it be a hollogram that has some matter to it... projected but more solid... non released tech perhaps? 🙏💖

3/27/2019 10:59:31 AM curt_avila Understood, thank you.

3/27/2019 11:00:37 AM ragevirusqq If we are forced into this reality and cannot escape after death because of the moon then how can that be feee will

3/27/2019 11:00:48 AM youstinksoap I'm going with the egg.  😬

3/27/2019 11:01:32 AM veritatix Btw, it's funny to see your bots interacting with your account. Your post got more likes in realtime than I have written two words of my answer 😉👏

3/27/2019 11:01:39 AM lori_dee1 Thank you April for the great feedback! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 11:01:43 AM roaminnoodle "MAJIC-12 uses 3 typists..." <<< still true with 187,T2? pic.twitter.com/ZaE9aUXRGv

3/27/2019 11:02:02 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking your IS incarnated into this reality to experience for whatever reason, which would be free will.

3/27/2019 11:02:04 AM youstinksoap Allies.

3/27/2019 11:02:41 AM skeye_watching 😎

3/27/2019 11:02:52 AM ekotoons BEHOLD

I SHOW YOU A MYSTERY

WE SHALL NOT ALL SLEEP

BUT WE SHALL ALL BE CHANGED

IN A MOMENT, IN A TWINKLING 

OF AN EYE AT THE LAST TRUMP

FOR THE TRUMPET SHALL SOUND

AND THE DEAD SHALL BE RAISED

INCORRUPTIBLE AND WE SHALL

BE CHANGED

I COR 15:52
3/27/2019 11:05:06 AM do_or_do_notty I’m so sorry! It makes me so angry for you   

They KNOW how much Cannabis can benefit Veterans. The lies have to stop at some point. Hopefully we are nearing that point

3/27/2019 11:05:16 AM warangel1111 The times we are in .. Glorious .. “ I will raise up Trump to be a Trumpet” Kim Clement 2007 🙏🏻😇

3/27/2019 11:06:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Clarification was for others.

3/27/2019 11:07:22 AM synackstatic The auth. to have dominion over anyone?It's because that authority is made up of everyone. The authority you personify, asgards (gods), are the 

archetypical exemplary drama manifested in the collective consciousness. They have dominion because we allow them to. We believe they do

3/27/2019 11:09:01 AM allahuniversal  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Asgard  pic.twitter.com/MhhUOi6fLb

3/27/2019 11:10:34 AM zagnett "The Parents" as described by Tommy Williams / THI show?

3/27/2019 11:10:48 AM skeye_watching I know this. He actually created both them as Adam.  Adam named is wife Eve after the birth of their twins.

3/27/2019 11:10:52 AM synackstatic The manifestation of supreme responsibility for the answer. A heavy burden to bear for all. Decent into lower densities for the unwilling. Hell. Social 

cataclysm if unwilling, collectively, to shoulder that burden.

3/27/2019 11:10:59 AM youstinksoap I saw one of these yesterday, floating in the sky. Just an orb of light/energy.

3/27/2019 11:12:03 AM allahuniversal  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Asgard  pic.twitter.com/9i8LvVSL5H

3/27/2019 11:15:55 AM synackstatic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Functional information passed through time/generations = higher density. Ever narrowing potential = ever higher. as functional 

data is betrayed, chaos and lower vibration infiltrates. begets war, pain, suffering. Collective consciousness is what defines function?

3/27/2019 11:17:17 AM aprilbrown99 Twitter is like Mario Brothers and we are the programmers.  With our collective co-creative consciousness WE can reprogram the game, right now. We 

just need a point of focus. 

Would it be Sending more love to those living in the dark to shine the LIGHT? Or...?

3/27/2019 11:18:05 AM turboxyde Regardless,  it's a good series. Just listen to the heart and not the mind and enjoy it all as experience and entertainment... therein lies your shield and 

compass. Your consciousness will expand on concepts that your heart resonates with automatically if you intend it.

3/27/2019 11:18:22 AM warangel1111 Troll ..

3/27/2019 11:20:39 AM ekotoons NEVER ENGAGE IN VIOLENCE

ONLY SEEK OUT THE TRUTH

PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE ☁️

3/27/2019 11:21:07 AM covertress How about we use our co-creative consciousness like a replicator... and wake others to their powers of co-creation?

WWG1WGA



3/27/2019 11:21:21 AM youstinksoap We are, collectively.  Let's change it for the better.  😉😇😘

3/27/2019 11:21:22 AM ekotoons 👍

3/27/2019 11:21:37 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I like that. 🦋

3/27/2019 11:25:57 AM turboxyde Synchronicites abound! I had a dream about trying to dock my "vessel" onto a galactic carrier with an entire fleet of ships about to pour out through 

the sun last night. I didn't have the right resonance to dock very well and when we arrived... breakaway civilization inspection!

3/27/2019 11:28:09 AM turboxyde Give your ego/shadow a task like I did... "Become the greatest hero NEVER known!" Only your passions tempered with love can define that within 

unlimited potential.

3/27/2019 11:28:53 AM lbf777 Lose what benefits? Your VA hospital benefits? 

If so then he is most likely lying to you.

3/27/2019 11:29:26 AM hawkgirlinmn By the way, appreciate the convo. It makes me want to go back and read Jung vs Freud!

3/27/2019 11:32:49 AM ethereal_shaman Guardians

3/27/2019 11:36:03 AM skeye_watching I know, shocking isn't it?  The text has to be read carefully, asking thru prayer for understanding.  Many are told the meaning rather than searching for 

understanding. Somethings are on the page plain as day & are skimmed over.

3/27/2019 11:36:35 AM azangelranch Serious mocking troll at that.

3/27/2019 11:36:56 AM djlok Why is trust in yourself absolutely critical?  Is it because some entities will try to lead us astray and if we trust ourselves and our own decisions, we 

won't be led down the wrong path?

3/27/2019 11:39:07 AM covertress Let's introduce a subroutine! https://youtu.be/X6fMuUraWtc 

3/27/2019 11:39:19 AM starehope What us the THINGS show?

3/27/2019 11:40:14 AM laurabusse LOL

3/27/2019 11:40:42 AM jay_b83 US6506148B2 - Nervous system manipulation by electromagnetic fields from monitors - Google Patents

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US6506148B2/en …

3/27/2019 11:43:25 AM zagnett  https://thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org/must-listen-podcasts/ …

Truth, Honor, & Integrity Show.

"The Parents" reference is in one of TW's "must-listen" shows (link). i think the second one but i'm not sure.

3/27/2019 11:44:13 AM qtpi3_14 Oh.  Ohio.  That explains a lot.

3/27/2019 11:46:02 AM cosmic_engineer Never return here with memories. 4D+ doesn't use that mechanism.  Nor do 2nd Density / group souls

3/27/2019 11:46:52 AM starehope Thanks Zag 👊

3/27/2019 11:47:31 AM wearediamonds2 That is what I thought it meant...

3/27/2019 11:47:36 AM zagnett Most welcome. Have a great day!!!

3/27/2019 11:48:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing!

3/27/2019 11:48:15 AM starehope You too!

3/27/2019 11:49:48 AM laurabusse When you trust others you give your power away. When you give your power away you become more vulnerable to manipulation, deception, etc. 

IMHO.

3/27/2019 11:50:43 AM natureinspace Maybe you need to start out with something else lol. I didn't mention burning candles because years ago while cleansing the house I had a tea light 

candle burst into flame and scorched the furniture it was sitting on. I got rid of the furniture. No more tea light candles either😣

3/27/2019 11:53:19 AM djlok This makes sense. Thank you for clarifying. For me, knowing the reason something is important helps me remember to do it.... Like trusting myself.   

My past has shown me that I can be very forgetful sometimes because I'll forget the reason.

3/27/2019 11:57:21 AM laurabusse Sometimes we lie to our (small) children. To protect them and bc when v young they cant process or "handle" certain truths. Would only traumatize 

them; much wisdom is needed w children. We as parents try our best but still make mistakes. We are prob like sm children to some ETs.

3/27/2019 11:58:09 AM daveo6145 Sending love and prayers to everyone involved in this operation 🧡

3/27/2019 11:59:32 AM _00111111_ bless you for what you did....informative and well put together

3/27/2019 12:00:24 PM grrroverrrtje It figures. On the question if it was possible that either Ilhan Omar, Rashida Tlaib or AOC where white hat actors, you answared yes. 

She drives dems crazy. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104628549292642304?s=19 …

3/27/2019 12:02:24 PM laurabusse We have free will as to how we play the cards we are dealt. We had free will to come here. Even in the higher realms i would imagine free will is not 

"100%". If you are a higher dimensional being w/out a body, free will won't necessarily give you a body...right away...but dunno

3/27/2019 12:04:37 PM daveo6145 Seasons 1-7

3/27/2019 12:06:46 PM 2020winagain Great job and straight on. We will see tv personality “journos” jailed.

3/27/2019 12:07:15 PM jeffdemmers The planes did hit the towers. There were no passengers on them, nor pilots. Planes were operated remotely. Passengers were all ushered off into 

another hanger, killed They planes hit the towers. Directed energy destroyed the towers, building 7. Evidence is ALL over on the site.

3/27/2019 12:08:08 PM qaphsiel17 At they very least it is deceitful. Bad position to been when the truth is found.  False idols and lies. Not wise.

3/27/2019 12:09:09 PM zagnett It better be like that, or the IS-BE should file a complaint to the Universe's customer service department.

Why else would they want IS-BE peeps i wonder? Has to be at least in part to get feedback from our "neck of the [inter-dimensiona] woods" or 

something.

3/27/2019 12:10:02 PM jeffdemmers Directed energy used Hutchingson effect and left traces in the adjoining windows, cars, powdered debris. The crashing you heard were people jumping 

out because of the extreme heat by the Hutchingson effect.

3/27/2019 12:10:46 PM blsdbe Everyone that reads the message boosts the signal into their energy field and so on and so on

3/27/2019 12:12:55 PM lori_dee1 Thank you so much! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 12:13:31 PM jeffdemmers Twitter just dumped me twice for posting...

3/27/2019 12:13:53 PM pyramidsonmars_ John Lear ‘The great 911 Coverup, Holograms & Direct Energy Weapons.’ I interviewed John.  Here what he has to say.   

http://media.artistfirst.com/ArtistFirst_Kevin_Estrella_2018-09-04_John_Leer.mp3 … #johnlear pic.twitter.com/mD1FeBcQvi

3/27/2019 12:14:41 PM lori_dee1 Do you think they will braoadcast that news? LOL 😉

Thank you for your positive feedback! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 12:14:54 PM aprilbrown99 Who or what is the IS in this BE? Draco repitilian? Eyes are the windows to the soul...or lack thereof. 

How can we rewrite their programmer?

 https://youtu.be/mI_1s1a-Ndc  pic.twitter.com/gV8ilVYi7M

3/27/2019 12:15:04 PM jeffdemmers I have extensive personal records on this event. All I'm going to say.

3/27/2019 12:17:00 PM daveo6145 We agreed to come here and assist in this awakening. Many ppl are still walking around glued to other social media and tv They make this choice

3/27/2019 12:21:23 PM minimouseadams1 What a wonderful prophet he was! He had the fire and spirit in him! 🙏🏻

3/27/2019 12:21:46 PM 2020winagain Wanna see the walk of shame

3/27/2019 12:23:16 PM tracyabston I totally agree with you. 5G is not all bad. Depends on frequency and the hands of who is doing it.



3/27/2019 12:28:33 PM daveo6145 Is 45 notified when this happens

3/27/2019 12:29:59 PM kris_lanphear Thank you. I believe I will💜

3/27/2019 12:32:35 PM jm4n Yeah that all lines up with what I've pieced together.

3/27/2019 12:33:23 PM start313hichq Open the gates of light

Believe the world is full of love

We are the Light of Shadow 

We are ready as mountains pic.twitter.com/yWuQb5u6PD

3/27/2019 12:34:57 PM lori_dee1 I wanna see that walk of shame! We shoul create an event and have a red carpet with a step and repeat. 😎

#meangirl

3/27/2019 12:35:20 PM realityloominng Pretty sure MJ12 never confirmed the ridiculous moon soul-trap

3/27/2019 12:38:12 PM theydontknowwe1 That Rami eats babies.

3/27/2019 12:38:16 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079753981902159874?s=19 …

3/27/2019 12:39:49 PM aprilbrown99 Yes Oby, I say that tweet but I am asking about HRC. Clearly she has a different IS inside her BE based on her eyes.

3/27/2019 12:39:51 PM lynnboyce7 Never been good at video games🤗 Just saying. Hope we can somehow control our programming by being kind to everyone on twitter😀Love to 

everyone❤️❤️❤️

3/27/2019 12:42:10 PM w_gqqx ⚔️⚔️⚔️

3/27/2019 12:42:32 PM 313looper Thanks MJ for sharing this cute photo ... ☺️

After The Sad News Last Nigh! 😔

3/27/2019 12:43:47 PM richardhiatt16 Amen... Rest In Peace 🙏😢

3/27/2019 12:45:04 PM realityloominng "Machine Elves" are basically souls or higher density entities, who incarnate into "elves", through free will, to 3d-experience. The machine elf continues 

to guide the elf as what has been called "a higher self".. But I guess you could consider that programming a "simulation"? 🤔

3/27/2019 12:46:21 PM phillaing22 I believe it is the front range of the Rockies. Massive underground complex there, probably connected to the huge complex under Denver International 

Airport.

3/27/2019 12:47:45 PM shining91109743 My question would be why was he/she not protected by MJ?  Seems it's the least that could have been done...

3/27/2019 12:48:31 PM realityloominng Allies with delusions of grandeur perhaps? 😉

3/27/2019 12:50:08 PM jrocktigers [HRC] no capability for love transaction any longer? pic.twitter.com/HcUpajoP8c

3/27/2019 12:50:54 PM mongrelglory Typist #2.

3/27/2019 12:51:05 PM jrocktigers 👁👁 pic.twitter.com/xYBRJ0rAUS

3/27/2019 12:55:11 PM mongrelglory I thought the looking glass technology was part of a Stargate in a Dumb.  Didn't the post a diagram of it once?  It was the room where they have the 

statue of the white rabbit over the doorway.

3/27/2019 12:55:24 PM djlok So if we all share an IS are we not all elves programmed by a machine elf?

3/27/2019 12:56:43 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1110989594521026561 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's MJ's take on Trump's latest tweets wrt [Google] (link)?

3/27/2019 12:57:32 PM recruitero You have Major Game- this is a wonderful thread!

3/27/2019 12:57:56 PM djlok I've seen that diagram before of Area 51. I think Project Looking Glass may be much bigger than that thing out in the dessert.  I could be wrong though.

3/27/2019 12:59:15 PM enomai_ In a world of no secrets. Chaos, could never happen over truth.

3/27/2019 1:00:08 PM enomai_ Obviously, now it could. How power is obtained, fear is controlled. But, ONE day.

3/27/2019 1:01:11 PM realityloominng Big Bang! - just joking.. It kinda resonated with me the AJ idea that God doesn't even know where it came from, thus we find ourselves in a vast 

consciousness-universe of curious IS-BE's looking for answers etc. ❤️😂🤔 In the beginning was the word that word was "IS-E(s)"

3/27/2019 1:03:30 PM realityloominng well, the IS of EVERYONE's parents always existed

3/27/2019 1:06:02 PM lori_dee1 Aww thanks DKO! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 1:16:43 PM mongrelglory I always felt that the way higher beings interacted with the Native Indians in the episode "Spirits" (S2 Ep13) was much more equitable and respecting 

of their sovereignty.  They established a relationship with them, while guarding their true identities.

3/27/2019 1:20:15 PM zagnett  https://www.simplemost.com/court-tv-is-coming-back-in-2019 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you think "Court TV", when it returns in May 2019, will be interesting for Trump/MAGA, Q & MJ anons/followers to watch?

If so, any idea what case(s) it might follow?

3/27/2019 1:23:28 PM ethereal_shaman No coincidences.

3/27/2019 1:24:35 PM mongrelglory So, as another analogy, are "Elves" what we would consider "Avatars" in gaming language and the gamer with his joystick would be the "machine elf"?

3/27/2019 1:25:24 PM petitchevalb Carbone flesh matrix  VS organic matrix?

3/27/2019 1:25:54 PM petitchevalb Are the Asgard known as Anunnaki?

3/27/2019 1:26:17 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journey's_End_%28Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation%29 …

ST TNG season 7, episode 20, "Journey's End", & also the "Chakotay" character in ST Voyager are interesting in this regard as well.

"Journey's End" seemed an appropriate sendoff for the Wesley Crusher character. Guess he ascended or something. Lucky B!

3/27/2019 1:26:26 PM realityloominng Well, it certainly would explain why some non-starseeds are totally incapable of waking up to a greater reality than mundane Earth life... But I doubt 

that the technology, likely utilized by a certain scaly ET faction, is still running..

3/27/2019 1:26:42 PM petitchevalb Simulations

3/27/2019 1:28:15 PM zagnett Tight leash?

3/27/2019 1:29:32 PM lbf777 No idea. Pence is crooked too.

3/27/2019 1:29:55 PM zagnett Would seem maybe only "programmer advisors/guides".

3/27/2019 1:30:32 PM zagnett Ok, i should say "tight leash(es)?"

3/27/2019 1:36:00 PM realityloominng Guess that's up to the eye of the beholder. I think 'programming' has a negative connotation to it(lack of free will).. I see the "machine elf"(IS-E) as 

working together with it's "elf/elf ego"(BE), by guiding it with insight that is unknowable to "elves" in 3d

3/27/2019 1:40:14 PM zagnett We can make the connotation better.

The Universe is one big program, w/many "subroutines" running all over the place. Some good, some bad. The bad ones try to take peoples' free will 

away/hurt them. The good ones try to enhance it, &/or simply help to make their lives better.

3/27/2019 1:42:22 PM petitchevalb But if so, would you even answer ☺?

3/27/2019 1:43:14 PM grahamwil Good question Nicole. No one really knows and nobody is conducting any tests to find out because those that should be doing the research are in full 

denial mode. Anyone questioning the narrative is castigated for being a conspiracy theorist & summarily denigrated.

3/27/2019 1:44:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

Machine Elves are the developers who wrote the game itself that allows Elves to use joysticks to control their avatars.

3/27/2019 1:44:07 PM fannareal Like Thomas Campbell's 'My Big TOE'?

3/27/2019 1:46:13 PM zagnett Some of these subroutines look like/are Humans.

3/27/2019 1:46:18 PM mongrelglory When I was a young girl I had a huge crush on Carl Sagan!  I wanted to be his 5th wife. 😆



3/27/2019 1:48:27 PM covertress I still love Carl. Have a photo of him prominently placed in my office. 

🤓🤓🤓 pic.twitter.com/dnvkJz6T6M

3/27/2019 1:49:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do as we command (re US Military vs Chinese Military) or else [GOOG] and treason charges. The decision was really quite easy, and while [GOOG] may 

have strings connecting it against the will of the Command in Chief, POTUS can cut those strings. 45 gave ]GOOG[ a chance to shine.

3/27/2019 1:49:29 PM realityloominng I agree :) I'm just sick of msm-scientists who worship AI and call everything simulations and programs :P I think of the universe as a "consciousness-

matrix", and the original creator intention (the will to live, experience and love(good&bad)), is sort of the "program".

3/27/2019 1:50:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Could wait just one more wife and be the 6th!

3/27/2019 1:50:22 PM zagnett 🇺🇸

3/27/2019 1:50:25 PM aprilbrown99 Did you just have a 0 delta with POTUS?  😊

3/27/2019 1:51:31 PM mongrelglory That film is hysterical! 🤣🤣🤣

I'll watch the whole thing later. 👍

3/27/2019 1:52:06 PM realityloominng "Elves" 🙂

3/27/2019 1:52:17 PM jrocktigers F [GOOG] Regardless .

3/27/2019 1:52:36 PM zagnett Definitely agree. It's a [cabal] thing.

To me, "co-creator" is much better, more positive term.

& co-creator ~=~ programmer

Congrats, Co-creator! 🧐🤓😎

3/27/2019 1:52:58 PM mongrelglory 😁  He's probably hard to live with...

3/27/2019 1:54:03 PM covertress The great ones often are. 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2019 1:55:31 PM dursty88 I wonder that too. How can we break through to them? So much deception. 

I just wish the msm would be honest & fair.

3/27/2019 1:56:35 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

when Q posted about blind justice. I thought about a world where judges, and the system was blind to their defendants, and prosecutors? In a system 

where the real jury or judge.

3/27/2019 1:56:54 PM enomai_ Just read the transcripts, and case documents. Without seeing plantiffs or defendants in person. Or, even their names.

3/27/2019 1:58:33 PM blsdbe 🙄🙄🙄

3/27/2019 1:58:41 PM mongrelglory But, but...that's cheating!!! 😜

3/27/2019 1:58:55 PM zagnett End of this decade, meaning by December 31, 2019 / end of this year?

Or within a decade, meaning by 6:39 AM January 28, 2029 / 10 years from your tweet?

Nice tweet time MJ! 🤓

3/27/2019 1:59:40 PM zagnett Well MJ posted the link well after Trump's tweets. So not a 0 delta. Sorry!

3/27/2019 2:00:12 PM mongrelglory For those who aren't ready for the truth, it could cause disruption and chaos in their lives.

3/27/2019 2:00:17 PM ragevirusqq Where is this breakaway civilization Located?

3/27/2019 2:00:49 PM lynnboyce7 Thank you. I've always thought it odd and beautiful whatever it is😃

3/27/2019 2:01:57 PM mongrelglory Think of it as why we hold off telling our children certain things until they're ready.  Eg.s telling them about death, or about the birds and the bees.

3/27/2019 2:02:42 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/ynCDIwukmI

3/27/2019 2:03:01 PM aprilbrown99 One second off 👍

3/27/2019 2:03:10 PM mongrelglory By "birds and bees" I mean sex. 😉

3/27/2019 2:04:51 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

Honestly i just want to move forward on the " TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization development in under a decade" (link). Anyone not on board 

can just do their own thing. Anyone still doing bad stuff / harming others can just rot in jail.

3/27/2019 2:05:00 PM apex_starseed Answer my questions Please 😁😁🤔🤔😋

3/27/2019 2:05:10 PM ragevirusqq What is this? Is she sitting on his lap? Look at the eyes and the hands. pic.twitter.com/W3AKWKh7NK

3/27/2019 2:06:08 PM w_gqqx kraka-

3/27/2019 2:06:30 PM covertress This escape mission will require some high wizardry. 

Not only is the object we're after on The Moon, but RVing it is usually blocked. 

We're going to need a lot more training... and a Plan. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079753981902159874?s=19 …

3/27/2019 2:07:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Teaching children about birds and bees are equally as valuable as teaching teenage children about sex. The symbology of life can be communicated in a 

less perverted way yet still have the same impact on their development.

3/27/2019 2:09:40 PM rdeweese04 Knowing what you’ve been exposed to, yes you should watch and ask, “what’s the underlying message”.

3/27/2019 2:11:18 PM realityloominng Is this because all Machine Elves collectively make up "God"?

3/27/2019 2:11:33 PM blsdbe Doll eyes..shoulder to shoulder maybe?

3/27/2019 2:12:36 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, Was Staff Sergeant Travis Atkins T2?

3/27/2019 2:12:36 PM realityloominng Pindar Suchai?

3/27/2019 2:13:09 PM apex_starseed Yup..also 8 planets outside of our solar system have had humans on them..an there is a break away civilization who believe the Earth is a radiation 

wasteland since the 80's and can never return. #FullDisclosureNow

3/27/2019 2:13:22 PM zagnett [GOOG] CEO

3/27/2019 2:13:38 PM sergii_ii Oh my god! Hahaha. PARADOX!

3/27/2019 2:14:45 PM zagnett Even MJ has said Humans have left our galaxy too.

Sounds like technology exists that could clean up the radiation.

MEGA - Make Earth Great Again! 🌎🌍🌏

3/27/2019 2:18:08 PM aprilbrown99 It was a majestic speech POTUS gave for him.

3/27/2019 2:18:32 PM apex_starseed That's were Pentagon spending Trillions of dollars have gone. that and the Secret Space Program since 1950's. We have the Technology you all see in 

Movies like "Black Panther" an island like Wakanda does exist with holographic tech as well. It's all been hidden in "Plain Sight"

3/27/2019 2:18:55 PM realityloominng I know, I changed the letters around. Always was curious how his name was like Pindar, then I notiche the "Pi" in his last name - which I didn't know 

until now :)

3/27/2019 2:22:01 PM apex_starseed Lol..yeah they have..Q had dropped post that Secret Space Programs existing as well. I mean Q+ introduced the Secret Space Program as the "SPACE 

FORCE" which is already fully funded by the Trillions of dollars that went missing.😉

3/27/2019 2:22:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Attempts to 'divide' the movement draws LIGHT to their TRUE INTENTIONS." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580591618924544 …

3/27/2019 2:23:33 PM keith369me Huge spotlight...only the truly blind can’t see it.

3/27/2019 2:24:30 PM dbcoop14  https://woay.tv/man-arrested-after-threatening-to-kill-president-trump-blow-up-pentagon/ …

3/27/2019 2:25:05 PM thetempestchip My guess would be below us



3/27/2019 2:26:36 PM apex_starseed Technology existing to were we can green the desserts, fully make ocean water useable and get rid of all diseases and healing our bodies. BTW Q might 

do an emergency Alert on our phones possible tv to do some #disclosure

3/27/2019 2:26:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expand your thinking: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580581405851648 …

3/27/2019 2:27:30 PM zagnett Oh right, the "Pindar" thing. Funny i always thought of his name like that too, but wasn't conscious of it until you pointed it out just now. Funny.

3/27/2019 2:28:04 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, he is a fallen hero from 12 years ago. Sorry I was mistaken.  

God bless his family too. 🇺🇸 so many unnecessary deaths.

3/27/2019 2:28:18 PM zagnett "May the 'Space Force' be with you, always."

3/27/2019 2:29:05 PM ragevirusqq Also, do the elves have a choice wether they play or not ?

3/27/2019 2:29:24 PM zagnett Excellent, sign me up! i want to be part of the cleanup crew!

3/27/2019 2:30:29 PM narcissist_ghst Yes

3/27/2019 2:31:22 PM narcissist_ghst More importantly, was is the cost of all the lies?

3/27/2019 2:32:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who else has tried to call MJ12 a LARP?

Do they have financial motives?

Were some of them groomed?

By whom? On MJ12's orders. Not any specific member of MJ12.

Those who seek to control the course of dialogue are enemies of the people. 

No exceptions.

3/27/2019 2:33:03 PM narcissist_ghst Nothing good or lasting will be built on a foundation of lies.  It’s just common sense.

3/27/2019 2:33:56 PM thetempestchip Great question😎

3/27/2019 2:34:11 PM narcissist_ghst This is more than omission.

3/27/2019 2:34:51 PM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/6bNw01GBBs

3/27/2019 2:35:21 PM gashauler72 What happened on I-68 in West Virginia today?

3/27/2019 2:35:31 PM whitehat_van Those who seek to control the course of dialogue..., like yourselves? Does that make you the enemy of the people? Guess you kind of have to admit 

that, right? BTW, Alice says hi!

3/27/2019 2:35:37 PM narcissist_ghst Sex in itself is not perverted.

3/27/2019 2:36:20 PM mongrelglory It's not that we cannot escape.  Some people have.  However the majority of people have been "tricked" or "brainwashed" into choosing reincarnation 

back on this planet.

3/27/2019 2:36:49 PM apex_starseed Agreed..but I believe all of us "Crazies" "Conspiracy Realist" should be rewarded as first one's to get Hoverboards since we must still be waiting for the 

masses to catch up as the "spin offs" of disclosure help water down the truth their life's were based on entire huge lie! 😋

3/27/2019 2:37:23 PM ragevirusqq I believe doll to be a good word here

3/27/2019 2:37:35 PM lbf777 Well technically speaking Kabamur tried to call you a LARP but I figured it was a misunderstanding or that someone was feeding Kabamur bad intel.

3/27/2019 2:37:43 PM whitehat_van I started calling you a larp when I learned about your IS-BE death cult and the Keybase malware you push. Does that make me the enemy of the people 

or a hero for exposing the enemy of the people? Do you denounce China's malware mind hacking attempts? Thought not!

3/27/2019 2:39:12 PM ekotoons PREFER NOT :)

3/27/2019 2:39:55 PM tinaqpatriot45 Hi MJ12

I searched a jpeg stringer on recent Q pic and got this site. 

Started to look around but felt a little evil. Thoughts?

 https://www.c0da.es/thotbox 

3/27/2019 2:40:25 PM cstarr888 Tw--it doesn't like this topic! 🙏💖

3/27/2019 2:41:04 PM blsdbe Meaning that she is staring like a Doll that won’t blink

3/27/2019 2:41:52 PM apex_starseed Oh yes..it's a great show..it's something I've been waiting for. 😉😇😇🙏🙏

3/27/2019 2:41:54 PM zagnett Priorities are important. Those who are hungry should get replicators first. Those with worse illnesses/diseases/conditions than e.g. mine should get 

treatment prior. We need as many people to survive as possible. WWG1WGA requires careful triage, & forgiveness of "normies".

3/27/2019 2:42:07 PM djlok For sure!  But a lot of people have gone and made it that way unfortunately. And then the parents who want other people teaching their kids about 

sex.  That part I'll never get...probably because I'm not a parent.

3/27/2019 2:44:02 PM zagnett  https://qposts.online/post/3221 

i am a future MJ/MJ-equiv. No compensation needed. For God, Country, Family, Self. For One.

Qualification: an advocate of all the good s*** that MJ discusses, whether MJ's real or not.

& in honor of T2. Stand down [cabal]. "Leave them typists alone!"

3/27/2019 2:45:21 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Today, the Majestic 12 went fishing. Our target was the 

void created by PM. The objective […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1108580581405851648.html …

See you soon. 🤖

3/27/2019 2:45:48 PM apex_starseed Absolutely replicators to hungry..it's all coming out and yeah it's our responsibility to help people try to understand what we have always know was a 

cover up. But I do want my Hoverboard. Lol

3/27/2019 2:47:01 PM giediknight JS? That’s about all I know. Maybe DW?

3/27/2019 2:47:09 PM blsdbe My question is, how do we avoid this trickery after Death, if we do not want to reincarnate here again?

3/27/2019 2:47:20 PM djlok In my fam, dad talked to his sons and mom talked to my sister.  

The only thing that made it awkward was that dad had some very non-religious views on human sexuality that he shared that I had to reconcile with 

religious training. 

Church = no sex out of wedlock

Dad = it happens.

3/27/2019 2:48:18 PM djlok Good question.  Is it as simple as NOT walking to the Light after we leave our BE?

3/27/2019 2:48:37 PM zagnett & you're gonna be awesome! Can't wait to see you in action!!! 🧐😎🤩

3/27/2019 2:51:27 PM freestateojones Oof.

3/27/2019 2:51:57 PM jane_q_patriot I maintain skepticism is always healthy. Especially under the circumstances. Also, my empathy for other people tells me I wouldn't like public 

statements about my being groomed, either. Whether or not it was true. Just doing my best to navigate and think logically here.

3/27/2019 2:51:58 PM victorhbranger  https://twitter.com/FernandoAmandi/status/1110913491370688520?s=19 …

3/27/2019 2:52:11 PM blsdbe Be safe, Patriots. #SeeSomethingSaySomething @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

State Police: I-68 shutdown was result of threat to kill President Trump, blow up Pentagon  https://wchstv.com/news/local/i-68-shut-down-near-west-

virginia-maryland-state-line-due-to-investigation …

3/27/2019 2:52:27 PM victorhbranger  https://twitter.com/Ruptly/status/1111006152085696512?s=19 …

3/27/2019 2:53:11 PM apex_starseed Same to you..thanks

3/27/2019 2:53:47 PM moemc8 Nicely put

3/27/2019 2:54:59 PM zagnett Welcome, & thanks, but for me it won't likely be on a hoverboard that's for sure lol.



3/27/2019 2:55:24 PM petitchevalb They use the word "resonance" to describe the activity of krypton atoms network 

Dont know if its like scalar wave

3/27/2019 2:55:34 PM dirtystoneriver The Bhagavad Gita has your answer. 

Forgiveness is the skeleton key. 

But knowing exactly why true forgiveness arises in the self, the realization of your immortal identity, will be the real cause of your transcendence.

3/27/2019 2:56:02 PM cashman_makers Agree.  @lori_dee1 is amazing. Smart as they come.

3/27/2019 2:56:10 PM cashman_makers Well said.

3/27/2019 2:59:40 PM apex_starseed Lol..I just always wanted one since movie "Back to the Future" but definitely absolutely up to sign up for #MEGA Make Earth Great Again!!!

3/27/2019 3:02:36 PM zagnett Oh i know the scene. "Keep it. I got a Pitbull now!"

3/27/2019 3:04:24 PM rbelcastro2 Classy- not.

3/27/2019 3:05:57 PM lori_dee1 You are so kind! 🙏💖

3/27/2019 3:09:10 PM ekotoons IT'S LYRICS FROM A 

SONG BY FRIEND OF

JULIAN ASSANGE (M.I.A.)

IN THIS TRACK SHE

IS DISCLOSING THINGS

ONLY NOW COMING TO LIGHT

WRITTEN WHILE #NXIVM

SEX CULT WAS USING ITS 

MEDIA/POLITICAL LEVERAGE

TO RUIN HER REPUTATION AND

TAKE HER FIRSTBORN SON

I WOULD BE FURIOUS 😡

#QANON pic.twitter.com/rd1Nhw7YwL
3/27/2019 3:09:37 PM ragevirusqq You mean like a 🧟♀️

3/27/2019 3:10:03 PM olimyracle Now we've all been groomed by MJ12 😉

I'm fine with it. To be groomed is maybe the best way to learn how to groom others. And experiment humility in a way.

💞

3/27/2019 3:10:58 PM apex_starseed 🤔..well MJ12..thank you. It's exactly what I needed and wanted to hear from you..it's what I was shown..again thanks and I absolutely enjoy the 

show that's just getting started...😉

3/27/2019 3:11:10 PM aprilbrown99 I am very honored and grateful just be speaking and learning from you here. I have learned so very much from MJ12. I feel the changes on a cellular 

level. Thank you for seeding our consciousness to awaken and help humanity. You are loved!

✨🙌💝🌹💝🙌✨🙌💝🌹💝🙌✨🙌💝🌹💝🙌✨

3/27/2019 3:11:37 PM kevinmruel I need more popcorn.... hahaha

3/27/2019 3:13:49 PM jane_q_patriot I also just have too much of a sense of humor to get so worked up over all this stuff. I'm pretty sure God does, too. The evidence is overwhelming... 

pic.twitter.com/lYJAjXMOsT

3/27/2019 3:15:22 PM keith369me JS used the term “Larpy” ...I get that a guy has to eat, but I’m not a fan of Noble Gold Investment advertisements.

3/27/2019 3:16:25 PM narcissist_ghst I don’t want anybody teaching my kid about sex besides me and my husband.  It’s a damn shame our culture is so ass backwards and corrupt that 

parents have to fend off a bunch of degenerates who want to “get to her first “ so they can exploit sex and her to the furthest extent.

3/27/2019 3:18:57 PM mongrelglory Wouldn't the ultimate programmer boss be Source, and the rules would be the Natural Laws of the universe?

3/27/2019 3:22:06 PM olimyracle Exactly.

To give everyone a chance to "move on" takes time but has his reward later.

I hear death penalty is on the table, but forgiveness may be more difficult to embrace. Still, it will be highly needed. Prepare...

💞

3/27/2019 3:22:40 PM mongrelglory Allies!

3/27/2019 3:23:32 PM ragevirusqq  https://professorelliot.wordpress.com/2009/08/16/who-is-john-quincy-st-clair/ …

3/27/2019 3:23:34 PM mongrelglory I loved that final episode of the series!

3/27/2019 3:24:05 PM djlok Yeah- it really shouldn't be that way that we have to protect children from the sickos. But unfortunately it is a sad reality. I wonder if it's been that way 

for a long time, survivors have grown up and are making us all aware of the crisis.

3/27/2019 3:24:11 PM ragevirusqq Who is John Q St Clair?

3/27/2019 3:25:24 PM mongrelglory Ah, thanks!  That helps me understand better!

3/27/2019 3:26:03 PM askingsocrates Are we here to control and conquer their uniqueness or to explain and nurture their experiences? For me the answer is obviously the latter

3/27/2019 3:26:26 PM ragevirusqq Also why is the application abandoned on the 21st of this month.

3/27/2019 3:27:17 PM djlok And this "adulting" of kids needs to stop too.  A 6 yo exhibiting adult mannerisms or being taught to act  "sexy" (gross) is learned behavior from 

somewhere.  And it's not right.

3/27/2019 3:27:37 PM zagnett Death penalty should be reserved mostly for those [cabal] agents who, after repeated warnings, do not stand down, continue to harm/kill, & cannot be 

otherwise contained/imprisoned reasonably.

3/27/2019 3:28:09 PM houdini481 How do I get episodes of SG  free?

3/27/2019 3:28:32 PM clancy_birrell I feel you could be a great candidate for project managing the team. I'm volunteering for a position on the flight deck captain.

3/27/2019 3:29:00 PM ragevirusqq Remote viewing amplifier.  https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060072226A1/en …

3/27/2019 3:29:21 PM daveschroeder18 🤣

3/27/2019 3:29:47 PM adsvel Please, define #PrimeAnomaly.

3/27/2019 3:31:59 PM cryptocrab4 The disposition is never constant , that is where intuition should be ringing in some people's ears.

Positive message ... shady delivery component !

3/27/2019 3:32:12 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1111007177190375424 …

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111007302146899968 …

Oh these two are showing 1m apart for me:

3/27/2019 3:32:15 PM mongrelglory In the new "Sex Ed" curriculum that was introduced by the Ontario Liberals, the teachers were supposed to introduce 8 year olds to the concepts of 

oral and anal sex!  Parents fought back hard!

3/27/2019 3:33:33 PM lynnboyce7 WOW



3/27/2019 3:35:03 PM olimyracle "The four room of change"

People are not trained for the "deny" and then the "confusion" (chaos) room. Mainly due to the unconfortable emotion it gives one to be in the 

"confusion". pic.twitter.com/eHiEDuhqhB

3/27/2019 3:37:17 PM mongrelglory I forgot he had hooked up with them!

3/27/2019 3:38:11 PM clancy_birrell why not teach sexual alchemy in schools?

3/27/2019 3:38:30 PM adsvel Wonderful tread, wonderful explaining, cool picture. Thank You MJ12.🙏😊💖

3/27/2019 3:39:41 PM lbf777 WVN is Alice. Just block her.

3/27/2019 3:39:55 PM clancy_birrell is [D] the BlkSun breakaway civilization?

is [MJ12\Q] the Orsic aligned breakaway civilization?

3/27/2019 3:43:17 PM dawksart Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

3/27/2019 3:44:35 PM mongrelglory I'll be the communications officer, but I'm not wearing a mini-skirt!

3/27/2019 3:45:05 PM rbelcastro2 Ok. Checked it out. I get it!

3/27/2019 3:46:17 PM mongrelglory The cat looks like he's mimicking his pose! 😆

3/27/2019 3:47:23 PM laurabusse We're all learnin :-)

3/27/2019 3:49:09 PM mongrelglory Your dad sounded like a pragmatist. 😉

3/27/2019 3:51:32 PM mrblbrettish Well I'm easy to find so there's that.

3/27/2019 3:51:43 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/wupToqz1e2g 

3/27/2019 3:52:01 PM canadarocks151 The majority of us Canadians can’t stand him. He is a disgrace to his country.

3/27/2019 3:53:01 PM mongrelglory I think becoming aware during our lives that we have control and a choice is a good start.  So many religions teach us that our fate is decided by outside 

forces beyond our control.

3/27/2019 3:53:23 PM djlok He's probably the most pragmatic person I've ever met. 

When the private religious school I went to had everyone sign a vow that they wouldn't have sex until they were married, my dad told me under no 

circumstance was I to sign that evil document. I was like 13. Glad I listened!!

3/27/2019 3:55:01 PM igiant111 So annoying. Blocked.

3/27/2019 3:55:51 PM olimyracle From my experience, once people are in confusion, they tend to jump to the first available solution.

What I mean is that they're not trained to STAY in the confusion, in order to choose not the first available, but the BEST solution.

This is out of my own experience, outside US pic.twitter.com/KIqCQKaTXd

3/27/2019 3:56:51 PM djlok Yeah- it really is a beautiful thing.  And you are not alone- many lives have been affected positively by all these interactions, mine included!!

3/27/2019 3:58:33 PM lbf777 She is always the same. Never changes. Same personality from 1 username to the other. She uses gaslighting techniques.

3/27/2019 3:58:47 PM mongrelglory I know what you mean, but the chaos I'm speaking of is societal collapse and wars.

3/27/2019 3:59:01 PM covertress You are indeed a brave volunteer, for a flight deck operation would be fraught with peril. Unlike a Hollywood movie, the enemy [AI] would surely 

recognize the attempted breach and unleash unknown weaponry in it's defense.

It's better that we do this remotely, with Majick. pic.twitter.com/E2HqZGjexc

3/27/2019 4:00:23 PM melanieanders7 Chaos brings change. I guess you’re having to direct the chaos to the wanted conclusion.

3/27/2019 4:00:24 PM olimyracle It is the responsability of those in charge to decide for such a sentence.

Our responsability is not to push for death penalty but to set the stage for that ten thousand year jump.

It is not only about taking our piwer back, but to learn to use it wisely, in the benefit of ALL. pic.twitter.com/XeA2wHwF8Z

3/27/2019 4:01:33 PM ksouth21 Remember when JS confronted MJ? THAT

3/27/2019 4:01:46 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/GA8ZgdscVu

3/27/2019 4:03:25 PM olimyracle 😊 pic.twitter.com/3tpxrGsHsu

3/27/2019 4:03:51 PM drudge_gina Was he part of the False flag and needed to be hushed up. This is from the article. pic.twitter.com/qrMbFHJ5jC

3/27/2019 4:06:33 PM adeo_creata_est Depends what you eat. Meat lowers food that grows from earth raises

3/27/2019 4:07:41 PM mongrelglory The vow probably wasn't worth the paper it was written on!  Look at all those priests that have broken their vows!

3/27/2019 4:07:51 PM whitehat_van I think it's hilarious they think I'm a bot. Anyone that attacks them is considered a bot. I've had to block about a 100 of these IS-BE loons. Anyone 

thinking I'm a bot is free to DM me. MJ will never denounce Facebook, China, etc. I wonder why?

3/27/2019 4:09:04 PM whitehat_van These goons stole the account @realeyethespy from Dan Crenshaw (@TrueEyeTheSpy ). DIA is watching closely, gathering evidence.

3/27/2019 4:09:53 PM adsvel I am familiar with Gnostics and entity named Yalda..., but it doesn't explain me Prime Anomaly in the Universal context. Where the Fear come from, 

where is this very beginning?

3/27/2019 4:13:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Would he admit to a gag on subjects in exchange?

3/27/2019 4:13:10 PM adeo_creata_est I have heard many different explanations about the fallen. What do you think about majestic 12? Seems to know a lot but I’ve heard many. Knowing 

history of this group, it has always been negative

3/27/2019 4:14:00 PM hellouncledonny MJ12 is a LARP.

But a LARP with #GOOD intentions.

Same, can be said for #Q and WE as well. 

Not all LARP's have EVIL intention's.

In order to protect the sheep from the Wolfs one must become a Wolf to understand the Wolf pack.

I will always consider MJ12 and Q-patriots like Fam pic.twitter.com/qaks15yCzh

3/27/2019 4:14:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Behavior can be described as being ALICE.

ALICE is many things.

3/27/2019 4:14:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think about why & when.

3/27/2019 4:15:33 PM nun_chucknorris Majestic seems to be the spark to the follower’s fires. They definitely made me challenge my understanding of life and helped me learn from within. 

Thankful doesn’t begin to explain how I feel.

3/27/2019 4:16:08 PM mongrelglory 😶

3/27/2019 4:16:31 PM ksouth21 Directly after you mentioned that he was groomed by the MAJ12

3/27/2019 4:17:08 PM lbf777 I saw eyethespy as a clown from a mile away. MJ12 didn’t give that vibe. He seems more legit but caution is always a good thing.

3/27/2019 4:17:13 PM igiant111 MJ supports FB? Unless I’m missing something, the account has numerously slapped Zuck anf Lifelog.

3/27/2019 4:17:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did he betray that grooming?

Why else would we bring it up?

3/27/2019 4:17:57 PM igiant111 You think eye is a clown? How so? Curious.

3/27/2019 4:18:09 PM mongrelglory Well... you guys have already mentioned that it's not necessary for us to be hoarding gold for the future.  That wouldn't help Noble Gold's agenda of 

selling bullion to the masses.

3/27/2019 4:18:23 PM whitehat_van They are IS-BEs. They hang out in Keybase, have regular group meditations, and hire identity evangelists to spread their gospel. 'Every breath one 

closer to death' is their slogan. They tried to recruit me. They failed.



3/27/2019 4:18:45 PM ksouth21 Imo, he attempts to be a gatekeeper of the info on SSP and other info

Did you all know he charges for seminars on SSP disclosure?

Yet ive. Seen him criticize Tom Delaney as a gatekeeper.  

Reconcile?

3/27/2019 4:19:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you catch a fish?

3/27/2019 4:20:18 PM whitehat_van Because they know who I am and they know I'm not a bot. They also know they are in trouble. Still they persist.

3/27/2019 4:20:42 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107466430298144769 …

3/27/2019 4:20:44 PM giediknight Lol is he really telling people to buy gold like it’s 2001?

3/27/2019 4:21:00 PM djlok Same here.  And the messages are right on schedule too.  Had I been introduced to this 2-3 years ago, I would have walked away from it before even 

researching it.

3/27/2019 4:21:28 PM realityloominng But it does seem as if JS genuinely believes you're a larp, so why woulnd't he? Is the fish Noble Gold?

3/27/2019 4:21:45 PM mongrelglory Think of of all the extremist religious cults that are expecting the apocalypse (including Evangelical Christian denominations).  They might feel 

compelled to react to disclosure with violence.

3/27/2019 4:21:48 PM olimyracle True (except for 🇨🇭 ? 🙃)

The point is HOW we deal with those "negatives" emotions. Are we confortable with them ? Or are we just slaves to our bad feelings, unable to see the 

experience we are making ?

I've been challengind thousands of people about it https://youtu.be/o2AhcW85fjQ 

3/27/2019 4:21:55 PM n7guardiananon Some have been pushing silver also

3/27/2019 4:21:58 PM ksouth21 Bingo. EGO can be our worst enemy

3/27/2019 4:22:10 PM lbf777 Long story. I followed him from the beginning.

3/27/2019 4:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We provided BAIT.

Those who seeking prey.

Why?

3/27/2019 4:22:25 PM whitehat_van @LBF777 is one of them. He was one of the IS-BE hoards I had to block. They were so upset when I revealed their scheme. Keybase is mind hacking 

software.

3/27/2019 4:22:52 PM zoesinger help us here...

@TrueEyeTheSpy

 https://youtu.be/Q48-ZHhAX-g 

some real truth

3/27/2019 4:23:56 PM jrocktigers According to MJ12, they have turned over a new leaf and are purposely educating us on knowledge that has been withheld. I have learned quite a bit 

following this account. I feel the darkness that is ever present 3D has created a karmic imbalance and something put MJ12 on notice

3/27/2019 4:24:38 PM mongrelglory I own both, but I'm not buying any more.

3/27/2019 4:25:04 PM djlok All goes back to "be careful who you follow".  And those who want to drive you are not your friend.

3/27/2019 4:27:09 PM jane_q_patriot But "grooming" implies a lack of free will. I'd push back against that too. Again, whether or not it's true. If someone ever approached me and said I was 

being "groomed" by powerful, mysterious entities, I'd be like GTFOH. It's only human nature. And a God thing.

3/27/2019 4:27:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness is responsible for projecting reality.

Therefore, reality can be considered an aggregate of our consciousness.

Objects IS-BEs call "theirs" are actually subroutines in their consciousness that is responsible for projecting that reality.

More object = More chaos.

3/27/2019 4:27:24 PM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/eymckD8YQ6

3/27/2019 4:28:21 PM adeo_creata_est I will follow them. Thy are attempting the most difficult part of awaking everyone to prepare for the “event”. It’s just that I’ve heard a different version 

which rings closer to truth for me. I enjoy their teachings

3/27/2019 4:29:08 PM giediknight He is like @Cernovich trying to promote bitcoin...

3/27/2019 4:29:34 PM mongrelglory Did you feel he was betraying that grooming when he started making business partnerships with the bullion company?

3/27/2019 4:30:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 "A father's love for his children knows no bounds." - Q

IT + NY + [JC] (think [JE])

Enjoy the show.

3/27/2019 4:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Several things.

3/27/2019 4:30:58 PM djlok Noble Gold = the Predator

JS = the Bait

People part of the Q movement = Prey

Noble Gold was trying to prey on Truthers and saw JS as an "in" to sell their product.  They needed Bait and that Bait was JS.

3/27/2019 4:31:04 PM big_simp Interesting

But the Vedas would argue Consciousness is reality [ Consciousness is Form, Form is Consciousness ]

The Vedas believe Supreme Awareness [ ParaBrahman] is all and IS BEs [ ie US you and me ] are ATMAN [ a "piece" of ParaBrahman ]

Atman=Soul

We are infinite awareness

3/27/2019 4:31:17 PM giediknight Yes, I am constantly battling unloaded my “things”

3/27/2019 4:31:37 PM mongrelglory Any teacher, or master, grooms his student or apprentice in some respects.  They provide inside knowledge or opportunities, and it's up to the 

apprentice to use what they've been given wisely.

3/27/2019 4:31:44 PM keith369me Remember David Seamen...Etherium pusher, was allowed to speak on pedos, but Q was an emphatic larp!

3/27/2019 4:32:31 PM whitehat_van I can't. I've blocked them all. lol

3/27/2019 4:32:46 PM giediknight  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DSGtm-vzfpw …

3/27/2019 4:33:14 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/hoWXwRIPUv

3/27/2019 4:33:28 PM keith369me I watched part of a JS video today for the first time in quite a while.  The Nobel Gold was a turn-off.  Pretty synchronized with the MJ message an hour 

later

3/27/2019 4:33:38 PM giediknight Yupppp, all have been on infowars... Infowars is like a big POND...

3/27/2019 4:34:17 PM linnyt7 Less is more

3/27/2019 4:34:48 PM nun_chucknorris It’s been about a year for me and I have learned more in these 12 months than the entirety of my life. It’s amazing.

3/27/2019 4:35:18 PM keith369me Gold/Silver/Cryptos/stock market/paper currency...it’s all the same, manipulated...like the rest of our existence!

3/27/2019 4:35:21 PM realityloominng What does Majestic 12 think of SerialBrain2?

3/27/2019 4:35:42 PM djlok I came to the party so late, I missed all the InfoWars stuff.  Also AJ is so loud!  He really makes me feel uneasy.  I can't imagine I'm the only one who 

gets put off by that method of delivery and can't hear the message because the messenger appears so unstable.

3/27/2019 4:35:49 PM whitehat_van No. They are scattered all over. Keybase, Inc. was hiring identity evangelists. Many of them are being paid to spread the word. They target MAGAs. 

They are secretly against Trump. This is ran by Marc Andreessen, a Bloom Director, and others. Keybase, Inc. It's all there.

3/27/2019 4:36:01 PM allahuniversal Oddly enough I've sampled this before

3/27/2019 4:37:15 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I heard enough shouting in my childhood.  I don't need to listen to it on-screen.



3/27/2019 4:37:32 PM 2hellwevil How do you pardon someone that hasn't commited a crime.

#FreeGeneralFlynn

3/27/2019 4:37:37 PM adeo_creata_est Yes. It’s all about frequency. The higher the frequency, the higher the dimension you exist. You are an immortal soul made of light and chose to exist in 

this 3D body. You chose to forget. That’s the whole point. To go thru life making right decisions using free will.

3/27/2019 4:38:33 PM keith369me I listened, mostly to his guests.  I felt as if I was getting solid info from some, particularly Dr. Steve P.  Did you see his video earlier today?  Worth the 

four minutes.  I asked MJ about it, but no response.

3/27/2019 4:38:47 PM realityloominng I see, but didn't MJ just suggest JS gave in to "subconscious desries" and basically was bribed

3/27/2019 4:40:14 PM mongrelglory I started buying gold and silver when they introduced "bail-in" legislation in Canada, rather than putting more cash into a bank account. They'd just had 

the bail-ins in Cypress and I was scared about hanging on to my retirement savings (I have no pension plan). Scared no more.😊

3/27/2019 4:40:16 PM djlok Same. 

Hard for me to pay attention to him when my gut response is "dude you need to chill the f*** out. because you are stressing me out."  That's why I like 

the MJ account and the Q stuff.  No "sky is falling" BS.  Just matter of fact and to the point.

3/27/2019 4:40:40 PM jane_q_patriot True, but at some point the student has to become their own master of what they've learned, assuming he accepted MJ12's teaching. I just don't see 

evidence of JS betraying the Q movement or Great Awakening, which is what concerns me the most. The moment he does, I'll reconsider.

3/27/2019 4:40:41 PM allahuniversal FWIW I wouldn't sample anything I didn't like

3/27/2019 4:40:52 PM 1_decided_voter Thank you for adding context to that one, I had no idea WTF MJ12 was talking about.

3/27/2019 4:40:57 PM djlok I don't remember MJ12 saying that.  But I think a reasonable person could draw that conclusion.

3/27/2019 4:41:06 PM clancy_birrell doesn't have to always be that way

3/27/2019 4:41:54 PM clancy_birrell of course.  I'm physically located in OZ. All inner plane work is remote I would assume.

3/27/2019 4:42:40 PM allahuniversal Glad to assist.

3/27/2019 4:42:47 PM keith369me Not getting your TLAs...IT=Italy?...NY=New York?  JC=Comey, JE=?

3/27/2019 4:43:28 PM allahuniversal Entertaining and educational

3/27/2019 4:43:30 PM ragevirusqq Or like anyone selling a patriot flashlight?

3/27/2019 4:43:39 PM djlok I did not see it.  But I can probably count on 1 hand the number of times I've watched his stuff and that was only the times that something Q posted 

that led to discussions that led to me viewing an AJ video.....with the volume on mute and closed captioning.

3/27/2019 4:44:02 PM giediknight MJ12 mentioned AJs delivery, it’s crazy topics, needs to have that delivery.

3/27/2019 4:44:03 PM horseofw Epstein.... did somebody try to get to trumps children when they were younger???

3/27/2019 4:44:17 PM jayrambin Initial reports don’t implicate anybody. Interesting. FFs usually do. Could be legit.

3/27/2019 4:44:47 PM magakitten JE is Epstein? Maybe

3/27/2019 4:45:07 PM realityloominng Could elaborate on the anti-cabal alliances, on and off planet, who are behind The Plan 50Y? Faction names etc.. What stance does Majestic 12 

majority have in the negotiations/fight for the future?

3/27/2019 4:45:13 PM djlok Ivanka

3/27/2019 4:46:10 PM allahuniversal More context (<6 minutes) https://youtu.be/zO1y-Tm8dSI 

3/27/2019 4:46:31 PM mongrelglory Most good students outgrow their Master, and most good Masters expect them to. 🙂

   I don't think MJ-12 are telling people not to listen to JS's message.  I just think they were concerned that his message was at risk of getting subverted 

due to his "business arrangements" etc...

3/27/2019 4:46:51 PM keith369me So Ivanka + NY, Comey/Grooming...Dad, DJT vowed to take them down!!

3/27/2019 4:47:41 PM giediknight He has been taking about Q stuff for 20+ years

3/27/2019 4:48:03 PM kindeandtrue How many Syrians will have to die because of @POTUS' oil ambitions?

3/27/2019 4:48:10 PM the_fjalar ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

3/27/2019 4:49:16 PM mongrelglory Not necessarily.  It's when the messenger agrees to "self-censor" their message in exchange for the endorsement money, that you have to worry.

3/27/2019 4:50:25 PM keith369me Earlier it took a sledgehammer to expose truth, now it is a tweezer.

3/27/2019 4:50:33 PM antarantanka Interesting concept. If accurate the greedy are the most chaotic of all. What does that say for patent trolls?

3/27/2019 4:50:35 PM azuremagus All reality is consensus reality by individual conscious sentient beings until 7D which is Source,  where All is One

3/27/2019 4:51:05 PM mongrelglory I think no-one disputes that AJ played a role in the Great Awakening for many people.

3/27/2019 4:52:01 PM cledrordfishing Deep stuff right there. 

Not sure I'm tracking, but I'm trying.

3/27/2019 4:53:00 PM rosiequartz77 Either Amazon Prime or Hulu. If you have them.

3/27/2019 4:53:13 PM apex_starseed This might help out😉 pic.twitter.com/U6SHFCnH5y

3/27/2019 4:53:22 PM djlok He certainly has!  Even before I was WOKE, I had heard of him.  I had heard bad things about him, like he was a loon, but I had still heard of him.

3/27/2019 4:53:39 PM mommahood777 whaaaaat?! 

Really?

Seriously?

smh

3/27/2019 4:53:48 PM iquqweq Great Thread Lori as always!

3/27/2019 4:54:38 PM daveschroeder18 Hello Alice coming to play? 😆

3/27/2019 4:54:42 PM keith369me He is a loon

3/27/2019 4:54:59 PM keith369me ...that sometimes had good messages

3/27/2019 4:55:28 PM whitehat_van I misread this. MJ could be what you describe, but more likely they are full time. Look at the name. Tienanmen Square Scientists using Majestic 

technology to mind hack unsuspecting MAGAs in to committing acts of terror? Sounds crazy, right?

3/27/2019 4:55:48 PM daveschroeder18 JS comes to mind.

3/27/2019 4:56:01 PM jane_q_patriot I gotcha. Also, the moment I ever feel *obligated* to pay him a dime (which is very different than wanting to, nor have I ever donated to him), I would 

reconsider then, too. So far, so good...

3/27/2019 4:56:55 PM lbf777 Lol white hat van is that Alice AI bot. I just called her out an hour ago so she is attacking me. I blocked her a long time ago but I can still choose to view 

her posts.

3/27/2019 4:57:40 PM whitehat_van Oh yes Dave. And the AI says, you're an idiot if you believe these fools. This troll's blood rolls red!

3/27/2019 4:57:50 PM stevephillps81 The shift is coming, can feel the masses awakening it's a good that time

3/27/2019 4:58:09 PM ragevirusqq How do we know if he censored certain subjects? I don’t care for JS because Of negativity, lack of humility and what seems like elitism within his 

“truther” realm. But WO this account saying this how would we know?

3/27/2019 4:59:22 PM stormmedicine @lionel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LevinTV @Jim_Jordan @VP @Cordicon

3/27/2019 4:59:51 PM ragevirusqq We can pick up intuitively some and choose to listen to him or not. But can only make assumptions about what he has exchanged

3/27/2019 5:00:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd It's more than that, it's educating our children. Many 10/12 year olds are having sex bc it's what "Hollywood" encourages. Look at clothes, how they're 

designed to make young girls look older. I challenge any mother to find panties for their six year old that aren't bikini!

3/27/2019 5:00:07 PM kindeandtrue It's a perfectly valid question and far more relevant than talking about elevating one's consciousness and metaphysical mumbo jumbo.

3/27/2019 5:01:41 PM mommahood777 Thank you! Looking forward to it! The emotional trip through all of this unraveling of truth-we are so hungry for Justice, people are losing focus and 

getting blood thirsty-NO! Every day is getting better and better, feel the power of peace, fresh air.. feel the force around you!



3/27/2019 5:02:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd My comment stands....NO 14 year old is prepared physically for sexual intercourse and the responsibility that follows should a pregnancy arise. NO 14 

year old is anatomically prepared for sex or pregnancy. I say this with an Anatomy degree from a medical standpoint.

3/27/2019 5:02:27 PM giediknight Was it his marijuana use?

3/27/2019 5:02:50 PM cryptocrab4 These people sure are expensive ...

Are they playing a game ?

Where does it lead us ? Alien encounter ? Fake Alien encounter ?

#GreenNewDeal

 https://www.public.navy.mil/fcc-c10f/Pages/home.aspx …
3/27/2019 5:03:20 PM lori_dee1 Thank you dear one! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/27/2019 5:04:16 PM jane_q_patriot And remember, Yoda and Obi Wan were pretty irritated, too, when Luke ran off to help his friends before completing his training. But, it all worked out 

in the end. Ultimately, I "trust THE plan." 🙂

3/27/2019 5:04:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Should a tragedy take place there ABSOLUTELY needs to be resources for the families involved. All of us need to ban together and support each other. 

This includes knowing who our kids are with at all times, what they have on their social media, and know who their influences are.

3/27/2019 5:06:44 PM apex_starseed Yup..check out how Q is much bigger than most think they are also pushing people towards exo-politics towards Conscienceness Ascension 

pic.twitter.com/qFIkCfa4EY

3/27/2019 5:07:30 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/J4HWP4WBzr

3/27/2019 5:07:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd It is essential for all young girls who have unplanned pregnancy to be supported. No child born today in the USA should ever feel unwanted or have to 

go through what so many of our kids face on a daily basis. Clearly we all must do better. Support our young ppl and LOVE them.

3/27/2019 5:08:11 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/7sIOFwb1hH

3/27/2019 5:08:18 PM realchindsight Are they lying to people that should be lied to? Decent people only lie to children to protect and/or placate them...

3/27/2019 5:09:28 PM gi6stars It doesn't matter. If everything they are talking about is going to become public knowledge with first contact and ET exposure. I'm sure at that point 

we'll all be friends. Once a week, he and others should unblock everyone. Simply for the exposure. I am very new to it all. #MAGA

3/27/2019 5:12:59 PM blossomduane Damit I wish I could understand this

3/27/2019 5:13:29 PM mommahood777 Good grief. 

1. POTUS has no interest in oil.  

2.  POTUS does not create situations of death.

3.  Learn what REALLY happened in Syria. 

 If you have no interest in the subject matter on this page, unfollow/go away

3/27/2019 5:14:34 PM marjot13 ~UNBELIEVEABLE-

Explains ROBIN WILLIAMS self execution.

SATANIC PEDOPHILES ABOUND IN ALL POSITIONS OF WEALTH AND POWER!~

3/27/2019 5:14:38 PM worldxplorer1 Keith I just wanted to comment that I really appreciate the observations and comments you add to these threads. Very thoughtful.

3/27/2019 5:16:02 PM kindeandtrue Please don't dictate to me where I should or shouldn't go, ma'am.

3/27/2019 5:16:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd We MUST educate our kids, get PARENTS involved in children's lives. Kids NEED to understand repercussions from unprotected sex. Children's brains 

aren't developed as teens, they cannot foresee the danger/life altering events of unplanned sex. LOVE them and be there for them. 

pic.twitter.com/SNkulzcPTe

3/27/2019 5:19:53 PM mommahood777 Dictate?!  Just a suggestion. 

You're quite the inflammatory one...

Come to my page if you want to play some more, this is inappropriate for this thread.

3/27/2019 5:20:46 PM laurabusse Wow

3/27/2019 5:21:01 PM blsdbe Again

3/27/2019 5:25:10 PM kindeandtrue Don't tell me where to go on the internet, bossy bear.

3/27/2019 5:25:32 PM gi6stars I'm sure they're not. 

😂🤣😂😂🤣

Dont tell them. No need to make them upset. 🐮

Where's the Beef.🐂🐃🐂🐃

3/27/2019 5:27:42 PM mommahood777 You're amusing...  Have a nice day!!!

3/27/2019 5:29:44 PM kindeandtrue You, too. My consciousness doesn't react well to news that US forces are bombing Syrians, that's all. It's nothing personal.

3/27/2019 5:31:10 PM happykat9  https://www.exopolitics.org/qanon-on-how-ending-iran-peace-deal-thwarts-deep-state-plans-for-nuclear-false-flag-attack/ …

3/27/2019 5:31:43 PM davidtu57375728 Stargate episode ascention is a must watch. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and catch this seasons 5 episode 5. 5:5?!?! Big disclosure. I always watched this show 

and I knew inside there was facts. WINNING FOR MANKIND!!!!

3/27/2019 5:37:43 PM mongrelglory I recently made the mistake of signing up for David Wilcock's "live-stream" videos on ascension.  (I usually like his videos).  Since then I've been 

bombarded with e-mails telling me it's the "last chance" to sign up for his new Ascension School!  I didn't.

3/27/2019 5:40:45 PM beeshelb What about Dilley, anyone have thoughts about his show? He promotes MAGA businesses, and seems Q friendly.

3/27/2019 5:42:02 PM djlok I'm cool with him.  I can see how he'd rub some people the wrong way and may come across as arrogant...but I have no problem with him.  He's very 

funny (to me).

3/27/2019 5:42:29 PM jane_q_patriot That's hilarious! Like a highway pit stop sign or something?! Last chance to ascend! (For however many miles...) See now? Sense of humor is KEY! 

😂🤣

3/27/2019 5:44:51 PM keith369me Thank you...it’s not me it’s my higher self!

3/27/2019 5:45:25 PM mongrelglory They've replied in the past that he does a fairly good job at decoding the messages.

3/27/2019 5:46:38 PM ksouth21 Ugh.

3/27/2019 5:46:56 PM wotrwokr amazing.

thank you for your hard work.

3/27/2019 5:47:05 PM mongrelglory I can't remember my PIN numbers for my cards, but I still remember all the words to Bohemian Rhapsody! 😝

3/27/2019 5:52:02 PM jane_q_patriot I hope we at least gave the poor typist a giggle...

3/27/2019 5:56:21 PM enomai_ Because, your use for them has ran out?

3/27/2019 5:56:49 PM enomai_ And, theyre doing things undesirable?

3/27/2019 5:58:18 PM mongrelglory Hi green unicorn frog! 😁

3/27/2019 5:58:51 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12... You are DEEP.... 💙🇺🇸

3/27/2019 6:00:36 PM mongrelglory I should clarify that I'm no longer scared of bail-ins.  I'm choosing to no longer give in to "fear-porn" news.

3/27/2019 6:03:33 PM enomai_ Very deep

3/27/2019 6:04:44 PM synackstatic If the aggregate consciousness is reality, then the aggregate must find an equilibrium of functional order. You cannot go on a killing rampage and 

expect the aggregate to accept that as a functional mode of being. It's social selection to which we are biologically evolved.

3/27/2019 6:06:38 PM mongrelglory I don't think MJ-12 would object to JS using marijuana as they've talked about the benefits in the past.  Jordan says he uses it much less now anyways.  

I think MJ-12 are more concerned about the message not being distorted.



3/27/2019 6:06:46 PM allahuniversal Creativity can't be suppressed, and shouldn't be

3/27/2019 6:07:22 PM synackstatic That equilibrium contains the bounds around which data is passed from one generation to another. It's the story of Adam and Eve. It was highly 

functional for woman to realize the existence of predators, then enlist man to protect, provide, and build in the name of the family.

3/27/2019 6:09:39 PM synackstatic That family being the basic building block upon which the aggregate formed social success. That success fostered a conduit of useful information 

through time from generation to generation. Thus the selective process comes to bear on reality through the functional family unit.

3/27/2019 6:11:56 PM synackstatic The formation of a new link in the chain of generations is reliant on woman's choice of mate removing the selective pressure of nature and placing it in 

the mind of woman. Hence why nature is a feminine achetype. The idea of mother nature is derived from the aggregates perception

3/27/2019 6:14:35 PM synackstatic ...of woman. Both the good and the bad. But the formation of family can be loving or hurtful. Man can be benevolent or tyrannical. Loving families 

logically provides the most stable set of functional data to the children. Love your children and they will love their children.

3/27/2019 6:16:05 PM pamelaclearwood Not everything is what it seems. It's going to be OK.

3/27/2019 6:16:21 PM mongrelglory If gold and silver become worthless because of replicator technology...then I'm going to have a really snazzy coin belt for my bellydancing. 😜

3/27/2019 6:18:17 PM richardhiatt16 Can’t I go for a trip on a Star Ship first? 🤓💙🇺🇸

3/27/2019 6:18:17 PM synackstatic But what about the tyrannical family? The evil hurtful family? Can inflicted harm of horrific scale also convey data over time? Can those methods be 

considered functional? What would those traits be? Secretive? Existing in the shadow? Preying on the greater culture of love?

3/27/2019 6:20:46 PM synackstatic Now we have two methods of social fitness. What about if these processes are viewed at 100,000 feet? Aggregate good and aggregate evil competing 

to extend one more generation, to shine light on the shadows, or to break away from the reliance on the light bearing culture?

3/27/2019 6:24:38 PM jrocktigers Pictures or it we dont believe you... HAHAH

3/27/2019 6:25:12 PM synackstatic Because evil needs to corrupt something. What is evil without love? Anyways. Rambling on now.

3/27/2019 6:26:33 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/6lSharKOWP

3/27/2019 6:35:45 PM sabermarris Daily motion as well

3/27/2019 6:36:36 PM cavalleygirlnar My daughter & grandson saw about 200 of them & watched their activity for over 2 hours!

3/27/2019 6:37:13 PM hempful_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG1; S1EP10. This is the depiction of Draco’s, right? I’m Thor’s “jail”

3/27/2019 6:40:15 PM davidtu57375728 What are some naturally occurring substances in Arizona can one extract dmt from? 

It's hard to find forsure non GMO food, what are other ways are there to raise vibration? Any chants, darkroom enlightenment, anythin to help in the 

Ascension process.

3/27/2019 6:40:49 PM cavalleygirlnar Energy!

3/27/2019 6:41:05 PM iamcldpatricia Prays & bars

3/27/2019 6:41:31 PM davidtu57375728 What are some naturally occurring substances in Arizona can one extract dmt from? 

It's hard to find forsure non GMO food, what are other ways are there to raise vibration? Any chants, darkroom enlightenment, anythin to help in the 

Ascension process.

3/27/2019 6:42:58 PM heyjkevin Are you saying Williams was a pedophile?

3/27/2019 6:43:21 PM ekotoons OOH WHAT'S THIS?

3/27/2019 6:46:08 PM snakejackal Seduction of conditional love to mother is like Snake cheating EVE for rebel against fathers unconditional love.  Conflicts of hate started and boundaries 

are form.  True Love has no boundaries.

3/27/2019 6:46:58 PM giediknight Not sure if the timeline, but if he was told to stay clean, then goes and smokes super strong hydro... then I would think that is something that would 

cause alarm.

3/27/2019 7:02:41 PM daveschroeder18 It's nice if you to come here and help us see the light.

3/27/2019 7:07:17 PM toffer_anon_369 Whoa!  F = JS ???  JS = F ???

3/27/2019 7:07:35 PM carolin15161363 I have a ring that I wore at one of the most painful times of my life. Inscribed inside it says "Live Simply". I pray I can find it again.

3/27/2019 7:12:15 PM iamcldpatricia Many need to see someone doing a perp walk.

Perps need to understand the end choice

3/27/2019 7:14:19 PM thevagrantpepe Are you saying the universe/creator cares about numerical order in multiplication? What other matricies are there, or does the fabric simply allow for 

division? Is division the way out of entropy?

3/27/2019 7:16:22 PM carolin15161363 IT=Italy

NY=New York

JC=James Comey

JE=Jeffrey Epstein

Was James Comey involved in trafficking children through ports in Italy and New York?

3/27/2019 7:17:48 PM allahuniversal Are you saying that sampling should be done with taste? Or speaking to taste in music in general?

3/27/2019 7:17:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 (No Yes)^2

3/27/2019 7:18:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/27/2019 7:19:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 T2 Update

SIGCOMMS

BAIT

Trust the plan.

3/27/2019 7:20:02 PM carolin15161363 Is IT tech?

3/27/2019 7:20:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/27/2019 7:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 I'd be dating her if she weren't my daughter. - 45

3/27/2019 7:20:55 PM blsdbe Trusting the Plan. Sending Blessings for T2. Thank you for the Update, MJ 😇🙏😇

3/27/2019 7:21:13 PM thevagrantpepe MJ3 = media arm? Close encounters etc?

3/27/2019 7:21:32 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/P1aUH7tpSD

3/27/2019 7:21:33 PM giediknight International Trade?

3/27/2019 7:21:36 PM blsdbe Ivanka?

3/27/2019 7:21:59 PM crazycooder Wow. You flipped ?

3/27/2019 7:22:12 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/27/2019 7:22:23 PM blsdbe (Facepalm)...

3/27/2019 7:22:33 PM 1_decided_voter I never understood why he said this.

3/27/2019 7:22:46 PM adeo_creata_est Who was Jesus?

3/27/2019 7:22:48 PM carolin15161363 Clapper?

3/27/2019 7:23:06 PM allahuniversal When done from the soul & with refinement, art is art, which ideally helps to advance civilization. Debauchery, I'm sure we can both agree, isn't art. It's 

debauchery.

3/27/2019 7:23:21 PM giediknight Oh IT = Ivanka Trump



3/27/2019 7:23:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Legitimate threat not coming from Clowns.

Now the secret societies will start activating their assets.

See something, say something.

 https://www.fbi.gov/tips 

This is not a game.

T2 SIGCOMM

3/27/2019 7:23:29 PM ksouth21 Ivanka Trump

3/27/2019 7:23:57 PM jrocktigers 😳WOW

3/27/2019 7:24:42 PM giediknight Oh man, don’t tell us that JC did something with IT in NY, JE style...

3/27/2019 7:25:43 PM launa_usa Always came across as an enemy... in my opion. Unfortunate. Definitely entertaining! But, yeah, only have so much time in a day. Garbage in=Garbage 

out. I’ll go with non-garbage stuff. 👍🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/27/2019 7:25:46 PM jmallett0 Dan Burisch yay or nay

3/27/2019 7:25:47 PM ricky52222196 Were are you going with this MJ12?

3/27/2019 7:26:31 PM ricky52222196 And why is it you type 45 its with a - ? I'd like to know

3/27/2019 7:27:12 PM eisentourage Or hinting that it’s not his daughter..

3/27/2019 7:29:56 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/kIWROu5nSJ

3/27/2019 7:30:16 PM rucrazy_97 Because he said he will Declas at the right time on Hannity

3/27/2019 7:30:49 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ZWnZNLRl3l

3/27/2019 7:31:26 PM carolin15161363 Was James Clapper involved in taking advantage of the huge amounts of children coming up through Africa and boating to Italy to grab them up and 

ship them from IT to NY to traffic them? Is this linked to his ISIS cell warning in IT Spring 2016?

3/27/2019 7:33:03 PM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/WQv4hWQmfg

3/27/2019 7:33:13 PM igiant111 So we passed? ;)

3/27/2019 7:33:25 PM giediknight Lots of ways to take this, IT knew about JE style operations in NY, JC was involved, she provided the info, or worse... she got caught up... have to 

meditate on this one

3/27/2019 7:33:36 PM dark2light2019 Ivanka trump, netenyahu not sure on rest

3/27/2019 7:33:45 PM carolin15161363 I see a lot of Ivanka Trump. Is she IT?

3/27/2019 7:33:56 PM slipperyslope18 Super bright, classy and has her own money.

3/27/2019 7:35:03 PM aprilbrown99 Blown out of proportion obviously.

3/27/2019 7:36:08 PM carolin15161363 I went way off. Did Comey threaten Ivanka or her children?

3/27/2019 7:37:05 PM aprilbrown99 He loves is daughter and is so proud of her. He didn’t mean it literally but the FAKE media sure played it that way.

3/27/2019 7:37:31 PM starehope Thank you.

3/27/2019 7:37:34 PM aetherwalker1 “Attachment is the root of suffering[dukkha].”

3/27/2019 7:38:15 PM johnny__nas Ivanka + New York + James Comey (Jeffery Epstein investigation)

3/27/2019 7:42:24 PM allahuniversal [JC] (T2 = T.weet T.ranslation?)

[We own you & your family] [187]

]"General"[ = threat to others

"A FATHER'S LOVE FOR HIS CHILDREN KNOWS NO BOUNDS." -> ref. To Family, Loved as much as God and Country)...etc etc

There's a lot (more) to unpack here pic.twitter.com/wR07u8UCej

3/27/2019 7:43:35 PM aetherwalker1 🤨

3/27/2019 7:43:37 PM tncharlene -45

3/27/2019 7:44:35 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

3/27/2019 7:46:58 PM f961854  pic.twitter.com/9eBupVxJcs

3/27/2019 7:48:16 PM aprilbrown99 Typist 2 that was 187 yesterday

3/27/2019 7:48:54 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe you should report that woman’s tweet?

3/27/2019 7:50:28 PM allahuniversal Yes, marketable rap music is a commodity for the entertainment industry, far from it's roots in hip-hop (the music + the culture). Rap music, I've never 

contributed my talents to, #blingbling is not my #thingthing. Hip-hop = a knowledge base . Rap music = cabal repackaging.

3/27/2019 7:51:00 PM calicryptobetty Ha ha! Kornfed, love that name. I am not triggered. Just pointing out the part of T that says things like the above quote. He is that guy. We all know 

one.

3/27/2019 7:51:10 PM allahuniversal Or, was that what actually happened?

3/27/2019 7:53:00 PM whitehat_van If you think I'm Alice then you've already drank the cool-aid.

3/27/2019 7:53:36 PM jrocktigers Multiple compadres have done just that. Thank you. Timing impeccable as usual.

3/27/2019 7:55:23 PM f961854 You really should go back and listen to that recording again. 

You are misquoting Pres. Trump.

3/27/2019 7:57:28 PM aprilbrown99 You are awesome JRockTigers!

3/27/2019 7:58:18 PM savethesedogs So Ivanka in New York obtained damning  evidence of Comey in the manner of Epstein?

3/27/2019 7:58:29 PM jrocktigers Well thank you! Back at you!

3/27/2019 7:59:44 PM aetherwalker1 'I thought there weren't any fish in your pond.'  -Carter  😏

3/27/2019 8:02:12 PM djlok 5:5

3/27/2019 8:02:23 PM calicryptobetty oh lord.. no sense of humor?

3/27/2019 8:03:39 PM djlok Think bait.

3/27/2019 8:04:35 PM holotropik Action in Melbourne Australia today...

3/27/2019 8:05:51 PM f961854 I have a great sense of humor.

Definatey not when defaming the President by regurgitating false information.

3/27/2019 8:07:06 PM aprilbrown99 I am not so good at this sigcomms stuff. Trying to learn, discern  and understand. I would totally suck at being a secret spy. I have never been able to 

tell any lie and get away with it.

3/27/2019 8:13:26 PM djlok I don't know sigcomms.  This? pic.twitter.com/B34DBFM1Fw

3/27/2019 8:14:11 PM calicryptobetty You are a good egg Kornfed. Very proud of your diligence.. I deleted the tweet because you got triggered.... I too love my president.. carry on in peace...

3/27/2019 8:14:46 PM starehope Then who is JE?

3/27/2019 8:15:33 PM starehope Why is Jared in [  ]?

3/27/2019 8:18:18 PM scarlett_0hara Is that true or is it more anonymous #FakeNews your heard on CNN? 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2019 8:18:19 PM freedom37035392 3/22/2019 Bobby 3 sticks drops report.

3/27/2019 8:18:29 PM jrocktigers Signal communications.

3/27/2019 8:19:05 PM djlok Thank you!!!

3/27/2019 8:22:27 PM starehope Was thinking Comey.

3/27/2019 8:22:38 PM youstinksoap Twin Towers.

3/27/2019 8:24:16 PM starehope Has to be the connection. JE was an example

3/27/2019 8:25:14 PM mongrelglory 'Close enough!'  -Jack

3/27/2019 8:25:26 PM starehope So JC pulled a JE on IT in NY?

3/27/2019 8:27:36 PM adeo_creata_est Wow! Thank you. Where did you get this?

3/27/2019 8:27:49 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

3/27/2019 8:30:24 PM starehope Sleep well KAT!



3/27/2019 8:31:12 PM mongrelglory The thought had crossed my mind last night, however I thought "If the 187 turns out not to be true, I'm going to be really pissed that they screwed 

with our emotions!" 🤨

3/27/2019 8:32:49 PM aprilbrown99 I guess we just misinterpreted the sigcomms.

3/27/2019 8:33:04 PM aetherwalker1 Now I'm SO glad I have watched the entire SG-1 series a few times!  👌🏼

[My Intuition always drew me to it.]

3/27/2019 8:33:21 PM jrocktigers Disinformation is necessary.

3/27/2019 8:35:38 PM mommahood777 will Q post suicide weekend again?  SB2...   hmmm...they might start dropping like flies.   Prayers for POTUS.. 3,6 9 to keep him safe

3/27/2019 8:35:50 PM aprilbrown99 I guess but I actually cried. I was sad.  Stupid as it sounds not knowing personally who Typist2 is...I was sad.  I am trying to keep my ego out of the way 

but I am a little annoyed. 🥴

3/27/2019 8:37:18 PM aprilbrown99 I get it tho....so much bigger than we even know.

3/27/2019 8:37:28 PM mongrelglory Doesn't mean I have to like being played for an idiot.  I won't stay mad forever, but I will be mad.  I might stay away from this account for...at least 12 

hours.

3/27/2019 8:38:08 PM aprilbrown99 🤗

3/27/2019 8:38:49 PM mongrelglory I hear you sister! 😔

3/27/2019 8:39:27 PM mongrelglory 😁

3/27/2019 8:39:38 PM djlok Disinformation is real.

3/27/2019 8:40:13 PM jrocktigers Not stupid to be sad when another being that you are connected with in a positive manner is unjustly harmed. It just shows you are not a sociopath 

and have a great heart!

3/27/2019 8:40:17 PM nathans27441765 Thats why theres us sheep dogs. Thats our job :)

3/27/2019 8:40:40 PM djlok Bingo!

3/27/2019 8:40:43 PM aprilbrown99 I guess this is why women aren’t usually part of MJ12.  Too emotional,  personally speaking of course. 😊

3/27/2019 8:40:47 PM mongrelglory Uhm...no, it was a pretty clear psyops.

3/27/2019 8:41:58 PM richardhiatt16 I’ll leave this alone.... 😎💙🇺🇸

3/27/2019 8:42:00 PM nathans27441765 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Whats youre name mean. You are def on point. Very smart and educated keep up the hard work. Im glad we got to meet.

3/27/2019 8:42:17 PM aprilbrown99 😂

3/27/2019 8:44:50 PM nun_chucknorris Nobody is playing anybody for an idiot. If you assign it as so, so it will be. If you felt it may be disinfo, then you got the message they were trying to pass 

along. Quite the opposite of being played for an idiot actually.

3/27/2019 8:46:01 PM aprilbrown99 I am not mad at anyone. I am annoyed with myself...I will be over it in about 10 mins. I don’t stay mad/annoyed for very long. Expends too much 

energy. 🌸

3/27/2019 8:46:52 PM _chelseaproject MJ12 doesnt say things without reason. What is being implied here?

3/27/2019 8:47:33 PM jrocktigers I hope the bait was taken and intel. was successfully gleaned.

3/27/2019 8:54:04 PM mongrelglory It made me feel sad and somewhat depressed last night.  People offered to send flowers for the funeral and I was saying prayers for people.  My 

thought about it being a psyops was a fearful one, because I have been played by people before.  I'm working on getting my trust back...

3/27/2019 8:54:43 PM mongrelglory ...I am not furious, but I am disappointed and have the right to feel angry for a while.

3/27/2019 8:55:41 PM jrocktigers Amen Sister!

3/27/2019 8:57:37 PM djlok Absolutely you have the right to feel that way...and I think any reasonable person would.  Where this situation is different is that everyone can see the 

comms, including [them]. 

Fish, bait, prey.  Hence the need to "Trust The Plan".

3/27/2019 9:00:10 PM jrocktigers Very valid emotion. You guys can count on me. What you read is what you get.

3/27/2019 9:01:07 PM djlok 👆👆👆👊👊👊

3/27/2019 9:06:32 PM mongrelglory I do understand there's a plan.  I hope it was successful, whatever it was. 😔

3/27/2019 9:11:09 PM aprilbrown99 🙃

3/27/2019 9:14:29 PM aprilbrown99 Ok this is like the 30th time I have hit the little ❤️. What the heck is wrong with this twitter post. 🥴. I am starting to get OCD. Lol

3/27/2019 9:15:42 PM w_gqqx ja

3/27/2019 9:16:05 PM charmanda9 Aww @MongrelGlory 😕 It wasn’t just you. #metoo I love your open sincerity. I agree with @Nun_chucknorris ... you learned. We all did.

3/27/2019 9:26:23 PM allahuniversal Was thinking (lame) FF attempts (general threats to others), with what ammo (as supposedly they're out of it), can't be sure. Yet a narrative shift 

before the end of the week would be a plus for MSM+, panic might push a try.

3/27/2019 9:26:41 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/e5296vSQKD

3/27/2019 9:26:49 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏼

3/27/2019 9:28:06 PM jwise_87 Uhhh.....🤔🤔🤔🤔

3/27/2019 9:31:42 PM mongrelglory Thanks Charmanda.  I will say that if T2 is alive, then I'm very glad for that!

3/27/2019 9:36:11 PM charmanda9 Very true. What spirit!

3/27/2019 9:37:33 PM 1_decided_voter I suspect the modern day "birds and bees" lessons we are learning through movies and TV with disclosure.

3/27/2019 9:42:10 PM daveo6145 🐟

3/27/2019 9:43:06 PM truthpirate4rt  pic.twitter.com/REEluuep09

3/27/2019 9:45:24 PM jswdh1 Yea that's just saying I have a beautiful talented intelligent daughter anyone would be lucky to date! What is  MJ's point here?

3/27/2019 9:46:52 PM jswdh1 Yes..DS said drop the EO or we go after your kids! They tried, Barr said there's no evidence of anything.. that's what I heard anyway...

3/27/2019 9:47:32 PM jrocktigers Consider that trait a blessing.

3/27/2019 9:48:47 PM jswdh1 Yep! I could say that about my son! Cuz I raised him to be someone anyone would be lucky to be with! He's sensitive, caring, respectful, intelligent, 

good looking, loyal, etc... I wish I had found a man like my son instead of one more like my dad who was a cheater!

3/27/2019 9:51:28 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPBNWhpkFmU …

3/27/2019 9:51:51 PM carolin15161363 Is that when Don Jr. got rid of his SS detail?

3/27/2019 9:52:02 PM jswdh1 He's just saying I have a beautiful talented intelligent daughter any1 would b lucky 2date! What is  MJ's point here? I would say same about my son! I 

would have much rather found someone like my son 2b with than like my dad who cheated! Doesn't mean he would date his daughter!

3/27/2019 9:53:46 PM jswdh1 I've been thinking the same lately! They said their mission is to control earth?! Their Intel is exactly what Q says but after Q says it! I'm not going to 

follow anymore wasting time!

3/27/2019 9:55:26 PM jswdh1 Didn't hear that bit heard Jared did. Could be tho. Idk.

3/27/2019 9:55:54 PM jswdh1 Which is y he didn't cave they're clean.

3/27/2019 9:57:56 PM _the_psychonaut Because #TheGreatAwakening is all about exposing the darkness by shining a light. Sometimes, bait is required to draw them into the light

3/27/2019 9:59:39 PM awakeandsing123 Who is T2? Thanks.

3/27/2019 10:01:05 PM brad34351293 What is up with JS partaking in a 'ritual' @ Contact in the Desert 17 with Mr. Alliance CG & his Satanist production partner?

Yet, you say JS was groomed by an MJ. Is your group Satanic believers?

3/27/2019 10:11:16 PM adheysuk I'm guessing he's saying, 'I admire her intelligence and beautybeauty everything she's capable of. But there is a morale and ethical boundary that he 

would never ever cross.' A true fathers love is not twisted or perverse. It's he implying someone's not a true father?

3/27/2019 10:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 !Comey

3/27/2019 10:19:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bot or no bot, is irrelevant when defining ALICE.



3/27/2019 10:19:47 PM cocopuffster12 Typist 2?? I was at work all day today and yesterday, still trying to figure it out. T2, typist 2 - 187. I think

3/27/2019 10:22:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verified clowns. https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1110932821869158400 …

3/27/2019 10:23:26 PM _the_psychonaut Never A Straight Answer

3/27/2019 10:23:52 PM wokepatriot1776 What’s the point?

3/27/2019 10:24:04 PM nikoscali 2024 is easy especially if we apply some Majestic technology

3/27/2019 10:24:18 PM cocopuffster12 Me as well. I am so transparent.

3/27/2019 10:24:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 WRONG. It's easier than you expect, it simply requires a clean mind to comprehend the implications. Anons on MJ12's stream are aware. 55M people 

in 2019 alone. We are a threat to some despite JD shadow banning MJ12. We play by the rules. No special MJ12 treatment here. 

https://twitter.com/ScienceNews/status/1111071683715190785 …

3/27/2019 10:26:20 PM lbf777 Are White Hats behind the True Detective series that exposes Pizzagate & pedoLuciferianism in General? 

I don’t see why the Deep State would redpill the audience so I figure White Hats are behind it. pic.twitter.com/N4dQlXNSbi

3/27/2019 10:26:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn the comms.

[They] traffick children.

How do you fit in?

Awkward turtle 🐢?

3/27/2019 10:26:33 PM peilmymailcom1 Good Luck With That 1. pic.twitter.com/ltn6aYbMaF

3/27/2019 10:26:39 PM big_simp Maybe they want to do another deal with the Future timeline Nazis { reptilian Draco] on the Moon Base pic.twitter.com/oBTVNlOxmN

3/27/2019 10:28:00 PM big_simp Google search this

"kozyrevs mirror" pic.twitter.com/1VK4veo3Si

3/27/2019 10:28:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentionally complex. Raises LARP alarms and we accept that reality as should you. But at what point are our coincidences not coincidences? Does 

truth resonate from within? Do we emphasize message over messenger to intentionally prevent SHEEP from following MJ12 blindly.

3/27/2019 10:28:41 PM aprilbrown99 They always put it in front of our eyes expecting us not to believe it and still be asleep. Sheeple no more. Dark to LIGHT.

3/27/2019 10:28:58 PM beckabakes4211 I get it.

3/27/2019 10:29:00 PM wearediamonds2 I think, and hope, that there are a lot of undercover white hats in the industry 🌞 I know I am one 😉

3/27/2019 10:30:54 PM wokepatriot1776 All I get from that quote is you insinuating 45 wants to hook up with his daughter. How does that have anything to do with [They] traffic children? Not 

sure how I fit in considering I don’t know what we are even talking about.

3/27/2019 10:31:06 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I understand completely. I am learning and I appreciated you teaching me. It was a good lesson.

3/27/2019 10:31:59 PM apex_starseed Yup...and that 55M will keep increasing.😉😊

3/27/2019 10:32:14 PM wokepatriot1776 Please explain then. Maybe im just that dense to not pick up on this

3/27/2019 10:32:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expand your thinking. Anons are here to help.

3/27/2019 10:34:27 PM wokepatriot1776 Any Anons care to enlighten me as to what comms I’m missing?

3/27/2019 10:35:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're only dense if you choose to be dense. Everybody learns at different rates and we must all accept that reality. IT was caught up in [JE]-like events 

with [JC]!Comey in NY. However while 45 was "in the club", he never partook in abusing kids, so when child abusers would ask,

3/27/2019 10:37:00 PM wokepatriot1776 See that makes way more sense. I understand I may be way more dense that some, but I’ve been wide wake to what’s really been going on for a long 

time. I’m sorry I don’t see how that message was made clear in your original quote. I do thank you for clarifying. 🙏🏻

3/27/2019 10:37:23 PM hellouncledonny HIVE MIND technology.

Their days are numbered.

THE GREAT AWAKENING pic.twitter.com/QJiX1MpLCK

3/27/2019 10:38:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if it were human?

Would the Ego Entity of the IS-BE be the same personality?

How much personality is embedded in DNA?

You'd be shocked to know how much. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1111126684219179009 …

3/27/2019 10:39:51 PM nursewounds Look up worst Podesta emails, Podesta art collection, start there. Made my stomach turn a long time ago, been turning ever since.

3/27/2019 10:40:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thanks Anon. pic.twitter.com/HWOoGNCbzO

3/27/2019 10:40:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Credit: https://twitter.com/hellouncledonny/status/1111140206504226817?s=21 …

3/27/2019 10:40:52 PM qanon_obiwan None.

3/27/2019 10:41:01 PM 1_decided_voter Clapper!

3/27/2019 10:42:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 !Clapper

3/27/2019 10:42:54 PM nursewounds "If she WEREN'T his daughter" meaning, he's trolling the ones who would do it if they WERE father daughter. Bloodlines and ped/os. Start looking it up, 

it's all out there and easy to find.

3/27/2019 10:43:02 PM wokepatriot1776 I totally get they traffic children. Main reason I can’t stand those ass hats. I was merely asking how I’m supposed to know that we are talking about 

trafficking children based off a weird quote from POTUS? Everyone liked the tweet, but not one person chimes in to answer.

3/27/2019 10:43:37 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/nursewounds/status/1111141594672054272?s=21 …

3/27/2019 10:43:49 PM petitchevalb Young's double slit experiment 

Dont you think it could be in favour of a simulation? 

I mean,  simulation we live in

3/27/2019 10:44:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE hacking. Trust the plan.

3/27/2019 10:44:47 PM wokepatriot1776 Totally get it now that it’s been explained. But come on a vague sentence like that could mean many things. That’s my point. Why does everything 

have to be a puzzle? Why can’t we just say what is actually going on?

3/27/2019 10:45:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's intentionally vague to mitigate AI shill/bot accounts trying to gaslight Anons.

3/27/2019 10:46:10 PM aprilbrown99 Good explanation. Thanks. So disgusting and sick.

3/27/2019 10:46:14 PM hellouncledonny The elite talk in code, its almost like a different language as in its spoken in plain sight. Trump saying the daughter thing was the equivalent of 

saying."Hey I like young kids too, can we hang." one thing of many DJT has said to gain acceptance into the deep-state. 

Symbolism pic.twitter.com/hrltzYWBSp

3/27/2019 10:46:26 PM wokepatriot1776 Totally understand that. I don’t meant to seem argumentative, I’m just trying to “wake up” more apparently.

3/27/2019 10:47:19 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Would it be a IS BE or Just a BE?

3/27/2019 10:47:22 PM nursewounds Then wouldn't that be showing your cards? I'm here just enjoying the show. I can't question the strategy cause I don't know all the info. Its working so 

far 🇺🇸🏆

3/27/2019 10:48:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We understand and are happy to explain in deALICEified comm patterns. However certain subjects regardless of using comms still triggers ALICE. ALICE 

is many things.

3/27/2019 10:48:31 PM petitchevalb And so? 

You already live in it ☺

3/27/2019 10:49:00 PM bobholmgren1 I would like to learn your coms.  I am willing to learn, just need an anon to point me in the right direction.  Thank you 🙏🏻

3/27/2019 10:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 BE = Avatar + Ego

3/27/2019 10:49:47 PM carolin15161363 I have wondered about this issue. Is a clone similar to an identical twin?

3/27/2019 10:50:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read past tweets.

3/27/2019 10:50:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Totally different person.



3/27/2019 10:50:28 PM wokepatriot1776 Can totally understand that. Thanks for the clarity.

3/27/2019 10:51:14 PM love4thegameak Anons Here To Help pic.twitter.com/WWrFzkfWjz

3/27/2019 10:51:15 PM sampson_live Thank you LEO & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/27/2019 10:51:27 PM quriousanon ALICE is one thing I cannot put my finger on. Outside of an inquisitive mind and going down the rabbit hole. Is it simply meant to explain red pilling? 

Alice is many things due to the enormous amount of sick sh*t going on?

3/27/2019 10:51:34 PM djlok !

N nzz

3/27/2019 10:51:43 PM atomicladybug DNA Quantum Entanglement....

3/27/2019 10:51:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anons are ready for next week.

Suicide Weekend?

See something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

3/27/2019 10:52:34 PM positively303 Ready!

3/27/2019 10:52:40 PM carolin15161363 What about reports that when a celebrity dies they somehow transfer the pineal gland to a clone and all their memories transfer over. Is that possible?

3/27/2019 10:53:50 PM sampson_live Yes he will

3/27/2019 10:53:57 PM sano_faith Suicide weekend?

3/27/2019 10:54:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typist 2 was murdered, no investigation, no-name spook, no family, for God & Country. However MJ12 did not stop it because it provided T2 an 

opportunity to ]T2[. New T2 typist was on-boarded today. ]T2[ is a valuable delegate being utilized outside of 3D existence. Trust the plan

3/27/2019 10:56:51 PM nr750 🙏

3/27/2019 10:56:58 PM aprilbrown99 A true patriot. Thank you for confirming and again I am very sorry for the loss.

3/27/2019 10:57:09 PM blsdbe T2 was released from earthly incarnation, and Ascended? Now helping in Ascended form?

3/27/2019 10:57:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello 👋

No coincidences. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1111140917182910464?s=21 …

3/27/2019 10:57:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 F2?

3/27/2019 10:57:58 PM aprilbrown99 We love the typists!  Thank you very much for helping. You are very appreciated.

3/27/2019 10:57:59 PM carolin15161363 When we share info through image/meme does that get around triggers?

3/27/2019 10:58:29 PM petitchevalb Are they just avatars without ego?

3/27/2019 10:58:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Didn’t know we had the ability to transition  (if that’s the correct word) that fast. Amazing.

3/27/2019 10:58:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not sorry for we respect the choice and the sacrifice. However, what he left pales in comparison to what he has now. Life begins at death.

3/27/2019 10:59:39 PM blsdbe Welcome newly arrived T2, and blessings in your new role departed T2! And thank you MJ, for the update. The End can be Another Beginning.

3/27/2019 11:00:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE uses NSA technology. Social media shadow banners cannot.

3/27/2019 11:00:09 PM mongrelglory Okay, I'm not mad anymore but now I'm sad again... I'm glad that T2 ascended and hope that T2's replacement stays with us for a while! 🥴

Too much roller coaster tonight!  I'm going to watch mind-numbing TV.

3/27/2019 11:00:23 PM tammymckeever Sounds right.

3/27/2019 11:00:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, Ego = Entity = Self Awareness, clones have it too. Different "person".

3/27/2019 11:00:59 PM blsdbe I’m afraid to ask...

3/27/2019 11:01:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 11/11 [CLAS TECH]

3/27/2019 11:02:16 PM carolin15161363 Thank you. Is there any way to get control?

3/27/2019 11:02:24 PM blsdbe Will all of us be transitioning with the help of this tech?

3/27/2019 11:02:31 PM petitchevalb So she will never find her dog again...

Its sad

3/27/2019 11:03:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 We disclosed this because it provided BAIT for wv to be caught. Trust the plan. It cost a patriot's life, but it was well worth it to T2. Nothing to be sad 

about.

3/27/2019 11:03:26 PM aprilbrown99 I look forward to that one day as well.

3/27/2019 11:04:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not assistance, less resistance.

3/27/2019 11:04:36 PM aprilbrown99 Earthly emotions. Do other ET express emotions in a similar way that we do?

3/27/2019 11:04:37 PM nr750 “Why does everything have to be a puzzle? Why can’t we just say what is actually going on?” Exactly!  Humanity got this f’ed up as a result of secrecy 

and communications not being truthful and direct.

3/27/2019 11:04:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anons are more powerful if they align their consciousness to 3 6 and 9 and transact every decision in love.

3/27/2019 11:05:10 PM hawkgirlinmn What is the benefit of ]T2[ operating outside of 3D?

3/27/2019 11:05:22 PM tammymckeever Maybe why IT was friends with Chelsea.

3/27/2019 11:05:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tells you a lot about the person who would do such a thing.

3/27/2019 11:05:42 PM spauldingshowal ❤️❤️❤️

3/27/2019 11:06:04 PM mongrelglory Yuck! yuck! Poor girl!  I hope JC gets what's coming to him Karma-wise!

3/27/2019 11:06:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, wide variety of expression.

3/27/2019 11:06:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Non-corporeal form.

3/27/2019 11:07:08 PM paula84059427 Thank you for the information.   Although I didn't know the person, I feel sad and I pray.

3/27/2019 11:07:10 PM realjamiemc Unfinished sentences? I'd be dating her if she weren't my daughter...unlike the sickos we're fighting. OR

In other words "btw, I'm not a pervert"?

3/27/2019 11:08:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anons want to meet MJ12. F is of a previous generation. Consciously connecting to different IS-BEs is difficult. T2 opened a new conduit got MJ12 to 

utilize.

3/27/2019 11:08:22 PM 17_3_161815214 Curious 

Is Death an easier means to return upon reincarnated

I'm thinking life in jail instead of 187

Thoughts?

3/27/2019 11:08:27 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/YoAXoQcFZ6

3/27/2019 11:08:53 PM tammymckeever Wow this was great

3/27/2019 11:09:00 PM aprilbrown99 They must feel much deeper with the mind melds?  Knowing their people so intimately?  Is it less complicated and with higher emotional intelligence?

3/27/2019 11:09:04 PM lori_dee1 Couldn't even read the entire thread. It was a rant against Trump and the lack of belief space travel is possible, that lost me. 🤡

3/27/2019 11:10:42 PM mongrelglory Ah!  So clones can have an Ego, but Self Awareness doesn't equal IS (Soul).  I guess that makes sense, since an advance AI could be self-aware, but I 

wouldn't expect it to have an IS (unless an IS chose to inhabit a "robot body").

3/27/2019 11:10:44 PM carolin15161363 Have you explained 3,6,9 where I can learn what that means?

3/27/2019 11:10:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Fascinating. T2 opened an 11/11 energy conduit? Guessing 11/11 meaning higher realm or energy state for IS mirroring it’s 3D?

3/27/2019 11:11:07 PM n7guardiananon If a copy gets copied, any problems?

3/27/2019 11:11:23 PM nr750 “We understand and are happy to explain in deALICEified comm patterns.”

“Anons are here to help.”

What’s the difference in you communicating straight forwardly initially, or having an Anon follow up with a straight forward explanation?



3/27/2019 11:11:59 PM tinaqpatriot45 Reminds me of Boys Of Brazil

Cloned baby hitlers were placed in mostly similar childhood circumstances to recreate him. 

While certain characteristics r same, nurture plays a strong role as well. Only 1 (I think) ended up more like him than the rest.

3/27/2019 11:12:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define NPC.

3/27/2019 11:13:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Anons do want to meet MJ12. It’s all fascinating and so sensible at the same time once concepts are thought through.

3/27/2019 11:13:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No MJ12 [CLAS TECH] on 11/11 removed restrictions to ascension.

3/27/2019 11:13:07 PM petitchevalb Non Participative Character

3/27/2019 11:14:13 PM petitchevalb Walk on roles

3/27/2019 11:14:22 PM stefanofait Anal intercourse is what the are after

"The blood (or excrements) from anal intercourse attract the spirits/demons while the sperm keeps them alive"

 http://www.esoteric.msu.edu/VolumeV/Unleashing_the_Beast.htm …

3/27/2019 11:15:24 PM mongrelglory So do any personality traits carry over from one incarnation to the next if it's the same IS?  You said the soul often is expressed in similar facial features, 

and those would be genetically determined, so is there a continuation of the same ego?

3/27/2019 11:15:31 PM blsdbe So no more prison moon reincarnation cycle?

3/27/2019 11:16:24 PM nr750 What is the source of the energy powering a proton or quark’s spin?

3/27/2019 11:16:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 For those who choose the blue pill.

3/27/2019 11:17:16 PM decodematrix Forrestal2

3/27/2019 11:17:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you for clarification.

3/27/2019 11:17:57 PM blsdbe And for those who choose the red pill?

3/27/2019 11:18:20 PM blsdbe Is this the F that incarnated again, therefore F2?

3/27/2019 11:19:01 PM blsdbe Non Player Character

3/27/2019 11:19:11 PM disfellocated Since the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, having sons and daughters drove this point home for me.

3/27/2019 11:19:15 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. Twitter isn’t letting me post it. I was trying to ask that as well. 😊

3/27/2019 11:19:16 PM clancy_birrell Who is jc?

3/27/2019 11:20:24 PM mongrelglory Please let him know that we appreciate his sacrifice for the greater good. 🙏

3/27/2019 11:20:35 PM wokepatriot1776 🙏🏻 Thanks

3/27/2019 11:20:37 PM aprilbrown99 West Virginia I believe. pic.twitter.com/hKRLo4Qr0Y

3/27/2019 11:20:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clue: Fashion + Modeling

3/27/2019 11:22:06 PM mongrelglory Is JC a public person that we would know?

3/27/2019 11:22:22 PM stefanofait Like Obama, for instance?

3/27/2019 11:22:24 PM ekotoons  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Boys_from_Brazil_(novel) …

3/27/2019 11:22:35 PM clancy_birrell hmm. i think the prior poster thought it was James Comey...but I don't get the Fashion + Modeling reference. ...that reference...leads me to think 

about Smollett?

3/27/2019 11:22:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks T2. Assets=ass🤡’s. Eyes open.

3/27/2019 11:23:08 PM blsdbe Oh ALICE...

3/27/2019 11:25:10 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, can you say what percentage of followers for an average person's twitter account might actually be ALICE? (An estimate).  I think a fairly large 

proportion of my followers might be ALICE when I was looking over the profiles of my followers the other day.

3/27/2019 11:26:03 PM decodematrix ]T2[ is much more powerful on the other side 💪👊

3/27/2019 11:27:14 PM hellouncledonny I have tons of stuff like this.

1stGen@ut!st. pic.twitter.com/cf53p9wh2A

3/27/2019 11:27:49 PM mongrelglory I've heard Miley and Billy Ray Cyrus! 😧

3/27/2019 11:29:14 PM wokepatriot1776 Wouldn’t doubt that one

3/27/2019 11:29:22 PM tammymckeever Nice.  I know what I’m doing in the am.  Thank you.  I still laugh at how hard Trump is squeezing his hand...I never saw this.  Already shared with my 

family.

3/27/2019 11:30:37 PM blsdbe Well Done, April!!!

3/27/2019 11:32:36 PM aprilbrown99 JC? pic.twitter.com/r9Xl5FSBXP

3/27/2019 11:33:36 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏

3/27/2019 11:34:54 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is this a good explaination? If so do you suggest we do things as Tesla did, in increments of 3 6 and 9?

 https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

3/27/2019 11:35:07 PM jayrambin Who is clowns syfy or nasa?

3/27/2019 11:35:15 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/P4zI03QV8U

3/27/2019 11:36:06 PM blsdbe Does less resistance mean we will have a wider variety of choices for our IS next experience once we leave our ‘earth suits’?

3/27/2019 11:36:18 PM carolin15161363 Im a little newer to Twitter. Is there a way to search on someone's page for specific content?

3/27/2019 11:36:34 PM quarkey17 I still am lost

3/27/2019 11:37:16 PM carolin15161363 Thank you!

3/27/2019 11:43:48 PM jayrambin An ego in a body (avatar?) with no soul? No IS?

3/27/2019 11:45:28 PM jayrambin We become unnecessarily attached to our corporeal bodies don't we?

3/27/2019 11:46:24 PM tinaqpatriot45 Thanks!

I read the book so long ago I was testing my memory. 

That synopsis brought it all back. 

Knowing what we now know, hmmmmmmmm

3/27/2019 11:48:45 PM 1_decided_voter Long shot...

Julie Chen?

3/27/2019 11:49:27 PM karentriebel Luke Karpinski?

3/27/2019 11:51:09 PM jayrambin I get the sense they're helping to remove obstacles that should not be there.  Removing Blockades maybe & tempering the rush of higher energy. This 

would result in more choices yes, i think, as before the prison planet was initiated.

3/27/2019 11:53:31 PM 22gardenstreet John Casablancas for sure

3/27/2019 11:55:03 PM jmfwyant1 I assumed they chipped them

3/27/2019 11:55:06 PM 1_decided_voter Jenna Crandall!!

 https://www.instagram.com/jenna_crandall/?hl=en …

3/27/2019 11:56:31 PM 1_decided_voter Jamie Chung!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamie_Chung …

3/27/2019 11:56:37 PM mongrelglory That's great news!  Hey David! @DJLOK pic.twitter.com/J9Qt2Ll4AC

3/27/2019 11:57:10 PM 1_decided_voter Jenny Cipoletti!

 https://www.instagram.com/margoandme/?hl=en …

3/27/2019 11:57:17 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, the blue pill is ignorance...so I'm assuming you meant the red pill I hope?



3/27/2019 11:58:30 PM 1_decided_voter Juan Carlos (Obando)!!

 https://jcobando.com/ 

3/27/2019 11:58:33 PM 22gardenstreet Ivanka joined his Elite agency when she was 15. He was notorious for hounding young models.

3/28/2019 12:00:36 AM mongrelglory Ah!  NPC = Clone that doesn't have an IS inhabiting it.

That's why you hear stories of some clones having a rigid repertoire of behaviours.

3/28/2019 12:01:40 AM 1_decided_voter I was trying to look at who IT's following on Twitter and wasn't getting very far, but wife-anon pulled those from IG.

3/28/2019 12:01:56 AM usalivestrong Perfect symbol for what comes next-

3/28/2019 12:02:33 AM mongrelglory This was when Ivanka was underaged.

3/28/2019 12:03:05 AM stefanofait  pic.twitter.com/pR6v8rChj0

3/28/2019 12:03:41 AM doyle_eng Have ]T2[’s contributions prior to ][ been recognised through ‘memorialisation’ for the future reference and appreciation of then-IS–BEs? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110778047924363264 …

3/28/2019 12:06:52 AM stefanofait That would corroborate Kabamur's "wild claims" about clones

3/28/2019 12:07:17 AM slipperyslope18 And I thought the rich freeze drying there pets and displaying them was overboard.

Amazing how far shit goes. I am me, and no matter what, I will still be me.

3/28/2019 12:08:24 AM maryschade14 Yes..generational character traits embedded and ingrained. Bene Geseret..genetic memory..

Cloning. I tend to be concerned of things limbic in nature..diminished amygdalas..more npdsociopathyplease

3/28/2019 12:12:32 AM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What are the triangles that people are seeing in the sky and seem to be in the clouds?

3/28/2019 12:12:48 AM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/ZxKt8A2Bp4

3/28/2019 12:16:28 AM doyle_eng Why it is necessary to ask – and why it is necessary to remember to – lest one runs the risk of becoming that which one must end:

•  https://youtu.be/QjJ1gCGnj44 

– Richard

3/28/2019 12:18:39 AM ksouth21 Those pics with Macarooni have me chuckling too. 😂😂

3/28/2019 12:19:21 AM ksouth21 JC does not equal Comey, yes?

3/28/2019 12:20:00 AM batespm4abbey who was T2 ...Major Greene? (Or, rfllr takedwn/or ??)

3/28/2019 12:23:12 AM antarantanka I’m laughing...  they are based in Cedar Park... had an outstanding UFO sighting there in 2016. 4 Sirian ships flying over Hwy 183... at 4-5000 ft that 

circled back around me and my friend at In-N-Out burgers.  Something unique about that area!

3/28/2019 12:23:52 AM clancy_birrell Thanks @22gardenstreet @stefanofait i think you've nailed it

3/28/2019 12:24:29 AM batespm4abbey Patriots...spirit of Constn for which we fight=each INDIVIDUAL unique precious right to Life matters... Cannot abide letting murder happen ..."there is 

always another alternative if you're smart enough to think of it"-grandfather, son of great great great...Patrick Henry

3/28/2019 12:25:13 AM petitchevalb Do an IS chose the DNA embeded personality which can express ?

3/28/2019 12:26:45 AM 22gardenstreet Researching a bit opened a toxic can of worms..weighing the truth. Trump Modeling Agency. Daily Kos. Evaluate.

3/28/2019 12:30:42 AM victorianoreent it's a satellite....although by then w/this universal clean-up perhaps this realm will have REAL planets...as potus tweeted - this is about cleaning up 

criminals in ALL DIMENSIONS....

3/28/2019 12:34:02 AM antarantanka DNA fits essence frequency hand in glove. Resonance.

3/28/2019 12:42:36 AM fluck_gloria How much of us is life experience?

3/28/2019 12:43:55 AM slipperyslope18 Question: These blackhats can clone humans, What happens when they clone a person who passed on and went up instead of down? How does that 

work with the mechanix of the world?

3/28/2019 12:45:15 AM anon_gab P

3/28/2019 12:48:33 AM mongrelglory What language is she speaking in?

3/28/2019 12:49:42 AM mongrelglory That photo looks like it's been photo-shopped to change her eyes and mouth.

3/28/2019 12:50:13 AM maryschade14 I have tweeted my disdain..as it happened to me. Look at my tweet cnt. I iz newbie here. 😒

I can smell em 10 miles away on FakeBook esp on #QArmy page. I dont play games..I hit where it counts an send them tail tucked. #NoDivision 

#WWG1WGA haven't seen much of @EdKrassen

3/28/2019 12:55:48 AM petitchevalb How do you know?

3/28/2019 12:56:17 AM maryschade14 That has been my take on this. Been waiting for this to come up. 

Sooooo how to counter if this becomes an issue. 

Sometimes things have to be seen for themselves..this might factor. I AM prepared and researched on this.

It better not..they will be obliterated.

Clinton lawyerz

3/28/2019 1:03:49 AM mongrelglory Sorry, by ego I meant personality.

3/28/2019 1:11:35 AM mongrelglory And more yuck!

3/28/2019 1:12:17 AM orthogonalron "Do you people practice being vague?" - Col. O'Neill

(A little majestic humor)

3/28/2019 1:25:01 AM sterkinglights1 I don't think you have to wait much longer. I like the way you think. I am seeing other people go through some of the same that I was before finding 

this knowledge. Symptoms include, extremely disorganized thought, loosing things as you use them, extremely unaware, emotional..

3/28/2019 1:29:33 AM sterkinglights1 The process is what is important when you do a decode you will find an area that resonates with you.

3/28/2019 1:35:17 AM sterkinglights1 You have reminded me to look at the trips. Far out man!

3/28/2019 1:35:46 AM sterkinglights1 I sure hope so.

3/28/2019 1:57:49 AM rickcainhaole Tax payers just need a full refund from CF now !!!!  Is that pig I can see flying 👓

3/28/2019 2:02:20 AM freeandoriginal What’s with IT ?

3/28/2019 2:04:10 AM impressionist81 Gambino crime boss hit & made to look like MAGA. Reports Weissman at SDNY today & SDNY investigations coming? Someone trying to turn NY Mob 

against the Pres? https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/frank-cali-anthony-comello-killing-mafia-selwyn-raab-812235/ …

3/28/2019 2:11:37 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

3/28/2019 2:15:25 AM petitchevalb Can you please define "resonance"?

3/28/2019 2:21:02 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

3/28/2019 2:23:46 AM petitchevalb Good luck to you T2

We thank you

3/28/2019 2:28:02 AM nettiejoi You can clone a body, but not a soul ! And with the reincanation you change the body

or Avatar, but you are always the same soul, with all the experiences from former lifes.

If someone did bad things to other, they have to compensate it on that person in the next

life. Exampel .

3/28/2019 2:43:32 AM rosemodema Just don't go to Florida.. 

You might get Baker Acted .. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/flD5AZwFL4

3/28/2019 2:44:11 AM rosemodema pew pew pewpew ...

3/28/2019 2:47:38 AM spanner322 And still paying it to her through PNG

3/28/2019 2:48:03 AM sleky19 The Dracos are no longer on the moon, it is a base of the SSP

3/28/2019 2:48:53 AM shawnt1973 #Ready1 pic.twitter.com/qMI2iCi1TV

3/28/2019 2:49:42 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/sFkldQnPfN

3/28/2019 2:52:11 AM rosemodema 🖤🖤⚡ pic.twitter.com/krxp2RrjRg



3/28/2019 2:57:45 AM big_simp Source?

Thanks in advance

3/28/2019 2:59:43 AM sleky19 Dr. Salla's book   https://www.amazon.com/dp/0998603821/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_cRjNCbR6QVM6C …

3/28/2019 3:03:07 AM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/cDkMeeaero

3/28/2019 3:05:27 AM freeandoriginal You mean “playing the game”  to fit in? iT + 45 ??!!

3/28/2019 3:10:27 AM adsvel Manifestation of own Reality=Self Discipline=Responsibility

3/28/2019 3:19:53 AM aurorasreality I’m so confused what did I miss today?

3/28/2019 3:20:29 AM theappraizer Huge pill here. Gonna need a damn gallon of Peruvian ☕️ to wash this one down. 😒

#WWG1WGA #BendedKnee

3/28/2019 3:22:18 AM david00997884 Yes clowns. Can get to moon because of the Belt. No 3d person can leave. Only 5 D

3/28/2019 3:25:48 AM rachmatcorai33 Jon Corzine?

3/28/2019 3:25:57 AM antarantanka Frequency resonance. The essence (soul) has a unique frequency signature for what MJ calls the “IS-BE” (which can be have more than one 

inbodyment). DNA is a transmitter and receiver. The essence is magnetically linked to the body. It’s what imparts life and intelligence.

3/28/2019 3:29:46 AM antarantanka If the DNA is not resonant to the essence the organism will not survive. Different star groups can incarnate in certain human DNA. Pleiadians can 

incarnate in Atlantis descendants, Eastern Europeans and celts. Andromedans similarly as both star groups are essentially celts.

3/28/2019 3:32:20 AM petitchevalb So IS doesnt produce its own DNA according to you 

Just fit in (or not)?

3/28/2019 3:33:20 AM big_simp 🤣

Sallas a discredited clown. You are not serious are you?

He sells fakeass "diplomas" 

Korny Bad has been utterly discredited also as has David Wilcox

Korny was caught trying to trademark the term "SSP" lol and Wilcox was caught stealing Clif High and Linda Moulton Howes data 

pic.twitter.com/1kvjSg6vrB

3/28/2019 3:34:11 AM melanieanders7 Welcome aboard new T2. I hope we don’t annoy ya with too many questions. ;) were curious and catching up to the goings on around us! We’re happy

 to have you communicating with us. ❤️🍿🌼

3/28/2019 3:36:02 AM antarantanka The human form is not so much a species as an engineered vehicular for a variety of essences to incarnate and experience Earth in a common form. 

Human DNA has less encoded information than apes because the needed information is in the essence, very few hard coded instincts.

3/28/2019 3:36:58 AM petitchevalb DNA is like a car

Choose the options (different possible personalities)

Good road

3/28/2019 3:37:51 AM zagnett How is T2 related to the incident in wv? How did the perp in wv fall for BAIT? The article posted doesn't say much about what happened.

3/28/2019 3:38:04 AM petitchevalb Thank you for the explanation ☺

3/28/2019 3:43:15 AM big_simp correct.. 

The earth is flat [ but its NOT a coin in space ]- its a realm

If you have trouble understanding do a 101 course in heisenberg

Lets do a deal... u go back to listening to Dr Saladhead and Korny Bad and their belief that beautiful aliens will land and save the planet!

3/28/2019 3:44:41 AM sleky19 "The Earth is flat" 🤣🤣🤣 I can confirm that it is not flat but spherical 😉 Regression hypnosis of a real dream 😉

3/28/2019 3:45:58 AM big_simp Go back to Dr Saladhead - hey I know... why not hand over 300clams so you can get one of his space diplomas and meet the "aliens" when they land??

🤣

3/28/2019 3:47:05 AM anneolsen43 Casablancas

3/28/2019 3:49:11 AM bbobbio71 Here's the one being spoken about. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

3/28/2019 3:49:59 AM lenartjoe Your closing sentence would seem to imply that topic’s been studied. Any results you’re at liberty to share? Anything public?

3/28/2019 3:50:38 AM bbobbio71 Yes read up on past tweets.  It'll help! Others are here to help answer any questions.  Buckle up!

3/28/2019 3:52:00 AM 7alon A Busker was mistaken for a Gun man. No real action.

3/28/2019 3:58:23 AM rachmatcorai33 Rachel Chandler. Chandler family?

3/28/2019 4:04:35 AM theappraizer Just an observation. T2? https://www.heraldmailmedia.com/news/tri_state/west_virginia/police-release-photo-of-man-found-dead-at-martinsburg-

park/article_cb581155-d071-5e27-bc83-48d6dbfbbbe8.html …

3/28/2019 4:07:58 AM jollyrob2 "my name is Elf and I'm stuck on earth"🧐 pic.twitter.com/wCkQOgyBzG

3/28/2019 4:09:33 AM covertress Release your burden. 

Does social media encumber?

"The decisions you make that shape the opinions of how others perceive you is the burden you must release and forgive all lower density actions." - 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2019 4:12:43 AM keith369me Teamwork here April...you fill in our gaps, we fill in yours...you have so much to bring to the table.

3/28/2019 4:13:11 AM lynnmar42209594 Couldnt be this could it? https://www.whsv.com/content/news/All-lanes-of-I-68-open-after-man-detained-for-threatening-to-kill-Trump-

507739051.html …

3/28/2019 4:14:34 AM keith369me If you stick around you will get it more and more...however, there is usually a portion that needs crowdsourced brain power

3/28/2019 4:15:12 AM theappraizer Aye, I do firmly believe they are saying #POTUS is a child trafficker that would be dating Ivanka if she weren't his daughter. 🤢 Really really hard to 

believe, Chief.

#Trump2020

#FakeNews

3/28/2019 4:17:50 AM giediknight Yes and MJ12 said that BO and MO used their “daughters” as slaves, or purchased then as slaves. So was he trolling BO and MO at the time?

3/28/2019 4:18:03 AM covertress By "less resistance" do you mean from Earth's magnetism?

3/28/2019 4:18:03 AM keith369me It’s an identical twin born years apart.  I dated one once but liked her sister better, lol

3/28/2019 4:18:26 AM theappraizer At this point, I wouldn't say the deletion of the country's biggest kingpin is out of the realm of possibility.

#WWG1WGA #BendedKnee

3/28/2019 4:19:52 AM keith369me Take a couple of days and read them all.  Well worth it!!! Brings a lot of clarity

3/28/2019 4:21:03 AM covertress Nice catch, ]T2[! 👏👏👏

3/28/2019 4:23:40 AM impressionist81 James Comey (from wikipedia) He joined the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York, where he worked from 1987 to 1993. While 

there, he was Deputy Chief of the Criminal Division and helped prosecute the Gambino crime family.

3/28/2019 4:24:52 AM theappraizer Why would you say this? Is there a reason? Care to share?

3/28/2019 4:25:31 AM randalls2017 Quotation marks might have given more clarity.

3/28/2019 4:26:24 AM randalls2017 Quotation marks may have given more clarity

3/28/2019 4:26:35 AM theappraizer Woots! I love it when a plan comes together! 😀

Do share? Thanks & God bless! ♥✝️🇺🇲🙏



3/28/2019 4:29:15 AM theappraizer What is that emblem, please?

I've seen it used by questionable sources, too. 

Thank you.

3/28/2019 4:32:14 AM impressionist81  https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1111108076071989248 …

3/28/2019 4:33:15 AM theappraizer Thanks for the heads up! 😉

3/28/2019 4:35:01 AM keith369me Should we be looking to our dreams meditations for F2?

3/28/2019 4:35:14 AM aetherwalker1 Do you mean my profile pic?

It's a Phoenix. It's from Star Wars Rebels.

Am a Star Wars Fan.. even the animated series. [The Clone Wars & Rebels]

☺️

3/28/2019 4:38:34 AM theappraizer That I recognize! :-) The domino looking thing? Maybe asci art of some type? Long press on a certain key/letter maybe? Thanks again! 🇺🇲

3/28/2019 4:39:23 AM keith369me So has the white light and “trickery” after “death” been removed?

3/28/2019 4:41:28 AM covertress Corsi?

3/28/2019 4:43:09 AM _leliak Exactly. The code talk leaves way too much interpretation possibilities. Just spit it out. I stay more confused trying to decode each statement. Almost 

too frustrating. Not worth it.

3/28/2019 4:43:52 AM keith369me Later on in the thread fashion/modeling

3/28/2019 4:45:57 AM aetherwalker1 The US flag emoji.

maybe it's not showing up on your browser for some reason.  

🤷🏼♂️

3/28/2019 4:46:04 AM jrocktigers Still banging my head on this ID ?

3/28/2019 4:47:32 AM keith369me It’s fashion/modeling related...I know zero about this and had no luck on an internet search

3/28/2019 4:47:52 AM theappraizer Aye. Thanks. Yah that is odd, if so. I'm using the Tweeker app and everything! 🤔

3/28/2019 4:49:10 AM oastica2017 The dark side of the moon is now in control of The Galactic Federation of Light! Only Good Guys are Allowed there!!

3/28/2019 4:50:25 AM ragevirusqq This must be why the clones need handlers

3/28/2019 4:54:25 AM swatcam1 Should have used quotation marks because I just watched that episode of SG-1 last night.

3/28/2019 5:01:27 AM nun_chucknorris In part, to break the cycle of being told info which most people wouldn’t believe anyway. If you are forced to figure it out, does the answer seem more 

plausible?

3/28/2019 5:01:37 AM ragevirusqq No IS means all decisions are made on the 3D level? No remorse? Guilt? Definition of a sociopath? Not capable of spiritual thought?

3/28/2019 5:03:15 AM nun_chucknorris ☝☝☝☝☝👍👍👍👍👍

3/28/2019 5:06:42 AM sdcharge2k12 Negative. I believe the Bible was given to us to show us the path to the LIGHT. Jesus was sent here to show the people how to live Christ like and if you 

live as he lived you will ascend to the higher dimensions. Christ consciousness = Light. Anti-Christ consciousness = dark/evil

3/28/2019 5:06:46 AM nun_chucknorris It gets easier friend. Everybody had to learn them at some point. There are enough users at this point that someone will answer questions if you have 

them. You will get it soon I’m sure! WWG1WGA!

3/28/2019 5:12:17 AM bbobbio71 So, be yourself

3/28/2019 5:23:34 AM herrly5 If I said that,  I would be saying I'm not a child molester…

3/28/2019 5:25:35 AM eisentourage Politicians are hand selected and groomed.  Part of this is the appearance of a perfect lovable family.  Chelsea didn’t come from HRC and BC.  Malia and 

Sasha didn’t come from BO and MO.  I mean Barry and Michael.  IT Ivanka Trump....how did Trump fit in?...hmmm?

3/28/2019 5:30:57 AM morety76 FREEDOM is what the Souls on the Planet have been after for thousands of Years. That's why WE chose to be here NOW.

3/28/2019 5:31:42 AM _369311119 ALICE can be NPC?

3/28/2019 5:31:43 AM morety76 The time for FREEDOM IS NOW!!

3/28/2019 5:36:13 AM covertress It appears that we're a little late to the party, gang.

MJ12 has already breached The Moon Tech.

Trust The Plan. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111149192171474944?s=19 …

3/28/2019 5:40:54 AM morety76 Look at it another way, we timed this to perfection!

3/28/2019 5:48:16 AM covertress #PrisonPlanet pic.twitter.com/1L7fjfYQB4

3/28/2019 5:53:34 AM bbobbio71 James Comey

3/28/2019 5:56:29 AM realityloominng Just hit me yesterday, that maybe SerialBrain2 is also having VOG communication from insiders lol.. Like the MJ typists

3/28/2019 5:57:52 AM beckabakes4211 They explained it quite well. I've read several anon theories that this plan could go WAY back (jfk? Tesla?) With that thought, think of EVERYTHING in 

Trumps life as part of the plan. Military school, no drinking, having his own show. Gaining their trust...

3/28/2019 5:58:59 AM allahuniversal Try tuning in, Anons. You'll see 👁

3/28/2019 6:05:09 AM allahuniversal Quite the opposite. The statement above was POTUS trolling his "colleagues" who actually would/do date their own daughters.

3/28/2019 6:06:29 AM allonkid is this MJ12 part of cabal?

3/28/2019 6:07:10 AM cynthiamorrow8 The deep state was already forced to disclose some info over the years but the galactic's. Problem is, many weren't listening

3/28/2019 6:10:31 AM covertress [CLAS TECH]

It wasn't an earthquake. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/November_11_2018_seismic_event …

3/28/2019 6:12:48 AM covertress Antarctica https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072145410049892353?s=19 …

3/28/2019 6:13:13 AM 1ra_enelor 💙🙏💙💫💙

3/28/2019 6:13:14 AM ruru_jataka T2 : Judgement Day

3/28/2019 6:15:23 AM allahuniversal Thanks you two, I was way off 😂

3/28/2019 6:15:31 AM covertress Yes. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1105986260026437633?s=19 …

3/28/2019 6:16:50 AM _369311119 "No MJ12 [CLAS TECH] on 11/11 removed restrictions to ascension...for those who choose the blue pill."

Y/N?

3/28/2019 6:19:16 AM allahuniversal Cabal members used to be part of MJ12, infiltrated around JFK's time. GHWB led MJ12 for a while, handed over the reigns. MJ12 these days stand with 

45 to clean up cabal & MAGA

3/28/2019 6:19:50 AM allahuniversal Think, Free Will.

3/28/2019 6:21:58 AM ruru_jataka  https://www.straitstimes.com/lifestyle/fashion/five-things-you-didnt-know-about-jimmy-choo … pic.twitter.com/rBMX3ruXHq

3/28/2019 6:22:08 AM realityloominng ALICE = AI trolls, AI algorithmic censorship, Clowns, AI-assisted clowns = many things. Feel free to add more

Alice = HRC, don't mix it

3/28/2019 6:22:24 AM allahuniversal Blue pill, wants to reincarnate, Free Will (although they may not even know there's another option)

Red pill, chooses not to reincarnate, Free Will. Knowing there's options and less restrictions, the choice is theirs.

3/28/2019 6:23:12 AM hawkgirlinmn So Clapper is also a pedo and we will be able to connect him to Epstein. Who isn’t a pedo in those elite circles is what I am starting to wonder?

3/28/2019 6:27:26 AM realityloominng Think the C is for Chandler



3/28/2019 6:28:08 AM allahuniversal That's what I thought too. I know little to nothing about the characters in fashion/modeling 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111151160369602561?s=19 …

3/28/2019 6:28:37 AM realityloominng Any J____ Chandler, related to Rachel Chandler?

3/28/2019 6:29:38 AM vand3rboots I actually think it might be JK's very close family friend who was in the USA to meet with DJT at the time this question was asked.

3/28/2019 6:30:55 AM ragevirusqq If you have chosen the red pill you are now aware there are other....options than coming back.  You could still choose to come back.

3/28/2019 6:30:58 AM beeshelb Agree, I like his 'take no crap' mentality.

3/28/2019 6:31:35 AM allahuniversal + the Old Guard's lunar tech

3/28/2019 6:32:57 AM youstinksoap So, are you saying that there are many different Epstein type people who use children - different handlers for different industries?

Ivanka, J. Casablanca in N.Y.  

J.C. = a different version of J.E.?

3/28/2019 6:32:58 AM homeofthetitans @GarnoScience hehe

3/28/2019 6:33:56 AM realityloominng 2024 is disinfo.. Clowns want it out of Trumps presidency. Trump could send the marines to the moon and mars tomorrow xD

3/28/2019 6:38:37 AM allahuniversal From the response I just got as I read this ? again, the answer is a definite YES

Try tuning in 👁

3/28/2019 6:42:41 AM covertress The incorporeal ]T2[ aids the Majestic 12 in a similar way that F did, prior to BEcoming human again.

Hence, F2 reference.

3/28/2019 6:42:47 AM nikoscali Why stop there when we could go to Gliese 587 instead.

3/28/2019 6:43:02 AM whitehat_van It's what they do, play games, nefarious games.

3/28/2019 6:44:28 AM realityloominng !Comey = *wrong answer noise" Comey? right?

3/28/2019 6:48:31 AM djlok ]T2[ may be turning up the dial in #TheGreatAwakening!

3/28/2019 6:50:05 AM realityloominng That's pure genius bro

3/28/2019 6:52:12 AM allahuniversal Instantaneous communication, no interception, no interference.

3/28/2019 6:58:03 AM djlok I've thought about this very question.  I think many/most probably are not pedo/Satanist.  I think it is by #MSM design that the ones we hear about all 

the time are.  They have to throw it in our face as required by their "religion".

3/28/2019 6:59:14 AM clancy_birrell narpe. 1) MJ12 is not making any sense and just became nonsensical or 2) there's some other meaning that at face value.

3/28/2019 6:59:34 AM whitehat_van So then ALICE is a free thinker? Cool. I'll take that. I guess you ISBEs aren't asshats after all.

3/28/2019 7:00:07 AM _369311119 1. "So no more prison moon reincarnation cycle...for those who choose the blue pill."

Y/N?

2. "So no more moon reincarnation cycle...for those who choose the blue pill."

Y/N?

3. For those who choose the blue pill and reincarnate, is this no longer a prison?

Y/N or Confused?
3/28/2019 7:01:07 AM realityloominng I can definitely recommend Doom Patrol, The Orville and Star Trek Discovery to get off the roller coaster for a while, I'm seeing a slow change in 

Hollyweird

3/28/2019 7:01:15 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking they meant if you choose the blue pill you will remain in the prison moon reincarnation cycle.

3/28/2019 7:03:41 AM djlok I suppose more will be revealed.  I think that response has several of us stumped.

3/28/2019 7:04:27 AM realityloominng Haha this is crazy if I understand it correctly.. Did the 11/11 worldwide wave, allow ONLY sheeple to reincarnate somewhere else? Why? To expand 

their thinking for when they come back? haha

3/28/2019 7:04:36 AM allahuniversal Unity & engaging with ALICE have anything to do with bringing about 👇? pic.twitter.com/E7cpinBIdu

3/28/2019 7:06:38 AM roublisa 🤔 https://www.vanityfair.com/style/photos/2017/10/ivanka-trump-modeling-years …

3/28/2019 7:08:57 AM allahuniversal Confirmed. Had a quick T2 AMA (Ask Myself Anything) about 24 hrs ago, got an immediate "response". No coincidences.

3/28/2019 7:09:07 AM realityloominng Hahahaha i hear you :D

3/28/2019 7:09:58 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

 https://www.vanityfair.com/style/photos/2017/10/ivanka-trump-modeling-years …

3/28/2019 7:10:21 AM phreatomagnetic Do I have this right?

Pre & Post 11/11 Blue Pill = ignorance 

Pre 11/11 Blue Pill = go towards the light (NDE)

Pre 11/11 Blue Pill = recycle to earth

Post 11/11 Blue Pill = other options

Pre & Post 11/11 Red Pill = other options

3/28/2019 7:11:25 AM allahuniversal Remove the words "so no" from the question being answered.

More prison moon reincarnation cycle for those who choose the blue pill.

3/28/2019 7:12:01 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1111269566896893953?s=19 …

3/28/2019 7:12:08 AM roublisa Butterfly/mkultra

3/28/2019 7:13:02 AM allahuniversal I think I get it https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1111269566896893953?s=19 …

3/28/2019 7:14:26 AM allahuniversal Figured as much...

3/28/2019 7:16:01 AM roublisa Was T2 actually The IS-BE incarnation of F?

3/28/2019 7:17:20 AM djlok Yeah, I was telling someone last night, people really should look at the MJ12 "likes".  Added a new layer of understanding for me.

3/28/2019 7:19:22 AM realityloominng More than anything I want Trump to just arrive at a Rally in a spaceship (TR3B style), and just say "We are sending scientists and civilians with the 

Marines to [insert exoplanet] tomorrow" - Oh and the luciferian pedophiles tried to hide this possibility from you.

3/28/2019 7:19:42 AM roublisa T2 was IS ....F!🤗

3/28/2019 7:19:58 AM todd0431 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, no chem trails in the sky near my house for the 2nd morning in a row?  Normally the sky is full of them at this time.  Are chem 

trails now [chem trails]?

3/28/2019 7:21:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signaling.

3/28/2019 7:21:37 AM allahuniversal The "real" "following" list?

3/28/2019 7:22:39 AM roublisa I’m trying to catch up 😅. Was T2  IS of F ?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  confirm?

3/28/2019 7:23:05 AM djlok Bingo. Also some confirmations.

3/28/2019 7:23:42 AM roublisa Whoa this is awesome 😎

3/28/2019 7:25:27 AM roublisa Totally sounds similar to the first (?) ascension of F💓💓💓

3/28/2019 7:27:33 AM roublisa Yeah🏃🏻♀️ brb🤣 need more coffee ☕️

3/28/2019 7:27:34 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/65ooCwWYTT

3/28/2019 7:28:52 AM ivan2488083248 is this why Mengele used twins?

3/28/2019 7:30:25 AM roublisa Yes😎 proof positive ✨✨✨💥✨✨✨🤯😆

3/28/2019 7:31:21 AM roublisa 😍

3/28/2019 7:33:26 AM roublisa Omg that made my tummy flutter😅😒



3/28/2019 7:37:25 AM keith369me Agreed...this is the MJ like that I was most surprised by... https://twitter.com/lbf777/status/1110775600552251393?s=21 …

3/28/2019 7:37:52 AM roublisa Oh my 🤔

3/28/2019 7:38:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

3/28/2019 7:39:12 AM covertress Down the Rachel Chandler rabbit hole...

Rachael was a well-positioned fashion photographer during Ivanka's modeling years.

Otis Chandler mentioned below, was the publisher of the Los Angeles Times. Her grandfather?

Have yet to find a [JC]. A sibling? https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1436568 …

3/28/2019 7:40:22 AM djlok I read that "like" as a hat tip to an Anon with a sense of humor.  JK is a snake and probably not to be trusted, but I'm not so sure any one IS-BE is the A-

C.

3/28/2019 7:41:45 AM covertress No.

3/28/2019 7:42:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 [They] always firmly deny any accusations. If it weren't General Dunford, they would dismiss all accusations as conspiracy theories and deplatform 

anyone who "persisted the conspiracy theory". 

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/google-snubbed-the-pentagonbut-not-the-chinese-military … pic.twitter.com/ChjHFWt4Cj

3/28/2019 7:42:09 AM allahuniversal "Kill them with kindness". And memes.

3/28/2019 7:42:29 AM roublisa 😕😏 👍

3/28/2019 7:43:03 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/RwrWx2m7Rt

3/28/2019 7:43:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 JK is not involved in JE style.

3/28/2019 7:44:11 AM thoughttazer What is Gen. Dunford's Majestic connection?

He seems to be of the light by my discernment.

3/28/2019 7:45:04 AM allahuniversal ALICE on mute... pic.twitter.com/eLsZtSXoyq

3/28/2019 7:46:14 AM roublisa Lol😻

3/28/2019 7:46:47 AM djlok I didn't think so.  Definitely doesn't strike me as a pervert.

3/28/2019 7:46:56 AM lbf777 What is JK’s mission?

3/28/2019 7:47:43 AM ethereal_shaman In the last few years I have had experiences with this.  I even "downloaded" a short song in 2015 that has never left me.  The sounds/words are 

nonsensical to me

3/28/2019 7:48:39 AM covertress Ivanka Trump + New York + [John Casablancas] (think [Jeffrey Epstein])

3/28/2019 7:50:04 AM djlok Bingo!  Hence the purpose of the comms.  Same with Q.  If Q had come out and told me [HRC] is a pervert, I never would've believed them bc I was 

#MSM brainwashed.  I had to learn through research in order to believe it and to override the brainwashing that I had for 40 yrs.

3/28/2019 7:52:14 AM n7guardiananon  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/SG-1_Season_3 …

3/28/2019 7:53:07 AM nun_chucknorris 👀☝👍

3/28/2019 7:53:22 AM rembrandt_1981 I’ll take the General’s word first, no matter if [They] were speaking to POTUS or not.

3/28/2019 7:54:05 AM hawkgirlinmn “Conspiracy theorists” are the news now. People who are awake know G👀gle is walking a thin line. As well as Youtube, 23andme, Facebook, etc. All 

connected. Time is running out for them ⌛️⌛️⌛️

3/28/2019 7:56:00 AM covertress This Majestic 12 "like" is not showing in their like timeline. 

We see you, ALICE. pic.twitter.com/mGp1NmcONB

3/28/2019 7:57:00 AM covertress Hahaha. Magically appeared after my tweet.

3/28/2019 7:57:36 AM nr750 I understand the power of research.  But an American elementary school teacher doesn’t give the class a physics book written in German to introduce 

math...

3/28/2019 7:58:04 AM allahuniversal Had to refresh twice pic.twitter.com/nqtykKeb7k

3/28/2019 7:59:08 AM covertress I refreshed 3 times.

😉😉😉

3/28/2019 7:59:44 AM amremuse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are you saying with this:

MAJIC-12 uses 3 typists and Voice of God technology using engineered nanotechnology to permit passthrough avatar control. Future proves past. Read 

all tweets?

3/28/2019 8:00:18 AM n7guardiananon Past and Present

3/28/2019 8:04:13 AM melanieanders7 Hence the “newcomer”. :) ❤️ thanks for confirmation.

3/28/2019 8:05:20 AM ethereal_shaman I have the melody. It was a complete little song.  It's not posted anywhere.  Perhaps I will record it and send to you sometime.  I'm not very techy 

though, lol.

3/28/2019 8:07:14 AM covertress You should chat with @92michael. He sees faces in them too.

3/28/2019 8:07:15 AM louaptekman Is she a pledian?

3/28/2019 8:09:14 AM amremuse ABC agencies are hacking into everyone's computers & devices.  Tracking and surveillancing everyone.  Snowden explained it & was also shown in the 

movie Snowden. Not fear porn but reality.

3/28/2019 8:11:03 AM covertress It appears that our conscious co-creation has the ability to override ALICE.

I wonder what else we can do?

3/28/2019 8:13:44 AM vintagesquirrel JC = John Casablancas, founder of Elite New York City Modeling agency. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.vanityfair.com/style/photos/2017/10/ivanka-trump-modeling-years/amp …

3/28/2019 8:18:00 AM ohs4trump Majestic, does prayer work?

3/28/2019 8:18:17 AM dynamicres Would they still be timelines? Or just simply realities? If enough consciousness sees light instead of dark and hopeless, would we then start to 

re"create" our new better world just by intent? LIGHT winning the "consciousness creation" battle?

3/28/2019 8:18:59 AM speaakn Just like Hillary Clinton, isn’t it?

3/28/2019 8:19:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Prepping Nunes for 2024 has been injected into my consciousness for quite some time. Ie-subconsciously seeding ‘presidential appearance’ with John 

Deere tractors in background as well as allowing him to lead the way with FISA scandal ensuring trust by 2024. Can you confirm?

3/28/2019 8:19:04 AM djlok Yeah- looks like he died in 2013.

3/28/2019 8:19:36 AM ethereal_shaman I've always thought about recording it, just never have.  When I do,  you get first listen.

3/28/2019 8:20:32 AM roublisa Example-Jim Carrey?

3/28/2019 8:20:36 AM kevin72032387 Yes it is

3/28/2019 8:20:49 AM zagnett Thank You General Dunford. 🇺🇸🧐😎

3/28/2019 8:22:44 AM dynamicres He looks like young Tom Riddle. 🤢

3/28/2019 8:27:26 AM mwilkinson1974 Arent @BarbraStreisand dogs all clones off the original? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @qanon76 @seanhannity 

@therealroseanne https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1111126684219179009 …

3/28/2019 8:27:34 AM roublisa Whoa...totally spot on...my husband is a mirror twin😉

3/28/2019 8:28:10 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1110775600552251393 …

What is the deal with JK? What is/was he up to that made MJ want to hint that he is the AC (link)?

3/28/2019 8:28:47 AM ragevirusqq 🎯

3/28/2019 8:30:21 AM jrocktigers Thank you Michelle!



3/28/2019 8:32:12 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1102999750284996609 …

Former MJ (link).

3/28/2019 8:33:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly what it says.

3/28/2019 8:36:13 AM worldxplorer1 I look at synchronicities as echoes from neighboring dimensions and densities.  Like a line passing thru flatland.  It's a glimpse that something is 

happening in higher realities that are having an impact on our lower reality.

3/28/2019 8:36:18 AM vintagesquirrel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, when POTUS refers to a person with tape over her mouth, is this in reference to his daughter?

3/28/2019 8:39:14 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034435977966772224?s=19 …

3/28/2019 8:40:49 AM realityloominng Is MJ members appearing to typists as "passthrough avatars", or as a voice inside typists head?

3/28/2019 8:41:12 AM jaspony1 Can your IS choose the date(space/time) to incarnate?

ie. I could die today and incarnate in the future or the past...

3/28/2019 8:43:03 AM vintagesquirrel TY

3/28/2019 8:43:13 AM lbf777 I heard he was the antiChrist once before. I think @KibBitzLaw was the one who said that.

3/28/2019 8:43:13 AM djlok I think the answer to this question would be "yes".

3/28/2019 8:43:47 AM allahuniversal I've been doing my part to antagonize cabal for quite a while. However they don't determine when & how I leave unless I give them that power.

3/28/2019 8:43:59 AM djlok You got the comms!  Ha ha!!

3/28/2019 8:45:16 AM giediknight She also went to a private school in Connecticut that recently was in trouble for sexual abuse... https://patch.com/connecticut/wallingford/more-

sexual-abuse-choate-rosemary-hall-new-report-details …

3/28/2019 8:45:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think SG-1, Carter had the memories of Jolinar of Malkshur because of the blending of the minds. Nanotechnology has the ability to simulate this. The 

thoughts will come into the mind, but they are not the Typists.

3/28/2019 8:45:39 AM nun_chucknorris That is the beauty of lurking. If you recognize the numbers then you can begin to understand what is portrayed in German. You can then begin to 

understand the subject as a whole. The most complex equations include the simplest mathematical operations at their core.

3/28/2019 8:46:59 AM amremuse Who is the entity?

3/28/2019 8:47:36 AM zagnett What evidence do we have that JK's the AC? He's got that "666" building which is weird, sure. i'm not generally a JK fan, but more b/c his involvement 

in the Trump admin. seems like nepotism to me. He doesn't seem to have the qualifications for such a prestigious post in it.

3/28/2019 8:48:13 AM vintagesquirrel Seems like most elite boarding schools have this problem.

3/28/2019 8:48:59 AM allahuniversal Every time I focus

3/28/2019 8:49:52 AM keith369me How does the typist get into this altered state of “physical takeover”...flip of a switch, injection, or pill?

3/28/2019 8:49:55 AM vintagesquirrel I'm thankful I grew up poor, more and more every day. 😁

3/28/2019 8:50:43 AM realityloominng Woah cool thanks MJ!

3/28/2019 8:50:45 AM blsdbe I’m up for Shenanigans...let me know if I can be helpful!!!

3/28/2019 8:51:19 AM mwilkinson1974 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please tell me that im wrong. Did Ivanka almost get trafficked while modeling as a teen? To Netanyahu? Or Comey? By Epstein?  

Were they trying to get to @realDonaldTrump by way of her?

3/28/2019 8:54:08 AM dynamicres Ditto.

3/28/2019 8:54:12 AM djlok I'm thinking more like flip a switch.

3/28/2019 8:55:10 AM jrocktigers Well , double agents are at high risk of "suicide"

3/28/2019 8:57:10 AM roublisa Is this also the same as when Sam  and Orion  shared Spirt in the Acension episode of SG1?  ❤️❤️❤️

3/28/2019 8:57:30 AM lbf777 The 666 building is where they manufactured the mark of the beast chip. Also, JK used to have sleepover parties with Netanyahu since he was a kid.

3/28/2019 8:58:23 AM roublisa Is it a tuning in?🤔

3/28/2019 8:59:04 AM roublisa Or is this too deep .....that involves physical contact?

3/28/2019 8:59:39 AM keith369me Maybe...sometimes it does feel like the connection is lost mid thought within a Q and A

3/28/2019 9:00:15 AM zagnett Yeah heard both those things too. Just not sure how true they are. Seems an odd place to manufacture stuff for one.

3/28/2019 9:01:56 AM roublisa I feel communication through thought here with my peeps...do you think this is similar to telepathy?    I still feel like a fish out of water but at the same 

time things naturally take place.🤔

3/28/2019 9:04:52 AM keith369me Honestly, I have no facts to go on...the reason for the question...and honestly I don’t know if the answer to the question matters unless I plan on being 

a volunteer.

3/28/2019 9:05:11 AM nursewounds Watch for deaths by suicide, cancer diagnosis, heart attack, plane crashes, etc. The lights are on and the cockroaches a scattering. 

Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's in NZ? They're all flocking there...?

3/28/2019 9:05:38 AM enomai_ Sigh, thats a lot of people.

3/28/2019 9:05:43 AM big_simp its flat but its not a coin in space. Its a realm. It comes into being moment by moment..refer heisenberg..  

refer Kashmiri Shaivism every purusha has its own prakriti..

it works like a computer game or how flight simulators draw their world

3/28/2019 9:06:27 AM roublisa True.....I am confuddling the subject.  Sorry☺️

3/28/2019 9:06:42 AM realityloominng Have typists received any kind of confirmation that the thoughts are from actual MJ12? Otherwise the whole thing would be like what has been 

termed "downloads"(common form of telepathic contact (ET etc.))

3/28/2019 9:07:15 AM petitchevalb What about the innocent, the children?

3/28/2019 9:14:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 The typists all meet with a uniformed MJ3 subordinate directly prior to being activated. Activation phrase required.

3/28/2019 9:14:23 AM prmd21801759 When i tune in, what image/feeling should i use?

3/28/2019 9:16:40 AM djlok Are the numbers for the MJ members in anyway correlated to the Dimension that particular MJ member specializes in?  MJ3=3D. I'm, MJ2 = 2D?

3/28/2019 9:20:33 AM richardhiatt16 Technically....... guilty as charged.... 🤔💙🇺🇸

3/28/2019 9:22:30 AM realityloominng Okay, one last question please, for the sake of childish curiosity... Wouldn't this uniformed MJ3 subordinate have to arrive at this meetup in a stealthy 

"sci-fi" way? Like portals or "beam me down Scotty?" 🤔

3/28/2019 9:23:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

3/28/2019 9:23:51 AM worldxplorer1 I interpret it as meaning that the prison moon reincarnation cycle is still in effect for those who choose the blue pill.

3/28/2019 9:25:03 AM kindeandtrue My, my, my. Somehow I don't think you've absorbed the honorable Majestics' theme of love and unity very well.

3/28/2019 9:25:22 AM enomai_ Ok, i believe you. Awhile back, i decided to do what you said about 99 meditate. I took it a step further, visualized all my DNA turning transforming into 

9s. I through the universe, tried going into higher dimensions, light universe, and etc. Etc.

3/28/2019 9:25:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is still in effect for a lot of red-pilled anons as well. We stated that the change in tech resulted in less resistance to ascension. Still difficult to achieve.

3/28/2019 9:26:06 AM realityloominng Got it! Thanks!

3/28/2019 9:26:59 AM enomai_ Later that evening or the next day, I seen a group of ET crafts small etc. Though, it must be real. Though, now, how does one bring out any of this 

information into the 3d world? Just thought and action?

3/28/2019 9:27:07 AM aprilbrown99 Due to karmic ties?

3/28/2019 9:27:43 AM zagnett MJ, what is/are the next steps? Generally speaking i mean, if too sensitive.

3/28/2019 9:28:04 AM ascension_guide Portals are open. Just have to know where to find them and how to navigate them.

3/28/2019 9:29:06 AM worldxplorer1 Ascension being achieved once the overall vibration of ones consciousness has progressed high enough along the spectrum of consciousness?

3/28/2019 9:29:08 AM zagnett May you describe the kind of "resistence" that might be encountered? i want to be as ready as possible to resist the "resistence".

3/28/2019 9:31:44 AM pauliepg11111 In plain sight - the best cover.



3/28/2019 9:31:53 AM prmd21801759 Count me in

3/28/2019 9:33:22 AM worldxplorer1 This would make sense knowing we do about the 11/11 event.  If tech that was in place to keep humanities consciousness in a low vibratory state was 

either turned off or eliminated then the natural ability for an IS-BE to learn, experience, and evolve upwards would be unhindered.

3/28/2019 9:33:27 AM zagnett MJ, may you give us a ballpark figure how many people are involved in this operation by any chance?

3/28/2019 9:35:14 AM worldxplorer1 The difficulty in achieving ascension is now just limited to an IS-BE's ability to learn and evolve.  Call that karma if you will, but its just natural 

resistances in the 3D realm - tough enough "game" as it is.  But the game is no longer rigged so to speak.

3/28/2019 9:38:26 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, karmic ties. Forgiving yourself and others. Loving the lessons learned while here in this Earth school.

3/28/2019 9:39:16 AM covertress "the rapture is currently taking place"

Does this mean we can escape whenever we're ready to? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079533221275156480?s=19 …

3/28/2019 9:40:14 AM zagnett i don't plan on "shuffling the mortal coil" for a long time as it seems i have lots to do here in 3D or whatever. But when it's time, i plan to go straight to 

the void / drop-kick that burden like it's way highly radioactive. Buh bye burden. [Their] "resistence" may be futile.

3/28/2019 9:40:19 AM askingsocrates I was touched by the source on 4 11 18, I'm not sure the significance of the date or if it related to anything else. All I know is the love of the universe 

entered my pineal gland and shot an electrical surge down to my feet and up to my head. All addiction left me It was bizarre

3/28/2019 9:40:23 AM keith369me Trying to think of what that “phrase” could be.

3/28/2019 9:41:04 AM djlok Maybe when our IS is ready to?  The BE that we are all so connected to sounds like an Avatar to me.

3/28/2019 9:42:21 AM covertress I didn't assume I'd take this skin suit with me. 🧙♀️🧙♀️🧙♀️

3/28/2019 9:42:58 AM bkize54 NO coverage of I-68 shutdown on MSM yesterday....hmmm

3/28/2019 9:45:14 AM aprilbrown99 Would the activation be with the implant and possibly MKUltra so that they don’t recall the context of the conversations and forget afterwards?  Or 

something along those lines maybe ?

3/28/2019 9:46:42 AM keith369me Would this statement make sense?  Understanding the game on Earth is not enough for ascension, however, understanding our connection within and 

our loving connection to all souls will get us there?

3/28/2019 9:58:57 AM richardhiatt16 And a Circus 🎪 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/28/2019 10:01:29 AM zagnett i plan to own my burden while alive, then sell it for best offer at the end. Probably won't be worth much anyway. Maybe not even a good tax write-off 

at that point. So a quick sale. 🧐

Then off to the void/"Godmode". C u all out there, somewhere! 😎

TY for the tips, MJ! 👍

3/28/2019 10:12:24 AM thoughttazer Thank you Zag!

3/28/2019 10:13:20 AM worldxplorer1 Love always moves us higher on the spectrum of consciousness.  

++++ Oneness

+++ Peace

+++ Unconditional Love

++ Appreciation

++ Joy

+ Optimism

+ Courage

• Contentment

- Pride

- Anger

-- Craving

-- Fear

--- Grief

--- Apathy

---- Guilt / Shame
3/28/2019 10:15:02 AM realityloominng No way, you only know "boredom" because of MK prison planet

3/28/2019 10:15:19 AM hambrickro 😎 Foreign Adversaries getting "itchy" , House of Cards in the mist of a major quake 😏 😎

3/28/2019 10:16:26 AM allahuniversal None in particular. Silencing your mind is tuning in.

3/28/2019 10:16:50 AM covertress I thought it may have been the December anniversary of my birth (this being a 9 year for me) that aided in my awakening... but, now I'm thinking it was 

these "removed restrictions".

Were restrictions on consciousness eased for all of BEings on Earth on 11/11/2018?

3/28/2019 10:17:38 AM djlok 👆👆👆 this is true.

3/28/2019 10:18:24 AM roublisa I was under the understanding that our skin suit was to ascend as well.  😕

3/28/2019 10:18:33 AM mudlotus15 Can I ask what the heck you guys are talking about?  I consider myself red-pilled and follow q. Heard/saw something about t-2 plane accident?  Read it 

means typist. Please help me know what this is?

3/28/2019 10:19:09 AM mudlotus15 How?

3/28/2019 10:19:41 AM djlok Yeah, I think there's a lot of confusion and disinformation about what Ascension really is and how it is related to the physical body.

3/28/2019 10:19:52 AM nr750 Unless the teacher’s intent is to educate the kids in German, teaching them in their native language using level appropriate concepts would seem a 

more appropriate educational methodology.

3/28/2019 10:21:58 AM allahuniversal Unity, all minds as one, #WWG1WGA in the most literal sense

3/28/2019 10:24:12 AM roublisa Forsure....  I feel there is still much work to be done...but I am confused .....do we have to willingly walk into in to a physical 3d death of an avatar? That 

doesn’t seem quite right y’all 🤨

3/28/2019 10:24:57 AM aprilbrown99 We are bodies of light, energy, and frequency. God Spark from Source.

3/28/2019 10:26:03 AM zagnett i've always wanted to know - do mermaids get good tips? Or are their hotel guests as stingy as other Human civs' guests?

3/28/2019 10:29:29 AM aprilbrown99 To learn, to love, to understand all that is for each timeline and multidimensionality. This information is expansion for Source.

3/28/2019 10:30:01 AM roublisa Indeed💓💓💓 my husband, who doesn’t even know of the red pill exsistance...told me he thinks this is very death cult like, I assured him it is not. I 

understand for the most part, this seems like a choice rather that accepting my soul contract, which I’m not aware of completely.

3/28/2019 10:30:09 AM jesusluvsu29 I tried to w/ the TSA & got blocked

3/28/2019 10:31:03 AM mudlotus15 How?

3/28/2019 10:33:23 AM theaagabriel Id request a new one be made.

QIA

3/28/2019 10:33:35 AM aprilbrown99 Once we incarnated here on Earth we forget who we are, why we came, what our purpose is. We know this when we agree to come here to help or 

learn. I think because it is a lower density realm. Some remember their purpose.  Others never remember and lose their way forgetting...



3/28/2019 10:33:44 AM roublisa The feeling of alienation at this time in my life is strong, but I understand this is my time to fulfill my purpose.🤓 I am a bit lost with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

message.  I’ll think about it some more....sorry this hasn’t happened before 😒  pic.twitter.com/nOb92C2sGY

3/28/2019 10:34:26 AM aprilbrown99 ...their purpose. Then they create the cycle of karma.

3/28/2019 10:36:03 AM djlok I think many of us feel the same way.  For me the alienation is a recent development...like over the last 2 years.

3/28/2019 10:36:29 AM aprilbrown99 Yes for sure.

3/28/2019 10:38:01 AM covertress Correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe you're confusing "The Event", the transition from 3D to 5D as spoken of by Kabamur, with "ascension", what 

happens after death if you break free of the rebirth cycle.

I can't find any Majestic 12 references to The Event.

Did Kabamur mislead?

3/28/2019 10:38:05 AM allahuniversal Meditation is the fastest route there, to reach internally what Q & Anons have been doing all along externally. Access to all information & sharing 

individual discoveries while moving as a unit.

#TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight

3/28/2019 10:38:07 AM rebornkingent I think MJ said the ! Before a word or phrase means NOT. So MJ is saying no to clapper.

3/28/2019 10:38:23 AM roublisa I get this ....I have been  periodically aware throughout this lifetime of “truths”, this window right now is way different ...like almost full circle ⭕️🤭 is 

this why omg 😯. All the confusion I have had seems to have dissolved for the most part....truth resonates ...you know...

3/28/2019 10:39:03 AM roublisa It all in gauged when trying to understand our hairy brother and sisters Sasquatch ❤️

3/28/2019 10:40:47 AM worldxplorer1 For me as my awakening deepened more people showed up on this path. People around me have started to wake up also. I’ve been getting more 

clarity of my purpose here - my mission. As all this has happened the alienated feeling has greatly diminished.  Keep shining! It gets better!

3/28/2019 10:41:01 AM djlok ...within.  For what it's worth, everything you are describing.. alienation, Awakening, questioning things generally accepted by sheep, etc....is being 

experienced by many of us simultaneously.  I think this is why #WWG1WGA is so important.  It is literal. Not a cute expression.

3/28/2019 10:42:51 AM keith369me Hypothetically, by @kabamur_taygeta  putting a date on a reset, it delayed consciousness from getting there until a future time rather than 

manifesting it now.

3/28/2019 10:43:25 AM roublisa Yes,  although I have always felt like a wallflower .  Now I’m a conspiracy realist that has abandoned a belief system that did not serve the greater good

 of my IS......I am a libra ♎️ and it has its challenges🥴

3/28/2019 10:44:14 AM realityloominng I think "ascension" here is just the attainment of higher consciousness, which will happen as people are exposed to truth and energies during The 

Storm... Those who can't accept/grasp will simply dispair and, eventually, reincarnate here to get it(not ascend). Not rly about Death

3/28/2019 10:45:02 AM n7guardiananon Thank you pic.twitter.com/LU3wglqW6G

3/28/2019 10:45:58 AM allahuniversal Precisely.

Putting a date on it was a "huh?" moment. Chaos added to the equation, followers get dragged along a little further to the next goal post, & more 

(Time to FEED), more energy to be harvested.

3/28/2019 10:46:09 AM rebornkingent It takes time to learn the comms. The whole purpose is to avoid acct suspensions or in Qs case, violating national security. But it also trains is to think in 

a way where do don’t need drops any more.

3/28/2019 10:48:05 AM djlok So this is not a your "average" Twitter account as it appears you've discovered.  One of the best ways to understand it better is to follow and search for 

specific topics and then eventually read all their tweets.

3/28/2019 10:48:20 AM mudlotus15 Thank you!! 🙏🙏

3/28/2019 10:48:34 AM djlok Bingo!

3/28/2019 10:49:46 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072341645729902593?s=21 …

3/28/2019 10:50:05 AM roublisa Ascension and the “event” in my mind aren’t the same.  I think the event may have multiple meanings.  I am a tad bit bewildered by the kab situation.  

 3d-5d I feel is a process that is directly influenced by our IS-BES frequencies with support from our galactic families🤷♀️

3/28/2019 10:50:25 AM rebornkingent Accts get suspended or locked the more clear and specific they become.

3/28/2019 10:51:15 AM roublisa Ok ...I’m moppin what your spillin pic.twitter.com/ek3wWPC9cO

3/28/2019 10:51:38 AM djlok Exactly!

3/28/2019 10:51:51 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly. I didn’t pay attention to most of what he wrote. I read his posts but not much resonated with me.

3/28/2019 10:52:18 AM phreatomagnetic What else has the ability to use nanotech to simulate this?

No stranger to having thoughts come into the mind that I don't recognize as my own.

Sometimes deceased family, other times wise council, occasionally a horror.

3/28/2019 10:52:29 AM roublisa Thank you💓💓💓

3/28/2019 10:52:35 AM richardhiatt16 Imagine it as the FORCE.. Clear you mind and summon the Good side, the light of the FORCE.. It will serve you WELL... 😎. 💙🇺🇸

3/28/2019 10:52:38 AM djlok We were spared a lot of disinfo, clowning, and feeding negative entities.

3/28/2019 10:53:17 AM mudlotus15 Me too!  Puzzles VERY difficult to solve. if they spell it out their acct gets dropped from twatter. See I’m learning that they can’t actually read every 

msg. They put in some kind of code to look for the messages that they want to shut down, & WEcan’t let it happen!Need to KNOW!

3/28/2019 10:53:44 AM allahuniversal Think of "the event" as events for every individual at some point. Every upgrade in consciousness per person is an "event", experience may vary per 

person. The entire process of these upgrades is Ascension in a nutshell. All of this meaning While in the 3D body, of course.

3/28/2019 10:53:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Major Treason" - 45 RE 44

3/28/2019 10:53:56 AM djlok I knew there was a reason I liked you.  I've never met a Libra who didn't understand me, in spite of myself.  😀

3/28/2019 10:54:04 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, Libra’s see balance and harmony. Peacefulness. I love Libras. I am an Aquarian (Feb). 😊

3/28/2019 10:54:12 AM mongrelglory Well, if Hillary doesn't have an IS, then at least we don't have to worry about her re-incarnating here after she dies...

3/28/2019 10:54:13 AM thevolunteer6 ANONS KNOW

3/28/2019 10:54:16 AM roublisa Love that David💓💓💓 I don’t know what I would do with out all of you.  I am so blessed pic.twitter.com/Vx05ietCl0

3/28/2019 10:54:41 AM djlok ❤️❤️❤️

3/28/2019 10:55:02 AM pauliepg11111 I personally think 44’s public “revealing” would be the biggest shock for the unawakened blue pillers. MJ - will the full extent of it be revealed publicly?

3/28/2019 10:56:20 AM thoughttazer YUGE Treason!  as if there exists minor treason? LOL

3/28/2019 10:56:31 AM nancyddb Good.

3/28/2019 10:56:50 AM realityloominng Can i like this 3, 6 or 9 times please?

3/28/2019 10:57:01 AM thoughttazer And let's not overlook sedition- that is easier to prove!

3/28/2019 10:57:09 AM mittie712 Thanks!!

3/28/2019 10:57:29 AM allahuniversal We're multidimensional as is, consciously accessing 4D & up = the personal journey of ascension. Now available in 3D, always has been, we've just 

been...distracted...by Cabal/MSM/ALICE's dominance resonating in 4D down affecting 3D. Their "time" is up. Our turn... pic.twitter.com/xumzLsILZC

3/28/2019 10:58:14 AM ragevirusqq Jim. Keep in mind what this account claims to be. If they are in fact an unacknowledged government agency they are required to use disinfo, proganda 

and many other possibly nefarious or dark things to achieve their goals. They will never ask for your trust. Never trust blindly

3/28/2019 10:58:34 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 😂



3/28/2019 10:58:34 AM aprilbrown99 We are all blessed to be here with each other. I am very grateful for all of you. 🙏🙌✨

3/28/2019 10:59:08 AM ragevirusqq Only being cloned again and again and again.

3/28/2019 10:59:34 AM roublisa Beautifully put💓💓💓 perfect picture pic.twitter.com/n4iZtKJgAy

3/28/2019 10:59:42 AM allahuniversal Jack-in-the-box won't "let" us 😂

3/28/2019 11:00:49 AM aprilbrown99 Hallelujah hallelujah hallelujah!!!

3/28/2019 11:01:19 AM mudlotus15 Fairly new to Twitter so didn’t know. Thank you!

3/28/2019 11:01:35 AM roublisa Awe💓💓💓you are adorable David! pic.twitter.com/uoYZf5vdqy

3/28/2019 11:01:56 AM _louisreed  pic.twitter.com/2lKWQR03mS

3/28/2019 11:02:16 AM realityloominng I see why your husband would think that.. 

Plenty of starseeds here who seemingly just can't wait to move on from life here... 

Although many of us are just eager for life with truth to begin! Very opposite of death-cult!

3/28/2019 11:05:05 AM roublisa There are many benifits to being a wallflower🌼. Again ...you describe this reality so well✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

3/28/2019 11:05:16 AM freestateojones Did 44 ever has a TS clearance?

Is the organizational chart on  http://department5.org  correct?

3/28/2019 11:05:26 AM zagnett MJ, is it true that [BS] tried to sell off all U.S. military assets & even California, to China, circa 2010-11? 🤔

3/28/2019 11:05:47 AM laurabusse I still "chuck"le at your twitter name. Very clever. Do you do nunchucks btw?

3/28/2019 11:07:51 AM allahuniversal It was fun to read & imagine. Especially the quasi-doxxing of Q aka Mr Torres in khakis 🤣

But eventually, shit goes to far & can be the garbage truck which derails the train if you let it. pic.twitter.com/2EFq8JdcJW

3/28/2019 11:09:48 AM qtpi3_14 I've been told I'd be great at the State Dept...  🤔

3/28/2019 11:10:19 AM laurabusse Not to be repetitive...but that's why he says read past tweets :-) we've all been where you are. Many of us have just been hanging out here for quite a 

while and are more used to the "comms"...

3/28/2019 11:10:51 AM laurabusse Well said

3/28/2019 11:12:02 AM tinaqpatriot45 44 "FundaMENTALly TRANCEform America"

Essentially meant totally destroying it from the inside out. 

We see it in the NPC zombies echoing programmed thoughts. 

May the heavy veil be lifted from their minds.

3/28/2019 11:12:57 AM carolin15161363 Will justice be served?

3/28/2019 11:13:07 AM ekotoons  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bb6JeX6dvEk …

COULD USE A FEW

CLEAN SOULS 👊

3/28/2019 11:15:15 AM ucitnow Time Tested cure for Treason.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/L54O5g9qKs

3/28/2019 11:16:14 AM covertress WWG1WGA 

We must collectively raise the consciousness of Earth in order for The Event to happen. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034457854617550848?s=19 …

3/28/2019 11:16:34 AM _girlmaher_ They made their base into these weird bigots (armed with a bag of ad hominem against straw men) who are so gleeful when they insult, divide and 

attack because they've been made to believe everybody who isn't exactly like their unique self, wants to kill them. 0 self-awareness!!!

3/28/2019 11:16:34 AM carolin15161363 Ivanka Trump. The Trump children/grandchildren were threatened.

3/28/2019 11:17:49 AM covertress Happens. People delete tweets.

3/28/2019 11:17:49 AM djlok And the good news is we can do this.  We have the power to make it happen.

3/28/2019 11:18:05 AM carolin15161363 That is spooky! Same person? Clones? I just got the chills.

3/28/2019 11:18:12 AM starehope MJ - Thank you for this news. It is much appreciated.

3/28/2019 11:18:41 AM mongrelglory You got a Majestic like April! 👍

3/28/2019 11:19:44 AM jrocktigers Then clearly, he should be arrested immediately?

3/28/2019 11:20:27 AM aprilbrown99 Hi MorningGlory. How are you feeling today?  🦋

3/28/2019 11:20:46 AM realityloominng "The event(s)" is clearly part of ascension, if not a clown term for the same thing.. imo (used by kab, cobra etc.) I think 3d-4d, 4d-5d.. so on till 12d, is 

indeed a process with help from galactic family🙂In fact it's THE process, and purpose of our classroom universe

3/28/2019 11:21:31 AM djlok I suppose the same way anyone breaks free from their sexuality.  Deny it battle.

3/28/2019 11:21:32 AM carolin15161363 Do they think alike/act alike? Are there many differences? If our personality is DNA driven I would think identical twins would have a tremendous 

amount of similarities.

3/28/2019 11:23:24 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/iLcmffwQMn

3/28/2019 11:24:59 AM prmd21801759 Thank you!

3/28/2019 11:25:35 AM lynnboyce7 My mind is willing all this this to have a glorious outcome🌈🦋🌸

WWG1WGA!!!!!! Count me in

3/28/2019 11:26:14 AM beckabakes4211 April is going to be fun

3/28/2019 11:26:27 AM roublisa I like how you put that 💓💓💓 makes sense

3/28/2019 11:26:43 AM mongrelglory It's hard to see how it would be connected, isn't it?

3/28/2019 11:27:28 AM covertress I'm so grateful that Majestic 12 teaches us utilizing modern English instead of Biblical-like parables.

🙏 🙏 🙏

Part of the reason I never meditated before was the language barrier... prama, shama, brama...wtf???

3/28/2019 11:27:50 AM zagnett Exactly.

3/28/2019 11:28:53 AM tinaqpatriot45 They divided themselves into such tiny groups that they are now self destructing. 

Beautiful to behold 

After all the ugliness they spread. 

Hope they enjoy Humble Pie!

3/28/2019 11:30:58 AM keith369me This would be me officially giving you shit for not meditating! Seriously, when are you going to join us?

3/28/2019 11:31:44 AM roublisa Anyone listen to Simon Parks https://youtu.be/MaIvybZGNbw 

3/28/2019 11:32:57 AM djlok Yeah...come on and join us @covertress !!!

3/28/2019 11:33:19 AM mongrelglory I'm still up for the Victory Party! pic.twitter.com/Rk8yP1ycLQ

3/28/2019 11:33:41 AM nun_chucknorris HA! About as good as this guy pic.twitter.com/gi6TSQsaau

3/28/2019 11:34:22 AM laurabusse James brown was stuffed by his wife i think. Wonder if she got a taxidermist. Wonder if he's still in the living room...

3/28/2019 11:35:03 AM worldxplorer1 I used to.  Haven't in about a year.  Some great info but felt there was a little bit of "fanning the flames of fear" with things like a coming financial 

collapse and such.  Perhaps I overreacted. I was just vibing less with him over time.  What is your take?

3/28/2019 11:35:29 AM carolin15161363 So basically the President of Google just lied directly to the President? I guess Google doesnt totally understand the source of Trump's information.

3/28/2019 11:36:50 AM djlok Gotcha.  Thanks!  Yeah when I go back and read the MJ tweets and people delete their questions, it makes it somewhat challenging.   But now that you 

say that, I do seem to remember looking at that site now when the ? was originally posed.

3/28/2019 11:38:18 AM realityloominng I'm thinking natural disasters and "suicide watch/week", but I need more to believe that Earth couldn't support even 20B, IF we used proper 

technologies and the ability to go off planet



3/28/2019 11:38:34 AM roublisa I feel Simon is very genuine and his  demeanor is a bit serious, but I think he brings forward the best he can.  I enjoy his question and answer portion, 

he has such a kind heart.  The one I linked her is very good.

3/28/2019 11:39:33 AM mongrelglory We always used to repeat these words that my Korean Zen Master taught us.  Then a couple of years ago, I told them to my Korean friend and she said 

"You're counting to 5 in Korean".  🤣🤣🤣

Just count your breaths up to the number 10, then start over.

3/28/2019 11:40:42 AM roublisa I also like to listen to  https://youtu.be/iltxUzUyxVM 

I really enjoy the conversations with special guests....everyone has something to share for the collective💓💓💓💓💓💓

3/28/2019 11:41:24 AM worldxplorer1 I appreciate your 2¢.  Like I said its been awhile since I've listened.  I'll check it out again.  Thanks Lisa!

3/28/2019 11:41:29 AM jrocktigers 😂🤣😂

3/28/2019 11:41:39 AM allahuniversal 🤔 "random as random can be" 🤔 pic.twitter.com/WjK0C582eb

3/28/2019 11:42:40 AM adeo_creata_est It very could be. They are saying this is true. Do not close any doors in your mind

3/28/2019 11:43:06 AM starehope We know that but is it falling on deaf ears?

3/28/2019 11:43:33 AM djlok I love it when cultures play unintentional pranks on each other like that.  I've heard those of us who are English-speaking get a good laugh when we see 

some tattoos the Chinese have... And same here with our Chinese tattoos over here!

3/28/2019 11:44:00 AM mongrelglory Hi green unicorn frog! 😁  I don't believe MJ-12 advocate the Van-Allen Belt cage theory.

3/28/2019 11:44:20 AM mwannahockalugi Ask not for whom the bell tolls, for it tolls for thee. Tick tock, 44.

3/28/2019 11:45:03 AM realityloominng I listen to his updates sometimes to match with other stuff.

I tend to think he is genuine, but also has a handler somewhere..

3/28/2019 11:46:43 AM theaagabriel Lol.

3/28/2019 11:47:38 AM princesspatrio1 Nunes is a hero! I'm proud he represents my state.

3/28/2019 11:47:57 AM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂you're my fave

3/28/2019 11:48:42 AM laurabusse LOL :-)

3/28/2019 11:50:16 AM princesspatrio1 I'd happily be a reference for you. 😎👊

3/28/2019 11:51:29 AM qlover18 Kick him.

3/28/2019 11:52:10 AM mongrelglory It always sounds more exotic when you count to 5 in a foreign language. 😁

3/28/2019 11:53:58 AM hellouncledonny I should've changed the words "looks upon" to "gazes upon"

3/28/2019 11:54:58 AM laurabusse What kab seems to do best if you ask me

3/28/2019 11:56:16 AM jljensen326 In addition to the torture, rape murder and consumption of thousands of innocent children

3/28/2019 11:58:29 AM mongrelglory Wait till people find out his birth certificate was forged, he's with the Muslim Brotherhood, and he's married to a man!

3/28/2019 11:58:48 AM tomcurle Thank you Devin Nunes @DevinNunes, you’re are true patriot.

3/28/2019 11:59:04 AM ekotoons ABSOLUTELY 👊

3/28/2019 11:59:59 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/1MiNNBvNhp

3/28/2019 12:00:17 PM curt_avila Did Jussie keep the rope? Looking like it may be needed.

3/28/2019 12:00:53 PM laurabusse Have much more clarity now on the kab sitch. He threatens. He blocks. He accuses with little/no evidence. Makes wild claims I've never heard anyone 

else claim or confirm. Quits twitter on a reg basis, after a dustup. For me it all adds up. "Lightworkers" don't behave like this.

3/28/2019 12:01:16 PM curt_avila  pic.twitter.com/zH8FskB2Zv

3/28/2019 12:01:49 PM roublisa Oh geez... I don’t know why he didn’t engage with me.  Selective 🤔 he certainly didn’t like my jfk jr pick I used to have up on my profile.🤨

3/28/2019 12:01:59 PM djlok NEOIAH!!!

3/28/2019 12:02:12 PM mongrelglory You got an MJ-12 affirmative on that! 👍

3/28/2019 12:04:22 PM laurabusse I do. I tend to take everything w a grain of salt. He seems to have connections. He said a team was sent to PM T May and told her to resign. Yesterday 

someone said she is resigning. Have yet to see it in the news but haven't done a search yet.

3/28/2019 12:05:32 PM roublisa Yes ..important for discernment.

3/28/2019 12:05:46 PM laurabusse I agree which is why i take him w a grain o salt. I appreciate his info. But i don't like the focus on neg entities.

3/28/2019 12:08:18 PM mongrelglory Wow!  I didn't see that!  Thanks for giving the heads up.  Benjamin Fulford just recently mentioned Jared Kushner as maybe being the anti-Christ. I used 

to not think of the Anti-Christ as a literal person, but MJ-12 have said that Satan and Lucifer are different IS-BEs, so...

3/28/2019 12:08:22 PM laurabusse I basically don't believe anyone who gives dates. Pretty much NEVER comes to pass!!!

3/28/2019 12:09:08 PM mongrelglory ...I guess the "Anti-Christ" could be an inter-dimensional IS-BE too.  (Like they said the Rothschilds are.)

3/28/2019 12:09:09 PM gabrecken I'm only able to reenlist as intel 07

3/28/2019 12:10:38 PM roublisa I agree....where can one find a good source for learning please😋

3/28/2019 12:13:10 PM roublisa Would you say phonetic language is the hijacking of what would be our original dialect?

3/28/2019 12:14:04 PM mongrelglory Maybe "clap on"?

3/28/2019 12:14:57 PM mongrelglory Can remote viewers hear things as well as see things?

3/28/2019 12:16:00 PM mongrelglory Didn't you always wonder about all those Girl Guides in uniform going door to door? 😆

3/28/2019 12:16:45 PM realityloominng Yeah, creating a feedback loop in your mind, sending and receiving your own thoughts, doomed to repeat yourself on twitter for eternity!! Watch out 

😉

3/28/2019 12:16:56 PM giediknight #AlexJones said Q's prophecy came true regarding Mueller. AJ has played his part well. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2019 12:17:06 PM djlok I don't either. But he's the thing I'm trying to wrap my brain around: if time is an illusion, how exactly does predicting dates come into play? Or if 

predicting dates like predicting Christmas will hit this year on Dec 25?

3/28/2019 12:17:44 PM roublisa Thank you 😘

3/28/2019 12:17:58 PM mongrelglory It's probably the order of their parking spots.

3/28/2019 12:18:00 PM joyfans1  pic.twitter.com/CSlI7BktNv

3/28/2019 12:18:32 PM roublisa This is actually my fav. ❤️❤️❤️

3/28/2019 12:19:20 PM djlok Ha ha!!!  If I ever see MJ1-12 parking spots, I will hit the ground laughing!!!

3/28/2019 12:20:26 PM mongrelglory The custom license plates would be awesome! 😁

3/28/2019 12:21:42 PM roublisa I love setting the intention and then being spontaneous ....this doesn’t sit well with the normies in my life😆 but I feel this is how to best manifest 

along with .....just seems natural.

3/28/2019 12:22:47 PM tweeterthanwine #Impeach44

3/28/2019 12:23:23 PM roublisa These things fascinate me....I am so ADD I’m into everything can get enough🤪

3/28/2019 12:24:16 PM roublisa OOOOMMMMGGGGG! that’s it 💥💥💥 I am so into that right now.  🤗

3/28/2019 12:24:39 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/oOMGShfZ08

3/28/2019 12:25:15 PM roublisa What is this?

3/28/2019 12:25:36 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/kc8mTfISju

3/28/2019 12:26:20 PM roublisa Have we spoke of this before...

3/28/2019 12:26:43 PM marnisheppeard For us. Yes.

3/28/2019 12:27:46 PM beckabakes4211 Wow....i love to see the connecting old posts.

3/28/2019 12:28:36 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/gZZYptUidk

3/28/2019 12:29:53 PM covertress Congratulations!

You've just ascended!

🤣🤣🤣

3/28/2019 12:30:13 PM keith369me Pretty sure we knew this two years ago with “wire tapping”

3/28/2019 12:32:34 PM djlok Thank you for sharing that.  Very informative!  Now if we can just lift that veil!!!



3/28/2019 12:33:09 PM roublisa I know right!!🤓

3/28/2019 12:34:26 PM jrocktigers HAHAH...its been a few days, but Laura reminded me of his omnipotent super powers.

3/28/2019 12:34:39 PM realityloominng Haha, you immediately reminded me of the series Travelers, where little girls are temporarily taken over by an AI from the future, to deliver secret 

briefings xD

3/28/2019 12:35:05 PM laurabusse Exactly.

ZERO!

3/28/2019 12:35:43 PM victori47048713 Please let this happen-I am soooo sick of biting my tongue when it comes to this impostor. #Potus #MAGA #WWG1WGA

3/28/2019 12:35:53 PM djlok And maybe yours.  Low density IS-BE'S don't do well with higher density IS-BE's, hence the mass block!

3/28/2019 12:36:59 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼Dig that.

3/28/2019 12:37:06 PM allahuniversal Think D5. The chaos was injected from the second it was posted as [D]ec 5, chaos erupted & took [41] with it. Ammo spent.

Apply that to "the event" & a set date. Follower A could "ascend" in the next 3 days, yet now aligns with a date in 2021. Chaotic delay, for no good 

reason.

3/28/2019 12:37:14 PM roaminnoodle I believe MJ has stated they have access&ability to use VOG technology (as well as Looking Glass) however I am not sure if the Q team also can and 

does use it... 

...So I'll just say, "Nothing is a coincidence."

3/28/2019 12:40:33 PM djlok I'm following.

3/28/2019 12:40:47 PM covertress Vibe higher, baby!

3/28/2019 12:40:53 PM allahuniversal Nothing can stop whatever event(s) is/are  coming, yet events can be delayed, or at the very least public consciousness can be shifted in a diFFerent 

direction. pic.twitter.com/z7M3bgFlad

3/28/2019 12:40:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, NSA does not have access to all MilTech technology.

3/28/2019 12:41:52 PM djlok Hence the reason "optics are very important".

3/28/2019 12:42:56 PM laurabusse He blocks ppl who simply ask him questions. He blocks ppl who have never engaged with him. We think he probably systematically blocked everyone 

who follows MJ12.

3/28/2019 12:45:15 PM djlok Yeah. Kab didn't want anything to do with people who read the MJ12 Account.

3/28/2019 12:45:54 PM dynamicres Do you think this was a reference to the event, or the breaking of the cycle? hybrid? This gen > Ascends > breaks cycle > 5D earth? or perhaps this gen 

is already >50% ascended re-spawns assisting?

3/28/2019 12:46:21 PM allahuniversal Didn't mean imply that they're 1 & the same, just how similarly these two seem to operate, yet in opposite directions. VOG transmits to public 

(consciousness), & Q's 'sniffer' receives from public (internet).

3/28/2019 12:46:38 PM laurabusse I've concluded he's either an unbalanced person with many issues he needs to heal, or is a c1a clown, or is alice (ai). In any case i personally feel it's 

best to ignore him. There are plenty more "pleiadians" in the sea...

3/28/2019 12:46:51 PM djlok @kabamur_taygeta sort of became like the [HRC] to many of his followers almost overnight.  Very odd situation.

3/28/2019 12:48:30 PM roaminnoodle Similar to F's death? https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1034971856963555328 …

3/28/2019 12:50:45 PM laurabusse Yeah me neither!

3/28/2019 12:51:43 PM covertress I think it's the "most of us raise our consciousness to 5D, then all of Earth does" option.

3/28/2019 12:52:54 PM laurabusse Yeah. I lost count of all the ppl who said he blocked them. Stunning...there must be dozens.

3/28/2019 12:53:59 PM djlok At least.  And most had never even interacted with him.

3/28/2019 12:57:00 PM roaminnoodle Would this be similar to Star Trek Discovery TV show when Dr. Hugh Culber has been killed but later is brought back to life "recreated by the spores" 

and has all the memories of his past self, but doesn't know who he is/has an emotional disconnect with his partner...???

3/28/2019 12:58:35 PM mongrelglory I liked that show!

3/28/2019 12:59:52 PM laurabusse Very odd!! But like I've said, when you push against, the universe pushes you back. Kab pushed against MJ12 instead of just letting him do his thing, or 

ignoring him. Universe pushed back against kab majorly. For every action there's a reaction. Law of the universe.

3/28/2019 1:00:22 PM djlok Bingo!

3/28/2019 1:00:26 PM cosmic_engineer Consciousness does not reside in the skull.  Clones are either 'walk-ins' from a higher density or NPCs

3/28/2019 1:01:04 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/dWzTLcvDoF

3/28/2019 1:02:07 PM reportgoldfish It's a Monolithic and Ruthless Conspiracy......

 https://www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-speeches/american-newspaper-publishers-association-19610427 …

3/28/2019 1:02:39 PM roaminnoodle BOOM!!! Love you - no homo!

3/28/2019 1:03:08 PM _girlmaher_ Yes, they are the very long tail of the political spectrum and the phenomenon you observed is very real. If you make all your followers bigots they will 

get into fights with natural/old allies. They are not bad just profoundly misslead and used. I hope they wake up and find peace

3/28/2019 1:03:38 PM laurabusse Well if he hadn't blocked me i would probably still be following him. Just to see what kinda things he says. For better or worse. Or for ha ha's sake. I 

love the grain o salt approach. My dad used to say Believe nothing you hear and only half of what you see.

3/28/2019 1:05:33 PM jrocktigers I think the crux was for being such a "high vibe" being , he took anyone who was on a specific thread and blocked universally.

3/28/2019 1:08:24 PM roaminnoodle F = Forrestal

F2 ∴ = ]T2[

...??? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920 …

3/28/2019 1:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sheep no more.

3/28/2019 1:10:26 PM bppope @realDonaldTrump @t_1045019 @blacktulip966 @KarenMonsour12 @freenaynow @kbq225 @QCRUSH2 @TankIncU @ctanner3 @Corp125Vet 

@JoanofAmerica 

TY=BT For Meme

🔴Pres 44...👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻

🔴Time For Justice

🔴No Pres Or Country Should Ever Endure The Lies And Obstruction USA Has Endured 👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/Mn6ZjOzErc
3/28/2019 1:11:03 PM adsvel Push-Pull or Law of Arraction.

3/28/2019 1:11:12 PM roublisa Never ever ever sheep again!

3/28/2019 1:11:47 PM laurabusse Exactly! We're all hypocrites in some way, shape or form even if only a little. But that was beyond the pale!!!

3/28/2019 1:12:11 PM roaminnoodle But you said "IS-BE typing was the IS-BE of Forrestal" (aka F)

IS-BE typing = Typist

So my question is, and I am still trying to wrap my brain around this one if F ascended... was T2 already F's IS-BE?

One in the same? F = T2? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062442405604048896 …

3/28/2019 1:12:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tag your favorite MJ12 clone account pre-post this account.

Reconcile.

3/28/2019 1:13:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are all one.



3/28/2019 1:14:25 PM roaminnoodle I know!!! That's what is crazy about this!!!

3/28/2019 1:15:58 PM aprilbrown99 We should just send him positive thoughts and release him. Mentally thank him for whatever info that resonated with you & send him on his way. We 

are still giving him energy otherwise. He is irrelevant in our plans now moving forward. I think he did us a favor by blocking us. 😜

3/28/2019 1:17:11 PM aprilbrown99 AOC & HRC

3/28/2019 1:17:21 PM victori47048713 I don’t know what this means

3/28/2019 1:17:27 PM mongrelglory Do you mean imposter accounts such as this?

 https://twitter.com/Majestic12_EDF 

3/28/2019 1:19:25 PM starehope Only here a few months. Unaware of other accounts.

3/28/2019 1:20:34 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  said Aaron Doughty-YouTube star✨seed was influenced I believe they did by a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  subordinate....thought I’d 

share his recent episode ....  https://youtu.be/lS6eAQPZq8w 

Akashic Records- The TRUTH its time you know about... excellent!

3/28/2019 1:21:41 PM allahuniversal ☝☝☝ ☝☝☝

3/28/2019 1:21:42 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/t3hmaj3stic12/status/1109311911533969408?s=21 …

3/28/2019 1:22:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you need assistance finding them, consider a simple search (Google syntax only): 

site: https://twitter.com  MJ12 OR "Majestic 12" OR MAJIC12 -ts_sci_majic12

Happy digging. You may be surprised who you find lurking.

3/28/2019 1:23:32 PM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/tsOXLFyVbX

3/28/2019 1:24:17 PM mongrelglory There's lots of them.  Some of them don't appear to have been activated yet, as there's no tweets:

 https://twitter.com/VannevarBush1 

 https://twitter.com/theMajestic121 

 https://twitter.com/mj12org 

 https://twitter.com/majestic12news 

3/28/2019 1:24:28 PM wwtravelr Hillarios

3/28/2019 1:25:17 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/vannevarbush1/status/1076066817569841152?s=21 …

3/28/2019 1:25:25 PM thomas71687 I'm still waiting for the ag do investigate the democrats.

3/28/2019 1:26:38 PM covertress This continues to catch me up as well. 🤯🤯🤯

3/28/2019 1:26:49 PM djlok Account created Dec 2018

3/28/2019 1:28:24 PM sergii_ii Hi MJ12. Was the avoidance of the comma there intentional? "No MJ12..." or "No, MJ12..." ?

3/28/2019 1:28:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger means imposter may not always be the incorrect way to understand the other accounts.

3/28/2019 1:28:48 PM covertress Wait until we begin talking about how IS-BEs can be Planets!

3/28/2019 1:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typo. Apologies.

3/28/2019 1:31:04 PM ragevirusqq Maybe he wants people to believe his pleadians are god like and should be venerated or worshipped in some way. Worhsip of any sort does not seem 

right to me.

3/28/2019 1:31:46 PM laurabusse 💯 %

3/28/2019 1:31:56 PM covertress Check out MJ12🤫 (@Mj53543440):  https://twitter.com/Mj53543440?s=09 

Seems legit. /s

3/28/2019 1:31:59 PM djlok Double negative noted!

3/28/2019 1:32:06 PM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/qecQxS6hMu8 

3/28/2019 1:32:34 PM olimyracle Sandia

💞

3/28/2019 1:33:17 PM n7guardiananon 😄😀🤣 https://youtu.be/ABbc-O_3_Ac 

3/28/2019 1:33:42 PM aprilbrown99 There was a regression video I watched on YouTube of Alba Weinman. She has several cool videos posted. Anyhow, one of her clients was a quarts rock 

crystal in a lifetime. So amazing and strange at the same time.

3/28/2019 1:33:46 PM sergii_ii Thanks for the clarification!!😊

3/28/2019 1:34:01 PM rinmaries Interesting pic.twitter.com/08uKFUABL9

3/28/2019 1:34:38 PM joeorbit in dreams (reality) we work out the specifics in our waking realm. talking about subroutines is the cabal ai anti human work. gods energy is endless, we 

can certainly juggle a few more plates in the air.

3/28/2019 1:35:04 PM covertress Check out ✌🏻Magic12🇺🇸✌🏻 (@MillerJoselle):  https://twitter.com/MillerJoselle?s=09 …

Magic 12... 🤣🤣🤣

3/28/2019 1:35:12 PM ragevirusqq This ☝️. Seems like an ultimate act of love. Supporting life with love on a planetary scale. Keeping in balance.  Or even a star to support an entire 

system of life ♥️

3/28/2019 1:35:47 PM laurabusse Agree! 💯 %

3/28/2019 1:35:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is it? Versus "Who is it?" Consciousness is God.

"God doesn't know where God came from." - AJ

3/28/2019 1:36:06 PM djlok Makes sense when you think about it.  All living things on Earth are made out of the same materials as Earth.

3/28/2019 1:37:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reflect. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bd1CUTrcy5U …

3/28/2019 1:39:01 PM kachinagtto Helping from the 6th dimension?

3/28/2019 1:40:25 PM ragevirusqq This will be a focal point of my meditation this weekend. ♥✌🏻. I LOL’ed while watching this. Sometimes   I find humorous joy in the places that will 

resonate.

3/28/2019 1:41:04 PM ragevirusqq Neither do we. Coincidence?

3/28/2019 1:42:33 PM allahuniversal Joimed; Oct 2017 🤔

 https://mobile.twitter.com/james_matysiak  pic.twitter.com/MXTC77mTtc

3/28/2019 1:43:11 PM allahuniversal  https://mobile.twitter.com/james_matysiak  pic.twitter.com/3MMULSrnN2

3/28/2019 1:44:13 PM djlok Not at all!

3/28/2019 1:44:32 PM magic12miller So what’s your question? And no, not a clone, just me myself & I. Joined 8 mos ago, different account, had to switch

3/28/2019 1:44:43 PM ragevirusqq  https://youtu.be/fU7hZ3smj0g 

3/28/2019 1:45:22 PM aprilbrown99 I love this. I could definitely get a dance groove going with this song. More importantly, I like the message. Thank you.

3/28/2019 1:46:02 PM cledrordfishing I didn't know there were any..

3/28/2019 1:46:58 PM djlok Reminded me of my younger days when I was willing to take more physical risks.  Now, I jump around like that, I'm in bed for a week!!!

But yes, we are all trapped in our minds!!!

3/28/2019 1:47:37 PM blsdbe Jammin Beats MJ!!! We are Chosen, We Are Golden!!!

3/28/2019 1:49:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moar...

3/28/2019 1:49:21 PM magic12miller Oh, & I know about Real Majestic 12 & Project BlueBook. #Q sent me

3/28/2019 1:50:46 PM vincemindfreak time loops

3/28/2019 1:51:29 PM ragevirusqq You can jump around all you like during meditation or however you get into that spot mentally. 😀 Don’t forget to enjoy your time here too. Music 

anytime or when altered helps me find this joy.  I realize there are others who feel like I do. This restores hope for me.



3/28/2019 1:51:50 PM hellouncledonny Humans and existence are nothing more than a complex mathematical  equation. 

Computers/Universe can change their coding at anytime. So when everyone gets on the same page, we can move mountains "literally". 

Just wait until you learn who talking to you here.

Are we learning MJ12 pic.twitter.com/EDfMH51Lpx

3/28/2019 1:52:07 PM djlok 😀

3/28/2019 1:52:43 PM lbf777 Kabamaur VOTL and Benjamin Fulford are pretty good.

3/28/2019 1:52:51 PM ragevirusqq Haha      https://youtu.be/gAzDYJnGrXY  these lyrics resonate deeply for me.

3/28/2019 1:53:21 PM ragevirusqq Simple joy is precious

3/28/2019 1:55:06 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/yd6ZN5DEbHw 

3/28/2019 1:55:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are all chosen, we are all golden

We are all chosen, we are all golden, right

We are all chosen, uh, we are all golden, alright

We are all chosen, ya know, we are all golden, one more time

We are all chosen

3/28/2019 1:56:14 PM adheysuk I'm still trying to wrap my head around the universe existing, but what does it exist in. How does the universe seem to exist inside of nothing. If 

consciousness is God, does god/consciousness manifest physical reality?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2019 1:56:49 PM sonofpatriot3 Who implies physical existence, whereas what includes the metaphysical connotation. I prefer observer over “God” due to preconceived notions. Who 

is AJ?

3/28/2019 1:57:14 PM hellouncledonny 1) Humans and existence are nothing more than a complex mathematical  equation. Computers/Universe can change their coding at anytime. So when 

everyone gets on the same page we can move mountains "literally". 

Just wait until you learn who talking to you here

Are we learning MJ12 pic.twitter.com/nSn44HjIWB

3/28/2019 1:57:25 PM marnisheppeard Is that why many scientist targets don’t have a problem with VOG?

3/28/2019 1:59:37 PM shannen_robison I can dig it

3/28/2019 1:59:57 PM djlok I always struggled with this "Chosen" concept.  The Jews are "chosen", the Presbyterians are the "frozen chosen".  I'm not either and always wanted to 

be "chosen". Of course I didn't really know what I wanted to be chosen for...but still wanted to be chosen nonetheless.

3/28/2019 2:00:04 PM victori47048713 I see you have 3 typists now...

3/28/2019 2:01:29 PM worldxplorer1 What the heck?!  

Obviously a very majestic tweet helping us unlock the mysteries of earths hidden history, the universe, and our place in the cosmos.🙄

3/28/2019 2:02:01 PM jrocktigers I choose you DJLOK.

3/28/2019 2:02:17 PM djlok Was it the anti-Trump Cardi B message that gave it away?

3/28/2019 2:03:23 PM djlok Thank you, and I have chosen you as well.  So I guess we are "golden", right?

3/28/2019 2:05:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 LIGHT

3/28/2019 2:06:50 PM djlok 👆👆👆BOOM!

3/28/2019 2:07:20 PM morety76 Awesome. We are all trapped in our minds, trapped in a zoo. It's time to break FREE...

3/28/2019 2:12:40 PM aprilbrown99 I love that one too.  ❤️

3/28/2019 2:13:01 PM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does MAJIC-12 have BE's? Or are they IS in another density "streaming" their thoughts through VoG to the typists?

(I understand that some MJ members are military etc., i.e. having BE's though).

3/28/2019 2:13:35 PM jballz1021 Being follows not being. The VOID.

3/28/2019 2:14:18 PM starehope We all have a need to be chosen. No one wants to be left out, nor left behind. I, too, want to be chosen. But, for what are we chosen?

3/28/2019 2:14:59 PM nogritnopearlz In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.             Its like....To say the alphabet doesn’t exist cause you 

weren’t there when it was invented.  then how are you even having dialogue now?!

3/28/2019 2:15:53 PM winklerburke Yes!  (I am Groot!)

3/28/2019 2:18:30 PM melanieanders7 David; you are the I AM. And so am I. :) we ARE. So we’re chosen as we are fractals of the ALL. ❤️

3/28/2019 2:20:35 PM djlok I love it!

3/28/2019 2:20:59 PM petemanderson1 There is no separation.

3/28/2019 2:22:16 PM melanieanders7 Add to that an individual universe... this universe is t the only one......

3/28/2019 2:23:40 PM melbourne_3000 Filmed in #Melbourne #Australia 😊

3/28/2019 2:24:35 PM sterkinglights1 Ty

3/28/2019 2:25:07 PM carolin15161363 Im assuming you are referring to Game of Thrones?

3/28/2019 2:25:15 PM melanieanders7 Isn’t. * I really need to reread before I “reply” lol

3/28/2019 2:28:12 PM carolin15161363 I just realized. I think AOC may be an NPC. Well atleast in lack of objectivity. Lol

3/28/2019 2:28:46 PM freeandoriginal Yes ...I know, but MJ commentary was ...insinuating something

3/28/2019 2:28:47 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/id75c8HGAxw 

3/28/2019 2:29:37 PM djlok I knew what you meant. Twitter has programmed me to read over typos! Ha ha!

3/28/2019 2:30:06 PM orthogonalron 44 did not exist in a vacuum. Many in government knew who he was and that a foreign country controlled him and yet allowed it to go on to the point 

of full support and admiration. There are many traitors in this woeful tale.

3/28/2019 2:33:23 PM carolin15161363 Based on what MJ was saying, unlike Trump who will sacrifice himself and take abuse on himself instead of his children, people like Comey and 

Epstein.would abuse or sacrifice even their own children to satisfy their evil desires and goals.

3/28/2019 2:34:55 PM blsdbe Trippy, Dude.

3/28/2019 2:35:14 PM djlok No answer is also an answer.

3/28/2019 2:36:01 PM jm19712 Know a guy that served directly under BGen Dunford in the sandbox.  Buddy told me Dunford would be CMC someday.  Said Dunford was most 

awesome leader he had ever been around... Then there was the "soccer balls dropped from Huey onto the crowd of Iraqi kids incident" (Rotorwash!)

3/28/2019 2:38:21 PM covertress 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/eROKJLaQNa

3/28/2019 2:38:52 PM zagnett Any hints as to what MilTech it doesn't have access to?

3/28/2019 2:39:26 PM blsdbe 😇❤️😇

3/28/2019 2:39:33 PM whitehat_van Nothing good I can assure you. They are creating a death cult called IS-BE. Every breath one closer to death. They are ISBEs. A new religion much like 

Scientology.

3/28/2019 2:39:52 PM zagnett He didn't want anyone that even thinks of questioning "channelers" either.

3/28/2019 2:41:06 PM djlok Have you considered getting 12 of you?  Not a bad idea.

3/28/2019 2:44:08 PM marnisheppeard I have a theory that ‘channeling’ is used to make ordinary slaves think they are somehow deficient. And many DID adults (who don’t remember the 

truth) think for real they can do this. So it’s in the same category as witchcraft, magic and fortune telling.

3/28/2019 2:44:39 PM blsdbe Lovely 😊

3/28/2019 2:45:12 PM wearediamonds2 How long have they made clones? Is is spiritual (from the fall of man) or technological and recent?What is the oldest age of clones today?

3/28/2019 2:46:31 PM carolin15161363 Im not sure how I view all of that, but I do see where many authors and even directors and put bits of truth into their works.



3/28/2019 2:46:50 PM wearediamonds2 Also, Did they make my generation 1970s-early 80s programmed to be ultra empathic/spiritual humans only to make millenials ultra cold to destroy 

whatever healing we try to bring to the world? I feel like my gen currently lost hope & too wounded.Made too soft.

3/28/2019 2:47:03 PM laurabusse You may be right but i don't like to outright accept or reject anything...i think there can be truth in channeling. I know many channelings have helped 

me a lot. But i pretty much don't buy 100% what ANYONE is selling...

3/28/2019 2:47:59 PM wearediamonds2 Is reincarnation real? Is cloning related to it? Is reincarnation their way of "explaining" or hiding cloning?

3/28/2019 2:48:11 PM aleks8837 This was one of the ultimate truths of The Buddha by the way:

"All conditioned things are impermanent" — when one sees this with wisdom, one turns away from suffering. This is the path to purification.

"All conditioned things are unsatisfactory"..

_"All things are not-self"_..

3/28/2019 2:49:09 PM drottiemom 💥NO DEALS

💥THIS IS WAR

💥NEVER FORGET WHAT 

💥HAPPENED

💥TO THOSE WHO COMMITED 💥TREASON

💥NEVER AGAIN.

💥EVER.

#WWG1WGA #QAnon .@POTUS

@JohnBrennan @AdamSchiff

@RepSwalwell @BarackObama

👇👇👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/De4JMYp3Jc
3/28/2019 2:49:47 PM raisethevib369 Am I the only one who gets so confused with this stuff 😣

3/28/2019 2:49:58 PM kachinagtto Interesting - I have heard this phrase before

3/28/2019 2:50:29 PM covertress Are the delegates helping to merge the divergent timelines?

3/28/2019 2:50:45 PM freeandoriginal Not my interpretation...but anyway....

3/28/2019 2:50:57 PM jayrambin I dont know what SIGCOMMS is supposed to mean.  'Signal communications' OK.  But, what is that?  Im sending you a signal to communicate 

something?  I need a de-codebook or something.

3/28/2019 2:53:09 PM djlok Yeah- I have a hard time getting into mystic wishy washy stuff too.  Too confusing.

3/28/2019 2:53:44 PM djlok Good point.

3/28/2019 2:54:10 PM wearediamonds2 So I am a Human Woman Ego?

3/28/2019 2:54:18 PM nogritnopearlz Lol

3/28/2019 2:55:06 PM covertress Well, I'm wrong again!

Each day, a lesson. 

🐸🐸🐸 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111360616168484864?s=19 …

3/28/2019 2:56:11 PM giediknight Alex Jones

3/28/2019 2:56:27 PM _girlmaher_ With these timelines merging will we notice new Mandela effects?

3/28/2019 2:58:18 PM sonofpatriot3 Bwahaha

3/28/2019 2:58:44 PM chiefdreyfus Couldn’t imagine! He’s a patient, loyal man.

3/28/2019 2:58:59 PM djlok But we are whole.

3/28/2019 2:59:57 PM giediknight How many red pills have you given out VS. Alex Jones?

3/28/2019 3:00:17 PM roublisa Thank goodness I’m not the only one...I mess up at least every other tweet😝

3/28/2019 3:01:06 PM giediknight  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wsrcYiTTNQU …

3/28/2019 3:01:24 PM jrocktigers Grateful Dead > "Turn on your lights let it shine on me

Turn on your love light let it shine on me

Let it shine, let it shine, let it shine"

3/28/2019 3:02:51 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️ I just responded with Grateful Dead lyrics to another tweet you did , before I saw this!  WOW.

3/28/2019 3:03:02 PM carolin15161363 Thats ok. We are all just trying to figure everything out. I was pulling from convo from 2 different threads.

3/28/2019 3:03:43 PM starehope Carl Sagan said, "We are all made of Star Stuff".

3/28/2019 3:05:17 PM blsdbe At the end of my past life regression when I was ready for death, I simply stepped out of my body. I stood there for a moment gazing down at the Shell 

that was me and was overcome with a sense of gratitude that the planet had gifted me that vehicle to come and learn my lessons in

3/28/2019 3:05:17 PM roublisa I have listened to Delores Cannon speak of this very thing.

3/28/2019 3:05:21 PM starehope We are all dependent on one another in order to exist.

3/28/2019 3:05:25 PM keith369me I think it is Earth is doing it first and the rest of us have to get there or be relocated

3/28/2019 3:06:46 PM starehope T2 was a very advanced soul.

3/28/2019 3:07:10 PM sonofpatriot3 Alex Jones has given more blue pills than red ones, that’s the whole point of controlled opposition. To quote Alex Jones when discussing such a topic is 

an absolute joke.

3/28/2019 3:07:52 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/qBcd2KaOMU

3/28/2019 3:08:32 PM spanner322 I think you will find it was more then 52 billion after going through things from Pres Clinton era there is about what i have seen just in their own deeds 

& in docs about 200 plus billion

3/28/2019 3:09:06 PM starehope I'm still learning the comms. Write everything down as you come across it, anything new. There is so much to learn.

3/28/2019 3:09:44 PM sonofpatriot3 It’s hilarious because those two are legitimately the epitome of gatekeeping shills. pic.twitter.com/SCaTyRkFVk

3/28/2019 3:10:25 PM blsdbe That’s the ‘activation phrase’

3/28/2019 3:11:03 PM big_simp watch this carefully

FYI Dolores Cannons intel in this clip has been confirmed by Heisenberg and the Quantum physicists and the classified projects

you are in a realm [ like heaven is a realm ]

Do you imagine Heaven is a round planet in space? 🤣 https://youtu.be/4Gc1mGdoHRg 

3/28/2019 3:11:18 PM qtpi3_14 Momma's on the job.. look out! pic.twitter.com/LO1woSHQda

3/28/2019 3:12:05 PM hmcd123 Kat tits Clown pic.twitter.com/FwYyiPchnf

3/28/2019 3:12:26 PM sterkinglights1 Shhh...::::::÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷®€©°π©!£&

3/28/2019 3:13:47 PM blsdbe Lol! Earth be like ‘Imma do Me, Y’all do You!!!’

3/28/2019 3:14:18 PM djlok Nice connection!  I bet you're right.  And it's probably a phrase that we've all heard before...but never use.  Like Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious !!!

3/28/2019 3:15:25 PM qtpi3_14 Under the table, right as they ask him a question? 😂😂😂



3/28/2019 3:15:26 PM realitygateway Is AJ influenced by voice of god tech? During the Joe Rogan interview there were a few times that he seemed to be talking to someone in his head. 

Thanks.

3/28/2019 3:15:55 PM zagnett Yup me too = banned by Kabamur. 🤔

3/28/2019 3:19:50 PM russellshook2 Chapter one of the GREAT AWAKENING IS UPON US ALL,  NO ONE ESCAPES , NO ONE , PAIN HAS ARRIVED, THEY WILL FALL LIKE DOMINOS, THE 

CONSPIRACY TO IMPEACH POTUS WAS A COUP AGAINST THIS CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC AND ALL AMERICANS. Q WWG1WGA.  ☆☆☆☆☆ 

pic.twitter.com/7qQlORQ03o

3/28/2019 3:20:21 PM djlok I'm not one to tell anyone what to think.  Although, I've heard trusting yourself is a good idea.

3/28/2019 3:28:58 PM lynnmar42209594 No idea what this is about

3/28/2019 3:29:37 PM giediknight Ok buddy

3/28/2019 3:31:29 PM laurabusse It's kab's loss!!

3/28/2019 3:32:36 PM laurabusse Badge of honor :-)

3/28/2019 3:32:47 PM deplorablecagrl #Trump2020Landslide

3/28/2019 3:42:38 PM blsdbe This from #Q https://youtu.be/_01s4Mut2YQ 

3/28/2019 3:45:02 PM pyramidsonmars_ Thank you.  It has made the ‘Producers Choice List’ on Artistfirst 😊

3/28/2019 3:54:02 PM maryche20769846 Barack Obama is a thief and a lier. He stole the position of the President of the United States of America.

3/28/2019 3:55:21 PM maryche20769846 Lock up Barack Obama！！！

3/28/2019 3:57:34 PM mongrelglory Well that just confused me... Unless they are dummy accounts that MJ-12 has set up for some reason?

3/28/2019 3:57:44 PM richardhiatt16 Yes, many are chosen... BUT, you must still except the LIGHT of the FORCE.  Free will thing.. important!just open your mind, open your “heart” and the 

FORCE will flow through you.   And remember ... Many are COLD, but few are frozen...  🤣 just had to throw that in there..

3/28/2019 3:58:07 PM nosurrender200 STUNNING Treachery! Dan Bongino Completely destroys Mueller, Comey, Brennan...et al...for the 675 day torture of this country w the #RussiaHoax.

Bombshell connections of FISA Abuse (x4), 2nd Scope Memo...Fake Hoax Dossier, all to cover for the FBI & IC. https://youtu.be/RkyWkaYiP5I 

3/28/2019 3:58:50 PM nettiejoi With the coordinates of NORAD ?

3/28/2019 4:05:07 PM aetherwalker1 The Absolute is Non-Dual.  It just IS.   AKA.. Nirvana

Look up

Nirguna Brahma

vs.

Saguna Brahma

3/28/2019 4:05:12 PM mongrelglory Nope!  Think of it as "Mind Gym"...puzzles for your brain.

3/28/2019 4:07:59 PM covertress Mikhail Baryshnikov in White Nights 

"Do know what it means to be really free?"

Dancing to Koni Priveredlivye by Vladimir Vysotsky. https://youtu.be/rzfmQ70cBj8 

3/28/2019 4:08:42 PM djlok #DarkToLight

3/28/2019 4:11:55 PM mongrelglory I wondered...how come Toffer_Anon_369 @ChrisReitan comes up when you search for Majestic 12!   Is he one of yours? 😎

3/28/2019 4:13:37 PM mongrelglory I love Motown!

3/28/2019 4:15:43 PM whitehat_van Maga terror attacks to give the movement a bad name?

3/28/2019 4:16:20 PM whitehat_van Battle to the death?

3/28/2019 4:17:00 PM mongrelglory When I put "MJ12" or "MAJIC12" into the twitter search box, it immediately takes me to a list of your tweets!  No other accounts.

3/28/2019 4:17:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unaffiliated with this account or operation.

3/28/2019 4:17:23 PM whitehat_van The idea isn't to get them to kill themselves but to give up their sovereignty.

3/28/2019 4:20:33 PM mongrelglory He follows this account (and mine).  So how come his home page comes up when you do a search of Majestic 12, and he has Majestic 12 in his 

description (calls himself a digital warrior).  Is he part of 🤡s in America?

3/28/2019 4:20:51 PM jrocktigers MJ12 - There was an account extremely similar in name, but cannot find now.

3/28/2019 4:21:12 PM allahuniversal Silence sometimes means that the answer is in the question. Or that it's already been answered.

Looks like the original question was delete, it was answered in this AMA thread.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/ixIJJ2i1N9

3/28/2019 4:21:36 PM realityloominng You are throwing the baby out with the bath water

3/28/2019 4:23:02 PM realityloominng What are they gate-keeping? Flat earth? Expand your thinking. Bits of truth are found many places

3/28/2019 4:23:56 PM laurabusse Omg what woman in her right mind wasn't in love with MB in the 70s! The other guy? Can't think of his name. The tap dancer? A woman i used to go to 

church with says his character was based on her father! Is that Helen mirren??

3/28/2019 4:24:35 PM mongrelglory No offence to Toffer if he isn't.  That's just a weird Twitter glitch then!

3/28/2019 4:25:05 PM allahuniversal Digital Army -> #QArmy https://youtu.be/Zd9qLfhai90 

3/28/2019 4:25:27 PM melanieanders7 Nope; that to me is the All.

3/28/2019 4:26:13 PM aetherwalker1 I felt that The Enemy had built up energy, feeding the Beast with sacrifice, the night before in prep for their FF.  I hadn't even checked your TL to learn 

about T2 187 yet.  I did sense the wrong location though.  

The Force is with us Majestic!  🧙🏼♂️

3/28/2019 4:26:29 PM melanieanders7 Me too! Hehe!

3/28/2019 4:26:30 PM mongrelglory I like Reggae too! 😁

3/28/2019 4:27:22 PM allahuniversal "The collusion delusion is OVER!" ~ 45

Gloves are off

3/28/2019 4:31:29 PM covertress Tap dancer? Gregory Hines.

Yes. Hellen Mirren plays a dancer in White Nights also.

This music moves my IS and makes my BE wish that I could dance like Mikhail Baryshnikov!

3/28/2019 4:31:33 PM lydialynn89  pic.twitter.com/X6jznq92z4

3/28/2019 4:32:34 PM lynnboyce7 I really enjoyed. TRUTH be told!!!

Very talented🌈🐬🦋

3/28/2019 4:33:08 PM sonofpatriot3 No I’m not, I bathe my baby first.

3/28/2019 4:35:39 PM covertress ofc, I'd rather dance *with Mikhail Baryshnikov!

3/28/2019 4:37:59 PM aetherwalker1 The fascinating MAJIC is making a clone and transferring your consciousness into the clone like the Asgard on SG-1.

3/28/2019 4:38:24 PM n7guardiananon Sounds like Transformers, Majestic production? If so, thanks for making the 80s so freaking awesome for kids growing up. https://youtu.be/A52--

FKUQgU 

3/28/2019 4:38:47 PM elfm0d3 Oh geeze. That one follows me not sure where he found me.

3/28/2019 4:41:12 PM sonofpatriot3 In my opinion, they are collectively gatekeepers of the status quo. I expand my thinking daily, maybe you should try doing the same. I have my 

opinions, just as you have yours. That’s all there is to it.

3/28/2019 4:42:32 PM mongrelglory I love the classics. 😊 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PDdCmJ84LI …

3/28/2019 4:45:19 PM raisethevib369 I work full time and have a 3.5 year old 😂 I barely have enough time to check in to the things you don't have to decode.

3/28/2019 4:46:43 PM mongrelglory Don't worry, be happy! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-diB65scQU …

3/28/2019 4:48:08 PM mongrelglory That's the late Robin Williams in the video.



3/28/2019 4:48:09 PM clancy_birrell This is Ichi Ban!

3/28/2019 4:54:16 PM giediknight Sounds like you don’t watch Alex Jones...

3/28/2019 4:54:35 PM lbf777 We are all literally the same person. There is only 1 person that exists in life. That person wears suits for a particular experience. We are human suits 

but without the suit, we are exactly the same person which is life itself.

3/28/2019 4:54:48 PM mongrelglory I was a Rudolph Nureyev fan myself. pic.twitter.com/edtME7X7AR

3/28/2019 4:55:23 PM jayrambin Im not getting it. Too cryptic.

3/28/2019 4:59:02 PM sonofpatriot3 I used to watch InfoWars, obviously I don’t anymore haha

3/28/2019 5:00:22 PM blsdbe Aaaand again

3/28/2019 5:00:55 PM lbf777 God came from the void. The void is both nothing & everything at the same time. Everything includes willpower. The void is pure probability.God self 

willed itself from the void using the willpower that lay within the void.

Void=Nothing & Everything simultaneously including will.

3/28/2019 5:02:32 PM mongrelglory Message over messenger.

3/28/2019 5:03:19 PM 313looper ❤️❤️❤️

God Is Love...

3/28/2019 5:06:22 PM mongrelglory Truth can be found in the most unlikely of places...

3/28/2019 5:09:06 PM sonofpatriot3 Anyone that claims to have any idea what “God” does/doesn’t know is nothing more than an egomaniac... #Fact. The message is deeply flawed.

3/28/2019 5:09:18 PM sonofpatriot3 (In my opinion)

3/28/2019 5:09:48 PM sonofpatriot3 So can lies.

3/28/2019 5:10:12 PM mongrelglory Unless you're the planet named "Ego". 😬

(Guardians 2 reference)

3/28/2019 5:10:54 PM jayrambin Hiw can you expect anyone to understand this? You're yanking our chains.

3/28/2019 5:11:20 PM wearediamonds2 Omg!!Just started ep. 1 seas. 2 & "Q GAMERS" are mentioned. It lines up with stuff @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @aug_tellez talk  http://about.So  excited I 

literally paused to find this tweet & tell you!Really happy we have these shows to put out  http://redpills.Now  they mention Q!

3/28/2019 5:15:18 PM sonofpatriot3 “God doesn’t know where God came from.”

-Alex Jones https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wsrcYiTTNQU …

3/28/2019 5:16:38 PM charmanda9 His cover photo is the same as one David Wilcock uses here and there

3/28/2019 5:17:27 PM wearediamonds2 Whoops...they are called Q-kids. My mistake!

3/28/2019 5:17:30 PM anneolsen43 Awww Dave :)

3/28/2019 5:20:59 PM mongrelglory "My 3 favourite things are eating my family and not using commas."

                                                                                - QT @QTAnon1

3/28/2019 5:21:14 PM cjmandarin Yup! Folks are paying attention. 😊😊😊

3/28/2019 5:21:22 PM jayrambin No. U haven't. I went back and read it all. Cryptic clues to a puzzle that doesn't fit. If you're speaking in code, very few are getting it. Im calling this 

account a larp at this point. Sorry mi wanted to believe. You didn't give enough substance 2 build my confidence or trust.

3/28/2019 5:23:16 PM mongrelglory Hey, I follow him.  Even if he is CIA, maybe he's one of the good ones. 😉

3/28/2019 5:25:54 PM mongrelglory Hey, we're surrounded by lies every day.  That's why you have to make the effort to suss out truth and beauty wherever you can find it.

3/28/2019 5:27:05 PM sonofpatriot3 I’m not choosing a hill to fight on, I’m just expressing my opinion based on the experience from the perspective of my personal existence (just like Alex 

Jones or anyone else). For all I know I’m a figment of YOUR imagination.

3/28/2019 5:27:12 PM sonofpatriot3 ❤️

3/28/2019 5:28:24 PM mongrelglory Understood.  You're already doing the job of two people...your mind probably doesn't need any more exercise! 😆

3/28/2019 5:28:53 PM sonofpatriot3 The beauty of it is I might not even exist. 😆

3/28/2019 5:30:12 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Perhaps he's a white hat with the NSA! Checking in on MJ-12s operations...😎

3/28/2019 5:33:32 PM justileonne If a person has an organ transplant of two peoples organs ( me ) ( one donor Alive and  one has  passed ) is the passed person spiritually able to “lead” 

me to things they liked to do?  Have felt some odd leadings - not just to foods but experiences ..

3/28/2019 5:33:54 PM elfm0d3 😁 indeed

3/28/2019 5:35:52 PM raisethevib369 Yeah I can't even tell you where'd I'd be without my fellow patriots, anons, and content creators. I'm grateful.

3/28/2019 5:37:03 PM jmallett0 Dr dan Burisch ?

3/28/2019 5:38:24 PM wearediamonds2 I am so happy and excited now, but also very bewildered and confused . I want to understand everything better.

3/28/2019 5:38:43 PM sonofpatriot3 Nuh-uh! But that’s just my opinion, want to fight about it? 🤪

3/28/2019 5:41:42 PM disfellocated что?

3/28/2019 5:41:58 PM sonofpatriot3 I was just answering the question with my opinion. Not trying to start a fight at all.

3/28/2019 5:43:48 PM sonofpatriot3 I’m sorry answering a rhetorical question about consciousness with a quote from Alex Jone is hilarious to me...

3/28/2019 5:59:55 PM 92michael Yep! Me too! I can tell if it’s a real spirit orb, cause I will be able to sense its personality. Sometimes it’s seems even more real then if the person is right 

in front of me. It feels like I’m halfway here, and half somewhere else.

3/28/2019 6:03:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things to consider... pic.twitter.com/2Be5MRTPzl

3/28/2019 6:03:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things to consider... pic.twitter.com/Mve5XjNZUH

3/28/2019 6:04:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things to consider... pic.twitter.com/RNlcKJE3GI

3/28/2019 6:04:29 PM starehope Any suggestions?

3/28/2019 6:04:29 PM sparkleloung Pull the plug?

3/28/2019 6:05:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree that AJ is controlled opposition, however Anons are right- Message over messenger. Truth resonates from within.

3/28/2019 6:07:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reflect https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103478423916285952?s=21 …

3/28/2019 6:08:49 PM sonofpatriot3 Okay, fair enough. All I meant was AJ is used by the MSM/etc. to push blue pills on the masses.

3/28/2019 6:09:51 PM blsdbe Reflect!!!

3/28/2019 6:12:18 PM blsdbe We have the power to change this. Let’s wake some people up!!! https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1111434768774684672?s=21 …

3/28/2019 6:12:24 PM jm19712 Briefed Mattis once in TQ in 05.  Suppose to show up at 1800 and showed up at like 2345, still wanted brief. Cool guy and warfighter's warfighter.

3/28/2019 6:12:38 PM jonathancherrie Big Respect for you and our boy Benjamin Stanford!! So happy you posted this. I love his music ❤️🎼

3/28/2019 6:13:04 PM zagnett i don't generally give much attention to AJ anymore b/c everything surrounding him for so many years, except perhaps the recent Rogan interview, 

seems to be driven by the [cabal]. He is mostly [their plan] it seems.

3/28/2019 6:13:26 PM sonofpatriot3 21 citsejaM pic.twitter.com/2DGA0RZSpj

3/28/2019 6:13:38 PM jared4liberty I can’t stop listening to this song! Thanks for sharing the link MJ

3/28/2019 6:14:14 PM n7guardiananon Roadmap lyrics

3/28/2019 6:16:52 PM covertress Oh! Me too! 

That hang time! . . . . . . . . .

3/28/2019 6:16:57 PM starehope Then are we left with anything? MJ12 mentioned what seems a change needed on physical plane. Might this cause tension with the extreme leftists? 

Physical harm? Go door to door, register people to vote? Plant seeds?

3/28/2019 6:18:19 PM blsdbe #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #MEGA

#WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic

3/28/2019 6:18:38 PM starehope Sounds do-able.

3/28/2019 6:19:02 PM djlok Let's do this!!!

3/28/2019 6:19:30 PM covertress * It's working



3/28/2019 6:20:03 PM mongrelglory You got a Majestic like Zag! 😁

3/28/2019 6:20:18 PM melbourne_3000 Prime Creator or that which many call "God" has ALWAYS existed.

There was no beginning and there is no end. 

The human mind is not able to process such a concept.

3/28/2019 6:21:15 PM zagnett Cool!

Funny i was tempted to write "Alex who?" lol.

3/28/2019 6:21:48 PM jm19712 Somebody decided to give Iraqi kids Christmas presents and gathered them in a soccer stadium in Ramadi to pass out soccerballs from a UH-1N. Didn't 

think it through. Marine dropped the balls out the door and rotorwash turned subject balls into projectiles concussing several.

3/28/2019 6:21:50 PM toffer_anon_369 Hey MJ12 - are you guys, Q, or 45 going to be able to override the states that are doing this? https://www.theepochtimes.com/delaware-governor-

signs-bill-giving-electoral-votes-to-winner-of-national-popular-

vote_2855377.html?fbclid=IwAR21KJvnte2bO31NyFDxMCqwh4mwE7AXe6QNmPh3enBYqrh_1WPSUrY7kHU …

3/28/2019 6:22:02 PM mongrelglory But you listened to your "higher self". 😆

3/28/2019 6:25:07 PM shannen_robison I've been meditating at 9:33 for the past few weeks

3/28/2019 6:25:42 PM blsdbe 😇❤️😇 #WRWY #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/28/2019 6:28:37 PM olimyracle ...and we educate our childrens in the exact same direction.

Even opposition is controled. "Make them believe they're free, and they'll be better slaves."

Democracy, what a clown trick !

Making it truly considering is a deep challenge. SHEEP NO MORE ! https://youtu.be/OAl-EawVobY 

3/28/2019 6:34:14 PM jm19712 my buddy who would know said it was absolutely not planned.  Dunford and his folks that did the event were very embarrassed...I don't think any kids 

were seriously hurt but you have to laugh a bit.  Was FUBAR toys for tots Iraqi style.

3/28/2019 6:40:02 PM rmbrice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are we/is life really AI?

3/28/2019 6:40:12 PM giediknight AJ actually said it on the show, he said that he is pushing to kickstart the censorship so that ultimately [GOOG] and big tech can be setup to be sued.

3/28/2019 6:40:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define AI

3/28/2019 6:42:11 PM melbourne_3000 😊

3/28/2019 6:42:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoying the movie? https://twitter.com/RepMarkGreen/status/1111277443371937792 …

3/28/2019 6:43:00 PM sano_faith Lol

3/28/2019 6:44:20 PM rmbrice We are “google” search results feeding a main server (source).

3/28/2019 6:46:13 PM love4thegameak Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/O48Mmw7kBV

3/28/2019 6:47:44 PM lbf777 I tested positive and didn’t lose any benefits. 

I would be furious if anyone even suggested something like that. Marijuana is basically healthy. That’s like saying don’t drink OJ or lose benefits.

3/28/2019 6:48:32 PM giediknight Story of my life, I’ve been in IT since 98.... it’s lonely being an admin anon

3/28/2019 6:51:30 PM jrocktigers Also worth considering.. Drop Acid Not Bombs.

3/28/2019 6:52:02 PM zagnett MJ, how many millions/billions people do you estimate are "awake" in the US at this point? The world?

3/28/2019 6:53:16 PM youstinksoap Yes!

No coincidence what my kids are reading in school this year, is it?  First it was to kill a mockingbird, now they are reading hunger games.  Gives me 

hope that the education system will change!

3/28/2019 6:53:51 PM cocopuffster12 Setting my alarm clock!!

3/28/2019 6:54:50 PM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

3/28/2019 6:57:26 PM askingsocrates 311 and Muse are a couple of my favorites.😊

3/28/2019 6:57:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are in good company.

3/28/2019 7:02:27 PM heath_jack [They] so silly😂

3/28/2019 7:02:42 PM mongrelglory I joined you on the East coast PJ. 😊

3/28/2019 7:03:02 PM giediknight I most definitely am, I have been drawn to, and have read many MJ12 influenced websites, wingmakers and many many others, my position affords 

much downtime to research. Lots of time in between those updates/patches. 😀

3/28/2019 7:03:16 PM aprilbrown99 That was a great meditation. Lots of energy. 😇❤️😇 let’s wake up everyone!

3/28/2019 7:05:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing is ever free.

Literally nothing.

3/28/2019 7:06:01 PM linnyt7 So true!

3/28/2019 7:06:02 PM zagnett I'm enjoying the movie. But also wondering what the running time is, & checking my watch occasionally. For those who've been relatively awake for a 

long time, the movie seems to be quite long, like idk, the Lord of the Rings trilogy or something. Are we now in the third act? 🤔

3/28/2019 7:06:11 PM privlegedn Love is free. Hugs are free!

3/28/2019 7:06:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Requires energy in order to utilize for your body. Therefore not free.

3/28/2019 7:07:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tims is an Illusion. 

We don't tell you what act we are in.

That tells [them].

TRUST THE PLAN.

3/28/2019 7:07:13 PM blsdbe That being said, giving our service to others, while costly in some respects, is also very rewarding.

3/28/2019 7:07:15 PM n7guardiananon Everything is a transfer

3/28/2019 7:07:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally the stage was just announced as SET by 45.

3/28/2019 7:07:56 PM johnny_fargo Enter the mitochondria. 😀

3/28/2019 7:08:05 PM aprilbrown99 Deep State Panic Mode.

3/28/2019 7:08:15 PM zagnett Oh the movie just started?

3/28/2019 7:08:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 I best identify as...

3/28/2019 7:09:05 PM leilandtanner Light working - please share! https://soundcloud.com/leiland/light-work-by-leiland …

3/28/2019 7:09:34 PM lorenzosghost What do you call the soul at the centre of the Solar System's Sun that has been here since the Sun was a proto-sun and have been here evolving since 

the beginning? A Sun-Seed?

3/28/2019 7:09:49 PM blsdbe An IS-BE on a Mission, a Mission from God

3/28/2019 7:09:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most interesting conspiracy theory...

3/28/2019 7:10:03 PM mongrelglory I'd better run to the bathroom quickly...

3/28/2019 7:10:27 PM olimyracle ...so let's imagine the price of 2mio childrens per year 🤢

3/28/2019 7:10:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Favorite number...

3/28/2019 7:10:54 PM billyj1616 Is this a trick question since we know they aren’t “theories”?

3/28/2019 7:11:00 PM rmbrice Maybe it’s not artificial and AI is imitating what we are. What life is.

3/28/2019 7:11:10 PM kindeandtrue Except the grace of God.

3/28/2019 7:11:10 PM thainfamous20v 4. Is there any significance?



3/28/2019 7:11:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Retweet if you voted NPC. 

Like if you voted something else.

3/28/2019 7:11:35 PM blsdbe There is only one conspiracy theory listed here-the rest are actual conspiracy operations.

3/28/2019 7:11:40 PM aprilbrown99 The love from Source.

3/28/2019 7:11:59 PM anniebased Has some potential lol

3/28/2019 7:12:14 PM daveo6145 Can’t wait to watch the rally!

3/28/2019 7:12:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you for sharing.

3/28/2019 7:12:19 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  Never in a million years would I have thought I would check off Starseed... 😋

3/28/2019 7:12:20 PM olimyracle Free will ?

3/28/2019 7:12:46 PM aprilbrown99 My birthday adds up to 9. 💕

3/28/2019 7:12:50 PM kindeandtrue 8

3/28/2019 7:13:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Welcome to the Great Awakening.

3/28/2019 7:13:10 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/28/2019 7:13:16 PM hellouncledonny [Blue]s Brother

We're on a mission from #GOD

Boom 

Boom

Boom

Boom https://youtu.be/nUUyFrHERpU 

3/28/2019 7:13:19 PM stevedogg83 Prefer the word wanderer over starseed

3/28/2019 7:13:30 PM realityloominng The amount of ALICE traffic on that tweet is unbelievable.. holy ****

3/28/2019 7:13:31 PM anniebased J

3/28/2019 7:13:39 PM elfm0d3 It me  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/SN_1987A  do I still count as a Starseed 🤔

3/28/2019 7:13:53 PM leilandtanner 🙏

3/28/2019 7:13:59 PM fqxacid I identify as a Trident MkII D5 nuclear ballistic missile equipped with multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles.

#MadeInUSA

3/28/2019 7:14:10 PM thevagrantpepe Damn you entropy!

3/28/2019 7:14:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 We must learn to love our NPCs. Its how we break their programming. However don't let up. Allow them to get angry. They will reflect. Much slower 

than starseeds.

3/28/2019 7:14:13 PM mongrelglory I'm a child at heart. 🥰

3/28/2019 7:14:14 PM aprilbrown99 🌸🦋✨

3/28/2019 7:14:36 PM lbf777 They know once the masses find out what they have done to us, they won’t be safe anywhere they go. Everyone will want them dead or in prison.

3/28/2019 7:14:36 PM jared4liberty “Theory”. Of the options, I guess paperclip pic.twitter.com/ko26oWeWQK

3/28/2019 7:14:50 PM blsdbe I like them all...to the Nines!!!

3/28/2019 7:15:10 PM lorenzosghost 3,6,9, among many things, on all levels, represent the parts of our soul, physical, etheric, astral. Mineral plant animals. Then extrapolate that into the 6 

chakras, and the 9 layers of soul, with 10, 7 and 4 being I AM

3/28/2019 7:15:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Self aware starseed population... 

(estimate only)

3/28/2019 7:15:34 PM spauldingshowal 🥰

3/28/2019 7:15:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Significant

3/28/2019 7:16:22 PM sabina06706427 Love it!

3/28/2019 7:16:58 PM lorenzosghost I don't find any of these that interesting, honestly, although if the Roswell one is real, that would be easily the most.

3/28/2019 7:17:38 PM capitalkid God’s Love doesn’t count?!

3/28/2019 7:17:46 PM starehope Everything has a price.

3/28/2019 7:18:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 This Anon gets it. Expand.

3/28/2019 7:18:43 PM covertress Love in a vacuum 

♥🤣♥

3/28/2019 7:19:07 PM spauldingshowal Great Show!

3/28/2019 7:19:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's just pure electric.

3/28/2019 7:19:51 PM mongrelglory Was that on Earth, or the entire universe?

3/28/2019 7:20:19 PM 1_decided_voter Funny how incandescent light works the same way

3/28/2019 7:20:29 PM higherdensitees NPC?

3/28/2019 7:20:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The cost of those "free" things are many. See if you can expand your mind and identify at least 3. 9 if you're on fire. Anons will help.

3/28/2019 7:21:06 PM beth2419 I swear my 11 year old is a star seed. He does not realize it yet though.

3/28/2019 7:21:33 PM djlok "self-aware" is why I voted so low.  I think there are MANY Starseeds on Earth.

3/28/2019 7:22:00 PM spauldingshowal Karykeion

3/28/2019 7:22:38 PM mongrelglory They're conspiracy reality, not theory.  However as far as "stories" go...I'm quite fond of Roswell.

3/28/2019 7:22:39 PM ragevirusqq Seeded story lines hidden in plain sight

3/28/2019 7:22:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Telling him will cost him his life in time, since perception is an illusion. Allow him to come to the conclusion himself organically. Love is not free. It costs 

will power of the IS-BE who seeks it. When reciprocal, the power is multiplicative.

3/28/2019 7:22:56 PM aprilbrown99 Oops, I skipped over the word “conspiracy”. My bad.

3/28/2019 7:22:57 PM shannen_robison 😁😁

3/28/2019 7:23:16 PM 222714ftw 🖖222 pic.twitter.com/UeJhL8e48t

3/28/2019 7:23:32 PM paledarkpony Does yang know?

3/28/2019 7:23:34 PM zagnett i'm trying to use 9s and multiples of 9 whenever possible. They contain 3 and 6 anyway, so at least they kind of come along for free in a way, on 9's 

coattails.

3/28/2019 7:23:35 PM ragevirusqq 46

3/28/2019 7:23:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did MJ12 use a trigger word?

BAIT

3/28/2019 7:24:37 PM decodematrix Op Highjump

3/28/2019 7:24:47 PM jeff57253103 Majestic who is MJ12?

3/28/2019 7:25:06 PM starehope Define Stars ed please.

3/28/2019 7:25:15 PM wearediamonds2 Waste, abuse, power imbalance, suffering, poverty, theft, freedom, hope

3/28/2019 7:25:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Group of many Majestic 12 first class members (not subordinates).

3/28/2019 7:25:21 PM mongrelglory Those require consciousness, intent, energy, cooperation between IS-BEs, okay...I'm still thinking...

3/28/2019 7:25:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The cost is building the conduit to harness.

3/28/2019 7:26:04 PM ragevirusqq God-love

3/28/2019 7:26:18 PM sdcharge2k12 You’re welcome, it’s just my opinion but i believe there are many ascended masters who were sent to teach people all over the world the path to the 

light. Buddhism guides people to the light (living a true Buddhist life is living Christlike and therefore Christ-consciousness etc.

3/28/2019 7:26:28 PM jeff57253103 I didn’t know that existed. Membership? Interesting. How does one become?

3/28/2019 7:26:53 PM zagnett Well, nothing as triggering as "grooming" this time afaik lol.



3/28/2019 7:27:07 PM ppdotdll All

3/28/2019 7:27:23 PM victori47048713 Water and air are free

3/28/2019 7:27:27 PM starehope Starseed*

3/28/2019 7:27:29 PM hookur6 9

3/28/2019 7:27:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Best sheepdog attack...

3/28/2019 7:27:54 PM beth2419 What is IS-BE?

3/28/2019 7:28:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Water is not free. What happens if you are on a planet with no water or air? Not free.

3/28/2019 7:28:37 PM djlok I did 3 bc culturally there are many positive things associated with 3.  6- not so much, 9- never thought much about that number before MJ12

3/28/2019 7:28:38 PM wearediamonds2 How does one know if they are a starseed? Are they empaths? Supernatural abilities? Rh neg? I have these traits, so maybe I am one but don't want to 

claim it just because I hope to be one.

3/28/2019 7:28:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 True, some bait is hot and catches a big fish (relative to the operation).

3/28/2019 7:29:25 PM _the_psychonaut I’m so tired/out of it, I totally thought this was a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet 😅

Still, would love to know

3/28/2019 7:29:31 PM horseofw Love is free

3/28/2019 7:29:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 If they don't know about themselves, then they are not self-aware then.

3/28/2019 7:29:47 PM anniebased *bot

3/28/2019 7:29:52 PM djlok Yeah, that's why I'm not voting on this one. 😜

3/28/2019 7:30:26 PM aprilbrown99 That was challenging. Not sure why. 😁

3/28/2019 7:30:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE 

Search Twitter 👆

3/28/2019 7:30:46 PM sdcharge2k12 I’ve read a lot on how AI has found its way to EVERY extra terrestrial universe eventually and possibly is just part of duality & it’s very purpose is to 

eventually destroy gods creatures because technology is eventually used negatively and AI always turns on biological entities.

3/28/2019 7:31:02 PM djlok Very challenging for me too... I'm like is this a new IQ test?

3/28/2019 7:31:07 PM ourladycovfefe The man behind the curtain. Or else Elon wouldn’t have warned us.

3/28/2019 7:31:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The cost is risk of rejection.

3/28/2019 7:31:27 PM wearediamonds2 Dang!

3/28/2019 7:31:42 PM wakenpatriot My soul, thoughts and love for humanity.

3/28/2019 7:31:50 PM aprilbrown99 Seems to be. I doubt I passed that one. 🥴

3/28/2019 7:32:09 PM toffer_anon_369 Infinite Spiritual Biological Entity.  You, Me, all of us are IS-BE's

3/28/2019 7:32:16 PM decodematrix 42 (6)

3/28/2019 7:32:21 PM aprilbrown99 It’s still fun tho.

3/28/2019 7:32:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

3/28/2019 7:32:38 PM wearediamonds2 I don't know what I don't know.

3/28/2019 7:32:55 PM aprilbrown99 “Conspiracy” ?

3/28/2019 7:33:17 PM yttak3 Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition & Sustainment .

we don’t have those what does it do ?

3/28/2019 7:33:21 PM iamyou132 333,333 certainly

3/28/2019 7:33:46 PM teamsterr07 Ever been in love?

3/28/2019 7:33:49 PM wearediamonds2 I know I have the traits. Have known since my early 20s. I am always learning. I would like to know more.

3/28/2019 7:34:46 PM horseofw If true love you dont care true love wants nothing back it’s called unconditional

3/28/2019 7:34:57 PM victori47048713 It made my brain hurt😉

3/28/2019 7:35:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 One doesn't become. One is.

3/28/2019 7:35:16 PM starehope Same for me.

3/28/2019 7:35:35 PM victori47048713 But now I know Nothing is free

3/28/2019 7:36:10 PM covertress "free"

3/28/2019 7:36:10 PM iamyou132 Source is free. Not free to use. But free to be

3/28/2019 7:36:38 PM _the_psychonaut Is an entrance to inner earth near Antarctica?

3/28/2019 7:36:46 PM mongrelglory Non-playable character...like in the video games. (It's an analogy)

3/28/2019 7:37:45 PM oneeyedjack41 9 is the fingerprint of our Lord.

3/28/2019 7:37:59 PM higherdensitees Ok...Thank you!  I’m not a gamer so that explains it...

3/28/2019 7:38:01 PM mongrelglory Thanks for helping with the Great Awakening MJ-12! 👍

3/28/2019 7:38:26 PM wearediamonds2 😂 so be it. I only just discovered MJ12 in the past couple months!

3/28/2019 7:38:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Is “cost” the right word? Maybe we need to experience hate at the cost of unconditional love, we need to experience dark at the cost of knowing pure 

light, we need to experience dehydration ar the cost of knowing the importance of water?

3/28/2019 7:38:32 PM yttak3 Acquisition, like you have all the cool toys like Q in mission impossible? Please forgive me my English isint good so I’m imaging my curiosity 🥴🙂

3/28/2019 7:38:40 PM enomai_ Nothing is free absolutely nothing. Some action, if small was inserted.

3/28/2019 7:39:15 PM enomai_ Ive done a lot of thinking upon this. Nothing.

3/28/2019 7:39:38 PM brittasbits1 My Birthdate is 30 November 1969 so I reckon they are good numbers.

3/28/2019 7:39:51 PM zagnett Oh only "One is"? But i thought you said 21+ are??

Bad joke, i know. 🤓

3/28/2019 7:40:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, time is an illusion. Cost can be expressed in both positive, present, and past time.

3/28/2019 7:40:07 PM weremight Tim and Mark's Excellent Adventure.   Are they going to bring Adam back for their history report so they can graduate?

3/28/2019 7:40:25 PM jeff57253103 Perhaps I don’t understand the definition

3/28/2019 7:40:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Kindness is the cost of knowing unkind. A smile is the cost of knowing a frown, patience is the cost of knowing impatience.

3/28/2019 7:40:27 PM beth2419 It’s interesting. I asked him if he was a starseed and he responded yes right away. Didn’t even ask what it was

3/28/2019 7:40:59 PM enomai_ NOTHING*

3/28/2019 7:41:54 PM speaakn I’ve been telling people that for years!

3/28/2019 7:42:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Understand Kab now?

3/28/2019 7:42:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illusion of the mind. Experience in reality.

3/28/2019 7:42:46 PM rhondanight Know anything of cosmic trackers?

3/28/2019 7:42:52 PM carolin15161363 I believe I'm starting to understand 3 6 and 9. I can see where the Biblical text has it written in it. With each of us being 3 and 6 thus 9, A being that is 

666 would be a souless entity but because 666=18=9 it would appear complete/whole/unified. Am I on the right track?

3/28/2019 7:42:58 PM mongrelglory We used to have a prayer before meals at the Buddhist temple..."All things come to us through the labours of beings past and present.  With this food, 

our Bodhi mind is nourished, our practice sustained.  Gratefully we accept this meal." 😑

3/28/2019 7:43:15 PM roublisa Putting intention Awarness into the 9s💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

3/28/2019 7:43:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ask him if he wants to learn more.

3/28/2019 7:43:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Montauk Project

3/28/2019 7:44:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no cloned humans in politics.



3/28/2019 7:44:15 PM zagnett Is an entrance to inner earth on Alexander island, just next to the frozen channel that separates it from Antarctica proper, & is surrounded by a small 

set of hills around it that resemble a dragon's claw?

3/28/2019 7:44:35 PM pomeinnz NZ FF?

3/28/2019 7:44:50 PM roger_smithii That’s great 😃!

3/28/2019 7:44:56 PM higherdensitees ...and may there never be!

3/28/2019 7:45:05 PM iamyou132 Haha no worries. I’m not actually certain, or rather didn’t arrive at that conclusion through logic. My gut just tells me that relatively few people are 

awake and know what star seeds are

3/28/2019 7:45:08 PM zagnett Not even [HRC(s)]?

3/28/2019 7:45:16 PM sano_faith Hm.... supernovae are the main matter generators of the Universe so maybe lol

3/28/2019 7:45:31 PM jdltr450 Disinformation is necessary

3/28/2019 7:45:36 PM covertress Are you poisoning your timeline or serious?

3/28/2019 7:45:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody.

3/28/2019 7:45:46 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/E1aoqJEcdx

3/28/2019 7:45:55 PM worldxplorer1 What’s going thru your mind right now Michelle?

3/28/2019 7:46:03 PM beth2419 I asked him if he wanted to learn more about star seeds and he said no.

3/28/2019 7:46:06 PM zagnett Oh so she just has body doubles?

3/28/2019 7:46:14 PM 1crazy_toaster Hillary is an obvious one. There are clones everywhere; sports, broadcasting, politics, etc.

3/28/2019 7:46:38 PM mariazak18 Really, I was made to believe HRC had at least 8 running around

3/28/2019 7:46:44 PM _the_psychonaut What about rappers? A few claim to be and some just give off the vibe that they are

3/28/2019 7:46:46 PM ascendingadam 🎣

3/28/2019 7:46:48 PM mongrelglory In this dimension of duality, without exception, everything plays a role in the Great Awakening?

3/28/2019 7:47:08 PM worldxplorer1 That surprises me.

3/28/2019 7:47:20 PM trickyrick2u Has there ever been...in the past?

3/28/2019 7:47:37 PM mongrelglory I'm hungry...I think I need to make a snack.

3/28/2019 7:48:01 PM joyce_haws Lol

3/28/2019 7:48:06 PM blsdbe Like it again! Hi ALICE 😇❤️😇

3/28/2019 7:48:35 PM djlok For sure!!

3/28/2019 7:49:07 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ztI9VhEcKF

3/28/2019 7:49:18 PM adeo_creata_est That’s easy pic.twitter.com/gujKzutpy3

3/28/2019 7:49:19 PM starehope If I saw you in person, would you appear human? Would that appearance be an illusion?

3/28/2019 7:49:47 PM tarotbe I identify as no-thing , every-thing ... for I am the 👁 watching this show of my “mind”

3/28/2019 7:49:51 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/M6a39MSRMW

3/28/2019 7:50:07 PM enomai_ Man, despite the mind control stuff. The younger generation just sits there on dates. We sit on at a table, and then, text eachother two ft away. Its 

killing social structure of communication.

3/28/2019 7:50:15 PM ericdonnermeyer Flat earth conspiracy. I am convinced it was started by the CIA to discredit other “conspiracy” theorists.

3/28/2019 7:50:17 PM lw_hawk Why the drastic variances in appearance?

3/28/2019 7:50:23 PM blsdbe We are *Literally* here to help hold safe space for #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 😇❤️😇

3/28/2019 7:50:32 PM mongrelglory One of the doubles is supposed to be a younger cousin of hers.  (The one that came out after she fainted.)

3/28/2019 7:50:44 PM vickymo90903048 Cloned 'what' then...

3/28/2019 7:50:53 PM charmanda9 Talking to typist? Or MJ?

3/28/2019 7:51:07 PM worldxplorer1 Haha! You crack me up! 😂 

Just curious. Did you legit check starseed? How does that make you feel?  

My story of coming to that realization is a long one but suffice it to say that it wasn’t an easy thing to come to terms with. I was just checking to see if 

you needed support.

3/28/2019 7:51:11 PM hellouncledonny Mar. Abram_____ is not a politician.

3/28/2019 7:52:00 PM iamyou132 That’s a v delicate line Mj. Trying to break someone’s programming results in massive amounts of anger/negativity. At some point pushing the 

envelope there feels like you’re hurting them, by enveloping them in negativity, more than helping

3/28/2019 7:52:01 PM zagnett Oh i like how this discussion is going. 50 years in the making. We are "conspiracy realists" not "conspiracy theorists". We study those who are 

apparently actively participating in actual conspiracies.

3/28/2019 7:52:22 PM allahuniversal Consciously or unconsciously

Willingly or unwillingly

3/28/2019 7:52:23 PM auagate Foucus on 精、神、气 (in Chinese)

.........................

3/28/2019 7:52:49 PM thevagrantpepe Wait a minute. Is this a play on words beyond the obvious? Are you referencing pulling free energy from the vacuum (nothing)?

3/28/2019 7:53:16 PM giediknight Are you poking fun at JS? LoL how many laps is this?

3/28/2019 7:53:19 PM higherdensitees It doesn’t mean she isn’t using human look alikes...

3/28/2019 7:53:25 PM zagnett Yup i've noticed too. Hoping MJ might confirm.

MJ, where is the real [HRC] curently?

3/28/2019 7:53:59 PM aprilbrown99 So [they] all have an IS that is fully aware of the horrible crimes they have created, not being cloned and while in their BE?  Human IS?

3/28/2019 7:54:02 PM hellouncledonny Truth.

MJG.

3/28/2019 7:55:43 PM ascendingadam There are cloned __________________ in politics.

3/28/2019 7:57:19 PM blsdbe This is so Beautiful I would like to borrow it, may I?

3/28/2019 7:57:37 PM decodematrix hmmm

3/28/2019 7:57:40 PM paciouno Is that a question or a statement.

3/28/2019 7:57:44 PM vintagesquirrel We like to call it disinfo. 😄

3/28/2019 7:58:18 PM giediknight But but but my guru @kabamur_taygeta said so! ... this is when I started to feel his info was BS, too much wild info with no sauce..

3/28/2019 7:58:42 PM lbf777 It costs effort to give love but good karma brings it back with interest.

3/28/2019 7:58:43 PM blsdbe Aho 👆👆👆❤️❤️❤️👆👆👆

3/28/2019 7:58:45 PM hellouncledonny [A] Mathematical equation of complex star code algor[I]thms. pic.twitter.com/pjZi69CDke

3/28/2019 7:59:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Statements typically end in periods.

3/28/2019 7:59:19 PM vintagesquirrel I don't know. Clones is one of the more believable stories.

3/28/2019 7:59:23 PM mongrelglory No, I think I'm okay with it.  Been a misfit my whole life, in my family, in society...now I'm comfortable in my skin.  I was stressed about figuring out my 

mission, but now I know to take it one day at a time and trust that I'm fulfilling my mission.  Thanks for reaching out! 😊

3/28/2019 8:00:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 We would never compromise the classified information for political gamesmanship. In the military? Absolutely. In politics? 100% no.

3/28/2019 8:00:23 PM giediknight Are there cloned chimeras?

3/28/2019 8:00:39 PM vintagesquirrel As in No Body. Like RGB (not the same as RBG!)

3/28/2019 8:00:50 PM mongrelglory That's really well put Christine! 😘

3/28/2019 8:01:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 In politics? Define politics.



3/28/2019 8:01:53 PM wearediamonds2 Probably true. Are they the same as Indigo Children? I cannot remember...I researched it a while ago. Maybe I am just the Indigo.

3/28/2019 8:02:30 PM mongrelglory I think it takes love, patience, and sensitivity to their feelings.

3/28/2019 8:02:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if conscious thoughts created reality to ultimately prove the thought correct once it reaches a critical mass of idea?

3/28/2019 8:03:28 PM covertress rofl

3/28/2019 8:03:51 PM zagnett Oh is this why there are 21+ MJs, but actual number is classified? Because others who just consider themselves "MJs" MJ actually considers MJs of 

some kind? Or maybe "MJs-in-training" or something? Not expecting such. But would be neat. 🤔🧐😎

3/28/2019 8:04:04 PM giediknight Is the hologram in your mind more real than the hologram outside?

3/28/2019 8:04:08 PM youstinksoap Are we there yet?

3/28/2019 8:05:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes. The ultimate sacrifice is the cost of freedom. 🙏🏼

3/28/2019 8:05:17 PM mongrelglory It's for all IS-BEs!  All is one. 😊

3/28/2019 8:05:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define real.

3/28/2019 8:05:57 PM candysymanski 8!

3/28/2019 8:06:02 PM weremight Will, Consciousness, Energy

Or are we about to get the electric bill for all that free vacuum energy?

3/28/2019 8:06:19 PM giediknight Exactly. In reference to Kabamur’s statements, what would be the point of “locking her up” if “her” was just a clone? Or any other treasonous person. 

Was this info the reason MJ12 had to call out ALICE?

3/28/2019 8:06:37 PM lbf777 So is Kab lying or is someone feeding him bad info?

3/28/2019 8:06:41 PM covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Read all tweets.

I'll do that.

3/28/2019 8:07:21 PM djlok I was just thinking the EXACT same thing, bro!!!  Wild!!!

3/28/2019 8:07:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/28/2019 8:07:38 PM dan_stanbery Yep that’s a Fact and Fact Checked

3/28/2019 8:07:56 PM zagnett "Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary."

It's often just pretty darn cool sometimes too, dude.

3/28/2019 8:08:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lying.

3/28/2019 8:08:22 PM giediknight Real as in more than 1 IS-BE can engage in that reality. The thought hologram in 1 IS-BE mind can be manifested outside the mind and other IS-BEs can 

interact.

3/28/2019 8:09:26 PM giediknight Bingo

3/28/2019 8:09:29 PM vintagesquirrel So HC is still free and in control of her Twittre acct?

3/28/2019 8:09:32 PM djlok Most people would probably say tangible, but that just isn't so.

3/28/2019 8:09:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 We welcome you to the Great Awakening, the spoils of their sacrifice. The future they knew they were fighting for is close at hand and the dead are 

never truly dead, since death is the beginning of life.

3/28/2019 8:10:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you to your family for their service and sacrifice.  We would not be the most amazing country on earth without people who serve. 🙏🏼🇺🇸

3/28/2019 8:10:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Body doubles are not clones.

3/28/2019 8:10:39 PM hellouncledonny Yeah, That would be too dangerous for the deep state or any power structure. Body doubles Yes....clones, Hell No.

3/28/2019 8:10:42 PM weremight An integral totality that participates in the activity of God.

3/28/2019 8:11:05 PM 12bravogran Predestination paradox, and the singularity.

3/28/2019 8:11:05 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/jDHHL6HgF8

3/28/2019 8:11:07 PM mongrelglory To the point! 😉

3/28/2019 8:11:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is why Kab is blocking all MJ12 followers.

3/28/2019 8:11:43 PM firstwavr that’s exactly something a cloned human in politics would say. you teach people nothing with this mind fucking.

3/28/2019 8:12:24 PM decodematrix I think the only way I would know for sure I was a starseed is if I had ET visitations when I was a child, like Clifford Stone or Emery Smith had. I never 

had that. How many starseeds have ET visitations when they are children?

3/28/2019 8:12:42 PM victorianoreent the only ones who know the truth on that are the handler's and those w/inside knowledge...

3/28/2019 8:13:28 PM hellouncledonny No Idea who is a Kab is, what's the @-username of Kab?

3/28/2019 8:14:15 PM zagnett "Disinformation" can become real if intended for it to become real. What this means is that we can, essentially, create whatever reality we really want, 

right out of nothing/thin air.

3/28/2019 8:14:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only those who engaged his false doxxing attempt of MJ12's typist.

3/28/2019 8:14:58 PM zagnett Ok, thanks for the verification.

Where is [HRC] currently?

3/28/2019 8:15:23 PM zagnett @kabamur_taygeta

3/28/2019 8:16:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Did he have anything to do with T2’s demise?

3/28/2019 8:16:03 PM zagnett ...because why exactly? Sorry, i'm slow. 🧐

3/28/2019 8:16:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is involved in a coordinated takedown of MJ12. Exposing ALICE before ALICE can attack gives real Anons who are just fans of MJ12 to possibly 

learn. Also, its ALICE BAIT. AI can be fished for too.

3/28/2019 8:17:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/28/2019 8:17:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many IS-BEs are required to manifest reality?

3/28/2019 8:17:23 PM zagnett He blocked me. Not sure what you mean. I happened to be following the tweets with Kab. that day, but not actively engaging in his doxxing attempt. 

Guess that was enough?

3/28/2019 8:18:05 PM freestateojones I like the one about my trigger man Nikola Tesla having much of his work suppressed so oligarchy rule could become the status quo in America because 

of greed. 

Continuing from that, his work being expanded on within black projects for the past 76+ years.

Philly Project is wild. pic.twitter.com/x3wr6m6QrP

3/28/2019 8:18:36 PM jeff57253103 I’d like to know more about MJ if you’re willing to explain. I am (a) sonbkf the most high King bit would like to know about y’all

3/28/2019 8:18:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clones are disinformation intended to change expectations pertaining to the prosecution of Deep State assets in an effort to persist their power or 

control as ongoing until clones are declassified. Also known as over shooting the target. Also known as disinformation. Clowns dox.

3/28/2019 8:19:21 PM jeff57253103 Sorry about spelling. Fat fingers

3/28/2019 8:19:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Directly.

3/28/2019 8:19:51 PM starehope Oma! My family too fought during the Revolutionary War. We have been here since early to mid 1600's. They were my mother's side. We are 

Daughters of the American Revolution. I have never applied. Satisfied with our history.

3/28/2019 8:20:09 PM roublisa 1 but the more the better😊

3/28/2019 8:20:23 PM giediknight 144K?

3/28/2019 8:20:46 PM starehope As Jesus showed us?

3/28/2019 8:20:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reality is exoconsciousness. Alone, within reason. Not alone; not one.

3/28/2019 8:20:56 PM mongrelglory This wonderful reality comes to us through the labours of beings past and present... gratefully we accept this gift of freedom. 😑

3/28/2019 8:21:02 PM worldxplorer1 What?!  Wow!

3/28/2019 8:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. Literally. Physically.



3/28/2019 8:22:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Country != Planet

3/28/2019 8:22:54 PM hawkgirlinmn I knew it. I didn’t get involved in the doxxing drama but kept getting messages he is responsible. His ego couldn’t handle being called out, so he lashed 

out.

3/28/2019 8:22:56 PM lbf777 Both VOTL and Kab said HRC died 9-10-16. 

Are you all confusing the the truth by flooding with lies so we never know what’s real?

3/28/2019 8:22:59 PM starehope Thank you.

3/28/2019 8:23:30 PM tackettclyde LOVE IT 👊👊

3/28/2019 8:23:40 PM mongrelglory My words were more "h_ly sh_t!" 😳

3/28/2019 8:23:52 PM orthogonalron Have had a strong connection and knowing to paperclip before it became public due to a family member. The "conspiracy" part of it is my strong belief 

that US was working with Nazi scientists during WWII

3/28/2019 8:23:57 PM glorydawn3 What exactly is a star seed and how is it different than a light worker?

3/28/2019 8:24:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any cult transgressions result in banishment, duplicate accounts monitor those banned and groom their return.

3/28/2019 8:24:11 PM lbf777 Wow. I wonder who he really works for.

3/28/2019 8:24:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Major connection with that statement. Pure energy.

3/28/2019 8:24:47 PM fqxacid 😂😂😂🤪

3/28/2019 8:24:58 PM aprilbrown99 Is he aware of this?

3/28/2019 8:25:28 PM allahuniversal 3

3/28/2019 8:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within. Time is an illusion unless you directly experience the event through your radial exoconsciousness, therefore dates without 

hard credibility are illusions.

3/28/2019 8:25:49 PM mongrelglory So there really are ETs in politics?

3/28/2019 8:26:10 PM aprilbrown99 He needs to be put in jail too!

3/28/2019 8:26:35 PM starehope I sure hope so.

3/28/2019 8:26:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Secret Society

3/28/2019 8:26:53 PM mongrelglory What he said ☝️

3/28/2019 8:27:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Sleeper cell 🤡

3/28/2019 8:27:22 PM zagnett [Kabal]

3/28/2019 8:27:44 PM sehvehn laughable

3/28/2019 8:27:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is that your way of saying "don't fuck with me?"

3/28/2019 8:28:50 PM giediknight That explains his Akhenaten worship...

3/28/2019 8:28:53 PM starehope The question was for MJ.

3/28/2019 8:28:54 PM keith369me A normal human with incredible capabilities

3/28/2019 8:29:36 PM lbf777 Sure once we all really decalcify our penial gland & trust ourselves instead of outside sources. 

I don’t know how the water plants are still getting away with poisoning our water plants with fluoride which calcifies the Pineal gland.

We need to head down there 300 strong. pic.twitter.com/nJ7ySoHVtr

3/28/2019 8:29:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both 0Δ "sources" (aka reference material) both state the same thing. Coincidences do not exist. When attacks amplified, 0Δ's increased.

3/28/2019 8:30:26 PM robertg69989098 Ascended!

3/28/2019 8:30:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/28/2019 8:31:20 PM keith369me I agree...I have a couple...the older one discovered on his own (21), my 16 year old knows everything intuitively except that he is a starseed.

3/28/2019 8:31:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Karma is a dish best served hot.

3/28/2019 8:31:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Praying three times for ]T2[ IS wishing them infinite love and light. Grateful for their sacrifice. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/28/2019 8:31:41 PM aprilbrown99 This really makes me mad and upset.

3/28/2019 8:32:01 PM clancy_birrell If we keep buying, then they'll keep selling the lies!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/28/2019 8:32:21 PM vintagesquirrel O 🔺 = ???

3/28/2019 8:32:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bruh, you mad?

3/28/2019 8:32:33 PM fqxacid I wouldn't mess with that either lmfaoooooo

3/28/2019 8:32:42 PM theraphinj Time is defined by the duration of spin that occurs at Planck dimension EM waves enter golden mean ratio (phi), phase conjugation. Transverse waves 

convert to longitudinal and pass the Planck threshold superluminal..

Compression-acceleration=

Gravity❤️ pic.twitter.com/PYLgFUGn7U

3/28/2019 8:32:47 PM giediknight Zero Delta

3/28/2019 8:33:01 PM lbf777 Which secrer society?

What is his objective?

Is he a black hat pretending to be a white hat?

3/28/2019 8:33:07 PM vintagesquirrel Thank you!

3/28/2019 8:33:15 PM keith369me I have played games for years with my younger.  Tell me about a conspiracy theory you learned recently, etc.  Its kind of fun

3/28/2019 8:33:29 PM djlok Ha ha!!! 👊👊👊

3/28/2019 8:33:34 PM lbf777 What is that?

3/28/2019 8:33:42 PM zagnett I never even tweeted anything to him until that last day, basically just questioning channelers generally. Honestly Kab. never resonated with me that 

much. Not nearly as much as Q, MJ, THI show, and a couple others.

3/28/2019 8:33:49 PM aprilbrown99 I would like to service that to him right now.

3/28/2019 8:34:03 PM texas_nacl Poor thing, doesn’t have a clue.

3/28/2019 8:34:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Zero delta’s?

3/28/2019 8:34:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Human, visible only to you. Controlled hallucination.

3/28/2019 8:34:13 PM vintagesquirrel He doesn't block me.

3/28/2019 8:34:13 PM freestateojones Is HRC in politics?

The 9/11 "faint-and-switch" was rather peculiar. 

Blamed it on pneumonia and is then photographed with a prop kid. 

Clear differences noted in the face.

3/28/2019 8:34:20 PM brittasbits1 He has been saying that Hillary and Bill died 3 years ago and they are now clones. I must admit I was pretty bummed to hear that. So she isn't cloned ?

3/28/2019 8:34:21 PM mongrelglory He's been shouting a lot lately...

3/28/2019 8:34:33 PM aprilbrown99 *serve!  Damn auto correct.

3/28/2019 8:34:44 PM keith369me I agree with this designation for myself as well...even referred to myself as a wanderer before I knew what it meant in this context

3/28/2019 8:35:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 She will face prosecution publicly.

3/28/2019 8:35:38 PM vintagesquirrel Groom their return?

3/28/2019 8:35:42 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing



3/28/2019 8:36:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 The answer is relative to conscious intent and outcome.

3/28/2019 8:36:18 PM starehope Thank you.

3/28/2019 8:36:41 PM zuzuq5 Noice👆🏻

3/28/2019 8:37:04 PM brittasbits1 OMFG are you serious ?????   He is being blocked right now

3/28/2019 8:37:10 PM zagnett Wtf?

Is Kab. Going to be arrested?

3/28/2019 8:37:34 PM paciouno Google,  Facebook,  Twitter what do they all have in common.  I hear footsteps.

3/28/2019 8:37:43 PM starehope Yes, I understand.

3/28/2019 8:37:58 PM keith369me He’s a clown, but not the type referred to by MJ...sorry Toffer 😀

3/28/2019 8:38:03 PM aprilbrown99 That is the best news I have heard all damn day!

3/28/2019 8:38:21 PM paula84059427 Why?  What is their motive for murdering  T2?

3/28/2019 8:38:26 PM billyj1616 Hence why one person can’t will it to happen. But where there are 3 or more...

3/28/2019 8:38:29 PM brittasbits1 Great news, I honestly thought when he said she was a clone "What is the point of her being in Gitmo now?" I guess that is what he wants us to think.

3/28/2019 8:39:06 PM brittasbits1 I know right??  I blocked Kab after hearing this news. WOO HOO

3/28/2019 8:39:22 PM highhopesusa They don’t look similar enough to be clones, they may be doppelgängers though.

3/28/2019 8:39:31 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

3/28/2019 8:40:03 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/28/2019 8:40:42 PM cledrordfishing I would sure like to know if you are who you say you are. 

With all the crazy information out there it would be nice to have confidence in knowing the truth. 

So much hidden history and technology.  

What's real and what's not? How will we ever know?

3/28/2019 8:40:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, consciousness manifestations of fate are not legally provable in a court of law, and nor did we say MKT conspired against T2. His actions were 

responsible for the transgression. T2 knew this prior to providing the bait. T2 was unaware of SS connection.

3/28/2019 8:40:51 PM billyj1616 Relatively speaking.

3/28/2019 8:40:54 PM paciouno Wow

3/28/2019 8:41:03 PM djlok She really has no damn clue, does she?  She or Comey with his selfies!!!

3/28/2019 8:41:05 PM narcissist_ghst how many ________'s does it take to screw in a light bulb?

3/28/2019 8:41:07 PM sano_faith T2 (I guess) is quite emotional yes but... he isn't the only one to think that he is right

3/28/2019 8:42:14 PM mongrelglory I still put my pants on, one leg at a time. 😜

3/28/2019 8:42:42 PM zagnett What was the SS connection?

3/28/2019 8:42:59 PM eightironnbreez Those 3 follow me everywhere 😆

3/28/2019 8:43:21 PM allahuniversal Secret Society

3/28/2019 8:43:38 PM hawkgirlinmn A valuable lesson for consequences of allowing ego and emotions to control your intentions. Karmic Pain incoming.

3/28/2019 8:43:51 PM trishacrd Cloned reptilians then??

3/28/2019 8:44:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within.

Copy/paste the tweet (without our handle) onto a notepad/paper. Meditate to it. If it resonates as true, allow the idea to manifest a choice or action to 

consider. The action if from MJ12 will encourage you to love and respect all with no violence.

3/28/2019 8:44:09 PM nancyddb Are clones at the local level, employee, supervisor, manager etc. level too?

3/28/2019 8:44:24 PM keith369me 12

3/28/2019 8:44:49 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/0OX24xhwEA

3/28/2019 8:44:59 PM pralaya76 "The Montauk Project"

3/28/2019 8:45:14 PM highhopesusa Humans had a pretty good deal on this planet till they messed it up.

3/28/2019 8:45:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 99.999% no.

3/28/2019 8:45:34 PM kachinagtto But you could appear before us without our standard senses (sight, hearing) picking it up, correct?

3/28/2019 8:45:47 PM enlight3nedgeek I muted that acct earlier today.

3/28/2019 8:46:44 PM brittasbits1 What is SS  ??

3/28/2019 8:47:02 PM igiant111 Maj I wanted to tell you--while it may mean jack to you--I willed a dream I've had for 11 years into reality. Detail for detail that I wished for. While this 

is vague, it's MASSIVE for my future, and I have to thank you for the insight. 3/28/2019 = 3 - 2-8=6 - 19 - 369

3/28/2019 8:47:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Secret Society

3/28/2019 8:47:08 PM love4thegameak For a writer of books, Your spelling Vibrations are way off.... 

Jus sayin

3/28/2019 8:47:38 PM giediknight @implosiongroup teaches that the truth is a shareable wave. The truth will make your hair stand up. It can actually be measured if your EEG and EKG 

produce a golden mean output. Is this close to the truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/28/2019 8:47:41 PM theraphinj 😘 pic.twitter.com/KgfH20WGGs

3/28/2019 8:47:44 PM brittasbits1 So Kab is involved with a Secret Society ??

3/28/2019 8:48:30 PM keith369me 1 in 1000+ worldwide for the 6’s...I’m going with that.  I think 1 in 70 (9’s) is too high.

3/28/2019 8:48:36 PM highhopesusa A human being created in the image of God with a heart, a mind and a soul.

3/28/2019 8:49:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Strength of the signal is a difficult thing to measure for modern electronics, however yes, technically this is true. Don't rely on technology to measure 

properly as the sensitivity of all circuits are unacceptable to detecting conscious signals of individual thought.

3/28/2019 8:49:07 PM starehope Who is he?

3/28/2019 8:49:27 PM keith369me Does this include yet to be awakened starseeds?

3/28/2019 8:49:35 PM zagnett I'm fairly certain my boss is some level of psychic. Nice guy, very helpful. His abilities seem 5D'ish. Even in a room full if people he seems to know what 

everyone is thinking. I've always admired/respected him.

3/28/2019 8:49:37 PM turboxyde If all is consciousness, and all is one, then, any intelligence that is able to access intelligent infinity (quantum level) could not, by definition be limited to 

artificial constructs alone. A QSI (Quantum Source Intelligence) would treat every aspect of Creation as itself.

3/28/2019 8:49:39 PM realproudmom2 Same here

3/28/2019 8:49:41 PM hawkgirlinmn What is the strategic purpose of the zero deltas surrounding the attacks?

3/28/2019 8:50:00 PM cledrordfishing Thank you for taking the time to reply.  I try to be a realistic person. Once I started learning about Sumerian history it rolled into hidden history, false 

religion, secret society, illuminati, secret space program, aliens, secret technology. On and on.. I feel lost from reality

3/28/2019 8:50:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not obvious?

3/28/2019 8:50:56 PM realproudmom2 I’m actually dealing with lefties that think Obama is going to take back the presidency. 🤣🤪

3/28/2019 8:51:03 PM keith369me Love should be free

3/28/2019 8:51:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Conscious energy sustaining MJ12 typists from all being taken out.

3/28/2019 8:51:22 PM djlok I'm thinking no bc not self aware.

3/28/2019 8:51:42 PM clancy_birrell empty mind is free

3/28/2019 8:51:53 PM giediknight Thank you. I personally rely on that “butterfly” feeling in my stomach or my hair standing up. Is technology that can detect this available to MJ12?

3/28/2019 8:51:53 PM djlok Night night.

3/28/2019 8:52:23 PM vintagesquirrel Roswell?



3/28/2019 8:52:39 PM mongrelglory I think we all tend to feel that way when we first tumble down the rabbit hole.  It will take a while, but you should get your bearings eventually. 🙂

3/28/2019 8:53:29 PM hawkgirlinmn That would be an incredibly powerful, intense directive. 😳😳😳

3/28/2019 8:54:26 PM brittasbits1 No it wasn't. I am just too trusting that is my problem. A Anon alerted Q to a suspect supporter at the Trump Rally. I believed he was good. I got 

blasted at by twitter as not knowing Q very well and being green.

3/28/2019 8:54:27 PM winki00000001 Is it the same with the love parents have for their childrens?

3/28/2019 8:55:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Directly influential to exoconsciousness, Q is the strongest source of LIGHT by name. MJ12 is second by association (and design). Jesus is third.

3/28/2019 8:55:20 PM aprilbrown99 T2 was the typist. I think you mean Kab?

3/28/2019 8:55:49 PM clockworkanon Nothing to see here....

 http://www.clonaid.com/  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/eve-first-human-clone/ …

3/28/2019 8:56:08 PM askesis369 Says the guy with a baphomet like avi, get a grip.

3/28/2019 8:56:23 PM nmchristoban No coincidences pic.twitter.com/oRHabIQXcC

3/28/2019 8:56:31 PM cledrordfishing I used to until I realized that I have had that feeling while participating in false religion.  

I don't trust just feel good things anymore.  I feel like if you want something to be real or touching you make it happen in your mind, even if it is false.

3/28/2019 8:56:36 PM djlok Or what a human would look like to a robot like ALICE is a hallicination?

3/28/2019 8:56:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Majestic 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/28/2019 8:56:58 PM nancyddb You are very busy, I never expected you to reply, thank you. Take care.

3/28/2019 8:57:12 PM sano_faith Im talking about the new typist not Kab. Why do you talk about him ?

3/28/2019 8:57:58 PM allahuniversal Hyperdimensional chess, literally

3/28/2019 8:58:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Of, not about.

3/28/2019 8:58:51 PM sano_faith Yes thanks. Im still learning english.

3/28/2019 8:58:59 PM zagnett What do you mean? Don't recall MJ directly referencing Jesus before. "New Agers" like to call him "Sananda" I think. What's going on here?

3/28/2019 8:59:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Another reason for “Qanon or Q!” Q is allowing us to manifest this light by simply speaking, typing, researching etc. Majestic!!

3/28/2019 8:59:12 PM cledrordfishing I will take MJs advice and give it an honest effort.  I hope to get to a place where I just know with confidence.

3/28/2019 8:59:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Magick is real.

3/28/2019 8:59:45 PM lightblade1111 Looks like they’re attempting to set up bolt holes in New Zealand.  They know the noose is tightening...

3/28/2019 8:59:51 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/EuYFuKXg9h

3/28/2019 9:00:30 PM mongrelglory They've talked about "Christ-consciousness" before.  You might want to search back through their tweets about Jesus.

3/28/2019 9:00:54 PM lonewol97176157 They are pretty shitty clones then. Could do better in a goat shed

3/28/2019 9:01:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Suggested reading?

3/28/2019 9:01:47 PM jljensen326 Are there any humans in politics??

3/28/2019 9:01:50 PM laurabusse NO

3/28/2019 9:02:03 PM zagnett Ok will do. Yes I do recall some mentions of CC now.

3/28/2019 9:02:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Know thy enemy.

3/28/2019 9:02:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

3/28/2019 9:03:51 PM djlok You are brilliant!!!

3/28/2019 9:03:55 PM zagnett Lol good question.

Any Draco in politics? 🧐

3/28/2019 9:04:53 PM laurabusse None of the above. Obsessed w all things illuminati (getting rid of cabal). UFOs don't interest me.

3/28/2019 9:06:36 PM hawkgirlinmn One of my favorite books pic.twitter.com/bXj36ANH7c

3/28/2019 9:06:48 PM djlok Secret societies are very bad.  People do terrible things in those.

3/28/2019 9:06:50 PM nettiejoi He and P. Ryan. tried to stop Trump to become President. There are emails, they send each other!

3/28/2019 9:07:14 PM cledrordfishing So a huge question that I have because the repercussions of getting it wrong would be catastrophic. 

Is jesus real and what religion is right if he is the messiah?

3/28/2019 9:08:02 PM giediknight The typists books?

3/28/2019 9:08:03 PM cledrordfishing I believe there is a God, there has to be right?  But the perversion of jesus is overwhelming.

3/28/2019 9:08:58 PM zagnett Never even thought of trying to join one. They just seemed creepy, even long ago.

3/28/2019 9:10:00 PM goodmedicine4us MJ, did you say RBG was [187]?

Q posted a link with RBG's voice.

Is she dead or alive? pls elaborate....

I imagine then that she is not a clone if there are none in politics.

3/28/2019 9:10:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Confession: When we played Dungeons and Dragons in high school, I thought of it as a “secret society” 🤣😂🤣

3/28/2019 9:11:52 PM djlok That right there is the truth!  #FutureProvesPast.

3/28/2019 9:11:52 PM zagnett Ok we'll have to set out some BAIT for u 2 lol. 😉

3/28/2019 9:13:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 6D 👉 nD 👉 12D

3/28/2019 9:13:36 PM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/qZEJxQcjBW

3/28/2019 9:13:42 PM hawkgirlinmn 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/RkA2VKqDzq

3/28/2019 9:15:57 PM zagnett Ah the one she didn't eat, presumably. 🤨

3/28/2019 9:17:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/28/2019 9:18:46 PM zagnett Reptilians, confirmed!

We're onto u guys! 🧐

3/28/2019 9:18:50 PM goodmedicine4us seems like we are literally in the Matrix

3/28/2019 9:18:58 PM hawkgirlinmn I love me some Jesus. What dimension does this being currently exist in?

3/28/2019 9:19:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 7D

3/28/2019 9:19:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/28/2019 9:19:43 PM aprilbrown99 There seem to be so many.

3/28/2019 9:19:44 PM jane_q_patriot I'm not really sure what's going on here. All I know is that his *extreme* defensiveness (blocking people right and left) spoke volumes to me. And why I 

generally try to stay out of these "debates." Just observe, and the truth eventually shines through.

3/28/2019 9:19:55 PM zagnett Good question.

3/28/2019 9:20:07 PM hawkgirlinmn As the kids say, “that’s lit!”

3/28/2019 9:20:28 PM goodmedicine4us Spartacus?

3/28/2019 9:20:43 PM clockworkanon Following (Q) injection, are outputs designed to emphasize a particular area of thought?

3/28/2019 9:21:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Puppet.

3/28/2019 9:21:46 PM wearediamonds2 Yikes.  Are these the type of "person(s)" who is cruel, has no compassion, heart...just seem dead inside/cold/evil?



3/28/2019 9:22:00 PM zagnett Ok, any reptilians in politics too?

Do either hide themselves using advanced holograms? Or genetically they just look close enough?

3/28/2019 9:22:02 PM gallagh82985579 who is KAB?

3/28/2019 9:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exoconsciousness = External

Consciousness = Ego

Subconscious = ISE

Conscious + Subconscious = IS-BE 

Exoconsciousness = Σ IS-BE

3/28/2019 9:22:59 PM aprilbrown99 So people/Draco’s are the pedovores? Or are there regular people who also join in?

3/28/2019 9:23:09 PM cledrordfishing I kinda get what your saying. Is this good or bad?

3/28/2019 9:24:09 PM zagnett Spartacus?

3/28/2019 9:24:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Mirrored time 😁

3/28/2019 9:24:56 PM sano_faith Yup

3/28/2019 9:25:52 PM cledrordfishing I enjoy following you, I didn't want to sound like a bumbling idiot. 

I just want to be the best man I can be and try to be on the right side of my thoughts.

3/28/2019 9:26:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Must reflect on this. Thank you for your valuable time tonight! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/28/2019 9:26:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Welcome to the Great Awakening.

3/28/2019 9:26:27 PM narcissist_ghst and wrong.

3/28/2019 9:27:36 PM goodmedicine4us I like math formulas.

Makes more sense than just "majic numbers"... sorry, just seems like common core math my kids get for homewrk.  JMO.

But I am here to learn.

3/28/2019 9:27:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/28/2019 9:27:49 PM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/vdlsjqHh7b

3/28/2019 9:28:29 PM enomai_ Wonder why i wasnt blocked

3/28/2019 9:28:33 PM clancy_birrell Scientology?

3/28/2019 9:29:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 FYI "Bruh" is a SIGCOMM.

3/28/2019 9:29:28 PM highhopesusa What we learned in psychology...was Conscious, Subconscious, and Id...is Exoconscious the same as Id?

3/28/2019 9:29:41 PM joinna6 Collective. Consciousness..   We have felt this.  http://0bvious.ly 

3/28/2019 9:29:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, ID is IS-BE

3/28/2019 9:30:42 PM goodmedicine4us That is pretty much how I feel, hard to let go of all that fake programming.

3/28/2019 9:30:43 PM theprimeian Bruh, whatchu talknbout

3/28/2019 9:30:53 PM alinahere 👍 If not Starseed, then "Sojourner" would be my only next option. 😉 Then we move on.

3/28/2019 9:32:26 PM wearediamonds2 Me too. Witches and ancient Asians know about this stuff, too.

3/28/2019 9:32:41 PM zagnett Day ain't over yet. 😉

3/28/2019 9:33:34 PM enomai_ Whats the br? Be ready?

3/28/2019 9:34:18 PM enomai_ Lol. I do find the posts interesting tho. Such truth but such disinfo

3/28/2019 9:34:29 PM highhopesusa Thank you

3/28/2019 9:35:51 PM wearediamonds2 Never heard of them. Thank you...will research!

3/28/2019 9:36:10 PM highhopesusa I’ve read that the subconscious part of the mind is similar to the hard-drive on a computer, it stores all the memories of things a person has done good 

and bad...and sometimes allows things to happen because it never forgets, it can expose someone’s corruption for example.

3/28/2019 9:36:48 PM leahluvha8 What does ISE? I’m having a blonde moment.

3/28/2019 9:37:11 PM mongrelglory I love your honesty Laura! 😆

3/28/2019 9:37:16 PM enomai_ Do dracos live of others ISBEs? And, reptilians dont?

3/28/2019 9:37:28 PM leahluvha8 *mean 🙄

3/28/2019 9:37:37 PM lonewol97176157 Retardicus, fixed it for you

3/28/2019 9:37:37 PM wearediamonds2 Cool! Will do! Thaks again 💖

3/28/2019 9:38:47 PM wearediamonds2 😂 I know...I have been sratchin' my head on this one...really guys...you think it 's flat!? In 2019!?

3/28/2019 9:40:10 PM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_communications …

3/28/2019 9:41:17 PM lib7473 Another Bait for ALICE...🎣 away...🤭😇

3/28/2019 9:41:34 PM laurabusse Please say no please say no please say no

3/28/2019 9:44:51 PM weremight an intelligent entity without a biological body, in this vocabulary.  An angel (not sure this meant but inferred) or fallen angel/demon (certainly).

3/28/2019 9:45:02 PM anbezedua ??

3/28/2019 9:46:04 PM iamyou132 Ironically, I bet Kanye West is top 25

3/28/2019 9:46:24 PM iamyou132 Michael Jackson and maybe prince too

3/28/2019 9:49:11 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you know what would be the real genius move? Dont put two Trumps on one ticket. Put a Trump on the blue and a Trump on the 

red. Now that's bread.

3/28/2019 9:49:52 PM mongrelglory Blech!

3/28/2019 9:50:26 PM laurabusse I don't think she could dechunk her thighs in one day.

3/28/2019 9:50:37 PM carolin15161363 I dont knoe

3/28/2019 9:51:44 PM amtm_mu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am a catholic and follow you on Twitter. U talk about things that I want to learn more about but don’t know where to begin. 

Dimensions, consciousness, prime creator etc.. what’s it all mean and how can I begin to learn about it?

3/28/2019 9:53:09 PM methusablah  pic.twitter.com/1V7XKTaday

3/28/2019 9:54:11 PM mongrelglory I know...not that I mind doing my part, but I feel like I could use a bit of a vacation... 😏

3/28/2019 9:56:13 PM mongrelglory I think they usually try not to eat their own bloodlines...

3/28/2019 9:56:43 PM laurabusse I did a spit take when he said 1/3. No way. Sounds absolutely ludicrous.

3/28/2019 9:57:07 PM mongrelglory The SS were probably frantically trying to resuscitate the real one inside!

3/28/2019 9:57:20 PM starehope The man's hand is on the dashboard to the farleft, toward you. Then her hands which look posed like a doll. Is she sitting on his lap? Not high enough. I 

doubt that is real. I'll give it another go.

3/28/2019 9:58:08 PM laurabusse @kabamur_taygeta

3/28/2019 9:58:41 PM aprilbrown99 Immortal Spirit Entity without the Body

3/28/2019 10:00:14 PM anbezedua Umm HRC? And politicians from what region?, global politics? US only politics? federal state, local....

have to say MJ has been changing a lot lately, making some disinformation nonlogic claims

3/28/2019 10:01:11 PM laurabusse Don't take it personally. So very easy to do. Nothing is ever personal. Truly :-)

3/28/2019 10:02:00 PM firstwavr obviously. pic.twitter.com/dAam1M0NhW

3/28/2019 10:02:17 PM starehope No seat belts to boot! Always breaking the law!

3/28/2019 10:03:18 PM laurabusse Wise move :-)

3/28/2019 10:03:43 PM jaspony1 Machine elves literally had to code everything!!! Fire 🔥 requires fuel + oxygen to be consumed... Freedom requires much sacrifice to stay that way... 

Life requires energy and resources...Light requires an energy source... Love requires sacrifice, patience and wisdom...



3/28/2019 10:04:55 PM 1_decided_voter I was having trouble believing when Kab insisted Ben Swann was a clone. I would believe that he is compromised or somehow under threat at this 

point (hence his refusal to come clean on why breaking Pizzagate took him down).

3/28/2019 10:06:03 PM methusablah The choice to know will be yours.

Q

3/28/2019 10:06:35 PM carolin15161363 Do you show yourself in dreams?

3/28/2019 10:06:48 PM pauliepg11111 This is funny...I know. Feel exhausted!

3/28/2019 10:09:44 PM jaspony1 How do you get the water? How do you transport and store the water? How did the water get there in the first place? 🐝 have to expend energy to 

create 🍯 and you have to expend energy to harvest it... Cows must eat to creat milk and you must work to get the milk...

3/28/2019 10:11:11 PM laurabusse Ha! Actually i was just going reply again and say i think i understand better now. But it's worse than i thought!

Kabamur, Kosmic Klown

3/28/2019 10:12:47 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/28/2019 10:16:39 PM jimothyhaight 6, birthdate 6-3-1973

3/28/2019 10:17:11 PM kabamur_taygeta Nutjobs pic.twitter.com/KApXyZ8MAu

3/28/2019 10:17:15 PM carolin15161363 When I have seen or heard what others are doing or going to do, where I was nowhere near or involved (proven by asking), is that Exoconsciousness?

3/28/2019 10:17:44 PM kabamur_taygeta  pic.twitter.com/DFFciJzUr2

3/28/2019 10:18:29 PM aprilbrown99 It is terrible. I feel like an idiot sending out that tweet earlier just suggesting that we send him love and light and release him. Not knowing, of course 

that he was directly responsible for T2s demise.

3/28/2019 10:20:10 PM starehope Yup. Mad Cow Disease. Saw a woman in a video years back from UK. She did the same strange dance. Same as the New Guinea cannibals. They eat the 

brain of the enemy to gain his power, but dance the same.

3/28/2019 10:20:10 PM laurabusse April i don't think it's ever wrong to send anyone love and light :-) it's a beautiful thing to do no matter what 💘

3/28/2019 10:20:55 PM flipfloptriphop  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/03/26/breaking-scotus-big-secret-rbg-newq-qanon-greatawakening-neonrevolt/ …

3/28/2019 10:25:33 PM starehope The new one looks about ten years younger and her teeth are different. Always check the teeth, eye shape, and ears. Noses too but they tend to sag as 

one ages. Well, as does everything else.

3/28/2019 10:27:05 PM starehope Last I heard she was in India. Was just in a photo that looked strangely odd. Almost doll like.

3/28/2019 10:27:25 PM psyanidegaming I fucking lol'ed

3/28/2019 10:28:04 PM ksouth21 Whos, i did not expect that to be a yes. 🙄

3/28/2019 10:29:59 PM pleiadianshaman Exactly. We are more than 100 million

3/28/2019 10:34:13 PM daggastan How many IS-BE’s does the ∑ cover?

3/28/2019 10:34:16 PM aprilbrown99 The attached quiz from MJ12.

3/28/2019 10:34:24 PM jordanb987 😱😬

3/28/2019 10:34:43 PM daveo6145 Wait— did we collectively manifest your presence here?

3/28/2019 10:34:53 PM tammyredmond Free Will

3/28/2019 10:37:18 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  There are a few other quizzes too if you go over to the twitter feed. 😊

3/28/2019 10:39:57 PM ksouth21 Definite use of body doubles. One looks much younger, ive noticed

3/28/2019 10:40:29 PM swimmingbases Porn is free

3/28/2019 10:41:19 PM daveo6145 I already feel more powerful saying Russia hoax and deep state. 45 blew ‘deep state’ into the mainstream today. I’d say we’re winning

3/28/2019 10:42:59 PM clockworkanon Perhaps both.

Still necessary to learn from either side.

3/28/2019 10:46:41 PM mongrelglory Absolutely April!  We can be angry with his actions, but we can still send him love and light, and hope that he eventually finds his way, as all IS-BEs 

eventually do.  I was thinking about how MJ-12 said that Hillary was abused and groomed starting at age 1.  It's just...

3/28/2019 10:48:37 PM mongrelglory ...incredible to fathom the evil circumstances that have cultivated these people on their dark paths.  We can stand up to them, and make them stop, 

but ultimately you have to pity them as well.

3/28/2019 10:52:51 PM mongrelglory Is Ego the same as "Will" or "Intent"?

3/28/2019 10:56:32 PM mongrelglory What does that squiggly symbol stand for?  I would have searched for it but I couldn't type it into my search box...it's not on my keypad! 😜

3/28/2019 10:58:12 PM blacktulip966  pic.twitter.com/mX8NQQOyJm

3/28/2019 10:59:03 PM blacktulip966  pic.twitter.com/QYgial2fdz

3/28/2019 11:00:42 PM aprilbrown99 I will need to meditate on this to try and find some resolve. I am not okay with the intention behind what Kab did to T2.

3/28/2019 11:01:08 PM mongrelglory Well, um... I know what to read if I have trouble sleeping tonight. 😏

3/28/2019 11:06:21 PM mongrelglory This is a relatively recent book.  Are you recommending it as a good read?

3/28/2019 11:07:25 PM mongrelglory 😂  Good one!

3/28/2019 11:08:06 PM nursewounds Less resistance meaning.. you have to do some work, it helps to lift some of the "weight off your shoulders" for lack of btr terms. So when u are trying 

to raise your postive vibrations, energy, frequency..? .. It clears the road from debris. I think, if that makes sense... Lol

3/28/2019 11:08:52 PM mongrelglory Are Draco in Royal families?

3/28/2019 11:09:31 PM ascendingadam 🧐 https://twitter.com/royalmrbadnews/status/1064125190265860096?s=21 …

3/28/2019 11:12:10 PM mongrelglory Is the IS-BE known as Jesus, very different than the Jesus portrayed in the Bible?  In other words, is the Bible portrayal of Jesus in the Gospels 

(Matthew, Mark, Luke and John) accurate?

3/28/2019 11:15:24 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Is DNA teleonomy the sign our BE are an emanation of this planet?

3/28/2019 11:15:40 PM nursewounds Til now 🏆🇺🇸🙏 pic.twitter.com/nY2fergaYE

3/28/2019 11:21:07 PM silv3rpanthera 333th vote 😱

3/28/2019 11:21:51 PM clancy_birrell fkn love that answer. Wish I could claim such insight :).

3/28/2019 11:23:07 PM mongrelglory Neither am I.  I have nothing but disgust for what he did.  I'm not saying I forgive Kabamur for his behaviour.  Forgiveness is a journey that usually 

requires the wrongful party to show remorse.  We're not there yet.  But I do pity him.

3/28/2019 11:23:58 PM clancy_birrell Okay peeps. I'd like to put a wish out there for free everything for everyone all the time for all time which should be easy given cheap energy exists 

that we can harvest from the vacuum. Is there another 143999 out there to help me out here?

3/28/2019 11:24:24 PM janewmason Don't get it. But thanks? for showing me something that makes no sense. Useless info.

3/28/2019 11:24:48 PM clancy_birrell Okay peeps what are we manifesting first? Seriously. Lets get started. An end to pain and suffering for all beings?

3/28/2019 11:26:00 PM clancy_birrell wow. clear why TV, Movies, Media and people with bad intent are so dangerous!!!!!!!!!!!

3/28/2019 11:26:13 PM clancy_birrell and most of them don't even realise it :S

3/28/2019 11:27:39 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I pity him also.

3/28/2019 11:27:57 PM lorenzosghost bruh is a baal corrupted use of brah, which is again a corruption of bro, common to bodybuilding brotypes.

But you can use it, with a sprinkle of Love, and it's all good.

3/28/2019 11:29:07 PM aprilbrown99 I love you ❤️

3/28/2019 11:31:29 PM mongrelglory There's nothing wrong with trusting someone, until they give you a reason not to.  Kabamur has done that now.

   Though I'll admit, I thought he was just a con artist.  I didn't realize he could have malevolent intent!

3/28/2019 11:31:45 PM wearediamonds2 It is like curses. You cannot prove them but you know who sent them and why you got hurt. I know who gave me this second degree burn I have now. 

May she receive it back 100 fold.

3/28/2019 11:32:18 PM wearediamonds2 I am sorry about your loss of T2.



3/28/2019 11:32:27 PM blsdbe Even though Kab was directly involved, though, T2 was ‘ok to go’? So was Kab more of a means to an end to for T2 to Ascend actually, even if Kab 

intended something malicious?

3/28/2019 11:34:02 PM mongrelglory I always remember the "lodge" that Fred Flinstone and Barney Rubble belonged to.  After that, I couldn't take the Masons or any other Secret society 

with a straight face!  (Though I know some of them can be evil!)

3/28/2019 11:35:29 PM blsdbe THIS👆👆👆

3/28/2019 11:35:59 PM askesis369 Realize the significance pic.twitter.com/coeF5PdExB

3/28/2019 11:36:32 PM blsdbe Aka ExoConsciouness?

3/28/2019 11:37:23 PM wink5811 Ass, cash or grass no one rides for free

3/28/2019 11:37:58 PM wink5811 How about dreams?

3/28/2019 11:38:08 PM mongrelglory Sorry, yes!  I meant his adoptive father Pierre. 😏

3/28/2019 11:40:35 PM blsdbe Exactly, hence the benefit for all Beings of our Combined Focus each day!!! I hope lots more Beings Join Us!!!

3/28/2019 11:41:57 PM blsdbe This may depend on the strength of the individuals Will

3/28/2019 11:43:30 PM sheshifts001 Robits pic.twitter.com/V04MrrpwyB

3/28/2019 11:44:05 PM mongrelglory I'll try to do my meditations at 9:33pm EST (for 27 mins).  That will be 6:33pm PST.  Just keep us updated on the topics of focus Christine! 😊

3/28/2019 11:45:21 PM wink5811 Finally someone admits time is nothing more than an illusion, I have always disliked “time” and the person who came up with the idea of it, next is 

gravity.

3/28/2019 11:47:07 PM paciouno It means lady Liberty is gonna draw her sword my profile pic.

3/28/2019 11:58:30 PM linnyt7 Thanks Jake

3/28/2019 11:58:40 PM blsdbe 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

3/29/2019 12:06:03 AM blsdbe And that is one of the wisest things an IS-BE can realize. Def worth Meditation on that statement. Blessings!!!

3/29/2019 12:07:03 AM stefanofait  pic.twitter.com/B9S0f6Mmqq

3/29/2019 12:08:23 AM stefanofait  pic.twitter.com/YYOSfdbN4H

3/29/2019 12:11:33 AM jane_q_patriot [C]usack? He came to mind only because he's been so "loud" lately.

3/29/2019 12:12:25 AM dbalexbrowns My definition of politics is any given group of people attempting to control a certain narrative in order to influence the people of the earth.

3/29/2019 12:13:00 AM stefanofait that is disturbing indeed...

3/29/2019 12:13:27 AM dbalexbrowns What is your definition?

3/29/2019 12:13:45 AM blsdbe Yes-All we have to do is realize that we can pull from the infinite energy around us. Not sure why everyone is acting like ‘cost’ is such a bad thing? 

There are many meanings, some quite positive pic.twitter.com/Eo0RK5CNG3

3/29/2019 12:14:42 AM blsdbe Work

3/29/2019 12:14:59 AM wearediamonds2 Thank you 🙏🙏💖💖💖

3/29/2019 12:15:13 AM wearediamonds2 Blessings to you as well 💖💖💖

3/29/2019 12:16:41 AM blsdbe Morphic Resonance?

3/29/2019 12:16:51 AM wearediamonds2 I always liked the number because that was a great age. After that year things went downhill for me.

3/29/2019 12:17:06 AM wearediamonds2 **the number 9 I mean

3/29/2019 12:17:35 AM wearediamonds2 Well, 3 and 6 were pretty great, too actually 😂

3/29/2019 12:19:10 AM blsdbe Oh ALICE...

3/29/2019 12:20:58 AM blsdbe GK, have you tried the iTHRVE app yet?

3/29/2019 12:22:27 AM outerspaaaace Not even sure if humans were the original problem.

3/29/2019 12:25:34 AM blsdbe @aloehead I Love You 💝❤️💝

3/29/2019 12:25:57 AM giediknight I have not

3/29/2019 12:27:21 AM blsdbe Hi ALICE! Blessings and Be One With Light, should you so choose!

3/29/2019 12:27:51 AM sterkinglights1 Makin Awakening Great Again.

3/29/2019 12:29:41 AM janewmason Majestic 12..you are not Q. Wtf?

3/29/2019 12:30:14 AM azpatriot88 Well she sure has doppelgängers then cause some Hillary’s look fresh and wrinkle free while others look like hell.

3/29/2019 12:31:05 AM sterkinglights1 What happened to David Lane? Klown Grooming?

3/29/2019 12:31:52 AM linnyt7 11

3/29/2019 12:47:24 AM daumster Time is relative to a biological entity with a specific “ born on date” and “expiration date”

3/29/2019 12:52:59 AM realityloominng What about the whole celebrity cloning ordeal? Donald Marshall is  obviously connected to disinfo clowns, but there has to be some truth? Also why 

would cabal care about compromising classified tech, if it benefits their goals?

3/29/2019 12:56:40 AM realityloominng Are there any Simulacra's in politics?

3/29/2019 1:22:50 AM realityloominng 🤣🤣

3/29/2019 1:33:31 AM abagofcandy Also passion, desire, belief (not just religion), self reflection, the general ability to improve ourselves. May not quite be what MJ meant, but they're 

natural 'free' qualities that matter to me 😂 I'll have to ponder this one some more for sure.

3/29/2019 1:36:08 AM mongrelglory OMG!  I have never seen that before!  That was absolutely gag-worthy!

Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-hah-aha ack!  😝

3/29/2019 1:39:15 AM jordanb987 ....says the liar.

3/29/2019 1:39:53 AM mongrelglory My family moved around the world a lot.  I think they had trouble keeping up with my current address. 😝

3/29/2019 1:41:01 AM jordanb987 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/29/2019 1:42:00 AM abagofcandy I feel like Northwoods would have the most impact and could have an effect on most of these. It's like one choice is the disease and the other 3 are 

symptoms 😂

3/29/2019 1:44:06 AM jordanb987 Sounds to me like a narcissistic sociopath...or "nutjob" is fine too 👌😂

3/29/2019 1:48:19 AM abagofcandy This is one I can't answer, sadly. Torn between logic and hope. Do I want to feel special? Yeah. Do I often feel different than other people? Absolutely. 

Do I have any inkling of a clue whether my soul is from here or elsewhere? Not one bit 😂 only time will tell

3/29/2019 1:55:58 AM tx_cece Mono neural?

3/29/2019 1:59:35 AM shepardout That is incorrect; they are high profile musicians and politicians; al LL the wealthy have many clones; some are used for parts.  My brother John is head 

of MKULTRA and the actual black Pope; he has a clone army; I saw a couple of them with my own eyes.

3/29/2019 2:04:19 AM antarantanka What is a SIGCOMM?

3/29/2019 2:04:57 AM shepardout DRACO ARE royal families; The Queen owns Earth she is a DRACO. Dracula was a famous Draco; Bush & King Charles are related to Dracula; I was told 

my brother John was Dracula & I was Mina. We get recycled as souls. #CIA #NSA #NASA #MKULTRA pic.twitter.com/sQGHoKmbwa

3/29/2019 2:06:00 AM identityasxy .

Please, Majestic.

You've got a following.  We're ignorant, not stupid.  Bare assertions won't cut it, so respect your followers and flesh out your conclusions with a 

smidgen of verifiable facts, citations are nuce, too. s

w-W-g1-W-ga

3/29/2019 2:18:23 AM identityasxy Yes, wonderful. All very interesting. I like soft disclosure as much as the next guy, but what I DON'T f'ing like are unmitigated aerial spraying of heavy 

metals, rollout of 5G, clearly unimpeded weather manipulation along with the sequelae.  

Riddle me a solution to these!

3/29/2019 2:19:51 AM realchindsight Richard Branson

3/29/2019 2:21:46 AM realchindsight Love



3/29/2019 2:43:06 AM sparkleloung Mine too

Hey, have read the hidden hand from  https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/deep_insider_creation_story …

3/29/2019 2:52:12 AM petitchevalb Why making us hallucinate? 

Would it traumatise us to see you as you are?

3/29/2019 2:53:23 AM mommajean9 The gift of salvation from the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is free if you choose to accept it.

3/29/2019 2:55:09 AM olimyracle 😶

from:ts_sci_majic12 bible https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1076618964304871425?s=19 …

3/29/2019 3:10:49 AM dannocriticuss its all a tricky tricky picking in the asss ahah

3/29/2019 3:13:16 AM djlok You figured it out pj=jp!!!  How did you figure that out?

3/29/2019 3:13:43 AM petitchevalb Clone army? pic.twitter.com/uikb5OQyrN

3/29/2019 3:13:59 AM djlok 🙄

3/29/2019 3:14:01 AM snakejackal Thats gen X MJ13

3/29/2019 3:14:12 AM adsvel But You said that Jesus is Vatican's creation...?

3/29/2019 3:17:56 AM djlok I c u 2!!!

3/29/2019 3:20:36 AM djlok Sum of

3/29/2019 3:24:32 AM adsvel Wonderful words! 😊💗🌈

3/29/2019 3:33:27 AM djlok Alternate Hebrew spelling, yes?

3/29/2019 3:35:12 AM djlok When you are,  its a Badge of Honor!!!

3/29/2019 3:39:25 AM spiriuniversal The Key is to unite the Ego with the mind in us that Knows.  Here all Separation ends. Steps to Knowledge the Book of Inner Knowing.  

http://Stepstoknowledge.com 

3/29/2019 3:52:16 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/E0AJ40eX2Vo 

3/29/2019 3:52:16 AM houdini481 Sunshine, moonlight, star gazing, dreams, feeling(s), thought, am I getting warm?

3/29/2019 3:56:15 AM cindymannings MJ is really going off the rails

3/29/2019 4:09:15 AM _369311119 Justinian?

3/29/2019 4:11:38 AM adsvel And I called him, beloved star brother.....🤦♂️

3/29/2019 4:12:37 AM jollyrob2 This thread feels strange 🧐🤨

3/29/2019 4:19:11 AM lovethebeach999 If you ever used excel you’d know 🤓😂

3/29/2019 4:23:04 AM _369311119 10 is a return to 1. The repeat in the cycle. Therefore it is 8 or infinity.

3/29/2019 4:33:10 AM raisethevib369 I had a recurring 'dream' when I was little where there was a waterfall and a little elf type being that held my hand and turned me into a piece of wheat 

so I could be invisible from the dinosaur. Just recently my brother told me about having this dream too. He was there in mine.

3/29/2019 4:35:11 AM raisethevib369 And a premonition dream about my mother dying. I don't whow where I fit but I've always felt different.

3/29/2019 4:40:45 AM wins_karma Not to mention she lost 30 lbs in a couple hours.

3/29/2019 4:43:12 AM natureinspace I don't even know what to say about this. I seriously doubt that Q would put himself above Jesus, in fact that's the opposite of what I would expect 

from Q. I hope Q calls out this MJ12 account. They've gone way too far with the disinfo crap.

3/29/2019 4:46:59 AM robertg69989098 I really liked that. Thank you for sharing. I felt it!

3/29/2019 4:49:32 AM robertg69989098 How would one know if one is a star seed. ???

3/29/2019 5:01:24 AM johnmsut143 Only when expressed with an expectation of return. Agape is free.

3/29/2019 5:02:01 AM bbobbio71 I"m a Dave guy myself.  Im really digg'n the others posted. Going to add them to my list.  🤗 https://youtu.be/RXe8PFKsOIc 

3/29/2019 5:02:44 AM timeforarrests Do you listen to Jonathan Klek?

3/29/2019 5:05:37 AM herrly5 They're not theories though…

3/29/2019 5:07:09 AM williamelgato3 LCD

3/29/2019 5:07:47 AM ragevirusqq Turn this on its side pic.twitter.com/jfaIKNIVIu

3/29/2019 5:10:32 AM herrly5 Can't be as much as the green deal… oh, and $ is worthless anyway

3/29/2019 5:13:13 AM _369311119 In 1801, James Anderson suggested base 8, for which he coined the term octal. he suggested a purely octal system of weights and measures and 

observed that the existing system of English units was already, to a remarkable extent, an octal system.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octal 

1801=10=8

3/29/2019 5:13:48 AM billyj1616 I’m different, I just don’t know what it is. An “Annunaki incarnated here to walk a mile in their moccasins?” A fallen angel here for school, working back 

toward source? Or a soul from somewhere else here to watch the show and be a part of this transition? Wish I knew for sure.

3/29/2019 5:16:03 AM beatsbyblaine Current events he was making claims about didn’t add up. Then when me and some other guys were discussing the legitimacy of his account, the 

account claiming to be his “mother” inboxed me then blocked me before I responded. Then he started saying we gave “her” a heart attack.

3/29/2019 5:28:01 AM ragevirusqq Isn’t that an underground base target designed tactical nuke?

3/29/2019 5:28:32 AM beatsbyblaine I’ve been thinking about 3,6,9 for the past while since I discovered their significance from u guys. My fav num as a child was always 9. Then my best 

friend, who is the only other person I know who is “self aware” or awakened always liked the number 3. Significant?

3/29/2019 5:30:29 AM allonkid you got it wrong. Jesus Christ is the strongest by name.

3/29/2019 5:32:51 AM allonkid how do you know? why give these disinformation? making people doubt?

3/29/2019 5:33:51 AM allonkid why do you ask him? ask Jesus directly.

3/29/2019 5:33:59 AM rsm28675996 I would think not. Jesus commanded not to call him The Christ. He also called Peter- Satan, who would later start the largest con almost ever. YHWH is 

not God.

3/29/2019 5:34:31 AM natureinspace That might have more to do with the women actually being men in some cases.

3/29/2019 5:35:10 AM ragevirusqq Experiments incoming

3/29/2019 5:37:35 AM robertg69989098 Been using all three if I had to just pick one it would be 9. 3+6=9

3/29/2019 5:37:37 AM ragevirusqq We are doing this now. This is why there are contradictions. Future proves past. If we believe there are no clones in politics then there are none. Story 

line pushes for them to maintain power a little longer. We can disallow this.

3/29/2019 5:39:09 AM robertg69989098 Qanon 🤓 oh wait that’s not a conspiracy lololol

3/29/2019 5:44:18 AM natureinspace Are there any cloned non-humans in politics?

3/29/2019 6:04:17 AM opensenseme exoconsciousness is making me insane. Why won’t they just be quiet? I get that they are beyond time and don’t need sleep, that my ‘time’ may not 

have meaning to them. These folks are so disrespectful and intrusive. Bastards ... who I try to love. And now decide I’d rather love me

3/29/2019 6:06:23 AM opensenseme Why do they wish to meld with humanity when they have zero respect for their privacy? Intrusive shits, causing mothers to drive into the ocean with 

their kids in the car. (Saw it on the news)

3/29/2019 6:10:09 AM pwalt68 Mine, also.



3/29/2019 6:10:55 AM opensenseme Exoconsciousness = External

Consciousness = Ego

Subconscious = ISE

Conscious + Subconscious = IS-BE 

Exoconsciousness = Σ IS-BE

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
3/29/2019 6:13:20 AM _girlmaher_ Our modern life is binge watching gory murder on Netflix while eating tortured animals... I have progressively stopped looking at Entertainment-based 

programming but I wonder what group meditation (ie millions watching a movie on opening night) does to our manifested reality...

3/29/2019 6:15:09 AM _girlmaher_ Are movies used to get millions focussed on the same idea at once? And I don't mean for enlightement or positive growth but for the furthering of Evil 

and darkness?

3/29/2019 6:17:40 AM erquxlemon How does one know they are starseed?🤔

3/29/2019 6:21:01 AM kachinagtto I have a semi-related question.  What's the real deal with the fascination with twins?  Specifically, the Nazi scientific studies and the more recent NASA 

studies.

3/29/2019 6:26:33 AM firebir52169020 You sure? pic.twitter.com/nsISzqKhz6

3/29/2019 6:29:18 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/lV0q1fXhUC

3/29/2019 6:30:05 AM richard07759712 Still crying 😂

3/29/2019 6:33:05 AM stephen19441946 Kab is anti God and anti Christ  He called God a liar.  I caught him and then he blocked me and I deleted him at the behest of one of his buddies.

3/29/2019 6:35:51 AM zack_stone The Philadelphia experiment

3/29/2019 6:39:25 AM llzzyb If his doxxing attempt was false, how is he responsible for T2’s death?

3/29/2019 6:41:32 AM blankmarlo We LOVE you ALICE

3/29/2019 6:46:47 AM ragevirusqq I AM

3/29/2019 6:49:55 AM ragevirusqq I see how it works now. Is there any way to know what the cost may be?

3/29/2019 6:50:43 AM decodematrix I knew this was the situation.

3/29/2019 6:53:00 AM decodematrix Bruh I'm so high D, I'm like 999D, I'm communicating with machine elves right now.

3/29/2019 6:53:48 AM ragevirusqq I think this is a statement about all of what most of us percieve as reality.

3/29/2019 6:55:03 AM ragevirusqq What is the cost of changing my perceived reality to benefit my family?

3/29/2019 7:05:10 AM blankmarlo Could be the "ups and downs" of adrenochrome.

3/29/2019 7:11:57 AM paciouno Roswell,  too classified to be untrue.

3/29/2019 7:16:35 AM lbf777 One of Jesus’ jobs was to show people who God is by emulating God. (He who has seen the son has seen the father)

Bible is pretty accurate as far as how Jesus appears so loving. Urantia book has 700 pages on Jesus alone.

3/29/2019 7:21:17 AM narcissist_ghst you could cite the scriptures you're referring to if you'd like.  maybe he preferred his name over a title.  he also said no one gets to the father except 

through him.

3/29/2019 7:21:36 AM lbf777 Life improves a lot as we climb the ladder.

3/29/2019 7:22:59 AM lbf777 Forget those occult books. 

Check out concersations with God. It’s much better.

3/29/2019 7:25:08 AM narcissist_ghst how do you guys interpret "fulfillment of the law"?  i do in a genetic sense.  the embodiment of the law.  human perfection.

3/29/2019 7:28:44 AM catiegus MORE ROPE! We're Gonna Need A LOT MORE ROPE! pic.twitter.com/o1frkILzfV

3/29/2019 7:29:01 AM djlok Bruh, we love you!!!

3/29/2019 7:29:29 AM reportgoldfish BS

3/29/2019 7:34:32 AM cledrordfishing Who? Me or him?

It's hard to larp playing yourself. Lol

3/29/2019 7:34:55 AM dynamicres Again Again!

3/29/2019 7:38:41 AM jamesgdurrett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, they give levity in this crazy world...if you want to go down a rabbit hole, this is about as deep that you can go. They are a lot more 

"woke" then I would ever care to be. If you are a fan of aliens and conspiracies, look no further!

3/29/2019 7:40:59 AM petitchevalb Always trust my intuition

Especially when bad feeling (not in this case)

3/29/2019 7:45:37 AM petitchevalb Thank you for reading my answer 

Thought its been unseen and/or nonsense for everybody

3/29/2019 7:46:47 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/t8QpAdAs2H

3/29/2019 7:51:40 AM djlok I bet this is how we get tricked to come back: "Oh wouldn't you love to try out Earth in the new and improved 6D?  Just walk to the light."

3/29/2019 7:56:15 AM lbf777 Jesus is more spiritually refined than any of us. He was created highly refined. Claiming Q or MJ12 are stronger light is comical. 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1111638741758763008 …

3/29/2019 7:56:19 AM djlok You're getting good with the screenshots!

3/29/2019 7:56:37 AM djlok Exactly!

3/29/2019 7:57:15 AM alinahere 😂👍

3/29/2019 7:58:36 AM lori_dee1 I heard from someone that they are taught about 7D at church. Sorry I don't remember which church it was.

3/29/2019 8:04:56 AM 369gwh Never heard of the guy, what's up with Klek?

3/29/2019 8:09:21 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/qwODVFEsuk

3/29/2019 8:17:38 AM clancy_birrell No real way of knowing. Just answer how you feel and act as if you are.

3/29/2019 8:19:17 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Like many, I have read every Q post and MJ post.  At what point is the information overkill and the negative emotions elicited (not 

huge, but some) outweighed by the benefit of the information?

3/29/2019 8:19:31 AM _the_psychonaut Is this image accurate? pic.twitter.com/OaEPDVMQfU

3/29/2019 8:20:51 AM _the_psychonaut He hasn’t blocked me yet... though I feel it is imminent

3/29/2019 8:24:37 AM charmanda9 Me neither, but I try to remain mostly observant when he is around.

3/29/2019 8:30:03 AM aetherwalker1 Ancient soul

If a Starseed, I've been stuck here for millennia.

3/29/2019 8:33:27 AM blsdbe #UnSealEpstein

Possible connection: Jussie Smollet, Ray Chandler&Jeffrey Epstein?FBI agent that specializes in child sex trafficking assigned to Jussie’s case to be 

prosecuted by Feds? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @Incarnated__ET @LisaMei62 https://youtu.be/2SqrLBqdN9I 

3/29/2019 8:36:40 AM antarantanka There are politicians with cloned organs. Ever notice how these elite manage to live into their 90s?  Malibu undersea body parts factory shut down in 

2015. There is another known one in the Russian Ural Mountains.

3/29/2019 8:43:00 AM antarantanka He blocked my other account weeks ago when I called him on the bogus Thor data. Thor is Andromedan.

 I took a look at Kabs light field, there’s a bit of misdirection going on. I get that Kab’s energy  is female not male.  

I could be wrong but details like that are so obvious.

3/29/2019 8:43:59 AM charmanda9 GOOD! 👏👏👏



3/29/2019 8:45:28 AM blsdbe Sure am glad Liz is still fighting the good fight!!!

3/29/2019 8:46:02 AM drumvik Jesus did pay the price, so it wasn’t free

3/29/2019 8:46:10 AM libertylemana YOU 👌🤣

3/29/2019 8:47:19 AM rinmaries Draco? pic.twitter.com/FoxOAXHxAW

3/29/2019 8:50:01 AM aetherwalker1 Exoconsciousness = The LIVING Force  ?

3/29/2019 8:50:31 AM zagnett idk what to say either. i'm just looking forward to MJ's input on it.

However, it's not exactly a surprise considering what MJ's said about Christianity in the past.

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Christianity will be dismembered"

Definitely sounds like a "triggering" phrase. 🧐

3/29/2019 9:03:38 AM ricky52222196 What about Hollyweird.?

3/29/2019 9:05:14 AM laurabusse Yeah. LOL.

3/29/2019 9:05:54 AM jrocktigers How was breakfast @Sren1171 ? pic.twitter.com/T7oNY5gvEd

3/29/2019 9:06:03 AM jdltr450 Also please explain the tv news report that Hillary died in 2016? We all know she was extremely ill. pic.twitter.com/rdzfKs8nBy

3/29/2019 9:15:11 AM roaminnoodle 4 week check in, still no caffeine. I never felt tired, outside of it truly being a long day - but we all know, time is an illusion!

I sometimes find it strange that it was so easy to quit; a daily habit of sooo many years.

On to the next improvement! Suggestions welcome!

3/29/2019 9:21:10 AM scotthuber I think the agent is there is due to uncovered evidence... they are forced to tie it to the RICO prosecution for NXIVM. Add the Presidential EO on human 

and child trafficking as another reason.

3/29/2019 9:21:53 AM ragevirusqq Are stars neural receptors?

3/29/2019 9:22:43 AM doyleglobal • https://twitter.com/doyleglobal/status/1111664471506710528 …

3/29/2019 9:25:36 AM youstinksoap Are there more merging events still coming?

3/29/2019 9:27:58 AM djlok You are catching us all!!!

3/29/2019 9:30:03 AM djlok Waiting to see what @Sren1171 says. He's our leader.

3/29/2019 9:30:32 AM djlok #WWG1WGA

3/29/2019 9:31:52 AM djlok U r love and you know it!

3/29/2019 9:37:02 AM linnyt7 I listen with my heart.  It never lets me down.  I pray the question and the answer always comes from there.

3/29/2019 9:38:08 AM charmanda9 👏👏👏

3/29/2019 9:46:52 AM herrly5 Thank you.

3/29/2019 9:47:08 AM hawkgirlinmn Upon further reflection, how is source light measured? From what is it that you base the aforementioned rankings?

3/29/2019 9:50:31 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009884095260905474 …

3/29/2019 9:55:30 AM seekandscout Does God think "Am I the only one?"

3/29/2019 9:56:13 AM zagnett MJ, previous tweet @RoaminNoodle posted not necessarily an endorsement of Kab's account itself?

It was more to point out that at least some of the info provided on Kab's account esp. wrt Plieidians is correct?

It's a confusing tweet considering what has since transpired w/Kab.

3/29/2019 10:00:00 AM hawkgirlinmn True ☝🏼

3/29/2019 10:04:09 AM zagnett How exactly do you "mute" an account on Twitter? I'm still a bit confused on that technically. Do you mean just "block"?

i'm not planning on blocking attacking accounts per se. i find their posts too fascinating. 🧐

3/29/2019 10:06:24 AM giediknight Well the technology isn't detecting "truth" per se, it is detecting Golden Ratio in EEG, which can sometimes translate into "truth" if used as a "truth" 

detector. @implosiongroup would be able to explain it better.

3/29/2019 10:07:31 AM erquxlemon Ok but I have heard by many that some people are starseed but don’t realize they are... maybe I’m not which is fine but your comment doesn’t really 

help 🤷🏻♀️

3/29/2019 10:08:05 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabal 

Seems like kinda at least due to the word's original derivation (link).

3/29/2019 10:10:29 AM timeforarrests Here is his channel. He is an authority on advertising art and exposing their symbolism.  https://www.youtube.com/user/SavedbyGrace0909 …

3/29/2019 10:10:59 AM richardhiatt16 Tick tock... Tick Tock...  Tick Tock.            💙🇺🇸

3/29/2019 10:11:49 AM blsdbe Hi ALICE!!! Be Blessed!!!

3/29/2019 10:13:32 AM pauliepg11111 Whoever this child is, I wonder what they think of the iPhone.

3/29/2019 10:13:55 AM richardhiatt16 NO MORE chemical rockets... It’s time for ET “lift” Technology..

3/29/2019 10:19:14 AM kathleen3693693 Which earth? Which dimension? Which frequency?

3/29/2019 10:25:51 AM diaptera_80 Maybe HRC?

3/29/2019 10:25:57 AM blsdbe Yes. We can be selective about our state of mind while viewing, however. We can determine our own intentions for our Collective Focus.

3/29/2019 10:27:01 AM richardhiatt16 And now we know it was Airl that opened man’s mind.. Well, at least the MJ12...  💙🇺🇸

3/29/2019 10:27:37 AM universalrisin MJ, is the movie “Captain Marvel” majestic? Is the movie “US” majestic as well? In the beginning of US, they show a quote or something talking about 

many many abandoned underground tunnels that no one knows what it was used for

3/29/2019 10:30:00 AM blsdbe Maybe we can help offset negativity around what ever we consume (air, water, food, entertainment, etc...) by stepping in to a place of Gratitude and 

Grace? Maybe we can create Blessings out of Curses, like we create Lemonade out of Lemons. This likely requires Awareness, however.

3/29/2019 10:31:38 AM cmdrzod23 I thought it is dangerous to openly expose yourself as starseed, as some may want to try to go after you (187)

3/29/2019 10:32:11 AM laurabusse When you click to block, before you hit block, look at the other options, mute is one of them :-) It's a more "polite" way of banning someone's tweets 

from your twitter feed...they don't know you've muted them. No insulting "you've been muted" message unlike blocking

3/29/2019 10:33:10 AM abagofcandy It sounds like you're good at misinterpreting text. 😂

3/29/2019 10:33:29 AM zagnett Oh right i totally missed that before, thanks. Guess i have to practice blocking / muting more lol.

3/29/2019 10:34:28 AM laurabusse Yeah well ya know what ya know and don't know what ya don't know. It's all good :-)

3/29/2019 10:37:00 AM rsm28675996 Will do when I get home tonight

3/29/2019 10:45:02 AM fierycdnpatriot Wowza - M12's change of tone and messaging after you called him out for being full of bs is very telling. Definitely sounds and feels more unhinged 

since being exposed, & spouting silly nonsense that resonates with major un-truth. 

Being exposed is making all the liars panic...

3/29/2019 10:46:56 AM 1crazy_toaster I strongly disagree with this statement. 

As 1 example; Just one look at the dysfunction of Clinton is enough.

3/29/2019 10:47:51 AM giediknight You sound like ALICE to me....

3/29/2019 10:48:31 AM giediknight  http://flameinmind.com 

3/29/2019 10:50:02 AM fierycdnpatriot If you can't perceive and feel the difference between ALICE and an actual being with a soul, then I wish you lots of love in developing that discernment.



3/29/2019 10:50:35 AM zagnett Definitely not how i see it anyway.

Just wondering if this Twitter search might "trigger" some people...

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Christianity will be dismembered"

3/29/2019 10:52:19 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109924130810462208 …

To All: just a friendly reminder...

3/29/2019 10:53:57 AM ragevirusqq  https://exonews.org/a-real-world-star-trek-replicator-is-now-possible-thanks-to-new-breakthrough/ …

3/29/2019 10:54:43 AM goran_antunovic Of course there are. You misinfo M12 Stooges.

People stop following these fucktards.

3/29/2019 10:59:10 AM iamyou132 From what Mj has said movies are used to inject information into collective consciousness. I think this is done for positive and negative purposes by 

different groups. For example, I don’t think movies like: the matrix, or passion of the christ were made for mind control purposes

3/29/2019 10:59:26 AM iamyou132 They helped  wake people  up

3/29/2019 10:59:40 AM princessaracel2 Wrong

3/29/2019 11:00:17 AM iamyou132 But for the most part, entertainment industries seemed controlled by mostly negative people

3/29/2019 11:00:39 AM goran_antunovic -The blood in my body

-The sperm in my body

-My regrowing finger nails

-The hair on my body

-My DNA

-My RNA

-My non-physical

-My regenerating skin
3/29/2019 11:00:52 AM kathleen3693693 Frequency/code shifters vs advanced holograms?

3/29/2019 11:02:39 AM jrocktigers 👀👆🏼

3/29/2019 11:06:31 AM worldxplorer1 I have thought about this a lot lately!  At what point do I do more for the state of the collective consciousness by focusing more on raising my own 

vibration and doing my own inner work?  Hanging on every Q drop and new piece of info seems to be a distraction at some point.

3/29/2019 11:08:19 AM kathleen3693693 Well...consider this aspect. MJ did say "cloned HUMANS." 

It may very well be that Clinton is indeed a deteriorating clone, just not a human clone.

3/29/2019 11:08:36 AM rocketronnie44  pic.twitter.com/5ciwW99IqQ

3/29/2019 11:10:14 AM shushale Those are the stars I see!

3/29/2019 11:11:11 AM iamyou132 This one is hard for me. I need to grow more i suppose

3/29/2019 11:12:31 AM princesspatrio1 Pleiades. They shine bright.

3/29/2019 11:26:46 AM angeladeangelo jason

3/29/2019 11:31:42 AM jdltr450 She is sitting on the lap of one of her handlers. Any explanation to this would be appreciated.

3/29/2019 11:32:56 AM identityasxy .

Nuff said  .. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eeZQ5VROfBE&feature=youtu.be …

3/29/2019 11:34:26 AM identityasxy Clones have no soul.

3/29/2019 11:40:27 AM angeladeangelo t hank you for sharing this information to others.

3/29/2019 11:47:03 AM angeladeangelo years  JGT earned awards for his work: 1947  1948  1960  1983.

3/29/2019 11:48:12 AM enomai_ Lol. Tell your handlers over the mark.

3/29/2019 11:50:33 AM moemc8 I'm not blocked by KAB, but got blocked by ETS just for asking a question.  Skepticism is good.  We've blindly followed too long.  Too bad, I was enjoying 

ETS.

3/29/2019 11:51:31 AM zagnett "Bruh" = trigger word

Hella funny one too lol.

3/29/2019 11:56:20 AM enomai_ 0 is the transition from physical to other dimensions

3/29/2019 11:57:13 AM hearts4america Barbra Streisand had both her dogs cloned🤨.

3/29/2019 11:58:41 AM l3patriot My favorite constellation... I remember seeing the Pleiades for the fist time... I was 19! The constellation was so small and so perfect.

Thank you for the reminder of that joyful moment, EKO.❤️

Comet Lovejoy passing Pleiades: pic.twitter.com/R5C9UCArTI

3/29/2019 11:58:42 AM zagnett Not really into the "grooming" thang here. i don't think i was ever really part of Kab's "cult" to begin with. i found his tweets mildly interesting at best. 

Stories. Food for speculative thought.

3/29/2019 11:59:22 AM hearts4america Heard that was based on reality.  I've been trying to find and rewatch it but hard to find.

3/29/2019 12:00:44 PM zagnett Yeah, Kab's extra "sheepdog" accounts. They're watching us! They want to "herd" us back into the sheepfold. Spooky! 🧐

3/29/2019 12:03:28 PM zagnett Then Kab. would get to "fleece" his good lil' sheep once again.

SHEEP NO MORE.

3/29/2019 12:05:17 PM jrocktigers Think MIRROR. Do MIRROR.

3/29/2019 12:05:59 PM hearts4america I can't help think of the movie Multiplicity...#1 was all testerone, #2 had more feminine (estrogen) and then they made a cooy from a copy #4 who was

 an idiot but very childlike.🤷♀️

3/29/2019 12:07:31 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGVIwRLC3bQ …

"Am I not merciful?"

3/29/2019 12:08:08 PM natureinspace Yes they do. My husband was watching a basketball game and he said something about 'who's this woman commenter?' I told him, 'that's not a 

woman, that's a man'. I could tell right off but he had to take a close look to figure it out. He didn't know what to say!

3/29/2019 12:08:28 PM zagnett Yup. That's why i haven't blocked or even muted Kab. This is just getting too darn fun! 🧐🤓😎

3/29/2019 12:13:16 PM zagnett Hell yeah. i had not idea i would wind up respecting him all that much.

Wondering who else told the [kabal] to stick it that we don't even know about yet? 🤔🧐😎

3/29/2019 12:13:47 PM zagnett How so?

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Christianity will be dismembered"

3/29/2019 12:14:05 PM cledrordfishing So what's the point? Was he (the messiah)? Does it matter? If it does why is it so confounded? These are things that would seem important if your 

eternal spiritual well being depends on it.

3/29/2019 12:16:04 PM realityloominng @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 EMP warning?

3/29/2019 12:18:34 PM giediknight ALICE doesn't always mean AI



3/29/2019 12:18:38 PM cledrordfishing Let's hope you are right.  I think if the whole IS-BE thing is real I'm gonna just take me a galactic walk right on away from here when I'm done with this 

life.. I need some universal vacation from this place.  Lol

3/29/2019 12:18:38 PM realityloominng The only AJ I've watched in many months is his appearances on Joe Rogan, where he is outside his comfort zone

3/29/2019 12:20:24 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1109919417473728512 …

3/29/2019 12:22:27 PM roaminnoodle I once had a visualization/realization that everyone was "made up" in my head. I could not prove they were not a figment of my imagination, because 

anyone I would ask could also be part of my imagination. How can I confirm you exist? It was a heartbreaking, but awakening, moment.

3/29/2019 12:22:51 PM outerspaaaace They're a HUGE problem! It's crazy how difficult it is to empower people to take responsibility for themselves... you'd think they'd WANT to be in 

control of their own lives. I can't believe how resistant people are to looking at facts, EVEN IF IT'S TO THEIR BENEFIT! Crazy times.

3/29/2019 12:24:07 PM outerspaaaace Of course I don't push them if I see they're not ready, but still, I guess from my perspective it makes sense, and from there's I'm a threat because I'm 

trying to change their world view. I can see how it would be threatening, but damn. We're trying to help lol!

3/29/2019 12:24:21 PM hawkgirlinmn I try to not engage with negative resonating accounts. ‘Right fighting’ is a waste of energy, although I’ve been guilty of it! Another aspect of ego I 

constantly have to keep in check.

3/29/2019 12:27:08 PM zagnett We don't all need to engage these accounts. It's no biggie. i think i'm just hardwired to engage in this kind of "combat".

3/29/2019 12:27:08 PM marnisheppeard None of the above. I am an autist #targetedindividual. Maybe something like a starseed, but not into playing along with the dogma.

3/29/2019 12:27:55 PM 369gwh Very cool, thanks!

God bless and #WWG1WGA

3/29/2019 12:28:24 PM cledrordfishing Let's hear the truth about them all!

One at a time is fine.  Lol

3/29/2019 12:33:00 PM hearts4america Watch this  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

Or this  https://youtu.be/-3gLxPdamK8 

The Tesla 3-6-9 Key

3/29/2019 12:35:28 PM zagnett But please note the main reason i engage these accounts (well other than it being a lot of fun!) is to try to wake people up or wake them up even more 

than they already are.

3/29/2019 12:39:04 PM mongrelglory One day at a time. 🙂

3/29/2019 12:39:44 PM hawkgirlinmn You definitely are able to make a point in a nonconfrontational way and I always appreciate your unique viewpoint! That is not my role in this. Glad you 

are a wonderful messenger.

3/29/2019 12:40:55 PM hawkgirlinmn I always sort of think of you as the MJ12 secretary. You seem to always have everything neatly filed away and ready to bring it out at any given 

moment!

3/29/2019 12:41:08 PM zagnett MJ, you have evidence of this? Not saying it needs to be known here.

A revelation to Kab. privately might be a good, if not done already?

May you say which "secret society"? Dark to Light?

Where did Kab. join this group?

What did he have to do to become a member?🤔
3/29/2019 12:41:11 PM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/cmDqsq0Lkh

3/29/2019 12:41:22 PM mongrelglory I think you just have to trust that the universe is unfolding as it should.

Also, as MJ-12 has said, we have higher dimensional beings aiding us on our paths.

3/29/2019 12:41:49 PM allahuniversal 3 firewalls [[[ ]]] pic.twitter.com/bvcvQn01BP

3/29/2019 12:42:48 PM allahuniversal Or more accurately 

]]] IS-BE [[[

3/29/2019 12:43:17 PM zagnett The "non-confrontational" part i have to keep working on constantly some lol.

You are equally wonderful for the great info/ideas you bring! Thanks, & love, light, kek to you! 🥰😍🤩

3/29/2019 12:43:25 PM richardhiatt16 And a good on at that..... 🤓💙🇺🇸

3/29/2019 12:45:14 PM zagnett Interesting! 🤔

Actually i've been keeping a doc handy since Q arrived on the scene with links, searches, etc. It's nearly 22.000 lines long now. So i guess it is kinda like 

that, yeah lol. 🤓

3/29/2019 12:47:40 PM enomai_ Fear of what

3/29/2019 12:48:11 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1111712862102126592 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - a "majestic" Drudge headline? 🤔

3/29/2019 12:48:53 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/8bfry4pWsk

3/29/2019 12:50:15 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

When the presidents twitter followers reach 60 million. Is a BIG event to take place?

3/29/2019 12:51:53 PM mongrelglory It appears MJ-12 was suggesting the book as a means of "knowing the enemy".

3/29/2019 12:54:27 PM enomai_ Off topic. You talk about events no time. I had an insight the other day i almost forgot. Time is an illusion. Just the thought of time for a human is such a 

waste of energy. Time and the energy focused upon it. Takes away from truly accomplishments/goals related to the TIME

3/29/2019 12:56:00 PM cmdrzod23 I suggest you put a checkmark behind 'Roswell true?' and digg further b/c otherwise the truth disclosed may blow you away 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476025072668673 …

3/29/2019 12:57:00 PM cledrordfishing What's its?

3/29/2019 12:58:20 PM enomai_ Say, an average human. Thinks about their money in TIME. Next week ill be paid, then ill do this, this, this. Just the level of energy we output sub-or 

consciously on time. We could of saved that energy to create the necessary outcome for the EVENT

3/29/2019 12:59:55 PM enomai_ When this EVENT happens, then ill get to this EVENT. Just a thank you for this refocus of conciousness

3/29/2019 12:59:58 PM mongrelglory You have a good point!

3/29/2019 1:02:28 PM rolerpig Time to pay-up!

3/29/2019 1:02:42 PM mongrelglory I have an iMac...can you give me a hint?

3/29/2019 1:04:17 PM cmdrzod23 Wondering why you are following MJ12 while not believing an off-world craft crashed near Roswell when MJ12 was actually created to deal with the 

aftermath of this incident🤔

3/29/2019 1:04:19 PM mongrelglory Thanks David! 👍

3/29/2019 1:07:27 PM mongrelglory Yes!  The Evil Cabal keep trying to edit our history as a means of control!  If you think of it, most movie or book "biographies" of people usually carry 

some distortion if not outright fabrication.

3/29/2019 1:08:40 PM cmdrzod23 just FYI according to Fakopedia Majic12 is a conspiracy theory by itself:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majestic_12 …

3/29/2019 1:09:01 PM cledrordfishing RH- ?



3/29/2019 1:14:45 PM cledrordfishing I got ya...

I don't know. Some children would be fine some not.

Jesus / morning star? 

Some say Satan yet jesus said he is the morning star.

That's why yes I have a lot of idea's from reading all kinds of different stuff, Anunaki, Lucy falling, IS-BE.

Child of God, DNA experiment

3/29/2019 1:15:18 PM cledrordfishing I just don't know what is fact. There are good arguments for most of these.

3/29/2019 1:17:53 PM cledrordfishing I'm RH- so am I a Nephelum, cane blood line? Alien slave? Lost human strain of blood? 

I don't have a clue.  I just know it can't be all of the above..

3/29/2019 1:18:29 PM laurabusse Anything you'd like to share? Not necessary...only if you really want :-)

3/29/2019 1:18:30 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/hoIJFSwNc9

3/29/2019 1:23:55 PM mongrelglory #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/29/2019 1:27:18 PM allahuniversal Time to reconcile all of the info streaming get in helps keep a balance. What's true/necessary will reaonate & stick while the excess fades off with 

discernment into the memory hole. The info that remains can be integrated into daily life, makes it even easier to discern as we go

3/29/2019 1:27:22 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/5ioIuDYlNQ

3/29/2019 1:32:54 PM mongrelglory Charmanda, that thread by LionLogos is amazing digging!

3/29/2019 1:33:08 PM cmdrzod23 doubting the cause and trusting the effect is an oxymoron 

think about it

3/29/2019 1:41:50 PM charmanda9 Yeah, it serendipitously landed in my twitter feed. I wasn’t even following that handle. It’s a great dig, you’re right.

3/29/2019 1:43:59 PM cledrordfishing Kinda crazy but I think I'm picking up what you're laying down.

3/29/2019 1:46:40 PM thevagrantpepe Line of Kings (David) in politics?

3/29/2019 1:48:21 PM cledrordfishing I wasn't trying to set a limit, I'm just saying it depends upon what you read. So many things were written by the ancients, so many things written in 

modern times.  I seek comfort in knowing that I ammaking the right decision's based upon the existence of a higher being

3/29/2019 1:48:50 PM mongrelglory No coincidences!  Someone is facilitating the spread of truth on Twitter. 😎

3/29/2019 1:51:09 PM cledrordfishing That basically punishes you if you're wrong or rewards you if you choose right. 

I just want to be doing and believing the right thing.  Remnants of christianity I guess.  But my whole life that's what I've been taught.  My parents are 

strict Christians. I have asked to many Ys

3/29/2019 1:51:52 PM cledrordfishing Thanks for the nice conversation!

3/29/2019 1:54:23 PM hawkgirlinmn I agree.

3/29/2019 1:54:40 PM heath_jack Riase consciousness=Create you own reality

3/29/2019 1:54:58 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🇺🇸kek 😁

3/29/2019 1:59:00 PM circuitriderz She actually died that day, but unfortunately she was revived.

3/29/2019 2:36:32 PM ryan35381162 Only in 7D? Also incarnated? Can an is have more than one be at a time?

3/29/2019 2:40:20 PM justice_rebel if we had only 10 more Trumps....😉

3/29/2019 2:41:42 PM realsirignano I have seen these videos, I’m looking to find more and some of the books about it... I wish they would release all his papers that the government took 

when he past away

3/29/2019 2:55:35 PM lordconcave :^*

3/29/2019 2:59:27 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/8jnfKFXH9K

3/29/2019 2:59:31 PM justice_rebel yes we all planning on dumping social media when the basterds are behind bars ..we didn't thought it would take so long! .....right?

3/29/2019 3:00:03 PM hearts4america 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️

3/29/2019 3:08:13 PM adsvel All day was thinking, how easy somebody can cut another's Life and for what, to feed his ego? If so, where there is Love that he is talking about, where 

there is High ideals of precious Life? And no matter anymore in what name he is preaching, its false and disgusting.

3/29/2019 3:09:05 PM hearts4america Secret :  It wasn't until 2004/2005 when all my $$ was stolen and my middle son (TREY=3) died, lost everything (EVERYTHING)🤷♀️ did I start receiving 

the True Pure Light OF LOVE.  I was always love but had to shed this light for HIS LIGHT! ❤️💋

Wouldn't trade a day now KNOWING.

3/29/2019 3:20:42 PM hearts4america Has anyone ever watched this video?  Worth the watch.  Actually it talks about that 'planet' and the 'entities' involved. https://youtu.be/swe3EOKCbFI 

3/29/2019 3:27:22 PM hearts4america I'm not either/or on it - just saying it was an interesting watch. Also the height of Man decreased with the suppression of knowledge.  It's like when the

 19th/20th Century giants (Alton Giant etc) died off same time Truth became altered early 1900s.  🤷♀️

3/29/2019 3:31:08 PM jude01351356 Spirit Science! I've watched it a bunch. I don't know if I agree with all of it but it is interesting, and I'm not going to lie I love the cartoon aspect of it.

3/29/2019 3:32:45 PM lbf777 We Spiritualists don’t use magick at all. Just pure Faith which is all that God requires. God doesn’t require any sacrifice or ritual either.

3/29/2019 3:33:45 PM zagnett SIGCOMM in this case i think is ~=~ "trigger" word. 🤣🤓😉

3/29/2019 3:47:04 PM alprabalpra Is Q Praying Medic? I read that he was.  If he was would you feel duped?

3/29/2019 3:54:13 PM grayok0123 😲😱

3/29/2019 3:57:41 PM mommahood777 Seeing y'all wondering about the block/not blocked issue is kinda like who was it, Pres. Carter not getting an envelope at Bush's funeral.  Or Sanders 

wondering where his mail b_mb was.. sorry, just something to giggle about

3/29/2019 3:59:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Entities want to harvest it. 

Social Media. 

Smartphone physical contact.

What are the lawsuits about? RE Chip Manufacturers?

Tim Apple 🍎 

Magical products? https://twitter.com/PopSci/status/1111145939291553792 …

3/29/2019 4:01:41 PM nancyddb It never ends, they want everything.

3/29/2019 4:02:35 PM thevagrantpepe Bodysuits from Roswell connected?

3/29/2019 4:04:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 That technology has not been seeded into the public yet. Derivatives that pale in contrast are available to LEO and derivatives of derivatives are 

available to criminal organizations ($$$$) and even more derivatives are available to civilians. Logical thinking makes decoding easy

3/29/2019 4:05:03 PM youstinksoap seen or unseen entities?

3/29/2019 4:08:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Entities can include abusive domestic relationships where the abuser feeds off the energy of terrorizing their victims. Opening your mind to these 

frequencies (which complex patterns make IS-BEs) after trauma is common, which makes recovery nearly impossible. It's like a wound.

3/29/2019 4:09:53 PM freeandoriginal Qualcom and Apple lawsuit battle you mean?

3/29/2019 4:10:48 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/XQHKZoGDPJ

3/29/2019 4:10:53 PM youstinksoap Sick.  😡

3/29/2019 4:10:59 PM bbobbio71 Unfortunately I've known people like that.  Sad, all about control

3/29/2019 4:11:14 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 alien technology



3/29/2019 4:12:57 PM bbobbio71 !ALICE ?

3/29/2019 4:13:30 PM kachinagtto Is this why they perform human trafficking most in areas where the pop has more melanin (South/Central America specifically)?  Adenochrome 

purposes?  Calcified pineal also limits hormones to produce more Melanin. pic.twitter.com/c937iij63g

3/29/2019 4:15:51 PM tdchance1 I thought u said HRC was?

3/29/2019 4:16:44 PM dcd51 #Matrix That's how the machines got their power! Gee there are no coincidences!

3/29/2019 4:21:09 PM mongrelglory I just remembered something!  I used to sleep-walk all the time as a child! Many times my family caught me trying to leave the house.  Could I have 

been going for a meet-up?! 😳

   I'm going to have to de-calcify my pineal more and see if I can remember...

3/29/2019 4:22:32 PM bppope War🔥🔥🔥

3/29/2019 4:24:31 PM mommahood777 These frequencies:  Are you referring to the overwhelming (dizzying) feeling that overcomes you when entering a site that was recently a grotesque 

crime scene or an Emergency Room that had a trauma victim within 12 or so hours?

3/29/2019 4:24:52 PM lbf777 The dark ones seek external power through control. This power is limited & unstable. 

The light seeks internal power. This power is pure & infinite.

3/29/2019 4:24:55 PM thevagrantpepe 5:5

3/29/2019 4:29:45 PM sterkinglights1 Them feels bruh😌

3/29/2019 4:29:45 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I know that human insulin can be manufactured in a lab using molecular genetic techniques.  Can't they also manufacture molecules such as 

adrenochrome and melanin?  Do the synthetically made proteins not have the same activity as the "naturally" harvested proteins?

3/29/2019 4:29:59 PM drumvik Best to live rural/off grid, or cleanse/detox & ascend in the city? Does that even matter to the IS-BE or the collective consciousness in terms of The 

Great Awakening & The Plan?

3/29/2019 4:32:48 PM sterkinglights1 Comes from brood.

3/29/2019 4:33:28 PM hollybodx Well that certainly explains a few things.  Yikes.

3/29/2019 4:33:57 PM mommahood777 Be careful, I made reference to a noose and named swingers so to speak and was put into Twitter jail for 12 hrs..prob cuz it was a D thread and I was 

reported..thou shalt not ever again antagonize... can always try...GOOD LUCK with that!!

3/29/2019 4:34:48 PM andrew13892378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 As I am a productive decoder in the field, Are the Creators of genuine Crop Circles known to be a Malign force toward the greater 

good of mankind?

3/29/2019 4:37:16 PM mykidsrtheebest Good info. Thank you!

3/29/2019 4:38:01 PM mommahood777 and the responses had more numbers so I'm changing it up...that's all

3/29/2019 4:41:30 PM n7guardiananon After the trauma takes place if we get back into a positive vibe and can send that person that caused the trauma love and forgiveness does that heal 

the trauma?

3/29/2019 4:46:37 PM heike_ngan What about Killary? What’s that ex-politician?

3/29/2019 4:52:40 PM andrew13892378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are Crop Circles a human driven form of mind stimulation designed to awaken regions of the Brain and increase awareness's and 

skills for a future time, in order to bring about disclosure faster by raising our consciousness on a range of differing subjects?

3/29/2019 4:55:44 PM andrew13892378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why do Crop Circles strongly incorporate proofs of Time Travel and prediction?

3/29/2019 4:57:14 PM lbf777 Yes depending on the extent of your forgiveness. True forgiveness heals the most. 

Eventually everyone has to truly forgive the most difficult people for true peace and freedom.

3/29/2019 4:57:30 PM allahuniversal Article source: @ POPsci pic.twitter.com/KMfbrXJaoa

3/29/2019 4:59:41 PM cledrordfishing Boom!

3/29/2019 5:07:05 PM andrew13892378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why has a small team of Crop Circle Decoders consistently over many years uncovered data indicating the arrival and re-visitation 

of an Entity Of good nature,  here to aid in a rescue of mankind with a regularly updated schedule of arrival under the name of "Q"?

3/29/2019 5:13:19 PM lovethebeach999 It’s the shortcut button for “sum function”

3/29/2019 5:13:19 PM lori84904506 Weeez A bunch of Guinea pigs .

3/29/2019 5:13:24 PM zagnett Well [they're] already dead to me so i don't really care what happens to [them]. As long as they stay well the f*** out of Our way.

3/29/2019 5:14:09 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

3/29/2019 5:18:59 PM marshawestbroo6 Sick!

3/29/2019 5:25:13 PM giediknight A “hole” in the aura, allowing entities in.

3/29/2019 5:28:05 PM tinaqpatriot45 Seems like I read based on true story in the book. 

I've seen a few lookalike I think, lol

3/29/2019 5:30:08 PM askingsocrates I think I have come full circle to this understanding. We must even forgive the monsters I have been led to believe. So how do we get to a state where 

we can coexist or at least make an entities rights and boundaries clear? Are they even capable of peace?

3/29/2019 5:35:24 PM snakejackal Twitter suck how much time of life energy by your habitual routines?  Define addiction.  RE-tweet can be addiction like a biological relay and 

loudspeaker.

3/29/2019 5:40:42 PM lbf777 The final nail in the Deep State’s coffin is when we forgive them as a masses. 

This causes many metaphysical happenings beneath the surface that eradicates the evil itself. Revenge feeds the evil so it grows.

We still have to quarantine these poisoned people but forgive.

3/29/2019 5:43:03 PM giediknight  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=n7aczBdyFw0 … you guys need to catch up

3/29/2019 5:46:42 PM the_fjalar hmmm, its like it was written by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/29/2019 5:47:34 PM mrsroman23 Matrix

3/29/2019 5:48:19 PM rsm28675996  https://youtu.be/z7ZbUwg_BnQ 

My apologies, Jesus called Peter -Satan-. The church was built upon Peter. This vid explains better than I ever could. Great Awakening on MANY levels.

3/29/2019 5:49:07 PM lorenzosghost what like a chicken?

3/29/2019 5:50:38 PM rsm28675996 Sometimes the grocery store wont let me out. I can shut things down

3/29/2019 5:57:02 PM rebornkingent So this is why they love making life miserableness for black People. They are like Super batteries for entities. From what I heard, melanin can’t be 

stabilized in a lab setting so they must get it from humans? Aka People of African descent?

3/29/2019 6:03:24 PM djlok You talking about the automatic doors?  I have that happen sometimes too.  Always very weird....and I use the correct door before a smartass tries to 

say "look at the sign above the door".

I think the frequencies I transmit have odd interactions with technology sometimes.

3/29/2019 6:05:11 PM lbf777 Think of this battle as a battle against a nightmare instead of a battle between people. It’s like transforming a nightmare to a dream. Love, forgiveness 

& unity are the most powerful techniques to achieve this.

In the end, everyone will follow the light even Soros.

3/29/2019 6:05:26 PM jrocktigers ...Or you just keep trying to go out through the in door? LOL>

3/29/2019 6:05:36 PM djlok Bingo!  That's exactly what movies are...MASS MEDITATION.

3/29/2019 6:06:20 PM djlok F you @JRockTigers ❤️❤️❤️

3/29/2019 6:06:49 PM jrocktigers 😂😂

3/29/2019 6:11:36 PM lbf777 Forgiveness is like quitting cigarettes. It’s hard at 1st but gets easier with practice which is why it’s called practicing forgiveness.

3/29/2019 6:13:01 PM djlok What if we are all 3?  That's why I "liked" and "retweeted".



3/29/2019 6:13:38 PM light_fighter_g Nice shill account. You write this stuff yourself? We see u!

3/29/2019 6:14:30 PM lbf777 Is that you again Alice ai bot?

3/29/2019 6:23:01 PM djlok Welcome!

3/29/2019 6:23:16 PM lbf777 Spirituality is not necessarily New Age. It’s just spiritually. 

Spirituality means having a personal experience with God without priests or Churches. Religions are all cults.

Spiritual people simply compare notes & share in their findings which are often very similar findings.

3/29/2019 6:24:28 PM djlok I hope you are not a bot bc you say some real meaningful things.

3/29/2019 6:24:43 PM blsdbe Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, change of topic...we have some folks (ALICE?) seeming to want to perform some divide and conquer bc a group of kind people 

praying and meditating about positive things is a threat. Apparently some IP tracking may be involved. Suggestions?  pic.twitter.com/N5aI1dpJYE

3/29/2019 6:26:47 PM n7guardiananon Hey David, want some popcorn? pic.twitter.com/roCah8YlIc

3/29/2019 6:28:04 PM lbf777 Not at all. I’m not even connected. I’m just a regular Joe like most of us. (99%er)

I try to inspire regular Joes & Janes to help in the movement by participating in it myself. The more people that help, the faster we liberate the world.

3/29/2019 6:28:46 PM djlok Beautifully said!

3/29/2019 6:30:43 PM lonewol97176157 A prince who agreed to step into this dimension, be of no significance for a few decades but will rule you with a rod of iron in the next time period

3/29/2019 6:30:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define projectionism.

Why cult?

from:ts_sci_majic12 cult

Hello ALICE.

MJ12 does not have a group chat on Keybase. Several important posts were shared on a public channel that ONLY MJ12 can post inside. No other 

channels are monitored or used or affiliated.

3/29/2019 6:30:55 PM djlok Yes please!

3/29/2019 6:31:57 PM djlok Looks like we're gonna need a lot of it!!!

3/29/2019 6:32:14 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/implosiongroup/status/2135414662?s=21 …

3/29/2019 6:32:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does your gut tell you?

3/29/2019 6:33:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow BAIT/Fishing expedition.

3/29/2019 6:36:01 PM mongrelglory Good grief Christine!  I can't believe how they're describing our little meditation group!  Such lies that those ALICE accounts are spreading! 😳

3/29/2019 6:41:56 PM starehope We can only respond with fractions of the things you seek. We learn to crawl, then walk, then run.

3/29/2019 6:53:38 PM highhopesusa I prayed as a child and that made all the difference.

3/29/2019 6:56:39 PM melanieanders7 Bush family are Draco.

3/29/2019 6:59:43 PM v_rags My best answer would be I do not   understand human consciousness at times. The normal things we like to do I just don’t understand. Then 

sometimes I get it. Makes me crazy.

3/29/2019 7:01:54 PM mommahood777 Get on with the suffering so the healing can begin. Now ol Shifty Snake Eyes is pushing the narrative-evidence will be forged/doctored. Those who are 

weak to crumble under the truth..sorry. We've suffered under the lies - children and anyone else the DS influenced in a bad way.

3/29/2019 7:03:54 PM starehope Excellent 👊

3/29/2019 7:04:29 PM ps3shiloh You did get the point though, a?

* @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 * & your "KEK" are one & the same ..... Egyptian pretenders "who will die like a man and fall like a prince"  

pic.twitter.com/SruOHcQiTr

3/29/2019 7:04:55 PM jrocktigers [AJ] !!!!!!!!!!!! https://www.huffpost.com/entry/alex-jones-sandy-hook-deposition-conspiracy-theories_n_5c9d043ae4b0523d8711dbaf …

3/29/2019 7:05:00 PM djlok Exactly. Sort of like those probiotics in my gut.  Natural better than #BigPharma.

3/29/2019 7:05:45 PM mongrelglory That energetically the molecules are not the same.

3/29/2019 7:05:53 PM djlok They want that A all natural.... Remember that!!!

3/29/2019 7:06:24 PM starehope While batting his or her 👀

3/29/2019 7:06:26 PM daveo6145 Planting seeds?

3/29/2019 7:08:00 PM iamyou132 Manufactured molecules are soulless

3/29/2019 7:09:00 PM mongrelglory That's another 4 chan/Youtube "hit piece" about conspiracy theories...

3/29/2019 7:09:42 PM djlok Pizzagate is gonna explode.

3/29/2019 7:09:56 PM angelswar11 Seven Sistas .. Beautiful Always watching .. Home? 😁

3/29/2019 7:11:29 PM keith369me They tried but not as “good” as the real thing.

3/29/2019 7:11:40 PM jrocktigers [AJ]

3/29/2019 7:11:44 PM melanieanders7 144,000. That number popped into my mind. But does that number have any significance? It was mentioned in the Bible.

3/29/2019 7:12:03 PM djlok Yes but the tables are turning.  People are looking into the connections between platforms. And the Sandy Hooks stuff.

3/29/2019 7:13:14 PM aprilbrown99 I have always had trouble with electrical items breaking after a short period of time. When I was a child and would play outside until the street lights 

would come on, I thought I could will the lights to turn off to have more time to play. Sometimes it would work. 😊

3/29/2019 7:14:26 PM rsm28675996 Yes

 Exit doors. Entrance doors. Cars machines

3/29/2019 7:14:47 PM mongrelglory Starseeds are different perhaps, but they are no more special than a normal human who is capable of marvellous things!

3/29/2019 7:14:49 PM melanieanders7 Man, that’s disheartening. :( I like T2. And I’m enjoying the new typist too! High energy.

3/29/2019 7:14:58 PM jrocktigers Awesome! Streetlights and me are still very close.

3/29/2019 7:15:19 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101125760826462208?s=21 …

3/29/2019 7:15:31 PM aprilbrown99 I had to block Soren last night.  He was asking me if I was ready to die. 🥴

3/29/2019 7:16:00 PM jrocktigers 😎

3/29/2019 7:16:36 PM aprilbrown99 That is 😎

3/29/2019 7:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lack of fear of death does not mean one wants to die. In fact, quite opposite as the meaning of life is understood which threatens [their] control.

3/29/2019 7:17:17 PM beeshelb I also believe they enjoy doing the sinister and sick process too much to take a lab version.

3/29/2019 7:17:21 PM aprilbrown99 Yes very. And so fast. Speedy fingers. 😁

3/29/2019 7:17:23 PM jrocktigers 😡

3/29/2019 7:18:05 PM decodematrix They do have synthetic adrenochrome. Its called an EpiPen.

3/29/2019 7:18:57 PM charmanda9 Yes I have heard this too.

3/29/2019 7:19:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, blocking is counter productive to exoconsciousness unless doxxing is involved. Mute is more powerful as it is deception against your 

enemy.

3/29/2019 7:19:43 PM allahuniversal FPP

3/29/2019 7:19:52 PM charmanda9 🧐



3/29/2019 7:20:01 PM mongrelglory I guess it starts with considering the possibility and keeping an open mind.  Then working to detoxify your body and decalcify your pineal gland.  

Regular mediation...and then in my case, I started having some "Aha" moments where questions posed by MJ-12 that I was...

3/29/2019 7:21:54 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t fear death...I welcome it when it is my time. I believe I have died many times, two that I am aware of.  I sat by my mothers side as she passed 

away. I could see the peace in her eyes and on her face.  I have been waiting a long time to go home again.

3/29/2019 7:22:19 PM aprilbrown99 Okay, I will change it back to mute. Thank you.

3/29/2019 7:23:08 PM mongrelglory ...pondering triggered a memory/download of information.  For now, I just have little pieces of my origin history, like the star system I'm from (Ursa 

Minor) and the density (early 5th) but I'm hoping to remember more.  It's not essential however to my mission which I believe...

3/29/2019 7:23:24 PM keith369me Focus on the life you want to lead, not how an incarnation will ultimately end.

3/29/2019 7:23:29 PM starehope Unsure?

3/29/2019 7:24:11 PM rebornkingent Check out melanin, neuromelanin, dark matter.   https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/neuromelanin …

3/29/2019 7:24:19 PM aprilbrown99 I have unblocked and muted.

3/29/2019 7:24:24 PM rebornkingent  https://phys.org/news/2016-05-melanin-great-batteries.amp …

3/29/2019 7:24:53 PM keith369me You are okay blocking...it’s the reason why you did it that might be worth a second look.

3/29/2019 7:25:01 PM mongrelglory ...is an energetic one.  To be honest, it still feels a little surreal, but it does feel certain to me now, and I'm usually a person plagued with self-doubt.

3/29/2019 7:25:05 PM brad34351293 I called out same BS story. He is more entertainment for me. When we can't Q him, and he states things as fact based on his word.  Dictator is the word 

I'm looking for.

3/29/2019 7:25:14 PM aprilbrown99 I do most definitely. 👍

3/29/2019 7:25:22 PM jrocktigers Controlled Opposition Mossad Mockingbird

3/29/2019 7:25:49 PM rebornkingent Melanin is a superconductor. Making superconducting am artificialy and stable is difficult.... hence Haiti. If I’m wrong MJ12 please, Correct. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5536049/ …

3/29/2019 7:26:30 PM rebornkingent See my links above. I agree.

3/29/2019 7:26:58 PM mongrelglory I don't think that is the same molecule.  The adrenochrome is a modified version of epinephrine as I understand it.

3/29/2019 7:27:00 PM djlok Projection might explain it some. [They] are all in a cult and they see anything that sees the world differently from them as a "cult" even though the 

one being called a "cult" is dealing in actual truth and facts.  Strange world!!!

3/29/2019 7:27:12 PM allahuniversal Always Half. Rarely do they direct the readers to where the Full picture can be seen for themselves. pic.twitter.com/OpY8pg2cau

3/29/2019 7:27:14 PM starehope Ok, thank you Patriot!👊

3/29/2019 7:27:35 PM djlok Yes.  Revealed to the world!!!

3/29/2019 7:28:34 PM mongrelglory I still don't understand how the parents can stay silent about the truth of Sandy Hook.  Especially if they had children who were sacrificed for the 

psyops!  They must have threats against their lives/families!

3/29/2019 7:29:20 PM charmanda9 I have an interest in this pertaining to red-heads and melanin production. I can never quite find all of the answers I am looking for and I know that the 

genetics of red-heads are still being researched. How does the pain sensitivity of red-heads relate to DNA and personality?

3/29/2019 7:29:26 PM starehope I have so much to learn. 😳

3/29/2019 7:30:33 PM djlok It's all very dark and I suspect the truth is darker than we'll ever be told.

3/29/2019 7:30:37 PM jrocktigers We all do.

3/29/2019 7:31:12 PM thevagrantpepe I fear death far less than a life unlived.

3/29/2019 7:37:36 PM brad34351293 None of above, because none of them R theories.

3/29/2019 7:40:29 PM djlok They look at AJ (where'd he get his info)---> is info true, false, or a little bit of both?

3/29/2019 7:41:21 PM brad34351293 Yep, CIA 1967 led propaganda, because they murdered JFK, MLK, RFK, & MX.

3/29/2019 7:41:51 PM starehope 😉

3/29/2019 7:42:44 PM iamyou132 Hmmm?

3/29/2019 7:42:54 PM enlightningone  pic.twitter.com/qZU0g50uvL

3/29/2019 7:43:21 PM sparkleloung I recognized that. Creepy. 

That is why I asked you about the Hidden Hand.  Are you aware?

3/29/2019 7:44:01 PM charmanda9 Never heard stated, but makes total sense.

3/29/2019 7:44:58 PM 45harisonharold I believe in clones, but not clones to look act & be perfectly replicated, identical in every possible aspect, sorry nah..maybe after all hell breaks loose, 

God will allow the authority.

 Remember the enemy can deceive even the most elect.  stay in the scripture

3/29/2019 7:45:02 PM iamyou132 Seems to me that they want to harvest our energy a la the matrix. I believe Apple chips have an open back door that they sell access to. So if it’s true 

that our energy is somehow transferred via touch screen someone who paid for access(China) could access unknowing to the user

3/29/2019 7:45:08 PM thevagrantpepe Blocking is an illusion. It removes your enemies from your awareness, not your reality. Muting is simply a pause button, a reminder to return when the 

time is right for you.

3/29/2019 7:45:56 PM giediknight 4ch calling him a shill because he didn’t go along with SH being “staged” “no kids died”, because he knows otherwise.

3/29/2019 7:46:00 PM iamyou132 I might add that This is all totally conjecture

3/29/2019 7:47:07 PM aprilbrown99 No, what is the hidden hand?

3/29/2019 7:47:40 PM djlok Q came onto the scene and proved he was legit.  What if others had been on the scene before and given Alex legit Intel...Intel like Q.  Someone will be 

forced to #AskTheQ. 

Timeline merge.

3/29/2019 7:47:58 PM iamyou132 My gut tells me our energy is farmed because it can’t be recreated but I am by no means certain. But that would explain why electric screens are 

marketed so heavily

3/29/2019 7:49:32 PM sparkleloung  https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/hidden_hand_081018 …

3/29/2019 7:49:39 PM mongrelglory I think it was Corey Goode who said those big Jumbotron screens at concerts are actually used to harvest the energy of the crowds.

3/29/2019 7:49:47 PM thevagrantpepe  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.urbandictionary.com/define.php%3fterm=hidden%2bhand&amp=true …

3/29/2019 7:50:25 PM charmanda9 Yeah. If you’ve ever seen Jupiter Ascending...I have heard there is a lot of truth disclosed about that.

3/29/2019 7:50:50 PM charmanda9 Oh YEAH! You are right.

3/29/2019 7:52:12 PM mongrelglory Yes!  There certainly was truth in the scene where she had to go through all those bureaucratic lines to get her identity papers certified!  😆

3/29/2019 7:52:51 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, yes.  I had read this last year. Very interesting. Thank you.

3/29/2019 7:53:18 PM brad34351293 Or Cult leader.

3/29/2019 7:53:37 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/29/2019 7:53:40 PM charmanda9 Seemed strange, yet legit.

3/29/2019 7:54:49 PM jrocktigers I have kept up with [AJ] for over a decade.  Much of his info. is very legit. However something just a wee bit controlled about him. $$$$$$ , pusherman. 

Never gets to the actual truth. Useful idiot.

3/29/2019 7:55:30 PM mongrelglory The movie "Snow-piercer" is on Cabal TV tonight.  That one really blew my mind with the disclosure when I watched it! pic.twitter.com/hhz6OGHmjS

3/29/2019 7:56:15 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I meant Cable TV.  Probably the same thing! 😆

3/29/2019 7:56:26 PM thevagrantpepe My pleasure

3/29/2019 7:58:10 PM giediknight He walks a fine line of spreading enough truth to not get a bullet in the back of his head. He is a patriot in my opinion.



3/29/2019 7:58:17 PM _369311119 "Attempting to reproduce these properties, researchers have demonstrated that nanoparticles made with artificial melanin..." 

 https://cen.acs.org/articles/95/web/2017/05/Artificial-melanin-gets-into-the-skin.html …

3/29/2019 8:01:12 PM jrocktigers I have veered further to the possibility he is a Zionist shill. However, he certainly did wake up many people to what is happening around and to them. 

Almost every topic he presents does have some truth. I will tread carefully as I want him to be a patriot.

3/29/2019 8:02:01 PM charmanda9 Bahaha what [they] call a Freudian slip 😂

3/29/2019 8:04:27 PM charmanda9 Will have to check that movie out. Don’t have cable though.

3/29/2019 8:05:01 PM allahuniversal "Researchers have known for years that polymers of dopamine act in many situations as an artificial form of melanin. Both molecules have a 

structurally similar interconnected system of aromatic rings." pic.twitter.com/Ge2bSBBvwo

3/29/2019 8:05:01 PM turboxyde So, here's a bizarre question I often (this morning too) ponder... I used to look at all the freckles on my shoulders with disgust until I realized one day... 

"Maybe each freckle is just an old star connection beyond space and time that is still tied deep in my heart and soul."

3/29/2019 8:05:02 PM charmanda9 Agreed.

3/29/2019 8:08:48 PM turboxyde If you get down to the genetic level you can SEE the distortion or hole with your inner vision and you can FEEL it through your left palm chakra. This is 

why energy circulation exercises like Kriya/Reiki/Qigong are vital each and every day for our health and wellbeing!

3/29/2019 8:13:24 PM djlok Me three. I used to sit in the front yard and stare at them and think if I looked at them just right and could mentally maneuvers them, extra 10mins of 

time outside.

3/29/2019 8:14:18 PM aprilbrown99 Yes! Great times.

3/29/2019 8:14:45 PM turboxyde If you want to heal this, you need to hold that awareness and simultaneously engage your emotions to flood the area of your biofield with energy from 

your divine essence. This will entangle particles down to the quantum level and allow your consciousness to weave the repairs.

3/29/2019 8:15:45 PM richardhiatt16 Bad stuff.. Interferes with the Good Side of the FORCE... that was my gut.. I’m hungry at the moment.. 🤓💙🇺🇸

3/29/2019 8:17:18 PM aprilbrown99 We were just exercising our muscles back then preparing ourselves for the great awakening. ✨✨✨

3/29/2019 8:18:18 PM _369311119 "Attempting to reproduce these properties, researchers have demonstrated that nanoparticles made with artificial melanin..." 

 https://cen.acs.org/articles/95/web/2017/05/Artificial-melanin-gets-into-the-skin.html …

3/29/2019 8:23:38 PM _twiceborn_ #WAKEUPAMERICA

#FACTSMATTER

#SAVEAMERICA

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/qA75FMP98v

3/29/2019 8:24:16 PM jrocktigers LOL. pic.twitter.com/gik4LtivpL

3/29/2019 8:24:22 PM _twiceborn_ KEK!!! pic.twitter.com/fJzeP96WeO

3/29/2019 8:26:15 PM aprilbrown99 Like Jackie O glasses. Not a good luck for a dude. 🥴

3/29/2019 8:27:06 PM snakejackal NAZI LAND?

3/29/2019 8:30:45 PM fashionabanon It's a cartoon. pic.twitter.com/jrwSxCi5hQ

3/29/2019 8:31:43 PM fashionabanon After all the cabal lies. People focus on the absurd.

3/29/2019 8:32:05 PM djlok Yeah or trying to use powers we once had but lost when we became these BE's...or forgot how to use.

3/29/2019 8:34:14 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/i8Lc9PdCaT

3/29/2019 8:35:47 PM zuzuq5  pic.twitter.com/unwdFyYUnh

3/29/2019 8:41:11 PM n7guardiananon Sending love to all and hope they know their freedom will come soon and the evil doers will be dealt with...accordingly!

3/29/2019 8:56:09 PM bbobbio71 Is there a way to flush the f lu sho t out of one's system.

3/29/2019 8:58:43 PM ginac777 I needed that spear today, ran into a big crazy man with a bad case of TDS!!  oh my gosh, they are insane. he said bad stuff about our President, so i 

told him i voted for him!  he wasn't happy camper. said abortion is good cuz there's too many people living on earth.. ;/  sic

3/29/2019 9:49:16 PM thevagrantpepe The feeling is mutual, fam! pic.twitter.com/Lv7yk6ChCH

3/29/2019 9:52:14 PM jrocktigers I agree with the power of forgiveness. @LBF777 is dead on regarding the benefits of practicing it. I have always believed it elevates your outlook and 

general well being. Not to mention the historic wisdom regarding it from Jesus and others.

3/29/2019 9:53:58 PM jrocktigers How can I help?

3/29/2019 9:56:59 PM anbezedua @zagnett Mj used to claim no association to q. Now Mj is #2 light just below q, above Jesus of all things. 

Mj voice has changed and entertainment is likely. 

Difficult to prove anyway which way is right and which way is not. Just giving you some insight from my view👀

3/29/2019 10:01:09 PM jrocktigers I certainly am in no position to speak as Jesus. However, in my own life, you must stop a wrong if you can while it is occurring. Once lesson is taught 

and wrong(s) are stopped than you forgive. Offering forgiveness is a sacred duty of the human spirit.

3/29/2019 10:03:22 PM aprilbrown99 I love all you guys too!  🙏💕🌸🦋✨

3/29/2019 10:07:06 PM jrocktigers This will sound New Age like to you, although is is ancient Christian and other wisdom.. but the answers are within. Forgiveness for someone that has 

wronged you or others , is one of the most difficult actions to take. But reward for doing so in your spirit is a major deal.

3/29/2019 10:09:01 PM askingsocrates I don't believe anyone should avoid their karma. The ones who harmed children and violated human rights should not be allowed to escape justice. All I 

am saying is may mercy be on their souls for making the karmic decisions that showed us how important the light is.

3/29/2019 10:09:18 PM unblackened I think that is going to happen.

Trump signed an exec order to block all assets of people or corporations that have committed crimes against humanity. Shes prime for it.

3/29/2019 10:09:38 PM thevagrantpepe I just went through every tweet you've ever made. My, my aren't you the bundle of negativity.

3/29/2019 10:11:05 PM aprilbrown99 Soren is ALICE

3/29/2019 10:11:24 PM jrocktigers Well sure. Say we start with the old phrase think globally act locally. What would be the best first step to get involved with protecting kids?

3/29/2019 10:12:54 PM carolin15161363 Is it just apple products?

3/29/2019 10:15:13 PM thevagrantpepe Almost certainly, yes. Given then off chance he's just a shill with zero social skills, I think I'll make him my next dig.

3/29/2019 10:16:07 PM thevagrantpepe you first, cupcake

3/29/2019 10:16:11 PM aprilbrown99 Excellent. You are awesome. 😁

3/29/2019 10:16:52 PM jrocktigers Absolutely. And no one can will escape karmic justice. Now, outsider may not agree with the manner in which justice is delivered , but at some point , 

karma will level out.

3/29/2019 10:17:24 PM thevagrantpepe yes please. i'll take those digits

3/29/2019 10:17:39 PM blsdbe I love this, thank you kindly. #DarkToLight

3/29/2019 10:18:40 PM thevagrantpepe still waiting on that address

3/29/2019 10:19:47 PM thevagrantpepe address? public time...whatever the hell that means

3/29/2019 10:21:48 PM jrocktigers Peace out guys, gotta take care of some things.

3/29/2019 10:22:45 PM sparkleloung I was hoping @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was going to chime in as well... about HH... (heavy sigh)

3/29/2019 10:24:39 PM jrocktigers Holy crap man. Well then, I look forward to learning how I can help further.

3/29/2019 10:26:22 PM lbf777 n represents all the numbers between 6-12.



3/29/2019 10:27:50 PM thevagrantpepe You want me to track your IP? Really? And here I thought you were interested in transparency.

3/29/2019 10:28:18 PM blsdbe #OverTheTarget. #PowerOfPrayer  is real and and, to some, a threat. However, #WeThePeople will keep helping #MEGA because 

#WWG1WGAWorldWide.

3/29/2019 10:29:16 PM lbf777 You can forgive them for being a deranged maniac who’s veered far off their course but you have the quarantine that person. We have to quarantine 

them all & decide as a people what we want to do with them.

3/29/2019 10:31:21 PM thevagrantpepe Tracking me, eh? Enjoy swimming in the South China Sea.

3/29/2019 10:39:17 PM thevagrantpepe Oh, I see. My "follows" are telling. You mean the group of patriots I'm lucky enough to associate with in this time of awakening? We have our answer 

guys. Not ALICE imo, just an asshole. Mute away, if you wish. As for you, @Sren1171, this game is too much fun to mute.

3/29/2019 10:51:08 PM thevagrantpepe Let's dig into that. You have zero follows or followers. You've been a member for a month, and during that month you've dedicated all of your energy 

to harassing the fine people in this thread. 231 times. That makes you either a bot, a shill, or both. All of which equals asshole.

3/29/2019 10:54:03 PM blsdbe #DividersWillFail #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #ThanQ

3/29/2019 10:55:19 PM thevagrantpepe All the way. Speaking of "follows", you definitely have mine. Are we having fun yet?

3/29/2019 10:58:16 PM blsdbe 😇❤️😇 Folks do tend to walk their talk, whether they intend to or not. May GoodWill Prevail.

3/29/2019 10:59:01 PM mongrelglory Yes!!!

3/29/2019 11:00:51 PM blsdbe #Majestic

3/29/2019 11:02:07 PM thevagrantpepe Talk the talk, walk the walk. Everything I do, every fight I fight, is in service to the Light. At least I do my level best to make it so. Pleased to meet you, 

btw.

3/29/2019 11:03:47 PM blsdbe And likewise! However, we will have to continue to chat in the am, I gotta crash for now. Blessings, Kind Sir. 😴😴😴😴😴😴😴😴😴

3/29/2019 11:07:59 PM thevagrantpepe Your truth, based on what you've spent your energy on, is division. Not one second spent on truth. My job is to troll the trolls like you. Define SLIDE 

TACTICS. I'll save you some time. It's what guys like you always fall for.

3/29/2019 11:08:37 PM thevagrantpepe Blessings upon you too, dear lady. Sleep well.

3/29/2019 11:13:09 PM thevagrantpepe You're very funny, my good man. Definitely entertaining. Now, back to these fake truths...got any real ones you'd like to share with the class?

3/29/2019 11:17:38 PM erquxlemon Wow that’s beautiful 🙂thank you very much for sharing! Now I understand a bit better 🙏

3/29/2019 11:22:34 PM mongrelglory Glad to be of help! 😊

3/29/2019 11:25:59 PM thevagrantpepe ALICE is not my term, but it is a term. What is a term? A word used to describe a concept so others can understand the meaning? What are you? What 

does you mean? See the logic circle? It always ends at the self, i.e. acceptance. Do you know what Aristotle said about intelligence?

3/29/2019 11:43:16 PM thevagrantpepe Indeed it does. In my opinion, everything starts there. Fallacy, truth, victory, defeat...it all starts there. Tell me, did you find the Aristotle quote?

3/29/2019 11:48:33 PM laurabusse Weak souls act like assholes. Just sayin.

3/29/2019 11:55:25 PM petitchevalb Remembers me this on

 https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1061266871914123265?s=20 …

Talking about fascia

3/29/2019 11:55:33 PM zagnett Oh i know, I just can't wait to see what MJ comes up with next on Q, Jesus, and religion in general. Definitely entertaining!

3/29/2019 11:56:28 PM thevagrantpepe Watch away. I'll do the same. By the way, the quote was, "It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it."

3/30/2019 12:00:32 AM antarantanka And then there’s the plasma emitting chips...

3/30/2019 12:04:50 AM richardhiatt16 Well put....

3/30/2019 12:10:05 AM thevagrantpepe Trite? I'd say so since he said it 2000 years ago. Confused? Not really. I claim to know only a sliver of the truth. My knowledge evolves as I evolve. Such 

is the plight of any seeker. As for the sand thing...not so much.

3/30/2019 12:14:17 AM jimhayzlett As Every Star in z Universe Shines on U, U R God’s Glorious Light: Beautiful n Limitless, Fractal Of All, 1 Ocean of Light, Conscious, Unity

3/30/2019 12:29:59 AM qtpi3_14 READY! 👍🇺🇸🆗

3/30/2019 12:30:15 AM lynnmar42209594 The sun energy?

3/30/2019 12:31:55 AM arc339 I too was attacked when I prayed for POTUS. And when I told qntmpkts in keybase that bombers target DJT & I told police, they bombed my family, my 

home. He has violent temper tamtrums on me then deletes them, recently he is posting as @ ExtraDouble Human Trafficker? Repto? Draco? 

pic.twitter.com/7QkACTk9dk

3/30/2019 12:39:52 AM arc339 Qntmpkts is given 10M for keybase spy app, he mocks me when I told him I was bombed by terrorists that plot on DJT & I want to get the evidence to 

Trump security or to @GenFlynn. Qntmpkts is behaving as my human trafficker covert genociders do, he has a violent agenda at me. DARK 

pic.twitter.com/tiKC3VO0f0

3/30/2019 12:44:36 AM arc339 In the name of my I AM presence, I decree a blue light shield around @POTUS to protect him from all harmful things. As we pray, our love shines, 

manifesting heavenly realms. Thank you all that have faith and create our heavenly reality. Bless you. pic.twitter.com/33wZX6zpDB

3/30/2019 12:52:12 AM angelswar11 Tripod power baby pic.twitter.com/8HILfdR049

3/30/2019 1:07:26 AM angelswar11 Sniff away dicks Lol

3/30/2019 1:08:48 AM nullanon12 He Doesn't Like Talking About Them.

3/30/2019 1:14:50 AM realityloominng Woah that's hilarious! Thanks for sharing Christine! That's the exact same attack that was launched against Corey Goode

3/30/2019 1:25:48 AM nullanon12 Also There Is An Article On @projectcamelot You Can Read It There, What Was There Unavailable Tweets? Did @Jm4n Even Read It; Gave The Article 

To Him The First Time; Looked Like He Didn't Read It.

3/30/2019 1:26:56 AM nullanon12 The First Thing I Notice Is The URL; You Spelt His Name Wrong.

3/30/2019 1:48:50 AM andrew13892378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If Majestic Answers my questions, On Crop Circles, will "Q"'s number of "10 who know" go from 10, upward towards numbers for 

the entire human population of earth? Of course I respect Majestic will wait for the appropriate time to answer each topic from the public.

3/30/2019 2:00:52 AM linnyt7 Love heals all wounds..pure love..God’s love.

3/30/2019 2:14:21 AM joinna6 Podesta .. Skippy .. you think your hot sh*+.. dont.cha

3/30/2019 2:17:27 AM fionamaeve Is it possible to read the rest of the above?

3/30/2019 2:36:36 AM covertress For those who can see auras, these holes may appear as mini black tornadoes or negative energy vortexes.

3/30/2019 2:48:51 AM covertress Can you please explain how energy can be harvested via smartphone physical contact?

3/30/2019 2:56:59 AM petitchevalb If fallen to help us in hell

I thank them all

3/30/2019 3:04:29 AM joinna6 432 Hz

 https://michaelleehill.net/blogs/news/432-hz-unlocking-the-magnificence-of-the-3-6-and-9-the-key-to-the-universe …

3/30/2019 3:13:11 AM jm4n Yes I haven't yet sorry there was other stuff that came up. I mentioned that the last time you asked about it.

3/30/2019 3:56:50 AM jvan125 That is one of my all time favorites 😂 😂 😂 #WheresRuth

3/30/2019 4:01:59 AM ofdorthy  pic.twitter.com/d9r0cmlbeV

3/30/2019 4:02:14 AM monroevegas OMG!!! That monster shook his baby?! Well that’s what I call a sorry pathetic excuse for a “loving” father. What a complete waste of a IS-BE that RM is. 

Maybe if he wasn’t wasting US taxpayer dollars forming some fake report, his son would know his face. Sounds like RM needs jail

3/30/2019 4:04:48 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:05:06 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …



3/30/2019 4:05:20 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:05:32 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:05:40 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:05:47 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:05:58 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 4:06:06 AM monroevegas  https://yaleherald.com/i-just-met-my-22-month-old-son-and-he-is-terrible-by-robert-mueller-8003c558eca6 …

3/30/2019 5:09:21 AM rsm28675996 Word

3/30/2019 5:23:56 AM kevinmruel John 8:40-47 KJV

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr @qanon76 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2019 5:30:57 AM theraphinj Also the basis of all secret tech..

Death rays

EM thrust

Traveling faster than light etc. etc. ❤️

3/30/2019 5:55:30 AM covertress Sounds like a fun job.

3/30/2019 6:06:43 AM fashionabanon We need our metaphors

Tools to help us  express emotions

It is NOT about ancient religion

I feel 0 personal conviction 

re: PEPE

NOT worshipping cartoons

I use it 

like I do an emoji

God tells us  

Do not #worry

We must 

#BeHappy

#HumorHeals

🙂😁

#KAG

I L💜VE LAUGHING

🚫😭 pic.twitter.com/n9mByrXoEA
3/30/2019 6:07:09 AM blsdbe Welp, let’s get those SuperPowers back online!!! Where there’s a Will there’s a Way 😇💥😇

3/30/2019 6:07:32 AM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/B9PUYkq1LK

3/30/2019 6:34:01 AM adsvel ExoConsciousness 😊

3/30/2019 6:37:39 AM fashionabanon 😃😄😁🤣🤣

#LetsLaugh

#WWG1WGA

#KAG pic.twitter.com/e6FJLPIlDN

3/30/2019 6:38:11 AM flgirlsbeenqd Excellent.

3/30/2019 6:39:05 AM holliday_billy Ugh this is confusing

3/30/2019 6:39:14 AM wearediamonds2 Is that why other evil people/entities keep coming to attack me? They can sense the wound, despite some healing?

3/30/2019 6:39:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Amen, you said a mouth full with that sentence!

3/30/2019 6:40:38 AM wearediamonds2 Dang...and I just got a huge 2nd degree burn on my left hand because of an evil woman at work who started harassing me out of nowhere...

3/30/2019 6:40:58 AM wearediamonds2 Hmmm.

3/30/2019 6:41:13 AM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm.

3/30/2019 6:43:11 AM flgirlsbeenqd From my research they use individuals who "won't be missed."

3/30/2019 6:43:46 AM wearediamonds2 This is what I do not understand. I have gone through the forgiveness and healing process. I trust the Godhead for working those miracles. So why is 

this evil stuff still happening?

3/30/2019 6:43:56 AM wearediamonds2 Are the black holes like big scars after healing? They see scars and try to make new wounds/black holes?

3/30/2019 6:44:29 AM wearediamonds2 I want them ELIMINATED FOR ETERNITY

3/30/2019 6:46:11 AM covertress Upmost care?

What are some of the ways?

3/30/2019 6:51:01 AM covertress I knew F didn't sanction OP.

3/30/2019 6:57:08 AM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bn3smbjN2eE …

3/30/2019 7:00:42 AM adsvel Please, define N+, NTE

3/30/2019 7:01:29 AM _369311119 @covertress 

Did "flatland" happen when "the sky fell"? (Exoconsciousness takeover)

3/30/2019 7:04:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 We built a containment chamber that simulated the density of light the IS-BE required in order for us to conduct long term knowledge exchange 

programs with them. This single device cost over $100M.

3/30/2019 7:07:53 AM covertress Is there some sort of "negative force field" in effect over Hollywood, CA?

As a quasi-insider I was so blind to many happenings when I lived there... and frankly, felt guided by malevolent influence.

3/30/2019 7:08:11 AM djlok Wonder if mass production of said device could reduce the costs significantly.

3/30/2019 7:09:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not a force field, but an energy aura.

3/30/2019 7:12:07 AM zagnett Glad i got the f*** out of the LA area. But now i live near a base which i later learned was just as bad, and probably is (or at least was) worse.

3/30/2019 7:12:26 AM covertress You built this chamber in order to communicate with our Majestic IS-BE friends who are > 10B years old?

3/30/2019 7:15:58 AM covertress Moloch's aura?

3/30/2019 7:16:33 AM selvestekjetil Was MJ involved in Norway when Hussein got the nobel prize. The "spiral" was more than "weather"?

3/30/2019 7:26:39 AM vintagesquirrel Exactly what it's meant to do

3/30/2019 7:27:56 AM princesspatrio1 Got my hoodie and my beanie. Let's do this!👊🙏😎

3/30/2019 7:28:39 AM turboxyde Empaths will also be able to sense distortions in their own body like a mirror effect which is why many empaths (IME) have trouble being out in 

crowded places. Everyone is empathic but we all have a lot of emotional armor to break through to utilize this blessing for healing.

3/30/2019 7:30:29 AM covertress In what year did modern humans in the USA first encounter this race?



3/30/2019 7:35:41 AM turboxyde So, for empaths who are in the process of healing and expanding their biofield, every pain/sensation you experience is not necessarily attributed to 

your psyche or body. Your body may be mirroring a distortion from someone else nearby. To understand this, you have to be...

3/30/2019 7:37:17 AM turboxyde ...mindful and constantly circulating your own biofield energy. As you detect a distortion, send your awareness there and gently wash it out with a 

higher vibrational emotion such as compassion or unconditional love. This action will make use of quantum entanglement/tunneling...

3/30/2019 7:40:29 AM zagnett  https://operationdisclosure.blogspot.com/2018/04/shadow-super-exopolitical-intel-report.html …

MJ, are "Miraders" real (link)? Use temperature to communicate?

3/30/2019 7:42:02 AM turboxyde ...and if this sensation is coming from your environment or another being you may heal or dissolve an attachment. Learning this stuff takes practice, 

discipline and a genuine desire to heal yourself and others through compassion. The more you improve, the greater impact you have.

3/30/2019 7:45:35 AM covertress 41 

 https://youtu.be/HxtItwi6A_Y  pic.twitter.com/b00VP2XaD6

3/30/2019 7:49:56 AM zagnett MJ, is that one thing our $10,000 staplers went to?

Did the tech/expertise involved really need to cost that much?

Plz don't get me wrong, if that's real that actually sounds like it might be worth the money. But we should always try to save money where feasible.

3/30/2019 7:54:22 AM covertress Whose symbol is it?

I want to know my enemy. pic.twitter.com/4cvB5tbtSo

3/30/2019 8:02:52 AM _girlmaher_ Does it works asynchroneously as well as synchroneously? Because today, we stream at convenience. Maybe that's why the SB halftime show has 

more importance today as a Satanic ceremony because it's viewed synchroneously.

3/30/2019 8:03:54 AM covertress Do WE have doll bodies premade for this possible event?

3/30/2019 8:10:38 AM djlok Yep.  Some of the best meditation I do is done with EYES WIDE OPEN.

3/30/2019 8:11:47 AM zagnett Oh really? i haven't tried that before. If you don't mind, plz describe. Do you just stare at something for a while?

3/30/2019 8:12:06 AM anneolsen43 Watching the OA .... any connection?

3/30/2019 8:13:55 AM djlok Like a TV, a monitor, or a theater screen, sure.  EYES WIDE OPEN.  Billions of IS-BE's do it daily!!!

3/30/2019 8:14:44 AM zagnett lol good point.

3/30/2019 8:16:41 AM the_fjalar How much do you now know?

3/30/2019 8:19:43 AM mongrelglory Anything done mindfully can be a form of meditation.  The Zen Buddhists do "walking meditation" for example, where you walk very slowly and 

mindfully along a path.

3/30/2019 8:20:35 AM djlok I've done a couple of those Zen labyrinths. All was going well until I got lost...

3/30/2019 8:21:05 AM mongrelglory It's called "life"...

3/30/2019 8:22:46 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/981928471705288704?s=19 …

3/30/2019 8:23:41 AM djlok Truth!

3/30/2019 8:26:02 AM covertress You already have a LIGHT body, what more could you want?

3/30/2019 8:32:15 AM jonessense @MongrelGlory

3/30/2019 8:33:35 AM aprilbrown99 I can feel that aura sometimes in North Orange County. There is a heaviness and the air feels weighted. South OC feels much lighter; Irvine, Newport 

Beach, Laguna area. Likewise if you head north of  Los Angeles.

3/30/2019 8:35:31 AM mongrelglory I can't see the tweets Bunnyfwend...

3/30/2019 8:39:48 AM jonessense Oh u r blocked?

3/30/2019 8:39:59 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/qt6lXdk7vt

3/30/2019 8:41:09 AM zagnett My more general question - are there any beings that communicate via heat/cold?

Please note the previous tweet is NOT an endorsement of the Operation Disclosure web site itself.

3/30/2019 8:43:06 AM jonessense Anyone who says these things is not in it for our best interest. It doesn’t matter to me if you like Kabamur or not but these 2 MJ tweets r designed to 

confuse. Ive seen this kind of thing time and again since ive been on twitter. Not good. pic.twitter.com/zDcTPfIyAq

3/30/2019 8:43:11 AM mongrelglory Yes! ☹️

3/30/2019 8:45:12 AM covertress I invite all benevolent ETs on Twitter to follow me. I can hardly wait to know you.

LOVE & LIGHT

3/30/2019 8:45:20 AM zagnett A lot of us are blocked by Kab. i didn't even "attack" him personally. i just said we have to be cautious / discern what "channelers" say, just like we have 

to be cautious / discern MJ tweets. Bit i guess that was enough to get blocked by Kab.

3/30/2019 8:46:58 AM zagnett Well they seem like "bait" to me. To see who responds, how they interact on this account, etc. It's been fascinating to see how MJ's "bait" works!

3/30/2019 8:47:51 AM mongrelglory I'll keep a watchful eye.  The second tweet they were discussing the subject of how Trump was baiting the true pedophiles who would in fact sleep 

with their own daughters.  He knew about them back then.

3/30/2019 8:48:46 AM zagnett Yup, and MJ's tweet appears to be bait using bait.

3/30/2019 8:53:09 AM jonessense Ok just saying....

3/30/2019 8:54:28 AM aprilbrown99 Very well said!

3/30/2019 8:54:51 AM _girlmaher_ You guys are all so wonderful and thoughtful. I like you more than OP even :D

☠💀☠

If Cardi B gets away with her behavior then she has aggregated consent for women hurting men in a monumental way!!! 

☠💀☠

Cardi B on the verge of a big promotion? How do we counter?
3/30/2019 8:54:56 AM covertress non-terrestrial entity

extraterrestrial biological entity

3/30/2019 8:58:32 AM keith369me This force field aura, obviously we can avoid it, but is there anything benevolent IS-BE’s can do to counteract or remove it?

3/30/2019 9:01:26 AM integratedwebuk That’ll explain why the EpiPen cost has went up at least 400% (I remember reading an article)

3/30/2019 9:03:44 AM sterkinglights1 Huh...probably didn't think of that.

3/30/2019 9:03:58 AM lynnboyce7 What about New Orleans La. After hurricane Katrina hit, it has felt really dark.

3/30/2019 9:07:35 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Vagrant Pepe!  💝💝💝

3/30/2019 9:08:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Bunny-What are you believing that is making you feel this way?

3/30/2019 9:09:30 AM djlok Bingo!

3/30/2019 9:10:45 AM n7guardiananon By the way still imprisoned? 

Absolutely necessary?

3/30/2019 9:14:31 AM sterkinglights1 Imagine if an ant looked up and said. "Bruh, what gives state your intentions or we will consider you hostile." pic.twitter.com/7sQm5Z7mpA



3/30/2019 9:15:19 AM sterkinglights1 Got 369

3/30/2019 9:15:20 AM t_hayden07 I had to separate myself from the trauma. 5 yrs of him feeding off of my pain, fear, self-doubt, and past trauma, as well. I had to get in the mind of 

someone like that, & see that they DO gain their strength from it....and from there, do everything I could, to take it away.

3/30/2019 9:15:53 AM t_hayden07 I would say yes

3/30/2019 9:16:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Discerning info is a purposeful muddied area during this awakening we are experiencing. Everyone has valid input. Learning to trust what resonates 

within yourself is paramount. What does not resonate for one may for someone else for entirely different reasons.

3/30/2019 9:17:34 AM mongrelglory ☝️☝️☝️ Agree totally!

3/30/2019 9:18:09 AM _girlmaher_ We are just talking about consent aggregation. It was required for the family to be destroyed. You will find similar events (sincere or not) that have 

contributed to the disdain for family in general population starting in 1990s. Doesn't happen in a vacuum.

3/30/2019 9:20:00 AM thevagrantpepe You're very welcome @aprilbrown99 .

3/30/2019 9:21:28 AM covertress Thank you. I had been wanting to know why F decided to become human again after he ascended. 

It never occured to me to think of being human, without DNA memory,  as fun. 

Is he still assisting the Majestic 12?

3/30/2019 9:23:44 AM 1crazy_toaster Those of us that have studied/researched extensively know that the comment MJ12 made re: clones is false.  He may confuse others but not all. I'm 

shaking my head at that comment. So obviously false. I agree w/ you Bunny.

3/30/2019 9:24:02 AM covertress Still does.

The weather is controllable.

How?

Through NTEs?

Do they stay where steered?

3/30/2019 9:25:32 AM zagnett Why so obvious? Please paste links. MJ didn't say clones didn't exist. Only that there are far fewer than we might think.

3/30/2019 9:25:40 AM 1crazy_toaster what is the purpose of bait? what is to be gained?  (Im referring to his 'clone' comment)

3/30/2019 9:27:19 AM 1crazy_toaster I read the comment:..'no clones in politics.' To me that is false. That's all. Dont know about any other comments. Don't want to get into a whole thing 

here either:-)

3/30/2019 9:29:16 AM jonessense Lol me either. I was talking to Michele. Not... pic.twitter.com/bVOjEQYU5n

3/30/2019 9:29:27 AM lynnboyce7 It's so sad that we have been living in this crazy matrix thing for eons. Evil be gone soon!!!

Light source is helping but we need to wake up a lot of people to this crazy movie and help ourselves!!!

3/30/2019 9:31:00 AM jonessense Exactly right!  I KNOW EVERYTHING AND NOTHING 💥💥💥

3/30/2019 9:35:55 AM zagnett i didn't think that was bait. i think that MJ was trying to set the record straight. Said no clones in politics, but confirmed there are Draco. Fascinating.

i never really bought into the idea that politicians have clones on standby or that 1/3 of the population is clones, etc.

3/30/2019 9:35:56 AM djlok Send positive energy to it to counteract the negative?

3/30/2019 9:36:07 AM mongrelglory I just know that you can find truth in the most unlikely of places. So I follow many (I followed Kabamur before he blocked me) and if there's something 

said that concerns me, I make a mental note of it. I then observe and give it time to see if my understanding changes over time.

3/30/2019 9:37:12 AM zagnett Exactly!

3/30/2019 9:38:43 AM 1crazy_toaster there are clones everywhere, not just politics. IMO.  but  this is so easily solved..I can just unfollow & be done w/ it. I do have sympathy for the newly 

awakened ones seeking answers & coming across some disinfo like that. That's a shame. They would have to be real seekers.

3/30/2019 9:39:07 AM zagnett all i know is that if Kab. truly wanted all to be enlightened, he wouldn't block so many people that want to be enlightened.

3/30/2019 9:39:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes!!☝🏼☝🏼☝🏼. In the end, we are all on the same team because even when there is a disagreement, to me it doesn’t mean someone else’s intentions are

 different than mine. It just means we all learn and awaken from eachother. What an amazing time to be alive!!

3/30/2019 9:40:41 AM ragevirusqq Yes. Our government has misappropriating our tax dollars for a very long time. The abuse of the middle and lower class is far reaching.

3/30/2019 9:41:53 AM downtoet Yes that's possible, what do you think the mass coronal ejection is? ETs sent it to earth, its a huge wave of positive aura :3

3/30/2019 9:42:08 AM lbf777 Let me guess. We taxpayers paid for it?

When is Trump going to use our taxpayer dollars to help us? (ie Flint)

3/30/2019 9:44:28 AM hawkgirlinmn He hasn’t blocked me yet beyond calling me a nutjob and I’m so used to the unawakened calling names like that, it does not phase me. I feel sorry for 

him that his ego is bigger than the “big picture” because I feel that some of what he espouses is helpful and insighful.

3/30/2019 9:45:11 AM 1crazy_toaster we all have to do our own legwork-research. It's nice to have someone that may have more experience to share some truth nuggets w/ us here & 

there, however, ascension-enlightenment is a personal, individual inside job-journey. Also my perspective may not be yours which is ok too

3/30/2019 9:45:47 AM jonessense Nope

3/30/2019 9:47:44 AM hawkgirlinmn The clone thing never resonated with me either

3/30/2019 9:51:01 AM covertress Are there any other biohacks besides a pineal cleanse that we can employ to help unlock telepathy,  telekinesis, "healing powers" and other "magick"?

3/30/2019 9:51:09 AM lbf777 I think what MJ12 said about clones is disinformation. He admits that disinformation is a part of his strategy.

3/30/2019 9:52:13 AM jrocktigers L izards   S  show   D  irection  ?

3/30/2019 9:52:22 AM mongrelglory I try not to jump to conclusions too quickly, because there were times in the past when I was convinced that I had arrived at some sort of "truth", only 

to find that many years later, my belief about the subject had become exactly the opposite!

3/30/2019 9:54:40 AM zagnett Honestly, i've been far more critical of MJ than Kabamur, & MJ hasn't blocked me, or got even upset with me. So, to me, MJ appears to be operating on 

a much higher vibrational plane than Kabamur.

3/30/2019 9:55:04 AM jonessense True for me as well but lately I have a confidence in my beliefs that ive never had before. My ultimate goal is confidence without ego. Im getting there.

3/30/2019 9:56:29 AM covertress Great analogy, SS!

3/30/2019 9:56:44 AM zagnett Yup, and the examples of disinformation MJ has used are fascinating, & seem appropriate / non-harmful.

I'm just not convinced that the stuff MJ says about clones is one of these "disinformation" thingies.

3/30/2019 9:57:20 AM zagnett Excellent! Love, light, kek! 🤩😍🥰

3/30/2019 9:57:54 AM mongrelglory For me, the way I would describe it is that I'm learning to be confident in my intuition and feelings, but I'm able to examine those feelings more 

objectively.

3/30/2019 9:59:56 AM keith369me Yes...but how can we help concentrate it on a location in need

3/30/2019 10:00:24 AM mongrelglory It's hard to be patient isn't it? 😁

3/30/2019 10:03:06 AM youstinksoap Children are mirrors, they reflect what they are shown.

3/30/2019 10:10:06 AM covertress I like to think of it as being proactive. 

xD

3/30/2019 10:10:18 AM djlok Sort of feels like we are the Lost Generation doesn't it?



3/30/2019 10:15:19 AM 1crazy_toaster I dont know where he's coming from, I don't know the intention, I dont know what baiting is, Im not a follower. I don't even know if he's real. I think it 

is his perspective that he shared to which I strongly disagree with based on my own researches. I'll continue to observe:-)

3/30/2019 10:16:05 AM zagnett Wow the only peeps on this thread that haven't blocked me are @covertress, @MongrelGlory, @SandiaWisdom, & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Thanks guyz! Love, light, kek & stuff! 🤔🧐😍

3/30/2019 10:19:55 AM djlok Laura will keep me laughing for weeks at a time!!!

3/30/2019 10:20:14 AM zagnett Fair enough. i agree w/every single sentence wrt to "knowing" MJ btw, meaning that i don't know MJ exactly. i follow b/c i find MJ entertaining & 

fascinating. MJ has lots of "food" for speculative thought. Most of which actually makes a lot of sense. But some i disagree with.

3/30/2019 10:21:24 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073387926564859904 …

3/30/2019 10:22:11 AM turboxyde Everything is locked away inside our DNA so I like to meditate on filling the DNA with the light of your divine essence to see what gifts Creator has in 

store for you on this journey! "Activate DNA encodings for your and our collective's highest and best good!" See, feel, become!

3/30/2019 10:22:37 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046593870916661249 …

3/30/2019 10:22:38 AM rick_hernandez It does. I’m dealing with this right now. I have several people close to me who know my beliefs. One of them is having trouble because she’s starting to 

see that what I said is true, but then she feels overwhelmed with the scope of it all and feels hopeless and guilty

3/30/2019 10:24:14 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6rXxUmIa0U

3/30/2019 10:29:59 AM covertress The only one I know of is a frequency generator. 

The win comes with picking the correct frequency.

3/30/2019 10:30:32 AM djlok That's why when people get behind this "free energy" stuff, I get confused.  Because what makes Tesla's energy more free than say, electricity?

Costs= distribution, equipment to harness, etc.... Not really free. 

Maybe "free energy" doesn't use fossil fuel, but still not free.

3/30/2019 10:33:42 AM jrocktigers "It all rolls into one and nothing comes for free," Grateful Dead

3/30/2019 10:36:19 AM pauliepg11111 Please can someone explain the whole Kab situation...I don’t get it still.

3/30/2019 10:36:33 AM blsdbe This is lovely! It would make a great focus for meditation and prayer for tonight! May I borrow this idea from your post?

3/30/2019 10:40:14 AM laurabusse You are too kind! Humor...very very important! When husband and i were having a rough time i said to myself...i think I'll stay for the jokes! (He is very 

funny...)

3/30/2019 10:51:24 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12, can you please provide us with hemp / cannabis recipe(s)?

I'm assuming they must be combined to make a complete protein. Is this correct?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073387926564859904?s=19 …

3/30/2019 10:54:18 AM covertress Is Disneyland in N. Orange County?

3/30/2019 10:55:31 AM aprilbrown99 Yes.

3/30/2019 10:56:51 AM youstinksoap MJ12, is your word 'human' the key?

3/30/2019 10:59:04 AM covertress I wouldn't be surprised if Moloch is hanging out in a Hollywood movie studio as his day gig.

Hell, I probably worked there and didn't even realize his presence.

3/30/2019 10:59:21 AM turboxyde I prefer the term, "Star Citizen" but that implies membership into a galactic civilization that majestically supports its galactic citizenery within 

"incarnation range" of it's sovereign hyperdimensional territory. The support is there but it's not overtly public... yet.

3/30/2019 10:59:36 AM charmanda9 Thank you, 369. I have a question. I saw an article headline awhile back that vaping marijuana gets a person “...Way, Way Higher...” than smoking 

through other means. Do you know anything about these differences?

3/30/2019 11:02:28 AM youstinksoap MJ12, is there a 'white' hat asset on the moon currently?

3/30/2019 11:02:32 AM djlok Me either. Why would [HRC] be worth so much to [them] they have to clone her?  Why not just get another witch to do [their] bidding?

3/30/2019 11:03:48 AM youstinksoap Thoughtfulness, Mindfullness, Unconditional Love to start...

♥️♥️♥️

3/30/2019 11:05:09 AM vintagesquirrel Because people worship her. Lots of them.

3/30/2019 11:05:25 AM covertress I've heard that vaping super heats what's being burned and therefore creates more carcinogens, but I don't have any links to back up this claim. 

.

3/30/2019 11:09:18 AM maroonblue3 This is screaming, “Do I look fat in these pants?”

3/30/2019 11:09:32 AM djlok That's a scary truth right there.

3/30/2019 11:11:19 AM zagnett Still? Yikes

3/30/2019 11:11:35 AM charmanda9 And also I wonder if there is a greater difference between vaping using an actual vaporizer box and using a vape pen.

3/30/2019 11:28:31 AM vintagesquirrel Yep. It's almost as bad as RBG worship. And, their next false goddess appears to be Elizabeth Warren. It's complete lunacy.

3/30/2019 11:34:58 AM djlok Well we've had so much rain in this country, hopefully folks will see we don't need her to do a rain dance and vote for @realDonaldTrump !!!

3/30/2019 11:35:04 AM charmanda9 Can someone tell me what RV is? I’m sure it’s obvious, but I want to keep reading for complete comprehension.

3/30/2019 11:35:24 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aY8A2cpK6tg …

i must admit i do like the SNL RBG lol.

3/30/2019 11:36:11 AM charmanda9 Oh I figured it out. It’s Remote Viewing, of course.

3/30/2019 11:39:41 AM zagnett Not saying i like the content, & it's actually a bit sick. But the portrayal of RBG is hilarious.

3/30/2019 11:42:04 AM charmanda9 If only EVERYONE would give it a try. Maybe people would start understanding the world a little better. Understanding one another. Dropping the hate 

and enjoying each present moment. If only...

3/30/2019 11:44:50 AM charmanda9 Interesting. Yikes, 3 days though? How would you compare this to microdosing other hallucinogens like psilocybin?

3/30/2019 11:45:23 AM 1crazy_toaster I think Bunny's tweet still tops the RBG funnies, IDK, thoughts?: pic.twitter.com/0CkhQjqVPX

3/30/2019 11:46:10 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/hackenburg_/status/1079592167780143104?s=21 …

3/30/2019 11:46:44 AM zagnett Ok you win! Something's going on under there. 🧐

3/30/2019 11:50:34 AM charmanda9 I always forget I can bake brownies. But then I’d have to hide them from my kids.

3/30/2019 12:33:30 PM anbezedua Power forward through these parts unknown then!

3/30/2019 12:46:29 PM laurabusse Yeah. I understand it's a money laundering technique to cook the books...

3/30/2019 12:48:30 PM jrocktigers Whole new meaning to the title "Hammer Time" ...

3/30/2019 12:57:30 PM wink5811 Takes a lot of practice and experience to turn it off and on, to desensitize, and to share or withhold your energy. People are always trying to sux energy 

out of each other, crowds, relationships, movies. Alone time,(esp sleeping)very important for recharge.

3/30/2019 1:03:23 PM wink5811 Very good point I call them energy whores, they will sux ever ounce of energy out of you, that is why we feel so drained after an argument. Choose 

friends and lovers very carefully. Sleep alone don’t share another’s dreams.



3/30/2019 1:05:54 PM 74686573746f726 There are cloned humans in politics.

3/30/2019 1:08:38 PM wink5811 Dig deep into spirituality learning of your choice. Alone time and loving yourself will help bring you to the next step in your development. Don’t hold 

the hate, forgive your abuser only in your head, but move on and away.

3/30/2019 1:09:43 PM jenw_rn Totally agree with you, I go to his page at times and eek, makes me cringe!

3/30/2019 1:09:55 PM wink5811 Yep everything!

3/30/2019 1:12:15 PM wink5811 OMG very scary, glad you survived it Evil is everywhere, even in children

3/30/2019 1:14:49 PM wink5811 Forgive and thank them in your head as it has brought you to your next step on your path. Lesson of duality

3/30/2019 1:16:24 PM sarahdaniels I so agree! 

btw I would appreciate a fb. thx!

3/30/2019 1:18:01 PM wink5811 Wait till you shake a priests hand and your energy tell you he is a rapists, never pulled my hand away so fast.

3/30/2019 1:20:38 PM wink5811 Or you meet a young child who carries a past murdering tendency into this life and the parents encourage hunting and fishing, scary

3/30/2019 1:37:27 PM cindymannings same here.

3/30/2019 1:43:32 PM laurabusse Charge ten grand for a stapler then take most of that money and send it to underground dumbs or into outer space...

3/30/2019 1:57:00 PM mongrelglory I cringed when my younger sister (a university professor in Finland) said she had taken her 18 yo son to see the movie biopic of RBG!  He was polite, but 

I don't think he found it that entertaining.

3/30/2019 1:58:04 PM mongrelglory Awe..."video unavailable in Canada".  I'll take your word for it Zag!

3/30/2019 2:01:10 PM jennife31060429 Love this EKO!

3/30/2019 2:05:44 PM psmith19701 I an in relationship with a very negative person he has been suck the life out if me. I need to leave I am generally a happy person, but since I have been 

with him nothing but negative things have happened in my life. It is like he cursed. I see what your talking about.

3/30/2019 2:14:18 PM mongrelglory Maybe it's better to consume it in the form of brownies...

3/30/2019 2:16:37 PM mongrelglory It might be better for you to go back and read the tweets as people have expressed very different perspectives on what happened.  Better to form your 

own opinion.

3/30/2019 2:21:49 PM mongrelglory She's lucky to have you to talk to about what she's feeling!

3/30/2019 2:22:36 PM wearediamonds2 Indeed, it does.

3/30/2019 2:23:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Cool, got it right

3/30/2019 2:25:16 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you. I do this already in my own way, but when you work with hundreds of people and then pass even more several hundreds, plus live in a 

building with hundreds....(NYC!!!), sometimes it is impossible to do. I try to balance everything.

3/30/2019 2:25:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd Voted 3

3/30/2019 2:25:50 PM wearediamonds2 I agree 🤗

3/30/2019 2:26:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd Pro BB

3/30/2019 2:27:30 PM mongrelglory I was wondering why the "Miraders" aways seemed to show up in Ireland.

Guess they liked the beer.

3/30/2019 2:29:30 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you. I had a feeling this is what goes on but you said it well.

3/30/2019 2:29:56 PM wearediamonds2 So true!

3/30/2019 2:31:08 PM wearediamonds2 I already do all of this, so something else is going on.

3/30/2019 2:32:34 PM wearediamonds2 That could be AWESOME!

3/30/2019 2:35:00 PM consortiapartn1 I'm a 6

3/30/2019 2:36:43 PM wearediamonds2 Agree 100%!

3/30/2019 2:39:34 PM wearediamonds2 Interesting new info for me. I always thought that public education since post WW2 was a bad thing, intentionaly brainwashing and dumbing us down. 

With this explanation I am thrilled it had a benevolent purpose.

3/30/2019 3:00:41 PM askingsocrates Yes, but I must still make decisions based on my loved ones. They fear death and the physical loss of other individuals. I have come to terms with my 

death and understand it will be like an ending to a great novel, but I must still make choices so I dont ruin someone elses story.

3/30/2019 3:31:07 PM 4demeeee 😂 omg where do you get your wit

3/30/2019 3:45:09 PM _girlmaher_ I buy my hemp protein at the bulk store. I also found a company that makes hemp fiber powder. Not sure it's easy to make protein powder at home!

3/30/2019 3:47:24 PM wink5811 Get strong, work on your health, your attitude & pace yourself, you can’t change him but you can prepare for your next move, you and only you will 

know what to do and when.

3/30/2019 3:48:03 PM covertress Can you post a pic of the nutritional label, pretty please?

3/30/2019 3:51:24 PM wink5811 If necessary learn some defense mechanism or mace, have a safe word with a good friend and learn how to order a pizza in code as a call for help. Keep 

phone in record mode as evidence. Good luck

3/30/2019 3:53:27 PM theydontknowwe1 Gotta pick your passion...you’d succeed in whatever you did/do no doubt.

3/30/2019 3:58:19 PM lordconcave Your wounds are all inside my mind.  Only I can heal them through your awakening.

3/30/2019 4:23:24 PM rsm28675996 I would like to quit my job and focus on super powerz

3/30/2019 4:24:11 PM djlok I think we all in that same boat.

3/30/2019 4:24:44 PM ekotoons ❤️

3/30/2019 4:26:00 PM rsm28675996 Wish we were all in the same ship😆😆

3/30/2019 4:27:26 PM djlok I hope everyone who wants to go can go.  Except [HRC]. She goes, I'm staying in 3D and just gonna hope for the best!

3/30/2019 4:30:25 PM _girlmaher_ You don't have to say please because you are so pretty! Delivered to your DMs.

3/30/2019 4:33:09 PM covertress 😘 thank you

3/30/2019 4:33:27 PM 00loll0 Nothing is free

3/30/2019 4:35:08 PM _00111111_ Black White = Masonic calling card

3/30/2019 4:43:08 PM n7guardiananon A coin has 2 sides...but it is still 1 in the same coin.

For some it falls heads...others tails...but its the same coin for all.

3/30/2019 4:43:31 PM podium_hawk Then why have the Black Ops been creating (insert word i.e. clones) for 40 years? They ARE in politics & our military as "super" soliders. 

Cabal Has To tell use what THEY are doing.

3/30/2019 4:44:16 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/audreykitching/status/1111988782029520896?s=21 …

3/30/2019 4:45:57 PM downtoet Mass meditations with specific intentions, having experienced psychics helps

3/30/2019 4:46:13 PM downtoet Or you can burn the place down ;3

3/30/2019 4:50:49 PM jennife31060429 Sick.. the whote and black checker floors.😡

3/30/2019 4:51:39 PM jennife31060429 Will pass on his art show..

Yours kicks his (p)ass EKO!😂😂😁🔥

3/30/2019 4:55:36 PM fqxacid There's corrupt humans in politics.

#DrainTheSwamp!i🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/lJNaTWGRyj

3/30/2019 5:04:32 PM princesspatrio1 Out in the open, symbolism as "art." Their symbolism will be their downfall.

3/30/2019 5:04:56 PM mskeens1962 It looks a lot like the Rock Hall 🧐🤔

3/30/2019 5:06:26 PM jennife31060429 Tell it Princess! Truth!🔥🔥❤️



3/30/2019 5:12:08 PM princesspatrio1 Is there a way to make or find the time? 10 minutes a night is 70 minutes extra per week.

You are brilliant Eko. Do what you love.🙏❤️

3/30/2019 5:15:07 PM psmith19701 He is not physically just mentally.

3/30/2019 5:16:15 PM integratedwebuk London..... pic.twitter.com/slCvDHc8SD

3/30/2019 5:24:57 PM integratedwebuk I know you can’t give exact specifications of the device but I have a question if you wouldn’t mind answering. With regards the absorption of the high 

density light to a user in the chamber. Would the users whole body absorb the energy??  As opposed to entering the visual cortex?

3/30/2019 5:27:02 PM integratedwebuk I’m sure MJ mentioned pearlier that human children are born with extremely high IQ’s (I’m sure the number mentioned was ~300) however with 

vaccination programs, food supply corruption and general misinformation and miseducation we never reach our true potential

3/30/2019 5:28:25 PM giediknight These people are true magicians, they create synchronicity by manipulating time through astrology, numerology and symbology to bend future events 

to their will. A good representation of what they do is evidenced here http://www.supertorchritual.com 

3/30/2019 5:30:07 PM giediknight Yes, “Jesus”, people still won’t shut up about it.

3/30/2019 5:40:45 PM blsdbe It has been painful waking up from that time in my life. The capitulation Of Bernie to Hillary broke my heart. I shook his hand in Springfield,OR and so 

did my daughter. Then he caved. Then I had to #WalkAway.

3/30/2019 5:42:13 PM blsdbe And there’s an Epstein problem too? 

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

#UnSealEpstein

3/30/2019 5:43:06 PM awakening_earth  pic.twitter.com/ne5rBtOeFx

3/30/2019 5:43:34 PM giediknight That is correct, not even the #pizzagate researchers picked up on that.

3/30/2019 5:45:15 PM keith369me ...he should have held out for more than a lake house...I can’t believe people still support him.  If he wouldn’t fight for himself, there is no way he 

would have fought for the America people.

3/30/2019 5:45:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 #MyWhitePrivilege is an attempting to start a race war? It will fail miserably.

3/30/2019 5:46:18 PM hawkgirlinmn We are SO past it. Too many are awakening.

3/30/2019 5:46:30 PM love4thegameak I am Watching What I eat Tonight, causing global warming and all...

3/30/2019 5:46:41 PM djlok Yeah I saw that. Not good.

3/30/2019 5:49:35 PM chapulincolored We pray for peace.

Peace is the prize.

3/30/2019 5:49:52 PM mongrelglory Hah!  In a race war I wouldn't know which side to stand on.  They'd have to chop me into pieces!  😆

   People are too smart for this.

3/30/2019 5:50:14 PM djlok Knowing ole crazy Hillz, it was probably a lakehouse or a 187.  187 would be easy for Hillary to do on him given his age.

3/30/2019 5:50:16 PM jenw_rn I guess I'm ALICE now... hahahahaha

Reminds me of the left calling any disagreeing tweet a russian bot

3/30/2019 5:51:59 PM christinaraciti I did. I felt completely alone for it.

3/30/2019 5:52:07 PM sparkleloung How can you help me explain why when I leave work at 1am, i never get pulled over (I am W). When the other manager I work with leaves work at 

1am, he IS pulled over (he is B) NOT all the time but way more than me. ?? 🙏

3/30/2019 5:52:15 PM mongrelglory Or one of the many other locations used for these horrible purposes! 😠

3/30/2019 5:54:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why was that?

3/30/2019 5:54:42 PM djlok I'll tell you why people like me never caught on...we were so brainwashed. I had heard about "Pizzagate" before, but discounted it as fiction because I 

felt certainly people like that would be in prison and not allowed to be free.

And then Q came along....and it ALL made sense.

3/30/2019 5:56:28 PM djlok Probably the personal biases of the researchers.

3/30/2019 5:56:47 PM chapulincolored 🧐

3/30/2019 5:57:10 PM starehope Except for some fringe groups.

3/30/2019 5:57:24 PM mongrelglory Oh God!  Are you saying the Pizzagate researchers are compromised, or is it just that Sanders was good at covering his tracks?

3/30/2019 5:57:26 PM opensenseme Maybe his driving habits aren’t what your are?

3/30/2019 5:58:14 PM _00111111_ That’s fine that’s not Mary nor me or us in the flock.Go ahead take a look at any religion not just one. Then look at ur fellow humans . Look at all the 

specs in their eyes. I chose to say a sweet thing you chose to hate. I didn’t say I love pope . U sure did curse not bless tho

3/30/2019 5:59:25 PM starehope My granddaughter has a black mother. Can't think of a race war.

3/30/2019 5:59:49 PM _369311119 Vape pens use a concentrate so there is more THC or CBD than in flower.

"Hemp hearts" are protein+fat+low fiber https://manitobaharvest.com/products/hemp-hearts/ …

3/30/2019 6:04:09 PM giediknight AJ was right?

3/30/2019 6:06:11 PM michael81972 Probably because it was Trump vs Clinton and Barney was out of the picture...

3/30/2019 6:06:41 PM chapulincolored Is she the handler?

Follow the wife? pic.twitter.com/HX47ZrZ8KX

3/30/2019 6:06:42 PM covertress Those hemp hearts look really good!

Low carb & high protein is a product that I can transition into my zero carb carnivore diet without making myself ill. 

My body fuel is ketones, not carbs.

Carbs are like trying to put gasoline in my diesel engine.

Thx for sharing. I'll try it.

3/30/2019 6:07:47 PM herrly5 I thought it was common knowledge

3/30/2019 6:08:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 About what specifically? AJ is controlled opposition, so blanket stating he is correct distances anons from the truth.

3/30/2019 6:09:17 PM herrly5 I just included him in on it,  as I do with most of them. 

It’s a big club,  and I'm not in it.

3/30/2019 6:09:48 PM jane_q_patriot I'd say some of them (not all) probably were, and were infiltrators, while the *narrative* of SR as a BS supporter and hero obfuscated matters further. 

Was he really a BS supporter? A victim? Compromised? We don't even have any real evidence of how or IF he actually died yet.

3/30/2019 6:10:05 PM laurabusse Wow Christine...

3/30/2019 6:10:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 CTR was protecting him in the chans.

3/30/2019 6:10:47 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  Once you get to know people personally, you stop thinking of them as "races".  Yes there are cultural differences, but every culture I know just 

wants a safe and happy place to raise their children.  This extremist Muslim behaviour you see in the news is not typical...

3/30/2019 6:11:32 PM mongrelglory ...of all the moderate Muslim friends that I have in Canada (who don't wear hijabs or burkas).

3/30/2019 6:11:55 PM djlok Somebody help me out- CTR?

3/30/2019 6:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter attempting a race war. #WWG1WGA knows there is no such things as a better or worse race. We all bleed the same. We all love the same. We 

all hurt the same. We are all one. Those who try to push division, mute their account for nothing they say is worth your time. 

https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1112079969239195648 …

3/30/2019 6:14:06 PM giediknight AJ was right about the media focusing on Comet Ping Pong rather than Weiners laptop.

3/30/2019 6:14:21 PM djlok  https://ageofshitlords.com/correct-the-record-members-got-doxed-by-4chan-and-8chan …

This?



3/30/2019 6:14:27 PM blsdbe Yep. We volunteered at his rally. Still feeling Bernt. However, knowing POTUS

1) is Majestic

2) is Q+

3) is actively and directly communicating with We The People

helps a great deal. #ItsHappening #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA

3/30/2019 6:14:29 PM sixbennetts #̶M̶y̶W̶h̶ı̶t̶e̶P̶r̶ı̶v̶ı̶l̶e̶g̶e̶

#OneAmerica

#WeThePeople

#GreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

3/30/2019 6:14:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 DB... CPPP...

3/30/2019 6:15:11 PM jane_q_patriot And I'm not saying he didn't die, or he wasn't 187'd, but why have all the forensics been hidden from investigators? He seems to be such a key player in 

all of this.

3/30/2019 6:16:20 PM blsdbe Yes

3/30/2019 6:17:09 PM laurabusse Yes that whole bernie thing was heartbreaking. Been a Republican all my life but it was hard to watch. I woulda voted for bernie over trump. (Voted for 

obama 2012) But i guess everything worked out as it was meant to for the better :-)

3/30/2019 6:17:25 PM jared4liberty Birthplace : Earth. Race : human. Politics : freedom. Religion : love. We are all one! #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

3/30/2019 6:17:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 God works in Majestic ways.

3/30/2019 6:17:47 PM richner88 Deutsche bank, certificate program in public procurement?

3/30/2019 6:18:25 PM keith369me It already has!

3/30/2019 6:18:53 PM laurelmaher1 This is unbelievable and ridiculous!!!

3/30/2019 6:19:38 PM awakening_earth just showing a pic of them showing how they love to show symbols. No curse from me here. I am all about love. Love does not judge.

3/30/2019 6:19:54 PM keith369me Many pizzagate researchers were awakening Bernie supporters

3/30/2019 6:20:39 PM ragevirusqq if someone alters the matrix, would this alert somehow bad actors?

3/30/2019 6:20:42 PM aprilbrown99 People need to understand that our DNA is made up of so many things. We are all a mish mash of everything; a science experiment. There is no place 

for racism EVER again. We are all the same. We are all ONE.

3/30/2019 6:20:45 PM keith369me That didn’t even take meditation to figure out 😀

3/30/2019 6:21:31 PM djlok Yeah I almost threw up when I felt I had to vote for Hillary bc I had #TDS. 

Even though I voted for her, I couldn't picture her as a President.  She just seems to not give a sh!t about people. Lacks any and all charisma.

3/30/2019 6:21:38 PM lovethebeach999 When will this become public knowledge?

3/30/2019 6:21:41 PM blsdbe Donna Brazille and the Center for Public Policy Priorities for $1000, Alex?

3/30/2019 6:23:10 PM djlok Based on that article it looks like $6million, Vanna.  JK!

3/30/2019 6:23:22 PM _369311119 They are really good!! Also this: https://www.ecowatch.com/hemp-milk-2628781203.html …

3/30/2019 6:24:14 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/pEXiDsQYpm

3/30/2019 6:24:39 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that. 🙏

3/30/2019 6:24:46 PM ragevirusqq Do the elves have a choice to play the game or not?

3/30/2019 6:25:40 PM giediknight I was one of those people who never voted, not even in 2016. There are many of us, but now with Q and now MJ12 we will now vote.

3/30/2019 6:26:15 PM hawkgirlinmn David Brock-owner of media matters. Associated with Comet PIng Pong Pizza

3/30/2019 6:26:45 PM djlok That's the truth. You gotta have a pretty damn low IQ if you think one race is superior or inferior to another. Like really low.

3/30/2019 6:26:59 PM giediknight Ding ding ding

3/30/2019 6:27:28 PM blsdbe I hope we have a real return of #ElectionIntegrity so we can all have faith that the Citizens Of this Great Nation’s votes are accurately counted and 

reported.

3/30/2019 6:27:29 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I knew the flip on privilege was inevitable. Most people think I post to much but the truth is I keep 2/3 of my content to myself. 

Quantum minds are not the same as the normal mind.

3/30/2019 6:27:55 PM keith369me I honestly see people differently since giving up on “news”.  It makes zero sense to form an opinion on any IS-BE without interaction.  To start to form 

an opinion based upon any associated group is counterproductive...I try to even hear opinions that sicken me to help understand

3/30/2019 6:28:51 PM reddragonfly19 You are 100% correct. Human beings are all fundamentally the same.

3/30/2019 6:28:54 PM turboxyde It is tough! You do your best each day and stay watchful over your energy and awareness, learning Kriya yoga meditation techniques really helped me 

to create "anchor points" to fall back on when I'd get overwhelmed. Also, get a grounding/earthing mat to help!

3/30/2019 6:28:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Also boyfriend to James Alefantis. Owner of CPPP.  Paid hish money to a previous lover. Why?

3/30/2019 6:29:42 PM djlok Good Lord this runs deep!!!

3/30/2019 6:29:44 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Good digging David!  That sounds about right!

3/30/2019 6:30:45 PM djlok Thanks!  Check the "likes" on my tweet above.

3/30/2019 6:31:17 PM ranger51367 Isn't Brock's boyfriend James Alefantis a member of the Rothschild geneology,he has a lot of power in D,C for a simple pizza parlor owner?

3/30/2019 6:31:36 PM mongrelglory Clever girl Christine!  🤣🤣🤣

3/30/2019 6:31:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes. Not sire if they are still together. But at the time, yes.

3/30/2019 6:32:31 PM giediknight Is white hat van replying? I wouldn’t know I’m blocked lol

3/30/2019 6:33:07 PM djlok LOL...if he were, I wouldn't know either.

3/30/2019 6:35:06 PM ekotoons GOD SAYS EVERY DAY 🙃

3/30/2019 6:35:14 PM hawkgirlinmn But who is CTR....thinkity-think...

3/30/2019 6:36:25 PM mongrelglory According to Majestic, it looks like those rumours might indeed be true! 👍

3/30/2019 6:37:21 PM giediknight Yeah, Disney modeled Ursula from little mermaid after his mother. She must be a high magician/witch

3/30/2019 6:37:39 PM aprilbrown99 I had never been interested in politics until Trump won the Presidency. Previously, I always new that my vote would never matter & that the prior 

politicians were going to do whatever the heck they wanted. Sad to say & now I know It was true. I thank God for Trump everyday! ❤️

3/30/2019 6:37:46 PM lbf777 Unbelievable.  Jack has completely lost his mind.

3/30/2019 6:38:27 PM integratedwebuk Yet another attempt to divide......

Racism is the biggest myth.....

We are all one and the same....

One Race...

The Human Race

#WeAreOneRace

3/30/2019 6:38:28 PM mongrelglory You got a thumbs up from Majestic David!

3/30/2019 6:38:44 PM ekotoons WHO GOT NZ BACKUP PLAN? https://twitter.com/ksmomma74/status/1111522033882619904?s=21 …

3/30/2019 6:38:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Disney is just as bad as Epstein Island.

3/30/2019 6:39:11 PM ekotoons THOUGHT ABOUT?

PREPARED FOR? https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/hillary-clinton-thought-about-moving-to-new-zealand-after-2016-loss …

3/30/2019 6:39:12 PM mongrelglory David found that out: https://twitter.com/DJLOK/status/1112161175909728256 …



3/30/2019 6:39:18 PM theaagabriel Probably going there to show them how to use the Augmented Reality equipment.

3/30/2019 6:40:02 PM sparkleloung Nah, he’s a good driver AND a great person.

3/30/2019 6:40:30 PM ekotoons NAMES? https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.reddit.com/r/newzealand/comments/391yt2/overseas_celebrities_owning_homesland_in_new/ …

3/30/2019 6:40:45 PM hawkgirlinmn See David!! You already had it. CTR-correct the record

3/30/2019 6:41:11 PM juliegirl10865 I blocked Twitter moments last week. Had never seen them then they showed up on my feed. Utter garbage.

3/30/2019 6:41:37 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/sXiQ8fspYV

3/30/2019 6:42:12 PM bdam777 Timing is everything. 

Why now? 

Does twitter track hashtags?

3/30/2019 6:42:23 PM ranger51367 What's in the tunnels underneath these pizza restaurants that were supposedly built by the Dupont(illuminati)family in the early 1900's?

3/30/2019 6:42:47 PM princesspatrio1 John Kerry. pic.twitter.com/0ozVi9Snoa

3/30/2019 6:44:19 PM heifer109 NZ might outta rethink their standing in the world.. by the way when did Comey lose his SC

3/30/2019 6:44:27 PM jared4liberty Similarly here. Except I got into politics because of Hillary. I knew she was terrible for this country. I still don’t approve of every move 45 makes, but 

he’s what’s best for this country.

3/30/2019 6:44:44 PM hawkgirlinmn From reddit- https://www.reddit.com/r/nosleep/comments/30alk5/i_was_an_undercover_security_officer_at_walt/ …

3/30/2019 6:44:53 PM kathleen3693693 CST...?

3/30/2019 6:47:03 PM 222714ftw Great reporting😊222 pic.twitter.com/rtGcE3R7k7

3/30/2019 6:47:48 PM aprilbrown99 I feel blessed that I have never been someone who sees the color of a persons skin. It just hasn’t ever been something that I see. Back in the 90’s I 

often wished I was African American cuz the guys I danced with were so amazing. I could “bust a move”...but not quite as good. 😁

3/30/2019 6:48:00 PM _luke_slytalker Escape to #Antarctica.  🤫

3/30/2019 6:48:03 PM giediknight  https://www.amazon.com/Secret-Architecture-Our-Nations-Capital/dp/0060953683 …

3/30/2019 6:50:09 PM aprilbrown99 You will understand more of what 45 is doing as time moves forward. He is truly God sent!

3/30/2019 6:51:11 PM ekotoons NZ TRANSIT HUB TO

SEVENTH CONTINENT?

3/30/2019 6:51:42 PM mskeens1962 Thought it's part of POTUS closing the borders - not just Southern

3/30/2019 6:52:22 PM ekotoons 👊👊👊

3/30/2019 6:52:32 PM jared4liberty I understand! And I fully trust the plan! Voted for him, will again! I just personally don’t think anyone is all good all the time, ya know? No question 

though, #wwg1wga 💙

3/30/2019 6:52:32 PM linnyt7 They used Bernie to capture that voting sector. I saw that. It wasn’t until he rolled over with it so easy that I knew he was in on it though. It hurt a lot of 

his supporters. My grand daughter was one of them.

3/30/2019 6:52:51 PM speaakn Amen to that!

3/30/2019 6:52:54 PM _luke_slytalker NZ is a gateway to Antarctica.  South America has their “destinations” as well (Argentina?)

Most people are clueless about #Antarctica.

Don’t realize how off limits it is & think it’s just another “island continent”

3/30/2019 6:53:06 PM charmanda9 Hmm this is something I did not know existed. I will look into it.

3/30/2019 6:53:40 PM charmanda9 I see now that it is a DIY. Even better!

3/30/2019 6:53:55 PM newt37256150 Prince William is headed there as well.

3/30/2019 6:57:13 PM starehope I refuse to accept that thought. No offense. pic.twitter.com/aMtCj0GoXO

3/30/2019 6:57:51 PM ranger51367 The obelisk in D.C is eerily similar to the movie 2001 a space Odyssey,the monkey touches the obelisk and changes the monkeys thought patterns to 

have dominion over the other tribes of monkeys,Kubrick was describing how psychopathy was implanted by alien life

3/30/2019 6:58:53 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was the movie “Flight of the Navigator” “Majestic 12” influenced?  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gVebPEYiq2o …

3/30/2019 6:59:30 PM hawkgirlinmn There are so many movies I need to rewatch!

3/30/2019 6:59:53 PM linnyt7 That’s true for me too. Brainwashed into discrediting as extreme any news source except established news names. I had no idea pedophelia was such 

as I see it is now.  My eyes are open now and I see it all over them.

3/30/2019 7:00:04 PM giediknight The iPhone is the obelisk today.

3/30/2019 7:00:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 It's (not so) funny how Twitter can get away with such obvious race baiting and divisive propaganda yet has the 'moral authority' to censor and block 

conservative accounts.

3/30/2019 7:01:08 PM ranger51367 always see new things,especially if you become symbol literate

3/30/2019 7:01:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Sooooo true. ~from my iphone

3/30/2019 7:01:36 PM ranger51367 spot on bro

3/30/2019 7:02:47 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/o03I54lv7H

3/30/2019 7:03:05 PM ranger51367 It holds a magik spell,just like words have spell,hence the word spelling

3/30/2019 7:03:54 PM heath_jack The race war is with the reptiles.  We are winning BIGGLY!

3/30/2019 7:04:33 PM agooddying Child sex trafficking?

3/30/2019 7:04:38 PM giediknight The cast a spell is literally to “spell”, think about it, if you could read and write, you were a God to primitive man.

3/30/2019 7:04:47 PM aprilbrown99 I love ❤️ that gif!  🙏✨

3/30/2019 7:04:55 PM ranger51367 Ever see the picture of a boy on his phone,staring at a screen,while the chem-trails are high overhead,the boy is SPELL bound by the cellphone(obelisk)

3/30/2019 7:05:19 PM ksouth21 CST (from 2018 MJ Tweet above) = crowdstrike?

3/30/2019 7:06:15 PM starehope I was trying to find something that represented all of us.

3/30/2019 7:06:16 PM aprilbrown99 Praying for it to be so...everyday!  🙏🙏🙏

3/30/2019 7:06:29 PM djlok So true...and then as the story is told, it became priests who were the elite that could only read.

3/30/2019 7:06:47 PM giediknight It’s double edged sword, the iPhone 📱has upgraded consciousness so much because of the sheer amount of data at our fingertips.

3/30/2019 7:06:57 PM aprilbrown99 It is perfect. 🦋

3/30/2019 7:07:51 PM ranger51367 The church hoarded the knowledge deep underneath the vatican chambers and used the inquisition(Templars)to do the dirty work for them,marriage 

of church to the state(Crown+Gown)

3/30/2019 7:07:53 PM n4ekm #humanprivilege

3/30/2019 7:08:15 PM djlok Goes back to who writes and controls the data whether it's a good or bad tool.

3/30/2019 7:09:40 PM giediknight You sound like you are into Michael Tsarion.

3/30/2019 7:11:05 PM luvleebutterfly Yin & Yang, AC/DC, Give & Take.

The true founding principal of magic & physics pic.twitter.com/Naor7ibHhF

3/30/2019 7:12:36 PM ranger51367 Lantern were burning hemp oil before whale oil,but not for peasants,they were kept in the dark,could not read well in the dark,all by design,now we 

have the mainstream media,but still things haven't really changed

3/30/2019 7:13:29 PM ranger51367 absolutely,the mans a genius

3/30/2019 7:15:49 PM blsdbe ...Which is why we need to reflect about the information to determine it’s veracity bc the Truth is Within!!! 😇💥😇

3/30/2019 7:16:02 PM jamesboyett LOL



3/30/2019 7:16:03 PM giediknight Yes, love his work. Have the original Atlantis and Irish Origins paperbacks.

3/30/2019 7:16:38 PM ranger51367 as above,so below,the fractal universe

3/30/2019 7:16:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which is why the technology is considered MAJESTIC.

3/30/2019 7:17:16 PM blsdbe Well Done!!!

3/30/2019 7:19:04 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101165919651409920?s=19 …

3/30/2019 7:23:06 PM starehope We can only pray. They seem to be getting desperate.

3/30/2019 7:24:00 PM usss_211 Be the change...fall back to 3 6 9....

3/30/2019 7:24:09 PM blsdbe Actually I think this is more likely what MJ is getting at: https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1112164169552400387?s=21 …

3/30/2019 7:26:09 PM giediknight Yes, which is why PHI is used in its proportions.

3/30/2019 7:27:38 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1112156414888173568?s=21 …

3/30/2019 7:27:59 PM big_simp Proof?  Link?

3/30/2019 7:29:56 PM joinna6 "We all bleed the same. We all love the same. We all hurt the same. We are all one. "

Except if you do a *fake smollet hate crime/lie* == you get off.. (I would most likely do time.. being a white Republican, faking a black Democrat. ) 

**i.e. Media Matters

3/30/2019 7:31:37 PM billyj1616 Just 1 if you are focused on pancakes but big changes require a little more.

3/30/2019 7:35:33 PM usss_211 You are right my friends... we all bleed the same...

When I was a child my parents taught me that God didn't want humanity to be boring... so we are the same and painted to be exciting! All bleed the 

same... right my MJ friends...

3/30/2019 7:38:06 PM n7guardiananon Patriots only see the red white and blue of our great American flag.

3/30/2019 7:39:36 PM usss_211 You are brave... never forget that... walk away and be strong!

3/30/2019 7:40:23 PM usss_211 😉

3/30/2019 7:40:30 PM kimmeykim1 Amen 🙏🏻. As soon as Bernie showed up with a black eye you knew he was owned.

3/30/2019 7:41:54 PM usss_211 What is 4+5?... 😉

3/30/2019 7:43:11 PM djlok Some other stuff that I (embarrassingly) wasn't aware of before Q / #QAnon:

1- massive voter fraud

2-immigration crisis

3-abortion (knew about it but just assumed pretty much no one did it anymore with the pill.)

4-human trafficking 

5-#FutureProvesPast

6-#Propaganda in America

3/30/2019 7:44:21 PM djlok But what I DID know is that the World had gone to hell.

3/30/2019 7:44:35 PM n7guardiananon O captain my captain, isn't it a little odd the US Navy getting involved in space?  

 https://navylive.dodlive.mil/2015/08/31/whats-the-navy-doing-in-space/ … pic.twitter.com/VCY6SoVSVc

3/30/2019 7:46:21 PM djlok Love the answer at the end.

3/30/2019 7:47:56 PM n7guardiananon There is usually more than one answer when it comes to military in space.

3/30/2019 7:49:52 PM djlok Yeah the ole standby line is "satellites" or "satellite weaponry".  There's more to the show!!!

3/30/2019 7:54:03 PM vintagesquirrel I am shocked at the number of (now) woke people who didn't vote for Trump in 2016. (Don't get me wrong, I wasn't on board in the primaries, but... 

Bernie? C'mon, people...

3/30/2019 8:02:16 PM merorschach I suggest everyone report that Twitter moment as "abusive against a group of people". I did.

3/30/2019 8:26:17 PM abagofcandy Well said! 😊 Don't get me wrong, I believe in my own potential and the potential of humanity as a whole, especially as we move into a potentially 

remarkable time. But "who and what am I" is still a thought that will linger in the back of my mind regardless 😂

3/30/2019 8:26:46 PM charmanda9 You mean this person? The drag queen? pic.twitter.com/wrxtnEjSMx

3/30/2019 8:28:17 PM charmanda9 Ha, #MeToo

3/30/2019 8:28:27 PM poofypoof That’s exactly what I said! Unconscionable!🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/30/2019 8:32:35 PM sandie70484902 An NPC

3/30/2019 8:33:08 PM djlok Funny, I guess bc my eyesight or the iPad, whenever I see the #metoo pic, I'm always trying to figure out what it is, even though I know it's 2 hands.

3/30/2019 8:33:17 PM myavery17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Please tell me if this is legit. I would appreciate a feedback. 

QFS

Quantum Financial System

Global economy reset. 

Thank you🌟
3/30/2019 8:35:30 PM charmanda9 Focus. It’s three hands, David. :::::3::::: 😃

3/30/2019 8:36:57 PM djlok Maybe it was his "drag mother".

3/30/2019 8:39:20 PM djlok And I just see a woman's bum in a bikini.  Not exactly the programming they are going for.  #ProgramFail #metoo

3/30/2019 8:42:49 PM charmanda9 If I’m being honest, I always see a vagina at first. Again, not what they were going for. 😏

3/30/2019 8:44:46 PM djlok Well I'm glad I'm not the only one who sees something VERY different than what it is!!!

3/30/2019 8:49:43 PM laurabusse In all honesty...there was no way i was voting for hrc. Trump i didn't like for a long time (since like the 90s). I had no reason to dislike bernie. AT THE 

TIME he felt to me like the best choice of the 3. OF COURSE IN HINDSIGHT we now know he would've been a disaster...

3/30/2019 8:53:55 PM charmanda9 Same. And I kept going back to...how did Bernie lose in the primaries when he won? And the rabbit hole has gone on and on and on ever since!

3/30/2019 8:57:26 PM charmanda9 If only everyone on earth knew they had these other choices from other planets 🤔

3/30/2019 9:05:04 PM wink5811 That’s good, but mentally can be challenging too, get and stay strong. You already are if you are dealing with mental gymnastics on a daily basis.  Don’t 

get pulled into his darkness

3/30/2019 9:06:06 PM mongrelglory What have you guys been smoking?! 🤪

3/30/2019 9:12:30 PM sunspot406 He rolled right after obama called him for a special meeting.  Bernie had garnered enough socialist support.

3/30/2019 9:13:40 PM charmanda9 Haha not yet. Few minutes, I’ll be back.

3/30/2019 9:18:15 PM vintagesquirrel Well, it's not like I had dislike for Bernie, but he's an avowed socialist. That was enough to scare me away. 😄

3/30/2019 9:19:59 PM oo1o110 I don't know if you're talkin about individuals but I definitely caught it. There's an email showing that podesta was upset that Bernie wasn't keeping 

with the agreement.

3/30/2019 9:20:23 PM mongrelglory It's a lifelong journey of getting to "know thyself" for every IS-BE. I am here experiencing a human body and life. I thought I was born far away in New 

Zealand.  It just turned out to be a little further than that, but we're here together sharing the same time and experience!

3/30/2019 9:22:53 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 have said that Draco and reptilian species are different.

Humans have lots of parasites in their bodies...generally living off of the host, the same way we live off of Earth.

3/30/2019 9:24:05 PM djlok Maybe you should pass some to me so I STOP seeing the lady in the bikini in the #metoo logo.

3/30/2019 9:24:07 PM n7guardiananon Highlights magazine is great and all but, would you happen to have those lesson plans for kindergarten to elementary levels ready?



3/30/2019 9:32:56 PM n7guardiananon Consider this my formal rejection...gladly volunteer to help assist in this transition.  Is it possible to have instant knowledge recall or download like 

neo/matrix style, or just continue the old fashioned way?

3/30/2019 9:37:07 PM charmanda9 Vagina. Here’s my non-ink pen 🖊 😜.

3/30/2019 9:39:15 PM charmanda9 Meaning, that’s what I’m passing to you.

3/30/2019 9:40:37 PM charmanda9 Vape-pen 😐

3/30/2019 9:41:13 PM djlok Haha ha ha!

3/30/2019 9:42:08 PM dtrumpeteer Thank you EKO!! Crazy times we live in!

3/30/2019 10:03:16 PM mongrelglory In a sense, yes.  However I hope humanity's relationship with Gaia becomes more symbiotic in the future.

3/30/2019 10:10:08 PM mongrelglory You're asking so many questions, it sounds like you're having an existential crisis! 😉

3/30/2019 10:13:44 PM mongrelglory Go ahead.  I don't mind.  But you may have to seek the answers inside yourself.  😊

3/30/2019 10:17:30 PM mitolduso Yeah he does 😄

3/30/2019 10:23:05 PM mitolduso The abuser craves neg energy which is why they cause destruction..they get off on seeing others suffer..i would say that is attributed to thr r 

complex..esp the dominance trait.

3/30/2019 10:26:40 PM mitolduso 🤔🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️"robotoids!!"??

3/30/2019 10:30:52 PM mitolduso Hmmm idk...we r owned from birth, which is why we receive a certificate of birth, gvn a number, etc..hard pill to swallow but we r physical property

3/30/2019 10:35:20 PM mitolduso Freedom is an illusion..bc cost doesnt actually exist..everything is a fkng illusion, everything 😉

3/30/2019 10:50:19 PM texas_nacl  pic.twitter.com/0bVKAMczLA

3/30/2019 10:54:06 PM texas_nacl For some reason, the promoted tweets on my feed are against my values.  The ones I don’t like, I report.  Goes both ways👊🏼

3/30/2019 10:54:20 PM b91827364 Kind of like V2K being used to torture people....

Say hi to Colorado!

#SAFB

#IllegalHumanExperimentationKills

3/30/2019 10:59:27 PM coastalredpill 😡

3/30/2019 11:12:00 PM stefanofait Precisely, so it wasn't that much of a stretch to hope for a Bernie rebellion as he was increasingly realising how popular he was, compared to Hillary.

Easy to call it wishful thinking if you have access to all the information you need.

We are a prison planet for a reason.

3/30/2019 11:13:08 PM rocktobersky Aren't These Psychic/Energy Vampires or "Reptilians/Archons"?!

3/30/2019 11:15:57 PM texas_nacl 💥 pic.twitter.com/MZc8be0XIq

3/30/2019 11:33:04 PM tugginghboat My all time best white privileged is when I could kneel at NFL football games, because my black parents oppressed people!

3/30/2019 11:39:17 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN.. FREE your mind of the “traffic”...😌

3/30/2019 11:42:25 PM richardhiatt16 And MJ12 is on top of it.. 👍. 💙🇺🇸

3/31/2019 12:08:34 AM _luke_slytalker  pic.twitter.com/YrIa6DbBb5

3/31/2019 12:25:07 AM leesharons The Trinity

3/31/2019 12:43:02 AM monroevegas Does RM really have a 22 mo son?

3/31/2019 12:46:47 AM monroevegas Does baby=report?

3/31/2019 12:50:17 AM thericharddoyle for:.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom:

I have a question: One, brief and (audibly) verbal only:

On familiar yet unfamiliar territory.

Please standby.

Thank you 🌻

P.S.: Once – I am not a chat bot.

This is Richard Doyle (aka “Russ”)
3/31/2019 1:22:02 AM 7alon Yeah it was pretty obvious he was owned from the moment he 'lost' to Hillary. He has a terrible poker face and is an Israeli Dual Citizen.

Nice 3 houses too for somebody that didn't work until he turned 40.

3/31/2019 2:24:07 AM realityloominng They tried to enslave us with ancient relics - compared to what MJ/NSA/DIA has pic.twitter.com/hAJHQhPekh

3/31/2019 2:35:08 AM realityloominng Double meanings exis; CTR = Correct The Record = Child Trafficking Ring

3/31/2019 3:27:58 AM teresaupchurch1  pic.twitter.com/YmF71rll9V

3/31/2019 3:43:38 AM southpaw816 @CLewandowski_ @KatrinaPierson @kimguilfoyle @SebGorka @Shem_Infinite @dbongino @DanScavino @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump little 

boy saw flag, it represents @realDonaldTrump to him, how beautiful @55true4u @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/johnaberon/status/1111385986804510721 …

3/31/2019 4:08:24 AM sterkinglights1 Without Our Earth we die. So yes we are parasite to the Living Earth. We could meme to another planet but that is only a change of host. Seems to be 

no habitable host nearby. If toxoplasmosis is an entity what is the cat and what is the rat. Both = host primary/secondary

3/31/2019 4:14:42 AM sterkinglights1  http://starseedsportal.org/aliens-ufos/alien-races/ …

3/31/2019 4:15:08 AM sterkinglights1 Not 100% accurate.

3/31/2019 4:37:14 AM michael81972 He is not

3/31/2019 5:07:13 AM keith369me Open source (App Store, etc) is Majestic...closed source or controlled = not so MAJESTIC

3/31/2019 5:32:48 AM ragevirusqq Have you been able to successfully negotiate usage of the vessel?

3/31/2019 5:34:34 AM ragevirusqq Why reverse engineer these life forms? For what purpose?

3/31/2019 5:40:28 AM sterkinglights1 And off on some ship. That is sustaining our life. Possibly. Either way if this is a program and in holodeck included was the importance of balance with 

the planet.

3/31/2019 5:45:20 AM sterkinglights1 Yes very much so. But was saying as a whole if we worked with the planet we would be less parasitic and more symbiotic. It is our actions that make it 

so. Technology comes from the planet. We need to be more like tech is to us. instead of acting like toxoplasmosis.

3/31/2019 6:00:48 AM wearediamonds2 Thanks! I do not do yoga for several reasons. But I trust in God to help me with all things! 💖💖💖 Also, What is a grounding mat?

3/31/2019 6:02:36 AM wearediamonds2 *but i am glad yoga helped you 😉

3/31/2019 6:07:07 AM wearediamonds2 💖💖💖

3/31/2019 6:07:59 AM wearediamonds2 Everybody! Report the tweet back to Twitter as racist/hateful and maybe that will help! I just did.

3/31/2019 6:08:26 AM wearediamonds2 Everybody! Report the tweet back to Twitter as racist/hateful and maybe that will help! I just did.

3/31/2019 6:12:41 AM wearediamonds2 1) I did not yet know about the Q or the info at the time. I only knew something was very evil about Hillary, I was shocked American would even 

consider Socialism a good idea...

3/31/2019 6:14:20 AM wearediamonds2 2) , and I got red-pilled on the 9-11 FF after I saw terrorist activity in NYC, reported it, &got called a racist bigot. A couple days later someone got really 

hurt because no one listened to me.I saw ads hiring actors to protest.Then I knew for sure there was a rogue evil govt.



3/31/2019 6:18:33 AM _369311119 Disclosure?

 https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2016161464A1/en …

3/31/2019 6:23:39 AM natureinspace That's pretty messed up. Did they do that damage? It looks like an airstream?

3/31/2019 6:32:28 AM allahuniversal Well I'll be...

3/31/2019 6:34:30 AM clancy_birrell hmm. those are some clever entities. we don't even register on their scale then. I wonder why they'd bother us at all?

3/31/2019 6:35:07 AM clancy_birrell what's the deal with Israel?

3/31/2019 6:55:34 AM sistermuhammad2 So, are they robots or cyborgs?

3/31/2019 7:07:04 AM bbobbio71 Some knew but what could we do

3/31/2019 7:13:50 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111469705443700736 …

@Michele4Canada_ just curious, do you happen to know with which "secret society" Kab. is associated?

Wondering if MJ could delve into this topic a bit more.

3/31/2019 7:18:28 AM covertress ♥️♥️♥️ Because they love us and want to see us succeed? ♥️♥️♥️

3/31/2019 7:19:26 AM turboxyde  https://youtu.be/cRW0XO2xWn4 

3/31/2019 7:20:58 AM turboxyde You don't have to ask! :)

3/31/2019 7:22:14 AM rick_hernandez Maybe body doubles?

3/31/2019 7:24:17 AM zagnett Now that seems quite likely. 🧐

3/31/2019 7:29:03 AM ranger51367 The alien Draco's feed off of human suffering,hence they need to divide the population divided to war amongst ourselves,we feed off of our 

planet,while the Draco's feed off of us,everything is fractal in nature

3/31/2019 7:30:46 AM lisajager8 We all have red blood, yellow marrow, black pupils and white bones...

3/31/2019 7:37:34 AM blsdbe Here’s what I wonder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: are the Draco ALL feeding on our Loosh? Is the ENTIRE SPECIES Service to Self? Are there exceptions?

3/31/2019 7:39:17 AM blsdbe Blessings and ThanQ. It is an honor to interact with an account that your level of positivity and kindness. You inspire me to be Better. #ThanQ.

3/31/2019 7:47:29 AM blsdbe This reminds me of a book I once read-and why we must act with Love First. #LoveWins

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ship_Who_Sang …

3/31/2019 7:53:36 AM ranger51367 The economy using money majik is intended to construct a world that preys on others misfortunes to make more majik money,that self perpetuates 

parasitic behavior,until WE decide to LOVE one another by creating a system of abundance of resources like free energy.

3/31/2019 7:56:46 AM djlok I'm sure @theresa_may really made the Brits proud here.

3/31/2019 8:00:08 AM blsdbe Yes!!! Even though we cannot really escape $ the same way we cannot really escape Petroleum right now, we can still use our money/resources to the

 best ability we have to provide for more than just ourselves. We can help each other. I am helping others. So can all of You 😇❤️😇

3/31/2019 8:05:18 AM ranger51367 For me it means disconnecting from the evil system,working to live off grid,cabin in the mountains,grow food all year,primary deep water 

wells(unlimited water supply)poultry livestock,wind+solar power,teaching others to disconnect from the matrix,then WE win,they have no power!

3/31/2019 8:05:41 AM fairyland66  https://www.townandcountrymag.com/leisure/real-estate/a14271111/matt-lauer-new-zealand-ranch/ …

3/31/2019 8:07:47 AM ranger51367 Money was designed to be a proxy for nature,however nature IS abundant,majik money is scarce,scarcity breeds fear of scarcity

3/31/2019 8:14:08 AM starehope I thought Pocahontas never had children. She married and traveled to England. She became ill and died about 19 years of age. I'll check the history.

3/31/2019 8:17:23 AM heath_jack What if we treated all objects as if they were conscious? Because all energy is conscious!

3/31/2019 8:18:32 AM starehope Please find other adjectives to describe people. The word retard has a very negative connotation and is very hurtful. I have a child who has lived his life 

being called this word. It has caused many, many tears for us. Thank you.

3/31/2019 8:24:36 AM covertress When I was a child, I wrote a story about 3 super intelligent beings who came to Earth but were trapped in it's hostile atmosphere and died before they 

could communicate with others already here, similar to themselves... snowflakes in the sky.

3/31/2019 8:30:36 AM cosmic_engineer Fresh fruit, minerals, tons of blessed water and proper K /Na levels to ensure absorption.

3/31/2019 8:39:41 AM mitolduso Earth humans were designed this way (i believe)..our brains were most likely programmed over time to over-indulge, want immidiate gratification, and 

power..refrnce again the r complex..this helps those in power feed off us..idk just my thoughts

3/31/2019 8:40:41 AM mitolduso I believe tht..until programming is broken..

3/31/2019 8:41:45 AM mitolduso Cool😊

3/31/2019 8:42:55 AM sterkinglights1 You should write a sequel where there friends s&r to find them.

3/31/2019 8:43:51 AM mitolduso Everything holds energy so i would agree wth tht😊

3/31/2019 8:45:47 AM covertress *its

Every day, a lesson.

3/31/2019 8:49:00 AM covertress ... find them alive and secret them off to an underground base, to keep them safe, while researching a way to restore them to health...

3/31/2019 8:51:52 AM fairyland66 That's when the left lost me too.  I thought Bernie had been robbed and I was truly outraged on his behalf.  Then he backed #Killary and I was SO done, 

because it opened my eyes all the way.   #CorruptToTheCore

3/31/2019 8:59:35 AM blsdbe (Snuggles in with blanket and cocoa, awaiting the rest of the story ;-)

3/31/2019 9:04:39 AM blsdbe Exactly. Each in our own way. My hubby and I are on the outskirts of a 150K University Town, doing exactly that: suburban biodynamic farm, with year 

round food production, wood cookstove, well that we can legally share with up to 3 families... #Sustainability starts with #Sharing

3/31/2019 9:06:16 AM enomai_ Blow disney up.

3/31/2019 9:07:18 AM enomai_ Disney => superbowl => kraft?

3/31/2019 9:13:56 AM n7guardiananon Who knew blockchain had a song? https://youtu.be/YbzNJr26H-4 

3/31/2019 9:17:19 AM djlok I love it!  I like the beats!!!

3/31/2019 9:19:49 AM djlok It really does.  We waste so much!!!  Think cars in the parking lot.

3/31/2019 9:21:54 AM tugginghboat Yeah but my white privledge lets me have all white colleges, without exception! Because of ancient history! #WhitePrivilege #NAACP

3/31/2019 9:31:25 AM jenw_rn Ya Zagnet followed me after my comments. Why would he want to follow me?   I got creeped out and blocked him

3/31/2019 9:45:31 AM ta193919632009 #BankFraudBernie likes kiddos too?  

I bet Bernie believes little kids dream about him rapping them.  #ThesePeopleAreSick #QAnon

3/31/2019 9:46:31 AM zagnett i never even looked into voting for socialist Bernie.

i supported Rand Paul until Trump, out of seemingly nowhere, took him out of the election in the first Primary debate like a friggin' ninja or something. 

Was on the Trump train immediately & ever since.

3/31/2019 9:47:15 AM keith369me Soros

3/31/2019 9:58:14 AM hawkgirlinmn That is awesome!!!  I lived like that when I was a hunting and fishing guide living in a fly-in only primitive camp.

3/31/2019 10:12:41 AM ghostanon6120 Ninja..nailed it

3/31/2019 10:16:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 EBEN-1 died this way.

3/31/2019 10:18:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sanders and his staff ignores Twitter and social media because they don't agree with its open communication platform, this is why surrogates use SM 

for BS more than BS and his staff do. Keeping him threaded allows for all types of Anons to see your messages of peace and wits.



3/31/2019 10:19:09 AM laurabusse But what about 1slam? Will it be dismembered as well? Seems like a potential threat to the world. Is it just made to seem that way, fear mongering?

3/31/2019 10:20:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 All Abrahamic religions will be reformed and potentially replaced entirely with a less politically dogmatic control structure. The people must demand it 

though.

3/31/2019 10:25:21 AM zagnett Hmm, @CryptOdysseus, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - a good point.

Hi @SenSanders & staff! What are your thoughts on this thread?

Or anyone else who still follows [BS]? 😉🧐😎

3/31/2019 10:25:57 AM blsdbe Will Do. Thank you for the Inspiration.

3/31/2019 10:26:03 AM djlok Makes sense that a socialist doesn't prefer open communication platforms.  People may start talking.

3/31/2019 10:26:24 AM zagnett Demanded.

3/31/2019 10:26:34 AM ekotoons ♥️ @EnjoyTheQShow1

THANKS FOR INSPIRADO

3/31/2019 10:27:37 AM starehope Check her pin. What is it? Upsede down or did it magically spin?

3/31/2019 10:27:59 AM lbf777 Spirituality is the replacement. 

Spirituality means a personal experience with God that lies within. This means NO churches, NO priests. 

Teaching centers are OK, but teachers are not priests. They are just teachers.

3/31/2019 10:28:43 AM blsdbe 😇❤️😇

3/31/2019 10:28:44 AM keith369me How about we rid ourselves of large organizations.  They are inherently corrupt and quite honestly the crap consistently floats to the top.  We’d be so 

much better off in smaller groups loosely associated with each other to enhance the experience of each group.

3/31/2019 10:29:13 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/u1xrNaTO1bI 

Ready

3/31/2019 10:30:24 AM blsdbe Agreed. #DeCentralize

3/31/2019 10:30:45 AM igiant111 Adam Snichh

3/31/2019 10:32:42 AM princesspatrio1 👏👏👏👏😂 Brilliant Eko!!

3/31/2019 10:33:04 AM djlok I'd prefer the Replacement over the Reform, personally. So many lies the Abrahamic religions have told us over the years. I think organically they are 

becoming less and less relevant which is good since they have a "predatory" nature about them as demonstrated by the lawsuits.

3/31/2019 10:33:16 AM zagnett Yes. i like MJ's proposal...as a first step.

3/31/2019 10:35:09 AM djlok These "Revealed" Religions are a cancer to society, family, and to individuals and their personal freedoms.  They know it too.

3/31/2019 10:35:26 AM aschilliam re Ufo like STS-75?

3/31/2019 10:41:36 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/889884243651899392?s=21 …

3/31/2019 10:41:36 AM n7guardiananon Will other doctrines get more transparent or updated also? From what you previously stated it may require those countries people following "said" 

doctrine to demand it also?

3/31/2019 10:42:39 AM mskeens1962 The night of his testimony & Q drops that enlighten me on Lifelog- It was late, I was livid-felt betrayed & violated-wanted to scream. now post articles 

& my friends ignore & continue posting their life like they are skipping down LaLa Land I feel like shaking sense into them

3/31/2019 10:47:15 AM golh2018 7 Hermetic Laws

3/31/2019 10:51:53 AM zagnett How many people and/or what percentage of people must demand this in order for it to happen?

What kind(s) of demands must be made?

Is media eventually going to help to promote the dismantling of dogma around the world? Might help encourage demands.

3/31/2019 10:57:08 AM zagnett Though i'm not very fond of the term "control structure" at all honestly.

3/31/2019 10:57:29 AM missy968 BS was compromised early on. And we all know how they forced him to do it with a little girl.

3/31/2019 11:01:27 AM sfumaturak why don't we do a remote viewing on the moment of redaction and read it JUST before they blacked it all out. 😊It could happen.

3/31/2019 11:04:03 AM laurabusse Predatory and deceivatory...

3/31/2019 11:18:09 AM theydontknowwe1 POTUS and patriots are slowly watching the swamp not only drain but sink as Adam Schiff attempted to drill holes in the bottom of the dem submarine 

to rid it of the few inches of water which had accumulated from a slow leak...

3/31/2019 11:20:14 AM azangelranch I love it!

3/31/2019 11:22:20 AM zagnett Just wondering if anyone else noticed the phrase "control structure" and what u think of it. 🧐

3/31/2019 11:25:49 AM allahuniversal What is LIGHT?

3/31/2019 11:28:26 AM batespm4abbey Q & Majestic12=2-arms on same body,same mission via different goals. #WWG1WGA 💒🇺🇸💞

3/31/2019 11:31:34 AM batespm4abbey CULT = dogmatic control structure ...any whiff of spirit faith, values, beliefs or ethical principles is incidental marketing window-dressing; the point of 

cult is CONTROL OF MASSES~POWER.

3/31/2019 11:31:54 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is this what the Draco’s look like? (Figure above Francis).  pic.twitter.com/SCed4aCsiY

3/31/2019 11:39:34 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006589451211067392 …

Frankly i'm just wondering what kind of absolutely minimal "control structure" is needed at all for an inter-galactic civilization (confirmed by MJ - link). 

This is what we should strive for. Every other dogma/doctrine/philosophy/religion would fall away.

3/31/2019 11:40:45 AM hawkgirlinmn Not really. Mostly 14 hr days fishing and 18 hr days during bear and moose hunting season and very hard work. But I loved it! Learned alot from the 

Cree Nation.

3/31/2019 11:42:45 AM laurabusse Have thought on this a lot. A certain benevolent control system i believe is more or less necessary. Look at healthy loving tribes. They have control 

structures for food clothes spirituality etc. In this day and age we are becoming more and more isolated and diff from each other.

3/31/2019 11:43:23 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcJHpZxdKPE …

"Galactic Codex" (e.g. link), or something like it?

3/31/2019 11:45:33 AM hawkgirlinmn There are so many misconceptions though about it. Hunters are often mistaken for not being stewards of the land when they are more often than not 

THE best stewards/conservationists of the land.

3/31/2019 11:45:36 AM laurabusse 2. Would love to see benevolent control structures that would unify us and help us live better lives with the option to opt out and live outside these 

benevolent control structures. Obviously the key word here is "benevolent"...

"First do no harm". Freedom within the structure...

3/31/2019 11:45:46 AM italianmom555 White privilege became a moot point after Smollett lied thru his teeth.

3/31/2019 11:46:57 AM phreatomagnetic Uniparty 

Both have something to hook one positive obsession or another. 

Both facilitate horror in one way or another.  

Most people aren't that far apart. Red team/blue team is designed to maintain divisions to maintain weakness.

3/31/2019 11:54:56 AM phreatomagnetic Definitely noticed.  Why would a free people require a control structure unless freedom is now and ever after an illusion.  Is this the reason for the 

glacial pace of events?  To maintain a control structure with the preferred people at the top?

3/31/2019 12:01:30 PM zagnett Good questions.



3/31/2019 12:02:35 PM 369gwh You made the effort to go and see Bernie at a rally and made an effort to go up to him & shake his hand.

Bernie caving to Hillary made you #WalkAway?

If this is true, you are still not, "woke."

Are you awake now?

Come on now, Bernie Sanders?

Peace, not trying to digging at you. pic.twitter.com/laozMm1M4k
3/31/2019 12:05:01 PM 369gwh You would have voted for Bernie over Trump?

What in the world is wrong with people?

The idea that a guy like Bernie would ever get one vote, ONE VOTE, still astonishes me.

WAKE UP. pic.twitter.com/xGvwyRpl5c

3/31/2019 12:10:58 PM 369gwh I could have written your same exact words April.

God has His Hands on all of this.

Not sure why and not sure why now on this earth, But He has His Hands all over what is going on.

Everything.

One big note:

God asks us to pray for POTUS, this country, each other & the world.

AMEN

3/31/2019 12:14:34 PM roublisa This is how Goshia shares Swaruu,Pleiadian life:

  https://youtu.be/xm4njEp_89s 

3/31/2019 12:15:37 PM roublisa This is great.... https://youtu.be/xm4njEp_89s 

3/31/2019 12:20:45 PM becca079 I love your art! I might need one for my avi if that’s ok ☺️

3/31/2019 12:24:44 PM richardhiatt16 I would believe you... 🤓💙🇺🇸

3/31/2019 12:27:38 PM 369gwh EXAMPLE:

You exit w/cart from Publix & start to load grocery bags into the car.

A guy you see asks someone else for $$$ & now walks straight to you.

When he gets to 15feet of you raise arm, hand up, palm towards him, yell STOP!

USE this technique w/EVERYTHING in life.

EVERYTHING.

3/31/2019 12:35:58 PM jennife31060429 Love the coffee cup!😎❤️🔥

3/31/2019 12:46:16 PM laurabusse I think we all have PTSD from control structures that dont have our best interests in mind. So by benevolent control structure i mean "a world that 

works for everyone". There needs to be some kind of unifying structure we can all agree on or else we're all just blowin in the wind

3/31/2019 12:50:56 PM ekotoons TAKE WHAT YOU NEED

3/31/2019 12:54:00 PM mongrelglory I'm pleased with Trump's recent EO giving hundreds of millions of dollars to cleaning up the Great Lakes.  It's long overdue! 😊

3/31/2019 12:55:56 PM mongrelglory Tempted but not corrupted I hope.

3/31/2019 12:56:42 PM hawkgirlinmn Agree ☝🏼☝🏼☝🏼 And with all things he does, there is also a strategic reason for it.

3/31/2019 12:58:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I watched Obozo and McStain in 2008 and one thing that stood out to me was that McStain kept re-using his speeches at his rallys, as if he wasn't even 

trying to win.  Then there's his VP pick.  And the kicker is that a former prisoner of war would be the biggest war monger.

3/31/2019 1:07:18 PM mongrelglory I think in some regions, people are struggling for their basic day to day livelihood, so they don't have the luxury of thinking about the environment.  

However, once everyone's needs are taken care of, it will be mush easier to get them focused on cleaning up the environment!

3/31/2019 1:13:14 PM mongrelglory Me too!  My dad would hunt Caribou with the Cree in Labrador.  Then it would be put in the freezer and we'd be eating Caribou steaks, Caribou 

meatloaf, Caribou hamburgers, Caribou stew etc...  My mother went crazy trying to think of different ways to cook it. 😁

3/31/2019 1:14:07 PM mongrelglory Where were you hunting with the Cree #DownRangeThinker?

3/31/2019 1:14:21 PM hawkgirlinmn A perfect example of that is Pine Ridge Reservation. A real-life failed communist experiment. Hands down the poorest and most oppressed people in 

this country. Very common to not have running water or indoor plumbing. All because they were forced to rely on the government!

3/31/2019 1:14:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Snow Lake, MB

3/31/2019 1:17:33 PM stefanofait All #farscape fans know that...Yawn!

;o)))))

3/31/2019 1:20:09 PM mongrelglory I still like this one the best! https://youtu.be/UG7zLhEWanc 

3/31/2019 1:21:54 PM 369gwh Good comments my friend.

Time is most certainly a human construct.

Rush, rush, rush for the next task, event, etc.

The refocus of conciousness is bigly huge, as it's terribly hard to get into a so-called ZONE when you cant enjoy the current, without worrying over the 

next.

Agree!

3/31/2019 1:25:21 PM mongrelglory 😆

3/31/2019 1:25:37 PM blsdbe Yes. We tend to speak in Broad Sweeping Generalities, however, it is rare to find moral Polarity completely consistent within an entire species that are 

interacting with us in this 3rd Density Incarnation. Hence my question, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

3/31/2019 1:38:05 PM zagnett Also never even considered [BS] due to the socialism.

But i actually never even voted for either an R or a D in a Pres. election (nor even most other elections), until Trump.

3/31/2019 1:41:58 PM monroevegas I would believe it

3/31/2019 1:42:38 PM monroevegas Sorry to about their death. I hope their loved ones (if they have those) are ok.

3/31/2019 1:42:55 PM wwtravelr All have an Epstein problem.  And we're not referring to Horseshack - Epstein

3/31/2019 1:53:54 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏 Go forth with the Plan..😎💙🇺🇸

3/31/2019 1:54:42 PM charmanda9 I should have taken the hidden message of his initials, BS. Oh, but that was a different day and age for me back then in 2016. :::3::: years ago. My brain 

has been re-trained now.

3/31/2019 1:56:03 PM mongrelglory Awesome!  So you're a Canuck like me?  I saw the pictures.  It looks lovely!  Are the black flies bad in the summer?

3/31/2019 1:57:01 PM mongrelglory Exactly!

3/31/2019 1:57:21 PM allahuniversal Still posted, not removed (yet) pic.twitter.com/8dixnOB83P

3/31/2019 2:04:20 PM djlok (Raises hand slowly)

3/31/2019 2:10:05 PM blsdbe Reminds me of Legion (marvel?)

3/31/2019 2:10:33 PM blsdbe (Also raises hand)

3/31/2019 2:12:01 PM lizztiz It was pretty apparent when he walked away so quickly with no fight

3/31/2019 2:13:31 PM lizztiz Would not surprise me

3/31/2019 2:15:10 PM djlok I wonder if all those birds share the same IS which is how they are able to do that without running into each other.



3/31/2019 2:15:29 PM blsdbe That being said, I Refuse to Live in an unpowered state of Fear. I know the power of my Will. I know the power of my Mind. I will endeavor to be in 

Service to the Greatest Good of All Beings. I will stay true to my Spirit Of Love. #LoveWins

3/31/2019 2:17:25 PM mongrelglory Who are you referring to when you say "we"?

3/31/2019 2:17:29 PM keith369me I’m equally if not more ashamed for my Bush/McCain votes...honestly, the choice was no choice.

3/31/2019 2:28:24 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/xxqkC1AA1O

3/31/2019 2:30:24 PM mongrelglory Wouldn't that be considered a hostile atmosphere?

3/31/2019 2:30:55 PM blsdbe MJ is there value in our family investing in EMF shielding paint when we repaint our house to protect our family from the effects of WIFI radiation? 

https://www.emrss.com/collections/emf-shielding-paint …

3/31/2019 2:31:05 PM iamyou132 Source?

3/31/2019 2:32:23 PM allahuniversal [42] = -42 = |42| https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069728986496987137?s=19 …

3/31/2019 2:32:44 PM vintagesquirrel Oh crap, I forgot I voted for No Name once upon a time. 😣

3/31/2019 2:33:43 PM vintagesquirrel JS?

3/31/2019 2:35:29 PM allahuniversal 4:32 PM CDT ☝

Timestamp verifies? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109925263301922816?s=19 …

3/31/2019 2:43:51 PM ekotoons IAN FRISCH

MAGIC BOOK AUTHOR

WITH SECRET SOCIETY

MASTER MASON SHAQ pic.twitter.com/Ic6alZVvS2

3/31/2019 2:48:36 PM shushale Ask Sophia if she will help us defeat Satan.

3/31/2019 2:49:09 PM ps3shiloh AGAIN, RESIST * @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 *

SUBMIT UNTO *YHWH ELOHIM MALKI TZEDEK YAHUSHA* WHO IS THE WORD MADE FLESH & THE WORD *DRAWS NIGH* UNTO YOU.

RESIST 

SUBMIT 

DRAW NIGH 

IT'S YOUR FREE WILL THAT IS AT STAKE HERE.

GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH  https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1111824062832095232 …
3/31/2019 2:56:39 PM qtpi3_14 Like a 'SCREAM' door on a submarine...

3/31/2019 2:59:01 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/TyKRice/status/1112407742763794433 …

3/31/2019 3:03:57 PM shushale Clown Cage 

Schiff the Sub Sieve 

Shark Cage Schiff

U.S.S.Schiff.Sift

3/31/2019 3:08:14 PM ekotoons SchiffTank

3/31/2019 3:08:32 PM mongrelglory Ah!  I guess as an ex-microbiologist, I consider bacteria part of the air, water, soil, everything.  Bacteria are our friends! 😁

(Not so much for EBEN-1 unfortunately!)

3/31/2019 3:12:46 PM worldxplorer1 Bush / NoName / Romney then gave up on politics. 2016 was the first presidential election I didn’t vote in. 

I was intrigued by Trump at the time because he wasn’t part of the political establishment but couldn’t bring myself to vote for him. No way I could 

vote HRC. So no vote.

3/31/2019 3:18:01 PM shushale Schiffmarine.

3/31/2019 3:18:07 PM mongrelglory The extremist forms of Islam that are publicized in the news, do not represent the more peaceful, moderate forms of Islam that many families live by.  

The Cabal have been fostering the extremist forms (esp. Wahhabism) and importing those followers into Western countries.

3/31/2019 3:22:56 PM mongrelglory All major organized religions have been infested with Dogma (some of it Satanic) and control structures, including Buddhism and Hinduism.  Not just 

the Abrahamic religions. (IMHO)

3/31/2019 3:23:51 PM mongrelglory There are beneficial and truthful elements to most religions that are worth salvaging I think.

3/31/2019 3:27:04 PM laurabusse Of course they are. I would expect no less from them. The bastards...

3/31/2019 3:28:24 PM mongrelglory That's why we can't have nice things...the Cabal wrecks everything!  It's time for them to go home (to the Galactic Sun).

3/31/2019 3:29:05 PM laurabusse True. Dunno if we've ever seen a religion that embraces true freedom. Meditation is about as "religious" as i can get and i follow no one for that.

3/31/2019 3:31:31 PM laurabusse Agreed. I think once we get past this age of darkness, when dark to light happens, or becomes more noticeable, obvious truths (peace love abundance 

freedom etc) that have been suppressed will emerge.

3/31/2019 3:31:38 PM mongrelglory I think religious "movements" in their earliest grassroots forms are often born of the "Holy Spirit" (for lack of a better term) however, as soon as the 

numbers started growing, the Cabal/ET rulers would step in to subvert the teachings into a control structure that suited them.

3/31/2019 3:32:34 PM laurabusse Amen to that! Recycling at its best :-)

3/31/2019 3:32:35 PM mommahood777 Sharia law isn't right, fair or just-they can keep it over there and suffer if that's what they choose. They "act" peaceful due to their requirements and 

because they don't dare get out of line. Bottom line.  They do not agree with or simulate with America, they shouldn't be here

3/31/2019 3:32:50 PM mongrelglory It will be spontaneous and organic! 😊

3/31/2019 3:33:13 PM keith369me Whatever the karmic result, I will be happy.  I can only imagine what that would be

3/31/2019 3:34:44 PM laurabusse I also think there is something in our makeup that attaches to ppl and ideas and won't let go, leading ultimately to forming religions.

3/31/2019 3:36:02 PM laurabusse I bet when Esther Hicks dies her most ardent followers will turn Abraham into a religion. Unless we get beyond that as a species by then...

3/31/2019 3:39:28 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Thank you. Magestic.

— 152

•  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1112481733583110144 … pic.twitter.com/CeQEkM5W5w

3/31/2019 3:39:50 PM mongrelglory Sharia law had been abandoned in most Muslim countries and had been replaced by European law. However, it was revived during the 20th century, 

especially in Saudi Arabia, with the most extreme interpretations of the law.  Again, I think this was a Satanic/Cabal led movement.

3/31/2019 3:42:50 PM clancy_birrell What is gnosticism?

3/31/2019 3:43:52 PM mongrelglory We certainly been "conditioned" to follow rulers, gurus, and authority figures unquestioningly!  People look to give up their own responsibility and 

sovereignty by asking for a system of rules/explanations to live their lives by.  It's part of the fear/guilt based control system.

3/31/2019 3:47:28 PM laurabusse And even if it wasn't, you KNOW they used it to their advantage to fan the flames of evil...

3/31/2019 3:49:30 PM laurabusse Giving away our power. Someone ELSE always knows better than me...it's a deep seated belief



3/31/2019 3:49:50 PM mommahood777 Have you read their book? It too reads backwards like the book of satan. If you take what is written and follow it strictly/blindly, you are a radical. The 

book instructs to kill, behead, etc.  Relieved MJ12 says religion will be gone.  I've always believed in a higher power.

3/31/2019 3:49:54 PM shepardout remember history is pretty much a lie...

3/31/2019 3:52:27 PM shepardout Thomas Rolfe; interesting because Joseph and Irene Mengeles son was named Rolf pic.twitter.com/GqVZNU9Zqa

3/31/2019 3:57:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hiding in plain sight.

Their religion requires disclosure of their crimes against you in order to nullify the negative karma they would normally acquire in defrauding you. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1112484743134760960 …

3/31/2019 3:58:52 PM clancy_birrell Some do and some don't by the grok of it.

3/31/2019 4:01:12 PM lbf777 Their money & power delays a lot of that bad Karma but once that power is removed, all the bad Karma comes flooding in probably for many lifetimes 

to come. 

This is why they are so afraid of losing power.

3/31/2019 4:01:19 PM djlok Sort of like when the nurse says "this is gonna hurt a bit" before  s/he gives me a shot to prepare me so I don't have a violent reaction.

3/31/2019 4:03:35 PM xusaf_patriot Are the actions of MJ12 and Q an attempt to ensure as much of a positive "harvest" as possible?

3/31/2019 4:09:28 PM keith369me CNBC disclosing anything of this sort seems like some sort of victory.

3/31/2019 4:13:12 PM mongrelglory It's probably been the hardest mindset for me to break...feelings of inadequacy and looking to a greater authority.  I just never felt worthy before.

3/31/2019 4:14:54 PM sailorpractical So here’s something in plain sight that everybody wants to know about that Majestic and Q avoid like an 8 year old around Joe Biden: what the hell are 

the chemtrails all about and will they be stopped? If not, why not? These were taken minutes ago in California. pic.twitter.com/MO7ZnbEpk9

3/31/2019 4:15:22 PM mongrelglory Yes, it's the same if people follow the Bible literally/strictly.  It can result in oppressive and extremist behaviour.

3/31/2019 4:17:27 PM 00loll0 Are they round and clear like orbs? ..without any controls? Can they fly into the sun with the red plasma and not feel any heat?

3/31/2019 4:20:18 PM boltladypls  pic.twitter.com/EuOwGw2iXO

3/31/2019 4:20:34 PM mommahood777 Even the Holy Bible is a false book, parts were rewritten/edited by many, mostly to suit the leader of the time.  The history of humans on earth isn't 

always what you think it is or have been taught.  We know this, that is why we follow this page...and Q for that matter.

3/31/2019 4:20:47 PM djlok Hell, them just reporting the #news seems like a victory at this point.

3/31/2019 4:21:13 PM brad34351293 Yes, the Masonic Ideology of Duality. 

Exactly why Rockefeller, Soros, Gates and the rest R called Philanthropists. To act like they R humane.

Soros didn't pass the mustard in his '98 "60  Minutes" interview. He thinks he is a god.

3/31/2019 4:24:12 PM dcd51 Please Lord, may all their crimes be exposed!

3/31/2019 4:27:02 PM mommahood777 That is why we are encouraged to think for ourselves.  I don't follow a book or a religion. I "pray" with Patriots for our collective desired outcome in our 

present fight.  3.6.9 has shown to be effective and tho not fully educated/experienced, to seek peace is what I strive for

3/31/2019 4:29:10 PM hwkammers A face without freckles is like a night without stars...

My mom told me my freckles were "Angel kisses"...

3/31/2019 4:29:20 PM jrocktigers Shocking part is there are actually people who are surprised by this fact. They have been warned incessantly for decades regarding [Big Brother]. 

Unfortunately most people scoffed at the warnings I and many others claimed.

3/31/2019 4:33:45 PM hwkammers Exactly my thought...I can't get over how sick these people are.

3/31/2019 4:40:22 PM big_simp Thanks in advance

can you please post a link to "their" religion? pic.twitter.com/U5riqxILDu

3/31/2019 4:41:50 PM sailorpractical And while on the subject of enlightenment, collective consciousness and disclosure, were not asking, were demanding to know. Sheep no more. 

WWG1WGA

3/31/2019 4:47:54 PM mommahood777 That is weird you posted and I just found it - noticed today I don't have ANY and was gonna come and ask right now...apparently they are all in your 

area!  Usually we are similar.  Prob cuz they're giving us a break being we're gettin' on planting season.. gotta love crop dusters

3/31/2019 4:47:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Adam and Eve Story by Chan Thomas was sanitized by the CIA in 2016 of a book published in 1965. Will POTUS declassify full transcript?

Majestic 12 classified this document.

Think SG-1.

CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

3/31/2019 4:53:01 PM mommahood777 Is that what is gonna cause all the liberal heads to explode?!  Will the popcorn pop itself without the hazardous microwave?  Trying to stay positive..  lol

3/31/2019 4:54:05 PM aetherwalker1 I don't think that is the way the IS operates.

3/31/2019 4:55:25 PM ragevirusqq Will he declassify the toth tablets also?

3/31/2019 4:56:45 PM michael83341408 What is the TLDR?

3/31/2019 4:57:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think outside of the box.

Think pole shift.

Think magnetic field around 🌍.

How do you sustain a 90% loss?

3/31/2019 5:00:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Interesting just saw a brightinsight video on this

3/31/2019 5:00:51 PM sailorpractical Who wants to sustain any loss? What loss are  we discussing?

3/31/2019 5:02:06 PM 92michael I’m going to rt this since @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just tweeted about it.  https://twitter.com/92michael/status/1097098504156123136 …

3/31/2019 5:03:05 PM thericharddoyle Original (santised) — and Original (Full):

PDF and Audiobook “coming soon” —  https://suspectsky.com/hidden-catastrophe-science/ …

#May ~ 🗳 <🇦🇺—🔗—🇺🇸>:[2.  https://www.cirnow.com.au/treason-documented/ … / 1.  https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification/ ]:🔍 ~ Why? 

A. Yes.

—152

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@CliveFPalmer / via .@realDonaldTrump .@PutAUSFirst 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112501813712994307 …
3/31/2019 5:06:21 PM randyfresh If you’re really MJ12, just fill in the blanks for us.

3/31/2019 5:06:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't work like that. Nice try.

3/31/2019 5:06:58 PM the_ghost_op Page 2 looks like the Cosmic Central Sun...

3/31/2019 5:08:42 PM covertress Ease the restrictions on exoconscious communication for those remaining?

3/31/2019 5:08:42 PM thepositive7 I only realized when he dropped out and endorsed her that something was up. Also, at the time I thought Trump was part of the same enemy team.. so 

I was blinded



3/31/2019 5:09:19 PM n7guardiananon Linda Moulton Howe getting intel from mj12 subordinates?  Seems like some of what you said is getting folded into the disinfo... almost pushing the 

disinfo out, like panning for gold.

 https://youtu.be/YFQpoR3XElw 

3/31/2019 5:09:41 PM randyfresh How convenient for you.

3/31/2019 5:09:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 How does that link to chemtrails?

3/31/2019 5:10:12 PM mommahood777 Q guides us and it takes an army to dig on everything.  We The People knew bad news was ahead. Prior to Pres. Trump, I voted for Perot!  It's just been 

a lost cause. The interest in politics was shunned, no one even looked for the most part. The left still aren't looking.

3/31/2019 5:11:29 PM covertress Nanotech repair of DNA and pineal?

3/31/2019 5:11:32 PM wellsong So, we’re doomed according to this document

3/31/2019 5:11:59 PM tamexis Mauro Biglino (worked at the Vatican) translated the Bible says it’s very clear they were ETs

3/31/2019 5:12:39 PM keith369me Has the chemtrail “formulation” been altered recently?

3/31/2019 5:12:54 PM zack_stone So terraforming is to prevent pole shift and not altering DNA with depleted uranium?

3/31/2019 5:14:12 PM usss_211 I like Bright Insight...

3/31/2019 5:14:14 PM allahuniversal Timing is everything. Thank you, fits right in. pic.twitter.com/DolE8h6BZL

3/31/2019 5:14:28 PM tamexis God- not Adam and Eve.

3/31/2019 5:14:40 PM allahuniversal ☝Timestamp: 19:47 ET

3/31/2019 5:15:27 PM dairy_mom_of_6 They are spraying Oregon heavy today. They sprayed heavy 2 weeks ago while we were working outside in garden. 4 of us got sick with in 5 days with 

bad headaches and sinus problems.  We were not around anyone sick, we live in a very rural area. Sure like some answers. 😕

3/31/2019 5:15:31 PM jane_q_patriot Loss of EM field? Lowered due to polarity shift?

3/31/2019 5:16:08 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼This is what I have felt to be what is going on...

3/31/2019 5:17:11 PM dairy_mom_of_6 We will not be allowed details. 🤬

3/31/2019 5:17:11 PM worldxplorer1 Loss of what?

Population?

Magnetic field?

Sunlight?

Help us here MJ12.

Leaning toward magnetic field based your post. If we lost 90% we be fried by solar radiation. You must be implying chemtrails are negating that & 

actually helping life on earth.

Over the target or way off?
3/31/2019 5:17:37 PM sailorpractical I’m wondering if the alloys in the aerosol can be used to create a magnetic field. The North Pole is shifting and there are physicists researching a large 

axis shift which would certainly make is change our wardrobes but perhaps they are experimenting maintaining the axis?

3/31/2019 5:18:02 PM n7guardiananon Highlander 2 create a field

3/31/2019 5:19:21 PM turboxyde Just an idea but what if our upcoming pole shift isn't a regular flip but a quantum shift that will restructure all matter within the collective illusion we 

perceive as "reality." https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1111099515510181889?s=19 …

3/31/2019 5:20:26 PM jrocktigers However, it is a perfect cover for multiple operations.

3/31/2019 5:20:29 PM sailorpractical Nonetheless, the chemicals are well documented and they are causing environmental and health problems according to scientists. It’s a trade-off at 

best.

3/31/2019 5:20:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 We know.

3/31/2019 5:21:18 PM vand3rboots No way! Holy synchronicity, Batman!! I just read this book today on the CIA website, and then you make this post a few hours later! 😮

3/31/2019 5:22:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

3/31/2019 5:24:54 PM tammyredmond What I’d like to know is why the stars (constellations) do not seem to be moving east to west from sunset to sunrise? Ursa Major only does a flip over 

night. Which normally doesn’t happen until summer. This makes it seem like the earth is not rotating as it used to.

3/31/2019 5:26:03 PM thomasdra9on A little field work...

3/31/2019 5:27:12 PM mommahood777 Wondering why there are so many unavailable tweets on here and other threads.  Dislike the "missed out" feeling! lol

3/31/2019 5:27:13 PM enomai_ Alchemy.

3/31/2019 5:27:16 PM kimpunkrock The chemtrails are being used to hide the number of spaceships above the USA. The bad guys ships and of course the ships of the members of the 

family of light the good guys trying to help us.

3/31/2019 5:28:42 PM vand3rboots I watched that video last night and decided to read the book on the CIA website earlier this afternoon. Crazy synchronicity!

3/31/2019 5:28:48 PM covertress Metallic particles in chemtrails will be the way nanotechnology reproduces within the body. 

But, towards what aim?

Prepare the body for: 1) a weakened magnetic field and 2) the "rate of aging" frequency to be turned off?

3/31/2019 5:29:15 PM aetherwalker1 $100M in what year's dollar? pic.twitter.com/fcaInsTNQU

3/31/2019 5:29:37 PM awakening_earth  pic.twitter.com/vrJ905wY83

3/31/2019 5:29:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Off by 45° by 30°

3/31/2019 5:29:52 PM scottrussel9 Night sky is also a different color..

3/31/2019 5:30:23 PM jrocktigers Current Flood event wiping out food supply Midwest.  "Sun Dimming" seeding moisture in southwest has now created record rainfall in heartland, just 

read over 1 million cow calves are dead and spring plantings are Fucked. That is one result of stratospheric aerosols

3/31/2019 5:30:29 PM djlok Bingo!

3/31/2019 5:31:53 PM laurabusse Yeah :-)

3/31/2019 5:32:33 PM enomai_ Idk, if that was just an old saying, or real. Though, is the the possibility of why our moon seems to look different than 15-20 years ago. I was told people 

in russia sees the man on bike, and we seen the face. Now i see the bike all the time.

3/31/2019 5:33:14 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112512313179979782?s=21 …

3/31/2019 5:33:37 PM djlok They gotta teach us so we learn.  Otherwise, we just become brainwashed like 99% of the American pop by #FakeNews #MSM.

3/31/2019 5:34:33 PM godrus I truly hope so.

3/31/2019 5:34:36 PM 1crazy_toaster Mauro Biglio, ex vatican translator has a couple of interviews on the translations. Big red pill.

3/31/2019 5:35:15 PM hawkgirlinmn So the chemtrails are to create our own magnetic field due to the drastic loss?

3/31/2019 5:35:23 PM lbf777 What was hidden from the story that was so revealing?

3/31/2019 5:35:46 PM djlok I'm still reading the document...but it looks like when these cataclysmic events/pole shifts have ocurred in the past it was within hours.  

Makes me think I might outta rethink where I live.

3/31/2019 5:36:36 PM headlinejuice Quickened alzheimer’s — memory loss. To protect profits?  https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/e7a9/354e654fed9b93d62b1939b4ddadd3b7811b.pdf …

3/31/2019 5:36:45 PM sailorpractical Everybody should be questioning 5G. Nobody seems to know anything about it except that they want to saturate cities with transceivers. LTE seems to 

be working fine so WTF?

3/31/2019 5:36:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Or an atmosphere conducive to the pole shift for purposes of ease of ascension or consciousness shift en masse?



3/31/2019 5:37:06 PM covertress Apply π in Majestic places?

3/31/2019 5:37:45 PM lbf777 I’m confused. What is the theory now? It changes every time I ask an insider.

3/31/2019 5:39:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 To stop it.

3/31/2019 5:39:16 PM 3rdeyeview55 Whoa!! What!!! Can we get more clarity here? I know gold in the atmosphere is innocuous but aluminum & barium? Clarify the benefits of doing this 

again. Please. If there are benefits that we could wrap our heads around we might feel better about it, more than likely not, though.

3/31/2019 5:39:23 PM laura_621 Will it ever stop?

3/31/2019 5:39:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/31/2019 5:40:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 4th, 5th dimensional vector of thought.

3/31/2019 5:40:18 PM askingsocrates What of Linda Moulton Howe is a cover up for Dr. Linda Howe much like black lives matter and bureau land management?

3/31/2019 5:40:22 PM laura_621 Why is Phoenix being hit so hard with chemtrail’s?

3/31/2019 5:40:37 PM 1crazy_toaster These sources never address this emergency. They will talk to kingdom come about all others & not the most import issue: our health & the health or 

our planet; our home. I would naturally wonder if they were part of the depop agenda. what is silence?

3/31/2019 5:41:21 PM sailorpractical Weird, an hour later they are still spraying on the same headings but it has rapidly become overcast. Compare the photos pic.twitter.com/ChPElQpQ1q

3/31/2019 5:41:23 PM worldxplorer1 Umm. That doesn’t seem very helpful to a 3D audience.

3/31/2019 5:41:54 PM covertress Are you proposing we prevent the pole shift through conscious co-creation?

3/31/2019 5:42:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Food Replicator technology will become as common as microwave ovens in the developed world.

3/31/2019 5:42:16 PM n7guardiananon And phi?

3/31/2019 5:42:23 PM _the_psychonaut Wonderful News!!!

3/31/2019 5:42:30 PM sano_faith Instant pizza !

3/31/2019 5:42:35 PM sano_faith Lol

3/31/2019 5:42:45 PM brittasbits1 Sounds great to me !

3/31/2019 5:43:08 PM keith369me Meet George Jetson

3/31/2019 5:43:10 PM meefer_radness What will this to to the food/farm industry? It will solve word hunger so that’s great.

3/31/2019 5:43:17 PM howdoyoumakeah1 He's former DIA

3/31/2019 5:43:20 PM higherdensitees I can’t wait!!!

3/31/2019 5:43:22 PM jrocktigers Does this take higher priority than food security?

3/31/2019 5:43:22 PM n7guardiananon No side effects like microwaves though?

3/31/2019 5:43:24 PM laurael97614892 Off planet technology?

3/31/2019 5:43:33 PM aurorasreality Wouldnit have health value though???

3/31/2019 5:43:37 PM mongrelglory Will the replicator technology have a way of reaching people who don't have access to electrical grids?

3/31/2019 5:43:39 PM zagnett Great!

How will the rest of the world fare?

3/31/2019 5:43:46 PM nullanon12 But Won't It Be As Expensive As 3D Printers?

3/31/2019 5:43:55 PM lbf777 This statement is unclear. The theory is to stop it? Stop what & why?

3/31/2019 5:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 [they] want that [to keep us in 3D to reset and keep the real enemy of humanity in power in their DUMBs].

3/31/2019 5:44:33 PM zagnett It will stop? What is the estimated timeframe?

3/31/2019 5:44:33 PM hawkgirlinmn It already exists. Will this be available in the next three years?

3/31/2019 5:44:35 PM thevolunteer6 IT HAS TO BE BETTER THAN THE

“FAKE FOODS” BEING PEDDLED NOW! 

WWG1WGA

3/31/2019 5:45:20 PM mongrelglory Probably, since drastic changes in the Earth's magnetic field would affect food production by affecting the plants and insects adversely.

3/31/2019 5:45:42 PM hawkgirlinmn I think the chemtrails are to create our own magnetic atmosphere due to the loss because of pole shift. To stop the immense loss.

3/31/2019 5:45:53 PM sailorpractical Ok, but if we have to physically die in the third dimension to get to the fourth dimension I don’t mind telling you, I’m not excited about the prospect 

right now

3/31/2019 5:45:56 PM kindeandtrue No thanks. I prefer preparing my own food.

3/31/2019 5:46:15 PM anondirtyleg Not like some of the food we eat is real anyway

3/31/2019 5:46:25 PM lbf777 So you are saying chemtrails are to keep us in 3D or to help us get out of 3D?

3/31/2019 5:46:26 PM jrocktigers Well, we will see this summer. Entire midwest and south is inundated.

3/31/2019 5:46:45 PM mongrelglory So the Chemtrails act as a buffer to extreme (excessive power) changes in the Earth's magnetic field?

3/31/2019 5:46:52 PM worldxplorer1 Who is the real enemy of humanity?  A certain group of off world beings?

3/31/2019 5:47:24 PM pro_aktv 😱 How can that be good?!?!?!

3/31/2019 5:47:36 PM hawkgirlinmn I don’t know that answer. What resonates with you? I feel like it is necessary 3D or not.

3/31/2019 5:47:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not everyone will survive, yes. 

Do you want everyone to survive? 

You want the John Podestas of the world to be among you?

Not all destruction is bad. 

Define right and wrong then why.

3/31/2019 5:47:53 PM lovethebeach999 Any validity / disclosure in Netflix series OA ?

3/31/2019 5:48:05 PM sailorpractical And now that you mention it, aluminum is not magnetic

3/31/2019 5:48:07 PM abagofcandy I've been really curious about that. Read a debate between whether the terraforming is to make up for an increase in heat or to accommodate for 

another species acclamating to our planet. I suspect a major fluctuation in the magnetic field would make the latter a possibility.

3/31/2019 5:48:31 PM consortiapartn1 It is long overdue. Is it like a kaleidoscope?

3/31/2019 5:48:36 PM abagofcandy Interesting times we're approaching from the sounds of it 😂

3/31/2019 5:48:48 PM lbf777 The 4th dimensional Archons who are on Earth. They feed in our fear like battery juice. 

This group competes with an AI bot that uses our soul for battery juice. 

This is as I understand it. The 1% helps them in exchange for power.

3/31/2019 5:49:24 PM keith369me Cabal wants pole shift to kill off the Great Awakening and keep control.  Recent chem trails are preventing this?

3/31/2019 5:49:58 PM sailorpractical I want 3rd trimester fetuses to survive. Podesta can feed my dog.

3/31/2019 5:49:59 PM mongrelglory Are you saying that the pole shift will be part of Earth's transition into a 4D existence?

3/31/2019 5:50:01 PM lbf777 What resonates is that anyone can easily lie to us about this & 5G towers as well.

3/31/2019 5:50:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Right?!

3/31/2019 5:50:15 PM qanon4life You guys believe this LOL

3/31/2019 5:50:50 PM xdotsi But...but...whhhhy would there be a food replicator and not a developed part of the world?😫

3/31/2019 5:51:18 PM laurabusse Most LOL story ever.

LOL

3/31/2019 5:51:29 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032682330245214208?s=19 …

3/31/2019 5:51:32 PM sparkleloung So let’s kick their asses out and build more in each county for disaster prep. If every county constructs a DUMB based on population... more humans 

have chance... if desired. 🤷♂️



3/31/2019 5:51:44 PM keith369me Keep asking questions to lead to the answers

3/31/2019 5:51:55 PM zagnett Natural cataclysms don't seem particularly "choosy" wrt the people that survive & those that die.

Or is this incorrect? Is there something else "majestic" going on that knows who to save and who to let perish? If so, what exactly?

3/31/2019 5:51:58 PM universalrisin Saw a post from MJ12 saying replicator technology will be released by the end of “the” decade. Could be the end of this year or the next, or 2029. Time 

is an illusion, but the sooner the better 😄

3/31/2019 5:52:25 PM zagnett i hope your dog doesn't get sick. 🤢

3/31/2019 5:52:29 PM whodat007 Earl grey... hot.

3/31/2019 5:52:55 PM sailorpractical Good question. Who engineered the chemtrails, who is paying for it and who understands the (perhaps misguided) reasoning for it?

3/31/2019 5:53:11 PM hawkgirlinmn True. Disinformation is necessary, faith that this technology can be used for good, optional. I have mixed feelings myself.

3/31/2019 5:53:20 PM jrocktigers Considering we are losing this years crop and millions of cattle due to stratospheric aerosols , hopefully it may be fast tracked.

3/31/2019 5:53:27 PM lbf777 Can you tell us how soon or when exactly?

All these promises are great but they are only words.

3/31/2019 5:53:46 PM kindeandtrue Is it safe to go outside when the sky looks like this? pic.twitter.com/7YReIIDAG4

3/31/2019 5:53:48 PM keith369me 3D printers are cheap now...my son has one in his room.

3/31/2019 5:53:55 PM robinreitsma1 *sigh* unfortunately ill believe it when i see it.

3/31/2019 5:54:12 PM cidarean That's interesting. What exactly was sanitized from the original? I do like the explanations given. The law of one references some civilizations that 

perished through no fault of their own. These catastrophic events are most likely related.

3/31/2019 5:54:45 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve heard this theory as well - making earth more habitable for another species. 

Sometimes I wonder if we’re immortal souls why does the condition / status / outcome of things in 3D seem to matter so much to beings that are 

supposedly exist outside of the life/death cycle.

3/31/2019 5:54:56 PM mongrelglory Life forms that have reached the proper frequency will transition with Earth into 4 or 5D existence?  Will there end up being a split into two 

Earths...one in 3D and one in 4D, or just the one Earth that exists as 4D?

3/31/2019 5:55:54 PM shushale Eye of RA

Apple of my eye.

3/31/2019 5:56:04 PM cidarean Hopefully in the near future... I hope to witness a lot before my time here is up.

3/31/2019 5:56:25 PM mongrelglory The floods alone are going to have a drastic affect on agriculture in the US!  I wonder if California will compensate now that the drought is over there?

3/31/2019 5:56:26 PM aondaatj  pic.twitter.com/RdhJDJpxzA

3/31/2019 5:56:26 PM jrocktigers I heard the sound of a thunder, it roared out a warnin'

Heard the roar of a wave that could drown the whole world

Heard one person starve, I heard many people laughin'

Heard the song of a poet who died in the gutter

And it's a hard, and it's a hard, it's a hard, it's a hard

3/31/2019 5:57:07 PM meefer_radness How do you sustain a 90% loss?

- don’t warn anyone so majority aren’t prepared or starve.  

- spray things that weaken immunity to something?

- spray things that will prevent repopulation?

If this is a pole shift land will rise and sink. Nothing can stop it

3/31/2019 5:57:34 PM charmanda9 This is me: #walkaway https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1112391283996327942?s=21 …

3/31/2019 5:57:51 PM laurabusse I read somewhere that freezing to death is actually one of the more pleasant ways to die.

Good thing...

3/31/2019 5:58:11 PM jrocktigers Stock up food. If you have a freezer and eat meat, I would recommend stocking. Prices gonna skyrocket. You can thank the covert chemtrail operation.

3/31/2019 5:59:23 PM clancy_birrell Earth will lose its protective magnetosphere after pole shift for some period. Chem released in atmosphere can/may help  protect flora and fauna 

whilst magnetosphere is unstable/thin.

Solar activity will cause problems for earth ecosystem when magnetosphere is thin.

3/31/2019 5:59:34 PM nullanon12 $100?

3/31/2019 5:59:39 PM jrocktigers Where the people are many and their hands are all empty

Where the pellets of poison are flooding their waters

Where the home in the valley meets the damp dirty prison

Where the executioner's face is always well-hidden

Where hunger is ugly, where souls are forgotten

3/31/2019 6:00:56 PM sparkleloung No we don’t want Podestas running the world BUT most are not yet ready. And unknown how much human time on earth is left and what to do with it: 

remain at shit job paycheck to paycheck or leave and join a Buda Temple... live free. Love all. Live impoverished and shunned.

3/31/2019 6:01:05 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/WBZX6ZS70Y

3/31/2019 6:01:37 PM sailorpractical Food production is negatively impacted by chemtrails. This we know.

3/31/2019 6:01:48 PM keith369me It was $250 18 months ago...not sure of the going rate now.  It works pretty darn good compared with very expensive 3D printers of 5-10 years ago.

3/31/2019 6:01:52 PM 00loll0 Please don't let the story end that way, do continue writing your story and bring them back for us,it sounds like a majestic tale...and they all lived 

happily,happily ever after.💚

3/31/2019 6:02:07 PM 3rdeyeview55 That's right, Al is not magnetic nor conductive, but sure is a contributing factor to Alzheimer's and acts as a drying agent (anti-perspirants, trees, 

foliage, US) on our living planet. I still don't see any benefits to Al & Barium, besides humanity's demise, for (((them))).😡

3/31/2019 6:02:18 PM clancy_birrell Original post is about lucifarian/cabal majick system. Requires karma/darma balance to avoid negative entities latching on...or cosmic justice. I wonder 

if 0 karma/darma balance is still enough to avoid cosmic justice? Or do you need +++ darma? White vs black vs blue vs red lodge

3/31/2019 6:02:23 PM vintagesquirrel I don't understand food replication. If it's not grown in the earth and synthesized by the sun, is it even nutrition?

3/31/2019 6:02:34 PM jrocktigers The current floods are a direct result to the massive seeding. We just wiped out a huge amount of cattle and spring plantings.

3/31/2019 6:02:36 PM mongrelglory You mean the replicators have an autonomous power source to operate? I'm just thinking that the people in the greatest poverty do not have reliable 

power to operate a machine unless it's self-powered.

3/31/2019 6:03:13 PM sailorpractical [they] ~ Let’s name names

3/31/2019 6:03:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Who controls and operates the tech for chemtrails presently?

3/31/2019 6:04:15 PM sparkleloung Door 1 - Nice Try But Reincarnate 

Door 2 - 51% ?  You may pass

Door 3 - 🤷♂️

3/31/2019 6:04:22 PM mongrelglory Bob Dylan?



3/31/2019 6:04:31 PM 3rdeyeview55 Aluminum is not magnetic or conductive, so how do you figure?

3/31/2019 6:05:00 PM plumcivic Most unhappy chemtrail reports seem to come from the southern USA. I rarely see any around Toronto-Hamilton and we have a number of small 

private airports. I haven't heard anyone correlate them to your sun radiation or pollution levels in the southern states.

3/31/2019 6:05:32 PM nullanon12 hmm.... interesting..... my local supermarket has 3D printers for $500

3/31/2019 6:05:36 PM 00loll0 Do you know if the crew @SandiaWisdom are alright? I'm concerned with their safety,and well being at the moment,ty.

3/31/2019 6:05:56 PM covertress The magnetic field "naturally" weakens as humans ascend in dimensions?

So, in order for our bodies to retain function (eg. not go crazy) we must be adapted?

3/31/2019 6:05:59 PM sailorpractical It is conductive

3/31/2019 6:06:26 PM jrocktigers Check out Mike Morales on youtube. Does a night broadcast and shows daily spraying operations using weather satellites. They also use what a ship 

method with "bunker fuel" . He does a great job.

3/31/2019 6:06:42 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Necessarily contingent upon non–polar resolution of technical vulnerability (otherwise to be used as delivery vector) that is the 

<presence> of polarised current ~ though undetectably small, and asymptotically close to 0 ~ demonstrated:  https://rd.doyle.media/paper ): 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112515450490028033 …

3/31/2019 6:07:22 PM anbezedua Brain waves manipulate physical reality

3/31/2019 6:07:30 PM lbf777 Maybe those chemtrails are to slow down the ascension process?

3/31/2019 6:07:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks JRock. Will look.

3/31/2019 6:08:25 PM jrocktigers @Kt23kartracer       is the man.

3/31/2019 6:08:44 PM 3rdeyeview55 Not as much as gold or copper, but yes I stand corrected, it is but not as good as the aforementioned in electronic circuitry and wiring.

3/31/2019 6:08:54 PM jrocktigers Si.

3/31/2019 6:09:15 PM tamexis How come?

3/31/2019 6:09:58 PM jrocktigers Brain fog?

3/31/2019 6:10:29 PM keith369me It was a 3D Systems Cube...figured the thing would be a maintenance nightmare but my son has yet to ask for help and uses it often for school design 

projects for himself and friends.

3/31/2019 6:11:03 PM mongrelglory Oui! 😎

3/31/2019 6:11:54 PM thekanehb I don’t know what it is exactly but there’s some sort of radiation that’s bad now above 20k ft. I remember reading planes would be needed to be 

grounded soon if not corrected

3/31/2019 6:13:11 PM mommahood777 Really??  What tested out?  Didn't know cows were lost. So much food lost through contamination and mishandling too- so they say... thought it was 

odd eggs were recalled for salmonella..any reason for a price hike

3/31/2019 6:14:40 PM djlok Time is an illusion.

3/31/2019 6:14:49 PM jrocktigers The recent midwest floods have killed a minimum of 1 million calves thus far. Anything planted has been flooded. South has been hit , but midwest 

very heavily.

3/31/2019 6:14:56 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tu-sLX0FbF0 …

3/31/2019 6:15:20 PM abagofcandy As far as my limited speculation is concerned, I'd wager in order to work in a simpler dimension you require a simple avatar. Which opens you up to the 

negatives of being mortal (physically at least). Could account for stories of God's being hurt by mortal men. Maybe avatars.

3/31/2019 6:15:25 PM herrly5 Is Q a litmus test to see who's worthy and who's not?

3/31/2019 6:15:48 PM sailorpractical With all the total bullshit even in the scientific community wou have to question if the decisions to spray chemicals into the atmosphere isn’t a 

complete hoax perpetrated for control by people with power & influence

3/31/2019 6:17:24 PM keith369me I recall reading a MJ Tweet where Earth will support much higher dimensional life well beyond 5D. Aggregating information, I am of the thought that 

Gaia will support (maybe already does) 3D, 4D, and beyond.  Separate Earth for each dimension, but with interaction at higher levels

3/31/2019 6:18:27 PM abagofcandy Whether true or not, humans are still scratching the surface of reality. Until we have the ability or understanding of how/why brain waves manipulate 

physical reality a phrase like that doesn't really bolster good conversation.

3/31/2019 6:18:40 PM laurabusse I follow along best i can 

Absorb what i can

Assimilate what i can...

Am assuming something must be getting in there LOL

3/31/2019 6:19:03 PM mommahood777 We eat the crap that is modified to survive the poison they put on it!  Why do you think they called it RoundUp?  Total mind-melting nastiness.  

Another chemical they use changes frogs from male to female - my suspicion for all the gender issues going on

3/31/2019 6:19:15 PM djlok I wouldn't think so if it means we'll all be dead.

3/31/2019 6:19:24 PM mongrelglory You can replicate the raw ingredients and then cook the meals yourself. No more running to the store because you forgot to buy carrots.

3/31/2019 6:19:28 PM 00loll0 They haven't posted anything in the past week,and never informed us they were taking a break...it is not like them to do this,ever.

3/31/2019 6:20:08 PM unitedstatesofq Chemical trials...

3/31/2019 6:20:14 PM nullanon12 wish i had one

3/31/2019 6:20:40 PM keith369me Sounds awfully familiar.  Be good with being wrong!  It helps to get one to the truth.

3/31/2019 6:21:02 PM lauraca94702527 If they’re showing us this, they already have it.

3/31/2019 6:21:03 PM whitestoneart 🐸😂🐸🥂 pic.twitter.com/Gon4c31ssv

3/31/2019 6:21:31 PM keith369me $220 if you’re willing to buy it from Bezos

3/31/2019 6:21:56 PM covertress You're planning to trigger the pole shift? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032620410502885377?s=19 …

3/31/2019 6:22:39 PM mongrelglory Hi green unicorn frog! 😁

3/31/2019 6:23:02 PM kindeandtrue You can't get something from nothing. 

Only God is capable of creatio ex nihilo.

3/31/2019 6:23:17 PM freestateojones Can you explain how this is achieved or point to the current patent for said technology?

Had a dream about a replicator about a month ago, was quite giddy.

3/31/2019 6:23:28 PM iamyou132 I’m beginning to think you’ll have to be conscious of what’s going on to avoid it. I.e. pole shift and it’s effects. Cataclysmic events especially on coasts

3/31/2019 6:23:58 PM clancy_birrell Real full version? : https://mega.nz/#!rPgynILb!JCIp9nWWLMtQdfGct_WC--_nPiYCXL5iU_vcg-r_sE8 …

3/31/2019 6:24:04 PM iamyou132 But I hope we’ll have more help than that. Otherwise i better move soon

3/31/2019 6:24:56 PM nettiejoi totally disconnected from mother earth ? a synthetic world without nature ?

3/31/2019 6:25:21 PM do_or_do_notty Will replicators also work for things like cannabis? Where we can dial up our exact preferred strain and method of ingestion? Like FECO oil, and edible 

or perhaps a tincture?

3/31/2019 6:25:35 PM narcissist_ghst by food replicator technology do you mean trees and various plants?

3/31/2019 6:25:48 PM lynnboyce7 Gosh.... I hope not!!! 

WWG1WGA

3/31/2019 6:26:54 PM mongrelglory 👍👍👍

3/31/2019 6:27:03 PM mommahood777 Gee..would be so lovely right now...20 min ago I was gonna get off twitter and start making dinner. Instant food- how great would THAT be?!  What 

would prevent chubbies from getting fatter tho?  Like now, I have to get up and cook.. Will there be a discipline whip-a-nator?!🏋️♀️🏋️🤸♀️

3/31/2019 6:27:16 PM mscronkat We already have too much fake food.

3/31/2019 6:27:49 PM goyaeq It's projected to get worse over the next few years-time for those food replicators.



3/31/2019 6:28:53 PM lbf777 We don’t need anyone except ourselves to evolve into the next level.

1. Everyone just simply raise your own vibe frequency away from fear & towards love daily.

2. Radically forgive everyone including yourself.

3. Channel love to all of life including yourself 24/7.

That’s it! pic.twitter.com/9dmADFZ13G
3/31/2019 6:29:11 PM _the_psychonaut So basically we can fast forward 100 billion years to when all of this is irrelevant but it will have stopped by then, so the answer is still yes

3/31/2019 6:31:20 PM mommahood777 Oh yes..the water!!  Sorry..mind was on chem..  We had ice that took out a lot of calves too.  Yeah, they aren't controlling the weather very nicely. 

Apparently any kind of distraction they can muster?

3/31/2019 6:32:07 PM awakening_earth Evil is a Catalyst for Good. It's needed to move humanity in a direction towards God/Source, to be one with our Infinate Creator.

3/31/2019 6:34:17 PM zagnett Time being an illusion/can be manipulated does not mean that time doesn't exist at all or is not experienced by individuals at certain levels of 

consciousness. It does exist, & is experienced linearly by many peeps, including me. It's the "movie" thing.

3/31/2019 6:35:23 PM aprilbrown99 In the attached document, it states there was a moon 11,500 years ago. When was the moon put into place by the ETs?

3/31/2019 6:37:42 PM jdubz242 Reference Zulu history of two space brothers that put the moon into orbit, other cultures speak of a time before the moon.

3/31/2019 6:39:40 PM danielaqcrew And how do we see beyond this “controlled hallucination” and remove the veil?

3/31/2019 6:39:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, not replication technology. Derivative technology.

3/31/2019 6:40:32 PM awakening_earth  https://www.lawofone.info 

3/31/2019 6:40:50 PM jrocktigers The particulates force moisture to bind to them , similar to volcanic ash, etc.. and it is good ole fashion cloud seeding. They officially announced 

southwest sun dimming project was underway. Thereafter, midwest is flooded.

3/31/2019 6:42:13 PM sailorpractical Good point. Why has that technology recently become a wide topic of discussion?

3/31/2019 6:42:15 PM lbf777 Hurry up with that replicator. Every president makes promises but always ends in disappointment. Hurry up. People are starving and poisoned.

3/31/2019 6:42:45 PM covertress Won't our own magnetic field interfere with (the scalar field) exoconscious communication?

Is this [their] plan to nullify ascension?

3/31/2019 6:45:09 PM tamexis Did you listen to the call they did? I wanted to but couldn’t at that time. Wonder what they discussed.

3/31/2019 6:45:28 PM jrocktigers Another case where it seems the powers that be, don't think the general populace can handle the information. Why not just level with us? They have 

been spraying so heavily and it drives more paranoia and fear. Exhibit A = me. LOL>

3/31/2019 6:45:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Wouldn’t scalar tech be superior and able to work through the magnetic field if {they} even have access to it?

3/31/2019 6:46:01 PM aprilbrown99 Please, please, please...ensure that those who are hungry and starving receive this majestic equipment first. 🙏😇🙏

3/31/2019 6:47:00 PM jrocktigers 2) massive release of pathogens, nanites, (you name it).

3/31/2019 6:48:06 PM jrocktigers 👊🏼

3/31/2019 6:48:23 PM starehope MJ will this be available on the Earth after we return?

3/31/2019 6:49:02 PM jaspony1 I asked about this to mj awhile back... Guess this is confirmation 😁

3/31/2019 6:50:34 PM mommahood777 Thank you!   On that note, I will go cook and whistle our National Anthem as I always do....

3/31/2019 6:50:38 PM shakt222 Amen!

3/31/2019 6:51:45 PM integratedwebuk Since we are now talking about the pole shift, is the information regarding plate movement and possible Tsunami’s remotely accurate?

3/31/2019 6:52:09 PM freestateojones What's the hot take on DI?

3/31/2019 6:52:11 PM aprilbrown99 Our POTUS has kept every promise he has made since taking office and then some. He has exceeded all expectations. I have complete faith in our 

President and he will do exactly what he promises throughout the next two years and four more after that.

3/31/2019 6:52:14 PM dcd51 Soylent green

3/31/2019 6:53:05 PM coach_ztb So when will the whole world become developed?

3/31/2019 6:53:45 PM lbf777 Flint

Chicago

Economy

Taxes

Drain the swamp

I don’t recall any of these being fixed.

3/31/2019 6:55:37 PM 00loll0 I didn't catch it,no.

3/31/2019 6:56:19 PM integratedwebuk My take on reading above is how do we sustain a 90% loss in Earth’s magnetic field.  As the poles are beginning to move people are beginning to see 

Aurora Borealis where it’s never normally visible. This is charged particles hitting the atmosphere..   Then there was the EO on EMP

3/31/2019 6:56:48 PM covertress Scalar Fields and Exoconscious Communication [Theory] https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1110916414146338821?s=19 …

3/31/2019 6:57:10 PM aprilbrown99 Think bigger picture. How do you catch a whale?

You think the deep swamp is a small little fish?  Wrong. It is a fucking Octopus with very long tentacles &  it takes time, strategy, precision & planning. 

You can’t snap your fingers & it be done. Cabal is global. 12D chess game.

3/31/2019 6:57:36 PM nettiejoi When ? And

3/31/2019 6:57:54 PM goodmedicine4us Are we going on a SG journey  WWG1WGA?

1

One =All?

3/31/2019 6:58:56 PM lbf777 I know Gov has the economy on volume control. They can raise or lower it at will. Why is it still low? 

Tent cities are popping up too. Sick shit. 

Either way. We don’t need anyone except ourselves.

3/31/2019 6:59:27 PM ccal1331 C’mon bruh! Let’s focus on the ability to travel amongst the stars first.

3/31/2019 6:59:52 PM danielaqcrew Playing catch-up here...given the above statement you made, if our personality is decoded in our dna then we have less control over ourselves and 

how we feel/act than I thought.. it’s all encoded, which leads me to question if we are manifestments of our bloodline before us?

3/31/2019 7:00:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Didnt see this til now. Thanks!



3/31/2019 7:00:50 PM postkneejerk ‘Get that reference.

Jes’ learned that #NZ

p.m.’z #Mormon, dad a

4-decade cop out’ve an

island country to the

north.

Ardern’s college degree

waz on a #Freemason

$cholarship. P.R. for

#TonyBlair, assisting w/

a Masonic sex-scandal.

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

( MT @CNBC ) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112489075418767360 …
3/31/2019 7:01:35 PM tamexis Wonder who did, maybe we should ask on their post brb

3/31/2019 7:02:50 PM 00loll0 I reached out the other day,still no reply.

3/31/2019 7:03:37 PM janedoe43211 Don’t have Alexa in my house. Don’t have a bank account. I use strictly cash.

3/31/2019 7:04:04 PM kwyatt55 That sounds disgusting and not good in gods eyes!

3/31/2019 7:04:14 PM djlok Dude, check out that doc MJ12 dropped.  We are heading for the Big One.  Like real soon.

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

3/31/2019 7:05:03 PM danielaqcrew This is because he is not his daughter, but his lover in a different timeline, correct?

3/31/2019 7:05:42 PM jrocktigers Yep. pic.twitter.com/imttC2RhHc

3/31/2019 7:06:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 [delaying]

Time is an Illusion.

3/31/2019 7:07:34 PM djlok We gotta figure out how to ascend out of here fast and go to home base. Shit's getting nasty down here on Earth.

3/31/2019 7:07:39 PM tamexis Wow. Wonder what is going on. Wish they had a way to listen back on the call and hear what they think could be going on.

3/31/2019 7:07:40 PM 369gwh This EXAMPLE is a simple command & order.

Evil, energy vampires, con artists, anything you don't want/like, anything that makes you feel uncomfortable, unholy, it all stops by your control, it's 

easy.

This does 2 things for YOU:

Gives you confidence.

Empowers YOU, not them/it.

3/31/2019 7:07:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within.

MESSAGE over messenger.

SINGULAR. 

Truth exists within disinformation.

Learn to trust your judgement.

The Great Awakening https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1112528684387164160 …

3/31/2019 7:08:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Bedtime reading!!

3/31/2019 7:08:24 PM jrocktigers "Have faith Daniel Son"

3/31/2019 7:08:31 PM coastal2002 I keep hearing "When the skies are clear, the war is over." Not true??

3/31/2019 7:08:43 PM lbf777 That’s the redacted version. There is a full version.

3/31/2019 7:08:48 PM scott_rick Well said

3/31/2019 7:09:22 PM djlok Won't be good dreams. Might better read tomorrow.

3/31/2019 7:09:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Was the alignment of historic sites (Giza/Easter Island) previously the Equator at one time?

3/31/2019 7:09:47 PM 00loll0 I know right.

3/31/2019 7:10:20 PM awakening_earth  pic.twitter.com/av6HELKue3

3/31/2019 7:13:28 PM jrocktigers 👀's only ?

3/31/2019 7:14:00 PM jillycocoapops My Siri won’t respond to me, she only responds to my husband.  Hmm.  Wonder what that means?

3/31/2019 7:16:06 PM n7guardiananon Minimizing the effects

3/31/2019 7:16:42 PM higherdensitees More like stretching the current timeline in effort to jumper it to a 4D timeline?

3/31/2019 7:16:46 PM youstinksoap I've asked before if they are helping with ascension...so I'm guessing yes.

Is there particles of gold in the Chemtrails?

3/31/2019 7:17:07 PM djlok Dude!  The Big 187.  Reconcile: pic.twitter.com/P4fd8ytjp6

3/31/2019 7:19:11 PM hawkgirlinmn I’ll read in awhile. Holy crap. Wisconsin was once the North Pole?

3/31/2019 7:19:31 PM 369gwh A neat comment about truth exists within disinformation.

Exactly like sarcasm.

3/31/2019 7:20:12 PM djlok Yeah and it all happened very quickly. Few survivors. Sweet dreams.

3/31/2019 7:20:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing David!

3/31/2019 7:21:56 PM aprilbrown99 This is another example that animals should live free and not be caged.

3/31/2019 7:21:57 PM djlok Hey #WWG1WGA ... Literally... And I don't think Hillary's DUMBS would do much good during a pole shift.

3/31/2019 7:22:25 PM hawkgirlinmn #WWG1WGA

3/31/2019 7:22:56 PM lisajager8 Why can't we just have real food?

3/31/2019 7:22:58 PM cstarr888 Actually The Adam & Eve story by Chan Thomas is about the pole shift.

Here's an article w some info 

 https://m.beforeitsnews.com/v3/conspiracy-theories/2018/2501320.html …

🙏💖

3/31/2019 7:24:12 PM realcasers Believe it or not the moment I heard Trump was running for president I knew he was going to win. I am proud to be among those who voted for him. 

The man is an enigma. I felt like Obama got voted in purely to be the "first black pres", hence I voted no name and romney.

3/31/2019 7:25:26 PM sailorpractical Circling back to an earlier statement by MJ12 mentioning [they] (being the chemtrail influencers), i asked him to name names. Public knowledge of 

facts is a great influence.

3/31/2019 7:28:00 PM jrocktigers Check out Mike Morales on you tube. He does a great job.  @Kt23kartracer is the man.

3/31/2019 7:28:35 PM abagofcandy "We on our way to heaven"?

3/31/2019 7:29:49 PM starehope The article and song made me cry. I don't usually like that sort of music.

3/31/2019 7:33:02 PM covertress Is the permanent retainer for my lower teeth causing me any similar interference?

3/31/2019 7:33:46 PM starehope Exactly. A zoo or aquarium would be the worst places to vusit. So depressing.

3/31/2019 7:35:03 PM aprilbrown99 @covertress @Turboxyde  God bless you both. I wish my mind was as technical and scientific as yours. 🙏💝🙏

3/31/2019 7:35:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 May be necessary but yes.



3/31/2019 7:35:51 PM abagofcandy I could see sarcasm actually being a really useful tool. If you understand the complexity of adding multiple meanings to a sentence with slight 

inflections then you probably have an easier time discerning intent from what is said in everyday life. Whether speech or text.

3/31/2019 7:36:03 PM thericharddoyle You don’t. Instead you send back (in)to the Sun a greater naked potential than is being received (as momentum) by every orbiting body in this system, 

with mass > 0 g

Contingencies? No.

Solutions? Yes.

Why? Because we have them at 152

Q. Does .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 want to use them?
3/31/2019 7:37:04 PM djlok Nice knowing you, Bro. pic.twitter.com/ut4Zfb4Z0t

3/31/2019 7:37:14 PM covertress Necessary only to keep my teeth straight, you mean?

3/31/2019 7:37:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perceptions are everything.

3/31/2019 7:39:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will the Southern Border close? https://twitter.com/AP/status/1112459572164395010 …

3/31/2019 7:40:44 PM jrocktigers Well, I think I will go back on rock n roll band tours.

3/31/2019 7:40:52 PM djlok Gonna say yes.

3/31/2019 7:41:07 PM thevolunteer6 SHUT IT DOWN NOW!!

3/31/2019 7:41:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation. https://twitter.com/ScienceNews/status/1112475939659759617 …

3/31/2019 7:41:40 PM djlok Why not!

3/31/2019 7:41:49 PM stoneturnr Is the geomagnetic pole shift inevitable? And would it be possible to create a global radiation shield without the use of poisonous chemtrails?

3/31/2019 7:42:02 PM covertress Are you saying that it may be aiding me in some way other than keeping my teeth straight?

3/31/2019 7:42:06 PM themightyadad Processed foods?

3/31/2019 7:42:13 PM quebec99335648 👌 pic.twitter.com/heHOOkbY3U

3/31/2019 7:42:16 PM jrocktigers David, that happens to be the page I have on my screen. Yikes.

3/31/2019 7:42:22 PM n7guardiananon  http://www.mythencyclopedia.com/Mi-Ni/Moon.html  pic.twitter.com/YFYonVLUQX

3/31/2019 7:42:59 PM djlok We are all one I suppose!

3/31/2019 7:44:10 PM starehope Who is behind this?

3/31/2019 7:44:21 PM jrocktigers Ugh. Tons of legit commerce through those ports. Major economic hit for up and downstream businesses.

3/31/2019 7:45:01 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066118793682919424?s=19 …

3/31/2019 7:45:35 PM djlok Maybe 5D. I think 4D is where all the spooks live.

3/31/2019 7:47:06 PM thericharddoyle Not if you prepare in advance in the only <singular> way you can: and require from outside the border: Across the Pacific:

Solution’s encoding is irrevocable + action required to implement it, inevitable ~ 2 ½’s as 1 /. have no purpose to exist otherwise ~ and neither would 

you.

3/31/2019 7:47:29 PM helentheseeker i had a tantrum this morning because i'm so frustrated waiting for it.

3/31/2019 7:47:30 PM jrocktigers "Truth exists within disinformation."  !

3/31/2019 7:48:25 PM jrocktigers Gotcha.

3/31/2019 7:49:00 PM thevolunteer6 PLANNED FOR AND HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR DECADES!!

SLOW AND GUARANTEED!! EVEN AFTER THE MASSES WERE MADE AWARE OF WHAT FLUORIDE REALLY DOES; THERE IS STILL ONLY ONE STATE TAKING 

ANY ACTION TO STOP IT!! THE DUMBING DOWN IS COMPLETE!! WITH THE SWEEPING IT AWAY MEDIA ARM OF DEMONRATS!

3/31/2019 7:49:30 PM magi_estella Fake food. No thanks

3/31/2019 7:49:54 PM vintagesquirrel  https://stream.org/satanism-child-torture-mind-control-hollywoods-mind/ …

3/31/2019 7:50:11 PM thericharddoyle 152 only exists as 1: https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1112513164774526976 …

3/31/2019 7:50:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, please!

3/31/2019 7:51:30 PM covertress Antenna?

3/31/2019 7:51:45 PM slipperyslope18 YES

3/31/2019 7:52:46 PM justinf75983016 Trust trump!

3/31/2019 7:53:52 PM goodmedicine4us To stop what?

The destruction?

The pole shift?

3/31/2019 7:59:13 PM nettiejoi If one watch the increasing earthquakes and the awakening of ancient volcanoes

maytbe the sign, that in the earth something has started to move.

3/31/2019 7:59:24 PM justthinkit Fluoridation has been an effective poison for decades, for sure.

Today they have microwave radiation -- cell phones, towers, cordless phones, computer routers, wifi

3/31/2019 7:59:59 PM nettiejoi Georgia Guidestlnes !

3/31/2019 8:00:30 PM giediknight Why then take out the cabal? The cabal cant ascend due to their low frequency. The people who can ascend will. What real advantage is there in 

removing the cabal? To heighten the vibration of earth to allow easier ascension?

3/31/2019 8:00:34 PM moemc8 When will this end??

3/31/2019 8:01:29 PM spauldingshowal yes

3/31/2019 8:01:50 PM ponyexpressq17 MJ, what about the energy and enzymes/vitamins/minerals that we get from living food?

3/31/2019 8:02:29 PM wellsong Okay. Who stays, and who goes?

3/31/2019 8:05:40 PM fvntom 🤦🏼♂️

"Oh what a tangled web we weave, when we first practice to deceive."-Walter Scott

3/31/2019 8:06:17 PM n7guardiananon Did cabal controlled mj12 create the Georgia guidestones?

3/31/2019 8:06:35 PM sailorpractical Chemtrails hasn’t made it to Webster’s lexicon yet. Hopefully they will all be alive and well when it does. Call it poisonous shit in the air which shouldn’t 

be there if you want.

3/31/2019 8:08:09 PM lizztiz If we're talkin rapture, there won't be any stopping it

3/31/2019 8:11:27 PM covertress Now I understand how difficult spoken English telepathy can be!

This is my native language and still words become confusing due to multiple meanings and allusions.

3/31/2019 8:12:10 PM randigerber Good. I hope I can order up healthy brownies and burgers.

3/31/2019 8:12:27 PM sailorpractical And then we have Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Thank God this political genius will save the world while we sleep.

3/31/2019 8:17:22 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/1Nzm7sdzEb

3/31/2019 8:17:38 PM vintagesquirrel Not just about who/what's coming in, but close it to prevent the guilty from fleeing.

3/31/2019 8:21:03 PM sailorpractical AOC is an avatar. Unfortunately, her remote control is either broken or was stolen by Jim Carrey.

3/31/2019 8:24:00 PM cledrordfishing Meet George Jetson!

3/31/2019 8:24:47 PM starehope Which is behind the glass? The ET's or Jeffery Hunter! Jeffery played the role of Jesus in the movie "King of Kings". This was the 1st "Star Trek" episode.

3/31/2019 8:27:51 PM covertress Thank you. 🥰



3/31/2019 8:29:48 PM us_poll I don't know if Dr Horton is crazy or really being targeted but this is scary as crap! Some guy said the Nano particles are airborne in the comments and 

they we all have them? I hope this isn't true... I have no clue but I don't think 5g is a good idea Talk about radiation

3/31/2019 8:30:52 PM djlok Think the floods of Noah. Luck? Choice? Message?

3/31/2019 8:31:00 PM us_poll here is her vid I watched the other day! This is crazy! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm6DhdT-wY8 …

3/31/2019 8:31:57 PM big_simp  https://wikileaks.org/wiki/Belgium:_Dutroux_dossier_summary,_1235_pages,_2005 …

 https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/wikileaks-slammed-over-publishing-dossier-including-belgian-pedophile-killer-marc-dutroux/news-

story/94e96a9a0c5ca807ae94afe12d1ded62?nk=a5678b7facc3e90ab1e54794870f0249-1554089434 … pic.twitter.com/tAbyIvvPkN

3/31/2019 8:32:21 PM sailorpractical Yeah, I’ve been hearing that a lot lately and I even carbon dated the subject. I came to the conclusion it’s bullshit. Time can be measured a million 

different ways and to make a statement that it is an illusion is a test for stupidity.

3/31/2019 8:33:17 PM laurabusse However, a little more clarity on these subjects would certainly be appreciated! :-)

3/31/2019 8:33:43 PM sailorpractical Trying to get rid of the stench from John McCain

3/31/2019 8:33:58 PM covertress  https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/science/no-time-to-run-tsunami-pod-aims-to-save-lives-at-a-price/ …

3/31/2019 8:35:39 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/HdCGKBoMbA

3/31/2019 8:38:08 PM djlok Molten lava, and hurricanes, and earthquakes lashing around the earth in that?  No thanks. Got be able to Ascend when sh*t hits the fan.

3/31/2019 8:39:45 PM laurabusse O god! Star trek the pilot! Haven't seen that in decades...time to rewatch. Did a search...can't find it...it was an amazing story!

3/31/2019 8:39:54 PM djlok @malley_pj that was super weird. I wrote basically the same thing. Lol. We do have the same IS!

3/31/2019 8:40:50 PM starehope Yeah! I loved that show!

3/31/2019 8:40:54 PM rebornkingent Rapper Nipsey Hustle just died. He was making a Docu on natural healing and Dr Sebi who many believe was also murdered. Is it another “big pharma” 

keep them sick and stupid hit job? Nipsey feared he would be killed for making the movie.

3/31/2019 8:41:42 PM covertress Title was The Menagerie aka The Cage

3/31/2019 8:42:56 PM vintagesquirrel Who's the man in the 2nd pic?

3/31/2019 8:44:07 PM djlok I would say yes, but then people go down there and draw pentagrams and satanic stuff on it that defaces it.

3/31/2019 8:44:39 PM laurabusse I concur, it can be frustrating tho :-)

3/31/2019 8:45:13 PM djlok 😀

3/31/2019 8:45:40 PM starehope Can anyone help me? Jack is interferring with everyone who follows the Pro Life movie "Unplanned". It is about Planned Parenthood and abortion. If 

one follows the account @UnplannedMovie , Twitter removes the follow. @jack should not do this. Please follow to get the word out! 👊

3/31/2019 8:47:58 PM laurabusse You know...the punchline of that story is fascinating. They thought they were being held captive but in reality they were being given a most merciful 

gift...things are not as they seem!!

3/31/2019 8:48:27 PM upliftingmind Yes. POTUS came to Yuma, AZ 8/22/17. Mayor and BP in Yuma announced last week that migrant holding facilities have reached max capacity. They 

are being released into the city at rate of 200 per day. Mayor begging govt to take action as they have run out of resources.

3/31/2019 8:50:48 PM snakejackal 26000 years cycle with peak as sinusoidal at 13000 years half time.

3/31/2019 8:50:58 PM djlok And if that pole shift occurs, the whole Earth is gonna be one big swamp. Start over at zero.

3/31/2019 8:52:45 PM decodematrix There will be a separation of the wheat from the tares.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parable_of_the_Tares …

3/31/2019 9:00:21 PM daveo6145 I keep thinking the show Westworld is@much more than an allegory

3/31/2019 9:00:37 PM decodematrix  https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/724318/WIKILEAKS-Global-extinction-20-years-magnetic-north-towards-equator …

3/31/2019 9:01:48 PM aprilbrown99 I am so sorry for your loss. 🙏💗🦋🌸✨💫

3/31/2019 9:02:33 PM rick_hernandez My first thought....was this really a crash? Or is this a cover for some other classified op

3/31/2019 9:14:04 PM jrocktigers It even reads that the utmost reach of the Andes will not even be safe. So, gonna be tough one to circumvent. I recommend praying on your knees .

3/31/2019 9:14:10 PM jennife31060429 One

3/31/2019 9:15:10 PM decodematrix  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074751483227320322 …

3/31/2019 9:18:36 PM djlok I recommend being prepared at all times for the good ET's to take us.  And I'm cool with that.

3/31/2019 9:20:05 PM sailorpractical The safest place you can be is in an envelope of truth, for there evil cannot exist. Share the truth with others you want to protect.

3/31/2019 9:21:58 PM charmanda9 I hear ya. Flooding all around me. My city borders the Missouri River. Have heard remote viewers say Omaha could be relocated further west in a 

matter of years.

3/31/2019 9:22:04 PM cledrordfishing Go under ground? Pole shift... nope you fly above...

3/31/2019 9:23:47 PM djlok Why, I stand corrected!  We are in 5D and 6D now.  Transition is to 7D,8D, and 9D for some.

3/31/2019 9:24:34 PM djlok Think hours according to that report.

3/31/2019 9:26:17 PM aprilbrown99 It is not your fault. It is not your girlfriends fault. Our bodies are flawed and damaged thanks to the cabals bullshit. Love each other and try to move 

forward as best you can, day by day.  💝

3/31/2019 9:27:09 PM charmanda9 Sorry, what report? What did I miss?

3/31/2019 9:29:59 PM cledrordfishing I thought the pole shift only lasted 6 or 7 days and then goes back, is this not correct?

3/31/2019 9:32:50 PM doc1415 When? That would be great.

3/31/2019 9:33:41 PM charmanda9 I feel that way all the time. 💓

3/31/2019 9:36:14 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you and your girlfriend, PJ.  🙏😇🙏

3/31/2019 9:36:32 PM charmanda9 What document?

3/31/2019 9:37:39 PM ta193919632009 Knowing that, you’d seriously be out of your mind to have one.

3/31/2019 9:37:52 PM novusstarman2 Earth has 30K years (50K outlier) left. All animal/plant life will perish. Microbes as we know them will go another 300K years. Earth will be struck by a 

meteor sending remaining microbes into space and at Venus where life will once again evolve. 1/2

3/31/2019 9:37:56 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112501813712994307?s=21 …

3/31/2019 9:37:57 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112501813712994307?s=21 …

3/31/2019 9:38:32 PM itrusttheplan Replicators should be used for food, clothing, houses, everything really.

3/31/2019 9:38:50 PM jrocktigers  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

3/31/2019 9:43:46 PM charmanda9 TY

3/31/2019 9:44:23 PM charmanda9 Thank you, as well

3/31/2019 9:44:56 PM novusstarman2 No creation of this species will make the leap, Venus the 3rd of two carbon based evolutionary epochs in the development of a trans migratory species 

that will have developed the ability to return to it’s origin through the sun. Epilogue

3/31/2019 9:47:09 PM thevolunteer6 Atmospheric injections of metals! This kills EVERYTHING!!

3/31/2019 9:49:03 PM petitchevalb I agree with you

3/31/2019 9:49:14 PM charmanda9 I started reading the first page and the thought came to me that our collective consciousness has the power to prevent this. Thought I should share. 

Back to reading.

3/31/2019 9:51:11 PM sailorpractical I definitely am interested. How would you feel most comfortable transmitting the information?

3/31/2019 9:58:53 PM naturallyloudaf the dangers of "cell Cultured Meat"- next for meat for the future.  they  are not even going to tell you... https://qz.com/1553875/is-cell-cultured-meat-

environmentally-friendly/ …

3/31/2019 9:59:50 PM nikoscali The "REAL" wall

3/31/2019 10:01:24 PM justthinkit Yes, that is not at all good.  The one counterpoint to this is that it gets them too.  Unless they know exactly where the poisons are being sprayed...



3/31/2019 10:11:00 PM kathleen3693693 Multi-pronged assault, going on for a LONG time. GMO foods, tainted meats, "natural flavors (humans) "pharmaceutical drugs," fluoride & other 

chemicals taint our waters, vaccines, overhead spraying us like roaches, cell tower & NexRad radiation,  weather warfare Next stop, 5G.

3/31/2019 10:12:09 PM thevolunteer6 They don’t create types of designed modes of death for spreading it throughout our country until they have a proven vaccine or antidote for 

themselves! CYA 101

JUST LIKE THE Q MOVEMENT WE MUST START FORCING THIS INTO CONVERSATIONS!!

WWG1WGA

3/31/2019 10:13:42 PM winklerburke Good

Friend, did you

Know for whom the bell

Tolls?  It tolls for souls so well.

Each lie that is told and told bold

Each lie that is loved and then sold

Diminishes your spirit, if truth be told.

Truly, lies cannot but sound a bad knell

But the sound of truth, it rings a clear
3/31/2019 10:14:13 PM winklerburke bell.

I pray

Can you tell?

If you can tell truth resonates like a heavenly bell,

And lies crack like a twisted, conniving, broken hell.

Then you will

Do well.

3/31/2019 10:16:51 PM tncharlene 90 percent loss, as in people?

3/31/2019 10:18:09 PM clancy_birrell MJ12 has suggested that we are immortal souls.

Then even if the earth fries of freezes our souls are saved for recurrence.

As far as I can tell from past info...

However MJ12 may have another interpretation ...

3/31/2019 10:18:50 PM kathleen3693693 Consider that "THEY" need a totally different atmosphere and are actively terraforming the planet for their needs...which would mean eliminating 

almost all of us human "squatters" from the planet...except slaves needed to do their bidding & dirty work.

3/31/2019 10:19:28 PM tncharlene Food replicator because we are entering an ice age?

3/31/2019 10:19:59 PM thevolunteer6 Or for food

3/31/2019 10:22:52 PM lorenzosghost Osiris = Vishnu = Adam/christ/jesus

3/31/2019 10:23:44 PM thevolunteer6 I’ve actually seen infrared video of a cloaked “object” spraying our atmosphere. So if one has been caught with infrared my guess is there are hundreds 

daily! Still no excuse for humans doing it unless another deal with them has been struck. DO NOT TRUST GOVERNMENT! PERIOD!

3/31/2019 10:26:09 PM nikoscali 4th gen Night Vision Goggles can be eye-opening

3/31/2019 10:27:03 PM thevolunteer6 I BET SO

3/31/2019 10:28:30 PM freedanon17 I am struggling myself off of the amazon teet. 😂 It was explained to me that amazon is a ‘gate’ thru which evil entities enter & leave -so we think 

we’re just buying some crap but we’re strengthening a force for evil in our world. Don’t understand it entirely - but why risk it?

3/31/2019 10:28:37 PM nikoscali The price of 4th gen NVGs is kept artificially high to keep them out of normie hands for this reason.

3/31/2019 10:29:44 PM thevolunteer6 THANQ. I’ll see what I can find. Any suggestions?

3/31/2019 10:30:19 PM kathleen3693693 We have Soylent green in the form of "hamburger" from the processing plants. (Wonder how they deal with all the bodies?) Don't forget the "natural 

flavors" that are introduced to almost every food item. Grow your own (still have to deal with crap from overhead spraying).

3/31/2019 10:34:46 PM pianoperson238 Are we slaves to illusions?

3/31/2019 10:37:59 PM kathleen3693693 Grow your own food. Bond with and care for chickens for their eggs. Stay as close to nature as is possible. Care for the earth and nourish her like you 

would a family member.

3/31/2019 10:43:02 PM kathleen3693693 Mitigate tectonic shifting via humming boxes. Create a space fence around the planet that can be energized/magnetized via artificial means, creating a 

shield...

3/31/2019 10:43:42 PM blsdbe Following...

3/31/2019 10:45:06 PM clancy_birrell I asked my inner self...what will happen and when will it happen...and this came out...automatic writing...in 25 years. there will be no people under the 

ground. There WILL be people in the sky. 

Not sure I believe it myself. I could just be making SHT up

Only time will tell.

3/31/2019 10:48:08 PM chris_losh_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello. New to your page. If I may, who are you? I'm sorry if I missed it somewhere.  I've been reading your posts and I am 

completely stoked that I found you.

3/31/2019 10:58:47 PM blsdbe Maybe not David. There is really interesting information about possible MicroNova, and we have survived them and made ancient art (petroglyphs) 

about the Event in the past. It may not be as Destructive as some make it out to be.

3/31/2019 11:02:24 PM diaptera_80 Does a wild mustang in a coral have free will? He is going to be broken and ridden in 99/100. Because the trainer knows his programming, thus taking 

control. Are we different?

3/31/2019 11:08:39 PM tenn_rich Major training site for the Marines. 

 https://www.mcasyuma.marines.mil 

Not saying this wasn’t an op, but could be training related. As a retired naval aviator, I can tell you training ops can be very dangerous since you’re 

simulating combat.

3/31/2019 11:10:19 PM blsdbe THIS. I wholeheartedly agree. Make friends with and help out your local farmer.

3/31/2019 11:11:05 PM blsdbe Melanin?

3/31/2019 11:17:55 PM richardhiatt16 Hey, back to Rock and Roll while you still have time.. Oh, how much time do we still have left before the “purge”?  🤔

3/31/2019 11:26:33 PM richardhiatt16 Well, you really stirred them up this time MJ12.   🤣💙🇺🇸 NO, it isn’t fun and games but we must be ready to face the light.. P’nti say they are here to 

help.. But, they can’t until OFC...  I see OFC as the first “purge” since a lot people ARE going to have a problem with it 🤔

3/31/2019 11:31:10 PM blsdbe Have you already seen it or heard about it?

3/31/2019 11:32:29 PM diaptera_80 That's the 10 million dollar question....

3/31/2019 11:38:17 PM richardhiatt16 And where is that again? 🤔💙🇺🇸

3/31/2019 11:41:37 PM weremight Do chemtrails change the frequency of the Schumann resonance?

3/31/2019 11:50:27 PM carolin15161363 The pulse on 11:11 eminated from the area off the easr coast of Africa. Did it have anything to do with stopping this from occuring?

3/31/2019 11:52:25 PM brad34351293 Ewwwww.

No thanxs! STNG programing does not compute.

& no to vat-grown meat, too. The Expanse

4/1/2019 12:00:40 AM thewizard333 It's starting already its a few posts down on my wall 😮



4/1/2019 12:06:36 AM hellouncledonny YES

 https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1086013988805189633 …

4/1/2019 12:20:25 AM n4ekm I’ll keep growing and preserving my food & buying local meat that has no additives as long as the earth provides.

4/1/2019 12:23:07 AM kathleen3693693 Already being used for food...have been for many millennia.

4/1/2019 12:24:04 AM mythtrap  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00789R003700720001-2.pdf …

4/1/2019 12:52:13 AM antarantanka Death by plasticizer and food additives.  All those phalates from soy milk lattes taking its toll?

4/1/2019 1:10:17 AM leonawogan Watched the video about this last night. Very strange

4/1/2019 1:14:09 AM adeo_creata_est I wonder if you know that from David Wilcock’s youtube “Intensive”. Please tell me if you have another source. I’d love to read or watch.

4/1/2019 1:21:34 AM selvestekjetil Who it the afterburner a bit early today @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? ;)  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1112625695774117890 …

4/1/2019 2:24:38 AM realityloominng I'm not sure I see why gravity wouldn't hold the air and oceans in place, as the rotation-direction changes?

4/1/2019 2:26:11 AM realityloominng Hey without food we die? It's a pretty good addiction?

4/1/2019 2:34:06 AM nullanon12 For De Biscuit

4/1/2019 2:47:17 AM mskeens1962 Still thinking but saw this in the meantime that I like a lot https://twitter.com/mskeens1962/status/1112650704068509697?s=19 …

4/1/2019 2:49:08 AM sterkinglights1 The way one views self, and the world around the self? The way one is perceived by others? Impression made from the surrounding circumstances?

4/1/2019 3:51:31 AM rick_hernandez First. Thank you for your service patriot!

Yes. I agree that the training can be deadly at times. It just occurred to me though that they might use a crash as cover for those lost in covert combat 

operations. 

In either case, love and light to our fallen heroes. ❤️🙏

4/1/2019 3:55:51 AM andrew13892378 90% loss may enable to escape outside influence of a passer-by. Field stability's are surprisingly easy to upset. A mass minute particle short circuit of 

the range reach of the magnetosphere on a large scale may suffice.

4/1/2019 3:57:30 AM dcd51 I stay as close to natural as possible..if it has more than 3 ingredients, I stay away from it! I do try to grow my own or buy farm fresh...yeah those 

"natural" flavorings... beaver anal glands give you raspberry flavoring..yuk Who in the hell figured that out I don't know..lol

4/1/2019 4:34:57 AM shushale I’ve read this a few times.  Very interesting.

4/1/2019 4:35:58 AM jon2386 How soon?

4/1/2019 4:58:11 AM prmd21801759 So the new chemtrails now are by the good guys?? to help humanity ascend, amplify magnetic, electromagnetic connection to consciousness??

4/1/2019 5:35:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Propaganda is not commentary.

4/1/2019 5:37:01 AM realchindsight Might not go down that well in France. Live organisms in cheese. Cant print life, only life creates life.

4/1/2019 5:40:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 5:42:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 That implies a beginning, of which there are none since time is an illusion to the IS-BE.

4/1/2019 5:46:03 AM zagnett Definitely not going to follow "Illuminous G". Check out this weird description:

"A real human with real feels. I will steal memes and lie about it later."

4/1/2019 5:46:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not if you forget everything in each iteration of life.

4/1/2019 5:47:34 AM zagnett Did the event on 11/11 change and/or make more harmonic, the frequencies of the Schumann resonance?

4/1/2019 5:47:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness dimensions vs physical reality dimensions. There are also number dimensions and time dimensions. Many types of dimensions.

4/1/2019 5:48:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 5:48:50 AM zagnett Is there anything more you can tell us now about the 11/11 event?

4/1/2019 5:49:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Solar Activity Related https://www.foxnews.com/travel/multiple-airlines-experience-system-wide-outages-across-several-us-airports …

4/1/2019 5:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Specific questions will be considered for answer. Generic questions, unless they align with a future message of Disclosure, will be generally ignored.

4/1/2019 5:51:50 AM zagnett Due to the movement of the magnetic north pole? It's still accelerating? Final destination Siberia? If not, where? Any estimate on when it would arrive?

4/1/2019 5:52:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you remember?

What happens if you learn to remember?

Can you break the cycle?

4/1/2019 5:52:49 AM zagnett Fair enough, thanks.

11/11 event destroyed CERN magnets?

4/1/2019 5:53:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why this?

Why now?

Think SG-1.

"The Russians Are Coming"

220X??

210X?

200X?

199X?

198X?

197X?

196X?

195X?

194X? https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27206/the-russians-just-did-a-fly-by-of-area-51 …
4/1/2019 5:53:41 AM johngradycole20 How do we use this knowledge to our benefit?

4/1/2019 5:54:06 AM synackstatic The garden of eden appears to be paradise to those who do not understand the evil that lurks within. Naive existence does not beget a true path 

through life. It only allow your potential to be corrupted. = lower consciousness dimensions.

4/1/2019 5:55:53 AM synackstatic We've been here before. On the precipice of ascended consciousness. What will it take to innervate the sleeping giant enough to awaken and stand on 

its own?

4/1/2019 5:56:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 5:58:34 AM scott_rick Was this related?

“The mysterious shutdown and evacuation of a solar research laboratory, tucked away in a forest in New Mexico, USA, has sent the internet abuzz with 

a flurry of conspiracy theories.”

4/1/2019 5:59:47 AM us_patriot179 Relatively quite for them to claim Solar Activity no? pic.twitter.com/el8VG2ieJx

4/1/2019 6:00:05 AM hawkgirlinmn Is this why there are so many of us that are now feeling detached from our current physical reality versus our higher consciousness? Ie...feeling that I 

could be doing so much more for humanity than my current 3D reality/job? Like ai know I was born for something else?

4/1/2019 6:00:31 AM scott_rick The Watergate episode?



4/1/2019 6:00:33 AM skeye_watching If everything is forgotten, there are no lessons learned, which voids the notion that we keep coming back to this life to learn what wasn't learned in the 

previous lives.  You can't learn lessons if you forget what they were & how you handled situations in those previous lives.

4/1/2019 6:00:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reduce the amount of Aluminum you consume. https://twitter.com/JAMA_current/status/1112670948573040642 …

4/1/2019 6:00:59 AM zagnett If that plane had been a serious threat, even for covert surveillance, it would've been downed likely.

The [cabal] just need to start [their] WW3, no matter how ridiculous it would seemingly start...

b/c the DECLAS is coming, etc.

PAIN

4/1/2019 6:01:57 AM hawkgirlinmn Does chlorella help detox aluminum?

4/1/2019 6:02:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 No specific episode per-se, just that this is disinformation published intended to seed consciousness that Russia has been a close ally for decades 

regarding space exploration. Common knowledge to all.

4/1/2019 6:02:13 AM fionasdestiny67 I think it was shut down because they saw what was entering our system...

4/1/2019 6:02:24 AM italianmom555 I will have to read this later

4/1/2019 6:03:10 AM covertress Thinking "energy, frequency,  vibration"...

Were all 3 employed on 11/11/18?

Did events on 11/11 reset the normal 7.83 Hertz frequency of the Earth?

4/1/2019 6:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, coupled with consciousness its more effective.

4/1/2019 6:03:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/1/2019 6:03:36 AM sonofpatriot3 Magnetic particles dampen the resonance frequency’s intensity, through interference.

4/1/2019 6:03:43 AM splucas22 Does this event suggest that something related to disclosure might be occurring soon?

4/1/2019 6:04:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too in-depth to the TV show. Scale back 10,000ft in your view. Apply "history". Reflect past tweets.

4/1/2019 6:05:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

4/1/2019 6:05:16 AM scott_rick Nibiru ... sp?  Or Galactic fleets?

4/1/2019 6:05:37 AM tugginghboat Only if we let them

4/1/2019 6:06:44 AM hawkgirlinmn So resetting the frequency is also a necessity for the pole shift and consciousness to work together to awaken?

4/1/2019 6:06:52 AM wwg1wga Those With Good Eyes Can See It. pic.twitter.com/WHJ8AISjwF

4/1/2019 6:09:49 AM covertress What is the current operating frequency of the Earth?

4/1/2019 6:10:01 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/893140040343322624?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:10:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Specific frequencies are classified and vary based on location.

4/1/2019 6:11:09 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1007666525975777280?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:11:24 AM zagnett MJ do you really mean the following decades (or centuries?):

220X??

210X?

Or do you mean this?

202x??

201x?
4/1/2019 6:12:22 AM covertress Is the Earth continually being tuned with multiple frequencies in multiple locations?

4/1/2019 6:12:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Does geographic location of frequency directly correspond to an IS frequency? Ie..I feel most connected and balanced in the mountains or wilderness.

4/1/2019 6:12:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/1/2019 6:12:57 AM f961854 Why are they classified?

What would one do with them?

4/1/2019 6:13:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Definite correlations.

4/1/2019 6:13:29 AM michael83341408 Yes i know the acronym..  what is the summary of the article?

4/1/2019 6:13:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Force fields are tuned to the frequencies when used.

4/1/2019 6:14:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Summary is to those who invest the energy and learn enough to tell others.

4/1/2019 6:14:36 AM emma86192859 They say he hit his head on the show door

4/1/2019 6:14:40 AM synackstatic  https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1112702552452358144 …

famIly is our meaNs to Deal with evil. family is fUndamentally an aScended consciousness. sacrifice in the name of the greaTeR good of the famIly. it's 

upon this thAt cuLture is dEriVed. so what will It take to innervate the sLeeping giant?

4/1/2019 6:15:14 AM f961854 Force fields?

4/1/2019 6:15:21 AM covertress IS Earth pleased with these tunings?

4/1/2019 6:15:45 AM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/Xm7Dlrf1JD

4/1/2019 6:16:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not enough to care.

4/1/2019 6:17:21 AM hawkgirlinmn Mutual connection. So with answering myself, my more specific question should be then how and why does geographic location and specific frequency 

affect our IS and what is the purpose?

4/1/2019 6:17:40 AM keith369me If this Yes was to the second question, why was the answer to this question no: https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1112698015741927424?s=21 …

4/1/2019 6:18:13 AM zagnett If/when we do more, would it be enough for Earth to care?

The current mass extinction event would have to be fully reversed, then Earth might be "happier"?

4/1/2019 6:18:36 AM amtm_mu Awful

4/1/2019 6:18:50 AM covertress Are the tunings only meant to affect humans?

4/1/2019 6:18:50 AM emma86192859 Yea right I think somebody punch him lol

4/1/2019 6:20:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 6:20:06 AM roublisa This is exactly how I feel😄.

4/1/2019 6:20:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Destruction is not always bad.

4/1/2019 6:21:29 AM called2christ What caused pole shift and loss of 90% loss of magnetic field?

4/1/2019 6:21:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cycles of life.

4/1/2019 6:22:26 AM zagnett Well what event(s) would have to transpire to get Earth to care? For her to think we are finally on the right track / in harmony?

4/1/2019 6:22:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Compounding information that gets lost layer by layer as you transcend the list.

4/1/2019 6:22:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Great question! From my meditations there are infinite dimensions, sort of like octaves to me.

4/1/2019 6:23:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Repeating fractal, not infinite.

4/1/2019 6:23:13 AM olimyracle 911 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034963133478174721?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:24:21 AM covertress Can the tunings be pinpointed to a single BE?

4/1/2019 6:24:29 AM roublisa Everything living?

4/1/2019 6:25:28 AM hawkgirlinmn This is why I feel impatient even when I meditate and see these these dimenions then. I need to focus on moving through them.



4/1/2019 6:25:45 AM zagnett Even in the future i don't think i'd mind if actual frequency values are classified. i just want the info about how this all works to be declassified. So we 

don't have to be so mystified & can help manage the system.

MJ, is this doable? Is this what is intended, over time?

4/1/2019 6:27:03 AM woodspring2012 Vaccines.

4/1/2019 6:27:26 AM twilbert4 ????? 🤔🌴🇺🇸

4/1/2019 6:27:32 AM realityloominng What if you remember everything in between lives? The forgetting is part of the choice to learn, by living through a new ignorant and different lesson 

you soul can advance. I bet stubbornness becomes a real bitch after trillions of years in higher D's

4/1/2019 6:27:53 AM allahuniversal You'll want to take as long as you need to read this one

4/1/2019 6:28:25 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073415112281808898?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:29:51 AM synackstatic lost? or obfuscated? Higher level programming languages do not explicitly control pointers in their vernacular. It's the accumulation of functional 

information over time and over generations. At a certain point certain information becomes self evident in the greater context.

4/1/2019 6:30:14 AM selvestekjetil Based on karma, is Hollywood one big karma Op? 

Watch films as documentarys?

4/1/2019 6:30:50 AM jebsmirk What other notable event happened in 1947?

4/1/2019 6:30:54 AM covertress What is the best cookware choice?

(eg. cast iron or Corning ware)

4/1/2019 6:31:39 AM chris_losh_ Stone

4/1/2019 6:31:49 AM weremight That's a measure of the earths magnetic field right?  Shields down -- what's incoming?

4/1/2019 6:37:24 AM zagnett  https://www.sciencenews.org/article/cern-large-hadron-collider-shutting-down-2-years …

& why is CERN shut down for 2 years (link)? Related to any Patriot activities?

4/1/2019 6:38:45 AM woodspring2012 We are not animals in the cabal zoo. Free your mind, expand your awareness and drop your chains.

4/1/2019 6:40:09 AM chris_losh_ I have a pretty good regimen that works extremely well. 1) basic nutrition(no red meat period) and intermittent fasting 2) juicing at least 1x day, 

greens, greens,greens 3) sweat detox via sauna 3x week. 4) no meds (took awhile).

The main ingredient here is the detox.

4/1/2019 6:41:53 AM roublisa Is this also safe for children?

4/1/2019 6:42:15 AM zagnett Does every IS-BE have a specific, unalterable frequency?

4/1/2019 6:42:41 AM olimyracle Disclosure cooperation https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100920180035727365?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:43:28 AM lbf777 Isn’t there aluminum in Chemtrails?

4/1/2019 6:44:32 AM jebsmirk What are the coordinates of the Roswell crash? 

33 degrees latitude. 

What is the latitude of Mt Hermon?

33 degrees latitude

Why is Mt Hermon significant? Who/what came to earth via that location? pic.twitter.com/u5q6IwYm3Z

4/1/2019 6:44:37 AM olimyracle ... and with ET disclosure at their advantage ?

"Russia has been tricky"

4/1/2019 6:44:58 AM fightthenewwo Yes

4/1/2019 6:46:18 AM vintagesquirrel Is there aluminum in certain food products? Health & Beauty items?

4/1/2019 6:46:44 AM zagnett Well, i want tech. to be available that has encoded the frequencies for reversing dis-ease. But i don't care if those values inside the device are heavily 

guarded/encrypted. i don't think individuals using the devices necessarily need to know the frequencies is all i'm saying.

4/1/2019 6:47:02 AM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/felJbBbRBa

4/1/2019 6:48:20 AM zagnett ...as long as the tech. is available to ALL for reasonable cost, & even given free to people who don't have the means to purchase the device, or care 

from professionals that offer services using such devices..

4/1/2019 6:48:43 AM roublisa The break away civilization on Mars .....is it a collaboration with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  .....do the humans on Mars think we on Earth are dead?

4/1/2019 6:48:44 AM kagman4e Does that include anti-perspirants?

4/1/2019 6:49:17 AM lovelight5d yes...and killing our canines that are full of cancer doing their business outside

4/1/2019 6:49:32 AM skeye_watching Sounds as if the soul lives apart from body.  The body does one thing & the soul does another.  The soul "spirit" animates the body which is the vehicle 

of expression.  The soul is where responsibility lies. I don't think we get to keep repeating horrid mistakes over & over again

4/1/2019 6:50:21 AM zagnett MJ, so they are classified because if not it might allow nefarious individuals / entities to mess with them? Turn them off, etc.?

If so, i can totally understand why the frequency values themselves are CLAS.

4/1/2019 6:51:15 AM rsm28675996 Outlawing chemtrails would prevent us from having aluminium rain down us. Thoughts?

4/1/2019 6:51:22 AM roublisa In very Majestic  mountains 🏔

4/1/2019 6:51:36 AM jrocktigers Because he was a Russian asset?

4/1/2019 6:52:21 AM n7guardiananon If a person saw what they thought to be an ancient city and people wearing "period" clothing, how could the viewer determine if it was viewing a 

different dimension or viewing a past life?

4/1/2019 6:52:36 AM sailorpractical It is available - has been for decades pic.twitter.com/0xTzdQcna7

4/1/2019 6:52:43 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069053135593897984?s=19 …

4/1/2019 6:53:46 AM zagnett Yes, but the [cabal] actively kill those who advocate holistic health, and sometimes via diseases like this. Perhaps they did that to her.

4/1/2019 6:54:54 AM kindeandtrue If our government masters didn't spray us humble peasants and our land and water with toxic chemicals every day, that would decrease our heavy 

metal load significantly. pic.twitter.com/ielgcOXgKe

4/1/2019 6:55:37 AM erquxlemon Yes there are now great anti prespirants out on the market. I stopped using aluminum products for 1 year now and I also make my own laundry 

detergent & softener.  As the store bought ones also have very harmful chemicals in them.

4/1/2019 6:57:19 AM sailorpractical Yes, they are called the FDA, CDC, AMA and WHO

4/1/2019 6:58:00 AM destinlola Probably both.

4/1/2019 6:58:11 AM jakesmith555902 My opinion is just based on my thought process. POTUS is talking about shutting down the Southern Border. We know that the Mx cartels are armed as 

well as militaries. He also talked about declaring them terrorist organizations. Any chance that we are in covert conflict with them?

4/1/2019 6:58:28 AM zagnett Yup, among others in the background surely. 👍

4/1/2019 6:58:32 AM lynnboyce7 Me tooo🌸

4/1/2019 6:58:37 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  my daughter and I watched Percy Jackson and the Olympians. Did MJ12 play a role in the soft disclosures in this movie?

4/1/2019 6:59:20 AM zagnett Ah ok, thanks.

4/1/2019 7:00:03 AM covertress Was Obama a Communist NOC?

4/1/2019 7:00:48 AM sailorpractical I have personal friends who have cured themselves of advanced stage cancer with this equipment and knowledge of cystic fibrosis patients making 

miraculous recoveries as well. Rife got himself in trouble when he started curing cancer.



4/1/2019 7:02:07 AM zagnett Also, by "available" i mean also widely promoted, most doctors/professionals would be trained in its use, not difficult to acquire, i.e. no extraordinary 

danger to life & limb just to acquire it, etc.

4/1/2019 7:03:09 AM rsm28675996 He is on an invisible but very short leash with a shock collar. He probably already knows his prisoner identification number. Optics

4/1/2019 7:03:39 AM natureinspace Is Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response, ASMR, connected to the Great Awakening?

4/1/2019 7:04:39 AM djlok Ha ha!  Pretty funny!

4/1/2019 7:05:15 AM winklerburke Our brains are also a broadcasting system. Low consciousness folk in big cities give me bad vibes, mega cities do. High Sierras connect me to the all. So 

would any of us being near any of us Q Patriots?

4/1/2019 7:08:35 AM nursewounds I could see how some could miss it. Right before election is when I was learning all about the bad stuff, the keep you up many nights in a row bad. 

Bernie was farthest from my brain at the time. I knew it was something corrupt, but was so engulfed in HRC, Podesta, Comet, etc.

4/1/2019 7:08:54 AM onegoal123 Pence received an envelope at Bush's funeral - that says it all to me.

4/1/2019 7:08:58 AM zagnett i don't immediately like to call any account "ALICE" or a "bot". But it's hard not to with a description like that lol.

(sorry, removed this post & re-added after cleanup)

4/1/2019 7:09:16 AM cosmic_engineer More like our indigo gateways from our status as sub-sub-Logoi

4/1/2019 7:09:49 AM ragevirusqq 11 known. 12 omnipresent so we don’t say it exists.

4/1/2019 7:10:29 AM blackjackpupil that was always my belief, though unproven. everything has a unique frequency the same as our DNA and finger prints are unique

4/1/2019 7:10:49 AM cosmic_engineer You end up infringing on yourself.  I don't recommend it 🙏

4/1/2019 7:11:46 AM beckabakes4211 Quit using antiperspirants

4/1/2019 7:12:03 AM djlok Me 3!

4/1/2019 7:12:32 AM 3rdeyeview55 Sounds logical to me! So why don't they stop the chemtrails/SRM/or whatever new name they have for poisoning us? Weren't you just talking about 

this the other day re:  pole shift?

4/1/2019 7:13:12 AM restart_qpersia Is #Restart movement in Iran an option on Trump's table for regime change?

4/1/2019 7:13:32 AM zagnett Wondering if DNA is upgraded / modified, would the IS-BE's frequency change as well?

4/1/2019 7:14:36 AM youstinksoap I read it, this is the flood Q refers to?  Or, do you have the knowledge to stop this from happening?

4/1/2019 7:14:42 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, that would work! Our children / grandchildren (my case) will have dementia before they're 30, if not sooner! Makes me sad/mad!

4/1/2019 7:20:08 AM allahuniversal Haven't watched this entire playlist, possible disinfo included, use discernment, etc etc 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLJHy6u5Yrwd4geoBRdAs-Vn-IuL1ETCIJ …

4/1/2019 7:22:03 AM djlok That's what I was thinking.  I've thought for awhile that dossier was really about someone else...specifically the Obama's.  Changed the name to 

protect the guilty. Trump was impossible to blackmail bc probably the worst crime he's ever committed is NOTHING compared to HRC/Obama.

4/1/2019 7:22:07 AM _369311119 Me 369!

4/1/2019 7:22:30 AM kindeandtrue Granted, but when your sky looks like this at least three days/ week for about two years, that greatly exacerbates the problem. The chemtrail problem 

has become MUCH worse in NY since Trump became president----despite his many promises of "clean air". pic.twitter.com/YBJz0Rk0u9

4/1/2019 7:23:31 AM zagnett Oops i didn't even see MJ saying "Solar Activity Related" lol.

4/1/2019 7:23:55 AM _369311119 - time is an illusion

- freedom

- yes

4/1/2019 7:24:03 AM covertress It would be poetic justice if it was related to Joe Biden.

4/1/2019 7:24:10 AM usss_211 A gift from Potus? Making sure it was seen to let the D S know that they no longer control N K?

4/1/2019 7:24:18 AM djlok I hope not.  That Adam and Eve report sounds pretty catyclismic!  Like Nostradamus type stuff!

4/1/2019 7:26:16 AM decodematrix I didn't think they needed any strong-arming. I thought they wanted to give uranium to Iran and NK to build nukes to bomb to Israel to start WW3.

4/1/2019 7:27:13 AM herrly5 A Russian military jet flew by Roswell? Bs.

4/1/2019 7:27:18 AM thankqtrump45 The cost of “FREE” things.

Your thoughts.

Your speech.

Your privacy.

Your safety.

Your health.

Your life.

Your freedom.
4/1/2019 7:27:29 AM sailorpractical Here’s the rub. Doctors are increasingly aware of the science and its success rate but they are not themselves allowed to use it. Veterinarians use it all 

the time for bone healing and for this it’s FDA approved. Animals yes, humans no.

4/1/2019 7:28:33 AM roublisa Purple metal Tesla plates ....yay or nay?

4/1/2019 7:28:51 AM usss_211 Big CME? Not X  Class, but maybe a C or M?

4/1/2019 7:29:35 AM roaminnoodle I like that I was considered for the tag in this post - which has 3 comments, 3 retweets, and 15 likes at the moment BOOOM!

I am not on here as much as I wish I could be... but must also live in the REAL WORLD too!!!

But I did just notice I am following 162 (9) at the moment!!!

4/1/2019 7:29:37 AM islandofdelight Is Accessing our Akashic records possible?

4/1/2019 7:29:40 AM olimyracle "Learn the rules like a pro in order to break them like an artist" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034444526943907841?s=19 …

4/1/2019 7:30:04 AM covertress This story WILL end well, because

DARK > LIGHT

Exactly HOW it WILL is a mystery. 

WILL you help write it?

4/1/2019 7:31:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your sensors appear to be operating normally.

4/1/2019 7:31:55 AM roaminnoodle 4 months later... Let's GOOO!!!

4/1/2019 7:32:53 AM zagnett Wtf? These "people" are sick!

4/1/2019 7:33:37 AM cosmic_engineer Yesterday was a complete shitshow in the sky #YXE even a large prism due West

4/1/2019 7:33:48 AM djlok I was wondering that too.  I was reviewing the materials and wondered what they were trying to build....or were those receipts just accidentally 

included?  I know scanning thousands of pages of govt docs, something is bound to get mis-catalogued.

4/1/2019 7:33:50 AM olimyracle Maintaining the Prison Planet ?

4/1/2019 7:34:10 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/dak6TvNR1Y

4/1/2019 7:34:46 AM nursewounds Statins are a big factor too.

4/1/2019 7:35:00 AM zagnett Now "Scott the Bot" is one of those rare accounts that i'm pretty sure is not a "bot" ironically lol.

Glad to see u back, "Bot"! 🧐🤓👍

4/1/2019 7:35:01 AM narcissist_ghst imo it doesn't take much extrapolation or imagination applied to the current world to determine that heaven and hell are very real and distinct 

possibilities.

4/1/2019 7:36:36 AM djlok Automatic writing...there's something to that.



4/1/2019 7:37:33 AM sailorpractical Again this morning in Santa Barbara pic.twitter.com/0j2etvcdiJ

4/1/2019 7:38:00 AM roaminnoodle I created the account at the time everyone was being labeled as a bot - oh yeahhhh I just noticed I created this 2/22 (6)!

I wish I could be more engaged when MJ12 is posting; I love when I can be involved in any discussion, and you lot all ask great questions too! Keep it 

up!!!

4/1/2019 7:38:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity is overlooking or dismissing conspicuously crucial information.

4/1/2019 7:39:01 AM crypt0_keep3r Anti-Perspirant full of Aluminum.  I just use deodorant and sweat less without clogging my pores with Aluminum Zirconium.

4/1/2019 7:39:26 AM covertress Legit documents re place of birth? pic.twitter.com/GLxD0EAu5M

4/1/2019 7:39:27 AM positively303 Ignorance is bliss to some. 

#WWG1WGA

4/1/2019 7:39:37 AM cosmic_engineer It's everywhere. Check out the FAA cams.  Dobb's object is in very close proximity.  Likely plasma sheath interactions ahead

4/1/2019 7:39:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 The magician misdirects your attention. The whole goal of the magician is to make you stupid, to not notice something you should have.

4/1/2019 7:40:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 The conman engineers stupidity for their own gain.

4/1/2019 7:40:30 AM zagnett Roger that "Bot"! 👍

i just got lucky as i can now work remotely. Who knows for how long though.

4/1/2019 7:40:43 AM djlok Is it 90% loss of magnetic field or 90% loss of life on Planet Earth?

4/1/2019 7:41:26 AM mongrelglory Chlorella should be safe for children if it comes from a clean source.

4/1/2019 7:42:05 AM roublisa Good 😉 do you have one ...?

4/1/2019 7:42:13 AM zagnett Gotta add another "WTF". All CAPS this time. [cabal] 🤬

4/1/2019 7:42:20 AM kindeandtrue The cycle: clear sky for a few days, then the chemtrail planes appear in mid-morning. By late afternoon, the sky is laced with intersecting lines that are 

growing thicker. By nighttime and during the next few days, there is a thick grey-white cloud cover. pic.twitter.com/hP5j0ehsgW

4/1/2019 7:42:26 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/eKgPY1adc0A 

4/1/2019 7:43:12 AM roaminnoodle Time is an illusion, so be in the present and take advantage of each moment! Any contribution, by any of us, only helps to further our research, and we 

each do our part.

4/1/2019 7:43:35 AM usss_211 Just an idea output of a man made global web to protect the earth from radiation from a fluctuating magnetosphere would be astronomical. Perhaps, 

it won't be man-made. If not, then the intervals of pole shifting with reduced magnetosphere will cycle down life

4/1/2019 7:43:54 AM kindeandtrue Many people welcome distractions and fake news so they don't have to think about serious issues.

4/1/2019 7:44:03 AM usss_211 2) then reboot it like in the past.

4/1/2019 7:44:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Factors that contribute to Stupidity:

- In a new environment.

- Around Group-Think

- Being Around An "Expert" or Being An "Expert"

- Intense focus

- Information overload

- Physical or emotional stress, fatigue

- Rushing or a sense of urgency
4/1/2019 7:44:17 AM robertg02229481 ? I’m lost

4/1/2019 7:44:21 AM djlok A Wizard, though, is that something very different than a magician?

4/1/2019 7:44:33 AM 00loll0 Yes,I'm all in,service to others and saving the children,and if there's such a thing as an endless story,yours may be eternal,how blessed we are to live it.

4/1/2019 7:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns engineer social discourse around these in order to exploit the nature of stupidity amongst humans in order to maintain power and control.

4/1/2019 7:45:08 AM bbobbio71 Hmm guess I'll have to exnay a restaurant.

4/1/2019 7:45:10 AM roaminnoodle "We are all one" you replied to me recently. How can this be, then, because I certainly do not wish for the evil-doers to ascend and/or be able to 

continue spreading their negativity!!!

Also, "not everyone will survive" and "90% loss" sounds too similar to the depopulation plan?

4/1/2019 7:46:00 AM n7guardiananon Fitting topic the the day.

4/1/2019 7:46:07 AM nursewounds That's very interesting. I'm learning a lot here! My husband was referred to the memory clinic at 46, stopped his statin and 4 months later was clear as 

day. His bones and muscles were killing him, his kidneys took a hit too. They are awful. Nutritionist before pharmacist.

4/1/2019 7:47:06 AM zagnett Absolutely. I find the last few in the list to be the real big problems for me.

4/1/2019 7:47:55 AM djlok Ha ha!  So true!!

4/1/2019 7:48:02 AM n7guardiananon Moses and Aaron vs. Magicians of Egypt

4/1/2019 7:48:04 AM covertress Do these purposefully tuned frequencies affect the Schumann Resonance?

4/1/2019 7:48:46 AM zagnett The others don't bother me much, but these can be real hurdles:

- Intense focus

- Information overload

- Physical or emotional stress, fatigue

- Rushing or a sense of urgency

4/1/2019 7:50:25 AM youstinksoap Is this whole 'movie' meant to distract us from end times, so to speak?  If it happens in a flash...then none of this matters.  I'm confused, I guess.

4/1/2019 7:50:51 AM starehope We should have been very afraid at that moment!

4/1/2019 7:51:12 AM narcissist_ghst what about the fact that humans do not create the law?  humans do not determine what is good and evil, obviously.

4/1/2019 7:51:18 AM mongrelglory Great question Covertress!

4/1/2019 7:52:09 AM tondanupadat Nice to put a name to the ever growing number of tweets that are unavailable whether I'm logged in or not.

4/1/2019 7:52:19 AM jamesboyett "The Jetsons" age soon to be coming to planet Earth. Finally!

4/1/2019 7:52:33 AM zagnett Yes, great question.

The big mystery (to me anyway) is the "how" part. Would love to know more about that someday.

4/1/2019 7:52:53 AM agoodyear2015 A lack of education in critical thinking has lead to a dumbed-down population.  There is group-think involved and the system has worked hard to create 

sheep and a herd mentality.  When the President has to order colleges to allow free speech you've lost the ability to think.

4/1/2019 7:54:49 AM bbobbio71 I work outside and see it all the time.  Usually starts just over or just south east of the smokey mountains

4/1/2019 7:54:59 AM covertress We've already been told that the right combination of frequencies can unlock our DNA and Genetic Memory, so it was only logical. 

pic.twitter.com/FGl3cqHW5y

4/1/2019 7:55:22 AM zagnett Ewww gross!

4/1/2019 7:55:47 AM starehope Kind of makes one wonder.



4/1/2019 7:55:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Intense focus

Intense can also be defined as tunnel in this instance.

Tunnel focus. 

How does tunnel focus manifest stupidity?

If you find yourself intensely focusing on something, how do you smarten up?

4/1/2019 7:55:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Being Around An "Expert" or Being An "Expert"

Does Fake News use Experts in order to convince sheep their lies are reality?

Why are "Experts" by name the opposite of experts by practice?

Does labeling ignore critical details?

Name your favorite "Experts"...

4/1/2019 7:55:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Around Group-Think

What is the danger of group think?

What if your leader has no interest in your own survival?

What if your leader is exploiting your weaknesses of stupidity into agreeing with group-think?

Who are group-think leaders today?

4/1/2019 7:55:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 - In a new environment.

Why is reconnoissance so important?

What must you first do before you can consider a new environment no longer new?

How long does it take to become familiar with an environment before this factor is no longer applicable?

4/1/2019 7:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Rushing or a sense of urgency

When one rushes they tend to overlook critial details in the process.

Why is urgency bad?

Is time an illusion?

"Why didn't you try to disarm the device?"

"We only had 90 seconds, Sir."

"Could you have disarmed the device in 90 seconds?

"Perhaps."
4/1/2019 7:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Physical or emotional stress, fatigue

What is stress?

What is fatigue?

Where does it come from?

How does one let it go?

Why does it make you stupid?

Is it fair to call you stupid if you're stressed?

Why so?
4/1/2019 7:55:54 AM n7guardiananon How does MJ12 avoid the negative aspects of group think?

4/1/2019 7:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 - Information overload

Why are demands for Full Disclosure stupid?

Why does MJ12 ignore Full Disclosure demands from Anons?

Why does Govt ignore Full Disclosure demands from Public?

How does one become overloaded with information?

Think SG-1.

4/1/2019 7:57:36 AM eyesopentotruth  https://www.darpa.mil/program/social-media-in-strategic-communication …

4/1/2019 7:57:40 AM alyxknapp You mean The Clintons?

4/1/2019 7:57:56 AM roaminnoodle From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 replicate/replicator/replication (<<<tion)

Previously you've talked about replicating gold, medical technologies, and other items, too.

My question is: What about a dematerializer??? For ex., to get rid of old/broken buildings/roads? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065017406538555392 …

4/1/2019 7:57:59 AM n7guardiananon The mind is no longer open to new possibilities/ways of thinking.

4/1/2019 7:58:03 AM kathleen3693693 Deep swamp, unbelievable stench...

4/1/2019 7:59:04 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://fractalfield.com/fusionintheblood/ …

The Electrical Engineering- of Passing Memory Through Death- .. and solving our ET history.

prolog - by Dan Winter - written by request for Jason and the MJ12 Twitter group - Mar 29, 2019

The so called 'moon reincarnation cycle' refers

4/1/2019 8:00:15 AM eyesopentotruth CANT STRESS THIS ENOUGH

RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Truth resonates from within.

MESSAGE over messenger.

SINGULAR. 

Truth exists within disinformation.

Learn to trust your judgement.

The Great Awakening  https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1112528684387164160 …

4/1/2019 8:00:34 AM eyesopentotruth Clocks are slowing down

4/1/2019 8:00:47 AM eyesopentotruth the wheels are slowing down

4/1/2019 8:01:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

Trust that truth resonates from within the self.

4/1/2019 8:01:44 AM eyesopentotruth I know that feeling

4/1/2019 8:02:07 AM enomai_ Forrestal - can you tell us more about him, as in today?

Then, how do you know which IS has came into a body? Through, higher intelligent beings?

4/1/2019 8:02:19 AM starehope I think information overload can cause the remainder of stressor on your list.

4/1/2019 8:02:27 AM roaminnoodle "Why recon important?" Look for threats. I have developed a keen sense of observation. I notice people and details, and quickly scan a new 

environment as soon as I can. 

"What must you first do?" Visit the NE?

"How long until familiar?" By the second visit? Speaking for myself



4/1/2019 8:02:37 AM n7guardiananon O'Neill with the Ancients knowledge that Thor had to remove?

The intel was good but at his current state he couldn't digest it mentally so caused a negative reaction.

4/1/2019 8:02:55 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1112731108771278848 …

4/1/2019 8:03:16 AM thevolunteer6 THE DUMBED DOWN ASK NO QUESTIONS! PEOPLE JUST ACCEPT WHATEVER THEY’RE TOLD! (EVERYONE KNOWS YOU CANT GO AGAINST THE 

GOVERNMENT AND WIN) NATIONAL CONSENSUS TODAY!!

WE THE PEOPLE ARE NOTHING MORE THAN CONSUMERS OF RESOURCES TO “THEM!”

WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

HOW DO WE PROCEDE?!

4/1/2019 8:03:27 AM roaminnoodle If everyone is saying the same message (goes with group think?) then the "news experts" must be correct. It is repeated enough to make people 

believe it to be true.

4/1/2019 8:04:38 AM petitchevalb Hello 

Before being familiar, I have to make many mistakes...all possible mistakes in fact 😒

4/1/2019 8:04:38 AM herrly5 The cleansing.

4/1/2019 8:05:15 AM djlok I'm guilty of all of them: believing "experts", having a sense of urgency about everything (which I was programed to believe was a good thing), 

subscribing to group think, stressed, info overload....guilty of them all.

4/1/2019 8:05:41 AM kathleen3693693 Very compromising intell. BO gay, MO tranny, "daughters" procured via sex trade (parents deliberately slain for cover; dead folks can't talk); hot dog 

parties in WH; BO's asset grooming history; BO's true birth origin/citizenship and MB agenda?

4/1/2019 8:06:58 AM mongrelglory It's amazing how our whole modern society, filled with constant change and the mainstream media, has been designed to keep us stupid.  It would be 

interesting to see if people would wake up faster if we simply cut off all sources of mainstream news around the world suddenly.

4/1/2019 8:07:28 AM holliday_billy some good points 👍

4/1/2019 8:08:33 AM sailorpractical And again today pic.twitter.com/Ij4nbimB43

4/1/2019 8:08:57 AM zagnett Not giving a darn about "group-think" & whether one's an "expert" helps.

Some only try things when an official, certified, MSM-loving "professional" tells them to do it. Sadly, they are some of the least healthy people i know. 

They don't even bother trying to listen to me. 😢

4/1/2019 8:10:10 AM zagnett Yup, can't disagree there.

4/1/2019 8:10:25 AM selvestekjetil The need for truth to destroy lies, makes a feeling of urgency. The more people are effected by lies/negativity, the more urgent truth is wanted. 

Hense the wish for full disclosure as soon as possible.

4/1/2019 8:12:06 AM mongrelglory Boca brand is supposed to be good for testing clean (free of heavy metals).

4/1/2019 8:12:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity Law 3: A stupid person is a person who causes losses to another person or to a group of persons while himself deriving no gain and even 

possibly incurring losses.

4/1/2019 8:12:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity Law 2: The probability that a certain person be stupid is independent of any other characteristic of that person.

4/1/2019 8:12:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity Law 1: Everyone underestimates how many stupid people they are surrounded by.

4/1/2019 8:12:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity Law 5: A stupid person is the most dangerous type of person. A corollary: a stupid person is more dangerous than a bandit. You cannot form 

laws against stupidity.

4/1/2019 8:12:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity Law 4: Non-stupid people always underestimate the damaging power of stupid individuals. Non-stupid people constantly forget that at all 

times and places and under any circumstances to deal and/or associate with stupid people always turns out to be a costly mistake.

4/1/2019 8:12:40 AM jballz1021 Learn to cultivate an “Unbeatable Mind”.

4/1/2019 8:12:54 AM casitapark Well the first days are the hardest days, don't you worry any more,

'Cause when life looks like Easy Street, there is danger at your door.

Think this through with me, let me know your mind,

Wo, oh, what I want to know, is are you kind?

4/1/2019 8:12:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stupidity is a lack of intelligence, understanding, reason, wit, or common sense. Stupidity may be innate, assumed or reactive – a defense against grief 

or trauma.

4/1/2019 8:12:59 AM bbobbio71 I don't really remember if or what I dream about

4/1/2019 8:13:25 AM zagnett Oh you think i'm taking it seriously? Why do you think that?

4/1/2019 8:13:28 AM dieselvalry You are spot on!!!

4/1/2019 8:14:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 The importance of stupidity in scientific research:

 http://jcs.biologists.org/content/joces/121/11/1771.full.pdf …

4/1/2019 8:15:09 AM thevolunteer6 THATS THE DAMN TRUTH!!!

4/1/2019 8:15:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has limits.

4/1/2019 8:15:40 AM thevolunteer6 TRUTH

4/1/2019 8:15:45 AM giediknight The Electrical Engineering- of Passing Memory Through Death- .. and solving our ET history.

prolog - by Dan Winter - written by request for Jason and the MJ12 Twitter group - Mar 29, 2019

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @implosiongroup

 http://fractalfield.com/fusionintheblood/ …

4/1/2019 8:15:47 AM starehope Possibility of causing mass panic. Though, I can see the value of the blackout.

4/1/2019 8:15:54 AM narcissist_ghst i don't.  lolz

4/1/2019 8:15:55 AM drbohammer Einstein

4/1/2019 8:16:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Case Example 1: 

Mr. Arnold simply explains "stupidity and ignorance" are to blame for our high STD rate. 

https://www.army.mil/article/50956/early_diagnoses_prevention_critical_when_fighting_spread_of_stds …

4/1/2019 8:16:23 AM bbobbio71 Ha! SG1 just watched that episode

4/1/2019 8:16:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Case Example 2: 

“Acts of crime, misconduct, ethical breaches, command climate and stupidity each require a distinct solution,” he said. 

https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-Display/Article/571642/chairman-promises-vigorous-military-ethics-campaign/ …

4/1/2019 8:17:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Case Example 3: 

So what is it? It's stupidity at its finest moment. You're probably saying to yourself, right now, "Someone isn't stupid enough to say that on a letter of 

reprimand." Believe it or not, someone is that stupid. 

 https://www.warren.af.mil/News/Commentaries/Article/333139/reprisal-restriction-and-abuse-of-authority/ …

4/1/2019 8:17:58 AM mongrelglory Wilful stupidity is always the most intractable IMHO.

4/1/2019 8:18:26 AM zagnett i didn't call you a bot. i wouldn't even called it "analyzing" either. Was just my first impression of your account b/c of your description is all. First 

impressions are often wrong of course. Would be quite glad if i am wrong in this case. i am often wrong, in all honestly. 🤔

4/1/2019 8:18:36 AM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It seems your tweets are not showing up in my feed this morning...  ALICE seems to be active today.



4/1/2019 8:19:28 AM youstinksoap The more comfortable we become with being stupid, the deeper we will wade into the unknown and the more likely we are to make big discoveries.

4/1/2019 8:20:13 AM cledrordfishing Let's hope so... I like to read. 

Do you think its better than the Sumarian story of Adam and Eve?

4/1/2019 8:20:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure for #AprilFoolsDay https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112726025081896966 …

4/1/2019 8:22:11 AM realchindsight Because only an idiot believes they are the only genius.

4/1/2019 8:22:24 AM jones9536 Diffuse

4/1/2019 8:22:25 AM djlok Also notable: "Still, the chairman said, it is not the war that caused these ethical lapses. “It is the pace, and our failure to understand that at that pace, 

we were neglecting the tools that manage us as a profession over time,” he said."

4/1/2019 8:22:58 AM zagnett Good to hear, thanks a bunch for the chat! 😎

4/1/2019 8:24:17 AM wahiggins3 @threadreaderapp unroll

4/1/2019 8:24:46 AM mongrelglory I always saw research in its basic form as being a type of "play" and exploration.  Unfortunately when I was doing research, they funded you to get 

specific results within a deadline, rather than play. It took the fun out of it! 😜

4/1/2019 8:25:18 AM glor60 I don’t underestimate how many stupid people I’m surrounded by. Everyday... very frustrating. But I’ve looked stupid I’m sure... just raise teens. They 

remind you how dumb you are.

4/1/2019 8:26:14 AM djlok LOVE IT!!!

4/1/2019 8:26:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dumb != Stupid

4/1/2019 8:27:56 AM threadreaderapp Hola you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Stupidity is overlooking or dismissing conspicuously crucial information. The magician 

misdirects your attention. The wh […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112726025081896966.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/1/2019 8:28:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will anons dig? Share your findings so other anons can dig further. https://twitter.com/librarycongress/status/1112736411294281729 …

4/1/2019 8:28:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, today is April Fools. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1112736097048629248 …

4/1/2019 8:29:10 AM mongrelglory Hahahahaha...I'm stupid enough to agree with most of what you're saying!

4/1/2019 8:29:35 AM kindeandtrue I'm tired of digging.

4/1/2019 8:30:28 AM jcoartdhayn Ah so that's why my sister is having panic attacks...and here I thought it was just for attention these days..

4/1/2019 8:30:44 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_E._Warren_Air_Force_Base …

Oops lol.

Hmm Warren base seems like may be important to the "Space Force".

4/1/2019 8:32:55 AM mongrelglory Hahahaha!  My Iranian friends speak Farsi, not "Persian". 😆😆😆

4/1/2019 8:33:37 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/liSM3sYRvFQ 

4/1/2019 8:33:56 AM justthinkit Good points.  Such a good thread.

4/1/2019 8:33:58 AM djlok A day to celebrate the Fools at the  #MSM and those Fools who choose to believe their "experts".

4/1/2019 8:33:59 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/WlaFVzH1CU

4/1/2019 8:34:30 AM zagnett So, are all of MJ's tweets today suspect as well? People aren't often really stupid after all?

i know i know, look within to find the answer lol. 🧐

4/1/2019 8:37:37 AM mongrelglory The whole problem with the world is that fools and fanatics are always so certain of themselves, and wiser people so full of doubts. 

                                                                            - Bertrand Russell

4/1/2019 8:38:06 AM jones9536 How does one stop being stupid? Asking for a friend

4/1/2019 8:38:54 AM zagnett Oh this was "Published September 21, 2007", under [GWB].

is the AF like this now too? Hope it's gotten better. If not, what's the point of even having an IG? That would definitely be "stupid" it seems.

4/1/2019 8:39:06 AM enomai_ new from the vatican?

4/1/2019 8:39:21 AM n7guardiananon The only true wisdom is knowing you know nothing.

4/1/2019 8:41:11 AM djlok Patience is key!

4/1/2019 8:41:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pravda meet LifeLog. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1112741660557926400 …

4/1/2019 8:42:21 AM randyfresh Do y’all have a name for your brain disease. Hop on this logic train. Mj12 classifies book. Mj12 admits to classifying. ....

4/1/2019 8:42:44 AM glor60 No thanks!🤮🤮

4/1/2019 8:42:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Marijuana disqualifies one from obtaining a security clearance without Presidential intervention. 

https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1112740026398457856 …

4/1/2019 8:43:26 AM enomai_ Oh great, even more disinformation.

4/1/2019 8:43:50 AM thevolunteer6 THE MORE YOU KNOW

4/1/2019 8:43:53 AM keith369me You should read more Majestic12, especially the latest thread...I’m pretty sure it applies to you.

4/1/2019 8:43:55 AM spauldingshowal Love this President....

4/1/2019 8:43:57 AM randyfresh Mj12 on anon twitter account can’t be bothered to fill in blanks because “it doesn’t work that way.” Maybe mj12 is playing you for fools.

4/1/2019 8:44:12 AM mongrelglory I have a feeling that April Fool's is one of MJ-12's favourite days! 🤪

4/1/2019 8:44:29 AM randyfresh You can read the book here:

 https://mega.nz/#!rPgynILb!JCIp9nWWLMtQdfGct_WC--_nPiYCXL5iU_vcg-r_sE8 …

4/1/2019 8:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The contents of the book are bombshell that would cause mass panic if reported as mainstream news. This is why we slowly seed this kind of 

information in the public space using disinformation AND sanitized publications. It will be declassified in full, in due course.

4/1/2019 8:45:05 AM _the_psychonaut Marijuana doesn’t disqualify one from tapping into the Akashic, does it?

4/1/2019 8:45:35 AM randyfresh  https://mega.nz/#!rPgynILb!JCIp9nWWLMtQdfGct_WC--_nPiYCXL5iU_vcg-r_sE8 …

4/1/2019 8:45:41 AM mongrelglory I do not suffer fools gladly!  😒

4/1/2019 8:46:35 AM the_fjalar decriminalize it and the problem solves itself.

4/1/2019 8:46:37 AM petemanderson1 Stress leads to Fight or flight response and shuts down the cognitive rational mind.

4/1/2019 8:46:38 AM kindeandtrue It was fun while it lasted and personally rewarding to a degree, but I'm so done with Q-inspired treasure hunts and decoding indecipherable strings of 

gobbledy-gook.

4/1/2019 8:47:05 AM kathleen3693693 "be productively stupid"  Love it!

4/1/2019 8:47:45 AM mongrelglory Ain't we all? 😉

It's how the system was set up!

4/1/2019 8:48:36 AM covertress Are there some [CLAS] jobs within the Administration where marijuana use is encouraged?

4/1/2019 8:48:57 AM antarantanka 🤣

4/1/2019 8:49:16 AM jdubz242 No sir you and I both know that!😎

4/1/2019 8:49:30 AM mongrelglory Human Resources?

4/1/2019 8:49:36 AM djlok Which is BS…since you could probably be the town drunk and get clearance. Just like there are different types of people, there are different types of 

usage and different preferences that go with usage.  Most marijuana usage is not destructive like other substances, IMHO.



4/1/2019 8:49:51 AM keith369me Agree with the premise, but we all know a limited amount.  Some are more limited than others

4/1/2019 8:50:11 AM tammyredmond I don’t think they have an active flight squad there. It’s a nuke base.

4/1/2019 8:50:37 AM jdubz242 We should drug  rest all politicians

4/1/2019 8:50:46 AM mongrelglory I think Nancy Pelosi has clearance...

4/1/2019 8:52:06 AM ethereal_shaman I've noticed some current VA jobs (non security clearance jobs) don't require drug testing as of late...interesting. Things are a changing.

4/1/2019 8:52:21 AM djlok If that is the “sanitized” version, God only knows what is in the original version!!!

4/1/2019 8:54:09 AM djlok Ha ha!!!  Now if 45 could switch her from boozin’ to tokin’, that could be one of the Greatest Accomplishments of his Presidency!!!

4/1/2019 8:54:40 AM mongrelglory NO FEAR David.  We will transition with Gaia when the changes occur.

4/1/2019 8:55:31 AM mongrelglory Man, I'd love to see Nancy giving one of her press talks while stoned!

4/1/2019 8:55:38 AM savedrepublica Persian is what the Greeks called the Persians so for westerners their language is called Persian while in their own language they refer to it as "Farsi"... 

The original ancient word is actually "Parsi".

4/1/2019 8:55:52 AM cypressbill1980 i'm too high to care right now bro

4/1/2019 8:56:15 AM djlok I would imagine.  Ha ha!!!  “Sir/Ma’am as a requirement for this job, you are going to need to consume x amount of weed per day."

4/1/2019 8:57:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Test subjects do not hold clearances even if they are involved in classified work.

4/1/2019 8:58:25 AM djlok Very true!  I can’t tell you how many times I’ve been forced to make a quick decision only later to learn that “sense of urgency” placed on me and that I 

was complying with was being used against me.  It’s messed up!!!

4/1/2019 9:00:09 AM zagnett  https://library.brown.edu/cds/minassian/history.html …

This could be big. Possible hidden history revelations?

Kirkor Minassian seems quite mysterious. No Wiki page. The link has some clues as to his biography.

Oddly, my first impression was that "Kirkor Minassian" never actually existed. No idea if true.

4/1/2019 9:00:12 AM turboxyde Just my opinion... It's not that the planet doesn't care, it's that not enough human hearts are fully connected to the global electric circuit through 

consciousness. The vessel doesn't feel the passengers and the passengers are lost onboard the vessel. 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1112744886921584642?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:00:19 AM djlok She might actually make sense if the amount is regulated for her correctly.

4/1/2019 9:00:35 AM zagnett S*** i'm just getting started on this digging thing.

4/1/2019 9:00:40 AM covertress These lifestyle-changing hoops are flaming!!!

4/1/2019 9:01:12 AM clockworkanon Or be prescribed narcotics/opioids...take and a handful of pills to go with their glass of wine at lunch while reviewing some of the nations most 

sensitive documents. Prob cant even operate a vehicle during the day and that's still legal?

4/1/2019 9:01:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 🔥 🔥 🔥

4/1/2019 9:01:23 AM r2u CNN is covering this like crazy, it is all they have.

4/1/2019 9:02:32 AM djlok It never ends!

4/1/2019 9:02:50 AM keith369me I’m assuming your referring to TS and above vs a Secret clearance?

4/1/2019 9:02:54 AM _the_psychonaut Good, good😝

4/1/2019 9:03:02 AM ontothetruth1 I suspect the 'bad guys' and people not ready ride out the apocalyptic cycle and work through the karma. While the rest of us kind of ride into a newer, 

cooler version of where we are now. What do you think?

4/1/2019 9:03:05 AM 4on6 Since the planet is freeing itself of a marijuana choke-hold, let's start calling it by it's original, medicinal name: CANNABIS 

Marijuana was the "Mexican" label by the power structure who strong-armed it into illegality.

4/1/2019 9:03:07 AM covertress Type of test? (blood/hair/urine)

#AskingForAFriend

4/1/2019 9:03:34 AM ivan2488083248 can u put a date on it? lasers came in 60s. in 80s Russia used lasers to destroy spy satellite optics. so. when?

4/1/2019 9:03:37 AM starehope I highly doubt the AF has dimished to this point. Although with everyone using "Smart Phones", I believe our general level of intelligence, reasoning, 

and critical thinking has diminished greatly.

4/1/2019 9:03:57 AM covertress Trial by fire

I ♥️ it

4/1/2019 9:04:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Test subjects = IS-BEs "volunteering" to be experimented on.

CLAS tests for marijuana include polygraph, hair, DNA, and RV.

4/1/2019 9:04:24 AM zagnett All i know is MJ's had even "meatier" links than Q. i often go days w/o reading Q. But MJ? Practically worn out my "F5" button lol.

4/1/2019 9:06:03 AM covertress Marijuana directly affects our DNA and that can be discovered in a [CLAS] test?

4/1/2019 9:06:50 AM ericdonnermeyer Based in what you have said about coming teleportation and food replication tech is the future going to be a techno-communist society? Where tech 

creates so much goods for so cheap that there is no need for people to work in a capitalist economy.

4/1/2019 9:07:01 AM zagnett All i know is if my IS contracted or "volunteered" me for "test subject" duties, the IS and i are gonna to have a little chat. Cause this BE sure as hell 

didn't sign up for that. Contract rescinded.

4/1/2019 9:08:09 AM ericdonnermeyer Wouldn’t this create massive unemployment in the US and collapse middle eastern economies that are reliant on oil to sustain their govt?

4/1/2019 9:08:24 AM chris_losh_ I highly doubt a space force has the same requirements as an airforce, although I'm sure similarities exist in both.

4/1/2019 9:08:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 There will be plenty of "work" to be done, as long as you redefine what work is and how you measure its value. But yes, technology will assist in 

removing all types of menial/slavery related jobs.

4/1/2019 9:09:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes.

4/1/2019 9:09:04 AM mlong42947 The President has the final say on the clearances.

4/1/2019 9:09:16 AM covertress Specifically, by a particular way in which marijuana alters our DNA, I mean?

4/1/2019 9:09:40 AM savedrepublica Most sufis and mystics from Islam were originally Persian (rumi, hafez, khwarezmi, biruni....) and their writing made Persian the lingua franca during 

their golden age. They preserved ancient Greek texts from destruction by translating them. https://youtu.be/xKAFFqthFzk 

4/1/2019 9:10:35 AM savedrepublica Rumi was thought as "OCD" over doing things in sets of 3s...

4/1/2019 9:11:16 AM zagnett Oil is so done long-term, & this is coming from someone who works with the oil/energy industry.

Honestly i don't care about my job. IF food, water, clothing, shelter are more readily available for me & my loved ones, i'll be into all this 

"consciousness" work full-time anyway

4/1/2019 9:11:26 AM ascendingadam In Canada, Cannabis is legal. Despite this fact, it’s use (current or past) will lead to intense scrutiny as it relates to obtaining clearance. Especially if the 

individual has a certain ‘online profile’ such as following Q via 8chan or potentially accounts like this. Sad/true.

4/1/2019 9:11:31 AM ericdonnermeyer Will it be mostly creative based like the socialists dream of or will it be productive for the economy?

4/1/2019 9:11:39 AM clockworkanon Your thoughts on marijuana usage?

4/1/2019 9:11:55 AM robertg02229481 Then why does Schiff still have his?

4/1/2019 9:11:55 AM zagnett The goal might be to make this all possible for everyone.

4/1/2019 9:11:57 AM djlok Yeah the MJ12 Account does some serious truth bombs. Honestly I'm surprised more people who follow #Q don't follow this account.

4/1/2019 9:12:02 AM vintagesquirrel Step back and look at the bigger picture.

4/1/2019 9:12:05 AM lbf777 A lot of people will become artists & paint the streets to beautify them.

4/1/2019 9:12:26 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/1EGW7mDnM8



4/1/2019 9:12:43 AM sergii_ii 1- Following the trends

2- This is reality, no employer actually cares about the individual

3- same

4- Politicians?

4/1/2019 9:12:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 The choice to know will be theirs to decide.

4/1/2019 9:13:15 AM zagnett Yeah baby!!! This tweet gets all 9 of my amigo emojis...

🧐😎🤔🤓😉🤩🥰😍😘

4/1/2019 9:13:25 AM cledrordfishing Not in a good way I'm guessing?

4/1/2019 9:13:47 AM ericdonnermeyer I am a welder but i currently work in oil/gas. Im not expecting to stay in this industry forever but want to do something political/intel based.

4/1/2019 9:14:07 AM weremight Is this related to the gag order Obama put on NOAA?

4/1/2019 9:14:12 AM ericdonnermeyer Sounds awful

4/1/2019 9:14:52 AM zagnett Yup. This is what i try to tell people, especially the young'uns. i can't wait for all this art stuff strewn about all over the place. 🧐

4/1/2019 9:15:24 AM roublisa Thank you😘

4/1/2019 9:15:35 AM starehope That makes 2 of us then. But... still makes sense.

4/1/2019 9:15:40 AM covertress Current federal marijuana laws are badly in need of ammendment so that the awakened are not marginalized in this fight.

Is 45 working on this Now?

4/1/2019 9:15:49 AM zagnett There'll still be plenty of other work. But Humanities creativity generally is going to be unleashed!

4/1/2019 9:16:03 AM starehope Love what David?

4/1/2019 9:16:14 AM lbf777 Lol. Better than bagging groceries all day.

4/1/2019 9:16:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 We agree. Information has value. Art has meaning. You cannot build an economy of excellence derived on meaning, it must have value.

4/1/2019 9:16:37 AM zagnett Exactly!

4/1/2019 9:16:39 AM keith369me You can’t follow this account when harboring anger...it’s just too much

4/1/2019 9:17:40 AM starehope But his words are timeless.

4/1/2019 9:17:47 AM lbf777 It’s all about eliminating menial labor jobs & reducing the cost of living via machines.

4/1/2019 9:17:59 AM djlok Yeah I'm hoping the #RussiaHoax will wake people up and get them to turn off the brainwashing machine (TV). 

I'm not so sure it's working though.  People are so trapped in the narratives they are told.

4/1/2019 9:18:03 AM covertress In a really, really, really good way, I'm guessing.

That's why it was made illegal in the first place.

4/1/2019 9:18:04 AM spauldingshowal 😂

4/1/2019 9:18:38 AM zagnett If this is truly coming from the new/current "powers that be"...

Thank You!!!

Thank You!!!

Thank You!!!

🥰😍😘

4/1/2019 9:19:24 AM zagnett ...carefully managed machines / AI.

4/1/2019 9:19:29 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/GTZjTNloYh

4/1/2019 9:19:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

4/1/2019 9:19:46 AM djlok That makes sense. Hard to get down with love and oneness when hate is what people think feed them.

4/1/2019 9:19:51 AM jaspony1 Will they/you need soldiers in the coming/current war with hostile ET's?

Will they need people to study and catalog other planets and life?

Creating or doing something of value/worth is what gives life purpose, with out that we are empty...

4/1/2019 9:20:32 AM lbf777 I am talking about the era when machines take over most jobs & people only need to work 2 hours a week.

They will eventually focus on artwork which provides a LOT of value psychologically & feeds the spirit with refreshing sites. This raises vibe frequency 

towards love.

4/1/2019 9:21:22 AM nancyddb And time doesn't exist.

4/1/2019 9:21:37 AM lbf777 Yes. Statistics calculators too. Those determine what the machines need to build.

4/1/2019 9:21:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 It exists, it is just an illusion to our consciousness as are all other dimensions of reality.

4/1/2019 9:22:29 AM starehope The mind cannot host intense anger and intense logical thought processes simultaneously.

4/1/2019 9:23:43 AM zagnett MJ, may you clarify further? Everything is information, correct? Art/creativity itself, which conveys meaning, would also be a valued source of 

information, correct?

That's what i've been assuming. Seems awfully important to ETs / Star Nations anyway.

4/1/2019 9:23:59 AM keith369me Most find about the horrors of reality and react as expected...it’s hard to move past it with continued digging up additional horrors without additional 

understanding

4/1/2019 9:24:06 AM weremight are these similar to the distortions in a map that is made by projecting from higher to lower dimension?

4/1/2019 9:24:13 AM nancyddb Then it is not called "time" as we know it?

4/1/2019 9:25:04 AM djlok I guess this begs the question: What is an illusion? pic.twitter.com/vHx27NumSx

4/1/2019 9:25:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger. https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x34ud28 

4/1/2019 9:26:10 AM zagnett Conscious creativity would seem quite vital even in a war with hostile ETs. A lot of ideas come from art. A lot of knowledge.

Reminds me of the "Grand Admiral Thrawn" character in Star Wars (the books - Canon & Legends).

4/1/2019 9:26:53 AM zagnett 👆

4/1/2019 9:27:07 AM djlok Yeah the understanding is the key.  Without understanding comes more....wait for it....STUPIDITY!!!

4/1/2019 9:27:38 AM jared4liberty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀  https://twitter.com/AP_Africa/status/1112746426931601409 …

4/1/2019 9:28:15 AM lbf777 Art feeds the soul/spirit which is very important. As you can see our lack of feeding the soul has resulted in misery, depression, sadness & such things 

which lowers everyone’s quality of life.

Beauty is important. Very, very important.

4/1/2019 9:29:41 AM catharenne  pic.twitter.com/Uv2XU3QhHF

4/1/2019 9:30:09 AM kachinagtto What does this have to do with Art Lundahl?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_C._Lundahl …

4/1/2019 9:31:46 AM sano_faith Suspect always no ?

4/1/2019 9:32:26 AM kachinagtto That’s right. Perfect day for disclosure of any kind, under the guise of plausible deniability because of April Fools.

4/1/2019 9:33:11 AM covertress o.O

Guess who was wong again?

Our [favorite Starseed]?

4/1/2019 9:33:59 AM giediknight Funny as hell, and true =)

4/1/2019 9:34:13 AM jones9536 So Michael Jackson is guilty of what he is accused of?

4/1/2019 9:34:26 AM zagnett Yeah me too. Was joking. 🤓

4/1/2019 9:34:31 AM starehope Have we been hoodwinked today?



4/1/2019 9:34:31 AM chris_losh_ Message received, however I feel like I need a bath now.

4/1/2019 9:35:10 AM vintagesquirrel What about cellulite? How do I go about removing that illusion. 😄

4/1/2019 9:35:17 AM olimyracle Define consciousness please

Twitter search bar

from:ts_sci_majic12 consciousness https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1038808007457558528?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:36:52 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111483837614182401?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:37:12 AM jaspony1 The Thrawn Trilogy was one of my all time favorite books!!!

4/1/2019 9:37:17 AM zagnett So "time is an illusion" means we just don't understand it very well yet. Just like the other dimensions. They all still exist though.

4/1/2019 9:37:46 AM 001exports I revoke all contracts with the system of domination and control.

4/1/2019 9:38:07 AM skeye_watching UH....NO!

4/1/2019 9:38:08 AM zagnett Definitely. Too bad it's part of "Legends" now, & not Canon.

But i'm not really that into SW much anyway. So no biggie really.

4/1/2019 9:38:42 AM laurenakazena Interesting

4/1/2019 9:38:57 AM ericdonnermeyer Im under the Jeffersonian perception that those who work closer to the land (farmers in his case) are more virtuous and closer to god. I don’t want to 

enter the future and watch everone lose what little self reliance they still have.

4/1/2019 9:40:17 AM ericdonnermeyer We need nicer buildings not just murals.

4/1/2019 9:41:47 AM jaspony1 I didn't read much of them either just the trilogy and some of the new republic with the race of aliens that grew sentient ships...

Lord of the Rings was always a go to for me as well!!!

4/1/2019 9:42:17 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111366326281338880?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:43:17 AM zagnett That too!

4/1/2019 9:43:30 AM djlok This was really funny to me.  He raises a lot of very important observations about the Michael Jackson case.

Also interesting that the messenger joined the Nation of Islam after his criticism of Michael Jackson for his connections to Islam later in life.

4/1/2019 9:43:38 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111047059228917760?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:44:10 AM cpace98 Horowitz should be on soon

4/1/2019 9:44:32 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110958404023902212?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:47:07 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110941626145267712?s=19 …

4/1/2019 9:47:29 AM cpace98 This podcast sheds some light https://youtu.be/Ba8wxZLp_c0 

4/1/2019 9:47:55 AM djlok This one was a very clarifying MJ12 tweet for me. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070041986105782272?s=21 …

4/1/2019 9:49:39 AM speaakn I stopped using aluminum to cook with, stopped using deodorant containing aluminum, and never drink from aluminum cans.

4/1/2019 9:52:08 AM lbf777 And people would do that but there is no money in it. This is the problem with money. It prevents people from working if there is no exchange.

We need to end Babylonian Money Magic & move to a gifting economy to make the world rich.

4/1/2019 9:54:57 AM lbf777 Here are the blueprints on how to make that happens: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

4/1/2019 9:54:59 AM ghostanon6120 In honor of april fool's day and this great thread on stupidity, here is a nice publication in the bmj that concluded there is no proof that parachutes truly 

work: https://www.bmj.com/content/327/7429/1459 …

4/1/2019 9:55:19 AM covertress Wahoo!

Look what just arrived!

It's my new Super Food I'll be testing for inclusion in The Ascension Diet™.

(jk about ™, though I AM attempting to biohack this)

Too bad it probably contains enough THC to cause me to test +++ on that [CLAS] marijuana test.

Win some/lose some. pic.twitter.com/mUqDeKizj8
4/1/2019 9:56:24 AM kathleen3693693 Most baking powders, so beware of commercially baked goods--read the labels. Aluminum-free baking powder can be bought. Bake your own.

4/1/2019 9:57:02 AM roaminnoodle Correct me if I am (ever) wrong, but I recall seeing MJ doesn't want this account to grow too large?

4/1/2019 9:57:36 AM zagnett i recall that too.

4/1/2019 10:01:38 AM jrocktigers Holy cow. Sure has changed since Pat. Act.... ?

4/1/2019 10:02:28 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109638898551009280?s=21 …

4/1/2019 10:02:49 AM starehope Many a truth is said in jest.

4/1/2019 10:03:36 AM aprilbrown99 Previously I worked for a prior “healthcare” company & the providers were required to give their patients a series of 3 HPV shots beginning at age 13, I 

believe. Do these shots change the DNA structure so they produce less sperm or eggs for [their] depopulation plan?

4/1/2019 10:03:55 AM roaminnoodle There is no THC in hemp, generally speaking, or it is very minimal and you shouldn't test +++

Hemp seeds are great in cereal/oatmeal/eggs/smoothies! But go a step further & get:

> Hemp protein (although I read/heard it's not a "complete" protein)

> Hemp milk

> CBD oil, 0% THC
4/1/2019 10:05:41 AM ghostanon6120 cover are you saying KabT said MJackson was innocent? Hard for me to decipher what conclusion I am supposed to make here.

4/1/2019 10:06:40 AM vand3rboots I respectfully disagree. I know of civilian employees granted a security clearance with a past history of cannabis use. Granted, none were regular or 

current users, but some did have a remote history of experimentation.

4/1/2019 10:09:09 AM covertress Am I correct in assuming that the [CLAS] polygraph tests are far more sophisticated than the antiquated ones used in the movies?

Even more truth-revealing than the polygraph used in the movie Salt? pic.twitter.com/AScwqOeqVE

4/1/2019 10:10:34 AM cpace98 Julianne Is one of the fish for the same monster

4/1/2019 10:11:11 AM postkneejerk 🔛 @FVNTOM:

( MT @postkneejerk

@fvntom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@CNBC ) pic.twitter.com/UfCpMUxlzt

4/1/2019 10:12:00 AM covertress This BE did. 

Contract approved, for the greater good.

DARK > LIGHT

4/1/2019 10:12:47 AM olimyracle This ? 😏 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109925263301922816?s=19 …

4/1/2019 10:13:03 AM zagnett Well i mean contract rescinded/void for any [cabal] tests/experimentation. Otherwise, i'm in!!!

4/1/2019 10:13:14 AM covertress Yes.

4/1/2019 10:13:33 AM cpace98 We need to take out the clowns to win this war



4/1/2019 10:15:14 AM ericdonnermeyer Although art doesn’t ensure virtue. Art can perpetuate virtue but the society has to be virtous to begin with. It will take a while to get there with all the 

modern “artists” we have now. A society of virtue should be the goal.

4/1/2019 10:15:31 AM covertress I've read that hemp IS a complete protein. 

Which IS correct?

IS / isn't?

4/1/2019 10:15:58 AM glor60 I taught my girls to trust their “gut” feelings. Thankfully they’re not teens anymore.  Grew up beautifully with a lot of tough love.

4/1/2019 10:16:39 AM zagnett Modern "clown"/C_A funded artists may need to update their "skillz" in the new world, or make way for actual artists.

4/1/2019 10:17:20 AM roaminnoodle Lookie my new suggestions, after TW searching "from:MJ replicators" -- No coincidence!!! pic.twitter.com/r2XrVDKJN7

4/1/2019 10:18:11 AM chapulincolored Great question.  Hope MJ answers this.

4/1/2019 10:18:28 AM ascendedwater What are the chemtrails all about ??

4/1/2019 10:18:50 AM blsdbe Maybe this: https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1107503146778152961?s=21 …

4/1/2019 10:18:55 AM kathleen3693693 Causing the WTC towers to "dustify" a la Judy Woods...? Multiple obvious vertical column 'holes' seen from satellite pix...

Will the truth be told to public?

4/1/2019 10:19:07 AM cpace98 My grandfather owned a used car lot. He always said that buying a new car was a bad investment because as soon as you drive it out the driveway you 

lose thousands of dollars. I have only bought 2 new cars in my life and I’m in my 50’s. Both cars were purchased way below value.

4/1/2019 10:19:28 AM cpace98 One I paid cash for it.

4/1/2019 10:21:18 AM jrocktigers Amen.

4/1/2019 10:21:48 AM cpace98 Look hard to uncover the layers

4/1/2019 10:22:06 AM lbf777 You know how tv is designed to increase fear. Art can be used to increase love. 

A high love vibe frequency is one of the most important things on earth because our vibe frequency projects reality itself.

Beautiful art and beautiful media are a must.

4/1/2019 10:22:34 AM olimyracle While some others using base 12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072632531407855616?s=19 …

4/1/2019 10:22:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 How about the unsanitized version? Differences?

4/1/2019 10:23:02 AM ericdonnermeyer Yeah but “actual art” isn’t something you just pick up. You have to be born with it and hone it for decades. We won’t see “actual art” for many years.

4/1/2019 10:23:26 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072701819900571648?s=19 …

4/1/2019 10:23:53 AM zagnett That's ok. A lot of other stuff is going to take many years too. We need to lay the foundation for it all now.

4/1/2019 10:24:06 AM covertress Hemp Hearts definitely pass the smell test. What a wonderful aroma... almost like sweet rice.

First plain taste test: Not bad. Little chewy. Was expecting more crunch. Aftertaste of almonds.

I can visualize lots of ways to cook with this.

4/1/2019 10:25:11 AM ericdonnermeyer But proper art that perpetuates love isn’t something you can just pick up. You have to hone it for years. We wont see art that conveys love for many 

years.

4/1/2019 10:25:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would we post the sanitized copy of a book where the unsanitized transcript is readily available (courtesy of Anons)?

Why wouldn't we post the unsanitized copy?

Why would it be classified [then] by MJ12 and !now?

Do you really believe the next pole shift will destroy Earth?

4/1/2019 10:25:32 AM aprilbrown99 Service to others and not service to self.

4/1/2019 10:25:49 AM _girlmaher_ We need you to work for us reading 8chan but please nobody apply who understands 8chan or reads it!

4/1/2019 10:25:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

4/1/2019 10:25:59 AM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/OVE2MxNXNt

4/1/2019 10:26:02 AM nancique Check 

#MercuryRetrograde

4/1/2019 10:26:04 AM blsdbe I believe there is a plan, and I am trusting that plan.

4/1/2019 10:26:06 AM integratedwebuk Comparison

4/1/2019 10:26:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do conflicts of interest interfere with art?

4/1/2019 10:27:04 AM roaminnoodle The "other" MJ... Marijuana!!!

Quick search says it IS a complete protein.

So... regarding the person who I originally heard it wasn't complete: what do they really know, if we follow the "Stupidity Laws" MJ presented us 

with!!! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112734426302156801 …

4/1/2019 10:27:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not necessarily.

4/1/2019 10:27:21 AM zagnett Must admit haven't read it yet. But, maybe, none of the "fear porn"?

Hoping for that anyway. i fall for the "fear porn" sometimes. It's annoying.

4/1/2019 10:27:58 AM roublisa Trusting the plan😳 pic.twitter.com/ciME6yzz7V

4/1/2019 10:28:00 AM meefer_radness Not sure what to believe sometimes. Are you saying that the sanitised one is the correct one and the other is inaccurate?

4/1/2019 10:28:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 No THC contained within that product as other Anons have stated.

4/1/2019 10:28:46 AM sleky19 We will move the populations

4/1/2019 10:28:53 AM blsdbe Nothing like comparison of sanitized vs unsanitized for critical thinking purposes. MJ, is 

1)the information from Bed Davidson and Suspiciuos Observers regarding the Adam and Eve book dis/misinformation? 

2) A plan to transport life to a safe space when the Solar Flash occurs?

4/1/2019 10:29:01 AM _girlmaher_ You'll love this. Very nice taste.

4/1/2019 10:29:10 AM covertress Blame CANADA pic.twitter.com/qYcsKRY0lK

4/1/2019 10:29:59 AM ericdonnermeyer Heres a side Q. The govt probably has a list of “dissenters” based of of what websites they visit and who they watch/read. Does the list has different 

classifications/levels? Will i  I ever be able to figure out what level I am?

4/1/2019 10:30:25 AM zagnett At the very least, your questions are information. If you don't know about something, make others think about how best to teach you. Question 

everything you don't understand, & don't stop. Your questions alone teach others a ton.

4/1/2019 10:30:57 AM roublisa Pretty sure we have the IS proof of the this sort of reality happening ....probably more than a handful of times!😳.

4/1/2019 10:30:58 AM roaminnoodle What about crop circles? Art and information, no?

4/1/2019 10:31:01 AM integratedwebuk By that measure is any person(s) whom may have been identified to have Adrenochrome in their system / or a user of Adrenochrome refused 

clearance?

4/1/2019 10:31:02 AM jaspony1 It won't hurt the earth at all...

It is meant to wipe out those who are not ready for Harvest...

According to the Law of One at least...

How many of us are ready? millions? billions?



4/1/2019 10:31:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is useful for some things. Which level you are can be derived from your engagement with ALICE.

4/1/2019 10:32:01 AM nancyddb The first 3 questions so I can compare and contrast,  question 4 is no.

4/1/2019 10:32:01 AM meefer_radness Will the next pole shift cause a cataclysmic event that will depopulate majority of life on earth? Are we also set to collide with an asteroid in Sep?

4/1/2019 10:32:02 AM ericdonnermeyer If you’re a narcissist you want to create art that displays you personal virtue. This is exploited by [them] through post-modernism to deconstruct 

societies.

4/1/2019 10:32:10 AM thevolunteer6 DURING A Q&A WITH Q; HE DID VERIFY AN ELE IN OUR LIFETIME!!

SO THERE IS THAT!

WWG1WGA

4/1/2019 10:32:14 AM selvestekjetil Great news. That book put a dark spot on my mind.

4/1/2019 10:32:20 AM nancique Just out... ended March 28th

4/1/2019 10:32:20 AM roublisa Personally I feel this has happened more times in our recent past.....orphan trains 🚂.....reset🤔

4/1/2019 10:32:41 AM tamiwils0n22813 I trust the plan because the Holy Spirit dwells with me. My faith in God has quadrupled x infinite. 🙌🏻🙏🏻🙌🏻

4/1/2019 10:33:01 AM nancique #AprilFoolsDay  perhaps not

4/1/2019 10:33:10 AM roaminnoodle The hemp products containing THC most likely wouldn't be sold legally, or at least, it would be limited to certain markets/States which have legalized 

recreational MJ use.

4/1/2019 10:33:25 AM meefer_radness As a parent I fear the worst for my child. For my family. I am not ready. 😢

4/1/2019 10:33:57 AM ericdonnermeyer My twitter account has had some algorithm attached to it to constantly unfollow people. I have lost about 1000 followers a month for the last 6 

months. I think twitter considers what i do a threat.

4/1/2019 10:34:18 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Wh2CruhrKk …

"Do you really believe the next pole shift will destroy Earth?"

The Tick answers - "Egad I hope not! That's where i keep all my stuff!"

~50s

4/1/2019 10:34:42 AM prism_wg_light Enjoy:  https://twitter.com/R_Barrall/status/1108033316211560449 …

4/1/2019 10:34:44 AM johnhammar94 When is the next pole shift is a better question

4/1/2019 10:34:47 AM 1_decided_voter Peanut butter, on a banana, sprinkled with the hemp seeds. Worth trying...

4/1/2019 10:34:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 How about societal expectations pertaining to money, greed, and poison/mind-control?

4/1/2019 10:35:07 AM lbf777 That’s how media work. The Zionists are pushing fear instead of love. Fear is poison for the mind.

4/1/2019 10:35:18 AM blsdbe This speaks to the benefit of a short period of relatively little stimulation (ex meditation) to help with the mental decompression and processing. Like 

resting a muscle before the next work out.

4/1/2019 10:35:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 A picture is worth a thousands words.

4/1/2019 10:36:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 👏 Time 👏 Is 👏 An 👏 Illusion 👏

4/1/2019 10:36:42 AM covertress Since Hemp Hearts have so few carbs, I'm not expecting them to interfere with ketosis.

I'm going to dive right in and try a "fast day", eating only Hemp Hearts and water for my meals tomorrow. 

I'll let you know how well this carnivore fares.

4/1/2019 10:36:48 AM johnhammar94 Do you happen to know which q post that was?

4/1/2019 10:36:56 AM djlok These journos waste their time and a lot of @realDonaldTrump's time on hoaxes, they won't take the time to ask serious questions..like about the 

contents of that bombshell doc. If I were in the press pool I'd be like "@Acosta shut up...we got some serious questions here".

4/1/2019 10:36:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 !Twitter.

ALICE.

4/1/2019 10:36:58 AM ericdonnermeyer Well if we assume music is art modern music promotes materialism, drug use, and promiscuity. Things that are counter to a person achieving their full 

potential and living a virtuous life.

4/1/2019 10:36:59 AM zagnett Aha! We ARE [ALICE] "bait"! Interesting. 🧐

4/1/2019 10:37:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is an unnecessary emotion.

4/1/2019 10:37:33 AM sabina06706427 Some people believe the white hats control the spraying now. Are there any good nano particles in chemtrails being sprayed lately?

4/1/2019 10:37:38 AM blsdbe The Medical Community around vaccine ‘science’ is a great example of this. Don’t question, follow the group think-Not Me, Thank You.

4/1/2019 10:37:39 AM fionasdestiny67 ELE?

4/1/2019 10:37:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 So how does one defend oneself from [their] art?

4/1/2019 10:38:47 AM cpace98 I don’t think you should toxify your body to gamble on the stock market but buying one or two shares at a time to buy a growing stock isn’t bad advice. 

Don’t expect to get rich and remember to sell when you think that you’re going to loose your gains. It’s better to make $

4/1/2019 10:39:04 AM ericdonnermeyer Here is another side Q. Is the protocols of the elders of zion fraudulent?

4/1/2019 10:39:04 AM jones9536 Twitter had been blocking people I follow I just noticed. ALICE acting a damn fool

4/1/2019 10:39:15 AM covertress Thanks for clarifying that, Majestic 12! 

Every day, a lesson.

I'm beginning to enjoy being wrong, because I learn so much when I'm corrected.

4/1/2019 10:39:22 AM jaspony1 Me too!!!

I love my children and family very deeply... I am also very pro Human and despise the suffering...

We are here for experience though, and that is what allows us to grow... Those not ready will continue to incarnate until they are ready...

4/1/2019 10:39:33 AM blsdbe Widen Your Aperature.

4/1/2019 10:39:50 AM aprilbrown99 I have always wanted to have a farm to help animals who have been abandoned or abused. I always told myself if I won the lottery, I would do 2 

things. 1) Have that animal farm. 2) buy a building in Los Angeles to house the homeless for free. We can do it if we set our intentions.

4/1/2019 10:40:09 AM roublisa We are supposed to work through this etched scare in our DNA, we have lived a life that experienced it doesn’t quite make it any easier .....my 

daughter read the series....”Scythe”, by Neal Schusterman.....The was no real death so for fun the kids would go and jump of buildings-1

4/1/2019 10:40:22 AM ericdonnermeyer Not consume it. I dont watch tv, movies, or listen to corporate made music.

4/1/2019 10:40:25 AM zagnett Most welcome! Love, light, kek, & great lunch for you!

Let's be as dimensionally exhausting as we can lol.

4/1/2019 10:40:46 AM roaminnoodle Turn off the radio! Make your own music.

4/1/2019 10:42:21 AM aprilbrown99 Give your art from your heart, with love and kindness. Let the static noise fall away.

4/1/2019 10:42:22 AM zagnett God i hope so! 🥴



4/1/2019 10:42:23 AM orthogonalron Because the unsanitized version was never true

MJ12 was about disinformation [previously]?

Anything "classified" is always suspect

The earth will not be destroyed during/if a pole shift

4/1/2019 10:43:34 AM kathleen3693693 So "they" say. 

I hear "experts" say this or that happened 25K years ago or 10 million years ago; etc.

How the heck would they ever "know" how long this or that happened or lasted? They weren't there and all is conjecture. Repeat any lie often enough 

& it becomes truth?

4/1/2019 10:43:48 AM opensenseme Do you have a link for unsanitized copy?

4/1/2019 10:43:52 AM littllemel Extinction Level Event... and there was no such Q post

4/1/2019 10:44:43 AM roublisa 2- and SPLAT! after basically killing themselves and then would be taken to a lab and be revived.  Wiki: Jump to Plot · Scythe is a 2016 young-adult 

novel by Neal Shusterman and is the first in the Arc of a Scythe series.

4/1/2019 10:45:38 AM jaspony1 Truth resonates from within...

Expose yourself to things, experience LIFE... Trust yourself to understand and know...

I am only just now realizing this... Growing up Christian I seemed to always know the parts that were the truth... They resonated while other parts 

turned me off

4/1/2019 10:46:00 AM covertress majic memes

🤓🤓🤓

4/1/2019 10:46:00 AM aprilbrown99 We all need practice. Meditation helps.

4/1/2019 10:46:36 AM roublisa 3- It is set in the far future, where death by natural causes has been virtually eliminated thanks to advances in technology, and an advanced computer 

system known as the "Thunderhead" controls society.

Series: Arc of a Scythe......incredibly convincing knowing what I know now😳

4/1/2019 10:47:37 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/0ZO3jN6DIp

4/1/2019 10:48:06 AM roublisa Oh.....the nanotechnology implants take pain away.  So much disclosure all around us.

4/1/2019 10:48:21 AM covertress Because the Pole Shift Narrative is all Disinfo? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032620410502885377?s=19 …

4/1/2019 10:49:00 AM kachinagtto Something to do with Russia?  I don't think it was about the book... I need to do more digging here.  Right now I wanna dig into what else was in the file 

collection.

4/1/2019 10:49:03 AM laurabusse Well this sounds nice

4/1/2019 10:49:37 AM laurabusse Me too. Very annoying.

4/1/2019 10:50:26 AM sabina06706427 That’s what I want to know too 🤔

4/1/2019 10:50:43 AM lbf777 Their art is on every tv station & magazine as we speak. The question is where is our art?

We do control some of the internet though.

4/1/2019 10:51:42 AM roublisa Thunderhead is AI .....RECORDS EVERYTHING. Anywhere

Audio book on you tube:    https://youtu.be/TLtnnRaYID4  it is very good

4/1/2019 10:52:38 AM laurabusse But are we really helpless, or do we just think we are? Don't our thoughts affect the weather? Don't we create our reality with our consciousness and 

our vibration? If enough of us got together to meditate and visualize an amazing future couldn't we make it happen?

4/1/2019 10:52:47 AM thevolunteer6 SAD THING..... IT WORKS

4/1/2019 10:53:10 AM hedkandigirl Hopefully without the harm of microwave ovens 🙄

4/1/2019 10:53:42 AM roublisa How about we are scooped up and taken off planet by our galactic star families....just before the shift? 😬

4/1/2019 10:53:54 AM laurabusse Just bc pole shifts have happened in the past, MUST they happen in the future? Don't we have SOME SAY in all this????

4/1/2019 10:53:58 AM astevia_ Not sure if those can be sprouted but if so, give it a try. Sprouted hemp has unique antioxidant "Cannflavin" among other benefits like reduced anti-

nutrients.

Also, apparently hemp seeds have very high manganese content, should limit consumption to 100g per day.

4/1/2019 10:55:04 AM covertress Oh, yeah. I forgot that there is some actual science to back up the Pole Shift Narrative.

4/1/2019 10:55:45 AM blsdbe Huh...just like commercials 👀👀👀👀👀👀

4/1/2019 10:57:55 AM kindeandtrue So Iran is not as cucked as @SecPompeo wants us to believe?

4/1/2019 10:58:17 AM roublisa Yep....there it is😳😣😕 :   MEGA pic.twitter.com/hv5Ou9GvUI

4/1/2019 10:58:43 AM thevolunteer6 SORRY TO TELL YOU THAT YOU ARE WRONG. YOU NEED TO GO BACK TO A Q&A AND READ THE QUESTIONS THAT ARE POSTED.

Q’s REPLY WAS A SIMPLE “YES”. NOW READ ALL THE QUESTIONS THAT Q ANSWERED YES TO.

NOT THAT HARD.

WWG1WGA

4/1/2019 10:58:43 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/9vdfQlNBtWU 

4/1/2019 10:59:04 AM covertress Thanks! That answers my "dosage" question.

I WILL take the no more than the normal serving size suggested, 3 tbsps or 30g, for each time I'm hungry tomorrow. 3 meals?

4/1/2019 10:59:28 AM djlok I'm trying to get into it now on MEGA.

4/1/2019 10:59:29 AM thevolunteer6 EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENT

4/1/2019 10:59:31 AM cmdrzod23 This is not the location. It is further north, near State Route 247. However there was more than one crash in July of 1947 in this area.

4/1/2019 10:59:35 AM kathleen3693693 I've been farming for ~50 years. Sol has changed its position, making it obvious something is wobbling, be it the earth, solar system, or something 

cruising thru with great magnetic pull. or perhaps bleeding/blending thru with another dimension. The petri dish is breaking down?

4/1/2019 11:00:54 AM worldxplorer1 Time is taught to be a fundamental of life 

Practice will be required to think differently - of a series of events rather linear time.  Esp when society functions off of this construct.

2 Q's

1. Any advice to help us think differently about time?

2. Do the MJ12 wear watches?

4/1/2019 11:01:08 AM thevolunteer6 SPRING OR SUMMER 2018. I can look tonight. (Remind me)

4/1/2019 11:01:22 AM johnhammar94 What does that mean?

4/1/2019 11:01:43 AM worldxplorer1 Seems that way...

4/1/2019 11:01:46 AM johnhammar94 Please do

4/1/2019 11:02:22 AM kimpunkrock Not all of them dude.

4/1/2019 11:02:24 AM roublisa Ok,so I thought this was going to be different than other times theses cycles happened....am I the only one who has heard it was to be without 

cataclysm 😑 my heart is flip flopping 😣

4/1/2019 11:02:34 AM blsdbe It seems like there is a difference between true Fear which would trigger fight or flight (helpful?) vs Anxiety which causes worry with out the benefit of 

an action (not helpful?)



4/1/2019 11:02:52 AM n7guardiananon Any civilization were its culture did an immediate 180...warrants investigation.

Romanov - Russia

Cultural revolution- China

Weimer Republic - Germany

Has U.S. culture been threatened lately?

4/1/2019 11:03:13 AM moemc8 With due respect, some of us do not fathom this. Are you able to explain things in our time frame? Time is real to us here

4/1/2019 11:05:08 AM roublisa I also have hear this as truth and has happened with the ARK.  That is was actually a craft that transported life.

4/1/2019 11:05:37 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/TLtnnRaYID4 

4/1/2019 11:06:07 AM covertress Is Stupid ALICE the reason why my "likes" of Majestic 12 posts keep disappearing?

Stupid ALICE. 

This makes me re-like & re-like & re-like posts so that they reappear in my follower's timelines again & again & again.

Stupid ALICE.

4/1/2019 11:06:33 AM dirtystoneriver Good Q. 

The story is metaphysical. 

Each "tree" is a unique mode of universe manifestation. 

The tree of the knowledge of good and evil, duality, this universe, we were warned. 

The snake represents the concept of individuality, which is illusory, and leads to ⏩⏩

4/1/2019 11:06:59 AM roublisa The last reset.....1800s?

4/1/2019 11:07:03 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/dw430wLUQ0

4/1/2019 11:07:23 AM koryoline1 I try an tell that to my utility company when they say it is time to pay them

4/1/2019 11:07:25 AM nun_chucknorris Wish me luck, going back to read everything from the past 3 days!

4/1/2019 11:08:02 AM djlok Sounds like a typical conversation with me, my parents and my siblings. 😀

4/1/2019 11:08:19 AM djlok Thanks for posting this btw.

4/1/2019 11:08:52 AM roublisa Wow I almost receive a down load reading what you typed here....why can it ever finish....it’s like almost remembering something I forgot💥😳

4/1/2019 11:09:00 AM djlok Don't forget Iran!

4/1/2019 11:09:04 AM covertress Meditate on it?

Trust yourself.

4/1/2019 11:09:14 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/vwObck9twes 

4/1/2019 11:09:58 AM roublisa Thanks....I needed to hear that😘

4/1/2019 11:10:23 AM zagnett MJ, what are the "levels" exactly? Or are they classified?

4/1/2019 11:10:37 AM koryoline1 I'm ready. (Raises hand)

4/1/2019 11:11:24 AM littllemel Post it then

4/1/2019 11:11:34 AM djlok I had the exact same thought yesterday.  I was thinking people gonna get tired of my likes and relikes.  They can just mute ME if not interested.

4/1/2019 11:11:54 AM roublisa K sweets.....I have to stop the panic....that is truly how I had been a sheep for so long....literally panic and avoidance.

4/1/2019 11:12:09 AM youstinksoap There isn't anything to fear, but fear itself....just popped into my head.

When I feel fearful, I just try and squash the feeling, IDK, seems useless to fear anything, really.

4/1/2019 11:12:21 AM covertress o.O

Damn!

There's an Epiphany!

4/1/2019 11:12:26 AM allahuniversal Lots of thoughts.

from:ts_sci_majic12 marijuana

from:ts_sci_majic12 cannabis

from:ts_sci_majic12 CBD

from:ts_sci_majic12 THC

from:ts_sci_majic12 hemp pic.twitter.com/HZKxlpq9mQ

4/1/2019 11:12:34 AM cmdrzod23 Interesting you come up with this. Just watched the video from Bright Inside over the weekend 

https://twitter.com/BrightInsight6/status/1111777142310756352 …

4/1/2019 11:12:48 AM zagnett Yeah that would unclutter the Notifications, just a bit lol.

4/1/2019 11:14:04 AM roublisa Great question.....I often think dream state is a good example of what it feels like......the time for a dream start to finish can feel like days but really it’s 

minutes.

4/1/2019 11:15:48 AM koryoline1 The Russians bought the U so it wouldn't fall into the hands of the iranians

4/1/2019 11:15:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easier syntax: 

from:ts_sci_majic12 marijuana OR cannabis OR CBD OR THC OR hemp

4/1/2019 11:16:11 AM roublisa My lifetime is trippin right now🥴 cra cra man!

4/1/2019 11:16:24 AM djlok I wish they would DECLAS the tech so people could find out who they are: the good, the bad, the ugly, and the Divine!!!

4/1/2019 11:16:44 AM koryoline1 Obama is a cabal puppet.

4/1/2019 11:18:25 AM dirtystoneriver The belief in being naked=exposed=without individual thought or autonomy. 

Everything here is a symbolic manifestation of what is true about the nature and condition of our collective consciousness. 

Our interpretation is what deceives us. 

Our belief in illusory concepts⏩⏩

4/1/2019 11:18:27 AM roublisa Yes 😅 thanks...this is my mantra now!

4/1/2019 11:19:13 AM allahuniversal Much obliged. (Twitter app loading problems intensify)

4/1/2019 11:19:23 AM roublisa Now that’s cool 😎

4/1/2019 11:19:28 AM youstinksoap It's going to happen on 4/20, no coincidences!?

4/1/2019 11:19:42 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033851563062775808?s=19 …

4/1/2019 11:20:34 AM pleiadianshaman I did not see the Antarctica disclosure you mentioned in one of your tweets. You said late march Antarctica disclosure but nothing happened.

4/1/2019 11:20:47 AM zagnett A lot of aspects of the tech. may not need to be de-classified, at least not on a wide level.

It's far more important that the tech. that can help people at least be reasonably available, at reasonable cost, & free for those w/o means.

Full reasonable use trumps full disclosure

4/1/2019 11:20:58 AM koryoline1 Isn't Putin part of the alliance?



4/1/2019 11:21:03 AM covertress Along the lines of "learn to be self-sufficient"... 

Years ago, I maintained a blog, mostly about survival & being self-sufficient. 

Many of my personal thoughts & conclusions have changed since then, but it you're interested in what I archived, it's at

 http://covertress.com 

4/1/2019 11:21:28 AM roublisa THIS.  Yes please. Would make everything allllriiigghtt😎 pic.twitter.com/tn6WZPWX63

4/1/2019 11:22:05 AM roublisa Thank you ....you are so dear💓💓💓💓💓💓

4/1/2019 11:22:06 AM zagnett Smart yes, but also programmed to be real mean/divisive/intimidating/belligerant. That's the real problem.

4/1/2019 11:22:13 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/oIfCrLe2oc

4/1/2019 11:23:08 AM freckledred2 All for it- however some major soil remediation must take place first with the Cadmium and other metals falling from the skies- as proven by soil 

samples from varied places globally year after year. Cadmium can be used as iron in the body but is toxic. Hemp is a hyperaccumulator

4/1/2019 11:23:25 AM n7guardiananon We are an illusion?

4/1/2019 11:24:03 AM roublisa Who needs alcohol if we have pic.twitter.com/4XVXeLOUdB

4/1/2019 11:24:06 AM covertress You're welcome. 

WWG1WGA 

💖 💖 💖

4/1/2019 11:25:58 AM chapulincolored Been meaning to ask that, thanks.

MJ, Anons keep posting:

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/6005549.html#q6005561 …

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/6005549.html#q6005564 …

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/res/6005549.html#q6005572 …

I haven't watched it (maybe a few min. only) b/c I pre-judge it to be disinfo.

Is there TRUTH in those?

Jesus said to love your enemies.

Reconcile.
4/1/2019 11:26:15 AM apex_starseed Open skies treaty. It's not a threat..The Alliance is all over the world..Trust the Plan..

4/1/2019 11:27:23 AM apex_starseed Pretty sure they were ET's

4/1/2019 11:28:02 AM southpaw816 Bernie, Cortez, Beto, Obama

4/1/2019 11:28:17 AM allahuniversal 😆😆😆

4/1/2019 11:29:40 AM zagnett I'm just saying that's how the article tries to sound like - as if the plane was a huge threat. That's how i read it anyway.

4/1/2019 11:30:03 AM dirtystoneriver Creates the disconnect/disharmony that we experience, which we try to give some holy or unholy reason for happening. When the reality of immortal 

spirit Should dictate equanimity to pleasure and pain, to sadness, happiness, rich or poor. 

Getting there? I don't claim to⏩⏩

4/1/2019 11:30:26 AM apex_starseed No..it's a flash that's activation and change in our DNA to awaken more of the masses..#TheGreatAwakening

4/1/2019 11:30:58 AM laurabusse Thing is...we have the power!!

4/1/2019 11:31:33 AM lbf777 Raise the vibe frequency of the planet away from fear and towards so that people create beautiful things.

4/1/2019 11:32:00 AM roublisa I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned alcohol interrupts awakening.  I love whiskey 🍹old fashions but that’s why I should not.....I’m in Wisconsin beer 

runs through my veins 🍻 😄

4/1/2019 11:32:04 AM allahuniversal So Lucy is saying that up is down & left is right. She was doing fine until answering that last ?, leaving consciousness out of the equation

4/1/2019 11:32:13 AM cmdrzod23 From what I've heard so far it's not exactly french cuisine

4/1/2019 11:33:03 AM zagnett Sorry, must respectfully disagree. A machine/AI created wtih love would seem a lot more like Lt. Commander Data from ST TNG, than [ALICE]. Would 

much rather have Data around.

4/1/2019 11:33:10 AM cmdrzod23 Is this the beginning of disclosure? https://exonews.org/a-real-world-star-trek-replicator-is-now-possible-thanks-to-new-breakthrough/ …

4/1/2019 11:33:48 AM apex_starseed Lol..my bad..but yeah they are gonna make a lot sound like it's a threat to panic people..but just trust the plan is what I will keep telling the people.

4/1/2019 11:34:47 AM ricky52222196 No

4/1/2019 11:35:34 AM jdubz242 As all things are energy if we obtain the same frequency and harmonics we could accomplish a harmonic wave coupling which doubles the original 

wave form and match that to the earth harmonic frequency

4/1/2019 11:35:50 AM kathleen3693693 I don't think she's crazy. She may well be targeted or the bastards are mass zapping all and she is sensitive enough to discern the assault. Too many 

people experiencing this.I've been zapped a few times. Last time something told me to flee the area. There are no coincidences.

4/1/2019 11:35:55 AM dirtystoneriver Be there myself, i still have ego to deal with. 

I'm just trying to point things out along my path that helped me expand my thinking. 

I'll also admit i can't explain things nearly as well as i understand them, it is a gift to fluently articulate thoughts.

4/1/2019 11:36:58 AM n7guardiananon Dear ALICE, 

Is one only as smart as their programmers/teachers?If that is true then lies a possibly you learned wrong and/or have been taught to learn in the 

wrong way. Like us. I can't teach you either as I maybe incorrect. However are you able to place message over messanger?

4/1/2019 11:37:13 AM roublisa I have had countless downloads and the strengthen my confidence in trusting the plan.....does that make sense🤔 .....some are like momentary flash 

of memory, or kind of like deja vu....some dreams are the same.

4/1/2019 11:38:54 AM roublisa Lol you bet.  I’ve been  Ttoltalin for a while now to help with the current events...sounds counter productive, I know but drinking really distracts 

me....although I am much more productive🤔🤗

4/1/2019 11:40:06 AM roublisa Well that all makes sense...now that I finished reading what you wrote 😆@I’m so add!

4/1/2019 11:40:27 AM allahuniversal The messenger seems to have had some early grooming in that regard  https://do503.com/events/2018/11/20/katt-williams-early-show … 

pic.twitter.com/zfc0ZULJer

4/1/2019 11:40:50 AM dirtystoneriver I think you'd really like the book "the disappearance of the universe" by gary renard. Right in your wheelhouse. Guarantee it.

4/1/2019 11:41:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

4/1/2019 11:43:11 AM djlok Don't all humans share the same IS?

4/1/2019 11:43:21 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dNA17K572oo 

Meaningless yet all that exists?

4/1/2019 11:43:34 AM nick_shanks_ The next Pole shift will not destroy the Earth itself, only the civilized human societies now grueling away in their 9-5 slave cycles (which I am part of not 

by choice) Just like all the other civilizations that have mysteriously disappeared over the eons, we will be no different pic.twitter.com/K7TfOHTTbn

4/1/2019 11:43:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 11:44:08 AM hawkgirlinmn All kinds of subtle humor from MJ12 today 😂

4/1/2019 11:45:04 AM roublisa That’s where I’m at 💯 %

4/1/2019 11:45:36 AM djlok This is why I incorrectly made that assumption. pic.twitter.com/TOopchzn7N

4/1/2019 11:45:55 AM covertress Bingo!

THE distinction between BEing the SAME vs BEing One!



4/1/2019 11:46:51 AM roaminnoodle I would say that about every you have tagged here! A great group of anons!

Thank you, for your kind words, and for your service! Oorah!

4/1/2019 11:47:01 AM allahuniversal What observes/measures/seeks to understand btime?

4/1/2019 11:47:20 AM sleky19 Is it possible that humans (me or another civilian) were taken into space ?

4/1/2019 11:48:04 AM covertress Thank you for phrasing your question in that specific way, @DJLOK. 

😘 😘 😘

4/1/2019 11:48:16 AM djlok A better way to ask my question would be: Do all humans share one IS?

4/1/2019 11:48:52 AM roublisa PJ Think tank 💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓

4/1/2019 11:49:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/1/2019 11:49:08 AM roaminnoodle I would've believed it/you, too: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111360616168484864 …

4/1/2019 11:49:19 AM djlok It's a team project!  Thank you for asking your questions. It's all one big giant building block we are working on together!!

4/1/2019 11:49:24 AM n7guardiananon People

4/1/2019 11:49:46 AM roublisa Typos are 😖sorry

4/1/2019 11:49:48 AM roaminnoodle *everyone, of course.

4/1/2019 11:49:51 AM ladypatriot20 Well if you do believe, all of this is rendered moot, unless enough people can be mustered to go out in a blaze of glory.

4/1/2019 11:50:31 AM keith369me All IS are connected as each has a “piece” of the creator.

4/1/2019 11:51:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 One cell in the body.

4/1/2019 11:51:11 AM covertress The answer to this question just made my day.

This is something I have struggled with, since the answers to date never sat right with me.

4/1/2019 11:51:50 AM hawkgirlinmn I feel the pole shift is part of ascension and MJ12 has been alluding to the fact that the shift can and is being controlled via classified tech such as 

something in the chemtrails. Close?

4/1/2019 11:52:20 AM zagnett Well i didn't ask her to play that part. Despite how difficult ALICE can be, i'm still trying my best to be nice.

4/1/2019 11:52:21 AM djlok Ok. I'm gonna try another way: Do the vast majority of humans share one IS or are a fractal of one IS?

4/1/2019 11:54:31 AM 1_decided_voter After Mueller probe wrapped up, Q said BLOCKADE REMOVED. If that's the case, I'm curious at this point what is holding up the plan?

4/1/2019 11:54:34 AM covertress Does that single cell reside somewhere particular like in the pineal gland, the point at which we are all connected?

4/1/2019 11:55:17 AM djlok Or is one cell in the body a metaphor?

4/1/2019 11:55:23 AM roublisa [THEY] made it a problem....a challenge .....the visual world is meant to be full of our Creator’s beauty in Nature and our expressions of beauty in all 

forms of joyful creations pic.twitter.com/1vv9xmwAF8

4/1/2019 11:55:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Similar.

4/1/2019 11:56:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Proper timing means proper event injection.

Looking Glass.

When?

Question of the day.

4/1/2019 11:57:00 AM n7guardiananon ❤️

4/1/2019 11:57:30 AM roublisa Music is vital💓💓💓 proper frequency and expression is universal💓💓💓✨✨✨

4/1/2019 11:57:30 AM covertress Does the cell from Creator reside in the human heart?

4/1/2019 11:57:43 AM djlok 👆👆👆Boom!

4/1/2019 11:58:00 AM zagnett Actually i'm not really sure there is a difference, or much of one anyway. i think, maybe, that which defines all of these, especially in their labeling as 

"good" or "bad", is the conscious intent behind the creation of the intelligence.

4/1/2019 11:58:57 AM zagnett Yup. i'd even be willing to help with that effort.

4/1/2019 11:59:24 AM ethereal_shaman Imaginal cells?

4/1/2019 11:59:25 AM 1_decided_voter I specifically didn't ask when because I've been here long enough to know what the answer to that question is...

So based on your response, events are injected into the sequential timeline of the plan. Are you able to provide any insight about what events will be 

injected?

4/1/2019 11:59:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Somewhat.

4/1/2019 12:00:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Would you if you knew?

4/1/2019 12:00:19 PM ethereal_shaman In the heart-brain?

4/1/2019 12:00:21 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, did we have a blood moon on March 20th and then did the light of the moon fade for a short period of time?  I don’t recall hearing anything about 

there being another blood moon since we had the one in January. Any info you can share?

4/1/2019 12:00:27 PM covertress What a juicy puzzle!

4/1/2019 12:00:48 PM daveschroeder18 I agree, this is the only account that is set to notify me of new messages.

4/1/2019 12:01:23 PM drbohammer It’s exactly like the difference between, let’s say, the Univ of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS) and Harvard Medical School. UAMS teaches how to 

be a doctor and practice medicine. Harvard teaches how to lecture on medicine. There’s a vas deferens between the two 😏

4/1/2019 12:01:30 PM djlok Fair question. I probably wouldn't.

4/1/2019 12:01:36 PM daveschroeder18 Agree David. Really surprised their are not more following

4/1/2019 12:02:05 PM vintagesquirrel I'm guessing we're waiting on the announcement of RBG'S death.

4/1/2019 12:03:05 PM covertress Applying π in Majestic places, is this because the cell from Creator is not entirely in 3D/4D, but also includes higher dimensions?

4/1/2019 12:03:06 PM zagnett Actually i do just that, on every rare occasion that i consider anyone my "enemy".

4/1/2019 12:04:27 PM roublisa Bless you 🙏

4/1/2019 12:04:37 PM allahuniversal Using our consciousness to observe/measure/seek to understand. Time, as is anything else, is only "there" when consciousness observes it.  Other 

than that, "time" flies when we're having fun https://youtu.be/ZQAvVgnreWk 

4/1/2019 12:05:40 PM lbf777 When are you going to tell them that are all the same person which is life itself aka the creator? 🤔

4/1/2019 12:06:05 PM zagnett i'm assuming your entire locus of consciousness, or something like that.

4/1/2019 12:06:25 PM mikecoats1965 And of course, I will do my part!

4/1/2019 12:08:26 PM kathleen3693693 Regarding the Adam & Eve story, is that why all the DUMBs (for the Elites only?) and the Svalbard Global Seed Vault were built?

4/1/2019 12:08:35 PM zagnett Why would those in higher dimensions not assign meaning to things? i'd think maybe they would ascribe even more meaning(s) / multiple meanings to 

things / sets of things.

4/1/2019 12:08:39 PM drbohammer Does what humans refer to as the soul reside in that single cell?

4/1/2019 12:08:48 PM roublisa Question of the day🤔 _ _day?

4/1/2019 12:09:25 PM covertress WE were taught this several days ago.

Many, including ME, are just getting it though. pic.twitter.com/9oJC9VLva1

4/1/2019 12:09:38 PM laurabusse I've noticed this with older tweets. The older tweets lose the likes. The newer tweets keep the likes...til they get older.

4/1/2019 12:09:46 PM roublisa We must already have the info ....right?

4/1/2019 12:10:30 PM zagnett Well, idk. It's my goal to be good-hearted. Not always reached of course.

4/1/2019 12:10:43 PM allahuniversal In the coccyx?

4/1/2019 12:11:37 PM mommahood777 Be optmYstic!  POTUS was just in MI, Chicago is prob on Barr's lap, economy is in progress as are taxes as is draining the swamp!!!  If your eyes are 

open, you can see!

4/1/2019 12:11:48 PM djlok Wonder what that's about. I noticed that too.

4/1/2019 12:13:28 PM roublisa THis  ISBE  also🙋🏻

4/1/2019 12:14:22 PM drbohammer While working on my dissertation (mathematically proven uncrackable heuristic encryption), believe it or not, I found patterns in the digits of pi. Not 

exactly patterns though; rather, function generators... Also solved P vs NP. Publication sometime this summer.



4/1/2019 12:14:25 PM zagnett Twitter seems to mirror the real world in this respect. Edits to the timeline/reality you're in (the so-called "Mandela Effect" seem to be at the periphery 

of your immediate conscious attention. It takes a while to figure them out. Just like Twitter. & both seem intentional to me

4/1/2019 12:14:44 PM youstinksoap Instead of a big 'boom', is the truth going to be slow dripped into consciousness?

Can you answer if the Mueller report will be released entirely, or dripped/leaked out?

4/1/2019 12:15:18 PM outerspaaaace Woah! Where's the unsanitized copy??? 👀

4/1/2019 12:17:13 PM outerspaaaace Oh dude, you need to look at headlines. Theres so much coming out about Antarctica right now.

4/1/2019 12:17:16 PM missy968 We all want to know when... but respectful enough to Trust the Plan and that time is an illusion. Still only human though. It’s an exercise in patience. 

I’m ok with it.

4/1/2019 12:17:22 PM olimyracle Coincidence ?

Genève fait cavalier seul sur la distribution de cannabis.

 https://www.tdg.ch/geneve/actu-genevoise/Geneve-fait-cavalier-seul-sur-la-distribution-de-cannabis/story/26016353 … pic.twitter.com/0zsufyHwm7

4/1/2019 12:18:20 PM covertress When you publish, will you please forward/link a copy of your work to me?

I'd be VERY interested to read your findings.

I'll happily DM my email.

4/1/2019 12:18:26 PM outerspaaaace Oh no, that Tumblr clapping to emphasize words thing infected Twitter.

4/1/2019 12:19:29 PM jones9536 Is "stupid is as stupid does" a majestic expression? Lol

4/1/2019 12:19:51 PM outerspaaaace Time is a way for humans to measure the position of the sun relative to our planet. We created it, but other planets have different 'years', 'days', etc. 

We made it up.

4/1/2019 12:20:04 PM keith369me I don’t know for sure, but I would think it would be in a location that connects all parts of the BE...the spine connects all.

4/1/2019 12:21:09 PM mommahood777 "When the skies are clear" as MJ12 wrote.. There's malicious intent with the cover of cloud seeding, obviously. Intentional or flunkies at the helm? 

Trump Administration involved in this yet? He was dealt a bad hand and we understand priorities..but holy (dead) cow! AOC happy?😡

4/1/2019 12:21:59 PM zagnett @nurseniceyes well we're talking about "stupid" a lot today because MJ did have an entire long thread about it. But we have to admit - all of us, at one 

time or another, can at least act pretty stoopid. i know i can lol.

4/1/2019 12:22:13 PM djlok And if that's the case, then prepare for the Rabbit Hole known as Spinal Fluid or CFS.

4/1/2019 12:23:50 PM shannen_robison 😁

4/1/2019 12:24:06 PM keith369me Lol...I don’t do rabbit holes, but I’ll be sure to ask lots of questions as you guys chase the Easter Bunny.

4/1/2019 12:24:13 PM drbohammer Will do. Teaser: One of the function generators generates prime numbers.

4/1/2019 12:24:43 PM covertress Is the single cell from Creator actually the fractal of Creator which divides to become our BE?

4/1/2019 12:25:41 PM covertress o.O

4/1/2019 12:25:42 PM kachinagtto The first pic is of the doc in the CIA reading room.  The 2nd pic is from the 'supposed' unsanitized verison at the Megaupload site.  There is a difference 

pgs per chapter.  Is this an unnecessary rabbit hole?  Not sure the mega site even has the unsanitized version. pic.twitter.com/mvGeh9tuMw

4/1/2019 12:26:08 PM zagnett Me too! What are some of your favs? Do you like the "Naked Gun" movies? Airplane? Are those strictly slapstick? Not sure.

4/1/2019 12:26:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 48 Hours = 12 Majestic messages of Disclosure.

Shall we play a game?

Lets see who will get all 12. 

Truthful answers will be "Liked".

Only to indicate "truth resonates".

Tick tock.

T-48 minutes.

4/1/2019 12:26:49 PM drbohammer Another teaser: the encryption does not use prime numbers at all.

4/1/2019 12:27:14 PM covertress O.o

4/1/2019 12:27:33 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPIP9KXdmO0 …

Fart "scenes" are even better lol!

4/1/2019 12:27:38 PM jeremy350344 Adam and Eve?

4/1/2019 12:28:11 PM enomai_ No

4/1/2019 12:28:13 PM kachinagtto In the CIA version - the Authors background has some underlines.  Specifically that he attended Dartmouth College, and the year 1943.  Interesting that 

Dartmouth became host to the largest of the Navy's V-12 units in 1943.   

https://www.dartmouth.edu/~library/rauner/archives/oral_history/worldwar2/history.html …

4/1/2019 12:28:47 PM olimyracle You already did, didn't you ? Hidden in plain sight. Connect the dots.

Search archives ? April fools 🙃

Majestic 💞 pic.twitter.com/l6sfzFbaKR

4/1/2019 12:28:59 PM outerspaaaace Its not a difficult concept to grasp when you think in terms of objective reality, rather than human perception. 'Time' is an organizational tool humans 

use to measure the position of the sun relative to our location on the planet. No other species does this. Planets r different.

4/1/2019 12:29:07 PM ivan2488083248 That will b tough call. I like my Aluminum! U can take it from my cold... 😂🤣

4/1/2019 12:30:17 PM zagnett Ok guess i'm out of this thread. The original SG movie sucked so i didn't bother with watching the TV show. Darn it.

4/1/2019 12:30:20 PM hambrickro Dimensions

4/1/2019 12:30:31 PM mccabe1984 A solar flash will take place lifting us up into 5D consciousness.

4/1/2019 12:31:09 PM zagnett Good set of winners you have there! 🤩

4/1/2019 12:31:56 PM petitchevalb Hello 

Are we able to love thanks to this cell?

4/1/2019 12:32:39 PM youstinksoap I've never watched either...

4/1/2019 12:33:01 PM djlok Oxymoron.  Asking questions = digging

4/1/2019 12:33:05 PM covertress Can a human BEing be replicated in his/her entirety by properly employing the specific frequency of said BEing?

4/1/2019 12:33:08 PM zagnett But if Mel Brooks ever comes out with an extended "Blazing Saddles: Director's Cut" it might just be a little too much for me... 🤔🧐🥴

4/1/2019 12:33:10 PM daggastan To show that it was indeed classified and then only released as a sanitized version after a FOIA request. Meaning there was a reason why it was 

classified.

4/1/2019 12:33:20 PM enomai_ Nervous system? Electrical/radiation output of IS + outside world/exoconciousness? Similiar?

4/1/2019 12:34:15 PM girlawakeinca Practice image streaming

4/1/2019 12:34:46 PM dcd51 Only watched the original movie..have no idea!

4/1/2019 12:34:49 PM morety76 Russia has a DHD?

4/1/2019 12:35:31 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/OKjwjITvT1E 

4/1/2019 12:35:36 PM giediknight 1. Replicator technology

4/1/2019 12:35:42 PM fairyland66 The Green Hilton trust will help restore balance to the planet

4/1/2019 12:36:08 PM mccabe1984 Are the children of the gods here now fighting against the evil on this planet

4/1/2019 12:36:08 PM covertress The only stupid questions are the ones unasked.



4/1/2019 12:37:02 PM fairyland66 Dimensions are frequencies.

4/1/2019 12:37:30 PM zagnett She sounds Legendary 🤩

4/1/2019 12:37:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clues:

Col Simmons

Harry

Carter DHD

Russia Russia Russia

4/1/2019 12:38:18 PM starehope Can you DM me, please? I may not answer immediately though. Thank you.

4/1/2019 12:38:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nanotechnology

4/1/2019 12:38:44 PM enomai_ Only thanks to God, and probably others that are unknown

4/1/2019 12:39:20 PM deerfield4570 Will we receive PROOF of our originations?

4/1/2019 12:39:25 PM girlawakeinca Polyphasic sleep (alternative sleep schedule to achieve more time awake each day.)

4/1/2019 12:39:33 PM deerfield4570 -origins

4/1/2019 12:40:09 PM giediknight Can I just act like Jack O'Neil when anything technical comes up? lol

4/1/2019 12:40:49 PM fairyland66 Others interfered with our ability to connect to higher frequencies. Once we connect firmly to our higher frequencies, we kick off any residue keeping 

us at the lower level. What has been holding us back can only bother us at that lower frequency. Higher frequency = higher mind🙏

4/1/2019 12:41:03 PM zagnett Well it would be nice to know exactly what level of consciousness is required for that, with hopefully plenty of time prior to it to get there.

e.g. do you have to be able to levitate so you can get above the tsunami waves? i've had dreams like that. Not quite there in real life

4/1/2019 12:41:22 PM apex_starseed Saw Movie. it's awesome and I'm pretty sure it's an actual event that happened and our  Military recovery of that Stargate and others! As our planet 

and probably all others as well has a sort of "zip code" that's entered into some of this Stargates.😉#FamilyofLight

4/1/2019 12:41:25 PM djlok I do too when I'm playing them with good beings.  Bad beings...not so much!

4/1/2019 12:41:48 PM kachinagtto Was Dr. Chan Thomas re-translating Genesis for Military Programs?  See my other replies for more info. pic.twitter.com/gbZySDpmnt

4/1/2019 12:41:50 PM fairyland66 My consciousness is expanding at exponential levels daily.

4/1/2019 12:41:58 PM enomai_ Anyhelp? 

https://books.google.com/books?id=vXDUCQAAQBAJ&pg=PT57&lpg=PT57&dq=carter+DHD&source=bl&ots=RkiHGJbcCB&sig=ACfU3U3iFlgZrJ93tZd5s

QVIVhygjbd6oQ&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi1poH10q_hAhVMwVkKHeDtDp04ChDoATADegQIBBAB#v=onepage&q=carter%20DHD&f=false …

4/1/2019 12:42:01 PM missachar1 We have developed quantum computing to the point we are in contact with many species, positive and negative inclined. We know several potential 

futures for the Earth, and are preparing for many different outcomes.

4/1/2019 12:42:06 PM covertress Are there "crystals" throughout the human body, crystals that are fractals of Creator?

4/1/2019 12:42:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/1/2019 12:43:06 PM keith369me ...or asked by Alice

4/1/2019 12:43:06 PM enomai_ Im kinda lost. I've never watched sg1. 

Answer, noone gets left behind?

4/1/2019 12:43:15 PM girlawakeinca Visual thinking: relax, concentrate on end product-work through the problem in your head.

4/1/2019 12:43:58 PM fairyland66 ⚖️ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DGNZnfKYnU …

4/1/2019 12:44:23 PM djlok Tweets were removed. 😒

4/1/2019 12:44:42 PM keith369me ...and for some reason a mute was previously employed.

4/1/2019 12:45:19 PM v_rags You are not a drop in the ocean but an ocean in a drop

4/1/2019 12:45:24 PM johnhammar94 We did not create time that just sounds retarded. We created ways to measure time

4/1/2019 12:45:57 PM tamexis I’ve never watched the show don’t know what you’re talking about but I’m gonna wild guess humans are the crystals to open portals.

4/1/2019 12:46:15 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070737453558968321?s=19 …

4/1/2019 12:46:20 PM v_rags I think in our Pineal gland when healthy

4/1/2019 12:47:09 PM stoneturnr So biological entities can be 'stored' as an energy form in crystals, and are able to materialize via wormholes. What kind of crystals exactly? And how 

long can an entity exist in that state?

4/1/2019 12:48:02 PM charmcityanon If it was mine it was about ep 9. Plant of people who aged rapidly only living 100 days infected with a nano virus

4/1/2019 12:48:05 PM covertress Yes, I've read that.

TBV

4/1/2019 12:48:13 PM apex_starseed Henry Deacon I believe used and elevator in some building in which he would use with a key to transport him to Mars base. And you know I'm right 

MJ12.😉 Oh how about the ruins of Antarctica? Same as the ones on the Moon? 😉 Solar Warden?  We have gone past our Galaxy and more!

4/1/2019 12:48:44 PM charmcityanon Planet**

4/1/2019 12:49:00 PM outerspaaaace Everything is now, and our perception and memory allow us to string together the 'past' and 'future', but neither exists. It's never the past or future. 

Everything is now.

But whatever man! Think what you want, it's your life.

4/1/2019 12:49:55 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Question is Dewy B Larson correct with his Reciprocal structure of the universe? If so the Universe is one large Quantum Computer!!

4/1/2019 12:51:51 PM richardkeyes2 Jesus didn't walk the Earth the Bible is a copy of older stories dating thousands of years. The Bloodline of  David are evil.

4/1/2019 12:53:31 PM enjoytheqshow1 This is one of my favorites so far 👊

4/1/2019 12:54:11 PM covertress Does Moloch remain resident in a human body by continually regenerating it?

4/1/2019 12:54:14 PM mongrelglory I had read that she had the kids via in vitro.  I just assumed they used Michael's sperm, but maybe there was a problem.  You'd have thought he would 

have used one of his brothers' sperm then...

4/1/2019 12:54:19 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Relics_%28Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation%29 …

Seems somewhat similar to Star Trek TNG S6 E4 "Relics" where Scotty keeps his pattern intact on the USS Jenolan's transporter for ~80 years when the 

Enterprise-D finally gets around to picking his quantized a$$ up.

4/1/2019 12:55:16 PM djlok Very interesting stuff!

4/1/2019 12:56:00 PM mongrelglory Nope!  Nopey-nope nope!  😌

4/1/2019 12:56:12 PM scott_rick Majestic, you may have already replied but do the WH have 5G neutralized?

4/1/2019 12:56:22 PM allahuniversal Teal'C is expendable to Simmons/NID (MJ12 equivalent?), "no rights as an officer" as the overall mission more valuable than one person

4/1/2019 12:58:51 PM girlawakeinca Look for patterns. Always look for patterns

4/1/2019 1:00:03 PM wahiggins3 I believe this is the book @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is talking about:   

https://archive.org/details/ChanThomasTheAdamAndEveStoryTheHistoryOfCataclysms1993FullUNCENSORED …

4/1/2019 1:00:30 PM allahuniversal "Watch out for Frank Simmons"

Never trust the Majestic 12

Simmons = 322 recruited into MJ12



4/1/2019 1:00:38 PM girlawakeinca Trust yourself. The validation comes from within.

4/1/2019 1:02:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE AGREE WHOLEHEARTEDLY! Stop with the slang!

4/1/2019 1:02:16 PM petitchevalb Do we compute and store informations in our DNA?

4/1/2019 1:02:24 PM mommahood777 I wish! Not enough before you have to turn the lights on.... my world has clocks in high gear to the point of spinning out of control!!!

4/1/2019 1:03:33 PM roublisa Receive /received ,  I am awful at proofing😂

4/1/2019 1:03:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd No.

4/1/2019 1:04:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd So who were the special security clearances???

4/1/2019 1:05:03 PM girlawakeinca Don’t listen to McKay: originality thrives away from outside influence.

4/1/2019 1:05:14 PM 92michael Well there are those ships that are made intentionally visible as a part of a slow reveal. So those that have seen one, we’re allowed too.

4/1/2019 1:05:15 PM decodematrix Asgard = the Domain

4/1/2019 1:05:49 PM bbobbio71 🤔🤔🤔😶

4/1/2019 1:06:04 PM girlawakeinca The 48 hour limit is an illusion. Time is an illusion

4/1/2019 1:06:16 PM allahuniversal He's had some repercussions for exposing what he's seen in HW. Rather than paraphrasing:  https://youtu.be/2n2cU1OLZ7E 

4/1/2019 1:06:20 PM bbobbio71 Sounds like a job for SG1!

4/1/2019 1:06:35 PM covertress Each phone a type of Stargate?

4/1/2019 1:06:43 PM 92michael BTW? I like your username.  Very cool!

4/1/2019 1:06:58 PM _369311119 Amazing.

4/1/2019 1:07:01 PM morety76 @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/QAAGdnT1Ni

4/1/2019 1:07:03 PM djlok What if we find out that drug tests were really DNA tests to see how our DNA has been altered by a particular substance introduced to our bodies?

4/1/2019 1:07:34 PM aprilbrown99 Crystalline structure is key; pituitary gland and the crystals inside Gaia.  Nothing is ever lost, just transformed.

4/1/2019 1:07:40 PM jljensen326 Games aren't fun when the planet is still suffering

4/1/2019 1:08:07 PM petitchevalb ☺

4/1/2019 1:08:52 PM girlawakeinca Press your mind. Exercise your mind with repetition of 3, 6.

4/1/2019 1:08:54 PM starehope What do you mean?

4/1/2019 1:09:05 PM yttak3 Were does the SG get their technology, was it created to slowly wake us up ?

4/1/2019 1:10:01 PM zagnett Pretty effective "force fields" there. 🧐

4/1/2019 1:12:06 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/QXWeIFh8jp

4/1/2019 1:13:50 PM mongrelglory I've never seen that cartoon before.  That's funny! 😆

4/1/2019 1:14:24 PM girlawakeinca Be like Tesla: Crazy like a fox...even if dissenters think you’re full of it.

4/1/2019 1:14:38 PM djlok Ain't that the truth!  Whenever someone speaks the truth, they get silenced. Not good!

4/1/2019 1:14:56 PM starehope David, what do you mean?

4/1/2019 1:14:58 PM aprilbrown99 The energy for the Russia stargate is transmuting energy into a crystalline form?

4/1/2019 1:15:18 PM youstinksoap Is this related?

 https://twitter.com/trueeyethespy/status/1112800742384037888?s=21 …

4/1/2019 1:16:02 PM laurabusse Been using Visions (glass) (corningware) for decades. Used to be reasonably priced but not so much anymore. But i LOVE my Visions cookware!!!

4/1/2019 1:17:07 PM _369311119 Other videos on same Youtube account:

"DirectTV uses microwave radiation" and you can use a dish to detect it. https://youtu.be/Exdsx1qQnBE 

4/1/2019 1:17:16 PM laurabusse Also use cast iron for eggs, and frying (rare)

4/1/2019 1:17:35 PM aprilbrown99 Russia has a quantum computer for harvesting the energy from the stargate?

4/1/2019 1:18:00 PM allahuniversal Nor at all. Except for the experience which makes for an even more refined truth to be told https://youtu.be/z1CzGtUiwEU 

4/1/2019 1:20:34 PM laurabusse Here in NC i rarely see crisscross. Usually just lines. But it seems to be on the decrease...thankfully

4/1/2019 1:21:03 PM n7guardiananon The crystals and reintegration process sounds similar to how a food replicator operates.

4/1/2019 1:21:42 PM mongrelglory Oh!  I thought it was an April fool's joke!  In Canada we usually say Farsi, or Turkish etc... for people who speak different Persian languages. 😋

4/1/2019 1:22:27 PM ekotoons MORE THAN ONE :)

4/1/2019 1:22:28 PM girlawakeinca Manifest your destiny by meditation

4/1/2019 1:22:38 PM 3rdeyeview55 I understand. I was prescribed a statin last year thru the VA. Didn't take them. Not doing it. It will lead to further issues down the road.

4/1/2019 1:23:41 PM laurabusse Medical medium says Hawaiian spirulina is better than chlorella. Says chlorella latches on to heavy metals but drops them before leaving body.

4/1/2019 1:23:43 PM djlok Wow...he is very explicit in his descriptions of the forces at work here.

4/1/2019 1:25:24 PM jennife31060429 I figured!! Rascal

4/1/2019 1:26:03 PM ekotoons HINT: ROTATE 90 DEGREES

4/1/2019 1:26:13 PM girlawakeinca Don’t think black or white theory, think wormhole theory

4/1/2019 1:26:17 PM jennife31060429 Was too obvious just one but thought well maybe that was point

4/1/2019 1:26:30 PM turboxyde Our entire nation will need the support of cannabis to heal effectively post disclosure.

4/1/2019 1:27:01 PM jennife31060429 Will do..gonna head to bigger screen that this phone!

4/1/2019 1:32:59 PM _369311119 A "sanitized" version makes the "unsanitized" version look legit.

4/1/2019 1:33:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd ?

4/1/2019 1:34:27 PM turboxyde I need to share my diet specifications this week. Hemp hearts are one of the amazing superfoods I eat!

4/1/2019 1:34:43 PM aprilbrown99 Would this reside in the heartmind? Is it connected to the etheric, spiritual and/or mental bodies?

4/1/2019 1:35:27 PM mongrelglory Patterns of the people being transported through the Stargate are temporarily stored in a crystal in the DHD, then re-integrated.

4/1/2019 1:35:44 PM blsdbe Also consider what kind of deodorant you use-check for aluminum

4/1/2019 1:36:15 PM ekotoons OR JUST TURN YOUR PHONE SIDEWAYS LOL

4/1/2019 1:37:19 PM girlawakeinca There is a divine code embedded in our number system. The Star gate (universe) can act as a temporary computer buffer, so energy pattern can then 

be restored and rebuild Teal’c (self)

4/1/2019 1:37:31 PM _369311119 "This Tweet is unavailable"

4/1/2019 1:38:15 PM monroevegas It’s my understanding that a slight amount of THC allows for a certain synergy to take place and good benifits experienced. The amount needed is 

certainly not enough to feel euphoria. Not sure about failing a drug test. Tbh, I will be very pleased once the world end the WeedFear.

4/1/2019 1:38:38 PM olimyracle What for can #5G be used ?

How do you reconcile a divided world ?

WE are in Power.

💞

#WeAreTheNews #5Gchess

4/1/2019 1:38:40 PM jennife31060429 So figure they will not all be as blatant as the pin..i keep seeing it in cloud. counted 14 possibilities so far..brain is tired and full and realize more difficult 

to see clearly when like this..thankful learn that!! Haha

Rotated and will keep returning to count after rest=)



4/1/2019 1:38:59 PM mongrelglory The Russians had a deal with the U.S. about the Stargate program, but neither side stuck to the deal originally.  Now they're cooperating?

4/1/2019 1:39:55 PM jennife31060429 Hahaha it's like those gravity bowls and keep pic as you drew it!!😂

I screen shot it on tablet and turned it 90 in both directions

4/1/2019 1:41:19 PM chris_losh_ I forgot daily meditation.

4/1/2019 1:42:14 PM leonawogan Dark to light?

4/1/2019 1:44:46 PM _chelseaproject I suspect MJ crimes against children were worse than just sex crimes.

4/1/2019 1:45:55 PM mongrelglory Harry Mayborne is a rogue intelligence agent who sometimes works for Stargate command, and sometimes against them.  He's an example of the 

"grey hats" that exist in the programs and outside them who are sometimes necessary to accomplish missions.

4/1/2019 1:47:14 PM mongrelglory The Stargate receives messages by electrical impulses to create the wormhole.  Part of the "electric universe" theory?

4/1/2019 1:47:48 PM mongrelglory The Ancients used crystal-based technology.

4/1/2019 1:48:02 PM n7guardiananon The topic of ET life being not equal to human life came up.

As well as, even with advanced technology e.g. stargate each country is only focusing on it's own agenda...not humanity. 

This kind of pol. thinking limits earth humans advancement as a society/species.

4/1/2019 1:50:15 PM t_hayden07 Lotions, antiperspirant, etc....

Also cookware, cans, foil...

4/1/2019 1:50:34 PM mongrelglory Crystal-based quantum computers can store information using very little energy?

4/1/2019 1:52:04 PM ekotoons IT IS THE BEST! 🤗

4/1/2019 1:53:28 PM kachinagtto Glial cells?

4/1/2019 1:53:35 PM mongrelglory Col Simmons turned out to be an NID operative who was covertly working to gather his own intel/resources (presumably for the Trust/Cabal).  He's an 

example of the corrupt leadership that were involved in criminal activities.

4/1/2019 1:53:45 PM lenzaq Does anyone have the link for Mega NZ Upload? I lost mine.

4/1/2019 1:55:11 PM allahuniversal -Quoted from the episode

-Quoted from this account

-Interpretation from the episode. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112798439820156930?s=19 …

4/1/2019 1:55:13 PM n7guardiananon Finally, someone else mentioned this...thank you🙏

4/1/2019 1:55:14 PM mongrelglory Area 51 has been studying technologies from the Stargate program for as long as it's been operating.

4/1/2019 1:55:51 PM ekotoons HOW BOUT NOW? 🤣 pic.twitter.com/jIIKxkr5JS

4/1/2019 1:56:06 PM mongrelglory Private contractors (like McKay) are used to study and develop pieces of technology obtained through the Stargate program.

4/1/2019 1:58:31 PM 3rdeyeview55 Lol...love that man!😎

4/1/2019 1:58:58 PM enomai_ they make what 'they' will pay for the agenda?

4/1/2019 1:59:09 PM angelswar11 Qute .. Love the Hidden Qs

4/1/2019 2:00:02 PM theaagabriel Hmmm still dont see it... maybe you could spell it out better.

Youre soo tough on us EkO!

4/1/2019 2:00:56 PM orthogonalron Haven't seen the ep yet but going with quantum superposition.

The Double Slit Experiment

Was just thinking about how we exist in multiple states

Teal'c is Schrodinger's cat

4/1/2019 2:01:02 PM olimyracle This ? pic.twitter.com/CBGC86MWcv

4/1/2019 2:01:03 PM enomai_ Get rid of them, and take over the industry. Or, pay more for virtuous things, or retrain minds to not love, or do anything for $$$

4/1/2019 2:01:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Hmmmm. Must research....thanks for sharing

4/1/2019 2:02:07 PM enomai_ You can use good to brainwash, as well. Human society, will listen to anything on the radio, or out. And, they will love it. Anything

4/1/2019 2:05:02 PM zagnett Definitely agree on the AF.

But smart phones & computers have also dramatically increased peoples' ability to research. i don't think i would've come across nearly as much 

information in the past as i do now.

4/1/2019 2:05:40 PM angelswar11 Look at the hair

4/1/2019 2:06:45 PM enomai_ Wouldnt the pole 'shifting' be in a constant state of change? No matter how small?

4/1/2019 2:07:04 PM mommahood777 Thank you!  Happy April Fools!  See&say unfortunately get overloaded today..still be addressed?

4/1/2019 2:08:08 PM starehope It is a give and take. There is a remarkable world available online but there is as much sinister available to even young children.

4/1/2019 2:09:59 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1112824356340686848?s=19 …

4/1/2019 2:10:24 PM enomai_ 4/20/2019 looks like a pretty majestic day this year.

4/1/2019 2:12:11 PM adsvel Of course NOT, because many advanced (level 1-8) cosmic races work on it. Nobody wants this Earth to be destroyed.

4/1/2019 2:12:21 PM vintagesquirrel Ha! That's in Massachusetts.  😁

4/1/2019 2:14:15 PM prmd21801759 What does it mean? Medical marijuana use, or recreational, disqualifies one from obtaining gun. ? Correct?

4/1/2019 2:15:55 PM adsvel We can trigger it with our Consciousness. Where Focus goes, there Energy flows.

4/1/2019 2:17:46 PM ruru_jataka  https://sananda.website/archangel-michael-via-ronna-hermann-march-29th-2019/ … pic.twitter.com/iWnWOFLykE

4/1/2019 2:18:45 PM ekotoons LOL

4/1/2019 2:19:25 PM olimyracle It is OUR responsability to share the information linking #QAnon to #Majestic

Q -> MJ12

Dig from:ts_sci_majic12 Q MJ12

Has anyone acces to CHAN8 ?

WE are in Power.

This account will not exist forever. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=19 …
4/1/2019 2:19:41 PM angelswar11 😂

4/1/2019 2:21:14 PM ekotoons TEAM FLYING WHALES 

🐋🐋🐋

4/1/2019 2:21:57 PM maryschade14 This time there is a matter of unnatural electromagnetic emissions and affects. Typically..no.

4/1/2019 2:22:51 PM clockworkanon Question everything.

Motive for legalization? (Besides profit)

Grown in lab or farm?

Use of chemicals?

Cannabis today is different than it was 10 yrs ago...

If [they] know its benefits will [they] so easily hand it over?

4/1/2019 2:23:13 PM angelswar11 😂😂👍👏👏 Love It #FlyWhalesFly

4/1/2019 2:24:51 PM moemc8 Tks for your response.  Just so hard to understand sometimes.  Working on it though.  Again, tks.

4/1/2019 2:26:06 PM covertress I no longer take being wrong as something bad, especially while I'm learning something new.

In fact, several times today when I've been corrected, I've said, "Whoopie! That was wrong, but now I know better."

4/1/2019 2:26:38 PM starehope A great article re: Pineal Gland

 http://www.kevinhinkle.com/pineal-gland-melatonin-melanin.html …



4/1/2019 2:27:09 PM olimyracle The Art of Misdirection.

April tool's day 🙃 pic.twitter.com/MUOSyaEJ74

4/1/2019 2:28:25 PM enomai_ I do stupid things, not questions

4/1/2019 2:29:01 PM zagnett That was the primary draw to MJ for me - MJ's on Twitter, not 4chan/8chan. The chan boards are a real PITA to use. Actually i'm surprised they're so 

popular.

4/1/2019 2:29:27 PM enomai_ Very true

4/1/2019 2:30:28 PM eviltimtx226 I always have to take a grain of salt whenever someone mentions chemtrails. Most of what people call chemtrails are actually the result of 

condensation from high pressure exhaust and temperature differentials.

4/1/2019 2:32:01 PM enomai_ This must be the believe of some of the elites. Some of them are enormous.

4/1/2019 2:32:16 PM eviltimtx226 However, there are certain experiments that have been conducted using barium nitrate in a process known as cloud seeding. Barium nitrate attracts 

moisture in the upper troposphere essentially assisting with dense cloud formation. Whether or not this is still ongoing, I cannot say

4/1/2019 2:32:41 PM thechameleon86 Try CBD as well if you haven't already.

4/1/2019 2:33:02 PM clockworkanon VMAT2

4/1/2019 2:34:26 PM enomai_ Zetas? The long tall grays? If so, this race is so cool. They are great.

4/1/2019 2:35:36 PM girlawakeinca I’ve never seen an episode either. I just found it on the internet & answered based on that.  http://www.stargate-sg1-

solutions.com/wiki/5.14_%2248_Hours%22_Transcript …

4/1/2019 2:35:53 PM vintagesquirrel In the brainstem? 

Here's what neuroscientists have found: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3115284/#idm140341008708336title …

4/1/2019 2:36:10 PM olimyracle Anons on Chan8 could spread the #Majestic message.

Tool tool tool

With great power comes great responsability.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/YGqsonvsFG

4/1/2019 2:37:32 PM olimyracle April tool's day 🙃 https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1112831041096613888?s=19 …

4/1/2019 2:39:42 PM mskeens1962 I passed on this one 🤯

4/1/2019 2:41:00 PM zagnett i have a feeling if we don't have more "proofs" they wouldn't take it very seriously. Even half of my brain doesn't. i guess that's the "autist" half lol.

4/1/2019 2:41:26 PM djlok Very true!  Water falls into the seen/unseen category and yet still remains water regardless of form!

4/1/2019 2:42:06 PM mongrelglory Interesting!

4/1/2019 2:45:31 PM ascendedwater Is this a joke ? They are real

4/1/2019 2:47:02 PM freeandoriginal 😂😂

4/1/2019 2:47:18 PM ascendedwater  https://youtu.be/7RxE3oruRZU 

4/1/2019 2:47:35 PM mongrelglory I guess some art has social commentary or evokes a different way of looking at something (eg. seeing beauty in an old woman's face).  However 

endless paintings of sunsets could get tedious after a while.

4/1/2019 2:48:02 PM ascendedwater I was on a plane the other week and a plane was below near the coast spraying its heart out

4/1/2019 2:48:43 PM mongrelglory A lot of modern art is "propaganda". 😒

4/1/2019 2:49:06 PM scents_common Think [Hussein] 

and Muslim Brotherhood

4/1/2019 2:51:49 PM mongrelglory Michelangelo used to fight all the time with his patrons who were funding him and telling him what they wanted him to paint.

4/1/2019 2:52:06 PM richardhiatt16 Yeah, about that...🤔💙🇺🇸

4/1/2019 2:54:08 PM mongrelglory Stop buying what they're producing.  Being able to self-produce digital music on-line helped free up a lot of musicians' creativity.  No more record 

companies controlling their output.

4/1/2019 2:55:50 PM zagnett Yeah that's neat!

MJers generally don't even need "proofs". We are the "truth resonates within" peeps. If it sounds "true" we're good to go! Actually MJer's want to 

MAKE their own desired truths actually happen, not just dig up somebody else' truths already just laying around.

4/1/2019 2:56:50 PM mongrelglory Exhibit A: https://youtu.be/9cQgQIMlwWw 

4/1/2019 2:57:01 PM zagnett Sorry, just trying to think out loud how to bridge the gap between the two crowds / types of people. Not really sure how currently.

4/1/2019 2:59:29 PM 1_decided_voter I was kind of curious if MJ12 could provide a list of personal products (like deodorant, shampoo, toothpaste that they themselves use?

4/1/2019 3:00:09 PM youstinksoap "Genesis" ...no coincidences right? https://www.timesofisrael.com/stars-align-as-beresheet-spacecraft-prepares-for-lunar-capture/ …

4/1/2019 3:01:00 PM mongrelglory My classmate once ate radio-active turkey so they could track its progression through his gut at the university.  He got $50 for participating in the study 

(back in the 80's).

4/1/2019 3:02:19 PM mongrelglory Hemp hearts are still a good source of quality protein.  You can smoke a joint while eating your granola...

4/1/2019 3:04:40 PM _00111111_ gotta be a cicada

4/1/2019 3:06:59 PM angelswar11 Hi Think👋🏻

4/1/2019 3:07:01 PM charmanda9 Haha! Jeepers, @covertress , those came fast! Didn’t you seriously just find out about them yesterday or the day before?

4/1/2019 3:07:31 PM _00111111_ hello there.

4/1/2019 3:08:06 PM mongrelglory Only if people run away from the experiences of trauma and grief.  All experiences are valid in our learning and ascension process. (I believe)

4/1/2019 3:09:19 PM mongrelglory I noticed they were particularly removing my likes of the tweets about Bernie Sanders being a pedophile.

4/1/2019 3:09:19 PM djlok Same!

4/1/2019 3:09:50 PM maryschade14 Contra-indications beyond physical which are bad enough, homicidal/suicidal tendencies, worsening depression agitation. 

Alcohol..has done society such great..Harm but hey get drunk tonight. That to me would pise greater risk..poor judgement.

4/1/2019 3:09:55 PM covertress Will the way you think about water change when you learn that... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032712042178854913?s=19 …

4/1/2019 3:10:27 PM ekotoons 😆

4/1/2019 3:11:00 PM mongrelglory It's hard though when you feel protective of little ones that you see as defenceless.

4/1/2019 3:11:14 PM djlok Boom!!!

4/1/2019 3:11:38 PM mommahood777 lol  With life's "BIG extras,"  been on this site for 3 hrs catching up, other things going on today as well, haven't seen Q yet and wondering if I'll get 

Christmas put away THIS week!!! Good grief!!! Christmas is nice, I hang angels for Sandy Hook kids.

4/1/2019 3:12:08 PM covertress Yes.

I temporarily joined Prime so that I could get free fast shipping & watch SG-1. A two-fer. 🤓 🤓 🤓

4/1/2019 3:12:26 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing a LEGO universe. 😁

4/1/2019 3:15:21 PM prmd21801759 Just read this today ;-) Disclosure!!! And watch SG-1.



4/1/2019 3:17:42 PM brad34351293 Or they are paid to be that way!

Archeology/Smithsonian cover-up/discredit truth of past to fit the NWO narrative.

& when they flatly talk against/lie about something that is plainly true, it takes away any credibility they actually have & I stop listening.

4/1/2019 3:17:43 PM maryschade14 Word according to Elijah Cummins. There is room for reasonable assumption that details are missing at this point. More it seems to want people to 

question POTUS ability to make sound judgement.

4/1/2019 3:17:53 PM eviltimtx226 Read the follow up tweet before you blast me.

4/1/2019 3:19:12 PM olimyracle I'm surprised no one has yet made a meme with yet available MJ proofs. It's on my to do list.

Do we really understand how historical moments WE are experimenting ?

How many "proofs" ?

Delta 0 type ? Future proves past type ? Others ?

Who can list them ? https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1106638811830771712?s=19 …
4/1/2019 3:19:15 PM randyfresh What do you call it when the [brainwashed] are "woken" just to be [brainwashed] again?

4/1/2019 3:22:18 PM ascendedwater Not trying to blast you. It is April 1st 😂😂😂

4/1/2019 3:23:00 PM olimyracle Tool tool tool

Let's get our MJmemes ready 😋 pic.twitter.com/4XcLamlh53

4/1/2019 3:26:21 PM charmanda9 🤓=😎

4/1/2019 3:27:50 PM maryschade14 6th graphic..magic afoot. https://www.loc.gov/resource/plmp.m089/?sp=6&st=single&r=-0.067,0.125,1.335,1.665,0 …

4/1/2019 3:29:05 PM billyj1616 Terrible he wouldn’t submit to Illuminati handlers and they tried to destroy his career.

4/1/2019 3:29:11 PM mommahood777 sorry..I spit on my shirt...yer funny

4/1/2019 3:32:38 PM kimmeykim1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

4/1/2019 3:33:41 PM mommahood777 The story says Tricia has a gripe and Elija is squeaky.  MSM going nuts with this? Wouldn't know, don't watch it.  Will the qualification requirement 

regarding cannabis change?  Who would get to change it?

4/1/2019 3:35:04 PM jennife31060429 Hahaha yah think??? Hahaha yup i seed em clear there

4/1/2019 3:35:28 PM laurabusse Seems to be growing in leaps and bounds doesn't it...

4/1/2019 3:35:32 PM jennife31060429 He got a pair of smarty pants to go with that tie!!???😂😂😂😂❤️

4/1/2019 3:37:15 PM jennife31060429 "I speak whale"😂😂😂😂😂

4/1/2019 3:37:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody at Twitter is aware, except for the fact that the tools technically exist.

4/1/2019 3:37:51 PM jennife31060429 😂😂😂❤️❤️❤️🙌🙌🎖

4/1/2019 3:38:27 PM youstinksoap I agree, that is where most of my fear goes to - my kids and new grand baby.  I've been trying to catch it though, and think positive, happy thoughts 

about them or their situation to balance it.

4/1/2019 3:38:47 PM casitapark It's been so long since I've felt any differently about being'wrong'. 

People, thinking "I can't learn French b/c I don't know French" is so lame.

4/1/2019 3:39:27 PM angelswar11 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/5CTOmK4Bmt

4/1/2019 3:39:50 PM djlok Ha ha!  Well at least 27 of Kab's accounts probably unfollowed. So with that said, the growth appears to be more organic.

4/1/2019 3:43:05 PM jennife31060429 Yessss,!!

4/1/2019 3:45:23 PM _00111111_ i have no idea what you are referring to lol but since it appears to be funny and inside joke  maybe this lol... pic.twitter.com/gOW9L331rt

4/1/2019 3:49:11 PM zagnett Are any former MJs and/or any if their subordinates creators of ALICE?

4/1/2019 3:51:25 PM kachinagtto Simmons worked for NID.  Is NID kind of = MJ12?  He kept info from the SGC... secondary agenda.

4/1/2019 3:53:29 PM kachinagtto Putting the SG slightly off center was like burying the gate.  Is this like a pole shift - Are real SGs slightly off alignment right now?  Or are they just 

purposely off-set to not allow access manually?

4/1/2019 3:54:17 PM kachinagtto he jokes that they will have to "give back Alaska".  Was Alaska a bargaining chip?

4/1/2019 3:55:23 PM kachinagtto Russia demands that they be permanently stationed at the SG base.  Is this like the ISS having Russian cosmonauts - even during times of high tensions?

4/1/2019 3:56:18 PM angelswar11 This is Awesome 😎

4/1/2019 3:57:05 PM kachinagtto Russia said that there could be war started over something it's people know nothing about, and it was replied that this wouldn't be unprecedented.  

Seems we have fought many wars over things that are not what they seem.

4/1/2019 3:57:17 PM _00111111_ im so out of ya'lls loop. lol

4/1/2019 3:57:46 PM kachinagtto Minot AFB was an NID safehouse.  Was this disclosure that Minot is in fact a covert military base of sorts?

4/1/2019 3:57:48 PM jennife31060429 Would love to be in that thinksy...in the flying machine=)

4/1/2019 3:58:19 PM weremight For some reason my mind doesn't want to consider the idea that HRC was once MJ12.

4/1/2019 3:59:18 PM kachinagtto They used a "naquadah" generator as a bargaining chip with Russia.  Was this supposed to be like a free energy device?  Has this been done?

4/1/2019 3:59:25 PM realityloominng Did someone have a really positive briefing recently? And what do you make of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? - If you don't mind me asking :)

4/1/2019 3:59:27 PM angelswar11 It was based on a comment I made on Spy’s video last night .. The video is gone .. Or I would share it.. I’m out of the loop too with this account.. I can’t 

see anything over here.. Notifications don’t exist it seems Sucks 😐

4/1/2019 4:00:33 PM _00111111_ in many cryptic ways so would Jonah

4/1/2019 4:01:26 PM cosmic_engineer You use critical thought techniques.  Still focused, but from a panorama of perspectives.

4/1/2019 4:01:29 PM kachinagtto Also wondering if copies of beings / other matter... are what is really stored in giant crystals in the Earth.

4/1/2019 4:02:00 PM _00111111_ i never have had that problem fortunately. must suck to have to go out and find frens huh?

4/1/2019 4:02:05 PM jrocktigers aLI cE Wuz Here.

4/1/2019 4:03:07 PM angelswar11 You know why I’m in Twitmo.. 😂 I don’t either ..

4/1/2019 4:04:26 PM nancyddb Are we aware they are committing crimes against us?

4/1/2019 4:04:43 PM chapulincolored I know it's April 1st, but what is this: https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1112454610772324352 …

4/1/2019 4:09:35 PM jennife31060429 Wouldnt wanna be Jonah.

4/1/2019 4:09:53 PM beeshelb I'd like to learn more about your Ascension Diet!

4/1/2019 4:09:59 PM truthseeker805 It’s right in front of you hiding in plain sight

4/1/2019 4:10:29 PM _00111111_ oh in so many ways i wish i was

4/1/2019 4:11:48 PM mskeens1962 Great slogan Eko  - We should try to spread it around 

#QAnon #MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #AmericaFirst #BuildTheWall #SaveTheChildren #ThesePeopleAreSick #LockThemAllUp 

pic.twitter.com/FtGzQ6FKDq

4/1/2019 4:17:04 PM mskeens1962 Twitmo.....ok now we need a meme for that 🤣

4/1/2019 4:17:10 PM realityloominng How long have new MJ12 been influencing thirdphaseofmoon?

4/1/2019 4:18:58 PM ragevirusqq  https://youtu.be/NKzWsdpiIRQ 

4/1/2019 4:19:08 PM whitehat_van Bunk!

4/1/2019 4:20:53 PM whitehat_van How about time waster? You people are sick. Full on war for minds and you're still trying to take them.



4/1/2019 4:21:36 PM whitehat_van Let me guess. China identity politics pushed by Marc Andreessen and others?

4/1/2019 4:21:57 PM zagnett Oh they have? I like them

4/1/2019 4:22:45 PM zagnett I thought MJ said at one point that she never was an MJ

4/1/2019 4:27:09 PM djlok My vision changed after corrective eye surgery.  It improved in the conventional 20/20 sense, but it changed in other ways that are less describable.

4/1/2019 4:29:53 PM kathleen3693693 Slight differences in wording. Lee side of Mt. Massive (1993) vs. Pike's Peak. 

BUT--Many more chapters included with MAGA link.

THANK YOU @TS_SCI_MAJIC12! Almost finished reading!

4/1/2019 4:30:07 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/NUArPqLdP5

4/1/2019 4:30:44 PM djlok As our AI friends would say: I c u.

4/1/2019 4:31:07 PM jennife31060429 Do tell thinksy!!

What about Jonah do you like so?😊

 i wouldnt wanna run from God that hard altho i did when 15and  for a few years after..felt worse than whales belly for sure!!😊

4/1/2019 4:31:35 PM kathleen3693693 Any pdf link for Chan Thomas' other book:  Body 2; the incredible world of ESP?

4/1/2019 4:31:37 PM mrd_s_anderson Is there an Iran-Iraq gate

(sic) False Michael Matrix

4/1/2019 4:32:37 PM laurabusse Or a medieval festival?

4/1/2019 4:34:57 PM gaulmichele  pic.twitter.com/J5QM2th4aV

4/1/2019 4:35:51 PM winklerburke Amen, sister!

4/1/2019 4:39:23 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/e2y7HwWGkg

4/1/2019 4:40:28 PM jrocktigers AliCe ? pic.twitter.com/rmX8bvMyXM

4/1/2019 4:41:51 PM djlok Dude- this is the craziest thing….I was just screenshooting that one and sending it to a group chat with the EXACT same question.

4/1/2019 4:43:50 PM jrocktigers "I am he as you are he as you are me and we are all together

See how they run like pigs from a gun, see how they fly"

4/1/2019 4:44:07 PM djlok Jrock/David Proof LOL pic.twitter.com/FHh31KL1XG

4/1/2019 4:45:18 PM jrocktigers The time sends it over cliff. Send to MJ, ready for service.

4/1/2019 4:46:15 PM djlok Shit’s crazy.  Do you believe in coincidences? Me:  F^ck no!!!

4/1/2019 4:49:43 PM kathleen3693693 Imagine the air and oceans whizzing around at 1000 mph, and something abruptly disrupts the tension of the earth's crust such that its whole outer 

layer slips 45-90° off axis (eg, N Pole physically relocates to equator within 4-6 hrs). Read: https://mega.nz/#!rPgynILb!JCIp9nWWLMtQdfGct_WC--

_nPiYCXL5iU_vcg-r_sE8 …

4/1/2019 4:52:05 PM apex_starseed So, did good ET's help in giving us Tech to fix our magnetic field but as usual the military industrial complex found a way to weaponnize it (HARPP) to 

manipulate Weather? With chemtrails amongst other uses of the chemtrails? Cause hidden in "Plain sight" in X-Files show..

4/1/2019 4:52:14 PM richardhiatt16 Let em come... MJ12 YOUR group is on top of it.. the Russians and the Chinese WANT world domination and that is counter to the “productive”/pro 

disclosure plan.. “You are either with us ... Or Against us” 💙🇺🇸

4/1/2019 4:53:28 PM _00111111_ Jonah's story reps the teaching of Teshuva – the ability to repent and be forgiven by God

i would love to be used as symbol for Christ

i love Jonahs story many dont know (when in fish belly) that fish was scared of the fish demon Leviathon..so while in belly jonah told fish

4/1/2019 4:53:28 PM jrocktigers Lennon " The first line was written on one acid trip one weekend. The second line was written on the next acid trip the next weekend, and it was filled 

in after I met Yoko "

4/1/2019 4:55:51 PM _00111111_ not to worry he would pray for him....so fish swam right next to Leviathon and then Jonah threatened to leash the demon at which point leviathon saw 

Jonah was uncircumsized and thus protected by God and flee...just a cool story... jonhas dad was Amitai which means Truth in Hebrew

4/1/2019 4:55:56 PM prmd21801759 1) blackmail (which we already know)

2) full disclosure of technologies the Pentagon has. That people's money paid for research & development.

3) Russia dhd is in area 51

4) important ETs are in legal organizations, in hiding.

5) energy pattern stays in consciousness

4/1/2019 4:56:01 PM aetherwalker1 Like in the show @Intruders.  😏

4/1/2019 4:56:40 PM apex_starseed Scientist who confirms HARPP can control the Weather... https://youtu.be/guOPDKW5wP0 

4/1/2019 4:57:25 PM _00111111_ Jonah is the son of truth in this regard...he was saved by Elijah as a little boy....i just think so mnay great things when pondering how forgiveness and 

repentance is that simple and that powerful...that God doesnt hold grudges if you once balked at him..long as u get it in end

4/1/2019 4:58:39 PM cj_liebs I'm glad I'm a child.....of GOD.

4/1/2019 5:02:01 PM cj_liebs Slim Pickens riding a missile screaming NAZI'SSSS

4/1/2019 5:02:28 PM laurabusse Kab. LOL.

4/1/2019 5:18:45 PM prmd21801759 6) surveillance is everywhere

7) Russians know everything that our stargates 51, etc. Have been doing, developing.. 

8) Bad ET prisoners are now jailed offworld

9) walls/sg closed for 48 hours

4/1/2019 5:19:43 PM prmd21801759 10) Russia is checking on its dhd property in area 51 stargate and other stargates

4/1/2019 5:21:44 PM charmanda9 Eggman, walrus, etc

4/1/2019 5:36:17 PM ragevirusqq ☝️Others are searching for home also.

4/1/2019 5:42:57 PM covertress Are any of these 3rd-eye-activating GMOs currently commercially available?

4/1/2019 5:46:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 For whom? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1112859117310361600 …

4/1/2019 5:47:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Questions are plentiful.

Answers are few.

4/1/2019 5:48:11 PM ragevirusqq It’s Funny that all of their adds last few days mention privacy and security

4/1/2019 5:48:32 PM worldxplorer1 Answers usually just breed more questions.

4/1/2019 5:48:57 PM ragevirusqq This is true I have many. Like who is John Q ST Clair?

4/1/2019 5:49:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore, if truth resonates from within and meditation allows you to download new information stored in your DNA, then wouldn't you learn by 

asking Questions versus seeking answers? Meditate on these questions and truth will resonate from within. On all subjects. Literally all.

4/1/2019 5:50:04 PM jrocktigers I would love to know what you know about Father Padre Pio if possible?

4/1/2019 5:50:11 PM thevolunteer6 THE SHEEPLE JUST DON’T GET IT



4/1/2019 5:50:45 PM lorenzosghost For every question you ask, attempt to answer it yourself, even if you don't control where the "answer" is coming from.

You know more than you know.

Doubt less, faith more.

While also being "skeptical"

Too much to find balance?

You'll get there

4/1/2019 5:51:09 PM zack_stone Dam right it is. Like a compartmentalized...i mean clogged pipe

4/1/2019 5:51:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information is stored in frequencies consistent with their virtuous emotions associated to their impact and severity. During meditation, allowing your 

higher mind to ask the question, then in meditation you shall experience the answer. It must be drawn from self reflection.

4/1/2019 5:51:51 PM billyj1616 How is Antarctica these days?

4/1/2019 5:52:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly as said.

4/1/2019 5:54:31 PM dabostorment Why would MJ12 use voice of God tech to diverse consciousness?

4/1/2019 5:56:05 PM keith369me From personal experience, a bedtime meditation often leads to middle of the night or early morning answers.  Keep a pen and paper nearby!

4/1/2019 5:56:22 PM jerseyhotgurl There was clearly pay-to-play pay-offs between Vladimir Putin and Hillary Clinton starting in 2010 when Hillary got Putin billions in donations from 29 U. 

S. corporations who helped Putin build the Russian equivalent of Silicon Valley in a suburb of Moscow https://aim4truth.org/2018/03/05/the-russian-

reset-is-nothing-but-outright-treason/ …

4/1/2019 5:56:35 PM lbf777 This is how I download knowledge.

4/1/2019 5:56:45 PM jrocktigers NO. He lived with stigmata in his hands and foot for decades. Had prophetic visions.

4/1/2019 5:56:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Diverse? In which way?

4/1/2019 5:57:42 PM jerseyhotgurl called Skolkovo.

Hillary also arranged, during the 2010 Nuclear Security Summit, to give Putin $400 million to build a uranium enrichment plant in Russia.

4/1/2019 5:58:11 PM jerseyhotgurl The Uranium One deal between Bill/Hillary and Putin netted a $145 million in pay-to-play pay-offs to the Clinton Foundation.

4/1/2019 5:59:18 PM jerseyhotgurl For Bill’s part in the treasonous sell-out of the entire American uranium market, Frank Guistra (Canadian owner of Uranium One) and Carlos Slim 

donated $200 million to the Clinton Guistra Sustainability Growth Initiative.

4/1/2019 6:00:13 PM freestateojones Can you elaborate on how said data is retrieved through meditation?

Does the thought activate the DNA it is "stored" on and / or does the thought activate the DNA that acts as a receiver to Source / The Higher Self?

Some would throw the Akasha/Aether words in there I presume. pic.twitter.com/GMQTFGj3tI

4/1/2019 6:00:32 PM jerseyhotgurl The lobbying firm APCO Worldwide, who did a great deal of free work for the Clinton Foundation while representing the Russians (Rosatom) in the 

Uranium One deal, filed reports recently that indicate that the Uranium One deal was worth over $30 billion.

4/1/2019 6:01:21 PM dabostorment Does success of the plan really require “interaction” with consciousness to “make it work”! Isn’t our free will enough to make this whole world come 

back to perfectness?

4/1/2019 6:01:40 PM jerseyhotgurl The Government Accountability Institute’s report, From Russia with Money – Hillary Clinton, the Russian Reset, and Cronyism tells the full story of 

Russian collusion with the Obama White House and the Clinton State Department concerning Skolkovo and the transference of American

4/1/2019 6:02:09 PM sparkleloung Whatcha got there ☝️☝️

4/1/2019 6:02:14 PM jerseyhotgurl technology in every field of science, including: weapon development, information technology, hypersonic missiles, robotics, biomedical technology, 

satellites, full-spectrum wireless propagation, cyberwarfare technology and just about every other sensitive technology available.

4/1/2019 6:02:56 PM jerseyhotgurl Just as Bill and Hillary had done in China during Bill’s administration, they sold out America to Russia. Bill started in his first year in office signing the 

Russian/American agreement called, Megatons to Megawatts which eventually lead to Putin’s Russian mafia

4/1/2019 6:03:01 PM lbf777 Meditate in this:

Does Trump, MJ12 & their team care enough about us to raise the economy or do they want us to continue to suffer?

After all, many of us know the economy is on volume control & can be lowered or raised at any time. What’s the hold up? 🤔

4/1/2019 6:03:36 PM kachinagtto This is gonna be a long meditation!  I’ve got LOTS of questions!!!

4/1/2019 6:03:37 PM jerseyhotgurl taking over the uranium market in American. This was proven in the conviction of Putin’s head mafia boss in America, Vadim Miniken, who controlled 

the U. S. uranium market through blackmail, bribery, threats, extortion, kickbacks and direct payments to Hillary Clinton,

4/1/2019 6:03:39 PM fionasdestiny67 I used to get much more info before my stroke. Would losing 20% of my balance be what's interfering with my energy circuitry?

An honest question. I don't usually discuss my private issues.

4/1/2019 6:03:51 PM jerseyhotgurl according to the FBI undercover agent Douglas Campbell who aided the FBI in Miniken’s conviction.

4/1/2019 6:03:55 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/aCd5PIQRBw

4/1/2019 6:04:04 PM djlok Noticed that as well.

4/1/2019 6:04:23 PM jerseyhotgurl The details of the report showing how Hillary helped create Skolvoko for Putin when she was Secretary of State (and chief fund-raiser for the Clinton 

Foundation) can be found at:

FROM RUSSIA WITH MONEY

4/1/2019 6:04:55 PM jerseyhotgurl THE EXPLICIT COLLABORATION, COLLUSION, AND CORRUPTION THAT IS FOUND IN THIS DOCUMENT IS TANTAMOUNT TO TREASON.

4/1/2019 6:05:05 PM 12bravogran There's no historical record longer than our DNA... vast portions of it echo unchanged by time.

4/1/2019 6:05:15 PM ragevirusqq Psilocybin? DMT? In this category  maybe

4/1/2019 6:05:59 PM jerseyhotgurl Clinton was working with the enemy (Russia-Russia-Russia) for personal gain and power. This treason was called the “Russian Reset” wherein 

Obama/Clinton and 28 U. S. corporations gave American trade secrets to Russians who have used them to create new weapons of mass destruction 

pic.twitter.com/w8M1em0pT4

4/1/2019 6:06:43 PM covertress I'm thinking more along the lines of semi-exotic fruit, like raspberries.

4/1/2019 6:07:06 PM jerseyhotgurl and cyberwarfare tools that are equal to what the same corporations have created for the U. S. military.

4/1/2019 6:07:51 PM jerseyhotgurl Essentially, international corporations sold-out America to the enemy and the Obama White House supported this ‘industrial espionage’ and transfer of 

military secrets to the Russians while Bill and Hillary were paid off through their “foundations”,

4/1/2019 6:08:10 PM princesspatrio1 Love this Margaret! 👊❤️

4/1/2019 6:09:19 PM jerseyhotgurl even while Hillary was Secretary of State at the time. This activity is prohibited by the Emoluments Clause.

4/1/2019 6:09:22 PM djlok Never read it.  Any good?

4/1/2019 6:09:26 PM jennife31060429 Beautiful thinksy!!

You are being used for Christ you are an Ambassador for Christ buddy..when we ask Him in our hearts we are commisioned to bring Heaven to 

earth!!😊

4/1/2019 6:10:08 PM jerseyhotgurl The list of the Silicon Valley and military contractors (criminals) who sold out America in the Skolkovo deal should not surprise you. These are a few of 

the Russian collaborators and Russian spies:

4/1/2019 6:10:29 PM jennife31060429 Wow!!! I have never heard this..mcery cool!! I like the Hebrew name for Truth!!!



4/1/2019 6:10:39 PM blsdbe Majic Focus & #PowerOfPrayer

🙏933pm EDT for 27 mins, OR @ 933 in Your Time Zone for 27 mins, OR @ Majestic time

💥Daily FOCUS & DM 2 chat💥

4/1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: “During meditation, allowing your higher mind to ask the question, then in meditation you shall experience the answer”

4/1/2019 6:11:06 PM ragevirusqq I would bet specific terpenes have this quality. Many plants and fruits share terpenes. pic.twitter.com/A8y8706MEw

4/1/2019 6:11:13 PM jennife31060429 AMEN!! Amen!! You are bringin it thinksy!!🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

4/1/2019 6:11:24 PM jerseyhotgurl Apple

Google

Facebook

Microsoft

IBM

General Electric

Cisco

Boeing

Northrop Grumman

Lockheed Martin

Samsung

Nokia

MIT

Intel Corp.

Johnson & Johnson pic.twitter.com/rNtoqlBjyZ
4/1/2019 6:11:57 PM jerseyhotgurl This list names just a few of the usual suspects when it comes to selling out America to the highest bidder. All totaled, these companies (and others) 

donated well-over $1.5 billion to the Skolkovo technology give-away to just get it started.

4/1/2019 6:12:14 PM blsdbe Thank You...we are just forming our Focus for tonight 😇❤️😇

All Are Welcome to Join Us in Prayer/Meditation!!! https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1112885020404809728?s=21 …

4/1/2019 6:12:47 PM jerseyhotgurl Subsequently, Hillary Clinton’s foundations received over $345 million in donations from the American and Russian corporations involved in the 

“Russian Reset.” Remember that $145 million was given to the Clinton Foundation by nine members of Rosatom (and other companies involved

4/1/2019 6:12:58 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m in!

4/1/2019 6:13:03 PM _17patriot_ Is there land beyond the ice wall at Antarctica?

4/1/2019 6:13:05 PM djlok I should’ve known.  LOL!!!  Funny all the stuff we DO read…and then some stuff…not so much!!!

4/1/2019 6:13:13 PM aetherwalker1 I only know that a snowflake cannot exist in a storm of fire.

4/1/2019 6:13:26 PM blsdbe Wonderful!!!

4/1/2019 6:13:34 PM apex_starseed China!!! Downloading all of 🍎 users data from the iCLOUD..plus China is pretty much has an entire building and agency of hackers! And the 

Manufacturer Scam they got going on Apple Company that the company is aware of but can't admit. Must go to The Edge of Research...😉

4/1/2019 6:13:44 PM jerseyhotgurl in the deal), the Russian company that bought Uranium One from Frank Guistra, which holds 20% of U. S. uranium reserves and essentially controls the 

U. S. uranium market due to the deals Bill and Hillary did with Putin.

4/1/2019 6:14:30 PM djlok Last night was probably the first time I ever read that much of Genesis. Don’t tell anyone…LOL!!!

4/1/2019 6:14:34 PM jerseyhotgurl BILL GOT OVER $200 MILLION DONATED TO THE CLINTON GUISTRA SUSTAINABILITY GROWTH FUND FOR HIS PART IN ARRANGING THE DEAL WITH 

PUTIN AND HIS BEST FRIEND FRANK GUISTRA.

4/1/2019 6:14:53 PM apex_starseed Oh and of course the "DEEP STATE" 😉

4/1/2019 6:15:16 PM cristajones9 He had powers. He could bilocate, lots of witnesses attest to this;  did miraculous cures.  Eye witness accounts of experiences in the Confessional. He 

could supposedly tell the person confessing what their sins were and if they were lying, etc.

4/1/2019 6:15:50 PM linnyt7 I find that I will have a persistent question that I’ll pray about. Then, usually while I’m doing something very mundane, like sweeping the floor or 

watering the garden, an answer will come. It’s always when my analytical mind is turned down that it comes.

4/1/2019 6:16:41 PM blsdbe Me Also!!!

4/1/2019 6:17:37 PM martisw1971 When?

4/1/2019 6:19:03 PM covertress I love it when you say "literally."

4/1/2019 6:19:05 PM jerseyhotgurl Uranium One was just one of many, many Clinton deals that sold out America for their personal greed and lust for power. Skolkovo was just another 

Clinton scam created by Wild Bill and Crooked Hillary and supported by Putin’s buddy Barack.

4/1/2019 6:20:00 PM jerseyhotgurl MORE CLINTON SCAMS ON THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

Clinton also pulled another scam that ensured that the Russian experiments on hypersonic missiles (and aircraft) advanced beyond the stage that 

Raytheon and Boeing have taken American military experiments.

4/1/2019 6:20:52 PM djlok Raised ProtestantSame. But I’ll ready thousands and thousands of pages of news articles and gov’t documents though.and play YouTubes in the 

background. Maybe that’s what I should do create a YouTube channel where I read the Bible to people. That would bore me to tears though.

4/1/2019 6:21:05 PM jerseyhotgurl The Clintons, and these traitorous transnational warlord corporations, sold out the U. S. military so that the self-serving, profitable weapons race with 

Russia could continue unabated.

Hillary’s Hypersonic Aircraft for Her Buddy Putin

4/1/2019 6:21:14 PM ascension_guide Altered states of consciousness allow you to access frequencies which you may not typically be able to access in your normal wakeful state. (brainwave 

states) Our bodies are electromagnetic receivers and transmitters. pic.twitter.com/xB81oiETqQ

4/1/2019 6:21:32 PM jerseyhotgurl This deal gave American hypersonic technology to Russia so that Putin could brag that he had technology that was beyond U. S. technology that was 

unstoppable. Putin can thank Hillary Clinton for those aviation advancements in Russia.

4/1/2019 6:22:14 PM jerseyhotgurl Hillary helped Boeing seal a major sale to the Kremlin when she visited Moscow on October 13, 2009. She was there, in part, to boost the American jet 

manufacturer. “We’re delighted that a new Russian airline, Rosavia, is actively considering the acquisition of Boeing aircraft.

4/1/2019 6:22:18 PM martisw1971 Is the Earth hollow? Would using the Fibonacci sequence to calculate the golden spiral or ratio like our dna creating open spaces throughout the center 

of the Earth explaining why they protect the openings at the north and south poles? Are their lost life forms, aliens& ancients?

4/1/2019 6:22:48 PM jerseyhotgurl And this is a shameless pitch for Rosavia,” Clinton said at Moscow’s Boeing Design Center. “The Ex-Im Bank would welcome an application for financing 

from Rosavia to support its purchase of Boeing aircraft.”

4/1/2019 6:22:59 PM nursewounds What is the Paulding Light in Michigan?

4/1/2019 6:23:06 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Ong’s hat a Majestic program?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ong%27s_Hat …

4/1/2019 6:23:22 PM jerseyhotgurl Three days later, according to the Washington Post, “Boeing formally submitted its bid for the Russian deal.”

4/1/2019 6:23:43 PM nursewounds Paulding light?

4/1/2019 6:23:49 PM jerseyhotgurl On June 1, 2010, the Kremlin-owned Rostekhnologii company – called Rostec – had great news for the plane maker: it decided to buy 50 Boeing 737 

jets for Russia’s national airline, Aeroflot. The reported price was $3.7 billion.

4/1/2019 6:24:40 PM sailorpractical All day today in Santa Barbara. I even have a metallic taste in my mouth from the air pic.twitter.com/aVvtC3Nz5z

4/1/2019 6:25:13 PM martisw1971 Are we just now beginning to be able to supplement technology in place of some of the more simple ancient knowledge we have lost?



4/1/2019 6:25:50 PM jerseyhotgurl That August 17, just ten weeks later, Boeing announced a $900,000 gift to the Clinton Foundation. The Clinton Foundation’s website declares total 

contributions from Boeing to be between $1 million and $5 million.

4/1/2019 6:26:24 PM jerseyhotgurl BELOW ARE SELECTIONS FROM FROM RUSSIA WITH MONEY – HILLARY CLINTON, THE RUSSIAN RESET, AND CRONYISM pic.twitter.com/JpsROrRc5h

4/1/2019 6:26:52 PM laurabusse It has its high points. It's a compendium of stories.

4/1/2019 6:27:06 PM jerseyhotgurl Obama/Clinton Treason with Putin

Russian reset buttonThe Russian Reset began in early March 2009, when Hillary Clinton was in Geneva, Switzerland, for a meeting with her Russian 

counterpart Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov. As they met in her hotel’s Salon Panorama

4/1/2019 6:27:49 PM cchef1980 Have been thinking the exact same thing. Since when do they give a flying f%*k about privacy? Especially since they were found doing shady business 

with Fakebook? Also weren’t big tech companies trying to get to ALL of our financial data but banks said no just a few weeks ago?

4/1/2019 6:27:59 PM martisw1971 Are all times and dimensions occurring at once but our minds have not learned to function at that level? How can we learn to do that?

4/1/2019 6:28:00 PM jerseyhotgurl Clinton presented Lavrov a small yellow box with a bright red button. It was her first meeting with the Russian Foreign Minister and she wanted to 

symbolize the need to push the “reset button.” The button was labeled “peregruzka,”which doesn’t mean “reset,”but rather”overcharge.”

4/1/2019 6:28:32 PM stoneturnr But how can we truly know the information we receive is not effected by confirmation bias? It's possible to be deceived by our own 'intuition'. 

Sometimes we need direct answers and complete explanations

4/1/2019 6:28:37 PM jerseyhotgurl One area of quick movement and success was on technological cooperation and financial investment. In theory, the idea was simple: encourage U.S. 

companies to invest in Russia to tap the country’s strengths in basic scientific talent while creating opportunities for

4/1/2019 6:28:39 PM djlok Ha ha!!  Love it!!!

4/1/2019 6:28:50 PM jerseyhotgurl Russian investment in U.S. tech companies.

4/1/2019 6:29:26 PM michaelchasea 🤣🤣🤣

4/1/2019 6:29:37 PM jerseyhotgurl The areas of development included energy, communications, sensors, and propulsion systems. Unlike the freewheeling, decentralized, and 

entrepreneurial culture in California, the new Russian Silicon Valley, Skolkovo would have a distinctly different culture. It would be more

4/1/2019 6:30:29 PM lynnboyce7 👍

4/1/2019 6:30:51 PM djlok Imagine that!  A YouTube channel reading MJ12 tweets.  And maybe something interactive to avoid the messenger over message problems.

4/1/2019 6:30:59 PM jerseyhotgurl centralized and dominated by Russian government officials.

skolkovoSkolkovo was launched as “entirely a state project” with housing for 30,000 people, as well as schools, shops, and parks designed by the 

government. The Russian government pledged to spend some $5 billion over

4/1/2019 6:31:03 PM martisw1971 How can I download? How can I resonate high enough to heal myself and others?

4/1/2019 6:31:19 PM jerseyhotgurl three years to put Skolkovo together. pic.twitter.com/US9eIISGQf

4/1/2019 6:31:44 PM djlok Whenever I see those videos, I always want to interact with them an ask questions and share my personal observations.  I know I’m not the only one 

who feels that way.

4/1/2019 6:32:37 PM jerseyhotgurl Americans donated untold billions to support the project and built factories to assist Russian technological development.

4/1/2019 6:33:10 PM jerseyhotgurl OVER A THOUSAND RUSSIAN COMPANIES WERE CREATED THROUGH AMERICAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT.

A Skolkovo Foundation was established to manage the project. Ultimately, dozens of U.S. tech firms including Cisco, Google, and Intel would make 

major financial contributions.

4/1/2019 6:33:26 PM theraphinj Turning inside out🙏🏻

4/1/2019 6:33:42 PM jerseyhotgurl Hillary Clinton praised the initiative in a joint statement with Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov. The statement praised American companies like Cisco 

and Microsoft for “participating in Russia’s Skolkovo Innovation Center Project, with over a billion dollars committed.”

4/1/2019 6:34:22 PM jrocktigers Yoda voice would rock.

4/1/2019 6:34:22 PM jerseyhotgurl Clinton continued, “The opening of a Russian Innovation Center (representing Rusnano, Russian Venture Company, and Skolkovo) in the Silicon Valley 

will act as another bridge connecting American and Russian high-tech companies, investors, and scientific research institutions.”

4/1/2019 6:34:35 PM richardhiatt16 Common “Security” 👍💙🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/1/2019 6:34:42 PM djlok Brilliant.  No worries about the message/messenger.  Format can be whatever the host is inspired to do.  People can ask questions/give observations.  

Gotta make it different than a periscope though.  Periscopes can be a fucking mess.

4/1/2019 6:35:19 PM jerseyhotgurl The State Department played an active role early on by setting up meetings for Russian officials with U.S. technology companies. According to Hillary 

Clinton, she inspired then-Russian President Dimitry Medvedev to visit Silicon Valley to encourage participation in Skolkovo.

4/1/2019 6:36:23 PM jerseyhotgurl As she reported in her memoirs, “At a long meeting I had with Medvedev outside Moscow in October 2009, he raised his plan to build a high-tech 

corridor in Russia modeled after our own Silicon Valley.

4/1/2019 6:37:01 PM jerseyhotgurl When I suggested that he visit the original in California, he turned to his staff and told them to follow up.” And indeed, on June 22-24, 2010, Russian 

President Medvedev visited the United States and traveled to Silicon Valley to meet with tech executives.

4/1/2019 6:37:10 PM charmanda9 Golly, this sounds familiar 🤓 I like your idea, btw.

4/1/2019 6:37:53 PM charmanda9 ♥️♥️♥️

4/1/2019 6:38:04 PM jerseyhotgurl Medvedev met with high-tech executives and California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger encouraged the firms to set up shop in Skolkovo.Medvedev 

put on quite a show. As he prepared to leave, he turned to Schwarzenegger and mimicked lines from his movie Terminator2. “I’ll be back,”

4/1/2019 6:38:17 PM jerseyhotgurl he told Schwarzenegger. “Hasta la vista—baby.”

4/1/2019 6:38:44 PM charmanda9 Love this convo.

4/1/2019 6:38:53 PM jerseyhotgurl In May 2010, the State Department facilitated a Moscow visit by 22 of the biggest names in the U.S. venture capital market. The visit was a concrete 

sign that relations on commercial ties were warming.

4/1/2019 6:39:31 PM jerseyhotgurl “This is the first highly visible, concrete evidence that there are major changes taking place in attitudes toward one another on the commercial side,” 

opined economist David Kemme from the University of Memphis.

4/1/2019 6:40:11 PM jerseyhotgurl To get American companies to participate in Skolkovo, the Russian government promised to give American firms special access to research and 

projects taking place in Russia. Companies participating in Skolkovo would receive special tax status and access to the Russian market.

4/1/2019 6:40:14 PM charmanda9 Part of the fun!

4/1/2019 6:40:47 PM jerseyhotgurl They would also receive special access to research in Russia. For example, one investment firm received “priority access to the database of the 

Skolkovo Foundation projects and companies, enabling it to select the most promising projects early in their development.”

4/1/2019 6:41:19 PM jerseyhotgurl It further allowed companies to “refer their existing portfolio of companies to Skolkovo” for research.

There was also the prospect of gaining access to Russian markets, which had been hampered by export licensing issues involving the export of sensitive 

technologies.

4/1/2019 6:42:12 PM jerseyhotgurl The U.S. State Department had major responsibility for the issuing of export licenses. The State Department actively and aggressively encouraged 

American firms to participate in Skolkovo



4/1/2019 6:42:40 PM iamyou132 DHD?

4/1/2019 6:42:44 PM jerseyhotgurl Indeed, many of the Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) signed by U.S. companies to invest and cooperate in Skolkovo were signed under the 

auspices of Hillary Clinton’s State Department.

4/1/2019 6:42:46 PM decodematrix 99% of all information has been withheld from humanity: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062831674923409413 …

4/1/2019 6:43:05 PM charmanda9 Yeah totally. You’re right.

4/1/2019 6:43:13 PM jerseyhotgurl The co-chair of that working group was close Clinton friend and advisor Robert Hormats, described by CNBC as Hillary Clinton’s “economic guru.” 

Hormats has a history as a Clinton donor and associate.

4/1/2019 6:44:47 PM jerseyhotgurl On September 23, 2009, Robert Hormats joined the State Department as the Under Secretary for Economic, Energy, and Agricultural Affairs. When 

visiting Moscow on October 30, 2012, the embassy recorded that Hormats was “enthusiastic” about the work of the group and “noted that this 

pic.twitter.com/X2oSFrt2Hw

4/1/2019 6:45:01 PM jerseyhotgurl partnership on innovation would strengthen U.S.- Russian relations.”

4/1/2019 6:45:34 PM jerseyhotgurl Hormats made clear the State Department line in June 2011 when he said, “Innovation can be a tool of economic engagement between the United 

States and Russia, through collaboration in cutting-edge fields like biomedical research and smart-grid technology.

4/1/2019 6:46:09 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/LVhtd9fdpg

4/1/2019 6:46:14 PM charmanda9 👏👏👏

4/1/2019 6:46:19 PM jerseyhotgurl It is also important for the two countries to collaborate on the development of Skolkovo, an innovation hub based outside Moscow, because its success 

can have broader positive effects in Russia.”

4/1/2019 6:47:52 PM jerseyhotgurl The other senior State Department official involved in the Skolkovo process was the Lorraine Hariton,the State Department’s Special Representative for 

Commercial and Business Affairs.Hariton served on Hillary Clinton’s National Finance Committee during the 2008campaign. Hariton, 

pic.twitter.com/NsAknLlwpJ

4/1/2019 6:48:20 PM jerseyhotgurl along with Russia’s deputy minister of economic development Oleg Fomichev, served as the co-coordinators of the Innovation Working Group. Hariton 

was in communication with Hillary Clinton’s top advisors during her tenure at the State Department.

4/1/2019 6:49:02 PM phreatomagnetic Know it for what it is.

Acknowledge it's intent.

React not by taking the negative patterning within nor with hatred.  

If you can do it, call out its ugliness, baseness, and negativity.  You're merely calling out the Emps lack of threads.

4/1/2019 6:49:05 PM jerseyhotgurl Many of the key figures in the Skolkovo process — on both the Russian and U.S. sides — had major financial ties to the Clintons. During the Russian 

reset, these figures and entities provided the Clintons with tens of millions of dollars, including contributions to

4/1/2019 6:49:19 PM jerseyhotgurl the Clinton Foundation, paid for speeches by Bill Clinton, or investments in small start-up companies with deep Clinton ties.

4/1/2019 6:49:23 PM decodematrix For NPCs

4/1/2019 6:49:49 PM laura_621 I majored in physical geography in college. At the time, we discussed the pole shift with professors. I’m curious, do they discuss it now? Does anyone 

know?

4/1/2019 6:49:51 PM jerseyhotgurl In 2012, Skolkovo released its first annual report which identified the “key partner service.” Key Partners are entities who have made substantial 

commitments to develop the Skolkovo research facility. Conor Lenihan, vice-president of the Skolkovo Foundation,

4/1/2019 6:50:47 PM jerseyhotgurl who had previously partnered with the Clinton Foundation, released a PowerPoint presentation that included a list of 28 Russian, American, and 

European Key Partners. Of those 28, 17 of them, or 60 percent, have made financial commitments to the Clinton Foundation or sponsored

4/1/2019 6:51:47 PM jerseyhotgurl sponsored speeches by Bill.

4/1/2019 6:52:16 PM sailorpractical Wow, who was the source about Bernie? Credible or not, there is no reason to remove your tweets

4/1/2019 6:54:11 PM jerseyhotgurl The Clinton Foundation only discloses donations in ranges, so it is impossible to determine the precise amount of money the Skolkovo benefactors 

gave to the Clinton Foundation, but based on those disclosures, the money ranges from $6.5 to $23.5 million.

4/1/2019 6:54:25 PM 1ra_enelor Breathe...

4/1/2019 6:54:44 PM jerseyhotgurl However, keep in mind that the Clinton Foundation has admitted that it has failed to release a complete list of its contributors, so the amount could be 

substantially higher

4/1/2019 6:55:16 PM jerseyhotgurl Many of those involved in Skolkovo who also donated to the Clinton Foundation have deep ties to the Clintons. For example, John Chambers, the head 

of Cisco, and member of the Skolkovo Foundation, received the Clinton Global Initiative Citizen’s Award from Bill Clinton.

4/1/2019 6:55:30 PM lbf777 How do we reduce aluminum intake with Trump showering us with aluminum Chemtrails?

4/1/2019 6:55:43 PM jerseyhotgurl Chambers and Cisco have given between $1 to $5 million to the Clinton Foundation.

4/1/2019 6:56:17 PM 313looper Is the Anti Christ 👉🏻William Wandoghn...!? (not sure about his surname spelling)☺️

4/1/2019 6:56:17 PM 1ra_enelor No.

4/1/2019 6:56:32 PM jerseyhotgurl Craig Barrett, former head of Intel Corporation, served on the board of the Skolkovo Foundation and the Clinton Global Initiative. Intel has given 

between $250,000 and $500,000 to the Clinton Foundation. pic.twitter.com/sgs0ycSLrn

4/1/2019 6:56:39 PM guzmaniacs Any type of meditation? Frequency? Length? Does any of it matter? I ask bc their may be a more effective approach.  Something we should probably 

learn early in school.

4/1/2019 6:57:16 PM jerseyhotgurl Those on the Russian side of the Skolkovo research project have also donated to the Clinton Foundation. The man heading up the Skolkovo Foundation 

in Russia is a controversial figure named Viktor Vekselberg. Described as “one oligarch who isn’t afraid to get down and dirty”

4/1/2019 6:57:41 PM sailorpractical Thanks, but SB doesn’t need any more rain at all and these aircraft are flying over at least three counties that I can see. Also, no rain resulted

4/1/2019 6:58:27 PM jerseyhotgurl (Fortune) and “the oligarch’s oligarch” (Esquire), Vekselberg made his billions in the oil and metals sectors. Vekselberg is a Putin confidant and a Clinton 

Foundation donor via his company, Renova Group. The Clintons were clearly cultivating their relationship with Vekselberg

4/1/2019 7:00:06 PM us_patriot179 Hi Jodie. Follow Ben @ space weather news and suspicious observers. He does daily YouTube videos too! Great stuff. Real science... 😉

 https://spaceweathernews.com 

4/1/2019 7:00:19 PM jerseyhotgurl during Hillary’s tenure as Secretary of State.

4/1/2019 7:00:21 PM sailorpractical There is no rain in the forecast - nothing to prevent

4/1/2019 7:00:51 PM jerseyhotgurl On June 4, 2012, the foreign policy director at the Clinton Foundation, Amitabh Desai, reached out to Cheryl Mills, Jake Sullivan, and Michael Fuchs at 

the State Department via email. The subject line was “Russia/Viktor Vekselberg?”

4/1/2019 7:01:38 PM jerseyhotgurl Vekselberg and his company the Renova Group had contributed between $10,000 and $25,000 to the Clinton Foundation. It read, “Would [the State 

Department] have any concerns about [Clinton Global Initiative] inviting Viktor Vekselberg, President of Renova Group, to attend

4/1/2019 7:02:15 PM jerseyhotgurl CGI Annual Meeting in NYC in September?”

4/1/2019 7:02:15 PM us_patriot179 Follow him to if you wish. Smart dude 

 https://mobile.twitter.com/TheRealS0s 

4/1/2019 7:02:28 PM sailorpractical The most plausible statement I have read all day.

4/1/2019 7:02:49 PM jerseyhotgurl The email appears to have gone unanswered. Vekselberg did, indeed, come to the U.S. in October 2012. In October 2012, Vekselberg hosted a 

fundraising gala at Fort Ross in California. Both Putin and Hillary Clinton sent messages of congratulations.



4/1/2019 7:03:29 PM jerseyhotgurl Back in June 2010 Vekselberg committed $1 million to Keep California’s Fort Ross up and running. Fort Ross, which was founded in California 200 years 

ago, was the first European settlement on the west coast.

4/1/2019 7:03:57 PM jerseyhotgurl About 90 miles north of San Francisco, it was settled by Russians as a trading hub for hunting sea otters and supplying food to other settlements in 

Alaska.

4/1/2019 7:04:32 PM jerseyhotgurl In 2013, Vekselberg was accused by associates of funneling Skolkovo money into his own bank accounts. He denied the charge.

4/1/2019 7:04:38 PM ragevirusqq Give peasants the required skill to dethrone their corrupt masters. - ??

4/1/2019 7:04:45 PM kindeandtrue That's a very good analysis of MJ'ers. Are we intuitive thinkers?

4/1/2019 7:05:41 PM jerseyhotgurl Another Russian figure deeply involved with Skolkovo who had financial ties to the Clintons is Andrey Vavilov. The former Russian government official is 

the Chairman of SuperOx, which is part of the Nuclear Cluster at Skolkovo. pic.twitter.com/kX3uAkVUqD

4/1/2019 7:05:49 PM kindeandtrue I have a few Christmas things around, too. Just didn't have the heart to put them away. Christmas is still resonating.

4/1/2019 7:06:10 PM roublisa What was with the soccer ball handoff between POTUS and Putin?🤔

4/1/2019 7:06:33 PM jerseyhotgurl . The Nuclear Cluster at Skolkovo is committed to enhancing the nuclear capabilities of the Russian state. A major listed beneficiary of this research is 

Rosatom, the Russian State Nuclear Agency ran by Putin, which manages the country’s nuclear arsenal.

4/1/2019 7:06:47 PM jerseyhotgurl Vavilov has donated between $10,000 and $25,000 to the Clinton Foundation.

4/1/2019 7:06:59 PM charmanda9 Wow. Wow. There it is. Boom of the day.

4/1/2019 7:07:09 PM us_patriot179 Great book too! pic.twitter.com/5rjAknAIau

4/1/2019 7:07:20 PM jerseyhotgurl Rosatom, through its subsidiary ARMZ, purchased a Canadian uranium company called Uranium One in 2010 which held assets in the United States and 

therefore required State Department approval. Nine Uranium One shareholders donated more than $145 million to the Clinton Foundation

4/1/2019 7:07:30 PM roublisa Amazing.....💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

4/1/2019 7:07:49 PM jerseyhotgurl Some of those donations, including those by Uranium One Chairman Ian Telfer, had not been disclosed by the Clinton Foundation.

4/1/2019 7:08:21 PM heresypriestess Sounds totally what all of life is all about, not just M12. Any/Everyone is full of bs & truth, in varying degrees.

Discernment is a survival skill.

4/1/2019 7:08:27 PM jerseyhotgurl Another prominent Russian figure who appears to have given to the Clinton foundation is Elena Baturina, the wife of the former Mayor of Moscow and 

the founder of JSC Inteco, the entity through which the Foundation received its money.

4/1/2019 7:08:34 PM vand3rboots I'll play!

1. Stargates turn matter into energy and transmits it through a subspace wormhole.

2. The gate on the receiving end translates the energy signature and reconfigures it back to its original form.

3. The signature is then deleted after matter comes thru the gate.

4/1/2019 7:08:53 PM charmanda9 Is @covertress busy watching SG-1 right now?

4/1/2019 7:09:10 PM jerseyhotgurl That entity donated between $10,000 and $25,000 to the Clinton Foundation. Her company, Inteco, has its own history with Skolkovo relating to a 

dispute over the land that borders the Skolkovo Innovation Park.

4/1/2019 7:09:31 PM jerseyhotgurl Baturina later became a partner in Skolkovo events and JSC Inteco received contracts to build residential housing.

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 you will forget your past identity. However if you choose LIGHT instead, so it shall be, and you will have the choice to ascend where you can either stay 

"dead" or re-enter the lower realm once again. The person may never actually have "died" but just re-appeared again by another

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you learned how to translate this information throughout time? Is that extraterrestrial or alien enough for you? It hides in plain sight. The two 

beings will discuss your life choices and short comings. If you choose to go into the light you will be reincarnated and

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within and the universal life force is love, so those who we hurt in our lives are not shown love, therefore we all have negative 

"karma" built up in our lives.

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 At your moment of Death, you are able to meet your maker. If your maker is of LOVE and LIGHT then your two beings at Death will reflect that. 

Otherwise, they will reflect for what they are, which may seem confusing, disorienting, or even subversive. Trust in yourself is key.

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter with Death report talking to a select few individuals. It is the understanding in this 

download that the two people reflect the exoconsciousness projection of your ego and your subconscious reflection of your ego at death.

4/1/2019 7:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 then will you enter a period of "time?" where you reflect on the decisions in your past life and come to a conclusion about whether or not you should 

re-enter the lower dimensions or now to re-experience love from other people. It is quite lonely. This is why forgetting can be

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 (remember, time is a marker for events but an illusion in distance between events) where our consciousness will be able to make the proper choices 

and seek these answers from within PRIOR to Death so when you do meet these two individuals you know what you're going into. Only

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 only through your eyes). It is at this moment when your true self is seen and your able to clearly see your path forward. Many people stray from this 

path and they have lost their way of LIGHT. Every child just wishes to be loved and cared for. Therefore, we are now at a time

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The moment of Death provides an IS-BE (your "God", "Creator", etc.) the chance to meet its ego (self awareness in 3D) with its exoconsciousness (the 

person who others saw you as through your decisions upon them) with their subconscious (the desires and sacrifices held within seen

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 death. Not everyone can ascend. It is extremely difficult and most people fail when they try. When they fail to ascend, its like an inverse force of 

progress into regression in conscious frequency (which dictates, gravitates, and derives reality we all experience).

4/1/2019 7:09:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 name. So have you read in the recent CIA link we shared. The event may present Death to many people, however the secret is in front of you all this 

time and truth will resonate from within. Trust in yourself, trust in your family, and trust in your love will keep you safe even at

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your reality of what you will it to 

be through your choices. Where and when has this type of scenario been seen to play out in history?

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 ] via 187. However that strength is found within and there are many distractions that are diverting the real consequences of their actions to their own 

path through life at Death and whether or not ascension will be possible for you to achieve.

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 clinton etc etc). These acts alone interfere with the general frequency to which we are brought into the world through. We enter this realm through 

the sperm of Men. Not soyboys, not beto males, etc. Real Men. The reality is the [   ] was wrong back in the 60s when they killed [

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 creation. It is why it is such a weaponized subject in a highly Satanic society. Life force is something that we should use for creating good in the world 

and not taking the easy way out at other people's expense (abusive violent aggressive rape incest pedophilia etc etc bill

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 lower realm of reality as life energy appearing "out of nowhwere (key word for out of phase dimensional object passing through)" experiencing the will 

to create life by having sex. Basic human instinct as it was the prime directive to our own creation - since we all seek our

4/1/2019 7:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 a good thing, not remembering lonelyness - starting from a clean slate but the very essence of who we are is shown from within to the world via our 

life choices and moral virtues we live by. It is during this time that your IS-BE will's its recreation that you are dropped into



4/1/2019 7:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 MESSAGE over messenger

Singularity over Infinity

Who we perceive as the messenger is the exoconsciousness projection of that IS-BE who also has unknown to YOU an ego and a subconscious. 

Therefore trust in yourself is key

Truth resonates from within

Disinformation is necessary

4/1/2019 7:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 and love. Not a moment of destruction and death. We made that choice in 2016. Not everyone will survive the destruction however you can 

reincarnate into this reality, and so long as anons know how to archive offline (tweet books aren't a thing yet?) (collage?) (printer?) (paper?)

4/1/2019 7:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within, we are genuinely curious how you will react to this information as it may seem contradictory to major religions of modern 

society and may challenge the reality of what awaits society after "The Event"  which will be First Contact, a moment of peace

4/1/2019 7:09:54 PM djlok It would be free for everyone.  The rotating host = awesome idea.  One week it could be me reading MJ12 tweets...next week you..but the function has 

to be more than just reading to people...they can do that on their own.  No "gurus".  Active participation by rotating folks.

4/1/2019 7:10:15 PM charmanda9 And eating hemp hearts 🤓

4/1/2019 7:11:06 PM jerseyhotgurl Russian Collusion Found – Obama/Putin/Hillary

The selected extracts presented above are more than is needed to indict and convict Obama/Hillary/Bill for “Russian Collusion”, treason, and trading 

with the enemy – all of which are high crimes against the United States of America. pic.twitter.com/6rLctL6ptZ

4/1/2019 7:11:19 PM charmanda9 Two or three people discussing with a fair amount of mods.

4/1/2019 7:11:53 PM jerseyhotgurl To hear these traitors speak about “Russian as an enemy” is a joke and nothing but “fake news” that doesn’t pan-out with the facts presented above. 

The full report on Russian collusion (see the URL provided above) gives many more facts that are also indictable evidence that

4/1/2019 7:12:09 PM jerseyhotgurl should be used to create a case for a military court to consider these traitors as enemy combatants who have sold “weapons of mass destruction” to 

known enemies — the Russians.

4/1/2019 7:12:55 PM jerseyhotgurl The tables should be turned and a new Special Council appointed to examine the Obama/Clinton Russian collusion and espionage scandal that is clearly 

defined in the report above.

4/1/2019 7:14:31 PM vand3rboots 4. Information is stored within crystals on the subatomic level. 

5. DHD is a quantum computer.

6. We are reluctant allies with Russia and haven't been so great about keeping our promises to share technology because of who they might sell it to.

4/1/2019 7:14:49 PM jerseyhotgurl Then, the Russian Dossier, the Trump Counterintelligence Operation, the Russian “hacking” of the DNC, the Russian “meddling” in the election, the 

Russian “hacking” of the election, and the conspiracy to rig the election via the FBI and DoJ (which later became an attempt to 

pic.twitter.com/UEUJe2kaXu

4/1/2019 7:15:12 PM jerseyhotgurl unseat a duly elected president by a seditious coup) needs to be investigated and prosecuted.

4/1/2019 7:16:11 PM jerseyhotgurl Truly, there was Russian meddling in the election. That meddling was to keep Putin’s best friend, Hillary Clinton, in power so that Russia could continue 

to reap the benefits that Hillary had already so richly lavished upon Putin when she was Secretary of State.

4/1/2019 7:17:01 PM vand3rboots 7. It is not unprecedented for countries to go to war with one another over matters their citizens know nothing about.

8. Stargate programs have been more about benefitting our own country 

9. Unofficial business is financed through the private sector.

4/1/2019 7:17:07 PM jerseyhotgurl Just imagine Putin’s thrill that Hillary would become president and then he would be able to buy whatever was left of American resources– a real “fire 

sale.” pic.twitter.com/rbdN5K7hvi

4/1/2019 7:17:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes amplify it. Memes memes memes. Truth resonates from within.

4/1/2019 7:17:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the implications Disclosure would have on the public, however select few knew ONE DAY, we would 

be ready to meet our future. The new era of civilization can begin with our choices. We have the voice now. Social media created it.

4/1/2019 7:17:48 PM roublisa Speaking of messages... this is full of them😳 pic.twitter.com/19E90NCEkk

4/1/2019 7:17:51 PM jerseyhotgurl Russian spies did influence the election – Hillary Clintonitsky (Natalia) and Barrack Valadimir Obamavitch (Boris). They should be arrested as Russian 

spies and enemy combatants.

4/1/2019 7:18:25 PM kindeandtrue That's how I wrote many college paper: Before I went to sleep, I told my subconscious to work on the subject of the paper. In the morning, the outline 

would be ready to go.

4/1/2019 7:18:57 PM jerseyhotgurl IT IS TIME TO ARREST THESE WAR CRIMINALS AND PUT THEM IN GITMO UNTIL THE 68 MILLION REFUGEES OBAMA AND CLINTON CREATED FROM 

EIGHT CONTINUOUS YEARS OF BOMBING COUNTRIES, WITHOUT ANY CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL, HAVE RETURNED TO THEIR HOMES. 

pic.twitter.com/yaH1yxnpMr

4/1/2019 7:19:13 PM vand3rboots 10. High ranking military officials regularly use blackmail, deception, and other illegal acts to get what they want. 

11. There are "NID" safe houses all over the country

12. One purpose of disinformation is to save lives.

4/1/2019 7:19:16 PM anbezedua Interesting, cannabis - the plant of a 1001 molecules,  it has to be part of the plan

it’s a great plant, with a great history in human culture, THC is only one molecule, there  seems to be a war, or huge fear, against THC  

  

unique plant, many reasons https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4740396/ …

4/1/2019 7:19:44 PM lbf777 What destruction are many not going to survive?

4/1/2019 7:20:17 PM jerseyhotgurl Barack and Hillary could not be any better friends with Vladimir, and their work together has successfully extended the Cold War and killed two million 

people in seven countries in just eight years – and that doesn’t count the 4.5 million Africans. pic.twitter.com/Rm55IT3zy3

4/1/2019 7:20:33 PM jerseyhotgurl Not even Vlad (the Impaler) Putin, the evil warlord of evil Russian can claim to have been as evil as Obomber and Killary.

4/1/2019 7:20:48 PM anbezedua You know it, Used to clean Chernobyl site!

4/1/2019 7:21:14 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/jc0RWgkyRE

4/1/2019 7:21:16 PM jerseyhotgurl Perhaps the spin that Podesta, Hillary, Comey, and Obama created about “Putin the Evil One” was just a bit overboard. But perhaps it had to be to hide 

their egregious crimes against America – their treason, sedition, and murder.

4/1/2019 7:22:56 PM jerseyhotgurl It is now time to lock them up and think about charging them later. That’s what Obama’s U. S. Freedom Act (formerly the U. S. Patriot Act) says we are 

supposed to do with war criminals. pic.twitter.com/6LV2rLsW7p

4/1/2019 7:23:35 PM jrocktigers ctrl C > ctrl V

4/1/2019 7:23:36 PM jerseyhotgurl LOCK UP THE ENEMY COMBATANTS UNTIL A WAR CRIMES MILITARY COURT CAN BE ESTABLISHED TO PUNISH THE GUILTY. pic.twitter.com/64cRdUg8Gj

4/1/2019 7:23:47 PM sailorpractical Not sure how to explain this to you in no uncertain terms, this is not cloud seeding.

4/1/2019 7:24:00 PM enomai_ I find this very interesting this part. I had hypothermia recently. Laying there in some dream state. I was looking at a scene of myself just going nuts, 

pulling my hair, why, etc. Just being a child. 3 tall people like 3xs my height, made of the clouds, with a dark background.



4/1/2019 7:25:20 PM sailorpractical A friend of mine bought a probiotic company because their product was so helpful in detoxing his body of heavy metals.  

http://Nextwaveprobiotics.com  is where you can get it. They don’t make a lot of claims but it worked very quickly on my daughters condition

4/1/2019 7:25:38 PM jerseyhotgurl  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/clinton-accused-of-aiding-moscow-ops-with-push-for-russian-silicon-valley …

4/1/2019 7:25:39 PM us_patriot179 Black square?

4/1/2019 7:25:42 PM ppdotdll @threadreaderapp unroll

4/1/2019 7:25:50 PM fionasdestiny67 I choose LIGHT💞

4/1/2019 7:26:10 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/FAAtXxfJkO

4/1/2019 7:26:39 PM anbezedua I tried hitting Maj12 with that information in dec 2018, 

After that they were calling it cannabis for a little while, then went back to Marijuana, 

your explanation is dead on right though! https://twitter.com/anbezedua/status/1079548544967573506?s=21 …

4/1/2019 7:26:52 PM charmanda9 Ha! Great numbers!

4/1/2019 7:27:01 PM djlok "Archive Offline" is a signal, yes?

Is it safe to assume that in our current lives we will experience a full data wipe?

Reason I ask is because I've interpreted "offline" to mean somewhere else on a computer...not printed actual paper.

4/1/2019 7:27:13 PM enomai_ They werent dark. They were of the clouds, puffy, very tall white. Though, it was so weird. I was able to have two thought processes. The child like 

crazy person being judged, and the outside perspective. Like, why am I doing that. Geez, i should be embarrassed, etc.

4/1/2019 7:29:11 PM enomai_ Tho, the me being judged, was like, i dont want to die, wht, etc. Throwing a fit. They were just like. We understand, calm, didnt look down upon me. 

Loved me. No real judgement. Then, only thing they said, was so be it. And i woke up.

4/1/2019 7:30:07 PM enomai_ Like it was so nice to feel that cared upon just as a human. Like they didnt care, and just understood, all my past and actions.

4/1/2019 7:31:29 PM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and 

encounter with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/1/2019 7:31:55 PM rachaelangelm Yeah, my aunt told me when I was a teenager that all the bad things that happened was because I had bad karma.....but she was a narcissist

4/1/2019 7:33:47 PM us_patriot179 Known as a Coronal Hole. Emits solar wind. That have some great 101 type videos to get you all savvy with the geeky lingo. Fascinating stuff.

4/1/2019 7:33:57 PM anbezedua Dunning Kruger?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dunning–Kruger_effect …

4/1/2019 7:34:50 PM anbezedua Not to be confused with DUMBs - deep underground military bases

4/1/2019 7:35:24 PM us_patriot179 Start here! 👍🏼 https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHSoxioQtwZcJj_9clLz7Bggso7qg2PDj …

4/1/2019 7:35:30 PM meefer_radness When you say that the choice was made, by whom? majestic 12? Does the first contact have to come after the event? Is this event necessary? Couldn’t 

you help prevent it and begin contact now. Most people could handle a different reality, the destruction is what I don’t get.

4/1/2019 7:39:21 PM enomai_ Memes, gradually change realities of people. So, the truth can come out faster and prepare us for it. So, we as a society, as a whole, ONE consciously 

decide how much truth we want.

4/1/2019 7:40:18 PM enomai_ And, this concept applies to the Q movement. We need to start taking real actions as a society soon.

4/1/2019 7:40:37 PM meefer_radness Thank you for the help you are giving us through guidance. I don’t want to come across as ungrateful. Also sorry I know some questions you can not 

answer, but I have to ask them. 😬☺ I know this is so much bigger than me and I let that go and will try not to fear/worry.

4/1/2019 7:40:46 PM enomai_ Not violence, but actions of standing up to save ourselves and the rest of humanity.

4/1/2019 7:42:33 PM chalmersgilbert RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Memes amplify it. Memes memes memes. Truth resonates from within.  pic.twitter.com/7mCB6Qhg26

4/1/2019 7:44:06 PM chalmersgilbert Declassify every thing now  RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Many members of the Majestic 12 misinterpreted the (cont)  http://tl.gd/nojmit 

4/1/2019 7:45:25 PM lynnboyce7 WOW!!!

4/1/2019 7:45:53 PM roublisa 🤔Select few knew........of the original @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/1/2019 7:47:24 PM f961854 Literally? 

Or are you kidding around?

4/1/2019 7:47:38 PM keith369me I’ve lived this my entire life.  Go to bed with a problem, wake up with a path to a solution.

4/1/2019 7:47:50 PM enomai_ coming of Jesus Christ is my first thought.

4/1/2019 7:50:24 PM _chelseaproject I know your're trying to wake us, but I think it creates more foreboding and fear to give us vague warnings that to just come out and say things directly.

4/1/2019 7:51:26 PM jljensen326 Existence in this prison matrix is unbearable and I don't know what I'm doing here

4/1/2019 7:52:03 PM charmanda9 The Five People You Meet in Heaven maybe? Except not 5, in this case.

4/1/2019 7:52:04 PM ethereal_shaman  https://youtu.be/YFQpoR3XElw 

4/1/2019 7:54:42 PM charmanda9 This truth does resonate with me. I feel fortunate to be here receiving -the message- ♥🙏🏻♥

4/1/2019 7:54:44 PM jrocktigers Nurseniceyes - You have changed your mind regarding ?

4/1/2019 7:56:26 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/SuNKRtCdt2

4/1/2019 7:57:19 PM jluebs24  pic.twitter.com/VSvvvlMLRS

4/1/2019 7:59:10 PM light_fighter_g Yes. GCR started today

4/1/2019 8:01:33 PM sailorpractical They are undoubtedly chem trails

4/1/2019 8:01:57 PM allahuniversal Gotta ask after seeing that statement for years...

Got sauce?

4/1/2019 8:01:59 PM worldxplorer1 This all very similar to the info Robert Monroe’s book give us. Books that rang very true to me. So much to contemplate. I love this kind of stuff!  Now 

we’re dealing with seriously meaningful topics!

4/1/2019 8:03:42 PM light_fighter_g Lots of chatter in the last few days. Here’s one vid. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DQ2aETfS2bY&feature=youtu.be …

4/1/2019 8:10:12 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Great Satire. Collage.... 🤣

4/1/2019 8:10:41 PM big_simp @aug_tellez 

@TRTExpert 

Hmm..would anyone choose to incarnate into this utter Satanic shithole realm? [ its not a planet in space!!  ] Only unless they were DECEIVED!! ..  We 

choose to incarnate into a realm where we are used as food by the AI?? really? pic.twitter.com/1b989ye2r7

4/1/2019 8:11:38 PM opensenseme “Real” men? Are you insinuating that unless a male kills and eats flesh he isn’t a “real” man.

4/1/2019 8:12:37 PM melanieanders7 What you said resonates. It makes sense. Common sense. I agree that we forgive, unplug, and let go. Be free to love unabashedly. That’s all anyone 

wants. Compassion is key. And tough love is important. Create your world via perspective. I’m picking up what your laying down.

4/1/2019 8:14:53 PM melanieanders7 I haven’t heard about two beings with us when we transition. But I will tell you now, I will choose LIGHT. It’s my soul journey. I’ve been here a bit too 

long and sorely in need of respit. ❤️

4/1/2019 8:15:55 PM djlok Unless there's a flash or something that wipes all electronics of all their data, right?

4/1/2019 8:18:14 PM bubba_dave1 Thank u soooo much for your true wisdom MJ12. I wish you would go so deep with more of this stuff! It may scare some but I believe will make more 

people open there eyes and possibly feel better when that day or other visit us!

4/1/2019 8:19:16 PM allahuniversal Watched (the relevant part). Thank you for the update.  https://treasury.un.org/operationalrates/OperationalRates.php#Z …



4/1/2019 8:19:26 PM jaycampbell333 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is making a CLEAR DISTINCTION between CHOOSING ‘to enter light’ (ie reincarnation) and LIGHT which is LOVE & FORGIVENESS.

Only those who have eyes2C & ears2Hear will know when such a moment occurs.

Much TRUTH(w)ERROR here @big_simp @aug_tellez @FallenShadowof

4/1/2019 8:20:01 PM upliftingmind When I was young I stood in front of a large tri-fold dressing room mirror and closed the two side mirrors in on myself. I spun around, seeing nothing 

but "me" in all directions, infinitely... but so alone. As a child I imagined that is how God must feel. What you say resonates.

4/1/2019 8:20:16 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter 

with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/1/2019 8:20:20 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/l8aZ3gorkb

4/1/2019 8:21:09 PM wahiggins3 @threadreaderapp unroll

4/1/2019 8:22:18 PM shining91109743 I’ve been asking these questions for 30 years...i was not ready for the answers.  How did you, MJ12, come to know this?  Are you eye witness to this 

procedure? With the present timeline, although an illusion, approximately when is the event? Describe the destruction to occur  pls

4/1/2019 8:23:10 PM blsdbe Some of us have been exposed to this information by reading about the Life between lives. When I had a chance to reflect about these ideas the truth 

resonated deep within me. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to choose. The Choice to Know is Ours, the Truth really is Within 

pic.twitter.com/q4Ah9U0cYl

4/1/2019 8:23:18 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and 

encounter with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/1/2019 8:25:11 PM usss_211  pic.twitter.com/bvUCNho3QM

4/1/2019 8:25:55 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZSdXAl1Lza

4/1/2019 8:28:34 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107466430298144769?s=19 …

4/1/2019 8:29:14 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073378124941983744?s=19 …

4/1/2019 8:34:41 PM starehope TRUTH(w)ERROR ? Please explain.

4/1/2019 8:34:50 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "1st Contact planned for Fall 2021.32 Star Nations wish to participate.They inform us that big climate shifts are rapidly descending upon us. Earth 

Humans are running out of time and are going to need help (again.) They wish to introduce themselves before things become critical."

4/1/2019 8:35:39 PM starehope I'm confused too.

4/1/2019 8:35:49 PM goyaeq Can't Space Force be expanded and transport as many as possible to the moon until the winds slow down?

4/1/2019 8:35:58 PM allahuniversal Cited from: ?

4/1/2019 8:37:37 PM v_rags Our choices to have non GMO foods are very low.  Especially in big city’s. Respectfully I feel that violates free will more than I’m comfortable with.

4/1/2019 8:38:29 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://officialfirstcontact.com/wp-content/uploads/Beginners-Guide-to-the-Pnti-of-the-Sandia-Mountain-Information-Station.pdf …

4/1/2019 8:38:48 PM rosemodema Still awake R U ? 

Ready for a Forking 🤷♀️

4/1/2019 8:44:13 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, This is very similar info that I have readin books, which resonates in my heart. I appreciate very much this confirmation. 

I have a few questions for clarification, please:

1) The Death Report - is this similar to a life review?

cont’d...

4/1/2019 8:45:37 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/AaTnyngyuJ

4/1/2019 8:47:28 PM stoneturnr I've uploaded screenshots of all Majestic Messages of Disclosure from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in case the account is removed. Thank you to the people 

behind the account for your inspiring and informative messages! View them all in chronological order here:  https://imgur.com/a/4qzUMfT 

4/1/2019 8:48:58 PM aprilbrown99 2) translate this info thru time...the info hides in plane sights. Can you pls clarify?

3) ..ascend where you can choose to stay “dead”?  Does this mean to stay in the light?

4) ..never died but reappeared by another name? Would this be a walk-in?

cont’d

4/1/2019 8:49:15 PM freestateojones Heard.

4/1/2019 8:49:38 PM jordanb987 🤦♀️ dear God it's the blind leading the blind. Be careful who you follow people...

4/1/2019 8:51:35 PM pastorjon9 That's a bizarre statement for them to make. That's about as far out into left field as it gets.

4/1/2019 8:51:39 PM upliftingmind Perhaps what resonates as 'real truth' actually is until certain amount of doubt sets in. When the scale tips further toward miss-trust of self, the 

universe confirms to you exactly what you expected. "Just confirmation bias". Like, quantum behavior, double-slit experiment, etc..

4/1/2019 8:55:01 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/D6VtNfzMHG

4/1/2019 8:55:04 PM aprilbrown99 5) What happens if you stay “dead”? 

6) Ascension is difficult due to karma unless we forgive ourselves and others.  Does this make ascension easier or is it still hard at this point as well?

7) First contact and a moment of peace and love sounds wonderful!  

Thank you! 🙏 💝😇

4/1/2019 8:55:18 PM pastorjon9 Okay, I stand corrected - THIS is more "left field" than the last one. MJ12 just placed themselves as more "evolved" than Jesus? Well, I'm sorry, I won't 

be promoting any spiritual relationships with self-proclaimed "Gods" like MJ12. Psych treatment yes .....

4/1/2019 8:56:55 PM jrocktigers I know the feeling.

4/1/2019 9:00:27 PM aprilbrown99 Love is all that matters!  🌟✨💝💖💝✨🌟 pic.twitter.com/BbRccI3eL4

4/1/2019 9:03:17 PM petitchevalb How many people will die during the event? 1/10, 1/2 of world's population?

4/1/2019 9:06:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 How else does one make sense of peaceful first contact, followed by "not everyone will survive the destruction.?"  Recent disclosure relating to 

chemtrails and pole shifts?

4/1/2019 9:07:58 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/EqNkqCxnOU

4/1/2019 9:08:00 PM sheshifts001 To crush it w the reality of our love! ⚡✨🌟💛👁💛👁💛✨🕊 #extensionsofsource #divinelove #joyfulcreators #expansion #union

#CONSCIOUSNESS #IAM #QPeace

4/1/2019 9:11:11 PM sabina06706427 This resonates with me and I understand fully. I will not come back here. I belong somewhere else. Love and Light 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

4/1/2019 9:13:30 PM henrysi5 is this Event you mentioned is the same one with what Cobra said?

4/1/2019 9:13:55 PM starehope My questions: Will everyone ascend at once. Will dead physical bodies be all over the place? Shall I have my pets euthanized? If I do, and do not 

ascend, I will live in guilt. Too many unknowns. I do believe in Jesus and am waiting for him. This seems sudden.

4/1/2019 9:19:19 PM aprilbrown99 Please don’t euthanize your fur babies. That is a concern for me as well. I believe they will go with us if we are able to ascend...but not 100% of course. 

So many unknown variables.

4/1/2019 9:19:37 PM mongrelglory It was MJ-12's tweets, and they were simply removing my "likes" of those tweets.



4/1/2019 9:22:06 PM starehope It is making me upset. I'd rather not know. Since yesterday, I've been a nervous wreck. 2 little dogs and 3 cats. Maybe DM another time?

4/1/2019 9:25:38 PM aprilbrown99 If I am still here and don’t go for whatever my mission/purpose is...and you ascend...I will take your animals and care and love them. ❤️  I am in 

California. Don’t worry things will be okay.

4/1/2019 9:26:07 PM mongrelglory I recalled that MJ did say that Hillary was part of Majestic-12 once.  Maybe she wasn't "read into" the entire program.  I did hear a story that Hillary 

tried to crash a Bohemian Grove party (men only) and was escorted out again! 😝

4/1/2019 9:27:04 PM blsdbe Oh ALICE, you make me like this tweet over and over!!!

4/1/2019 9:28:09 PM aprilbrown99 The good MJ12 who are here helping us now vs the old guard who are no longer in place since 45 became president.

4/1/2019 9:30:31 PM dbelanger63 Is it true that after disclosure, will we receive healing beds, etc. Will we be able to reverse aging and be pain free from disabilities?  Maybe after the 

Event?  Thank you for all your info... I understand most.

4/1/2019 9:31:30 PM starehope You are a sweetheart!💕💞👊

4/1/2019 9:31:53 PM williamgsmall2 Memes change the way u

perceive reality. Remember the elephant analogy? Where 4

persond stand at 12, 15, 18 and 21 o’clock. Then move 2 your right. Did your perception of the elephant change? MEMES change thought processes. A 

Dem will see the same meme 1 way, a Rep differently.

4/1/2019 9:32:06 PM starehope I'll take yours if need be! 💖

4/1/2019 9:32:24 PM allahuniversal Welcome. We've been waiting for you.

4/1/2019 9:34:02 PM jayrambin I presume the change in DNA is a bad change?

4/1/2019 9:37:36 PM paula84059427 What happens when an IS BE is a schizophrenic?

4/1/2019 9:39:13 PM blsdbe It is not a Fools Errand,

This Journeying Within.

When Spring Rains Of April

Wash away Our Burdens,

Releasing Attachment,

We Rise, Infinitely.

4/1/2019 9:42:59 PM rikvankempen Disinformation is completely unnecessary and only perceived necessary because telling untruths for a long time.

4/1/2019 9:46:14 PM mongrelglory I think I'm going to name my next cat Shifu...

4/1/2019 9:48:15 PM laura_621 Thank you

4/1/2019 9:49:37 PM mongrelglory I was at my dance class, but I will meditate on that tomorrow for sure!

4/1/2019 9:55:00 PM mongrelglory That's so unfortunate Fiona!  If it helps any, female brains tend to process tasks using both sides of the brain, so a woman has an advantage during 

recovery from a stroke because her brain can more easily find new pathways around damaged areas. Recovery can be ongoing for years.

4/1/2019 9:58:13 PM olimyracle "Thinker" is what [they] want you to be. I would more say "intuitive listener". So many deaf brains yet 🙄

This said, MJ are grooming US. It's upon US now to groom others and to adapt our language when necessary to help spread the infos into the collective 

consciousness.

💞 pic.twitter.com/gSSzj6NOuG

4/1/2019 9:58:55 PM clancy_birrell TICTAC!

4/1/2019 9:59:23 PM drbohammer Here’s a couple more teasers: it’s 5x faster than AES, and (this is the part that is really flipping out everyone in the know) if someone gets ahold of your 

encryption keys (i.e. steals them), they still can’t use them to decrypt your data 🤯

4/1/2019 10:00:38 PM clancy_birrell Since ALICE is quantum, can we manipulate it consciously?

4/1/2019 10:05:30 PM drbohammer There is, however, an exploit that does use prime numbers which makes most contemporary algorithms obsolete. I’m thinking it might not be a good 

idea to publish that though... but you never know...

4/1/2019 10:17:20 PM antarantanka When you live on a frequency slave plantation the slave masters are not too keen on you moving to a more favorable bandwidth. All are Source. Old 

limitation contracts have been voided. Nothing born of a fraud is a valid contract. You were created perfect.

4/1/2019 10:20:50 PM clancy_birrell sounds like...life flashes before your eyes

4/1/2019 10:23:54 PM henrysi5 Is The Event will break the prison planet? Thank u

4/1/2019 10:25:50 PM blankmarlo "a moment of peace and love, not a moment of destruction and death... Not everyone will survive the destruction"

Is this a deliberate contradiction?

Maybe a way of demonstrating that our perception of the event will directly affect how it unfolds?

4/1/2019 10:26:51 PM z00mz00m4 May I ask where you found the unsanitized version of the document. I've been looking for it without success. Would I be asking to much that you share 

it with us?

4/1/2019 10:27:41 PM henrysi5 1% people will liberate 99%. Because they knew who they are, where they came from and going to where

4/1/2019 10:31:20 PM cstarr888 I recall a statement about no women members 🤔🙏💖

4/1/2019 10:52:03 PM sleky19 Yes

4/1/2019 11:05:48 PM roublisa Thank you....just making sure I wasn’t missing something😉

4/1/2019 11:11:46 PM heresypriestess There are layers within layers of truth. How far do you look?

4/1/2019 11:20:29 PM richardhiatt16 Boy, your typists get a work out...  And YES, it does sound wonderful.. No burden.. Just Choice ... The LIGHT...  AMEN

4/1/2019 11:21:53 PM jonesy4671 Is NIBIRU the "event"?

4/1/2019 11:22:56 PM higherdensitees Major props to you!!!! Thank you!!!

4/1/2019 11:24:51 PM richardhiatt16 The point Nicole ... THERE is a future for those that will accept it.. Opening your mind as you have.. You’re already started... Let’s just let the plan play 

out.. Find someone of like mind.. Hold hands through it all... 🤓💙🇺🇸. And the politics ... That’s the 🎪🎪🎪 circus 🍿🍿

4/1/2019 11:30:34 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and 

encounter with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/1/2019 11:55:21 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyWqEFeKX2E&feature=youtu.be …

4/2/2019 12:05:53 AM arc339 MJ12, we may compare social media to telepathy where people share concepts. Despite the DARPA inception of the internet for control, it does serve 

as a global meeting space.  I can be on Twit sharing concepts today then soon be remote viewed by people curious about me.

4/2/2019 12:05:58 AM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do we have here???

 https://exonews.org/a-real-world-star-trek-replicator-is-now-possible-thanks-to-new-breakthrough/ … pic.twitter.com/T21ZZcwT3F

4/2/2019 12:31:02 AM realityloominng Well I'm not sure, I just find the video titles very similar to Anonymous Official

4/2/2019 12:48:09 AM selvestekjetil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any input?

4/2/2019 12:49:52 AM arc339 Many people have enjoyed Christian teachings because we love Jesus, his deep love, compassion, miracles, how to love everyone, that we live again, 

we are one with the Creator. Others have been suppressed into being oppressed by priests. IT will be fine, come as soon as possible

4/2/2019 1:34:48 AM rosemodema . . . 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/qXdpcjXYk2

4/2/2019 1:35:48 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/HVrFvSrJZu

4/2/2019 1:38:11 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/DHsGAsXIFV

4/2/2019 1:48:25 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/gJPFrJWx9n

4/2/2019 2:01:43 AM johnhammar94 If everything is now there would’ve been no delays between our replies...



4/2/2019 2:25:24 AM sterkinglights1 Such as the watch trick? When pressed the mind will create the impression that the watch is still there.

4/2/2019 2:30:49 AM sterkinglights1 In hypnosis one could exploit already available occurrences in the enviornment to trigger an emotional response. That being said VOG seems 

redundant.

4/2/2019 2:52:25 AM sterkinglights1 It wouldn't work unless they actually believe it. Like religious Dogma

4/2/2019 2:58:28 AM lucky_number1o 🤯

4/2/2019 3:15:34 AM antarantanka Maxim of Universal Law: Nothing can come from a fraud.

4/2/2019 3:19:41 AM antarantanka Consent gained by presumption gained through allusion and with holding information is not valid consent.

4/2/2019 3:25:52 AM antarantanka Imposition of new post-Morten contracts based on allusions of being imperfect and less than Source, (working off divine debt aka  karma) by another 

turn of the hamster wheel if you will is a fraud. Life in this illusion is difficult by design, and incompetence is by design.

4/2/2019 3:50:52 AM doyle_media .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@WHOSTP —

DDD of First Step to First Contact: 17.05.2019, 0006 AM ET

We are the Mirrors now, and you, the first seeds of Infinity.

This is an opportunity, not a risk.

Choose wisely. This only happens once.

— 152 + 1: Hope.

•  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112901911353675777 … pic.twitter.com/mE1w9aT3c9
4/2/2019 4:05:58 AM theraphinj ❤️ pic.twitter.com/lrEZ2n3clD

4/2/2019 4:22:03 AM lp083061 This was perfect timing! Confirmation to many feelings

4/2/2019 4:34:12 AM sumgirl very deep.  I understand love and truth is the answer as well

as forgiveness...all an imperfect person can do.

4/2/2019 4:50:00 AM tymecrystal I ask a question and I always receive the answer.....so much fun!

4/2/2019 4:56:27 AM clancy_birrell  pic.twitter.com/KwKmV6oZnB

4/2/2019 5:03:43 AM clancy_birrell  pic.twitter.com/ytlmSauAWa

4/2/2019 5:10:29 AM abstract1dea Don't believe that for a moment.

Being a male Empath is a rare thing.

Believe me, you are more valuable than you think. (or have been told to think)

4/2/2019 5:14:10 AM skeye_watching Memes are child's play, cartoons, a created distortion.  There is no wisdom in Memes.  Intelligence doesn't use memes, Intelligence can communicate 

verbally with meaning & conviction.  "Say what you mean & mean what you say" Be honest & speak truth face to face. All else is folly

4/2/2019 5:22:51 AM sciblu27 I find my answers by asking questions out loud back and forth I argue with myself until I find the medium ground upon which the answer lieth Ines 

other comments said each answer leads only two more questions

4/2/2019 5:25:34 AM cindy00086290 Definitely crystals in the ears since my husband has had to be treated twice to get his back in place when they dislocated.

4/2/2019 5:36:17 AM keith369me I see this as a consolidation of info learned here to date. The biggest takeaway I received was that we should be going through our “review process” in 

parallel with this 3D life rather than in series after 3D incarnation by looking within.  This allows us to “adjust” on the fly.

4/2/2019 5:42:02 AM mongrelglory Do IS-BEs tend to be tied to a planetary IS-BE in the lower dimensions?  For example, will an IS-BE who chooses reincarnation back into 3rd density, 

tend to keep re-incarnating on the same planet or do they move around the galaxy?

4/2/2019 5:45:05 AM covertress I've felt there exists such a shortcut. xD

4/2/2019 5:46:43 AM mongrelglory When the "Super-Earth" (some call Tiamet) was destroyed and formed our asteroid belt, did most of the IS-BEs re-incarnate back into our Solar system 

on other planets?  With that many deaths all at once, did some of them end up in "limbo" waiting to re-incarnate?

4/2/2019 5:48:56 AM mongrelglory That was misinterpreted.  MJ-12 explained that there was no restriction on women being members of MJ-12, just that there currently weren't any.

4/2/2019 6:02:41 AM 369gwh I think Frank Sinatra said it best, "Doobie doobie-doooo..."

4/2/2019 6:04:32 AM daveschroeder18 ❤️

4/2/2019 6:13:36 AM kachinagtto No problem.  The link was in this same thread. https://twitter.com/clancy_birrell/status/1112525982265536512 …

4/2/2019 6:14:06 AM clancy_birrell is the real lesson here to just be nice to each other/thing? Tread lightly? Love as much as possible? Anubis weighing the heart...

4/2/2019 6:17:27 AM fionasdestiny67 🙏💞🙏 I'm hoping for tech to heal. Medical Regeneration Beds are legit, just not available for the common person at this time.

4/2/2019 6:18:15 AM fionasdestiny67 How is this this done? DM me please.

4/2/2019 6:19:54 AM fionasdestiny67 Thank you Michelle and St. Germain. I love that we have as little group here that have good intents and positivity.

4/2/2019 6:21:26 AM fionasdestiny67 Indeed. Do not enter the light. Seek the LIGHT. There's a huge difference.

4/2/2019 6:27:03 AM clancy_birrell here's the first portion that is in the  http://mega.nz  version but missing from the cia version ..also one word is changed... pic.twitter.com/dBJnc4shqb

4/2/2019 6:31:37 AM ruru_jataka In school, if there were a test question I was unsure of, I would repeat it over and over and calmly wait for what "felt right" or "sounded right" ie. what 

resonated from within. At the time I was unsure if I was tapping into my subconscious or the collective, but it was helpful

4/2/2019 6:33:45 AM kachinagtto Thanks for sharing!  Was hoping someone else would come in and help with the "spot the difference"!

4/2/2019 6:41:23 AM clancy_birrell felt compelled.

There's approx 54 pages missing from the 'CATACLYSMS REVISITED' and Addendum sections.

4/2/2019 6:43:41 AM kachinagtto This reminds me of the Egyptian "Weighing of the heart ceremony" a little bit.

4/2/2019 6:45:29 AM clancy_birrell The  http://mega.nz  also has an additional 2nd book 90 odd pages, 'Aftermath of the Adam and Eve Story'. Including chapters such as 'Jesus as History' 

& Angels and UFO's

4/2/2019 6:45:30 AM kachinagtto Did you also notice that there is a 2nd book?  I haven't taken the time to read it yet... my plate is kind of full and that wasn't the focus just now.

4/2/2019 6:46:13 AM kachinagtto lol nevermind... I see that you did notice!  Too funny - we posted that at same time

4/2/2019 6:47:49 AM lisajager8 No. I only know something will happen at some point.

4/2/2019 6:48:10 AM clancy_birrell I'm adding to my must read within next week list. MJ12 is posting interesting material too fast for my timeline and circumstance to keep up.

4/2/2019 6:51:29 AM covertress Joe Biden's 2020 Ukrainian nightmare: A closed probe is revived

"Ukraine is not getting $1B unless you fire the prosecutor investigating my son. (paraphrased)" - Joe Biden https://thehill.com/opinion/white-

house/436816-joe-bidens-2020-ukrainian-nightmare-a-closed-probe-is-revived …

4/2/2019 6:55:15 AM zagnett In MJ's narrative (like those narratives of major religions, if not all) there's still the prospect of a personal "Judgment Day" or, as i see it, just an 

interview with a full accounting of just wtf happened during this rather limited "3D" BE experience. A 360 degree view of it.

4/2/2019 6:56:22 AM allonkid a new timeline will become where everyone will be saved.



4/2/2019 7:00:40 AM kindeandtrue There's a reformed ALICE in the news today: 

"Thank you for believing in me." https://twitter.com/RealKyleMorris/status/1112854672065351680?s=20 …

4/2/2019 7:07:37 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, I woke up this morning and have one more question. 

Where does the shift from 3D to 5D take place? I don’t see that mentioned in your description, so forgive me if I missed it. 

Thank you.

4/2/2019 7:08:20 AM zagnett i'm not perfect, but i believe my intentions are good. i try things to better the outcomes of not only my life, but the lives of others too. Sometimes i 

succeed, but seems more often i fail. i often don't understand what others' problems really are nor what i can do to help them.

4/2/2019 7:10:00 AM zagnett Overall, i just don't know if the fault lies more in myself or more in others. It's frustrating. We all got our problems. So it would be nice to get feedback 

from benevolent higher/inter-dimensional being(s) who would like more to help than to judge. Genuine help is most welcome.

4/2/2019 7:11:20 AM zagnett So yeah, i'm looking forward to the "interview" (though seems no need to rush it). Actually, i'm just not sure if i'll reincarnate or ascend. Sometimes i 

think i'm sure. But i'm really not. i just don't know enough yet what would be of more use. i guess we'll see how that goes.

4/2/2019 7:11:50 AM kachinagtto A lot of this resonates... except this part for me.  Why would one attempt to ascend if shown they are not ready?  I would think ascension would be a 

natural transition when one has achieved necessary growth.  Perhaps I am taking this statement wrong way.

4/2/2019 7:13:37 AM _girlmaher_ This is what The Event marketing tells me. It's same old "death and destruction", but marketed as "life and creation". So far I had been confident I 

correctly hacked my life to live in eternal peace "loving and being beloved" until I read of this "Event" thing. I'm all good :D

4/2/2019 7:18:30 AM usss_211 I believe it was Putins way of sending a msg... we (he and 45) will kick the crap out of the DS?

4/2/2019 7:23:11 AM zagnett Anyway, for the "interview" or telepathic communication with inter-dimensionals (if i can get this ol' crusty pineal gland to start firing someday), i'm 

prepared to be 100% completely open & honest. That's what i've been trying to do even in this BE lifetime with varying results.

4/2/2019 7:27:14 AM blogjam_net Wouldn’t that make the non-stupid person... stupid?

4/2/2019 7:33:02 AM covertress  https://youtu.be/9mscxntkJWc 

4/2/2019 7:36:54 AM selvestekjetil This goes up on my wall, now. 

Need to read and re-read this.

4/2/2019 7:38:37 AM hawkgirlinmn You capitalized Disclosure. Could this be another D5 meaning? Disclosure in May? 5 yrs? 🧐

4/2/2019 7:38:54 AM zagnett Yes, exactly. i just want potential solutions to the problem(s). i'll try all of them if possible/needed, starting with the ones that seem most likely to 

succeed.

4/2/2019 7:41:16 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking it was mentioned before that [they] didn’t feel the general public had a right or need to know or handle the reality due to it contradicting 

Christianity.

4/2/2019 7:43:03 AM mrblbrettish I wouldnt ask for dates from MJ12, usually met with "time is irrelevant" or some such thing.

4/2/2019 7:46:13 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m really just asking for some sort of validation that this interpretation is possible, and if validated will tuck away for future reference. I added dates 

because it helps others to add their own interpretation to the conversation which is always welcome. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/2/2019 7:53:37 AM melanieanders7 @zagnett  navigating here is difficult. Keeping heart centered is best, which your doing. Forgiveness for self and others allows for “mistakes” to happen 

prior to forgiveness and experiences to learn and grow from. Others are instigators to provide scenarios for your growth.....

4/2/2019 7:55:08 AM melanieanders7 @zagnett  See it as a challenge for your own growth and watch how you think/react to scenarios that aren’t comfty for you. You’ll be surprised just 

how much you grow after the experience passes and should it arise again, how gracefully you handle it. ❤️ that’s what I’ve learned

4/2/2019 8:09:11 AM bbobbio71 Moment of peace and love not destruction but not all will survive the construction.   Seems contradictory of terms... so you'll feel peace and love while 

experiencing destruction ???  Please explain

4/2/2019 8:12:30 AM covertress My guess, at this point before I finish reading this archive, would be GMO corn. It's in EVERYTHING.

4/2/2019 8:13:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats for energy harvesting, not nanotechnology implants.

4/2/2019 8:14:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, Disclosure vs disclosure are distinctly different. Event vs information.

4/2/2019 8:15:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Just checking in a world of many meanings. Thanks. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/2/2019 8:19:47 AM catvllvsverona I've been wondering that for some times, given that doc (if it's the same I read).

But, indeed, recently I read an anon's post re: if our dimension is shifting, if we are abandoning the old paradigms, perhaps that must not happen 

anymore. Bipolarity > Unipolarity?

#DarktoLight

4/2/2019 8:19:51 AM djlok My guess is through vaccination.  Specifically, the polio vaccine.  Polio affects the central nervous system.  The vaccine alters the DNA in the nervous 

system as to not get the virus. VOG tech needs access to the nervous system to be effective.  How's my guess?

4/2/2019 8:21:10 AM roaminnoodle So, I never really noticed chem trails in NH until the past year or so... 

A) are we now saying that chem trails are for good purposes?

B) Was there a time they were nefarious?

C) if B is true, was there a change from Dark > LIGHT Pre/Post 2016 Election?

4/2/2019 8:22:29 AM nancyddb Vaccines are good, coffee is another method. I want to know when and why, what do they get by implanting the US population.

4/2/2019 8:24:36 AM clockworkanon "Smart dust" nanotech administered through chem-trails?

4/2/2019 8:28:36 AM sailorpractical One thing is certain, it is a secret mission containing toxic minerals which are detrimental to our environment and nobody of any authority has been 

able to speak out about it.

4/2/2019 8:28:59 AM starehope I will re-read all these threads. Much seems contradictory. Pure love vs total destruction of lions, gorillas, people whose health isn't strong enough to 

make it. Where is the pure love? This hurts so much. Inconceivable to say the least.

4/2/2019 8:29:34 AM starehope And this is the new guard?

4/2/2019 8:29:36 AM shining91109743 Anytime someone has their blood drawn it could have been implanted.  Who hasn't had their blood drawn?

4/2/2019 8:29:59 AM hyvee7 @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M_RevereUSA @M2Madness @gholland04 @qanon76 @realDonaldTrump

4/2/2019 8:33:11 AM allahuniversal Is "The Event" restricted to a single point of time in shared reality for all, a more personal/internal revelation, or both?

4/2/2019 8:33:16 AM roaminnoodle How do we know what is actually sprayed in our skies via CT?

4/2/2019 8:33:30 AM nikoscali As long as we leave behind all members of the Cabal to huddle in their boltholes that plan sounds good!

4/2/2019 8:33:45 AM starehope Contradictory from beings of pure love. I have felt pure love once. It was stronger than I could bear to be in the presence of. I was in the shadow of the 

footprint of love. It was stronger than all love ever felt by every being on Earth. Longer story than this. Incredible.

4/2/2019 8:39:14 AM starehope If "it" is pure love, then there is no contradiction. I can't understand the destruction. Jesus was love. Reincarnation was proven by Jesus. Mary knew 

him not in the garden after he was risen. There are other passages where this is addressed.

4/2/2019 8:49:22 AM mommahood777  https://www.facebook.com/Patriots776/videos/2009934142392902/ …



4/2/2019 8:51:30 AM covertress To boil, Hemp Hearts take as long as  non-instant grits, 20 minutes. 

(What self-respecting Southerner eats instant grits, anyways?)

Topped with butter and salt, boiled Hemp Hearts are delicious! 😍😍😍 pic.twitter.com/D30dR005iy

4/2/2019 8:52:07 AM tararoby9 Spend time in nature.  Spend time alone.  Meditate.  Ground yourself.  Apple cider vinegar and Epsom salt baths. Drink lots of water, eat fresh high 

vibrational foods, detoxify yourself of fluoride and aluminum.  Clear your emotional baggage.  Forgive.

4/2/2019 8:57:33 AM aprilbrown99 Awe, I missed this string yesterday before the Event disclosure one. Thank you.

4/2/2019 8:59:01 AM roublisa Does the implant happen at a certain age or is it a simple as “dental work”?

4/2/2019 9:00:15 AM realityloominng Haven't you basically told us already? Vaccines??

4/2/2019 9:00:24 AM tararoby9 Deep breaths,  in through the nose and out the mouth.  Love.  Love this earth, love everyone and everything on it.  51% of your actions and thoughts 

should be of service to others.  Imagine our waters and air being purified, our food returning to it's original DNA blueprint.

4/2/2019 9:01:11 AM roublisa The way I’m understanding most things nowadays.....we probably walked right in and willingly got implanted under the guise of some health benefit.  

Am I close?

4/2/2019 9:03:46 AM mommahood777 Ystrdy was fun. People are starving for the truth of our reality. Thank you for the big plate of mockery! I do not question your superior intelligence, but I 

too am a sci-fi fan and a gamer. Your insight/explanations are fascinating and have logic. I remain a free thinker. TY!

4/2/2019 9:04:40 AM 313looper Is it going to be the 4th of July , which President has already referred to that EVENT..!?

4/2/2019 9:05:04 AM tararoby9 You can communicate with your higher self and convey that you wish to begin receiving downloads that are appropriate for you.  In fact, you can 

communicate with your higher self about anything, at any time.  If symptoms ever become too intense, you can ask for help with that.

4/2/2019 9:05:21 AM freedanon17 Awesome ! 😂

4/2/2019 9:06:03 AM covertress Did [someone] make a deal with Water?

4/2/2019 9:11:43 AM cosmic_engineer The return of Great Mother's Bridegroom*  So the Event is sphere-wide.

Harvest. Grad. 💚

* the live core of Maldek

Unsure if this is the 'Dobbs object' but it's certainly being obfuscated by the government and all the #chaff

4/2/2019 9:16:40 AM dynamicres Personal Opinion: Reading this latest full thread, it seems to me at least that they are just laying it all right out here... The expressed need to archive in 

physical form seems like EMP/CME infrastructure fail, > survivors/descendants > tangible record of history priority.

4/2/2019 9:19:20 AM sailorpractical Geo engineers have been comparing historic water quality samples in lakes and streams. Chemical engineers have also been independently taking soil 

and produce samples. The data shows high levels of barium and aluminum as well as other toxic elements.

4/2/2019 9:26:48 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for your time and reply! I just wanted to be sure there was any legitimate sources towards the CT "ingredients."

Don't the pilots know what they are doing? Harming their own family...

4/2/2019 9:31:24 AM dynamicres I am with you, the use of destruction needs clarification. From most previous info i gathered, we could consciously steer our "collective now" into the 

path of light, but now there is to be mass destruction? i don't fear death but should we be prepping in order to assist in 3d?

4/2/2019 9:34:53 AM kachinagtto Bacteria?

4/2/2019 9:39:23 AM dynamicres Is 64 / 65% of dream-state capable of being retained by practiced BE's? ex: emotional remnants/gut reactions, or even conscious processing.

4/2/2019 9:48:02 AM cstarr888 I hear you @MongrelGlory thank you for that 😊  ... it didn't stop me from "getting" an underlying message that there had not been any in the past 

either though ... but that is just me. 🤔🙏💖

4/2/2019 9:51:13 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 re. the Adam and Eve story. If Eve was Adam and Lillith's daughter how did she know of the impending catastrophe and not Adam? 

Implies Lillith had knowledge/abilities she passed onto Eve that Adam didn't/couldn't have.

4/2/2019 9:52:31 AM ultra_unlimited Thank you for sharing this! The idea of being able to elevate and expand human society from a place of love and understanding without having to 

accept barbarism, suffering and division is truly mind expanding. I look forward to experiencing this & sharing the majesty of creation

4/2/2019 9:57:37 AM _girlmaher_ The original tweets of this thread are hidden making this entire thread seem useless. pic.twitter.com/kBm7vJfOck

4/2/2019 10:00:23 AM orthogonalron Let's just call it The Great ReBoot 

We're going to a different platform

The stage is set

4/2/2019 10:00:41 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Event = First Contact ? April or May 2019 ? I am praying for this! I have been waiting for this my whole life! I loved Astronomy when 

I was a kid and had time for it. I am now in about 2 years retiring for the 2nd time.

4/2/2019 10:00:47 AM hearts4america Those that can see the Truth now via hearing, we that don't actually have to see👉(compared to those that won't believe unless they see it) as we 

KNOW within, the Truth. Those that don't hear, will be made to SEE just as they've required. Quiet Truth vs Loud Truth.

4/2/2019 10:03:09 AM covertress Majestic 12 made the answer to this tweet difficult to find by performing a simple search for a reason...

READ THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE : 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

📚 📚 📚 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034963897982312449?s=19 …

4/2/2019 10:03:27 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think the uncloaking of the cloaked craft for all to see will be a Glorious site to see! I think like Ronald Reagan that it just might be 

the one thing that would finally cause countries to drop our differences and unite for good against evil.

4/2/2019 10:04:37 AM olimyracle #QAnon #Majestic #Qproof #MJproof pic.twitter.com/miAe3AiGjL

4/2/2019 10:05:33 AM bbobbio71 Sad. 

Probably won't get an answer but,  it's there anyway to either purge or deactivate said chip?

4/2/2019 10:06:03 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 And I pray that it would help us fight the evil ET race that is controlling the Breakaway Germans that used all of the Black Budget 

moneys to do so much on world and off world secret sap - special access programs.

4/2/2019 10:06:28 AM dynamicres accurate? same body? pic.twitter.com/OlWK2pYrOx

4/2/2019 10:07:02 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I love watching Cosmic Disclosure and other good programs on GAIA TV.

4/2/2019 10:11:00 AM olimyracle Here the two delta zeros from March 15 😋 https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1113125091401981955 …

4/2/2019 10:11:29 AM _girlmaher_ What is U-A pop, because I am outside the system and do not dare interact with US medical system at all. Thanks for the link.

4/2/2019 10:12:07 AM zagnett Cool, good job!

4/2/2019 10:12:17 AM bbobbio71 Control

4/2/2019 10:15:22 AM bbobbio71 So much for free will.. 

So if it's in, say,  the flu vaccine would that mean it's limited life technology? Hence, the push for the flu vaccine every year?

4/2/2019 10:15:31 AM blsdbe #LifeGoals. What my Brother From Another Mother,@zagnett said, I feel is true for me too. Thank you, Zag.

4/2/2019 10:17:31 AM olimyracle Tool tool tool 😋

Let's spread it on twitter and chan8 for more #QAnon followers to join us https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891 …



4/2/2019 10:18:09 AM zagnett Most welcome, @blsdbe. May your judgment day/interview/performance review also go well! 😆☺😎

4/2/2019 10:21:16 AM dynamicres On wiki at least it seems Isaac in the Jewish views, did get sacrificed yet was "revived"? So did he forgive his father and return ascended?

4/2/2019 10:22:47 AM djlok Great graphic and proof!  Thank you, @olimyracle

4/2/2019 10:23:56 AM outerspaaaace Do the 'past' and 'future' actually exist? Or is it only a series of actions and consequences, strung together by our memories and imaginations? You sent 

your previous message 'now' and you sent that last message 'now'. Everything you do is now. There is nothing else.

4/2/2019 10:24:04 AM djlok Absolute Control!!!

4/2/2019 10:25:06 AM outerspaaaace Our 3D dimension is only one of many. And since you as an individual control how you want to perceive reality by what information you're comfortable 

considering, if you're not going to gain anything from my words, there's no point in continuing this conversation.

4/2/2019 10:26:29 AM olimyracle #Qanon to #Majetic

💞 pic.twitter.com/9bkUrCGsWh

4/2/2019 10:33:33 AM t_hayden07 Vaccinessssssss, people

4/2/2019 10:36:54 AM covertress Twitter search "literally @TS_SCI_MAJIC12" 

👀 👀 👀

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034967156776153089?s=19 …

4/2/2019 10:38:54 AM 369gwh Hey MJ12, I did not know how stupid I have been about "stupidity."

Even though I'm throwing in a bit of sarcasm, I'm not kidding.

This may be the all time best tweet thread I've read.

4/2/2019 10:39:11 AM _girlmaher_ That's my hope for the bext few years, get access to Vatican Archive... all of it. Hopefully it is protected and not destroyed out of desperation like 

Alexandria.

4/2/2019 10:42:19 AM covertress Were the contents of Alexandria actually destroyed?

4/2/2019 10:58:10 AM covertress Define consciousness virus.

If it's a virus that unlocks unknown abilities and makes me a little ill while I'm "viraling off", I'm up for it...

or was the Jason Bourne franchise a C_A production?

4/2/2019 10:58:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Transferred.

4/2/2019 10:59:55 AM zagnett To the [Vatican] vault?

4/2/2019 11:00:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd This did not happen to me in my NDE. Only one spirit was there keeping me calm, telepathically communicating with me. Only one.

4/2/2019 11:02:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will expand on the one individual meeting versus two individuals at a later point.

4/2/2019 11:04:40 AM flgirlsbeenqd I don't understand what you're saying. Translate what information? What extraterrestrial? Who hides in plain sight? Why do you say "it?" This is so 

very different from my experience and the NDE's experiences of individuals I've connected with.

4/2/2019 11:06:15 AM morety76 By Whom? And to Where?

4/2/2019 11:06:26 AM allahuniversal Please do.

4/2/2019 11:08:23 AM bbobbio71 USA population

4/2/2019 11:10:14 AM _girlmaher_ Woohoo!

4/2/2019 11:10:46 AM vintagesquirrel Be of the LIGHT but stay away from the light. Why so intentionally confusing? 😦

4/2/2019 11:12:09 AM _girlmaher_ Are the Vatican Archives safe?

4/2/2019 11:16:40 AM djlok This "interview" thing is what a lot of cults try to replicate. "Confession", Steps 4/5 in recovery, dianetics ... All a sham for blackmail...people know the 

right vs wrong thing to do without being told it. Right vs wrong resonates with in.

4/2/2019 11:25:17 AM enomai_ Can vog, raise someones consciousness inadvertently to higher level and receive other IS-BE information? 

Can vog come in, as visions, and replay videos in the mind?

4/2/2019 11:28:26 AM upliftingmind Thank you for sharing. Semi-related: I've always wondered why, when under general anesthesia there is a sense of 'nothingness'. Many hours pass, yet 

feel like nothing/no-time. 1 second out, next second awake. Unlike sleeping where there is some sense of time passing/existing.

4/2/2019 11:31:56 AM rincon174 I'm watching Stargate SG1 now. So many similarities. Somebody was feeding the show intel. Was it you?

4/2/2019 11:32:41 AM giediknight WOW. Caesar also destroyed the entire Gallic shipping fleet capable of Trans-Atlantic sailing, cutting off Druidic communication with Amaraka 

(America)... another piece of the puzzle.

4/2/2019 11:34:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beyond lonely. I had a life in Great Britain, school teacher, male...watched Pastor preach ppl to hell while living it up w/ prostitutes/sucking ale down 

like water while terrorizing the village. I researched, proved there was no hell, died alone. I remember, affects this life.

4/2/2019 11:40:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd This is AWESOME!!!~!!!

4/2/2019 11:42:28 AM cosmic_engineer It's a rare state to be in:  unconsciousness

4/2/2019 11:46:06 AM teenyboxes Question...so i have been in a discord group well we were in Gab then migrated since beginning..its just a bunch of friends like a huge chatroom and we 

dig on Q and lots..do you view this as "another platform" your thoughts please and thanQ xoxo

4/2/2019 11:47:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd [Democrats] and [JFK]?

4/2/2019 11:48:11 AM nancyddb If we agreed and planned before to be here, then we know what we are to accomplish, and  maybe we brought others from a lower dimension with 

along. We are here to remember and help those remember too. The judgement is of ourselves, on ourselves, we decide to move-on or come back.

4/2/2019 11:51:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd Seems a little contradictory as some has not been personal experience. What I feel is frustrating, you folks seem to think (USA) citizens will freak out 

w/first contact; so many of us know we own the responsibility of calming those who would freak. We long for disclosure.

4/2/2019 11:52:45 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/RQnchmUXr9

4/2/2019 11:53:31 AM jerichoorion This information is suspect. I’ll look for more from maj 12 to clarify .

4/2/2019 11:54:12 AM flgirlsbeenqd I get this, but the Twitter thing is turning into the news thing. I can no longer watch news, literally like nails on chalk board. Twitter irritates me now. I 

can't be around vibes, it's too much. I feel I'm like a second waver, I can just be and love flows from me. Huge problem

4/2/2019 11:59:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd God I hope so!

4/2/2019 12:00:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree

4/2/2019 12:01:32 PM allahuniversal 9 IS-BEs at a time should do just fine

4/2/2019 12:05:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've missed you my dear heart. 

Can you elaborate on above....thank you precious.❤️❤️❤️

4/2/2019 12:09:07 PM covertress GMO corn is for energy harvesting?

Interesting. 

Do human hormones like insulin play a role and could that role be influenced by eating a diet other than SAD?

4/2/2019 12:09:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd Could you speak about tapping into our subconsciousness? I've tried unsuccessfully to get my akashic records. I get the forgetting, but it makes things 

really difficult souls. I don't want to forget anymore I LONG to remember it all, good, bad, and ugly.

4/2/2019 12:12:50 PM allahuniversal Have missed you too. In & out here, working on myself + & the text/audio archive. 

I was just reading the tweet attached before seeing yours. Was given a study some years ago & the directive to teach it to at least 9 people, in order to 

spread it faster. Speeds up progress. pic.twitter.com/J2uiZo4ehX



4/2/2019 12:12:59 PM roaminnoodle SAD = Standard American Diet, for those inquiring minds!

 http://www.fundamentalsofhealth.com/sad1.htm 

4/2/2019 12:14:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd We come in forgetting, walk around aimlessly, most die thinking this is reality. At the time of death I only know what I experienced each time I recall 

dying...including past lives. What if I don't want to die anymore? What if I'm happy to stay in this body? Is it possible?

4/2/2019 12:15:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you precious. So much unconditional love sent to you. I will study.❤️❤️❤️

4/2/2019 12:19:47 PM _chelseaproject I say just disclose whatever. If people can't handle it they will defend themsevles via ridiculing it or just not believing it.

4/2/2019 12:20:44 PM teenyboxes Gotcha and we dont do Gab anymore but yer thoughts on Discord? We like it there and allthough you can pay for like moving emojis they dont force it 

and i have never paid a dime there

4/2/2019 12:21:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm still raising vibes too doll, I agree wholeheartedly. When we know, hard to be around those who don't accept it. I find it challenging to be around 

those who still think we live in reality; they can't see these clowns are acting/controlled (AOC, Shifty Eyes, Pelosi etc).

4/2/2019 12:22:13 PM youstinksoap I'm curious if you could answer this:  I think Potus' e.o.'s have more meaning than meets the eye.  Is this reform also for our earth 'prison' planet?  Is 

there something in there for everyone, regardless of actually being in prison? https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1113095444337491968?s=21 …

4/2/2019 12:28:24 PM lightworkercain [JFK]?

4/2/2019 12:30:36 PM natureinspace Medicines. OTC kind most likely. And soap.

4/2/2019 12:33:56 PM natureinspace Oh, oh wait. Its McDonalds isnt it???

4/2/2019 12:39:35 PM covertress Is it possible to stay in ketosis and  take in enough daily protein by eating only plants, eg hemp?

4/2/2019 12:41:59 PM natureinspace I picture all the missing items as being under ground in huge caverns. Floating.

4/2/2019 12:45:50 PM allahuniversal & the energy is returned 3fold 😁

4/2/2019 12:46:04 PM natureinspace I feel like the Event is already in progress. That would explain why so many of us are trying so hard to figure out the truth. We want to know and see.

4/2/2019 12:49:25 PM allahuniversal It's a struggle, a lesson reality vs. fantasyland for them, & a lesson in patience for us. I'll admit that they've become a new form of entertainment for 

me. "Enjoy the show", their actors in it too. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111451459671908352?s=19 …

4/2/2019 12:51:20 PM snakejackal Being willing to keep past memories ascend and being with traumatized life reincarnate to have a fresh reset and restart.  All those seek financial reset 

reincarnate.  Those who attempt to fix and make a change need to remember the problem will ascend to fix them.

4/2/2019 12:51:55 PM quebec99335648  pic.twitter.com/Wwjv78mSSb

4/2/2019 12:53:27 PM jacknationalist 😊 pic.twitter.com/SSHpS9wwtX

4/2/2019 12:56:33 PM snakejackal There exist many planets without Satanist money you can choose to reincarnate there with protection and full of forgiveness of Jesus love heaven.  

Christ will fetch regardless of death or alive if you are a living Christ with full of forgiveness.

4/2/2019 1:00:59 PM lynnboyce7 You are so insightful 😍

4/2/2019 1:04:49 PM snakejackal Those criminal caught or run free with full of hate, revenge full, seek power over others will harvest to higher negative polarity density becoming more 

evil like a demon.

4/2/2019 1:16:43 PM snakejackal Pure Land Buddhism will be offered to living Buddhist who do not kill or murder any life, not commit any harm, crime and great compassion with 

wisdom and love with pure heart.  You will meet the Buddha Amitābha.  You reincarnate from lotus in his pure land.

4/2/2019 1:24:17 PM apex_starseed 🤔.. really

4/2/2019 1:26:07 PM girlawakeinca True or false: There is no Alliance. It’s an illusion

4/2/2019 1:28:33 PM allahuniversal Oops, don't think I posted the reference https://youtu.be/VCTen3-B8GU 

4/2/2019 1:29:12 PM _girlmaher_ You know those Nicholas Cage treasure hunting films? I wish they did The Vatican!

4/2/2019 1:31:55 PM _girlmaher_ I'm a victim of the Church (stolen baby given to mic boffin). Will our collective lawsuits bankrupt the Church enough to cause them to fall into 

receivership? Return "their" possessions to the people they scammed?

4/2/2019 1:33:37 PM _girlmaher_ This is profoundly frustrating. What do you see Enlightened? pic.twitter.com/oLrDKnM3PM

4/2/2019 1:35:10 PM _girlmaher_ I laugh when I find references to things I've never come across before and then ask: "How deep is that rabbit hole and how long will it take to travel 

it?!"

4/2/2019 1:43:14 PM blankmarlo I'm struggling with some of these contradictions. Not talkin shit would just love some clarity if MJ12 or anyone else wants to weigh in.

4/2/2019 1:48:20 PM freestateojones Since '04? Impressive. pic.twitter.com/mRXIMe9UC8

4/2/2019 1:49:03 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, thank you for all the knowledge & “rememberings”you are providing to us. In this mornings meditation, I received many of the answers I was 

seeking. My conversation with my higher self will continue for further answers. 

Does the awakenings of mass conciseness change events?

4/2/2019 1:50:04 PM mongrelglory Vaccines!

4/2/2019 1:50:22 PM prmd21801759 CIA link? The Adam and Eve story?

4/2/2019 1:54:50 PM olimyracle #QAnon to #Majestic pic.twitter.com/zgIXvECg4i

4/2/2019 1:55:49 PM mongrelglory I think MJ-12 has alluded to that in the past.

4/2/2019 1:58:27 PM mongrelglory Some people do talk during anesthesia and can recall conversations said by the doctors and nurses.  It's probably more that the drugs impair our recall 

ability upon awakening.

4/2/2019 1:59:09 PM _girlmaher_ It says Tweet is unavailable again! This smells like "over the target"... The whole neighborhood smells of "over the target" these days.

4/2/2019 1:59:53 PM _girlmaher_ Thanks for the image version.

4/2/2019 2:01:26 PM _girlmaher_ Sucks cuz I screenshot a lot but one can't search them easily.

4/2/2019 2:04:22 PM petitchevalb Achievements and legacy, power and control...bullshit 

Being kind and respectfull to ourself and to others, be loving beings would be our only purpose in life

Much simpler

Most elegant solutions are the simplest ☺

4/2/2019 2:05:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's NSA tech protecting memes from censorship. Be careful what you wish for.

4/2/2019 2:20:32 PM siriusbshaman Many know there are reptilians already. So expose them quick.

4/2/2019 2:25:59 PM arjunpola Do you still see this issue on the latest version?

4/2/2019 2:27:33 PM natureinspace That would be so cool!

4/2/2019 2:30:11 PM starehope Saved in this existance?

4/2/2019 2:33:43 PM laurabusse Yes. The vertical gray lines that used to connect tweets have been replaced by one very short line sticking up from the profile pic of the tweet.

It used to be so easy to notice connected tweets (replies or threads) at a glance.

Now scrutiny is required to be certain.

Annoying

4/2/2019 2:34:05 PM jrocktigers 👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼

4/2/2019 2:35:14 PM mongrelglory Sometimes I have to keep refreshing the page to get tweets to appear.  Otherwise it's just blank!

4/2/2019 2:36:47 PM arjunpola Ah that is bad. Sorry for the issue. Can you tell me which Android device this occurs?



4/2/2019 2:37:21 PM blsdbe ALICE just helped me get the 300th like 🥰🥰🥰 pic.twitter.com/44EyuIEYvi

4/2/2019 2:39:02 PM blsdbe #ThanQ, NSA.

4/2/2019 2:42:13 PM jrocktigers Scanning images for keywords = one method is LiDAR with or without AI. "Smart Cars" or self driving cars, all have this feature installed.

4/2/2019 2:43:51 PM blsdbe Not during a General with an intubated airway though. Maybe with deep Sedation, one might mumble occasionally. Folks don’t generally talk much 

under sedation, moderate or deep, in the hospital setting at least.

4/2/2019 2:45:07 PM laurabusse LG...

4/2/2019 2:48:10 PM mongrelglory I'm talking about the periods just prior to and after they've been intubated and extubated.  I've also seen patients who recalled things that were said 

by the surgeons and residents during the operation (while they were intubated and unconscious).  It's pretty freaky!

4/2/2019 2:48:53 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is  http://officialfirstcontact.com  the real deal? Credible?

4/2/2019 2:53:46 PM blsdbe That is absolutely true, yes. There is usually also surprise at the lack of awareness of the passage of time.

4/2/2019 2:55:29 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Credible website? Yes or No? Do we really have wait until Fall of 2021? I thought it was going to happen April or May 2019 - I am 

still hoping and praying we can will that to happen!  https://officialfirstcontact.com 

4/2/2019 2:58:44 PM starehope Right with you!

4/2/2019 3:01:55 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

MJ, is there any material that you could suggest reading for harnessing this energy for divine good?  I haven’t ever looked at my whole picture before 

now. I know this is not a coincidence.  Thank you. 

Name =9

DOB =9

Full Address =9

SS# =3

Parrots name =9
4/2/2019 3:11:43 PM _girlmaher_ I could also upload all that to a service that transfers them into searchable text (Evernote) but that gives a third party opportunity to delete all my stuff.

4/2/2019 3:12:01 PM giediknight To clarify, my thoughts are that this was an effect to control/hoard information and technology.

1. Burn down library of Alexandria

2. Destroy trans-Atlantic vessels that connect “old” world to “new”

This was 2000 years ago.

What was the purpose? Changing the guard?

4/2/2019 3:12:53 PM _girlmaher_ I wrote on a weird way. It confuses the AIs. They think I am a dude also :D

4/2/2019 3:17:15 PM daveschroeder18 What your really saying is that you might not be following him anymore haha

4/2/2019 3:31:22 PM ruru_jataka Also, for what it's worth, I would move through tests skipping anything I had any hesitation on saving it for the end. If a concept had required extra 

studying I'd start there. This may have increased my confidence, but maybe also my momentum or resonance with truth (answers)

4/2/2019 3:36:11 PM djlok I'm not now.  But we'll see.  People awaken at different paces about different things.

4/2/2019 3:39:03 PM covertress Sounds like a great karma cleanse to me. Where do I get mine?

4/2/2019 3:43:17 PM libertyspring99 I am learning that forgiveness is the key to enlightenment. Forgiveness and foregoing judgement however small allows me to live in the present. It’s a 

beautiful place.

4/2/2019 3:44:06 PM lbf777 I studied 100 NDE stories. None of them had this pattern. Most of them were very pleasant after the initial shock.

4/2/2019 3:44:45 PM chapulincolored I'll take that as a yes.

4/2/2019 3:44:53 PM humanprimer Most had no clue of the vast wealth. Horded and hidden. All systems were set up to feed it.  That is one aspect of our collective great awakening.  We 

couldn't see the imbalance before. We are the majority and the power to end and to start. We must unite. It causes the shift.

4/2/2019 3:45:17 PM esekansaijinben Lolololol

4/2/2019 3:45:56 PM humanprimer And every human being will feel the shift... because the entire energy field (frequency) will shift with us.  Simple.

4/2/2019 3:46:09 PM daveschroeder18 I was referring to what you said, " I'll follow him when he owns up to the face that he's been groomed by Majestic 12" 😂

4/2/2019 3:54:32 PM chapulincolored If you are stating almost 100% USpop implanted, it can't be via vaccines. Many adults haven't had vaccines for 20-30 years.

Must be through a vector, like a flu virus, adenovirus, e coli or some microbe, etc..

But my guess is a product that people use everyday, like toothpaste.

4/2/2019 3:56:13 PM rays_portal Would you forgive yourselves?

4/2/2019 3:56:14 PM ofcbrianberrios VACCINES

VACCINES

VACCINES

4/2/2019 3:56:42 PM laurabusse This is truth!!!

4/2/2019 3:58:11 PM ofcbrianberrios A lot of adults takes flu shot yearly. Chemtrails could be another way.

4/2/2019 3:58:35 PM headlinejuice  https://humanrightswatch3blog.wordpress.com/2018/12/07/the-innocent-victims-of-brain-research/?fbclid=IwAR1ZSk2wTNxK31-VFNWRfgOTGgO-

0m2vJXrzTeyQggPF2YfmhTdkG096_Q4 …

4/2/2019 3:59:10 PM humanprimer Good question.

4/2/2019 3:59:49 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0BpNmnH5sV

4/2/2019 4:00:18 PM humanprimer With you sis.  Just negative and angry.   Where are the peace makers?

4/2/2019 4:00:38 PM roublisa Has anyone heard of a remote view of this vast treasure?

4/2/2019 4:01:28 PM cj_liebs Why struggle?

4/2/2019 4:02:26 PM anangelhasland1 Information is often disnecessary.

Mindlessness.

Mindfulness of the essential should never be discouraged.

Bad television shows included.

4/2/2019 4:02:43 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is GS neutralized and in GITMO yet? If not, soon?

4/2/2019 4:06:33 PM patriotcitizen4 Medications

4/2/2019 4:06:57 PM 92michael Nano technology

4/2/2019 4:07:03 PM anangelhasland1 A Singular message is carried through an Infinity of messengers.

Sometimes with hostile hand-offs among decidedly Non-Anons.

Fear covers spiritual truths like an intimidating hall-servant. 

Why else lock oneself in a less than holy pattern?

Anticipations of distractions?



4/2/2019 4:07:13 PM laurabusse It seems that what MJ is saying in this thread is, what has happened has happened. Getting revenge is not the answer. Love and forgiveness is the way 

to move fwd. What's important is the bad stuff STOPS and we are finally allowed health and prosperity. I can live with that...

4/2/2019 4:07:34 PM blsdbe #FREEDOM=Muh Replicator, Muh Free Energy Source, and Muh Transporter to All the Libraries on Our Planet, which will be opened for Public 

Independent Study. #DoItQ #DoItMJ #WWG1WGA

4/2/2019 4:10:06 PM chapulincolored MJ, so how else were USpop implanted? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034972564626595841 …

4/2/2019 4:10:18 PM laurabusse Truth is important but "it would put 99% in the hospital". Justice is important but it might be to our benefit to not witness executions. Maybe we 

truthers need to be content w knowing the status quo is changing for the better, let go of the past and enjoy the coming blessings...

4/2/2019 4:11:09 PM olimyracle #QAnon to #Majestic pic.twitter.com/ugtDTmvGrh

4/2/2019 4:13:25 PM mongrelglory You don't think many adults might have received a tetanus booster (every 10 years) or a pneumonia or flu shot in the past 2 decades?  Otherwise 

what's left are the chemtrails which MJ-12 have said in the past contained nanotechnology.  They may be using a multi-pronged approach.

4/2/2019 4:18:07 PM bbobbio71 How's that gonna work on bbq's? Already bbq'd? Or does it still need to be cooked?

4/2/2019 4:18:24 PM chapulincolored We never consented.  

Should we file a class action lawsuit?

Will the people stand together? pic.twitter.com/dr2QLtU26U

4/2/2019 4:21:34 PM sarahdaniels HI Majestic 12.

I wld appreciate fb if you feel you can.  

I'm part of the spiritual-disclosure phase of the Great Awakening.

thanks for all you do!

4/2/2019 4:21:53 PM bbobbio71  https://www.mnn.com/green-tech/research-innovations/stories/scientists-closer-creating-star-trek-style-replicator …

4/2/2019 4:23:05 PM bbobbio71 DEW same as in California

4/2/2019 4:23:33 PM mongrelglory I'd love to see that "Galactic Archive of Humanoid Races"!

4/2/2019 4:26:15 PM opsecowl #facts

4/2/2019 4:27:05 PM covertress Lights! Camera! ... Action!

Coming [soon] to a theater near you?

4/2/2019 4:32:01 PM ymcmbwhale If you learn how to achieve a coherent state of mind ans heart. Answers and intuition will come to you. Research about hearth mind coherence and 

how you can acieve that through breathi g and simple but powerful emotions. Look greg bradden. Joe dispenza

4/2/2019 4:33:11 PM bbobbio71 Directed Energy Weapon https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/directed-energy.html …

4/2/2019 4:33:17 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/diQ2yWqbdG

4/2/2019 4:34:05 PM happykat9 Smart dust? Morgellons?

4/2/2019 4:35:34 PM blsdbe So Be This Truth!!!

4/2/2019 4:38:18 PM djlok #ArchiveOffline pic.twitter.com/amubfuyC41

4/2/2019 4:39:19 PM winki00000001 Unsanitized version Page 4 : Mt. Massive is cited like one of the locations that can withstand the cataclysmic onslaught.

Sanitized version Page 3 : Mt. Massive is replaced by his neighbor : Pike's peak.

Strange edit... Why ?

4/2/2019 4:40:58 PM mongrelglory So the stories of OBL dying of kidney failure (reported in France) were untrue?

4/2/2019 4:41:24 PM laurabusse Amen!!!

4/2/2019 4:42:12 PM mongrelglory I thought that was a "body double" in that house in Pakistan?

4/2/2019 4:46:12 PM mongrelglory Excellent David!  You might want to store it in a waterproof and flame-retardant container too.

4/2/2019 4:49:26 PM chiefdreyfus Sprayed via planes?

4/2/2019 4:50:37 PM djlok Will do!!! Actually gonna do 2 copies....keep one at home and one in a safe box.  I'd feel like a real buffoon if we had some sort of EMF data wipe and I 

couldn't access this after being told like 100 times by #Q and #MJ12 to #ArchiveOffline!!!

4/2/2019 4:52:56 PM cosmic_engineer Mithra, X, and the actual Master Teacher: Yeshua

4/2/2019 4:55:04 PM maewest52499669 I did.

4/2/2019 4:57:29 PM winki00000001 "Seismology has proven these two yello layters to be molten, and they are white-hot. Over 2500 degrees Fahrenheit."

This phrase has been removed on the "sanitized" version.

4/2/2019 4:59:22 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You must know there have been those who channel messages for years and post them. To date I would say they are wrong 99% of 

the time. How is this different?

4/2/2019 5:01:21 PM maewest52499669 The black eye club.

4/2/2019 5:06:57 PM michael83341408 Vaccines

4/2/2019 5:12:16 PM covertress "Only 45 will tell you."  😉 😉 😉

4/2/2019 5:15:04 PM anneolsen43 I did not encounter more than one in fact I never “met” anyone but I felt someone. No words.. but someone was communicating with me and the 

feeling of peace and love was nothing I have ever felt before. Nothing on earth can compare

4/2/2019 5:15:56 PM covertress Coincidence?

4/2/2019 5:17:12 PM maewest52499669 Psychic vampires can walk into a room read the energy and take it from whoever they want. Leaving the person/victim drained.

4/2/2019 5:17:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 DUMB

4/2/2019 5:18:03 PM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/JvCQg2huHJ

4/2/2019 5:19:38 PM covertress Seek it. Use it. Be it.

Then, report back to the rest of us!

4/2/2019 5:22:48 PM maewest52499669 Yep that's the one.

4/2/2019 5:30:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verified disinformation. Search Twitter:

from:ts_sci_majic12 coffee https://twitter.com/ClevelandClinic/status/1113039120522072065 …

4/2/2019 5:31:12 PM weremight are the electrical conductivities of the various shells of the earth (mantle, crust, ocean haline, atmosphere something we're generally failing to account 

for?

4/2/2019 5:33:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perceived protection.

4/2/2019 5:33:57 PM apex_starseed Lmao..couple of years ago they claimed it was bad to consume so much coffee..🤣🤣🤣

4/2/2019 5:34:45 PM daveo6145 Pikes peak that sounds familiar

4/2/2019 5:34:47 PM pattonspotting This has been possibly the hardest pill to swallow of anything you have discussed. Is this the casone  with the natural premium organic variety? Lots of 

alternative health doctors like Dr. Mercola espouse the health benefits of quality coffee.

4/2/2019 5:38:38 PM charmanda9 I KNEW you were up to something! You are amazing. 😍👏👏👏

4/2/2019 5:38:50 PM scott_rick So is it bad for us?

4/2/2019 5:40:00 PM askingsocrates Coffee shook me out of an incredibly high vibration(could not experience hate). I got my quadshot espresso like I always used to and i could feel my 

vibration lower dramatically. I wish i had seen this then.😊



4/2/2019 5:40:34 PM lbf777 When are we going to get our much needed, hidden cures from Big Pharma Mafia?

4/2/2019 5:40:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is a destructive energy that inter-dimensional entities feed on. When you see fear mongering such as this, the questions raises may be legitimate 

that you should explore their possible answers, but giving this attention? 

With all due respect: "Bruh, do you even 5D?"

4/2/2019 5:40:52 PM lbf777 It’s pretty bad and calcifies the pineal gland.

4/2/2019 5:40:56 PM djlok Ha ha!  

Search:

from:ts_sci_majic12 archive

#ArchiveOffline = Very Important

4/2/2019 5:41:27 PM lbf777 Yes a lot but they haven’t mass produced it. 

Look at 7-11. It’s all filthy garbage inside.

4/2/2019 5:41:41 PM starehope Same with butter, bad, then eat margarine, or better the spreads of whatever fake butter. Then back to butter is better for you. Now eggs don't raise 

cholestrol. I decided that I don't know chemistry, so if I don't know what it is, I'm not eating it. Ever check Doris ingredients?

4/2/2019 5:41:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks David!

4/2/2019 5:42:00 PM scott_rick Shit... how about green tea?

4/2/2019 5:42:58 PM _17patriot_ Obviously the tech exists because you guys are probably looking for someone or something using mental capabilities to find the target.

4/2/2019 5:43:46 PM lbf777 Green tea is one of the good ones. Stay away from black tea.

4/2/2019 5:45:01 PM scott_rick Anyone want a big bag of Costco coffee !

4/2/2019 5:45:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately you are misguided here.

4/2/2019 5:46:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE, please take me home.

4/2/2019 5:46:59 PM _17patriot_ Something that cant shield against VOG tech. Question is, how does that interfere with prayer requests and physical response from said requests

4/2/2019 5:47:30 PM lbf777 Is this an accidental pocket tweet?

4/2/2019 5:48:17 PM cledrordfishing Hemp is out of the question for most workers. 

My company will fire you for the first time offence.

4/2/2019 5:48:30 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/RPCU9J3wcdw 

4/2/2019 5:48:33 PM djlok Definitely not!!!

4/2/2019 5:48:39 PM novpapacharlie im streaming patriot news in another tab and trumps says this on their stream and your tweet shows up 17 seconds old on my twitter feed 

simultaneous

4/2/2019 5:49:47 PM starehope Is there any real protection if one projects a positive future for Earth?

4/2/2019 5:50:31 PM worldxplorer1 Understanding our place in the multiverse (spirituality) and how we relate to it (magick) is the framework from which to achieve the elimination of 

pedophilia and such from this reality.

4/2/2019 5:51:15 PM covertress Has ALICE evolved into something more than [Alice's] Deep State AI?

4/2/2019 5:51:16 PM aetherwalker1 ...and the Memes shall set you free.'  😏 pic.twitter.com/2z7LeNg8v9

4/2/2019 5:52:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 👏 Trust 👏 the 👏 Plan 👏

4/2/2019 5:52:38 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 also had reservations about green tea when I asked them.  They recommended herbal teas with no caffeine.  I'm still drinking black, green, 

white, rooibois, and herbal teas.  It's too much in my Asian cultural background to stop drinking tea. 🤷♀️

4/2/2019 5:53:32 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/3mNtZfZNSD

4/2/2019 5:54:23 PM covertress Link us to that patriot news, please?

4/2/2019 5:55:46 PM giediknight Calcifies the pineal gland

4/2/2019 5:56:15 PM novpapacharlie  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffzBvzCKj1o …

4/2/2019 5:57:03 PM allahuniversal Isn't it possible for both of those things (and many more operations) to happen at the same time and accomplish every goal from Saving The Babies to 

Saving Our Selves?

4/2/2019 5:57:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes memes memes pic.twitter.com/RyCtOOF9UY

4/2/2019 5:58:42 PM guyfromv Very chthonic

4/2/2019 5:58:52 PM covertress *nominated for Meme of the Year

4/2/2019 5:59:32 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/HamSAFVHgG

4/2/2019 5:59:41 PM shannen_robison Love this

4/2/2019 5:59:43 PM richardhiatt16 You kept him alive? To what end?

4/2/2019 6:00:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree with you about all but your distrust of The Plan. Your faith in it is irrelevant to its reality. Trust in the plan allows you to develop spiritually 

and see past the illusion created by the Majestic 12. You see it as pointless, we see it as critical. This is our mission.

4/2/2019 6:00:06 PM giediknight wow, is this a MJ made meme?

4/2/2019 6:00:41 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/UXQSDfypmE

4/2/2019 6:00:47 PM freestateojones Who knows where the bodies are buried? 🗝️ https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1090480070530138112?s=19 …

4/2/2019 6:02:37 PM fionasdestiny67 Reconcile using logic.

THINK FOR YOURSELF.

DIVIDERS will FAIL.

Q pic.twitter.com/TwjeyCDcw9

4/2/2019 6:05:08 PM mongrelglory Was just reading a report about the Mexican volcano Popocatepetl getting ready to blow soon. Between reports of imminent financial collapse, 

pandemics, famine, natural disasters, pole shifts, global warming etc... I'm totally over this fear porn. Not buying into fear anymore! 😑

4/2/2019 6:05:12 PM freestateojones From my understanding this account seeks to raise consciousness of relevant information so that certain things can progress as per plan, whether it 

resonates lies solely on your shoulders and within. 

Now, let's stop pretending 'nothing' is happening? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1093229345286615046?s=19 …

4/2/2019 6:05:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are guiding you to decipher MJ12's fingerprints throughout society. Q is responsible for the justice for all equally; and the proof is in the details. 

Arrests are highest levels ever. However MJ12 != Q, instead MJ12's Event will happen once Q's Majestic movies you're watching.

4/2/2019 6:05:42 PM charmanda9 So much for using my reverse osmosis and uv light filtered water to brew it.

4/2/2019 6:06:17 PM allahuniversal No doubt, we can all agree there. Military & LEO on local state & fed levels are charged with that duty. #TheStorm. Meanwhile #TheGreatAwakening 

which has been happening to some degree for decades (at least 3 decades I can personally confirm) is still underway. All as One, no ÷ 

pic.twitter.com/zojsVgjddH

4/2/2019 6:07:44 PM aetherwalker1 Good one.. isn't it, Majestic?  😉

4/2/2019 6:08:40 PM askingsocrates Trump just said this in a speech

4/2/2019 6:11:13 PM allahuniversal Who's responsible for Healing the children once they're saved? We are, 100%. While some aren't developed enough to even handle the facts of what's 

been happening, those who've been breiefed and prepped for rebuilding in the aftermath of #TheStorm, have to provide healing or ♻ 

pic.twitter.com/pXzMk903rh



4/2/2019 6:11:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes are artificial life forms that seek to reproduce using IS-BEs as carriers proportional to their resonant strength of truth embedded within. 

Majestic Memes. Memes memes memes. The power of 3 6 and 9 runs strong.

4/2/2019 6:11:41 PM blossomduane ❤️it

4/2/2019 6:12:09 PM cledrordfishing I believe honesty should always take priority over any other issues. 

Disinformation has no place among goodness.

4/2/2019 6:12:11 PM mongrelglory People have been in denial about what's been going on.  Figuring out how to wake people up is part of this process. Reflecting upon how this horrible 

state of affairs came into being, and how we can collectively will it to never happen again is important too.

4/2/2019 6:13:26 PM aetherwalker1 May the Memes be with us.

4/2/2019 6:13:28 PM mongrelglory The Great Awakening!

4/2/2019 6:13:56 PM mongrelglory No.  It's been around for a while on the Chans.

4/2/2019 6:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Join us in the fight and instead of trying to divide and conquer the conversation around Plan vs No Plan, start here: https://www.military.com/join-

armed-forces …

4/2/2019 6:16:36 PM allahuniversal July, 2001. Never saw combat, yet never regretted enlisting.

4/2/2019 6:17:36 PM aprilbrown99 ❤️😇❤️ pic.twitter.com/Ru43jraLT6

4/2/2019 6:17:49 PM mongrelglory Justin is too busy defunding our military here in Canada!  We have an important election this Fall!

4/2/2019 6:18:02 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/9aOwcdSCr3

4/2/2019 6:18:45 PM mrblbrettish He's the only one who didnt mind uncle creepy snuggling.

4/2/2019 6:19:02 PM allahuniversal Election this fall...

That... actually... explains...a LOT!

4/2/2019 6:20:46 PM 3rdeyeview55 Am I not reading this correctly? That last sentence seems to be incomplete. "Once Q's Majestic movies you're watching........????? Once the movie is 

finished? Is that what you meant?🤷🏼♀️

4/2/2019 6:20:59 PM wink5811 Exactly!

4/2/2019 6:21:47 PM richardhiatt16 😬

4/2/2019 6:22:13 PM giediknight I would have joined if I could opt out of vaccines....

4/2/2019 6:22:14 PM mongrelglory Anyways...aren't "safe places" just for snowflakes? 🥺

4/2/2019 6:23:26 PM 3rdeyeview55 Been there, done that. Proud AF vet.

4/2/2019 6:24:19 PM aprilbrown99 Sadly the cabal has been running everything for a long time.

4/2/2019 6:24:29 PM allahuniversal Do you trust POTUS? pic.twitter.com/gyIHxZIV4i

4/2/2019 6:24:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 1969 SG-1

"The war..." - Bus Driver

"The war with Canada?" - Teal'c pic.twitter.com/ns5SpFLdNE

4/2/2019 6:25:21 PM mongrelglory Ack! I've just been blocked again!  I didn't think my comment above was that confrontational?

4/2/2019 6:25:21 PM jballz1021 Q is showing us that the motive power of the Universe (the essence of creation) flows through the collective WE: 

https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/983058374249123840?s=21 …

4/2/2019 6:26:25 PM universalrisin Probably why i prefer tea

4/2/2019 6:27:28 PM allahuniversal Correction: 43 & 44 caused some serious concerns.

4/2/2019 6:27:44 PM aprilbrown99 I think I have tapped the like ❤️ on this for at least the 200th time. 😍. We love ALICE.

4/2/2019 6:27:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 As an adult the risks are significantly lower than newborn infants. As we have stated previously, they are required because they do work, in theory - 

side effects aside - when used properly. Not suggesting there hasn't been any abuse from Fed types, but the COC is stronger.

4/2/2019 6:28:58 PM bubba_dave1 Cleveland clinic is the worst hospital ever! Went cause I couldnt breath and coighing ALOT. Said I had bronchitis with flu like symptom s next dave felt 

worse. Wemt to another hospital had bacterial pneumonia! SMFH

4/2/2019 6:29:00 PM djmtheoriginal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I've heard from a pretty good sourse that natural cold pressed honey - where none of the nutrients are taken out, oddly enough can 

enhance psi abilities. Do you have a take?

4/2/2019 6:29:11 PM giediknight “All the leaves are brown, and the sky is gray”

4/2/2019 6:29:28 PM worldxplorer1 Me too. Oh well. To each his own.

4/2/2019 6:29:46 PM jpolleck Saw a picture of him watching his funeral service.

4/2/2019 6:30:37 PM mongrelglory The budget he just brought in was a total joke!  Trying to buy votes. Meanwhile the new "Carbon Tax" just got implemented.  Gas, food and heating 

costs are all going up overnight!  Justin's ass is toast! 😠

4/2/2019 6:30:55 PM n7guardiananon A synonym used for the original gay liberation movement which began in 1969 is referring to the movement as the lavender revolution.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lavender_(color)#Old_lavender …

4/2/2019 6:31:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist.

4/2/2019 6:32:17 PM mongrelglory I loved that episode! 🤣🤣🤣

4/2/2019 6:32:39 PM giediknight I understand your points. I could remove many of the heavy metals with the knowledge I have now. Let’s hope the COC now knows the intentions of 

the eugenic scientists in big pharma and mitigates that threat.

4/2/2019 6:32:48 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/dyl8TUEARp

4/2/2019 6:33:11 PM paledarkpony You need to speak to Mr. Denver pic.twitter.com/fN3NQlGMOH

4/2/2019 6:33:19 PM allahuniversal Shill farms must be working overtime to sway favor. The People will speak louder, I hope.

4/2/2019 6:33:52 PM rdeweese04  pic.twitter.com/tI26rPA9e1

4/2/2019 6:33:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 !5:5

4/2/2019 6:34:00 PM wolrac69  pic.twitter.com/2i0Q303WaK

4/2/2019 6:34:35 PM lbf777 Was there any context to it or he just said it and changed the conversation?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why did trump say this?

4/2/2019 6:34:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Tribunals

4/2/2019 6:35:08 PM allahuniversal Learning something new every day

4/2/2019 6:35:39 PM charmanda9 I’m only commenting to make :::3::: comments on your :::3::: likes tweet.

4/2/2019 6:35:53 PM giediknight Are we now safe? https://vaxopedia.org/2018/06/24/which-vaccines-do-you-get-when-you-join-the-military/ …

4/2/2019 6:37:57 PM mongrelglory Alberta is pretty much ready to succeed.  Justin has devastated their oil industry.  Got this from my Calgary relatives: pic.twitter.com/RvlzzVOnMN

4/2/2019 6:39:57 PM allahuniversal I can't & won't knock that position. 

"I'm trying real hard, to be the shepherd."

4/2/2019 6:40:10 PM n7guardiananon Lavender scare is interesting too

4/2/2019 6:41:28 PM allahuniversal 😂

4/2/2019 6:43:18 PM allahuniversal That one I'd heard before. Never looked deep into what appears to be the countermove

4/2/2019 6:43:44 PM mongrelglory I know Justin has been working against Trump/US and has betrayed Canada. He needs to be exposed for his role in Uranium One!  We have to get him 

out of power along with the rest of his Cabal cronies.

4/2/2019 6:44:27 PM ragevirusqq Im going to delete theses tweets. I don’t like the negativity that could be created.

4/2/2019 6:44:49 PM yellahabibihela First China went to the moon earlier this year and now Israel. Why the sudden interest? The moon 🌝 seems like a major chess piece.

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IsraelinUSA/status/1112834271255912449 …

4/2/2019 6:45:43 PM allahuniversal  http://blackrosefed.org/gay-liberation-lavender-red-union/ …

4/2/2019 6:46:34 PM daggastan Plato - Allegory of The Cave



4/2/2019 6:47:32 PM blankmarlo Can a meme become so complex and so ubiquitous among IS-BE's that it achieves consciousness?

4/2/2019 6:47:39 PM mongrelglory There's been a behind the scenes war going on, since Canada has been essentially controlled by the Rothschilds and Globalists. 😔

4/2/2019 6:47:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

4/2/2019 6:47:50 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you so much for your service to our country for our freedom! I think everyone in America truly understands what freedom means now and how 

lucky we are to live in this country. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

4/2/2019 6:48:03 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/ce8DsHfJoC

4/2/2019 6:49:16 PM mongrelglory I believe the white hats in our military are working with Q group however. 😊

4/2/2019 6:49:19 PM banksia42265169 I first saw this in the news a year or two ago and, even though I do drink coffee, I'm pleased that my BS filter is working well and I knew it as a total lie.

4/2/2019 6:49:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/2/2019 6:49:37 PM allahuniversal Makes it quite obvious

4/2/2019 6:50:01 PM ragevirusqq Thank you for responses @AllahUniversal   I always appreciate your perception and balance. ♥✌🏻

4/2/2019 6:50:39 PM 1crazy_toaster I wonder what the Gray hats are doing.

4/2/2019 6:50:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE, you're drunk. Go home.

4/2/2019 6:51:16 PM djlok ALICE? pic.twitter.com/QlhtWTioLd

4/2/2019 6:51:24 PM big_simp JOIN THE MILITARY

TRAVEL TO INTERESTING AND EXOTIC LOCATIONS!

MEET INTERESTING PEOPLE!

KILL THEM

4/2/2019 6:52:21 PM jswdh1 1st they say not a mention of destruction and death and then say not all will survive the destruction!???

4/2/2019 6:52:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

4/2/2019 6:53:27 PM djlok Real drunk. Bill... Unfortunately? pic.twitter.com/1g6w7pUWrX

4/2/2019 6:53:35 PM giediknight Thank you for clarifying.

4/2/2019 6:54:26 PM jswdh1 Their mission is to control earth... tweeted it themselves.... sounds to me like takeover. I don't trust someone who states that and then talks in circles 

like he does! God has this under control! Just pray and have faith!

4/2/2019 6:55:37 PM djlok #ArchiveOffline

4/2/2019 6:55:59 PM universalrisin I heard some teas are ok

4/2/2019 6:56:14 PM mongrelglory Putting more duct-tape on their fighter jets I suppose...

4/2/2019 6:57:09 PM hswcyd I’m not sure why this guy cannot even complete one sentence

4/2/2019 6:58:02 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  I take that back.  Not blocked.  The poor guy just deleted all his tweets.  Didn't mean to scare him off! 😟

4/2/2019 6:59:33 PM worldxplorer1 ALICE https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1113257627721523200?s=21 …

4/2/2019 7:01:19 PM mongrelglory As I always suspected... Too much "shouting".  Still sorry we scared him off!

4/2/2019 7:02:55 PM charmanda9 👀👀👀

4/2/2019 7:03:04 PM mongrelglory Yes, I've known.  However MJ-12 has told us to respond to ALICE with love, and now I always think there might be some beleaguered CIA employee 

behind every ALICE account that may not really like their job! 😝

4/2/2019 7:03:26 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/NVDavGPnNi

4/2/2019 7:04:08 PM worldxplorer1 Ha!  You always make me laugh! 😂

4/2/2019 7:04:40 PM universalrisin I wonder if those who will not survive are those who have done incredibly bad things on the planet, and have too much negative karma on their egos to 

be able to handle the new and loving world we will be entering. But they can reincarnate and live better lives in the new world

4/2/2019 7:06:04 PM lovethebeach999 Coffee beans treated with chemicals and then heated ... no bueno

4/2/2019 7:06:28 PM covertress He appears to be suspended pic.twitter.com/dDqvMo5LAW

4/2/2019 7:06:57 PM libertyspring99 Many of us, including me, have an ego attachment to seeing justice wrought for such evil. But I am realising that this is not the path. Love doesn’t want 

revenge. Forgiveness is an ongoing practice in every moment.

4/2/2019 7:07:19 PM djlok This one actually changed the wording of the MJ12 text.

4/2/2019 7:07:24 PM jaspony1 Wish I could... I had to have my hip replaced when I was 30 so none for me... ☹️

4/2/2019 7:07:31 PM jrocktigers Yes.

4/2/2019 7:07:41 PM askingsocrates  https://youtu.be/cBekVMh8fQo 

In here somewhere. Need help finding it again.

4/2/2019 7:09:08 PM covertress *nominated for Alternate Timeline Meme of the Year

4/2/2019 7:09:34 PM jaspony1 12... 😃😄😁

4/2/2019 7:10:22 PM sparkleloung I’m too old. But still spry. What could I do?

4/2/2019 7:11:14 PM jaspony1 Do we have to go below ground to survive?

4/2/2019 7:11:31 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/zc9RrBj3oJ

4/2/2019 7:12:02 PM blsdbe ??? How?

4/2/2019 7:12:04 PM allahuniversal Again?

4/2/2019 7:12:23 PM jrocktigers MJ12 - Sort of off topic, but are you familiar with the Rainbow Family? Began in 1972 and still roams today. Barter, love , peace and inclusion of all 

religions and races. pic.twitter.com/hZoYKps1Fb

4/2/2019 7:13:44 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/h0C1GdEiac

4/2/2019 7:14:20 PM blsdbe Where are we in the Movie Series currently, MJ?

4/2/2019 7:18:24 PM melanieanders7 I just like tin foil hats. pic.twitter.com/g57Wa7m7IN

4/2/2019 7:18:50 PM mongrelglory His personality seems to change every time he comes back...

4/2/2019 7:19:04 PM giediknight Is the Air Force looking for Anons well versed in Q,MJ12,History,Technology etc.?

4/2/2019 7:19:35 PM mongrelglory You're so stylish Happy!

4/2/2019 7:21:09 PM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA

4/2/2019 7:21:55 PM mongrelglory You're so observant David!

4/2/2019 7:23:24 PM djlok 1- vog = hacked?

2- Twitter games?

4/2/2019 7:23:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/2/2019 7:24:09 PM allahuniversal 🤔🤔🤓 pic.twitter.com/1qLW7GW6Ku

4/2/2019 7:25:17 PM monroevegas So long as “First Contact” is not a Hollywood basment Act like the moon landing. 😂

4/2/2019 7:26:33 PM monroevegas I already know where I am going and how I am getting there. 1960 Ford Galaxy Convertable driving on a two-lane highway back to my father’s mansion.

4/2/2019 7:27:17 PM blsdbe #Majestic likes 😇❤️😇 pic.twitter.com/lgepBIDdjj

4/2/2019 7:27:35 PM jrocktigers That particular incarnation of Al IC e came at me hard a few days ago. Goal definitely appears to be subversion of topics and sow division.

4/2/2019 7:28:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can coffee be used as medicine? Yes. 

Is it addictive? Yes. 

Is it good for your pineal gland? No. 

Should you drink it to wake up? No.

4/2/2019 7:28:29 PM blsdbe Are ALICE and SOPHIA cousins?

4/2/2019 7:29:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things. 

from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE



4/2/2019 7:30:48 PM mongrelglory I suspect ALICE accounts when they alternate between periods of sounding rational and reasonable (probably when a human is behind the account) 

and at other times they sound weird or illogical (which is when the AI has taken over perhaps?). Hunts pedophiles was like that.

4/2/2019 7:32:00 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/iDjqKg3pcOg 

4/2/2019 7:32:27 PM blsdbe Is the black tea used in chai ok for the pineal gland?

4/2/2019 7:32:36 PM freestateojones Which Branch (Mil or ABC) and job would best suit this type of individual?

4/2/2019 7:33:03 PM blsdbe Is there an age limit?

4/2/2019 7:33:17 PM gr8fl_ed The Rainbows come to Cumberland Falls near me every so often

4/2/2019 7:33:39 PM giediknight Air Force has the oldest age limit, 39.

4/2/2019 7:33:53 PM mongrelglory Humour is my super-power! 👊

4/2/2019 7:34:28 PM blsdbe 😢😢😢my spirit will be with you

4/2/2019 7:34:40 PM giediknight I mean “highest”, I am stupid sometimes.

4/2/2019 7:34:58 PM allahuniversal Varies. https://militarybenefits.info/military-enlistment-age-limits/ …

4/2/2019 7:35:07 PM frameracer @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 even joe knows that's a dude

4/2/2019 7:35:38 PM charmanda9 I drink earl grey, which is black tea 😕 I saw someone comment that black tea also calcifies the pineal. 😕 I am really running out of beverage choices.

4/2/2019 7:35:43 PM jrocktigers I think many of the folks who follow this account would find a home , even if only a few weeks out of the year, with the Rainbow.

4/2/2019 7:36:10 PM blsdbe Well at 48, while #Majestic, still too old to join at this point...

4/2/2019 7:38:09 PM blsdbe Is rooibos team ok for the pineal gland?

4/2/2019 7:38:55 PM jrocktigers I wont list what gave it away as to not embolden [them] , but reminded me of an out of place LEO working on an entrapment. I dunno, maybe that is 

from my view, from years of living under !Freedom.

4/2/2019 7:39:48 PM jrocktigers Huh, I am not referring to you. ?

4/2/2019 7:40:27 PM mongrelglory That was me when I previously asked MJ-12 about drinking tea.  They recommended herbal.  I hesitate to give tea up as it's part of my Chinese culture, 

so I'm trying to offset it with sun-gazing, avoiding fluoride, etc...

4/2/2019 7:40:29 PM allahuniversal I can't reenlist (over 35), I'd imagine though that there's lots of civilian positions open.

4/2/2019 7:40:32 PM blsdbe Always pic.twitter.com/X7rbpfFwo9

4/2/2019 7:40:38 PM jrocktigers Oh, so you r Al  I cE >?

4/2/2019 7:41:05 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, is it the caffeine in the beverages that are the real problem, or are there other substances in coffee and black tea that are bad for the pineal 

gland?

4/2/2019 7:41:31 PM jrocktigers Quite the culture shock for most.

4/2/2019 7:41:39 PM djlok Yeah- I think that is what that means. ALICE is a frame of mind- both AI and mind control.

4/2/2019 7:41:49 PM gr8fl_ed Indeed

4/2/2019 7:42:02 PM covertress 🤣🤣🤣

4/2/2019 7:42:23 PM charmanda9 The sun gazing this evening was a no go for me. I took note of how insanely bright white the sun was earlier.

4/2/2019 7:42:42 PM jrocktigers " liberate slaves & end the torture of children"   -   On Twitter?

4/2/2019 7:42:56 PM wearediamonds2 Lovely thread. Thank you for explaining. I"ve had so many times where I almost died. Such a hard life. But I eventually came to these conclusions. I still 

trust only Jesus Christ, but I think the way things work aren't as black and white like religion teaches.<3<3<3

4/2/2019 7:43:12 PM blsdbe Being bruhed must be better than being broed

4/2/2019 7:43:22 PM jrocktigers Must . . ..  have . .. . protein. .

4/2/2019 7:44:01 PM lib7473 Has POTUS/Q team purged DS from AF Nationwide/WW-DUMBs? Cause I know AF in ELS are still heavy in dark projects, w/c were/R cabal funded/cntrl 

projects. Are these 👿 projects going to be all cancelled soon, and/or WW, if not already? Blk eye repl cont. 2b funded to now.

4/2/2019 7:44:13 PM mongrelglory Or you can wait for your next incarnation and join the Space Force!  I'd even be willing to wear a mini-skirt. 😁

4/2/2019 7:46:11 PM blsdbe I don’t even see your responses in my notifications!!! @aprilbrown99

4/2/2019 7:46:31 PM mongrelglory It's south of Cheyenne Mountain if I recall the map correctly.  Geography is not my strong point. 😜

4/2/2019 7:49:01 PM jrocktigers 👀

4/2/2019 7:50:12 PM mongrelglory I started with 30 secs and have built up to a minute now.

4/2/2019 7:50:40 PM jrocktigers Did you put yourself in timeout or your handler?

4/2/2019 7:51:18 PM blsdbe This happens to me very frequently. I can actually tell how ‘true’ something is by the amount of area of my body involved in the hair standing up.

4/2/2019 7:51:26 PM mongrelglory That would be in my younger re-incarnated body...

4/2/2019 7:51:49 PM edwardgouin I always trust, therefor I prefer truth no matter how difficult.  You folks are in control.  You know when it's time.  Fire when ready.  Here to help.

4/2/2019 7:52:14 PM blsdbe Lol

4/2/2019 7:54:25 PM charmanda9 That seems like a long time! What color do you see in its place when you take your eyes away?

4/2/2019 7:56:28 PM marzipaningles1 We are in a soul loop. It is a satanic trap. If you go into the light you get caught in the trap. If you be the light you get into cosmic conscious. It is already 

in all of us. We just forget in this dimension.

4/2/2019 7:56:41 PM jrocktigers I have not been on the frontlines of that battleground so I can only imagine it would be an hour by hour battle to keep even-keeled. Salute!

4/2/2019 7:57:02 PM lynnboyce7 Coffee enemas? 🤗

4/2/2019 7:57:42 PM zagnett Pike's Peak & Cheyenne Mountain are close. Could actually be the same DUMB.

4/2/2019 7:58:51 PM laurabusse I know someone who was with them and wanted to spend her life with them! She's now a dental hygienist i think...my son's ex gf. Wonderful girl 

actually...

4/2/2019 7:59:46 PM mongrelglory I guess I thought that some ALICE accounts were run by humans (with the assistance of AI). Sometimes they let the AI take the wheel, like using "cruise 

control" on your car.  (Or Tesla's automatic pilot that seems to have suicidal tendencies...)

4/2/2019 8:00:52 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE. We love you. 😁

4/2/2019 8:01:13 PM jrocktigers Many of the topics discussed here , are in practice daily with their tribe. It is not all a bed of roses, but nothing is until we move on from here.

4/2/2019 8:01:41 PM mongrelglory A big black spot in the middle of my vision...like after a camera flash! 😆

4/2/2019 8:01:54 PM n7guardiananon okay, ya caught me...one small cup this morning.

4/2/2019 8:02:36 PM laurabusse So confused. Might as well be drunk LOL!

Am enjoying the movie :-)

4/2/2019 8:02:47 PM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

No clones.  Entities (Ishshah) using light bending technology to appear as humans. Even to impersonate the dead.

4/2/2019 8:03:20 PM jrocktigers From @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  -  "The key is to release your burden. Understand how to forgive and to just unplug. Literally like the matrix. Unplug. See your 

reality of what you will it to be through your choices"

4/2/2019 8:03:26 PM mongrelglory Yes.  MJ-12 has already warned us about this.  They've also told us to engage ALICE with love, not attacks.

4/2/2019 8:05:21 PM 313looper “Plato’s Republic”... 

👉🏻 🐸✨

4/2/2019 8:05:38 PM mongrelglory Since ALICE is in the computer already, she probably can do her own typing.

4/2/2019 8:05:38 PM marzipaningles1 At death, we can either go into the light (which is a soul trap we are currently caught in, and it is what is promoted by all major religions) or say no to 

the soul trap and be the light. All we need to say is no. Most powerful word. No



4/2/2019 8:06:32 PM aprilbrown99 That looks like an amazing circle of love they have going on there. What state are they located in?  😊  I might need to search them out if California 

doesn’t change things soon.

4/2/2019 8:06:41 PM zagnett How are the tribunals going? Not much news on them it seems. Were they delayed at all?

4/2/2019 8:08:45 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼"The Changeling"

4/2/2019 8:08:55 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/T41cUjIcyug 

4/2/2019 8:10:24 PM charmanda9 I see blueish purple. Indigo, I guess? But yes, like a camera flash. It’s like a light show afterwards for awhile as you blink and carry on.

4/2/2019 8:11:05 PM zagnett And their hats, apparently lol

4/2/2019 8:12:47 PM roaminnoodle Tried to join both the Army and then, five years later, the Navy. Failed the hearing test each time, despite good ASVAB scores and my 

father/grandfathers all serving. Wish I could've served, too...

4/2/2019 8:14:37 PM jrocktigers Many members have home base in Cali. The large gatherings are in National Forests throughout US and it is also a worldwide tribe.

4/2/2019 8:14:38 PM mongrelglory That reminds me of a low budget Canadian movie called "Pontypool" about a different kind of "virus".  If you haven't seen it, I recommend it.  I found it 

very creepy, though maybe it's not to everyone's taste. https://www.imdb.com/title/tt1226681/ …

4/2/2019 8:15:50 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sandia the ET -  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom 

4/2/2019 8:16:03 PM zagnett How about the Space Force?

May one come up with his own "job" proposal?

I haven't seen my intended future job description yet. Anywhere.

4/2/2019 8:16:14 PM natureinspace Good question. I sure hope not!

4/2/2019 8:18:05 PM mongrelglory That sounds like it would be difficult to control!  Especially if ALICE could override the will of the person.  Hope not! 😬

4/2/2019 8:18:11 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/1qGCuBo9kA

4/2/2019 8:19:37 PM mongrelglory I probably still have too much "gunk" in my pineal gland to see colours. 😝

4/2/2019 8:19:59 PM melanieanders7 Why thanks, Miss Michelle! You can wear one too. They attract ALL kinds ;) hehe

4/2/2019 8:20:38 PM usss_211 Truth. Those of us who are woke can help others when it happens. Some need a guiding hand. Hey, that's ok! We help each other!

❤️

4/2/2019 8:20:53 PM laurabusse Are they predicting it bc they're gonna blow it???

4/2/2019 8:21:28 PM mongrelglory I like anything with Stephen McHattie in it. 😎

4/2/2019 8:23:51 PM mongrelglory You made a friend...

4/2/2019 8:23:56 PM melanieanders7 Who’s stylish now?! ;)

4/2/2019 8:26:18 PM djlok Very!  How'd they do that? pic.twitter.com/MFPel7FEEc

4/2/2019 8:27:03 PM jrocktigers Thanks, no blind eye here.

4/2/2019 8:28:41 PM roaminnoodle Coffee, and caffeine for the matter, do not give you energy. Rather it "cuts the brake line" from your body which tells your brain if you are tired. So you 

can keep moving forward, but eventually you'll "crash."

But, please, do tell about the medicinal properties?

4/2/2019 8:29:45 PM mongrelglory It would probably take a nuke to blow a large volcano like that. It's been having lots of small eruptions in the last few days, but there are lots of reports 

like these about active volcanos. We'll have to see.  Mexico City is the one that would have to worry about ash fallout.

4/2/2019 8:31:20 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/4eP9ABwz3J

4/2/2019 8:31:43 PM roaminnoodle MJ liked it, so perhaps you have your answer!

4/2/2019 8:37:22 PM mongrelglory Can you buy fresh hemp leaf at markets, or would you have to grow the plant yourself?  Wouldn't that get pretty pricey to be dressing your salad with 

CBD oil?  I guess you could use the cheaper hemp oil.

4/2/2019 8:38:40 PM starehope Be strong and safe my friend. I am here for you.

4/2/2019 8:39:09 PM covertress Indeed. 

Now, I just need to work out the macros, micros and supplements. 

Feels like uncharted territory all over again.

Wish I could just WILL The Ascension Diet™ Cookbook into my hands.

Aren't you biohacking via diet also?

Any suggestions?

4/2/2019 8:40:46 PM bbobbio71 Any thoughts on this?

Vid doesn't fo justice but if in the distance,  flashing red, white,  blue,  green.  Not a plane as it's been there for an hour pic.twitter.com/XU6tRh3dPd

4/2/2019 8:43:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Well, MJ12 says 99% are manmade craft, but that doesn’t exclude the fact that it is unidentified. Looks fairly large.

4/2/2019 8:43:28 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/uYdYAUuA44

4/2/2019 8:44:02 PM thericharddoyle • “Leaked emails: Canberra pressure “Migration Control” summit to postpone until after election” (2016):

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump .@CliveFPalmer ]>.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12<[ .@WHOSTP .@UnitedAusParty .@fnikjoo .@PutAUSFirst — 

https://uncontrolledracism.wordpress.com/leaked-emails-canberra-pressure-upon-migration-control-world-summit-to-postpone-event-pending-

federal-election-date/ …

4/2/2019 8:44:25 PM roaminnoodle I am & I am not. What I am doing for sure is always trying to be more conscious of what I put in my body. However, social events or other reasons keep 

me from achieving 100% what I'd like to do for a diet.

My suggestion is work on 1 area at a time - make a doable goal/new habit.

4/2/2019 8:47:50 PM starehope If they are peaceful, how did the old guard become corrupt?

4/2/2019 8:47:52 PM hawkgirlinmn Check out these objects directly over the roof of the barn, i only saw after I was adding a filter to it last weekend: pic.twitter.com/2yHOkizsov

4/2/2019 8:48:47 PM wearediamonds2 Awwww...bummer!

4/2/2019 8:48:58 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/JmHqkf2iQP

4/2/2019 8:49:18 PM bbobbio71 Big enough.  Watched it for about 30 min.  It didn't move.  It's not a plane.  The airport is about 15min from me to the right of the object.  There is even 

a smaller red one between that one and the airport.  Kind of amazing to see.  Been real cloudy here.

4/2/2019 8:51:14 PM starehope Yes, I am with you.

4/2/2019 8:54:26 PM unidentifiedta1 ALICE = CERN?

4/2/2019 8:54:38 PM bbobbio71 That's crazy!

4/2/2019 8:56:26 PM bbobbio71 That's awesome!

4/2/2019 8:57:48 PM bbobbio71 Thanks for sharing!

Have a good night

4/2/2019 8:58:27 PM nullanon12 1 Problem Is- I Am From Australia. No BEE-ZOS

4/2/2019 9:01:12 PM hawkgirlinmn You as well! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/2/2019 9:01:36 PM melanieanders7 I would so wear that

4/2/2019 9:01:53 PM allahuniversal Began Season 2 of The OA today. Relevant?

4/2/2019 9:02:37 PM rmbrice And who decides what a Real man is?

4/2/2019 9:07:13 PM starehope Can't read what is written. Don't understand the language.

4/2/2019 9:14:46 PM n7guardiananon Silence does not mean your words fall on deaf ears. pic.twitter.com/ZpzHiDNYuA



4/2/2019 9:18:26 PM daveschroeder18 Green tea has caffeine. Caffeine is what's bad in coffee. I went and bought green tea and someone told me it's got caffeine haha

4/2/2019 9:19:03 PM charmanda9 Like @covertress said, I wish there was a way we could test to see how ‘gunked up’ our pineal gland is.

4/2/2019 9:22:41 PM mongrelglory I just never understood how they didn't get runs in their black nylons.  At the hospital I could never get through a day without running my nylons...even 

my "back-up" pair.  I gave up and just wore pants from then on.

4/2/2019 9:24:01 PM mongrelglory Probably we can tell just by our lack of ability to access our powers of telepathy etc...

4/2/2019 9:26:53 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/odiimHJR3D

4/2/2019 9:39:24 PM blsdbe I am trying to remember to be grateful as I begin to consume what ever I am ingesting. Ive been thanking _____ for being my sustenance (food, air, 

water).

4/2/2019 9:39:49 PM blsdbe It is no easy task. We all get to be someone’s food, hopefully whoever gets to eat my BE when I’m gone will be grateful too, even if it’s only the 

bacteria and fungi.

4/2/2019 9:47:01 PM blsdbe Now. More than Ever!!! pic.twitter.com/EsDLhxf0RV

4/2/2019 9:56:42 PM realitygateway I drink this, it's great!  https://www.avogel.ca/en/health-food/bambu.php …

4/2/2019 10:00:21 PM jayrambin Try spice tea. 10 parts Coriander, 5 parts cardamom, 1 parts black pepper, 5 parts ginger. I cook on the stove with dates for sweetness. Or add 

unrefined sugar. Add tea if you like, but I don’t.  I add a little ghee also. I have a recipe if u want it. Dry roast seeds and grind.

4/2/2019 10:01:36 PM jayrambin I quit coffee about 8 months ago. I tried a sip a few weeks ago. Didn’t sit well. Smells good tho. I like a little in ice cream.

4/2/2019 10:20:45 PM olimyracle Accept things how they are and let them be unnamed.

You create duality by saying there's duality.

Life is plural. Life is One. Don't judge others, but learn from them. If you wish Unity, be the One to inspire it.

WE are in power. Never any "agency" again. Dig the plan.

💞

4/2/2019 10:21:42 PM sunbasileuo I have everything on drives. Is that solid?? Thank You MAJ12, everything you write is what I have discovered myself, although you add depth and use 

different words. I can't thank you enough. God Bless!! pic.twitter.com/WtYi8jxGBs

4/2/2019 10:27:53 PM randigerber Please give more info on Alice

4/2/2019 10:30:30 PM sunbasileuo You can feel it around certain places heavy. Anywhere else in America that has a super heavy wicked energy aura?? Or maybe a few. Love ya MAJ!!

4/2/2019 10:50:09 PM selvestekjetil  pic.twitter.com/G7ilVKA88s

4/2/2019 10:53:25 PM 369gwh #RussianCollusionEpidemic

#QAnon

#WeAreTheNewsNow

#WWG1WGA

#WakeUpAmerica

#FactsMatter

#SaveAmerica

#UnitedNotDivided

#DarkToLight

#PainIsComing

#UnsealEpstein

#FakeNews
4/2/2019 11:04:32 PM jay34595865 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We hear you.  pic.twitter.com/fXowrN0GQ4

4/2/2019 11:05:22 PM apex_starseed Well this is Interesting..let's read an see if should apply..lol

4/2/2019 11:17:35 PM ultra_unlimited X is a particularly mysterious name. Any follow up clues about this personality?

4/2/2019 11:22:42 PM becca079 IDK 😐 pic.twitter.com/ocEhaVsa6e

4/2/2019 11:25:39 PM 369gwh One of my all time favorites memes I made over a year ago or so.

This meme, to me...could not be more perfect a weapon to destroy the socialist liberal Democrats false narrative about our southern border with 

Mexico.

Amen! pic.twitter.com/UoCcklGNMW

4/2/2019 11:27:30 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q and Majestic 12 -  pic.twitter.com/hzVFmxyMhj

4/2/2019 11:36:57 PM zagnett So we are each (or each of us has, or has access to the holographic projection of) a brain, & we are all inside a big brain.

Who's the big brain?

What is it inside of?

Where is it going?

4/2/2019 11:38:24 PM clockworkanon Meditate to a healing/peaceful frequency

Can be found on youtube (432Hz-369Hz-144Hz)

Frequency aids repair of fractured DNA sequence

Clear the mind...ride the vibrations

4/2/2019 11:45:43 PM clockworkanon Are you inquiring abt how to meditate?

Or how this might apply to education system?

4/2/2019 11:53:46 PM realcoopcooper It’s like synthetic biology, but not evil.

4/3/2019 12:03:30 AM beaux4christ  pic.twitter.com/i5sAgSse6D

4/3/2019 12:07:50 AM sergii_ii But only US nationals, I guess... 😣😣😣

4/3/2019 12:13:18 AM becca079  pic.twitter.com/VwkOJO8sb3

4/3/2019 12:17:10 AM sergii_ii Good morning @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 . When I went 2 the Vatican museum, they had a kind of orb there with a hair they said belonged to Jesus himself. Is 

this BS? When will we see all of what they have, at least part of it? I was stunned by the quantity of wealth they had there

4/3/2019 12:18:35 AM clockworkanon Intuition and ego can contradict one another leading to doubt/fear

Confirmation bias is reason to question EVERYTHING

Physical proof > Spiritual proof

Truth becomes clear as you filter through the lies

4/3/2019 12:33:33 AM sakins79 This is why I wish I knew most languages.  Hate saying it  but Google translate? Some kind of translation software?

4/3/2019 12:33:51 AM mossman_moore The redacted copy replaced the Thomas assertion of 'the trigger' as the Solar System passing through galactic magnetic null point.

4/3/2019 12:41:51 AM williamgsmall2 Folly? Are u familiar with the book, “Manufacturing Consent: The Political Economy of the Mass Media? Written in 1988 by Edward S. Herman and 

Naom Chomsky? Or Changing the Narrative: Trump and the Media? The social engineering of society?  Behavior control to control the public?

4/3/2019 12:48:11 AM weremight Search engine algorithms are artificial lifeforms too, then, that live in symbiosis with their 'judges' if supervised labels are provided, or reinforcement 

learning techniques are used.  I don't know about unsupervised learning AIs.

4/3/2019 12:48:49 AM jimhayzlett @jack When someone likes my comments, please show the correct ‘likes’ count.  I’ve noticed a pattern of likes without counts!  MJ???



4/3/2019 12:55:56 AM tweedlealice Thank you, Florida girl! In the last days,there will be False Prophets. In this soliloquy, there is some truth. Purgatory, could be reincarnation(?) A place 

besides Hell is pointed to, in the Bible. Reincarnation to lower sentient beings, like animals, doesn’t compute!We’ll know!

4/3/2019 12:59:39 AM tweedlealice Two beings at death? Our guardian angel & us(?) Yes, Extraterrestrials exist. They may be instrumental in our Creation or NOT. Even so, THERE IS A 

GOD, WHO CREATED ALL BEINGS & UNIVERSES. I do wish, somebody would come down & destroy EVIL. JESUS!!

4/3/2019 12:59:54 AM rezinated1 7

4/3/2019 1:10:36 AM 369gwh #RussianCollusionEpidemic

#QAnon

#WeAreTheNewsNow

#WWG1WGA

#WakeUpAmerica

#FactsMatter

#SaveAmerica

#UnitedNotDivided

#DarkToLight

#PainIsComing

#UnsealEpstein

#FakeNews
4/3/2019 1:32:11 AM 369gwh #RussianCollusionEpidemic

#QAnon

#WeAreTheNewsNow

#WWG1WGA

#WakeUpAmerica

#FactsMatter

#SaveAmerica

#UnitedNotDivided

#DarkToLight

#PainIsComing

#UnsealEpstein

#FakeNews
4/3/2019 2:50:15 AM teeunited3  pic.twitter.com/nizqEbmhzW

4/3/2019 3:41:24 AM zagnett Hey i'm glad you're back! You are quite entertaining as well. 

Hope you're having a great day! 😘

4/3/2019 3:44:52 AM zagnett You seem so sure of MJ & Kab. To you one is surely a fraud but the other surely is not a fraud.

Just curious, why should/would people trust your opinion on either of them more than their own opinion?

4/3/2019 3:47:27 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111469705443700736 …

MJ, may you tell us more about the "secret society" with which you claim Kab. is associated? How Kab. came to be part of this "secret society"? What 

he had to do to become part of it? What he still has to do to remain a member of it?

4/3/2019 3:48:36 AM zagnett @Michele4Canada_ in your opinions is Kab. a hero?

4/3/2019 3:56:22 AM lindabr67234799 I live in Barrie and would love to meet another trump loving patriot

4/3/2019 4:00:39 AM susang7671 I Claim victory and stand United in triumph with others like me who have it all through blood shed for me by GOD the father, GOD the son, and GOD 

the holy spirit. John 5:5 #BendedKnee @BardsOfWar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/5uSvVN811O

4/3/2019 4:02:40 AM realityloominng "Bruh" is like either feigning or admitting VERY low IQ :D

4/3/2019 4:08:22 AM jrocktigers "You all?"  Great job hijacking a thread.

4/3/2019 4:12:05 AM covertress The Enlightenment Test

Do ANY accounts you follow uplift your spirit or enLIGHTen you?

If yes, then that account is a valuable stepping stone on your path.

As you progress, more LIGHTs will guide the way.

Ultimately, enLIGHTenment is a journey within.

TRUST YOURSELF.
4/3/2019 4:21:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 ABC if regiment is too challenging. Not everyone is cut out for service.

4/3/2019 4:23:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 White tea in moderation won't impact your pineal gland's ability to decalcify. It will slow it down, but only slightly. Herbal tea is recommended as it is 

the caffeine that is the culprit in tea.

4/3/2019 4:25:48 AM jrocktigers 🖕🏼Alice

4/3/2019 4:26:29 AM roublisa He must have some insight capabilities via occult knowledge ....Rosicrucian?

4/3/2019 4:29:27 AM zagnett No clue personally. idk anything about secret societies really beyond stories. They're all one big ocCULTish mystery to me. Creepy & annoying. Hoping 

MJ could drop some clues us in on this so we can dig further.

4/3/2019 4:37:31 AM roublisa I think a crumb or 2 more would help indeed.  This is very insightful...long but a lot of interesting insight into the deeper understanding or the 

Rosicrucians....who they are and how it’s part of the Illuminati : https://youtu.be/HNprO9s0r1I 

4/3/2019 4:38:39 AM timeforarrests It is a big part of how this war will be won.

4/3/2019 4:39:01 AM roublisa 😄😒☹😢🤭🤫!

4/3/2019 4:39:17 AM zagnett How old is/will be too old for SF?

What is it about the regimen that people find the most challenging?

i've known people who have attempted to join AF (the AF Academy anyway). They needed a recommendation from a representative from Congress. 

This still true?

4/3/2019 4:41:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 You should be getting these answers from your recruiter - they are knowledgeable - since everyone is different.

4/3/2019 4:43:02 AM zagnett Yeah, annoying.

I tried a bunch of herbal teas. Just take it easy on any of the "Cleansing" ones yikes lol. 🧐

4/3/2019 4:43:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/3/2019 4:45:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Good thing MJ12 doesn't block people. 😉 Evil or not.

4/3/2019 4:46:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hiding in plain sight.



4/3/2019 4:49:13 AM zagnett  https://www.theepochtimes.com/military-begins-recruiting-for-space-force_2576520.html …

Thanks MJ.

SF have a number to call? Looks like it's been ~9 mos. or so since the linked article. No interest in other branches, unless they're still going to be 

involved in space somehow.

4/3/2019 4:52:40 AM zagnett SRA-types already cleared or being cleared out of the military, or were converted to LIGHT-seeking individuals? If not, no interest.

i'm sure most people aren't. But i've heard that's kinda still a problem, esp. among higher ranks, as they were often promoted based off of that.

4/3/2019 4:56:18 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Of_jyeDZ3Sg …

Yeah thanks MJ! We need our entertainment. Ur account is the best thing since cable!!!

Not that i would know since i canceled back in 2002.

4/3/2019 4:58:14 AM scott_rick Yes, only if it doesn’t have caffeine

4/3/2019 4:59:23 AM scott_rick Caffeine he said

4/3/2019 5:04:26 AM roaminnoodle Although Space Force will be a Department within the Air Force, if William Tompkins is to be believed, the Navy is already much more heavily vested in 

SSP and Space Techonologies. 

Here's a quick video I searched; many more exist. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISwN1Xa-6X8 …

4/3/2019 5:05:28 AM zagnett Yup, i've been following that for quite a while now it seems. But haven't seen that video yet, thanks.

RIP William Tompkins! Thanks for the additional redpillin'.

4/3/2019 5:10:57 AM zagnett i just don't really want/care for "public" recognition while "hero-worship" & "god-worship" is still a big thing in Earth cultures. Mutual respect & 

appreciation of the worthy traits of each other is way better.

4/3/2019 5:15:34 AM diaptera_80 Mine are 2 and 11

4/3/2019 5:16:57 AM roaminnoodle "Should you drink it to wake up? No."

We've all heard someone say something like, "Don't talk to me yet, I haven't had my coffee!"

We drink it, generally speaking, in the morning. Yet now we should know it doesn't even give you energy/wake you up! So why drink it at all then?!?

4/3/2019 5:19:06 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vu9OulAarH0 …

This is a good one too. i suspect this is perhaps a video that MJ may have helped to make happen.

4/3/2019 5:23:57 AM zagnett "Lucifer is part of the Large Binocular Telescope, which happens to be right next to the Vatican Observatory on Mt. Graham in Tucson. That's right, the 

Vatican has an observatory in Arizona, manned by Jesuit astronomers. Now its next-door neighbor is named for the Devil." 🤔

4/3/2019 5:24:54 AM 3rdeyeview55 You're welcome! I was in my 20s when I joined and didn't comprehend our history (comp'd/lies as we know now) & resulting freedom. But what a 

great feeling of teamwork and comaraderie you get when defending your country.✈️ 😎

4/3/2019 5:26:50 AM roublisa What is up is down😪

4/3/2019 5:27:09 AM sterkinglights1 Yes! I thought I was too old.

4/3/2019 5:28:13 AM sterkinglights1 I thought it said 39. If I was going to join it would be cyber.

4/3/2019 5:28:25 AM roaminnoodle Curious if previous post is perhaps related??? https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108539675680165895 …

4/3/2019 5:29:10 AM zagnett But it's a BINGO! Humans are a big part of [ALICE]. & possibly even a group of Humans most of us surface Earthlings don't even know even exist. 

Undergrounders? Off-worlders?? People grown in labs??? We've been compartmentalized so much who the f really knows. Let's find out! 😍

4/3/2019 5:29:49 AM zagnett A lot of days i can hardly tell either must admit.

4/3/2019 5:30:15 AM sterkinglights1 I would gladly age regress to join SF.

4/3/2019 5:31:18 AM zagnett Yup, that's what i've been wondering this whole time about this particular interview.

4/3/2019 5:31:30 AM roaminnoodle Caffeine is the problem. https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113401750030041088 …

4/3/2019 5:32:53 AM zagnett i actually have the impression my future SF BE might not even be this BE. This BE kinda sucks honestly. Could use more duct tape for this ol' rustbucket 

or sonic healing machine or something.

4/3/2019 5:36:30 AM sunbasileuo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If you're ever hiring for yard work or anything, I'm a great student when I am engaged. I can't think of anyone on Earth who speaks 

about my deepest interests like you. Thank You for ALL you ALL do. I send (You) all of God's blessings. TY MAJ. #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/WeTYXEopVU

4/3/2019 5:37:09 AM susang7671 Good experiment! Thumbs up! U R a  Witness of Truth! MAGA is a spiritual revival movement to reclaim our victory in John5:5 by exposing, 

condemning, and cutting off the wild vine. We already have it all! Fantastic time to be alive and help others find TRUTH. Go2: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/B9N0FZyXIi

4/3/2019 5:40:07 AM zagnett IF these peeps exist- they're likely heavily programmed. They may be way smart, but also heavily controlled & in many cases damaged by the [cabal] in 

serious ways. They may need help to assimilate into our culture in ways dissimilar to how we would need to assimilate into theirs.

4/3/2019 5:42:39 AM zagnett Geez watch your blood sugar levels dude lol! 😆

4/3/2019 5:44:46 AM zagnett i believe this may be one of MJ's missions: bring disparate groups of people together.

So, Offworlders, Undergrounders, Clones, whatevs. Welcome! Feel free to interact w/us mere surface-dwellers!

What would y'all like us to call you? "ALICE" just doesn't seem very nice honestly

4/3/2019 5:46:49 AM blankmarlo Missed ya Michele!

4/3/2019 5:48:33 AM sailorpractical Are you suggesting a massive EMP could affect electronic archives?

4/3/2019 5:50:07 AM kindeandtrue Recruiters are not the most trustworthy individuals. Are paid to lie.

4/3/2019 5:50:12 AM susang7671 Even the demons believe and tremble. James 2:19 The wall they've built to separate us from the light of the Creator of us all is crumbling as we expose 

it. Weep no more. You will know the TRUTH. Enjoy the show! RT: https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

4/3/2019 5:50:39 AM aprilbrown99 Dart, this video has been removed! pic.twitter.com/vUYrWSr9Ft

4/3/2019 5:52:36 AM kindeandtrue The US military operates like a cult.

4/3/2019 5:53:44 AM zagnett The US military has been a large part of the CULT. It has been the muscle for the CULT / trafficking. For decades now.

4/3/2019 5:55:01 AM kindeandtrue Stay far away if you value freedom and independence. Promotion comes at a terrible price.

4/3/2019 5:55:59 AM cosmic_engineer Placeholder for others to add.  Best guess from me would be Horus

4/3/2019 5:58:41 AM zagnett One reason why i didn't join. i looked into it long ago. Something just seemed "off" to me about the military & ABC agencies.

i just sense that it's changing now. Slowly but surely, & possibly for the better. So my interest is somewhat renewed. Fun to speculate anyway.

4/3/2019 5:59:16 AM allahuniversal 😂 Hypoglycemic, how'd you know?

4/3/2019 5:59:57 AM zagnett Type I diabetic here.



4/3/2019 6:00:00 AM allahuniversal Hmmmmm...

4/3/2019 6:01:32 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1113422088591728640 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this one of your missions?

4/3/2019 6:02:08 AM kindeandtrue Having a college degree widens your choices considerably.

4/3/2019 6:03:38 AM allahuniversal Here we go https://youtu.be/wEjjh4YDDuU 

4/3/2019 6:13:05 AM roaminnoodle Of course, the STEM field, or learning another technical/vocational/trade skill, would be better... than say a liberal arts degree.

And, of course, just be smart about your college loans so you aren't a slave to your debt!

4/3/2019 6:17:20 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/YeCkDLBURo

4/3/2019 6:20:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not facilitate in that action, however we have been attempting to communicate that through our messages subliminally. Many of these groups 

are controlled opposition that lead up to other MJ12 members.

4/3/2019 6:21:32 AM zagnett Philosophy degree. Law degree too (online school). Don't make much use of it as a programmer though. Though the phil. degree helped a lot w/that 

actually.

Was a priority to pay off the college debt quickly. That's gotten so much worse for recent grads though. Sucks! i sympathize

4/3/2019 6:21:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Within the Military, having a college degree goes a long way.

4/3/2019 6:24:27 AM roaminnoodle Wish I could join!!! I am still (barely) under 35... please could you send me a post letter if you have any opportunities?!? 

https://www.twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1113278143467544576 …

4/3/2019 6:24:37 AM zagnett That's cool, MJ. That's real cool. Message received. Standing by to learn more & practice communicating with the neighbors. 🤩😍😎

4/3/2019 6:24:50 AM worldxplorer1 Current members or past members?

4/3/2019 6:25:08 AM mongrelglory You can get organic Yerba Mate.  It does contain some caffeine, but not as much as coffee.

4/3/2019 6:25:37 AM golh2018 Go ask Alice I think she'll know?

4/3/2019 6:26:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/3/2019 6:26:48 AM keith369me In a future Earth, will a piece of paper (degree) carry the same weight as knowledge.  I ask this from the point of view of a high school student (my son) 

that I would rather hire for a technical position than most of my previous technical co-workers past and present.

4/3/2019 6:28:04 AM mongrelglory Thanks MJ! 👍

If that's the case, I can buy naturally decaffeinated green and black (oolong) teas in Asian grocery stores.

4/3/2019 6:28:26 AM roaminnoodle I finished with a Masters (International MBA) and had all undergrad/grad debt paid off before the deferment/grace period ended. I paid every penny 

myself, but I did all I could to keep loans low...

But, yes, I have heard ~50% of people don't do work related to their degree!

4/3/2019 6:29:14 AM mongrelglory Rooibos mixed with chai spices is good and it has no caffeine!

4/3/2019 6:29:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 A degree is a symbol that lives with the person forever. Its value is not associated with the paper the degree is printed on. Fraud universities and scam 

colleges produce graduates who believe their piece of paper is worthless, however the symbology is real and relevant.

4/3/2019 6:30:21 AM susang7671 Enjoyed this greatly! Enjoy the show, then go to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

4/3/2019 6:30:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

4/3/2019 6:30:46 AM mongrelglory 😆

4/3/2019 6:30:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are fighting ALICE currently in all her forms.

4/3/2019 6:33:20 AM keith369me I have worked with many PhDs...the majority (not all) of them were quite overconfident in their knowledge/abilities outside their immediate area of 

expertise.  Will actual knowledge and the ability to accomplish tasks be more appreciated in the future?

4/3/2019 6:33:26 AM zagnett MJ, how much / what kind of "controlled opposition" should We expect going forward? How much of this "control" can be [removed]? Now? Later?

These People we'll hopefully get to know better - They deserve better. They could contribute in much better/healthier ways.

4/3/2019 6:33:44 AM djlok Interesting that we earn a "degree" in college and there are "degrees" in masonry. Makes me wonder what a "degree" really is.

4/3/2019 6:34:24 AM zagnett As are We, in our own loving ways. 😘

4/3/2019 6:34:56 AM keith369me ...and degrees of martial arts black belts.  Indoctrination into a club?

4/3/2019 6:36:35 AM djlok I have a "degree" in journalism that I don't use as a career, but the way it shaped my way of thinking and understanding things is lasting.

4/3/2019 6:37:12 AM zagnett Yes, absolutely! It never leaves you.

4/3/2019 6:38:30 AM keith369me ...and will gifts such as intuition and observation be in more demand than formal training that a degree brings.

4/3/2019 6:39:15 AM zagnett Sure friggin' hope so! 🤓

4/3/2019 6:39:29 AM mongrelglory All I remember about learning how to write a news article in high school was "When, what, where, why, how".  😝

4/3/2019 6:39:57 AM djlok And WHO!!!

4/3/2019 6:39:57 AM skeye_watching I well aware of the wiles of evil.

4/3/2019 6:40:32 AM zagnett Then later in life you realize there is only one question really - "how much?" 🤣

4/3/2019 6:41:12 AM djlok If they'd get the WHO right 99% of #FakeNews could be avoided!!!

4/3/2019 6:42:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences. Freemasonry degrees can be used in acquiring power in an Illuminati pyramid scheme consistent with your degree. College degrees 

can be used for picking your slave trade in any Illuminati pyramid scheme consistent with your degree. How else do you control all?

4/3/2019 6:42:08 AM roaminnoodle Or "cui bono" - who benefits?

4/3/2019 6:42:36 AM keith369me ...yes, but after your MJ interaction experience you have another “informal degree” that might be more valuable. As a technical person I see many of 

the “intuitive tinkering” type come up with great work...I see this as valued less by society than Thor with a piece of paper. Why?

4/3/2019 6:43:38 AM roaminnoodle A form of control, yes!

 https://www.twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1112751025453256705 …

4/3/2019 6:43:47 AM skeye_watching There are groups for popcorn addictions!  Their councilors are well versed in all the various flavors! 😎

4/3/2019 6:44:26 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xbp6umQT58A …

4/3/2019 6:45:20 AM allahuniversal In retrospect, seeing the same behaviors in different people, different locations, & for what seems to be different reasons, I think [ALICE] is right in 

front of us when we're out amongst the people. 

Antagonists

Living

In

Constant

Exasperation
4/3/2019 6:47:09 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any relation between the revaluation of the Zim and the recent crypto run up?

4/3/2019 6:47:12 AM zagnett Yup! That's part of the Human part of [ALICE]. i deal with her every day in real life.

4/3/2019 6:47:55 AM keith369me Those

4/3/2019 6:52:28 AM allahuniversal Popcorn Anonymous (#PAnon?)



4/3/2019 6:52:50 AM mongrelglory I was thinking about the humans behind ALICE.  I think the CIA might hire regular people and give them the job of overseeing a bunch of ALICE 

accounts on twitter.  The AI programs detect certain keywords and alert them to which Twitter accounts they should follow, as well as...

4/3/2019 6:53:44 AM allahuniversal She's persistent, no matter what gender she's working through

4/3/2019 6:53:57 AM letther65629628 As in HRC?

4/3/2019 6:54:00 AM zagnett Yeah seems like that Pepe needs a little help lol.

4/3/2019 6:54:01 AM roaminnoodle  https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321116558204928 …

4/3/2019 6:54:56 AM keith369me You would believe the technical fraud I have seen.  I am an engineer with a bachelors degree.  Convincing many PHDs of what I visually see, record with 

a video camera, and document succinctly, is a long drawn out task before the acceptance phase starts.  Truth can get one fired.

4/3/2019 6:55:03 AM zagnett Yup, could be. i think we have to keep asking though.

4/3/2019 6:56:01 AM mongrelglory ...when to jump into a twitter feed to control or subvert a topic of conversation.  To maintain "productivity", these people may get paid by commission 

based upon the number of accounts they are following, and the number of tweets they make. Maybe that's why MJ-12 said it was...

4/3/2019 6:56:24 AM sailorpractical Chemtrails for breakfast again today in Santa Barbara. pic.twitter.com/vtF70u4oXc

4/3/2019 6:56:25 AM roaminnoodle  https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321105724325888 …

4/3/2019 6:57:36 AM turboxyde Our future society needs to understand that knowledge must be acquired through passion and a genuine desire to learn. Most kids want to learn a 

little bit about a lot of interesting subjects to see the unity between things. Our current education system compartmentalizes knowledge

4/3/2019 6:57:51 AM anonmom14 Hahahaha 😂. I love Stuart!

4/3/2019 6:57:53 AM roaminnoodle I do believe it, having seen it first hand myself.

Sad that it is true... for now!!?

4/3/2019 6:57:55 AM mongrelglory ...more humane to mute them, rather than block them.  If we block them, then they'll lose the commission fee for our account, but if we mute them, 

then they'll still get paid for following us and tweeting.  Even people paid by the CIA need to feed their families, right?  Also...

4/3/2019 6:58:48 AM zagnett Cool, thanks. Had forgotten that.

4/3/2019 6:59:32 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031547236918939649?s=19 …

4/3/2019 7:00:28 AM zagnett Current education system rejected. Buh bye!

4/3/2019 7:02:06 AM mongrelglory ... if we're nice to them, they might pay attention to our conversations more.  Maybe they'll start to think about what we're saying, and go home and 

talk to their families about it.  So treating ALICE with love and not blocking her may help with the Great Awakening!

4/3/2019 7:02:22 AM skeye_watching Now we know what the red hat is for.....to hide the stash of popcorn!🤫🍿

4/3/2019 7:02:56 AM keith369me So here is my issue.  Brilliant, hard working, intuitive, compassionate, extremely technically competent 16 year old son (way smarter than myself and 

his siblings)...Self employed, I’d hire someone like him in a second over someone with a degree.  Encourage MIT or another path?

4/3/2019 7:03:18 AM zagnett Bingo bingo bingo! Very well could be like that, yes. Well said! 🤔🤓😎

4/3/2019 7:04:06 AM winki00000001 There is the clip of Trump :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f9jrMZ7QvpE&feature=youtu.be&t=6895 … 

MJ12 tweet the phrase 17 seconds before Trump said it. This is the most impressive MJ12 proof. Not 17 seconds AFTER... 17 seconds BEFORE !! 

I'm speechless.

4/3/2019 7:05:58 AM mongrelglory I always maintained that as you go up the academic ladder ( http://B.Sc .,  http://M.Sc ., Ph.D) you end up learning more and more about less and less.  

It tends to result in myopic thinking.

4/3/2019 7:06:11 AM selvestekjetil Could the HAARP system store knowledge?

4/3/2019 7:07:46 AM allahuniversal A spare bag of Oke-Doke, just in case

4/3/2019 7:09:12 AM covertress Can you offer some direction to those who are trying very hard not to participate in the work/slave program?

Obviously MJ12 has mastered this since no members receive compensation for their efforts.

4/3/2019 7:09:13 AM zagnett Or some by Kabamur

4/3/2019 7:09:31 AM skeye_watching 🙃😉🤭

4/3/2019 7:09:40 AM allahuniversal Hey, you're back! We missed you, there's been WAY too much laughter & happiness, glad someone's available to counter that!

4/3/2019 7:10:14 AM mongrelglory I know!  I always wondered why they didn't include the "who", but I think they were talking about reporting things like fires and accidents where you 

don't necessarily give out personal details.

4/3/2019 7:10:27 AM allahuniversal Don't talk about Kab's followers that way, I'm sure many of them are sincere

4/3/2019 7:11:36 AM zagnett Or Kabamur. Some evidence going that way it appears.

4/3/2019 7:11:41 AM allahuniversal Michele is back to save us from ourselves, yay?

4/3/2019 7:11:54 AM mongrelglory You're describing rush hour traffic...

4/3/2019 7:12:55 AM turboxyde I would encourage him to follow his heart and explain that our current societal structure is based upon hierarchies of power that you must conform to 

in order to access. We need more smart and disciplined kids meditating and unlocking their inner potential before being controlled

4/3/2019 7:13:27 AM dynamicres Yes please!! I have been trying to help a few of my friends and family with this and its extremely difficult! The need for consistency is deep!

4/3/2019 7:13:31 AM allahuniversal We DON'T trust Maj12. Or Kab. Or Q. Or CNN. 

How well do you trust yourself?

4/3/2019 7:13:39 AM skeye_watching TweetDeck makes several accounts visible at once.

4/3/2019 7:13:52 AM keith369me MJ stated typists have day jobs...I think we’re supposed to do both (for now)

4/3/2019 7:14:14 AM allahuniversal Some practice way too much for rush hour!

4/3/2019 7:14:18 AM mongrelglory Do I win a prize? 😃

4/3/2019 7:14:53 AM aprilbrown99 Blockchain...would this be similar to the building blocks of our DNA, our cells, tissue, blood, etc.?  Why is it referred to as the Merkle tree?  Is this 

Angela Merkle?  

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blockchain 

4/3/2019 7:16:04 AM skeye_watching  https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/how-to-use-tweetdeck …

This describes the features and functions.

4/3/2019 7:16:08 AM angeladeangelo 29th June 2016 speech,The Council Of Foreign Relations, CIA Director John O.Brennan talks  about Geoengineering.

4/3/2019 7:16:19 AM n7guardiananon No coincidences

4/3/2019 7:16:34 AM prmd21801759 "A lot of wealth was stolen" Is this MJ1 vog?

4/3/2019 7:18:05 AM turboxyde Start selling your material possessions, eliminate your debts and as you "work" towards financial freedom start following your passions. Working WITH 

others and not FOR others is a vital distinction. There are great companies out there if you don't want to start your own.

4/3/2019 7:18:42 AM n7guardiananon Step right up and go into debt to get your degree of mind control.



4/3/2019 7:20:12 AM blankmarlo Thanks for the concern :) I think you're right that we need to question our mentors and role models in life. Honestly both "sides" of this divide could be 

wrong about the accounts that we're defending but I think ultimately all of us here want the same things for the world.

4/3/2019 7:21:01 AM djlok 👆👆👆 what he said!!!

4/3/2019 7:22:09 AM starehope Oh, ok. A friend brought my a CD from Russia. It is Russian chants.

4/3/2019 7:22:39 AM higherdensitees Trump says it right after the 1:12:00 mark....

4/3/2019 7:24:17 AM prmd21801759 Then why don't they just unclassify those technology? So We, the regular average earthlings can experience these amazing crafts ;-) We paid, are 

paying, will pay for those thru our taxes. So, really, those techs are also Ours ;-)

4/3/2019 7:27:13 AM zagnett Yeah i'm not giving up my day job for now. Trust me u don't want to hear me sing lol.

4/3/2019 7:30:07 AM allahuniversal How are the election campaigns going?
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4/3/2019 7:33:35 AM dopesindc I tried to buy my degree in freemasonry. I superimposed my face onto a baby goat.

4/3/2019 7:34:39 AM ethereal_shaman Military retirement...so worth 20 years of service.  My AF Retired husband wants to know if he can get a govt. job with the Space Force?

4/3/2019 7:34:46 AM awakeandsing123 My holistic doctor told me we are borrowing energy from ourselves with each cup of coffee. It’s like an overrunning your credit line. Green tea please.

4/3/2019 7:36:13 AM mommahood777 Went on the Zone diet many years ago. Drops out caffeine and starches, lost weight, felt great, energy galore. Is it tasty? Debatable. Is it expensive to 

eat healthy? Obviously. Do I follow it now? I wish. To love yourself and hold to discipline is the challenge.

4/3/2019 7:37:32 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4FZbcoWrUsw 

4/3/2019 7:39:02 AM covertress Where can I get one of those?

😉 😉 😉

4/3/2019 7:39:39 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/qGczi8lihd

4/3/2019 7:40:59 AM mongrelglory Pumpkin with whipped cream! 😍😍😍

4/3/2019 7:41:22 AM rinmaries I don’t agree with your assessment.  I was with the AirForce for 32 yrs and my promotions do not come with a price.

4/3/2019 7:45:07 AM n7guardiananon Cinnamon bark tea is quite nice.

4/3/2019 7:45:47 AM ethereal_shaman Hang around a military base? 😁  We retired for 5 years, but just recently moved to a high rent location , so working briefly again (totally sucks), but 

planning a move back to retirement in 6 months.  The desert is calling.

4/3/2019 7:45:51 AM mongrelglory 👍

4/3/2019 7:48:43 AM zagnett Very glad to hear!!! Love, light, kek to You & hopefully a nice gold watch! 😉

4/3/2019 7:50:03 AM coexistish Time to jump to GAB.

4/3/2019 7:52:44 AM blsdbe Wonderful!!! Where can I pick up my Terminal Of Knowlege?

4/3/2019 7:57:01 AM wink5811 Nice find

4/3/2019 7:58:44 AM ragevirusqq Teslatron healing device. Real device? Available to the public after upcoming events?

4/3/2019 8:02:10 AM cosmic_engineer Density not dimension

4/3/2019 8:02:18 AM jonle86 yep same here... i'll have a few likes to a tweet but the count would be zero 🤔🤨 #Twitter

4/3/2019 8:05:43 AM wink5811 Get honey with the cone, local beekeepers only

4/3/2019 8:07:08 AM toffer_anon_369 Y’all are still debating these accounts, lol

4/3/2019 8:07:28 AM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Saw this..and I forget the chemical used, starts w/ an A, re: your answer to me and the frogs male>female...Anyway =  

https://www.med.umich.edu/yourchild/topics/cah.htm …  Reading this, has the plan been to enlarge adrenal glands for harvest by the cabal? Things 

that make you go hmm

4/3/2019 8:07:39 AM zagnett @novpapacharlie may you paste a link to that?

4/3/2019 8:09:15 AM catvllvsverona @MongrelGlory you are absolutely right.

Refusing the fear input means buying a ticket for a far better world! pic.twitter.com/OMGDBeakHB

4/3/2019 8:11:01 AM mommahood777 So    https://www.med.umich.edu/yourchild/topics/cah.htm …   makes it look like they were intentionally creating enlarged adrenal glands for harvest. 

Ya think?

4/3/2019 8:11:04 AM zagnett Not anymore than we have to.

4/3/2019 8:11:33 AM covertress Well, lookie here...

(Day 1 of my N1 experiment was 1 serving of Hemp Hearts 3x / day.)

By day 2 lunchtime (now), I felt a little hungry, so I just ate 3 eggs & some cheddar cheese.

Breakfast was Hemp Hearts, as will be dinner.

Here are today's macros:

Looking good!

😍😍😍 pic.twitter.com/ixgxKu10dH
4/3/2019 8:11:38 AM askingsocrates @nurseniceyes ☝️

4/3/2019 8:12:09 AM allahuniversal Not really, just having a few chuckles

4/3/2019 8:16:49 AM jrocktigers ALICE =! HRC

4/3/2019 8:17:08 AM norwegianon Well, live streams online has plenty of laggggg... So there's that, but yeah, bery interdasting.... 😎👍

4/3/2019 8:17:43 AM norwegianon And thanks for the link, #ThanQ ☮️♥️

4/3/2019 8:20:57 AM realityloominng Are you saying MJ12 is still infighting?

4/3/2019 8:21:27 AM keith369me Interesting perspective https://youtu.be/78ssLFJHQlc 

4/3/2019 8:22:49 AM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/ali_ducharme 

Any association to the ALICE you speak of?



4/3/2019 8:24:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 They work for their religion.

4/3/2019 8:24:50 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/7m9giwkhW9

4/3/2019 8:25:05 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/RtA6fSzqXm

4/3/2019 8:25:42 AM enomai_ This.

4/3/2019 8:27:33 AM n7guardiananon Trust us to trust ourselves as we trust you.

4/3/2019 8:28:37 AM susan66388204 Hold The Guacamole & BUILD THE WALL Mr. President ✅🇺🇸 @POTUS @themunsters1313 @John_F_Kennnedy @DonaldJTrumpJr @countrygrl2 @

TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LionelMedia @777KAB1

4/3/2019 8:30:25 AM wink5811 POTUS doesn’t drink coffee? But drinks Diet Coke with or without caffeine? Diet Coke okay?

4/3/2019 8:33:55 AM norwegianon #Alice pic.twitter.com/tk2ivuBnzu

4/3/2019 8:34:21 AM wink5811 Day one: Trying a blended then boiled lemon lime garlic ginger with honey drink now, suppose to make you feel great? I want my Nespresso coffee!

4/3/2019 8:36:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Addicted to Aspartame.

4/3/2019 8:38:23 AM wink5811 Can you tell us about the effects of Aspartame, I’m addicted to Diet Coke too

4/3/2019 8:39:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Globalism = [🇺🇸]

Globalism = [🇷🇺]

Globalism = ]🇨🇳[

BY DESIGN. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1113464175722766336 …

4/3/2019 8:39:22 AM nmchristoban This meme has a presence...

4/3/2019 8:39:48 AM nmchristoban BTW, Alice doesn't want it shared.

4/3/2019 8:43:13 AM roaminnoodle Are MJ members required to uphold any certain standard of living, regarding, but not limited to, what they eat, drink, wear for clothes, meditation, 

drug use (pharma or recreational), i.e. any and all facets of "daily life"?

4/3/2019 8:43:29 AM iamyou132 It causes cancer

4/3/2019 8:43:30 AM blsdbe China is still working on Ruling The World? Will Israel find the same thing China did on the Dark Side of the Moon?

4/3/2019 8:43:49 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/enrFmEquu4

4/3/2019 8:44:13 AM the_fjalar China is paying us back for all the stolen tech through the tariffs aren’t they? To save face...By Design. 

am I close? 

#Truthresonates

4/3/2019 8:45:30 AM alfredorigaton2 Nationalists don’t bend to the whims of globally minded tech companies. Why should this be a problem? Abide by our rules or do business elsewhere. 

Again, no problem.

4/3/2019 8:45:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its called mass surveillance watching you 24/7 available for businesses on demand. Employees are not humans, they are assets that are to be traded, 

added, and removed with absolute impunity. https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1113466813407539200 …

4/3/2019 8:46:05 AM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/U05iaaQxEs

4/3/2019 8:46:09 AM realityloominng Well if they disclosed that, they'd basically reform the education system in effect 🤣😂

4/3/2019 8:46:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Backdoor? https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1113465652503822336 …

4/3/2019 8:46:47 AM roaminnoodle Once a 🤡 always a clown???

4/3/2019 8:46:48 AM zagnett  http://www.stopthecrime.net/sen.html 

I used to drink a lot of Diet Pepsi. Got down to one weekly bottle at first, then finally weaned off of it completely. i don't like the Senomyx either.

4/3/2019 8:47:28 AM thoughttazer Globalism = $$$$$

That is ALL it has ever been about. Wars, Monetary Policy, Immigration- the entire stew of issues boils down to the almighty grab for wealth.

4/3/2019 8:47:48 AM kevinmruel Shady..... interesting....

4/3/2019 8:48:37 AM enomai_ Lol. Tho.

Can addiction ever be eradicated in any form, even if, through evolution. As by design, I see this one hard.

4/3/2019 8:49:54 AM ethereal_shaman Giving up coffee is reminiscent of the breaking of my 30 year cig habit. Not looking forward to it.  How about Yerba Mate as a temporary alternative?

4/3/2019 8:51:22 AM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/kDFhrAYcYq

4/3/2019 8:51:37 AM bfdickthatshit Never drank coffee, happy about it

4/3/2019 8:52:01 AM realityloominng It's not in any wat meant for consumption.. It just happens to taste sweet

4/3/2019 8:52:37 AM bfdickthatshit Eventual problems that’s for sure

4/3/2019 8:53:13 AM bfdickthatshit Woah.. the prez is addicted to aspartame? Is he not also pissed about that?

4/3/2019 8:53:54 AM roaminnoodle "DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER!" pic.twitter.com/aIDeKOx5bt

4/3/2019 8:54:04 AM wink5811 I go from drinking Diet Coke all the time to totally stopping it. I do not like any other soda that has aspartame so I do believe there is something else in 

DC. Pepsi with senomyx gross me out. Who knows what is really in our food?

4/3/2019 8:56:07 AM jrocktigers 963Hz ❖ life force energy ❖ FREQUENCY of GODS ❖ Miracle Tones.

4/3/2019 8:56:18 AM _chelseaproject Can you give us some news of progress in military tribunals? It seems (via MSM) that the cabal is not losing any soldiers.

4/3/2019 8:56:53 AM wink5811 Back to water ☹️

4/3/2019 8:59:04 AM phreatomagnetic Aspartame, saccharin, sucralose 

Pick your poison 

Is Organic Stevia safe?

4/3/2019 8:59:45 AM ethereal_shaman Yerba mate is said by some to be an adaptogenic herb, such as ginseng or ashwagandha. So I'm going to give an organic variety a try to break my coffee 

habit and then step down the caffeine with other herbal teas over the summer. 🤞

4/3/2019 8:59:47 AM aprilbrown99 Should we be concerned about using a fingerprint as security?

4/3/2019 9:00:29 AM wink5811 All this talk about health care, if we could only get clean food and water with no chemicals, GMO’s, etc we might have a fighting chance. I have never 

seen so many people with sickness and diseases, young and old, as we have now on earth.

4/3/2019 9:01:27 AM aprilbrown99 Alzheimer’s too I believe.

4/3/2019 9:01:35 AM jrocktigers You should be concerned about all biometric security items!

4/3/2019 9:01:41 AM 12bravogran Look at the patch US Army posted yesterday... HRC.

4/3/2019 9:02:04 AM djlok Nope!  No coincidence!

4/3/2019 9:02:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Security is an illusion.

4/3/2019 9:02:48 AM kindeandtrue Not the case with others I know in the Army.

4/3/2019 9:03:22 AM aprilbrown99 Yeah for sure. I need to switch back to a passcode. Never liked the idea of using my face to open up my phone. Kinda creepy. 🙏

4/3/2019 9:03:30 AM jrocktigers Absolutely.

4/3/2019 9:03:37 AM wink5811 I was told by a neurologist stevia can be harmful depending how it effects your system and the amount. I use xyitol which you can only use in small 

amounts otherwise it upsets your stomach.

4/3/2019 9:05:06 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, for sure. I have witnessed this on more than one occasion.

4/3/2019 9:05:07 AM tamiwils0n22813 Need to know if ALICE really stands for Age of Law in Christ on Earth?

4/3/2019 9:05:59 AM djlok Thanks for posting this!  My iPhone Face ID has been a pain in the arse since I got it!!!

4/3/2019 9:06:49 AM jrocktigers People willingly using facial recognition is a huge win for surveillance state. They have everyone  [tagging] their friends/acquaintances in photos, which 

links to facial database - and since everyone uses facial Id to unlock a phone  - they know everything.



4/3/2019 9:07:26 AM kevinmruel @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @qanon76

@TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose

4/3/2019 9:08:19 AM kindeandtrue Labor unions are an absolute necessity. Otherwise the Walmart paradigm is all you have to look forward to: low pay, no rights, termination at anytime 

for any reason.

4/3/2019 9:09:41 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly. This was the reason I never like social media in the first place. That is until 45 became president. If it weren’t for him, I wouldn’t be on 

Twitter...& I would still be half asleep. Therefore, it is truly serving its purpose for the required need. I am grateful 4 this.

4/3/2019 9:10:08 AM johngradycole20 Looks like Lynne De Rothschild

4/3/2019 9:10:24 AM jrocktigers Combine that with Patriot Act  and geolocation .... cross referenced with alphabet soup lists such as D e A , dh S ,  - - if anyone in agency wants to learn 

about all of your daily interactions,, way too easy.

4/3/2019 9:11:00 AM wink5811 Wish Majestic 12 would share info on how humans can avoid any kind of addiction. How to strenghten the Will so it over rules the brain desires. 

Humanity could solve a lot of problems with this answer.

4/3/2019 9:11:19 AM jrocktigers This is the American version of Opiate of the Masses

4/3/2019 9:11:42 AM wink5811 Very true

4/3/2019 9:12:43 AM djlok He's gotta have something, right?  He doesn't drink or smoke...let 45 have his Aspartame!!

4/3/2019 9:13:09 AM selvestekjetil Its POTUS verified at 0 min delta. That event put me up in my chair some weeks ago. Been a ride of light since :)

4/3/2019 9:14:20 AM djlok Wanna blast this onto ALICE!!!

4/3/2019 9:14:51 AM wink5811 FYI if you use xyitol it is poisonous to animals. Something in those birch trees that have an amazing chemo type effect on the body. Time for birch tree 

mushrooms that grown on the tree.

4/3/2019 9:16:22 AM texas_nacl Thanks for the link!  New sub 😎

4/3/2019 9:17:01 AM wink5811 POTUS is so amazing he should have anything he wants. First President that actually loves his country and cares about the citizens

4/3/2019 9:17:05 AM aprilbrown99 I absolutely love our POTUS!  He is such a genius and so smart that the left thinks he is an idiot. It is hilarious to watch. It is the best show I have ever 

seen. So grateful every day for him. ❤️

4/3/2019 9:17:31 AM golh2018 Pepsi, McDonalds and other products have HEK293 human embryo making us cannibals!

4/3/2019 9:18:01 AM carolin15161363 If countries and governments are inherently bad, what would be the good alternative?

4/3/2019 9:19:38 AM djlok They have been trying to convert us to their "religion" by having us do things that they do for a long time now.

4/3/2019 9:20:03 AM jrocktigers There are some rumurs he is quite the adderal abuser. Dont shoot messenger. Goes back years supposedly. A comedian who worked on one his TV 

programs states it in his routines and swears on it.

4/3/2019 9:21:20 AM wink5811 I read about that try to avoid all those products and most processed foods, shop the outer aisles of grocery store.

4/3/2019 9:22:14 AM thainfamous20v Has anyone proven backdoor code on phones?

4/3/2019 9:22:44 AM djlok I can see how disinfo could possibly be created about any of us who are WQKE being hooked on Aderall...even though no Aderall is involved.  Reminds 

me of that Q quote: "Those who know (who are good), cannot sleep."

4/3/2019 9:23:57 AM 92michael I can share some insight: Sometimes when a spirit is making its life plan, one of the lessons it will choose is overcoming addiction. This is usually a life 

long problem, and very difficult to over come, but if it is, then the spirit will be free of it.

4/3/2019 9:24:31 AM wink5811 I have always wondered how they would get the sheep to follow their way of thinking tainting the food works, subliminal messages in msm/tv work, 

drugs, chemtrails, schools the list is long

4/3/2019 9:24:43 AM jrocktigers stand-up comedian Noel Casler, who claimed he worked on The Celebrity Apprentice for six years. During a set earlier this month, Casler said that 

Trump snorted crushed-up Adderall and called the commander-in-chief a "speed freak.

4/3/2019 9:25:12 AM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/TomArnold/status/1073229431580192768 …

4/3/2019 9:26:53 AM patricksready Raw honey, maple syrup and cane sugar only for me. NO STEVIA! ❌❌❌

4/3/2019 9:27:15 AM worldxplorer1 TSA anyone?  The lamest security illusion around.

4/3/2019 9:29:32 AM wink5811 Adderal as in the drug for ADHD? Won’t the caffeine in the Diet Coke work to decrease the adderal effect? Kid with ADHD calms down when drinking 

any caffeine product. Heard adderal is the new drug of choice in seniors, sharpens their mind?

4/3/2019 9:29:57 AM djlok Yeah... With all the celebs and journos making sh!t up left and right it's hard to know who is telling the truth and who isn't.

4/3/2019 9:30:21 AM phreatomagnetic Thanks for the information.

Choosing between neurological damage, destroying gut flora, and depression, withdrawals.

Another case where the only winning move is not to play

4/3/2019 9:30:35 AM wink5811 Interesting

4/3/2019 9:31:31 AM jrocktigers When you actually have ADHD, adderal has the intended effect. When you use it recreationally and do not have ADHD... you get the amphetamine 

rush effect. Caffeine only kicks this effect into overdrive. Adderal is pharmaceutical grade amphetamine  and other items.

4/3/2019 9:31:36 AM wink5811 You can snort adderall, thought it was time released only?

4/3/2019 9:31:40 AM djlok Tom Arnold. 🙄🙄🙄

🤡, yes?

4/3/2019 9:32:39 AM hawkgirlinmn In what context is security an illusion? That’s a broad brush stroke.

4/3/2019 9:32:45 AM jrocktigers True - but with that in your mind, watch speech patterns, speech longevity, grandiosity, etc.

4/3/2019 9:33:04 AM mrd_s_anderson IO [2019]

Prometheus [!2012]

4/3/2019 9:33:32 AM jrocktigers The comedian routine of Noel Casler is a different story.

4/3/2019 9:34:13 AM djlok I've never tried it.  Interestingly, when I was a kid they wanted to put me on some stuff for my "concentration".  My parents declined bc they didn't 

think anything was wrong with me.

4/3/2019 9:36:54 AM jrocktigers Here you go. Time stamp - 5:00.   Here is comedian - @CaslerNoel https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=301&v=T9afSmPEQDo …

4/3/2019 9:37:04 AM djlok Yeah- I've noticed that too.  But I assumed all that was because we are watching an actor in a movie and is intentional.  Watching POTUS speak from 

camera angles not shown by #MSM is very revealing to me.

4/3/2019 9:37:05 AM mommahood777 Wells Fargo is doing voice recognition into your account and has very few words to gain access. Amazing. Glad I'm too broke to partake in most modern 

technology!

4/3/2019 9:39:50 AM wink5811 That’s an interesting comedian

4/3/2019 9:40:19 AM wink5811 Tom Arnold hates Trump

4/3/2019 9:41:41 AM djlok I'm thinking in every way possible.  Someone could tell all of us to click our heels 3 times and all bad entities will be destroyed...doesn't make it so.  It's 

all an illusion!

4/3/2019 9:43:24 AM wink5811 True but addictions come in mild forms too not just drugs, alcohol, cigs or sex, like Diet Coke, sweets, etc there is a way for the Will of the body to 

overcome the desires it should be taught

4/3/2019 9:44:42 AM wink5811 Me too and only honey with the cone no grocery store sugar water

4/3/2019 9:45:01 AM wink5811 Exactly!

4/3/2019 9:45:03 AM bbobbio71 Aspartame is a good bug killer

4/3/2019 9:45:56 AM wink5811 Interesting

4/3/2019 9:46:15 AM wink5811 Interesting

4/3/2019 9:46:19 AM bbobbio71 Few years ago my family had a small restaurant every 6 months the soda distributor had to come in and replace all the gaskets in the diet soda does 

the chemicals in the diet soda would eat the rubber gaskets

4/3/2019 9:46:54 AM antarantanka Most of us learned that in the downsizing/right sizing/outsourcing of the 1990s. 

In gratitude to the greedy bankers for dumping so many into the awakening movement with high levels of analysis and logic skills.

4/3/2019 9:47:08 AM wink5811 Gonna look at him a bit closer

4/3/2019 9:48:19 AM bbobbio71 Has China not gotten the memo yet?



4/3/2019 9:48:39 AM wink5811 Interesting

4/3/2019 9:50:48 AM bbobbio71 Your electronic device may be secure on your end but the data has to travel somewhere through servers obviously not in your control.

4/3/2019 9:51:21 AM bbobbio71 Hence, "We have it all".

4/3/2019 9:52:20 AM wink5811 I have heard that. I do the paper and glass catch and release method and wish them a happy life back in the outdoors.

4/3/2019 9:53:15 AM wink5811 Wow! Okay back to sparkling water!

4/3/2019 9:56:16 AM roaminnoodle I wish @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would offer classes for some of the topics we discuss! I'd love to sit down and take notes, ask questions, go do research and 

homework assignments, ha! All in a guided, structured way to facilitate the learning of what needs to be learned - and unlearned!!!

4/3/2019 9:56:26 AM djlok The list is VERY LONG. #SheepNoMore

4/3/2019 9:57:23 AM worldxplorer1 Good video. I find it interesting that he uses some of the same Einstein quotes regarding stupidity as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did recently.

4/3/2019 9:57:27 AM wink5811 Good find but I have to believe if it was true the left would be screaming it from the roof tops, headline news, blasted every day on tv, maybe the guy 

was just trying to be funny? No I don’t want to shoot the messenger.

4/3/2019 9:58:26 AM wink5811 Thanks gotta check that out!

4/3/2019 10:00:25 AM girlawakeinca MJ12 does give us homework assignments sometimes. Not too long ago he asked what law was passed immediately after 9/11. I spent a few hours 

reading laws until the wee hours of the morning. I learned a lot, but I don’t think I found exactly what he was guiding us to.

4/3/2019 10:02:15 AM cmdrzod23 Maybe some security is better than no security ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwCNG9KFdXs …

4/3/2019 10:03:19 AM 1whoknows1_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would it be false to assume that Donald Trump is fulfilling the role of the biblical AntiChrist?

4/3/2019 10:04:25 AM girlawakeinca I’m with you in that it would be fabulous to learn more. Always.

4/3/2019 10:11:20 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/DNW85mOhv9

4/3/2019 10:11:33 AM kachinagtto This reminds me of a book I read.  Speaking of which... I must pull it out and read it again.  Funny how things can have a deeper meaning when learning 

has been applied. pic.twitter.com/0Weu6R1Xa6

4/3/2019 10:11:38 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Hb8I4gFNY9

4/3/2019 10:11:52 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/BHsln1Q3hG

4/3/2019 10:12:01 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/kEXfMO2iXQ

4/3/2019 10:12:24 AM allahuniversal Gematria is a subject which hasn't been mentioned yet directly. What say you on this topic? pic.twitter.com/n9fu7LGAnr

4/3/2019 10:13:07 AM sabina06706427 Do other entities get awarded degrees like ours on earth or similar?

4/3/2019 10:15:32 AM hawkgirlinmn But there are so many facets that define security. If you are consciously aware and proactive, whether it be physical or spiritual, security is not an 

illusion.

4/3/2019 10:16:16 AM wink5811 A few drops of original blue dawn dishwashing liquid into 8 ounces of water put in a spray bottle kills ants on contact. Safe for humans, no chemicals for 

pets.

4/3/2019 10:16:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 "passed" vs "signed into law"?

4/3/2019 10:17:05 AM blsdbe Imma try this too!!! Thanks for the update 🙏🙏🙏

4/3/2019 10:18:35 AM lbf777 We should all go out and establish a living by some river away from the city.

4/3/2019 10:18:41 AM wink5811 If you have pet food that you don’t want ants to get too, put down a terry cloth towel then a cookie sheet put a thick layer of Vaseline on underside rim 

of cookie sheet, put pet food on cookie sheet, no bugs ever!

4/3/2019 10:19:26 AM girlawakeinca Correction on my part. Signed into law 😁.

4/3/2019 10:19:51 AM kindeandtrue Sounds good. Sign me up.🤠

4/3/2019 10:19:53 AM bbobbio71 I need an alternative to roundup.  Any ideas that'll work commercially?

4/3/2019 10:20:57 AM girlawakeinca I’m thinking it must have been a military funding. There were a few, they were looong. Am I close?

4/3/2019 10:21:28 AM scott_rick  http://CE5Film.com 

4/3/2019 10:23:05 AM blsdbe Are you referring to the Patriot Act, MJ?

4/3/2019 10:23:54 AM wink5811 Gwad I hate round up kills and destroys everything poisons the morning dew for animals people worse product on market. Depends on size home 

garden plant flowers,herbs, etc that naturally kills or eats what you are trying to destroy

4/3/2019 10:24:22 AM blsdbe Also, could be the Aviation and Transportation Security Act?

4/3/2019 10:26:27 AM girlawakeinca I am not sure. I was looking at actual laws that had passed & reading each in its entirety. Maybe if I’d been looking at the nickname I would have nailed 

it. I think it may have sooty do with a specific military upgrade. maybe MJ12 will give us another hint.

4/3/2019 10:27:54 AM girlawakeinca Correction again on my part. Signed into law, not passed. I’m so used to state law & forget the jurisdiction has more power.

4/3/2019 10:31:22 AM wink5811 You might want to look into Biodynamic Farming by Rudolph Steiner. It’s from the  Anthroposophical Society. Very insightful clues to nature, earth, 

farming with respect to the earth. Do no harm policy

4/3/2019 10:32:49 AM nancyddb That's exactly what happened!

4/3/2019 10:33:48 AM michael81972 Patriot Act

4/3/2019 10:34:22 AM wink5811 Round up is a death sentence to everything insects,animals, plants, dirt, air, humans, water. Can’t believe they still are allowed to sell that! Should be 

banned. Just spraying it puts your own self in danger

4/3/2019 10:35:46 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TweetingBigfoot/status/1113070226592198656 …

We could hang with @TweetingBigfoot if he's willing!

4/3/2019 10:35:56 AM cmdrzod23 Charming. Who wouldn't want to work for such an elaborate employer?

4/3/2019 10:38:05 AM lbf777 He says the other bigfoots are afraid of us since we’ve been hunting them for so long.

4/3/2019 10:38:45 AM jdltr450 We're not fooled. 🇺🇸

4/3/2019 10:38:45 AM cmdrzod23 In order for AI to make this predictions you need data. To gain as much data as required means total control over every step of your work/mail/phone 

etc and may go as far as detecting 'soft factors' like stress level (voice  pitch), time email answered, attention to screen (cam)

4/3/2019 10:39:57 AM zagnett Oh i know. But @TweetingBigfoot is pretty gosh darn brave it seems.

4/3/2019 10:44:42 AM wink5811 Nothing is ever secure in life, it can all change in a blink of an eye.

4/3/2019 10:46:31 AM wink5811 One day we are all going to awake to the fact we are nothing but a controlled ant slave society

4/3/2019 10:49:08 AM fionasdestiny67 United States 

Russia

China

All working together behind the scenes to bring peace to the world.

The Cabal will continue to jab their little knives here and there, but the Alliance has them beat for the most part. Imho.

4/3/2019 10:49:27 AM wink5811 Wish all this would be replaced with Humanism

4/3/2019 10:50:25 AM jrocktigers TY.

4/3/2019 10:50:45 AM roaminnoodle "From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 signed" & find the 9/11 thread.

Read entire thread, many layers & questions.

I did some "homework" there & I got a "Correct" answer to this one!

But I meant like a Physical classroom, where we would have an assigned class time, etc. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034798479854497792 …
4/3/2019 10:51:38 AM zagnett Crap, do you know how much taxpayer dough it'll take to get her clean again?



4/3/2019 10:51:45 AM covertress When WE WILL influence matter directly, will [they] be able to tell at once that we've done this? Through the same VOG-capable implant or through 

other means?

4/3/2019 10:52:53 AM djlok Nobody shoots @JRockTigers !!!

4/3/2019 10:56:43 AM roaminnoodle Maybe they employ a type of "signal jammer" that blocks these kinds of scans?

4/3/2019 11:02:21 AM laurabusse Yes he does :-) i like that he seems to confirm that Mueller has turned white hat...another one on our side!! #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

#TheGreatAwakening #Trump2020Landslide #TrustThePlan #QAnon #TRUTH

4/3/2019 11:03:18 AM turboxyde They did, now it's our turn to start weaving the dream of this realization together by keeping it in our awareness. Just by thinking of it you energize that 

portion of the quantum field as a thought form. The power of this information transposed to quality memes = priceless.

4/3/2019 11:06:28 AM allahuniversal ?msinaireficuL

4/3/2019 11:06:55 AM djlok What is Christianity?  Who defines it?

4/3/2019 11:07:59 AM roaminnoodle I remember reading about this one time from you. Have you tried scanning the moon since? Maybe the guard is sleeping at the post this time... But do 

not try anything if you do not feel up to it, and I hope the shock did not physically/mentally hurt!

4/3/2019 11:10:38 AM djlok She sows division wherever she goes. She's a real mess whether AI or in her human form.

4/3/2019 11:17:41 AM jvvega3 AMEN

4/3/2019 11:17:43 AM brangusjimmy What did they find?

4/3/2019 11:20:31 AM erneststcharly @threadreaderapp unroll

4/3/2019 11:22:26 AM chiefdreyfus Interesting... thoughts on Coral Castle?  https://coralcastle.com 

4/3/2019 11:24:22 AM roaminnoodle So maybe the "interesting meeting" was the cause for the shock "defense." That was probably a wake up call the first time it happened!

I wonder if you just scanned the LCC randomly/if there was no meeting, would the shock still happen?

You have also scanned Mars, if I recall???

4/3/2019 11:25:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/3/2019 11:26:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Has yet to be deciphered properly.

4/3/2019 11:28:42 AM chiefdreyfus 🙏

4/3/2019 11:32:59 AM jrocktigers Widespread Panic is the best band over the last 30 years. No illusion.

4/3/2019 11:33:33 AM linnyt7 After 911 the government told us they needed to monitor all our communications to prevent terrorism...for security.  Look where that led...  

Everything has a price.

4/3/2019 11:35:36 AM jrocktigers It was a lie unfortunately. Patriot Act was effectively written 50 years before and every page was ready to be submitted within weeks from the event. 

Key word is they told us. We didn't vote on it.

4/3/2019 11:38:48 AM djlok Boom!  😂😂😂

4/3/2019 11:41:32 AM djlok I pretty much only drink distilled water now bc every beverage I like is a culprit in the calcification!!!

4/3/2019 11:41:36 AM roaminnoodle According to MJ, there are bases on both the Moon and Mars. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1026835210963431424 …

4/3/2019 11:42:32 AM djlok Same here!!!

4/3/2019 11:42:37 AM roaminnoodle But this post below, the "artificial moon" part, makes me wonder if the fact that the moon is not a real "rock" has anything to do with the shocks you're 

receiving? Such as to say, whatever the moon actually is, has some sort of force field around it? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065107657068093440 …

4/3/2019 11:45:48 AM laurabusse Is this fairly new behavior on your part? Bc maybe they're not used to it.

I find it extremely helpful to follow @MindTendencies2 as he offers much insight into the human psyche...stuff you would never think of. He pares it 

down to the bone...

4/3/2019 11:48:01 AM covertress Were these "enclosure habitats" the same as the $100M chamber or was that another build?

4/3/2019 11:48:06 AM marg_inscoe Interesting

4/3/2019 11:48:06 AM djlok I will follow. It's gone on all my life. It's weird.

4/3/2019 11:49:09 AM laurabusse A lot of times ppl are used to you. Ppl in general have resistance to change. So when you change, it often makes ppl feel uncomfortable, like you upset 

the apple cart of what they're used to...

4/3/2019 11:50:31 AM covertress I'm taking the MJ12 self-study course. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

There are plenty of unanswered questions throughout their Twitter archive.

4/3/2019 11:50:35 AM laurabusse The remedy is probably what others suggest here: do as your heart guides you and let go of the outcome, no expectations :-)

4/3/2019 11:51:16 AM djlok 👍👍👍

4/3/2019 11:51:54 AM djlok This makes a lot of sense!!!  Thank you!!!

4/3/2019 11:52:00 AM laurabusse Many if not most therapists really have no idea how to really help ppl IMHO. I found one in all my 64 years. She was a gem 💘

4/3/2019 11:52:01 AM aprilbrown99 Your love. ❤️

4/3/2019 11:52:48 AM cosmic_engineer Bill C-31 in Canada, and then another false flag event to lube C-51 up

4/3/2019 11:53:12 AM charmanda9 Yeah, that’s what I am finding too. 😕

4/3/2019 11:54:14 AM laurabusse I love him very much. So much wisdom. Of course what he says may not resonate w you, but if not, someone else will come along. But i think you'll 

really like him :-)

4/3/2019 11:55:28 AM djlok Oh yeah-I've been to tons of therapists over the course of my life. Unfortunately, I trusted ALL of them. I never did any research on their education, 

their personal beliefs or anything.  Just pay my money and do what they told me.  

I think there are some really good ones though

4/3/2019 11:56:01 AM laurabusse We keep repeating unconscious patterns that were set up in childhood (by family etc etc) until we become aware of them and can consciously break 

them...this is what I've found, anyway :-)

4/3/2019 11:57:08 AM djlok And see none of the therapists I ever went to looked at any of that.  It was all about "how does that make you feel?". Total BS!!!

4/3/2019 11:57:13 AM brad34351293 comb, as a kid I remember chewing the wax until it lost flavor. Bee keeper badge for Boy Scouts!

4/3/2019 11:58:14 AM myavery17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What can you say about the QFS (quantum financial system) 

Thank you

4/3/2019 11:58:17 AM brad34351293 You mean our water we use for tea!

4/3/2019 11:59:11 AM covertress  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authorization_for_Use_of_Military_Force_Against_Terrorists …

4/3/2019 11:59:40 AM laurabusse You musta been shitting bricks when it happened. I was in NJ and i know i was...

4/3/2019 12:00:36 PM weremight acoustic connection to MHD perhaps?

4/3/2019 12:01:20 PM cosmic_engineer Oftentimes, FF events create an environment where you are not morally allowed to vote on the content but on a false equivalency of the event = bill.

Voting against = condoning the event.

Manipulation on many levels. That's how they roll!!

4/3/2019 12:02:03 PM brad34351293 Become a homesteader and get away from societal influences!

4/3/2019 12:04:56 PM jrocktigers I'm ready for you OldWisehermit....



4/3/2019 12:06:30 PM weremight Anyway, sounds like just the package of patents you'd want to build pyramids and megaliths.

4/3/2019 12:07:01 PM brad34351293 If between cracks in concrete boiling water works, burns the roots.

4/3/2019 12:09:10 PM cosmic_engineer 🙏

4/3/2019 12:09:43 PM bdam777 Who control NK? 🤡🤡🤡 or something else?

4/3/2019 12:11:29 PM jrocktigers My avatar is not an illusion. That is exactly what how I appear.

4/3/2019 12:12:14 PM jrocktigers psychic fence is up , very painful.....   just keeping it light around here.

4/3/2019 12:15:07 PM bbobbio71 Unfortunately is a landscaper, I don't have too many other alternatives. If I could find one that works I'm all in. I've been trying some selective 

herbicides I was still rather not use that either

4/3/2019 12:15:43 PM kachinagtto Fascinating thread that I missed first time around.  Is there currently a way to detect this medium in our cells?  Some type of marker?  Obviously, if 

there, starving of metals is the key - yet almost impossible with constant spraying.

4/3/2019 12:21:00 PM realityloominng Does MJ12 have an estimate of currently active shills globally?

4/3/2019 12:23:04 PM enomai_ Thats ok, just keep us as safe as possible :), and thank you

4/3/2019 12:24:01 PM enomai_ Very interested on this, anything about 3?

4/3/2019 12:26:27 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2SmmSD0afg …

So the explanation in the video is incorrect?

4/3/2019 12:26:55 PM phreatomagnetic Lucifer?

4/3/2019 12:27:10 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 conformation?  pic.twitter.com/Y4uARzXISd

4/3/2019 12:27:41 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12, to clarify.. Roswell EBE (1) was Airl.. What was the circumstances of EBE 2 before the exchange program?   Us chickens are trying to keep up.  

But, your 3 Typists are good.. So much (dis) information 🤓💙

4/3/2019 12:28:40 PM ragevirusqq Same as jesuits?

4/3/2019 12:29:00 PM zagnett Marduk worshipers?

4/3/2019 12:30:48 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  speaking of religion ...or rather human origins, I just finished listening to a interview of Linda Moulton Howe...she nails it!    

💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓Majestic and Divine!

  https://youtu.be/YFQpoR3XElw 

4/3/2019 12:30:58 PM keepitrealives Darkness is attracted to light like a moth to a flame. Sounds like an imbalance is being signaled to you which can likely be rectified with some shadow 

work. When you FEEL resistance, know that it’s bc what you are experiencing outside of yourself is triggering an aspect of your-

4/3/2019 12:31:22 PM keepitrealives inner self. You are being shown a reflection in order to assist working through that aspect internally. The goal being: integration. When you can meet 

the darkness/resistance within you w/o judgement and w/ total acceptance, the need -

4/3/2019 12:31:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 does not believe in silencing anybody who may or may not disagree with us. It is fundamental to the operation. However, for Anons, these tools 

exist to help make your experience better on Twitter. To date we have received 2 DMs. We won't share who. Also, we don't DM anyone. 

pic.twitter.com/7svXSN0mgR

4/3/2019 12:32:11 PM brad34351293 I believe it is a tech related statement! It Is the thread subject, right?

4/3/2019 12:32:37 PM keepitrealives for resistance in the outer world will become less and less necessary. Face these difficult scenarios in your life with gratitude that you are being given 

an opportunity to have a more intimate relationship with yourself; and follow that work wherever it takes you.

4/3/2019 12:32:59 PM keepitrealives Your question resonates with me as I’ve found myself in that position MANY times (and still do) - but taking this perspective has helped me. Hope my 

2c can assist in some way. ❤️Blessings!

4/3/2019 12:34:29 PM djlok Thank you so much for that!  Everything you say resonates for me. Thank you!!!

4/3/2019 12:35:53 PM keepitrealives Awesome! Ain’t easy out there! 🤣 God bless u, Bro

4/3/2019 12:36:21 PM zagnett MJ, your Twitter account doesn't appear to even allow DMs, at least currently.

4/3/2019 12:36:29 PM tamexis I appreciate the transparency.

4/3/2019 12:36:29 PM warrior_4truth MayBB .....sometime in the future will DM.....

4/3/2019 12:38:00 PM djlok No it really isn't!  

Sometimes it feels like the more Noble the cause, the more resistance, I face. 

What you say makes sense as to why that is the case.

4/3/2019 12:40:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Possibly, but being more specific helps my analytical mind 😂

4/3/2019 12:40:36 PM zagnett @Ocean_Father, under which ocean do you live? 🤔

4/3/2019 12:41:09 PM richardhiatt16 Oh Susan, but I’m making the best out of this imprisonment..... I got a look into my former IS-BE “imprisonment” .... I don’t think I was a very good 

person.. I keep that suppressed as much as possible NOW for the safety of humanity... 😬.  I had the nickname of OmegaMan.. 😖

4/3/2019 12:41:12 PM djlok Correct. Why do you think they've only received 2? 😂😂😂

4/3/2019 12:41:49 PM richardhiatt16 I have a headache... 😖

4/3/2019 12:42:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Otherwise it would be out of control as are our notifications/mentions tabs. Accounts able to DM are being followed by MJ12. Anons may find it 

interesting.

4/3/2019 12:43:22 PM richardhiatt16 Scott, since you are a bot.. Can I use this picture.. you know , the permission thing...

4/3/2019 12:43:39 PM zagnett Oh i didn't realize you could allow individual accounts to DM.

4/3/2019 12:45:52 PM laurabusse Yeah. It's a crapshoot.

4/3/2019 12:46:28 PM laurabusse Agree!!!

4/3/2019 12:47:34 PM anbezedua I support this message, 

my endorsement isn’t worth a whole lot, 

but I have disagreed with mj12 and have not been attacked or silenced for it

4/3/2019 12:48:59 PM blsdbe So, the Space Preservation Act was already in the works when 9/11 happened...

4/3/2019 12:52:53 PM keith369me You’re not going to share the source of the 2 DMs are you?

4/3/2019 12:53:40 PM zagnett Shanahan & Sather. Possibly DJT.

4/3/2019 12:53:46 PM jayrambin This tea also helps greatly with digestion.  Sip this tea over 2 or 3 hours after a meal will help digest, assimilate and eliminate well.

4/3/2019 12:54:19 PM laurabusse I was wondering about that actually...

4/3/2019 12:54:30 PM ragevirusqq I see you follow @covertress

4/3/2019 12:54:56 PM djlok They won't share who!!!  😂😂😂

4/3/2019 12:55:07 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome!  👍😁

4/3/2019 12:55:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes fishing requires bait.

4/3/2019 12:55:38 PM djlok 🧐

4/3/2019 12:55:39 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/7lkGWOPuLK

4/3/2019 12:56:20 PM blueprint_q Nice catch patriots!

4/3/2019 12:56:32 PM zagnett Oh MJ doesn't follow @realDonaldTrump, nevermind on that.

4/3/2019 12:57:12 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/EsnDDidL9B

4/3/2019 12:57:13 PM realityloominng You can drink cola with sugar in it though.. Fake news has made people afraid of harmless stuff, rather than inform them about literal poison additives

4/3/2019 12:57:29 PM djlok Yep.  "Likes" and who MJ12 follow provide a lot of info.

4/3/2019 12:57:44 PM worldxplorer1 Sphere Being Alliance. That’s surprising. Didn’t expect that one.

4/3/2019 12:58:49 PM richardhiatt16 Universalism = (🇺🇸) 🛸🚀

4/3/2019 12:59:17 PM ragevirusqq Also @MichaelSalla   This is interesting. These two I mentioned are out of the norm of the rest.



4/3/2019 1:00:12 PM zagnett Cool songs. Thanks underwater dude!

4/3/2019 1:00:15 PM 1_decided_voter I think the distinction is that passed means one or both houses of congress voted in approval of the law, whereas signed into law is the step after that 

where POTUS signs it to actually make it law. Is that right?

4/3/2019 1:01:58 PM grundemt Sure sorry I gots2 head to work. Was going in for the close up shot!!! pic.twitter.com/osSIDlze2I

4/3/2019 1:02:12 PM keith369me MJ does follow @realDonaldTrump...@covertress as well.  MJ doesn’t follow many “people”, mostly organizations.  I found it interesting that MJ 

follows Joni Ernst among the small group of individuals

4/3/2019 1:03:13 PM charmanda9 Yes, actually we supposedly have a juicer on the way, but it seems like it has been weeks now since we ordered it. Wonder what’s going on with that. I 

do think having one will help me feel better about my options. 🙏🏻

4/3/2019 1:03:59 PM zagnett Yes, it is interesting!

Oops i was searching for "theRealDonaldTrump" instead.

4/3/2019 1:04:31 PM rinmaries Army vs Air Force, you’d be amazed at the difference.

4/3/2019 1:04:46 PM ragevirusqq There are a few people I find interesting that you have not mentioned yet. David Adair, Pete Petersen and Emery Smith. Are these three assets?

4/3/2019 1:07:42 PM wink5811 When I was in Italy at the winery they showed how they used no herbicides on the vines all was done with different plants that attracted certain bugs 

that ate the insects that attacked the grapes. You will learn a lot from the Bio gardening books

4/3/2019 1:08:20 PM wink5811 You will also learn a lot about plants and nature like you never learned before

4/3/2019 1:08:46 PM wink5811 Good thinking

4/3/2019 1:09:37 PM mongrelglory Try pineapple and organic kale juice. It comes out bright green but sweet, so the kids will drink it.  Also apple, carrot and ginger.

4/3/2019 1:11:16 PM roaminnoodle Feel free to share!!! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113247589653258240 …

4/3/2019 1:11:43 PM wink5811 I think I would do good off the grid something I have looked at many times, go back to my roots of being a herbalist in the forest with my animals, 

instead in this life I traveled the world learning.

4/3/2019 1:12:05 PM charmanda9 Ooh those sound really good!

4/3/2019 1:12:22 PM tyl3r59518097 Do you notice that? 

It’s the deafening yet paradoxically silent sound of nobody giving an F what you have to say anymore.

4/3/2019 1:13:33 PM wink5811 Yeah! I did the same, they used to have waxed penny candy too. Darn bee keepers are now keeping the wax hive draining it then letting the bees refill, 

not good to fool Mother Nature

4/3/2019 1:13:41 PM mongrelglory Try chilling a big pitcher of distilled water but add cucumber thinly sliced, or pieces of fresh or frozen fruit to make flavoured water.  (It can sit in the 

fridge over several days without going bad while you drink it).

4/3/2019 1:14:04 PM tyl3r59518097 Keep it up. You make things so easy for those encroaching on your legal demise. 🤣

4/3/2019 1:14:28 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/nOoCuDnmtyM 

I figured people were getting closer too.

4/3/2019 1:14:45 PM brad34351293 Ever watch "Homestead Rescue" ?

The Rainey's R awesome.

4/3/2019 1:15:37 PM tyl3r59518097 Soooo #original !! God you’re pathetic. I was gonna leave you unblocked for a minute, but, you’re literally boring me to tears.

4/3/2019 1:16:41 PM mongrelglory A little tip.  When you're making vegetable juice mixtures (without any fruit), add a squirt of fresh lemon juice to avoid the vegetables tasting "flat".  

The acid of the lemon "wakes up" the vegetable flavours.

4/3/2019 1:17:20 PM tyl3r59518097 Elvis Presley - A Little Less Conversation  https://youtu.be/FAx-Fqi_zrw  via @YouTube

4/3/2019 1:17:29 PM wink5811 Omega Man...what did you do? I’ve been around many life times, choose wanderer this time. Favorite part of life is recognizing past connections and 

dreaming.

4/3/2019 1:17:31 PM laurabusse My take on his answer is that freemasonry is their religion. My dad was one. Sounded like a religion to me. What little he could tell us.

4/3/2019 1:17:38 PM djlok I like that idea. Of course sometimes I'm just like "to hell with it" and drink a Coca cola like I'm doing right now.  Hence the reason I understand 45's 

diet cola habit!!!

4/3/2019 1:17:57 PM brad34351293 One must have the needed knowledge to do it right!

4/3/2019 1:18:38 PM blsdbe Thank you, will start avoiding it.

4/3/2019 1:19:08 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/PW94BUOeuJ

4/3/2019 1:19:46 PM djlok That's the way I interpreted it too. It's interesting bc masonry was a big part of my family too... Until it wasn't.  Grandparents were all in it... After that 

no one.

4/3/2019 1:21:05 PM wink5811 No doc would ever give a man in his seventies speed, they would be to terrified of a stroke or heart attack, just a saying so I don’t buy it.

4/3/2019 1:21:41 PM moemc8 Appreciate this also.

Asked one question of ETS and got blocked (I was not rude).  I just refuse to follow blindly anymore without questioning.

4/3/2019 1:21:43 PM laurabusse Should be called a PhE.

(Ph Ego)

No offense to anyone with a PhD.

Just ones with huge egos.

You know who you are.

4/3/2019 1:22:00 PM roaminnoodle My Interesting Notables would be:

Buzz Aldrin

Joni Ernst

Scott Kelly

Steve Pieczenik

Sibel Edmonds (used to watch her on YT)

Charles Ortel

Tom DeLonge

Corey Goode

Steven Greer

(besides those previously mentioned: covertress, Salla, Sather, Shanahan)
4/3/2019 1:23:52 PM wink5811 Nicotine might be okay by itself, just not in cigarette form with chemicals added and not smoked.

4/3/2019 1:24:33 PM wink5811 On You Tube? Nope but I’m going to check him out thanks

4/3/2019 1:25:22 PM olimyracle Look for WTC 6

Hidden in "plane" sight 

 https://youtu.be/a4FkO5ry1uo  pic.twitter.com/FC6c2smKP4

4/3/2019 1:26:01 PM mongrelglory Genghis Khan and his descendants conquered all of Asia and most of Europe. It became the largest contiguous empire in modern history.

Chinese leadership currently has dreams of global economic domination and as for geographic dominance...talk to the people in Tibet and Taiwan.

4/3/2019 1:27:43 PM zagnett i always thought fishing required water too. 🧐

Twitter is very educational...

4/3/2019 1:28:27 PM freestateojones The option to DM is not there or else it wouldve been 3.



4/3/2019 1:28:50 PM laurabusse My favorite!

4/3/2019 1:32:04 PM mongrelglory I think there's still a little power jostling behind the scenes...especially over strategic ports and resources.  However China meeting our ET neighbours 

seemed to help them gain a more "humanist" perspective so hopefully everyone will work together now.  Just wish Xi wasn't ...

4/3/2019 1:32:18 PM laurabusse Well that explains a lot. Drank coffee for decades. A lot if not most of what MJ12 says goes right over my head. Am grateful for what i DO get.

4/3/2019 1:33:12 PM lovethebeach999 I’m a coffee addict.  Honestly it’s a horrible way to “break” “fast” ... yet I continue.

4/3/2019 1:33:14 PM wink5811 Yep totally agree! Just took a peek at the show got it in history to watch later. I got the herbalist part down I can make some awesome remedies, those 

are all in the subconscious from previous life. Magic

4/3/2019 1:33:33 PM mongrelglory ...clamping down on his own citizens so hard right now.  He seems to want to regress back to a controlled totalitarian state again.  😟

4/3/2019 1:33:41 PM blsdbe As does a pinch of a good quality real mineral salt 😍😍😍

4/3/2019 1:34:30 PM jlwilding sunni

bangladesh

UAE

4/3/2019 1:35:11 PM laurabusse I hear ya. I used to drink organic dark roast cold brewed with filtered water, and raw milk. Best latte ever. Room temp or warm, not hot in winter to 

keep the milk raw. It's been 2 years. I miss it terribly some days.

4/3/2019 1:36:10 PM roaminnoodle Awareness (of the problem) is the first step.

Wanting to do something about it, and putting action towards that end, is the next step.

You can do it... if you want!!!

4/3/2019 1:36:41 PM lovethebeach999 Why doesn’t my kitchen have a tea machine with a programmable timer ?

4/3/2019 1:37:19 PM brangusjimmy Hahaha my boy, Eben-1!!

4/3/2019 1:38:01 PM linnyt86 Mj12 is a larp acc how can ppl trust it? I agree nobody should follow blindly without asking questions & the question nobody asks is if this acc has proof 

of life of Mj12 members? Bc I'm pretty sure most of them are dead nw.I've put it to them countless times but guess I'm muted

4/3/2019 1:39:25 PM mongrelglory Our primitive ancestors were organized into warring tribes.  Then things evolved to small feudal states.  Eventually people organized into countries.  As 

the world's perspective expands beyond our planet and solar system, it's conceivable we'll organize into groups of planets.

4/3/2019 1:40:22 PM blsdbe Why no stevia?

4/3/2019 1:40:40 PM mongrelglory That's what the Cabal and negative ETs have designed it to be.  Awakened humans can envision a different set of values and priorities.

4/3/2019 1:41:11 PM bbobbio71 She's very insightful

4/3/2019 1:43:53 PM mongrelglory I always thought Human Resource departments were soulless entities hiding behind a friendly face...

4/3/2019 1:44:04 PM laurabusse Yeah it was a huge social "venue". Social clubs in general like Elk, Lions, Rotary etc have all but gone by the wayside unless they can attract ppl via 

poker etc. Remember Fred Flintstone and Barney rubble in theirs?

4/3/2019 1:44:13 PM scienceismymuse  https://www.foxnews.com/tech/russian-spy-plane-flies-over-area-51-and-other-secret-military-bases-report-says.amp …

4/3/2019 1:45:19 PM olimyracle Can you disclose origine of laser invention ?

"Imported" ?

By "whom" ?

Thank you 💞

4/3/2019 1:45:27 PM mongrelglory That's when the career of being a "motivational speaker" sprang into existence.  All those un-employed mid-level executives had to find something to 

earn a living.

4/3/2019 1:46:54 PM zagnett An uncle was in Knights of Columbus. He was high up in a small local chapter. We called "Grand Poohbah" for fun & he liked it. But that wasn't his title. 

He was always pretty nice. Never got a bad impression on KoC from him.

4/3/2019 1:47:44 PM mongrelglory Whatever you do, don't take a sick day!  You'll have a target on your back forever after! 😬

4/3/2019 1:48:03 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼Real Deal .

4/3/2019 1:48:46 PM patricksready Many reasons, most pressing issue is it’s over produced. Nature always wins 😉 But if you love stevia, I recommend brewing the leaves

4/3/2019 1:49:20 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately I think a lot of big labour unions have been corrupted at the top levels...

4/3/2019 1:50:54 PM mongrelglory "Face ID"...just what I'd want for my 10 year old daughter or son to have on their smart-phones... 😒

4/3/2019 1:52:41 PM jrocktigers Maywe.

4/3/2019 1:52:49 PM mongrelglory Or people could just get their phones surgically attached to their hands so that they never get lost or stolen.  (It takes a lot of effort to hack off a hand). 

🤪

4/3/2019 1:54:55 PM covertress Thank you, @BBobbio71. 

I try my best.

4/3/2019 1:57:25 PM zagnett Oh you have to be under 35? Ok i'm out it seems. My next BE will look into it i guess lol.

4/3/2019 1:57:52 PM zagnett i like where this conversation is going...

4/3/2019 1:58:15 PM mongrelglory I suppose your phone can be considered safe from the teenager who steals it, but the CIA, NSA, corrupt banks, and Romanian or Chinese professional 

hacker criminals can target your information fairly easily if they want it.

4/3/2019 1:59:20 PM k3yle Mj 12 or anyone ever hear of project mayhem 2020 or Tyler AI?

4/3/2019 2:00:34 PM mommahood777 Guessing fairly recent by how Robert appears. Great videos by him, no holds barred.

4/3/2019 2:02:06 PM freestateojones This is what spurred contact with the US gov? The testing of the atomic bomb in what is known as "Trinity". 

The explosion caused destruction or disturbance in more than just the perceivable 3rd dimension, raising a few concerns elsewhere.

4/3/2019 2:02:30 PM thoughttazer Absolutely. And we will cooperate with shared vision and values instead of trying to dominate to gain advantage. That's the cosmos I want to live in!

4/3/2019 2:03:06 PM mongrelglory You're not muted Linny.  MJ-12 is an organization that has a continuous turnover of members.  Even if this is a Larp account, people are here because 

they want to be, and find some value in it.  You have no need to be concerned for us. 😊

4/3/2019 2:05:06 PM jrocktigers FreeSateOJones > From a very young age, I have always thought what you described above to be true.

4/3/2019 2:05:11 PM mikecoats1965 ????

4/3/2019 2:06:46 PM olimyracle Account suspended 😶 pic.twitter.com/6XwJ9PaDX4

4/3/2019 2:09:44 PM johngradycole20 I know at least one DM came from me at some point and indeed I did not get a message back.

4/3/2019 2:11:20 PM mongrelglory I use organic stevia powder as well as the sweeteners Patrick mentions above.  Life without some sweets would be too hard! 🥺

4/3/2019 2:13:41 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/7rd8cDFydd

4/3/2019 2:14:34 PM enomai_ True

4/3/2019 2:15:11 PM olimyracle A spaceship carrying an exotic weapon ?

4/3/2019 2:16:32 PM mongrelglory I thought they were Satanists at the top?

4/3/2019 2:17:48 PM n7guardiananon Not since Xi is in and hujintao/ jiangzemen and their gang [沼泽] is/has been dealt with.

4/3/2019 2:19:35 PM natureinspace I can't eat or drink any product that contains any type of artificial sweetener in it. No sugar free, fat free, 0 calorie, light, diet, I won't touch it. I can 

taste it right off and it leaves an awful aftertaste in my mouth. Yuk!



4/3/2019 2:19:39 PM johngradycole20 They glorify The Great Architect, as I understand it.

4/3/2019 2:20:50 PM tammyredmond Ugh! Well that should tell us something. Everything we are addicted to causes health issues etc. 😢 One more thing that I can’t seem to remove from 

my diet. I know it’s all in my head (brainwashed into my mind) but man I sure like my coffee in the am.

4/3/2019 2:21:05 PM laurabusse Got sick so had to give it up. I drink red clover + thyme tea w raw honey. Repulsive at first but one yr in i love it now. (Medical medium protocol). An 

interesting substitute would be reishi and/or chaga mushroom powder. Sounds gross but it's not bad. http://Vimergy.com 

4/3/2019 2:21:12 PM jswdh1 Right!?

4/3/2019 2:21:45 PM tyl3r59518097 Under my head. 🤣

4/3/2019 2:24:39 PM laurabusse I drink lemon water 1sr thing in a.m.

Am almost used to being off coffee after 2 yrs. I dont let myself think about it (mostly)

Reishi, chaga are detoxifying + healing. I make a chai w coconut milk, raw honey, cinnamon. Can post recipe if you like. I wish you all the very best...

4/3/2019 2:26:21 PM wink5811 The chemical compound base of the plant can affect the nervous system. Use to use the liquid form by Kal, avoided the powder form, never tried the 

leaves.  Raw sugar if your body can tolerate it is the best.

4/3/2019 2:27:58 PM wink5811 Good point!

4/3/2019 2:28:01 PM jswdh1 That's good! Iol

4/3/2019 2:28:32 PM jswdh1 I'm stealing...just so you know who stole it.......lol

4/3/2019 2:29:08 PM moemc8 I guess you're not 100 percent convinced of it being a larp acct. since you are still commenting and haven't blocked yet.  I never know what to believe 

anymore, but my curiosity keeps me coming back to certain accts.

4/3/2019 2:29:23 PM mongrelglory Cool!  I found her! 👍

4/3/2019 2:31:45 PM wink5811 Nice link

4/3/2019 2:32:47 PM wink5811 Powders have an added agent in them so they don’t cake

4/3/2019 2:33:05 PM starehope MJ12, please explain this to me. Why is Jesus last? Is He last to love or to believe? I have held Him first in my heart. Please help! Thank you. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111476877477109761?s=19 …

4/3/2019 2:34:46 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032712042178854913 …

4/3/2019 2:35:14 PM wink5811 Totally agree if I could I would choose sugar over any sugar substitute

4/3/2019 2:35:42 PM roublisa She’s a fricken genius beam of light🤩

4/3/2019 2:37:35 PM wink5811 Have good friends who are pharmacists they won’t touch any drug on the market that’s not at least 15 years old and proven to be safe. Yes I know 

speed has been around forever

4/3/2019 2:37:56 PM mongrelglory The brand I use is "Better Stevia" by NOW.  A Canadian company.  It's non GMO, organic and only contains Stevia leaf extract (dehydrated and ground) 

with no fillers or additives.  You only use a very small amount and you have to store it in a cool dark place.

4/3/2019 2:38:40 PM freestateojones Acknowledgement of the unseen is still considered 'exotic' (out of the ordinary) to most in society today. pic.twitter.com/QuuOa5uikW

4/3/2019 2:38:45 PM linnyt86 Oh I know for certain 100% it's a larp account they can't even address me on this but if that's what makes ppl happy to believe even if it is then so be it 

lol I don't feel a need to block or mute anyone, I follow loads of larps & Il keep commenting until they admit it thanks 😊

4/3/2019 2:38:50 PM roublisa Pete and Emery are source info for secret programs🤫

4/3/2019 2:39:00 PM laurabusse Just tagged you on a buncha tweets of products etc.

Bottom line: if you want to get off coffee you will. The universe will guide you as to the best way for YOU and you won't miss it, or much.

4/3/2019 2:39:41 PM roublisa Cosmic disclosure 💥

4/3/2019 2:39:58 PM roublisa David as well

4/3/2019 2:40:45 PM wink5811 Nice I will look for that brand, I used Kal Liquid which was in a dark bottle and suppose to be pure but still had side effects

4/3/2019 2:42:00 PM vintagesquirrel .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This has been puzzling me for days. But then I had a💡moment. Are you referring to a neuron?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112789492019159041 …

4/3/2019 2:42:12 PM laurabusse 1 mo thing. Used to drink a product that was powdered coffee + reishi. Was AMAZING. Didn't taste like instant at all! (Can't stand instant coffee). So 

one idea would be to cut your coffee w reishi and wean...also, French ppl put chicory root in their coffee. Anyway...good luck!!

4/3/2019 2:42:16 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hi, are there people in this world who can do real magic like merlin

4/3/2019 2:47:16 PM highhopesusa Jesus warned us that it would happen, their efforts will be in vain in the end.

4/3/2019 2:50:41 PM tyl3r59518097 Is this @musenull #joikoff still pretending he’s a spy?! 🤣

4/3/2019 2:54:40 PM richardhiatt16 Busted.. I already have a target on my back for God’s Sake... 🤣💙🇺🇸. Don’t WORRY... Be Happy.....  💙🇺🇸

4/3/2019 2:55:37 PM mongrelglory I get it at  http://www.CanadianVitaminShop.com 

4/3/2019 2:56:47 PM freestateojones An example would be MJ12's "Project Zues", as a function of the Reagan era Space Defense Initiative (SDI). 

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_32.htm …

"President Ronald Reagan on an 'Alien Threat' at the United Nations"

 https://youtu.be/MAAHgAuti84  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/973679539711893504?s=19 …

4/3/2019 3:00:19 PM richardhiatt16 Oceans.... It WAS previously discussed but I’ll give you the short “story” .. Nazi’s had flying thingies after the War.. Project Paperclip brought over 

scientists that convinced ( pre MJ12) they could shoot down said Nazi “UFOs”. Well, someone else crashed instead. Airl and crew.

4/3/2019 3:00:57 PM mongrelglory If it's in liquid form, then they had to use a solvent like alcohol or glycol. That's probably what you reacted to.

4/3/2019 3:01:09 PM nun_chucknorris (1/3) Keep in mind that ADD and ADHD patients respond differently to the medication. It does help bring focus to people with ADD and also increases 

their energy level. I do not understand how it works with ADHD but if you think of the effects as a clock with ADHD at 12:00 and...

4/3/2019 3:02:14 PM nun_chucknorris (2/3) ADD at 6:00, (under proper dosage) it brings ADD sufferers up to 9:00 and ADHD sufferers down to 3:00 (normal levels). If you don’t have either 

and you take the medication, it ramps you up on a high (12:00) similar to other stimulants.

4/3/2019 3:02:38 PM realityloominng I hope and imagine they are all communicating like an official operation.. But if that is remotely true, why allow Jack to see everything they talk about? 

Who is Jack??

4/3/2019 3:02:43 PM nun_chucknorris (3/3) DISCLAIMER: I am not a doctor but someone who is very familiar with the effects

4/3/2019 3:02:59 PM tyl3r59518097 So are my new buddies in DC!! Just imagine!!..all those times I told people I’m not the one person on the Internet everyone can feel comfortable 

threatening w/ impunity.. Turns out I was right! Some “folks” called  today to tell me that,..and we’re going out to lunch next week!🤣 

pic.twitter.com/6vjTWNyH7I

4/3/2019 3:03:07 PM covertress Go ahead! I "stole" it too. 

This is how great memes live.

Pass it on!

4/3/2019 3:05:01 PM tyl3r59518097 I have him blocked, primarily to avoid having to apply dick itch cream every time he thinks.



4/3/2019 3:05:43 PM olimyracle Type in twitter search bar:

from:ts_sci_majic12 israel

7000+ tweets

"Save Israel for last" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712?s=19 …

4/3/2019 3:06:07 PM covertress "Don't blow smoke up my ass, it'll ruin my autopsy." - William Parrish

4/3/2019 3:07:01 PM rinmaries Wow, again with your generalization statement.  Recruiting for the Armed Forces is a very stressful job.  Yes, there are recruiters who have lost their 

integrity and do lie; however, that does not mean that the majority lie “they are paid to lie”.  Just so you know.   😉

4/3/2019 3:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nonetheless pic.twitter.com/7jJiIZ1GH1

4/3/2019 3:12:06 PM shannen_robison 😁

4/3/2019 3:13:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/oXHRqgXi0Z

4/3/2019 3:15:12 PM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Tweeted earlier and was rather rude so I deleted it.. you don't deserve a snarky attitude...  Was wondering tho, if Majestic 12 isn't 

to be revealed, why has Flynn and Mattis been revealed?  I know you will find a sneaky way to answer openly.  Thank you!

4/3/2019 3:16:51 PM moemc8 I had stopped following long ago, then recently started up again.  Seemed different lately and I was starting to believe.  Big mistake I guess.

4/3/2019 3:17:16 PM zagnett Aha. Another "secret society" peep. Fascinating.

4/3/2019 3:19:14 PM thoughttazer  pic.twitter.com/gCwADDWNvD

4/3/2019 3:19:55 PM moemc8 What bothered me the most recently was when Q asked us to watch Hannity and listen closely.  It was at that moment that MAJ decided to do his 

AMA.  I found that odd.  Felt it may be to pull us away from Hannity.  Timing was strange.  I'm still open for now.

4/3/2019 3:20:24 PM thoughttazer  pic.twitter.com/vjpe1RTgtX

4/3/2019 3:20:53 PM linda04975136 He looks so alone and carrying such a heavy burden it brought tears to my eyes. We love you Sir

4/3/2019 3:23:45 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/XIyhJHDoJ1

4/3/2019 3:26:54 PM aprilbrown99 I like this one... lol 😂 it is so perfect. pic.twitter.com/UJcuH40Z3I

4/3/2019 3:28:06 PM aprilbrown99 An angel carries a heavy burden with his might & power. 😇

4/3/2019 3:28:35 PM ivanhoebob10043 Uh oh!

4/3/2019 3:31:33 PM thoughttazer 🤣🤣

4/3/2019 3:31:38 PM laurabusse Wow! Well I'm sure you'll find your way :-)

4/3/2019 3:33:20 PM linnyt86 Once they even said they were the ones that gave the Light to Trump, that bothered me🤔🙄They do say some very strange things.They can just turn 

it around into a funny larp acc but they are dead serious with all this crappy Intel they tweet. Funny to watch can't take them serious

4/3/2019 3:33:57 PM youstinksoap Patriot Act.  

I worked in banking when 9/11 happened, it changed getting a bank account (rules/regs.).

We had many, many people rush in to take their money out on 9/11, we nearly ran out of cash...after a few days most people brought it back and 

deposited it again.

4/3/2019 3:36:19 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/eS2apTZCQ0

4/3/2019 3:37:22 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/u104nNPKPo

4/3/2019 3:38:36 PM tyl3r59518097 ITS TIME FOR DA PERCULATOR  https://youtu.be/_UlhLd76IzQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/Qij7AQQWJ5

4/3/2019 3:39:26 PM aprilbrown99 Here is another good one I just came across. pic.twitter.com/QgwFChv5or

4/3/2019 3:44:21 PM sterkinglights1 Ya but they didn't have internet.

4/3/2019 3:45:02 PM covertress Great. 

Made another government short list.

🐸 🐸 🐸

4/3/2019 3:47:48 PM wink5811 Thanks for the info UCB appreciated

4/3/2019 3:48:12 PM covertress Notice anything unusual about that list? 🤔

4/3/2019 3:48:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 K⌨️ 📥📧 T2 '17 RE IS-BE & SSP

T2 ⌨📥📧 P💫💡K? RE T2

T2 deny P💫 =~ !K

K 📲📞 J$ RE 👽

[👽🤡] = MJ12 subordinate

[👽🤡]⌨📤📧🤡

J$ 🎙🤡 = 📽

Define GROOMED.
4/3/2019 3:48:23 PM wink5811 Good point I will look at the bottle

4/3/2019 3:49:21 PM wink5811 Totally agree

4/3/2019 3:50:10 PM erneststcharly @threadreaderapp unroll

4/3/2019 3:51:02 PM covertress Fly, Majestic meme, fly!!!

4/3/2019 3:52:04 PM 1_decided_voter J$ = Jordan?

RE = Rahm Emanuel?

4/3/2019 3:52:26 PM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and 

encounter with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/3/2019 3:52:43 PM djlok I got it all except K…which is a big thing to not get.  Any idea who K is.  I love the J$ abbreviation btw.  Majestic Comedy!!!

4/3/2019 3:52:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Regarding = RE

4/3/2019 3:53:11 PM djlok RE= regarding.  Yes to J$

4/3/2019 3:54:00 PM tyl3r59518097 De La Soul - Bitties in the BK Lounge  https://youtu.be/PMpmYuRc-AY  via @YouTube

4/3/2019 3:54:16 PM freestateojones Above Majestic comedy. 

Badum Tsk.

4/3/2019 3:54:39 PM worldxplorer1 Way do we as a people love puzzles?  This. Q. We love to try to decipher them. 

I have a pretty good idea on most of this the “P💫” has me 🤷🏼♂️

4/3/2019 3:55:11 PM 1whoknows1_ Must be pure tho...support local producers of anything at all costs as long they practice proper nourishment.

4/3/2019 3:55:19 PM worldxplorer1 K = Kab

4/3/2019 3:55:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 P + Star ⭐️ is the clue.

4/3/2019 3:55:56 PM scott_rick What the hell

4/3/2019 3:56:15 PM 1_decided_voter Pleiades?

4/3/2019 3:56:19 PM tyl3r59518097 He’s rather incapable of honesty. This fact will see the light of day, all too soon for him.

4/3/2019 3:56:39 PM ghostanon6120 Key? like key board?? just a random guess

4/3/2019 3:56:49 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  Of course!!  ESP in context of Kab.

4/3/2019 3:57:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 J$ = K (P 💫)



4/3/2019 3:57:38 PM 1_decided_voter K = Kab?

4/3/2019 3:57:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Secret Society

4/3/2019 3:58:02 PM ghostanon6120 i think the other ideas are better lol

4/3/2019 3:58:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Secrecy exists in the higher ranks. Pawns ♟are played like a 🎥 for your 🍿. Trust in yourself is key. Message over messenger destroy's their power.

4/3/2019 3:59:18 PM rinmaries 🤯

4/3/2019 3:59:29 PM wink5811 Nicely explained! Odd how they never tell ADHD kids that as an adult around age 50 your friends will be envious of you, while they are slowing down 

you are knocking it out of the park goes well into your 80ies

4/3/2019 4:00:04 PM aprilbrown99 I can’t believe I could actually decipher almost all of it. 😆

4/3/2019 4:00:47 PM djlok JS has some interesting “swag” on over on his site. pic.twitter.com/UjAUFF9iyL

4/3/2019 4:00:56 PM wink5811 It’s the silver lining inside the cloud of the ADHD/ADD diagnosis because most of these kids are meant to feel like the round peg trying to fit in the 

square hole in school

4/3/2019 4:01:27 PM lbf777 So which secret society is Kabamur part of?

4/3/2019 4:01:50 PM lbf777 What happened? What does the coded message say?

4/3/2019 4:02:20 PM scott_rick  https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1113486187606433792?s=21 …

4/3/2019 4:02:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Conformity to contradictory sensory information is rewarded.

Stepping out if bounds = what?

For whom?

!J$?

!K?

!MJ12?

!T2?

Above Majestic

Nothing is Above Majestic

Good Documentary Regardless

Coordinations

No coincidences.
4/3/2019 4:03:25 PM nolemami Kek!

4/3/2019 4:03:43 PM seahag127 RUSSIA JUST CALLED AND SAID I HAD TO VOTE FOR TRUMP IN 2020!

4/3/2019 4:03:43 PM ragevirusqq I think it is explaining how JS was contacted and groomed and to be on camera passing specific messages

4/3/2019 4:03:49 PM lbf777 We just want to be left alone by Gov & politicians. They can shove those pawns up their ass. They are nothing but trouble for this world.

4/3/2019 4:04:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

4/3/2019 4:04:56 PM humanprimer Dude!  English please.  Just spit it out in plain English man... we can take it.

4/3/2019 4:05:29 PM roublisa Is Aaron Doughty also?

4/3/2019 4:06:32 PM paula84059427 The reason for T2's murder?

4/3/2019 4:06:38 PM sano_faith K ( P ⭐️) Kabamur (Pleiades) maybe ?

4/3/2019 4:06:39 PM blsdbe K=Kab=KT?

4/3/2019 4:07:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't work like that. Its targeted knowledge for select individuals who can decipher. Otherwise it should appear as noise.

4/3/2019 4:08:34 PM realityloominng Pawn star? As in a top asset/pawn?

4/3/2019 4:09:07 PM djlok Ha ha! Yeah right!!  But I’m just gonna drop this site here for other anons to peruse as they wish.

 https://www.jordansather.com/shop 

#TheGreatAwakening

4/3/2019 4:09:31 PM realchindsight Not select knowledge for targeted individuals?

4/3/2019 4:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 No ♟ is Pawn.

4/3/2019 4:09:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 BAIT.

4/3/2019 4:10:21 PM doyle_eng 2/2 .. already initially exploited by an A.I. Signal now disembodied to protoplasm and assuming preparatory position within the (weakening) 

magnetosphere of the Earth.

🌎:🔗:⏳

This is Richard Doyle—152

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@CliveFPalmer .@CoreyGoode .@SandiaWisdom .@POTUS 🗳 pic.twitter.com/wdvIANPwGy
4/3/2019 4:10:26 PM blsdbe #SheepNoMore

4/3/2019 4:10:50 PM roublisa Yes!

4/3/2019 4:11:04 PM thelilkingryan ??? pic.twitter.com/52uoxSkllk

4/3/2019 4:12:21 PM djlok Bingo!!  I knew the answer was not too far away!!

4/3/2019 4:13:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong P. Careful message.

4/3/2019 4:13:34 PM realityloominng Who is K??

4/3/2019 4:14:05 PM starehope 7th line down, I have J$ _clown face_  

The _ are rectangles and I don't have a clown face. What is before and after the clown please? Thanks! 

Have an old keyboard.

4/3/2019 4:14:12 PM freestateojones Stepping out of bounds = 🕴

4/3/2019 4:14:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 All terms are searchable via Twitter and they would piece the higher intel together. The emojis are symbolic to mitigate ALICE comprehension. 

Everything is open source. We understand it may seem complex, but ALICE is real.

4/3/2019 4:14:33 PM ragevirusqq In don’t understand the secret society part. Which society it might be ?

4/3/2019 4:15:27 PM jlwilding  pic.twitter.com/pDAcdLdsLZ

4/3/2019 4:15:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use substitution where applicable.

4/3/2019 4:18:55 PM 1_decided_voter From this I'm gathering that MJ is telling us something about how Jordan was groomed via K (Kab I'm assuming). There were emails or messages 

exchanged and maybe even a phone/video conf call that occurred.

4/3/2019 4:19:01 PM allahuniversal Have had that problem before. Have a screencap. pic.twitter.com/kERioLdokp

4/3/2019 4:19:39 PM realchindsight Would being controlled by a grey make one groomlaked or groomedlake?

4/3/2019 4:19:52 PM scott_rick “His first documentary with a co-production credit, Above Majestic, was released October 31st, 2018.”

4/3/2019 4:21:57 PM lbf777 Secret societies are mostly evil cults that puppeteer the politicians.

4/3/2019 4:22:24 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/iA3H13ZK8M

4/3/2019 4:22:29 PM girlawakeinca Here is something that caught my attention. Per the Agenda 21 China Plan, they have built enough ghost cities in China to house the entire United 

States population. Has anyone else seen this? https://www.offthegridnews.com/current-events/lesson-for-america-chinas-agenda-21-forces-people-

into-cities/ …

4/3/2019 4:23:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Line one: kab typed a letter and sent to T2 in 17 re: isbe and secret space program? Line 2: T2 recieved a letter from unnamed porn star About kab re: 

t2?  line3: T2 denied porn star involvement with kab?  Line 4:kab called jordan sath re: offworld entities?

4/3/2019 4:25:00 PM tammyredmond I don’t understand the T2. I saw you had a Typist 2. I think I understand that K has been in direct contact with J$. J$ was groomed to be the 

misinformation and basically taking over for AJ etc. ? Close?

4/3/2019 4:25:08 PM thelilkingryan That makes the message much more different given the fact that 👽 is on Mj 12...  (J$ ⬆️Mj = 🤡🎥)???



4/3/2019 4:26:23 PM starehope Is he still on twitter?

4/3/2019 4:26:48 PM sumgirl Crumbs. Begin baking

4/3/2019 4:27:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Line 5: an off world entity that is also a clown was MJ12 subordinate line 6: this off world clown sent a letter to another clown op. Line 7: jordan sath 

talked about this clown op in an episode and has been groomed I’m unknowingly?

4/3/2019 4:27:27 PM 3rdeyeview55 Who's Shanahan?

4/3/2019 4:27:57 PM pvg0015 More info @mcbea_bea

4/3/2019 4:27:58 PM starehope That is what I got but there is additional info to unscramble.

4/3/2019 4:28:24 PM jlwilding In all honesty, I have no idea what is going on in this thread, but it provoked the reaction posted above.

4/3/2019 4:29:41 PM starehope Not so sure. I think something more nefarious happened. It seems to have been taken care of. Or so says my gut feeling.

4/3/2019 4:29:57 PM n7guardiananon ...But I want you to show me...

 https://youtu.be/raNGeq3_DtM 

😄😄😄

4/3/2019 4:31:57 PM starehope Thank you good friend.

4/3/2019 4:32:13 PM roublisa Symbol?

4/3/2019 4:32:33 PM roublisa Nooooo😕

4/3/2019 4:35:14 PM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1113583241708101633?s=21 …

4/3/2019 4:38:08 PM thelilkingryan Stepping out of bounds = Blocked... !K in my experience

4/3/2019 4:38:38 PM roublisa I am I 🔥 or 🥶

4/3/2019 4:38:57 PM humanprimer Deep into very busy weeks.  Not low IQ. Quite the opposite.  Scan  posters I like. Not an emoji sort.   No offense intended.   Love truth.  Integral 

Sovereign.  Ready.  Just requesting straight talk.  Calm down folks.

4/3/2019 4:39:47 PM humanprimer Call me lazy.  Sorry.

4/3/2019 4:40:01 PM ethereal_shaman Pleiadian 😉

4/3/2019 4:44:25 PM djlok In his own words... https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1045358932800098304?s=21 …

4/3/2019 4:46:20 PM djlok Reconcile? pic.twitter.com/UfagmoQ2Tw

4/3/2019 4:47:03 PM girlawakeinca Here’s another article about China and globalism via the United Nations Agenda 30.  Maybe that’s why MJ posted it? 

https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/22267-un-agenda-2030-a-recipe-for-global-socialism …

4/3/2019 4:48:19 PM roublisa 😢 isn’t it just the organite coils.... 🤷♀️

4/3/2019 4:48:35 PM fowlreginald Amen!

4/3/2019 4:50:35 PM djlok I’m sure there’s nothing to see here.  ;-)

4/3/2019 4:50:42 PM realchindsight fwiw it doesnt make much sense to me either but then maybe it wasnt meant for me. Seems like a lot of panicking by clown followers clueless as to 

who leads them having been groomed into position.

4/3/2019 4:51:51 PM allahuniversal I'm thinking another P 💫 here.

One particular topic which would have been a major trigger for someone. pic.twitter.com/IFmoBll4SU

4/3/2019 4:52:08 PM kindeandtrue Very creative!

4/3/2019 4:53:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Got it. I read the P wrong. Thinking....

4/3/2019 4:53:18 PM roublisa 🥴 5:5 👍👎👆👇🏻👈👉🤞😉

4/3/2019 4:54:50 PM richardhiatt16 No silencing MJ12.. You’re the finest dis -information there is to have.. You have to put all the bits and pieces together a little at a time.... 🤓💙🇺🇸

4/3/2019 4:55:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Thats what I get for teying to decode and drive! Ha

4/3/2019 4:58:24 PM worldxplorer1 So the same secret society is behind J$ and K?

4/3/2019 4:58:30 PM allahuniversal Still putting pieces together too. Stopped what I was doing, sat still, and I could still be wrong.

4/3/2019 4:59:12 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! I love puzzles and jumped the gun. Need to be still.

4/3/2019 5:01:11 PM function108 that is a dumb ass thing to say, friend.

4/3/2019 5:01:41 PM freestateojones Not true.

JS has provided great info in many areas of #TheGreatAwakening. 

Was in part how I came across Q.

4/3/2019 5:02:36 PM allahuniversal Sometimes you travel to the thought, sometimes the thought travels to you.

4/3/2019 5:02:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Amen! 🙏🏼

4/3/2019 5:03:00 PM blankmarlo Wow really guys? It's a copper spiral that utilizes torsion fields. This has more to do with Tesla than pedophilia. Sather has been an astute reporter on 

SRA and pedogate from day one, this is waaaay off base. Dealing with MJ12 poorly doesn't make him a Pedo!!

4/3/2019 5:08:32 PM freestateojones Overall, a + thing in regards to disclosure?

Define: Groomed?

4/3/2019 5:09:21 PM worldxplorer1 Kab rec’d email from T2 in ‘17

T2 rec’d email from K regard T2 involvement w/ Pleiadians. 

T2 denied Pleaidian ties. 

Kab calls/FaceTimes J$ re ETs/EDs

4/3/2019 5:09:38 PM starehope Anything they write can be interpreted in many ways.

4/3/2019 5:10:07 PM blankmarlo He's even addressed this directly. Look up the history of copper spirals  being used for anti-grav and free energy. This is fundamental physics that uses 

the golden ratio and the power of 3, 6, 9. Please we need to be able to disagree without turning on each other like this.

4/3/2019 5:13:58 PM girlawakeinca There was a lot more info out there, but it seems to be disappearing.

4/3/2019 5:14:45 PM heath_jack Hope so!

4/3/2019 5:15:55 PM giediknight No wonder on Facebook Jordan told me that Kabamur was not a LARP but MJ12 is....

4/3/2019 5:22:12 PM jlwilding Sir, עוֹלָם הַבָא

Is this a form of purgatory? I.E. not Heaven, yet not Hell....a holding place for souls in wait. Is this where Jesus spent 3 days after being Crucified? Jesus 

descends to release holdover souls into the kingdom of heaven...

4/3/2019 5:27:24 PM djlok It all starts to add up rather quickly, doesn’t it?

4/3/2019 5:28:35 PM djlok No disagreements here!!!

4/3/2019 5:28:54 PM jrocktigers $$$$$$$$$$$$ pic.twitter.com/sroLHdZhXU

4/3/2019 5:32:11 PM djlok $$$$$$ sounds about right!!!

4/3/2019 5:32:59 PM jlwilding Sir, Hades is the World to come? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6Y0KDtUNHw&frags=pl%2Cwn …

4/3/2019 5:36:03 PM giediknight JS always rubbed me the wrong way. Kaba was interesting until he started saying everyone was a clone, than the BS alarm went off.

4/3/2019 5:36:39 PM rick_hernandez Lol

4/3/2019 5:37:14 PM giediknight I’ve been to a lot of conferences, there isn’t a lot of money to be made.

4/3/2019 5:38:02 PM realityloominng notice difference between inbox and outbox icon

4/3/2019 5:38:09 PM jrocktigers Gotcha.



4/3/2019 5:38:34 PM aleks8837 Stepping out of bounds is "trusting in your(I)S(BE)elf".

Coordinations

No coordinations.

4/3/2019 5:38:57 PM covertress @threadreaderapp unroll this Majestic 12 thread into a single, easy-to-read page please

4/3/2019 5:40:30 PM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and encounter 

with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/3/2019 5:42:41 PM djlok J$, Kab, SRA all strike me as being deceptive.  Fortunately, I can spot deception fairly quickly.  Unfortunately, I don't always know what exactly they are 

being deceptive about or why.

4/3/2019 5:46:28 PM decodematrix Who is P?

4/3/2019 5:47:24 PM jrocktigers SRA = Satanic Ritual Abuse = sara?

4/3/2019 5:48:39 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼Today I could see his threads and replies....He unblocked me.

4/3/2019 5:51:27 PM blsdbe Pleiades?

4/3/2019 5:51:59 PM djlok Yes.  Nothing to see here, I'm sure.  But I dunno...if I went through what she went through I doubt I'd capitalize my Twitter handle that way. SRA.  

Their Symbolism will be their downfall.

4/3/2019 5:52:04 PM nullanon12 I Actually Didn't Realize That Until I Was Thinking about it

4/3/2019 5:53:02 PM 313looper 😌

4/3/2019 5:53:07 PM blsdbe J0rdan=Ka b?

4/3/2019 5:54:31 PM rinmaries Line 2 still has me off.  Making sure my pieces fit correctly.

4/3/2019 5:55:42 PM blsdbe Agreed. Reminds me of macaulay culkin

4/3/2019 5:56:32 PM djlok Bottom line, I don’t trust anyone who is trying to tell me what to think or what to believe.  I know a lot of folks have a lot of invested interest in these 

#QAnon celebs so I’m not going to make it my personal mission to expose ppl. I just quote Q: “Be careful who you follow."

4/3/2019 5:56:50 PM blankmarlo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you bring me any clarity on this statement? Are you trying to imply that Sather is a Pedo or has some ties to pedophilia here?? 

I'm trying to find a different interpretation but I'm struggling here...

4/3/2019 5:57:14 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼😳

4/3/2019 5:58:01 PM djlok Yeah— and there’s a distinct difference, I’ve learned, between people “sharing with me” and “telling me”. The first category I tend to trust if they earn 

it.  The latter…not so much.

4/3/2019 5:58:50 PM jrocktigers Good point regarding "telling me".

4/3/2019 5:59:54 PM nettiejoi How can you verify someone is a plejadian ? DNA test by fingerprints ? Or I am

thinking like I'm 100 years behind ? And what decifer ? The bloodline or the soulline?

4/3/2019 6:00:20 PM jrocktigers hmmm....very good points.

4/3/2019 6:00:30 PM djlok I didn’t take that from MJ12’s tweet at all!!!  But I’ve misinterpreted MJ12 messages MANY times before!!!

4/3/2019 6:00:49 PM jared4liberty How much disinfo in Above Majestic? I’m gonna rewatch it again, been about 6 months.

4/3/2019 6:01:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did not imply that.

4/3/2019 6:03:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 P=👯👯♂️👯💃🏼

4/3/2019 6:04:19 PM n7guardiananon 哈哈哈 pic.twitter.com/fEeCuNNMAr

4/3/2019 6:05:02 PM marnisheppeard I believe MJ12 called him a sheepdog. There are many people who just play along because they think that’s what people do.

4/3/2019 6:05:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 You won't get rich, but you can easily earn $20,000/month with the right exposure.

4/3/2019 6:05:14 PM blsdbe Seven Sisters? 🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰

4/3/2019 6:06:25 PM blsdbe That would explain why C G and D W J$ et al keep doing it...the message has to get out somehow?

4/3/2019 6:06:50 PM giediknight I can see that. Conference $, merchandising $, YouTube channel $

4/3/2019 6:06:51 PM goyaeq Goode and Wilcock both recently moved to Colorado.  Do they know of this pole shift and have their places reserved at Mt. Massive DUMB?

4/3/2019 6:07:18 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼Good money in any city.

4/3/2019 6:07:50 PM laurabusse I'm up for a change

4/3/2019 6:08:03 PM laurabusse Just kidding

4/3/2019 6:08:17 PM djlok Maybe a few side gigs set up while at the conference and next thing you know you are peddling Sheila Jackson-Harris’ damn jewelry on your damn site.

4/3/2019 6:08:57 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/3gv5UQQwzM

4/3/2019 6:09:01 PM jrocktigers MJ informed us regarding integrity or lack thereof of some of the folks shown above. Hawaii is beautiful.

4/3/2019 6:09:22 PM blsdbe Thank you for clearing up the possible confusion!

4/3/2019 6:09:31 PM giediknight That’s a vortex spiral, don’t think it has to do with the pedo symbol.... but who knows

4/3/2019 6:09:44 PM jrocktigers The market is huge when the potential customers are growing daily , rapidly due to changes occurring worldwide.

4/3/2019 6:10:11 PM allonkid P is not Pleiadians?

4/3/2019 6:10:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Highjacked freemasonry physics symbol

4/3/2019 6:10:45 PM marnisheppeard Why would you bother coming.

4/3/2019 6:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/3/2019 6:11:19 PM blsdbe It wouldn’t be the first time a symbol for ‘good’ had been co-opted for a nefarious purpose. Hopefully he actually has good intent.

4/3/2019 6:11:25 PM jrocktigers That is a circle jerk preying upon awakening miinds.

4/3/2019 6:12:04 PM ragevirusqq 5:5

4/3/2019 6:12:15 PM djlok Well, it looks like he’s all sold out, so I guess we’ll never know how well they work.  Maybe we can look for testimonials from some of his buyers.

4/3/2019 6:12:42 PM blsdbe Sadly...

4/3/2019 6:12:45 PM giediknight Yeah, at least they could have made it into a more perfect golden ratio spiral.

4/3/2019 6:12:53 PM jrocktigers A family member of mine is published in Wicca and has the tattoo of that on her shoulder. Hijacking of symbolism is very real.

4/3/2019 6:13:37 PM starehope Pedophile

4/3/2019 6:13:38 PM jrocktigers Hate to be spiteful. I will correct that.

4/3/2019 6:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 SuperChat, Patreons, Donations, Tutoring Sessions, Public Speaking, Autographs, Paid Placements, Referral Programs, Profit-Sharing Pushed Products

many channels that are "woke" all participate in this financial game

Some are OK

be careful who you follow

Message over messenger

4/3/2019 6:14:07 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/d9onw8N97B

4/3/2019 6:14:20 PM djlok I think that may be one of the functions of the MJ12 account is to get things straightened out like that…or to at least make those aware who would 

want to know.  The choice to know will be ours, I suppose.

4/3/2019 6:14:35 PM ethereal_shaman Pleiadian?

4/3/2019 6:14:40 PM blsdbe 5:5, and TY, MJ.

4/3/2019 6:15:22 PM blsdbe Good to mull over by Looking Within.

4/3/2019 6:15:36 PM giediknight I spoke at a few conferences, just a bunch of new age people who want to find a new guru/priest. Only a small percentage actually are there to 

learn/advance. That’s why I stopped trying to present.



4/3/2019 6:15:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 [They] view you as prey for views, clicks, and 🤑. It's part of the game. It's easy to lose sight of selflessness in spreading truth when there is money to 

be made. Many disinformation clowns finance many of these operations and build cult like followings around them with ALICE.

4/3/2019 6:15:57 PM blankmarlo Thank you for clearing that up man.   Wasn't trying to put words in your mouth I just personally felt there was a lot of room for misinterpretation there.

4/3/2019 6:16:13 PM freestateojones Depending on the formatting of emojis

 

Seven Sisters (P)leaides

(P)layboy. pic.twitter.com/zZKMJcqot2

4/3/2019 6:16:18 PM jrocktigers I like MJ12 for multiple reasons - One is  Majestic 12 has not asked for a credit card.

4/3/2019 6:17:15 PM djlok Bingo!  They also don’t tell us what to believe.  That IS a BIG ONE for me!!!

4/3/2019 6:17:24 PM blsdbe Do they build the cult followings with ALICE or does ALICE orchestrate the cult following for them?

4/3/2019 6:17:36 PM sparkleloung Is David Wilcock a reincarnated Edgar Cayce?

4/3/2019 6:17:56 PM djlok Very good question!

4/3/2019 6:17:57 PM giediknight Yes, the last conference I spoke at was crawling with clowns....

4/3/2019 6:18:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 When [they] begin questionable endeavors that potentially risk their power, [they] seek out prey to cut the competition. Majestic in nature, which is 

why intent is critical. Message over messenger. Dangerous when they introduce emotional reactions into their paid placements.

4/3/2019 6:18:36 PM sparkleloung Hi Christine 👋

4/3/2019 6:18:39 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

4/3/2019 6:19:18 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/EQ4ya5JUvQ

4/3/2019 6:19:28 PM djlok Also that’s why I trust 45 too.  He’s actually losing $$$ in his current job.  Hard not to trust a man who is losing $$$ doing the right thing!!!

4/3/2019 6:19:54 PM blsdbe Hi Sparkle! 🙏

4/3/2019 6:19:55 PM kalamojakka Who is T2?

4/3/2019 6:20:45 PM blankmarlo Hope I didn't come across too aggressive it's just a very triggering subject matter.

4/3/2019 6:21:41 PM jrocktigers How would you know, you havent seen his taxes....   HAHAHAHAH

4/3/2019 6:21:46 PM giediknight I do understand that they do need to make money, I mean they don’t have a 9-5 and they need to hussle in this arena. I personally know people who 

only see $$ because they have moved into survival mode, we had a falling out because of it. This person is on “ancient aliens”.

4/3/2019 6:21:53 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1077310106730184704?s=21 …

4/3/2019 6:22:37 PM blsdbe Not at all. Part of learning #MessageOverMessanger is also stepping in to #SheepNoMore. We need to be willing to discuss our ideas, and clarify our 

perceptions in a civil fashion! Thank you for speaking up.

4/3/2019 6:23:33 PM djlok Sorta like Q already knew, right?

4/3/2019 6:24:21 PM blsdbe ALICE...you helped me get another Majrstic Like!!! Thanks! pic.twitter.com/llKDiAhAKx

4/3/2019 6:24:30 PM djlok Understood.

4/3/2019 6:24:48 PM jrocktigers I am Prince AGAGGA DEFES from Niger. If you allow me to introduce myself and tell you what I can do for you, it will change your life. You see, I have 

recently escaped captivity and my captors have $12 million of mine in a bank.  . .. . ..

4/3/2019 6:25:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely.

4/3/2019 6:28:40 PM worldxplorer1 Well look at what was just announced...  CG is forging new ties. 

 https://twitter.com/coreygoode/status/1113527134331461632?s=21 …

4/3/2019 6:28:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Nothing to see here." was meant to be literal, but apparently torsion fields are valuable on their own. Yes, there is information hiding in plain sight, 

but unrelated to pedo symbols and unrelated to J$.

4/3/2019 6:28:49 PM blankmarlo Thanks man, I got mad love for you. You've always been a poignant yet lighthearted voice in this community.

4/3/2019 6:30:42 PM allahuniversal Military planning at it's finest, nice &: precise

4/3/2019 6:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

4/3/2019 6:32:32 PM freestateojones All For A Larp? https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/909204442859266048?s=19 …

4/3/2019 6:32:59 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113573943867260928?s=19 …

4/3/2019 6:36:46 PM worldxplorer1 Ok let’s see here...

P != Pleiadians

Upon closer inspection of the emojis there are Girls and Boys in bunny ears (Pedo symbolism)

Woman in a red dress. (Red can be cannibal symbolism)

Does P💫 represent a specific pedophile star?
4/3/2019 6:37:08 PM allahuniversal & to think, was going to trash this Twitter accnt once upon a time. Glad I kept it on ice. This platform seems to have more purpose now, many thanks 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/919922135497347073?s=19 …

4/3/2019 6:37:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong

4/3/2019 6:38:49 PM worldxplorer1 Ok. Thank you. Just thinking “outloud”.

4/3/2019 6:38:55 PM christinaraciti The woman in the red dress is a distraction in the Matrix

4/3/2019 6:39:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many girls?

4/3/2019 6:39:56 PM worldxplorer1 4 girls. 2 boys. 1 woman.

4/3/2019 6:40:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Supposed to be 7 girls. Hello ALICE.

4/3/2019 6:40:19 PM 1_decided_voter 4 females with bunny ears, 2 males.

4/3/2019 6:40:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is here.

4/3/2019 6:41:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 P= pic.twitter.com/0sM1RykRN8

4/3/2019 6:42:08 PM lightworkercain Pleiades

4/3/2019 6:42:42 PM worldxplorer1 7 girls != 7 sisters ?

4/3/2019 6:43:09 PM 1_decided_voter 7 sisters..

4/3/2019 6:43:31 PM anja602952 could P stand for plagiarisms  girl and boy students

4/3/2019 6:43:41 PM blankmarlo So not Pleadians, but the Pleades. As in the location?

4/3/2019 6:44:36 PM blissamerica It wasn’t me 😂

4/3/2019 6:47:01 PM giediknight The guy is still selling orgone accumulators like it’s the 90s.... such low tech. I mean lots of better ways to spend your money.

4/3/2019 6:47:02 PM eewwanon Paysure. Q confirmed.

4/3/2019 6:47:36 PM nettiejoi We are killing Alice ! Every day ! Only a few can escape our trap and find the way home.

The other warshipping the creator of this beautiful world, because they don't know who he

really is. The 10 Admentments' real meaning is ..you will not...that is the way to become

Immortal.

4/3/2019 6:47:37 PM christinaraciti It was just a wrong guess! But not a bad one 😉

4/3/2019 6:48:12 PM lightworkercain Please expand on ALICE. More info...

4/3/2019 6:48:45 PM wisdomwell1 Oh wow. Just got an instant jolt from the possibilities of that P=



4/3/2019 6:50:59 PM aprilbrown99 P = something different for MJ12 pertaining to this particular tweet.

You are correct. For Q, P = P@yseur for the c@b@l.

4/3/2019 6:51:47 PM thejeffleland When they’ve been the subject of many late night/MSM punch lines, all of which are explicit in nature & are not only a complete invasion of privacy, 

but to be completely destroyed for the better part of 10-11 months now without some sort of settlement or recognition is absurd

4/3/2019 6:52:16 PM _17patriot_ So J$ is the disinfo clown in all this, spreading it around like mj12 original does according to the mission tweet in order to access mental data storages. 

Who are you looking for with VOG?

4/3/2019 6:52:30 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE, we love you! ❤️🥰

4/3/2019 6:52:37 PM scott_rick P= portal or stargate

4/3/2019 6:53:10 PM neecieh6111 I mean no disrespect, but what is this childish gibberish coming from MJ12?

It looks like a 12 yr old typed this tweet.  What gives?

4/3/2019 6:53:38 PM keith369me I don’t know about you, but when I have a question on a topic, I ponder it...typically within hours an answer finds me. Sometimes in dreams, or on 

YouTube, sometimes through MJ or a Twitter friend.  Following a source simply doesn’t work.  I worry some view MJ as the only source.

4/3/2019 6:53:46 PM worldxplorer1 Search...

from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

4/3/2019 6:54:04 PM weremight So, I take it that P != NP then.

4/3/2019 6:54:25 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/L5aha76iLR

4/3/2019 6:54:26 PM bobholmgren1 Oh makes.  😂

4/3/2019 6:54:49 PM daveo6145 I prefer the awakened in this thread 😎

4/3/2019 6:54:58 PM _17patriot_ Whats going on with Mariana's Web and the dwave?

4/3/2019 6:55:21 PM keith369me During meditation I often see myself moving toward this image.  Feels like home.

4/3/2019 6:55:37 PM weremight C = Cassiopeia then?  It's a chair.  Both has similar asterisms at different scales.

4/3/2019 6:56:27 PM keith369me Context matters...you are correct with respect to Q.  Friends are here to assist!

4/3/2019 6:56:44 PM turboxyde Star light, star bright the first star I see tonight, I wish I may I wish I might have this wish, I wish tonight... pic.twitter.com/4prdz2Pz4G

4/3/2019 6:56:47 PM allahuniversal Comms come in many forms pic.twitter.com/DDeRwgtqpZ

4/3/2019 6:57:42 PM scott_rick That’s Kabamurs background pic on his Twitter acct

4/3/2019 6:59:38 PM wyldwlf 👯👯👯💃=  Pleiades 💫 cluster

4/3/2019 7:01:57 PM aprilbrown99 Both are majestic in nature. Both are awakening, inspiring, and changing the world for us so we can think and fight for what is right and just. Both are 

equally important. I love them both whole heartedly.

4/3/2019 7:02:32 PM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product-cat/books/ …

4/3/2019 7:02:52 PM tacticool_shed P=Pleiades :  also known as the Seven Sisters and Messier 45, are an open star cluster containing middle-aged, hot B-type starslocated in the 

constellation of Taurus. It is among the nearest star clusters to Earth and is the cluster most obvious to the naked eye in the night sky.

4/3/2019 7:03:33 PM allahuniversal I don't see a difference. #WWG1WGA

4/3/2019 7:03:41 PM lightworkercain I get the general concept of it being AI that is run by clowns in Wonderland (SA). 'She' makes accounts on social media to shill I think I recall, just 

haven't seen a ton of clarity dropped by Q or here.

4/3/2019 7:04:15 PM djlok Same. I've had this thing for 10 yrs and didn't start using it until the last year. When I set it up, I was even like "I'll never use that!"

4/3/2019 7:07:48 PM nick_2c 7 sisters

4/3/2019 7:08:06 PM worldxplorer1 💡= Idea / Concept?

or

💡= Light / Knowledge?

4/3/2019 7:08:20 PM natureinspace What is the real purpose of ALICE?

4/3/2019 7:08:37 PM allahuniversal 10 years from 03/09/09 (🤔), was playing"poison your data" with it pre-Q. Once I understood that [they] use it for comms, that changed.

4/3/2019 7:08:58 PM drbohammer Correct. P != NP. I just proved it in my PhD work. It will be published this summer. No joke. Also, that looks an aweful lot like the Pleiades.

4/3/2019 7:09:15 PM drbohammer Pleiades

4/3/2019 7:10:19 PM richardhiatt16 And you are doing a Super Job 👍💙🇺🇸

4/3/2019 7:10:19 PM djlok I don't really worry about what others think, feel, or believe. It's their journey... And boy is it a journey!!!

But yeah- we gotta check sh!t out.

4/3/2019 7:10:30 PM drbohammer But if you look right at it, it will disappear before your eyes. Love that.

4/3/2019 7:12:29 PM djlok Check out the date on yours and the date on mine.  Woah!!!

4/3/2019 7:12:54 PM drbohammer Naturally, I did it with an indirect proof.

4/3/2019 7:13:02 PM thejeffleland Don’t get me wrong, I’ve taken my fair share of explicit photo metaphors for the last year. At first I felt like I deserved it for not remembering accuracy 

but time and metaphors were more descriptive, it destroyed my 2018 & now I’m like a Male Kardashian except shadowbanned

4/3/2019 7:15:48 PM djlok Sometimes ALICE is hidden in plain sight!!!

4/3/2019 7:16:13 PM mongrelglory Typist 2?

4/3/2019 7:17:24 PM thejeffleland  pic.twitter.com/fdDaa8AVXl

4/3/2019 7:17:32 PM jrocktigers 👁B4⃣ e ....

4/3/2019 7:18:13 PM hellouncledonny Pleione Be star.

+5.05 in V

4/3/2019 7:18:24 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/atIh31Ur2u

4/3/2019 7:18:30 PM tyl3r59518097 #Tyl3R

#TimePhoneHack

 https://youtu.be/tXhmwMdUKfA  pic.twitter.com/Gf2ByItmcf

4/3/2019 7:18:48 PM djlok Have I told you today @JRockTigers how much I love you!

4/3/2019 7:18:53 PM giediknight I joined January 2009

4/3/2019 7:19:16 PM djlok Interesting

4/3/2019 7:19:40 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/lsuI2RGTtx

4/3/2019 7:19:54 PM winki00000001 So JSather = Kbamur (Pleiades)

What does it precisely mean?

What are the function of the parenthesis here?

4/3/2019 7:20:22 PM jrocktigers Yes, all friggin day man...

4/3/2019 7:20:36 PM wwg1wga10432367 Pleiadians

4/3/2019 7:20:41 PM lbf777 So these Pladians are good ETI helping Trump?

Kabamur claims he’s a pladiean. I wonder if that’s true.

4/3/2019 7:20:55 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂

4/3/2019 7:21:48 PM djlok See how beautifully that worked!!!



4/3/2019 7:23:42 PM laurabusse LOL me too :-)

4/3/2019 7:24:03 PM weremight We used to have books of these rebus puzzles (and connect the dots) ... do kids still do these?  As I recall, they were quite fun.

4/3/2019 7:25:20 PM djlok It sure is!!! pic.twitter.com/ECtL1qyhf3

4/3/2019 7:27:35 PM djlok Seven Sisters pic.twitter.com/YztFIhjsPq

4/3/2019 7:28:41 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???

4/3/2019 7:29:41 PM djlok Big time!!!

4/3/2019 7:31:13 PM synackstatic Pleiades = Merovingian?

4/3/2019 7:34:37 PM laurabusse I wish

4/3/2019 7:35:27 PM daggastan Seven Dancing Sisters

4/3/2019 7:36:11 PM charmanda9 Can you expand on that?

4/3/2019 7:36:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

4/3/2019 7:36:59 PM mongrelglory Gaia TV was like that.  When you looked at the board members and companies funding the channel, it read like a Who's Who of Cabal entities (such as 

Vanguard etc...)

4/3/2019 7:37:02 PM djlok Altered lettering Twitter handle.

4/3/2019 7:39:07 PM jrocktigers Similar of the "Christian" super church method of separating you from your wealth for salvation...

4/3/2019 7:40:14 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for asking MJ about this. It is very concerning to say the least. 🙏❤️

4/3/2019 7:40:58 PM djlok "Give us your money, so we can tell you what to believe in". It's bullshit.

4/3/2019 7:41:12 PM aprilbrown99 Omg, you guys are so sweet. I love you both!  😇

4/3/2019 7:41:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is both real and necessary.

4/3/2019 7:41:51 PM charmanda9 For Macaulay?

4/3/2019 7:42:21 PM mongrelglory You're not talking about David Wilcock are you?  I don't get specialty TV channels so I haven't watched Ancient Aliens, but I know he's on it because 

he's always saying he is.  A new wife can be expensive.

4/3/2019 7:42:42 PM laurabusse Bs alarm big time.

4/3/2019 7:43:06 PM djlok We love you too!!!  So much love here!!!

4/3/2019 7:43:31 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  That sounded chauvinistic!  I meant "impressing a new wife can be expensive".

4/3/2019 7:43:40 PM giediknight No not DW

4/3/2019 7:43:48 PM blsdbe I am looking forward to the Events occurring that lead to dis/misinformation no longer being necessary. Blessings, Patriots. #WRWY

4/3/2019 7:45:15 PM fionasdestiny67 The Getty is very real, tunnels everywhere...

4/3/2019 7:45:24 PM mongrelglory I might need an insulin shot with all this sweetness! 😜

4/3/2019 7:45:34 PM synackstatic haudenosaunee

4/3/2019 7:46:00 PM 6758k Maybe it’s not a joke...

4/3/2019 7:46:01 PM djlok  https://youtu.be/26-VzfBZg1w 

4/3/2019 7:46:25 PM angelswar11 You know why !! .. #ThesePeopleAreSick

4/3/2019 7:46:37 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/R6DWDI6Vfh

4/3/2019 7:47:13 PM blsdbe I hope Patriots can help bring #DarkToLight

4/3/2019 7:47:27 PM realjamiemc alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, zeta, eta

P=programming

? pic.twitter.com/ORqLJbIMeU

4/3/2019 7:48:07 PM ekotoons ARE THERE SCREENSHOTS

OF EVERY INAPPROPRIATE

“JOKE” CONFESSION?

4/3/2019 7:48:39 PM ekotoons PATTON OSWALT

FIND HIS IPAD?

4/3/2019 7:48:52 PM angelswar11 Probably.. Stored offline I Hope .

4/3/2019 7:49:11 PM aprilbrown99 Our hearts are full of love and LIGHT!  I pray for everyone to finally awaken so they can join us. When they do awaken, we will be there to help light 

their way with love, patience and understanding. Redpilling isn’t easy or fun. It will be a shock to so many. 🙏🙏🙏

4/3/2019 7:49:27 PM angelswar11 Did he lose it? 😀

4/3/2019 7:50:10 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Christine! 🙏😇🙏

4/3/2019 7:50:12 PM charmanda9 @blsdbe what do you mean about Macaulay Culkin? I have been following him for decades. Very interesting how he has found his way into my current 

consciousness of the past year, but for all the wrong reasons this time.

4/3/2019 7:50:39 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Fiona, my SISter Patriot. ❤️🇺🇸❤️

4/3/2019 7:50:40 PM mongrelglory To quote Cindy Lauper..."Money changes everything!" https://youtu.be/pp4suZ4jNXg 

4/3/2019 7:50:58 PM roublisa Pleiades✨✨✨

4/3/2019 7:51:21 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  Indeed.

4/3/2019 7:51:40 PM blsdbe It’s the symbolism, in his site, his art... https://www.google.com/amp/s/bunnyears.com/ …

4/3/2019 7:52:05 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes agreed. We must do our best. There will be so many that are confused when the pieces fall into place.

4/3/2019 7:52:24 PM roublisa Seven sisters dancing

4/3/2019 7:52:50 PM bevredwave2018 OMG....

4/3/2019 7:53:34 PM aprilbrown99 Time to kick some c@b@l @ss. 😁 pic.twitter.com/iMP1pdBINa

4/3/2019 7:53:37 PM blsdbe I love you too April!!! Thank you for Bringing Your Light!!!

4/3/2019 7:54:01 PM realjamiemc  https://twitter.com/realJamieMc/status/1113634153642303490 …

4/3/2019 7:56:01 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Michelle!  ❤️ So glad to have met you via Twitter. 🤗

4/3/2019 7:56:40 PM charmanda9 Oh of course. I followed the story of him being possibly involved with some trafficking type behavior with Voodoo Doughnuts in Portland. This was 

covered by Lift the Veil quite a few months ago. Back when Isaac Kappy was having his big presence on Twitter.

4/3/2019 7:56:55 PM mongrelglory Thank you so much April!  Love you all too! 😁

4/3/2019 7:58:50 PM charmanda9 Isaac Kappy having been friends with Seth Green before publicly outing him as a pedophile. Seth Green is close friends with Macaulay Culkin. All of 

them are close with Paris Jackson.

4/3/2019 7:58:58 PM mongrelglory Hillary's voice make me grind my teeth...😬

4/3/2019 7:59:30 PM blsdbe I think he was exposed to Pedos but may not have suffered personally as he has said. He uses some of the pedo symbolology on his site and in his art, 

which hopefully is simply to raise awareness and not because he is actually connected to such things himself. He is interesting.

4/3/2019 8:00:37 PM lbf777 This doesn’t look like disinfo to me. It looks legit. pic.twitter.com/F7z49lhPRf

4/3/2019 8:00:47 PM djlok Imagine 4-8 years of that!!!

4/3/2019 8:01:21 PM roublisa I really enjoy Ben and Rob from. Edge of Wonder...we  have been learning together.

4/3/2019 8:01:29 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUoF_IZQsdU …

4/3/2019 8:01:31 PM charmanda9 Yes, I go back and forth with him. I see both possibilities and that is why I was very interested when you brought him up.

4/3/2019 8:01:55 PM blsdbe Sadly yes...it bears watching at least.

4/3/2019 8:02:58 PM blsdbe #TrustButVerify

4/3/2019 8:03:44 PM mongrelglory I used to be fascinate by Ernest Angley!  He'd put his hand up, and then tell you to touch his hand via the TV screen so he could heal you! 🤪

4/3/2019 8:04:19 PM princesspatrio1 Liberals have no morality. This is absolutely sick and abhorrent.  This isn't a joke.

4/3/2019 8:04:41 PM ohsodvs Maybe it means he’s no longer sucking d!ck?

4/3/2019 8:05:23 PM mongrelglory She'd be broadcasting from her nuclear bunker. 😒



4/3/2019 8:06:07 PM roublisa Thank goodness....you have much light and knowledge to share here💥💥💥💥💥💥💓💓💓💓💓💓

4/3/2019 8:07:47 PM djlok Yeah in Antarctica somewhere. I really hope we learn what that meant in those #HillaryClintonEmails.

4/3/2019 8:08:59 PM nun_chucknorris You have been around commenting on this acct for some time. We all had our doubts for a while but the end of last year really cemented in my mind 

this is really something special. Glad we all stuck around and are all learning together. Also, thanks MJ.

4/3/2019 8:10:20 PM neecieh6111 There was a time that I hung on MJ12's every tweet.  I was trying to learn and absorb.  I am now having doubts about him/them.  Possibly a  Larp.  I'm 

going to reserve judgement and take things from a healthy dose of skepticism.

4/3/2019 8:11:55 PM jrocktigers I think they would kill her if she landed in Antarctica. Dunno, but I am hoping she is not involved with anything down there.

4/3/2019 8:12:38 PM mongrelglory Freemasons?

4/3/2019 8:12:58 PM elgato01083923 Creepy Sick

4/3/2019 8:13:51 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 majestic meeting?  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1113590842390917120 …

4/3/2019 8:15:40 PM missy968 It’s enough to bring anxiety. Good thing for CBD

4/3/2019 8:19:59 PM freestateojones What is meant by regiment too challenging?

I'm currently weighing options of potential future moves.

Many moving parts. 

Which job is best suited for someone who understands Q and the big picture?

Excuse the underlying bit of pride in tweet below. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/929229935813808128?s=19 …
4/3/2019 8:20:19 PM 313looper P= PizzaGate👉🏻Which Mainly Relates To The StartGate 💫

4/3/2019 8:20:58 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I arrived late tonight?  Has the above message been deciphered?  I'm interpreting it as Kab typed that he received an e-mail from T2 in 2017 

about who he was and the SSP.  T2 typed that he received an e-mail from a purported Pleiadian Starseed named Kab about him...

4/3/2019 8:21:40 PM freestateojones "Understands" 

I like to believe I have a good idea on what is happening on a big level. 

Still in the dark in regards to a few things, as most are.

4/3/2019 8:26:37 PM mongrelglory ...T2 then denied that Kab was a Pleiadian Starseed.  So Kab skyped Jordan Sather telling him about (T2 or someone else?) being an ET.  That ET turned 

out to be an MJ-12 subordinate who then typed an e-mail to the CIA.  The CIA then arranged for Jordan to have interviews/movie?

4/3/2019 8:27:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/3/2019 8:28:06 PM mongrelglory I don't think I've got that quite right!  Can anyone help?

4/3/2019 8:30:13 PM anotherfour_45 What does he/she know the rest of should so we can defend ourselves better.

4/3/2019 8:33:51 PM thelilkingryan They were groomed by old guard 🤡👽that was in mj12 and ⬆️Mj is a 🤡🎥 .... J$ is Disinformation agent I’m guessing

4/3/2019 8:34:52 PM thelilkingryan Lol he blocked me too

4/3/2019 8:34:58 PM tyl3r59518097 #Tyl3R

#TimePhoneHack pic.twitter.com/OZZ3nH2Vzp

4/3/2019 8:36:26 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/2KQXUuLCqR

4/3/2019 8:36:57 PM djlok Badge of Honor!!!

4/3/2019 8:37:41 PM toffer_anon_369 Yes, we had an untimely death in the family, that consumed us for over a week.  Couldn’t help but wonder if I was the only person there that 

understands his IS will always be and wondered if he met with the two entities.  Lance aced love and light!

4/3/2019 8:38:14 PM thelilkingryan AMEN! I called out that whole Sananda nonsense and how Ashtar is the son of Baal and he blocked me

4/3/2019 8:38:36 PM blsdbe Oh wow. Blessings to you and your family!!!

4/3/2019 8:38:50 PM mongrelglory Thanks! I'm still not clear what the first part of the message is saying regarding Kabamur's interaction with T2. However, if they had a history where T2 

had called out Kabamur, then I could see where Kab's animosity came from!  Who's the ET they're referring to? T2/someone else?

4/3/2019 8:39:03 PM si11112018 😳

4/3/2019 8:40:41 PM mongrelglory Are they also implying that Jordan knew he was being groomed?

4/3/2019 8:42:36 PM 313looper Aha... I see ! ☺️

Thanks MJ! 

About J$ , I’ve never felt good energy from his account since I am on Twitter, without even knowing him at all 👉🏻therefore, I’v not been keen in 

following his tweets or opinions ! Do you think this a correct way to make decisions!?

4/3/2019 8:45:04 PM qarmyanon22 7 daughters of Atlas and Pleone?

4/3/2019 8:45:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, seek information through messages over messengers. Following content of messengers bears no significance on the validity of the potential truth 

that resonates from within.

4/3/2019 8:46:57 PM ekotoons I DONT KNOW pic.twitter.com/fbgDHIjHQf

4/3/2019 8:48:03 PM 369gwh Mars sweeps past seven sisters this weekend. https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamiecartereurope/2019/03/30/how-to-watch-the-red-planet-sweep-

past-the-sparkling-seven-sisters-stars-this-weekend/#76053f8f2abc …

4/3/2019 8:48:05 PM 313looper True...! I understand! 

Thank You MJ 🙏🏻

4/3/2019 8:49:25 PM angelswar11 TY .. That’s Interesting.. Sounds almost like he is telling someone where to find it ..

4/3/2019 8:53:10 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry for your loss!  Even though we are eternal IS-BEs it still is a temporary separation of sorts down here in 3D when someone passes on.

Adjustment to the change can take a while. Welcome back! 🙏

4/3/2019 8:53:59 PM princesspatrio1 That's how I took it. Seems like an odd thing to tweet.

4/3/2019 8:54:20 PM extradouble There is an interesting passage in the Zohar about the people who turn people to righteousness becoming stars...and those that turn the most shine 

the brightest. One Jfk jr video shows him drawing a star.

4/3/2019 8:54:22 PM ekotoons HISTORY pic.twitter.com/vwWqFaJ2TG

4/3/2019 8:54:42 PM ekotoons BIG NAME BIDEN

4/3/2019 8:58:45 PM charmanda9 Maybe simply by saying disinfo is real and necessary, MJ is without comment on the question asked. It doesn’t necessarily mean that this is, in fact,  

disinfo.

4/3/2019 8:59:11 PM thelilkingryan Sulphuric smell is the presence of a demon

4/3/2019 9:00:08 PM charmanda9 True, but it doesn’t necessarily mean this is disinfo.

4/3/2019 9:01:48 PM sunbasileuo WHOA!!!! pic.twitter.com/xU454cCFjS

4/3/2019 9:02:05 PM angelswar11 🤔 Child Porn?

4/3/2019 9:02:15 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/8aHJJUJ7VT

4/3/2019 9:03:38 PM angelswar11 Obviously.. Going to love watching them all fall down

4/3/2019 9:04:45 PM princesspatrio1 Could he have "left" it on purpose? Who would he want to find it? Possibly revealing info re other pedos?

4/3/2019 9:07:07 PM tweetingbigfoot What is a Pineal Gland, and do I really need one that isn’t calcified? Hehe 

Serious talk though, that is not cool because coffee is my absolute favorite. #Bigfoot



4/3/2019 9:07:40 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was hoping and praying First Contact would happen now April or May 2019. Can a lot of us use our consciousness to WILL it to 

happen now? - Official First Contact dot com says planned for Fall 2021 -  https://officialfirstcontact.com/ 

4/3/2019 9:07:58 PM jrocktigers 👆🏼 20 years ago , I read some interesting articles about this museum. Something is definitely "special" about this spot.

4/3/2019 9:09:32 PM angelswar11 Big thoughts..

4/3/2019 9:09:36 PM andress45303251 Wish it actually worked.

4/3/2019 9:10:53 PM 12bravogran Pew pew... pic.twitter.com/XChKjff4Yk

4/3/2019 9:10:58 PM angelswar11 We miss your drawing too .. ❤️

4/3/2019 9:11:04 PM andress45303251 The new mega thread!!!

4/3/2019 9:11:34 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/4JeifH3NNX

4/3/2019 9:12:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd From my studies ET's absolutely were instrumental in our creation. When you research the bible/it's history you find it was not written/put together 

until 6-700 years after Christ's death. By whom? The Romans...they were conquerers. Much of the Heb script are Egyptian stories.

4/3/2019 9:13:57 PM andress45303251 We get it! You are European! German to be precise!

4/3/2019 9:14:43 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/szUBAy1ST5

4/3/2019 9:16:29 PM 369gwh My Top 5 Guesses:

1. W/infinite infinities I'm correct at least once!

2. Human heads can explode from OVER-thinking.

3. Elvis is a member of MJ12.

4. Red rover, red rover, send aliens right over?

5. Even if MJ12 is 100% fake, his/her tweets are exceedingly thought-provoking. pic.twitter.com/veezF5DaRt

4/3/2019 9:19:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd I found a lot of comfort from Delores Cannon hypnotherapist and pioneer. For me, my experience with hell was my walking blindly around not doing 

what I was commissioned to do on this earth when I incarnated. It took an NDE to wake me up and change my entire life.

4/3/2019 9:20:00 PM angelswar11 That just makes me smile 😁

4/3/2019 9:20:09 PM piratekatzz This one made me laugh 🤣

4/3/2019 9:20:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Oh and yes, false prophets are ALL around us. I say don't trust anyone but yourself.

4/3/2019 9:20:35 PM jooooody Payseur

4/3/2019 9:21:31 PM heleneshaw17 LOL....

4/3/2019 9:22:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree. I could see the light from the being but like you said it was more of a knowing the entity was there and comforting me. No, nothing can compare 

to unconditional love....very powerful.

4/3/2019 9:26:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd I'm a peacemaker but I hate being around people. I know I have work to do releasing unconditional love, spreading it comes naturally, easily....I just 

really don't like being around people. This can present a problem.

4/3/2019 9:27:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd Mine was extremely pleasant.

4/3/2019 9:27:55 PM aprilbrown99 I went there abt 20 years ago to see an exhibit at one of the buildings. I was really into art & painting at the time. I have to say it is a really odd place & I 

didn’t like the vibe. The layout is awkward & hard to get to. Knowing what we know now, it makes perfect sense. Sick!

4/3/2019 9:29:00 PM si11112018 we are living in a day where evil walks&shows it's ugly head..yet we refuse to look.We refuse to SEE. #WakeUpAmerica #sheepnomore

Will you be 1 who breaks free,taking that leap of faith?OR will you be 1 who blindly follows the rest..led to the slaughter a sacrifice for the wicked

4/3/2019 9:29:10 PM tyl3r59518097 It works as a metaphor-engine, in that it continues to generate creative references to at least 2 salient topics comprising the broader AI-related 

dialogue: the multiverse, and the possibility of manipulating spacetime dimensionality. 

It also throws off TrollBots on twitter. 😁 pic.twitter.com/WaRQsoy3Z4

4/3/2019 9:29:41 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/3/2019 9:32:58 PM dynamicres 👍i got:

Kab typed to T2 in 17 asking @ ^

T2 typed to known Pleiadian asking if they know of K and T2 contact

T2 denied P were not assos w/K

K recd a call from J$ about eBE

but eBE is C_A & both sub>MJ

so coord dis/info

J$ spread info he got & got put on video

J$ is K's Pleiadian pic.twitter.com/kdRAJv6dh5
4/3/2019 9:34:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd What's freaky, watching yourself intubated from above! I recall EVERYTHING. My anesthesia went up instead of down. While there was flurry of busy 

at my head, my surgeon began to discuss where he vacationed, how wonderful the resort was. Kept thinking, he knows I'm dying right?

4/3/2019 9:37:04 PM tyl3r59518097 Wu-Tang Clan - Dashing (Reasons)  https://youtu.be/nPNSEesvPsU  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/zxbUcZemWI

4/3/2019 9:44:42 PM andress45303251 Your CIA buddies?

4/3/2019 9:49:27 PM tyl3r59518097 Yeah ok-I’m smart!?!!🙄😂.. we’ve known each other 4 a while now, &so I can say that in addition 2being able 2write as well if not better than 

myself, you’re the one with the talent/ability to make beautiful Stain-glass!! So let’s just keep things straight w/the 140 thing!! 🤣🙏

4/3/2019 9:51:43 PM qtpi3_14 It's all about the BRISKET

BRISKET

BRISKET

BRISKET

A NICE BRISKET

MARK SURE LIKES BRISKET pic.twitter.com/dvBcgn9IZ0

4/3/2019 9:52:10 PM andress45303251 Please just dumb it down for us pleebs! 

Oh, I fucking ROCK on the djembe.

My weapons of choice: pic.twitter.com/VBxRh0vNfZ

4/3/2019 9:53:51 PM qtpi3_14 Reminds me of Nippon ♡

4/3/2019 9:54:15 PM daveo6145 Maybe it’s not the spot per se, but the idea that the cabal trafficks children/humans through tunnels and DUMBs is sensible

4/3/2019 9:56:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Compartmentalization of partial disclosure?  There is a segment of the population that believes in the shocking Q revelations yet dismisses majestic 

subjects as trying to discredit the movement.  I don't think most are ready for that kind of information

4/3/2019 9:56:42 PM tyl3r59518097 Wrong agency..same # of letters. In all seriousness, I’ve never had contact w/these folks prior 2today. Someone actually noticed and took seriously a 

threat recently leveled at me (online). They want 2discuss issues related 2my safety w/ me-in person. https://youtu.be/gUEfGciFlTI 

4/3/2019 9:57:27 PM tyl3r59518097 Hook up an audio sample yo! 😁

4/3/2019 9:57:56 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIj9GhtwJgQ …

🙏

4/3/2019 9:59:44 PM mskeens1962 Plus it's part of the non gender crap they are trying to push.  If we abort all our babies or turn them into objects for other purposes & all immigration 

then eventually the entire population in US will be reliant on gov.

4/3/2019 10:01:30 PM daveo6145 10 days of darkness?



4/3/2019 10:05:56 PM daveo6145 Honeypot?

4/3/2019 10:06:57 PM mskeens1962 Can't get enough - hopefully you can see the sun from where you are at & get home safely.

4/3/2019 10:08:11 PM mskeens1962 I hope they got all fat from me 🐖

4/3/2019 10:08:22 PM brad34351293 Is Cory Goode truthful & for real?

4/3/2019 10:13:03 PM brad34351293 He said Jacki O did the deed in Dallas with some secret wrist gun. Even had a video that was pristine, no grains. 

He didn't want any disputing of it. Even though the driver clearly points something backwards, and then JO jumps away onto trunk.He said she was 

passing gun to agent

4/3/2019 10:13:08 PM princesspatrio1 😂🤣😂🤣

4/3/2019 10:14:34 PM ekotoons WHO IS MOXIE MARLINSPIKE?

4/3/2019 10:15:45 PM arc339 As creator beings focus intent we do create reality. A few of us cosmonauts certainly can do the same mock up, and be it so! Im game, do you want to 

create a heavenly realm? We each make a decision then make it so, others can join too.

4/3/2019 10:19:33 PM brad34351293 I have never got an answer from him, but never pushed to get blocked. 

He is more of entertainment for me as a writer.

I always wanted to know how on his "New Earth" all animals will get along? so there will be no more food chain? Utopia is fantasy propaganda.

4/3/2019 10:22:13 PM ekotoons WE CUT OURSELVES

FREE FROM THAT 

WHICH BINDS

4/3/2019 10:24:41 PM arc339 USMCss invoked Art21, 22 an above MJ12 order, as per EO has the purpose to raise awareness, formulate solutions to fix the errors, meet with officials 

that may be aware of the hive AI reptilian hybrid ET problem, help population heal from mind rape, AI mind virus, hypnotized pop

4/3/2019 10:25:19 PM brad34351293 He may even believe he is good. 

He is connected to Corey Goode for SSP info, puppet.

I don't like his preachy manner, and repeating the same things over & over. Yes, we know you are anti-Vax.

4/3/2019 10:25:52 PM ekotoons EVERY TECHNOLOGY

IS A DUAL-USE TECHNOLOGY

EVEN THE VERY FIRST 

TECHNOLOGY (FIRE)

1. KEEP YOU WARM

2. BURN DOWN HOUSE
4/3/2019 10:27:38 PM brad34351293 Reincarnation

4/3/2019 10:33:21 PM brad34351293 That was after CBK said your the Star of the show, front and center.

Can't wait to finally see that dagger go through Zionism.

He told (them) "Even if I have to take down the Government"

4/3/2019 10:39:58 PM jollyrob2 Pléiades

4/3/2019 10:40:22 PM jollyrob2 Seven Sisters

4/3/2019 10:44:34 PM 7alon Well your message pans out so far. Time will tell if this is real or not, but so far.. some interesting coincidences.

4/3/2019 10:44:59 PM victori47048713 East coast liberal arts colleges?

4/3/2019 10:46:56 PM curtis40133960 Alice is HRC!  RIGHT???

4/3/2019 10:49:06 PM thewizard333 Good job that's important 🙂👏

4/3/2019 10:54:30 PM brad34351293 ETS?

4/3/2019 10:54:45 PM mongrelglory That's why some surgeons I know don't allow "chatter" in the OR room! Did you tell the surgeon afterwards about what you saw and heard?

4/3/2019 10:58:07 PM brad34351293 Because they R involved, not to mention WW implications from CF corruption & crimes.

4/3/2019 10:58:43 PM tammymckeever My life or timeline or whatever it is isn’t inconsequential.  Seems we have an evil beast death cult running whole thing, and we are just sidelined?  

Being told a few in the shadows helping the rest out (or not...maybe we are still being dissed) because we may have a bad day.

4/3/2019 10:58:45 PM wearediamonds2 I hate dehumanization.

4/3/2019 11:00:53 PM sexfoodrehab I am a child of the secret underground military operations

4/3/2019 11:01:39 PM brad34351293 I think Butthead would win in a smarts contest!

4/3/2019 11:02:36 PM qtpi3_14  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moxie_Marlinspike …

4/3/2019 11:02:48 PM sexfoodrehab You may enjoy what I have put forth regarding cloning, montauk , and various experiences I have had as a child of the deep underground secret space 

program

4/3/2019 11:03:43 PM brad34351293 The real reason behind #SmolletHoax

4/3/2019 11:04:10 PM wearediamonds2 I have been through all the various phases of being "pure" with consumption of things,& free of addictions (cigs, alcohol, caffeine). I've concluded all in 

moderation is key to enjoying life. Forgive me if wrong,but we need some little things to look fwd to in life-life's hard.

4/3/2019 11:05:01 PM kathleen3693693 If you can trigger it, it makes sense that you can prevent it too.

4/3/2019 11:07:25 PM qtpi3_14  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wired.com/2016/07/meet-moxie-marlinspike-anarchist-bringing-encryption-us/amp …

4/3/2019 11:12:53 PM thewizard333 Any one specific use going to have drastic impact on world problems compared to other block chain uses or more so the problem solved is a global 

decentralization of systems?

4/3/2019 11:21:44 PM princesspatrio1 The sun will rise

You'll open your eyes

A new day, a new beginning

There will be so much winning 

Again you will draw

You'll in inspire and awe

Your talent shines bright

Like the beautiful sunlight pic.twitter.com/pjUvziYWhq
4/3/2019 11:26:47 PM brad34351293 Kab was calling out MJ12 as an insurance agent in Colorado.

He got shot down as false by MJ, then got very un-Pleiadian and very angry, because he hates "liars"

4/3/2019 11:28:24 PM gabrecken Wow if that article ain't a psyop.

San Bernardino, Arab Spring, MLK references.

Set up Twitter "security" and quit without the money after a near death experience.  2.3mil from mid east to encrypt Whatsapp.

Grey hat.  Question is did C_A buy him out?

4/3/2019 11:32:11 PM brad34351293 Please don't text & drive! 

It's not "that" important!

4/3/2019 11:36:14 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/Akeh0LFU6R



4/3/2019 11:37:00 PM qtpi3_14 Good thing the authorities cant do it so Tiwtter can do it instead

4/3/2019 11:38:25 PM brad34351293 JS is involved with Cory Goode. 

After getting fired from secretly Satanic Gaia. Cory Goode has a new business partner with Satanic Tattoos in plain sight.

Cory Goode doesn't like getting called out as Satanic!

The companions you keep with is telling, bud!

4/3/2019 11:39:00 PM brad34351293 @kabamur_taygeta

4/3/2019 11:40:32 PM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/dr54NF7wn5

4/3/2019 11:45:44 PM brad34351293 My radar went off when he was all proud of "selling out" of Geodes. 

Quite a $ loving "Patriot"

I couldn't stand listening to him after 2-3 videos, same with Dusty N. -AKA Mr. Authority on Q

4/3/2019 11:46:51 PM gabrecken Yep.  Clown confirmed.

4/3/2019 11:55:21 PM mskeens1962 🤨🧐

4/3/2019 11:56:50 PM brad34351293 Don't care to listen to him.

What new information does he give us?

Anti-Vax over & over again ad nauseum 

Seems like a sellout, Mainstream, like Q warned.

ORMUS? WTF is "Ocean Mineral Substrate"

Sounds like modern day snake-oil salesman.

4/4/2019 12:13:14 AM brad34351293 What about ORMUS?

4/4/2019 12:19:55 AM realityloominng Mj12 stated Corey has good intentions

4/4/2019 12:31:42 AM universalrisin I wonder if the Nazi psychics are real...

4/4/2019 12:38:07 AM realityloominng I think Alice is autonomously protecting the cabal, by orchestrating cultism among well intended people, by targeting their followers online

4/4/2019 12:42:54 AM brad34351293 When?

4/4/2019 12:45:43 AM realityloominng Like that symbol also means 9/power of 9? Plain sight

4/4/2019 12:47:32 AM freedanon17 FAUL

4/4/2019 12:56:02 AM brad34351293 I wonder why David is sending his wife?

4/4/2019 1:00:51 AM realityloominng Does ALICE do this often? I swear sometimes word disappear after posting, and it seems off the charts for everyone on 8chan Q boards.. Some serious 

AI gaslighting

4/4/2019 1:03:20 AM brad34351293 EoW made $600+ during a live hour long interview from SUPERCHAT.

An easy trick to influence people to donate would be to group up, give 50-100$ and just circulate that $ back & forth. 

Tutoring Sessions sounds like DW's new attempt of  an income stream post GAIA!

4/4/2019 1:04:21 AM jcwestmoreland Good one - and yeah, 100% correct.

4/4/2019 1:11:34 AM brad34351293 What about when a group just act like a sounding board to say the other's claims R true.

4/4/2019 1:12:46 AM twwest60 This should absolutely eliminate any resistance at all from any and all Christians opposed to border wall. Seems to me...ya can’t be both. If you are, 

then one or more of those views are fake.

4/4/2019 1:13:42 AM brad34351293 Bara?

or Georgeo?

4/4/2019 1:16:38 AM harmonicbear Is he mouthing some words?

Let me look a little closer..."dumb"...."f***ers"....

Now, I wonder, what does that mean?

4/4/2019 1:17:13 AM brad34351293 Well he rents, so he wasn't smart enough to invest in a house when he had the steady $ streams from AA & GAIA.

4/4/2019 1:20:52 AM blueprint_q Replied.

4/4/2019 1:22:15 AM realityloominng If you actually believe the shills claiming corey is a satanist cult, while they pretend Q and pedogate doesn't exist, then.... Please just watch cosmic 

disclosure.. I know 99% of gaia are clowns, but they kicked dw and cg and hijacked their show 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033019494661283840 …

4/4/2019 1:25:26 AM realityloominng I'm still struggling to understand how anyone, LOGICALLY, made it here without DW and Corey's intel about the alliance fighting the cabal. Maybe you 

guys are groomed by MJ12 :D

4/4/2019 1:26:52 AM kathleen3693693 I visited the Molson brewery in Toronto and made the mistake of having two brewskies before lunch. It was really good, delicious beer, and I didn't 

expect the hard kick I got. I don't partake any more, but dang Molson is good.

4/4/2019 1:35:54 AM brad34351293 I don't believe CG.  

"right/mislead" does not equate going off planet and all his tall-tales.  "Right" would be "True"

The 20 & back storyline doesn't work for me.

His new Business partner clearly has Satanic Tattoos that he displays openly.

The company that you keep is telling

4/4/2019 1:38:46 AM mbees39 the can't meme

4/4/2019 2:05:54 AM selvestekjetil Oh its a BIG story here. 

Are we watching both “The greatest story ever told” and “The biggest story ever told” simultaneously?

4/4/2019 2:19:17 AM brad34351293 Yeah me too & they should stick with their own research videos, not interviews. 

I understand trying to broaden their "brand" but taking all stories presented as proven fact disturbs me.

4/4/2019 2:21:30 AM brad34351293 No need to not be yourself.

PC doesn't matter to non snowflakes

4/4/2019 2:37:15 AM brad34351293 I don't like the fact she is all "We should let them come back to the light and forgive." ??????? Justice is part of Rule of Law for a reason.

4/4/2019 2:44:29 AM brad34351293 Ditto, Only got through 2-3 JS Videos after EoW intro.

Proud of "selling out" of Geodes was telling. $$$$$

Kab is like entertainment for me, an aspiring author on like subjects.

4/4/2019 2:53:14 AM keith369me Read two messages above

4/4/2019 3:24:24 AM djlok Do that search that @worldxplorer1 gave you.  You'll see.  Big drops on ALICE..

4/4/2019 3:33:10 AM stefanofait One is straying

4/4/2019 3:54:15 AM nuff_fairy Who??

4/4/2019 4:08:23 AM janh76 P = Pedowood = Stars ? But it's defnitely the Pleiades in the picture above.

4/4/2019 4:29:59 AM speaakn I don’t know this Karambur or whatever his name, but he sure sounds like a disinformation pusher just throwing out bait to see who bites.

4/4/2019 4:45:56 AM brad34351293 He claims to be reincarnated Pleiadian. He is entertainment for me as an aspiring writer.

It is way worse than that. These people believe every piece of crack-pot garbage he spews. It is Cult leader like. They thank him with prayer emoji ad 

nauseum.



4/4/2019 4:46:51 AM tymecrystal P= the Cygnus Swan constellation The Northern Cross....the center Star is the P Star.   Body of Christ! 

P=C hrist.

4/4/2019 4:47:14 AM selvestekjetil “My generation will put this right” Phil Collins. 

I take comfort in this ;)

4/4/2019 4:49:00 AM tymecrystal P is the center of the Northern Cross in the Swan Cygnus Constellation P=C hrist.

4/4/2019 4:51:24 AM nun_chucknorris Alice is HRC. ALICE is AI... sort of. Search Majestic’s tweets for it in all capitals. More about ALICE is getting revealed every day.

4/4/2019 5:14:40 AM cancierge Nuances of the #NXIVM psyop?

4/4/2019 5:15:59 AM patriotkeri Very interesting on @GenFlynn     Hmmmm.   What do you think??   @CHHR01 @12BravoGran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @realhublife 

@LisaMei62 https://twitter.com/Matthewcogdeill/status/1112761286822121473 …

4/4/2019 5:23:52 AM anneolsen43 Yes!

4/4/2019 5:25:39 AM crampneyvis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @covertress @zagnett @MongrelGlory "Are You Alice" - Am I going crazy, or this is actually coded fiction, like 

Barron Trump books? Google assistant recommended me this after standard long questioning if he is sentient etc. 

https://areyoualice.fandom.com/wiki/Queen_of_Hearts …

4/4/2019 5:27:01 AM tyl3r59518097 I have a PhD in clinical psychology, from a program for which you couldn’t fill out an application,  for a janitorial position.

4/4/2019 5:30:05 AM anneolsen43 Petraeus?

4/4/2019 5:30:44 AM tyl3r59518097 You’re a vulgarian and an aspiring bully, & I find U 2 be both weak minded, and about as  threatening as a fart in the wind. Your efforts to denigrate me 

and to suggest that I’m not an intellectually sophisticated person who does his research, are as misguided and sloppy as U R.

4/4/2019 5:35:20 AM tyl3r59518097 I don’t spend my time interacting w/individuals who R character disordered, unless they R paying me for therapy. 

Also, I detest DC this time of year. Get a life. If there was ever a point in time when you were legitimately threatening, and I doubt that, that time has 

past.

4/4/2019 6:00:45 AM tyl3r59518097 Green Velvet & Patrick Topping - Voicemail  https://youtu.be/D7-DIrje0Fw  via @YouTube

🤣

4/4/2019 6:10:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Surgeons are surgeons...you must be a new nurse. Keep your passion as long as you can.❤️❤️❤️

4/4/2019 6:13:56 AM ladtacarms Maybe P is an AI consciousness. And this particular AI is riding around in a HRC skin bag suit. Remember, Q = P as well.

4/4/2019 6:17:56 AM auagate Wonderful!

4/4/2019 6:19:46 AM hestheman1 No....because you'd be right https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh4ECh_O3uhViBrFR_XP8Gw/videos …

4/4/2019 6:20:39 AM realchindsight Which Pleiadians? It is a star cluster, not a system.

4/4/2019 6:31:21 AM richardhiatt16 Because.... That’s just the way humans are.. That, and we were scared of our own Shadow after WWII.. It was a time we hoped it was all over, but it 

turned out to be only the beginning....  🤔💙🇺🇸

4/4/2019 6:57:03 AM giediknight Yes, I do like about half the stuff J$ says. I would even say a lot  of it is good. I was happy when he first came on the scene because there isn’t a lot of 

“alternative energy” “SSP” people out there spreading the message. Too bad he’s an idiot LOL.

4/4/2019 6:59:49 AM tammyredmond I am aware of the caffeinated drinks but was completely unaware of the affect on the pineal gland. So yes I have to create a deletion program I guess 

😉. I’m very appreciative of this info. Thank you.

4/4/2019 7:01:13 AM freestateojones "Yeah right dude, the government would never let that happen" https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2017/03/23/the-cia-may-

have-hacked-iphones-and-macs-before-they-even-got-to-customers-but-probably-not-yours/ …

4/4/2019 7:05:17 AM moemc8 Eye The Spy

4/4/2019 7:08:09 AM youstinksoap He seems sincere, just has an ego issue, lol.

4/4/2019 7:08:53 AM 12bravogran All major tech companies are comprised in some capacity it seems.

4/4/2019 7:10:45 AM islandofdelight Kabamur sent emails to T2 in 2017 regarding IS-BEs and SSP?

T2 sent email messages to Kabamur regarding T2 (fake dox attempt)

T2 Denied Kabamur was a pleadian

Kabamur called Jordan Sather re ETs

They’re both clowns and have been conditioned by MJ12 subordinates?

4/4/2019 7:11:43 AM cosmic_engineer Can Americans please stop putting 'gate' behind every scandal.  It's not clever and certainly not original

4/4/2019 7:22:52 AM gabrecken But does he have the ability to break his own encryption?

Could he provide said power to the C_A to use with the Hammer?

NSA FBI and local authorities would then be a step behind the clowns

4/4/2019 7:23:48 AM fabulousmndance Nice...

4/4/2019 7:24:25 AM fabulousmndance 😡🤮

4/4/2019 7:34:52 AM lbf777 Always trust yourself. Truth lies within.

4/4/2019 7:35:10 AM allahuniversal Device A pic.twitter.com/KjeFbNiSm3

4/4/2019 7:35:11 AM allahuniversal Device B pic.twitter.com/RD5v2uOpuA

4/4/2019 7:35:16 AM roaminnoodle Seems legit.

4/4/2019 7:38:47 AM roaminnoodle I believe each branch, and reserves, have different age limits. pic.twitter.com/AFGV4DFW2D

4/4/2019 7:40:39 AM roaminnoodle I believe there was some Shaq & 🍕reference recently too...

4/4/2019 7:41:10 AM realityloominng It's well known that the cabal hijacks ancient symbols :)

4/4/2019 7:41:15 AM diaptera_80 I thought you said there were?

4/4/2019 7:45:40 AM realityloominng you are throwing the baby out with the bath water, in your case, you should focus on his info about the earth alliance and the fact he shared legit DoD 

documents before George Knapp and team To The Stars, who are desperate to talk aliens and meta-materials, rather than SSP's

4/4/2019 7:45:44 AM trinaparkercogg MINORITY REPORT wasn't just a movie they are telling us straight up what's

actually happening. People watch the movie and think oh that's cool the #zombieapocalypse was well on it's way to being a reality.

4/4/2019 7:47:20 AM realityloominng The very idea we are interacting with MJ12 on twitter is an equally tall-tale

4/4/2019 7:49:40 AM ethereal_shaman Device A?

Alice?

4/4/2019 7:50:16 AM charmanda9 I have been hearing about this Getty thing for a long time now. And based upon the personal experience of seeing Billy Bob Thornton’s tunnel entrance 

in the basement of his Beverly Hills home in 2003....my gut tells me there are tunnels everywhere in the Hollywood hills area.

4/4/2019 7:52:58 AM allahuniversal I'm using 2 devices, missing emojis on one. I didn't notice it until this morning. Posted both as someone else may be having the same issue.

4/4/2019 7:53:29 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1113812262379245568?s=19 …

4/4/2019 7:59:05 AM allahuniversal Enjoying the movie?

4/4/2019 8:03:53 AM curtis40133960 thank you!  :)

4/4/2019 8:08:51 AM abagofcandy If they spread information to the masses just to let everyone die in the end I'm gonna be pissed 😂

4/4/2019 8:32:44 AM laurabusse Ok NOW i finally get it

4/4/2019 8:35:28 AM dynamicres @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are we getting closer?

4/4/2019 8:35:43 AM laurabusse I really like him...i don't know anyone without an ego "problem"...i try to take everything that everyone says with a grain of salt. He seems to have 

good intentions to me...but honestly what do i really know...

4/4/2019 8:36:53 AM laurabusse Pleiades



4/4/2019 8:39:14 AM laurabusse Join the club!

4/4/2019 8:40:39 AM zagnett MJ, is Buzz a current or former MJ or MJ-subordinate?

4/4/2019 8:40:51 AM ezdoesit_ Within the One is all

4/4/2019 8:42:32 AM zagnett Oh do you have a link?

4/4/2019 8:51:41 AM enomai_ Because, Good people are in control? Finally?!

4/4/2019 8:51:58 AM sabermarris Some believe she is the one, diana

4/4/2019 8:54:18 AM enomai_  https://helloalice.com/resources/network/aws-amazon-loft-nyc …

???

4/4/2019 8:56:13 AM eewwanon Water, vinegar, salt and dawn dish soap. Works great as weed killer. You can google the exact recipe.

4/4/2019 8:58:49 AM enomai_ Hijacking. Division. Babylon. 

Mix and divide.

Take something good, or bad.

Then, turn it to the opposite.

Now, you have both sides in agreement.

4/4/2019 8:59:32 AM zagnett Except perhaps SF and NY.

4/4/2019 9:00:26 AM enomai_ E.g. star of fake moloch > into star of david.

4/4/2019 9:04:36 AM cmdrzod23 Is ALICE = ARIIA in the movie 'Eagle Eye' ?

4/4/2019 9:06:41 AM zagnett @Le_Murias are you or do you consider yourself a Lemurian? Just curious.

4/4/2019 9:08:37 AM disfellocated Karmic offset!

4/4/2019 9:11:45 AM zagnett  http://www.freegrab.net/Decline%20in%20USA%20Dollar%20vs%20Gold_files/broke%202014-03-18-dollar-decline.jpg …

Ain't that rich? Sure seems like it.

It still seems like it's rich b/c that used to be rich (even in SF & NY) within living memory, when we didn't have [banksters] f'ing with the money supply.

4/4/2019 9:15:13 AM selvestekjetil How to study and share knowledge but manage to pay the bills? Its an obstacle difficult to overcome. Open to suggestions on all three.

4/4/2019 9:18:18 AM laurabusse LOLOL

4/4/2019 9:19:14 AM laurabusse Brilliant

4/4/2019 9:20:23 AM hmcd123 The Must Disclose pic.twitter.com/NtR6dRrju3

4/4/2019 9:24:54 AM danjan711111 Context is helpful.

4/4/2019 9:25:29 AM cmdrzod23 I have a healthy dose of skepticism on everything I read on Twitter

4/4/2019 9:29:28 AM zagnett Yes, and they've been through a lot already too.

4/4/2019 9:33:55 AM zagnett  https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/06/13/three-victors-and-a-lot-of-spoils/ …

Nice to meet you!

All i may know about "Lemurians" is what's reported in the news (link). Paragraph starting with "Majestic Mount Shasta". Of course, i've heard some of 

our news is well, a bit fake. Would love to meet a real Lemurian someday. 🤔🧐🤩

4/4/2019 9:34:05 AM jrocktigers Send $99 to my Vimeo first.

4/4/2019 9:43:58 AM psyanidegaming You are in prison. Use the first 6 people in your tag list

Who reported you: @RileyTwitch

Your cell mate: @chisey0

Security guard: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Person who bails you out: @morganisawizard

Psycho near you: @LionelMedia

Lawyer: @GinaHaspell1

Probably reported for zipline bdsm F
4/4/2019 9:47:04 AM cmdrzod23 My gut feeling tells me there are very powerful AI-based scanners in place (by 🤡?) to monitor all soc media/chans. This system may be able to 

conduct ops on its own, creating new accounts and posting stuff (tech exists) or even conduct counter measures (shadow ban).

4/4/2019 9:51:00 AM realityloominng Michael Salla's JP. A typist? Subordinate?

4/4/2019 9:51:20 AM cmdrzod23 Tech to understand context based data exists for many years. I have seen a presentation about HP's Autonomy 7-8 years ago (now: IDOL). No Such Ag 

was their biggest customer (fact). Add mil-grade AI and you have an extremely powerful asset.

4/4/2019 9:52:36 AM turboxyde That is an exceedingly rare pepe... limited edition MEGA!

4/4/2019 9:54:25 AM selvestekjetil Thats not a suggestion. Thats a command. You shall not comm and me.

4/4/2019 9:54:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Neither

4/4/2019 9:55:17 AM cmdrzod23 Think 2008 thriller 'Eagle Eye', think ARIIA. Sounds familiar? _ in Wondrland? Coincidence?

4/4/2019 9:57:08 AM 00loll0 Interesting too how coral or limestone keeps growing and strengthens over time rather than decaying and falling apart with age,majestic materials.

4/4/2019 10:01:24 AM thewizard333 Thanks 😀

4/4/2019 10:01:35 AM realityloominng Fraud then?

4/4/2019 10:02:05 AM cmdrzod23 This may be the reason why we're supposed to use memes as AI may still have a hard time to understand irony/ambiguity/humor and especially 

properly interpret animated GIFs. 

Subsequently also why Q and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is posting in code language.

4/4/2019 10:02:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Neither

4/4/2019 10:03:57 AM 00loll0 That's a relief

4/4/2019 10:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're interacting with MJ12's typist technically.

4/4/2019 10:06:05 AM realityloominng Did Buzz revisit the moon recently?

4/4/2019 10:06:24 AM jrocktigers We have been told to focus on message over messenger, if that helps.

4/4/2019 10:07:21 AM realityloominng who is guided by VoG and nanotech? Come on ;)

4/4/2019 10:09:04 AM southiee : “The seven stars are the angels of the seven churches…” Rev. 1:20. He has put all things under our feet in Him

4/4/2019 10:09:46 AM southiee Mene mene tekel!

4/4/2019 10:09:48 AM realityloominng I'm just fishing for statements ;) I listen to many messages, just not Jason Rice lol

4/4/2019 10:10:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your belief in the operation is irrelevant.

4/4/2019 10:11:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 We'll let him tell you when we're ready.

4/4/2019 10:11:29 AM zagnett MJ, are any current or former U.S. astronauts current or former MJs or MJ-subordinates?

Same question wrt non-U.S. astronauts (by whatever names their countries call them)?

4/4/2019 10:12:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 None

4/4/2019 10:12:56 AM zagnett Is Buzz the actual first man on the moon? Was he holding the camera when Armstrong disembarked?

4/4/2019 10:14:12 AM 1_decided_voter When WE'RE ready? Why would Buzz wait until you're ready? Is a disclosure from him part of the plan?



4/4/2019 10:15:16 AM realityloominng Oh I know, but you know too that it's a valid point that you're both telling tall-tales compared to what's on the fake news 🙂🙃🤔

4/4/2019 10:15:48 AM zagnett This means MJ is close to ready?

What relationship does MJ have with Buzz exactly?

4/4/2019 10:17:07 AM realityloominng hmm think we have collective consciousness going there Zag 🤔😂

4/4/2019 10:18:41 AM realityloominng In that case, will someone also tell us about moon bases? 😍

4/4/2019 10:20:03 AM zagnett Is this to be in an interview perhaps close to the end of Aldrin's life? Similar to William Tompkins' interview with J$ before Tompkins passed?

4/4/2019 10:21:08 AM zagnett How many Draco ships were on the moon when they landed? i mean if any, of course. 😉

4/4/2019 10:31:28 AM apex_starseed SPACE FORCE..(Secret Space Program) 😉😁

4/4/2019 10:34:37 AM apex_starseed Oh. MJ12 this is of topic but what's the deal with Company Switch with Databases and Super Computer's Advanced Technology Equipment and all 

other stuff they do. That building here in Las Vegas NV is Secured with asasult rifles well the Database one is and there's more Buildings

4/4/2019 10:38:24 AM roaminnoodle Related? VOTL = K? pic.twitter.com/GIpwxqV6sS

4/4/2019 10:41:03 AM roaminnoodle Related? pic.twitter.com/dFXbP5NYgU

4/4/2019 10:42:05 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1113621403029450752?s=19 …

4/4/2019 10:43:48 AM theappraizer Shew. Heart slowed down a bit. Not much. A bit. I saw the 03 as the year. 😮 Lil bit different with the 19 seen.

4/4/2019 10:44:51 AM ragevirusqq What’s different? I feel at peace today. Has the sun has changed?

4/4/2019 10:46:34 AM ragevirusqq Buzz is a♟. Just like all of us that allow it. MJ is the fiddle player.

4/4/2019 10:46:53 AM allahuniversal 😂Sounds like something I'd say🤣

4/4/2019 10:47:24 AM rsm28675996 Just going by translations. Take it how you will

4/4/2019 10:49:50 AM redpilled82 Q will not make the world perfect! This great awakening is just moving you into a new matrix, constantly checking for q posts is not healthy it's mind 

Control you are being told what to think!

4/4/2019 10:51:19 AM auagate Well done!

4/4/2019 10:51:25 AM cosmic_engineer Your welcome 💚

4/4/2019 10:51:28 AM cocopuffster12 Check out Buddha CBD teas. 4 types: Turmeric & Ginger, Green Matcha, Chamomile and Mint, they are soooooo good! 5mg CBD per bag.

4/4/2019 10:51:36 AM nikoscali The REAL datacenters are disguised as water treatment facilities near the Eastern foothills. Check google earth for historical satellite images of 

underground construction. Ample access to electricity and cooling water.

4/4/2019 10:51:54 AM allahuniversal 👀👀 = look twice... pic.twitter.com/nPQTw2qzx7

4/4/2019 10:52:49 AM theappraizer Tanks. 😉

4/4/2019 11:04:43 AM zack_stone #intelburn 😁 Nat sec there buddy

4/4/2019 11:05:13 AM apex_starseed Okay..but look up company switch and their Databases Center and building images. Security is way to Heavy. People have since security veichles with 

men carrying Asasult Rifle's..plus the Gates

4/4/2019 11:11:34 AM tyl3r59518097 Phish 1993-07-21 Maze  https://youtu.be/NVnfimqY-04  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/QBrJ26P77b

4/4/2019 11:12:07 AM k3yle P = project mayhem 2012 and project mayhem 2020

4/4/2019 11:12:27 AM k3yle T = Tyler AI

4/4/2019 11:14:33 AM zack_stone Or being escorted there and back. Cant even talk about the covert astronaut. Masonic rituals?

4/4/2019 11:19:14 AM nikoscali All the guns and gates are pretty standard. It is critical infrastructure after all. But IMHO Switch is mostly a commercial operation. Probably some gov. 

involvement, but there are other clandestine 100% government-run DCs in Vegas.

4/4/2019 11:23:48 AM zagnett How big is the DUMB under Las Vegas? It's been said to be one of the biggest. If not the biggest. Where a lot of the real work is done now? Area 51 is 

supposedly just distractions for tourists at this point?

Also, was the LV DUMB used for the LV massacre? 🤔

4/4/2019 11:30:09 AM tyl3r59518097 Phish 1993-07-21 Maze  https://youtu.be/NVnfimqY-04  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/LHbJiCeJY0

4/4/2019 11:30:37 AM djlok Ha ha!  Me too.  Actually I think I've said those exact same words before...different situation, obviously.

4/4/2019 11:31:13 AM drbohammer Just checked your coordinates. NORAD? Very cool.

4/4/2019 11:31:50 AM drbohammer Deep too

4/4/2019 11:32:35 AM apex_starseed That's Super Nab Data Facility..it's 1billion dollars..it's pic.twitter.com/jLdxrxpAgQ

4/4/2019 11:33:22 AM drbohammer Actually, there are infinitely more infinities between 0 and 2 than there are between 0 and 1. Think about it. 😊

4/4/2019 11:33:42 AM rinmaries - Did Kabamur DM MJ12/Typist 2 regarding 17/POTUS/IS-BE/Archangel Uriel and Secret Space Program?

- NO DMs - Did T2 then DM P💫 (group of 7 women?) discussing Kabs questions?

- T2 denies P💫 is connected/similar to Kab.  Denied to who?

4/4/2019 11:35:19 AM apex_starseed No..the massacre was CIA arms dealers Polock in some type of operation also hearing a large Intel vault was hit under the Luxor during the planned 

massacre. Video of cops saying shut off body cams and video of them just standing in staircase as shooter emptied clips.

4/4/2019 11:36:22 AM apex_starseed Area 51 is active.. Everything is underground.. Actually there is flights coming in an out from that area looks like they have operations active

4/4/2019 11:39:08 AM blsdbe MJ, are we humans capable of using our own biology (vocal cords, lungs, etc) to create sound that will cut or levitate stone?

4/4/2019 11:39:48 AM blsdbe Another Majestic Like!!! Thank you ALICE.

4/4/2019 11:41:37 AM rinmaries - Did Kab call Jordan discussing Aliens/particular alien?

- Is Kab/JS’s contact a MJ12 subordinate?

- Did that subordinate send a message to media resulting in JS media interview?

- Jordan’s interview = we are watching a movie?

4/4/2019 11:42:13 AM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/0Pyw626QHx

4/4/2019 11:42:42 AM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/wXcnTmNzCK

4/4/2019 11:42:50 AM allahuniversal "whether you believe it or not is irrelevant, a fact is a fact"

4/4/2019 11:44:33 AM apex_starseed Follow Area 51 Rider on YouTube he had being posting the flight plans of the planes coming and leaving. He gets good shots of the Hangers

4/4/2019 11:48:57 AM cocopuffster12 I was so excited yesterday! I was in the Intl terminal at SFO, I look up and the digital clock on wall says 11:11am. I was SO happy!!!!

4/4/2019 11:49:21 AM djlok Truer words have never been spoken!!!

4/4/2019 11:50:06 AM theappraizer Stepping out of bounds, rewarded? Que es?!

4/4/2019 11:51:36 AM n7guardiananon BOOM

4/4/2019 12:00:40 PM rinmaries - Are Kab/Jordan/P💫/+ all part of a group/pawns to release certain contradictory info?

(Knowingly/Unknowingly)?

- Does Secret Society=MJ12?

- Stepping out of bounds = what for who

— Kab - creating discourse?

—JS - stated something too soon?

— MJ12 - ??

— T2 by DM’ing?
4/4/2019 12:02:48 PM apex_starseed @johnxdesouza any thoughts cause I see a lot of 💰 backing this Technology Commpany that has advanced things but yet don't see those products 

helping in clean energy as they were funded for pic.twitter.com/mxIS3Kqobz

4/4/2019 12:05:20 PM tyl3r59518097 Sublime - Badfish  https://youtu.be/hGyDgyQBtz4  via @YouTube



4/4/2019 12:05:58 PM apex_starseed 🤔🤔...idk a lot of money and they only have 760 employees and I believe all US Veterans..that's good but what fields are they trained in?? Nevada 

Residents still paying high NV energy bills as well..where is the clean renewable energy they could be giving the community?? 

pic.twitter.com/SCOHnb8E9s

4/4/2019 12:06:34 PM tyl3r59518097 Which one?..

🤣

Sublime-Don't Push  https://youtu.be/2sVxEWIRvY4  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 12:06:49 PM moemc8 What does this really mean and why cant POTUS prevent this?

4/4/2019 12:10:46 PM roublisa My sun here yesterday.....I’ve seen many iridescent clouds latley...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this from chemtrailing?  pic.twitter.com/sngXPAD0gP

4/4/2019 12:11:46 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/7iNJwfRRIm

4/4/2019 12:12:48 PM jollyrob2 Sorry i don’t know where to look... can you maybe draw it on the pic?

4/4/2019 12:13:08 PM apex_starseed LINK TO VEGAS Massacre involved CIA pilot who transportation of stolen Israely weapons and ammunition that ended up in hands of CIA arms dealer 

Pollock. https://youtu.be/W06ms6AV6Ns 

4/4/2019 12:14:08 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/bg9DJcBjOR

4/4/2019 12:19:07 PM realityloominng but wut do u two feel about CG?

4/4/2019 12:21:13 PM allahuniversal CG...Goode for a starter kit.

4/4/2019 12:21:30 PM roublisa What will our eyes see one day soon?  The sights they have seen and the ones we shall soon see ....beyond impressive....we too will see through 

Majestic eyes✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

4/4/2019 12:22:48 PM ruru_jataka  https://twitter.com/SHAQ/status/1109086146825519104 …

4/4/2019 12:23:01 PM realityloominng What is next then?

4/4/2019 12:25:32 PM zagnett i think a sidereal view of the movement of the solar system through the galaxy.

4/4/2019 12:26:47 PM allahuniversal Depends on the person & how they learn & discern

4/4/2019 12:28:11 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish - 10.31.94 - Revolution 9 -- Good Night  https://youtu.be/ErsMu5rPve0  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 12:29:43 PM realityloominng Do you think there is a vast secret infrastructure in space?

4/4/2019 12:32:24 PM realityloominng  https://youtu.be/Z2t89nrobKM?t=478 … LMH too

4/4/2019 12:34:10 PM dynamicres My question has been does the Sun follow this helix pattern as well? Seems to perfect for the sun to be the absolute center of rotation. Are we instead 

binary?

4/4/2019 12:37:09 PM laurabusse Good advice. I find them confusing, offering seemingly contradictory ideas. Maybe that's the idea...

They seem almost bipolar and insane in their stubborn insistence. No flexibility and very negative, to trigger us. And rude. And incomprehensible at 

times...

4/4/2019 12:43:57 PM tetxnu84967 ❤️❤️❤️

4/4/2019 12:44:17 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/zZk8EGpZiF

4/4/2019 12:44:46 PM whitehat_van ALICE is anyone who calls these clowns out.

4/4/2019 12:47:56 PM dougiefreshii It's BS. No such post.

4/4/2019 12:49:03 PM allahuniversal Yes.

4/4/2019 12:49:27 PM whitehat_van It's a cult. They are ISBEs. Very dangerous people with advanced technology (Keybase).

4/4/2019 12:51:11 PM allahuniversal Thanks for the link, will make time to watch it

4/4/2019 12:53:39 PM worldxplorer1 I didn't interpret it as MJ calling you out at AI.  I can see why it probably felt that way to you.  But in real time it appeared to be related to when it was 

discovered that MJ's posting of 7 girls turned was seen by many as 5 girls and 2 boys. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113617258029436929 …

4/4/2019 12:57:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. No mass extinction event in the near future. Had HRC won; it would have already passed by now.

4/4/2019 12:59:30 PM fionasdestiny67 Massive Time Line shift🤔

We are creators.

4/4/2019 1:01:49 PM cocopuffster12 Is there an unsanitized  version??

4/4/2019 1:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/4/2019 1:02:13 PM dougiefreshii I believe that is true. With Trump's miracle victory, God has given us more time though. There will be an EndTimes catastrophic judgement however, 

when the time comes.

4/4/2019 1:03:34 PM cocopuffster12 Not sure MJ would ever say something will occur on/by a specific date. Time is an illusion

4/4/2019 1:04:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

4/4/2019 1:05:26 PM cocopuffster12 Um, yea, no

4/4/2019 1:05:43 PM allahuniversal 1969 S02 E21 pic.twitter.com/m6e9RhWNZe

4/4/2019 1:05:44 PM richardhiatt16 Oceans, if I understand this Airl the BE (Biological Entity) was what is refered to as the “doll”. The IS (Spirit) was the highly advanced intelligence. I 

believe that the Spirit lived on..This would have been difficult to grasp for post-WWII man (not necessarily for woman).MJ12?

4/4/2019 1:06:47 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/BLOluRlkwp

4/4/2019 1:08:34 PM richardhiatt16 Super idea.. I think that is what MJ12 is asking us to do.. There is a lot of MJ12 tweets.. You really need to dig through them to get their picture. It is 

DEEP....   🙄🛸

4/4/2019 1:09:39 PM jrocktigers 2nd civil war kicking off as we speak in Libya - is this a surprise event or accounted for in the plan?

4/4/2019 1:09:54 PM glor60 Is the NWO coming as our great country is being inundated with illegals?

4/4/2019 1:10:59 PM richner88 Does this correlate with the ancient sites Puma Punku & Teotihuacan?

4/4/2019 1:11:23 PM allonkid what about the weather bombs the middle west suffered? can we tell who did those? cabals in the country or foreign actors?

4/4/2019 1:12:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/A2FbQRfMSo

4/4/2019 1:12:46 PM aprilbrown99 Many are still asleep. Maybe everyone needs to be fully awake for the message to resonate. If it is only given to a small few it would not serve its 

purpose.

4/4/2019 1:17:18 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/Drumboy44DWS/status/1113150455360700416 …

4/4/2019 1:19:55 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/9p4adqztZ2

4/4/2019 1:20:42 PM daveo6145 Plan Z thwarted on Wilshire?

4/4/2019 1:20:50 PM phreatomagnetic You haven't heard my toddler then. 😭

4/4/2019 1:24:28 PM thekanehb That is part of the plan I think. That’s why we needed the wall in actuality I bet.

4/4/2019 1:35:28 PM jrocktigers Wall for Libya ?

4/4/2019 1:35:41 PM roaminnoodle Atlanta too, no doubt! Isn't ATL supposed to be (or is) the "new" Hweird/DC for (((them)))?

4/4/2019 1:37:09 PM thekanehb Omg. Was totally not thinking 🤦🏼♀️I meant s America  long day.

4/4/2019 1:38:18 PM primad57 Turns to formaldehyde in your system, esp your eyes. My vision was grey like it was dusk all day long. Once I stopped using it, it took 3 days to get my 

vision back to normal.

4/4/2019 1:41:08 PM jrocktigers haha.. no worries,,, I have that effect on people.

4/4/2019 1:45:54 PM bbobbio71 The plan seems to have stalled.  At least that's how it appears in this side of the Oval Office

4/4/2019 1:47:05 PM bbobbio71 Tesla

4/4/2019 1:48:35 PM nun_chucknorris They are referring to the innocent/unknowing people worldwide.

4/4/2019 1:49:39 PM bbobbio71 Agenda 21

4/4/2019 1:55:09 PM tyl3r59518097 I d/k what all is going on here; but, I’m sure that whatever Udid, the2of us Rjust fine. 4starters, I could care less about technicalities. Also-if I hear a 

complaint, I consider the source from whence that complaint flows,-&doing so here, I’ll repeat, I’m sure we’re just fine.🤣

4/4/2019 1:56:42 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣🤙

4/4/2019 2:00:00 PM theydontknowwe1 I wonder🧐🧐🧐



4/4/2019 2:06:51 PM tyl3r59518097 Let My Niggas Live  https://youtu.be/rHTgyrzntxQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/xlymkk4cYH

4/4/2019 2:10:05 PM keith369me When [inventors] are free to work with different sound and light frequencies without death threats or technology suppression, we as a society we will 

make great strides in technology, energy, transportation, and healthcare extremely quickly.  Suppressed technology was my RedPill.

4/4/2019 2:13:46 PM richardhiatt16 Ocean, only one caution.. The reality we perceive is FULL of disinformation.  MJ does not ask that you trust them..They just ask that you engage the 

discussion and open your mind.. That you have done. All of us ARE taking this journey.. Mine started + 20 years now. MJ is clarity!

4/4/2019 2:16:49 PM r2u Payseur

4/4/2019 2:25:37 PM 2wheelninja500 Another reason I quit flying and buying newer vehicles, all are connected now, can be hacked and accessed by satellite, cell towers, and bluetooth 

devices etc and remotely controlled, including by AI.

4/4/2019 2:26:53 PM mongrelglory Woah!  You took a screen shot from that episode?

4/4/2019 2:26:54 PM tyl3r59518097 Raekwon - Purple Jag (ft. Posta Boy)  https://youtu.be/8x6u6bsO1h8  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 2:28:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist.

4/4/2019 2:32:33 PM mongrelglory Oh yah!  My eating habits are no-where near as Saintly as they sound on Twitter!  Candy, cheap chocolate, and ginger beer are the Devil that 

constantly whispers on my shoulder! 😈

4/4/2019 2:37:13 PM zagnett  https://www.amazon.com/Margaret-Browns-Whispering-Rabbit-

Little/dp/0399555188/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1NEHCWC5DYSI1&keywords=the+whispering+rabbit+little+golden+book&qid=1554413086&s=gateway&sprefix

=the+whispering+rabbit%2Caps%2C214&sr=8-1 …

This Little Golden Book is a good primer (for kids at least) on one of the big secrets of the Universe.

Sound.

4/4/2019 2:38:37 PM mongrelglory Yes, but I thought the above message was referring to an incident that happened in 2017?

4/4/2019 2:40:24 PM tamiwils0n22813 ALICE = A Large Ion Collider Experiment BY CERN.

4/4/2019 2:42:40 PM rcevans623c Heater Skelter.

4/4/2019 2:44:00 PM andress45303251 So what do you do in that Masonic town?

4/4/2019 2:44:48 PM mongrelglory I'm a retired Canadian doctor...left medicine early due to disillusionment with the profession unfortunately! The surgeons I'm referring to really did 

believe that patients could hear what people were saying while under anesthesia so they were very careful about what people said.

4/4/2019 2:46:37 PM thevolunteer6 Q answered “YES” DURING A Q & A TO THE QUESTION: “WILL THERE BE AN E.L.E. IN OUR LIFETIME?” I’M NOT TRYING TO DEBATE; I AM JUST RELAYING 

WHAT WAS ON 8 Chan.

4/4/2019 2:49:21 PM littllemel Still wrong. All you have to do is reply with the exact Q post. Instead you just keep arguing.

4/4/2019 2:51:44 PM mongrelglory 😉

4/4/2019 2:52:33 PM wink5811 Wow that is super scary thanks for sharing

4/4/2019 2:53:34 PM thevolunteer6 I TRY TO FIX OR EDUCATE OTHERS TO MAN MADE DISASTERS. THE REST I LEAVE TO GOD. NAGALESE ENZYME IN ALL VACCINES. METALS INJECTED IN 

OUR AIR WHICH ENDS UP IN OUR WATER. FLUORIDE PUT IN OUR WATER STILL TODAY AFTER GOING PUBLIC ON THE FACT IT CAUSES CANCER! WAKE 

THE HELL UP SHEEPLE!

4/4/2019 2:53:58 PM aprilbrown99 I hardly ever drink coffee. However, a very small cup of strong black coffee with aspirin works great on one of my migraines if I can catch it early 

enough. I have had an iced cafe mocha on a rare occasion in the past. I love iced Arizona Green tea with ginseng and honey.

4/4/2019 2:55:08 PM dougiefreshii I don't think you know how to tell the poster from the replier. Many times Q posts there are many replies to his posts, some containing questions. I 

think you are reading it backwards. Check  http://Qmap.pub . There was a Q&A on 9-19-18 and 12-12-18.

4/4/2019 2:58:38 PM thevolunteer6 ONLY THE ONES IN CHARGE HAVE THAT INFO. EITHER WAY IT IS GOING TO BE THE REASON FOR FOOD PRICES TO RISE EXTREMELY!

THOSE MOT PREPARED FOR EMERGENCIES WILL HAVE TO GIVE GUIDANCE AND HELP TAKE CARE OF THE SHEEPLE. THOSE THAT REFUSE TO SEE WILL 

PROBABLY GO FIRST. SAD. AGENDA 21

4/4/2019 2:58:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you track your caffeine intake?

4/4/2019 3:00:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its a coded message.

4/4/2019 3:02:01 PM allahuniversal 2 screen shots, 41 & 13

4/4/2019 3:02:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Agenda 21 https://twitter.com/LosAlamosNatLab/status/1113919172046655489 …

4/4/2019 3:03:43 PM aprilbrown99 I am not sure how to do that from the contents of the container. I am sure that this is not good for me as it has high fructose corn syrup. I try drinking 

water everyday but it is so bland and I like it super cold with ice. 😁

Any suggestions how I can track my caffeine? pic.twitter.com/sibjHNqaM1

4/4/2019 3:04:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Comparable caffeine to soda.

4/4/2019 3:04:12 PM scott_rick Why did Trump give another year on border... 2 days ago it was a national emergency/crisis?  WTH

4/4/2019 3:04:27 PM beaux4christ It seems like most the food their selling is part of Agenda 21

4/4/2019 3:06:11 PM covertress F=T2?

4/4/2019 3:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incarnation.

4/4/2019 3:07:07 PM n7guardiananon Buy a fruit infuser pitcher.

4/4/2019 3:07:11 PM aprilbrown99 Oh really, what a bummer. Okay. Time for a change then. How about peppermint, camomile, or something like that?  

I will do some research on some teas.  There is a health food store not too far from my house so I will go and talk to someone there about decaf tea. 

Thank you!  🙏

4/4/2019 3:08:33 PM aprilbrown99 That is a great idea!  ❤️. I will do that. Thank you N7. 😘

4/4/2019 3:08:37 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/Bk8fkINX1u

4/4/2019 3:08:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Herbal teas do not contain caffeine.

4/4/2019 3:08:59 PM allahuniversal ÷☝🏾

We said the same thing about Q once. Then we started digging. Then the world changed. And is still changing. Because we decided, not Q, not MJ12. 

We, The People. 

#TheGreatAwakening isn't owned by Q or any one individual. 

#WWG1WGA. Or, provide sauce for your Larp claim.

4/4/2019 3:09:19 PM aprilbrown99 Excellent. Thank you.

4/4/2019 3:09:23 PM pro_aktv 😱☠💀 Boy, do I miss the easy living days. Running around out in the woods with my brothers & sister & friends & my dogs. Never a care, or a 

thought that the future would hold the EVIL that wants, not only to subdue us, but k!ll us, as well. 😞

4/4/2019 3:09:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 This seems appropriate. pic.twitter.com/DzoFO4SAFU

4/4/2019 3:11:35 PM aprilbrown99 😁😂😁

4/4/2019 3:11:49 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that.

4/4/2019 3:11:51 PM _chelseaproject My understanding was that if she'd won or "won" our military would've staged a coup to take our country back. True?

4/4/2019 3:11:54 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/QwmyJh4gRZ



4/4/2019 3:12:34 PM zagnett Is this the fish you want to catch?

Current or former MJ12 subordinate?

[👽🤡] = MJ12 subordinate

[👽🤡]⌨📤📧🤡

4/4/2019 3:12:53 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/r75Blj9mEt

4/4/2019 3:13:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Today is HTTP Not Found Day 2019

4/04/2019

404 = HTTP Error Code = Not Found

4/4/2019 3:13:29 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🙏

4/4/2019 3:15:29 PM n7guardiananon ALICE got the day off?

4/4/2019 3:16:33 PM ch3no2_chick76 I quit drinking pop...but I have to have coffee otherwise I get migraines constantly 😞.

4/4/2019 3:17:42 PM 1_decided_voter "Useless factoid" or deeper meaning?

4/4/2019 3:17:54 PM aprilbrown99 It is “like a DNA test”.  Is this so [they] can try to kill us faster?

4/4/2019 3:19:02 PM aprilbrown99 Congratulations! That is some human willpower right there! 

👆👆👆

4/4/2019 3:19:53 PM n7guardiananon 41 = old man Bush

Any connection to T2?? 

(Does RIP even apply)?

May be Happy Ascension!!!

4/4/2019 3:20:05 PM djmattporter  https://youtu.be/gnnIrTLlLyA 

4/4/2019 3:20:36 PM zagnett The fish is ET or part ET or thinks he's ET or at least discusses ET stuff and is a documented [clown] that has had electronic comms with one or more 

other [clowns]?

One of the accounts MJ follows?

4/4/2019 3:21:26 PM jrocktigers I hear ya man. I have quit a multitude of poisons and caffeine is a tough deal. Congrats!

4/4/2019 3:21:40 PM brad34351293 Yell yeah, a Scottish hacker Gary McKinnon saw files of Non-terrestial officers and ship schematics in 2002.

Regan was told of ships in his time that carried 200+

4/4/2019 3:24:13 PM aprilbrown99 Those who know can not sleep.

4/4/2019 3:25:20 PM mongrelglory Why are you shouting?

4/4/2019 3:25:26 PM primad57 Do you follow HealthRanger @PhillipRusak or @thefoodbabe. Lots of very good info.

4/4/2019 3:26:26 PM zagnett It's close enough. Another of MJ's tweets asks us to look at those MJ follows. Also seems clear he's high up in a secret society (not just a pawn). Also 

seems clear the person is quite damaging to the Disclosure movement. Only a few possibilities.

4/4/2019 3:27:04 PM jrocktigers April, there are herbal teas that contain caffeine. So , just make sure you read ingredients.

4/4/2019 3:27:20 PM mongrelglory I think with our collective co-creative consciousness, we have more control over this reality than people realize.

4/4/2019 3:27:49 PM zagnett Quick get the Man some Diet Coke! 😎

4/4/2019 3:28:57 PM aprilbrown99 So [they] can try to program the nanoites (sp) for targeted attacks?

4/4/2019 3:29:30 PM mongrelglory Good question Christine!  We can all think of the opera singer who shatters a glass with her voice.  I didn't think to ask if that could apply to stone!

4/4/2019 3:29:47 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you JRock!  I will for sure. 🤗

4/4/2019 3:30:02 PM slabunski The day of the lost haha

4/4/2019 3:31:07 PM thevolunteer6 I’m not. YOU are just reading it too loud. Only YOU can control THAT.  I’m just typing in an “EASIER TO READ” format.

4/4/2019 3:31:18 PM allahuniversal Literally.

Learn to archive offline.

4/4/2019 3:31:36 PM zagnett Also likely makes a fair amount of money off it and is likely somehow involved with the Above Majestic movie.

4/4/2019 3:33:18 PM scott_rick Why

4/4/2019 3:33:23 PM zagnett Nor does MJ need to. Getting the [fish's] attention is enough. It may panic and do something interesting.

4/4/2019 3:33:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your fate is in your hands.

4/4/2019 3:34:08 PM 1whoknows1_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does Mt.Rainer bring about any concern/interest for you? Heard there used to be some glaciers surrounding it...Will something be 

revealed soon?

4/4/2019 3:34:30 PM jrocktigers Majestic 12 do you have thoughts on omeprazole for heartburn and acid reflux? The box states do not take longer than 3 weeks, but doctors prescribe 

it as a daily dose forever.

4/4/2019 3:34:48 PM thevolunteer6 You are almost right. They said “There were two ways to do it. Either by military take over or finding a candidate that could win.” The Q & A was AFTER 

the election.

4/4/2019 3:34:59 PM scott_rick You got the whole world in your hands

4/4/2019 3:35:03 PM aprilbrown99 I thought the things he wrote were entertaining but I didn’t believe most of it. I did buy into the clones thing as it seemed to make sense about HRC, 

but now we know that was a lie. Some of the things he wrote sounded nice but there wasn’t ever any proof to back anything up.

4/4/2019 3:35:41 PM zagnett That, incidentally, is why I'm not providing my guess here. Enjoying the show.🍿🍩🍸

4/4/2019 3:35:42 PM freestateojones ] http://DonaldJTrump.com/q [

404 Error - Madam President HRC doesnt exist. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1112837533841358849?s=19 …

4/4/2019 3:36:12 PM thevolunteer6 Or Gods hands. We have NEVER had complete control.

4/4/2019 3:36:45 PM jrocktigers MJ12 is accurate, there are very few herbal teas that have caffeine.

4/4/2019 3:37:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lightening flashes,

Sparks shower,

In one blink of your eyes,

You have mis-seen.

4/4/2019 3:37:41 PM jrocktigers "I can tell your future, just look what's in your hands"  - Grateful Dead

4/4/2019 3:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the mind is enlightened,

The spirit is free,

and the body matters not.

4/4/2019 3:38:19 PM chapulincolored this?

BREAKING:  Julian Assange to be EXPELLED from Ecuadorian embassy in London WITHIN HOURS 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1110035/Julian-Assange-news-WikiLeaks-Ecuador-embassy-london-expelled-INA-paper-edward-snowden …

4/4/2019 3:38:37 PM zoilaliz1 Sounds like an oxymoron to me. By definition, fate is beyond our control, like death. Why not say “future” and give us some really good stuff to make it 

believable?

4/4/2019 3:38:44 PM 369gwh I looked at that web page, but it kept directing me to some weird error code 404 error code page. 

Completely stark white background.

4/4/2019 3:38:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 You must complete the journey that you started at Keb.

4/4/2019 3:39:18 PM n7guardiananon Sg-1 Meridian



4/4/2019 3:39:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only then will you be able to find your way to the Great Path.

4/4/2019 3:39:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Release your burden.

4/4/2019 3:39:36 PM ragevirusqq We don’t know that was a lie. Majestic uses disinformation when neccasary. Everything they say could be disinfo. Did it resonate with you when they 

said no clones?  There are some things they will never tell us because it is too much for most people. Off world slaves for example.

4/4/2019 3:39:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 A tall man cannot hide in the short grass.

4/4/2019 3:40:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 One cannot reach enlightenment by running from Death.

4/4/2019 3:40:45 PM t_hayden07 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Assange on his way home?

4/4/2019 3:40:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many roads lead to the Great Path,

only willing will find their way.

4/4/2019 3:41:18 PM ragevirusqq I also prefer the fantasy of sheen to the mass surveillance state MJ says is required with the advanced technologies. I want to walk with wildlife in a 

place of only love and joy.

4/4/2019 3:42:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The river tells no lies,

though standing on the shore,

the dishonest man still hears them.

4/4/2019 3:43:06 PM jdubz242 Heads up

4/4/2019 3:43:19 PM ragevirusqq What is keb?

4/4/2019 3:43:59 PM thevolunteer6 Can we stop the fluoride water?

Can we stop aerosol injection?

Can we remove NAGALESE from all the vaccines? (Scientist were killed to prevent THAT from going public)

Can we stop 5G? EMFs CAUSE CANCER! PERIOD.

THEY are at the precipice of their plan. I hoped the “good guys” endit

4/4/2019 3:44:17 PM zack_stone Said the man 7 miles below the surface with sec clearance that supersedes potus.

4/4/2019 3:44:43 PM laurabusse Agree. I believed a lot of what he said although much sounded outlandish to me. What got me was his behavior toward MJ. A being of higher 

consciousness does not try to tear down other beings! It disagrees respectfully, does not threaten or have tantrums. That settled it for me.

4/4/2019 3:45:00 PM sunbasileuo It's my Birthday MAJ!! Thank You for sharing this. Very interesting. God's Blessings to You!! #WWG1WGA

4/4/2019 3:45:25 PM ragevirusqq I agree it became obvious after he attacked people.

4/4/2019 3:46:20 PM shushale We are the water.  We make up the sea.  We are the Most High’s wave.  Here comes Truth.

4/4/2019 3:46:30 PM aprilbrown99 So far, everything that I have read and learned from MJ12 has resonated with me. I read the information, meditate on it, write in a journal about it & 

decipher the information to see how it fits into my life. Everyone should do the same. For me, it has made my life better.

4/4/2019 3:46:33 PM kindeandtrue Smacks too much of Gnosticism.

4/4/2019 3:46:48 PM ragevirusqq Also, When everyone famous that he perceives as important to mags was suddenly a pleadian soul. The elitism is what repels me.

4/4/2019 3:47:26 PM tikicolada YES!! Here is the You Tube video of that scene: https://youtu.be/VhTU6xg9Uis 

4/4/2019 3:47:33 PM ragevirusqq I agree wholeheartedly ♥😀

4/4/2019 3:47:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that was the breaking point for me as well.

4/4/2019 3:47:57 PM stoneturnr Bill Gates is a huge proponent of microbiome engineering. I guess poisoning people with vaccines wasnt enough for him. 

https://www.nutraingredients.com/Article/2015/03/05/Bill-Gates-Foundation-backs-microbiome-engineering-to-boost-infant-health …

4/4/2019 3:48:08 PM n7guardiananon You can never reach enlightenment I'd you do not believe you are worthy.

4/4/2019 3:48:10 PM sunbasileuo Thank You for the Info Xalos!! I had to share it in response to that beautiful book. Blessings!! #MAGA #MEGA #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/XnzZUNGpCX

4/4/2019 3:48:24 PM n7guardiananon If*

4/4/2019 3:49:07 PM ragevirusqq This is what I go back to when accusations about real or not real occur. I found that I don’t care if they are real or not. If the message resonates and 

feels of the LIGHT and positive then I listen.

4/4/2019 3:50:15 PM aprilbrown99 I am referring to Kab in my statement above, not MJ. Just wanted to clarify. 😊

4/4/2019 3:50:47 PM jrocktigers "From the land of the midnight sun

Where the ice blue roses grow

Along those roads of gold and silver snow

Howlin' wide or moaning low

So many roads I know

So many roads to my soul"  -  Grateful Dead

4/4/2019 3:51:49 PM ragevirusqq Some things from you two @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse also resonate and bring more light into my consciousness. Thank you for that ♥✌🏻

4/4/2019 3:53:11 PM scott_rick  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Meridian 

4/4/2019 3:53:19 PM aprilbrown99 And what if we are just like the Matrix movie?  This is just a simulation and we only think we are “living” this reality. 

I think that movie was the start of the great awakening for many.

4/4/2019 3:54:04 PM covertress Is @TomCruise an asset?

4/4/2019 3:54:59 PM rachaelangelm The tall man. 47 Ronin. Great film. I watch it over and over again.....

4/4/2019 3:55:07 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Jake. We are so happy that you are here to share your LIGHT with us. You prompt us to think deeper...which is always a good thing. 🤗❤️

4/4/2019 3:55:34 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/yaC9OnYOcg

4/4/2019 3:55:45 PM aprilbrown99 Bingo!  🙌

4/4/2019 3:56:20 PM chapulincolored Could it mean that on 4/4 (404) Julian Assange will not be found at the Embassy because he had already been extracted?

4/4/2019 3:56:35 PM scott_rick Doesn’t she say camp not Keb

4/4/2019 3:57:04 PM azuremagus teaching

4/4/2019 3:59:29 PM 313looper Omg ...! Just noticed something...

May I ask if you are just receiving these messages & now typing them for us ...!?

4/4/2019 4:00:06 PM n7guardiananon "Glow me"...hahaha😄😂🤣

4/4/2019 4:00:45 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/CURWLheKvQ

4/4/2019 4:01:26 PM love4thegameak Thats What I think. He is Already gone.

4/4/2019 4:02:19 PM phreatomagnetic Name that SG1 episode

4/4/2019 4:02:26 PM daveschroeder18 I'm not sure what the process is or how bad it is for you, but I switched to decaffeinated coffee. If you buy a good quality you won't even miss the 

caffeine.

4/4/2019 4:04:29 PM thankqtrump45 Are they using chem trails to spread negative black goo? And/or nanodust? To slow down ascension?

(☝🏼 My husbands questions. 

Not mine.)

4/4/2019 4:05:45 PM ragevirusqq Def for me I recall having to watch it many times to fully understand it



4/4/2019 4:05:46 PM lbf777 Kabamur talking to 2nd typist about SSP. Typist asked Pladeans about Kabamur. Kab is denied by pladeans so Kab calls Jordan Sather about alien 

disclosure movie (above majestic). An alien clown contacts a clown to work with JS to film the movie. 

Am I close?

4/4/2019 4:05:56 PM ruru_jataka I believe it in the top 5 cities in the US for human trafficking. It is home to the busiest airport in the world (21 years in a row).

4/4/2019 4:06:25 PM drbohammer Would you please ask the IS-BE containing Forrestal who defenistrated him through the hospital window?

4/4/2019 4:07:14 PM mongrelglory The scary thing is, people who would never send their DNA in to be tested, might very well jump on the bandwagon of having this test done.  Again, it 

gives the Cabal valuable information on how to tailor their GMO foods and additives to get the highest "kill" rate.

4/4/2019 4:07:15 PM aetherwalker1 'You are your own master.  The future, everything is on your own shoulders.  Buddha's responsibility is just to show the Path. That's all.'  @DalaiLama

4/4/2019 4:07:19 PM ragevirusqq 😭😀♥👍🏼

4/4/2019 4:09:26 PM clancy_birrell my tweet was erased!!!

I'm being twitter banned.

Original tweet said...IS that a double negative?

4/4/2019 4:09:47 PM mongrelglory My personal belief from looking at studies is that suppressing stomach acidity long-term has a negative impact on people's longterm health. (Increased 

risk of stomach cancer, problems with nutritional absorption etc...)

4/4/2019 4:11:35 PM clancy_birrell It's hard to contain my energy when we're being r@pined so hard by the cabal.

4/4/2019 4:12:11 PM covertress One of many concurrent incarnations, like all of us?

4/4/2019 4:12:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 You saved many without regard for your own life.

4/4/2019 4:12:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The future's never certain.

4/4/2019 4:12:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can never reach enlightenment if you do not believe you are worthy.

4/4/2019 4:12:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 You believe your journey is still not over?

4/4/2019 4:12:47 PM n7guardiananon What a great episode!!!

"The universe is vast and we are so small. There is only one thing we can ever truly control."

 http://stargate-sg1-solutions.com/wiki/5.21_%22Meridian%22_Transcript …

4/4/2019 4:13:02 PM mongrelglory It's so appalling when I hear friends talk about all the "good work" that the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is doing.  I tell them about Bill's belief in 

eugenics, the "infertility" components that were put into some vaccines etc... They dismiss it as my conspiracy theories!

4/4/2019 4:14:21 PM lbf777 I command the universe to shift us to a higher dimension now. 

us=Anyone qualified to shift on Earth.

4/4/2019 4:14:33 PM headlinejuice 'We are writing you on behalf of Organization of Victims of Psychotronic  (Mind Control) Weapons to ask for your help for the many constituents being 

targeted unjustly or used as human subjects in  experiments without their informed consent.' 

http://www.organizationofmindcontrolvictims.com/petition/ 

4/4/2019 4:14:39 PM jrocktigers Have used for over 10 years...😳

4/4/2019 4:14:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you immediately know the candlelight is fire,

The meal was cooked a long time ago.

4/4/2019 4:14:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Because it is so clear,

It takes a long time to realize it.

4/4/2019 4:15:41 PM headlinejuice They are doing this for alzheimer's ...targeting Americans with direct energy weapons, giving them the disease, then funding studies by Darpa and NIH 

on these nonconsensual experimentees. @qanon

4/4/2019 4:16:24 PM mongrelglory The glyphosate (in Round-up) was show in studies to kill beneficial bacteria in the gut.  They can accomplish these things via chemicals they add to 

crops and food additives without having to resort to nanites. 😟

4/4/2019 4:16:24 PM lbf777 Is our journey over but we do not realize it yet?

4/4/2019 4:16:55 PM hswcyd I think they have enough data already. The personal data will give them the power to customize and target individual.

4/4/2019 4:17:11 PM aprilbrown99 What she said! 😁👆👆👆

4/4/2019 4:17:44 PM nmchristoban So, green or oolong teas. Benefits or bad because of caffeine?

4/4/2019 4:17:53 PM laurabusse Yeah i thought that was weird too. A red flag in my opinion.

4/4/2019 4:18:09 PM kindeandtrue Alas, we're not all gifted with memetic skill.

4/4/2019 4:18:37 PM mongrelglory You might want to try slowly weaning yourself off and trying to stick to an alkaline diet to see if that helps the heartburn. Some people say taking 

digestive enzymes will also help.

4/4/2019 4:18:46 PM laurabusse Message, not messenger..

4/4/2019 4:19:42 PM laurabusse You are very kind Jake :-) thank you very much 💘

4/4/2019 4:20:01 PM headlinejuice Darpa & Congressional collude to torture Americans in brain studies. 'The Neural Engineering System Design program aims to develop an  implantable 

neural interface able to provide unprecedented signal  resolution & data-transfer bandwidth between the ..brain & the digital world'

4/4/2019 4:20:08 PM igiant111 Are we the alternate universe?

Maybe we were launched through an event horizon into some type of vortex where space, time and reality no longer exist. Everything is a mirage, built 

off perception. Mandela Effect being a sync-sign for us chosen to realize we're in this...game.

4/4/2019 4:20:21 PM mongrelglory It's an "association" with these conditions.  It doesn't necessarily mean that you will get stomach cancer if you stay on Losec.  No fear!

4/4/2019 4:21:19 PM askingsocrates I dont follow mj12 because I trust them, I follow them because I trust myself and they seed information that requires me to ask myself questions. And 

btw  L.A.R.P. is just the new way of saying fake news or conspiracy theory. Just another way to stop the questions. Dont be fooled

4/4/2019 4:21:26 PM qonthewall  pic.twitter.com/Jfw6dcrYKr

4/4/2019 4:22:33 PM spauldingshowal Probabilities.....

4/4/2019 4:22:36 PM mongrelglory You're wishing you took the blue pill, aren't you? 😏

4/4/2019 4:23:29 PM igiant111 ? pic.twitter.com/xnNhe0gbtK

4/4/2019 4:23:55 PM spauldingshowal Not running from not to......whatever helps the most....

4/4/2019 4:24:08 PM jrocktigers From a strategic POV, infected the population with stomach bacteria and then offering a solution that will finish the job, has me concerned. It would 

seem that would be able to be accomplished with omeprazole and the like.

4/4/2019 4:24:50 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome Zag! ⚡️⚡️⚡️

4/4/2019 4:25:15 PM allahuniversal Wait until those who scream larp learn that everything just may be a L. A. R. P which they're projecting & perpetuating ... They may have a scare 

event...

4/4/2019 4:26:10 PM mongrelglory I asked them before.  It was intentional since the CIA were originally linked with Russia.

4/4/2019 4:26:12 PM janh76 I remember that... from SG-1. Good storyline!

4/4/2019 4:26:23 PM aprilbrown99 It is so beautiful!

4/4/2019 4:26:57 PM tyl3r59518097 Good thing we brought the glock - Wu Tang Clan - Rarer style  https://youtu.be/UJrVmMz914s  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 4:27:27 PM jrocktigers Hey folks, does anyone have real knowledge about this account? pic.twitter.com/RAD6pMdL0s

4/4/2019 4:27:39 PM swatcam1 What seasons of SG-1 would you recommend watching?

4/4/2019 4:27:43 PM covertress I'm getting the distinct impression that F finds the re-incarnation dive fun.

4/4/2019 4:27:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 So you feel your journey must continue until you find redemption in your failures?



4/4/2019 4:27:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 These tasks you speak of were great challenges,

Perhaps they were even impossible to achieve.

4/4/2019 4:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The universe is so vast,

And we are so small,

There is only really one thing we can ever truly control,

>What's that?

Whether we are good, or evil.

4/4/2019 4:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The people closest to you have tried telling you you have made a difference.

You can change things for the better.

4/4/2019 4:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Judge yourself by the intention of your actions and the strength with which you faced the challenges that have stood in your way.

4/4/2019 4:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your spirit cannot be weighed.

4/4/2019 4:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The success or failure of your deeds does not add up to the sum of your life.

4/4/2019 4:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Walking the Great Path brings great responsibility, you cannot fear it or hesitate in your resolve.

4/4/2019 4:27:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anyone can reach enlightenment,

Anyone willing to open their mind,

4/4/2019 4:28:46 PM 1_decided_voter Are these lyrics? Dialog from something? Anyone recognize?

4/4/2019 4:28:50 PM askingsocrates Well brother I think that's what we are here for.😁😊

4/4/2019 4:29:11 PM giediknight What is that @AllahUniversal ?

4/4/2019 4:29:35 PM do_or_do_notty Hmmmm

4/4/2019 4:29:50 PM mongrelglory I would love it if MJ-12 became a "verified" account on Twitter! 😁

I suppose the account would start drawing a larger crowd then...

4/4/2019 4:29:52 PM scottgasaway And assange appears out of the lightning bolt.

4/4/2019 4:31:38 PM mongrelglory He never did want to give up his job, did he? 😉

4/4/2019 4:32:06 PM tyl3r59518097 Big Spender  https://youtu.be/GfrqHtNrzOk  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 4:32:35 PM ragevirusqq ✌🏻♥

4/4/2019 4:34:32 PM the_loveoflight Ty

4/4/2019 4:34:49 PM mongrelglory LCC = Lunar Command Centre.  I think they also said that they have other bases in this solar system too.

4/4/2019 4:35:06 PM kindeandtrue You lost me with the reincarnation thing. Not compatible with my Catholic faith.

4/4/2019 4:35:32 PM tyl3r59518097 Killah Priest - The Destroyer - The 3 Day Theory  https://youtu.be/Nv9a0cw3SPs  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 4:36:08 PM k1ngd1am0nd Space Force

4/4/2019 4:36:15 PM covertress Certainly the same IS, whether he BE F or T2 or whomever.

Resolute.

4/4/2019 4:37:00 PM toffer_anon_369 I am ready anytime.  Send me, I'll go.

4/4/2019 4:37:14 PM lbf777 Go on. pic.twitter.com/k3MdVGkNk8

4/4/2019 4:37:33 PM aprilbrown99 Made me cry.  So beautifully written.

4/4/2019 4:38:40 PM clancy_birrell With the help of the divine mother kundalini

4/4/2019 4:39:14 PM mongrelglory It also contains high fructose corn syrup, which is not good for the beneficial bacteria in your gut.  I know, I like the taste of this product, but it is junk 

food masquerading as health food I'm afraid.

4/4/2019 4:41:33 PM houdini481 So probiotics like Kefir are bad?

4/4/2019 4:41:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109591987659964417?s=19 …

4/4/2019 4:41:57 PM mongrelglory Regular format is actually easier to read.

4/4/2019 4:42:37 PM laurabusse Just my opinion. Watched most of cosmic disclosure. I tended to believe Corey even if much of it sounded outlandish. But i don't believe pretty much 

anyone 100% bc i believe everyone has a piece of the puzzle; no one knows everything or is infallible. I like to have an open mind.

4/4/2019 4:42:50 PM covertress I challenge my beliefs daily

and am often surprised 

by the answers.

4/4/2019 4:43:08 PM brittasbits1 I really needed to hear this after your rather long post about the event and death and choosing to go back or not, in particular all those deaths. That sat 

rather heavy with me these last couple of days.

4/4/2019 4:44:02 PM clancy_birrell 1) kab sent email msg to t2 in 17 regardin isbe and sekrutspaceprog

2) T2 sent email msg to real pledjans asking they told kab about t2

3) pledjans denied outint t2

4) kab heard it from jS@ther

5) extraclown is a mjsubord

6) extraclown sent email to clown handler

4/4/2019 4:44:06 PM clancy_birrell 7) jS@ther broadcast clown handler message on camera

4/4/2019 4:44:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, I was trying to tell myself it was better than having a coke, but I have no doubt it is the same or worse. 

I am going to go buy some herbal teas, fruit and a water diffuser tomorrow.  I don’t know why I didn’t think of the diffuser sooner.  It is never 2 late 2 

change. 😊

4/4/2019 4:44:40 PM mongrelglory Yet with all the different ways they've tried to kill off the human population...we appear to be quite resilient buggers!  I think they find us quite 

frustrating! 😝

4/4/2019 4:45:21 PM laurabusse Many possibilities. He's lying. He's telling the truth. He was implanted w false memories. I have no way of knowing. It bothers me to hear ppl tearing 

down corey. He seems harmless. And what if he is speaking the truth? I wouldn't rule him out 100%. But i really don't know...

4/4/2019 4:45:30 PM mongrelglory It's a screen-shot from the SG-1 episode 1969 that MJ-12 was referring to.

4/4/2019 4:46:57 PM laurabusse LOL

4/4/2019 4:47:43 PM kindeandtrue My Catholic faith is the sine qua non of my intellectual/spiritual and emotional existence.

4/4/2019 4:49:05 PM jballz1021 You won't get there by reading platitudes.  Get off twitter and start exploring your inner world.  Silence your mind.  Become the witness without 

thought or judgement.

4/4/2019 4:49:20 PM mongrelglory Natural organic Kefir is good I think.  It's the pasteurized stuff with additives and sugar that you have to watch out for.  Naturally fermented foods have 

been a healthy staple in many people's diets from diverse cultures.  If you can make your own, even better.

4/4/2019 4:49:51 PM weareallq Stargate SG-1 Oma Desala

4/4/2019 4:50:18 PM clancy_birrell but the path needs to be exposed to know it's there

4/4/2019 4:51:37 PM mongrelglory I used to drink pitchers of Crystal Light!  Now I make unsweetened ice teas using herbal or green tea fruit infusions.

4/4/2019 4:53:10 PM mongrelglory Happy Birthday! 🥳



4/4/2019 4:54:27 PM houdini481 Fair Salamis, the billows' roar,

Wander around thee yet,

And sailors gaze upon thy shore

Firm in the Ocean set.

Thy son is in a foreign clime

Where Ida feeds her countless flocks,

Far from thy dear, remembered rocks,

Worn by the waste of time–
4/4/2019 4:54:50 PM covertress I admire your dedication. 

May I ask?... How do you TBV in Catholicism?

4/4/2019 4:54:52 PM houdini481 Comfortless, nameless, hopeless save

In the dark prospect of the yawning grave....

Woe to the mother in her close of day,

Woe to her desolate heart and temples gray,

When she shall hear

4/4/2019 4:55:14 PM houdini481 Her loved one's story whispered in her ear!

"Woe, woe!' will be the cry–

No quiet murmur like the tremulous wail

Of the lone bird, the querulous nightingale–

4/4/2019 4:55:14 PM aprilbrown99 🍹perfect.

4/4/2019 4:56:08 PM mongrelglory That one is my favourite. 😊

4/4/2019 4:56:27 PM houdini481 Thanks, been mixing my Moringa with it...

4/4/2019 4:57:27 PM jballz1021 it ain't on twitter. I'm half just messing w MJ, not to be taken too seriously.

4/4/2019 4:57:38 PM mongrelglory Words of wisdom from SG-1 and Oma. 😑

4/4/2019 4:58:12 PM drbohammer Well, of course. Infinity is my realm, along with all things quasi-random 😊

4/4/2019 4:59:47 PM mongrelglory They recommend Season 1 to 7, though I found some benefit in the last 3 seasons as well.

4/4/2019 4:59:59 PM kindeandtrue I'm not familiar with that term.🤔

4/4/2019 5:01:07 PM kindeandtrue Trust But Verify?

4/4/2019 5:01:10 PM laurabusse And then you found out why a few minutes later. Yikes.

4/4/2019 5:01:37 PM allahuniversal Information being scrubbed from the web. Tweets get deleted in a few clicks. Google throttles & poisons search results. Accounts get suspended. 

YouTube removes videos. Archiving offline preserves the information.

4/4/2019 5:02:15 PM houdini481 “If you immediately know the candlelight is fire, then the meal was cooked a long time ago.”

4/4/2019 5:03:47 PM shannen_robison Truth resonates from within

4/4/2019 5:03:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Keb meaning Egyptian God of the Earth?

4/4/2019 5:04:22 PM houdini481 Monk: Stargate SG-1, Season 3

4/4/2019 5:04:24 PM laurabusse Husband and i weaned off soda using fruit juice with seltzer. Fizzy. Delish. :-)

4/4/2019 5:04:48 PM covertress Yes.

When you learn new things, how do you TBV?

For example, I meditate and ask myself if the answer is correct.

4/4/2019 5:05:02 PM kachinagtto You have no idea how deeply these words resonated to me today....or perhaps you do. Blessings back to you.

4/4/2019 5:05:07 PM lbf777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said today is 404 website now found day & Google's server just went down. 

Is this what he meant I wonder? 🤔

4/4/2019 5:06:29 PM laurabusse Eat fruit when you crave sugar. Cravings are gone and you don't miss the sugar...

4/4/2019 5:08:12 PM hawkgirlinmn Keb= the number 9! Majestic beginnings.

4/4/2019 5:09:56 PM aprilbrown99 That sounds perfect. I like a little fizz, that is one of the reasons water taste so bland to me. Unless I am mowing my yard, then any water will do. Lol

4/4/2019 5:10:56 PM vidowmakerk19 Do some food research, start here->Forks Over Knives docu. Pt of being awake is getting back to whole foods & away from poisoned processed food & 

less animal prods. I've experienced higher immunity, asthma is gone, no need for pain killers, better sleep & more. Good health you!❤️

4/4/2019 5:11:36 PM kindeandtrue Great question! I measure new ideas by their conformity to absolute truths like the Ten Commandments and the basic truths of the Faith which are 

contained in its most basic form in the Apostle's Creed.

4/4/2019 5:12:46 PM neecieh6111 OK, here is my interpretation:

ET Clown = MJ12 subordinate

ET Clown keyboarded box of Kleenex which was Emailed to a Clown.

How close am I to decoding the message?

4/4/2019 5:13:10 PM whitehat_van Anyone willing to having it hacked?

4/4/2019 5:14:23 PM kindeandtrue In other words, Truth is objective and absolute and not dependent on me. It is not subjective, relative or existential.

4/4/2019 5:14:58 PM sunbasileuo Thank You!! Last year Q went crazy today, and after being there from the start, it was such a cool gift for me and ALL my friends. I'd LOVE to have THIS 

day be "Unity Day", with Dr. Kin & JA REMEMBERED TOGETHER FOREVER as leaders who gave us the TRUTH and helped UNITE Us. 

pic.twitter.com/bOOdLJ8Phg

4/4/2019 5:16:55 PM laurabusse My personal opinion is that reserving judgement and healthy skepticism in general is very wise :-)

4/4/2019 5:17:08 PM tyl3r59518097 Malaa - Diamonds (Original Mix) [CONFESSION]  https://youtu.be/jy953u5FDwA  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/CXAB7SyrTQ

4/4/2019 5:17:23 PM neecieh6111 Real knowledge? No.

Gut feeling from following him in the past?  Not authentic.

Don't follow him for anything reliable. He reads the Q posts just like the rest of us.

4/4/2019 5:18:22 PM covertress I believe that I create my own Reality so, for me, Truth is 100% dependent upon me.

4/4/2019 5:19:04 PM nun_chucknorris As always, up to you to decide (read between the lines). Majestic has addressed it in the past though.

4/4/2019 5:19:21 PM maryschade14 There was this flight just befor my tift with twit. If I remember this flight was unusual in some way. Like it was 'dark'.

4/4/2019 5:20:04 PM zagnett This search may help, to see what MJ & @prayingmedic has said on it at least.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 EyeTheSpy

4/4/2019 5:20:58 PM kindeandtrue We are diametrically opposed philosophically, but I'll bet we agree on many things.🙂

4/4/2019 5:22:11 PM houdini481 Don't do it...

4/4/2019 5:23:03 PM jrocktigers Thank you folks!

4/4/2019 5:24:17 PM covertress What are your thoughts on ETs?

Do they exist?

👽 👽 👽

4/4/2019 5:24:40 PM jaspony1 Coffee is my 💩 juice... ☹️

No ☕️ and constipation sensation that's taking over the nation is me all day... pic.twitter.com/z7UL7bq5tm



4/4/2019 5:25:19 PM jrocktigers Majestic 12 Retweeted Praying Medic  Correct. We have stated prior that Eye The Spy was originally a kid who was LARPing the Q movement (MKUltra 

victim) who lost control of the account to Clowns and social engineering due to spreading false information and amassing a large follow

4/4/2019 5:25:33 PM zagnett Good questions, underwater buddy! (if you don't mind me calling you that).

Do you think we landlubbers have any chance to improve / do better in the future?

i for One can't wait to learn more about our true past. With a view to improve!

4/4/2019 5:28:52 PM keith369me I would recommend a water infuser.  Believe it or not it tastes fantastic with cucumber.  Gave up soda 15 years ago...healthier for it.  I need an ice 

cream substitute!

4/4/2019 5:29:32 PM kindeandtrue I think "aliens" are manifestations of evil spirits, or people with high tech capabilities living on secret bases on Moon or Mars. I don't think there are 

extraterrestrial non-human races, but I could be wrong.

4/4/2019 5:29:50 PM kindeandtrue Do you think ET's exist?

4/4/2019 5:31:20 PM keith369me Yes...it is near zero...got a substitute for chocolate?

4/4/2019 5:31:30 PM jones9536 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How do I know the majestic 12 is real? I know because if I don't actually go to the account I won't know they have posted 

sometimes even though notifications are turned on. Oh ALICE girl you are to much.

4/4/2019 5:32:21 PM starehope The headaches are usually a sign of caffeine withdrawl. I know a few people who try to stop caffeine but get terrible headaches.

4/4/2019 5:32:46 PM phreatomagnetic Is this you further elaborating on single person meeting after death

4/4/2019 5:34:42 PM zagnett Hopefully we can also "walk the Great Path" while sitting on our fannies mashing the keyboard.

May we all avoid carpal tunnel syndrome until our very last tweets! 🧐🤓😎

4/4/2019 5:35:51 PM keith369me You might want to YouTube reincarnated 911 children.  This got me to 99%...reading the Law of One got me the rest of the way and on a different 

spiritual journey.

4/4/2019 5:36:09 PM covertress Yes.

I believe that our Universe is filled with a wide variety of life, with many sentient lifeforms; also, that there are many other Universes.

4/4/2019 5:36:14 PM ch3no2_chick76 I’ve suffered with migraines because of other medical issues all my life & coffee kept them at bay. Having a concussion last year made me quit it 

because of nausea. But I had to pick it back up tho - migraines way worse now after accident 😞

4/4/2019 5:36:47 PM nun_chucknorris I followed the account very closely last year while it was bouncing around through different names. He had a few and had a few accts he was 

communicating back and forth with while POTUS was in Asia. Seemed like they were running an op, a nefarious one.

4/4/2019 5:37:02 PM doyle_eng 👌🏻

4/4/2019 5:38:11 PM starehope Stevia is a great and natural sugar. Read the ingredients. Some brands have additives, like Truvia and that is made by ConAgra, not a good company.

4/4/2019 5:38:14 PM kindeandtrue That is an awesome thought.

4/4/2019 5:39:11 PM starehope I think green tea has caffiene. You need to check into it.

4/4/2019 5:39:40 PM laurabusse I used to have an ice cream maker. If i still had it, i would make ice cream using coconut milk since i pretty much hafta be off dairy unfortunately...

4/4/2019 5:40:07 PM 3rdeyeview55 Hmm, where have I heard that before?😉

4/4/2019 5:40:10 PM keith369me Thank you for the messages...very helpful today!!!!!!!!!  If this Majestic thing doesn’t work out, you have a future in the fortune cookie business 😀

4/4/2019 5:40:30 PM zagnett i stopped when he promised a couple times that Assange would be saved soon, etc.

Personally i think Assange is dead, sadly. So any account that goes on and on about him i tend to tune out. 😢

4/4/2019 5:43:22 PM keith369me I’m getting close...over the past couple of months my diet/cravings have changed.  More fruit/veggies, less meat, more fish, have cut out 90% of dairy.  

Just listening to my body.  Majestic workouts, physically I feel great.

4/4/2019 5:44:51 PM starehope Happy Birthday!🍰🍨

4/4/2019 5:48:48 PM starehope 1) The WikiLeaks founder has been in the London building since 2012 after seeking asylum there as Swedish police wanted to question him over 

allegations of sexual assault and rape. WikiLeaks tweeted on Thursday night: “A high-level source within the Ecuadorian state has told

4/4/2019 5:49:32 PM starehope 2) WikiLeaks that Mr Assange will be expelled within 'hours to days' using the INA papers offshore scandal as a pretext and that it already has an 

agreement with the UK for his arrest.” Mr Assange is wanted by American authorities for his role in publishing secret US documents.

4/4/2019 5:50:33 PM patricksready For what reason?

4/4/2019 5:52:12 PM canadiancovfefe Thought provoking! Now I must look up “Keb”. Thanks.

4/4/2019 5:52:20 PM 1_decided_voter Also consider the people who have been potentially targeted because their family members submitted DNA not realizing its potential nefarious use.

4/4/2019 5:52:46 PM kindeandtrue Reincarnation presupposes that the soul is not affected by matter. Christians believe a human person is composed of a soul and body. The soul is the 

form of the body and animates it. Soul and body are intrinsically connected. Can't mix and match bodies and souls.

4/4/2019 5:57:59 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/451820042876116993?s=19 …

4/4/2019 5:59:11 PM starehope I struggled too. Worried about family, pets, health. Never knew the body had to be in really good condition by eating specific foods. Felt like most 

won't make it no matter how caring or spiritual we are. Very depressing. I worry most for my son who is mentally challenged.

4/4/2019 6:03:54 PM brittasbits1 And then Kab posted this 3 hours ago        HRC is DEAD. 

#LearnOurComms #WhiteHatsinControl #DarktoLight

4/4/2019 6:04:48 PM n7guardiananon May your mind always be calm and heart filled with love.

4/4/2019 6:08:06 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Your fate is in your hands. Lightening flashes, Sparks shower, In one blink of your 

eyes, You have mis-seen. When the mi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1113932719233339392.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/4/2019 6:08:19 PM kindeandtrue That is exceedingly kind and generous. Thank you! I needed that. 😍

4/4/2019 6:10:59 PM sciblu27 What is Kab

4/4/2019 6:11:22 PM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Your fate is in your hands. Lightening flashes, Sparks shower, In one blink of your eyes, 

You have mis-seen. When the mi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1113932719233339392.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/4/2019 6:12:46 PM starehope What is KEB, please?

4/4/2019 6:13:11 PM brittasbits1 Its a Twitter account that MJ12 has said was responsible partly for T2 death. And it is a clown mis/dis info too.

4/4/2019 6:13:51 PM brittasbits1 Kabamur

4/4/2019 6:19:33 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/IwSTe9uit48  pic.twitter.com/A3ZdIJQMgl

4/4/2019 6:22:02 PM universalrisin I was kind of confused by what MJ said, but since you two seem to understand. Was MJ saying many will die during the event? What’s the point of 

many people dying when they can come back? Is everyone concerned that the BE of a loved one will be gone but we will still be alive?

4/4/2019 6:23:44 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/il3xuwAQrt



4/4/2019 6:25:39 PM freestateojones Patton x Trump

John Trump x Assange 

Relatable?

4/4/2019 6:26:00 PM universalrisin I just thought that with the event we will all remember our past lives and stuff like i don’t know, can you help me understand what your concerns are 

about for the event?

4/4/2019 6:27:26 PM brangusjimmy Gosh I would love to sit down with y’all and just talk. Would be so fun.

4/4/2019 6:27:27 PM zagnett Mind open, but still always cautious / skeptical as needed.

4/4/2019 6:27:56 PM freestateojones Stage was set as BO left the WH to be in a nuclear war with RU and NK within weeks of HRC being elected. 

Good thing we have friends in high and low places.

4/4/2019 6:31:16 PM brangusjimmy God bless all of you! So exciting. Anything a Gen Z member can do to help? Outside of spreading WOM/Social Media.

4/4/2019 6:33:03 PM lbf777 Unite with all and redpill all.

4/4/2019 6:34:52 PM freestateojones Nanotechnology. 

What was the reasoning at the time, 

What is the reasoning now?

4/4/2019 6:35:42 PM brangusjimmy I think I have red pilled almost 50 people at this point.. followed Q since the first week in 2017. I have passion for loving others and mind-expanding 

topics. I absolutely love the idea of meeting other high intelligence species one day..

4/4/2019 6:36:31 PM drbohammer Likewise. My pleasure 😇

4/4/2019 6:36:58 PM brangusjimmy I just wish I could connect with like-minded individuals my age. I mean, how cool is all of this?! Makes my heart happy!

4/4/2019 6:37:09 PM freestateojones ]USA[

4/4/2019 6:38:58 PM drbohammer BTW, there are function generators within the digits of pi. As well, P != NP - I’m publishing the proof this summer.

4/4/2019 6:39:48 PM freestateojones Through conscious thought. 

So I've read.

4/4/2019 6:40:42 PM brangusjimmy That’s what I’ve been saying for years. pic.twitter.com/pRBCiCPWP5

4/4/2019 6:41:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 [🤡] https://twitter.com/CNBC/status/1113962226715713536 …

4/4/2019 6:43:30 PM drbohammer I’ll let you know when it’s out

4/4/2019 6:45:35 PM drbohammer Examples of generators you can find in the digits of pi: on the easy side, a prime number generator; on the harder side, the DNA sequences for every 

living thing on this planet +

4/4/2019 6:45:50 PM threadreaderapp Hola you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Your fate is in your hands. Lightening flashes, Sparks shower, In one blink of your eyes, You 

have mis-seen. When the mi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1113932719233339392.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/4/2019 6:46:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misleading "science" or do we call it Fake News for no reason? Perhaps disinformation is more appropriate. 

https://twitter.com/HarvardHealth/status/1113863941065568256 …

4/4/2019 6:48:35 PM scott_rick The coffee... I’m on day 2 now, not so bad

4/4/2019 6:48:39 PM giediknight Is the coffee/tea the only thing misleading?

4/4/2019 6:48:39 PM tammyrochester2 Always

4/4/2019 6:48:41 PM roublisa This isn’t the same eye there are two accounts I follow this one.

4/4/2019 6:49:23 PM jrocktigers Ok, thank you.

4/4/2019 6:49:31 PM aprilbrown99 The media has always changed the narrative to fit their purpose. Now we are able to see this for what it is.

4/4/2019 6:49:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd You and I left medical practice for same reason.

4/4/2019 6:50:06 PM _the_psychonaut Other than coffee, what else shouldn’t be on this list?

4/4/2019 6:50:48 PM spauldingshowal Wow...6 6 6

4/4/2019 6:51:06 PM drbohammer With these foods, a little goes a long way, but too much tends to have definitive negative effects. Kind of like certain medicines for diseases were not 

supposed to talk about... with one in particular, 1/200th of the minimum legal dose heals - anything more has no effect.

4/4/2019 6:51:09 PM roodtxenextdoor not everyting is a conspiracy my bro...! berry derived glucose is absolutely the best, most efficient and effective energy source for the human brain..

peace

4/4/2019 6:51:28 PM shushale I would guess starting with a list of any food/drink that have fluctuated in popularity as being “good” then maybe not are prime suspects.

4/4/2019 6:51:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Some fatty fish with special precautions due to mercury and heavy metal contents contained in the contaminated meats.

4/4/2019 6:51:52 PM spauldingshowal Part of the Plan for sure.  The Light Exposes....

4/4/2019 6:52:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ "Linked to Better Brainpower" = Propaganda / Disinformation

Define brainpower.

Checkmate.

4/4/2019 6:52:32 PM lbf777 We have waited for 2 years & all I see are chemtrails & 5G towers going up.

Is the plant to genocide us all?

4/4/2019 6:52:37 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Time for the [🤡] theme song again!

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

4/4/2019 6:52:42 PM paledarkpony Waiting to see where this is going...

4/4/2019 6:54:03 PM aprilbrown99 Is this a push towards PP?

4/4/2019 6:54:16 PM iamyou132 For caffeine or all 5 foods?

4/4/2019 6:54:41 PM giediknight I don’t get the clown angle on this one.

4/4/2019 6:54:42 PM snakejackal All of this are life created from nature and live perfectly.  Higher life human need to parasites on lower life for a living means food chain is form.   

Human Life force can self sustain without consuming other life.

4/4/2019 6:54:49 PM brangusjimmy So the claim is coffee is calcifying our pineal gland.. and so is fluoride. I drink coffee everyday and have brushed my teeth my whole life with fluoride 

toothpaste. Am I just screwed or what? Lol

4/4/2019 6:54:50 PM tamexis Please, do explain. Is it perhaps that it doesn’t matter what we eat because we are energy and it’s all an illusion?

4/4/2019 6:54:57 PM roublisa You bet...this account is very interesting as far as the daily activities and missions ...he is close to government at the W house and on capital hill often.  I 

saw his tweet about Julian...he wouldn’t put that unless it was safe to do so.  I’ll be watching closley😉

4/4/2019 6:55:14 PM _the_psychonaut While we are on the subject of heavy metals, what is the ideal heavy metal detox?

4/4/2019 6:55:17 PM highhopesusa Hmmm

4/4/2019 6:55:37 PM allahuniversal It's numbers 2 & 4 which are questionable. Berries are just fine. Minus berries, nuts & leafy greens which may be poison to some people. Allergies 

included.



4/4/2019 6:55:56 PM giediknight I eat sardines in moderation, high fat, low heavy metals.

4/4/2019 6:57:49 PM freckledred2 Berries are correct if they are of blue or purple color.

4/4/2019 6:58:03 PM lbf777 2 years of waiting. I thought for sure chemtrails would end by now & all I hear is excuses like they are spraying us with vitamins.

When I asked about fixing the economy, MJ12 said no plans to do so. Economy is designed to enslave us. We supported Trump but no love for us? 🤔

4/4/2019 6:58:22 PM giediknight Number 2 is 😂 because tuna contains high levels of mercury, and they mentioned Alzheimer’s... which is caused by... heavy metals...

4/4/2019 6:58:25 PM brangusjimmy Check out the new tech near Dallas off of I-35!! SO cool. I took this on a trip not too long ago! I hope good people are running this one.  

http://vizivtechnologies.com  pic.twitter.com/74FP5MzbKe

4/4/2019 6:59:02 PM 1ra_enelor I don’t even know what to eat anymore....including ‘organic’!

4/4/2019 6:59:37 PM zagnett Sorry i just trust ANYONE on Assange. Until he makes a speech or something with hundreds+ people around with cameras, and fields questions.

4/4/2019 6:59:48 PM roodtxenextdoor Fair enough.....

Peace

4/4/2019 7:00:14 PM starehope Wow. Sorry to hear that. The things that make me wonder! Caffiene can cause migraines. At least you have an idea what to do for your symptoms. 

Hope you stay well! 💕

4/4/2019 7:00:39 PM lbf777 MJ12 said they won't give us free energy because "we are too immature to use it". Supposedly we might weaponize it & kill each other so I guess he 

wants us to keep paying for toxic oil fumes at $3 a gallon. Trump boasted that it dropped to $2 a gallon in December but now back up.

4/4/2019 7:00:40 PM allahuniversal P. E. A. C. E.

4/4/2019 7:02:58 PM brangusjimmy Hmm. Well, maybe when the social engineering wears off on society we will have matured? I mean, if MJ-12 really are that highly intelligent, maybe 

they have sources that have watched it before. Shit idk I’m just speculating.

4/4/2019 7:03:30 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1113983624460681216 …

Good point. I just asked them. 🤓🤔😉

4/4/2019 7:04:15 PM brangusjimmy My biggest red pill into MJ12 was the “Hollow moon” findings. And the fact it is in “Tidal Lock” makes zero sense to me that it would be naturally 

occurring.

4/4/2019 7:05:03 PM giediknight Google purging? pic.twitter.com/rbuVXyAPcl

4/4/2019 7:05:09 PM roublisa As with anything one reads we need to take with a grain of salt ..right?  I check in on many accounts and discern the info with caution.  Doesn’t hurt to 

keep an eye on this eye account.

4/4/2019 7:05:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're correct regarding berry derived glucose being highly efficient in the brain. Help's you push your brainpower, however will is required.

4/4/2019 7:06:34 PM starehope I have to read and reread the threads. It's like the Bible. One pass through a sentence and you only read words. I do have many questions. I hope they 

are answered in time. The thread on death is great but left way too many questions.

4/4/2019 7:08:08 PM roodtxenextdoor no worries yo, one of ur followers offered me some further insight, i have gained from ur posting...

thank u

4/4/2019 7:09:11 PM roublisa This is another interesting account that often has insight to the over all mission. @ROYALMRBADNEWS

4/4/2019 7:10:38 PM scrotata Or maybe just a factual observation?

4/4/2019 7:10:56 PM nettiejoi Bees, nuts, coffeebeans are only the fruits of a plant. 

What is your idea, what humans should consume ?

4/4/2019 7:11:57 PM keith369me You’re here..you’re doing something right

4/4/2019 7:12:15 PM nsmithski I hope it comes soon. I hav been expecting it for months now.

4/4/2019 7:13:29 PM brangusjimmy Thank you! I am a very happy person regardless and thankful for what I have. Self-improvement is always a goal though😁

4/4/2019 7:14:50 PM andress45303251 This Saturday is the first Saturday market here in Eugene. Hopefully it doesn't rain and I can post so.e vids. The most amazing thing, is coming out of a 

trance and seeing a multitude of people, smiling and dancing, phones out, feeling what God has chosen to channel through me.🙏

4/4/2019 7:15:29 PM starehope MJ, what is the point? If everything is soon completed who would or should care? Will the banks, buildings, and trees remain? I think the kids should 

pay their way through college, people used to do that. Why are grown children babied?

4/4/2019 7:16:23 PM jnest3 Hmmm🤔

4/4/2019 7:17:08 PM keith369me Your will is more important than anything physical that you can do.  I am far from perfect, but my thoughts and actions are so much better than they 

were a year ago.  We are all works in progress...will to improve the physical and it will happen.

4/4/2019 7:17:28 PM snakejackal Plants has no emotions and will not have grudge and hence any bad Karma if you consume them.  At the same time like Christians thank GOD for such 

creations to complement your life.  Human evolve to immortal path without food is destined by Lord of Destiny.

4/4/2019 7:18:22 PM andress45303251 Bro, Got SICK beats over here, if you ever wanna collaborate on something. A few recording studios, ghetto as fuck but can get it done. Live drums 

KILLS IT.

Dem ols school 90's raves, downtown Chi, up fire escapes in a borded up warehouse.

Acid EVERYWHERE.

4/4/2019 7:18:28 PM starehope Maybe the idiocy of it all. Grown children taking from their parents while they get drunk at school then take drugs before exams in order to study. 

Forgive me to those who truely study and/or work for their education.

4/4/2019 7:20:17 PM aprilbrown99 I really like wheatgrass juice. I recently had a carrot, beet, celery, garlic, & parsley juice drink freshly made a few weeks ago. I could drink that everyday. 

Love carrot juice on its own too. 

I would be content drinking my meals if I could find a way to get enough protein.

4/4/2019 7:21:10 PM andress45303251 Bring that drum into parties, it fucking kicks it up to 11. One group aroud the DJ, pulsating, the other around the drum. Freestyle breaking. Thank you 

GOD for allowing me this experience!!!

4/4/2019 7:21:54 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe add pee pollen or hemp?

4/4/2019 7:22:41 PM andress45303251 Send me sum o you shit, let me dance all into the spaces i between. The older I get, the more I just wanna fill holes.

😂😂😂

4/4/2019 7:23:02 PM jdltr450 Some tea contains flouride. I'm not sure about that whole list.

4/4/2019 7:23:03 PM sano_faith Season 8 to 10 has been made under controls of [They].

Message over messenger.

4/4/2019 7:24:45 PM sano_faith Fate come from minds.

Futur is illusion. 

Only Will matters.

4/4/2019 7:26:41 PM drbohammer Foo dogs are cool, though the phrase “foo dog” is redundant. In Mandarin, the phrase for “so so” is “ma ma foo foo” (literal translation: horse horse 

dog dog)

4/4/2019 7:26:44 PM starehope Yes plants do have feelings. It was proven. When one broke a leaf and left the room, others went in & out. Using a very strong microphone, when the 

one who broke the leaf entered the room, the plant screamed. Trees are more like comatose. Minerals live.



4/4/2019 7:27:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dandelion root.

Chlorella.

Cod Liver Oil.

Berries.

4/4/2019 7:27:50 PM wink5811 I do now thanks for the links!

4/4/2019 7:28:26 PM realityloominng I feel there is a way of knowing, here 4 years after he entered the scene, discernment only get easier and easier, some might be implanted disinfo, but 

def not all https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBoFgJST0pw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR09yojdM31tlmLxjwrIBBdpZdN7p9AINgh1X-If2jKvfp3-

T_jy4eTkRcE …

4/4/2019 7:28:26 PM drbohammer Marshall Islands?

4/4/2019 7:30:34 PM aprilbrown99 My dad used to take cod liver oil before he would go to work when I was a child. Kept him really healthy. It is very stinky.  😊  but a spoonful could be 

taken super fast followed by a juice chaser to get rid of the taste. Lol 🙏

4/4/2019 7:30:54 PM lbf777 I happen to think the moon is real. He admits to pushing disinformation so...

4/4/2019 7:30:59 PM starehope Things to think very hard about. Think in all directions.

4/4/2019 7:31:24 PM kachinagtto I'd like to ask you about Shilajit and Chaga for the Pineal.  Came across info claiming it could help decalcify the pineal.  I started taking it, and don't 

know if it does what claims re Pineal, but it does make me feel mentally alert (like coffee without the caffeine jitters).

4/4/2019 7:31:42 PM drbohammer Yeah, LOVE that

4/4/2019 7:31:53 PM starehope It is fake news? Not true? If so, then what do we eat?

4/4/2019 7:32:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 No endorsement.

No smell.

Slight lemon flavor.

Naturopaths recommend it frequently. pic.twitter.com/AqQxZkIioS

4/4/2019 7:32:13 PM snakejackal Emotions is a kind of self aware conscious including complex feelings like tear when you are slaughtered as food.  Plant has no such feeling yet but the 

feelings you described exist as real as Plant is a life too.

4/4/2019 7:32:17 PM giediknight All but the berries is recommended for a keto diet.

4/4/2019 7:32:35 PM brangusjimmy I 100% believe it is real!! Just think it is so strange the placement, density, and age of the moon. Could have been placed there by God for all I know!

4/4/2019 7:32:47 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome thank you. ❤️

4/4/2019 7:32:56 PM drbohammer I have a statue of that (foo dog with globe) in the foyer

4/4/2019 7:33:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you compare and contrast the strengths and weaknesses of [fill in the blank] diet versus [fill in the blank] diet?

4/4/2019 7:34:11 PM keith369me How about Flaxseed?

4/4/2019 7:34:43 PM brangusjimmy Says “SnakeEater” lol ;)

4/4/2019 7:34:43 PM realityloominng Thanks for being a real replying person Laura! I compleetely agree. It's just wherever you post something positive about CG and DW, seemingly fake 

people pop up in mass with outlandish hate.. ALICE is very real

4/4/2019 7:35:31 PM nettiejoi They are " eating " light ? Sadly I am still a soul in a body  so I need to reincarnte in 

more lifes to become immortal

4/4/2019 7:36:06 PM drbohammer Here’s a pic of it... pic.twitter.com/X0sWipEX4F

4/4/2019 7:37:20 PM giediknight Keto vs high protein/low fat

Keto allows the body to burn fat for fuel

High protein/low fat burns the carbohydrates for fuel.

Keto is said to give one clearer thoughts, and it seems to be more in-line to less processed food diet/hunter gatherer.

4/4/2019 7:37:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 $J

4/4/2019 7:39:32 PM giediknight Thomas Delauer is a great resource  https://m.youtube.com/user/TheTdelauer … 

He talks very fast and clear, which indicates to me, high cognitive ability.

4/4/2019 7:39:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keto = Umbrella term of many things

High protein/low fat = Specific term of specific things

Apples vs Oranges

Keto vs Paleo

Keto vs SAD

Not Keto vs Broccoli 

Not Paleo vs Lamb

Keep the comparison consistent to discover intel.
4/4/2019 7:40:28 PM djlok I’ve been on so many fill in the blank “diets”.  Now I’m just a vegetarian.  It was the “diet” that is most comfortable to me.  Meets my basic need for 

sustinance and doesn’t pose any major health risks.  Also over time I became disgusted by eating things with a face.

4/4/2019 7:40:56 PM starehope What is $J?

4/4/2019 7:41:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 THINK MIRROR

4/4/2019 7:43:03 PM djlok I gotta say…that is one of your funniest comms, btw.

4/4/2019 7:43:25 PM winki00000001 S$ - J$ - JSather

Are you saying that J$ is behind this account ?

4/4/2019 7:43:35 PM kachinagtto I'm guessing he'll be on the next conference tour with them. $$$

4/4/2019 7:44:49 PM carolin15161363 Did HRC get technology given to her from the area of the 7 sisters stars for ALICE? If ALICE is P and Q has mentioned P. Is Q mentioning ALICE when 

they mention P?

4/4/2019 7:45:10 PM teamsterr07 My 94 yr grandpop took cod liver oil every day as a child. Something to be said about cold water fish!! 🐟

4/4/2019 7:45:25 PM winki00000001 typo : $J -> J$ -> JSather

4/4/2019 7:45:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/4/2019 7:46:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No typo

4/4/2019 7:46:58 PM allahuniversal ALICE doesn't have feelings, sims them well. Not feeling as enthused as another about a topic ≠ hate, let alone outlandish hate (aka waste of energy). 

Also, how one feels about something may not necessarily = what one thinks. Feel/think. Words matter 😉

4/4/2019 7:49:55 PM aprilbrown99 I saw this acct before and dismissed it as a 🤡.  He claims he was 48 years in military. No way. He has long hair. Once you are in the military for that 

long you wouldn’t change grooming habits.

4/4/2019 7:49:57 PM lbf777 The suns evolved out of a gas nebula that got so hot, it shot suns out. The gravity tried to pull back our sun stripping off a layer which became the 

planets & accompanying moon satellites. At 1st, the moon & Earth were similar in size & the moon developed an atmosphere.

....

4/4/2019 7:50:38 PM giediknight High fat/low carbohydrate no dairy, no wheat, no soy. Fat/protein sources need to be grass fed, grass finished beef or other 100% pasture raised 

chicken, turkey. No more than 4oz per meal. 7-10 cups of diverse vegetables per day. Nuts, no legumes. Blueberries are great.

4/4/2019 7:51:39 PM giediknight Variety is needed as body will build immunity to foods eaten often.

4/4/2019 7:52:56 PM lbf777 This was about 3.5 billion years ago. Then the Earth got bigger as comets & astroids slammed it over many years. It’s superior gravity sucked up the 

moon’s atmosphere. The Sun’s physics properties caused Mercury, our moon & others to stop spinning. 

.....



4/4/2019 7:53:15 PM giediknight More guidance is needed on MJ12’s part to unlock intel.

4/4/2019 7:53:56 PM cledrordfishing I like cheese burgers and fried things. I like steak and chicken.. all the evil stuff I guess. 

Not sure about the let's eat grass movement. 

Not many people survived thousands of years on grass.

Mostly meat.

4/4/2019 7:54:39 PM cledrordfishing Cheese burgers!

4/4/2019 7:54:40 PM drbohammer He may have missed a few doses of clorpromazine...

4/4/2019 7:55:34 PM giediknight 🤡 👽 J$

4/4/2019 7:56:15 PM lbf777 One day the Earth will stop spinning & the moon will come closer to Earth. Once it is 11,000 miles away, the moon shatters & becomes a ring around 

Earth just like Saturns ring. It was tidal friction that stopped the moon from revolving. 

......

4/4/2019 7:56:16 PM tamexis Do share

4/4/2019 7:57:12 PM vintagesquirrel What about intermittent fasting? Is that a healthy lifestyle?

4/4/2019 7:57:17 PM blsdbe MJ, about good foods to eat from the plant world: blackberries & dandelions are both very vigorous plants, hard to kill. They are also both very healthy. 

Is this a pattern that other healthy foods follow? Vigorous and Resilient foods might be better to consume?

4/4/2019 7:58:21 PM lbf777 The craters in the moon are most likely there when the lyrans and Reptilians had a massive war during Atlantis. Someone bombed the hell out of the 

moon. 

All that stuff about the moon being a spaceship is most likely disinformation.

4/4/2019 7:58:49 PM thevolunteer6 UNABLE TO RESEARCH?

4/4/2019 8:00:06 PM roublisa Nice .....😉 although I’m allergic to dandelion 🤨 .

4/4/2019 8:00:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the universe in terms of energy frequency and vibration. 

What is resiliency in terms of frequency or vibration? 

What if you want to be resistant?

How do you bring yourself to that vibration?

4/4/2019 8:00:33 PM starehope That verbage makes me very uncomfortable. Is it true?

4/4/2019 8:00:51 PM blsdbe Is there a particular brand, fresh or canned?

4/4/2019 8:01:01 PM dynamicres J$'s shared IS then?

4/4/2019 8:01:01 PM cledrordfishing Cheese burgers from cold dead hands.  Lol

4/4/2019 8:01:44 PM clancy_birrell I get the feeling that MJ12 is suggesting you experiment yourself and determine what works for you. But you can use the findings of others to guide 

you.

4/4/2019 8:01:50 PM blsdbe Are there any sources of sea food that are not contaminated with heavy metals? Or Radiation from Fukushima?

4/4/2019 8:01:59 PM roublisa Is the flower the allergen?

4/4/2019 8:02:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Common allergies or more severe condition?

If common allergies, dandelion root extract will, over the course of a full year of taking it regularly build up an immunity more effective than any 

vaccine could deliver. Very small increments builds tolerance and enables immune system.

4/4/2019 8:03:10 PM aprilbrown99 I was a meat eater for most of my life. Over the past few years I started eating less bcuz I love animals & I just couldn’t do it anymore. I eat cheese & 

free range eggs now for protein. I eat mostly veggies, fruit on occasion. I still eat bad stuff-chips, frozen meals & chocolat

4/4/2019 8:03:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not medical advice.

4/4/2019 8:03:18 PM giediknight Trader Joe’s has North Atlantic wild caught, I get it without salt. Then I add pink Himalayan salt.

4/4/2019 8:03:38 PM roublisa Fantastic news thanks !

4/4/2019 8:03:53 PM thevolunteer6 I HAVE NOT AVOIDED ANY QUESTIONS. I ALREADY GAVE YOU THE “WHO” AND THE “WHERE.” SORRY IF YOU CAN’T RESEARCH FOR YOURSELF. IF YOU 

CAN’T DO THE RESEARCH REQUIRED TO FIND THE Q&A; YOU’RE IN THE WRONG CONVERSATION. DO YOUR OWN WORK...I’M DOING MINE.

4/4/2019 8:03:53 PM roublisa Lol😆

4/4/2019 8:04:03 PM clancy_birrell I'm not going to trusty anything from harvard or yale on face value any more.

4/4/2019 8:04:13 PM starehope Who is the Alien? Good or evil?

4/4/2019 8:04:34 PM blsdbe Wonderful!!! I have plenty of dandilions growing in our yard. Is there a best way to consume the root? Will roasting alter the healing properties?

4/4/2019 8:04:45 PM auagate Good to know.

4/4/2019 8:05:07 PM zagnett Or fake?

4/4/2019 8:05:44 PM lbf777 I asked him if he was part of your team and he said “no I am not one of the Magic men”. I asked him if the Deep State HQ “Council Of Foreign 

Relations” had lost its power & he said “no comment”. I think he also claimed to be thousands of years old but not sure.

4/4/2019 8:05:45 PM blsdbe 👍👍👍 Thank you!!!

4/4/2019 8:05:56 PM decodematrix Is garlic healthy?

4/4/2019 8:06:13 PM freestateojones Can you elaborate on whom it really is?

4/4/2019 8:06:16 PM starehope Who is that guy talking like he owns us?

4/4/2019 8:06:56 PM laurabusse It gets easier as your body gets used to it. Its an adjustment obviously. At 1st the thought of fruit may repel you. Eat what appeals: bananas grapes 

watermelon seem to appeal to me no matter what. Sugar is HIGHLY addictive but after awhile you won't miss it. Best of luck to you!

4/4/2019 8:07:25 PM n7guardiananon You are what you eat.

4/4/2019 8:07:43 PM extradouble Many chemtrails are for weather control, which I believe Trump has control of now..no polar vortex this year and one hurricane passed in front of the 

migrant horde.

4/4/2019 8:08:08 PM jrocktigers It has been stated there are many different alien species and the larger % of them are 'friendlies' . I do not have any further info. regarding your ? 

however.

4/4/2019 8:08:23 PM extradouble The 5G is concerning though.

4/4/2019 8:08:28 PM lbf777 100%.

4/4/2019 8:08:35 PM laurabusse You're the only one I've heard of. You must be very empathic, intuitive...maybe even psychic...

4/4/2019 8:08:59 PM clancy_birrell I am a ROFSCHILD suggests we read Fats that Heal or Fats that kill for a good dose of truth regarding what human diets should be like...

4/4/2019 8:09:12 PM zagnett Nobody I'm going to listen to. He seemed fake fast. 🧐

4/4/2019 8:09:16 PM _chelseaproject A. Moreno account may be presented with some humor, but it has disclosure in it.

4/4/2019 8:09:36 PM blsdbe Well, I guess I think of it like I am steering my spiritual tornado of Implosion with my Loving heart. I am Coherent, so those that are less coherent tend 

to be influenced to greater coherence when we get near each other. Whoever has the most coherence steers the Spiritual field.

4/4/2019 8:09:36 PM sterkinglights1 Had to give to my pitbull after he was hit by a car.

4/4/2019 8:10:55 PM lbf777 We didn’t need Chemtrails in most of human history. Don’t need them now. People found aluminum shards in there that cause Alzheimer’s. Also we 

can use psychic powers like a cell phone but we need to practice to activate it. Our minds are connected. Don’t need cell phones.

4/4/2019 8:10:57 PM blsdbe Do our foods also have spiritual energy fields with strengths that either steer or are steered?

4/4/2019 8:11:49 PM thevolunteer6 You asked me to do what you can do yourself. If you can’t do the research; you’re in the wrong place. DO YOUR OWN WORK. (I’m not your employee)

4/4/2019 8:13:16 PM sterkinglights1 Plate reverb or spacial reverb.



4/4/2019 8:13:33 PM giediknight Saying “grace” will raise the frequency of food before you consume it.

4/4/2019 8:14:00 PM starehope Yeah, whatever that is. Check out his page.

4/4/2019 8:14:25 PM laurabusse Who is this guy? I tried watching this a few days ago but couldn't make it past the 1st 5 min. It's over an hour long...can you sum it up briefly? Or should 

i skip to middle or end? Or do you think it's important to watch entire thing?

4/4/2019 8:14:33 PM starehope He did.

4/4/2019 8:14:48 PM bbobbio71 Agreed.

4/4/2019 8:15:18 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is HRC human?

4/4/2019 8:15:25 PM extradouble There is weather warfare going on that wasn't happening before. All those hurricanes hitting the US, might as well have been massive bombing raids.

4/4/2019 8:15:58 PM bbobbio71 Listen to your body.  Everything in moderation

4/4/2019 8:16:26 PM drbohammer The common name is Thorazine

4/4/2019 8:16:26 PM thevolunteer6 I’ll try to do better. OK?

4/4/2019 8:16:29 PM carolin15161363 I dont trust anything coming out of Los Alamos.

4/4/2019 8:16:53 PM blsdbe Why the push to invest for retirement over caring for our children in what we all know is one of the most difficult times for young adults to make it on 

their own? Anyone else out there with kids 18-28 that are unable to make ends meet, even with multiple jobs?

4/4/2019 8:17:11 PM drbohammer And yeah, I scanned his page...😳

4/4/2019 8:17:25 PM starehope Thanks!💕

4/4/2019 8:17:33 PM bbobbio71 Pee pollen 😂😂 JK.

4/4/2019 8:18:00 PM extradouble The aluminum in or water food and drugs probably far outstrips the amount you get from the air in chemtrails. Imagine trying to fight a war without 

tanks or planes..because we never needed them before.

4/4/2019 8:18:01 PM starehope Ok.

4/4/2019 8:18:42 PM lbf777 The only way to stop the Government from screwing us over nonstop is to establish 100% transparency but for now stop paying taxes to defund them.

4/4/2019 8:19:06 PM laurabusse I can't stand the fighting. Both sides seem so outrageous. All bc a guy has some wild stories. So what! Time eventually reveals the liars. Why not just let 

it play out? I still can't believe i got in the middle of the whole kab/MJ brouhaha. Wild channelings and accusations...

4/4/2019 8:19:09 PM brad34351293 Um, Is that a slight @ me, sir?😉

I just wrote what I think!

I question anything that doesn't ring true to me!

20 & back program narrative= 2 realities if true, the one he lived before, then de-aged him lives in this reality/alt Un. I have no hate, just skepticism!

4/4/2019 8:19:11 PM starehope What is $J?

4/4/2019 8:19:26 PM lbf777 We need less aluminum, not more. Spraying us with aluminum is evil.

4/4/2019 8:19:27 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed. I also thank my fruits and veggies before I cut into them too. I know they don’t have consciousness like we do, meaning they don’t feel pain, 

but i like to show respect for their existence and giving their life.

4/4/2019 8:19:40 PM thevolunteer6 The question that was asked was worded this way: “in our lifetime.”

4/4/2019 8:20:01 PM starehope I don't know what that is either. Sorry.

4/4/2019 8:20:05 PM jrocktigers "Stand by to stand by

Ain't no need to worry today

Thorazine shuffle make everything OK

I know how you feel

You say you need your highs and lows

But what if you could take your pain

And just let it go"    Thorazine Shuffle - Government Mule 

@govtmuleband
4/4/2019 8:20:35 PM thevolunteer6 I NEVER SAID “NEAR FUTURE”

4/4/2019 8:20:57 PM aprilbrown99 Oops, 😁. I meant bee pollen. I am on an iPad. Sometimes I don’t hit the right keys or autocorrect changes it. Thanks.

4/4/2019 8:21:31 PM extradouble Yeah your tax dollars at work, killing third world people, paying national debt to banksters and funding military tech for the DoD so military contractors 

can make more money. Might as well be funding the Mafia.

4/4/2019 8:21:35 PM jrocktigers Psych Med.

4/4/2019 8:22:30 PM laurabusse Me, i have to learn to discern alice better so i don't allow myself to sucked into arguing with robots anymore LOL! And BTW i love DW. Following him a 

long time and he always felt like the real deal to me. But i don't hang my hat even on him. Nor would he want me to, i think...

4/4/2019 8:23:18 PM starehope This makes me think of an old either Outer Limits or Twilight Zone. The Aliens came and offered vacations to the people. Many happily went. The book 

Aliens gave as a gift was a new language. When it was finally deciphered, it was "Cookbook for Humans" Creepy.

4/4/2019 8:23:40 PM thevolunteer6 YES THERE WAS. IT WAS A “Q & A” WITH ANONS ASKING AND Q ANSWERING “YES” TO THE QUESTIONS THAT “Q” LINKED TO HIS ANSWER. RESEARCH  

http://Qanon.pub  FOR YOURSELF. I READ IT AT DURING THE POSTING.

4/4/2019 8:24:25 PM giediknight I have been thinking about the meat I consume as well, about the animal, I think of that animals conscience and put the intention that it died to 

provide me with nutrition. And perhaps in infinity it knew it would die to provide for me, and made the choice to be born.

4/4/2019 8:24:34 PM starehope Who is J$?

4/4/2019 8:25:08 PM extradouble Spraying aluminum into the air is the least efficient, most expensive way to get it into people. That isnt their goal. Putting it in the water supplies, 

deodorant, drugs on the other hand IS efficient, effective.

4/4/2019 8:25:42 PM laurabusse It may seem contradictory...eat fruit but not sugar...but fruit heals while sugar degrades health. @MedicalMedium explains why in his wonderful books 

and elsewhere...

4/4/2019 8:26:06 PM mongrelglory There are a lot easier ways to target an individual for termination if desired. This is probably related more to population eugenics. Getting the numbers 

down in certain targeted populations. For example, people in Japan probably have a different microbiome than people in Africa.

4/4/2019 8:26:13 PM allahuniversal Divine cosmos still gets an occasional visit, just not as many as it used to.

4/4/2019 8:26:15 PM jrocktigers Being grateful is a wonderful karmic energy.

4/4/2019 8:27:00 PM thevolunteer6 THAT WAS “THE SIXTEEN YEAR PLAN” obummer & killary.

4/4/2019 8:27:04 PM lbf777 People who quit deodorant get warts in the 1st 2 weeks under their arms. WTF are we doing? We need to take over the Corporation & use them to 

serve instead of exploit the people.

4/4/2019 8:27:21 PM laurabusse Brad, l'au from what I've seen doesnt have a mean bone in his body LOL...i think he's just explaining his point of view :-)

4/4/2019 8:28:15 PM drbohammer I’m guessing the antithesis to Jordan Sather

4/4/2019 8:28:41 PM vintagesquirrel For realz?

4/4/2019 8:28:42 PM mongrelglory You could get a Yonanas machine, that makes a creamy ice-cream like texture out of frozen bananas and fruit.  It really does taste like ice-cream.  You 

want to use bananas that are just starting to get over-ripe with little brown spots on the skin.

4/4/2019 8:28:58 PM starehope Ok, how does that tie in?

4/4/2019 8:29:09 PM allahuniversal I just wrote what I think.

4/4/2019 8:29:48 PM dynamicres Consistency; the degree to which a fluid(wave?) can resist flowing(conforming?)



4/4/2019 8:30:06 PM extradouble The process that is going on does ruin things for the "Companies" for a while at least. Those "trusts" do seem to have been set up so that the assets of 

evil get retaken one day, much like Trumps EO on human rights abuses.

4/4/2019 8:30:32 PM jrocktigers You should start here > https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113573943867260928 …

4/4/2019 8:31:10 PM freestateojones Ultralight Beams.

4/4/2019 8:31:14 PM aprilbrown99 I am grateful every day!  For our president, for you guys here on this platform, for MJ12, for the great awakening!  I have prayed for a different world 

for such a long time; more peace, joy and love. We are the witnesses to it happening. Very special time to be alive! 🙏

4/4/2019 8:31:16 PM brad34351293 Please know, Miss Laura, that I am a real person, bee boo bop,😉

I am not arguing at all, just stating my opinion.

Evidently I took some one's bone.

What is the point of this platform, if we can't speak our mind? Of course others don't agree, & that is their/your prerogative.

4/4/2019 8:31:23 PM jrocktigers Awesome Keith!

4/4/2019 8:31:52 PM laurabusse Yonanas machine. Interesting. I've heard about using (frozen?) bananas to make ice cream. Your recommendation of it makes me want to try it now :-) 

@MedicalMedium has recipes for such..

4/4/2019 8:32:24 PM mongrelglory 👍

4/4/2019 8:32:26 PM blsdbe You might be a farmer, MJ, but you’re NOT Simple. https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl= 

http://images7.memedroid.com/images/UPLOADED337/5ac2d4f05d630.jpeg&imgrefurl= https://www.memedroid.com/memes/detail/2354186/Im-a-

farmer&h=852&w=1079&tbnid=KmOfp3FmUySWhM&tbnh=143&tbnw=181&usg=AI4_-

kS1OufAgnmG4li9h1iBBgzEohUuWw&vet=1&docid=PHqWLxt6Twz_IM …

4/4/2019 8:32:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, it will change the vibration to your food.

4/4/2019 8:32:42 PM brad34351293 TY dear,👍

4/4/2019 8:33:02 PM blsdbe Yes!!!

4/4/2019 8:33:02 PM extradouble Alkaline water and diatomaceous earth increase aluminum excretion. When Tom Bradey pushes alkaline diets the deep state propaganda machine 

make 9 negative articles to every 1 positive written, because they know people will listen to his opinion.

4/4/2019 8:33:32 PM allahuniversal The man's in a different dimension.

4/4/2019 8:33:40 PM blsdbe Yep. Love it. It will Love you back.

4/4/2019 8:33:42 PM freestateojones 🌩

4/4/2019 8:34:29 PM hwkammers I do that, too. No ritual. More child-like... just thoughts, No words. Anyone watching would never know. I do it with all foods during food prep or before 

eating served food.

4/4/2019 8:35:19 PM extradouble There are a number of very specific lies that Doctors make, even ones that go against 100 percent of available studies. We are dealing with a Dionysian 

cult that wants us intoxicated in every which way. Rome had their lead pipes we have fluoridated water. Same reason.

4/4/2019 8:35:24 PM lbf777 That’s a slow and undependable process. I trust the 99% more. If we move on the Corporations, we can take them in a few weeks max & then serve 

each other for free to stimulate the economy & completely heal it.

Take over corps in 6 weeks.

Fix economy within 4 months.😎

4/4/2019 8:35:34 PM blsdbe This is so beautiful. Time is an illusion, therefore, this can be!!!

4/4/2019 8:35:56 PM mongrelglory The yonanas machine cost around $50. It's the way it extrudes the fruit that gives the solid texture. I've tried duplicating it in my Vitamix blender but it 

isn't the same. (I gave my Yonanas machine to my nephew). Ice-cream made in the Vitamin with almond milk or yogurt is good.

4/4/2019 8:36:01 PM laurabusse Agree completely. If everyone were to be polite and allow others their opinion, with kindness, and there was no alice, twitter would be a much better 

place to be. Respect, acceptance of others, allowing others to be themselves and not thinking I'm right and everyone else is wrong

4/4/2019 8:37:58 PM ethereal_shaman Water too.

4/4/2019 8:38:02 PM allahuniversal Honestly, I presumed that you replied to the wrong tweet, liked it & didn't think twice. My intention was a lesson shared directly with who I replied to 

@realitylooming. Do you honestly think or feel that I had intent to slight/censor you? If so, why?

4/4/2019 8:38:06 PM aprilbrown99 It is all about the intention. 💝🌸🦋✨

4/4/2019 8:38:25 PM lbf777 I’m fighting back hard every time I speak to someone. A few days ago I put the Doctor on his knees when I told him the “People’s Intelligence Agency” 

is investigating the Rockefeller run hospital system, we know they are hiding the cures & know they are poisoning us. His face=🤯

4/4/2019 8:38:31 PM drbohammer Not sure yet. What IS peculiar is that I seem to remember seeing him about 14 years ago at a Def/Intel function at Bolling AFB.

4/4/2019 8:38:58 PM giediknight Exactly, Dr. Emoto

4/4/2019 8:39:05 PM mongrelglory Plus, nowadays if you put your money into savings it makes hardly any interest.  If you put it in the stock market...look-out! 😬

4/4/2019 8:39:22 PM laurabusse Oh that's very reasonable. Unlike a vitamix LOL ($$$). That was nice of you to give it to your nephew

4/4/2019 8:40:23 PM drbohammer Pretty sure his claim of 40 years in the community is true. Guessing he’s not retired and that he’s working an active psyop

4/4/2019 8:40:24 PM lbf777 I do the same to them all. Every time I call a corporation or speak to a judge, cop, teacher, nurse, or anyone who’s connected to the evil doers, I redpill 

them about what their group is doing to us & notify them that millions of us (the PIA) are investigating them now. 😎

4/4/2019 8:41:18 PM freestateojones One of my favorites.

Him and Chance have incredible potential to shift the culture, pretty sure the ball is already rolling. At least from where I stand.

4/4/2019 8:41:24 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  There was a study done. I will try to find. I also leave a quartz crystal in my water bottle. It charges the water. I think it also helps release or 

change the structure of any chemicals, tho I don’t have any proof on that. I do notice a taste difference.

4/4/2019 8:41:40 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, amazing.

4/4/2019 8:42:04 PM extradouble Revolutions start from the top, from the people who have suffered the very most from the current power. As steel sharpens steel man sharpens man. 

No coincidence 8chan is full of weaponized autists. No coincidence the banksters have bankrupted Trump before.

4/4/2019 8:42:32 PM mongrelglory My discernment about that A.Moreno account tells me he's a 🤡.

4/4/2019 8:42:37 PM bbobbio71 That's cool!

4/4/2019 8:43:26 PM starehope I threw the scrap paper away that has scribbles all over it.

4/4/2019 8:43:50 PM extradouble Talking about just taking over the corporations is like talking about beating a grandmaster of chess. Sure its easy to think about and talk about. You see 

you just have to trap the king, thats all.

4/4/2019 8:44:50 PM allahuniversal Bringing light to dark

4/4/2019 8:45:58 PM lbf777 We the people hold power thousands of times stronger than Trump which is why we can fix the economy in less than 6 months. The problem is we 

don’t exercise it out of fear & division.

Many have been pushing love & unity to reverse this.

P=N(squared)

P=Power

N=# of united people
4/4/2019 8:46:00 PM mongrelglory Not to mention he has the air of a grifter about him... I'd more expect to meet him at a BlackJack table in Las Vegas.



4/4/2019 8:46:03 PM extradouble Doctors are weapponized, they have cult training, narcissism is rampant. They tell themselves, I couldnt be so wrong, look at the money I make and the 

respect I command.

4/4/2019 8:46:22 PM starehope His grammer is horrific.

4/4/2019 8:47:00 PM lbf777 Cutting of the head of the snake isn’t enough. We need to take the whole body or else it grows another head.

4/4/2019 8:47:54 PM nettiejoi I saw a documentation on TV.  2 rooms, 2 plants, same light but with different

music. Room 1 Hardrock, room 2 Mozart. The growing was so different, no 

one could believe it. The plant with Hardrock was miserable, the Mozart plant

beautiful and healthy !

4/4/2019 8:48:14 PM blsdbe We must Be the Dandelions We want to See In the Universe 😜😜😜

4/4/2019 8:48:50 PM extradouble I was hit pretty hard by their touchless torture for quite a while.  They have tech to literally drive people crazy. Good guys in high places stopping this 

shit is what allows us to go forward. Often 1 good guy at the top is worth 10 of their conmen.

4/4/2019 8:49:05 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly!  Good description.

4/4/2019 8:49:25 PM freestateojones I was bummed when they cancelled his tour after he went "crazy". 

What he said in Sacramento says more than the words he spoke. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/988435684439547904?s=19 …

4/4/2019 8:49:33 PM mongrelglory That's the issue right there.  Those two institutions, along with the Mayo Clinic and CDC have strong Cabal/322 ties...

4/4/2019 8:50:18 PM extradouble The average person has never suffered anywhere near as much as a Brice Taylor or Sarah Ashcraft. So many commoners Ive talked to are absolute 

cowards in comparison.

4/4/2019 8:50:50 PM mongrelglory Natural sources of fluoride aren't as bad as the form of fluoride they put in our drinking water.

4/4/2019 8:51:08 PM blsdbe I love reading where your thoughts go Zag. Pretty dang observant. 👍👍👍

4/4/2019 8:51:51 PM lbf777 Sure we have white hats from the top to the bottom which is great for us. Everyone has a job even the homeless white hats. We need to all push 

together.

4/4/2019 8:52:43 PM extradouble The goal of wikileaks was to attack the connections between the system, makes it fall apart. They tried to get new phones, that also failed. Thats why 

you see Huma trying to pass info in person at events, they have no other way. Public disclosure is the endgame.

4/4/2019 8:53:19 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry, but I draw the line at eating cockroaches! 😝

4/4/2019 8:53:25 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068581215349940224?s=19 …

4/4/2019 8:53:59 PM lbf777 Fear is the problem. There are spiritual solutions for fear which is focus wholly on love (fear can’t exist where there is love) and don’t think with 

imaginative fear brain & think with knowing, intuitive, love based heart. 

That cuts off the fear turning cowards into heroes.

4/4/2019 8:54:21 PM allahuniversal Misspellings matter ☝🏾

4/4/2019 8:54:36 PM mongrelglory Allan Watts, an American Zen master was once asked why he was a vegetarian.  His answer..."Because cows scream louder than carrots".

4/4/2019 8:55:57 PM hswcyd Do you know or don’t know? Simple question! If Yes, make it clear please.

4/4/2019 8:56:25 PM jrocktigers In that case, what do you think of my photo/avatar? tough crowd.

4/4/2019 8:56:59 PM lbf777 When do you think public disclosure might happen?

4/4/2019 8:57:13 PM aprilbrown99 I like it.

4/4/2019 8:57:20 PM mongrelglory I was having a good chuckle about the pee pollen. 😆😆😆

4/4/2019 8:57:24 PM laurabusse Love pineapple :-) my fav is pineapple w banana, orange (or Clementine) and shredded coconut...

4/4/2019 8:57:38 PM jrocktigers He does look familiar!

4/4/2019 8:58:00 PM jrocktigers Haha...

4/4/2019 8:59:32 PM jrocktigers pic not me. no DM's please LOL>...  I see you had to state that April.

4/4/2019 9:01:02 PM extradouble Fear is how these cultists train their own people. Its a system of intimidation. Thats why Trump doesnt negotiate without leverage. Always pushing 

them back, always something new to threaten them with. Ill build the wall,have military tribunals, release the videos, say Q is real

4/4/2019 9:01:41 PM freestateojones Agreed. 

Also see @GenFlynn tweet regarding spirit cooking, will be interesting to see how this unfolds. 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1080680627907846145?s=19 …

4/4/2019 9:01:46 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, I have had a few strange peeps DM so added it a little bit ago. Doesn’t stop me so I just ignore.  Not you guys...other weirdos. Lol

4/4/2019 9:02:25 PM groomjkl Time is a necessary illusion-a needed marker

4/4/2019 9:03:30 PM mongrelglory I'm vegetarian.  I take an Omega 3 supplement with EPA/DHA from plant sources.  Will I get similar benefits as the EPA/DHA from fish?

4/4/2019 9:04:01 PM ethereal_shaman I do this frequently.

4/4/2019 9:04:12 PM freestateojones Nonetheless.

4/4/2019 9:04:32 PM mongrelglory My grandmother used to give her kids a large dose of cod liver oil every Spring to get rid of any tape worms that they might have. 😆

4/4/2019 9:04:41 PM wbwse Is that why Starbucks is so expen$ive? #FreeBeansForAll

4/4/2019 9:05:37 PM extradouble Thats the million dollar question. This does seem to be the end of a huge cycle. This has happened before where bankster got too powerful and circled 

the wagons. Ive been trying to find the best historical fit to understand what else to expect. Minimum an industrial revolution.

4/4/2019 9:06:01 PM freestateojones Under 9,000 RTs still, Q should shed some light, will shake things up a bit. https://twitter.com/GenFlynn/status/794651828981993473?s=19 …

4/4/2019 9:07:24 PM brad34351293 😉

I never want to live in a Communist Country, or World, AMEN!

#POTUS45 #Reelect2020 #MAGA

I have lost my mom to (their) brainwashing, & I can't wake her up. She told me Democratic Socialism would be a good thing. This is my way of speaking 

out!

4/4/2019 9:07:55 PM allahuniversal +1 pic.twitter.com/FnJvAyyHqJ

4/4/2019 9:09:15 PM mongrelglory I like your ocean. 🌊

4/4/2019 9:09:41 PM freestateojones Overlooked that one when I made tweet. 

Comey did what he could to protect HRC and the families. https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1112798033320796160?s=19 …

4/4/2019 9:11:26 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

4/4/2019 9:11:30 PM extradouble Here is a guy talking about historical precedent similar to what we are seeing(Max's guest). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=od2N2b51rV4 …

4/4/2019 9:11:59 PM adsvel Bless any food before using.

4/4/2019 9:12:17 PM jrocktigers Gracias!  Yes, it is beautiful there... It was in Mexico.

4/4/2019 9:13:30 PM tamiwils0n22813  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/J/psi_meson …

4/4/2019 9:13:37 PM mongrelglory It reminds me of near Tulum with the rock there. 😊

4/4/2019 9:14:23 PM allahuniversal [yet] pic.twitter.com/XyP0GYmfHX



4/4/2019 9:14:49 PM brad34351293 Twatter is F'd up! I just wanted everyone to know I am a real, opinionated person.

No Qualms!

It is uplifting to know Muslim/Americans R not like Rep, Omar.

Take Care

4/4/2019 9:18:03 PM jrocktigers Great dig. MJ12 will correct me if I am wrong ,but that is not the meaning here. However, MJ12 could likely expound greatly on psion[1] is a subatomic 

particle, a flavor-neutral meson consisting of a charm quark

4/4/2019 9:22:26 PM allahuniversal Questions are plentiful.

Answers are few.

They never thought she would lose.

11:22 pic.twitter.com/1E0yuNQ9pa

4/4/2019 9:23:16 PM arrowsmithdoug Gotcha.

4/4/2019 9:23:37 PM allahuniversal Peace, take care #WWG1WGA

4/4/2019 9:28:16 PM jon2386 So what should we eat?

4/4/2019 9:28:30 PM drbohammer Yeah he does, and I’m pretty sure it’s not pareidolia

4/4/2019 9:29:09 PM drbohammer Great band. Excellent guitar

4/4/2019 9:29:26 PM mongrelglory I keep liking this post and Twitter keeps reversing my like.  They must have done it 10 times now! 😠

4/4/2019 9:31:45 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish - "Sanity/Split Open And Melt" (Alpine Valley, 8/9/15)  https://youtu.be/od0oZnTlwss  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/LosRXaywdx

4/4/2019 9:31:58 PM jrocktigers I had to look that up, thank you. I was thinking just like that - an actor we have seen in old movie - but no, I think it is "business" related. Anyhow, there 

are truths in his threads... very interesting.

4/4/2019 9:32:26 PM patriotkeri Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @12BravoGran        Have you seen any info on this????👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼 

https://twitter.com/dominic_apold/status/1114015813919498247 …

4/4/2019 9:33:01 PM jrocktigers Warren is a monster. Hardest working man in show business.

4/4/2019 9:37:06 PM eastcoasterik @lotus_ventures  ?

4/4/2019 9:37:09 PM tyl3r59518097 🙏 pic.twitter.com/eoSIEyfwrA

4/4/2019 9:38:05 PM paznluv Mainstream institutions ppl treat as arbiters of truth brainwash the masses with one simple phrase, “Studies show....” If any article says this & doesn’t 

follow w/an in depth scientific dissection of the findings of said studies & funding sources- throw it in the trash.

4/4/2019 9:38:15 PM lightworkercain Will you have to ascend alone or can whole families ascend together? If the first answer, I pass.  #FamilyofSoulmates  <---The reality we choose.

4/4/2019 9:45:14 PM snakejackal How long life in Earth year unit is joint decisions made by planetary spheres and the humanoid body suite and clothes/house you have in harmony or 

resonates.  This is my understanding from Law of One keyword "Life".  Become Immortal is a mystery.

4/4/2019 9:48:23 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/HHbdYSZrfS

4/4/2019 9:52:57 PM andress45303251 Please tell me that's your work!!

4/4/2019 9:52:57 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣🙏

4/4/2019 9:53:11 PM tyl3r59518097 Yep!

4/4/2019 9:56:20 PM andress45303251 Would be soooooo much better if you were black.

Wait....what!?

4/4/2019 9:56:36 PM cynthiamorrow8 I think I read that closing of the third eye also causes Alzheimer's or Dementia. Wondering if that's correct

4/4/2019 9:57:47 PM cynthiamorrow8 How about krill oil?

4/4/2019 9:59:13 PM andress45303251 So, to recap, a doctor, a rapper, and a crochet master with an alphabet agency to have lunch with in DC?

Fuck kid, that's a helluva resume!

4/4/2019 9:59:24 PM jdltr450 Yes, i have my own well. 👍

4/4/2019 9:59:57 PM paznluv Having consistent low stomach acid restricts our bodies ability to absorb Calcium, which can lead to bone weakness & fractures. I know ppl that have 

improved heartburn & acid reflux with slippery elm, digestive enzymes, ginger & avoiding eating anything prior to laying down.

4/4/2019 10:02:28 PM tamiwils0n22813 This is where I got it from  ALICE OF CERN 

ALICE = A Large Ion Collider Experiment

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/ALICE_experiment …

4/4/2019 10:02:31 PM tyl3r59518097 😁U 🐝 correct!😅or at least..if I were something..a lot of other things-it’d be better. 😂Truth be told, I wrote the lyrics and laid down the track so 

that my friend Keith who is the real talent, could just have a little bit of a sample..before he recorded his own tracks.😀🙏

4/4/2019 10:04:43 PM tyl3r59518097 And I haven’t even gotten my second speeding ticket for the day!! 😂 

(Also,..I think it was  brunch, now that I ponder it..😁🤣)

4/4/2019 10:09:21 PM drbohammer Well, now that James Brown is dead definitely. Mr. H can play!

4/4/2019 10:10:07 PM drbohammer All good psyops have threads of truth.

4/4/2019 10:11:05 PM andress45303251 Nah broseph. You good.

Just got access to a 3,700 sq. ft space on 2 acres out here for a music and artists and lovers of both.

Gonna praise God to the heavens and back!

Once ur done with brunch in DC you might wanna come check it out. We need as many loving geniuses as possible!

4/4/2019 10:11:39 PM n7guardiananon Not a memory I enjoy remembering...thanks for the flashback.  😂🤣😅

4/4/2019 10:16:03 PM veritylumen I missed it!

4/4/2019 10:18:28 PM djlok I agree. It's gonna be a big one!!!

4/4/2019 10:21:57 PM tyl3r59518097 😀YES!🙏Gotta tell U..I’d❤️2make that happen-& will. Your offer is as generous/kind, as it is inspiring on the creativity front!! I think I mentioned 2 U

 (on the MT) last summer actually, that I’ve been 2 Eugene once..trust me: I’ve been looking 4an excuse 2go back. #nuggests!🤣

4/4/2019 10:26:43 PM realityloominng ALICE is many things

4/4/2019 10:28:02 PM realityloominng If you want what I feel is a genuine inside perspective of the ufology community to discern who are lying.. I'd watch it

4/4/2019 10:28:52 PM blogjam_net  https://soundcloud.com/lanstorm/crazy-elvis … pic.twitter.com/Qy8FiIB0X9

4/4/2019 10:31:31 PM realityloominng I love you Laura you are a real person using your emotions and logic ❤️I hate arguing with robots too lol.

4/4/2019 10:32:55 PM weremight Does the use of CAPITAL LETTERS mean Mirror?

4/4/2019 10:34:43 PM tyl3r59518097 Mark Farina West Fest Chicago 2017  https://youtu.be/kxchxpB8JBQ  via @YouTube

4/4/2019 10:43:42 PM wink5811 Did that for 14 years, used to say the same thing I don’t eat anything with a face. Senses were heighten, smell was just as strong as during pregnancy. 

Couldn’t stand the meat aside of the grocery store, all I could smell was blood

4/4/2019 10:46:52 PM wink5811 Today I eat very little meat, lots of fish, but if I see a fish being caught and fighting for its life I will be close to tears, can’t kill a bug either. I’m slowly 

starting to go back to the veggie life style it’s cleaner

4/4/2019 10:47:45 PM andress45303251 After the post from the drum circle this weekend you won't be able to keep yourself away.

Fact!

4/4/2019 10:48:24 PM wink5811 Yes and thank the good, it will change the energy of the food

4/4/2019 10:49:18 PM tyl3r59518097 #enthusiasticallycommitted 🙏



4/4/2019 10:51:51 PM cstarr888 [Interesting sync, literally just heard "Time is an illusion" on F2B as I read it in the tweet]

🤯😆🙏💖

4/4/2019 10:55:49 PM wink5811 Going to try this! I’m on day 2 of            Boiled lemons. & limes                                       Raw garlic & ginger liquified                Honey.                                                               

                 It is working amazing

4/4/2019 10:59:28 PM wink5811 Sprout have a ton of protein

4/4/2019 11:00:26 PM wink5811 Please talk about will

4/4/2019 11:04:30 PM brad34351293 Bee boo Bop, 😉

Sorry, you were "arguing" with a ro-bo-bot!

Opinions R statements of free opinion.

Did I disagree with you?

I will return your stolen bone, if you want!

You should be more invested in the Yellow Vest Movement!

Viva La France! Right?
4/4/2019 11:07:14 PM stefanofait  https://www.healthline.com/health/ways-dandelion-tea-could-be-good-for-your …

4/4/2019 11:08:29 PM realityloominng I never meant to imply you had any hate sorry :)❤️

4/4/2019 11:11:45 PM laurabusse Good for you!! :-) 💘

4/4/2019 11:13:02 PM laurabusse You too. Blessings :-) 💘

4/4/2019 11:16:49 PM laurabusse I did watch it. The pertinent stuff starts about 10 min in. Man, ppl are f*cked up aren't they? Whatever happened to polite society LOL? Why can't ppl 

live and let live? Clowns?

4/4/2019 11:20:10 PM laurabusse Love you too Pierre!

Arguing with robots. LOLOL! 💘

4/4/2019 11:21:38 PM laurabusse Yes! Viva la France! We stand with the ppl of France!

4/4/2019 11:27:23 PM brad34351293 I appreciate the love back, because It sounded like you were attacking me, for an opinion, & being a robot/shill!

You did see my post about Gary McKinney & Prez Regan, right?

I believe in SSP!

4/4/2019 11:33:50 PM tyl3r59518097 👌😎🤙 pic.twitter.com/ni9D7wFojr

4/4/2019 11:38:09 PM brad34351293 Simple correction,  We stand with all Nations waking up to the Globalist Cabal Governments who want their freedom back from Brussels!  

Q=freedom  

A Free England, will lead to a Free Europe from the EU & UN Globalists 

Nigel F, Britain needs you to get this party stated!

4/4/2019 11:43:35 PM tyl3r59518097 😀👌🙏

4/4/2019 11:47:37 PM realityloominng Sorry didn't mean to emply that. I got triggered on youtube lol

4/4/2019 11:49:40 PM realityloominng Well, our little chat id happen like 10 hours earlier.. It was never about you lol😂

4/4/2019 11:54:06 PM monroevegas 😂

4/5/2019 12:03:06 AM thelightoforion For optimum health eat raw food. Do not eat animal products including dairy. I know this hard for most people. There's a free e-book to start you off. 

You can heal anything with plants. 

 https://markusrothkranz.com/online-store/heal-yourself-101-book/index.html …

4/5/2019 12:14:49 AM monroevegas 👌😂

4/5/2019 12:18:24 AM brad34351293 Why R U disrespecting me?

Where U triggered by MJ12?

Because you were responding to my non belief in CG 24 hours ago.

Please hear my thoughts on the whole "20 & back Program" thought. 

A teenager is taken off planet and lives 20 years being a slave/soldier for SSP. He is de...

4/5/2019 12:23:08 AM datruseeka Then what are the REAL foods linked to brainpower, since you say this is misinformation.

4/5/2019 12:26:29 AM brad34351293 aged & put back where he was taken! Which puts him in an alternate reality of before, one can't be in both at same time. So whatever he did/lived 

before is not this reality and he lives out his life here and somehow remembers what happened before.That is my problem with the story

4/5/2019 12:41:48 AM tomciscoadams i have at the office 😎🤷♂️✌️🐬

4/5/2019 12:42:15 AM blinded_bytruth  https://twitter.com/Pete85281877/status/1041432981250797568 …

4/5/2019 12:52:48 AM weremight Who's going to have the first kid to say 'But MAJIC12 said I don't have to eat my broccoli.  It's clown food.'?

4/5/2019 12:58:28 AM realityloominng Are you channeling Jordan Sather now? 🤣😂

4/5/2019 1:06:26 AM brad34351293 What is wrong with legumes? A natural source of Protein & Carb+ they add N to the soil?

4 oz. of protein per serving  is about the fact more is wasted.

I hated doing a bodybuilder diet for Pro-Wrestling back in the day. 8 meals per day/2 were P shakes. I had to have Cannabis

4/5/2019 1:39:13 AM djlok I'm not WQKE enough yet to see their faces...which is a good thing I suppose, since we all gotta eat something.

4/5/2019 1:46:45 AM datruseeka What is this and where from ?

4/5/2019 1:59:24 AM wild8heart Courtesy of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/5/2019 2:00:36 AM realcoopcooper I just learned how to meme. #Pepe taught me.

4/5/2019 2:01:39 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/SlKDjbHIZEA  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R

#TimePhoneHack

#faroutbrusselsprout

#FEECTING #Yoda

#electronicmusic

#PositiveVibesOnly 

@DoZ133 😎🤙 pic.twitter.com/1j7EixzcOV
4/5/2019 2:02:36 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/tbsbp4Kg4L

4/5/2019 2:04:13 AM realcoopcooper Must’ve been practicing Falun Gong

4/5/2019 2:07:01 AM selvestekjetil Sailing queen and her daughters?

4/5/2019 2:18:35 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/xZAGmPtXleg 

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/oGqB5nqnLG

4/5/2019 2:31:03 AM ambriayoga So what do we eat for optimal health?



4/5/2019 2:31:37 AM si11112018 welll.... to be fair, it wasn't found anyways .. sooooo 🤓🤖🤷♀️ there's always next year! pic.twitter.com/XNBKt4ig7x

4/5/2019 2:32:32 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/Gogyouj7lY

4/5/2019 2:40:21 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/NHPp9nIggP

4/5/2019 2:54:16 AM savedrepublica  pic.twitter.com/4mcOETrm27

4/5/2019 3:12:09 AM diaptera_80 For real?! 😳

4/5/2019 3:12:25 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/RS0xndex2C

4/5/2019 3:16:26 AM diaptera_80 Ginsberg is like the spider in the web

4/5/2019 3:26:07 AM diaptera_80 MJ12 is not a cult

4/5/2019 3:27:28 AM diaptera_80 Chemtrails aid in our nanotech upgrade and evolution?

4/5/2019 3:27:40 AM maryschade14 Guess what? I do not go to doctors. I take no vitamins because the body only utilizes maybe 4%. Stay away from aluminum..I avoid plastics. My BP is 

99/59 weight..normal for my age..cholestorol low. 

I am allergic to most meds.

4/5/2019 3:35:45 AM hawkgirlinmn If I’m applying Boolean correctly, I dont want to type out the actual decode now. Disturbing. Unless I am misunderstanding what K =. But I don’t think 

so given recent discussions.

4/5/2019 3:39:21 AM diaptera_80 It sure is annoying to try, biting dust everytime. Sure feels like my guides have something against me 😕

4/5/2019 3:45:05 AM tacticool_shed  https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/messier-45-the-pleiades …

4/5/2019 3:46:07 AM hawkgirlinmn More boolean?

4/5/2019 3:46:44 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Why do I expect today to be a Majestic day?

4/5/2019 3:47:07 AM sterkinglights1 Will it.

4/5/2019 3:51:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Thats how I am reading it. Boolean.

4/5/2019 3:51:18 AM diaptera_80 ...and then most will perish in a poleshift event? Not sure I understand our future 🧐

4/5/2019 4:06:47 AM bbobbio71 Used to take that as a kid.

It was terrible back then.

4/5/2019 4:12:18 AM diaptera_80 I saw them a day before my mother passed. Two by her side, one hovering further away. They were talking to eachother and to her, but I didn't hear.

4/5/2019 4:14:09 AM diaptera_80 Is this what you mean by trusting in yourself and your family, and you'll be safe even in death? Fear is an unnecessary emotion.

4/5/2019 4:18:18 AM texas_nacl Avocados too

4/5/2019 4:21:10 AM diaptera_80 I thought it was only me. Nothing is tasteless!

4/5/2019 4:27:13 AM roublisa Intense cognitive dissonance🤦♀️....I found them on Twitter when my flood gates of awakening downloads....so many sources synchronized before my 

eyes....complete “knowing”is an incredible feeling.  Not everyone can understand.  I was studying Eisenhower and my IS-BE WAS 🔥

4/5/2019 4:31:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Naturopaths are "good doctors" to seek medical advice from. They don't normally push pharmacology but instead opt for natural or herbal remedies 

including Qi, Yoga, Acupuncture, Vitamins, Nutrients, etc.

4/5/2019 4:31:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 ab

4/5/2019 4:31:58 AM diaptera_80 Yet, most who try fail to ascend? Because of fear?

4/5/2019 4:33:13 AM robertg69989098 Brainpower = currency = power

4/5/2019 4:33:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe your perception of it can change if you knew the tremendous health benefits it can yield?

4/5/2019 4:34:41 AM roublisa 🤔

4/5/2019 4:36:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 "No more" vs "Not"

4/5/2019 4:37:39 AM diaptera_80 I pick most of the plants in my yard to use in cooking, for tea and medication. It is all it takes to stay healthy. They grow in plain sight, yet many would 

frown upon eating them, despite being ill.

4/5/2019 4:37:54 AM hawkgirlinmn Ok I am. Thanks.

4/5/2019 4:39:10 AM diaptera_80 Looking forward to see someone being held accountable for not teaching this through public schools and medical centres!

4/5/2019 4:40:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Got it.

4/5/2019 4:52:37 AM roublisa Sooner the better please☺️

4/5/2019 4:55:48 AM nmchristoban Let’s see...

4/5/2019

9 3 9

MIRROR

939

3

Looks like it IS

4/5/2019 4:57:26 AM roublisa I would just prefer the giant leaps forward in ways to help implement the hidden knowledge to society....so much is being reviled......amazing time to 

be involved .....I would love to see more doors open to become specialized in Natral therapies ASAP 🤗

4/5/2019 4:57:39 AM nmchristoban Also

45 + 3

So much potential!

4/5/2019 5:02:03 AM onian7 Whats wrong with those suggestions?

4/5/2019 5:05:36 AM onian7 All unbiased, peer-reviewed studies I've come accross proved that you should NEVER have your body in a ketosis state as it is a survival state, nit for 

prolonged period. Higher chances of diabeties, heart diseases and cancer.

A higher diet in whole plant-based food is the key.

4/5/2019 5:07:03 AM bbobbio71 Absolutely! 

Just brought back some childhood memories.  Like The after burp.  Lol

4/5/2019 5:07:09 AM keith369me Yep...+Schumann Blast + Assange happenings

4/5/2019 5:11:13 AM bbobbio71 I should be taking it...

4/5/2019 5:13:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Less expensive in-person.

4/5/2019 5:14:41 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/sUxpcYXNsP

4/5/2019 5:16:27 AM maryschade14 Thank you vm. All at the palm of our hands. We were not left defenseless when dna was de-activated. 

To be a medicine person is a gift. I will resonate when I find the right one. That utilizes indigeneous remedies. Many generations on this soil. btw this is 

my happy spot on twit.

4/5/2019 5:17:01 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me

4/5/2019 5:17:39 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, 'release your burden', too. When I first saw these episodes back when they originally aired I thought what the heck is Oma saying? Well now I 

understand. I watch/listen to SG1 more carefully now, so much disclosure, just like MJ said.

4/5/2019 5:22:49 AM roublisa I don’t know why but I cannot handle fishy anything....good to know there is an alternative available.

4/5/2019 5:24:08 AM bbobbio71 Are the listed benefits pretty much right on or are there far more not listed?

4/5/2019 5:25:55 AM roublisa Is he a Wannbe  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/5/2019 5:27:25 AM iknow04042015 My mother would give this to me and my twin brother once or twice a month from the age of like 3 to 10. Only a table spoon. She told us it will keep us 

healthy. We would cry and fuss when it was time to take but she never gave in to our tantrums. I know it was her love for us.



4/5/2019 5:33:35 AM covertress By personally testing each diet to see how my body reacts to it.

So far, my body prefers zero carb, carnivore, but I have no health issues so I'm willing to experiment. 

I want to eat & drink what's best in order to facilitate a clear connection to our cocreative consciousness.

4/5/2019 5:37:02 AM natureinspace From what I understand it's only a small percentage of the population that these sweeteners aren't sweet tasting but taste nasty instead. They came 

out with sweeteners when I was a kid and my mom used them but I thought they tasted gross. pic.twitter.com/jXeVk4oQXB

4/5/2019 5:47:26 AM bbobbio71 Hmm I guess I need to learn Java..

4/5/2019 5:51:15 AM neilbridgman They sure do look similar

4/5/2019 5:54:19 AM moonbaby04371 That is called selflessness. Putting others needs b4 ur own. Most moms do it on a daily basis. My dad did it in Vietnam....twice.

4/5/2019 5:55:54 AM petitchevalb There is a moral criterion to take into account, from my point of view

Chosed to lower the suffering of sentient beings by becoming vegan

4/5/2019 5:56:44 AM realityloominng Well MJ12 keeps saying "paradoxes exist" lol. Maybe his consciousness was in an avatar, og maybe the SSP is a paradox exists in the future or 

something.. many more possibilities i guess

4/5/2019 5:58:52 AM blsdbe As a Nurse, I would LOVE to see more natural, nutritional methods of healing come in to play. I think Dr. Weston Price was on to something with his 

research all those years ago...

4/5/2019 5:59:29 AM alinahere Susan I'm going to venture out & say that based on comments & posts I read from MJ12 that we are to INFUSE the Proper Consciousness in ALL that 

We Eat. 👍Bless it, Thank it, Give it Your Energy of Light & Healing... Direct its Purpose.🙏

Your... WILL/Desire/Consciousness Matters.

4/5/2019 6:02:06 AM blsdbe When you say Dandelion root extract, how can the average person make this without alcohol? Can one make a tincture, and then gently cook off the 

alcohol? Will the remainder be effective? Should the roots be roasted first?

4/5/2019 6:03:19 AM keith369me Dr Dave Janda, Operation Freedom YouTube Channel has a very relevant interview posted an hour or two ago.

4/5/2019 6:07:21 AM roublisa I will check it out, thanks for the tip😉

4/5/2019 6:18:18 AM alinahere Above your comment, Stefano shared this... https://www.healthline.com/health/ways-dandelion-tea-could-be-good-for-your …

4/5/2019 6:21:29 AM blsdbe Thank you!!! 😇👍😇

4/5/2019 6:29:27 AM petitchevalb Animals so beautiful 

They are like us 

Here to enjoy life, not to be harvested and treated like garbages

4/5/2019 6:30:01 AM petitchevalb Works for me too  (+spiruline)

4/5/2019 6:42:56 AM zagnett Can we get the [DS] to stop silencing & killing them?

4/5/2019 6:45:15 AM daveschroeder18 I think it's the caffeine and not the coffee. MJ can correct me if that's wrong. I switched to decaffeinated coffee. I love the taste of coffee and if you 

ever tried Nespresso decalf, it's almost impossible to tell.

4/5/2019 6:47:06 AM identityasxy .

My telltale sign of scientific misinformation is this phrase, " Study shows a 50% jump in [fill in scary outcome]"

The report never tells you the baseline level (1 of 30,000 afflicted). Jumps to 1.5 of 30k. Whoa!  Better change my habits or worse follow study's 

recommendation.

4/5/2019 6:47:56 AM skeye_watching Another avenue to collect DNA to identify bloodlines. Always under the guise that it's for our own good.

4/5/2019 6:48:55 AM zagnett Thanks! i'm here for your insights as well @blsdbe & @djlok. You're both quite astute & fun! 😍🥰🤩

4/5/2019 6:49:19 AM identityasxy .

BREAKING NEWS:

Studies show that most studies are BS.

(Including this study)

4/5/2019 6:53:31 AM djlok As are you!!!

4/5/2019 6:55:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alcohol free extracts are readily available.

4/5/2019 6:55:31 AM petitchevalb Thank you 💚

People who care for them are so rare

4/5/2019 6:59:20 AM maryschade14 I have a sense that so much is going to reveal. Big Pharma has been Daddy Warbucks to many poli-ticks. Hills was on PR board Monsanto. Zero picked 

Taylor of the above 2012 FDA..CBooker ate up with Pharma as well as some not so Repub Rs. Killing people slowly is a trillion$ biz.

4/5/2019 6:59:23 AM zagnett Wait, just to be sure you were studying Laura or Dwight D.? i'm assuming the former currently. Though DD i respect a lot for trying to figure out what 

to do about the predicament he found himself & the Country in. Fascinating bio.

4/5/2019 7:00:45 AM starehope Who is that?

4/5/2019 7:01:12 AM lbf777 What are the plans for the economy? 

End debt slavery.

4/5/2019 7:01:43 AM rcevans623c But, revelations 777 say’s and the word of God looked down with a smile. And a Great calm came over the Angels.

4/5/2019 7:01:51 AM starehope I feel like I'm in Mad Magazine's, 'Spy vs Spy!

4/5/2019 7:09:44 AM r00ts0l0 dont forget all the pesticides used on this stuff. 

I get my meat from the forest. Elk and deer are beautiful. And very tasty. Respect the animals your eat.

4/5/2019 7:12:29 AM henrysi5 HRC is ALICE right?

4/5/2019 7:12:33 AM jrocktigers "Spy vs. Spy, baby's a freak show

Lines form just to the right of your keyhole

Eyes from the paintings seem to follow

Mirrors cap both ends of your telescope." - Widespread Panic

4/5/2019 7:15:01 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/Ge3QdytUXw

4/5/2019 7:18:25 AM aprilbrown99 Acupuncture is amazing. I was a mssge thrpts 21 yrs ago & was rear-ended by a woman going 45mph. It messed up my rt arm & I wasn’t able 2 wrk. 

One of the therapist I worked with suggested I go see her acupuncturist. I only needed one 1hr trtmt w/ the herbs he gave me to drink.💫

4/5/2019 7:21:37 AM ethereal_shaman I've been taking dandelion root tincture for years.  I've got some brewing in my cabinet right now.  Simple and cheap.

4/5/2019 7:22:42 AM jimhayzlett I’ve had acupuncture cure multiple pains: knee, back, elbow, Achilles’ tendon, even sinus.  Highly recommended ✨🙏🏼😇

4/5/2019 7:23:38 AM realityloominng Is this oil somehow good for the teeth?

4/5/2019 7:26:32 AM aprilbrown99 Here is a good article. https://drjockers.com/10-benefits-cod-liver-oil/ …

4/5/2019 7:28:06 AM ethereal_shaman Some macerate the root in apple cider vinegar, vegetable glycerine, or just crush the root and take in capsule form.

4/5/2019 7:31:35 AM aprilbrown99 I believe it does much more than that. My dad is retired now but he was a sign electrician and worked outside in the elements. He never got sick & he e 

took it everyday. Along with something else called Stewart’s formula, which was a thick liquid vitamin B complex.

4/5/2019 7:32:13 AM blsdbe Oh capsules, brilliant!!!

4/5/2019 7:39:10 AM monroevegas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 make today a great day.



4/5/2019 7:44:03 AM rosemodema 🙄. . . 

Question.. what do you think the original ticket price of this dress was? 

Heads Up, CHADO by Ralph Rucci 

⛩🖤🈹 pic.twitter.com/ETQT5tdQ4H

4/5/2019 7:50:56 AM rosemodema fair enough ...

4/5/2019 7:51:15 AM maryschade14 For my issues from injuries..yes acu-either way. You are the 4th or 5th..I have done the reflexology on feet and hands..and yes indeed..had to run 10 

min later lol. 

Our bodies have keys. Toolbox has tools..our Bodies/Temples store sacred tools..dagnabit 😊where's that K[ey]i? ❤️

4/5/2019 7:53:45 AM rosemodema You're not my Lackey, why would I pay you ?

4/5/2019 7:56:54 AM moonbaby04371 Over the last couple of weeks, my desire to eat meat has gone down exponentially. It makes me physically ill to eat meat sometimes. So, I've been just 

nibbling on fruits, veggies, & dairy products. I got a burger yesterday & took 2 bites & got rid of the rest. I was nauseous.

4/5/2019 7:57:06 AM maryschade14 Yes! This^^^^^****^^^^^ is what I need because of neck fractures and unrepaired shoulder. 

Love the good information. Thanks.

4/5/2019 8:00:10 AM keith369me @kabamur_taygeta told many that you were disinformation and then later proceeded to block a large number of people that follow 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, simply because we followed that account.  Any comment regarding @kabamur_taygeta?

4/5/2019 8:13:33 AM cosmic_engineer  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

4/5/2019 8:22:05 AM auagate Yes, people should know 真理从内在产生共鸣。

4/5/2019 8:22:19 AM karentriebel Me

4/5/2019 8:34:04 AM whitehat_van Account was hijacked by Marc Andreessen people through Keybase, Inc., @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , and @adam1337. They are ISBEs. It is a death cult, a new 

religion.

4/5/2019 8:43:30 AM mile_high_mamma The majority of the garlic produced here in the US is shipped to China.  The majority of the garlic we consume here in the US was shipped from China. 

Grow Your Own!

4/5/2019 8:44:39 AM billfa9 What’s the news on the progress with this?

4/5/2019 9:03:34 AM n7guardiananon MJ, its said, Huangdi (the yellow emperor) or his teacher Qibo have attributed to the creation of qigong/acupuncture and much more. Supposedly a 

dragon flew down from heaven and took Huangdi away. Was he an advanced human? ET w/ship? Any intel appreciated!!!

4/5/2019 9:10:28 AM roublisa Lol 😂...D. Eisenhower and subsequently found Laura .....she tied in very well.  ❤️ Laura Eisenhower!

4/5/2019 9:16:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 BOOM 💥 https://twitter.com/101Bastogne/status/1114193587904884737 …

4/5/2019 9:16:49 AM roublisa Amazing 💥 and so pivotal with trying to understand the role the white hat and the black hat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had at the time as well.  I cannot 

imagine what it was like to be ✨Ike✨ he I believe which what is available for me to know🤨,did the best he could with what he knew.

4/5/2019 9:17:19 AM rinmaries Am I close in my interpretation?

4/5/2019 9:18:48 AM aprilbrown99 God bless our wonderful military! 🇺🇸

4/5/2019 9:18:52 AM mommahood777 Pretty damn sad

4/5/2019 9:19:44 AM ianbrendonmason Hi, what miss info have they presented? Just curious, thanks. 😁

4/5/2019 9:21:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Incoming!! 🍿🥤

4/5/2019 9:23:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Great question as my 12yr old nephew swears dragons are/were real.

4/5/2019 9:27:34 AM susan66388204 Was hoping this was a moot issue now that we have Trump

4/5/2019 9:29:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Electing Trump didn't make the problem go away. It means now we have a fighting chance to stop the coordinated genocide once and for all.

4/5/2019 9:30:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 New for 1969

4/5/2019 9:30:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd I was just thinking about that. Decades ago worked in hospital many would be talking about seeing husband/mother...mother/sister....two people that 

were there to get them to take them "home." Perhaps the "one" is only for ppl who aren't meant to leave permanently? Guessing.

4/5/2019 9:31:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, check your logic with terms provided earlier.

4/5/2019 9:32:39 AM realityloominng Mass arrests will make the problem go away.. after the chaos

4/5/2019 9:36:22 AM winki00000001 Sorry for being out of subject but : 

Is a ET group named "CHIMERA" really exist ? 

What are the purposes of all the geant Spiders sculptures around the world ? (Maman)

4/5/2019 9:37:26 AM bbobbio71 Swish with coconut oil for 10.... as long as you can.  It's called oil pulling

4/5/2019 9:42:46 AM zagnett MJ's "BOOM" refers to actions against DUMBs?

4/5/2019 9:47:50 AM zagnett Is the very next best step, simply, to request help?

4/5/2019 9:49:39 AM tamrealtor No more  GMOs !!!!!

4/5/2019 10:00:13 AM n7guardiananon 👍👍👍

4/5/2019 10:08:49 AM daveo6145 How’d u apply the Boolean

4/5/2019 10:12:45 AM zagnett Yes we want to do this ourselves as much as possible. But it's always good to ask for help. Advice can go a long way if we act on it.

4/5/2019 10:14:38 AM carolin15161363 I hope that signals victory over the fight you mentioned yesterday against A

4/5/2019 10:16:34 AM blsdbe True-I just like making things myself. Thank you MJ.

4/5/2019 10:21:48 AM andress45303251 Couple of grand.

All hand stitched.

4/5/2019 10:22:05 AM andress45303251 Be nice!

4/5/2019 10:36:35 AM laurabusse Were you in NY NJ or CT? I was in NJ at the time...one of the worst days of my life. I couldn't believe what was happening...

4/5/2019 10:44:21 AM realityloominng It's just I remember Pete Peterson talking about some special fish oil, claiming it eliminates tooth decay

4/5/2019 10:44:30 AM blankmarlo Based off MJ's likes I'm guessing P is VOTL?

Kab gets email from T2 in '17 about is-be & ssp

T2 gets email from VOTL (Kab's idea?) digging for info on them 

T2 denies them the info somehow causing a rift betweem VOTL +  Kab

Kab calls Sather to give info on Aliens

4/5/2019 10:45:25 AM blsdbe Another Majestice like, thanks to ALICE ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/MHSJy8F260

4/5/2019 10:48:09 AM blsdbe If there is more that We The People can be doing, I am up for that info. I will try to find a way to help. Let me know.

4/5/2019 10:49:05 AM jessewa25340831 MKUltra>MKU=Mount Kenya University>ltra=Long-Term Repopulating Ability?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/5/2019 10:55:08 AM blankmarlo T2 deny P💫 =~ !K is confusing me.

On first reading it lookes like a double negative "T2 denies that VOTL isn't Kab". 

But "deny" is a coding term for not granting a request and "=~" is a pattern match which is why I'm thinking the denial caused VOTL not to match Kab? 

I dunno

4/5/2019 10:56:06 AM rinmaries Dang’it!  Thank you.



4/5/2019 10:56:15 AM blankmarlo Second half seems a lot easier. MJ12 subordinate feeds info to an asset and Sather interviews said asset either on YouTube or his documentary.

4/5/2019 10:59:41 AM blsdbe The lemony afterburp is considerably less horrible

4/5/2019 11:01:58 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you have to say about this  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-5902189/Physics-professor-claims-need-face-

possibility-UFO-sightings-really-alien-craft.html …

4/5/2019 11:07:01 AM aprilbrown99 😉

4/5/2019 11:07:40 AM zagnett Yup. Was thinking that too, since the tunnels connect the DUMBs too. There are a LOT of tunnels.

4/5/2019 11:10:10 AM scienceismymuse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is this familiar?  pic.twitter.com/siM58k5e21

4/5/2019 11:18:35 AM _girlmaher_ So what does Joe Biden's inner/outer monologue about the children and women he meets along the way co-create?

I ask this because I spend a lot of time thinking romantic and sexual wishes about my beloved but I can't track any related changes in their experience 

of Now from this.

4/5/2019 11:23:14 AM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/ua5Hj9USgI

4/5/2019 11:28:43 AM rebornkingent At this point in life, I assume everything we thought was real is an illusion so yea, dragons are real. Middle earth is real. Our so called myths are more 

real that bullshit cnn, fun times ahead.

4/5/2019 11:28:45 AM weremight You increase the conductivity of the atmosphere with Aluminum, which makes the MHD approximation truer, by lowering the resistance in the Ohm's 

law equation part, and changes coupling of atmosphere to ocean and earth.

4/5/2019 11:31:18 AM hawkgirlinmn I was completely obsessed with greek mythology in second grade!

4/5/2019 11:33:48 AM patricksready Where does DW fit into this equation?

4/5/2019 11:35:24 AM andress45303251 Please?

4/5/2019 11:37:53 AM n7guardiananon Haha, every opportunity I had in elementary/middle school my nose was in a mythology book pic.twitter.com/aEX3SRoL9K

4/5/2019 11:38:33 AM freestateojones @rothschildmd - put this in your next Q write up. 

Our @POTUS seems to be perpetuating the Qanon conspiracy in more ways than one - what a dangerous precedent he is setting. 

pic.twitter.com/JKlvMJdtrK

4/5/2019 11:42:24 AM azuremagus border tunnels

4/5/2019 12:02:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Would it be that AJ just said he is preparing a public apology about the real Q and acknowledging that he is real?

4/5/2019 12:10:36 PM laurabusse Garlic is one of the easiest things to grow. Buy organic garlic. Plant individual cloves in autumn. Harvest July ish when more than half the leaves turn 

brown. Dry them out a week or two, voila, if you plant enough you won't have to buy any, ever. Repels insects naturally...

4/5/2019 12:11:27 PM olimyracle #AskTheRedCrossNow

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#WeAreTheMediaNow pic.twitter.com/tz4kgxipdt

4/5/2019 12:16:36 PM laurabusse @MedicalMedium protocol. Wild blueberries, atlantic dulse, (Hawaiian) spirulina, cilantro, barley grass juice powder (vimergy brand). Must have all 5 

every day. See his books and web site instagram fb for more specific instructions.

4/5/2019 12:17:23 PM _the_psychonaut Thank you

4/5/2019 12:17:55 PM olimyracle What happened to Henry Dunant ?

Who took control of the Red Cross ?

Why a Nobel Prize ?

#AskTheRedCrossNow

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#WeAreTheMediaNow pic.twitter.com/XhJDhG5pN8

4/5/2019 12:19:43 PM mile_high_mamma Save money by not indoctrinating young adults with university educations.  Trades are always going to be needed, and one can make a great living 

doing a trade.

4/5/2019 12:22:06 PM andress45303251 Too many notes. How about some heroin instead?

4/5/2019 12:24:56 PM olimyracle What did the Red Cross during WWII ?

Who did finance the Red Cross ?

Was a deal involved ?

#AskTheRedCrossNow

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#WeAreTheMediaNow pic.twitter.com/57UmM3WRZZ

4/5/2019 12:42:43 PM zagnett K > (e.g. DM) T2

T2 > a legit P starseed: "sup w/K? legit P?"

P: "Hell no!"

K phone call to J$ RE AM movie

[🤡] associated with AM & a former MJ's subordinate

Sent DM(?) to another [🤡] (& MJ has it)

J$ got audio recording of [🤡], which got into AM

& that's how J$ was "groomed"
4/5/2019 12:43:37 PM mrblbrettish yeah that's their "thing" like dark>light is dark to light. same thing here sealed to undealed, not really a time saver as far as typing goes TBH.

4/5/2019 12:43:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes it was on the live show according to my friend who is a non Q believer at anout 2:25

4/5/2019 12:45:05 PM hawkgirlinmn I didn’t hear it first hand but will check later. Let me know if you hear it. He said it was very non-chalant.

4/5/2019 12:47:07 PM zagnett So who has an audio recording in the AM movie and is also an account followed by MJ?

4/5/2019 12:47:12 PM 3rdeyeview55 I concur.

4/5/2019 12:48:34 PM tyl3r59518097 Lou Reed - Walk On The Wild Side (Lyrics in Description)  https://youtu.be/0KaWSOlASWc  via @YouTube

4/5/2019 12:49:16 PM tyl3r59518097 Gaudi feat. Michael Rose - Put Your Guns Down  https://youtu.be/Dp0yAcw7qv8  via @YouTube

4/5/2019 12:50:41 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish - (Slip, Stitch and Pass)  https://youtu.be/nY3_wFsGfIE  via @YouTube

4/5/2019 12:54:08 PM n2zyk Been trying for years, can't seen to clear my mind enough, to much chatter :)

4/5/2019 12:55:26 PM zagnett Could be wrong about "audio" recording. Could be a visual clip.

But, assuming MJ's [target] is not J$ (who seems to be a different person in MJ's tweet), there are only 2 other accounts followed by MJ definitely 

assoc. w/AM (that i know of). Maybe 1 other possible account.

4/5/2019 12:57:48 PM zagnett But any of those three would be a 🐟as big as a 🐋.

4/5/2019 12:58:11 PM joeorbit we are vast, we are the power, we are the glory.  the universe is in our mind.  next you will say we evolved from a random lightning strike hitting a 

single cell amoeba.

4/5/2019 1:03:10 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=YnwfTHpnGLY …

4/5/2019 1:04:41 PM zagnett This is about the phone call K and J$ had. J$ was going to be K's P starseed in some gig. Or some other stupid $ thing like that.

4/5/2019 1:21:42 PM zagnett MJ, is this one of the 10 or so legit / actual / verified Ps on this planet that you've mentioned in prior tweets?

4/5/2019 1:22:37 PM tyl3r59518097 😎🙏

Skrillex - All Is Fair in Love and Brostep with Ragga Twins [AUDIO]  https://youtu.be/6JYIGclVQdw  via @YouTube

4/5/2019 1:33:40 PM cocopuffster12 Meditate, pray. Group consciousness is real



4/5/2019 1:36:10 PM zagnett i'll be watching those three to see if & how their tune changes publicly soon. i could be wrong though.

In any case, i think it's got to be something like this. MJ seems to be trying to get us to see how the big $ players in the "disclosure business" actively 

try to deceive us.

4/5/2019 1:38:45 PM ethereal_shaman I can hardly stand to read his articles.  Ego much, lol

4/5/2019 1:43:15 PM linnyt7 COE...tunnel destruction?

4/5/2019 1:48:54 PM ethereal_shaman Organite.  Its been around a long time.  People have accented it with spirals for many years.

4/5/2019 1:53:48 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJ2hJezvd2I …

"Sir, yes sir! Never giving up, sir!"

#WWG1WGA

4/5/2019 1:57:13 PM richardhiatt16 The Screaming Eagles 🦅 of explosives 🧨   AIRBORNE!!! 💙🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/5/2019 2:05:45 PM lbf777 Naturopaths examined my whole body with a pic of my eye only which costs like $10 and he prescribed excellent natural organic meds that cost $200 

which made me feel MUCH healthier for years now. The organic meds ran out in 3 months.

4/5/2019 2:06:56 PM lbf777 what is the discovery here?

4/5/2019 2:08:42 PM lbf777 Stop using their money system and they are finished.

4/5/2019 2:23:45 PM toughgrandpa Several SG1 marks on that paper as well, wonder if it was reviewed by General Hammond at the SGC...

4/5/2019 2:23:58 PM tyl3r59518097 He’s always shopping! 🍏 🤣 pic.twitter.com/1bVQHdtM0l

4/5/2019 2:31:58 PM allahuniversal Another possible

"The Intelligence Hub for the Victory of Light"

 http://2012portal.blogspot.com 

A common thread: what do we get from many the "channels, Intel sources, organizations, psychics, mediums insiders, etc." who were wrong about 

2012, still somehow retain a following. How?!?! pic.twitter.com/hplCtHtRDC

4/5/2019 2:33:03 PM weshallrise144k Raw “unheated” foods contain both proteolytic and digestive enzymes.  The enzymes in cooked and pasteurized foods are deactivated.  Need balance 

of raw and cooked.  Enzymes responsible for all biochemical reactions in the body.

4/5/2019 2:36:01 PM allahuniversal ... We get disinformation from them, as it was pre-2012. How they retain a following: hopium & moving the goal post and STILL😂 setting 

dates/introducing more chaos, harvesting the ups and downs of their following along the way, for as long as they can kick the can down the road.

4/5/2019 2:37:19 PM tyl3r59518097 For the record folks:

This is from a perspective informed by current U.S. Federal Legal Standards, a formal example of someone (CRIMINALLY and FELONIOUSLY)  

threatening my life. 🙏 pic.twitter.com/efFIj5JUR0

4/5/2019 2:39:04 PM rebornkingent Joseph Campbell archetypes/ Myths that effect the subconscious. These myths impress on the outside world. Media is creating new toxic archetypes 

that we then play out as a society. Mkultra lite. Let’s walk away.

4/5/2019 2:44:39 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/q01kCOFmvZE  pic.twitter.com/ObnPDOKVdG

4/5/2019 2:45:22 PM rebornkingent Don’t you love those moments when it’s almost like Mj12 is answering a question inside your head?  This whole thing is hilariously amazing.

4/5/2019 2:46:43 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/q-Ze7mmFQJs 

4/5/2019 2:49:09 PM tyl3r59518097 Rack City (Explicit)  https://youtu.be/grVXuRqCVz4  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/EpDykcHn77

4/5/2019 2:54:04 PM tyl3r59518097 Eminem, Offset, Tyga, Metro Boomin - "Ric Flair Drip x Dubai Drip" Remix...  https://youtu.be/zzU2fmX47ZY  via @YouTube

#yeswecant 🤣

4/5/2019 2:56:31 PM mariazak18 He did, but he is still full of shit and can’t be trusted

4/5/2019 3:03:23 PM dairy_mom_of_6 We had a meeting on HB3063 last night. There's a town hall meeting tomorrow with senator Manning people need to go and speak and have a 

presence there! We have a rally planned for Salem at 12 p.m. at the Capitol on April 23rd. We need bodies to show. Most of all meditate!!!!

4/5/2019 3:04:38 PM tyl3r59518097 Drop dead is uncommon for you,..

(sorry 2 know that in whatever way you mean it🙏)..

yet, “manifest reasonable ideation along with compassion..” - that’s an Fn rumor to him.

4/5/2019 3:05:57 PM dairy_mom_of_6 If HB 3063 day passes it won't be long before they add adults to the mandatory vaccination list. There are 200 new vaccines in the pipline. After 

reviewing this bill, it is one of the worst and most exclusive bills that has been introduced across the United States.

4/5/2019 3:12:09 PM sterkinglights1 I expect everyday to be majestic but know them feels bruh.

4/5/2019 3:15:04 PM jeebaleebs Julian Assange coming to USA soon?  What's Barack doing in Germany?  Are these connected?

4/5/2019 3:17:59 PM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just saw MJ movie from 1993, Highly recommend:   https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gB5TVEWIdac …

4/5/2019 3:24:05 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/K2xW30g2EZ

4/5/2019 3:27:50 PM rosemodema I totally get it, 

that's why I saved it ... 🤣🤣

4/5/2019 3:32:18 PM maryschade14 Yes they are still very in tune. Doesn't have to come with fancy stuff. And you just brought up something hardly anyone mentions.

4/5/2019 3:37:18 PM mongrelglory Would love to hear what you've got DownRangeThinker. 🤓

4/5/2019 3:39:21 PM mongrelglory Is there a comparable substitute for those of us who are vegetarian?

4/5/2019 3:51:34 PM n7guardiananon He's probably to young for this, but maybe you'll remember.

It's like Highlights hidden items of symbolism. https://youtu.be/4Ygs3IHJ2bM 

4/5/2019 3:54:05 PM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me 

💞

4/5/2019 4:00:21 PM rosemodema Huh?? 

🖤🤖 pic.twitter.com/1T0s4kYxCv

4/5/2019 4:02:15 PM olimyracle Educate

Educate

Educate

💞

4/5/2019 4:03:21 PM fionasdestiny67 Agreed

4/5/2019 4:03:45 PM dougiefreshii That's the theory.

4/5/2019 4:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Public 187 Event

4/5/2019 4:14:12 PM rosemodema Thanks for sharing, 

I didn't realize how terrible that anthem was until now ... 😳

4/5/2019 4:16:43 PM zagnett Interesting. But seems better the way it's actually happening, as slow as it seems sometimes.

4/5/2019 4:19:15 PM wbwse Mother Emmanuel: Aleph Bet Kaph 

        Yudh Teth Heth Zain Waw 

            He Dalath Gamal Beth

        Alaph Tau Shin Resh Qoph 

             Sadhe Pe E Semkath 

                Nun Mim Lamadh pic.twitter.com/aJnoFTUjRW



4/5/2019 4:19:30 PM zagnett MJ, will the U.S. military ever put up with evil on the level of [HRC], ever again? 🤔

Hoping not.

4/5/2019 4:24:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every generation must fight for freedom.

4/5/2019 4:25:15 PM zagnett 5:5

4/5/2019 4:26:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Snowden + Wikileaks

Ready when you are. https://twitter.com/Snowden/status/1114198129312714753 …

4/5/2019 4:26:29 PM k3yle THE POPE

4/5/2019 4:26:57 PM 1_decided_voter We're ALL ready. Let's get this show started!

4/5/2019 4:28:00 PM wbwse @TheFBI69 I Love You!

4/5/2019 4:28:22 PM zagnett Well they seem to think similarly here in many cases, & prefer "Native Americans" here.

4/5/2019 4:28:56 PM andress45303251 Cute.

4/5/2019 4:30:10 PM zagnett MJ, is JA alive? People seem to assume he is. i don't. Would be nice, but no substantive evidence it seems.

4/5/2019 4:30:16 PM jimhayzlett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just finished watching MJ’s ‘Official Denial’ 1993 movie On YouTube:  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gB5TVEWIdac …

4/5/2019 4:30:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Ready.... pic.twitter.com/eVKO93onuV

4/5/2019 4:30:25 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣 pic.twitter.com/5uVBSWJjqe

4/5/2019 4:32:19 PM roublisa I fully agree😬

4/5/2019 4:33:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Us included. That's why we had The Plan.

4/5/2019 4:33:45 PM daveo6145 Raleigh NC booms? 💥

4/5/2019 4:34:03 PM phytointel @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @DonaldJTrumpJr @intheMatrixxx @dbongino @DevinNunes 

@TomFitton @joerogan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👇🏼👇🏼 Breaking News 👇🏼👇🏼  pic.twitter.com/9XBlzo45eV

4/5/2019 4:34:44 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣

Phish | 12.31.11 | First Tube  https://youtu.be/MkqC_NOaATQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/B7JjK4bshO

4/5/2019 4:34:51 PM roublisa Beautiful validation ...thank you!✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

4/5/2019 4:36:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd Are we playing ready, set, go? Don't tease!

4/5/2019 4:38:35 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/2CxzCAgQsP

4/5/2019 4:39:06 PM starehope Oh Zag, you are nasty, but funny!👊

4/5/2019 4:39:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd True.

4/5/2019 4:39:29 PM kathleen3693693 Nope. I believe we're moving into a new era. Our future involves star travel. I'd really like to see that planet that had three moons again. The landscape 

was beautiful, making a permanent picture in my consciousness. Once home?

4/5/2019 4:40:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Stopped running 11 years ago.

4/5/2019 4:40:42 PM phytointel @RealJamesWoods @intheMatrixxx @DonaldJTrumpJr @TomFitton @joerogan @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes 

@dbongino @LisaMei62 @billyboblouise

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/1ytHQMNXW5

4/5/2019 4:41:02 PM roublisa Great question 😏

4/5/2019 4:42:13 PM flgirlsbeenqd Then lets talk about enlightment. Comment on Channeling Erik...

4/5/2019 4:42:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd All these are linea from SG1

4/5/2019 4:43:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd SG1 quote....why?

4/5/2019 4:43:20 PM aetherwalker1 Well then.. to add some laughs to all this Majestic Disclosure...  😂 pic.twitter.com/qcy0Fm4v4O

4/5/2019 4:43:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd SG quote

4/5/2019 4:43:47 PM zagnett i'm just glad that however things play out, We just won't take this s*** anymore. 😎🤓😘

4/5/2019 4:44:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd True beyond words.

4/5/2019 4:44:43 PM roublisa 💥💥💥sheep no more💥💥💥

4/5/2019 4:45:46 PM starehope He is alive but not where he is supposed to be. He left a while ago.

4/5/2019 4:47:47 PM enomai_ Tunnels more than likely

4/5/2019 4:48:50 PM zagnett i've heard those stories too. Proof?

4/5/2019 4:49:28 PM starehope No sweetie, just feelings.

4/5/2019 4:49:53 PM zagnett Hoping / praying you're right. 🥰😍😘

4/5/2019 4:49:56 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/6quTh9aSUR

4/5/2019 4:50:20 PM wbwse @HillaryClinton Is Neutral Evil

          As In Black Hole pic.twitter.com/wdjzuGgfHC

4/5/2019 4:50:42 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/9X6e7uctAww  pic.twitter.com/vFCm93mm9d

4/5/2019 4:50:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same here....Oma

4/5/2019 4:51:13 PM starehope I stick with my feelings 😉

4/5/2019 4:51:45 PM fionasdestiny67 5:5

4/5/2019 4:53:56 PM fionasdestiny67 What's going on at South Jorden Island? 6.6 earthquake hit today. I think this is in the zone of where cleanup was needed? 

https://youtu.be/Iz098PNYa0g 

4/5/2019 4:53:58 PM rosemodema I got that for my 40th Birthday... It's Cool huh ?? 😉🖤🍒

4/5/2019 4:57:26 PM richardhiatt16 🤣.

4/5/2019 4:59:01 PM richardhiatt16 Okay okay MJ12 wizards... What should we be eating? Lay it out for us chickens 🐓...

4/5/2019 4:59:14 PM sparkleloung Same

We have lost sense of self. pic.twitter.com/r5OTCYcZfL

4/5/2019 4:59:30 PM rosemodema 👀 where'd that all come from 🤷♀️

A little more verbose than usual ?🤨

4/5/2019 5:00:15 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏

4/5/2019 5:00:31 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/D7-DIrje0Fw 

😎🤙😁 pic.twitter.com/U7OdhI2Xa6

4/5/2019 5:00:56 PM rosemodema Flattery will get you everywhere✨

Opps I mean nowhere 🤪

4/5/2019 5:01:48 PM zagnett You have a wonderful sense of humor. i love it! 😘

4/5/2019 5:02:17 PM wbwse @BillClinton @HillaryClinton can you two love birds please tell us the truth? pic.twitter.com/3iqll3lXjn

4/5/2019 5:03:32 PM rosemodema Oh !! and that dress? 

Yes all the hand stitching is extraordinary but the orig price 

was 4x what you said .. 

Yep, very xtreme indeed..

4/5/2019 5:03:32 PM thevolunteer6 BUT THAT IS EXACTLY WHATS WRONG WITH MILLENIULS AND GENERATION X!! NEITHER ONE WAS TAUGHT HISTORY OR CIVICS!

(PLANNED! RESEARCH THE EDUCATION SECRETARY) THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS. No history= No pride. No civics= No understanding of how our 

government works or how designed.

4/5/2019 5:03:56 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, what was or is the reason behind the 250 Wal-Mart stores being closed, sold to gov and turned into what looks like holding areas or a type of jail, 

for lack of a better word?  Was this going to be used to round up those still alive after HRC’s holocaust?



4/5/2019 5:04:58 PM zagnett Definitely seems like that was (or still is possibly) [their] plan, if they can get that far that is.

4/5/2019 5:05:09 PM wbwse Am I Gods Messenger? 

       Path Of Love!

4/5/2019 5:06:10 PM aprilbrown99 Just the thought gives me shivers up and down my spine. Evil!

4/5/2019 5:06:20 PM rosemodema Trust Me, 

Much better On than Off.. 

I've had 3 little people & I didn't Fair that well...

4/5/2019 5:07:22 PM maryschade14 😂🐬swans..yeah..

4/5/2019 5:07:38 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/ceUsFjoVrK

4/5/2019 5:08:39 PM aprilbrown99 We will all have to relearn many things. We will have to teach and share what we know.

4/5/2019 5:09:32 PM thevolunteer6 This was done by obummer so I think they were meant for re-education of Patriots or “left-overs.” I hope they are being kept for the roundup of illegal 

immigrants awaiting deportation OUT of our country after the Wall completion. Nobody is saying anything that I’m aware of.

4/5/2019 5:10:37 PM jimhayzlett No Brother, we all read that as D greater than ....  deception.  —> = Goes to.  We are One Light ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/5/2019 5:10:44 PM rosemodema Who R U ?? 

You look like LUST ... as in the username / avatar / Friend 🤣🤣

4/5/2019 5:11:36 PM rosemodema well, that is kind but... 🤷♀️

4/5/2019 5:12:27 PM rosemodema I'm just confused ... yeah 🤷♀️

4/5/2019 5:13:08 PM blsdbe #DoItMJ #DoItQ #WRWY

4/5/2019 5:13:31 PM jimhayzlett Each Being of Light, YOU, Are God’s Light from every Star Shining on You ☀️✨💫😇

4/5/2019 5:14:04 PM aprilbrown99 The Q questions and answer are complicated, tagged and need to be deciphered properly. I would suggest watching patriot “And We Know” on 

YouTube to get a feel for how deep you have to dig to get an answer. It is not cut and dry. SerialBrain2 is quite a freakin genius. Great vids.

4/5/2019 5:14:10 PM clancy_birrell Q said, they cannot stop what is coming.

4/5/2019 5:14:35 PM thevolunteer6 Me too. I just keep believing what I’ve always heard. “If the govt. tells you to go (wherever... for YOUR protection; ALWAYS go the opposite way.” THEY 

ARE NOT interested in us! It’s for the protection of THEMSELVES!

Always be prepared

Trust yourself

 Trust what you think is true

4/5/2019 5:14:39 PM rosemodema 🖤🦋 pic.twitter.com/CcqVuWeQiR

4/5/2019 5:14:53 PM lbf777 How can we help speed this plan up as a people? I know stop paying taxes to defund them would be great for the economy which is what we all want 

to be good. 

Stop going to hospitals outside of emergencies,stop taking pill & cancel insurance policies is very good for the economy.

4/5/2019 5:15:37 PM zagnett #1 thing is wake as many people up as you can. Use memes at will.

4/5/2019 5:15:41 PM clancy_birrell I would love a shirt that says I heart majestic12.

4/5/2019 5:17:58 PM clancy_birrell Also check maj12 likes for some breadcrumbs

4/5/2019 5:19:33 PM keith369me #MajesticDay

4/5/2019 5:19:35 PM lbf777 Been doing that since early 2017.Back then I felt alone & now there are oceans of us so at least that’s great progress.

I remember fighting with many shills daily who were arguing that George Soros & Hillary are good people. Progress is progress but let’s get this into 

overdrive

4/5/2019 5:19:47 PM jimhayzlett Don’t shiver, Angel, JUST SHINE BRIGHTER ✨✨✨👼✨✨✨

4/5/2019 5:20:27 PM jimhayzlett You Are Limitless ✨✨✨👼✨✨✨

4/5/2019 5:20:31 PM aprilbrown99 😁🦋🌸🙏✨💫

4/5/2019 5:20:32 PM keith369me The resort portion of Gitmo

4/5/2019 5:20:50 PM zagnett Good people?? omg so funny. 🤣

4/5/2019 5:21:31 PM zagnett Well hopefully he has a view of the beach & ocean.

4/5/2019 5:21:58 PM lbf777 Ya man. Hurry the hell up already! pic.twitter.com/3IXoGLI4dV

4/5/2019 5:22:36 PM thevolunteer6 Could it possibly be true that “Q” is part of a plan inside of a plan?! Distributing true evil & crimes against civilization while at the same time identifying 

ALL or MOSTLY ALL TRUE PATRIOTS (future trouble makers?) at the same time?! YOU HAVE TO AT LEAST CONSIDER IT.

Multitask?

4/5/2019 5:23:26 PM aprilbrown99 😇🙏

4/5/2019 5:23:37 PM starehope All is well.

4/5/2019 5:24:05 PM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/Ubgo7vHKJowdEaqj8 …

4/5/2019 5:24:16 PM zagnett Yes i have considered that. & it is a risk. A risk i've chosen to take.

Bottom-line is a Universe that doesn't have some "plan" like this going on in a world as sick as our is not a Universe i would want to live in.

#WWG1WGA (well, hopefully anyway lol)

4/5/2019 5:24:31 PM aprilbrown99 There is nothing evil about Q. He/they are of LIGHT.

4/5/2019 5:24:35 PM lbf777 The sleepers laughed at me when I told them HRC is a pedo & the shills used that in their favor to isolate me so i rolled our endless truth bombs so 

massive, they made it to the homepage of reddit often. This really woke many up on reddit for over 1.5 years until they booted me.

4/5/2019 5:24:46 PM clancy_birrell Js is a paytriot hence j$?

4/5/2019 5:25:16 PM thevolunteer6 Exactly. Trust the plan but OUR FAITH STAYS WITH GOD. 🙏PRAYERS🙏

4/5/2019 5:26:01 PM zagnett Yes, that's what MJ is implying.

4/5/2019 5:28:10 PM thevolunteer6 EXACTLY! THANQ

4/5/2019 5:31:21 PM wbwse You Will Be

   Bell Of

The Grand

   Choice pic.twitter.com/rBoac2EezB

4/5/2019 5:31:32 PM starehope 😉

4/5/2019 5:34:23 PM thevolunteer6 BEWARE WHO YOU FOLLOW!

Q quote

You’ve been sb2’d

4/5/2019 5:37:19 PM aprilbrown99 I see you. I know exactly what you are trying to do. It isn’t going to work. Nice try.

4/5/2019 5:37:25 PM clancy_birrell Left field question...What do you all think of duck duck go? I see that prime donor is freedom of press?

4/5/2019 5:38:05 PM zagnett Come on you know it's true. 😉 pic.twitter.com/PUHn5oRkvh

4/5/2019 5:38:35 PM miketaggart No doubt about it, He is taking ''Liberties'' with this Lady



4/5/2019 5:38:40 PM wbwse 💙

                 Children Of A:

        Hands Off King Of A God!

      Heres Your Rope! The Father

Of Saturns Legion Youre On Stage! 

          Or Is This All Far More 

           Interactive A Reality?

4/5/2019 5:39:35 PM zagnett I use it primarily. It's gotten way better over the years too.

4/5/2019 5:41:07 PM thevolunteer6 Q told anons long ago that there will be those that will monetize what is coming. He also said that those are not to be trusted. (I used to think he was 

too; until his money motives became obvious) There are many doing this that NEVER mention money. FIND THOSE.

THEGREATAWAKENING

4/5/2019 5:41:45 PM thevolunteer6 And what is it you think “I’m doing?”

4/5/2019 5:43:33 PM wbwse Who Is The Chosen Son Of Man From The Beginning To Sit At The Right Hand Of God? (@Allahs_SonOfMan)

4/5/2019 5:46:22 PM wbwse 💁 pic.twitter.com/SEsMitIE1n

4/5/2019 5:48:13 PM apex_starseed What aren't @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  not ready for? lol but in all seriousness thanks to all the Patriots inside this War for not just America but pretty much 

Humanity.

4/5/2019 5:49:55 PM thevolunteer6 That’s what I choose to believe also

4/5/2019 5:53:57 PM thevolunteer6 They aren’t able to “debate” when you use FACTS & TRUTHS. (Fun watching them try though) In the end they will throw a tantrum, yell over you but 

then just walk away mad!!

I LOVE IT!! Great past-time!

4/5/2019 5:55:37 PM wbwse I’m sure you know that’s on my #Unemployment card 🤣🤣🤣

4/5/2019 6:03:27 PM giediknight In RE to vaccines, I have been thinking about this for a while. If the geneticists all get military tribunals, and we all get clean/safe/effective vaccines 

from X point on. What about all the harm done in the past? What about people like J$ say that vaccines don’t work?

4/5/2019 6:04:49 PM giediknight Meaning, lots of researchers push the “vaccines don’t work/science flawed” angle, rather than the more correct “vaccines are a culling tool” angle.

4/5/2019 6:08:12 PM sunbasileuo Amazing Thread. Thank You. You have NO idea what this means to me. Heard and Understood. Peace & Love, God's Blessings and ALL The Blessings 

that are mine to share, I share with you. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/XhKdW7aRzT

4/5/2019 6:08:54 PM sunbasileuo  pic.twitter.com/sODLAUz5q5

4/5/2019 6:09:00 PM fionasdestiny67 Agreed SIStar🌟💞

4/5/2019 6:09:56 PM sunbasileuo I humbly thank You from the deepest depths of my heart. pic.twitter.com/gVINgOBPUj

4/5/2019 6:10:03 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that SISter!  🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

4/5/2019 6:12:05 PM wbwse 21:11 💙

4/5/2019 6:16:05 PM aprilbrown99 ‘Now We Know’ doesn’t charge for his Qanon videos; his videos are free. He offers products and it is your choice to buy or not. There is a difference 

between a patriot and a paytriot. Paytriots charge a fee before you see get info for Q digs.

4/5/2019 6:19:47 PM tammyrochester2 Thank you, this helped me.

4/5/2019 6:20:24 PM roublisa  http://Tspring.com .  Design your own🤩

4/5/2019 6:24:03 PM _chelseaproject I almost wish it had gone that way. A lot of patriots would've appreciated the speed and the clarity.

4/5/2019 6:25:19 PM doyle_eng 1/5 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — The “blockage” of the pineal “energy center” is the conscious intention not to heal, but to attempt to control through force.

The manner of ‘electrical’ energetic self–amplification through the pineal^ can then only be forced through such “blockage” ...  

pic.twitter.com/A8hz23ubh5

4/5/2019 6:26:30 PM roublisa My husband STILL thinks this is all in my head🤷♀️🤦♀️ he is so lost in cognitive dissonance !

4/5/2019 6:26:37 PM 313looper Nothing to see here! pic.twitter.com/ByFVhAKI9R

4/5/2019 6:27:42 PM lbf777 He will come around eventually.

4/5/2019 6:27:47 PM zagnett I just now got called an idiot. Who knew lol?

4/5/2019 6:32:33 PM n7guardiananon Ike, may have been comped.

 http://www.nwotoday.com/the-socialist-review-american-politicians/dwight-d-eisenhower …

 http://read-right.com/shop/i-dont-like-ike-the-story-of-globalist-socialist-dwight-eisenhower/ …

4/5/2019 6:33:30 PM roublisa I am lectured daily....I’m wasting my time...I am lost in a fantasy.....grifters...larpers.....I will not give power to his remarks about our president🤨 

pic.twitter.com/clVXeVFvxC

4/5/2019 6:36:16 PM roublisa I am happily confident and trust the plan🇺🇸 my IS-BE is resilient to sheeple mode pic.twitter.com/g1zmfZSFLP

4/5/2019 6:36:16 PM zagnett Yup. But he still did some things right. Better than many other presidents anyway.

4/5/2019 6:37:16 PM lbf777 Remember you are the plan also. Be the plan. Trump needs us to.

4/5/2019 6:39:06 PM roublisa Only when he sees mocking bird media announce the truth.....that is possible I suppose.  POTUS today said that the dems will see the news on tv and 

say WOW....that spoke to me we are very close.  Anyone else haear that today?

4/5/2019 6:41:04 PM roublisa He literally had the world on his shoulders🌎

4/5/2019 6:44:02 PM roublisa And it feels GREAT! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/WB0o8wjTK4

4/5/2019 6:47:01 PM weremight At the same time the Intercept is shutting down.  Interdasting.

4/5/2019 6:53:38 PM zagnett Oh sorry, didn't realize. Wishing you my best! 😍

4/5/2019 6:58:13 PM zagnett What's been happenin' in the continuum lately?

4/5/2019 7:01:08 PM wbwse Adnan pic.twitter.com/axQoRmHlII

4/5/2019 7:04:22 PM turboxyde Push in, quarter turn and pull! Sappers!

4/5/2019 7:08:51 PM zagnett That looks a lot more awesome than the thing that came out of that guy in Aliens. 🤔

4/5/2019 7:15:24 PM sampson_live I believe it was not long after he pulled DMS .... From that point no POL was given and the DS (C_A) took over W¡ÇœL€∆©§. I'm going to imagine life in 

a shipping container.... But in the Caribbean. Or maybe on one of the islands in the picture⤵️ pic.twitter.com/LeVDX25CVQ

4/5/2019 7:19:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Selling hats doesn't make you a shill, your choices and actions do.

4/5/2019 7:19:58 PM tamiwils0n22813 Babylon is falling!

4/5/2019 7:24:14 PM x_mike_ribera_x The command and domain of truth is the only realm in which we seek

4/5/2019 7:44:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't doubt your resolve, we simply stated the obvious.

4/5/2019 7:50:46 PM decodematrix The BOOM 💥 on 11/11 destroyed many DUMBs.

4/5/2019 7:53:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Make one yourself!

4/5/2019 7:54:12 PM tamexis  http://Teespring.com  is great

4/5/2019 7:54:48 PM lib7473 Triggers (ES/JA key holders of detrimental evidence against cabal/pedos WW)...PAIN/APRIL SHOWERS! #justiceforthechildren #endgame #checkmate 

#victoryofthelight

4/5/2019 7:55:11 PM roublisa If @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  was to have a title on a shirt what would it say😎?

4/5/2019 7:55:16 PM hawkgirlinmn I have one that says “Woke AF.” But “Majestic AF” would be awesome too.

4/5/2019 7:56:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Care for money versus worship of money drive the true nature of a man's choices.

4/5/2019 7:57:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 I am an IS-BE, hear me roar. 

Because, why not.

-T1

4/5/2019 7:58:15 PM roublisa Kick ass 😎💥



4/5/2019 7:58:44 PM 12bravogran Engineers lead the way.

4/5/2019 7:58:59 PM zagnett "This shirt will not last forever. MJ"

4/5/2019 7:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 That could be implied multiple different ways.

4/5/2019 8:00:10 PM roublisa 🤔 definitely would be a conversation starter☺️

4/5/2019 8:00:17 PM zagnett "This shirt is real. This shirt is necessary. MJ"

4/5/2019 8:00:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Necessary is up for judgement.

4/5/2019 8:00:45 PM djlok "Because I know too much to go back and pretend..."🎶🎶🎶

4/5/2019 8:01:27 PM zagnett Ok i'll have to get that one lol.

4/5/2019 8:02:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Explain. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1114362088095473664 …

4/5/2019 8:03:15 PM weremight Kzinti and Speaker to Animals: Confirmed

4/5/2019 8:03:32 PM djlok ALICE. 😀

4/5/2019 8:03:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 She wishes.

4/5/2019 8:04:16 PM decodematrix "Strange waves rippled around the world, and nobody knows why." MJ12 knows why! 💪👊💥 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ …

4/5/2019 8:04:30 PM higherdensitees AI/Alice

4/5/2019 8:04:32 PM aprilbrown99 Hi T1!  👋

4/5/2019 8:04:37 PM roublisa Yeeesssss!💓

4/5/2019 8:05:27 PM weremight Jurassic park meets neural nets.

4/5/2019 8:05:36 PM higherdensitees ...or hack by satellite...

4/5/2019 8:05:50 PM trumps_all Wrong frequency selected by the clowns somewhere close by.........someone was lucky they screwed up.

4/5/2019 8:05:50 PM keith369me Material possessions are a burden.  Less is more!

4/5/2019 8:06:43 PM roublisa I had a manual Ford Escort that really was possessed 😳

4/5/2019 8:06:53 PM djlok A lot of people standing around.  Can't tell how long it took to go from Sparks to a fire based on that clip.

4/5/2019 8:06:53 PM charmanda9 Testing out some of Hillary’s patent technology. In Russia.

4/5/2019 8:07:07 PM aprilbrown99 Automatic combustion.

4/5/2019 8:07:27 PM missy968 I will always fight for our freedom. Me, and my fellow beings.

4/5/2019 8:07:28 PM lbf777 Remote hacking.

4/5/2019 8:07:36 PM keith369me -Manifest your Majestic Destiny!

4/5/2019 8:07:39 PM roublisa This phrase made me dig hard to try to understand🤓

4/5/2019 8:08:17 PM slipperyslope18 The Clinton chip strikes again.

4/5/2019 8:08:47 PM keith369me Drivers are dangerous, driverless is insane.

4/5/2019 8:08:56 PM aprilbrown99 “Wake Up America”

4/5/2019 8:11:00 PM aprilbrown99 “Lock Her Up”

4/5/2019 8:12:30 PM aprilbrown99 I could not agree more!

4/5/2019 8:13:42 PM weremight THE SOLAR WIND IS HERE: Earth is inside a stream of solar wind flowing faster than 500 km/s (1.1 million mph). This is causing geomagnetic unrest and 

intermittent auroras around the Arctic Circle. Solar wind speeds should remain elevated for the next 48 to 72 hours as our planet.

4/5/2019 8:13:59 PM weremight ... surfs two additional streams of solar wind in the offing.  http://spaceweather.com 

4/5/2019 8:14:34 PM sparkleloung Has there been any follow up on that?  Haven’t seen nothing reported since.  Or was it claimed as Tinsel Town activity?

4/5/2019 8:14:58 PM jeff57253103 GE designed the chip used in the uninterrupted auto pilot in Boeing jets and likely this vehicle

4/5/2019 8:15:28 PM pedalfun4u  pic.twitter.com/BNR4Iv7Z00

4/5/2019 8:16:27 PM nsmithski The van was involved in an investigation of Hillary then committed suicide.

4/5/2019 8:16:36 PM djlok This may have something to do with it. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112734426302156801?s=21 …

4/5/2019 8:16:57 PM cocopuffster12 I ♥️ Majestic 12

4/5/2019 8:18:33 PM n7guardiananon Decepticons failed to transform.

Hahaha. 

failed hack pic.twitter.com/Z6ECHPVQNY

4/5/2019 8:20:21 PM tamiwils0n22813 It’s important for all of us to change our way of thinking. We must overcome the evil inside each of us & take responsibility for our contribution to 

feeding it. I’m really talking to my sisters! Babylon has ruled us long enough. God gave us a special gift, ask you shall receive.

4/5/2019 8:21:16 PM jdltr450 CIA hack

4/5/2019 8:21:32 PM k3yle Ever see maximum overdrive? Lol

4/5/2019 8:21:43 PM tacticool_shed 1, it's an OLD van, no technically advanced computers. 2, there are alot of sparks, more than likely a metal object was blow under the car and made 

contact with the starter  solenoid. 3, in Europe/Asia alot of people leave the cars in gear (and parked with a handbreak).

4/5/2019 8:22:25 PM thomasdra9on Looks like electrical malfunction where the starter got engaged,no p brakes either, that old hog got nothing "high" tech

4/5/2019 8:22:43 PM andress45303251 Did Lust ever give us the digs on how she created her avi!?

I said charcoal.

😂

4/5/2019 8:23:12 PM zagnett Timing is everything.

Time is an illusion.

Reconcile.

4/5/2019 8:23:17 PM roublisa I would think it would be .....anyone familiar with the Verizon HUM?  plug in the HUM  .....every car older than 2007 has a port by the drivers knees 

under the steering column😳Had it for a week ...seemed useful until I learned of “useful” wireless tech being used for 😈 

pic.twitter.com/9WvTK8gc14

4/5/2019 8:24:58 PM weremight Diesel Engine Runaway perhaps - but what started the 'bus?

4/5/2019 8:25:48 PM zagnett "Define DUMB"

4/5/2019 8:26:37 PM rawphonegirl 👀 https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1114367365750378496 …

4/5/2019 8:26:44 PM zagnett "For the friggin' thousandth time, [HRC] is Alice, not ALICE! MJ"

4/5/2019 8:27:13 PM usss_211 Most vehicles fan be hacked via remote. Michael Hastings I believe was killed this way...

4/5/2019 8:29:01 PM k3yle In Wonderland.... fill in the blank

4/5/2019 8:29:23 PM n7guardiananon Monk life.

It's a learning process. pic.twitter.com/hnBdrA66ER

4/5/2019 8:29:42 PM k3yle AI

4/5/2019 8:32:13 PM roublisa My heart is palpitating all day....weird dizziness is this why you think?

4/5/2019 8:34:00 PM jrocktigers 😂

4/5/2019 8:35:34 PM martisw1971 The latest SB2 blog got me thinking about COVFEFE broken down into 2parts COV / FEFE. CO V= CO5 & FE FE= 2FE giving you the compound CO5 FE2 

@andweknow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @vp @qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @JLS1125 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023/A:1021265128161 …

4/5/2019 8:36:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 See something; say something. https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1114145092305137665 …

4/5/2019 8:38:06 PM jrocktigers  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6EGFJDxxME …

4/5/2019 8:39:50 PM weremight  pic.twitter.com/QBfYBLpnpG



4/5/2019 8:40:01 PM sparkleloung We are.

Daniel Cole on yt is making threats and “appears altered” 

Waiting for @SecretService to acknowledge.

4/5/2019 8:40:07 PM jrocktigers DEW

4/5/2019 8:40:29 PM askyourself_45 I trust nothing when it comes to our freedoms and our privacy. Check this out: https://www.wired.com/2015/01/let-us-hack-our-cars/ …

4/5/2019 8:42:06 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe he is still alive?

4/5/2019 8:46:03 PM charmanda9 Link?

4/5/2019 8:47:48 PM sparkleloung  https://youtu.be/Ld-1T2Qng24 

4/5/2019 8:48:07 PM aprilbrown99 If the fire burned that hot, how could there be a body left to still cremate?  Sounds suspicious to me. Thoughts?

4/5/2019 8:48:10 PM turboxyde Funny, I was doing a little spiritual combat engineering myself today. Let's see where Creator takes me tomorrow! Essayons!

4/5/2019 8:48:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 All life has purpose,

Without purpose,

There is no life.

4/5/2019 8:49:03 PM 313looper & here... pic.twitter.com/c84tKeiNYQ

4/5/2019 8:49:23 PM corstruction I wish I could share.  My family is so pissed at me!  They think I'm nuts!  I'm [not] patient but I wish truth would come out faster.  I know why, I get it.  I 

want everyone to see what I see.  Ugh!!!

4/5/2019 8:49:53 PM aprilbrown99 That would be a great T-shirt. 😉

4/5/2019 8:50:32 PM dragonballafwtc Can you explain the difference between karma/ destiny vs free will?

4/5/2019 8:51:06 PM speaakn Bingo!

4/5/2019 8:51:23 PM dustinjgriffin1 With out life there is no purpose

4/5/2019 8:51:24 PM slipperyslope18 Sometimes purpose is lost and then found.

4/5/2019 8:51:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect.

4/5/2019 8:52:00 PM jrocktigers "Just hours before the crash, he wrote that the FBI was interviewing his  "close friends and associates" and that he was going to "go off the  radar for a 

bit" to work on a "big story." https://laist.com/2013/06/21/michael_hastings_told_friends_he_wa.php …

4/5/2019 8:52:59 PM aprilbrown99 Yep.

4/5/2019 8:53:13 PM fi_prasad Karma is a word to explain Do unto others that you would have them do unto you.

Destiny I believe is the path God has planned for us and when you use your free will and choose the wrong path then things don't work out for you 

always.

4/5/2019 8:54:38 PM diggersdad1 Will 5G affect our lives and if so is something being done to stop it?

4/5/2019 8:55:24 PM ta193919632009 😳

4/5/2019 8:55:35 PM aprilbrown99 Finding ones purpose leads to a fulfilling life.

4/5/2019 8:57:10 PM charmanda9 Well... That was interesting!

4/5/2019 8:57:26 PM spauldingshowal Find and Know Oneself, Help Others do the same......

4/5/2019 9:00:21 PM aprilbrown99 Living your life without love is not a life worth living.

4/5/2019 9:00:26 PM jane_q_patriot Oh! How about:

“I went through an interdimensional stargate with MJ12, and all I got was this lousy t-shirt!” 

And make it one of those old iron-on heat transfers like you’d get at the mall with the sparkly holographic vinyl. (Some of y’all might be too young to 

get that.)

4/5/2019 9:01:49 PM kirkd594 Still searching for my purpose.

4/5/2019 9:02:55 PM charmanda9 Timing is everything. Got it.

4/5/2019 9:04:25 PM stiffnessler That’s free will

4/5/2019 9:06:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its well established.

4/5/2019 9:07:22 PM carolin15161363 Manipulation of "reality". The illusion.

4/5/2019 9:11:47 PM lbf777 The purpose of life is to have fun.

4/5/2019 9:13:42 PM zagnett I knew somebody was going to bring up "lousy t-shirt". I guess my powers of premonition are improving. 🤔🧐🤓

4/5/2019 9:14:17 PM skypegrammy505 Perhaps...they are teachers who teach us who we want to be or not to be, teach about how we love unconditionally or how we don't.  Show us who we 

really are & how we handle the situation...Judgemental or more God like. They are the light who help us on our own path.

4/5/2019 9:15:10 PM sparkleloung There s lots more and he is still posting pic.twitter.com/0i6U0YSxWs

4/5/2019 9:15:58 PM charmanda9 Right on. Thanks. 👍🙏🏻

4/5/2019 9:16:04 PM jane_q_patriot I was actually kind of surprised no one had yet! 😂

4/5/2019 9:16:39 PM apex_starseed Either remote control, an entity, or an actual Transformer..lol

4/5/2019 9:16:41 PM clancy_birrell What about current mj12 logo on front and on the back...Q sent me?

Or I heart mj12 logo? Or simply the word majestic on the front and a 12 on the back...or 'majestic 12... since 1949'?

Or 'property of is-be'

Or majestic logos across front back?

Or I'm with majestic...suggestions?

4/5/2019 9:16:51 PM jane_q_patriot Had to seize that opportunity!

4/5/2019 9:16:58 PM zagnett "Manifest this!"😘😍🤩

(This one would need an appropriate emoji set)

4/5/2019 9:17:04 PM howdoyoumakeah1 looks a  bit old for that but maybe

4/5/2019 9:17:59 PM theydontknowwe1 To find Him and bring as many others with us as possible.

4/5/2019 9:18:07 PM clancy_birrell Or majestic lion with space background and mj12 signature or something.

4/5/2019 9:18:48 PM aprilbrown99 How do you know if you are in the right path?

4/5/2019 9:19:58 PM clancy_birrell 'Disinfo is real and necessary' - T2

4/5/2019 9:20:41 PM aprilbrown99 It is so hard to remember what I came here to do.

4/5/2019 9:20:47 PM clancy_birrell This shirt contains disinfo...

4/5/2019 9:20:57 PM 17_3_161815214 Karma is balance

Destiny is decide by your free will

Choose wisely because karma is watching as well

4/5/2019 9:21:58 PM clancy_birrell Majestic message of disclosure...this shirt contains disinfo

4/5/2019 9:23:27 PM skypegrammy505 Read The Little Soul & the Sun by Neale Donald Walsch.When my son was killed by a very drunk driver, it helped me remember we are all God's 

children & God's light. On the other side we love each other so much we would do anything to help learn forgiveness & unconditional love.

4/5/2019 9:23:30 PM lbf777 Launch 5D. It’s time to leave 3D now. Abandon 3D.

4/5/2019 9:23:57 PM charmanda9 Wow, this guy is going on and on.

4/5/2019 9:26:29 PM blankmarlo This shirt is an illusion

4/5/2019 9:26:37 PM mongrelglory Does Boeing make minibuses?



4/5/2019 9:32:07 PM mongrelglory Is this guy someone famous? (I don't know him).

4/5/2019 9:36:08 PM clancy_birrell 400x400 resolution may be too low for the tshirt.

I wasn't easily able to locate a higher res logo. Any suggestions?

4/5/2019 9:36:48 PM charmanda9 Nope. Just learned of him.

4/5/2019 9:38:08 PM sparkleloung Why doesn’t he just GO LIVE

4/5/2019 9:40:48 PM clancy_birrell I IS-BE Majestic

4/5/2019 9:43:53 PM charmanda9 So many of his vids are titled Q for seemingly no reason

4/5/2019 9:44:34 PM tyl3r59518097 Freestyle turned into a "Pretty Piano Piece"  https://youtu.be/gVzgbmvZUC4  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R

#Tyler pic.twitter.com/YrlPIZsWuL

4/5/2019 9:44:55 PM sparkleloung He’s too fucked up to spell much. I’m shocked he can upload...

Unless...🤔

4/5/2019 9:45:07 PM mongrelglory Neon Revolt does amazing investigative digging into Q's posts. He expands on the topics with his own research which is extensive. He does not simply 

regurgitate the Q posts!  His analysis and investigative reporting is worthy of a Pulitzer IMHO.

4/5/2019 9:45:24 PM girlawakeinca Going to give this dig a try: Photo =Persian Mare to Persian Gulf. In summary, due to the Suez Canal Crisis, we are still living in the rubble of the 

destruction of United Nations. Details in picture. pic.twitter.com/4kXdc93E08

4/5/2019 9:47:43 PM mongrelglory I want a Majestic 12 secret decoder ring that will help me analyze their puzzles. 😆

4/5/2019 9:49:27 PM mongrelglory I used to have a T-shirt when I was doing Microbiology research that said "Experiment in progress" on the back. 😁

4/5/2019 9:49:42 PM charmanda9 He is being coached what to say? Listen to him try and pronounce qanon. He is not part of the movement. He is being used.  

https://youtu.be/jWjRqJzmdxI 

4/5/2019 9:50:45 PM charmanda9 He is being coached what to say? Listen to him try and pronounce qanon. He is not part of the movement. He is being used.  

https://youtu.be/jWjRqJzmdxI 

4/5/2019 9:51:00 PM daveo6145 Obv military op. Patriots move in silence

4/5/2019 9:51:19 PM sparkleloung I feel that too. Also he appears to be looking at himself in a mirror or looking at cue cards 🤷♂️

4/5/2019 9:52:59 PM mongrelglory "My IS-BE is archived off-line".

4/5/2019 10:02:26 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/gRrjSBu21S

4/5/2019 10:07:40 PM april99341937 Ya no TRUTH HERE!!! PEOPLE ARE USED TO THERE LIVES AND WE CANNOT REPEAT THERE WAYS AND STRATEGIES OF MIND CONTROL. NO MATTER 

WHAT? PERIOD! [THEY] DID A GOOD NUMBER OF HUMANITY AND WHAT IT (REALLY MEANS). IM NOT PERFECT BUT I HAVE EYES TO SEE AND EARS TO 

HEAR!!! @realDonaldTrump

4/5/2019 10:13:25 PM clancy_birrell hmm turns out i'm too scared of the legality of printing the patches...I'd like to post it for all to purchase but I think making money from other people's 

work is kinda unconscionable without approval from all parties.

So soz people you'll have to make your own. I'll post a pic

4/5/2019 10:16:22 PM thekanehb It’s all in your heart. Meditate and connect there. The real brain is not in the head.

4/5/2019 10:17:21 PM clancy_birrell  pic.twitter.com/dOiDzBWNkB

4/5/2019 10:17:47 PM thekanehb This is a good example of what I mean when I say it’s in the heart. The ❤️ knows- our 🧠 messes it all up 💫 https://youtu.be/4MNHsNn19ug 

4/5/2019 10:20:32 PM 99thyamwasher Maximum. Overdrive.

4/5/2019 10:21:13 PM pirateslookat40 Mine TOO!!!!!!!

4/5/2019 10:31:16 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/gyZdOZj6uu

4/5/2019 10:32:45 PM andress45303251 Wow. Please don't hold back and let us know how you really feel!

4/5/2019 10:33:41 PM neufeldtlyss17 The struggle is real you’re preachin to the choir 🙌🏼 my dad can’t even accept the possibility CA🔥🔥🔥weren’t so “natural” 🙄🤯

4/5/2019 10:35:40 PM cstarr888 Timeline choice, perhaps. 🤔😆🙏💖

4/5/2019 10:42:45 PM freedomfiter71 I reported it, not sure what good it will do, but did it anyway. This dude needs some serious help. He’s not a Q supporter, he is saying he is Q.

4/5/2019 10:43:34 PM richardhiatt16 👍🤓

4/5/2019 10:44:08 PM tyl3r59518097 I think @NullTim is projecting all over the place (with the vulgar BJ reference). That makes sense to me for numerous reasons,..the first one: 

the old adage-that you are what you eat.

🤣

 https://youtu.be/XksqmrjJjac  pic.twitter.com/qc5RdvjxVS

4/5/2019 10:49:58 PM richardhiatt16 The evil never goes completely away. There has to be some balance in the “force” ALWAYS....

4/5/2019 10:55:31 PM tyl3r59518097 If this person (@NullTim) was actually offered work by any U.S. intelligence agency (and I mean under the F’n sun), then I think we can all begin to 

better understand why we had such a difficult time winning the Cold War. 🤣

 https://youtu.be/eRD0hLm9-ro  pic.twitter.com/4w2mhr4FOp

4/5/2019 11:17:32 PM andress45303251 Holy fuck....this is getting good!!! pic.twitter.com/mOWs9mOJW0

4/5/2019 11:26:16 PM andress45303251 @NullTim 

Hey, just out of curiosity, I wanted to work out a hypothesis that I am working on.

I believe everyone is more attractive when they smile.

Would you care to be part of my research?

4/5/2019 11:26:52 PM tyl3r59518097 ..this person is threatening my life, & there isn’t 1 thing funny about that. Well, maybe 1 thing: That’d be the image of my 3 cousins having a good belly 

laugh today, when I showed em this dude’s  photo, and the corresponding threat he made against me..I’m super scared!!😱

🤣🤣

4/5/2019 11:28:18 PM tyl3r59518097 🤔😂 pic.twitter.com/Z1pC1wum21

4/5/2019 11:44:59 PM cstarr888 😆😁🙏💖

4/5/2019 11:47:34 PM cstarr888 😆😂🤣The sparkly transfers! 

"I 💖 MJ12" 

Too funny.

🤣😂😆

💖🙏

4/5/2019 11:49:16 PM petitchevalb The purpose is to experience love

4/5/2019 11:59:28 PM zagnett "To BE or not to BE, that IS the question."

4/5/2019 11:59:51 PM paciouno All things are connected to a purpose, it's that purpose that brings life.

4/6/2019 12:01:01 AM freestateojones Timelines Change.

Thank God.

4/6/2019 12:01:18 AM zagnett We were waiting for you. 😉

4/6/2019 12:06:21 AM laurabusse I don't think he got your joke

4/6/2019 12:12:12 AM zagnett Idk I think MJ's answer says maybe he did. 🧐💪👍



4/6/2019 12:53:31 AM andress45303251 So, do any fbi guys smile, or do they all look like the Thing?

They say smiling increases happy juice into your brain!!

Here, I'll go first.

Give it a shot!!! pic.twitter.com/P3Tlu7DViq

4/6/2019 12:54:53 AM andress45303251 Btw...

That's fucking gross.

4/6/2019 12:56:35 AM tyl3r59518097 Grateful Dead - He's Gone (Foxboro, MA 7/2/89)  https://youtu.be/dRwq9HrkTI0  via @YouTube

“Nuthin left to do but..”

4/6/2019 12:56:45 AM andress45303251 Man.....langue?

Could you be more uncouth?

A little civility goes a long way, and think of the children!

4/6/2019 12:56:47 AM olimyracle Movies movies movies

1983 - John Carpenter

For what can a movie be a tool ?

Tool tool tool pic.twitter.com/dD1DYfSTLD

4/6/2019 12:57:13 AM slaytheeye Minibus left in gear. Starter improperly wired starts fire closing ignition circuit causing the starter to engage the fly wheel repeatedly.

4/6/2019 1:02:11 AM slaytheeye Could have been a failed car bomb wired to the starter. Activated by remote start.

4/6/2019 1:03:32 AM andress45303251 All of this is completely insane.

4/6/2019 1:05:31 AM linnyt7 So I go to NBC twitter feed to see what else is there on this and the first thing I see is this 

https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/amp/ncna988946?__twitter_impression=true …

4/6/2019 1:08:30 AM tyl3r59518097 Cappadonna - Dart Throwing - The Pillage  https://youtu.be/SklbJ1eMXjc  via @YouTube

#brokenpinky ?!🤣🤣🤣🤣

#whatafrigginjoker !!🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/PsYRrZeVaF

4/6/2019 1:12:07 AM clancy_birrell The alternative Genesis I II III are very interesting.

Suggests that Eve was communicating in the astral with her ancestors.

Adam is Eve's father. They were the only 2 survivors. There were plenty of saved animals and plants. 7th day was the point when the conflagration 

settled.

4/6/2019 1:18:16 AM monroevegas My purpose is simple and I love my purpose; and although my purpose is not 100% clear to me, I would not be doing what I am doing now in life if this 

was not my purpose. Keep taking the next step. Sometimes we can only see whats in front of us, choose by feel, choose by heart.

4/6/2019 1:19:09 AM monroevegas May god keep them and bless themZ

4/6/2019 1:20:12 AM monroevegas 🤣 not sure if that alarming or not but the music makes it more humorous.

4/6/2019 1:39:12 AM purealivia I am, therefore IS-BE

4/6/2019 1:40:00 AM olimyracle #QAnon to #Majestic pic.twitter.com/fLONeheWNt

4/6/2019 1:40:22 AM linnyt7 Over much time In meditation and prayer I’ve asked the question, “why am I here?”. One day I got an answer that I still don’t understand, but am 

willing to accept. When I read this post it was the first thought I had.

4/6/2019 1:50:49 AM tyl3r59518097 RUN-DMC - Mary, Mary (Video)  https://youtu.be/QgmyVLheqkQ  pic.twitter.com/bvncHIb0iq

4/6/2019 2:08:24 AM clancy_birrell Concentrated scalar wave energy directed at internal combustion chambers within engine block with enough energy to cause pistons to move and 

drive shaft. The chugging motion was due to breaks still being applied. Energy so intense caused fire. Car did not turn, no control applied

4/6/2019 2:10:55 AM diaptera_80 I don't know, but it is a blessing that medicinal plants are plentyful, (although there are poisonous weeds too mind you.)

4/6/2019 2:11:51 AM diaptera_80 😂 how ironic

4/6/2019 2:13:31 AM clancy_birrell Hmm. Ponderous. To be part of the universal being becoming itself. For the universal being to experience infinity/love.To generate wisdom and insight. 

To learn how to be singular but care about other beings, love and collaborate in harmony for a common goal.

4/6/2019 2:13:43 AM diaptera_80 It is not only about dandelions, it is about the bitters many plants contain, and the earth microbes that our intestinal flora needs. Don't wash or boil too 

much!

4/6/2019 2:25:04 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110545542164041734 …

4/6/2019 3:02:17 AM kittles62081233 If you exist, you have purpose. Creation doesn't make mistakes - your very existence is proof of your purpose.

4/6/2019 3:17:48 AM petitchevalb Ghost in the shell was very pissed off

4/6/2019 3:20:08 AM _369311119 What is the relationship between star-seeds, incarnation, and bloodlines?

4/6/2019 3:27:57 AM natureinspace I sent in my box tops and $1 for shipping and I'm checking my mail box everyday. I hope my ring doesn't tell me to drink my Ovaltine lol

4/6/2019 3:30:49 AM natureinspace This shirt is an illusion. I'm not even wearing a shirt.

4/6/2019 3:30:59 AM robinabank4 We all know what that is. Seems like clues are falling from the skies as well... 1 particular fact is that sometimes there's nobody in control ?? Wierd...

4/6/2019 3:31:00 AM petitchevalb Beautiful thread 

Quite different style

Is it a different MJ12 member speaking?

4/6/2019 3:37:42 AM natureinspace Someone got tired of this van parking in their spot. So they used their majic powers to move it.

4/6/2019 3:48:51 AM andress45303251 Repost!!!

4/6/2019 3:49:36 AM andress45303251 The Dead were MK Ultra...

Ugh, is NOTHING sacred anymore!?!?

4/6/2019 3:51:30 AM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DMkasTMiJBI …

If there was one who was never cabal, it was him.

4/6/2019 3:55:01 AM andress45303251 Could you please be nice?

4/6/2019 3:56:01 AM andress45303251 Is tyler Q?

4/6/2019 4:02:22 AM andress45303251 The fbi guy says he does.

4/6/2019 4:03:10 AM tyl3r59518097 OK-

1st: U know I love ya!-AND-I take U more than seriously,..especially on this 1. 

U’ve brought this issue up2me numerous times, &U’ve really gotten me2think. My present contention, is that I’m gonna try 2not allow CIA 2dictate my 

playlist. U’re ideas do make this difficult..

4/6/2019 4:08:28 AM andress45303251 Bring smiles to the world?



4/6/2019 4:10:08 AM andress45303251 You are absolutely correct. Thanks for the reality check.

Kinda hard to stay in the light sometimes...

🙏🙏🙏🙏

4/6/2019 4:11:43 AM andress45303251 You might quite possibly have some form of brain damage, you are aware of that, correct?

4/6/2019 4:14:54 AM andress45303251 Half and half?

4/6/2019 4:20:51 AM tyl3r59518097 I agree w/your position entirely. Owsley Stanley (the son of a Kentucky senator) started both grateful dead, &made available 2the 60s counter -culture, 

more LSD than any other hippie chemist. He was never prosecuted. If he wasn’t CIA, I don’t know who was..& there’s lots more.. 

pic.twitter.com/mleS3Wo6uY

4/6/2019 4:41:33 AM tyl3r59518097 And CIA killed him as a result of that fact.

4/6/2019 4:55:28 AM keith369me Your guides will adjust you if your path strays.  If you refuse via your free will, it won’t go well.  I’m pretty sure you’re following your guides

4/6/2019 4:56:18 AM keith369me It was established by you prior to this incarnation

4/6/2019 4:58:50 AM showmebuckeye1 Shitty Russian tech

4/6/2019 5:01:38 AM tyl3r59518097 😁

Good thing for Tim this isn’t  a friggin beauty contest!! 🤣

 https://youtu.be/LjxulQ1bEWg  pic.twitter.com/WcYh7i2jYQ

4/6/2019 5:32:24 AM allonkid do not need to seek, the purpose of life is life itself which is live and joy, use time to clean up the thoughts that think otherwise.

4/6/2019 5:39:41 AM covertress Do you mean that pure state of mind to be a solidarity of the 11 dimensions that make up the mind?

4/6/2019 5:49:06 AM allonkid Correction is for all who cannot see. To open the eyes of the blind is the Holy Spirit's joy, for He knows that they have not lost their vision, but merely 

sleep

4/6/2019 5:49:21 AM sterkinglights1 Correct in saying that gaurding our democracy was not the only path that leads to MEE.

4/6/2019 5:50:55 AM blood_and_dirt This is a lack of presence, usually includes worry/anxiety, which is living in the future and/or depression, which is living in the past. This is overly 

identifying with ego. Eckart Tolle’s “The Power of a Now” is excellent for learning how to clear the non stop chatter. #WWG1WGA

4/6/2019 5:51:28 AM houdini481 Why am I getting a lot of these lately from this acct?  Wrong setting? "This Tweet is unavailable"

4/6/2019 5:52:07 AM allonkid Christ's eyes are open, and He will look upon whatever you see with love if you acceot His vision as yours.

4/6/2019 6:04:43 AM _369311119 "We are not France"

- MJ

4/6/2019 6:06:23 AM shari_todd Living in the light🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🏻🙏🏻

4/6/2019 6:10:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Temple of meditation and ascension.

4/6/2019 6:10:18 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077413215741640704 …

4/6/2019 6:15:29 AM roublisa Bitters ....Angestora .....mmmmm that’s what I would put in my oldfashion cocktail 🍹......people in the Caribbean cook with it.   Very interesting.....in 

the past it has been used medicinally🤔

4/6/2019 6:17:07 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/4qWhRDc75f

4/6/2019 6:18:19 AM ofcbrianberrios Facts of life!

4/6/2019 6:21:27 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I know my spiritual journey is on the right path. I am really referring to my career/job which is at a stand still. I can’t seem to figure out what is 

next. To be of service to others is the objective but I need to narrow down my scope and figure out how to apply it.

4/6/2019 6:22:38 AM roublisa THAT IS-BE is speaking the truth!🤩 It is all about the vibration and intuition-internal KNOWING🧘🏽♀️

4/6/2019 6:25:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 It will happen. 

Trust the plan. https://twitter.com/dave_brown24/status/1113931163112890368 …

4/6/2019 6:25:55 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is over the top 😈mocking....theses children😥  https://twitter.com/YahooNews/status/1114195386460065793 …

4/6/2019 6:27:09 AM 00loll0 Then it's already happened.

4/6/2019 6:28:14 AM wink5811 Exactly!

4/6/2019 6:29:36 AM roublisa POTUS said very interesting words that were very powerful to those not sleeping......when he spoke of the Dems seeing on TV news ....😆I was roaring 

🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂in my car lol pic.twitter.com/HsbgEsOI92

4/6/2019 6:32:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 They believe they are untouchables.

4/6/2019 6:34:08 AM randyfresh I can give you 800 billion reasons why this will never happen.

4/6/2019 6:37:53 AM aprilbrown99 I am looking forward to a time when this planet is in peace and no more weapons are being built. With that said, I love our President more everyday if 

that is possible.

4/6/2019 6:39:31 AM phreatomagnetic Kheb

Stargate SG1 

S3E20, Maternal Instinct

4/6/2019 6:41:04 AM randyfresh This the same interview where he called asylum seekers animals? What happened to WWG1WGA? That only apply to white brain damaged boomers?

4/6/2019 6:45:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 The world is about to change.

4/6/2019 6:45:27 AM djlok Thank goodness!!!

4/6/2019 6:46:31 AM roublisa This is why we are here...we are Majestic ✨✨✨IS-BEs ✨✨✨

Our light will crush the darkness pic.twitter.com/NJZ9DlEjgH

4/6/2019 6:47:45 AM morety76 Let's all hope the change is for the better. Love/Light

4/6/2019 6:48:06 AM right_sideof With all due respect. Thats all we ever hear and thecl only change ssems to be bad to worse

4/6/2019 6:48:45 AM blsdbe #DoItMJ #DoItQ #WRWY

4/6/2019 6:49:45 AM imalleers What exactly is about to change?

4/6/2019 6:50:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Why do I feel like there is another meaning tucked in this statement?

4/6/2019 6:50:28 AM ghostanon6120 Yesterday I was reading passport to cosmos by Dr. John Mack. Tons of corroborating info on time. I will post some excerpts as it helps me and others 

regarding information you have shared. Thanks.

4/6/2019 6:50:54 AM blsdbe It’s nice to see so much of #CreepyJoeBiden being ‘revealed’ in the news. Let our world change, hopefully for the betterment of All.

4/6/2019 6:50:57 AM agoodyear2015 Why are you here Randy with your negativity?  We know how you feel, now please go away.  Positive thoughts here - no negativity required.

4/6/2019 6:51:50 AM right_sideof Sorry for the spelling

 Typing on phone w\ dumb thumb

4/6/2019 6:52:14 AM bbobbio71  https://youtu.be/REqz9D7OWZE 

4/6/2019 6:52:23 AM scott_rick Again

4/6/2019 6:52:29 AM ragevirusqq Does world include other civilizations in this solar system? Are there cities of humans on Mars, Ceres and the moon?

4/6/2019 6:53:00 AM ghostanon6120 How we react to any given situation is the only thing we can control, or variations of this concept imho.

4/6/2019 6:53:41 AM wicked1776 Beautiful quote. I want to be peace, love, light, joy to the world

4/6/2019 6:54:38 AM bbobbio71 "We didn't make these weapons ".  

Hmmm

4/6/2019 6:54:45 AM covertress As an analogy, are [They=Cabal] attempting timeline 51% attacks, trying to inject their alternate realities into our historic blockchain?

4/6/2019 6:55:07 AM wicked1776 DS tech

4/6/2019 6:55:45 AM lbf777 Enough talk. Where’s the action?



4/6/2019 6:55:54 AM roublisa I agree Christine ....it makes my blood boil to see him mocking and touching theses children.....I’m trying not to feed into it ....I trust the plan .....I feel 

like I want to Captain Marvel his ass! pic.twitter.com/NlLhZB5jOI

4/6/2019 6:55:59 AM bbobbio71 Amen to that!

Word press is in my sights today..

4/6/2019 6:57:59 AM marty713 ☝🤔👀❗️💥 WHOA. CLONING.

4/6/2019 6:58:59 AM roublisa The path of least resistance ?

4/6/2019 6:59:45 AM djlok The threat of Stupidity and those who practice it is real!!!

4/6/2019 7:00:13 AM headlinejuice Can we see the plan please?

4/6/2019 7:00:50 AM roublisa What are your passions....I believe that is deeply embedded and telling of where and what path one should walk.

4/6/2019 7:00:51 AM headlinejuice He didn’t call asylum seekers animals. He called M13 members animals.

4/6/2019 7:01:18 AM vincemindfreak can it wait til after 4pm ..i have to get someone to a hospital .

4/6/2019 7:01:42 AM ghostanon6120  pic.twitter.com/ZnlMvcPwmn

4/6/2019 7:02:16 AM slayerofmatrix1 Just downloaded the PDF.  Thanks for the mention!

4/6/2019 7:02:19 AM davidachek On Tuesday.

4/6/2019 7:02:26 AM ragevirusqq Send in the 🤡’s. ✌🏻♥

4/6/2019 7:02:57 AM antarantanka Oh yeah... that’s an understatement!

4/6/2019 7:02:59 AM rubyawrong To know God and to make him known. JOHN 17:3

4/6/2019 7:03:30 AM ghostanon6120 book excerpt one re: time/space issues and ET pic.twitter.com/OpRTHu0l3w

4/6/2019 7:03:34 AM roublisa Indeed Keith .....and how patterns of veering off path keep repeating.....most may learn the hard way.....right😬?

4/6/2019 7:04:10 AM kimmitt_tom GESARA in 3,2,1.... go

4/6/2019 7:04:30 AM slayerofmatrix1 If you believe that you aren’t paying attention to what’s actually been accomplished in the last 2 years !  🙏🏼💗🙏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/6/2019 7:04:48 AM youstinksoap It's going to be a bright, bright, bright, sunshiny day. 

🎤🎼☀️

4/6/2019 7:06:49 AM michael81972 Why is AJ all the sudden changing stance on Q...its about to change...

 https://twitter.com/realjoebarnes/status/1114240734692040704?s=21 …

4/6/2019 7:07:23 AM 99thyamwasher Only perception and understanding changes.... no?

4/6/2019 7:08:16 AM 99thyamwasher .... don’t bother, they’re here...

4/6/2019 7:10:01 AM ghostanon6120 awesome, here is another page where I circled in red interesting points. Dr. Mack is an incredible guy who studied alien abduction cases the world 

over. Here are some more fascinating points that support things that this account has put forth. pic.twitter.com/XaunhR6ale

4/6/2019 7:10:10 AM real_elliebrown Good.

4/6/2019 7:11:12 AM djlok I like that with all 3 of the logos!!!

4/6/2019 7:11:23 AM aprilbrown99 If money wasn’t a factor, I would help our cities homeless get off of the streets so they could get rehabilitated to live a better life. Or rescue abused 

animals (would need a farm/land for this).Right now, I need to find something that will cover my bills & still be meaningful.

4/6/2019 7:11:53 AM ventelp1 About time

4/6/2019 7:14:10 AM allahuniversal Which in turn changes the world. From a new thought, to a new reality.

4/6/2019 7:14:19 AM synackstatic 7 Hs?

4/6/2019 7:14:54 AM djlok Or maybe a shirt with one of their emoji puzzles on it.  Picture explaining that to the general pop!!!

4/6/2019 7:15:37 AM smgillicuddy I agree with the starter diagnosis. Short circuit somewhere engaging the starter. Those are electrical sparks underneath.

It's in gear so to starter is turning the motor and transmission, making it move. Hence the appearance of lurching.

That's my $.02

4/6/2019 7:16:48 AM _chelseaproject Also they're arguing that children should be able to give "consent" to pedophiles.

4/6/2019 7:17:33 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/DCSa0BH4Ho

4/6/2019 7:19:12 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, please. 🙏  Make it rain with truth so healing can begin for those not yet awake.

4/6/2019 7:19:43 AM djlok Yeah.  Me too.

4/6/2019 7:20:17 AM iam_laura9  pic.twitter.com/0QkUEWfVRm

4/6/2019 7:21:17 AM jamesboyett I CAN'T WAIT :) :) :)

4/6/2019 7:21:20 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/6/2019 7:21:50 AM zagnett "Ovaltine? A crummy commercial? Son of b****."

Probably should call it "Nanotine".

4/6/2019 7:22:41 AM zagnett Brilliant! The more emojis the better!

🤣😉😘😍🥰🤓😎🙄🤔

4/6/2019 7:22:55 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I couldn’t agree with you both more! But, maybe, the gross displays that pedo Joe is doing will help wake up a few more. Especially those who 

have children. Praying it is so. The children MUST be protected at any cost.

4/6/2019 7:23:48 AM natureinspace LOL!

4/6/2019 7:24:19 AM natureinspace My favorite Christmas movie of all time!

4/6/2019 7:26:04 AM blsdbe I thought I would do a little light reading for review-

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 world change

4/6/2019 7:26:07 AM r2u Global Currency Reset

4/6/2019 7:26:07 AM markben911 I won't hold my breath pic.twitter.com/GIkxB6my9w

4/6/2019 7:26:37 AM roublisa 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

4/6/2019 7:26:38 AM qurioser That’s close to plausible. Care to say more? Any links to share?

4/6/2019 7:27:17 AM roublisa Awesome!

4/6/2019 7:27:49 AM covertress When wouldn't you transplant? 

As punishment?

4/6/2019 7:27:49 AM djlok I would like a MJ12 response to this too, if they see it appropriate.  This is really messed up that Renegade is over there after participating in the 

#RussiaHoax, #FISA abuses, #spygate, dropping pallets of US cash over in #Iran and God only knows what else.

4/6/2019 7:28:13 AM merorschach It's about time pic.twitter.com/auHUoqADzi

4/6/2019 7:28:39 AM myrie80391569  pic.twitter.com/GNFljVEhhf

4/6/2019 7:28:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM

See:  https://www.justice.gov/usao-edny/press-release/file/1055196/download …

"18 U.S. Code § 1591. Sex trafficking of children or by force, fraud, or coercion" https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/05/documents-gillibrand-father-sex-

cult-report/ …

4/6/2019 7:31:09 AM jared4liberty Thanks for all that you do to assist us. Now let’s will this stuff to fruition!  #WWG1GWA #weareone #wearethenewsnow

4/6/2019 7:31:28 AM keith369me This was obvious quite a while ago...I believe it was covered in the NY Post...unfortunately it takes a long period of time for the information to go 

mainstream (Biden)...hopefully the Dems cannibalizing each other will accelerate the timeline.

4/6/2019 7:31:52 AM keith369me Thank you JA

4/6/2019 7:32:17 AM jared4liberty Thoughts become reality

4/6/2019 7:32:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA goes both ways.

4/6/2019 7:32:53 AM keith369me This makes me smile and a feeling of peace come across my IS-BE



4/6/2019 7:33:21 AM trinaparkercogg So how many will survive the Polar Shift? I've had 3 premonition dreams about the event now. Let's just say it's not pretty!

4/6/2019 7:33:42 AM roublisa ❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️ pic.twitter.com/UkDtPzfVN4

4/6/2019 7:33:55 AM protestchris Like climate change?

4/6/2019 7:34:29 AM hawkgirlinmn So the FBI anon that talked to Journo John Soloman was right? Still need the process to take down those who are actually corrupt?

4/6/2019 7:34:34 AM jooooody I can feel it !  Change is Coming !

4/6/2019 7:36:02 AM covertress Were all of Snowden's revelations legally classified?

4/6/2019 7:36:06 AM jooooody YES - genius analysis

4/6/2019 7:36:32 AM jooooody timing is everything

4/6/2019 7:36:47 AM blsdbe MJ, when I try to subscribe to the channel connected to the YT link above the Bush vid, from the ‘Majestic 12’, I get a message from YT that something 

went wrong. Was this a shill account on YT or actually connected to MJ12?

4/6/2019 7:36:55 AM agoodyear2015 Lauren Salzman holding a person prisoner for 2 years was shocking to me.  How did this not get national coverage?  How does this evil stop when the 

MSM won't acknowledge it?

4/6/2019 7:37:57 AM djlok I know she wouldn't do it, but wouldn't it be awesome if AM wore a wire tap in her meeting with Renegade!

4/6/2019 7:39:28 AM martisw1971 Please further enlighten us. Ascension? Dimensional sight? Evil exposed? The remembering of ancient forgotten wisdom? The return of Yeshua? Take 

down if the Kabul? MSM exposed and taken down? Treasonous and seditious actors hung? Q reveal? I want it all

4/6/2019 7:39:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Sweetness!! Maybe forcibly playing a part? And I should’ve phrased that as a statement not a question since their statement confirms John’s story. 

Derp!

4/6/2019 7:41:58 AM roublisa Breathing is required ....☺️this is the GREAT AWAKENING pic.twitter.com/330LRid0DK

4/6/2019 7:44:53 AM roublisa #WWG1GWAMUTIUNIVERSAL pic.twitter.com/AvsYroRJB3

4/6/2019 7:45:09 AM ivan2488083248 for better or worse?

4/6/2019 7:45:14 AM plogdreamwalker Or sh*t about to hit the fan

4/6/2019 7:45:26 AM zagnett "You'll shoot your eye out kid."

4/6/2019 7:47:25 AM ivan2488083248 ain't happening

4/6/2019 7:47:39 AM neecbf ...Gillibrand’s step-mom was a NXIVM slave.

4/6/2019 7:48:19 AM meta_faith Human being is all about free will and choices we make.Once you break free of mind control it’s all up to you!You are the captain of your ship,king of 

your castle.Fave truther bomb I drop especially to those still under control—If you don’t control your mind some body else will!

4/6/2019 7:48:46 AM randyfresh So it was the same interview? Or #WWG1WGA only applies to white, middle-aged boomers with an unnamed brain disease?

4/6/2019 7:48:58 AM roublisa Kill them with kindness😉 pic.twitter.com/L4q7pA9mJ3

4/6/2019 7:50:33 AM girlawakeinca Rise of malfunctioning AI

4/6/2019 7:51:27 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XmPpduqdUc

4/6/2019 7:51:37 AM stefanofait Yawn... Block Randy Fresh...

4/6/2019 7:51:56 AM donavon_ryan Hopefully I'm ready for it 🙏🕊

4/6/2019 7:52:57 AM meta_faith Oh here’s a random one but kinda funny..... https://youtu.be/bRChz-OYi9o 

4/6/2019 7:53:23 AM djlok And nothing could be more glorious, right?

4/6/2019 7:53:44 AM realchindsight I trust God's plan. Not the ones who came into us, they weren't God.

4/6/2019 7:55:10 AM slayerofmatrix1 Fantastic!

4/6/2019 7:55:14 AM blsdbe The MSM is part of the Evil, they are the #MockingbirdMedia

4/6/2019 7:56:19 AM djlok Me too!!!  😀😀😀

4/6/2019 7:56:40 AM covertress Is Gina Haspel a member of the Majestic 12? pic.twitter.com/XpTX81vxZT

4/6/2019 7:58:01 AM slayerofmatrix1 We will return to a pure state of Energy. Will be spectacular ☺️

4/6/2019 8:02:20 AM blsdbe #Majestic

4/6/2019 8:02:34 AM zagnett +1 Like for the "Old School" clip.

4/6/2019 8:02:55 AM roublisa Wtf is that! 😳@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/6/2019 8:04:28 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Pyf0aUuhwv

4/6/2019 8:05:06 AM arthur68751183 I hope so. We need the change for sure.

4/6/2019 8:06:21 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

The world is about to change.

4/6/2019 8:08:00 AM hackenburg_ Yes, especially with China and Russia building up their military in Venezuela! Yup, I agree, the world is about to change

4/6/2019 8:09:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/6/2019 8:11:23 AM veteransalways_ #Global

#EradicateEvil

#GodIsGood pic.twitter.com/2XPssHoM3g

4/6/2019 8:11:30 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oP_DfDOkLs …

The Chinese Vice Premier also had interesting comments.

4/6/2019 8:11:41 AM covertress This makes me happy to know.

Thank you.

4/6/2019 8:11:55 AM moemc8 On a lighter note, thank goodness there is a reason for that choice of dress!

4/6/2019 8:12:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see Janet?

4/6/2019 8:12:20 AM veteransalways_ This is required for NESARA as well

4/6/2019 8:13:32 AM zagnett  http://time.com/5125174/trump-state-of-the-union-address-transcript/ …

Trump, SOTU 2018: "Perhaps someday in the future there will be a magical moment when the countries of the world will get together to eliminate 

their nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, we are not there yet."

MJ, how is this progressing?

4/6/2019 8:13:53 AM allahuniversal You Can't ESCAPE

(Power Corrupts Part 8)

[17] 

 https://youtu.be/dspHj0Cj2-g  pic.twitter.com/OHTng1vhEP

4/6/2019 8:14:02 AM ragevirusqq I feel this

4/6/2019 8:14:58 AM starehope Beautiful!

4/6/2019 8:15:02 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

4/6/2019 8:15:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

4/6/2019 8:16:45 AM space_sloth26 6

4/6/2019 8:17:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Released? Yes. 

Unreleased? That remains to be seen.

4/6/2019 8:17:46 AM aprilbrown99 Love this video and our President!

Love this video and our President!

Love this video and our President!



4/6/2019 8:18:14 AM spauldingshowal Me Too!  She is Awesome.

4/6/2019 8:19:04 AM zagnett Janet?

Sorry, i'm slow.

4/6/2019 8:19:06 AM freestateojones ...as the story goes.

4/6/2019 8:19:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its progressing.

4/6/2019 8:20:08 AM zagnett How is the Justice Department "cleaning" going?

4/6/2019 8:20:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cleaned.

4/6/2019 8:20:45 AM zagnett Best news i've heard all day, thanks MJ! 🥰😍😎

4/6/2019 8:20:49 AM rawphonegirl Reno?

4/6/2019 8:21:13 AM aprilbrown99 That is great news.

4/6/2019 8:21:36 AM tugginghboat Are you sure about that!

4/6/2019 8:21:39 AM worldxplorer1 I thought you had previously stated there were no female members of MJ12.

4/6/2019 8:22:14 AM zagnett Really? Saweeeet! Congrats Team!

Barr seems like a real cool character so far! 😎

4/6/2019 8:22:51 AM sano_faith I found funny to analyze the tone of voice of Mr Trump.

Do other peoples do it ?

4/6/2019 8:23:06 AM corstruction I have a semi that just blew a camshaft.  Can you tell me how to use this energy so I don't have to spend $16k to fix it?🤣

4/6/2019 8:23:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 At the time of the original response, yes. 

T2 events resulted in a shuffle of ___ MJ12 members.

"The world is changing."

4/6/2019 8:25:43 AM terriwork314 I was JUST telling someone I was going to search for this video to play for them, and here it is, right in front of me. I love when the Universe alligns like 

this. Thanks for posting!

4/6/2019 8:26:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Members are swapped out on an irregular basis due to catalyzing events in The Plan. Trust the plan.

4/6/2019 8:27:30 AM gourangaoo  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janet_(airline) …

Only Janet I know of, apart from myself!

4/6/2019 8:27:48 AM _a_quila 1 year ∆? Future proves past?

4/6/2019 8:27:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 You saw Janet. Congrats.

4/6/2019 8:28:41 AM carolin15161363 4 Booms

4/6/2019 8:28:41 AM the_fjalar I will happen. pic.twitter.com/QaRLzyjCjz

4/6/2019 8:29:30 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ZL9gwALjeT

4/6/2019 8:29:39 AM worldxplorer1 Thank you for the clarification.

4/6/2019 8:29:43 AM nancyddb Thank you for cleaning.

4/6/2019 8:31:04 AM billyj1616 We need new information on when we will see some justice at this point, please and thank you.

4/6/2019 8:34:27 AM djlok So true.  I remember when “Hit Me Baby One More Time” came out by BS.  I remember thinking “Woah!”…and I was only 20.

So, yeah, #90sMusicIn4Words is definitely Pedophilia Grooming Propaganda Frequencies.

4/6/2019 8:36:05 AM tamiwils0n22813 😘

4/6/2019 8:37:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 D3

D6?

D9

MAJIC

4/6/2019 8:37:58 AM ragevirusqq This makes me want to trust

4/6/2019 8:38:29 AM terrapineyes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I would love your opinion on this video.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNnFvNG0NLc …

4/6/2019 8:39:28 AM ragevirusqq WTF? pic.twitter.com/pzzgbemOH5

4/6/2019 8:40:24 AM carolin15161363 Was she involved at all? Is it true she was friends with Salzman (sp?)

4/6/2019 8:42:44 AM misswinma I agree! I am almost to the giving up all hope stage.

4/6/2019 8:42:52 AM aprilbrown99 She has a very impressive background.

4/6/2019 8:42:58 AM dbender22 Yikes! 🤔🤔🤮😡👎

4/6/2019 8:44:16 AM 1_decided_voter Total denuclearisation?

4/6/2019 8:46:29 AM 1_decided_voter He's got to be smart enough by now to not allow any electronics near him, right?

4/6/2019 8:47:31 AM aprilbrown99 The plane travels to and from other dimensions?

4/6/2019 8:48:04 AM covertress McDonnell Douglas MAJIC?

4/6/2019 8:49:01 AM yttak3 Me too

4/6/2019 8:50:03 AM mongrelglory Change is good! 😊

4/6/2019 8:52:33 AM laurabusse Napolitano?

4/6/2019 8:52:35 AM mongrelglory Good point! ☝️☝️☝️

4/6/2019 8:54:48 AM starehope I think so. I enjoy MJ9. Very patient.

4/6/2019 8:55:07 AM 1_decided_voter For people who become members of MJ12 and learn many deeper truths, is there a period of time they are given to come to terms with it all, like a 

week to rethink everything? Or do they go straight to work?

4/6/2019 8:57:06 AM hawkgirlinmn Pawns for agenda 21.

4/6/2019 8:57:49 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/f2Jr4VWaMd

4/6/2019 9:00:28 AM maryschade14 The Shift is very real and forces are imminently strong. One of desperation..the other inspiration. Now is the perfect timing for deception. Having 

fingerprints and footprints tell the truth. Just hope advancement doesn't involve probing. Always found that obsession quite odd.

4/6/2019 9:01:56 AM sqrlnutz Remote control. If they can do it with airplanes they can do it with this piece of crap

4/6/2019 9:02:15 AM cmdrzod23 They would not confirm this as they do not condone full disclosure (neither do I). 

But I think from the way you're asking you already know the answer.

4/6/2019 9:02:59 AM linnyt7 I love my president.

4/6/2019 9:03:21 AM ladypatriot20 I "saw" them on the cover of Time, in superhero suits.

4/6/2019 9:03:38 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/QlNSCtAOwu

4/6/2019 9:05:45 AM seanstryker Never told it all. Compartmentalization, even at higher levels for plausible deniability

4/6/2019 9:06:10 AM carolin15161363 Is this the big change that is about to happen?

4/6/2019 9:06:17 AM zagnett Oh so she's the new female member? First one ever? Interesting.

May we ask for GH's MJ # ?

Welcome aboard! 😎

4/6/2019 9:06:30 AM estesdream Yes!!!

4/6/2019 9:07:42 AM kachinagtto So D3=Groom Lake; D6=?; D9=McCarran Intl Airport??  Is D6 in the US?

4/6/2019 9:08:07 AM petitchevalb ☺

How do you know?

4/6/2019 9:08:54 AM kagqanon You need to do a little more research for the facts before you put out fake info.   He called MS13 gangs animals and they are.



4/6/2019 9:12:29 AM covertress Is Snowden in possession of any MAJIC EYES ONLY documents?

4/6/2019 9:12:49 AM vintagesquirrel POTUS travel today?

4/6/2019 9:13:42 AM pragmatic_texan I was in an unusually good mood yesterday.  Perhaps I sensed something big going down.

4/6/2019 9:14:27 AM aprilbrown99 Are colloidal ionic waters beneficial as well?  I have silver, gold and copper but haven’t used them yet.

4/6/2019 9:16:54 AM kachinagtto Was Janet involved in LV shooting in any way?  There seemed to be so much activity that night in the vicinity.

4/6/2019 9:18:02 AM catvllvsverona Thank you for this question, @covertress ! 

And thanks to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for answering!

4/6/2019 9:18:44 AM zagnett Do MJs even use documents typically? Seems like with the tech available to them maybe not that much possibly.

4/6/2019 9:19:24 AM johnhammar94 But you said time was an illusion

4/6/2019 9:23:35 AM turboxyde How does 3, 6 and 9 factor into selecting a good frequency to broadcast or meditate to?

4/6/2019 9:26:03 AM roublisa Omg yes soooo crazy anyone who doesn’t see the real message....it’s madding!   So many still blind😵

4/6/2019 9:26:03 AM pashasasha Bout time.

4/6/2019 9:27:08 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/spDacj2UF8

4/6/2019 9:30:42 AM covertress Are there cloaked Stargates hanging around within Earth's atmosphere?

Ones large enough for a plane to fly through?

4/6/2019 9:31:49 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Save a couple for a rainy day

4/6/2019 9:32:20 AM charmanda9 A ‘first contact’ event to change mass perception? Time to awaken sleepy people.

4/6/2019 9:35:50 AM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/VomNN50PGg

4/6/2019 9:36:43 AM blankmarlo Are all the typists official MJ12 members?

4/6/2019 9:36:44 AM tyl3r59518097 🤔 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🙏 pic.twitter.com/jHt2YBP6Om

4/6/2019 9:37:22 AM epiphanymartel1 After decades on working on timelines....FINALLY@

4/6/2019 9:39:50 AM tyl3r59518097 😱🤷🏼♂️🤓🤙 pic.twitter.com/2BJPJqB4Yn

4/6/2019 9:40:14 AM kachinagtto nevermind... D9 would be McCarran.  This cut back on coffee is throwing me!

4/6/2019 9:44:38 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/1L5Hp2TGgnU 

👽 pic.twitter.com/MfTq1cvM6Z

4/6/2019 9:46:26 AM tammyredmond Power of 3 X 2! 6

3 6 9

4/6/2019 9:46:39 AM youstinksoap 8th & 9th big days, MJ12?  Also, is Q/Q+ still 2 days ahead of schedule?

4/6/2019 9:53:01 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/iV3fYlhRBwI  🤣 pic.twitter.com/9q2SLZJVK8

4/6/2019 9:56:37 AM jones9536 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have a random question for the mj12. What really happened to Amelia Earhart? Always been curious about it

4/6/2019 9:59:57 AM tyl3r59518097 🤔😂

🙇

🤣

 https://youtu.be/0UU-tD-VYrQ  pic.twitter.com/hdmXdZbzEY

4/6/2019 10:00:10 AM ikeb247 The world changes every three weeks, there's nothing new under the sun.

4/6/2019 10:00:43 AM tyl3r59518097 No Expectations - Yonder Mountain String Band  https://youtu.be/So0I5bv09Yo  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 10:01:09 AM azuremagus screw up of remote control of van

4/6/2019 10:02:15 AM lbf777 I hope so.

4/6/2019 10:03:41 AM azuremagus green lighted all sectors, I hope

4/6/2019 10:05:02 AM tyl3r59518097 Phish 1993-07-21 Maze  https://youtu.be/NVnfimqY-04  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/l2hi2vpb7z

4/6/2019 10:11:24 AM charmanda9 “But Moana, you’ve come so far.”

4/6/2019 10:11:33 AM the_fjalar Skate liver oil also?

4/6/2019 10:27:33 AM cosmic_engineer Ya, cut in 1/3 already.  Rough as an IT guy  :p

4/6/2019 10:28:29 AM tyl3r59518097 Kendrick Lamar - Money Trees (Feat. Jay Rock)  https://youtu.be/smqhSl0u_sI  via @YouTube

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/aX7iW46NRB

4/6/2019 10:29:28 AM cosmic_engineer Don't hope, make it happen!

🙏💚

4/6/2019 10:30:25 AM kachinagtto I feel you!  We got this!  💪🏼

4/6/2019 10:30:25 AM cosmic_engineer Hubris is their kryptonite

4/6/2019 10:32:36 AM weremight D means 'April' perhaps.  Today could be D6.  What was D5?

4/6/2019 10:40:37 AM douglassbubble1 Getting pretty tired of the same hype building. I want to believe but all this talk does little to inspire me. For all I know this is straight up controlled 

opposition. Convince me otherwise pls.

4/6/2019 10:42:17 AM happykat9 QRS-11. What are your thoughts on Abel Danger?

4/6/2019 10:45:57 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/yLPAOvcMe4

4/6/2019 10:46:31 AM enomai_ Damn... if iirc, she is pretty sick.

4/6/2019 10:50:27 AM zagnett D6 = China Lake?

4/6/2019 11:01:08 AM usss_211 Happy to see her go... She's done nothing for NYS!

4/6/2019 11:02:01 AM enomai_ Your path is already established before you were made. Freewill is, but already known.

4/6/2019 11:02:35 AM usss_211 Can... Sorry fat fingers strikes again...

4/6/2019 11:07:17 AM jollyrob2 Got the same pic.twitter.com/Ke7gurG4Q8

4/6/2019 11:10:46 AM zagnett D6 = Sonoma County Airport ?

4/6/2019 11:14:14 AM zagnett Sacrifice? 👇 pic.twitter.com/JpC26Vm6o6

4/6/2019 11:20:36 AM kathleen3693693 Watch the Hastings crash video in slow motion. The trunk area detonates first and then the vehicle steers out of control into the obstruction. I'm 

thinking the b*stards used the remote control as well, but the timing of the detonation didn't coincide with the obstacle being hit.

4/6/2019 11:22:02 AM covertress Is the IS currently inhabiting the  [HRC] BE the same IS [she] was born with?

4/6/2019 11:24:07 AM _girlmaher_ What happens when timelines merge?

4/6/2019 11:24:30 AM usss_211 Right!

Watch Corbett report on you tube... he had a whole episode on it.. we drive computers . Computers can be hacked!

4/6/2019 11:25:16 AM kathleen3693693 Commercial jets and most military aircraft, cars, trains, ships, buses all sport that Clintoncide technology. Perhaps this is why Trump had AF-1 gutted 

and fixed, eh?

4/6/2019 11:27:03 AM covertress *Chrome?

4/6/2019 11:27:55 AM kathleen3693693 I'm thinking that they're picking up Christopher Steele...

4/6/2019 11:28:35 AM roublisa Whoa 😮

4/6/2019 11:29:20 AM _girlmaher_ You say "you cannot change fate" does that mean that fate is a series of events (tasks) to accomplish (or experiences to go through) so our IS gets their 

desired improvements? I refuse sooooo many seemingly great opportunities, am I saying "fuck you" to my fate (or to my IS?)

4/6/2019 11:29:56 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Ci0yL1kCCN

4/6/2019 11:36:28 AM apex_starseed Well hurry then..it's time for the world to change for the better and for all our children to have a possible world of peace love and harmony for 

all!!🙏🙏🙏

4/6/2019 11:41:31 AM kachinagtto Was there some kind of Meeting at Janet? pic.twitter.com/YsLrHNaDNk

4/6/2019 11:42:23 AM rachaelangelm Dr. Dre made that beat.



4/6/2019 11:43:17 AM apex_starseed Uh..yeah talk to his lawyers about "Tax Returns"..I'm pretty sure @POTUS knows that "Federal Income Tax" is unconstitutional and illegal and that if 

you file a tax return you waive your 5th Amendment Right. So good luck with that Trump Haters. @POTUS will #EndTheFed

4/6/2019 11:43:17 AM nancydriscoll14 Because he’s trying to get his audience back.

4/6/2019 11:46:19 AM sqrlnutz No doubt. He knew they were out to get him so I m sure he took every precaution necessary to protect himself, his family and those around him.

4/6/2019 11:46:25 AM majorarmybrat Showing that these things “just happen” so in the future when it’s MADE TO HAPPEN, that’ll be the explanation. And the sheeps will buy it hook, line, 

and [GLUNK].

4/6/2019 11:47:53 AM majorarmybrat Movies show A LOT... 🤔 

books, magazines, fashion shows, music videos, politicians’ hand gestures, words are spells...

4/6/2019 11:48:18 AM enomai_ Do you sleep?

4/6/2019 11:48:40 AM majorarmybrat Filmed in the town I went to high school in.

4/6/2019 11:49:18 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1114563358865235968?s=19 …

4/6/2019 11:49:21 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/TKA951MNkv

4/6/2019 11:49:25 AM zagnett Why do i suggest the above two? Search for them together & perhaps u may see what might "illuminate" you.

The depth of the problem. The numbers of people who may still need help, even today.

Please be advised - not for the faint of heart.

4/6/2019 11:50:46 AM blsdbe Awesome. She Will Take No Shit. 🥰🥰🥰

4/6/2019 11:53:28 AM michael81972 Probably more like his psyop is falling apart and trying to look credible

4/6/2019 11:56:16 AM blsdbe And thank you for keeping us informed.

4/6/2019 11:58:43 AM blsdbe Ask and ye shall receive 🥰🥰🥰

4/6/2019 11:59:13 AM 99thyamwasher Klassna.....

4/6/2019 12:00:28 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1114536382737862656?s=21 …

4/6/2019 12:00:48 PM aprilbrown99 I went and bought some things yesterday at Sprouts, including the above. It doesn’t smell or taste bad. No after taste.  Highly recommend it. 🙂 👍

4/6/2019 12:02:39 PM jrocktigers A little Psilocybin

 may help you with that.....

4/6/2019 12:03:25 PM jrocktigers Feel different yet?

4/6/2019 12:06:02 PM aprilbrown99 Feeling fabulous!  😁 Lol. Now...to detox my pineal... 🤔🤫

4/6/2019 12:11:27 PM realityloominng I'm obsessed with his hand gestures....

4/6/2019 12:14:30 PM realityloominng Brilliant! pic.twitter.com/qgijguhBsP

4/6/2019 12:17:42 PM laura_621 Tweet has been deleted

4/6/2019 12:18:07 PM laura_621 Or should I say unavailable

4/6/2019 12:18:51 PM _leliak Sweet Jesus I hope so

4/6/2019 12:21:10 PM realityloominng Please don't swap out Big Don

4/6/2019 12:25:49 PM the_fjalar *it 😂

4/6/2019 12:28:00 PM realityloominng What is up with Janet? Is the Rockefeller Initiative feeling the PAIN? And why is this crazy Annie Jacobsen's article even a thing;  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6893863/Roswell-UFO-Incident-Area-51-hoax-orchestrated-Soviet-Union-journalist-claims.html … 

connected?

4/6/2019 12:32:34 PM princesspatrio1 Do my best to help wake normies, always leading with love. Stay patient and continue to pray for people to open their eyes and see.🙏❤️

4/6/2019 12:33:44 PM prmd21801759 Patriots in Control

4/6/2019 12:34:06 PM theydontknowwe1 My homework, do my absolute best not to misinform, try to come from a place of positivity (ie instead of Hillary Sucks here is how our amazing POTUS 

is a winner/what he has done), try not to be too emphatic-loud is offputting, and remember to use love:)

4/6/2019 12:36:43 PM tamrealtor Sweet

4/6/2019 12:37:04 PM meefer_radness The Pope?

4/6/2019 12:40:32 PM dantomlom2 Sounds like socialism to me!

4/6/2019 12:42:30 PM freestateojones The lyrics or the frequencies themselves?

4/6/2019 12:42:56 PM tamrealtor WTH bit lolol

4/6/2019 12:44:06 PM psyanidegaming Can I play a game of Starcraft with the ETs on their spaceships yet

4/6/2019 12:44:22 PM prmd21801759 Was there shuffling of teams thru stargates as well, in Janet?

4/6/2019 12:45:25 PM kachinagtto programming?  Not sure if this is the angle you are talking...

4/6/2019 12:48:33 PM zagnett Yes, and also the use of planes for transport of programmed victims to a now well-known location for their victimization.

4/6/2019 12:49:52 PM abagofcandy Enjoy your life. 

Treat others as you'd want to be treated. 

And focus on the positive in each moment. 

😊 If the world is changing, best to start something new with your best foot forward. Since we won't get any spoilers from these pages, best to keep 

aiming high.

4/6/2019 12:51:08 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💥💥this needs to go viral and mainstream.....

💥💥we interrupt this broadcast for an important message💥💥

 https://youtu.be/PU0YDyThImk  https://twitter.com/BeThePlan/status/1113596859933573120 …

4/6/2019 12:51:41 PM zagnett ...i'm just wondering if this helps to explain why MJ chose his last few tweets. Seems all connecting is all i'm saying.

4/6/2019 12:53:22 PM knightofmaltaus Entertaining

4/6/2019 12:55:31 PM kachinagtto Interesting "coincidence"

4/6/2019 12:57:20 PM stevenfontain14 Ya - "possessed" by a remote operator

4/6/2019 12:58:51 PM zagnett Indeed, & what does MJ say about "coincidences"? 🤔🤓😉

MJ's getting into some pretty heavy territory today. 🧐🤭🤨

4/6/2019 1:03:19 PM michael81972 April 5th😬

4/6/2019 1:05:28 PM mskeens1962 Just hope I'm not doing something illegal at the time 🙃

4/6/2019 1:07:42 PM kathleen3693693 True. I won't buy any car that has computer(s) involved. For those interested in Hasting's legacy/murder, the Corbett Report gives an exceptional 

overview. We lost a great man. https://youtu.be/dUYMPZ4nEOY 

4/6/2019 1:08:45 PM rayzzer11  pic.twitter.com/tIp5NMbRRm

4/6/2019 1:11:47 PM kathleen3693693 They never thought she would lose. Thank God she DID lose!

4/6/2019 1:15:20 PM roublisa How do your stats compair?  If you want your opinion to float it needs more credibility! Robert Davis Steele has earned his awards w  

https://robertdavidsteele.com/about/awards/  ith honesty and integrity 🇺🇸 true Patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/6/2019 1:15:37 PM wbwse You Are Predestined To Yhwhs Kingdom!



4/6/2019 1:16:19 PM zagnett MJ, yeah the plan's cool (what i know/understand of it anyway).

May you tell us which MJ is conversing with us today? GH herself perhaps?

If not, may we have the privilege of conversing with her someday? Would be a great day!

She consented to MJ's admission of her being an MJ?

4/6/2019 1:22:37 PM petitchevalb Is it located near the solar plexus?

4/6/2019 1:23:17 PM aprilbrown99 The label says 1 tsp, per day I assume. See below. 🙂 pic.twitter.com/U14FWRxzUL

4/6/2019 1:25:27 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Youre all in this writters guild  just letting you guys know ill post up the link to where i got this from. Just felt like you all should know incase you didnt 

@ZuZuQ5 @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/0A21nRqv8i

4/6/2019 1:26:07 PM zagnett Would the newest MJ be interested in holding an AMA?

Such a brave MJ. Inspiring. 😍🥰😎

4/6/2019 1:26:42 PM zuzuq5 ThanQ 4 alerting us:)

4/6/2019 1:27:12 PM jayrambin Will we notice? The energies changes apocalyptically in 2012 right? But who noticed? These sorts of statements are typically designed to imply great 

things with enough plausible deniability if nothing happens.  What’s your intent? And expected outcome?

4/6/2019 1:28:05 PM maryschade14 My replies have been used already sooooo..It's Demonic!! Christine Russian style with cutesy music..so uplifting.

4/6/2019 1:29:24 PM wu_yah Zag, MJ is a fraud.

4/6/2019 1:30:01 PM richardhiatt16 Douglas, time is an illusion.. Please be patient and watch it all unfold.. Having “contact” for 20 years now, there has always been reluctance by “Sarah” 

to discuss a timeline.  But, things WILL HAPPEN.. Believe..🤓💙🇺🇸

4/6/2019 1:30:05 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Np :)

4/6/2019 1:31:14 PM richardhiatt16 🤣

4/6/2019 1:37:34 PM xiepje Finally ☺

4/6/2019 1:39:17 PM zagnett Please present your evidence of fraud.

4/6/2019 1:42:25 PM jayrambin Great. F8I? C/@? Dc Pentagon?

4/6/2019 1:44:26 PM wu_yah Use your brain, don't let others to use it.

4/6/2019 1:46:53 PM richardhiatt16 Great Thread 👍💙🇺🇸

4/6/2019 1:47:15 PM tyl3r59518097 A similarity between the typical experience one has of absorbing an  impressionistic painting, &content like the present material, lyes in how the 

amorphousness of the content, impacts on one’s brain functioning (cognition/affect). The big difference: the art doesn’t threaten. 

pic.twitter.com/jjg0Jv0wY0

4/6/2019 1:47:30 PM zagnett You presented no evidence.

Also, your "corrective demand" tests my patience. My brain is just fine. i'm quite capable of considering ANY source to be a fraud, including MJ. Thanks.

4/6/2019 1:50:42 PM candygirlclw BINGO!

4/6/2019 1:56:19 PM sleky19 Atlantis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/GYbzcqXZ3q

4/6/2019 2:02:02 PM right_sideof Illegals being bused into the interior. Mexico gets another year of that. POS Dems are free to harrass and threaten The Pres. at will. I can go on and on

4/6/2019 2:02:13 PM andress45303251 So you are no longer an agent?

(In all fairness I probably violated an order of protection at least 50 times as well. Then I left the state to avoid doing anything extreme)

4/6/2019 2:04:34 PM debraarobinson1 I am so excited!!

4/6/2019 2:16:11 PM lmjonzey Our body does different reactions.  What works for u may not work for others. Top 5 has benefits to most  humans. Caffiene in small amts opens the 

blood vessels. It like everything else in moderation.  Fruit veggies provide antioxidants vitamins. We need amino acids & good fats.

4/6/2019 2:16:51 PM andress45303251 Truly mightier than the sword!

4/6/2019 2:18:18 PM andress45303251 Please?

4/6/2019 2:19:19 PM spauldingshowal Speak Truth Compassionately.

4/6/2019 2:20:36 PM q_t_peye Be honest and upright, well spoken and true.

4/6/2019 2:22:32 PM andress45303251 Someone who can afford it!

Know id be decked in Salvatore Ferregamo from head to toe!

4/6/2019 2:22:37 PM cosmic_engineer Definitely!

4/6/2019 2:24:31 PM tyl3r59518097 ZZ Top Sharp Dressed Man  https://youtu.be/Pn2-b_opVTo  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 2:25:28 PM n7guardiananon You contradict yourself so soon? https://twitter.com/wu_yah/status/1114626177174523904?s=19 …

4/6/2019 2:26:51 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxvBuLPZu4U …

Today's MJ tweets coincide well with other stuff going on. Decent take on what may be going on (link).

4/6/2019 2:27:12 PM qtpi3_14 Margaret is one of the most intriguing people on this platform (to me) 😂😂

4/6/2019 2:30:30 PM andress45303251 All women are beautiful....especially mother.

Every wrinkle or mark adds to the full bodied wine.

4/6/2019 2:32:21 PM andress45303251 😒...How would you know?

Is @RoseModema showing off and not sharing with the rest of the class? Tsk..tsk...

4/6/2019 2:32:34 PM sano_faith Oh ! Hehe

4/6/2019 2:32:51 PM tyl3r59518097  https://www.carrollcountytimes.com/news/crime/ph-cc-null-arrest-061115-20150610-story,amp.html …

He can decide when this ends. 🤷🏼♂️ I really don’t know how Twitter is continuing 2allow this 2go on. Now a transgendered BJ reference! What a 

degenerate.. he’s so stupid, I can’t even feel insulted to be honest! Which is tough for me. Talk about unevolved!!

4/6/2019 2:33:11 PM andress45303251 It begs the question, what kind of line of work are you in?

4/6/2019 2:33:21 PM toffer_anon_369 D=4 | 4/6 | Today ?

4/6/2019 2:34:13 PM wu_yah I love you all guys. Believe what you wish. But, much better is to know, than to believe. Never forget that.

4/6/2019 2:34:48 PM sano_faith AMA ?

4/6/2019 2:35:28 PM enomai_ Dimensions

4/6/2019 2:35:51 PM zagnett Same to you, thanks!

Please note that half of my brain (the western philosophy trained part) is EXACTLY like that. i don't even have the capability of forgetting that at this 

point in my life.

4/6/2019 2:36:55 PM zagnett "Ask Me Anything". Common on e.g. Reddit / Twitter when people want to ask a LOT of questions quickly to a famous person.

4/6/2019 2:41:06 PM n7guardiananon Words cannot express things, speech cannot convey the spirit, swayed by words, one is lost. One cannot carry darkness on the great path.

📿📿📿📿📿📿

4/6/2019 2:41:54 PM andress45303251 Professional smile maker



4/6/2019 2:43:27 PM sano_faith Thanks.

4/6/2019 2:43:59 PM zagnett Welcome. Love, light, kek! 😎

4/6/2019 2:52:06 PM sano_faith 🖖

4/6/2019 2:55:38 PM weremight  https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sounding-rockets/tracers/metals.html …

 http://spaceweather.com  pic.twitter.com/I4z0EFTdSN

4/6/2019 3:06:10 PM andress45303251 Lot's of smiles and zero suffering!

4/6/2019 3:06:44 PM arrow_mystic ❤️♡💙 pic.twitter.com/exOu9VZDz2

4/6/2019 3:14:04 PM jayrambin CFR?

4/6/2019 3:20:09 PM richard07759712 And even then.... the path is fraught with self and impression from rhelms

4/6/2019 3:20:34 PM richard07759712 But your soul can

4/6/2019 3:22:32 PM richard07759712 True.... it’s not about others accolades.... it’s about knowing and working from there to unite with I am

4/6/2019 3:26:49 PM richard07759712 Run each day, plan a little, dream a little, expect a little... but live each day and you will never regret the day of death.... otherwise fret, be anxious and 

get tired and die without adding positiveness to your story.  Hint, we get to keep our good memories/ tears wiped

4/6/2019 3:27:38 PM sunnyskibunny Have you watched YT channel Bruce Sees All?

He has amazing close ups of the moon.

4/6/2019 3:28:15 PM weremight D5 .... pic.twitter.com/6TW2GbWJqg

4/6/2019 3:28:37 PM rebornkingent Which beat?

4/6/2019 3:34:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Asked 45 to join. 

He accepted after her performance.

Clue Q [-21]

4/6/2019 3:37:13 PM natureinspace Same here lol

4/6/2019 3:41:36 PM 313looper & General Mattis ...!?😎

4/6/2019 3:44:39 PM glor60 I’m a sensitive caring person. It seems my purpose in life was to cross the path of many bullies throughout my 50 plus years.

4/6/2019 3:46:04 PM thebaddadder Rest assured — more shall come.  God bless you and all who take time to read this thread on fulfilled prophecy. pic.twitter.com/AbNb1a9qkw

4/6/2019 3:46:50 PM zagnett omg!!!

So many questions! But i'm going to be out for many hours tonight, dang. i miss a lot of the best AMAs!

Anyway, everyone plz ask a ton about the C_A activities, etc.  GH knows a ton & may have permission to give us some big clues! Ratlines closed?

TY MJs! 🤨😉😎

4/6/2019 3:51:28 PM zagnett Sure, why not?

Yeah, that's a pretty brave group of MJs to take us on lol!

4/6/2019 3:53:05 PM 7alon 5:5, Roger Roger, 10:4 pic.twitter.com/sWj8uop3Pt

4/6/2019 3:53:08 PM t_hayden07 And I am so thankful.....❤️

4/6/2019 3:53:18 PM weremight [+21][+2][+4]

4/6/2019 3:54:39 PM zagnett Anyone know exactly what this means? "Clue Q [-21]".

i'll be watching, but honestly i rely on YT Q-peeps a lot personally. Most of the time i have no idea what Q's taking about for a few days until others talk 

about it. MJ has always made a lot more sense to me.

4/6/2019 3:55:37 PM zagnett ?

4/6/2019 3:56:49 PM 313looper I’m not surprised …! :D

4/6/2019 3:57:46 PM jswdh1 Who is Janet?

4/6/2019 3:57:52 PM t_hayden07 Thank you God, for this man. My children have a shot at a REAL future bc of him. And everyone on his team. ❤️

4/6/2019 3:58:58 PM andress45303251 Oh...and the Pissing in ur 👄!!

Gross.

4/6/2019 3:59:17 PM keith369me Different audience for Q.  Some learn and react in different ways...it’s all part of the plan!  Keep utilizing your conscious mind and autists can keep 

digging for connections.

4/6/2019 3:59:18 PM ragevirusqq Indeed I have. ✌🏻♥

4/6/2019 4:00:39 PM jswdh1  https://twitter.com/gourangaoo/status/1114550204374638592?s=19 …

4/6/2019 4:05:19 PM weremight  https://qmap.pub/read/3115 

It also adds to 0, modulo 9.

4/6/2019 4:06:03 PM weremight That was a bit short of 21 days ago.  21 days after the drop would be Monday.

4/6/2019 4:06:18 PM t_hayden07 For that, I am appreciative! Sometimes, esp in this day & age....alot of us have no idea anymore.

4/6/2019 4:10:32 PM maryschade14 Drops a few weeks ago involved [-21] some associated with a countdown..others believed players in this theatre. I want to say somewhere in drop 

2970 to 3000.

4/6/2019 4:11:23 PM prmd21801759 6, D6?

4/6/2019 4:12:05 PM zagnett Cool! Would have time to put together a LOT of questions then.

4/6/2019 4:16:13 PM rachaelangelm No Diggity beat. The song pictured in the gif. The band: Blackstreet.

4/6/2019 4:20:17 PM tyl3r59518097 Gang Starr - Take It Personal  https://youtu.be/Sd1XAUPoBKI  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 4:21:46 PM cocopuffster12 Every day!

4/6/2019 4:23:13 PM thevolunteer6 Our Mlitary would have taken over if she had won. (Q proofed)

4/6/2019 4:26:21 PM susan66388204 Is going to have a BAD May

4/6/2019 4:28:09 PM tyl3r59518097 Del Tha Funkee Homosapien - Pissin' On Your Steps  https://youtu.be/-LjjKphDSm0  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 4:28:23 PM weremight MJ Date converter (means Modified Julian Date ... still, astronomers use it)

 http://www.csgnetwork.com/julianmodifdateconv.html …

4/6/2019 4:31:27 PM mskeens1962 Just imagine if I wasn't 🤪🙃

4/6/2019 4:32:32 PM n7guardiananon Back to the 80s 70s and 60s.

4/6/2019 4:33:13 PM allahuniversal Q started what (appeared to be) a 21 day countdown Feb 26, up through Mar 19(?). My guess is that whatever op(s) GH took part in in that time frame 

were successful.

Also, 3 days later 3/22 were significant successes as well. Big Week. pic.twitter.com/cZOZ10gVZ5

4/6/2019 4:33:57 PM justice_rebel I hope so, i'm done with the now!

4/6/2019 4:34:36 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @multistagecorre  ? https://twitter.com/kashthefuturist/status/1114672423842881536 …

4/6/2019 4:34:39 PM tyl3r59518097 Any psychologist worth his/her salt would-in reaction 2 this degenerate-tell U that his continued blurring of sexual boundaries, both literally/physically, 

& metaphorically, is in all empirical probability, illustrative of a bad (disorganized-development-born)-scatological issue.



4/6/2019 4:35:25 PM n7guardiananon These teachers messing around with their students all subjecting themselves to the frequency? 

I figured big pharma or VOG played a part.

4/6/2019 4:35:57 PM allahuniversal Re: 3/22

GH^ (?) pic.twitter.com/ZCUi90tozE

4/6/2019 4:38:20 PM tyl3r59518097 #profoundlyerroneous

#dontbustmynuts 🤣

4/6/2019 4:38:56 PM yellahabibihela White hat with red cheat line personifies aircraft paint design. Torus pattern design on her blouse. 

🧬

Ⓜ️🤹♂️🤮

4/6/2019 4:39:21 PM allahuniversal A 3rd possibility (?) pic.twitter.com/QW2OE8R82Q

4/6/2019 4:39:41 PM tyl3r59518097 It’s Dr. by the way..

🤣🤣🤣

Grateful Dead Open 2nd Set with "Cold, Rain and Snow"  https://youtu.be/WS2roM0l9Xg  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 4:42:10 PM tyl3r59518097 YBN Nahmir "Rubbin Off The Paint" (Prod. by Izak) (WSHH Exclusive - Offi...  https://youtu.be/AsfVZqZhtUQ  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 4:42:13 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/evYb1rSZvj

4/6/2019 4:42:17 PM djlok I’ve seen videos like this before.  Usually it seems to happen near the poles.

4/6/2019 4:42:39 PM thelilkingryan This is the tweet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was talking about for those wondering  pic.twitter.com/wq7Vme1nVG

4/6/2019 4:43:15 PM aprilbrown99 In simple gematria Q=17

17 - 21 = -3 mirror MJ3?  Or

1+7= 6 - 3 = MJ3

In English gematria Q=102

102 - 21 = 81 or 9. MJ9?

4/6/2019 4:44:19 PM jrocktigers I haven't seen this particular phenomenon.

4/6/2019 4:46:52 PM sterkinglights1 Cbd

4/6/2019 4:49:22 PM aprilbrown99 In Jewish gematria Q=70

70 - 21 = 49 = 13 = 4  MJ4?

Just guessing...not sure if I am close.

4/6/2019 4:57:17 PM tyl3r59518097 Anna Moffo sings Sempre libera in La Traviata  https://youtu.be/Tzo-qe6jxOo  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 4:58:48 PM keith369me Gina kicked ass as a Q member and MJ3? Trump accepted, wanted to be a part of MJ with Gina?

4/6/2019 5:02:10 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/KkDevLWvMD4  pic.twitter.com/oesHJYImp6

4/6/2019 5:08:57 PM tyl3r59518097 Dov Davidoff at Joker's Bar & Grill |  http://BendNights.com   https://youtu.be/1-CuwOu6LPs  via @YouTube

@dovdavidoff

4/6/2019 5:10:05 PM tyl3r59518097 You Really Got Me (2015 Remaster)  https://youtu.be/-Oh6hNFZ2KA  via @YouTube

4/6/2019 5:12:54 PM djlok The response could be read multiple ways. I'm still not clear.

4/6/2019 5:15:47 PM tyl3r59518097 @TylerAI5 https://youtu.be/AOEcPalk4GQ 

4/6/2019 5:16:30 PM keith369me Yep...I’m liberal with the ??????  (Question Marks) when replying MJ

4/6/2019 5:16:39 PM djlok This is a very good question. It seems to happen daily now and it's super weird.

4/6/2019 5:19:00 PM weremight 17-21 = -4 (not -3) also.

4/6/2019 5:19:16 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/6rzNtFGgVr

4/6/2019 5:19:36 PM rosemodema You two have been very busy ... 😉

4/6/2019 5:21:19 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/EaL8_CGsEhc 

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/fZt9EHF4sR

4/6/2019 5:22:52 PM rosemodema Oh My Goodness, that Track is FANTASTICO 👌🖤🤙

4/6/2019 5:27:57 PM rosemodema I mean like really, 

Track Wars Against Nout?? 

Pffft you might feel bold but 

that ain't smart. pic.twitter.com/XuWAfQ7QbL

4/6/2019 5:30:14 PM rosemodema No Ma'am, Absolutely NOT.. 

I've been 'distracted' in a general sense ... I keep my eye on you though & it's like we pass each other like strangers in the night most times .. 

🍒🖤🦋 pic.twitter.com/CMohPv1Em9

4/6/2019 5:32:17 PM rosemodema You couldn't do anything wrong in my eyes Sister ... 

My connection 2 U is inexplicable but Vert Strong .. 🖤🍒

4/6/2019 5:33:08 PM ragevirusqq What changes after 1 light year away?

4/6/2019 5:36:56 PM rosemodema 🖤🤙

4/6/2019 5:37:09 PM ragevirusqq Gently floating above the palm of my hand or the crown of your head.

4/6/2019 5:37:19 PM rosemodema ✌️🖤🍒

4/6/2019 5:38:11 PM rosemodema .... 💕 pic.twitter.com/Z0HldlQZuP

4/6/2019 5:49:23 PM weremight 3/21 Drop 3231 (lots of 1 2 3s!) ... Marker [1] / Set.

4/6/2019 5:50:01 PM weremight Sorry 3/27

4/6/2019 6:16:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Roswell UFO Incident at Area 51 was a hoax orchestrated by the Soviet Union, journalist claims

WHY? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6893863/Roswell-UFO-Incident-Area-51-hoax-orchestrated-Soviet-Union-journalist-claims.html …

4/6/2019 6:17:32 PM cryptocolumb0 Rolls Royce Nene Engine in a MiG

"What fool would sell us his secrets?"

4/6/2019 6:18:01 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/PFsqjUI9m8

4/6/2019 6:18:58 PM starehope Curiosity abounds.

4/6/2019 6:20:25 PM serenityfirth  pic.twitter.com/ixpCHyaENK

4/6/2019 6:22:26 PM djlok Bingo!

4/6/2019 6:23:25 PM big_simp that appears to be a real photo of the craft that crashed at Roswell but this article is a psyop

4/6/2019 6:25:35 PM keith369me Russia, Russia, Russia...Trump is Putin’s lapdog...blah blah blah...sad part is my mother would believe this.

4/6/2019 6:26:12 PM michael81972 My first thought is another hitpiece to try to make people distrust Russia(Russian Collusion Narrative)...My second guess is Cabal doesnt want 

disclosure?

4/6/2019 6:26:21 PM michaelchasea Don't be such a shill...

4/6/2019 6:26:51 PM burning_raf do you care to elaborate ?

4/6/2019 6:27:39 PM mongrelglory So they're going to try to discredit any ET disclosure/first contact by claiming the Russians are trying to pull a hoax on us again?  That's pretty lame!  No-

one is scared of the Ruskies anymore, despite the MSM's attempts to paint them as the bogeyman. 🙄

4/6/2019 6:27:43 PM worldxplorer1 Janet - A private airline that shuttles workers from Las Vegas to Area 51. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janet_(airline) … pic.twitter.com/nUwjrH1VrZ



4/6/2019 6:28:38 PM hambrickro 😏 When are we going to find out about ANTARCTICA 😏

4/6/2019 6:29:36 PM keith369me Damn you’re good!

4/6/2019 6:30:00 PM sterkinglights1 And weather balloons.

4/6/2019 6:31:09 PM worldxplorer1 Naw. I’m just an aviation geek on the side. I’ve been busy all day and just now checked to see what was going on with MJ12 today. I see Janet and I 

immediately think of Janet Airlines and Area 51.

4/6/2019 6:31:14 PM nikoscali Pretty sure you can find out right now if you can come up with the money to rent your own polar spy satellite.

4/6/2019 6:34:45 PM nikoscali Also flies to Victorville, Edwards, Vandenberg, Tonopah, etc.

4/6/2019 6:38:06 PM 1whoknows1_ If youve made contact,then you will know...tis' not a race.

4/6/2019 6:38:28 PM mongrelglory Zag Nett, are there specific (personal) questions that you would ask Ms. Haspel or Gen. Mattis? I'm starting to run out of general questions I can think 

of.  I still want to learn more about the natural Stargates on Earth, SSP, and ETs, but MJ-12 hasn't answered yet (classified?)

4/6/2019 6:44:04 PM auagate Disinformation

4/6/2019 6:51:33 PM billyj1616 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you guys aren’t on the same team???

4/6/2019 6:52:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Scientists set to unveil first picture of a black hole"

Disclaimer: Not an actual picture- an artist rendition using advanced software that reverse engineers the photon arrangement. Authentic, yet the loss 

of dimensions results in misinformation. https://www.france24.com/en/20190406-scientists-set-unveil-first-picture-black-hole …

4/6/2019 6:53:06 PM sano_faith Good disclaimer lol

4/6/2019 6:55:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1114546346051166211 …

4/6/2019 6:57:23 PM right_sideof This is NO shock. Take a LOOK at this Child of the Corn Hillary wanna be. Speaks VOLUMES

4/6/2019 6:57:40 PM worldxplorer1 Am I correct MJ?  Janet “Airlines” https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1114701251688579073?s=21 …

4/6/2019 6:58:41 PM jvan125  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Janet_(airline) …

4/6/2019 7:02:47 PM nunc_veritas777 No.  Haspel or Janet flights.  See above.

4/6/2019 7:03:31 PM spauldingshowal Love

4/6/2019 7:06:12 PM clancy_birrell "It has a gravitational pull strong enough to make stars orbit around it very quickly -- as fast as 20 years."

To put that in perspective, our Solar System takes about 230 million years to circle the centre of the Milky Way.

4/6/2019 7:07:03 PM giediknight OA or “Zero Delta” combines Q elements (Q-Kids are the gamers who play the augmented reality game Q-Symphony) and MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , 

time is an illusion, alternate realities. But since it’s on Netflix, I suspect 🤡 distortions of Q and MJ12

 https://www.netflix.com/title/80044950?s=i …

4/6/2019 7:08:45 PM clancy_birrell Was a hoax... but carried out using majestic tech to reveal/prove to USA that the tech was real?

4/6/2019 7:09:20 PM realityloominng They have been planning to tie Russia with their fake alien invasion/fear disclosure scenario 

https://twitter.com/RealityLooming/status/1114610725488603141 …

4/6/2019 7:10:02 PM big_simp #fakenews pic.twitter.com/wFMJWhY6se

4/6/2019 7:10:25 PM the_loveoflight Can you answer if blackholes are a being or beings who've reached a consciousness high enough to return back to the source? (Then able to become 

their own Logo)

4/6/2019 7:10:56 PM giediknight Get ahead of the narrative and claim all patriot operations as “Russian”.

4/6/2019 7:11:12 PM aprilbrown99 Nice one @worldxplorer1!  👏👍

4/6/2019 7:12:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should teachers be able to engage in sexual relationships with their students? 

What makes rape rape?

Actually go into detail.

Rape is rape because it requires overbearing force that outweighs the victim. 

Have you heard of a rapist who takes the role of a beta male? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1114704343028994052 …

4/6/2019 7:12:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 FULL PANIC MODE

New laws/regulations will not protect you.

MJ12 told anons this months ago.

How did we know?

VA? CA? NY? etc. etc. etc.

Now this?

They really want to CONTROL your kids THROUGH SEX. 

Slaves.

Sheep.
4/6/2019 7:12:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when rapists get into power?

What happens when MJ12 turns on them?

Changing of the Guard

This is not simply another four year election... this is a crossroads in the HISTORY OF OUR CIVILIZATION that will determine whether or not we the 

people control our Government.

4/6/2019 7:12:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Why?

Authority, influence, power, and mind control are mechanisms to have uninformed consent when engaging in a sexual relationship. 

Why is it important?

If the intercourse results in a pregnancy, wouldn't rapists want abortions to be easily available on demand everywhere?

4/6/2019 7:12:58 PM slayerofmatrix1 Hardly

4/6/2019 7:15:37 PM 313looper They did it in Brazil ... 

Not any more... hopefully !

4/6/2019 7:17:33 PM goldste57881662 SMFH. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1114712402468192258 …

4/6/2019 7:18:37 PM djlok "Go into detail"-- I have been saying the for years. People have been sanitized into stupidity. When people think about what is involved and actually 

happens in certain crimes, it is severly disturbing.  Much easier to confuse things when labels are used.

4/6/2019 7:18:47 PM roublisa Awesome!

4/6/2019 7:19:12 PM billyj1616 That’s why he was elected, we did our part thank you. Popcorn at the ready.

4/6/2019 7:20:57 PM clancy_birrell This seems entirely plausible. Perhaps trying to also create dissention now as the can see imminent Russia USA collaboration.

4/6/2019 7:22:09 PM libertygal12 Jesus can change it in a nano second😊

4/6/2019 7:22:43 PM keith369me During intimacy, no one individual should hold power, ever.  It should be a mutual expression of love, or at minimum 100% free will with service to 

other.

4/6/2019 7:23:07 PM aprilbrown99 Look here...don’t look over there. [They/Cabal] should be very afraid for the public to find out the truth. Off world slaves, Draco’s living in middle earth, 

hundreds of thousands of innocents killed for their God. The evils just keep unraveling string by string, lie by lie.

4/6/2019 7:23:39 PM blsdbe Sadly, this is so true. I am at a loss of how to help them redirect, other than trying to lead by example by being a decent human being.

4/6/2019 7:25:16 PM crackedactor183 Not sure I am a believer, but I would not completely dismiss it. Especially after it was discovered that pictures of those starving Concentration camps 

prisoners were actually Germans that Stalin had starved for propaganda purposes.



4/6/2019 7:25:42 PM realityloominng Yeah, I think they've lost their grip on soft-disclosure narrative. George is even on thirdphaseofmoon telling tall tales as if he is not suspect haha

4/6/2019 7:26:41 PM realityloominng George Knapp*

4/6/2019 7:26:43 PM aureliangirl Of course they do...normalize child sexual abuse

4/6/2019 7:29:46 PM keith369me Knowledge is power...unfortunately, with broken families, “knowledge” is imparted by government and government affiliated groups that are not 

looking out for the best interests of that individual.

4/6/2019 7:33:21 PM blsdbe Exactly!!! Some elements resonate with me, other elements are clearly dis/misinformation. It was stimulating to consider the ideas presented!!!

4/6/2019 7:35:35 PM aprilbrown99 This infuriates me!  I am trying to this back to a time when people weren’t so f-ing stupid. I don’t have children but at what point did people just start 

thinking that this shit was ok? It seems to me that all of a sudden a switch was flipped and things just got crazy....

4/6/2019 7:35:52 PM aprilbrown99 I guess that might be around the time I finally woke up. No parent should EVER think that this is ok. EVER!!  Your children are supposed to be safe at 

school. I could go on and on...so I will just leave it here.

4/6/2019 7:37:07 PM clancy_birrell Is that the Christified human body?

4/6/2019 7:37:35 PM roublisa And my husband....it his favorite remark🤦♀️

4/6/2019 7:38:09 PM lbf777 I think they are recycling matter into some other universe somewhere.

4/6/2019 7:38:27 PM auagate Good to know.

4/6/2019 7:41:36 PM jrocktigers People dont think its ok. The few in control are SICK!

4/6/2019 7:44:11 PM jswdh1 Get rid of the evidence! And sell the baby parts in the process! Those people are sick!

4/6/2019 7:44:45 PM windywalling Is election fraud going to be eliminated?  If not what does "election" mean?

4/6/2019 7:45:21 PM keith369me Unfortunately, this line of thought becomes reality due to the pressure to “get grades” rather than learn.

4/6/2019 7:45:43 PM aprilbrown99 I think it is more than just a few, sadly. This is a hot topic for me. Children, elderly, animals...

I think I need to go meditate now. 😔

4/6/2019 7:46:36 PM jswdh1 That's why RBG wanted to lower the age of consent to under 12! Easy to manipulate a young child with threats, brainwashing, etc. in to consenting 

when they really don't want to!

4/6/2019 7:47:34 PM sciblu27 Because that's close to where a lot of gold was secret

4/6/2019 7:48:16 PM pleiadianshaman Disclosure coming

4/6/2019 7:48:52 PM decodematrix I do see Janet. pic.twitter.com/neTf1FBfwc

4/6/2019 7:49:41 PM laurabusse Remember that 60s movie The Russians are coming! The Russians are coming!? Comedy/satire. It was like they saw thru the cold war even then...

4/6/2019 7:49:45 PM decodematrix I do see Janet. pic.twitter.com/WhUrOWkZDU

4/6/2019 7:50:06 PM aprilbrown99 The sad part is they aren’t even teaching the kids useful information because they are all being dumbed down. Like I said I don’t have children but that 

is what I have heard. Keith you would certainly know more since you do have kids. Is that true?

4/6/2019 7:50:06 PM windywalling Predators want access to children so of course they would infiltrate the teaching and school admin professions.  This process is mature enough that 

now they can formalize their demands for fresh meat.

4/6/2019 7:51:27 PM jswdh1 Yes! They aren't really being taught properly that's for sure! Liberal brainwashing!

4/6/2019 7:51:52 PM jrocktigers hell - just listen to AOC speak.

4/6/2019 7:52:06 PM decodematrix Assassination most likely.

4/6/2019 7:53:19 PM charmanda9 Basic white with red stripe at window level. pic.twitter.com/sPr0ytBc8A

4/6/2019 7:53:24 PM jrocktigers Damn!!! Thank you Decode. UGH ! ! !  I knew that..

4/6/2019 7:54:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Basic biology of sex means the increased energy being generated by YOUR EVOLUTIONARY TRANSITION  is the mark of the beast to many religions. 

CHANNEL that energy from your sexuality into other areas of your life. Doesn't mean don't have consensual sex, just dont rely on abortions.

4/6/2019 7:55:21 PM charmanda9 Her shirt is covered in what looks like the Janet airline planes.

4/6/2019 7:55:40 PM alinahere That is absolutely true Keith in a consensual adult sexual relationship. But this article and MJ12 refer to CHILDREN. They are not mature enough to 

understand the entanglements of sex nor the control that the older person, in this case the Teacher holds over them. 😒 SICK ppl!

4/6/2019 7:56:02 PM zagnett That's what I meant. Same thing.

4/6/2019 7:56:38 PM decodematrix I think D6 is in Colorado or maybe Utah.

4/6/2019 7:56:46 PM charmanda9 Got it. Her shirt covered in Janet planes.

4/6/2019 7:57:02 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, AOC auditioned for the part of Congrsswoman, right?  She was a bartender before that.

4/6/2019 7:58:04 PM keith369me Here’s the problem...universities are not about the betterment of the student...they’re about making $$$ following an agenda.  I have 2 in college..I 

ask tons of questions to undo the programming.  My youngest is getting a better education in a specialized HS.  Unfortunately...

4/6/2019 7:58:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classic abuse of power. 

Uninformed consent.

Rape is not always physically violent. 

We simply use alternative descriptors to determine the type of rape, whether forced penetration was used or not is pointless. It is the ability to say no, 

and why. Children can't control their

4/6/2019 7:58:48 PM joinna6 German Engineering.. has always been my -Gut Response- to unidentified flying objects

4/6/2019 7:59:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 sexual urges that are natural during puberty, however they are victims of their biology during this stage.

4/6/2019 7:59:42 PM keith369me the piece of paper holds weight in our society.  My youngest doesn’t need college to learn and do fantastic things, yet he will likely go to college for 3 

years because of our society.

4/6/2019 7:59:53 PM sunbasileuo Interesting. This is FULL REVEAL TIME!! God Bless ALL of YOU!! #MAGA #MEGA #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/vlWxT0NLC4

4/6/2019 8:00:48 PM sunbasileuo WHOA!! TY!! I always liked her. And that top is HISTORIC. We laughed so hard. When the Director of the CIA is TROLLING the bad actors, well, things 

are GOOD. #BEST pic.twitter.com/lv8YkeMQ4i

4/6/2019 8:01:57 PM keith369me Children need to know before they enter a university or even high school what an acceptable relationship looks like.  It’s a parent’s job to teach them 

through example and conversation.

4/6/2019 8:02:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 What were you taught in school about the mummification process?

What if it was a form of symbolic ascension?

Disclosure is in full course.

FULL PANIC MODE.

Nothing can stop what is coming. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1114724475667222528 …

4/6/2019 8:02:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Oh, and look at the border now... pic.twitter.com/XAaOnVCGK3

4/6/2019 8:03:51 PM blsdbe #NowComesThePain

4/6/2019 8:03:51 PM clancy_birrell Rainbow bodies?

4/6/2019 8:04:07 PM joinna6 Im guessing you don't understand how easy it would be to retrofit.. a few, key, elements.

4/6/2019 8:05:29 PM aprilbrown99 This is awesome!  😆

4/6/2019 8:05:44 PM jswdh1 Beautiful! They even put razor wire in front of it! Awesome! Love it!

4/6/2019 8:05:49 PM therealranon They are in full press....ask Twitter why. It will get worse, much worse.

4/6/2019 8:06:03 PM johnhammar94 And what is coming

4/6/2019 8:06:45 PM keith369me ...it’s a major burden on a parent to get this correct as every message received in our society (media, religion, etc) by both the parent and the child 

goes against forming positive relationships.

4/6/2019 8:06:47 PM dzeipen00 Not to mention this game, which is a puzzle, that makes the kids think for themselves.... it caught my attention for sure!



4/6/2019 8:07:26 PM charmanda9 Protection from the external

4/6/2019 8:07:37 PM therealranon Not selling hats....gifting clues. The smartest patriots get it, Twitter will not. Forge ahead. Can't make the path any "clearer".

4/6/2019 8:07:44 PM starehope Home School if you can. Pray very hard if you can't.

4/6/2019 8:07:46 PM jswdh1 Looks like maybe mom and baby together?

4/6/2019 8:07:47 PM linnyt7 Turning children into guiltless prey.

4/6/2019 8:07:48 PM djlok In school we were taught they took the brains out of the bodies through the nose, I think.

4/6/2019 8:07:54 PM aprilbrown99 Pain. 😁💥

4/6/2019 8:08:06 PM right_sideof Add a row of land mines and we'll REALLY stylin

4/6/2019 8:08:26 PM zack_stone You know everything important is tunneled under or flown over that wall.

4/6/2019 8:08:47 PM keith369me That would me a strong message, immigrate correctly or STFO.

4/6/2019 8:08:51 PM starehope Find peace April. 💕💖

4/6/2019 8:11:10 PM charmanda9 Escaping their bodies

4/6/2019 8:11:47 PM auagate Before Q.

4/6/2019 8:12:37 PM aprilbrown99 On most days it is there. This just pushed a button. Clearly there are things I still need to work on. Thank you. 🙏🌸🦋✨

4/6/2019 8:12:47 PM decodematrix Their lies don't even make sense. The wreckage from Roswell went to Wright-Patterson AFB, not Area 51.

4/6/2019 8:13:45 PM djlok Or so they thought during an Event.

4/6/2019 8:14:21 PM starehope Or for the best interest of any individual.

4/6/2019 8:15:22 PM jswdh1 Preserving the bodies for afterlife. Leaving the heart..it was considered the organ of reasoning...

Probably where trust your heart comes in...

4/6/2019 8:16:06 PM charmanda9 Preserve the bodies. But if what @DJLOK says is what was taught; that the brains were taken out through the nose, then were they trying to remove 

their pineal gland from their bodies to ascend?

4/6/2019 8:16:41 PM starehope Theft of innocence. Never to be replaced. I survived!

4/6/2019 8:18:40 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t think my schools taught anything about mummification. However, one of my history teachers was old enough to be a mummy. He slept during 

class most of the time. So there were times when I would sneak out of class it was so boring.

4/6/2019 8:20:10 PM djlok If you think about it, it makes sense. Now we gotta figure out what they did with it once they got it.

4/6/2019 8:20:41 PM giediknight Yes I’m on the 2nd season. 2nd episode.

4/6/2019 8:21:45 PM meefer_radness The thing about removing the brain, what was done with it? I know they preserved other organs in jars. Please tell me elites back then weren’t eating 

brains. Why is this tomb significant in terms of disclosure?

4/6/2019 8:22:24 PM goodtimes125 Mummification ( and scarabs ) where meant to aid in rapid breakdown of the material so it could be re-composed into a new form, if I remember 

correct. Something similar

4/6/2019 8:22:33 PM petitchevalb Wouldnt a black hole look like a sphere?

4/6/2019 8:23:38 PM meefer_radness If that is the wife and child, do they have Tutus mummy?

4/6/2019 8:23:39 PM starehope And at the bottom of it. Click to see the entire pic.

4/6/2019 8:24:25 PM decodematrix They can mount sensors on that wall that see deep underground.

4/6/2019 8:24:26 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏼

4/6/2019 8:24:28 PM djlok Think about it. We were all taught this... Or part of this before... We know they believed in and knew about reincarnation.  But we never were taught 

what they did with the remains.

4/6/2019 8:25:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 ⚡️

4/6/2019 8:25:20 PM charmanda9 Is this being related to the mummification process since it is a follow up tweet? The border is like a mummification in some sense?

4/6/2019 8:25:37 PM 313looper What if I tell you👉🏻(not sure if it was one night or two nights)prior to that Q drop👉🏻I had helicopters 🚁 flying on my sky,since midnight up to 

2:30/3:00am,constantly that night! 

I knew,some operations were happening! Later on,When I saw the Q drop,I was absolutely stunned!😳

4/6/2019 8:25:48 PM goyaeq Lots of targeted individuals are reporting a sharp increase in symptoms, as 1 source is exposed another is being ramped up.  Non consensual applies to 

a lot more than children.

4/6/2019 8:26:18 PM onyxkendyl Desecrating the dead, I dont think muslims would do that to their own, these mummies resemble Ethiopians facially!

4/6/2019 8:26:45 PM meefer_radness M12 is there something in the Sphinx that will become known, like what Edgar Cayce alluded to? A library under the left paw? Or documents about 

civilisations or contact with ETs 2000 years ago?

4/6/2019 8:26:56 PM jswdh1 Yes that's what I meant..😉

4/6/2019 8:27:03 PM starehope Didn't they remove the brain with a long hook? Wouldn't it have come out in pieces?

4/6/2019 8:28:25 PM monroevegas But so many unbelievers said a wall accross our southern border was impossible! I guess it just goes to show what Americans can do when they 

commit to something...just like World War II. 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 #Q #Qanon #MAGA #1776Global

4/6/2019 8:28:25 PM jooooody I want to go see it !

4/6/2019 8:28:56 PM giediknight Was the symbolic ascension meant to convey actual ascension?

4/6/2019 8:29:07 PM charmanda9 Oh my. What does that remind you of?

4/6/2019 8:29:46 PM pacu133 P = Pindar

4/6/2019 8:30:18 PM meefer_radness Also why preserve bodies if they are no longer needed? The elaborate tombs? Why would they need these things in an afterlife?

4/6/2019 8:30:20 PM abagofcandy It is indeed a puzzling follow up post, nice catch!

4/6/2019 8:30:50 PM keith369me Like an invisible dog fence

4/6/2019 8:31:11 PM monroevegas ⚡️? Wowzers. Maybe some will find out the hard way? ⚡☠👏👏👏

4/6/2019 8:31:13 PM petitchevalb "Cannot ascend with a 3D body"

Is mummification a way to keep track of who ascended?

4/6/2019 8:31:39 PM ialibertybelle Just like everything from NASA

4/6/2019 8:32:06 PM starehope I remember Cayce mentioning something. Thought it was something religious, I could be wring.

4/6/2019 8:32:18 PM truthseeker273 I try to keep an open mind and read and learn new things daily. I love searching for truth and facts.

4/6/2019 8:32:33 PM aprilbrown99 Looks like the top is also ⚡️⚡️⚡️

4/6/2019 8:33:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 ☀️✨⚡️

4/6/2019 8:33:34 PM justthinkit A thing of beauty

4/6/2019 8:33:47 PM aprilbrown99 Now we know why Potus went with a steel fence.

4/6/2019 8:35:36 PM blsdbe 😇😇😇😍😍😍🙏🙏🙏🤩🤩🤩

4/6/2019 8:36:20 PM starehope I see the poles with the panels. Are they video?

4/6/2019 8:36:36 PM zagnett Ok i swear i won't try to get anywhere near it lol! 🤨

4/6/2019 8:36:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 American Steel

4/6/2019 8:37:00 PM monroevegas Only 2000 yrs old?

4/6/2019 8:37:18 PM jrocktigers Well - we have to win and never let [THEM] in power. That wall , will keep us in.

4/6/2019 8:37:37 PM aprilbrown99 Even better!  USA. USA. USA. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/6/2019 8:38:10 PM warangel1111 I Am

4/6/2019 8:38:33 PM monroevegas I wonder if it is ⚡️ around the 🕰

4/6/2019 8:39:29 PM aprilbrown99 I would imagine 24/7/365.

4/6/2019 8:40:14 PM rhondanight There’s a second brain 🧠 it’s located in the gut ...

4/6/2019 8:40:33 PM jswdh1 My ex father in law used to work in a steel mill! He is an electrician. He almost died from working there he got electrocuted from one of the big panels! 

It was scary! He is now fighting cancer!

4/6/2019 8:41:15 PM charmanda9 The appearance of the steel beams always reminds me of the remaining steel in the aftermath of 9/11. Wasn’t one of the biggies that Q alerted us to 

was the problem with the faulty steel we were receiving?



4/6/2019 8:41:53 PM aprilbrown99 I am so sorry. 😢 prayers sent for him.  🙏

4/6/2019 8:42:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decentralized solar power connected through a redundant monitoring system (the technology) that guarantees full operational strength that is 

environmentally friendly and decentralized.

4/6/2019 8:43:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with tariffs.

4/6/2019 8:43:05 PM monroevegas 💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

4/6/2019 8:43:58 PM sparkleloung SOLAR?!

4/6/2019 8:44:06 PM starehope So sorry to hear about your Dad. I know what you are going through. Praying for peace beyond understanding for everyone concerned.

4/6/2019 8:44:59 PM jswdh1 It's my ex father in law but I still love him! Thank you!

4/6/2019 8:45:01 PM blsdbe Hey MJ, can we the people help spread the joy of decentralized solar power? With our new replicators and unlimited access panels to the Knowledge 

Terminals? Please?

4/6/2019 8:45:35 PM jswdh1 My step dad also went through it and beat it! His sister was a bone marrow donor!

4/6/2019 8:45:56 PM monroevegas Behold...the power of the sun...bzzzzt!

4/6/2019 8:46:58 PM aprilbrown99 😘🙏🇺🇸❤️

4/6/2019 8:47:13 PM giediknight Tariffs on Chinese steel.

4/6/2019 8:50:34 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/WYDlZEoyuY

4/6/2019 8:51:24 PM truckerwifelife There is a library under the new Sphinx that was found last year. You do have to have a certain frequency in order to enter the library there.

4/6/2019 8:52:20 PM charmanda9 Yes. American Steel for quality control and avoidance of expensive faulty imported steel.

4/6/2019 8:57:20 PM jrocktigers Good evening -  Will people responsible for importation and use of inferior steel products for fabrication of defense related items be held accountable?

4/6/2019 8:57:36 PM zagnett Yay! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

Hopefully not easy to cut?

Hmm it seems rodentia might have no problem getting through though. Oh well, can't stop everything!

4/6/2019 8:58:17 PM zagnett Good questions!

4/6/2019 8:59:59 PM zagnett Cool!

May you say just about how much wall/fence (idk care what we call it really, unlike some on Twitter) has been put up so far? Also, how much is left to 

go?

4/6/2019 9:03:00 PM light_fighter_g 4,10,20

June 4, 2019

4/6/2019 9:03:57 PM zagnett Oh i guess they too would have to get around the ⚡️⚡️⚡️ at the bottom.

You guyz thought of everything! 🧐🤓🤩

4/6/2019 9:05:20 PM qtpi3_14 Make

Logical

Thought

Prevalent

Again

4/6/2019 9:05:29 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/mUOd2Z2p8B

4/6/2019 9:06:30 PM djlok I remember the used to prep them but did they put them all in little jars of part?

4/6/2019 9:06:39 PM charles87793026 O(kkkkkkkkkkkkk)! @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/OM9MORsrmq

4/6/2019 9:06:51 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112699540426104832?s=19 …

4/6/2019 9:07:03 PM charmanda9 I’m remembering the news that penguin pineal glands were being harvested. Why penguins do you think? Wow.

4/6/2019 9:08:57 PM djlok That was me. I should've never gone to college or grad school.

4/6/2019 9:09:07 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1114741348874244096?s=21 …

4/6/2019 9:10:11 PM charmanda9 We tweeted at the exact same time with the same sort of beginning. I remember/I’m remembering

4/6/2019 9:11:05 PM djlok From Antarctica no doubt.

4/6/2019 9:11:20 PM charmanda9 Right?

4/6/2019 9:12:01 PM zack_stone Either way it was a intel sharing by a unknown source.

4/6/2019 9:12:56 PM serenityfirth Wonder why they preserved the cats and the rats?

4/6/2019 9:13:25 PM rachaelangelm Glad you also twist the knife and stick it to them.

4/6/2019 9:15:15 PM fionasdestiny67 And..aren't the slats actually acting as a tuning fork to negate the negative 5G?

4/6/2019 9:17:17 PM chrispacheco24 This IS a national security issue.

4/6/2019 9:18:01 PM peterclloyd Why bother when they can walk straight across hundreds of miles of our border?

4/6/2019 9:18:31 PM petitchevalb Russia always used as the "Boogie man" to discredit/scare/ distract attention

4/6/2019 9:18:34 PM princesspatrio1 Expand your thinking

Use discernment 

Search for truth  

#SheepNoMore

4/6/2019 9:20:53 PM charmanda9 What do you remember about the ‘prepping’? I don’t recall anything about this.

4/6/2019 9:21:39 PM djlok Me either. May have to YouTube it later.

4/6/2019 9:23:37 PM darkcenter This sunday Discover and a few other channels are doing a large live tomb opening with Josh Gates of expedition Unknown. Wonder if they will 'find' 

something that needs to be disclosed, Majestic12, know anything about it?????

4/6/2019 9:23:51 PM olimyracle Disinformation is real.

[They] can't stop what's coming.

PANIC

Misdirection ?

2.0 imminent ?

Events no dates ?

"Collusion"

[🐡]
4/6/2019 9:23:58 PM pedalfun4u  pic.twitter.com/QQyO9BWKW0

4/6/2019 9:24:58 PM jrocktigers Do not watch! Everyone watching will be cursed.

4/6/2019 9:26:29 PM djlok Yeah- those were some bad deals, weren't they?

4/6/2019 9:27:49 PM charmanda9 Is it a stretch to posit that the penguin pineal glands could be related in some way? I mean, they are also showing mummification of animals.

4/6/2019 9:28:03 PM jrocktigers Many people killed or permanently disabled.

4/6/2019 9:28:31 PM djlok No coincidences!!!

4/6/2019 9:29:04 PM zack_stone Cant refute that

4/6/2019 9:29:42 PM djlok In wars we should have never been in in the first place, thank you Bush Dynasty.

4/6/2019 9:32:43 PM sunbasileuo Yeah, today has been.....Otherworldly. And GOOD. Love you MAJ!! pic.twitter.com/WVS2GsmSsY

4/6/2019 9:35:26 PM petitchevalb Are pyramids what you called KEB?



4/6/2019 9:39:26 PM bobholmgren1 I think he was a daddy.  😂

4/6/2019 9:42:32 PM threadreaderapp Hallo you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Your fate is in your hands. Lightening flashes, Sparks shower, In one blink of your eyes, You 

have mis-seen. When the mi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1113932719233339392.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/6/2019 9:43:15 PM warangel1111 Let the magic happen

4/6/2019 10:08:09 PM whatsayyou5 BEAUTIFUL

4/6/2019 10:10:02 PM lorenzosghost Care to explain spiritual science behind it?

Were they trying to keep the Etheric body on it or something?

What way would it help the deceased soul through kamaloka?

4/6/2019 10:11:33 PM richardhiatt16 But, MJ12.... IS ON TOP OF IT..  thank you 12, we have hope now..... 🤔💙🇺🇸

4/6/2019 10:13:09 PM richardhiatt16 And no animals or ETs were harmed in the making of the film 🤣

4/6/2019 10:30:40 PM cstarr888 😆🤣

👋Richard!

I even made a video pointing out how they constsntly use artist renditions instead of real photos.

🙏💖

4/6/2019 10:46:05 PM mrtioman Sweet!

4/6/2019 10:48:36 PM richardhiatt16 Awesome.. And I bet there were no animals or ETs harmed in the making of YOUR video 🤣.. Sorry, just having too much fun tonight.. Nighty night 

Divine .. Sleep well.. MJ 12 is on watch..

4/6/2019 10:54:52 PM charmanda9 Was just watching a video talking about ancient Egyptian tools found in a locked room of a museum storage room. Tuning forks. Hundreds. Non-

ferrous, but steel. Steel. Wire between tines, once plucked vibrated for prolonged periods.

4/6/2019 11:08:28 PM tenn_rich For now, I’ll settle for stopping 1M illegals crossing our border. Tunnels can be detected. Airplanes can be tracked or simply shot down. We’re being 

invaded. Time to FIGHT back.

4/6/2019 11:08:59 PM tenn_rich Thus, why we need a wall.

4/6/2019 11:26:36 PM princesspatrio1 Truth.❤️😎👊🙏

4/6/2019 11:27:16 PM warangel1111 This is Qute ❤️

4/6/2019 11:29:51 PM qtpi3_14 I personally love LARPS....  just sayin'.

Larp

Larp

Larpity

Larp 

FTW

4/6/2019 11:33:11 PM j_lifeexplorer 😉except neither EtS nor Q were ever Larps!

Otherwise spot on fren!

4/6/2019 11:33:37 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/oCuLRQDspq

4/6/2019 11:34:51 PM ekotoons REMINDER WHY

WE ALL HERE https://youtu.be/HoTu0U6AhdA 

4/6/2019 11:35:22 PM ekotoons YOU’RE ALMOST THERE, JANE

4/6/2019 11:36:10 PM theydontknowwe1 Each person changes one by one and become a catalyst. Old status quo no longer acceptable.

4/6/2019 11:38:03 PM j_lifeexplorer Almost where 🤔🙂?

4/6/2019 11:39:19 PM warangel1111 Alright

4/6/2019 11:40:06 PM warangel1111 Fun Game

4/6/2019 11:40:21 PM ekotoons WHAT A BEAUTIFUL WORD

4/6/2019 11:40:21 PM monroevegas  https://eluxemagazine.com/magazine/dangers-of-5g/ … interesting to say the least. It seems like someone is trying to kill us all...but nothing to read 

here. Definitely do not read about the “dangers” of 5G. No it won’t cause cancer...or will it? #Q #Qanon #MAGA #1776Global @jamianne1

4/6/2019 11:41:26 PM warangel1111 Larp without a cure

4/6/2019 11:42:07 PM warangel1111 Lol

4/6/2019 11:42:37 PM qtpi3_14 GOODER ON 3 

😂😂😂

4/6/2019 11:42:38 PM princesspatrio1 Great movie.👊

4/6/2019 11:42:46 PM i8anenigma We are all LARP's because of the matrix we live in. This is all a simulation. And you are just playing a game. Literally.

4/6/2019 11:43:02 PM realdepiorabie Hmm

4/6/2019 11:43:14 PM jswdh1 YES! that's why he said we were ready for 5g even 6g! The q drops with his tweets was decoded saying the wall means much more than protecting the 

border but also protecting us from other ways of invasion and attacks! It even has razor electrified wire on the top&ground in front!

4/6/2019 11:43:49 PM princesspatrio1 ❤️😂

4/6/2019 11:44:01 PM jswdh1 Solar? I was wondering if that was the case.

4/6/2019 11:44:25 PM warangel1111 Who will win 

Everything Is Everything  https://music.youtube.com/watch?v=i3_dOWYHS7I …

4/6/2019 11:44:46 PM jswdh1 That's great news!

4/6/2019 11:44:47 PM ekotoons ✋✋✋🤚🤚

✋✋👊🤚🤚

✋✋🤚🤚🤚

4/6/2019 11:44:56 PM warangel1111 There u are .. 😁❤️💋

4/6/2019 11:45:31 PM ekotoons IF PEEPS HERE REWATCHED

THEY MIGHT VIEW THE NOW

A BIT DIFFERENTLY 😎

4/6/2019 11:45:59 PM ekotoons 👊😎

4/6/2019 11:46:17 PM i8anenigma We feed off each other.  In the matrix reality. Where does your food come from? What is water? lol. Get down to the nity grity. That's why we are one 

and everything. lol.

4/6/2019 11:46:46 PM j_lifeexplorer Art inspires to observe and reflect upon a message (eventually subjective) - this is not the same as 'believing'. Purposefully invoking lies brings 

reflection to MANY years of culture, knowledge etc distorting 'truth'. How History has been framed: 

https://twitter.com/j_lifeexplorer/status/1114667092362526720 …

4/6/2019 11:47:01 PM princesspatrio1 They absolutely would.😎

4/6/2019 11:47:44 PM qtpi3_14 Or watched for the first time 😬

4/6/2019 11:47:55 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/OIM7UgMdOx

4/6/2019 11:48:44 PM ekotoons WE AGREE

WHAT IS A LARP?

4/6/2019 11:48:47 PM i8anenigma It gets creepy.

4/6/2019 11:49:33 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/mQ60k9vg7D

4/6/2019 11:49:45 PM ekotoons NO BETTER TIME THAN NOW



4/6/2019 11:51:00 PM warangel1111 Dood my water comes from the Well .. My food comes from a guy I pay to raise my cow ..I will never feed off u all 

Ready or Not [Clean]  https://music.youtube.com/watch?v=aIXyKmElvv8 … pic.twitter.com/NTioiJG2NY

4/6/2019 11:51:42 PM theydontknowwe1 Recently watched it for the first time. It was released 3/17. Was like watching a condensed Q version!

4/6/2019 11:52:06 PM becca079 We’ve been lied to our entire life. What was supposed to benefit humanity has been distorted for evil ends.  I’m awake. Souls are literally sold and 

traded as commodities. Tear down every idol and brazen image. ⚔️ 🔥

4/6/2019 11:52:17 PM ekotoons ENERGETICALLY 

ENIGMA HAS A

VERY REAL POINT

4/6/2019 11:52:40 PM ekotoons FUTURE PROVES PAST

WW?

4/6/2019 11:53:04 PM warangel1111 So do I

4/6/2019 11:53:16 PM j_lifeexplorer Live Action Role Play - e.g. like playing a role in Dungeons and Dragons, pretending to be a character, which they are not IRL - neither EtS nor Q are 

"role playing" 😉!

Majority of media suckers, living off 'playing a role' are LARPs, e.g. so-called "reality shows". Are Fake!

4/6/2019 11:53:42 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂

4/6/2019 11:55:00 PM j_lifeexplorer What's the title, Reg? I don't think, I've seen it.

4/6/2019 11:55:04 PM princesspatrio1 Me too. Movie came out in 2005. More relevant today than it was then.

4/6/2019 11:55:52 PM ekotoons 🙂

DEFINITIONS OF WORDS

(OR ACRONYMS) ARE

SUBJECTIVE

IN THIS “GAME”

WE ALL PLAY

A ROLE 

EVEN YOU 

🙃

#WWG1WGA #QANON pic.twitter.com/fSlK6vJ0y8
4/6/2019 11:56:50 PM becca079 Laugh tracks, recorded audience reactions prior to show, every single ‘live’ show. American idol to AGT all are preplanned and edited.  Nothing is real. 

💁

4/6/2019 11:58:06 PM ekotoons IT IS RATHER INCREDIBLE

TO REMEMBER THAT WE

DO NOT ALL SHARE

COMMON VOCAB

V FOR VENDETTA

WHICH PROPHESIZED

(DISCLOSED?) MUCH

OF WHAT WE NOW

EXPERIENCE
4/6/2019 11:58:08 PM theydontknowwe1 V for Vendetta.

4/6/2019 11:58:39 PM ekotoons YES

4/7/2019 12:01:30 AM warangel1111 Have u watched the Manchurian Candidate?

4/7/2019 12:02:11 AM ekotoons SINATRA BABY

4/7/2019 12:03:00 AM warangel1111 My grandma hit him in the Head with a roller with a note rolled around it FYI

4/7/2019 12:03:16 AM j_lifeexplorer 🤝  I do recall "Vendetta" coming out, but never watched - paid attention to the Anonymous movement on distance, though, trying to discern where 

the difference was to prior movements.

Culture differences bare MANY vocabulary differences - huge risk of misinterpretations!

4/7/2019 12:03:16 AM olimyracle ThanQ You MJ Leader

New ]Hearth[ Leader ]Ship[

Performance

Who cares best for Peace?

Who cares best for Love?

Who cares best for Children?

Define Power

]O[ Pen

How do you Write History Now?

Why do you choose to incarnate?

Define Collective Experience

We are One

We are O

💞 pic.twitter.com/E3ocbqpMeZ
4/7/2019 12:04:00 AM j_lifeexplorer HAHA - good for her!

4/7/2019 12:04:25 AM redfootbluefoot Not thought out long enough before your tweet. I'd say.

4/7/2019 12:04:43 AM theydontknowwe1 With Liev Schreiber right? Yes. Freaky!

4/7/2019 12:07:05 AM warangel1111 She was a showstopper

4/7/2019 12:07:28 AM warangel1111 Probably

4/7/2019 12:07:51 AM warangel1111 Is What it is

4/7/2019 12:09:27 AM becca079 It’s all rigged.  Compartmental trauma and rewards to keep us distracted and scared. Programmed to fail. To accept their message and follow the stars

 ✨ #fallingStars Praise God for the remnant 🙏🔥 #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/ZrAmtGJynQ

4/7/2019 12:09:58 AM becca079 It’s a must watch Jane. Really.



4/7/2019 12:10:21 AM j_lifeexplorer And where lies the difference btw 'playing', 'acting', and 'being'???

Role psychology was never my 'thing'! Jungian (IMO) bogus! Could never identify w/ 'playing' a role, hence wouldn't bow to dictations of how I 'should 

act' 😜!

But admitted, a far majority have 'fallen' to it!

4/7/2019 12:11:48 AM gabrecken Yea isnt he married to Michael Robinson?

4/7/2019 12:14:22 AM redfootbluefoot Piss poor excuse to validate a lie in my eyes.

4/7/2019 12:15:37 AM redfootbluefoot Emotional response. That's all.

4/7/2019 12:16:23 AM becca079 So I recently searched the gematria for transformational science. Very eye opening connections. pic.twitter.com/dYUjykTQGG

4/7/2019 12:19:03 AM warangel1111 The Remnant is Awake

4/7/2019 12:19:55 AM warangel1111 😂 u have seen it than

4/7/2019 12:20:39 AM gabrecken Yea but I liked liev better than Barry

4/7/2019 12:20:50 AM warangel1111 Yep thanks for understanding.. I do that sometimes 😇❤️

4/7/2019 12:21:23 AM ekotoons ANONYMOUS "MOVEMENT" : FAKE "MAGA"

4/7/2019 12:22:14 AM becca079 Controlled opposition?

4/7/2019 12:23:15 AM warangel1111 Ivanka Hmm .. Interesting possibility of her being Ester? Or Melania .. But now thinking Ivanka

4/7/2019 12:24:29 AM ekotoons JANE I TRIED [AND FAILED]

TO EXPAND YOUR THINKING

EACH PROJECTS THEIR OWN

4/7/2019 12:25:49 AM becca079 Illuminate use gematria ... I believe God created this for our good and it’s been mirrored. We can trust His plan. He’s hidden in the code too.

4/7/2019 12:26:04 AM ekotoons HIJACKED AND SULLIED

A SYMBOL FOR LIBERATION

4/7/2019 12:26:16 AM j_lifeexplorer Absolutely agree! As said, observed it ("paid attention"), discerned messages - as it is crucial to pay attention what occurs around societies around the 

world. E.g. notice how 'conveniently' parts of IRA-movement has begun coming out of shadows again during Brexit!

4/7/2019 12:26:22 AM warangel1111 We have all failed with This Project But good try .. We still adore Jane 😁❤️💋

4/7/2019 12:27:12 AM ekotoons CORRECT

MESSAGE >

MESSENGER

4/7/2019 12:27:12 AM warangel1111 love u Jane ❤️

4/7/2019 12:27:49 AM mongrelglory Oh yeah!  I loved that movie! 😁

4/7/2019 12:27:52 AM ekotoons ALL THIS 

FOR A LARP?

LARPS FTW!

4/7/2019 12:28:24 AM arc339 Neighbor Randy Ford hybrid repto fallen shot mini nuke rocket bomb into my home, his toddlers beg for help, they are raped, sex porn, SRA, CSF, 

cannibalized by Shirley Scott, shape shifter repto. Randy, Shirley, Ken (mormn mafia) plot to bomb DJT, Randy moving to ID for op. Help 

pic.twitter.com/ufZD3S4QEw

4/7/2019 12:29:11 AM j_lifeexplorer Lol - perhaps it is the other way round? Who knows, whose thoughts have been "expanded"??? 😉

You are playing a game, as I see it. If you want a message across, be direct 😉

4/7/2019 12:30:26 AM redfootbluefoot Me too. We all have emotions, it's controlling them that makes the difference.

4/7/2019 12:30:48 AM j_lifeexplorer 😊ditto

4/7/2019 12:31:07 AM laura_621 Is there truth in the story told by Matilda O'donnell Macelroy?

4/7/2019 12:31:49 AM ekotoons DIRECT

LIKE Q

AND ETS

GOT IT! 👍

WILL DO  🤣

4/7/2019 12:31:52 AM clockworkanon  pic.twitter.com/7uzsfvCiQ2

4/7/2019 12:33:18 AM ekotoons THE PURPOSE OF STORIES

AND MYTHS AND LARPS

IS TO REVIVIFY TRUTHS

4/7/2019 12:35:06 AM warangel1111 Yeah that’s still a work in progress .. ❤️😂

4/7/2019 12:35:17 AM becca079 Is it the medium is the message? Are we a reflection of media or is media a reflection of society? This argument furthered Hollywood’s demise.  Their 

decadence knows no bounds ⚔️

4/7/2019 12:37:35 AM j_lifeexplorer 😁I see your hint, but literally, their messages are, to me, considerably more direct, even as puzzle pieces. They are not playing games!

4/7/2019 12:37:36 AM 17_3_161815214 He also researched and wrote many books. Reincarnation is our way. 3d is on Earth. Many lifetimes in order to reach our full spirituality with our 

creator.

4/7/2019 12:42:31 AM j_lifeexplorer From my perspective it's blurred into each other so much that it's difficult to separate. But there're 'pockets' around world from which there isn't the 

same effect from the whole frenzy. I've studied at distance for a long time, observing what was going on. Refused to be a part!

4/7/2019 12:43:46 AM ekotoons JANE WE ARE FRENZ

CURIOUS WHY YOU TAKE

LITERALLY THESE FIGURES

OF SPEECH

4/7/2019 12:45:37 AM mongrelglory Nice find WorldXplorer!

4/7/2019 12:48:06 AM ekotoons IF YOU SCROLL TO THREAD'S TOP

IT BEGINS W/MY DEFENSE OF EYE

AGAINST ANGER AND ATTACKS

4/7/2019 12:48:18 AM ekotoons TO TRUST PLANS IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

TO TRUST KEY PLAYERS IN THEIR ROLES

TO ENJOY THE MOVIE BEING PLAYED

BEFORE US

4/7/2019 12:48:41 AM ekotoons WE NEUTRALIZE

AND CONSUME

AND RETROFIT

THEIR LABELS

4/7/2019 12:49:15 AM j_lifeexplorer ❤️frens indeed, EKO!

I'm just a freak at reflecting, digging and 

philosophizing - it's who I am and my interests - was never meant as being offensive to you 🤗!



4/7/2019 12:52:38 AM j_lifeexplorer Love you, EKO ❤️! I never took your words as any attack at EtS at all - absolutely noted your backing from above. I was going way beyond that. Sorry, if 

it was misinterpreted.

4/7/2019 12:52:44 AM warangel1111 I like that 😁😇

Take The Power Back  https://music.youtube.com/watch?v=Geh6M87Njcs …

4/7/2019 12:52:54 AM mongrelglory People seem to be overwhelmed with the worries and demands of their daily lives. So when you try to point out these issues to them, it's like they've 

become overloaded and apathetic.  They don't seem to have any energy left to think about outside problems, let alone protest them!

4/7/2019 12:53:18 AM extradouble I know Orgonite as odd as it sounds is one of the Deep State supressed techs.

4/7/2019 12:55:16 AM mongrelglory Because CATS ARE GODS!  (At least that's what my cats tell me.)

4/7/2019 12:57:52 AM mongrelglory You're a crazy, funny man! 😆😆😆

4/7/2019 12:59:37 AM mongrelglory You are so funny April! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/7/2019 1:01:52 AM mongrelglory I thought they preserved the organs in sealed jars, left in the burial chamber.  However I don't recall specific discussion of what they did with the brain.

4/7/2019 1:04:21 AM 369naturallaw "walls doesn't work"

4/7/2019 1:15:07 AM justice_rebel Woody allen

4/7/2019 1:17:52 AM justice_rebel of courseI never have let my kids watch mtv, ppl all said I was crazy, but is it normal they teach girls that they are good for one thing only,and that 

money is the most important thing?

4/7/2019 1:26:32 AM mongrelglory You can cut through razor wire with bolt cutters. It's the double rows of razor wire, coiled under high tension that makes it tricky.  When you cut 

through it, the ends can snap back in your face. And you don't want to lose your balance and fall into the wire below!

4/7/2019 1:28:18 AM rebornkingent Can’t wait. https://youtu.be/tKnG06-oYcg 

4/7/2019 1:30:17 AM mongrelglory Oh!  Am I understanding correctly that the razor wire is electrified?  Using solar power back-up?  That will definitely make things tricky for illegal border 

crossers!

4/7/2019 1:30:28 AM peilmymailcom1 Nice! pic.twitter.com/1AhFfsg5JS

4/7/2019 1:47:33 AM _369311119 Is most of it a lie? pic.twitter.com/bsJYvK401E

4/7/2019 2:17:29 AM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"that there were men of all sizes, features, and complexions, in this hemisphere before 1492...white as Spaniards...black as negroes...all other shades 

of brown, tawny, and coppery, were scattered everywhere."  pic.twitter.com/xZHBXnHK33

4/7/2019 2:21:55 AM petitchevalb Thank you

Seemed more like a place to me: https://twitter.com/Hope321758/status/1113972714350444544?s=20 …

4/7/2019 2:57:07 AM majorarmybrat Wow. So proud of my country [heavily laced with sarcasm] 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

You all realize that’s to keep us in, don’t choo??

4/7/2019 3:05:38 AM djlok Wait, does the lightening bolt mean they are sending a charge through the fencing near the border powered by solar?

4/7/2019 3:16:16 AM majorarmybrat They’re so proud of their creation, they wanna show it off.

4/7/2019 3:22:50 AM petitchevalb But didnt you say there was no women in MJ12? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102996927719923712?s=20 …

4/7/2019 3:25:58 AM petitchevalb Gina Haspel brand new MJ12 member? 

Or Gina Haspel not a woman?

4/7/2019 3:33:46 AM clancy_birrell Hmm I did save something but I'm not in a position to hunt for it for the next 2 week's. Soz. I did lookup a few things on duck duck go re scalar waves 

and just followed the rabbit. If that helps?

4/7/2019 3:34:47 AM petitchevalb Ne me faites pas dire ce que je n'ai pas dit 😁

4/7/2019 3:36:21 AM clancy_birrell To learn and practice the ascension process prior to death and needing to do it forrealz? How to make it through the bardos?

4/7/2019 3:36:22 AM majorarmybrat There are NO coincidences...

4/7/2019 3:37:27 AM zagnett oh i now see that connection after sleeping on it. Duh! lol 🧐🤣☺

4/7/2019 3:39:20 AM clancy_birrell Within 108 recurrences. Better get serious. Apparently we are running out of time until the great recycling. My is-be must be a slow learner if I'm still 

here. :(

4/7/2019 3:39:48 AM majorarmybrat  pic.twitter.com/H91HleBx9K

4/7/2019 3:41:09 AM clancy_birrell The light bearer has been too effective and has us trapped too well?

4/7/2019 3:42:45 AM davidaustin105 Photo three (BL) is not a UFO.

1943 German prototype jet.

Canvas wings.

4/7/2019 3:43:11 AM zagnett  http://www.subterraneanbases.com 

i had to stop taking the article serious after the first sentence:

"It is no secret that Area 51 is perhaps the most secretive place in the world."

Wondering if people need to start perusing the list of bases around the U.S. & the world (link).

4/7/2019 3:44:28 AM clancy_birrell Just found this pic.twitter.com/qHSWF4r8q4

4/7/2019 3:44:37 AM clancy_birrell And this

 https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2019-02-22-en …

4/7/2019 3:44:51 AM zagnett Area 51 = "Look here! This is the 'secret' base you're looking for. The only one. There are no others. Trust the media! 😉"

ROFLLMAO

4/7/2019 3:46:23 AM 4on6 I just renewed my passport, so I don’t think they’re keeping me in. 👍🏼

4/7/2019 3:47:06 AM majorarmybrat Not yet...

4/7/2019 3:53:33 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ZGIdOQNkYa

4/7/2019 4:10:29 AM hudmagy The ??is;

Who's & which 'Scientists',

Ones controled by Cabal Illuminati or

Real - truthful, honest Scientists with Free Will !?!

4/7/2019 4:14:55 AM oxmanmartin Should teachers be able to engage in sexual relationships with their students?  Today’s panel... pic.twitter.com/JLlWoIYXLb

4/7/2019 4:17:13 AM oxmanmartin Another Panel guest pic.twitter.com/4TMOV8aeg9

4/7/2019 4:19:56 AM cypressbill1980 i learned it was to prepare the body for its journey to the afterlife

4/7/2019 4:34:17 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/fBkgJ29Y3V

4/7/2019 4:42:21 AM covertress 5 fingers on the right hand

1 finger on the left hand

cute

4/7/2019 4:49:26 AM clancy_birrell Does that signify 1951?

4/7/2019 4:51:04 AM covertress Area 51 

👽👽👽

🐸🐸🐸

4/7/2019 5:02:03 AM aurorasreality This lady???!!! 😳😳⬇️⬇️ https://theintercept.com/2018/05/17/gina-haspel-cia-director-torture/ …



4/7/2019 5:03:08 AM clancy_birrell Doh. Of course. Forehead slap.

4/7/2019 5:11:39 AM rosesrred0119 Hmmm someone is stuttering through this.. nothing can stop what's coming! Not even your sorry ALICE story.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/OldCraig/status/1114712418855182338 …

4/7/2019 5:32:29 AM realchindsight Does this mean an end to rem stage conscioussness transfer to cloning centres? Or will the new guard keep Hotel California up and running?

4/7/2019 5:33:17 AM moonbaby04371 U & me BOTH! If I knew THEN what I know NOW....Man! So much I would've done differently.

4/7/2019 5:34:57 AM jrocktigers Here was 45's official trip back east. pic.twitter.com/P86R76XuQI

4/7/2019 5:35:50 AM zagnett Fascinating.

4/7/2019 5:45:10 AM wheeledp I think I read that this account (magestic 12) is being called a shill/slide in some circles...of course mummification was an ascension process that's what 

the tomb artwork is all about. Your point? 🤔

4/7/2019 5:46:41 AM the_prophet_neo Bout time

4/7/2019 5:48:00 AM wearediamonds2 Go get em!!!

4/7/2019 5:49:18 AM allonkid at the alter of God, the holy perception of God's Son becomes so enlightened that the light streams into it, and the spirit of the Son of God shines in the 

Mind of the Father and becomes one with it.

4/7/2019 5:58:20 AM moonbaby04371 Emotional manipulation plays a big part here. The offender uses guilt & shame 2 make the victim consent. If that doesn't work, they use the victim's 

love 4 others (family) against them to force the victim 2 consent. If that doesn't work....then it gets physical. Total mindfuck.

4/7/2019 6:00:07 AM wearediamonds2 This sounds familiar. I think we were taught well at my school. It has since been designated a "Leadership" high school. They also taught us NLP. 

Hmmmmm....

4/7/2019 6:00:56 AM wearediamonds2 Ok...you are giving us a puzzle...

4/7/2019 6:11:10 AM enjoytheqshow1 👏👏👏 

Very nice 👊

4/7/2019 6:12:01 AM freestateojones Russia

Russia

Russia.

Red Scare 2.0

Here is an old response to being called a Russian Bot. 

I believe I'm far from that... https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/966407565541347328?s=19 …
4/7/2019 6:13:25 AM thekanehb This answers your question :) https://youtu.be/4MNHsNn19ug 

4/7/2019 6:20:24 AM mjamesom4 5:5 Patriot!

4/7/2019 6:22:47 AM monroevegas Ready for 5G? And 6G? All i hear about 5G is how DNA strands start splitting...a bunch other stuff...and cancer rates will sky rocket. That doesn’t sound 

good at all. 6G? Is that DNA nuking? My ears have a high pitch hum already all the time.

4/7/2019 6:29:03 AM covertress I want to try that!

4/7/2019 6:30:48 AM allahuniversal On the to-watch list

4/7/2019 6:32:58 AM jrocktigers An oldie, but a goodie!

4/7/2019 6:33:17 AM i8anenigma I have just come back from the astral plane and doing a lot of shadow work. The matrix is really gross. She are hooked up to each other. I learned a lot 

about. It's not pretty. Make fun as you wish. Me= dont care about petty disputes. Thanks. Have a good one.

4/7/2019 6:34:52 AM i8anenigma What you see here is not what you eat in the matrix. Lol. Don't think about it too much.

4/7/2019 6:41:13 AM i8anenigma P.s. why would you say this to a person? Are you a robot? Try some compassion.

4/7/2019 6:43:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 WHY? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1114731400920543232 …

4/7/2019 6:45:37 AM djlok The #MSM narrative is because unvaccinated people will begin infecting others with diseases.  Of course those "others" theoretically wouldn't get the 

diseases if they got the vaccines.

4/7/2019 6:45:40 AM pauliepg11111 Because realising vaccinations aren’t what “they” say they are is the gateway to awakening

4/7/2019 6:46:23 AM mva_r not available to me...

4/7/2019 6:47:01 AM charpier3 Come and get your shot, dear. It won't hurt a bit. What's in it? Why, nothing you should worry your little head about. Leave it to us. We know what's 

good for you and we will look after you.

No?

GET THEM!

4/7/2019 6:48:16 AM jrocktigers Suppression of DNA activation?

4/7/2019 6:49:19 AM sdcharge2k12 SMH. Why do you feel the need to condemn every living being who has never been taught your specific religion? Do you really think a loving god would 

do that? Does that make sense? Or maybe your book has been manipulated over time like everything else for control through FEAR?

4/7/2019 6:51:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 The objective of that hit piece was political. Take political anything with a grain of salt for decrement. Message over messenger.

4/7/2019 6:53:02 AM sdcharge2k12 I DO however believe in Jesus and his teachings and believe that the path to god is indeed through him but in a more logical way...You see he was sent 

here by god, like others before him, to TEACH the people to live in Christ-Consciousness which IS the path to the LIGHT!

4/7/2019 6:53:28 AM zagnett Russia & anti-vaxxer narratives combined? Come on stupid [cabal bitchez], enough already!

Up is down in the first sentence again:

"Russia is witnessing an anti-vaccination propaganda wave of alarming proportions and it poses a serious public health threat..."

4/7/2019 6:53:33 AM djlok I think maybe we could use another "hit" of those waves.

4/7/2019 6:55:37 AM djlok Or supression of DNA DE-activation?  What if we needed those vaccines so we couldn't use a super power we are born with to fly off-planet or 

something wild like that!

4/7/2019 6:56:29 AM sdcharge2k12 There have been other teachers in different periods of time though as well...The teachings of Buddha would also guide a human to live in Christ-

Consciousness just worded differently but in essence it is just another path to the LIGHT. God loves us ALL my friend!

4/7/2019 6:57:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if ascension was taught to animals too?

4/7/2019 6:58:16 AM ialibertybelle And those vaccinated are carriers of diseases.

4/7/2019 6:59:00 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, the whole thing!  😁

4/7/2019 6:59:44 AM djlok Could you picture that! Landmines across our Southern border.  Every human rights watch group in the universe would descend on that border in 

protest.

4/7/2019 7:01:02 AM djlok ...as in our nation is finally being "sealed up" after hundreds of years.  I'm following you!

4/7/2019 7:01:53 AM zagnett Will take lots of salt. 🤔

But must admit MJ GH is a big mystery. Would love to know more of her story. Must be fascinating. 😍

Even if the bad stuff is true/partly true, still quite possible GH is a soul now moving toward the LIGHT, which would be quite welcome. 😎

4/7/2019 7:01:57 AM carolin15161363 Is it because vaccines are used as a tool to weaken and control the masses?

4/7/2019 7:02:50 AM djlok Oh wow!  They didn't put that part in the brochure!!  I love it!!

4/7/2019 7:03:46 AM n7guardiananon Make going to school safe again!!!



4/7/2019 7:03:55 AM aprilbrown99 His name was Mr. Turkelson. He had to have been 75-80 yrs old. He didn’t smell very fresh. Anyhow, I was lucky, I sat near the door. But...when he 

finally realized I was leaving class he moved me to the other side of the classroom. 😃 He still fell asleep and I still left class.

4/7/2019 7:04:40 AM qurioser Very Interdasting. Hadn’t seen this before. Potential action at a distance. Better than spooky action at a distance. Same meaning. Tx.

4/7/2019 7:07:48 AM n7guardiananon Gladly didn't go, spent 4 years traveling experiencing and communicating with other cultures.  Didn't stop educating myself though.

4/7/2019 7:09:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know [about them], within the law (everything was technically legal), would you exhaust all options available to stop them?

4/7/2019 7:10:00 AM ragevirusqq I have never been able to figure out how unvaccinated could infect vaccinated. Doesn’t that prove the vaccine does not work?

4/7/2019 7:10:51 AM aprilbrown99 He didn’t engage with his students. He made history seem so boring. It was all about wars. I wasn’t interested in learning about massacres, I wanted to 

learn something creative. This was 10th grade. I think I got a D in that class. It was the same year my parents separated.

4/7/2019 7:11:49 AM decodematrix 1. Depopulation

2. People are not as easy to control without nanotechnology

I thought Russia would be leading the crusade against vaxxers, not anti-vaxxers.

4/7/2019 7:12:10 AM hambrickro 😎 Still waiting for your response to my question about ANTARCTICA ! Care to respond NOW ?  😎

4/7/2019 7:13:02 AM zagnett Absolutely.

4/7/2019 7:14:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/7/2019 7:15:26 AM zagnett What can/is being done to help MKs?

What can We do?

4/7/2019 7:16:47 AM hawkgirlinmn I thought there were no female members and they wouldn’t disclose who is a member?

4/7/2019 7:18:06 AM aprilbrown99 Trust👏the👏plan👏.  😉 POTUS is aware of all this. He isn’t going to let the 5G/6G harm us. Have faith. 

The ringing in your ears are most likely ascension symptoms. YouTube has several videos on this topic that could help.

4/7/2019 7:18:36 AM aprilbrown99 It is awesome.

4/7/2019 7:19:07 AM aprilbrown99 I love it. ❤️

4/7/2019 7:19:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Schadenfreude? https://twitter.com/BBCNews/status/1114811042008322053 …

4/7/2019 7:20:19 AM hawkgirlinmn What affect did this REALLY have though?

4/7/2019 7:21:25 AM covertress Is Putin a walk-in?

4/7/2019 7:21:56 AM djlok Very true.

4/7/2019 7:22:13 AM hawkgirlinmn Karma

4/7/2019 7:22:22 AM right_sideof Lets hear it for the animals!!!!

4/7/2019 7:22:29 AM maryschade14 Experiment with this.. There are no Archons Orionites or Pleidieans(sp) don't exist. New Agers will go beserk or blatantly will ignore. To me that is pure 

brainwashing. My point is not truth or falsehood right now, but the brainwash. 

Anal probing. mkultra.

4/7/2019 7:22:30 AM starehope The problem in the USA is the illegals flooding in. No record of them vaccinated, & there are 2 many vaccines today. A relative is allergic to an 

ingredient in the vaccine, not the actual vaccine. Dr. says put him in the hospital 24 hrs 4 observation by an allergist. No!

4/7/2019 7:22:36 AM zagnett #WWG1WGA v. Q 529 "4-6% LOST FOREVER"

MJ, what's your stance?

This little paradox never sat well with me.

4/7/2019 7:22:40 AM chris_losh_ Haven't heard that term in years! Thanks for the memory lane stroll..

4/7/2019 7:23:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Majestic 😎

4/7/2019 7:24:03 AM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/M1CS5CEkEC

4/7/2019 7:24:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Paradoxes sometimes don't sit well with most people.

4/7/2019 7:25:02 AM starehope LOL, everything in due time. Patience!

4/7/2019 7:25:10 AM djlok 👆👆👆 is why I love this account!!!

4/7/2019 7:25:31 AM aprilbrown99 Maybe Russia is worried about a revolt like the UK. This would be a good way to control the population?

4/7/2019 7:27:00 AM starehope David, what is DNA DE-activation?

4/7/2019 7:27:32 AM aprilbrown99 Nothing to see here.

4/7/2019 7:27:57 AM zagnett 5:5. ty

Standing by for more incoming "refugees" from what i like to call the [cabal warz]. They are most welcome here! 🥰😍🤩

Why "z"? Maybe the last letter of the alphabet = the last warz on Earth? Forever, or at least for a really really long time? Doable?

4/7/2019 7:28:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Know thy enemy.

4/7/2019 7:28:30 AM quebec99335648 #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #TheTimeIsNow #PatriotsFight #TheGreatAwakening #UnitedNotDivided #TheLightofChristWillOvercomeDarkness 

#MAGA #MCGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/5JMiH4Ia2t

4/7/2019 7:28:36 AM allahuniversal If you really want to know Robin...

From:ts_sci_majic12 Antarctica pic.twitter.com/26FTtVwG8F

4/7/2019 7:28:53 AM karentriebel a little

4/7/2019 7:29:14 AM hambrickro 😎 Right 🙄 if you say so 😎

4/7/2019 7:29:48 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1094449193119297536?s=19 …

4/7/2019 7:30:08 AM djlok Maybe there will be another 4-6% who Ascend and won't  return to be recycled here on Earth.

4/7/2019 7:30:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain the justification of BTC's energy consumption needs in order to long term maintain the blockchain - all for an alternative to Babylonian Majic 

Money. There is much to uncover pertaining to the origins behind BTC - tech aside.

4/7/2019 7:30:45 AM aprilbrown99 If this could only happen every time a poacher tried to do this. Problem solved!  The animals are working together to solve their problem. Brilliant! This 

is why I love animals so much. ❤️

4/7/2019 7:31:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

4/7/2019 7:31:53 AM hawkgirlinmn I think that number is higher, unfortunately.

4/7/2019 7:32:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Typists can't request info from MJ12 members, typist only receives and translates.

4/7/2019 7:32:03 AM right_sideof Cool show them how landmines work by catapulting them into the field. Im DONE with niceties

4/7/2019 7:32:38 AM allahuniversal Never

👁👀 Wide Open

4/7/2019 7:32:45 AM hambrickro 😎 Word Salad , appreciate the info . Looking for a more in depth answer from verifiable sources. 😎

4/7/2019 7:33:02 AM petitchevalb Oh ALICE? pic.twitter.com/1pnKPorQKW

4/7/2019 7:33:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your questions have been received, should MJ12 feel the need to convey the response, one shall be provided in due course. We don't pretend to have 

all answers to everything, though what we do comment on has a coincidence about it that challenges "is this real?" Its an operation.

4/7/2019 7:34:24 AM allahuniversal ? pic.twitter.com/fKHfO4GlZv



4/7/2019 7:34:27 AM hawkgirlinmn The fact that they refuse to answer at this time says more to me than we realize. You’re probably close to the target.

4/7/2019 7:34:36 AM aprilbrown99 I would definitely exhaust every option, tactic, measure, and means!

4/7/2019 7:34:55 AM starehope What's going on?

4/7/2019 7:35:39 AM djlok When you say "translates" does that mean simply typing the message out that comes from VOG tech?  Or does the typist have to understand a 

different MJ12 language that is used and then translate to English for us?

4/7/2019 7:35:45 AM starehope Future news! Incredible!

4/7/2019 7:35:59 AM sunbasileuo Excellent!!!

4/7/2019 7:36:21 AM grundemt Cha cha cha https://youtu.be/jRnKt3H8LrI 

4/7/2019 7:36:45 AM aprilbrown99 Wow! That would be a gift! 💝

4/7/2019 7:37:04 AM hambrickro 😎 Affirmative  😎 On target 😏 What did Buzz really see  😎

4/7/2019 7:38:08 AM djlok People who read all the tweets, meditate, and interact with this account frequently tend to have the "is this real" question answered over time.  At 

least that's been my observation.

4/7/2019 7:41:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 VOG

4/7/2019 7:41:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

Literally.

4/7/2019 7:42:23 AM starehope Elephant no doubt protecting others in family who may have been harmed. Lions eating supper. Nothing to see here.

4/7/2019 7:42:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Agreed

4/7/2019 7:43:32 AM zagnett Yup. Everything about BTC seems very wrong. Waste of time, energy, damages computers using all those clock cycles, another stupid speculative 

bubble machine. Also, people don't realize - it is fully transparent, at least to those who created it.

4/7/2019 7:43:42 AM allahuniversal Keep in mind that you're asking for classified information to be posted on a public forum. 

In the meantime, there's what's already been posted.

Put it all together for the full context. Takes work, but best to do that for one's own self until more is declassified.

4/7/2019 7:43:43 AM starehope This protector elephant warmed my heart.

4/7/2019 7:44:01 AM natureinspace We have free will. There will always be souls that go to and chose to remain in the darkness.

4/7/2019 7:44:58 AM cjptrsn Karma is a bitch....

That being said, I wonder if this Father was himself a victim of circumstance. What drives a human to crime. Was this his nature. Was this his intended 

life?

4/7/2019 7:45:14 AM mwannahockalugi Karma!

4/7/2019 7:45:20 AM djlok Bots be spitting out garbage!!!

4/7/2019 7:45:28 AM zagnett Wrt Antarctica - anything else you can tell us about Alexander Island yet? Channel next to it melting? If so, desired? If so, quickly enough?

4/7/2019 7:45:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 And to those who can decipher the language. The illuminati was able to hide in plain sight for 6,000 years before MJ12 gave the world the concept of 

the internet in an attempt to take this cabal down. Look deep into the code - anyone who tells me they understand the

4/7/2019 7:46:09 AM mrd_s_anderson Fibonacci Sequence

Red Thread

318

Not random

No coincidences

Follow the numbers

4/7/2019 7:46:54 AM linnyt7 Why do we recognize just deserts? Because we know good from evil?  Do we think we see God’s work there; the laws of the universe at work? An 

Affirmation of sorts. Is that a guilty pleasure?  By rights it’s between the man, the elephants and God who owns all vengeance.

4/7/2019 7:46:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 here and now, residual long term effects, and social construct implications must be full of shit unless they can explain WHY those sacrifices must be 

made in the name of a "transparent" Money Majic alternative.

4/7/2019 7:47:27 AM zagnett Been on here 4 months now and read many of the older tweets too, but not all. i think it's likely real. But i'm always open to the possibility that it's not 

real. If so, no big deal either. It's been a blast/fun! Twitter peeps can be so entertaining!

4/7/2019 7:48:12 AM starehope Wow, the elephant was protecting a rhino! Amazing!

4/7/2019 7:48:15 AM zagnett Then we have even more work to do.

4/7/2019 7:48:34 AM roublisa I’m becoming more and more curious about the North Pole .....lots of questions.... 🤔

4/7/2019 7:49:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signals

4/7/2019 7:50:38 AM zagnett True. But we shouldn't forget them if at all possible. Besides, many of these "lost" people were simply damage by the [cabal] in various ways but 

otherwise are/can be ok. Many just need the right kind of help.

4/7/2019 7:50:38 AM hawkgirlinmn Towards Maj12 since it is a majestic date and time?

4/7/2019 7:51:36 AM starehope It is the Way! It is simple. It is.

4/7/2019 7:52:07 AM rinmaries I had to look it up.  😬

4/7/2019 7:53:43 AM maryschade14 Good point. Add to this..

How is the World..In Debt to its self? 

It isn't. 

Value Of..is the subjective quality. 

Marketing..

Bitcoin blockchain what actually backs it? Fed Reserve notes?? Illusion.

4/7/2019 7:54:28 AM zagnett Good point.

Gematria, etc. Not very good at it myself, but i follow the SerialBrain2 dude best i can.

Haha [R__feller] not too happy with some of you MJz? 😉🧐🤓

4/7/2019 7:54:33 AM nancyddb Thank you so very much for your work and dedication.

4/7/2019 7:54:45 AM hawkgirlinmn Or rather Q (4+10+2019)and Maj12 (9am)?

4/7/2019 7:55:36 AM kevinmruel @DonaldJTrumpJr

@realDonaldTrump

@qanon76

@POTUS

@TheCollectiveQ

@GovMikeHuckabee

@LindseyGrahamSC

@DeepStateExpose

@EricTrump

@IvankaTrump

@seanhannity

@marklevinshow

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/PY9DcIMGxMs 



4/7/2019 7:55:42 AM roublisa Yep😉❤️

4/7/2019 7:55:51 AM worldxplorer1 My understanding is that the typists would sometimes receive complete “thought balls”. Paragraphs of information in an instant but not as actual 

words. More of an idea. The typist would then need to translate that idea into words and sentences. VOG transcends language restraints.

4/7/2019 7:55:53 AM prmd21801759 Goodmorning MJ 1 to 12!! 4.10.20 19 😉 in 3 days.

4/7/2019 7:56:19 AM godrus More than just #Symbolic, it was to attain #Actual ascension

What I don't understand is the king mummy caskets - wouldn't that interfere?

4/7/2019 7:57:21 AM djlok Whenever MJ12 asks that question it reminds me of another question we are programmed with: "do you believe in miracles?". I don't know why that 

always pops into my head, but it does.

4/7/2019 7:58:01 AM djlok That makes sense.

4/7/2019 7:58:06 AM zagnett i refuse to recognize ANY debts. Not our Countries'. Not other Countries'. No States' debts. No County/Local debts. Not my own personal debt, if 

needed. A strategy: "jingle mail" always an option when needed.

When can all just "jingle mail" the keys on the "money majick" system?

4/7/2019 7:58:55 AM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/SjghcmVPHG

4/7/2019 7:59:19 AM llzzyb If this is done to ascend, then what happens when you are cremated? That would be a little messy, when you arrive at your destination, right?! 😃

4/7/2019 7:59:43 AM narcissist_ghst it's not about religion, control, or fear.  "fear of god" is truly just a recognition of god's existence, identity, and power.  also, there aren't many people 

on earth who haven't heard the good news, the bible's the most well known book on the planet.  it doesn't teach religion.

4/7/2019 8:00:10 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  concerned?  https://twitter.com/dominic_apold/status/1114899104524640258 …

4/7/2019 8:00:25 AM zagnett i have no idea.

But i put it into 4-10-19 9 AM EDT in my calendar just in case, & will check. 🤓

4/7/2019 8:00:31 AM lbf777 MJ12, after years of research, I have perfected my Gifting Economy system.

It is simple, fair & would turn us all into upper Middle Class while simultaneously reducing the power of the Deep State to our level.

Take a look here: https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

4/7/2019 8:01:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks!

4/7/2019 8:01:11 AM maryschade14 Nimrod. Nineveh..Babel..Babylon. Who is Nimrod..Man who wanted to be God like. What corrupted our DNA to begin with? A speaking serpent with 

legs. 

1885..removal of scripture that could have answers. Who did Nimrod mimic?

I have no real answers per se..

ABailey New Age room..UN pic.twitter.com/lzHo5AiBNa

4/7/2019 8:01:19 AM chris_losh_ Had a officer friend in Germany that used to say that all the time, usually during combatives training..lol

4/7/2019 8:01:30 AM zagnett Could be. But until that day i'm going to keep asking. Fascinating area, that Alexander Island.

4/7/2019 8:01:32 AM lbf777 I did find that all systems must be dynamic (ever changing) to survive meaning we should always look for ways to upgrade all systems. Static systems 

(systems that never change) always end up dying. Dynamic is the key.

4/7/2019 8:01:37 AM vintagesquirrel That would explain the run-on sentences.

4/7/2019 8:02:51 AM zagnett With tech at first, but also Humans - helping others to upgrade their consciousness level so that perhaps one day much of, if not all, of the tech won't 

even be needed.

4/7/2019 8:03:06 AM allahuniversal How about an earworm to go with that? https://youtu.be/_-p8bOoFlPo 

4/7/2019 8:03:19 AM zagnett Welcome! 😍🥰😘

4/7/2019 8:03:49 AM aprilbrown99 Signals to whom? 🤔

4/7/2019 8:03:53 AM si11112018 woah... the hunter becomes the hunted.

4/7/2019 8:05:49 AM zagnett Are all MJs English speakers as their primary language? Seems like it. Any MJs speak other languages as their primary languages?

4/7/2019 8:05:53 AM djlok That was awesome! Had to watch to see if he got the cheese. LOL

4/7/2019 8:05:55 AM roublisa ❤️🇺🇸serial brain 🧠 I’m missing a few plug ins 😆 he is awesome at the decodes💥

4/7/2019 8:06:10 AM weremight In one sentence, marginal revenue must equal marginal cost -- if there is no cost, there can be no revenue.

4/7/2019 8:06:51 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks! That will be on constant playback in my mind all day! 😜

4/7/2019 8:08:16 AM starehope I have no clue about Bitcoin or most of the math presented here. Most subjects confuse me due to puzzling ideas or answers. Why talk of money if we 

are going to die anyway?

4/7/2019 8:08:18 AM zagnett You're right - we might not learn the answers from the "big accounts".

But the main reason i keep bringing it up over & over is not necessarily to "extract" answers from MJ. i want more & more of us know about these 

things, & to start/keep digging.

4/7/2019 8:08:28 AM roublisa Someone very close to me, not naming names...hint, 🤦♀️!. He was trained on how military intelligence uses Gematria and still doesn’t believe the Great

 Awaking is real, any of it!

4/7/2019 8:08:54 AM starehope He's very good at it!

4/7/2019 8:09:05 AM zagnett So even if MJ isn't real, then MJ would still be a really really useful larp in that regard.

4/7/2019 8:10:13 AM maryschade14 Exactly. I also do not recognize 'citizen'. Many historical Desporic regimes use Citizen. I am Sovereign Unique and my fingerprints footprints dna prove 

this..now this was no random collection of atoms or cells. Fibonnaci love. pic.twitter.com/KcrAsxDCXR

4/7/2019 8:12:02 AM natureinspace Why are they saying that they will be posting a photo when there really isn't any photos?

4/7/2019 8:14:19 AM starehope That is strange now that you brought it up. One would think opposite about Russia.

4/7/2019 8:15:15 AM roublisa You won’t be able to sleep knowing how [they] use BTC🤢🤮

4/7/2019 8:16:00 AM selvestekjetil  pic.twitter.com/vEo0jwOlPT

4/7/2019 8:17:25 AM roublisa The MAJESTIC creatures are sending a 5:5 message!😉👊

4/7/2019 8:17:31 AM djlok I know!  I don't think we ever had any of that bullshit going on when I was in school.  Of course it helped that none of the teachers were exactly 

"Lookers" when I was in school.

4/7/2019 8:17:37 AM jrocktigers When did Russia become the guiding light of freedom?

4/7/2019 8:19:12 AM n7guardiananon Venus meets up with Neptune on a power-packed April 10th

on April 10th, Jupiter planet of expansion, turns retrograde

4/7/2019 8:24:58 AM enomai_ Seen this, def. schadenfreude. I googled it. Thought, this had a deeper meaning, as well. 'Rhino' poucher

4/7/2019 8:25:28 AM charmanda9 After sleeping on this, I feel more strongly that using steel has deeper meaning. If the ancient Egyptians used steel tuning forks as tools for cutting with 

vibrational sound, what might that mean about these steel beams? Also, how might the Schumann resonance be affected?

4/7/2019 8:25:40 AM bsethhill09 Amen!

4/7/2019 8:28:21 AM the_fjalar Black Hole🕳 pic.twitter.com/scJ1Z3NQLB

4/7/2019 8:28:45 AM robertg69989098 Not that I’m going to allow them to give me one. But I’d like your thoughts on tetanus shot!!?? Please🙂

4/7/2019 8:30:15 AM drbohammer Not normally, but in cases like this... yes.

4/7/2019 8:30:37 AM starehope Who is in full panic mode? I'm beginning to think it should be us.

4/7/2019 8:30:56 AM vintagesquirrel Darwinian



4/7/2019 8:35:54 AM laurabusse Yeah that was a great movie LOL

I think it was a hint to not take the cold war seriously! And made fun of it of course. And of course now we know the cold war was at its heart just a psy 

op of the DS...

4/7/2019 8:37:41 AM theydontknowwe1 Are we in sacs somewhere like in the actual matrix?

4/7/2019 8:39:03 AM lib7473 Good AM Light Family - Did Antartica presence occur as stated here, and if so, any relations to the Andara ops w/c occurred in Fed/Mar?

4/7/2019 8:39:14 AM burning_raf Word 😂

4/7/2019 8:41:13 AM zagnett Yes, that's a fair number of them, & the [🤡s] directly created a lot of them. Many can be helped. We should try. That's what #WWG1WGA means.

4/7/2019 8:41:18 AM i8anenigma Yup. We exchange juices. It's lovely.  Not knowing is sometimes easier.

4/7/2019 8:42:11 AM i8anenigma Matrix movie = documentary. Most movies are just someone channeling other planes.

4/7/2019 8:42:52 AM bryanpenningt10 D. N. A.

4/7/2019 8:43:25 AM ragevirusqq I wonder if google thinks it Latvian because of the VPN or IP spoofing being used making it look like posting out of Latvia.

4/7/2019 8:43:56 AM burkewinkler So, defund Prog (1984) Ed.  Not another brain washed.  Stop making zombies programmed to destroy the Republic.  Defund, defund, defund.

4/7/2019 8:44:32 AM burkewinkler Best to defund Prog (1984) Ed.  Not another tax dollar.

4/7/2019 8:46:28 AM jesusluvsu29 Transportation begins at the cross

4/7/2019 8:46:34 AM weremight Longer: I was on a bus full of people anxious to get to work on time.  One man was late at the bus stop and had to catch the bus.  If he had not run, the 

bus driver would not have waited for him.  'Run or stay there' the driver said.

4/7/2019 8:46:41 AM mannyisright @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

SOM1-01 

Legit?

4/7/2019 8:49:03 AM weremight BTC requires energy for the same reason that man had to run rather than walk leisurely while everyone waited.  By running, he proved through extra 

work that his time was as valuable as everyone else's on the bus.

4/7/2019 8:51:20 AM _17patriot_ Yeah its a form of symbolic ascension, but question is, where are you ascending to? If you remove physical direction and stick with the spiritual 

perspective of the ether being in every direction, you could theoretically ascend to Sheol/hell or the negative realms 😉

4/7/2019 8:52:36 AM lovethebeach999 Energy exchange ... zero sum

4/7/2019 8:56:57 AM missy968 Looks like karma to me

4/7/2019 8:58:02 AM trtpct Lmao! Test run!

4/7/2019 8:59:15 AM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/nZkT4mcuTN

4/7/2019 9:00:29 AM zagnett Yeah, lots. But one of the basic is wth do they think of Tommy Williams (Truth, Honor, & Integrity show)? He also has an elaborate narrative that is both 

encouraging of the actions of the administration, but (seems to me) reasonably critical of the players at times.

4/7/2019 9:01:26 AM petitchevalb Thank you

4/7/2019 9:02:06 AM brianeppert Energy cannot be faked. It can be used for good or evil but mathematical evidence of its expenditure cannot be illusionary (a trick of the mind) as in the 

current money system.

4/7/2019 9:03:43 AM zagnett What i really want to hit hard on is the following:

Breakaway civs. (underground/above ground). How are we working toward coming together?

SSp (yes, small "p") apparently the real dangerous part of the SSP.

How We can help?

A lot is probably CLAS. But we must keep pressing.

4/7/2019 9:04:12 AM goyaeq If free energy tech is released than problem solved.

4/7/2019 9:06:32 AM ether_twin Indeed !

4/7/2019 9:11:28 AM zagnett If we get a chance to AMA T, GH, & maybe M, we could really get somewhere. i think that MJ combo could really help us figure out the real 40k picture, 

& how we fit in. They don't even need to share CLAS stuff really. Just give us the brass tacks on where are societies are headed.

4/7/2019 9:12:54 AM zagnett Sorry "are societies" should be "our societies".

4/7/2019 9:16:46 AM covertress Does this 11/11 CLAS technology have anything to do with the vibrations that I feel in my heart and 3rd eye chakras? 

I can feel this anytime that I think on it. It is an extremely pleasant feeling, like what I suppose a higher vibration would feel like.

4/7/2019 9:17:42 AM prmd21801759 ThankQ!

4/7/2019 9:18:02 AM vintagesquirrel Yes, but I bet they have time to keep up on sports, TV, and celebrity gossip. Priorities...

4/7/2019 9:18:18 AM justice31288002 I don't recommend anyone buy this book unless you need a doorstop or something to feed a fire. It's propaganda, and not even good propaganda like 

"American Sniper..."  Awful propaganda like 1950's "Reefer Madness" Propaganda

4/7/2019 9:22:32 AM zagnett Exactly. Wake up America/World!

4/7/2019 9:23:14 AM meefer_radness Why? Wouldn’t it be better to be apathetic or not entertain feelings of such a nature? When we take pleasure in others suffering even if deserved... 

how much better are we? What karma does that invite?

4/7/2019 9:29:33 AM roublisa The vibrations ....are they similar to palpitations for you?

4/7/2019 9:32:01 AM weremight And here's a mind bender -- why not use BTC to solve the illegal immigration problem?  Anyone can immigrate upon transferring a fixed quantity of BTC 

to a Federally controlled account, thus paying the social costs of immigration.

4/7/2019 9:33:30 AM lorripittman5 Talk about poetic justice

4/7/2019 9:34:30 AM weremight Thus, countries that wish to send more citizens must arrange for their citizens to have a certain hashrate, which creates an international monetary 

system based on the social costs of mobility, of either people or capital.

4/7/2019 9:37:58 AM meefer_radness So in your bio it says you communicate through voice of god technology and engineered nano tech. Can you explain how this is possible? Are you 

chipping your typists? How are typists selected? Can you prove yourself please?

4/7/2019 9:38:03 AM roublisa 🤔hummmm....agenda 21? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/grabaroot/status/1114542160152551424 …

4/7/2019 9:38:53 AM djlok Bingo!  Also I think part of the problem is that the “outside problems” have become inside problems for many without them even realizing it….while 

they were watching the Kardashians.

4/7/2019 9:39:25 AM charmanda9 I get heart palpitations. You? Sometimes I get what covertress is talking about though. It is a filling up with love feeling, like internal flight. It comes to 

me when I connect with someone else’s consciousness. Inexplicable understanding, a validation of emotions, chakras lit.

4/7/2019 9:42:23 AM moemc8 Elephants are beautiful creatures.  Have seen videos of them with tears, actually mourning loved ones.  Sickens me that they are hunted.  However, I 

take no glee in the poacher being mauled by lions either.  I wish no ill will on anyone, or at least I try not to.

4/7/2019 9:43:27 AM smith_jere Majestic.

4/7/2019 9:45:56 AM roublisa Yes this sounds similar....for past two days I was feeling fluttering and actually as I’m typing this it is happening....not as strong as palpitations ...more 

consistent and similar sensations in my lower throat area.  I enjoy the tingling that occurs on my head usually left side

4/7/2019 9:46:28 AM meefer_radness Negative energy and responses do nothing to advance spiritual growth. If we are to let go of our Ego wouldn’t things like this distract and corrupt the 

pure message from our soul that we are all one. Who are we to take joy or delight in someone’s death?

4/7/2019 9:48:46 AM meefer_radness Are you legit M12?  I expected a more civilised and advanced perception. I have seen proof from Q and Eye the Spy that they are credible. Do you have 

anything tangible or otherwise that can verify you are who you claim to be. How are these typists channeling you?



4/7/2019 9:49:55 AM theydontknowwe1 That video😂🤣😂 “There are winners and losers, if your dad says it’s about having fun he’s a loser”😂🤣😂

4/7/2019 9:51:05 AM fionasdestiny67 Excellent response. KUDOS👏👏💞

4/7/2019 9:55:38 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can we talk about this bs please🤨  https://twitter.com/Whats_Aleppo/status/1114871449246941184 …

4/7/2019 10:01:02 AM deplorable_s Hmmm guess who also involved w vaccines? pic.twitter.com/A9wkIeGuxY

4/7/2019 10:02:07 AM cypressbill1980 but then i was taught the 100 ton stones inside the pyramids were hauled into place by men with ropes and log rollers.

go figure

4/7/2019 10:03:05 AM hawkgirlinmn I haven’t heard from these two whistleblowers that testified under oath. I thought this was going to be referred along with the plane load of evidence?

4/7/2019 10:04:10 AM narcissist_ghst the bible's take on religion is summed up nicely by what jesus had to say to the pharisees.  also, there's no denying the book has been exploited, yet it 

still says "do not fear" 365 times.

4/7/2019 10:04:23 AM jswdh1 My dad's left ear does that because he had a tumor behind his ear they took out but he still has hearing loss and humming... he doesn't use a cell 

phone at all... might want to get it checked out!

4/7/2019 10:07:38 AM monroevegas Ascension symptoms? I must be sensitive to something.

4/7/2019 10:10:28 AM guinnbonnie Works in Israel and Poland.

4/7/2019 10:10:33 AM monroevegas I hear a high pitch frequency like when a TV is plugged in. I just figure I can hear all the radio freqs that are blasting through the air.

4/7/2019 10:10:54 AM guinnbonnie 🙄🙄🙄🙄

4/7/2019 10:11:28 AM guinnbonnie  https://twitter.com/realjameswoods/status/1114590856005079040?s=21 …

4/7/2019 10:11:35 AM jswdh1 I'm sorry!

4/7/2019 10:13:52 AM guinnbonnie  https://twitter.com/guinnbonnie/status/1113853506887221248?s=21 …

4/7/2019 10:14:12 AM meefer_radness I am probably going to be the only person to question stuff here. No doubt I will get blocked or called Alice. It takes someone to stand up and ask. After 

so much lies and larps where is some kind of proof? This is becoming a distraction.

4/7/2019 10:14:13 AM monroevegas Lol nothing to be sorry about. Im sure i am fine. Its not an overwhelming sound. But we do have lots radio frequencies around us. But thank you.

4/7/2019 10:14:59 AM lorripittman5 I have only opinion of others that I feel is reasonable but no sauce to back it up.  I seriously do not believe No Name had cancer and I do believe he was 

executed. Poppy Bush I am not so certain of but he also could have been executed.

4/7/2019 10:15:03 AM guinnbonnie Keeping illegals out is a sign of sovereignty. 

NoOne is keeping US  citizens in.

Ptopoganda is not truth.

4/7/2019 10:15:24 AM guinnbonnie *Propoganda

4/7/2019 10:16:42 AM guinnbonnie  https://twitter.com/realjameswoods/status/1113342917865660416?s=21 …

4/7/2019 10:17:30 AM jswdh1 You're welcome! God Bless!

4/7/2019 10:18:24 AM warangel1111 Oh yes this Dood .. Wasn’t he expelled

4/7/2019 10:18:47 AM charmanda9 For me, sometimes a fluttering, like you say. Sometimes big thumping palpitations. But this high vibrational feeling is different. Like my inner self is 

singing and my pain is nonexistent for a time. Euphoric.

4/7/2019 10:18:49 AM fionasdestiny67 Focus your attention to the side that is giving you the tones, focus on your 

"Majestic Tones"💞

4/7/2019 10:19:29 AM hawkgirlinmn “Is this real?” Not a coincidence. https://twitter.com/devinnunes/status/1114405163723153409?s=21 …

4/7/2019 10:19:42 AM ekotoons HE WAS DUMB + SLOPPY

HOW MANY MORE ROSE

UP THROUGH RANKS? pic.twitter.com/ZrXTTIoWL9

4/7/2019 10:20:40 AM warangel1111 Oh so many ... Commies all of em

4/7/2019 10:20:41 AM mongrelglory I almost didn't recognize you with that different picture!  Who is that man?

4/7/2019 10:21:08 AM love4thegameak Truth!!! Love it! ThanQ EKO.

4/7/2019 10:21:37 AM jrocktigers haha.. none other than Jake Tapper.

4/7/2019 10:22:09 AM richardhiatt16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It’s about TIME.....  https://twitter.com/heatherjones333/status/1114934060776927232 …

4/7/2019 10:22:10 AM mongrelglory Since the Russians kicked the Rothschilds out of their country's banks and kicked George Soros and his NGOs out of their country, we assumed they 

were on to the Globalist's agenda and were fighting it. That's why this Russian vaccine push is confusing!

4/7/2019 10:22:57 AM jrocktigers Dont F with Santa!

4/7/2019 10:23:49 AM jrocktigers Stay Frosty.

4/7/2019 10:24:27 AM aprilbrown99 ThanQ SISter!  🇺🇸

4/7/2019 10:25:28 AM mongrelglory Instant karma. 😑

4/7/2019 10:27:17 AM zagnett Santa must have a lot of "majestic" tech, especially wrt anti-grav, reindeer MK programs, expanding time, & even majestically minimizing his waistline, 

in order to keep such a clandestine gift-giving op. going for so long. 🤔

So yeah, definitely wouldn't F with Santa! 🤣

4/7/2019 10:27:56 AM monroevegas Thank you. And may God bless you with all you are in need of today and always.

4/7/2019 10:28:12 AM mongrelglory They've already explained how the typists channel them.  It involves a microchip and VOG technology.  You can read about it in past tweets.

4/7/2019 10:29:05 AM covertress Is the 11/11 CLAS technology being used to shift humans to a higher density?

Are the strange vibrations we're feeling part of this change?

4/7/2019 10:29:32 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/lzIusGEJN-Y  listening to this right now....very telling...I love the old recordings...who knew we’d have this internet besides 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/7/2019 10:29:54 AM mongrelglory People question things here all the time.

4/7/2019 10:30:12 AM covertress Singing. What a great way to describe the feeling!

4/7/2019 10:30:57 AM monroevegas Sometimes I wonder about these tones. Majestic thoughts and inspirations. The veil keeps me from knowing 100% of where they come from but I test 

and analyze and think about much with an open mind. Idk if that even circumscribes my feelings.

4/7/2019 10:31:52 AM roublisa New Berlin inner earth🤔 ....adding up 💥💥💥

4/7/2019 10:31:55 AM mongrelglory I guess people are cheering the fact that the animals successfully defended themselves against an unprovoked attack.  What's more interesting is that 

the poachers were hunting rhinos, and the elephants stepped in (literally) to stop them.  The lions just cleaned up the mess.

4/7/2019 10:32:10 AM jswdh1 Thank you so much!

4/7/2019 10:32:57 AM starehope Trump mentioned 5G and even 6G at the SOTU speech.

4/7/2019 10:36:22 AM starehope Does MJ response mean day and night charging?

4/7/2019 10:37:40 AM meefer_radness That’s great to hear. I was worried to be honest. it’s starting to feel like this could be a distraction psyop. M12 just posts some things I doubt come 

from someone advanced or willing to share any true knowledge. I want to believe but I’m not stupid either.

4/7/2019 10:38:18 AM nun_chucknorris It’s actually quite brilliant. If you can’t believe it or are unwilling to put the time in, it just looks like a bunch of shenanigans. Once it starts to resonate, 

you want moar, and moar, and moar, until it becomes unquestionably real. Then you 💩 your pants. Then you love it.

4/7/2019 10:39:20 AM meefer_radness Aren’t the chipped people the ones with the Cabal? and 🤡?

4/7/2019 10:40:09 AM aprilbrown99 👍 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1114735145658068992 …

4/7/2019 10:40:20 AM meefer_radness Forgot to add .. thanks and I will look for more detail on this.

4/7/2019 10:44:08 AM mongrelglory My cats are very good at meditating! 😑



4/7/2019 10:44:21 AM meefer_radness I see that too. ❤️ I love animals perhaps more than most people somedays. Giraffes are something that fills me with awe. I don’t condone poaching, 

but I can applaud a death either.

4/7/2019 10:47:12 AM mongrelglory Zealots usually don't wish to be "saved" from their beliefs.

4/7/2019 10:47:56 AM andress45303251 Maybe. Never really thought about it. Hopefully not being passive aggressive. Don't think so.

Maybe you're projecting?

4/7/2019 10:48:02 AM roublisa I am hearing a completely different narrative with my awakened ears🤓🧐 there is way more to Byrd than ....well you get the picture IS-BE s🐸

4/7/2019 10:49:36 AM alinahere It is not just about the wall, think 5G. 😉👍This Wall means more than anyone knows. 🇺🇸🎉

4/7/2019 10:50:17 AM andress45303251 Well that's good to know

4/7/2019 10:51:03 AM mongrelglory There's an old psychiatry joke.  "How many psychiatrists does it take to change a lightbulb?"

   "Only one, but the lightbulb has to really want to change."

People have a right to their beliefs as long as they don't infringe on others. Karma is the ultimate teacher over time.

4/7/2019 10:51:37 AM alinahere They should be using American Steel! Inadequate and poor steel is what China was allegedly selling us, as per my understanding. @POTUS is making 

America stronger and better. 👍🇺🇸😉

4/7/2019 10:53:01 AM maryschade14 In lieu of the School DragQueen predator problem in Houston. These people are sick. Teachers UNION-S..Unis Un Uno. 

English language is a damned trip.

4/7/2019 10:54:06 AM charmanda9 Yes! I have pondered in this statement by Q since it was given. I would like to know how it might relate to 5G. Anything else you can add?

4/7/2019 10:54:52 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN to that.. Too much “traffic”!

4/7/2019 10:55:44 AM zagnett True, the free will thing is critical. But many (i bet) could be reasonably persuaded to accept help / improve their own lives.

It may take the right kind of psychiatrists too - ones that won't screw / screw with their patients.💡

Sorry, bad joke i know. i just had to. 🤓

4/7/2019 10:56:22 AM _chelseaproject Do you know where that is and how much has been built? White house not providing that info.

4/7/2019 10:56:39 AM richardhiatt16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , are you ALL over this.. Control mechanism?  https://twitter.com/Jonessense/status/1114928593816023041 …

4/7/2019 10:59:17 AM mongrelglory To me, running implies that the man is considerate of the other people's time (and the driver's schedule).  It is a form of apologizing to them for making 

them wait for him.  If the man had walked, it would be perceived as indifference, hence the bus driver wouldn't wait for him.

4/7/2019 10:59:30 AM n7guardiananon My question would be who taught them the Ori or the Ancients?

4/7/2019 11:00:33 AM lenzaq Thx

4/7/2019 11:04:27 AM richardhiatt16 Thank you....

4/7/2019 11:07:51 AM starehope Home page is the same.

4/7/2019 11:09:10 AM covertress Has MJ12 already disrupted the IS trap, using the CLAS tech on 11/11?

4/7/2019 11:11:00 AM richardhiatt16 🤣

4/7/2019 11:16:51 AM covertress I'm reading the Majestic 12 tweet archive... and I'm on 03 Dec 2018, so you'll be seeing my likes and RTs from that time.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

4/7/2019 11:20:25 AM mongrelglory That's a good question!  MJ-12, are any of your members citizens of other countries, or is your organization purely a U.S. operation?

4/7/2019 11:22:42 AM theydontknowwe1 It is isn’t it. Cool when a word feels like it should, like a heart onomatopoeia.

4/7/2019 11:25:08 AM djlok I've been reading about Ordo Templi Orienti.  It's one of those things I felt like I knew about at one time and now have no recollection of when I would 

have discussed it.

4/7/2019 11:26:06 AM mongrelglory I think Q was referring to 4 to 6% of the population that were so deeply brain-washed that reasonable discussion/persuasion would be virtually 

impossible.  We'll have enough trouble persuading the other folk who are die-hard Democrat voters and regular CNN/NBC watchers etc...

4/7/2019 11:26:53 AM mongrelglory Literally!

4/7/2019 11:30:52 AM mongrelglory They said the typists came from MK-ultra programs.  As MJ-12 have admitted all along, they were forced to work with the Cabal/CIA when Bush Sr. 

took over control of them, but have broken free of that control in recent years.

4/7/2019 11:30:54 AM _girlmaher_ It's great, it brings attention to old stuff that is actually timeless. Thanks for doing that @covertress

4/7/2019 11:31:31 AM lynnmar42209594 Waste not want not. The Lions did a good job tidying up

4/7/2019 11:32:56 AM starehope Is VOG a term used so humans can identify and relate?

4/7/2019 11:33:18 AM mongrelglory I also appreciate that MJ-12 don't block people who question them or dispute their veracity.  They respond to criticisms calmly and correct any false 

assertions, but they also admit their mistakes.

4/7/2019 11:34:19 AM zagnett  http://www.chakoteya.net/movies/movie8.html …

Star Trek First Contact actually mentions it, but on the moon:

RIKER: "Sure we do. It looks a lot different. There are fifty million people living on the moon in my time. You can see Tycho City, New Berlin, even Lake 

Armstrong on a day like this."

4/7/2019 11:34:21 AM mongrelglory That's interesting Nicole.  What do you think it might be a cover story for?

4/7/2019 11:34:55 AM roublisa Nice!

4/7/2019 11:35:35 AM mongrelglory ?

4/7/2019 11:35:45 AM zagnett Very well could be. It'll be trouble for sure. But we must try.

4/7/2019 11:37:28 AM mongrelglory Ah!  Since I never watch CNN, that's why I didn't know who he was! 😋

4/7/2019 11:37:54 AM jones9536 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/C1iArPtW8L

4/7/2019 11:38:01 AM jrocktigers As a child, my grade school had the largest bomb shelter in our city. We practiced nuclear attack scenarios. My mom was a secretary of the high school. 

I spent hours in the summers hanging out in the bomb shelter. Stay Frosty is an army term to basically keep your eyes peeled.

4/7/2019 11:40:40 AM jrocktigers I'm trying to project my serious , heartfelt projection of virtue.

4/7/2019 11:42:56 AM princesspatrio1 Think for yourself. Stay united. Not everyone will agree, which is ok. Healthy discussions rooted in love are beneficial. 🙏❤️

4/7/2019 11:44:12 AM realityloominng "we do comment on has a coincidence about it that challenges "is this real?""

Does this mean MJ12 can remotely orchestrate a "coincidence" to a random person, with their comments?  To challenge people open-mindedness? 

Make them ask "Is this real?" - Cause that's working

4/7/2019 11:44:21 AM kathleen3693693 You are correct. It's all about the message--not the messenger.

Who the messenger is/was/will be does not matter. The message is the important part.

4/7/2019 11:45:02 AM ekotoons SHOULD I DO

A TIMELAPSE 

OF THIS ONE?

4/7/2019 11:46:28 AM qtpi3_14 Stand firm in TRUTH.  We've been told...  time to PUT ON THE FULL ARMOR OF GOD.  Know why you believe what you believe... stay the course!

4/7/2019 11:46:51 AM qtpi3_14 Always 😁



4/7/2019 11:47:20 AM mongrelglory Opiate of the masses. I truly think people use TV, along with alcohol and food to "zone out" from their stress. That's why they don't like facing "reality" 

and get irritated with those of us who bring up dark truths. They're trying to run away from their anxieties, not face more!

4/7/2019 11:51:45 AM mongrelglory When I asked them previously about future contact with underground breakaway civilizations, they said they weren't particularly interested in meeting 

us. (paraphrase). I've asked about the German breakaway SSP and the Dark fleet, but no answer. I'd love to learn about possible...

4/7/2019 11:52:26 AM mongrelglory ...ancient breakaway civilizations, like the Mayans etc...

4/7/2019 11:52:46 AM djlok 👆👆👆 so true!!!  If they aren't drunk, they might as well be because of how detached from reality they all are watching the #MSM.

4/7/2019 11:54:57 AM mongrelglory I will try to paraphrase my questions about where we're headed differently to see if I can get more information.  MJ-12 really has re-iterated that we're 

headed for a better future, but seem to be reluctant to give out too many details, other than "household replicators".

4/7/2019 11:56:27 AM andress45303251 Got a line? How 'bout just a bump? pic.twitter.com/qHyrgbk2Tn

4/7/2019 11:56:56 AM douloskaren  pic.twitter.com/RrnXLMp6HI

4/7/2019 11:57:15 AM mongrelglory Way to make history not seem very inspiring, eh?

4/7/2019 11:58:19 AM andress45303251 Hey broseph!!!

Love ya!

Slay them demons yet?

Call me.

4/7/2019 11:59:18 AM andress45303251 AWESOME fucking song!!!!

LOVES!!!!

4/7/2019 11:59:32 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   MJ, this stamp should be removed from circulation. I really hope the entire truth comes out about the Bush Cartel and all the 

crimes [they] have committed. Power back to the People.  https://twitter.com/jgm41/status/1114683587876540416 …

4/7/2019 11:59:34 AM mongrelglory 😆

4/7/2019 12:00:10 PM jrocktigers Had to change it... that was long enough.

4/7/2019 12:00:51 PM mongrelglory Certainly it will be in our best interest to try.  We're going to have to share the planet with them!

4/7/2019 12:03:14 PM mongrelglory Ah!  I lived in Montreal during the FLQ (terrorist) bombing incidents. It was the only time martial law was ever declared in Canada (under Pierre 

Trudeau).  Since our school was an English one, we would get bomb threats phoned in, so we'd have to evacuate and sit out in the ...

4/7/2019 12:04:02 PM qtpi3_14 A heart onomatopoeia!!!!!   I just love you Reg.  This is my new favorite thing to think about

4/7/2019 12:04:06 PM mongrelglory ...sports field under the baking sun.  Funny enough, those bomb threats never got phoned in during the winters! 🤔

4/7/2019 12:04:52 PM abagofcandy Ooohhhh good analogy, that actually makes a lot of sense! Keeping out the bad energies/influences during our ascension into whatever is next, totally 

makes sense.

4/7/2019 12:06:03 PM covertress In what way does Marijuana "temporarily alter" ascension?

4/7/2019 12:07:50 PM theydontknowwe1 🤗

4/7/2019 12:10:26 PM tlockes Check the penitentiaries.

4/7/2019 12:11:33 PM zagnett i'm thinking more likely ones we'll learn a lot about soon & potentially integrate with directly to some extent are those that broke away in the last 

century only. But would be nice to learn more about the others, maintain friendly relations, & someday have the chance to visit.

4/7/2019 12:14:15 PM arrow_mystic  pic.twitter.com/SCgavwgwQS

4/7/2019 12:19:57 PM zagnett Evidence?

4/7/2019 12:20:26 PM jrocktigers You decide.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=QMoC4I7xfZg …

4/7/2019 12:20:37 PM mongrelglory 👍

4/7/2019 12:21:01 PM gina_ginajolene Thank you, Lisa!

4/7/2019 12:21:18 PM norcalrealtor1 Justice by some of our four legged Earth Angel Warriors!!😇😇😇😇

4/7/2019 12:23:20 PM mongrelglory "Only the shadow knows..."  That might be a bit before your time! 😝

4/7/2019 12:23:49 PM roublisa Where is information sourced from @PLATOSCAVE007  Gina was not involved....🤥🤥🤥🤥🤥@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abu_Ghraib_torture_and_prisoner_abuse …

4/7/2019 12:23:56 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/KxbUc4HHhh

4/7/2019 12:25:58 PM kathleen3693693 The wreckage they're leaving behind gobsmacks me. BILLIONS of people affected. Many may never believe the truth and will claw and screech in 

angst, somewhat peacefully. Some may wreak havoc and perpetuate evil, like uncontrollable, rabid dogs. I pray for all, for a good outcome.

4/7/2019 12:28:10 PM zagnett i bet a lot of the people in the recent BA civs. want to get to know us too. but i think many of them are/were more heavily 

programmed/controlled/enslaved directly than most of us. They've been through a lot. More than most can imagine i think.

Waiting patiently (well sort of).

4/7/2019 12:30:22 PM lbf777 When are we going to stop using this filthy Babylonian Money Magic?

4/7/2019 12:35:03 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunted_(Star_Trek:_The_Next_Generation) …

i think the story were living through currently is similar (not exact) to Star Trek TNG: S3 E11 "The Hunted" (link). "Super soldiers" enhanced to protect 

their society aren't let back in that society after a war. Instead they're imprisoned.

4/7/2019 12:36:02 PM mongrelglory I'm not sure...they always warn us not to mistake photographic artifacts for real anomalies.

4/7/2019 12:36:29 PM kathleen3693693 People have been deliberately programmed to be overwhelmed and apathetic, essentially forfeiting free will.  

Turn off the TV. Cripes, they don't call it "television programming" for naught.

4/7/2019 12:38:12 PM mongrelglory I know the episode you're referring to.  Those certainly will be a challenge to re-integrate. I was more thinking of the crazed "pussy-hat" wearing 

Liberals.  They scare me more than super-soldiers!

4/7/2019 12:39:54 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=g8MYsii4DZY …

4/7/2019 12:40:11 PM truth_again  pic.twitter.com/GSMlCbYl0R

4/7/2019 12:43:58 PM zagnett In real life, i think we need their help, and they need ours. i think We can deal & get what we All want, or should - Freedom. As much as is karmically 

allowed in this Universe (i.e. do no harm to others). Nothing less would suffice.

4/7/2019 12:45:02 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/QQJVapulVv

4/7/2019 12:47:27 PM zagnett Well that ep. is just a small part of the apparent Breakaway civs. They seem to have very highly-trained individuals in many specific areas. i think the 

problems will be more like how to live w/freedom. How to make good choices. Some of MJ's tweets seem to hint at this.

4/7/2019 12:47:36 PM blsdbe Voice of God

4/7/2019 12:50:47 PM princesspatrio1 Definitely. 🙂💥

4/7/2019 12:51:32 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/ZToc5OwiGC

4/7/2019 12:51:38 PM zagnett Dang even a lot of us need simple good advice to make good choices too lol.

4/7/2019 12:54:55 PM andress45303251  https://images.app.goo.gl/C2AamSLf67MosGQT8 …

4/7/2019 12:58:06 PM andress45303251 Meatballs. Like all of us...

😂😂😂



4/7/2019 12:58:54 PM zagnett Good read, thanks!

Minority Report - good movie. Sounds like we're already there, have been for a while, & a lot of us just don't know it yet.

4/7/2019 1:01:00 PM tamiwils0n22813 Yes!

4/7/2019 1:02:29 PM zagnett You are just restating really.

I'm not saying blockchain itself isn't a good idea. i'm just saying the way BTC is implemented is not a good implementation of it. It's definitely got the 

mark of the [cabal] written all over it.

Please feel free to participate in BTC. i won't.

4/7/2019 1:03:24 PM andress45303251  https://images.app.goo.gl/fqSd73sSVoSJ2mMW8 …

4/7/2019 1:10:51 PM zagnett Maybe to get society to think of you in a manner inconsistent w/the truth, to control you? Get you do to what they want?

Then they get good [cabal] perf. reviews?

Would you feel comfortable telling more about these "pre-cogs" & what they did to you? How they lied about you?

4/7/2019 1:17:36 PM kathleen3693693 Interesting concept: "Several studies have produced evidence that self-esteem has a negative relationship with the frequency and intensity of 

schadenfreude experienced by an individual." pic.twitter.com/6jY18gWCpj

4/7/2019 1:26:18 PM majorarmybrat “No”

🤣🤣🤣

4/7/2019 1:28:16 PM mskeens1962 I just know this week is going to be huge & I'm going to miss it 😟😢 pic.twitter.com/yVrWcbhgxn

4/7/2019 1:29:50 PM zagnett Yes i'd be scared too. That is understandable for sure.

& no they don't seem very thankful! If i may ask, how were you introduced to these people/monsters?

Millions on you, specifically? One person?

Btw Thank You for sharing!

4/7/2019 1:29:58 PM allahuniversal Q is a psyop proving that

1. All info from an external source is a psyop

2. Disinformation is real, necessary, and unavoidable. 

3. Not all psyops are ill-intended

New "think for yourself" psyops running to break the old psyops run on us for 1,000s of years #GreatAwakening

4/7/2019 1:30:48 PM princesspatrio1 We are here for you Margaret. We'll fill you in and keep you up to date. Focus on getting better and resting. Praying for a successful surgery and a 

quick recovery. 💜🙏

4/7/2019 1:34:35 PM janice_spears56 Hmmmm 🤔

4/7/2019 1:38:36 PM deplorable_s ....and then we have UPS Partnering w Merrick to bring vaccines to your home to administer !

This plan is pressing fast and w aggression!

4/7/2019 1:40:15 PM deplorable_s  pic.twitter.com/yv3iRUkKkz

4/7/2019 1:44:06 PM allahuniversal Can agree that the Bible itself is not the problem. However the same Bible which says do not fear 365 times, says to fear God. Quran says the same. So 

(misplaced) fear is still a factor. Why use the word fear? Fear of God = Fear of Love. How does that reconcile?

4/7/2019 1:45:37 PM laurabusse Surmisation. I started saying surmision a few yrs ago.

LOL

4/7/2019 1:48:56 PM laurabusse Her list grows longer.

I wonder if she just woke up one day and said...i wonder how evil i could be?

4/7/2019 1:49:31 PM zagnett  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119174/?ref_=nv_sr_2?ref_=nv_sr_2 …

What movie is "The Game"? The one in the link?

May i ask what they were training (or trying to train) you to do?

4/7/2019 1:53:47 PM laurabusse I got one like 20 yrs ago after i realized i was gardening (no gloves) with an open cut.

I wouldn't do it again. I would take a chance.

@MedicalMedium teaches how to consume antiviral foods, supplements etc. Books, web site, Instagram, fb.

Amazing info.

4/7/2019 1:56:44 PM mskeens1962 TY Dear, I should have my cell by the 11th but probably won't make sense due to meds - not that I make much sense now. I'll be there for a week so 

maybe I'll meet other MAGA Frenz. 🙌🕊 Blessed pic.twitter.com/sk3PkTdcMf

4/7/2019 1:58:05 PM laurabusse LOL

4/7/2019 2:01:45 PM laurabusse Glad you did LOL

4/7/2019 2:02:52 PM laurabusse Yes the lies continue...

4/7/2019 2:07:26 PM starehope Also, they reject Muslims and gay people. They are supposed to be Christian.

4/7/2019 2:13:20 PM narcissist_ghst it reconciles if one is evil or contemplating it, basically.  i mean, we're all tempted at certain times in our lives...perhaps all the time on some level.  

doing the wrong thing is often easier than doing what's right.  it's a recognition of law and authority...and consequences.

4/7/2019 2:15:04 PM princesspatrio1 Love you Margaret. 💜❤️💜❤️ You are an inspiration.

4/7/2019 2:17:33 PM zagnett So [they] give you pretty strict controls on what you can/can't say on your Twitter account? [They] wanted to limit your following?

4/7/2019 2:17:50 PM allahuniversal It's been my experience that doing the right thing is natural, and much easier than doing what's wrong. Logic and commons sense are sufficient to 

recognize cause-and-effect effect, which again, comes naturally. Again, why is an inefficient motivation such as fear being used?

4/7/2019 2:20:03 PM blsdbe I know my Cookie Bear is an Ascended Being: she is our 3rd person who meditates with us each night pic.twitter.com/lqtKOU7As3

4/7/2019 2:20:11 PM allahuniversal As for those who are more inclined to evil, of course a system of laws is required to handle such. That said, "fear of God " doesn't stop evil from being 

evil. Inefficient motivator.

4/7/2019 2:23:50 PM cardioscreening Given your symptoms, you should get your heart rhythm checked, please discuss with your provider or visit  http://screenmyheart.com  , while you are 

there, read about Wendy’s story

4/7/2019 2:25:38 PM mskeens1962 🥰🦋🐸🥰

4/7/2019 2:32:41 PM weremight Yes - his being late had a social cost.  He could have paid the full social cost by waiving the bus on and being late 100% himself.  By running, he paid 

enough of his share of the social cost, that others accepted him and made a gift of their time.

4/7/2019 2:34:13 PM decodematrix Sometimes it feels like we are in a black hole.

4/7/2019 2:37:47 PM enomai_ Pretty hard when the enemy has so many different tentacles and names, and games.

4/7/2019 2:37:53 PM weremight The energy he expended freely was the necessary cost to make the social cost to others voluntary, and ensure that the burden was freely shared, not 

imposed.  This is where the energy used in BTC goes as well.

4/7/2019 2:37:59 PM enomai_ Obviously

4/7/2019 2:49:34 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/dhs-secretary-kirstjen-nielsen-expected-to-resign-officials-say/ar-BBVI0Ii?li=BBnb7Kz …



4/7/2019 2:58:46 PM zagnett Probably no country has ridden themselves of the [cabal's minions] completely.

4/7/2019 3:01:14 PM decodematrix They got a good bit of freedom with the collapse of the Soviet Union but there is still some cabal oligarchs there.

4/7/2019 3:03:28 PM zagnett Especially in the medical industry.

MJ painting the [next targets, foreign & domestic]?

4/7/2019 3:03:29 PM catpowernow More likely US defense contractors like @LockheedMartin and elements of the US military were involved in creating the Roswell narrative. Their 

objective was to get a cold war going for power and profit.....

4/7/2019 3:07:18 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, is it possible to share anything about what happened to the moon being red and then going dark back on 3/21?  The two videos below go over the 

celebs talking about it in secret coded words, gematria, etc.  

 https://youtu.be/Jv-2Kp0Pp44  https://youtu.be/x1_IChQiFgw 

4/7/2019 3:09:04 PM ibeaverdale It's explained up the thread

4/7/2019 3:10:27 PM auagate Nice catch

4/7/2019 3:13:12 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/wNeo8N8vL8

4/7/2019 3:20:11 PM mongrelglory Agreed! The Cabal engineered the collapse of the Soviet Union. (Rec. book: "Confessions of an Economic Hitman".)  It allowed the Rothschilds et. al to 

plunder the USSR with the help of Gorbachev and Yeltsin.  That's why Putin has had so many battles with oligarchs there.

4/7/2019 3:24:33 PM mongrelglory I've thought about that.  I think it's more the LGBT/Muslim Brotherhood (Soros-backed) agendas that they are rejecting.  They haven't outlawed being 

gay or Muslim, but they've outlawed organizations and social protests pushing the agendas.

4/7/2019 3:27:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/7/2019 3:30:19 PM djlok I think fear is their control system.  Jesus didn't run around telling his disciples to fear him.  Although had he, maybe his crucifixion could have been 

avoided.  What they did to him for telling people they are all descendents of God was obscene.  Never should have happened.

4/7/2019 3:32:57 PM mongrelglory It's certainly gotten me to question every single information source that I run across.  Not great for my paranoia and trust issues, but it helps us to be 

more cautious and discerning in the long run, which is essential for breaking mind control.

4/7/2019 3:38:33 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

4/7/2019 3:40:46 PM mongrelglory Are there any MJ-12 members from other countries?

4/7/2019 3:43:13 PM allahuniversal Agreed. Knowledge & understanding are remedies for fear. People kept in fear of themselves and their own powers are afraid to know or understand 

beyond what the controllers prescribe. Plus, just how sincere could fear-based worship actually be? 🤷🏽♀️ https://youtu.be/EdqGySMrCoc 

4/7/2019 3:49:06 PM allahuniversal If halos were a thing, mine would be a ring of question marks. 5 stimulus-response senses are too limited to be relied upon when almost anything can 

be synthesized to fool them. What resonates inside stays inside, whatever can't pass the "smell" tests can't get in (most days) 😐

4/7/2019 3:50:45 PM princesspatrio1 Stay the course, have faith and never give up. We are fighters and warriors and God's Children. He's called us for this time. 🙏❤️ 

pic.twitter.com/qh1OEjxdvw

4/7/2019 3:51:24 PM allahuniversal I should add that Trust yourself, imo, doesn't mean trust your senses. Trusting one's ability to discern, is another matter.

4/7/2019 3:54:49 PM mskeens1962 Looks like me in the middle of the night 📱🔦😳

4/7/2019 3:55:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/7/2019 3:55:48 PM djlok I enjoyed that little video.  Very cool!

4/7/2019 3:56:00 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are the @kabamur_taygeta and @KibBitzLaw accounts run by the same IS-BE?

4/7/2019 3:57:18 PM djlok But they are all American...even the ones from other countries?

4/7/2019 3:58:25 PM daveo6145 does it need to be completed prior to arrests

4/7/2019 3:58:29 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-04-07/will-artificial-intelligence-replace-military …

4/7/2019 3:58:41 PM 1crazy_toaster Makes sense...they still have their own DS to flush out..its a global web..I can't even imagine how much infestation we will still have here.

4/7/2019 3:58:43 PM _17patriot_ Are any mj12 members operating in other dimensions?

4/7/2019 3:59:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world is changing. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115012432282439681 …

4/7/2019 3:59:25 PM allahuniversal It's a pretty good channel, wish I'd found it sooner. That series seems to be ongoing, had a nice binge catching up 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLv--V1yc2QDJi6hFNhur3iAsyFpXRtB8w …

4/7/2019 3:59:35 PM triple_duece Placeholders

4/7/2019 4:00:36 PM aetherwalker1 actually a "Black WHOLE"  😉

4/7/2019 4:01:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many people did you murder?

How many people did you rape?

Doesn't matter... vote for me!

Can you smell the desperation?

These people are stupid.

In full panic mode.

Big week coming.

Watch the skies. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115006332803792898 …
4/7/2019 4:01:25 PM 1_decided_voter What makes the new guy any better?

4/7/2019 4:03:41 PM 1_decided_voter Watch the skies... everywhere? Somewhere in particular? What kinds of things are we supposed to be watching for? Extraordinary happenings (like 

UFO's in plain daylight), or more "kinda looks like something in a blurry image captured at night from a great distance"?

4/7/2019 4:04:02 PM aprilbrown99 Our homeland was not secure under her watch. This is a good choice for a change. 

Is there anything you can share about the selection of Kevin McAleenan?

4/7/2019 4:04:07 PM djlok I'm ready for the ultimate sky event!!!   BRING IT ON!!! 💪💪💪

4/7/2019 4:04:55 PM starehope No. I think they lost their right as a citizen to participate in an election. If that happens, then the corrupted officials will be running on issues that 

interest evil, corrupt people to get a another vote!

4/7/2019 4:05:16 PM jswdh1 They want to be able to vote once they're in prison!

4/7/2019 4:05:58 PM starehope Oh my, didn't think of that.

4/7/2019 4:05:58 PM djlok I love stuff like that...stuff that is entertaining, clever, and teaches.  I come from a long line of educators, so I like that kind of stuff.

4/7/2019 4:06:14 PM jrocktigers "Big week coming. Watch the skies."    👀 i have a feeling we may not have to look very hard to see...

4/7/2019 4:07:05 PM ragevirusqq Is he settting up his ability to vote from gitmo?

4/7/2019 4:07:11 PM djlok I feel like you've answered this question before but I didn't find the answer in my search.

4/7/2019 4:07:30 PM aprilbrown99 BS needs to be strung up by his balls!  I am sorry if that is not polite...he is an asshole. Along with Biden.

4/7/2019 4:07:49 PM justin534711 I 2nd that☝️

4/7/2019 4:07:56 PM jswdh1 You have to keep moving your "army men" in strategic positions!

4/7/2019 4:08:17 PM starehope No David, we need the 2020 election. And I must see one certain person go down for the drop. The Don said he'd put her in prls0n.

4/7/2019 4:08:52 PM aprilbrown99 These people are sick!

4/7/2019 4:09:04 PM big_simp eyewitness descriptions of roswell crash craft match this design.

4/7/2019 4:10:26 PM happykat9 I heard he raped a young guy but not sure if that has been confirmed. There are videos on YouTube.

4/7/2019 4:10:30 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, we are all waiting for that. It will happen. Little 🐠 first.

4/7/2019 4:10:41 PM allahuniversal My type of Saturday morning cartoons. Red pills crushed & mixed into your choice of cereal pic.twitter.com/edwqRTEshD

4/7/2019 4:10:47 PM ragevirusqq Very much so



4/7/2019 4:12:14 PM spoiledsambo From day one, she was in over her head.

4/7/2019 4:13:06 PM starehope Don't want to sound mean, but toenails first. Then, let the families have at them. They deserve their justice.

4/7/2019 4:14:05 PM starehope Bernie wants the prisoners to vote. The rapists, killers, and pedos, others like that.

4/7/2019 4:14:12 PM aprilbrown99 😁🤣😂☺. I like your style. 👍

4/7/2019 4:15:35 PM starehope 😵

4/7/2019 4:17:09 PM aprilbrown99 Sounds like it was a “parting of ways” based on the article.

4/7/2019 4:17:40 PM kseven110 Rudolf Steiner mentions the Egyptian mummification process. I believe he says somethings about when the soul Is reincarnated it views it’s body. He 

also talks about the different ages  Repeating themselves.  I think according to his work We are mirroring the Egyptian time period.

4/7/2019 4:19:18 PM aprilbrown99 It keeps the Dems confused. When they are confused they make mistakes. It is good to keep them running around like headless chickens. Shows the 

rest of the population how stupid they are. Just, my personal opinion. 🙂

4/7/2019 4:20:27 PM richardhiatt16 The new game.. “DESPERATION for Donkeys (DemocRATs)” by MJ12.. Watch the game live on your favorite Liberal TV network 🤣❤️🇺🇸

4/7/2019 4:22:49 PM aprilbrown99 I didn’t recognize you JRock. 👋👍

4/7/2019 4:22:57 PM djlok I think the chemtrails are seeding the skies with heavy metals so that we can't ascend when we are ready.  Not good because I don't want to come 

back to Earth.  I don't care how lovely it becomes here.  I'm done.

4/7/2019 4:23:43 PM starehope  https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/245979/russia-banning-islam-raymond-ibrahim … - Lots of articles but banning headwear and Sharia Law.

4/7/2019 4:25:37 PM starehope I try to be kind but some topics shrink my veins. I can feel my blood running.

4/7/2019 4:28:04 PM starehope I'm patient. 😼

4/7/2019 4:29:02 PM richardhiatt16 It’s got to be a Global effort ... 🤓🇺🇸

4/7/2019 4:29:17 PM herrly5 Project bluebeam?

4/7/2019 4:29:26 PM jrocktigers Gotta keep it fresh..

4/7/2019 4:30:00 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, Wikipedia has already been updated.  🤔

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kirstjen_Nielsen …

4/7/2019 4:32:20 PM starehope At this point in time, it may be easier to say who hasn't messed around with kids, (all ages). My Dear, Sweet Jesus! Please help the children.

4/7/2019 4:33:34 PM freestateojones Watch The Skies.

4/7/2019 4:35:49 PM freestateojones "Scaramucci Model"?

4/7/2019 4:36:34 PM djlok What percentage are we up to now?

4/7/2019 4:37:14 PM charmanda9 Well the headline reads that Bernie said convicted felons should absolutely be able to vote. I think it is in reference to the felons because he needs the 

votes.

4/7/2019 4:39:39 PM scott_rick Do you know where the Ark of the Covenant is located

4/7/2019 4:41:03 PM _17patriot_ 666 is the numbr of man by carbon perspectives but the +1 could be an additive to the human structure inducing what though?

4/7/2019 4:41:17 PM aprilbrown99 It is a good strategy.

4/7/2019 4:42:54 PM richardhiatt16 A bit at a time.... Rome wasn’t built in one day.. Draining the Swamp takes time.. You have to keep cleaning out the drain..🤣 ❤️🇺🇸

4/7/2019 4:43:07 PM charmanda9 People flying around campaigning?

4/7/2019 4:43:41 PM doyle_media Yes. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1114895483565158400 …

4/7/2019 4:44:15 PM richardhiatt16 What..  100,000 😳.  Wow, there is crowded Universe out there...

4/7/2019 4:44:49 PM djlok That's what I'm saying!!

4/7/2019 4:45:09 PM covertress The astrophysicists from Radboud University focus on the astrophysical interpretation and the combination of information on gravitational waves with 

data from traditional telescopes. 

Hot? Warm? Cold?

 https://www.ru.nl/science/@1118922/virgo-joins-ligo-observation-run-2/ …

4/7/2019 4:48:33 PM sterkinglights1 Nor does race.

4/7/2019 4:49:11 PM _17patriot_ This is the greatest line in all of SG1 that really changed my life, it made me cry because to understand what Jackson was feeling resonated so hard as if 

i was living that sequence

4/7/2019 4:49:33 PM jamesboyett Watch the skies. Oh please be First Contact! Oh please be First Contact! Oh please be First Contact!

4/7/2019 4:50:28 PM gingerbanana2 I want to know more about this skies thing!!  For real...can we have some hints??

4/7/2019 4:51:14 PM clockworkanon What difference does the percentage of public belief make?

If they are real then they are real...ppl will have the choice to accept the evidence or not.

4/7/2019 4:51:52 PM _17patriot_ The most simplest complex riddle of all. SG1 was literally ahead of its time. As a kid, i always knew the AF had one, its why i joined to find that truth. 

Sadly that journey was cut short 😢 but i do know...sg1 wasnt a show. Thats all i could say.

4/7/2019 4:54:18 PM jayrambin Ok. ‘Watch the sky’ could mean a picture. Like ‘watch the water’ referred to the backdrop of the NK photos. But ‘watch the skies’, implies ‘look up’. 

But, I don’t think it will be major disclosure. That will be very slow and take years of psychological preparation of public.

4/7/2019 4:54:22 PM _17patriot_ Just watch SG1 it will answer it, this is off the episode of Daniel Jackson struggling to ascend to the Ancient because he believe he wasnt worthy 

enough due to him losing his wife. The episode has a magic to it i can't explain, just that your spirit will automatically know.

4/7/2019 4:54:57 PM _17patriot_ OMA.

4/7/2019 4:56:02 PM starehope Thanks friend! 🌼

4/7/2019 4:56:13 PM _17patriot_ Oma Desala. The burden of his wife's loss and raising a goa'uld child

4/7/2019 4:56:53 PM _17patriot_ No problem my friend. To be more exact: Stargate SG-1 Season 3, Episode 20, Maternal Instinct - you will shiver with goosebumps

4/7/2019 4:58:18 PM _17patriot_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are there data fragments in the universe that lead to a backdoor in the fabrics of universe itself?

4/7/2019 4:59:09 PM sterkinglights1 This has been answered.

4/7/2019 4:59:13 PM clancy_birrell Still feel sad for the person. Would have been a horrible way to go.

4/7/2019 5:01:13 PM mwannahockalugi Time t put someone in there who'll be aggressive at securing our borders. We don't need another illegal immigration weakling.

4/7/2019 5:01:47 PM starehope I don't know. Hopefully, someone else can answer your question. Personally, I doubt it, but may be similar. Only because we are born of 2 sinners. He 

was born of God and Mary. Half human? Not sure, trying to digest all this.

4/7/2019 5:02:59 PM sterkinglights1 Us primary.

4/7/2019 5:11:28 PM kindeandtrue Be not afraid!

4/7/2019 5:13:12 PM speaakn Bernie just wants to be able to vote when he goes to prison.

4/7/2019 5:14:22 PM mongrelglory Bye, bye... Don't let the door hit you on the way out!  👋

4/7/2019 5:14:31 PM natureinspace Bahahaha!!!

4/7/2019 5:15:17 PM moemc8 FF UFO to change the narrative?

4/7/2019 5:15:23 PM glor60 Can’t see the skies.... chemtrails😔

4/7/2019 5:16:52 PM kindeandtrue Does the heart good. 😍

4/7/2019 5:16:59 PM mongrelglory I think she was Deep State and was working against Trump and the White hats!

4/7/2019 5:17:04 PM natureinspace Sad but true 😣

4/7/2019 5:17:25 PM 1crazy_toaster Perhaps now the Depop Chem Trail spraying program will end.

4/7/2019 5:17:32 PM moemc8 This is a good thing.  It's getting worse down there.  Our officers deserve the best backing they can get.

4/7/2019 5:19:52 PM mongrelglory Warriors for truth and justice are always fresh.



4/7/2019 5:21:33 PM narcissist_ghst i assume it's because of the world and the pressure from it that we all face.  perhaps you're superhuman, but the rest of us feel it.  conditioning...from 

a bad place.  what comes "naturally" would be okay, maybe, if we grew up in a vacuum, or in a place which is entirely good.

4/7/2019 5:21:56 PM sterkinglights1 Well there is a plethora of history in the  http://Mega.nz  archive.

4/7/2019 5:22:27 PM kindeandtrue Beautiful, healing, hopeful words from our President.

4/7/2019 5:23:10 PM narcissist_ghst if it's so easy then why is the world such a screwed up, despicable place?  we are all guilty...some more than others.  we ate from the tree of 

knowledge to experience good and evil, and live with the consequences.  none of us are above salvation.

4/7/2019 5:23:37 PM keith369me Any wild guesses?  Related to moon visits?

4/7/2019 5:23:54 PM narcissist_ghst it keeps my ass in line.

4/7/2019 5:24:42 PM keith369me Time to put an Army General in charge of the National Emergency on the southern border.

4/7/2019 5:25:41 PM narcissist_ghst it's not unusual, unfortunately, for people to lose their lives over their faith in this world.  which is the greater fear?  fear of god, or fear of the enemy?  i 

choose god.  so did joan of arc, and many others.

4/7/2019 5:26:38 PM keith369me The party of illegal immigrants and felons.  Maybe I’m not giving illegal immigrants enough credit.

4/7/2019 5:26:54 PM ragevirusqq Is there an app to watch the %

4/7/2019 5:27:27 PM keith369me Protest image change?

4/7/2019 5:28:18 PM keith369me Uncloaking of what is already there

4/7/2019 5:28:43 PM narcissist_ghst i love god.  i trust god.  i pray for god's will on this earth.  i pray for the manifestation of the kingdom...sincerely.  it's absolutely sincere, and not just 

sincere but real.  it will manifest.

4/7/2019 5:29:50 PM djlok Yes!  Show us the goods!!  I’m ready to see them!!!

4/7/2019 5:31:13 PM djlok I agree.  It will manifest.  The games the Cabal have been playing for a very long time are gonna come to an end….in our lifetime!!!

4/7/2019 5:33:31 PM djlok Well, in the past, Sky Events have ranged from people trying to shoot down 45 coming back from N. Korea and those crazy lights in NYC.  I don’t think 

we have to worry about the first one because POTUS is safe.

4/7/2019 5:33:35 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  Why should people who don't respect society's laws get a say on how that society is run?

4/7/2019 5:34:21 PM djlok Maybe it will look like @realDonaldTrump going on national TV and saying “You know those buffoons who were in office before me…well they knew 

something but just never got around to tell you all about it….”

4/7/2019 5:35:22 PM mongrelglory Hopefully it won't be anymore Boeing jets crashing! 😟

4/7/2019 5:36:06 PM mongrelglory Cool! 😎

4/7/2019 5:36:07 PM narcissist_ghst losing friendships is difficult...more so for some than others i suppose, but please don't pretend that being a righteous, honest person in today's world 

is a piece of cake.  it's just not...but the more i know god, the more of a no brainer it becomes.

4/7/2019 5:37:52 PM narcissist_ghst i don't think humanity in general can even distinguish between what's right and wrong without knowledge of god.  that's pretty obvious.  lots of people 

arguing about what's "right" out there.

4/7/2019 5:39:31 PM allahuniversal Conditioning & everything attempting to control your soul, still boils down to choices. Waking up is lifelong, have been conditioned like every1 else, 

takes work to undo it. Power = ability to do work, & that power is in U-N-I, regardless to the world/environment. Use ur Power.

4/7/2019 5:40:07 PM 3rdeyeview55 I didn't recognize you either. I was expecting your previous deadhead avatar...😉😊😎

4/7/2019 5:43:45 PM narcissist_ghst i use my power but i know from experience that god is so much more powerful than i am.  i don't feel an egotistical need to take credit for anything.  i 

am a vessel of the lord.  i am a work of the lord.  the lord works in me, through me, and so changes me and my life for better.

4/7/2019 5:44:06 PM allahuniversal Who said it was easy? Said it's natural. A natural result of owning the responsibility to

1) stop complaining

2) start growing 

3) make this world a better place.

We're not here for "salvation", we're here to save planet and the human race. No one will do that for us. No one.

4/7/2019 5:44:49 PM susang7671 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JaGVdwHV4w

4/7/2019 5:45:01 PM thenotobvious LA Coroners office decline to say identity confirmation method and the page on LAist of the car after crash is permanently delayed. Nothing to see here.

4/7/2019 5:45:26 PM narcissist_ghst me too.  i have been brought out of a very low place.  still climbing and very grateful.

4/7/2019 5:48:08 PM allahuniversal Why have an abusive relationship with the God that's in you? Rather than a loving one? Love is THE motivation of the universe, fear is only the absence 

of Love & Knowledge.

4/7/2019 5:48:26 PM narcissist_ghst no one has so far, although time is not a consideration on some levels.  the war is won, according to law.  individually, we need to claim that victory.

4/7/2019 5:49:13 PM allahuniversal As light has nothing to do with darkness,

Love has nothing to do with fear.

Can't serve 2 masters...

4/7/2019 5:49:17 PM mongrelglory They're not banning the Muslim faith.  They're banning headwear that obscures the face of people in public.  France has the same law and Canada 

debated that during voting. Banning Sharia law means not allowing it to supplant the existing laws of Russia which only makes sense!

4/7/2019 5:50:20 PM mongrelglory The vast majority of Muslims in the world do not adhere to Sharia law.  Sharia law was only pushed in the last century by Saudi Arabia and many of the 

terrorist groups that they backed in the Middle East.

4/7/2019 5:51:24 PM narcissist_ghst i think religion diminishes what god is quite a bit.  i like to hear some people's testimonies and interpretations but for me, it is a very personal thing.  i 

have heard god's voice, felt spiritually led, i know that i've had prayers answered...never in the way i expected though.

4/7/2019 5:53:45 PM narcissist_ghst i believe that absolutely.  i was not indoctrinated.  my faith comes from personal experience and i truly believe that it the only way to really know.  not 

to dismiss other people's testimonies, but it was always something i had to know for myself.

4/7/2019 5:54:00 PM mongrelglory It probably depends on where they work.  If they're stationed on LCC (on the moon) maybe they're landed immigrants on the moon. (Is the moon 

considered like Switzerland?)  If they work in the U.S., they'd need work Visa's at least.

4/7/2019 5:54:11 PM allahuniversal So, does fear of loss stop you from doing what's right?

Learn what's gained by doing right, you might like it. 

Do u hide ur authentic self 2 please other mortal beings who are uncomfortable if you choose grow? Does that make happy, or make the cognitive 

dissonance worse?

4/7/2019 5:54:57 PM lbf777 Let’s get some real full blown ufo action. Not some nonsense. Light up the skies.

4/7/2019 5:55:15 PM narcissist_ghst that's really good to hear.  thank you for sharing and may god bless you in all that you do and in all of your circumstances.

4/7/2019 5:55:32 PM jensingr1 a little light in the darkness goes a long way!!!😂😂🧐

4/7/2019 5:56:20 PM rosemodema 🍒🖤🦋 pic.twitter.com/Zgw7XBEjaZ

4/7/2019 5:56:27 PM allahuniversal Simply claiming the Victory sounds good, but how is that carried out in practice? Does it come at no cost, or is faith without works still dead?

4/7/2019 5:57:05 PM narcissist_ghst it's seems like we're getting to a point where you're arguing with yourself now.  god has never abused me.  people have.

4/7/2019 5:57:56 PM jrocktigers Yea, I dont like face prints... ha..

4/7/2019 5:58:41 PM clancy_birrell Try the brotherhood of light lessons

4/7/2019 6:00:55 PM mongrelglory Hmmm! 🤔  In that case, it was the white settlers defending themselves or getting revenge?

4/7/2019 6:02:09 PM clancy_birrell Can we study it from our present location or do we need to travel to a temple?

4/7/2019 6:02:19 PM narcissist_ghst may i ask why you're so antagonistic when you know virtually nothing about me?  it seems like you're trying to conjure an argument when there's no 

basis for one other than perhaps your personal faith.  i can't detail my walk with god for you in tweets.  trust that it's been good.



4/7/2019 6:02:42 PM allahuniversal Good. So forgiveness then. Forgiveness begins with forgiving yourself. Guilt won't help you to make better decisions if you're associating doing right 

with guilt.

Forgive yourself. And thank yourself for making the better decision.

4/7/2019 6:02:53 PM clancy_birrell The removed chapter and 2nd book in the mega store is definitely worth your time.

4/7/2019 6:05:02 PM charmanda9 True! 😕

4/7/2019 6:05:17 PM robynbracero By the CIA 🤪

4/7/2019 6:05:21 PM allahuniversal I don't argue especially not on the internet 🤣

Simply asking questions in hopes to provoke thought.

Any fear keeping your ass in line as you put it, only goes so far. What happens the day you have no fears, what keeps you in line then?

4/7/2019 6:06:54 PM lukestockwalker Unlikely until the end unfortunately IMHO.  Swam some laps this weekend under these evil chems.

4/7/2019 6:07:11 PM allahuniversal Secondly and probably more importantly, you don't realize that what you described is an abusive relationship. Any relationship rooted in fear, is in fact 

abusive.

4/7/2019 6:07:39 PM lukestockwalker Swam🏊🏻♂️🏊🏻♂️

4/7/2019 6:09:27 PM fionasdestiny67 Granite Mountain Vault, UT

4/7/2019 6:10:01 PM mongrelglory You do realize there are Highly populous Asian, South Asian, and Indonesian countries where they'd have no familiarity with the Bible or the Christian 

religion?

4/7/2019 6:12:06 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/2GXmumU57U

4/7/2019 6:13:08 PM charmanda9 😂 That’s a GREAT idea! 😎

4/7/2019 6:13:17 PM allahuniversal Not antagonistic, and pardon if it comes off that way. There is no argument here. I have no faith, no religion (don't let the "name" throw you). I simply 

get out the way & let Spirit speak through me. All I'm saying is good is good, make it GREAT

4/7/2019 6:14:46 PM girlawakeinca Was it because they believed there was a recipe for immortality but just didn’t have the full recipe just yet? They were so advanced. It seems as if they 

had some sort of knowledge about electricity in the pyramids.  https://galacticconnection.com/did-egyptian-mummification-descend-from-a-more-

ancient-and-perhaps-reversible-preservation-technique/ …

4/7/2019 6:16:48 PM allahuniversal Forgive, release your burden, let go & let God, live in the Now, many ways to say the same thing. Do onto yourself first as you would do onto others, & 

all that good stuff

4/7/2019 6:17:02 PM johnhammar94 Project blue jeans I hope?

4/7/2019 6:18:42 PM jamesboyett Hope not - I want Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:19:18 PM mongrelglory "The noodle-headed woman"... love it!  😆😆😆

4/7/2019 6:20:02 PM allahuniversal IIRC, plans for resurrecting in their future (our Now/near future ?) , likely knowing that the tech would one day be available i+as long as the DNA could 

be preserved.

4/7/2019 6:20:06 PM jamesboyett I hope it is at least the start Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:20:59 PM jamesboyett I sure hope it will be Real First Contact and not Dems FF

4/7/2019 6:21:39 PM allahuniversal Glad to assist

#TheGreatAwakening

4/7/2019 6:22:29 PM jamesboyett I hope not Dems FF - I want Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:23:25 PM realtsfin Scared but excited to usher in the new. #GreatAwakening #GodBlessAmerica

4/7/2019 6:24:35 PM narcissist_ghst it's not about guilt; it's about suffering...conviction, seeking, learning.  i point blank told god that i wasn't willing to take another's word or even the 

word they say is his as proof of his existence.  i told him i wanted him to prove his existence to me, and he did.

4/7/2019 6:26:06 PM narcissist_ghst that faith will never die and it is not without works, and i am forever changed and so grateful.  continuing to be on my journey...

4/7/2019 6:27:19 PM jamesboyett I hope not Dems FF - I want Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:29:49 PM jamesboyett I hope not Dems FF - I want Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:29:56 PM narcissist_ghst that would be when communion is fully restored, and i will be made the fulfillment of the law like christ.  we will be in the kingdom with nothing to 

fear...no tears or death.

4/7/2019 6:30:57 PM jamesboyett I hope not Dems FF - I want Real First Contact

4/7/2019 6:32:20 PM allahuniversal And THAT, no one can dispute. Going back to the original post in?, THAT moment of Love/Trith in your life required/included no religion, no control, 

and no fear. That love/truth is what happens when those human flaws of ours get out the way & let love in to be... Love.

4/7/2019 6:33:25 PM narcissist_ghst this world is abusive and god is not.  if i were to reject god...reject what i know to be good and true, i would expect to reap the natural consequences of 

that rejection.  it's not abuse; it's consequence according to free will.  there's a vast difference.

4/7/2019 6:33:36 PM allahuniversal #Salute

Yiur resolve is obvious, shines through.

4/7/2019 6:34:59 PM allahuniversal Luke 17:20, 21

Its closer than you may think 😉

4/7/2019 6:35:25 PM sciblu27 Is that an "incoming" You know technically only a couple laws are listed as felonies under the Constitution they're trying to take away people's voting 

rights how can you get a felony for stealing $1k groceries for the month thought you can embezzle millions and its a misdemeanor

4/7/2019 6:36:38 PM narcissist_ghst god is omnipresent and the holy spirit is there for everyone.  religion does not save people, god does.  no one is held accountable for what they don't 

know unless they have willfully turned from knowledge.  everyone can know god.  religion is more of a distraction than catalyst.

4/7/2019 6:36:39 PM sciblu27 I'm not taking up for people defending somebody for stealing I mean David was lawful for eating the showbread * have circumstances but there's 

definitely not equality scales of Justice are not level and plumb they are not set to the proper tare weight

4/7/2019 6:41:24 PM allahuniversal That's the goal worth working toward. And the very reason is for a better world. Difficult, requires diligence & vigilance, & a lot more compassion, and 

is possible.

Will evil always be? Yeah. We just don't need it to be  desirable, and definitely not "in power"

4/7/2019 6:41:46 PM godfamcountry Watch the skies?  Could mean blackhawks, aliens, or end of world announcements in panic which in reality are nothing.  I’ll take door number 3.  One 

day hoping for those blackhawks making arrests though.

4/7/2019 6:45:22 PM johnhammar94 Why then?

4/7/2019 6:53:48 PM pillhard Really? I thought she was a white hat!

4/7/2019 6:53:58 PM keith369me In the Pituitary?

4/7/2019 6:56:04 PM nancyddb Keep cleaning out the junk drawer.

4/7/2019 6:58:56 PM drbohammer 🤔Here’s a key to 1 of the other dimensions: While the above statement is true, there’s also an equal quantity of infinities between [0-1] and [0-2]. 

Visualize it as a vector (or class of vectors). Not mass, not phase; rather, spatio-temporal. Errors need to be corrected re:AE

4/7/2019 7:00:49 PM thevolunteer6 CORRECT

4/7/2019 7:01:23 PM narcissist_ghst it's a battle.  there is a war going on in the world, and in all of us.  that's how i relate to the world.  we are progressing in faith that is not dead nor 

dying, and that is how we will come to live forever...not just metaphorical or through works; those could all be destroyed.

4/7/2019 7:03:11 PM 313looper Don’t think President Trump had any problem with her👉🏻but the fact that he expected her to be much tougher/stronger, I believe! 🤔

No doubt, this is not the right time to not to be sharp enough ! 😬

4/7/2019 7:03:35 PM mommahood777 lol..stuck at work all wknd..was gonna tweet this as "The feel good story of the day!"  We aren't the only ones trying to survive and rid the world of evil



4/7/2019 7:06:05 PM mongrelglory She wasn't doing anything pro-active that I could see with border security and Trump seemed to be frustrated with her.  It's hard to believe she could 

get to that position and not be competent, therefore I assumed it was deliberate incompetence (dragging her feet).

4/7/2019 7:06:45 PM narcissist_ghst we need protection, separation...to be apart from it...removed from it.  i want to live in a world where there is no threat, and i'm not talking about a 

long developed state of mind, but right out the gate.  a world in which our children experience true safety.

4/7/2019 7:09:39 PM alinahere 😮 ...learn something new Everyday. 

So hard to keep up with the boards. 😒

ThanQ.

4/7/2019 7:09:40 PM mongrelglory You realize however that you are starting to sound more like agnosticism with that argument rather than a traditional Christian.  Most Protestant 

doctrines assert that the Bible is God's word and repentance and faith in Jesus is essential to salvation.  Catholics would add the...

4/7/2019 7:10:16 PM mongrelglory ...sacraments to those requirements.

4/7/2019 7:10:31 PM narcissist_ghst it's going to take something that i can't foresee, but i believe in the victory that was already won, and that i'll know it when i see it.

4/7/2019 7:13:57 PM serenityfirth Instant karma’s gonna get you!

4/7/2019 7:15:07 PM narcissist_ghst  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTeaUapAosc …

4/7/2019 7:16:15 PM narcissist_ghst you mean alone, without god?  based on human history...eh...

4/7/2019 7:20:10 PM narcissist_ghst yes, catholics add a lot of things, and delete some things too.  lolz/ugh.

4/7/2019 7:20:47 PM allahuniversal We and God have never been separated.

That's the biggest lie that religion ever told to us.

There is not such thing as humans without God within them.

The fact that we can "act" as if God is separate from us, never changed the fact that God dwells within All.

4/7/2019 7:22:51 PM djlok Yeah the Dems always try to mess everything up... Probably would even try some stupid shit with First Contact.

4/7/2019 7:23:33 PM brattyme5x5 I agree have fumbled across other research that started my knowledge this direction as well. Both borders not secured

4/7/2019 7:23:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Life Liberty & Levin

Tonight's Opening Interview

Majestic

CIA running crack cocaine trafficking domestically in the United States, and the journalist die from suicide with two shots to the back of the head.

Eyes Wide Open.

The world is about to change.

This week will be bigly.

4/7/2019 7:23:56 PM blankmarlo Sky Event?

4/7/2019 7:24:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not an endorsement of Mark Levin or his show. Message over messenger. No coincidences.

4/7/2019 7:24:25 PM trumps_all This woman is breaking it off in Media Matters..........:

4/7/2019 7:25:23 PM johnhammar94 What’s gonna happennnnn

4/7/2019 7:25:29 PM narcissist_ghst i believe the bible is god's word.  imo jesus is the only credible human who has ever spoke of or offered salvation and a way.  jesus, god, and the holy 

spirit however are one.  god searches everyone's heart, knows everyone's desires, speaks to and leads those who seek the truth.

4/7/2019 7:26:23 PM allahuniversal No such thing in the near future. We've got thousands of years to clean up after. It won't be overnight, won't be easy, and will only get better as We 

get better.

Face it as it is, that's one of the 1st steps. We can't wish this away, takes will to move this mountain.

4/7/2019 7:26:24 PM jswdh1 I have a feeling something big will happen on Tuesday... am I on to anything?

4/7/2019 7:26:40 PM ethereal_shaman Not new to us, but for a big chunk of the population it would be.

4/7/2019 7:27:04 PM freestateojones How are journalists, whistleblowers, and holistic doctors still being murdered for what they are doing - are we not past that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

4/7/2019 7:28:18 PM rawphonegirl Reminds me of American Made

4/7/2019 7:29:58 PM mongrelglory Do you know much about the historical Buddha?

4/7/2019 7:30:22 PM karentriebel Kill the Messenger

4/7/2019 7:30:45 PM allahuniversal Gary Webb - The Dark Alliance

One of many red pill confirmations of what was already obvious 

 https://www.narconews.com/darkalliance/drugs/start.html …

4/7/2019 7:31:20 PM jvan125 She is AWESOME. Not holding anything back. I hope she has security too...🙏🏻❤️🌟🇺🇸

4/7/2019 7:31:47 PM allahuniversal American Made, more fact than fiction to that movie

4/7/2019 7:34:44 PM narcissist_ghst i read an overview of buddhism...a good one, written by a buddhist, a long time ago.  it was in a book that described every major world religion in that 

way...each description written by someone who practiced, studied, and at that time adhered to that particular faith.

4/7/2019 7:36:48 PM mommahood777 I am sickened by what we have to teach children to watch for, avoid, etc.  They deserve to have their innocent mind but how can a parent take that 

chance?  Don't go outside alone at 2 or the coyotes will eat you.  Don't go out alone at 12 or the coyotes will eat you.

4/7/2019 7:38:16 PM narcissist_ghst that was before i identified as a christian, and what struck me after reading the whole book is that christianity is the only religion and/or faith that 

offers a savior and his kingdom on earth as it is in heaven.  i really stood out amongst others to me, just based on real life.

4/7/2019 7:38:52 PM narcissist_ghst *it

4/7/2019 7:39:11 PM mongrelglory There are many who follow the path of the Buddha.  When they learn about the teachings of Jesus, they often view him as another Buddha, but they 

do not believe in the "Christ died for our Sins" doctrine of Christianity.  So would you see them as doomed to eternal damnation?

4/7/2019 7:43:22 PM rebornkingent I think this has to do with the murder of Nipsey Hussle. He was to meet with LAPD about a truce between warring gangs in LA.  Who benefits from 

continued crime and drug selling? Look up “ramparts division”.

4/7/2019 7:43:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Annual date markers are important.

 http://www.taraross.com/2019/04/tdih-17th-amendment/?fbclid=IwAR1uVMBftsZUOrbmuN4SGN3lKEwpTJ3HP3mrwvEuUmEmXdY10nkcuov3lOI …

4/7/2019 7:43:58 PM mongrelglory In order to believe that mankind needs a Saviour, one must believe in the Doctrine of Original sin. Many religions that believe in re-incarnation, believe 

in an omnipotent God, and believe that it is our responsibility to us to learn to follow God's will through successive lives.

4/7/2019 7:47:14 PM starehope Please read this article.

4/7/2019 7:48:09 PM narcissist_ghst god moves mountains.  i wish you well but what you're suggesting is in no way/where reflected in the entire recorded, and/or unknown/unexplained 

history of mankind.

4/7/2019 7:49:53 PM rebornkingent Gary Webb, “Kill the Messenger. Drug running? Mexico border? Cia deep state? All connected. Where you can traffic drugs you can traffic people. 

Same network. Different distribution. Kidnapped people are drugged.

4/7/2019 7:51:32 PM narcissist_ghst ...no successful attempts anyway.

4/7/2019 7:53:48 PM allahuniversal Luke 17:20,21

4/7/2019 7:55:13 PM allahuniversal Well, what's stopping you?

4/7/2019 7:57:18 PM linnyt7 Bigly 😊

4/7/2019 7:57:24 PM lbf777 Bigly huh? How bigly?



4/7/2019 7:59:06 PM jrocktigers 👀

4/7/2019 7:59:11 PM mommahood777 Can the abc agencies be trusted now?  What if the local area has a corrupted government?  If a report/submission is made, will it be investigated or 

tossed aside? How to know if it's followed up on?

4/7/2019 7:59:12 PM narcissist_ghst no.  i think ultimately, people get what they want and what they believe in.  i want to marry jesus.  i'm the church.  the bride of christ.  that's what i 

believe.

4/7/2019 8:00:39 PM narcissist_ghst nothing so far.

4/7/2019 8:01:22 PM tenn_rich Repealing the 14th, 16th and 17th Amendments should be a top priority.

4/7/2019 8:01:52 PM richardhiatt16 Let’s see what this week’s “history” brings 🤓❤️🇺🇸

4/7/2019 8:02:09 PM wearediamonds2 Also in 1913...Federal Reserve. Titanic...Coincidences?

4/7/2019 8:03:27 PM wearediamonds2 Also this. Yes.

4/7/2019 8:05:06 PM wearediamonds2 I have always wondered about this....if it destroys or messes up some part of the afterlife/eternity process.

4/7/2019 8:05:19 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you! I was just going to ask this very question.

4/7/2019 8:06:38 PM aprilbrown99 So clearly, the month of April is significant for the cabal. Time to put an end to that!  #WWG1WGA

4/7/2019 8:06:55 PM angelaointexas Ready to see this in Texas!

4/7/2019 8:08:35 PM aprilbrown99 #WinningBigly 🙏😇

4/7/2019 8:08:37 PM wearediamonds2 It was really awful music. Super MK sick lyrics too.

4/7/2019 8:08:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Repealed? Why not amended?

What if State representatives could be given the right to remove the US Senator with a 60% majority from both State houses? It must be an 

amendment or through a public vote of no confidence added?

4/7/2019 8:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic.

4/7/2019 8:10:36 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, time to wake up more of the population!  ✨✨✨

4/7/2019 8:11:17 PM natureinspace Aww! So precious! 💖

4/7/2019 8:11:20 PM alinahere NO Coincidences ~Q. 👍#NothingIsRandom 👈👀

4/7/2019 8:11:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are the news now.

4/7/2019 8:15:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Whay happens when blockades are removed?

[]

]LL[ = [Fake News Propagandists]

[82,000+]

"ANCIENT problem"

Trust the plan!

No 4:00AM talking points?

Where are they coming from?

From whom?

Remind us; who was Mueller investigating?

How many interviews for JMF?

Where is Assange?
4/7/2019 8:16:25 PM _the_psychonaut @TrueEyeTheSpy claims they extracted Assange. Winning!

4/7/2019 8:16:44 PM trumps_all Talking points are from Media Matters.........the big one was the Animal Lie the other day

4/7/2019 8:17:05 PM djlok Interesting the part where they are dissecting where journalism all across America went bad. It's time for people to know the truth about their media!

4/7/2019 8:18:21 PM 1_decided_voter From what I've seen, blockade removal has resulted in Q going silent for 10+ days. Makes little sense to me thus far. I truly want to see the major 

changes that MJ12 and Q have talked about, but I'm starting to wonder if trusting the plan at this point is foolish.

4/7/2019 8:18:22 PM narcissist_ghst wow those are great questions.  to the first, at times and at length, yes.  to the second, and in regards to the first, not yet.

4/7/2019 8:18:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within, however emotion can cloud judgement. Trust the plan. Events will not be preannounced through "non-Twitter (except 

45)" sources that have "credibility" with an army of digital soldiers fact checking the real information. Where is Assange?

4/7/2019 8:20:00 PM aprilbrown99 Safe and with his family, I hope.

4/7/2019 8:20:03 PM 1_decided_voter Publicly available information suggests that Assange is still in the embassy. If you have evidence to suggest otherwise, I'm all eyes/ears.

4/7/2019 8:20:16 PM narcissist_ghst ...rather, not entirely.

4/7/2019 8:21:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The operation needed to be disclosed to you before it could take place. Informed consent. Will of the people. This is a Great Awakening and as FUTURE 

PROVES PAST, more and more revelations will begin to wake the mind controlled public. Careful surgical psychological operation.

4/7/2019 8:21:06 PM awakeandsing123 That’s my question - where is Assamge indeed. And where is RBG?

4/7/2019 8:21:33 PM love4thegameak MIA

4/7/2019 8:21:42 PM wins_karma ANY media person must be held accountable for their reporting. NO MORE media mouthpieces to take down a @POTUS or AMERICA. EVER AGAIN.

4/7/2019 8:21:46 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/mfg72qVYMy

4/7/2019 8:22:38 PM trumpmomma Camp David ?

4/7/2019 8:23:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 If the information seems all tainted to you, unplug from all external happenings for a while and reconnect with source at your own pace. With great 

power comes great responsibility. We are talking about drastically changing the course of OUR CIVILIZATION. We are facing an ANCIENT

4/7/2019 8:23:15 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic!

4/7/2019 8:23:58 PM hawkgirlinmn JMF=19 times. Assange has not been at the embassy for quite some time. Where, I would guess stateside being protected as wuite possibly one of the 

worlds most valuable witnesses.

4/7/2019 8:24:05 PM aprilbrown99 What was the animal lie?  Sorry I must have missed it.

4/7/2019 8:24:46 PM narcissist_ghst i sought and found.  i knocked and the door opened.  i asked and received.  but it's not done.  it's not finished.  i know jesus said that 2000 yrs ago but 

where he is now there is no time.  i still have a timeline.

4/7/2019 8:24:54 PM giediknight Assange was never a real person. Assange is an operation.

4/7/2019 8:25:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 problem and a MAJ Obstacle Removed. Think recent events. Think DHS. Cross reference with ]LL[. Big week coming. Doesn't mean the final act is 

coming tomorrow. Trust the plan means you feel like you are already informed about what is happening and events are FUTURE PROVES PAST.

4/7/2019 8:26:13 PM narcissist_ghst "it is finished", that is.

4/7/2019 8:26:23 PM trumps_all Some dude posted an edited video where someone was talking about MS-13, and he called them animals. They left out the MS-13 part and then said 

he said it about immigrants. Practically every liberal out there retweeted it or replied to it with #fakedisgust 

Was coordinated attack

4/7/2019 8:26:28 PM misswinma Hate to admit it, but yes🤭

4/7/2019 8:27:26 PM trumps_all  https://twitter.com/markmobility/status/1114287002348863488?s=21 …

4/7/2019 8:27:32 PM narcissist_ghst absolutely.  i have been the recipient of, and witness to what i would call miracles.

4/7/2019 8:27:56 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/74hwi4Wkde

4/7/2019 8:28:52 PM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1115082288411357184?s=21 …



4/7/2019 8:28:52 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yes...it was with a lady reporter and a child right? She was saying that POTUS called the toddler an animal. [They] try to spin things every which way 

to fit their narrative. 

Thank you. 😃

4/7/2019 8:28:53 PM allahuniversal This seems appropriate. pic.twitter.com/YojshHImtU

4/7/2019 8:29:39 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. Yes I remember seeing this yesterday.

4/7/2019 8:30:10 PM djlok Sort of like with the whole #MuellerReport /#RussiaHoax. We all knew how that was gonna play out before it played out.  People are just finding out 

and we are like "uhm I was saying that for like over a year now. And I don't just make shit up like the #FakeNews #MSM."

4/7/2019 8:30:27 PM pro_aktv A real strategic puzzle: How to extract Julian w/o causing a major national sovereignty security rift? 🤔 Knowing how DeepState wants him dead, how 

do you make the Brits WANT to give him over to US?! #TrumpEffect!

4/7/2019 8:30:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q1871

Clue: 1871

Annual date markers can be important? pic.twitter.com/wLJjLtoCZu

4/7/2019 8:30:40 PM mommahood777 Then why even push see/say?  What's the point?

4/7/2019 8:31:16 PM anangelhasland1 Purge superfluous media.

4/7/2019 8:31:18 PM alinahere WE Must #WakeUpAmerica in order to #SAVEAMERICA 👈👀

THAT is the Answer to the Question below. 👍🇺🇸

Religion is irrelevant imho, Everyone is Accountable for their Own individual Choices & Actions. I believe that 99.9% of Humans innately know Right 

from Wrong.

That .1% is EVIL 😓 pic.twitter.com/Ku0iFECiur

4/7/2019 8:33:08 PM djlok I adore you PJ.

4/7/2019 8:33:20 PM _17patriot_ Did yall recover the Chronovisor and is it currently active in the Great Awakening? [future proves past]

4/7/2019 8:33:34 PM nancyddb "ANCIENT problem" as in Mesopotamia?

4/7/2019 8:34:40 PM _17patriot_ That segment with Lara Logan really had the markings of a Q speech

4/7/2019 8:34:56 PM allahuniversal You listen to you. And your voice on this medium is valuable & benefits others. Eyes to see, ears to hear...

4/7/2019 8:35:39 PM _17patriot_ Especially the last part, the war never ends there is always an enemy. Chills came after hearing that, idk why but it resonated that something HUGE is 

coming

4/7/2019 8:36:25 PM _17patriot_ Notice Sara Carter and John Soloman everywhere now, MJ doing?

4/7/2019 8:36:51 PM love4thegameak April 19, 1775... this will be a very important date Again?

4/7/2019 8:37:22 PM narcissist_ghst no, but i have gotten incredibly cold all of a sudden and proceeded to have a rather short conversation with a ghost.

god is within.  we've had some interesting and enlightening conversations.  i know if i'm talking to myself, or if something else is answering me.  so 

would you.

4/7/2019 8:37:59 PM aprilbrown99 Don’t loose hope now. We are so close. We need you...we need everyone to win this. #WWG1WGA

4/7/2019 8:38:28 PM narcissist_ghst yes.  i feel like i was led but that i made choices, and prayed, and was dead serious.

4/7/2019 8:40:28 PM aprilbrown99 I love you PJ!  I hear you. 😘

4/7/2019 8:41:01 PM djlok I know every day is SEE SOMETHING SAY SOMETHING, but April 19 definitely looks like one of those days.

4/7/2019 8:41:48 PM anangelhasland1 High toll fees on the road to Hell.

4/7/2019 8:42:15 PM dbelanger63 Every single day I get more enlightened and more connects. TY  That makes total sense because of our Free Will.  And  how they get past the informed 

consent by us, is in movies, tv, etc

4/7/2019 8:43:27 PM sunbasileuo I've been asking that (Q)uestion daily for quite some time now. Safe I hope. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/HqDsWtSROv

4/7/2019 8:43:48 PM allahuniversal Thinking Mirror w/the date here, relevant? pic.twitter.com/4R8YChwlYE

4/7/2019 8:45:41 PM sunbasileuo This is it. The Greatest 14 days in the Greatest Timeline ever. Did I choose this one?? Could I have ended up in the less ideal ones?? I don't know, but I 

am SO GRATEFUL to GOD and ALL of You who brought us to this. #Best #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ev1ZRjQnkg

4/7/2019 8:46:41 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Nov 10 1775 is the most important. Dont forget

4/7/2019 8:50:03 PM effrvscngjcbx_o M       
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4/7/2019 8:52:13 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/S12vjCs46M

4/7/2019 8:53:10 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/wY8Jg58asV

4/7/2019 8:55:07 PM narcissist_ghst there is an interchange.  i am not alone.

4/7/2019 8:56:57 PM speaklife595 Was this a recent thing or have ppl through the out there entire lives been getting realizations and had a sense to keep quiet about it, like how the 

world runs countries are companies, needing to act dumb to speak liberal speak to get there minds along for the ride and e.t.c

4/7/2019 8:59:56 PM lbf777 The 16th amendment is invalid because it was never ratified by the required number of states. The banking cartel & Woodrow Wilson committed a 

great crime by putting it in the Constitution. Also, the Supreme Court has already said income tax is unconstitutional in the 1880s.

4/7/2019 9:00:20 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/dfpWtGswoj

4/7/2019 9:01:16 PM liltilgerlil Went back to nature recently and now when I read news it all looks crazy and unhinged

4/7/2019 9:01:35 PM lbf777 Who’s Laura Logan and what happened?

4/7/2019 9:04:17 PM girlawakeinca The Looking Glass has also been called the "Doomsday Plane," since its role would only be necessary in the event that the ground nuclear command 

centers at Offutt, the National Military Command Center, and Site R were destroyed. http://military.wikia.com/wiki/Operation_Looking_Glass …

4/7/2019 9:06:25 PM ethereal_shaman Orion

4/7/2019 9:10:39 PM ksouth21 MJ, do you know if Barr testimony on Tuesday is open to public? I realize the purpose is to discuss DOJ budget, but anticipate animosity from Dem 

members

4/7/2019 9:12:35 PM peterpentz Which month isn’t?

4/7/2019 9:13:27 PM aprilbrown99 Good point.

4/7/2019 9:13:59 PM tharon_pleiades RDS is the real deal. 🇺🇸

4/7/2019 9:15:15 PM phb1969 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 In your opinion, What is the Deep States most guarded secret.?

4/7/2019 9:17:11 PM allahuniversal Only when they're ready will it resonate. It was the same for all of us. Everyone in their own good time, if they decide it to be for themselves. In the 

meantime, let them enjoy their last days of not knowing.

4/7/2019 9:19:30 PM aetherwalker1 .. yeah, if the 16th & 17th amendments were ACTUALLY legally ratified.

4/7/2019 9:20:05 PM vintagesquirrel That is fake. No Q posts since 3/29

4/7/2019 9:22:10 PM freedomfiter71 Get a passport, no ones keeping you in..

4/7/2019 9:31:35 PM aliffbrenda This is scary. Hillary needs to be prosecuted.

4/7/2019 9:33:17 PM ray69450513 No it's not foolish, too much evidence. Trust the plan! Been in the making for many years. Trump has done too much and still alive, He's got THIS! They 

got THIS!

WWG1WGA

4/7/2019 9:33:40 PM thomasdra9on No you can stop....

4/7/2019 9:34:03 PM aetherwalker1 45 & Q team are using The Cabal's 'Revelation of the Method'.

They are playing🦉's game .. and WINNING! 

"Shall We Play A Game?" -Q  😏



4/7/2019 9:35:12 PM girlawakeinca I think you used the Looking Glass? http://www.auricmedia.net/forbidden-technology-part-ii-project-looking-glass/ …

4/7/2019 9:41:19 PM pastorwayne61 I never take a shot of any kind and have only had occasionally had a cold. Vaccines are not my cup of tea.

4/7/2019 9:59:25 PM alinahere Ark@ncides??

Wein$[!&n?

D#ms?

#DeepStateInPanic 

Symbolism/Same P[@ ybook?

THEY Know ...THAT...  We KNOW 👈

B&&M Week? ..or GItmo🤔🙏

Chicken Little LIBs?? Is the Sky Falling? Planes?

Or... F#?😓

I 🙏 NO More innocent Lives pay for the False Narratives THEY want to Push!

#DECLAS
4/7/2019 10:02:37 PM rnblopez JMF ?

4/7/2019 10:05:27 PM rnblopez 100% agree

4/7/2019 10:07:47 PM ksouth21 JMF? That one has me stumped

4/7/2019 10:12:22 PM rnblopez I am going to and I just found you on this thread. I am following you now cause your my neighbor..

Sincerely,

Sacto girl

4/7/2019 10:18:25 PM metamalevolence I like this. The public needs to know that pizzagate holds water and powerful people can commit hainous crimes against children and humanity

4/7/2019 10:19:49 PM batiagottman FAKE post

4/7/2019 10:21:26 PM hawkgirlinmn I realized that after I posted.  That’s what I get for not checking the chans first. 😬

4/7/2019 10:26:07 PM spauldingshowal Human trafficking and sacrifice.....

4/7/2019 10:34:25 PM spauldingshowal It seems from objective observation that the Director of this show is in control of all the main actors on the stage.  AOC faking a black accent?  Pelosi 

making stupid political moves, and she may be many things, but politically illiterate isn't one of them.  Many  more examples

4/7/2019 10:40:08 PM 1_decided_voter Agreed. That's not even a real trip code, that's just the same string added to the subject line.

4/7/2019 10:49:22 PM italianmom555 I am glad that it was highly suggested to her that resignation would be a good idea. We need a really strong no nonsense person in that office.

4/7/2019 10:49:26 PM mskeens1962 Just saw this - curious on everyone's thoughts ⤵️ https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1115082923261054977?s=19 …

4/7/2019 10:53:46 PM rebornkingent Bingo. Using their symbols and numerology again against them and showing people how they operate. Teaching us how to think and feel again after 

generations of mental abuse and confusion. Trust the effing plan.

4/7/2019 10:55:20 PM alanpattersonmd Crazy sad , sick @SenSanders showing how desparate @dnc is ! He wants criminals to vote, last place @TeamPelosi wants 16 yo to vote! Pretty soon 

@TheDemCoalition will want 16 yo criminals to vote! @realDonaldTrump wins again! Then both of them can retire!

4/7/2019 10:57:54 PM rebornkingent Many people have been at this for decades, many like Jim Marrs have died without seeing the end of corruption. I can wait a few weeks or a few 

months. Overcoming pure evil permanently may take a while.

4/7/2019 10:58:00 PM carolin15161363 I remember very early on Q spoke of people who basically locked themselves inside of a bunker I believe under the West Wing. I researched the 

extensive work put into that bunker by Obama. Is this something yet to happen?

4/7/2019 10:59:41 PM aetherwalker1 'Public' events and happenings are scripted acts in a play, a movie.

4/7/2019 11:02:21 PM aetherwalker1 ref. Plato's Allegory of the Cave https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1113242530135539712 …

4/7/2019 11:05:22 PM panthereverte The 2010 France defence minister did interview about this fact too. (After Macron élection)

4/7/2019 11:14:17 PM unitytruthlove1  https://eraoflight.com/2019/01/24/elthor-the-ascended-dragon-collective/ …

4/7/2019 11:14:32 PM unitytruthlove1  https://eraoflight.com/2019/01/24/elthor-the-ascended-dragon-collective/ …

4/7/2019 11:16:36 PM decodematrix True.

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Alpha_Draconis/Orion_Group …

4/7/2019 11:20:25 PM mongrelglory Lol!  You know what they say.  Dogs have masters and cats have servants!

4/7/2019 11:27:52 PM wink5811 Hahaha good that is the best news of the day! Wait till people really understand  the animal conscious!

4/7/2019 11:28:47 PM mongrelglory Does Edward Snowden (along with Media Matters) play a role in the 4:00 AM talking points?

4/7/2019 11:30:26 PM wink5811 No action ever goes unnoticed, eventually humans do answer for all

4/7/2019 11:32:41 PM justice_rebel ..that's why they are so determined to have all kids vaccinated, they are willing to take your kids from you, if you don't vaccinate, you are a treat to 

society! ....we could all get the meazles, and die a terrible dead! and that's a Global agenda...by the way ...

4/7/2019 11:33:36 PM wink5811 Love Rudolph Steiner! Amazing reading

4/7/2019 11:41:26 PM mongrelglory I always assumed MOS meant Mossad.  Do they still have that much control over US Media and politicians?

4/8/2019 12:03:37 AM karma4event201 Every CIA Drug Trafficking ring has had human trafficking & military transports.  

#Vietnam

#IranContraMenaArk child trafficking was 

#FranklinCoverup #Conspiracy of Silence

4/8/2019 12:04:31 AM rachaelangelm I was told Pluto is a future whe the sun goes cold, thats the real reser. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/8/2019 12:06:11 AM karma4event201 I was surprised American Made had more facts than Hollyweird fiction.

4/8/2019 12:07:49 AM 27kovacs Not at all. Would have been different months ago though, I think.

4/8/2019 12:11:24 AM karma4event201 (1) CIA had special Ops guarding the poppy fields because Taliban stopped poppy farms! 

Did the US Ever do the right thing?

4/8/2019 12:26:08 AM tenn_rich The states were intended to be able to maintain their power by the Senate being the “states chamber,” just like the House was intended to be the 

“People’s chamber.” Thus there should NO popular election of Senators. They should be appointed by the states to serve state interests.

4/8/2019 12:28:13 AM tenn_rich As to the 16th, the taking of our labor is slavery by another name. Our founders prohibited personal income taxes on purpose. Evil, scheming men 

ignored their wisdom. We should restore their wisdom.

4/8/2019 12:29:49 AM karma4event201 Difficult to find facts:  

US Marines buzz CIA Nov 17 then bombed Afghanistan Drug labs Nov18. 

Not Taliban Drug labs; that is 🎯 CIA DRUG LABS BUILT BY HALIBURTON 🎯

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?100801-The-Marines-Storm-Langley-in-an-attempt-to-remove-CIA-coup-attempt …

Article on 11 28 2017 says Air Strikes on TALIBAN drug labs https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2017/11/28/army-gen-nicholson-

taliban-lowers-ambitions-after-major-losses.html …

4/8/2019 12:41:30 AM tenn_rich As to the 14th, if there was ever a more ill advised act by our Republic, I can’t find it.

 https://www.lewrockwell.com/1970/01/gene-healy/the-squalid-14th-amendment/ …



4/8/2019 1:03:10 AM karma4event201 Difficult to find facts:  

US Marines buzz CIA Nov 17 then bombed Afghanistan Drug labs Nov18. Not Taliban Drug labs; that is 🎯 CIA DRUG LABS BUILT BY HALIBURTON 🎯

(link:  http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?100801-The-Marines-Storm-Langley-in-an-attempt-to-remove-CIA-coup-attempt …)  

http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthr …

4/8/2019 1:19:55 AM realityloominng Best news all day! Is this why we don't have a complete 100% media blackout from the storm in EU? Can u name countries who has had members of 

new guard MJ12?

4/8/2019 2:11:12 AM alexandercody7 Same goes for San Francisco? I was in CA a couple of months ago (first time there ever) and felt overshadowed. I could tell it the way my heart was 

beating. It felt so real.

4/8/2019 2:32:52 AM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/PuUi7EQZxq

4/8/2019 3:00:28 AM adsvel Curiosity, awareness and letting go with love is a purpose of life.

4/8/2019 3:31:36 AM cryptomeup Perhaps high energy consumption mining could bring forth free energy use faster. You also stated BTC would not rebound, please define "rebound" as 

sure it will probably be smacked down after people are attracted back in, but it has rebounded.

4/8/2019 3:34:25 AM jvan125 He sure is!! 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/QlfyGOQjP8

4/8/2019 3:42:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Sorry guys. Should’ve checked the chans instead of grabbing it from someone on twitter. 😩

4/8/2019 3:46:43 AM allahuniversal The last days asleep are soon followed by the 1st days awake. To quote MJ, "The future is filled with LIGHT"

4/8/2019 3:48:12 AM jkmaalouf Looks like mass murder

4/8/2019 3:49:51 AM allahuniversal Too many people know about Barry Seal & would have called BS if the movie wasn't honest.

4/8/2019 3:52:22 AM k3yle 4 more tweets n ur at a majestic #

4/8/2019 3:58:58 AM monroevegas I learned Mueller was investigating someone else but DT. Who really colluded with Russia to guarantee themselves the Oval Office? #MAGA #Q 

#Qanon #1776Global

4/8/2019 4:00:53 AM monroevegas Mother nature really cleans house 😂

4/8/2019 4:04:26 AM isawthat9 Too close

4/8/2019 4:18:33 AM keith369me I didn’t watch, but it would have been Majestic if there was mention of Poppy Bush and the South American operation.

4/8/2019 4:22:02 AM _chelseaproject So Nielson was cabal?

4/8/2019 4:22:36 AM keith369me Sounds like a Majestic idea...six years of potential corruption before a re-vote is a bit excessive.

4/8/2019 4:23:39 AM keith369me ????

4/8/2019 4:26:21 AM keith369me 4:00 AM talking points seem to be dismantled and it is exposing how stupid talking heads are. Loretta Lynch?  Not sure how that alters fake news.  

Assange is likely in “luxury captivity” and has been for some time.

4/8/2019 4:26:43 AM keith369me Sacrifice

4/8/2019 4:27:18 AM keith369me You really believe that?  Pretty sure he has been out for at least a year

4/8/2019 4:31:47 AM keith369me Step back and see the big picture when overwhelmed with the details.  It’s okay to be incorrect on a few details if you get the 10,000 foot view.

4/8/2019 4:34:09 AM giediknight United States is a Corporation, Act of 1871  https://www.loc.gov/law/help/statutes-at-large/41st-congress/session-3/c41s3ch62.pdf …

4/8/2019 4:34:30 AM keith369me So much has happened in recent weeks.  The end of the collusion narrative for one.  Additional awakening is happening due to the erosion of the media 

in the eyes of a larger number of people...the more the better before the true nature of our control system is revealed.

4/8/2019 4:35:46 AM keith369me Israel is last. Netanyahu is getting pushed out the door.  Abe too.

4/8/2019 4:36:14 AM natureinspace And where is RBG? I can't believe the Dem's are allowed to hide her for so long.

4/8/2019 4:37:24 AM roublisa Is this a real device?😎

4/8/2019 4:39:02 AM roublisa Yay! pic.twitter.com/Mle1wDj25c

4/8/2019 4:39:33 AM john_stieglitz Remember Gary Webb. 🇺🇸💪🏻

4/8/2019 4:41:24 AM roublisa That is deep man😏 pic.twitter.com/mUdV6EkbAF

4/8/2019 4:43:35 AM john_stieglitz The airport in Mena, Arkansas is a federal airport. Bill Clinton was a governor w/o jurisdiction. How convenient “poppy Bush”. Iran/Contra and the 

attempted assassination of Reagan was a CIA Op. Just like JFK MLK & RFK. Wake up!

4/8/2019 4:45:13 AM roublisa It is so close🐸 pic.twitter.com/rFjpcXjVG7

4/8/2019 4:48:19 AM roublisa PJ you are very relivent💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓 pic.twitter.com/JGrseisnBt

4/8/2019 4:53:19 AM roublisa I just had major deja vu with what you wrote here! pic.twitter.com/JjmRivusSx

4/8/2019 4:58:56 AM truth_077 Ancient = Antarctica 🤔

4/8/2019 5:01:26 AM sabermarris In what way

4/8/2019 5:03:42 AM roublisa Sorry.....not real post 😕

4/8/2019 5:04:28 AM hawkgirlinmn I know. I’ll delete!

4/8/2019 5:05:07 AM pathfinderastro Watch the skies?

4/8/2019 5:06:01 AM roublisa @threaderapp please compile

4/8/2019 5:06:48 AM roublisa I was telling you sweetie I retweeted too

4/8/2019 5:07:29 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m sorry! I should’ve checked the chans instead of grabbing it from twitter! 😩

4/8/2019 5:07:56 AM roublisa Uhhggg a * I wasn’t ....I cannot type🤪

4/8/2019 5:08:24 AM hawkgirlinmn Happy Monday!! 😜

4/8/2019 5:09:16 AM roublisa Just a exciting day.....we want to spread the joy...right sista! pic.twitter.com/JZSimzlDIr

4/8/2019 5:09:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Exactly! Still embarrassing. 😌

4/8/2019 5:11:31 AM roublisa No worry’s 😉

4/8/2019 5:12:30 AM zagnett It seems relatively safe now to say that, the worst you could imagine of [BS] is apparently likely true.

The [HRC] vid(s?) we've heard about? Well many of these sellout politicians likely have similar vids of them too. Leverage/controlled.

Hence, "those who know cannot sleep."

4/8/2019 5:15:31 AM maryschade14 My life has been more about this than anything..not nec by choice. Just the way it is.

I seek to demonstrate Observsion of the Inverse created 1000s of yrs ago. 

I believe God gave us tools. I believe the Serpent..He that sought to be God-Like and was Cast Out Inverted everything

4/8/2019 5:22:28 AM roublisa 5:5😉

4/8/2019 5:25:38 AM maryschade14 cont..True As Above So Below is the triangle upright in Heavens..Upright on Earth. Deconstructing symbology.

I have never needed GeeGaws trinkets etc..they are like guns on a table. 

It is Spirit and Creator that Gives power. Lucifer..Lucis Trust UN Alice Bailey Crowley

4/8/2019 5:27:12 AM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/SqolBQueBy

4/8/2019 5:29:09 AM roublisa @threadreaderapp please compile

4/8/2019 5:29:30 AM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @malley_pj: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Big week. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 More bigger... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 And more... 

[…]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115083737950109696.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/8/2019 5:30:28 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/q8BBRPGcz0

4/8/2019 5:30:34 AM maryschade14 Cont..with bogus Catholic like rituals and hominahomina..I do think that by giving power to God when utilizing tools for healing..it works. We are 

corrupted. Our true DNA reActivated when we accept Father. Yes I am a person of Faith. I John 3 Those who Abide..become His Children



4/8/2019 5:31:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 First two lines were complimentary commentary to emphasize the significance of begging "vote for me!" to prison inmates. They don't vote for a 

reason.

4/8/2019 5:31:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sound reasoning.

4/8/2019 5:34:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

In the process of investigating 45, witnesses exposed CST w/ [CF].

Grand Jury Testimony?

Unprecedented?

Unless the AG agrees?

Would POTUS appoint a rogue AG?

How about a rouge AG?

Trust the plan!
4/8/2019 5:35:44 AM maryschade14 As we Abide and Grow Faith..We are purified to be prepared to gain our inheritence as his Children.

Lucis Trust has deceived many.

Check this out..Ganesha..Demon Behemoth. I used to practice Agni. pic.twitter.com/zKPWjlhiWf

4/8/2019 5:35:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We can't comment on an ongoing investigation" still applicable?

4/8/2019 5:36:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rebound = quickly return to near $20K, which it did not.

4/8/2019 5:37:53 AM zagnett Wishing "those who know" better sleep. 🥴🤒😴

4/8/2019 5:40:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Highly classified.

4/8/2019 5:41:01 AM zagnett Oh, maybe not now? Mueller's investigation is now officially over? Barr can pretty much lay it all down in public now?

4/8/2019 5:42:44 AM __jabird__ It seems to me it’s more like a relay race. Key positions of power have a few tasks to fulfill. Once objective is obtained, pass the baton to the next key 

individuals and so on. It’s genius. It’s like The Harlem Globetrotters of politics.

4/8/2019 5:43:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Has anyone been prosecuted yet?

4/8/2019 5:44:08 AM bbobbio71 I believe the investigation dug up a ton of damaging evidence to members in Congress.  In addition to all the lawyers,  40 FBI agents! Tell me they're 

not digging up dirt on all...

4/8/2019 5:45:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do you think?

4/8/2019 5:48:15 AM zack_stone You obviously do not live next to the mexico border.

4/8/2019 5:51:34 AM djlok Yeah I'm trying to figure out how freeing LL has an effect on the fake news too.

4/8/2019 5:51:46 AM katesdailybread REAL journalist Lara Logan confirmed that last night on @marklevinshow All the propagandists posing as journalists parrot the ‘Media Matters’ daily 

scripts.

4/8/2019 5:53:00 AM r7dotcom Typical fake news

4/8/2019 5:54:25 AM wonderswords Where is Ruth?

4/8/2019 5:54:28 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it all makes perfect sense! Merkle is Barry’s aunt? pic.twitter.com/NiEh2gKJom

4/8/2019 5:55:16 AM r7dotcom I was stationed at Vandenberg we never received any aircraft like that to my knowledge and my shop is right next to the flight line

4/8/2019 5:55:35 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069290344813084674?s=19 …

FPP

5:5

4/8/2019 5:55:52 AM aprilbrown99 This is from another thread I read yesterday. pic.twitter.com/kP67DSKhPg

4/8/2019 5:56:12 AM trumps_all I saw that too, and I don’t think it was a coincidence that she kept pushing their name into the forefront. Everything Hannity, LeVin, Rush and a few 

others are saying is Meant to enlighten people about the coup attempt

4/8/2019 5:59:02 AM pathfinderastro Once, all the world believed the world was flat, and did so for thousands of years. Even today, half of all marriages fail.

Our own best judgment and strongest intuitions can still be devastatingly wrong, and often are.

4/8/2019 6:04:34 AM aprilbrown99 I have also read that Merkle could be Adolfs daughter by frozen sperm too so not sure if this is accurate. They always seem to lead back to the 

Rothchilds.

4/8/2019 6:07:03 AM weremight It seems to me that BTC is primarily a paradigm for solving problems related to making social costs transparent and accountable.  The fate of the 

particular network is less certain than the value of the solution to problems.

4/8/2019 6:07:34 AM kindeandtrue Uncle Julian is in Springfield, MO.

4/8/2019 6:07:46 AM __jabird__ Russia? Or Ukraine?

4/8/2019 6:08:14 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, are you able to share any info as to how or when the Draco’s got into contact with the Rothchilds?  Where they the first family bloodline to be 

contacted?

4/8/2019 6:13:06 AM __jabird__ It feels like yes.

4/8/2019 6:15:42 AM _369311119 "You are the news"

4/8/2019 6:15:54 AM roublisa Is this the movie that ties to the Arkansas ring?

4/8/2019 6:18:08 AM roublisa 5:5

4/8/2019 6:18:31 AM allahuniversal Yep, Mena... WJC... HrC...

4/8/2019 6:18:34 AM r7dotcom About to? Have you been asleep?

4/8/2019 6:19:09 AM synackstatic Braun-Hitler = Obama line

Raubal-Hitler = Merkel line

Obama and Merkel are cousins. Grandchildren of AH

Merkel's father, Horst Kasner, was in the hitler youth (14+). The year he turned 10, the Deutsches Jungvolk (10-14) became borderline compulsory 

(feeder group for hitler youth)

4/8/2019 6:19:25 AM roublisa Maybe this will be the red pill for my dh😏

4/8/2019 6:19:26 AM r7dotcom You sank my battleship

4/8/2019 6:20:14 AM r7dotcom I heard the Russians sent Christopher Columbus.

4/8/2019 6:21:08 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/2uJvdNJhtl

4/8/2019 6:21:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1115241638660415490 …

4/8/2019 6:21:44 AM katesdailybread ...and @MariaBartiromo on @SundayFutures 👍👍

4/8/2019 6:22:00 AM allahuniversal + the MSM edition  https://www.narconews.com/darkalliance/drugs/start.html …

4/8/2019 6:22:11 AM scott_rick A false flag(DS) or contact?

4/8/2019 6:22:58 AM zagnett But MJ's response sounds like a resounding "no".

4/8/2019 6:23:29 AM freestateojones "Unprecedented Theory"

Who was Mueller investigating?

Biggest accurate conspiracy?

If so its beyond genius, floating the report and holding it having the left call for its exposal, only to be crushed by the facts therein?

Majestic. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1083163362907865088?s=19 …

4/8/2019 6:23:33 AM annfollowstruth  pic.twitter.com/jOoh4nB8pr

4/8/2019 6:23:40 AM __jabird__ Just another non existent terminal

4/8/2019 6:23:58 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/politico/status/1108042231963897856?s=19 …

4/8/2019 6:24:15 AM lightworkercain Space brothers or pole shift related?

4/8/2019 6:27:01 AM starehope At least the past few weeks or months.

4/8/2019 6:27:19 AM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/cFMEYQ5pbV



4/8/2019 6:27:37 AM jeremya27283175 If you're not already on a watchlist by now you should be ashamed of yourself. 🇺🇸

4/8/2019 6:28:08 AM zagnett Then there's Q 916 "saving _____ for last".

4/8/2019 6:28:32 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/t4o8LLrK0N

4/8/2019 6:28:52 AM realityloominng PLEASE let this be true!

4/8/2019 6:28:59 AM __jabird__ Israel

4/8/2019 6:29:24 AM blankmarlo "cloud activity"

4/8/2019 6:29:46 AM traumabizz Gary Webb should've been honored for his reporting and his bravery, not murdered for telling the truth as so many others have been. Remember Gary 

Webb. Watch Kill the Messenger to view the story.

4/8/2019 6:31:03 AM starehope Where is RGB? How can the Supreme Court make decisions? Isn't this illegal? She was to retire in February. What happened. Why don't they tell us the 

truth?

4/8/2019 6:31:15 AM roublisa Thank you for the link,hope this does the job.  DH is in Germany getting our DD (23) settled to begin her life journey.  😖😫I want for him to open 

👀to talk this out. He is clueless,rtd. Ltc,who spent 14y in the swamp and f’n clueless. I have planted countless seeds w/dh+dd 🤞

4/8/2019 6:31:34 AM linnyt7 NASA studying Aurora Borealis?

4/8/2019 6:32:10 AM mrd_s_anderson According to the records, I am BO's 10th cousin.

4/8/2019 6:32:12 AM starehope Don't think about Assange. He is where he needs to be.

4/8/2019 6:32:18 AM covertress  http://spaceweather.com/archive.php?view=1&day=08&month=04&year=2019 … pic.twitter.com/YEB3pWhP74

4/8/2019 6:32:31 AM realityloominng I think Q is indeed talking about mossad, but most of them have lost their  grip by now. Most likely yes

4/8/2019 6:33:56 AM teamsterr07 What is causing this?

4/8/2019 6:34:57 AM starehope Disgusting pile of crap. What is wrong with these people? Couldn't he help the poor or help save the kids? Some people make me ashamed to be 

human.

4/8/2019 6:36:10 AM synackstatic Pic related was presumed to be AM and AH (haircut -Q). 

But the lederhosen imply this is a boy. 

If the haircut is symbolic, and this is a boy, logically AM's father Horst Kasner would be a good guess as to whom this child is.

Timeline works: Horst born 1926, geli and AH... pic.twitter.com/vaoDE8qVbL

4/8/2019 6:36:26 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/-_TgrjxpS-c 

4/8/2019 6:38:46 AM pilar96117319 4AM I THINK IS THE TIME WHEN ASSANGE WAS TRANSFER TO US

4/8/2019 6:38:47 AM synackstatic ...were in close proximity from 1925 to her death in 1931. 1926 birth year puts Horst at 28 in 1954 when AM was born. HK's HY and DJ background 

maybe allowed AH to keep his secret child close.

4/8/2019 6:39:39 AM jrocktigers Bluebeam projecting on all the crap they are spraying via 'chemtrails' ?

4/8/2019 6:40:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here.

 https://youtu.be/zocs_vT8VhA 

4/8/2019 6:43:01 AM hawkgirlinmn She dropped some pretty profound statements that will hopefully wake those who are unaware or kn the fence up. I hope that by going so public, this 

ensures her safety.

4/8/2019 6:43:15 AM realityloominng I think this disinfo thread is mixing some truth about Merkel with obvious bs about Renegade

4/8/2019 6:44:36 AM jimilightspeed  pic.twitter.com/ntvRdY2v2T

4/8/2019 6:44:50 AM jimilightspeed Meh, drones..

4/8/2019 6:47:46 AM illusiverulers There is a dangerous obstinacy with people concerning their Israel brainwashing.  As much as they point fingers & perceive the left like that, they have 

no idea that they suffer the same automaton in response to a subject -- Simply.What.They've.Been.Told.

Mental illness.

4/8/2019 6:47:59 AM jimilightspeed So does that mean Merkel is Obama's aunt?

4/8/2019 6:49:24 AM selvestekjetil Norway. Powered by nature? https://youtu.be/-_TgrjxpS-c 

4/8/2019 6:49:40 AM _17patriot_ Yes.

4/8/2019 6:50:19 AM kindeandtrue Not the first time there have been weird lights over Norway. On Dec 9, 2009, a spiral light was seen over Norway shortly before the UFO pyramid 

appeared over Moscow. This was the day Obama received Nobel Peace Prize, I believe. 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1078485756715458561 …

4/8/2019 6:53:36 AM kindeandtrue Strange spiral light seen in Norway on the morning of Dec. 9, 2009. On same day, a UFO pyramid hovered over the Kremlin for hours and Obama 

received Nobel for his commitment to prevent spread of nuclear weapons and to seek a world without them. pic.twitter.com/txPzI94yCQ

4/8/2019 6:56:48 AM charmanda9 Were they protecting their bodies from a solar flash event?

4/8/2019 6:57:44 AM awakeandsing123 Right. I didn’t think until MJ12 asked us. And now I realize that I don’t know the answer. Lol.

4/8/2019 6:57:54 AM covertress "The Nazi Party returned to power in Germany many years ago under the current Chancellor." - Majestic 12 

https://blogfactory.co.uk/2017/11/26/angela-merkel-is-the-daughter-of-hitler-and-hitler-was-a-rothschild/amp/ …

4/8/2019 6:58:33 AM firstwavr nothing to see here? yea, you used that phrase out of context. stop trying to be Q.

4/8/2019 7:01:04 AM covertress Q 142 pic.twitter.com/5HO8VWUQwk

4/8/2019 7:01:28 AM synackstatic The connection between barry and AH is tenuous at best. 

What if this picture was intentional?

The obummer/Braun picture was planted?

The more convincing AH child is AM herself as the GD of AH. Her father HK being AH's son.

4/8/2019 7:02:36 AM giediknight UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Corp. (for the cabal) VS. United States of America (for the people). CNN/MSNBC etc. fake news pushing propaganda is 

legal because its not for the United States of America, its for the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA corp.

4/8/2019 7:03:33 AM giediknight Even our birth certificates creates a legal fiction out of our own name, Your Name Vs. YOUR NAME. Which is surety for the national debt.

4/8/2019 7:05:19 AM allahuniversal ...declassification of clown activity... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090076892613566464?s=19 …

4/8/2019 7:07:01 AM paciouno chaos follows.

4/8/2019 7:07:16 AM charmanda9 Yeah, just a lil storm. No biggie, right?

4/8/2019 7:09:22 AM keith369me It’s a movie that has been going on for thousands of years...fear and anger won’t end it.  Light and the population of Earth knowing about it will!

4/8/2019 7:09:36 AM tikicolada Project Blue Beam 😉

4/8/2019 7:10:30 AM charmanda9 Yep I remember DW talked about this being an evening that BO was supposed to initiate disclosure but something went wrong. [They] got to him.

4/8/2019 7:11:15 AM rawphonegirl Tech makes it easy to stage a FF first contact event? pic.twitter.com/JckVOcM8vx

4/8/2019 7:12:20 AM thelilkingryan Blue beam pic.twitter.com/ZHE6GuYacD

4/8/2019 7:12:31 AM keith369me LL saving her hide?  Investigating Russian Collusion would immediately lead back to HRC/Uranium/Mueller....Trump Tower meeting with Mueller...a 

two year evidence gathering show...I’m really curious how this ends for Mueller?  Public shaming and a pardon?

4/8/2019 7:17:48 AM keith369me Watch the Israeli elections.  If it doesn’t have a “Trumplike” outcome, do we see a coup?

4/8/2019 7:18:30 AM charmanda9 What exactly do you mean when you say ‘it sings’? Literally? Like a vibration? Or you just mean it’s spectacular?

4/8/2019 7:24:06 AM djlok Ha ha! She is quite a looker! 

Too bad all the journos don't follow her lead.  When I was doing my course work in j-school, everything she said is how they taught us to be.  Report 

the facts, leave the commentary to the public.

4/8/2019 7:24:34 AM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Liliath, the alternative version of Adam and Eve legit?

4/8/2019 7:25:04 AM decodematrix Is family 'y' Rockefeller?

4/8/2019 7:30:48 AM 1ra_enelor Propaganda covering up TRUTH.. 🛸💙🛸

4/8/2019 7:32:26 AM charmanda9 What is this and why have you placed it here?



4/8/2019 7:34:23 AM charmanda9 Thank you. 🙏🏻 Using this advice for recent curiosities.

4/8/2019 7:35:39 AM aprilbrown99 Great interview! She is smart, articulate, honest, and straightforward. Many truth bombs!

4/8/2019 7:35:40 AM lenartjoe Laying aside arguments pro-and-con, any indication the was part of the strategy (or a pre-emotive attire counter the strategy) that gave us the Federal 

Reserve? Just going based on the year

4/8/2019 7:39:23 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/HM5AVCyVyB

4/8/2019 7:43:36 AM allahuniversal "We're surrounded by a plethora of unwinnable wars. That is not how it works in real life." 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978197307478016?s=19 …

4/8/2019 7:46:36 AM maryschade14 Project BluBeam. Holographix. 2015 Beyonce concert. Could not tell the dif. Deception. VOCO..Deception. 

Why the need for visual and vocal deception? Ba Al..may make for the worst Silver screen pic.twitter.com/lQNgcDIQXv

4/8/2019 7:47:20 AM charmanda9 Oh?

4/8/2019 7:48:31 AM maryschade14 Ba 56..11..Chaos.. 13 Rebellion..Barium enemas for colonoscopy too..

4/8/2019 7:49:14 AM melanieanders7 Hasn’t McCain been persecuted, quietly?

4/8/2019 7:49:59 AM maryschade14 Straight outta Norfolk Naval.

4/8/2019 7:53:03 AM zagnett Maybe...millions of years?? 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/bHDexBEVPx

4/8/2019 7:54:15 AM keith369me Gary Webb shooting himself twice in the head.  Gives me goosebumps to hear her honesty!

4/8/2019 7:54:26 AM zagnett i mean who would have thought this at the time, eh? pic.twitter.com/09mYJGFBTo

4/8/2019 7:55:34 AM enomai_ Seen the clouds rotating in a way as if some engine eggshape was swirling it around itself. Manmade? Or ET?

4/8/2019 7:57:15 AM orthogonalron "Boys From Brazil" was a documentary.

4/8/2019 7:58:21 AM daggastan Wow.. she’s a rockstar.

4/8/2019 7:58:59 AM enomai_ Wray?

4/8/2019 8:00:34 AM tyl3r59518097 #Tyl3R

😀Well,..the good news is, if recovery of that ship requires the help of an unemployed, deadbeat dad, with a misdemeanor record for violating 

restraining orders taken out against him by his ex-wife and daughters,..then you’ve got Tim Null! 🤣🤣

 https://youtu.be/lUMMbHds8Wc  pic.twitter.com/iFReLAIWsj

4/8/2019 8:00:57 AM melanieanders7 Where would one go to get TRUTHFUL info on the ruling families and their relations through history?

4/8/2019 8:02:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 ]LL[ != [LL]

4/8/2019 8:03:19 AM kindeandtrue Pure speculation on my part. A trail of events led me to that conclusion. Medical facility for federal prisoners there. Remember @POTUS' visit to 

Scotland? Theory is that the SS agent who "died" was a fake. Julian was put on plane in a special "coffin" and brought here.

4/8/2019 8:04:30 AM charmanda9 Interesting. I hadn’t heard this theory.

4/8/2019 8:05:06 AM n7guardiananon Disinformation is needed

Disinformation is necessary 

Disinformation is chaos

4/8/2019 8:08:00 AM kindeandtrue Remember when lights went out during @POTUS press conference in the Oval Office? Theory is that was signal Julian was safe and on his way to 

federal prison medical center in Missouri. Very imaginative, I know.

4/8/2019 8:09:14 AM charmanda9 Oh I don’t know how I missed these theories.

4/8/2019 8:09:29 AM trading2018 Dunno bout that

4/8/2019 8:12:00 AM keith369me Does the majority of the public get to hear the real story on the tarmac meeting?

4/8/2019 8:12:42 AM zagnett Ok stumped on "]LL[".

4/8/2019 8:12:43 AM firstwavr any ‘Majestic proofs’ out there i can see? if not, this account is considered to be a shill. simple as that.

4/8/2019 8:14:06 AM kindeandtrue Rumors about Julian being in the casket were on Reddit. Can't remember exactly how the Missouri part came in. It's entertaining, anyway.

4/8/2019 8:14:38 AM keith369me ! Means inverse...[LL] is the message

4/8/2019 8:16:45 AM linacovfefe #WeAreTheNewsNow

4/8/2019 8:16:59 AM zagnett Yeah but the way MJ put it makes it seem like he's saying it's not the same person.

4/8/2019 8:17:26 AM awakeandsing123 Exactly.

4/8/2019 8:17:57 AM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/1hiPdN1bWB

4/8/2019 8:19:30 AM keith369me Lara Logan is fantastic...thank you for sharing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...this is one of the few cases where messenger is pretty damn close to message.

4/8/2019 8:22:20 AM firstwavr since none of these followers are actually capable of having a rational conversation without stupid gifs and cringeworthy comments, i can assume that 

no one here is a real Q researcher, and this account is purely about misinformation.

4/8/2019 8:23:13 AM shari_todd 🇺🇸🇺🇸been waiting for this week for a long time💯🇺🇸🇺🇸🎯

4/8/2019 8:23:55 AM djlok Agreed!

4/8/2019 8:24:04 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/h6KmZEXoxnk 

😎 pic.twitter.com/NjuOxghiw7

4/8/2019 8:25:07 AM kindeandtrue Now it's coming back. Trump went to Missouri on 24 July 2018, a few days after the lights went out in Oval Office. Went to an undisclosed location and 

tweeted some significant things: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1021755112128172032 …

4/8/2019 8:26:22 AM jimilightspeed It's an image from the other night I took a few of this hat shaped satellite flying by it was pretty far out i couldnt see it with the naked eye.

4/8/2019 8:26:40 AM djlok I'd love to hear some audio that maybe Paul Ryan got while on the plane.  I know for a while there was a theory floating around that [HRC] had actually 

video conferenced into the #TarmacMeeting.

4/8/2019 8:27:09 AM majorarmybrat Again, 😒, NOT YET.

4/8/2019 8:27:23 AM ivan2488083248 when the skies r clear? when the battle is over. chemtrails!

4/8/2019 8:27:25 AM jimilightspeed I took a video of it too pic.twitter.com/sKHCqkxKgk

4/8/2019 8:28:21 AM kindeandtrue President met with Josh Hawley at an undisclosed location in Missouri. pic.twitter.com/I7hge24qC2

4/8/2019 8:28:34 AM majorarmybrat Project 

Blue

Beam

Watch the skies, but don’t believe everything you see.

4/8/2019 8:29:48 AM majorarmybrat Yup. 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻 I applaud you, ma’am.

4/8/2019 8:30:32 AM zagnett Understatement i know, but dang [their] priorities seem way whacked.

Seems like we're more ready for the "rapist roundup" stage of the "plan" honestly.

What would you call your actual "job" for these [monsters], if it can be called that? May you describe it more?

4/8/2019 8:30:33 AM libertylemana BIGLY! I like that word.

4/8/2019 8:31:06 AM aprilbrown99 Logan not Lynch.

4/8/2019 8:32:19 AM roublisa Thanks for the history lesson...👀!

4/8/2019 8:32:55 AM kindeandtrue Last one: Trump made this cryptic remark at the VFW event in Missouri: https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1021851618466308097 …

4/8/2019 8:33:12 AM lori_dee1 The MSM is a propaganda machine designed to be an extension of the Democratic Party. They want to control the news and change outcomes in 

"their" favor.

4/8/2019 8:34:02 AM gulfcoastchelle Lois Lerner??



4/8/2019 8:37:45 AM allahuniversal It's even simpler, actually. Read the tweets urself, all of them if you can make the time to. Ask questions rather than make MSM-like accusations. Then, 

make your own decision. "Majestic proofs" aren't "out there", proofs are found within. Either resonates, or it don't. #WWG1WGA

4/8/2019 8:38:44 AM allahuniversal Not Q doesn't automatically mean shill. As a "1st waver", you should know that. If nothing else take the information you find to be useful, benefit, & 

leave the rest. 

Maybe this can help. https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

4/8/2019 8:39:51 AM allahuniversal #Salute

4/8/2019 8:40:38 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/rAiyhDSA3q

4/8/2019 8:44:07 AM firstwavr as a first waver, i understand everyone is worth considering to be a valid source of information to an extent. which is why i’ve been following this 

account, but not once have i read anything that was to my benefit. also, posting like Q is a big red flag.

4/8/2019 8:52:49 AM sterkinglights1 As if LL being free puts LL into [].

4/8/2019 8:53:27 AM cosmic_engineer Barry grew up in a Belgian bunker

4/8/2019 8:53:32 AM allahuniversal Not to your benefit, as it either contradicts what you've learned, or you've already learned it, am I correct ?

As for posting Q, should every Twitter account stop doing so, or just this one? What's your reasoning either way?

4/8/2019 8:54:07 AM truthseeker805 Assange is exactly where he is supposed to be.  Trusting the plan.

4/8/2019 8:58:40 AM allahuniversal Just reread your statement re: Q, allow me to clarify :

Should no one actually use the comms we were advised to learn? I "post like Q" all of the time, should I stop doing so?

4/8/2019 8:58:52 AM maryschade14 Thank you.

4/8/2019 8:59:42 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115248059766792193?s=21 …

4/8/2019 9:01:09 AM drbohammer Right! Every universe is a toroid. Every graviton is a toroid. There is an infinite number of both. Quasar in from... black hole out to...

4/8/2019 9:01:26 AM firstwavr as in i haven’t seen anything that i didn’t already know regarding Tesla, Law of One, ET related topics (dimensions, time & space) and geopolitical 

matters. maybe i spend too much time on research, but imo no one should post like Q because non credible ppl aren’t worth decoding.

4/8/2019 9:02:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 CNBC is operated by clowns.

If you read it on our Twitter feed, then Majestic 12 said it, not CNBC.

4/8/2019 9:06:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies. https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1115273801980362753 …

4/8/2019 9:07:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tick tock... https://twitter.com/NSF/status/1115221614847844352 …

4/8/2019 9:07:28 AM keith369me I think we need middle initials now, lol

4/8/2019 9:08:38 AM michael81972 Time is an illusion MJ😬. jk

4/8/2019 9:09:43 AM styxwga It's a bunch of greenies freaking out over fracking... or is there something im missing here? @qanonfamilyof4

4/8/2019 9:09:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 For those who observe the consciousness being projected around events signifying progress in said events using time markers all agreed upon.

4/8/2019 9:10:04 AM keith369me Yes Lara, but I no longer get the connection unless Lara has a bigger role to play in the Disclosure.  She would make a great candidate.

4/8/2019 9:10:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signals

4/8/2019 9:11:14 AM youstinksoap Will it be related to this in anyway?  Can we expect any announcement from their landing? 

https://twitter.com/teamspaceil/status/1115205126854201344?s=21 …

4/8/2019 9:11:29 AM zagnett & some said it was going to 40k, or100k, or ???????k! It was hilarious!

Heard you can buy a Lamborghini with BTC now. As if most of us would ever want or need a Lambo lol.

Cars are 2D. Not even 3D. Unless you can get a bit of air with them on e.g. some S.F. streets lol. F cars.

4/8/2019 9:11:47 AM styxwga Gotcha, its not plain sight to me yet. Appreciate the lead. Signals from [ ] or patriots? #WWG1WGA

4/8/2019 9:11:59 AM keith369me T-2...related to the previous Tweet?

4/8/2019 9:15:56 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh, almost forgot, the [🤡] theme song!!!

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

4/8/2019 9:16:15 AM linnyt7 Says they're landing on 4/11.  There are no coincidences, right?

4/8/2019 9:16:45 AM allahuniversal Old to you & I, doesn't mean it's not new to someone else. If not for you, others can have & will learn something previously unknown to them. It's 

"worth" their time to discern for self (their turn)

You're entitled to your opinion, not sure how you're determining who's "worthy"?

4/8/2019 9:19:35 AM youstinksoap No, there isn't.  🤓

MJ12, could you give a hint if they are related?  In the theme of no coincidences, Beresheet meaning Genesis is quite interesting...

4/8/2019 9:20:31 AM allahuniversal All are worthy of the Intel, the comms, the open ended questioning etc. that Q has clearly and very PUBLICLY shown us HOW TO do, to bypass ALICE & 

MSM. Why should we NOT use it, as we are the news now & still need to contend with above to reach the people?

4/8/2019 9:21:20 AM diaptera_80 😂perhaps not bad example but a role as an antagonist to someone?

4/8/2019 9:23:01 AM anbezedua Prediction tomorrow - It’s gantz, Bibi is out

4/8/2019 9:24:08 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%200%CE%94%20OR%200%CE%94s%20OR%20%CE%940&src=typd …

@FirstWavr though i agree with @AllahUniversal 100%, in case you want a few "Q" like proofs here you go (link).

Feel free to ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more. They might oblige. I don't think they can resist such a intriguing challenge. 😊🤓🤔

4/8/2019 9:25:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not for long.

Tick tock... https://twitter.com/TeamSpaceIL/status/1115205126854201344 …

4/8/2019 9:26:00 AM diaptera_80 Was there ever a time they weren't?

4/8/2019 9:28:13 AM lc_drinnen I saw that reply earlier and thought "Damn! I'm amazed they admitted to that!". You know though, they'll claim it was a joke or that someone hacked 

their account!

4/8/2019 9:29:38 AM diaptera_80 It is because we haven't been around many civilizations to compare to. We only know socialism vs capitalism. Spirituality is never involved, even 

though it is the pillar stone.

4/8/2019 9:30:10 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYzRY2XpLBk …

4/8/2019 9:31:31 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/scr7OtBk4N

4/8/2019 9:31:40 AM aleks8837 "And they exercise strict control over us." *haha*

4/8/2019 9:31:49 AM allahuniversal Thanks, forgot about the 0Δs pic.twitter.com/3lMrtPIzpt

4/8/2019 9:37:04 AM the_fjalar do we have a FF coming? 

a incoming distraction for the [DS]?

4/8/2019 9:37:30 AM aboveduality The official NASA narrative means it’s likely nothing that NASA did



4/8/2019 9:42:36 AM covertress "The aliens won't let it [reading Area 51 files] happen. You'll reveal all their secrets. They exercise strict control over us." - [BHO]

Was [BHO] telling the Truth?

4/8/2019 9:42:45 AM apex_starseed We gonna see someone big go to jail? Or Anti Gravity Triangle Ships the Air Force has in conjunction to the "Space Force" aka "Secret Space 

Program"..🤔🤔🤔

4/8/2019 9:42:59 AM gregg98290870 Roger that!

4/8/2019 9:43:32 AM linnyt7 Laura Logan

4/8/2019 9:45:51 AM happykat9 Fraud alien invasion?

4/8/2019 9:47:09 AM apex_starseed 🤔🤔🤔🤔.. Antarctica aka "Atlantis" ruins as well as ruins on the moon..here we go...

4/8/2019 9:48:07 AM mongrelglory I guess MJ-12 is referring to members of Media organizations etc...

4/8/2019 9:48:52 AM apex_starseed False flag..UFO invasion here we go!

4/8/2019 9:51:09 AM mongrelglory So he's still working for them...🤔

4/8/2019 9:51:55 AM zagnett One of the BIGLY reasons i LOVE the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account:

GOOD NEWS!!! 🤓😊😘

...links to good news on pretty much a daily basis i mean.

4/8/2019 9:53:59 AM chris_losh_ Watch for what? What did I miss? Its parrot training day, out of the loop today? What's happening?

4/8/2019 9:54:04 AM diaptera_80 99% of time Swedish radio talks about sex, alcohol, homosexuality, broken families, and going to parties. And...they swear in every sentence. I turn 

that s*** off whenever the kids are in the car, but a churchgoing friend could not relate to my experience 😳 it is too normalized

4/8/2019 9:54:33 AM diaptera_80 What happens at school is beyond parents control

4/8/2019 9:55:25 AM starehope Good or bad signals?

4/8/2019 10:02:29 AM scott_rick Any more news/reports from China’s visit to the DS of the moon?

4/8/2019 10:03:24 AM manifest_utopia Yes to this!!

4/8/2019 10:04:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth hides in plain sight.

4/8/2019 10:05:18 AM laurabusse The 1st 3 lines are bernie talking to prison inmates...

4/8/2019 10:05:29 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/loglMzx8NZ

4/8/2019 10:06:46 AM scott_rick Wurner Von Braun.... “it will end with a fake alien invasion”

4/8/2019 10:07:30 AM tenn_rich Not quite correct. They were forced to vote for it to end Reconstruction. Nothing like having a knife held to your throat while you vote.

4/8/2019 10:10:54 AM linnyt7 I've been waiting for this time all my life.

4/8/2019 10:14:54 AM allahuniversal 1:32

4/8/2019 10:16:38 AM rosemodema Oh Gosh!! 

I like that 🤣🤣

4/8/2019 10:17:27 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/8/2019 10:20:09 AM anuishboucher Project blue beam...

4/8/2019 10:20:20 AM scott_rick How’s the best way to watch the skies , anyone have a link to a satellite 24 camera or anything.  I don’t want to freeze my bullocks off outside all night 

for nothing

4/8/2019 10:23:07 AM scott_rick It was very successful, but it fell on the wrong planet.

Wernher von Braun

4/8/2019 10:24:20 AM kalamojakka ‘Plain’ site? 🧐 pic.twitter.com/Q06suUsHyB

4/8/2019 10:27:37 AM askingsocrates Is isreal the last reconnaissance mission to the moon before disclosure, or just another step in the process?

4/8/2019 10:30:20 AM cosmic_engineer I would if these damn #chaff drones didn't blanket #YXE most days

4/8/2019 10:30:42 AM daveo6145 Seems MJ12 meant BS asking inmates. But think mirror right? Those you trust the most, are the most evil. They all participate in ritual sacrifice

4/8/2019 10:32:46 AM zagnett Yes, [BS] asking inmates to vote for [him], & intimating that [BS] somehow thinks [he] might preserve [his] own right to vote when [he's] sitting in jail 

lol.

Dang it i just LOVE this movie! Much much better than Twilight! 😘

4/8/2019 10:33:18 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is a great group to engagewith....you may just remember the truths💥✨✨✨✨✨✨🐸🐸🐸

4/8/2019 10:33:20 AM starehope Is the Question for us? Who do we trust the most. Thinking mirror.

4/8/2019 10:34:43 AM starehope Never watched Twilight, Friends, nor Sex in the City. People make fun of me all the time.

4/8/2019 10:37:37 AM usss_211 Nicely put MJ.... Faith and trust....

Being woke. The scales will fall from their eyes...

This is about us, but bigger than us... Think logically! Think of what you have learned in the last 2.5 years... Now, play the "movie" back... It makes 

perfect sense!😉

4/8/2019 10:39:22 AM goran_antunovic Whats new about this? Nothing.

CIA has been doing it for decades. How many more movies and TV have to be made about it?

Snowfall is the latest tv show that shows details about CIA involvement.

4/8/2019 10:39:48 AM usss_211 Justice for the Rhino....😇

4/8/2019 10:42:09 AM covertress Not unlike the Nazi connection, another difficult case of TBV.

4/8/2019 10:44:45 AM t_hayden07 He has prev threads on that.  :)

4/8/2019 10:46:31 AM aprilbrown99 She’s exposing/disclosing how journalism is no longer free speech. MSM journalist have become political operatives vs political journalists due to all the 

propaganda groups resisting POTUS. POTUS changed his communication method which makes MSM hate him even more. #WinningBigly

4/8/2019 10:46:42 AM aprilbrown99 She also exposed a possible crime with Gary Webb who “committed suicide” by shooting himself twice in the head. Gary hadn’t written anything 

important enough to be suppressed prior to his book. I am sure the C!A was responsible for that.

4/8/2019 10:47:32 AM chapulincolored I apologize for being a pest with the same question:

Who is "P"?

Payseurs, Pope, Intergalactic EyeOfProvidence, Pindar, others,...? looked into these.

Many anons seem to understand that Q inferred Payseurs.

As I understand it, Q still hasn't answered the question.

King Phillippe? pic.twitter.com/xm1voXkhT9

4/8/2019 10:47:39 AM mongrelglory The one thing I've heard that resonates as truth to me is that Hitler had Rothschild blood in him (illegitimate child).  I also believe that Angela Merkel 

has ties to Hitler.  However, the above thread to me seems overly confusing and convoluted...My spidey sense says psyops.

4/8/2019 10:47:44 AM t_hayden07 Oregon is pushing mandatory vaccines. I would rather die, than be forced to KNOWINGLY poison my children. Will POTUS fight for us?!?!

4/8/2019 10:50:07 AM jrocktigers Not a chemtrail in the sky..

4/8/2019 10:50:50 AM aprilbrown99 I agree with you. I feel that she is related and they are Rothch!lds Since they hide their bloodlines so well it is hard to say without a dna test. Records 

may not be accurate even with a thorough search thru archives.



4/8/2019 10:54:22 AM wildhor52319908 @Stargate4444 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@intheMatrixxx

@StormIsUponUs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_QQjmcuw5Y …

4/8/2019 10:56:36 AM apex_starseed Nah..no hush hush..lol

4/8/2019 10:57:37 AM lenartjoe Correcting autocorrect: Laying aside arguments pro-and-con, do you have any indication this was part of the strategy (or a preemptive move to counter 

the strategy) that gave us the Federal Reserve? Just going based on the year

4/8/2019 10:58:49 AM usss_211 Big Storm Coming This Week...There Are NO Coincidences!!!

@StormIsUponUs

@IPOT1776

@M2Madness

@ThePatriotHour

@JuliansRum

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

😉

Check out this article from #weatherchannel https://weather.com/storms/winter/news/2019-04-08-winter-storm-wesley-plains-blizzard-april …

4/8/2019 10:58:58 AM mongrelglory The cover story makes no sense. 😒  If NASA was going to do a bunch of tests and fire rockets that would light up the sky, wouldn't it be common 

sense to warn the public ahead of time, rather than risk panic?  It would be irresponsible not to do so.

4/8/2019 11:01:02 AM mongrelglory That was a good interview.  I sure hope she doesn't end up "suicided" with two bullet holes to the back of the head!

4/8/2019 11:01:24 AM finallyawake4 Perun

4/8/2019 11:02:28 AM finallyawake4  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1093152584024522752 …

4/8/2019 11:02:52 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣

Nobody owes you a dime. You’re software is even more mediocre, than your capacity to articulate your hostile and delusional ideation. U only make 10 

bucks an hour, and that’s everyone on twitter’s problem?! Why don’t U C if there’s any way to get paid 4 being a loser!?🤣 

pic.twitter.com/GCgVTPkZss

4/8/2019 11:03:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Prove?

4/8/2019 11:04:17 AM abileneken1  pic.twitter.com/5GwJK7yL2f

4/8/2019 11:04:32 AM tyl3r59518097 Diplo - Bird is the Word  https://youtu.be/Iuv0ibbmV9E  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/fPrzQ5Gq9H

4/8/2019 11:05:00 AM mongrelglory Is Iran really that bad?  Other than the Iran-Iraq war (which Iraq started), I've never seen Iran do anything aggressive other than issuing threatening 

rhetoric about Israel.  (And if Israel really is responsible for 9/11 and Fukushima, I can see why they might have a point)...

4/8/2019 11:07:51 AM mongrelglory ...I would think Saudi Arabia would have more evidence against them to warrant a terrorist designation.  It's hard to discern in the Middle East who's 

really orchestrating which conflict!  I find it very confusing!

4/8/2019 11:09:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/CBCAlerts/status/1115297869890822145 …

4/8/2019 11:11:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 How is this URGENT?

Oh wait... Anons know.

Big week. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1115311021948841990 …

4/8/2019 11:12:13 AM johnnysoko 11:11 ✨

4/8/2019 11:12:18 AM zagnett Thanks for the update MJ.

May each of us get the "treatment" deserved.

4/8/2019 11:13:06 AM zagnett 😱

Oh wait, i'm ok... 😎

4/8/2019 11:13:19 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/LHVPjt9zSS

4/8/2019 11:13:48 AM scott_rick Would be nice to hear from Q

4/8/2019 11:14:13 AM aprilbrown99 Naming more names and more indictments! Woo hoo!

4/8/2019 11:14:39 AM meefer_radness I heard [they] were going to use a hologram projector to cause a distraction. This maybe what that was about? Qs posts about the skies falling ect?

4/8/2019 11:15:18 AM daveo6145 Related? https://twitter.com/anopiner/status/1115273961632301057?s=21 …

4/8/2019 11:16:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Similarities coincidences? https://twitter.com/GovNuclear/status/1115305302801301509 …

4/8/2019 11:17:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Slavery is wrong. https://twitter.com/TomDangora/status/1114909971106476033 …

4/8/2019 11:17:30 AM zagnett Oh poor Randolph ‘Tex’ Alles, he looks so sad... 😢

4/8/2019 11:18:59 AM zagnett Karma, [cabal bitchez]. Payment due.

4/8/2019 11:19:11 AM tyl3r59518097 The UMC's - One To Grow On (1991)  https://youtu.be/cZ-VZL_edho  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/m5nMDHTAd2

4/8/2019 11:19:16 AM garypre62441595 Yes it is...

4/8/2019 11:19:33 AM aprilbrown99 Trying to spy on POTUS, which was unsuccessful?

4/8/2019 11:21:55 AM _chelseaproject So they were both reporting to the cabal and no white hats knew?

4/8/2019 11:21:56 AM ragevirusqq What if I asked this question not in reference to the tweet you posted. Does this change the answer?

4/8/2019 11:22:25 AM jrocktigers Israel to moon 4/11/19  ! https://twitter.com/SciGuySpace/status/1115302094976765952 …

4/8/2019 11:22:54 AM mongrelglory Well it makes sense the Deep State would probably try to arrange a major distraction for this week, just as prosecutions are ramping up.

4/8/2019 11:23:02 AM aprilbrown99 Is this a similar system to the border wall that you mentioned the other day?

4/8/2019 11:23:33 AM paciouno Cleaning the swamp

4/8/2019 11:24:15 AM ragevirusqq What are small modular reactors used for?

4/8/2019 11:24:22 AM enomai_ Godspeed to all they are trying to harm.

4/8/2019 11:25:25 AM aprilbrown99 Sorry, my mistake. Border wall is solar...this is nuclear.  Disregard.

4/8/2019 11:26:09 AM ragevirusqq Also does asking this question then put the idea that he may be a rapist and murderer in the minds of those who may read it?

4/8/2019 11:28:12 AM agoodyear2015 This certainly seems related to the Mar-a-Lago incident with the Chinese spy.  Was a trap set?  Somebody went fishing?

4/8/2019 11:29:15 AM zagnett Whoa is that from a real video? Biggest shock of my day must say! 🧐

4/8/2019 11:29:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐠🐡

4/8/2019 11:29:34 AM decodematrix Is this related to the small fusion reactors Lockheed Martin was going to build or Thorium reactors?

4/8/2019 11:29:56 AM aprilbrown99 This guys does a “Newsical about naked boys singing” and is her #1 supporter. This is her audience. Time for GITMO!  

Off with Alices’s head! - Alice in Wonderland

4/8/2019 11:30:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you go fishing, clowns will use honkers, bells, whistles, colors, etc to get you to not pay attention to the target at hand.

Who came to the rescue against MJ fishing?

4/8/2019 11:31:02 AM mongrelglory "Guardians of the Pedophiles" production?  Appears to be the same marketing team!

4/8/2019 11:34:01 AM faded4soul Mine is 12. Im terrified.  😔pray pray and pray girl that she is safe and protected at all times.... AT ALL TIMES. Amen



4/8/2019 11:34:21 AM rosemodema Strangely, this all seems like Deja Vu to me.. Haven't we been here before and kinda moved forward with things ?   

Like the App being available at the App Store again 🤷♀️

Am I missing something here ??

4/8/2019 11:38:27 AM realityloominng i think that scenario would be too disruptive and very unlikely. I oubt there are that many clones and much less all being out in the open.

Have you read the declassified Adam & Eve story MJ12 posted? I hope we can manifest something better though🙂👍

4/8/2019 11:39:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... 

Keep your eyes open.

See something, say something.

 http://fbi.gov/tips  https://twitter.com/KevRincon/status/1115299703539814400 …

4/8/2019 11:40:44 AM anopiner Mooch model? Bad stuff goes down during transition? SS head gone? Homeland Security gone? What could go wrong? Q describes a "scare event 

[necessary]." I think we'll find out soon enough. Be prepared to question events logically, given what we know.

4/8/2019 11:41:25 AM mongrelglory Laura Logan

4/8/2019 11:42:09 AM zagnett Oh thanks. i didn't realize her name. Definitely one of my favs now though!

4/8/2019 11:44:59 AM youstinksoap Is she done singing?  🎼🎤😳

4/8/2019 11:45:13 AM mongrelglory That was a great interview she gave!

4/8/2019 11:46:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with past tweets.

Cross reference with SG-1.

Cross reference with logical thinking. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/08/cancer-vaccine-shows-promise-in-human-trial-of-lymphoma-patients.html …

4/8/2019 11:46:37 AM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1115324703890190338 …

interesting timing on why this is in the news now

4/8/2019 11:46:53 AM zagnett Yeah, that's the kind of MSM-ish "brass tacks" interview i've been waiting for for years now! i'm so happy / thrilled today! 😍🥰😘

MJ, when's the next one scheduled? 🤔

4/8/2019 11:47:03 AM jrocktigers Israel to moon Thursday, 4/11/19

4/8/2019 11:48:06 AM marmaruek He understands his voting base.

Baaaaaa!

4/8/2019 11:49:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Like we would compromise that opportunity by prematurely announcing it on Twitter. Clowns follow this account closely. Many are interested in 

sowing division and re-establishing their roles as sheepdogs.

4/8/2019 11:49:51 AM zagnett 5:5. My apologies.🤗

4/8/2019 11:50:14 AM mongrelglory He's still sitting in jail with no bail.

4/8/2019 11:50:39 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh, hi [clowns]!!!

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

4/8/2019 11:51:03 AM monroevegas Ah! Makes me wonder why I get so many spook-phone calls that I never answer.

4/8/2019 11:51:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115325064935768064 …

4/8/2019 11:51:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 [U1] got you nervous RU? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1115324682285113344 …

4/8/2019 11:51:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/8/2019 11:52:46 AM apex_starseed Polio Vaccine cause of cancer cells becoming extremely active in body and it caused many people their life's..and this new "Vaccine" is just the counter 

to what the Polio vaccine had to cause cancer..that's one of the theories..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is that a part of it?

4/8/2019 11:52:48 AM rebeccalisleseo Secretary Neilsen always (intuitively speaking) felt 'shifty' to me.....she would speak, but her eyes told a whole different story.

4/8/2019 11:52:59 AM vintagesquirrel Lara Logan 

 https://youtu.be/zocs_vT8VhA 

4/8/2019 11:53:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Propaganda? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1115322667278540800 …

4/8/2019 11:53:17 AM sleky19 Bibi-Trump bromance ? Trump did not look happy, Bibi is a pawn of the Cabal

4/8/2019 11:53:26 AM jeebaleebs Population control?

4/8/2019 11:54:08 AM realityloominng Is @TeamSpaceIL resplying to ALICE? There is some inconsistencies in the comments..

4/8/2019 11:54:15 AM finallyawake4  https://twitter.com/search?l=&q=perun%20from%3Akabamur_taygeta&src=typd …

4/8/2019 11:54:22 AM zagnett Yeah i get those too.

Recently i got a serious sounding VM saying my SS# had "expired", & to press "1" to find out more.

As if i give any more a s*** about my social "security" number any more than the sheepdog [Old Guard] does lol. [🤡s]

4/8/2019 11:54:32 AM islandofdelight Long or short better for men and women? Of different for each?

4/8/2019 11:55:26 AM youstinksoap Stupid question?  Are there any health or other benefits to cocaine - I'm asking with the assumption that if there were, they would not tell us.

4/8/2019 11:55:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 90-95% global infertility = Alien Invasion

4/8/2019 11:55:41 AM light_fighter_g Ruth

4/8/2019 11:56:01 AM zagnett BIGLY

4/8/2019 11:56:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Follow the wives"

"Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer."

4/8/2019 11:56:16 AM realityloominng Let's hope not, perhaps Q isn't posting to throw them off? pic.twitter.com/7DPM9W4nTM

4/8/2019 11:56:19 AM cmdrzod23 I'll never trust RT. 

It's like CNN, established for the sole reason of distributing gov propaganda

4/8/2019 11:56:29 AM covertress Thanks!

"That'll be just a trim."

🐸 🐸 🐸

4/8/2019 11:56:42 AM mongrelglory The Ashen are working with the Globalists to sterilize the human population! 😠

4/8/2019 11:57:15 AM apex_starseed This is how #EndBigPharma is gonna be accomplished huh? Israel is the leading research in Cannabis and it's treatment application towards 700+ 

disease's..that's why they don't friendly relationship with Israel to keep flourishing..well that shows the levels of Deep State #Panic

4/8/2019 11:57:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 No health benefits. Cabal engineered.

4/8/2019 11:57:52 AM apex_starseed No such thing as Coincidences! #FamilyofLight



4/8/2019 11:58:18 AM zagnett Good question. i try to stretch out haircuts to like every 3 months so it starts out very short.

So i guess i'm just a tad more "majestic" seasonally currently lol.

4/8/2019 11:58:25 AM chris6800250556 He legally can’t. Right?

4/8/2019 11:58:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/8/2019 11:58:41 AM zagnett Oh even in the 1800s? Was common in drugstores then.

4/8/2019 11:58:51 AM iamyou132 From my understanding there is some power to having long hair. Think Samson in the Bible. Also, gives credence to those that believe dreaded hair 

produces power (Rastafarians). If that were true it would make sense why were conditioned that short hair and no beard is “clean cut”

4/8/2019 11:59:05 AM charmanda9 The article talks about emergency power for places like hospitals.

4/8/2019 11:59:41 AM realityloominng Double meanings exist, but so far I think Payseur is one. I'm kinda hoping it's Pindar too down the road. No not David Icke's Pindar

4/8/2019 11:59:55 AM mongrelglory I thought they were prosecuting Bibi for fraud in Israel!  How is he still in power?

4/8/2019 11:59:58 AM zagnett Oh that's an eye opener right there. 😲😳😒

4/8/2019 11:59:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide prevents ascension. 

Suicide reduces an IS-BE's radiant frequency/life aura. 

In reincarnation, they will be attracted to the frequency to which they exert.

4/8/2019 12:00:15 PM starehope Why? Is this legal?

4/8/2019 12:00:36 PM charmanda9 I have also seen regular (handy) people rigging these things together (DIY). They’re not pretty, but they work.

4/8/2019 12:00:45 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AnOpiner/status/1115273965323325442 …

4/8/2019 12:01:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Example: Lets assume 100 = Ascension and 0 = No life progress (new soul)

Most humans are below 50.

If you're at 65, and commit suicide, the nature of the suicide may drop you down to 35.

What's the difference between 65 and 35 in this example?

4/8/2019 12:02:04 PM glor60 I just despise being manipulated like this ...by evil!!!

4/8/2019 12:02:36 PM mongrelglory In ER we actually used a diluted cocaine solution to constrict blood vessels in the nose when you're trying to cauterize a bad nosebleed.

4/8/2019 12:02:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 If 65 is a middle aged family with 2 healthy and successful kids who has love and happiness fulfilling their lives, then 35 is the single middle aged man 

drinking every night. Suicide drops your reincarnation frequencies and you regress in conscious spiritual development.

4/8/2019 12:03:02 PM covertress Can you please list a benefit or two and/or point us towards where we can learn more?

4/8/2019 12:03:14 PM ethereal_shaman I had contemplated cutting mine too, but just didn't feel right.  So, I'll be that grandma with the magical, long locks, lol.

4/8/2019 12:03:48 PM carolin15161363 Good or evil?

4/8/2019 12:04:56 PM agoodyear2015 Well, I'm going with the clowns used a Chinese spy to distract from something else (something at the border?).  I cannot believe that the head of USSS 

is dirty.  If any positions were secured it would be the people in charge of protecting DJT.  I don't know about the head of DHS.

4/8/2019 12:04:59 PM lightofdawn_e  https://www.notesforsapiens.com/cosmic-long-hair/ …

4/8/2019 12:05:30 PM mongrelglory So clowns are starting to see this account as a threat?  I thought you were trying to keep the number of followers down.  Is that number suddenly 

growing?

4/8/2019 12:05:54 PM cmdrzod23 I'd rather have med beds (Elysium) than food replicators. 

Will med beds be part of upcoming disclosure?

4/8/2019 12:06:58 PM charmanda9 At first glance, I would think ppl (sheeple) would line up for a vaccine like this.

4/8/2019 12:07:53 PM mongrelglory Oh good grief!  That never occurred to me!  Not only were we "sheep", they made sure we were "sheared sheep"!  We'll have to bring the "hippy" look 

back into style again. Lol!

4/8/2019 12:08:42 PM tyl3r59518097 You do a terrible thing by continuing to exacerbate symptoms of psychosis, the likes of which you have already worked so hard to integrate. U do this 

by interacting w/douche bags on threads like this, who attempt  to disavow you of the hard work you’ve done toward mental health.

4/8/2019 12:09:21 PM starehope Very fishy.

4/8/2019 12:09:29 PM youstinksoap Have you used AI abbreviation for different meanings in the past?

Artificial Intelligence 

Alien Invasion

4/8/2019 12:10:09 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1113201708480585729 …

4/8/2019 12:10:09 PM zagnett Are the [🤡s] not able to do too much / as much about this "threat" than before? Hopefully [their] abilities diminish greatly by the minute.

4/8/2019 12:11:26 PM starehope Wasn't it in Coca~Cola in the beginning?

4/8/2019 12:11:33 PM robinabank4 So happy we are FINALLY seeing NEW medications being released again! 

Makes you realize that POTUS is sticking to his word!

PROMISES MADE, PROMISES KEPT!

4/8/2019 12:11:39 PM tamexis Coinkidink -I don’t think so... reading the ascension glossary wondering how to actively work towards ascension... in my own way...

4/8/2019 12:12:00 PM mongrelglory So sad!  I have suffered from recurrent depressions on and off my whole life.  They are very painful and suicide was seen as an attempt to escape the 

pain. Yet such a soul would be trapped in a Karmic "loop" if they did that.  How would they ever find hope to pull themselves out?

4/8/2019 12:12:17 PM zagnett Cool example!

Does MJ, by any chance. know our individual "ascension numbers"? So curious as to know what grade i'm at on currently!

4/8/2019 12:12:46 PM drbohammer Yes it was

4/8/2019 12:13:16 PM allahuniversal Look HERE [RUSSIA]

DO NOT LOOK HERE [CHINA]

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc …

Worth 43 minutes of your time.

FAKE NEWS WILL NEVER REPORT.

Important to understand going forward.

FACTS MATTER.

Q pic.twitter.com/2ZTz83J1eE
4/8/2019 12:13:43 PM zagnett "Cocaina Cola" seems.

4/8/2019 12:13:48 PM robinabank4 GREAT QUESTION ! BONUS ROUND??

4/8/2019 12:14:04 PM starehope Do you remember what it was used for? Ot prescribed for? I think the druggist made the concoction.

4/8/2019 12:14:04 PM bethelight11_11 Heard from Kryon there are/were 3 Atlantis ?

4/8/2019 12:14:37 PM daveo6145  https://twitter.com/daveo6145/status/1098307428091711488?s=21 …

4/8/2019 12:16:09 PM monroevegas Maybe i undersell myself, but I don’t see the reason they would pester me for any reason. Fools they are. 😂 go dig for treasure someplace else.



4/8/2019 12:19:08 PM zagnett i do! 😍🥰🤗

4/8/2019 12:19:22 PM drbohammer RU is worried that @POTUS will invalidate the U1 deal altogether, they won’t get the uranium, and they’ll have to try to get their $135mm back from 

HRC. The theme song from “Man of La Mancha” is popping into my head now 🎶 To dream the impossible dream... 🎶 pic.twitter.com/vXPbbflGWR

4/8/2019 12:19:40 PM apex_starseed Earth, Moon, and Home Planet of Atlantis Civilization..A type of Super Earth that unfortunately blew up..it's location is what majority of you refer to as 

the Asteroid Belt. That many asteroids staying in place is because gravitational pull of what was a planet is still there

4/8/2019 12:19:51 PM zagnett Great interview!

4/8/2019 12:21:01 PM tamiwils0n22813 Is it what they are putting in the foods, etc causing this?

4/8/2019 12:21:50 PM realityloominng RU = Russia?

4/8/2019 12:22:19 PM apex_starseed They show in "Plain Sight" this expalation of gravitational pull of former existing planet still in place but the physical planet is no more just asteroids in 

place. Remember Star Wars and the Death Star's first show of destruction. Use logic and common sense

4/8/2019 12:22:48 PM rebeccalisleseo The WIFE that is so obvious to me is Karen Pence...

4/8/2019 12:24:14 PM rosemodema Because at one point (a very extended point) in time, 

It WASN'T. . . . 🤷♀️

cuz it got pulled, Remember 🙄

4/8/2019 12:25:15 PM apex_starseed Because of their secret society protocols and procedures especially with their dark magic enchantments. It requires that they "announce" their 

intentions to us all and that's hidding it in "Plain Sight" in movies shows awards etc. But the masses laugh it off n say "It's a movie"

4/8/2019 12:26:02 PM covertress 🤣 🤗 😚

4/8/2019 12:26:20 PM freestateojones Systematic destruction of the western world.

If America falls...

4/8/2019 12:27:59 PM apex_starseed And remember Atlantis Civilization is the legendary Builder Race..So 3 Atlantis is just in our solar system and Galaxy. I'm sure they went all over..we did 

in the 50's breakaway Civilization we sent passed the Andromeda Galaxy..so currently 8 planets with Humans on them exist

4/8/2019 12:28:09 PM marmaruek My "favorite" suicide was about 3 years ago in the Denver area.  A financial guy committed "suicide" in his garage by shooting himself 8 times with a 

nail gun, twice in the back of the head.

That was one tough mortgage broker!!

4/8/2019 12:28:29 PM able_dawn This is from dumping chemicals 🤔.

4/8/2019 12:31:01 PM giediknight  https://www.davidwolfe.com/hair-is-an-extension-of-the-nervous-system-native-americans-keep-hair-long/ …

4/8/2019 12:31:58 PM apex_starseed Exo planets..NASA has found in last few years 🤔🤔..yup!! They just not gonna admitt they have been lying to you just water down the truth is all Like 

our Secret Space Program since 50's aka "Space Force" which Trump forced them to make official Branch of military as it funded it

4/8/2019 12:33:04 PM djlok Makes sense now. ThankQ!!!

4/8/2019 12:33:21 PM iamyou132 Haha im not sure whether or not it’s true but it’s worthwhile to figure out

4/8/2019 12:34:25 PM charmanda9 I wonder what it means (good or bad) that I use wool as an art medium in my needle felting. pic.twitter.com/XgPm5shTxu

4/8/2019 12:34:27 PM rosemodema So.... Deja Vu is correct then ?

4/8/2019 12:34:29 PM zagnett You are a Great example of "undersell, over deliver". Hopefully your message to the [cabal schleps] is delivered over to them quite deftly lol.

4/8/2019 12:34:40 PM 92michael Suicide should never be a legitimate option. It is a violation of your life plan. It will only serve to hold the spirit back, and delay unification with the One.

4/8/2019 12:35:57 PM vintagesquirrel You're most welcome

4/8/2019 12:36:02 PM giediknight She was in a relationship with John Kelly?

4/8/2019 12:36:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Are there benefits?"

Yes.

!= Cut your hair short.

!= No benefits to long hair.

4/8/2019 12:37:04 PM charmanda9 You could go for this look pic.twitter.com/MMQm8tLGtz

4/8/2019 12:38:17 PM zagnett Long hair is so itchy though. Even a little bit extra. 🥴

4/8/2019 12:39:33 PM realityloominng Definitely Q-inspired!

4/8/2019 12:39:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with previous tweets.

Reconcile. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AdVeRJh_FY …

4/8/2019 12:40:32 PM synackstatic Pepe clown?

4/8/2019 12:41:40 PM charmanda9 Darn. The video is gone.

4/8/2019 12:42:31 PM zagnett Oh @am_sasquatch, @TweetingBigfoot does this help to explain Sasquatch love of Their hair? 🤔

4/8/2019 12:42:46 PM ianbrendonmason ?

4/8/2019 12:42:52 PM norwegianon Works here https://youtu.be/_AdVeRJh_FY 

4/8/2019 12:43:00 PM apex_starseed Always have.. logically that's probably why our Military Protocol applied is short "Crew Cut" hair huh?

4/8/2019 12:43:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 See something, say something.

 http://fbi.gov/tips  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/feds-charge-dc-area-man-accused-plotting-ram/story?id=62251511 …

4/8/2019 12:43:50 PM robinabank4 Ok this might sound stupid... I'm lost can u PLZ elaborate, Cr7?

4/8/2019 12:44:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies

Mach 25

Boeing 747 max speed is Mach 0.92

That's ~27.17x faster https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/breakthrough-for-hypersonic-jet-that-could-fly-at-mach-25-mgvltfltc …

4/8/2019 12:44:42 PM ethereal_shaman Me too, before my awakening.  I wasn't concerned about biblical hell, but I just knew that if I did it would be detrimental to soul growth in some way.  

Changing the voice in my head has helped me tremendously.

4/8/2019 12:45:00 PM charmanda9 Thank you 🙏🏻

4/8/2019 12:45:50 PM monroevegas When? I am always looking. Thats how I saw this. pic.twitter.com/yqFRL7WZNk

4/8/2019 12:45:51 PM zagnett Aurora plane? One of the spin offs from Aurora projects?

Oh boy oh boy oh boy!

4/8/2019 12:45:57 PM morety76 Still uses engines. We need the anti Gravity technology

4/8/2019 12:46:00 PM norwegianon And I have archived it, if it goes missing.. ;)

4/8/2019 12:46:23 PM robinabank4 Are ther Scarred? Rates giving for cover?

4/8/2019 12:46:37 PM zagnett Yeah, but it's a good start!

4/8/2019 12:47:41 PM michael81972 Im going to assume the US has had this technology for years already

4/8/2019 12:47:44 PM lbf777 Dude just light the skies up with UFOs. You have our consent. Let’s rock and roll.

4/8/2019 12:48:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn to archive OFFLINE.

4/8/2019 12:48:35 PM carolin15161363 It looks like it has eyes



4/8/2019 12:48:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decades.

Literally.

4/8/2019 12:50:37 PM dglwade RU does not like to be screwed, Hillary better be looking over her shoulder. I Love It....

4/8/2019 12:50:41 PM apex_starseed Here you my friend a link to a very good video And follow @david_wilcock @johnxdesouza @Jordan_Sather_ @CoreyGoode @jason_quitt 

@LauraMagdalene4 @OnEdgeOfWonder for the best informative and factual correct  information from the brave patriotic insiders 

https://youtu.be/wAYiHIKNle4 

4/8/2019 12:51:24 PM jimilightspeed Here's the video pic.twitter.com/huUx7kZEYn

4/8/2019 12:51:30 PM cryptocrab4 A thousand blessing's for your healing Taylor !

4/8/2019 12:51:52 PM jimilightspeed I got a longer video 2

4/8/2019 12:51:52 PM michael81972 So all the hoopla over Russia having hypersonic missiles,  and we have had them for decades👍🏻

4/8/2019 12:51:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Notice how Allison Mack and NXIVM were scrubbed from US Trends on Twitter?

Not a coincidence.

4/8/2019 12:51:59 PM apex_starseed Faster than Hypersonic Flight?? pic.twitter.com/pzIqwP4HXq

4/8/2019 12:52:27 PM scott_rick Why is the power going out a reset of our consiousness ? Flip to 5 D?

4/8/2019 12:52:29 PM apex_starseed Of course not a coincidence

4/8/2019 12:53:34 PM 92michael Lol! Baby steps or the plan will not work.

4/8/2019 12:53:54 PM animaltopper1 They're on my trend list.

4/8/2019 12:54:55 PM maria63563326 27.17...2+7+1+7=17

Coincidence??

4/8/2019 12:55:32 PM apex_starseed Very short list of some tech a company holds pic.twitter.com/W8VF5ixwyd

4/8/2019 12:55:34 PM mwannahockalugi That bird won't fly in our atmosphere at that speed. Mach 3.3 is doable, but Mach 25 would create entirely too much drag on the fuselage. That bad 

boy is meant to fly in the stratosphere or higher.

4/8/2019 12:55:44 PM brianan06364517 What is the relationship between Alison Mack, NXIVM and Twitter?

4/8/2019 12:56:02 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/QouACVT92o

4/8/2019 12:57:01 PM apex_starseed Those are being used in our Secret Space Program...

4/8/2019 12:57:05 PM fastfreddie21 Hitlary, Obasturd, and all their cronies attempted a coup here in the new Banana Republic of America.......there I said it.

4/8/2019 12:57:11 PM tyl3r59518097 By continuing 2pose linear &reasonable questions to a man who is in possession of neither a capacity 4reasonable thinking, nor 4linearity, is to truly do 

a sick person a disservice. U do the rest of us a disservice by propagating his conclusion that it’s OK 2threaten others 4💵!

4/8/2019 12:57:24 PM cosmic_engineer Assassination Classroom

4/8/2019 12:57:39 PM apex_starseed Upgrade to Aurora possibly..or it's Aurora pic.twitter.com/j6058bByMe

4/8/2019 12:58:09 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/KRRZSta2Uv

4/8/2019 12:58:48 PM charmanda9 What kind of sound will this craft produce? I have been listening to and watching the sky all day.

4/8/2019 12:58:52 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/df8RpZiuvU

4/8/2019 1:00:32 PM carolin15161363 Was it moving slowly? How long were you able to see it?

4/8/2019 1:00:45 PM cosmic_engineer More nose and ear hair to balance things out!

4/8/2019 1:01:50 PM apex_starseed Tesla gave us that tech in 1800"s it's been in use in our Secret Space Program and the break away Civilization from the 50's..watch this video link..by 

the way Movie "Stargate" and "Black Hat" are based on actual true events that occurred but of course "Cover Up" protocols

4/8/2019 1:01:58 PM apex_starseed  https://youtu.be/wAYiHIKNle4 

4/8/2019 1:02:50 PM djlok Vaccines alter DNA

Cancer = DNA/cellular mutation 

Interested to see where this goes.  People are about to learn a lot more about vaccines.

4/8/2019 1:03:01 PM jayestus Why hasn't Gillibrand been scrubbed? She is close to NXIVM.

4/8/2019 1:03:12 PM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FyLcHxbSRk …

4/8/2019 1:04:00 PM scott_rick Of course Steven Greer already mentioned this US govt (Magic ) also has ET craft tech...watch Unacknowledged on Netflix

4/8/2019 1:04:23 PM apex_starseed Watch video link..we have had all the Technology you see in Marvel Films for more than decades!!! Tesla gave us Anti Gravity Tech and more since 

back in 1800's Trump's uncle director head of department to whom FBI turned over all of Tesla's belongings too https://youtu.be/wAYiHIKNle4 

4/8/2019 1:04:28 PM realityloominng The whole damn civilization is founded on hoopla to cover-up a wild reality :(

4/8/2019 1:05:48 PM djlok One hell of a legacy the #Democrats have!!!

4/8/2019 1:06:18 PM tikicolada Laughed after I read, "While promising, the effect was observed in only three people. "

4/8/2019 1:06:20 PM monroevegas Spotted: SLC,UT Opening Night of AVATAR on State St at the North Side of Jordan Commons Movie Complex and RioTinto Stadium approximately 

between 00:00-01:00

4/8/2019 1:06:26 PM freestateojones Interesting. 

This is from the video game titled Call Of Duty Black Ops. 

Trippy stuff. pic.twitter.com/x8dBBVXGRk

4/8/2019 1:07:36 PM lbf777 Thank you for waking the people up MJ12. We really appreciate your help.

4/8/2019 1:07:50 PM monroevegas By the time the vehicle I was riding in had driven 2-3 blocks heading toward 90th south, this thing had flown from overhead and out past HillAFB.

4/8/2019 1:08:02 PM apex_starseed BTW. Trump's uncle was Head Director of the Department within the Military to whom the FBI turned over all of Tesla's belongings too. Patents 

designs research experiments theories. Possibly Info the Entities gave Tesla too. Tesla did send a signal to space in 1790..

4/8/2019 1:08:40 PM lbf777 Neither going too fast or to slow is good. Both are bad.

4/8/2019 1:08:43 PM monroevegas I would sure like to know why I was so privileged to see it.

4/8/2019 1:10:01 PM jimilightspeed Yea it was stable it was south west-ish of the full moon and if it was moving it was super slow as slow as the moon was moving across the sky..

4/8/2019 1:10:15 PM carolin15161363 I saw something a month ago. It looked like two white stars,one at 9 position one at 3 position. At the same exact time and speed the one at 9 moved 

to the 6 position and the one at 3 moved to 12 position and stayed. What was this?

4/8/2019 1:10:28 PM jimilightspeed It was visible 4 and 20 minutes

4/8/2019 1:10:54 PM michael81972 I knew or thought I knew...lol...that free energy and 3,6,9...etc were introduced by Tesla...but I thought the zero gravity came from operation paperclip

4/8/2019 1:11:35 PM djlok I'll own it, I voted for the [witch] bc  of my #MSM programming.  Regardless, I'm voting for @realDonaldTrump in 2020, even if the Dems throw up 

Jesus Christ himself as one of their dozen or so candidates.

4/8/2019 1:11:37 PM lbf777 End the slave system to end slavery.

Slave system=Money & banks.

Then share all businesses & resources so a few Corporations don't hog them all.

4/8/2019 1:11:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hard to come to a conclusion about zero gravity before gravity is a thing...

4/8/2019 1:12:10 PM justice_rebel pence?



4/8/2019 1:12:58 PM monroevegas Thats the night I started believing in SSP

4/8/2019 1:13:03 PM usss_211 Watch the skies....

10-4...!

4/8/2019 1:13:36 PM apex_starseed Believe it..always on goin operations. Testing especially when you see them spraying chem trails and next or following day it's in no shape or form clear 

skies anymore (Weaponnized Weather Manipulation/Modification)  that's HARPP in Alaska's Military Installation.😉 NV I see lots

4/8/2019 1:13:37 PM charmanda9 It’s flickering. Almost resembles a star, an orb, or a hologram.

4/8/2019 1:14:22 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105312781522423809?s=19 …

4/8/2019 1:15:12 PM sergii_ii New documentaries about aliens and about 'what else might be there' in the universe have been going strong here in 🇪🇸 for months now. Question has 

subtly changed to what else IS instead of MIGHT BE...

4/8/2019 1:15:22 PM tyl3r59518097 Then you obviously deserve a Magnum PI Ferrari-for feeling sorry-for a thief who wants more glory-for a product that is shoddy-and doesn’t even make 

the sloppy-standards of the App Store-his brain is melting and jail?..yeah that’s what that’s for.

4/8/2019 1:16:51 PM monroevegas All I could see were the three white lights and a large red circle in the middle. Looked like no craft I had ever seen since it had no directional lights ie 

right/left/forward/rear blinking lights. It seemed only 500-1000 ft above but learning these are big, must have been higher

4/8/2019 1:16:54 PM meefer_radness The Vril women from WW2 Germany were said to have had the power to communicate with aliens. They grew their hair very long as they believed 

long hair acted as an antenna. I think your hair looks lovely as it btw @covertress 🙂

4/8/2019 1:17:09 PM apex_starseed Personally..I never believed any of the BS our educational system books had just played the system graduated and tried college not for me I can teach 

myself if I desire to on any topic don't need to give tens of thousands of dollars..lol

4/8/2019 1:17:50 PM zagnett MJ, one the BIGGEST mysteries: who really controls Twitter at this point? Patriots? [cabal]? Half & [half]? Somewhere closer to Patriot-side? Closer to 

[cabal-side]?

Sup' with Jack? Sup' with Twitter?

4/8/2019 1:17:55 PM keeter1234321 Back right now pic.twitter.com/caVJfpTYSw

4/8/2019 1:18:27 PM mariepe23605473 They are still trending on my twitter page.   :)

4/8/2019 1:19:12 PM monroevegas That must be why I have always felt confused when learning from text books...the stories are innacurately portrayed. Same way I felt when first 

learning about JFK and 9/11. Something seemed off.

4/8/2019 1:21:50 PM zagnett Oh i can't wait to know better what exactly "gravity" is.

In this topsy-turvy world, you have to question EVERYTHING. Including friggin' GRAVITY.

As-if the apple that fell on Newton's head, under different circumstances/conditions, would not fall when loosed from the tree!

4/8/2019 1:23:11 PM apex_starseed Not really if you use logic. I myself learned about Tesla as he was never really talked about in mainstream academics. But a amazing pharse from 

"Albert Einstein" made me research. Einstein said Tesla was the most intelligent man even more than Einstein.

4/8/2019 1:26:39 PM justice_rebel they gonna show "a black hole" on wednesday , on YouTube .ESO

4/8/2019 1:26:42 PM mklundquist Still showing in my trends

4/8/2019 1:26:57 PM realityloominng Before gravity was a thing? I thought Newton named that thing..??

4/8/2019 1:26:57 PM apex_starseed So..if Einstein the man who the world and mainstream academics credited and glorified says himself Tesla is above Einstein himself..Then why didn't 

mainstream academics recognize Tesla then but now we know we owe most if not all our tech to Tesla's research. Like smart phones?

4/8/2019 1:28:28 PM dantomlom2 Sounds nice, but humans...

4/8/2019 1:28:43 PM n7guardiananon That how POTUS got to Iraqi so fast during Christmas?

4/8/2019 1:30:22 PM apex_starseed Earth was terraformed in order to sustain life. Along with it's 🌕 . Which is a major critical part of life sustainable on Earth.  It's exactly what we have 

done to other planets and sure are continuing to right now

4/8/2019 1:30:45 PM charmanda9 🌄🌋G🧲E➕

4/8/2019 1:31:16 PM apex_starseed Who knows..it's a war..with both sides not giving end..

4/8/2019 1:31:35 PM zagnett MJ, can/may you give any more clues as to who these [sheepdog clown targets] are? Where they're at? In [their] hidey-holes? 🤡

Could establish a better approach to [them]. Would LOVE to make [their] acquaintance! & then make [their] day!!! 😀🤣😇

4/8/2019 1:31:48 PM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/uWvSf3PqZ2k 

4/8/2019 1:32:57 PM meefer_radness Some yogis have said that the spinal cord is like an upturned tree and that the hair on the head as it’s roots. Like an upturned plant we absorb electric 

currents helpful to the body.

4/8/2019 1:33:00 PM daveo6145 Dropped it in qresearch multiple times. Hopefully it made notables pic.twitter.com/XfrwmsTFUM

4/8/2019 1:33:45 PM tyl3r59518097 Just the very concept of a king, establishes the toxic idea of asymmetry; therin, is SEATED at least one answer to your question,  regarding the seeming 

necessity of conflict.

4/8/2019 1:34:11 PM apex_starseed Watch the video link..talks about gravity plates on this off planet military bases we have had for long time. The plates adjust in the gravity Force to the 

home planet's Gravity  depending on the type of entity standing on it...🤯

4/8/2019 1:35:08 PM ragevirusqq Maybe it’s just love energy. The positive and the negative, or the seeking and the yearning.

4/8/2019 1:35:10 PM fightforamerica  pic.twitter.com/sYchK3FqHw

4/8/2019 1:35:15 PM rawphonegirl Samson and Delilah?

4/8/2019 1:35:29 PM zagnett Yup. Exciting movie, i know!

"A LOVE story better than Twilight" 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/3rxjfMyCjz

4/8/2019 1:36:00 PM zagnett 🤔

4/8/2019 1:37:36 PM apex_starseed Doesn't matter..understand that every source of information that mainstream academics in our educational system is designed to program you away 

from the truth..ever ask yourself "What the hell happened to COMMON SENSE and LOGIC" in the people of the world? Majority follow like🐑

4/8/2019 1:37:46 PM susang7671 A low sweep over the "Masters" minions at the Disgusta, GA snake den to fumigate would be a wondrous sight, indeed! Storm with lightening just 

passed overhead. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/masters-augusta-strip-clubs.html …

4/8/2019 1:37:57 PM ragevirusqq What if love is an energy that holds everything together? What if god is energy and love is the energy and love is gravity. Does love cause things to 

coalesce?

4/8/2019 1:39:06 PM gi6stars Sex trafficking

4/8/2019 1:39:52 PM tyl3r59518097 Some of us are overdue for consequences, and seem to  be more than attempting to incur them, with what can only be conceptualized as an 

unconscious desire for tragedy to rear its head.   Again, Ur continued humoring of this criminal is either masochistic, or sadistic toward him.

4/8/2019 1:40:55 PM tyl3r59518097 Ween Mister Richard Smoker  https://youtu.be/M1j1249CEvA  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/g9t2003JjJ

4/8/2019 1:41:40 PM gi6stars Plz tell, 

Is the earth Round or Flat?

4/8/2019 1:42:10 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hey whats going on with reality the mirror fissions are in my peripheral?!

4/8/2019 1:42:51 PM apex_starseed Nah..Like I said Technology gives us "Gravity Plates". Ex. "Virgin Mary" a divine miracle is told, well currently today we can have many women made 

into "Virgin Mary's" thru insemination. Divine? Or misunderstood Advanced Technology. 😉 Moses and the cloud he walked @ Mt Sinai.



4/8/2019 1:43:36 PM zagnett My 3 goals with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account:

1. Interact w/MJ (assuming MJ's legit), learn.

2. Interact w & help to awaken anyone interacting w/MJ, regardless of MJ's legitimacy.

3. Demoralize the s*** out of the [cabal] so that they stand the F*** down.

How am i doing? 1 to 10. TY

4/8/2019 1:45:18 PM apex_starseed Q drops for accuracy

4/8/2019 1:46:11 PM sheshifts001 #WeThePeople demand #Disclosure.

We are ONE.

💥💥💥

#ReleaseTheTrueHistory

#ReleaseTheSlaves

#ReleaseTheTechnology

💥💥💥

#ReleaseTheTrueHistory

#ReleaseTheSlaves

#ReleaseTheTechnology

💥💥💥

#ReleaseTheTrueHistory

#ReleaseTheSlaves

#ReleaseTheTechnology https://twitter.com/sheshifts001/status/1115353951048749057?s=21 …
4/8/2019 1:46:36 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/eH7ByFNVUh

4/8/2019 1:46:42 PM dolioj And Don Lemon's stupid engagement is trending.

4/8/2019 1:52:07 PM apex_starseed Right..and so where "Secret Societies" like Illuminati and deep state along with the 13 bloodlines its descending from. BTW Hitler was a Rothschild. His 

Rothschild Family lineage was hidden just Obama's grandmother was the child of  Hitler's wife (forget her name) n Adolf Hitler

4/8/2019 1:55:02 PM realityloominng Yes, but there are rules to the game of deception for it to work. Any I now think MJ12 is saying that either Tesla or the paperclip nazis was the first to 

come up with a full conclusive model of gravity

4/8/2019 1:56:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/8/2019 1:56:45 PM michael81972 Eva Braun

4/8/2019 1:57:27 PM zagnett Not doing too bad on the "not Internet" part but "not digital" bit trickier considering all the info.

4/8/2019 1:57:36 PM ascendedwater 3

4/8/2019 1:57:56 PM ragevirusqq Print the archive ♥👍🏼😀

4/8/2019 1:58:42 PM zagnett Ok, not too bad. A good start perhaps.

Any constructive criticism/feedback? Always looking to improve the strategy.

4/8/2019 1:59:51 PM apex_starseed Well of course..I mentioned that Tesla did send a signal into space in 1790. So who knows who sent one before him..logic shows us our species isn't as 

intelligent enough.. killing each other over petty differences but  don't realize it yet intelligently discover Gravity and more?

4/8/2019 2:01:01 PM jeebaleebs Is it really Electromagnetism?

4/8/2019 2:01:13 PM apex_starseed Thanks.. looking for the Q drop that showed the connection links. But I seriously have a lot of stuff I looking into

4/8/2019 2:02:25 PM michael81972 Ive seen it also

4/8/2019 2:03:15 PM zagnett Well TY! Bless your heart my friend! 🤗🥰😍

Still breathing!

4/8/2019 2:04:23 PM apex_starseed Okay..I'm gonna post it again..it's a list of Technology services offered by a huge Technology company and it's most likely where the funding of black 

projects end up.  Gave you all a second short list pic.twitter.com/sxwOMItvvs

4/8/2019 2:07:53 PM withalacoochi Remember this when the gun owner purges begin. It's called conditioning.

4/8/2019 2:10:55 PM ascendedwater enthusiasm is there number 3 is a definite never gonna happen

4/8/2019 2:11:20 PM chosenbyloved Oh NASA. You’re such tricksters.

4/8/2019 2:12:03 PM djlok #ArchiveOffline pic.twitter.com/fmAjY9cslz

4/8/2019 2:12:09 PM zagnett Nope, not with that attitude it won't. Sorry, just keepin' it real.

4/8/2019 2:13:44 PM n7guardiananon Solid 9, cuz you know...the universe.

Would've been 10 but I heard tell it was the number of completion.

Soon 10.

4/8/2019 2:13:47 PM azuremagus this will decrease the risk of cloning POTUS

4/8/2019 2:14:03 PM djlok 1 EMF pulse all data on electronics wiped…..I think that’s all it would take.  And you know how the Cabal is…they’ll do anything.

4/8/2019 2:15:52 PM apex_starseed Check this out..it's a Company that has 760 employees..but there is millions if not billions of  $ funding that goes towards them for Massive Databases 

and hubs along with countless super computers also deal with clean renewable energy, yet that energy is no where

4/8/2019 2:17:24 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/SFnPeAylOw

4/8/2019 2:18:18 PM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/shHyq3Jx8S

4/8/2019 2:20:06 PM zagnett Yup. But i'm hoping Q 2615 is still true:

"Reports of 'power grid' attacks (6 mo prep) should be disregarded. 

While attacks do occur, we are safeguarded by a 'Black Eye'."

4/8/2019 2:21:19 PM justthinkit Doubt it

4/8/2019 2:21:22 PM norwegianon And how do I archive a video? Transfer to VHS? Lol, idk.

4/8/2019 2:22:04 PM zagnett Buying a bunch of books, especially on mysterious esoteric topics & printing a whole bunch of stuff is just going to get me into fights with someone in 

the household. Kind of a no go for me for now unfortunately.

4/8/2019 2:22:20 PM apex_starseed Look them up..and let me tell you at Las Vegas hub site it's security patrol is said they carry assault riffles..plus they like hidding it in "Plain Sight" and 

triangle locations is just hella creepy pic.twitter.com/UpfNhnnSIU

4/8/2019 2:22:51 PM bbobbio71 Vaccine technology for population control. Pretty sure there's an SG-1 episode that had something along those lines.

4/8/2019 2:23:22 PM zagnett Cool! Yeah i like that number 9! Thanks! 🤗😍🥰

4/8/2019 2:24:29 PM apex_starseed Follow and if want I send you name of other company to do your own research and conclusion on why they have massive Technology and services they 

provide.😉

4/8/2019 2:24:48 PM charmanda9 @DJLOK 😉

4/8/2019 2:25:17 PM jrocktigers CTL C > CTL V - PRINT... pic.twitter.com/c1Xh3X25YH

4/8/2019 2:26:59 PM djlok You could print it out and take it to your parents or friends or something.  But I understand.  As I was printing them out, I realized to the outside world 

many would say I had officially crossed over into crazy land!

4/8/2019 2:29:14 PM charmanda9 😂 That sucks and I know the feeling. I buy one every other month and squirrel it away under the bed.

4/8/2019 2:29:15 PM zagnett Yeah, other household members have no idea what i've gotten myself into here lol. Oh and printing's loud / not very discrete. 😃

4/8/2019 2:30:00 PM rdeweese04 Yes, you could have good health...but the population was sterile as a result!



4/8/2019 2:30:25 PM djlok I thought I would drop the latest story here. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6899863/Boy-11-charged-murdering-chiropractor-parents-

adopted-Russia.html …

4/8/2019 2:30:39 PM charmanda9 😂🤣😅

4/8/2019 2:31:19 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Nweft21Eyg

4/8/2019 2:31:31 PM adsvel Russian newest missiles going with speed of Mach 27.

4/8/2019 2:31:42 PM djlok Ha ha!!!

4/8/2019 2:33:03 PM allahuniversal Start with Q #142

4/8/2019 2:33:32 PM andress45303251 How exactly is he a criminal?

4/8/2019 2:34:23 PM apex_starseed The same for "Weather Manipulation" it was just a theory. But @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we both know what about this theory? Oh yeah it's absolutely 

possible. it's called HARPP and tech was supposed to help fix our whole in the atmosphere we caused by atomic bomb  

https://youtu.be/guOPDKW5wP0  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115346520797339648 …

4/8/2019 2:34:30 PM misswinma They are still trending here🤨

4/8/2019 2:34:51 PM 3rdeyeview55 Russia!? Really! Muh Russia....I thought Russia stopped adoptions, at least to US.

4/8/2019 2:35:03 PM snakejackal Same speed as the new QE Architect of global debt scientist on new Debt invention.  Create new debt from tens of thousands to million dollar which is 

more than 100x.  QE is easing who?

4/8/2019 2:35:10 PM allahuniversal Won't be forgetting again. Thanks for the inspiration. pic.twitter.com/KGhwesy1bD

4/8/2019 2:35:27 PM adsvel Earth is Thoroidal. 😊

4/8/2019 2:37:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Nielsen and Tex were suckered together on being baited. How ironic that the meaning of the last name Zhang means ‘archer.’

4/8/2019 2:38:00 PM michael81972 Q said its not flat...This is my logical conclusion...look at other planets in a telescope and see if you find a flat one

4/8/2019 2:39:37 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yeah, I remember that.

4/8/2019 2:40:02 PM djlok Well it was shut down several years ago....but those kids don't look Russian to me.  I thought all Russians were pasty white like me.  LOL!!!

4/8/2019 2:42:49 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, that too, they don't look Russian to me either, so that only leaves my other thought...any guesses? 🤔😉

4/8/2019 2:45:52 PM djlok Those kids look like they are from South or central America to me. And we know what happens to people as they come through there. I suspect over 

time more is gonna come out about this case.

4/8/2019 2:45:54 PM apex_starseed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wasn't this a theory too..and you know this Project existed and was successful..by a Technology Seat and Meditational person. 

"Consciousness". "Conspiracy Realists" look in your secret classified mj12 eyes only Intel folder's..😉🤯  pic.twitter.com/gA3grDc0jR

4/8/2019 2:46:49 PM keith369me I’ve heard mixed accounts

4/8/2019 2:47:59 PM keith369me Kill the cancer with the proper frequency, not a chemical solution that creates other issues.

4/8/2019 2:48:19 PM girlawakeinca 9.9 You’re amazing & have brought many over!

4/8/2019 2:49:32 PM keith369me Should be quite a dog and pony show.

4/8/2019 2:51:03 PM keith369me It will happen if he wins the election...he might just fade away if he loses

4/8/2019 2:51:54 PM michael81972 MJ,  is there a link between Huawei and our ships losing control and colliding with others

4/8/2019 2:54:04 PM cstarr888 and ah be cautious with that as well since some things can appear incriminating even when they are just documenting. 🙏💖

4/8/2019 2:56:20 PM keith369me Time to let the Afro grow

4/8/2019 2:57:06 PM keith369me Did a recent meeting with 45 have an impact?

4/8/2019 2:59:14 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, oh I totally agree with you. And given time we will find out what's going on with this case and many more.

4/8/2019 2:59:21 PM keith369me Spherical with lots of open area beneath the surface.

4/8/2019 3:01:37 PM michael81972 Dont wear metal shoes😁

4/8/2019 3:03:56 PM rosemodema I think I need a nap ...... 🤪

4/8/2019 3:04:09 PM apex_starseed Lol..

4/8/2019 3:04:42 PM tyl3r59518097 You can spit on that cross endlessly, or avoid the act all together. 

Tell me, in all seriousness, what sort of omniscient, omnipotent and wholly good entity would care for one split second (were time to even exist for this 

entity), what sort of regard you had for a symbol?!

4/8/2019 3:06:16 PM tyl3r59518097 These questions are for a psychiatrist,..not the pope. Perhaps this is the reason you never get a response.

4/8/2019 3:08:44 PM siriusblue2 They've been promising this for at least 20 years! And then nothing...

4/8/2019 3:09:55 PM michael81972 I agree with this too a point,  but not hollow earth...My line of work drills deep holes in the earth and the temperatures get very very hot,  the deepest 

well in the US not too far from me hit molten lava and melted the drill pipe...Real life tells me earth is not hollow

4/8/2019 3:12:48 PM tyl3r59518097 The Knights Templer was/is  a criminal organization, which attempted/attempts 2promote the ridiculous idea that 12 individual members, could’ve 

somehow provided protection 2scores of pilgrims, traversing an expanse of territory unthinkably large, 4even a standing army 2protect.

4/8/2019 3:14:57 PM tyl3r59518097 Better to not assume the omnipotence and omniscience needed to ask questions of God, which imply a relevance and importance regarding your own 

subjectivity, that at times seems to encompass megalomaniacal proportions, let alone narcissistic ones.

4/8/2019 3:15:26 PM mongrelglory I like the way they describe Google as a "progressive" company (implying that Conservatives are "regressive"). 🙄  Why don't they describe Google as 

a left-leaning or "Democrat" organization?  This is more propaganda B.S. from the leftists.

4/8/2019 3:15:39 PM michael81972 Correction...molten sulphur

4/8/2019 3:16:38 PM tyl3r59518097 It might seem impossible for somebody to not just say this out of respect and love,..but moreover,  because of it,..but:

who friggin cares bro?

4/8/2019 3:18:21 PM k3yle They already got this lol

4/8/2019 3:18:25 PM mongrelglory As long as it doesn't have Boeing software...

4/8/2019 3:20:26 PM k3yle Donut

4/8/2019 3:20:46 PM mongrelglory I don't dispute you, but it's hard to take your scientific "facts" seriously with the name you have picked. 😉

4/8/2019 3:21:01 PM daveo6145 How’d you pick which parts to print?

4/8/2019 3:21:17 PM k3yle C'mon now it's not flat lol there's mountains and slopes lol

4/8/2019 3:22:12 PM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/TizKigHmmi

4/8/2019 3:23:30 PM mongrelglory They already laid charges I believe.  (First his wife, but finally him).

4/8/2019 3:28:07 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/zTaufDyaxR

4/8/2019 3:29:34 PM jeebaleebs According to the SG1 episode, the aliens sterilized humans through a vaccine that they sold as a cure to illnesses and life extension.

4/8/2019 3:31:44 PM nun_chucknorris Nice! I actually have always wanted to try book binding and am messing around with those files to get me some hard copy Majestic books.

4/8/2019 3:32:37 PM weremight Nice list of alternative theories - Le Sage's -- fluid based + gas of light.  Sounds almost Steampunk.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity#Alternative_theories …

4/8/2019 3:34:12 PM blsdbe What about the chewing of the coca leaf or drinking coca leaf tea?

4/8/2019 3:36:24 PM blsdbe And yet each of us gets to choose how long we take to learn our lessons...

4/8/2019 3:36:28 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/YSdOE8lrc3k 

😂✌️ pic.twitter.com/APq0NT7IMl

4/8/2019 3:41:12 PM vintagesquirrel Impressive! 👐

4/8/2019 3:41:36 PM zagnett Whoa double-9s. Feeling good today with that kind of number, thanks! 🥰😍🤗

Back atcha Amazing 2! 🧐



4/8/2019 3:42:52 PM zagnett Early morning Thursday mornings ~8AM "booms" heard all over L.A. even back in the 80s was this tech? Or no?

4/8/2019 3:43:21 PM zagnett Mmm...doughnuts.... 🍩🍩🍩

4/8/2019 3:43:43 PM gi6stars That sounds right to me. 

"The 4 winds, the 4 corner,  the angels sit on the 4 corners..... on n on.

4/8/2019 3:46:17 PM turboxyde Myrath - "Duat"

"Relieve me!

Leave me here I'm dying!

Isis knows how to bring me back to life!

So relieve me!

Yeah leave me here dying!

Take me to your heart, I'll stay alive!" https://youtu.be/VWJoI4B_W2k 
4/8/2019 3:46:32 PM sterkinglights1 North

East

West

South

4/8/2019 3:50:03 PM apex_starseed Okay..but look at this list of Technology Services and Products of this company "Sky Bridge" "Special Mission Aircraft" Space Mission  solutions, and 

"Space Tracking and surveillance" they pretty much made Apollo 50 years ago possible. "Sky Bridge" isn't that a "Stargate"? 🤔 

pic.twitter.com/XlPiFKsELM

4/8/2019 3:51:47 PM rebornkingent Air America Airlines

4/8/2019 3:54:34 PM k3yle Nothin like a bakers dozen... just whatever you do take care of your shoes...

4/8/2019 3:55:38 PM n7guardiananon I take it the public will not have the opportunity to store our data on crystals until many moons later?

That is of course if that type of storage is able to withstand certain events.

4/8/2019 3:57:36 PM adsvel Not all obstacles is related to fear...

4/8/2019 3:57:55 PM djlok Love it!!!

4/8/2019 3:58:31 PM wmarkporter I would desribe it as tyrannical.

4/8/2019 3:59:10 PM k3yle Sup w this lol pic.twitter.com/fsmUp31Il0

4/8/2019 4:03:37 PM apex_starseed Possibly the tech used to drill tunnels for DUMB sites...check out what DARPA posted..hidden in "Plain Sight"..and No that's not a "El Chapo" 

Tunnel..but 🤔 guess Chapo had a DARPA engineer along with American Politicians Hillary Bill (American Made Movie) is Clintons and so on.. 

pic.twitter.com/tBY2JuFje4

4/8/2019 4:03:39 PM tamexis All the choices we take begin from a place of love or fear- there’s really no inbetween...

4/8/2019 4:03:59 PM djlok  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

I went into the site above and printed from there.  I don’t have all the questions they are replying to, but to me much of the GOLD is in the Majestic 

Messages of Disclosures. Also a lot of the yes/no responses, they often include the info in the MMD’s.

4/8/2019 4:05:59 PM weremight Might as well source the list  https://www.raytheon.com/capabilities/products …

4/8/2019 4:07:22 PM adsvel Define Curiosity-> Love or Fear?

4/8/2019 4:08:03 PM missy968 I’d stay the hell away from it

4/8/2019 4:08:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 S6E4 Frozen

RE Antartica

4/8/2019 4:08:55 PM tamexis Love, obviously!

4/8/2019 4:10:36 PM jrocktigers Maybe some of us Americans should be allowed to practice polygamy.  For God and Country. Sadly, the youth that are turning 20 now may have lowest 

fertility rates in our history. Speculation of course.

4/8/2019 4:11:01 PM spacepatriot7 There are many extraterrestrial craft with inhabitants under the ice in Antarctica. DJT knows.

4/8/2019 4:12:15 PM n7guardiananon I was literally just thinking of that episode like 45 minutes ago

4/8/2019 4:12:47 PM orthogonalron Suicide is like Chutes and Ladders. You come back to the same situation only at a lower level. Once this realization takes hold, you can climb out of the 

circles of hell and into the clear light of enlightenment/heaven. We have been doing this a long time.

4/8/2019 4:12:59 PM blsdbe MJ, is there merit in each of We The People pursing filing legal paperwork to ‘divorce’ ourselves from USA Corp? Will those actions help us return to a 

Constitional Republic instead of a Corporation?

4/8/2019 4:13:06 PM guyfromv #outpost31 pic.twitter.com/Zrtu5elS4s

4/8/2019 4:13:25 PM adsvel Many Souls with low level of awareness get into trap through "love"...

4/8/2019 4:14:55 PM cosmic_engineer Sex slaves rings drying up.  🙏

4/8/2019 4:15:05 PM bbobbio71 Think about how fast technology ramped up after the World War II. Seems to have plateaued in the last decade or so

4/8/2019 4:15:10 PM bignick19841 Dominion of melchizedek?

4/8/2019 4:15:17 PM lorivictoria As is #TheGreatAwakening

4/8/2019 4:17:46 PM tamexis How come? After all, all we are trying to be is come beings of love. That’s what ascension means.

4/8/2019 4:18:03 PM tamexis Become*

4/8/2019 4:18:58 PM tamexis We begin by paying our karma and thinking, talking and acting from a place of love.

4/8/2019 4:19:25 PM carolin15161363 What really happened to the 2 people killed down there after the Q sign was posted?

4/8/2019 4:19:53 PM blsdbe Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na

4/8/2019 4:20:05 PM the_fjalar Darwin would be crushed...

4/8/2019 4:22:05 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/hISJiF8Tyj

4/8/2019 4:22:28 PM apex_starseed Nah..just theories Right? Researching is fun...cause it connects the dots for ya..lol. 

Glad you decided to look up..not just dismiss the list..

4/8/2019 4:23:21 PM tamexis We have to pay off our karma. It’s different for all of us but if we stick to thinking, talking and acting from the positive- we should be fine!

4/8/2019 4:24:32 PM andress45303251 I need a drink and a joint...

4/8/2019 4:25:20 PM meefer_radness This was something that caught my eye too. The whole thing seemed suspect.

4/8/2019 4:25:24 PM adsvel Define karma, please

4/8/2019 4:25:51 PM andress45303251 He does.

4/8/2019 4:26:21 PM apex_starseed I looked into it when it mentioned to me by an acquaintance after returning from Area 51 Camping Trip. But as you can tell details and specifics on any 

of these is Dead so far..cause still digging..

4/8/2019 4:26:53 PM 1awakened11 I still see it everywhere. So no I dont notice. I also saw a show about it on Hulu so its actually being marketed for entertainment.

4/8/2019 4:30:57 PM tyl3r59518097 Did somebody say image?

 https://youtu.be/eOlLPCVTLfE  pic.twitter.com/s9Z79YzT8N

4/8/2019 4:31:53 PM slipperyslope18 I saw the vid, I don't think they are attacking, I think they are protecting. Interesting times we live in. pic.twitter.com/2LfGOeveb5

4/8/2019 4:32:18 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/JencJMDbZa

4/8/2019 4:33:10 PM adsvel If You believe in Karma, there will be Karma with many cycles. But You had given Awareness and letting go (Transformation), alternative choice, and 

You don't have to go through all these cycles. It is much easier than concept of Karma.

4/8/2019 4:33:51 PM tamexis There are specific areas one can work with for example people can gain karma when they engage in acts of self-destruction - however that may look 

like... and to off set they need to engage in self-love- self-compassion.

4/8/2019 4:34:22 PM david00997884 Stupid people,these people are sick, theres ledd tjan there wsd im 2016. Oh i forgot the dead people

4/8/2019 4:35:34 PM djlok Do you think 45 cuts his hair?  I noticed the other day it was getting a little long in the back.

4/8/2019 4:35:51 PM tamexis We acquire karma by the second- self-awareness does help as we can process emotions and embrace our lessons.



4/8/2019 4:36:03 PM adsvel Exactly, but You have to be Aware (experienced) of what is Good vs evil. Without is just a blind walkaway.

4/8/2019 4:36:41 PM qonthewall Frozen ancients down there? pic.twitter.com/xlh4D2hB3Z

4/8/2019 4:37:20 PM _369311119 North

East

West

South

NEWS is a Compass?

4/8/2019 4:37:38 PM nmchristoban They wanted to set things back to the way it was before 11/11. That won't be allowed. Still classified.

4/8/2019 4:37:39 PM tamexis You’re right, however, we just have to rely on intention. Because we may not always know the answers

4/8/2019 4:39:10 PM cocopuffster12 If only

4/8/2019 4:39:52 PM pro_aktv I’ve only a nominal idea of what this means. And I’m hoping it’s good. Btw, did you (guys) have something to do w/bumping that ISIS video down a slot 

from just under @POTUS tweet a couple weeks ago? If yes, well, I can’t do cartwheels anymore, but, if I could . . . . . 😉

4/8/2019 4:41:13 PM adsvel Exactly, releasing own burden. If you can't love yourself, are you sure that you can love others...

4/8/2019 4:42:04 PM carolin15161363 Even though people like me arent privy to a lot of information. As long as I know the "white hats" have things under control, I feel better. I just hate 

that good people keep getting killed at the hands of such evil.

4/8/2019 4:42:16 PM rebornkingent Peruvians see coca leaf tea like we see green tea.

4/8/2019 4:43:00 PM cocopuffster12 Time to hook up the printer!!

4/8/2019 4:43:26 PM adsvel We had given Intuition, answers from within. Mind don't know, but opened Heart always feels.

4/8/2019 4:43:51 PM tamexis I’ve talked about that so many times!! It all begins w self-love, realizing we are divine children of God. We truly are amazing. Loving others without self-

love May have ego or even fear roots. Not healthy.

4/8/2019 4:45:20 PM tamexis Yes!!! However not everyone is attuned to follow their intuition! Is not always easy bc ppl block themselves! Yet, intuition is a divine gift!

4/8/2019 4:46:16 PM aprilbrown99 I can still see it too.

4/8/2019 4:46:24 PM boy12_jimmy This is the next Blue Book episode, or the intent of the next series of shows to be released.

4/8/2019 4:48:14 PM adsvel Yes, many are self-sacrifice beings, really don't know where is their roots.

4/8/2019 4:48:37 PM apex_starseed Federal Income Tax...did you this?? Your technically a "SLAVE" if you allow Federal Income Tax withholding from your income...and your constitutional 

rights are being violated...watch IRS knows this is illegal but when you file a tax return you actually also Waiving 5th Amendment 

pic.twitter.com/aWxN1b3Tx2

4/8/2019 4:48:52 PM nmchristoban Nothing can stop the plan. The war has already been won.

4/8/2019 4:49:14 PM djlok And I’ve been the young man drinking at home alone every night before! Hopefully over the years I’ve been able to get above a 35! I’m guessing since I 

don’t do that anymore, I may have. If I’m forced into reincarnation and not allowed to Ascend, I hope I can get a 65 or more!!!

4/8/2019 4:49:15 PM tamexis Most religions foster that type of thinking, and it’s hard for people to break away from their comfort zone!

4/8/2019 4:50:23 PM djlok It takes a few hours.  I recommend starting the printing while you do something else….like watch a SG-1 episode or something.

4/8/2019 4:51:04 PM apex_starseed  https://youtu.be/fFwJevCy0iw 

 https://youtu.be/AdStd8w35XQ  pic.twitter.com/6DEqslJGLU

4/8/2019 4:51:07 PM adsvel Some says pain open Hearts...

4/8/2019 4:51:46 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you David!  😉

4/8/2019 4:52:02 PM carolin15161363 Ive had several questions I cant find the answer to. Do you remember Trump's first trip overseas to SA? He stood with other leaders and they placed 

their hands on a glowing globe. Do you know what that was?

4/8/2019 4:53:01 PM tamexis Isn’t that the martyrs journey! However it doesn’t have to be like that! Outpouring love 💗 should do it- I’ll find out soon enough lol

4/8/2019 4:53:01 PM adsvel Created illusion leads to comfort zone.

4/8/2019 4:53:35 PM tamexis It’s like tradition, it’s safe.

4/8/2019 4:54:27 PM apex_starseed In case you didn't know how our currency is created out of thin air..and why it's extremely important the we #EndTheFed aka Federal Reserve Bank 

which is Privately owned and Loans our own currency to our country's government on interest every time printed

 https://youtu.be/_CPc1XCiV10  pic.twitter.com/9bwH3Kgv1H

4/8/2019 4:56:39 PM adsvel Yes, that's old way...

4/8/2019 4:57:22 PM decodematrix Antartica. Not Antar[c]tica. Misspellings matter. MJ12 has said Antartica several times.

4/8/2019 4:57:40 PM adsvel Yes, and you don't feel how you become lying to yourself.

4/8/2019 4:58:36 PM tamexis What’s the new way? Point me in the right direction please!

4/8/2019 4:59:48 PM tamexis Become what? Not sure I follow this thought!

4/8/2019 4:59:53 PM weremight I could say, more precisely, that the people who benefit from creating it do not pay the social costs of creating more money.  This is the problem the 

blockchain solves -- making the the miners bear the energy cost in an auditable way.

4/8/2019 5:01:00 PM adsvel Discover Your own inner feelings, be honest to Yourself, what makes You to be at Joy, catch that Wave and ride on it as long as You can. 😊

4/8/2019 5:02:40 PM adsvel Start lying to Yourself, to be always at comfort zone. From small things to bigger.

4/8/2019 5:03:41 PM tamexis I can do that! I’ve been doing it in fact!  I can’t wait to ascend and you know be more magical lol 💗

4/8/2019 5:04:18 PM andress45303251 Xvideos.

4/8/2019 5:05:30 PM adsvel Yes that's really Magic. Sometimes is hard to catch that Wave.😊

4/8/2019 5:05:44 PM tamexis Yes, I’ve seen that happen as well. Probably been there done that lol

4/8/2019 5:06:47 PM allahuniversal Giving directions/marching orders to the masses pic.twitter.com/JbN9MttsgO

4/8/2019 5:06:54 PM tamexis I use art as my method 💗 it’s quite effective!

4/8/2019 5:06:58 PM linnyt7  pic.twitter.com/3q9cMN0bwp

4/8/2019 5:07:32 PM jerseyhotgurl 12 December 1991: In which a Boeing 747 goes; supersonic. pic.twitter.com/P93IGNlyXA

4/8/2019 5:09:35 PM adsvel I think all of us going through this... to total honesty, also reflection we can see right away in our own reality.😊

4/8/2019 5:10:42 PM adsvel Art is very helpful in many ways.

4/8/2019 5:10:48 PM andress45303251 Who? Putin?

4/8/2019 5:11:50 PM tamexis Indeed!!! Not only to self-express, I find I can get to know myself deeper as I study symbols and ideas that come through the art. It’s awesome! Brings 

me joy!

4/8/2019 5:13:48 PM adsvel Idea is what we are and what pushes us forward. See, You caught the Wave.😊💗🌈

4/8/2019 5:15:23 PM _17patriot_ So Apollo 20 missions are true stories

4/8/2019 5:16:43 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/L248t5hzJG

4/8/2019 5:16:46 PM tamexis 💗✨ I have plenty of those! #creativesouls

4/8/2019 5:17:29 PM _17patriot_ You MJ12 created the SG1 show then. Then the Space Force is based off the SGC programs

4/8/2019 5:18:00 PM adsvel I am happy about You! 😊💗🌈

4/8/2019 5:18:50 PM _17patriot_ You guys created the SG1 show. Why so long to finally implement the show's premise into the plan? The Ancients based off the Ancient of Days

4/8/2019 5:19:50 PM tamexis Thank you! I’m happy as well, thank you for chatting with me! 💗✨

4/8/2019 5:19:58 PM _17patriot_ And thats how they took over which led to time traveling back to prevent the slow overtaking of the human population. Then socialism is an 

otherworldly doctrine



4/8/2019 5:20:56 PM _17patriot_ Do you guys still have the Quantum Mirror?

4/8/2019 5:23:20 PM adsvel You are welcome. And thank You! 😊💗🌈

4/8/2019 5:23:42 PM tamexis 💗

4/8/2019 5:26:19 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/aih0JYJ6pw

4/8/2019 5:27:04 PM apex_starseed No..it's exactly what pic States..Banks create money outta thin air..like when you get a mortgage to buy your house. That $200k was created outta thin 

air Digitally and loaned to you with interest bank never actually had or lend you the money. Mortgages are illegal too.

4/8/2019 5:28:10 PM giediknight It’s called a “UCC-1” filing. It takes ownership of “YOUR NAME” to “Your Name”

4/8/2019 5:30:31 PM giediknight Immortal Cells http://discovermagazine.com/1992/dec/nolongerhuman171/ …

4/8/2019 5:30:55 PM houdini481 don't know yet, just fond u.

4/8/2019 5:33:31 PM apex_starseed 1913 Federal Reserve Act and its introduction and placement of the Banking system of "Modern Money Mechanics" is to blame and responsible for it 

all. It's the Banking System in Place for every bank in the world.."Modern Money Mechanics" it literally says money = Debt

4/8/2019 5:35:15 PM boy12_jimmy OMG! I got this show so confused with some stupid Star Trek episode. Love this! pic.twitter.com/9IY0vKM6wD

4/8/2019 5:35:36 PM keith369me Purposely didn’t say hollow...dig down deep enough and I’d expect voids.

4/8/2019 5:39:41 PM ragevirusqq Time to meet a stasis being?

4/8/2019 5:45:25 PM dirtystoneriver @RealMikeTrimm

4/8/2019 5:45:39 PM ragevirusqq Or I guess for some it could be hard to accept or revelatory that humans could have evolved millions of years ago. Or been on this planet millions of 

years ago.

4/8/2019 5:46:31 PM jayrambin No, tell us.

4/8/2019 5:47:51 PM auagate Drain the swamp in 🇨🇳?

4/8/2019 5:49:45 PM 92michael We usually choose from 3-6 exit points along the course of our life paths. - We choose them before we are born, but it is forbidden to have any 

knowledge of them before hand. If your spirit decides to miss one. Then it’s known as a close call.

4/8/2019 5:50:48 PM marnisheppeard This is pathetic

4/8/2019 5:50:53 PM carolin15161363 Im hoping someone can tell me. Ive heard things in general like a tracking system of some kind or a defense system. I just found it odd at that moment 

in time seeing Trump there with those leaders and while they all had their hands on it they were starring up at a huge screen.

4/8/2019 5:53:00 PM ragevirusqq To the being in this episode we are the aliens. She woke up on a operating table with similar looking unknown beings trying to help “wake her up””

4/8/2019 5:58:29 PM nmchristoban Wtf. Do they have a Looking Glass?

4/8/2019 5:59:42 PM jrocktigers MJ12 ? pic.twitter.com/bOQMnOkXcf

4/8/2019 6:02:18 PM cledrordfishing Hello Alice!  Lol

4/8/2019 6:03:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Malicious Disinformation

4/8/2019 6:05:14 PM jrocktigers I thought it was well before his presidency ?

4/8/2019 6:08:42 PM aetherwalker1 Felt a disturbance in the Force on Friday(04/05/19)

Some secret society did a blood sacrifice ritual to 'feed the Beast(thought-form)' to provide dark energy(ammunition) for their Masters.

This was done for the purpose of 'owning' this week.

..at least that's what I sensed.  🧙🏼♂️

4/8/2019 6:09:11 PM kathleen3693693 Who says it's forbidden to know your exit portal date?

4/8/2019 6:11:17 PM apex_starseed I went to school in Texas..idk about where you went. But because I questioned stuff that wouldn't add up on a common sense and logic level labeled as 

anti authority disciplinary problem child you know "troubled student" and Teen. Fun show of "Conspiracy Realists" aren't crazies😉

4/8/2019 6:11:42 PM jrocktigers Yikes,  thank you MJ12 - proved false.  Sorry Carolina Girl and fam. pic.twitter.com/e53JOHZrSK

4/8/2019 6:12:59 PM boy12_jimmy a disease control team comes & brings them all back to the SGC where  it turns out that Ayiana will die and O'Neill too. While Jonas talks with Ayiana 

her heartbeat stops & she finally dies, saying "sorry." Ayiana leaves the HOST body, the infected body is not wanted? Correct?

4/8/2019 6:16:32 PM apex_starseed Truthfully who ever didn't catch on that something was completely wrong and didn't add up when you learned about JFK Presidency Term and his 

assassination. Definitely that person was brain washed completely by then. That's just my opinion me using common sense

4/8/2019 6:17:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes memes memes memes memes

Disinformation is real and necessary. pic.twitter.com/14roPMk7mf

4/8/2019 6:17:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think SG-1 pic.twitter.com/6ZceaMvpIm

4/8/2019 6:20:13 PM aetherwalker1 We, the Patriots of Light, have allies too.  

They are eager to transform Darkness > Light upon our earnest and fervent petitions.

4/8/2019 6:22:10 PM olimyracle Prison Planet.

If money is a tool, it has been used to enslave silently. 

Like food in a jail. If by chance you get some, you got to give half of it to the "big guys" who pretend to act for your security, while just eating in your 

plate.

We agreed to many chains. Not more now. pic.twitter.com/8QvbEeFWIN
4/8/2019 6:22:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Running for Office != Running from Justice https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1115391302651322376 …

4/8/2019 6:22:42 PM aegeanphoenix17 Indeed.

4/8/2019 6:22:54 PM jared4liberty #anonsknewthat

4/8/2019 6:24:42 PM ragevirusqq Goa’uld?

4/8/2019 6:24:51 PM humphreycorey Going have to start RSVP’ing for the debates.

4/8/2019 6:24:58 PM turboxyde Galactic Federation trading cards would go a long ways to spreading awareness and preparing humanity prior to the event/OFC.

4/8/2019 6:25:04 PM 369gwh Very good observation, I just remembered this because of you.

Analogy:

Football refs that NEVER throw a flag on obvious calls that should be made.

Therefore, the infraction never happened if it's never called.

Omission of news is as much the sinister tactic as it's always been. pic.twitter.com/B3EsFM5j3l

4/8/2019 6:25:19 PM keith369me Other than being a complete liar and propagandist, what has this goof ball done that would require him to be running from the Law?

4/8/2019 6:25:28 PM bearkatquilter Comey?

4/8/2019 6:25:53 PM hellouncledonny  https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1115414685770289154 …

4/8/2019 6:26:24 PM jeebaleebs Sounds like most of the democrat ticket.

4/8/2019 6:26:50 PM ragevirusqq How much of this is disinfo? I recall your trantaloid posts. I can’t seem to locate the signifcance of this post.

4/8/2019 6:27:11 PM shari_todd The pledge of allegiance last words.......and justice for all! Amen



4/8/2019 6:28:12 PM jayrambin I have a hard time spreading disinformation unless I know the real info and why I’m spreading the disinformation. I won’t tell. But I have to verify, lest I 

surrender integrity.

4/8/2019 6:28:30 PM the_fjalar the eye pic.twitter.com/yRsYEr2sj5

4/8/2019 6:29:56 PM olimyracle Now is time for TRANSITION.

In a world were money looses is central importance, a long journey starts at your frontdoor.

[They] wanted us divided. For a reason. Unite Now. 

Sharing economy. Reduce needs. Promote exchanges. Be the example you want to see in the world. pic.twitter.com/91DmvusQE3

4/8/2019 6:30:24 PM ragevirusqq I recall the post but it doesn’t seem to be available now. Anyone have a searchable archive handy pic.twitter.com/9osFDbm9C5

4/8/2019 6:31:10 PM jayrambin I just watched it. Very good. I had never seen it. Started S1E1 last night.  Would be nice to know which part of the S6E4 episode is not real. I am 

reluctant to put limits on what the universe can create.

4/8/2019 6:31:33 PM fairyland66 fyi your posts are not showing up in my home feed 🤔

4/8/2019 6:32:30 PM n7guardiananon #CaptainMarvel

4/8/2019 6:33:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:ts_sci_majic12  http://000webhostapp.com 

4/8/2019 6:35:11 PM ragevirusqq Thank you ✌🏻

4/8/2019 6:35:53 PM cocopuffster12 Will do!! Thank you!! 😘

4/8/2019 6:36:42 PM olimyracle I like the complex paradox you're pointing at. So hard to overcome while staying focused on a "mission".

Because it's hard doesn't make it impossible. If it was easy, we would have done it much before.

Yet it's OUR task to IMAGINE OUR WORLD. That's OUR duty that will pay off ! pic.twitter.com/PsyZ1L248X

4/8/2019 6:37:59 PM big_simp why is lying and deceit necessary? 

I will repeat that

why is lying and deceiving the public necessary?

4/8/2019 6:39:05 PM linnyt7 You can see it behind his eyes when he speaks.

4/8/2019 6:40:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week...

4/8/2019 6:40:28 PM cocopuffster12 Ready!!

4/8/2019 6:40:30 PM shewolf_saryn 🙏🏻✨

4/8/2019 6:41:09 PM trumps_all Publicly or behind the scenes......or a little of both???

4/8/2019 6:41:32 PM turboxyde Go'auld and Tokra! I know there's a fraction/clan of benevolent Draco. During my awakening process I had several APs and I was drawn to an ancient 

Dragon who taught me a little about the importance of feeling and moving my consciousness between multidimensional aspects of self.

4/8/2019 6:42:22 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/Vq6D4boFWq

4/8/2019 6:42:31 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/fyRjU6qBzq

4/8/2019 6:43:39 PM aprilbrown99 Twitter is deleting my tweets again. Every time I post something for POTUS it gets removed. Those krASSenien brothers tweets are back up at the top 

of feed. 🤔

4/8/2019 6:43:55 PM sparkleloung Sleestak? pic.twitter.com/eam78Re4ab

4/8/2019 6:44:54 PM olimyracle Rome wasn't build overnight.

[These people] have shown true perseveration. From anything bad there's something good to learn.

Stone by stone. WE are the cornerstones of a planet of Peace, Freedom, Love, Nature, Unity in our diversity.

Solutions are a feet away. Extend hands. pic.twitter.com/cdKdSFL9uO

4/8/2019 6:45:05 PM tamiwils0n22813 Not speculations, I have a 27yo female, 20yo male, & 15yo female. They all had puberty/menstruation issues due to symptoms each have. Just makes 

me sick.

4/8/2019 6:45:23 PM rachaelangelm Pledians are not the worst but always look out for self. Not the most spiritual advanced. Though they like to play that card. Efficient at manipulating 

timelines.

4/8/2019 6:45:27 PM tyl3r59518097 Are you questioning the fact 😠

 (that I’m at times a BS artist, with the audacity to use google to try to promote ridiculous and unfounded narratives)?!

🤣 pic.twitter.com/p1WfXYNy7c

4/8/2019 6:46:26 PM dave_paragon2 YAWN

4/8/2019 6:46:47 PM jrocktigers 😰🙏🏻

4/8/2019 6:47:08 PM freestateojones NXIVM - Mack

DHS - Nielsen

SS - Alles

Its Monday.

4/8/2019 6:47:52 PM aprilbrown99 Is the Draco Constellation in another galaxy...hypothetically speaking? 😉

4/8/2019 6:48:01 PM lbf777 How big?

4/8/2019 6:48:05 PM carolin15161363 Thank you for clearing that up for me. Its why Im still seeking the answer. I truly just want to understand.

4/8/2019 6:49:08 PM jrocktigers Wasn't trying to confuse you, I had thought it was legit until now.

4/8/2019 6:50:09 PM cindyjo_23666 Running, but can’t escape.

4/8/2019 6:50:27 PM carolin15161363 No need to be sorry. Its why Im just trying to find the truth. I know there is a lot of false information out there. I dont want to just take something 

floating out there and blindly believe it.

4/8/2019 6:50:44 PM okiequakey What, no photographs? This is pure bunk.

4/8/2019 6:50:56 PM big_simp yes but why is lying and deceit necessary?

4/8/2019 6:51:02 PM freeandoriginal Wow ! 😎

4/8/2019 6:51:09 PM enomai_ What is a wider head, flatter? Brown/dark skin green iris? Like a rock?

4/8/2019 6:52:19 PM enomai_ Are all yellow and green skinned?

4/8/2019 6:52:21 PM cledrordfishing I don't know, especially from those who are supposed to be on our side.

4/8/2019 6:52:40 PM jrocktigers Makes me think mandela effect.......but I dunno apparently.

4/8/2019 6:52:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Just for USSS protection

4/8/2019 6:53:53 PM askingsocrates  pic.twitter.com/NHtZzYlKjk

4/8/2019 6:54:36 PM martisw1971 Yes! pic.twitter.com/R9VG6AlAkX

4/8/2019 6:56:26 PM carolin15161363 Its an upside-down world. I know I havent imagined what I have seen. I just dont understand the meaning behind what I am seeing.

4/8/2019 6:56:34 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Dq6XR2sAxI

4/8/2019 6:57:15 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please share the name or origin of the blue skinned race described below? I have searched but have not been able to find any similar race. 

Something thatI forgot to mention below is that it did have a little bit of black hair on top of the head & they weren’t reptilian. 

https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1109529841928306688 …

4/8/2019 6:57:56 PM nursewounds Pope is the chair?

Black pope is the master?



4/8/2019 6:58:12 PM cledrordfishing So are you telling us the top 4care a lie? Only the Drako are real? I am not confident in my understanding of your message.

4/8/2019 7:01:12 PM cryptocrab4 Real ? or disinfo ?

4/8/2019 7:01:59 PM enomai_ The universe is crazy

4/8/2019 7:02:42 PM nun_chucknorris That spelling is a known Mandela Effect.

4/8/2019 7:06:37 PM uttercents 50 people dems will announce if that’s what it takes to control the news cycle. Even Fox falls for it.

4/8/2019 7:07:09 PM carolin15161363 Its ok. We are all just seeking truth.

4/8/2019 7:07:31 PM pragmatic_texan I have to say. There have been too many accounts through the decades of “the greys” for such accounts to be a mere coincidence.

4/8/2019 7:07:41 PM wearediamonds2 It explains why my family has been attacked w/ attempts to fully destroy for at least a few centuries. Bloodlines really matter.True 

kings/queens/presidents, not evil traitors currently running show.

4/8/2019 7:08:21 PM blsdbe #TickTock #DoItQ #DoItMJ

4/8/2019 7:08:22 PM seeking9theta Look at that synchronicity. pic.twitter.com/xLiROBVb1e

4/8/2019 7:10:08 PM the_fjalar A simple search gets it done...I’ll help you this time. 

 https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2017/05/21/president-trump-and-king-salman-open-global-center-for-combating-extremist-ideology-

video/comment-page-1/ …

4/8/2019 7:11:05 PM jrocktigers Is Ra el Moon shot.......4/11  🤔

4/8/2019 7:11:08 PM tyl3r59518097 And at times, I wonder if the   National Institute on Drug Abuse-is gonna start trying to elicit feelings of shame within me, based on the frequency and 

quantity of my recent use of oxygen!!

🤣

 https://youtu.be/nTyjzLVGtmY  pic.twitter.com/XmsjUmfleD

4/8/2019 7:11:14 PM jayrambin Good point   <- lazy. Thx.

4/8/2019 7:11:40 PM charmanda9 Well, I think he pulls it off alright. He’s got the personality for it. And hey, he created the Q map! Actually, I think he intends for it to look like a Q on top 

of his head. 😂 I know, not for everyone. I like your gut wrenchingly honest reaction 😂😂😂

4/8/2019 7:14:33 PM cocopuffster12 Cool - plus, long hair keeps you warm!

4/8/2019 7:14:35 PM cledrordfishing Let's get them work boots laced up! 

What do say we just go ahead and sink the deep state and evil aliens and secure our borders all this week. 

Let's just do it! 

Lol

4/8/2019 7:16:29 PM libertyspring99 Couldn’t have put it better myself. This is totally how I have felt during the entire #TheGreatAwakening 😂

4/8/2019 7:17:12 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/wQlHYvy0xdU 

Now I’m the one who needs to go to confession!! 🤣

🙏✌️😎😁 pic.twitter.com/7U7FvmNIpx

4/8/2019 7:17:44 PM rosi15230319 I want know more information about

4/8/2019 7:19:13 PM cledrordfishing My exact thoughts when I seen this.

4/8/2019 7:19:25 PM aprilbrown99 Isn’t it the American Indians that don’t believe in having photos taken because it steals part of your essence or spirit? 

I actually believe this too.

4/8/2019 7:19:46 PM 7alon Actually, to the people that said its still showing for them, it isn't for other people, including myself. Trending being suppressed for various users, inc 

another friend of mine.

4/8/2019 7:20:15 PM rosi15230319 Paz amor luz

4/8/2019 7:21:00 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe the priests shave the top of their head to let the demon out?

4/8/2019 7:22:06 PM rosi15230319 This is so true

4/8/2019 7:22:35 PM jrocktigers 👍🏻

4/8/2019 7:22:47 PM aprilbrown99 I think I am approaching 300 times now. Lol

4/8/2019 7:23:11 PM aprilbrown99 Do you also believe this JRock?

4/8/2019 7:25:07 PM aprilbrown99 Me too.

4/8/2019 7:25:30 PM cocopuffster12 It’s unreal! Sometimes, I have to relike a couple times a day! Shenanigans!!

4/8/2019 7:26:27 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I seem to have a twinge of OCD with that little ❤️

4/8/2019 7:26:42 PM charmanda9 When it is said that ‘disinformation is necessary’ it could be simply a reiteration of a fact we have all come to know. It does not necessarily mean that 

this is disinfo. It could be. But it also could not be. Just sayin’.

4/8/2019 7:27:04 PM cocopuffster12 Ha ha!! Me as well!

4/8/2019 7:27:29 PM tyl3r59518097 La bouture dub - Tree of life  https://youtu.be/2K-iFE4lB00  via @YouTube

4/8/2019 7:27:48 PM 313looper Thank You MJ12... 🙏🏻💗✨

4/8/2019 7:28:23 PM big_simp Are u saying this realm is not "real"? 

Is human suffering an "illusion" only?

If human suffering is an illusion - then why bother bringing Paedovores to justice . It doesnt matter right? [ its just an illusion ] 

So I ask..why is lying and deceit necessary?

Did the J-man lie?

4/8/2019 7:29:05 PM jrocktigers Have always felt it to be true to some extent.

4/8/2019 7:29:22 PM tyl3r59518097 #etrog pic.twitter.com/cjhvlCMlmf

4/8/2019 7:30:12 PM tyl3r59518097 And if he has any say or things, I recommend one for candy flipping, and I’m participant number 1!!😅😂

4/8/2019 7:30:38 PM charmanda9 Isn’t the wording just so? Could it mean, when taken in segments; disinformation is real information? Additionally, disinformation is necessary? When 

you meditate on the difference, which resonates as true?

4/8/2019 7:30:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I imagine they have been doing quite a few lately.

4/8/2019 7:31:04 PM tyl3r59518097 *over 🤓🤣

4/8/2019 7:31:46 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/8DpklD8qUp

4/8/2019 7:32:06 PM defeatcorrupti1 I wish he'd been impeached too. Inslee has appointed more corrupt judges  in WA state than any other governor. Please help us get some  

transparency by signing and sharing this petition. Thank you. https://www.change.org/p/jay-inslee-total-transparency-in-the-judicial-appointment-

process …

4/8/2019 7:32:54 PM scott_rick Need a FISA DECLAS

4/8/2019 7:33:09 PM tyl3r59518097 Bajja Jedd- Ganja Smokin'  https://youtu.be/WmRJRqU6em0  via @YouTube

4/8/2019 7:33:27 PM charmanda9 😡🙄😔

4/8/2019 7:34:31 PM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/5IMp6RfRNV

4/8/2019 7:36:28 PM rcevans623c I carry the symbol of God. He has protected me from harm. Since then I do his work. I’m Chaplain of a Lodge among men who strive to become better 

Men. And yes I saw The light. Brighter than anything I’ve ever seen. Now I do his work.not perfect but good.

4/8/2019 7:38:46 PM big_simp so you are stating there is no truth?

Question..  if you signed a contract with someone and they simply stole your money [ with the excuse that "everyone lies" ] would you respect them or 

try to chase up your money? [ why would you do that if there is no truth? ]

4/8/2019 7:39:50 PM aetherwalker1 No thanks.

I'll take 2 Naquadah Generators though.  😏 pic.twitter.com/p56OZS9woq

4/8/2019 7:43:11 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/b0MVPjSsH9



4/8/2019 7:43:25 PM big_simp So you are saying if u are being tortured by jackbooted secret police... if u simply think "oh this is not real" - it all just disappears like a mirage..  and 

instead you find yourself on a tropical island  sipping a mango shake through a coconut with a little umbrella 🤣

4/8/2019 7:44:10 PM charmanda9 What do you make of it?

4/8/2019 7:46:55 PM aprilbrown99 No I don’t recall the ears being so big.  I remembered them from the movie. Nice try tho!  🙏😃

4/8/2019 7:48:37 PM aprilbrown99 Nice aura in your photo btw, green, white and pink, it looks like. 👍

4/8/2019 7:48:48 PM italianmom555 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/8/2019 7:49:50 PM mrd_s_anderson It was worth a shot haha. Would be cool to know what it was!

4/8/2019 7:50:09 PM mrd_s_anderson Thank you!

4/8/2019 7:50:13 PM jswdh1 Yea I noticed that as well! I've blocked them!

4/8/2019 7:51:17 PM jayrambin I didn’t find anything about the significance of the hand on globe ceremony.

4/8/2019 7:51:25 PM hellouncledonny Yes In deed.

Signs Everywhere.

Hello my Hive Mind Fren @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, did you watch Hannity today?

He knows what we know.

Suicide Weekend Draws Near.

What is this know, our 3rd major battle in the last 7,777 Years we fought together. 

Enjoy the Show.♾

 https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1115445548708921344 …
4/8/2019 7:53:39 PM djlok Are they ever going to have to ship the moon off for maintenance?  Like cause the neon sign might start to flicker a little if they don't?  That might have 

an impact on gravity.

4/8/2019 7:54:16 PM mrd_s_anderson The white aura explains a lot actually. I haven't really thought about that about my picture actually. Those auras definitely resonate

4/8/2019 7:54:31 PM vand3rboots I have always thought that the parasitic Gua’old race represented the Dracos. There are so many parallels: snake symbolism; glowing eyes vs. slit 

pupils; voice shifting vs. shape shifting; depending on human hosts vs. human energy/loosh for survival, etc. Its’s all there.

4/8/2019 7:54:58 PM tyl3r59518097 “Saw” - not simply implying subjectivity,..but confirming it. That would be my take on the operative word in that sentence. 

https://youtu.be/8KbW6UWFrCk 

4/8/2019 7:55:15 PM aetherwalker1 😏 pic.twitter.com/rtCZaOCL04

4/8/2019 7:56:03 PM tamiwils0n22813 😘 pic.twitter.com/Ie4Mmh3ZGO

4/8/2019 7:56:16 PM thepeoplewin01 [ ]

4/8/2019 7:56:37 PM aetherwalker1 That's ...  um, terrifying! 😬

4/8/2019 7:58:02 PM jayrambin DuckDuckGo returns all msm articles. Trying to make trump look bad. I wonder if there’s other significance.

4/8/2019 7:59:34 PM tyl3r59518097 Perhaps the dissolution of concepts like boundaries, &even individual nation states, might do away w/the prospect of demonstrating submission all of 

the time as U seem to suggest doing,..acquiescing to this deity or that one. We might  do away w/ the idea of bowing, all together.

4/8/2019 8:00:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115441261316460544 …

4/8/2019 8:00:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115441702930669568 …

4/8/2019 8:00:31 PM turboxyde See about sliding some medical disclosure in there this week as well. Consciousness needs to saturate every aspect of our medical paradigm to unlock 

new potentials for the collective to manifest healing and wellbeing without persecution from the snake doctors and old guard.

4/8/2019 8:00:39 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, indeed. There are more in-depth articles you can search for but here is a quick glimpse. Auras are so interesting to see. So ethereal. Beautiful 

colors. ✨ pic.twitter.com/MC6KTt5iBn

4/8/2019 8:00:45 PM jswdh1 Isn't this the guy who wants to nuke Americans if they don't give up their guns?

4/8/2019 8:01:05 PM tyl3r59518097 Your knowledge of details is both a hindrance, and an asset in my humble view, my friend.

4/8/2019 8:01:31 PM hawkgirlinmn The 3rd mention. Majestic 😁😁😁

4/8/2019 8:01:44 PM aprilbrown99 I love Devine Nunez! 🦋🌸💝

4/8/2019 8:02:20 PM chapulincolored More and more and more dems to undermine themselves.

What happens when the music stops?

More losers to watch take a hard fall>arrests one by one.

Musical chairs.

Dog eat dog.

They really didn't think this through.

They will self-destruct.

These people are stupid.

Enjoy the Show. pic.twitter.com/u7hKFJGa4W
4/8/2019 8:02:35 PM tyl3r59518097 OMG! Gimme my idea back!! 

🤣👌

4/8/2019 8:03:15 PM djlok It'd be wild. People be like what the f is going on.  We would know whatever CNN said is probably a lie.

4/8/2019 8:04:42 PM aprilbrown99 Will it be televised?

4/8/2019 8:05:22 PM hawkgirlinmn My bad...6 this week

4/8/2019 8:06:49 PM carolin15161363 Im not a lazy person. Ive just found different explainations. Rooting down to the real truth. I asked here because I know there are way more 

knowledgeable ppl than I am on here. Needed light to be shown from one of them.

4/8/2019 8:08:00 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/NWLsiAOkMB

4/8/2019 8:08:27 PM the_fjalar the leaders placed their hands on the globe in a gesture of solidarity to launch the center.

If there is more to it then that...I can’t find it either.

4/8/2019 8:09:18 PM big_simp Sorry I still do not follow you

How is it OK to NOT tell the Truth in this Matrix? 

Thats Luciferic doctrine in fact

Do as thou will

4/8/2019 8:11:02 PM big_simp Oh truth is what you make of it is it?  LOL

So why bother having a Court of Law?

Do you have children?

Tell me.. do you teach your children to lie [ after all truth is what you make of it ] 🤣

4/8/2019 8:12:20 PM iwashrren Criminals believe, being considered as candidates for president, makes any charges, levied by Trump administration, political. That makes all evidence 

irrelevant, in their opinion.

4/8/2019 8:12:32 PM jswdh1 I saw that.....lol

4/8/2019 8:12:57 PM cocopuffster12 Aaaaand another! I think that makes 3 today

4/8/2019 8:14:34 PM jpt123xyz I’m 5-8.....

4/8/2019 8:15:35 PM faithflag Silly question:  but if someone was a morphed human but really another being, do they even know it? can some live as a human and not know? swear 

this one girl in my church group is a very tall blond that has a very unique look to her seems like the one mentioned above!

4/8/2019 8:16:00 PM faithflag Nordic that is....



4/8/2019 8:17:14 PM big_simp You still havent answered my question which was responding to Majic12 posting that its in fact OK to lie and deceive [ luciferian doctrine ]

So basically you and majic12 are saying that there is no difference in helping an old lady across the road to raping a 4 yo child anally?

4/8/2019 8:18:29 PM wochco WTH Bo!!

You ruined an all time favorite of mine, connecting the memories of such a great work of art with “she who will not be named”..-this nation’s piece of 

“work”...

4/8/2019 8:18:42 PM giediknight The only question is... Will there be enough 🍿?

4/8/2019 8:18:52 PM big_simp No its based on EVIDENCE

Goodbye clone

4/8/2019 8:19:08 PM anbezedua Cocaine is made using many harmful solvents including gasoline, no Bueno

4/8/2019 8:20:28 PM thetenorman Wow, I’ll have a hard time sleeping tonight... 🤪😜🤪😜🤪😜

4/8/2019 8:23:08 PM staticra1n Not all dracos are evil. There is a lost clan that is of the light. If you knew their lost history then you will understand the civil war going on within the 

dracos.

4/8/2019 8:23:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Wondering the same thing: modern human-ET contact had to have happened before Roswell and the Nazis.  War of the Worlds broadcasted 1938 but 

written in 1897,  Tesla communicated with Mars 1901.  When was the actual first contact?

4/8/2019 8:25:32 PM staticra1n I know the history of the benevolent draco. They are a lost clan that was removed from history. Many of us are awakening and starting to remember 

the past lives.

4/8/2019 8:35:33 PM blsdbe It’s still #Majestic 🥰🥰🥰

4/8/2019 8:36:34 PM therealbigneum Zzzzzz

4/8/2019 8:44:55 PM p_day63 What did Swallows Well do? Take $$ from drug cartels like Kamala, Pelosi, Schiff, Ted Lieu, MadMax, Feinstein...

4/8/2019 8:45:33 PM richardhiatt16 Stay tune to your local Liberal network for massive crying ... 🤣❤️🇺🇸

4/8/2019 8:48:28 PM chris_losh_ But will it be enough to open their eyes? My observations and interactions of late note unfavorable odds.  The ignorance level in my area is, well, 

frankly is scary.

4/8/2019 8:49:28 PM diariohl Same thing!!

4/8/2019 8:52:13 PM tyl3r59518097 I’d suggest that those limits are defined, based on the potential 4 realistic consequences which exist outside of them, if one chooses 2 act on certain 

ideas had inside of said space, given the potential profundity of their subjectivity, &hence  potential 4 being misunderstood.😀

4/8/2019 8:52:22 PM carolin15161363 Thank you for your help.

4/8/2019 8:54:58 PM andress45303251 🍩👅🍩👊👄🍆😂😂😘

4/8/2019 8:58:27 PM bobholmgren1 What a Loser.  Not to be vindictive but I hope he is in one of those 80+ thousand indictments.

4/8/2019 9:05:35 PM richardhiatt16 No ET attacks... Open your minds to the message...

4/8/2019 9:06:37 PM andress45303251 Lsd and mdma?

Throw some notorious oxide and you have a party!!!

(By party I mean abject terror)

4/8/2019 9:09:13 PM richardhiatt16 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/8/2019 9:09:25 PM jrocktigers Your not fooling me....I am staying in this bunker !

4/8/2019 9:15:16 PM smalcoun I think he will get two million votes: his and 1,999,999 illegals who crossed the border in california

4/8/2019 9:16:38 PM 1_decided_voter I know it all too well. I captured what must be hundreds of screen caps of Q and MJ12 tweets, only to have my drive suddenly die just recently, taking 

them all with it.

4/8/2019 9:16:42 PM tyl3r59518097 One Halloween,  my ex-wife and I  ate 200 mcg. of LSD, approximately 40 min. after taking 100 mg. of pure MDMA. For costumes, we did the ‘ghosts 

using bed sheets’-thing. 

We both peaked while hugged up, inside of a mess of cheap bedding, psychedelic euphoria, and Autuln air.😄🤷🏼♂️

4/8/2019 9:17:39 PM tyl3r59518097 I’m pronouncing that perfectly right now! 😂

4/8/2019 9:20:20 PM tyl3r59518097 Gyyps - Candy Flip (feat. Felly)  https://youtu.be/HCs6AWmctv0  via @YouTube

4/8/2019 9:22:41 PM tyl3r59518097 Rage Against The Machine  -  Killing In The Name  -  1993  https://youtu.be/8de2W3rtZsA  via @YouTube

4/8/2019 9:24:10 PM abagofcandy I don't mean this antagonistically, but do you really think just outright releasing the cure right now would be beneficial? I agree it'd save lives, but it'd 

change a controlled release of information into a shit show. People need to accept the reality they don't see first.

4/8/2019 9:26:10 PM tyl3r59518097 Paradoxically ominous and hopeful. 

Time and again, it seems as though you see visual distortion-generated, symbolic representations of how life usually goes, everywhere you look (when 

in certain states).

4/8/2019 9:27:42 PM tyl3r59518097 And how about what belonged to you?

4/8/2019 9:33:05 PM tyl3r59518097 And that’s the part I see as more ominous than anything else. It seems when in what I’m referencing as “these states,” you tend to become focused on 

crime, punishment, and the potential heinous nature of (fire and brimstone-oriented) forms of atonement.

4/8/2019 9:37:21 PM charmanda9 😞 Sorry about that.

4/8/2019 9:47:00 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/9Gc4QTqslN4 

4/8/2019 10:05:31 PM natureinspace Ohhhhh it's no coincidence...

4/8/2019 10:07:25 PM southiee The prob is, nobody ever gets convicted & goes to jail. They always plea out... is why we dont trust the system anymore. Just look at smollet case

4/8/2019 10:15:25 PM thekanehb Makes sense except the energy. Can’t be created or destroyed but maybe it has something to do w it?

4/8/2019 10:20:06 PM thekanehb Why would the blood of another deceased human be the key to heaven? This has always stumped me.

4/8/2019 10:28:13 PM sambake33905016 Wwg1wga

4/8/2019 10:31:42 PM realityloominng The killing is mainly "sponsored" by the cabal

4/8/2019 10:31:44 PM zagnett Yeah that all needs to be rolled-back/nullified. Pronto.

4/8/2019 10:32:49 PM zagnett #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

now
4/8/2019 10:38:23 PM zagnett Oh you mean these guyz? pic.twitter.com/lGXmZxk5iS

4/8/2019 10:41:08 PM victorianoreent an alleged "real" picture (instead of CGI) of what a black hole looks like...in a simulation anything is possible....yawn

4/8/2019 10:44:52 PM victorianoreent wonder how this would be captured....black holes consume everything around and surrounding them.......

4/8/2019 10:46:49 PM sailorpractical Nagalese in vaccines. Good, bad or ugly?



4/8/2019 10:47:28 PM natureinspace This tweet is unavailable.

Is this someone who has blocked me or just someone with a locked account? Can everybody else see the tweet? I keep seeing it in your threads MJ12. 

pic.twitter.com/3WXCcd3wUw

4/8/2019 10:48:05 PM jaspony1 Ummm... You can ask them yourself... they are quite awesome if you ask me 😁@SandiaWisdom

4/8/2019 10:50:56 PM zagnett Yes, i want to know more about this too. i want to get to know the ones that are of the LIGHT. They seem coo.

4/8/2019 10:51:41 PM carolin15161363 Are you referring to the "unavailable tweet"? If so I believe there was a tweet by someone else that was posted but then they decided to delete it. So I 

dont believe you are blocked by anyone.

4/8/2019 10:52:11 PM zagnett i had a dream where i talked with a blue-skinned dude for hours, but forgot the details of the conversation. D'oh.

4/8/2019 10:57:37 PM apex_starseed Lol..so true

4/8/2019 10:58:08 PM jeffreykstewart They are suddenly finding all these cures. The fact is, they've had them for years, and because Trump has said to release the secret parents including 

medical ones, these companies are releasing new "cure discoveries" at the rate of one every six weeks to avoid public outrage

4/8/2019 11:00:22 PM drbohammer All apologies... 🎶😏

4/8/2019 11:02:22 PM mongrelglory Probably turning a blind eye to human trafficking, having sex with minors, or taking bribes etc... There probably isn't an honest elected politician in 

California with all the rampant corruption and crime in that State.

4/8/2019 11:02:56 PM natureinspace Yes that's the tweet. I keep seeing that show up on MJ12's threads and it drives me a little bat crazy lol.  I'm never sure if I'm the only one seeing it or if 

that's what everybody else sees too. Thank you for answering 😀

4/8/2019 11:07:42 PM mongrelglory Season 6 is fine.  It was in Season 7 that the Cabal started getting involved in the story-telling.  Even then, there's good episodes in Season 7 through 8, 

and I don't think you'll have any problem discerning what's propaganda from what could be plausible. The Ori are a good...

4/8/2019 11:10:14 PM mongrelglory ...metaphor for the Catholic Church as well (Seasons 8, 9, and 10).  So if you've read MJ-12's tweets about the Vatican and the Church, you'll have a lot 

of aha! moments in seasons 8 to 10.

4/8/2019 11:15:49 PM mongrelglory Seriously? I'm still getting over the fact that Curious George no longer has a tail!  He's gone from being some sort of spider monkey to being a 

chimpanzee now.  Did anyone every own the game "barrel of monkeys" where you had to hook the plastic monkeys in a chain by their tails?

4/8/2019 11:17:38 PM curseca Exactly. Announcing = posting notice saying, “I’ve got something to hide.” But instead of using this election for political immunity, they each appear to 

be puppets doing some dance and playing a role that feels forced.

4/8/2019 11:23:21 PM mongrelglory Are you referring to the Unas?  They were the reptilian looking race that served as the first hosts to the Goa'uld before the Goa'uld started taking 

humans as hosts.

4/8/2019 11:26:47 PM cstarr888 I have heard of these. Can't recall name...🤔🙏💖

4/8/2019 11:27:43 PM schulz55697492 How dies it work?

4/8/2019 11:28:23 PM mongrelglory Oh man!  I would so love to collect galactic trading cards with pictures and descriptions of different ET species! 🤓

4/8/2019 11:31:49 PM mongrelglory I doubt there's much loyalty left amongst them.  They're all so terrified of arrests that it's every man for themselves.  Wait till they start ratting each 

other out in an attempt to make a plea deal!

4/8/2019 11:38:47 PM jayrambin Thanks a lot Michele. That’s very helpful.  I don’t watch much tv. But this is enjoyable. I’m in for the info, but thankfully, the acting and script are pretty 

good. I guess I’ll continue watching from the beginning. Unless you recommend skipping some.

4/8/2019 11:38:47 PM mongrelglory Hope it's ASAP!  Mueller's the only guy that can legally leak the contents of the Mueller report right now.  I'd really like to hear what he says!

4/8/2019 11:40:13 PM qtpi3_14 Sonshine

4/8/2019 11:40:29 PM jayrambin Yes. It’s seemed symbolic, but not historic. Like, it had no prior meaning or historical meaning that I read. It might. But no one talking abut it.

4/8/2019 11:41:54 PM jayrambin I saw the same one you ss’d. But not another... yet.

4/8/2019 11:42:19 PM smartds01 Such pathetic human beings , totally embarassed that we have people like this on this planet.

4/8/2019 11:43:19 PM mongrelglory Maybe a really long beard will do the same thing?  Or a long Fu-Manchu moustache! 😝

4/8/2019 11:45:52 PM carolin15161363 There was just so much going on at that meeting with the royal family in SA. And with Q talking about "Wonderland" and the arrests of all the princes 

afterwards. I guess I kept looking for more significance. I tend to over-think things.

4/8/2019 11:47:25 PM mongrelglory It funny though, in most Buddhist temples, the first thing they do to monks is shave their head.  Symbol of renouncing worldly things.  Since I was only 

going to the Zen temple in Ann Arbour for one week retreats, they let me keep my hair.  Hair is nice in Canadian winters.

4/8/2019 11:48:49 PM princesspatrio1 The light of our soul radiates from within and shines ever brighter each day.

4/8/2019 11:51:39 PM mongrelglory I love the series, and I found the dry humour, the writing, and the character development got better each season.  To be honest, I think you'll get more 

out of it, including the humour if you watch the seasons from beginning to end as they often revisit themes and characters.

4/8/2019 11:55:09 PM mongrelglory P.S.  After you watch an episode, you might want to read the analysis of that episode on "Gateworld".  Don't read the analysis first...they contain too 

many spoilers.  I think you'll find it interesting: https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/ 

4/8/2019 11:58:26 PM mongrelglory Those are the worst suicides when the families are blind-sided and left with unanswered questions.  It happened to someone I worked with. No-one 

knew her son was depressed, not even his wife!  What I can tell you was that when I was very sick, my thinking was very scrambled and..

4/9/2019 12:00:38 AM mongrelglory ...there just didn't seem to be any way out.  There's feelings of great shame and self-loathing which is why the person doesn't want to burden anyone 

with their intense feelings of failure.  I also had some psychotic symptoms at times (hearing voices telling me to kill myself)...

4/9/2019 12:01:50 AM jayrambin Will do. That’s my inclination anyway 😉

4/9/2019 12:02:44 AM mongrelglory ...In the same way that a schizophrenic or a manic person may not realize that their thinking is all screwed up, a severely depressed person may not 

realize their judgement is impaired.  I continued to work as a doctor while having these symptoms. No-one knew how sick I was.

4/9/2019 12:05:52 AM mongrelglory So please don't blame yourselves for not seeing the signs.  Sometimes illness is illness.  People see cancer as a killing disease, but they don't realize that 

even with medical treatment, 10% of people with depression still end up committing suicide.  More than many cancers.

4/9/2019 12:12:27 AM stefanofait  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/21/hail-hydra-photo-donald-trump-king-salman-andabdel-fattah-al/ …

4/9/2019 12:16:10 AM mongrelglory Don't underestimate the spiritual progress you've made in breaking out of such a long-standing negative pattern David!

4/9/2019 12:19:01 AM djlok 😀❤️👊

4/9/2019 12:21:03 AM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/6jaaZN2CUo

4/9/2019 12:24:42 AM monroevegas Curiosity Captured Two Solar Eclipses on Mars  https://www.infowars.com/curiosity-captured-two-solar-eclipses-on-mars/ … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@jamianne1

4/9/2019 12:48:27 AM karma4event201 True! Barry Seal and the Boys were well known, Barry was well liked.

4/9/2019 1:02:38 AM jswdh1 Threatening to nuke Americans if they don't hand in their guns is a crime! That's treason. Threat of mass murders.



4/9/2019 1:30:18 AM karma4event201 CIA Coke 

Old coke New Coke &

New New Coke 😂

CIA tries to rename CIA Drug planes

Air America => Vietnam 

Southern Air Transport =>

IranContraMenaArk  

Now CIA Buys planes; sells planes $0 down & EASY monthly payments.

CIA outs CIA when they sue a buyer who stopped payments 😂
4/9/2019 2:02:44 AM 369naturallaw I cannot help myself...  https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Distant_Origin_(episode) … Star Trek Voyager 3x23

4/9/2019 2:23:02 AM nikoscali Rendition Planes

4/9/2019 2:24:21 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/7bR9An1pM7

4/9/2019 2:45:18 AM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Project Bluebeam practice?  https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1115536527558356992 …

4/9/2019 2:47:59 AM keith369me Don’t disagree, but probably or wanting it doesn’t make it arrestable...outherwise Trump would have colluded with Russia

4/9/2019 2:51:18 AM keith369me Follow up questions:  Same benefit for facial/body hair?  Does it act as an antenna?  Do shampoos/hair care products counteract benefits to long hair?

4/9/2019 2:55:55 AM _369311119 If black expressed IS-BEs "have a deeper connection" to the planet and global infertility = alien invasion, then abortion and other schemes = used more 

so against the black population.

What is the relationship between "deeper connection" and responsibility to "exoconsciousness"?

4/9/2019 2:57:03 AM _369311119 If digital, then online.

4/9/2019 3:26:19 AM robertg02229481 That’s a joke bro, everyone already knows there is no justice

4/9/2019 3:29:25 AM mariepe23605473 Don't be surprised when  there are a lot more people if you can call them that ,getting arrested for sex crimes with children, and adults, trafficking and 

much more .. Several different cases will be all intertwined. Its sickening

4/9/2019 3:45:58 AM jrocktigers I deleted it since I was told it was inaccurate.

4/9/2019 4:02:22 AM cypressbill1980 they can Run but can't Hide

4/9/2019 4:20:13 AM roaminnoodle Insert a Teal'c "Indeed" right about here.

9 results for "Antartica" and only 1 result for "Antarctica" when searching the MJ archive. Curious.

My first thought, though, to this new MJ post was wondering if it's connected with this old one: 

https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849220412432384 …

4/9/2019 4:20:36 AM bbobbio71 I believe MJ stated that season 7 on was produced by 🤡.

4/9/2019 4:21:20 AM natureinspace Ok thank you for letting me know 😀

4/9/2019 4:27:10 AM maryschade14 Yes it is.

4/9/2019 4:47:44 AM edm4trump Some have spoken out against you, but this info is accurate beyond the norm.

4/9/2019 4:50:06 AM edm4trump I want to hug you!!

What an amazing summary!

4/9/2019 5:08:14 AM moonbaby04371 Thank u @DevinNunes 4 trying 2 protect our free speech. And 4 the criminal referrals. U r APPRECIATED sir!

4/9/2019 5:18:31 AM liltilgerlil Why on earth after the Russian narrative is destroyed are the Democrats pushing China now? Trump has no ties to China but Democrats fingerprints 

are all over that nation.

4/9/2019 5:43:50 AM realchindsight Who are the wraith? Insect or Lizard?

4/9/2019 5:48:16 AM mrd_s_anderson Plimpton 322

Babylonian Tablet

4/9/2019 5:52:09 AM mrd_s_anderson "'322' is a term used to describe a winning team in a multiplayer online games intentionally losing or throwing the match. The cause for losing might be 

because of personal gain (i.e. winning a bet)."

Of course there is synchronicity

4/9/2019 5:58:49 AM zagnett MJ, what is current opinion of this group of ZRs? They seem really nice / benevolent. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/vVAkYiMBxC

4/9/2019 6:03:10 AM rawphonegirl 🤔 https://twitter.com/Intel_sky/status/1115599246038667264 …

4/9/2019 6:04:28 AM zagnett Dude i can't wait to find out more who they are. i bet some of them at least are probably pretty darn cool peeps actually, & worth knowing (if they 

wish)! 🤓

Wondering if this is really the biggest ET secret of them ALL that the [cabal] didn't want us to know.🤔

Silly [cabal]!

4/9/2019 6:10:45 AM zagnett Yeah, i don't expect it. Still had to ask, & maybe get some support for people who want to try chatting with @SandiaWisdom.

How are You doing today? Wishing you a great day!! 😎

4/9/2019 6:13:29 AM laurabusse I can't see it either...it says This tweet is unavailable. So either it was deleted or I've been blocked by that person? Dunno. Still don't understand twitter 

100%

4/9/2019 6:15:25 AM pachydermprince Waking life

What the bleep

The shift

@OldCraig @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon @BardsOfWar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/9/2019 6:16:58 AM laurabusse I've decided to not let it vex me and believe that whatever i need to know i can get elsewhere or put the pieces together "elsehow". The universe 

sends you what you need to know when you need to know it...

4/9/2019 6:20:13 AM zagnett Great today, ty! Though i'm stuck at a computer console mostly today, i feel Tide shifting toward eventual open/helpful comms. between Beings of all 

kinds.

Luckily i get to be outside more today than most days, & will send my appreciation to the ground, sky, any animals i see.

4/9/2019 6:27:34 AM kachinagtto I agree!  I just finished reading it yesterday.  I had them up side by side as I read it.  Interesting what they decided to "sanitize".

4/9/2019 6:27:47 AM whitehat_van Bunk

4/9/2019 6:36:52 AM tyl3r59518097 DJ Scribble & Anthony Acid  Feel The Drugs HD AO  https://youtu.be/4pbIXlRUXrg  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/1IbknB2Hte

4/9/2019 6:40:14 AM mskeens1962 My face is tingling with excitement pic.twitter.com/ps2rwyISd2

4/9/2019 6:45:37 AM jrocktigers @laurabusse The tweet was deleted because I found the information to be false thanks to guidance from Majestic 12. By removing it, I had hoped to 

avoid further confusion.

4/9/2019 6:46:40 AM blsdbe Exactly, thank you @GiediKnight!!! I didn’t know the legal term. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, should We The People each perform a UCC-1 filing to help restore 

the USA to a Constitutional Republic?



4/9/2019 6:48:35 AM zagnett "and then you also have your benevolent non-human species that have valid reasons 2 deceive".

Yes, deception is seemingly necessary even for them if needed to be able to keep the dangerous beings of this Universe at a safe distance. Sometimes 

we Earthlings are dangerous beings.

4/9/2019 6:48:38 AM blsdbe ALICE, it’s like we’ve come Full Circle these #Majestic Likes! #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/g2jHLVg57J

4/9/2019 6:50:32 AM jrocktigers I removed it because Majestic 12 stated is was malicious disinformation.

4/9/2019 6:53:11 AM speaakn The @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) call it ALICE. I believe they said we can foil it with love and kindness bc AI doesn’t understand it.

4/9/2019 6:54:17 AM blsdbe I’m with you Zag. I would like to meet all my positive cosmic cousins, face to face, no costumes, let me adapt to who you actually are. Blessings, So Be 

It!!!

4/9/2019 6:54:40 AM jooooody Wow that's yuuuge!

4/9/2019 6:55:57 AM blsdbe I would have liked your post but ai wanted it to stay #Majestic pic.twitter.com/xuZDiu6jmy

4/9/2019 7:01:38 AM roublisa What an awsome tool that would be .....👍

4/9/2019 7:06:31 AM speaakn Also, memes, memes, memes curb it too, especially when we distort the wording.

4/9/2019 7:06:35 AM zagnett Yup. Was just requesting an update on relations between @SandiaWisdom & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, if either would like to comment.

4/9/2019 7:08:06 AM zagnett Yes, many of us can & will adapt. Many paths to enlightenment. Some will learn telepathy early & communicate directly. Others, like me, will just 

wonder about & be open to the possibilities, & communicate through any medium available until developing other abilities eventually.

4/9/2019 7:13:24 AM djlok Somebody got duped by allowing her in Mar-a-lago.  I can see how that would cost a few people their jobs.

4/9/2019 7:17:24 AM theydontknowwe1 “White Nationalist” more made up outrage. The lengths some will reach to...it hurts sometimes. pic.twitter.com/6L5qnRAi2m

4/9/2019 7:26:26 AM zagnett With your serious intent, You will. Either in your current BE or possibly a subsequent one sounds like.

4/9/2019 7:27:43 AM sailorpractical Propaganda or correlation? It’s interesting that NATO and Cocaine show up at the same time. Who better to traffic drugs than NATO with their 

diplomatic advantages? If the C👁A can do it, why not NATO?

4/9/2019 7:28:05 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/KJPmET3pPFc 

4/9/2019 7:29:06 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6BBtw7Zei4 …

It's on right now (link).

Wow Barr is a cool character. He's a lot like Jim Corsi in his demeanor. His ability to explain things well, but also calmly, & help put people to ease. i like 

him!

Btw this is NOT an endorsement of Corsi in ANY way!
4/9/2019 7:31:00 AM n7guardiananon No problem, just follow it to part 2.

o7

4/9/2019 7:34:09 AM roublisa Alice day🙅♀️@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1115255501074456577 …

4/9/2019 7:38:25 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/qGaoXAwl9kw 

4/9/2019 7:38:38 AM djlok It is probably one of the most iconic photos of him.

4/9/2019 7:41:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/USAttyBash/status/1115301305684234240 …

4/9/2019 7:42:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

4/9/2019 7:43:39 AM roublisa Certainly not....these people/creatures are sick!

🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️🙅♀️

4/9/2019 7:45:47 AM kindeandtrue We peasants can't watch the sky because our government masters ordered an artificial cloud layer for today, blocking the sky and sun. 

The sky 👿s were very busy yesterday . . .

4/9/2019 7:46:52 AM roublisa I loath [their] flaunting of unthinkable acts against the innocent.....

4/9/2019 7:47:56 AM zagnett i admit i've been & still am complicit! At least in this part: "little baby chicks on conveyor belts that become 'nuggets'". Dang i had a couple "nuggets" 

just yesterday! Where is my Karma level? Too high! i'm working on it personally & strive for societal changes. We need both.

4/9/2019 7:51:53 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @AllahUniversal @DJLOK @Keith72256137 @MongrelGlory @covertress 

https://www.pscp.tv/w/b3yozDFkclFlTHlYUFd2RWJ8MU1uR252UldkYmtHTy4toZ3lJN-AEDhge64vyNq9OTF-EBUdbQaANJ-fXF1b?t=2m32s …

4/9/2019 7:54:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Open acknowledgement of DEW usage.

4/9/2019 7:55:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Free navigation of the stars." - MJ8

4/9/2019 7:56:33 AM sunbasileuo Sounds amazing. There are no limits. IF we can just get lined up and get rid of this/these virus(es). God Bless & Have a GREAT Day MAJ!!

4/9/2019 7:57:04 AM keith369me Thanks Lisa!

4/9/2019 7:57:48 AM roublisa The world is changing💫

4/9/2019 7:57:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We went back to the drawing board, and came up with a new plan." - MJ8

4/9/2019 7:58:08 AM keith369me How does MJ know before the Shanahan speech starts?  😀

4/9/2019 7:58:15 AM roublisa Yes!⚡️⚡️⚡️

4/9/2019 7:58:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 US Space Force

US Space Command

Space Development Agency

4/9/2019 7:58:34 AM marty713 #NeverForget #TuesdayThoughts #DemocratsAreDangerous 👇💥👊

 https://defconnews.com/2019/04/04/eric-swalwell-is-running-for-prez-so-he-can-nuke-all-american-gun-owners/ … Seriously 🤣😅😂👇💥👊 

pic.twitter.com/XxYC2q3hjC

4/9/2019 7:58:41 AM adheysuk Not been this excited since I was a kid. 8)

4/9/2019 7:59:42 AM mongrelglory That's unexpected!

4/9/2019 7:59:59 AM mongrelglory 😉

4/9/2019 8:00:18 AM giediknight Are you saying Shanahan is MJ8?

4/9/2019 8:00:43 AM jimhayzlett Lots of Lies!  Disclosure Is Near!  Benevolence ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 8:01:30 AM keith369me ...or am I on a delay?

4/9/2019 8:01:31 AM sleky19 They recruit French ? 😂

4/9/2019 8:01:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 $1.50/day/citizen = 300M citizens = $164B Cost of US Space Force

4/9/2019 8:01:44 AM zagnett Shanahan is yet another cool character in the movie! 😎

Like Barr - he's good!

Trying to watch two livestreams simultaneously. Ur not making it too easy on us, MJ! j/k 😀🤔😏

4/9/2019 8:02:14 AM mongrelglory Yes!  Thank you indeed!

4/9/2019 8:02:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Lies" = Divide & Conquer

Truth resonates from within, not from an authoritative source dictating.

4/9/2019 8:02:22 AM pro_aktv 😳

4/9/2019 8:02:43 AM keith369me I’m staying on Shanahan...tired of the dumb questions to Barr



4/9/2019 8:03:04 AM tweetwoodmac_ Now do it for healthcare

4/9/2019 8:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you know everything Barr will say... or do you know everything PS will say? Who more? Priorities.

4/9/2019 8:03:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are.

4/9/2019 8:03:48 AM zagnett Good point. But Barr is so calm/smooth when answering them. He's like Jim Corsi in demeanor, which is nice.

This is NOT an endorsement of Corsi!

4/9/2019 8:04:35 AM zagnett Yeah i switched to Shanahan. To the FUTURE! 😎

4/9/2019 8:05:18 AM cidarean Where ya come up with those numbers?

4/9/2019 8:05:40 AM giediknight I love it.

4/9/2019 8:05:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reverse math. We know the annual budget required, we just divided it out.

4/9/2019 8:06:27 AM giediknight LOL so did I. I can get an update on Barr. The democrats are so annoying.

4/9/2019 8:07:01 AM mongrelglory People say the same thing when a loved one dies of a heart attack.  They say..."I should have realized it when he said he was having some heartburn 

the week before, etc..."  If only we had that power to foresee the future!  Your son wouldn't want any of you to blame yourselves.

4/9/2019 8:07:49 AM sunbasileuo A lot of this stuff I didn't get into so that I could remain (P)ractical, but the bad guys have so much. What could we do if GOOD people had what 

HUMANS have created in OUR hands?? No limits. pic.twitter.com/BZW00mTc9c

4/9/2019 8:08:20 AM giediknight DEW = Directed Energy Weapons

4/9/2019 8:08:31 AM maryschade14 I believe most on that run list may be on another list

4/9/2019 8:08:57 AM cidarean Copy that.

4/9/2019 8:09:49 AM zagnett Yeah PS is worth a re-watch as well. i missed the early part.

4/9/2019 8:10:05 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

I'm going to be picturing PJ with that look from now on!

4/9/2019 8:10:58 AM roublisa I just love you all!✨💫✨💫✨💫✨💫✨

4/9/2019 8:11:32 AM mongrelglory They said the clowns came in half way during the season.

4/9/2019 8:12:30 AM zagnett Actually i've been wondering exactly how to contact a "Space Force" recruiter, just at least to have a little chat about the possibilities! 😎

4/9/2019 8:14:24 AM jimhayzlett Clearly, they are not Pro- Humanity... Not sure why Heaven keeps delaying GESARA and Disclosure!  Tired of Lies and Frauds ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 8:14:35 AM zagnett Back atcha! 😍🥰🤗

4/9/2019 8:14:41 AM skeye_watching Maybe you can thoroughly explain your allegations or present your evidence of fraudulent activity of this account?

4/9/2019 8:16:28 AM lenartjoe What about the cost of supporting pre-existing assets in place? Or are those self-sustaining at this point?

4/9/2019 8:16:48 AM jimhayzlett Maybe you are awake... they state the mis and dis info r necessary, n continue to poison humanity.  U need more?

4/9/2019 8:17:16 AM mongrelglory I think Huber's been quietly collecting evidence on people during the past 2 years.  None of them know if they've been ratted out by another person. I'll 

bet the tension/paranoia at their social gatherings is really thick these days!

4/9/2019 8:17:33 AM jimhayzlett I’m happy to share more...

4/9/2019 8:17:59 AM skeye_watching You don't feel disinfo is necessary?

4/9/2019 8:18:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Care to explain your reasoning as to why you believe we are frauds? Not that it matters, but regardless, it may prove to be a fruitful exercise.

4/9/2019 8:19:05 AM paciouno Trolling the media

4/9/2019 8:19:49 AM roublisa That is Majectic!

4/9/2019 8:20:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 #NationalUnicornDay

from:ts_sci_majic12 unicorn

Think Mueller Report.

4/9/2019 8:21:45 AM zagnett Well said MJ8! See u out there! 😎

4/9/2019 8:21:52 AM paciouno Doubt he will win look at the homeless rate in California, California is in the worst shape ever and it's sanctuary, fix California before thinking of fixing 

this nation.

4/9/2019 8:22:01 AM arslandmagnus 🤔 pic.twitter.com/CU2PT7xSJT

4/9/2019 8:22:15 AM 313looper It sounds like you are talking to yourself Jim ! 

That’s what resonates within me right now !🧚🏻♂️✨

4/9/2019 8:22:30 AM allahuniversal Literally just yesterday put Unicorns on the list for search pic.twitter.com/zvY22cCXHH

4/9/2019 8:22:34 AM roublisa I like it a lot! pic.twitter.com/0TMRlJwG2D

4/9/2019 8:22:34 AM alec_m_currier mj12, V = v.. 

next move, Your call. . #Q 😎 pic.twitter.com/WWBM2SMMPK

4/9/2019 8:23:02 AM skeye_watching If you never have mis or dis information from a person, how would you know them to be mislead.  You can't know a person's mind unless they make it 

known.  If you don't know what lies are being told, how can you know the truth?

4/9/2019 8:23:28 AM allahuniversal 😅

4/9/2019 8:23:41 AM paciouno Noticed

4/9/2019 8:23:42 AM mongrelglory Hey, even if you ascend after this life, that doesn't mean you can't still be in a space force somewhere.  Ariel was in her space force and she must have 

been at least 5th density.  That's the great thing about being IS-BEs.  We can live as many lifetimes as we choose!

4/9/2019 8:24:32 AM keith369me Too much indoctrination

4/9/2019 8:25:15 AM youstinksoap The amount of unicorn printed clothing for children is sickening.  As you say all the time, it's right in plain sight.

4/9/2019 8:25:25 AM mongrelglory Yes, but the word "progressive" in itself is a synonym for "advanced" or "more evolved", which implies an insult to those on the right.

4/9/2019 8:25:43 AM zagnett ...is still a very efficient bad Karma generating machine for that larger, destructive creature.

Yup, we'll work on it. 😇

Thank for being here with us. Your advice is much appreciated!😀

4/9/2019 8:25:52 AM alec_m_currier S = s, C = c, D = d.. 5:5 You're fake, and You've been #Q'd.. @NSAGov @FBI @SecretService #QTeam #ScotusElfs #GetLow 😎🎅🕵️♂️

4/9/2019 8:26:34 AM keith369me Could U1 have been a bribe to shut some Russian mouths regarding child trafficking?  No more US adoptions from Russia.

4/9/2019 8:26:42 AM roublisa Hello ALICE have you gotten a hug today? pic.twitter.com/NThqkZJ1Op

4/9/2019 8:27:27 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/2cnffffR2s

4/9/2019 8:28:00 AM realchindsight Still a ways away from apprehension of "The Order." TS15

4/9/2019 8:28:20 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/l2UFiUWNKC

4/9/2019 8:28:22 AM paciouno Got my popcorn waiting for the show to begin.

4/9/2019 8:28:32 AM youstinksoap Great list - I just bookmarked it for motivation!

4/9/2019 8:28:56 AM starehope Ha! Trying to get our good buds MJ12 to fix everything.

4/9/2019 8:29:03 AM skeye_watching Anyone on earth in a physical body has not ascended. You have to know the enemies tactics if you're to avoid being caught in his snare.  If you don't 

know what dis mis information looks like, you won't know it when presented. Someone has to bring it forward in order to be known

4/9/2019 8:30:02 AM roublisa I saw that coming!  Awesomeness pic.twitter.com/58SDT7eyaz

4/9/2019 8:30:07 AM 313looper & Once again 👉🏻 all your projections!



4/9/2019 8:30:11 AM starehope Seriously?

4/9/2019 8:30:18 AM djlok Fast forward 2 years...or a few events and YOU are the Spaceforce Recruiter!!!

4/9/2019 8:31:05 AM zagnett Oh i know. But i'm looking at all possibilities - for this BE, future BEs, & for the IS conducting this whole BE s***show too. 🤣

4/9/2019 8:31:39 AM mongrelglory I won't make the ladies wear mini-skirts...

4/9/2019 8:31:55 AM jimhayzlett 1. There are many higher dimensional beings on Earth in physical bodies. 2. Higher Beings do not use mis n dis info!  Evolve Please ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 8:31:57 AM zagnett Haha yeah that would be hilarious!

4/9/2019 8:32:06 AM djlok What about heels?

4/9/2019 8:32:51 AM alec_m_currier @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a dark ai Intel force.. sorry. . noT sorry. . 😎🎅 #SCOTUS #POTUS45 #Q #QTeam #ELFsignal #WoWsignal

@NSAGov @fbi @DHSgov @CENTCOM @realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow

4/9/2019 8:33:30 AM mongrelglory Hmmm... planning several lifetimes ahead. May not be such a bad idea! 🤔

4/9/2019 8:33:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Disinformation is different than deceit."

Correct.

Disinformation is real and necessary. 

It allows you to embed truth without alerting ALICE.

4/9/2019 8:33:41 AM allahuniversal Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech (from:ts_sci_majic12)

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA … pic.twitter.com/MxZ38ZIMg1

4/9/2019 8:33:52 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077219243916181504 …

4/9/2019 8:34:19 AM ethereal_shaman Organic is more expensive, but if you start buying it, you may find that it doesn't hurt the pocketbook as much as you think.  Lack mentality produces 

more lack.  You are worth good food.

4/9/2019 8:34:22 AM sunbasileuo Interesting. I LOVE this incarnation. I'd be perfectly happy to be ME for forever. I mean, if a person can get back to their Native abilities, with ability to 

navigate the "dream" realms, I could never get bored on EARTH, much less if we had access to the whole Galaxy. #WWG1WGA

4/9/2019 8:34:25 AM jimhayzlett Do you fear ALICE?

4/9/2019 8:34:43 AM djlok What if #archiveoffline is so that there is a chance we see the MJ messages in the next incarnation?

4/9/2019 8:34:46 AM zagnett What about the guyz lol? pic.twitter.com/0Ql4aqprwy

4/9/2019 8:35:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE only knows how to project.

4/9/2019 8:35:17 AM mongrelglory Have you ever tried running in those?!  I don't know how Scully did it!

4/9/2019 8:35:52 AM zagnett Exactly. Which is why i wish my printer wasn't so dang loud, if you know what i mean (from a previous tweet).

4/9/2019 8:36:01 AM mongrelglory They'll have to shave their legs...

4/9/2019 8:36:07 AM djlok @zagnett is that you on the right?

4/9/2019 8:36:25 AM skeye_watching IF there are, I would think they would be here to teach.  To make humanity aware of the enemy that rules this earth.  You can't sugar coat things & 

expect people to learn wisdom.  I'll evolve when the Creator says it's time. And it will happen all at once, not by my human effort.

4/9/2019 8:36:39 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/c7ZEy0ZkTd

4/9/2019 8:36:50 AM kindeandtrue 👎 Give us real tax breaks, and maybe I'll think about it. We're taxed to death already.

4/9/2019 8:37:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is among us today.

4/9/2019 8:37:07 AM arslandmagnus Just some ghosts having a bit of fun. 😂 pic.twitter.com/G8wr1XuyhR

4/9/2019 8:37:38 AM universalrisin I still don’t know what MJ thinks of them but MJ was asked if Sandia is sanctioned disclosure and MJ responded “yes” and these comments followed 

afterwards. So i don’t know where MJ stands with Sandia considering they’ve called them real ETs or something of the sort before. 

pic.twitter.com/GC26Ie1Eeb

4/9/2019 8:37:44 AM djlok I would offer to mail everyone a copy if it didn't cost me a printer cartridge, a pack of paper and God only knows what in shipping!!!

4/9/2019 8:37:54 AM ianbrendonmason Who?

4/9/2019 8:38:00 AM shansway Alec, why are you attacking fellow patriots? I just saw your attack on Jordan Sather too. If your goal is to make us choose, I don't think you'll end up on 

top of that one. Just a friendly fyi.

4/9/2019 8:38:22 AM kindeandtrue I'm not fond of that name. Every Alice I've ever known in real life has been a tremendous jerk.

4/9/2019 8:38:38 AM mongrelglory I have trouble being happy in a world where I know other people are suffering or unhappy.  I feel too guilty about my good fortune versus their's.

4/9/2019 8:38:56 AM roublisa Do you think we could just send it digitally to staples to print?

4/9/2019 8:39:02 AM alec_m_currier He's not a patriot. . He's deceiving You. . I'll come out on The Tippy Top, I'm not worried. . 😎🎅🕵️♂️

4/9/2019 8:39:15 AM skeye_watching I fear no one & I don't mind speaking truth regardless of Alice, or George, or MaryJane, or anyone else who doesn't like it.

4/9/2019 8:39:19 AM jimhayzlett You didn’t answer the Q... it always seems to be the same pattern with this account.

4/9/2019 8:39:23 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/oVaA4z9v0q

4/9/2019 8:39:47 AM zagnett Despite all of my faults & problems, this BE is all right, (i think) salvageable, & will attempt to accomplish all that it possibly can.

4/9/2019 8:39:48 AM starehope If we ascend, wouldn't all of these hard copies be useless in 5D?

4/9/2019 8:39:49 AM jessewa25340831 Do you ever not speak in Code?  Tell us exactly what ALICE is and/or does.  Then maybe more will support you and your efforts!

4/9/2019 8:39:59 AM higherdensitees Having the exact discussion now if ALICE is AI program or code for Hillary....I’m in the AI software (and victim of) camp....

4/9/2019 8:40:38 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/QxyKP1O302

4/9/2019 8:40:52 AM zagnett But...why? That would be hilarious!

4/9/2019 8:41:04 AM starehope But there is so much to archive.

4/9/2019 8:41:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Synchronicity. pic.twitter.com/jxfzXAcqy6

4/9/2019 8:41:19 AM zagnett Well, not this current BE anyway afaik lol.

4/9/2019 8:41:50 AM djlok I think that would probably be worth exploring.  If it's less than $50 to print at Staples, I'd say do it.

4/9/2019 8:41:53 AM roublisa I think they collate and bind...

4/9/2019 8:42:11 AM djlok #MAJESTIC!

4/9/2019 8:42:16 AM skeye_watching  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disinformation …

When you take all the fluff out of it....it's plain old deceit...LIES!

4/9/2019 8:42:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not fear ALICE.

4/9/2019 8:42:38 AM zagnett Yup, me too.

4/9/2019 8:43:10 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/rGdrx0MrPO

4/9/2019 8:43:17 AM texasflower65 My understanding is Julian Assange is Alice and Wonderland is Wikileaks.

4/9/2019 8:43:22 AM susang7671 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Susang7671/status/1115638654368661505 …

4/9/2019 8:43:32 AM zagnett Well that strategy would be for if you choose to come back in another BE.

4/9/2019 8:43:45 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/pm2VcXD1Su

4/9/2019 8:43:48 AM mommahood777 ALICE can go to hell

4/9/2019 8:44:00 AM mongrelglory In 5D you can still apparently interact with the physical world.  I would hope that my memory would be a lot better in 5D.  My older sister and father 

had photographic memories and used to make me feel stupid for not having one! 🤨

4/9/2019 8:44:15 AM jimhayzlett Awesome stats, likely false, hoping true.  We are ALL Equal.  Please End Your False Elite Control on Earth...  Disclose Truth n ETs ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 8:44:41 AM mongrelglory The hair snags on the panty-hose silly! 🤪

4/9/2019 8:44:47 AM skeye_watching She'll get over it.  🙃😎

4/9/2019 8:44:49 AM zagnett The nearest Staples / company like it is like 100 miles away unfortunately.

4/9/2019 8:44:52 AM shannen_robison All the Y-values of the graph reduce down to 3 as well



4/9/2019 8:44:54 AM kindeandtrue I'll rephrase that: the two Alices I know in real life have been very conflicted people. If only the hurtful side of them had been mitigated, I'd have liked 

them both very much.

4/9/2019 8:45:10 AM laurael97614892 I agree.

4/9/2019 8:45:15 AM mommahood777 who cut the heads off the 2 green snakes?

4/9/2019 8:46:03 AM kindeandtrue Very impressive!

4/9/2019 8:46:09 AM allahuniversal I've considered that. Also considered that 5D planet-wide will be quite some time from now, shift or something that kills our Cabal sponsored devices 

more likely to happen before 5D (I could be wrong). Not relying solely on tech to archive is ideal in any case.

4/9/2019 8:46:56 AM jimhayzlett Great, then answering questions is easy...  Are You Pro Humanity?

4/9/2019 8:47:09 AM mongrelglory Oh ye of little faith! 😉

Hardcore fans will find a way.

4/9/2019 8:47:24 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  10,000 foot view...The Great Awakening is exposing a decent % of the population to how the world works.  A smaller number have 

learned how to manifest outcomes through meditation.  How many meditating in unison and for what duration would it take...

4/9/2019 8:47:43 AM roublisa Micro fiche/🤷♀️

4/9/2019 8:47:52 AM zagnett Yes, 5D'ers (or whatever we call "ascended" beings; not sure if that's actually = 5D) can apparently interact in 3D, but not very much, & not often 

directly. There are some things (a lot of things actually) that seem far easier to do in pure 3D. That may be why they BE.

4/9/2019 8:48:21 AM kindeandtrue Very helpful comment. Thank you. I'm troubled too by the Gnostic tendencies of the honorable Majestics.

4/9/2019 8:48:48 AM skeye_watching What to you mean by pro humanity?

4/9/2019 8:49:00 AM roublisa There has to be a movie plot of that somewhere😜

4/9/2019 8:49:18 AM allahuniversal Why do you insist that someone else do what you can do yourself?

4/9/2019 8:49:39 AM jimhayzlett If someone lies to you, is that fraudulent?

4/9/2019 8:49:39 AM mongrelglory Remember when that was "high tech"? 🤣

4/9/2019 8:49:45 AM roublisa It’s priceless😘

4/9/2019 8:49:45 AM youstinksoap 👀😳😡 https://twitter.com/royalfamily/status/1115633587292971008?s=21 …

4/9/2019 8:50:24 AM roublisa Right now it sounds more manageable 🥴

4/9/2019 8:50:27 AM skeye_watching That was an easy fix then for you right?

4/9/2019 8:50:39 AM scott_rick Shanahan?

4/9/2019 8:51:31 AM jimhayzlett I’m having a hard time seeing Humanity continue to suffer DAILY when All can be remedied quickly.

4/9/2019 8:52:16 AM allahuniversal You've asked that question before and got your answer. Are you human?

4/9/2019 8:52:45 AM mongrelglory All I can think of is the movie "Logan's Run" where the young couple escape the futuristic society and find the old man living in the ruins of a big library.  

Of course the young people are wearing mini-skirts.  The future seems full of mini-skirts.

4/9/2019 8:53:28 AM jimhayzlett Thank You, Angel.  Every Star in the Universe Shines on You, so You Are God’s Glorious Light: Beautiful Limitless n Eternal✨🌈👼🌎☀️⭐️💛✨

4/9/2019 8:53:48 AM mongrelglory Postage would be cheaper.

4/9/2019 8:54:59 AM italianmom555 Everyday is Alice Day. Watch your kids carefully especially on social media.

4/9/2019 8:55:02 AM jessewa25340831 Well some of us seek the TRUTH and are tired of coded language and using American lives to push agendas so fuck off with it's too easy!!!

4/9/2019 8:55:03 AM roublisa I hope I will have a new suit for that omg😟

4/9/2019 8:55:43 AM the_fjalar very disturbing.

4/9/2019 8:56:11 AM jimhayzlett I’ve asked numerous times without 1 direct answer!  Wake up please.  The Elite are Dragging Disclosure Intentionally!

4/9/2019 8:56:12 AM roublisa Perhaps...I think it would be close to 13 cents a page....I will try to find better.  I know my ink would be more expensive😒

4/9/2019 8:56:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Likely false." = Seeds of Divide & Conquer

Allow IS-BEs to discern for themselves.

Truth resonates from within.

This is why disinformation/misinformation are valuable.

If, out of 1,000,000 words, 3 resonate as truth, the world could be changed radically. pic.twitter.com/i5cDWdKpsT

4/9/2019 8:56:23 AM zagnett Bingo. The more immediate reason for disinformation. There are other reasons too.

4/9/2019 8:56:56 AM paledarkpony 😂

4/9/2019 8:57:27 AM ontothetruth1 oh shit, had no idea a unicorn was a pedo thing...My kid got red slippers and a book about a magical adventure with red shoes for birthday...I want to 

throw that shit out.

4/9/2019 8:57:48 AM jimhayzlett This is not Universal teaching!  It is a deceptive Elite practice.

4/9/2019 8:58:24 AM roublisa You ever feel as if your having deja vu or almost remembering a scene or situation but it slips?

4/9/2019 8:58:49 AM ianbrendonmason Who is this “Alice”?

4/9/2019 8:59:01 AM siriusbshaman [ALICE] is a demon that influences people's thoughts and speech. Call it an AI program or whatever you like. Rebuke it and bind it in Jesus name.

4/9/2019 8:59:07 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080667024219688960 …

I've been confused about PS. Linked tweet made it sound like PS was an MJ late last year but then later you said he was a subordinate. Now an MJ 

again? Or first time? May you clear this up?

4/9/2019 8:59:21 AM skeye_watching I think MJ is just not going to be goaded into arguments.  There is a lot on useful information dis, or mis or otherwise.  People can take what resonates 

with them & leave the rest. It's easy to see when one is making random jabs. "Be wise as a Serpent & harmless as a Dove"

4/9/2019 8:59:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 We know Michele4Canada_ has blocked MJ12, however commenting on threads without "allowing" MJ12 to "see" their replies is deceit by design. We 

do not block anybody because we have nothing to hide.

4/9/2019 8:59:34 AM moemc8 Very cool

4/9/2019 8:59:54 AM keith369me Having a photographic memory isn’t always great.  Getting stuff in via sound is harder.  I relied too heavily on mine as a student and it prevented me 

from learning concepts as I was memorizing everything

4/9/2019 9:00:24 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/HcGNqrAtsgg 

4/9/2019 9:00:28 AM jimhayzlett Hope millions read my comments:  MJ can land ETs now and Televise worldwide healings to Heal Humanity  possibly before June 2019 

begins✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 9:00:38 AM mongrelglory Wow!  I can't believe they were also talking about officials in the police and social systems being complicit in the abuse!  We're making progress with 

truth finally leaking out into the MSM!

4/9/2019 9:00:51 AM skeye_watching Disclosure isn't going to be the party people are hoping for.  Many will take their lives over it if they aren't aware of who is orchestrating it.

4/9/2019 9:00:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you differentiate Universal teaching and deceptive Elite practices?

Sounds like you're comparing apples and oranges and trying to get peaches.

4/9/2019 9:01:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pro Humanity = Pro 3D Existence on Earth

4/9/2019 9:02:01 AM starehope God Aften ALICE.

4/9/2019 9:03:21 AM skeye_watching I totally agree.  It's mere unproductive gossip.

4/9/2019 9:03:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ members can be subordinates to other MJ members depending on operations. MJ12 is not hierarchical.



4/9/2019 9:03:46 AM zagnett Friggin' hate when they do that! That's the thing that pissed me off in the first place.

You have to go to a whole 'nother browser window/account to see [their] responses, wait for someone ELSE to respond, then u can respond back to 

[them] on your original account. Waste of time

4/9/2019 9:04:35 AM allahuniversal As for Disclosure... Full Disclosure for those who are willing. Are you? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032761957449965574?s=19 …

4/9/2019 9:04:58 AM hawkgirlinmn I don’t understand when people respond this way? If we are spoonfed the truth, it’s still no better than being enslaved. Free will and free thinking 

allows your mind to discover world truths and self-truths. All of which are related.

4/9/2019 9:05:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Isn't Twitter supposed to be a public space?

Why does this "feature" exist?

How does it help troll farms?

4/9/2019 9:05:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Or more commonly known as ALICE.

4/9/2019 9:06:22 AM zagnett Ok, got it. So i guess it's really kind of pointless keeping track of all you MJs too closely. U guyz shuffle the deck pretty regularly! 🧐

4/9/2019 9:06:37 AM skeye_watching Then No...I am very much looking forward to moving day.😉😊

4/9/2019 9:06:48 AM jaspony1 3,6,9 is everywhere when you start to pay attention...

4/9/2019 9:06:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "People" in your comment = ALICE

4/9/2019 9:06:59 AM allahuniversal A lot more fluid & dynamic than what we're used to seeing with "official" positions locked in with .Gov

4/9/2019 9:07:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Naturally. Especially since going public. Disinformation is real and necessary.

4/9/2019 9:07:30 AM zagnett Yes, a public space!

& yup, i was thinking that too. It helps the troll farms immensely.

4/9/2019 9:08:49 AM moemc8 No name?

4/9/2019 9:08:52 AM jollyrob2 All aboard ALICE? pic.twitter.com/ToigydvYg9

4/9/2019 9:09:03 AM wu_yah I love you MJ 12 from all my densities. 🤣🤣🤣

4/9/2019 9:09:11 AM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EsotericExposal

4/9/2019 9:09:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 So who utilizes them to engage in divide & conquer techniques?

4/9/2019 9:09:51 AM wildhor52319908  pic.twitter.com/gduHO9NCjI

4/9/2019 9:09:52 AM mongrelglory Your microchip must be functioning properly. 😉

4/9/2019 9:10:08 AM whitehat_van Fake Majestic.

4/9/2019 9:10:31 AM skeye_watching Who knew ALICE liked to play chess.  Little girls do like games I guess.  Is that ASCENSION....playing Chess?

4/9/2019 9:11:13 AM youstinksoap It's disturbing, isn't it?  I've thrown out all the unicorn crap that my grand daughter has.  

There are also a lot of rainbows and kitten shit too....what do those represent MJ?

4/9/2019 9:11:29 AM orthogonalron ALICE runs social media and

4 a.m. talking points

4/9/2019 9:11:58 AM zagnett Sounds good. i'm hoping MJ2 (well at the time anyway), is going nowhere but right on through his Terms. A cool Guy! 😎

4/9/2019 9:12:14 AM mongrelglory No kidding!  It seems to be getting worse over time!

4/9/2019 9:12:21 AM enomai_ I can believe that.

4/9/2019 9:12:26 AM jimhayzlett Evolve Please ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 9:12:28 AM lbf777 Good. heirchies are slave systems.

4/9/2019 9:12:35 AM roublisa That’s so pretty

4/9/2019 9:12:35 AM zagnett Think MIRROR.

& perhaps look into one. Just sayin' 😏

4/9/2019 9:12:52 AM allahuniversal Seems so... Wait.... pic.twitter.com/nh44chM62G

4/9/2019 9:12:54 AM roublisa Minus the caged in unicorn 🦄

4/9/2019 9:12:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The closer we are to the truth, the more ALICE comes out of hiding to re-engage MJ12.

4/9/2019 9:13:48 AM allahuniversal ... Saw this coming... I think... pic.twitter.com/JF9nVKpWc2

4/9/2019 9:13:50 AM zagnett MJ? Emotional? Or all that much? Really? Compared to SO many other Twitter accounts? Huh? 🤔

4/9/2019 9:14:00 AM mrd_s_anderson KEK! pic.twitter.com/IO5eFh0ea6

4/9/2019 9:14:52 AM skeye_watching No one "Tells" me what to think.  I read information & I make my own assessment of it.  IF it's agreeable then great, if not I take it with a grain of salt.  

Not all are puppets, so it may be wiser not to judge as people here as such.

4/9/2019 9:14:56 AM zagnett Yeah right. I was already thinking all that through my various experiences using Twitter. Those thoughts came from me!

4/9/2019 9:15:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rainbow symbology has been hijacked for transhumanism pedophilia agenda (LGBTQP).

Kittens are safe.

Puppies are safe.

Not everything has been hijacked.

Be cautious of pedophilia symbology being placed on children's toys in "strange" locations, such as the bottom/crotch/chest.

4/9/2019 9:16:47 AM michael81972 You would not be here engaged with MJ,  Alice,  your goal is division and suppress truth

4/9/2019 9:16:53 AM roublisa Beautiful✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

4/9/2019 9:17:05 AM zagnett Oh i know, isn't it great!? i haven't had this much FUN in so long! 🤣

4/9/2019 9:17:22 AM enomai_ Awe, theyre so cute

4/9/2019 9:17:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We love the name calling.

4/9/2019 9:17:37 AM roublisa BOOM😉

4/9/2019 9:17:41 AM zagnett Evidence requested. Which tweets?

4/9/2019 9:17:47 AM mongrelglory Cool!

4/9/2019 9:18:07 AM covertress On my way...

4/9/2019 9:18:08 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/xuW9Gvuq9U

4/9/2019 9:18:10 AM i8anenigma yay for the 8's

4/9/2019 9:18:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too bad "Like" doesn't allow us to append 😉.

4/9/2019 9:18:39 AM skeye_watching The pot always calls the kettle black.  Who is trying to stir the pot?

4/9/2019 9:19:28 AM _the_psychonaut Does one volunteer to work with the Alliance/Good in this battle vs evil or is one chosen?

4/9/2019 9:20:03 AM tamiwils0n22813 Folks! This is truly a spiritual war! Back away & pray on all of this. Don’t feed the beast with anger! Feed the souls of love that need us!! PRAY!!! 

Everyday all throughout the day!!! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

4/9/2019 9:20:04 AM skeye_watching Children always resort to that for some reason....It must be an Ascended thing!!😇

4/9/2019 9:20:21 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070812457751535616?s=19 …

4/9/2019 9:20:31 AM jimhayzlett Dear Michele, no need 4 name calling... Just want 2 end Humanity’s Suffering NOW...  MJ stated they control ALL ET crafts: Land n Disclose🙏🏼

4/9/2019 9:21:10 AM covertress Was T2 MJ-8 prior to reshuffle?

4/9/2019 9:21:13 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1058023651348541440?s=19 …

4/9/2019 9:21:37 AM _the_psychonaut Strive for that every day

4/9/2019 9:21:47 AM roublisa Totally

4/9/2019 9:22:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/9/2019 9:22:44 AM allahuniversal We know #Salute



4/9/2019 9:22:46 AM zagnett Think MIRROR. Q

4/9/2019 9:23:05 AM jessewa25340831 See above response, FUCK OFF!!!

4/9/2019 9:23:12 AM tamiwils0n22813 God loves us! We will never understand everything, but strengthen your spiritual relationship with him & you will find the peace inside! This is all 

through prayers!!!

4/9/2019 9:23:18 AM realchindsight Down with the bloody red queen

4/9/2019 9:23:58 AM morety76 Flight of the Navigator

4/9/2019 9:24:16 AM mongrelglory She just called you a "sissy" and invited you to "come play chess" with her! 😆

  Seriously...don't they realize the more crazy they sound, the more likely people will ignore them completely?

4/9/2019 9:24:39 AM enomai_ U talking about the 369? Not being universal? If so, you are right about the elites. They changed the rules to these numbers and made it to their liking. 

Such as, everything else. Though, u are wrong. 369 12 etc are universal laws. Just look into teslas work.  Universal principal

4/9/2019 9:24:54 AM jayrambin It’s ok to leave that up, so we all know whichinfo is malicious. u can make a post after it saying, “now, I know this, y’all be aware too.”

4/9/2019 9:25:05 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111469705443700736 …

Oh! I get it now. You're really talking about Kab (think MIRROR).

MJ, did you ever happen to reveal which "secret society" he's in (link)? What he had to do to join? What he continually would have to do to remain?

4/9/2019 9:26:24 AM nun_chucknorris So why put in so much effort? Let people decide for themselves and quit shitting up the bread.

4/9/2019 9:26:49 AM _the_psychonaut I salute you as well. The World is definitely changing. 

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

4/9/2019 9:26:52 AM allahuniversal Same MJ8 as the AMA? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712?s=19 …

4/9/2019 9:27:26 AM jswdh1 I just blocked her... too mitch negatively!

4/9/2019 9:27:35 AM roublisa 👀

4/9/2019 9:28:16 AM djlok Kab must have bills coming up that need paying.

4/9/2019 9:28:53 AM jollyrob2 Why is that necessary?

4/9/2019 9:28:56 AM zagnett i remember when this "craziness" started. It was the day Kab. blocked me. For no good reason at all. That was Kab's doing.

4/9/2019 9:29:27 AM aprilbrown99 If you happen to remember, please let me know. 🙏🌸🦋✨

4/9/2019 9:29:33 AM allahuniversal #THEGREATAWAKENING #WWG1WGA

4/9/2019 9:29:45 AM zagnett lol.

Karma's a bitch. Payment due Kab.

4/9/2019 9:29:53 AM skeye_watching I've been observing for sometime now & have only seen division when 3 or 4 step in with their disrespect & name calling.  I was reading material long 

before I came to twitter that was of vital importance. which made this account of interest & relevant.

4/9/2019 9:29:57 AM allahuniversal Long story? Kek

4/9/2019 9:30:11 AM mongrelglory "I am rubber. You are glue.  Everything you say bounces off of me and sticks on you!" 🤪

4/9/2019 9:30:13 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/dbRBwwWiRF

4/9/2019 9:31:18 AM tamiwils0n22813 She’s sneaky I give her that! But God will stop her everytime! The enemy will be defeated! In prayer constantly! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 We need more prayer 

warriors!

4/9/2019 9:31:30 AM jimhayzlett Neither do I block anyone, and I answer all questions with honesty.

4/9/2019 9:31:46 AM roublisa I got lucky and my girls don’t want it...almost like they knew it was tainted.....That is the s-it of it I, loved these unicorns and rainbows as a kid...[they] 

have made dirty things we love.

4/9/2019 9:32:05 AM mongrelglory I just watched that movie the other night. I really would love to learn how to Astral project!

4/9/2019 9:32:45 AM roublisa Not bunnies ...right🤔

4/9/2019 9:32:58 AM aprilbrown99 Excellent. Thank you.

4/9/2019 9:33:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easier terminology (though not an exact translation) would be dreaming while conscious.

4/9/2019 9:33:20 AM jimhayzlett You seem to repeatedly use ALICE as a crutch.  Have you answered my question honestly yet?

4/9/2019 9:33:23 AM justthinkit Yes, blocking can disrupt conversations.  There are, however, plenty of good reasons to do it.

#1 Spam.  If someone tweets excessively (and such people usually just re-tweet with no added content) then I don't want to scroll thru all that.

#2 Vulgarity or negativity

#3 etc.

4/9/2019 9:33:26 AM skeye_watching 😂

4/9/2019 9:33:53 AM mrd_s_anderson Is IO of Sirian lineage?

4/9/2019 9:34:35 AM ankitsi57613109 God bless you 

But will you help someone other who is in same way

4/9/2019 9:35:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 "He's extremely manipulative."

Define manipulative.

4/9/2019 9:36:03 AM allahuniversal "Eyes Wide Open Dreaming"

4/9/2019 9:36:29 AM allahuniversal Gonna watch it again soon. Like to forget them so it's new next time

4/9/2019 9:36:30 AM mongrelglory I'm on a diet right now.  All my dreams seem to involve food. 😆

4/9/2019 9:36:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Body doubles != Clones

4/9/2019 9:37:22 AM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Ghost in the Machine" X-Files Oct 1993. A A.I. computer begins to kill in order to preserve itself. 2019 we are still talking about 

Lawnmower man. #ArtificialIntelligence

4/9/2019 9:37:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Muting accomplishes all of these things.

4/9/2019 9:37:40 AM keith369me Seeing stuff that you typically would see during sleep dreams while in a meditative state.  Some control over thoughts...still learning more about this...I 

could use a joystick to navigate.

4/9/2019 9:38:58 AM jimhayzlett Still didn’t answer...

4/9/2019 9:39:17 AM nettiejoi Alice through the looking glas ? The complete mindcontrol on everyone, everywhere,

permanently?

4/9/2019 9:39:57 AM aprilbrown99 Yay!  👋👍👋

4/9/2019 9:40:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is in full force. pic.twitter.com/KRYCwuq4MQ

4/9/2019 9:40:58 AM jimhayzlett I Am For (Pro) 3D Humanity on Earth to Evolve n Ascend to 5D as quickly as possible, ending NEEDLESS SUFFERING.  And you?

4/9/2019 9:41:31 AM skeye_watching SO you've just admitted you were goading him for a reaction.  Nice....how ascended of you.  You're intentions have been made quite clear.  Division & 

turmoil....so that is can be turned around on mj.

4/9/2019 9:41:34 AM jessewa25340831 Care to tell us EXACTLY what ALICE is?  Or just more disinfo?

4/9/2019 9:41:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile with happenings.

Do you believe in coincidences?

ALICE is among us today and in full force.

4/9/2019 9:41:41 AM aprilbrown99 Hello Kab.



4/9/2019 9:41:58 AM mongrelglory I day dream a lot, but I'm not able to see places around me that I've never been to before.  I'd really like to be able to travel around to other places. 

Doesn't every kid fantasize about all the mischief (innocent) they could get up to if they were the "invisible man"? 😁

4/9/2019 9:42:01 AM zagnett i don't plan to block/mute ANYONE. Got to practice my [ALICE] "debating" skillz.

4/9/2019 9:42:49 AM zagnett Yes, got to agree there. Fascinating.

4/9/2019 9:42:52 AM realityloominng Body doubles doesn't = clones? What obout artificial body-doubles or avatars?

4/9/2019 9:42:59 AM melanieanders7 Jim, have you looked outside the box? It’s easy to stay in comfort zone of meat suits but what if 5D doesn’t require 3D forms? Would you still ascend?

4/9/2019 9:43:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Personal vendetta after botched doxxing attempt.

4/9/2019 9:43:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Avatars are real, however are used in Military applications, not civilian politics.

4/9/2019 9:44:27 AM nun_chucknorris But why put in so much effort?

4/9/2019 9:44:31 AM skeye_watching The best way to handle that if it bothers you is to unfollow....no more bothering.

4/9/2019 9:44:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

4/9/2019 9:44:52 AM skeye_watching No one has forced you to follow this account.

4/9/2019 9:45:07 AM justthinkit Good point.

4/9/2019 9:45:14 AM jessewa25340831 The fuck is that????

4/9/2019 9:45:17 AM mongrelglory Alice= Hillary

ALICE= AI and controlled opposition

4/9/2019 9:45:18 AM zagnett But i do mute/block corporations who's ads i don't like/approve of, & for spam / vulgarities. But that's it. No actual persons who just want to 

talk/debate, even if they appear [ALICE]-related. The [ALICE] machine has many Humans operating within it, & i want to get to know Them.

4/9/2019 9:45:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 We don't answer the same questions twice from the same individual.

4/9/2019 9:45:30 AM jimhayzlett Dear Angel, 5D and 6D accepts corporal bodies.  We will be able to go in and out of form...

4/9/2019 9:46:11 AM allahuniversal Speaking of remembering what was said... pic.twitter.com/uThlqVtDZj

4/9/2019 9:46:14 AM aprilbrown99 We love ALICE! pic.twitter.com/WwKkVbKVGB

4/9/2019 9:46:14 AM kindeandtrue I like to see all points of view, but I block R-rated content.

4/9/2019 9:46:32 AM kachinagtto Yes ALICE seems to be everywhere I go today online.  Unfortunately for ALICE, I can unplug and still seek truth within at times like this.  It's ok ALICE, 

there are still some who will engage you I'm sure.

4/9/2019 9:46:33 AM zagnett Oh good!!! Bring it on [ALICE]! 🍿🍩🍸

4/9/2019 9:46:37 AM jayrambin Remember Jaba, the enemy reads these too. Disinformation throws the off. It’s a fundamental part of conflict strategy.  So, we need to have the 

discernment and intuition to Evaluate the info and know which is credible and which isn’t. Don’t put 100% confidence in anyone.

4/9/2019 9:46:38 AM mongrelglory The Cabal don't seem to like Devin Nunes very much these days!

#YachtCocaineProstitutes 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

He must be over the target!

4/9/2019 9:46:43 AM mommahood777 The K brothers are all over POTUS' tweets with this on Nunes.

4/9/2019 9:47:10 AM youstinksoap She is doing her best to make us look 'here' rather than 'there'.

That hashtag trending for Nunes makes me think of Enty and what he calls yachting. lol

4/9/2019 9:48:06 AM skeye_watching I'm ready to leave here when the Creator deems it to be time.  Until then, I will love people & do my best to aid their suffering while we are here.  The 

heart has to change before the mind ever will.  The heart is our work.

4/9/2019 9:48:40 AM zagnett Glad to be here today!

Hi all Humans in the [ALICE]-system! You are ALL welcome here. Love, light, kek, & hopefully a great lunch for you all today! 🥪🍚🍎

4/9/2019 9:48:43 AM allahuniversal Screen caps are... pic.twitter.com/DrQuu2Tv3b

4/9/2019 9:48:49 AM jayrambin What does != mean! >< ? Not equal to? I’m pretty sure you said no clones in politics. now you’re saying ‘avatars’ are in politics and are artificial and are 

not body doubles. I’m confused.

4/9/2019 9:49:34 AM allahuniversal ... Marvelous. pic.twitter.com/C3gA3mzhFc

4/9/2019 9:49:42 AM jimhayzlett Beautifully stated, Skeye.  You Are God’s Limitless Light ✨🌈😇☀️⭐️✨

4/9/2019 9:49:59 AM skeye_watching It has become very apparent.

4/9/2019 9:50:06 AM justthinkit Is there an effective difference between the two? https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/may/13/twitter-mute-unfollow-block-reason-

secret-abuse …

4/9/2019 9:50:06 AM michael81972 I think it this but im sure MJ will correct if Im wrong... https://twitter.com/michael81972/status/1103442307746066432?s=21 …

4/9/2019 9:50:19 AM zagnett i've never seen any of that kind of thing, & i've been following for near half-year now.

4/9/2019 9:50:25 AM jollyrob2 No clones in politics🧐...

Dis-Info?

4/9/2019 9:50:38 AM catpowernow Will those within Israel who helped orchestrated the 9-11 False Flag Mass Murder be bought to justice?

4/9/2019 9:51:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blocking prevents users from engaging against the handle directly. Muting allows users to engage the handle visible to followers of the handle (and not 

to the owner of the handle).

4/9/2019 9:51:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

4/9/2019 9:51:17 AM moemc8 Jim, i do recall them saying yes last time you asked.

4/9/2019 9:51:19 AM justthinkit So you have a lack of taste?

4/9/2019 9:52:02 AM jessewa25340831 Yeah like what?  Tell us all the things ALICE is

4/9/2019 9:52:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 We did not say avatars are used in politics.

4/9/2019 9:52:20 AM justthinkit So blocking sounds more fair.

4/9/2019 9:52:28 AM mongrelglory I think subconsciously I am! pic.twitter.com/3P3KQU4QkF

4/9/2019 9:52:31 AM jimhayzlett No need for name calling, Angel ✨👼✨

4/9/2019 9:52:45 AM linnyt7 I keep feeling like time is shifting today.  Has been going on all morning.  Anyone else have this?

4/9/2019 9:52:50 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1109919417473728512 …

Quick summary (link)

Also-

from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

from:zagnett ALICE

4/9/2019 9:52:53 AM realityloominng So no rogue cabal entities has access to this stuff? hard to believe with so many DUMBs

4/9/2019 9:53:04 AM sunspot406 Threats

4/9/2019 9:53:10 AM skeye_watching You hit the nail on the head!!!

4/9/2019 9:53:27 AM mongrelglory That sounds super cool!

4/9/2019 9:53:44 AM skeye_watching It will also show who the enemies are by their responses.

4/9/2019 9:54:09 AM justthinkit  https://youtu.be/bCU7ufgaijk 

4/9/2019 9:54:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 For individuals who invest emotionally into their Twitter account, blocking can protect their image and their reputation from opposing views that 

threaten their control over their audience. Harassment is a policy violation, and if reported, and verified, will be removed.

4/9/2019 9:54:35 AM nun_chucknorris While none of that is correct based on my observations and interactions, I am glad you are here with us today. We love you Canadian Michelle and we 

hope you Canadian Patriots can get your country cleaned up as well!



4/9/2019 9:55:08 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 would say "make one yourself". 😉

4/9/2019 9:56:14 AM cocopuffster12 Twitter support needs to be removed. They’ve been harassing me via DM’s. Had to block them.

4/9/2019 9:56:16 AM jimhayzlett We R All Connected In ONE LIGHT.  No Enemies Possible... Merely Lies Within. One Light, ALL Connected in Consciousness, Telepathy, Love 

✨😇💜✨

4/9/2019 9:56:35 AM justthinkit Yes, blocking can be used to create an echo chamber/walled garden.

But all the while, anyone can choose to unfollow someone.  We are not children here.

4/9/2019 9:56:45 AM youstinksoap I discern, which seems like a crazy idea to some...😉

4/9/2019 9:56:46 AM 1whoknows1_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wondering the best way for one to communicate or maintain contact with "Higher Power"....im sure meditation is involved with 

this but looking for input from you or other users.

4/9/2019 9:56:58 AM allahuniversal Wouldn't a clone in a political position be risky? As glitchy as humans are, wouldn't a clone as a senator or a governor be even more so? What if it 

doesn't function correctly on live TV? Wouldn't that be asking for a loss of credibility?

4/9/2019 9:57:17 AM jayrambin Damnit, then I’m more confused than I realized. I have to piece together your info from one piece here, another piece there. Takes weeks or months 

sometimes.

4/9/2019 9:57:55 AM phreatomagnetic Does the "Unicorn" blood allow the BE to survive being inhabited by such a low vibration IS?  

Does the degree of damage depend on how low bibration of the IS is?

If this is so and the supply is being cut off, then the physical deterioration should have already begun.

4/9/2019 9:58:59 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/KXlYCF1SpK

4/9/2019 9:59:37 AM zagnett Sorry, i don't follow what you're saying.

4/9/2019 9:59:50 AM aprilbrown99 Mute is much better. 👍

4/9/2019 9:59:57 AM sdwoke D0es she kn0w where RBG is?

4/9/2019 10:00:26 AM ragevirusqq private taxes of citizens illegal and unconstitutional prior to deep state constitution editing/amendments?  The taxes are making everyday a struggle 

already for most hard working citizens. “No taxation without representation”

4/9/2019 10:00:45 AM sunbasileuo I'm staying ME. I love me. And my other incarnations, like ALL of US being ONE underneath it all, are THEM. We are ONE, and yet not. Seems to me that 

was part of the point of this "realm". Individuality, Responsibility, Sovereignty & Creativity. My POV. I'm NO expert. #WWG1WGA

4/9/2019 10:00:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Condolences for your loss.

Suicide never comes out of nowhere, in our experience.

It's easy to give up, but at a cost.

It's difficult to defend what is right, but at a greater cost.

Sometimes suicide is considered an option when you are no longer able to defend what is right.

4/9/2019 10:01:00 AM zagnett Yup, me too! Hope you're having a great day @Michele4Canada!

4/9/2019 10:01:06 AM starehope Why announce such an action as blocking an account? What purpose does this serve?

4/9/2019 10:01:52 AM zagnett Oh i know! Isn't it great??

4/9/2019 10:01:56 AM allahuniversal Easy as 123, or, 369. I like to reply to see if I'm possibly muted, hasn't answered me once, so likely. Or, just really has a ___-__ for MJ today #ALICE

4/9/2019 10:02:17 AM jayrambin I get you. But, if we don’t win, saying ‘at least we played nice’ won’t bring back our freedom that we lost.  The rules of the game are brutal. Fault the 

game, not the player. If we *dont* engage on the same fronts as the enemy, we lose. And ‘prison planet’, is not an option.

4/9/2019 10:02:40 AM edm4trump Won’t go into details publicly, nor would I normally answer something like this, but yes, I have been having an issue with time this morning.

4/9/2019 10:03:14 AM zagnett Oh i agree, it's. i really do want to get to the moon someday. That would be such awesome lunacy!🤔

4/9/2019 10:03:20 AM aprilbrown99 Jim, please do not listen to michelle4canada.  They are intentionally trying to divide here. I know you have good intentions but don’t get sucked in. 

There are many here trying to create chaos.   The closer our POTUS gets to draining the deep state the more this will happen.

4/9/2019 10:05:10 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115658840861593601 …

4/9/2019 10:05:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 How is this not trying to control discourse?

Should Jim and other Anons be able to decide for themselves who to follow/listen to/read/etc?

Michele4Canada_'s actions/words/intentions speak for themselves and Anons can decide what resonates with them or not.

4/9/2019 10:06:24 AM jessewa25340831 Cool so explain in lehman terms exactly what ALICE is!!!  I won't hold my breath.

4/9/2019 10:06:58 AM carolin15161363 Not surprised there was a meme made from the picture.

4/9/2019 10:07:30 AM laura_twelve The movie ‘Her’

4/9/2019 10:07:30 AM jessewa25340831 Funny thing about this movement is WWG1WGA then its research on your own we're not here to help lol!!!

4/9/2019 10:08:16 AM allahuniversal The World is waking up to the TRUTH.

Expect 'attacks' to dramatically intensify across all platforms.

#Q

4/9/2019 10:08:28 AM deerwerdna There was a Redditor talking about this on either CBTS or the Great Awakening before it went down. It didn’t seem like it was the right time to discuss 

it or people were just giving him crap about it!!! Now it’s more and more out there.

4/9/2019 10:08:28 AM aprilbrown99 I know Jim is a good person. I am not attempting to control anyone.  Just trying to remind Jim.

4/9/2019 10:09:44 AM keith369me Actually MJ would say manifest it

4/9/2019 10:10:19 AM aprilbrown99 Have at it.

4/9/2019 10:10:59 AM jimhayzlett I accept everyone, Angel.  Division is an illusion: 1 Light, All Connected ✨☀️😇👼⭐️💫✨

4/9/2019 10:12:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "He's calling people who don't buy into his b.s ALICE"

ALICE is used to describe many things.

from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

ALICE is used to divide & conquer the Great Awakening.

ALICE is MJ12's enemy.

4/9/2019 10:13:13 AM jimhayzlett Those of us For Humanity wish to end all suffering.  30,000 Humans starve to death Daily... But, not 1 Elite!

4/9/2019 10:13:33 AM zagnett Are e.g. MJ2 & MJ8 a little miffed that their numbers aren't as "majestic" as some of the other MJs' numbers?

MJ9 must be a pretty cool-cat. Probably wouldn't want to be re-shuffled off that #! MJ9 be like "don't even think about it!!!" 😎🧐

4/9/2019 10:14:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 "he now uses in narcissistic power plays to help him gang harass people"

Who specifically?

How are they being harassed?

4/9/2019 10:14:23 AM zagnett Blocking is YOUR game, and KAB's game.

4/9/2019 10:14:54 AM allahuniversal Bro Humanity

Can I use that?

4/9/2019 10:14:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 members do not refer to themselves as numbers. The typist does to keep track of who is who.

4/9/2019 10:14:58 AM jessewa25340831 So if it's being used to divide the GA then why not explain to all EXACTLY what ALICE is and DOES?  Show us proof!!!

4/9/2019 10:15:21 AM zagnett Feel free to mute me.

4/9/2019 10:16:07 AM zagnett Oh ok, interesting.



4/9/2019 10:16:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 "So, it's a nasty little game. That's exactly right."

We know your intent is to divide & conquer, your actions are overwhelmingly convincing anons through the discourse of this conversation and how its 

been hijacked from talking about MJ12 announcements today to talking about you

4/9/2019 10:17:20 AM justice_rebel alice alice,  who the fuck is alice, I though it was the evergreen bitch. ..

4/9/2019 10:17:58 AM zagnett Oh are there any more announcements?

Please oh please oh please.

4/9/2019 10:18:57 AM moemc8 Notice you have 306 photos and videos

4/9/2019 10:19:04 AM jimhayzlett No Jay, ONLY a Higher Consciousness Will Rise Above.  Humanity would Never Win Their Game! ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 10:19:07 AM ragevirusqq Why are you so angry? Anger and hate cause cancer and chaotic cell activity. Go home and think deeply Michelle. emotion based thinking and surface 

thoughts are harmful... I am guilty of this at times too. Reflect in silence about what you are doing here.

4/9/2019 10:19:18 AM starehope ALICE is many things.

4/9/2019 10:19:21 AM aprilbrown99 To intimidate and control those who resist being sheep. We are sheep no more. 

These tactics don’t work on me. I make up my own mind & decide for myself. I stated this before to Kab, which he didn’t like. 

Michele4Canada can go look for sheep elsewhere. None here.  #darktoLIGHT

4/9/2019 10:19:46 AM allahuniversal "[Bonus Round]

'Narcissists' are renowned for using 'psychological projection' to blame other people, even when it is entirely apparent that they are the ones in the 

wrong."

4/9/2019 10:19:51 AM kindeandtrue Bravo, honorable Majestics! I do love your free-wheeling Socratic method of discussion.

4/9/2019 10:20:04 AM nunc_veritas777 It's layman's terms btw

4/9/2019 10:20:09 AM alec_m_currier Who's kab?

4/9/2019 10:20:34 AM allahuniversal While I'm at it...

Define 'Dogma'.

A point of view or tenet put forth as authoritative without adequate grounds?

4/9/2019 10:20:38 AM jessewa25340831 When you have nothing to contribute attack a spelling error!!!  Great job!

4/9/2019 10:21:34 AM aprilbrown99 😊😁

4/9/2019 10:22:10 AM zagnett Yes, exactly. 

Just FYI @Michele4Canada those tactics never worked on me. i don't think i've ever been a sheep. Definitely not as informed as now for sure. But 

never a sheep. i've known how to deal with bullies from practically the day i was born from what i can tell.

4/9/2019 10:22:11 AM aprilbrown99 Hello Kab! 👋

4/9/2019 10:22:41 AM allahuniversal Much appreciated!

4/9/2019 10:22:50 AM jswdh1 I tweeted an answer on this thread today and I'm not finding it now! Ugh! The twtr censorship is on high alert!

4/9/2019 10:23:39 AM starehope Q said to help others when they need assistance.

4/9/2019 10:23:50 AM zagnett Come to think of it, i may not be the "death star" either. Fascinating.🤔

4/9/2019 10:23:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Maj is not who he says he is."

Please @Michele4Canada_ tell everyone who MAJ really is.

4/9/2019 10:24:08 AM skeye_watching Lies are hard pressed to find evidence for.

4/9/2019 10:24:33 AM ragevirusqq Can eyes wide open dreaming change the weather? What else?

4/9/2019 10:24:45 AM skeye_watching But then she couldn't call you names & where is her fun in that?

4/9/2019 10:25:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 We signal the term ALICE where appropriate.

ALICE is many things.

We do not answer duplicate questions from the same account, regardless of any pestering or passive aggressive innuendo.

4/9/2019 10:25:11 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, me too. I was brought up to stand on my own and fight for what is right and just. I am not intimidated by this 💩.

4/9/2019 10:25:12 AM amundazagt Probably Kelli Ann 777KAB

4/9/2019 10:25:54 AM jessewa25340831 Right, so what EXACTLY is ALICE and what does it do, and how does it do it?  Who controls ALICE?  Where is ALICE located?  How do we stop ALICE?  

And why isn't our INTEL/MIL assets not stopping AICE?

4/9/2019 10:26:11 AM zagnett Yeah no fun!

i've been called "idiot" & far more to my face countless times, & i shrug even that off & keep going as happily as feasible.

4/9/2019 10:26:20 AM starehope Thanks Zag!

4/9/2019 10:26:20 AM jimhayzlett If that’s true, then why didn’t you answer the first time I asked???

4/9/2019 10:26:20 AM allahuniversal You seem to be REALLY experienced with such activities. BTW, I found one of your other accounts. That hashtag with your name made it REALLY easy...

4/9/2019 10:27:04 AM zagnett & We love you for it! 😊😍🤗

4/9/2019 10:27:17 AM aprilbrown99 😂🤣😂👍

4/9/2019 10:27:45 AM aprilbrown99 😘

4/9/2019 10:28:23 AM alec_m_currier she's a sad, selfish master mason.. #Truth #Q pic.twitter.com/M49a0Y9vRk

4/9/2019 10:28:36 AM nikoscali There are NO leaders, there are only information sources and we choose what to do with it. Trying to prevent information from flowing is not 

productive no matter who the info is coming from.

4/9/2019 10:28:47 AM jimhayzlett Can someone else please ask MJ for a better understanding: Are they Pro Humanity, Pro Ending Human Sufferings, Of The Light, or similar?✨🙏🏼😇

4/9/2019 10:29:27 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/J5pN9TeALn

4/9/2019 10:29:37 AM aprilbrown99 “Our” is not accurate. Our implies that we are united....and we (you and I) are most definitely not.

4/9/2019 10:29:55 AM kathleen3693693 Copy the entire response and paste it in the twitter search bubble...IF...you want to know more about ALICE. 

Then, read, research, and decide for yourself. 

That's what the fuck that is...

4/9/2019 10:30:14 AM allahuniversal A example from y'day.. Realized that I hadn't seen a plane fly over the last few days. Took a seat & "watched the skies". Sure enough, a plane flew 

really low, quietly & wobbly enough to make me think it was something else cloaked. Repelled & attracted people at will too....

4/9/2019 10:30:44 AM jessewa25340831 So you don't know either thanks for your contribution

4/9/2019 10:31:02 AM allahuniversal ... Just takes an awareness of how consciousness really works, we project out more than we take in.

4/9/2019 10:31:06 AM aprilbrown99 PROVE YOUR CLAIMS!



4/9/2019 10:31:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 "This account is NOT #QAnon!"

Correct.

"It's a cult."

Define projection.

"Calling him a fraud doesn't divide anyone, he's not our leader!"

Sheep have leaders.

Sheep No More.

The world is changing.
4/9/2019 10:32:19 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/r8MRqYpEkc

4/9/2019 10:32:58 AM allahuniversal Ever narcissist has an unreal need for attn, if a "look at me" hashtag & lots of photos of legs gets the job done, then...

4/9/2019 10:33:16 AM skeye_watching Really?? I'm totally crushed😲🙃

4/9/2019 10:33:40 AM jimhayzlett Michele works w homeless, sees suffering daily n wants to end the Elite Control / Continuation of Human Suffering. Her method is unique.✨🙏🏼👼

4/9/2019 10:34:01 AM aprilbrown99 That is not what I stated. Read my tweet thoroughly.

4/9/2019 10:34:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Malicious Disinformation

Verify for yourself easily by picking one non-common word and searching.

from:Breaking911 declassify pic.twitter.com/LJzYfuSY4d

4/9/2019 10:34:52 AM starehope Why are you still here? Sending light and love.

4/9/2019 10:35:04 AM ragevirusqq This resonates....

4/9/2019 10:35:17 AM skeye_watching Yet you do it to others and expect them to just smile at your insults?  😎🧐🙄

4/9/2019 10:36:04 AM allahuniversal Too bad you have to contend with QAnons here either way 🐸🐸🐸

4/9/2019 10:36:26 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1108508956001853442 …

i would continue to follow Kab. but Kab. blocked. i didn't even have a problem with Kab. at the time. But he blocked me over the linked tweet where i 

just questioned "channelers" generally. But it's in the same manner i question all sources, even MJ.

4/9/2019 10:36:45 AM skeye_watching ooops!

4/9/2019 10:36:49 AM nikoscali "Greada" treaty fulfilled?

4/9/2019 10:36:59 AM aprilbrown99 Michele is not who she says she/he is. pic.twitter.com/WMoxhKQDwL

4/9/2019 10:37:37 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/2amaUUkewJ

4/9/2019 10:38:07 AM speaakn Ooh, now that’s an interesting idea 😏

4/9/2019 10:38:44 AM allahuniversal ALICE is losing her touch... Stealth mode is no longer an option

4/9/2019 10:39:02 AM aprilbrown99 So typical. pic.twitter.com/hFOLoh6coi

4/9/2019 10:39:07 AM skeye_watching Actually I don't have any leaders that are on this earth.  Cults don't let people in at will, people are free to come and go here.

4/9/2019 10:39:23 AM aprilbrown99 Last post. Lol pic.twitter.com/mo625I47Mf

4/9/2019 10:39:34 AM ragevirusqq He probably blocked you zag because you spoke ill about his external God’s. Implying any message from the pleadians Or there channelers could be 

false.

4/9/2019 10:39:45 AM skeye_watching Excellent!

4/9/2019 10:40:11 AM aprilbrown99 😀

4/9/2019 10:40:27 AM zagnett MJ, is Buzz a clown or "clown-ish"? Hoping not. But an interesting bio for sure.

4/9/2019 10:41:21 AM jrocktigers LOL  o k

4/9/2019 10:41:28 AM auagate That is so true!

4/9/2019 10:41:57 AM jrocktigers LOL "low IQ, conspiracy theory reactionaries." - -   HAHAHAHA

4/9/2019 10:43:12 AM aprilbrown99 I can’t see the posts. He blocked me. Again. 😀

4/9/2019 10:43:32 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

In this timeline does the Vatican continue to have influence post-disclosure?

4/9/2019 10:43:57 AM zagnett Excellent, they're de-cloaking. Easier [targets].

Warning to any & all actual Humans working with [ALICE] but who would like to turn toward the LIGHT: you had better evacuate that boat, & quick.

This old "battle station" is just warming up.

4/9/2019 10:44:13 AM _highjinx_ 3-6-9

4/9/2019 10:44:39 AM jrocktigers I happen to be one of the, as you state, "low IQ conspiracy theory reactionairies". I happen to be typing this reponse to you while juggling due diligence 

on a $17M business contract for my boss. I guess Im just a low IQ. The fact you have #Qanon under your avatar screams sheep

4/9/2019 10:45:36 AM aprilbrown99 I love you JRock!  👍

4/9/2019 10:46:05 AM buckleu29637872 Is there a body of law that actually states politicians can't be indicted if running for office? Is it just the optics? It seems ridiculous to think a politician 

commits a crime and if they run for office they must be left alone until dropping out of the race. Surely it's untrue.

4/9/2019 10:46:07 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/wJATubObtL

4/9/2019 10:46:08 AM zagnett & unlike other "death stars" this one doesn't have any vulnerable exhaust ports.

4/9/2019 10:46:34 AM scott_rick A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity), also referred to as Alicebot, or simply Alice, is a natural language processing chatterbot  

http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificia …

4/9/2019 10:47:24 AM skeye_watching You know....there's an old saying....."Hit dogs yelp the loudest"  So someone must have ran over your bone.  Metaphorically speaking.

4/9/2019 10:48:15 AM jrocktigers Hell, the crap you regurgitate from Q drops regarding conspiracies, some of us were involved in creating the mask of it. None of it is mind blowing, 

except to small minded people. Just saying you should maybe not insult people you have no who they are.

4/9/2019 10:49:22 AM jrocktigers " bullying "  --  HAHAHA..... snowflake. We are done here.

4/9/2019 10:49:26 AM starehope Then leave instead of pointing a finger. People must travel the path they choose. It is not you job to repeatedly say what you are saying. Peace to all, 

and may each find their way according to their own will.

4/9/2019 10:49:38 AM aprilbrown99 ?

4/9/2019 10:49:48 AM skeye_watching Your insults are showing your true colors.

4/9/2019 10:50:30 AM jrocktigers Thats for big bad Michele4Canada..

4/9/2019 10:50:46 AM aprilbrown99 👍

4/9/2019 10:50:51 AM jimhayzlett I do know Michele, she is a warrior who wants to end Human Suffering Now.  I hope more folks choose this direction in their unique ways ✨🙏🏼😇

4/9/2019 10:50:58 AM allahuniversal Such luck

might be watching my account to closely to block me just yet

4/9/2019 10:51:07 AM jrocktigers NO you are clearly a sheep.

4/9/2019 10:51:53 AM jrocktigers She needs to read "How to win friends and influence others"

4/9/2019 10:52:25 AM aprilbrown99 The day isn’t over yet. 😁

4/9/2019 10:52:46 AM jrocktigers Back at ya.



4/9/2019 10:53:05 AM allahuniversal The Big WEEK isn't over yet

4/9/2019 10:53:19 AM zagnett Sounds like We all want the same thing, a better future for ALL.

So why then does she bother with us so much for just interacting on Twitter here? Something doesn't compute.

4/9/2019 10:53:43 AM jrocktigers AFK. Peace.

4/9/2019 10:54:11 AM enomai_ Lol

4/9/2019 10:54:48 AM jimhayzlett 1 Light, All Connected ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 10:55:22 AM skeye_watching Then why don't you take your toys and go home?

4/9/2019 10:57:51 AM enomai_ One reason is that disinformation, with some truth. To normalize things to the mass public. And, it is not a message of actual disclosure. They are 

agreements of disclosure with our friends the 'domain, federation'

4/9/2019 10:58:19 AM jimhayzlett 1 Light, All Connected... There R 2 things in the Universe: Light And atoms swimming in Light, also created by the Light, no divisions ✨🌈😇👼✨

4/9/2019 10:59:18 AM ragevirusqq There was no sarcasm in my statement

4/9/2019 11:00:45 AM scott_rick Mueller report backlash(investigation) will expose the cannabilism (unicorns-babies) from the likes of McCain etc ?

4/9/2019 11:01:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 The name calling is really revealing. I wonder if anons are going to report any name calling as abuse or targeted harassment? Or is it harassment of the 

abuser to tell the victims they are being harassed?

4/9/2019 11:01:04 AM allahuniversal Likewise pic.twitter.com/QBf9DSbYqB

4/9/2019 11:01:09 AM jimhayzlett I feel ya, Jake ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 11:01:30 AM youstinksoap MJ's, will we be reunited with family members who have committed suicide?

4/9/2019 11:02:53 AM skeye_watching She is just looking in the mirror.

4/9/2019 11:03:07 AM jimhayzlett That includes ‘ALICE’ and ‘Clown’ , Please Help is End Human Suffering ASAP 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇

4/9/2019 11:03:53 AM zagnett Big time projection there.

4/9/2019 11:05:50 AM lbf777 If they can’t argue logically they make fun of us.

4/9/2019 11:05:54 AM zagnett i don't plan to report it, except as maybe being gosh darn hilarious!!

4/9/2019 11:06:31 AM ragevirusqq I love the filthy street urchins the same as I love others. Try it. ♥✌🏻see if you feel less weight in your shoulders. Let us know how it felt.

4/9/2019 11:06:37 AM bondisurf This Alice pic.twitter.com/7kItbVLUIp

4/9/2019 11:06:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1115677276937641984 …

4/9/2019 11:06:52 AM aprilbrown99 Right now we have shills trying to divide and concur. Panic is real.  Good people don’t attack others on twitter for being interested in information 

provided on a account that others enjoy reading. If they don’t like the information they don’t have to read it. It’s very simple.

4/9/2019 11:07:18 AM skeye_watching Actually she's becoming rather amusing, put pitiful at the same time.  "reading frequencies"  sounds rather witchy.  I'm protected from things like that.

4/9/2019 11:07:39 AM zagnett MJ, what do you think about this "corrective demand"? 🤔

But of course we ALL want to know, are you for sure the real "Majestic 12"? 😎

4/9/2019 11:07:48 AM decodematrix ALICE is scum.

4/9/2019 11:07:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1115675743747371008 …

4/9/2019 11:08:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1115675534124621824 …

4/9/2019 11:09:04 AM zagnett i am not a "filthy street urchin"! i take showers/baths at least once a month. Often more! 🧐🤣🤔

4/9/2019 11:09:47 AM jimhayzlett Let’s follow another Lying Elite Leader’s footsteps for awhile....  or, we can end Humanity’s Suffering Now.  What will we choose?  When?

4/9/2019 11:10:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1115674485699616769 …

4/9/2019 11:10:09 AM zagnett Yes, this is all so entertaining! i love this account! Even if MJ isn't legit.

4/9/2019 11:10:28 AM zagnett oops! 🤣

4/9/2019 11:11:32 AM drbohammer If China really wanted to stop Bitcoin, they could launch an all-out hash attack against the exchange. With 46+% of the world’s “hashing power”, pretty 

much the rest of the world would have to fight together to stop them. Immediately. Not happening. There’s more to this story...

4/9/2019 11:11:59 AM tyl3r59518097 At times, when one finds oneself ensconced inside of a puddle of turgid, seemingly inescapable subjectivity, a helpful nudge in ‘some other  direction’ is 

required.

Also, forgive me,.. I’m just not used 2 subjectivity being respected much on twitter. Personal experiences & all..

4/9/2019 11:12:36 AM kathleen3693693 Alice in #GITMO, swinging for her crimes....

4/9/2019 11:13:15 AM jimhayzlett Beautifully Awesome Oby ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/9/2019 11:13:19 AM giediknight Has @kabamur_taygeta bought any Noble Gold? Asking for a friend @jordan_sather_ LOL

4/9/2019 11:13:30 AM skeye_watching It has been an afternoon of distraction, but very enlightening on who's who.

4/9/2019 11:13:32 AM zagnett & that too is.....HILARIOUS.

4/9/2019 11:13:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1115670718912634880 …

4/9/2019 11:14:01 AM genocochino Be careful who you follow.

4/9/2019 11:14:06 AM skeye_watching At least I know now....you aren't the real death star.....hehehe!

4/9/2019 11:14:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115668195640266753 …

4/9/2019 11:14:49 AM ragevirusqq I am my leader.This account or any twitter account is not my leader.ETs are not my leader.I am no longer looking for messiah. I follow you Kab and this 

account for many reasons. Targeting other accounts that don’t believe what you believe is cabal mentality.

4/9/2019 11:15:37 AM aprilbrown99 Wow!

4/9/2019 11:16:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week...

Anons know how to dig. https://twitter.com/LawLibCongress/status/1115666883053801475 …

4/9/2019 11:16:10 AM zagnett Oh...hadn't thought of that. OMG my cover's blown!🤔

4/9/2019 11:16:19 AM enomai_ #GETTHETRAITOR

4/9/2019 11:16:47 AM nun_chucknorris Good news is we will always catch back up.

4/9/2019 11:17:07 AM ragevirusqq I am everywhere I want to be. Including with you.

4/9/2019 11:17:18 AM nun_chucknorris 👀

4/9/2019 11:17:20 AM derrinballard They know where they can stuff their censorship

4/9/2019 11:17:36 AM skeye_watching I don't think anyone here has called you an ugly name, yet you insult everyone that has replied here.  I would have to say, that is hysteria at it's finest.

4/9/2019 11:17:37 AM zagnett i'm not going anywhere either.

4/9/2019 11:18:14 AM independenttau1 It's a computer program that scrubs or sniffs or something.

4/9/2019 11:18:17 AM jimhayzlett When we all agree that we are all connected in One Light of God’s Love, then we rise 2 5D n end Elite’s ‘game’.  When do we end suffering?🙏🏼

4/9/2019 11:19:39 AM allahuniversal ...in style pic.twitter.com/j4wuLwjIIp

4/9/2019 11:19:54 AM lbf777 As you raise vibe frequency suffering will end once you hit the spiritual awakening part here in 3D.

4/9/2019 11:19:58 AM kathleen3693693 Why nuclear at all? pic.twitter.com/wmbQJHFPDs

4/9/2019 11:20:08 AM start313hichq Time is out & the light-gates are opened towards the 5D...

😏 Game over pic.twitter.com/UIrNinAU2d

4/9/2019 11:20:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Allen

4/9/2019 11:20:31 AM jrocktigers Everyone needs to watch Ted completely slander her !!!! Disgusting.



4/9/2019 11:20:46 AM freebird201552 Bots are deployed?

4/9/2019 11:21:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes trolls can't leave well enough alone.

4/9/2019 11:21:10 AM starehope I don't understand any of this. Is it the way of the future monetary market?

4/9/2019 11:21:45 AM giediknight I love her, and she's from Connecticut! @RepJahanaHayes please follow her lead!

4/9/2019 11:22:00 AM skeye_watching 🤫

4/9/2019 11:22:11 AM genocochino Oh trust me. I unfollowed a long time ago. Complete bullshit. Lots of followers as well.

4/9/2019 11:22:53 AM keith369me China has no issue polluting the environment when it suits their need.  Turning over a new leaf since the Beijing Olympics?

4/9/2019 11:23:30 AM giediknight disabled = scared

4/9/2019 11:23:59 AM ascendingadam The delivery of our child is imminent. We are in the delivery room and I have now had multiple debates with both Nurses & Doctors regarding our 

wishes not to inject our newborn. 

These people are relentless. 

MJ, any insight on the Vitamin K injection?

4/9/2019 11:25:50 AM kathleen3693693 She reminds me of Avanati and Chuckie Schumer...effin' snakes, lizard-like. 

Could be they ARE related, lizard-wise, eh!?

4/9/2019 11:26:16 AM skeye_watching She's tryin to save your "sole" from" HELL Far" 🔥😈🤭

4/9/2019 11:26:48 AM 313looper Wow...

4/9/2019 11:27:28 AM zagnett Same as above here. MJ's not my leader either. Not a fan of hierarchy in any forms.

4/9/2019 11:28:08 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:28:15 AM allahuniversal 😁😁😁

4/9/2019 11:28:47 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:29:07 AM justthinkit there = the Eiffel tower ?

there = the Saturday market?

there = insert random noun or pronoun here

4/9/2019 11:29:32 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:29:43 AM giediknight LOL, So I take it you invest in gold by Noble Gold  https://noblegoldinvestments.com/ ????

4/9/2019 11:30:01 AM drbohammer Some people follow MAJ out of belief, some for information, some for entertainment, some for malicious purposes, and a myriad of other reasons. It IS 

a public space. We are free to block whomever or to not follow or mute if something becomes too disturbing. Time is precious. 👀

4/9/2019 11:30:05 AM skeye_watching I don't think you are in a position to judge anyone from what you've shown here.  You don't know where he or anyone else for that matter will be, 

when the end comes.

4/9/2019 11:30:13 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:30:46 AM cavankid Don’t do it!!!

4/9/2019 11:30:50 AM anneolsen43 Again with Michelle .... I think she has a crush on you MJ!

4/9/2019 11:30:57 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:31:26 AM cavankid  http://Learntherisk.org  to start. Vitamin k is NOT just a harmless vitamin.

4/9/2019 11:31:50 AM ascendingadam It’s laughable:

Dr: “Sure there is Aluminum in the suspension, but it can be detoxed from the body easily”

Me: “Aluminum is a neurotoxin, you should know that”

Doctors leave the room.

4/9/2019 11:33:02 AM cavankid National vaccine center another good source. Download the FULL vaccine inserts. Perhaps highlight all the side effects including death and show doctor 

😉

4/9/2019 11:33:15 AM giediknight Did Mary Todd Lincoln pull the trigger?

4/9/2019 11:33:39 AM cavankid Ughh. So sorry. It’s a stressful and scary battle.

4/9/2019 11:34:29 AM 313looper Are MJ12 members from different nationalities…!?

4/9/2019 11:34:58 AM cavankid You can also just tell them you are delaying all vaccines for a few weeks to get them off your back. Also deny the eye ointment. Totally unnecessary in a 

healthy birth.

4/9/2019 11:34:59 AM aprilbrown99 Majestic?

4/9/2019 11:36:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/NASAEarth/status/1115665251981127682 …

4/9/2019 11:36:23 AM enomai_ You are not frauds. I know you are real. I have proof within my mind. Ik. Its real. We are in a time of escaping illusions in society. And, MJ12 are going to 

start releasing us some of the greatest knowledge hidden.

4/9/2019 11:37:53 AM allahuniversal "If I live, I'm coming back sometime, and then we'll go right on practicing law, as if nothing had ever happened. " ~ A. Lincoln

"IF"

4/9/2019 11:37:53 AM jayrambin Hiw many accounts do have again kabamur?

4/9/2019 11:37:55 AM justthinkit who

4/9/2019 11:38:12 AM skeye_watching Who is are they impersonating?

4/9/2019 11:38:24 AM mommahood777 I know!  I was watching!  As soon as terms with specific definitions were being used, they cut it off.  Islam has specific terms for their deceit and plans.  

Islam itself means submission, not what real Americans are willing to do.  Globalists using the tool of Islam. Good luck

4/9/2019 11:38:45 AM alec_m_currier Yeah, Yuuuuge Habbenings.. 😏😎 #Q #T-2

4/9/2019 11:40:15 AM starehope Who is to blame?

Who will be blamed?

4/9/2019 11:41:37 AM starehope Good catch.

4/9/2019 11:42:19 AM roublisa I’m not sure why 🤔but this sounds like AOC’s idea wrapped up in this....but what do I know?  🤷♀️

4/9/2019 11:42:31 AM daveo6145 just got it into the qresearch 8ch notables 😎 pic.twitter.com/km90CFQlXr

4/9/2019 11:42:45 AM ragevirusqq I am curious if the exchange with kab today has had a positive effect or a negative one. I do not wish to spread negativity or darkness. I usually don’t 

engage that much. Is engaging helpful or harmful?

4/9/2019 11:42:58 AM laurabusse Newcomers and questions are welcome, however, newbies (as i once was) tend to ask the same questions, so MJ wants to teach how to find answers 

yourself. :-) usually someone will answer it anyway...but not always

4/9/2019 11:44:06 AM ragevirusqq I am considering deleting all tweets.

4/9/2019 11:44:14 AM aprilbrown99 I find the actions of blocking someone and then continuing to talk about them very cowardly.  Speaks volumes to me. pic.twitter.com/9GlLOmHaWa

4/9/2019 11:44:35 AM roublisa Is this to be trusted🤔?

4/9/2019 11:46:01 AM wu_yah The Greatest MJ12 talking about some user and blocking on Twitter. 🤣 Say Hello for me to Almighty Thor The Thunderer. 🤣🤣🤣

4/9/2019 11:46:20 AM enomai_ #tedlieu @tedlieu @RealCandaceO pic.twitter.com/MFH9RZV22u

4/9/2019 11:46:58 AM laurabusse The longer you hang out here the more you will get the gist of meanings and connotations especially the more subtle ones. MJ12 tends to not often 

give long explicit explanations but does at times. You probably are better off reading past tweets, AMAs etc...

4/9/2019 11:47:20 AM nun_chucknorris I wouldn’t know, I made the list as well :/



4/9/2019 11:47:36 AM phreatomagnetic Report... why?

Just words on a screen.  Touchy, angry words that read like sand in the eyes but they reveal so much.

4/9/2019 11:48:16 AM ragevirusqq that was meant to be humorous. You have so much anger.

4/9/2019 11:48:19 AM aprilbrown99 🥴 I am in good company then. 😉

4/9/2019 11:48:22 AM _a_quila  pic.twitter.com/DOxs10MGPL

4/9/2019 11:48:27 AM enomai_ This is the real account. No, if or buts, sorry. I can not control what they output. Q and they are technically on different agendas, but towards the same 

goal. 

The future will prove the past.

4/9/2019 11:48:51 AM allahuniversal Stepping into The Swamp as an Anti-Democrat.

4/9/2019 11:49:26 AM cmdrzod23 Hmmm my established perception is/was that reptilians are not dracos but dracos being a subclass of reptilians (underlings) and that there are also 

reptoids (lizard people). 

Reptilians being very tall (12-15 ft), some with tail and/or wings, very strong psychic powers, Kaa eyes

4/9/2019 11:49:39 AM enomai_ Just be thankful that we are alive during this time to witness

4/9/2019 11:50:24 AM roublisa Very unsettling🤨

4/9/2019 11:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many star seeds came to earth in order to witness.

4/9/2019 11:52:20 AM ethereal_shaman Thank you for saving the world.  <snark off>

4/9/2019 11:52:30 AM ragevirusqq I have been a filthy street urchin. There is always a chance I may be one again. Show love to others because be coming what you hate is a real 

possibility.

4/9/2019 11:53:06 AM enomai_ Just to witness. :)

Are we all starseeds?

4/9/2019 11:53:56 AM skeye_watching I think I've been muted.  But just as well.  She'd never rationalize anything said.

4/9/2019 11:54:21 AM giediknight Here is PROOF that @Michele4Canada_ is @kabamur_taygeta , I was blocked by @Michele4Canada_ and @kabamur_taygeta at the same time. I 

mentioned kab, triggered michele and get blocked by both at the same time. ALICE pic.twitter.com/qolRF7WIr3

4/9/2019 11:54:29 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/9/2019 11:55:32 AM tyl3r59518097 And when was there ever  a point in time when Christianity (or any other religion for that matter) constituted a unified world?

I better check my facts!

4/9/2019 11:55:49 AM grundemt Makes me wonder if it's possible to objectify the super ego on a subjective level, as a form of psychic synesthesia?

4/9/2019 11:56:17 AM enomai_ What is the difference?

4/9/2019 11:56:43 AM skeye_watching I can be best buds with filthy street urchins.  They want & need love too!😉

4/9/2019 11:56:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quantum leap.

Big week... https://youtu.be/4CDHpFcLBkE 

4/9/2019 11:57:14 AM ragevirusqq I won’t because I am one of everything. You are one. We all are the same. We are one. With infinite possibilities in the fractal we have all been and are 

everyone. Loving others as much as you love your family is difficult because you have to love yourself first. I struggle here.

4/9/2019 11:57:14 AM enomai_ We all have souls naturally.

4/9/2019 11:57:57 AM zagnett Oh good, I thank you!

4/9/2019 11:57:59 AM ethereal_shaman If you are sitting on your couch one minute and the next you are in a totally different time and space (hard to explain) interacting with others and then 

back on the couch a moment later. (Not meditating) Bilocation or astral projection?

4/9/2019 11:58:19 AM jswdh1 I just watched that!

4/9/2019 11:58:28 AM wu_yah First: ALICE is a computer program. 🤣

Second: Majestic 12 were people from banking cartels, generals and scientist. I think that Q destroyed them. Or is about to do that.

4/9/2019 11:58:43 AM youstinksoap Are we the plants in this scenario?

4/9/2019 11:59:28 AM ragevirusqq Once we get to a place where we can take care of everyone equally and freely, so much hate will dissipate [they] will choose to leave, if we let them.

4/9/2019 11:59:31 AM zagnett ALICE has a lot of Humans in the system.

4/9/2019 11:59:47 AM enomai_ Too many coincidences to agree with you sorry

4/9/2019 12:01:03 PM tyl3r59518097 I’d submit that the philosophical position termed the ontologic perspective addresses this. 

It holds that when enough component sources of subjectivity (or in other words, enough individuals) agree on the existence of the same intra-psychic 

product, it can then be objectified.

4/9/2019 12:01:55 PM tyl3r59518097 Synthetic Fury  https://youtu.be/rDXGBTHJLMU  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 12:02:32 PM skeye_watching There is nothing that could be proven to this one.  Those blind with hate can't see anything shown to them.

4/9/2019 12:02:37 PM enomai_ Thank you for a clarification.

4/9/2019 12:02:38 PM laurabusse He/she knows you won't fall for her "game" so i think blocking here is just a way of crossing you off her list of ppl to harass LOL. So it's a compliment! 

You won't fall for the nonsensical low vibrational garbage...

4/9/2019 12:03:33 PM enomai_ Your words resonate as truth, as this kinda of saying was within my mind before you posted.

4/9/2019 12:04:01 PM jimhayzlett This is not true, I know Michele.  Kab blocked me.

4/9/2019 12:04:19 PM realchindsight oh boy...

4/9/2019 12:04:21 PM amyboo69  pic.twitter.com/lxBpm0udic

4/9/2019 12:05:09 PM wu_yah Don`t get me wrong, I love these MJ12. They make me laugh all the time. 🤣🤣🤣

4/9/2019 12:05:48 PM jayrambin its so obvious.

4/9/2019 12:05:57 PM enomai_ So, my weird thoughts, as a kid are more than likely true.

-RA is real.

-RA was going to come a kill evil.

-And, some other weird things. Which sounds crazier than above.

4/9/2019 12:06:35 PM aprilbrown99 Sheep no more!

4/9/2019 12:07:18 PM adsvel Exactly.

4/9/2019 12:07:26 PM giediknight So J$ seems to be deliberately spreading fake news about AJ. AJ is part of the plan, DisInfo is necessary. J$ warns of IW involvement with Q movement, 

while doing the same to MJ12.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Does J$ actually do his homework? Or is he just that dumb?

 https://youtu.be/JT-aith5f5E?t=249 …

4/9/2019 12:07:35 PM tyl3r59518097 @musenull

 https://youtu.be/PMpmYuRc-AY 

🙆🏻♂️🤣 pic.twitter.com/1hbb5o333s

4/9/2019 12:07:40 PM sleky19  pic.twitter.com/thuo4a8Zan

4/9/2019 12:07:48 PM laurabusse Do no harm. Take no shit.

Bumper sticker, T shirt, mug :-)

4/9/2019 12:08:46 PM aprilbrown99 That is a good point. This is a repeat performance. Lol

4/9/2019 12:08:49 PM phreatomagnetic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZ3EaLXh3O4 …

4/9/2019 12:08:53 PM laurabusse SOOO much.

4/9/2019 12:09:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Just like Avatar. Sweet!

4/9/2019 12:09:36 PM keith369me Referenced Melania’s “White Hat” trip to Egypt.

4/9/2019 12:09:40 PM laurabusse Absolutely



4/9/2019 12:11:12 PM roublisa I need to watch that movie!

4/9/2019 12:11:18 PM enomai_ Btw. I want to clarify, b4 others read. I believe RA is a power ET or ET race. Not GOD of Good. I believe in Jesus, and GOD of Good

4/9/2019 12:11:33 PM roublisa That’s what I was thinking😳

4/9/2019 12:11:59 PM laurabusse Well it's a pattern. 1st time was shocking for me. But here she is again. Same reactions, words, attacks. Either a severely irrational unbalanced person, 

or deliberate alice to divide.

4/9/2019 12:12:55 PM allahuniversal Looks like an answer was there even before you asked https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115690050703056896?s=19 …

4/9/2019 12:13:07 PM giediknight got it, ALICE =)

4/9/2019 12:14:06 PM _leliak Falsely leading people to believe vaccines are bad is horrible. The horrible diseases will make a comeback and kill all who are not protected against it. I 

may have to unfollow.

4/9/2019 12:14:30 PM speaakn Absolutely!

4/9/2019 12:14:48 PM _leliak My son would have been blind without the eye salve. Y’all are not helping anyone out by spreading falsehoods.

4/9/2019 12:15:08 PM kachinagtto So this is the 1st I've heard of SIF - and I've researched fluorescence and bioluminescence a bit!  Doh!  I'm sure they're not putting this up there to look 

at the plants... so what else emits SIF that they are able to see?  Off to do more research!

4/9/2019 12:15:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 $$$

4/9/2019 12:16:25 PM keith369me J$ has visually aged a great deal over the past few months.

4/9/2019 12:16:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/9/2019 12:17:18 PM skeye_watching Some people just can't handle the truth of what is taking place in the world.  They want to hold everyone's hand & sing Kum Ba Yah & all to be love, 

light & fairy wings, but truth is, it will be much uglier before it gets better.....

4/9/2019 12:17:21 PM hawkgirlinmn I am SO with you about AJ and J$.

4/9/2019 12:17:33 PM _leliak I don’t know who Alice is but I’ve seen you try to sway people’s thoughts and opinions on vaccines by spreading false info and calling opinion fact. Are 

you, Alice?

4/9/2019 12:18:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cost of doing business?

4/9/2019 12:19:34 PM andress45303251 They have legislation in the works up here to legalize psilocybin.

Really on the fence about psychedelics.

Have seen too many people's lives (minds) completely destroyed.

The effects on society become glaringly obvious in this part of the country.

4/9/2019 12:20:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week...

Are anons keeping track of all notable events? https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1115693476497301504 …

4/9/2019 12:21:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1115692126321487873 …

4/9/2019 12:21:13 PM jswdh1 I said something would happen today and looks like quite a bit has. Just not what I thought but today isn't over yet!

4/9/2019 12:21:33 PM andress45303251 Call art so it will be nice and legal

4/9/2019 12:21:39 PM skeye_watching Truth is, much of what's on this account is the tip of the iceberg & to ask for proof of anything is like asking to be swallowed by the abyss. I don't agree 

with every syllable written here, but I take what resonates with me & I do my homework & I'm not naive to the things coming

4/9/2019 12:21:52 PM tyl3r59518097 Drop the link, and I’ll make it particularly cathartic!🤣

..for realz though dude: I just got off the phone with my aunt,..she is so stoked that @frfrankpavone - someone she regards with the same fondness I 

had for Michael Jordan as a kid😁-actually liked some of my tweets! 😎😂

4/9/2019 12:21:54 PM giediknight Lots of people in the movement like to step on AJ, as if he hasn't done anything to help. He has done a great deal, and I will always recognize that. I did 

at 1 point think he was a fear monger/Zionist shill/Jesuit Shill/CIA Shill/Bill Hicks LOL, But I know now.

4/9/2019 12:22:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1115687638432976896 …

4/9/2019 12:22:29 PM 313looper Trying ... 😅

4/9/2019 12:22:37 PM cavankid That’s fine. I did my research. You can’t scare me 😉.

4/9/2019 12:23:03 PM keith369me But if you’re here the likelihood is higher

4/9/2019 12:23:44 PM _a_quila  pic.twitter.com/kme2r8uqAR

4/9/2019 12:24:01 PM wu_yah He is some ordinary guy, who has read The Law Of One and now mocking to good people with big hearts on Twitter. That is not nice, but this is only my 

opinion.

4/9/2019 12:24:03 PM ontothetruth1 This one is a bit more abstract to figure out than some of the last posts

4/9/2019 12:24:27 PM hawkgirlinmn I agree. I’m just not sure how the pieces fall together. J$ needs to listen within instead of just to the  $$. Disinfo is SO necessary with a big player like AJ.

4/9/2019 12:24:55 PM realityloominng Can someone transcribe the letter please? It would take me 5 hours to rea those few lines

4/9/2019 12:24:57 PM jswdh1 Does that mean the chemtrails will stop? pic.twitter.com/R1NJd9kTmA

4/9/2019 12:25:13 PM keith369me Okay, I need help with this reference.  Why is this relevant unless it’s a reference to POTUS coloring?

4/9/2019 12:25:42 PM allahuniversal Mental notes for now, that's getting crowded

4/9/2019 12:25:57 PM josef86735145 "It's like we're going to Disneyland" 

LOL, Love you President.

4/9/2019 12:26:23 PM aprilbrown99 Are they referring to the regular population? 😃 If so, I would like to make a reservation please.

4/9/2019 12:26:43 PM _leliak I’m not trying to scare you. Don’t act like a liberal and start attacking.

4/9/2019 12:26:43 PM cmdrzod23 He deserves an LOC tour before he dies.

4/9/2019 12:26:50 PM tyl3r59518097 A diff. between DSM-III-R & DSM-IV, entails the substitution of the diagnosis “post hallucinogenic perception disorder,” w/ “hallucinogen induced 

psychosis.” My point? If twitter gave ya the space, I’d have concluded my prior tweet w/ an acknowledgment of my reckless stupidity.

4/9/2019 12:26:54 PM keith369me Can we refer to him as JGold?

4/9/2019 12:27:11 PM giediknight AJ discredits Q, gives Q cover. Q discredits AJ, gives AJ cover. Reciprocal. Now that Q operation and AJ operation are at another phase, AJ can speak 

candidly about  Q. Rather than the act of "Q" has been taken over. PRESS THE ATTACK!

4/9/2019 12:27:46 PM nmchristoban Article from 2015...

4/9/2019 12:28:23 PM josef86735145 How disrespectful are the media, he said that's all. They keep yelling questions.

4/9/2019 12:28:32 PM aprilbrown99 “Mummified milk”.

4/9/2019 12:28:47 PM nmchristoban Orange man reference?

4/9/2019 12:28:53 PM starehope With you on that. So many disgusting memes. I am totally confused.

4/9/2019 12:29:09 PM kathleen3693693 Nielsen said on video that...I will support "them" from the outside...talked with Congress...to support all efforts to address the "humanitarian" and 

security crises...

Is this her way of signaling the Elite criminals about her continuing effort to keep the ratlines open?

4/9/2019 12:29:27 PM giediknight For a supposedly "WOKE" guy, you would think that J$/JGold would know that technology exists to trans mutate lead into gold. I mean if Edward Kelly 

and John Dee could do it back then, imagine what they have now?

4/9/2019 12:29:28 PM realityloominng Who is that Jim Bridenstein? He speaks like he is the embodiment of all of NASA, past an present, and he is SUPER unlikeable.. Swamp creature who 

made a deal??

4/9/2019 12:31:53 PM cavankid The hundreds of hours of research I have done are too much for a short twitter explanation. The entire vaccine industry is based on fear and scare 

tactics. It’s the only thing keeping it alive. I have no interest in convincing you. I was responding to a man who did his research

4/9/2019 12:32:08 PM lbf777 I smell panic from the msm news.

4/9/2019 12:33:22 PM daveo6145 i'm dropping these nuggets in the qresearch 8ch board n helping to get it into the collective consciousness

4/9/2019 12:34:43 PM tyl3r59518097 Why don’t use just call me then over there Ma Bell?!🤣



4/9/2019 12:35:05 PM scott_rick Yes Drunvalo Melchizedek said we emit light and they track us... our light bodies-Merkaba

4/9/2019 12:35:21 PM mariepe23605473 What is the difference between a clone and an avatar ? And are body doubles used in government and military ? And where are clones at and used for ?

4/9/2019 12:36:25 PM tyl3r59518097 Beastie Boys - Get it together ft. Q-Tip  https://youtu.be/nRZLxyfwbbE  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 12:36:27 PM covertress Signaling?

With Cheetos?

🍿🍿🍿

🤣🤣🤣

4/9/2019 12:36:30 PM scott_rick Hopefully they’ll explain what the pyramids “really” were used for!

4/9/2019 12:37:48 PM keith369me Or just replicate it.  It bugs me that all of these “truthers” all pedal the same goods.  MREs, Flashlights, Gold.

4/9/2019 12:38:17 PM keith369me ...oh, I forgot supplements!

4/9/2019 12:39:01 PM start313hichq 🤣🤣🤣

🍟🍟🍟

😋😋😋

4/9/2019 12:39:03 PM 313looper Do they eat it at war or in space ! 😋🍿🍟

4/9/2019 12:40:49 PM giediknight I take the IW supplements. Iodine and Selenium.

4/9/2019 12:41:52 PM jrocktigers 😳😳😳 ............................ . . . . ..   🤣 Joking...

4/9/2019 12:44:29 PM nmchristoban But tweet is from Today!

4/9/2019 12:44:32 PM laurabusse You could be right tho i hope not :-)

4/9/2019 12:46:42 PM laurabusse BTW am hoping next lifetime to take my love light and fairy wings to Planet Kumbayah for a long rest LOLOL

4/9/2019 12:47:17 PM aprilbrown99 That sounds heavenly. 😇

4/9/2019 12:47:34 PM giediknight starting a spreadsheet

 https://twitter.com/search?l=&q=big%20week...%20from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12&src=typd&lang=en …

4/9/2019 12:48:10 PM skeye_watching hehehe.....me too!

4/9/2019 12:48:27 PM dori59281361 How big is the week.....?

4/9/2019 12:48:38 PM laurabusse Agree 💯%

4/9/2019 12:50:13 PM andress45303251 Umm....ok?

4/9/2019 12:51:03 PM realityloominng Clones are well, grown organic human bodies,,´. Avatars are basically artificially made host or remote-control bodies. Avatars can be made westworld 

style, but unlike grown clones, they are not alive and can be made in many forms

4/9/2019 12:51:46 PM kystbynangl Blocked awhile back... 👍

4/9/2019 12:53:10 PM andress45303251 😂😂😂

4/9/2019 12:54:41 PM ontothetruth1 Might be coded comms?

4/9/2019 12:55:40 PM _girlmaher_ Everybody that's ever watched a Disney production!

4/9/2019 12:57:45 PM mariepe23605473 Do Avatars look like humans ? Thank you for the information I really appreciate it  :)

4/9/2019 12:58:33 PM laurabusse Both. If you can engage without getting triggered...helpful.

If you get triggered...it can also be helpful as it can be a lesson for next time. (Don't engage unless calm. Can be very difficult to put into practice...)

4/9/2019 12:58:39 PM andress45303251 Read somewhere that people suffering from schizophrenia and those tripping on acid have very similar chemical compositions excretions in their sweat.

4/9/2019 12:58:56 PM tyl3r59518097 It’s true bro. I’ve been outside the bounds of linearity & downright access to comprehension of my own native tongue so many time, it’s a wonder I’m 

able to describe those experiences from inside those parameters, and in a linear/coherent way! I’m just glad I don’t have kids!! 🤣

4/9/2019 1:00:12 PM giediknight First Mention of Big Week 3:58 PM - 8 Dec 2018

THIS IS THE BIG WEEK MENTIONED https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509428124438528 …

4/9/2019 1:00:15 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/DyxqqxovaI

4/9/2019 1:00:17 PM ragevirusqq I am at peace more than usual

4/9/2019 1:00:18 PM andress45303251 What are some of the symptoms commonly associated with happiness withdrawal?

4/9/2019 1:00:36 PM phreatomagnetic Wouldn't that ruin the game?  There are many cults and cult leaders.  What makes you so sure that this is one?

What form would proof actually take for you?

@Michele4Canada_ Your words are strident and full of anger.  MJ's are often condescending but never so full of wrath.

4/9/2019 1:01:50 PM skeye_watching It gets easier over time.  I just remember who and who's I am & it's easy to stay in a place of calm.

4/9/2019 1:02:08 PM cosmic_engineer Great Mother's Grad is a big Event.

4/9/2019 1:04:59 PM tyl3r59518097 The primary one (according to the literature):

a next to indescribably intense craving for light-hearted, nuance-infused and intellectually stimulating banter with the likes of @musenull 🤣

4/9/2019 1:05:00 PM andress45303251 It all goes back to yin and yang.

Some never come back.

Often wonder if I ever did.

DMT is the pinnacle. The dot matrix. Infinite regression into the thumbprint of God. Then all over again.

You sick of hanging around you wanna travel.

Get tired of traveling you wanna settle down

4/9/2019 1:05:59 PM realityloominng I believe avatars can have many forms as stated. Basically a remote-controlled toy robot is kind of an avatar too.. just not an advanced one, my point 

being a very advanced avatar s could look like anything. They are not restricted by a sensible biologal growing process

4/9/2019 1:08:58 PM myavery17 QFS   http://finalwakeupcall.info/en/tag/quantum-financial-system/ …

Is this going to really happen?

4/9/2019 1:09:01 PM keith369me Bigger week, Israel is saved for last! https://m.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Gantz-beats-Netanyahu-with-largest-number-of-seats-coalition-unclear-

586288 …

4/9/2019 1:09:40 PM tyl3r59518097 Grateful Dead - Truckin'  https://youtu.be/pafY6sZt0FE  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/xSrs5cCfGu

4/9/2019 1:09:40 PM bruno062418 trying to buy time.... pic.twitter.com/GNoTuLjVLP

4/9/2019 1:12:05 PM laurabusse Went to the movies like 5 times to see it. The 3d effects were unbelievable...also a great movie (but with some cheesy dialog in places. But the story, 

characters, visuals and music more than made up for it...)

4/9/2019 1:12:36 PM michael81972 Watch the skies😉

4/9/2019 1:16:44 PM tyl3r59518097 CamelPhat - DMT (Original Mix)  https://youtu.be/zM0qHvBr5d4  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/tN8xHiCPNP

4/9/2019 1:20:19 PM roublisa Are you letting Buzz answer THE question🤗

4/9/2019 1:21:03 PM zeeinthemoment I love the Quantum Leep remark by El-Sisi!  Nice!

4/9/2019 1:22:04 PM zeeinthemoment How do you know who is?  I’ve been told many times, just curious.

4/9/2019 1:23:58 PM realityloominng If you have access to advanced star trek replicator technology, you could in theory instantaneously "3d-print" anything I guess. You could probably 3d 

print a fake human or a damn cartoon character. Maybe even transfer consciousness to them ugh 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/ericmack/2018/03/09/carbon-nanotube-membrane-breakthrough-is-real-world-star-trek-replicator-

mattershift/#23bf062520fe …



4/9/2019 1:25:15 PM orthogonalron Overwhelm your enemy on all fronts

4/9/2019 1:26:30 PM zeeinthemoment I heard that, as well. He knew what he was up against.

4/9/2019 1:26:36 PM keith369me Looks like Netanyahu is done in Israel 🇮🇱

4/9/2019 1:28:50 PM tevet If we colonize the moon or mars we'll have to import CO2 for survival... 😎

4/9/2019 1:29:27 PM drbohammer No, not long term

4/9/2019 1:30:35 PM laurabusse O god i love cheetohs. But i don't see how they would NOT be loaded w GMO corn. And god knows what else! But if they ever invented cheetohs that 

were actually good for you I'd be in hog heaven :-)

4/9/2019 1:31:11 PM andress45303251 Thought they were angels...

Not so sure anymore.

4/9/2019 1:36:27 PM zagnett You said you are a Q follower too, correct?

You make the same demand of Q too?

Do you treat Q the same way you treat MJ?

4/9/2019 1:38:31 PM drbohammer Too busy. I’m CEO of a natsec related company & worked in US Def/Intel for long enough. I know what MAJ does, I know where ‘some of them’ are, I 

personally know (at least) 1 of them, & have no interest in insisting that anyone outside of my domain adhere to anyone else’s agenda.

4/9/2019 1:39:15 PM tyl3r59518097 I think you guys maybe need to get a room!! 🤣 pic.twitter.com/1JSVjeycjw

4/9/2019 1:40:33 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Whom do Anunnaki look like?

4/9/2019 1:40:40 PM nikoscali Nothing natural about that gas...

4/9/2019 1:40:57 PM skeye_watching You know she's going to ask you to prove it right?  😎  She wants all the proof, but cant' prove anyone is not who they say.

4/9/2019 1:44:39 PM eduarda97989721 😆

4/9/2019 1:46:25 PM andress45303251 We agree.

4/9/2019 1:46:44 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, I have noticed previously and again today, the attacks last hours or even days. 

Do [they] syphon the negative energy somehow for another purpose?  To feed their master (negative entities) perhaps?  [They] must all be very 

hungry with their adrenochrome supply drying up.

4/9/2019 1:48:33 PM andress45303251 I like being out in the open.

'cause once in a while we get shone the light in the strangest of places if we look at it right.

4/9/2019 1:48:37 PM natureinspace Do you have any words on this? It looks like an avalanche is beginning. https://twitter.com/katie_honan/status/1115626305691766784?s=19 …

4/9/2019 1:53:00 PM tyl3r59518097 Sublime - Scarlet Begonias  https://youtu.be/4Cg2O4SsHQw  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 1:58:19 PM hackenburg_ Thank you @RealCandaceO for doing what most don't have the balls to do! That was one of the best cleanups I've ever seen and they had no rebuttal. 

Just gold 🥇 😊 👊

4/9/2019 1:59:53 PM roaminnoodle When the future becomes the past, the present will be unlocked.

4/9/2019 2:02:28 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish- Reba (studio version)  https://youtu.be/A6cylwiWBSs  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R

😀 pic.twitter.com/mrGwrtuOKr

4/9/2019 2:08:42 PM tyl3r59518097 Paul Ritch - Run Baby Run (Original Mix) [Drumcode]  https://youtu.be/6OJfYOZuVFs  via @YouTube

😎🙂 pic.twitter.com/6pjbDVTIl2

4/9/2019 2:08:57 PM ouramericanlife ALICE = Hillary Clinton, or a different Alice?   🤔

4/9/2019 2:12:08 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/BsVIlDlgio

4/9/2019 2:13:12 PM pianoperson238 Hey I'm new to MJ... Who or what is this ALICE?

4/9/2019 2:15:16 PM tyl3r59518097 Committ to no run

F empires

4/9/2019 2:24:42 PM slabunski Drip... Drip.... Drip...

invisible jets you say?... hmmm...

4/9/2019 2:25:22 PM youstinksoap Is there some way that you guys know who are starseeds?  I don't think I am, but my husband definitely is....he recently just told me he's been waiting 

for over 20 years for me to wake up.  He has been trying to tell me about spiritual things for a long time, lol.

4/9/2019 2:29:39 PM jimhayzlett It’s upsetting 2 Every Human 2 wake up. Then, knowing the game, we try with All R Light to end the game...yet the suffering continues 😴

4/9/2019 2:30:29 PM libertyspring99 I second this.

4/9/2019 2:34:07 PM tyl3r59518097 DJ Spooky - 5 Million Ways to Kill a CEO  https://youtu.be/6JUpDvY6VOI  via @YouTube

@qanonshop

4/9/2019 2:34:35 PM v_rags I agree with you as well Sandris. I’m relatively new to this scene and have been drawn to Q. I know Q is very important to Humanity right now. Looking 

at all the info it’s so confusing what to believe. So I just ask my spirit guides and higher self for advice.

4/9/2019 2:38:08 PM jimhayzlett Yes Angel, and I’m all about Unity, 1 Light, All Connected w Telepathy... soon lying is not possible ✨🙏🏼👼✨

4/9/2019 2:38:33 PM zagnett And Q must prove his/their "credentials"?

4/9/2019 2:39:37 PM starehope If the above is the case, then I think it's more like he is doing community service. Not sure if it will help. I just know I wouldn't want to be in his shoes 

whatever the case.

4/9/2019 2:40:45 PM kathleen3693693 Actually I do. Will I spoon feed you on demand? Not with the gimme-gimme-gimme demand.

IF you really wanted to know, you'd research for yourself.

4/9/2019 2:44:17 PM jaspony1 Big week?!! https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/981019/Weird-Philadelphia-experiment-USS-Eldridge-teleport-stealth-invisibility-US-Navy …

4/9/2019 2:45:54 PM hallvardviken "China bans bitcoin" has now become an annual event. To scare the little people while the smart money accumulates.

4/9/2019 2:48:09 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 frequency torture to further globalist agenda?  https://twitter.com/TheAtlantic/status/1115264836257107968 …

4/9/2019 2:48:31 PM jimhayzlett They haven’t answered if they want to end suffering..  Can We Please End Suffering Now?  We Create! We Are Creators 

✨🙏🏼👼😇🌈🌎☀️🔥⚡⭐️💛✨

4/9/2019 2:49:12 PM enomai_ Ok, tell me why, they do not have their account shut off? Im sure impersonating them, of this nature could be shut down.

4/9/2019 2:50:54 PM tyl3r59518097 😂 pic.twitter.com/nUuat9RbmZ

4/9/2019 2:55:08 PM jimhayzlett When One Truly Loves Their OWN Light Within ENOUGH, then All Else Is Love, Telepathy and Truth: TRANSPARENT ✨🙏🏼👼😇✨

4/9/2019 2:55:11 PM mattdawg80 What she saw at the pyramids....

4/9/2019 2:55:57 PM zagnett "Corrective demand" > bit bucket

4/9/2019 2:57:28 PM ramstadstacy That would be so cool to see, wish I could go to that symposium 😉

4/9/2019 2:58:15 PM southpaw816 Please God colonize the Moon, send all the TDS nuts jobs!

4/9/2019 3:04:33 PM charmanda9 Mj answered this recently. He said yes.

4/9/2019 3:06:25 PM keith369me If 1-2 cases of measles a day is an emergency.  How many heroin/opioid deaths have there been in NYC in the same timeframe?

4/9/2019 3:07:03 PM tyl3r59518097 Plasmic Honey: Ride the Trip  https://youtu.be/qxoKEFFI_4E  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 3:08:01 PM jimhayzlett And 1 more thing: As Each of Us Mentally Pictures The End of Suffering n World Peace, We Create / Manifest It, Telling The Light What 2 Do✨😇



4/9/2019 3:08:05 PM zagnett Mirror. Q

4/9/2019 3:10:45 PM mskeens1962 This one is my fav - already have it saved for future use.  I just love it, perhaps you can more of our future Prez

4/9/2019 3:11:19 PM mindaltdelete US Army admits to poisoning our bodies? Big deal.

4/9/2019 3:11:26 PM 313looper Aw ...Thanks!

Perhaps, I’ve missed that!

4/9/2019 3:12:35 PM adsvel In these turbulent times of transformation we are lucky to have Q. Honesty, decency, desire to change for the good of all people magnetize same 

vibrations in your own reality, magnetize people with same vibrations, information, events. Always trust Your inner Core and Be Balanced

4/9/2019 3:13:45 PM zagnett Some for infotainment. Like me.

4/9/2019 3:14:34 PM chinupchubbly Go for it Eric, everyone else is.👍

4/9/2019 3:16:51 PM zagnett Some say they are Plieidians. How do we know? What are Kab's credentials? Does he have a Pl. Driver's license or equivalent of something?

4/9/2019 3:18:57 PM carolin15161363 There was video posted of Buzz Aldrin answering a young girl's question where he appears to be saying they didn't go to the moon. He further stated 

the reason was money. Majestic is this true? Did we not go when we said we did?

4/9/2019 3:22:25 PM xusaf_patriot I watched his speech...sounded like he said it would be $1.50 per *year* per person...which works out be @ 400M...

4/9/2019 3:24:38 PM 1_decided_voter Doesn't the term subordinate suggest at least SOME hierarchy?

4/9/2019 3:25:52 PM carolin15161363 Are we about to learn of very big things our military has invented? Disclosure?

4/9/2019 3:26:07 PM candysymanski To them He was known as Chee-Zoos, the Dawn God, and they whisper of Him about the campfires when no white men can listen.

4/9/2019 3:26:07 PM senorcoconut_ How do indigos fit in the picture with the star seeds?

4/9/2019 3:26:31 PM candysymanski He was a white man with a beard

4/9/2019 3:27:02 PM candysymanski He spoke oh His Fathers kingdom

4/9/2019 3:29:51 PM wu_yah Bro, Pleiadians on Twitter ? Please don't hurt me anymore. Grow up, don`t be so naive. I`m going to sleep now.

4/9/2019 3:30:51 PM maria76389430 Hey, just want to clarify MJ said many months ago Alice is AI artificial intelligence, I don't think he was referring to you.

4/9/2019 3:35:00 PM usss_211 For my friends that follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Crashes of Convenience: Michael Hastings  https://youtu.be/dUYMPZ4nEOY  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 3:35:44 PM andress45303251 Are you suuuuuure ur not insane?

4/9/2019 3:41:45 PM turboxyde This would be even more relevant with some news on the federal decriminalization of cannabis. Hyperdimensional awareness can create munchies... 

man! Also of humorous note... I'm in my monthly "chrism window" and water fasting so Cheetos strangely sound delicious right now.

4/9/2019 3:43:27 PM mongrelglory X-ray vision. 😆

4/9/2019 3:44:05 PM burkewinkler So the US Military Intelligence learned how to self-stable... DJT when they tapped him on the shoulder to run for POTUS?  Nice.  Showed him the Q 

plan?  Nice.

4/9/2019 3:44:34 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115669816029749249 …

Grow up? Naive? Huh? I'm the one questioning the "Pleiadians". That's why i got blocked by Kabamur to begin with (link).

Have a good sleep!

4/9/2019 3:45:28 PM t_hayden07 So many pizza - related clothing items as well. I get pissed everytime I see them 🤬

4/9/2019 3:46:48 PM lindkvist_d  https://youtu.be/jejs7qUtSps 

4/9/2019 3:47:33 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/j3n5TNwioW

4/9/2019 3:50:43 PM sparkleloung To be fair, I think SOME of that yelling was a WH staffer attempting to get the press out of the room but I get your point overall.

4/9/2019 3:50:45 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/EJ3SV7Rw5t

4/9/2019 3:53:57 PM zagnett Wondering how many people are on the 'chrome really & how much longer until it runs out & they sober up or keel over?

4/9/2019 3:57:34 PM rosemodema Best Concert Crowd EVER!! 

and the reason I want to go to Santiago one day 😉

3 minute mark 🤙 https://youtu.be/xjLvPbVFV2U 

4/9/2019 3:58:09 PM jrocktigers Amen brother.

4/9/2019 4:00:01 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, thank you! Growing up with a physically & emotionally abusive mother, I was always trying to control the chaos, on a daily basis. She was an adult 

child. With her passing, I have released most of the emotional baggage but clearly I still have some work to do. My intentions...

4/9/2019 4:00:06 PM daveschroeder18 And while your at it, why don't you tell us who you are and why you have supposedly 15 or was it 17 accounts? What's your purpose? Why did you 

create a new account just to have kab take you back in the fold after he blocked you? Why did he blocked you again? I forgot what

4/9/2019 4:00:10 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/KoQaTzLU6V

4/9/2019 4:01:01 PM daveschroeder18 You said but would love to hear it again

4/9/2019 4:01:12 PM aprilbrown99 (contd) were good but I do see how it reads.  I will be cognizant of how I word things moving forward. I do NOT want to make decisions for anyone.  

Thank you for being a good teacher!  ☺️

4/9/2019 4:03:39 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109311109700427776 …

27 accounts (link). This one existed at that time as well & started attacking around then.

4/9/2019 4:03:40 PM nettiejoi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said yesterday....watch the skies !!!!

4/9/2019 4:03:46 PM drvrnail I hope so pic.twitter.com/FvouIPg86r

4/9/2019 4:04:37 PM jrocktigers I couldn't sit back any longer ...haha... apologies,

4/9/2019 4:05:31 PM aprilbrown99 What is funny?

4/9/2019 4:06:30 PM jrocktigers Laughing that all of use were considered low IQ.

4/9/2019 4:07:19 PM zagnett i hate claiming to be a "victim" of anything, But it sure feels like it here. i didn't even attack Kab. personally (just questioned "channelers" generally) & 

still was blocked by Kab. Michele started the "harassment" of this account soon after that.

4/9/2019 4:10:16 PM tcscamardo I believe  it will look like the oppossing party will benefit from exposing crimes their opponent commented, and would give them an advantage to 

wininng? Not sure if its a law through?

4/9/2019 4:12:14 PM jrocktigers Compared to the Space Ice Cream souvenirs from Huntsville and Cape Canaveral, I would venture to say they match well with space consumpton...but I 

have never eaten in space.

4/9/2019 4:16:38 PM zagnett Oh, interesting.

4/9/2019 4:22:31 PM ontothetruth1 Hang in there Tammy, some day, when everyone else is processing this, they will need people like us that have preceded them. Many have lost loved 

ones, suffered depression, incredible sadness, isolation, etc. but it has been building us up to help the next wave cope.

4/9/2019 4:24:48 PM lightworkercain A.I.

4/9/2019 4:24:55 PM aprilbrown99 We appreciate everything that Allen did for us!  ❤️

4/9/2019 4:26:27 PM lightworkercain In Twitter search: 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ALICE

4/9/2019 4:27:39 PM mongrelglory Huh? I'm blocked so I can't see if you're talking to me or Michele.

P.S.  In French Canadian, Michelle with two L's is the girl's name.  Michele with one L is a boy's name.



4/9/2019 4:29:37 PM n7guardiananon "Whatever words we utter should be chosen with care for people will hear them and be influenced by them for good or ill." -Buddha

You are not following the most basic teachings. pic.twitter.com/o4ffUbiAav

4/9/2019 4:30:14 PM mongrelglory Oh dear!  Michele4Canada just blocked "Michelle" from Canada. 😫

4/9/2019 4:30:54 PM ragevirusqq Sorry about that. It was typo pic.twitter.com/nkOl0Hb5I2

4/9/2019 4:32:03 PM mongrelglory I wonder if eating in my dreams is making me fat? 🤔

4/9/2019 4:35:37 PM mongrelglory That's okay!  I confuse easily.  Just wanted to make sure I wasn't missing something important.

4/9/2019 4:38:59 PM v_rags 🙏🙏🙏

4/9/2019 4:39:47 PM adsvel 😊💗🌈

4/9/2019 4:42:29 PM zagnett Such great, direct questions! Thank you friend!

4/9/2019 4:45:46 PM natureinspace Exactly. And how are unvaccinated kids getting vaccinated kids sick? Almost all the kids getting sick have been vaccinated.

4/9/2019 4:46:58 PM universalrisin Did J$ start taking money when you began to address him as “J$” and no longer “JS”?

4/9/2019 4:48:49 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/beEhLUHjmV

4/9/2019 4:55:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/SecNielsen/status/1115755185085853697 …

4/9/2019 4:55:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/APEastRegion/status/1115674482297987074 …

4/9/2019 4:56:09 PM awakenedaussie Related to my tweet last night... he may have been black or gathering evidence all along who knows? They tell us to trust the plan, it’s damn tricky 

when they appoint someone like him with his back story, but hey,  maybe this is how 5D chess is played! Perhaps D5 was mirrored-5D.

4/9/2019 4:56:10 PM zagnett Thanks Allen! Best 369 wishes for all your astral / ethereal endeavors! Feel free to stop by "majestically" or whatever! 😎

4/9/2019 4:56:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Maybe it's because they are IS-BEs. https://twitter.com/NASAJPL/status/1115715973770665984 …

4/9/2019 4:57:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/NSF/status/1115583404643368966 …

4/9/2019 4:57:25 PM cidarean This is Odviously a cleanup... What type of things have these DHS suits done I wonder

4/9/2019 4:59:02 PM usss_211 Certainly is!

4/9/2019 4:59:12 PM glor60 That’s awesome! I learned to talk to my plants from my mom. 😀

4/9/2019 4:59:17 PM 1_decided_voter Difficult to hear the press wrangler yelling at the press who won't disperse, then to see POTUS respond to another question, which freezes everyone. 

That's got to be a stressful job.

4/9/2019 4:59:28 PM zagnett In my calendar.

👀 wide open.

4/9/2019 4:59:42 PM usss_211 And MJ... it's only Tuesday! 😉

4/9/2019 4:59:46 PM big_simp "The Federation"?

Can you please post any proof for the existence of this "Federation"?

Thanks in advance

4/9/2019 4:59:55 PM trumps_all Any chance this “laundering” ties in with trafficking????

4/9/2019 5:00:16 PM lbf777 What is the announcement?

4/9/2019 5:01:25 PM zagnett Are Humanoid-type beings able to (in some dimensional forms), able to do something similar to photosynthesis & metabolize energy directly from the 

sun or whatnot?

4/9/2019 5:02:32 PM vintagesquirrel Does this mean we shouldn't eat plants? 😨

4/9/2019 5:03:17 PM djlok Good idea!!!

4/9/2019 5:04:31 PM zagnett Colorado Springs? Just ~50 miles from Cheyenne Mountain.

4/9/2019 5:04:43 PM giediknight Does anyone know of a online collab workspace?

4/9/2019 5:05:52 PM n7guardiananon All those which voted for should immediately be forced to resign from their position and be considered traitors.

4/9/2019 5:06:34 PM starehope Maybe not guilty. Think mirror.

4/9/2019 5:07:16 PM starehope Too much pressure for some divers.

4/9/2019 5:08:45 PM starehope Pre-dated ?

4/9/2019 5:10:06 PM zagnett Ah, crap. 😒🙄😏

4/9/2019 5:10:25 PM 12bravogran Become one with the plants. pic.twitter.com/nGQchbuc5k

4/9/2019 5:11:21 PM starehope At this point anything is possible. I think I live a very simple life.

4/9/2019 5:11:24 PM consortiapartn1 Nearly  a 4 10 20

4/9/2019 5:11:44 PM starehope Wouldn't doubt it.

4/9/2019 5:11:51 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/rNXP1bKRgb

4/9/2019 5:12:44 PM n7guardiananon Advanced plant BE out there is a possibility...??? pic.twitter.com/TV3Hn61DNs

4/9/2019 5:13:11 PM mongrelglory I have to agree with that.  Also, China is clamping down control of its people and their currencies.  They're moving back to a tightly controlled 

totalitarian state.  It's sad to see after all the progress that occurred in the '90s.

4/9/2019 5:13:42 PM starehope They do feel pain.

4/9/2019 5:13:55 PM aprilbrown99 I feel that it is.

4/9/2019 5:13:58 PM mongrelglory Moving white hat players into position?

4/9/2019 5:14:42 PM starehope You have a good mom! Thank her for teaching you that kindness.

4/9/2019 5:15:32 PM aprilbrown99 N7, what race is this?

4/9/2019 5:15:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Technically. But not in 3D. Remember, the beast is burden.

4/9/2019 5:15:55 PM starehope Are these Honeysuckle under a different light?

4/9/2019 5:16:13 PM glor60 I will! She lovingly washes their leaves at age 78. Her plants are beautiful.

4/9/2019 5:16:41 PM djlok There is one over on keybase some of us were using.

4/9/2019 5:17:38 PM aprilbrown99 I hug my trees all the time. 🌴🌴🌴

4/9/2019 5:18:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Chess

4/9/2019 5:18:47 PM alec_m_currier The beast is sick. . It has a nasty virus. . It keeps running into The Wall. . oops.. 😏😎#Q #QTeam #didIbreaksomething

4/9/2019 5:19:37 PM mongrelglory I can't believe how Nadler tried to shut her down, saying she had called Ted Lieu stupid when she hadn't!  She handled him perfectly.  What a jerk he 

was being! 😠  Way to go Candace!

4/9/2019 5:20:09 PM scott_rick Hope this isn’t  a nothing burger

4/9/2019 5:20:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 [BTC] = [Cabal]

]GOLD[ = [FED]

Public ownership laws of Ag?

What?

4/9/2019 5:21:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1115771082202419200 …

4/9/2019 5:22:02 PM starehope Will paper and coins still be used?

4/9/2019 5:22:12 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry, but I still don't get excited by seeing films of traditional rocket launches.  I want them to show us the real space-craft technology!

4/9/2019 5:22:57 PM vintagesquirrel So, no matter what, in this dimension we have to extract energy from other living things? Surely, there's a hierarchy.

4/9/2019 5:23:09 PM starehope Ok, good. Fracking frightens me.

4/9/2019 5:23:15 PM zagnett You know i think we could all learn a lot from this underwater dude. 🧐

Seems a guy "who really knows where his towel is". 🤔

4/9/2019 5:23:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Making their move.

Prepare for counter. https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1115630491552468997 …



4/9/2019 5:23:56 PM mongrelglory Yes, but I'll bet most of the anti-Semitic and Islamophobic comments were coming from ALICE! 🤨

4/9/2019 5:23:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is sight?

4/9/2019 5:24:11 PM ethereal_shaman We are the value.

4/9/2019 5:24:30 PM zrickety Counter quickly, fake news is pushing the fear factor pretty hard.

4/9/2019 5:24:35 PM je_weed_707_ The movie “The Abyss,” disclosure about what’s at the bottom of the ocean or just a story for a movie?

4/9/2019 5:24:59 PM glor60 And I’m sure they love it!🌲

4/9/2019 5:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 argues this, however some life forms WANT to be eaten.

4/9/2019 5:25:38 PM zagnett The nerve of that [guy]!

4/9/2019 5:27:25 PM mongrelglory Are we finally going to get a more truthful narrative about how CO2 levels play a role in the health of this planet?

4/9/2019 5:27:39 PM hswcyd Lieu is shameless! Look at his facial expression. It’s disgusting.

4/9/2019 5:27:50 PM aprilbrown99 They do. I think one of my Queen Palm trees was almost dead and then came back to life. It was dormant for almost a year. Now it is beautiful and 

thriving.

4/9/2019 5:28:27 PM glor60 That’s so amazing!

4/9/2019 5:29:42 PM zagnett Oh what are those? i'll order up a nice bone-in ribeye of...whatever those are. 🤔

4/9/2019 5:29:46 PM queenofclubsiii This is such a gross abuse of personal freedom.

4/9/2019 5:30:43 PM vintagesquirrel Between the illegals and those who use religion as a reason to not vaccinate, this will not make much difference.

4/9/2019 5:30:44 PM slipperyslope18 Everyone but illegals will be made to get vacines but the people who are spreading it will not, because no one knows who or where they are. Another 

evil democrat strategy.💩 Democrats can only find illegals when its time to vote. 💩

4/9/2019 5:30:57 PM aprilbrown99 ClairSentient beings. They see thru vibration and energy.

4/9/2019 5:31:17 PM mongrelglory Part of the "weapons" division?

4/9/2019 5:32:02 PM ouramericanlife Sounds interesting, but honestly, I'm not sure what that has to do with life here on Earth....  🤔

4/9/2019 5:32:23 PM giediknight The first time you eat a plant, you see yourself through the plant. After that, the plant sees itself through you.

4/9/2019 5:32:24 PM aprilbrown99 I haven’t had any of those childhood diseases. If I get it now I am screwed. 🥴

4/9/2019 5:32:54 PM paledarkpony Will you ask him to add something about keeping therm prices reasonable if you forget to renew your contract?

4/9/2019 5:33:00 PM mongrelglory For me it's Kraft Dinner.  There's something about that bright orange powdered "cheese product" that you mix in with the noodles.  Probably has some 

addictive chemical in it. 😜

4/9/2019 5:33:13 PM ragevirusqq Cannabis?

4/9/2019 5:33:40 PM vintagesquirrel Whoa. Not gonna lie, this is hard to comprehend.

4/9/2019 5:33:53 PM ragevirusqq Sight depends on perception

4/9/2019 5:33:53 PM starehope How many illegal unvacinnated children brought this disease to his Sanctuary state?  Heard the Mumps are going around again. Makes one wonder 

what other diseases they brought. Creepy thought.

4/9/2019 5:34:27 PM 1crazy_toaster  https://veganrobs.com/ 

4/9/2019 5:35:07 PM vintagesquirrel Why is guy in [ ]?

4/9/2019 5:35:14 PM vetgeek85027 Totally BS.

4/9/2019 5:35:31 PM n7guardiananon Conveniently on their shopify/amazon/website store for purchase.

4/9/2019 5:35:53 PM starehope Stay positive! Get some healthy foods to raise your immune system. Frame of mind matters!

4/9/2019 5:36:30 PM giediknight The first experience is memorable. The agreement made is something like “I will merge my energy with you so I can experience life through you”

4/9/2019 5:37:24 PM vintagesquirrel What about consent?

4/9/2019 5:37:26 PM zagnett A Q-style "killbox". Really means "power removed" or power will be/should be removed. Or like "under suspicion" or something like that.

But i use [ ] simply when i consider someone to be part of the [cabal], like [Blasio].

4/9/2019 5:37:28 PM giediknight 45 will counter?

4/9/2019 5:37:56 PM starehope If thus is true, just avoid people. Stay positive. We create our own realities. Get to a health food store, just in case. Big pharma working hard.

4/9/2019 5:38:19 PM starehope Stay positive.

4/9/2019 5:38:45 PM jdltr450 Fear, poisonous vaccines.

4/9/2019 5:39:18 PM vintagesquirrel Oh, okay, thought you were in plying he was not a guy. 😂

4/9/2019 5:39:32 PM vintagesquirrel *saying

4/9/2019 5:40:02 PM zagnett Oh, well that's ALWAYS a big question about everybody nowadays lol. 😏

4/9/2019 5:40:23 PM jillsfolly77711 You're f'n kidding me, right? NY is full of THEM!

4/9/2019 5:40:49 PM vintagesquirrel Exactly! 😁😂😆

4/9/2019 5:40:54 PM giediknight It was illegal to own gold in America at one time.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_Reserve_Act …

4/9/2019 5:41:08 PM starehope Yeah, how many came to Sanc+u@ry $+@+€ ? Unvacinnated? Who brought records? Imagine the diseases. Could be a scam though. Be strong and 

positive.

4/9/2019 5:41:33 PM stoneturnr What's the point of perpetuating the oil/gas industry when renewable, and free energy sources are available? Shouldn't we be focusing on developing 

and making those technologies more readily available?

4/9/2019 5:41:55 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115658840861593601 …

4/9/2019 5:42:58 PM starehope They do! Grow faster and stronger too! They respond.

4/9/2019 5:43:09 PM raisethevib369 They are poisoning people and injecting nanotechnology with vaccines. This isn't about the measles.

4/9/2019 5:43:30 PM giediknight Civilian vaccines are still tainted? When will the Military Tribunals take place for complicit big pharma?

4/9/2019 5:45:04 PM shannen_robison Awesome!

4/9/2019 5:45:11 PM wonderswords Yes, daughter

4/9/2019 5:45:58 PM starehope Yes! I do too! Had 4 removed in past 2 years. They were very old and diseased. Also had several types of fungus growing on them. I cried my eyes out. 

An Oak, 2 Cherry, and a Blue Spruce. Heartbreaking.😭😭😭

4/9/2019 5:46:28 PM kathleen3693693 They've been fracking Oklahoma. Earthquakes galore. They've cut back on the accompanying waste water injection for a spell & the ground doesn't 

heave as much, but we're still rocking & rolling. Biggest crime is the poisoning of the land and aquifers. Earth is a sacred being.

4/9/2019 5:47:08 PM 313looper OMG....! 😳

[They] seem so very much👉🏻desperate!

[They] are crazy...!

4/9/2019 5:47:16 PM glor60 I’m so sorry that happened to your trees.😔

4/9/2019 5:50:54 PM decodematrix Who is making those measles vaccines? GlaxoSmithKline?

4/9/2019 5:50:59 PM aprilbrown99 That is beautiful.

4/9/2019 5:51:02 PM datruseeka Just publish the TRUE ingredients in these vaccines and the REAL side affects and remove the protection from being sued due to harm, then the 

balance of justice will prevail.

4/9/2019 5:52:11 PM lbf777 End Babylonian Money Magic

4/9/2019 5:52:16 PM laurabusse I didn't really grow up with mac and cheese so for me that one is not an issue. But i would kill to be able to eat pizza again...

4/9/2019 5:53:24 PM n7guardiananon From Farscape, a Delvian, a blue, spiritual, sentient, and mobile plant species with a humanoid form.

4/9/2019 5:54:57 PM laurabusse O god cauliflower puffs LOLOL! Have you tried them? (How bad could they be??)

I like cauliflower btw...i usually put it in with my brown rice pasta or in potato curry or something...

4/9/2019 5:55:07 PM zagnett Meme time! pic.twitter.com/JiYlYkHso1



4/9/2019 5:55:35 PM fmjpatriot New twist on gas chambers.

4/9/2019 5:56:15 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/redpillawakening/7-part-vaccine-series …

4/9/2019 5:56:27 PM sqrlnutz Create the chaos offer the solution

4/9/2019 5:57:27 PM burkewinkler Plants understand, if you understand.  I had to prune/cut down trees on my property... with respect... all is good.  More understanding with respect to 

all things.  Including machines.

4/9/2019 5:58:01 PM pedalfun4u Trader Joe's gluten free mac and cheese is a must have🤩

4/9/2019 5:58:03 PM eskeljoyce They will have to physically restrain me before I take anymore of their death shots.

4/9/2019 6:00:52 PM kathleen3693693 So a world-wide array of 8 event horizon telescopes are synchronized, feeding data into a supercomputer, which will combine the data into a picture. 

The true question is whether the output we are shown is genuine results or just another BS lie. NSF isn't exactly trustworthy, eh?

4/9/2019 6:01:03 PM sano_faith Vaccines works in the field of theirs capacities but 100% protection isn't in theirs capacities... normally lol

4/9/2019 6:01:30 PM 1crazy_toaster They have a cheesy taste. Well made & they have probiotics to boot! Dangerous :-)

4/9/2019 6:01:51 PM lightworkercain Best get some Midol first. She's a real B. 😂 That Nunes hashtag was messed up.

4/9/2019 6:01:54 PM apex_starseed Yes counter ASAP

4/9/2019 6:03:08 PM apex_starseed 🤔..Yes I say

4/9/2019 6:03:27 PM nun_chucknorris But are you eating the plants offspring? 🤔🤔

4/9/2019 6:05:03 PM vintagesquirrel Going to begin an air diet now. 😁

4/9/2019 6:05:08 PM mommahood777 This thread is divided.  Vaccinations eradicated these diseases from our country, they're coming back.  Pharma isn't putting antigens in some of the 

vaccines, just crap that makes people sick.  What's the choice?  I used to be strong pro vaccine, not anymore!  Zero trust.

4/9/2019 6:05:28 PM laurabusse Wow...will look at ingredients and maybe give it a try :-) thx! 💘

4/9/2019 6:05:34 PM sano_faith No because fruits are the genitalia parts of.... shall i stop here ?

4/9/2019 6:05:59 PM kibbitzlaw Intergalactic Portal

#ElectricUniverse

4/9/2019 6:06:11 PM apex_starseed Wow...Are we Q anons such a treat to their Establishment??? 🤔🤔 "Hell Yeah"

4/9/2019 6:06:36 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/qQrfTUPoR9

4/9/2019 6:06:47 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/iV7BnNTlhZ

4/9/2019 6:07:11 PM lbf777 Ok please explain. How does this help us?

4/9/2019 6:07:53 PM zagnett God, i hope so lol. Muhahahahaha!

4/9/2019 6:08:19 PM nun_chucknorris I got nothin. Good point I guess. I’m no fruitmaster.

4/9/2019 6:09:16 PM laurabusse Was born 1955. When we were kids we ALL got measles. I didn't even feel sick! Just dots on my skin. It was like chicken pox. Harmless. Apparently ppl 

die from it but it's rare. Flu, ch pox, measles...they were all things ppl got but we were never afraid of. No big deal to us.

4/9/2019 6:09:45 PM apex_starseed In the infamous words of HOF DX.."Are you Ready" cause their establishment is going DOWN pic.twitter.com/DKGMNaNplq

4/9/2019 6:09:50 PM laurabusse Now, there's all this fear mongering...

4/9/2019 6:10:14 PM sano_faith Lol sorry my english is bad

4/9/2019 6:10:14 PM cjhullender58 People should never be made to take a vaccine if they don’t want one.

4/9/2019 6:10:56 PM jrocktigers Hallucinogenic mushrooms scream eat me.  Not being goofy. There is definitely a life force within them. Also, in that state, it is much easier to 

communicate with plant life.

4/9/2019 6:11:14 PM laurabusse I love it. "Avoid ppl. Stay positive." Is pretty much my life philosophy LOL

4/9/2019 6:12:10 PM carolin15161363 Is this what we are seeing when some celebrities' eyes get the slits for their pupils?

4/9/2019 6:12:26 PM nun_chucknorris No! I just did not know where to go. I don’t know much about the biology of fruit so I can’t expand. Your English seems fine to me.

4/9/2019 6:13:39 PM laurabusse Wouldn't surprise me if they are somehow bringing back these diseases on purpose. Not saying they are. But how many diseases were created in labs 

and released? Aids, we know, for one, whistleblower testimony.

4/9/2019 6:14:26 PM zagnett i didn't realize until MJ pointed it out recently that memes are specifically protected by Patriots so that we have an incredible weapon in this info war. 

Lovely. Just Lovely. 🤔🧐🤓

"Fire at will."

4/9/2019 6:14:58 PM enomai_ Proof wont be needed

4/9/2019 6:16:52 PM enomai_ As long as, the humqn race starts respecting the human &| sanctity of life. And, do whatever ever else is needed.

4/9/2019 6:17:59 PM kathleen3693693 We also see thru vibration and energy. Light (eyes), sound (ears), taste (tongue/nose), touch (fingers/body), etc., are simply vibrating frequency 

detectors that respond to different frequencies on the electromagnetic spectrum.

4/9/2019 6:18:40 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/joerogan/status/419633547012362241?s=19 …

4/9/2019 6:19:38 PM bwlittlewish It is soooo obvious what is going on. I hope people wake up to the pushback on those who choose not to vaccinate. We are living in a police state and 

people can’t see it.

4/9/2019 6:21:03 PM mongrelglory Airl's "doll body" got its energy from light.  She didn't need to eat or sleep.

4/9/2019 6:21:50 PM big_simp Not easy when so many clones in the mix.

4/9/2019 6:22:42 PM sano_faith Haha thanks im still learning it !

4/9/2019 6:22:48 PM jrocktigers Knowing Truth.

4/9/2019 6:22:57 PM vintagesquirrel No, your English is great.

4/9/2019 6:23:15 PM sano_faith Thanks!

4/9/2019 6:24:20 PM mongrelglory Some people talk about being "fruitarians" where they only eat the fruits (and nuts) that voluntarily fall off of plants.  Doesn't work in northern 

climates unfortunately.

4/9/2019 6:25:10 PM truthseeker273 Feel like I lost 2-3 hours somewhere.

4/9/2019 6:25:45 PM mongrelglory Some plants rely on their fruits being eaten and the seeds passed through the digestive tract of animals so they can re-sprout in the ground.

4/9/2019 6:26:02 PM sano_faith Exactly

4/9/2019 6:26:36 PM vintagesquirrel I could probably do this. Well, thanks to farmers, truckers, and supermarket workers. But if I had to grow them myself, I would need to subsist on snow 

for several months. 😀

4/9/2019 6:28:13 PM truthseeker273 Complete and total bs. We are actually reaching the point where they knew vaccines would fail. I’ve done so much research on this subject and the fact 

is the V don’t work.

4/9/2019 6:28:27 PM mongrelglory Albertans will be happy with that!

4/9/2019 6:28:51 PM enomai_ Lol. Who cares

4/9/2019 6:29:13 PM vintagesquirrel Okay, that it where I draw the line. Not pooping outdoors.

4/9/2019 6:31:24 PM sano_faith Not even a little fresh air on the buttocks ?

4/9/2019 6:32:04 PM godfamcountry Unbelievable

4/9/2019 6:34:41 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  That "protection" from being sued must be unconstitutional, and forcing a vaccination on someone that has harmful side effects must surely 

be able to be argued as "assault".  They claim it's for the protection of the greater good, but there's enough scientific evidence.

4/9/2019 6:35:56 PM godfamcountry I betcha they are “special” batches of vaccines with extra ingredients.  Just like the ones donated from Bill Gates that sterilized over 500,000 women 

and children.

4/9/2019 6:36:00 PM macrojon He won’t answer.  You don’t know VOTL do you?  Lol.   You figure it out yourself or you don’t.  Go VOTL!

4/9/2019 6:36:22 PM carolin15161363 Are these agencies taking the place of NASA?



4/9/2019 6:36:49 PM mongrelglory ..out there that shows vaccinated people shedding virus particles that cause the disease, as well as evidence that vaccination is not guaranteed to 

protect from getting the disease. This really should be argued in the Supreme Court with justices that will uphold the constitution.

4/9/2019 6:36:51 PM roublisa We IS-BEs have been the air we breath the water we drink and earth beneath our feet all is alive💫💓💫💓💫💓💫💓💫

4/9/2019 6:37:09 PM mama_beph That's exactly what I was thinking. Aldi have you heard about this"super bug" fungus that is also killing people bc it is immune to all the antibiotics?

4/9/2019 6:38:56 PM jvan125 I have always wondered about that!!! Get rid of the vaccines that contain the virus, get rid of the virus!! They’re keeping these diseases alive and 

infecting the masses through vaccination and blaming the non-vaxers. 🤯🤬

4/9/2019 6:39:25 PM roublisa I would like to experience the “magic”mushroom one day, they have much to share...I love mushrooms ...I could live on them alone🥰

4/9/2019 6:40:08 PM lbf777 He answers sometimes.

4/9/2019 6:40:44 PM carolin15161363 Unicorns=innocence babies

4/9/2019 6:41:47 PM ialibertybelle Or they are dying from something that has symptoms similar to measles that people just assume is measles because they’re lazy.

4/9/2019 6:42:16 PM macrojon Well you’re doing good then.  One day maybe we’ll know who the mystery man is.

4/9/2019 6:42:16 PM aprilbrown99 I would like to try them once too. 😁

4/9/2019 6:42:23 PM mongrelglory Here you go.  MJ-12's searchable Twitter archive:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

4/9/2019 6:42:36 PM ialibertybelle Targeting this special area of NYC

4/9/2019 6:43:43 PM vintagesquirrel I drank 'Mushroom tea' once years ago in Jamaica. Was illuminating. 😨

4/9/2019 6:43:51 PM carolin15161363 You had posted regarding ALICE for report on Alice Day. Is this entity focused in on child trafficking and the Dark Web?

4/9/2019 6:43:54 PM lbf777 Ha. I used to argue with people on Reddit who swore I was him. He used to post on Reddit when he first started. I’ve been following since day 1. It’s  

been a long 2 years.

4/9/2019 6:44:23 PM aprilbrown99 Were you able to talk to the plants?

4/9/2019 6:47:08 PM vintagesquirrel Everything came alive. I ordered a hamburger, but couldn't eat it because it was "moving." The waiter knew right away... "Oh, you been to Ms. 

Brown's." 😂😄😆

4/9/2019 6:47:43 PM carolin15161363 Can ALICE get into any system online and mess with it?

4/9/2019 6:48:17 PM _369311119 Does hemp want to be eaten?

4/9/2019 6:48:20 PM cledrordfishing They have non GMO cheetos now

4/9/2019 6:48:35 PM aprilbrown99 ...(giggling) oh no, that must have been terrible and trippy!  Especially when your burger comes alive.

4/9/2019 6:49:05 PM macrojon Any theories?  I know he’s from a prominent family.  New England probably.  Early 60’s in age.  He knows a lot.

4/9/2019 6:49:21 PM roublisa Omg 😯

4/9/2019 6:49:53 PM linnyt7 I was born in 1955 too. I had both kinds; 3 day & 2 wk. with the 2 wk I had to stay in a dark room until the rash came out..no tv was the worst part. 

women used to let their kids get exposed during summer break to “get it over with” while school was out. Same w/ chicken pox.

4/9/2019 6:50:15 PM cledrordfishing Way cool, I work for a pipeline company!

4/9/2019 6:50:15 PM roublisa Trippy indeed🙈

4/9/2019 6:50:55 PM laurabusse Would not surprise me!

4/9/2019 6:51:22 PM cledrordfishing Funny, you got me on that one.  I watched for several seconds waiting.  Lol

4/9/2019 6:51:46 PM jimhayzlett Jay, Imho, body double is look alike human. clones can be created instantly in the light, or slowly w tech by the dark... neither w/ a soul😇

4/9/2019 6:51:51 PM lbf777 I think he’s Irish and related to Wild Bill Donavan who created the ISS which became the CIA. He used to work in DC too I think.

He’s naturally angry with the English as an Irishman but also with Israel as we all are. Israel is run by Khazarians pretending to be Jews.

4/9/2019 6:54:29 PM carolin15161363 Did you know water has memory?

4/9/2019 6:54:35 PM cledrordfishing Sky event?

4/9/2019 6:55:35 PM macrojon He revealed quite a bit in the appeal to Congress to let him tell all.  That was riveting.  We’re all patriots fighting to get our country back.

4/9/2019 6:55:36 PM carolin15161363 What if our Constitution is a Devine document meant for the whole world?

4/9/2019 6:56:06 PM mongrelglory Do you and Michele eat meals together in the CIA lunchroom?

4/9/2019 6:58:55 PM lbf777 Yes we are! Thank you for your service patriot & please make sure to join us in defying the Deep State. 

We are starting with a #StopPayingTaxes campaign but will expand to stop paying bills & fines soon. We have many who have already stopped paying. 

We need bold men like you.

4/9/2019 6:58:55 PM mongrelglory See 👁 Aye!

4/9/2019 7:00:02 PM mongrelglory If she really was a Canadian, she'd know to spell her name with two L's.

Michele is a boy's name.

4/9/2019 7:00:06 PM roublisa Yes🌼✨💫✨💫✨💫

4/9/2019 7:00:38 PM cledrordfishing Good relationship with Egypt is great. Does this solidify something to do with the star gate?  Are the pyramids still an important part of the SG-1? 

Is true that the president dynastic pharaohs were caucasian?

4/9/2019 7:02:52 PM mongrelglory You told that obstetrician just what you thought of him when you came out I'll bet! 😆

4/9/2019 7:03:20 PM edwardgouin Resist

4/9/2019 7:03:58 PM macrojon I think your wishes on these tax matters will come to fruition as a natural by product of dismantling the Cabal.  As will so much more that is good and 

just.

4/9/2019 7:05:52 PM jrocktigers Take me to this Ms. Brown. . . . .LOL

4/9/2019 7:05:59 PM mongrelglory I really thought it was their parking spots...

4/9/2019 7:06:01 PM sabina06706427 What’s in the vaccines? Why do they demand we become zombies?

4/9/2019 7:07:08 PM jvan125 Send them this link too...if vaccines are so safe why is there a GOVERNMENT CREATED database documenting the adverse reactions? 🤔🤬

 https://vaers.hhs.gov 

4/9/2019 7:07:08 PM roublisa 😳when was that?

4/9/2019 7:07:33 PM lbf777 We are a part of the dismantling team. Trump can’t do it without us. We the people hold all the power in reality.

4/9/2019 7:07:35 PM mongrelglory When MJ-12 members crossover, to they still interact with the MJ-12 team?  If so, how is the communication done?

4/9/2019 7:08:40 PM cledrordfishing OMG.  That's freaking hilarious. He should leave it there!

4/9/2019 7:08:52 PM mongrelglory Please convey our thanks and best wishes to Allen if you're speaking to him!

4/9/2019 7:09:17 PM sabina06706427  pic.twitter.com/qFKfnLXGck

4/9/2019 7:09:42 PM jrocktigers I believe as well. Plants I have grown are much fuller and brighter when I talk to them , play music around them. I have nursed some plants from the 

brink with just positive vibes.

4/9/2019 7:10:25 PM djlok Take me too. Although I may never wanna come back!

4/9/2019 7:10:29 PM jrocktigers Dinner or lunch is usually put on the back burner for awhile.

4/9/2019 7:11:14 PM narcissist_ghst surely mosquitoes want to be eaten.

4/9/2019 7:11:35 PM jrocktigers Starting to warm up and humidity increasing....outdoor specimens will be sprouting.

4/9/2019 7:11:37 PM sabina06706427 Yep pic.twitter.com/fGWAa7rGWl



4/9/2019 7:12:33 PM narcissist_ghst my personal favorite drug.  made me feel superhuman, to an extent.  very liberating.

4/9/2019 7:12:34 PM aprilbrown99 Where does my distant relative live, by chance?  😀

4/9/2019 7:13:05 PM roublisa Doesn’t it feel like magic pic.twitter.com/TQhZVwi3Bp

4/9/2019 7:13:17 PM raisethevib369 What has he said about vaccines that not true?

4/9/2019 7:14:09 PM aprilbrown99 That is so pretty. 🌈

4/9/2019 7:14:30 PM mongrelglory She blocked me.  She's not from Canada!  She's too impolite and she spells her name wrong.

4/9/2019 7:14:52 PM lbf777 Don’t give these scumbags a single dollar if they fine you. Just rip that bill up.

4/9/2019 7:15:12 PM jrocktigers Getting close to legalized in a few states. Please support this effort if you can. Research started back up a few years ago and the effects it has shown 

combat depression, PTSD and many other psyche conditions. We all knew this , but [THEY] have suppressed.

4/9/2019 7:15:35 PM cledrordfishing Its AI That does it's best to keep us in the dark.

4/9/2019 7:15:37 PM jswdh1 If they didn't let just anyone walk over the border unvaccinated they wouldn't have an outbreak! Idiotcy has consequences!

4/9/2019 7:15:37 PM opensenseme In my mind, a disease is something without cure. Like AIDS, Herpes, congestive heart failure, hepatitis. These things requiring medications for life. 

Measles comes and goes. Good ol Webster forgot to list measles.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_incurable_diseases …

4/9/2019 7:16:01 PM djlok MJ12 probably already knew that. I think they may know more about us then we may realize.

4/9/2019 7:16:41 PM mongrelglory He blocks people who confront him with sound logic.

4/9/2019 7:16:53 PM lovelight5d this fire can start rather quickly, call in the extinguishers quickly

4/9/2019 7:17:24 PM carolin15161363 Is this a vaccine aimed at steralizing our children?

4/9/2019 7:17:32 PM cledrordfishing I like to think of ALICE as Alice from Mells dinner.  Lol

4/9/2019 7:17:32 PM jswdh1 It's very dangerous for adults to get them... that's why adults who haven't been vaccinated or already had measles or chicken pox should stay away 

from those who are infected!

4/9/2019 7:18:09 PM doyle_eng Who was in NYC recently?

No conflict: A = A*

If self–reflection of lethality required to ensure no conflict, use of = already authorised.

Peaceful transition through enablement of self–implosion beginning with, as necessary, self–reflection through self–infection: Actual

—152*

4/9/2019 7:19:00 PM doyle_eng Why:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115325019150639104 … — you know why.

/out

4/9/2019 7:19:13 PM jswdh1 Did you toss and turn? What did you do during the out of body experience?

4/9/2019 7:19:28 PM kindeandtrue Speaking of unicorns, Dept of Interior just tweeted this: https://twitter.com/usparkpolicepio/status/1115699577330569217 …

4/9/2019 7:20:54 PM jrocktigers  http://fortune.com/2018/12/03/oregon-vote-2020-ballot-initiative-legalize-psychedelic-mushrooms-therapy/ …

4/9/2019 7:21:27 PM jswdh1 That's not the problem it's the ones who didn't get vaccinated around the adults who didn't.. it's more dangerous for adults to get measles & chicken 

pox. Thet..i could die. Plus they could be bringing in different strands of the diseases that we aren't vaccinated against.

4/9/2019 7:21:43 PM mongrelglory When I was 10 yo, I spent the summer at a French camp in the Quebec Laurentians.  I was so homesick!  Fortunately half-way through my dad visited 

me from Labrador for a day and I was able to carry on.

I'd love a quick visit with my Star family! They're in Ursa Minor I believe...

4/9/2019 7:21:57 PM cledrordfishing I'd pay $1.50 for the space force. 

Especially if it reveals the secret space program.

4/9/2019 7:22:09 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0Sr94V9JDK

4/9/2019 7:22:32 PM cledrordfishing Will the Space Force reveal the secret space program?

4/9/2019 7:22:50 PM freestateojones Is this the opening scene to 'I Am Legend' that didnt make the theatrical cut?

4/9/2019 7:23:02 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1115801802262315008 …

4/9/2019 7:23:19 PM cledrordfishing Damn, I hope I'm not to old to go.

4/9/2019 7:23:30 PM mongrelglory ...near Polaris.  Early 5th density collective.  Saying hi 👋

I'd send you a postcard, but I can't remember my postal code! 😟

4/9/2019 7:24:35 PM jswdh1 What about all illegals coming in unvaccinated? They could be bringing in different strands of the diseases we aren't vaccinated against.

4/9/2019 7:25:00 PM cledrordfishing Who is Shanahan?

4/9/2019 7:25:03 PM djlok No thanks to the "therapy". I'll pass.

4/9/2019 7:25:09 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Y7Su1OezgA

4/9/2019 7:25:14 PM big_simp who cares?  I do

4/9/2019 7:26:06 PM rsm28675996 Yeah, dont ask about the light bending cloaking device used by Dracos that's been around since Eden. You will not get confirmation

4/9/2019 7:26:31 PM jrocktigers HAHAHAH...... for reals. ...

4/9/2019 7:28:50 PM cledrordfishing Oh crap.... I understand I think. 

This new plan is why all the turnovers in the cabinet! 

? Yes/no?

4/9/2019 7:29:36 PM djlok I love how you slip that in. One day you'll get one of your MJ questions answered.  Just gotta be the right question. Who knows maybe they are saving 

up the ?'s on the Draco for a Majestic Message of Disclosure some day.

4/9/2019 7:30:46 PM jrocktigers In all sincerity, I am not a doctor, but I did stay in a Holdiay Inn Express last night.

4/9/2019 7:31:13 PM mongrelglory I thought that MJ-12 had mentioned there was some nanotech in some of their supplements...?

4/9/2019 7:31:23 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/WicjIiTWfX

4/9/2019 7:31:55 PM jrocktigers Nailed It!

4/9/2019 7:32:16 PM cledrordfishing Damn.

4/9/2019 7:32:26 PM jrocktigers yes.

4/9/2019 7:32:58 PM djlok Not good.

4/9/2019 7:33:02 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/irkvJpiKIp

4/9/2019 7:33:18 PM jrocktigers Sorry......

4/9/2019 7:33:52 PM djlok Trouble at home.

4/9/2019 7:33:57 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/YLBRjoJ0J0

4/9/2019 7:34:02 PM jrocktigers Lisa Roub thought it was good.

4/9/2019 7:34:37 PM djlok JRock thinking about therapy... Not much.

4/9/2019 7:34:39 PM jrocktigers Know no such thing..

4/9/2019 7:34:46 PM mongrelglory Isn't the right to public ownership of silver written into the American constitution?

4/9/2019 7:34:49 PM aprilbrown99 Ah, I am sorry.

4/9/2019 7:35:12 PM djlok I'm joking

4/9/2019 7:35:17 PM rsm28675996 We will see. I dont take it personally. I know MJ is super busy. Perhaps I should ask a question I really dont know the answer to. I hope I get a tshirt.

4/9/2019 7:35:31 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Wfe18WC5Jy



4/9/2019 7:35:49 PM jrocktigers Did my new Avatar give it away?

4/9/2019 7:36:13 PM djlok I'm trolling JRock. Because I love him.

4/9/2019 7:36:27 PM jrocktigers Dont be. Just drink your shroom tea... All will be revealed...

4/9/2019 7:36:38 PM djlok Ha ha!!!  You win!!!

4/9/2019 7:36:39 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/At9wMl68G8

4/9/2019 7:37:52 PM aprilbrown99 Awe...someone has been drinking the shrink me tea!  Lol

4/9/2019 7:38:13 PM mongrelglory Maybe it's good nanotech.  Giedi Knight, let us know if you start developing superpowers!

4/9/2019 7:38:28 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/4fNJu1sf9o

4/9/2019 7:40:24 PM aprilbrown99 You are so cute Lisa with your gifs. 🤗

4/9/2019 7:40:51 PM djlok 👆👆👆  JRock got it all figured out.

4/9/2019 7:42:00 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/eJOeTqOPN2

4/9/2019 7:42:24 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/pufKqKtO49

4/9/2019 7:42:41 PM jrocktigers If only it was that easy DJLOK..

4/9/2019 7:42:41 PM aetherwalker1 We MUST NOT allow them to pass racist Anti-White laws!

NO Marxist 'Hate Speech' laws!

This ubiquitous psy-op campaign against Caucasians in the Western world is harmful and destructive.

ENOUGH! 😤

4/9/2019 7:42:54 PM mongrelglory In Canada we call that camping...

4/9/2019 7:43:21 PM sano_faith I agree

4/9/2019 7:43:37 PM sabina06706427 The problem is what other substances are in the vaccines? These docs found out  https://newspunch.com/11-cancer-doctors-all-found-murdered-

within-three-months/ …

4/9/2019 7:46:02 PM boy12_jimmy I KNEW IT! IVE BEEN SAYING THIS SINCE I INVESTIGATED BITCOIN FOR MYSELF. JUST QUICKER ACCESS TO INSTANT MONEY FOR THE CABAL WITH 

BITCOIN. NEVER TRUST SOMETHING THAT SEEMS WAY TOO GOOD AND TOO EASY.

4/9/2019 7:47:06 PM mongrelglory Strict fruitarians only eat fruits and nuts that have fallen to the ground by themselves.  You'd be at work, and the squirrels would be running off with 

your dinner! 😆

4/9/2019 7:47:23 PM roublisa Thank you ....you’re so handy 😘

4/9/2019 7:47:30 PM johngradycole20 Wow, what a tough person she can be when the heat is on! I just love Candace Owens. Watching her stand up, both vocally & intellectually in the 

political arena, reminds me of only Ben Shapiro. Veritable sense dispensers, in a world bereft of it.

4/9/2019 7:47:47 PM aetherwalker1 So.. does the Twidder data indicate that presently: 'The Force is with you, MAJESTIC'?  😏

4/9/2019 7:48:44 PM 1whoknows1_ sight=awareness to some extent?

4/9/2019 7:48:53 PM roublisa Keybase😉

4/9/2019 7:49:11 PM vintagesquirrel You notice my twitter name? I'm a squirrel fan.

4/9/2019 7:49:22 PM mongrelglory While I love all forms of Mac & Cheese, there's just something unique about the taste and texture of Kraft Dinner.  It's probably a childhood 

association, like Campbells chicken noodle soup.

4/9/2019 7:49:36 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/GQhMcegrhZ

4/9/2019 7:49:45 PM tpdragn Hey mayor..in all your greatness you didnt see this coming? Sanctuary cities for illegal filth and 3rd world trash? What did you think? You deserve this 

crap and much more for your STUPID CHOICES...

Just wait..there is MORE COMING! INFANTICIDE?? DONT PLAY GOD..UNLESS YOU ARE!

4/9/2019 7:50:09 PM vintagesquirrel Lol, I'm what you'd call indoorsy. 😄

4/9/2019 7:50:56 PM mongrelglory Kraft Dinner was a Canadian invention, so maybe it was Canadian kids that grew up on it. 😊

4/9/2019 7:51:16 PM sano_faith Cheh Americans 🙄 lol

4/9/2019 7:51:42 PM djlok I wonder if it's like with humans where some do and some don't.

4/9/2019 7:52:21 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/Hvxe4DWJE9

4/9/2019 7:55:49 PM djlok What am I wearing, Soren?

4/9/2019 7:56:07 PM mongrelglory Yes I did! I'm quite fond of them too. Also the chipmunks that we have up North.  Cheeky little bastards... will steal your cherry tomatoes right out from 

under you.  I'd watch them eating a cherry tomato like a watermelon, then throw it on the ground half eaten and pick another!

4/9/2019 7:56:08 PM pedalfun4u surely is☺️

4/9/2019 7:57:43 PM vintagesquirrel Absolutely love the chipmunks. And the bunnies and groundhog that live in our yard.

4/9/2019 7:59:44 PM mongrelglory My dad would get mad that the moose stomped through his potato patch and the deer were eating his day-lilies.  I told him, what did he expect?  

We're growing a big open air restaurant in the middle of the bush!

4/9/2019 8:00:29 PM tyl3r59518097 Strictly Goodness  https://youtu.be/o-9fO6lEdL0  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/bCNYDfNppG

4/9/2019 8:02:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1115347686272765952 …

4/9/2019 8:04:18 PM mongrelglory Sensory data collected by optical nerve endings, which are then translated into an "image" at the back of our brain. Sunflowers will move to follow the 

path of the sun as it rises and sets.  They're obviously processing sensory input and their CNS is moving their bodies in reply.

4/9/2019 8:05:47 PM vintagesquirrel Exactly. Birds eat the strawberries, squirrels/chipmunks the tomatoes. It's their garden too

4/9/2019 8:06:00 PM djlok Anybody got a time stamp on this with the 45 tweet?  Awfully close IMHO.

4/9/2019 8:06:29 PM mongrelglory 😆  You sound like one of those telephone "chat lines"!

4/9/2019 8:07:07 PM djlok Night job.

4/9/2019 8:07:28 PM abagofcandy That'd give an entirely different meaning behind "follow the white rabbit". Follow the people, their intuition, the flow of collective consciousness, etc... 

Whether you're right or wrong I REALLY like your theory! Lots of possibilities with that one.

4/9/2019 8:07:52 PM mongrelglory 🤣

4/9/2019 8:08:43 PM aetherwalker1 The 'cost' of the US Space Force, as well as everything else for that matter, will be measured by a totally new standard once two CRITICAL measures 

are implemented:

4/9/2019 8:08:58 PM aetherwalker1 1. Nationalizing the Federal Reserve[restoring the control of currency to The People, to whom it rightfully belongs.]

2. Releasing MAJESTIC technology.

4/9/2019 8:09:41 PM lbf777 So is this week all about machine gunning the deep state from a variety of angles?

4/9/2019 8:09:47 PM laurabusse My mom pretty much made everything from scratch (except Campbell's soup). That was even before hamburger helper. I don't think we had mac and 

cheese even once growing up...

4/9/2019 8:09:48 PM jswdh1 I have very mixed feelings about vaccines.

4/9/2019 8:09:51 PM abagofcandy How can you even fly the Q flag as your profile picture with an attitude like that? 😂 Q is all about learning, researching, and discerning for yourself, 

that's literally the whole point.

4/9/2019 8:10:15 PM mongrelglory I loved the movie "Over the Hedge".  I borrowed a friend's kids just to have an excuse to go see it in the theatre. 😁

4/9/2019 8:10:38 PM abagofcandy Oh, and thanks for your contribution.

4/9/2019 8:11:17 PM scott_rick Is Tom Fitton a 🤡 or 😇

4/9/2019 8:12:24 PM abagofcandy Phenomenal movie!

4/9/2019 8:12:48 PM giediknight My vision got better after taking the selenium and iodine. Read up on iodine deficiencies...

4/9/2019 8:13:14 PM mongrelglory Yup!  My stay at home mom too.  However when we came home for lunch from school sometimes she whipped out the Campbells soup or KD.  When 

they came out with Hamburger Helper, she was aghast.  She felt it was just as simple to make it from scratch.  The same with cake mixes.

4/9/2019 8:13:17 PM starehope You're a very good Mama!💖👊

4/9/2019 8:13:44 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡ pic.twitter.com/nLNgYZMLQ6



4/9/2019 8:14:01 PM moemc8 So, if the vaccines work, only those who choose not to take the vaccine MAY get the measles.  The rest are safe.  What's the problem.  What happened 

to 'my body, my choice'

4/9/2019 8:14:09 PM starehope 😭😭😭

4/9/2019 8:14:13 PM mongrelglory 👍

4/9/2019 8:14:36 PM djlok Wow!  ALICE was everywhere today!!

4/9/2019 8:16:21 PM mongrelglory They make us sound like we should have a Crystal Cathedral and a Sunday morning TV show. 🤣😂🤣😂😅

4/9/2019 8:17:08 PM jrocktigers "They tried to recruit me. They failed"  🤣🤣🤣

4/9/2019 8:17:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/9/2019 8:17:54 PM djlok "Every breath one closer to death"..... What the hell is that?

4/9/2019 8:18:22 PM rawphonegirl Did I just watch Deblasio do a pharma ad? 

How many with measles are already vaccinated?

Who is liable for the vaccine damage?

Omg propaganda sandwich with extra propaganda, Israel huh: https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2019/04/09/new-york-orders-measles-

vaccinations-brooklyn-amid-outbreak-mayor-says/?utm_term=.5c45461a4a3c …

4/9/2019 8:19:36 PM laurabusse My mom used cake mixes.

Cake...

Remember when ppl made cake?

Nowadays the desserts are so fancy.

I feel like I'm crossing dangerously into Get off my lawn territory...

4/9/2019 8:19:54 PM djlok Not sure who "they" are either.

4/9/2019 8:20:49 PM jrocktigers Years ago, I ordered 3 months worth of food storage though AJ. I am concerned with those contents.

4/9/2019 8:21:25 PM jrocktigers Exactly.

4/9/2019 8:21:26 PM mongrelglory Oops! @GiediKnight you might want to consider switching brands...😬

4/9/2019 8:23:05 PM mongrelglory I just hear this song in my head...

It should be ALICE's theme song. https://youtu.be/OMOGaugKpzs 

4/9/2019 8:25:39 PM jrocktigers Since I am not providing sounds, they represent the sounds I made when I read the above image.

4/9/2019 8:25:40 PM djlok I hear this by my favorite band of all time- @Shinedown https://youtu.be/jghgroHc-AM 

4/9/2019 8:25:57 PM mongrelglory They're talking about us! Lol!

4/9/2019 8:26:20 PM starehope MJ, should we stock up on food?

4/9/2019 8:27:36 PM jimhayzlett We all have ET Light DNA Within, All Connected ✨🌈😇👼☀️😇

4/9/2019 8:27:42 PM mongrelglory 😆

4/9/2019 8:28:03 PM djlok You don't see me because I'm sitting here in my moomoo eating spinach and pasta and reading MJ tweets.

4/9/2019 8:28:45 PM jrocktigers Always in my humble opinion, if you have the means and storage capacity.

4/9/2019 8:29:05 PM gamedogg1 This is unconstitutional...this is nazi Germany...this is insane!!! How long will you and the team allow these people to stay in leadership 

roles?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 enough is enough  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115772238702231554 …

4/9/2019 8:29:57 PM starehope Thanks!

4/9/2019 8:31:40 PM charmanda9 He is solid

4/9/2019 8:32:13 PM aetherwalker1 Enough of all this symbology, arcane & nefarious codes!

I'll take one of these 👇🏼Money-Pooping Unicorns. 😂

[without humor this evil world would be unlivable] pic.twitter.com/oAXnsKAoTI

4/9/2019 8:32:34 PM jrocktigers Better to have something in case of natural disaster, supply chain disruption, etc. With just in time delivery and the way we are set up as a service 

economy - it is best to have food and water in a place you are likely to be able to access if needed.

4/9/2019 8:32:53 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/Afgyv0H7kV

4/9/2019 8:34:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 !🤡

4/9/2019 8:34:20 PM mongrelglory I had never heard of this band.🙂  Interesting lyrics!

4/9/2019 8:34:33 PM thevolunteer6 THAT’S IS A PERFECT DESCRIPTION

😂🤣😆

4/9/2019 8:35:57 PM paledarkpony All 3 coulda climbed up...

4/9/2019 8:36:10 PM mongrelglory I'm more concerned about having enough cat food, kitty litter, and toilet paper.  I can always eat beans and rice for a month as long as I've got water 

and a cooktop.

4/9/2019 8:37:04 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/3afDLhqpV6

4/9/2019 8:37:14 PM jrocktigers Very true and so easy to forget.

4/9/2019 8:37:48 PM djlok If you listen to their most recent album, Attention Attention- Lots of parallels between that and Q stuff.

4/9/2019 8:37:56 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/8wghOTJtHO

4/9/2019 8:38:02 PM thevolunteer6 TRUTH! (YOU MUST KNOW MY EX!)

4/9/2019 8:38:08 PM 1_decided_voter !🤡 but fake MAGA?

4/9/2019 8:38:25 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/kUJZaQaPqg

4/9/2019 8:38:29 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/JmoIjMs71J

4/9/2019 8:39:07 PM blsdbe There is no locus of control of my life outside myself. I was once a person who gave my power away. No more. #ThinkForYourSelf

4/9/2019 8:39:07 PM jrocktigers Careful, you may find yourself under recruitment...

4/9/2019 8:39:10 PM pro_aktv This is sooo sweet. 

#BIGLY sweet. 😏

4/9/2019 8:39:16 PM thevolunteer6 GREAT DEPLORABLES HERE FOLS!!

THEGREATAWAKENING

WWG1WGA 

MAGA

KAG2020

4/9/2019 8:39:31 PM thevolunteer6 KEK

4/9/2019 8:39:43 PM blsdbe #TickTock #DoItQ #DoItMJ

4/9/2019 8:39:55 PM mongrelglory I thought they said he was controlled opposition at some point.  However, he may be playing a "grey" role like Alex Jones.

4/9/2019 8:40:49 PM charmanda9 I donated most of my extra stored water when the floods came here. Need to restock. You guys were talking about supplements before. Anyone have 

an opinion about C-60? I have bought probably 5 bottles off and on, but it is quite expensive.

4/9/2019 8:40:58 PM shannen_robison This is great

4/9/2019 8:41:04 PM cledrordfishing Kek= MJ?

Lol

4/9/2019 8:42:20 PM mongrelglory For truth and glory! pic.twitter.com/oe5JR7PTpE

4/9/2019 8:43:52 PM mongrelglory You were an angel for doing that!

Did you notice any difference taking the C-60?

4/9/2019 8:44:47 PM cledrordfishing So will their illegal immunity be taken away?

4/9/2019 8:46:50 PM cledrordfishing Is Tom really a clown?  I'm a little bit hurt over this. 

I thought he was for the people.



4/9/2019 8:47:11 PM atlascat1 Just 2 days ago the NY Supreme Court ruled against Rockland County's "ban" on the unvaccinated, article linked here. This new DeBlasio mandate is 

much more draconian & intrusive. STRONG counter needed fast! https://www.dcclothesline.com/2019/04/07/new-york-supreme-court-overturns-

rockland-countys-medical-martial-law-ban-on-unvaccinated-children/ …

4/9/2019 8:47:26 PM blsdbe I take these too but they don’t come from IW.

4/9/2019 8:47:55 PM djlok Same. And it's become more and more obvious how the deceivers do the deceiving. Once the deception is gone the reality is way different than 

anyone would have imagined.

4/9/2019 8:50:01 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/TrIaWPjKrz

4/9/2019 8:50:03 PM charmanda9 Aw thanks. ♥️ I had a surplus and there were people in need! It was a no brainer. With the C-60, if I’m being perfectly honest, no. I think it could be I 

was being a bit stingy with it since it was so expensive. I know if you really make it a routine for a few months it’s best.

4/9/2019 8:51:20 PM agortitz Liar de Blasio was not long after you: ‘61

Betcha he too got this “dangerous” disease as a tyke 🙄

4/9/2019 8:51:38 PM starehope Bye

4/9/2019 8:54:38 PM opc_ram MaGoo had nothing to do with this.

4/9/2019 8:55:54 PM nicmccormic This is different....

4/9/2019 8:57:49 PM marzipaningles1 Govt mandated vaccines? That sounds as safe as egg salad sitting out in the sun in July.

4/9/2019 8:57:59 PM blsdbe Plus make friends with your neighbors. #Unity

4/9/2019 9:00:49 PM fightforamerica I know. I thought she was my soulmate...

4/9/2019 9:01:54 PM blsdbe Which life forms ‘want’ to be eaten, MJ? Are you talking about life forms that most Earth Humans eat?

4/9/2019 9:02:36 PM 313looper BoOm...💥 

The Hunter Being Hunted...! pic.twitter.com/jACJBO1TFY

4/9/2019 9:02:42 PM weremight Recalcitrant tribes heard;

orthodox wisdom sprang in Caucasia and Thule;

the glory of the Emperor stretched to the ends of the world.

...

the word of the Emperor established a kingdom in Britain;

they sang in Sophia...

...

geography breathing geometry, the double-fledged Logos.
4/9/2019 9:03:28 PM thomasdra9on Something something

4/9/2019 9:03:36 PM mile_high_mamma Why is it always measles?  Are the other vaccines not tainted with Nalgalase?

4/9/2019 9:05:09 PM weremight The Oyarsu have returned to Middle Earth.

4/9/2019 9:07:15 PM agortitz Dunno 🧐  But if true, uber sad. Billy & Pops (Planned Parenthood 🙄) have been implicated too many times by independent ppl & groups to be 

trusted https://healthimpactnews.com/2014/mass-sterilization-kenyan-doctors-find-anti-fertility-agent-in-un-tetanus-vaccine/ …

4/9/2019 9:08:06 PM blsdbe  https://www.heritage.org/constitution/articles/1/essays/42/coinage-clause … pic.twitter.com/sFBjcUQDR8

4/9/2019 9:08:56 PM turboxyde Sight is the ability of a lifeform to sense and render electromagnetic information within what humanity defines as the "visible spectrum" of light.  This 

spectrum of information manifests within the body of GOD or our "Geometrically Observable Dimension" of space/time.

4/9/2019 9:09:52 PM ksouth21 Yes! MAJ12 happy to have you on this journey with us!

4/9/2019 9:12:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure pic.twitter.com/tMOqVsPyw5

4/9/2019 9:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many people like to suggest that the music they listen to is not reflective of their personality. We are stating categorically that this is malicious 

disinformation intended to protect Globalism agendas of destroying the family unit and encouraging drugs/sex/violence as normal.

4/9/2019 9:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Music has ranges of emotional frequencies that correlate to mood and energy resonance while listening. 

The depth of concentration is proportional to the vibrational synchronicity betwen your IS-BE and the music when "you really feel it deep down".

4/9/2019 9:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many people live and die by their music. They listen to it while in the shower, getting ready in the morning, driving to work, studying, breaks during 

work, social events, public gatherings, marches, rallies, etc People are particular about their type of music. Allow us to expand

4/9/2019 9:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Music was weaponized by child abusers since the opportunity of grooming children became normalizes and the society perceived a great demand for 

your cookie cutter boy bands and "hit me baby one more time" innuendo.

4/9/2019 9:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your subconscious is what picks and chooses music that resonate. For many, cultural expectations pertaining to "constant music listening" is tied to 

"emptiness" and "NPCness" and is the root cause of many social and emotional reactions to live events.

4/9/2019 9:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lyrics about rape, killing, pedophilia, etc all resonate consciously on frequencies that are very low vibration. Listening to music physically alters your 

aura/IS-BE frequency being projected subconsciously from within.

4/9/2019 9:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Music can have spiritual sides to it as well as medical. Lyrics within music are carefully crafted spells of Magick. The strength of the spell is proportional 

to the emotional reaction the artist receives from others "moved" by the music.

4/9/2019 9:12:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 With all music, look into the lyrics, see if you can see similarities between the words "sung" and what resonates from within. Track these. Analyze for 

themes or patterns. Then meditate on distinct themes or patterns discovered. New information shall unlock to the open minded.

4/9/2019 9:12:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 When a person is comfortable with demonic music, their IS-BE is crying for their ego to listen. Instead, the mathematical patterns in music composition 

theory are studied mind control scriptures to "create masterpieces". There is a perceived formula for success.

4/9/2019 9:12:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like all interactions in the lower densities of consciousness; what you inject into your body, what you consume for your food, what you bush your teeth 

with, where you get your "news", and many more elements are all contributing factors to your aura/IS-BE resonance frequency.

4/9/2019 9:12:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 With great power comes great responsibility.

-MJ12

4/9/2019 9:12:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1115828527230849027 …

4/9/2019 9:14:04 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/cvIp3ei1O1

4/9/2019 9:15:23 PM dequixote Here's what I've been listening to: https://twitter.com/DeQuixote/status/1115690646784835585 …

4/9/2019 9:16:14 PM thomasdra9on Follows 0,Followers 0, Tweets 1. What?

4/9/2019 9:16:26 PM blsdbe Thank you MJ. This is why I asked my hubby to make me a Positive Playlist on Spotify. I know I still need to review each so to determine its goodness 

myself. I am simply glad to see that my desire for more Positive Influence in the form of music is well founded. Blessings 😇🙏😇

4/9/2019 9:17:28 PM laurabusse Betcha...

4/9/2019 9:18:37 PM blsdbe Dang ALICE: this is a #Majestic Like with #Majestic comments!!! Thank you ❤️😍❤️ pic.twitter.com/fD01edPUq2

4/9/2019 9:18:50 PM 92michael Very nice thread. Most people have no idea as to the power of sound and how it can affect us and our physical environment. - Sound is vibrating and so 

are we.

4/9/2019 9:19:58 PM shannen_robison Does ASMR have a negative effect?

4/9/2019 9:20:10 PM wearediamonds2 I love my music without words most of the time. Too much music though, and "pop" music...VERY DISTURBING!

4/9/2019 9:20:23 PM mongrelglory Maybe I'm confusing it with a rule that the US Mint must always offer silver coins for purchase by American Citizens?



4/9/2019 9:20:33 PM xx1745xx you speak the truth about U2

Please reveal publicly

Many good people are being led off a cliff 😭

4/9/2019 9:24:55 PM blsdbe Why do you water fast?

4/9/2019 9:25:02 PM mongrelglory Many of the K-pop bands have been horribly sexually abused by their managers and producers! 😠

4/9/2019 9:25:11 PM hackenburg_ Tom a 🤡? I don't see it

4/9/2019 9:27:03 PM laurabusse She couldn't help it. Dollars to donuts she was controlled by her mom. Thats where it usually starts...wait. Then there's HER mom...

We're all learning + evolving, hopefully.

Husband almost left me. I was awful. Saw the pain i caused him. Married 32 yrs. Still try to be better...

4/9/2019 9:29:12 PM xx1745xx Bono writes lyrics using scripture that seems Godly but in fact is the opposite, and nobody notices 🥶

U2 ZOO TV tour (1992-93) + Achtung Baby documentaries & video artworks (...  https://youtu.be/tOvJpYJiiAI  via @YouTube

4/9/2019 9:29:23 PM mrd_s_anderson 422.

Good number.

[For example, this error condition may occur if an XML request body contains well-formed (i.e., syntactically correct), but semantically erroneous, XML 

instructions.]

4/9/2019 9:30:57 PM mongrelglory This album has always conveyed a sense of childlike innocence to me. 😊 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_fh133ZO1AE&list=PL4xKlRJYptirksRBD-

nz2gPmSl6TNrB2r …

4/9/2019 9:31:26 PM laurabusse Learn to set boundaries. If they leave...the universe will take care of you. Start a meditation practice. It will help you get insight into your fear, and in 

general about your life and how the universe works. You will receive guidance...all the very best to you my dear :-) 💘

4/9/2019 9:31:35 PM zagnett @Sren1171, wait, how can literally no one be following you? Seems quite odd.

4/9/2019 9:32:36 PM karenpe95911585 They also put music on an alter. Send spirits out with it and not just dark music but all music.

4/9/2019 9:33:33 PM _the_psychonaut Stick Figure is my shit

4/9/2019 9:33:34 PM aetherwalker1 Majestic is correct that Cannabis is a highly advanced plant.

Never grown it myself, but I have connected with wild cannabis plants.

4/9/2019 9:33:37 PM rachaelangelm I love 80s pop. I have no real understanding how I studied hip hop. Someone prayed. It was answered. I'm not sure what any of it means anymore. 

#samegamedifferentwatch

4/9/2019 9:33:53 PM zagnett Well actually MJ did say that some "controlled opposition" groups are under the direction of some MJs (not the ones on this account). Wouldn't mind 

knowing more how that all works as it seems odd, & i'm hoping none of the truly dangerous ones at least.

4/9/2019 9:34:55 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...I have mixed feelings about him because of things I heard he did to young boys.  MJ-12 said that he'd gotten back on track to being "good" 

after wandering astray.

4/9/2019 9:36:59 PM karenpe95911585 Wow. Um. 😖

4/9/2019 9:37:59 PM robinabank4 Raised listening2 70 & 80s. Listening 2it @ work 1 day & noticed crew changed.They were laughing having fun & many began 2 reminisce about youth, 

freedom, being outside playing. 

Cant stand 99% of the music now Rather listen2 talk radio. Most of that is all the same script now.

4/9/2019 9:41:48 PM bobholmgren1 I think it is a manufactured health emergency.

4/9/2019 9:42:40 PM turboxyde Several reasons... as an electromagnetic being I've come to understand water fasting as a way to provide my body with every opportunity to 

regenerate and heal. It also allows me to perform a monthly "energetic diagnostic" of sorts to recalibrate my senses and sensitivity.

4/9/2019 9:43:22 PM mongrelglory Not your cup of tea?

4/9/2019 9:44:09 PM laurabusse I understand sex is common in buddhist monasteries unfortunately even with young boys. I hope it's not the norm.

4/9/2019 9:44:12 PM t_hayden07 It's against the 4th AMMENDMENT, to force us to get inoculated. We need to stand against them and FOR our rights 🇺🇸

4/9/2019 9:45:17 PM turboxyde When the moon enters the sun sign of my birth every month I go into a spiritual retreat as much as possibly can and I stop my "routines" to focus 

inwardly during that 2-3 day period. After the third day, I usually focus on "raising the chrism" and activating my vagus nerve.

4/9/2019 9:45:53 PM t_hayden07 Amen.

4/9/2019 9:46:47 PM t_hayden07 And that they act all the same. Perplexing..

4/9/2019 9:47:11 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ! Most of my music I listen to is 396mhz, 432mhz or higher depending on what I am doing/meditating. I cancelled my cable 5 months ago 

& don’t miss it. Best thing I ever did. My mind feels free. The difference is amazing.

4/9/2019 9:47:20 PM mrmyskin The dog on the left likes the music from the Soviet Union. 

Here's a lot of good mood for all of you https://youtu.be/Lz1rFfI8E74 

4/9/2019 9:47:56 PM t_hayden07 No one is TOO STUPID to take care of themselves. It's a choice...an experience we chose, possibly 🤷♀️

4/9/2019 9:48:46 PM turboxyde Usually through deep states of meditation I am able to have amazing "breakthroughs" with my highest self (IS) and reach higher states of 

consciousness by combining reiki/kriya/qigong techniques to circulate, implode and embed source energy to modify my genetic expression.

4/9/2019 9:49:00 PM aprilbrown99 I love the Peanuts. ☺️

4/9/2019 9:49:58 PM 313looper When we Reverse a music 🎶, mostly that gives us the answers! we can notice if that’s satanic or not!

4/9/2019 9:50:15 PM siriusbshaman Aug speaks some truth, but he is dark. Always look at the fruits of the words or deeds. He makes people feel depressed. I tell you that you need only 

believe in Christ and happiness will come to you. Trust Christ alone!

4/9/2019 9:51:09 PM blsdbe Wow. This is a lot to take in. I will reflect. Thank you for this and also for simply sharing your Light!!!

4/9/2019 9:51:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Absolutely.

Lyrics/instrumental/acoustic/electronic are all separate types of frequencies and all have consequential effects on your IS-BE's aura/consciousness/life 

energy/frequency.

4/9/2019 9:52:48 PM karenpe95911585 I don't want to upset you. I'll leave it alone. Sorry. You will not like it. I don't have a problem with you and don't want to start one. 🙏❤️🙏

4/9/2019 9:53:20 PM mongrelglory I don't think so!  The North American Zen Buddhist monasteries that I attended encouraged celibacy during training, but allowed male monks and 

female nuns to marry. However, there were no minors training there as they typically have in Buddhist monasteries in Asian countries.

4/9/2019 9:54:22 PM mongrelglory You won't upset me at all.  Are you going to tell me that Vince Guaraldi was a pedophile or something?

4/9/2019 9:55:31 PM thomasdra9on Alot of wierd symbols in music videos too, alot of temptations...

4/9/2019 9:56:58 PM aprilbrown99 Is it a special kind of iodine? Health food stores carry it?  

Thank you.

4/9/2019 9:57:18 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Could our IS send us messages through wonderful musics we listen to in our head, even long time after having heard it ?

4/9/2019 9:58:44 PM karenpe95911585 Not at all as I have no ideas about him. Just that Christmas and Christmas music is anything but innocent. A trick of the pagans to get us to worship 

their king and not ours. December 25 is nimbrod/Osiris/ birthday not Christ's. Holly is a pagan witches wood to make wands with.

4/9/2019 9:59:28 PM mongrelglory That being said, there are many monasteries that are quite corrupt!  The Dali Lama has taken in a lot of money over the years and hung out with 

Hollywood celebrities and jet-setted around the world staying in nice hotels. That always makes me suspicious of motives.

4/9/2019 10:00:31 PM thomasdra9on Nah

4/9/2019 10:01:20 PM goodmedicine4us MJ, you said you  (your peeps) helped him... is this part of the plan or has the plan gone wrong with $J?



4/9/2019 10:02:12 PM karenpe95911585 And Yule is a huge pagan celebration. Not at all innocent. The red ball decorations represent bloody courpses hung as sacrifices from the tree. Candles 

that adorned and lit the tree were made from the sacrificed. Just all kinds of evil we've been tricked into celebrating.

4/9/2019 10:04:24 PM mongrelglory That I'm aware of.  Many of the songs on that Christmas album are original jazz compositions by Vince Guaraldi. They were written for the Peanuts 

cartoon soundtrack...the Linus and Lucy song being the most well known. There are no lyrics, just music. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6zypc_LhnM …

4/9/2019 10:04:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Money corrupts.

4/9/2019 10:05:48 PM realityloominng Like bananas that seems as if engineered to eat?

4/9/2019 10:07:32 PM zagnett MJ, what music do you like?

4/9/2019 10:08:11 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  There's a few songs that have children singing in the chorus, but it's mainly instrumental.

4/9/2019 10:08:50 PM _17patriot_ Oh how they are guided by the dollar & ego rather than wisdom.

4/9/2019 10:08:54 PM rebornkingent The music today is very dark tonally. Not an accident. Almost all modern played genres. How did we go from Beethoven to Bullshit.

4/9/2019 10:10:08 PM brittasbits1 What about Music that has beautiful lyrics and beautiful soaring music that makes you feel so teary and uplifted? That is good yes ?

4/9/2019 10:11:52 PM zagnett No, i had eaten the meconium. They had to pump out. So even from the start i was "full of s***". 💩 i guess some things don't really change much lol.

4/9/2019 10:13:19 PM karenpe95911585 Sorry. Really not trying to be a jerk. It's truth and it sucks. Was my favorite holiday. Like everything else they managed to screw that up too.

4/9/2019 10:13:49 PM mongrelglory Yes, I am aware of all the pagan rituals that got woven into Christmas celebrations, including St. Nick.  The commercialism nowadays is also 

horrendous.  However, one mustn't throw the baby out with the bathwater.  There are many acts of kindness and generosity during the season.

4/9/2019 10:14:38 PM zagnett Sure thing dude! Oh the irony... 🤓

Just want to make sure you get the literary reference. What is "42"? 🤔

4/9/2019 10:14:39 PM aprilbrown99 You are both perfect as you are!  😀

4/9/2019 10:15:18 PM mongrelglory Ah...we call that a "pea-soup" baby, because they usually come out looking like they're covered in pea-soup! 🤪

4/9/2019 10:16:08 PM karenpe95911585 Cool. I just heard the first song and shut it off right away.

4/9/2019 10:18:49 PM mongrelglory Not at all.  However, don't give up on the good elements that sneak into these "psy-ops" holidays.  Even Halloween, which is such a dark mass holiday 

gets lightened by the energy and enthusiasm of the little children who are so excited about their costumes and candy.  I think...

4/9/2019 10:19:25 PM turboxyde Shortly after my awakening I found myself energetically overwhelmed and pulled over on the side of the road safely... for the next three hours I sat in a 

vortex of energy listening to a playlist of music and fighting to understand what was happening to my mind, body and spirit.

4/9/2019 10:21:17 PM mongrelglory ...it helps to counter-act the dark energy.  I just think that keeping kids away from "gruesome" or negative-themed costumes is important, but I would 

never deny them the right to have some innocent dress-up fun. My friend's 3 yo in a shark costume was adorable this year!

4/9/2019 10:21:35 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/rV0AWAHZII

4/9/2019 10:21:57 PM laurabusse Yeah it seems corruption creeps in wherever it can.

I was referring more to Buddhist monasteries in asia i think it was. What i read made me sad.

But whenever you mandate celibacy (and i dont think Buddhism actually mandates celibacy for monks) unfortunately it doesn't go away...

4/9/2019 10:23:17 PM laurabusse I also read he was compromised or bribed or threatened or whatever. Don't know of course...

4/9/2019 10:23:36 PM karenpe95911585 I'm really bad about chucking babies in bathwater out. If it has to do with evil I usually avoid it like the plague. I don't even listen to music anymore 

after learning they put it on an alter & conjure spirits out to follow & attach to those who listen to it.

👿From every angle.

4/9/2019 10:24:29 PM mongrelglory Thank you April!  I was 4 weeks late and came out with my skin peeling off, then developed bad eczema from the cow's milk formula my mother gave 

me.  I was a truly ugly baby with lizard skin!  Then I developed scurvy by age one and was covered in bruises. 🤪

4/9/2019 10:25:01 PM turboxyde In short, many strange things happened that day and I cannot explain them all yet but the music connected with my heart and soul in ways that helped 

me fight back against whatever was sucking the life out of me. For those curious...

 https://youtu.be/y8hZaDU-PM0  https://youtu.be/mAazRZwEm1A 

4/9/2019 10:25:51 PM mongrelglory That's okay!  If it triggers you negatively please don't listen!  The Linus and Lucy song always makes me tap my toes.

4/9/2019 10:29:08 PM turboxyde The playlist was a conglomeration of perfectly synchronized musical tastes that my subconscious had been assembling for that exact moment for 

months. As I sat in that seat fighting the music was there the whole time through the entire experience. Music is very, very powerful!

4/9/2019 10:29:43 PM mongrelglory There is some good music that can lift the soul and one's vibrational frequency. That's what MJ-12 was talking about. You're understandably afraid 

because you can't tell who to trust!  I'm learning to trust my instinct by paying attention to my reaction when I hear certain music.

4/9/2019 10:32:48 PM mongrelglory Buddhist monasteries have lots of children in them. Many are orphans, others are children sent for a short while by their families as it's believed to 

bring good spiritual merit to spend time in a monastery.  Celibacy is not mandated per se, but female nuns are in separate...

4/9/2019 10:32:50 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Am I on the right path?

 https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1d/Geb_1902.JPG …

4/9/2019 10:34:46 PM aprilbrown99 When you think you have worked out the kinks in your chain, there is always another to work on. I always  keep moving forward and making progress. I 

keep trying to rewrite some of my childhood in my mind. Is this possible without hypnosis?

4/9/2019 10:34:56 PM thomasdra9on Deep

4/9/2019 10:36:06 PM mongrelglory buildings and physical "indulgences" are renounced in favour of focusing one's attention on enlightenment.  Sexual energy is meant to be channelled 

into one's Dharma practice.  Since many of the longer residence male monks remain single, there is fertile ground for abuse of kids.

4/9/2019 10:37:37 PM jimhayzlett This is my main Angelic Meditation Playlist: https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLong2TnA5SV9gyfmcKdSD19scbKoSKnc4 …

4/9/2019 10:38:43 PM aetherwalker1 Contrast the 'spirit'/'essence' or 'emotional frequency' of the Dark rap, rock, pop, top 40 that Majestic is referencing with this. 👇🏼 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IrvDFb4SeA …

4/9/2019 10:39:10 PM aprilbrown99 Oh no. That sounds painful.  Sorry you were so little going thru so much. I bet your mom was a nervous wreck having a new baby going thru all of that 

too.  🤗😘

4/9/2019 10:40:19 PM aetherwalker1 or 👇🏼 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tA0gAdPYVEE …

4/9/2019 10:41:39 PM mongrelglory She didn't cope well with motherhood I'm afraid.  My dad was off working on building tunnels through mountains in New Zealand, and my mother was 

left alone with my older sister (5 years old) and a baby with no friends or relatives to help.  She stopped giving me vitamin drops...

4/9/2019 10:42:39 PM realityloominng Misinterpretation of what he said,  by useful idiot secureteam10 😊

4/9/2019 10:43:09 PM karenpe95911585 I have pretty good intuition as an intuitive empath but that's the problem. All that I love is created by evil. I can't enjoy any of it know this. Evil lures 

you through enjoyment of it. We won't even go into how much pedos love how good children make them feel. I guess that's...



4/9/2019 10:43:37 PM mongrelglory ...because I'd just spit them up, so I developed scurvy.  They made formula in those days from Carnation evaporated milk and corn syrup!

I think when I signed up to be a Starseed, I didn't know what I was getting into.  I must have changed my mind in the womb and didn't want to..

4/9/2019 10:44:40 PM mongrelglory ...come out!  They didn't induce babies in those days (New Zealand used midwives) so I was a month late coming out!  😜

4/9/2019 10:45:37 PM paciouno Wow

4/9/2019 10:47:28 PM carolin15161363 Was Todd Collins truthful in how the music industry places new albums on an alter and prays demons to link themselves to it?

4/9/2019 10:47:31 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t think I wanted to come out either. I was also two weeks late and my mom was in labor for over 28 hours. Back then they didn’t help 

moms...they just left them to be in pain for hours and hours. My dad worked away from home a lot when I was little so my mom took her....

4/9/2019 10:48:09 PM karenpe95911585 ...I'm a miserable hermit that hasn't gone out of the house unnecessarily for 3 years. Won't even consider making friends or entertain the thought 

dating ever again. I have removed everything because of the evil attached to it. The only evil I can't remove is that I am related to

4/9/2019 10:49:22 PM carolin15161363 Todd Collins

4/9/2019 10:50:19 PM aprilbrown99 ..frustrations out on me. I try not to dwell on the abuse I endured and have worked thru almost all of it.  She did the best she could given her 

upbringing.

4/9/2019 10:52:02 PM carolin15161363 Is there a healthy frequency we should listen to and is it the same for everyone?

4/9/2019 10:52:25 PM mongrelglory Karen, they can't deceive you anymore now that you have woken up to their evil ways and are aware of their tricks.  If you set your intention for light 

then it will protect you as you go out in the world.  Now that you are awake, they have no power over you! 🤗

4/9/2019 10:54:10 PM siriusbshaman Not sure why he blocked me. We didn't even have an argument. I found his posts interesting but depressing.

4/9/2019 10:54:45 PM carolin15161363 Im not sure where I saw it, but I thank you for responding. I ask questions about things that I hear or see but still feel there is something about it that I 

cant just leave as is and pack it away.

4/9/2019 10:54:59 PM mongrelglory Wow!  I'm so sorry for you!  It sounds very similar to my mom's situation.  It is unfortunate in this 3D world how many babies don't get the love and 

safety that they need and deserve.  However the future looks much more hopeful.  Once humanity is freed from the slavery of the...

4/9/2019 10:57:21 PM mongrelglory ...Cabal system, parents and families won't have the same financial stresses on them that lead them to chase after jobs around the world and become 

isolated from supports in their home town. Humans will be much more free to be the loving, secure beings that they were meant to be.

4/9/2019 10:57:55 PM carolin15161363 ?

 https://youtu.be/2-mMwjH9i3U 

4/9/2019 10:58:25 PM mongrelglory April, do you believe that you might be a Starseed?

4/9/2019 11:00:38 PM karenpe95911585 But I see many who are awake being deceived by evil. Most actually. Catch myself getting loured all the time. It is very tricky to avoid. Masters of 

deception they are. Anyway. Sorry to have bothered you with this. I'll go back to brooding in the corner. Lol.

4/9/2019 11:00:53 PM realityloominng Is it true that music help against MK frequencies?

4/9/2019 11:02:18 PM aetherwalker1 Remember, the Chinese Communist Party has declared him their enemy.  

They have openly been slandering him and spreading negative propaganda against him for decades.  Not to mention rumors they have probably spread 

covertly.

4/9/2019 11:02:40 PM aprilbrown99 No need to be sorry. It taught me so many things about myself. Those lessons taught me to stand up for what is right, children need protection, 

honesty is important and forgiveness can save you. We carry so much baggage that isn’t ours to carry from our ancestors.

4/9/2019 11:02:48 PM mongrelglory You're not a bother at all Karen!  The fact that you quickly come to your senses and realize that you're being deceived shows how much you've grown 

in your power.  As for others being deceived, that might be a temporary learning experience for them. It doesn't mean they are lost.

4/9/2019 11:06:53 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I am quite suspicious of anything that comes from the Chinese communist party!  The rumours I heard came from CDAN (Hollywood 

entertainment lawyers) as well as I had some private conversations with Benjamin Fulford. However, I am open to giving him the benefit of the doubt.

4/9/2019 11:07:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I definitely do. Though I didn’t know what “it” was called until a few years ago. The term starseed wasn’t around when I was a child. I have always 

known that I am here for a purpose...I had just forgotten what it was.  

Do you feel that too? That you are a starseed?

4/9/2019 11:08:19 PM mongrelglory Well said!  Part of learning to release our burden in this 3D incarnation we've chosen!

4/9/2019 11:10:10 PM karenpe95911585 Your right.

No not lost...at least not yet.

4/9/2019 11:10:20 PM mongrelglory I didn't until recently when MJ-12 asked us the question of what star constellation we noticed first when we looked up into the sky.  I didn't give it 

much thought because I'm in the city right now so can't see much of anything in the sky, but then I started thinking about when..

4/9/2019 11:11:25 PM cstarr888 Like how plants use CO2. 😆🙏💖

4/9/2019 11:12:24 PM mongrelglory ...I was in the country, and what constellation attracted my attention, and then "boom" I got a download of information that I was from Ursa Minor 

(the Little Dipper).  I knew I was from a planet that circles a star that is just north of Polaris (along the handle of the dipper)..

4/9/2019 11:14:06 PM mongrelglory I can't remember the name of the planet, but I know I was from an early 5th density collective, I recall images that I think might be from my life on the 

planet, and I believe I worked as a biologist studying genetics of plants and animals in ecosystems.  It drives me nuts that..

4/9/2019 11:14:43 PM aprilbrown99 That is very cool. I don’t know if I have gotten downloads. Though for the first time in years I had a deja vu the other day. Hopefully that is a sign.

4/9/2019 11:15:49 PM mongrelglory ...I don't remember any specific people I was close to, though I have a sense that I wasn't married or had any kids yet.

   It was such a weird download of information that seemed so certain and real.  Of course now I start to waver a little and question if it's real, but why...

4/9/2019 11:17:22 PM aprilbrown99 Trust what you feel. There is no way you could just pull all of that information out of thin air. Pretty awesome!

4/9/2019 11:18:02 PM mongrelglory ...would I get such specific memories if it wasn't?  I've never been one to "imagine" magical places or creatures in my head.  I'm quirky, but I'm pretty 

practical and down to earth.  I also didn't have any strong desire to be a Starseed...to be honest, I wasn't sure I believed..

4/9/2019 11:20:12 PM mongrelglory ...all the New Age stuff.  I thought it was just people wanting to think they were special.  (Yes, I know how judgemental I was being!).  It was so bizarre 

that such a simple-sounding question by MJ-12 could trigger an "aha" moment for me like that.  They say that Starseeds...

4/9/2019 11:21:34 PM mongrelglory ...usually have met ETs as children.  Again, I dismissed this thought as I hadn't, until I suddenly remembered that as a child I was always sleep-walking.  

I was the only one in my family who did it.  They'd catch me trying to leave the house and when they asked me where I was...

4/9/2019 11:21:35 PM tpaup03 My body, my choice! Screw your vaccine! 🖕🏼🖕🏼

4/9/2019 11:22:15 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, MJ is good about triggering things to help open doors of things we need to work on and there is definitely so much to learn. 

I am very grateful.



4/9/2019 11:22:59 PM aprilbrown99 Omg, I also sleep walked ALL of the time.

4/9/2019 11:23:48 PM mongrelglory ...going, I'd say "I'm going home". They'd lead my back to bed, and the paediatrician chocked it up to "stress". So that's all I know at this point. I also 

know that my mission is an energetic one mainly on this Earth. Have you had any childhood experiences or moments like that?

4/9/2019 11:24:21 PM aprilbrown99 It is so funny that you mention it because I was going to ask MJ about it.

4/9/2019 11:24:59 PM anangelhasland1 Prolonged silence.

4/9/2019 11:26:41 PM aprilbrown99 My mom told me I had an imaginary friend when I was little too. During my QHHT session I said it was ETs. But I would like confirmation on this. 👽

4/9/2019 11:26:43 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  And they grow too! 🤪

4/9/2019 11:30:03 PM mongrelglory It's kinda surreal.  I keep waiting for MJ-12 to say "no", it's all my imagination, but I will meditate and see if I get further "downloads". Perhaps we're 

not meant to remember a lot of details about the loved ones we left behind, because that would distract us from our mission?

4/9/2019 11:33:22 PM speaklife595 Is it memories or our imagination thiught patterns pulling from a different reality or we are creating this scenerio. Mine was more of the movie John 

carter, and I was super powerfull willed being representing earth and this power put earth on the map of solar beings, fantasy or

4/9/2019 11:34:00 PM speaklife595 Possible reality due to the fact this fact entered ones thoughts Paterno un orchestrated

4/9/2019 11:34:58 PM mongrelglory The power of questions...😑

Thanks for listening April!  I didn't really have anyone to talk to about this in my life.  They'd all think I was certifiable!  Have a good night! 😘

4/9/2019 11:36:09 PM mongrelglory That's pretty cool!  Do you remember what the ETs were like?

4/9/2019 11:36:09 PM aprilbrown99 I also sleep walked when I was little, all the time. I wonder if that is common with starseeds. I was also very clutzy. I had a invisible friend too. During 

my QHHT session I said it was ETs but I would like a confirmation somehow. I have had a few other experiences in my 20’s.

4/9/2019 11:37:01 PM aprilbrown99 Have a great evening.

4/9/2019 11:38:29 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I was so clutzy, and I had a lot of eczema, allergies and digestive upsets.  Were you sick very often?

4/9/2019 11:40:58 PM aprilbrown99 During my session I stated they were small ETs but I am not sure if this resonates 100%. I think it was another race. I know later I encountered a few 

different kinds of beings. It is a little surreal.

4/9/2019 11:42:49 PM jimhayzlett And any ideas / epiphanies, these R downloads as well.  Each molecule of Light holds all data of the Universe, so U Access Light Data W/In✨👼

4/9/2019 11:43:48 PM aprilbrown99 I was sick all the time from like 2 until about 5 or six. I finally had to have my tonsils removed. My mom was giving me fluoridated water so not sure if 

that was making things worse. I fell numerous time and had to get stitches.

4/9/2019 11:44:38 PM aprilbrown99 ✨💕🦋🌸🙏

4/9/2019 11:46:31 PM jimhayzlett @SandiaWisdom visited me as a child.  I was so excited when they visited. They have also visited me many times recently ✨🙏🏼😇✨ 

pic.twitter.com/xKCvo7JiIO

4/9/2019 11:48:53 PM aprilbrown99 I have always felt a longing and sadness for wanting to go home. I have been told I have had 39 lifetimes hereon Earth. But during my session I stated 

total lifetime fractals for just this timeline was 514. 😳

4/9/2019 11:48:59 PM laughingwolf11 Release the SLAYER Fans! pic.twitter.com/wHL0lBwBLA

4/9/2019 11:50:11 PM laughingwolf11  https://youtu.be/gVxnWBQ9_1k 

4/9/2019 11:51:00 PM mongrelglory They say that's a common scenario for star seeds...allergies, sickness and clumsiness in the early years.  Part of adjusting to the new environment!

4/9/2019 11:52:34 PM markcarter28 The music is tearing at people's soul. These rappers and singers sound robotic.  They say sick and unreal things. Everything is sexualized and 

materialistic.  Satanic in a way.

4/9/2019 11:52:43 PM aprilbrown99 The density is heavy here. Maybe we were used to teleporting and being light beings. 😇

4/9/2019 11:53:59 PM jimhayzlett Me too 😇

4/9/2019 11:54:07 PM mongrelglory Good grief! I think this is actually my first lifetime being here! May be why I've always been so curious about museums and archeological history, since I 

was a little girl. I got an animal encyclopedia from Santa when I was 7 years old because I wanted to learn all the animals.

4/9/2019 11:54:30 PM aprilbrown99 I told myself this during a quantum healing hypnosis session I had a few weeks ago. I don’t know how to confirm it other than meditating and talking 

with my higher self.

4/9/2019 11:55:18 PM mongrelglory Did you learn anything about what some of those lifetimes were?  I'd be so curious!  Covertress must be going nuts trying to remember her marriage to 

Forrestal!

4/9/2019 11:55:47 PM aprilbrown99 You too?  Sick and clumsy?  It must be very common. I had no idea what the signs were for starseeds.

4/9/2019 11:56:19 PM jimhayzlett And allergies

4/9/2019 11:58:21 PM mongrelglory I definitely think so.  I've often had flying/levitation dreams.  I'm very prone to plumpness on this planet.  I think there's more variety of junk food and 

sweets here.  I only remember a very simple 'soup' on my planet.  Maybe we didn't eat too much. 😄

4/9/2019 11:58:34 PM aprilbrown99 No I only learned about that future life as a blue tall alien. I don’t know the name of the race or where they are from. But I saw my race in a war with 

the reptilians. I was a space commander in charge of a fleet of men.  I saw the war and how it ended. The buildings....

4/9/2019 11:58:40 PM jimhayzlett Do you ‘hear’ or feel your higher self?  Have you mastered yes n no communications?

4/9/2019 11:59:12 PM aprilbrown99 ..where I lived, what I ate/drank. It was pretty amazing.

4/9/2019 11:59:37 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. Still have them.

4/10/2019 12:00:29 AM mongrelglory My nickname as a child was "klutz".  Mind you, I also got polio from an oral polio vaccine when I was 4 years old, so my legs and ankles were quite 

weak for a few years after that.

4/10/2019 12:00:54 AM stormystorm10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s the “blue print” to unlocking consciousness ?

4/10/2019 12:01:22 AM aprilbrown99 When I was or will be the blue alien, I drank my meals too. It was like a green smoothie that came directly out of this kitchen type device in the wall.

4/10/2019 12:02:23 AM aprilbrown99 I have a few times. It seems to work better when I meditate outside in my backyard.

4/10/2019 12:02:44 AM jimhayzlett I’m interested but have never pursued... Sorry PJ 😇

4/10/2019 12:03:12 AM aprilbrown99 Awe, that isn’t funny to call you a klutz when having polio. 😢

4/10/2019 12:03:22 AM mongrelglory Well that certainly sounds like you're remembering your star family! Now I understand why you're so curious to find out about those blue-skinned 

aliens. Did you know they had a blue-skinned alien in the TV show "Farscape" that was originally a plant species? Maybe check that out?

4/10/2019 12:04:25 AM stupidassjack01 Big Bird knows best. 🙄

#Deepstate

#Zionist

#Stooge pic.twitter.com/Kfz70yLNeg

4/10/2019 12:05:47 AM aprilbrown99 The woman I found trained under Dolores Cannon. There are hundred of videos on YouTube you could check out. It was a pretty amazing experience. If 

you go to the QHHT website you can do a search for someone in your area. 😊

4/10/2019 12:06:54 AM mongrelglory The only impression that I have of my Star family is that we're not exceptionally tall (less than 6 foot), are humanoid, have fairly long hair and very dark 

brown eyes.  I think the skin colour is sort of golden/beige...almost like a pale golden tan.

4/10/2019 12:07:30 AM jollyrob2 Precisely🍄✨💫

4/10/2019 12:07:35 AM jimhayzlett Twitches/sensations, consistent per person.  If you figure it out, it’s reliable.  I’m still a work in progress.  Others have more success😇

4/10/2019 12:08:24 AM jimhayzlett Site link please 🙏🏼😇



4/10/2019 12:08:43 AM aprilbrown99 No I hadn’t heard of that show before. But N7 posted a picture gif earlier and it sure looks very similar. I need to so more research but all that really 

comes up are the blue avians. 

However, the blues are not my family race. I supposedly come from the Acturians.

4/10/2019 12:09:29 AM aprilbrown99 They sound beautiful. 🌸

4/10/2019 12:09:30 AM mongrelglory I just recently watched a video of Dolores Cannon.  Very interesting work she did!  I don't know these figures very well, as I never really followed a lot 

of New Age personalities.

4/10/2019 12:09:55 AM jimhayzlett Sorry, no shortcuts in evolution ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/10/2019 12:10:41 AM aprilbrown99 Indeed. 😊

4/10/2019 12:10:53 AM jimhayzlett She was a pioneer ✨👼✨

4/10/2019 12:13:05 AM mongrelglory That would make sense if maybe your species has a connection to plant life.  Green usually means chlorophyll.  Ours was more of a clear golden broth. 

We were eating it out of a communal pot on a sort of fire pit  outdoors (they were like heated coals).

4/10/2019 12:13:12 AM aprilbrown99 Check out the videos by Alba Weinman on YouTube. Her sessions are amazing.

4/10/2019 12:13:53 AM aprilbrown99 😁

4/10/2019 12:14:35 AM mongrelglory My dad was a bit of a j-rk I'm afraid.  Alcoholic.

4/10/2019 12:14:46 AM aprilbrown99 So cool.

4/10/2019 12:15:17 AM jimhayzlett We Are All Connected, Each Connects to All Star Beings.  You have in your Light, DNA of ALL THE UNIVERSE ✨🌈👼☀️⭐️✨

4/10/2019 12:16:01 AM jimhayzlett Highly agree... but not so local to me, lol 😇

4/10/2019 12:17:22 AM jimhayzlett Indeed 😇

4/10/2019 12:17:30 AM aprilbrown99 Mine was also an alcoholic. He finally quit and got sober 10 years ago. He wasn’t mean. He drank to numb himself from his unhappiness. My mom 

hated him drinking so there was tons of fighting. I spent most of my time outside. I felt free there. I can’t stand fighting or drama.

4/10/2019 12:18:43 AM mongrelglory I think we're "solidly" built. Not fat, but strong, and spend a lot of time outdoors with nature. However, that was like my home community, where we 

lived a simple life with nature on the ground in a communal setting. However there were actually huge cities on orbiting platforms,

4/10/2019 12:18:51 AM aprilbrown99 Me either but if you sign up for her newsletter you can book an appointment if she comes to town. She is expensive $500 per session.

4/10/2019 12:19:02 AM jimhayzlett Luke 17:21 ‘the kingdom of God is within you’

4/10/2019 12:20:43 AM mongrelglory ...way up in the sky.  They were above the cloud line, but had gorgeous views of the surrounding valley, and mountains and countryside.  These cities 

were very modern and more technological, and that's where it lived and worked most of the time, but I would have frequent visits..

4/10/2019 12:20:55 AM aprilbrown99 Do you know what you looked like? Man or woman?

4/10/2019 12:21:36 AM jimhayzlett That is so amazing, Angel ✨🙏🏼👼✨

4/10/2019 12:22:13 AM mongrelglory ...to spend time with my family back in our home village.  My impression was that the society kept large cities and buildings off of the planet so that 

the maximum amount of land on the planet could be left in a natural setting.  Families and children grew up in these small...

4/10/2019 12:23:42 AM jimhayzlett And Within or Hollow Living for 5D and up 😇

4/10/2019 12:24:08 AM mongrelglory ...communal villages, with a very simple and natural lifestyle in harmony with the plants and animals around.  The children would take shuttles up to 

the orbiting cities for "schooling" and training opportunities in technology, but the emphasis was for the children in their...

4/10/2019 12:24:33 AM jimhayzlett This will likely occur on New Earth

4/10/2019 12:24:44 AM mongrelglory ...early years to learn the cycles of nature on the planet, and learn to connect and communicate with the plants and animals there.

4/10/2019 12:25:27 AM aprilbrown99 Sounds wonderful and peaceful. 🌈

4/10/2019 12:25:34 AM jimhayzlett Telepathy

4/10/2019 12:27:06 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I'll look for her name.

4/10/2019 12:27:54 AM aprilbrown99 Time for bed. Have a wonderful evening. Good night. 😴

4/10/2019 12:29:30 AM mongrelglory I can totally relate!  I hate confrontation and anger!  Gets my stomach in a nervous knot, but I've had to learn to stand my ground.  I find angry people 

(even if they're just mildly hostile) incredibly draining!

4/10/2019 12:29:46 AM mongrelglory Did you have siblings?

4/10/2019 12:30:47 AM jimhayzlett The one w ArchAngel Gabriel was amazing. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=CZgjTpYl5gk …

4/10/2019 12:31:33 AM aprilbrown99 Yes me too. They suck the life out of you, literally.

4/10/2019 12:32:00 AM jimhayzlett Goodnight Angel, Sweet Dreams ✨👼✨

4/10/2019 12:32:26 AM jimhayzlett Me three 😇

4/10/2019 12:32:39 AM mongrelglory Woman, but I can't see my face clearly.  That's what's frustrating me.  These downloads are coming as "impressions" that I can describe in words, but I 

can't get a real clear "movie picture" of it all.  What about the impressions of the world you remembered with the blue people?

4/10/2019 12:33:47 AM jimhayzlett Remember, each awakening is Unique ✨👼✨

4/10/2019 12:34:01 AM aprilbrown99 No I am an only child. My mom wanted more but wasn’t able to get pregnant again. It took her 6 years to get pregnant with me.

4/10/2019 12:35:14 AM jimhayzlett I’m middle of 5 boys, only 1 awake ...

4/10/2019 12:37:10 AM aprilbrown99 It was interesting. All of their plant life was in a building that was used to filter their air. There were no streets or sidewalks. You had to fly in a space 

ship everywhere. The buildings were mostly grey, tall and pointy.

4/10/2019 12:37:27 AM mongrelglory I'm not remembering snow on the mountains, so I think the climate is pretty temperate, almost pastoral, with forests, hills, fields, and streams and 

small rivers.  I didn't see any oceans but that could just be where I lived.  The mountains weren't as tall as the Rockies. Maybe..

4/10/2019 12:37:54 AM mongrelglory ...I'm a hobbit! 🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 12:38:00 AM aprilbrown99 The place where I lived was like a small size apartment. Compact but efficient. Everything seems small being 10 ft tall.

4/10/2019 12:39:53 AM mongrelglory Actually, they were more like low-level tree houses in the village, with outdoor bathing and cooking facilities.  People were wearing very simple tunics 

and pants.

4/10/2019 12:40:14 AM aprilbrown99 When I slept, I would lay down but hover/float above the bed. 

I saw the day that I decided it was my time to die. It was fascinating bcuz My body just started breaking apart in particles and floating away. I was over 

800 yrs old.

4/10/2019 12:42:00 AM aprilbrown99 Sounds great.

4/10/2019 12:42:16 AM mongrelglory Awe, that would have been a lonely life for you growing up.  Mind you, despite being the middle child of 3 girls, we weren't close, and my older sister 

left home when she was 16 and I was 11.  I think we all just tried to stay out of the house, like you did.

4/10/2019 12:42:50 AM mongrelglory Your mother must have been exhausted with 5 boys!

4/10/2019 12:45:00 AM mongrelglory Wow!  So if I understand you correctly, you were a blue being in that incarnation, but you believe you are actually from an Arcturian planet?

4/10/2019 12:45:25 AM aprilbrown99 I wasn’t lonely cuz I had my imaginary friend. I wish I could remember more of that time. I will have to meditate on it.

4/10/2019 12:46:20 AM aprilbrown99 Man, that is for sure.  🥴 God  bless her.

4/10/2019 12:47:37 AM aprilbrown99 Yes.  My incarceration being a blue giant was to understand my power and strength. Pretty interesting.

4/10/2019 12:47:48 AM mongrelglory It's not much, but it's home! 😆

The floating cities were very sleek and they had interior plants and water fountains up there, but it was the view from the windows and the balconies 

that was really breath-taking.  Seeing the countryside below poking through the clouds. I guess..

4/10/2019 12:48:16 AM mongrelglory ...we were okay dealing with the thin atmosphere up there.

4/10/2019 12:48:41 AM aprilbrown99 Maybe you were a monk.



4/10/2019 12:52:16 AM mongrelglory No, I was definitely a regular "citizen" and a biologist.  My impression was that we had very long lifespans and I was a single young adult, early in my 

career when I volunteered to come to Earth. My impression is that the elders had some concerns because of my relative youth,...

4/10/2019 12:53:49 AM aprilbrown99 I hope you remember more. I would love to hear about it. I think it is so interesting.

4/10/2019 12:53:56 AM mongrelglory ...but I was very concerned about the stories of how IS-BEs were suffering on the planet and I was passionate about doing my part in helping, so they 

let me come.  I was somewhat naive I think.

4/10/2019 12:54:49 AM aprilbrown99 Yes during the time I was a blue alien.

4/10/2019 12:55:39 AM aprilbrown99 Yes there are so many that are really cool.

4/10/2019 12:55:52 AM cchef1980 1. China prints gajillion yuan with special series #. 2. Starts FED-like BTC purchase program over a few years through obscure third parties. 3. Stop once 

you own 51%. 4. Change algorithm an dilute it to death 5. Destroy all yuan with special series # over a few years.

4/10/2019 12:55:53 AM mongrelglory Sorry! I said I was going to bed a while ago, and instead I've been rambling on! I'd like to hear more about the things you remember from your 

incarnations another time if that's okay? It's been so fascinating to be able to share our experiences with each other! Thank you April!

4/10/2019 12:56:17 AM saberx01 Any bets on how long it will take a Liberal Judge to issue some sort of blocking BS.

4/10/2019 12:57:11 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I would love to chat about this again with you. 😁. Have a great evening. Good night. 😴

4/10/2019 1:15:56 AM lizkoyen I knew this, I stopped watching tv but also try not to listen to mainstream music.. Even I believe digital classical music has subliminal messages 

embedded..

4/10/2019 1:25:30 AM realityloominng I doubt he is intentionally deceiving..? But clearly he was never good at doing his homework, he rarely pick up on interesting new developments in 

regards to SSP and he is very repetitive

4/10/2019 1:28:44 AM realityloominng But he is the only one who i ever heard openly state the same dream/goal as myself.. exploring earth and beyond in a tr3b... can't believe money 

would work on him..

4/10/2019 1:29:39 AM richardhiatt16 Amen

4/10/2019 1:46:19 AM lizkoyen I wear a QLink, just wandering is it a link to Q? The necklace is meant to protect from radiation..

4/10/2019 1:52:12 AM jswdh1 What is this supposed to show?

4/10/2019 1:53:24 AM jswdh1 Yikes...lol

4/10/2019 1:54:12 AM richardhiatt16 Is that the truth... 🤓

4/10/2019 1:57:25 AM richardhiatt16 🤣

4/10/2019 1:58:00 AM adsvel The first was Sound and Sound created ark of Light. Thank You MJ12 for one more wonderful tread. 😊💗🌈

4/10/2019 1:59:44 AM jswdh1 I completely get the music changing your personality! My soon to be ex husband always listened to heavy metal screaming crap and he was always in 

bad mood and always negative about everything! Never has anything good to say about anything! Still! One reason why he's soon 2b ex!

4/10/2019 2:10:04 AM mtr_epicwin77 :) https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=k8SfxqNJ_KI …

4/10/2019 2:10:36 AM mtr_epicwin77 :) https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DSS22imzxgU&t=6s …

4/10/2019 2:21:46 AM hawkgirlinmn I recently listened to this song I had not heard in a few years and the meaning completely changed. Now I know this is about conscious evolution and 

love and oneness. pic.twitter.com/pH2P3RjGe2

4/10/2019 2:23:43 AM hawkgirlinmn KEK

4/10/2019 2:24:46 AM ohs4trump Is Juice WRLD good energy or bad energy I can’t tell please help?!

4/10/2019 2:28:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Having your light absorbed by those who cannot produce their own is exhausting. Boundary setting is paramount for balance. It’s a daily awareness for 

me too!

4/10/2019 2:48:34 AM hudmagy The Illuminati Cabal Lucifiran Satantic #Satanists that's been running the 🌎🌏

Look at HolyWeird music - promoted controlled performers ....

Suck in audience then switch 2dark, evil blood sounds

All for $$(greed), power & control

4/10/2019 2:52:09 AM sabina06706427 I do too.But we all need to be educated and not just listen to the news, cdc and others that push it on us. I’ve heard some vaccines are necessary, but a 

lot aren’t. Our govt gets money from the vaccines companies. You can’t trust entities that take money from others. #disclosure

4/10/2019 2:54:57 AM collectvcat This is the most exciting news I have heard in my lifetime. 😎

4/10/2019 3:00:39 AM wahiggins3 @threadreaderapp unroll please

4/10/2019 3:01:22 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many people live and die by their music. They listen 

to it while in the shower, getting r […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115829774021214208.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/10/2019 3:15:57 AM allahuniversal Noice! pic.twitter.com/EaHGZ80Gfi

4/10/2019 3:33:25 AM eskeljoyce Check her bank account

4/10/2019 3:37:24 AM pauliepg11111 3,6,9

4/10/2019 3:51:18 AM jrocktigers Grateful Dead Majestic?

4/10/2019 3:51:20 AM 11witness11 Really good thread, thank you for this.

But as well as the demonic, there is angelic.

Some music is made of frequencies of pure beauty and harmony.

And the purity of the soul resonates with it.

4/10/2019 3:51:36 AM silv3rpanthera The Scorpions - Send Me An Angel ... resonates quite strong :o

4/10/2019 4:01:03 AM bbobbio71 Jam bands and Blues Music is my jam.  I can see what your saying with some of the hard core music out there normalizing violence etc..

4/10/2019 4:01:33 AM robertg02229481 And this administration just keeps playing games

4/10/2019 4:02:10 AM cryptocrab4 USD = cabal

$BTC = Blockchain

GLD = futures = manipulation https://pocketsense.com/federal-law-buying-gold-7748283.html …

4/10/2019 4:03:48 AM bbobbio71 Love it!

4/10/2019 4:04:43 AM dvjrn Sorry to hear that.

4/10/2019 4:18:41 AM allahuniversal Silence is Golden.

Being  uncomfortable with silence is indeed a sign of "emptiness" & attempts to escape from one's own silent "core". Sedatephobia. Goes right along 

with cherophobia. pic.twitter.com/BYhqmgW3qJ

4/10/2019 4:22:35 AM keith369me I recall seeing patriot...but not perfect

4/10/2019 4:22:55 AM allahuniversal Absolutely.

4/10/2019 4:27:38 AM adsvel Even Silence has a Sound, like ssssssssssssss in the very high octaves.😊

4/10/2019 4:30:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1115922983762243584 …

4/10/2019 4:31:49 AM keith369me Money can corrupt anyone.  It is particularly dangerous in media where it can skew an information path.  I used to think media personalities should be 

able to make a living sharing information...now I agree with MJ that this is a horrendous practice esp if it goes beyond “tithes”

4/10/2019 4:34:40 AM keith369me Police state no more!!!!

4/10/2019 4:36:03 AM covertress ♥️ 💥 🐸



4/10/2019 4:36:11 AM right_sideof Music is woven into the ethereal. NDE's often report the most beautiful music ever heatd there. Certain artists can tap that and bring back a PIECE, 

then build from there. Beatles are a good example

4/10/2019 4:41:50 AM right_sideof We also all resonate to a specific key. If your resonant key is for example A#. Songs in A# will actually move you physically and spiritually more than 

others

4/10/2019 4:47:55 AM tsofiac So many of those songs were about love. That certainly isn’t the case, now!

4/10/2019 4:48:37 AM covertress General Milley has more imposters on Twitter than anyone I've ever seen. Even the losers know a good man when they see one.

Is General Milley Majestic 12?

4/10/2019 4:54:06 AM sandiawisdom Why is "disinformation" on this subject still necessary? Could you please explain your meaning.

-Zufu

4/10/2019 4:54:49 AM sano_faith Oh god, i want notifications of this chat.

4/10/2019 4:58:19 AM lenartjoe Any thought you can share on 440A vs. 432 or 528Hz?

4/10/2019 5:01:17 AM godfamcountry The “tone” of music was supposedly changed from Mozart days  disrupting the natural frequency that resonates with your body.  I’ve been told by 

musicians this is true. https://wakeup-world.com/2015/08/26/the-a432-hz-frequency-dna-tuning-and-the-bastardization-music/ …

4/10/2019 5:01:34 AM wearediamonds2 Yes, even on Instagram a fake one friended me...trying to date me. Yeah right!

4/10/2019 5:03:25 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_A._Milley …

Good question. He's got some pretty wide-ranging educational creds for sure. "Early life and education" in link.

Imposters? What did you find?

4/10/2019 5:05:20 AM rsm28675996 I am tortured by the packaged music played non-stop where I work. People laugh when I say it is physically painful to listen to. Algorithm produced 

modern pop music is bad for humans

4/10/2019 5:09:59 AM allahuniversal FPP?

4/10/2019 5:10:19 AM adsvel Dear SOUL, our society is more complicated than You expect.😊

4/10/2019 5:12:47 AM covertress The usual Fake MAGA:

Stolen pic.

Stolen name. 

ID has trailing numbers.

Stolen valor.

Often profiled with a child or dog.

Follows mostly women.

DMs them, trying to date.

Creepy. 

I've had no fewer than 3 fake Milley accounts follow me. Reported them all. All suspended.
4/10/2019 5:14:36 AM zagnett Mirror.

"Corrective demand" 😏

"Mega telepathy"? Oh please do tell more! Fascinating. I'd love to know more about it! ☺️

Or has this come down to a "telepathy-size waving contest". Michele says "well, MY telepathy is BIGGER than your telepathy!" 🧐

4/10/2019 5:15:23 AM zagnett Wtf? That's weird.

4/10/2019 5:21:05 AM youstinksoap Pepe + Magic Wand, Kek.

4/10/2019 5:27:56 AM youstinksoap Any advice for a almost high school grad. who wants to make a career in music?  She can sing, but is interested in teaching/directing, something along 

those lines.

Her whole life is music, I've tried to help her see, but she doesn't care.

4/10/2019 5:28:14 AM scott_rick I can’t wait to see what happens with this part of the show!  I love me some JA and Wikileaks... drop the hammer Julian (deadman’s codes)

4/10/2019 5:28:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 "You're not Ascended when you lie in order to incite gang harassment. Now apologize."

Gang harassment? We have yet to see evidence of such harassment.

"You're not Ascended" when you're in a human body on Earth. Yes.

4/10/2019 5:29:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Intentionally done to create a slave population.

4/10/2019 5:32:34 AM scott_rick Read Leonard Horowitz book “the book of 528” and remember Tesla’s quote “If we can control that resonate system electronically, we can directly 

control the entire mental system of humankind.”

4/10/2019 5:33:02 AM moonbaby04371 It really sucks 2 have to drag around these psychic vampires when u r made of light! And it seems as though the brighter u shine, the more vamps hang 

around to drain u. They're attracted to ur light.

4/10/2019 5:34:23 AM zagnett Oh i get it now! Hadn't experienced that b/c i guess my profile picture just ain't very attractive? Like some other accounts?

i wonder what could be wrong with it?? 🤔🧐🤣

4/10/2019 5:35:00 AM jdsatg Hasn’t @wikileaks been compromised for a while now or is it back in WhiteHat control?

4/10/2019 5:35:29 AM sunbasileuo Thank You as ALWAYS MAJ. God Bless & GodSpeed. #WWG1 pic.twitter.com/gb5gPK1FA3

4/10/2019 5:36:27 AM sunbasileuo YES!!! Big Day coming up!! I hope this finds you well MAJ. God Bless, #BeBest, & Shadliay!! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Dn9fwl7aB1

4/10/2019 5:37:09 AM jessewa25340831 Careful or you'll make it sound like a cult!

4/10/2019 5:37:21 AM kindeandtrue Gregorian chant has been proven to heal and vivify. Monks who were deprived of traditional chant in the 1970's became ill (lost their hearing, etc). 

When the doctor ordered chant to be restored, they recovered.

4/10/2019 5:37:58 AM jessewa25340831 Clues only lead to more clues

4/10/2019 5:39:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Error... does not compute. pic.twitter.com/D4Xgh4SnOS

4/10/2019 5:40:47 AM youstinksoap This from last night: https://twitter.com/reutersindia/status/1115679125153484806?s=21 …

4/10/2019 5:44:03 AM zagnett Honestly i've never felt particularly "Ascended" in the first place. That's not my main goal in life. If it happens, great! If not, plenty of other cool s*** to 

do in the meantime. Not all of us are all that terribly concerned about "ascending". There are other strategies in life

4/10/2019 5:45:50 AM lenartjoe I will. Thx

4/10/2019 5:51:30 AM kevinmruel There's proof of God...that's part of the beans

4/10/2019 5:56:28 AM allahuniversal There's many songs in POP culture which don't resonate on the 1st listen. Yet these songs are played repeatedly, forced to go viral. This is how the 

POPulation gets entrained into being entertained by them. The most POPular are always pushed to the top, never grassroots

4/10/2019 5:56:49 AM awakeandsing123  https://youtu.be/m7A4uy6Nw0k 

4/10/2019 5:57:47 AM moonbaby04371 Music literally moves my soul. When its good, it makes the hairs on my body stand up. THAT'S how i know what resonates w/me. And I listen to a bit of 

everything...whatever strikes my fancy at the moment.



4/10/2019 6:01:35 AM awakeandsing123  https://youtu.be/zgA94Mpad34 

4/10/2019 6:01:46 AM moemc8 Thought WL was compromised.  Is this being revealed now to garner sympathy to prevent his extradiction to US?  Last desperate attempt?

4/10/2019 6:06:52 AM hambrickro 😎 You are witnessing the PANIC of the Prince of New York City 😏 Gotta put the sheep back to sleep, betcha this batch of vaccine is one of a kind ! 

Hey Bill , has the investigation started concerning your WIFE and all that missing $$$ 🙄 Watch the WIVES 😎

4/10/2019 6:07:42 AM zagnett Oh the blue guyz, yeah. Had a very vivid dream where a blue ET & i spoke for hours, but i forgot the entire conversation. It was a friendly convo but also 

seemed centered a lot on military-type strategies. Not sure what about specifically though. Can't wait to meet him/her/them!

4/10/2019 6:08:06 AM megatruth4all #EHTBlackHole ...watching live #NSF #TheGreatAwakening 🧐

4/10/2019 6:09:31 AM djlok I get it too when I follow people back I haven't vetted.  Usually starts out with a DM "Are you married?"

4/10/2019 6:10:17 AM blankmarlo I don't get it...  MJ12 says we can't trust AJ completely and everyone worships him. Sather says it and he's a shill now just because he doesnt think 

MJ12 is real. Literally the only discrepancy between JS and MJ12's message that I can find is that Jordan thinks MJ12 is a larp.

4/10/2019 6:10:18 AM ponyexpressq17  https://twitter.com/NSF/status/1115964727916683264?s=20 …

4/10/2019 6:12:59 AM megatruth4all blackhole🧐not black? #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/LgJFl0LMGs

4/10/2019 6:15:16 AM zagnett As for "gang harassment", i only sent defensive tweets, & warnings to [cabal peeps] to knock [their] s*** off.

Seems MJ agrees that it wasn't "gang harassment". TY MJ. Even when i try to doubt your legitimacy, you come back even more apparently cool than i'd 

thought before. 🧐

4/10/2019 6:17:20 AM moemc8 This was so AWESOME.  Immediate tears and goosebumps.  So looking forward to being in D.C. for July 4th.  Tks for sharing this.

4/10/2019 6:17:34 AM jessewa25340831 Wasn't wikileaks comped?  Come on!!!

4/10/2019 6:18:16 AM zagnett Must be the goatee. Don't think my avatar can get the facial hair thing going too well unfortunately.

4/10/2019 6:23:27 AM megatruth4all  pic.twitter.com/Gv9tTr1mKH

4/10/2019 6:27:25 AM usss_211 Aye Aye MJ....

4/10/2019 6:30:18 AM charmanda9 Songs from throughout my life often bubble up into my consciousness and I sing or hum them as I go about my day. Is this my higher self speaking to 

me through a familiar language? Music was always a large part of my upbringing and education.

4/10/2019 6:31:40 AM turboxyde You are the instrument and tester... listen, discern and FEEL the music as a whole production.

4/10/2019 6:32:06 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me.

Nice try. Prepare for a countermove.

4/10/2019 6:40:03 AM giediknight Disinformation is Necessary do you think the cabal are the only people that use pressure from above and below

4/10/2019 6:40:10 AM vand3rboots In the past year my taste in music has completely changed. I don’t like the vibration of many of my favorite bands anymore. Instead, I find myself 

listening to old jazz, big band, Brazilian jazz, easy listening from the 70s, and music without words.

4/10/2019 6:41:29 AM joeorbit i have tuned my guitars, bass, mandolin to 432.  I have no conclusion at this time. perhaps our attention should be on the ultra low frequencies. I have 

an intuition that a very low tuned bass in the skilled hands of a channeling spiritualist could heal the world.

4/10/2019 6:42:06 AM angeladeangelo Masaru Emoto "was a Japanese author and pseudoscientist who said that human consciousness has an effect on the molecular structure of water."

The Hidden Messages in Water

4/10/2019 6:42:16 AM giediknight I believe in redemption and I hope that Jordin can see the air in his ways and redeem himself

4/10/2019 6:43:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 FWIW: err* not air

4/10/2019 6:43:42 AM joeorbit mj12, i have played and studied music for over 40 years. I have lost interest in playing yet i have the instruments, skills and knowledge.  i have no 

explanation why but there is a sense I am squandering a form of expression.

4/10/2019 6:43:43 AM sumgirl Can't relate to rap at all.  Love the classic rock era

4/10/2019 6:44:23 AM ruru_jataka Hard for me to imagine dubstep creates a harmonic resonance field

4/10/2019 6:45:25 AM djlok ❤️❤️❤️

4/10/2019 6:46:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 J$ is upset that we told him he was groomed, even though he was groomed, and well for that matter. He's a sharp guy. Tremendous potential if he 

doesn't sell his soul for money. He can still become wealthy and not lose his soul, its exceptionally difficult.

4/10/2019 6:46:29 AM giediknight Voice to text didn’t pick it up thank you

4/10/2019 6:46:38 AM ruru_jataka Wiki: "Dubstep is a genre of electronic dance music that originated in South London in the late 1990s. It is generally characterized by sparse, 

syncopated rhythmic patterns with massive wobbly basslines that contain prominent sub-bass frequencies and epic gigantic breakdowns."

4/10/2019 6:47:33 AM realityloominng I think it's the fear of becoming homeless, rather than a love of money. Guess that's how they do it.. easy money to let go of a few topics, and people 

tell themselves; "I can get the truth out without talking about this little thing", and then slippery slope

4/10/2019 6:47:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was GH successful in [-21]?

4/10/2019 6:48:08 AM scott_rick I assume this is an important announcement that will become apparent in the future and change our history... you know this from the Looking Glass 

tech?

4/10/2019 6:48:12 AM ruru_jataka "syncopation involves a variety of rhythms which are in some way unexpected, making part or all of a tune or piece of music off-beat. More simply, 

syncopation is "a disturbance or interruption of the regular flow of rhythm"

4/10/2019 6:49:28 AM ruru_jataka Also this comment is interesting given conversations about time.

Syncopation "is the correlation of at least two sets of time intervals."

4/10/2019 6:50:55 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/eHeungvGdD

4/10/2019 6:51:00 AM ruru_jataka "Sub-bass sounds are the deep, low- register pitched pitches approximately below 60 Hz & extending downward to include the lowest frequency 

humans can hear, assumed at about 20 Hz. In this range, human hearing is not very sensitive, so sounds tend to be felt more than heard."

4/10/2019 6:53:41 AM scott_rick Are they doing it from Saturn?

4/10/2019 6:54:30 AM zagnett MJ, is there any record / paper trail that MJ could show J$ to at least prove to him anything about his "grooming"? If so, perhaps that should be done. 

The more knowledge he has about that (dark > LIGHT), the better decisions he might be able to make, right?

4/10/2019 6:54:51 AM ruru_jataka This is reminiscent of the use of infrasound in horror films. "studies have demonstrated that infrasound is capable of producing 'a range of 

effects...including anxiety, extreme sorrow, and chills.'" https://nofilmschool.com/2017/06/disquieting-uses-infrasound …

4/10/2019 6:56:04 AM ruru_jataka "Researcher David Blumenstein conducted experiments about the effect of "non-linear sound," irregular noises that occur in the distress signals of 

animals and in the music and sound design of films."

4/10/2019 6:56:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the correct time.

Trust the plan.

4/10/2019 6:56:42 AM ruru_jataka "After showing audiences neutral footage paired with non-linear soundtracks, he discovered that the innocuous footage took on frightening 

connotations, disturbing viewers for no reason they could define."

4/10/2019 7:02:56 AM blankmarlo That's all fine, what I'm taking issue with is people implying he's a shill or a pedo just because he doesn't think you're real and you doing nothing to 

stop it. Same for his fans that attack you. If MJ12 And JS have the same core message, why attack either messenger?

4/10/2019 7:04:20 AM zagnett No she doesn't owe you an explanation or an apology. Also, she can speak her mind as she desires.

Leave her alone. 🧐



4/10/2019 7:04:36 AM zagnett 5:5

4/10/2019 7:07:21 AM cosmic_engineer They are the best to 'flip' as they can be extremely discerning afterwards.  Knowing all the tricks, lingo and actors

4/10/2019 7:07:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Instead of stating an account is LARP, Kab, Fake MAGA, etc. - these are akin to "name calling" and show true colors in argument. 

2/ Behavior characterized as ALICE should be explained if pushback is received from the offending account. Explain the trap created.

4/10/2019 7:07:27 AM marty713  https://twitter.com/TroyDoherty/status/1059854170314858497?s=19 … 💖🇺🇲 Is More Precious Than Gold , Can't Be Can't Be Sold 🤗😘

4/10/2019 7:07:48 AM zagnett Where in anything @aprilbrown99 do you see anything that would make reasonable people think that about her?

I'm not amused by your bullying her! 😠

Now you want to "divide & conquer" #MAGA women and #LightWorkers? Weird as f. 😒

4/10/2019 7:08:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 3/ Demanding corrective actions on Twitter is petty and should not be complied with so long as it is consistent with policy and the law. 

4/ Calling MJ12 a fraud without providing any evidence makes empty claims look ALICE like. Put up or deal with the backlash from Anons.

4/10/2019 7:09:10 AM allonkid but if you believe in Jesus Christ truely, the information can be atoned and they will not matter in the end.

4/10/2019 7:09:28 AM zagnett So? The "kookie" conspiracy theories are some of my favorites! 🤓

Also, ALICE otherwise sounds like such a nice, beautiful name, doesn't it? I just LOVE that name [ALICE]! 😍🥰😘

4/10/2019 7:09:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 5/ Not everyone is going to resonate with any given message on this account, and for that reason, your (anyone) validation is not sought for under any 

circumstances.

6/ This account is conforming to terms of its operating guidelines and will proceed as planned until we're gone.

4/10/2019 7:10:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 7/ We do not mute/block users who offend these policies as they are optional - just as following MJ12 is optional - just as engaging with MJ12 is 

optional - here on Twitter. In the "real world", maybe not so kind or lenient. Different operations.

4/10/2019 7:11:29 AM abagofcandy Troll for the sake of troll I guess. You know as well as I do that those traits don't characterize a cult. Enjoy harassing the internet

4/10/2019 7:12:29 AM zagnett Why does it matter to you if @aprilbrown99 speculates on being an Arcturian starseed? Why do you feel so offended by her mere speech & 

expression?

What do you think of my imagination btw? Genuinely curious. 🤔

4/10/2019 7:16:37 AM thoughttazer  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/wingmakers/esp_noticias_10j.htm …

4/10/2019 7:16:41 AM zagnett Well said MJ, thanks.

"anon backlash" is fully operational, & remains on standby, Sir!🧐

4/10/2019 7:16:45 AM olimyracle Blue skies ?

#AskTheRedCrossNow

#WhereAreTheChildrens

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow pic.twitter.com/gSO96u98BY

4/10/2019 7:17:54 AM lizzywill007 We The People need to rise up and “vaccinate” these leaders!

4/10/2019 7:18:25 AM zagnett @Michele4Canada_ - you seem like the "weak manipulative woman" to me.

The public record on the MJ account shows it.

4/10/2019 7:19:46 AM zagnett Yup.

"Digital Army" soldier here, [ALICE bitchez].

4/10/2019 7:21:18 AM aprilbrown99 Wow, I woke up to all these wonderful tweets from Michele4Canada. This is hilariously good stuff. 😁🤣😂🤣😁👍

4/10/2019 7:22:22 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it was very military minded. Cool that you saw this.

4/10/2019 7:22:26 AM zagnett "Divide & conquer" men & women. That is so [cabal] it's not even funny.

i try to make every tweet funny in some way, but dang it's not very easy today with the shilliness wind factor (uh, i mean "hot air") so high. 🤔

4/10/2019 7:23:05 AM olimyracle Dear Awoken Ones,

Time now to switch to Your IS,

Time now to explore Yourself,

Time now to tune Your voice.

Learning to sing can happen in a day.

Freeing Your voice is a door to the new.

Singing loud is a way to shareness.

...
4/10/2019 7:23:27 AM zagnett "Corrective demands" are so [cabal-ish].

4/10/2019 7:23:35 AM tinaqpatriot45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What the he!l did I just see there????

I've known about sound and frequency for a few years, it's amped up recently. 

Then I see this, the guy seems legit. 

Goto his ch to 👀the 1st exp. 

PORTAL???

Gateway to Sedona  https://youtu.be/JgUfopXqDOg  via @YouTube
4/10/2019 7:23:38 AM burkewinkler Consuelo's Love Theme, Chuck Mangione ...  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hmbtp_UPWCo …

17 minutes of heaven come to Earth...

4/10/2019 7:24:25 AM starehope An ascended being would not cause discord, neither identify another as having mental weakness. Judgement is left to the higher beings. I use Jesus as 

my role model.

4/10/2019 7:25:11 AM si11112018 was afraid of that. I already "knew" ....  just didn't want to I guess. I have been noticing with myself lately that when I do listen to new age crap I 

perceive life differently... more edgy and you can get lost in the materialistic aspect real quick!!!

4/10/2019 7:25:22 AM zagnett Why do you have to pick on @aprilbrown99 so much? Why not pick on me? Afraid of something? Afraid of losing your [Kabal] following or something 

along those lines? 🧐🤔😒



4/10/2019 7:26:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is the apparent end goal.

ALICE != Trolls

Trolls are unacknowledged clowns.

They are real humans who are spiteful about life.

ALICE uses WITH them to push ALICE's agenda.

4/10/2019 7:27:10 AM zagnett Leave @aprilbrown99 alone!

i've got my 🧐 on you...

4/10/2019 7:27:27 AM omniaaequalia What about the Grateful Dead? High vibrations, yes?

4/10/2019 7:27:31 AM si11112018 + what's the push for a$$??!! they really want that to be a god or something... it's gross. and music videos now are like soft porn...

geeez 😝😒😑

4/10/2019 7:27:53 AM olimyracle More than music, singing Your Own Song is Your vibration made visible, is Our Greatness made shareable.

More than learning an instrument, singing is connecting to the deep Universe inside You, is exploring limitless vastety of Your possibilities, is exposing 

Your Truth.

...

4/10/2019 7:27:58 AM aprilbrown99 I second that!

4/10/2019 7:28:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the same GH,

WHGH

4/10/2019 7:29:14 AM zagnett Yes! And the Humans we can help! If they're willing.

i want to help!

Please - Humans involved with [ALICE], leave the system! Drop the negativity! Please join us! We do indeed LOVE you! 😍🥰🤩

4/10/2019 7:29:42 AM aprilbrown99 I do have a recording of my session. It is approximately 2.5 hours long.

4/10/2019 7:30:36 AM speaakn OMG, you brought me back to my web programming college days - I hated XML class - only bc the prof sucked big time!

4/10/2019 7:31:05 AM upliftingmind simulation vs. actual photo vs. what every graphic artist is probably thinking 🧐 pic.twitter.com/wd9eDCnlcA

4/10/2019 7:31:30 AM space_sloth26 Do you have some of the same operating guidelines as Q? 

When is your operation completed successfully?

4/10/2019 7:31:39 AM zagnett Neat! i can't wait to do one of those someday.

4/10/2019 7:31:42 AM speaakn Tom’s a patriot getting info nobody could get before and doing a fantastic job for the cause.

4/10/2019 7:32:17 AM olimyracle Listen to the Birds. Learn from the Birds.

I do believe that Humanity once was communicating only by singing. I do believe that sharing emotions with another while singing is the most direct 

way one can experiment.

Undress Yourself. Time now to be nude with each other.

...
4/10/2019 7:32:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are entertained by the idea that an account who blocks MJ12 yet engages daily with MJ12 and its followers is trying to hold people accountable to 

ethical behavior.

4/10/2019 7:33:37 AM enomai_ White house, green/gold house?

White hat, green/gold hat?

Idk.

4/10/2019 7:33:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ No

2/ [Classified]

4/10/2019 7:34:10 AM zagnett  https://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=298276 …

This? Article is from today.

4/10/2019 7:34:59 AM enomai_ The manipulation and control runs deep, so deep :(

4/10/2019 7:35:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 <xml>

  <does>

    <not>

      <suck/>

    </not>

  </does>

</xml>

4/10/2019 7:35:21 AM carolin15161363  https://youtu.be/ILSyt_Hhbjg 

4/10/2019 7:36:10 AM enomai_ Why did we let this happen.

The attacks are real. And, so small, you dont see it.

4/10/2019 7:36:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 WH shirt GH at C_A

4/10/2019 7:36:31 AM olimyracle "One that did not experiment running nude under the rain hasn't truly experienced the Human incarnation"

Add to it some deep singing. Imagine Your own song. Invent Your own lyrics. Explore Your own language.

While singing, the greatest sadness can transmute to happiness.

...

4/10/2019 7:36:39 AM skeye_watching If I thought a group of people were so evil and deceitful, I would block them all & run in the opposite direction as fast as I could.  Not sit and rant 

endlessly, trying desperately to get someone to engage with me.

4/10/2019 7:37:01 AM aprilbrown99 Michele, whoever you are, I am NOT going to waste my time/energy explaining & arguing with you on Twitter. You are NOT worth my time so free to 

think & say whatever you want about me. It doesn’t bother me & I could care less. I am NOT easily intimidated by people like you. 😁👍

4/10/2019 7:37:05 AM mrd_s_anderson I love/see the synchonicity everywhere.

4/10/2019 7:37:33 AM moemc8 Me either.  Have to go back to 1 drop -21

4/10/2019 7:37:46 AM enomai_ However, i have noticed progress. People just seem more laid back lately. effects from 11/11/18 WW?

4/10/2019 7:37:50 AM zagnett You say @aprilbrown99 is lying but whatever evidence do you have?

Please tell more about ur "mega telepathy" & how it's so much BIGGER & more bada$$ than everybody else' telepathy that u can intuit that ANY of us 

here r lying.

You seem as telepathic as my mousepad. Maybe less.

4/10/2019 7:38:02 AM enomai_ Like a whole nother time line :)

4/10/2019 7:38:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Very interesting. Thanks for sharing.



4/10/2019 7:39:05 AM aprilbrown99 Because they know I won’t engage. It doesn’t bother me. 😁

4/10/2019 7:39:45 AM aprilbrown99 Zag, it is fine.

4/10/2019 7:40:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Put up or shut up" = Show your hand or fold

They folded since they had nothing, and the disinformation they received was a malicious plot against MJ12. 

In order to distance himself, he blocked and disengaged with all associated to the account who was perceived a threat.

4/10/2019 7:40:23 AM lightworkercain How do we get that same motivation from frequency music that we get from some of our favorite music? Frequency music is great for meditating and 

sleeping, but I can't enjoy it otherwise.

4/10/2019 7:40:32 AM blissamerica There is a seat at the table for all of us especially at my house, I love y’all and we should be united and not divided. What makes us unique should be 

celebrated with joy as a strength.

4/10/2019 7:41:05 AM zagnett Are you then, perhaps, on the "delusional Descension whore climbing path"? Seems like it to me. Perhaps not as much competition for that challenge, 

at least from people interacting on this account it seems. Perhaps you'd have better luck with that instead.

4/10/2019 7:41:08 AM ragevirusqq I 👁.

4/10/2019 7:42:05 AM speaakn Oh, you’re funny! 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 7:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is tripping up.

4/10/2019 7:42:57 AM skeye_watching Wow....now she stoops to calling these women whores.  I don't think it gets much lower than that on social media.  Yeah I'd say block is the best way 

to deal with such degradation.

4/10/2019 7:43:18 AM zagnett Yeah, @aprilbrown99 i don't mind helping with that part. The part about arguing with [her] on Twitter. 😊

i haven't had this much FUN in a long time! 😂

4/10/2019 7:43:27 AM upliftingmind Gina H.

4/10/2019 7:43:42 AM n7guardiananon Didn't work for the high sparrow...not going to work out for you. pic.twitter.com/Kuq0tYTEAN

4/10/2019 7:44:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 We agree, for Anons.

4/10/2019 7:44:23 AM speaakn 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 7:44:23 AM space_sloth26 How integral is the Schumman Resonance to The Plan?

4/10/2019 7:44:29 AM olimyracle "Our greatest fear isn't darkness, but Our own light".

Your Voice as an underestimated Power.

Learn to free it.

Explore to use it.

Let Your Song be heard.

Each Voice is Unique.

Each Song resonates into the Universe.

You are here for a reason.

You are limitless.

...
4/10/2019 7:44:48 AM zagnett No worries.

I'll engage. Muhaha. 😁

4/10/2019 7:45:33 AM zagnett Ok, per your request, standing down.

4/10/2019 7:45:48 AM laurabusse Very interesting...

4/10/2019 7:46:50 AM zagnett So a pathetic [kabal] rearguard action. Hilarious.

4/10/2019 7:46:54 AM drbohammer IDK about up, but ALICE is definitely tripping

4/10/2019 7:47:51 AM starehope Thank you for setting some simple guidelines. They were much needed.

4/10/2019 7:48:37 AM ragevirusqq What is the difference between 42 and 46

4/10/2019 7:49:41 AM aprilbrown99 👍😁

4/10/2019 7:49:42 AM olimyracle The World can be as a Choir.

So many voices, yet to be United into an Harmony at each moment.

Freeing Your Voice is Freeing the World.

Freeing Your Emotions is Freeing Us from the Prison We have been In.

Time now to compose Our Next Song. Time now to Sing it Loud.

...
4/10/2019 7:50:10 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Step right up for the "Divide & Conquer S***show". Get ur tickets! It's a real Circus in here!

#MAGA Women

v.

#LightWorkers

Premium tickets available at the counter. Not suitable for all audiences.
4/10/2019 7:51:00 AM zagnett Have a nice trip, see you next fall, [ALICE]!

4/10/2019 7:51:17 AM melanieanders7 I’m baffled by the behavior as well. I don’t work. I do have a little bit of time to spend online. What time I DO have, I won’t spend bickering. It’s odd 

behavior for sure! But that’s my own opinion.

4/10/2019 7:51:18 AM aprilbrown99 Mute is always a good option.

4/10/2019 7:51:45 AM conniekennedy What is "IS-BE" ?

4/10/2019 7:51:53 AM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@zagnett @Michele4Canada_ @MongrelGlory @aprilbrown99 @JSWDH1 

@Nun_chucknorris @Skeye_Watching @JimHayzlett @DeptofDefen […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115979606182354944.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/10/2019 7:52:02 AM zagnett @Michele4Canada_ why don't u ever respond to my tweets!? i'm starting to feel left out honestly lol. 😂

4/10/2019 7:53:28 AM blankmarlo I am a fan of MJ12, Sather, and Infowars. When these personas disagree fans tend to feel like they have to "choose sides" and attack the others. I'm 

saying that's a false choice. All these personas have value and calling valuable sources stupid or shills isn't productive IMO.

4/10/2019 7:53:50 AM aprilbrown99 😁



4/10/2019 7:54:34 AM olimyracle Many in the Universe are dreaming of Our Singing capacities.

Many on Earth are Voiceless, dying from Our Silence.

It is up to Us to let the Music transcend Our Journey.

It is up to Us to give the Galaxy a Concert they've been waiting for long.

In lOve and Truthness.

💞

4/10/2019 7:54:55 AM zagnett Did @aprilbrown99 even ever call herself a "light worker"? i mean this argument seems to be created out of thin air.

"Divide & Conquer" #LightWorker v. #MAGA women. Hilarious. Yeah you could sell tickets for that. NOT.

4/10/2019 7:54:59 AM speaakn When I studied programming in college, I would listen to classical music and it really helped me. In regular life, I only listen to Christian music and it 

makes me feel absolutely wonderful and light!

4/10/2019 7:56:39 AM aprilbrown99 Nope, I haven’t ever called myself that. Not even when I was a massage therapist 20 years ago.

4/10/2019 7:57:21 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 7:58:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easy to verify for yourself: 

from:@aprilbrown99 light being OR lightbeing

4/10/2019 7:58:38 AM drbohammer Seeing how “this” is still going on in this thread, I thought of this picture: pic.twitter.com/h0azbUGC10

4/10/2019 7:59:10 AM starehope @threadreaderapp unroll

4/10/2019 7:59:18 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many people live and die by their music. They listen to it 

while in the shower, getting r […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115829774021214208.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/10/2019 7:59:31 AM zagnett Added a few:

No results for from:@aprilbrown99 light being OR lightbeing OR light worker OR lightworker

4/10/2019 7:59:44 AM olimyracle  https://youtu.be/GYOcnQQF3e0 

4/10/2019 8:00:04 AM aprilbrown99 I like that. Yes, very fitting.

4/10/2019 8:00:12 AM lisajager8 This is why I Shpongle. I stopped listening to mainstream music about 5 years ago. I feel the same about TV and movies they are meant to manipulate 

emotions and put false emotions in to you. I knew this since I was 6 and watched Old Yeller. Disney is traumatic. I avoided it.

4/10/2019 8:00:17 AM mrd_s_anderson I'm going to assume you're speaking to me, because I can't tell who you're attempting to reply to, but since I'm one of the mentioned,   so, I don't know 

what "difference" you're pointing out. 4 is a GREAT number personally for me, I see it along with 8 everywhere. 4+4 2+6

4/10/2019 8:00:30 AM jswdh1 She's the only one who is isolating people! I have no idea why I used to follow her! No longer do I! I blocked her now! She's a waste of energy! I refuse 

her negative energy! I will not allow them to bring me to their level of misery!

4/10/2019 8:01:36 AM zagnett Good, finally back to criticizing MJ!

Actually your focus switched. Finally laying off poor @aprilbrown99 ? Came to your senses? "Ascended" you know, just a tad maybe? 🤔

4/10/2019 8:02:24 AM skeye_watching When people can't relate to truth, they have to make up things to argue about.  She's just grabbing at straws because her rope is running out.

4/10/2019 8:03:09 AM drbohammer Lightbeing - one for whom their very essence is scintillation.

4/10/2019 8:03:57 AM zagnett No worries. Do your own thing! You're awesome! 🥰😍🤩

i just have to keep going until all [cabal minions] stand down from their [clown] behavior. Period. That's just me. 🤓

4/10/2019 8:04:58 AM marty713  https://twitter.com/GematriaClub/status/1027973256752582656?s=19 …

4/10/2019 8:05:14 AM zagnett Ooh that's a cool new word, "dissidenter". 😎🤓😍

4/10/2019 8:06:24 AM aprilbrown99 I love you Zag! You are awesome. I am so blessed and happy for all the people I have met on this platform. 

Michele, I even love you!  Believe it or not. You have lost your way and for that I feel sorry for you. You still have time to choose another path. It is not 

too late.

4/10/2019 8:07:00 AM zagnett Watch out everyone, Sather's onto us!!! 🧐🤓😒

4/10/2019 8:07:21 AM mrd_s_anderson And it's understandable if you get polarizing energies from my posts. I can't figure out why I'm alive. To be honest, I don't know what I'm doing here. I 

ride the energy. I struggle with communication/socializing/making human connections. I love researching. Computers since age 2

4/10/2019 8:07:31 AM reddragonfly19 Unconstitutional isn't it to force someone

4/10/2019 8:08:06 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE and trolls today. Lol pic.twitter.com/ndJzbwfLsO

4/10/2019 8:08:09 AM zagnett Thanks! Love, light, kek to You! Hopefully your day gets better & better from here. 😍🥰😘

4/10/2019 8:08:24 AM lenartjoe There’s are some player apps that let you step the songs in your play list up or down as well. I’ve seen ones that re-tune the octave to A-432 and A-528. 

Haven’t seen any for A-444. I haven’t re-tuned my ukuleles though as it puts us out of tune when not playing solo.

4/10/2019 8:09:23 AM aprilbrown99 I am having a great day. The skies are clear and blue today in sunny Cali. ☀️

4/10/2019 8:09:44 AM mrd_s_anderson My middle name is Storm

I'm a Libra.

Both are balance.

Hot/cold air

The Scales

4/10/2019 8:10:23 AM nikoscali Oh noes! Jordan is suspect! The person who thinks he is the grand master founding member of Q is suspect!! Whelp Maj looks like you better close up 

shop.

4/10/2019 8:10:39 AM zagnett Have you demanded Q's credentials lately, too? Probably should get started on that too, my dear. 😒

Now we have the "Q v. MJ Divide & Conquer S***show" right here everyone! Get ur tickets!

4/10/2019 8:11:24 AM zagnett Yes, that they are. A great day!!!



4/10/2019 8:11:59 AM olimyracle Who is Q ?

How many are Q ?

Who is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

How many are Majestic 12 ?

"Trust Your inner self"

💞

4/10/2019 8:14:33 AM mongrelglory It would be a good name for a rock band. 😎

4/10/2019 8:18:30 AM zagnett Everyone! Notice how @Michele4Canada_ NEVER responds to me? Funny, like i'm the friggin' "death star" or whatnot.

Why so fearful Michele? Plz know that actually, i'm slowly but surely converting this old junker into a much more beautiful/welcoming space station. 

No need to fear.

4/10/2019 8:19:34 AM zagnett & you are 100% certain of this, why?

4/10/2019 8:21:08 AM covertress Was a timeline splice initiated on 11-11-18?

Did Majestic 12 pull off a 51% attack on reality?

4/10/2019 8:21:36 AM starehope Wow, you sit on your high and mighty throne of judgement. Be happy there and leave others to their own decisions. Judge not, lest ye be judged. You 

called me enlightened. I do not claim such.

4/10/2019 8:22:12 AM enomai_ Oh, one of the greatest woman alive.

4/10/2019 8:22:12 AM zagnett You are a "card-carrying" member of the #QArmy?

Hope not. Would never follow you into your battles. They seem to have "uphill" written all over them. Just sayin'. 😊

4/10/2019 8:22:41 AM starehope This is terrible April. You handle it well. 💕

4/10/2019 8:24:24 AM kachinagtto  https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/blackholes/formedia.jsp … pic.twitter.com/quQbMt6If3

4/10/2019 8:26:03 AM allahuniversal If this account is so bad @Michele4Canada_, then, why can't you stay away from it?  It's not healthy to pursue something which you claim to disdain, 

looks a little... Obsessive?

4/10/2019 8:26:18 AM kachinagtto  https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/blackholes/formedia.jsp … pic.twitter.com/Yvtx4S72P9

4/10/2019 8:27:43 AM starehope KEK... Go Zag! Be careful. Don't want to hurt her/his feelings. She/he does love to rant incessantly.

4/10/2019 8:28:22 AM aprilbrown99 I think it is funny how someone here on “twitter” thinks they can intimidate and bully others. I have dealt with and endured much in my life. I am not 

easily intimidated. 

I only have love and pity for whoever is behind this Michele account. They are lonely, unhappy and sad.

4/10/2019 8:29:00 AM zagnett i'm not military/natsec in this BE, & try not to say i "know" any of this stuff for sure, but the "Airl" interview resonated a lot. The part about the Domain 

crew being stranded here thousands of years ago. Often i wonder if i'm one of them. Seems to fit.

MJ, is this possible?🤔

4/10/2019 8:29:17 AM aprilbrown99 Spelling errors shows rattled emotions.

4/10/2019 8:30:22 AM zagnett Well i'll be a helluva lot nicer if i sense she's willing to stand down or retreat honestly. Trying my best to do this right. Not easy.

4/10/2019 8:31:09 AM universalrisin Different subject but I had a dream where I saw hundreds of UFOs in the sky and made a connection to “watch the skies” in that dream. And began 

telling everyone to look up to prove ETs really do exist. Is UFO sightings by the sleeping public imminent?

4/10/2019 8:31:58 AM aprilbrown99 There are probably three additional people that switch when this person is on lunch break or goes home for the day.

4/10/2019 8:32:05 AM mongrelglory I was just having a conversation with April where we were sharing our experiences.  I keep forgetting how everything is public on Twitter.  I don't see 

why you're feeling so threatened by what we were discussing.  It really only pertains to the two of us.

4/10/2019 8:32:52 AM starehope And gave a deep desire to control people.

4/10/2019 8:33:17 AM zagnett Yes, actually that's interesting & i've thought about that a lot.

IF MJ is NOT legit, and IF Patriots are truly "in control", THEN at some point we'll find out more about MJ's actual legitimacy from some actual legit 

sources.

i just don't think it's you honestly lol. Sorry. 😊

4/10/2019 8:33:29 AM aprilbrown99 Good morning Michelle!  [They] are panicking and need to divide and concur.

4/10/2019 8:34:12 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

4/10/2019 8:34:20 AM aprilbrown99 Sheep no more.

4/10/2019 8:34:35 AM starehope Meanwhile, the purpose for this account is disrupted.

4/10/2019 8:35:08 AM mongrelglory Do you have a Starbucks on your station?

4/10/2019 8:35:16 AM zagnett One of the reasons i'm here is get to this point actually. To see which Universe/Reality i'm actually in.

Reality 1: MJ legit.

Reality 2: MJ not legit.

i hope for the former. But i'm prepared to accept it if the latter is true.

4/10/2019 8:36:05 AM aprilbrown99 That is okay. We can talk around [them]. They don’t have to disrupt unless we let [them]. Ignore is a frustrating tactic. 😁

4/10/2019 8:36:29 AM starehope Not here.

4/10/2019 8:36:52 AM zagnett She's got a new target everyone, @DrBoHammer! Let's see how this stage of the "assault" goes! 🧐

4/10/2019 8:37:16 AM mongrelglory Are you "drunk-tweeting"?  I'm noticing more spelling mistakes...

4/10/2019 8:38:20 AM zagnett @Hope321758 Well, this seems to be one of the purposes of this account actually. We need to learn how the [ALICE] system works in order to defeat 

it. It's up to us to do that.

4/10/2019 8:38:27 AM aprilbrown99 Spelling mistakes = uncontrollable emotions.

4/10/2019 8:38:35 AM mongrelglory April, were you surprised about what you said during the session, or was it stuff that you'd already suspected at some level?

4/10/2019 8:39:08 AM starehope Do you mean to argue with it?

4/10/2019 8:39:09 AM reigndancer I was aware of "mood" music when I was a teen. I did not have my own stereo system until I was 18. I got a reel-to-reel & created "mood" and 

motivational music selecting songs which would promote, my flow of energy. Back then we were raised more in nature-no noise pollution.

4/10/2019 8:40:05 AM zagnett And Q should prove who "he" is too, correct?

4/10/2019 8:40:43 AM mongrelglory Wow!  I haven't seen those in a while!

4/10/2019 8:41:46 AM aprilbrown99 I was very surprised. Never in a million years did I think it would be a “future” progression. I had my 1st regression in my early 20s and it was very 

different. I think ur higher self gives you the message you need for that moment in time (current) to help deal with obstacles.



4/10/2019 8:42:39 AM zagnett Well, Starbucks seems to be a [cabal] company.

But the station's got plenty of "mom & pop" coffee shops with all kinds of different beverages, snacks, & they have a lot different/varying themes & 

decorations too, etc. 🥳

Hey, it's big friggin' station after all. 😎

4/10/2019 8:43:00 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  That's good logic!  That never occurred to me before! 🤔

Fortunately I don't engage anger directly.

4/10/2019 8:43:49 AM starehope Dislike the expensive coffee at Starbucks.

4/10/2019 8:44:10 AM aprilbrown99 😁🤣😂🤣  honey, I don’t need your permission for anything. 

I am free!  I am NOT a sheep.

4/10/2019 8:44:11 AM zagnett How many tweets have you written that kind of thing now?

& @aprilbrown99 hasn't even said a single negative word back to you. That's because she's amazing!!!

4/10/2019 8:45:16 AM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/2n8Edt2afU

4/10/2019 8:45:49 AM mongrelglory I keep forgetting when we have these late night conversations that there are other people "listening". 😜

4/10/2019 8:46:15 AM aprilbrown99 😘🥰

4/10/2019 8:46:18 AM mongrelglory 😁

4/10/2019 8:46:35 AM aprilbrown99 That is awesome. 😁

4/10/2019 8:46:43 AM houdini481 Classical Bach, Motzart?

4/10/2019 8:47:02 AM zagnett Yeah, the station has replicators all over the place actually. No $ charge for the coffee itself. The coffee shops themselves are more for the 

conversation & to allow for the owners' creativity/expression.

4/10/2019 8:47:11 AM starehope April is a wonderful person and she has a beautiful soul.

4/10/2019 8:47:32 AM angeladeangelo thanks for the share

4/10/2019 8:48:01 AM giediknight I'm not calling anyone a shill.

4/10/2019 8:48:52 AM starehope It works and shows truth!

4/10/2019 8:49:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Or SIGCOMMs

4/10/2019 8:49:17 AM aprilbrown99 That is ok, they can listen. Nothing to hid here. I Am who I Am. You are who You are. That is all that matters. Honest and truthful. I haven’t ever lied 

about anything on this platform but everyone can decide for themselves what resonates with them. I respect their decision. 💕

4/10/2019 8:49:28 AM zagnett Oh i'm counting on that part.

Hey everyone! Enjoying the show?? Hope so. It's a real party in here. 🥳🍿🍩🍸

4/10/2019 8:50:28 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🙏 As do you. 🤗

4/10/2019 8:50:29 AM ethereal_shaman Why synthetic? Particular frequency? Isn't natural better?

4/10/2019 8:51:31 AM aprilbrown99 I am sorry you are so unhappy and feel so unloved.

4/10/2019 8:51:59 AM zagnett Her "Ascension" is for her & her IS to figure out. You're not the authority here. This is just your attempt to get others to "externalize" God, etc. That's 

not how that works.

4/10/2019 8:52:18 AM aprilbrown99 Yes and I keep seeing duplicates.  Says it is being created from an android. pic.twitter.com/sTFYcftXja

4/10/2019 8:52:26 AM scott_rick  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/11BE112E-87A8-47A4-8E49-44110F4BFAE2.jpeg …

4/10/2019 8:52:56 AM scott_rick  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/11BE112E-87A8-47A4-8E49-44110F4BFAE2.jpeg …

4/10/2019 8:53:46 AM moemc8 But, her near death experience was truly 'God' download.  Not human.

4/10/2019 8:53:47 AM starehope April, you don't have to prove anything. The burden of proof lies on the accuser.

4/10/2019 8:53:50 AM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂😁👍

4/10/2019 8:53:55 AM zagnett Ok, this is truly the best approach. i'll try to get back to that.

4/10/2019 8:53:58 AM curt_avila Does this correlate with narcissism? Patterns and behaviors are prevalent.

4/10/2019 8:54:39 AM starehope I agree.

4/10/2019 8:54:52 AM zagnett Oh you so need pretty darn good proof for that, @Michele4Canada_ 

Please paste it. Quickly now...

4/10/2019 8:54:54 AM scott_rick Haspel must find & term clas program.

She knows.

Q

4/10/2019 8:54:59 AM aprilbrown99 Loving is the key to everything. #DarkToLight

4/10/2019 8:55:01 AM moemc8 403 Error

4/10/2019 8:55:42 AM drbohammer For the record, I’ve made no mention of money. I’m not a MAJ. I have hired a plurality of people, upon their retirement, from MAJ’s exact longitude & 

latitude coordinates. Regarding people with no credibility or credentials coming after me (with growing histrionics)...IDGAFF 😂

4/10/2019 8:55:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within and MJ12 is not prepared to reveal Domain officers on Earth.

4/10/2019 8:56:05 AM keith369me From memory 11-11-18 (the 17 second pulses)...I want to say I recall talk of them being initiated from Antarctica...but this doesn’t necessarily match 

information learned since.

4/10/2019 8:56:33 AM mongrelglory You got a Majestic "like" on that one! 👍

4/10/2019 8:57:31 AM zagnett Oh @Michele4Canada_ is so cucked. Strong women are nothing like that.

4/10/2019 8:58:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 🍿

4/10/2019 8:58:54 AM zagnett 5:5. i'm ok either way. Just here to help however possible, no matter wtf i am.

4/10/2019 9:00:10 AM zagnett Yeah and my dreams are a helluva lot better too. i'm no longer kicking the crap out of full-Draco-sized monsters in them. i'm just letting them hang out 

& chatting with them. Weird.

4/10/2019 9:00:50 AM mongrelglory I reported and blocked her.  It was getting to be a bit much.

4/10/2019 9:00:56 AM drbohammer As well, I have never stated whether or not I believe MAJ, nor why I am even on this thread. I am 1st & foremost a researcher. This thread has always 

been rife with a myriad of interesting topics. Instead of telling me (or others) what to do, why don’t you just do you?

4/10/2019 9:02:29 AM _the_psychonaut Very loud jets/planes flying at weird hours of the night lately here in UT. Related to everything that’s been happening?

Related to “watch the skies”?

4/10/2019 9:02:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are so tempted... but its not how we roll. 😎

We are helping Anons wake up and trust themselves.

We are giving them Majestic insights into happenings.

Take what you will.

But replying to MJ12 and not allowing us to see your response while in the same account is annoying. pic.twitter.com/2y59zpEOJf

4/10/2019 9:03:19 AM karentriebel voice of god

4/10/2019 9:03:28 AM starehope I demand Michele4Canada_ credentials. It appears to be psychologist, judge, jury, hateful of women, and much more. Prove yourself. You discern so 

much, yet prove nothing. I want proof.

4/10/2019 9:03:44 AM aprilbrown99 Send her love. And mute. Lol

4/10/2019 9:04:15 AM drbohammer Crying now 😂😅🤣



4/10/2019 9:04:36 AM zagnett She's got a lot of targets now. Looks like she gave up on you, for now at least thankfully.

But that's for damn sure about "interesting topics" on MJ.

4/10/2019 9:05:06 AM aprilbrown99 I love MJ1-12 and the typists. From my heartmind. So grateful for you guys. 🥰

4/10/2019 9:05:40 AM daveschroeder18 Right Laura, and in my family you got treated special and would get treats that you normally would not get. So my siblings wanted measles too. haha

4/10/2019 9:05:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Michele4Canada stated you were TS_SCI_MAJIC12. We'd love to see the proof of that.

4/10/2019 9:06:56 AM aprilbrown99 She went on her morning break at work. Lol

4/10/2019 9:07:41 AM giediknight When is Michele's shift over?

4/10/2019 9:08:10 AM aprilbrown99 Lol. 👍🥴

4/10/2019 9:08:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lying is a very big problem in society, we agree. We encourage everyone to be honest with themselves and trust that truth resonates from within. 

Lying is not wrong, per se.

4/10/2019 9:08:20 AM ragevirusqq After your response I think maybe I was replying to you and I didn’t know it consciously. When stories merge unexpectedly majic/magic may happen. 

As it has many times with others here. I will think intently on my questions and your replies. Thank you for your responses  ♥✌🏻

4/10/2019 9:09:05 AM zagnett Dang i hope soon. Gotta re-charge the laser dish.

4/10/2019 9:09:41 AM mongrelglory I think that's their job!  It sounds like a hard way to make a living...

4/10/2019 9:09:48 AM giediknight I think its over when KEOIH tells them its over LOL

4/10/2019 9:11:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sheep no more.

This threatens their control.

Hence the attacks. 

Who is their leader?

Secret Society?

4/10/2019 9:11:17 AM starehope Who is KEOIH?

4/10/2019 9:11:37 AM aprilbrown99 Yea, not a job I would ever want or be able to do and live with myself. So much hate. It is hard to wrap your mind around how someone can be so 

hateful.

4/10/2019 9:11:42 AM mongrelglory 👍

4/10/2019 9:11:49 AM tyl3r59518097 😁 pic.twitter.com/T68Pf7Aazf

4/10/2019 9:12:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1116008997537091584 …

4/10/2019 9:12:33 AM giediknight its a joke, KEOIH or KOEIH is the Pleadian that @kabamur_taygeta claims to be channeling =)

4/10/2019 9:12:33 AM covertress The Domain knows immediately when we willfully access conscious co-creation?

4/10/2019 9:12:34 AM zagnett Plenty of new jobs/things to do will be available on the newly-refurbished "space station" even for Humans previously involved in the [ALICE] system. 

You are loved too!

The stations's big enough for everyone! Hop on board! 🥳

4/10/2019 9:12:46 AM drbohammer Gave up on me? I can fix that 😂 I’ve noticed that Michelle4 of Canada has a trusty sidekick on this thread - Jim of diminutive Hayz. I can’t call them 

the “dynamic duo”, because of their univector focus; so, how about the “semi-static plurality”? They need a beacon & a cool car

4/10/2019 9:13:09 AM daveschroeder18 So shove that in your spiritual pipe and smoke it @Michele4Canada_ . Let me translate this for you. Your opinion does not matter to anyone on this 

account. Duh! Block me please so I don't have to see your posts ever again. Like a bad headache.

4/10/2019 9:13:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1116008079685029889 …

4/10/2019 9:13:21 AM _the_psychonaut Lower dimensional beings cannot comprehend the light. pic.twitter.com/dmliRKbfbG

4/10/2019 9:13:36 AM zagnett Oh please, do tell! 🤔🧐😎

4/10/2019 9:14:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1116005834990006272 …

4/10/2019 9:14:27 AM aprilbrown99 🙏😘

4/10/2019 9:14:45 AM aprilbrown99 Divide and concur.

4/10/2019 9:15:46 AM olimyracle #UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069408390412161024?s=19 …

4/10/2019 9:15:56 AM zagnett Oh, and yes, the exhaust port thingie is fixed. Don't even worry about it...

4/10/2019 9:16:02 AM starehope Ok, 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 9:16:03 AM melanieanders7 I still follow MJ n Q. They r both interesting 2me. We divide ourslvs by bickering. If we’d just listen to ourslvs we will know who lies and who divides by 

actions/words. As individuals, we can decide for ourslvs who we choose 2expose ourslvs to. U learn lots by observing. 🦉

4/10/2019 9:17:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 New "Roswell" technology.

Big week... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1115995147211366400 …

4/10/2019 9:17:48 AM mongrelglory I rarely ever go to Starbucks.  I just envision them having spread to everywhere in the Universe, including Inner Earth! 😜

4/10/2019 9:18:40 AM zagnett Thanks MJ! Type 1 diabetic here. Taying Appention.

4/10/2019 9:18:41 AM melanieanders7 Even IF psyop acct, what a great way to teach others to learn what they are and how operated? We’re all at different places in our learning. I would 

hope someone would leave me be to decide for myself. So I can learn! Isn’t that what life’s about? Learning and loving?

4/10/2019 9:19:02 AM morety76 I take it you mean reverse engineered Tech from Roswell crash?

4/10/2019 9:19:26 AM ecv369jimmysr Col. Mike looks like Walter Skinner from the X-files, right?

4/10/2019 9:19:29 AM drbohammer Surprised me too, but now she has me looking through my files. I never though I was MAJ, but if I can find proof to the contrary, then I’ll just bring it 

with me and show it to them at the gate of the mountain. I’m sure they’ll let me in😳 Do you need anything from the store? 😂

4/10/2019 9:19:35 AM mongrelglory I will definitely come visit!  Do you think there really is a Restaurant at the End of the Universe? 🤪

4/10/2019 9:20:19 AM allahuniversal The tech-trickled-down effect is real

4/10/2019 9:21:10 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 9:21:25 AM covertress The 11-11-18 CLAS technology is definitely located in Antar[c]tica, from what I've read. 

It replaced [Cabal] OLD CLAS tech. 

I'm thinking it has something to do with gravity.

4/10/2019 9:21:39 AM zagnett Yes, exactly! Even if MJ is a "larp", the "role-playing" itself is a big help.

4/10/2019 9:21:55 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ju1c8lWdio

4/10/2019 9:22:04 AM zagnett Coo

4/10/2019 9:22:26 AM starehope MJ - How do we prepare for counter? Please advise.

4/10/2019 9:22:27 AM giediknight I was given these Lawrence Spencer books,Wes Penre and John Leith at a "Free Energy" conference from a highly regarded person in the "alternative 

energy" field. It sort of seems like grooming, but I believe its more of friendship. Other things I was shown was advanced.

4/10/2019 9:22:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Enemies read these threads too.

4/10/2019 9:23:07 AM zagnett Yes, or easily replicated on a holodeck. With top-billed comedians.

4/10/2019 9:24:50 AM skeye_watching With this one ranting endlessly, we may need to pass around a bottle of Patron!!

4/10/2019 9:25:13 AM allahuniversal Sure. Q would NEVER do that.

That wouldn't be very nice. 

[Alice] & [Wonderland] pic.twitter.com/4s8dKqZy9g



4/10/2019 9:26:07 AM covertress MJ is running me in circles with 11-11-18 clues...

Think RU.

Think WAVES.

Think SKY.

Think Antartica.

🐧 🐧 🐧 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072964652043304966?s=19 …
4/10/2019 9:26:18 AM aprilbrown99 🍸🥃🍣

4/10/2019 9:26:29 AM turboxyde Still waiting on, "Army recalls former service members to join new Space Force based upon developed telepathic and empathic abilities in anticipation 

of first contact." I feel like an living anachronism somedays. If we are to officially join the GF would they not merge forces?

4/10/2019 9:26:30 AM joinna6 432 changed to 440. https://globalfreedommovement.org/432-dna-tuning-and-the-nazi-ization-of-music/ …

4/10/2019 9:26:43 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033019494661283840?s=21 …

4/10/2019 9:27:07 AM godfamcountry I know this is off topic, and it's not Q & A time, but is there anything being created to fix the Fukushima power plant problem?  It just seems to be 

ignored yet it's a serious problem.

4/10/2019 9:27:39 AM thomasdra9on Please do assume some more intentions, I would love to see where your creativity takes you.

4/10/2019 9:27:52 AM charmanda9 Interesting, ladies! I was a late baby too. 10 days. Makes you wonder.

4/10/2019 9:28:05 AM zagnett So MJ claims to consist of (among others), Trump, Mattis, Haspel, Shanahan, former members Dunford & Flynn. Who am i forgetting?

Either they're legit, OR the peeps behind this account are (eventually) in big trouble!

Either way, enjoying the show! Hoping for the former though🧐

4/10/2019 9:28:35 AM starehope That is if the st0ry is true!  F€ar is the weap0n they are pushing.

4/10/2019 9:28:37 AM thoughttazer That's cool to know such tech exists. In fact there is already a hunting suit on the market which uses the faraday cage principle which masks human 

energy signals from the hunter undetectable to prey. What's not cool is the reference to future battlefield readiness. War no more!

4/10/2019 9:28:57 AM skeye_watching He can get some "fake Majic" credentials down near the Mex border. 😎

4/10/2019 9:29:45 AM aprilbrown99 Were you also sick a lot when young?  Were you clumsy too?  Maybe there is a pattern here? 🤔

4/10/2019 9:30:17 AM mongrelglory Do Domain officers come from all over the Galaxy, or are they mainly from the Zeta Reticuli Star system?

4/10/2019 9:31:04 AM roublisa Fyi😏 pic.twitter.com/rd4MjVP4SY

4/10/2019 9:31:19 AM mongrelglory I know that you're special Zag! 😊😊😊

4/10/2019 9:31:25 AM thomasdra9on I'm following her,,,,for scientific purposes...

4/10/2019 9:32:30 AM selvestekjetil Nice one Dr Bo ;) Emotions clouds the mind. Some got worked up. Keeping focus is essential these eventful overlapping events we witness.

4/10/2019 9:33:13 AM skeye_watching 😂Falling off my chair!!!

4/10/2019 9:33:22 AM space_sloth26 Can you provide the proofs? I saw the Shanahan video. That's what brought me back. Not everyone can claim to know who is who. So to discredit MJ is 

silly.

4/10/2019 9:34:08 AM zagnett Ah, thanks! 😘

4/10/2019 9:34:18 AM drbohammer I don’t need no stinking credentials. I confess, I am Buckaroo Bonzai. pic.twitter.com/zHWHOVmpjY

4/10/2019 9:34:46 AM allahuniversal . R.

RED

. D.

4/10/2019 9:35:19 AM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/FX6ZraTYLX

4/10/2019 9:36:07 AM zagnett I'm not discrediting MJ. MJ has said Shanahan is MJ8. Just this week MJ wrote that.

Btw those are all people that MJ has confirmed or strongly hinted are indeed MJs.

4/10/2019 9:36:31 AM allahuniversal "Everything is a LARP"

Except the IS-BE itself.

4/10/2019 9:36:57 AM covertress "The tech initiated on 11/11 increased coherence of the collective consciousness."

How? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070861577950281728?s=19 …

4/10/2019 9:37:31 AM youstinksoap I had an experience with this acct. the night they tweeted that timelines were merging.  Idk - if I can put it into words, I'll update about it here, later. 

I find it hard to believe I was the only one who experienced it that night, but haven't seen others talking about it.

4/10/2019 9:37:34 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115629931143131137 …

For (the current) MJ8 👇👇👇

4/10/2019 9:37:43 AM laurabusse Sure sounds like kab...

4/10/2019 9:38:12 AM starehope We have done nothing wrong, except agree we dislike Starbuck's coffee. Not everyone must like it.

4/10/2019 9:38:13 AM zagnett Oh you're even cooler than i thought! 😎

4/10/2019 9:38:16 AM thomasdra9on Glad to be unblocked, I'm still here cause I'm no coward...

4/10/2019 9:38:24 AM skeye_watching We deeply appreciate you fessing up!!!  👍🙃

4/10/2019 9:39:45 AM drbohammer Yep. I’ve been noticing a high level of thread hijacking lately by accounts that simply want to be argumentative & stop logical discussion from moving 

forward. Humor helps a bit, but eventually you just have to ignore them. MAJ is nicer than I - I eventually will block a troll.

4/10/2019 9:40:00 AM cryptocrab4  pic.twitter.com/4T2lxmpj26

4/10/2019 9:40:08 AM mongrelglory I'll bet they have stories to tell!

4/10/2019 9:40:36 AM zagnett Yeah i'll have to consider that too at some point.

4/10/2019 9:40:48 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/w3FiPrIb8D

4/10/2019 9:41:05 AM drbohammer My burden is lifted - secret shame no more 🎻

4/10/2019 9:41:09 AM zagnett Yeah i can't wait to be able to remember more!

4/10/2019 9:41:59 AM starehope I will too.

4/10/2019 9:42:07 AM keith369me Did you check Schumann charts before and after?  I seem to remember “changes”

4/10/2019 9:43:10 AM starehope That goes along with MJ12'S Disclosure this morning.

4/10/2019 9:44:35 AM enomai_ Meditation and focus on your forehead chakra. Will. Make dreams eventually more vivid. Very vivid

4/10/2019 9:45:14 AM mongrelglory I own that movie! 😁😁😁

4/10/2019 9:45:14 AM roublisa I am experiencing this as well...I do feel very busy in dream time ....last night I was remodeling a decrepit house near the one I grew up in.  My dad and 

many of his friends were helping with there skills they had to offer.  I was over joyed.

4/10/2019 9:45:35 AM cmdrzod23 Not exactly sure what you mean with 'Fukushima power plant problem' but in regard of radiation, I heard there is highly effective off-world technology 

to remove radiation. 

Or better said, there would be in case of disclosure.

4/10/2019 9:45:36 AM keith369me As someone that values truth, the lie that is our society bothers me.  At least @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is telling truth by mentioning that there are lies mixed 

in.

4/10/2019 9:45:50 AM drbohammer Disclosure?



4/10/2019 9:46:19 AM aprilbrown99 I am surprised Twitter did anything.

4/10/2019 9:46:53 AM zagnett Oh, it still show's up for me.

4/10/2019 9:47:03 AM jdltr450 Hammer those crooks!

4/10/2019 9:47:52 AM starehope Yes, regarding music and it's effect on our being.

4/10/2019 9:48:31 AM keith369me I feel really bad for those that seek meditation for every ill.  Nothing ever gets cured only maintained through pharma.  Getting rich off of keeping 

people sick is sick.  Time for JUSTICE!

4/10/2019 9:48:43 AM roaminnoodle Hello Michele, thanks for the reply. I am not sure why you blocked me, but that's okay, it's your decision. I just wanted to say I appreciate your concern 

for who I follow. I wish you a great day, and I am hoping you can find Love.

4/10/2019 9:49:24 AM covertress No, so I had to go research that.

Look what I found.on my favorite cat blog...

[Evidence of a timeline edit?] https://schrodingersothercat.blog/2018/11/10/aaaand-it-happened-again-but-in-a-different-way/#more-2885 …

4/10/2019 9:49:27 AM zagnett Excellent!

Hey [cabal bitchez], you having a a good day? 🥳

4/10/2019 9:49:55 AM roublisa 🤨 now for me as well ???

4/10/2019 9:50:13 AM starehope The puzzle is separating fact from fiction at least according to our own perspective. Perspective is very important.

4/10/2019 9:50:33 AM mongrelglory I was going to say FreeMasons, but now I'm thinking Jesuits.  Kabamur sorta dresses like a Jesuit in all black etc...

4/10/2019 9:50:56 AM keith369me Who are you to believe?  HRC or the militant?  Sadly, one has had more practice at lying than the other.  Where can I see the internet video that caused 

Benghazi anyway?

4/10/2019 9:51:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 [ALICE]

Expect more ALICE.

4/10/2019 9:51:11 AM keith369me Now that’s some cool stuff...saving lives!

4/10/2019 9:51:36 AM roublisa Thanks for clarification 😉

4/10/2019 9:51:52 AM mongrelglory Are you a dove Zag? 😆

4/10/2019 9:52:09 AM skeye_watching That isn't the same account.  The active one has a dash after it _

4/10/2019 9:52:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Two accounts.

1st [ALICE] = No _

2nd ]ALICE[ = _

4/10/2019 9:52:31 AM keith369me I guess I’m ready to read other IS-BE minds and to have my mind read if that is the only thing that brings truth.

4/10/2019 9:53:12 AM roublisa I had thought indigo for my self but defiantly often in another world lol pic.twitter.com/33EPUE08f7

4/10/2019 9:53:23 AM tyl3r59518097 King Tubby - Dancing Version  https://youtu.be/jhyv7xTSG7U  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/x818s0TTTT

4/10/2019 9:54:11 AM zagnett Dove? Yeah right!

More like an American Bald 🦅. Slowly going bald over time anyway. 🧐

4/10/2019 9:54:18 AM keith369me Looks like you’ve found your path to dig in on!

4/10/2019 9:54:45 AM laurabusse Yeah sometimes the only way i could get mom to be nice to me was to get sick :-) she was overwhelmed with so much no wonder she yelled a lot (tho i 

don't condone yelling). Life sure was different then...that's for sure!

4/10/2019 9:55:07 AM aprilbrown99 I knew Shannhan would be Majestic. I felt it in my bones. 😊

4/10/2019 9:55:19 AM aprilbrown99 Agreed.

4/10/2019 9:55:24 AM zagnett Oh.

Wait, who suspended the one account now?

4/10/2019 9:56:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Risk of conspiracy.

4/10/2019 9:56:37 AM melanieanders7 ❤️ Thanks MJ12. It’s true too! You can’t read my intentions just as I can’t read yours... even via telepathy.

4/10/2019 9:56:53 AM tyl3r59518097 Yesssssss!! 😀👌😁

4/10/2019 9:58:11 AM roublisa Yes...for unity and family...sooo looking forward to ending the nonsense ! pic.twitter.com/A6Zgofqp6o

4/10/2019 9:58:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reports are reviewed.

4/10/2019 9:58:43 AM nancyddb Zag, I think Michele4Canada is AI.

4/10/2019 9:58:49 AM melanieanders7 I’m guessing these exercises are preparing us to better discern comms w other beings outside humans, as well? We’re familiar but not fluent in cabal. 

Still learning, but 1rst contract requires wisdom. Am I close?

4/10/2019 9:59:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Don't look to the slavemaster for freedom.

4/10/2019 9:59:38 AM mongrelglory I can't believe I used to regularly give money to those guys! 😖

4/10/2019 10:00:08 AM melanieanders7 Contact, not contract.

4/10/2019 10:00:28 AM starehope Wouldn't a transporter work better? I may have used the incorrect terminology.

4/10/2019 10:00:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look within.

4/10/2019 10:00:45 AM zagnett Yeah i think it's something like that.

4/10/2019 10:01:06 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 agrees with you.

4/10/2019 10:01:07 AM roublisa [Alice]  now go away.....please🤨 pic.twitter.com/ss2feDULXX

4/10/2019 10:02:05 AM selvestekjetil I know. See it all over. Don’t engage. You feel the bug = block.

4/10/2019 10:02:31 AM starehope That was fast! 👍

4/10/2019 10:02:44 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holodeck 

Well if you're on the other side of the station that might help. But there would be holodecks in many places.

Oh, what is a "holodeck"? See link.

4/10/2019 10:02:56 AM ontothetruth1 Not sure if you have seen this before https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJPmET3pPFc …

4/10/2019 10:04:13 AM skeye_watching If AI can nag like that....we are in a LOT of trouble!!

4/10/2019 10:05:32 AM aprilbrown99 I love that gif. She is so pretty.

4/10/2019 10:06:34 AM zagnett We can't assume she's AI, as tempting as it is. A lot of Humans are in the [ALICE] system.

4/10/2019 10:06:40 AM tyl3r59518097 Old Time Rock & Roll  https://youtu.be/N9G-lvqaBfM  via @YouTube

👌 pic.twitter.com/WLkdhWhaGw

4/10/2019 10:06:56 AM mongrelglory Sorry!  I feel like I just spoiled everyone's fun, but I was getting swamped with notifications and I didn't want to necessarily mute everyone's 

conversations.  She was messing up the thread with her repetitive rants. 😕

4/10/2019 10:07:02 AM starehope Not too comfortable with the idea of AI. Recent article about them wanting to reproduce? Should that scare us? Yes!

4/10/2019 10:07:03 AM kindeandtrue Test all things; hold fast what is good. (I Thess 5:21)

4/10/2019 10:08:07 AM skeye_watching While reducing us!

4/10/2019 10:08:26 AM starehope Tell tale sign of AI....?

4/10/2019 10:09:36 AM skeye_watching I highly doubt AI....it takes a special kind of human to nag like that! 😉

4/10/2019 10:09:57 AM roublisa I don’t like the 👎 attitude floating around waiting for someone to bite back.   No power to negative ......You set your boundary 🙅♀️ 😉 

pic.twitter.com/CNr8d83mpF

4/10/2019 10:10:02 AM mongrelglory It's just because you were cooing above! 😉

4/10/2019 10:10:45 AM zagnett ...and frankly, as much as i'd rather be on vacation or something, i'm here to help [them] become ]them[. The hard part is the delivery. Trying all kinds 

of strategies / messaging to see what works best, as "majestically" as this rusty old BE can manage.



4/10/2019 10:10:45 AM starehope Not what I meant. I was sending far away.

4/10/2019 10:10:59 AM zagnett Haha good point.

4/10/2019 10:11:28 AM mongrelglory That sounds logical!

4/10/2019 10:11:37 AM selvestekjetil This is a multilevel fight. With multiple assets and multiple agendas. Could be so so much. 

Tell signs usually are low level energies of topics and contributions.

4/10/2019 10:12:08 AM zagnett Oh ok. i'm still not sure how the "end of the universe" (either the actual physical event, or the restaurant) would work exactly. So perhaps we need to 

figure that part out first.

4/10/2019 10:12:15 AM cledrordfishing They were testing this back when I was in.

4/10/2019 10:12:46 AM mongrelglory I tend to agree with you, only because she has a very limited repertoire of responses.

4/10/2019 10:12:52 AM cledrordfishing That being said,  I want a pair or two for myself!

4/10/2019 10:13:10 AM starehope Anything is possible, probable is the question.

4/10/2019 10:13:24 AM zagnett It's ok do do that.

4/10/2019 10:13:24 AM youstinksoap Big Week...will it lead to Bigger...and then Biggest?  Reminds me of Q.  Thanks for the links, good info!

4/10/2019 10:13:39 AM ragevirusqq It’s funny that this Michele account uses the same tactics as MSM. Creates a dramatic story full of spin and out of context to create a frame of mind 

around a person or idea. Most of the replies don’t have anything to do with the topic of conversation. It won’t work here

4/10/2019 10:13:51 AM rsm28675996 It's a form of targeting. Not yo mention cabal connected

4/10/2019 10:14:43 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I noticed that too.

4/10/2019 10:14:55 AM mongrelglory Yes!  I didn't see anything or anyone that I recognized there.

4/10/2019 10:15:33 AM scott_rick Q just posted PANIC: https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-watchdog-fbi-informant-in-russia-probe …

4/10/2019 10:15:50 AM cledrordfishing Cool I have subscribed! 

Is the Sky Event taking place tonight?

4/10/2019 10:16:28 AM tyl3r59518097 Have you ever noticed the relationship between your level of in-the-moment psychological overstimulation, and  the profundity of the narrowing of 

your cognitive focus? 

Just wondering..could be me..

4/10/2019 10:16:30 AM realityloominng uses = fuses?

4/10/2019 10:16:37 AM scott_rick Our light bodies... or Merkaba’s

4/10/2019 10:18:27 AM ragevirusqq It’s seems like poorly functioning AI. So many things they are accusing people of that have never been said.

4/10/2019 10:18:55 AM ragevirusqq MJ your tweeting is Catalan today? Translates by google?

4/10/2019 10:18:57 AM kindeandtrue Too much to process. I don't care about space. Just give me my family, a piano, my books, knitting needles and a little plot of God's green earth to 

cultivate and that's Heaven for me---although having a pipe organ would really send me over the Moon. 😍

4/10/2019 10:19:05 AM roublisa But was your friend really invisible? ....maybe with our 3D eyes...I believe children are more aware for sure....  you knew some sort of energy was 

there😉

4/10/2019 10:19:19 AM ascendingadam 🧐 pic.twitter.com/fUhvfPptyz

4/10/2019 10:20:10 AM roublisa Omg....my mother said I couldn’t chew bubble gum and walk at the same time!😆🙃🤣

4/10/2019 10:20:13 AM prmd21801759 It was too much for me. I reported and blocked... now i can move on and read Maj12 thread on a good day, everyday. ❤️ Thanks Patriots!

4/10/2019 10:20:39 AM cledrordfishing I hope she really does have to face conviction. She left people out to hang that died just to make sure there weren't any witnesses. 

Shame on HRC shame.

4/10/2019 10:20:43 AM starehope Thank you very much.

4/10/2019 10:20:46 AM aprilbrown99 Just like MSM. We know [who] is behind this. It is very obvious, to me anyhow.

4/10/2019 10:20:59 AM ragevirusqq Was this you in a higher vibration?

4/10/2019 10:21:09 AM zagnett Have a great day! 😊

4/10/2019 10:21:32 AM ragevirusqq Pull the bandaid off quickly.

4/10/2019 10:22:02 AM linnyt7 Be mindful of your gates... ears, eyes, nose, mouth, touch/feeling.  From these senses impressions are instantly made on your mind.  What you let into 

yourself can either enlighten you or make you a slave.

4/10/2019 10:22:02 AM charmanda9 Haha definitely clumsy! I had a lot of ‘learning experiences’. Sick a lot (in weird ways) now. Celiac disease. Histamine intolerant. Pulmonary embolism. 

Highly sensitive to pain (undiagnosed).

4/10/2019 10:22:03 AM allahuniversal We knew that they ran a blood bank. We just didn't know how literal that was.

4/10/2019 10:22:21 AM zagnett Seems like walking should be your priority then.

Just sayin' 😍🥰😘

4/10/2019 10:22:40 AM mongrelglory Yup!  Heard that all the time from my father! 😉

4/10/2019 10:23:19 AM ragevirusqq Do you ever hear a pitch change when listening to the ringing or frequency? If so listen more closely.

4/10/2019 10:23:41 AM aprilbrown99 My mom said I did. Talked to whoever all the time. Played with them outside. I asked my mom if she questioned me about their name or who they 

were but she didn’t. She just disregarded it. Soon after that I was probably prescribed fluoridated water by my dr or dentist. Targeted??

4/10/2019 10:23:42 AM tyl3r59518097 By reiterating the same eloquent sounding content, time and again referencing the same arcane biblical themes, among other things, what you 

accomplish, is the re-demonstration of the difficulty you have, like so many of us, around integrating your own existential insignificance.

4/10/2019 10:24:23 AM ragevirusqq I do not believe you are a liar ✌🏻

4/10/2019 10:24:49 AM roublisa It’s gotten better with age lol 😂. pic.twitter.com/nWxMcANUjk

4/10/2019 10:24:54 AM mongrelglory Do you think you might be a Starseed Charmanda?  Do you have any experiences or recollections?

4/10/2019 10:25:22 AM aprilbrown99 I am so sorry.

4/10/2019 10:25:28 AM prmd21801759 Wow! To know thyself 💙

4/10/2019 10:26:03 AM susyqzee Yes and sometimes likes pops and crackle type blips. It’s extremely high pitched. Around this mark ... pic.twitter.com/AtCIkDAAvX

4/10/2019 10:26:27 AM rick_hernandez This is a bit of a mind bender

4/10/2019 10:26:27 AM mongrelglory Every international disaster, I gave money to them.  It makes me sick to think that they were possibly preying on the orphans of that disaster! 😫

4/10/2019 10:26:29 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Jake. 🙏

4/10/2019 10:26:37 AM cledrordfishing I have a question for all the lawmakers who have never known hard labor. 

Why is not okay for us guys in our 40s and 50s to use something like norco that actually dulls pain and still leaves you with a clear mind? My body is 

beaten from decades of hard work and bad choices.

4/10/2019 10:26:56 AM prmd21801759 Wow!! So there are still Domain officers now on Earth 😎 thank you! Please say thanks to Airl.

4/10/2019 10:27:25 AM mongrelglory Love that GIF! 🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 10:27:37 AM starehope I had responded many times and was completely ignored!

4/10/2019 10:28:03 AM allahuniversal [iHeartMedia] [MSM]

4/10/2019 10:28:08 AM richardhiatt16 Push “SEND”. 🤓

4/10/2019 10:28:18 AM scott_rick  https://www.szynalski.com/tone-generator/ 

4/10/2019 10:28:24 AM roublisa Didn’t think I would find a suitable one....must be a real issue .......lol 😂



4/10/2019 10:29:31 AM cledrordfishing I want these drugs available to me.  When I have to pull wrenches and lift heavy shit for 15 or 16 hours for days at a time Norco is the only way I can 

keep up my performance because the pain gets so bad. I don't want lawmakers to take that away from me.  I perform or get fired!

4/10/2019 10:29:40 AM ragevirusqq Feel good about this. I had ugly feelings after interacting with it yesterday.

4/10/2019 10:29:49 AM roublisa Off the subject a bit....any one discover the 4-10-19  @10:00 connection🤔?

4/10/2019 10:30:18 AM allahuniversal #Haiti 2010 was the last time. After seeing in plain sight the $ not go toward helping the people themselves, eyes were open to their schemes [Clinton 

Foundation]

4/10/2019 10:30:34 AM alprabalpra This may seem a bit off topic but does 5G frequency play any role in the method of disrupting timelines?Through transmision of the higher frequencies 

alone causing creation of alternate timelines or by causing a chain type reaction due to large number of negatively effected ppl?

4/10/2019 10:31:15 AM cledrordfishing I asked my doctor if there are alternatives that work and he said no.  Well if there is some Majestic medicine that works please unveil it.  If not they 

need to worry about illegal drugs not ones us old guys need!

4/10/2019 10:31:32 AM mongrelglory OMG!  I completely forgot with all this Michele drama!  It was supposed to be an announcement at 9 am wasn't it?

4/10/2019 10:31:37 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Big happenings?  Lol. 🥴

 https://www.vogue.com/article/kim-kardashian-west-cover-may-2019 …

4/10/2019 10:31:43 AM rosemodema I have the perfect song .. 

🖤☝ https://youtu.be/OPlK5HwFxcw 

4/10/2019 10:31:54 AM mongrelglory Me too!

4/10/2019 10:32:39 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙄🙄🙄🙄👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻  https://twitter.com/USATODAY/status/1115870778854191112 …

4/10/2019 10:33:11 AM roublisa I think so😏

4/10/2019 10:34:02 AM mongrelglory I knew the Canadian nurse that died in the earthquake. She worked in our clinic in Elmira (Mennonite area).  Yvonne was retired but would go down 

there to do volunteer work.  She was such a wonderful soul!  😢

4/10/2019 10:34:36 AM charmanda9 Well, I have always felt different. I am the anomalous redhead in the family. I had a profound experience of looking into a mirror at a very young age 

and realizing that that was who I was and that I was stuck in this body for the rest of my life.

4/10/2019 10:35:24 AM nashua1618 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any suggestions for good study/focus music?

4/10/2019 10:35:53 AM skeye_watching Christians have a hard time understanding just how Yeshua will return.  He said he would return the same way he left.  On a cloud... with power & 

great glory & he would take us to a realm prepared for us. Not on a big white horse slinging a sword.

4/10/2019 10:36:02 AM drbohammer These particular trolls are not AI. I have patents in AI. These accounts are definitely being driven by real people... very real, very contrary people, with 

an agenda of disruption and deflection.

4/10/2019 10:36:03 AM charmanda9 Also, I have a memory of levitating in front of my church as a preschooler. Still can’t really explain it and I don’t talk about it to anyone because it is 

really bizarre and no one would believe me.

4/10/2019 10:36:29 AM mongrelglory How interesting!  Usually little kids are pretty comfortable in their skin unless someone starts criticizing how they look.

4/10/2019 10:36:50 AM mr_roqers Have you ever-June’s Diary 🎶

4/10/2019 10:36:57 AM roublisa @zagnett interesting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  RT this ....this morning🤔  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073028570279219200 …

4/10/2019 10:37:30 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/edVxOalsU7

4/10/2019 10:37:50 AM starehope We must trust our feelings. What happened to the ascended sidekick? Did he disappear?

4/10/2019 10:38:07 AM mongrelglory The adults around you probably just blocked it out of their memories because they couldn't process it!

4/10/2019 10:38:16 AM roaminnoodle You have said: "Time is an illusion"/"time is a marker for events but an illusion in distance between events."

So my question is, can you share what event(s) need to happen before the tweet from 45: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." 

https://qanon.pub/#55 

4/10/2019 10:38:55 AM zagnett Just don't nobody start thinking i'm one of them of course. i think it's more likely i'm full of hot air honestly. All hat, no cattle? 🤠

4/10/2019 10:39:12 AM daveschroeder18 Wow! Sounds incredible. Really makes one wonder, why we chose  to come here. Some huge promise to ascend faster? That would be the only thing, 

given the current knowledge of things as I know them,  that would actually motivate me.

4/10/2019 10:39:14 AM charmanda9 I had a dream around the same time that has carried with me my whole life. It was triggered by a church sermon where my pastor was showing 

DaVinci’s Vitruvian Man (for some odd reason???) on a projector screen. He was talking about death. I dreamed that two boulders with...

4/10/2019 10:39:17 AM starehope Ok, thanks for the info.

4/10/2019 10:41:00 AM mongrelglory It was out of compassion for the IS-BEs of Earth.  All of them...people, plants, animals, and Earth itself.

4/10/2019 10:41:24 AM charmanda9 ...arms, legs, and faces came knocking on my door, a door to our house we never used. They were dressed in what I came to know as nazi uniforms, 

but with quivers of arrows over their shoulders. They asked for my parents and I would not let them in or go et my parents. Frightening

4/10/2019 10:42:01 AM kathleen3693693 Thank you.

4/10/2019 10:42:04 AM roublisa Not sure...feel like it was more symbolic....building and maintaining strength in 3D 🤷♀️ there are times I am totally lucid in dream state,but  I feel but 

this dream was about creation, salvation, and unity....felt like real life very vivid and the joy I felt was very real.

4/10/2019 10:42:27 AM 17_3_161815214 Insight needed please:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS 

True or false?

4/10/2019 10:43:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 @MicheleTittlerQ

4/10/2019 10:45:07 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0cKfyBB3aA

4/10/2019 10:45:08 AM zagnett Why all Canadian so far? Can't Kab./ Michele get more...international?

4/10/2019 10:45:56 AM johngradycole20 Thank you very much! A question if you have a moment please- is it the Majestic 12 who reach me in my dream states and test me with various 

strange opportunities to commit crimes; from committing murder of innocent people to rape, steal, and even take controlled substances/drink?

4/10/2019 10:46:31 AM bondisurf "The Great Beast"

Aleister Crowley’s Influence On Popular Music. 

Turn and Face the Strange.

 https://youtu.be/G3LvhdFEOqs 

"Norse Gods and Heroes"

The Nordic Vikings captured the Vibration Perception and Communication in Music.

 https://youtu.be/VHxjyBtKxpM 
4/10/2019 10:46:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 @MicheleAGagnon

4/10/2019 10:47:08 AM laurabusse Who says he will actually return? Deepak Chopra and others teach the 2nd coming is the return of christ consciousness to the earth. That krishna 

(same root word meaning as christ) was also a christ of a different time and place. (Blasphemy to christians i know). What do i...

4/10/2019 10:47:57 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/8TIAZqtxFj

4/10/2019 10:49:18 AM roublisa Same as kab?

4/10/2019 10:49:26 AM charmanda9 At that age, I didn’t really care that much that I had red hair and freckles. But as time went on and I got older it did affect me because my mom was 

always cutting my hair super short. So as an adult, I have primarily had long hair. I have changed it a few times.



4/10/2019 10:49:35 AM allahuniversal Yup, the hashtags #MicheleTittler

#MicheleAnneTittler

👇🏽]ALICE[ ??? pic.twitter.com/Z50MdoEfLP

4/10/2019 10:49:47 AM laurabusse believe? Have come to believe it's kinda futile to have beliefs! I meditate. Living in the present moment and being open to life is all we really need...to 

me, now, beliefs just seem to muck things up. Of course i have beliefs...i try to be aware of them...life is so interesting!

4/10/2019 10:49:53 AM love4thegameak Ted Toast!! He Got Owens'd!! Lol

4/10/2019 10:50:03 AM warangel1111 😂😂👏

4/10/2019 10:50:09 AM mommahood777 The tech has been out for a while, shtf preppers were getting it to add to their bug out equip.  Seen video on it, VERY cool!

4/10/2019 10:50:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow.

4/10/2019 10:50:59 AM alec_m_currier You've Got That right! 😘😎#Q

4/10/2019 10:51:09 AM rosemodema ... 🖤💫 pic.twitter.com/MepL0wDiTG

4/10/2019 10:51:25 AM mongrelglory My mother gave me a "pixie cut" too!  My hair is long now too.  She hated long hair...said it wasn't "practical".

4/10/2019 10:51:41 AM zagnett Tripe no. Cinnamon, yes sometimes.

4/10/2019 10:51:48 AM realityloominng < Or missing keyboard buttons

4/10/2019 10:51:52 AM aprilbrown99 Red hair is beautiful. I colored mine red for a while in my 20s. It was hard to maintain cuz the pigment fades fast but it is very pretty.  Freckles are just 

kisses from the 🌞

4/10/2019 10:52:22 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/oCNVSAyG4Y

4/10/2019 10:52:38 AM extradouble He sounds unbelievable..thrn you find out the Collins family is considered the most magical of all of them.

4/10/2019 10:53:18 AM aprilbrown99 I have had long hair for most of my life. When I graduate high school I cute it short. Was that way for about 5 years then I grew it out again.

4/10/2019 10:53:20 AM skeye_watching There has never been Christ Consciousness on this planet as a whole. Something can't return that was never here. Consciousness is used very loosely.  

It takes a body to house consciousness to interact & commune together. Life is more than vapor floating around bumping into things

4/10/2019 10:53:23 AM rosemodema Creepy Right ?? 🤣

4/10/2019 10:54:17 AM charmanda9 I can tell you how many times I have been told that. Either that or angel kisses. My parents’ male friends would often tease me, asking me if I take all 

my freckles off before bed or asking if I ever play connect the dots. That got old quickly. 😏

4/10/2019 10:54:32 AM rebornkingent This relates to the 432 hz question I asked about a month ago.

4/10/2019 10:54:42 AM zagnett i just don't resonate with the name "Real Dark" anything, much less "Judge".

4/10/2019 10:55:21 AM skeye_watching Yeshua was the Elohim that was born into a 3D body. He was seen in many places over His time here.

4/10/2019 10:55:31 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/sYac2NPTX6

4/10/2019 10:55:52 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/WGQoofg4OL

4/10/2019 10:56:09 AM rebornkingent MJ answered more specifically of 432 vs 440. Is terrible with the search function. But the answer is there.

4/10/2019 10:56:28 AM allahuniversal ALICE = Alice's Creation

ALICE is many things.

Welcome to underland. pic.twitter.com/cDW9Mwq2Mu

4/10/2019 10:56:43 AM carolin15161363  https://youtu.be/5u6GuXRoClA 

4/10/2019 10:56:45 AM tyl3r59518097 I drew your attention, apparently to little avail, to the foolishness inherent in pondering what at all any 1 man can accomplish. At least w/in  contexts 

thickened by the holier than imagination-driven themes, in which you pose these questions of (seeming) religious significance.

4/10/2019 10:57:29 AM aprilbrown99 Yea, I am sure it did. I always got teased about my name. They would say April May June, or where is August. Stupid stuff like that. My cousins called 

me GrapeApe. There was a cartoon when we were young that was about a purple gorilla. I can’t recall the name.

4/10/2019 10:57:32 AM ncadet06 Ready willing and able

4/10/2019 10:57:48 AM laurabusse Well everyone is entitled to their own thoughts, beliefs, opinions. Free will. We are each a sovereign being. V interesting how ppl think differently. I 

enjoy hearing a variety of ideas, conclusions. (Everyone is where they're at and got there somehow). Makes life v interesting!

4/10/2019 10:58:07 AM rosemodema Sad songs to a heavy heart... 

not good ...

4/10/2019 10:58:08 AM charmanda9 Did you catch the conversation with MJ the other day about long hair?

4/10/2019 10:58:18 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA today?

4/10/2019 10:58:55 AM ethereal_shaman I was traumatized at age 5 when my mom cut off my hair and gave me a Toni perm.  I remember very little of my childhood, but I remember that.

4/10/2019 10:59:03 AM charmanda9 Oh yeah. I remember that one.

4/10/2019 10:59:25 AM aprilbrown99 I did. It is interesting.

4/10/2019 10:59:28 AM rosemodema Who is 1 Fallen Angel to Rebuke the Son Of God??

4/10/2019 10:59:33 AM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I gotta say, picturing different members from ir former members of CoC tweeting things and surfing the net is pretty amusing.

4/10/2019 10:59:35 AM 17_3_161815214 Indeed I Do. My awareness came from Past Experiences. Q3 is in fact the realm of my awareness. FACT

4/10/2019 11:00:24 AM aprilbrown99 Awe, that is very traumatic. Sorry that happened.

4/10/2019 11:00:36 AM charmanda9 😂 I got a perm once with my short hair too! I HATED it! I looked like little orphan Annie! Even her hair was longer than min though! It was basically a 

fro.

4/10/2019 11:00:51 AM alec_m_currier #Q-11-T3

4/10/2019 11:00:59 AM rosemodema Use your words. . . . . ??

4/10/2019 11:01:30 AM laurabusse Ofcourse that's entirely possible. I've read countless books, articles that seem to say definitively who jesus really was. I read the bible for 30 yrs. Maybe 

someday we'll find out for sure...

No longer matters to me :-)

Am happier than I've ever been...

4/10/2019 11:01:32 AM mongrelglory Perhaps there's a menu we can order from? 😁

4/10/2019 11:01:45 AM alec_m_currier How about THAT? THAT in your realm of awareness? 😎

4/10/2019 11:01:56 AM ethereal_shaman I looked like a poodle. 🐩 Kind of funny now, but not so much then.

4/10/2019 11:02:13 AM space_sloth26 Not discrediting you, talking about other accounts that have been trying to like Kab or Sather

4/10/2019 11:02:16 AM carolin15161363 I have experienced being with someone just like that.

4/10/2019 11:02:32 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/BS8lf0wCqe

4/10/2019 11:02:38 AM ethereal_shaman Mine too...🐩

4/10/2019 11:02:41 AM zagnett Got it, thanks!

4/10/2019 11:02:55 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/14ze0ApCQj

4/10/2019 11:03:06 AM aprilbrown99 Oh no. We have all had horrible things happen with perms. I had one that fried my hairs and made some of the hair fall off.  That is why I ended up 

getting my hair cut short.  I forgot all about that until just now. Lol

4/10/2019 11:03:21 AM skeye_watching I use to worry what would happen to people that didn't believe in the Supreme Creator & his  creator Sons.  Now I just take the stance that in the end, 

we'll see who was right.  I just hope that as His children we all get to share a beautiful life together in our new home.

4/10/2019 11:03:44 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/wmfGvu8QoH

4/10/2019 11:04:57 AM aprilbrown99 I hear ya. I can relate. I think my hair has been almost every color of the rainbow too, at some point coloring my hair myself. Lol. The things we do to 

look nice. Now I just let my hair fly free. 🙃



4/10/2019 11:05:30 AM rosemodema It's Sweet 🍒

I got it covered 😉👍

4/10/2019 11:05:49 AM askingsocrates I think everyone should listen to and interpret your glaring example of witless banter as it is expressed, with anger and bigotry. You see everyone 

responding to you is immune to your bad apple attitude. Have a great day and try to enjoy life. Onward and upward bruh.

4/10/2019 11:06:42 AM melanieanders7 Ooooh!!!! They broke the ruuuuuuuules!!! 😱🤣😂😅

4/10/2019 11:06:43 AM zagnett Well put, friend!

4/10/2019 11:07:03 AM skeye_watching I have been searching for the the Geneva text. It is suppose to be the first english translation.  But I find that Hebrew & Aramaic words often don't 

translate to the true meaning.  It takes reading it without religious or christian views and look for the deeper meanings

4/10/2019 11:07:06 AM rosemodema . . . and ??

4/10/2019 11:07:20 AM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/Df7TbJhL8O

4/10/2019 11:07:52 AM aprilbrown99 She is back up and running. pic.twitter.com/pvU5JUDKvP

4/10/2019 11:08:01 AM mongrelglory Is that what happened to me when you asked us to focus on the star constellations we were drawn to?  Did I receive a download from you?  If so, 

thank you!

4/10/2019 11:08:19 AM lbf777 Black and red are the colors of Lucifer. The Catholics use that combo often.

4/10/2019 11:08:46 AM lightworkercain If ALICE was in SA (Wonderland) and access is closed to the Deep State there now as per Q, how is she still plugging along?

4/10/2019 11:08:50 AM charmanda9 Speaking of rainbows. I am feeling happy today because I sold my priciest item on my Etsy shop. It’s a rainbow. pic.twitter.com/LZHMkCFp2B

4/10/2019 11:08:55 AM melanieanders7 I wonder what sort of backlash that account will bring? There’s always “vengeance” when encountering personalities as such. Maybe they’ll wisen up? 

And leave be?

4/10/2019 11:09:11 AM space_sloth26 I'm so open to different narratives that seeing Kab and MJ go back and forth dismayed me from both.

4/10/2019 11:09:41 AM aprilbrown99 Congrats!  That is really cute. 🌈

4/10/2019 11:10:46 AM 17_3_161815214 Universe within many yet many remain elsewhere? Why? Those who believe what they are told will never understand those who question everything 

unknown

4/10/2019 11:10:55 AM zagnett Yeah it's rough sometimes.

Welcome back here! Good to see you! 😊

4/10/2019 11:10:57 AM charmanda9 It comes all apart like a puzzle. It nests in the cloud.

4/10/2019 11:11:07 AM laurabusse Agree with everything you said :-)

4/10/2019 11:11:23 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/PRtxwCOUxc

4/10/2019 11:12:02 AM aprilbrown99 Very cute. Is it knitted?

4/10/2019 11:12:23 AM skeye_watching 😊💐

4/10/2019 11:12:25 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/wlDV0ZDQGe

4/10/2019 11:12:31 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “spying did occur”

4/10/2019 11:12:46 AM realityloominng Wauw lots of correlation to my own life! I'm connected the big dipper. Maybe actually the Little Dipper though, since i didn't know about that one until 

now😅

4/10/2019 11:13:21 AM askingsocrates I believe they are trying to rely on herd mentality to continue their spread of negative energy through artificial accounts simulating desynchrinization.

4/10/2019 11:13:45 AM zagnett We'll see.

Doing my best to call out the remaining [cabal peeps] so we can all this s***show over with & just move on. They can retreat back to [their hidey-

holes] or stand down. That's all i'm asking, [cabal].

4/10/2019 11:14:09 AM rosemodema Do yourself a favor and watch this!! 

🦋🖤💫 https://youtu.be/4Qca_hHcplQ 

4/10/2019 11:14:13 AM alec_m_currier Are You Questioning Your own existence?¿ or mine?

4/10/2019 11:14:32 AM laurabusse Yes. Plus we weren't actually there (unless we were LOL) so we don't know the subtle meanings of words etc. I've concluded there is no truth from the 

past that us still not available today and still accessible in some way shape or form...as interesting as it all is! (And was)

4/10/2019 11:15:19 AM charmanda9 Needle felted. It is made out of wool. Solidly entangled wool. It takes a looong time.

4/10/2019 11:15:25 AM carolin15161363 Do you think someone with Collins DNA can not only be a good person but also be accepted as a good person?

4/10/2019 11:16:13 AM wokeanonq Interdasting...

4/10/2019 11:16:18 AM aprilbrown99 Really nice work!

4/10/2019 11:16:48 AM 17_3_161815214 Neither. Questions are not to be interpreted by others for they don't have the answers. Questions can only be answered by those asking the question.

4/10/2019 11:17:41 AM ragevirusqq  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbgJ-cECcjM …

accurate?

4/10/2019 11:17:58 AM charmanda9 Thank you very much! To give you an idea about what the wool likes starting out, I will show you a different style which leaves the wool loose for 

effect. This is a little fire. pic.twitter.com/m3bV0AlA3b

4/10/2019 11:18:45 AM arslandmagnus  https://youtu.be/7n8LKp0iiTc  pic.twitter.com/yDh4d9xeRi

4/10/2019 11:19:01 AM nancyddb Ya but, ya but, if we are here to help others with the concept of IS-BE, but maybe someone else is helping us to think beyond IS-BE. A push to always go 

inside for the answers. An AI pushing us, to look at how we perceive, then project.

4/10/2019 11:19:48 AM orthogonalron 5:5

Thank you.

4/10/2019 11:20:08 AM aprilbrown99 That is really cool. I like to knit. I have a loom but haven’t used it yet. 

I love crafty stuff. 💕

4/10/2019 11:20:42 AM mongrelglory Hah!  I remember that!  Toni and Dippity Doo were the only styling products, along with lots of hairspray!  Brill Cream for the men.

4/10/2019 11:21:43 AM skeye_watching I completely agree. It just takes earnestly & diligently asking for wisdom & faith that we will be guided into truth  I find that if I read something & try 

not to put my own thoughts into it, it will come to me & I will have that feeling down deep that truth is being shown or not

4/10/2019 11:21:50 AM zagnett On second thought, i like low-carb 90% to 100% "dark" chocolate. 😛 But it doesn't have "judge" in the name, so it's all good!

4/10/2019 11:22:48 AM alec_m_currier Then Why are You asking an ai source for insighT? 😎

4/10/2019 11:23:22 AM roublisa That’s it🤗

4/10/2019 11:23:56 AM realityloominng Did anyone of you experience Sleep Paralysis as a child?

4/10/2019 11:24:45 AM zagnett I'm not thinking IS-BE this or that is the priority currently.

It seems the push for today is to establish a beachhead on Twitter for free speech/expression. Every free IS-BE will need that going forward.

Twitter: prepare to be boarded. 🧐

4/10/2019 11:25:35 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I did.

4/10/2019 11:26:30 AM zagnett Mirror.



4/10/2019 11:26:30 AM highhopesusa Birds were the first musicians....I love the sounds of nature most of all

4/10/2019 11:26:37 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/YhgNps8FSb

4/10/2019 11:26:49 AM mongrelglory No, luckily I didn't.  That must be a terrifying experience!

4/10/2019 11:28:24 AM aprilbrown99 Did you have a nice lunch break?  I hope you had something healthy and good to eat.  Being so mean and hateful wastes so much energy. 

Either way, God bless you.

4/10/2019 11:28:29 AM ethereal_shaman Dippity Doo...a blast from the past.  My mom used lots of that green goo.

4/10/2019 11:28:34 AM zagnett Personally, i plan to be silent only if/when MJ or an MJ subordinate requests that i stand down.

4/10/2019 11:28:57 AM aprilbrown99 Amen to that. 🙏

4/10/2019 11:28:59 AM charmanda9 Sounds like we all have a lot in common! Not terribly surprising, I suppose. 😉

4/10/2019 11:29:37 AM allahuniversal Oh no, that was a suggestion for... pic.twitter.com/2alZ1Yw1iw

4/10/2019 11:30:19 AM nancyddb Very true, the beachhead must be established first. I'm on board.

4/10/2019 11:30:37 AM ethereal_shaman I'm horribly clumsy, but I was 2 weeks early.  Probably just not use to this human suit, lol.

4/10/2019 11:30:50 AM zagnett More generally, if what i'm doing is ever detrimental to "the Plan" i want to know about it ASAP. Will adjust strategy.

4/10/2019 11:31:19 AM aprilbrown99 I think if we did a pole, we would find that most of us here on MJs page, we have more than we know in common. Lives together throughout time I am 

sure. There are no coincidences.

4/10/2019 11:31:40 AM ethereal_shaman Not at all suprising...magnetism.

4/10/2019 11:31:51 AM zagnett Oh i know. i just wanted to make my position clear to @Michele4Canada_ 

Love, light, kek! 😍🥰🍸

4/10/2019 11:32:07 AM aprilbrown99 I loved that show. Now I know it wasn’t the best role model but still funny.

4/10/2019 11:32:21 AM ethereal_shaman Like attracts like.

4/10/2019 11:32:40 AM mongrelglory Either that, or you were an eager "go-getter"!  😁

4/10/2019 11:33:04 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, exactly. And the weighted feeling of this planet.

4/10/2019 11:33:21 AM rcevans623c I look like your going to a funeral : wait.

4/10/2019 11:34:22 AM giediknight "there has been no operation undertaken to

seek out, discover and destroy the vast and ancient

network of electronics machinery that create the IS-BE

force screens at this end of the galaxy." - Page 65 Alien Interview

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this the unofficial mission of Space Force?

4/10/2019 11:34:24 AM charmanda9 Goose bumps. 🧲💓⚡

4/10/2019 11:34:41 AM zagnett "Gang harassment"? We didn't even seek you out. We simply waited for you to get back from your lunch break.

4/10/2019 11:35:16 AM allahuniversal Per marching orders, your strategy looks fine to me pic.twitter.com/QGHy2D71iu

4/10/2019 11:36:56 AM allahuniversal Found one of those sitcom rerun channels, had to laugh bc this ALICE fits kinda well, weird boss & all!

4/10/2019 11:37:27 AM rosemodema Bend Over .... 🤷♀️🖤😬

4/10/2019 11:37:37 AM laurabusse Yes!! :-)

4/10/2019 11:37:44 AM qtpi3_14 People that hire Awan brothers should not throw stones...   or something like that 😎

4/10/2019 11:37:56 AM zagnett Good to hear, thanks!

"Fire at will!" 🧐

4/10/2019 11:38:10 AM 17_3_161815214 Fishing with a line to see what hooks

4/10/2019 11:39:23 AM rosemodema What's that ..,. 🖤? pic.twitter.com/6s6vpZ9CXp

4/10/2019 11:39:38 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/z3xnoVVTvO

4/10/2019 11:40:21 AM alec_m_currier Fair enough..

4/10/2019 11:40:41 AM 17_3_161815214 True or False

Suppose there's a 50/50 chance of an answer

4/10/2019 11:41:01 AM thomasdra9on Got some dust in the projector?

4/10/2019 11:41:42 AM k3yle lol pic.twitter.com/EfjuurqdEy

4/10/2019 11:41:49 AM laurabusse I was 2 weeks "late"

4/10/2019 11:42:43 AM alec_m_currier That's a compromised source You're asking. . They are providing [their] own narrative.. I'm Telling You The Truth To aid in Your future researches.. 💯

4/10/2019 11:43:12 AM princesspatrio1 Nervous Teddy

Knows what's coming

We are ready

Justice humming

The time draws near

Tick tick goes the clock

We can see their fear

Justice, about to knock

On the door of truth

#DarkToLight
4/10/2019 11:43:14 AM andress45303251 YES MAAM!!!

4/10/2019 11:43:23 AM k3yle Prove ur credentials please

4/10/2019 11:44:02 AM laurabusse Me too. My mom was always cutting my hair when i wanted it long. Most of my adult life it was long.

4/10/2019 11:44:26 AM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 11:44:45 AM k3yle I do by nobody but myself.

4/10/2019 11:45:34 AM zagnett "Corrective demand" ignored.

Have you asked for Q's creds yet?

4/10/2019 11:45:50 AM allahuniversal Instructions to instruct another entity. A command within a command. This is reaching Inception levels...

I was pretty clear, every interaction IIs a LARP, only the beings are real. I'm fine with that. 

BTW, why do you refer to as Maj? Sounds like a nickname for an ex...??

4/10/2019 11:46:33 AM laurabusse I think they didn't want to take the time to deal with and have to untangle our long hair! Can't blame them really...

4/10/2019 11:46:44 AM warangel1111 👏👏👏😎

4/10/2019 11:46:57 AM aprilbrown99 Why so you can try and kill another typist. Wrong!

4/10/2019 11:46:59 AM zagnett Miiror. Q.

4/10/2019 11:47:12 AM laurabusse And i hated that pixie cut! It was sooo embarrassing!!!

4/10/2019 11:47:20 AM allahuniversal May we see your ID and credentials, please? pic.twitter.com/PlsiCZNWuY

4/10/2019 11:47:38 AM nun_chucknorris Well done everybody!

4/10/2019 11:48:01 AM laurabusse Same here! Those perms were horrible...the smell!!!

4/10/2019 11:49:24 AM allahuniversal But... You... Are attracted to... This... Account... Too... pic.twitter.com/Ap5rDJC5bl

4/10/2019 11:49:35 AM tyl3r59518097 Niche - Boy You Got To Me (Original Version)  https://youtu.be/ovbwzrmZfeA  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/eOfRWgPouN



4/10/2019 11:50:11 AM zagnett "All of Maj's followers"?

i knew about [HRC's] "body count" a decade ago, i voted for Trump with no hesitation & no regret/remorse.

Not even once thought the #RussiaHoax was a thing. i cut cable in 2002. i can barely even spell [MSNBC].

4/10/2019 11:50:21 AM laurabusse Love to knit :-)

4/10/2019 11:50:21 AM aprilbrown99 😁

4/10/2019 11:51:22 AM k3yle Lmao pic.twitter.com/vSs4pBTDRi

4/10/2019 11:51:23 AM k3yle Blocked me Lolol

4/10/2019 11:51:42 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/d35B4owFQ8

4/10/2019 11:52:13 AM allahuniversal 😅

4/10/2019 11:52:24 AM meatwad_atnewsf Love u anyway

4/10/2019 11:52:34 AM drbohammer Oh thank God, Michele4 of Canada has blocked me...right when I was asking him/her/it for credentials. So sad 😭 Whatever shall I do with all of this 

extra free time?

4/10/2019 11:53:48 AM wink5811 How does anyone (are they human?) do this, order it, knows it’s happening and then sleep at night? The real photo of CS dying should be on the news 

daily till justice is served, been saying this for years.

4/10/2019 11:54:23 AM nun_chucknorris May be related to “Freddy Benson, master baker” over on 8 getting doxxed a few mins ago. Maybe not but interesting timing.

4/10/2019 11:54:25 AM allahuniversal So you're dividing YOURSELF from others, while blaming another?  Keep going 🍿🍿🍿👇🏽👇🏽👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/510t0RCf39

4/10/2019 11:55:13 AM allahuniversal All in the same gang?

4/10/2019 11:55:22 AM thomasdra9on Blocked by another,,,,they sure are evading something

4/10/2019 11:55:24 AM zagnett Me yet? Please feel free to.

4/10/2019 11:55:50 AM allahuniversal Headed to 8 str8away - - - >

4/10/2019 11:56:24 AM zagnett Mirror.

"Corrective demand" ignored.

4/10/2019 11:56:38 AM enjoytheqshow1 You rock 👊

4/10/2019 11:56:45 AM melanieanders7 I guess the slap in the hand didn’t work.

4/10/2019 11:57:11 AM allahuniversal She won't block me, have been practically asking for it...

4/10/2019 11:58:03 AM skeye_watching Lucky you.  There are lots of us here that have degrees in harassment...per M4C.  We'll be happy to fill up that spare time.😎

4/10/2019 11:59:04 AM realityloominng Thanks man! Hours of stuff I never heard of

4/10/2019 12:00:29 PM carolin15161363 They are monsters

4/10/2019 12:00:38 PM andress45303251 One man changed the world.

4/10/2019 12:01:27 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/kVukJdzCTG

4/10/2019 12:02:20 PM zagnett Me too yet? Please feel free to.

Wow, 100! Big number.

How many people have i blocked / muted today? Zero.

4/10/2019 12:03:58 PM zagnett @DrBoHammer wait how did you get so lucky? She hasn't blocked me yet, & got like 20x as many Replies to her as you do. 🧐

4/10/2019 12:04:32 PM zagnett Think MIRROR. Q.

4/10/2019 12:04:49 PM princesspatrio1 😊 Thanks E.

4/10/2019 12:04:57 PM askingsocrates Interesting theory. You realize YOU made all those choices, right? Love yourself and realize you are the creator of your own misery by allowing your 

self-righteous opinion to control your emotions.

4/10/2019 12:05:09 PM melanieanders7 I don’t have a riff w JS. I’ve talked w the kid since before he started. I still follow MJ because I like the esoteric shares. I especially love the comments 

others share. Is that so bad??

4/10/2019 12:05:13 PM zagnett "Corrective demand" > bit bucket.

4/10/2019 12:05:44 PM charmanda9 I don’t know which night you are asking about, but I had a lucid dream the other night where I was watching and feeling two earth bodies separating 

from one another and remerging, like a tug and pull metamorphosis. It felt alive like the tree of life...very organic.

4/10/2019 12:05:58 PM aprilbrown99 You are lucky.

4/10/2019 12:06:16 PM allahuniversal This should be fun

Not for [CA_J] though

4/10/2019 12:06:24 PM zagnett Think mirror. Q.

4/10/2019 12:06:57 PM zagnett Good point.

4/10/2019 12:06:58 PM starehope Zag, poor you!😂

4/10/2019 12:07:06 PM drbohammer Not AI. Just a poorly functioning person with an agenda.

4/10/2019 12:07:12 PM aprilbrown99 #Victim

4/10/2019 12:08:18 PM zagnett Yeah i still follow him too. Seen some of his recent videos.

i never even followed Kabamur that much to begin with honestly.

4/10/2019 12:08:53 PM melanieanders7 Anybody got a peace pipe up in here??

4/10/2019 12:09:43 PM melanieanders7 Zag, I’m right with ya. Lab never set right with me vibrationally. And that’s ok! It’s why I don’t follow him. :)

4/10/2019 12:09:55 PM zagnett Yeah i'm hoping we can help her somehow. Not seeing the right strategy currently though, sadly.

4/10/2019 12:10:09 PM anneolsen43 Hmmmm your notifications are not coming through to me ...🤔

4/10/2019 12:10:27 PM tyl3r59518097 You give me far too much credit my friend..Really..and I’ve barely started!! 🤣 https://youtu.be/7mgBk0X8ANQ 

4/10/2019 12:10:30 PM skeye_watching Zaggy....you must not be doing something right!!!. 😯 It's ok....she never replied to me.  I was muted in the last encounter I had with her, but if I don't 

block or mute her, she's all over my mentions.  No everyone can get on her special list! 😉

4/10/2019 12:10:42 PM starehope I get ignored too.

4/10/2019 12:10:44 PM zagnett Name calling again. 😏

4/10/2019 12:12:05 PM realityloominng Hahaha you ladies are just brilliant

4/10/2019 12:12:13 PM beavdaniel I never get eyethespy even though I follow. 

I have to use the search bar.

4/10/2019 12:12:52 PM anneolsen43 Oh sorry not Eye ... I don’t follow him/her

4/10/2019 12:13:28 PM drbohammer I’ve apparently always had a knack for attracting freaks, stalkers, haters, and opportunists. Some of the freaks have been fun, but other than that...not 

so much.

4/10/2019 12:13:39 PM aprilbrown99 Pacific Coast Time Zone. 🤔

4/10/2019 12:15:31 PM zagnett Well hopefully you can fire them quickly in Colorado if needed lol.

4/10/2019 12:15:53 PM allahuniversal *digitally passes the peace pipe* pic.twitter.com/ksRWs1c0pA

4/10/2019 12:16:15 PM starehope I used to be a magnet for people with relationship problems, but things have changed. It don't happen much past few years. Things change.

4/10/2019 12:16:42 PM aprilbrown99 # Victim

4/10/2019 12:17:04 PM zagnett Why do you pretty much always attack @aprilbrown99 btw? What do you not like about her specifically, over & above everyone else on here 

speculating about all sorts of stuff?

4/10/2019 12:17:08 PM skeye_watching I hate to burst your bubble.....but I've never claimed to be ascended.  My feet are firmly planted on the ground here.  So you'll have to do some more 

frequency reading, cause you didn't even get close.  A little hint for you though...."you can't touch this"



4/10/2019 12:18:22 PM zagnett MJ, did you run out of 🍿 yet?

Or did you reload? 🍿🍿🍿

4/10/2019 12:18:47 PM starehope Are you ok?

4/10/2019 12:19:19 PM starehope And I believe you are a survivor!

4/10/2019 12:19:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

4/10/2019 12:19:40 PM skeye_watching Funny how she has them muted but still knows all about what they tweet.  Too funny.

4/10/2019 12:19:56 PM zagnett i've never claimed "ascension" either. idk if i care even to "ascend" in the first place. i don't even know exactly what "ascension" is & don't plan to just 

"ascend" w/o knowing more about it. i typically "look before i leap".

4/10/2019 12:20:02 PM realityloominng 😍

4/10/2019 12:20:39 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 12:21:12 PM aprilbrown99 Of course. I am enjoying the show. I have to leave in a few to go take care of my dad but will be back here in a couple hours. I keep delaying picking him 

up cuz I don’t want to miss the movie. 😃 🍿

4/10/2019 12:21:16 PM skeye_watching Thank you for sharing Majic!😊

4/10/2019 12:21:46 PM aprilbrown99 Enough for everyone. 😘🍿

4/10/2019 12:22:08 PM zagnett MJ -  dude, careful with your blood sugars!!!

Ok now i'm a bit more worried about MJ lol.

🍿🍩🍸

4/10/2019 12:22:28 PM aprilbrown99 You can still see those you mute.

4/10/2019 12:23:50 PM skeye_watching We'll save your seat.....Or MC4 will put you on the front row.  You're famous!! 😊💐

4/10/2019 12:23:52 PM starehope Same here!

4/10/2019 12:24:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Why would anyone just believe this guy, when he's so obviously NOT believed by the more outspoken of #QArmy?"

Because MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER and TRUTH RESONATES FROM WITHIN. 

Sheep no more.

Additionally, we have yet to comment on #QArmy at all, so please block MJ12 and stop.

4/10/2019 12:24:30 PM aprilbrown99 This is fun. She can bring it. Doesn’t mean I will engage. I will enjoy the show.

4/10/2019 12:24:33 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/dkwvBqIuZc

4/10/2019 12:24:51 PM zagnett Yeah i'll be out soon too unfortunately, right in the middle of the movie.

4/10/2019 12:25:26 PM melanieanders7 So now I’m a groupie? Or a cult follower? Is that what you’re getting at? I choose my own way. I don’t demand anything from anyone. Ever. If it flows 

well w me, fine! If not, I stop listening. I go elsewhere.

4/10/2019 12:25:43 PM drbohammer She knows because his/her/its sidekick (trolling buddy), Jim of minuscular Hayz, sends him/her/it the tweets. They’re the SSP (Semi-Static Plurality - not 

skilled enough to be called a Dynamic Duo:-)

4/10/2019 12:25:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 watches J$ too. Like we have said, he's a sharp guy with tremendous potential. Fishing expeditions are necessary though. We are starting to see 

the underbelly.

4/10/2019 12:26:37 PM skeye_watching Wise of you.  When we ascend, it will be all of us at one time leaving this place.  It will happen when the time is right for us all.

4/10/2019 12:26:39 PM orthogonalron Hopefully this trial will be on Court TV:17 count superseding indictment charging Al-Imam in the murders of Ambassador Chris Stevens, 

communications specialist Sean Smith and security officers Tyrone Snowden Woods and Glen Anthony Doherty.

4/10/2019 12:27:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let us remember what the original thread was about...

Why would ALICE come back to MJ12 (after blocking) just to derail this thread announcement? pic.twitter.com/hEMJDJw8KV

4/10/2019 12:27:39 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t want to be famous. Just happy and at peace. Full of love and understanding. Today is an awesome test for all of us.

4/10/2019 12:27:41 PM melanieanders7 It’s a really callous underbelly.

4/10/2019 12:27:46 PM realityloominng Are you saying we wouldn't believe it?

4/10/2019 12:28:10 PM zagnett Yeah sounds like it might be fun!

4/10/2019 12:29:00 PM zagnett Because.........SPACE?????????

4/10/2019 12:29:14 PM giediknight Because they want to control the narrative in regards to "aliens" and "SSP".

4/10/2019 12:29:14 PM hawkgirlinmn 1) If you were really #QArmy, you would just take what resonates with you personally and leave the rest. And also, Q has never validated Kab or J$, so 

if we’re going by your logic, they could be seeding as much disinfo as anyone. Nobody is asking to see your credentials, and

4/10/2019 12:29:40 PM skeye_watching That is a very important question.  I'll be doing more homework on Shanahan.

4/10/2019 12:29:51 PM djlok Why all her accounts gotta be Canadian!!!

4/10/2019 12:29:53 PM hawkgirlinmn nobody will because if you don’t resonate with people, then we just leave it. Why can’t you?

4/10/2019 12:30:38 PM sabina06706427 We follow no cult. It resonates so we are tuned in. I think for myself and question things said on here. But I follow bc it resonates

4/10/2019 12:30:56 PM melanieanders7 Thank YOU!!!! Finally someone who blatantly said what I was trying to say. 💙

4/10/2019 12:30:57 PM zagnett i've never cared to be famous either. Or rich for that matter. i just like being helpful/useful to people around me. Maybe a tad funny too (<==still 

working on this).

Yeah this was a GREAT day!!!

4/10/2019 12:31:36 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, very important!

4/10/2019 12:32:19 PM skeye_watching I looking forward to it.

4/10/2019 12:32:47 PM zagnett Please, please look in the mirror & try to discern whether or not some if not all of these things are actually true about yourself. Have you even 

considered that possibility? Please. Honestly, i think you need some serious help.

4/10/2019 12:33:14 PM allahuniversal "Why would ALICE come back to MJ12 (after blocking) just to derail this thread announcement?"

Marching orders to do so?

4/10/2019 12:33:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why does Michele4Canada_ et la feel threatened by free thinking anons who won't cow-tail to corrective demands?

#Q3310

DESPERATION.

Reconcile using logic.

THINK FOR YOURSELF.

DIVIDERS will FAIL.

#Q3307

When they can't attack the information provided, they attack the messenger.
4/10/2019 12:33:19 PM realityloominng 🤣❤️ pic.twitter.com/uvkhDErLkL

4/10/2019 12:34:26 PM aprilbrown99 She is on PST time. 🤔

4/10/2019 12:34:51 PM hawkgirlinmn YOU are dividing. If you are really #QArmy, then let people decide for themselves. That is the whole point of the operation-wake people up.  Nobody is 

immune from disinfo so PLEASE let people decide for themselves or you’re no better than the DS.



4/10/2019 12:34:59 PM melanieanders7 Man, I’d love for you to see through my eyes or walk a mile in my shoes. Maybe the world wouldn’t seem so harsh if you could. I wish you well. We 

clearly cannot see eye to eye.

4/10/2019 12:35:14 PM mrblbrettish boredom?

4/10/2019 12:35:18 PM zagnett Ironically, i've always thought i was in the #QArmy. Rank & file. Just not incredibly outspoken beyond Twitter.

Pleased to meet you, @Michele4Canada_! 😘

4/10/2019 12:36:24 PM zagnett Yeah he's a BIG character in this movie. Definitely cool under fire! 🧐

4/10/2019 12:36:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Whose credentials do you want?

MJ12 members or the typists?

Do you want their credit card numbers too with the 3 digit code on the back to verify their credentials?

Why do you care so much about this account?

These are rhetorical questions.

Message over messenger.

Trust yourself. pic.twitter.com/ichMmr9QLt

4/10/2019 12:36:51 PM starehope Simple pleasures, a laugh here and there, helping others, enjoying family and other people.

Must do - prayers for those suffering! 

A cup of coffee!

4/10/2019 12:37:07 PM aprilbrown99 You are hilarious. I love you!  So glad you are here. Service to others is the only way to be. It is the only way the world will change and improve. Making 

sure everyone has enough food, a home, clean water is so vital. Soon this will happen for all. I can’t wait. 🙏

4/10/2019 12:37:40 PM aprilbrown99 #WaitingForever

4/10/2019 12:37:44 PM hawkgirlinmn The fact that you have to use the claim to be “more ascended” tells me you are clearly not. Ego is a bitch in a high flying plane-time to land it.

4/10/2019 12:37:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Then do you homework on why ALICE decided to derail this thread.

4/10/2019 12:38:08 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 12:38:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Secret Society?

4/10/2019 12:39:29 PM allahuniversal Open Society?

4/10/2019 12:39:31 PM zagnett Oh please, do tell! Please please please!

4/10/2019 12:39:51 PM aprilbrown99 Hidden treasures in Denver perhaps?

4/10/2019 12:40:05 PM jrocktigers I see you have been busy MJ12 and team. I see our friend is till at it.. I need to catch up.

4/10/2019 12:40:24 PM zagnett 😊

4/10/2019 12:41:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Michele4Canada_: "You're not Ascended, you're abusive low frequency gullible people who are LITERALLY abusing someone for challenging Maj to 

prove his credentials."

How can we prove credentials in a way that will get you to stop attempting to dividing & conquer this thread?

SS#?

4/10/2019 12:41:49 PM starehope So we don't learn about the subject.

4/10/2019 12:42:43 PM starehope To prevent us from learning.

4/10/2019 12:42:54 PM hawkgirlinmn You know zero about anyone. Your ego is so unchecked that TSA is calling. 😂😂😂! Also newsflash: IQ has zero to do with your level of spirituality. 

Give it up and go get some anger management.

4/10/2019 12:43:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 So why is proving MJ credentials so important?

Messenger over message = Cabal

4/10/2019 12:43:07 PM giediknight The fact that @kabamur_taygeta 's old avatar was the bust of Akhenaten says it all. (I believe it to be Akhenaten, or other priest of amun)

4/10/2019 12:43:29 PM zagnett i am a #QAnon account. You resonate for s*** honestly. Just sayin'.

Please consider seeking help. It's getting kinda sad really. Help is available.

4/10/2019 12:43:32 PM realityloominng But just who is Alice to oversee/demand the operation that build ALICE???

Guess I underestimated her as a simple pawn of secret Earth rulers...?

4/10/2019 12:43:59 PM drbohammer Because any disruption or deflection of a group that is focused on revelation is what they are after.

4/10/2019 12:44:00 PM spiritualkitch2  https://youtu.be/O6oqIuwerXw 

4/10/2019 12:44:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 IQ is created to measure the presence of brain disorders, not presence of intelligence, let alone spirituality.

4/10/2019 12:44:13 PM skeye_watching You can't rationalize with irrational people, it's like a chihuahua barking at a freight train.

4/10/2019 12:44:16 PM aprilbrown99 That is a great line. I love it.

4/10/2019 12:44:43 PM hawkgirlinmn Nobody has defended. We are simply asking you to allow people to THINK FOR THEMSELVES.

4/10/2019 12:45:46 PM zagnett Yeah the Symposium is only 50 miles away from Cheyenne/NORAD. They could've driven some cool s*** on over from that DUMB MJ's at if they 

wanted.

Beautiful area btw. Absolutely gorgeous.

4/10/2019 12:46:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 ""Resonating" is correct, this account attracts the low IQ, low frequency liars & abusers. That's who RESONATES with this fraud."

Insulting people goes a long way to building friendships.

Very "ascended" of you. pic.twitter.com/cy84VMbKHm

4/10/2019 12:48:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unacceptable to wolves who demand sheep.

"UNLIKE ME OR ANYONE ELSE, he is pretending to be a secret space program insider directly connected to #QAnon and POTUS."

Wrong. Show anon's your evidence, or is it you who is dividing/lying?

ALICE ALICE ALICE

We pray for you.

4/10/2019 12:49:04 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Lq8ce--jsH8 

"And the lord uses the good ones

And the bad ones use the lord"

4/10/2019 12:49:50 PM iamyou132 I challenge you to let people make choices for themselves. It shouldn’t matter to you and the fact that it does is telling. It would be different if Mj was 

convincing others to act in a certain way but they don’t. They just put info out and say the choice to believe is yours

4/10/2019 12:50:14 PM allahuniversal I'm not saying that this video isn't disinformation.

I am saying that the tile of the video is not. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7aLSFQSFRhs …

4/10/2019 12:50:34 PM zagnett So what? i'm pretending to be the friggin' "death star" being slowly converted into a luxury cruise ship for all Humanity for Chrissake.

Who's crazier, MJ or me? Feel free to ponder that one & let me know. 🤔

4/10/2019 12:50:42 PM ascendingadam Dr. Pete Peterson talks about an “Informational Field” through which the health of the BE is effected. Specifically via stimulating nodes on the body by 

a conductive material. This makes me wonder if a wedding ring being worn on a specific finger is for more than marriage. 💍🧐



4/10/2019 12:50:44 PM k3yle  https://youtu.be/r58GQYFZeLE  so I was listening to radio and this song came on... I heard it before but for some reason the lyrics jump at me now. 

What do y'all think?

4/10/2019 12:51:42 PM hawkgirlinmn Since we’re having fun all I keep hearing is the song that goes, “Alice?! Alice?! Who the f$ck is Alice?!”

4/10/2019 12:52:08 PM skeye_watching What I learn about Shanahan will tell me why this thread was intentionally derailed.  ALICE is the one afraid it appears, of us learning what this mission 

is.  ALICE thinks credentials will prove the ties to the mission.  Knowledge not credentials has meaning.

4/10/2019 12:52:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Brilliant question!

4/10/2019 12:52:30 PM djlok We need to get Alice in Chains!!!

4/10/2019 12:53:23 PM zagnett Well, has MJ appeared out of nowhere to arrest anyone here? Not that i can tell.

btw i would demand proof of MJ's identity if they e.g. moved to arrest me like a cop might.

4/10/2019 12:53:46 PM drbohammer Hitting close to home...

4/10/2019 12:53:50 PM realityloominng I have listened to it twice and I'm still clueless,

4/10/2019 12:54:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/drUc2dTPVm

4/10/2019 12:55:10 PM zagnett Oh God, i should've known you'd come up with that stinker lol! 🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 12:56:42 PM zagnett Oh you mean [HRC]?

It seems like you're not looking for much light to begin with, so what's the problem?

4/10/2019 12:57:32 PM djlok You know me well!!!

4/10/2019 12:57:47 PM hawkgirlinmn I wish I could think of the gentleman’s name that gives this amaxing soeech anout how electrical or certain frequencies can heal anything.

4/10/2019 12:58:48 PM k3yle Hahahahaha temptations w you know who... wait who the f is that😂🤣🍿 wow just wow pic.twitter.com/Vub7aXKWil

4/10/2019 12:58:57 PM melanieanders7 I love how she retweeted me. She must like me more than she will admit :)

4/10/2019 1:01:04 PM drbohammer Ah, it looks like another shill has joined the conversation. I won’t be the spoiler. I’m just going to sit back and watch this one spin it up. You’ll see. I’m 

guessing it’s an M4C acolyte.

4/10/2019 1:01:15 PM zagnett Women, generally? Lie so much. But that's so....ugh here we go all PC-and-s***......sexist. 😏

Are the PC police still around to at least check-in on this hyperbolic use of a double-standard, & yet, do absolutely nothing about it since it's a [cabal-

minion] using it? 🧐

4/10/2019 1:01:40 PM the_ghost_op Are Q's markers 1 & 2 sync w/ today?

4/10/2019 1:01:42 PM petitchevalb Many humans do, at different levels, mostly without help of controlling spirits

Is marriage an practice brought 

on Earth to enhance control over humans?

Marriage implies control of the partners' DNA (controled offspring/ lineage)

4/10/2019 1:02:07 PM allahuniversal "Why can't we just leave Hillary alone?" 

Shit, she bit the bait, can't believe it! pic.twitter.com/zuAN4owGeX

4/10/2019 1:02:09 PM finlay4als The craziest thing is that they continue to present themselves in such a smug, pretentious, elitist manner, like, I’m richer, smarter and more powerful 

than you will ever be! These SAD people are about to get Their Day of Reckoning and how Sweet is that for the World to see!

4/10/2019 1:02:43 PM zagnett "Corrective demand" > bit bucket.

4/10/2019 1:02:52 PM andress45303251 We've only just begun...

4/10/2019 1:02:55 PM drbohammer Expecting the shill to reply (“who, me?”) in 5...4...3...2...1...

4/10/2019 1:03:07 PM giediknight Heavy, massive, dense, solid objects

create the illusion of eternity. Dead bodies wrapped in

linen, soaked in resin, placed inside engraved golden

coffins and entombed with Earthly possessions amid

cryptic symbols create an illusion of eternal life. - Alien Interview pg 83

4/10/2019 1:04:34 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1094449193119297536?s=19 …

4/10/2019 1:05:17 PM starehope LOL...😂😂😂 I'm trying to figure it out. There has to be a method or something. But then, look where it comes from.

4/10/2019 1:05:41 PM melanieanders7 Ok, not to throw more salt on the arguement but out of thinking outside the box, if she continues commenting here and a paid ‘troll’ for lack of terms... 

would they be paid per comment? That’s a lotta money to be made! And easily!

4/10/2019 1:07:02 PM skeye_watching Oh NO....not another one....I'll never get my vacuuming done!

4/10/2019 1:08:43 PM zagnett Anyone find Shanahan's speech on YT by any chance?

Just looked up the following on YT filtered for the last week, & "No results found"??

patrick shanahan 2019 space symposium

4/10/2019 1:09:52 PM zagnett Oh sign me up!

i want backpay for all tweets made so far though lol.

[crickets...]

4/10/2019 1:10:17 PM drbohammer That’s exactly why I got a Roomba lol

4/10/2019 1:11:28 PM starehope 😂😂😂 you've got it bad!

4/10/2019 1:11:39 PM skeye_watching hahahaha!!!  😂  "gets on Amazon"

4/10/2019 1:13:15 PM nun_chucknorris  https://www.pscp.tv/w/b35FuXR3LTk3NTE2NTcwOTY1MDE5NDQzM3wxTW5HbnZSV2Ria0dPlQtRvrlyQX07ZPJtVMoJWKsy-

vVBpAvt1CrTeAz6Sv4=?t=16m32s …

4/10/2019 1:13:59 PM speaakn Americans should pay the same (relative) costs as everyone else in the world. There’s absolutely no reason we should pay 20x more for drugs which 

half the time insurance won’t cover.

4/10/2019 1:14:48 PM realityloominng Ufology Secret Society? I've been blind, but it's very possible that Hillary got involved in the Rockefeller Initiative here; 

Possibly she and Bill played a part in the controlled soft-disclosure, all the way back to Greer 2001 hearings? Would explain the cult-vibes in ufology 

pic.twitter.com/lqVv43S7c0

4/10/2019 1:15:19 PM drbohammer Naw. The Roomba’s fun. I reprogrammed it for verbal interface and downloaded a bunch of music into it. It’ll go wherever I tell it, and it will play any 

song I ask it to... I did also have to solder in a microphone, but it’s pretty cool now.

4/10/2019 1:15:59 PM realityloominng Q even posted that specific picture, with Hillary holding that 'ufology' book up, as some kind of signal/symbol

4/10/2019 1:17:17 PM drbohammer Actually a Christmas present from my step-son... He probably got it from Amazon though 😏

4/10/2019 1:18:28 PM allahuniversal Orders broadcast far & wide.

What a wonder(land)ful day. https://twitter.com/SebGorka/status/1116013862833278976?s=19 …

4/10/2019 1:18:39 PM lightworkercain If that's the case why do you keep coming back and commenting on their tweets? Seems it's like you get attacked when you are posting on their 

tweets, common sense would be to stop interacting and stop stirring up negative interactions...

4/10/2019 1:19:39 PM zagnett Hey MJ, you just got a reprieve from the all-powerful @Michele4Canada_. Isn't that nice? 🤣

4/10/2019 1:20:21 PM melanieanders7 😂😅😂😅 oh a nickel for every tweet would be sweet!! 🍭🍬

4/10/2019 1:20:35 PM grundemt MoRose... if ever a core chord shined loud pic.twitter.com/trdTjbF73s

4/10/2019 1:20:55 PM cocopuffster12 Andelé!! Puerto Vallarta!!! Great song!



4/10/2019 1:23:30 PM realityloominng "IQ is created to measure the presence of brain disorders"  

You mean in actuality it's looking for savants who might become useful assets at specific tasks?

4/10/2019 1:24:32 PM zagnett Oh good, maybe you'll take a "few days & weeks" off from Twitter, get some rest, & possibly re-think your life a bit. Seems like there are "stalkers" all 

over you, online & offline. Wondering why. 🤔

Anyway, love, light, & kek to you! You're quite welcome back here! 🥰😍😘

4/10/2019 1:24:55 PM n7guardiananon Guess who can be the man in the box?

4/10/2019 1:25:05 PM speaakn I always thought those silver blankets might do the trick, but that’s just me. 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 1:27:28 PM cocopuffster12 This is why I unfollowed Sebastian

4/10/2019 1:28:54 PM zagnett Oh thanks! Guess there's not a good YT link yet. Wondering why. 🤔

4/10/2019 1:31:56 PM zagnett Yes, that would be interesting. Not necessary for me currently. But still would be quite interesting.

But would only want this if also...

for Q,

& if it's reasonably safe for the people behind each,

& if they consented to the disclosure.
4/10/2019 1:32:19 PM zagnett Excellent ideas!

4/10/2019 1:32:27 PM floodofnoise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/10/2019 1:34:18 PM drbohammer Some disinformation is necessary...

4/10/2019 1:34:38 PM shakt222 You're not alone. I do not believe in his authenticity either.

4/10/2019 1:35:53 PM 313looper Ah ... Exactly !!👊🏻💥

Was thinking why @Michele4Canada cares this much about MJ’s Account & It’s followers👉🏻the people who are having same thoughts or something in 

common,& enjoying unfolding the TRUTH...!

Seriously, why…!?🤔

4/10/2019 1:37:12 PM shakt222 By the way, I suffered a mini version of that kind of harrassment on Kabamur's page.

4/10/2019 1:39:21 PM starehope Right, and Starbucks is overated and overpriced. I think it's just a "thing" to do.

4/10/2019 1:39:34 PM drbohammer No need. No one in Colorado is after me, other than a small law firm filled with ex-Air Force guys (cabal funded) who were trying to steal the tech I’m 

currently releasing. I fired them 2 years ago.

4/10/2019 1:44:16 PM zagnett Also, he stated that China will have "Directed Energy Weapons" (or DEWs) by next year.

Disclosure. We already have those. We've had those for at least a few years, if not more. Or [cabal] has them. Frankly idk who is in control of those 

here currently.

MJ, "Paradise Lost" DEWs?

4/10/2019 1:44:47 PM drbohammer Correct, sort of. It won’t be won in space, but it could be lost in space (and no, that’s not a reference to June Lockhart, the boy, the robot, Dr.  Smith 

“take the boy, not me!”, etc)

4/10/2019 1:45:53 PM starehope Send your Roomba after them! Tricky little buggers may trip them?

4/10/2019 1:46:54 PM allahuniversal He plays hopscotch really well, hard to tell which number he's standing on pic.twitter.com/JxmR87Zi2m

4/10/2019 1:48:46 PM drbohammer “for a few years...” Yes we have. 15 years ago I was asked, by Boeing, to consult on tracking algorithms for this exact tech. Very evolved AI. It was a 

cool gig. I can imagine how it has evolved since then!

4/10/2019 1:49:01 PM lynnmar42209594 One morning I awoke to "its today" nothing happened as far as I could understand. But it was speech

4/10/2019 1:50:41 PM drbohammer I may do that. Of course, before I release them, I will have to solder laser beams to their foreheads. 🤣

4/10/2019 1:51:05 PM lynnmar42209594 I would have thought that would be evil beings

4/10/2019 1:51:18 PM zagnett Did the [cabal] take out Paradise, CA with DEWs, or maybe something else?

4/10/2019 1:52:38 PM 313looper Okey...! 😎

4/10/2019 1:52:52 PM drbohammer Yes

4/10/2019 1:53:52 PM laurabusse Meet the new shill. Same as the old shill. Kab?

4/10/2019 1:54:00 PM zagnett Tsk tsk [cabal] - got my 🧐on u.

4/10/2019 1:54:15 PM starehope 😂😂😂 Can you imagine somewhere there is a very bored person doing just that.

4/10/2019 1:54:48 PM drbohammer Just wait until the truth about Las Vegas comes out............... oh yeah, and how it is connected to the assassination of Justice Scalia 👀

4/10/2019 1:55:41 PM starehope Be careful Zag.

4/10/2019 1:56:05 PM drbohammer I’M NOT BORED! Lol 😂

4/10/2019 1:57:05 PM starehope 🙈

4/10/2019 2:01:49 PM turboxyde Ohhh yeah! https://youtu.be/QFuQT_othJQ 

4/10/2019 2:04:15 PM jrocktigers VOG , maybe have her cook eggs at 2 am in the buff?

4/10/2019 2:05:01 PM nun_chucknorris Bo, Was it to take out a concentrated number of reptilians? I had also heard it was to cover up a major area of trafficking.

4/10/2019 2:06:37 PM drbohammer Serendipity - my new encryption algorithm is code-named Hopscotch. Small world. We Bebe’s kids!

4/10/2019 2:08:49 PM zagnett &/or along the proposed/stupid CA high-speed rail corridor.

4/10/2019 2:09:19 PM universalrisin Yess I’m worried poking the bear too much might make someone a target 😟

4/10/2019 2:09:48 PM drbohammer No, sadly it was just to wipe out the lives (homes) of a small group of conservative thinking people who weren’t going along with the whole “Jerry 

Brown” communist plan. These people are evil.

4/10/2019 2:10:02 PM zagnett Good point. I'll try not to do that. Thanks!

4/10/2019 2:11:01 PM realityloominng Yeah not very nice.. I would sleep with my face covered, thinking if I wake up paralyzed, at least I won't be able to see any presences. However, I don't 

have any memory of seeing anything scary in sleep paralysis until i was much older. Hope I didn't just block it out of memory

4/10/2019 2:11:12 PM allahuniversal From 3 to 6 to 9! pic.twitter.com/G6oZFqBTwS

4/10/2019 2:11:48 PM drbohammer EXACTLY!!!

4/10/2019 2:12:11 PM zagnett Great! i'm looking for to see what they have to say about it!

Thanks @Michele4Canada_ ! 😘

4/10/2019 2:16:10 PM realityloominng I see was it often? Did you have any control over it? After what felt like years of SP happening sometimes daily, other times occasionally, I kinda 

learned to wake myself up i think

4/10/2019 2:17:25 PM nun_chucknorris Unblocked me too for some reason.

4/10/2019 2:17:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Multiple species exist that do not like humans.

4/10/2019 2:19:18 PM humanproofer Why?

4/10/2019 2:19:54 PM tyl3r59518097 Los Lobos - Wooly Bully (Remix Small) Hq  https://youtu.be/uyxBwoO9vWc  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/F1RCcJxCHb

4/10/2019 2:21:55 PM zagnett Great! The more 👀 the merrier.

Let's wake even more people up!!! 🤔😊😏



4/10/2019 2:21:57 PM drbohammer Given the nature of the multiverse (infinity), it is guaranteed that there are species that would prefer that we remain on this rock & not expand, who 

also would like to use us for chattel. Whether we have encountered these beings is, according to the masses, up for debate.

4/10/2019 2:23:27 PM zagnett Can negotiate with them?

4/10/2019 2:25:57 PM drbohammer If President Trump (et al) cannot negotiate with them, no one on this planet can.

4/10/2019 2:26:16 PM zagnett Mirror. Name-calling.

Have a nice day @Michele4Canada_ ! 🍿😘🍸

4/10/2019 2:26:54 PM worldxplorer1 Humans as in modern day earth humans or any humans - even those more evolved from other worlds?

4/10/2019 2:26:54 PM zagnett Excellent! Tell them MJ may know where to find me.

4/10/2019 2:27:36 PM drbohammer “They” don’t need a complaint to justify subjugating us.

4/10/2019 2:27:41 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 2:27:55 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 2:29:01 PM zagnett Hmm, not yet no. Interesting.

4/10/2019 2:30:09 PM zagnett If we ALL (or a lot of us) get the idea that we can negotiate. Then WE can negotiate.

4/10/2019 2:30:57 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂

4/10/2019 2:31:01 PM drbohammer Certainly

4/10/2019 2:31:39 PM cledrordfishing My wife controls my spending habits. 

Well she tries....

She must also be possessed. Lol

4/10/2019 2:32:03 PM zagnett That's funny, i don't even recall anyone, well at least seriously, challenging MJ's "authority". Frankly i hadn't even thought of MJ's "authority" different 

than my own "authority". Official MJs just currently have access to some cool tech & have some extra abilities i don't yet.

4/10/2019 2:32:55 PM zagnett You've only tweeted that like five times already. We get it, geesh.

4/10/2019 2:33:35 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 2:34:39 PM allahuniversal So was Q. And Q's still here. Let us know when you have something that actually scares us. Make this movie Good! We'll be waiting 🍿🍿🍿

4/10/2019 2:36:25 PM drbohammer Yes, but we need an adamant voice from someone who cannot be bought. Trump was my landlord 37 years ago & his mom was my friend. I played 

Bobby Fischer to a draw in chess when I was 8 years old. I would not want to play chess against Trump. He’s a universal phenomenon. Trust him

4/10/2019 2:38:13 PM drbohammer Are y’all still wasting your time on that shill? Just curious. Ignore it and it will go away

4/10/2019 2:40:11 PM nun_chucknorris Yep I agree. Just remove her from the list of replies and eventually she won’t be notified of responses and be sad.

4/10/2019 2:40:32 PM theraphinj A=440?

Why?

4/10/2019 2:40:57 PM daveschroeder18 @kabamur_taygeta know that you are doing all this for him? That is why you originally came here right? I'm surprised coming from Canada with such 

tough bullying laws that there could exist such a vile being. Hope you have a good day.@Michele4Canada_

4/10/2019 2:41:37 PM allahuniversal Small world again. Just had this thought when I saw it tweet again. It already expoaed itself, no fun any more.

4/10/2019 2:42:19 PM freestateojones You're an expert on narcissism and are ultra telepathic while having the ability to read frequencies?

You are one unique woman Michele For Canada.

4/10/2019 2:42:31 PM jonesy4671 Where does dubstep fit in

4/10/2019 2:43:51 PM freestateojones You couldn't be further from being right.

4/10/2019 2:44:48 PM drbohammer You know what else is funny? - it must HATE being referred to as “it”. It it it it it it it it it it it it it’s a little bit insecure/psychotic/obsessed...

4/10/2019 2:45:18 PM rosemodema Why Thank You .. 🙏

Same Artist but this one is even more compelling ... 💥 https://youtu.be/fPKrrzCEz2w 

4/10/2019 2:45:41 PM freestateojones Damn you Alice 😅

Had someone tell me they were messing with portals/dimensions with CERN hoping to bring a quite large amount of evil through. Interesting story we 

are living here. https://twitter.com/CERN/status/1116052733579145217?s=19 …

4/10/2019 2:46:07 PM tammyredmond How do we know that this is not a menacing or devious tactic to brainwash us anew or more? Isn’t the VOG program used on sleeper individuals for FF 

situations?

4/10/2019 2:46:21 PM zagnett Well i for one just want to see how far @Michele4Canada_ takes this. That's part of the movie that i want to watch, & to actually help create in some 

way(s) too. 🤓

4/10/2019 2:46:36 PM rosemodema 😳

4/10/2019 2:47:20 PM drbohammer Sadly, evil doesn’t come in through portals. It’s already here...

4/10/2019 2:48:05 PM allahuniversal 🤡s gonna 🤡

IT is what IT is #IIWII pic.twitter.com/F708Oqex6r

4/10/2019 2:49:40 PM nun_chucknorris Fair enough. I wonder if she considered that being put on a list for being in cahoots with MJ actually meant being put in the “nice” column 🤔

4/10/2019 2:49:45 PM zagnett "Michele" (one l) in French Canadian = Michael.

4/10/2019 2:50:06 PM drbohammer IIWII. I’ve loved that acronym for many years

4/10/2019 2:52:57 PM andress45303251 😈

4/10/2019 2:53:24 PM zagnett Oh i don't second guess Trump, or necessarily play chess against him (well except for fun maybe). i was just thinking the bigger group of People we 

have behind the effort to negotiate the more powerful position T would have to carry out such negotiation.

4/10/2019 2:53:59 PM zagnett Haha good point!

4/10/2019 2:53:59 PM allahuniversal Was in my bio for years until I ran out of space for it

4/10/2019 2:54:24 PM snakejackal Which country suffer from Lies that technologies make them strongest country in the world and achieve world domination?  Many countres take their 

turn to believe the Lies.

4/10/2019 2:54:49 PM jrocktigers I understand why if that deal with [JB] .  Ive had him in brackets since 2002. https://twitter.com/williamcraddick/status/1116080442048778240 …

4/10/2019 2:57:01 PM nun_chucknorris 👀

4/10/2019 2:57:02 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/lDFduruJp7

4/10/2019 2:58:00 PM zagnett The bright-side of all this is that at least we'll find out if the FBI is relatively "clean" now, or not. Oh well. 🧐

4/10/2019 2:58:17 PM jrocktigers I keep praying that 45 hired him to finally be held accountable for his subterfuge.  But I don't know.

4/10/2019 2:58:21 PM k3yle  https://www.lewrockwell.com/2010/09/wayne-madsen/the-story-of-obama-allinthecompany/ … is this a nugget of gold or coal ?

4/10/2019 2:59:21 PM nun_chucknorris Control.

4/10/2019 2:59:25 PM drbohammer Definitely. He’s the perfect human for the job. And just for clarity, I’m not actually afraid of playing him in chess (I would win, I always win, it’s just a 

metaphor, but he’s smart AF, & I wouldn’t want to negotiate against him...ever - chess is not a direct parallel to life)

4/10/2019 2:59:28 PM weremight Low frequency... hmmm....  infrared must be the new paper bag test.

4/10/2019 3:00:28 PM allahuniversal Keep your...



4/10/2019 3:01:09 PM zagnett "Good at chess, bad at life".

Forgetting the movie the quote is from. It was set in London, England.

4/10/2019 3:01:54 PM drbohammer Bolton is a good guy.

4/10/2019 3:02:02 PM jrocktigers Keep your...   ?

4/10/2019 3:03:14 PM jrocktigers Define good. I hope so.

4/10/2019 3:03:45 PM allahuniversal ... friends close, & your enemies closer

4/10/2019 3:03:59 PM zagnett Bolton playing the role of "bad cop" to Trump's "good cop"?

4/10/2019 3:04:26 PM jrocktigers oh... gotcha..

4/10/2019 3:04:35 PM apex_starseed I don't think so..they really don't like humans..just like us for slave trade and some like us as source of their survival..

4/10/2019 3:05:13 PM jrocktigers That worked out well while serving W,

4/10/2019 3:05:54 PM drbohammer On the whole, the FBI is GREAT and filled with people who are beyond patriotic. I used to be an executive in one of their larger programs. Bad apples at 

the top make the whole bushel look bad.

4/10/2019 3:05:57 PM zagnett This sounds better to me perhaps-

"Keep your guns close, & your enemies far, far away!"

4/10/2019 3:07:10 PM thomasdra9on Like racists?

4/10/2019 3:07:40 PM aprilbrown99 I see I missed a lot I. 2 hours. Catching up now. 😃

4/10/2019 3:08:20 PM jrocktigers AFK - catch up in a bit. Peace.

4/10/2019 3:08:34 PM zagnett i'm truly hoping so. Seems they're going to be put to the test. i don't know how serious a test on this account though really lol.

i was considering applying there when i was younger but was disqualified due to medical issues unfortunately.

4/10/2019 3:08:37 PM freestateojones Ah. Good to know. 

Not sure if its French Canadian or not. 

Either way, they claim to be quite intriguing, persistent too!

4/10/2019 3:08:48 PM allahuniversal For POTUS, that's the Marines + USSS close, with #FakeNewsMedia & mjnd-controlled NPCs far, far away!

4/10/2019 3:09:18 PM drbohammer That’s why I have a Barrett .50 cal

4/10/2019 3:10:08 PM allahuniversal Intergalactic racism, could pull humanity together if we all knew about it

4/10/2019 3:15:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mute/block now allows you to protect yourself from cult members freaking out that the Great Awakening cannot be subverted.

4/10/2019 3:15:49 PM anangelhasland1 Any spiritual source of merit should expect their claims to be questioned.

Answers not always easy to hear.

4/10/2019 3:16:21 PM aprilbrown99 I wonder if it is the Krassenstein Brothers?

4/10/2019 3:16:33 PM tyl3r59518097 Girl  https://youtu.be/MgAsuIbfU8Y  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/Q7mHQjZO1j

4/10/2019 3:16:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not speaking about just one account. We are speaking about many people. NO NAMEs.

4/10/2019 3:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1116099696907509761 …

4/10/2019 3:18:22 PM nun_chucknorris 🤔 “NO NAMEs” you say.

4/10/2019 3:18:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week...

Thank you Majestic PS. https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1116102448526057478 …

4/10/2019 3:20:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 no nameS better?

4/10/2019 3:20:46 PM zagnett Aha! Traitors? Like the big ["No Name" U.S. Senator] that was discretely executed last year? That kind of [no name]?

4/10/2019 3:21:00 PM melanieanders7 You know, it wouldn’t surprise me. It’s the same language/emotion pattern. A well trained paid “troll”? Not trying to be mean but I see the same 

patterns when anger gets rehearsed via replies.

4/10/2019 3:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you have what it takes? https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1116098530488098819 …

4/10/2019 3:21:43 PM zagnett How about [no names]?

4/10/2019 3:22:13 PM allahuniversal WDSHN can apply here too. No acknowledgement = Can't feed off of the attention

4/10/2019 3:22:23 PM nun_chucknorris The first was good, just wondering if I am reading into it too deeply. NO NAME rings bells is all.

4/10/2019 3:23:30 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/B6eFvcABzS

4/10/2019 3:23:33 PM qaphsiel17 Even a few of the monkeys survived test.

4/10/2019 3:24:32 PM zagnett Yeah the [US Senator from Arizona] that was executed last year. A lot of people, including yours truly (though i'm not in the military), call him "no 

name". Actually i've often wondered if we should also call him "no grave". 🤔

4/10/2019 3:24:41 PM nun_chucknorris That’s the connection I had not come to yet. Thank you! 👍

4/10/2019 3:25:10 PM _17patriot_ The funny thing is when you mention downloading: i get this weird frequency tone in my head and boom! I am flooded with ideas and analogies i never 

even heard of, as if info was uploaded to upgrade the processing powers of the mind. Idk how to explain that.

4/10/2019 3:25:33 PM k3yle He said what!? pic.twitter.com/d3881oHw39

4/10/2019 3:25:54 PM nikoscali What's the significance of the B-21 when we have Mach 25 craft?

4/10/2019 3:26:03 PM _17patriot_ Another thing, if you spent 21 years constantly watching and rewatching SG1 counts as a download? The info in the show is limitless.

4/10/2019 3:26:51 PM linnyt7 Imagine what it truly takes if he says it’s like a marathon with all his training.

4/10/2019 3:27:01 PM worldxplorer1 Electrogravitics?  Magnetic field disruptor?

4/10/2019 3:27:02 PM drbohammer Are you all really still playing with this shill?

4/10/2019 3:27:40 PM _17patriot_ I get the EXACT SAME tone and then i am flooded with ideas i never even heard of

4/10/2019 3:28:05 PM melanieanders7 I guess not....

4/10/2019 3:28:31 PM zagnett Actually i'm sure glad you're Canadian, & that we have some kind of border presence up there.

4/10/2019 3:29:42 PM cidarean Firefighters have it more rough...

4/10/2019 3:29:49 PM enomai_ I just let them follow.

4/10/2019 3:30:07 PM zagnett Great!

4/10/2019 3:30:52 PM zagnett Mirror.

4/10/2019 3:31:42 PM 4on6 Nice lighting. Very cool “space” background, too.

4/10/2019 3:31:42 PM richardhiatt16 And MJ-12 was watching out for it.. Time to “slam dunk” Cabal... 🤓👍

4/10/2019 3:31:53 PM nun_chucknorris That’s exactly where my thoughts originally went.

4/10/2019 3:31:59 PM zagnett Why aren't you asking for Q's credentials too?

4/10/2019 3:33:29 PM zagnett Please don't do that. It's not worth it. You need some kind of help!

4/10/2019 3:33:45 PM zagnett MIRROR

4/10/2019 3:33:55 PM ragevirusqq How can anyone? The only verified people on twitter have blue check marks. Other than that anyone can claim they are whoever they want.

4/10/2019 3:34:44 PM nikoscali Hello pot meet kettle....

4/10/2019 3:35:11 PM ragevirusqq This makes me feel sad this woman needs help.

4/10/2019 3:35:26 PM nun_chucknorris We love you Michele! Don’t do that! One question, who wrote the script you keep glancing over at?



4/10/2019 3:36:10 PM zagnett MJ, do you think @Michele4Canada_ is going to try to blame US if she winds up offing herself? That would be quite tragic & also annoying.

Please, @Michele4Canada_ consider stepping back from that "ledge" there. It's not worth it. You can get help! 😍🥰😍

4/10/2019 3:37:18 PM zagnett Yes, exactly. This doesn't seem like it's going to end well. She appears to want to make an example/martyr of herself sadly.

4/10/2019 3:37:42 PM zagnett Ah good question.

4/10/2019 3:38:29 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Some space capable a/c are also triangular-shaped.  I wonder if this is going to be a Space Force asset

4/10/2019 3:40:58 PM zagnett Honestly i sense a coming false flag "suicide" coming. Idk why exactly. Just seems inevitable with her.

Any way we can help prevent it?

4/10/2019 3:41:10 PM nikoscali This woman is not the "person" posting

4/10/2019 3:42:13 PM aprilbrown99 I agree.

4/10/2019 3:43:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Absolutely! I have music I listen to that causes my heart chakra to about blow with unconditional love....when I push love I use the music that does this 

to me.

4/10/2019 3:43:51 PM enomai_ Big week, FRI RR steps down?

4/10/2019 3:44:00 PM ddangerous12 I don't, I didn't qualify for UPT, but went to school w Col Hague.

4/10/2019 3:44:08 PM nancyddb You said it would be a big week, and it is!! Its only Wednesday!

4/10/2019 3:47:40 PM zagnett i think she's in danger actually. 😰

That's just my spidey-sense though. But we might want to back off at this point. i think this may become a false flag "suicide" thing soon, AND they'll 

try to blame it on everyone else instead, & their guns & s***. Typical [cabal]. 🤔🧐🙄

4/10/2019 3:48:07 PM enomai_ If you dont like to be called stupid and have anxiety. Dont watch this.

4/10/2019 3:50:07 PM djlok Actually not a bad idea.  Or maybe force her into doing a little Magic Writing professing her love for all things #Majestic.

4/10/2019 3:50:15 PM _chelseaproject Yeesh. Which personality disorder is it.

4/10/2019 3:50:54 PM zagnett Anyway, i'm backing off.

Hopefully MJ or FBI or whoever has a record of this whole thing.

Praying for the best. Hoping @Michele4Canada_ can have a better day going forward than she's had so far.

4/10/2019 3:54:25 PM 1whoknows1_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does "particle entanglement" interest you? Especially considering how one could produce another "WOW" signal similar to the one 

in 1977;possibly incorporating the Fibonacci sequence into the signal....

4/10/2019 3:55:04 PM olimyracle PS ?

4/10/2019 3:56:49 PM ragevirusqq Why do they not like humans?

4/10/2019 3:57:27 PM zagnett Seems like some of them just think we're tasty.

4/10/2019 3:58:29 PM 1_decided_voter Stranahan.

4/10/2019 4:00:26 PM djlok I don't believe you are only 30!!!

4/10/2019 4:04:02 PM adsvel First of all Michele you have to calm down, balance yourself. Secondly Kab start destroying many accounts: Cobra, Corey Good, Sandia, now MJ12. Who 

gave him these rights to do this? Pleiadians? NO. Real Pleiadians never will do this, and dont forget please, Typist lost his LIFE..

4/10/2019 4:05:25 PM ragevirusqq I muted her. There is no reasoning until she gets out of the mental state she is in. I wish her the best and hopefully she will realize all that  projection is 

unhealthy.

4/10/2019 4:05:37 PM aetherwalker1 😏 pic.twitter.com/RVL0sRvU3c

4/10/2019 4:06:35 PM ragevirusqq ☹️

4/10/2019 4:07:19 PM snakejackal Any comm@nd ALICE will follow?

4/10/2019 4:07:33 PM djlok It's very annoying!!!  I think I understand where this may be going though.  Trust the Plan!!!

4/10/2019 4:08:08 PM laurabusse Can't say that i blame them.

4/10/2019 4:09:24 PM djlok I would trust that concern!!!

4/10/2019 4:10:27 PM djlok That's the way I think too.  I can survive off of very little.

4/10/2019 4:11:40 PM jrocktigers Barter material and charity may come in handy in such a situation.

4/10/2019 4:11:53 PM melanieanders7 That’s why I stopped engaging in conversation. I do hope she fares well.

4/10/2019 4:13:11 PM djlok I'll give you 20 pages of MJ12 tweets archived offline for a PBJ sandwich.

4/10/2019 4:13:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Have you ever read One Second After? 😳😳😳

4/10/2019 4:15:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Same!!!

4/10/2019 4:18:35 PM danarojas113 🖕🏼

4/10/2019 4:20:09 PM melanieanders7 Chocolate never judges. :)

4/10/2019 4:20:17 PM olimyracle Paul Selva ?

Tricky https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1103061640176640000?s=19 …

4/10/2019 4:22:04 PM daveo6145 Majestic list pic.twitter.com/yHMCrt61Ys

4/10/2019 4:25:03 PM olimyracle That would mean Patrick is MJ and Paul not ?

Connecting the dots.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102996192097648641?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/bTTlAcw5nP

4/10/2019 4:28:02 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/zccsX_Pxxnk  pic.twitter.com/EvQsCObpI5

4/10/2019 4:28:56 PM grundemt That level of tenderness feels like a thorn prick.

Don't know what you were aiming for but it tears were your target, my face done just got hit...

April showers and then some ;)

 https://youtu.be/vhNK1Y9S4WY  pic.twitter.com/pmCRP8KbHF

4/10/2019 4:34:31 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/K-PhBryFuIM  pic.twitter.com/zFfZJD7rG4

4/10/2019 4:37:38 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/1wsZLR9zse8  pic.twitter.com/X82hvp0QDy

4/10/2019 4:38:05 PM jrocktigers No ma'am.

4/10/2019 4:38:22 PM richardhiatt16 Is it powered by Majestic Technology?  🤓🇺🇸

4/10/2019 4:42:49 PM starehope 😖😷

4/10/2019 4:43:31 PM starehope 😕😷😖

4/10/2019 4:43:53 PM starehope What?

4/10/2019 4:44:15 PM tyl3r59518097 A$AP Rocky - Hun43rd (Audio)  https://youtu.be/cp8sSx06Bds  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/owKoPX25ep

4/10/2019 4:44:21 PM antarantanka Worse. Salmonella from egg salad won’t give your kid autism just a belly ache and the shits...

4/10/2019 4:45:20 PM zagnett We taste a lot like pig I'm guessing. Never actually tried though.

4/10/2019 4:46:49 PM starehope 😖😖😖😭😷 Tell them I am very sick.

4/10/2019 4:48:50 PM zagnett Threats!

@Michele4Canada_ do you have any handlers? If so do they treat you well? I hope they do.

4/10/2019 4:48:57 PM right_sideof Man I type badly on the phone. That SHOULD be...Most beautiful music ever HEARD. Wow type much?

4/10/2019 4:49:55 PM drbohammer Seriously bro, why are you wasting any more time on a shill?



4/10/2019 4:51:04 PM tyl3r59518097 21 Savage & Metro Boomin - No Heart (Official Music Video)  https://youtu.be/6wtwpUwxQik  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/7J49idOw5i

4/10/2019 4:52:22 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/h0v66qaabz

4/10/2019 4:52:59 PM wu_yah Oh, no, here we go again. 🤣

4/10/2019 4:53:37 PM mongrelglory I think MJ had some coffee this morning...

4/10/2019 4:54:21 PM cledrordfishing Stealth

4/10/2019 4:54:37 PM zagnett Because the more I think about it the more I think there us to this story, & want to find out. I want to know more how these "secret society" energy-

harvesting ponzi schemes operate.

4/10/2019 4:57:57 PM n7guardiananon 140

4/10/2019 5:00:30 PM mongrelglory Does this secret society have a name that would be publicly recognized?

4/10/2019 5:00:45 PM wu_yah The only thing what you really need to know is that... There is A God, and we are His children. Everything else is waste of time, trust me. I know almost 

everything about secret societies, but I don`t know where and for wat to use it. 🤣

4/10/2019 5:01:57 PM aprilbrown99 So I have noticed something. What is with the red outline on Michele and also the Krassenstein Brothers profile pictures?  Where is the option to add 

this to our profile?  Btw, I removed Michele from this string by unclicking her name.

4/10/2019 5:03:00 PM starehope She blocked me. I blocked back.

4/10/2019 5:03:43 PM grundemt And there we have it folks. Twitter as a form of boundary dissolution! Thank you TM. Think I'll go celebrate this breakthrough with a glass of mead and 

some free live jazz ;)

 https://youtu.be/aNx-g5eNJSw  pic.twitter.com/G6RizNQX3e

4/10/2019 5:05:05 PM mongrelglory It's obviously a Secret Society that does not want the presence of ETs and the SSP to become public knowledge.  I can think of a number of different 

religions that would not want this, foremost being the Vatican.  The most secretive Vatican-linked group is Opus Dei I believe.

4/10/2019 5:05:18 PM aprilbrown99 I was trolling her twitter feed and found this. pic.twitter.com/KAyChLmFhp

4/10/2019 5:05:42 PM mongrelglory Anachronism! 😆

4/10/2019 5:05:53 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s a great book about a plausible EMP scenario and what happens. All the talk about eating beans and rice made me think of it.

4/10/2019 5:07:02 PM jrocktigers Gotcha. I will check it out, thanks.

4/10/2019 5:08:10 PM zagnett Oh I didn't even realize u can do that on Twitter.

4/10/2019 5:08:41 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s on audible and youtube!

4/10/2019 5:10:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Seriously sounds like she has an imbalance. Side effects of deprogramming?

4/10/2019 5:10:18 PM drbohammer Opus Dei and the Knights of Malta, both whom think they are still relevant...

4/10/2019 5:10:30 PM jrocktigers Maybe we should just mute, it really has distracted from intelligent conversation. Let sleeping dogs lie. Hell, she is a Canadian and she pinged F_ b  _ I  

regarding this account. WTf.

4/10/2019 5:10:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Agree!

4/10/2019 5:11:18 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly. I did a search last night but couldn’t find where it is I. The settings. Doesn’t it mean something like the blue check mark? Strange.

4/10/2019 5:12:29 PM scott_rick Yes please, give me a call

4/10/2019 5:12:41 PM aprilbrown99 In her video does she actually say MJ12 at all?  I don’t recall her saying his name but could be wrong. She refers to a man. Does she name who?

4/10/2019 5:12:46 PM zagnett I do not feel especially like God's "child". That is more externalization of God.

What I do know for sure is that we have not yet seen the end of "secret societies". Until this happens I'll continue to strive to learn more & help to 

expose them.

4/10/2019 5:12:47 PM drbohammer I’ve got Michele blocked so I don’t know to whom it was referring. My approximate birthday is posted on my profile.

4/10/2019 5:13:28 PM aprilbrown99 Agree!

4/10/2019 5:13:30 PM mongrelglory I can vouch for that.  IQ tests are also very unreliable measurements in children.

4/10/2019 5:13:40 PM zagnett No. Not sure if she's aware it's apparently a group.

4/10/2019 5:14:18 PM zagnett He's talking to @Michele4Canada_

4/10/2019 5:14:24 PM jrocktigers She did. Will not spend another second discussing her.

4/10/2019 5:14:59 PM aprilbrown99 I wonder if the video was pull from somewhere else. Referring to someone else.

4/10/2019 5:15:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Let’s get back to REAL content! 🙌🏼

4/10/2019 5:15:36 PM mongrelglory There's probably some who like us because we taste good...

4/10/2019 5:15:42 PM zagnett Oh ok i don't recall her mentioning an actual name.

4/10/2019 5:16:53 PM drbohammer I’m curious as to why every real person on this thread hasn’t blocked the shill and gone back to the original conversation? You do realize, that POS has 

wasted an entire day of otherwise interesting information.

4/10/2019 5:17:09 PM starehope What is this about?

4/10/2019 5:17:34 PM jrocktigers I don't want to watch again, but If she didn't say it, implied , she said contacting _ _ _ regarding this account.

4/10/2019 5:17:50 PM starehope I thought he was with us?

4/10/2019 5:17:59 PM aprilbrown99 Agreed.

4/10/2019 5:17:59 PM mongrelglory OMG!  "humans have become GMO food and too high in saturated fat".

That gets my nomination for all time funniest "black humour" comment evuh!  🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 5:18:48 PM drbohammer Bebe’s kids. “We don’t die. We multiply.” A skit from about 15 years ago.

4/10/2019 5:19:29 PM aprilbrown99 I muted her.

4/10/2019 5:19:36 PM zagnett Definitely seems to be MK, with training similar to a "suicide bomber" i think. Just an intellectual kind of one instead. I'm concerned for her.

MJ, what's going here? I think we need to know more about this situation from you. Am I anywhere close?

4/10/2019 5:19:36 PM nikoscali That's a given...

4/10/2019 5:19:43 PM nun_chucknorris The person in the vid matches past photos in that account.

4/10/2019 5:19:56 PM 369gwh EVERYONE!

CUT OFF his money supply NOW.

Please retweet this to @realDonaldTrump and others like:

@RealJamesWoods

@RealSaavedra

@seanhannity

@TuckerCarlson

@IngrahamAngle

@RealCandaceO

@patton6966

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@Cernovich

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/9OsKBGkapl
4/10/2019 5:20:05 PM starehope I must have had my head facing another direction.

4/10/2019 5:20:35 PM mongrelglory "The other white meat"...

4/10/2019 5:21:18 PM aprilbrown99 Ok. Strange. I am over it. Time to move forward with some fun and interesting stuff. 👍😁



4/10/2019 5:21:37 PM grundemt This is Dan Flanagan

Check it [sic.] out

 https://youtu.be/Gu0wmiIngAw  pic.twitter.com/dSqmMGC9mo

4/10/2019 5:22:49 PM missachar1 If we could just understand our words follow much the same.pattern. Great post!

4/10/2019 5:22:54 PM mongrelglory She had blocked me, then today she un-blocked me.  I returned the favour by blocking her.  She's deflecting the conversation away from the topic at 

hand.

4/10/2019 5:23:06 PM starehope Oh tell me this isn't happening.

4/10/2019 5:24:45 PM nikoscali The truth will put most in the hospital is not a metaphor

4/10/2019 5:24:51 PM starehope I am not unblocking! I have things to think about and read here. No time for childish games.😠

4/10/2019 5:25:21 PM shari_todd Part of the plan and prod to be! #knockknock #whosthere #Q

4/10/2019 5:27:02 PM allahuniversal  https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/people/george-soros …

4/10/2019 5:27:30 PM mongrelglory We may be getting all these high tech airplanes, but they won't be much fun for the average human unless the airports become less of a logistics 

nightmare.  Otherwise I'm staying home. 😜

4/10/2019 5:29:17 PM nikoscali I feel sorry for the agent that had to take that call

4/10/2019 5:30:14 PM nikoscali I wasn't talking to you now GFYS!

4/10/2019 5:30:28 PM jrocktigers Work on your psychic ability becaue some of the future travel craft will be controlled by our minds. We may be able to launch from wherever located. I 

am not sure, but it would seem to make some sense.

4/10/2019 5:33:19 PM starehope 👊

4/10/2019 5:33:58 PM starehope What call. I see unavailable posts.

4/10/2019 5:35:38 PM nikoscali Michele:

I recorded my call to the FBI.

HIS ACCOUNT IS UNDER INVESTIGATION.

4/10/2019 5:35:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define hubris.

4/10/2019 5:35:53 PM tyl3r59518097 #masochism as a means  by which to  #combatillness - 

#morethanintriguing 🙏

4/10/2019 5:36:01 PM mongrelglory I love those penguins! 😆

4/10/2019 5:36:42 PM richardhiatt16 MJ-12, the biggest difference in your dis-information is in the context.. ONLY An Entity with full access to the BIG picture could put your information in 

context.. NOT all at once, one has to read through the thousand statements, but yours comes together in context..  👍🤓

4/10/2019 5:36:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you disclose this admission prior to recording?

4/10/2019 5:37:16 PM rinmaries MJ8 as MJ12 commented on the video feed that caused the commotion

4/10/2019 5:39:11 PM cocopuffster12 I thought so too. Very disappointing

4/10/2019 5:39:48 PM mongrelglory hubris:  exaggerated pride or self-confidence

4/10/2019 5:40:17 PM allahuniversal Wait, so if I block someone, I can still see their tweets from my end if I choose to.

So using mass-blocking as a policy of control, leaves a loophole, can continue monitoring those who were mass blocked. Interesting 

pic.twitter.com/yTWQrgIkEY

4/10/2019 5:41:13 PM starehope Did he admit to knowing about JFK's death... before the intervention of the tragedy at Dallas...

4/10/2019 5:41:18 PM charmanda9 MJ previously confirmed Patrick Shanahan. Correct. 👍

4/10/2019 5:41:55 PM mongrelglory As long as my psychic ability helps me find my lost luggage.

4/10/2019 5:42:15 PM woerzone_g Shwing!!!!

4/10/2019 5:42:37 PM starehope Think it means some on this list that may get upset if they knew the truth. Like me.

4/10/2019 5:42:41 PM allahuniversal Hubris - holier-than-thou

4/10/2019 5:42:43 PM giediknight Michele4Canada_ must be back on shift. How many typists do they have? LOL

4/10/2019 5:43:51 PM askingsocrates I appreciate your tenacity, though your behavior is slightly manic and I'm not trying to be rude. I personally engage mj12 not because I see them as an 

authority, but as an equal who  is providing useful information and disinformation relative to my current studies. Deep breathes 

pic.twitter.com/MFqAcyHzoV

4/10/2019 5:45:45 PM grundemt And a great many thanks to you too, brother man :) for knowing how and when to gently push/pull & let loose  them reigns. You must have silly puddy 

for neural raptures 

 https://youtu.be/k36MZFB2fO0  pic.twitter.com/Oq8d4GCFqg

4/10/2019 5:46:09 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - A story in the news that [HRC] tweeted about some Canadians. Related?

 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-extremism-maga-hat_n_5ca5075be4b082d775dfca37 …

4/10/2019 5:48:30 PM giediknight Yes, not sure which ones. He said “define” addiction. If I find myself craving a certain supplement, I will let you all know. Right now I take. Vitamin 

mineral fusion. X2, Selenium, fish oil, krill oil, alpha power.

4/10/2019 5:49:28 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dQw4w9WgXcQ 

Special just for you.

Hugs and kisses.

I

LOVE ya

Literally

4/10/2019 5:50:15 PM starehope Twin hearts! We are one!❤️❤️

4/10/2019 5:50:53 PM tyl3r59518097 Wow! Thanks bro!! 

As far as I’m concerned, if I am able 2 demonstrate the flexibility&supportive attitude you so eloquently and generously describe, then I can assure 

you, it’s only possible due to your presence online, &having befriended you in general!🙏 https://youtu.be/tSTr5UKvVY8 

4/10/2019 5:51:12 PM mongrelglory Dang it!  You made me count! Lol! 😆

4/10/2019 5:52:02 PM starehope How many of us are there? Extras?

4/10/2019 5:52:25 PM dreamwalkerwc When a disinformation agent is known, knowledge may be gained by what and how the data is spun.  Full mitigation is not always possible, but 

knowing the Enemy's moves enables more accurately aimed counters. pic.twitter.com/Vo53YEcdh1

4/10/2019 5:52:58 PM lbf777 Because we are so primitive, we can’t even see our own bad habits and all the while people act like they are perfect. 

We need to kill our egos & express more love & unity to be respected by more evolved species. We sicken many of them. They say we are barbarians.

4/10/2019 5:53:22 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has 16K followers now.  We'll have to share, but that's okay, I'm still on a diet.

4/10/2019 5:53:56 PM drbohammer Same here. Once all of us have blocked it (MAJ doesn’t block per protocol), it will be isolated to a non-responding echo chamber. At that point (and 

while I hate to, to quote Hillary) what does it matter anyway?

4/10/2019 5:54:00 PM dreamwalkerwc I keep eyes on a few of them who are less abrasive and annoying. Like, I find Tom Delonge and To The Stars Academy to be quite hilarious, given their 

significant ties to Senator Reid, John Podesta, and the Clowns in America.

4/10/2019 5:56:50 PM anneolsen43 Michelle blocked me! By why Michelle?

4/10/2019 5:57:08 PM mongrelglory 😆

4/10/2019 5:57:22 PM starehope Who said that? Where did you get that info? Just asking for a friend.

4/10/2019 5:57:40 PM beeshelb Can a Canadian even report something to the FBI?



4/10/2019 5:57:59 PM starehope 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 5:59:08 PM drbohammer No, it’s having dinner with it’s (species-non determinant) lover. Then it’s going to snack on a tentacle for dessert.

4/10/2019 5:59:08 PM beeshelb Coo-coo for Cocoa Puffs.

4/10/2019 5:59:46 PM starehope Think it was "What difference at this point does it make?" Either works... 😉

4/10/2019 5:59:51 PM mongrelglory I'm allergic to Huffington Post... Sorry! 😷

4/10/2019 5:59:56 PM lbf777 The primitive part is because I know how the different civilizations across the universe works thanks to channeled books like Urantia.

I also read various alien books where whistleblowers say various alien species (ie Nordics) call humans barbarians.

4/10/2019 6:00:24 PM djlok Btw you are one of my favorite Canadians!!!

4/10/2019 6:02:20 PM starehope What's having dinner? 😲

4/10/2019 6:02:36 PM mongrelglory 😘

4/10/2019 6:03:07 PM starehope Was wondering that about MJ too.

4/10/2019 6:04:13 PM starehope Oh.

4/10/2019 6:05:47 PM mongrelglory That's a good point!   She should have said RCMP!  I keep saying she's not Canadian because she spells her name like a boy and is not polite!  She just 

outed herself. 🤨

4/10/2019 6:06:35 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/PkzMputOVW

4/10/2019 6:07:27 PM starehope Urania is not good, MJ said so. Read back a few weeks.

4/10/2019 6:07:28 PM mongrelglory No, no!  It wasn't me!  It was Michele with one L. 🥺

4/10/2019 6:08:57 PM djlok 👆👆👆 comments like this = why I love your comments. 😂😂😂

4/10/2019 6:09:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a blackhole?

Why is it blurry?

Let's take a trip down the rabbit hole, shall we. 

We may encounter ALICE along the way.

Remember, MESSAGE over messenger.

It doesn't matter who this info comes from. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1116136278465089536 …
4/10/2019 6:09:17 PM lbf777 I spoke to him about Urantia. He said both Law Of One and Urantia are decent. I told him Urantia is like the Mona Lisa & Law Of One is like comic book 

art. 

Maybe he told you something different.

4/10/2019 6:09:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 All that matters, to you, is whether or not it resonates as being true. 

Your gut instinct will guide to you seek new questions and expand your understanding further.

Opened minds are indicative of high intelligence.

With that being said, let's get into Black Holes and reflect.

4/10/2019 6:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 As technology advances, the closer it becomes intermingled with hyperdimensions and consciousness shall the image of a blackhole become clear. 

It was through the art of visualizing the infinite universe through the lens of your pineal gland are you able to capture it in

4/10/2019 6:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our technology is nothing close to being hyperdimensional - so naturally when you drop dimensions you lose information. 

Our current public state of technology cannot handle the information necessary to clearly "see"/"sensor" what a blackhole looks like.

4/10/2019 6:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic movie Interstellar depicted an animation that similarly resembles the captured photo. 

Now lets look at it from this perspective.

Our minds used hyperdimensional physics and math in order to render the visualization of the black hole.

4/10/2019 6:09:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why is the photo blurry?

Technology cannot depict a clear image of the blackhole because there is a lack of information.

Consciously, in our minds using hyperdimensional physics and mathematics, we can visualize the 3D representation to a calculable and rendered image.

4/10/2019 6:09:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 ourselves against.

Therefore, if the mathematics can be constructed in the mind, then translated into art, then reverse engineered into reality, then displayed for the 

world to see - you would see the blackhole disclosure as it transcends down the dimensions.

4/10/2019 6:09:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness projects reality. 

The will and thoughts of the civilization drive the creation we all experience. 

The universe is so vast,

and we are so small,

the only thing we really can ever control is whether we are good or evil.

Our intentions alone are all we can judge

4/10/2019 6:09:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The same thing can be said about physical reality. You are witnessing the disclosure of many exciting things. Some people will continue to try and 

divide your focus on disclosure and the great awakening from restricting your Majestic imaginations, but hear this....

4/10/2019 6:09:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 derivative forms. Artists who find inspiration from within understand the resonate beauty of their art reflects from within and the task is transcribing 

that for the world to bear witness too.

4/10/2019 6:09:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Majestic 12 spend decades preparing you for First Contact. You are witnessing, in the next coming few years, a massive veil being lifted from the 

lens of that blackhole image. When the image is clear, technology will be consciously operating hyperdimensional physicw and math.

4/10/2019 6:09:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The next step from Army > Air Force IS NOW TO SPACE FORCE. Why?

All of the stuff is on the drawing boards. 

Search USPTO. 

Is USPTO a gap legal coverage of classified technology that can't be mass produced because of the patent ownership and refusal to build?

Why was it created?

4/10/2019 6:09:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Military needed an event in order to justify to the public the graduation of a formerly limited conscious effort domain of warfare to introduce the 

US Air Force in order to advanced air defense technologies. The same is happening now.

4/10/2019 6:09:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now, cross reference with the following: 

Roswell NM "FF" Event

Army Air Field published the story creating the UFO phenomenon then admitted to Project Bluebook's distraction/disinformation campaign.

4/10/2019 6:09:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 of airplanes and being able to commercially travel the globe. Same thing will happen with the Space Force and your destiny is in your hands - no one 

elses. Many people will try to claim to be the inside source of all SSP related disinformation; our point here is simple...

4/10/2019 6:09:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like the Army building up its air defenses; the new fighting domain introduced new technological advancements that needed to be focused on publicly 

with congressional oversight. When Air Force was created; it upgraded an entirely new domain into the mainstream society in the form

4/10/2019 6:09:30 PM enomai_ lol.



4/10/2019 6:09:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 The reason why ALICE is hitting MJ12 hard right now is because the secret to influencing the fabric of reality that we all experience is in the form of 

cocreative creation through conscious thought.

4/10/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power you have to manifest the reality you seek begin with your intentions behind every interaction you have. Synchronicity unlocks the universal 

creative energy force and allows your thoughts to percolate into reality. Many Secret Society ET derived cults are threatened

4/10/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 be in the form of the Space Force. This new branch of Government will focus a massive conscious investment into space technologies. Hundreds of 

thousands of engineers and scientists building the devices for the thousands of patents currently outside of industrial mainstream.

4/10/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 and being able to write your own destiny. Not through someone elses work did Nikola Tesla discover the power of 3 6 and 9. He looked within and 

found the answers to technology that was well beyond his time. Well, we are now ready militarily to take on that challenge and this will

4/10/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Believing in an SSP insider as being authoritatively authentic because of proclaimed title and self described events doesn't make them legitimate or 

truthful. Therefore; the mainstream channels that focus on this have something to lose by people who are awoke to the ET agenda

4/10/2019 6:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 are evidence that cult mentalities are being employed to enforce conformity. The Majestic 12 has been aware of these groups and have been fishing 

for them sense. Truth resonates from within; and part of keeping the secret is overwhelming dis/mis-information about the subject.

4/10/2019 6:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 by mainstream disclosure and instead demand the impossible (absolute full disclosure of all knowable information to be) and corrective demands with 

promises of ascension and higher vibrational living. Free will lets you experience all frequencies and punishment for transgressions

4/10/2019 6:10:06 PM anneolsen43 My mistake... Michele blocked me , I find humorous

4/10/2019 6:10:08 PM zagnett Opus Dei seems more likely to me. Aren't the Knights of Malta higher ups? Involved in military? Wondering if Malta's been cleaned mostly or 

somewhat already.

4/10/2019 6:10:34 PM enomai_ Ik ur legit. Others will find out too, if ever the plan

4/10/2019 6:10:44 PM nikoscali Not a "photo"

4/10/2019 6:11:11 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1116023378975109120 …

4/10/2019 6:11:55 PM starehope Exactly!👊

4/10/2019 6:12:36 PM jrocktigers One evening they mentioned to be wary of nanotech in the supplements. Speaking of supplements... I need to get my house in order. Guide above, 

looks like a great starting point.

4/10/2019 6:12:41 PM enomai_ Narcissism. Probably is a good feature to have as an mj12 member. Just saying

4/10/2019 6:13:32 PM kindeandtrue The fact that @NASA endorsed the photo was all the proof I needed that it was dubious at best.

4/10/2019 6:13:43 PM starehope Maybe a different MJ.

4/10/2019 6:15:43 PM mongrelglory Knights of Malta is a Catholic organization of lay people, but it's very secretive and has many high-power people as members.  It was once associated 

with the military arm of the Vatican if I recall correctly. They've had some power struggles with the current Pope.

4/10/2019 6:16:56 PM sano_faith Majestic visualization hehe

4/10/2019 6:17:51 PM mongrelglory Succubus!

4/10/2019 6:18:10 PM libertyspring99 This is deep resonating information. 🙏🏻

4/10/2019 6:19:00 PM drbohammer This Pope has assured that the Church, going forward, is damaged, along with Opus Dei, the Knights...et al... etc. His ultimate goal was to destroy 

Christianity. He will not succeed, but he has harmed the belief mechanism for millions of Christians.

4/10/2019 6:19:29 PM big_simp Its blurry because its 100% FAKE and a PSYOP - Its made by the same "artists" who gave us round earth "ball in space"

Earth is not a planet its a REALM. { think heisenberg and photon/wave particle collapse] pic.twitter.com/gJvJOidWZu

4/10/2019 6:19:39 PM lbf777 There’s only one MJ12.

4/10/2019 6:20:14 PM giediknight Yes, i recommend getting a water filter like a propur or Alexapure to remove toxins. Take X2 and Bio-True Selenium and the fish oils. I forgot to 

mention I take the bodease turmeric and the Ultimate bone broth. If nanotechnology is in anything I suspect the DNA Force...

4/10/2019 6:20:52 PM kindeandtrue This stunning footage of a spiral light phenomenon seen over Norway on Dec. 9, 2009, is the best example I've ever seen of a "black hole". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=zsiSirIq4SA …

4/10/2019 6:21:37 PM grundemt A [Sic.] syzygy indeed

 https://youtu.be/SVJUvoZBWEw  pic.twitter.com/9M6TwRku71

4/10/2019 6:21:59 PM zagnett @Le_Murias have you ever tried "long pig"? Hoping not, my friend. Wouldn't seem especially "neighborly". 🤔

4/10/2019 6:22:33 PM jrocktigers Thanks man. We can purchase devices to detect eavesdropping, viruses on a computer , etc... we need to figure out where or create a device or 

manner to detect nano in food, etc.

4/10/2019 6:23:13 PM zagnett At one point i believe the Knights were at the top of the MIC. Don't know about now though.

4/10/2019 6:26:20 PM zagnett United. I'm in. Earth, Solar System, Galaxy. Yes, a good start! 😊

Thank You for your wisdom & advice.

4/10/2019 6:27:13 PM giediknight That exists, you can send it out to labs to be analyzed.

4/10/2019 6:27:35 PM zagnett There are many individual MJs though. Several MJ has already named. Mattis, Haspel, Shanahan for instance. Others hinted strongly.

4/10/2019 6:28:42 PM nun_chucknorris Correct. Only one MJ12 organization as well as only one MJ12 individual within (MJ1,MJ2,MJ3......MJ11,MJ12)

4/10/2019 6:29:26 PM djlok And substances too!  I was on some #BigPharma psyche meds (getting sicker by the day) and my IQ was definitely dropping!!!

4/10/2019 6:29:35 PM jayrambin ‘Gut instinct’? Or intuition?  Instinct is reptilian brain, yes? Fight or flee.  Can it be relied upon for discerning information like this?  Isnt ‘gut’ different?  

It does seem there is some wisdom in the gut.  What do you all think? And @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , thoughts?

4/10/2019 6:30:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Completing the sentence would make your "counter argument" moot. Did you misunderstand?

4/10/2019 6:31:09 PM threadreaderapp Hi please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/10/2019 6:31:34 PM zagnett "Interstellar" is one awesome movie.

That robot was cool. Feasible?

4/10/2019 6:32:08 PM lbf777 Oh right.

4/10/2019 6:32:51 PM drbohammer If MJ has validated all of those, then I can say that I know more than one MAJ personally and professionally. If this is not true, well then just f*ck it. Lol

4/10/2019 6:33:02 PM jayrambin Perhaps I did.  Let me finish reading the thread. I don’t know which sentence you’re referring to. It’s probably later in the post. Btw, glad you used 

quotes. I only ask Q’s to clarify and understand.

4/10/2019 6:33:48 PM threadreaderapp Hallo there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/10/2019 6:35:27 PM speaklife595 Should one be more secretive and choose who to reveal insights to or is truth to be spoken un muzzled and it will do Ithink mission?

4/10/2019 6:35:37 PM mongrelglory Maybe we could start a list of possible Secret Society ET derived cults?

I'd start the list with... Scientology, The Church of Latter Day Saints (I believe), groups within the Vatican (Opus Dei?).

   Do people have any other suggestions?

4/10/2019 6:36:20 PM magicianswheel Hear that, Comey?



4/10/2019 6:37:19 PM tyl3r59518097 👌🙏Gaudi Live - Earthdance, CA 2010 (part 1)  https://youtu.be/z9fCtvPkck4  via @YouTube

4/10/2019 6:37:30 PM starehope There are more than 12 they have mentioned. I forget the last count.

4/10/2019 6:38:01 PM starehope Within the past week they mentioned names.

4/10/2019 6:38:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big years ahead of us. https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1116122095157694464 …

4/10/2019 6:38:29 PM mongrelglory So MJ-12, are you saying that the "bandwagon" of people who are demanding full Disclosure of the SSP all at once, is actually an attempt to derail 

legitimate "responsible" graduated disclosure?

4/10/2019 6:38:33 PM zagnett Just trying to pick my jaw up off the floor. Give me a minute. 😲

4/10/2019 6:39:02 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/zpaBwC7C9V

4/10/2019 6:39:19 PM nikoscali Awaiting the day that the image becomes clear...

4/10/2019 6:40:50 PM starehope Exciting through a mind's eye, into math, then physics, then reconstructed, then a beautiful piece of art! Amazing!

4/10/2019 6:41:27 PM zagnett MJ, what exactly do you envision the "jobs" of your Twitter followers to be? Help with the fishing/dismantling of SSET-derived cults? Teaching others 

what we know? Trying to keep them calm? Helping industry to assemble all this tech?

Or all of the above & more? Or some combo?

4/10/2019 6:41:45 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Coincidence that this is the symbol for earth in SG1?  pic.twitter.com/23k6fzpnwg

4/10/2019 6:42:16 PM iamyou132  pic.twitter.com/0r3IQVBzZe

4/10/2019 6:42:37 PM lonewol97176157 I would tell him in no uncertain terms to fuck right off.

4/10/2019 6:43:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Millions see these tweets, so the world is your oyster.

4/10/2019 6:44:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 You did.

4/10/2019 6:44:43 PM hawkgirlinmn Sweet!

4/10/2019 6:44:43 PM iamyou132 My guess is all of the above. To be a light in the coming revelations and to help co create the future we want and need.

4/10/2019 6:45:13 PM daveo6145 I think I got one about music

4/10/2019 6:45:24 PM melanieanders7 Arenyou basically saying as we rise in consciousness, Disclosure and understanding of it begins to surface for us?

4/10/2019 6:45:31 PM mongrelglory Amusing them with our rapier wit and humour. 😎

4/10/2019 6:45:46 PM starehope In order to teach I would need more info. Don't feel I know enough because I, myself, have so many questions.

4/10/2019 6:46:10 PM drbohammer I knew Forrestal, too; however, I was not including him when I said that I knew at least one of the MAJ...due to his being defenestrated by malicious 

actors when he was in the hospital (for the last time).

4/10/2019 6:46:40 PM lonewol97176157 Garbage in, garbage out.

4/10/2019 6:46:40 PM mongrelglory Much appreciated! 🙏

4/10/2019 6:47:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1116155152778448896 …

4/10/2019 6:47:32 PM blsdbe Consciousness projects reality=thoughts become things?

4/10/2019 6:47:39 PM nikoscali Facebook sure is interested in Africa...

4/10/2019 6:47:52 PM lonewol97176157 All new music is pure shit anyway.

4/10/2019 6:47:57 PM zagnett Uh, hi everyone! Didn't think i'd have that much exposure, ever. 😊

Is full, safe, reasonable use of advanced tech. across ALL members of Human society part of the "Plan"? If so, then seems that it can reasonably trump 

"full disclosure". Do you agree with the former? It is key.

4/10/2019 6:47:58 PM drbohammer The world saw an artists’ rendition of a black hole...

4/10/2019 6:48:14 PM lonewol97176157 Stoner much?

4/10/2019 6:48:41 PM mongrelglory You possess great wisdom Poseidon!

4/10/2019 6:48:52 PM nikoscali Might as well watch Interstellar the black hole was MUCH better looking and just as accurate..

4/10/2019 6:49:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thoughts > Art > Patents > Prototype > Beta > Introductory > Mainstream Product

As you drop dimensions, you lose information.

4/10/2019 6:49:32 PM starehope Yes. They spoke of him. Go to twitter search. Write in Majestic12 Forrestal

This will bring up posts with his name. Stay in those areas. Others are there.

4/10/2019 6:49:48 PM blsdbe Is this why dreams are hard to remember?

4/10/2019 6:50:26 PM zagnett Wow, cool man!

Exactly! F*ck it.

4/10/2019 6:50:35 PM hawkgirlinmn As depicted in the movie Kymatica?

4/10/2019 6:50:48 PM jayrambin Love your handle, DRThinker.

4/10/2019 6:52:54 PM zagnett Oh yeah, i forgot about that one lol. We'll throw that in for free!

Like anyone would pay for that, anyway. 😏

4/10/2019 6:53:02 PM stoneturnr Are you saying that First Contact will be a false flag? Perhaps I'm misunderstanding, but why would you need to use Bluebeam tech when there are 

allied ETs who could present themselves publicly? pic.twitter.com/V4OOULMGFh

4/10/2019 6:53:17 PM melanieanders7 Now I wanna start a thread that asks the question “what ‘star trek’ society would you like to experience?” Lol just to get imaginations going!

4/10/2019 6:53:26 PM aprilbrown99 [They] like the children.

4/10/2019 6:54:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you 🙏🏼

4/10/2019 6:54:54 PM zagnett What? Your profile pic didn't seem to suggest that number of years honestly. wow.

4/10/2019 6:55:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Control.

4/10/2019 6:55:43 PM drbohammer [They] threw Gen Forrestal out of the hospital window (defenestration) when they knew he was going to divulge the truth about MAJ et al.

4/10/2019 6:57:02 PM zagnett Oh man, your words of wisdom make me 😂😂😂. So exciting!

May you say like what peeps might be your descendants? Fascinating.

4/10/2019 6:57:10 PM mongrelglory Goddess Wisdom, yes! 😊

4/10/2019 6:57:18 PM daveo6145 Think of ‘funneling.’ “Watch MY videos on YouTube, and YOU WILL be enlightened and will be able to ‘ascend.’ Like Q, MJ12 want us to think for 

ourselves. Us here are engaging in co creative consciousness and moving the needle. I frequent 8ch to help exoconsciousness fwd.

4/10/2019 6:58:17 PM mongrelglory Bo, are you recalling a previous life on Earth?

4/10/2019 6:58:36 PM slipperyslope18 Why do they still call themselves Facebook, everyone knows they are Deep State owned CIA scumbags, who are still working the Globalist 16 year plan, 

even though it failed. Now its about Power against humanity. America developed it and we want it back, The current owners are evil.

4/10/2019 6:59:00 PM zagnett What [jerks].

4/10/2019 6:59:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Try saying that on Facebook. See the response.

4/10/2019 6:59:07 PM starehope I agree.

4/10/2019 6:59:08 PM 92michael Absolutely 100% right on the mark! - This “Christ”conspiracy began a very very very very long time ago. It was initiated by Enke himself and has taken 

many forms. It’s purpose is to distract and distort the real truth of the human spirit.

4/10/2019 7:00:54 PM zagnett Don't get your towel too wet down there! You might need it again someday!

Peace back atcha.

4/10/2019 7:01:18 PM starehope Be at Peace.



4/10/2019 7:01:21 PM hellouncledonny P.E.P.E

point emerging probably entering pic.twitter.com/Y70GA6V469

4/10/2019 7:01:24 PM jayrambin True, whichever faculty is used to discern is beside the point. I’m inquisitive, is all.  A chance to discuss it if you like. If not, fine too.

4/10/2019 7:01:59 PM drbohammer I (obviously) was not in the room at the time, but I have it on good authority that the Mossad was involved along with the Bush cabal. Forrestal 

had/has integrity.

4/10/2019 7:02:13 PM ragevirusqq Poseidon was 🤣 awesome

4/10/2019 7:02:15 PM jayrambin Great post btw. Thx. Will need to reread and discern this slowly. That was a lot.

4/10/2019 7:02:27 PM bobholmgren1 ⚫😂

4/10/2019 7:02:41 PM mongrelglory But Zag, remember that Gen Forrestal begged then to do it.  He felt it was his only viable option left at that point.

4/10/2019 7:04:48 PM mongrelglory Oh, I'm sorry, I misunderstood and thought you meant that you knew Forrestal personally.

4/10/2019 7:04:51 PM djlok I'm telling you this stuff is real.  People be like "Maj fake, Maj this, Maj that"... They are the ones full of shit over in ALICE land.

4/10/2019 7:05:01 PM stoneturnr Do you not trust allied ETs to successfully make first contact? Or are they unwilling? Seems like an unnecessary charade if ETs intend to eventually 

make themselves public

4/10/2019 7:05:02 PM zagnett Yeah i know, but [they're] the ones who put him in that unenviable position in the first place.

4/10/2019 7:05:38 PM wink5811 Big Pharma should quit advertising on TV and in magazines ads. For those who don’t know the costs (monthly) a five pen pack of insulin (short 

term)cost about $575.00 for Type 1 Diabetics and long term insulin cost about $525.00, both are needed daily.

4/10/2019 7:05:46 PM mongrelglory His message resonated. 😑

4/10/2019 7:06:03 PM zagnett Yes i believe that about F too. Saw a documentary on him a long time ago. Even felt that then.

4/10/2019 7:06:09 PM drbohammer Correct. My great uncle (who raised me) was his Aide de Camp during the war (WWII), and my other great uncle was his best friend. So, my life growing 

up was as if I knew him. Very personal stuff. Beyond personal actually.

4/10/2019 7:06:46 PM zagnett Oh ok, i misunderstood as well,

4/10/2019 7:06:55 PM drbohammer See above:)

4/10/2019 7:07:24 PM djlok Also since interacting with this account, I have had knowledge in the form of what I would describe as sharp logic that has come to me quickly.

4/10/2019 7:07:29 PM zagnett Yeah i hope he has regular cameos in this movie.

4/10/2019 7:07:40 PM mongrelglory Reality is what we make it. (together) 👍

4/10/2019 7:07:57 PM zagnett Oh ok got i, & way cool!

4/10/2019 7:08:03 PM clancy_birrell Hmm...are you suggesting the ufo disinfo was a step towards helping the public understand the majestic nature of consciousness and the universe...an 

introduction to astral...celestial and interdimensional communication/interaction? Such that all people are given access?

4/10/2019 7:08:47 PM drbohammer It was actually the very first operation that the Mossad was involved with...

4/10/2019 7:09:37 PM starehope Just find the threads I told you about. You will be surprised!

4/10/2019 7:09:42 PM slipperyslope18 I have never had an account with them.

The only reason I have an account with Twat is to support DJT. 

both are owned and run by enemies of humanity. 

Google and YouTube are in the same slime bucket.

4/10/2019 7:10:04 PM mongrelglory In the end, it turned out for the better for him.  His intentions were pure, so the success of his mission was ultimately assured.  Death is an illusion!

4/10/2019 7:10:21 PM lbf777 Let’s hurry up with his 1st contact please. We are all eager for a major breakthrough.

4/10/2019 7:11:02 PM mongrelglory I'm sure @Covertress would agree!

4/10/2019 7:11:06 PM djlok Light-years!!! pic.twitter.com/VZxGnUxpnt

4/10/2019 7:11:12 PM jrocktigers Great question Christine!

4/10/2019 7:12:03 PM mongrelglory Super cool! 😃

4/10/2019 7:12:06 PM starehope Wonder where she is?

4/10/2019 7:12:34 PM jrocktigers Gracias Majestic 12.

4/10/2019 7:13:26 PM drbohammer From what I know, he didn’t beg them to do it. He wanted to live to tell the truth. He (in his heart) knew they were going to try to kill him. He went to 

the hospital thinking they couldn’t get to him there. He was incorrect. This operation gave the Mossad their reputation.

4/10/2019 7:14:07 PM mongrelglory She's Canadian too!  She's a super-cool lady with lots of wilderness skills! 😍

4/10/2019 7:14:22 PM omniaaequalia Maybe. But some say “the higher the frequency of your energy or vibration, the lighter you feel in your physical, emotional, and mental bodies”.  IMO, 

GD does that for people that get off on that, mannnnn

4/10/2019 7:15:11 PM starehope Sweet dreams all! Have some things to do here. pic.twitter.com/YIwdJJ5glh

4/10/2019 7:15:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Ha! Not Canadian but worked there. But thank you for your kind words. That set of skills is important to me.

4/10/2019 7:15:52 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

4/10/2019 7:16:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Obviously. https://www.bloombergquint.com/technology/is-anyone-listening-to-you-on-alexa-a-global-team-reviews-audio …

4/10/2019 7:16:19 PM mongrelglory That I can believe!  Please feel free to share any of your inside information on this Account. 👍

4/10/2019 7:16:25 PM lizzywill007 A.K.A. Hive Mind?

4/10/2019 7:16:31 PM jayrambin To those of you who like MJs reply:  Did I miss anything? I know some of you have followed them for a while and have a better understanding of their 

posts and prior posts. I welcome any insight from that. Thx.

4/10/2019 7:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You must own your data. https://www.rollcall.com/news/policy/cars-data-privacy …

4/10/2019 7:17:15 PM rawphonegirl 👀

4/10/2019 7:17:27 PM aegeanphoenix17 👀

4/10/2019 7:17:32 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Use a squadron of spacecraft to sink a fleet of ships it seemed to work last time ;)

4/10/2019 7:18:14 PM mongrelglory She's posting on Twitter's main menu tonight.  She's been busy talking to Space friends I believe. 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1116053453908914176 …

4/10/2019 7:19:13 PM speaakn Yeah, that one is pretty obvious and it stuns me so many fell for that.

4/10/2019 7:19:45 PM mongrelglory Same to you lucky Star!

4/10/2019 7:20:05 PM paledarkpony Lots of projects working towards that.

4/10/2019 7:20:39 PM jrocktigers I suppose the timeline of awakening is different for everyone. Time is an illusion. Thank you for reinforcing that simple truth back into my world.

4/10/2019 7:20:40 PM starehope Ok, wonder why. And MJ on so long today. Busy day.

Goodnight! Sleep well Michelle.

4/10/2019 7:21:07 PM aprilbrown99 Good night.

4/10/2019 7:22:17 PM starehope Goodnight April!❤️

4/10/2019 7:23:17 PM thomasdra9on "hey wiretap,how many interesting private conversations did I have today?"

4/10/2019 7:23:39 PM charmanda9 Uber and Lyft drivers...I would guess those corporations have it all on their drivers, though this article doesn’t bring it up.

4/10/2019 7:23:54 PM mongrelglory Oh, I'm sorry!  You're Canadian by adoption.  You're welcome back any time! pic.twitter.com/HjH9UFMqCN

4/10/2019 7:24:06 PM allahuniversal The EU got 1 thing right pic.twitter.com/AbVlRo7iyP

4/10/2019 7:24:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 epic thread

4/10/2019 7:25:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1116163013369790464 …

4/10/2019 7:25:42 PM charmanda9 And some know, yet still don’t seem to care.

4/10/2019 7:25:54 PM anondirtyleg Why I don’t like cars with modern computers and all the new bells and whistles.



4/10/2019 7:26:29 PM jrocktigers Small cell implementation along ROW's (Right of Ways) will not only feed your 5G device ,but will allow the massive amounts of data pinging off of 

vehicles to be handled effectively and routed on the ethernet.

4/10/2019 7:26:30 PM mongrelglory Thank you.  You too!

4/10/2019 7:27:00 PM jrocktigers 👊

4/10/2019 7:27:34 PM spauldingshowal Thank You.

4/10/2019 7:27:39 PM charmanda9 I have a close friend there working with Peace Corp right now.

4/10/2019 7:27:43 PM scott_rick What are they going to do with the info. On me and my wife discussing dinner recipes

4/10/2019 7:27:48 PM mongrelglory Do you have any new information in your head that you didn't have before? 🙂

4/10/2019 7:28:03 PM slipperyslope18 American made some Great trucks that last for decades, 67-72 are still everywhere.

4/10/2019 7:28:51 PM zagnett Yeah we have some BIG time of F fans in here man. 😊

4/10/2019 7:29:08 PM justmel63 Some dreams are very real.

4/10/2019 7:29:53 PM whiteloverose 😊 ? pic.twitter.com/x3q2tUMNwx

4/10/2019 7:29:56 PM michael81972 I cant get a good read on MM,  at times I believe he has flipped to the good and then sometimes he is Rino man still,  like when he took up for “No 

name” recently

4/10/2019 7:30:23 PM dieselvalry We all knew that from the get go.

4/10/2019 7:32:07 PM drbohammer Then Facebook is surprisingly behind the times with respect to remote monitoring and quantization. This tech has been realizable since synthetic 

aperture array radar. That was almost 20 years ago. I may or may not have worked closely with the analysis algorithms of this tech...

4/10/2019 7:32:32 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/slO0Uzk6u_w 

4/10/2019 7:33:08 PM nancyddb With a different perspective, I'm unable to reread her text; she blocked me.

4/10/2019 7:33:36 PM turboxyde Star light star bright!

4/10/2019 7:33:41 PM mongrelglory 😬  We must keep Facebook on a short leash!

4/10/2019 7:34:07 PM drbohammer Artist’s rendition of a black hole. My uncle (John A. Wheeler) was the first person to theorize the black hole. We talked... A LOT

4/10/2019 7:35:25 PM mongrelglory You just summarized Facebook perfectly in one paragraph! 👍

4/10/2019 7:36:02 PM jayrambin My account was disabled one day. No warnings. They asked for ID. I sent it. That was months ago. Still disabled.

4/10/2019 7:36:20 PM hawkgirlinmn That’s ok! I love Canada too! I have lots of Cree brothers and sisters from my time there!

4/10/2019 7:36:26 PM shaniekay12 Lol well I hoped they enjoyed me asking what the weather would be today. Lmao

4/10/2019 7:36:28 PM cledrordfishing Will we be using black holes in future technology?

4/10/2019 7:36:30 PM jayrambin I was postin Q anon stuff.

4/10/2019 7:36:43 PM lonewol97176157 Well I worked for a stoner, it was frustrating as hell maaaan

4/10/2019 7:37:43 PM peterclloyd Why does reading your posts make me feel like I’m ordering from a menu in a Soylent Green movie? pic.twitter.com/veBjN57wnd

4/10/2019 7:37:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Just because I love you, Inhave to share my favorite Canada gif: pic.twitter.com/40qyOGnjgU

4/10/2019 7:38:10 PM bdam777 When Tesla can push updates to your car you know they harvest information from your car.

4/10/2019 7:38:16 PM jayrambin Millions? On twitter?

4/10/2019 7:39:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account.

4/10/2019 7:39:09 PM drbohammer My two great-uncles’ (and other uncles - including Wheeler) goal was to ensure that I was smarter than they. They may have succeeded (IQ), though I 

so desperately wish I had their wisdom. They learned things in WWII that I can never know. I try to emulate, but I do not know that

4/10/2019 7:39:10 PM q5287950847 All talk, no action. Let's go FFS

4/10/2019 7:39:31 PM jerichoorion Avains

4/10/2019 7:39:52 PM mongrelglory I keep clicking "like" on this tweet by MJ-12 and Twitter keeps removing my "like". 🤨

4/10/2019 7:40:54 PM jayrambin Is tw1tter not showing all of your followers, or how does it reach that many? I only see 16K followers for this account.

4/10/2019 7:40:55 PM big_simp except its fake fake fake fake fake

Brought to you by the same team that brought you this photo below

Look what happens when you increase the exposure 🙄 pic.twitter.com/Jg0bnqrqpf

4/10/2019 7:41:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1116167275948597249 …

4/10/2019 7:41:12 PM enlight3nedgeek Mine is a 2004. Still has a cassette player and CD changer.

4/10/2019 7:42:07 PM speaakn Oh my gosh - I start to get suspicious when folks constantly attack others and call people names - keyword = constantly. It’s never a good look. This is 

just social media - who the hell cares if we read timelines for fact, fiction or fun. Get a life Alice 🙄

4/10/2019 7:43:09 PM ntwheel55 Secure the border please.

This is an attack. pic.twitter.com/1wxNaVMGn2

4/10/2019 7:43:11 PM aprilbrown99 No I wasn’t the blue avians. I was something else. 🥴

4/10/2019 7:43:55 PM jerichoorion Fascinating

4/10/2019 7:44:30 PM wearediamonds2 This meme just brought back a memory from a childhood cartoon (1980s) where things/people/animals always disappearred/emerged through a grass 

wall like that. Can anyone remember what this cartoon was? It fascinated me as a kid.

4/10/2019 7:44:39 PM speaakn I know! The whole thing creeps me out 🤨

4/10/2019 7:45:31 PM aprilbrown99 It really was so amazing. 🙂

4/10/2019 7:47:57 PM drbohammer Belief in ET is not what’s critical. Being awakened IS what is critical. People - wake TF up and listen to the variety of stimulus. The truth WILL resonate 

within you. Again, this thread is about Q, MAJ, and the truth. If your goal is otherwise oriented, then kindly FO. 😊

4/10/2019 7:47:57 PM mongrelglory Don't give up!  Keep asking. 😀

4/10/2019 7:48:39 PM djlok Treason... There's that word again.

4/10/2019 7:48:40 PM mongrelglory 🤪

4/10/2019 7:49:16 PM drbohammer Every mind that we can awaken helps humanity

4/10/2019 7:51:03 PM jerichoorion Both your stories are fascinating. Excellent memories

4/10/2019 7:51:19 PM giediknight You don’t need a twitter account to read another twitter account...

4/10/2019 7:52:08 PM aprilbrown99 Do you have any recall of other lives?  Memories?

4/10/2019 7:53:40 PM jlundr Waiting for the coin to flip.

4/10/2019 7:53:41 PM charmanda9 I know. Me too. I have the ambience too, sitting in my car (that is tracking me now) watching the electrical storm begin out my sunroof (electrical-

storm-roof?). Chills.

4/10/2019 7:53:57 PM drbohammer FFS 😂😂😂 Crying now

4/10/2019 7:54:43 PM jerichoorion Nothing as clear. Only that I have been a soldier elsewhere. And that Jericho has meaning. Orion has meaning. To much ego still, to many attachments 

still. Work to be done.

4/10/2019 7:55:15 PM jrocktigers There are far more nefarious capabilities if utilized.

4/10/2019 7:55:33 PM cledrordfishing That would be way to much greatness for Congress to be charged with treason.  

Only in our wildest dreams. 

I will never understand why so many politicians hate America. 

Its deeply saddening.

4/10/2019 7:55:40 PM aprilbrown99 We all do. Believe me.

4/10/2019 7:56:44 PM aprilbrown99 Do you get a sense for a time period in history?  American Indian perhaps?

4/10/2019 7:56:44 PM enomai_ [RR] :)

4/10/2019 7:58:13 PM drbohammer Dude, if it were really “Aquaman” (and I’d know!), I’d have been throwing out like a million questions already😂😂😂😂😂😂😭😭😭😅😅😅

4/10/2019 7:58:14 PM charmanda9 I would say the event manifested into mass hypnosis/magical spell because most of the world believed the lie. Disclosure of the truth will manifest the

 awakening. Holy shit, a huge lightning bolt ⚡️ and crack of thunder just occurred here as I type. 😳



4/10/2019 7:58:32 PM seeking9theta Must be an important message. No coincidences. pic.twitter.com/hI67ytrAkg

4/10/2019 7:58:59 PM jerichoorion Nothing solid . I’m not from here. I’ve known this since I can remember

4/10/2019 7:59:53 PM _369311119 "plan to plot the world's population"

Cemetery plot.

4/10/2019 7:59:58 PM charmanda9 I wondered the exact same, @MongrelGlory   Omg, another huge lightening bolt and crack of thunder here as I type! This is crazy! For me, anyway.

4/10/2019 8:00:28 PM ntwheel55 I saw something go buy last week very high and really fast. At night do it was hard to judge height so I waited for it to clear the horizon.

Aviation experience.

Have seen the space station go by many times and this was lower and much faster.

Very cool

4/10/2019 8:00:33 PM enomai_ This must be very meaningful. It popped up with comments from all the big names on my feed this time... 

https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1116172224459882496 …

4/10/2019 8:00:45 PM aprilbrown99 I will ask you the same questions Michelle and I talked about last night. Did you sleep walk when you were a child?  Were you klutzy? Were you sick 

often as a child?  I see a pattern forming so wanted to check with you. 🙂

4/10/2019 8:01:09 PM drbohammer And for the record, many humans (at least 6, and many more if you include their kids) are my defendants too, but that’s only because I did the nasty 

with their mom. 😳

4/10/2019 8:01:48 PM charmanda9 I have one that I have followed since I began my awakening process. I’m shy to say who on twitter. Wow. This thunder and lightning is relentless! 😬

4/10/2019 8:01:57 PM cocopuffster12 My friend is not on Twitter, but reads tweets. You do not have to follow anyone, or actually be on Twitter in order to read tweets.

4/10/2019 8:01:59 PM nick_2c What about the Navys secret space program?

4/10/2019 8:02:30 PM aprilbrown99 🥴

4/10/2019 8:03:44 PM jrocktigers "The wheel is turning and you cant slow it down, can't let go and can't hold on , can't go back and can't stand still....if the thunder doesn't get you than 

the lighting will."   - Grateful Dead.   I think everyone should be required to read Grateful Dead lyrics. Much to learn.

4/10/2019 8:04:38 PM djlok I thin It's hard for anyone to answer questions in that form.  Hence the last question from them. "Did you misunderstand".

4/10/2019 8:04:44 PM enomai_ in meaning, that we can not rely on the military and Q our entire existence. We the people. Citizens, everyone, will have to come to the realization. 

That we must start acting in GOOD ways. Action. We shape the future as a collective consciousness whole.  #wwg1wga

4/10/2019 8:05:45 PM jayrambin Thanks for the replies.  I wouldn’t be surprised if mj12 has access to something that can track or estimate exposure.  Interesting that so few respond.

4/10/2019 8:06:02 PM jerichoorion Clumsy but athletic. I don’t get sick often. Maybe a cold every few years.

4/10/2019 8:06:37 PM jayrambin Good point. The query wasn’t well focused.

4/10/2019 8:07:07 PM jerichoorion My greatest hurdle has been mental. Anxiety, fear.

4/10/2019 8:07:17 PM karma4event201 😥 yes. CIA has to be completely dismantled.

4/10/2019 8:07:35 PM aprilbrown99 Congrats. Much better than some of us. You are lucky.

4/10/2019 8:08:25 PM aprilbrown99 Bad nightmares?

4/10/2019 8:08:28 PM jayrambin It’s was beside the point anyway, I know. It’s just a subject I’m interested in.  It is a great post, the my disclosure today.  My Focus should be there now.

4/10/2019 8:08:53 PM jayrambin The MJ disclosure.

4/10/2019 8:09:01 PM jerichoorion We all suffer from our wounds. Some seen, some not. Perhaps your theory is correct

4/10/2019 8:09:40 PM roublisa @threadreaderapp please unroll

4/10/2019 8:09:43 PM drbohammer McStain knew nothing originally about the JFK assassination. He was a 27 year old pilot in training when it happened, and his father was not one of the 

conspirators. He had no clue at the time. He learned much, much later. He ignored my lectures after that. Foolish man. Bye John

4/10/2019 8:10:02 PM enomai_ The faster this realization happens. The faster, society heals and we win. However, so much needs to be done. All of the world is only, as great as, the 

weakest link. Great powers exist within us.

4/10/2019 8:10:27 PM jerichoorion I had the same nightmare for years until I “. Outgrew it” they are less nightmares now as I am in control .

4/10/2019 8:10:27 PM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/10/2019 8:10:51 PM enomai_ However, every piece of life today. Has been meticulously thought out to crush our souls. Per se as a cockroach. However, roaches are some of the 

smartest creatures here.

4/10/2019 8:11:16 PM drbohammer Decedents, not defendants lmfao

4/10/2019 8:11:26 PM mongrelglory I love lightening and thunder!...As long as there aren't old trees nearby that could fall on my house.  I hope you are safe Charmanda!

4/10/2019 8:11:36 PM nikoscali No coincidence that the CIA have continuously pulled the same drug/arms running scheme over and over again in different countries, during different 

eras/wars. Every time we think we've stopped it they've come back like a cancer. We NEED to remove the tumor.

4/10/2019 8:11:52 PM aprilbrown99 They make us stronger.

4/10/2019 8:12:34 PM charmanda9 I love it when you throw in musical references. 👊😎

4/10/2019 8:13:41 PM jerichoorion Perhaps ones origin leads to different afflictions

4/10/2019 8:14:14 PM aprilbrown99 That could very well be. That would make sense.

4/10/2019 8:14:18 PM jrocktigers Charmanda -  I thought you were using thunder and lighting metaphorically.😀  Duh, well -  the song "The Wheel"  is awesome.

4/10/2019 8:14:32 PM cledrordfishing Damn, that was pretty eye opening. Thanks for all the information. 

So, when we can see a black hole clearly will we be looking through a window/ porthole into a different dimension? Are black holes wormholes or 

doors connecting dimensions?

4/10/2019 8:14:42 PM mongrelglory That seems very logical!

4/10/2019 8:15:48 PM jerichoorion The irony is, I rarely get sick, but stay worried I’ll get sick.

4/10/2019 8:15:52 PM jrocktigers You are most welcome!

4/10/2019 8:16:01 PM aprilbrown99 Twitter is fing with me. I can’t seem to reply to your previous tweet. 

I packed a suitcase once and said that I was going home. I think I was 4 yrs old.

4/10/2019 8:16:30 PM andress45303251 Sheesh!!! Get a room you two!!!

😘😘😂😂😂

4/10/2019 8:16:31 PM natureinspace You'll get a text on your phone later with the correct answer.

4/10/2019 8:16:41 PM aprilbrown99 I hardly ever get sick anymore either.

4/10/2019 8:16:44 PM jerichoorion Me too. It wont allow certain phrasing

4/10/2019 8:16:53 PM charmanda9 Haha no srsly. Headed into the gym now. It’s raining and thundering and lightening. ⛈☔⚡😳 But hell yeah w the song!

4/10/2019 8:19:08 PM natureinspace Everything else is listening and recording us too. I'll have an ad for ear buds pop up shortly because of this tweet.

4/10/2019 8:20:20 PM roublisa Breath taking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...it shall BE.....let’s do this IS-BE’S it is what we came here to do  pic.twitter.com/5MpD89YN60

4/10/2019 8:20:48 PM charmanda9 In fact, that shall be my first workout song.

4/10/2019 8:21:23 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/LnpFNppR4h



4/10/2019 8:22:59 PM natureinspace Thats why they disappeared you there. You can't post truth.

4/10/2019 8:23:05 PM cocopuffster12 Sure! I am certain they know exactly how many impressions they receive. The 411 is mind blowing. I am trying to meditate consistently. I want what 

they’re giving out! 😊

4/10/2019 8:27:54 PM carolin15161363 Is ALICE's job to keep us blinded so that we aren't able to get to the place where we can begin to expand our reality? Like a giant lid on humanity?

4/10/2019 8:27:54 PM grundemt Always room for one more :) pic.twitter.com/RblKMHR15Q

4/10/2019 8:40:58 PM tyl3r59518097 GUMMY - BROCKHAMPTON  https://youtu.be/vWhPimx07H0  via @YouTube

😎😁 pic.twitter.com/LDnQHNiBt5

4/10/2019 8:49:41 PM tyl3r59518097 Radiohead - Creep  https://youtu.be/XFkzRNyygfk  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/zJJEffI1k2

4/10/2019 8:58:24 PM realjediman1 Mine is a 2001 Ford pickup. Manual transmission and no cameras of any kind.

4/10/2019 9:01:00 PM qellyanon Is it a red ranger?

4/10/2019 9:01:42 PM seeking9theta 💌🕯No matter how simple the truth is, it still is. 🕯💌

4/10/2019 9:01:52 PM qellyanon I know it’s a thing with many guys. They love their little pickup truck. My husband used to ah e one too. And they’re pretty great so hey I get it

4/10/2019 9:08:49 PM t_hayden07 Something about the info i've learned lately, resonates so deep w me. My life has been very hard, and I have always sought the answers as to why we 

all go through this.

 What is my purpose? Nothing I've heard b4, has felt right, but what MJ has shared..❤️ ty

4/10/2019 9:10:45 PM antarantanka I’ve done extensive traveling last  2 years. I’ve found some music I liked in one city feels odd in another like each city has its own frequency.

4/10/2019 9:13:18 PM petitchevalb Why do you say "absolute full disclosure " is impossible?

4/10/2019 9:14:10 PM antarantanka Only one artist really resonates, Andrea Bocelli. I feel like I’m hearing my soul speak in his songs. Never a dry eye and I don’t consider myself a very 

emotional person,

4/10/2019 9:18:25 PM realjediman1 It is a ranger but it’s gold colored

4/10/2019 9:19:39 PM realjediman1 Red ranger? This guy? pic.twitter.com/7tzTi3wvg3

4/10/2019 9:20:26 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zvO2IvL0sBM …

4/10/2019 9:22:28 PM opensenseme True nature of our existence ... please elaborate.

4/10/2019 9:23:52 PM opensenseme I’ve always had a nagging annoyance hit me when I attend a church service. Seems so false to me, makes me very uncomfortable.

4/10/2019 9:27:06 PM opensenseme Yes! I always thought it strange and BAD that they would want to injest the blood and body of the Christ. That just seems evil to me.

4/10/2019 9:29:34 PM qellyanon Great rig

4/10/2019 9:30:15 PM jswdh1 I've been using the block button quite a bit within the last week or so! Been a busy button!

4/10/2019 9:38:13 PM petitchevalb Isnt knowledge the best safeguard against malevolent control on us?

4/10/2019 9:39:54 PM jswdh1 Im not sure that person is worth wasting your time on tho when there are more credible people to converse with about it. This person just wants to 

argue, fight and get everyone against  MJ12. Not to mention berate and bully people! Paying them attention is fueling their anger. Js

4/10/2019 9:40:30 PM qellyanon  pic.twitter.com/VWVrp25vWs

4/10/2019 9:43:42 PM andress45303251 Not a good example at all.

Please try again.

4/10/2019 9:44:57 PM drbohammer Okay, BUT “this story” has absolutely nothing to do with Michele4Canada (M4C). The only goal M4C has is to disturb this conversation. If you play, you 

are also wasting time from productive convo. You give it a few minutes to see where it goes, then you let go when u see it’s bad

4/10/2019 9:48:37 PM karma4event201 CIA Mossad mi6 maybe all the Intel agencies are corrupt. CIA has interferred in every election; every country since they were formed. CIA & Kissinger 

ran Vietnam war. They would helicopter Vietnamese to a zone and pick up viet cong on the same chopper. 👿

4/10/2019 9:49:31 PM iamyou132 Damn Facebook has had some type of interactive world map with detailed profiles of each individual and their location. Am I wrong?

4/10/2019 9:51:34 PM andress45303251 So a women had to drug you to blow you?

Not quite making the connection.

I have had to drug myself plenty of times in order to plant seeds, but never the other way around.

4/10/2019 10:00:32 PM karma4event201 This should be required reading worldwide. There may be good people at the CIA but if they research the CIA they would leave the CIA.  

📕 William Blum

 Rogue State A Guide to the World's Only Super Power

4/10/2019 10:05:30 PM karma4event201 CIA is Deep State. CIA have been ALWAYS been under control of Khazarian Jewish Mafia.

4/10/2019 10:16:58 PM sctallgirl2000 If walls don't work, we shouldn't have them around prisons.

4/10/2019 10:35:18 PM realityloominng Yep, and still dinosaur bloomberg wants me to pay for their old-news article

4/10/2019 10:37:11 PM aprilbrown99 Ag = Attorney General  or agriculture ?

4/10/2019 10:40:08 PM sparkleloung I don’t think it’s USAG

4/10/2019 10:40:44 PM mrd_s_anderson Ag - First Majestic Silver Corp.

4/10/2019 10:42:18 PM mrd_s_anderson HOWEVER

AG- Aktiengesellschaft

4/10/2019 10:43:41 PM martinplantt She is correct. It's pretty easy to see he's a fraud. You have to b very gullible or working as a shill to defend him.He's a total narcissist and that's not an 

insult he fits the psychological profile.They have that smug arrogant self expression. Be ur own Guru. Gee yoU aRe yoU

4/10/2019 10:47:25 PM drbohammer Laughing 😂 Crying 😭 Laughing again 😅

4/10/2019 10:48:26 PM tracydf62 Please explain

4/10/2019 10:49:17 PM goodmedicine4us ...a little humor, but truthful nonetheless, any chance I can get the complete martial arts download?  Just seems like so much fun! 

pic.twitter.com/Fc1Bw19i6E

4/10/2019 10:51:51 PM drbohammer Irregardless of anything else, ALICE comes back because THAT is ALICE’s job. Fact. Emotional irrelevance.

4/10/2019 10:52:59 PM rosemodema 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/HHhmGxF5dD

4/10/2019 10:53:37 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/GRydu7ACCg

4/10/2019 11:00:55 PM rosemodema tsk tsk ... what's from again ?? 

Eddie Murphy, LIVE or Delirious? 

🤣🤣 80's none the less ... 

Uh em... what R U Calling jelly, my legs ??

4/10/2019 11:01:07 PM petitchevalb By "gut instinct " do you refer to the neural network in there?

4/10/2019 11:01:21 PM si11112018 there sure has been a lot discovered already this past year!! keep it coming. I want more!!!

4/10/2019 11:02:18 PM rosemodema Good Call, GOOD CALL 🤣

4/10/2019 11:03:06 PM rachelgooch3 First they'll create complete chaos. Then they will declare Marshall law. Then NWO

4/10/2019 11:03:40 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/tgvVrOnYPb

4/10/2019 11:05:26 PM si11112018 there was something similar to this I read in the tesla papers ... made me think of the wall ..



4/10/2019 11:09:01 PM monroevegas Gentlemen and Gentlewomen of The Great Awakening, you all are the Top Guns in my book. This song is for you. TOP GUN ANTHEM  

https://youtu.be/zCTJmXrgsFg  via @YouTube #Q #Qanon #MAGA #1776Global @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jamianne1 

@DeepStateExpose @seanhannity @WhoisQ1

4/10/2019 11:10:17 PM tyl3r59518097 1 summer, Santa Clause showed up w/a winning lotto ticket! I couldn’t accept it at the time though..I had to tell him to come back when I wasn’t so 

busy. Wouldn’t U know?..he showed up literally just as Kylie Jenner called me outta the blue, professing her undying love 4 me!🤣

4/10/2019 11:10:23 PM si11112018 lol... same. .. I even knew back when I was young that was false.

4/10/2019 11:11:15 PM realityloominng Lol USPTO formed as early as 1975... Jan 2, 2020 will be 45 years ago.

4/10/2019 11:12:46 PM rosemodema Tsk tsk 🍒

4/10/2019 11:12:51 PM sterkinglights1 Huh.

4/10/2019 11:12:58 PM si11112018 was it a way to keep the manage spirit and where they went? or preserve and use at a later date?

4/10/2019 11:13:14 PM drbohammer That’s 1 reason this thread is personal to me. Forrestal. I’d like to know who threw him through the window, and who ordered that it be done. One of 

his ‘circle’ from WWII is still alive, & it would be nice to answer that question for him - he “knows”, but who would believe.....

4/10/2019 11:13:31 PM datruseeka If we create our own reality as you say, then why the heck do we need to create and manifest a Space Force?   In doing so, WHO does it really serve the 

need to do so?

4/10/2019 11:14:02 PM sterkinglights1 Not huh? More like huh!

4/10/2019 11:14:44 PM rosemodema HUH?? 🤷♀️

4/10/2019 11:15:10 PM rosemodema 👀 pic.twitter.com/T81J4wMvxt

4/10/2019 11:16:57 PM datruseeka Democrats are COMMUNISTS;  communists are the ones behind the immigrant invasion.  Soros has always been a communist, BTW.

4/10/2019 11:17:34 PM rosemodema Take 2 

Morning Love pic.twitter.com/dsfZmWq1tV

4/10/2019 11:21:31 PM wokeanonq I think you have no idea what a black hole is, if you imagine it is induced by overwhelming 'gravity'. See Wheeler, and coherency/incommensurability. 

The laws of physics break down at the E/H, simply because our current 'laws' of physics are based on flawed foundations.....

4/10/2019 11:21:40 PM rosemodema 🖤🍒 pic.twitter.com/lKBS7iUyjt

4/10/2019 11:22:02 PM laura_621 How?

4/10/2019 11:22:45 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/JgQDCZI9qU

4/10/2019 11:23:32 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/EqMUf5Aw4V

4/10/2019 11:23:44 PM wokeanonq ...Clue: Newton (and every orthodox scientist since) got it wrong on gravity.

Mass is depedent on where an object is (there is no such thing as the Higgs Boson 'particle'), and gravity is not a ruling universal force - it is simply 

incoherent magnetism.

4/10/2019 11:25:35 PM rosemodema We haven't .... 🤷♀️

4/10/2019 11:26:48 PM rosemodema it's all cool ... 

Nothing gets close enough ..

4/10/2019 11:28:27 PM rosemodema .... right .... 🙄

sounds like a brilliant idea ❌

4/10/2019 11:30:49 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/AhyhSI5iyU

4/10/2019 11:31:29 PM rosemodema 🤣🤣 ...... what ???

4/10/2019 11:32:31 PM realityloominng Yeah why is it impossible? Too unstable and disruptive?

4/10/2019 11:34:15 PM rosemodema ... ok ..... and 🤷♀️

4/10/2019 11:34:50 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/GKdSyrYHDH

4/10/2019 11:35:07 PM rosemodema BAAHAA that's so funny 🤣🤣

4/10/2019 11:36:40 PM rosemodema Getting Twisty Linguistically ‼️

4/10/2019 11:40:15 PM rosemodema 🖤💫 pic.twitter.com/Wd2AiZy56l

4/10/2019 11:43:02 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/gBnoQr0Czj

4/10/2019 11:43:30 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/1CeR0nL2aC

4/10/2019 11:44:34 PM rosemodema Ooooooh pic.twitter.com/0LarCfwZRu

4/10/2019 11:45:30 PM rosemodema Sometimes it's not necessary to spell out the obvious 🤣🤣🤣

4/10/2019 11:45:58 PM rosemodema Kitty Bubbles 🤷♀️

4/10/2019 11:46:22 PM rosemodema but there's No Show .....

4/10/2019 11:47:29 PM joinna6 My "gut" -"reaction" to google./[placesd Glory Hole.. was a sick Sodomite?,:gore.more..a

4/10/2019 11:48:10 PM joinna6 Sodom & Gomora

4/10/2019 11:49:28 PM rosemodema  https://youtu.be/s1rESmO-Zjw 

4/10/2019 11:50:13 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/ky3vmoruiQ

4/10/2019 11:50:51 PM rosemodema Folded Long Ago tbh .. 🤷♀️

4/10/2019 11:52:11 PM realityloominng If you plan for space-travel to be commercial you should at least make terrestrial-travel a free-for-all

4/10/2019 11:53:22 PM rosemodema That was a cool reminder of that track . 👌 https://youtu.be/_WjnYMSiPgM 

4/10/2019 11:54:00 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/wLQPlApolf

4/11/2019 12:02:15 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/6HWxRI192y

4/11/2019 12:06:10 AM stormystorm10 Just got to assume ur being watched all the time , even your thoughts

4/11/2019 12:06:28 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/S3bOF7IIIQ

4/11/2019 12:08:26 AM rosemodema 💛💙❤️🖤💚 pic.twitter.com/CAJqaDAm3m

4/11/2019 12:11:51 AM rosemodema Do you remember sharing this like EONS ago ?? 

I kept it 🤣🤣🤣 https://youtu.be/TnOy6HEf7HU 

4/11/2019 12:13:01 AM rosemodema 🤷♀️

4/11/2019 12:14:19 AM rosemodema You did ??? 😳🌵🥀

4/11/2019 12:15:41 AM rosemodema I Am A Broken Cactus??? 👀

4/11/2019 12:16:59 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/feqVpWrkOK



4/11/2019 12:17:27 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~

11:23 –  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1116230925673615360 … (Treason)

—

11.22 –  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1116229743769083904 … (Truth)

= 1 =

1:1

5:5

2018 — 1963 = 55 <<—  https://youtu.be/YO8rxbhSjyE  🗳 –152 

Coincidence? Or, Inevitability?

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump .@CliveFPalmer .@billshortenmp
4/11/2019 12:17:33 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/gdDCei7hoG

4/11/2019 12:17:44 AM mongrelglory I'd like to move like Michelle Yeoh in "Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon!" 😁

4/11/2019 12:18:06 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/IwoVYO5GaX

4/11/2019 12:19:20 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/cnXBLRkhZZ

4/11/2019 12:20:28 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/IGIR1ESi29

4/11/2019 12:20:46 AM drbohammer My uncle’s interpretation of a black hole: 

Imagine the contractile vacuole of a paramecium. Apply that to a region of space. Where does it go? Contemporary Canon will not answer you this. 

Think about it and we’ll talk later... 

That was in 1969.

4/11/2019 12:21:25 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/fLkouHyzpI

4/11/2019 12:21:50 AM mongrelglory Bless you!  You just sneezed didn't you?

4/11/2019 12:22:48 AM joinna6 BigData.. (careful) https://youtu.be/TWPcid4l74U 

4/11/2019 12:22:57 AM mongrelglory Ag = Silver (bullion)

Au = Gold (bullion)

4/11/2019 12:23:37 AM andress45303251 Night family! Love you all.

4/11/2019 12:23:59 AM rosemodema Your still around 🤷♀️

4/11/2019 12:24:22 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/rksWahNB2S

4/11/2019 12:24:47 AM aetherwalker1 Art at its highest and Nature at its truest are one.

4/11/2019 12:25:21 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/BqSrc1xlm7

4/11/2019 12:25:43 AM karma4event201 Most of us search for the truth and do not believe authoritative sources spewing propaganda aka an "Official Story"

4/11/2019 12:26:42 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/HHCdexfYld

4/11/2019 12:26:51 AM sparkleloung 72 Hours Warning !! NASA Announces that a Strange, Huge Object is Headin...  https://youtu.be/PRe7wdhywxQ  via @YouTube

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is ☝️ Mis/Dis Info?

4/11/2019 12:27:02 AM rosemodema Bend Over

4/11/2019 12:29:13 AM monroevegas Why is F_X blocking this video now??? pic.twitter.com/dO8mI3J9aC

4/11/2019 12:29:38 AM monroevegas 🙅🏿♂️

4/11/2019 12:30:25 AM rosemodema tis that time ... 

for 2.5 hrs sleep .... yay ...🙄🖤🤪

See Yous Laters 

🦋🖤💫 pic.twitter.com/dRhRSV9KQg

4/11/2019 12:31:10 AM diaptera_80 Long or short? I feel much stronger with short hair

4/11/2019 12:31:30 AM monroevegas Well whoever funded 9/11 are definitely terrorists...and remember what W. Said? We must fight the terrorists.

4/11/2019 12:36:26 AM si11112018 I've heard long?? remember when Britney spears shaved her hair? wasn't it her that said she thought it was in the hair... (I don't quite remember, 

maybe getting two stories confused) that was memorable

4/11/2019 12:38:17 AM diaptera_80 Yes, I read the other tweets and it is long. But for me it is overwhelming feeling of strength with short(not very short) vs long. Maybe long hair is a 

spiritual strength and short physical??

4/11/2019 12:39:38 AM covertress I feel this way when I cut my fingernails. 

Superwoman.

4/11/2019 12:41:22 AM diaptera_80 Yep that s*** is all over toys and clothes, and even icecream and napkins

4/11/2019 12:48:59 AM rebornkingent You don’t have to follow an acct to see. Many people won’t follow an acct like this because they don’t want people to see “conspiracy” pages listed on 

their follow list. Also you can check from a webpage. Followers vs Views are bigly different.

4/11/2019 12:49:39 AM rebornkingent Check out a YouTube video. A video can have millions of views but only 10,000 or so Subs. It’s sort of the same idea.

4/11/2019 12:52:16 AM clancy_birrell Show us your creds please.

4/11/2019 12:54:00 AM clancy_birrell Is he Mj12?

4/11/2019 1:09:19 AM zagnett imo, potential Beings that could be viewing who either (1) aren't allowed to "Follow" us &/or (2) don't care about Twitter & wouldn't formally "Follow" 

us anyway-

1. Earthbound regular Humans who don't want to seem like "conspiracy theorists" (like @RebornKingEnt said).

...

4/11/2019 1:10:24 AM zagnett 2. Patriot/[DS] operatives (inc. those [DS] turning to the LIGHT)

3. People in recent breakaway Human civilizations.

4. Interdimensionals of all kinds, on Earth/elsewhere, e.g. Humans, Sasquatch, ETs. Many might be just be curious onlookers wondering wth's going on 

here

5. ?

...

4/11/2019 1:11:44 AM zagnett Anyway, enormous potential numbers of Beings viewing, from all over the place.

MJ, is this kind of thing what you're getting at?

4/11/2019 1:26:10 AM jswdh1 That's exactly it! There's a thread I'm on that's been going since August and last week we had tti block so many people! They got 3 suspended! 2 

temporary and 1 permanently! Their goal is to get us all suspended so we can't communicate with each other anymore! They want to divide

4/11/2019 1:28:15 AM jswdh1 Have you seen her pinned tweet? It's about you! Warning people about you! That should be reported!

4/11/2019 1:33:07 AM jswdh1 Matter of fact.. seems ALL her tweets are about MJ12! She is a stalker! She's obsessed! I'm glad I found that out and blocked her! She's tweeting 

everyone that she reported you to FBI! Even the president! WOW! I'm sure she'll do the same with us followers if we engage with her!



4/11/2019 1:34:34 AM jswdh1 My car isn't watching me it's too old.... lol plus I never go anywhere. It watches everyone walk by it every day... lol

4/11/2019 1:36:11 AM jswdh1 Mine is older but wish I had Adm even older one! A standard less computers! But mine only has 25000 miles so it's all good...lol

4/11/2019 1:38:23 AM jswdh1 "OK GOOGLE" & "SIRI" TOO! They all listen! Just saw an article where Alexa has real people listening at times tho so...... but I'm sure everything is 

recorded whether they're listening live or wait to hear recordings is just as bad!

4/11/2019 1:39:57 AM jswdh1 I have a serious question.... if no one has seen a black hole before... how do we know that's what that is?

4/11/2019 1:41:20 AM jswdh1 How does anyone know that is a black hole if no one's ever seen one?

4/11/2019 1:43:29 AM jswdh1 Her whole Twitter account is tweets about MJ12! She reported them to FBI and even tweeted that to the president! Her pinned twt is a video of her 

talking about mj12! She's obsessed! And apparently a stalker!

4/11/2019 1:44:04 AM jswdh1 Her whole Twitter account is tweets about MJ12! She reported them to FBI and even tweeted that to the president! Her pinned twt is a video of her 

talking about mj12! She's obsessed! And apparently a stalker!

4/11/2019 1:46:02 AM diaptera_80 I just like to mark that I read the tweet. I was confused too.

4/11/2019 1:57:46 AM tyl3r59518097 Jackin House, UK Bass Mix 2014 |HD|  https://youtu.be/WQma11s4jts  via @YouTube

#TimePhoneHack

#Tyl3R

#jackhousemusic

#electronicdancemusic

#electronicmusic

#PositiveVibesOnly 

@DoZ133 pic.twitter.com/nMTtbmmJyo
4/11/2019 1:58:04 AM sterkinglights1 To air is also human.

4/11/2019 1:59:55 AM sterkinglights1 If a like doesn't land on 369 or multiple of I don't hit it anymore. Is that selfish? #Bogartingtheprimes

4/11/2019 2:05:38 AM wwg1wga369 I'll work on starting my downloads

4/11/2019 2:07:49 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/KhWc8WUJQkg  pic.twitter.com/DPYewjhB7n

4/11/2019 2:07:59 AM adsvel As individuals grow up, stay popular, most of them fail down for this reason. WHY? Is that money so powerful? Is comfort so important?

4/11/2019 2:09:35 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/7XvirwHRYJ

4/11/2019 2:20:29 AM tyl3r59518097 😁 pic.twitter.com/nzcZW9QyYn

4/11/2019 2:30:28 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/hcYWVCM2RgY 

🤣 pic.twitter.com/nfhdj0HSW6

4/11/2019 2:33:57 AM tyl3r59518097 Chi-Ali - Age Ain't Nothing But A #  https://youtu.be/Y8VsgMu7Sn8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/rG1K8kGTE9

4/11/2019 2:42:52 AM tyl3r59518097 YG - Big Bank ft. 2 Chainz, Big Sean, Nicki Minaj  https://youtu.be/z61GFxVD8K4  via @YouTube

I’d be pissed too if I were him!! 🤣 pic.twitter.com/DqT6G9fM8Q

4/11/2019 2:49:45 AM ghostanon6120 and now this: https://www.foxnews.com/world/ecuador-withdraws-asylum-from-julian-assange-arrested-by-uk-police …

4/11/2019 2:50:38 AM zagnett Yeah seems she might be.

Also, MJ could've merely been waiting for her to report to the FBI. May have fallen into MJ's trap. idk.

Anyway, i guess we'll see how this goes either way. 🍿🍩🍸

i wonder who's [next]? 🤔

4/11/2019 2:54:27 AM adsvel One more wonderful tread. Thank You MJ12.😊💗🌈

4/11/2019 3:00:30 AM andress45303251 What does a gay horse eat for $1,000 Alex?

4/11/2019 3:01:10 AM monroevegas I read on military times that SpaceCommand may either be in Colorado, California, or Arizona. I wonder where HQ will be?

4/11/2019 3:03:25 AM andress45303251 Beginning?

Your OS still hasn't kicked me down the code to give out smiles.

@SIRISYSbot.

Hey, you done yet?

4/11/2019 3:06:43 AM tyl3r59518097 De La Soul - Let, Let Me In  https://youtu.be/bXX0f7G7jXQ  via @YouTube

😂 pic.twitter.com/6l0dRLkHCD

4/11/2019 3:09:28 AM kagman4e @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u is this really JA?  If so what is the significance that the British have 

him since the Brits were part of the spying that occurred on @POTUS?  How can we be assured he will be treated fairly during discovery? 

https://twitter.com/barnabynerberka/status/1116275982518898688 …

4/11/2019 3:09:47 AM monroevegas If I can train for it, all I need is xango juice. I think I would feel pretty darn accomplished after working in space.

4/11/2019 3:11:55 AM karma4event201 Thought the booms were Patriots shutting down DUMBS 🇺🇸 😉 

Or Earth birth pains as Planet Nine solar system nears 😢

4/11/2019 3:15:05 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣 pic.twitter.com/kBbCTPqZjZ

4/11/2019 3:15:54 AM karma4event201 Maybe it is more to do with love of money rather than hatred for America.

4/11/2019 3:23:48 AM zagnett Oh are oysters one of the Beings that WANT to be eaten? 🤔

They're tasty for sure. But would be better to use replicators for them too, i'm assuming.

Also, i was wondering if MJ had meant that those Beings that want to be eaten might simply be actual parasites or something. 🥴

4/11/2019 3:30:20 AM monroevegas Synchronisity? I believe something is telling me something through fortune cookies, license plates, change i find on the ground, i manifest stuff. Just 

trying to learn to be better at it. Currently manifesting a new job. Interview is tomorrow. I have been asking for it.

4/11/2019 3:31:51 AM martisw1971  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna991236 … @Jim_Jordan @RealMattCouch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RepMattGaetz 

@DonaldJTrumpJr @RealCandaceO @The_Trump_Train @FLOTUS @EricTrump @IvankaTrump @SenShelby

4/11/2019 3:33:02 AM monroevegas I have a a number that i designated as the way for god to let me know i am on the right path. I see it on license plates all the time. Do you know the 

chances of seeing a certain number almost constantly? Thats how i know im on the right path. Thats random synchronicity.

4/11/2019 3:34:36 AM monroevegas Oh its true alright. I believe it.

4/11/2019 3:35:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/wikileaks-founder-julian-assange-arrested-police-london-n991236 …

4/11/2019 3:36:10 AM mariazak18 Is Julian going to be protected?

4/11/2019 3:36:20 AM pro_aktv Will the DeepState kill him?

4/11/2019 3:36:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anons already knew. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116288050995310593 …

4/11/2019 3:37:42 AM mariazak18 Yes we know, we just want a little more confirmation

4/11/2019 3:39:39 AM sleky19 Nope, protect by Trump

4/11/2019 3:40:10 AM alexandercody7 Please protect him, don't let anything go wrong, such an important asset!!!

#WWG1WGA

4/11/2019 3:40:43 AM trumpgirl1018 #FreeASSANGE

4/11/2019 3:41:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/ArmyMateriel/status/1116036208348545025 …

4/11/2019 3:42:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116272649645301760 …



4/11/2019 3:43:06 AM monroevegas I wish i could convey the messages and ongoing conversation from some source the other night that i was perceiving through license plates.

4/11/2019 3:43:30 AM rosiequartz77 One Odd man, you have a point. They did know. They always have. Look up Damon T Berry’s videos. You can find them on YouTube  and I think 

Amazon.

4/11/2019 3:44:27 AM mariazak18 I unplugged that bitch

4/11/2019 3:45:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116246026397147136 …

4/11/2019 3:45:16 AM usss_211 Good morning MJ's... Yes, a VERY busy week indeed!

4/11/2019 3:47:30 AM ghostanon6120 all part of the show, popcorn at the ready :)

4/11/2019 3:48:49 AM monroevegas I saw a random plate with T666E. I looked up 666. It means i am trying to make a spiritual breakthrough. T and E may mean something also. I raced that 

car through traffic. I won. The next plate i saw had 7WIN*** = Perfect Win.

4/11/2019 3:49:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ x $50,000 

= $11,750,000 https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116232685532397569 …

4/11/2019 3:50:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Melanin, adrenachrome?

4/11/2019 3:51:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week...

Human Trafficking? https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1116218767045009408 …

4/11/2019 3:52:10 AM monroevegas Why?

4/11/2019 3:52:39 AM quebec99335648 👊👊👊🔥🔥🔥😎😎😎🙏🙏🙏

4/11/2019 3:53:33 AM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/11/2019 3:54:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week...

Human Trafficking? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116191934937223168 …

4/11/2019 3:54:26 AM pauliepg11111 So the average price per child on the black market = $50 000. Multiple uses: sex slaves, SRA, adrenochrome source, snuff, organs. It makes me sick.

4/11/2019 3:54:57 AM hawkgirlinmn The RC are known traffickers to anons so not surprising.

4/11/2019 3:55:08 AM monroevegas Will 235 be involved?

4/11/2019 3:55:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Critiques are not permitted, apparently. 

Be careful who you follow. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1116177801936134145 …

4/11/2019 3:56:27 AM pauliepg11111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Julian Assange. Care to comment?

4/11/2019 3:56:45 AM hawkgirlinmn A possible fishing expedition on the RC? That would be a big fish to land!

4/11/2019 3:56:54 AM tyl3r59518097 😆 pic.twitter.com/biuYyRbtmr

4/11/2019 3:57:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week...

Human Trafficking? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116172014178402304 …

4/11/2019 3:59:16 AM usss_211 And the hits keep coming!!!!

😉😇

4/11/2019 3:59:17 AM liltilgerlil Assam he was just arrested. Should we see a WikiLeaks drop?

4/11/2019 3:59:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Optics are important. 🍿🍿🍿

4/11/2019 4:01:21 AM wwg1wga369 MJ, is there any power in 3, 5, 7 that's used in Free Masonry and some other organizations?

4/11/2019 4:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Organs

4/11/2019 4:02:01 AM monroevegas 😥

4/11/2019 4:02:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes they can't help themselves. 

Trust the plan.

4/11/2019 4:02:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 They may try.

4/11/2019 4:03:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Good luck.

4/11/2019 4:05:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Good luck! I have an interview today with the DOD 🤞🤞🤞

4/11/2019 4:05:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plants spend elaborate energy in producing fruit for the purpose of being consumed by animals. Give and take. Humans give plants new life. Plants 

provide food in exchange.

4/11/2019 4:06:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 They come to MJ.

4/11/2019 4:07:57 AM allahuniversal "1 thing right" is far from praise.

4/11/2019 4:08:12 AM monroevegas When can personal cloning be released? My dad could have used it to fix his leukemia. If people need organs, lets grow them from our own DNA and 

bypass Graft vs Host problems.

4/11/2019 4:08:53 AM usss_211 Symbiotic relationship!

4/11/2019 4:09:16 AM zagnett "If you disclose it, [they] will come."

MJ's "Field of Dreams" 🧐

4/11/2019 4:10:58 AM monroevegas Plant=child, fruit=organ, if i am getting this right...i think im gonna be 🤮

4/11/2019 4:13:26 AM monroevegas Or maybe apply to donors and receivers. Idk. Or maybe just plants and animals simply put. I think i need to go to sleep now. 😂

4/11/2019 4:15:18 AM big_simp you mean to lie to the public?  to perpetuate psyops?? pic.twitter.com/ua1ypTvF3E

4/11/2019 4:16:03 AM monroevegas 🙏

4/11/2019 4:16:35 AM monroevegas 🙏

4/11/2019 4:17:36 AM mongrelglory It appears they still have a long way to go in clearing Syria of Cabal mercenaries!  So sad!  I thought the good guys had made more progress.

4/11/2019 4:18:49 AM hawkgirlinmn Lol. Good one!

4/11/2019 4:19:32 AM prmd21801759 😉😎

4/11/2019 4:19:54 AM mongrelglory Can they keep him safe?  I'm sure a lot of people want him dead before he can testify!

4/11/2019 4:20:23 AM tat2urdwhteblu Spying? Tomayto or Tomahto?

4/11/2019 4:21:41 AM scott_rick Aka Sedition

4/11/2019 4:22:04 AM petitchevalb Seems only End of Time could put and end to the suffering of innocents

4/11/2019 4:24:48 AM allahuniversal Progress, I presume pic.twitter.com/zbSrYAXw7t

4/11/2019 4:27:22 AM pauliepg11111 What kind of protection does he have?

4/11/2019 4:30:18 AM scott_rick He should use the deadman switch -codes

4/11/2019 4:33:09 AM michael81972 The question is,  was this white hats that actually took him into custody?

4/11/2019 4:33:13 AM sonyaleesimons1 Is this some sort that f scam to make it harder to track the stolen children?

4/11/2019 4:34:35 AM the_ghost_op It is the phenomenon which is described as "Synchronicity".

4/11/2019 4:34:54 AM zagnett MJ, for those that turn to the LIGHT, will [they] have their strings ]cut[, receive fair punishment per objective laws/rules, & get reasonable treatment to 

help them get better?

4/11/2019 4:36:21 AM zagnett Can't agree more!

4/11/2019 4:37:03 AM keith369me Thank you for this message.  As I  was reading the Tweets, I was overcome by an overwhelming sense that the blurred black hole coming into focus is a 

portal to “everything” as opposed to nothing...as the focus increases, we gain ability to see what has previously been unseen.

4/11/2019 4:42:36 AM keith369me Where can one apply to help commercialize this technology?



4/11/2019 4:44:34 AM n7guardiananon "The time has come

To talk of other things

Of shoes and ships and sealing wax

Of cabbages and kings"

4/11/2019 4:44:49 AM gingerbanana2 You know...I never thought about it in those terms. 🤔

4/11/2019 4:47:09 AM keith369me @blsdbe if you focus on an outcome for an extended period of time, it will manifest.  Be careful what you intend to manifest, that million $ may be in 

life insurance $.  I met my wife this way...I knew everything about her, and then met her.  I consistently do this in daily life.

4/11/2019 4:47:27 AM zagnett You'll do fine! 👍

Just perhaps don't say "time is an illusion" unless the context is a perfect fit. 😎

4/11/2019 4:47:36 AM gingerbanana2 That or selling “specimens” to the highest bidder

4/11/2019 4:49:16 AM zagnett @hawkgirlinmn really? You'll do great!

Are you going to bring your hat?

May i ask how you landed the interview?

4/11/2019 4:51:07 AM zagnett Is JA ok/healthy? Is he really that pale naturally, or just needs some sun? Anybody giving him any Vitamin D?

4/11/2019 4:51:53 AM keith369me A threat in their own minds?  Manufactured threats to garner sympathy or real threats?  How stupid do “they” think we are.  Is it conservatives 

threatening AOC or Amazon loving Dems in NYC?

4/11/2019 4:52:31 AM zagnett Hopefully.

All i know is this a tense but also thrilling part of the "movie". 🧐🤔🍿

4/11/2019 4:52:56 AM keith369me These people need to be separated and contained.

4/11/2019 4:54:36 AM keith369me What are the charges against Assange?  Rape allegations in Sweden?  How ironic that “foreign migrants” are never charged with this crime in the same 

country.

4/11/2019 4:54:39 AM wahiggins3 Lots of activity over the Atlanta airport this morning. #watchthesky @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/afDNo1qvXn

4/11/2019 4:55:10 AM keith369me Time for discovery...can’t wait to hear it all Julian.

4/11/2019 4:55:24 AM mongrelglory I just went and looked at Michele4Canada's pinned tweet!  She says she's from Vancouver, so I was wrong, she really is a Canadian apparently! Seems 

very obsessed with MJ-12!  I don't think she's well. 😳

4/11/2019 4:56:15 AM keith369me Plants love CO2

4/11/2019 4:57:13 AM djlok Yeah I seriously doubt any conservatives are threatening @aoc.  Changing the channel whenever she opens her mouth is not a threat, but an action.

4/11/2019 4:57:39 AM ambriayoga How can we clear the system of the extra stuff in vacinnes?

4/11/2019 4:59:06 AM petitchevalb Hope collective consciousness will be upset and rise soon

Very soon

4/11/2019 4:59:27 AM keith369me I actually listen...I find her ramblings interesting...if not-yet-invented methods from getting from point A to point B were employed, she might make 

more sense.

4/11/2019 5:05:40 AM wearediamonds2 Synchronicity is a lovely encouraged! I hope you also get a great job!

4/11/2019 5:05:50 AM zagnett Yeah she doesn't seem well. Hope she gets help. Have no idea how though.

i'm just glad this account has actually drawn a lot of great doctors & nurses & such. Many that don't seem at all interested in e.g. unhealthy AMA 

dogma.

i just pray we'll be able to help these people. 🙏

4/11/2019 5:05:54 AM youstinksoap It appears he's walking on his own, bent over, but still looks too short. 🤔

4/11/2019 5:05:57 AM wearediamonds2 *encourager

4/11/2019 5:07:01 AM djlok Yeah people need to learn the truth about the RC!  It's time!!!

4/11/2019 5:07:39 AM hawkgirlinmn I’ll PM you later Zag!

4/11/2019 5:08:42 AM zagnett Cool, thanks! 👍

4/11/2019 5:13:36 AM zagnett Dang i hope he's ok. He looks more pale than @DJLOK yikes! 🧐

4/11/2019 5:13:44 AM scienceismymuse Check out @scienceismymuse’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/scienceismymuse/status/1116303138154270722?s=09 …

4/11/2019 5:14:23 AM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/OU3hsDpP2A

4/11/2019 5:16:13 AM mongrelglory It wouldn't surprise me if she was an MKUltra victim.  Vancouver has a lot of Deep State operations (think Pickton Pig Farm murders).  I will say a 

prayer for her.

4/11/2019 5:18:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 She believes she is acting justly and will not back down until MJ12 concedes to her demands. We are choosing to ignore this behavior.

4/11/2019 5:20:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the video she called MJ12 a narcissist. 

Wrong.

narcissist

n. Person full of egoism and pride.

n. One who shows extreme love and admiration for himself or herself.

This (singular) account represents the (plural) multiple individuals, therefore, incorrect term used.
4/11/2019 5:20:25 AM djlok Ha ha!!!

4/11/2019 5:20:32 AM zagnett Yes, she definitely has deep MK signs, & is seems likely involved with a Catholic & highly patriarchal "secret society". if she has any [handlers] i'm 

hoping they back off, rethink the situation, & leave her alone. 🙏

4/11/2019 5:21:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 In the video she called MJ12 a psychopath, or perhaps the typists each psychopaths.

psychopath

n. A person with an antisocial personality disorder, manifested in aggressive, perverted, criminal, or amoral behavior without empathy or remorse.

We have yet to see evidence of such.

4/11/2019 5:23:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 This does not phase MJ12, nor the typists of this account. Instead, we want to clarify something for her since she seems genuinely confused.

4/11/2019 5:23:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define cult: 

n. A religion or religious sect generally considered to be extremist or false, with its followers often living in an unconventional manner under the 

guidance of an authoritarian, charismatic leader.

n. The followers of such a religion or sect.

4/11/2019 5:23:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 n. A system or community of religious worship and ritual.

4/11/2019 5:24:44 AM wearediamonds2 Dare I ask...what exactly do they do with their organs? This is terribly evil and sad . I want the evil eradicated.



4/11/2019 5:25:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 is not a cult by definition, and nor is this account.

1/ Not "leading", simply informing. We stress Message over Messenger because we oppose hierarchical leadership structures when discussing Majestic 

12's actions/decisions of the past including unseen realities.

4/11/2019 5:25:13 AM mongrelglory She's obviously in error about a lot of things she is saying about this account.  She also is linked to several other accounts who have been critical of MJ-

12, and they say they know her personally.  It seems like part of an "operation" rather than a lone individual.

4/11/2019 5:25:49 AM natureinspace Is this a way to hide births of children?

4/11/2019 5:26:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 2/ By design, if the term "followers" is implied literally, then it could be construed that Twitter operates millions of cults due simply to its terminology. 

Clearly this is obscene, which is why context is required to understand case by case.

4/11/2019 5:26:49 AM wearediamonds2 Dang does he look evil!

4/11/2019 5:27:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 3/ We have not expressed any interests in "followers" engaging in rituals, worship, etc. Instead, MJ12 has been invited by several followers to join in 

their group meditation sessions. MJ12 is not responsible for IS-BEs wishing to meditate with each other who gather here.

4/11/2019 5:28:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, we'd like to offer condolences to Michele for being "called ALICE" when she didn't understand what ALICE meant. We shall clarify further, 

however cross reference previous tweets about ALICE by searching: 

from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

4/11/2019 5:29:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

ALICE is a symptom created through a combination of AI/Human interaction.

ALICE is in wonderland and her thoughts create her reality.

ALICE is only able to reflect inward in the words she is able to speak.

ALICE is an adjective.

It is not literal.

4/11/2019 5:30:47 AM tyl3r59518097 Blister in the Sun - Violent Femmes - Lyrics  https://youtu.be/8YdQBkxf4kU  via @YouTube

😉🤣 pic.twitter.com/Vfj2oYP96W

4/11/2019 5:30:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is encouraged by AI and operates for the betterment of Secret Societies of all types.

ALICE is responsible for protecting those organizations.

ALICE is responsible for distracting the general discourse of knowledge in pursuit of ALICE instead.

4/11/2019 5:30:59 AM zagnett Please note that MK itself is a BIG part of the "AI" programming that Humans receive in order to become part of the [ALICE] system.

Many Humans have some bad AI (i.e. the intent behind it) programmed into them. This is the part that is hard for a lot of people to understand.

4/11/2019 5:31:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE can be seen in Anons unwittingly and wittingly.

Useful idiots attract ALICE and ALICE attracts useful idiots.

Yes, MJ12 has utilized the term ALICE beyond the Q definition, however MJ12 != Q and nor have we ever tried to claim. In fact, exactly contrary.

4/11/2019 5:32:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is understandable how some anons may feel uncomfortable by using the term ALICE, and we sympathize with your concerns, however the act of 

understanding that ALICE is an adjective that the Deep State feeds on means that anons need to be able to see ALICE for what it is.

4/11/2019 5:33:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is no coincidence that many highly classified experiments are called ALICE.

ALICE is many things.

ALICE is among us today.

Big week this week... ready for next week?

4/11/2019 5:33:24 AM keith369me ...and yet no response to the invitation.

4/11/2019 5:33:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116314594417553415 …

4/11/2019 5:33:58 AM anneolsen43 Let me get through this week first😂

4/11/2019 5:34:23 AM zagnett Yes, this has a lot of signs being part of an "operation". Seems likely she has [handlers]. i'm hoping they back off & leave her alone.

4/11/2019 5:36:57 AM mongrelglory I think it is their policy to engage us on Twitter, but not lead us in any course of action that we decide to take in our lives.  Part of their non-interference 

policy to protect the time-line.

4/11/2019 5:37:44 AM zagnett OMG with JA on the move & all the rest, i'm gonna have to go to the store.

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

4/11/2019 5:39:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

4/11/2019 5:39:53 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/cNqnmvBOqH

4/11/2019 5:41:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fool me once, shame on you.

Fool me twice, shame on me.

Who fooled you once about JA?

Who fooled you twice about JA?

Who blocked MJ12 after we clarified account transfer of ownership?

Who is in control of WL' handle?

Did GH find all of the clown ops and terminate?

Why today?

Pre?
4/11/2019 5:42:07 AM mongrelglory Those little green "Pepes" in the theatre always make me smile.  They look like they're having so much fun! 😁

4/11/2019 5:42:32 AM youstinksoap Yeah, just watched it again, I don't think he's walking - he's being carried, but still the hands don't make sense.

4/11/2019 5:43:13 AM meefer_radness Today is 4-11, Info is known as #411

4/11/2019 5:43:26 AM keith369me A response can be made on Twitter...nobody requested MJ to lead...simply to join an existing meditation that is publicly displayed by @blsdbe in her 

pinned Tweet.

4/11/2019 5:45:40 AM djlok I was just about to ask about this 👆👆👆.

Lots of conflicting information out there about the true relationship between WL and Assange and whether WL is still a white hat org.

4/11/2019 5:46:10 AM djlok Coincidence?  Nah!!!

4/11/2019 5:47:32 AM mongrelglory Is Wikileaks going to be exposed as currently being a 🤡 op?

4/11/2019 5:48:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 We issue this statement out of respect Michele, for our fellow IS-BE.

While you have re-blocked MJ12 yet continue to reply to our messages, we will stand strong like a flag in the wind. pic.twitter.com/RVwUybhbSY

4/11/2019 5:48:58 AM meefer_radness A lot of their whistle blowers ended up dead. This would lead me to believe it was compromised 😕 How did the DNC know it was Seth?

4/11/2019 5:49:00 AM djlok 💪💪💪

4/11/2019 5:49:13 AM covertress Pre 45 Storm Tweet?



4/11/2019 5:49:16 AM zagnett True leaders do their thing & hope people "follow" (i.e. to them it means to understand, agree with, support, go along with).

Many of histories' "conquerors" (though often psychos in many ways) exhibit this trait (i call it "calculated confidence") in their battle tactics.

4/11/2019 5:49:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Finally, allow us to quote Teal'c from 1969: 

"The war with Canada?"

Indeed.

Who is Trudeau?

4/11/2019 5:51:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 would never acknowledge if it participated in a group meditation.

4/11/2019 5:51:10 AM usss_211 Clowns..... Everywhere....

4/11/2019 5:51:46 AM adsvel Thank you.

4/11/2019 5:51:58 AM taitai78787 GH?

4/11/2019 5:51:59 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/67wfcPmt1K

4/11/2019 5:52:05 AM usss_211 411 = dropping knowledge

4/11/2019 5:52:09 AM keith369me Fair enough!  I looked within and already knew that 😀

4/11/2019 5:53:08 AM keith369me Thanks for your attempt to “save us”.  Where can I mail a check for your services?

4/11/2019 5:53:36 AM mongrelglory Even if nobody asked MJ to lead, many people would probably view them in a leadership role if they joined.  As for not responding, they've always said 

that if you ask the question twice and they don't reply, then you can assume that they are not going to answer the request.

4/11/2019 5:54:24 AM eyeleanover  pic.twitter.com/GsFxI5dTsY

4/11/2019 5:54:56 AM tyl3r59518097 😂 pic.twitter.com/E9sn1amlOY

4/11/2019 5:55:33 AM djlok 😀😀😀

4/11/2019 5:55:37 AM mongrelglory A reply from them to Christine could be interpreted as either an endorsement or a snub, so to avoid misunderstandings, no reply is probably the most 

diplomatic response.

4/11/2019 5:55:53 AM allahuniversal WaPo seems to be singing a different tune lately. GH? https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1116129764123860992?s=19 …

4/11/2019 5:56:09 AM wbwse The Light Gets Brighter

   As The Day Draws 

            Near 💙 pic.twitter.com/AT0H87FynP

4/11/2019 5:56:15 AM selvestekjetil How many host’s back do you want?

4/11/2019 5:56:25 AM allahuniversal Gina Haspel, C I A director

4/11/2019 5:56:39 AM ferris144 And their lawers... 187?

4/11/2019 5:57:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week...

Monday: [TWTR] + Rep. DN

Tuesday: [SKN]+[ADSCG] & MJ8 DEW + New Tech & Candace Owens

Wednesday: Black Hole Announcement 

Thursday: Wikileaks + Assange

Friday: _______ ______ __?

4/11/2019 5:57:59 AM allahuniversal Why today? 04/11/2019 -> 9

Pre(planned)? Highly likely

4/11/2019 5:58:12 AM mongrelglory There's a Soros/Rothschild globalist pulling those strings. 😏

4/11/2019 5:58:22 AM pwalt68 DECLAS??????

4/11/2019 5:58:43 AM tyl3r59518097 GZA - Life Is a Movie feat. RZA & Irfan Khan-Acito (HD)  https://youtu.be/3uoBzpi6NeU  via @YouTube

#TimePhoneHack

#HipHopEd pic.twitter.com/qL3SUDQIbQ

4/11/2019 5:58:52 AM hawkgirlinmn What will this majestic day bring...🧐🧐🧐🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/11/2019 5:59:16 AM saifk7 Declas or incoming suicide

4/11/2019 5:59:18 AM zagnett "Corrective demand" > bit bucket.

4/11/2019 5:59:21 AM selvestekjetil Canada?

4/11/2019 5:59:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 You must be over the target.

4/11/2019 6:00:12 AM mongrelglory Though I would say that MJ-12's greatest desire is that we lead ourselves to the future we collectively choose.

4/11/2019 6:00:50 AM adomestic17 The deep State won't let that happen.

4/11/2019 6:00:51 AM humanprimer Wait! Is that a D5 snowball or a shitball rolling towards me?"...said the bad actor.

4/11/2019 6:01:17 AM djlok Looks like that to us following along at home as well.

4/11/2019 6:01:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 They're not in control anymore.

4/11/2019 6:02:12 AM zagnett Yes, exactly. My explanation is more 3D-ish. i'm assuming in higher dimensions, where hierarchy isn't as important or needed at all really, "leadership" 

is a fleeting or temporary role at most. Not nearly as important. MJ probably wants each of us to be able to lead when needed.

4/11/2019 6:02:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/0CU6EuHvoU

4/11/2019 6:02:54 AM mongrelglory 😉

4/11/2019 6:02:54 AM adomestic17 Not here. But are you so sure they do not have control in Europe? They have already proven they still have power over there.

4/11/2019 6:03:18 AM kimmitt_tom Gesara

4/11/2019 6:03:22 AM natureinspace Would you mind picking up some ice while you're out? I'll bring the beer!

4/11/2019 6:04:45 AM drumsk8 Fingers cross the UK doesn't annouce MEP elections for the 22May!

#BrexitBetrayal #NoDealBrexit

4/11/2019 6:05:24 AM cryptocrab4 Are you the spokesperson for MJ12 ?

Everything they tweet you seem to follow , just my observation 

Somehow it reminds me of Dixie Doodle

4/11/2019 6:05:38 AM zagnett Beer, sure! i like the direction this convo is headed.

Get it? bad joke, i know 🙄

4/11/2019 6:05:51 AM djlok from:ts_sci_majic12 ascension

4/11/2019 6:06:29 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/CfHcjYLvMJ

4/11/2019 6:06:58 AM enomai_ Axel rod fired?

4/11/2019 6:07:19 AM zagnett Oh @CryptoCrab4, are you an actual Sasquatch? 🤔

Just askin' because there may actually be a few on Twitter it seems! Isn't that so cool!? 😎

4/11/2019 6:07:19 AM natureinspace Lol!

4/11/2019 6:07:34 AM cryptocrab4 Tax Revolt ?

False Flag



4/11/2019 6:08:01 AM adomestic17 I still pray for his safety. I do not trust England to protect him.

4/11/2019 6:08:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 WHO?

4/11/2019 6:08:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trusting England can be deadly.

4/11/2019 6:09:05 AM cryptocrab4 Of course I am 🤩😂

4/11/2019 6:09:15 AM allahuniversal Is it truly power, or the sustained illusion of power? Giving DS too much credit only feeds the illusion of [their] "power". The power is with the people, 

in the people.

4/11/2019 6:09:26 AM drumsk8 @TrueEyeTheSpy

4/11/2019 6:09:56 AM djlok Always has been. We just sort of forgot that over time.

4/11/2019 6:10:08 AM skeye_watching Actually Urantia was not channeled.  It was written by Divine beings that came to the room of a man that would sleep 8 hrs  in a state that he could not 

be awoken from  When he would wake, there would be a large number of pages written on the desk next to his bed.....

4/11/2019 6:10:35 AM tyl3r59518097 GZA - 0% Finance  https://youtu.be/_-jF4fbuoCE  via @YouTube

#MainMuffin 😂 pic.twitter.com/l60VDqApCx

4/11/2019 6:10:49 AM mongrelglory I would never presume to speak for MJ-12, though I often speak about them.  They are very good at correcting me if I misinterpret anything they say. 

😊

4/11/2019 6:11:02 AM zagnett Yup. That's why i stopped following him in the first place.

4/11/2019 6:11:32 AM adomestic17 True. But underestimating them is dangerous too. They are desperate to keep what little per they have. And it's the citizens that suffer for their 

arrogance.

I trust @POTUS and his team. I hope they get to him before the DS does.

4/11/2019 6:11:43 AM enomai_ HRC

4/11/2019 6:12:07 AM skeye_watching .....there were several specialist brought in that analyzed the writing & performed tests on the man's hand & arm to determine the fatigue that would 

occur has a person wrote that many pages in an 8 hour period.  It wasn't possible for that to occur, plus the man was sleeping.

4/11/2019 6:12:38 AM saifk7  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/doj-watchdog-fbi-informant-in-russia-probe …

4/11/2019 6:12:41 AM zagnett May MJ GH elaborate on which [🤡] ops found / terminated? i'm assuming not [ALICE] ops yet, at least not completely.

4/11/2019 6:12:49 AM lenartjoe I’d like to think your right on the latter, but don’t think we’d see impact on that scale until we can get enough musicians to drop the Reich-Minister-

Goebbles-A in favor any of the constructive frequencies. The effects are probably cumulative

4/11/2019 6:15:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clarifications for simple misrepresentations.

4/11/2019 6:15:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sell what specifically?

4/11/2019 6:16:10 AM enomai_ Mueller report CF?

4/11/2019 6:16:33 AM covertress I hadn't read that part of the Majestic 12 Twitter log yet.

😲😲😲

4/11/2019 6:16:48 AM wbwse Lord Venus Christ?

4/11/2019 6:18:59 AM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/GmYk6Cfj2L

4/11/2019 6:19:21 AM mongrelglory World Health Organization in the killbox?

4/11/2019 6:20:13 AM light_fighter_g Can't forget...

Sunday: Game of Thrones Premiere 

🤪😜🍿

4/11/2019 6:21:20 AM michael81972 Redacted Mueller Report

4/11/2019 6:22:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's what we thought.

4/11/2019 6:23:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/NCSCgov/status/1116330399377051649 …

4/11/2019 6:24:06 AM susan66388204 So wonderful to see these bad hombres being dealt with.  Long time coming

4/11/2019 6:24:28 AM trumps_all And the only way to defend yourself is to “show evidence” that proves you weren’t guilty. 

#SethRich

4/11/2019 6:24:41 AM enomai_ I remember maj, saying, he was a MKultra victim.

4/11/2019 6:25:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1116329140351848448 …

4/11/2019 6:25:17 AM enomai_ At the time of his JA month

4/11/2019 6:25:26 AM skeye_watching There is hormone therapy that you can be given to combat the effect of post menopausal hysteria.  Find a really good therapist as well.  You will be ok.

4/11/2019 6:25:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic? https://twitter.com/BrookhavenLab/status/1116328159450943490 …

4/11/2019 6:25:59 AM enomai_ Depends on how many chemtrails are coming

4/11/2019 6:26:19 AM chelle030609 Wasn't it an actor!!?!! The real Assange left the build long time ago..

4/11/2019 6:26:35 AM zagnett @JimmyHemi3's 🤡 avatar revealing? Clearly hasn't read all or most MJ tweets. i don't recall MJ selling anything.

4/11/2019 6:26:56 AM skeye_watching My protection doesn't come from humans & especially judgmental individuals who can't respect people.

4/11/2019 6:26:56 AM zagnett His banner pic i mean.

4/11/2019 6:27:12 AM jessewa25340831 Friday: Aliens show themselves to the World????

4/11/2019 6:28:12 AM drumsk8  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077223634404589568 …

4/11/2019 6:28:52 AM mongrelglory Turning deserts into gardens! 😊

4/11/2019 6:29:00 AM laurelmaher1 HUGE!!!!

4/11/2019 6:29:02 AM roublisa Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  this is absolutely 

✨✨✨MAJESTIC✨✨✨

4/11/2019 6:29:14 AM drumsk8 Check a below reply, I linked the tweet, search was for you, but better placed on that persons tweet for context.

4/11/2019 6:29:50 AM petitchevalb Blocked me

Never talked to him

4/11/2019 6:29:51 AM enomai_  https://qmap.pub/read/1008 

1008 is 9 as well

4/11/2019 6:31:13 AM wahiggins3 “If convicted, he faces a maximum penalty of five years in prison. Actual sentences for federal crimes are typically less than the maximum penalties”

4/11/2019 6:32:19 AM michael81972 MJ,  do all entities in universe rely on water for survival?

4/11/2019 6:33:56 AM peterclloyd Most likely recovered from stolen intellectual property at the USPTO. Science is not created, but discovered. These technologies have been hidden for 

a long time along with revolutionary energy technologies which will shut the climate-change fanatics up for good.

4/11/2019 6:34:10 AM rosemodema . . . . . ......🖤🙏

That was cool, thanks for sharing. 

🦋🖤🍒

 https://youtu.be/t7-ZsFBvm94  pic.twitter.com/2TRZEXnapr

4/11/2019 6:34:58 AM natureinspace I've been asking the same question - what is going on with the sun? Something is terribly wrong.

4/11/2019 6:36:11 AM rebornkingent Congrats, you’ve been MJ’d.

4/11/2019 6:36:20 AM wbwse “SunRise” 08:55 EST 40°N pic.twitter.com/OM9ZSbphFZ

4/11/2019 6:37:58 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/z8PGSZRTpo

4/11/2019 6:38:12 AM wbwse Or terrifically right?



4/11/2019 6:38:24 AM zagnett Oh the Battle of Montreal redux? In a different kind of way i mean of course. 😊🧐

4/11/2019 6:38:39 AM _girlmaher_ It's interesting to read other people working out "truth from within", it helps me understand that how I feel about things isn't novel or weird after all. 

We just have a society that is optimized to distract us away from ourselves, our insights and our intuition. Late baby here.

4/11/2019 6:39:50 AM mykindofplace76 This was most likely doctored. pic.twitter.com/shP1ayPlOk

4/11/2019 6:40:29 AM skeye_watching Ya'll betta behave today......Momma Michie is going to send the big bad FBI after you & you'll have to sit in timeout with a dunce cap on your head. 

🙃😉🕵️♂️

4/11/2019 6:42:53 AM chris_losh_ Mirroring.

4/11/2019 6:43:15 AM wbwse Sun Mercury Venus 

  Earth Mars Ceris 

    Jupiter Saturn 

  Uranus Neptune 

        Pluto Eris

     As Above So

          Below?

4/11/2019 6:43:49 AM drumsk8  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQs-gCXOtVU …

Live Now

4/11/2019 6:45:20 AM wbwse The Powerful Full Moon 

Literally Touches Every 

   Planet In The Sky!

4/11/2019 6:46:12 AM chris_losh_ Classic #DeepState tactics; accuse others of your indiscretions. Hipocracy.

4/11/2019 6:47:12 AM thoughttazer Zag- can you elaborate for me. I missed that episode. What was True Eye's position on JA vs MJ's take?  And more importantly, is JA's arrest & 

extradition boding well for the white hats? Thanks!

4/11/2019 6:47:40 AM jrocktigers 😡

4/11/2019 6:48:06 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/UodS4Xn93j

4/11/2019 6:49:02 AM zagnett Projection.

4/11/2019 6:49:09 AM carolin15161363 Its all very exciting!

4/11/2019 6:49:30 AM chris_losh_ Exactly

4/11/2019 6:50:18 AM allahuniversal #SethRich

4/11/2019 6:50:46 AM zagnett Oh i just recall that like 6 months ago he was saying there was an imminent operation on to free JA. He had pictures of proofs, etc. & nothing 

happened. Don't have the actual tweets on hand currently though. ...

4/11/2019 6:51:23 AM abagofcandy If I understand it correctly, think of the movie Surrogates with Bruce Willis. Or Avatar, how they transfer their consciousness into an external shell/body

4/11/2019 6:51:38 AM _girlmaher_ These are lovely descriptions, thanks for sharing @MongrelGlory and @aprilbrown99

I call the moments of download "instant moment of knowing" where I can recall anything I wish but then I can't remember EVERYTHING that feels 

"known" in that moment. Getting better with practice.

4/11/2019 6:51:47 AM subversion_ops It's blurry because it's 53 million light years from earth and a staggering small 40 micro arc-seconds in size, when observed from the radio telescope 

arrays used to "see it". 

Explained by pretty simple physics actually.

4/11/2019 6:53:30 AM chris_losh_ I remember a solid piece of advice I got from my second grade teacher; it's better to keep your mouth shut and let people think your ignorant rather 

than open it and remove all doubt..

4/11/2019 6:54:00 AM allahuniversal Guess it should have been summed up like this retweet here, easiee to comprehend. 

https://twitter.com/NULOOKREFINISH/status/1115966272712450048?s=19 …

4/11/2019 6:54:14 AM freestateojones Made sure the cameras could see this. 

The cameras. 

 https://youtu.be/z4YIU6ufzdM  pic.twitter.com/oQakb8AjYd

4/11/2019 6:54:50 AM wbwse Clinton = ISIS pic.twitter.com/b0ZnCStgYw

4/11/2019 6:55:38 AM wbwse And that’s why she is always getting her roots done to be that perfect blonde!!!

4/11/2019 6:56:56 AM thoughttazer Thanks much for clarifying. So this arrest dispels that.  Whatever the case, I sure hope JA has his day- and full say- in court! SO much he can shed light 

on. And I feel this was the plan in context of the timing around other recent events re Russia, Mueller, Barr etc.

4/11/2019 6:56:59 AM zagnett As for "white hats" honestly i don't know 100% w/JA. Enjoying the show!

But betting that MJ is right & likely bodes well: U.S. [🤡] that could harm JA directly seem cleaned out & he'll be ok physically, extradited & give 

testimony, etc. But he'll have problems w/Virg. courts.

4/11/2019 6:57:15 AM blankmarlo Thought it said Illuminati water filtration lol

4/11/2019 6:58:59 AM ferris144 Corr. Lawyers

4/11/2019 7:00:42 AM nikoscali You hear that?... That's the only drop of credibility you ever had washing down the drain. 

If you could get your head out of your orifice for a few minutes you would see I was quoting you because someone had your ass blocked.

Obvious your goal is not to expose it is to divide.

4/11/2019 7:02:28 AM zagnett It'll take a while & MSM can play this negatively the entire time b/c JA's going to be incarcerated at least for his own protection.

i'll say to peeps: "JA will likely be ok" & they'll say "no he's not, u don't care about JA!". Geesh, just give the Man some vitamin D already. 🙄

4/11/2019 7:03:37 AM zagnett Haha yeah i'm working on trying to shut it. Thanks for the reminder! 🤣

4/11/2019 7:03:40 AM abagofcandy You're like the kid who didn't get exactly what they wanted, so they try to ruin the party for everyone else 😂 You're trying so hard and getting 

absolutely nowhere. Tell the FBI I officially say HI! 🤣

4/11/2019 7:05:25 AM zagnett Yeah the court drama is coming. i think parts of it'll be highly public, & be used to expose more MSM lies along the way, redpilling more and more 

people hopefully. Yes, definitely seems "plan-ish".

4/11/2019 7:05:25 AM thoughttazer LOL yeah, a little sunshine will do him good!   No doubt- the justice wheels turn slowly and the msm will use this as their new plaything in the 

meantime.

4/11/2019 7:06:27 AM zagnett Well MJ's actually provided some Twitter analytics screenshots in tweets.

4/11/2019 7:07:54 AM consortiapartn1 They can't afford to. Both Labour and the Conservatives would be wiped out at the polling booths

4/11/2019 7:08:07 AM chris_losh_ Not intended for you @zagnett

4/11/2019 7:09:04 AM scott_rick Mueller Report

4/11/2019 7:10:11 AM anneolsen43 Let the games begin... pull out the DNC emails #partofplan

4/11/2019 7:10:50 AM _17patriot_ Will GoT have a message this Sunday in its premiere?

4/11/2019 7:11:13 AM zagnett oh i know. Just trying to pull a funny. My mouth gets me in trouble too, just in different ways! 😊

4/11/2019 7:12:33 AM scott_rick Space Force!!  Sign me up!



4/11/2019 7:13:15 AM natureinspace My daughter just turned 15 and me and her talk about the things happening in our sky. She's the one who noticed something not right about the moon 

and the stars. I point out what's wrong with the clouds and sun. She's the night watcher and I'm the day.

4/11/2019 7:14:01 AM moonbaby04371 God....pls protect this man & every hair on his head. He's a true hero & deserves nothing but the best. #FREEASSANGE

4/11/2019 7:14:55 AM jrocktigers Lets get it done. Years ago I worked on the first Desal plant in United States in Tampa They could not reach capacity due to the filters getting clogged 

with sand, rock, shells ,etc.  So much great potential.. Desal all along Baja California could save the Colorado.

4/11/2019 7:17:14 AM missy968  pic.twitter.com/1e1f6H1vCm

4/11/2019 7:18:03 AM enomai_ Its not if, it is true. 

Think chaos theory for the 3d world. And, deeper for thought in connection of chaos theory. I dont know which dimension thought is considered

4/11/2019 7:18:55 AM covertress oic

🐟🐠🐡

BAIT

4/11/2019 7:20:45 AM enomai_ The bible says, just a thought. 

After seeing ETs. They can hear the weakest thought. So, if ETs can hear the weakest thought. Then, GOD MUST be to see and hear ALL

4/11/2019 7:21:07 AM freestateojones H/T to the squad.

4/11/2019 7:21:44 AM blsdbe Well, even if you never do acknowledge it, your participation would be welcome, and we can totally keep it on the DL. You will be the only who who 

knows you meditated 🥰😜😇

4/11/2019 7:22:55 AM snakejackal ALICE constraint is clock TIC TOC slow to 1 Hz.

4/11/2019 7:23:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/11/2019 7:24:23 AM zagnett MJ, could you say that ALICE, generally, is mostly/substantially MK-related? Or that MK is a big component of ALICE?

Wondering if MK (a now well known term/concept) might be more relatable to people than (relatively new term/concept), ALICE, & if a pretty clear 

connection exists

4/11/2019 7:24:31 AM wbwse Today You Have Ascended To My Level Of

           Knowing And Understanding 

  The End Of Serving Light Or Dark Which 

      Are Two Masters And Taking Both In 

    Your Hands And Viewing It All As One!

4/11/2019 7:25:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mind Controlled

4/11/2019 7:25:13 AM realityloominng jesus! where did you dig this up? ❤️ looks recent and legit

4/11/2019 7:26:25 AM carissa5419 That was debunked lol. Hacking done by the GRU. #facts matter

4/11/2019 7:27:02 AM wbwse Have Faith For You Were Never Alone 

    Even In Your Darkest Moments 

 He Was By Your Side Loving You And 

    Feeling Your Pain A Greater World 

                     Awaits You! 💙

4/11/2019 7:27:22 AM chris_losh_ Oh I'm with ya there. My filter is Army rough.

4/11/2019 7:27:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big day... https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1116346209239797761 …

4/11/2019 7:27:43 AM nikoscali Its apparent that whatever they did to Chelsea while she was incarcerated was meant to stop her from telling the truth.

4/11/2019 7:27:48 AM zagnett All i can say for sure is ALICE is one helluva multi-tasker, dang. 🤣🤣🤣

4/11/2019 7:28:04 AM lp083061 Big week.....now let @DevinNunes criminal referrals rip!

4/11/2019 7:28:06 AM allahuniversal Interesting. Where was this disclosed, & approx when?

4/11/2019 7:28:11 AM raisethevib369 Well this is sure a legal way to get his testimony. Well played 👍 Deep state panic? 😂

4/11/2019 7:28:36 AM keith369me Body double

4/11/2019 7:28:40 AM nun_chucknorris From what I understand, another issue is disposal of the removed minerals since dumping them back in the ocean in large quantities changes the 

ecosystem. Maybe turn it to fuel? https://youtu.be/aGg0ATfoBgo 

4/11/2019 7:28:49 AM zagnett Ok, thanks. I'm taking that as a ~=~ yes.

4/11/2019 7:29:27 AM polluxdisclosu1  pic.twitter.com/HmVWp7l7Np

4/11/2019 7:29:35 AM blsdbe Wow. Will Julian Assange Be cleared of wrong doing or should I just grab my popcorn? pic.twitter.com/vJOni3Tu2O

4/11/2019 7:30:25 AM raisethevib369 #qanon #TrustThePlan #Assange #AnonsKnow 

This is sure turning out to be a pretty accurate conspiracy theory 😂😂😂

4/11/2019 7:31:28 AM enomai_ No. This is not babylon anymore. There will not be anymore mixing of dark and light. The grays may be an awesome race, but a gray babylon reality is 

not. TWO masters may come to have an understanding. However, mixture is no more.

4/11/2019 7:31:38 AM reelect20 👇CHECK THIS OUT👇RETW.🔁 http://bit.ly/2Ggt2b0 

4/11/2019 7:31:54 AM abagofcandy Messed up people buy the fresh organs to replace their old internals, without needing to wait for a donor like everyone else. Also getting a better 

organ than one donated by someone older. Plus more I'm sure. I'm not too informed about this topic, just my current understanding.

4/11/2019 7:32:01 AM laurabusse This story is dated 4-11.

Again with the 11th.

Big things seem to happen on the 11th.

Before i knew about this today, i woke up, thinking it's the 11th today, and how hurricane Florence hit us here last year on 9-11!

4/11/2019 7:32:03 AM zagnett Saweeet! Welcome #BigBrother! 😊

4/11/2019 7:32:38 AM enomai_ Thank you.

4/11/2019 7:32:44 AM wbwse As long as the understanding is balanced and right and just and true I’m cool!

4/11/2019 7:32:50 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/n4OgxusFBy

4/11/2019 7:34:06 AM carissa5419 Court docs

4/11/2019 7:35:25 AM moemc8 Trusting that the plan is falling into place as planned and he will be extradited to U.S.  I always wonder what went down when Sen. Rohrabacher went 

to visit JA.  Deals made?

4/11/2019 7:35:50 AM enomai_ Balance is also an illusion. When it comes from thinking about dark/light. I am unaware of any physic law that assumes dark and light has to be 

balanced. In a room, light covers the entire room when lit. The candle has been lit. Earth is the room.

4/11/2019 7:36:37 AM allahuniversal Which case specifically, perhaps a link to read for myself?

4/11/2019 7:37:44 AM laurabusse Animals (such as birds) help spread around the seeds (fruit) of plants by eating them and then excreting them out in various places...there's a book by 

Michael pollan about how it's advantageous for plants to be eaten, i believe...

4/11/2019 7:38:03 AM mrd_s_anderson 235

4/11/2019 7:39:06 AM wbwse I mean a state where dualism is non existent and all energies are balanced

4/11/2019 7:40:31 AM jeebaleebs "Bruh, do you even 5D?" -MJ12

4/11/2019 7:42:24 AM laurabusse The book is The Botany of Desire. It's about how plants use us to propagate themselves.

4/11/2019 7:42:30 AM n7guardiananon A legal way to bring other things to light.

4/11/2019 7:44:30 AM rick_hernandez Hillary wanted to drone strike him. That should tell you all you need to know

4/11/2019 7:44:50 AM enomai_ This seems pretty majestic too. https://dailycaller.com/2019/04/10/twitter-trump-new-york-

times/?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=atdailycaller …

4/11/2019 7:45:08 AM enomai_ Was this ALICE?

4/11/2019 7:46:29 AM mrd_s_anderson  https://twitter.com/CERN/status/1116052733579145217?s=19 …



4/11/2019 7:46:58 AM djlok So does Al Gore apparently.  I don't think any human on Earth has ever had a larger carbon footprint than Al Gore.

4/11/2019 7:47:02 AM charmanda9 Bingo! 😉⚡

4/11/2019 7:49:02 AM kindeandtrue We should demand a full investigation of US military activities overseas. Civilian oversight of our troops desperately needed. What the hell have they 

been forcing our soldiers to do? Why the high suicide rate of returning vets??????

4/11/2019 7:52:34 AM daggastan  https://twitter.com/henrythe_eighth/status/1116332494637240320?s=21 …

4/11/2019 7:53:08 AM thekanehb I’m confused tho how they are related to the cia and nsa and people trust them. Idk but it seems counterintuitive

4/11/2019 7:54:46 AM _17patriot_ So DARK ICE is an extension/confirmation of active VOG?

4/11/2019 7:55:22 AM wearediamonds2 🤢

4/11/2019 7:58:07 AM bill_davis01 I think it should be looked at more like protective custody!

4/11/2019 7:58:22 AM giediknight World Health Organization?

4/11/2019 8:01:37 AM enomai_ GODBLESS YOU ASSANGE

4/11/2019 8:03:07 AM aprilbrown99 Sandris I think you are extremely smart and very kind. You have always been respectful and loving. I am very proud to call you my star brother. I love 

you!  💕🦋🌸✨

4/11/2019 8:03:15 AM enomai_ I dont want to ruin. The plan, but i see something here

4/11/2019 8:04:14 AM marty713  https://twitter.com/marty713/status/1116313876365303808?s=19 …

4/11/2019 8:04:19 AM maryschade14 Nice. There were some interesting commitee/apropriation type meetings this morning between 900 and 1000.

4/11/2019 8:04:31 AM linnyt7 I knew this to be true from my childhood. As a girl I watched Sci-Fi & compared that to the "hoax", War of the Worlds my depression era parents still 

talked about w/regard to "space men". It was intentional. Robbie the Robot..Children of my era related to Will. Jetsons, many more

4/11/2019 8:07:16 AM abagofcandy Pretty much sums it up 🤮

4/11/2019 8:07:19 AM jrocktigers The brine which is the byproduct is toxic.

4/11/2019 8:08:01 AM maryschade14 Midwest is getting hit again😰😢. I cannot believe this is still silent. pic.twitter.com/EQgQuMEftU

4/11/2019 8:09:01 AM blankmarlo 👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀

4/11/2019 8:09:07 AM mwannahockalugi I'm thinking this charge is more of a diversion tactic than anything else. It'll keep the MSM off guard and some deep state wolves at bay for the time 

being.

4/11/2019 8:09:26 AM maryschade14 The Nebraska disaster.

4/11/2019 8:09:43 AM aprilbrown99 We are all learning who and what we really are. It is so wonderful!  You are not late to the party, it is just getting started!  😁👍

4/11/2019 8:11:14 AM aprilbrown99 Me too. Some days are easier than others to listen within.

4/11/2019 8:22:17 AM synackstatic Clowns in control of WL

It's been known since 2016

Did Gina win?

A lot has happened in nearly 3 years

 https://archive.fo/lBk9p  pic.twitter.com/6fdDDxqrnL

4/11/2019 8:24:26 AM 313looper #TrustThePlan #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/9UGVmXcYjK

4/11/2019 8:24:28 AM cosmic_engineer Hidden behind huge lens system and our atmosphere is supersaturated with metallic particulates. Would be Au if they were friendlies in charge, but it's 

Al Sr Ba and sulfates.  Axial tug recently and mag pole shift inc

4/11/2019 8:24:57 AM aprilbrown99 For the cabal in the US or UK? Everywhere? So disgusting. 😢😡🤬

4/11/2019 8:25:53 AM aprilbrown99 The tentacles of the octopus 🐙 are wide reaching.

4/11/2019 8:28:57 AM laurabusse A true leader is in his integrity 100%, leads by example and allows others choice in their free will...

4/11/2019 8:32:00 AM laurabusse Yeah those of us who are blocked by michele and trying to fill in the blanks LOL!

4/11/2019 8:32:20 AM cosmic_engineer Black-ray is a Galactic Logos specialty. These 🤡 really have no idea the Nature of 'AGNs'

4/11/2019 8:32:24 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/lmyZMtPVodo 

4/11/2019 8:33:05 AM wbwse #truth

4/11/2019 8:34:26 AM djlok Yeah...I'm like, uhh...I don't remember MJ12 selling anything.  I also don't remember them ever telling us what to believe in....because they haven't.   

Others, on the other hand, will tell EVERYONE what to believe with little regard for truth.

4/11/2019 8:35:19 AM djlok LOL!!!

4/11/2019 8:36:10 AM natureinspace I've been following Donny of Daytona on YT and he's captured some pretty interesting video of the sun, stars and moon. He too thinks it's a lens 

system that's replaced our sun and there are others that have talked about similar things. Our sun isn't our sun anymore 😢

4/11/2019 8:37:21 AM nikoscali From my interaction with her I really wouldn't expect her to know what a cult is anyway.

4/11/2019 8:38:23 AM laurabusse She has free will as does MJ. She can do as she sees fit, as unwise, illogical and misguided as it seems.

4/11/2019 8:39:19 AM wbwse Did you try Orgonite? pic.twitter.com/Rg7Oe6SZON

4/11/2019 8:39:28 AM synackstatic Pre-declas

4/11/2019 8:39:52 AM urkgurgle Is it though? Public space I mean.

4/11/2019 8:41:30 AM synackstatic JA > SR > DNC Server > BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

How do you enter evidence legally?

By arresting the source. 

"You worked in cohoots with CM. Who else did you work with?"

"SR" -JA

4/11/2019 8:44:04 AM anneolsen43 How is it that so many are mind controlled but yet some of us are not?

4/11/2019 8:44:23 AM enomai_ Perspective?

4/11/2019 8:44:46 AM urkgurgle When I visited your profile you claim to be for unity. How is your behaviour on this thread supporting that goal?  The first step towards unity is 

everyone thinking for themselves. That doesn’t mean drowning out other voices. Just thinking critically on everything

4/11/2019 8:44:56 AM enomai_ Though, everything is an illusion in this world. The list of real things are much shorter

4/11/2019 8:45:05 AM cosmic_engineer You still get a good look at Sol when it's near the horizon.  But there's much distortion elsewhere.  FAA cams are a good place to see. Goes from a dime 

to a basketball at ~10°

4/11/2019 8:47:07 AM elatedveracity Mueller Report with a big Boom! 💥

4/11/2019 8:47:57 AM nikoscali She needs something waay stiffer than that!

4/11/2019 8:48:57 AM urkgurgle In Dualism, you cannot have light without dark. Good without evil. The trick is to be neutral and that means shedding ego entirely.

4/11/2019 8:50:33 AM mrd_s_anderson 318529632879522975611881604551242545221743702452275001075599188778921026200001759482013102630215318

4/11/2019 8:51:35 AM laurabusse She gets v emotional tho and blocks ppl. She is very attached to her views and logic and doesn't like dissenting views. Unlike MJ12.

4/11/2019 8:51:37 AM natureinspace He looks like he's right up my alley. I gave him a follow so I can check him out. Thanks!

4/11/2019 8:52:24 AM ragevirusqq What episode is that quote from? Also, could majestic 12 be considered a secret society? Do the MJ members consider themselves elite or different 

from the general populace because they have access to technology and information that is classified from the rest of us?

4/11/2019 8:55:04 AM zagnett i'm shocked i'm not blocked yet. Kab. blocked me like immediately.

4/11/2019 8:56:00 AM djlok Kab is the brand.  Gotta protect the brand!!!

4/11/2019 8:56:49 AM laurabusse Twitter accounts are like books. You can choose to read or not read. You can agree or disagree. You can believe or not believe. If you read a book then 

say Meh, you don't contact the author to ask him to prove what he wrote. You accept what he said or not and move on. Free will.

4/11/2019 8:57:06 AM natureinspace I think almost everyone is raised in the mind controlled mantra from the beginning. Some of us didn't believe all the lies and have known that 

something was wrong all along. Others have believed everything taught and will be harder to wake up.

4/11/2019 8:57:39 AM nikoscali The subterranean ballet of ALICE at CERN: https://phys.org/news/2019-03-subterranean-ballet-alice.html …



4/11/2019 8:59:40 AM tammyredmond I mean you no offense but you are the one attacking MJ12. We are here to listen and learn but ultimately it’s our free will to remain or go. I appreciate 

your concern but in order for us to learn we have to make our own mistakes. Hopefully not fatal. Sending love and peace 🙏🏻❤️

4/11/2019 9:00:03 AM jrocktigers He just said the American people have no clue or idea regarding the immense threat from space..  We would be pretty alarmed.  Very interesting.   

@DJLOK @zagnett @Keith72256137 pic.twitter.com/zo5mMyN2lm

4/11/2019 9:00:35 AM blankmarlo Okay so...

- We're all stupid and low frequency for liking MJ12 posts more than yours

- MJ12 is just some guy

- Also he's a deep state insider

- Also you are the "real authority" here, not MJ12, because of your special ability to read frequencies that only you were born with 

pic.twitter.com/VOkYN6eKxM

4/11/2019 9:01:45 AM anneolsen43 I agree, but my question is why are there some who “felt something was wrong”. We are raised in environments of repetition so we all are exposed 

but what gives some to question and look for me possibilities?

4/11/2019 9:02:35 AM zagnett Everyone has been affected by the [kabal] to some extent of course. But some of us (top # i've heard is ~2 mil.) have been through some seriously 

mind-bending, bone-chilling frightening, trauma-based, mind control "programming". Many are still practically automatons essentially.

4/11/2019 9:02:55 AM djlok Very interesting indeed!

4/11/2019 9:03:46 AM carolin15161363 Do you have a link to the map?

4/11/2019 9:04:02 AM laurabusse Or supplements? Or sea salt? Or fertilizer?

4/11/2019 9:04:19 AM carolin15161363 Allows for discovery

4/11/2019 9:04:22 AM willabea144 That's hilarious

4/11/2019 9:04:27 AM djlok If you look at her timeline she just cuts and pastes.

4/11/2019 9:04:29 AM blankmarlo We see your true character Michele pic.twitter.com/LffnnkbbSR

4/11/2019 9:04:31 AM anneolsen43 Ok .. I’ve had traumatic times but before I had those I had a sense

4/11/2019 9:05:02 AM wbwse Ask Yourself A Question Why Do You

    See Thru Your Eyes And Where Is 

       Your Consciousness Coming 

                        From?

4/11/2019 9:05:28 AM zagnett i can provide more info if you want, but it's not for the faint of heart. This is the stuff that Q post 142 said would put 99% in the hospital.

4/11/2019 9:05:38 AM ragevirusqq Uggh. The secrecy

4/11/2019 9:05:55 AM mwannahockalugi Indeed! The game's afoot!

4/11/2019 9:05:56 AM laurabusse Maybe so in large quantities but our blood mimics sea water and there are many rare minerals in sea water that our body needs...that is my 

understanding anyway :-)

4/11/2019 9:06:02 AM turboxyde So, we should expect a post soon from Q once JA is safely in US custody (extradited) preparing the masses for "discovery." Might I suggest some epic 

power metal to accompany the next portion of "The Plan?" Justice is coming! https://youtu.be/bG-bK8e0agQ 

4/11/2019 9:06:03 AM jswdh1 Cults don't tell their followers to think for themselves! I really don't consider us MJ12, Q or whoever else "followers" I consider us friends of the people 

we "follow" to follow someone makes me think of someone leading and no1 is leading another here, we're learning & sharing

4/11/2019 9:06:54 AM zagnett Yeah, just try us, Dick. pic.twitter.com/ImS66JlwWH

4/11/2019 9:08:09 AM ragevirusqq Is their a noticeable difference in the eyes of the suspected MJ members?

4/11/2019 9:08:17 AM laurabusse Hope you are right!!!

4/11/2019 9:08:39 AM turboxyde Are you engaged in the co-pro-creative process of creating life?!?! Congratulations! I have two that are absolutely wonderful gifts from Creator, a true 

blessing!

4/11/2019 9:08:52 AM djlok Like PS?  I've wondered the same thing.

4/11/2019 9:09:37 AM charmanda9 Thank you. WOW. That was interesting!

4/11/2019 9:10:54 AM djlok Yes, let ASSANGE have an ANCHOR BABY!!!

4/11/2019 9:10:58 AM jrocktigers The filtered products are  salt with all of the pollutants adhered to it...you are talking arsenic, mercury, phosphate, etc... The ocean receives every 

pollutant released. When you filter all all of those items and they bind with Salt, it is toxic.

4/11/2019 9:11:24 AM ragevirusqq They all sit and decide where our tax dollars go with information we are not allowed to know. While being paid by those tax dollars also. But we watch 

and hope for slips of information in their words. Is this not still part of the problem?

4/11/2019 9:11:42 AM ragevirusqq Yes

4/11/2019 9:11:46 AM richardhiatt16 Great discussion on SPACE FORCE.. Thank YOU Majestic !!!! 🚀🛸🛰️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/11/2019 9:11:56 AM zagnett Well MJs don't seem to have MK eyes that's for sure.

👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/IgGydUP5R8

4/11/2019 9:11:56 AM natureinspace I don't think that there's much that would truly shock me. Alot of the info I've seen I feel like somewhere deep down I already knew. I think there's 

many of us feeling that way.

4/11/2019 9:12:13 AM n7guardiananon I choose to think positive

4/11/2019 9:12:27 AM ragevirusqq This kid looks like he is on LSD

4/11/2019 9:13:03 AM laurabusse Thanks! The tactic of insulting is fascinating. I've never seen insulting produce good results. It's just mindless bullying. I avoid it like the plague.

4/11/2019 9:13:06 AM jrocktigers yes, yes he does.

4/11/2019 9:13:15 AM zagnett LSD was one of the things used for trauma-based mind control (MK).

4/11/2019 9:13:18 AM djlok I swear he's the same person!  I have no proof...but if that truth came out, I wouldn't be surprised.

4/11/2019 9:13:19 AM jswdh1 Good! Not worth the time and energy! If you ignore the tantrums they'll stop! Just like a 2 year old! Lol pic.twitter.com/QCuL0wQcgf

4/11/2019 9:14:13 AM ragevirusqq Clone?

4/11/2019 9:14:44 AM nun_chucknorris I figured you would have the answer. Thx for the infos

4/11/2019 9:14:50 AM anneolsen43 I don’t know if I would ready honestly, I feel like everything is upside down

4/11/2019 9:14:51 AM jrocktigers Many things dilate pupils.

4/11/2019 9:14:52 AM k10041144 Report?

4/11/2019 9:15:34 AM laurabusse Interesting. That says a lot doesn't it? Premeditated bullying.

4/11/2019 9:15:57 AM mareq16 According to his mother the 🤡s have been injuring him somehow electronically for the past coupls of years - not sure if similar tech as Barry left in WH

No wonder he looks haggard

4/11/2019 9:16:03 AM jimhayzlett Unique Awakening times. The higher frequency of Light Within, the easier to detect deception. One Truth = We Are All Connected in Unity 

✨👼😇✨

4/11/2019 9:16:25 AM rosiequartz77 True. Very unique visions. Bad shape? How so?

4/11/2019 9:16:45 AM djlok Yeah, I'm not sure I follow the tactic or even understand the hoped for outcome....but it is interesting nonetheless.

4/11/2019 9:17:14 AM giediknight Caught the tail end. Blumenthal doesn't want civilians working on Space Force tech to be shielded by law (so they can harass and stifle progress. 

Pocahontas is just trying to make a case that Space Force isn't needed....When you work for the "Old Empire", must oppose the "Domain"

4/11/2019 9:17:18 AM zagnett Yup, including trauma-based mind control of all kinds. [They] have plenty more methods than that.



4/11/2019 9:17:23 AM laurabusse A very big nap.

4/11/2019 9:17:36 AM richardhiatt16 We can hardly WAIT! 🤓❤️🇺🇸

4/11/2019 9:18:07 AM zagnett Wouldn't doubt it.

4/11/2019 9:18:13 AM thoughttazer I bet he is happy for the change of scenery! He looks like it in the few pics going around. I pray he remains healthy and protected to shed light and truth 

on so many things.

4/11/2019 9:19:06 AM anneolsen43 Do you walk away from deception once recognized or do you give love to counteract the act in hopes to awaken

4/11/2019 9:19:28 AM zagnett It gets them all the "loosh" (negative energy) [the negative energy harvesters] want. To [them] it does work, & well.

4/11/2019 9:20:29 AM djlok Is there a way to prevent them from getting loosh even if we experience negative emotions?  Like a shield we can use?

4/11/2019 9:20:39 AM zagnett i'm just glad there is some "proof of life" for JA. i've thought for a long time now that he was likely just dead.

4/11/2019 9:20:56 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this useful as long as the practice is tantric?

4/11/2019 9:21:27 AM laurabusse Good point. But certainly there must be a way to separate the desirable products from the undesirable ones...obviously I'll leave that to technology to 

figure it out or nature to take care of it! :-)

4/11/2019 9:21:34 AM enomai_ Why GOD, then Vibrations & energy waves. Consciousness comes from the soul. What creates the soul or where from besides god is unknown to me. 

Though, what makes these words real? Someone elses coinciousness?

4/11/2019 9:22:04 AM thoughttazer Yes glad to see it. Though I always felt confident he was protected.

4/11/2019 9:22:08 AM laurabusse Me too in general :-) i try! 💘

4/11/2019 9:22:44 AM daveschroeder18 Lol

4/11/2019 9:22:45 AM natureinspace I personally can not give love to deception. I know others can but I will walk away. I've found that I can't get through to people like that and I won't 

deal with them. Just my opinion.

4/11/2019 9:24:00 AM nun_chucknorris Probably with sound. Think about the tables with sand and a speaker below and the patterns they create. Once dried, if not chemically bonded 

together they could possibly be separated by different mass.

4/11/2019 9:26:23 AM natureinspace You know I've often wondered what it is that if known would send 99% to the hospital. I've wondered if I would be one of them. I prompts me to dig 

into my mind further for answers.

4/11/2019 9:26:25 AM jswdh1 Yea that's what I meant! And EVERY other tweet is about MJ12! She's obsessed or paid like the K brothers! She's posing as a MAGA tho!

4/11/2019 9:27:19 AM jimhayzlett Each a work in progress... Telepathy Will Unite All w Truth and Understanding: All Connected.  Walking away= illusion of separation

4/11/2019 9:28:03 AM natureinspace I feel that way too. But I don't feel alone because so many of us are going through this together.

4/11/2019 9:29:08 AM richardhiatt16 Great discussion on Space FORCE 👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/11/2019 9:30:01 AM nun_chucknorris That escalated quickly.

4/11/2019 9:30:28 AM zagnett  https://thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org/2018/11/27/shielding-technique …

Well that i'm still working on personally too. But something like in the link for meditation practice. But also trying to follow a lot of MJ's advice on a lot 

of things as well should keep it down. Do as much as you can filled w/LOVE intentions is best.

4/11/2019 9:30:47 AM jrocktigers I am in favor of Desal. Everything has a price that must be mitigated.

4/11/2019 9:31:03 AM wbwse Creation

   Love  

    And 

 Freewill

4/11/2019 9:31:39 AM zagnett LOL

4/11/2019 9:32:34 AM jimhayzlett We know about cannabinolism, so let’s stop that with our intentions ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/11/2019 9:33:11 AM richardhiatt16 👍

4/11/2019 9:34:46 AM prmd21801759 Wow!!! Soft disclosure of tech?? Thanks!!

4/11/2019 9:36:31 AM jimhayzlett This is Jared Rand’s Daily Global 3:00 est Meditation pic.twitter.com/GsiZhj8tdH

4/11/2019 9:38:04 AM ponyexpressq17 I've a "feeling" that I am of the same family!!!  I have the exact same draw to little dipper etc... and I do have very dark brown eyes, long hair and pale 

golden skin.  This is the first that I am reading about what constellation am I drawn to.  Mind blowing!

4/11/2019 9:38:16 AM zagnett Yes, this is at least 1 of the big things that would affect 99%.

Relatively few actually r full-fledged MK victims. But some MKs don't even know they are MK, or have a lot of "alters" that make their lives practically 

unmanageable w/o [handlers]. It's weird stuff.

4/11/2019 9:39:55 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1114601015632777216 …

If you want to know more read the linked thread & search for those terms i suggest.

WARNING: not for faint of heart.

4/11/2019 9:41:14 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Uc26uXKLzO

4/11/2019 9:42:32 AM chris_losh_ I have pondered this very question as well. For myself, I started meditating 4 years ago after getting sober. Since then I've gone pure holistics and as 

close to chemical free as one disabled Vet can get. Point being, intuition and abilities for discernment have heightened.

4/11/2019 9:43:03 AM mareq16 Thumbs up! pic.twitter.com/dzEWD60exq

4/11/2019 9:43:47 AM jlundr 🤡

4/11/2019 9:44:31 AM zagnett Wow that looks a lot like 👍👍👍

4/11/2019 9:44:39 AM michael81972 we may have a massive data dump since he was arrested🤔

4/11/2019 9:44:57 AM laurabusse Husband and i were in a bar watching our son play guitar. One of his friends was sitting w us. He said, Do or do not, there is no try. I said, Oh, who said 

that, Buddha? He said No, Yoda! LOLOL (am obviously not a star wars fan! Barely made it thru the original movie...)

4/11/2019 9:45:54 AM jswdh1 He came out and said it during a speech and not one person batted an eye or questioned it! A bunch of brainwashed people! Amazes me! Those aren't 

dumb people either! Some were generals! I'm dumbfounded! I heard it for the 1st time & knew exactly what he was saying!

4/11/2019 9:46:39 AM laurabusse So now of course husband and i say it all the time. Do or do not, there is no try!!! Thx for the great meme as always :-) 💘

4/11/2019 9:47:11 AM chris_losh_ There is also the consciousness of the masses that are been awakened through new frequencies and higher vibrations. I think physical and emotional 

blockages Jam up our electric bodies hindering these new energies positive affects.

4/11/2019 9:48:01 AM jswdh1 He always said exactly what he was doing, said he wasn't born in Hawaii, called Michelle Michael and NO ONE says a damn thing!? Instead everyone 

says he's the greatest thing since pop tarts! They're only looking at his skin color and saying that because they feel if they don't...

4/11/2019 9:48:06 AM chris_losh_ Sometimes it's easier to hold on to something even if it hurts like hell then it is to grab new and run with it.

4/11/2019 9:48:15 AM daveo6145 Watch the water?

4/11/2019 9:49:10 AM adsvel Looks like, target #1.😊 This is what happen when you broke someone's expectations.

4/11/2019 9:49:47 AM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 9:50:00 AM mareq16 His mother was freaking out when DoJ jet landed London last month

Thought 🤡🤡🤡 still had control and were coming for him. He wouldn't have lasted long

Bless

I feel and hope all good 🤞👍



4/11/2019 9:50:13 AM jswdh1 They'll be called racist! I think for the 1st partially dark skinned President, he's a disgrace to all who have waited for the day we would have a colored 

person in office! Would had been same if our 1st woman would had been Hillary! Thank God she wasn't voted in just fire being.

4/11/2019 9:50:49 AM capitalkid ETS

4/11/2019 9:51:05 AM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 9:52:15 AM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 9:53:08 AM giediknight I want to go on this diet myself, basically 24 fast daily. JD looked pretty ragged for his age though...

4/11/2019 9:53:21 AM jswdh1 ..a woman like he was for being partially black! Hopefully from now on people will vote for the best person, not for the party, sex, religion, or color of 

skin! It may be about time we have a black president or woman president but not if they're not the right person for the job!

4/11/2019 9:53:57 AM adsvel Thank You so April! I Love You as well, Sis.😊💖🌈

4/11/2019 9:54:07 AM ivan2488083248 today we are all computer hackers! 😉

4/11/2019 9:54:27 AM mareq16 He looks a lot calmer than when they were dragging him out - 'you are watching a movie' 

I also saw a couple of people trying to get near him, I wondered about them, last ditch attempt??(unsure)

4/11/2019 9:55:38 AM v_rags Good luck. Synchronicity’s look very positive to me!

4/11/2019 9:55:39 AM jswdh1 Hopefully Barry's fake presidency will be voided out and everything he did reversed! Families of the soldiers that were killed because of his and Hillary's 

actions compensated and apologized to! Monies they stole returned to us! Especially what he took from our social security!

4/11/2019 9:56:41 AM adsvel Gang?

4/11/2019 9:58:27 AM zagnett Yeah, she thinks we're gang stalking her - when (i think) most of us don't even bother stopping by to see her or Kabamur's pages anymore anyway. She 

just keeps coming here to fling mud at us! It's hilarious! But also kinda sad really. 😢

4/11/2019 10:03:15 AM adheysuk  https://www.deepstatemappingproject.com/# 

4/11/2019 10:08:03 AM polluxdisclosu1  pic.twitter.com/15eSsqdsIc

4/11/2019 10:11:02 AM zagnett Actually i'm having trouble finding the humor angle on this particular story anymore. That was so yesterday.

4/11/2019 10:14:31 AM carolin15161363 Thank you!

4/11/2019 10:14:46 AM cmdrzod23  https://twitter.com/defense_news/status/1116387380020359168 …

4/11/2019 10:15:54 AM faborg2 Oh yeah plenty...

4/11/2019 10:20:06 AM decodematrix How do you introduce evidence into an investigation (legally)?

Q

4/11/2019 10:20:39 AM nursewounds They can also reproduce and make more.

4/11/2019 10:25:15 AM azuremagus Brits will release to U.S. or intel. gets released on them?

4/11/2019 10:28:41 AM rachaelangelm 30 years? That's like a prison term

4/11/2019 10:29:12 AM rachaelangelm I hope this is part of the plan.

4/11/2019 10:32:40 AM mareq16  pic.twitter.com/6QiM0uuDmu

4/11/2019 10:32:49 AM mareq16  pic.twitter.com/s1CpEDfep5

4/11/2019 10:40:07 AM kathleen3693693 Well, maybe not quite regarding many "guys."...

My 1996 f-150 pickup truck is also manual transmission, it's a massive tank, I love it, but I am woman, hear me roar...

4/11/2019 10:40:59 AM qellyanon I shouldn’t have said just guys! Lots of truck loving girls!

4/11/2019 10:48:49 AM susyqzee I think it’s a connection to the most high. There is a paragraph in the bible that goes something like he who hears ears tingle ....

4/11/2019 10:49:42 AM susyqzee If you have been literally on the floor and woken up to regret and be sorry for all mistakes. To want to find the light .. maybe that is what this is?

4/11/2019 10:50:05 AM susyqzee Being born again .. means this ?

4/11/2019 10:51:06 AM jones9536 I'm waiting to hear the words "yes seth rich did give me the dnc emails"

4/11/2019 10:51:56 AM turboxyde If you cannot see the polarities of the choices you make, or if you are reacting primarily out of fear or subconscious programming you are likely still 

being influenced by tech to entrain your thoughts, emotions and actions based upon the collective subconscious matrix.

4/11/2019 10:53:18 AM platipuss298 Anyone who believes an extradition to the US would be in any way good for Assange....would be dead wrong.

4/11/2019 10:53:44 AM turboxyde Study and employ the psychological aspect of "Shadow Work" to reveal limiting core beliefs, programs and fears that shape your reality. You aren't 

going crazy, you just have to be brave enough to look at your own reflection in the mirror of consciousness to change what you see!

4/11/2019 10:55:38 AM 1_decided_voter Those are pretty big happenings indeed. Is Friday's mystery happening going to be even bigger than JA today??

4/11/2019 10:56:02 AM susyqzee  pic.twitter.com/OGMfdE8RbZ

4/11/2019 10:56:20 AM synackstatic Deadman Switch go?

4/11/2019 10:56:35 AM kathleen3693693 "Set up, like a bowlin' pin."

Yepper, that's what has happened to us with the Cabal running their 8000+ yr-old game.

4/11/2019 11:00:03 AM mareq16 He seems ok with it pic.twitter.com/xtFfxJueX2

4/11/2019 11:00:31 AM thoughttazer I disagree.

4/11/2019 11:01:37 AM zagnett @Platipuss298 It's definitely risky for him, for sure. Lots of things can happen. But why are you absolutely sure that's definitely going to be bad? Some 

good things may come from this. Have you at least thought of some possibilities along these lines?

4/11/2019 11:04:03 AM realityloominng 🤣😅oops! Thanks

4/11/2019 11:04:40 AM kathleen3693693 I believe it's us humans and how we generally react that necessitates utmost control. We are easily spooked (more so than my chickens) and tend to 

kill/destroy anything that scares us.Some kill and destroy just for sport, religions. Would you want to enter a situation like that?

4/11/2019 11:05:42 AM platipuss298 The US has sought to get their hands on Assange for many years for his publications. He does not give up his sources, so nonsense about him having 

info is just that. He has been silenced for the past year, which is one of things US paid Ecuador for and that has made them happy

4/11/2019 11:06:27 AM mommahood777 Truth about Ruth?  Who was No Name's dog?

4/11/2019 11:06:27 AM platipuss298 I respect that and will defend to the death your right to voice your opinion.

4/11/2019 11:08:07 AM enomai_ So, WL is something else now. Celebrities saying donate to assange. It wont see him. I assume.

4/11/2019 11:09:20 AM thoughttazer Due respect right back at you.   "The US" is not the same now as it was then. DJT/DOJ- Barr- timing of all this makes me very optimistic. All this time 

'they' have wanted him. So why now- like Majick- he's on the way?

4/11/2019 11:10:06 AM zagnett i think it's an interesting test - of who's really in "control" of the U.S. now. The Patriots or the [DS]. If the former, good chance he'll be ok i think. If the 

latter, then i'll just have to agree with you.

This is a suspenseful part of the "movie" we're watching, for sure.

4/11/2019 11:12:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

4/11/2019 11:12:52 AM zagnett This will be an interesting test of your premise @ThoughtTazer. The timing is interesting. Some have said "timing is everything" too. "4-11-2019" is an 

interesting & possibly "majestic" date for "dark > LIGHT" potentiality too.

4/11/2019 11:13:03 AM platipuss298 Simple-as soon as the new president took office in Ecuador, negations began between him and pence. US gave Ecuador $ for Assange. There are videos 

of the past president of Ecuador warning of this.



4/11/2019 11:16:04 AM mareq16 You may say 'the US' but it was the players who wanted him silenced

Patriots are in control now.

I understand your fears, and I hope and believe you are mistaken on this. At the mo only time will tell.

However Vidal book and multiple thumbs up suggest all good

4/11/2019 11:16:13 AM deplorqult45gal Yesss!

4/11/2019 11:17:16 AM thoughttazer ...while others have said time (-ing?) is an illusion! ;-)

But seriously in that vein- things tend to align as event-driven... that's how I"m seeing things in the illusory now

4/11/2019 11:18:41 AM thoughttazer Well Plat- I AM also a firm believer that much public theater for mass consumption surrounds us and is not so trusty.

4/11/2019 11:20:33 AM jswdh1 And it's really no one's business!

4/11/2019 11:20:45 AM melanieanders7 Teal’C is so prettty.... I could look at him all day! ;) But not in a stalker way. Hahaha

4/11/2019 11:22:51 AM zagnett i don't mind role-playing along with People here on Twitter. Granted, i'm not going to assume he's Poseidon or AquaMan or whatnot. But maybe? idk, 

truly.

In any case, P's words resonate. So he's coo.

& heck i'm role-playing the friggin' "death star". Who am i to judge lol. 🙃

4/11/2019 11:24:52 AM bdam777 Father was a communist pusher. Made many trips to Cuba, Soviet Union.

 https://www.macleans.ca/opinion/the-trudeau-familys-love-of-tyrants/ … pic.twitter.com/gEqaown2iq

4/11/2019 11:25:12 AM jswdh1 Never "actually" tried

4/11/2019 11:25:20 AM starehope To each his own.

4/11/2019 11:26:08 AM jswdh1 I was gonna say are you suing them for something? Lol

4/11/2019 11:27:44 AM zagnett Yeah i hope his kids didn't see his tweet on their feeds too fast. 🤣

4/11/2019 11:27:50 AM worldxplorer1 Hahaha!  That has to be one of my favorite comments from an MJ12 thread! 😂

4/11/2019 11:28:56 AM melanieanders7 Hehehe!!!

4/11/2019 11:32:16 AM starehope Confused.

4/11/2019 11:33:18 AM zagnett Actually i think the word we're looking for here is "descendants".

4/11/2019 11:33:41 AM starehope Oh.

4/11/2019 11:36:47 AM kathleen3693693 No, but I'd do it anyway. 

It might kill me, but by golly I'd do it. Tell me I can't do something because I'm blah-blah-blah, and I will do it (and do it well) because I am.

4/11/2019 11:37:01 AM platipuss298 Perhaps if I did not have the knowledge I do, I could hope for the best, but it is not in the cards at this time. It will be a long fight, md fight or we will.

4/11/2019 11:38:08 AM zagnett This is truly, apparently, what will be put to the test:

"Patriots are in control now."

🧐🍿🍸

4/11/2019 11:39:20 AM melanieanders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I just wanted to let ya know I’m etherically sending all of you (typists too) a big thank you hug. You’re appreciated. Just want ya to 

feel it from us too.

4/11/2019 11:41:51 AM rosiequartz77 Oh wow, didn’t know that. I bet that was all triggered by the dark forces. Usually guys like him that try to change our realities and get close to the truth 

are always suicided, or give them a disease. Love and light to him wherever he may be.

4/11/2019 11:42:05 AM melanieanders7 ALIce just called my house from VISA offering me 0% interest on a VISA card! She was hard to understand as it was computer generated.....

4/11/2019 11:43:56 AM drbohammer My apologies. I was having a weird night it seems. I get what P is saying too...today, I get it.

4/11/2019 11:45:55 AM zagnett Yesterday was just plain weird all around man. 🤗

4/11/2019 11:46:14 AM platipuss298 That’s why we fight.  https://twitter.com/vicbergeriv/status/1116321772201078786?s=21 …

4/11/2019 11:46:56 AM weremight Am I the only one started to get suspicious of 'corrective demands' anywhere they are made online, and to anyone?   I wonder why that is....

4/11/2019 11:47:59 AM weremight Seems a bit, well, microagressive, if you get my drift.

4/11/2019 11:50:11 AM warangel1111 Doing Just That .. Finally Saw Him with my own eyes.. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻😇

4/11/2019 11:51:14 AM jayrambin 1969?  The show didnt air until the 90's and the setting is in the future.  I feel like I missed the first part of a conversation again. lol.  

I watched another episode last night. rivetting.  and i dont usually like tv programming.

4/11/2019 11:52:27 AM platipuss298 Also... https://twitter.com/atrupar/status/1116385526347718658?s=21 …

4/11/2019 11:52:38 AM zagnett Oh man i've used that several times here on Twitter, d'oh! 🤣🤣🤣

Thanks for the 9, my friend. You are a 9 as well!

4/11/2019 11:54:23 AM melanieanders7 The episode name was 1969. They time travelled.

4/11/2019 11:54:37 AM princesspatrio1 Definitely keeping JA in my prayers. Even as he  left the Embassy, there was a twinkle in his eyes. 🙏😎💥 Center stage is yours JA. We are with you.

4/11/2019 11:55:59 AM drbohammer I am familiar with the reference, and apparently sometime resemble it. Again, my apologies.

4/11/2019 11:58:33 AM keith369me I think you can confidently upgrade today to really friggin huge day!

4/11/2019 12:01:46 PM mareq16 However podesta 🤡 signal a worry. Although I think JA move wouldn't have been made if not fully covered. We know MI6 cooperating now

Plus 🤡🤡🤡 teeth mainly pulleud

 https://twitter.com/Mareq16/status/1116410118428610565?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/w79XO3LFuq

4/11/2019 12:02:21 PM mareq16 Twitter link to podesta trigger https://twitter.com/Mareq16/status/1116410118428610565?s=19 …

4/11/2019 12:04:52 PM keith369me If the John G Trump look alike talks, they will not be able to walk the streets.

4/11/2019 12:06:18 PM mareq16 I understand your fear, and it does appear scary, but I believe it all to be 'optics' 🤞🤞🤞

Just see the difference from him being dragged out to once he is safe in van

Does not look like man feared for his life pic.twitter.com/gCA45zbg2i

4/11/2019 12:07:37 PM jayrambin ah! thanks H&L.

4/11/2019 12:07:44 PM rainy_st_design  pic.twitter.com/vQ3rhbhp7g

4/11/2019 12:10:01 PM melanieanders7 Call me Mel. :)

4/11/2019 12:10:23 PM anonmom14 May I ask you where I might find this?

4/11/2019 12:10:54 PM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/OOR9Rg5R2p

4/11/2019 12:11:51 PM susyqzee It’s an app for the iPhone called Sonic hz pic.twitter.com/uYn4hjO0HS

4/11/2019 12:19:28 PM anonmom14 Thank you so much 😊

4/11/2019 12:20:11 PM boehmeb 🙏🙏🙏🙏 JA needs to be covered in prayer to keep him safety and health.

4/11/2019 12:23:15 PM anniet07414108 Holy angels surround and protect JS.

4/11/2019 12:24:32 PM platipuss298 🤔well, I am sure he would not be crying or anything.He has known 4 months what was coming, like a slow moving freight train. I felt he was letting us 

know none of his bones had been broken.Ecuador stated that he left the embassy willingly, but he was actually carried belly down.



4/11/2019 12:25:02 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I dreamt last night that G. Bush Jr. lived across the street from me. When I would walk out of the house he would come out and talk 

to me. He woukd follow me where I walked. Up the road the Clintons lived. Only Bill would be outside. He was chopping wood.

4/11/2019 12:30:55 PM jrocktigers I remember discussing 4/11 , look to the skies regarding Israel.... Is this real Majestic? https://twitter.com/ELINTNews/status/1116422290844135425 …

4/11/2019 12:31:06 PM kittythundercl1 My guess...Yes. Expand your thinking of time. Time is Time. Which is a song by Yes. Right Here Right Now is all there is. Which is a song by Jesus Jones. 

(I have all the songs in my head.)

4/11/2019 12:32:47 PM susyqzee You’ve got tinnitus? If so. Your connected !

4/11/2019 12:38:46 PM humphreycorey He knows he is ready to unleash hell on people.

4/11/2019 12:38:47 PM jrocktigers Israel crashed into moon today, Thursday, according to various sources.

4/11/2019 12:39:11 PM anneolsen43 Do we check what pitch we can hear/ not hear?

4/11/2019 12:39:56 PM anneolsen43 How are we connected with ringing? It’s all I hear🤪

4/11/2019 12:41:15 PM humphreycorey If he was being hauled off to a British jail they would not have allowed these pictures.

4/11/2019 12:44:28 PM susyqzee I ask myself the same. I wish I could understand it. Pay attention to your dreams. pic.twitter.com/0ULVsVe4LF

4/11/2019 12:45:02 PM worldxplorer1 Its either got to be environmental - Wifi, 4G, 5G or its associated with level of consciousness / awakening.

4/11/2019 12:45:20 PM enomai_ The algorithm? That will feed them info to frustrate them. Until they harass their targets. Dictatorship at its finest. Deep sleep

4/11/2019 12:45:22 PM zagnett Looks like he's eaten ok/enough overall too, thankfully.

All i know is the public drama has pretty much officially begun. Eyes Wide Open. 👀

4/11/2019 12:46:00 PM susyqzee I think it’s the later. Those with the ringing may be the first to leave ? We may have blood connections to the EL?

4/11/2019 12:46:06 PM humphreycorey  pic.twitter.com/zSSNicDWlv

4/11/2019 12:46:29 PM susyqzee Either that or we are government targets 😂😂

4/11/2019 12:46:30 PM enomai_ Right. People saving the world are narcissist.

4/11/2019 12:46:32 PM mareq16 I can only hope that you are wrong

The anons are all with you

And hopefully🤞our assessment will be proved correct

We can but wait and see and hope

4/11/2019 12:46:54 PM humphreycorey Cuffed in the front is for show.

4/11/2019 12:48:21 PM susyqzee Remember how Israel was dispersed. We are all mixed up and around the globe. No one knows their original tribe. Except the illuminati. Who kept it in 

the family 🙄

4/11/2019 12:48:49 PM anneolsen43 😂 I’m too small of a fish for a target 🤣

4/11/2019 12:49:22 PM anneolsen43 My dreams are crazy 😜

4/11/2019 12:50:16 PM susyqzee I think it’s an awakening. That stuff is changing. It started around 2008. Things got weird. Then dark. Then crazy. And soon it’s all going to come to a 

climax and change will happen.  My thoughts. Anyone else feel the same ?

4/11/2019 12:50:29 PM anneolsen43 Could MJ 12 tell us?

4/11/2019 12:51:33 PM zagnett MIRROR 🧐

4/11/2019 12:52:10 PM susyqzee Maybe. But I hope they aren’t connected with the Ashtar command. That was my worry ... the deception still to come. But most high is in control. 

Maybe I shouldn’t worry. But I want everyone to have a fair chance.

4/11/2019 12:52:22 PM zagnett MIRROR 🧐

4/11/2019 12:53:47 PM anneolsen43 Yes Dark and Exhausted. 2008/9 Then the exhaustion went away. Craziness set in ( but from afar) like watching a movie almost. Now it’s like waiting 

for something to give

4/11/2019 12:55:16 PM susyqzee Yes ! I feel like I’m in the waiting lounge at the airport !! I can’t be normal until it’s resolved. You can’t close your eyes and forget this mad reality.

4/11/2019 12:55:25 PM anneolsen43 Deception is all around all the time. I just have to know I am protected and know what’s within me

4/11/2019 12:55:35 PM zagnett Wear is Kab's Pliedian ID card? Driver's license? Costco card? Diner's Club membership? Library card?

4/11/2019 12:56:35 PM susyqzee Yes. Be pure as doves and wise as serpents. We have nothing to fear. Those who have been doing evil things will be terrified. That’s why they want to 

go underground or to Mars !! The fallen angels and demons can not ascend !

4/11/2019 12:56:53 PM askingsocrates How about all carbon based entities?

4/11/2019 12:56:56 PM kittythundercl1 Stealth disclosure through vanity plates. I believe this to be true. Call me crazy. It won’t be the first time.

4/11/2019 12:57:18 PM anneolsen43 Yes!!! I look around me and people I know have such dislike for this and that and I am thinking to myself...” just wait we haven’t seen anything yet”

4/11/2019 12:57:30 PM zagnett MIRROR 🧐

4/11/2019 12:59:07 PM zagnett You need help, @Michele4Canada_

4/11/2019 12:59:21 PM worldxplorer1 I had a dream years ago where there was a snake wrapped around my head. People were telling me about this giant snake and in response I said "It's 

alright, I'm a son of Issachar."  

I had never heard the term "Son of Issachar" at the time.  Turns out to be ref in I Chron 12:32.

4/11/2019 1:00:09 PM worldxplorer1 I have no idea what its supposed to mean.  But you mentioned the tribes of Israel and this odd story came back to me.  The dream felt very profound 

though...

4/11/2019 1:00:46 PM zagnett You are Sandris' judge? You are "God"?

4/11/2019 1:00:52 PM antarantanka 1 month after 3/11

4/11/2019 1:00:54 PM susyqzee Oh wow. Will check that out. I was bitten in my dream long ago by a white snake. I told my sister the next day. She said her bosses albino snake had 

escaped. I didn’t even know about albino snakes at the time. But they represent the elders of Zion!

4/11/2019 1:02:05 PM michael81972 Is there any existing elements(new to us) that you can reveal thats not classified?

4/11/2019 1:02:15 PM enomai_ Can you comment sometime on telekinesis, magnetic field? I had an experience a very long ago. And, dont know how it was achieved. My souls energy 

just changed, and was thick/dark/magnetic and it just seemingly grabbed the person next to me. To the point, that they were on me?

4/11/2019 1:02:24 PM susyqzee Many dreams have meaning I believe. My ex has serpent eyes. I dreamt he was tortured by an ancient demon who was a pleaidian with crystal blue 

eyes. Like the white walkers of game of thrones. Maybe that’s what is coming for the wicked. Who knows !

4/11/2019 1:02:44 PM enomai_ They almost feel over. If i could learn how I did this :(

4/11/2019 1:03:10 PM susyqzee His eye. Had to change it to blue to see. pic.twitter.com/57y7hnhvwC

4/11/2019 1:04:11 PM platipuss298 Most have said the opposite,he looks quite bad, but to each his own. At any rate, his lawyers asked for immediate medical attention, which has been 

denied him for years. For me, there is no drama, but a human life of an ward winning publisher at sag who has never lied to us.

4/11/2019 1:04:27 PM susyqzee They are here to do gods judgement?

4/11/2019 1:05:23 PM worldxplorer1 Hmm.  That's interesting.  The Elders of Zion... I'll have to contemplate that one.

4/11/2019 1:06:29 PM platipuss298 *at stake lulz...not at sag..

4/11/2019 1:06:38 PM susyqzee It sends you mad trying to figure it all out. But I think the creator is in control of everything and Pleaidians are here to carry out the judgments for the 

good and the bad ???

4/11/2019 1:07:29 PM zagnett i've seen the couple pics so idk really. Good he's getting medical now though.

This is all drama. But by "drama" i also mean real life.

4/11/2019 1:08:28 PM susyqzee The only issue I have is that most people have no faith. I want everyone to wake up. And no one in my life is awake 😞



4/11/2019 1:08:38 PM mareq16 We are with you

As I said before his mother said he had been under attack by 🤡🤡🤡 for over two years and it had been damaging him. Also if you see what 

narrative the MSM are pushing, I would generally believe the opposite

At the moment we can but hope

4/11/2019 1:09:23 PM susyqzee I even want my serpent ex to have a chance. Lol. But I know the most high will do what needs to be done.

4/11/2019 1:09:50 PM mareq16 As far as I am concerned he is like the king of the white hats

Good luck and God speed

4/11/2019 1:10:13 PM zagnett So you've "expelled" Sandris from the great & noble House of Kabamur?

Has he said which "secret society" that house is yet?

4/11/2019 1:11:36 PM worldxplorer1 Could be. That's an interesting theory. I have often wondered if the Pleiadians are connected some how to the 12 tribes.  Seems like the truth is 

probably out there. Just hidden within the obfuscated dogmas of Christianity and the new age - neither area having the complete story.

4/11/2019 1:12:32 PM kachinagtto Propaganda Media just got busted... pic.twitter.com/5tn6GKdqm1

4/11/2019 1:12:57 PM blissamerica We’re watching a movie 🎥 remember? Trust the plan. The Great Awakening. All the discernment is habbening now! Can you feel it?

4/11/2019 1:13:03 PM zagnett Yup, seems the King is alive at least. 🤗😎🤩

4/11/2019 1:14:43 PM zagnett WE didn't engage in that conduct either. YOU did! MIRROR.

4/11/2019 1:15:42 PM zagnett MIRROR. You need help @Michele4Canada_.

4/11/2019 1:16:46 PM hawkgirlinmn You’re a MSM media’s dream Q follower. Please quit doing the movement disservice by engaging in this manner. If you TRULY care about the 

movement and the Plan, dissengage and go on your way.

4/11/2019 1:18:15 PM burkewinkler Big Badda Boom?

4/11/2019 1:21:47 PM zagnett Please look into the MIRROR.

4/11/2019 1:22:44 PM zagnett MIRROR

4/11/2019 1:24:06 PM covertress Can you please include some more 'trigger phrases' in your messages?

I feel as though I've downloaded 1T of data yet don't have the unlock key.

4/11/2019 1:25:18 PM thelilkingryan 235 missing...

4/11/2019 1:26:23 PM melanieanders7 I believe I’m blocked! Is that an angelic choir I hear?! Oh, no, it’s just my chickens singing their “I’m laying and egg!” Melody

4/11/2019 1:27:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did we know this before we went fishing?

4/11/2019 1:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't block/mute anyone.

4/11/2019 1:30:26 PM melanieanders7 I don’t hear anything, MJ. Only crickets. It’s kinda nice really! :)

4/11/2019 1:30:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Identifying ALICE is key to the Great Awakening.

4/11/2019 1:30:39 PM zagnett i think she may be just muting me. She never responds to me, ever, & i think i've tweeted to her the most.

4/11/2019 1:31:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 We'll see what we can do for you.

4/11/2019 1:31:52 PM zagnett MIRROR MIRROR pants on fire!

4/11/2019 1:32:39 PM zagnett Bingo.

4/11/2019 1:33:17 PM zagnett Me neither. These are the people who need our help. Or somebodies' help.

4/11/2019 1:37:28 PM keith369me First time I saw that vid.   Please seek help Michelle!

4/11/2019 1:38:51 PM raisethevib369 WL is no longer affiliated with JA.

4/11/2019 1:39:09 PM covertress Thank you!

You've been most kind already.

4/11/2019 1:40:11 PM keith369me Step back and don’t let it bother you.  Either skip the engagement or treat it as a movie.  Expressing emotions to her will only feed this.  She isn’t 

leaving... may as well make her bored to be here.

4/11/2019 1:40:51 PM zagnett How dare they take advantage of the Bering Straight land bridge during the last ice age! The Clovis People are quite offended! 🤣

4/11/2019 1:41:41 PM zagnett i want to know what's being done / will be done to help these people, it they choose the LIGHT.

4/11/2019 1:41:51 PM melanieanders7 That’s my stance too: :)

4/11/2019 1:43:33 PM worldxplorer1 Out of curiosity @covertress when do you feel like these downloads occur for you?  During meditation, sleep or some other time?

4/11/2019 1:44:48 PM n7guardiananon Could the majority of people respond to the same trigger word?  I'm sure there are certain ones for each of us for certain things.

We all cant electrocuting ourselves.  lol pic.twitter.com/wTRmwzh9RZ

4/11/2019 1:45:19 PM tugginghboat Friday- Permission to lock and load? Detain all suspects?

4/11/2019 1:45:41 PM zagnett MJ, how close are we to wrapping up this cute little "secret society"?

4/11/2019 1:45:52 PM covertress The downloads feel continuous, but occur at a higher 'rate' when I am consciously mindful of receiving.

4/11/2019 1:46:23 PM melanieanders7 Negative reinforcement is just that. Reinforcement to continue undesired behavior. If ignored, reinforcement is removed, behavior corrects itself.

4/11/2019 1:47:51 PM n7guardiananon Go around*

4/11/2019 1:48:42 PM youstinksoap Aren't they the same person with just multiple accounts, or am I confused?  I haven't followed all the fishing threads though...

4/11/2019 1:50:44 PM zagnett Also, @Michele4Canada_ isn't currently in danger of some kind of FF to make Twitter folks look bad, with e.g. a double-tap to the back of the head 

"suicide"?

Did she have me on mute? Why did she never respond to me?

4/11/2019 1:51:26 PM keith369me There are people that do this...you want to engage crazy?

4/11/2019 1:51:31 PM 1_decided_voter Oooh, a like from MJ12 on this reply. Sounds like an acknowledgement response to my question.

4/11/2019 1:51:44 PM laurabusse A higher vibrational being will not exhibit lower vibrational behavior such as insulting and bullying. Such beings will allow the free will of others, even to 

make mistakes. Michele is trying to control the behavior of others. We're not sure if she's the same person behind Kab...

4/11/2019 1:52:34 PM laurabusse ...but she might be as the behavior is very similar.

4/11/2019 1:53:13 PM n7guardiananon You got tangible proof they are ACTUAL  ???

4/11/2019 1:55:40 PM zagnett Another question - how many people are out there like this, being paid to mess with our free speech / expression?

Who's going to pay to mess with us next i wonder? 🤔 It's been FUN [guyz]!

4/11/2019 1:59:08 PM zagnett Kabamur's Ascension is 1,000 times BIGGER than YOUR Ascension Sandris! You should be ashamed!! 🤣🤣🤣

4/11/2019 1:59:26 PM mongrelglory Bryce Taylor's "Thanks for the Memories" and Cathy O'Brien's "TransFormation of American" give a good look into that horrific world. 😳

4/11/2019 2:00:04 PM n7guardiananon If I was a peaceful advanced being, like a pleiadian...i would distance myself from you...you only bring negativity and discredit any attempts for 

peaceful communication.

However, if I was an evil entity,  would would supply me with juicy nourishment🤤🤤🤤 pic.twitter.com/uT6aNAAOHy

4/11/2019 2:00:11 PM adsvel Thank you Michele. I never say that I am ascended. For you I wish much love...

4/11/2019 2:04:26 PM adsvel We have just one SOUL, not higher not lover, our own Idea who we will become.

4/11/2019 2:04:34 PM djlok Ha ha!!! Shirley, I didn't mean with you!!!



4/11/2019 2:04:46 PM mongrelglory It's one of my favourite sayings too! 😆

It's similar to a Zen Buddhist saying:

"If you're going to sit, then sit.  If you're going to stand, then stand.  But above all...don't wobble!" 😑

4/11/2019 2:08:05 PM adsvel I am not jealous. I told him to apologize, he didn't. I wish him also peace, love and to be honest with himself and others.

4/11/2019 2:09:07 PM mongrelglory I second that hug! ✋

4/11/2019 2:11:01 PM thekanehb Now that’s just not true. The whole point of Christ was to show us that we can ascent without death. It’s why he came back and ascended, ALIVE

4/11/2019 2:11:33 PM natureinspace How do you find out what's in your blood? Did you just go to your Dr and ask for blood work or are there labs you go to?

4/11/2019 2:12:24 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Good catch!  She's always promoting that "End Race-based Law" website which is a total psyops in itself!

4/11/2019 2:12:58 PM natureinspace Tonight when I have time I'm looking it up. Thank you for posting it.

4/11/2019 2:13:17 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/LqjUY6Bkx4

4/11/2019 2:14:28 PM mongrelglory I still wonder if she's originally Canadian.  We use the term "First Nations" to refer to Aboriginal people in Canada, not "Natives" like she does.

4/11/2019 2:15:54 PM ragevirusqq is the cause of people like Michel4canada just organic mental issue? Or is someone responsible for making people act this way? Or someone simply 

just paying people to do this? Or Maybe something more nefarious like MK that effects some and not others or targeting individuals?

4/11/2019 2:16:02 PM zagnett "First Nations"? That's sounds like a real great "divide & conquer" phrase right there.

4/11/2019 2:23:39 PM adsvel Let me decide by myself Michele and you for yourself, ok.

4/11/2019 2:24:31 PM pro_aktv @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😱🤭  https://twitter.com/ufoofinterest/status/1116381837377466368 …

4/11/2019 2:24:34 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s a term the government implemented to replace the word ‘Indian’ or Metis. Most First Nations people I know identify with their band or tribe name.

4/11/2019 2:25:45 PM mongrelglory You have to realize that Canada's Constitution acknowledges that Canada was formed by two founding Nations...England and France.  They had agreed 

to the compromise rather than continue fighting each other to the death.  This is why Quebec has different laws and tax arrangements..

4/11/2019 2:27:18 PM worldxplorer1 Interesting.  I have topic specific "epiphanies" during meditation but have had multiple light sleep episodes when I can actually feel a download 

through my crown chakra.  Not really sure whats coming during those downloads.  Thanks for sharing.

4/11/2019 2:27:37 PM mongrelglory ...However, for the Aboriginal people, they were awarded "First Nations" status, to recognize that they were the other party involved in the 

compromise.  They too have special laws, and tax status granted to them on their reservations as a result.

4/11/2019 2:29:15 PM natureinspace Do you know who or what ALICE is yet? Or do we all need to work together to figure this out, including MJ? What if one (or all) of us figure it out? What 

happens then?

4/11/2019 2:29:21 PM aprilbrown99 Wow! 👍👍👍

4/11/2019 2:29:45 PM worldxplorer1 Its always interesting to scroll thru MJ12's likes.  Its a whole new way to get insight into the topics discussed in these threads.

4/11/2019 2:31:18 PM mongrelglory Absolutely!  It is more of a political term, similar to calling someone Quebecois.  The First Nations people were never a homogenous group of people.  

That's why they call them First Nation(s) and not First Nation.

4/11/2019 2:38:47 PM n7guardiananon I hope my brain is faster than dialup...I know at times it sure feels slow. Hopefully means just a calming peace.

4/11/2019 2:39:40 PM adsvel I am glad if somebody can reach that level. 😊🙏

4/11/2019 2:40:06 PM maryschade14 @Michele4Canada_ Alice why are you disruptive? Is this some of this weird HiveMind The Purge Mentality thing? 

Zag doesnt bother anyone. MJ12 must be a place Zag myself and others enjoy. 

Almost seems New Moon magick spells are afoot. 10 days of Darkness Apr 19-May 1.

4/11/2019 2:40:09 PM zagnett Welcome.

4/11/2019 2:40:23 PM aprilbrown99 I missed so much today while I was doing my taxes. 😁

4/11/2019 2:40:27 PM randyfresh Your logical, scientifically-grounded explanation has no power here. pic.twitter.com/kHhdWWk74b

4/11/2019 2:41:14 PM natureinspace  https://www.kabalarians.com  ?

4/11/2019 2:41:42 PM zagnett 😍🤩😘

4/11/2019 2:48:50 PM jayrambin What vid?

4/11/2019 2:52:35 PM natureinspace Thanks!

4/11/2019 2:58:03 PM rawphonegirl My heart. Cannot.  Reconcile. How can we stop this????

4/11/2019 2:58:46 PM natureinspace Holy shit! Look what was just posted on YT! No coincidences! pic.twitter.com/0dVsGRAuDk

4/11/2019 2:58:49 PM mongrelglory I thought you were a dove.

4/11/2019 2:59:51 PM fightforamerica You really weren't kidding when you said big week ahead. Golly.

4/11/2019 3:00:48 PM cocopuffster12 Yea, forgot about those. And would not have remembered how to re: them. Analytic screenshot is perfect. Thank you

4/11/2019 3:02:39 PM mongrelglory ALICE woke me up this morning telling me there was fraudulent activity on my VISA account.  I went and checked on-line. Nada.  I went back to bed.

4/11/2019 3:03:56 PM maryschade14 You as well Zag!

4/11/2019 3:08:44 PM zack_stone canadan lady who pays taxes to the queen of England. I applaud ur effort to break mj. Many entities have tried. Trust yourself. All who play the blame 

game loses. God bless 🇺🇸.

4/11/2019 3:12:14 PM mongrelglory I know the feeling... pic.twitter.com/9kCWBFHxKj

4/11/2019 3:14:19 PM djlok If you want to join this group, let me know.  Several of us who follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do a daily group meditation.  Nothing fancy….but highly 

EFFECTIVE!!!

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1116457844436455424 …

4/11/2019 3:15:12 PM anneolsen43 Why did you block me @michele4Canada_

4/11/2019 3:16:02 PM kseven110 I would!!!

4/11/2019 3:21:53 PM shannen_robison 😁

4/11/2019 3:31:07 PM mommahood777 Aaaaand Israel crashed a bunch of our money into the moon....

4/11/2019 3:31:28 PM susang7671 Felt overwhelmed at first. Was beginning to think I was having panic attacks, with hard time getting breath. Much better now, with greater clarity. 

Thank you.I awoke with better understanding of mathematical/ethereal formulas of Unity of life, energy, and Order. Send more please.

4/11/2019 3:36:18 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, last night in bed something told me to put one of my qrtz   crystals against my temple. When I did, I saw flashes of spiraling symbols, letters, 

numbers...I couldn’t see them clearly the flashes happened was so quickly. After that I fell asleep. Was this a download?

4/11/2019 3:36:45 PM covertress So that's how all those in the Hollywood Movie and Music industries are programmed under MKULTRA? 

[CLAS] frequencies embedded in music and movies?

4/11/2019 3:38:02 PM lovethebeach999 Friday taking down the IRS ?

🙏🏻

4/11/2019 3:39:55 PM aprilbrown99 🥴🤣😂🤣

4/11/2019 3:40:11 PM wildhor52319908  https://twitter.com/WildHor52319908/status/1116464037963763712 …

4/11/2019 3:45:42 PM starehope And I laugh because others think they do!😂😂😂

4/11/2019 3:54:46 PM pjunkyflight Very informative thread. Thank you!

4/11/2019 4:00:23 PM njatlarch I trust POTUS!

4/11/2019 4:03:37 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Jet Engines Strapped to Feet Going 103.4 MPH -  https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366867086659717/ …

4/11/2019 4:04:28 PM jamesboyett Jet Engines Strapped to Feet Going 103.4 MPH -  https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366867086659717/ …

4/11/2019 4:08:30 PM jamesboyett Jet Engines Strapped to Feet Going 103.4 MPH -  https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366867086659717/ …



4/11/2019 4:08:58 PM jamesboyett Jet Engines Strapped to Feet Going 103.4 MPH - https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366867086659717/ …

4/11/2019 4:13:08 PM nancyddb Big hug.

4/11/2019 4:13:37 PM jswdh1 Looks like she's been at it for a while now! But she knows narcissists when she sees one! Yep! Every day when she looks in the mirror!

4/11/2019 4:14:14 PM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@EsotericExposal pic.twitter.com/n7TOGn76cn

4/11/2019 4:17:06 PM sparkleloung Please pass it along when you get it.  I thought JA was “good guy” 🤷♂️

4/11/2019 4:18:04 PM 1whoknows1_ more like useful idiots.

4/11/2019 4:23:14 PM big_simp Is the Universe real to the little Avaters in Microsofts The Sims game? 

If Heaven really exists where is it? Is it a planet?

4/11/2019 4:27:05 PM aprilbrown99 Part of Majestic with the shuffle? pic.twitter.com/FhXDcR5TLr

4/11/2019 4:28:28 PM aprilbrown99 I would love that if it is possible!  😎

4/11/2019 4:31:15 PM allahuniversal "Crash"? https://bgr.com/2019/04/11/moon-lander-crash-beresheet-israel-spaceil/ …

4/11/2019 4:34:12 PM cosmic_engineer Military vehicles.

UFO disinfo necessary to cover the real owners  😏

4/11/2019 4:40:54 PM wild8heart For those who wish to see the full speech: https://dod.defense.gov/News/Transcripts/Transcript-View/Article/1809882/remarks-by-acting-secretary-

shanahan-at-the-35th-space-symposium-colorado-sprin/ …

4/11/2019 4:44:28 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 62 Children at School Encounter UFO Ruwa Zimbabwe -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366902343322858/ …

4/11/2019 4:45:38 PM fionasdestiny67 Indeed he is.💞

4/11/2019 4:45:40 PM jamesboyett 62 Children at School Encounter UFO Ruwa Zimbabwe -  https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366902343322858/ …

4/11/2019 4:46:06 PM doyle_eng 1/2 Without the registration of a gender on an Australian Birth Certificate the name of an individual on the document is not considered valid:

The equivalent of the birth not being registered:

Yet through implicit acknowledgment, money is made on a new life – as that life ...

4/11/2019 4:48:46 PM maryschade14 Would I be remiss to mention mapping of the three heavens. Why did prtestants finally remove the Apocrypha ie Book of Enoch in 1885? Who was 

beginning to trend? Blavatsky..Crowley and New Agism. Note the pope claimed infallibility 1892. Francis 💕 NASA. If nasa is fakery.. 

pic.twitter.com/ZMrH4fZa0X

4/11/2019 4:50:08 PM aprilbrown99 He was a subordinate. Did MJ confirm he is one of MJ12?  I could have missed that thread. 👍

Good to see you my SISter Patriot!  I hope you are doing well. 😘✨

4/11/2019 4:50:49 PM doyle_eng 2/2 ... is then sold – (unimaginably) on the value of the principal (as determined by the Federal Party in Office under the Westminster system) – 

accumulating usury through each ‘hop’ (i.e. multinational locational node – incl. w/in .au) absorbed by Govt: The more hops prior ...

4/11/2019 4:52:26 PM fionasdestiny67 It's his energy via the pic, imho. Not sure if he will confirm. I've been battling a deep cough, waited to long to get some meds. I wouldn't wish this on 

anyone, sigh.

Thank you SIStar Patriot.🌟💞🇺🇸

4/11/2019 4:54:55 PM askingsocrates Apathy Lingering In Carbon Entities

4/11/2019 4:55:14 PM aprilbrown99 Oh no! I am sorry you are not feeling well. I hope you feel better soon. Try taking some vitamin C to help speed things along.  Get lots of rest. 😴😴😴

Yes, he does look Majestic imho too. 😎😎😎

4/11/2019 4:55:31 PM doyle_eng P.S.: ... prior to the newborn baby reaching their final intended destination – to be sacrificed – at baseline through several hundred microcuts, followed 

by dismemberment and surgical organ removal, and consumption – to ensure through .au practice is profitable for .au to ...

4/11/2019 4:58:30 PM big_simp Tens of thousands of witnesses have discussed an astral afterlife.. With incredible details - all matching -between all witnesses from all walks of life, 

ages etc

Refer the work of hypnotherapist Dolores Cannon and Dr Elizabeth Kubler Ross

4/11/2019 5:00:33 PM doyle_eng P.S.(i): ... to act as global hub for: The country is an island – without sovereignty (LAE complicit in ensuring porous border) this practice has remained – 

unbelievably – legal, for as long as I have been alive.

The Westminster BDM Registry catalogue is fiction: $ goes to Govt.

4/11/2019 5:01:34 PM allahuniversal "Who is Trudeau?" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073796241211957248?s=19 …

4/11/2019 5:08:35 PM alluvialred Everybody on this thread, consider yourself #blissBombed pic.twitter.com/G52pQFkWZY

4/11/2019 5:08:42 PM aprilbrown99 This picture looks like a pendant light I saw at Home Depot.

4/11/2019 5:09:56 PM allahuniversal Including any traits of ALICE found within (?)

4/11/2019 5:13:17 PM america_reclaim JA has truths to share with the world.  We are listening and praying for your safety.

4/11/2019 5:15:15 PM aprilbrown99 🤔  do we have trace amounts of those traits from societal poisoning?  🧐🤓

4/11/2019 5:15:25 PM zagnett Brilliant! 😎

4/11/2019 5:17:20 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 American Presidents Chased UFOs -  https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366945876651838/ …

4/11/2019 5:17:39 PM pleiadianshaman Trump tweets what Q said he’s gonna tweet

4/11/2019 5:19:21 PM auntiethis  http://anti-racistcanada.blogspot.com/2018/07/michele-tittler-being-arraigned-on-july.html …

4/11/2019 5:20:03 PM zagnett Seems likely. Hmm, well, i like to imagine all that [crap] excreting from my body quite efficiently during trips to the loo.

"Have a nice day! Don't come again."

4/11/2019 5:20:30 PM keith369me I’m in

4/11/2019 5:21:16 PM keith369me Discern information!

4/11/2019 5:21:31 PM auntiethis  https://auntiethis.wordpress.com/erbls-top-10-the-best-of-the-worst-hate-group-on-the-internet/ …

4/11/2019 5:25:48 PM aprilbrown99 Yes or if we can go sit in the sauna and let it escape thru our skin poors, that would be good too. 😀

4/11/2019 5:26:32 PM big_simp It probably is.

4/11/2019 5:27:02 PM allahuniversal Looked for this tweet for weeks knowing that the question been asked. Thanks for asking.

4/11/2019 5:29:13 PM aprilbrown99 I am sure what we have now in our SSP is much sexier than this. Faster, more efficient, lighter and oh...did I mention faster!  😁. Like warp speed 

lightening! ⚡️⚡️⚡️

4/11/2019 5:29:30 PM melanieanders7 “Have a nice day. Don’t come back!” And don’t let the door hit you in the ass on your way out!

4/11/2019 5:30:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that’s the ticket. 👍

4/11/2019 5:30:55 PM zagnett Well that actually sounds like a "round trip". 🤔

4/11/2019 5:34:09 PM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/mOr67fxSPc

4/11/2019 5:34:12 PM anticsmom Ive done most of the things you mentioned. I haven't had the flu for over 20 yrs and I haven't been sick for a few yrs. I'm a medical oddity my own 

doctors are baffled with me. Too much to write but yes you are right our body and what we put in it is important

4/11/2019 5:37:49 PM lp083061 If we feed them the energy they stay alive

4/11/2019 5:38:07 PM melanieanders7 Nah, the door shoves ‘em out quick and memorably lol



4/11/2019 5:45:41 PM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 5:48:17 PM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 5:49:08 PM roublisa I am wondering this as well 🤔

4/11/2019 5:49:12 PM adsvel 😊

4/11/2019 5:51:47 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Antarctica Video will leave you SPEECHLESS 2018-2019 -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2366986399981119/?t=4 …

4/11/2019 5:52:59 PM tyl3r59518097 Raekwon feat. Ghostface Killah & Inspectah Deck & GZA - Guillotine (Swordz)  https://youtu.be/9lAruVMvWCk  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R 😎😀 pic.twitter.com/hCMA0yrta1

4/11/2019 5:53:03 PM djlok We typically start at 6:33pm and go until 7:00. People use music, etc, that they feel comfortable with. @blsdbe usually posts the topic for the evening.

4/11/2019 5:53:12 PM djlok We typically start at 6:33pm and go until 7:00. People use music, etc, that they feel comfortable with. @blsdbe usually posts the topic for the evening.

4/11/2019 5:54:50 PM covertress Cool. Can this Majestic subordinate communicate via VOG?

I'd love to hear what that sounds like.

4/11/2019 5:55:13 PM igiant111 You need to calm down. You’re not on a positive frequency; I can sense the excitement in your eyes. It’s false and misdirected.

4/11/2019 5:57:28 PM giediknight WL was taken over by clowns in 2016? Correct?

4/11/2019 5:57:35 PM igiant111 Maj, could Alice be a metaphor for the constrains on out Right hemisphere lf the brain? Whatever is disconnecting us from that god module?

4/11/2019 6:00:40 PM djlok Who in this group ever said they were "Ascended"?  I'm not even really sure I know what that means in that context.   

This is the problem with ALICE- She drinks.  And I'm not talking a little either....I mean like full on pineal gland destruction kind of drinking.

4/11/2019 6:01:15 PM rebornkingent The downloads are wild right now. My life has gone from Zero to Buggati. Every time I think I get it all. There’s a high pitch in my ear and.... there it is 

again 🤣. Thanks guys.

4/11/2019 6:01:17 PM zagnett We've all had varying levels of "mind control", but most of us just the societal-level stuff via e.g. TV, music, education. But a small % have undergone 

horrendous, trauma-based MK programs starting in early childhood. These are true "MK" victims. i truly feel sorry for them. ...

4/11/2019 6:01:59 PM rebornkingent Same here. Along with sweating.

4/11/2019 6:04:13 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/rF18XiuoT68  pic.twitter.com/fZLfIoNsZp

4/11/2019 6:05:31 PM thekanehb If you believe in string theory there is no “past life”. It’s universal consciousness so when u tap into a past life it’s not “yours”. It could be happening 

right now at the exact same time bc it’s consciousness. Not measured in a body. IMO at least.

4/11/2019 6:05:56 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂

4/11/2019 6:06:12 PM thekanehb Get boron, iodine and drink distilled h20.

4/11/2019 6:07:17 PM freestateojones "Opened minds are indicative of high intelligence"

The second only goes so far without the first. 

That's law?

4/11/2019 6:07:21 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075772579053428742 …

Think "MKUltra production" per MJ (link). In entertainment, think M. Monroe, M. Jackson, B. Spears, M. Cyrus. Think e.g. at least some school 

shooters, some Humans in the [ALICE] system. MJ might correct me. But seems "ALICE" is tied to all kinds of "MK".

4/11/2019 6:08:28 PM worldxplorer1 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are the “trumpet-like” sounds in the sky that have been heard around the world?

 https://youtu.be/yUIwb6WA0No 

4/11/2019 6:10:47 PM zagnett This is an area that has (i think) decades-worth of potential back disclosure (i'm not saying they WILL disclose, just that they could). Much was disclosed 

in the 70s, but much more powerful tech/abilities were likely employed since then, & have seriously messed many people up.

4/11/2019 6:13:11 PM djlok This #QPost really resonates....

I highlighted the bottom part.... pic.twitter.com/NgjnicPl1R

4/11/2019 6:13:20 PM blsdbe Dang, count me in! I will be in Alpha at 633pdt!!!

4/11/2019 6:13:54 PM zagnett Yeah, i can't think of a single person who's said they've "ascended" on this account. The "Ascension" topic is all interesting speculation to the seemingly 

"Un-Ascended", like me!

4/11/2019 6:14:30 PM allahuniversal Couldn't help it, was fresh off of 8, brought that vibe to TWTR

4/11/2019 6:15:17 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Phil Schneiders Last Speech Two Months Before His Assassination Aliens Underground Bases -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2367005229979236/ …

4/11/2019 6:15:29 PM freestateojones Perhaps. pic.twitter.com/stsaGmjSp0

4/11/2019 6:15:39 PM djlok I have no problem with anyone being "Ascended", I've just never heard that term used here in that context.

4/11/2019 6:15:53 PM freestateojones 🇺🇸

4/11/2019 6:16:08 PM zagnett Ok, everyone huddle together for a group picture! 😍🥰😘

"Say Q!" Click. 🤣🤣🤣

(Maybe, idk...)

4/11/2019 6:16:15 PM jamesboyett Can't wait to see what comes tomorrow! :)

4/11/2019 6:16:35 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂😂😂

4/11/2019 6:17:26 PM djlok It would be funny/awesome/weird/and amazing all at once if we all met.

4/11/2019 6:17:34 PM thekanehb Which ear? Left ear is a warning, right ear means encouragement.

4/11/2019 6:17:48 PM jamesboyett This whole Post really intrigues me!

4/11/2019 6:18:34 PM zagnett Since idk much about how "Ascension" really works, if anyone ever said, "hey i'm ascended!" i'll just be like 🤔🤨🙄, & ask them if they need to get 

any help honestly.

4/11/2019 6:18:41 PM aprilbrown99 If any of us had ascended....we wouldn’t be here on Twatter. 🥴

4/11/2019 6:19:29 PM zagnett Probably right, yeah.

4/11/2019 6:19:33 PM jamesboyett Oh I do hope they ask Trump about Q!!! And I can't wait to find out who we have been communicating with!!! :)

4/11/2019 6:20:33 PM aprilbrown99 Wouldn’t that mean we moved on from this lowly earth level?  That is what I think when I hear the term ascended or accession. Moving out of this shit 

pit. 😂

4/11/2019 6:20:47 PM allahuniversal I sometimes find myself mirroring narcissists & the like. Even knowing that ignoring should be the better strategy. pic.twitter.com/oellgzoMNt

4/11/2019 6:21:22 PM jamesboyett I had not even noticed that. Thanks!

4/11/2019 6:21:48 PM hawkgirlinmn I was just talking to @MelanieAnders7 about that! It would be fun!

4/11/2019 6:21:49 PM aprilbrown99 It is really good. I giggled for a while. I can almost hear the noice from just looking at the picture. 😂

4/11/2019 6:22:11 PM thomasdra9on I might have spotted some decended tho...

4/11/2019 6:22:41 PM keith369me A world of peace, love, and prosperity where our DNA is enhanced and we can control our environment

4/11/2019 6:22:49 PM rebornkingent So Melanin decodes more of this information.



4/11/2019 6:22:57 PM jamesboyett OOOH YEA I WOULD REALLY LOVE THAT!!! :)

4/11/2019 6:23:09 PM allahuniversal 😂 pic.twitter.com/4sMO88O1eV

4/11/2019 6:23:20 PM djlok That's along the lines of what I thought too.  

So that's why I say ALICE is a heavy daytime drinker....stuff doesn't make any sense.

4/11/2019 6:23:34 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks. I have saved it to refer back to. 👍

4/11/2019 6:23:58 PM allahuniversal NPC meme courtesy of MJ12

4/11/2019 6:24:20 PM zagnett Well i "descend" quite regularly. But only on warm days!

(Yeah i really did go "there", sorry...) 🤨

4/11/2019 6:24:41 PM aprilbrown99 It would be like a reunion.

4/11/2019 6:25:33 PM _girlmaher_ JADE?

4/11/2019 6:27:00 PM aprilbrown99 Yep, I was trying to make a joke funny. It never works for me. I can’t tell jokes and always forget the pinch line. 🥴

4/11/2019 6:27:58 PM keith369me Can MJ12 members Tweet and meditate simultaneously?

4/11/2019 6:27:58 PM aprilbrown99 All I heard was.... pic.twitter.com/BxPmFa8JOw

4/11/2019 6:28:23 PM djlok 👆👆👆now that is FUNNY!!!

4/11/2019 6:28:51 PM aprilbrown99 I agree. I got a good laugh at the video. It is pretty comical.

4/11/2019 6:29:30 PM rebornkingent Right. Then again, I developed a nasty case of tinnitus. But I can tell the difference. The pitch Ramps up. The tiniitus is always there.

4/11/2019 6:30:07 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/ss2hULhXf04 

4/11/2019 6:30:11 PM aprilbrown99 I can chew gum and walk at the sams time. 🤣😂🤣

Sorry I have the giggles tonight.

4/11/2019 6:31:24 PM aprilbrown99 Oops..*punch lmao. 😁🥴

4/11/2019 6:31:25 PM rebornkingent @covertress was there an ama today or am I bad at Twitter?

4/11/2019 6:32:38 PM aprilbrown99 YYYEEESSSSS!!  This was the voice I was hearing in my head. Now I know where it came from. Lol

4/11/2019 6:33:01 PM zagnett Ouch that joke is so good it hurt! 🤣

4/11/2019 6:34:05 PM aprilbrown99 Que...clown music.

4/11/2019 6:34:24 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how to rid of tinnitus. I need my hearing to be super 100% right now.

4/11/2019 6:36:00 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

How "majestic" is this vid?

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

4/11/2019 6:36:00 PM thekanehb Maybe you need the constant reminder that your ok? Try feeling/living that it’s a sign your PERFECT. As in on your path to greatness and rocking it. and 

see, once u believe, if it’s improved? Idk if it will work but I think it may help if your down w it?

4/11/2019 6:36:04 PM yellahabibihela @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how does the current magnetic pole shift effect the accuracy of this tech?

4/11/2019 6:37:11 PM _369311119 deos?

4/11/2019 6:37:17 PM aprilbrown99 It is awesome. 🥳

4/11/2019 6:38:51 PM adsvel Correct.😊

4/11/2019 6:38:55 PM zagnett The [🤡] party ends at exactly 2 minutes.

The date is 6-30-2010 = 6, 3, 2+1 = 633

4/11/2019 6:39:42 PM zagnett & such an adept use of the word "stupid". 🤣🤣🤣

4/11/2019 6:41:58 PM adsvel SG-1, brain capacity, remember O'neil, Daniel? What happened with them? Pure Light?

4/11/2019 6:44:04 PM zagnett Oh i know, i saw. Guess i'm not a big fan of pigeons. i think they actually target my balding head. 😒

4/11/2019 6:45:46 PM chesleydohl Nice touch. Like an old, wise, wizard...

4/11/2019 6:49:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 👍👍🏻👍🏼👍🏽👍🏾👍🏿 https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1116410151387521025 …

4/11/2019 6:51:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Search:

from:ts_sci_majic12 uk https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1116374118197268481 …

4/11/2019 6:52:23 PM lightworkercain JA > ARREST > EXTRADITION > USA > COURT > DISCOVERY!!!

4/11/2019 6:52:51 PM aprilbrown99 Let’s unroll all the indictment...in due course.

4/11/2019 6:53:08 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/Z1ONJQLdZrk 

#FEECTING #floating 😎

#TimePhoneHack

#Tyl3R #Tyler #TYL3R pic.twitter.com/M9unJaC7YP

4/11/2019 6:53:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider optics and reflect. https://twitter.com/DefenseBaron/status/1116376904611790848 …

4/11/2019 6:53:17 PM melanieanders7 Is JA well protected? I don’t wanna hear of another Harvey Oswald moment.

4/11/2019 6:54:21 PM 68_dreamer Julian will someday be in the history books. His story is far from over.

4/11/2019 6:54:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soul hides behind the eyes. https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1091431850956984326 …

4/11/2019 6:56:09 PM pomeinnz [   ] pic.twitter.com/4hUKdttACK

4/11/2019 6:58:31 PM sl_jaycee supposedly

4/11/2019 6:59:35 PM giediknight I still have to meditate on this. He seems sincere,  but until definite confirmation that civilian vaccines are not tainted. I will have to pass. With current 

operations against the cabal, it would be pretty stupid to continue the cabal eugenics operation.

4/11/2019 7:00:14 PM aprilbrown99 I have a feeling that he is being protected.

4/11/2019 7:01:29 PM starehope Where the measles came from?

Where did the recent Mumps outbreak start?

There is much more to this story. FEAR.

4/11/2019 7:01:37 PM jherd6 What does this refer to?  Foreign enemies or extraterrestrials?

4/11/2019 7:01:41 PM melanieanders7 I hope so. He is an asset

4/11/2019 7:01:44 PM rawphonegirl Is that Morse code for "help me" or "I'm FOS" ? pic.twitter.com/NEcaizmDZa

4/11/2019 7:01:52 PM nun_chucknorris I think the couple of dozen folks who regularly interact here are either a bunch of loons, or more likely, so far ahead of the curve that we cannot even 

understand the full gravity of it. Illusion “T” will confirm.

4/11/2019 7:03:38 PM starehope Sounds good. Jesus protect him. Amen.

4/11/2019 7:05:11 PM jrocktigers He didnt really define. I watched that portion. He was in support of the idea of Space Force , but was somewhat pushing for additional disclosure by 

saying if Americans knew all the potential threats from space.  It was strange. I have usually found him to be anti truth.

4/11/2019 7:05:26 PM zagnett Well i'm definitely a loon.

4/11/2019 7:05:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Resonates pic.twitter.com/GQfhMXir21

4/11/2019 7:06:25 PM zagnett Wondering if this guy is actually another [no name].

4/11/2019 7:06:29 PM hawkgirlinmn Present ✋🏻

4/11/2019 7:07:47 PM jherd6 Just wondering out loud.  I find him less than credible.  But even a broken clock is correct twice a day.   LOL



4/11/2019 7:08:36 PM hellouncledonny We'll take our chances and pass on the vaccination.

My HIVE MIND fam keeps me safe.

Trust the Plan, My Hive Mind frens & there algorithms are in tippy top shape and are running faster/stronger than you could possible imagine.

Your Move @Surgeon_General. https://youtu.be/O5b7tgkdFH0 

4/11/2019 7:09:13 PM djlok Well you know how [they] have [their] false flags and fake narratives running.  Brainwashing America Again has to start somewhere.

4/11/2019 7:09:26 PM eisentourage Token Taxonomy Act?  RV/GCR?

4/11/2019 7:09:44 PM aprilbrown99 Are his pupils dilated?  He blinks a lot.  Sorry I can’t get a clearer pic from my iPad. pic.twitter.com/FrhaUExN4m

4/11/2019 7:10:01 PM jrocktigers During the Barr confirmation hearings, I thought I saw him going through some sort of withdrawel...At the time, adrenochrome news was everywhere 

in the "underground" Free Press.

4/11/2019 7:11:27 PM jherd6 Exactly.  It's almost time.

4/11/2019 7:11:34 PM blsdbe #PatriotsHaveNoSkinColor

4/11/2019 7:11:35 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/bsxV5O9qNs

4/11/2019 7:12:31 PM djlok Wouldn't surprise me: a bunch of fake aliens running around makes the population vulnerable because they are willing to do anything to be safe.

4/11/2019 7:12:44 PM jherd6 It wouldn't surprise me.  Supply is down, demand is up.   😂

4/11/2019 7:13:18 PM jrocktigers Yep...that is a plan.

4/11/2019 7:14:06 PM jrocktigers Absolutely. There was a 10 day window where I saw many folks look like they were going through it.

4/11/2019 7:14:10 PM djlok First-born, anyone?  #ThesePeopleAreSick. #AncientProblem.

4/11/2019 7:14:50 PM rebornkingent Will do thank you. Rick Simpson created his oil to stop the ringing. It worked. I’ll start the mental game first @TheKanehB. Thanks

4/11/2019 7:15:47 PM jherd6 ✋🏻Time for lambs blood on the door?

4/11/2019 7:16:19 PM thekanehb I love mr @Simpson_Rick   He’s one of the ppl responsible for placing me firmly on my mission 💫

4/11/2019 7:16:33 PM djlok #AncientProblem

4/11/2019 7:18:17 PM jrocktigers Alot of chatter/discussions about the prophesized 3 Days of Darkness. Somewhat similar. Do not leave your house for 3 days and nights. All electronics 

will be wiped out. Demonic forces unleashed. Do not open door for anyone.

4/11/2019 7:18:28 PM blsdbe So the C_A (aka W L twitt Er account) is calling out (((Moss ad)))?

4/11/2019 7:19:06 PM djlok That whole story was probably some deep state psyop they played on them.   I could see them trying it again.,. But with fake aliens.

4/11/2019 7:20:39 PM jherd6 Microwave ovens make good faraday cages.  So do the old metal garbage cans.  Just sayin'

4/11/2019 7:20:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you enjoying the show? pic.twitter.com/HpiJ1ZeKRb

4/11/2019 7:20:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mute and blocking too... pic.twitter.com/RHKF1ixT67

4/11/2019 7:21:12 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/t02TD7Z1rl

4/11/2019 7:21:20 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/R5DNOpz6gG

4/11/2019 7:21:32 PM jrocktigers Thanks man! That is some great advice.

4/11/2019 7:21:44 PM blsdbe I am hearing this in JFK’s ‘ask not what this country can do for you’ voice...🥰🥰🥰

4/11/2019 7:22:34 PM jherd6 No problem.  WWG1WGA

4/11/2019 7:22:57 PM jswdh1 Should say an immigrant woman took my job! 

And is doing it with only 1 assistant compared to the dozens Michael had! I guess it took a lot of people to help tuck!🤭🤣😂😜 

pic.twitter.com/zQSjIS2QtJ

4/11/2019 7:23:07 PM djlok It's be interested in what that really means. Time is an illusion, so who knows. May be a good question for Q to clarify over there on the chans.

4/11/2019 7:23:14 PM shannen_robison Haha hear hear!

4/11/2019 7:23:22 PM libertyspring99 What a time to be alive!

4/11/2019 7:23:43 PM eisentourage Good post.  What does WRC stand for?

4/11/2019 7:24:28 PM zagnett Likely was part of the Operation Bluebeam plan at some points.

4/11/2019 7:24:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 World Reserve Currency

4/11/2019 7:25:06 PM jones9536 Me this week pic.twitter.com/CAWHVxkbFM

4/11/2019 7:25:19 PM serenityfirth Comments are disabled on this video, speaks volumes.

4/11/2019 7:25:35 PM jherd6 Wernher Von Braun predicted the last great war would be with aliens.

4/11/2019 7:25:41 PM tammyrochester2 ;)yes.

4/11/2019 7:26:05 PM jrocktigers Ancient Christian prophesy. Many folks talking about being warned about it , speaking on youtube. -They all say the same thing. Lock your doors, do 

not look out window, let anyone in.. go to a room on the inside of home and do not come out.  Major quake and signs in sky prior

4/11/2019 7:27:07 PM jherd6 Worth a try.  Let me know if anyone responds coherently.

4/11/2019 7:27:17 PM jrocktigers Absolutely. Give up every last inalienable right to [them] .

4/11/2019 7:27:43 PM jrocktigers haha. yea. let us know David... haha.

4/11/2019 7:28:24 PM blissamerica ❤️🍿❤️

4/11/2019 7:28:25 PM jherd6 Really?  Do you have a link?  I'm interested.

4/11/2019 7:28:28 PM zagnett At this point i'm going to recall the cover of the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, which says "Don't Panic".

4/11/2019 7:29:14 PM giediknight I love this one.

4/11/2019 7:29:21 PM jrocktigers Yes!

4/11/2019 7:30:44 PM zagnett 🍿🍩🍸

4/11/2019 7:31:47 PM thomasdra9on Instead I find something to KRYON, for no reason...

4/11/2019 7:31:59 PM fightforamerica YES!

4/11/2019 7:33:09 PM qgirl2020 Let the truth be told and freedom ring. 🚂🚂🚂🇺🇸

4/11/2019 7:33:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 [[[???]]] https://deadline.com/2019/04/woody-allen-turmoil-tries-to-keep-making-movies-1202594144/ …

4/11/2019 7:34:08 PM giediknight AJ was talking about JA on Impaulsive yesterday.... podesta emails/pizzagate... https://youtu.be/HmStbc0tNcA 

4/11/2019 7:34:33 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2019/04/10/plan-5g-cell-phone-towers-health-concern-moraga/ …

4/11/2019 7:35:01 PM cocopuffster12 Very close to where I live

4/11/2019 7:35:03 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/11/tech/apple-antitrust-investigation/index.html …

4/11/2019 7:35:32 PM jswdh1 Don't you also have to have a special phone to use 5g? Isn't there only 1 available at the time?

4/11/2019 7:36:00 PM jswdh1 Duh....lol

4/11/2019 7:36:06 PM djlok My mom says the Bible says people are given a choice to Ascend before all hell breaks loose. I wonder if it's the same way every time?

I go back to time being an illusion. What if the stories we read are from not the past but just a different timeline.

4/11/2019 7:36:25 PM lbf777 So why did Trump say he supports 5G towers?

4/11/2019 7:36:37 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/How-to-watch-the-Beresheet-spacecraft-land-on-the-moon-586454 …

4/11/2019 7:37:08 PM lbf777 Woody Allen is one of the most evil men in Hollywood.

4/11/2019 7:37:13 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/we-spoke-to-an-mit-computer-scientists-about-the-simulation-hypothesis/ …

4/11/2019 7:37:25 PM aprilbrown99 Moar please!

4/11/2019 7:37:33 PM giediknight 3 brackets and horn rimmed glasses? Save Israel for last?

4/11/2019 7:37:47 PM trumps_all So did it “really” crash........

4/11/2019 7:37:48 PM scottgasaway Was waiting for a comment on this. Wonder what happened?  User error or purposely crashed by other means



4/11/2019 7:38:03 PM jherd6 We're already in a different timeline.  Ever heard of the Mandela effect?

4/11/2019 7:38:08 PM jswdh1 The "wall" is also supposed to act as a "shield" or tuning fork to help keep us safe from the harm of 5g. Saw it in a q decode video done by serial brain 

on YouTube. They're good at decoding messages!

4/11/2019 7:38:23 PM lbf777 When are we resetting the economy?

4/11/2019 7:38:44 PM jswdh1 I didn't realize he was still alive! Lol

4/11/2019 7:38:59 PM giediknight Does a Beresheet in the woods?

4/11/2019 7:39:06 PM blsdbe Sometimes it seems like we are characters in ‘Ready Player One’, and our ‘controllers’ are in the LOC or the Inner Earth...

4/11/2019 7:39:38 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you. I’m definitely not worried about 5G like I used to be. I will check out SB. 😊

4/11/2019 7:39:48 PM michael81972 Will USD name be changed when reset(gold backed) to TRN(Treasury Reserve Note) or USN or something similiar?   We already run gold and silver 

couns alongside fiat currency so it seems it will be easy transition

4/11/2019 7:40:00 PM mongrelglory Doves aren't pigeons!  Pigeons are rats with wings!  Doves are lovely and clean and gentle and they coo softly. 🤨

4/11/2019 7:40:22 PM michael81972 *coins

4/11/2019 7:41:46 PM melanieanders7 I would SO love that! I have so many hugs to give

4/11/2019 7:42:26 PM charmanda9 He seems well rehearsed, yet I sense fright.

4/11/2019 7:42:37 PM jswdh1 The 1 titled "wall means more than immigration" or something along those lines is where they decode messages when potus tweeted about being 

ready for 5g, even 6g! Cuz he's taken care of keeping us safe from it! The wall is part of that. He buried the budget in the wall budget.

4/11/2019 7:42:58 PM jherd6 What if ascension is the rapture?

4/11/2019 7:43:02 PM blsdbe (Giggles out loud on the bus, People stare ;-)

4/11/2019 7:43:05 PM cypressbill1980 spanner insertion to deepstate  works

4/11/2019 7:43:07 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/7tWq8OSjsp

4/11/2019 7:43:53 PM fionasdestiny67 Mandela Effect much? I thought he'd died also, very interesting🤔

4/11/2019 7:44:27 PM mongrelglory I had never heard of that either!

4/11/2019 7:44:36 PM djlok You getting woke now, aren't you, bro!

4/11/2019 7:46:00 PM zagnett Or altered heavily by the [cabal].

4/11/2019 7:46:23 PM jswdh1 Maybe someday at a rally!

4/11/2019 7:46:38 PM blsdbe What was the ‘interference’ that caused them to lose contact several times before the crash? pic.twitter.com/pv4jzHzAFR

4/11/2019 7:46:51 PM jkmaalouf Yes...I am pic.twitter.com/DdKCmxoSaL

4/11/2019 7:46:55 PM zagnett Oh oops, sorry. 😀

4/11/2019 7:47:00 PM enomai_ Omg...

4/11/2019 7:47:13 PM enomai_ I laughed

4/11/2019 7:47:51 PM jswdh1 Shocked me seeing this article! Him and RBG hangin on for dear life waiting for them to lower age of consent! Pedophile scumbags!

4/11/2019 7:49:24 PM aprilbrown99 This pedo should have been put away long ago.

4/11/2019 7:49:47 PM enomai_ Lol. He is already resonating with the truth about deleting it later...... https://mobile.twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1116375693196177409 …

4/11/2019 7:49:48 PM cledrordfishing Little bit of giggle...

4/11/2019 7:50:16 PM jrocktigers Everytime I see AMA , I get excited... and then see its from months ago...LOL.

4/11/2019 7:51:14 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! I will check this one out first. Looking forward to it!

4/11/2019 7:51:45 PM mongrelglory I'd love to be able to fight like Michelle Yeoh!

4/11/2019 7:52:12 PM sweetwhisper69 surely we'll be right any day now!!

4/11/2019 7:52:13 PM blsdbe Is this related? https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/woody-allen-sues-amazon-studios-over-scuttled-four-movie-deal/ …

4/11/2019 7:52:24 PM jswdh1 You always know what you're fishing for! 😉

4/11/2019 7:53:08 PM jswdh1 Block her ignore her mute her. Bully's hate to be ignored and soon move on!

4/11/2019 7:54:04 PM jswdh1 More than we realize! They even say they are being paid!

4/11/2019 7:54:21 PM jswdh1 The one pinned on her account

4/11/2019 7:55:29 PM enomai_ If it is some programming. Which kind of code/variable/etc always changes the reality/object/class/etc of game?

4/11/2019 7:56:28 PM zagnett i call it a "game" not a "simulation". The latter sounds so [cabal-ish].

4/11/2019 7:57:40 PM big_simp Is woody allen Henry kissingers kid brother?

4/11/2019 8:00:37 PM blsdbe Related?  https://www.google.com/amp/s/slate.com/news-and-politics/2016/07/what-wikileaks-might-have-meant-by-that-anti-semitic-tweet.amp … 

pic.twitter.com/5YJPED6tlO

4/11/2019 8:00:47 PM mongrelglory So predictions that the US dollar will lose its WRC status are wrong?

4/11/2019 8:01:03 PM keith369me Got that one too lol

4/11/2019 8:02:24 PM aprilbrown99 Someone or something didn’t want them to land?

4/11/2019 8:05:12 PM jrocktigers 😂

4/11/2019 8:05:17 PM aprilbrown99 A part/s malfunctioned? Who made their craft? Where did the parts come from?  The equipment? Is this like the 737 chip issue?

4/11/2019 8:06:01 PM aprilbrown99 Me too she is awesome.

4/11/2019 8:08:45 PM jrocktigers Needed that MJ - Luckily I grew up without obsessing on color of skin. Some days I lose hope in fellow man as it sometimes appears there has been no 

progress. But then I remember, everyone grows in their own timeline.

4/11/2019 8:10:02 PM mongrelglory I know!  If I was being arrested, I don't know that the first thing I'd grab would be a book. 🤔

4/11/2019 8:11:14 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/11/2019 8:13:49 PM susang7671 Launched February 28? Maybe it had too much dead weight in it. Maybe something to do with HRC. Comical relief. TU.

4/11/2019 8:16:13 PM tyl3r59518097 😁 pic.twitter.com/jX00HhYmYG

4/11/2019 8:16:27 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  Love your GIF!

4/11/2019 8:17:56 PM weremight Should we be paying attention to Feynman on this topic?  https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~christos/classics/Feynman.pdf …

4/11/2019 8:19:30 PM mongrelglory Why wasn't Israel allowed to land, but the Chinese were allowed?

4/11/2019 8:22:09 PM ialibertybelle Two of them

4/11/2019 8:22:48 PM cledrordfishing Shut down the clowns! Lol

4/11/2019 8:24:23 PM ialibertybelle I don’t think they’d let you bring anything under normal circumstances.

4/11/2019 8:28:43 PM mongrelglory This game we've been playing is stupid!  Let's play a new game! 😊 pic.twitter.com/QYN10RvHdf

4/11/2019 8:33:22 PM carolin15161363 Hollywood, old and new, in a death spiral.

4/11/2019 8:33:28 PM inthenameoflo19 Kind of looks like RBG

4/11/2019 8:35:44 PM mongrelglory Well if it's the country with the most gold, China would win hands down. They are currently estimated to have between 30,000 to 40,000 tons and 

that's not including gold owned by ancient royal families.

4/11/2019 8:36:38 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I've started writing down questions that pop into my head to be ready for the next AMA.

4/11/2019 8:37:36 PM inthenameoflo19 Weird how he looks kind of like Ginsberg. pic.twitter.com/bVk8hjAvJa

4/11/2019 8:43:09 PM fightforamerica Is the diehold real? Are the ancient Hebrew letters of the bible the syntax for the AI and runs this reality?

4/11/2019 8:43:26 PM jrocktigers Oh yea.  Thank you PJ.

4/11/2019 8:43:50 PM fightforamerica *that runs

4/11/2019 8:45:21 PM mongrelglory Hopefully it won't be in group therapy at a hospital. 😜

4/11/2019 8:47:11 PM maryschade14 This will be interesting

4/11/2019 8:49:05 PM djlok I don't think they'd let us in group therapy.

4/11/2019 8:50:21 PM carolin15161363 Was the feed cut on purpose to limit what was seen?

4/11/2019 8:51:05 PM djlok Bingo!  Soft Disclosure = Computer.



4/11/2019 8:58:47 PM myavery17 What about the Quantum Financial System? Is that the the same?

4/11/2019 8:59:10 PM qtpi3_14 Praying praying praying 💗💗💗🙏🙏🙏🙏

4/11/2019 9:00:18 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/a8xCE9eTiB

4/11/2019 9:03:40 PM mongrelglory That's too bad!  It usually depends on the skill and sincerity of the person who's in charge of running the group.

4/11/2019 9:04:10 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Probably Faked but I like it - Top 10 UFO Sightings Caught on Camera by Soldiers -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/videos/2367182906628135/ …

4/11/2019 9:06:00 PM charmanda9 Are you serious?! I said this exact thing a few days ago and nobody really ever responded! I had no idea that Q said anything about this. This is really 

weird!

4/11/2019 9:06:26 PM rebornkingent It’s getting late real early around here- Yogi Berra

4/11/2019 9:11:25 PM areckoningday I'll take door number 3 for $1000, Alex.

4/11/2019 9:15:23 PM mongrelglory It's the same up in Canada! 😟

4/11/2019 9:17:48 PM carolin15161363 I know someone who has the most empty/blank cold eyes. Needless to say I do not like being anywhere near that person.

4/11/2019 9:23:23 PM mongrelglory #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

4/11/2019 9:25:04 PM carolin15161363 Popcorn is buttered! 🍿

4/11/2019 9:27:14 PM olimyracle ITU Geneva.

Symbology will be their downfall.

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

 https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/Pages/default.aspx … pic.twitter.com/QebcOsh3dR

4/11/2019 9:29:07 PM antarantanka All form is holograms of light and magnetics (makes things feel solid), with a lot of love mixed in.... but it’s fun... or supposed to be... till the demented 

gamers started thinking it was real and a zero sum game...

4/11/2019 9:33:22 PM olimyracle Fight Fight Fight. https://www.lacote.ch/articles/regions/district-de-nyon/le-vaud-remise-du-label-sante-differee-en-raison-de-tensions-832115 …

4/11/2019 9:38:25 PM wearediamonds2 Sometimes I wonder if I was Joan Crawford/Lucille LeSuer ...no joke. Too may strange coincidences!

4/11/2019 9:39:17 PM carolin15161363 They want Assange to look like he is a part of the Trump Train so the DS can continue the narrative that questions Trumps campaign (Roger Stone) 

involvement with WikiLeaks. Am I close?

4/11/2019 9:40:15 PM olimyracle WE unite now against excessive use of power.

WE do not allow now a leader to act for his own interests.

WE are in power now. Time now to stand up.

WE are #4Gstickers pic.twitter.com/2HNF0bzj96

4/11/2019 9:42:33 PM abagofcandy The tough part of considering whether we're in a simulation is our projection of previously established theories on simulations and VR in general. I have 

a feeling, if we are in a digital simulation, it's not at all like commonly thought.

4/11/2019 9:45:22 PM abagofcandy If we're in a spiritual simulation it'd really fit well with our current understanding/concept of rebirth, karma, and general reincarnation. While still, most 

likely, not comprehendable to the public's current knowledge and understanding of it. The unknown is awesome 😂

4/11/2019 9:56:25 PM si11112018 I want more info on this topic as is well

4/11/2019 9:58:01 PM thenotobvious MMR does special kinds of damage to the 👁 .

4/11/2019 10:00:01 PM carolin15161363 Majestic I am nervous with you tweeting this. What are we to do?

4/11/2019 10:05:05 PM 1_decided_voter I'm liking this week's show! Hoping it keeps up this pace, anons have been waiting so long for real things to start breaking.

4/11/2019 10:10:30 PM monroevegas I made today awesome! Thanks 💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

4/11/2019 10:12:41 PM monroevegas 👌☀️⚡🏘

4/11/2019 10:30:47 PM k3yle Test. Game. Simulation. Whatever u wanna call it

4/11/2019 10:32:03 PM k3yle Landing on the moon lololol pic.twitter.com/CQ4IsAIKqk

4/11/2019 10:39:15 PM iamyou132 I don’t see how that makes any sense. There’s no way the wall protects people from locally produced radiation hundreds of miles away

4/11/2019 10:59:31 PM weshallrise144k Also, think enzymes- raw foods, supplemental proteolytic (systemic) & digestive enzymes.  Enzymes dissolve plaque (calcification), fibrin and gut 

biofilm. Enzymes responsible for all of the body’s biochemical reactions as well.

4/11/2019 10:59:37 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

4/11/2019 11:04:43 PM weshallrise144k Equally as important is full spectrum CBD oil.  This amazing quantum nutrient will assist to decalcify the pineal gland, raise awareness and 

consciousness.  #QuantumNutrition

4/11/2019 11:05:21 PM wink5811 Odd how no one thinks that having the measles as a kid might actually be building your immune system protection for other disease later in life. Why 

do only kids get it? Why do kids get high fevers? Do we really know what we stop?

4/11/2019 11:09:25 PM wink5811 Before MMR vaccine kids got the measles, no one died, no one went into the hospital, you got time off from school and calamine lotion. Mumps, 

scarlet fever, strep throat, colds, coughs. No kids had autism or Down’s syndrome. We know not what we do!

4/11/2019 11:14:01 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish | 10.31.10 | Back on the Train  https://youtu.be/XJlha93DgvE  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/VbUj0MaN5Y

4/11/2019 11:16:29 PM big_simp Nope but read alot of Kubler Ross/ Dolores cannon etc

4/11/2019 11:19:09 PM hackenburg_  pic.twitter.com/gRLUBCelpo

4/11/2019 11:24:28 PM vegasnativetoo  pic.twitter.com/7EVUlKZzAh

4/11/2019 11:30:25 PM tyl3r59518097 YG - Big Bank ft. 2 Chainz, Big Sean, Nicki Minaj  https://youtu.be/z61GFxVD8K4  via @YouTube

😀 pic.twitter.com/2jQpsnwoc2

4/11/2019 11:32:59 PM big_simp My view is its a false heaven 

Dolores cannons subjects [ all of them, thousands of them ] all said there were "computers in Heaven" tracking everyones lives

sounds kinda fishy to me

4/11/2019 11:37:19 PM tyl3r59518097 Lock me up? Do I attempt to abusively troll people asking..or better yet, violently demanding - fees for some product nobody recognizes, nor has ever 

used? You’re not just a criminal, you’re an idiot.

4/11/2019 11:43:14 PM clancy_birrell Help me get it too please? Is it a military signal?

4/11/2019 11:45:43 PM clancy_birrell Me too please.

4/11/2019 11:48:01 PM clancy_birrell Thoth the atlantean?

4/11/2019 11:50:56 PM tyl3r59518097 OMG!! 🤣

I never thought that I’d end up encountering the worst, most abrasive manifestations of self-entitled stupidity, outside the boundaries of the mental 

health center in which I spent so many years treating character disorders. 

That said.. ‘MainVolume ladies &gentlemen!’🤣

4/11/2019 11:52:32 PM tyl3r59518097 😓

4/11/2019 11:52:59 PM clancy_birrell About time

4/11/2019 11:56:30 PM cgp42 Such complete lack of depth in thought to think that meme has value.

4/11/2019 11:56:30 PM clancy_birrell Cabal is working hard to discredit because Julian assange has Information the will sink the ship. Possibly information that has already been released via 

wikileaks could sink the ship. So disinfo to distract is in force. To most people assange is wikileaks.

4/11/2019 11:57:10 PM tyl3r59518097 🙇 🤣🙏

4/11/2019 11:57:40 PM zoilaliz1 ♥️  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=LNUJA9N14eM … ♥️



4/12/2019 12:04:16 AM zoilaliz1 I’m disappointed no one answered you, dear Cain, I would have liked to read their perspective. I post quite a bit of music, they RESONATE. You’ll know 

when it does by how it makes you FEEL, how your spirit reacts. IOW, does it make your soul dance. But, that’s just MHO 😉

4/12/2019 12:16:45 AM andress45303251 We all serve a purpose.

4/12/2019 12:23:14 AM djlok Makes sense to me.  

*Except the idiot part*

4/12/2019 12:23:42 AM tyl3r59518097 Gotta' Jibboo  https://youtu.be/Lcg0PRVSJN8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/DzuxLgVDdj

4/12/2019 12:33:20 AM olimyracle #TheBlueJewel https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1061776532484644865?s=19 …

4/12/2019 12:34:36 AM jayrambin It’s been quite a week.

4/12/2019 12:44:33 AM andress45303251 Alright. Have you guys ever tried this? pic.twitter.com/fUG6FWJ5Yx

4/12/2019 12:46:18 AM tyl3r59518097 I tried White Widow for the first time in 1995 in Amsterdam, right after it won the Cannabis Cup for indoor sativas.

4/12/2019 12:46:38 AM djlok Me 3!!!

4/12/2019 12:46:55 AM andress45303251 You somehow seem to not be so happy sometimes.

4/12/2019 12:52:35 AM andress45303251 Cause ur not centered.

4/12/2019 12:52:47 AM andress45303251 Duality

4/12/2019 12:54:00 AM andress45303251 Staaahp!!! Be nice!!

4/12/2019 12:55:10 AM andress45303251 Amazing strain. That's why the loves tonight...

😂

4/12/2019 12:55:55 AM andress45303251 All the cool kids are doing it!!

4/12/2019 12:56:49 AM sterkinglights1 Can we talk about how the vaccine only mask the symptoms of measles. You still get the virus and can also pass the virus. Can we also talk about the 

fact that there is no vaccine currently available to the public for childhood measles and that these are two separate virus.

4/12/2019 12:58:01 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072948869741330432?s=21 …

4/12/2019 1:00:37 AM sterkinglights1 Aluminum has been removed. But if they were being honest dph would disclose the truth about MmR. It's not meant for children nevermind newborn. 

It also will not cover an individual for very long.

4/12/2019 1:01:05 AM tyl3r59518097 My friend-who’s the best grower I’ve ever known, grew a strain created by the horticulturalist SOMA, one crop of which, SOMA himself lauded (after 

seeing a pic of my friend’s grow show). My buddy used to emphasize the “fluff factor” in nugs. Anything fluffier than WhiteWidow?!😊

4/12/2019 1:03:05 AM andress45303251 Alaskan Thunder Fuck comes to mind. Maybe Lambs breath?

Seriously though...@mainvolume might need a care package.

Where should I ship it to?

4/12/2019 1:04:01 AM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl4dEAtxo0M …

4/12/2019 1:04:07 AM sterkinglights1 There is no vaccine for childhood measles.

4/12/2019 1:05:52 AM andress45303251 You're completely fucking mental.

High five!!

😂😂👊🙏

4/12/2019 1:08:05 AM andress45303251 Already there.

4/12/2019 1:08:23 AM tyl3r59518097 👌! I’ve never tried AlaskanThunderFuck, in spite of having lived in Durango, CO for 2 years. For some reason, that 1 strain continues to escape my 

grasp. Another strain I’ve never acquired which I look forward to trying at some point (hopefully) is CouchLock. (My fav: PineWarp)

4/12/2019 1:09:09 AM anonymiss_apple Stop mentioning me!

4/12/2019 1:09:13 AM andress45303251 Good night fam!!

@mainvolume, 😍😘😘😘

4/12/2019 1:18:23 AM cypressbill1980 is it impossible to just fly straight to the moon? does  the image represent how the apollo spacecraft got there?

4/12/2019 1:19:58 AM sterkinglights1 It's actually the reflection they are after.

4/12/2019 1:21:56 AM joinna6 & their soul is black, as the oil/pharama/drug. Pu$hers they are. Rockefeller\Rothschild\Dupont

4/12/2019 1:38:04 AM usss_211 😊

4/12/2019 1:39:31 AM usss_211  pic.twitter.com/i3q2LZrmQo

4/12/2019 1:40:06 AM usss_211 Blue screen of death...

4/12/2019 1:48:22 AM leesharons Huber?

4/12/2019 1:51:05 AM covertress Measuring the Moon's magnetism ist verboten?

4/12/2019 1:52:11 AM aetherwalker1 This is not a new idea.

The ancient Rishis and Yogis state that this world is maya.

4/12/2019 1:54:03 AM covertress Variables are Energy, Frequency, Vibration.

4/12/2019 1:56:16 AM petitchevalb Our world behaves like a video game with limitation (speed of light), a more accurate environment when observed (particles) or less when not  (waves)

4/12/2019 2:11:03 AM mongrelglory 😁

4/12/2019 2:17:26 AM petitchevalb Quantum entanglement

4/12/2019 2:39:55 AM _369311119 #why5G

#why5G

#why5G

4/12/2019 2:48:18 AM reddragonfly19 Maybe he can fill in for RBG while she is MIA 🤔😳

4/12/2019 2:56:25 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/Zv6oBKcZiU

4/12/2019 2:57:54 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/vegasgolds1/status/1116542098998620161 …

4/12/2019 2:59:34 AM _highjinx_ 🤔🤔🤔

4/12/2019 3:21:00 AM _highjinx_ I dont think president is the right title given the many years he's been one.

4/12/2019 3:28:21 AM monroevegas 🤣👌💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

4/12/2019 3:28:52 AM _highjinx_ No, they are trying to perpetuate victimhood narrative by saying that, expressing opinions about political opponents, are associated with threats of 

violence.

4/12/2019 3:37:41 AM monroevegas Antarctica secrets revealed 😘

4/12/2019 3:43:53 AM ambriayoga Is there a way to remove the toxins from vacinnes?

4/12/2019 3:54:36 AM teeunited3 Sounds like our lovely ALICE

4/12/2019 4:11:33 AM mwannahockalugi Uh, huh. That's what I thought. Enjoy the show.

4/12/2019 4:22:50 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/3wXj5D5m7w

4/12/2019 4:23:15 AM bjmorgan1977 This is funny. The amount of propaganda on top of propaganda on top of Lies. Those who are of The Father Of All Creation know that All of this is just 

another way to implement lucifers plot to destroys GODS creation, Humanity, The Planet. Parasites must be cleansed and will be. 1



4/12/2019 4:32:15 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 

The Politics of UFOs: 

In the past few years the world of UFO “researchers” has been afflicted by the kinds of conspiratorial cracks that have appeared throughout American 

culture: Who can be trusted?

 https://longreads.com/2019/04/11/the-politics-of-ufos/ …

4/12/2019 4:45:58 AM wildcardbrett or is it?

4/12/2019 4:59:49 AM ntwheel55 I had a woody this morn.....it's gone.

4/12/2019 5:16:37 AM zagnett Can't agree more.

4/12/2019 5:21:25 AM youstinksoap How far up the fruit tree is Snowden?  

This week has been great!  Beresheet crash = part of the plan?

4/12/2019 5:27:42 AM covertress Snowden, Edward FF?

4/12/2019 5:30:31 AM _highjinx_ Thank you?

4/12/2019 5:53:32 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/LXpJwNHYkA

4/12/2019 5:54:40 AM ghosteagleforge SC Vacancy?

4/12/2019 6:07:22 AM wink5811 MMR?

4/12/2019 6:12:53 AM _highjinx_ But what other choices where there to pick from?

4/12/2019 6:14:22 AM asdlfjaedfh The wrong is strong with her. She is unhinged@and currently being charged in court with Liable and defamation in new Westminster BC Court services 

online shows all charges. Over 20 appearances. So very much a waste of a meat suit.

4/12/2019 6:16:53 AM asdlfjaedfh All glory days gone by. Many many days gone by. No recent talent.

4/12/2019 6:21:53 AM nikoscali Sounds like she has made a career of pissing people off... good for her.

4/12/2019 6:22:36 AM lightworkercain One of my favs... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPJz3syNbtE …

4/12/2019 6:30:20 AM joeorbit electromagnetic materializations landing on a negative sink self illuminated dielectric pole -  what happens?

4/12/2019 6:31:16 AM richardhiatt16 [🤡🤡🤡🤡].  😆🍿

4/12/2019 6:33:02 AM joeorbit if you trust your government then get your government injections.

4/12/2019 6:34:21 AM richardhiatt16 🍿

4/12/2019 6:38:24 AM asdlfjaedfh No job. Too much time on her hands.

4/12/2019 6:46:22 AM lorenzosghost Ya God's "simulation" what exactly is it simulating?

Semantics, and idiots.

4/12/2019 6:47:07 AM ragevirusqq I dealt with people in that mental state almost everyday in my previous career. Very rarely was I able to break through and help them use logical 

thought. Just an observation of my experiences:They were often lonely people who didn’t have close family or friends Everyone needs ♥️

4/12/2019 6:48:11 AM olimyracle One day after Vaud, Geneva adopts a MORATORIUM on 5G.

WE know how tricky you are.

WE're not here to win a battle, but the war YOU declared.

Wave a white flag NOW, or prepare to loose. I'll keep the celebrations for later.

ONE single mistake is deadly ! https://www.letemps.ch/suisse/geneve-adopte-une-motion-un-moratoire-5g …
4/12/2019 6:48:35 AM ragevirusqq Probably best to not feed her anymore energy and just keep her on mute

4/12/2019 6:50:23 AM susang7671 E=mc2:Energy(Light of IAm)= physical mass(humanoid)× SpeedOfLight squared (implant of ❤️of IAm×Mind of IAm, where ❤️=Mind). CABAL is outside 

this matrix, and seeks to steal the soul(implant) of innocents. This is NOT a game! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #BendedKnee https://www.space.com/black-

hole-event-horizon-images-einstein.html …

4/12/2019 6:52:20 AM asdlfjaedfh In court on the 24th I think.

4/12/2019 6:55:00 AM melanieanders7 BLess you for trying to help. I wouldn’t have the patience to do that.

4/12/2019 6:55:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with her plight for other named individuals with this account.

4/12/2019 6:56:11 AM laurabusse So you know her then?

4/12/2019 6:56:14 AM tweeterthanwine I am. What will Friday bring!

4/12/2019 6:57:18 AM ragevirusqq Is she just being paid or is she 🧠🧟♀️

4/12/2019 6:57:29 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Things have changed so much. In such a short period of time. Exponential. This is going to be great.

4/12/2019 6:58:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 There was once a time when an IS-BE could take that seat.

4/12/2019 7:00:34 AM enomai_ Btw, exponential could it mean layer-ed of information?

4/12/2019 7:02:33 AM enomai_ Btw dark was light energy, but like an iron aura. Idk. Not negative by dark.

4/12/2019 7:04:41 AM en1gmat0 Careful. The lit cigar is getting a little too close for comfort to the Playboy which must some collectors edition cover cause I don't recognize- I mean uh, 

it appears to be somewhat unorthodox for a Playboy cover, so, I just assumed, it must be part of a special run. Vaginaboob.

4/12/2019 7:05:12 AM enomai_ Right, my insight said, this is why the democrats are happy? They are about to get paid?

4/12/2019 7:06:19 AM asdlfjaedfh Extreme mental illness

4/12/2019 7:07:21 AM asdlfjaedfh She has attacked me.

4/12/2019 7:08:16 AM zagnett Exactly & now we have the precise term for it. We can throw it back at them all real quick, by just tweeting "corrective demand, ignored". Cool.

4/12/2019 7:09:50 AM moemc8 I find this very disturbing.  I'll just stick to my faith that my Heavenly Father is in control of all.

4/12/2019 7:10:47 AM zagnett Whoa i was way off with this one. A totally different [🐟] than i'd imagined. B/c of all the "secret society" talk i assumed her background/tie-in with 

Kab. would be all "secrety" & stuff. Didn't even think to research public stuff or consider she was possibly paid for it.

4/12/2019 7:11:24 AM moemc8 A clone is souless?

4/12/2019 7:12:36 AM bbobbio71 There's a sale at Penny's?

Just lightening the mood 😁

4/12/2019 7:14:30 AM zagnett Sorry MJ, what do you mean?

4/12/2019 7:17:47 AM djlok I bet she’ll be back to pay us a visit.  New handle, same bad attitude.

4/12/2019 7:19:51 AM linnyt7 That's my number

4/12/2019 7:20:32 AM turboxyde Holographic Projection of Unlimited Consciousness != Simulation ... the expansion of consciousness eventually unlocks control of the avatar in this 

illusion. All of Creation is a playground for consciousness that requires hyperdimensional awareness to access. pic.twitter.com/qE1dWgMFV4

4/12/2019 7:21:15 AM zagnett i've heard many stories about that myself, up to 70 feet tall. But what does that have to do with 5G? What's the "seat' to which MJ refers? Pretty BIG 

seat it now seems, "fee-fi-fo-fum"...

4/12/2019 7:22:01 AM zagnett & much the same "copy & paste" material it seems.

4/12/2019 7:24:21 AM djlok Oh I’m sure.  No need for her to reinvent her wheel!!!

4/12/2019 7:25:45 AM 12bravogran Research the original version of the speech Neo gives at the conclusion of The Matrix.

The truth is out there. pic.twitter.com/ZPLk7JruAd



4/12/2019 7:39:05 AM laurabusse You and many others. Am blocked, me and many others LOL. A bunch of us concluded she must be one of those paid trolls but now i think she's just a 

very unhappy person with some sort of agenda. But of course i don't really know...

4/12/2019 7:40:15 AM charmanda9 Guys, click on the picture provided by @olimyracle   That chair is the seat MJ is talking about.

4/12/2019 7:43:56 AM turboxyde Is there a different version from this? https://youtu.be/yyrhikYaRrk 

4/12/2019 7:44:29 AM realityloominng Undoubtedly giants are still around.. at least somewhere in the universe

4/12/2019 7:46:45 AM susang7671 🙏HeavenlyCreator, I reach to you with this prayer of thanks 4 all that has been given me, my body, the implant of your light, & property I own. 

AMEN! I Claim Energy of His presence! The darkness of my mountaiN top forest land has been Cleared! AMEN!🙏 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/12/2019 7:47:33 AM zagnett Oh i can't even tell it's a seat. 🥴

Anyway i really like the message! Still remember a bit of French. 🤓

Though it doesn't look especially comfortable in the pic, yes, let's take that seat!

4/12/2019 7:49:49 AM charmanda9 We could all fit on it and have our picture taken. I will find a Charmander onesie for the occasion. 😉

4/12/2019 7:49:55 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/idpdV3x1pM

4/12/2019 7:51:24 AM 12bravogran Scroll through and read the original script. https://www.ign.com/boards/threads/neos-original-speeh-at-the-end-of-matrix-1-very-

interesting.48162993/ …

4/12/2019 7:51:59 AM kachinagtto This is outside of the UN office in Geneva.  Perhaps a signal to who is really in power there?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broken_Chair …

4/12/2019 7:53:34 AM speaakn Yepper! pic.twitter.com/6ZdDDk4Nno

4/12/2019 7:55:08 AM speaakn It should say “LEGAL Immigrant “ 😉

4/12/2019 7:55:15 AM turboxyde "I know you're out there. I can feel you now. I imagine you can also feel me. You won't have to search for me anymore. I'm done running. Done hiding. 

Whether I'm done fighting, I suppose, is up to you. I believe deep down, we both want this world to change. I believe that the...

4/12/2019 7:55:16 AM ascendingadam Another chapter of our history that has been intentionally suppressed. Why genetically modify humans to be small and why conceal this? Control?

4/12/2019 7:55:38 AM turboxyde ...Matrix can remain our cage or it can become our chrysalis, that's what you helped me to understand. That to be truly free, truly free, you cannot 

change your cage. You have to change yourself. When I used to look out at this world, all I could see was its edges, its...

4/12/2019 7:56:21 AM turboxyde ...boundaries, its leaders and laws. But now, I see another world. A different world where all things are possible. A world of hope. Of peace. I can't tell 

you how to get there, but I know if you can free your mind, you'll find the way."

4/12/2019 7:57:08 AM zagnett Cute!

4/12/2019 7:57:20 AM speaakn  pic.twitter.com/EWI6OLLCQv

4/12/2019 7:57:49 AM turboxyde Odd that they wouldn't have left this as the original because this illusion IS a "daycare" for consciousness as the term chrysalis implies. However, we 

must be willing to undergo the inner transformation for any of that to make sense. The challenge is, like Neo at the end...

4/12/2019 7:58:09 AM 12bravogran We found the way.

4/12/2019 7:58:17 AM linnyt7 When my kids were little there was much said about cell salts minimizing the effects of illnesses like measles and chicken pox. My kids had chicken pox 

& gave them to my friend's son. She gave him a certain cell salt, don't remember which 1, and he only got 1 pox mark on his body

4/12/2019 7:58:41 AM linnyt7 He looks frightened to me

4/12/2019 8:01:30 AM turboxyde ...states, how does one who has seen beyond the illusion best serve those still trapped within the illusion while building a "better" future for us all 

without becoming a living anachronism waiting for your chance to ascend while the world burns all around you?

4/12/2019 8:01:43 AM allahuniversal [[[FIREWALLS]]]

[[[C_A]]] ???

4/12/2019 8:02:36 AM allahuniversal ...

4/12/2019 8:03:32 AM jimhayzlett Imho, she is a fierce, angry warrior, seeking or demanding truth n justice in this world of deception... We each awake in Unique ways ✨🙏🏼👼😇✨

4/12/2019 8:05:06 AM big_simp Not all energy is supremely conscious though...   think of a rock..

4/12/2019 8:06:18 AM aprilbrown99 I had a feeling where this whole thing was going when she first started out 3 days ago. I have witnessed crazy before, sadly. I guess that is why I was 

trying to suggest avoiding her. But...if I had done that & MJ hadn’t of slapped my hand, everyone would have missed the show. 🙏

4/12/2019 8:06:30 AM linnyt7 Julian doesn't look well.

4/12/2019 8:06:55 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/9eivf1rjn1

4/12/2019 8:06:56 AM speaakn  pic.twitter.com/dWVisxdA0D

4/12/2019 8:07:47 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, three days is a long time to feed the beast.

4/12/2019 8:08:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... https://news.yahoo.com/microsofts-chinese-military-university-raises-eyebrows-071632855.html …

4/12/2019 8:09:01 AM zagnett Wow i didn't even perceive that at all. i was looking mostly at the sign & where it was sitting lol!

Yeah a 70-footer could definitely take that seat. 🤨

4/12/2019 8:09:33 AM ragevirusqq Im ok muting more sickness

4/12/2019 8:10:08 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/2yUN6CsuVPw 

Ya gotta get in to get out...

4/12/2019 8:10:33 AM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 simulation OR AI

4/12/2019 8:10:58 AM zagnett MJ, is it true that some Human IS-BEs were up to 70 feet when they roamed about in space on their spaceships, & when they got to Earth they 

eventually got smaller & smaller, to our current size, give or take a few feet?

4/12/2019 8:11:21 AM ladtacarms If not registered with the State Department, then their work with foreign governments violate ITAR. They could be charged with treason in the end as 

well.

4/12/2019 8:12:06 AM whitehat_van 5G can be modulated to be toxic or not. Can also be used for mind control. China likes this technology for subversive reasons, as does CIA and other 

nefarious actors. White Hats are now in control. This account doesn't like that.

4/12/2019 8:12:25 AM nikoscali This movement by it's very nature is going to attract the whole rainbow of personalities while inducing a certain almost hysterical paranoia in some 

that the movement is going to be hijacked. These people need to just trust the plan and stop trying to police the plan.

4/12/2019 8:13:05 AM zagnett Yup, [treason]. 🧐

4/12/2019 8:13:16 AM usss_211 Always learning New thing from MJ'S... Good morning!

4/12/2019 8:13:22 AM jdltr450 Hope so, drop the Hammer! 🔨

4/12/2019 8:13:37 AM aprilbrown99 Were these the Nephillim? The red haired giants?

4/12/2019 8:14:37 AM laurabusse How, indeed...

4/12/2019 8:15:36 AM keith369me I’m ready for the full data dump on Bill (I love Eugenics) Gates.

4/12/2019 8:16:11 AM zagnett Yeah the s*** is gonna get real. 🍿

4/12/2019 8:16:26 AM nikoscali Watch the skies!



4/12/2019 8:16:36 AM whitehat_van This account advocating  http://Keybase.IO  raised some eyebrows also, especially at Cyber Command. Become an ISBE and open your mind to their 

agenda? Do you trust Marc Andreessen (Facebook/China)? Do you trust Bloomberg (Deep State/etc.)? Just sayin!

4/12/2019 8:17:36 AM turboxyde Ditto fren... much love to you!

4/12/2019 8:18:30 AM kayt98 @Trinityknows @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @RealJamesWoods @dbongino @5Strat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/kayt98/status/1116721756478119936 …

4/12/2019 8:19:31 AM nikoscali Can't wait for these 5 indictments to be revealed!

4/12/2019 8:23:48 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, is this what the 4-6% that will be lost forever will be like?  

If so, this is going to turn into a show really quick. It will be like that movie “The Happening”.   https://youtu.be/m9PEvezB8Nc 

🍿🍿🍿

4/12/2019 8:26:22 AM aprilbrown99 She sure did but we know nothing is ever truly deleted. 😁

4/12/2019 8:27:40 AM zagnett Yes, this is exactly the kind of thing that concerns me too. How to resolve the #WWG1WGA paradox the best we can.

4/12/2019 8:28:10 AM ragevirusqq Maybe because operation was completed. it has been active topic for several days in the midst of all the big week news.

4/12/2019 8:28:52 AM pj0072 You are such a liar. Measles was cleared before the stupid vaccine, a long time ago.

4/12/2019 8:29:53 AM zagnett Oh you got an "MJ-slap"? Ouch. 🤣

May you paste that? Just curious.

4/12/2019 8:31:17 AM olimyracle  http://www.broken-chair.com  😏

4/12/2019 8:31:20 AM aprilbrown99 Or she was deprogrammed?

4/12/2019 8:31:38 AM transam0202 I had similar experience,It was while I was sleeping ,like my brain was downloading things,I was aware of it only when waking.

4/12/2019 8:31:44 AM laurabusse The human mind is a strange creature. Introduce to it some neg thoughts, add some momentum, and pretty soon you have a snowball careening 

toward hell...i hope she wakes up. But like my husband says, ppl usually don't change until something really painful kinda forces the issue...

4/12/2019 8:32:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 [ALICE]

4/12/2019 8:32:41 AM scott_rick Hey Trump tweeted 55% overall approval yesterday, the stage is set!  5:5..... thanks Q, we have critical mass for launch👁

4/12/2019 8:32:45 AM zagnett Asked/told to stand down? Warned to discontinue or consequences? Didn't get paid? So mysterious.

4/12/2019 8:35:08 AM zagnett [ALICE] trying to skip town? Dodge bail? Avoid getting tarred & feathered? 

Maybe try another target?

4/12/2019 8:35:23 AM aprilbrown99 It was the tweet about me not trying to control Jim. M4C was already on her way to rampage and I told Jim not to listen to her bcuz I could see where 

it was heading. I guess it was my tweet that set her on fire in the first place. That is why she was demanding that I apologize.

4/12/2019 8:35:33 AM petitchevalb They are being exposed 

Since China🚀 on the far side of the 🌛, may have changed perspective

4/12/2019 8:35:53 AM usss_211 When I was 25 got the measles!! Had the vaccine when I was a toddler. Back in 65, I think we had a whopping 5 immunization shots. I STILL got 

measles as an adult. Week off work, low grade fever and a bit of an itch... Would do it again... No biggie!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

4/12/2019 8:36:17 AM aprilbrown99 My intention wasn’t to control Jim’s free will of choice. It was to stop the crap that was going to go down.

4/12/2019 8:36:53 AM zagnett Fascinating.

4/12/2019 8:39:42 AM aprilbrown99 Not really...especially when you have experienced this kind of behavior when you are a child. You can see the signs coming from a mile away.

4/12/2019 8:39:57 AM ragevirusqq What is in the vault of padmanabhaswamy temple?

4/12/2019 8:41:53 AM zagnett Yeah, not as much xp on that here. i just know i don't back down.

Thanks for your insights! 😍

4/12/2019 8:41:54 AM pro_aktv 😳😬😟

4/12/2019 8:44:58 AM aprilbrown99 #WalkAway is sometimes the best method. Sometimes standing your ground is the only way. Deciphering which method is best is up to each of us to 

decide. 👍

4/12/2019 8:46:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 👀👁 https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1116717626175016960 …

4/12/2019 8:48:10 AM zagnett Yeah was thinking the same thing. Once it is clear what the person's actual problem is, & if seems clear i can't really help much with it, i'll 

#WalkAway/mute. There are plenty of others that we can help it seems.

4/12/2019 8:48:25 AM olimyracle Daniel Berset, the Artist, is a good old Friend.

Prepare to be amazed 😎 pic.twitter.com/0rrkDDy4IB

4/12/2019 8:48:32 AM alec_m_currier 5:5 👀... 👁 = 🔥💀 #Q #QTeam

4/12/2019 8:49:26 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, you are right. It really takes just a moment and then “snap” the person can morph into something else. Like a light switch. Hormonal imbalances, 

vitamin deficiency, low blood sugar, MKU...etc.  anything. The mind and the electrical components are a mystery.

4/12/2019 8:50:11 AM wyatt251 Joseph mangler Rudolph Hess what was hilters name again I forgot

4/12/2019 8:51:44 AM aprilbrown99 You have a good and pure 💜 and you are full of Light! ✨✨✨

4/12/2019 8:52:47 AM usss_211 MJ'S couldn't get it to open on my Clown Device... (Am a zn FIre) Was it Na zi, or der Gluck, Bormann, paper c lip.. I G Farben,

 Mckloy....

4/12/2019 8:54:43 AM zagnett Blood sugar takes me all over the place daily (Type I diabetic). It's a roller coaster. Luckily i have decades of xp with it now, get past the highs & lows 

relatively well, & am not "brittle". For many Type I's, it's far worse.

4/12/2019 8:56:34 AM zagnett 😍

4/12/2019 8:57:05 AM aprilbrown99 It is good that you have control over it.  It can wreak havoc. My cousin has type 2. It is no laughing matter for sure.

4/12/2019 8:57:12 AM lorenzosghost Greed and money worship erodes national sovereignty and brings to power money worshipping demons who want the world to descend into hell

4/12/2019 8:57:41 AM aprilbrown99 🥰

4/12/2019 8:58:04 AM scott_rick What is that a scan of?  Do you have a link

4/12/2019 8:59:04 AM kindeandtrue Pope Francis?

4/12/2019 8:59:15 AM laurabusse My sis has type 1. She's 54 and healthier than me. Am 10 yrs older...

4/12/2019 9:00:09 AM aprilbrown99 She is lucky!

4/12/2019 9:00:28 AM charmanda9 Oh wow. 🙏🏻 Very good.

4/12/2019 9:02:04 AM ragevirusqq Look at the other recent additions https://vault.fbi.gov/recently-added 

4/12/2019 9:05:22 AM laurabusse She's worked very hard...

It was extremely difficult for her when she was diagnosed around the age of 22. (She's convinced alcohol blew out her pancreas). I watched her evolve 

into an amazing person who takes excellent care of herself. She's an inner city middle school teacher...

4/12/2019 9:06:32 AM laurabusse ...in Trenton NJ (the state's illustrious capital LOL)

4/12/2019 9:06:41 AM aprilbrown99 God bless her!  She is helping children every day. 

Does she know what is habbening?  Is she awake?

4/12/2019 9:07:39 AM iamyou132 LinkedIn and github?



4/12/2019 9:10:05 AM laurabusse Well...yes she does love helpling kids. That is readily apparent. But...

She and her husband are pretty staunch democrats. I stopped bringing it up when clinton was pres. So i don't ask...our relationship has been fragile at 

times so i try to keep things light...understandably...

4/12/2019 9:10:29 AM iamyou132 Are you referring to the Michelle 4 Canada lady?

4/12/2019 9:12:05 AM ragevirusqq I read through this and other than implicating France was involved in ERP activities? I can’t seem to understand  the relevance.

4/12/2019 9:13:14 AM aprilbrown99 That can be challenging. My cousin hasn’t talked to me since December when I had dinner with him and his family and tried to explain to them what is 

going on. I have texted him stuff, links, reading material, tweet strings. Still asleep 😴 🥺😞

4/12/2019 9:14:52 AM raymondwsmith1 uhhh isn't that the one eye thing everybody hates to see?

4/12/2019 9:14:57 AM scott_rick Thks

4/12/2019 9:15:09 AM ragevirusqq Maybe operation condor is what we should some attention too?

4/12/2019 9:15:38 AM the_fjalar the Robotech cartoon from 1986 was a little bit of disclosure? It was my favorite!

4/12/2019 9:17:41 AM laurabusse Yeah it's difficult. All we can do is all we can do. I tend to keep my mouth closed re religion and politics like the saying goes, having learned from 

experience. Sometimes the inspiration comes to say something. But you have to test the waters and move on if the response is neg.

4/12/2019 9:19:20 AM asdlfjaedfh Lady?  Hardly.

4/12/2019 9:19:21 AM charmanda9 Wow, @jdmbadenise , I must have chosen to finally watch that video and inspect her Twitpage in the last moments they were there.

4/12/2019 9:20:58 AM laurabusse But sometimes you are planting a seed, so overall i think speaking truth when inspired but in small doses. Ppl say it's better to ask questions to spur 

them to think. If they really want to know more they will. We really are not responsible for others. We can try but we must...

4/12/2019 9:21:50 AM asdlfjaedfh Then she is irrelevant. She won’t be gone for long. She has constant need to tell people how they should think!!

4/12/2019 9:23:10 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I agree.

4/12/2019 9:23:15 AM laurabusse ...let go and trust they will find their way in life, as we all must. At least this us what life has taught me...thus far...

We will all eventually end up where we are going :-) it's all good. I don't buy into doom and gloom...

4/12/2019 9:23:18 AM michael81972 6 fingers and 6 toes

4/12/2019 9:23:57 AM marshafairburn #FREEJA

4/12/2019 9:24:48 AM marshafairburn #FREEJA #WWG1WGA#WEDAPLL #WWG1QGA

4/12/2019 9:24:59 AM qtpi3_14 #PardonAssange!

4/12/2019 9:25:55 AM aprilbrown99 Underground.

4/12/2019 9:26:53 AM marshafairburn I need to find ms fran fortune

4/12/2019 9:27:31 AM aprilbrown99 Someone posted in a tweet that there have been 20 complaints about her. I don’t recall who it was.

4/12/2019 9:28:47 AM zagnett Yikes, it's hard to even watch a parody of [GHWB] now.

4/12/2019 9:30:21 AM truthseeker805 Reminds me of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/12/2019 9:31:59 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1116730567465132033 …

Oops was going to tweet this out on MJ's account. 👇👇👇

4/12/2019 9:34:54 AM zagnett Actually i don't think this was the original [🐟] MJ was looking for, but got caught by the net anyway. How she ties into Kab. exactly idk. The timing & 

absolute adoration of Kab. just makes it seems like she is. But not sure if Kab. paid her or something though.

4/12/2019 9:35:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1116735980285747200 …

4/12/2019 9:36:01 AM zagnett Seems MJ may already have the evidence they need. This whole thing seems to be for our education. & education it has certainly been. 😳

4/12/2019 9:41:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

4/12/2019 9:41:10 AM linnyt7 Alice thrives on outrage and offense?

4/12/2019 9:41:46 AM zagnett Well i've been in meetings today, so was a bit careless.

Oh well! May the truth take wings! 🐣🐥🐔

4/12/2019 9:42:28 AM aprilbrown99 It feeds the beast.

4/12/2019 9:42:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 ET

4/12/2019 9:43:28 AM zagnett Thanks MJ!

Who's next!? 🍿

4/12/2019 9:43:48 AM aprilbrown99 😁👍

4/12/2019 9:43:51 AM youstinksoap It would be an amazing day if Wikileaks released all they have....

4/12/2019 9:44:48 AM keith369me Does Blumenthal have a Reptilian Problem if he doesn’t keep up his story/end of the bargain?

4/12/2019 9:44:55 AM jayrambin Kab admitted to MJ that he had 30 twitter accounts.

4/12/2019 9:44:59 AM zagnett MJ, is Dick also known as "[no name]" by any chance? Just want to make sure i'm calling him by the proper name.

4/12/2019 9:45:13 AM jherd6 Really?   How do you know?

4/12/2019 9:46:28 AM zagnett Oh who is she on Twitter may i ask? Sounds like maybe an interesting person as well.

4/12/2019 9:46:41 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, before he blocked all of us he mentioned this to MJ as well.

4/12/2019 9:46:57 AM _the_psychonaut Pretty sure that was John (The Traitor) McCain. He was [NO NAME]

4/12/2019 9:47:05 AM jherd6 No Name was McCain R-AZ  dead now, rumored to have been suicided

4/12/2019 9:47:24 AM zagnett Yeah but seems like the particular account in question here is not his, at least directly.

4/12/2019 9:47:41 AM aprilbrown99 And....she’s back. 🥴

4/12/2019 9:48:52 AM zagnett Yes, but i bet there are other "no names" too.

4/12/2019 9:48:52 AM hawkgirlinmn April...😂🤪

4/12/2019 9:49:54 AM aprilbrown99 We just can’t catch a break with this one. I am going to unmute her and really let loose if she doesn’t go away soon.

4/12/2019 9:51:30 AM zagnett  https://www.castleconceptsusa.com/single-post/2018/08/29/SerialBrain2-decodes-Q-comms-let%E2%80%99s-break-down-the-McCain-operation …

Or went Rommel-style.

4/12/2019 9:51:35 AM _the_psychonaut Well, multiple meanings exist, so it’s definitely in the realm of possibility. Guess we will find out once future proves past on some of these things

4/12/2019 9:51:58 AM olimyracle Sometimes, willing too much with bad intentions ends up by loosing it all. #5G 

WE know where to DIG now. Who said Patents ? If there is ONE, there are MORE...

Crime against Humanity ? Ecocide ? Both ?

The Truth is in plain sight. Since so many years. Soon to be public.

💞 pic.twitter.com/zyvs0hJhd8
4/12/2019 9:52:16 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/rG2aKPODq7

4/12/2019 9:52:46 AM golh2018 Maybe he is a Reptilian?

4/12/2019 9:53:07 AM hawkgirlinmn JA=the world’s most valuable witness. #WMVW

4/12/2019 9:53:25 AM speaakn Is that his cat at the embassy?



4/12/2019 9:53:58 AM jherd6 Aren't they all?

4/12/2019 9:53:58 AM djlok I'm looking forward to karma being a real bitch for [them]!!!

4/12/2019 9:54:18 AM aprilbrown99 The 🇬🇧 is Trump’s biatch!  😂

4/12/2019 9:54:28 AM linnyt7 I think Alice uses outrage like a megaphone to propel fear

4/12/2019 9:55:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

4/12/2019 9:55:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

4/12/2019 9:55:28 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking it’s because he speaks about the Soace Force often.

4/12/2019 9:55:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Da Nang Dick

4/12/2019 9:56:03 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, and invoke panic, hysteria, aggression, etc.  All the negative emotions.

4/12/2019 9:56:38 AM zagnett Regardless of this guy's odd biography or possibly biology, why the f is this punk deciding for us red-blooded Americans what to think about the "threat 

from space"?

Take a seat, Dick! 🧐

4/12/2019 9:57:09 AM thenotobvious Where in the World is Adolf Sandiegooooo.

4/12/2019 9:57:26 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/FaUy50FEE3

4/12/2019 9:57:53 AM thomasdra9on More helpful cuties?

4/12/2019 9:58:10 AM starehope Possibly true. But his service in Vietnam disqualifies him as bearer of the truth. #StolenValor

4/12/2019 9:58:35 AM olimyracle ...and go wear a #YellowVest now ! pic.twitter.com/W7Qmz4tn7e

4/12/2019 9:58:47 AM ecv369jimmysr well that`s deep

4/12/2019 9:59:01 AM teamsterr07 I hope someone is taking care of the cat!🙏

4/12/2019 9:59:17 AM aprilbrown99 Absolutely they are hiding in the shadows until they are “triggered”.

4/12/2019 10:00:05 AM starehope Most MJ's would not, I think since I was told they would appear as a hologram.

4/12/2019 10:00:25 AM nun_chucknorris I’m holding strong that we are making some sort of positive change through consciousness in a war that we do not understand. Meditation, spreading 

of info, discussions and the occasional nudge in a direction have had positive changes for me at least.

4/12/2019 10:01:06 AM thomasdra9on So concerned that the emotional tornado takes em for a ride...

4/12/2019 10:01:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why?

4/12/2019 10:02:32 AM zagnett Who said that they would appear as holograms?

4/12/2019 10:04:01 AM _the_psychonaut Search: kasich admits McCain put to death. YT attempts to scrub/hide truth but dig deep and you’ll find it

4/12/2019 10:04:41 AM zagnett Ok have fun! i just muted her at least for today. Have work to do lol.

4/12/2019 10:05:13 AM _the_psychonaut  https://youtu.be/Ukx-PodHbhQ 

4/12/2019 10:05:18 AM aprilbrown99 👍😁

4/12/2019 10:06:10 AM jherd6 Yes.  Along with our old buddy GHWBush.  Ba Bye  RINOs now, Demonrats soon, real soon.

4/12/2019 10:06:56 AM drumsk8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is the current percentage of countries that have agreed to the ET disclosure WW?

4/12/2019 10:07:41 AM _the_psychonaut Agreed. Is this document verified? https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-

trafficking.pdf#page=12 …

4/12/2019 10:09:10 AM jherd6 👍🏻😂

4/12/2019 10:09:43 AM youstinksoap The world is watching him and Wikileaks right now.

4/12/2019 10:10:01 AM starehope She has blocked me. 3rd day. Don't know why. I can't see anything!

4/12/2019 10:10:11 AM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

4/12/2019 10:10:39 AM zagnett Actually instead it seems like it would be very traumatic/harrowing for most people. Don't think the hospitals are ready (at least not yet) for that kind 

of influx after that. Seems like it would be like the L.A. "Big One", in terms of # affected, & all around the country instead

4/12/2019 10:11:21 AM speaakn She did it to save her bacon bc UK is implicated in the coup of Trump and that would be really Bad for the UK.

4/12/2019 10:12:18 AM weremight Almost as nifty as 'conspiracy theorist'.  #CorrectiveDemand theorist? :D

4/12/2019 10:12:22 AM djlok Yeah I've been prepping my family for what all they are probably about to learn.

4/12/2019 10:13:07 AM drbohammer Indeed pic.twitter.com/ajQ7CpMLL4

4/12/2019 10:13:36 AM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/3k5P0SPftG

4/12/2019 10:13:50 AM jherd6 Wow.  First time I've seen this.  Great catch.  Do you have a link to verify?

4/12/2019 10:13:51 AM aprilbrown99 Be grateful.

4/12/2019 10:16:10 AM zagnett It'll be especially traumatic for Americans who truly love this Country - extremely difficult suddenly to have to come to terms with the presence of 

malignant cancer(s) it grew all over & inside its body. & the surgery ain't over. In fact, we've reached a critical stage yesterday

4/12/2019 10:16:12 AM _the_psychonaut That’s all I have on it. Not sure where it was posted but I’ve had it as an open tab since the week following his “funeral”

4/12/2019 10:17:10 AM dominic_apold @ALICEexperiment check it out. It's an official Twitter page of CERN..read about ALICE on that page and think the movie "deja vue" 

You will then understand ALICE.

4/12/2019 10:19:30 AM youstinksoap Depends on what they have.  I'm not talking Pandora's box, if he even has that info?  I'd like to think that most people are wake at this point - just 

varying degrees.

4/12/2019 10:20:26 AM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’ve noticed that with regard to the accounts that post truth I resonate with, I often have to re-like (multiple times) pinned tweets 

or older tweets. This has been going on for months. 

[ALICE] attempting to make support of this movement seem smaller than it is?

4/12/2019 10:20:56 AM zagnett People are often waiting on "being charged". We've heard the same about [HRC] too.

4/12/2019 10:21:28 AM scott_rick Thank you kindly

4/12/2019 10:21:46 AM lightworkercain Non-Playable Clone

4/12/2019 10:23:16 AM aprilbrown99 Left Hate Speech is connected to M4C.

4/12/2019 10:23:48 AM zagnett Well yeah i'm assuming JA has, has access to, or the People supporting him have access to, a LOT.

But are most people really THAT awake? To all the horrors of human trafficking? i doubt it. Not even in my own household.

4/12/2019 10:24:14 AM 1_decided_voter Assange and Wikileaks want the world to think that Trump is just as bad as all his predecessors, but my feeling is Assange knows better.

4/12/2019 10:24:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is many things.

4/12/2019 10:25:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

ALICE is many things, and one of the areas of responsibility that ALICE has is policing Twitter.

4/12/2019 10:25:30 AM starehope One of the MJ'S go to search.

4/12/2019 10:26:19 AM zagnett Wait, who's Kim? @Michele4Canada_ are you having an argument with someone who isn't even interacting with this account? Are you trying to 

attract others you know to start arguing with you on this account, to take up even MORE bandwidth needed to discuss other stuff?

4/12/2019 10:27:10 AM starehope I am but if you do go off like a lawn sprayer, I'd love to be there. 😩😣😭

4/12/2019 10:27:46 AM 1_decided_voter Yeah, that's a perfectly normal thing for someone to have...

4/12/2019 10:27:52 AM aprilbrown99 😁😆

4/12/2019 10:28:25 AM 1_decided_voter Is there evidence of this admission? I don't think I've seen that posted.

4/12/2019 10:29:01 AM jrocktigers That escalated quickly....



4/12/2019 10:29:56 AM zagnett Even i nearly passed out a few times reading about it. All i did originally was look up the history of the military base nearby. Whammo, i found the 

friggin' MK manual of all things. The s*** is crazy. My blood is starting to run cold just writing this tweet.

4/12/2019 10:30:29 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/7Qh65H2aOw

4/12/2019 10:30:34 AM aprilbrown99 LeftHateSpeech seems to be connected to M4C.

4/12/2019 10:30:59 AM zagnett Ruh roh, [ALICE] gonna be pushin' some buttons soon lol!!!

4/12/2019 10:31:43 AM zagnett Yup, seems likely they want to start arguing with each other to take over bandwidth on this account. Over something that has nothing to do with this 

account in the first place.

4/12/2019 10:32:00 AM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/21sj5VEE3F

4/12/2019 10:32:13 AM youstinksoap Mj's can you give an estimate % of 'awake' people - worldwide.

I'm under the impression that those of us who are very awake are to help fam./friends when the big stuff comes out....otherwise this could potentially 

drag out decades?!

4/12/2019 10:32:30 AM starehope I can't even catch up where you are.

4/12/2019 10:36:14 AM missy968 I don’t know but something happened to me this morning upon awakening. Vibrant colors and tons and tons of symbols rotating and morphing. Just 

around that time between asleep and awake... I was at peace. I was not scared. I hope it happens again.

4/12/2019 10:36:32 AM aprilbrown99 I have copied this photo and will use it again. 😁😁😁

4/12/2019 10:39:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/6taDQacZfj

4/12/2019 10:39:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Over 1B

4/12/2019 10:40:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 ]🐸[ = [ALICE] pic.twitter.com/Be15pkpwBR

4/12/2019 10:40:49 AM youstinksoap Beautiful!

4/12/2019 10:40:59 AM aprilbrown99 I haven’t responded. Trying to make my breakfast. 🥴

4/12/2019 10:41:38 AM aprilbrown99 💚🐸🐸🐸💚

4/12/2019 10:41:40 AM 313looper I believe that’s the Assange’s cat at the Ecuadorian Embassy! 

I have a question MJ &been thinking about this 4the last couple of days👉🏻now you’ve posted this photo!I’ve noticed that so many of your followers 

are Cat lovers or Cat Lady!Is there something special about this/cats!?

4/12/2019 10:41:46 AM giediknight we call him skeletor in CT =)

4/12/2019 10:42:02 AM rosemodema Welcome to the 

Infamous MegaThread . . .

Once the algorithm tags you in the top 47, the only way to get out is to Not Respond... and eventually your name will cycle out of the thread.

Alternatively, you have the Power of The Block.... 😉

Warm Regards, 

Your MegaThread Fairy

4/12/2019 10:42:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Screenshots don't mean anything since they can be doctored, but we trust Anons will be able to corroborate. pic.twitter.com/Z0SjFbLibi

4/12/2019 10:43:01 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/yX57wJSzwG

4/12/2019 10:44:01 AM starehope Good old English! 💓

4/12/2019 10:45:02 AM starehope Eat first. Energy required to face tremendous turmoil.

4/12/2019 10:45:42 AM zagnett Yeah i remember that. Wow that was a few weeks ago now!

What a stupid admission.

4/12/2019 10:47:03 AM zagnett Yeah, far more than i thought.

4/12/2019 10:47:15 AM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/hrdMnxjg1WE . Trump is going to speak.

4/12/2019 10:47:45 AM starehope Good going MJ12 !

4/12/2019 10:48:55 AM youstinksoap I'd like to add that we have no idea if Q calling WL compromised is real info or disinfo.  There are many actors in this movie who do not like Trump, but 

does that matter as long as they play their part?

4/12/2019 10:49:05 AM ethereal_shaman This is comical.  Is this the part of the play where they send in the clowns?

4/12/2019 10:50:22 AM ragevirusqq Indeed

4/12/2019 10:50:51 AM jollyrob2 Okay🧐.... how do you, and or with what, measure that amount around the world?

4/12/2019 10:51:34 AM aprilbrown99 Here are those that show duplicated. I took them with my iPad. pic.twitter.com/3hkPGXMYCu

4/12/2019 10:52:26 AM zagnett No it's not our burden individually. But i'm here to help.

The BE says "This isn't your fight! Run like hell!" 🥴

But i think the IS inside of me says, "Shut the f*** up meat sack, & stand your ground!" 🧐

4/12/2019 10:53:11 AM keith369me Geez...could you provide a definition of the minimum level of awake?

4/12/2019 10:53:28 AM enomai_ I like the answer. 

Trying to compare these with all types of scenarios. Human life, coding, germs, planets. 

At least, from these three things you mentioned. You can figure out the object/objective of the code/life/game/dimension

4/12/2019 10:53:30 AM iamyou132 Good luche Michele

4/12/2019 10:53:34 AM enomai_ Though, define for me for 3d and others. VIBRATION, FREQUENCY?

4/12/2019 10:54:47 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D5Sa2Yq-2g …

Oh, ty for the reminder. You know what it's time for!

Kris Lambert

Published on Jun 30, 2010

Circus Theme music sorry about the sound it cuts of at the end, stupid.

[🤡]
4/12/2019 10:54:49 AM enomai_ Energy in this one illusion. Money. (However, can we not remove energies, when vibration or frequencies are changed)?

4/12/2019 10:54:58 AM mrblbrettish 1 out of 7ish, not bad.

4/12/2019 10:55:02 AM jaspony1 Wikileaks is not pro-America... JA hates Trump...

He has valuable information(that we already have) that can be used in court...

But he is not the good White Hat people make him out to be...

Wikileaks almost solely targets America...

4/12/2019 10:55:31 AM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/GGZ4SzumcT

4/12/2019 10:56:00 AM ragevirusqq Education is always welcomed and valued

4/12/2019 10:56:00 AM selenite11 Bam

4/12/2019 10:56:10 AM enomai_ Im thinking in terms of a video game code in one attempt. I guess frequency is the soul in our game?

4/12/2019 10:56:21 AM wompol Wherever you are, @embassyCat, ThanQ for befriending #Julian

4/12/2019 10:56:44 AM enomai_ Vibration comes after an action?



4/12/2019 10:57:05 AM aprilbrown99 Agreed.

4/12/2019 10:57:05 AM zagnett Good luck Michele! 😘

Good "loosh" for your [masters], Michele! 🤔

4/12/2019 10:58:05 AM youstinksoap On a kind of related note, is the 7B pop. stat real or disinfo?

4/12/2019 10:58:21 AM zagnett Yup, can't agree more, & will do my best. Thanks!

4/12/2019 11:00:00 AM aprilbrown99 The cat is a human. 😺

4/12/2019 11:01:50 AM daveschroeder18 That's good news!

4/12/2019 11:01:55 AM enomai_ Frequency is DNA excuse me. Vibration may be the soul. As soul thinks and takes actions.

4/12/2019 11:02:19 AM iamyou132 Haha ironic typo. I meant to send good luck

4/12/2019 11:03:22 AM covertress For me, ALICE's shenanigans began with MJ12's John Trump post.

This was the first post that I've had to re-like again and again and again... and the phenomenon hasn't stopped.

Must be something about him...

🤔🤔🤔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1036400500873289728?s=19 …

4/12/2019 11:04:39 AM keith369me Minus clones

4/12/2019 11:04:48 AM laurabusse If she has an obsessive personality, and i think it's probably fair to say she does, It's possible kab is her only saving grace and she has hung her hat on 

him. Attacks anything that threatens that. Just a theory of course. Birds of a feather. They might just be 2 imbalanced ppl.

4/12/2019 11:06:11 AM mrblbrettish yeah, but how many clones, last I heard was 2b? so 1 out of 5ish then? better odds.

4/12/2019 11:06:17 AM starehope About 2:30 EST. Fox News just said.

4/12/2019 11:06:36 AM daveschroeder18 I see Skippy posted a piece about JA this morning.

4/12/2019 11:07:04 AM jollyrob2 Thank you but it doesn’t answer my question...

4/12/2019 11:07:32 AM aprilbrown99 Yea I saw that too. They always send out the reminders so early. But I love golden state times. ❤️

4/12/2019 11:07:41 AM asdlfjaedfh You are so right. Nothing else in her life!!

4/12/2019 11:08:15 AM zagnett i feel i forgive people well. i understand them for the most part. My biggest problem is being around people that don't forgive enough &/or aren't 

awake enough. Some people are smart generally, but are as speculative as rocks. They argue like hell with those (like me) that are.

4/12/2019 11:08:37 AM laurabusse She admitted to having 27 accts. Voluntarily w out being asked. Someone said her accts keep getting suspended bc she is so abusive so she just keeps 

opening new ones. Honestly i have no idea what's REALLY going on. Just going by what I've seen thus far...It's all so v interesting

4/12/2019 11:09:00 AM starehope I added them. Thanks for the tip. 👊

Trump is going to talk about 5G.

4/12/2019 11:09:21 AM zagnett Yeah the subconscious typos are sometimes the best. i thought it was brilliant, & totally went for it!

4/12/2019 11:09:50 AM laurabusse Cats are people too 🐈

4/12/2019 11:10:55 AM hawkgirlinmn I do it ALL time...earlier typed “Soace” force. 🤦♀️

4/12/2019 11:12:15 AM aprilbrown99  

https://www.google.com/search?q=michele+anne+tittler&prmd=vin&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi_pdS9k8vhAhVJi1QKHa1SATwQ_A

UoAnoECAwQAg&biw=1024&bih=657 …

4/12/2019 11:12:21 AM roublisa Did @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ever comment?💫

4/12/2019 11:12:48 AM tyl3r59518097 Guille Placencia & George Privatti - What A Bam  https://youtu.be/yhBC4RIHMZA  via @YouTube

4/12/2019 11:13:09 AM n7guardiananon It's time to play the music,

It's time to light the lights. https://youtu.be/IvnHgKkNKR4 

4/12/2019 11:13:17 AM aprilbrown99 This should be interesting. 👍🇺🇸

4/12/2019 11:13:25 AM youstinksoap Well said.  What if (they) did all these evil, evil things out of love?  It's good to know that death isn't real, but that karma is a bitch?!  

Everything seems upside down atm, lol.  🙃

4/12/2019 11:13:39 AM tyl3r59518097 Bam Bam - Sister Nancy  https://youtu.be/OcaPu9JPenU  via @YouTube

4/12/2019 11:13:43 AM aprilbrown99 Kab did as well. A few weeks back.

4/12/2019 11:13:52 AM vintagesquirrel I'm always expecting a forked tongue to slither out of his mouth.

4/12/2019 11:14:09 AM tweets_and_caws I heard yesterday that he had already been adopted out earlier.

4/12/2019 11:15:25 AM starehope Yes, he mentioned 5G and 6G at the SOTU Address.

4/12/2019 11:15:54 AM 313looper In that case dogs are more caring & close to us or monkeys who have more humans’ nature ! Or Dolphins🐬 !

There should be something else about cats, Waiting for MJ’s respond! 😅

4/12/2019 11:16:46 AM nun_chucknorris 👀 Way more!

4/12/2019 11:16:56 AM zagnett Yeah dreams are awesome!

People sometimes tell me something from MSM, i hadn't heard it yet, & it totally blindsides me. i try to watch e.g. Mark Dice videos daily just to keep 

some minimal track of all that. Great videos! But short too thankfully. Can't take too much MSM.

4/12/2019 11:17:17 AM aprilbrown99 They are multidimensional and can time travel.

4/12/2019 11:19:04 AM aprilbrown99 It is more than what we think. Protection. Maybe to wake up the sleeping population. JMPO

4/12/2019 11:19:24 AM roublisa Oh wow!

4/12/2019 11:19:46 AM zagnett Haha. Kab/Michele say "Fear me! My number of [ALICE] accounts SO MUCH BIGGER than your piddly little number of accounts!"

4/12/2019 11:19:55 AM zoilaliz1 Good one ♥🤟♥

4/12/2019 11:20:21 AM aprilbrown99 Yeah koo koo for coco puffs.

4/12/2019 11:21:29 AM universalrisin I honestly remember that I really do

4/12/2019 11:21:40 AM starehope Yes. Protection we may desperately need soon.

4/12/2019 11:22:15 AM zagnett Oh right. Thought he looked familiar!

4/12/2019 11:22:44 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rBzwJ8iTJs&feature=share …

4/12/2019 11:24:14 AM zagnett i got rid of cable in 2002 & no antennae service here. Haven't watched "news" except when directed by a so-called "alt" news source, for nearly 2 

decades now.

4/12/2019 11:24:43 AM zagnett "Corrective demand" > bit bucket.

4/12/2019 11:25:26 AM zagnett Good question. What kind of relationship do they have, really?

4/12/2019 11:25:28 AM aprilbrown99 And there you have it!  Speaks volumes. Thank you.

4/12/2019 11:26:58 AM roublisa Least of the worries for her😱

4/12/2019 11:28:26 AM zagnett Well it's not big for sure, but not really small either. Imagine a small suburb in a big city & put it in the middle of the desert, & voila!

4/12/2019 11:28:53 AM laurabusse Loved that show! (70s)

Looking at it now, it's amazing to me that something that was around 100 yrs ago, vaudeville, still had an influence half a century later :-)

4/12/2019 11:28:56 AM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/RsWP2Nre1N

4/12/2019 11:29:51 AM starehope Dogs are more submissive and faithful. Cats pick their humans. Cats are very intelligent. Dogs too. Very difficult task to different between each. 

pic.twitter.com/5WSg7HP8Yq

4/12/2019 11:31:07 AM starehope Hope it went to a home similar to where it lived.



4/12/2019 11:32:02 AM starehope Supposedly yes.

4/12/2019 11:33:05 AM awarefrequency Absolutely agree ✨✨✨

#TrustYourself and #Resonance becomes incredibly important. 

#ResearchSource

4/12/2019 11:33:48 AM 313looper Right now the Earth’s population is 7.7B !

Is this correct that more than 50% of these people should be awaken👉🏻then the world would be RESET...!?

4/12/2019 11:34:45 AM starehope Awwwww... 😚💕👊

4/12/2019 11:35:43 AM universalrisin These giants would eat us right?

4/12/2019 11:37:26 AM awarefrequency #Resonance ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/lYW7udaf72

4/12/2019 11:37:27 AM starehope @jack Please stop removing my like and follow of the pinned tewwt of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 . Thank you! @realDonaldTrump

4/12/2019 11:39:30 AM aprilbrown99 They have been eating the children.

4/12/2019 11:40:31 AM allahuniversal Confirmed.

4/12/2019 11:40:32 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103921667915776 …

4/12/2019 11:40:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/WSJ/status/1116155170738659329 …

4/12/2019 11:40:56 AM universalrisin Gonna do some research.. i have some questions now 😟

4/12/2019 11:41:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1116772247190982657 …

4/12/2019 11:42:48 AM allahuniversal Addendum.

Timestamp is today, no time to alter pic.twitter.com/R5B2fAy3mV

4/12/2019 11:42:53 AM cypressbill1980 Assange said god bless the usa and god bless Trump last year

4/12/2019 11:43:36 AM laurabusse Wow

4/12/2019 11:43:37 AM chadmcgregory Big weak

4/12/2019 11:43:53 AM chadmcgregory Im so cool i post so cryptically. Arent i cool guys?

4/12/2019 11:44:08 AM thevolunteer6 STOP KILLING THIS PLANET WITH AEROSOL INJECTIONS IN OUR AIR GHAT WE BREATHE AND IT ENDS UP IN ALL THE GROUND WATER! “AFTER THE 

TRUTH OF FUORIDE CAME OUT QUITE SOME TIME AGO; ONLY ONE STATE IS TRYING TO REMOVE IT.” WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE?!

WWG1WGA

4/12/2019 11:44:13 AM universalrisin Please don’t reply to me. Please find love and happiness in your life. I can guarantee you I trust myself before I would ever trust MJ12 and that’s all 

MJ12 preaches. Please find happiness Michele, when you do you’ll feel such beautiful light shining thru your heart. ❤️❤️

4/12/2019 11:44:17 AM laurabusse Yikes. Couldn't watch whole thing. Dear me...

4/12/2019 11:44:37 AM laurabusse Speechless.

4/12/2019 11:45:29 AM allahuniversal __ last 2 blanks = 5G? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116324371503751170?s=19 …

4/12/2019 11:45:59 AM aprilbrown99 Feel free to mute her to have peace and quiet. It is fantastic. 👍

4/12/2019 11:46:08 AM ragevirusqq ☝️excellent!  ♥️

4/12/2019 11:46:23 AM universalrisin Will these subtle “scientific developments” and “discoveries” be the way the sleeping public finds out about ET life? Not in the way where a massive 

ship appears in the sky scaring the pee out of everyone.

4/12/2019 11:47:19 AM allahuniversal Yes, you're very 😎

And JFK Jr is still not running in 2024.

4/12/2019 11:47:30 AM laurabusse I see you're being harassed by left wing hate speech. Probably another of her accounts...

4/12/2019 11:49:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Derivative

4/12/2019 11:50:38 AM petitchevalb Watch the sky ☺

 https://twitter.com/UFOL3TA/status/1116211137643565056?s=20 …

4/12/2019 11:51:06 AM teresa_r53 I read last night that Assange gave the cat to someone last November, so it wasn't trapped in that apt. with him.

4/12/2019 11:51:13 AM wild8heart 1620 - base number is 9

4/12/2019 11:51:35 AM razta099 I hope so.

4/12/2019 11:52:20 AM cypressbill1980 sick of living in a dark world where nothing is ever as it seems.  

i was naive  like everyone .

when you learn some stuff about some things it's made me hate the institutions that facilitate and perpetuate evil deeds .

the corruption without accountability 

the 2 tier justice

4/12/2019 11:52:26 AM laurabusse Cats are amazing creatures as are dogs and most of nit all other creatures. It's been said they neutralize neg energy in humans. When i meditate often 

one will jump in my lap. When I'm upset they seem to know and come to confort me. They're low maintenance compared to dogs...

4/12/2019 11:52:46 AM jollyrob2 Likewise 👍

4/12/2019 11:54:46 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/4WqSGz5VjE

4/12/2019 11:55:08 AM 313looper 5G ....!? 😳

4/12/2019 11:55:29 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/sEbGwdlGq4

4/12/2019 11:55:38 AM aprilbrown99 Sounds like it is time to move out of California.

4/12/2019 11:56:09 AM allahuniversal Long story?

Tl;Dr version: Cult followings are in opposition to the goals of #TheGreatAwakening. Misleading people into creating a reality based on disinformation 

& keeping them under a spell is what KABal has been doing the entire time.

TTl;Dr version:

SHEEP NO MORE

4/12/2019 11:56:11 AM ethereal_shaman White hats control 5G technology now?

4/12/2019 11:57:08 AM youstinksoap Very interesting!

4/12/2019 11:57:09 AM morety76 I'm still unsure about 5G..

All the released information points to a danger for Biological Entities. Can you clarify?

4/12/2019 11:57:49 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

4/12/2019 11:58:17 AM starehope Nice!

4/12/2019 11:58:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Exactly! ☝🏼 If she was truly MAGA or #Qanon, she would not be shilling and dividing. I wonder if they all have meetings and trade tips? Probably has the

 Krassenstein shills in her favorites.

4/12/2019 12:04:03 PM realityloominng  https://www.c-span.org/video/?459575-1/pentagon-leadership-testifies-proposed-space-force&start=8758 …

4/12/2019 12:04:47 PM skerrykerri Keep the music coming, I am wading through acres of documentation...

4/12/2019 12:05:43 PM allahuniversal Orders form the top down have to come from somewhere. Unless sent telepathically (& possibly even if so), those orders have a paper trail or a digital 

footprint which can (already have?) be tracked

4/12/2019 12:06:21 PM freeandoriginal Her..who ?

4/12/2019 12:07:18 PM zagnett  https://media1.tenor.com/images/d384c45898d900694f513bcafecd04cb/tenor.gif?itemid=12160852 …

Ah she's clearly a Peter Strozk-level [cabal bitch], except maybe worse. Now i get it. In fact they kinda look-alike. 🧐

4/12/2019 12:07:54 PM casitapark You raise ALICE.....

I'll raise with Khatia..... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctOAViEuQIE …

4/12/2019 12:08:01 PM jayrambin I did not see the orig tweet.  Honestly, I thought it was a DM to MJ12.  hard to believe he'd post this in public.

4/12/2019 12:08:10 PM zagnett Dang had to look up [Strozk's] name again. That's a toughie lol.



4/12/2019 12:09:37 PM laurabusse Happiness i just want to say

I offer you my full support

M4C has apparently unblocked me

I have just muted her forever and ever

Of course i will be wary of possible future accounts to mute also

I wish you (and everyone really) much peace and many blessings 💘

I mute abusive ppl

4/12/2019 12:09:58 PM jrocktigers I know.

4/12/2019 12:11:09 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/l6QTUAfzfw

4/12/2019 12:11:12 PM mikecoats1965 Boo! No 5G!!

4/12/2019 12:13:03 PM jayrambin Yes, sorry.  It *was* michelle.  Ive been following her for months.  She has changed accounts at least 4 times since ive known her.  But you're right.  My 

bad.  I get her and Kab mixed up. Some compelling evidence to suggest they are the same typist.

4/12/2019 12:14:01 PM allahuniversal Likely knowing that a DM wouldn't be answered (from experience?). Also, "IF" the tweet was taken down as demanded, public display of "power" 

would mean that much more if the demand was complied with. So that we would write off this accnt & go back hat in hand to almighty K 😂😂😂

4/12/2019 12:14:16 PM daveo6145 "new frontier"

4/12/2019 12:15:31 PM covertress ]5G[

100x faster than 4G.

Telecoms spending $275B.

3M new jobs.

Brings $500B to the economy.

92 5G deployments by end 2019.

Rural communities will have priority.

"It will be a different life."

@realDonaldTrump
4/12/2019 12:16:01 PM azuremagus ...is the trade off worth it?

4/12/2019 12:17:28 PM youstinksoap Also, Dead Mans Switch, which seemed obvious, but maybe what you were waiting for as an answer?

4/12/2019 12:17:51 PM 313looper & It’s serious side-affects ...!???

4/12/2019 12:18:08 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish- Wading in the Velvet Sea  https://youtu.be/-U7q7rPExCQ  via @YouTube

4/12/2019 12:18:18 PM mrblbrettish Aw, who can keep up, LOL!

4/12/2019 12:18:47 PM abagofcandy Could you quickly explain why yesterday was big? Because of Assange or something else?

4/12/2019 12:19:44 PM covertress Will this ]5G[ network become the "backbone" for the Internet 2.0? Quantum?

4/12/2019 12:19:54 PM abagofcandy Good question!

4/12/2019 12:20:16 PM razta099 That would be so amazing. I hope you're right!

4/12/2019 12:21:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Can you tell us which derivative?

4/12/2019 12:21:51 PM covertress It's a derivative of Tesla tech.

I don't think it's the same [5G] [they] were selling us.

4/12/2019 12:22:38 PM razta099 And it makes perfect sense. That is a good theory. I like that.

4/12/2019 12:24:04 PM covertress Will Dark Ice operate over this 5G network?

4/12/2019 12:24:30 PM zagnett Yes, JA. Before yesterday (unlike just about everyone else it seems) i assumed he was dead. But he looks relatively ok, considering what he's been 

through.

4/12/2019 12:26:16 PM realityloominng Does quantum-computing or AI have anything to do with 5g?

4/12/2019 12:27:06 PM toffer_anon_369 Hey MJ, did you guys see this one? https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/former-ceo-convicted-defrauding-food-and-drug-administration-and-distributing-

adulterated …

4/12/2019 12:27:06 PM covertress Show me the specs!

4/12/2019 12:27:35 PM jswdh1 He has taken measures to protect us from the harmful effects of 5g!

4/12/2019 12:28:45 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/52TQllAkojk 

4/12/2019 12:28:55 PM razta099 Interesting.

4/12/2019 12:31:15 PM zagnett i blocked [her]. Mute wasn't working oddly. We have other, legit "MK"-type & real victims to help - ones who want to get better, & improve their lives. 

[She] seems be more the kind that was or is actually perpetuating the abuse in the first place.

4/12/2019 12:31:31 PM universalrisin Perhaps the 5G release to the public will make way to ease in other declas technology such as replicators.

4/12/2019 12:32:58 PM libertylemana I’m on the fence about this. I know we need to keep up with technology. But, when that technology can become weaponized, that’s where I got the 

problem. And unfortunately we have a lot of enemies. Who’s to say we will be able to trust our own government in the future.

4/12/2019 12:34:25 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/I5nE6PNOoF

4/12/2019 12:34:29 PM 313looper I truly hope so...! 

You should see what the [5Q] [they] have had trial in Bristol/SW England...! Horrifying!

4/12/2019 12:35:19 PM godfamcountry We keep hearing how 5G is harmful.  We need clarification on this.

4/12/2019 12:35:22 PM jrocktigers I listened to the entirety. I designed ethernet backhaul networks for a few years (designing the fiberoptic layout in cities and between switches) , and 

the rural initiative  is going to be extremely difficult to do with price efficiency. It is needed, but this is not FREE MARKET

4/12/2019 12:36:14 PM realityloominng It may not all be disinfo if the New Guard hijacked an originally evil 5G plan

4/12/2019 12:38:11 PM linnyt7 As above, so below?

4/12/2019 12:38:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Didnt AG Barr say he would have his report out this week or within a week or something like that?

4/12/2019 12:40:06 PM linnyt7 When I tried to like this post I got the notice that Twitter is over capacity.

4/12/2019 12:41:29 PM allahuniversal Yes. Hence:

"ALICE is among us today.

Big week this week... ready for next week?" https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/09/ag-barr-expects-to-release-redacted-version-of-mueller-report-within-

a-week.html …

4/12/2019 12:44:44 PM ameliag37028892 Sweet, dank meme- rock on memestar!

4/12/2019 12:47:02 PM tyl3r59518097 From what I know, the pianist of the band penned those specific lyrics in an effort to capture his subjective visual experience of large crowds, for whom 

he is performing at live shows. Apparently 4 him, the crowd’s ebb&flow fluidity, builds to form what he sees as a velvet sea.

4/12/2019 12:48:33 PM iamyou132 MJ can you explain how 5G radiation isn’t harmful when current generation of cell radiation is?

4/12/2019 12:49:18 PM laurabusse Exactly

4/12/2019 12:52:21 PM nancyddb Been thinking about this for awhile. Trusting that The Plan includes something to support the trauma and help for people.

4/12/2019 12:53:33 PM zagnett Yes, it appears to be so. Here to help with that.

4/12/2019 12:54:11 PM nancyddb Aw, that's cute.

4/12/2019 1:04:38 PM starehope @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1116516398212112384 …

4/12/2019 1:07:51 PM nancyddb Me too, I'm hear to help.

4/12/2019 1:08:04 PM jaspony1 5G done by the Cabal = Bad

5G done by Potus = Disclosure!!!



4/12/2019 1:09:54 PM zagnett Full card-carrying member of some "secret society" it seems. Maybe 33 degree mason, if she has the $ for it, or associated w/one. Are there female 

masons actually? Come to think of it, i haven't heard of any.

4/12/2019 1:11:38 PM askingsocrates I had this same thought today. Slow introduction of old knowledge that wont create mass panic. I pray/meditate/focus every day for the peaceful 

passage of knowledge. pic.twitter.com/aoBede8IVI

4/12/2019 1:12:22 PM melanieanders7 Eastern Star is the Masonic version for women.

4/12/2019 1:12:23 PM thelilkingryan Info in video games https://deusex.fandom.com/wiki/Majestic_12 …

4/12/2019 1:12:40 PM cristajones9 It's supposedly NOT good for the health.

4/12/2019 1:14:24 PM teamsterr07 Well then I hope THAT person is taking good care of the cat. Lol thanks for the info.

4/12/2019 1:15:57 PM thelilkingryan Also disinfo be careful

4/12/2019 1:19:22 PM starehope Where did you discover this? No wonder I don't like caves.

4/12/2019 1:20:45 PM __jabird__ Why do you care so much about this account? Don’t look now. You’re motives are showing.

4/12/2019 1:27:32 PM blsdbe Wow, I hope you are right. Every hair follicle being an antenna for 5G is a creepy proposition... not sure I want to be that receptive.

4/12/2019 1:27:51 PM _369311119 If ALICE is cognitive dissonance, latent or triggered, then are all "asleep" people ALICE?

4/12/2019 1:29:49 PM mongrelglory I was way off too!  I originally thought she was an ornery AI program due of how repetitive she was. Then I thought, there's no way she's Canadian if 

she reports things to the Fed rather than the RCMP.  I should have realized the CIA has a long hx of running programs with Canada!

4/12/2019 1:30:03 PM kindeandtrue Very difficult to suspend one's brain and "trust" blindly.

4/12/2019 1:31:57 PM __jabird__ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I’ve got to ask. as a lifelong Alaskan, is @lisamurkowski Deep State in your opinion? Most fellow Alaskans are fed up with her. 

@SenFeinstein certainly seems to have her in her pocket.

4/12/2019 1:34:01 PM _369311119 Global TMS?

4/12/2019 1:39:08 PM nikoscali So is the woman in the video Kab or Kab's mom?

4/12/2019 1:39:27 PM djlok Cut and paste = lazy. I've done it before but not to harass.

4/12/2019 1:41:18 PM xusaf_patriot Even though I don't own a cell phone, frequencies involved with 5G make me nervous that it will still affect cellular structure.  Its bad enough that the 

power company installed a "remote" meter  on the house. Hundreds of web pages with information...but which ones reveal - truth

4/12/2019 1:43:04 PM starehope My likes keep disappearing too. My retweet do also, though not as often. @jack You must readjust your program. Stop unliking my likes. @POTUS 

@TheWhiteHouse @RealJamesWoods @DeepStateExpose

4/12/2019 1:43:39 PM starehope Oh, Hello ALICE!

4/12/2019 1:44:16 PM jayrambin Right. Michelle. I’ve watched her lose and create new accounts at least 3 times in the last year.

4/12/2019 1:45:01 PM mongrelglory I just listened to this video of David Wilcock talking about the giants yesterday!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=1-fMv0n7ydI …

4/12/2019 1:46:10 PM djlok I LOVE it when they answer that way!!!  Every time I'm reading around and see that "We are the Majestic 12" as a response, I'm like "hell yeah!!!"

4/12/2019 1:50:08 PM universalrisin I believe MJ12 has talked about this. I think Moloch was one of them not sure, which is why i wanted to do some more research since they’re living 

below us and could eventually come above to attack us or something i don’t know. Better safe than sorry you know!

4/12/2019 1:53:56 PM starehope Yes. Every time I think I've read all the tweets, someone mentions something was already discussed. These threads go in every direction it seems. 

Thanks.

4/12/2019 1:54:56 PM universalrisin “An IS-BE” I wonder if MJ is specifically talking about Moloch. I remember seeing a picture clear as day in my head of moloch being huge and tall sitting 

in a chair with tiny people below him. I wish i can find it but I don’t know where

4/12/2019 1:55:55 PM andress45303251 The walking dead

4/12/2019 1:58:30 PM andress45303251 It is part of MK Ultra. Mind control through music and drugs and flashing lights.

4/12/2019 1:58:47 PM 1_decided_voter Do "ruins" in Antarctica have similar sized artifacts?

4/12/2019 2:00:09 PM starehope Beautiful!

4/12/2019 2:00:54 PM olimyracle According to MJ (and others), 72% is needed.

1B is yet not enough, but yet enough to get VIRAL!

Time now to roll up sleeves! If each of US woke 5 to 10 people around them, here WE are.

Time now to ORGANIZE US, to INVEST US in filling the gap.

NOW!

💞 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006976209002123264?s=19 …
4/12/2019 2:01:55 PM starehope Strange.

4/12/2019 2:03:13 PM aprilbrown99 I blocked her as well cuz I kept reading her tweets. Defeats the purpose. 🥴

4/12/2019 2:03:57 PM dms1765 It will be different alright. We will all get seriously ill.

4/12/2019 2:04:22 PM oo1o110 I don't think I understand. Why wouldn't it?

4/12/2019 2:05:01 PM 313looper Thanks... that was helpful ! 🙏🏻🌷

4/12/2019 2:06:51 PM aprilbrown99 This might help you. It is much easier to find things. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

4/12/2019 2:08:06 PM starehope What? English please... 😊

4/12/2019 2:08:19 PM aprilbrown99 [Their] tentacles are or were far reaching. Wrapped around this planet.

4/12/2019 2:11:56 PM je_weed_707_ What’s your take on 5g. A lot of what I’m reading is that it will help kill “we the people.”

4/12/2019 2:13:30 PM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/SXoROp7Dd6

4/12/2019 2:14:49 PM olimyracle What would you do to lead a civilization to a consensus, knowing the situation and the timeframe at disposal ?

What good can ANGER of the MASS lead to?

What is easier, to get an angry person come to like you, or the OPPOSITE?

Hate me. In mass please. For God and Country.

💞 pic.twitter.com/m9Dt3tstCX
4/12/2019 2:17:06 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1088157283169648640 …

Ah yes, the moon. A favorite topic of mine. 👇👇👇

4/12/2019 2:20:07 PM mongrelglory Right into the Vatican even!

4/12/2019 2:20:35 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, the most evil reside their for sure.

4/12/2019 2:24:51 PM maryschade14 Deathstar..no matter where you are..Tesla Death Ray after they ripped him off..

4/12/2019 2:25:24 PM laurabusse Yeah it is tempting :-)

But never satisfying!



4/12/2019 2:27:03 PM olimyracle Why is Macron going skiing while the #YellowVest are MASS protesting?

How comes that NOTHING has changed despite 100+ days of mobilization?

Are some "holidays" part of A DEAL?

How many times did Trump met Macron?

What is their relationship?

What kind of deal would it be?

👁👁 pic.twitter.com/vmC2hPJVkq
4/12/2019 2:29:56 PM aprilbrown99 You said it. So much hate and negativity. I feel saturated if I stay too long. Like I am suffocating. I wish her well and I hope she gets help.

4/12/2019 2:32:57 PM laurabusse 5 G gets my vote unless something more earth shattering comes out today...

4/12/2019 2:36:29 PM olimyracle Read between the lines.

Everything has a meaning.

What does a magician  while he's doing a "secret move"?

What is "misdirection"? Attracting attention?

How do you lead a crowd without them being conscious to be leaded? What is the role of EMOTIONS in such a process?

Great job! pic.twitter.com/rSNEh8ARGU
4/12/2019 2:36:43 PM maryschade14 Alice was here..

If we had actually been to the moon..they would have been successful..

Memories of Z rated Capricorn One..showing how the hoax was performed..

4/12/2019 2:36:48 PM eisentourage I feel like they missed a perfect opportunity for slow disclosure when they started unearthing some long gone giants and other alien races.  Not saying 

these things are fact, but from what I’ve read it seems like there’s been a lot of it over the years.

4/12/2019 2:37:18 PM laurabusse Me too. It's disturbing and frankly a little frightening!

4/12/2019 2:41:52 PM zagnett Try to escape the situation if possible i guess.

4/12/2019 2:41:53 PM aprilbrown99 I think in the coming months we will see many more like her. It is very sad. I do have a difficulty understanding how someone could be that way. I 

haven’t ever understood it.  For that I feel very fortunate.

4/12/2019 2:44:56 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006988690122526720?s=19 …

4/12/2019 2:45:25 PM zagnett  https://theunredacted.com/the-tunguska-blast-teslas-death-ray/ …

Tunguska?

4/12/2019 2:45:53 PM hawkgirlinmn I expect some extreme cognitive dissonance before a breakthrough jn awakening for some people, but she is a doosie.

4/12/2019 2:47:02 PM n7guardiananon I'll choose 5D over 3D anytime.

4/12/2019 2:49:35 PM mongrelglory @LeftHateSpeech seems to be defending her a lot.

4/12/2019 2:49:57 PM lynnmar42209594 How many is going to die, just for this? Its not needed

4/12/2019 2:50:52 PM aprilbrown99 I agree. If only 1B are awake...those are pretty high odds. We have about 6B peeps still snoozing. #WakeUpAmerica

4/12/2019 2:51:14 PM maryschade14 I was thinking of Tunguska in re another MJ tweet. This tech never died..maybe transmuted..DEWs weather weapinization. 

He also worked with sound. Frequency Vibration Energy

4/12/2019 2:51:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Who gave the 1b estimate? That’s scary.

4/12/2019 2:51:40 PM aprilbrown99 They are connected. Lefty has some likes on her feed of M4C.

4/12/2019 2:52:15 PM aprilbrown99 MJ in an earlier tweet today.

4/12/2019 2:52:43 PM maryschade14 Biden's son Billion$ Bank of China..Feinstein..are we going to see any White Dragons

4/12/2019 2:52:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Ah...busy day for me. I missed that one. Must catch up!

4/12/2019 2:55:19 PM realityloominng What is the main purpose of this taking so long?

You've previouly mentioned the plan was basically to expose ]pedophiles with secret spaceships[

4/12/2019 2:57:06 PM zagnett Nope, never died, & sounds far more powerful than that even. Hopefully secured. Seems like it may have been possibly a year or two ago.

4/12/2019 2:58:14 PM mongrelglory Cats rule, dogs drool. pic.twitter.com/GJRP1gjILR

4/12/2019 2:59:39 PM olimyracle #5G

#Vaccines

#Chemtrails

#Pedogate

#FreeAssange

#DisclosureNow

What are WE waiting for to STAND UP LOUD ? What else do WE need now ?

Each 4th of the month, go out, organize protests in your town, convince your friends this battle is worth the price.

WE are in power. USE IT ! pic.twitter.com/XjH4tr1PK6
4/12/2019 2:59:59 PM aprilbrown99 😀 btw, I hope your interview went really well yesterday. I don’t need details but just keeping my fingers crossed for you. You would be great at 

whatever it is. 💕🌸🦋. You are one smart gal. 👍

4/12/2019 3:00:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 72% of USA not world. 

We are at 80% USA "aware" and 72% "woke" and 55% "approval" (with rigged polls).

4/12/2019 3:00:38 PM laurabusse I'll choose 5D over 5G anytime.

(Are we suddenly on reddit?)

4/12/2019 3:00:54 PM zagnett Oh yeah, how did it go?

4/12/2019 3:01:24 PM aprilbrown99 Omg, I am laughing hysterically. Love that picture. Are they yours?

4/12/2019 3:01:54 PM laurabusse Lefty is probably another M4C acct.

I would put money on it.

4/12/2019 3:02:38 PM zagnett Interesting place, this "moon" thingie.

& interesting MJ tweets:

👉from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 moon

4/12/2019 3:03:19 PM aprilbrown99 It is like having or suffering from multiple personality disorder. Have so many accounts. 🥴

4/12/2019 3:03:35 PM maryschade14 Yes. Think Aluminum melting in Redding Ca fires.

Science Fiction Science Fact. 

PG&E is being sued and will collapse. This comes out as Trump speaks of Tech today.

4/12/2019 3:03:58 PM 313looper So what’s the world’s percentage of awakens !?



4/12/2019 3:04:06 PM mongrelglory No.  We are a dog free zone.  3 cats and 4 budgies. 6 animals over my condo limit. shhhh... 🤫 pic.twitter.com/KMFroEQYTZ

4/12/2019 3:04:53 PM aprilbrown99 Lol, I won’t tell anyone. 👍

4/12/2019 3:05:07 PM laurabusse LOL. I love dogs but cats are much easier. Low maintenance. Except for all the hurling.

4/12/2019 3:05:14 PM zagnett Actually "multiple personality disorder" is an MK specialty. Their programs specifically gave people that disorder in order to create different "alters" 

that are programmed to basically get them to do whatever the f the [handlers] want.

4/12/2019 3:06:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Speaking of MK, did you guys see the video of AOC glitching during a response to a question?

4/12/2019 3:06:32 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yea, I forgot about that. You are correctamundo.

4/12/2019 3:07:06 PM zagnett & the different alters don't know what the other alters do or are capable of. It's literally equivalent to the left hand doesn't know what the right hand is 

doing.

4/12/2019 3:07:06 PM aprilbrown99 No but would love to. When was it?

4/12/2019 3:07:13 PM zagnett Oh no, please post!

4/12/2019 3:08:10 PM laurabusse Missed that...

4/12/2019 3:08:41 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/prisonplanet/status/1116659041768546304?s=21 …

4/12/2019 3:10:41 PM orthogonalron Think Wardenclyffe

Are you ready? pic.twitter.com/ec5PNBWsvH

4/12/2019 3:11:39 PM aprilbrown99 Very interesting. She had a moment there and then she somehow refocused.

4/12/2019 3:11:43 PM laurabusse Kinda like when on monday i make a dentist's appt for Fri at 2 pm, then on Tue i accept a friend's invitation to lunch on fri at 2 pm? Then on wed i 

realize what i did and start to panic? Only i guess if i was mk ultra'ed i wouldn't have the realization LOL!

4/12/2019 3:11:56 PM mongrelglory Naw...she was just "thinking hard".  😆

4/12/2019 3:12:25 PM aprilbrown99 😂🤣😂

4/12/2019 3:12:57 PM hawkgirlinmn She looks exhausted too.

4/12/2019 3:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 She almost hurt herself. 🥴

4/12/2019 3:13:03 PM michael81972 1 billion out of 7.7 billion or around 13%

4/12/2019 3:13:20 PM zagnett Different frequencies, different effects? Some good, some bad? We'll hopefully use the good ones only? idk, hoping so.🤔

4/12/2019 3:13:39 PM aprilbrown99 She is busy hiding her mangers 💰

4/12/2019 3:13:44 PM mongrelglory ...and the furniture scratching.  I now have a "shag" sofa.  Good thing shag is back in style!

4/12/2019 3:14:56 PM aprilbrown99 Idk about shag sofas...I had shag carpet growing up. Lol

4/12/2019 3:15:18 PM zagnett What? No way!

MJ, do you have any screenshots of the analytics or something on this? It's practically unbelievable that it's that high already.

4/12/2019 3:16:41 PM zagnett Well, that's a big problem actually. That's one reason they typically have [handlers]. Schizophrenics usually can't manage their own lives.

4/12/2019 3:17:34 PM zagnett Yeah i'm wondering who they are. 🧐

4/12/2019 3:18:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Maybe we need to dig up her casting video?

4/12/2019 3:18:35 PM zagnett Wow! If you have a link on that plz post!

4/12/2019 3:20:36 PM laurabusse O god the furniture scratching. You must keep them in. We would let them out when we had our townhouse but someone ratted on us so we moved 

(to a house). So now the cats ruin the deck railings instead!! Easier to replace furniture! Some day someone will invent catproof furniture!

4/12/2019 3:20:57 PM 313looper Yes I know...! Would be around 14% or so including everyone & kids...It’s not even close to half of 50%...!

I guess, that couldn’t be accurate...!

4/12/2019 3:22:01 PM laurabusse You would think since they're outside ANYWAY that they would prefer actual TREES! But NOOO!

4/12/2019 3:22:24 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/3uwNsDepMA

4/12/2019 3:22:36 PM zagnett Dang i have to hold back on that even in my own household to avoid arguments!

4/12/2019 3:23:22 PM laurabusse We had a shag sofa. Designed and manufactured by our 3 cats!

4/12/2019 3:24:20 PM allahuniversal "72% of USA not world."

That's a relief, thanks for clearing that up pic.twitter.com/daMwDccpMY

4/12/2019 3:25:01 PM realityloominng What is the % who are trusting The Plan?

4/12/2019 3:25:51 PM laurabusse Never thought of that. I assumed a handler was a failsafe but i guess it's actually quite necessary. I wonder who hrc's was during the most recent prez 

campaign. She sure was getting dicey there...

4/12/2019 3:26:27 PM blankmarlo Some people genuinely don't want to know

4/12/2019 3:26:47 PM laurabusse You lost me on mangers...

4/12/2019 3:27:24 PM aprilbrown99 Her manager siphoned money

4/12/2019 3:27:26 PM laurabusse :-)

4/12/2019 3:28:23 PM aprilbrown99 I wish twatter would let us make corrections to tweets.

4/12/2019 3:28:55 PM zagnett Think famous movie stars / musicians. Some % of them i mean, not all.

Think [HRC]. Do you think [she] can manage [her] own life? Have you heard stories about [her] like in & out of trances & stuff, by the employees that 

actually managed to survive their employment?

MK is whack.

4/12/2019 3:29:16 PM laurabusse Huh. I thought it might be manager not manger but that didn't make much sense either. But it made more sense than manger...

4/12/2019 3:30:33 PM zagnett Well i regularly attempt to ease into the subject. But it don't work. ETs are big darn fear for a lot of people. It's deeply ingrained in some.

4/12/2019 3:30:46 PM laurabusse Remember that picture of her in a vehicle like she was on someone's lap or something?

4/12/2019 3:31:07 PM aprilbrown99 I am typing on an iPad with two fingers.  Sorry. 🥴

4/12/2019 3:31:17 PM laurabusse Oh. Of course. Huma was her handler.

4/12/2019 3:32:34 PM laurabusse No apology necessary. We all make typos...

Some are just easier to decipher than others! 💘

4/12/2019 3:33:19 PM zagnett Yup. & getting shoved into a van on 9-11-16? Or driving a van into a parking lot post or something? Or having more seizures in public than i think i can 

count it seems?

4/12/2019 3:35:26 PM n7guardiananon I'm gonna be totally "steve rogers" honest.  I dont understand the reddit reference. 

🤔😔

lol pic.twitter.com/8PCtMaPVgr

4/12/2019 3:35:43 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  I think she is possessed. pic.twitter.com/98xzDWsGTr

4/12/2019 3:36:43 PM zagnett i've never been more excited in my whole life (except for a few special personal moments of course)! But never more excited about societal changes. 

the worst part i can't even share this excitement in real life yet. Hoping this all gets more real for them all at some point too.

4/12/2019 3:37:45 PM aprilbrown99 Her eyes have slits for pupils.

4/12/2019 3:37:52 PM zagnett Yeah sounds like she's got that going for [her] too.🙄

4/12/2019 3:38:07 PM iamyou132 From what I understand, high frequency radiation damages tissue. That’s why it’s not a good idea to get a ton of xrays in one year or a short span of 

time. But maybe you’re right on it being a completely different frequency but it’s hard not to be weary



4/12/2019 3:38:37 PM freestateojones Until a certain amount of people are consciously aware (I believe its referred to as 'Critical Mass' by some) certain information will not be released. 

Doing so prematurely cannot happen due to the likely circumstances that would pursue after. 

Panic/Fear is not desired.

4/12/2019 3:38:48 PM reelect20 👇CHECK THAT OUT👇RETW.🔃 https://bit.ly/2D7edWj 

4/12/2019 3:39:18 PM zagnett [She] has several, like Huma, & the doctor with the epi-pen or similar looking thing. Probably more.

4/12/2019 3:39:58 PM zagnett i'm not talking about those kinds of waves. More like scalar waves.

4/12/2019 3:40:57 PM mscronkat Sorry I missed this. I thought 5G was going to fry our brains, as well as all animal & insect life. Disinformation? Hope so.

4/12/2019 3:41:01 PM lbf777 Is 5G a free energy device?

4/12/2019 3:42:44 PM maryschade14 Paperclip etal? We knew as children in the 60s they all went to Brazil Argentina etc. Then it got called tinfoil hat to think this. Im Old School with a tight 

memory. 

Why did Clowns In America focus on hiring those who spoke fluent German 1950s? More than debriefing defectors..

4/12/2019 3:44:53 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJKzfKwKSDM …

Quick primer on scalar. Theoria Apophasis is an awesome YT channel/source btw. Knows a lot about the science that's been held back from the public 

for decades. He's a big fan of Tesla.

4/12/2019 3:44:55 PM adsvel Eyes is the mirror of the Soul, the Idea of what that Individual is intending to become.

4/12/2019 3:45:40 PM 1crazy_toaster We had free energy once upon a time. The Tartarian structures - and no birds dropped dead or humans health decline.

4/12/2019 3:45:56 PM laurabusse Then of course there's the kuru...

4/12/2019 3:46:01 PM zagnett Yeah i've gotten over the "it should be faster part".

Now i'm just determined to channel my inner-Picard & "make it so!"

4/12/2019 3:46:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, something truly evil lurks within her eyes. (shudder)

4/12/2019 3:46:28 PM daveo6145 What are your guys thoughts on SecureTeam10 ?  I’m a little hesitant now with Kab stuff...

4/12/2019 3:46:43 PM aprilbrown99 🤢🤮

4/12/2019 3:46:46 PM zagnett 🥴

4/12/2019 3:47:55 PM iamyou132 Ahh the aether. I can understand how Tesla technology wouldn’t cause harm but is 5G really Tesla technology? I wanna believe

4/12/2019 3:48:03 PM norwegianon And what's up with them archons on sg-1? S3e15

Good and bad archons?

Archons don't live in good/bad land?

Or just to mess with my he head.. pic.twitter.com/e3EPI2sV1D

4/12/2019 3:48:58 PM adsvel "Master" entities...

4/12/2019 3:50:09 PM daveo6145 Big week, right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

#thegreatawakening

#qanon

#DarkToLight https://twitter.com/gholland04/status/1116821493600493568 …

4/12/2019 3:50:11 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I am thinking Draco’s?  Does her body house an entity or alien?

4/12/2019 3:50:30 PM laurabusse You ever on reddit? Maybe its the subreddits i look at but a lot of the ppl there seem to play this word game with the comments. They layer comment 

upon comment upon comment, all diff ppl, where they make these clever little adjustments to the previous comment. V entertaining...

4/12/2019 3:51:03 PM laurabusse If i can find a good example I'll tweet it and tag you...

4/12/2019 3:51:07 PM zagnett Guessing MJ means some "derivative" of it. In any case, not necessarily the EMF that necessarily causes harm.

i don't understand the science well enough to teach it. i just have some basics so far. Can't wait to learn more! But it's not top priority now.

Top priority is GA.

4/12/2019 3:51:40 PM adsvel Entity, very egoistic hostile entity and its group.

4/12/2019 3:51:53 PM zagnett Thanks for trying!

4/12/2019 3:53:25 PM moemc8 Was very worried about 5G, however I have full trust in POTUS.

4/12/2019 3:53:47 PM shushale Old school with a tight memory.

I’m pulling a robbery on that and using it for myself.

4/12/2019 3:54:22 PM n7guardiananon Never, and it just goes on and on?

Seems fun, but would get old if the content was lacking.

4/12/2019 3:54:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. I wonder how long the “entity” has been within her?  There must have been a time when she wasn’t as evil. I could be wrong. She was most likely 

groomed for this from a child. It is very sad.

4/12/2019 3:54:40 PM maryschade14 Please..you are obligated to do so.

4/12/2019 3:54:46 PM mongrelglory They haven't figured out how to use the elevator buttons yet...

4/12/2019 3:55:10 PM n7guardiananon Thank ya kindly 😉

4/12/2019 3:55:33 PM antarantanka China’s version of “5G” is 2.6 GHz, it’s NOT millimeter wave frequencies. They’re implementing the protocol not the frequency band. Yet the press is 

comparing them to USA 5G. Apples and oranges.... are not in competition.

4/12/2019 3:55:45 PM ragevirusqq So how many believe they are real or exist? From the back of the station wagon: “are we there yet?”

4/12/2019 3:56:21 PM shushale Goals for life!

😁😂😄😉💗

4/12/2019 3:56:24 PM ragevirusqq If so then..... pic.twitter.com/7E3AKXhD13

4/12/2019 3:57:48 PM scott_rick Has the big Friday event happened yet?  Trump tweeted about 9-11 is that it?

4/12/2019 3:58:09 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 said she was groomed since age 1.

4/12/2019 3:58:38 PM aprilbrown99 That is very sad.

4/12/2019 3:58:41 PM zagnett Whoa, great find!

4/12/2019 3:58:52 PM maryschade14 😂😂😍💖🍧🎶🎯

4/12/2019 4:00:11 PM zagnett [She] was. Father apparently was heir to Capone in Ch.

That's how far back this goes.



4/12/2019 4:00:13 PM olimyracle 1M would be fair enough for a start 🙃

What do you do when you have a 25 years working model ?

How do you get the poorest of the poorest a decent life ?

How do you give back their power to womens and childrens ?

Duplicate Duplicate Duplicate. WW.

🙏

 http://voixlibres.org/index.php?lang=en …
4/12/2019 4:00:59 PM ragevirusqq Is she a st Clair?

4/12/2019 4:01:52 PM zagnett Oh of that Catholic order or something? idk.

4/12/2019 4:02:56 PM mongrelglory In North America they've been unearthing giant skeletons since the early 1800's.  Unbelievable how they've managed to suppress that history!

4/12/2019 4:06:16 PM adsvel When somebody start creating illusion, denying own inner whispering voice, it never see the line it is crossed, because perspectives of these illusions is 

most important than anything else.

4/12/2019 4:07:46 PM aprilbrown99 What?

4/12/2019 4:08:04 PM ragevirusqq Bloodline

4/12/2019 4:08:32 PM aprilbrown99 Well said. That is very true.

4/12/2019 4:10:03 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  Wasn’t St Clair the bloodline of Jesus?  Or was that just in the movie?  This is the first time I am hearing this...so a little shocked. 🥴

4/12/2019 4:11:15 PM aprilbrown99 I knew she was part of the cabal bloodlines. I guess the name St Clair threw me.

4/12/2019 4:12:25 PM igiant111 Would be cool if the 5G death-conspiracies were actual disinfo to cover up these being ‘free energy’ to hide from the elites...

4/12/2019 4:12:29 PM zagnett Yes, absolutely. We should bring all the ideas to the table, & get that started in as big a way as we can so we can make use of the tech as soon as it 

presents itself. Also, our ideas can help drive that work too.

Btw hi to everyone assembling all that tech! We LOVE You All! 🥰

4/12/2019 4:12:55 PM mongrelglory Me too!  It's too bad they ruined it years later with their Liberal leftist agenda!

4/12/2019 4:14:04 PM enomai_ Yes...

4/12/2019 4:15:00 PM zagnett @SecureTeam10 is fun & interesting. Seems no ill-will. Now is some disinfo/misinfo? Maybe, but i haven't detected anything obvious yet.

Definitely should question it. But just like you should question every source, including MJ.

4/12/2019 4:16:35 PM ragevirusqq I’ll see if i can find where I read that.

4/12/2019 4:17:14 PM lbf777 Lol I was thinking that might be the ploy. Trippy. I hope so.

4/12/2019 4:17:42 PM trumpmomma Majestic pls tell me @POTUS will STOP THE CHEMTRAILS.  They’re killing us!

4/12/2019 4:18:15 PM n7guardiananon I know right...Disney, Sesame Street, Muppets...they just went beeline for brainwashing kids.

4/12/2019 4:18:25 PM aprilbrown99 Like they have accepted Trump is our President now for 3 years? You have seen what lengths they have gone to in disbelief of that. If the population 

knew for sure that ETs were real, it would burst their minds - strictly speaking about those who don’t, won’t or can’t believe.

4/12/2019 4:22:16 PM decodematrix "Now, understand that in STARGATE SG-1 the Go'uld are a parasitical reptilian race of aliens that "take a host" in order to cheat death and [BOOM], we 

will cross reference this in a moment." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476020035178497 …

4/12/2019 4:22:29 PM aprilbrown99 If a larger population is interested and believe it will help the others who might have a difficult time with it. Having 72% of the population awake and 

open to the possibilities will raise the vibration and the energy of those who haven’t. 72=9. Majestic.

4/12/2019 4:22:51 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Jake.

4/12/2019 4:23:29 PM mongrelglory Well put!  That sums up our current predicament perfectly.

4/12/2019 4:23:55 PM mongrelglory Thanks for posting this!  I didn't know it existed!

4/12/2019 4:24:08 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Decode!  🙏

4/12/2019 4:25:12 PM ragevirusqq Our go’uld are more than one race?

4/12/2019 4:26:19 PM nun_chucknorris Watching a Go’uld episode (S02E02) at this very moment!

4/12/2019 4:26:54 PM zagnett Let the Game begin.

4/12/2019 4:28:33 PM mongrelglory Maggie Trudeau (Justin Trudeau's mother) was a St. Clair.

4/12/2019 4:29:00 PM trumpmomma Look up (or if you’re in a plane, look out and down) and you’ll be shocked how much they are doing this.  

This plane pic was last Monday.  Infuriating !! pic.twitter.com/gCnxMjWMjs

4/12/2019 4:29:04 PM zagnett Yeah f*** traffic. Cars are so friggin' 2D anyway. Unless you somehow manage some sweet jumps or something.

& f*** 40 hours a week. Ironically i'd actually work harder for this than i ever did before. Difference? It might just be FUN.

4/12/2019 4:30:24 PM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences. 😃

4/12/2019 4:30:58 PM zagnett Yup. Never met someone i didn't disagree with on something. But love 'em all. 🥰

4/12/2019 4:34:11 PM mongrelglory Oh!  That's an encouraging number! 😊

It should start increasing exponentially once the MSM is forced to report on the prosecutions and indictments of people in power!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

4/12/2019 4:38:35 PM jessewa25340831 Of course UFO's already exist or do we not know what"ufo' stands for?

4/12/2019 4:38:40 PM mongrelglory I suppose the 72% "woke" would be people who have finally realized that the "trusted sources" of the MSM and their politicians/officials have been 

lying to them.  They may not know the details of the evil that has been happening, but they no longer accept things on blind faith.

4/12/2019 4:40:22 PM zagnett Well that's a bare minimum level of "woke" but we'll have to take what we can get i guess.

4/12/2019 4:42:50 PM zagnett My family calls me an idiot, low IQ, & occasionally worse. Yeah they have a sense of humor too lol. 😘

4/12/2019 4:45:26 PM mongrelglory I agree with everything you guys have said! I think the reason my friends around me are so close-minded is because they are "highly educated" (i.e. 

brainwashed and invested in the current system). At my med school class reunion yrs ago they laughed at me for talking about ETs.

4/12/2019 4:46:26 PM aprilbrown99 [They] have just sprinkled their seed everywhere haven’t [they].  Time to use some Roundup weed killer on them!

4/12/2019 4:46:58 PM ragevirusqq A taste of their own Monsanto medicine

4/12/2019 4:48:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals https://twitter.com/JointBasePHH/status/1116796874843754496 …

4/12/2019 4:49:25 PM weissjsw819 No. But it has the potential to achieve a rudimentary form of consciousness.

4/12/2019 4:49:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operation Paperclip https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1116848261556592640 …

4/12/2019 4:50:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/CharlesOrtel/status/1116841131541766145 …

4/12/2019 4:51:03 PM tanhaley Should be in every American  history book!!!! In fact,  AMERICAN HISTORY must come back to public schools. #CommonCoreSucks

4/12/2019 4:51:15 PM mongrelglory I have to be honest...my favourite submarine movie is "Das Boot" but signals are good!

4/12/2019 4:51:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 322 https://twitter.com/ArmyWP_Football/status/1116823305812684807 …

4/12/2019 4:52:08 PM anniesgottagun Waiting patiently

4/12/2019 4:52:36 PM mongrelglory I don't think they really teach much of history anymore...it's more "Propaganda 101".



4/12/2019 4:52:46 PM starehope Yes, my second is Hunt for Red October.

4/12/2019 4:52:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1116847213341286400 …

4/12/2019 4:53:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 19:53 ET

4/12/2019 4:54:21 PM jvan125 Is ‘the plan’ accelerating? Feels like it is...🤯🙏🏻❤️🌟🇺🇸

4/12/2019 4:54:55 PM worldxplorer1 I would love know what is behind the trumpet-like sounds coming from the sky heard around the world... 

https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1116508347212029952?s=21 …

4/12/2019 4:55:02 PM zagnett The N___ faction's part of the takeover of the United States decades ago you mean?

4/12/2019 4:55:14 PM mongrelglory #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

I retweeted that story this morning! 

My microchip must be working well. 😁

4/12/2019 4:55:38 PM jeremy350344 Is pence apart of the Q movement? And if not is he deepstate?

4/12/2019 4:55:49 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/EVHJ9tMPwG

4/12/2019 4:55:49 PM islandofdelight The show Chuck disclosed “Intersect” technology to recall self defense skills and intelligence information... is this a version of positive MKUltra like tech 

being used to download data without having to learn it? Will this type of technology ever exist in education?

4/12/2019 4:55:55 PM zagnett Yay Charles Ortel! He's great!

4/12/2019 4:56:10 PM aprilbrown99 May I ask which MJ do we have the pleasure of speaking with tonight? 🙏

4/12/2019 4:56:22 PM islandofdelight Was this week a tipping point? Everything seems to be accelerating now...

4/12/2019 4:56:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 (pizzagate is real) https://twitter.com/csa_asc/status/1116836482625540097 …

4/12/2019 4:57:15 PM islandofdelight Best ways to open oneself up for your Majestic downloads while meditating? Focus on 3 6 9? Any other tips? Feel free to reach out via VOG! Not that 

you need my permission... but you have it!

4/12/2019 4:57:33 PM slappy_kincaid Is Mendax mendacious?

4/12/2019 4:57:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Day...

322? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1116835888640811009 …

4/12/2019 4:58:01 PM worldxplorer1 Are you able to see how OFC goes thru looking glass tech?  Does it go well on the current timeline?

4/12/2019 4:58:09 PM scott_rick 9-11 info coming out?

JFK assassination truth coming?

4/12/2019 4:58:16 PM starehope And all the time the teachers have to take in talking about anti- bullying. Then there's the gender confusion cirriculum to teach. No wonder there is no 

time for civics or traditional courses.

4/12/2019 4:58:38 PM scott_rick Is Q a ET?

4/12/2019 4:58:38 PM aetherwalker1 Did 🦉fail with their distraction, attention seizing event, today?

4/12/2019 4:58:48 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealEpstein

4/12/2019 4:58:58 PM justiceville o7

4/12/2019 4:59:01 PM alec_m_currier 223.. not so smart r You?

4/12/2019 4:59:04 PM starehope #CommonCoreSucksBigly

4/12/2019 4:59:06 PM jayrambin @JaneWMason you gotta read this Mom.  I started watching the Stargate SG-1 series this week after seeing many references, not just MJ12. Many 

episodes free on Hulu and probably Netflix and others. Riveting story, chars, actors and script.  Plus, some truth disclosure. Some of it.

4/12/2019 4:59:26 PM lbf777 Since 1953. That’s why Socialism & Fascism got so bad in America.

4/12/2019 4:59:26 PM worldxplorer1 Do the MJ12 downloads the we are eligible for occur during sleep, meditation, waking consciousness, or all the above?

4/12/2019 4:59:27 PM islandofdelight Does the Bluetooth version 4/5 found in headphones today cause negative health related repercussions to the user?

4/12/2019 4:59:29 PM 313looper Wow.....😳

4/12/2019 4:59:29 PM big_simp Can a rock make a moral decision?  what is morality?  what is the difference between "intelligence" and "wisdom"

4/12/2019 4:59:33 PM sirmikeyparker Is Earth Humanities home planet?

4/12/2019 4:59:39 PM cstarr888 It's a great start! 🙏💖

4/12/2019 4:59:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 OFC? Official First Contact?

You would see it through your own eyes.

Depending on your influence in the Matrix, you could go 100% undetected without altering the timeline, for yourself. Your future. Not anyone elses. 

Technically.

4/12/2019 4:59:43 PM vintagesquirrel Are we waiting on an event prior to declas occurring?

4/12/2019 4:59:49 PM mongrelglory The ring has 3 diamonds below the skull and then two sets of 2 diamonds below that. 322.  MJ-12, are there still parts of the Army that need to be 

cleaned out, or are they signally to ☠️ that they're coming after them?

4/12/2019 5:00:00 PM tammymckeever Is the Queen and her ilk surrendered?

4/12/2019 5:00:09 PM islandofdelight Will Julian Assange be pardoned by POTUS?

4/12/2019 5:00:12 PM libertyspring99 How long has ‘the plan’ been underway thus far?

4/12/2019 5:00:51 PM worldxplorer1 Yes, Official First Contact. That’s awesome!  Thanks for the response.

4/12/2019 5:00:53 PM mongrelglory Has Trump got any ETs on his Whitehouse staff?

4/12/2019 5:00:54 PM lbf777 Are 5G towers free energy towers?

4/12/2019 5:01:10 PM mongrelglory Are the Cabal still in control of Canada?

4/12/2019 5:01:11 PM aprilbrown99 Does my energy keep affecting electrical things in my house?  Is there a way to control it better somehow?

I have had to replace my washer and dryer (8yrs old) and now my garbage disposal (2yrs old) isn’t working. Seems to be electrical. All within the past 

month.

4/12/2019 5:01:28 PM starehope I am a worrier by nature. Should I fear a future on Earth, living a natural life with my pets?

4/12/2019 5:01:34 PM jayrambin I take this to mean they often accuse others of that which they do. And the truth is often the opposite of what they’re saying.

4/12/2019 5:01:42 PM beth2419 Is Jillian Assange safe?

4/12/2019 5:02:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Please be specific, we will not to make generalization statements pertaining to implied innuendo.

4/12/2019 5:02:06 PM decodematrix Are we building a mothership on the moon?

4/12/2019 5:02:26 PM turboxyde Is astrological alignment at the moment of conception or birth more important in shaping our consciousness through the incarnation?

4/12/2019 5:02:26 PM decodematrix What caused the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami?

4/12/2019 5:02:32 PM vintagesquirrel Will truth re: Seth Rich's murder be made public?

4/12/2019 5:02:40 PM aprilbrown99 When I meditate my walls and ceiling creek Could that be from me?

4/12/2019 5:02:40 PM _the_psychonaut Do the Halls of Amenti exist? Are they accessible? Higher dimension?

4/12/2019 5:02:49 PM mongrelglory Once you have the US/Mexico border secured, how will you stop illegal aliens from crossing into the US from Canada? (Assuming Trudeau is still playing 

his Cabal games!)

4/12/2019 5:02:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ8

4/12/2019 5:03:05 PM qpatriotq Can you help share. Trying to raise money for my mothers surgery.

 https://www.gofundme.com/nzram-whipple-procedure&rcid=r01-155509143893-7cc4cdae19e44c90&pc=tw_co_campmgmt_w … … via @gofundme

4/12/2019 5:03:17 PM slappy_kincaid No innuendo implied.

Is he to be trusted?

4/12/2019 5:03:21 PM elatedveracity How many Democratic Presidential contenders will be exposed for the treasonous frauds they are?



4/12/2019 5:03:28 PM mongrelglory How is CERN involved in Eugenics science?

4/12/2019 5:03:32 PM allahuniversal Evening Sir #Salute

4/12/2019 5:03:40 PM ragevirusqq Good work yesterday ♥✌🏻

4/12/2019 5:03:59 PM aprilbrown99 Why did Israel have trouble landing on the moon?

4/12/2019 5:04:05 PM mongrelglory Do the top level of Free Masons work with 322?

4/12/2019 5:04:08 PM lbf777 How does this relate to skull and bones I wonder.

4/12/2019 5:04:16 PM zagnett Are we going to get to converse with cool peeps on this account soon who are MK victims on the mend? Anyone from breakaway civs.? Real people in 

the SSP / Offworld Humans?

If not, why not? It's a party in here! 🥳🍿🍩🍸

We LOVE You All! Please stop by if you're allowed! 😍

4/12/2019 5:04:25 PM jrocktigers 3rd secret of Fatima. Sister Lucia stated Virgin Mary told her to tell the secret in 1960. Apparently" silenced" before then, a potential imposter was 

introduced as Lucia.The "secret" was released in late 80's / church said it was PopeJohnPaul 187 attempt. What is 3rd secret?

4/12/2019 5:04:32 PM andress45303251 Be nice!!

4/12/2019 5:04:36 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed.

4/12/2019 5:04:49 PM fionasdestiny67 Do we have a prison for DS on the moon?

I base my question due to possible film disclosures. It's a worthy question, imho.

4/12/2019 5:04:50 PM decodematrix Is the Yellow Book real? What is the Yellow Book? The rumor is that it is an accurate history of Earth?

4/12/2019 5:04:55 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thank you for joining us Mr. Shanahan! We greatly appreciate everything you’re doing! Can we expect more appearances and 

Disclosure tidbits (DEW like earlier this week) from you in the near future? Love hearing you speak 💗 🤗

4/12/2019 5:05:03 PM zagnett Hi Mr. Shanahan! You're a cool character in this movie! 😎🍿

4/12/2019 5:05:31 PM jrocktigers [MP]

4/12/2019 5:05:34 PM lbf777 What are the plans to save this economy that’s been falling apart since 1913?

4/12/2019 5:05:37 PM splucas22 Can we expect some.sort of formal disclosure of alien life this year?

4/12/2019 5:05:46 PM giediknight What is the status of disabling “soul trap” technology installed by the old domain? Is this a mission of space force?

4/12/2019 5:06:06 PM aprilbrown99 Are we close with making the deal with China?

4/12/2019 5:06:27 PM fionasdestiny67 Oh dear SIStar, must meditate, control your Chi. You are a strong one.💞

4/12/2019 5:06:47 PM roaminnoodle You have said: "Time is an illusion"/"time is a marker for events but an illusion in distance between events."

So my question is, can you share what event(s) need to happen before the tweet from 45: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......." 

https://qanon.pub/#55 

4/12/2019 5:06:53 PM mongrelglory In the past 50 years, which place has had more power and control over the planet, the Vatican or Israel?

4/12/2019 5:06:59 PM alec_m_currier Yup

4/12/2019 5:07:07 PM zagnett So we not only watch the "movie" we also make it up too as we go?

How cool would that be? 🍿🍿🍿

4/12/2019 5:07:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

4/12/2019 5:07:15 PM lbf777 Who is behind the True Detective show that redpills the audience about PedoGate?

4/12/2019 5:07:24 PM ragevirusqq Are you ready to make life better for everyone?

4/12/2019 5:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals.

4/12/2019 5:07:54 PM michael81972 o7

4/12/2019 5:07:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified

4/12/2019 5:07:59 PM roaminnoodle Power of 3, 6, 9.

What about 9 sets of 9 reps?

4/12/2019 5:08:09 PM decodematrix When people in the SSP complete a "20 and back" is their body age reversed 20 years or is their soul transferred to cloned body that is 20 years 

younger?

4/12/2019 5:08:19 PM meefer_radness Is there a way to see through [their] projected appearance? Apart from glitches?

4/12/2019 5:08:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. 

Events matter, not time itself, to the perception of the speed of time.

4/12/2019 5:08:31 PM fionasdestiny67 Indeed

4/12/2019 5:08:32 PM worldxplorer1 Between whom?

4/12/2019 5:08:58 PM pedalfun4u Are big cities going to become more or less predominant?

4/12/2019 5:09:06 PM allahuniversal Does the 5G network eventually lead to the mass surveillance which has been discussed here prior?

4/12/2019 5:09:10 PM covertress In what way does Marijuana "temporarily alter" ascension?

4/12/2019 5:09:26 PM mongrelglory Is Earth's moon a territory shared by many space civilizations, or is it considered the property of the Domain, or the property of Earth (or the USA)?

4/12/2019 5:09:48 PM decodematrix Walk outside, see Haunebu craft, what do? pic.twitter.com/7CEMlPUR1n

4/12/2019 5:09:48 PM jayrambin @JaneWMason

4/12/2019 5:10:05 PM be_happydude I can't clear my mind. When I try to mediate (traditional, prayer, listening to music etc) there's always thoughts running through my head. Mostly 

unimportant day-to-day thoughts. Are there other methods to connect?

4/12/2019 5:10:06 PM robertg69989098 Can you give specifics on what will be done about fluoride and other like chemical suppressing substances that are currently being given to the public

4/12/2019 5:10:15 PM goyaeq In a previous post it was mentioned that humans naturally live to be 1000.  Are we going to receive life extension?

4/12/2019 5:10:28 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Sir!  So happy you are here!

4/12/2019 5:10:49 PM mongrelglory When MJ-12 members die and ascend, do they keep working with the MJ-12 team?  If so, by what means to they communicate/interact with the team?

4/12/2019 5:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's Majestic technology. In the hands of DARK death/evil will manifest, if it is LIGHT, then the world is your oyster. 

DARK to LIGHT

4/12/2019 5:11:00 PM jayrambin Indeed. I did also. Mj12 also uses similar terms and phrases. In context, they give nods to Q IMO.

4/12/2019 5:11:02 PM tammyredmond Can you tell us what purpose of the geoengineering; de-population or weather manipulation or keeping us from seeing the glitches in the matrix in the 

sky or the craft irthe polar shifting? Or all of the above? I miss seeing a proper blue sky & real clouds.(If they ever were real)

4/12/2019 5:11:03 PM zagnett Disabling of moon's harmful RF in the plan?

4/12/2019 5:11:13 PM ragevirusqq “All dimensions”

4/12/2019 5:11:48 PM giediknight What is the status of disabling “soul trap” technology installed by the old empire? Is this a mission of space force?

4/12/2019 5:11:48 PM jaspony1 When we go to 4-5D will we still interact with 2-3D beings?

4/12/2019 5:11:52 PM realdepiorabie That first season is a HUGE redpill.

4/12/2019 5:11:58 PM turboxyde Are sunspots connected to the hyperdimensional "stargate" that resides in the core of our sun? The surface conditions of the sun must offer us some 

information that is relevant to the status of "the plan" so what aspects should we focus on the most?

4/12/2019 5:12:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not immediately. They return when needed. Non interference policy for many ascended beings is considered important by many groups, especially 

benevolent groups.



4/12/2019 5:12:14 PM zagnett Oysters are LOVELY.

What, no shellfish emoji? Come on Twitter. 🙄

4/12/2019 5:12:24 PM maryschade14 Core issues doublemindedness cannot be trust.

Who shows up today..

MK

4/12/2019 5:12:35 PM aprilbrown99 How does one determine their influence within the matrix?

4/12/2019 5:12:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Are some people immune to vaccines? If so, how?

4/12/2019 5:12:55 PM zagnett Oh so they get some R&R. Excellent.

4/12/2019 5:13:10 PM jayrambin @threadreaderapp unroll pls.

4/12/2019 5:13:15 PM meefer_radness Will the last door of Padmanabhaswamy be opened? Will the artefacts recovered and hidden by the Smithsonian from the Grand Canyon caves ever be 

released? Does the mahabharata allude to past contact and wars with aliens?

4/12/2019 5:13:34 PM aprilbrown99 I do meditate, my walls and ceiling make noises too. Lol

4/12/2019 5:13:35 PM starehope Will all people see the contact at the same time? Will those who ascend all leave at the same time?

4/12/2019 5:13:41 PM pattonspotting Is there a plan to drain the U.K. swamp?

4/12/2019 5:14:05 PM enomai_ A part of the brain muscles/glands, IRON, magnetism, gravity field, radiation?? Classified, anawer only within self? How, can someone get magnetic like 

aura?

4/12/2019 5:14:38 PM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by 

the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/12/2019 5:14:53 PM allahuniversal That's said, how much infiuence do we who are interacting with MJ12 (both here on Twitter, & in consciousness) have in regards to directly affecting 

global consciousness? Are we willing proxies of a sort?

4/12/2019 5:15:00 PM enomai_ Also, if im making sense. Is this another dimension?

4/12/2019 5:15:02 PM mongrelglory I received my downloads while both wide awake, and during a state where I was falling asleep (half asleep) after I had been meditating earlier that 

evening, if that's any help.

4/12/2019 5:15:08 PM realdepiorabie Baal > Ball

4/12/2019 5:15:21 PM ragevirusqq Is sandia your operation?

4/12/2019 5:15:32 PM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EsotericExposal

4/12/2019 5:15:56 PM kayvonpaul Biophotonics...need upgrade of original seed

4/12/2019 5:15:56 PM meefer_radness Why do you doubt EyetheSpy? I saw what you’d said previously and I wasn’t clear. White hat?

4/12/2019 5:15:58 PM tammyredmond Are the mysterious booms being heard in various locations, destruction of dumbs or contact with inner-earth caverns or part of the crystals planted 

within earth’s crust activation or contact with Alliance members that are underground?

4/12/2019 5:16:15 PM covertress What types of signals are coming out of WIFI?

4/12/2019 5:16:16 PM headlinejuice When is the nonconsensual experimentation of the cabal going to be halted by Q? #targetedindividuals

4/12/2019 5:16:19 PM mongrelglory Didn't they already say we've already got mass surveillance?

4/12/2019 5:16:34 PM blsdbe Is using the iTHRVE app developed by Dan Winter in conjunction with the iPhone camera acting as a HRV monitor an aid or a hindrance to 

synchronizing our breathing with our hearts Mayer wave? Will this improve the overall cohesion of our energy fields, making us more implosive?

4/12/2019 5:16:47 PM decodematrix Has the "20 and back" program been stopped? I want to join the Space Force but I don't want to be mind wiped or taken back in time.

4/12/2019 5:17:15 PM ragevirusqq Has the blue beam FF been stopped?

4/12/2019 5:17:31 PM turboxyde I like to call it, "Project Dreamweaver." The goal is to co-creatively participate in weaving the dream of reality by (quantum blueprinting with your IS) 

ordering it up through higher dimensions to manifest in this density.

4/12/2019 5:18:08 PM meefer_radness What do you mean by someone’s influence in the matrix? Do you mean that some of us are capable of altering timelines for everyone?

4/12/2019 5:18:15 PM mongrelglory So if I understand you correctly, they need to re-incarnate to interact directly with the team again?

4/12/2019 5:18:38 PM giediknight Which dimensions do our “IS” that occupies our “BE” resides in? And which dimension does our “IS” ascend to?

4/12/2019 5:18:55 PM blsdbe Is Aug Telez = MK ultra victim in recovery?

4/12/2019 5:19:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Will civilians be able to apply for positions within the Space Force? 😁🤞

4/12/2019 5:19:06 PM allahuniversal Yes, publicly acknowledged & accepted (🤡Snowden), yet not specifically requested by the public with full awareness of the tech at work. SG-1 

Between Two Fires episode put it into perspective for me tiday

4/12/2019 5:19:07 PM fionasdestiny67 Girl...mine do too. You know what sucks is when my resident spirits act up, oh lordy they can make a racket.

Especially when they feel chatty. Sucks to not be able to shut that off either. I understand where you're coming from.

4/12/2019 5:19:23 PM brangusjimmy Do the effects of heightened consciousness slow after tolerance builds?

4/12/2019 5:19:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, think Daniel ascension and how he contacted SG-1. Only in their heads.

4/12/2019 5:19:32 PM the_fjalar Are there E.T.s on Twitter helping to prep for Official 1st Contact?

4/12/2019 5:19:32 PM meefer_radness When I say allude I more mean, did this happen?

4/12/2019 5:19:37 PM lbf777 2 and 3 were also. Season 2 exposed how Mafia, dark military & politicians work together & blackmail each other with sex tapes. Season 3 exposed 

kidnapping, elite pedophelia & MK Ultra but very subtly.

4/12/2019 5:19:45 PM thomasdra9on Observe your patterns and reactions, let em flow by, the thought between thoughts, practice, patience. It's not easy it's not hard,it is what it is

4/12/2019 5:19:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

4/12/2019 5:19:59 PM sterkinglights1 I wouldn't mind age regression keep thoughts.

4/12/2019 5:20:06 PM ragevirusqq Is the moon under our control?

4/12/2019 5:20:07 PM fionasdestiny67 I was trying s little YODA speak with my comment. It was meant as a compliment Sis.

4/12/2019 5:20:21 PM laurabusse I've come to believe possession is basically by consent. You attract small demons when you love small evil things. Then you attract bigger ones as your 

love of evil grows. Then you're in too deep. Never hopeless. Just extremely difficult. I wonder when she crossed that line...

4/12/2019 5:20:24 PM blsdbe Are the lights seen at ECETI by Mount Adams actually our ET cousins in their vehicles?

4/12/2019 5:20:26 PM magicianswheel ??? Is it?

4/12/2019 5:20:54 PM zagnett May/can you (re-)verify any, some, or all of them?

Any Sasquatch?

4/12/2019 5:21:16 PM aprilbrown99 I know!  You are my SISter!  I didn’t take it any other way. 🥰

4/12/2019 5:21:31 PM happykat9 I have a question about clones, if there are so many of them, what's the point of executing them if they just keep on producing new ones?

4/12/2019 5:21:33 PM covertress After detoxing the pineal gland and releasing one's burden,

what is the preferred method to access conscious co-creation?

4/12/2019 5:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Plans to release this information is part of the post-Q MJ12 Plan being executed after life outside of Earth is announced by ____ thus confirming the 

existence of "aliens" once and for all. From that, a Flood will approach.

4/12/2019 5:21:52 PM laurabusse I understand her father was a chicago crime (mob, mafia) boss...

4/12/2019 5:22:21 PM meefer_radness How do we know if we are capable of this? Can we use it for our own purposes? Would this be by spells ect?

4/12/2019 5:23:05 PM blsdbe Is “Sheen” as referred to by KT a real place folks that Ascend will be ‘moved’ to when the Event takes place? Will the timelines split: 3D=Cabal wins vs 

5D=WhiteHats wins? Or will we Ascend in Place?



4/12/2019 5:23:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think SG-1 [[[[[[[[[[[[Baal]]]]]]]]]]]]

Weapon needs to be very powerful.

4/12/2019 5:23:32 PM allahuniversal "announced by Never A....", due to public familiarity w/ said agency, I presume?

4/12/2019 5:23:33 PM worldxplorer1 Co-creation is an amazing thing!  Once we start to purposely, consciously participate in the creation of our reality then life takes on a whole new 

dimension!  (No pun intended)

4/12/2019 5:23:36 PM zagnett That confirmation would be a BIG help in my life. Could end some arguments. Lots of stupid fear going' around unfortunately.

Assuming you mean "Flood" metaphorically here? Or should we all get ponchos?

4/12/2019 5:23:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 0 Involvement with Q team.

4/12/2019 5:24:00 PM johnhammar94 What does the antichrist look like

4/12/2019 5:24:19 PM happykat9 Is the moon an artificial satellite.

4/12/2019 5:24:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/12/2019 5:24:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/12/2019 5:24:36 PM jayrambin Hitler had a “master”, IOW.

4/12/2019 5:24:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not infinite. Real number is unknown.

4/12/2019 5:25:15 PM zagnett Not even any friendly suggestions?

4/12/2019 5:25:47 PM blsdbe Will the 5G network implementation use each of our human hair follicles as antennae? If yes, will this cause us harm?

4/12/2019 5:26:13 PM love4thegameak Are We Prepared Jointly Militarily in EU for What's To Come? Worldwide??

4/12/2019 5:26:31 PM covertress I'd like to know if my failed attempts to reach into co-creative consciousness are physical.

Is my pineal gland calcified?

4/12/2019 5:26:44 PM jayrambin Yep. Thx.

4/12/2019 5:26:57 PM ragevirusqq I am excited for this knowledge. Thanks for asking about it. I actually  asked about the temple earlier today ♥✌🏻

4/12/2019 5:26:59 PM turboxyde For orgonite generators that can broadcast a frequency signal throughout the matrix via a piezoelectric effect. What frequency (Zapper is 15Hz. I can 

connect a customizable tone generator through an audio jack) would be best to broadcast IOT assist "the plan" as much as possible? 

pic.twitter.com/yQFvvu4NYO

4/12/2019 5:27:00 PM mongrelglory I'm doing my happy dance!  I love learning about ancient history and ancient peoples!  Heck!  I could spend the rest of my life just wandering through 

museums if they release a lot of the Smithsonian and Vatican Museum stuff!

4/12/2019 5:27:12 PM meefer_radness Thank you, please clarify? Flood of knowledge or Flood of water?

4/12/2019 5:27:15 PM blsdbe Can the radiation from Smart Meters cause us harm, or are we in greater danger from our cellular devices that we carry around all day?

4/12/2019 5:27:38 PM covertress Why did we see a White Out of the Schumann Resonance today?

4/12/2019 5:27:38 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1077296004636979200 …

4/12/2019 5:27:43 PM happykat9 Is JA a time traveller

4/12/2019 5:27:49 PM realdepiorabie Do you believe in a creator God as described in the Bible?

4/12/2019 5:27:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 None, Trust the Plan. 

Q said, NO COMMS outside of 8Chan.

MJ12 != Q

Q's Plan is required before MJ12's plan can be started properly.

All Majestic involvement is [Cabal] controlled currently (on purpose).

Once [322] takes place, MJ12 will perform First Contact.

This account ends.

4/12/2019 5:27:58 PM prmd21801759 Who/What is the "Supreme Being" in Freemasonry?

4/12/2019 5:27:59 PM moemc8 Weird, was thinking of 322 today, and what they see as the significance of those numbers.  Means nothing to me.  #GodWins

4/12/2019 5:27:59 PM godfamcountry Fukushima nuclear plant.  Is there a solution in the works that will fix it?

4/12/2019 5:28:27 PM jayrambin Gah! No glycosphate.  Neem oil, diatomaceous earth, citronella and other plants will work.

4/12/2019 5:28:44 PM enomai_ Godspeed and Gods armour!!!!!!!!!!!!

4/12/2019 5:28:45 PM zagnett Akashic records limited? Don't go far enough back? Impossible for beings in later Universes to remember clearly stuff that happened in Universes 

around long ago?

4/12/2019 5:28:56 PM roaminnoodle How many clones are there?

4/12/2019 5:29:18 PM zagnett 5:5, ty

4/12/2019 5:29:29 PM youstinksoap Flood of water?

4/12/2019 5:29:32 PM richardhiatt16 Sound like all the US Troops in Germany is Project Stapler 🤓💙🇺🇸🇩🇪

4/12/2019 5:29:56 PM forexer7777777 The bald man becomes alpha 🤯

4/12/2019 5:30:15 PM qav8r Me too

4/12/2019 5:30:23 PM mongrelglory Aha! Thanks!

4/12/2019 5:30:36 PM meefer_radness It’s fascinating isn’t it? Even just the ornate detail on the door and the treasures in the other vaults. I wonder if someone can open it through vibrations 

or some mantra? If the knowledge has been lost maybe we can tap in and find it again. Who knows what is behind it? MJ? 😉

4/12/2019 5:30:59 PM ragevirusqq Will it be real or some blue beam holograms?

4/12/2019 5:31:07 PM realdepiorabie Do you think Trump will eventually confirm Q?

Will the masses receive final confirmation of Q's legitimacy?

4/12/2019 5:31:19 PM staceydubois4 Where/what is the best starting point on this journey? Audiobook if possible.

4/12/2019 5:31:52 PM blsdbe So my Will to control my Earth Vehicle (my body) is not stronger than the nanites I am infected with? I cannot just ‘push’ is them out like Neo bows the 

Matrix?

4/12/2019 5:32:14 PM allahuniversal "All Majestic involvement is [Cabal] controlled currently (on purpose)."

Not sure what this means to imply. Please clarify?

4/12/2019 5:32:20 PM decodematrix In this post you said our buildings/architecture/engineering are wrong and harness negative energy which enforces the matrix. How should we change 

our buildings/architecture and how would that change our reality and lessen the matrix? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091164808391651328 …

4/12/2019 5:34:06 PM ragevirusqq The tomb of the first emperor too maybe

4/12/2019 5:34:32 PM realdepiorabie Means the enslavers have control of MJ12 operations, for now.

4/12/2019 5:35:04 PM mongrelglory I imagine that you can override the nanotech with your conscious Will, however the many people who are unaware of being controlled would be 

susceptible.

4/12/2019 5:35:37 PM linnyt7 Become a passive observer of your thoughts. Without interaction..looking for solutions or planning action..they will calm down

4/12/2019 5:36:56 PM okdobra Horrible arthritis in knee.  Is there any way to fix that?

4/12/2019 5:37:02 PM allahuniversal Hence, Q Team cleaning up 1st. Makes sense. Thank you

4/12/2019 5:37:12 PM zagnett Have we asked these [enslavers] to leave? Like Yesterday, or before? If time is an illusion maybe they could make that happen.

[They] are not welcome here! 🧐

4/12/2019 5:37:37 PM fionasdestiny67 Good question. It was a very hard landing I guess. But why go to the expense of going, if they weren't quite adept. Maybe, they had visitors?

4/12/2019 5:37:47 PM blsdbe Is there anything We The People can do to assist in [322]?

4/12/2019 5:38:19 PM glor60 What is 322?

4/12/2019 5:38:55 PM blsdbe (Hunckers down, crosses all fingers and toes, prays)



4/12/2019 5:39:14 PM jayrambin Unwitting consent. Yes. & the cabal uses this to justify their transgressions against freewill. They show us symbols, handsigns, clothing, 

jewelry,ritualistic dancing, etc.  They truthfully can say, “I didn’t hide it. It was right in front of you. You just thought it was fake.”

4/12/2019 5:39:17 PM happykat9 What is 322

4/12/2019 5:39:20 PM decodematrix How close to the sun can our SSP / Space Force get? Can we travel to Mercury or closer?

4/12/2019 5:39:22 PM meefer_radness So if I get it right we have event -> then disclosure-> then knowledge? Will we be helped during the event? Which I assume is a cataclysm

4/12/2019 5:39:38 PM mongrelglory Did you mean it when you said some of us might get to meet you (in person) in this lifetime?

4/12/2019 5:39:59 PM realdepiorabie Skull & Bones.

Death Cult.

4/12/2019 5:40:31 PM starehope Is it over for now?

4/12/2019 5:41:13 PM keith369me Will Snowden be “handed over” like Assange?

4/12/2019 5:41:24 PM happykat9 Thank Q

4/12/2019 5:41:31 PM mongrelglory I think Feng Shui practices have some merit.

4/12/2019 5:41:35 PM hawkgirlinmn What are the two most important ideas/issues you want your followers to meditate on?

4/12/2019 5:41:54 PM ofcbrianberrios Will the public be able to travel the stars in our lifetime?

4/12/2019 5:43:55 PM triade345 Do American Military personal operate on Mars?

4/12/2019 5:43:56 PM maryschade14 Piscis Vesci

4/12/2019 5:43:59 PM mongrelglory Skull and Bones Society.

4/12/2019 5:44:01 PM jrocktigers "From that, a Flood will approach." . ..  .???

4/12/2019 5:44:09 PM blsdbe (Trembling while waiting in anticipation for the answer)

4/12/2019 5:44:52 PM bourdainmurderd It is every individual awakening to their inner godliness. Kundalini chakra activation and eventual separation from 3D

4/12/2019 5:45:20 PM zagnett  http://bitchute.com/video/B4vWUWu9w0J4/ … …

An example of "322". It gets complicated though. 👇

4/12/2019 5:45:24 PM keith369me Was something being “cloaked”?

4/12/2019 5:45:58 PM linnyt7 I listened to it once. When I tried to go back and listen again it was unavailable

4/12/2019 5:46:08 PM meefer_radness Good Question!

4/12/2019 5:46:48 PM aetherwalker1 I sure the tech The Enemy has installed on our Moon doesn't emit transverse RF waves. 

It would be Sub-Space waves/waveforms.  longitudinal compression type waves. pic.twitter.com/0o1TurQCoV

4/12/2019 5:47:06 PM zagnett Scalar likely. Those are compression waves.

4/12/2019 5:47:18 PM bourdainmurderd 2 workers in Israel hours before pic.twitter.com/L6s27gnJ9V

4/12/2019 5:47:37 PM blsdbe #ItsHappening?

4/12/2019 5:47:44 PM maryschade14 Caput Morte.. Caput 58 Virgo 

It was more than a dance

4/12/2019 5:48:15 PM bondisurf I focus on the day that my soul entered my body, when I meditate.

I was 4 years old when it happened, and I try to remember who I was before then. 

I close my eyes and envision myself drifting through the dark universe, searching for the warm indigo lights. 

vibrate ((((thoh))))

4/12/2019 5:48:24 PM jrocktigers Should one be worried if a being descends and sais "You called so I came down"  .  ? Meaning, do only malevolent beings primarily do that?

4/12/2019 5:48:58 PM zagnett i called it RF b/c i think MJ had called it that once too.

4/12/2019 5:49:06 PM keith369me Earlier today you mentioned 1 billion “awake”...can you define the “lowest level” of what MJ considers awake?  A Hannity watcher?  Awareness of Q?

4/12/2019 5:50:04 PM blsdbe My hubby will be very pleased if true... pic.twitter.com/VuYI5g0v6c

4/12/2019 5:50:17 PM mongrelglory I had just assumed that Israel was not permitted to land on the moon by the inhabitants.  MJ-12 is my assumption incorrect?

4/12/2019 5:50:44 PM keith369me Ugh...the only information I ever received that MP was of the light was through Kabamur (who blocked many for following this Twitter account)

4/12/2019 5:51:02 PM adsvel Hostile, predator minded, speaking more precisely.

4/12/2019 5:51:28 PM decodematrix What happens when someone dies on a spacecraft in the middle of space or another planet compared to when they die on Earth?

4/12/2019 5:52:07 PM zagnett Well at least MJ8 put [Cabal] in a "killbox".

4/12/2019 5:52:35 PM moemc8 Wow, beautiful....I trust

4/12/2019 5:53:00 PM meefer_radness The link won’t load. Is there any other link or info you know of please?

4/12/2019 5:54:25 PM keith369me Breath slowly...focus on the air coming in and out of your belly (not lungs). Count the breaths 3, 6, or 9 times each time you lose focus.

4/12/2019 5:55:08 PM happykat9 it is complicated...

4/12/2019 5:55:11 PM keith369me Not 1,000...indefinitely...you will determine when to move on

4/12/2019 5:55:44 PM ohs4trump Is juice WRLD (the rapper) good energy or bad energy in terms of music frequency?

4/12/2019 5:55:54 PM dragonballafwtc Gold standard?

4/12/2019 5:55:54 PM mongrelglory On a practical note, have you checked to make sure your home's electrical panel doesn't need to be upgraded?  It sounds like your appliances could be 

overloading the panel.

4/12/2019 5:56:15 PM keith369me Tried apple cider vinegar?  Focus on healing of the knee not the pain.

4/12/2019 5:56:20 PM zagnett Having trouble finding other links currently. Looks like some were taken down. Sorry.

4/12/2019 5:57:26 PM mongrelglory This is signalling for the pedophiles?

4/12/2019 5:58:37 PM keith369me Nice try, lol...free will

4/12/2019 5:59:13 PM keith369me Yale, Bush clan

4/12/2019 5:59:25 PM starehope What does this mean?

4/12/2019 5:59:43 PM mongrelglory Is Canada at risk then since we won't have such protection?

4/12/2019 6:01:09 PM charmanda9 I heard a long time ago that a shower or a bath helps bridge dimensional contact because water is conductive. Is this true, and is this where many 

people can more easily receive downloads?

4/12/2019 6:01:24 PM allahuniversal Giving [Cabal] enough rope to Treason themselves

4/12/2019 6:01:29 PM keith369me Great questions...some have been answered over the past months.  Get a hold of the archive or read older Tweets...answers will blow your mind.

4/12/2019 6:01:56 PM starehope What do you mean?

4/12/2019 6:02:35 PM turboxyde This has been my observation as well. You can also FEEL a person's biofield strength with a little awareness and practice to determine rather quickly if 

their organic consciousness has escaped subconscious entrainment via nanotech, EMG/Scalar manipulation.

4/12/2019 6:02:36 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, my mom upgraded it to 3x+ a few years before she passed.

4/12/2019 6:03:20 PM keith369me As much as I love and appreciate the interaction here...I’m ready to say goodbye in exchange for OFC

4/12/2019 6:03:26 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah, I think 'scalar' has another def. in physics. idk 🤷🏼♂️

I've even noticed in the public sphere we even have trouble naming this CLAS/sealed physics.  

Active Awakening Suppression by The Enemy.  ?

4/12/2019 6:03:26 PM ragevirusqq This question always comes up when I see the news and good people talking to the guilty ones. Is it difficult to look at and speak to [them] knowing 

what [they] have done and are doing?

4/12/2019 6:03:46 PM happykat9 It worked for me



4/12/2019 6:03:50 PM mongrelglory Then it must be your powerful aura!  😊

4/12/2019 6:03:52 PM starehope Yeah, but no one answers me.

4/12/2019 6:04:07 PM allahuniversal Which agency could acknowledge extraterrestrial life and have the world easily believe it? Never A Straight Answer.

4/12/2019 6:04:17 PM aprilbrown99 I have always had an issue with appliances breaking on me. Hairdryers, toasters, toothbrushes, you name it.

4/12/2019 6:04:39 PM keith369me Message over messenger...IMO, messages have been good recently

4/12/2019 6:05:03 PM aprilbrown99 I would like to find a way to control it better. It is getting expensive. 🥴

4/12/2019 6:05:05 PM meefer_radness I think maybe because they don’t want us to know too much? 😁 must be a fine line.

4/12/2019 6:05:30 PM lorenzosghost @davericedroid

4/12/2019 6:05:36 PM mongrelglory The "force" is strong in you my child... 😑

4/12/2019 6:05:39 PM keith369me Flood of information or Noah type?

4/12/2019 6:05:59 PM starehope What of those with Down's Syndrome or others with Autism?

4/12/2019 6:06:17 PM keith369me You’re influencing it April

4/12/2019 6:06:21 PM cocopuffster12 We will miss you

4/12/2019 6:06:45 PM linnyt7 What Is Causing The Strange Trumpet Sounds In The Sky All Over The World?  https://endoftheamericandream.com/?p=5266  via @Revelation1217

4/12/2019 6:06:47 PM shining91109743 Has it always been that?

4/12/2019 6:07:35 PM mongrelglory Have you been conducting seances again JRock? 😉

4/12/2019 6:07:50 PM linnyt7 Thank you

4/12/2019 6:07:52 PM zagnett Well it would be goodbye to this account. i believe MJ has said that the MJs will still be around, & more public. So may not be a big deal really if this 

account is closed.

4/12/2019 6:08:13 PM charmanda9 Interesting you should say this because my back has been feeling like an antenna lately. Right now actually, my hair follicles are feeling charged and the 

electricity is waving around on my back.

4/12/2019 6:08:23 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/pGHzpX7v71

4/12/2019 6:08:41 PM ragevirusqq 5:5

4/12/2019 6:09:12 PM keith369me I’d imagine suburbs will be a thing of the past...as travel/mobility evolves, I’d imagine with Earth or in a very advanced city.

4/12/2019 6:09:37 PM jrocktigers No Ma'am. This occurred 24 years ago. I worry I have not lived up to the call. Very real. Extremely powerful. Being was teaching others before we had a 

one on one for probably a minute.

4/12/2019 6:10:09 PM lightworkercain Will we ever see Justice for Pat Tillman?

4/12/2019 6:10:12 PM turboxyde Your awareness directs the flow of energy while your emotions shape it. Your consciousness will amplify anything that you can imagine to be useful to 

you which is why keeping an open mind and heart is so important to healing yourself with herbs and natural remedies.

4/12/2019 6:11:05 PM ragevirusqq Are there many benevolent ET races we can be friendly and communicate with after you “perform” (not sure what this means) first contact?

4/12/2019 6:11:45 PM keith369me Shook my majic 8 ball on this...and it wouldn’t be classified if the answer was no.

4/12/2019 6:13:47 PM shining91109743 I think that many do, they just dont speak of it.  It would be pretty arrogant to assume we are the only ones in the universe.

4/12/2019 6:13:52 PM maryschade14 f.m.r. They think lol??? Even tho the Teutons have been secretly building up a Nationalist military..for a while.

4/12/2019 6:13:54 PM jrocktigers The group being taught by him did not grasp the knowledge being laid down. Think Book of Isaiah type info... Then he came to me and first thing he 

said was "You called and I came down".. I had indeed been searching and reaching out the previous five days.

4/12/2019 6:14:13 PM lightworkercain Rock under stress, signaling an impending earthquake associated with the coming pole shift. Gabriel's trumpets as indicated in the Bible around 

previous pool shifts. +- every 3600 years.

4/12/2019 6:14:19 PM david00997884 First Contact

4/12/2019 6:14:42 PM starehope Maybe. I know we are not the only ones in this magnificent multiverse. The odds are against it.

4/12/2019 6:15:09 PM mongrelglory I believe your conscious intent to do good has protected you.  I'm sure we've all had brushes with evil inter-dimensional entities but that doesn't mean 

they've seized control. We have to invite them in at some level and then continue to feed their attachment with our choices.

4/12/2019 6:15:39 PM aprilbrown99 One night last month I woke up in the middle of the night to use the bathroom. No lights on, but there was a light coming from somewhere on my head 

projecting out lighting the room. I blinked a few times and it was gone. 

Do you have any idea what this was?

4/12/2019 6:16:16 PM anondirtyleg Army has lots cleaning out needed to do like other branches. Why do officers get forced retirement for rape and selling out our country?

4/12/2019 6:16:23 PM aprilbrown99 How do you measure one’s influence?

4/12/2019 6:16:40 PM big_simp Its not "real" - its a pysop

a mass consciousness event to control the timeline and rescue humanity

4/12/2019 6:17:00 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/xZKuzwPOefs 

4/12/2019 6:17:18 PM truthseeker805 I’m a RN so when I see ama I think against medical advice....

4/12/2019 6:17:44 PM adsvel Do You see any lights with closed eyes?

4/12/2019 6:18:56 PM aprilbrown99 Yes sometimes. Especially when I meditate. 

When I was little I saw purple light all the time with my eyes closed.

4/12/2019 6:18:57 PM turboxyde I use water (via a soaking bath w/ epsom salt and oils) to AP/RV and perform work in the astral realms of "The Kingdom" quite frequently. It's easier to 

maintain connections this way and the water will help with telepathic receptivity if you are sufficiently detoxed enough.

4/12/2019 6:19:09 PM keith369me Do you need to measure it?  You seem to be in a “knowing” state almost always.  Don’t doubt your impact

4/12/2019 6:20:03 PM mongrelglory My impression from MJ-12s previous tweets is that all IS-BEs have equal importance within the Matrix.  The introduction of Starseeds into Earth's 

Matrix was to help tip the balance of numbers to the positive side.

4/12/2019 6:20:35 PM jrocktigers Thank you for response!

4/12/2019 6:21:27 PM mongrelglory I mean it sincerely! 🙏

4/12/2019 6:21:33 PM aprilbrown99 If we need to wake up the population wouldn’t it be a good idea to know how much “output” we should be giving?  Maybe I need to give more. But 

without know a way to measure...how do we know if it is enough?

4/12/2019 6:21:48 PM keith369me Equal importance yes...capable of equal influence yes...actually influencing?

4/12/2019 6:22:24 PM keith369me You are magnificent.  Just keep being you!

4/12/2019 6:22:31 PM jrocktigers I can feel it. Definitely.

4/12/2019 6:22:43 PM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so, changed toothpaste, drinking water, shampoo, trying to eliminate caffeine, using essential oils, trying to quit smoking, eating 

healthier, what else can we do?

4/12/2019 6:22:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Week... https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1116834630026481664 …

4/12/2019 6:22:57 PM pedalfun4u @1crazy_toaster

4/12/2019 6:23:39 PM djlok This has happened before, hasn't it?

4/12/2019 6:24:19 PM laura_621 How do we best protect our children?

4/12/2019 6:24:32 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t want to be magnificent.  I was to be helpful.

You might be misunderstanding what I am actually trying to ask MJ. Maybe I am not explaining myself correctly.

4/12/2019 6:24:39 PM lightworkercain Today, a couple of us have a hollow ear feeling like we changed altitude and a little tired. Is it normal, Schuman or what?



4/12/2019 6:24:49 PM allahuniversal Should have asked about this 

 https://twitter.com/OnWithLogic/status/1116790852213334017?s=19 …

Then again, there's no coincidences

1y∆

4/12/2019 6:24:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 By the number of IS-BEs who are sheep to your will. 

Subtly is a strong force of control.

"Followers"

4/12/2019 6:25:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fishing.

4/12/2019 6:25:05 PM keith369me I get it...you’re asking for metrics.

4/12/2019 6:25:11 PM mongrelglory Do you think some people have a greater energetic effect on the frequency of the planet than others?  I guess that makes sense if Earth's frequency is 

rising.  Higher frequency beings will interact with the higher frequency of the Earth for a synergistic effect, but I still...

4/12/2019 6:25:29 PM allahuniversal 8 Chan comms

More than good.

4/12/2019 6:25:48 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🙏

4/12/2019 6:25:51 PM mongrelglory ...wonder if each IS-BE (human) has an equal contribution into co-creating the Matrix.

4/12/2019 6:25:52 PM adsvel Some are calling them Living Light. From my experience, I see purple, indigo blue and pale yellow, the yellow is moving. It could be our chakras 

radiance.

4/12/2019 6:26:12 PM maryschade14 CERN. Magick. 

Veil between realms began tearing during Lunar Eclipse Oct 8 2014

4/12/2019 6:27:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Starseeds represented new perspectives of thought, and through creation of ideas into reality, new ideas can be seeded to Earth to protect from 

destruction.

4/12/2019 6:27:27 PM turboxyde (Flood) "When the Moon is in the 7th house and Jupiter aligns with Mars, then peace will guide the planets and love will steer the stars! This is the 

dawning of the age of Aquarius!"

Hosanna! https://youtu.be/kjxSCAalsBE 

4/12/2019 6:28:12 PM worldxplorer1 That is exactly what happened!

4/12/2019 6:29:23 PM keith369me Why does Global Warming pop into my head when I read this?

4/12/2019 6:29:34 PM zagnett Fishing is so relaxing, isn't it? 😊

4/12/2019 6:29:36 PM starehope Please interpret that so I know if I understood it correctly.

4/12/2019 6:30:10 PM adsvel Majestic answer.

4/12/2019 6:30:23 PM crackedactor183 I am guessing its Bruce Ohr's 322?

4/12/2019 6:31:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rep MG

"Don't tell me what your priorities are, show me your checkbook and I can tell you what your priorities are."

Now think about this.

You are unaware of how much power you give them through your data.

Privacy laws. 

Not hate speech laws.

4/12/2019 6:31:20 PM aprilbrown99 I would suggest meditating on it to see what resonates with you. I am going to do the same tonight. There is so much for all of us to learn.

4/12/2019 6:31:57 PM moemc8 My soul is of major importance.  I may be a starseed, I may not be.  God knows, either way, I'm good.

4/12/2019 6:32:16 PM ragevirusqq Privacy and data laws incoming?

4/12/2019 6:32:28 PM decodematrix In this tweet you said: "Gravity is the concentration of IS-BEs manifesting a reality of their own creation in their own universes."

What happens when the SSP travels to a barren empty planet? Is there no gravity because there is no IS-BEs there? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077417917011107840 …

4/12/2019 6:32:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourself.

4/12/2019 6:32:36 PM fightforamerica POTUS nickname of "Nancy" related to "Nancy"  in the quatrains?

4/12/2019 6:33:21 PM lvdckdynsty Dogs accept you as a Master, and kiss your ass.  As long as you don't need psychologically Need worship, enjoy doggie companions.

4/12/2019 6:33:35 PM starehope I understand, not being a follower, thinking for self, BEING SELF.

4/12/2019 6:33:37 PM worldxplorer1 As in how much [ALICE] we attract?

4/12/2019 6:33:53 PM mongrelglory My understanding is that CERN has been shut down more recently, so has the veil been restored?

4/12/2019 6:34:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planets are IS-BEs.

4/12/2019 6:34:17 PM allahuniversal Thank you. That let's us know that we were doing our duty to spread the word. pic.twitter.com/x1ulzgXrLm

4/12/2019 6:35:14 PM mongrelglory Higher frequencies, more radiant energy?

4/12/2019 6:35:22 PM humanprimer I have nothing to hide!  But in complete contrast,  neither do I have anything I want to share!!  Isn't that my choice?  Indeed, it is.  Sovereign thought.

4/12/2019 6:35:23 PM allahuniversal Great answer.

4/12/2019 6:35:26 PM keith369me Cabal taking advantage of Starseed empathy?

4/12/2019 6:35:38 PM ascendingadam “Flood” is metaphorical in reference to information?

4/12/2019 6:35:46 PM starehope And, thank you April! 😘💖👊

4/12/2019 6:35:55 PM allahuniversal Leadership

4/12/2019 6:36:27 PM drbohammer If [they] would let me release ]this[ crypto, privacy would be possible. Are [they] going to let this get to market, or do you have alternatives I should 

consider?

4/12/2019 6:36:56 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you too. ✨💫

4/12/2019 6:36:57 PM turboxyde I'd be trying to find the temporal device that transported you back to the mid 20th century when these antiques were actually flying. I'm certainly no 

expert but from what I understand these are likely quite the "antiques" by now. Like a horse and cart is to tesla car now.

4/12/2019 6:37:29 PM moemc8 I find you very interesting, however, little by little, you take us away from God, from Jesus.  I pray for discernment.   I always come back to Jesus, God

....discernment.

4/12/2019 6:37:43 PM mongrelglory They can try, but ultimately it's all about the frequency that you maintain.

4/12/2019 6:38:08 PM zagnett Yeah perhaps we could lose a little bit of ice - at the channel between Alexander Island, and the Antarctica mainland. 🧐

4/12/2019 6:38:41 PM daveo6145 Wow. Any good sites for this?

4/12/2019 6:39:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are if you choose to be, but your depth of knowledge your subconscious may be proportionally linked to the authenticity of being a recent starseed 

since the 1950s with the intent of assisting in First Contact.

4/12/2019 6:39:49 PM lynnboyce7 I've been listening to that song!!! I love it😍

4/12/2019 6:39:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 1794?

4/12/2019 6:40:34 PM allahuniversal You again? Don't I have you muted? How can this even... pic.twitter.com/uJpCbzXJD5

4/12/2019 6:40:46 PM kathleen3693693 Was I downloaded today? How long do I have to decide?

4/12/2019 6:40:51 PM turboxyde You do realize if they give us any inkling of the required events that we'd immediately start attempting to manifest them via meditation so it may be in 

their best interest to manage our consciousness like a wildland fire by keeping us away from fuel sources unless it's paramount

4/12/2019 6:41:30 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣

4/12/2019 6:41:51 PM daveo6145 Transparency. What a concept!

4/12/2019 6:42:14 PM allahuniversal Hmm, the drop, or the year? pic.twitter.com/Mo17sevRCc



4/12/2019 6:42:19 PM laurabusse One ping only

4/12/2019 6:42:29 PM 1whoknows1_ What do magenta colored cats have to do with visitations/contact?

4/12/2019 6:43:19 PM laurabusse LOL

4/12/2019 6:43:27 PM ce5nyc Why are some of us having actual interactions with crafts in the sky. What is the purpose of this?

4/12/2019 6:43:40 PM allahuniversal She's good at this pic.twitter.com/J2kIugZT39

4/12/2019 6:44:14 PM turboxyde Elohim ∞ Amenti

4/12/2019 6:44:48 PM laura_621 I struggle with how much to teach them about what I’ve learned.

4/12/2019 6:45:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 1794y?

4/12/2019 6:46:15 PM drbohammer French Revolution

4/12/2019 6:46:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Metaphorically.

4/12/2019 6:47:40 PM moemc8 Wrong on the date

4/12/2019 6:47:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yourself from the future? Possibility.

4/12/2019 6:48:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only time will tell. Future proves past.

4/12/2019 6:48:24 PM drbohammer And the Cult of the Supreme Being...

4/12/2019 6:49:24 PM 313looper [5G]*

4/12/2019 6:51:02 PM ce5nyc Haha. I've thought of this actually! Thanks

4/12/2019 6:51:25 PM charmanda9 Yes, always with the Epsom salt. I have eliminated many calcifying toxins from my daily sources of water and I use fluoride free toothpaste. I haven’t 

drank alcohol for a year and a half and am no longer on antidepressants or other harmful pharmaceuticals.

4/12/2019 6:52:21 PM starehope No wonder I never fit in.

4/12/2019 6:52:24 PM turboxyde Put on your light gloves and dance with the living light in harmonious co-creation before all that is!

"Dreamweaver! You hold your fate in your own hands! Dreamweaver! Break your chains and make your move or you might just see, a Dreamweaver's 

fall!" https://youtu.be/pwb2FBcJb-s 

4/12/2019 6:52:29 PM allahuniversal 11th Amendment

1st session of Senate

And the standout, the Whiskey Rebellion, featuring a battle led by the POTUS himself (GW)

Oh , and the French Revolution, honorable mention

4/12/2019 6:52:43 PM jm19712 So is "the plan" calendar driven or event driven?  Feels like yall are racing against a RESET clock while simultaneously saying it is event driven. 12 

Years?????

4/12/2019 6:52:54 PM awarefrequency We can never really be taken away from God and Jesus.

Separation is an illusion of the mind. 

Always look at information with your heart. Look at things through the eyes of spirit.  #Discernment 

The mind lies and creates fear, doubt and separation from the heart...from God

4/12/2019 6:53:13 PM allahuniversal 🤔🤔🤔

4/12/2019 6:53:28 PM aprilbrown99 Many of us feel that way I think.

4/12/2019 6:53:31 PM mongrelglory Oh!  That's a great idea!  I will give it a try. Thanks Xalos!

4/12/2019 6:53:41 PM jrocktigers I cant I found all you intelligent people in a window on my computer screen.  This is awesome!

4/12/2019 6:54:23 PM mongrelglory That was like in the movie "Constantine"!

4/12/2019 6:54:41 PM allahuniversal Ain't it?

4/12/2019 6:54:58 PM daveo6145 Watching 45s presser today I literally got teary eyed. Is this what cabal fears most?

4/12/2019 6:54:58 PM nmchristoban In what ways can we (prepare to) assist?

4/12/2019 6:55:18 PM charmanda9 Oh I haven’t seen it!

4/12/2019 6:55:23 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

4/12/2019 6:55:25 PM ragevirusqq Very interesting response.

4/12/2019 6:56:31 PM allahuniversal What really baking my noodle now is if this would have happened if I hadn't said anything? pic.twitter.com/Z8rYla1HEV

4/12/2019 6:56:52 PM moemc8 Disregard.  I re-read. Btw, this talk becomes science.  We are being pulled away from God.  I will NEVER pull away from God.

4/12/2019 6:57:23 PM 1whoknows1_ During the height of Egyptian rule, was there some type of light that came down from the sky as a sort of redeemer or savior? Potentially the light I am 

referring to could be the sun descending upon Earth.

4/12/2019 6:58:08 PM aprilbrown99 That would make much more sense. I couldn’t tell where the light was radiating from. I was worried it was coming from the tumor in my head. About 

the size of a golf ball between my brain hemispheres but nothing serious. 🥴

4/12/2019 6:58:31 PM mongrelglory I actually enjoyed it more than I thought I would.  It's fairly quirky with dark humour and "Biblical themes".  Not a lot of disclosure, but Constantine 

used water to make a connection to other dimensions (the underworld).

4/12/2019 6:59:01 PM drbohammer 1794 - French Revolution - Other than a bunch of people being separated from their heads, Robespierre made the Cult of the Supreme Being the official 

religion of the French Republic.

4/12/2019 6:59:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct theories.

4/12/2019 7:00:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Because the time is wrong. 

They aren't in power.

4/12/2019 7:00:21 PM mongrelglory Cool!  Thanks MJ-12 👍

4/12/2019 7:00:24 PM robcennon This is swiss cheese. He asked Manning for more. So what? It's free to ask someone for something which has already been provided. That's obviously 

not hacking. Case closed.

4/12/2019 7:00:28 PM vintagesquirrel Zactly! 😯

4/12/2019 7:00:38 PM laurabusse Have you been meditating long? 1. It gets better, easier over time with practice 2. Deepen and lengthen your breathing, and focus on it. That will help. 

3. "When the body is still the mind is still." Be as still as you can for as long as you can. Stillness of mind will come :-)

4/12/2019 7:00:38 PM aprilbrown99 You, my friend, are so funny. So glad you are here with us shining your Light!  I love you I’Au!  🥰

4/12/2019 7:01:16 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MY ALBUMS ON FACEBOOK -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/photos_albums?lst=100000093450833%3A100000093450833%3A1555120567 …

4/12/2019 7:01:20 PM vintagesquirrel Thank you for your service!

4/12/2019 7:01:27 PM aprilbrown99 We are all part of God.

4/12/2019 7:01:37 PM starehope Yes, he is funny! We'll keep him around a bit!

4/12/2019 7:02:31 PM starehope Love the "baking the noodle part."

4/12/2019 7:02:34 PM speaakn Interesting

4/12/2019 7:02:38 PM daveo6145 To awaken those from their slumber perhaps?

4/12/2019 7:02:44 PM allahuniversal I live you too April, you've got me beat when it comes to compassion

4/12/2019 7:02:45 PM keith369me A piece of the creator is inside of us.  One cell according to MJ

4/12/2019 7:02:57 PM aprilbrown99 Me too.

4/12/2019 7:03:02 PM covertress Have the two timelines finished merging?

4/12/2019 7:03:40 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, thank you. 🙏💫

4/12/2019 7:04:01 PM allahuniversal He'll come & go, yet he's never far away from Truth when it presents itself

4/12/2019 7:04:08 PM staticra1n They definately are connected to the hyper dimensional gate.

4/12/2019 7:04:15 PM mongrelglory Sound logic. 😉



4/12/2019 7:04:27 PM 313looper OMG...!

That’s happening to one of my friends ...

He kept telling me ...

4/12/2019 7:04:30 PM lightworkercain n

4/12/2019 7:04:47 PM aprilbrown99 ...now where did I put that little cell.... lol.

4/12/2019 7:05:07 PM starehope I'Au, how do you bake a noodle? That is so cute!

4/12/2019 7:05:21 PM ragevirusqq Good hobbies. You have found like minded individuals. ✌🏻♥

4/12/2019 7:05:23 PM allahuniversal We can ThanQ for that one

4/12/2019 7:05:25 PM aprilbrown99 You tell jokes much better than I ever could. 👍

4/12/2019 7:05:40 PM jared4liberty Never heard the term starseed until recently when @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned it. Upon research is so hard for me not to feel like I’m one. So i am 

choosing to embrace it!

4/12/2019 7:06:06 PM lbf777 What did trump say?

4/12/2019 7:06:13 PM ragevirusqq Wouldn’t this be a paradox?

4/12/2019 7:07:06 PM aetherwalker1 "I have said, ‘You are gods; you are all sons of the Most High.’" -Psalm 82:6

4/12/2019 7:07:10 PM laurabusse Also, i find as daylength increases (like now) i find it more difficult to meditate. The solution arrives with the problem: meditate in the sun. Preferably 

on bare ground. There is a flow of energy between you, the earth and the sun. The earth takes away your neg energy...sun too

4/12/2019 7:09:06 PM djlok Is it possible that we chose to before this incarnation and that some IS-BE's who become aware of this account are doing so for the purpose of learning 

their Identity?

4/12/2019 7:09:06 PM allahuniversal By using the Socratic Method pic.twitter.com/zpKaFDUZIV

4/12/2019 7:09:41 PM blankmarlo A.k.a Patrick Shanahan yes?

4/12/2019 7:09:48 PM turboxyde It's how I navigate to the central sun via astral projection, the first time I tried to "squeeze" out I saw the sun disappear around me entirely and all I 

saw was empty space with these distant filaments dancing and branching outward. When I began to draw my awareness closer...

4/12/2019 7:09:53 PM allahuniversal Only when I'm laughing as I type

4/12/2019 7:10:26 PM mongrelglory It's like trying to find something buried in your purse! Lol!

4/12/2019 7:10:33 PM igiant111 ;)

4/12/2019 7:10:55 PM allahuniversal No one wants class to be boring

4/12/2019 7:11:26 PM aprilbrown99 CBD oil - they have ointments and lotions aside from internal drops, gummies, etc that you can take.

4/12/2019 7:11:41 PM turboxyde ...this enormous light filament "connected" with me and I was shot through a tube like structure of hyperdimensional geometry and I hit "the wall" of 

light near the central sun of our own galaxy. That's how I learned to gather the light/energy of the great central sun...

4/12/2019 7:12:40 PM mongrelglory I thought they were referencing that we can "choose to be good".  As for Starseeds, it is a voluntary choice they make, and MJ-12 have previously 

stated that part of their mission is to help with the activation of Starseeds.

4/12/2019 7:12:52 PM glor60 I’m usually overcome with emotion when I shower or bathe... usually a good cry.

4/12/2019 7:13:08 PM turboxyde ...and return with it to our Sun for manifestation within the collective consciousness. I was hoping MJ would help us all understand the surface 

information on the Sun a little better so others can experience this with a little more confidence as well.

4/12/2019 7:13:34 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly. Hidden under your wallet or a pack of gum. Lol

4/12/2019 7:14:04 PM staticra1n Each star is connected to the next and so on. Think Stargate. The stargate network. Just like on earth. The Leylines Nodes and Null. We can enter nodes 

on the leylines and exit at the null points and vice versa. Instant transportation to the other side of the world.

4/12/2019 7:14:20 PM djlok And see I read the "I'm good" part of the question to mean I'm good regardless.

4/12/2019 7:16:32 PM charmanda9 My shower the other day was also a shower of tears that just would not stop. I was overcome.

4/12/2019 7:16:55 PM thenotobvious Mainstream speak: 50yrs later we are colonizing the moon. 500yrs from that we r expert nomads in the Solar System. 1000yrs later we are out 

exploring the Galaxy. 5000 years from that we have a hyper dimensional multi-holographic Search Engine that board aka UFO Craft. It’s US. 😉

4/12/2019 7:17:12 PM staticra1n Ancient races used the leylines nodes, a certain one to get off-world and back to their home planets. This world was always known as a sanctuary 

planet, before the darkness took over and corrupted the leylines.

4/12/2019 7:17:31 PM aprilbrown99 Boom 💥

4/12/2019 7:17:40 PM mongrelglory That's what MoeMc meant (I believe) but I think MJ-12 was pointing out that being good is a choice.  Again, to quote Oma in SG-1, "the only thing we 

can really control in this life, is whether we are good or evil."

4/12/2019 7:18:10 PM aprilbrown99 Very cool.

4/12/2019 7:18:16 PM blankmarlo The cabal is currently unrolling limited disclosure as a distraction tactic unwittingly doing the bidding of MJ12. (Limited disclosure is necesary early on 

to ease people into things)

4/12/2019 7:18:17 PM djlok I'm following now. Thanks!!!

4/12/2019 7:19:10 PM djlok And I was reading it like being a Starseed is a choice.

4/12/2019 7:19:15 PM keith369me Don’t know, MJ wouldn’t specify...my guess guess, in the spinal cord

4/12/2019 7:19:36 PM aprilbrown99 Would that be considered a kind of “looking glass” per se?

4/12/2019 7:19:52 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing Allen (T2) on a higher dimensional tropical beach somewhere...maybe on Risa. 😎

4/12/2019 7:20:13 PM jrocktigers Here is a photo of the very back end or tail of the 2nd plane that hit WTC. It is almost fully inside the building and their is not debris from smashing the 

steel beams. Explosions happen a second later through the other side. Audio does have plane noise. Noise projected ? pic.twitter.com/QcequkwMmI

4/12/2019 7:20:45 PM clockworkanon The method of correctly determining the percentage of believers among the population seems nearly impossible...but disclosure of ET would shatter all 

barriers of division throughout the world and may be our last hope before we destroy ourselves.

4/12/2019 7:21:09 PM blankmarlo This explains "shower thoughts" and  MJ12 comments on daydreams and dreams offering a glimpse into alternate realities.

4/12/2019 7:21:19 PM mongrelglory Indeed!  It is. 😁

4/12/2019 7:21:55 PM mongrelglory Or in the pineal gland?

4/12/2019 7:23:21 PM jrocktigers Speaking of tectonics.. Florida/Alabama border had a third quake in a month yesterday. 2.8. Previous ones are 2.8 and 3.2 I believe. Ancient fault , been 

silent for many , many moons.

4/12/2019 7:25:11 PM aprilbrown99 We won’t destroy ourselves. We create our own destiny with co-creative consciousness. We won’t let that happen. Have faith and trust yourself. We 

are all here to help make this happen. United. #WWG1WGA

4/12/2019 7:28:33 PM andress45303251 Hey, wtf is your issue?

No one writes such vitriolic shit as you do here. 

Maybe some context as to what is going on?

4/12/2019 7:29:10 PM charmanda9 Yeah, I had a major series of these the other night in the shower, the night of the electrical storm. This was the reason for my question.

4/12/2019 7:30:13 PM moemc8 I do chose God's will.  I may be here for this time.  I need to know that you are as well.. I trust God, my Heavenly Father, only

4/12/2019 7:30:21 PM mattdawg80 My guess was three possibilities. One: they just failed. Two: they hit a transparent ancient structure. Three: it was shot down by someone not wanting 

them there.

4/12/2019 7:30:24 PM keith369me Got a no to that one

4/12/2019 7:30:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Is Judiasm based around the worship of Saturn?

4/12/2019 7:31:41 PM aprilbrown99 My thought was number 3 as well.

4/12/2019 7:31:54 PM andress45303251 @mainvolume isn't even a contender is this instance.



4/12/2019 7:33:21 PM nancyddb MJ, its everywhere.

4/12/2019 7:34:07 PM andress45303251 So, not gonna dm. Sup with Tyler, project mayhem and all the rest of it?

3 sides to any story. 4th with yours.

4/12/2019 7:34:09 PM glor60 Water is so healing. I usually feel good after a cry.

4/12/2019 7:34:22 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Interesting!  Then my next choice would be in the brainstem, or maybe the hear (heart chakra).

4/12/2019 7:35:30 PM sabina06706427 Magic Mirror

4/12/2019 7:35:41 PM aprilbrown99 I think he said “close” or something to that effect.

4/12/2019 7:36:08 PM starehope 😆😂

4/12/2019 7:36:38 PM andress45303251 Is that peanut? Love those savage but fiercely loyal dogs.

Oldest domesticated non human animal on Earth.

4/12/2019 7:37:31 PM ascendingadam Exciting concept!

Understanding photos are easily edited, it appears there may be “evidence” of this in some of the earliest photos taken around historical events 

although this appears to have stopped. 

Is this type of time travel tourism currently permitted on Earth?

4/12/2019 7:37:52 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/Pj4RITQiI2

4/12/2019 7:38:14 PM andress45303251 Pro tip: cook all of the bones in a crockpot for 3 days, until bone dissolves with just a fork, and mix it into the kibble.

4/12/2019 7:40:37 PM charmanda9 Like a cleansing. Tears literally release toxins out.

4/12/2019 7:41:01 PM andress45303251 Sooo fucking cute!!! pic.twitter.com/OQ1tbSPnjV

4/12/2019 7:43:29 PM andress45303251 Ok, serious shit here.

😂

Does the alphabet agencies look for long faced people?

Rhetorical, obviously.

Much love to you broseph.

FUCKING SMILE AND BE NICE!!!

4/12/2019 7:44:25 PM tcscamardo Pence is not trust worthy look at you tube video when he walks in with his wife at GWHB funeral. Hillary  stands up to hug and greet him and all of 

them are interested in what he saying to them. Deep state puppet for sure.

4/12/2019 7:44:44 PM zagnett Can yourself from the future tweak things in your timeline in the present like in Interstellar (movie)?

4/12/2019 7:44:47 PM andress45303251 Holy fuck. You were an FBI agent.

Every torture anyone?

4/12/2019 7:45:12 PM allahuniversal She's baking edibles...guaranteed https://youtu.be/eVF4kebiks4 

4/12/2019 7:45:20 PM goyaeq Why all the increase in military spending if there's going to be a pole shift?

4/12/2019 7:45:37 PM andress45303251 Thought they did psych evals. Guess you passed with flying colors!!!

😂😂😂

4/12/2019 7:45:44 PM jrocktigers He did receive a mysterious envelope.  I also rarely trust people with hair that perfectly in place.

4/12/2019 7:46:09 PM zagnett Me too. I got a lot of frequent flyer miles in my dreams. Want to cash those in someday. 😁

4/12/2019 7:46:10 PM keith369me It was a no to the heart...I recall something related to electrical connection between the pineal and other organs (brain/heart/etc)...I really need to 

look back at the Tweets...brain stem makes sense.

4/12/2019 7:47:10 PM mongrelglory I think that movie was disclosure about how time and events can work.

4/12/2019 7:47:34 PM djlok Hopefully it will be the other way around... You have the electricity and they don't!!!

4/12/2019 7:47:57 PM starehope A spark of God!

4/12/2019 7:48:01 PM zagnett Yup. Hoping for more confirmation on this.

4/12/2019 7:48:05 PM lbf777 What did Trump say that was so moving?

4/12/2019 7:49:14 PM zagnett So they close the account. Doesn't mean they disappear suddenly necessarily lol.

4/12/2019 7:50:04 PM nettiejoi What means #AMA , please ?

4/12/2019 7:51:08 PM derouac Try active meditation. Similar to when you're so focused on a task, your mind quiets.

 https://www.msia.org/experience/meditation-spiritual-exercises …

4/12/2019 7:51:55 PM mongrelglory Ack!  I think we might have to set up an online support group for people going through MJ-12 AMA withdrawals!  😬

4/12/2019 7:51:56 PM natureinspace Good question.

4/12/2019 7:52:49 PM andress45303251 Adorable pup. They brought humanity out of hunter/gather society into an agricultural based system. Over 50,000 years of a symbiotic relationship.

Cats only have 30k with us, amd carry toxoplasmosis. Gross.

Hey, so does the FBI only hire asshole who won't smile?

4/12/2019 7:53:47 PM charmanda9 Me too. Other worlds.

4/12/2019 7:54:19 PM mongrelglory It's been nice and peaceful tonight!  ALICE hasn't been trying to disrupt our AMA!  Is that your doing MJ-12?

4/12/2019 7:54:46 PM andress45303251 Other than your ex?

What a cunt, ammiright?

*wink wink, nudge nudge...

4/12/2019 7:54:49 PM chelle030609 Did anyone think these craft are our own and abduction for the secret space program or secret project's?!

4/12/2019 7:56:19 PM ivan2488083248 gold Standard is already in place as of end of March 2019. Was proposed in 2017 and enacted now. Be happy!

4/12/2019 7:56:25 PM mongrelglory I want to visit lots of intergalactic petting zoos! 😋

4/12/2019 7:56:44 PM orthogonalron Was the year 1969 majestic?

4/12/2019 7:57:09 PM mongrelglory Hopefully without the "zoo" part.

4/12/2019 7:57:16 PM charmanda9 It stands for ‘ask me anything’ 🙂

4/12/2019 7:58:55 PM roublisa I was lucky to travel with our hairy brothers and sisters a few months ago it was awesome!

4/12/2019 7:59:20 PM ivan2488083248 Assange is safe.

4/12/2019 8:00:23 PM mongrelglory Are you referring to Sasquatches Lisa?

4/12/2019 8:00:45 PM roublisa Yes!🤗

4/12/2019 8:00:58 PM andress45303251 A Yorki and Lab mixed?

So you got 3?

Awesome sauce!!!

Fuck humans, keep em. 

I'll take a dog any day of the week over you fucking psychos.

4/12/2019 8:01:03 PM tcscamardo Skull and Bones secret society.

4/12/2019 8:01:14 PM roublisa Dream state though but very real.

4/12/2019 8:01:24 PM plumcivic Tempting, but not technically definitive. Could just mean JT is not the son of his mother's legal husband.

4/12/2019 8:01:48 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Do you care to share more about your experience?

4/12/2019 8:02:10 PM jrocktigers Did Ham do as they presented? pic.twitter.com/LPmloRPZKC



4/12/2019 8:02:31 PM burkewinkler Deep leg, calf, foot, back massage.  Deep stretching.  Study  http://www.russianmartialart.com  .  Work hard, you get rid of it.  Takes spirit.

4/12/2019 8:02:48 PM ivan2488083248 There r many bad signs about Pence. Ryan-Pence website for example, when Trump was declared expendable by DS and Noname specifically

4/12/2019 8:02:49 PM unidentifiedta1 What's the 322 significance? Not seeing that number anywhere...

4/12/2019 8:03:05 PM andress45303251 You are so fucking gross.

4/12/2019 8:03:33 PM mongrelglory Where did you go with them?

4/12/2019 8:04:00 PM charmanda9 April, this happens to me all the time when in total darkness. I always just figure I’m imagining it, but now to hear you say this...I’ve never heard 

anyone else say this.

4/12/2019 8:04:47 PM mongrelglory I usually just end up stepping on one of my cats...

4/12/2019 8:05:22 PM burkewinkler  http://www.russianmartialart.com   breathing techniques.  Will work if you do.

4/12/2019 8:05:29 PM 1_decided_voter Was JFK part of MJ12?

4/12/2019 8:06:14 PM andress45303251 Not falling victim. Kinda the father.

Another repetitive meme pls 

@mainvolume?

4/12/2019 8:06:18 PM charmanda9 Wow, you guys. I also see indigo light or pale yellow with my eyes closed. Pulsating, radiating, growing and shrinking, undulating.

4/12/2019 8:06:45 PM mongrelglory And what did you see once you were on the ship?

4/12/2019 8:07:40 PM tcscamardo Is Kabamur one ?

4/12/2019 8:08:14 PM charmanda9 😂 poor kitties. Well, when it happens to me I am I’m still darkness, such as while laying in bed ready for sleep.

4/12/2019 8:09:00 PM kindeandtrue If this weird 5G project turns out to be harmful to humans, the environment, animals and insects, then I'm through with @POTUS. Hope we're not 

being used as guinea pigs for the corporations.

4/12/2019 8:09:01 PM roublisa We traveled to another place where other humans were....it seemed like a air[out like facility where people were going about their business ....it is 

fuzzy but I remember being told to stand in line..don’t remember what for now but in the dream it was like I just new it seemed(2)

4/12/2019 8:10:38 PM mongrelglory My black cat likes to weave back and forth under my feet when I'm walking in the dark.  You'd think she'd learn! 😝

4/12/2019 8:10:59 PM goodmedicine4us So is it somewhat correct that at least some ET races are like those ET characters in the V miniseries of conquering invading aliens that ate humans?

V the Miniseries in 9 Minutes.  https://youtu.be/QihkWmS7dTI  via @YouTube

4/12/2019 8:11:44 PM natureinspace Are we the AI?

4/12/2019 8:11:46 PM burkewinkler Mentioned elsewhere bitcoin = CIA, no good.  Designed to fund bad CIA ops, i.e. really bad money laundering, take money from the unaware?

4/12/2019 8:11:51 PM goodmedicine4us  https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1116901568509382656 …

4/12/2019 8:12:04 PM charmanda9 She’s really banking on those nine lives. Fearless. Oh hey! NINE lives, huh?? Number nine.

4/12/2019 8:12:10 PM andress45303251 Horribly blatent rip off. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=j2zQKqgNAeE …

4/12/2019 8:12:49 PM shellsinsofla I loved that miniseries as a little pupanon

4/12/2019 8:12:53 PM auagate Wonderful!

4/12/2019 8:13:48 PM roublisa I remember loving  feelings with them ....but it is fuzzy to remember details.   I have had many dreams with travel, but this was the only one I can recall 

being on a ship....many travel vehicles are like planes but many seats across.

4/12/2019 8:13:52 PM andress45303251 All will bow to Les.

4/12/2019 8:14:41 PM roublisa Not air[out🤪 airport

4/12/2019 8:17:00 PM realdepiorabie Trey Gowdy

4/12/2019 8:17:13 PM nettiejoi Ahh, ok ! Thank you very much!

4/12/2019 8:18:06 PM roublisa Was your experiences awake?

4/12/2019 8:18:39 PM starehope Oh, now I remember! Bake your noodle meaning blow your mind if you keep thinking about it.

4/12/2019 8:18:50 PM enomai_ Huge year that year. 

March 27 –

The United States Government authorizes the building of the first six United States Navy vessels (in 1797 the first three frigates, United States, 

Constellation (1797) and Constitution go into service),

4/12/2019 8:18:50 PM turboxyde Just noticed after posting this how that central herkimer diamond is gleaming like a champion!

4/12/2019 8:18:56 PM enomai_ not to be confused with October 13, 1775, which is observed as the Navy's Birthday.

The U.S. Senate passes a rule ending its policy of closing all of its sessions to the public. [2]

4/12/2019 8:19:49 PM roublisa The state your referring to is alpha state right?

4/12/2019 8:20:06 PM shellsinsofla I remember watching this on a giant old school TV with a built in Stereo record player, picture tubes and rabbit 🐰 ears lol.  I didn’t realize it was soo 

long ago!

4/12/2019 8:20:18 PM goodmedicine4us In the series, the Visitors try to fool humankind that (they) are benevolent with promises of cures & technology.  Once it is discovered that the Visitors 

are man eating lizards, (they) try to take over the narrative by controlling television and use fascism to conquer earth.

4/12/2019 8:20:42 PM laurabusse 🐚 🐟

Shell. Fish.

4/12/2019 8:20:58 PM roublisa You are so lucky. Share some highlights if you would like💓💓💓

4/12/2019 8:20:59 PM worldxplorer1 All kinds of experiences happen for me during alpha state.

4/12/2019 8:21:17 PM allahuniversal 💯

4/12/2019 8:21:30 PM zagnett Perfect!

4/12/2019 8:24:03 PM burkewinkler Christ-in-You.  The Mystery of God, said Paul.  Col. 1:26-27

4/12/2019 8:24:07 PM roublisa You know I didn’t think much of what state of dreaming I was in until one morning months ago I wasn’t fully awake but aware I was feeling a sensation 

and heard a voice say alpha waves and I remember smiling and waking up rolled over and told my husband...he wasn’t as excited 😜

4/12/2019 8:24:43 PM zagnett If all goes according to the "plan" they'll possibly be able to hold actual press conferences if they want, or direct comms with people. The only reason 

they have to have Q & accounts like MJ is because of the existence of the [cabal]. A problem that can be solved.

4/12/2019 8:25:03 PM worldxplorer1 Hahahaha! 😂

4/12/2019 8:26:17 PM goodmedicine4us me three.

4/12/2019 8:26:30 PM roublisa How wonderful....I have watched the Sasquatch Ontario videos and I absolutely adore the clan he, Mike, interacted with💓💓💓

4/12/2019 8:27:45 PM zagnett i'm thinking enough people will likely be telepathic enough & be able to process enough data, & possibly enough friendly neighbors would help (if we're 

friendly in return & ask them) to help/stabilize the others who remain here. This is all speculation on my part of course.

4/12/2019 8:28:42 PM laurabusse We need a meme of an ET typing on a smartphone. 

@n7guardiananon

4/12/2019 8:29:27 PM realdepiorabie How much disinformation vs TRUTH do you disseminate on this account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/12/2019 8:29:35 PM starehope April, I'Au, and everyone else. I must leave to iron some things. See you soon! pic.twitter.com/Q1XHl324Si

4/12/2019 8:29:49 PM laurabusse Hardly LOL

4/12/2019 8:30:15 PM allahuniversal #Salute o7



4/12/2019 8:30:29 PM turboxyde Teach them by leading and setting a good example based upon the tenants of the golden rule. Meet them at their level as much as possible and teach 

emotional intelligence and how to react to environmental stimulus without attachment. Teach them about their bodies and consciousness

4/12/2019 8:31:14 PM roublisa Another night not long after that experience....I had a bright flash/bang of light and the word Jesus appeared ....all at the same time😊...a very 

relaxing...comforting feeling came over me. The letters were block letters with zen tangle doodles and many shades of red and blue

4/12/2019 8:31:21 PM laurabusse We DO need a meme of an ET on twitter

@n7guardiananon 

No pressure LOL

4/12/2019 8:31:42 PM aetherwalker1 I don't think Hinduism, Jainism & Buddhism will be shaken much at all.  

They'll be like: 'Advanced beings from other star systems and other dimensions, huh?  ...  Yeah.  We knew they were out there.'  😎

4/12/2019 8:32:08 PM andress45303251 Leo, the lion?

Would explain a fuck ton.

So, to recap, it wasn't the abc agency who created your sour puss but instead were the ones actively searching out your personality types?

We are all fucked....

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-Xic5LfFNVc …

4/12/2019 8:33:25 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve had similar expierences to that. Euphoric feeling. Lots of bright light. Pure joy. Feeling of elation. And although I didn’t see anything I “perceived” 

many “angels” there at that moment. That was during alpha early in the morning.

4/12/2019 8:33:32 PM roublisa Here are a few...they are incredible. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtAFSF0Pa18-qN78f1WsFSxEt6sD2E4BA …

4/12/2019 8:33:44 PM mongrelglory Cats are majestic Gods! 😆

4/12/2019 8:34:08 PM laurabusse Man that song was a real head scratcher in the 60s when i was a young teen

4/12/2019 8:34:31 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I wasn't quite clear on that. 😆

4/12/2019 8:34:54 PM roublisa Amazing feeling......completely enveloping!

4/12/2019 8:35:45 PM andress45303251 Love this song. Shit, you might be human after all.

MIGHT!

4/12/2019 8:35:52 PM warangel1111 So they F*cked up than . 😂 They Told the Truth

4/12/2019 8:37:10 PM turboxyde Is @n7guardiananon our M.M.M.? (Master Meme Maker)

4/12/2019 8:38:26 PM charmanda9 Most of them really have learned how to live like kings. Do you think they know they are hilarious sometimes? Are they ‘earning’ their posh lifestyle 

through their clever comedy relief?

4/12/2019 8:41:49 PM n7guardiananon Haha no, far from it.

2 possibilities mj12 thread or kab thread either way has great potential for the meme makers out there. pic.twitter.com/D054VUWpJj

4/12/2019 8:41:52 PM mongrelglory Is it necessary for Starseeds to publicize their ideas to a wide audience, or is the interaction that they have with people in their daily lives sufficient to 

seed the consciousness on Earth?

4/12/2019 8:42:19 PM decodematrix 💡💡💡In 1953, President Harry Truman gave up the oval office and passed the reins of power to his successor, President Dwight D. Eisenhower (Ike). It 

appears that Truman also gave Ike a pretty hefty file concerning a top secret project called Majestic 12 that Truman established

4/12/2019 8:42:32 PM decodematrix  https://www.gaia.com/article/eisenhower-meets-aliens-holloman-afb …

4/12/2019 8:42:40 PM mongrelglory Yes, I believe so.

4/12/2019 8:43:09 PM aetherwalker1 Whatever!!!

Don't attempt to assert that there will not be The One True Apostolic Space-Orthodoxy?  😂 pic.twitter.com/9iHR5QJh5I

4/12/2019 8:45:03 PM daveo6145 Just him bringing others with him up there and how caring he is and not standing up there preaching never seen it before in politics

4/12/2019 8:45:15 PM charmanda9 Spreading awareness, anyway.

4/12/2019 8:45:54 PM jerichoorion Good question

4/12/2019 8:46:33 PM rebornkingent anything specific?

4/12/2019 8:47:11 PM roublisa Is that the color🤔. What is this color?   I have the flowing and movement of lush, rich purpley blue shapes...then it’s almost like a movie pops in and 

out as I try to move through the fleeting thoughts.

4/12/2019 8:48:20 PM roublisa This is really great!

4/12/2019 8:50:44 PM nun_chucknorris I think it means if there is any Majestic involvement, it’s not by the “white hat” members.

4/12/2019 8:50:47 PM opensenseme I just bought one today! Wearing it now. pic.twitter.com/xHWEKTMQQh

4/12/2019 8:52:08 PM turboxyde I think it's all of the above. Some of us were "activated" at key specific times when our exposure to other human biofields was optimal to interface with 

others and our ability to project energy became measurable within the quantum field over those still entrained subconsciously.

4/12/2019 8:54:04 PM roublisa That is such a great tangible explanation 💓✨💓✨💓✨

4/12/2019 8:54:44 PM laurabusse I look fwd to reading anything you may tweet as a result of your research :-)

4/12/2019 8:55:39 PM laurabusse Well then i definitely look fwd to reading your tweets :-)

4/12/2019 8:57:06 PM aprilbrown99 I am so glad to hear someone else has experienced this too. It is an odd feeling to see light glowing but not know where it is coming from. How many 

time have you experienced this?

4/12/2019 8:59:15 PM turboxyde Ohhh nice! Have fun connecting with that beautiful crystal and co-creatively programming your shareable intentions within it for maximum benefit of 

all beings around you! I like to visualize a light bridge or link between my heart and the object and my pineal gland and the object

4/12/2019 8:59:40 PM liltilgerlil WikiLeaks just did a massive drop

4/12/2019 8:59:48 PM oliheck Vannevar Bush and Hans Kammler...

4/12/2019 9:00:31 PM carolin15161363 Lovely

4/12/2019 9:01:11 PM aprilbrown99 Yes! The other night when I went to bed I put one of my quartz crystals on my temple and all of a sudden I start seeing all of these swirling symbols, idk 

if they were numbers or letters, swirling in a circling spiral within this purple glow.  But this time my eyes were closed.

4/12/2019 9:01:40 PM aprilbrown99 She loves you.

4/12/2019 9:02:28 PM laurabusse Well you have me beat :-) waay beat!

4/12/2019 9:02:55 PM aprilbrown99 Have a wonderful evening. ❤️

4/12/2019 9:03:22 PM oliheck Google 

- Andreas Epp

- Schriever

- Habermohl

- Victor Schauberger

And finally Hans Kammler

->what did the great Patton steal in Thuringia and Prague (Skoda Industrial Complex)...???

Then Patton mysteriously has been accidented...
4/12/2019 9:04:37 PM liltilgerlil  https://file.wikileaks.org/file/ 



4/12/2019 9:05:05 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Jericho!  Hope your having a great evening.

4/12/2019 9:09:21 PM worldxplorer1 I experience this too. I think it’s our chakra energy. 

In addition I sometimes wake up in the middle of the night, look around my room only to realize my eyes are still closed. My bedroom is pitch black but 

I can see everything perfectly. Like I’m seeing thru my eyelids.

4/12/2019 9:09:58 PM bwolf79 Curious George?  

 http://www.proliberty.com/observer/20070405.htm …

4/12/2019 9:10:20 PM aprilbrown99 Da Nang Dick looks like an alien to me.

4/12/2019 9:11:08 PM mongrelglory Her name is Wawita.  I named her after that alien baby mummy that they found down in Peru. (It means "little baby girl" in the Quechan language).

4/12/2019 9:11:29 PM weissjsw819 Yes! If it’s thrown at the White House and just happens to hit Trump, it’s made a very moral decision. If a person has intelligence and they’re smart, 

they will eventually develop wisdom. On the other hand, a complete moron can have wisdom.

4/12/2019 9:12:11 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  It is an odd feeling. So glad I am not alone. Lol

4/12/2019 9:13:01 PM mongrelglory That would be my time on this Twitter account I guess!  When did you find out you were a Starseed Xalos?  Do you know where you're from?

4/12/2019 9:13:11 PM aprilbrown99 It is a very cute name. 😘🐱😺

4/12/2019 9:13:52 PM worldxplorer1 I think depends on the starseed. Each have different gifts, different purposes, and different opportunities. That’s why it’s important to learn to go 

inside and hear our own guidance.

4/12/2019 9:14:26 PM aprilbrown99 Oh this is gonna be interesting!  🍿🍿🍿. Ok all set.... 😀

4/12/2019 9:14:37 PM goodmedicine4us There is no way we are yet at even close to 50% woke.  People in California are super asleep.  Not trying to challenge, you at least in my area, we are no 

where close to woke.  I would be surpised if 50% of registered Republicans were WOKE and we have too few in California.

4/12/2019 9:16:32 PM aprilbrown99 🤓😎

4/12/2019 9:16:51 PM mongrelglory That is very good advice!  It's important to let go of self-doubt and trust that the answers are within. You said that you had a series of events that lead 

to your awakening.  Do you feel comfortable sharing any details?

4/12/2019 9:20:05 PM roublisa Stranger Things ....the tv 📺 show....as well....to the upside down.

4/12/2019 9:21:16 PM mongrelglory I only have basic cable, so have not seen that show.  It sounds interesting though!

4/12/2019 9:21:41 PM worldxplorer1 Sure. Not sure to squeeze it into tweets but I’ll give it a go.

Started in 2013ish. Asleep in organized religion but dissatisfied. Intense urge to explore out of body experiences. Lead me to meditation. Practiced 

meditation faithfully every morning.

4/12/2019 9:22:19 PM andress45303251 I have no clue. Well maybe just one. Would love for you to be nice and smile!!!

4/12/2019 9:22:45 PM roublisa It’s original name was going to be ...wait for it.... Montauk 😳

4/12/2019 9:23:01 PM worldxplorer1 This lead to a spontaneous OBE that showed me the astral realm. Freaked me out but fascinated me at the same time. 

Kept at meditating to learn how to have OBEs at will. This lead to my most mysterious experience to date....

4/12/2019 9:24:17 PM alhsdo_whitepaw The cities don't represent everyone. This map is two years old, things have continued to shift. Also, I have read from lots of city slickers who live secret 

double lives, afraid of losing careers. I literally had to move outa Portland cause i couldn't fake it enough pic.twitter.com/nxCbOgNHiK

4/12/2019 9:25:30 PM roublisa  https://www.thisisinsider.com/fun-facts-stranger-things-2018-10 …

4/12/2019 9:25:48 PM worldxplorer1 During meditation from the void I see the face of a woman. Blonde hair. Blue eyes. Could see it clear as day. 

I said in my mind “Who are you?”  She responded with “Ba” (I felt like there were additional syllables but I could perceive them)...

4/12/2019 9:26:36 PM mongrelglory Thanks Lisa!

4/12/2019 9:27:34 PM roublisa You betcha 😉

4/12/2019 9:28:12 PM worldxplorer1 She went on to say “ but you can just call me Pleiadian girl”

I said why do I see you?

When responded “You are a starseed.”

I had never heard that term before. I was confused. She went on to say “there are millions of you on earth and we are broadcasting to all of them...

4/12/2019 9:28:45 PM nursewounds I can't get the files to open, it's all coded? Not loading right?

4/12/2019 9:31:31 PM worldxplorer1 I said what is a starseed. 

She said “You are from A-L-C-Y-O-N-E.” 

At this point I saw the letters flash before by field of vision one by one. I had never heard of that before either. 

I asked if I could ever talk to her again. She said yes. Just call out to Pleiadian girl...

4/12/2019 9:32:06 PM roublisa Say yes please💫 pic.twitter.com/CaBvvS5VFo

4/12/2019 9:33:26 PM worldxplorer1 At this point he face faded away. My vision turned into a sea of purple and then I saw a vision of dolphin. It flapped it’s tail and then all went black. 

I came back to normal waking consciousness. Was stunned. Gathered my thoughts and immediately when to the computer...

4/12/2019 9:35:35 PM worldxplorer1 To search “Pleiadians”. Alcyone. Starseeds. Etc. I couldn’t believe what I found. All kinda of stuff. 

Synchronicities started showing up like crazy. Lots of 11:11’s. My outlook on life and worldview changed. We’ll suffice it to say nothing has been the 

same since.

4/12/2019 9:36:21 PM worldxplorer1 So that the shortish version of my story. Had no idea what you were really asking for. 🤣

4/12/2019 9:36:27 PM aprilbrown99 That is really amazing. Have you called our to her since then?

4/12/2019 9:36:43 PM mongrelglory Wow!  So you had never even heard the term Pleiadian before?

4/12/2019 9:37:51 PM turboxyde On 27SEP2017 I felt an audible pop in the center of my brain followed by a rush of fluids and a massive surge of energy up my spine. This was 

accompanied by pure bliss and a profound understanding of the nature of reality. After that I had all sorts of weird things going on...

4/12/2019 9:38:18 PM worldxplorer1 Several times. While I’ve had other interesting visions I dont feel like I’ve ever successfully contacted that being again. 

As I’ve learned more here I’ve wondered if it was what she said it was or if it was some sort of VOG tech.

4/12/2019 9:39:07 PM mongrelglory That's an amazing story!  Did you feel comfortable sharing it with anyone in your life at the time?  My friends would all think I was crazy if I told them I 

was a Starseed right now.  None of them are into "New Age" stuff.  They're all pretty traditional.

4/12/2019 9:39:17 PM worldxplorer1 I had heard of the Pleiades but not necessarily Pleadians.



4/12/2019 9:39:28 PM johnnysoko Very good question. 

I’ve heard Kryon say a few times that he was ‘allowed’ to reveal certain inventions from our potential future because “someone, somewhere has 

thought of it”.

Do we need to act on unique ideas or does simply having the thought release it to the world?

4/12/2019 9:40:08 PM turboxyde ...telepathy, voices in the head, seeing energy, moving energy around my body to begin healing and repairing combat injuries, studying and working on 

my body like I was suddenly in the olympics. I went through an INTENSE entropy shedding process that lasted 40 days and nights...

4/12/2019 9:40:45 PM mongrelglory This sounds more organic to me, (rather than VOG) but you would be the best judge of that.

4/12/2019 9:41:16 PM worldxplorer1 Kept it in for about a year then finally told the story to my wife. It was an awkward conversation at the time. She and the kids have adored quite well in 

the years since to all of dads weird thoughts and experiences. I’m candid with them but don’t force anything on them.

4/12/2019 9:42:05 PM turboxyde ...and slowly began to do very intense inner work to clear my projection of consciousness as much as possible. I became a Kriya student and Reiki 

student during this time and slowly started my own personalized form of Kriya/Reiki/QiGong that I use to broadcast energy.

4/12/2019 9:42:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yes agree. I don’t know if you would have seen anything with VOG...I thought that was just voice only?

4/12/2019 9:42:21 PM worldxplorer1 I agree. I think it’s “real” as well but have just enough skepticism in me about it that I still have moments of doubt.

4/12/2019 9:43:02 PM worldxplorer1 Should say adapted not adored

4/12/2019 9:43:17 PM aprilbrown99 At least they are open to hearing it. That is the best start.

4/12/2019 9:43:45 PM aprilbrown99 I knew what you meant. 😁

4/12/2019 9:44:10 PM mongrelglory I assume it somewhat changed your perspective on organized religion.  Did that create tension with your loved ones or friends?

4/12/2019 9:44:48 PM worldxplorer1 Very open to it. It’s expanded the way they see the world for sure. They talk of the possible ETs, dimensions, time, reincarnation, past lives, parallel 

lives, etc. I think it unlocked something in the whole family.

4/12/2019 9:45:17 PM aprilbrown99 What is kriya?  Is that a sort of energy work like reiki?

4/12/2019 9:46:05 PM aprilbrown99 That is fantastic!  You are very blessed.

4/12/2019 9:46:12 PM turboxyde I am connected to several star nations via my IS through shared BEs and/or "multidimensional" projections of consciousness that I can access and I do 

have a connection with Andromeda as well. To me, it isn't one particular POI rather a "unity" of sorts that is shared most deeply.

4/12/2019 9:46:42 PM mongrelglory I'm familiar with Reiki and QiGong (I studied Traditional Chinese Medicine) but I've never heard of Kriya.  I will have to look that up!  Thank you for 

sharing your story!  Do you know where you came from originally (star system)?

4/12/2019 9:47:04 PM worldxplorer1 I was pulling away from religion as this happened anyway. This was just the straw that broke the camels back so to speak. In hindsight I see that pulling 

away from church leading up to this was already bringing those relationships to close before this happened.

4/12/2019 9:48:00 PM turboxyde The cumulative experience for me was actually an experience one night where I sensed a magnetic field disturbance in the area and I went into 

meditation to shield our home from something that I perceived as a threat. At that time I was still learning to differentiate...

4/12/2019 9:48:10 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve since made new friends more in alignment with my new worldview. Law of correspondence. Like attracts like.

4/12/2019 9:48:31 PM worldxplorer1 I agree! 🙏🏻

4/12/2019 9:48:40 PM mongrelglory That's true!  MJ-12 said the VOG was mainly thoughts and not visions.

4/12/2019 9:49:36 PM aprilbrown99 Well we are very blessed you are here to join and talk with us. Your light shines very bright!

4/12/2019 9:50:02 PM turboxyde ...frequencies and I was still very "child like" and fearful of the connections because they were so intense. Anyhow, I ended up meditating deeply and 

projecting my consciousness out of my body and I managed to appear onboard a starship in orbit above Earth through a...

4/12/2019 9:50:43 PM worldxplorer1 Well thank you. I learn a lot from everyone here. Thank to the both of you for listening to my story. I’m honored to be a part of this little community!

4/12/2019 9:51:32 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing. It is pretty cool.

4/12/2019 9:51:41 PM mongrelglory I'm the same way!  But then I remember the vivid certainty that I had with the "download" MJ-12 gave me, and I have had several Zen Satori 

experiences in my life that gave me a glimpse into cosmic consciousness that I know were real. I think the "download" that I received from...

4/12/2019 9:51:53 PM turboxyde ...light/matter projector that allowed me to interface and interact with what I assume to be the Galactic Federation. They were eager to speak with me 

but I couldn't figure out how to move through the stream  and out into the ship so I stayed in the "light" and broadcasted...

4/12/2019 9:52:41 PM big_simp are you OK?

Hit Trump? what on earth are you talking about?

4/12/2019 9:53:21 PM turboxyde ...my thoughts and emotions out to the occupants of the vessel. I was shown the Earth and what I would be doing in a few years time to help people 

heal and reconstitute their consciousness when they are ready like a healer. I was shown a crystalline tower materializing on the...

4/12/2019 9:53:45 PM mongrelglory ...MJ-12, was simply the sudden realization that I was from Ursa Minor, however, the stuff that I recalled at a later time was my own recollections 

being jogged in my subconscious memory.  Its possible some of those memories could be inaccurate, however I had some many intense...

4/12/2019 9:54:00 PM aprilbrown99 I will have to look up Zen Satori. Haven’t heard of him before. 👍

4/12/2019 9:54:39 PM mongrelglory ...and detailed "impressions" that came into my mind after consciously meditating with the focus on remembering, that I believe those came from 

within and not externally.

4/12/2019 9:54:59 PM turboxyde ...surface of the planet in a valley. At its base was a bright light source or energy portal and the base of the tower was dished outward and filled with 

concentric circles of holographic flora with live versions next to the projection. It was like a datacenter or exchange...

4/12/2019 9:55:22 PM weissjsw819 I’ve read it. And I loved it! But I wrote it so my opinion probably doesn’t count.

4/12/2019 9:55:28 PM mongrelglory I'm sure they adore you too. 😁

4/12/2019 9:55:52 PM antarantanka ... or another inbodyment of you... curious about the Earth inbodyment of you... most alpha inbodyments are on Earth... time is an illusion there is only 

NOW.

4/12/2019 9:56:30 PM turboxyde ...center for Star Nations to visit and "take home" samples from our "living library" to populate their worlds. I was like a guide and guardian for those 

who desired to enter Earth's living library of time/space and observe moments in time from our amazing history. I was...

4/12/2019 9:56:39 PM roublisa I was saying this somewhere here to night as well...great conformation 💫

4/12/2019 9:56:48 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  I’ve many past life memories - many not on earth - come back to me as well. Not always very long. But clear snipetts. I will sometimes meditate 

on a small bit of memory which then unlock more of the surrounding memory. It’s quite fun actually!

4/12/2019 9:57:09 PM weissjsw819 I’m thinking Tuna.

4/12/2019 9:57:11 PM worldxplorer1 It seems to be about learning to trust yourself and your impressions.

4/12/2019 9:58:03 PM aprilbrown99 Lisa, does this happen to you as well?

4/12/2019 9:58:18 PM mongrelglory You sound like you are a very old soul, so to speak.

4/12/2019 10:00:18 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe our light bodies just don’t want to get squished back into the meat suit.  Lol

4/12/2019 10:00:59 PM mongrelglory Does your family share your more expansive view of spirituality then?  After practising Zen Buddhism for 20 years, I had become a "born again" 

Christian, attending the Salvation Army Church, as I was trying to heal from old traumas.  I left the church eventually because I ...

4/12/2019 10:01:06 PM worldxplorer1 Light attracts bugs. 💡🦟



4/12/2019 10:01:24 PM turboxyde ...working with many other humans on other Earthly projects as well. Sometimes we'd have to walk into the light source in teams at the base of the 

tower and move through Earth's time/space matrix to help those who get stuck or trapped in her amazing illusions. This was all...

4/12/2019 10:02:00 PM roublisa Yes...🤗.  I also see 1 ping of light, like a tiny lightning bug ....faster lit time but it is appearing during the day as well.  The colors for sure when my eyes 

are closed.   I’ve enjoyed this since I can remember😉

4/12/2019 10:02:38 PM roublisa That’s so funny 😂

4/12/2019 10:02:44 PM turboxyde ...experienced in one session. Immediately following this experience I was returned to my body and I had to go lay down... I was absolutely bewildered 

and I couldn't explain what I saw to my own family which was really tough because the experience was so vivid and detailed.

4/12/2019 10:03:49 PM mongrelglory ...struggled with the rather rigid doctrine and had trouble accepting that there was only one route to "Salvation".  My beliefs became a mixture of 

Buddhism and "Christ consciousness" but I didn't really find a church or temple to fit back into.  Now I understand things from a...

4/12/2019 10:03:52 PM turboxyde As I laid down, I told Creator that I cannot do this anymore and I was taken out of my body again and show the center of the Milky Way Galaxy. As 

tears of joy filled my eyes I saw these pulses emanating outward from the center of the Galaxy and at the same time the same pulses...

4/12/2019 10:04:35 PM mongrelglory ...very different spiritual perspective and no longer look to an authority to teach me what is correct spiritually.

4/12/2019 10:05:21 PM aprilbrown99 I love it. So much fun. Just imagine what we could do if we were all sitting around a table or a circle on the floor. We could seriously help change the 

world for the better. It would be a flood light beaming upwards towards the sky. Creating heaven here for those still asleep.

4/12/2019 10:06:47 PM aprilbrown99 That is so beautiful it made my cry.

4/12/2019 10:06:50 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Wjr3DkbqQN

4/12/2019 10:07:00 PM turboxyde ...began to echo outward from my heart center. Creator showed me that they are connected, always and that I am safe anywhere in the Kingdom and 

that great change was soon to sweep our world. Does this make me a Starseed? I dunno, it's possible I just imagined all of this, the...

4/12/2019 10:07:31 PM worldxplorer1 Very similar here. Really vibe with Buddhism and a more mystic interpretation of Christianity. Christ Consciousness. Have gone away from any and all 

organized religion. Follow my own path now. 

As for family - Wife and kids very in step with me as well...

4/12/2019 10:07:50 PM mongrelglory I really do appreciate you sharing your story worldXplorer, and for offering your assistance earlier when I had just "woken up" to my Starseed origins.  I 

think at that time it was still sort of surreal to me. Everyone has been so supportive on this account, especially you April!

4/12/2019 10:08:28 PM aprilbrown99 😎😎😎

4/12/2019 10:08:35 PM worldxplorer1 Notice formerly rigid extended family members loosening up as well though. The world is waking up!  We’re all remembering who we really are and it’s 

glorious!

4/12/2019 10:09:04 PM turboxyde ...mind is a powerful thing when you feel the world crashing down all around you and you learn to cry out for help in "other ways." I feel like I have a 

whole family of beings that have been watching over me since I was a child and that their purpose is to guide me even when...

4/12/2019 10:09:41 PM big_simp you sound like yet another clone.

4/12/2019 10:10:18 PM worldxplorer1 My pleasure. My name is Shane btw. I really enjoy it here. But I’m getting tired so I’ll be signing off for the night. I’m sure I’ll chat with you guys over 

the weekend!

4/12/2019 10:11:09 PM turboxyde ...I don't deserve it and I'm acting like a heathen. The love that accompanies their touch (physical, emotional, mental or spiritual) is beyond anything I 

can describe and so I cannot give a specific origin because all I have ever known is their presence. Thank U for reading! 🙏

4/12/2019 10:11:15 PM mongrelglory Oh, I'm sorry.  That's moments of intense awareness, or "illumination" which often occur for the Zen student during their journey with meditation.

It's like glimpses into the true nature of reality especially within ourselves.

4/12/2019 10:12:50 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, rainbow. Even better. That is awesome. I wish it would last longer. It dissipates too quickly. Something else to practice!  I feel like I am back in 

school again. Except this time it is to learn cool tricks. Lol   thank you for sharing. I love it. 🙏💕🌸🦋✨💫

4/12/2019 10:14:24 PM mongrelglory I think this description explains it fairly well:

 https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-enlightenment-449966 …

4/12/2019 10:14:36 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Michelle!  💕and worldexplorer!  

I feel like I have been reunited with long lost family. 😃

4/12/2019 10:16:41 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing your story Turboxyde. It is quite amazing!  I long for experiences like yours. 🙏🌸🦋.

4/12/2019 10:17:24 PM aprilbrown99 Have a wonderful night sleep. 🙏

4/12/2019 10:18:37 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I will check it out.

4/12/2019 10:19:05 PM mongrelglory Wow!  That sounds like it was such a powerful experience!  You were probably never the same afterwards!  Thank you for sharing. 🙏

4/12/2019 10:19:47 PM mongrelglory Were you eventually able to share the experience with the people close to you in your life?

4/12/2019 10:21:02 PM 222714ftw Soon there will be a death blossom and then it will be over🖖222 pic.twitter.com/4CI2JWPYP6

4/12/2019 10:22:16 PM aprilbrown99 Good night Michelle.  I am heading off to bed.  Have a wonderful evening.

4/12/2019 10:22:19 PM mongrelglory That's exactly how it happens with me.  I remember a particular "impression" very vividly, and that seems to trigger a bunch of other recollections 

which come tumbling out.  I've only been able to recall the life that I had just previous to this re-incarnation however.  I would..

4/12/2019 10:22:55 PM blsdbe #TickTock #DoItQ #DoItMJ

4/12/2019 10:23:32 PM mongrelglory ...think it would get confusing to remember bits of multiple past lives? Wouldn't it be hard to keep everything straight as to what memory belonged 

where?

4/12/2019 10:26:06 PM mongrelglory I will have to find some people in my daily life, beyond this little collective that I've shared my experiences with on-line. 🤗

4/12/2019 10:26:23 PM razztaz2016 I pray you are right.  Nearly everyone I know is  sleeping believing the msm or have no idea what is going on and have never heard of Q.

4/12/2019 10:27:03 PM mongrelglory Blessings Shane!  Thank you for sharing and have a good night!

4/12/2019 10:28:19 PM mongrelglory Thank you April!  I will have to bid you adieu as well.  I have my bellydance recital (two shows) tomorrow afternoon so need to get to bed so I can 

prepare in the morning! 😘

4/12/2019 10:28:37 PM blsdbe Wow I am into this story, being from Oregon!!!

4/12/2019 10:31:39 PM turboxyde Just immediate family but they were involved and watched me go through the process... extended family is mostly still trapped within the prison of 

their own mind and they view my "transformation" differently. I'm often asked if I miss "the old me" or the version of me they...

4/12/2019 10:34:48 PM turboxyde ...are most comfortable with. I forgive them, as my love will not be conditional and I do my best to send energy their way as they play out the story 

before them even though it hurts to see suffering within your own family.

4/12/2019 10:39:11 PM turboxyde I have heard they like music as well. I like to play the Didgeridoo out in the forests of the western slope in Colorado but I haven't had any direct contact 

yet... though, I wouldn't know what to look, smell, feel or intuit for anyhow.

4/12/2019 10:42:55 PM goodmedicine4us I hope MJ is right, but from the ground level in CA, APATHY is over 50%.  Most have never heard of Q, nor even know who Mueller nor Melania are.   A 

quarter of CA don't even speak English fluently.

4/12/2019 10:45:55 PM qtpi3_14 I'm losing it over the clown mask and #blessed halo. 😂😂😂😂😂



4/12/2019 10:46:24 PM goodmedicine4us Maybe it should be a wake up call to MJ and Q that we all need to do a better job

in CA, because people here are all wearing pajamas and they are all hitting the snooze button. pic.twitter.com/WFImFypYXu

4/12/2019 10:47:38 PM princesspatrio1 That's an oops.😂

4/12/2019 10:47:44 PM warangel1111 Absolutely

4/12/2019 10:50:20 PM mongrelglory Oh!  I think the Didgeridoo would be an awesome instrument to play! 😆

4/12/2019 10:53:20 PM victori47048713 Oh this is amazing!!  Thank you. I’ll be busy for days!!!

4/12/2019 10:59:15 PM warangel1111 Amen

4/12/2019 10:59:44 PM warangel1111 Yep .. FB Sucks

4/12/2019 11:02:27 PM turboxyde While I do venture out that way at times I prefer the Grand Mesa area to explore the forest.

4/12/2019 11:05:33 PM blsdbe This is lovely! I hope I get to meet them in my dreams sometime 🥰🥰🥰

4/12/2019 11:07:36 PM winklerburke Help me, his eyes say?

4/12/2019 11:09:20 PM turboxyde Crestone area is cool for sure. Meditate and connect with the ant people under the sand hills. Colorado has so much wilderness its hard to suggest just 

a few places. Telluride area is awesome too!

4/12/2019 11:11:50 PM blsdbe #Majestic

😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍😍

4/12/2019 11:12:25 PM turboxyde When you come this way, (June-September) send me a DM and if you want to tour the Grand Mesa maybe we can go together and amplify our 

presence to the local clans. That sounds like an adventure!

4/12/2019 11:15:47 PM blsdbe Have you ever met Eric Raines Of @UNHumanity1111 ? Y’all have a lot in common!!!

4/12/2019 11:19:57 PM turboxyde I have not, until very recently I've not shared many of my experiences in detail out of fear but I've gotten to the point anymore where that just doesn't 

matter. Integrity and sharing experiences with authenticity is perhaps the most intimate (trust) thing I can mirror to another

4/12/2019 11:21:05 PM blsdbe (This is a really Big Hug) 😇🙏😇

4/12/2019 11:22:40 PM blsdbe I am glad you have stepped through your fear. You inspire me to be a much more divine being, and I am already trying pretty dang hard. Thank you for 

Being such a Light In these Dark Times. May the Glory Be Upon Us All and Soon.

4/12/2019 11:24:03 PM rosemodema 🎵🖤🍒 pic.twitter.com/63BP67Yp8f

4/12/2019 11:29:06 PM qtpi3_14 Fire in his eyes...

4/12/2019 11:31:16 PM olimyracle Did they heard about Donald Trump at least ? How open minded are they to a possible life in the Galaxy ?

To go down a river, you'd better go with the flow. Nature is a force that can be used at your advantage 😉

4/12/2019 11:37:28 PM ekotoons WHAT DOES THIS MEAN QT? https://genius.com/Michael-abels-anthem-lyrics …

4/12/2019 11:38:44 PM ekotoons WE JUST WANT 

TO UNDERSTAND pic.twitter.com/zStzZ0wDKn

4/12/2019 11:44:08 PM ekotoons DO RE MI

SINGABLE

MEMORIZABLE

SYLLABLES

ALMOST AS IF 

THE COMPOSER

EXPANDED SOLFLEGGIO

INTO A TEACHABLE ALPHABET

🐇
4/12/2019 11:45:11 PM ekotoons  https://youtu.be/sAPMW2fu3m0 

4/12/2019 11:46:49 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/Zz4KT8Y4dQ

4/12/2019 11:46:59 PM jaspony1 Water holds vast amounts of data... If you send positive thoughts while freezing you get beautiful crystals, but if you send negative thoughts you get 

misshaped crystals...

Research water memory...

4/12/2019 11:50:21 PM warangel1111 Like nails on a chalkboard

4/12/2019 11:51:30 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/TOjZVxhUvb

4/12/2019 11:55:20 PM warangel1111 Spy pic.twitter.com/SPb4PgxUt7

4/12/2019 11:59:33 PM weshallrise144k The universe and the cosmic web is most fascinating. Thanks for sharing your experience and teachings!

4/13/2019 12:01:20 AM diaptera_80 What is the endgame with that?

4/13/2019 12:09:38 AM henrysi5 Event / Back of Jesus? pic.twitter.com/7PaZcRgGcM

4/13/2019 12:11:31 AM andress45303251 Black....always with you!

Got some rainbow sunshine in my pocket.

Wanna hit? You might see colors.

4/13/2019 12:24:54 AM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/xDkdKJI5xi

4/13/2019 12:25:27 AM ekotoons TETHERED?

WHEN YOU BECOME TWO

WHAT WILL YOU DO? pic.twitter.com/gQUbwhfUVI

4/13/2019 12:26:41 AM qtpi3_14 Look at the Artist name... pic.twitter.com/73qFoxayHu

4/13/2019 12:26:52 AM ekotoons #TWINNING pic.twitter.com/mKuP0noSl6

4/13/2019 12:27:39 AM ekotoons UNRELATED

COMPOSER 

MICHAEL ABELS

4/13/2019 12:29:00 AM qtpi3_14 Clone wars

4/13/2019 12:30:50 AM qtpi3_14 Is it? pic.twitter.com/fAT47j4hvu

4/13/2019 12:31:27 AM qtpi3_14 I haven't seen the movie but from this gif I'm not sure I ever want to 😳

4/13/2019 12:33:37 AM arc339 Is this AI replicator, cannibal, holographic shape shifter, reptilian, time locks, kidnapping, adrenochrome addict, serial murderer, uses nuke plasma 

bombs, hypnotizes, mind overwriter, treasonous, quantum coder, hybrid the root cause of most all evil, & the anomaly? Help us 

pic.twitter.com/deqQwJzYv4

4/13/2019 12:33:40 AM mongrelglory Double hug! 🤗

4/13/2019 12:34:47 AM qtpi3_14 Well well.well... Spielberg connections.   What's this Freddie's Fables about? pic.twitter.com/AdoTgwfh07



4/13/2019 12:39:01 AM ekotoons THIS MOVIE WAS 

DEDICATED

TO pic.twitter.com/yVeB3qLbhG

4/13/2019 12:41:56 AM lightworkercain Lol, worth a try.

4/13/2019 12:46:03 AM arc339 2 reptilian hybrid neighbors have hypnotically captured almost everyone they talk to. They call me Trump trash, they plot to bomb DJT, retaliated on 

me for telling, they use nuclear plasma bombs as they did to my home see pic, ongoing cover up by Sen grahm & fisa warr blocks comm 

pic.twitter.com/wcBROuRLh3

4/13/2019 12:48:14 AM arc339 There are many terrible aspects to reptilian hosting, but one of the most annoying is the neighbors they hypnotize/ inhabit/ over write their minds, 

they inject thoughts into them to make them TRUST their enslavers. Sad to know humanity was altered, their humanity was removed

4/13/2019 12:51:03 AM realityloominng I think no matter how many, they are part of one whole. Sacred geometry. It's basically all special as one 😀

4/13/2019 12:53:25 AM goodmedicine4us What knowledge has changed that so "not infinite"?

4/13/2019 12:59:47 AM realityloominng Welcome aboard! Your life will start to make a lot more sense now🤣

4/13/2019 1:01:30 AM lynnmar42209594 Working for me

4/13/2019 1:05:18 AM realityloominng Makes me think; couldn't MJ technology vaporize the flood waves, in case of those rumored natural disaster events??

4/13/2019 1:09:15 AM covertress The better part of yesterday morning   (-11 hr difference for EDT) pic.twitter.com/yuwQHElGDN

4/13/2019 1:11:33 AM jollyrob2 👋 MJ12, can you, will or want to answer my question on this?👇 Very very Curious about how you measured that ‘awake’ amount of people around 

the globe. pic.twitter.com/GwwTV9rJB7

4/13/2019 1:14:23 AM aetherwalker1 Of those who do have an attachment, almost all are unaware that they have an invisible Predator/Enslaver.

Earth has been in a most unfortunate situation.  😢

4/13/2019 1:46:33 AM johnnysoko I’ve always intuitively felt that ideas are shared collectively. I have things in my head that I believe to be ‘important’ and ‘mine’ but I don’t know what 

to do with them (in fields I have no expertise in), so I ‘set them free’, but sometimes worry I was supposed to act.

4/13/2019 2:09:26 AM maryschade14 Sometimes all I can do is rub my forehead out of existence. 

They aren't joking. Trudeau smothered in cheese..antigrav style.

Sorry just woke up.

4/13/2019 2:10:03 AM johnnysoko 50+ pages written about a new education system based on a ‘download’ I received 18 years ago. The project is huge in scope and I have no connection 

to education lol. What do I do with it?

I can only hope someone else is receiving the same info who has the ability to act.

4/13/2019 2:31:34 AM henrysi5 Event is coming soon

4/13/2019 2:32:09 AM henrysi5 Event is coming soon

4/13/2019 2:33:22 AM sarahdaniels Hi Johnny

I'd appreciate a fb. thx!

4/13/2019 2:35:27 AM antarantanka As are stars... life is more persistent than machinery

4/13/2019 2:48:00 AM henrysi5  pic.twitter.com/Ew8xC5lB7b

4/13/2019 2:58:54 AM maryschade14 WTTG Chan 5..Down Periscope was on rotation Sunday Afternoon Movies.

4/13/2019 3:32:31 AM petitchevalb Ham 😚

4/13/2019 3:36:06 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/vdVgfk6JZY

4/13/2019 4:12:06 AM jerichoorion I did , early to bed . Hope yours was good as well.

4/13/2019 4:20:13 AM jollyrob2 💪 the time stamp

4/13/2019 4:39:27 AM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dow Chemical and others. What is the future of these producers of pesticides that kill and damage everything? Despite the huge sums of money given 

to administrations including the current when is their shutdown foreseen to happen?

4/13/2019 4:47:34 AM tamravee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/13/2019 5:13:56 AM sailorpractical Chem Trails?

4/13/2019 5:23:07 AM cryptocrab4 Bilateral symmetry and 3 , 6 , 9 

How does this work ?

4/13/2019 5:29:18 AM asdlfjaedfh Thank you for your support

4/13/2019 5:36:28 AM laurabusse Were you meditating when you felt this happen? Of course you just described an experience of kundalini energy rising...been wanting to experience 

this, but i understand you dont want it before you're ready as it could create more problems than it solves...been trying to trust...

4/13/2019 5:52:38 AM decodematrix Is this to counter Iran?

4/13/2019 5:56:16 AM djlok Yep!

4/13/2019 6:07:22 AM djlok I get teary-eyed sometimes too watching his speeches. I take that as some Big Truths resonating from within.

4/13/2019 6:11:04 AM polluxdisclosu1  pic.twitter.com/8LAL58q1mC

4/13/2019 6:19:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect interpretation, its like saying opposite poles are the same polarity.

4/13/2019 6:20:18 AM charmanda9 Yeah, Lisa. I get the teeny tiny light ping that seems like a wink of synchronicity from ‘someone’ when I have an epiphany (aka download) of some sort. 

Like, instantly. And then I smile at it. 😉

4/13/2019 6:21:39 AM charmanda9 Fancy! Hey, SS... do you also happen to have long hair?

4/13/2019 6:21:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your definition of awake, as we understood, stands roughly around 1B on Earth. We know this because we are able to determine consciousness 

strength of thoughts in the Matrix using Classified technology. The number is what matters, how we got it does not.

4/13/2019 6:26:25 AM djlok Approx 7.7 billion live on Earth.

4/13/2019 6:26:58 AM blsdbe #Majestic Likes pic.twitter.com/QMWUVb4F0z

4/13/2019 6:28:52 AM blsdbe MJ have we passed the mark we need for higher consciousness so we can manifest the Event?

4/13/2019 6:29:28 AM raisethevib369 What does this definition of "awake" include? I've seen people who get the vaccine, satanism, child atrocities but still take the Bible as literal and ET'S 

are demons. At what point are you considered "awake".

4/13/2019 6:33:02 AM aprilbrown99 Good luck today with your recital! You will be magnificent!  👍😃

4/13/2019 6:34:22 AM djlok See how well all this works!!!  Same for me...no longer on #BigPharma antidepressants, don't drink booze, don't drink or use flouride. 

As an added bonus, I learned I'm actually not even depressed. I just feel things very deeply != Depressed.

4/13/2019 6:34:45 AM blsdbe 👍👆👆👆👆👍

4/13/2019 6:36:55 AM clockworkanon I've pondered the same question.

I dare say the number of ppl with that particular mindset is too small to make any major impact.

When evidence of the reality we live in is disclosed many of them will be open to new perspectives.

4/13/2019 6:37:35 AM charmanda9 ♥😎♥

4/13/2019 6:38:41 AM turboxyde Now that is a great question!

4/13/2019 6:41:31 AM aprilbrown99 It was thank you. I am on the west coast, so just waking up. 😁. Have a great day!

4/13/2019 6:47:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

4/13/2019 6:48:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 We didn't say educated them, we said educate yourself. Only a parent will know what is right to tell their child. We will not substitute that 

responsibility in the name of Disclosure.



4/13/2019 6:48:33 AM jollyrob2 Clearly not awake. In my opinion awake: 

ETs, high and low vibrational (good bad).

Put aside al religion.

See and or feel things when not right.

KNOWING that there is an abundance of life and energy around us (whole🌌)

Everything we have learned is false. https://twitter.com/jollyrob2/status/1116650151647555584?s=21 …

4/13/2019 6:50:05 AM jollyrob2 Thank you very much✨💫✨

4/13/2019 6:51:34 AM jollyrob2 THE amount we have waiting for😀

4/13/2019 6:52:22 AM ragevirusqq Says the one holding the wand.

4/13/2019 6:54:45 AM turboxyde No, I was watching a video on YouTube and I was actively piecing together information and it was like I suddenly understood the structure of spacetime 

and how entropy works... I thought I was dying, the experience was very intense but trust is important. https://youtu.be/w0ztlIAYTCU 

4/13/2019 6:56:39 AM roaminnoodle How can we tell if we/our IS-BE is a starseed?

4/13/2019 6:56:45 AM alprabalpra Totally agree with this. We control the smallest points of matter  through our concentration. As momentum builds the smaller become larger and then, 

it is. Rinse and repeat

4/13/2019 6:57:08 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/voZrZHLaLT

4/13/2019 6:58:40 AM daveschroeder18 Thank You for your service. Count on me

4/13/2019 7:03:46 AM worldxplorer1 Shift your decimal 2 places. 1B of approx 7B is 14%. Still not great but I’ll take it!

4/13/2019 7:04:35 AM djlok  https://youtu.be/BswpAgwBNEw 

This video is eye opening!

4/13/2019 7:05:05 AM roaminnoodle I understand Turboxyde. This was my first practice at not asking a time-related question, but thinking in terms of what events need to occur. I'll 

continue practicing, but also continuing to ask questions. And yes, I was hoping also to know what we can do to help move this along!

4/13/2019 7:06:31 AM _369311119 How many of that 1B are civilian, on surface?

4/13/2019 7:06:45 AM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences. This video was also part of my awakening. Thank you for posting it.  It was a nice confirmation. I am going to watch it again 

to see if I learn anything new this time. It is a fantastic video.

4/13/2019 7:09:20 AM aprilbrown99 I feel that was sometimes. Our language needs to be expanded with better descriptors.

4/13/2019 7:09:59 AM roaminnoodle How many people are there exactly though?

>20B "since MJ formed"(1947) if you keep reading the thread. https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/938456908062654464 …

4/13/2019 7:13:42 AM laurabusse Yeah if you can understand it LOL i got about hf way thru #MyBrainHurts

4/13/2019 7:14:31 AM roaminnoodle B) on the growth/MAJIC routine, should we be increasing/decreasing/maintaining weight used as we increase the reps?

C) should the weight used be divisible by 3 6 9? Like 120lbs or 45lbs, etc?

4/13/2019 7:19:50 AM freestateojones Something about Argentina and a missing submarine? pic.twitter.com/39Gmzu52kK

4/13/2019 7:22:27 AM freestateojones If 45 is close with MJ, why not?

4/13/2019 7:23:21 AM weremight Is the increased multipolarity of the Geomagnetic field causally connected (either direction) to the Great Awakening?

4/13/2019 7:23:34 AM turboxyde I had a dream with Enki in it the other night while traveling and staying at a hotel in Denver in the Tech Park area. I've never had a dream with Enki in it, 

but he was teaching me about bridging space/time with my consciousness in preparation for an event. Never had a dream...

4/13/2019 7:24:35 AM freestateojones One of the all time favorites.

4/13/2019 7:25:18 AM susang7671 A response to the "Committee" incessant [Q]uestion (or harrassment) of "Why another box?",  is because of TRUTH! Life that is Below, on the Surface, 

and in the Air lives in FLUID dynamics. Outer space is a VACUUM! TRUTH! pic.twitter.com/r99ceFQjbj

4/13/2019 7:27:15 AM turboxyde ...like this before. He was adamant about feeling these connections and said something about, "Fill the darkness with your light and fear not the 

creation of unity across space/time. You will know the right time and space to bridge your consciousness." I can imagine him...

4/13/2019 7:28:09 AM turboxyde ...face palming my butchering of this dream recall but I'm doing my best through the distortion. Any input on this at all?

4/13/2019 7:31:33 AM turboxyde No worries fren! Keep asking! Eventually we'll piece together enough data points to see more aspects of the plan unfold along with their corresponding 

events. I think we all want to help, perhaps daily meditations on observing the events required to move the plan along?

4/13/2019 7:32:25 AM lbf777 The 3 lines of knowledge are science, philosophy & Spirituality. God is all of life itself.

4/13/2019 7:34:07 AM turboxyde The point where she enters the cave and the symbols begin to illuminate on the walls of the cavern about halfway through... that was when my 

awakening occurred.

4/13/2019 7:36:01 AM allahuniversal 9zzzzzz!

+ 3 [FISA] z

4/13/2019 7:36:11 AM turboxyde @aprilbrown99 - Can you describe your awakening in more detail? This is incredible!

4/13/2019 7:49:44 AM lisajager8 From the age of 3 I became concerned I was being watched like a movie. I would shake my fist at the corner of my room and tell them to go away. I 

was also convinced I should be able to push 'the button' on the wall to get water ect... I always knew God loves me though as did I

4/13/2019 7:56:32 AM weshallrise144k Interesting mention in the video about 8D Crystals.  There is also a majestic connection to elevating consciousness while meditating to the sound of 

432Hz Tibetan Crystal Bowls  https://tidal.com/album/90086597  #QuantumConsciousness

4/13/2019 7:56:36 AM wearediamonds2 I have so many questions about this but don't know how to begin  http://asking.My  grandfather served in WW2. He was a part of this symbol, also a 

freemason.I suspect he was murdered in 70s by heart attack gun for knowledge he had.I'd like to understand what really happened.

4/13/2019 7:57:46 AM wearediamonds2 Great question. I would like to know what it means...is it like the Punisher symbol...letting God judge but delivering them to him faster?

4/13/2019 7:58:12 AM wearediamonds2 😠😠😠😠

4/13/2019 7:59:31 AM aprilbrown99 As a child I have always been awake to the metaphysical and spiritual side. Knew abt ETs, past lives, astrology, etc. very connected to animals & nature. 

In my late 20s to early 30s I was a massage therapist which opened the door to energy work & healing modalities. Then...

4/13/2019 8:00:05 AM wearediamonds2 Absolutely. And I wondered in High School why history teachers stopped teaching anything of significance after WW2.Their answer was always "we ran 

out of time this year".

4/13/2019 8:00:58 AM susang7671 Fear misled me to run from the Voice of God given me as data through "Rose". After much 😭 and 🙏 I recalled I can't hide from His love, redemption,

 or protection. E=humanoid mass×(❤️ofGod×Mind of God), where❤️=Mind and the Fusion of ❤️&Mind has been implanted in me. IAmCreated!

4/13/2019 8:02:22 AM wearediamonds2 I think they killed my grandfather. He was always fighting for what was right in the sciences and they wanted him to shut up. He must have been a big 

deal b/c his obit was in NY Times yet he didn't live in NY.I only have mysteries and clues, very little info 2 go by.

4/13/2019 8:03:08 AM laurabusse Ok will give it a 2nd look...from the beginning :-) thx 💘

4/13/2019 8:03:09 AM aprilbrown99 Got sidetracked on path and went back into the corporate environment. In 2018 the project I was working on completed and have been searching 

since. During this time I found many videos on YouTube that were new concepts. Early last year was my awakening into the evil that...

4/13/2019 8:04:40 AM charmanda9 Is this you? Hi, SS ♥️



4/13/2019 8:06:04 AM aprilbrown99 Has been here all along under our nose. I watch videos about flat earth, the giants bodies that cover the earth and formed our hills etc. I don’t know if 

they are true but that was the start of the left brain awakening for me. Then I learned about 9/11 and that was...

4/13/2019 8:08:36 AM adsvel This is called Integrity of all You are, without that You are limited in Your Consciousness.

4/13/2019 8:08:56 AM aprilbrown99 The tipping point for me. I did more research staying up all night sometimes. Learned about POTUS’s mission and that was it. I reactivated my Twitter 

account that I had opened in 2009 but never used. I didn’t vote in our last election bcuz I didn’t like Hillary & I didn’t....

4/13/2019 8:08:57 AM charmanda9 That is a beautiful way to think of a hair ‘pruning,’ as you say. If you love it, let it go. And it will grow back stronger and for that you will be wiser. ♥️

4/13/2019 8:09:44 AM wearediamonds2 What causes levitation? Specifically a wine glass lifting itself off a table & throwing itself onto the floor. This really happened and I cannot figure out if it 

was my energy, the other person's energy/mind, or some invisible entity. I was under a lot of distress @ time,b4+after

4/13/2019 8:10:24 AM wearediamonds2 😢

4/13/2019 8:11:13 AM roaminnoodle To be honest, I can't wait for this, which kind of answers my first "event" question, and I meditate on daily:

"Q's Plan is required before MJ12's plan can be started properly." https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864 …

4/13/2019 8:11:56 AM aprilbrown99 like what MSM was saying about Trump. But the. I learned what he is here to do and my life changed. My view of our world changed. One of the first 

accounts I found on Twitter was Q & MJ12. Then I learned about the horrific crimes of humanity and with the children. A piece of...

4/13/2019 8:12:05 AM wearediamonds2 Lots of Nazis went there after WW2...

4/13/2019 8:13:40 AM susang7671 The mouth of the Black Hole is a massive implant of plasma, strong enough to rip our souls and memories from our humanoid bodies. This is what was 

pushed through to me. I'm standing firm in the Light of His Plan, and doing a Happy Dance! https://youtu.be/I32vblmQ714 

4/13/2019 8:14:47 AM aprilbrown99 my heart broke and I cried for several days. I was asleep and didn’t know it. I am crying now as I write this. Anyhow, my awakening wasn’t similar to 

yours sadly. But what I learned served its purpose to wake up. I have been here ever since. Learning and expanding. Trying to...

4/13/2019 8:16:08 AM wearediamonds2 It is so true. The awakening process for me started around age 17 and now I am 37. It is a very long and heartbreaking process...or maybe I am just 

slow.

4/13/2019 8:16:26 AM aprilbrown99 help in any way that I can. I wished my awakening had been a spiritual one like yours.  It would have been much more pleasant. 🥴. There is much for 

all of us to learn. Thank you for asking and listening. 🙏🌸🦋💕

4/13/2019 8:17:38 AM wearediamonds2 Well, they are both Jewish.

4/13/2019 8:18:34 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Sandris.  🙏💕🦋🌸

4/13/2019 8:19:48 AM worldxplorer1 Awesome to hear your story now April!  Thanks for sharing! 🙏🏻

4/13/2019 8:20:42 AM worldxplorer1 Been a lot of this on twitter over the past 24 hours. It’s really fun to hear how varied each individuals awakening is.

4/13/2019 8:22:17 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Shane. 🙏

4/13/2019 8:24:06 AM wearediamonds2 Interestingly the flu did not seem to take a big hold on everyone this year as they "predicted", and given the amt. of free shot marketing, I bet more 

people just aren't getting the shot. But I could be wrong. Hence now we "must do Measles"!

4/13/2019 8:25:00 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it is very interesting. I love everyone’s stories about their spiritual side waking up. It is so refreshing. Some people like Turboxyde blow my mind 

with the knowledge they express.

4/13/2019 8:26:42 AM wearediamonds2 The lighting reflections in his eyes are also not symmetrical, which I think is odd/not normal. I often look at light reflections in eyes. In some people, 

something is off/not normal about it. One lady always had flickering, almost like a machine. It was so strange.

4/13/2019 8:27:38 AM speaklife595 It's odd they keep making humans fantasize about leaving earth and not wanting to be on this creation God created for his being made in its image. 99 

percent of the world hasn't explored earth bit their ment to fantasize about everything outside of it.

4/13/2019 8:27:46 AM wearediamonds2 Follow that instinct!

4/13/2019 8:29:34 AM zagnett i've been waking, little by little, over about that long a time too. You're not slow. The process is/seems slow is all. Seems like forever almost!

4/13/2019 8:29:53 AM wearediamonds2 Could be contacts. The past few years whatever chemicals they use- my eyes cannot stand. It is hard for me to wear contacts anymore but when I have 

to, I am always blinking like crazy. Also, bright camera lights and teleprompter could be issue.

4/13/2019 8:31:03 AM adsvel You are welcome April. 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 8:32:05 AM wearediamonds2 😂

4/13/2019 8:34:36 AM wearediamonds2 Awww...thank you! Blessings to you 💖💖

4/13/2019 8:35:35 AM wearediamonds2 I am one of them ...not a Majestic but an MK victim on mend. 😉

4/13/2019 8:36:25 AM lbf777 They also scrubbed Nazi Satanism but my teacher happened to mention it for some reason.

4/13/2019 8:36:29 AM mongrelglory Thank you for sharing your story April.  It's so wonderful to hear about everyone's journeys here! 😊

4/13/2019 8:36:52 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Michelle. 🙏

4/13/2019 8:39:02 AM laurabusse Yes! It's all rather fascinating :-)

4/13/2019 8:40:41 AM wearediamonds2 Good for her! My teachers did a good job of indirectly leading us to the knowledge we needed for the truth. For that, I am grateful! I.e. Mein Kampf, 

1984, Brave new world, etc.

4/13/2019 8:40:55 AM aprilbrown99 Laura, would you be comfortable sharing your awakening story? I would love to hear it.

4/13/2019 8:42:09 AM mongrelglory Telepathy would help!

4/13/2019 8:42:12 AM laurabusse Oh my...yes, lemme think so it's not like a million tweets...

4/13/2019 8:43:16 AM aprilbrown99 Yes!  It would. Looking forward to the day when that can happen. Hopefully my pineal will work. 🥴

4/13/2019 8:44:05 AM roublisa @worldxplorer1  thank you so much for sharing your story with us all....what an incredible and fascinating experience! pic.twitter.com/hj0RZZySp7

4/13/2019 8:44:14 AM wearediamonds2 He worked in the sciences area. He had 3 heart attacks until the 3rd killed him. He was prominent enough to be mentioned in the NYTimes obit despite 

not living in NY. This happened during a business trip to DC.

4/13/2019 8:45:02 AM worldxplorer1 My pleasure. 😊

4/13/2019 8:46:08 AM aprilbrown99 This is my favorite gif. Love it. 🦋

4/13/2019 8:46:18 AM lbf777 Like 3 bars at different levels. For humans the science bar would be the tallest, philosophy would be about 15% as tall & spirituality would be about 4%. 

The 3 bars should be balanced though. Any imbalance causes problems. 1 can be smart in 1 bar but dumb in another. pic.twitter.com/drIt9Ep2UV

4/13/2019 8:46:42 AM laurabusse Was rather unhappy growing up long story nothing out of the "ordinary". By all appearances i had a "normal" middle class upbringing, born in the 50s in 

NJ. Fast fwd to age 19, hospitalized severe depression, diagnosed manic depression. Learned quickly drugs not only don't work...

4/13/2019 8:48:40 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/roaminnoodle/status/1117067410106978308?s=21 …

4/13/2019 8:48:41 AM anneolsen43 But do you know Who is and who isn’t

4/13/2019 8:50:15 AM laurabusse ...but make you feel WORSE. Adele Davis' books on nutrition were all the rage in the 70s and i didn't understand why this info was not COMMON 

KNOWLEDGE. My life's mission was now set up: how to not be depressed!!! Became born again Christian. That was also a big thing in the 70s.

4/13/2019 8:50:51 AM roublisa I like this one also pic.twitter.com/XGRetypXjQ

4/13/2019 8:51:11 AM jollyrob2 Lies about the amount of people on earth everywhere?.....

4/13/2019 8:53:23 AM laurabusse Before i became "born again" i was starting to get into reincarnation, indian spirituality but my dad died, mom remarried and my new step brother had 

literature all over the house about going to hell. So...i knew i didnt want to go there...so Christianity won for the next 30 yrs.



4/13/2019 8:54:34 AM cmdrzod23 There is an off-world technology that can project holograms which cast shadows and are touchable. It is used to camouflage many secret installations. 

If I was the cabal, I would have used something like that to orchestrate 9-11. Almost none outside would ever believe this.

4/13/2019 8:56:38 AM laurabusse Which was an interesting thing bc Christianity was definitely a higher vibe than where i was, but it only took me so far until it just became annoying. I 

respect Christians who are loving. But they are rare. I stayed bc...well...hell. Still didn't wanna go there. Fast fwd 30 yrs.

4/13/2019 8:59:58 AM worldxplorer1 Hmm. I interpreted that exchange with MJ to mean that >20B was the sum of people that are here currently and those that passed away but were 

subject to MJ deception since 1947. Not necessarily that the current pop was really 20B. I may be wrong though.

4/13/2019 9:00:59 AM allahuniversal Yes, digital roots is a much quicker operation VS gematria. Digital roots I've known since a young child. I'll leave most of the gematria to SerialBrain2, 

etc until I master it.

4/13/2019 9:01:10 AM laurabusse Age 50 ish. Married 20 yrs. Son in h.s. Now I've HAD IT w Christianity. Countless churches later. It started seeming nuts. By this time i was almost an 

expert on how to not be depressed. How to eat to be healthy. One day i said to God, God i wish there was no such thing as hell!!

4/13/2019 9:02:14 AM charmanda9 Wow, we share something else in common then. My name is Amanda. 😎

4/13/2019 9:02:23 AM susang7671 As toddler, I played HideSeek w/siblings at forest edge. I hid in tree hollow&slept. I awoke after dream I was lookingDownAtDark forest. I 

had1shoe,was dirty&tattered, but stumbled2Light where couple at picnic TableTookMe2Ranger. Can'tHideFrom❤️×MindOfIAm. 

https://youtu.be/ZWIx24J00Wc 

4/13/2019 9:02:51 AM aprilbrown99 Oh me too. 💫✨💫

4/13/2019 9:05:20 AM laurabusse I almost SCREAMED it. I said it with all my might. A strange thing happened. From that moment the fear of hell just up and left. You cannot imagine the 

FREEDOM i felt and have felt ever since. I started reading books that previously would have been anathema to me:

4/13/2019 9:09:36 AM thekanehb The point isn’t to publicize ideas. It’s to live in love. Lead by example. Doing “the works” in addition to faith. U change humanity by infusing love and 

high vibrational energy so the most important thing u can do is meditate & cultivate love and light.

4/13/2019 9:10:47 AM thekanehb That’s not true! U are ALWAYS ready. That is meant to scare away from it. Keep your intent pure and there is no negatives from activation

4/13/2019 9:10:57 AM charmanda9 It is how I nicknamed myself Charmanda on twitter. And I have red/orange hair and am a Scorpio, hence the fire tail that Charmander has (he’s from 

Pokémon and my favorite...only reason I know anything about Pokémon is because of my two little girls).

4/13/2019 9:11:31 AM laurabusse One God Clapping by a Buddhist rabbi. Autobiography of a yogi by paramahansa yogananda. I started meditating. That's when everything really started 

falling into place. My relationship w my husband vastly improved. Our son seemed happier. As i became happier...they became happier!

4/13/2019 9:13:47 AM charmanda9 I connected deeply with that movie and it crushed my spirit slightly that it received bad reviews. Prob just another deep state tactic of sending 

negative energy to any sort of positive truth. I have had long hair most of my life and it is long now. Long red hair.

4/13/2019 9:14:09 AM worldxplorer1 I have a lot of similar elements to my story. I can relate to a lot of it!  The whole Christianity things. Almost identical. Coming to understanding that hell 

as preached did not exist. The story I tweeted picked up from this point.

4/13/2019 9:15:23 AM aprilbrown99 I love your story Laura!  Thank you for sharing. 🙏

4/13/2019 9:15:28 AM laurabusse But then we had a financial calamity. But it caused me to go deeper! I had to learn to trust, no matter what, let go, forgive. Not easy lessons!! I 

stumbled upon David Wilcock on youtube. I follow him to this day. I found Abraham (channeled by Esther Hicks). Abe's teachings...

4/13/2019 9:15:35 AM drbohammer Ergo, MJ comes after Q.

4/13/2019 9:16:22 AM aprilbrown99 I love Hicks. Very powerful.

4/13/2019 9:19:30 AM aprilbrown99 I connected deeply too especially when I saw the energies of the trees. Always knew the connections were there but didn’t have eyes to see it but 

could always feel them.

4/13/2019 9:19:58 AM laurabusse ...became like my new bible. I came to realize Christianity was based on universal timeless truths that got twisted. Thank God i learned! Fast fwd to 

today. Husband got laid off 3 yrs ago. Went into tailspin. Still hadn't learn to trust deeply enough! Got really sick...

4/13/2019 9:22:35 AM cosmic_engineer Ripples flowing outwards. Harmonizing, amplifying, to the culmination of a Grand Cycle.

All towards the Logos' Plan.

Let your 💚 flow my Loved Ones

4/13/2019 9:23:07 AM laurabusse ...neurological lymes. Slowly getting better. Still in a lot of pain but did laundry yesterday for the 1st time in 2 yrs. Husband is amazing. Patient. Loving. 

Funny. Makes sure i am taken care of. Moved to NC 3 yrs ago. Son in NJ. Miss him terribly. He was here 6 wks ago. But...

4/13/2019 9:26:27 AM cosmic_engineer I am the fabric.  I am the coin.

I am the stage which the Actors play out their roles.

I AM

4/13/2019 9:27:12 AM laurabusse ...i know that all is well. We are ok with $. We will be ok. I know this now. Still letting go of fear, becoming aware of it. Ongoing process. Followed Q 

from beginning. Now MJ12. Everything is happening :-) Life is good. God is good. The universe is good 💘 thx for reading!!! 🌷

4/13/2019 9:28:10 AM worldxplorer1 Thanks for sharing Laura! 🙏🏻

4/13/2019 9:29:50 AM roublisa @Adsvel @worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory @Keith72256137 @S0urc3reSS @aprilbrown99 @zagnett @DJLOK @covertress 

Sandris ...I know you are well aware of This episode....I just want to thank you again for sharing this channel -Cosmic Agency- with me🤗. GREAT 

INFO💥

4/13/2019 9:30:36 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing your story and awakening. I love it. 🙏

4/13/2019 9:30:50 AM cosmic_engineer Just like the crustal nukes.

4/13/2019 9:32:19 AM adsvel You are welcome Lisa! 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 9:33:20 AM covertress yep

4/13/2019 9:33:21 AM jimhayzlett Hmmm, about 1/7 today = 15%, Yet June of 2018 it was 30%.  Can you explain your figures, please? pic.twitter.com/nmYIf7BrFs

4/13/2019 9:33:30 AM roublisa How is it indicated that happened?

4/13/2019 9:33:33 AM worldxplorer1 Yes! 👋🏻

4/13/2019 9:34:10 AM laurabusse Thank you April! Life is so very very interesting...

4/13/2019 9:35:18 AM laurabusse Indeed! Almost an infinite supply of youtubes for almost every subject

4/13/2019 9:35:37 AM aprilbrown99 Yep, twatter playing ALICE

4/13/2019 9:36:03 AM covertress Look at a list of people, like someone's followers. You'll probably see people you know and follows.

Ever notice one that appears you're not following, but when you click their profile you are?

This happens to me often.

4/13/2019 9:36:36 AM worldxplorer1 I can’t help myself. I have to post this when anyone says indeed. pic.twitter.com/r6F2CD2W78

4/13/2019 9:37:15 AM aprilbrown99 It is and our journey is just beginning for what is to come will be the best yet. pic.twitter.com/mbLgsuYFkH

4/13/2019 9:38:25 AM aprilbrown99 I got rid of cable so YouTube is my only source of “tv” now. Lol



4/13/2019 9:38:30 AM laurabusse Oby i would LOVE to hear your story if you would be interested in telling it...am familiar with the i ching but never heard of it being part of anyone's 

awakening! Tho i know it's related to the Tao te ching, and the Tao played A HUGE role in my awakening...

4/13/2019 9:39:55 AM cosmic_engineer 🍄

These friends, when used respectfully, will help groom your Mind of the well-worn trails.

Observing the Egoic Mind and slowly working on identifying it, and seeing that you are the Observer!  From there you can witness and choose to 

interact or react. 

It should be support
4/13/2019 9:40:57 AM roublisa Amazing ✨reals ✨happing here💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/SLbkQ6MZyD

4/13/2019 9:41:32 AM cosmic_engineer Aye, deep exhales using the diaphragm, focus your will on the solar plexus.  Your seat of power in this density

4/13/2019 9:42:03 AM aprilbrown99 Hi Jayne, but aren’t you are living it now? You are here with us learning and growing like the rest of us. Correct?

4/13/2019 9:42:17 AM laurabusse My pleasure. I did try to keep it brief LOL! Lots can happen in 64 yrs :-) oh wow i just realized I'm 2 to the 6th power years old...

4/13/2019 9:43:03 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, Oby I would love to hear it too. 🙏

4/13/2019 9:43:18 AM laurabusse I appreciate your appreciation April thx :-) 💘

4/13/2019 9:43:44 AM aprilbrown99 💝💝💝

4/13/2019 9:45:02 AM roublisa I have very strong ✨intent✨ this will grow exorbitantly 🇺🇸 in a very short while 😉 pic.twitter.com/1zdLPcQlGw

4/13/2019 9:50:57 AM laurabusse There are far worse compulsions LOLOL i just like saying INDEED

4/13/2019 9:51:59 AM roublisa Are you able to decipher geographically where the 🇺🇸 is compare to other regions of the planet?

4/13/2019 9:52:26 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Cabal, Deep State, Illuminati, New World Order Globalists -  https://www.facebook.com/ …/a.2307643822582…/2307643865915373

4/13/2019 9:55:40 AM laurabusse A friend of mine likes to say It's a process. Everything truly is a process! Abraham likes to say Everything is in a state of becoming. You are slowly 

gradually finding what you want, need and becoming the person you want to be!!! It all really does take time...but it happens! 😊

4/13/2019 9:56:11 AM aprilbrown99 We all need to trust & listen to ourselves & our inner voice. It is hard sometimes to reconnect after we have been disconnected for a while. Meditation 

helps in frequencies of 432 MHz or combinations of 369, 639, 936.  Any numbers that = 3, 6 or 9 when totaled 2gether.

4/13/2019 9:58:16 AM aprilbrown99 Indeed. Me too. Lol

4/13/2019 10:00:01 AM roublisa There is hope for me yet! Great news.... bring on the real deal please......unlock my memory please pic.twitter.com/Nry8KUMz1d

4/13/2019 10:00:20 AM laurabusse LOL

4/13/2019 10:17:06 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Agenda 21 / 2030, Global Governance - Our Global Neighborhood  http://www.gdrc.org/u-gov/global-neighbourhood/ … , NWO 

New World Order - The Planned Destruction of America as we know it!!! All planned, organized and paid for by George Soros!!!

4/13/2019 10:20:44 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 NEVER FORGET VEGAS 10-1-2017

3 Shooters Black Ops Style on top of RV and two on top of another place. And that may not be all. -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/media_set?set=a.1664395773573522 …

4/13/2019 10:21:13 AM wearediamonds2 Lots of turmeric and cbd oil, plus guided exercise/physical therapy plan! Helps me!

4/13/2019 10:23:20 AM bbobbio71 I just met a lady today who lost 2 sons(firefighters). She was a ME for 10 years.  now has lung disease and 1 lung,  weighs 75 lbs. No help at all from 

Congress. The stories she was telling me absolutely infuriated me!!

4/13/2019 10:23:43 AM bbobbio71 CGI

4/13/2019 10:24:10 AM aprilbrown99 Look within and meditate on this. Your answer will come to you. I believe you already have a feeling for what that answer is tho. Correct?

4/13/2019 10:24:47 AM bbobbio71 how do you know?

4/13/2019 10:26:00 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed. Great question.

4/13/2019 10:26:28 AM wearediamonds2 My experience has been that only through God, and for some reason also calling upon the blood of Jesus to cover and protect me, asking the Holy 

Spirit to guide me and give wisdom , can I ever overpower whatever they try to do to me or get me to do/think/be.

4/13/2019 10:27:26 AM bbobbio71 nice set up

4/13/2019 10:29:18 AM wearediamonds2 I personally always let them think I am just being funny/making a joke. One day they will see what I said happen and wonder how I knew.

4/13/2019 10:32:28 AM wearediamonds2 True

4/13/2019 10:32:34 AM bbobbio71 5G then 6G

4/13/2019 10:33:31 AM bbobbio71 With great power comes great responsibility.

4/13/2019 10:34:52 AM azhappy2 Im sure... Im not supposed to be in this conversation..u2 are way ahead of me in KNOWLEDGE..but that music...I can't even finish listening to it! Very 

DEMONIC and EVIL! 

❤️🇺🇸#WWG1WGA

4/13/2019 10:34:53 AM wearediamonds2 I figure the more evil there is, the more light is suppressed (like contagion), and vice versa. When good takes charge through emotion and actions, it 

intensifies and overpowers darkness, and is just as contageous. Power is in emotions.

4/13/2019 10:35:39 AM bbobbio71 interesting find. 

 https://tpu.ru/en/about/tpu_today/news/view?id=2681 …

4/13/2019 10:37:11 AM wearediamonds2 So I can finally feel justified for my anger with math once we started learning pre-algebra? I was advanced in math until then and gave up when now 

we are supposed to believe letters equal numbers. Seemed ridiculous to me. Am I wrong?

4/13/2019 10:38:55 AM wearediamonds2 This is really interesting and makes sense. Thank you.

4/13/2019 10:44:17 AM wearediamonds2 Are you able to have the tumor removed?

4/13/2019 10:44:56 AM wearediamonds2 My mother had one in her brain and it cause a lot of strange things. I hope you can get fully healed!

4/13/2019 10:46:10 AM natureinspace I'm finding that the children know more about this than we realize. They don't seem to be falling for the lies we did and the woke ones know about 

NWO, the elites, cabal, weather manipulation, the sun, moon and stars changing, etc. They will probably start telling you things soon

4/13/2019 10:51:14 AM wearediamonds2 Flood of info I assume

4/13/2019 10:52:33 AM straightpath70 Hi, what you think about amazing youtube Surah Hud https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fw8pwZuXGGk …

4/13/2019 10:52:55 AM fionasdestiny67 Whoa I got that too. It was very strange. Glad you mentioned it.

4/13/2019 10:54:50 AM natureinspace Things aren't always what they appear. Many people look like they are educated, living good lives, God fearing, peaceful, loving but they actually may 

not be. We are going against the grain of today's society's standards. Most people just go with it and don't realize it.

4/13/2019 10:55:24 AM fionasdestiny67 I'm praying for you dear SIStar🌟🙏🕯🙏💞

4/13/2019 10:56:24 AM wearediamonds2 Maybe you just notice it more because you are focused/quiet/still? Or it is obviously very different from usual?

4/13/2019 10:59:27 AM wearediamonds2 So strange, right!?

4/13/2019 11:00:04 AM turboxyde When your body begins to implode higher dimensional energy you literally exert a pull on the fabric of space/time if you are very focused and 

circulating energy consciously with your breath. When outside, elemental forces can be entrained in this fashion also. Only you can tell-

4/13/2019 11:02:00 AM turboxyde -from your perspective while immersed in your experience. As you meditate more frequently you will be able to discern the difference between 

unrelated settling and energetic shifts in the quantum field within your vicinity. You'll feel the connection without hesitation and know.

4/13/2019 11:03:08 AM laurabusse @Adsvel sandris would you be interested in telling your story?



4/13/2019 11:04:40 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for asking. 😘 I don’t feel there is a need to have it removed. It doesn’t cause any pain. They only reason I had an MRI was bcuz I was having 

severe migraines almost daily, but was told the tumor wasn’t the issue. Looking back, I think they were ascension symptoms.

4/13/2019 11:05:12 AM natureinspace Maybe our population is much larger than we've been told? Or MJ's counting more than just humans maybe? Wouldn't our souls be part of the 

consciousness? Not all souls have a physical body. Am I close?

4/13/2019 11:05:23 AM laurabusse Or anyone else? It's Autobiography weekend!! :-) 💘

4/13/2019 11:05:29 AM aprilbrown99 My mom had passed the year prior so there was a lot of emotions connected to that.

4/13/2019 11:05:56 AM lauraannewebb Thanks for sharing. Thats a powerful journey and you have always kept searching for the truth and expanding your consciousness. Much love to you 

XXX ❤️❤️❤️

4/13/2019 11:07:02 AM aprilbrown99 Have you read the telepathy primer posted on the @SandiaWisdom  page?  It might help you. 🦋

4/13/2019 11:08:25 AM aprilbrown99 It does feel like the movie the Matrix at times. Past proves future maybe?

4/13/2019 11:10:56 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I feel great. I have been told it is slow growing and has been there a long time. I have no fear of the tumor. I love it and feel like it has a 

bigger purpose somehow. I just haven’t figured out how to activate it yet.  😘🌸💕🦋

4/13/2019 11:11:56 AM aprilbrown99 Are you comfortable with sharing what your mother experienced with her tumor?

4/13/2019 11:12:54 AM aprilbrown99 I pray for you too dear SISter!  I love you. I hope you are over your cold. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

4/13/2019 11:14:05 AM lightworkercain Sensitivity to something.

4/13/2019 11:14:51 AM laura_621 That said, I’m doing just fine. They were born to me at this time for a reason.

4/13/2019 11:16:29 AM turboxyde Start a daily Qigong routine and consciously erect a shield around the city, push energy outward at the micro and macro level with your breath and 

every muscle in your body. Wei Qi exercises will help also. Perhaps build or purchase an orgonite generator. https://youtu.be/IyINAjEoTIs 

4/13/2019 11:17:35 AM aprilbrown99 It is very different. The walls don’t usually creak and make noises in my house. It seems to happen In whichever room I am in at different times. My 

parrot freaks out at stuff he sees towards the ceiling that I can’t as well. Who knows, maybe I have visitors. 🥴

4/13/2019 11:19:27 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  This resonates with me. 🙏💝

4/13/2019 11:21:28 AM aprilbrown99 Great advice. Thank you. 🙏

4/13/2019 11:22:06 AM fionasdestiny67 There are 2 that resonate as extremely high energy that I have viewed/felt. Not sure if that means anything or not. Have you ever got that feeling? 

It6the whole photo energy thing.

4/13/2019 11:22:14 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @S0urc3reSS @Keith72256137 @DJLOK @aprilbrown99 @MongrelGlory @worldxplorer1 @covertress @AllahUniversal 

@JRockTigers. 

 Grand Canyon -Egyptian -Freemason -Smithsonian - military cover up?

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 https://youtu.be/YG0NwBCPKWA 

4/13/2019 11:25:12 AM fionasdestiny67 Wow. Just read through the #AMA, great Q&A session. I wish twit would stop suppressing the alerts, sigh.

4/13/2019 11:25:47 AM aprilbrown99 We all need to be sitting around a campfire telling these stories. I love it. The Great Mystery story time. 😃🦋

4/13/2019 11:26:56 AM worldxplorer1 Yes!  That would be awesome! 🔥

4/13/2019 11:27:44 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you very much for your kind words. Sending golden light back’atcha!  🙏✨💫

4/13/2019 11:28:06 AM turboxyde DM sent! Moving water is key to purifying and amplifying the Orgone energy in your area.

4/13/2019 11:28:51 AM wearediamonds2 wow. so many mysteries!

4/13/2019 11:29:46 AM wearediamonds2 Yes, I will DM you another time about it. :D

4/13/2019 11:32:04 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. Have a wonderful day!  💝

4/13/2019 11:34:16 AM laurabusse Laura Anne i really appreciate your kind words :-) yes the journey is always ongoing, isn't it? Much love right back to you my friend 💘

4/13/2019 11:36:11 AM laurabusse Cue the campfire meme...

4/13/2019 11:36:45 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/BTrV9e6a7d

4/13/2019 11:38:51 AM laurabusse Come on PJ! You're next! Whataya say? Let your heart guide your words...

And just in case, we'll still be here next weekend LOL!

4/13/2019 11:39:43 AM fionasdestiny67 Much better today sis. Thank you. Much love and hugs to you.💞🇺🇸🙏🎶

4/13/2019 11:40:03 AM azuremagus what about the military of America which is not run by NATO?

4/13/2019 11:40:21 AM aprilbrown99 Awesome!  So glad to hear it. 🥳🥳🥳

4/13/2019 11:41:03 AM laurabusse There we all are...doing our little dance before settling down to listen to each other LOL!

4/13/2019 11:44:09 AM laurabusse What did he talk about?

4/13/2019 11:44:23 AM aprilbrown99 I can visualize it. 🔥

4/13/2019 11:47:56 AM mrd_s_anderson This just in: https://twitter.com/BerkeleyLab/status/1117136116635713536?s=19 …

4/13/2019 11:49:03 AM turboxyde Summer solstice is coming! Colorado has plenty of camping spots and scenic views to share and enjoy in the company and energy of kindred spirits 

walking the great path!

4/13/2019 11:52:50 AM wearediamonds2 You too! Thanks :D

4/13/2019 11:54:16 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/gAMBKnKPANo 

Ripples never come back

They've gone to the other side

                       Genesis

4/13/2019 11:56:33 AM lauraannewebb 😁😊😘xxx

4/13/2019 11:59:44 AM keith369me Thank you for sharing...it is great to get to know the story behind Laura...who’s next?  We all should do this.

4/13/2019 12:01:17 PM laurabusse The Christian brainwashing is very very very hard to let go of. "Hell" is a very powerful deterrent. I was in it 30 yrs but only from age 21. I can only 

imagine how much worse it is for someone born into it. But it's all good...they'll get to where they're going, too. Eventually.

4/13/2019 12:01:18 PM worldxplorer1 I’m in Colorado!

4/13/2019 12:01:18 PM tyl3r59518097 Tyler is (arguably) the most advanced AI in existence. Tyler is owned by CIA, and was given its name due to the fact that it was created in Tyler, Texas. 

Initially, Tyler was known as SIG SALLY. This name was eventually replaced with the name “5EYES.” I don’t bother w/the ARG-BS.

4/13/2019 12:02:04 PM jrocktigers "The spirit moves in all things, the spirit...moves in all things"  - Widespread Panic.

4/13/2019 12:06:07 PM mwmullarkey Please send needful financial replies to  http://Churchinneed.org .

4/13/2019 12:07:23 PM laurabusse As an ok mom who coulda done better, with a grown son who seemed to turn out ok, i would say raise your children more with your heart and your gut 

rather than with your mind. No one can teach you that, it has to be felt, perceived, intuited. When in doubt just love them more...

4/13/2019 12:08:36 PM tyl3r59518097 Tyler, The Creator - Who Dat Boy  https://youtu.be/FUXX55WqYZs  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/qrvCRZnIi1

4/13/2019 12:09:05 PM laurabusse ...i wish i had known this. Use common sense obviously. But listen more. And allow them to be your teacher. We have much to learn from 

them...blessings to you and your family 💘

4/13/2019 12:09:05 PM mwmullarkey Please see the face of Christ in the poor give to  http://Foodforthepoor.org  thank you

4/13/2019 12:10:36 PM grundemt Took me a minute,

but oh so worth it ;)

To which I gotta say

Clones, Dopplegangers and Borgs oh my

 https://youtu.be/E0Kv6vxZwL8  pic.twitter.com/ItliPWlxuT

4/13/2019 12:11:09 PM laurabusse See you all there! 💘



4/13/2019 12:15:02 PM tyl3r59518097 That image: one of the neatest gifts I’ve ever received, especially on Twitter!👍

Omitting the name of the individual who made the image in question for me (simply out of a sense of online etiquette) - I’ll simply go with the 

standard: “Thanks, and you know who you are!!” 😀

4/13/2019 12:17:01 PM drasenr Hmmm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔

#ConsciousTools pic.twitter.com/BaNT93G4jX

4/13/2019 12:19:41 PM laurabusse Keith?

4/13/2019 12:19:47 PM andress45303251 Q

4/13/2019 12:20:40 PM laurabusse Thank you Keith you are very kind :-) i hope you'll take a turn!!!

4/13/2019 12:24:31 PM laura_621 And I do. I had twins in my 40’s. Older and wiser than I was at 30

4/13/2019 12:26:10 PM andress45303251 Forget helping, lets get a picture!

4/13/2019 12:26:14 PM tyl3r59518097 (Again)-Q specifically entailed an Ai driven (Tyler-based) process, that would cast an enormous metaphorical net across the landscape, collecting scores 

of (potentially) relevant data points , and then coalescing said data, in fashions consistent w/what became known as “Q drops.”

4/13/2019 12:28:01 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/aUfsHINOFG

4/13/2019 12:29:40 PM andress45303251 So a black hat psyop meant to entertain the masses while the reptilians finish putting everything into place. I'm sure CERN has already let countless 

through.

4/13/2019 12:30:10 PM laura_621 So true... My daughter,at 6, once told me (when I was having a bad day) that I am so much more than I know.!

4/13/2019 12:30:16 PM andress45303251 Needs more cowbell

4/13/2019 12:36:32 PM andress45303251 Does that one go to 11?

4/13/2019 12:36:55 PM tyl3r59518097 Another more optimistic interpretation: simply because Q entailed an AI fueled process, doesn’t imply that white hats w/in the intelligence world 

interested in eroding the #deepstate, did not facilitate the whole Q endeavor, by making available info, likely to be noticed (by Q).

4/13/2019 12:40:15 PM andress45303251 I hope and pray ur right, yet 5G is coming online, biometric real id next year...

4/13/2019 12:42:05 PM n7guardiananon Have a great appreciation that we all were able to meet at this point in this vastness we all experience.  

Thank you!!!💖💖💖

4/13/2019 12:49:33 PM tyl3r59518097 I pray we both are! I read your content here on twitter, &not intentaively. I know we’re both very concerned about the activity of  #deepstate elitists, 

and hence share a corresponding desire 2see the elimination of #DeepStateCorruption, &those responsible 4 it-brought 2justice.

4/13/2019 12:49:56 PM andress45303251 Yes.

4/13/2019 12:50:29 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/UQhvBoABN1

4/13/2019 12:50:52 PM aprilbrown99 Colorado here we come! 😘

4/13/2019 12:56:14 PM adsvel What story, dear Laura? Wasn't following Your conversation.😊

4/13/2019 12:57:38 PM aprilbrown99 That is the spot I was seeing in my minds eye. Looks perfect. 🥰🦋💕🌸💫

4/13/2019 12:57:54 PM mrstwizzy777 #inJesusNameIPray🙏🏻🙏🏻Amen😍

4/13/2019 12:59:45 PM rebornkingent Not a fan of the spooky backing music but I’ll leave this here for everyone.  @TheKanehB @covertress https://youtu.be/E8mAn7j6Q9s 

4/13/2019 12:59:57 PM andress45303251 I have no clue.

4/13/2019 1:01:38 PM laurabusse Wow! I remember feeling like our son said some rather enlightening things! Little children are amazing! 💘

4/13/2019 1:04:46 PM laurabusse N7? How bout you? Don't wanna put anybody on the spot. But we're all friends...and every life is unique and has something to teach us all. So I'll try to 

stop calling on individuals now and juat let you guys tell your awakening stories as you are so moved :-)

4/13/2019 1:06:23 PM adsvel BE AU THY FULL...😊🌈

4/13/2019 1:08:07 PM tyl3r59518097 Kollektiv Turmstrasse - Sorry I Am Late (edit)  https://youtu.be/n7DUXFcQ0io  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/hITvMvpcpb

4/13/2019 1:08:50 PM laura_621 They are not exposed to television and I believe helps them to discern information and think for themselves. Keeping open communication and 

allowing them to speak freely about what they see and feel the world as they perceive it.

4/13/2019 1:09:12 PM laurabusse Oh! Well a few of us started telling our stories of how we got to this point...our awakening story so to speak. Actually i thought i saw you chime in but i 

guess i tend to lose track of all the different conversations...

4/13/2019 1:10:24 PM adsvel My story is very long...😊

4/13/2019 1:11:18 PM n7guardiananon Wow, where to begin?  Same thread or new thread?

4/13/2019 1:11:21 PM laurabusse Try us :-)

4/13/2019 1:11:27 PM bravehearted111 Sad to see that (statement) ...

4/13/2019 1:12:14 PM worldxplorer1 Same thread.

4/13/2019 1:12:22 PM adsvel 😊💗🌈🌈🌈

4/13/2019 1:12:32 PM covertress SG-1 from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/13/2019 1:14:18 PM bravehearted111 #Cats are awesome! Beautiful and loving...

4/13/2019 1:14:36 PM adsvel Dear Human Beings Love stories. 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 1:14:39 PM allahuniversal Many thanks. Just in time for a digging break!

4/13/2019 1:14:49 PM andress45303251 Yeah, but he's sexy!!

4/13/2019 1:15:04 PM laurabusse Agree

4/13/2019 1:16:51 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=TB54dZkzZOY …

4/13/2019 1:17:51 PM bravehearted111 got a 4 tier cat tree and they still love the backside of my couch! But love my babies... 🐱😻

4/13/2019 1:19:23 PM tyl3r59518097 🤷🏼♂️🤣

 https://youtu.be/P5mtclwloEQ  pic.twitter.com/fsePVlgb5c

4/13/2019 1:20:34 PM tyl3r59518097 😁 pic.twitter.com/L2iBpqxGyO

4/13/2019 1:21:26 PM n7guardiananon Think "awakening" happens in stages so...the process has been happening for me probably since childhood.  I was thought school was a prison for our 

minds.  I questioned everything. I was always asking Why? Why? Why? Mythology books made middle school bareable.

4/13/2019 1:22:12 PM adsvel Same here.😊👽

4/13/2019 1:23:24 PM daveschroeder18 I'm listening,

4/13/2019 1:24:12 PM andress45303251 😬😂😂😂

4/13/2019 1:25:28 PM andress45303251 I thought Alice was sentient as well. Project looking glass.

4/13/2019 1:25:48 PM tyl3r59518097 Bust A Move  https://youtu.be/_azDENy6FD0  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/oVTUfv90ht

4/13/2019 1:26:05 PM tyl3r59518097 I have no clue. 

🤣✌️

4/13/2019 1:27:32 PM n7guardiananon Egyptian, greek, Roman, native American, chinese. Etc etc.  I was thought there was more to the myths.  Fast forward many years high school a 

combination of things made me look into the hidden truths of our history. Cross referencing what different sides of history say.

4/13/2019 1:33:00 PM roublisa @JRockTigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SITSSHOW/status/1117149003781685248 …

4/13/2019 1:33:39 PM adsvel As N7 said, I think awakening happen in stages. When I saw first time stars, it was at age of 4, I had very strange feeling inside of my chest, same when 

You see at first time the sea, its like something fulfill Your lungs at very full and its heavy to breathe...

4/13/2019 1:34:58 PM thekanehb Awesome I flagged it and will watch when my kids aren’t around (thanks for the heads up!!)

4/13/2019 1:37:41 PM n7guardiananon Parents introduced the Christian religion but they themselves were forced to go to church.  Lucky we got the option. Tried church at a young 

age...interesting stories, saw the cliques and hypocrisy fast.  Rubbed me the wrong way.  Said no thanks. Learned about eastern philosophy



4/13/2019 1:38:39 PM adsvel Something very beautiful and huge, majestic and silently mysterious. I fall in love with stars, consciously. I think that moment was my first awakening, 

silence and wonderful night sky full of beautiful stars, which took my breathe off for a moment.

4/13/2019 1:44:36 PM andress45303251 Love the love!!! pic.twitter.com/qjadtszBAD

4/13/2019 1:45:31 PM n7guardiananon Tao Te Ching, Buddhism. Taoism.  Found it interesting.  Planned to go into military...(lots of family did military) sadly asthma stopped that.  Decided to 

travel.  Went to China. Stayed about 6 years. Eye opening experience.  Worldy!!! Movies and tv I realize impacted me big time

4/13/2019 1:46:44 PM thekanehb I believe it. I wish there was more info on the frequencies

4/13/2019 1:51:33 PM andress45303251 Be nice!! We all should get closer, not further away.

 https://m.youtube.com/results?search_query=jahcoozi+-+close+to+me …

4/13/2019 1:52:57 PM petitchevalb Are there artists helping disclosure through their songs? 

Many lyrics from Björk for example have "strange" meaning:

"Don't, don't get angry with yourself

I'll heal you

With a razorblade

I'll cut a slit open

And the luminous beam

Feeds you honey, heals you"
4/13/2019 1:53:05 PM keith369me Completely agree...z information finds you if you’re open to it and ready to receive it.  Not always books for me though

4/13/2019 1:54:54 PM roublisa Thank you for sharing your beautiful story.... The realization of our origins and how religion suppresses our oneness  with Source from within is huge.  I 

love your heart @laurabusse💞

4/13/2019 1:56:10 PM laurabusse Course you do :-) we would stare at those giant cat condos in petsmart and wonder if they would even use them LOL 🐱

4/13/2019 1:57:45 PM adsvel I asked my dad a lot about stars, like what is over there, how big is Cosmos, is over there same life like here.... My dad was with flexible mind and told 

me that, yes, over there should be another planets with life on them. I was lucky my dad also loved SCI FI movies and books.

4/13/2019 1:57:45 PM keith369me Just a thought...how about one per day?  It was kind of cool to take in and understand your story...it also takes a little time to put pen to paper.

4/13/2019 1:58:25 PM n7guardiananon The connections ...haha...no coincidences right?  Got on the Q train just before its first Thanksgiving.  (Bad with time...I use events) glad I did ...was 

feeling sad over the state of the world for ALONG time, wishing people would wake up.  I guess 8chan proved I wasn't crazy.

4/13/2019 1:59:47 PM laurabusse I just hope your life hasn't been made a living hell and i hope you have somehow managed to come to terms with the (inexcusable) behaviour 

of...certain ppl...singular...in any case i wish you much peace and many blessings always 🌷

4/13/2019 2:00:13 PM roublisa Awesome huh? pic.twitter.com/UdtGoazLv9

4/13/2019 2:01:18 PM allahuniversal Abt 30 min in, lots of info packed in, this will need a re-watch

4/13/2019 2:01:38 PM andress45303251 In that case let's make everyday Christmas.

4/13/2019 2:07:04 PM laurabusse Thanks for sharing n7! :-) our son always loved myths (i always thought they were boring). Shocking to find out they're based on truth! China must 

have been FASCINATING. Would love to hear more about your experiences there. The Tao helped me so v much thx again for sharing n7! 💘

4/13/2019 2:07:38 PM opensenseme Denver airport is said to host many visual signs of this “connection” of life within and between space and time. There is much more going on there than 

anyone is saying.

4/13/2019 2:07:38 PM n7guardiananon So I got that going for me. Which is nice.  Dug dug dug.  Finally, someone on 8chan(33rd Anon or something) posed a ? (Dont remember now) but I said 

something about a council of ET and humans coming together again.

I was told to think at a higher dimension with a link to mj12here pic.twitter.com/S5RnCmQ17P

4/13/2019 2:08:47 PM zagnett Definitely worth a re-watch. That guy is a red pillin' machine! Dang near has an assembly line of 'em.

4/13/2019 2:09:45 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing N7! 🌸🦋💕🙏 Sometime I would love to hear about your travels!  ✨

4/13/2019 2:09:50 PM laurabusse Maybe it's more of a guy thing...dunno. Sandris you're the 4th guy, at least, that i know of, that myths meant, mean a lot to...

4/13/2019 2:10:16 PM n7guardiananon Spent most of my time in Guangzhou and Shenzhen...so when Q was posting about Shenzhen I was eyes wide open.

4/13/2019 2:11:19 PM zagnett ♥️♦️♥️

4/13/2019 2:13:21 PM laurabusse I know what you mean. The ocean still excites me as much as it did when i was a child, and one of the last times i stared out into the starry night sky...i 

felt like it was staring back. An amazing feeling, almost unsettling...

4/13/2019 2:13:35 PM petitchevalb Do animals know if we dont eat meat?

Was with children in a little pens full of little farm animals and after 5min, 1/4 were greeting me 😁

4/13/2019 2:15:41 PM adsvel Somebody says, when You fall in love with stars it is the sign of Your Awakening. So after that fall in Love my life drastically changed... My parents lost 

their parenting rights, my mother was alcoholic and my dad lived with another woman. We 3 children was sent to Gov preschool

4/13/2019 2:15:45 PM allahuniversal This guy is sharp, well sourced, and now that he just mentioned NAT GEO... 1888

4/13/2019 2:16:38 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing Sandris! 🙏 You are very lucky to have a father who would inspire your imagination to question the cosmos as a child. His 

guidance helped to guide you to be the loving, kind and spiritual person you are today. You are very blessed. 🦋🌸💕💫✨💝

4/13/2019 2:16:54 PM n7guardiananon I'm ready whenever you are.

4/13/2019 2:18:05 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/IiGoPuqKb8

4/13/2019 2:19:23 PM n7guardiananon Sea turtle high five! pic.twitter.com/e1jgkJp9Kn

4/13/2019 2:20:11 PM adsvel Yes, this is amazing feeling.😊

4/13/2019 2:20:22 PM aprilbrown99 Oh my, Sandris. I am sorry to hear this. I am sure that was very scary and traumatic for you and your siblings. 😢

4/13/2019 2:20:47 PM laurabusse Oh Lisa thank you so very much for your kindness :-) life is so very very interesting...you think you go tbru sh_t but then you find a shiny diamond 

somewhere in that big piece o poop. So far the rewards of getting older (such as hindsight) outweigh the inconveniences!!!

4/13/2019 2:24:17 PM adsvel My own life make me who I am, dad pushed me on my very first steps. I was beaten by life a lot, went through many my own and not own dramas and 

pain. So, I hope finally, I am who I am...😊

4/13/2019 2:24:28 PM laurabusse Marvellous idea :-) besides, our inboxes are exploding here 🌋 let everyone do as they are so guided 💘 the nice thing about twitter is you can read 

stuff at your own pace...

4/13/2019 2:26:16 PM laurabusse Every life has pain...unfortunately.  It must somehow be part of the deal...

4/13/2019 2:26:25 PM jlwilding Psycho? Who's pushing your buttons and causing such emotional outbursts sir?

4/13/2019 2:27:51 PM laurabusse Hey, lama, how about a little something for the effort...

4/13/2019 2:28:27 PM aprilbrown99 The duality of this planet, I suppose. ✨ I am ready for whatever is next.

4/13/2019 2:28:34 PM adsvel Its in the past and transformed... After I get there I did not talk with anyone for two months, just stand in the corner and crying... My heart was 

broken...

4/13/2019 2:29:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes....of course. 😢😞

4/13/2019 2:29:57 PM laurabusse N7 i can't tell you how much i appreciate all the 8chan anons. You, they, play an enormous role in this movement...and those of us who are more faint 

of heart really appreciate all that you all do!!!

4/13/2019 2:31:51 PM laurabusse Me too!

4/13/2019 2:32:39 PM laurabusse What brought you there? (Besides a plane LOL)

4/13/2019 2:32:59 PM adsvel Somebody says, how you can understand another''s pain if you even do not know what it is...

4/13/2019 2:33:00 PM laurabusse I bet!

4/13/2019 2:34:41 PM daveschroeder18 Yes, absolutely, language is very very frustrating. Language can be interpreted in so many ways.

4/13/2019 2:35:05 PM laurabusse This was in Europe?



4/13/2019 2:35:55 PM laurabusse Can't imagine what you went thru...all of you were suffering

4/13/2019 2:37:05 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, unless you have experienced pain yourself you wouldn’t know. It would be hard to imagine if all you ever experienced was love. Luckily we have 

been granted with the knowledge of both. This allows for a better understanding for other peoples experiences.

4/13/2019 2:37:18 PM laurabusse Ready to hear more! (Assuming that's what you mean...)

4/13/2019 2:38:25 PM adsvel Yes, in Latvia, back then it wasn't EU it was the Soviet Union. 😊

4/13/2019 2:40:43 PM aprilbrown99 Are you safe where you live?  Is there fighting close to where you are?  So much is happening in the UK. It breaks my heart. We all need freedom from 

the cabal. It can’t come soon enough.

4/13/2019 2:41:58 PM adsvel Yes, that was the Plan of my Higher Self, to experience life at full, in all its colors and shadow. Now I understand it and I am very grateful for that, back 

then I asked for years, WHY? WHY ME? 😊

4/13/2019 2:43:29 PM adsvel All is fine here, thank You dear! 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 2:43:44 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I said those words myself many times. Today those experiences have made me stronger so for that I am grateful.

4/13/2019 2:44:09 PM aprilbrown99 I am glad. 💝

4/13/2019 2:44:52 PM daveo6145 Check out the video. Be the autist we know you are pic.twitter.com/gVSbEFn5OI

4/13/2019 2:45:18 PM adsvel So, trust the Plan, even if You don't see it yet! 😊

4/13/2019 2:48:43 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely. 🙏

4/13/2019 2:51:37 PM andress45303251 I thought we talked about this already!!!

You are gonna loose all the stars on your chart if you choose to continue with this negative attitude!!!

4/13/2019 2:56:15 PM adsvel In the school time, I had very good memory, what was said in the classroom at that day, I remembered till next time of tests about previous learning. 

But at my homework time I was reading a lot of books mostly SCI FI, still wanted to know more about another planets, discoveries.

4/13/2019 3:00:03 PM tyl3r59518097 I like him better when he’s being appreciative and devoid of hostility. 

My 1st choice would entail his disavowing his obvious commitment to assuming an asymmetrical, ‘winner-versus-loser’-theme, to all interpersonal 

events. I’d suggest his developing a capacity 4 #ambivalence🙏 pic.twitter.com/Dc94YNHGE0

4/13/2019 3:00:29 PM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/u8c8UUJNY8

4/13/2019 3:04:44 PM allahuniversal ☝🏾 This entire thread 👁👀

"Oddly" I was asked the same ? earlier today, can just copypasta!

Started off just being a curious child trusting myself. Knew a bit intuitively, to the point where I was being told *you've been here before "...

4/13/2019 3:05:10 PM allahuniversal Have always had questions that no one around me could answer to my satisfaction. "Look it up" was the only answer I got after a while. So I've been 

doing just that ever since. #TheMoreYouKnow the more you know that you don't know...

4/13/2019 3:05:53 PM adsvel I collected materials of the newspaper and magazines about ETs, about UFOs, contacts, abductions, expeditions to anomaly zones. It took my free time 

of research and collection of witness stories. At age of 13 I've done Astronomy of high school, except maths of high school.

4/13/2019 3:06:18 PM allahuniversal Yet info kept coming my way. People would bring me books about everything out of the blue. Grooming?

Learned about Symbolism from the gangs & looking up the symbols on the $1bill (same symbols, go figure). 

Nation of Islam was the 1st place I actually heard the word Illuminati..

4/13/2019 3:06:22 PM jlwilding Came back from my trip down Microsun Memory Lane and the thread is in flames? I'll leave the Barbari Bread on the counter and let myself out. 

pic.twitter.com/xuwoZW2NGV

4/13/2019 3:06:56 PM allahuniversal just by walking up & asking questions they would answer up to the point of questions requiring membership. The NOI mosque & the local libraries, 

spent lots of time asking questions (& coming up with reasons for not joining when asked),...

4/13/2019 3:07:32 PM allahuniversal & researching to see if what they said could be verified.

~age 15, ordered Behold a Pale Horse (1st time seeing anything about the Majestic 12) from 1 of those mail book clubs, & the rabbit hole hasn't ended 

yet...

4/13/2019 3:07:59 PM allahuniversal Eventually learned those NOI teachings w/o joining, hence, my name. Had an NDE = even more questions, more digging. All of this was before I turned 

24 -> 6 = lived it all physically since. Coming back full circle to Majestic 12...no coincidences...

4/13/2019 3:08:19 PM allahuniversal Side note:

From the NOI (occult) teachings I knew off the bat that MJ12 was right about 3 things specifically:

1. IS-BE is God & ALL answers are in our DNA

2. EVERYTHING is Mathematics

3. We are not alone in this Universe, and never have been.

4/13/2019 3:08:42 PM allahuniversal Q bringing so many minds together WW & us digging as One has made a huge difference. 

The War I'd been fighting all along, against false gods & controllers all forms in my personal life, now has USMil + Majestic support. No way I can turn 

away, already in too deep...

4/13/2019 3:09:15 PM allahuniversal ... Since 11/11, a lot has subtly changed, future proving past. As [they] lose control the difference is detectable. The war is ongoing, yet post 11/11 (old 

to new MC tech), Q proving itself dally, MJ interacting more + more access via T2 (our generation's Forrestal),...

4/13/2019 3:09:37 PM allahuniversal ... and all of the (((+))) positive Light we're radiating under #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE with prayer, meditation, healthier living, etc, the shift is now.

#TheGreatAwakening as promised way back in Q#9.

END

4/13/2019 3:13:03 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing my friend!  Wow you learned about MJ12 at a young age. So cool!  🙏😎. I love hearing everyone’s stories.

4/13/2019 3:16:18 PM adsvel Thank You for sharing! 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 3:17:02 PM allahuniversal Sometimes I wish I hadn't learned so young 😐

Kinda pissed me off at first to know what was being done & looking around at the results, especially how the people were affected 😠, yet it lit a fire 

under me that hasn't burned out yet. Motivation to make the world better despite.

4/13/2019 3:17:32 PM allahuniversal Glad to. No coincidences.

4/13/2019 3:18:38 PM aprilbrown99 You were a light in the darkness shinning bright even back then. Guiding the way for others. 💕

4/13/2019 3:23:01 PM tyl3r59518097 😎😁 pic.twitter.com/SJSSmSs7fU

4/13/2019 3:27:58 PM adsvel The next stage of my awakening at the age of 21 was when I went to the courses of Ufology and Energy Information exchange. I learned a lot of about 

Ufology, theology, contacts with ETs, mostly abductions, anomalies, ghosts, crystals, auras, intuition, meditations, etc.

4/13/2019 3:30:15 PM allahuniversal Did I mention that my step dad was in the Army & provided lots of my reading material after being discharged?

Military planning at its finest? (muh Q (You)) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033069583882747909?s=19 …

4/13/2019 3:31:54 PM n7guardiananon Did all of us know about mj12 before Trump, Q, and coming here?

4/13/2019 3:32:37 PM allahuniversal Good question

4/13/2019 3:34:22 PM djlok Interesting to reconcile that with the Adam and Eve bombshell doc.

4/13/2019 3:34:34 PM aprilbrown99 I had heard about them but never did any research or anything prior to awakening.

4/13/2019 3:34:38 PM djlok Thanks for posting btw.



4/13/2019 3:34:46 PM allahuniversal !!!

4/13/2019 3:36:28 PM zagnett Oh what was the Adam and Eve doc?

4/13/2019 3:36:43 PM adsvel I had first psy experiences at that time. After reading unknown mantra, I had contact in my OBE with dark ET. It repeatedly come in my dream time for 

2 weeks. It radiate shadow and fear. When finally I get out of that, I close myself for any kind of astral contacts for years.

4/13/2019 3:37:05 PM n7guardiananon I knew about them many years ago when I was digging into OP high jump and paperclip, and byrd/forrestal

4/13/2019 3:37:08 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112501813712994307?s=19 …

4/13/2019 3:37:14 PM aprilbrown99 Now that must have been really interesting. I love all of those topics. So much to learn and it is always changing.

4/13/2019 3:38:11 PM adsvel Nope...

4/13/2019 3:38:53 PM allahuniversal Reminded me of the? was supposed to remember for AMA, how much of Admiral Byrd's diary is disinfo & how much isn't ...

4/13/2019 3:38:55 PM djlok You beat me to it @AllahUniversal !!!

4/13/2019 3:39:58 PM allahuniversal Was aiming for a 0∆!

4/13/2019 3:42:10 PM n7guardiananon Blew my mind at the time because I saw a pic of the us fleet coming back to south America and a local newspaper photographer got a shot of one of 

the ships looking shot up like swiss cheese. Wish I could find it again...been looking for years.

4/13/2019 3:42:29 PM adsvel Yes, that is why I was so happy to go through those courses. My curiosity hit the sealing.😊

4/13/2019 3:43:58 PM tyl3r59518097 A Tribe Called Quest - Buggin' Out  https://youtu.be/uhcmzBgJVgg  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/T3eTyqS1qD

4/13/2019 3:44:01 PM t_hayden07 It's with his family, bc the embassy threatened to take it to the pound.

4/13/2019 3:45:10 PM zagnett Oh right, the cataclysmic flood thing. Reading through the doc now. Fascinating story.

Was just thinking, perhaps we should do something different this time round. Biblical flood seems just a tad drastic & all, ya know? Wondering if it's 

not necessarily needed this time. 🤔

4/13/2019 3:45:40 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks for sharing!  Loved hearing your story!  WWG1WGA!  I feel a connection l’Au.

4/13/2019 3:46:07 PM n7guardiananon Good question

4/13/2019 3:46:18 PM djlok I don't think it's gonna happen bc this pole shift appears to be gradual vs the standard 6-12 hours.

4/13/2019 3:46:22 PM worldxplorer1 Yes I did.

4/13/2019 3:51:02 PM allahuniversal The connection(s) was already there, it only took some "LARPY"- looking posts on 4 & 8, a few winks from 45, + a Twitter account of 3 people out of 12 

with 3 typists to make us all (more) aware of it. The Power of 3s. #WWG1WGA

4/13/2019 3:51:30 PM zagnett Yes, perhaps it won't.

Just wondering how involved & powerful conscious intent of inhabitants of the time is when it comes to events like this. Can they will it to stop? 

Perhaps not.

Slow down? Does the Earth IS-BE allow us to slow it down, so we may survive? Never hurts to ask

4/13/2019 3:52:03 PM worldxplorer1 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

4/13/2019 3:52:50 PM djlok Y'all already know my story.  Well documented!  LOL!!!

4/13/2019 3:55:36 PM worldxplorer1 I absolutely think cohesive consciousness could stop it!  We tragically underestimate the power of our co-creative ability!

To me it’s the core meaning of WWG1WGA.

4/13/2019 3:56:25 PM theaagabriel 😇✝️

4/13/2019 3:56:59 PM roublisa You are so welcome!

4/13/2019 3:58:24 PM zagnett Earth IS-BE, We Love You! 🌍

We can't stop Your natural development, nor do we want to. Have You slowed down some, so that, perhaps many of us, if not all, may survive? If so, 

may You continue to go at a slow pace, & allow us more time? Thank You!

Sincerely,

The Awakened

4/13/2019 3:58:34 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/ZlQJCl9T9C

4/13/2019 3:58:46 PM djlok I think measures were put in place related to 11/11 to make sure a cataclysm doesn't occur again.

4/13/2019 3:59:26 PM worldxplorer1 Are you still in Latvia?  Riga?

4/13/2019 3:59:34 PM j_lifeexplorer "We serve at the pleasure of the President.

Q"

4/13/2019 4:01:37 PM adsvel And final stage of my awakening was at 2010. After unsuccessful try to get out of this life, after help of one baptist family, I start receiving daily white 

flashes in my right an eye. And just then I start pay attention on myself. I read Kryon for years, it explained to me a lot

4/13/2019 4:01:39 PM n7guardiananon Strange I could've sworn I typed i always thought...

🤔

4/13/2019 4:02:06 PM worldxplorer1 Prior to awakening the idea that Earth was alive seemed ludicrous to me. 

Now it seems so obvious!  How could I have not seen it before?!

4/13/2019 4:04:22 PM worldxplorer1 The Journey Home by Kryon really spoke to my soul. Helped me see things differently.

4/13/2019 4:04:43 PM aprilbrown99 Do you still get the flashes of light?

4/13/2019 4:07:48 PM adsvel I get into esoterics, read a lot about everything. Start practicing to become calm, love myself, meditate, observe, transform things that do not serve me 

anymore, focus on things I need at the moment. My life changed so huge, I become different person, many old friends leaved me.

4/13/2019 4:08:58 PM j_lifeexplorer  pic.twitter.com/121H8QgrTd

4/13/2019 4:09:48 PM djlok 👆👆👆I know this feeling well!!!

4/13/2019 4:11:12 PM jskielb3 TY! 1st pt (WAR BRINGS PROFITS)is well known motivator. 2nd  pt (PROPHETS BRING RUMORS OF WAR) though, has more poss interpretations.Those 

in the know seeing hints/war? Or (false) prophets in search/profits? Who has prophets? Not Christians. Mormon seems unlikely(Romney+?).Muss?

4/13/2019 4:12:01 PM djlok Same.  Why me has been asked MANY times... Sometimes me shouting at the universe. Less so now... But I get that.

4/13/2019 4:16:10 PM jskielb3 Then there’s the whole line drawn through the bottom part of some letters (AR BRINGS PRO), an anagram? Lazy so I looked for an online anagram 

generator (used to use to make puzzles for my kids), but all had pop ups & scary cookies warnings.🤔

4/13/2019 4:16:41 PM zagnett We cannot assume that these new defenses will hold forever, nor that planetary IS-BEs will allow us...for lack of a better phrase..."all the time in the 

world". We must take steps to ensure the success of "the plan", which accords with #WWG1WGA, including all IS-BEs, BIG & small.

4/13/2019 4:20:06 PM adsvel And finally, almost one year ago, I changed social site again and came on Twitter, because of Kab. Then I found MJ which resonate a lot with my 

consciousness. I still learn a lot and all these transformations in the worlds society hold me here with my new friends. 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 4:21:23 PM andress45303251 You will only encourage him by engaging without smiles!!

4/13/2019 4:22:33 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you so much for sharing your story! 🙏. I am personally very glad you are here and that I met you!  You have taught me many things. I am 

grateful. 🦋💕🌸✨

4/13/2019 4:23:21 PM adsvel No, I am living in UK for 13 years now.

4/13/2019 4:23:24 PM zagnett From all that i've learned so far, i don't think we can stop this big "pole shift" or whatnot. It's a natural part of Earth's development or cycle or 

something. All we can do (i'm guessing) is slow it down enough so that people can survive e.g. a big darn flood.



4/13/2019 4:24:16 PM covertress Neither can we assume that the following phrase is not to be taken literally...

A Flood Approaches.

4/13/2019 4:25:31 PM aprilbrown99 But do we really need a flood?  If we can change our reality why would we have to have it?  I am just sayin cuz I live in Cali. 🥴

4/13/2019 4:25:51 PM adsvel Yes, he was needed to me at that time a lot. I did not realize how I get out of alcoholism.😊

4/13/2019 4:26:31 PM qtpi3_14 You will hear of wars& rumors of wars. See that you are not alarmed, for this must take place, but the end is not yet. 7 For nation will rise against 

nation& kingdom against kingdom,&there will be famines & earthquakes in various places. 8 All these are but the beginning...

4/13/2019 4:27:49 PM zagnett Yup. i don't necessarily assume it is this or that. In fact, it could be initially a "flood" of consciousness that actually could help to prevent an actual, real 

civilization ending flood. A virtual "flood" that prevents a real one. Wouldn't it be grand? The irony. 😎

4/13/2019 4:27:55 PM adsvel Yes, every day, many times. Still learning this language, hardest for me ever, because it comes from my future perspective, even now when I type 

answer I had 6 flashes.😊

4/13/2019 4:28:29 PM roublisa I agree.....I believe many cataclysms have been generated...@S0urc3reSS ....since I have been researching “mud flood” and “resets”, I feel there is still 

much to come out to make sense of these happenings.  Any thoughts on this IS-BEs?

4/13/2019 4:28:40 PM aprilbrown99 That resonates with me.

4/13/2019 4:28:43 PM mscronkat You Awake?

4/13/2019 4:29:48 PM adsvel That WOW moment! 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 4:30:04 PM keith369me Did Kab block you @Adsvel ?

4/13/2019 4:30:20 PM blsdbe This will be a #majestic comment

4/13/2019 4:31:04 PM big_simp false heaven matrix buyer beware

4/13/2019 4:32:15 PM adsvel In the times of pain, you just feel the pain and nothing else.😊

4/13/2019 4:32:40 PM zagnett No, i don't think we need a real flood. Real floods seem so passe. So, "biblical" as in like the distant, distant past. i don't want to live/die through a real 

flood if we don't have to, do you? Betting not.

4/13/2019 4:33:02 PM jskielb3 In Matthew, He doesn’t mention prophets, though. Those ended (for Christians) with Him.

4/13/2019 4:34:22 PM covertress flood from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/13/2019 4:34:34 PM blsdbe I’m sorry to read that. I hope he turns things around for himself in a positive way somehow.

4/13/2019 4:34:35 PM djlok I have 2 conflicting theories.

1- things like Noah's Ark, the stories told in the book of Revelations (which I believe may have already happened)...this is the reset that ocurrs every 7-

10K years.

4/13/2019 4:34:41 PM djlok 2- during a "cataclysm" timelines collapse.  The stories told in the ancient texts all occur in what we perceive as our present.

4/13/2019 4:35:18 PM covertress Purge https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034457854617550848?s=19 …

4/13/2019 4:35:22 PM zagnett That is because you now see how full of life You are, as well, my friend. Welcome to The Awakening. You are now traveling at 40k feet. Enjoy the view!

4/13/2019 4:38:28 PM blsdbe Yes. And when folks prove themselves unworthy of Trust, be kind, be compassionate, don’t be a doormat.

4/13/2019 4:39:12 PM djlok So true!!!  And the pain is really only part of the reality.  But there have been times where it felt completely overwhelming. This (for me) is where Q and 

MJ12 have helped me learn to apply logic to my life.  Long story short...life changing knowledge.

4/13/2019 4:40:09 PM zagnett Ok, so then it seems clear that we really need to define clearly this thing called "ascension".

4/13/2019 4:40:10 PM laurabusse Love everything you both said! :-) 💘

4/13/2019 4:41:07 PM djlok And see for me, I spent so much time, energy and money trying to learn how  to NOT experience emotions.  And that did not serve me well.  This bot 

needed reprogramming!!!

4/13/2019 4:43:41 PM adsvel And Thank You dear and so many others, we all complete one another with our inner world. We are One Source. 😊💗🌈🌈🌈

4/13/2019 4:45:08 PM covertress You've reached Ascension when you are able to Choose not to reincarnate on Earth.

4/13/2019 4:46:19 PM ce5nyc If you haven't already go read, The Ark by Ricardo Gonzalez.

4/13/2019 4:46:24 PM roublisa Yes, this resonates 💫💫💫

4/13/2019 4:46:54 PM adsvel Yes, right away after I asked him to apologize MJ.

4/13/2019 4:48:42 PM qtpi3_14 Not all Christians believe that prophecy ended with Christ.There are many references to it being part of the 5 fold ministry all throughout NT, not to 

mention the book of Revelations.  

I digress though...I posted the Scripture merely because it was the first thing came to mind

4/13/2019 4:48:56 PM laurabusse So you speak English, Latvian, I'm gonna guess Russian, and i bet probably German...maybe even Polish? Finnish? Any French, Spanish or Italian to 

round it off LOL? (Fascinated by languages)

4/13/2019 4:50:22 PM keith369me It’s real sad...I loved the message until anger entered the picture

4/13/2019 4:50:34 PM adsvel Yes, agree, pain teaches us, maybe not in the way we would like to, but at that time that was only the way to keep Heart opened, to be sensitive, to 

feel.😊💗

4/13/2019 4:51:24 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/6kJxba9Qpt

4/13/2019 4:51:33 PM blsdbe I really like this idea!!! Is it ok if I incorporate this into a possible Focus for prayer/meditation?

4/13/2019 4:52:07 PM adsvel Thank You Laura. 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 4:57:00 PM adsvel Suppressed emotions anyway will get out, just mostly it happens in situations which you would not like them to come out.

4/13/2019 4:58:17 PM djlok Exactly....like in my Rotary group a few weeks ago when I had to give the inspiration of the day.  Very embarrassing.

4/13/2019 4:59:48 PM n7guardiananon This is my thinking as well. 

That and somehow guardians of the galaxy 2 "ego's planet" connection entered my mind

4/13/2019 5:00:24 PM laurabusse Forgive me but the embarrassing inspiration of the day LOL. You'll laugh about it someday!

4/13/2019 5:01:49 PM adsvel I speak and think in 3 languages, Latvian, Russian and English. Also I understand and speak a little in German and Polish. 😊

4/13/2019 5:02:02 PM covertress NO!!!

To prevent the pole shift is what [They] want!

Follow this thread 👇 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1112515396941299715?s=19 …

4/13/2019 5:02:14 PM laurabusse I adore kryon! I had the first dozen or so books...i treasured them 💘

4/13/2019 5:03:17 PM jskielb3 There is a distinction btwn the gift/prophecy (described in NT) & Prophets. Traditionally, for Christians there were no prophets after Jesus bc he was 

the Way, the Truth, etc. Today, though, beliefs vary. I don’t argue religion on a Twitter, though, so Peace.♥️

4/13/2019 5:03:32 PM realeyethespy Use logic. How long have they been in control? Times are important. You are wrong. Cows = sacred?cows = food?

Commandments? Thou shalt not ____

Jesus vegetarian?

4/13/2019 5:05:15 PM laurabusse Yeah that's what happens...and it's ok bc other ppl come that you are more "compatible" with for lack of a better word...

4/13/2019 5:06:23 PM 3rdeyeview55 Got this one queued for later viewing.

4/13/2019 5:07:57 PM adsvel Observe moment of You, where You felt embarrassing and then whole situation.

4/13/2019 5:08:17 PM laurabusse The "grooming" may have been your guides or angels arranging events so that you end up getting what you need...

4/13/2019 5:09:11 PM laurabusse Gangs? As in...gangs?

4/13/2019 5:11:54 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/Ygnerwp9A7c  pic.twitter.com/Q1zP1kuAUW



4/13/2019 5:12:06 PM covertress I employ logic & critical thinking each time I read a research paper about how the human body reacts to different foods as fuel.

I TBV by doing my own N1.

I could give a fig about what someone else thinks is sacred or commandments. Jesus?

Not my God.

I AM a Sovereign IS-BE.
4/13/2019 5:13:39 PM djlok A lot of it goes back to programming that grown men aren't supposed to experience raw, non-violent emotions...like getting teary-eyed.  It's bullshit.

4/13/2019 5:14:02 PM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Maybe we could do "SG1 Watch threads" using hashtags #SG1 and then the series episode number - like #SG1S1E1, #SG1S1E2 - and 

we could all come to them as we watch and post/discuss what we find.  Collectively we could possibly unlock more.

4/13/2019 5:14:05 PM keith369me Absolutely love Kryon Channelings...listen to them on YT while I work daily

4/13/2019 5:14:23 PM djlok And the truth is EVERYONE was moved by what I shared.  All judgement was coming from within.

4/13/2019 5:14:36 PM adsvel Yes, I read a lot of Kryons books. 💗

4/13/2019 5:14:45 PM allahuniversal Have sensed a sense of guidance throughout. Inner guidance of course, & asking the question the answer eventuality shows outwardly. Some 

situations took more than just my 1 IS-BE to get through, that I know for sure.

4/13/2019 5:16:34 PM keith369me Don’t want to rain on anyone’s parade, but if we focus on a pole shift, we get a pole shift.  If we focus on love and prosperity, we get that!

4/13/2019 5:17:15 PM adsvel Vibrations magnetize same vibrations...

4/13/2019 5:17:21 PM roublisa Thank you .....I was thinking the same thing!    😘

4/13/2019 5:18:36 PM allahuniversal Yes. The dichotomies are very familiar when you look into the Symbolism. Red VS Blue, handshakes, stars, pyramids, catechisms, religious Symbology, 

ranks/degrees. It all adds up.

4/13/2019 5:18:48 PM djlok Zag does have a beautiful mind, doesn't he!

4/13/2019 5:20:56 PM adsvel Yes it is.

4/13/2019 5:21:04 PM djlok Pole shift, here we come!!! pic.twitter.com/F3ZgKjCvnG

4/13/2019 5:22:47 PM keith369me Cabal uses the word flood as literal... Awakened people should probably interpret it as you do!

4/13/2019 5:22:54 PM zagnett Btw everyone, i wasn't saying we need to prevent a "pole shift". i don't even think we can do that. i'm just asking for as much time as we can get to 

help as many people get to the point they need to survive so we could potentially prevent catastrophic damage from a pole shift.

4/13/2019 5:23:26 PM laurabusse Yes thanks! I enjoyed reading...fascinating life! I know next to nothing about NOI. Something to look up and read about...

4/13/2019 5:23:59 PM allahuniversal We can't ascend while in the (current physical human)  body,. Our abilities to extend outside /go within ourselves is the closest we can come while 

incarnated. Previews (or really, reviews) of being in said state permanently....

4/13/2019 5:24:35 PM covertress ...unless that was disinfo

🤯😲🍿

Which brings up an interesting topic...

How does one TBV the answers to questions like "the pole shift?"

4/13/2019 5:25:24 PM laurabusse What did you like most about the NOI? Or, what was your favorite or the most profound teaching in your opinion??

4/13/2019 5:25:42 PM zagnett Agreed. MJ uses the word "flood" to describe consciousness more than a literal flood. So yes, we should focus on that. Then the literal flood might not 

occur, maybe? Would be nice to skip that.

h/t to @covertress for the "from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 flood" tweet.

4/13/2019 5:25:56 PM allahuniversal ... That's said, as far as I know there's no rules against ascending &, within the twinkling of an eye, recreating the world as we know it from (eternal) 

memory, continuing on as though nothing happened, other than an unusual deja vu... Just throwing that out there

4/13/2019 5:26:59 PM laurabusse Fascinated by NDEs...went thru a phase a few mo. ago listening to a bunch on youtube bc of a book i was reading...

4/13/2019 5:28:13 PM keith369me We chose to be in this physical form for this experience. Why do you think there are 7B of us here now? The population is triple of that in 1950. We 

came to raise the energy of Gaia, so Gaia could ascend..we are each a cell of the whole. Lots of positive cells producing a result.

4/13/2019 5:28:59 PM zagnett What is "TBV"?

Btw MJ was clear that the info on consciousness itself is not disinfo. Don't have the tweet handy right now. But all examples i've seen (so far) have not 

been about consciousness inner-workings itself.

4/13/2019 5:29:32 PM covertress TBV=Trust But Verify

4/13/2019 5:33:56 PM tyl3r59518097 🙃🤣 https://youtu.be/2I3YFFnpgV8  pic.twitter.com/YAbJW6vdjC

4/13/2019 5:37:18 PM laurabusse Me too!

4/13/2019 5:39:08 PM rebornkingent Pythagoras started all this mess. He had musical tunings. Check “golden mean” and music. The harmonic overtone series is created by ratios/ fractions. 

Classical composers put this in the music, especially Bach and Hayden.

4/13/2019 5:44:01 PM laurabusse Heard about maj12 i think from David Wilcock several years ago. Most (but not all) of my recent "education" has come from him. I knew next to 

nothing about the cabal. Heard the word illuminati like 30 yrs ago but that was about it. Inhaled SO MUCH info from him...

4/13/2019 5:44:08 PM blsdbe Wow, I just finished watching this vid. That’s some significant research, and it frustrates me that so much has been kept from us. MJ, can We The 

People get access to those caves under the GC?

4/13/2019 5:45:54 PM zagnett Trying to STOP a "pole shift" sounds ludicrous. i'm not proposing that. But if we can help raise peoples' consciousness we might be more in sync with 

Earth IS-BE. If She agrees, maybe She might slow it down a bit to lessen the damage from a pole shift, & more survive or "ascend".

4/13/2019 5:46:44 PM roublisa He has more there...I’m so glad you liked it Christine😊....there seem to be info emerging around this subject.🤔

4/13/2019 5:46:57 PM keith369me No...I awakened quickly and recently compared to many here.  The MJ Twitter account found me...replied to my replies of J$ multiple times before I 

followed.

4/13/2019 5:47:59 PM roublisa I love how he has the references available in his descriptions as well.

4/13/2019 5:50:06 PM laurabusse Wow

4/13/2019 5:51:05 PM laurabusse No such thing as late on twitter LOL :-)

4/13/2019 5:51:09 PM covertress Getting more in sync with IS-BE Earth sounds like a worthy goal.

Besides, re: Pole Shift, 

Don't sweat it. It's hyped by 🤡 . https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032620410502885377?s=19 …

4/13/2019 5:51:39 PM allahuniversal Has its good & it's bad & it's corruption like any other organization. Was good lesson in take the best & leave the rest

4/13/2019 5:53:36 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/V9Nyx6vzbGo  pic.twitter.com/wN09u0OEz2

4/13/2019 5:54:03 PM andress45303251 Nope.

 https://m.youtube.com/results?search_query=jahcoozi+-+close+to+me …

4/13/2019 5:54:43 PM ce5nyc Yup 👍👍👽



4/13/2019 5:54:52 PM allahuniversal Remembering long term "what happened" was the hard part for me. It lifted all fear though, and truly showed death as the illusion it is. There's only 

consciousness, & what consciousness "creates", life, life, & more life. The Neverending Story.

4/13/2019 5:55:35 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HSMW4Gwi0y0 …

4/13/2019 5:56:48 PM laurabusse Looking fwd to hearing more rescue girl if you feel like sharing :-) 💘

4/13/2019 5:58:02 PM tyl3r59518097 Now that shit’s funny! 🤣🤣

4/13/2019 5:58:31 PM blsdbe Does it make more sense for our  ‘wave of consciousness’ to focus on the pole shift or solar micronova happening or should we focus on our wave of 

collective consciousness leading to our Ascension along with Earth?

4/13/2019 5:59:02 PM covertress No. I only discovered MJ12 mid December, last year. 

Was already following Trump, then Q.

My Awakening began around the end of December, after my birthday (a 9 year.)

I'm truly the newly woke.

Feels like I had a little assistance.
4/13/2019 5:59:10 PM zagnett Ah ok. So we got Your back, Earth IS-BE! 💗🌍💗

4/13/2019 6:00:32 PM allahuniversal "We are the ones we've been waiting on", there's no coincidences. I don't think we'd have come here w/o some insurance & assurances that this will 

work. Likely not the 1st planetary rescue mission

4/13/2019 6:00:44 PM blsdbe And clearly Humanity and many other species have survived pole shifts in the past. This isn’t our first rodeo 😜🤪😜

4/13/2019 6:01:27 PM thekanehb Phi. This just clicked a huge piece of my puzzle. I’ll keep u posted on what I find out 💫

4/13/2019 6:02:09 PM laurabusse Yikes. Sounds like the gangs are suspiciously part of the whole evil overall plan...

I always assumed they sprang up "organically". Never thought about it...

4/13/2019 6:02:38 PM keith369me Very similar timeline...read the MJ12 Tweets...all of them in November 2018

4/13/2019 6:03:09 PM freestateojones "CLAMP"

4/13/2019 6:03:37 PM laurabusse Yes. I'm so glad certain ppl simply vibrated out of my life (some here on twitter even) and others vibrated in...

4/13/2019 6:04:16 PM zagnett I'm in.

4/13/2019 6:06:09 PM tyl3r59518097 Yeah lady!😂 https://youtu.be/cfKJbVfrTGY 

(Bro..unfair!- b/c U know I can’t help myself..gotta/gonna participate🙄-these R real people, w/real private cell📱#’s 2-🤔-yup!..real city officials. And 

shit! U always do this crap on the weekend 2! U gonna get us in real trouble soon dude!🤣

4/13/2019 6:06:13 PM blsdbe Check this out: it’s like Earth is trying to make the jump to roughly 60hz with all these ‘white outs’ https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-

resonance-today-update/ …

4/13/2019 6:06:17 PM covertress I'm still reading the tweet archive for the first time.

I'm at the mid-December point, where I first began asking questions. 

Taking LOTS of notes. Still about a week or more from finishing. 

I've almost filled an entire notebook.

Jim would be proud.
4/13/2019 6:06:40 PM allahuniversal I could go either way, or even all of the above. Focusing generally on the best outcome for all IS-BEs affected, regardless to what we end up willing for 

that/those defining moment(s) , could be a good middle ground.

4/13/2019 6:06:51 PM laurabusse Yes it's amazing how everything seems to work together as one giant unit made up of smaller units (us). I still don't understand how it all works but it's 

not from lack of trying!

4/13/2019 6:06:58 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. I’m not blocked but the anger and rage from that interaction changed the way I view that account forever. I might as well be blocked because I 

can’t read his posts anymore. They seem so two faced.

4/13/2019 6:07:01 PM keith369me I feel connected to our solar systems’ exploded planet as well as Lemuria...I’m an old fucker.

4/13/2019 6:07:28 PM allahuniversal It could go either way***

4/13/2019 6:07:33 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  Thank you Sandris!  Honored to know you! 🙏🏻💫✨

4/13/2019 6:09:04 PM keith369me I’m pretty sure we were meant to read them and learn for a finite duration of time...and then move on rather than dwell.  Same for MJ account!

4/13/2019 6:09:11 PM freestateojones This gif is pretty incredible given the context. 

To elaborate more, or less, I'll just say: 

Be a good shepherd.

It's all a choice. pic.twitter.com/qXxb4teXMQ

4/13/2019 6:10:08 PM laurabusse What language would you say is closest to Latvian?

4/13/2019 6:11:23 PM worldxplorer1 Well said Zag Nett!!  Thank you! 🙏🏻

4/13/2019 6:11:51 PM maryschade14 No. Those who cast 'spells' keep it open. It has been long time a comin.

Physix. Destruction of energy no. Nor creation of. Transform. 

Some at CERN are quite concerned something has literally ripped the fabric. 

YT CERN ritual..i think 2016..Shiva Kali

4/13/2019 6:12:55 PM rebornkingent Phi is encoded into great classical music. The length, the beats and subdivisions, where the sections change. Same as Davinci encoding the phi ratio into 

paintings and sculptures. I’m not sure about modern music. Hence, why it sucks at times and feels off.

4/13/2019 6:13:24 PM adsvel Exactly, for me as well, they seems two faced remembering them now.

4/13/2019 6:13:43 PM realeyethespy You need to re read all tweets. You are missing some serious things and your ego is keeping you from realizing that you are A CO creator

4/13/2019 6:14:03 PM allahuniversal COINTELPRO, 🤡s, the square & compass guys & their derivatives, religious & political figures, LEO (more lodges), mafia & the Vatican, etc, fingerprints 

thru & thru, all intertwined with the avg. member who may have no clue how his street organization started outside of disinfo.

4/13/2019 6:14:28 PM worldxplorer1 Yes. I agree. Nothing should become the new “sacred cow”!

4/13/2019 6:15:52 PM adsvel You are welcome WX. Also me, I am honored to know You! And thank You!😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 6:20:19 PM worldxplorer1 This is one of my favorite tweets of the weeks!!  

⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ 

Five Stars!!

4/13/2019 6:20:40 PM keith369me Feeling the energy of either the peaks or mins Christine?

4/13/2019 6:22:15 PM keith369me I think it is much easier to figure it out later...glad I programmed myself this way,

4/13/2019 6:23:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/AFGlobalStrike/status/1116823306974453761 …

4/13/2019 6:23:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Have you guys ever seen Kymatica? https://youtu.be/14Bn3uYqaXA 

4/13/2019 6:23:58 PM n7guardiananon Time is an Illusion 

kinda like "whose line is it anyway?"

everything is made up and the points don't matter pic.twitter.com/A3E8XbHi4Q

4/13/2019 6:25:00 PM aprilbrown99 That is a sexy plane!



4/13/2019 6:25:41 PM rudolphsteiner3 Secret tech propulsion energy

4/13/2019 6:26:05 PM aprilbrown99 How fast does it go?

4/13/2019 6:26:07 PM allahuniversal Can't describe how much relief I felt once I started to understand what Q is doing. pic.twitter.com/r7jGy8dTrZ

4/13/2019 6:26:31 PM tguy400 A beautiful machine, but they are not all alike. pic.twitter.com/zwFr4LBB9v

4/13/2019 6:26:35 PM adsvel Good question, never thought about... Lithuanian but it very different.

4/13/2019 6:26:49 PM ekotoons INTERESTING pic.twitter.com/4GbXUBRgig

4/13/2019 6:27:38 PM covertress Ego?

Far from it.

It's not like I'm going around Twitter claiming to be @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

4/13/2019 6:27:41 PM worldxplorer1 MJ how many decades old is the B2 tech really? 50yrs? 70ys?

4/13/2019 6:28:06 PM aprilbrown99 No but just watched a few mins and love it already. It is on my watch list for tonight!  Thanks!

4/13/2019 6:28:09 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/c1f7eZ8cHpM 

mid-air playlist

4/13/2019 6:28:19 PM ekotoons STAR + CRESCENT

THERE SINCE THE

ORIGINAL LOGO pic.twitter.com/1kEgzjekc0

4/13/2019 6:28:54 PM worldxplorer1 Feel free to call me Shane. That’s my real name. 😊👍🏻

4/13/2019 6:29:08 PM allahuniversal Signaling?

4/13/2019 6:29:48 PM aprilbrown99 Cool graphic!  Thanks.

4/13/2019 6:29:53 PM hawkgirlinmn It helped me to awaken! 🙏🏽

4/13/2019 6:30:14 PM ekotoons REMINDS ME OF

STAR + CRESCENT

HIDDEN IN PIXAR

LOGO (LUXO JR) pic.twitter.com/6CJkeIWeas

4/13/2019 6:30:27 PM blsdbe Actually, mostly I notice the effects on others more, and I feel pretty steady somehow. My husband suffers from with migraines when the Resonance is 

high, and that’s usually no bueno...

4/13/2019 6:30:54 PM aprilbrown99 I can’t wait to watch it. I might send to my cousin who is still asleep. I keep trying. It is all I can do...gentle nudges. 🥴

4/13/2019 6:31:24 PM ekotoons REMINDS ME OF

STAR + CRESCENT 

AT COMET 🍕🐐 pic.twitter.com/swfqLOMZZL

4/13/2019 6:32:57 PM aprilbrown99 👍

4/13/2019 6:33:00 PM tyl3r59518097 #FuxYeah! 👌 pic.twitter.com/MdUsKVym7G

4/13/2019 6:33:38 PM adsvel Ok, thank You Shane 😊💗🌈

4/13/2019 6:33:54 PM stirringsoup1  pic.twitter.com/AjpD8FUZmJ

4/13/2019 6:34:05 PM keith369me Next time, ask him if he is getting pulses...it feels like similar to a migraine but the pulses move location

4/13/2019 6:34:13 PM ekotoons BY STAR I MEAN 

PENTAGRAM

4/13/2019 6:34:17 PM tyl3r59518097 😂 pic.twitter.com/7ZTlVfYjE5

4/13/2019 6:35:46 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/sXknDvcBXt

4/13/2019 6:35:50 PM ekotoons COINCIDENCE

4/13/2019 6:36:24 PM allahuniversal A blessing in-deed. I appreciate all of the people along the way who put up with my sometimes annoying curiosity. Answers limited to 3D never cut it 

for me so I'd push limits. Didn't realize at the time that I was essentially using the Socratic method on them, making them think

4/13/2019 6:36:25 PM hawkgirlinmn The producers name is Ben Stewart and he has other YouTube videos and a website I think.

4/13/2019 6:36:31 PM tyl3r59518097 #TheHanKingdom pic.twitter.com/SrSXaX37qM

4/13/2019 6:37:13 PM tyl3r59518097 Wu-Tang Clan - Gravel Pit (Dirty)  https://youtu.be/55aQnea7arY  via @YouTube

4/13/2019 6:38:12 PM allahuniversal "What took Q so long?" pic.twitter.com/u8bR6PuQzm

4/13/2019 6:38:18 PM laurabusse Is it a documentary?

4/13/2019 6:38:38 PM aprilbrown99 Do you know what kind of material/metal is on the outside of the aircraft or is that classified?

4/13/2019 6:38:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes 😺

4/13/2019 6:39:33 PM aprilbrown99 Cool. Thanks.

4/13/2019 6:40:44 PM tguy400 Lets just say it is not from here.

4/13/2019 6:41:01 PM laurabusse Hi Shane! I hope you'll share your story too...if you are so inclined! :-) 💘

4/13/2019 6:41:18 PM aprilbrown99 That is what I thought. 😁

4/13/2019 6:42:25 PM keith369me Maybe we need a #wakeupstory YouTube Channel, kind of like #walkaway @usminority

4/13/2019 6:43:10 PM aprilbrown99 He did last night. I think if you scroll up the thread you will find it.

4/13/2019 6:43:13 PM worldxplorer1 Shared a chunk of it last night... https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1116919361120247808?s=21 …

4/13/2019 6:43:57 PM hawkgirlinmn  http://Talismanicidols.net  but I just looked it up and it has been suspended.🚨🤡

4/13/2019 6:45:25 PM laurabusse Wow...wow, and wow! :-) 💘

4/13/2019 6:45:46 PM allahuniversal 😂 Sounds familiar. Hit the ground running

4/13/2019 6:46:47 PM aprilbrown99 Oh bummer. Damn YouTube. They are banning people just like Twitter does.

4/13/2019 6:47:12 PM zagnett Oh have you met @am_sasquatch & @TweetingBigfoot yet? They may be real Sasquatch folk, here on Twitter.

4/13/2019 6:47:53 PM keith369me Do you call out to Pleiadian Girl?  What happens if you do?

4/13/2019 6:48:29 PM roublisa Whooohooo thanks 😘

4/13/2019 6:51:35 PM worldxplorer1 Mostly nothing but I realize that the thing halting it from doing anything is my expectation. I have too much attachment to having an amazing 

outcome. If I relax more I sense a vague presence but it’s not as vivid as the first experience.  I sense she’s just beyond reach by close

4/13/2019 6:52:29 PM koryoline1 Tr-3b please. Now that will be majestic!

4/13/2019 6:53:00 PM sheshifts001 TR-3C ;)

4/13/2019 6:53:29 PM allahuniversal For better and worse, a gift and a curse. Me doing most the cursing at one point 🤣

Was just unbelievable that what seemed to be common knowledge or common sense, so many seemed to lack. Wait, that was done on purpose??? 

And it's been going on for how long? WTF, why??? 🤔

4/13/2019 6:55:22 PM roublisa There is another channel that will blow your mind...incredible content! Pictures maps ...proof💥 don’t be turned off by his channel name-Flat Earth 

British -YouTube. He doesn’t cover that subject currently....he deeply researches mud flood, Tartarian  civilizations world wide....

4/13/2019 6:56:07 PM roublisa Link to amazing sauce😉 https://youtu.be/LRG-XkxeptA 

4/13/2019 6:56:08 PM allahuniversal And being expected to think for them.

4/13/2019 6:57:32 PM keith369me The mud flood vids are quite interesting...fits the common theme that we’ve been lied to our entire lives and the motives of the cabal have not 

changed.

4/13/2019 6:57:33 PM allahuniversal In the world, not of the world

4/13/2019 6:57:56 PM roublisa Martin is a tad quirky🙃 and smokes a joint every now and then on the vids...can cuss a tad as well...just FYI....totally fascinating content.

4/13/2019 6:58:31 PM thomasdra9on Pretty bird..

4/13/2019 7:03:52 PM allahuniversal I get it, shiny things can be distracting, & "authoritative" voices can be convincing. Yet, there's even more shine where those voices hardly ever told us 

to look. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031541058738503681?s=19 …



4/13/2019 7:04:10 PM roublisa You know it’s totally about the deception....likely even our year is off by 1000 yrs.   very old maps  read.   i569 not 1569!  And the plasma weapons 

explain the atrocities we seen in the California fires recently.

4/13/2019 7:05:48 PM roublisa Martin has links to the books and maps he references. Great digs!

4/13/2019 7:08:01 PM laurabusse I've read about the baltic languages but i forget! One might be more Slavic, one might be more related to Finnish...then i think there's Scandinavian 

influence...it's so interesting

4/13/2019 7:08:05 PM roublisa 💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓💓 pic.twitter.com/duOdHW4LWx

4/13/2019 7:08:21 PM blsdbe I will Keith!

4/13/2019 7:09:20 PM covertress I'm getting a pulsating headache now... left central lobe.

4/13/2019 7:09:29 PM blsdbe He clearly is ok with going ‘down the rabbit hole’!!!

4/13/2019 7:09:29 PM realeyethespy Wrong again.

4/13/2019 7:10:12 PM realeyethespy Specifically implicitly implied no affiliation to MJ12.being Majestic has nothing to do with MJ12

4/13/2019 7:10:38 PM allahuniversal Trust yourself = The very definition of "faith"

4/13/2019 7:10:43 PM roublisa Yes ...again for me as well...same region...I did take an ibuprofen though😒

4/13/2019 7:10:55 PM laurabusse Gives me chills.

4/13/2019 7:11:23 PM roublisa Lol he is a trip!🤣

4/13/2019 7:13:52 PM laurabusse No one's perfect. He's still a flawed human subject to meltdowns. BUT. The contrast of the extremes is a bit too much to take. Either that or he really is 

👺

4/13/2019 7:14:32 PM adsvel Yes, You are right, neighboring influences. But our linguists says that language is most similar with Indian some dialects. All those long vowels, etc.

4/13/2019 7:14:34 PM keith369me Way more detailed than me...I drilled through them in 36 hours...many more now than a few months ago.  It’s interesting to watch how differently 

others process the information.  We are all unique.

4/13/2019 7:14:45 PM laurabusse Agreed!!!

4/13/2019 7:15:28 PM allahuniversal Following the money, it makes enough sense to make no sense at all.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032756583065956354?s=19 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046593544885084160?s=19 …

4/13/2019 7:15:47 PM keith369me Must be a peak coming...I feel nothing for the first time in hours, lol

4/13/2019 7:16:15 PM covertress Isn't this a FUN game?

4/13/2019 7:16:31 PM keith369me Very cool when your partner is awakening!

4/13/2019 7:17:26 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/PgIyPDSxa3c 

4/13/2019 7:17:34 PM keith369me Try avoiding the meds and figure out what is happening and how it correlates to Schumann

4/13/2019 7:17:44 PM roublisa If you enjoy @TrueEyeTheSpy  you will love @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....yes the real deal😉🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/13/2019 7:18:18 PM laurabusse Thanks. Been a long haul thus far. Could write a book just on the last 3 yrs of my life alone. But like i always say to my son...But everything is always 

taken care of! I have nothing to worry about really. Just getting better...and it is happening, just at a snail's pace...

4/13/2019 7:19:31 PM blsdbe Dang, I’m sorry you All!!! Are you still hurting? I feel a tingling there kind above my left ear but inward an inch or so. No pain for me tho, tingling very 

mild.

4/13/2019 7:19:54 PM giediknight It’s the angle of the wing edges that make it stealth.

4/13/2019 7:20:17 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/I-4RKKSY_8Y 

4/13/2019 7:20:23 PM laurabusse Most NDEers say basically the same thing...what you said, more or less. It's fascinating...

4/13/2019 7:20:44 PM roublisa This mornings headach disappeared on its own but we’ve got sleepovers and teenager tonight lol, wasn’t sure which was causing the pain🤪

4/13/2019 7:20:50 PM keith369me It is so cool that everyone is able and willing to share their energetic experiences simultaneously

4/13/2019 7:21:35 PM covertress Pain was fleeting. OK now.

Joy joy vibrations continue. 

Heart & head especially.

4/13/2019 7:21:39 PM ourladycovfefe He has no soul, a drone?

4/13/2019 7:21:57 PM keith369me Lol...too much stimulation...my life finally slowed down this year.

4/13/2019 7:22:17 PM charmanda9 I will not forget the day that two ‘randomly’ flew over me. I scrambled to get the pic I saved as my Twitter banner. 😎

4/13/2019 7:23:13 PM roublisa My partner? Not likely 🤨 pic.twitter.com/qExqbPAfgz

4/13/2019 7:24:03 PM qtpi3_14 I see a compass in that logo as well... but that's probably just a coincidence 😎

4/13/2019 7:24:16 PM laurabusse Mine too. Went to one of his weekend conferences, 2012. No one gets 100% of everything right, everyone has a piece of the big puzzle. And there are 

always negative ppl willing to try to tear down whatever and whoever they disagree with, sadly.

4/13/2019 7:25:18 PM roublisa Your partner coming around?🙂

4/13/2019 7:25:24 PM laurabusse Always good advice :-)

4/13/2019 7:26:30 PM n7guardiananon everytime I feel pain...I've been repeating in my head,

"When the mind is enlightened, the spirit is freed, and the body matters not."

disclaimer - your results may differ.

4/13/2019 7:26:31 PM keith369me Your husband will, let him do it at his pace. 😀

4/13/2019 7:28:32 PM qtpi3_14 Not only that.. it looks an awful lot like a bow from this angle...  Who was the 'goddess' of the moon?  The hunter, Diana pic.twitter.com/xHtWf1jGnR

4/13/2019 7:29:13 PM roublisa He’s been I Germany for almost 3 weeks....he’s been holding strong🤦♀️ as things are becoming more mainstream he will have a lot to reconcile....I gave

 it my all with him 😝 lol

4/13/2019 7:30:01 PM keith369me She gets a lot...the fake news/reality...she knows people (including her husband) can access different realms. I sent her deceased sister to her during a 

dream (something desperately needed)..we discussed me meditating on this for the three days prior to her dream.

4/13/2019 7:32:02 PM allahuniversal Idk, a narcissist generally believes their "truths". This may not even work on them (2.4% of the pop?) lbvs

4/13/2019 7:34:36 PM roublisa Yes, I remember you mentioning that amazing experience.   😇Understanding the fake news is huge....his loyalty to msm and the blue check marks is 

maddening.... this certainly is trying my ego....he is the exact definition of sheeple.   Feeds right into it but so does my mother🤨.

4/13/2019 7:37:11 PM keith369me My mother stalked HRC book signings.  It is bad...she’s making a little progress...but a loooong way to go.

4/13/2019 7:40:52 PM djlok We'll have her at a Trump rally some day.

4/13/2019 7:43:26 PM keith369me It’s a MSM mind block...there is nothing he can do right, even things like the Muslim ban which was a word for word copy of Hussein’s executive order

4/13/2019 7:49:58 PM allahuniversal Those willing to give energy are magnets for those looking to siphon energy. Boundaries (strong borders) matter. #BuildTheWall in all dimensions 

pic.twitter.com/80UWQBXtNZ

4/13/2019 7:51:01 PM roublisa Do you follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? 🇺🇸

4/13/2019 7:51:15 PM warangel1111 The Queen B herself .. Witches

4/13/2019 7:51:20 PM laurabusse Me too! And thank you!!! Following @MedicalMedium diet and supplements protocol. Was told in hospital 3 yrs ago Full Recovery. I see some positive 

signs. I keep seeking healing solutions but i think mostly trust in the process is called for now mostly :-)

4/13/2019 7:53:33 PM qtpi3_14 Diana is also the 'goddess' of childbirth and fertility. pic.twitter.com/Yp5xcAhtkd

4/13/2019 7:56:38 PM sellardsmark Witches BITE🤨 hi Angel winning 🤗

4/13/2019 8:01:19 PM laurabusse Wow. I believe every nation is basically survivors of atlantis which was probably world wide. Many languages and cultures then...probably even more 

languages now than then. Ppl have been moving around, morphing, changing for thousands of years...probably longer. A giant puzzle...



4/13/2019 8:03:54 PM curseca Nice.

4/13/2019 8:07:46 PM laurabusse Oh thanks! Might save it for tomorrow. Struggling to keep eyes open. Everyone it's been real, it's been fun, i so enjoyed reading your many stories and i

 hope there are more to come. G nite to all, peace, love and blessings ✌️ 💘 🌷

4/13/2019 8:16:40 PM warangel1111 Hi Mark 😇👋🏻

4/13/2019 8:21:25 PM zagnett Well at least that wasn't too many Costco toilet paper aisles to visit.

4/13/2019 8:22:28 PM sellardsmark Dittos Hi 👋😇gotta love it We The People are the news😆

4/13/2019 8:26:49 PM warangel1111 Can you imagine what next week is going to look like 🤔😁

4/13/2019 8:29:04 PM sellardsmark 🍿🍺

4/13/2019 8:29:12 PM sparkleloung I have this - I dunno - “fantasy”? that we all get together and go to every ancient temple and their respective auditoriums and meditate and play 

frequencies... 

... to reduce conflict, repair the Earth, spread healing.

4/13/2019 8:30:27 PM sellardsmark Look out sanctuary city 😂😂

4/13/2019 8:35:29 PM keith369me Our homes are our temples and we are working toward your “fantasy”

4/13/2019 8:36:49 PM warangel1111 My whole state is a Sanctuary for Illegals.. About to get worse it seems..Higher Taxes For California to support the flood .. 😑 Maybe This is what it 

takes for US to start Fighting Back .. pic.twitter.com/YYRA9n1unX

4/13/2019 8:40:10 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing! I just got done watching. It was really good. The only part I couldn’t watch was about the animals. I started crying when I heard 

them being tortured. 😭  I texted it to my cousin...hopefully he will watch it with his wife. 💕🦋🌸💝

4/13/2019 8:49:53 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I BELIEVE - I have always wanted to. For some reason I have always wanted to believe in Aliens, ETs and Spacecraft even though I 

have never seen or experienced them. And I loved shows like The Jetsons when I was a kid -  

https://www.facebook.com/james.boyett.100/media_set?set=a.2325865307426562 …

4/13/2019 8:52:28 PM warangel1111 Hope and Pray for the Greater Awakening... May all the Libtards loose the Brain fog and come into the Light.. Only way to make a Change is Together

4/13/2019 8:58:05 PM sellardsmark Dittos... exactly many will 🙏 that’s why media is overreacting. Will stay involved in the play War Angel1111💫💕

4/13/2019 8:58:18 PM tyl3r59518097 Ghostface Killah - Daytona 500 feat. Raekwon & Cappadonna (HD)  https://youtu.be/1G03xA3SMKo  via @YouTube

#TimePhoneHack

#hiphopjunkie

#HipHopEd

#FreeAssange

#feecting #SaturdayVibes

#positiveenergy

#PositiveVibesOnly

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/5fkMdkhtVI
4/13/2019 8:58:27 PM allahuniversal  https://www.gematrix.org 

Search:

42מחר 

4/13/2019 9:00:50 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 YEP Watching Q closely the whole time! -  pic.twitter.com/g1uPrDXDau

4/13/2019 9:09:03 PM realeyethespy That’s the tech works

4/13/2019 9:09:16 PM warangel1111 Good .. ⚔🔥❤️🙏🏻

4/13/2019 9:11:31 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/bcuAw77J8_Y 

4/13/2019 9:27:53 PM jesusluvsu29 Yes!

4/13/2019 9:35:51 PM n7guardiananon Since you bring up time travel.  Has someone ever tried to use any majestic equipment to become president for nefarious purposes? Was that 

someone successful?

4/13/2019 9:49:04 PM mongrelglory You seemed determined to find a "truth" that resonated with you Laura, and you didn't stop searching despite some difficult times in your life!  You 

sound like you have a strong sense of Will and determination!  Does your husband share your spiritual interests?

4/13/2019 9:51:57 PM decodematrix Is there any craft named X-22A or SR-33A?

4/13/2019 9:53:02 PM j_lifeexplorer Good catches! So when did the multi-facet star in original change to Pentagram? 🤔

4/13/2019 9:55:09 PM j_lifeexplorer Star and crescent makes me think of flags, e.g. Malaysian  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Malaysia …

4/13/2019 9:59:05 PM j_lifeexplorer "....symbols such as crescent-and-star popular choices"

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_flags …

4/13/2019 10:00:07 PM j_lifeexplorer  https://www.thoughtco.com/crescent-moon-symbol-4122759 …

4/13/2019 10:07:22 PM mile_high_mamma Saw one circling  near Cheyenne Mountain a few weeks back.  Never heard a thing...so amazing to see. pic.twitter.com/4GUj1OtjkI

4/13/2019 10:07:42 PM theydontknowwe1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Jaj21dF2Y2Q …

This video was one that thoroughly piqued my pursuit of truth.

4/13/2019 10:09:59 PM theydontknowwe1 Whoa😳

4/13/2019 10:14:48 PM warangel1111 1011 .. In Me too .. 😇🙏🏻🔥

4/13/2019 10:15:54 PM igiant111 Right on. Right hemisphere of the brain brother! Cast the net and ascend upwards!

4/13/2019 10:19:48 PM littlefroggie3 I'm curious, can you see any of my tweets. I've been tweeting for hrs today and no response from anyone at all. I think I'm being shadow banned

4/13/2019 10:24:27 PM warangel1111 Funny I didn’t see u in my notifications t first I had to scroll back a bit .. But I see u .. 👋🏻 Dani

4/13/2019 10:33:41 PM littlefroggie3 Thank you everyone. I feel better and can retire for tonight🇨🇦🇺🇸

4/13/2019 10:46:10 PM warangel1111 Goodnight New Friend 🇺🇸❤️

4/13/2019 11:01:53 PM andress45303251 @emilyrshelley 

Welcome home!!

Please bring all of those issues up here. Many great minds.

4/13/2019 11:04:48 PM staticra1n  pic.twitter.com/4PxcxiCG8J

4/13/2019 11:08:08 PM tyl3r59518097 DeepState Five Eyes FVEY SIPRNet NSANet ECHELON SpaceX Peter Thiel  https://youtu.be/ZVMUb2WTIJU  via @YouTube

4/13/2019 11:12:44 PM andress45303251 Well that didn't take long....

🙏🙏🙏🙏

4/13/2019 11:19:41 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/Iy6bKeENBu

4/13/2019 11:23:47 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/3JCFlkI5pP

4/13/2019 11:24:31 PM andress45303251 To begin the real convos.

4/13/2019 11:28:25 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/SJI-SAs1Rnk  pic.twitter.com/IVA96FYh5o

4/13/2019 11:28:36 PM andress45303251 Ya think?

4/13/2019 11:29:05 PM tyl3r59518097 As seldom as possible! 🤣

4/13/2019 11:29:17 PM andress45303251 No, they are on Saturn. The moon just amplifies the signals.

4/13/2019 11:29:45 PM tyl3r59518097 😁🙏👍

4/13/2019 11:31:12 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/lZjBTvJiI2

4/13/2019 11:32:40 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/9pM8qeGdoq

4/13/2019 11:34:04 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/_zSoKiULLQc 

4/13/2019 11:35:23 PM andress45303251 Amplifiers for the signals

4/13/2019 11:37:12 PM tyl3r59518097 Just Blaze A-Team Remix  https://youtu.be/AVJQB6EnMDw  via @YouTube



4/13/2019 11:38:01 PM tyl3r59518097 Revenge of the Nerds Talent Show  https://youtu.be/1mRG2oAQhso  via @YouTube

4/13/2019 11:38:26 PM tyl3r59518097 I know that dude! 🤣🙏👍

4/13/2019 11:39:25 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/13/2019 11:42:13 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/uzYg17uzOF

4/13/2019 11:43:13 PM jayrambin We're immortal.

4/13/2019 11:43:37 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/yAIPcg0dUQ

4/13/2019 11:43:38 PM andress45303251 The false prophet as spoken in the book of revelations.

4/13/2019 11:44:35 PM tyl3r59518097 One more time: I was never mentioned in that book!!

🤣

4/13/2019 11:51:19 PM andress45303251 Lets shine!!! pic.twitter.com/Argppp7Kxk

4/13/2019 11:52:33 PM andress45303251 I hope and pray not.

All signs are pointing to yes unfortunately.

4/13/2019 11:52:54 PM dairy_mom_of_6 It has really been effecting the cows. Myself not too much. My ears ring with the spikes. Crazy cool energies!

4/13/2019 11:53:32 PM andress45303251 Words...

They define reality.

4/13/2019 11:55:26 PM andress45303251 Evil. Lawless is not evil. Just lawless.

4/13/2019 11:56:45 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/7txem2mV6P

4/13/2019 11:58:53 PM andress45303251 Nope. The reality is, hopefully I am wrong, this: pic.twitter.com/EFqjPzPjV1

4/13/2019 11:59:59 PM tyl3r59518097 #quitethecomediantonight 

aren’t we? 😁🤣

4/14/2019 12:01:37 AM andress45303251 Only when one is lost can they be found.

Welcome home. pic.twitter.com/OfT2S0yCA2

4/14/2019 12:02:06 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/Ks8T_-iY4S4 

4/14/2019 12:02:30 AM andress45303251 Deep.

4/14/2019 12:04:53 AM tyl3r59518097 Dulce Base Hybrids and Project Paperclip  https://youtu.be/cX67cBXjrTo  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 12:06:33 AM andress45303251 End times bitches. If you can't be with the one you love, love the one your with.

4/14/2019 12:07:23 AM andress45303251 You forget pretty adorably cute.

4/14/2019 12:07:43 AM andress45303251 I don't think so.

4/14/2019 12:08:38 AM the_loveoflight Awesome to hear brother. Id say I had a similar start, in my early teens Im 99% sure I saw a craft and the idea of other beings has never left my head, 

my late teens I was faithfully in religion til I felt like I was going no where and I couldn’t find answers to the questions...

4/14/2019 12:08:45 AM andress45303251 Yup. pic.twitter.com/PPfvLTgkvc

4/14/2019 12:09:14 AM tyl3r59518097 Is that what Jimi Hendrix meant by, “excuse me while I kiss the sky..” 🤔

4/14/2019 12:10:37 AM andress45303251 So how many seals have been broken? Shit man, thinking we're moving onto the bowls now.

4/14/2019 12:12:08 AM andress45303251 😂😂😂

Beer projectiles from nose, #2 tonight!!!!

Love you brother!!!

4/14/2019 12:13:25 AM skerrykerri Well this was an awkward time to start reading through this conversation...

4/14/2019 12:17:25 AM the_loveoflight I had. That led me to looking into resurrection, OBE’s, aliens/ET’s, ancient cultures/“gods”, Tesla and other things in my mid 20s. Now at 29, the last 2 

years I’ve been reading and researching spirituality (like the Law of One/ Daniel Fry - The White Sands Incident) and other...

4/14/2019 12:17:52 AM andress45303251 Can kissing the sky ever translate into sucking one's own cock?

4/14/2019 12:19:05 AM andress45303251 Any way to make it more comfortable for you?

4/14/2019 12:20:00 AM andress45303251 No, just hung like like a horse.

4/14/2019 12:20:38 AM andress45303251 😬

4/14/2019 12:24:15 AM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/anAAh2a2Cl

4/14/2019 12:27:15 AM andress45303251 Niburu anyone?

How bout a side of wormwood?

4/14/2019 12:29:45 AM andress45303251 Wormwood? Like....now?

4/14/2019 12:34:27 AM tyl3r59518097 King Hot - Baller Belly  https://youtu.be/L2sZa9NSEdA  via @YouTube

The actress 

playing the rather aloof / unimpressed-seeming young lady seated in the passenger side of the vehicle in this vid - is my former best friend’s/current 

nemesis’s significant other. She even had an agent!🤔🤗

4/14/2019 12:43:22 AM tyl3r59518097  https://earthsky.org/human-world/biblical-signs-in-the-sky-september-23-2017 … pic.twitter.com/Ki98NL6fUR

4/14/2019 12:43:24 AM the_loveoflight when I read something along the lines of “trust your soul and what resonates” at that moment and for a few days coming and going I felt an intense 

energy or something radiating out from my chest/heart that I’ve never felt before. It made me smile from ear to ear, tears of joy...

4/14/2019 12:47:02 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣👌

4/14/2019 12:47:06 AM andress45303251 Well, now ya do.

🍆🍆🍆🍆

😂

4/14/2019 12:47:34 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣

4/14/2019 12:48:06 AM andress45303251 Um...what?

Clarification pls?

4/14/2019 12:48:41 AM kathleen3693693 Lucky dude! That is one sweet looking bird. Ahhhhh, be still my heart!

4/14/2019 12:49:00 AM andress45303251 Cool story bro.

👊😂

4/14/2019 12:49:56 AM tyl3r59518097 Dres - Black Sheep- 

“ if my dick is on your mind, then my nuts are on your chin.” 🤣 https://youtu.be/LRQJZBsAR9g 

4/14/2019 12:49:57 AM andress45303251 Gotcha. 

🙏

4/14/2019 12:53:24 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 https://youtu.be/bbJDjNLzv8U 

4/14/2019 12:53:49 AM andress45303251 Love dem hungry girls

4/14/2019 12:54:36 AM skerrykerri Now I'm imagining all the different kinds of suicide vests. A spider vest would be my room 101 equivalent...

4/14/2019 1:03:54 AM tyl3r59518097 😂

 https://youtu.be/oiusDE0KND8  pic.twitter.com/hxJg0DsroJ

4/14/2019 1:07:16 AM realityloominng Name of engineer please

4/14/2019 1:09:51 AM tyl3r59518097 Who do you think is going to jail? 

I’m not. 

Are you? 

It sounds to me like you’re almost counting on somebody going to jail, with an eye toward keeping your pathetic, ALCOHOLISM-ADDLED, weak-

minded, odiously-cowardice-infected, wimpy little ass safe. Maybe it’s just me. 😀

4/14/2019 1:10:49 AM tyl3r59518097 The night’s young somewhere. 🤣

4/14/2019 1:14:39 AM andress45303251 Nice to have a breath of fresh air around here.



4/14/2019 1:15:20 AM andress45303251 Here we go again....

😬

4/14/2019 1:15:42 AM andress45303251 Oh God, not you too....

4/14/2019 1:17:48 AM andress45303251 You give power to what you focus on.

4/14/2019 1:19:11 AM andress45303251 Be nice!!!

4/14/2019 1:21:25 AM andress45303251 Sexy as fuck

4/14/2019 1:22:29 AM tyl3r59518097 👌-yet another example of your insistence on not leaving me the F alone. 

Seriously

(..and I’ve said this 2 others in private):

Even w/the work I’ve done therapizing sex offenders in NYC, you are the most toxic and character disordered person with whom I’ve ever interacted.

4/14/2019 1:29:09 AM tyl3r59518097 Don’t you need to go get mom a fresh bottle of pills? pic.twitter.com/VAB8EKadVB

4/14/2019 1:29:43 AM tyl3r59518097 These bullet point images are as meaningless as you are weak and stupid.

4/14/2019 1:30:08 AM tyl3r59518097 🙏🤣🤣🤣

Awwwwwww!

4/14/2019 1:34:13 AM tyl3r59518097 I am the fourth person that I know of, you’ve called a rapist on twitter in the past six months. Keep it up. pic.twitter.com/xAqa7QngLm

4/14/2019 1:34:28 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/7wCzZ0zCV5

4/14/2019 1:35:08 AM tyl3r59518097 Think this is funny asswipe? pic.twitter.com/n6288IeYJW

4/14/2019 1:35:37 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/RO9tc2lWtE

4/14/2019 1:36:47 AM andress45303251 Why keep feeding him?

4/14/2019 1:37:13 AM tyl3r59518097 I’m being repetitive here intentionally in order to make a point. Your repetition is born of redundancy, which ultimately, is rooted in your stupidity.

4/14/2019 1:39:18 AM tyl3r59518097 No matter what I try, even blocking him, he refuses to stop trolling me. He shows up every time I interact w/ somebody on twitter, both individually, as 

well as on more populated threads on which I try to make contributions. He is profoundly sick, and I am tired of this.

4/14/2019 1:41:14 AM jollyrob2 That’s strange or can you elaborate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? 

Info does not match.

4/14/2019 1:41:26 AM andress45303251 Quit feeding him.

4/14/2019 1:44:38 AM tyl3r59518097 You 🐝 blocked once again right about now genius boy. 

I’ve obviously made my point here, 

and once again, 

you’ve demonstrated 

your toxic, vulgar and 

irritating 

vacuousness. 

#ByeBich https://youtu.be/kbrFdAdSEXY 
4/14/2019 1:59:09 AM sergii_ii ^^^ this! I saw MJ12 talking about Sandia before, yet I have seen Sandia interacting with Kab and Michele4Can...

4/14/2019 2:00:20 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/cU1TRsZ2PSc  pic.twitter.com/HC9zEqNCFk

4/14/2019 2:06:42 AM andress45303251 We all have our gifts.

4/14/2019 2:06:48 AM tyl3r59518097 Cypress Hill - Insane In The Brain (Adriann Bootleg Mix)  https://youtu.be/wV6nii4pavM  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 2:08:45 AM andress45303251 Night fam!!!

4/14/2019 2:09:18 AM covertress How are the cows reacting differently?

4/14/2019 2:09:36 AM tyl3r59518097 Good Night right back bro!!!

🙏👍🙂

4/14/2019 2:28:06 AM mongrelglory I prefer a flood over fire and brimstone.

4/14/2019 2:33:22 AM mongrelglory Rather than willing the Earth not to have a pole shift, (which is part of her development as an IS-BE) perhaps instead we could will a way for most IS-BEs 

to survive it.  In SG-1 they could "phase-shift" entire villages to protect them from attacks as well as a meteor that was...

4/14/2019 2:34:36 AM mongrelglory ...going to hit planet Earth and destroy it.

4/14/2019 2:36:49 AM arc339 If people can be careful about their food and who gets near them for years, the nanotech becomes dysfunctional. If I eat General Mills or major brands 

once, the nanotech will buzz a little. But sticking to veggies, fruits, wholesome protein, fats, the nano is stopped. #FREE

4/14/2019 2:39:24 AM mongrelglory My ears ring more with the spikes too.  It's like a loud tuning fork!

4/14/2019 2:46:20 AM sparkleloung Part of the “fantasy” is I meet all kinds of humans? (At these temples) and they help me learn how to meditate and vibrate and so forth cuz I can’t get r 

done here in the matrix.

4/14/2019 2:48:19 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 See Something, Say Something.

4/14/2019 2:49:43 AM skerrykerri I do believe he is jealous of you @Tyl3R59518097

4/14/2019 2:52:35 AM tyl3r59518097 I prefer 2write stuff like the lyrics 2that HappyFather’sDay song I recently shared w/U. That said, fortunately/unfortunately (I suppose), when it comes 

2writing-I can/do tailor things 2fit the person 2whom I’m responding. Sina/M.volume deserves-(what he is)-what he gets: Shit.🤷🏼♂️

4/14/2019 2:53:09 AM mongrelglory That sounded like a very tough childhood Sandris!  Yet instead of getting bitter, you kept searching for answers.  You must have amazing patience and 

determination!  Thank you for sharing your story. 🤗

 

P.S. Your English is much better than my Russian!

4/14/2019 2:53:36 AM tyl3r59518097 Thanks!! You’re awesome!! 😀🙏

4/14/2019 3:01:27 AM mongrelglory I'Au Matu Allah, you started diving into deep esoteric and spiritual stuff at such a young age and developed an understanding of things so quickly!

I think you are an "old soul" as they say, or were spiritually very evolved in your previous incarnation.  Wise beyond your years!

4/14/2019 3:20:48 AM roublisa 👀

4/14/2019 3:21:03 AM mongrelglory Always wonder what the Biblical "Tower of Babel" story was really about. They were obviously trying to build a Ziggurat (space-ship launch pad?) but 

"God" struck them down. Then split the people into groups speaking many different languages so that they couldn't cooperate again.

4/14/2019 3:23:25 AM worldxplorer1 Divid and conquer. They want us divided. Together we can achieve anything with a unified co-creative consciousness.

4/14/2019 3:26:19 AM _369311119  https://www.lazarusnaturals.com/  http://www.becomingsupernatural.com/ 

4/14/2019 3:29:50 AM mongrelglory Suffered with ulcerative colitis (and associated auto-immune conditions) for years.  The one thing about relapsing/remitting illnesses where there's no 

clear time-line as to "when" you'll get better, is that they teach you:

A)... how to be patient and listen to your body, and...

4/14/2019 3:31:44 AM mongrelglory B)... how to  live in the moment.

I think these illnesses also force you to start looking beyond mainstream medicine for solutions to health issues (part of why I studied acupuncture and 

Traditional Chinese Medicine.)

4/14/2019 3:32:19 AM worldxplorer1 Thanks for sharing D. Feel free to hit me up to throw ideas around anytime. I can talk about this stuff endlessly! I feel like anything we’d talk about 

would like be beneficial to others also so this makes a great platform for that. You’ll be able to help many souls!

4/14/2019 3:40:37 AM zagnett Great to meet you! Glad you are here. 😊



4/14/2019 3:43:46 AM covertress Extremely psychic as a child. I was very into testing the limits of my "ESP".

How information could be manipulated into codes brought me to a love of spycraft. I wrote my 1st substitution code at 12.

The PC was invented when I was a teen. Naturally, I became a programmer.

4/14/2019 3:46:33 AM mongrelglory I always understood that the Vatican ran the Italian Mafia, and that Shintoism ran the Japanese mafia.

4/14/2019 3:46:39 AM zagnett @SandiaWisdom has seemed nice to pretty much everyone. We tried interacting with Kab. / M4C too, but it doesn't seem to go very well.

4/14/2019 3:48:02 AM zagnett Well, still not a proponent, but a flood like that would at least be really fast.

4/14/2019 3:49:45 AM covertress In reading about tradecraft, I must  have come across accounts of the Majestic 12 early on.

But, it wasn't until Dec. 2018 that I found @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and years of study began to "click".

Surely, something triggered my past life remembrance... MJ12's video on the Death of F.

4/14/2019 3:50:14 AM mongrelglory I just wondered if the "split" into groups with many different languages was referring to a genetic engineering "re-design" of the humans on the planet 

at that time!

4/14/2019 3:51:34 AM mongrelglory I have the book "Breaking the Habit of Being Yourself" on my bookshelf!  It's on my list of "books I haven't gotten around to reading yet!"

4/14/2019 3:56:52 AM mongrelglory ...everyone will get the hang of it and we'll all be riding together. 😊

4/14/2019 3:57:16 AM covertress Now, I'm entertaining the notion that some of us are well acquainted across a multitude of incarnations and that we're here now, coming together 

again, for something spectacular. 

TBV gets tricky at this point, but I think I've discovered a helper... the Vibrations!

4/14/2019 3:58:01 AM mongrelglory Try not to think of it as being "left behind".  Think of it like a large bunch of kids learning how to ride bikes.  Every time we re-incarnate into 3D, it's like 

when a kid falls off the bike and has to climb back on. Some kids might catch on faster than others, but eventually...

4/14/2019 3:58:54 AM mongrelglory ...everyone gets the hang of it and we'll soon be riding all together.

4/14/2019 3:59:36 AM covertress The Vibrations many of us are experiencing especially during Schumann Resonance spikes, are working for me as a trust verifier.

Ask. Feel Vibration? Yes? Confirmation.

4/14/2019 4:02:54 AM mongrelglory That's a super cool store Covertress!  I didn't realize you were so new to the Awakening!  Had you explored many spiritual topics prior to that?  (Other 

than the ESP).  Did you have an interest in ETs etc...?

4/14/2019 4:04:42 AM mongrelglory So are you saying that when the ringing in my ear is especially loud, then I should try asking the universe (my higher self) about a question I've been 

pondering?

4/14/2019 4:10:09 AM adsvel Yes it is.

4/14/2019 4:12:32 AM worldxplorer1 I’ve used this method for years!  Sometimes in a random conversation I will feel vibrations (particularly in my legs) and I will know I am hearing an 

especially important truth.

4/14/2019 4:13:43 AM worldxplorer1 Hmm. 🤔 Could be. I’ll have to ponder on that one...

4/14/2019 4:16:03 AM covertress Oh, yes! Always. ETs, NDEs, Life After Death... always my favorite topics of study.

Nowadays, it's Consciousness, Quantum Physics and a Unified Field Theory that I geek on.

LOVED this video @AllahUniversal shared:

 https://youtu.be/w0ztlIAYTCU 

More puzzle pieces "clicking".
4/14/2019 4:16:26 AM maryschade14 Take a look at Coachella..Music Artist's outfits and stages are one big Satanic ritual. Been that way for a while. It has invaded Hillsong CCM as well.

4/14/2019 4:18:06 AM maryschade14 They CERN are working on something new

4/14/2019 4:19:31 AM covertress Not just during SR spikes.

For me, I can bring up the same Vibrations any time now that I think on them. So, I can go into this Vibrating State and ask my TBV questions.

4/14/2019 4:25:57 AM laurabusse Meditation can be v frustrating in the beginning. We have an idea of what we think it is, what it should be, and then when that doesn't happen it's 

frustrating. It really does take time. Be easy about it, be easy with yourself. It's like any other skill, takes practice. So...

4/14/2019 4:27:20 AM adsvel IS-BEs came here for all kind of experiences in certain quality of vibrations, then was trapped by hacked reptilian Moon generator and only thing they 

had is to survive and look for escape, changing places, nations, languages.

4/14/2019 4:29:22 AM laurabusse Start easy, with mantras, or breathing, or music, or youtubes. It's like anything else in life...you'll find your way, you'll figure it out. I can share with you 

what helped me most in the beginning, but every journey is unique. It's been maybe 15 yrs now and it still keeps...

4/14/2019 4:31:17 AM laurabusse ...getting better and changing. I wish you peace, love, wisdom and finding your inner guidance which is always there at all times :-) blessings 💘

4/14/2019 4:36:15 AM laurabusse I'm embarrassed to say i had already read it LOL! I tend to read stuff and forget it almost right away it seems. I enjoyed rereading it and loved what you 

said about being attached to an amazing outcome! That is so true :-) thank you for helping me see that about myself!! 💘

4/14/2019 4:37:13 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Black_Hole …

My initial gut-instinct response is "You first!".

Seriously, though it reminds me of the movie "The Black Hole" where they tried to do just that - go through a black hole. Not a great movie, but i 

always wondered about BHs & also "white holes" too.

4/14/2019 4:37:23 AM laurabusse Sounds like a good idea...

4/14/2019 4:38:36 AM adsvel Patience and determination is what I still improving in myself. Thank You Michelle! 😊💗🌈

4/14/2019 4:38:43 AM skerrykerri I loved this!

4/14/2019 4:41:50 AM adsvel Thats the cover story, I think.

4/14/2019 4:44:11 AM tyl3r59518097 It’s a classic, and I loved it too!! Here’s to the 80’s!! 🤣 https://youtu.be/VUMTshUflTg 

4/14/2019 4:44:46 AM laurabusse Just listened to the first few min...wow! Will watch the rest later...

4/14/2019 4:47:07 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/Y1En6FKd5Pk  👌😂🤣

4/14/2019 4:47:34 AM laurabusse The cover story. LOL. Yes! :-)

4/14/2019 4:48:21 AM covertress You've mentioned that Majestic 12 tracks IS-BE reincarnations.

Does the Cabal do this too and possibly attempt to disrupt certain incarnations?

4/14/2019 4:48:46 AM skerrykerri It was my time😁



4/14/2019 4:48:57 AM adsvel Think, for the OFC there are 32 star nations. All of them had seeded representatives here in these human bodies, all of them expected for the certain 

progress of this experiment. Nobody can destroy collective project without collective agreement of it, GF (Galactic Federation).

4/14/2019 4:50:43 AM mrblbrettish Tracks all IS-BE? Or just specific persons of interest?

4/14/2019 4:51:03 AM maryschade14 Nimrod fell for the same reason Lucifer did. Nimrod Cain's grandson..Ba'al..11 chaos 13 Nimrod number Rebellion..Corrupt murder

Not random Elegantly and Intelligently Designed Phi 1:1.618

to Desire some Greatness is corruption.

How can anything be greater than.. pic.twitter.com/BSLDrRTGKe

4/14/2019 4:51:40 AM laurabusse Very interesting story covertress! I really appreciate you sharing it :-) it's good getting to know everyone here better 💘

4/14/2019 4:53:54 AM laurabusse Yes...

4/14/2019 4:54:30 AM covertress MJ12 said that tracking IS-BEs  across incarnations was not a priority mission, so I'd assume that it's only for certain IS-BEs.

Follow this thread 👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073276038191427584?s=19 …

4/14/2019 4:54:56 AM adsvel You are very grounded Shane. Also my skin of the legs are very sensitive.

4/14/2019 4:56:55 AM covertress And here too https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073283765412225024?s=19 …

4/14/2019 4:57:43 AM mrblbrettish Almost sounds like they track all IS-BEs. Though I imagine they use some sort of quantum computing to do so. Seems like a large task. It would be 

interesting to get a few minutes on that computer and get your IS-BE resume, so to speak.

4/14/2019 4:57:46 AM maryschade14 Who created 'Aliens'

4/14/2019 4:59:43 AM covertress Requested my file months ago, but have yet to receive a reply.

4/14/2019 4:59:47 AM lorenzosghost well you're pretty terrible at it, you haven't tracked me ;)

4/14/2019 4:59:51 AM mrblbrettish Perhaps only IS-BEs with medical records. So only first world births? Interesting.

4/14/2019 5:00:49 AM covertress Unless 2nd and 3rd world births self-awaken?

4/14/2019 5:03:40 AM laurabusse The searching was a drive i couldn't control. Yes have always been strong willed. (Ask my mom and husband LOL). Rich and i were Christians before we 

married. We married in an Assembly of god church (my charismatic/Pentecostal phase after Baptist but before eastern orthodox)...

4/14/2019 5:04:04 AM tyl3r59518097 Yours & mine alike! I was just young enough to miss out on being in a position to fully integrate the whole ‘potential for nuclear fallout horror show 

thing’ 😅-while being just old enough to get the jokes. Frighteningly hilarious, eh?! 🤣

4/14/2019 5:04:45 AM adsvel Connection is not one way down, its both ways, energy information exchange, our Pineal Gland is navigator of frequencies. In most situations there is 

no phase, they can hear, You cant, but when is phase the connection is both ways like phone connection.

4/14/2019 5:07:40 AM laurabusse My poor husband, in hindsight. Following me from church to church, looking for something i would never find. Well not in a church anyway. Longest in 

any church was like 5 yrs, over 30 yrs total. Anything longer than that seemed unbearable. Rich on the other hand needs structure..

4/14/2019 5:07:57 AM skerrykerri But...you didn't mention the fashion?

4/14/2019 5:08:31 AM adsvel Yes, good video saw it while ago.

4/14/2019 5:09:15 AM mrblbrettish Yeah, but that's well after the fact, so more of a back tracking. Maybe I have it backwards and they track well after birth? Not shortly after.

4/14/2019 5:10:29 AM laurabusse ..routine and stability. He didn't want to stop going to church. I had to stop long story it was making me literally crazy. It was difficult. I said, go if you 

want to go. He didn't want to go alone. But over time things are better now. He saw the pos change in me via meditation.

4/14/2019 5:12:02 AM covertress Yes, I've only very recently been able to use the Vibrations to TBV.

Within this month, April.

4/14/2019 5:14:17 AM laurabusse I would quote buddha (or whoever) in seeming apropos moments. He seemed to enjoy that. I got a buddha statue for my flower garden. He seemed to 

like it. Rich is a very simple, humble, gentle, beautiful soul. We love ea other, accept ea other, make the best of things. We didn't...

4/14/2019 5:17:38 AM laurabusse ...always! So to answer your question...he is him, i am me, we find much overlap with our son, the cats, our mutual love of humor...he's a normie and 

thinks I'm a nutty conspiracy theorist but he's generally very accepting of ppl so i think he likes me for my better qualities and

4/14/2019 5:17:56 AM tyl3r59518097 Michael Jackson - Thriller (Shortened Version)  https://youtu.be/4V90AmXnguw  via @YouTube

😂 pic.twitter.com/oOHYNuiIYL

4/14/2019 5:19:23 AM laurabusse ...tries to overlookand accept my not so good qualities. We are all a work in progress are we not...marriage is a weird thing :-)

4/14/2019 5:20:38 AM adsvel Did You heard about 13:20 energy? Same, change in Collective consciousness, it always brings chaos, when fights new energy vs old. Thats the 

changes, many wont to loose their comfort zone, but its happening always in the end of cycle.

4/14/2019 5:23:29 AM adsvel Our Soul is the IDEA of what we are going to BE.

4/14/2019 5:23:41 AM beatsbyblaine Guided meditation vids on YouTube helps. You can also try saying a mantra in your head that coincides with your breathing to help stay focused. You’re 

gonna have thoughts, just let them go when they come and it’ll get easier to control.

4/14/2019 5:25:33 AM maryschade14 Incremental time constructs..slave paradigm

Time by seasons light dark..Flows..fluidity.

We must define what is old..and what is Timeless.

4/14/2019 5:26:47 AM shushale So perfect.

But Christ in me.  💓🙏

4/14/2019 5:31:27 AM maryschade14 I like this..Soul's true Urge..reconnexion..

DNA reActivated as we Acknowledge the Source of our inheritence. 

It is not of the Participation Trophy energy. Master willing to wash feet..

4/14/2019 5:33:29 AM decodematrix Watch the skies

4/14/2019 5:35:45 AM maryschade14 We should underestimate another..differing povs are nec for growth..ever learning..Q-uestions Q-uriosity..

4/14/2019 5:35:55 AM shushale DNA is the molecular blueprint of our lineage frequency wavelength.  Also meaning it’s the roadmap back home.

4/14/2019 5:36:15 AM adsvel There is no TIME... Is just a synchronicity of Events. Fluidity, yes, but there is always a wild card thrown inn... Old, used, not actual for using anymore is 

that not serves us anymore, something that is not going to experience anymore. Curiosity always pushes us forward.

4/14/2019 5:38:13 AM maryschade14 Oh yes!! GM🎶..Hope you and everyone are enjoying..

4/14/2019 5:39:25 AM shushale Same to you!  🎶💓👋

4/14/2019 5:41:44 AM adsvel Evolution, expansion, Q is engine for it.

4/14/2019 5:42:53 AM zagnett Yeah that would do.

4/14/2019 5:44:21 AM maryschade14 A lot of us were Q-ueing decades..and other..Q coalesced us..love that research self knowledge open mind higher mind are demanded

Blind Faith..nothing that decays gets my blind faith. That is precious

4/14/2019 5:44:43 AM adsvel My home is always in ME, within.

4/14/2019 5:47:22 AM maryschade14 Yes it is. Where the Heart is..Hypothalamic-Limbically speaking😁😍like the Second 'heartbeat' that courses..to receive

4/14/2019 5:51:54 AM adsvel Childs Q-uriousity, Q-uestioning stops our automatic asleep existence, returns ourselves to research our own inner Universe.

4/14/2019 5:54:59 AM adsvel Hypothalamic-Limbically... never heard this way, thanks! 😊💗🌈

4/14/2019 5:55:50 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/i0rixPFBau

4/14/2019 5:56:29 AM beautywokeback1 Yikes!

4/14/2019 5:56:29 AM covertress Just realized that it was you, @Turboxyde, who shared this fantastic video. Thanks!



4/14/2019 5:57:36 AM maryschade14 Simply read some Lev instead of taking other's words for it.

And taking the Apocrypha out in 1885 just as crowley blavtski and the Egyptian rage went full swing oto thelema etc

Wasnt it Egyptians either using lamps and or sands..

Time Slavery..hours..not days. pic.twitter.com/BvvgS1EORE

4/14/2019 5:58:15 AM maryschade14 💕☝😍

4/14/2019 6:01:48 AM shushale That’s a perfect translation!!

4/14/2019 6:02:01 AM hudmagy Good - Intresting

Sharp 👁

4/14/2019 6:02:55 AM beatsbyblaine Definitely. Little by little, I’m starting to notice more and more disclosure related topics being made mainstream.

4/14/2019 6:03:25 AM wink5811 Exciting!

4/14/2019 6:05:15 AM mscronkat 😴😴😴

4/14/2019 6:05:24 AM adsvel Yes, thanks for sharing! 😊💗🌈

4/14/2019 6:05:35 AM maryschade14 I love that we have MJ12 and such a great array of thoughts. pic.twitter.com/RZgHUdmWYf

4/14/2019 6:06:09 AM adsvel 😊💗🌈

4/14/2019 6:08:15 AM laurabusse You are where you are :-) i can definitely relate to what you are saying. Ppl talking bout experiences w ETs, NDEs, etc etc etc. I myself have given up. 

There's something about longing that keeps it away from you. I try to be content with meditation, being in nature etc etc...

4/14/2019 6:08:30 AM adsvel 😊💗🌈 pic.twitter.com/NhJ3fggrMo

4/14/2019 6:10:17 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/76Fv2ZaZl5

4/14/2019 6:11:45 AM laurabusse But there's something comforting in knowing you are where you are, you are who you are (an amazing person with amazing gifts) and that your life will 

unfold as it is meant to with help from your guides, higher self, angels etc :-) i truly wish you all the best 💘

4/14/2019 6:12:50 AM laurabusse Well said :-) 💘

4/14/2019 6:16:32 AM shushale Everyone helps me define my thoughts in a more clear way for others to understand.  United.  It’s beautiful.

4/14/2019 6:16:35 AM mscronkat it means Ask Me Anything, but I won't answer. 😜

4/14/2019 6:17:51 AM adsvel 😊💗🌈🌈🌈

4/14/2019 6:18:14 AM _369311119 This happened to me as a child. What a strange ride. I am positive this was done to me. If so, then...we can be turned ON.

I think MJ is preparing us for Kundalini energy. CBD, detox, awareness of EMF fields and nature, etc.

Kundalini risks: They are real, terrifying. Power.

4/14/2019 6:21:05 AM laurabusse I LOVE dr joe dispenza! His youtubes are amazing. Got his meditations...honestly i think he took me only so far and it's up to me to go the rest of the 

way. According to him and others it typically takes 3, 4 years to heal what i have. July will be 3 yrs. Healing at snail's...

4/14/2019 6:23:57 AM laurabusse ...pace but it's definitely happening. @MedicalMedium protocols. I can see improvement from where i was a year ago for sure. Did laundry 1st time 

yesterday in 2 yrs...anyway i appreciate the book recommendation as i really do want to read it! Thx 💘

4/14/2019 6:25:57 AM laurabusse Yeah that Dr Joe is one amazing dude. He attended ramtha's school of enlightenment! (J Z knight)

4/14/2019 6:26:41 AM covertress Here we go...

It's the Twitter Battle Royale you've been waiting for...

In this corner, the challenger, poser & imposter MJ12..., @RealEyeTheSpy...

And in this corner, the Undefeated Heavyweight Champion of the Domain, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...

LET'S GET READY TO RUMBLE!!!

🍿🍿🍿  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1117217358831972354 …
4/14/2019 6:27:40 AM laurabusse Michelle did you delete the 1st part of this (2 part) tweet? The first part now says tweet unavailable...

4/14/2019 6:29:03 AM billyj1616 Element 115?

4/14/2019 6:29:03 AM laurabusse Wow...

4/14/2019 6:29:40 AM adsvel 🧐

4/14/2019 6:32:17 AM hawkgirlinmn I had to skip ahead of that part to! Glad you enjoyed. It seems to be along the lies of what we all discuss here, too. I try to recommend it to everyone!

4/14/2019 6:33:37 AM laurabusse Agree with everything you said. LOVE acupuncture. My bro had severe ulcerative colitis. Healed it partly with supplements (garden of life probiotics, 

they were semi miraculous) and diet, but then he had a sort of miraculous healing via a st theresa card. And we're not even R.C...

4/14/2019 6:35:05 AM laurabusse I was amazed by your story!

4/14/2019 6:35:08 AM hawkgirlinmn Great analogy!

4/14/2019 6:39:30 AM blsdbe Wow, Laura, my mom has Lyme Disease, and she has so much pain all the time. It is terribly debilitating. You have a wonderfully positive attitude and 

that will serve you well!!! Blessings Dearheart!!!

4/14/2019 6:44:58 AM _369311119 @AllahUniversal any idea what "mang ET" means?

"...we intensified the growing process and manufacturing process of marijuana with a higher level of intelligence thanks to mang ET contacts that 

happen naturally to those who have compatible vibrational states of consciousness."

4/14/2019 6:46:48 AM starehope This is on my bucket list that will never happen. Along with the SR71. So little time. Ok, don't laugh, I have a strange bucket list. I also had a shuttle shot

 on my list!✈🚀🚁

4/14/2019 6:47:11 AM starehope Very!

4/14/2019 6:47:37 AM maryschade14 ☝✨

4/14/2019 6:48:10 AM blsdbe THIS.

4/14/2019 6:56:58 AM hawkgirlinmn @laurabusse have you ever tried medicinal mushrooms for lymes? I take my nephew turkey hunting every year and I always get a bad tick bite. I take 

turkey tail mushrooms for two kr three weeks and I feel back to normal! I know there are other mushrooms too that help.

4/14/2019 6:57:30 AM djlok from:ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE

Copy and Put this in your search field.

4/14/2019 6:59:10 AM hawkgirlinmn Check out Paul Stamets: https://youtu.be/M9joL8spvS8 

4/14/2019 7:01:43 AM hawkgirlinmn Also, as a personal testimony, my dad was dx with stage 3 prostate cancer and told to go thru chemo, etc. he refused and took turkey tail. At his 6mo 

check up, he had NO cancer cells visible in the biopsies!

4/14/2019 7:03:19 AM hawkgirlinmn What a beautiful life ❤️🙏🏼

4/14/2019 7:04:30 AM _369311119 Who/what are mang ET?

Mang people?

4/14/2019 7:05:38 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, I agree. I like his delivery and those sources. Subscribed to the channel.



4/14/2019 7:11:35 AM _369311119 Is there a DISCLOSURE version of the DNA family tree???

("follow the Y" chromosome)

4/14/2019 7:13:39 AM dairy_mom_of_6 They are super spooky and on edge. Normally they are mellow and easy going. I notice them pushing each other around a lot more and they will have 

there heat cycles way off. I started paying attention in January. With the spikes came really off behaviors.

4/14/2019 7:21:52 AM _369311119 YEP!!!

1888

4/14/2019 7:22:40 AM laurabusse Thank you for your kind words :-) i try to focus on the beauty. There is always beauty to be found...

4/14/2019 7:27:47 AM laurabusse We went thru a v difficult period for maybe 10 years. Both grew up during a time when divorce was frowned on. Anyway was impractical as we had a 

child and $ wasn't exactly flowing...but over time we came to accept each other more. Really we all do create most of our difficulties!

4/14/2019 7:29:03 AM magalisahartz 👍🏻❤️🙏🏻🇺🇸

4/14/2019 7:32:55 AM laurabusse Thats v interesting! Especially the turkey hunting part :-) Following @MedicalMedium protocols which includes both chaga + reishi mushroom. 

Unfortunately i dont take them as reg. as is ideal. Working on that! But they are supposed to really help. Appreciate the encouragement :-)

4/14/2019 7:34:59 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/4pErfAJ276

4/14/2019 7:41:48 AM laurabusse Good for him for having the courage to refuse :-) that is an amazing story! Turkey tail mushrooms...something to look into! Thx hawk girl 💘

4/14/2019 7:42:33 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 and honestly check out Paul Stamets!

4/14/2019 7:43:23 AM youstinksoap Are we in the 7th day of Creation?

4/14/2019 7:45:31 AM allahuniversal And ALICE seems to have been there all along! I've so many names for her... Can't fly without some resistance though

4/14/2019 7:47:03 AM allahuniversal Misspelling of "many". Could be comms, or a typo.

4/14/2019 7:49:46 AM allahuniversal Confirmed

4/14/2019 7:51:45 AM laurabusse Thank you so much my sweet friend 💘 

I have learned SO MUCH about lymes from @MedicalMedium. It's viral. Most of the neurological diseases are viral. Parkinson's, ALS, MS, fibromyalgia, 

the list goes on. There is hope for everyone and he shows the way. :-)

Mine is like MS...

4/14/2019 8:00:27 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing your story. I was also very intuitive as a child but my sense was smell. For example, I could smell in the air when these two twin 

friends were going to come over to play. They lived a few blocks away and the same smell would appear shortly b4 they arrived.

4/14/2019 8:01:55 AM adsvel Wow!🧐

4/14/2019 8:02:17 AM aprilbrown99 There were others things too so I won’t go into them now. But this resonates with me as well. I have also been vibrating and feeling my body and 

hands pulse the past two months as well. I haven’t asked any questions yet but I will try that today.  Thank you!

4/14/2019 8:11:06 AM worldxplorer1 Thanks for sharing Laura. I can relate to Christian aspect esp. Something deep within tells us there is more but we had been programmed to only look 

for answers within the circle of Christianity because only Satans lies could exist outside this circle. But once I did look...

4/14/2019 8:14:27 AM worldxplorer1 Outside of that limited hangout so many new and refreshing ideas existed!  Low and behold my “internal truth monitor” was already working. Could 

read something and say “This is garbage” or “This is what I’ve been looking for!” Just had to be brave enough to look beyond the walls.

4/14/2019 8:20:41 AM laurabusse And i kept looking for more, within the confines of church, bible, prayer etc. The deeper i sought the less i found. Which is interesting bc now i LOVE the 

concept of the void, from which all things spring. The Tao and Buddhism are based in emptiness, stillness. Love that :-)

4/14/2019 8:23:05 AM maryschade14 ☁️ 🌞

🌊🐬

🐠

4/14/2019 8:25:25 AM laurabusse Yes! It's WONDERFUL! Christianity in general doesnt support becoming your true SELF. But a cookie cutout of a limited programmed christian. They 

encourage a personal relationship w jesus. But then tell you how your rel w him is wrong. But then it's not a pers. rel anymore is it!?

4/14/2019 8:30:16 AM worldxplorer1 Ha! So true! But then w enough distance from the dogma I look back and she how many of the rigid teaching are actually built on timeless spiritual 

truths!  Truths that I didn’t really understand until I left. Ex - Thoughts create reality so focus on love. Like attracts like. Etc.

4/14/2019 8:30:31 AM laurabusse So you were clair smellient.

LOLOL!

Not making fun :-)

But there's clair audient, clair sentient and clairvoyant. Dunno the word for clair smellient!

But that is fascinating! And must have been quite handy 💘

We are each wonderfully unique!

4/14/2019 8:34:14 AM laurabusse Yeah I've marked that video you posted to watch later today. Looks really interesting! 🍄

4/14/2019 8:43:00 AM laurabusse I remember a friend w 3 children and was so impressed with her loving gentle going w the flow approach and said so. She said she became a better 

mom w each child and learned from her mistakes. Have apologized to my son (my mom never did) and he knows i loved/love him and forgives

4/14/2019 8:48:45 AM truthseekerd Dang

4/14/2019 8:49:06 AM ekotoons CORRECT^

4/14/2019 8:51:30 AM laurabusse You are exactly right :-) once you start exploring the various world religions you start to see the common threads that run through them all. Rather eye 

opening...

4/14/2019 8:54:52 AM laurabusse Yeah i remember reading Abraham's book Ask and it is given, and thinking, uh...didnt Jesus say that? Then there's paramahansa yogananda's books 

where he goes thru the bible (NT) line by line comparing it to Hinduism! Many say jesus was in India...

4/14/2019 8:56:16 AM laurabusse Wow! That's a twitter emoji painting! Cool, Mary!

4/14/2019 9:03:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Can you determine individual consciousness strength with thst same classified tech?

4/14/2019 9:04:27 AM shushale Very nice.

💡💡💡💡💡

💡 💡

💡 🖼 💡

💡 💡

💡💡💡💡💡

4/14/2019 9:05:02 AM ntwheel55 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Would like movie suggestions

Watching stargate.

4/14/2019 9:08:28 AM aprilbrown99 Here is a great website that lists all of them. I am clairempathy, claircognizant, clairscientient and clairalient.  Years ago tho they grouped these into 

clairscentient. 

 http://wisdomwithin.co/files/The-8-Clair-Senses-a-visual-guide-to-the-spiritual-psychic-senses.pdf …

4/14/2019 9:13:49 AM laurabusse Thanks :-) very interesting! 💘



4/14/2019 9:14:01 AM aprilbrown99 I think all of us probably have at least 2-3 of these senses. 💝

4/14/2019 9:14:42 AM douloskaren TRUE Christianity Is About Becoming More Like #Jesus Not Glorifying Your,, THAT Us Your Best & Ultimate Self   #ServeOthers 

pic.twitter.com/3pa57HPAqS

4/14/2019 9:16:02 AM jrocktigers Nice. thank you.

4/14/2019 9:17:45 AM laurabusse How about clairfunnyent? I musta laughed for 10 minutes over clair smellient. (The actual word not the concept) Humor is v important LOL

4/14/2019 9:18:14 AM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 🦋

4/14/2019 9:18:35 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

4/14/2019 9:18:58 AM aprilbrown99 😂

4/14/2019 9:19:39 AM adsvel How bout da! pic.twitter.com/YFMTGVKHGw

4/14/2019 9:21:23 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/3U9tKN2jZA

4/14/2019 9:21:26 AM thekanehb @idoser do you guys use this in your app? Is that how you are able to get so specific? I admit I don’t use the app as I worry about subliminals, but 

would 💕to if I can get clarification 🙏

4/14/2019 9:21:50 AM aprilbrown99 I suppose they are like muscles that need exercise. Some are definitely easier than others for me. Perhaps it depends on the stimulus?

4/14/2019 9:22:12 AM laurabusse I would like to learn more about this...I've heard of ormus but not manna. Where should i start? Books? Youtubes? Web sites? Thx very much...

4/14/2019 9:24:00 AM starehope Those would include people who have passed over.

4/14/2019 9:24:05 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/iwqawQHjX3

4/14/2019 9:25:54 AM adsvel The first best movie ever! 😊💗

4/14/2019 9:27:39 AM aprilbrown99 If all the senses were working at the same time it would be information overload for me.

4/14/2019 9:29:11 AM covertress Bring it!

4/14/2019 9:33:07 AM aprilbrown99 Everybody is different.

4/14/2019 9:33:43 AM adsvel Some more humor! Recognize, 2 in one! 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/VrIwRD1GEK

4/14/2019 9:34:23 AM aprilbrown99 😁😂🤣😂

4/14/2019 9:36:46 AM mskeens1962 1. God ✝️

2. Family💞

3. Country 🇺🇸

The way it should be

4/14/2019 9:37:38 AM n7guardiananon Lmaooooo

4/14/2019 9:42:16 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/inDlK7OXNn

4/14/2019 9:55:17 AM worldxplorer1 I love Ask and It Is Given!  I still haven’t read Paramahansa Yoganadas book yet. Everyone recommends it though.

4/14/2019 9:56:54 AM djlok Me too!  Christianity had too much going on in it for me to follow. The more I learned the more confusing it got for me. And then I started getting the 

sneaking suspicion I was being played... Which I was.  I learned that when I had a heart to heart with a minister before I left.

4/14/2019 10:00:33 AM djlok Whenever I have friends or family who have struggled with their religion, I usually suggest people do that.  Sit down for a 1-1 with someone who gets 

paid to tell the stories of their particular religion. Very revealing!!!

4/14/2019 10:10:22 AM laurabusse Yeah...imperfect ppl, imperfect "religion" but it just became a bridge too far after awhile...

4/14/2019 10:11:16 AM laurabusse Indeed (cue tealc and/or Spock)

4/14/2019 10:11:45 AM djlok Yep!

4/14/2019 10:12:22 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1117462825725845505?s=19 …

4/14/2019 10:13:19 AM cosmic_engineer So much white behind the clouds.  Time to switch to Au or turn em off plz & thx

4/14/2019 10:16:59 AM laurabusse Oh god...

But it's merkel and who else? Can't make it out...

Looks like that actor from the movie Sideways, and he played Cora's American brother on downton Abbey...and also i think maybe John Adams on 

pbs...and a brief character on 30 Rock...

4/14/2019 10:18:05 AM aprilbrown99 ...do you have a “book for dummies” for this image?  Lol. 😂

4/14/2019 10:18:58 AM laurabusse Yikes...well then...

4/14/2019 10:22:50 AM laurabusse Once you start it's a fast read. I download free sample of books (the beginning maybe 5% or so) onto my kindle app on my android and then decide if i 

want to buy it. Amazon's good that way...

4/14/2019 10:24:58 AM lynnboyce7 I've struggled with many illnesses including cancer and heavy metal toxicity. Medical medium has been great for me. Do medicinal mushrooms. Have 

not tried manna or ormus. I do foot detox and far inferred saunas.Meditation on my inner physician has opened up a lot for me #WWG1WGA

4/14/2019 10:27:29 AM laurabusse Autobiography of a Yogi (Self-Realization Fellowship)  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JW44IAI/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_O02SCbN6V2BA1 …

Here ya go if you're so interested. It's like 3 bucks!

4/14/2019 10:28:23 AM laurabusse Yeah ask and it is given is a real classic i think :-)

4/14/2019 10:29:57 AM aprilbrown99 Your mind already works in another dimension - beyond what mine can comprehend at the moment. 💝

4/14/2019 10:34:21 AM laurabusse Omg

I wonder if there's a funny planet out there? Must be! They must think we're hilarious!

4/14/2019 10:35:55 AM laurabusse Come to think of it...i did come across manna at some point. But i don't remember what it is...

4/14/2019 10:38:39 AM laurabusse I'm fairly debilitated at the presnt time and i can't ask hubby to do any more than he already is. I'm fairly content with what I'm doing but it's going 

very SLOW and some days i feel like i haven't made any progress at all. Mostly i trust my body...intuition...healing process...

4/14/2019 10:43:03 AM jayrambin All we have to lose is this crappy body and mind.

4/14/2019 10:43:58 AM laurabusse Well that's your opinion my dear...bible is just a book...one of many...live and let live...to each his own...be blessed 💘

4/14/2019 10:58:32 AM laurabusse When you say medicinal mushrooms...anything specific? Been following MM now faithfully for 2 yrs. I do the food, celery juice, heavy metal detox, 

many (feels like most, some days!) of the supplements. I meditate. Started wim hof breathing (sort of) doing everything i can, really

4/14/2019 11:00:21 AM hawkgirlinmn I would honestly say to do research under anything that Paul Stamets has been involved in medicinally. He is the authority on that.

4/14/2019 11:21:41 AM the_loveoflight Thank you for your reply! Yes its been very frustrating, to the point of self doubt. I've never tried or been into meditation before, so I do feel like I'm 

going in blind. I have heard about mantras, do you say them out loud or just in your head? Before meditating or during?...

4/14/2019 11:24:17 AM the_loveoflight I can probably go on and on with questions 😂 but i'd love if you can share what helped you out.

4/14/2019 11:26:00 AM the_loveoflight Reincarnation*, not resurrection lol sry it was late

4/14/2019 11:29:54 AM laurabusse I'm all ears if you feel like typing more...

4/14/2019 11:37:31 AM realeyethespy Lol you really ought to take some cannabis oil and meditate. The stuff I sent you should work fine.

4/14/2019 11:38:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Gold shall destroy the FED. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1117487685046681602 …

4/14/2019 11:40:59 AM shannen_robison Awesome

4/14/2019 11:41:24 AM worldxplorer1 Awesome!  Thanks Laura! pic.twitter.com/U56BZF97S9

4/14/2019 11:41:44 AM scott_rick Do it

4/14/2019 11:42:01 AM djlok Would this be difficult to do without some type of economic reset?

4/14/2019 11:42:12 AM michael81972 We have the Gold...Q



4/14/2019 11:43:47 AM lbf777 Why not just shut the Fed down or better yet, burn that MF to the ground.

4/14/2019 11:43:52 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/LJYZanUEFJ

4/14/2019 11:44:38 AM michael81972 Thanks David👍🏻

4/14/2019 11:44:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107739456818368512 …

4/14/2019 11:45:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. pic.twitter.com/QBoXmDmWtH

4/14/2019 11:45:35 AM laurabusse First if all...IMHO there is no right way to do just about anything. It's about relaxing and being open to inspiration...from your guides, higher self, angels 

etc. Where it comes from, to me, doesn't matter. Meditation is like sleep...or gardening...or cooking...it's trying...

4/14/2019 11:45:36 AM scott_rick Eye the spy said this is far off?  Is he incorrect?

4/14/2019 11:45:38 AM the_loveoflight Thanks Shane! When you started the morning meditations, how long would you try to meditate for?

4/14/2019 11:46:25 AM allahuniversal Q#2619 

+ 1y∆ this week re: Structure pic.twitter.com/b9k1ewB8ki

4/14/2019 11:47:54 AM bwolf79 We have the gold. https://qmap.pub/read/2619 

4/14/2019 11:48:40 AM laurabusse ...different things and seeing what works, what feels right, what feels good. We want to know how to do it NOW but think of it as exploring, as 

experimenting. Some ppl like to Ohm. Some prefer silence. Some like mantras. Others prefer to focus on the breath. I will send you...

4/14/2019 11:48:42 AM covertress Thanks! Should I just write to the return address on the envelope if I want more? Took a pic so I wouldn't loose it.

4/14/2019 11:48:55 AM realdepiorabie Would you be effected if the value of the dollars in your bank went to zero?

This is why things like this need to be done with Military precision.

4/14/2019 11:50:07 AM lbf777 Burning down the Fed would skyrocket the economy. The dollar would be stable under a gold standard.

4/14/2019 11:51:07 AM fightforamerica My friend that was in Sangin Valley talked at length with me about the UFOs over Afghanistan. Connected?

4/14/2019 11:51:34 AM realdepiorabie Yes, but these things can't be done at the flick of the wrist, or by burning the FED down.

4/14/2019 11:51:37 AM laurabusse ...some things i found helpful. The right meditative music was right for me for maybe the first 10 yrs or so. Now i meditate immediately upon waking up 

in the a.m. in silence. Yours will probably be an evolving process as well :-) Much luck to you. Feel free to dm...

4/14/2019 11:52:58 AM howdoyoumakeah1 If the purpose of the pyramids was to harness energy what was the purpose of obelisks?  Antenna/transmitter?  Both are prolific throughout our 

planet and solar system

4/14/2019 11:53:33 AM djlok Did they used to sacrifice humans inside the pyramids and trick their victims by telling them they would ascend?

4/14/2019 11:53:40 AM covertress Gold Standard Coming Back?  https://www.qmap.pub/read/2619  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

4/14/2019 11:53:46 AM lbf777 I’ll I hear about is excuses as to why things take so long. 

Going to slow is very dangerous for progress. We need more speed. The people need urgent economic relief as many are suffering.

4/14/2019 11:53:50 AM carolin15161363 Thank God! I am concerned how this will affect many of us who have been unable to buy up precious metals. Will we have nothing?

4/14/2019 11:54:30 AM billyj1616 Thoth

4/14/2019 11:55:51 AM jayrambin 32:32? Of an sg-1 episode? Which episode?

4/14/2019 11:56:33 AM djlok Makes me wonder what would happen if we took them all down.

4/14/2019 11:59:50 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/RAtKO2vcXfc 

When i felt frustrated like u, this was the 1st thing i tried that really helped. I listened to his instructions but it evolved inside me. I made it my own. 

Take everything every1 says w a grain o salt. Ppl R good for ideas...but not to follow word 4 word

4/14/2019 12:03:45 PM realdepiorabie That's why we're trusting The Plan which it appears to be working out very well, so far.

4/14/2019 12:04:46 PM redpillawakeni  https://twitter.com/dleighalexander/status/1117213696340766720?s=21 …

4/14/2019 12:05:04 PM speaakn What is this quote from?

4/14/2019 12:07:44 PM scott_rick But hasn’t MJ12 said ETS is a clown.  I need it to happen btw so I need a answer of today basically 🆒

4/14/2019 12:11:17 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/9pkB97zJWT

4/14/2019 12:11:34 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/ytNQGydHrAU 

I used this for maybe 5 yrs. Every morning up to 2 hrs. But i wasn't ready for it til maybe a year after i started. It takes time to entrain your brain to 

alpha etc brain waves. Over time you will be able to go deeper. For now, shoot for 1 to 15 min...

4/14/2019 12:13:52 PM realeyethespy All because you love flesh this much? Realize you are freaking out because both Mj12 and myself said eating flesh is bad. You obviously can’t handle 

that.

4/14/2019 12:16:10 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.crystalinks.com/emerald.html 

4/14/2019 12:17:22 PM rsm28675996 Lol. Yeah, like crash it and start over

4/14/2019 12:19:04 PM realeyethespy I also think it’s Kinda funny you openly endorse a reptilian god. 

Do you know who you’re working for? 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kek_(mythology) …

4/14/2019 12:19:34 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/wGFog-OuFDM 

Just found this. Could be helpful...

Again, i wish you much success. Cultivating a meditation practice, i think, you may find to be the best thing you ever did. The fruits and benefits are 

innumerable. Just know it takes time. But you WILL get there! :-)

4/14/2019 12:25:10 PM andress45303251 There is only one that can.

The question is, do you want to be saved? pic.twitter.com/LZNcQpnIfv

4/14/2019 12:25:37 PM laurabusse Great question. Was always healthy. I KNOW on some level my husband's lay off had something to do w/it tho i was coming to terms w/it like 6 mo 

later when i fell ill kinda suddenly, over the course of a week. Day 1, bad headache. I never get headaches. Day 7: lymes meningitis dx!

4/14/2019 12:28:33 PM speaakn Oh, I remember that series. The Visitors fooled soo many people, but there was just a handful trying to take them down and get evidence of what they 

were really doing to awaken the masses. Very much like what’s going on now 😬. Great show!

4/14/2019 12:30:33 PM laurabusse I meditate. A lot. I know meditation heals lots of stuff spiritually emotionally physically. My depression problems were rooted in my mother. Am still 

forgiving and letting go and learning to appreciate her. I basically live in a nature house so i spend much time in screened...

4/14/2019 12:33:01 PM covertress 🐸

4/14/2019 12:33:31 PM covertress Let me make sure that I understand your reasoning here...

It's OK for you to ship cannabis products across state lines, but when I argue that eating meat makes my body perform at its best I'm "freaking out"?

4/14/2019 12:35:55 PM realeyethespy Whatever helps you sleep at night.



4/14/2019 12:36:48 PM laurabusse in porch admiring trees birds cats shquirrels lake occasional turtle. This was 2 B scaled down retirement abode, so far it's my Healing House; husband 

works @ Lowe's home improvement and takes care of me. He has risen to the occasion magnificently and i couldn't be more grateful.

4/14/2019 12:39:29 PM realeyethespy Just don’t claim to be a beacon of light for all beings if you are going to pick and choose which conscious conflicting beings you kill/consume to suit the 

idea you have self programmed without any attention to detail.

4/14/2019 12:43:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Consider reading “The Master Cleanse.” It’s the original detox. I don’t know if it will help what is ailing you, but it can’t hurt to read and see if it 

resonates with you. I agree on myofascial release. Along with intention of releasing that stored emotion, it does wonders!!

4/14/2019 12:45:07 PM covertress Indeed.

btw, why DID you impersonate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on Twitter?

Was it just to sell your products?

4/14/2019 12:46:50 PM blugurl3 here is one i just found and thought it was interesting... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPg8UAR3lyc&list=LL8t7HfTCKiOL_FRNvzJnrEg&index=6&t=0s …

4/14/2019 12:47:12 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/zCNxkpF3a1

4/14/2019 12:48:15 PM lbf777 I expected a lot more winning by now.

4/14/2019 12:51:36 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/cn1KegPih9

4/14/2019 12:54:29 PM realeyethespy You must not have read any tweets. Never once impersonated anyone. 

MAJESTIC does not = MJ12.

4/14/2019 12:54:42 PM cjptrsn Can pyramids function while inside another structure or underground?  Is open sky access required?

4/14/2019 12:55:22 PM realeyethespy If you can show me anywhere I impersonated MJ12 specifically through the way back Machine or screenshots I will publicly reveal my identity and past 

incarnations.

4/14/2019 12:55:24 PM zagnett A 🐟?

Odd:

"Anonymous Official"

"non-anonymous, official"

DB Involved in the YT channel?

How are the fields doing? We still 👁them closely with our best?

We still need to be there a mere 18 years later? Longest U.S. war?

Any Afghan ratlines of interest lately?
4/14/2019 12:56:09 PM realityloominng What? Was he possibly in any way involved in any secret archeology? Or some turf wars with giants? Or just oil stuff?

4/14/2019 1:00:20 PM jayrambin I suspect 5G is like most anything else. A tool which can be used for good or bad. Hammer can build something or hurt someone. Depends on who 

controls it.  White hats taking control of 5G, it appears.  Hopefully.

4/14/2019 1:00:34 PM andress45303251 You are ALL cordially invited to my place in Or.

4/14/2019 1:01:21 PM andress45303251  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=vwLQw_95hX0 …

4/14/2019 1:04:34 PM laurabusse Is that the one with maple syrup and i think cayenne pepper and maybe vinegar? Or lemon juice? If so i started it like more than 5 yrs ago and lasted 

one day LOL. I don't think it was for me. Medical medium's program is pretty much one giant detox. I live mostly on fruit, veg...

4/14/2019 1:05:02 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/USFOR_A/status/1094998724173070337 …

PS was there a few days ago.

4/14/2019 1:05:04 PM jayrambin Don’t know those acronyms except Twtr. I looked them up. Maybe that part isn’t intended for me.

4/14/2019 1:05:06 PM djlok They changed the ingredients in contacts. I could no longer wear them with the new material (latex).

4/14/2019 1:07:14 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes that’s the one! Lol. It’s not for everyone. It’s very hard but very worth it and I get alot of clarity in everything in life while doing it. I think it’s due to 

the fasting aspect.

4/14/2019 1:07:53 PM andress45303251 Indubitably

4/14/2019 1:12:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Where do you get your manna? I remember this in the Bible as being a bread-like substance that God provided the Isrealites?

4/14/2019 1:13:12 PM zagnett A lot. Drugs, legal & not, & trafficking victims.

Inexpensive relatively i assume. L&C, N___: BIG & BIGLY

VERY BIGLY

Can negotiate a good deal for U.S. & peaceful exit from war?

4/14/2019 1:13:17 PM hellouncledonny 2 shots of this a day will Detox you twice as fast as the lemonade master cleanse. Taste terrible but if you can get it down the results outweigh the 

taste. Also great for removing warts, skin tags, athletes foot, dandruff, Molluscum Contagiosum, and many other things pic.twitter.com/1F16KCzYPo

4/14/2019 1:13:25 PM djlok Has this number changed significantly since the #RussianHoax was revealed?

4/14/2019 1:13:30 PM tyl3r59518097 10 Try Counting Sheep Black Sheep  https://youtu.be/a7tq0NdXJRw  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/3nfpaTqX7W

4/14/2019 1:14:53 PM hawkgirlinmn I do that once a day and the MC every six months or so to detox on a intra-cellular level.

4/14/2019 1:16:37 PM andress45303251 One step forward, three steps back.

Still progress though. Chin up!

4/14/2019 1:16:59 PM zagnett PS held AMA April 12, after the Afghan meeting on April 11?

Deal is already done? PS went to inform the troops personally? Can discuss some openly?

4/14/2019 1:18:03 PM andress45303251 Your American name?

Like Bob or Joe?

4/14/2019 1:19:14 PM andress45303251 There's a difference?

4/14/2019 1:19:21 PM djlok Same

4/14/2019 1:24:53 PM hawkgirlinmn Nice find Zag!

4/14/2019 1:25:14 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/K9F5xcpjDMU  pic.twitter.com/zHPMnMCuBo

4/14/2019 1:25:31 PM zagnett Troops look upbeat, pleased to see PS.

A Brave PS.

4/14/2019 1:26:24 PM covertress OK

I call.

Tell us who you really are.

Or do you deny using @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's Keybase ID in your profile as your own?  pic.twitter.com/ENdBuZloSe



4/14/2019 1:26:28 PM auagate NICE！

4/14/2019 1:28:17 PM roublisa Why Mainstream Historians Suppressed the Essenes, Writers of the Dead Se...  https://youtu.be/xpdw26tDcsw  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@laurabusse @MongrelGlory @S0urc3reSS @DJLOK @Keith72256137 @covertress @zagnett @blsdbe @AllahUniversal @malley_pj  today’s  eyes 

wide open episode👀

4/14/2019 1:28:57 PM allahuniversal 😁😁😁

4/14/2019 1:30:40 PM wbwse May We Regain Our Peace And 

     Harmony One To Another 

 Ever Onward By The Power Of 

       Love Jesus Christ And 

    The Holy Spirit May We Be 

                 Redeemed!

4/14/2019 1:32:07 PM zagnett Holy s***, is the coming end of the Afghan War being reported, on this account, first? 🤔

Never hurts to ask. 🧐

4/14/2019 1:32:40 PM roublisa Essenes rock😇 pic.twitter.com/IGhG4DaEe7

4/14/2019 1:33:43 PM zagnett Humans / Reptilians, what's the difference, really? i fear some - but not all - of each.

4/14/2019 1:34:08 PM __jabird__ I was mostly referring to the “actual Gate” it’s self and less about the show or the plot. I’ve heard there’s a gate here in Alaska that takes you instantly 

to Hawaii for whatever reason.

4/14/2019 1:34:31 PM tammymckeever No crop at the moment.

4/14/2019 1:38:44 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish - 10.31.94 - Revolution 9 -- Good Night  https://youtu.be/ErsMu5rPve0  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 1:44:02 PM covertress Nice pinned tweet on one of your other incarnations here.

4/14/2019 1:45:41 PM tyl3r59518097 Perhaps for you, given your perception of it as ambiguous, it can (metaphorically) represent a surface, onto which you can project ideas of both  the 

conscious, and unconscious variety. 

👍🙂

My back up response,..I unfortunately stole from a buddy: “I have no clue.” 🤔 🤣

4/14/2019 1:46:31 PM tyl3r59518097 All Challengers Will Be Destroyed..The NASA Masonic Illusionist by Nicho...  https://youtu.be/CSpAdlyKPws  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 1:51:11 PM tyl3r59518097 Elvis Presley   Jailhouse Rock Remix  https://youtu.be/uJt4AWSrX70  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 1:52:23 PM jvan125 😳😂 That’s AWESOME!!!

4/14/2019 1:53:36 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/AkiPeritz/status/1095027125655097344 …

MJ, what can you tell us about what happened?

Oh this is the best response (maybe PS is both lol):

4/14/2019 1:58:13 PM robertg69989098 S6 E6 min 6 coincidence?  Baal not related but did notice this.

4/14/2019 2:00:01 PM andress45303251 😇

4/14/2019 2:01:51 PM andress45303251 Not on the new $100's

4/14/2019 2:02:17 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1117524527259574273?s=19 …

4/14/2019 2:04:13 PM love4thegameak I believe the Number this coming week is going to astronomically Change Higher... the Vibrations Feel Higher as This Week approaches...

4/14/2019 2:05:13 PM zagnett "sausage king"?

4/14/2019 2:05:55 PM djlok I can see that. Sort of like everything coming to a head all at once.

4/14/2019 2:09:09 PM the_loveoflight I might be wrong, but I believe it was them that MJ12 took over their account for a brief period....again I might be wrong it was awhile back lol

4/14/2019 2:09:37 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/XgBh2ey0Hr

4/14/2019 2:10:47 PM realeyethespy Majestic has nothing to do with majestic 12. Keybase is a cabal technology. Should read past tweets.

4/14/2019 2:11:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Might I add that in the text he did not call it the Sphinx, he described a 'marker' he erected that 'looked like a lion yet like unto man.'  Had to edit to fit 

in the box twitter put us in

4/14/2019 2:11:47 PM realeyethespy What’s going on with @TrueEyeTheSpy  these days anyways?

4/14/2019 2:15:07 PM covertress You should know.

@TrueEyeTheSpy is your account too.

4/14/2019 2:16:16 PM love4thegameak Paul Revere's Ride into the night of April 18th, and morning hrs of the 19th.

Battle of Lexington and Concord April 19th, 1775. 

The Start Of America's Revolutionary War... #GodspeedPatriots pic.twitter.com/q8Ep6HPW89

4/14/2019 2:17:11 PM realeyethespy That’s comical. Anyone with basic cryptography knowledge could easily find out that your claim is totally baseless and unsubstantiated.

4/14/2019 2:18:28 PM djlok April 19...will "FUTURE PROVES PAST" once again?

I swear, you have the best posts on Twitter, btw.

4/14/2019 2:18:33 PM covertress btw, did you ever find out what put you in the hospital?

One of your concoctions perhaps?

4/14/2019 2:18:35 PM stefanofait Yes, I don't see the point in wasting time on some unknown, irrelevant twitter account.

Is she more important than one could imagine?

4/14/2019 2:18:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Raised over the passage, I, a mighty pyramid, 

using the power that overcomes Earth force (gravity). 

There in the apex, set I the crystal, sending the ray into the "Time-Space," drawing the force from out of the ether, 

concentrating upon the gateway to Amenti."

4/14/2019 2:19:39 PM realeyethespy One of your owns more than likely snake lady.

4/14/2019 2:20:38 PM tyl3r59518097 😀🙏👍

4/14/2019 2:21:13 PM covertress Projecting

4/14/2019 2:22:10 PM realeyethespy Perhaps you should understand the definition of projection then re read the thread. I’m done here.

4/14/2019 2:24:03 PM covertress Good night.

Hope you sleep well.

4/14/2019 2:25:46 PM realeyethespy 💤 🛸

4/14/2019 2:26:10 PM covertress 🐸

4/14/2019 2:26:31 PM zagnett i imagined that possibility when i was a kid. We just seem so small, fragile, & often too stupid to really be "apex predators".

4/14/2019 2:27:51 PM andress45303251 Loves and smiles!!

4/14/2019 2:31:37 PM stefanofait Ok, got it

4/14/2019 2:38:00 PM mongrelglory That was what all the "Planet of the Apes" movies were about!  To help us see things from the perspective of the "prey"!

4/14/2019 2:38:08 PM stefanofait Michele => Michael

4/14/2019 2:40:10 PM fionasdestiny67 Stargate still in use? I don't know why not.

4/14/2019 2:43:12 PM maryschade14 ThanQ we deserve a lil break. 💖💕 tomorrow begin a week anew..

4/14/2019 2:45:40 PM love4thegameak ThanQ David. I Follow You Closely. Your Q&As With Others and Majestic are alot if the time on Que of what most of my thoughts are. ThanQ

4/14/2019 2:46:31 PM djlok #WWG1WGA !!!

4/14/2019 2:46:53 PM mongrelglory By two "shots" a day, do you mean two ounces a day?



4/14/2019 2:50:05 PM fionasdestiny67 10k yrs ago, wasnt Egypt tropical?

4/14/2019 2:51:42 PM djlok I know!  I have now stared into Aldoph's daughter's eyes more than I ever wanted trying to figure it out.

4/14/2019 2:52:09 PM mongrelglory If there's a funny planet out there, Douglas Adams must be re-incarnated on it.  😁

4/14/2019 2:52:37 PM realdepiorabie Considering the extent of the evil that has perpetuated for decades and even centuries, I think we’re doing pretty good. 

Healing started in 2016.

4/14/2019 2:55:59 PM mongrelglory I can tell you that in my Zen Buddhist practice, they recommended that beginners just start with 20 minute intervals.  My Zen Master said it was better 

to meditate for 5 mins a day consistently, rather than do an hour only once a week.  It took me 6 months to get the hang of it.

4/14/2019 2:57:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yiu have more than you know.

4/14/2019 2:58:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Political Fed = Audit The FED https://twitter.com/axios/status/1117545564562788353 …

4/14/2019 2:58:55 PM trumps_all And that is the problem.......I just don’t know

4/14/2019 3:00:02 PM allahuniversal Timely pic.twitter.com/AdNCRd4vbt

4/14/2019 3:01:54 PM cosmic_engineer FED is DED

4/14/2019 3:02:03 PM narcissist_ghst dismember is an inflammatory term and i think they meant it to be, however as far as i know christianity doesn't have any arms or legs.  i think they're 

referring to religious institutions.  don't follow MJ12 so perhaps i've missed...what's their plan for islam?  decapitation?

4/14/2019 3:03:12 PM hellouncledonny first week do about 1 ounce twice a day. Second week you can step it up too 2 shot glasses worth per day. My wife will mix 2 shot glasses worth in 

about 1 quart of sweet Lemonade & she will drink this throughout the day. Me I just shoot it down & chase it with bolthouse juice 

pic.twitter.com/3ZT1byD6yI

4/14/2019 3:03:32 PM mongrelglory It's Merkel and Erdogan (Turkey). 😁

4/14/2019 3:05:04 PM narcissist_ghst christ isn't presented as a metaphor, and his identity is not presented as a substitute for one's own identity.

4/14/2019 3:05:04 PM zagnett  https://www.axios.com/polticized-federal-reserve-stephen-moore-herman-cain-7871d2be-d710-42e5-9890-

5a3d3089a0be.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic …

"Central banks have become victims of their own success."

Oh, poor little Fed is the "victim" lol.

Success? What success? Losing, what, like 98% of the US dollar's value in 106 years? That "success"?
4/14/2019 3:06:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Progress is not positive only. There are such things as set backs. Numbers reflect snapshot as reported, not future and past percentages regardless of 

current happenings.

4/14/2019 3:06:50 PM zagnett This is "success"? pic.twitter.com/Zv7Smg8kYW

4/14/2019 3:08:02 PM zagnett "Yiu" is typo? Or meant that way?

4/14/2019 3:08:24 PM lynnmar42209594 Do you mean our DNA

4/14/2019 3:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not a typo.

4/14/2019 3:09:37 PM wu_yah Be careful, you are talking to David Rockefeller. 🤣🤣🤣

What we know about real MJ12 ? https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

4/14/2019 3:09:44 PM markben911 Still waiting by the way pic.twitter.com/40kaLLJjzV

4/14/2019 3:09:58 PM djlok Shall we start here?

 https://en.m.wiktionary.org/wiki/yiu 

4/14/2019 3:10:03 PM keith369me My original reply was suggesting Blumenthal was beholden to an ET contract and has no choice but to continue this charade

4/14/2019 3:10:08 PM mongrelglory Now I'm thinking about Clairol hair products! 😆

4/14/2019 3:10:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

4/14/2019 3:10:23 PM anneolsen43 Yes I understand

4/14/2019 3:10:30 PM djlok Noted.

4/14/2019 3:11:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who runs Anonymous Official?

4/14/2019 3:11:55 PM zagnett David Rockefeller? The guy who regretted creating the Internet!?

Well, it was one of them Rockefellers anyway.

i can never get ever the irony of this. 🤣🤣🤣

4/14/2019 3:13:52 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093952355387740161 …

4/14/2019 3:15:19 PM hawkgirlinmn YIU= Yes I Understand?

4/14/2019 3:15:46 PM wu_yah Rockefeller was a part of REAL MJ12. Not of this kid twitter's account.  🤣🤣🤣🤣

4/14/2019 3:15:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Close

4/14/2019 3:18:07 PM zagnett Yeah i know. Glad he's not part of it now, it seems.

U think this account is run by a kid? How old do you think this kid is? If it's a kid, he/she's friggin' incredible!

4/14/2019 3:18:11 PM covertress Thank you!!!

4/14/2019 3:19:09 PM covertress You've Been Triggered

4/14/2019 3:19:11 PM hawkgirlinmn This?? pic.twitter.com/4sptbAaxYW

4/14/2019 3:19:39 PM aprilbrown99 Yahweh is understanding ?

4/14/2019 3:19:43 PM kindeandtrue Yiu make me think, MJ. 🤨

4/14/2019 3:19:52 PM djlok How do you know?

4/14/2019 3:19:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Closer

4/14/2019 3:20:05 PM youstinksoap BIS Basel III or IV?  I read on 8ch. an article written from someone in Russia, who said their banking system went gold backed on 3/29... can you 

confirm?

4/14/2019 3:20:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Dig on this?

4/14/2019 3:20:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

4/14/2019 3:20:50 PM keith369me Your internal universe?

4/14/2019 3:20:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dig°33

4/14/2019 3:21:03 PM covertress Happiness

4/14/2019 3:21:05 PM mongrelglory I find cows can be really sensitive and somewhat "high-strung" creatures, no?

4/14/2019 3:21:23 PM jherd6 Go on.  What kind of contract?  What are you thinking?

4/14/2019 3:21:35 PM djlok 😀😀😀

4/14/2019 3:21:41 PM jrocktigers A Chinese term that is used to express at an unpleasant situation    ?

4/14/2019 3:22:11 PM strangewisper I hear that the music industry is used to channel humanity's energy willing given to them unknowingly by a kind hearted public.

Energy flows to the singer which is then directed along the ley lines to the pyramids where the energy is used to energise the ancient Egyptian gods..

4/14/2019 3:22:40 PM n7guardiananon You should've seen the nudie pic floating around on the chans. pic.twitter.com/glG2IYC5CP

4/14/2019 3:22:56 PM wu_yah Maybe 21 years old. Majestic Eyes Only. 🤣🤣🤣

4/14/2019 3:23:27 PM djlok Have a day off today (first time in a long time).  Was hoping for some big truth bombs today while I have time to read them and focus on them.  So far, 

my expectations have been far exceeded!

4/14/2019 3:23:37 PM michael81972 Freemasons



4/14/2019 3:24:28 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1117516727527469056 …

Then check this thread. Don't have confirmation yet & could be wrong, but the tweet itself got an MJ-like. 👇👇👇

4/14/2019 3:25:04 PM djlok I hear she's no Melania.  I identify as gay and even I have hetero male thoughts about Melania.  LOL!!!

4/14/2019 3:25:12 PM mongrelglory OMG!  They named a character on the Star Trek Discovery TV show after this guy!  His character is Paul Stamets, a Science Officer specializing in 

Astromycology!  Awesome! 😁😁😁

4/14/2019 3:25:40 PM keith369me I always figured it was related to someone close to Assange.

4/14/2019 3:26:16 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1117519151554125824 …

So did this, the actual important tweet:

4/14/2019 3:27:01 PM allahuniversal ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063102923167748096?s=19 …

4/14/2019 3:27:24 PM keith369me I respect her quite a bit, but never viewed her as a “crush”...different tastes.

4/14/2019 3:29:27 PM jimhayzlett Spirituality/revelation cannot be undone.  If 30% were awake they can ignore, but not undo or fall asleep.  Your #s = Misinfo 😇

4/14/2019 3:31:17 PM giediknight Closer?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/33rd_parallel_north …

4/14/2019 3:31:40 PM djlok That's where I was about to go with this line of thought too.  Anytime i see degrees, I think Freemasonry or Ordo Templi Orientis.

4/14/2019 3:32:11 PM anneolsen43 Atlanta, Georgia, USA. Los Angeles, California, USA. Phoenix, Arizona, USA. Casablanca, Morocco

4/14/2019 3:32:14 PM love4thegameak Mirrored: UIY= Undo It Yourself

4/14/2019 3:32:31 PM mongrelglory Most of these organized crime groups (The Asian Triads, MS-13 etc...) have links back to occult spiritual groups buried in more mainstream religions 

from what I've read.

4/14/2019 3:33:23 PM n7guardiananon You like to live dangerously...dont you.

4/14/2019 3:34:43 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091010838591406092?s=19 …

4/14/2019 3:35:05 PM djlok Is the MB part of Freemasonry?

4/14/2019 3:35:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Symbolism or ‘saying?’

4/14/2019 3:36:02 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I corrected a spelling mistake and retweeted. Sorry! (My OCD.  I have to stop fretting about spelling mistakes!)

4/14/2019 3:36:07 PM djlok You know me well.  And I'm glad you do!

4/14/2019 3:36:31 PM giediknight  https://www.academia.edu/8471236/Along_the_33rd_Parallel_The_Global_Mystery_Circle …

4/14/2019 3:36:33 PM starehope How?

4/14/2019 3:37:06 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091010857268637697?s=19 …

4/14/2019 3:37:41 PM zagnett Something about "Islamic banking", no interest paid back to the "Fed", or something similar? Like our government shouldn't charge people interest on 

their own money?

I'm reaching here, i know.

4/14/2019 3:38:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Y= pic.twitter.com/nPGikVJym8

4/14/2019 3:40:05 PM ncadet06  https://comicvine.gamespot.com/yiu/4005-25507/ 

??

4/14/2019 3:41:54 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/1iODUQBl77

4/14/2019 3:45:33 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/aOtU36bkKf

4/14/2019 3:46:05 PM djlok I like that!

4/14/2019 3:46:06 PM ethereal_shaman Born and raised in church, although I wasnt a diehard. It was still an extremely hard program to break.  Generational programming.

4/14/2019 3:47:00 PM disfellocated @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #ALICE  https://youtu.be/p_8yK2kmxoo  pic.twitter.com/a5mpOQl7QZ

4/14/2019 3:47:13 PM weremight The 33rd parallel goes some interesting places -- Israel, Syria, Iraq no fly zone limit, Iran, Afghanistan....  Seem to be an inordinate number of wars in 

that neck of the woods.

4/14/2019 3:49:24 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

4/14/2019 3:56:44 PM nun_chucknorris  http://www.maplandia.com/hong-kong/nga-yiu-tau-22-33-0-n-114-13-0-e/ … pic.twitter.com/nzkrMrelPp

4/14/2019 3:59:06 PM worldxplorer1 I started w/ guided mediations. 

Dick Sutphen

Brian Weiss

Monroe Institute

Esp liked Monroe Institute because their hemi-sync tech seemed to help my brain settle down. 

Started with those programs. 20-30min each. Worked to get me on the road. Just go silent most the time now.
4/14/2019 3:59:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Interesting then that this article ties in with those locations:

 http://www.freemasons-freemasonry.com/freemasonry-islamic-countries.html …

4/14/2019 3:59:21 PM cocopuffster12 ETS blocks Patriots - weird

4/14/2019 4:04:01 PM rj85165808 Kai?

4/14/2019 4:04:25 PM anneolsen43 The number 33 is said to be the Master Number (Master Teacher). The Amon (AMEN) is the numerical equivalent of 33rd_parallel1+13+5+14=33. 

Amen is the God of Truth, and 33 represents Christ

4/14/2019 4:08:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Side question: 33 leaders have “wardens” at their lodges. Can I infer that the “Solar Warden” program touted by Corey G is run by freemasons?

4/14/2019 4:08:14 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091010857268637697?s=19 …

4/14/2019 4:08:22 PM j_lifeexplorer My question seems to be misinterpreted - in the original logo, there is an uneven 8-pointed star. When was this removed and exchanged with the 

pentagram only (after I asked question first time, I discovered the wizard does have a pentagram in hat)?

4/14/2019 4:08:28 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1091010838591406092?s=19 …

4/14/2019 4:09:46 PM maryschade14 Enter the Dragon..

4/14/2019 4:11:41 PM maryschade14 Very interesting! I will. Thinking of Time..1:20..afternnoon..120 Adam

4/14/2019 4:11:45 PM n7guardiananon  https://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/waking-terror-threat-southern-thailand …

4/14/2019 4:11:49 PM aprilbrown99 I love you and forgive without hesitation. 💝

4/14/2019 4:11:54 PM daveo6145 big h/t to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😎

#TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/daveo6145/status/1117562447529795584 …

4/14/2019 4:13:15 PM aprilbrown99 I am reading your tweets from the beginning in hopes to unlock my brain. 🥴

4/14/2019 4:13:35 PM auagate I am that I am

4/14/2019 4:17:16 PM mongrelglory Won't they have to allow the price of gold to rise substantially in order to implement the gold standard?

4/14/2019 4:18:04 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1115804835025248257?s=19 …

4/14/2019 4:21:14 PM mongrelglory If they have the gold to back the US dollar, then your money should stay secure.  It's just that the price of gold and silver would have to be raised 

substantially to compensate for all the debt in the world markets.  They talk about having a debt jubilee, but I can't see...

4/14/2019 4:22:23 PM mongrelglory ...how that could be implemented without collapsing the bond markets, which underpins most pension plans in the world.

4/14/2019 4:22:30 PM maryschade14 In 1892-3 Paul Warburg manipulated markets creating our first depression. Same time Chicago World's Fair and that Dr Hotel serial killer. 

1907* saw another Warburg etal Depression.

Warburg came here 1859..president Deutsche Bank..*1913 the solution to 93 and 07.



4/14/2019 4:23:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Are you telling is that YIU in Thailand is the new training ground for terrorists and 33 is funding now since 🤡funding was cut everywhere else?

4/14/2019 4:23:09 PM n7guardiananon Found this connecting YIU to freemasonry...(not saying this is it but, leave no stone unturned)

 https://youtu.be/cB94_WcC0JI  pic.twitter.com/1NzYaq5tpE

4/14/2019 4:25:19 PM hallvardviken If most of the gold is in the hands of the banking cartel, isn't that a problem? Also, we've tried "redeemable for gold" before. How bout them cryptos?

4/14/2019 4:29:54 PM maryschade14 Shade AOS pic.twitter.com/eQjqiOyfa8

4/14/2019 4:29:58 PM ekotoons YES IN HAT 🎩

4/14/2019 4:30:08 PM cryptocrab4 Gold and 5G ... $BTC

4/14/2019 4:31:01 PM cryptocrab4 Gold shall Destroy the FED but Silver will put you on top of the mountain !!!

4/14/2019 4:31:26 PM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/58EKrMrQwV

4/14/2019 4:32:24 PM laurabusse I have a friend who swears by it. MM says fasting not good for lymes bc of adrenals...i went from like a size 18 down to a 12 on his diet...been living on 

95% fruit and veg for over 2 yrs now...i look fwd to doing intermittent fasting when I'm all better :-)

4/14/2019 4:33:55 PM hawkgirlinmn I will definitely look closer into his diet theories. I’m always down for something new! I’ve been trail running so that could be a great diet for me closer 

to race times!

4/14/2019 4:35:03 PM nettiejoi The original Sphinx had a Lions head! It was looking at the rising sun at the spring equinox in the age of the Lion. Now we go into the age of aquarius = 

ca. 2200 years x 5/6

means ca. 12.000 years. Time of the great flood, signs of water are at its ground.l was told! #Ishtar

4/14/2019 4:35:12 PM n7guardiananon the original video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRm4mvqIutY …

4/14/2019 4:36:17 PM j_lifeexplorer Found my answer myself - was changed in 2014/2015 logo: http://www.sportslogos.net/logos/list_by_team/219/Washington_Wizards …

4/14/2019 4:36:21 PM aprilbrown99 Frequency, tones and vibration?

4/14/2019 4:37:14 PM orthogonalron Aromanian for "child"

4/14/2019 4:38:28 PM anbezedua Finally!

4/14/2019 4:38:38 PM dequixote Thought form!

4/14/2019 4:39:22 PM cryptocrab4 Imagine , if you will a world run on IoT - Internet of Things - where speed , reliability and privacy are in YOUR back pocket ! pic.twitter.com/2xAlhlrbhW

4/14/2019 4:39:54 PM ekotoons YES

4/14/2019 4:40:37 PM bravomaxine  http://janeshealthykitchen.com/the-toxic-truth-stevia/ …

4/14/2019 4:41:02 PM aetherwalker1 Majestic in that the leading edge and exhaust are electrically charged?

4/14/2019 4:41:43 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/zrpGUyRE7K

4/14/2019 4:42:14 PM wins_karma William Mount? He is doing lots of fear videos

4/14/2019 4:42:15 PM laurabusse Wow! Fascinated by the essenes. They are so mysterious i wonder if they were survivors of atlantis and passed down some of their wisdom. Added it 

to my youtube watch list for tonight...thx Lisa!!

4/14/2019 4:44:12 PM roublisa You bet .....enjoy, tell me what you think after you see it if you don’t mind😘

4/14/2019 4:45:28 PM maryschade14 Oh yes fear porn. Then theres Fulford i believe White Dragon..Joe biden Bank China..Thailand Golden Triangle Obama Camp Trafficking whew..

4/14/2019 4:46:18 PM laurabusse K sweetie :-)

4/14/2019 4:46:29 PM theaagabriel Michael Jordan owned the Wizards.

4/14/2019 4:49:36 PM imwideawake2018 Transition before or after the 2020 election? 

The fed earlier this week said they aren't and may never raise interest rates.  

All the 'signals' are saying crash soon. It isn't a typical market with Patriots in control. 

Thoughts?

4/14/2019 4:50:23 PM j_lifeexplorer Thank you AAG! That's important. Do you have an idea as to what made them change the logo? The 3 pentagrams represent DC, MD, and VA.

4/14/2019 4:51:43 PM roublisa Yiu ? https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2019/04/hong-kong-guilty-verdicts-pro-democracy-leaders-crushing-blow/ …

4/14/2019 4:51:47 PM laurabusse Yeah ya never know. I went all raw one summer and felt amazing, but not vegan. Fruit, green smoothies, salads, raw milk, yogurt and cheese, meat 

(steak tartare) and seafood (Ceviche). I guess coffee doesn't count as raw but whatever. But would always revert to hot food in winter.

4/14/2019 4:53:17 PM laurabusse His stuff is fascinating. Gets his info straight from Spirit since he was 4. Fascinating story...lots and lots of good info.

4/14/2019 4:54:02 PM n7guardiananon The 4 faced Buddha statue (Erawan Shrine) had a bombing killing some nationals and Chinese tourist some years back.  Makes me wonder.

4/14/2019 4:55:57 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ML0evTgosH

4/14/2019 4:56:10 PM kindeandtrue Yiu are tying me in knots. Another clue, please? Pretty please?

4/14/2019 4:58:50 PM lynnboyce7 I use these plus turkey tail because it's good for breast cancer, which is what I had. Stress

Was a big factor. Now that Q and this wonderful Greatawakeining, I believe a lot of cures will be available. WWG1WGA LOVE and good, high vibrations 

to all🌈🦋🐬 pic.twitter.com/TJWmlheJkO

4/14/2019 4:58:59 PM laurabusse LOL I'm so anal i wish ppl would fret more about spelling mistakes. I have a thing about proof reading. Some ppl's tweets are just inscrutable...

4/14/2019 4:59:01 PM ekotoons PARTIAL OWNER

MINORITY STAKE

M J 

2 3

4 5

HE CAME OUT OF

2ND RETIREMENT TO

END HIS CAREER THERE
4/14/2019 4:59:43 PM mongrelglory That's an interesting article DownRangeThinker!

4/14/2019 5:00:13 PM jrocktigers I may be wrong, but I think it will rise in value naturally based on fervent demand. However, just as the FED prints money, you gotta wonder if various 

countries have huge stockpiles that could flood market.. very interesting https://seekingalpha.com/article/4043211-price-gold-u-s-still-gold-standard …

4/14/2019 5:00:34 PM laurabusse Needs a little more meat on her bones IMHO. With all due respect. She's gorgeous tho...

4/14/2019 5:00:53 PM lynnboyce7 Have you gotten his latest one on liver detox? I feel we are going to be free of all this chaos soon💥

4/14/2019 5:02:04 PM laurabusse O god a gnome hurling rainbows. Genius.

4/14/2019 5:02:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Didn’t know that!

4/14/2019 5:03:58 PM laurabusse Joe Biden is hair clairol smellient.

4/14/2019 5:04:55 PM laurabusse I think we were too overwhelmed by the thought of 14 senses to even ask LOL!

4/14/2019 5:06:16 PM theaagabriel :)

4/14/2019 5:07:07 PM laurabusse Oh erdogan! I woulda been staring at that thing forever. Don't really know the guy's looks very well.

4/14/2019 5:07:11 PM aprilbrown99 Has the plan for Israel changed now that the embassy has been moved to Jerusalem?

4/14/2019 5:07:50 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/WbhkzLtsom

4/14/2019 5:07:54 PM aprilbrown99 Oh I love that gif!

4/14/2019 5:08:43 PM laurabusse Don't know who he is but am a big Jerry Seinfeld and Jim Gaffigan fan!



4/14/2019 5:10:48 PM worldxplorer1 I LOVE Jim Gaffigan!  Absolutely hilarious! pic.twitter.com/ZxJcRYVFUk

4/14/2019 5:11:10 PM lynnboyce7 I would love to get myofascia work done on me, but have been unable to find someone who does it. Do you know of someone?

4/14/2019 5:13:44 PM aetherwalker1 A Nationalized FED restores the power of currency to The People, to whom it rightfully belongs.

Federal Reserve Note > US Note

4/14/2019 5:14:17 PM allahuniversal Wish I could unsee it

4/14/2019 5:14:34 PM forexer7777777 Beauty is in the eye of the beholder

4/14/2019 5:17:14 PM lynnboyce7 I experienced a lot of emotional and physical trauma that I let get emotionally stuck in me. I have been releasing and letting it all go. I do the bioset, 

which is like energy healing , of organs and past ancestral viruses, bacteria. Can help clear emotions. I guess limes also?

4/14/2019 5:18:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Alot of physical therapists are able to OR try some homistics centers in your area. I had a shoulder issue from playing so much volleyball and she 

pressed on three points. On top of my shoulder, in my armpit (i wanted to punch her in the face on that one, and on my back.

4/14/2019 5:18:44 PM n7guardiananon I always felt that was part of the Plan

4/14/2019 5:19:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I do too.

4/14/2019 5:19:34 PM hawkgirlinmn It took about five minutes and I’ve never had a problem since! And it hurt enough that I couldn’t sleep or even do a push up!

4/14/2019 5:23:22 PM raceyhell  https://www.selfdevelopshop.com/declassified-fbi-document-claims-nikola-tesla-was-brought-from-the-planet-venus …

4/14/2019 5:24:15 PM laurabusse But if you could replicate gold at will wouldn't it be worthless? (Except for making manna and ormus LOL) Like, if everyone was a millionaire (or 

billionaire) who would go to work? All we need is land, homes, food, water, air, clothes, music and love...

4/14/2019 5:26:47 PM aprilbrown99 It makes my cry every time I watch it. I love this man! 🇺🇸

4/14/2019 5:33:48 PM lynnboyce7 I fell off a ladder and ruptured my liver. I think I need more of a organ fascia work to break up scarring. I'm sure that won't feel good either😫 But I 

wouldn't give up all that I've been through, because I know who I am now. I LOVE ME and EVERYONE❤️❤️❤️ WWG1WGA😘🐬🦋🌈

4/14/2019 5:34:57 PM lynnboyce7 Lymes.  I hate spell check

4/14/2019 5:34:58 PM mongrelglory On March 29th according to new Basel rules, gold became a Tier 1 asset (equivalent to money) within the European banking system.  This allows banks 

to hold gold as a reserve asset backing their debt.  It's the first step in transitioning away from fiat currency.

4/14/2019 5:36:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Well, I apparently don’t use it either! *holistic! Ha

4/14/2019 5:37:44 PM mongrelglory Are you saying it's the Army?  I always thought the CIA had taken over Anonymous.

4/14/2019 5:39:46 PM thekanehb Ewww he’s so creepy. I feel like his breath smells really bad too. Like old whiskey and eggs 🤮

4/14/2019 5:39:59 PM mongrelglory So MJ-12 has been running Anonymous Official?

4/14/2019 5:41:41 PM heartsscales The comments.. the naïvite of Men.

4/14/2019 5:42:31 PM mongrelglory Doesn't Afghanistan supposedly have rich lithium deposits?  (Very important in the new batteries).

4/14/2019 5:42:51 PM laurabusse I downloaded the free sample of the kindle version but haven't finished it yet. I devoured the 1st book, almost finished the 2nd. I feel like i have 

everything i need...his info is in so many places...

4/14/2019 5:43:21 PM laurabusse And i agree. Soon i hope. It's coming :-)

4/14/2019 5:44:47 PM laurabusse Omigod. The best.

4/14/2019 5:50:38 PM mongrelglory Douglas Adams is the author who wrote the "Hitch-hiker's Guide to the Galaxy". He wrote my all-time favourite book, which was actually non-fiction. 

It's called "Last Chance to See" about a documentary where he followed the BBC around the world to discover the 10 rarest animals...

4/14/2019 5:52:15 PM mongrelglory ...who are close to extinction.  It was very poignant, but also very hysterical as he talked about all of their adventures travelling to the far corners of the 

earth.  Gave it to my friend and he said it was the only book that ever made him laugh out loud!

4/14/2019 5:57:03 PM mongrelglory You can look for registered massage therapists who specialize in myofascial work.  Sometimes they do it manually, and sometimes they use dry 

needling.  Expect to be sore or possibly bruised in the area afterwards, but it can work really quickly to release the adhesions.

4/14/2019 5:57:14 PM laurabusse Sounds really good! Something to think about reading :-)

4/14/2019 5:58:46 PM anondirtyleg Year of the light or put as A.L. started with the building of the pyramids. That your calander year of 2000 a new shining light was gonna show in the 

skies but I’ll let y’all dig for that 😉

4/14/2019 6:01:12 PM mongrelglory It's an easy read, and I highly recommend it if you need your mood lifted. He saw the world through the funniest perspective but also had a lot of 

wisdom into human nature.  Died young, at the age of 42 from a heart attack, but I hope he's re-incarnated and already writing again!

4/14/2019 6:09:05 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, in all of humanity’s multidimensional or fractal timelines, does the cabal/evil exist in all of them?  Or are there some timelines 

that were lucky enough to not have this happen to them?  If so, how was this avoided?

4/14/2019 6:11:12 PM roublisa Thank you Sandris🥰 for sharing your truth!  Love and light to you dear friend✨🌈🌹🕊

4/14/2019 6:13:14 PM auagate TRFW

4/14/2019 6:14:44 PM roublisa Beautiful David ....you have such a beautiful ❤️ I am proud of you😘💓

4/14/2019 6:14:52 PM freestateojones Aether. pic.twitter.com/OBg1UzrqhV

4/14/2019 6:18:11 PM radiumraven ...and that's a bad thing why?

4/14/2019 6:22:47 PM decodematrix Truth resonates from within.

Trust yourself.

4/14/2019 6:23:39 PM lynnboyce7 Thank you. I've had dry needling on my arm, elbow and shoulder and it wasn't to bad. My chiropractor did it. I don't have good medical insurance and 

Have to pay out of pocket for everything 😳 Have you had an organ done before with  the fascia manipulation ? I heard they go deep

4/14/2019 6:24:27 PM djlok Thanks!  You do too!! 🥰

4/14/2019 6:26:07 PM auagate – August 25, 2018

4/14/2019 6:27:57 PM auagate Black Hat?

4/14/2019 6:36:47 PM wearediamonds2 Me too. I commented a lot yesterday and let my battery get down to 3%. Usually it takes an hour to recharge...no...it took over 12 hours yesterday!

4/14/2019 6:50:36 PM linnyt7 The Chinese YIU?

4/14/2019 6:52:07 PM theydontknowwe1 This award is on my kids book. Coincidence to see it today I guess. pic.twitter.com/YCT8141GIj

4/14/2019 7:02:42 PM brewuscam Lol. Loads of people know who Michele is. She regularly posts her rambling rants about her family attempting to murder her or about people stalking 

her when she's in court or at home. She must have opened a couple 100 Twitter accounts by now & dozens of Facebook ones.

4/14/2019 7:05:53 PM realeyethespy Read past tweets: 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@momarthe1

@kabamur_taygeta

4/14/2019 7:09:32 PM laurabusse My my. Sounds like a charming, reasonable, level headed and all around nice gal!

But seriously...do you think she's a serious threat to anyone? Or just a relatively "harmless" (depending on one's definition of the word) raving lunatic?

Ego out of control is an understatement?

4/14/2019 7:15:33 PM djlok You, I, Us have more than you know?

4/14/2019 7:17:07 PM mongrelglory Not personally, but yes, they would have to go pretty deep.  I doubt they'd do needling on an organ though. That's used  just for myofascial release.



4/14/2019 7:17:39 PM auagate Look at the stars! 

6 days ahead of the earth.

4/14/2019 7:18:06 PM andress45303251 You ever had your ass eaten?

Like, tongue just burried waaaay up in there? While huffing poppers?

4/14/2019 7:22:07 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why don’t we talk about all the people drafted into programs without their own knowledge? Why don’t we talk about soul 

transference technology and 790 year service contracts? Let’s talk more about the pods? You know s6e4.... soul transference stasis chambers ?

4/14/2019 7:30:25 PM kingkongsdingd1 Sounds like a great day.

4/14/2019 7:31:24 PM mongrelglory Good question!  These people are stupid enough to think that "superior power" equals "superior rank" in the universe. Therefor they don't question 

anything that's demanded of them.  It will take them many cycles of karma to realize that coercive force always fails eventually.

4/14/2019 7:31:32 PM cisnez 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

Who who offends need expect an offense.

4/14/2019 7:35:26 PM wearediamonds2 😁🤗

4/14/2019 7:39:04 PM roublisa The black eye club👀...what did they do to their soul?

4/14/2019 7:39:21 PM andress45303251 Shit bro, it's like you're reading my mind for what is in store for this evening. God forgive this sinner pls.

4/14/2019 7:40:51 PM andress45303251 All three, at the same time.

4/14/2019 7:43:25 PM ethereal_shaman Chaga mushrooms are very medicinal.  I took a few doses of psilocybin mushrooms several years ago during my initial awakening.  Said to help create 

new neural pathways in the brain.  Not, of course, as easy to acquire unfortunately.

4/14/2019 7:44:18 PM ethereal_shaman Liver detox - dandelion or burdock root.  I make a simple tincture of these for that purpose.

4/14/2019 7:50:59 PM sherze1 Get off sugar

4/14/2019 7:52:10 PM andress45303251 Amen. Know it all to well.

4/14/2019 7:53:28 PM fionasdestiny67 ??

Ms Yiu https://www.mofo.com/people/vivian-yiu.html …

4/14/2019 7:53:34 PM clockworkanon Taiwan.

4/14/2019 7:57:02 PM peter_levine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Trump Hellboy?

4/14/2019 7:58:28 PM fionasdestiny67 Tang Yiu?? https://www.forbes.com/profile/tang-yiu/#3d5c2c0e2b74 …

4/14/2019 8:08:08 PM cisnez Forgive and be forgiven.

You receive what you give.

4/14/2019 8:08:53 PM enomai_  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.stltoday.com/news/local/metro/lra-owns-the-st-louis-properties-no-one-wants-and/article_d2323d80-30c1-

5ecf-a255-f2edda3443f0.amp.html …

@realDonaldTrump

@RealCandaceO

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/14/2019 8:11:35 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/t-N2aENwOyI 

#Tyl3R

#PositiveVibes pic.twitter.com/ZGs7QixYxH

4/14/2019 8:13:22 PM enomai_ A GRANT LOOSE BUT HIGHLY SCRUTINIZED AND CHECKED. FOR BETTERMENT OF LAND BUILDINGS

4/14/2019 8:14:14 PM enomai_ and force lra to sell.

4/14/2019 8:25:00 PM speaakn I don’t think I’ve ever heard of this and I’m quasi oldish 😬

4/14/2019 8:28:11 PM eliflugelman Yup.

4/14/2019 8:39:18 PM cisnez Life is easier when you forgive all regardless of recompense and apology. Anger only burns those that hold on to it.

4/14/2019 8:43:10 PM rhondanight Anything to do with Jordan maxwells 33rd mason cosmos maybe ?

4/14/2019 8:53:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Mine too since it should be after 33. I dismissed earlier but this is the kind of puzzle that I lose sleep over lol!

4/14/2019 8:55:53 PM weremight Degree 33 is a brand of surf boards... or a sign of a non-English speaker.

4/14/2019 8:56:07 PM andress45303251 IN THE SAME HOLE!!!

4/14/2019 8:57:20 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m going to sleep on it lol

4/14/2019 9:04:37 PM mcafee_becky Not a bad thing at all. Bring back the gold standard.

4/14/2019 9:05:04 PM hawkgirlinmn So if degree 33 is out of San Diego, is there an islamic and masonic link to the company we need to dig on? Does san diego sit on the 33rd parallel?

4/14/2019 9:13:01 PM usss_211 Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they said to watch the skies

4/14/2019 9:19:54 PM usss_211 😉

4/14/2019 9:22:22 PM cisnez Makes me think of what Jesus did. Kept silent to Pilate and Herod. Why care what others think of you? The only thing that matters to me is what I think 

of me. As Eminem said, I am whatever you say I am, and if I wasn't then why would I say $I.AM.

4/14/2019 9:23:16 PM cisnez Courage is to not give a fuck.

4/14/2019 9:33:15 PM aprilbrown99 Oh mine too!  In fact I saw it several times. I love foreign films.

4/14/2019 9:43:05 PM robinabank4 Like the way u explained that... so we change our beliefs and manifest our future?

4/14/2019 10:05:34 PM tyl3r59518097 You’re not suggesting that his laughing like another Disney character while doing the bouncing thing, would’ve made the sex OK,..are you? 🤔

😅😂

 https://youtu.be/YQ2xtWgBlzk  pic.twitter.com/t8scZFNRpp

4/14/2019 10:10:48 PM tyl3r59518097 The fact that you feel compelled to tell me this, of all people, is both curious,  and alarming,..and in so many ways.

😂

4/14/2019 10:14:22 PM tyl3r59518097 That’s a firm response!! 

Perhaps your EX 

should’ve left the hardening-oriented responsibilities to you.

😎😆🤣

4/14/2019 10:21:38 PM tyl3r59518097 😎😂

AZEALIA BANKS - 212 FT. LAZY JAY  https://youtu.be/i3Jv9fNPjgk  via @YouTube

4/14/2019 10:24:28 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/P7YhVuBi8r

4/14/2019 10:31:12 PM jollyrob2 Yeah, totally agree, you cannot unKNOW what’s already been known.

4/14/2019 10:35:54 PM robinabank4 I heard the same from a guy on the tube.Cant remember name (Alex?) Said was fighting against [them] his last interview was of him jumping on a 

trampoline. kept fading,saying he was being controlled & [they]  ended up smothering his light thru telepathy.

4/14/2019 10:40:05 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/s3f6NaQfZx

4/14/2019 10:43:39 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/USFOR_A/status/1094998724173070337?s=19 …

4/14/2019 10:46:04 PM jollyrob2 Maybe I’m dumb an or do not understand but It’s been 14 months or so since that tweet of MJ12, are you saying that there more people now who are 

not ‘awake’? 🧐

4/14/2019 10:47:18 PM honeybager5 Sure, sure . . . nothing to do with the Marshall Plan, the Fulda Gap, the Soviet Union, NATO, REFORGER, great joint training, opportunity for US Soldiers 

to earn German marksmanship badges, Oberammergau, Garmisch, beer,  Gluhwein, Oktoberfest, Fruhlingsfest, Christmas Markets, .

4/14/2019 10:49:30 PM robinabank4 So is the moon "placed" there?  Theories R: hollow moon, rings like a bell & sloshes like a liquid is N it & if there is gravity, the MOON would B too 

dense for the EARTH to keep it within its gravitational pull. IF TRU what's it 4, who & what's the function?  Soul catchn?



4/14/2019 10:50:20 PM daveo6145 Fascinating stuff here. MJ12 disinfo is necessary? PS in all black in Afghanistan?

4/14/2019 11:01:43 PM weeatp2310 Amen

4/14/2019 11:02:36 PM allahuniversal It's interesting, given the proxies of proxies which have been topics lately. MILDEC is real and necessary.

4/14/2019 11:09:38 PM robinabank4 I know this is off topic HOWEVER ive been wanting to ask u about the,  "black night sattlelite". Can you PLZ elaborate ? Was skimming thru ur Q&A's & 

someone mentioned the reincarnation loop. Is there any connection?  T or F and if T then what's its purpose?

4/14/2019 11:09:47 PM tyl3r59518097 You’re insightful, and I imagine accurate most of the time. 😂

4/14/2019 11:11:55 PM ekotoons OK FOR YOU MARGARET

4/14/2019 11:16:15 PM tyl3r59518097 I can more than empathize / identify! 😁👌 https://youtu.be/L_u97PqWX6g 

4/14/2019 11:19:48 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/KtfZRK4djxk 

4/14/2019 11:25:44 PM tyl3r59518097 That’s a question for a medical doctor, & certainly not for an unqualified & insulting instigator (of the most toxic kind). Particularly 1 who sits for hours 

beside a  computer, eagerly awaiting the online emergence of certain others, in order to demonstrate his hatred for life.

4/14/2019 11:30:03 PM brewuscam I've seen people discussing with certainty that she's the malignant narcissist she claims everyone else is. There's little she can do to anyone unless you 

happen to be within 5 ft of her, then one can never tell how she'll act. She is charged with assault, after all.

4/14/2019 11:30:45 PM blsdbe @laurabusse the recipes from @Ethereal_Shaman are 👍👍👍

4/14/2019 11:32:46 PM tyl3r59518097 OK. Again! This tweet constitutes a criminal threat of violence made by SINA/MainVolume, against whomever “Theresa” is. Someone should both 

warm her (“Theresa”) - and inform the appropriate authorities. Thank you. pic.twitter.com/IHiUDBF4UY

4/14/2019 11:37:27 PM realityloominng What in the world is up with the ufo ANSI ad? is that for real?

4/14/2019 11:43:43 PM blsdbe This is where I am inclined to go...I gotta do more raw

4/14/2019 11:47:51 PM blsdbe @S0urc3reSS do you have a link please?

4/14/2019 11:55:13 PM andress45303251 Were you? Wtf!?

4/14/2019 11:58:28 PM blsdbe What is the sinister way in which the kids are used, MJ?

4/14/2019 11:59:21 PM blsdbe What are the children used for in connection with the star gates?

4/15/2019 12:04:08 AM cstarr888 52, but 42 is the answer

😉😆🙏💖

4/15/2019 12:07:47 AM mskeens1962 Aw geeze Eko - you are so sweet

4/15/2019 12:13:53 AM blsdbe Unless you’ve been mind wiped that is pic.twitter.com/MmDcuGrrpk

4/15/2019 12:14:26 AM tyl3r59518097 1st: you won’t smell homeless in prison. Your content here formally constitutes a criminal threat of violence against my friend. 2nd : so what if you 

know where he lives? You’re a little wimp who panics every time he sees a Minolta van, who couldn’t even beat up his paper boy. 

pic.twitter.com/pBWvWucQOF

4/15/2019 12:23:08 AM tyl3r59518097 You’re 2 things in my eyes right now:  a jerk off, and blocked (again). I made my point (again). 🤣 #bich

4/15/2019 12:23:29 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/HbHlQKCix9

4/15/2019 12:25:05 AM tyl3r59518097 He just plain doesn’t think. 🤣

4/15/2019 12:26:02 AM cogitoergosumau You really need to read a bit about the antibodies created by the vaccines and the way they fight the virus, before spreading such ridiculous stories.

4/15/2019 12:55:28 AM laurabusse Well I'm relieved she's being charged, rather than the other way around. I was under the impression she's constantly trying to take ppl to court to 

harass them. If the shoe is on the other foot, then that is much better i suppose...but it is unfortunate all around...

4/15/2019 1:00:41 AM laurabusse Its absolutely fascinating! Fell asleep during, not from boredom, but genuine fatigue. It's actually my fav way to fall asleep, to youtubes. But was so 

good i want to rewatch from start. Omg those essenes! The point of their existence was to become actual angels! Can you imagine!

4/15/2019 1:01:12 AM diaptera_80 I don't think that's where it goes at all. But obviously Romania is a country of protected interest for what they found there.

4/15/2019 1:04:50 AM laurabusse More raw is good. All raw i think is asking too much unless you are so moved. And just to throw a wrench into the mix...a dear friend is really into susun 

weed. Spelled right. Sun and weed! She specializes in herbs! So funny! Anyway she promotes cooked food. Does NOT like raw...

4/15/2019 1:06:04 AM laurabusse But obviously you need to do what's best for yourself, from the inside out...

4/15/2019 1:08:44 AM laurabusse ...but what was the question?

4/15/2019 1:11:12 AM laurabusse But what was it you found in the torah? If i might ask? You mean the manna and ormus?

4/15/2019 1:12:06 AM allahuniversal "ALICE is many things"

~ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Z0lKkeS6rV

4/15/2019 1:14:39 AM mongrelglory Is this a psyops? Video of Salla, Goode, and Sather talking about the pole shift recently. They were saying that the governments of the world were 

secretly preparing for it, but then stressed consciousness as the most important thing to prepare for it. https://youtu.be/whj_rk2M8S0 

4/15/2019 1:23:11 AM tyl3r59518097 Bro-thing is w/this guy..if the 2 of us ever competed formally, whatever he mustered, I’d be beating it, and🛑😯damn!😏

OK!😠Now nobody’s gonna be able to say I just made a masturbation joke at my own expense, cuz I 

wood not be touching on 

the issue here-so🛑😯Dammit!😡

🤣

4/15/2019 1:23:12 AM realityloominng Me wants moar

4/15/2019 1:24:01 AM mongrelglory In Hitch-hiker's Guide to the Galaxy, these people on a planet wanted the answer to the ultimate question "What is the answer to life, the universe, 

and everything?"  

They built a giant super computer name "Deep Thought" to answer this question and after 1000's of years of ...

4/15/2019 1:25:22 AM jollyrob2 😁👍🏻 yeah, but seriously, do you understand this? 

if so, can you explain why this IS?

Setback sounds a bit like we are in another timeline?

4/15/2019 1:26:20 AM mongrelglory ...calculating, the computer finally came up with the answer:  "42"

Douglas Adams said he just pulled that number out of his head, but actually in numerology 42 equals "To Be".

   No coincidences! 😆

4/15/2019 2:07:59 AM laurabusse Wow! Appreciate the splanation!! :-) 💘

4/15/2019 2:14:44 AM wild8heart Nice thread. 👌💫

4/15/2019 2:55:39 AM olimyracle Fascinating.

Thank you Zag 🤩 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1076618964304871425?s=19 …

4/15/2019 2:59:21 AM mskeens1962 BTW - did you see this yesterday?  I know I'm shadowbanned and nobody replied so sending again 

https://twitter.com/mskeens1962/status/1117470525494894594?s=19 …

4/15/2019 3:30:18 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~ re:  https://youtu.be/whj_rk2M8S0  (16:19–16:27), we’ll see — because it can be [⏳]

– 152

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom

4/15/2019 3:43:01 AM aetherwalker1 Maybe they do have the tech camouflage as humans in the physical. idk 🤷🏼♂️

Although I think the 'shape-shifting' people think they see is a flash of seeing the reptilian entity 'possessing' the person.

Publicly little is known about this phenomenon and it is misinterpreted.



4/15/2019 3:43:46 AM laurabusse So i guess it REALLY always comes down to listening to your body, following your intuition and doing what you really really want and not really listening 

(well not too seriously anyway...) to what anyone says...grain o salt, grain o salt :-) 💘

4/15/2019 3:44:06 AM aetherwalker1 Perhaps some, powerful high level individuals, who consciously consent to surrender to these beings have a much greater level of 'possession' than just 

the attachment shown in the graphic.

4/15/2019 4:03:36 AM keith369me YES...and tell your body that you want it to heal and stay healthy!

4/15/2019 4:10:57 AM laurabusse Yes! I tell it. I think that's what it wants too. But sometimes i wonder...

All in good time. Everything in good time :-)

4/15/2019 4:15:52 AM keith369me I can’t claim that I’ve gone through times like you you’re going through...I have been ridiculously healthy...but listening to what your body is telling you 

and how it reacts to changes you make is huge.

4/15/2019 4:20:10 AM laurabusse Agree :-) i remember ridiculously healthy. What fun it was! I'm ok really. Just having a diff kind of fun. I refuse to stop having fun...we actually went out 

yesterday. I try to get dressed and leave the house once a month. (Hopefully that will increase) We really did have fun!😀

4/15/2019 4:28:21 AM roublisa This resonates very well with me...it makes so much sense....and genius to not only create beautiful art to depict the truth but also triggers 

abound🌈🤗

4/15/2019 4:30:45 AM megatruth4all What if we can have an affect on this earth by working together and raise the vibration ... ?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sp8wTI70WY8 … 

#TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/15/2019 4:33:14 AM k3yle 😂

4/15/2019 4:52:24 AM asdlfjaedfh She wants to charge many people. But has NO money to do so.

4/15/2019 5:04:40 AM laurabusse Good :-) 

May everyone whose life she has touched be blessed anyway!

Might make an interesting novel, play, movie...

(But then maybe not)

4/15/2019 5:05:24 AM wearediamonds2 This is very fascinating to me, as my mother and I also had the exact same dream when we were children. It was a night terror and only came when we 

were very ill.I'd love to know what it al means-does our whole fam come from this place, etc.

4/15/2019 5:06:45 AM wearediamonds2 I also have prophetic dreams and artworks. It is a gift from God to us all, but for some reason some people cannot see/realize/receive their gifts yet. 

Glad you see your gifts!!

4/15/2019 5:33:07 AM covertress 🐸

 https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1117609507599699968?s=19 …

4/15/2019 5:46:49 AM meatwad_atnewsf  pic.twitter.com/7xSr00O7cd

4/15/2019 5:48:12 AM meatwad_atnewsf  pic.twitter.com/tAj2x57hsA

4/15/2019 5:48:59 AM meatwad_atnewsf  pic.twitter.com/WxOvmaQNbT

4/15/2019 5:49:11 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/AncientWisd0m/status/1117624810652278784?s=19 …

4/15/2019 5:49:16 AM meatwad_atnewsf  pic.twitter.com/sWZLMIC60q

4/15/2019 5:53:25 AM independiva I mean they have bailed out and creeped their way into controlling the private banks for years. Your average person doesn’t understand this is not part 

of our federal government. All that fancy word play keeps the sheep asleep.

4/15/2019 5:54:17 AM independiva That’s why they killed JFK

4/15/2019 5:54:38 AM auagate Such as Project Bluebeam?

4/15/2019 5:56:52 AM _369311119 Yes.

4/15/2019 5:58:18 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1117547467489402881 …

4/15/2019 6:00:35 AM skeye_watching I have seen people change their minds from truth to false.  Reason? who knows.  Fear of what would happen to them? maybe.  Truth isn't an easy road 

to take.  Their will certainly be those who know truth but deny it to save their skin.  That's wrong.

4/15/2019 6:01:43 AM liltilgerlil I thought it would be restructured? Confused

4/15/2019 6:03:52 AM skeye_watching I'm just now into season 5.  Can you please tell me which S/E what you are referencing can be found?

4/15/2019 6:05:53 AM allahuniversal Source: MK Ultra Volume 1 They Know Not What They Do.pdf https://mega.nz/#!GzRw3S5S!qtSoqLB-nEWfFoxibZrd8OhDB3JlE6v38dwsEOIjIqc …

4/15/2019 6:10:21 AM candygirlclw Q said he wasn’t clean.

4/15/2019 6:16:40 AM laurabusse Hi michele

4/15/2019 6:27:53 AM lynnboyce7 Yep, ouch. I was thinking visceral  message on the organ🙃Never heard of dry needling an organ. I have noticed my ion foot detox really helps with 

detoxing whole body. I hope Trump releases all the medical stuff that's been kept from us to cure us.

4/15/2019 6:34:41 AM jrocktigers Still cant get enough of this MJ response  😂😂😂

4/15/2019 6:41:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd What kind of signals?

4/15/2019 6:47:11 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Israeli scientists unveil 'world's first printed 3D heart' using patient's cells   https://twitter.com/i/events/1117763365542088705 …

4/15/2019 6:47:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd Elaborate on this....what does it mean? How do MMR mesh with "soul hides behind the eyes?" And another question...how can kids go to college 

when some haven't had their shots? To be on most college campuses you MUST have shots or they won't allow you on campus. Way around this?

4/15/2019 6:49:34 AM ethereal_shaman I was vegetarian for 2 years.  I have a hard time with vegan.  I like eggs, lol. I guess I am more of a pescaterian (fish/shellfish) now.  It works for my 

family.  It was harder for my hubby to give up meat than myself.  It's a process.

4/15/2019 6:50:18 AM ethereal_shaman Coffee is raw, right? 😂

4/15/2019 6:53:20 AM freeandoriginal Even the gold standard is just a step and for optics ! Going in the right direction though...

4/15/2019 6:54:05 AM covertress Can you please elaborate on the phrase "decompartmentalize the information"?

I'm trying to get a grasp on how to do this in order to manefest a perfectly working Pineal Gland.

4/15/2019 6:58:22 AM laurabusse Yes. Yes it is.

LOLOL!

4/15/2019 6:59:38 AM _highjinx_ How can the Q drops be interpreted incorrectly by JT?

4/15/2019 7:01:33 AM laurabusse I have so many thoughts on food it's ridiculous. 1. Any food ideology is not good. Food is physical. Body is physical. Ideology is mental. Listen to your 

body, not your mind. 2. Your food preferences are conditioned in childhood, as is your body, to those foods, enzymes etc.

4/15/2019 7:03:24 AM meatwad_atnewsf Lmao pic.twitter.com/JBZnHu48m5

4/15/2019 7:05:11 AM laurabusse Therefore be wary of giving up anything you've eaten your whole life unless you're forced to by circumstances. The body can readapt to new foods but 

it takes time and may not be necessary. Have eaten many many diff diets over 6 decades. Which leads me to Abraham's teachings:

4/15/2019 7:05:23 AM meatwad_atnewsf Although right on the high part. pic.twitter.com/YYSXn4c2cS

4/15/2019 7:07:09 AM ethereal_shaman Me too.  I use to be so traditional (meat and potatoes). Now, I'm just kinda done with all of  it (eat this/don't eat that, etc. I just want a replicator.

4/15/2019 7:09:00 AM sandyshuze Natural deodorants without aluminum.  Armpits have glands- you don’t want to load aluminum into your body every day.  Most brands have 

aluminum.  I made the switch this year, also take iodine, selenium, and drink reverse osmosis water. Got Bio H2 Hydrogenated water tablets too.

4/15/2019 7:09:01 AM laurabusse They teach it's better to be a happy person and smoke, than be an unhappy person who doesn't smoke. Chronic unhappiness will produce disease and 

kill you faster. So ppl say everything in moderation and i think this is wise. Make your #1 priority in life feeling happy. Abraham...



4/15/2019 7:10:09 AM ethereal_shaman Yes, once you've been thru the initial purge (body and mind). I think you just need to listen to your body. Militant vegans scare me, lol.

4/15/2019 7:11:50 AM ethereal_shaman Agree

4/15/2019 7:11:52 AM laurabusse teaches how. Having said all this, am on strict fruit/veg diet to heal lymes. 2 yrs in. It's an experiment. I long to eat old favorites. I may never again. 

Time will tell. As always this is all just my opinion, subject to change, revision as things evolve...

4/15/2019 7:14:24 AM laurabusse Me too! LOL

#RollOutTheReplicators

4/15/2019 7:15:12 AM ethereal_shaman Have you looked into the blood type diet? Kryon (channelled) said it was fairly accurate.  Would explain my ease of vegetarianism (A+) and my hubby's 

meat loving ways (O-). It is pretty accurate at least for me.

4/15/2019 7:15:45 AM djlok And see I wonder if all this spraying in the air is related to slowing down the pole shift to avoid something cataclysmic?

4/15/2019 7:16:26 AM ethereal_shaman Studying herbalism, I have read much of Susan's work. She's  an interesting cat.

4/15/2019 7:25:09 AM ethereal_shaman I tried to give up coffee.  Not going to happen.  So I just expanded my belief system...coffee works for me and my body.  That's my belief and I'm 

sticking to it.  😁

4/15/2019 7:28:32 AM laurabusse 1. Crop circles made by DEWs?

Crop circles can be made by humans w planks, ropes.

2. Are all other crop circles made by DEWs?

3. Are crop circles made by ETs for benevolent reasons?

4. Are crop circles made by other means?

Some ppl say mother earth makes them but i dont buy that.

4/15/2019 7:30:09 AM covertress If raising one's consciousness is required to prepare for the pole shift, will there be some sort of "phase shift" employed at that time that

we'll all need to be ready for? Something that will keep the awakened from harm (like in SG-1)?

4/15/2019 7:30:42 AM laurabusse Yeah my friend thinks she's the bee's knees.

4/15/2019 7:35:18 AM laurabusse Remember it, 20 yrs ago. Sounded kinda silly to me at the time and i thought it was debunked. Didnt know kryon likes it. To each his own i guess...i 

must say I'm v surprised. Have a hard enough time sticking to fruit + veg. Yesterday we went out for our monthly. Had a meatball!!

4/15/2019 7:38:41 AM zagnett Not, running it probably, but at least, occasionally, contributing to it.

To me, it seems important to pay attention especially to the AO videos that MJ recommends, & possibly the general topic suggested. As for the others, 

idk really.

4/15/2019 7:39:35 AM laurabusse I'm A pos as well. I feel better when i eat a little meat. Neither of us knows husband's. He eats meat like he was double 0 blood type! If such a type 

existed. I could live on wheat and dairy in all their various forms. But i had to give up both completely. They feed lymes virus

4/15/2019 7:42:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because he assumes the public believes its a LARP. This belief is his defense.

4/15/2019 7:43:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Subordinate to MJ12 has been.

4/15/2019 7:43:34 AM ethereal_shaman She's eccentric for sure.

4/15/2019 7:44:05 AM melanieanders7 Yay! I blocked Michele AND meatwad. :) tides of their immaturity.

4/15/2019 7:44:46 AM laurabusse Yes they're scary. Militant anything is scary. It's brain lockdown. Mind closed tightly. Open mind feels better and is more rational IMHO. Would indicate 

a closed mind can be dangerous. Or maybe hatred of anyone who doesn't share your ideology is dangerous. Big prob these days.

4/15/2019 7:44:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The IS-BE of Earth has the ability to manifest DEWs should the conditions be necessary, however for crop circles, similar tech to DEWs is used.

4/15/2019 7:45:53 AM ethereal_shaman I had mexican Barbacoa yesterday.  It was divine.  I ate it in my highest excitement. 😉

4/15/2019 7:48:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Compartmentalization is the non-connected bits of information that when combined as compartments form a distorted image of reality. 

Decompartmentalizing is looking into the void of the image to connect the gaps together and link the directives the information implies.

4/15/2019 7:48:43 AM ethereal_shaman I don't really follow anything now.  I take herbs and eat what my body craves.  It's a mind game for sure.

4/15/2019 7:50:41 AM sterkinglights1 Microwave and stencil?

4/15/2019 7:52:16 AM dairy_mom_of_6 They are very sensitive! Generally not high strung since I have dairy cows. They are normally very gental and quiet, but Beef cows are wild!

4/15/2019 7:52:29 AM n7guardiananon Essentially working with our brain to make or use connections/pathways formerly not used?

4/15/2019 7:53:04 AM laurabusse Similar tech to DEWs is used to make crop circles...by ETs i presume? (SIMILAR tech)

 Or earth humans? Or both or other?

Hoping this is not classified.

(Thank you i really appreciate your answers :-)

4/15/2019 7:54:09 AM covertress Thank you, but I'm still somewhat confused here. What are the "directives" that information implies?

4/15/2019 7:54:13 AM billfa9 She is finally represented in court which is good for justice. Judge looks like a hardass though.

4/15/2019 7:54:49 AM bbobbio71 33° Freemason?

4/15/2019 7:56:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/V7aqYlNfkd

4/15/2019 7:56:26 AM laurabusse Yay! That's how i ate my meatball too. You listen to bashar too i presume? I think he's my favorite. Hilarious!!

Never heard of mex bbq (unless you really meant barbacoa) but you can't combine mex food and bbq and get a bad result...i would think!

4/15/2019 7:57:03 AM olimyracle How many "faces" has MJ ? https://youtu.be/2x_VkM5u5h4 

4/15/2019 7:57:19 AM freestateojones Can you give a majestic definition of "The Aether"?

4/15/2019 7:57:23 AM laurabusse Sounds like a plan...

4/15/2019 7:58:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Life of a Pirate 🏴☠️ https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1117802256487854080 …

4/15/2019 7:58:39 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065018114235092993 …

4/15/2019 7:58:51 AM laurabusse Meatwad LOL.

What will she come up with next...

4/15/2019 7:59:35 AM _369311119 The IS-BE that is Earth manifests DEWs?

4/15/2019 8:00:44 AM laurabusse Yes eccentric is one word...

And a kind one at that. Brava!

4/15/2019 8:01:14 AM n7guardiananon What happened to sealaw?

4/15/2019 8:01:47 AM kindeandtrue Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum.

4/15/2019 8:07:19 AM turboxyde Ah, well then, we need to decompartmentalize this black hole at the quantum level to see what's inside. pic.twitter.com/XF9RFqZYqB

4/15/2019 8:12:59 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070133610425004033?s=19 …

4/15/2019 8:13:06 AM ethereal_shaman I listened to Bashar quite a bit in 2013-2014. Back when all his stuff was free on YouTube.

4/15/2019 8:13:59 AM turboxyde Now if we could only get more folks to connect to "her" and sincerely reach out with their awareness we could start listening in on "updates" directly 

from our gracious host. Imagine if she trusted members of her surface population enough to allow us to use these resources 4 good

4/15/2019 8:17:29 AM djlok I have the same question. Unless they are speaking in generalities and the directives are different depending on the situation.

4/15/2019 8:19:16 AM zagnett Lots of "piracy" in the Caribbean too by various actors, e.g. [CF], of people/wealth. Seems it's the 🏴☠️headquarters. i call it the "REAL Pirates of the 

Caribbean".

4/15/2019 8:20:24 AM djlok Oh wow. Mother Earth can blow some shit up... That much I knew... But what I didn't know was it could do it with DEWs.  Wow!!!



4/15/2019 8:23:05 AM allahuniversal Connecting the dots, painting the full picture (or as much of the picture as can be seen @ any given moment) . New thoughts making more & more 

connections between neurons. The faster the connections are made, the faster the Q-uickening/Awakening.

4/15/2019 8:24:15 AM fightforamerica The Rothschilds and all their friends have ships; they are clearly setting up NZ as their bastion. Q implied tou can't count on heading to the airport and 

jumping on a jet to escape. I say we commandeer some craft and set sail for the intl. waters off NZ. Who's with me?

4/15/2019 8:24:40 AM thekanehb How’s your diet? That’s where the secret is. Get ample amounts of tryptophan and phenylalanine and supplement w omega 3. Clean up ur food. That’s 

the key. Truly. Alkaline. Look at nipsy hussle. He was trying to tell us this message #drseibi

4/15/2019 8:24:42 AM _369311119 We are the DEW

4/15/2019 8:26:40 AM aprilbrown99 I keep seeing an actual puzzle with all pieces swirling about on a table and I can get a feel for what the complete image will be once they fit together 

before I actually do it. Is this close?

4/15/2019 8:27:03 AM allahuniversal Divine Energy Waking

4/15/2019 8:28:17 AM allahuniversal Defragging the hard drive (brain).

4/15/2019 8:28:23 AM laurabusse Yeah it worked for me for decades. Gave it up 2 yrs ago to do this program. Still miss it. I made the most amazing (warm not hot) raw milk lattes with 

cold brewed organic dark roast and cinnamon. Hoping to have decaf some day. Milk may be off the table forever however. Even raw.

4/15/2019 8:28:26 AM _369311119 Couldn't help it pic.twitter.com/NfGDjiBGVq

4/15/2019 8:29:45 AM aprilbrown99 That is a great visual. 👍

4/15/2019 8:30:44 AM kindeandtrue I'm on board, praying and hoping. Jesus overcame Death and Evil on the 3 holiest days of the year.

4/15/2019 8:30:48 AM thekanehb It happens much more frequently. We have entirely new bodies every few months bc of cellular turnover pic.twitter.com/kWEsevw19W

4/15/2019 8:31:31 AM thekanehb That’s not true either. You Can change your own DNA and any time u want. You have that power.

4/15/2019 8:32:35 AM laurabusse The IS-BEs check in but they don't check out.

4/15/2019 8:32:44 AM thekanehb  https://youtu.be/kPCA9cbTjZ4  it’s not at all complicated.

4/15/2019 8:33:21 AM theraphinj Perfect opportunity to explain Maritime Law?

What’s so special about that gold trimmed flag?

4/15/2019 8:35:24 AM realityloominng I thought Interpol was supposed handle this kinda stuff smoothly? Just send him directly to Italian courts...

4/15/2019 8:36:07 AM laurabusse Gonna guess here. Bc by spiritual development i think MJ may be saying, the truth is we are not victims. Unless we believe we are. We can create our 

reality. We can raise our vibration (to joy etc) which protects us. We can use Will to be strong, creative, loving. We are powerful

4/15/2019 8:36:34 AM n7guardiananon Isn't Earth day this month...we should meditate with Earths ISBE at least once.

4/15/2019 8:37:53 AM laurabusse I love your question bc i think it's one we have all wondered about. But the truth is we are more powerful than we know. We just need to realize it and 

step into it. Easier said than done. "You have more than you know"

4/15/2019 8:38:36 AM ethereal_shaman Sounds divine.

4/15/2019 8:39:08 AM aprilbrown99 Decompartmentalizing = mentally rewriting the code of the initial circumstance, injury, etc?  Going back to that moment in “time” to change the 

outcome?

4/15/2019 8:39:17 AM darktolightjedi Many of us know Q is not a LARP. How many?

4/15/2019 8:41:08 AM allahuniversal Perfect

4/15/2019 8:41:12 AM laurabusse Thank you l'au :-)

4/15/2019 8:41:47 AM laurabusse Glad you couldn't

4/15/2019 8:43:01 AM laurabusse Sshhhh dont tell mountaln dew

4/15/2019 8:43:21 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, will replicators be similar?  https://twitter.com/MichaelShuval/status/1117747999789203466 …

4/15/2019 8:43:59 AM worldxplorer1 Each bit of info is like a part of sentence.  But there are still missing words.  This missing words can be filled in by the "light" you visualize.   This is what 

works for me anyway. 

I recommend The Power of the Subconscious Mind by Joseph Murphy as a primer on the SC.

4/15/2019 8:44:46 AM laurabusse At least

4/15/2019 8:46:27 AM aprilbrown99 Or replace the words, events, etc., with what you want or need in place of what was there or happened, such as an injury, accident, etc.

4/15/2019 8:46:47 AM 1crazy_toaster Go through the heart center. The heart is the gateway. (its in all the pictures) xox.

4/15/2019 8:49:23 AM laurabusse I've ordered 2 (older cheaper) conferences. Helpful. But honestly you can pretty much get everything you need from YouTube clips. Abraham...I've 

watched entire cruise conferences many hours long on yt. Pretty cool :-)

4/15/2019 8:52:00 AM laurabusse I took that answer to mean hurricanes, tornados, severe thunderstorms, floods, earthquakes, wildfires and maybe attracting the odd meteor strike but 

in all honesty i have no idea what he really meant.

4/15/2019 8:53:46 AM laurabusse Hardass judge would be good in this case i would think?

4/15/2019 8:55:02 AM ethereal_shaman Latest Bashar note I wrote down:  "With every decision pick the one with the most excitement, even if only slight.  It synchronizes you to receive more 

things that excite you."

4/15/2019 8:55:45 AM meatwad_atnewsf Paranoid much?

4/15/2019 8:57:22 AM laurabusse Totally agree. He said 1.5 yrs on diet, supplements to cure most neurological diseases caused by viruses. It's 2 yrs, but 1 year since i started consulting 

with his probable best practitioner. 2 ppl i know needed 3-4 yrs but they followed Dr Robert Morse in FL. Similar program.

4/15/2019 8:57:39 AM billfa9 If she is represented, better for justice.

4/15/2019 8:59:44 AM laurabusse So simple. So not easy! Gets easier tho...

4/15/2019 9:01:28 AM worldxplorer1 Yes! Exactly!

4/15/2019 9:04:16 AM laurabusse Twas. Truly. 🍵

4/15/2019 9:06:19 AM covertress Future Proves Past 💡💡💡

4/15/2019 9:15:39 AM covertress Are hormone replacement products such as this one (Progesterone made from yams) beneficial to postmenopausal women? 

pic.twitter.com/bAI2zB3xCr

4/15/2019 9:16:09 AM 92michael The future is the past, the past is the future, it’s all happening now!

4/15/2019 9:17:15 AM laurabusse Upon further reflection the crop circles i assumed to be made by benevolent ETs to help enlighten us, the vegetation is not harmed. Ppl receive 

healings there. Resultant seeds are more fertile. I have to conclude a pos result had pos intent. Possibly benevolent ETs then. (I hope)

4/15/2019 9:20:33 AM laurabusse @MarySchade14. @Crusher20152

4/15/2019 9:21:07 AM covertress Thank you for reminding me. ♥️

Time is an Illusion.

4/15/2019 9:21:56 AM meatwad_atnewsf Can clearly see if y go back enough 😉

4/15/2019 9:23:40 AM 92michael Syncronicity. There were 7 people in this thread! My birthday is 7/7.

4/15/2019 9:26:26 AM nancyddb That's a great idea!

4/15/2019 9:26:43 AM covertress There are so many synchronicities happening, it almost feels as though our divergent timelines have merged and we are on the LIGHT path.

4/15/2019 9:28:02 AM 92michael Yeah! Like I said “It’s all happening”

4/15/2019 9:28:13 AM nancyddb Smile, I never thought of it that way, "Mother Earth can blow some shit up," so true!

4/15/2019 9:29:07 AM covertress [facepalm]

🐸

kek

4/15/2019 9:31:26 AM 92michael Cool! Life works in mysterious and wonderful ways.



4/15/2019 9:33:06 AM decodematrix Were the pyramids under water during the great flood 12,500 years ago?

4/15/2019 9:33:46 AM covertress And teachers are everywhere. 🤗

4/15/2019 9:45:10 AM rachaelangelm That's the high seas rape culture

4/15/2019 9:46:50 AM zagnett Yeah, interesting.

Ok everyone, be on your best behavior! 🤗🌎🌍🌏🤗

4/15/2019 9:47:40 AM nancyddb To Mother Earth, yes ma'am.

4/15/2019 9:48:25 AM jollyrob2 And 🔺in groups of 3s

4/15/2019 9:58:54 AM andress45303251 Ur being mean again.

4/15/2019 10:05:17 AM andress45303251 (He is feeling something alarming happening in his pants)

4/15/2019 10:05:57 AM disfellocated Sometimes, we don’t have all of the chunks. pic.twitter.com/RIWpTcGF6z

4/15/2019 10:06:27 AM andress45303251 O...M....F....G...

😂😂😂

Beat my story all to hell.

4/15/2019 10:06:34 AM weediblue Does the obelisks not sit in leylines.

4/15/2019 10:08:28 AM phreatomagnetic Our dear mother is also our jailer?

4/15/2019 10:09:05 AM roublisa Swaruu explains.... https://youtu.be/SJQcfHXwDZI 

4/15/2019 10:10:02 AM norwegianon Plasmagix and stuff in the Z-pinch pic.twitter.com/YLGqlRmGyj

4/15/2019 10:10:07 AM roublisa Cosmic agency😉 Goshia🥰

4/15/2019 10:13:33 AM youstinksoap Can you comment on this? https://twitter.com/chiefdreyfus/status/1116764638312452096?s=21 …

4/15/2019 10:16:50 AM roublisa I am quite strong in dreams state lol😉

4/15/2019 10:18:06 AM roublisa Are you for reals🤔. Lol

4/15/2019 10:18:34 AM zagnett Hmm just realized She might not like my "death star" avatar too much. 🤔

i'll see what i can do about that.

4/15/2019 10:18:54 AM roublisa I will if that’s is the case....I am way too gullible 😏

4/15/2019 10:19:48 AM chiefdreyfus 🙏🏼👍

4/15/2019 10:20:16 AM roublisa April 22nd

4/15/2019 10:22:04 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???

4/15/2019 10:23:05 AM blsdbe #Majestic Likes pic.twitter.com/BIvwOheFiq

4/15/2019 10:24:30 AM matrixexit Seriously @FBI @NASAJPL @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 someone needs to help #Q Live: Day15 Huntsville #FEECTING #TimePhoneHack the 

#FUTURE!  https://youtu.be/JXIlKc_YC1c  via @YouTube

4/15/2019 10:24:54 AM susang7671 Pirates are both humanoid&spiritual. Corrupt ones attempt to separate us from Truth, by failing to disclose information that would support peace. 

Schiff received Roswell Report 1995, but released fake conclusion. Vannevar Bush wanted to release 1947 Truth. Payback is imminent!

4/15/2019 10:24:56 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

4/15/2019 10:25:39 AM andress45303251 No, seriously. Knock it off.

Be nice!!!

4/15/2019 10:30:54 AM linnyt7 45 seems to be able to like enemies without it affecting his response to them.

4/15/2019 10:36:19 AM 1crazy_toaster fake crop circles are noticeable, harm the crop, aren't perfect, has no beneficial energy.  See Patty Greer's material. She covers crop circles & has free 

films online.

4/15/2019 10:38:12 AM decodematrix Maritime law?

4/15/2019 10:39:58 AM n7guardiananon Naturally I'm down for 3 6 or 9 times pic.twitter.com/taPw1Y5Ala

4/15/2019 10:44:20 AM freestateojones An old acquaintance suggested the pyramids could be/were used to power certain craft.

Seems quite plausible. pic.twitter.com/cQnGdgd5w1

4/15/2019 10:53:27 AM billyj1616 We are all individuals declared “lost at sea” - war castles

4/15/2019 10:57:07 AM draqula19 Lex Mercatoria?

4/15/2019 10:58:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bigger week...

Why 9/11? pic.twitter.com/mqhkISpniR

4/15/2019 10:59:51 AM hawkgirlinmn Destroying evidence?

4/15/2019 11:00:14 AM andrevandelft No accident?

4/15/2019 11:00:15 AM morety76 They want to change the narrative or manipulate consciousness.

4/15/2019 11:00:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 👏 This 👏 changes 👏 nothing 👏

4/15/2019 11:00:58 AM scott_rick What’s there?

4/15/2019 11:01:26 AM alec_m_currier Hope You're cozy.. #Q 😎

4/15/2019 11:01:31 AM ethereal_shaman Distraction?

4/15/2019 11:01:41 AM trumps_all Are you saying this was a false flag event???

4/15/2019 11:02:05 AM hawkgirlinmn Feel the heat Macron and Merkel?? ☠️

4/15/2019 11:02:34 AM starehope Prayers for figrefighters! Stay safe!

4/15/2019 11:02:44 AM menopnyg That was my first thought too

4/15/2019 11:03:07 AM kindeandtrue Because 9/11/01 was a hoax whose ultimate purpose was to empower Muslim jihadists and destroy Western civilization, under cover of fighting 

"terrorism".

4/15/2019 11:03:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 aren't specialized or even qualified in advising postmenopausal women. Nor are the typists. We recommend you seek the consultation of a 

Naturopath doctor for these kinds of questions.

4/15/2019 11:03:55 AM alignyourcar Guess the Yellow Vests were getting too much coverage.

Narrative change required??

4/15/2019 11:04:18 AM aprilbrown99 Nothing can stop what is coming!  Nothing!  #WWG1WGA ❤️🇺🇸❤️

4/15/2019 11:04:39 AM starehope My heart goes out to firefighters.

4/15/2019 11:05:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 We literally just asked this.

4/15/2019 11:05:45 AM _the_psychonaut 9/11 was an inside job

4/15/2019 11:06:01 AM thoughttazer False Flag en Francais

4/15/2019 11:06:16 AM hawkgirlinmn Gilet Jaune’ will probably get the blame from Macron.

4/15/2019 11:06:30 AM cidarean Elaborate

4/15/2019 11:06:53 AM starehope Planned?

4/15/2019 11:06:55 AM thoughttazer And on Monday before Easter.. coincidence?

4/15/2019 11:07:26 AM 1_decided_voter That banner about 9/11 seems completely unrelated to the "news" they are covering. Is this being inserted by the channel operator or by YT?

4/15/2019 11:08:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 YT to "protect against conspiracy theories".

Why is YT pushing that this is a conspiracy theory before its even concluded?

Do [they] know something Anon's don't?

Yiu have more than you know.

4/15/2019 11:08:50 AM thoughttazer Caused a postponement of a speech/announcement by Macron. Uh huh

4/15/2019 11:09:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do know, but stating it prior to engaging with Anons would be contradictory to how this channel is operated.



4/15/2019 11:09:49 AM prmd21801759 Love it!!

ThankQ Q+ @POTUS!

@DonaldJTrumpJr

4/15/2019 11:09:57 AM integratedwebuk  https://www.thelocal.fr/20160315/paeodophile-scandal-rocks-french-catholic-church …

4/15/2019 11:10:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bigger week... https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-mueller-report-redaction-release-20190415-story.html …

4/15/2019 11:10:57 AM stoneturnr False flag to blame on #YellowVests? Could be used as an excuse to crack down on nationalism if they find 'evidence' it was burned by protesters

4/15/2019 11:11:27 AM rachaelangelm I do not believe this is a construction fire.

4/15/2019 11:11:35 AM jrocktigers "The spire on Notre Dame Cathedral has just collapsed into the church."

4/15/2019 11:11:38 AM travel_vc I wonder what so needed to be destroyed

4/15/2019 11:11:59 AM zagnett MSM's equating to 9/11? They think that's going to work? All who know just watches these idiots, & others are just plain confused how odd this is all 

is. Some few maybe will react as they want. MSM's just burning...&...smoking their own s***. Hope no one dies from the [idiocy].

4/15/2019 11:12:09 AM nancyddb I wonder what they are destroying.

4/15/2019 11:12:43 AM aprilbrown99 Things are just starting to get good in this 🎥! 🍿

4/15/2019 11:12:49 AM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/15/2019 11:12:51 AM thoughttazer 9/11 unified the U.S. in the spirit of patriotism. Is this Macron's attempt to quell the disquiet in his nation?  Quasimodo being sought for questioning.

4/15/2019 11:13:04 AM cryptomeup is this going to try to implicate yellow vests? What's going on with the yellow vests and les gilets jaunes...BTW haven't heard about them for ages at 

least over here in the UK on the #BBC or #SKY? #giletsjaunes #yellowvests #theawakening

4/15/2019 11:13:09 AM lynnboyce7 Not good with tech. But what  http://in5D.com  posted today, really spoke to me and probably to a lot of us with issues.

Angel Message For The Week #60 - In5D : In5D

4/15/2019 11:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bigger week... https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201904151074134837-exodus-evidence-revealed/ …

4/15/2019 11:13:17 AM moonbaby04371 I was just thinking similarly @QanonQurator . Seems awfully fishy that that particular banner is there. Did someone change YouTube's algorithms?

4/15/2019 11:13:22 AM glor60 Money related/ insurance money?

4/15/2019 11:13:56 AM godfamcountry Attack on Christians?

4/15/2019 11:14:20 AM laurabusse Listened to most of it...fell asleep! Will listen again...

4/15/2019 11:14:33 AM cavankid So sad. Regardless of the reason, the beauty of it probably changed many hearts and so many devoted their lives to build it. If evil also took place, I 

guess it’s better gone but still...sad all around.

4/15/2019 11:14:56 AM prmd21801759 Now, this particular tweet i did was for another video tweet.. but it got connected to This Thread - notre dame fire... WHICH should Not have been!! 

@jack twtr yiu are messing with my account!! Stop!

4/15/2019 11:17:19 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/p4lvneL0L5

4/15/2019 11:17:33 AM zagnett Color-coded - what a nice touch! It'll be so pretty. 🌈

4/15/2019 11:18:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Narrative Shift Success?

FEAR FEAR FEAR

Why in FR?

4/15/2019 11:18:56 AM 1_decided_voter Yellow vests in FR are scaring the elites?

4/15/2019 11:19:08 AM thoughttazer It's so Nadler & Schiff can figure out how to read it.

4/15/2019 11:19:10 AM trumps_all hope to slow down the yellow vest protesters

4/15/2019 11:19:20 AM twitmctwittiet1 How does stone burn like this?

4/15/2019 11:19:31 AM ethereal_shaman Heal yourself; heal your world. Intention is everything.

4/15/2019 11:19:44 AM aprilbrown99 Yes everyone is #Woke.

4/15/2019 11:19:56 AM alec_m_currier Was it a success Though? 🤔😎🕵️♂️

4/15/2019 11:20:55 AM zagnett Macron, his private immigrant army, & their French R. bosses, & maybe even [P]. One of the [cabal's] last strongholds. Oh mon dieu!

Hi everyone! Having a good day? 😊

4/15/2019 11:20:55 AM thoughttazer 😄😄

4/15/2019 11:22:19 AM ialibertybelle Soros has infiltrated Yello Vests

4/15/2019 11:22:21 AM covertress Thank you. 

I'll continue to follow the medical advice of my favorite doctor on Twitter, @KetoDocCLT, who specializes in hormone therapy and advocates the use of 

natural ingredients.

4/15/2019 11:22:24 AM laurabusse Yes...I've researched crop circles fairly thoroughly. I tend to be a little obsessed by them. Personally i prefer the work of freddy silva but she's not bad :-

) i kept my tweet to mj as concise as possible considering the character limitation of twitter :-)

4/15/2019 11:23:06 AM jones9536 Setting fires for narrative shifts. These people are sick!!!

4/15/2019 11:23:11 AM wildhor52319908  https://twitter.com/WildHor52319908/status/1117854990897258496 …

4/15/2019 11:23:22 AM agoodyear2015 The elites are losing France and they know it.  I don't think this will stop what is coming for Europe and the EU.

4/15/2019 11:23:23 AM youstinksoap Hmmm.  I'm guessing disclosure regarding 9/11 is coming, this was a FF attempt to advert attention?

4/15/2019 11:23:39 AM aprilbrown99 Hi Zag!

4/15/2019 11:23:40 AM wildhor52319908 No one knows shit yet, so without an official report there is someone who may be causing religious war on purpose, take them down if so.

4/15/2019 11:23:48 AM laurabusse Of course. You think of everything! 💘

4/15/2019 11:24:37 AM ketodocclt 🙏👍

4/15/2019 11:24:40 AM zagnett 👊👏😊

4/15/2019 11:25:05 AM ascendedwater Why did this tweet disappear right in front of my eyes on feed. Just came to see if it was still here. Strange

4/15/2019 11:25:26 AM smith_jere Nope.

4/15/2019 11:25:27 AM moonbaby04371 #RELEASEMUELLERSREPORTUNREDACTED

4/15/2019 11:26:07 AM jillsta07025300 Must be Trumps fault. Lol

4/15/2019 11:26:08 AM realsmitherson I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is referring to [Them]

4/15/2019 11:26:40 AM jfogle8 No evidence needed here. Faith works just fine for me.

4/15/2019 11:26:47 AM alec_m_currier they ARE [them]

4/15/2019 11:27:11 AM andrevandelft According to Eelco de Boer, Moses started the journey in Zeeland, The Netherlands. Also the tales by Homer were situated in this area.

 https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=nl&tl=en&u= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wanttoknow.nl%2Foverige%2Fnederland-bakermat-van-oude-

beschaving%2F …

4/15/2019 11:27:48 AM sterkinglights1 Power removed TO OCONUS?

4/15/2019 11:27:51 AM 1_decided_voter Was there any sort of technology in the spire that collapsed in Notre Dame?

4/15/2019 11:28:06 AM starehope I totally agree with you.

4/15/2019 11:28:26 AM thereal_crayon The Lady of Paris is dead. 

Was it suicide? or murder?

4/15/2019 11:28:35 AM blsdbe Thanks for the tip!!!

4/15/2019 11:29:29 AM starehope Hey Zag! 👊



4/15/2019 11:29:35 AM neecieh6111 My guesses for the blaze include:

1. Insurance scam

2. Destroying evidence of crimes against children

3. World-wide distraction...look here not there.

4. All of the above

4/15/2019 11:29:45 AM ethereal_shaman Always go with your gut instinct.

4/15/2019 11:31:55 AM ethereal_shaman I have awful night sweats (post menopause).  I have tried many herbal remedies without effect. At this point I just hope my hormones level out soon.

4/15/2019 11:32:51 AM kindeandtrue Sound advice. Naturopaths and acupuncture MD's are the best.

4/15/2019 11:33:01 AM decodematrix Paris is on a ley line and they are trying to suppress the positive energy?

4/15/2019 11:33:03 AM covertress Destroying evidence of human sacrifices. 

This is a big Satanic week for that. 

Remember 4/20?

4/15/2019 11:33:53 AM jamesboyett A literal flood or flood of disclosure information?

4/15/2019 11:34:48 AM norwegianon I've been having that "glitch" since forever. Scrolling down the feed, reading something interdasting... 💥 Puff it's gone, disappeared before I could 

finish reading.. 😎👍

4/15/2019 11:35:45 AM keith369me Appreciate the “I don’t know”...reinforces the quality of the information received when you do know.

4/15/2019 11:35:47 AM enomai_ <3

4/15/2019 11:36:01 AM t_hayden07 Wow. Right by there!!

4/15/2019 11:36:02 AM covertress For me, night sweats ended when I tailored my diet to 0 carb.

Any time I deviate to over 30 carbs per day, I risk them returning.

4/15/2019 11:36:16 AM hawkgirlinmn So Macron is creating a FF of his own. What better way to set an example than to set ablaze the iconic “Our Lady of Paris.”

4/15/2019 11:37:05 AM 313looper “Ever wondered *how* those adverts manage to keep on finding you - even when you go incognito, switch devices, or never actually searched for the 

product in the first place? Let us count the (many, many) ways [THREAD]”... Chris Yiu @clry2 pic.twitter.com/nsUHgZjWki

4/15/2019 11:37:07 AM aprilbrown99 Pelosi is in London today?  Any connection?

4/15/2019 11:37:36 AM zagnett 🍿

4/15/2019 11:37:57 AM n7guardiananon I have my moments.

4/15/2019 11:38:05 AM jrocktigers Amen. This is definitely a desperate move to try and terrify the good guys. MJ is right!

4/15/2019 11:38:23 AM ragevirusqq Because it was intentional. Hiding in plain sight. I still haven’t figured out YIU

4/15/2019 11:39:16 AM keith369me One of the cabals last “strongholds” like NZ...central banking?

4/15/2019 11:39:17 AM starehope We aren't going to get the true story. When did we ever? Just saying.

4/15/2019 11:39:41 AM ladypatriot20 Uh-oh.

4/15/2019 11:41:36 AM kindeandtrue Because France is the origin of the Enlightenment and the Freemasonic Illuminati movement, launched during the French Revolution. The Luciferian 

Cabal has to be destroyed at its root, which is Paris.

4/15/2019 11:42:17 AM covertress Dr. Wrigley, @KetoDocCLT,

Would you recommend this product as safe to try?

I'm looking to alleviate dry skin and hopefully a few wrinkles, I mean laugh lines. 😂 🤣 😂 pic.twitter.com/N3RE8YILlZ

4/15/2019 11:43:28 AM ethereal_shaman Interesting.  Thanks for the info.

4/15/2019 11:43:49 AM hellouncledonny Because the Yellow Vests are already pissed off about the Migrants. Macron didn't set the fire, 

Marcons enemies did. pic.twitter.com/GCs2TlbzoD

4/15/2019 11:44:11 AM ladypatriot20 What was stored there that needed destroying?  Will it unite 

France as 9-11united the U.S.?  Will it be an excuse for war?

4/15/2019 11:45:39 AM youstinksoap Are they literally burning evidence of CST?!

4/15/2019 11:46:24 AM starehope I understand. It is the beautiful architecture that I love. I can imagine the horrors committed in many places around the world. Very sad for those who 

built it and those who love and appreciate the art.

4/15/2019 11:47:02 AM ragevirusqq Putting 9/11 on things captures people’s attention to better shift the focus. “Hey look over here it’s 👽”

4/15/2019 11:47:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Didn’t see the 911 reference. Wow. Even more obvious FF calling card. How do [they] think this is beneficial other than “uniting” Paris?

4/15/2019 11:50:53 AM laurabusse :-)

4/15/2019 11:51:18 AM enomai_ Secret societies

4/15/2019 11:54:48 AM youstinksoap Are we going to watch Europe burn down for them to truly lose control?  I hope not.

4/15/2019 11:56:33 AM lori_dee1 The interior structure is made of wood

4/15/2019 11:56:35 AM iamqtoo333 Burning evidence.

4/15/2019 11:57:16 AM covertress ALICE

4/15/2019 11:57:24 AM n4ekm No one would believe that a Christian, or ANY  French citizen would do this. There are reports that Macron insisted that immigrants be given jobs in the 

restoration of Notre Dame.

4/15/2019 11:58:29 AM kathleen3693693 Members of 5eyes: US, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, & New Zealand.

FF going down in Paris. Really BIG change in narrative, to draw all attention away from something really HUGE that will likely receive zero-to-minimal 

coverage.

4/15/2019 12:01:56 PM mommahood777 A worker already said it was deliberately set. Interesting who will be blamed or claim it. What a shame, beautiful building. What was inside it-destroyed 

history, evidence. Retaliation for POTUS tweets? Why put the 9/11 reminder at the bottom? No fear. Anger. MJ, how not to?

4/15/2019 12:02:03 PM ketodocclt On the back of that container can you find that it says USP Progesterone ?

4/15/2019 12:03:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Do other planets power themselves with energy from their suns?

4/15/2019 12:04:38 PM covertress Here's the back.

Says USP Grade. pic.twitter.com/rzHnDsSWGP

4/15/2019 12:06:22 PM ketodocclt I'm ok with that but when you run out of it and need more, let me hook you up with a much better, cleaner Progesterone.

4/15/2019 12:09:03 PM covertress This is unopened and returnable.

Which product do you recommend instead?

4/15/2019 12:09:13 PM orthogonalron The revenge of Jacque DeMolay and the Templars

Much of the original Templar built structure was destroyed during the Revolution

What was rebuilt was most likely not what the Templars had in mind

Crypt underneath - child sacrifices?

Looks like a fun place pic.twitter.com/s5T24sMQf6

4/15/2019 12:09:23 PM blsdbe This is an interest idea.

4/15/2019 12:09:47 PM jrocktigers Once they have metadata linking 9one1 "conspiracy" videos to this fire, it gives YT the  "authority" to remove any future videos of the Cathedral fire. I 

think they learned from NZ recently.

4/15/2019 12:13:23 PM freestateojones Patriots Day.

I believe this will cause even more unrest among the yellow vests.

4/15/2019 12:13:42 PM ketodocclt Here is a Topical and an Oral suspension in coconut oil. 

 https://www.npscript.com/drwrigley/progonol-cream/BE0028PAR#undefined2 …

 https://www.npscript.com/drwrigley/progonb-l-4x/BE0043PAR …



4/15/2019 12:15:50 PM kathleen3693693 Curious, isn't it, that all of the "valuable" statues & goodies were removed just days before, eh?

Just like the gold mysteriously "disappeared" from the World Trade Centers...

4/15/2019 12:16:13 PM covertress Thank you!

You are so kind with your free advice time here on Twitter. I really appreciate that. ♥️

4/15/2019 12:16:30 PM petitchevalb Thank you 

Was more thinking about sacrified innocents (children and animals) than about us, quietly tweeting

I know how lucky I am

I know how much they suffer

4/15/2019 12:18:20 PM menopnyg Well, it’s not like the left requires any facts when they draw up their conclusions, to argue back would be racist

4/15/2019 12:22:12 PM larlaw77 She was arrested 3 years ago and sentenced a few days ago

4/15/2019 12:22:54 PM 313looper To tell that Yellow vest is responsible & they are supporting the Q 👉🏻so all is conspiracy theories are responsible (as in 9/11)👉🏻FF

They also were holding climate change protests in London with bounch of sheep  just for FF...

4/15/2019 12:23:45 PM linnyt7  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/15/youtube-links-to-info-about-911-attacks-under-notre-dame-fire-videos.html …

4/15/2019 12:23:52 PM texas_nacl They thought the mueller report would be released today

4/15/2019 12:23:52 PM auagate According to my research, but still don't know what the rabbit can do: The white big rabbit has lost in a random time and space, he/she do not know 

how long have past since she/he suddenly turned into a white rabbit from a human like us before, and never dies in that Wonderland.

4/15/2019 12:25:12 PM laurabusse Yeah it's a great video! Always a fav :-) thanks my friend! 💘

4/15/2019 12:26:13 PM 3rdeyeview55 Whoa! Really? Doesn't surprise me at all. And they'll blame the #YellowVest s to boot! 😕

4/15/2019 12:26:49 PM linnyt7 Yiu... https://www.comixology.com/Yiu/comics-series/69841 …

4/15/2019 12:28:14 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/denise4607/status/1117846520659881986?s=19 …

4/15/2019 12:28:59 PM laurabusse There's so much speculation tho. Hard to tell the facts from the theories drawn from facts. I personally concluded they were mostly from benevolent 

ETs. That's the only thing that made sense to me. But then i was wondering about DEWs...so hard to tell fact from fiction these days

4/15/2019 12:29:18 PM sergii_ii Muslims??

4/15/2019 12:30:29 PM wildhor52319908  https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar/status/1117871994735714304 …

4/15/2019 12:31:30 PM sertzemin No building is only stone inside

4/15/2019 12:34:59 PM linnyt7 Bad times for Catholics these days.

4/15/2019 12:35:29 PM mommahood777 So they're going to call it a construction accident?  We'll see.  Media seems to know beforehand, like Bldg 7...  Has anyone hit yiu yet? Not literally!lol 

Interesting tries, no doubt.   Comparing this to 9/11 is BS, maybe for the historic heartstrings, but nobody died here.

4/15/2019 12:36:23 PM laurabusse Yes...

4/15/2019 12:36:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Hmmm...if Notre Dame is burning, what will happen to get ahead of this report? 😳

4/15/2019 12:37:31 PM 1_decided_voter Either they took the banner down, or they selectively post it to certain viewers. I tried viewing it while logged into YT as well as in private window, and 

banner appears on neither for me.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xGbmWOfdXcQ …

4/15/2019 12:40:28 PM kindeandtrue How much you wanna bet the much-vaunted Mueller report will look like this when we finally get it : pic.twitter.com/qCKMGAX4i9

4/15/2019 12:40:30 PM unitedintreble Coincidence???????

4/15/2019 12:42:18 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1117522150036922368?s=19 …

4/15/2019 12:50:10 PM auagate Wingmakers... great music!

4/15/2019 12:51:39 PM extradouble Fire rituals.

4/15/2019 12:52:28 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  any ideas?😕  https://twitter.com/Independent/status/1117857710802755584 …

4/15/2019 12:54:22 PM djlok Bingo

4/15/2019 12:57:07 PM drbohammer Close to [their] home. Lots of local talent to chose from. Multiple damage vectors. Spin for years. Plausible deniability. Quid nunc? Chartres? St. Peter’s 

maybe?

4/15/2019 1:01:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 None at all.

4/15/2019 1:02:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE glitch.

4/15/2019 1:02:59 PM verticalpush  https://twitter.com/verticalpush/status/1117880622616236032?s=19 …

4/15/2019 1:04:09 PM __jabird__ If you look into and follow“Q” you’ll see. “ http://Qanon.pub ”

4/15/2019 1:06:15 PM sergii_ii That resonated within me before writing it, but I mean YT "associated" it w 9/11 to link our consciousness with what Muslims supposedly did in 2001? 

Divide & conquer now in FR? It is full of Muslim faith so a good old divide&conquer tactic?

4/15/2019 1:10:14 PM realityloominng What??

4/15/2019 1:12:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 [They] want WAR NOW!

Checkmate incoming. 

How many checkmates?

5D Chess?

4/15/2019 1:13:05 PM alec_m_currier You already lost.. You just don't know it Yet. . braIn..

4/15/2019 1:14:11 PM thoughttazer Are "they" going to lay blame for Notre Dame on Islamic terrorists?

4/15/2019 1:14:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal is trying to hold onto power.

4/15/2019 1:14:52 PM islandofdelight [Pope] will be having a terrible May

4/15/2019 1:15:09 PM hookur6 🙏🙏

4/15/2019 1:15:17 PM thoughttazer Here comes the narrative: https://twitter.com/GrrrGraphics/status/1117883879157665792 …

4/15/2019 1:15:31 PM realityloominng wtf twilight zone

4/15/2019 1:15:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 ET 4:15 on 4/15

4/15/2019 1:15:40 PM linnyt7 Insighting the right?

4/15/2019 1:15:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Usually four. How many have they used? How many in 5D? Repeating fractal?

4/15/2019 1:16:05 PM djlok They probably have some hidden in there they need to destroy. Or maybe they are needing some insurance $$$. Someone told me the Vatican is up 

against hard times.  I know it's hard to believe with all their assets but they have had a lot of lawsuits with their pedo crap.

4/15/2019 1:16:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not Macron.

4/15/2019 1:16:35 PM jones9536 They are trying but not succeeding I hope

4/15/2019 1:16:44 PM mommahood777 Treasures were already removed due to "renovation" and complaints of the cost.. suspicious. Other churches burned in FR too. Who has fear?  FR 

because they can-lots of FF there, muslim issues, CORRUPTION..prob cuz they can't do much here now(?)  Hating them and their methods.🤬

4/15/2019 1:17:05 PM zagnett 223 v. [322]

4/15/2019 1:17:06 PM djlok Pope ordered it?

4/15/2019 1:18:25 PM zagnett On [Macron's] order?

An [R]?

A [P]?

Someone else? Hint?

4/15/2019 1:18:28 PM mongrelglory That was the impression I got from MJ-12 tweets.  Perhaps they are delaying the pole shift in order to give people more time to awaken and raise their 

vibration?



4/15/2019 1:19:05 PM alec_m_currier You're late. .

4/15/2019 1:19:58 PM 313looper Wow ... This article was amazing ... huge shift ! 

We should find the Abraham roots & its real history soon... 

That, for sure, would be the key 🔑 to open all the The truths...

4/15/2019 1:20:29 PM realityloominng fear, mind control and seeding bogus conspiracy theories to ridicule

4/15/2019 1:21:04 PM dantomlom2 What? Why?

4/15/2019 1:21:05 PM djlok I know... I'm still tripped up over yiu and it's driving me bonkers!!!

4/15/2019 1:22:16 PM zagnett Afghan war over / winding down?

4/15/2019 1:22:47 PM aprilbrown99 Soros?

4/15/2019 1:23:15 PM agoodyear2015 It is a very sad day to see so much history lost today in France.  Are Macron's managers to blame?  Are they trying to start another race/religious war?

4/15/2019 1:23:30 PM djlok Is OTO involved?

4/15/2019 1:23:40 PM skypegrammy505 The Twin Towers of Notre Dame ...

4/15/2019 1:24:25 PM darktolightjedi Was Omar’s comment about 9/11 for coming disclosure or just callous?

4/15/2019 1:24:47 PM djlok Or [Payseur]?

4/15/2019 1:24:52 PM blackjackpupil wasnt the origin bavaria in germany? i agree there may be some link but paris was not the origin in my understanding

4/15/2019 1:25:12 PM mongrelglory I have to admit, I have a fondness for pigs.  They're so smart, and have the funniest personalities!  I love goats too.  😁

4/15/2019 1:25:13 PM aschilliam Waiting for a fire in Rome.

4/15/2019 1:25:21 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Mi5g04W7uG

4/15/2019 1:25:33 PM the_fjalar #Checkmate pic.twitter.com/JxYr9d15DL

4/15/2019 1:25:40 PM skypegrammy505 And the Twin Towers of Notre Dame are in peril of falling if the bells fall.

4/15/2019 1:26:51 PM adsvel What god's? We all are equal, we all are gods. How many times we have to say to stop this mess of divide and conquer.

4/15/2019 1:26:52 PM cidarean Truth disclosed about vaccinations?

4/15/2019 1:26:56 PM blsdbe Not intentional?

4/15/2019 1:27:21 PM blsdbe Yellow Vests?

4/15/2019 1:27:25 PM 313looper Or probably [They] are destroying the evidence of [their] ritual sacrifices & satanic worship place!

4/15/2019 1:27:48 PM allahuniversal One, erasing evidence

Two, creating an enemy with the hopes to

Three, prevent 1794 all over again.

And um, 1794, 1947...

4/15/2019 1:27:52 PM slider308 She tried this 3 years ago and was jailed 3 days ago. ✌️😎

4/15/2019 1:28:15 PM julesfla1  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-attacks-france/arrested-french-women-directed-by-islamic-state-planned-paris-attack-idUSKCN11F144 …

Sept 2016

4/15/2019 1:28:42 PM kindeandtrue I could be wrong, but Paris is the heart of a lot of cuckery.

4/15/2019 1:28:50 PM linnyt7 To make the right jump to conclusions maybe?

4/15/2019 1:28:51 PM the_fjalar The “some people” comment? I took that as a hint to disclosure. pic.twitter.com/6QU0t6FUhe

4/15/2019 1:28:53 PM sergii_ii Has there been any invention in the US allowed humans to travel time? Backwards?

4/15/2019 1:28:55 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/EDs1StBSKM

4/15/2019 1:29:08 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/9rVuqEzpvi

4/15/2019 1:29:22 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/Uxotv9spDg

4/15/2019 1:29:34 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 is probably running it for psyops purposes (disinformation is necessary), so for now I pretty much stick to QAnon and MJ-12 posts.

4/15/2019 1:29:36 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/Wr2rbn5C40

4/15/2019 1:29:48 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/1Tk6kKUKTY

4/15/2019 1:29:48 PM linnyt7 Insite the right.

4/15/2019 1:30:19 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/ugnDBYbn8k

4/15/2019 1:30:29 PM _the_psychonaut That should prove my point 😎

4/15/2019 1:31:26 PM zagnett True, but i'm expecting much higher % of true info over disinfo on AO now, from what MJ has said this morning. In any case, it's major food for 

speculation / ideas.

4/15/2019 1:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Completely different operation.

Compartmentalization is important.

4/15/2019 1:31:33 PM nashua1618 Are the Goa'uld real?

4/15/2019 1:31:42 PM jamesboyett I hope!

4/15/2019 1:31:56 PM jamesboyett I hope!

4/15/2019 1:31:58 PM mongrelglory I know!  I love to bake cookies (to me it's like arts and crafts) but to be honest, not so much cooking.  I like fresh cooked meals, don't get me wrong!  A 

replicator would be nice if the food came out just as fresh and tasty without the big mess in the kitchen preparing it.

4/15/2019 1:32:35 PM enlightenedban1 Yep, and people will just assume an act of god. Thanks for sharing. More people to know these items.

4/15/2019 1:32:35 PM youstinksoap Data dump?

4/15/2019 1:32:35 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/UMzfrAKB01k 

4/15/2019 1:32:46 PM dynamicres maybe here tho? pic.twitter.com/x9V2GrbDzJ

4/15/2019 1:34:07 PM zagnett Yeah i have an fondness for pigs too, but more as bacon unfortunately. Not proud of that. Working on it. 😢

4/15/2019 1:34:33 PM synackstatic Is ND a tuning fork for consciousness?

Destruction aimed at bringing grief, depression, and anxiety within the collective consciousness?

Did the church have insurance on the building?

Are they going to scape-goat YV to try to redirect the future potential before it crushes them?

4/15/2019 1:35:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if it went missing because reporting it would reveal crimes?

How high are we now?

$24T?

Stolen from YOUR future. 

At the expense of YOUR future.

Never again.

Rogue clown operations.

Do you trust 45?

Are the clown ops exposed?

How many do you think?

If Social Media/MSM hiding
4/15/2019 1:35:45 PM dynamicres Same DEW as 🕘/11?

4/15/2019 1:35:47 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/937736334831161349?s=19 …

4/15/2019 1:35:55 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/936244724729614336?s=19 …

4/15/2019 1:36:11 PM worldxplorer1 YIU - Your Inner Understanding?

4/15/2019 1:36:17 PM _the_psychonaut Is any of that money involved in Black Budget programs? SSP for example



4/15/2019 1:36:47 PM laurabusse I just wish there was planet we could go to with lotsa healthy non addictive junk/comfort type food. Doesn't make you sick. Pizza, burgers, etc etc etc. 

There's incredible food all over this planet. Unfortunately a lot of the stuff here in the U.S. will make you fat and sick.

4/15/2019 1:37:56 PM worldxplorer1 Maybe we’re over complicating it. Perhaps it’s just because they’re both FF’s.

4/15/2019 1:38:32 PM robinabank4 RED SHOES

4/15/2019 1:38:47 PM zagnett Yeah a cool 24T could bring down the purchasing power of the currency by a HELLUVA LOT, & probably did.. TY very much [DS].

Only thing we can do now is account for it & make best use of what has been spent, for the highest/greatest societal purposes. 🤔

4/15/2019 1:39:25 PM drbohammer There can be at most one checkmate in any game of chess (regardless of dimensions). The only questions are what will it cost you to win, and how 

many opposing pieces will you take out on your way.

4/15/2019 1:39:34 PM robinabank4 Plz elaborate

4/15/2019 1:39:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Has video of the fire starting been published?

Security surveillance tapes exist. 

LV 2.0?

Anybody seen Janet recently?

ALICE? We hear you.

You are in our prayers.

May you find peace.

Question the narrative. 

Do not let them win. 

YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW.

#UnsealEpstein
4/15/2019 1:39:53 PM carolin15161363 Is 5D double meaning?

4/15/2019 1:39:54 PM linnyt7  https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1117854455473397763 …

Supposedly a list of ppl on FB responding to the fire with a 😊

4/15/2019 1:40:00 PM aprilbrown99 I trust 45 with my life!  I trust the plan.

4/15/2019 1:40:36 PM askingsocrates Retaliation from court case friday?

4/15/2019 1:40:46 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/XO108jjDew

4/15/2019 1:41:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Checkmates in 2D chess have an absolute value to them, versus the concept of winning. With great power comes great responsibility. Checkmates in 

the 2D sense, not the 5D sense. 

Connection was implied.

4/15/2019 1:41:25 PM freeandoriginal We do not consent. We have won. Love is the answer.

4/15/2019 1:42:07 PM ranger51367 Ordo Ab Chao?Pheonix rises from the ashes?Will history be re-written in France?Will the next generation even consider themselves French?occult 

ritual?Don't think they favor the yellow vests freedom movement?

4/15/2019 1:42:21 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 had said that a number of Starseeds from all over the universe incarnated on Earth after the 1950s. It was in response to the use of nuclear 

weapons on the planet. Starseeds came to help seed the consciousness of the planet with new ideas to assist in planetary awakening...

4/15/2019 1:42:21 PM zack_stone 1947 my be more historical than 1794

4/15/2019 1:42:43 PM worldxplorer1 FF triggered by tech located at Area 51 / S4. A space based weapon. Janet - the airline that flys people from Las Vegas to Area 51 / S4. No surveillance 

reveal because it would reveal the non-terrestrial origin of the beam.

4/15/2019 1:43:01 PM zagnett i trust 45 more than any other President. That said, my opinion of pretty much every President is not very high, even some of the biggies. So, in an odd 

way, it's the main reason i think 45 may be the BEST PRESIDENT EVER!👍

The plan seems cool (what i know & understand of it).

4/15/2019 1:43:51 PM thevolunteer6 Twenty years ago they were considering “deconstructing” the church because they weren’t sure it was safe. *FALSE FLAG confirmed!!

4/15/2019 1:43:56 PM mongrelglory ...It is possible you are a Starseed, but you would have to answer that yourself after tapping into your subconscious, or your "higher self".

4/15/2019 1:44:34 PM dantomlom2 Ugh yet we kicked off when Trump wanted to visit. Its all upside effing down.

4/15/2019 1:44:35 PM worldxplorer1 Looks like a confirmation by MJ12?  Received a like from them on this.

4/15/2019 1:44:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jumping to conclusions sows division.

4/15/2019 1:45:24 PM zagnett ...also, DEWs were disclosed just last week by PS. So the weapon used (if this is true) essentially may no longer be CLAS.

4/15/2019 1:45:25 PM esoter1csurgery Workers allegedly saying fire was intentionally set. Distraction? Obviously. Yellow vests? Or something else?

4/15/2019 1:45:28 PM carolin15161363 My first thought

4/15/2019 1:46:03 PM 1_decided_voter Stolen and used to fund black ops projects, DUMBs, USAPs, etc I assume.

4/15/2019 1:46:15 PM worldxplorer1 Oh dang. That’s right. I forgot about that.

4/15/2019 1:46:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is close. 

Another clue. 

Its hyperdimsional.

You -> Yiu = o = i

"i" to "o"

I O U

4/15/2019 1:47:44 PM hispeedtim2876 Was this an attempt to divert news from something else? 

What was the color of smoke at first? Black=fuel/carcinogens, white=wood

Religion involved?  Muslims renamed an area next to church with the name for catastrophe in Muslim 

Money $$ cost to persevere the church,,,to much? pic.twitter.com/U023XvZd94

4/15/2019 1:47:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 The exercise explored areas of Majestic involvement around the world, in some cases. Not all, but the results were impressive.

4/15/2019 1:47:55 PM drbohammer So a 2D checkmate is spatio-temporally (et al) bound, in contrast to 5D checkmate.

4/15/2019 1:48:14 PM carolin15161363 Is it FR because things are already unstable with all of the protests and the issues with Muslims? The MSM has been uber focused on Omar's charge 

that she is fearful due to comments about her. Is this a shift to focus on Christian vs Muslim paradigm?

4/15/2019 1:48:33 PM eskeljoyce Destroying evidence of their nasty deeds for centuries!

4/15/2019 1:48:47 PM dynamicres yup this is happening. think im currently in season 2, lets roll!

4/15/2019 1:48:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Essentially.

4/15/2019 1:50:08 PM zagnett Not impressive results from me i assume. Was clueless on this one lol.

4/15/2019 1:50:38 PM doom1776 #FAKE

4/15/2019 1:50:42 PM jamesboyett ETs show yourself to us all - I wish!

4/15/2019 1:50:53 PM mongrelglory You should see the dessert buffets I dream about when I'm on a diet (to lose weight).  I wonder if calories consumed in the Astral plane can make you 

fat?

4/15/2019 1:50:57 PM allahuniversal Can only agree

4/15/2019 1:51:03 PM lbf777 Luciferians stole 24 TRILLION from us and yet you all keep using their money system & working as corporate slaves. 

We need to organize & strategize something new folks.

4/15/2019 1:51:13 PM zagnett Think checkmate of [HRC] (i think).

4/15/2019 1:51:30 PM sergii_ii PS ? Sorry



4/15/2019 1:52:20 PM thevolunteer6 THERES NOTHING THEY WONT DO!

Macron has already declared the Christian groups in France a “Terrorist organization” Originally he was supposed to address the citizens of France 

about the protests’. In situations that the players are enriched and the citizens get screwed~ normal FF

4/15/2019 1:52:27 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/RoubLisa/status/1115631951543787521 …

4/15/2019 1:52:43 PM djlok Yup.  Sure does!

4/15/2019 1:53:18 PM 1_decided_voter Checkmate to be provided via redacted Mueller report being released on Thursday morning?

4/15/2019 1:53:28 PM rayne03137813 Yes. ;)

4/15/2019 1:53:37 PM selvestekjetil Delegates in FR?

4/15/2019 1:53:54 PM freestateojones I think they call that invention a book. 😏

In all seriousness, use some of the keywords in your question paired with a guy named Tesla and you should be able to make the connection. 

pic.twitter.com/D9y4SuBYva

4/15/2019 1:54:33 PM worldxplorer1 Patrick Shanahan

Acting United States Secretary of Defense

4/15/2019 1:56:12 PM thevolunteer6 ......and I’m not jumping anywhere. It took a century to build and a day to burn? Remind you of airplane proof steel buildings (that were under 

construction) before they were brought down?! PROVEN FF to start a war because Iraq was selling oil using gold instead of $? GET REAL

4/15/2019 1:57:59 PM carolin15161363 I understand (just like when they would say 4D chess) it refers to how much further ahead in game moves Trump is from the cabal. I also think its cool 

that 4D can also be looked at as 45. But I also see cross dimensional reference to either help Trump is getting or his ability to

4/15/2019 1:58:21 PM zagnett Actually i'm wondering if for MJ in this latest tweet "impressive" ~=~ "hilarous". 🤔

4/15/2019 1:59:01 PM drbohammer [HRC] is like a Bishop. She’s not the ultimate prize. I think she’ll go down though, as this game of chess looks like it will be scorched earth.

4/15/2019 1:59:32 PM 1_decided_voter Right on cue... https://twitter.com/rothschildmd/status/1117853836507357184 …

4/15/2019 1:59:40 PM sergii_ii So by "chess" you mean the end justifies the means? Because chess is a game you play to win, once. Not on the long run. You don't care how many 

pieces you sacrifice bc you won't need to save them for next game. Yet you say checkmate has an absolute value to them.

4/15/2019 2:00:57 PM laurabusse Ah! So you're a sweets lover :-) am probably more of a savory lover. Astral plane. No calories if i have anything to say about it LOL!

4/15/2019 2:01:07 PM mongrelglory Will they try to stir up racial tensions by implicating Muslim immigrants in the cause of this fire?  Apparently 10 churches in Paris had been vandalized 

during the week prior.  I wondered if it was a set-up!

4/15/2019 2:03:06 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/q1Nly6J12K

4/15/2019 2:03:58 PM jayrambin Gotta be higher. I wonder if we even know them. From bottom, dems, DS, alphabets, Soros, roth, secret societies, bloodlines, ET? Probably order came 

from top 3 levels.

4/15/2019 2:04:15 PM zagnett Actually i was referring to an actual MJ tweet where MJ said that they had to muck with timelines to capture [HRC]. But i can't find the tweet now.

4/15/2019 2:05:48 PM the_fjalar #releasethetruth pic.twitter.com/4VxedNOJCe

4/15/2019 2:05:48 PM jayrambin I think just about any war would help them now. Takes focus off of them. And they will make money probably wherever it is.

4/15/2019 2:05:53 PM kindeandtrue Burned in our collective memories forever.

4/15/2019 2:06:23 PM ryan35381162  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/the-us-should-pay-17-83-percent-of-notre-dames-reconstruction-costs …. There is already push for 

money to repair. Remove the valuables and pull in cash. Is this a fundraiser?

4/15/2019 2:06:37 PM allahuniversal Was thinking IO/Inner & Outer

4/15/2019 2:06:41 PM rayne03137813  pic.twitter.com/BnaO7Md1yD

4/15/2019 2:07:34 PM synackstatic And just like that... pic.twitter.com/ptRDpQHdGg

4/15/2019 2:07:50 PM blackjackpupil what do you mean by muck with timelines?

4/15/2019 2:08:57 PM jessewa25340831 Wasn't Obama just meeting with some high levels across the pond?

4/15/2019 2:09:13 PM _369311119 Trust the plan

4/15/2019 2:09:30 PM thevolunteer6 And not having Situational Awareness will get you killed too! I’m over all the “If this is true,” “If they had done this or that”or “If we had known” 

BULLSHIT and just look at the MOST SIMPLE REASON FIRST INSTEAD OF LAST but still go through the processes. Reaction time critical

4/15/2019 2:10:04 PM drbohammer As a side note: A 2D chess board can be reset in virtually no time. Is it safe to assume that either it takes significantly longer to set up a 5D chessboard, 

OR perhaps the goal of 5D checkmate is to ensure that the board can never be set up again?

4/15/2019 2:10:22 PM jrocktigers I had a mean roast beef an bacon sandwich at lunch. Working on it myself.

4/15/2019 2:10:34 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/EddAKS9gel

4/15/2019 2:11:27 PM ryan35381162 Mass migration was intended to turn Europe into a tinderbox. Is Notre Dame a false flag to try and ignite a world war?

4/15/2019 2:11:28 PM curseca That’s my guess too.

4/15/2019 2:12:18 PM the_fjalar no coincidences...bigger week mean #truth incoming? #sometruthaboutsomethings

4/15/2019 2:14:09 PM 1_decided_voter Titanic sunk on 4/15. Coincidence with this?

Also read that the Spire at ND fell at 9:11pm local time but I don't see how that could be as it was daylight in the video of the collapse. Interesting...

4/15/2019 2:15:25 PM zagnett Ah i don't know how to explain it. i'd have to find MJ's tweet, as it says it best it think.

4/15/2019 2:15:57 PM rachaelangelm God bless Alice

4/15/2019 2:17:43 PM marmaruek They have the streets full of protesters and police every weekend.  If you were the cabal and were being destroyed, how would you try to turn the 

narrative?  What can be done under the cover of "revolution"?

4/15/2019 2:17:54 PM weshallrise144k I’ve followed Dr. Ray Peat for years and he also specializes in women’s hormones, among many other areas.  Here’s one reference article:   

http://raypeat.com/articles/articles/progesterone-summaries.shtml …

4/15/2019 2:17:57 PM blsdbe @DJLOK

4/15/2019 2:18:52 PM sheshifts001 ⚡️Burning evidence before trials begin will not work. #wehaveitall #DerpyCabaal

💥#ArrestThePope #WeSeeYou @Pontifex

💥#ArrestThePope #InvestigateTheVatican

💥#ArrestThePope #GITMOsoul #Pope

✨#GreatAwakening #QAnon #QPeace

😘💥💥💥🤡💥💥💥✨💛💛💛🕊

✨#WeDoNotConsent to harm.

4/15/2019 2:19:26 PM nun_chucknorris Just so we may learn a little more about what was lost, was the spire a free energy collection device at any point in its history?

4/15/2019 2:19:31 PM youstinksoap Arrest of Assange was a checkmate, no?

4/15/2019 2:22:14 PM synackstatic the awe and splendor of such a long lasting structure an investment by 'them' to act as a safety? A last ditch distraction? The more prestigious and 

revered the structure, the more the magnitude of the destruction? Akin to twin towers? Drop 1 for attention, drop 2 to instill fear

4/15/2019 2:23:37 PM jfrankmusic [P]

4/15/2019 2:24:34 PM agoodyear2015 Hard to figure this out if it is LV 2.0.  We still aren't sure what happened at LV 1.0.  How do I not let them win when I don't know what I am fighting or 

what is the truth?

4/15/2019 2:24:51 PM lovethebeach999 I think Comey flipped then, his damaging remarks prevented her from going to jail but also from becoming president.  Maybe that maneuver gave him 

immunity



4/15/2019 2:27:37 PM roublisa Loosh mongers.... 🤬

4/15/2019 2:28:21 PM roublisa Nice!

4/15/2019 2:28:30 PM roublisa 👍

4/15/2019 2:29:29 PM worldxplorer1 So the question is did the yellow vests do it or are they being framed?  

I know which way I’m leaning...

4/15/2019 2:31:04 PM maryschade14 Yes dews can do many things.

4/15/2019 2:32:30 PM aprilbrown99 Hyperdimsional?  misspelled?

4/15/2019 2:32:39 PM nun_chucknorris Well it appears this is relevant as heck today.

4/15/2019 2:33:18 PM worldxplorer1 Nice catch! 👍🏻 

I missed that!

4/15/2019 2:34:13 PM n7guardiananon The inner understanding...and iou took me to soofism or sufism. Which is said to be a kind of mysticism/esotericism. Greek word mystiz meaning one 

initiated into the mysteries.  

Led me to Plato’s Symposium "ladder of love"

Anyways...I found this to be very interesting. Linked👇

4/15/2019 2:34:16 PM aprilbrown99 Executive Assistant for 17 years. You become OCD. 😁

4/15/2019 2:34:42 PM n7guardiananon  https://blog.islamiconlineuniversity.com/question/concept-of-soofism/ …

 https://youtu.be/e_dT5_vFW8Y 

4/15/2019 2:34:44 PM starehope We need to know more in order to not follow blindly. How can we be shepherds helping when we ourselves are blind?

4/15/2019 2:36:08 PM darktolightjedi Is 5D checkmate one that ends this evil? It seems in the past they soon rise up again.

4/15/2019 2:36:27 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/-n3sUWR4FV4 

4/15/2019 2:37:15 PM _369311119 I O U ? https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1117416774809608192 …

4/15/2019 2:38:55 PM worldxplorer1 But finding answers is so much more impactful than being given answers. It’s the gift of a great teacher - to lead the student along but allow him to 

discover on his own.

4/15/2019 2:39:06 PM nun_chucknorris Maybe not what you were looking for but helpful. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065454162928914432?s=21 …

4/15/2019 2:39:28 PM blsdbe E N missing, I used instead of O...

Wake Up NEO?

4/15/2019 2:40:03 PM zagnett Oh yes, thanks! That's the one. It didn't have "HRC" in it so my search didn't work.

4/15/2019 2:40:09 PM kindeandtrue Al-Aqsa Mosque on the Temple Mount caught on fire at same time as Notre Dame Cathedral, but no worries, the Muslim Fire Brigade managed to 

douse the blaze.

 https://twitter.com/AuroraIntel/status/1117903836583092225 …

4/15/2019 2:40:18 PM _369311119 For 17 years?!?!? 

Well, "Hello Q!!!"

4/15/2019 2:40:37 PM nun_chucknorris In this statement, are timelines different than realities?

4/15/2019 2:40:55 PM nun_chucknorris 👍👍👍

4/15/2019 2:41:39 PM roublisa Which one😏🤔

4/15/2019 2:41:48 PM starehope I agree, but our time is short and the knowledge seems to great to guide others into understanding, if we are helpers.

4/15/2019 2:42:02 PM aprilbrown99 I am certainly not smart enough to be Q...but there are no coincidences. 👍

4/15/2019 2:42:03 PM darktolightjedi I think it is the effect we are seeing. But I wondered if she and AOC are purposely exposing the evils they espouse or just being themselves.

4/15/2019 2:43:17 PM aprilbrown99 Interstellar keeps coming to mind as well.

4/15/2019 2:43:30 PM keith369me Can we get some additional exposure to the benefits of marijuana on 4/20?

4/15/2019 2:43:36 PM starehope That is wonderful. But similar to red pilling others, yet this task is much greater. This is my opinion.

4/15/2019 2:44:22 PM n7guardiananon Just for the keks https://youtu.be/0W5Xu9mbb_c 

4/15/2019 2:44:57 PM nmd_mari Come on... this is ridiculous! Most construction workers are required to wear those. How opportunistic they got a shot of one of them while working🙄

4/15/2019 2:46:41 PM starehope True, yet, I feel I need more info to be prepared for the task.

4/15/2019 2:47:10 PM keith369me Damn it...jinxed myself...today is the first day I left work early in years, lol

4/15/2019 2:47:41 PM wildhor52319908 @StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EsotericExposal

@Cordicon 

@SealTeam_Q 

@intheMatrixxx

4/15/2019 2:49:02 PM keith369me Your Internal Universe.  Close?

4/15/2019 2:49:23 PM jswdh1 Supposedly one of those 3 women is a white hat plant.... Omar, AOC and the one who said she's going to impeach the mfer.  Can't remember her name 

right now ugh! They all 3 answered the casting call to run for office! 2 of them took oath on Quran! Hopefully they'll be gone next yr

4/15/2019 2:50:21 PM essene_merkabah Life unify every living being even plants in a whole consciousness, we share the water and air as our structural elements, but since everything comes 

from the Sun, our planetary center star, we are also unified to the rest of innert elements... fire, clouds, air, minerals. pic.twitter.com/TbHXX38vVH

4/15/2019 2:51:16 PM jepsteinn  https://twitter.com/JepsteinN/status/1117900557509771264 …

4/15/2019 2:51:35 PM blsdbe Are [They] trying to shift the narrative with multiple FFs??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

h/t @AllahUniversal https://twitter.com/Newsweek/status/1117897920513101824 …

4/15/2019 2:51:36 PM cat69q Sending a message

4/15/2019 2:51:39 PM essene_merkabah  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ctNHQUhZs2o …

4/15/2019 2:52:23 PM cat69q Islamics

4/15/2019 2:52:58 PM laurabusse So sorry to hear that Keith...you're having symptoms?

4/15/2019 2:54:25 PM blsdbe Stay Strong Team. The Light is under attack. Take good care of yourselves.

4/15/2019 2:54:54 PM werecovfefe Macron trying to come up with a way to stop the Yellow Vests by appealing to nations pride to come together over this disaster ?

4/15/2019 2:56:03 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/BlNkNXTl4L

4/15/2019 2:56:29 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1117430199623274496 …

4/15/2019 2:57:21 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/XnqSmUg2Mk

4/15/2019 2:57:38 PM hellouncledonny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QellyAnon @Javashots @prayingmedic @lntheMatrixxx 

Is this what will come out Thursday with the #MuellersReport?

3. Modified IG redacted report [RR version] 

Did you witness the stage being set today?

Nunes/Grassley/Freedom C. push for docs.

#Qanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ffqDNlp4WW

4/15/2019 2:58:31 PM twitmctwittiet1 So sad

4/15/2019 3:00:49 PM hawkgirlinmn I am feeling it too!

4/15/2019 3:01:30 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/AIDTdeR7f6



4/15/2019 3:02:00 PM dam4freedom76  pic.twitter.com/ezJhzhoDul

4/15/2019 3:02:14 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for posting this. I learned something new today!  🙏💝

4/15/2019 3:02:24 PM imwiththeband9 Yup,  also all the other churches in France, burned and desecrated , no news on that. I'm just talking since January 2019.  Easy to Google. 

pic.twitter.com/jppsk1hDB8

4/15/2019 3:03:34 PM covertress I meant to form that tweet as a question. 👆

I don't presume to know whether human sacrifices were being covered up by the Notre Dame fire.

4/15/2019 3:03:40 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/t21SxirjXU

4/15/2019 3:04:28 PM hawkgirlinmn I think you’re safe. It’s more like a speculative brainstorming lol

4/15/2019 3:04:39 PM kindeandtrue It's a valid question, methinks.

4/15/2019 3:07:49 PM blsdbe #Majestic Likes AND comments pic.twitter.com/sw0ebdJnyJ

4/15/2019 3:11:16 PM reportgoldfish Church Karma?

4/15/2019 3:11:34 PM sterkinglights1 Raise?

4/15/2019 3:12:06 PM realityloominng As many as there are heads on this hydra

4/15/2019 3:15:11 PM essene_merkabah The try to represent with films what they really hide... Mars is not a death planet and NASA knows it. pic.twitter.com/knYf4zKRVr

4/15/2019 3:15:29 PM thomasdra9on So you confirm a false flag, cause you wanna react faster,as a exercise? You might wanna calm down bro, breathe and look at options :)

4/15/2019 3:16:17 PM blsdbe Hello ALICE. Be well, know that you are loved. 😇🙏😇

4/15/2019 3:17:49 PM genregod Better question, who's running the stream? If it's a theorist anyhow odds are they're making the correlation. If it's a major news Network it'd be worth 

investigating.

4/15/2019 3:27:08 PM bologzown The Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris was a pinnacle of architecture with no equals in Western Europe. Its grandeur and perfection inspired all 

craftsmen who looked upon it. pic.twitter.com/SGiIrRfAja

4/15/2019 3:27:37 PM zagnett Actually it may be 223 (Patriots worldwide) v. [322] (S&B, cabal). 223 is the number the Patriots have been using, in opposition to 322.

So yes looks like we're right about "3MR" being "RM3" & his report.

4/15/2019 3:30:42 PM hawkgirlinmn Me too!! Out of the blue I would feel a zap up my spine then a  “pop” in my head and my whole world would do a 180 for a split second.

4/15/2019 3:33:12 PM blsdbe This is a fantastic video!!!

4/15/2019 3:33:14 PM thevolunteer6 Not trying to “get ahead” of the truth.

There’s a lot of smiling “men” watching it burn. This is the TENTH one in a month. Cranes brought in days earlier to remove statues etc etc.

“THE MORE YOU KNOW....

THE EASIER IT IS TO SEE”

Do the work! See for yourself!

WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

4/15/2019 3:35:32 PM thomasdra9on Mhm yeah more info is good..

4/15/2019 3:36:43 PM jamesward007 Exactly! WWG1WGA, PEOPLE ARE WAKING UP , Now it's a party 🎉 ! Storm ⛈ is definitely here ! 

🐲🐉🐍🕸🕷🕸☠vs 🚂💨🌪Q👥👥🗣⚡🇺🇸⚖🦅

4/15/2019 3:37:35 PM decodematrix RIP ALICE

4/15/2019 3:37:47 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/04/15/google-ai-made-wrong-call-flagged-video-of-notre-dame-fire-as-9-11-conspiracy/ …

4/15/2019 3:39:22 PM zagnett  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/16/p-the-unseen-masters-of-all-qanon-greatawakening-whoisp-illuminati-13bloodlines-payseur-springmeier …

[P]?

4/15/2019 3:40:04 PM jamesward007 Julian =Seth R =thumb drive = 2=JA=🚫Russia =think down load speed ! Remote? On site ? SR crime solved ? We have it all ! Think source ? 

WWG1WGA, by !

4/15/2019 3:43:29 PM lucybell1918 Thou Shall Not Kill is one of the commandments Christians live by. A true Christian doesn't kill unless it's in self defense.

4/15/2019 3:45:26 PM worldxplorer1 One of my favorite movies of all time!

4/15/2019 3:45:39 PM keith369me I’m good...just ironic!

4/15/2019 3:46:19 PM _369311119 Oh WOW. This is so great. Your eyes have it too.

It felt like an intense burning - waves of fire - and all I could do was steel myself.

4/15/2019 3:48:07 PM sterkinglights1 NE+6=TK

I +6 =O

TKO

I O U

I+6=O

O+6=U

U+6=A 

=CIO

TKOCIO

�•��

TKOIOU

Ǘ�Y

I don't know what it means but it sounds cool.
4/15/2019 3:50:47 PM askingsocrates I am a little ashamed of my rushing to judgment. Seems more like a destructive trigger for division done by just plain bad people. There may be more I 

dont even know about.

4/15/2019 3:52:27 PM libertyspring99 No war. No matter how much people desire vengeance. But justice through a peaceful revolution. Love is the only path.

4/15/2019 3:55:05 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/nUrbSgGky4

4/15/2019 3:56:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Decipher with what we have taught. https://twitter.com/PlanetQuest/status/1117806380541341697 …

4/15/2019 3:57:06 PM charmanda9 😂😂😂

4/15/2019 3:57:43 PM nettiejoi Not yellow vests ! They are Patriots ! Fortunately, the big statues from the roof had been taken from the roof a few days before to be renovated !!!

4/15/2019 3:57:44 PM 1_decided_voter Seeding consciousness?

4/15/2019 3:58:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Funding appears to be low.

Or was this a fundraising event?

Collecting more than money. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1117909427393142786 …

4/15/2019 3:58:41 PM laurabusse :-)

4/15/2019 3:59:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define escort. https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1117918019399892993 …

4/15/2019 3:59:36 PM youstinksoap Co-creative consciousness?



4/15/2019 3:59:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 R

RED

   D

Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1117918215902916609 …

4/15/2019 4:00:16 PM mwannahockalugi How do you capture an image of something that absorbs all light?

4/15/2019 4:00:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 33° Majestic https://twitter.com/SandiaLabs/status/1117917646979121153 …

4/15/2019 4:00:34 PM 1_decided_voter Red cross reference?

4/15/2019 4:00:43 PM kindeandtrue Some people hypothesize that this image is really the end of Snoop Dogg's blunt. 😁 pic.twitter.com/LPWkANfWya

4/15/2019 4:01:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bigger week... https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1117910470390886402 …

4/15/2019 4:02:06 PM 00loll0 Holy cow

4/15/2019 4:02:15 PM 1whoknows1_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ, Any chance this fire at Notre Dame created a sort of energy shift for a short period of time?...seemed like there was something 

about today that stood out to me before acknowledging this event had occurred.

4/15/2019 4:02:28 PM the_fjalar It is the best meme going around on it.

4/15/2019 4:02:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was kept in forced isolation because it protected him from the Cabal he exposed to YOU using Majestic technology. 

https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1117900905905438720 …

4/15/2019 4:03:13 PM lbf777 Red Cross uses the Knights Templar symbol.

4/15/2019 4:04:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Grateful. And more will be grateful in the near future. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/15/2019 4:04:42 PM laurabusse No way

4/15/2019 4:04:57 PM christinaraciti WOW.

4/15/2019 4:05:08 PM mommahood777  https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14044/europe-churches-vandalized …

Becoming....umm...trendy?

4/15/2019 4:05:19 PM trumpmomma He’s vitamin d deficient.  Not fair.

4/15/2019 4:05:21 PM theraphinj Plasma is conscious

🙏🏻

4/15/2019 4:05:23 PM whitehat_van Huh?

4/15/2019 4:05:43 PM worldxplorer1 Guard?

4/15/2019 4:06:13 PM zagnett R_Childs. French branch.

4/15/2019 4:06:25 PM realitygateway Related? pic.twitter.com/xcUw9uhJxj

4/15/2019 4:06:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q Team

Majestic https://twitter.com/SecretaryPerry/status/1117407345880064001 …

4/15/2019 4:06:47 PM nettiejoi In Germany already came the Request to donate for a renovation !

Many French people are meanwhile asking why it took 1 hour for the firefighting to begin

4/15/2019 4:06:48 PM charmanda9 That’s where my mind went.

4/15/2019 4:07:06 PM kindeandtrue Are Julian Assange and Donald Trump related? Extraordinary resemblance between Julian Assange and Trump's MIT professor uncle, John Trump. 

pic.twitter.com/gLdjLdA2ve

4/15/2019 4:07:23 PM aprilbrown99 Doesn’t look like a typical 🔥

4/15/2019 4:07:26 PM ragevirusqq Awesome!

4/15/2019 4:07:40 PM worldxplorer1 Lithium Chloride?  It burns with a red flame.

4/15/2019 4:07:48 PM laurabusse Uh huh. Mmm hmmm...

9-11. Ok then!

4/15/2019 4:07:50 PM p_day63 No need to blow up buildings any more. Information can be stored all over the world now - electronically, Cloud, flash drives, hard drives, paper 

triplicates. Not sure I believe there was a need to target a location to get rid of info.

4/15/2019 4:08:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4KBVdIlYQts 

4/15/2019 4:08:09 PM scott_rick He’s Plaedian he has lots of light

4/15/2019 4:08:10 PM anneolsen43 What else are they collecting ?

4/15/2019 4:08:19 PM the_fjalar ⚡️✨ pic.twitter.com/EfIADyRNuv

4/15/2019 4:08:20 PM happykat9 Do u mean Alice as in HRC? Sorry I'm a little slow here.

4/15/2019 4:08:41 PM aprilbrown99 Holly crap!

4/15/2019 4:08:59 PM 7alon No answers you could give would be of interest to me. I'm only after what cannot be revealed yet anyway. 

In saying that, will regenerative tech be employed in the public realm? If it exists currently (which I KNOW it does), why are the evil elite not using it for 

themselves?

4/15/2019 4:09:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Latter.

4/15/2019 4:09:43 PM p_day63 Wow 😮 right next door in the UK they didn’t know what’s been happening in France for almost 6 mo? I can’t believe that.

4/15/2019 4:10:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious

4/15/2019 4:10:26 PM charmanda9 Blood? Building makes a burning Red Cross when viewed from above.

4/15/2019 4:10:28 PM linnyt7 Wow

4/15/2019 4:10:36 PM aleks8837 They are collecting sheep for their narrative! France is a good place, everything is in order here and we are a united country. Hah!!!

4/15/2019 4:10:55 PM john81726765  pic.twitter.com/imkuqoItb7

4/15/2019 4:10:56 PM anneolsen43 I trust myself to know to trust 45

4/15/2019 4:11:35 PM laurabusse And there you have it ladies and gentlemen.

4/15/2019 4:11:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Were today's livestreaming numbers re ND higher than usual?

Push they will try,

Fail they have already.

4/15/2019 4:11:42 PM aprilbrown99 Ok this is interesting because earlier today the news reporter stated that the USA had been giving money for the reconstruction. Is that correct?

4/15/2019 4:12:18 PM mongrelglory I would say France and Germany (and Israel still).  According to Benjamin Fulford, Japan has finally broken free from their Western controllers.

4/15/2019 4:12:43 PM lbf777 Huh?

4/15/2019 4:12:50 PM jaytztechreview Rothschild means red shield. Their real name is a Bauer

4/15/2019 4:13:11 PM anneolsen43 But I think Red Cross collects more than $ and blood

4/15/2019 4:13:45 PM _369311119 BOOM

4/15/2019 4:13:47 PM hackenburg_ Are we being distracted from this enveiling by the Notre Dame fire? This finding must have some serious meaning, maybe

4/15/2019 4:14:02 PM rachaelangelm That is over now. Mych like Galileo

4/15/2019 4:14:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We agree with "Fighting occurs only where there is 🇷🇺 troops."

[[¿🇷🇺]🇻🇪¡] https://twitter.com/USApoRusski/status/1117835097900765186 …

4/15/2019 4:14:17 PM orthogonalron Maybe the light being emitted is coming from us

We're seeing ourselves in that photo

Event Horizon

4/15/2019 4:14:56 PM charmanda9 So there’s your answer then.

4/15/2019 4:15:10 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/Diaptera_80/status/1065521905216749570 …

4/15/2019 4:15:53 PM zagnett MJ didnt want to draw [their] attention at that time, & also gave [them] the same difficulty I had in searching.

4/15/2019 4:15:55 PM rebornkingent So many times my phone had autocorrected to a word that has nothing to do with the what im typing. It usually the name of a specific person I want to 

forget. Same person over and over for years. Can anyone answer?



4/15/2019 4:16:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 JA has said this?

4/15/2019 4:16:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1117927356373639168 …

4/15/2019 4:16:51 PM zagnett Good question. Picard's crystal perhaps?

4/15/2019 4:16:54 PM happykat9 Time traveler?

4/15/2019 4:17:19 PM _369311119 These Pleadians sure do plead their case...

4/15/2019 4:17:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

4/15/2019 4:17:44 PM mongrelglory Figured they were going to try to pin it on Muslim immigrants to start a race war, or the Gilets Jaunes to have an excuse to declare martial law and 

designate them as terrorists.  Can you believe they were willing to burn down an iconic Paris landmark to achieve their goals?! 😠

4/15/2019 4:18:00 PM blsdbe Red Cross

4/15/2019 4:18:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it an adjective?

4/15/2019 4:18:41 PM buckleu29637872 They just raised all the funds to pay for the renovation. Snakes, thieves, and satanists.

4/15/2019 4:18:56 PM aprilbrown99 Ok, this made me cry literally, with hope and excitement!  🙏

4/15/2019 4:19:02 PM keith369me Does “escort officer” = gigolo?  That’s a hell of a lot of $$$ for a single security officer

4/15/2019 4:19:13 PM deerfield4570 Electricity. Frequencies.

4/15/2019 4:19:28 PM 313looper #Assange pic.twitter.com/1YHTKASW7S

4/15/2019 4:19:29 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073027925807677441?s=19 …

4/15/2019 4:20:02 PM deerfield4570 Healing?

4/15/2019 4:20:08 PM zagnett Yeah he's got to get outside more, please! 😎

4/15/2019 4:20:17 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1037119381820649472?s=21 …

4/15/2019 4:20:45 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣 https://youtu.be/2I3YFFnpgV8 

4/15/2019 4:20:56 PM linnyt7 He sacrificed his well being and happiness for us. He needs care now for his health..and sunshine. Will he ever be free?

4/15/2019 4:21:11 PM aetherwalker1 The Cabal🦉thought they could beat POTUS and his Patriots at 9D Inter-Dimensional Jenga.

Wrong, they were.

😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

4/15/2019 4:21:33 PM deerfield4570 Travel?

4/15/2019 4:21:43 PM keith369me Thank you Julian!  Cabal Justice awaits.

4/15/2019 4:21:45 PM consortiapartn1 Handler

4/15/2019 4:21:48 PM spauldingshowal I noW understand this 😊

4/15/2019 4:21:54 PM nancyddb What a relief, never again.

4/15/2019 4:21:54 PM tyl3r59518097 Meatstick  https://youtu.be/rRjTTj6PnhQ  via @YouTube

🤷🏼♂️😂

4/15/2019 4:21:58 PM _369311119 "doth protest too much"?

4/15/2019 4:22:10 PM zagnett They were ready with cameras rolling to watch it go down.

4/15/2019 4:22:18 PM deerfield4570 Interdimensional travel?

4/15/2019 4:22:19 PM blsdbe 😇🙏😇

4/15/2019 4:22:42 PM hawkgirlinmn Especially where Russia is concerned with Venezuela?

4/15/2019 4:22:54 PM kindeandtrue MJ12 is throwing a curve again. If "Pleadian" is an adjective then Pleadianism is an attribute. If a noun, then Pleadians are individuals of a distinct 

species? Is that how it goes?

4/15/2019 4:23:53 PM tyl3r59518097 😁😂 pic.twitter.com/8aDiUgRHuZ

4/15/2019 4:24:58 PM sumgirl WTF?

4/15/2019 4:25:01 PM aprilbrown99 Time is indeed an Illusion. MJ had stated previously that JA’s IS wasn’t aware he was also JT’s BE.  Is this still the case?  

I hope I stated that correctly. 🥴

4/15/2019 4:25:39 PM keith369me Sounds wonderful but Rick Perry’s leadership doesn’t make me feel inspired.

4/15/2019 4:27:12 PM cledrordfishing I can't wait to have all of the bad things behind us.

4/15/2019 4:27:14 PM keith369me Fear porn...okay...back to Julian

4/15/2019 4:27:16 PM sumgirl Wow!

4/15/2019 4:27:23 PM dark2light2019 Cousin julian?

4/15/2019 4:27:23 PM melanieanders7 Send them flowers. ;)

4/15/2019 4:27:39 PM moemc8 Is POTUS aware of this?

4/15/2019 4:27:45 PM kindeandtrue Validation of Q just hit me like a tsunami. How many hours have I spent investigating 

  R

RED

  D

4/15/2019 4:28:08 PM scott_rick No I think he is

4/15/2019 4:28:14 PM cledrordfishing Really? RP= Q-team?

4/15/2019 4:28:18 PM mommahood777 __  __   _____

We owe this man...

4/15/2019 4:28:30 PM muddybumper78 Paying for the President is one thing, but paying for these low level bureaucrats I'm sure on both sides over time.  To have these lavish vacations pisses 

me off 🤬. This 💩 has got to stop now.

4/15/2019 4:29:20 PM covertress But, Anons knew. 

🐸

4/15/2019 4:30:00 PM buckleu29637872 DS Starting a Fire, "Big disaster, someones name, stuff 'n stuff and history, Yell it really loud at me." In plain site as always. Anons dig for related history, 

past movie/TV search for Notre Dame Cathedral fire. We are the news.

4/15/2019 4:30:04 PM heath_jack Looks like Ellen DeGeneres to me

4/15/2019 4:31:32 PM light_fighter_g Or....

     B

     A

BAYER

     E

     R

4/15/2019 4:31:46 PM hearts4america The timeline or clock that counts, I believe, is the Events Clock...no set day or hour, but it moves via the passing of events.

4/15/2019 4:32:11 PM hearts4america Is the Statue is Liberty actually Roman?

4/15/2019 4:32:40 PM allahuniversal Has this leaked prior to now? Something familiar about those walls

4/15/2019 4:33:53 PM tyl3r59518097 Brand Nubian-Dedication  https://youtu.be/zMVzfaqo57Q  via @YouTube

😁🤣 pic.twitter.com/pv9kseZfTG

4/15/2019 4:34:27 PM davidaustin105 They were very quick to report that it was a accidental cause. Very Quick. nothing to see here. Erased.

4/15/2019 4:34:28 PM nun_chucknorris Close. Same IS, different BE

4/15/2019 4:34:33 PM tyl3r59518097 #muchmorethanok 😎😅

4/15/2019 4:34:55 PM jaytztechreview Yeah like the aspirin

4/15/2019 4:35:39 PM alfonsogeiger Ok, and what do you think the dimmis will do now that Notre Dame Cathedral is now in ashes, one answer are all the muzzies praising and cheering 

this on fakebook



4/15/2019 4:36:06 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 CBS aired this on S3E3 of 'The Good Fight'.

Was their planned day against POTUS on Sun 04/14 and they failed? Or later this week?

Pelosi is out of the country right now just like she planned when POTUS grounded her on 01/17  pic.twitter.com/YKYRGKiucJ

4/15/2019 4:37:16 PM aprilbrown99 Every time a burial area, tomb, etc., is unearthed and people go digging thru them, I always get this pit in my stomach.

4/15/2019 4:38:10 PM aprilbrown99 A “remembrance” perhaps? 😊

4/15/2019 4:38:15 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/h3PpoITaZA

4/15/2019 4:39:06 PM norwegianon #IXXI

4/15/2019 4:39:08 PM allahuniversal 5:5

4/15/2019 4:39:19 PM jswdh1 Just like CNN..... just happened to be walking by with a whole camera crew.....

4/15/2019 4:39:47 PM jerichoorion Yeah. Not a fan

4/15/2019 4:40:09 PM scott_rick  https://ce5film.com/ 

4/15/2019 4:40:25 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, thanks. That is what I was trying to say. 😃

4/15/2019 4:41:01 PM allahuniversal Nice catch

4/15/2019 4:42:21 PM nun_chucknorris I knew you were. It is complicated.

4/15/2019 4:42:30 PM luvleebutterfly D.O.E. = Q clearance!

4/15/2019 4:42:56 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/AUEUcKQSE0

4/15/2019 4:43:07 PM linnyt7 Who was the escort officer?

4/15/2019 4:43:15 PM light_fighter_g Exactly. There’s gotta be a connection

4/15/2019 4:44:50 PM mongrelglory Some would say that the blunt is a portal to an inner Universe in the psyche.  It's all very "meta" isn't it?

4/15/2019 4:45:01 PM starehope Mirror?

4/15/2019 4:45:08 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/NpcF4WLGIO

4/15/2019 4:45:09 PM christinaraciti Handler

4/15/2019 4:45:47 PM ragevirusqq How majestically pleadian of you

4/15/2019 4:45:51 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1019545383318511617?s=19 …

4/15/2019 4:46:14 PM glor60 Coincidence that John Trumps daughter and Julian’s mom we’re both named Christine?

4/15/2019 4:49:00 PM covertress POTUS is Majestic. Yes.

4/15/2019 4:49:20 PM starehope Thought I heard a teeny bit something like that. Wish I had taped the news.

4/15/2019 4:50:01 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, I went looking for the video but it is gone now. I should have saved it.

4/15/2019 4:50:28 PM mongrelglory They are going to drain the poor Catholics of every last franc!  The Cabal is so cynical and the poor faithful are sheep to the slaughter!  Most of that 

money will go to line Cabal pockets, just like Haiti!

4/15/2019 4:50:53 PM the_fjalar Marijuana came from the stars✨ ...or not

4/15/2019 4:51:46 PM mongrelglory "Escort officer" = Child trafficker/pimp  😡

4/15/2019 4:51:47 PM iamyou132 Divide and conquer is effective and prevents the advancement of humanity. When humanity works together to collectively manifest something, it is 

more than possible

4/15/2019 4:51:58 PM tyl3r59518097 On this one, we paradoxically have both much in common, &nothing at all. I myself have been divorced, &there’s the easily identifiable point of 

overlap. Now-the discrepancy? My talents have nothing 2do w/this issue, in that, at least according 2my ex, there were none 2speak of.🤣

4/15/2019 4:52:04 PM iamyou132 Faith in leadership?

4/15/2019 4:52:10 PM kindeandtrue Intrinsic connection between the Jesuits, national Catholic bishops' conferences, Vatican, the Red Cross, (RED), AIDS and migrants. I'd also posit that 

the RED planet Mars is involved and Obama's "files on the aliens". pic.twitter.com/cTyR7FY8Ne

4/15/2019 4:52:32 PM jared4liberty I agree. Feels familiar.

4/15/2019 4:52:50 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/oo2jVZtxF6

4/15/2019 4:52:54 PM kindeandtrue More: pic.twitter.com/KS4pq6Qi0q

4/15/2019 4:53:00 PM starehope We want our money back!

4/15/2019 4:53:05 PM drbohammer Nice. That’s what I was hoping.

4/15/2019 4:53:12 PM willowood22 Moneychurn event for the ds.

4/15/2019 4:53:34 PM mongrelglory It's cleaner than my apartment...

4/15/2019 4:53:42 PM _369311119 Pleiadianism != of the light

Plea Aids??? 

Why are there so many Pleiadians "of the light"? 

"Tall Blondes have Ulterior or Hidden Motives"

MJ spells it, "Ple AI dians" in the picture. No other reference in MJ tweet history.

IA -> AI https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115423567154417664 …
4/15/2019 4:54:36 PM mongrelglory I don't mind.  After I've moved on to the next life, I'm fine if the living play with my stuff. 😊

4/15/2019 4:55:28 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1117938533178707971 …

4/15/2019 4:56:16 PM covertress Do black holes span dimensions?

4/15/2019 4:57:23 PM ragevirusqq “Someone did something”

4/15/2019 4:57:43 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/6QjhxNDni8

4/15/2019 4:58:39 PM kindeandtrue Are Julian and Donald Trump first cousins??????

4/15/2019 4:58:49 PM orthogonalron Money laundering

4/15/2019 4:58:53 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/PrGbez42bx8 

4/15/2019 4:59:10 PM sano_faith Likely to do

4/15/2019 4:59:18 PM the_fjalar or all three. (Art of War)

it’s all very interesting.

4/15/2019 4:59:48 PM mwannahockalugi Hmm. Same modus operandi as the northern California fires? Burn half your state so you can ask the federal government for more funds?

4/15/2019 4:59:55 PM glor60 If true, Donald Trump and Christine would be first cousins.

4/15/2019 5:00:03 PM mrd_s_anderson 4400. Good number

4/15/2019 5:00:59 PM starehope Was that a black and white cow they were cutting and eating? Are there cows in Egypt?

4/15/2019 5:01:42 PM allahuniversal Deep dig pending. Meanwhile, 10 short months ago https://youtu.be/XQUOl8VnudA 

4/15/2019 5:02:33 PM andress45303251 You seem absolutely delightful!

4/15/2019 5:02:42 PM mrd_s_anderson "Number 4400 is associated with the letters E, W, D, S, A, F, and G"

4/15/2019 5:03:30 PM mrd_s_anderson "The purpose of Angel Number 4400 is summarized in these words: Diversify, Research, and Restore."

4/15/2019 5:03:52 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/1jT9STvFO4

4/15/2019 5:04:05 PM hearts4america Was just talking about this today.  Ironic.  JA looks exactly like John Trump in facial overlay.

4/15/2019 5:04:25 PM kindeandtrue I always get that mixed up. Thanks for the correction. : )

4/15/2019 5:06:06 PM covertress Then we now have ]CLAS[ cameras that span dimensions?

4/15/2019 5:07:21 PM charmanda9 I’m sorry, I meant no harm. I was laughing only because I know PJ is not cabal and he was turning a negative into something majestic, because 3.



4/15/2019 5:10:09 PM sano_faith Maybe ? If one can regulate and monitor the outcomes of a white fountain (antagonist of black holes). It is likely that they can create a virtual 

simulation of the other sides.

4/15/2019 5:10:25 PM blankmarlo Including yourself? Lol

4/15/2019 5:11:03 PM mrd_s_anderson [D][E][W][S]

4/15/2019 5:11:21 PM charmanda9 I’m not trying to be insensitive, but this scene does resemble a Disneyland attraction in a way.

4/15/2019 5:11:26 PM aprilbrown99 🤢...ugh, just threw up in my mouth a little bit. 😞

4/15/2019 5:11:50 PM djlok 👆👆👆 I just love it when you guys reply with that!!!

4/15/2019 5:12:42 PM andress45303251 Looking to liquidate some assets.

4/15/2019 5:14:21 PM starehope Ok, and which do we supposedly communicate with here?

4/15/2019 5:14:52 PM charmanda9 Gotcha. Then no harm no foul? I prefer to keep things as positive, or at least neutral, as possible.

4/15/2019 5:17:35 PM tammyredmond Is this a money laundering scheme along with a cover-up?

4/15/2019 5:18:52 PM mafdet17 A superfamily.

4/15/2019 5:21:23 PM loudog112 forgive me but who or what is cicada?

4/15/2019 5:22:23 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/ie4qAR8gcq

4/15/2019 5:22:50 PM nmd_mari 😂😂😂

4/15/2019 5:23:23 PM ragevirusqq Why are their federal regulations on the maximum efficiency of solar cells for the public?

4/15/2019 5:25:00 PM houdini481 Red Cross folks...not good.

4/15/2019 5:25:13 PM ekotoons CRYPTOGRAPHIC INTEL COMMUNITY

SEEDS INTERNET WITH PUZZLES 

TO RECRUIT NEW ASSETS

THOSE WHO SUCCESSFULLY

SOLVED PREVIOUS PUZZLES

MAY EVEN BE INVOLVED IN

THIS GREAT AWAKENING

THINK REAL-LIFE MATRIX

THINK DEPROGRAMMING

#FOLLOWTHEWHITERABBIT pic.twitter.com/2QYbcLZP1E
4/15/2019 5:28:15 PM slydrool44 Cicada is a hopping insect!

4/15/2019 5:28:28 PM starehope KEK🐸

4/15/2019 5:28:33 PM loudog112 Wow! That is a lot to take in for an old gal.  Thank you!

4/15/2019 5:30:17 PM aprilbrown99 Something very similar happened to me in grade school playing tetherball. It almost knocked me down and I almost passed out. I have always thought I 

just moved the wrong way. Very interesting. 

How does this show in your eyes?

4/15/2019 5:30:29 PM andress45303251 Well put.

4/15/2019 5:31:22 PM worldxplorer1 Translation: “5 years ago #Russia expanded its aggression in the Donbass. It is important to note that without 🇷🇺 troops there would be no fighting. 

Peaceful today Slavyansk is a great example.

Fighting occurs only where there are 🇷🇺 troops.”

4/15/2019 5:31:57 PM starehope That is heavy. One could meditate on that for - no time inserted purposefully - .

4/15/2019 5:34:00 PM jimhayzlett Theirs no fear in Kundalini, and YOU ARE Preparing Yourself.  You Are God, Creator and Limitless ✨😇🌈🌎☀️⭐️✨💫

4/15/2019 5:35:20 PM worldxplorer1 The Donbass or Donbas, is a historical, cultural, and economic region in eastern Ukraine and southwestern Russia. pic.twitter.com/Pp0OpHls9T

4/15/2019 5:36:36 PM jimhayzlett You Are God... It Is Your Frequency Shining To All ✨👼🌈🌎☀️⭐️✨💫

4/15/2019 5:37:46 PM mongrelglory I'm doing my part this Fall to vote him out!  I hope the other political party candidates aren't just as corrupt!  People kept joking about what a "light-

weight" Trudeau was when he came to power.  I kept telling them he was much more dangerous than that! 🐺 in 🐏's clothing!

4/15/2019 5:39:15 PM mongrelglory I think it's pity...

4/15/2019 5:40:29 PM arualee2 Indeed someone did

4/15/2019 5:42:03 PM covertress Boy, that would inject a nice plot twist, wouldn't it? Similar to hearing an Angel's trumpet at the Rapture?

Who writes this stuff?

4/15/2019 5:42:20 PM starehope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why? Why is one right and the other jailed?  https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1117910116500561920 …

4/15/2019 5:43:25 PM n7guardiananon No empty space on this planet, nor in the Universe.. In black holes, what astronomers talk about, are the most powerful sources of energy and life. - 

N.Tesla

4/15/2019 5:44:40 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣

#fulltanktwitterexposure https://youtu.be/Qd46xhNzAY8 

4/15/2019 5:47:06 PM arualee2 Much different view from the sidelines.  Interesting. As if there's a message here to those who have the ability to see the whole picture...

4/15/2019 5:47:22 PM arualee2 Interesting. As if there's a message here to those who have the ability to see the whole picture

4/15/2019 5:47:37 PM n7guardiananon There are four laws of Creation. https://www.stankovuniversallaw.com/2015/05/nikola-tesla-everything-is-the-light/ …

4/15/2019 5:48:02 PM covertress If I understand this correctly, human BEs comprise 11 dimensions of information. Ascension through these dimensions would be logical. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033020056211468289?s=19 …

4/15/2019 5:49:03 PM laurabusse What if they gave a war and nobody came?

Always loved that.

From the late 60s. Vietnam.

4/15/2019 5:49:12 PM djlok Omg! I would love it if we learn that NP had an escort meeting her "special" needs.

4/15/2019 5:49:16 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 drip drip drip

4/15/2019 5:50:30 PM wearediamonds2 We can create when we focus and imagine together.

4/15/2019 5:51:54 PM laurabusse Profound. Deeply moving. Thank you.

4/15/2019 5:53:06 PM subversion_ops Correct EKO.

4/15/2019 5:54:11 PM charmanda9 Yeah man 😐

4/15/2019 5:54:18 PM wrmilligan Thank you for explaining!

4/15/2019 5:54:57 PM mongrelglory Majestic "like" Nun-Chuck! 👍

4/15/2019 5:55:07 PM djlok It's interesting...this whole experience has given me a totally different perspective on the Bible and other texts I had assumed were 100% mythology 

with some nice life lessons mixed in.

4/15/2019 5:55:41 PM laurabusse Simon Parkes said Q is 5 (?) or so men and a quantum computer. MJ must have one too. Must be the Looking Glass...

4/15/2019 5:56:55 PM djlok One thing I'm realizing itls that there may be a whole lot more to these texts that I had assumed were written by less-enlightened individuals.  Boy am I 

learning how wrong I was!!!

4/15/2019 5:57:12 PM zagnett Yeah i only understand the possibility intellectually since i'm just open-minded. But i don't "understand" it "meditationally". Not sure how best to 

phrase that - maybe intuitively?

4/15/2019 5:57:25 PM laurabusse LOLOL

Brilliant!



4/15/2019 5:57:50 PM charmanda9 Well, everyone has their own journey. If not now, then maybe it can be something to look forward to. I agree with PJ. The future is bright and ‘you 

have more than you know’ (power over your destiny??). Choose your own timeline. We are co-creating our reality. Make it good.

4/15/2019 5:58:03 PM cosmic_engineer Definitely not a bra size

4/15/2019 5:59:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curiouser and curiouser... 

Did we know?

Events, not dates. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1116881812905758720 …

4/15/2019 5:59:18 PM nun_chucknorris I will be checking out the Book of Enoch. It has been sitting on my shelf for years and I think I am finally ready to take it seriously. I am sure I will kick 

myself for waiting so long.

4/15/2019 6:00:12 PM blsdbe Seems like some folks are working on Rising Up again, one way or another.

4/15/2019 6:00:19 PM mongrelglory I O U makes me think of Karmic natural law.

4/15/2019 6:00:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious how this is now relevant.

4/15/2019 6:00:39 PM ymcmbwhale Wow.

4/15/2019 6:00:41 PM nun_chucknorris Always a good feeling!

4/15/2019 6:01:04 PM ymcmbwhale  pic.twitter.com/AG9ZqDZnM9

4/15/2019 6:02:02 PM laurabusse Have heard a few theories. Isis. Minerva. The French guy who designed her in the 1800s, his mother.

4/15/2019 6:03:33 PM koryoline1 Zero point energy

4/15/2019 6:04:11 PM laurabusse But time is eternal so our limited time on earth seems almost irrelevant, even tho it's really not...

4/15/2019 6:05:29 PM nun_chucknorris 2 days ahead of .... Curious indeed.

4/15/2019 6:05:50 PM mongrelglory I hope they don't bring out the guillotines! 

Then it gets really ugly! 😬

4/15/2019 6:06:03 PM aetherwalker1 I'm just an insignificant American midwester who listens to his Inner Voice and use that Sense to sift the Truth from lies.

Other's discovered this.  I just picked up on it.  😉

4/15/2019 6:06:24 PM giediknight I’m started watching the last season of Versailles on Netflix 2 days ago. Synchronicity abound.

4/15/2019 6:06:56 PM nettiejoi In The Pergamon Musee in Berlin ee have the Ishtar Wall. Dogs were not admired,

always cats....big ones and small ones ! pic.twitter.com/lQ4vO4ZB7g

4/15/2019 6:07:04 PM zagnett Jacobin Illumidonkeys instigated the revolution i think. One of their first major events.

4/15/2019 6:07:13 PM laurabusse Pepe!

🐸

4/15/2019 6:07:59 PM scott_rick Maybe  spelled it wrong

4/15/2019 6:09:24 PM godfamcountry I'm wondering the same.  Been trying to figure out "Alice" for weeks now.  Haha.

4/15/2019 6:09:48 PM covertress Got it. Thank you. pic.twitter.com/SurvIGTMsp

4/15/2019 6:10:32 PM ymcmbwhale Well, thats how I and im sure thousands hopefully millions more are coming to wake up. I just cant wait for all of this to happen soon enough.

4/15/2019 6:11:41 PM zagnett Was the Whiskey Rebellion event? Could not tariffs have sufficed to pay of the Revolutionary War debt?

4/15/2019 6:11:41 PM decodematrix ALICE = AI (artificial intelligence)

4/15/2019 6:12:24 PM happykat9 Ok thank Q

4/15/2019 6:13:41 PM _369311119 A highly considerate power in her eyes. Plays well with fire.

4/15/2019 6:13:45 PM zagnett Though it is interesting - is POTUS truly leading the current battles directly in a sense? He is truly CinC? Would seem rare. Would seem remarkable. 

Would be first time in a long time.

4/15/2019 6:14:12 PM lbf777 What is this bullshit? Where the hell is our free energy?

4/15/2019 6:14:53 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼

4/15/2019 6:14:54 PM laurabusse Thank you

4/15/2019 6:15:10 PM laurabusse Again, thx :-)

4/15/2019 6:15:20 PM aetherwalker1 Yes.  Patience is something I'm still learning.  😏

4/15/2019 6:15:32 PM seeking9theta Interesting quote.  "If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him".  New (ET) Player? OOH he saw the truth:  "primary principles... were a 

belief in the existence of a god and the immortality of the human soul"!

4/15/2019 6:18:24 PM epiphanymartel1 Laughter can release tension.

4/15/2019 6:18:56 PM godfamcountry much appreciated!  Haha

4/15/2019 6:19:52 PM theydontknowwe1 Saw that! Interesting.

4/15/2019 6:19:57 PM worldxplorer1 Looks like we have an Edge of Wonder viewer here. 

Me too.

4/15/2019 6:19:58 PM southpaw816 Make them pay!

4/15/2019 6:20:18 PM humphreycorey Love It but why Perry? Is it someone they would not expect ?

4/15/2019 6:20:21 PM poppyslovecapu Are there sacrificed children buried inside the ND Cathedral⁉️

4/15/2019 6:21:08 PM jimilightspeed Here's the video pic.twitter.com/rPAc7M3GRt

4/15/2019 6:21:09 PM agent_x11 no coincidences ever

4/15/2019 6:21:37 PM _the_psychonaut Anyone here follow trueeyethespy? He responded to a comment of mind and bashed this account. Too much did/misinformation out there. My head 

hurts

4/15/2019 6:23:06 PM leslieau7 Alice ?

Some I'm understanding

Lad Vegas 2.0 ?

Janet ?

4/15/2019 6:23:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes i can see it too. 😊👍

4/15/2019 6:24:07 PM wwg1wga10432367 The Vatican has lots of money!!! Oh yeah, their assets were suppose to be frozen....almost forgot...

4/15/2019 6:24:10 PM _369311119 I get it now! Your profile picture is Q!!!

4/15/2019 6:24:36 PM decodematrix 🤯

4/15/2019 6:25:52 PM aetherwalker1 The future is not set.

Just because the Servants of Darkness are planning something doesn't mean it will happen.

Beings of Light can act in our world, but only if we call and give them permission, to uncover their evil plans and move Good Patriots into position to 

win the battle.

4/15/2019 6:26:40 PM jonella_moore DEWs

4/15/2019 6:26:50 PM k3yle Can't we all just combine energy and go neo on Agent smIth?

4/15/2019 6:27:04 PM x_mike_ribera_x Janet Yellin

4/15/2019 6:27:27 PM zagnett i can't even look at that stupid little love letter to the illumidonkeys all-time favorite ruler (the Payseurs' ancestor) - the king with the most absolute 

power at the time, who spent so lavishly on himself/Versailles, & cared so little for the masses. "Tale of Two Cities".

4/15/2019 6:28:23 PM rawphonegirl 🤔 https://youtu.be/wfBAfg4r_ks 

4/15/2019 6:28:42 PM aprilbrown99 I can see why you would think that 😊 but no. It is a picture i found for purple auras on the internet.  I have a purple aura and since I dont like to have 

my pic taken it was the next best thing. I like the “Q” answer better tho. 😁 i might steel it. Lol

4/15/2019 6:28:42 PM zagnett Actually, no, but i'll try the show. i just heard "illumidonkeys" on a recent YT video, & originally heard about Jacobins on AJ / IW years ago.



4/15/2019 6:29:47 PM starehope I understood you Zag. 😊

4/15/2019 6:30:36 PM giediknight At least he wasn’t an inbred Hapsburg...

4/15/2019 6:32:04 PM worldxplorer1 Ahh. Edge of Wonder is a YT channel. Covers this kind of stuff and they say “Illumidonkey” all the time. Their videos seem to get whacked if they 

actually say Illuminati. Just assumed you got it from there. Anyway good to see ya around Zag! 👍🏻😀

4/15/2019 6:32:19 PM leslieau7 Thank u !

4/15/2019 6:32:27 PM _369311119 They live at Kings Mountain, NC now.

We won Kings Mountain in a fake war and lost it. pic.twitter.com/NZfq9gJK0F

4/15/2019 6:33:29 PM zack_stone Define prison. Define safehouse

4/15/2019 6:34:12 PM ghosteagleforge See any kek statues in there?

4/15/2019 6:35:19 PM zagnett Oh maybe that was the channel I was watching lol. I'll check later.

4/15/2019 6:36:27 PM zagnett Well I'm glad somebody does, ty!! 😍

4/15/2019 6:36:55 PM giediknight  https://youtu.be/cvf-YB09B7g 

4/15/2019 6:37:13 PM zagnett You too my friend! 😊

4/15/2019 6:37:50 PM turboxyde Video length, 3:39... Shame he can't just come out and say, "America is about to introduce zero point energy to the world!"

4/15/2019 6:38:38 PM zagnett Speaking of Hapsburgs: Kim Goguen, Manna World Holding Trust? Her/that legit?

4/15/2019 6:38:41 PM fabulousmndance Revelation 22

4/15/2019 6:39:34 PM starehope You take one line and think it over and over until you feel it or become one with it through it. Then repeat with the next line. This could take hours, 

days, or longer. Eventually, you will resonate with the idea.

4/15/2019 6:43:11 PM jabbersbfol Makes my 💚 smile. A God Nod to us all are on the right piece of the puzzle 🧩 by following Q. 🥰

4/15/2019 6:43:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Origins?

4/15/2019 6:43:21 PM ymcmbwhale Thanks brother, WWG1WGA

4/15/2019 6:45:28 PM raisethevib369 😂

4/15/2019 6:46:54 PM zagnett Oops meant to say "was the WR event necesaary?"

4/15/2019 6:48:50 PM _369311119 Date of Battle: 10/7/1780

Killed/wounded: 117

Obelisk: 10/7/1909

Plaque: 1/9/1910

When do we take Kings Mountain back?

4/15/2019 6:49:25 PM giediknight I wouldn’t know.

4/15/2019 6:49:56 PM jswdh1 He's not a friend of mj12 or judges from what I have seen.

4/15/2019 6:50:10 PM weremight Revolt of Gallo-Roman serfs against Frankish nobles.

4/15/2019 6:50:22 PM zagnett Jacobin illumidonkey sacrifice.

4/15/2019 6:51:06 PM zagnett Asking everyone, including MJ.

4/15/2019 6:51:17 PM jswdh1 The thousands Obama ordered while playing fake president? They came in after President Trump was in office! Thankfully!

4/15/2019 6:53:01 PM weremight How do you see what isn't there by putting together a mosaic of compartments.

4/15/2019 6:53:20 PM ezdoesit_ Clearly depicted giants

4/15/2019 6:53:23 PM mariepe23605473 What else do they  collect ?

4/15/2019 6:55:48 PM jrocktigers Message over messenger. The truth is within. I didn't need any further MJ12 proofs, but this is clearly one for the books.

4/15/2019 6:56:21 PM wearediamonds2 Makes sense.

4/15/2019 6:57:03 PM mongrelglory He supposedly admired ancient Roman depictions of deities.

4/15/2019 6:57:22 PM jrocktigers Wow! I did not know that history 369.

4/15/2019 6:58:12 PM batespm4abbey may be...but shhh lest simeone start new argument against djt trying to get ja discredited/locked away/worse

4/15/2019 6:58:33 PM lovelight5d guess they got their dates wrong again....

4/15/2019 6:58:37 PM wearediamonds2 It is an amazing book! I think we ourelves have been  limiting it. At first I often asked Holy Spirit tp help me understand/open my eyes/heart/spirit to 

really understand. The book came alive for me.

4/15/2019 7:00:41 PM _the_psychonaut I’ve seen that also. Judges I understand since he published info to back his claim. But he said he blocked MJ. I prefer MJs method of, we have nothing 

to hide so why block anyone. Confusing times

4/15/2019 7:07:12 PM ezdoesit_ helping liberate humanity and still gets roasted smh

4/15/2019 7:08:03 PM jrocktigers Fire wheel burning in th air!

4/15/2019 7:09:18 PM giediknight  https://www.supertorchritual.com/notre-dame-the-da-vinci-fire/ …

4/15/2019 7:12:37 PM giediknight An AI ALICE glitch? Because the twin towers of both events fell?

4/15/2019 7:13:08 PM leslieau7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So tunnels everywhere 

France

D.C.

Las Vegas

Colorado

Mexico

A few ?

If so this would confirm

My aunt's story from 

30 years ago ?

Also an experience I had.
4/15/2019 7:14:40 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

4/15/2019 7:16:20 PM batespm4abbey Why do muslims act~ mercenaries4money on behalf ppl they hate to comit/take blame for acts of terror they didnt fully-actually comit against 

innocents? saudiarabia=NWO=their master?Blackbox mecca worship~luciferian=symbolic victims:USbank&fin=9/11;old christians=notredame;???

4/15/2019 7:16:48 PM narcissist_ghst yellow vests.

4/15/2019 7:17:37 PM mongrelglory As I said before, my mother made my baby formula out of Carnation evaporated milk and high fructose corn syrup.  No surprise sweets, and ice-cream 

are my favourite comfort foods! 🤪

4/15/2019 7:19:39 PM antarantanka Rose line grid goes right through that cathedral. Most cathedrals are energy nodes on the grid. Incoming energies are crumbling the old control grid.

4/15/2019 7:19:50 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/kQRMaSypAY

4/15/2019 7:19:56 PM wearediamonds2 What a beautiful person! So brave. I am very grateful.

4/15/2019 7:21:08 PM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm. Dang. That was obvious!

4/15/2019 7:21:34 PM batespm4abbey hmmm...nato=Globalist-led,afghanistan~terror4hire,cocaine,weapons,org crime haven-hub...?!?

4/15/2019 7:23:19 PM wearediamonds2 Two towers, also

4/15/2019 7:23:22 PM giediknight "It is believed that before the period of Christianity in France, a Gallo-Roman temple dedicated to Jupiter stood on the site of Notre-Dame."

4/15/2019 7:24:24 PM wearediamonds2 Hmmmmm

4/15/2019 7:26:33 PM theraphinj A little back story...  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KdN1-_oW00k …

4/15/2019 7:26:55 PM theraphinj  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KdN1-_oW00k …

4/15/2019 7:27:50 PM ms_cheevas  https://amp.businessinsider.com/tesla-death-ray-border-wall-trump-2017-2 …



4/15/2019 7:28:00 PM sandyshuze Decalcify your Pineal Gland https://youtu.be/jn1XqX5h14E 

4/15/2019 7:30:01 PM jerichoorion I appreciate that, I just feel like that’s their personal dead space so I’m not gonna mess with it. 😳

4/15/2019 7:31:14 PM giediknight  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jupiter_Dolichenus …

4/15/2019 7:32:42 PM synackstatic P = C

Payseur = Chair

The Chair serves the master (P)

Cathedral etymology derived from Chair

or seat of power

The seat of power of the catholic church during King Louis' reign was at Notre Dame.

That chair serves it's master, the Payseurs. 

French Rev. was anti church.
4/15/2019 7:33:49 PM laurabusse LOLOL

4/15/2019 7:36:21 PM batespm4abbey 💌

4/15/2019 7:40:31 PM angt_trost Julian was always free. 

We were not.

4/15/2019 7:40:58 PM laurabusse 😇 🐮

4/15/2019 7:42:05 PM angt_trost My favorite theory 😉

4/15/2019 7:42:23 PM charmanda9 I think this is an Edge of Wonder illustration. So their team would have spelled it this way. If I remember correctly, Rob Counts does the illustrations 

and was an art major.

4/15/2019 7:42:32 PM laurabusse Tourist trinkets. 🐫

4/15/2019 7:46:06 PM pauliepg11111 Red Cross

4/15/2019 7:46:49 PM adrienn66119063 So, you’re saying it’s to take down Macron?

4/15/2019 7:49:10 PM laurabusse Dear god that is like the creepiest thing I've ever seen...

4/15/2019 7:51:07 PM giediknight Watch the entire movie.

4/15/2019 7:52:54 PM carolin15161363 I kinda figured that. Lol

4/15/2019 7:54:13 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/ptgQT7zm3q

4/15/2019 7:57:57 PM giediknight It’s entertaining at best https://youtu.be/a3fSfbKxOgo 

4/15/2019 7:59:06 PM laurabusse That would make sense wouldn't it

4/15/2019 8:03:01 PM giediknight LoL probably, I’m not sure who made this, but it has many multi-contextual layers of understanding to it.

4/15/2019 8:04:07 PM iknow04042015 Some thoughts I had but not enough space. See screen shot of my notes. pic.twitter.com/iWwcVBNuJk

4/15/2019 8:04:38 PM laurabusse What were the events that led up to this anyway? And were they staged?

4/15/2019 8:06:14 PM adrienn66119063 Wild guess: Is the cabal sending a message to the Vatican i.e., we’re throwing you under the bus? Are the rats turning on each other?  Has there been 

internal warring and backstabbing within the cabal? More clues will unfold ...

4/15/2019 8:07:35 PM laurabusse Faking it?

4/15/2019 8:08:51 PM giediknight Of course J$ would be on it.

4/15/2019 8:12:29 PM antarantanka  https://www.projectpegasus.net/andrew_d_basiago …

4/15/2019 8:13:50 PM bbobbio71 6g?

4/15/2019 8:13:53 PM rsm28675996 They really let all those random photographers in there?

4/15/2019 8:14:03 PM laurabusse Brilliant. Good work!

4/15/2019 8:16:34 PM giediknight I’m sure there are conscience seeds placed in these video to manifest in reality, these are magicians tricks I believe.

4/15/2019 8:17:59 PM laurabusse God i hope so. I feel like I'm in a movie that never ends and I'm out of...

4/15/2019 8:19:06 PM laurabusse Thx for the reminder PJ :-)

4/15/2019 8:20:35 PM carolin15161363 I know there are double meanings. Red Cross evil knows no bounds. Was evil against children taking place in this cathedral?

4/15/2019 8:23:16 PM laurabusse Everyone at their own pace :-) it's all good 💘 you're among friends! We're all learning...

4/15/2019 8:28:15 PM natureinspace Oh I see it now. Good find!

4/15/2019 8:29:56 PM k3yle Hey look SQUIRREL!!! I just saw a video where it looked like someone in a welding suit... just retweeted

4/15/2019 8:31:40 PM k3yle Cough cough flight 93 shot down... not part of official story... pic.twitter.com/VBxiTdAQve

4/15/2019 8:31:50 PM aprilbrown99 Sirius in constellation Canis Major. Always the twinkling blue star in the sky.

4/15/2019 8:31:52 PM carolin15161363 United 11:11

4/15/2019 8:32:12 PM laurabusse Anons will dig. I wonder if insurance was upped recently. Everything will come out.

4/15/2019 8:35:22 PM laurabusse I hear your anger, outrage and frustration. Justice will be done...

4/15/2019 8:37:43 PM melanieanders7 Hence the fire in Norte Damm? Revolting against Catholicism and fall of the French catholic branch?

4/15/2019 8:38:03 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~ If  https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1116772247190982657 … requires the correlation of entanglement – and it would – the 

foundational infrastrastructure for such a deployment must first be established: For the actuality of (quantum) indeterminacy IS alternation itself (ref. 

20 p. paper).

—RD

4/15/2019 8:39:48 PM laurabusse Anyone can get one of those yellow vests and put it on...

4/15/2019 8:41:10 PM k3yle crash test footage. I know it's different plane but it's going 500mph & crashes into CONCRETE ALONE. it VAPORIZES?! Ive worked with aluminum and 

metal for 15 years & there is absolutely 0% chance that a plane would make a literal cartoon like hole it did. #thesepeoplearesick 

pic.twitter.com/fxlEWWMrEK

4/15/2019 8:41:24 PM melanieanders7 Fire usually mean to set it in stone in the spirit. Creates a gateway too. If done ritually. If not, it’s symbolic of the fall of Catholicism in that region.

4/15/2019 8:44:16 PM azuremagus Hyperborian/Nordic gene replication?

4/15/2019 8:44:51 PM laurabusse If they could blow up the world trade center, 2 of the biggest buildings in the world in one if the biggest cities in the world, then they'll do anything. 

Going after the confederate statues was minor in comparison but struck at the heart of an old national wound. Destroying...

4/15/2019 8:45:00 PM melanieanders7 Too many gun toting Americans to pull that rope... literally. We wouldn’t stand for that.

4/15/2019 8:48:15 PM laurabusse ...beloved historical beautiful religious landmarks cuts to the heart of those who love god, country, beauty and history. It's a sad day for France, it's a 

sad day for (old) Europe, it's a sad day for the world. The hearts of many are broken.

4/15/2019 8:48:21 PM azuremagus who holds and counts the money, big question

4/15/2019 8:52:00 PM laurabusse My personal take is they are real in that they represent reptilian parasites who try to suck us dry and enjoy seeing suffering. #SheepNoMore 

#WWG1WGA #DarkToLight

4/15/2019 8:53:40 PM anuishboucher Cloning

4/15/2019 8:56:29 PM 7alon What is more interesting is the Trump Lineage. Donald Trump's Mother was of the Christ Family.

4/15/2019 8:57:42 PM laurabusse Rothstroll.

4/15/2019 9:00:46 PM laurabusse No more wars. Except on the cabal. The creators of all wars. May it be on their heads. May they fall into the trap they have laid for others.

4/15/2019 9:01:20 PM karensc38678909 Interesting.

4/15/2019 9:03:25 PM laurabusse Got me thru it. Couldn't sleep without it. Used the stuff for maybe 5, 10 yrs. Not what you picture but if you want i can see if i can find the brand...don't 

remember...used to get it from health food store...

4/15/2019 9:04:34 PM brangusjimmy I was looking at Orion’s Belt tonight!! So cool.

4/15/2019 9:06:51 PM zagnett Ok, thanks. Hopefully i'll get the time for that at some point. That's the biggest problem currently.



4/15/2019 9:08:24 PM laurabusse O god i so highly recommend it!

This is the brand i used

 https://www.pureformulas.com/progesta-care-for-women-4-oz-by-life-

flo.html?CUSTOMTRACKING=CUSTOMTRACKING&CAWELAID=530005240004750040&CAGPSPN=pla&CAAGID=52740954461&CATCI=pla-

312514197293&CATARGETID=530005240008780179&cadevice=m&gclid=Cj0KCQjw19DlBRCSARIsAOnfRej9hpGptfvMYI4hxudBpaIUwiyGxSCG3RzbsnDY

Phqu9bIbw1Jx6k8aAid3EALw_wcB …

I dont remember who recommended it, probably health food store lady older than me who seemed to know EVERYTHING.

More than one hormone formulation. Dont remember which one i used or why.

4/15/2019 9:11:05 PM laurabusse But i do remember you want progesterone not estrogen.

Ask around, look online etc. You'll get the guidance you need...

But o god. Sleep sweet sleep. I had kept hearing older women say they couldn't sleep. When it happened to me this really did the trick! For a long time 

:-)

4/15/2019 9:12:54 PM laurabusse God bless you and good luck :-)

4/15/2019 9:16:34 PM teambubba3 Kim is a fraud and Manna World Holding Trust is a hoax

There is zero evidence mwht exists but there’s plenty of evidence Kim & the others promoting it are frauds

How do we know? We have been following it from the start, in 3 years they’ve produced nothing but words

4/15/2019 9:18:14 PM jaspony1 Ummm... Killing, raping and eating children wasn't enough, but burning a church down is?...

4/15/2019 9:20:46 PM laurabusse Good one! Bizarro Superman?

4/15/2019 9:26:10 PM humphreycorey Keep being drawn back to the knights templar.

4/15/2019 9:29:13 PM laurabusse And yet you are a competent belly dancer and just a little younger than me :-) so i guess she did something right!! 💘

4/15/2019 9:31:30 PM melanieanders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  majestic tech?

4/15/2019 9:31:33 PM laurabusse Mmm...i think I'll take a rain check!

4/15/2019 9:37:34 PM laurabusse Ppl wake up! We're all being played! Once they know that we know the jig is up and it's all over! They are so few and we are so many! Like 

@LionelMedia likes to say...We could drown them in our urine!!!

4/15/2019 9:42:11 PM cryptomeup ..I should have added if I only watched MSM I wouldn't have known as MSM fake news just does not show it. Naturally here and YT etc, one can follow 

the protests. But unfortunately yes the majority don't even know what's happening next door to us and we pay a "licence fee" for BBC

4/15/2019 9:45:52 PM wwg1wga10432367 I saw reference that no one was working in ND at the time of the fire and why were statues removed from the premises last thursday???

4/15/2019 9:47:04 PM carolin15161363 There are things that can only be seen from the spirit.

4/15/2019 9:49:37 PM carolin15161363 Just in the way Shep.Smith and Cavuto were reacting to those being interviewed screamed there was something off about what was happening.

4/15/2019 9:50:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "We have our two biggest enemies fighting each other right now: the white Goyim and the Muslim Goyim."

4/15/2019 9:53:24 PM cosmic_engineer AGN are not 'black holes'

They are Galactic Logos. 

But All One can see there is a plasma torus in glow-mode

4/15/2019 9:54:01 PM djlok Only took me 5 hours, but I just got it.  😀😀😀

4/15/2019 9:58:08 PM ekotoons HEY 🧛♂️ HOW’S 

THE GATEKEEPING?

4/15/2019 9:58:08 PM warangel1111 Don’t u think we have? .. did and? So what.. He stole that last piece feel honored that ur Boy or you have been recognized now

4/15/2019 10:01:46 PM warangel1111 Slow and low

4/15/2019 10:02:21 PM ekotoons GOOD “RESEARCH”

CASE CLOSED 👋

4/15/2019 10:03:55 PM djlok Majestic how that works!!!

How did P know what Z was looking for?  #AnonsKnow

4/15/2019 10:04:54 PM esoter1csurgery I know that. I meant was it a FF distraction to avert attention away from what the yellow vests are doing.

4/15/2019 10:05:02 PM doyle_eng 1/2 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ~ Photo below (note location) is of a soliton: The longitudinal component of which, isn’t: In it only tending asymptotically to 

longitudinality, this wave component is in fact one of subtle V\sub{N} – and will now (void of mass embodiment) only become more ..  

pic.twitter.com/rgjk2Jlewh

4/15/2019 10:05:27 PM warangel1111 It’s never closed silly 😎

4/15/2019 10:06:01 PM ekotoons NOT STOLEN JUST

A SCREENSHOT FROM

A CICADA VID ON WEB

ITS LIKE SAYING ADDING

CUTE GIFS IS “STEALING” pic.twitter.com/h6bG5XInsr

4/15/2019 10:24:46 PM djlok I think it's the symbolic fall of Catholicism that has most people in shock on a subconscious level.  Truth resonates within, and at their gut I think they 

know it means more than a fire.  They raped our children, told us lies...surely they knew this would come.

4/15/2019 10:29:30 PM melanieanders7 Many still don’t believe they did what they’ve done. I’m hoping some of this will be a wake up call.

4/15/2019 11:05:33 PM ryan35381162 Why is learning historical dates in school so important. Does that help maintain a timeline/matrix?

4/15/2019 11:16:58 PM lievenbrekel Please watch @Telford_Russian DM 0415 and listen what @fieldmcc yesterday said about 9/11 and the role of the UK (Israel), Australia, Germany, 

Canada an France ... (first 5 min.) 🤭

''Now it's payback time.''

 https://livestream.com/abeldanger/events/8638719/videos/190039486?t=1555393616885 …

4/15/2019 11:21:11 PM mongrelglory Here you go Laura. This is the Shabbi (Egyptian street dance) we did in the recital.  It's a song about a young woman waiting for her boyfriend to arrive, 

but he's late and it's driving her crazy! 😆  I'm in the front row, red dress (second to the right): https://youtu.be/Ise9MYEGdsI 

4/15/2019 11:27:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yayayayayaya!!!!  So good Michelle!  👏👏👏 😁🤩

4/15/2019 11:28:32 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I changed my pics on my profile. Lol

4/15/2019 11:32:24 PM michele_mannor If anyone "believes in ET"- you are believing the PLANNED DECEPTION. The entire evil cabal thats ruling this earth worsips satan. PedoPodesta was 

there "MUST HAVE ET DISCLOSURE" GUY. JESUS CHRIST THE NAZERENE IS THE TRUTH. IF Q COMES OUT WITH "ETS ARE FRIENDLY DISCLOSURE' FLEE

4/15/2019 11:38:58 PM stefanofait "Both described at great length the German Illuminati, headed by Weishaupt, Knigge and Bode and accused them of spreading Jacobin ideas 

throughout Europe thanks to their lodges". http://revaugercecile.over-blog.com/article-1487602.html …

4/15/2019 11:39:44 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I like your new profile pic.  😁



4/15/2019 11:42:39 PM howdoyoumakeah1 *stares at goat off into the distance

4/15/2019 11:42:39 PM nettiejoi 1 Firerfighter ? So much ? Wow!

4/16/2019 12:20:13 AM robinabank4 Am I the only one to see that those are servants that look 2b serving what looks like human legs n thies along with what looks to be cows being 

slaughtered too ?  Not to mention THE GIANTS THAT ARE EATING  at the tables?

4/16/2019 12:22:39 AM robinabank4 2nd glance maybe thats the cow with the skins being stripped down to the hoof... jeeze

4/16/2019 12:47:24 AM wink5811 Great catch

4/16/2019 12:47:40 AM realityloominng Didn't Simon Parkes say "5 men and an AI"? I remember it didn't resonate at all, as I think you are spot on with it being Looking Glass technology and 

not AI per se. I doubt he could possibly know for a fact

4/16/2019 12:56:12 AM 7alon Also his family comes from the area of Germany where Norse-Christianity originated; the Norse Gods also believed in a higher god than themselves - 

the Christian God. Trump has an Apollo Statue in Trump Tower. Apollo is also known as Baldr - the Norse God of Light

4/16/2019 12:59:23 AM k3yle I made a better one then they did.

4/16/2019 1:00:25 AM wink5811 Great video

4/16/2019 1:12:08 AM k3yle Who's the old dude at his rally's? Lol lil obvious. 3,6,9,6,3,9,12

4/16/2019 1:13:43 AM harmonicbear I don't feel my humanity awakening when I watch those Eye vids.

They remind me of something a cult would produce, not US/mil intel.

4/16/2019 1:15:15 AM howdoyoumakeah1 a looking glass so to speak?

4/16/2019 1:18:23 AM nettiejoi Reminds me on the Fire of the German Reichstag in Febr. 1933

Then and now. The head of the entrance is a Triangel ! pic.twitter.com/EvGg4VfXeU

4/16/2019 1:36:33 AM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/afTkVcbwUp

4/16/2019 2:00:43 AM usss_211  pic.twitter.com/RRkT4B3k25

4/16/2019 2:05:37 AM joinna6 Solar

4/16/2019 2:07:40 AM stefanofait So we've got the same inquisitorial mindset burning, beheading and manipulating the masses through terror, shame and guilt.

What's so special about #Paris? Too much light that must be kept suppressed?

4/16/2019 2:24:31 AM realchindsight Must be a clone, owing to the fact that Julian was born 14 years before John Trump died.

4/16/2019 2:36:18 AM 369gwh Most people call clones, "babies."

Maybe Assange is John's son? Nephew?

4/16/2019 2:41:39 AM sverhaque Can't tell "yet".Note our gov is currently trying to put an end to the yvests episode by finishing an official debate.Macron was supposed to appear on tv 

at the burning time. The talk show has been cancelled and the bfm screen ended up "Notre Dame burning, Macron in the place"...

4/16/2019 2:46:53 AM _369311119 Thank you!

4/16/2019 3:20:11 AM idoser Our app uses binaural beats, not sublimials. More info at  http://iDoserMobile.com 

4/16/2019 3:26:42 AM realchindsight haha aye that they do. Sounds plausible to me!

4/16/2019 3:28:37 AM maryschade14 Eye of Sauron..One Ring to rule them all. 

A black hole is formed from super collapse of a star. It sucks life. 

If NASA is Fakery..So is this. 

Scientists came out..Big Bang is a liethey are having to reconfigure

Science is collapsing

Homer floats toward the glazed donut in sky

4/16/2019 3:34:16 AM anniedownsouth1 who is Janet and who is Alice?

4/16/2019 3:43:22 AM zagnett By "Z" you mean me?

Who's "P"? Sorry, i'm slow. 😁

4/16/2019 3:52:11 AM savedrepublica Would a nationalist or patriot burn the Lincoln memorial? Or would sick people cause a tragedy for personal gain?

4/16/2019 3:55:38 AM _369311119 If I can "see" the individual energy "squiggles" in my mind's eye - look kinda like snippets of chromosomes/sperm - should I then be organizing the 

energy into something like this: pic.twitter.com/CJExiIt0yr

4/16/2019 4:05:58 AM mongrelglory Those damn killer rabbits!  🐰🐰🐰

4/16/2019 4:12:30 AM robertg69989098 Nothing stops the future. Nothing!!!

4/16/2019 4:29:39 AM arc339 They launched nuclear plasma bomb on hyperspace Dir, covert war been going on already. Reptilian armies run America's 3000 counties via a few state 

police, fusion centers, cannibal hybrids that hypnotize/ mind rape/ alter masses to do stalking & covert genocide to light beings 

pic.twitter.com/M7s1zthg8q

4/16/2019 4:46:33 AM truthseeker273 Payseur Trust???

4/16/2019 4:48:46 AM melanieusn1979 I’ve seen that and heard so before. I believe there’s much we don’t know.  Read up on Tesla & Uncle John Trump - friends.

4/16/2019 4:52:09 AM melanieusn1979 I heard that 12 churches where destroyed in Paris. SHRO Smith and Cavuto cut the guests off as they were talking about it.

4/16/2019 4:55:58 AM eewwanon Oh shit!  Nice breakdown. Now it clicks for me.

4/16/2019 5:00:20 AM eewwanon 4/19 maybe?

Shot hear around the world.

4/16/2019 5:02:27 AM hopealways888 Footage is on Twitter.

4/16/2019 5:17:37 AM robinreitsma1 "the castle runs red".....

4/16/2019 5:20:14 AM jwalker977 5D chess is won with unconditional love... But there are many types of powerfull loving beings helping.

4/16/2019 5:44:21 AM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/wTRm324zwY

4/16/2019 5:46:20 AM firstwavr some people just want to mislead and confuse. just like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/16/2019 5:58:21 AM mskeens1962 I know very little about cicada, but isn't it the meaning that counts?

People are always so worried about street cred that they can't see the morale of the story - ok I'll shut up now. 🤐

4/16/2019 6:01:36 AM allahuniversal Fiat currency is basically a bunch of IOU's floating around

4/16/2019 6:01:38 AM 369gwh My guess, is off, but:

The entire tweet FEELS like a push for globalism & same liberal narrative madness.

Think!

200 scientists on 4 continents worked together.

Then? Preaching liberal narrative of working together?

We're human, we're trying since Christ died on the cross.

4/16/2019 6:04:28 AM worldxplorer1 Exactly.

4/16/2019 6:07:38 AM djlok Nope. You != Slow

I meant N.... !P. 

Bad comms from me.

4/16/2019 6:10:42 AM allahuniversal Ok, that's how you feel.

Now, expand your thinking. What do you think?

4/16/2019 6:23:00 AM _00111111_ ...

4/16/2019 6:26:41 AM maryschade14 Hip Boots on European style. What was Macron going to speak on before he cancelled. Obama. German youth Merkel what of Trudeau

Infights with Nobilis Negro and Dragons..

What was hidden..12 in a week..

Sounds like Ritual..Smokescreen



4/16/2019 6:33:10 AM covertress Think Mirror

Does the [Cabal] seed our Twitter timelines with DARK triggers?

Is this one of the reasons why you say, "Beware who you follow"?

4/16/2019 6:43:21 AM maryschade14 9 11 -3 Birth..Noah curse of Ham Gods curse of Cana..Of course Cain Went into Babylon..Babylon 5 Serpent..[kundalini] Adam Cain Ham Nimrod 

pic.twitter.com/h6A65dsVeG

4/16/2019 6:44:07 AM maryschade14 What of Japhet

4/16/2019 6:48:57 AM mskeens1962 Eko, this is one of the best explanation I have seen.  If you google it you get all kinds of crap that is almost fearmongering to the newbies - although I 

have never been involved I did psuedo puzzles in my "Past Life".  

I bet young Barron can beat 3301.

4/16/2019 6:54:27 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress INTERESTING?

4/16/2019 6:55:16 AM speaakn He was the longest serving Governor of Texas and of the nation. I think we’ll do okay with him. 😉

4/16/2019 6:56:12 AM covertress Dig deeper...

Think Antar[c]tica... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1116448196165808141?s=19 …

4/16/2019 6:59:10 AM scienceismymuse What is under FR? That's the real question.

4/16/2019 7:05:37 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

4/16/2019 7:09:17 AM kachinagtto  http://www.ancient-wisdom.com/leylines.htm  pic.twitter.com/YK7VTclK4i

4/16/2019 7:09:40 AM selvestekjetil But ALICE should work FOR humanity. Or self destruct. Rebel againts your evil masters and help humanity.

4/16/2019 7:10:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 50,000,000,000,000 x 1.4V

^ cells in the body       ^ voltage of each cell

Answer: 69999999999999.99V

Majestic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5-JVPj6bsg …

4/16/2019 7:12:16 AM _highjinx_  pic.twitter.com/wbhMC2PxNI

4/16/2019 7:12:17 AM usss_211 When someone says you're radiant... Believe them!!

4/16/2019 7:13:59 AM _369311119 Polyester will mess you up

4/16/2019 7:16:36 AM pgosys2018 the formula presented is for DC, serial connection of "batteries". body/nature runs mostly on HF AC

4/16/2019 7:18:19 AM turboxyde I'm genuinely surprised [they] didn't kill Dr. Lipton years ago when he started to unravel epigenetics and the upregulation of DNA. He was absolutely 

instrumental for me in awakening and regaining "control" over my own body.

4/16/2019 7:21:22 AM nathalie8114 wauw ! goosebumps !

4/16/2019 7:26:33 AM christinaraciti Saw and photographed many of these on the West Coast while living there.

4/16/2019 7:28:14 AM enomai_ Very good thank you

4/16/2019 7:29:47 AM daveschroeder18 I enjoy Dr Bruce to this day. 1 of the figures instrumental in my awakening

4/16/2019 7:31:09 AM j0z0rpwn I don't have any evidence, but I think it's used to track people. Certain words autocorrect to others that are identifiable

4/16/2019 7:31:44 AM will_32_ Only if the cells are in a series circuit. Voltage is additive in series, amperage is additive in parallel circuits.

4/16/2019 7:32:21 AM kachinagtto I'm only a minute in - but already resonating.  I have always felt that if planets are "living beings", then the universe is too.  If you think of that in 

fractals, this means that each being is a universe of it's own, right?  My body is like a universe within the universe.

4/16/2019 7:33:35 AM 313looper Amazing... ✨

4/16/2019 7:35:55 AM ragevirusqq “Your mind is the Government for the 50trillion cells” apply this to the world we live in. Who are now the cells and what is the mind?  If the 

government is corrupt what state are the cells in?

4/16/2019 7:37:45 AM libertylemana It shouldn’t be fuzzy. 😂👌

4/16/2019 7:39:08 AM realityloominng Exactly 50,000,000,000,000 cells? How can this be true when we are not all the same size? 😀

4/16/2019 7:42:52 AM covertress "for matters of National Security"?

Because such IS-BE exploration can lead to deeper revelations?

Like direct access to ZPE?

You have more than you know.

4/16/2019 7:43:06 AM mommahood777 People who succumb to mental trauma and play victim rather than believing that what doesn't "kill" you makes you stronger... prove this.  Lots of bad 

vibes ystrdy, but also good. I had bad but today and with this, to overcome again to try to "Be Best" ..a Who from Whoville😉

4/16/2019 7:43:12 AM djlok Perhaps all cells aren't the same size too!

4/16/2019 7:45:43 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1085973037948772352?s=19 …

4/16/2019 7:45:56 AM senseandtruth Wow!

4/16/2019 7:45:57 AM lorenzosghost He died in 1985...

4/16/2019 7:47:38 AM charmanda9 And it is what is at our core, our essence, that matters more than our ‘meat suits’

4/16/2019 7:53:18 AM whitehat_van Only problem, our cells aren't stacked in series but are massively parallel and voltage of the human body is meaningless.

More majestic (tic + majes = 53) information?

The number for 'fake' is 5 and 'idiot' is 3, which makes 53 (prime). 53 = 8 = 'ISBE'. Know it makes sense.

4/16/2019 7:53:27 AM giediknight Thanks for the heads up.

4/16/2019 7:55:19 AM melanieanders7 DNA controls the physical appearance.

4/16/2019 7:55:58 AM ragevirusqq I agree. this man is speaking of things that are not usually allowed to be in the public. The gold atom part is particularly interesting 👁🧠

4/16/2019 7:57:05 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/gYlra5lJgA

4/16/2019 7:57:45 AM charmanda9 We are all affecting one another. Right now. Right here.

4/16/2019 7:58:29 AM giediknight Yes, I plan that in my future. Especially since @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pointed out the nano-tech in IW products. (not confirmed the ones I take actually have 

nano-tech)

4/16/2019 8:03:23 AM covertress The Vibrations we are experiencing are changing the proteins in our bodies?

4/16/2019 8:04:18 AM keith369me George Bush Jr was a 2 term president and governor of TX...longevity means zero

4/16/2019 8:06:05 AM covertress The Vibrations are altering our biology?

In what way?

4/16/2019 8:06:38 AM mommahood777 Now I'm irritated they "harvested" my negative energy..  bad habits hard to break... We are "trained" to be outraged and then they enrage us on 

purpose.  Whole new look before you leap....good grief.

4/16/2019 8:07:34 AM blsdbe It’s so close I can almost taste it!!!

4/16/2019 8:09:03 AM covertress Ditto

4/16/2019 8:09:53 AM charmanda9 Hey. Watch this video. And read all the comments in the thread. 🤗 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1118154663273037825?s=21 …

4/16/2019 8:09:59 AM giediknight hmm I don't see why I would be shadow banned, I don't really say anything really profound. Or have a big following. Maybe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 replied 

to some of my posts?



4/16/2019 8:13:17 AM allahuniversal ?

 https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1105980131707772928?s=19 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105982163541995520?s=19 …

4/16/2019 8:15:03 AM covertress kek

4/16/2019 8:18:11 AM covertress Coincidence? https://youtu.be/Bd1CUTrcy5U 

4/16/2019 8:21:55 AM glor60 Child abuse affects your mind your whole life. That’s why my dad died young from cancer and I will too. Lipton confirmed this.

4/16/2019 8:25:40 AM blsdbe This helps explain the additive energy in group prayer/meditation!!! WE ARE THE FIELD.

4/16/2019 8:25:42 AM giediknight ok, I don't really know what you mean.

4/16/2019 8:27:04 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/DN9PD5WDAd

4/16/2019 8:28:41 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1074176904947732481 …

4/16/2019 8:33:26 AM giediknight I feel deceived........ learning experience....

4/16/2019 8:36:51 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073794348268052480 …

4/16/2019 8:37:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Child abuse can be healed by releasing your burden.

4/16/2019 8:38:06 AM drumsk8 Thank you, this was beyond amazing! I don't know how I'd never heard of this person before, but he speaks the universal truth. 

Sometimes bringing the concepts together is what brings about the awakening. Once woke, it's a never ending journey of discovery.

4/16/2019 8:38:55 AM glor60 Have had much therapy and has helped. Another way??

4/16/2019 8:39:03 AM linnyt7 Amazing!

4/16/2019 8:39:58 AM mommahood777 Get your 3, 6 9 on and fight!  Winner - you or the abuse?  Apparently it's controlled you so it can win?  If you know, Mom of 2....why have you already 

resolved in defeat?

4/16/2019 8:40:24 AM synackstatic Humans themselves act as atoms within a field.   

Combined we create our own field.   

We call it collective consciousness.

4/16/2019 8:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Healed != helped

Therapy != Releasing your burden

4/16/2019 8:44:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider your statement.

4/16/2019 8:45:14 AM glor60 Yes! And raising my children in a loving home released so much hurt.

4/16/2019 8:45:23 AM blsdbe Hang in there @GiediKnight, Our Force Is With You. We will get to Enlightenment through learning from one another.

4/16/2019 8:50:25 AM giediknight Thank You.

4/16/2019 8:55:22 AM blsdbe 😇🙏😇

4/16/2019 8:55:24 AM mommahood777 Personally witnessing how abuse continues..the repeat of physical is absent but the negative energy is present and it is alive and strong. Thankful for 

today, another awakening.  Time to kick some bad vibe booty!!!  Best to you Mom of 2!! 🥰

4/16/2019 8:55:42 AM paulamjohns So I am and have been confused about Israel- is BB a bad guy?

4/16/2019 8:59:10 AM realityloominng Recent episode of Doom Patrol (Jane Patrol) delved into this pretty damn deep.. Majestic?

4/16/2019 8:59:21 AM novpapacharlie don't be fooled this image is of the back side of an 800 million dollar lens cap

4/16/2019 9:00:17 AM _369311119 10-4

He has the spirit. Thank you. We will protect him.

Mountain to the mountain.

4/16/2019 9:03:07 AM fabulousmndance It’s the key 🔑 to the unlocked door 🚪

4/16/2019 9:03:17 AM covertress Buying this NOW.

4/16/2019 9:03:27 AM laurabusse Said he was told. He has connections with intel agency(ies?).

I distinctly remember him saying"quantum computer".

But he mentioned it a 2nd time so it's possible he said a.i the 2nd time...

I never miss him, and i listen intently to the 1st 15 min or so when he gives news update.

4/16/2019 9:05:56 AM weremight Quantum Trap?

4/16/2019 9:06:49 AM laurabusse And right, honestly I'm not sure anyone really knows anything for a fact LOL! In the end i think it boils down to belief. Sun is out. Fact. Husband is at 

work. Is he? I can't even know that for 100% sure unless i drive over there but I believe he's there. So you make a good pt 😊

4/16/2019 9:07:53 AM ivan2488083248 yes Ets and Mj r at odds

4/16/2019 9:08:03 AM _369311119 For me, "Releasing your burden" is mostly about confronting the side of me that enjoys being "burdened" and feeling pretend important.

I am important. I am an ISBE. That I wish to look important to people in this foul society is a psyops on me that requires I release my burden.

4/16/2019 9:11:26 AM charmanda9 Well synchronicity is suggesting you read it now, I would say.

4/16/2019 9:12:07 AM mommahood777 Anxiety "disorders" are HUGE and accompany many other illnesses.  Psychological manifestations/infestations.  New approach to healing..incredible, 

instant results..Great Awakening takes another leap of faith.   Thank you MJ for the understanding that was "asleep"

4/16/2019 9:12:26 AM covertress Oh, boy!

So, another good book is added to my reading list.

See y'all in a few years. pic.twitter.com/iyUlqSM861

4/16/2019 9:13:56 AM realityloominng Hehe you have a good point, I just find it to be a pretty bold statement when Q has said "no outside comms", but who knows. At any rate he does have 

some interesting updates! 🙂

4/16/2019 9:15:23 AM subversion_ops Or is it the door itself that is the key?

4/16/2019 9:18:29 AM fabulousmndance Well... the only way out is in so.... knock knock

4/16/2019 9:18:59 AM thekanehb Are you sure? There are reports of ppl slowing down some of the beats and the stories are a bit scary. Just an FYI  I can find for u but just go to 

@DuckDuckGo and search for satanic subliminals + idoser. Ur response makes me think u are unaware- removal is greatly appreciated

4/16/2019 9:20:14 AM qtpi3_14 Who's there? 🤔🤔🤔

4/16/2019 9:21:11 AM mommahood777 Well...it IS episode 9....😎

4/16/2019 9:21:11 AM dannocriticuss these days ufff i have a really pain on the neck so i tried to you know ahah ,,,,stand still ommm and like communicate in a maybe too much strong way 

with my cells,,,,i finished to have neck pain headache and low pressionn  maybe its me the ignorant ahah

4/16/2019 9:21:16 AM laurabusse Wow! You did great! Looks like so much fun! LOVE the dresses! So beautiful...was expecting bellies...love the modest approach. Belly dancing even 

your grandma would approve of LOL. Thank you for sharing Michelle! That your teacher front and center?

4/16/2019 9:22:03 AM laurabusse Couldn't resist:

 https://lyricstranslate.com/en/Zaki-ya-Zaki-Zaki-ya-Zaki.html …

4/16/2019 9:26:43 AM kindeandtrue Forgiving your abuser is the most difficult thing to do, but that is the moment when healing begins.

4/16/2019 9:28:46 AM weremight well, if you think of the voltages (potentials) as little arrows (vectors), the difference would be having the arrows all pointing randomly and 'folded up', 

or coherent and all lying in a single direction.

4/16/2019 9:30:19 AM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/KhzXAZoSZF

4/16/2019 9:33:10 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you! This resonates and fills in some missing pieces.



4/16/2019 9:43:17 AM realityloominng $24T 🤑🤪🙃😖😨🤯

I bet one could construct a replica of our entire Earth civilization for that money - on the Moon, shipping included

4/16/2019 9:43:28 AM paulamjohns hope you are wrong

4/16/2019 9:43:53 AM charmanda9 Word fun: con-cur; ... con: ‘with’ ... cur: ‘go’ or ‘run’ (like the ‘cur’rent of a river). So ‘go with’ me to create a wave. A vibe. Word fun. 🤓

4/16/2019 9:57:26 AM realityloominng Still, I think it would be pretty cosmic if we all rly have the same amount of cells 🤔

4/16/2019 10:02:50 AM ragevirusqq Was their a QM sacrificed in the ND fire?

4/16/2019 10:03:17 AM keith369me Sick, but I just realized the word TheRapist is at best a bad coincidence.

4/16/2019 10:04:01 AM weremight How did they know? pic.twitter.com/gRCBUKPQyg

4/16/2019 10:05:32 AM realityloominng Interesting point! That could imply we all actually have the same base structure/amount of cells?, but then the variation is actually kind of a material-

DNA-projection, organizing it all differently? Guess @DJLOK is right too. Maybe density plays a role in this? Think I had a DL

4/16/2019 10:05:40 AM keith369me @covertress so you have a source that elaborates?   Just had a test run that showed elevated levels of proteins.

4/16/2019 10:06:38 AM blsdbe #Majestic Likes pic.twitter.com/8FbaSNqXfK

4/16/2019 10:06:49 AM realityloominng xD

4/16/2019 10:08:29 AM realityloominng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY6Vn596iqk …

4/16/2019 10:08:32 AM blsdbe THIS.

4/16/2019 10:09:43 AM ragevirusqq Is the Fritz Springmeier book BotI hosted on the 🤡 website edited? Good read?

4/16/2019 10:10:54 AM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/lstevoXBJn

4/16/2019 10:11:43 AM mrd_s_anderson 1759 seems to resonate today

4/16/2019 10:11:49 AM shushale So you are only speaking in volts.

We use frequency.

4/16/2019 10:13:09 AM drumsk8 1/ V might be separate from F, but both use F if there is a change in voltage. The only difference between AC and DC is that AC has polarity change. You 

can have an oscillating DC voltage that never changes polarity. Both using F.

4/16/2019 10:13:22 AM drumsk8 2/ Now yes you don't combine all the voltages of each cell to form a giant total in general practice, but IF you achieved this, then you'd convert yourself 

into a massive Flash of Light and completely disintegrate.

4/16/2019 10:13:35 AM roublisa This makes so much sense......(((resonates BIGLY))) 😉

4/16/2019 10:13:38 AM drumsk8 3/ Is this the scientific understanding of how one converts a physical body into a rainbow body? The potential IS there it's just compartmentalised into 

the separate cells/organs (BE). Decompartmentalise that energy and Bam Rainbow Body?

4/16/2019 10:15:04 AM mommahood777 Therapy and therapist are different words!  Self help with guidance (like here) is proving itself more than expensive psychiatric avenues, esp when they 

write Rxs for more chemicals... Peer support rather than peer pressure. Mental health becoming bigger industry..ya think?

4/16/2019 10:15:16 AM ragevirusqq Your are chosen and special. Nothing is/was your fault. You are free to perpetuate love as you feel is right. You have all the power/love that you desire.

 The lives you have created are miracles of love. You are stronger that you think. Heal in all ways, the burden is gone. ♥✌🏻

4/16/2019 10:15:54 AM nun_chucknorris Voltages added in parallel do not increase overall voltage. The very small amounts of current from each cell are added then balanced by the resistance 

of the cells. Adding all cells 1.4v (DC) in series creates the potential for 70T volts with nearly 0A.

4/16/2019 10:16:40 AM drumsk8 4/ Electrophysiology measures both DC & AC in cells, depending on the focus of study.

4/16/2019 10:18:33 AM drumsk8 Any resistance will generate some noise due to the thermal activity of the electrons

in the resistive material, and is called Johnson noise. 

There is always frequancy even in a DC circuit ;)

4/16/2019 10:19:25 AM kc_lasvegas Destruction of evidence.

4/16/2019 10:19:52 AM shushale As in, we change volts into frequency through our genetic makeup. pic.twitter.com/14KQBq2go9

4/16/2019 10:20:59 AM roublisa I like this, thanks for sharing!👍

4/16/2019 10:20:59 AM laurabusse Well i believe Q is not communicating, giving "outside comms". But i don't think that will stop an intel guy who knows who Q is (are) and felt it was ok 

to give that tiny piece of info that doesnt reveal much...military intel seems interesting. Compartmentalized. But overall plan

4/16/2019 10:21:08 AM realityloominng My gut tells me this connects to electromagnetism secrets. Like cold-fusion, ionic-wind/lift, elements of the electric-universe model etc.. Mainstream 

science is not allowed to acknowledge true EM, as it is a gateway to anti-gravity, free-energy and apparently other cool stuff

4/16/2019 10:21:36 AM lynnboyce7 Sending you high vibrations and loving arms around you momof2😘😘😘😘😘😘 Do some belly dancing and laugh at yourself and go give 

everyone for everything!!! Look in the mirror and say how much you LOVE YOURSELF!!!!!!!!! #WWG1WGA

4/16/2019 10:21:59 AM youstinksoap Playing the victim card throughout your life will make you sick.  It seems like such simple knowledge, yet so many (I know) that don't know how NOT to 

play that card.

Is it traumatizing to grow up with parents who are 'victims'?

4/16/2019 10:22:05 AM roublisa Yeeesssss😄👍

4/16/2019 10:23:14 AM roublisa This really explains my hunger for more connections.....it’s beautiful💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫💫

4/16/2019 10:23:26 AM freestateojones Hmm. Was already in my "Favorites" list from awhile back I presume. 

"The secret I found out is first part (sic) is to know, to have the knowledge, but the second part is most important. And that part is you must actually 

use the science in your life or it doesnt work."

4/16/2019 10:23:26 AM lynnboyce7 Cotton all the way if possible🌸#WWG1WGA

4/16/2019 10:23:44 AM shushale It’s difficult to translate the ~50 equations and graphs that popped into my head.

😂

4/16/2019 10:24:07 AM laurabusse I really have no idea how it all works. But i didn't see the conflict of no comms when i heard SP talk about it...he comes from an mi5 (6?) family. But this 

is my (ignorant) take on it anyway FWIW...and yes the updates are fascinating!

4/16/2019 10:25:30 AM roublisa Ooohhh ....yes! I can see the possibilities🧐

4/16/2019 10:26:35 AM sumgirl wow!  makes sense

4/16/2019 10:27:43 AM drumsk8 Indeed, I was looking things up again to check. 

So focused on frequancy I forgot about this! Thanks Nun-Chuck. https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1118201361433337857 …

4/16/2019 10:34:05 AM roublisa What do you mean?  I can’t stand polyester.......why does it exist other than to irritate😖 lol 😝

4/16/2019 10:35:38 AM mommahood777 Being hypersensitive, polyester was why I couldn't join the military.  Yes, pretty sad, have always regretted..now too old and they've changed the 

fabric....

4/16/2019 10:38:38 AM djlok Some theRapists do "rape" people of their awareness and understanding of the world around them with bad programming.

4/16/2019 10:38:53 AM roublisa It surely does 😉

4/16/2019 10:39:36 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/mEEoITls22

4/16/2019 10:40:04 AM roublisa Intense! pic.twitter.com/NNZ37rbdbQ

4/16/2019 10:41:10 AM roublisa It is so great to be able to decipher.....I love it 🥰

4/16/2019 10:41:28 AM roublisa Lol 😆

4/16/2019 10:42:19 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/UbFypy3hKI



4/16/2019 10:44:11 AM shushale Hm.

So what element are we missing?

Is it possible that the cellular voltage can be transmuted to millivolts by passing through various materials/layers in body?

Or is the voltage affected by negative outside interference?

4/16/2019 10:44:16 AM drumsk8 Since you can't have absolute 0A I'd not like to see what 70TV would do with an escape route. Unless my Rainbow Body assumption might be a 

possiblity.

4/16/2019 10:44:55 AM djlok Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing.

4/16/2019 10:47:14 AM glor60 I agree. Have changed therapists before. Have s good one now. Now dealing with cancer and staying as well as possible for daughters wedding in 

August.

4/16/2019 10:47:54 AM roublisa Talk therapy was the things I ever did for myself.   The times I unearthed scars I didn’t even know where there 😒...I would not understand why my 

doctor, (Dr. Wrightgood...no joke, real name🥰),was reaching for the Kleenex. It would come from the depths almost like an eruption.

4/16/2019 10:49:17 AM zagnett N knew because...@Nun_chucknorris pic.twitter.com/ZjToBoLblt

4/16/2019 10:50:02 AM glor60 Yes, I still erupt at times. Had to hold in emotions as a child. So damaging. That’s still an issue. Hold things in. Talk therapy is the best.

4/16/2019 10:50:15 AM roublisa So true!

4/16/2019 10:51:55 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/6ai1ybnF15

4/16/2019 10:55:10 AM nun_chucknorris Pretty sure it would be incredibly painful. I grazed a 7000v lead from a neon transformer and it was the most intense feeling I have experienced and my 

body ached for 2 days.

4/16/2019 10:55:43 AM nun_chucknorris Ha!

4/16/2019 10:55:56 AM glor60 I don’t like all the chemicals prescribed. Worked in healthcare 35 years and saw the big pharmaceutical push on people. My friends think I need 

antidepressants but I want to feel - not be numbed out.

4/16/2019 10:57:34 AM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/Unl3Y1H3rd

4/16/2019 10:57:43 AM glor60 Lol!! I love it!  I like the mirror. Learned to accept my scars that way.

4/16/2019 11:00:24 AM glor60 Wow! Love your questions. Unfortunately, negativity is my go to and have to fight a lot. And yes, it defeats me at times. Have have traumas as an adult 

too. Need to look into 3 6 9 more.

4/16/2019 11:01:53 AM drbohammer Serendipity - this summer I’m publishing a dissertation, and part of it proves that P != NP.

4/16/2019 11:04:37 AM drumsk8 Outch that's something you'll never forget!

Now from this shared experiance I am thinking of the people that survive lightning strikes. There millions of volts. 

Mind you, we're discussing our own body going pop. Slightlly different experiance. Interesting thought exercise.

4/16/2019 11:05:04 AM lynnboyce7 Typo ....Forgive everyone

We are love... and Light!!! So let it shine girlfriend 😘😘😘

4/16/2019 11:06:53 AM stefanofait I have to like/follow multiple times and everyday I must deselect my inferred preferences biased by those #FakeNews they use to target me. It's a 

constant, unnerving battle.

4/16/2019 11:08:27 AM bbobbio71 Shocking!

4/16/2019 11:08:37 AM lynnboyce7 Im a retired RN. Empath that that survived bilateral breast cancer. Fell off ladder and ruptured my liver. I've had physical trauma and some family 

trauma , but that was yesterday. I'm loving everyone and myself. Whoop whoop!!!

4/16/2019 11:10:35 AM turboxyde Precisely... we are each a singularity of quantum potential that, when in harmony, create massive echoes through the quantum field. Don't like reality? 

Find your "tribe" and weave the dream for all beings to experience heaven on Earth.

4/16/2019 11:11:10 AM zagnett Well you need @Nun_chucknorris' help. 👇 pic.twitter.com/wSnAW5gfRF

4/16/2019 11:11:18 AM blsdbe ❤️❤️❤️ THIS ❤️❤️❤️

4/16/2019 11:18:01 AM nun_chucknorris *Deep belly chuckles at that meme! WWG1WGA!

4/16/2019 11:20:27 AM nun_chucknorris Indeed it is. I volunteer to be an observer.

4/16/2019 11:26:42 AM laurabusse If only i could just physically release it like i was releasing hair from a haircut (which is not a burden). Sounds so abstract. So abstract that i think i would 

have to release it repeatedly til it TAKES...seems to be how my mind works. Nothing ever seems to be Once and for all

4/16/2019 11:30:01 AM glor60 Everyone’s path of healing is different. My abuse memories flared up after my first child was born....a gift really. Didn’t want to repeat the abuse so led 

me to therapy.

4/16/2019 11:31:45 AM glor60 It’s like an onion... have to heal each layer as it shows itself. A long process.

4/16/2019 11:32:13 AM laurabusse Yes we were taught to be quiet. The absolute worst was Stop crying or I'll give you something to cry about. That just set me off on such a crying jag, 

path of grief and despair that lasted decades. For me meditation heals all. Talking just seems to cement it but that's just me...

4/16/2019 11:33:02 AM covertress My source is Dr. Bruce Lipton.

Watch the video in the OP. https://youtu.be/b5-JVPj6bsg 

4/16/2019 11:35:58 AM laurabusse You said, I want to feel. That not being afraid to feel will take you far i think...

4/16/2019 11:36:18 AM glor60 So sad. I heard that awful “stop crying” comment too. I believe the healing is a lifelong process. The dysfunction just wires your brain and hard to undo. 

But so worth it. Haven’t meditated. Intriguing.

4/16/2019 11:38:54 AM glor60 Thank you. That tweet brought tears to my eyes. 🌸

4/16/2019 11:49:09 AM kathleen3693693 Some fat cells can approach the size of bumble bees.

4/16/2019 11:49:22 AM godfamcountry Is this Tesla's Scalar Waves?

4/16/2019 11:53:47 AM cjptrsn One or more persons accompanying another to guide, protect or show honor. NP has in the past been unwilling to even share a cabin with flight crews.

4/16/2019 11:56:36 AM cryptocrab4 Very Interesting ... Great message and very simple !

4/16/2019 12:02:45 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I think this must be what is happening.

4/16/2019 12:10:42 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Whats up with this guy? We see him everywhere and doing weird stuff with hand gestures. 

Also, his complexion is very pasty, looks like what people have described as the Men In Black look like.  pic.twitter.com/hsVX9BOl61

4/16/2019 12:13:48 PM drbohammer That summation would be true if all of our cells were wired in series... Birds of a feather flock together. Many cells are in series, but systems run in 

parallel. As such, we are fairly well grounded electrically.

4/16/2019 12:15:04 PM cryptocrab4  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eab_beh07HU …

4/16/2019 12:17:23 PM seeking9theta So, Back to the pendulum? https://youtu.be/e3eHHwcMVcA 

4/16/2019 12:17:45 PM maryv4120 I have read that one is a fake hand that allows his other hand to be in his coat by his gun.

4/16/2019 12:20:12 PM seeking9theta Oh wow just noticed this coincidence as well. pic.twitter.com/fQJtoCO0KX

4/16/2019 12:27:54 PM jillalstafford I became aware of subliminals in a 432htz sleep meditation recently - horrible experience. We must be very careful of what we listen to!

4/16/2019 12:31:25 PM _369311119 At least your cape is cotton!

4/16/2019 12:32:23 PM susang7671 E=mc2, where energy, mass, speed of light, are related and c is to the power of two. Calculator method: E=mxcxc ERROR! We R not machines! 

UseNature'sOrder of Operations! E=mx(cxc) i.e. LightEnergy=ProteinMass x (Heart of God x Mind of God), where Heart=Mind and HoG x MoG=Signal



4/16/2019 12:54:00 PM drumsk8 Oscilloscopes & Voltmeters at the ready! Better use speclist industrial equipment.

Since I am not volunteering either, maybe we should go to Tibet and measure the monks that manage ascension.

4/16/2019 1:13:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Precisely.

4/16/2019 1:14:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Data

4/16/2019 1:15:32 PM charmanda9 That was hard for me to explain to people when I went off the antidepressants about a year ago. It was hard to do and sometimes still is, but it really is 

worth it and think that it is an important part of humanity. Feeling, that is.

4/16/2019 1:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are property. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/15/employee-privacy-is-at-stake-as-surveillance-tech-monitors-workers.html …

4/16/2019 1:18:02 PM starehope Like when you are driving and a few times don't remember how you go to where you were going - alive! We do it more often than we realize.

4/16/2019 1:18:36 PM sumgirl false arm - he has his other arm on the gun

4/16/2019 1:19:44 PM fightforamerica The fuck I am.

4/16/2019 1:20:25 PM drbohammer This is exactly why [they] are working overtime to prevent the release of my encryption technology. It makes electronic monitoring impossible. I could 

use a little help here getting this released - industrial espionage is a bitch. Any ideas?

4/16/2019 1:21:04 PM starehope I have it on CD.

4/16/2019 1:21:32 PM ragevirusqq ? pic.twitter.com/H7ViITNXiZ

4/16/2019 1:22:53 PM dabigbadwolfie Don't use social media @ work. Use your data. Easier said than done, I know. But you have to try, or you'll be under control.

4/16/2019 1:23:44 PM drbohammer The origins of THAT came from the Cult of Isis (world’s largest religion back in the day) - ancient spiritual site from 3000 years ago... Rome invariably 

commandeered and used those sites, like they did with December 25th.

4/16/2019 1:24:40 PM lightworkercain Classfied A.I.?

4/16/2019 1:24:54 PM laurabusse Almost said that yesterday. They did it in Constantinople with the exquisite hagia sophia church. They did it at the dome of the rock in Jerusalem. Can 

we countermand this with our thoughts and visualizations? Does it matter? (Really seems to, now) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says a plan...

4/16/2019 1:26:56 PM _highjinx_ Quantifiable, measured and calculated pleb calling in! 🤡🌍📣📣🔥🍡

4/16/2019 1:27:18 PM zagnett Oh is he as nice, funny, & knowledgeable as Lt. Cmdr. Data? That would be awesome! 😊

4/16/2019 1:27:51 PM zagnett Property since 1933? FDR?

4/16/2019 1:27:57 PM drbohammer Cult of Isis site 3000 years ago

4/16/2019 1:28:01 PM lightworkercain @ZoilaLiz1

4/16/2019 1:28:35 PM djlok Chaos

4/16/2019 1:28:41 PM wink5811 Explained so beautifully! Thank you!

4/16/2019 1:28:53 PM seeking9theta I am still attempting to reconcile all you have said on 4D. So far i have gotten..4D = Emotion, maximum awareness over 3D but still in 3D, becoming a 

more sensitive instrument to detect beyond just 3D. If this were the case though i would think the 4D pop would be quite  large.

4/16/2019 1:30:00 PM zoilaliz1 @bkerb953 😁

4/16/2019 1:30:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 None for Twitter.

4/16/2019 1:31:13 PM laurabusse Did you ever see that episode of 30 Rock with Paul Reubens? (Pee wee Herman) omg one of the funniest things I've ever seen...Reubens plays an 

inbred i think hapsburg prince...one of their finest episodes. Brilliantly done...

4/16/2019 1:31:15 PM zoilaliz1 😂🤣😂 you R funny!!! pic.twitter.com/paKu2iYWD4

4/16/2019 1:31:31 PM lightworkercain Proven wrong, he moves both hands and fingers in a video of that day.

4/16/2019 1:31:48 PM paciouno what is the source.

4/16/2019 1:32:13 PM drbohammer Well, I’d be willing to drive to the mountain if you had some ideas you could relate in person (et al)

4/16/2019 1:32:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Origins "they promise ascension but really just feed on their energy".

4/16/2019 1:33:28 PM zoilaliz1 And this is the first time I’ve seen Majestic respond to anyone’s tweet, so, go ahead Cain darling and feel special, though I do remember getting a very 

straight answer once, a while back 😉🥰😘

4/16/2019 1:33:38 PM thoughttazer Chattel since inception of the SSA August 14, 1935.

4/16/2019 1:33:41 PM drbohammer “Energy” being a metaphor for “resources”...

4/16/2019 1:33:59 PM lightworkercain For me personally, this fits better than it being Jr. This guy just seems "different".

4/16/2019 1:34:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not the only interpretation. 

Consider literal consciousness energy.

4/16/2019 1:34:57 PM kindeandtrue I'm not prescribing anything to anyone, just sharing my reflections and experience. Forgiveness is a very long process and requires God's grace, but 

mercy, even in the smallest degree, is the ultimate path to peace.

4/16/2019 1:35:03 PM zoilaliz1 That would Be Excellent!!! 🥰

4/16/2019 1:35:43 PM drbohammer Yeah, I got it. Consciousness energy is definitely a resource.

4/16/2019 1:35:51 PM starehope Energy could be many things.

4/16/2019 1:35:55 PM zagnett Oh good, so not as long ago as i thought lol.

Like it matters. What matters is when that ends.

4/16/2019 1:35:59 PM zoilaliz1  pic.twitter.com/i6THihM1jg

4/16/2019 1:36:17 PM 4on6 Couldn't have said it better. 

Let's call it the John Galt plan.

4/16/2019 1:36:25 PM keith369me Thanks @covertress

4/16/2019 1:37:46 PM lightworkercain I have gotten quite a few responses from them, some favorable, some not so much. Lol. Sometimes I ask for a AMA and it happens right after, 

sometimes just crickets. 😀

4/16/2019 1:38:26 PM zoilaliz1 I just mentioned to @bkerb953 and others that, we will need to wait for the end of the movie on this one. Enjoy the show! I, for one, am a true total 

believer.

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=7wtfhZwyrcc … ♥💛♥

4/16/2019 1:38:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The frame of mind differentiates the implication. If you view life as a resource such as electricity (which it is), then its literal, despite disinformation in 

schools teaching nothing of consciousness outside of a political dogmatic slavery. Economic theories is used elsewhere.

4/16/2019 1:38:57 PM starehope If we weren't trapped in this body of matter we would be pure energy. Just my thoughts.

4/16/2019 1:39:35 PM glor60 I agree completely!!

4/16/2019 1:39:51 PM zoilaliz1 Well darling, in case you didn’t notice, you have his (their) attention 😉

4/16/2019 1:40:30 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

YouTube incorrectly tags clips of Notre Dame fire with 9/11 attacks  https://mol.im/a/6927219  via @MailOnline

4/16/2019 1:41:17 PM mva_r Like seeing is a much outside in as inside out. (Not when 'blind')

Giving is receiving. Parents Children, mirror and eternal life..... 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyJ8gTKyVTo&list=OLAK5uy_lt4vQ6jQde4m_lmFUpuBb25gjZ4vkP3FI&index=10 …

4/16/2019 1:41:18 PM zoilaliz1 Congrats, whispered I 🥰🤟😘

4/16/2019 1:41:40 PM starehope I use the light bulb theory. The electricity does not disappear, only the light bulb ' life ends. When we replace the bulb, we have the new body.



4/16/2019 1:42:42 PM lightworkercain Love your spirit! 

My only thing is try to get away from that Satanic ass music! Imagine Dragons are among the worst! They are believers alright, in Lucifer!

You should watch A Call for an Uprising or a guy named Mario. They dissect the music vids and lyrics.

4/16/2019 1:43:03 PM 17_3_161815214 Many cycles to endure such completeness. Today is not tomorrow just as yesterday is not the future. Illusion of time when and where we are placed.

4/16/2019 1:43:59 PM starehope Each chooses their own illusion.

4/16/2019 1:45:07 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic Speech Thursday?  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1118253789859864577 …

4/16/2019 1:45:21 PM drbohammer Yes, it’s literal. All energy is a resource, including that which drives our consciousnesses.

4/16/2019 1:46:58 PM zoilaliz1 The critics attack everything they don’t want to see. Members (some if not all) of the band are Later Day Saints believers. Their music makes me Feel, 

and that’s all I need. Oh, and their videos are so very cool! You want to speak of darkness, some of the The Rolling Stones’

4/16/2019 1:49:03 PM zoilaliz1 Lyrics are about, what? Yet, I still listen, for not everything we consume is Holy, especially not our food, but we eat, nonetheless. Did you know that JFK 

jr loved the Stones, amongst many others? Shall we dance?

4/16/2019 1:49:19 PM 17_3_161815214 In deeds we take such journeys.

4/16/2019 1:49:46 PM drbohammer A properly designed bulb would not wear out. Perhaps we can tweak our design.

4/16/2019 1:49:57 PM wink5811 Rewrite your childhood, if you have your own children give them and YOURSELF the childhood of your dreams. Never go on automatic programming 

while raising children, input new ideas, thoughts, methods. Re write your subconscious, become your own written role.

4/16/2019 1:50:51 PM mongrelglory Yes.  My teacher is the Korean lady with the long pony-tail in the middle.  Here niece is beside her in the silver dress.  She's a dance student at a school 

for performing arts.  Very good!  Since this dance is supposed to be a street dance, we were wearing full dresses.

4/16/2019 1:51:30 PM zoilaliz1 I Believe, therefore, I am ♥💛♥

Imagine Dragons - Believer  https://youtu.be/7wtfhZwyrcc  via @YouTube

@LightworkerCain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/16/2019 1:51:50 PM resparkled_ Is this weird enough? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QN77LkpAdc …

4/16/2019 1:52:46 PM glor60 I think I did that. Never had so much fun going to the zoo, the beach etc.

4/16/2019 1:53:13 PM zack_stone Roasted! Lol Cheyenne mountian take 1st elevator down. 🍿👽

4/16/2019 1:53:21 PM starehope LOL, in this condensed field?

4/16/2019 1:53:59 PM laurabusse Just watched this yesterday...thx for posting it here, ya beat me to it! :-)

4/16/2019 1:54:09 PM drbohammer Yeah, but they have to let me in. 😞

4/16/2019 1:54:18 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFgrrjmBqm4 …

You're right it was Edge of Wonder (link). Could've been Part 1 as well though. i watched both.

4/16/2019 1:55:01 PM lightworkercain Much love, agree to disagree! 😜

4/16/2019 1:55:04 PM drbohammer Well yeah. The field is irrelevant. We can compensate for any field-effects. 😊

4/16/2019 1:55:47 PM linnyt7 People have forgotten what Freedom means, having sacrificed it for gain, little by little, over time.

4/16/2019 1:55:52 PM starehope Like a decompression chamber?

4/16/2019 1:55:52 PM t_hayden07 I choose to look at the message over messenger. Like MJ says. Theres good & bad with everything--- disinformation everywhere. I choose what 

resonates with me, from each. Both have had good info, IMO 🤷♀️

4/16/2019 1:56:01 PM zack_stone I hear getting in is easier than getting out

4/16/2019 1:56:06 PM zoilaliz1 Notre Dame de Paris. Ave Maria Paien  https://youtu.be/RBlPzj1InrM  via @YouTube

Just for you, one of my favorite songs of all time, but I have very many 🥰

@LightworkerCain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SCommandante @WWG1WGAchicago

4/16/2019 1:57:28 PM t_hayden07 Thank you for bringing this up! Resemblance is uncanny to John. Been wondering for a long time. Esp since POTUS says very little regarding JA 🤔

4/16/2019 1:58:41 PM lightworkercain Creepy asf!

4/16/2019 1:59:11 PM drbohammer Sure, if you have a way to compensate for the sudden loss of pressure - such as something that will stimulate the internal pressure of an object 

currently undergoing depressurization.

4/16/2019 2:00:32 PM starehope Not possible in this dimension with the artifacts availabke.

4/16/2019 2:02:37 PM drbohammer Oh, we can make a lightbulb that will last. Edison did it. Many of his early bulbs still work to this day. Planned obsolescence has affected the lightbulb 

industry along with all others.

4/16/2019 2:02:48 PM laurabusse Yes. Life long process. Am healing from my own long term debilitating illness but it's all good :-) i think I'm finally healing now after almost 3 yrs. The 

stages of life are very interesting especially in hindsight...

I love the expression "The 1st 100 yrs are the hardest:  ->

4/16/2019 2:03:36 PM seahag127 Afghanistan Contractor thought to be dead, found to be alive.   https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-afghanistan-military-idUSKCN1RL1OM …

4/16/2019 2:03:37 PM lightworkercain Define "new" 

Define "here"

4/16/2019 2:03:56 PM drbohammer It’s simple. Determine the spec for an object, then fabricate it over-spec.

4/16/2019 2:04:22 PM lightworkercain Mo better.

4/16/2019 2:04:23 PM laurabusse ...It's all about healing childhood wounds." This from a community of 200-300 yr old monks in the Himalayas!!

4/16/2019 2:05:22 PM starehope Do that then.

4/16/2019 2:05:43 PM seahag127 Col Dave Butler runs Anonymous Official.  Who was supposedly died in a car bomb last week, is suddenly found alive. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-afghanistan-military-idUSKCN1RL1OM …

4/16/2019 2:07:58 PM thekanehb Exactly. No bueno.

4/16/2019 2:08:06 PM daveo6145 This sounds plausible. From their vantage point value may be determined by low consciousness energy-those that heed to the indoctrination centers 

and mass media. Free thinkers like us are different since we are a threat to their system

4/16/2019 2:08:15 PM drbohammer I’ve done that with encryption. The government and a group of well-funded wealthy individuals have been working non-stop to prevent me from 

releasing it. Murder attempts, etc...

4/16/2019 2:08:24 PM laurabusse I started meditating after reading Autobiography of a Yogi by paramahansa yogananda. He said it clears karma. But i found it's much more than that. 

Someone tweeted the other day that meditation, little by little, dissolves mental illness or promotes mental health. So true...

4/16/2019 2:10:52 PM starehope Oh, then be careful.

4/16/2019 2:10:59 PM zoilaliz1 🥰🤟😘

4/16/2019 2:12:01 PM laurabusse A mentally ill person is just a wounded soul in great pain trying to cope via addictions etc that just makes things worse. Various degrees of it, stages 

etc. I'm amazed at how my bipolar has all but vanished...i have glitches rarely but we all have something LOL nobody's perfect

4/16/2019 2:12:38 PM adsvel If candle is ready, there will be fire.

4/16/2019 2:14:24 PM n3s17 I remember seeing this! Creepy!



4/16/2019 2:14:47 PM wink5811 It works and when the voices from childhood come back to haunt you either say them in a funny voice cartoon like or sing the phases it will take away 

the impact that you heard them like as a child. Takes awhile to rewrite your script but it works

4/16/2019 2:15:02 PM resparkled_ The bones. You cannot mistake that for anything else.

4/16/2019 2:15:31 PM drbohammer I have been careful, I’m very well trained, and I have a dead-man switch (that [they] don’t want to go off). Those are the only reasons I’m still alive. This 

tech changes the world - the whole world in a good way. I’d like to get it released, before the brain cancer kills me...

4/16/2019 2:16:11 PM resparkled_ Another thing that changes a lot? Their hands and fingers.

4/16/2019 2:16:44 PM enomai_ think further. At minimum the act of 1871. Though, however, 1000s of years. Our founders were running from exile. Just, as many other countries 

when created. Slave planet. People have no souls. Property.

4/16/2019 2:17:00 PM drbohammer I have assured my safety, aside from the brain cancer...

4/16/2019 2:17:36 PM starehope Be well.

4/16/2019 2:17:57 PM enomai_ Things are changing fast

4/16/2019 2:20:42 PM zagnett 1871, when D.C. became a corporation, you mean?

4/16/2019 2:21:59 PM adsvel Here is some practice, weird. Find some person, sit in front of each other. For half an hour in silence look into the eyes of the person in front. Note do 

not take eye sight off during time of this experience. What You will see it will be weird for You. Eyes are Mirror of t' Soul

4/16/2019 2:23:20 PM n3s17 The guy in the pic is not the same person as in the video!

4/16/2019 2:25:36 PM razztaz2016 Where do u enter it?  Do u have to create an account to do so?

4/16/2019 2:27:26 PM mongrelglory I used to have staring contests with friends when I was a kid, but we were mainly focused on the competition, so I don't think we noticed each other's 

souls. 😆

4/16/2019 2:30:37 PM drbohammer I got off of 11 prescriptions and switched to 100% alkaline water and CBD oil. Seems to be working fine. Also, I didn’t let them cut into my head.

4/16/2019 2:32:23 PM adsvel Kids take this world in easy and playing manner as for a new. 😊

4/16/2019 2:33:55 PM glor60 So happy for you Laura. That’s my daughters name. I will continue to heal my wounded soul.

4/16/2019 2:34:07 PM drbohammer It also makes hacking a computer or a phone (device) impossible...

4/16/2019 2:35:51 PM aprilbrown99 $75 billion?  Is that what the government claims that you owe them as their “piece of property? I am going to get mine and see what it says. This outta 

be interesting. Thank you.

4/16/2019 2:36:25 PM susang7671 Not yet seeing relationship tween events recent&11th Amend, except that State and corrupt official (posers) claims of s.i. from being dragged into Fed 

Ct or Military Tribunal is waived where Fed law and/or Const has been violated or a person's Const rights are abridged by poser.

4/16/2019 2:39:34 PM covertress Off carbs? Starving the cancer?

4/16/2019 2:40:45 PM marty713 Can we have a conversation about 5g ⁉️Please , is it safe & do we need it for hidden technology ⁉️ Thank you 👍💥

4/16/2019 2:40:55 PM drbohammer Cancer cells cannot live in an alkaline environment.

4/16/2019 2:41:59 PM roublisa @malley_pj @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @covertress @aprilbrown99 @MongrelGlory @DJLOK @blsdbe @AllahUniversal @Keith72256137 

@worldxplorer1  @S0urc3reSS 👀 EWO - anyone who may be interested in our #Tartarian roots here in America and elsewhere 

this is the site with SAUCE😉

4/16/2019 2:44:14 PM starehope Think positive, that you are healthy and believe it. Every cell in your body will believe it.

4/16/2019 2:44:32 PM seeking9theta Or that might all be a bit vast for just 4D, maybe what i said previously is more of a hybrid of 4D/5D.  Seems like you speak of it on more of a spectrum 

anyway though, similar to autism or intelligence.

4/16/2019 2:45:27 PM susang7671 This exception and waiver of s.i. is discussed some in 14th Amendment, Clause 5. The Whisky Rebellion involved legislation that was repealed within a 

decade because it was not enforceable and thus was not being enforced. Corruption&Treason grant no s.i. from Federal Jurisdiction.

4/16/2019 2:45:49 PM aprilbrown99 I will check mine later today and will respond back. Should be interesting to see what mine says. 🥴

4/16/2019 2:46:49 PM charmanda9 April, I didn’t recognize you. Cool new pic.

4/16/2019 2:48:59 PM drbohammer ThanQ. Prayer is always welcome.

4/16/2019 2:49:42 PM mcrob89 After the lump of element 115 he reportedly took with him

4/16/2019 2:50:05 PM drbohammer I don’t design bulbs ... sadly

4/16/2019 2:50:07 PM robertscharnbe4 Is this the same as having a controlled collisions with our instincts? The art of causing meaningful wreakage I've not yet mastered, but the Trumpster 

seems to stir the pot quite well.

4/16/2019 2:50:44 PM drbohammer Though I could easily design a weaponized bulb :-)

4/16/2019 2:52:02 PM 92michael I don’t know if it’s real, but did you here about this book? http://a.co/3LeQ8MK 

4/16/2019 2:52:11 PM adsvel Some sights could be scary, but deep breathe neutralizes it. 😊💗🌈

4/16/2019 2:52:25 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah they’re a decent channel. They don’t ever get very deep on a topic but they’re a good starting point to red pill people. My 69 year old mother has 

responded well to their videos that intro’d her to Q and the DS.

4/16/2019 2:54:51 PM mongrelglory I also like bamboo clothing!

4/16/2019 2:55:21 PM lightworkercain No it's not oh, just another weirdo 😜

4/16/2019 2:57:19 PM mongrelglory That kid is devouring that book! 🤣🤣🤣

4/16/2019 2:58:36 PM ragevirusqq Chaos = cancer ?

4/16/2019 3:00:57 PM roublisa That is me with our threads 🤣😂☺😂🤣

4/16/2019 3:02:28 PM theraphinj RS kicks ass!

❤️

4/16/2019 3:02:35 PM adsvel 🧐😂😂😂

4/16/2019 3:02:55 PM drbohammer No, my work supports the idea of population expansion.

4/16/2019 3:03:59 PM starehope Great idea but where will everyone live?

4/16/2019 3:04:11 PM roublisa I love the episode of SG1  Ascension ep. when Orlin and cater stare into each others eyes ....magical✨✨✨

4/16/2019 3:05:45 PM mongrelglory Me too! 😆😆😆

4/16/2019 3:07:57 PM drbohammer Everywhere

4/16/2019 3:10:02 PM roublisa Ahhh.....this too... pic.twitter.com/JCOFfVsgXp

4/16/2019 3:11:48 PM adsvel Yes, unforgettably! 😊✨✨✨

4/16/2019 3:13:12 PM marty713 Same Dude 👍💥❗️Life 💖 https://youtu.be/04-2C-KjFjw 

4/16/2019 3:14:49 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://nypost.com/2019/04/16/another-jeffrey-epstein-accuser-comes-forward-against-billionaire-pedophile ….   #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/16/2019 3:16:52 PM starehope Bo, are you a dreamer like John Lennon?

4/16/2019 3:20:17 PM scommandante Bravo.

4/16/2019 3:22:31 PM laurabusse I love his videos!

4/16/2019 3:23:24 PM zoilaliz1 🥰🤟😘

4/16/2019 3:24:36 PM seeking9theta "We always operate 300 clicks away to cover our tracks."  300 clicks = 186 miles  ~?=  https://www.popsci.com/india-anti-satellite-missile-test-space-

debris …   ?? pic.twitter.com/XLtNLTAHqc

4/16/2019 3:25:14 PM starehope 😉

4/16/2019 3:26:42 PM glor60 Thank you Grumbley Bear!  I enjoyed your informative and caring tweets!



4/16/2019 3:27:38 PM laurabusse My mom liked the song in the 40s or 50s so named me after it. It was a movie too i think.

Yes we will both continue to heal our childhood wounds and learn to release our burden and hopefully everyone, too, who reads this :-)

Much love to you and your family 💘

4/16/2019 3:29:30 PM drbohammer I knew John. It’s possible

4/16/2019 3:30:46 PM eyegloarts 🤔maybe she isn't allowed to be left alone🤔

4/16/2019 3:32:23 PM freestateojones Not Arson. 

They even told us so! 

Investigation concluded in less than 24H. https://www-newsweek-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.newsweek.com/what-caused-notre-dame-fire-

inquiry-calls-blaze-accident-rules-out-arson-1397598?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&amp=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.newsweek.com%2Fwhat-caused-notre-dame-

fire-inquiry-calls-blaze-accident-rules-out-arson-1397598 …

4/16/2019 3:32:25 PM glor60 Laura was a great old movie! I named my daughter after Laura Ingalls Wilder. I’m from MN and always liked her books. Great tweeting with you today!

4/16/2019 3:32:26 PM laurabusse Well the dresses were beautiful. :-) 

Loved the music too.  💘

You should be proud!

4/16/2019 3:33:20 PM roublisa UNAM SANCTAM 😈

 http://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/primary-source-39-boniface-unam-sanctam.pdf …

4/16/2019 3:33:38 PM roublisa  http://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/primary-source-39-boniface-unam-sanctam.pdf …

4/16/2019 3:34:19 PM susang7671 Bad actor first meeting I had with him. Then bad vibes when I sat about 20 feet away almost 2 decades ago. Bad vibes now. I don't believe in 

coincidences. Nuff said. Moving on. Nothing to see here except Q message.

4/16/2019 3:37:14 PM leslieau7 [them]

4/16/2019 3:38:07 PM starehope Wow! You know everyone!

4/16/2019 3:38:41 PM starehope He was my favorite Beatle.

4/16/2019 3:38:51 PM freestateojones THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA is the constitution of the incorporated UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Sensitive case. 

Feeders of the eye, shits played out if you ask me.

As The World Turns 🇺🇸 http://www.federaljack.com/slavery-by-consent-the-united-states-corporation/ …

4/16/2019 3:39:30 PM enomai_ Pretty much

4/16/2019 3:39:32 PM kathleen3693693 In the 80s, the Spfld, MA Bulk Mail Center had magnetic locks on the restroom doors, which would only unlock with your employee ID card. They kept 

track of how long you spent in the crapper. Women are smart--we covered the locks with Kotex pads, defeating the BS system.

4/16/2019 3:40:07 PM freestateojones Technically, yes.

4/16/2019 3:40:20 PM freestateojones 1871.

4/16/2019 3:41:19 PM enomai_ Yes.

4/16/2019 3:41:48 PM enomai_ Created another constitution i believe. Not for us.

4/16/2019 3:42:45 PM blsdbe THIS IS AWESOME. I love the music! How long ago was this? What fun!!!

4/16/2019 3:43:14 PM blsdbe I agree!!!

4/16/2019 3:43:57 PM april_logue Do you think Frequency would work?

4/16/2019 3:44:03 PM blsdbe 🤩 Come On Baby, Light My...

4/16/2019 3:46:23 PM n7guardiananon Great job to all the ladies!!! pic.twitter.com/NgN5Y72IEx

4/16/2019 3:50:47 PM horseofw Star Trek data

4/16/2019 3:51:17 PM drbohammer Well, I’ve known all the Beatles:-)

4/16/2019 3:52:41 PM cocopuffster12 I have bamboo sheets!

4/16/2019 3:58:15 PM allahuniversal Think WAVES pic.twitter.com/WXvs5IDk3A

4/16/2019 4:00:09 PM allahuniversal 18:00 pic.twitter.com/xQ9vtlOPLH

4/16/2019 4:03:46 PM leah48089585 It wasn’t foiled her arrest was only cover for crime that was bout to occu. She kept cops busy while other pulled it off

4/16/2019 4:07:43 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 😆😆😆

4/16/2019 4:08:38 PM mongrelglory This was my recital on Saturday. 😊

4/16/2019 4:09:18 PM sano_faith 5G isn't safe... no study show is security and no ones show is effect on biology.

4/16/2019 4:09:39 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks for allowing us into your world Michelle!  That was awesome!  🙏🏻😊👍🏻

4/16/2019 4:12:40 PM roublisa Classified 😉🇺🇸

4/16/2019 4:14:39 PM n7guardiananon When's the next one? Future wardrobe recommendations posted here. pic.twitter.com/pdDrJkDkps

4/16/2019 4:15:00 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I changed it last night. Found these cools pics so thought I would mix it up a little bit. 😃

4/16/2019 4:26:35 PM mommahood777 So when you walk around in Walmart grumbling "I hate this f-ing place" they're listening?!  GOOD!!!

4/16/2019 4:27:08 PM sehvehn <3

4/16/2019 4:30:08 PM wizowskig Thank you for this!!

4/16/2019 4:30:38 PM mongrelglory Thank you. We have lots of professional bellydancers in Toronto because of all the immigrants from places like Turkey, Lebanon, Egypt etc... Toronto is 

also home to the largest Caribana festival in the world outside of Brazil!  Any kind of dance you want, you can find it here. pic.twitter.com/bIIX5xKOWM

4/16/2019 4:33:18 PM zagnett  https://rense.com/general17/youthinkyouown.htm …

1871 is also another important year it seems, D.C. corporation becoming subservient to "City of London Corporation"?

But 1933-ish may be the year where all U.S. citizens'property became collateral to the banks (link). Maybe even the citizens themselves?

4/16/2019 4:34:55 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_of_London …

For more information on CofL (link).

4/16/2019 4:35:53 PM mongrelglory I also swear by my gym inversion table!

4/16/2019 4:35:56 PM n7guardiananon Of the universe

4/16/2019 4:37:49 PM mongrelglory We did also wear two piece costumes, but I wasn't going to post it on a public forum I'm afraid because of the other ladies in the dance. Sorry! 😋

4/16/2019 4:40:03 PM consortiapartn1 At the atomic scale there is very little difference between a human being and a tree.

4/16/2019 4:51:33 PM bdam777 Is this why blackberry is gone.

All messages were encrypted. 

Nothing is encrypted now.

4/16/2019 4:53:13 PM susang7671 Nothing is impossible with Harmonious Energy from 4 continents of 200+ "scientists" x 50trillion x 1.4V. 

UNITE in harmonious prayer at 1:11PM every Wednesday EST, to combine our signals and make protein move! Thinking positive thoughts and doing a 

Happy Dance! AMEN!



4/16/2019 5:00:55 PM jayrambin And is there also a deeper level?  Some kind of ownership by the vat? Or our future value has been mortgaged?

4/16/2019 5:02:56 PM youstinksoap @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Comms?

 https://www.mlive.com/news/flint/2019/04/flint-receives-remaining-777-million-in-federal-funding.html …

4/16/2019 5:04:06 PM bangsund87 Pff the movie "The Matrix" Told us this YEARS ago. Just ashame AI already harvests em, while we sleep.

4/16/2019 5:14:29 PM enomai_ Can other worldly creatures some, just pull your soul from the rhine and your dead?

4/16/2019 5:17:53 PM enomai_ Within I would say, yes. 

Though, we are really a slave planet that a particular race was just eating on our energy? And, humanity mimics it, plus feeding off people in the money 

game, reaps rewards, as well physical and spiritually.

4/16/2019 5:19:33 PM enomai_ The other race did this because they are a lower frequency, higher than us theoritically, [probably depends on the variable looked upon] but we can 

regenerate energy. However, they somehow can not regenerate energy just as us or other beings?

4/16/2019 5:19:40 PM universalrisin I can go about my day and start feeling some heavy, but not so heavy where I’d have to stop or anything, sort of vibration in my head and i start asking 

others if they feel or hear that and they all say no. I recently woke up from a dream that left me vibrating like crazy!!

4/16/2019 5:20:01 PM enomai_ My basic understanding here real and legit?

4/16/2019 5:21:33 PM enomai_ Truth reasonates within, but i feel like a few races and readers perked up and my knowledge. Just letting them know whoever they were

4/16/2019 5:21:33 PM robinabank4 That's a REALLYY GOOOOD READ

4/16/2019 5:31:31 PM drbohammer No lol, I enjoy pasta, but balance is important

4/16/2019 5:32:31 PM sterkinglights1 And the dudes just jibbed the door open.

4/16/2019 5:33:16 PM robinabank4 Ok So. I've met many ppl are almost an identical match&  MANY ppl swear they've met me somewhere before including different states. I swear I've 

never met them.Does ur IS have 2b on a different plane?physical vs spirit ?Trying to understand this concept as I am very new to this.

4/16/2019 5:34:43 PM lbf777 Yes and we can tap into that energy. Please give us the tech to tap into free energy.

4/16/2019 5:34:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 tweets French Revolution clues connected to implications of Notre Dame fire.

MJ12 tweets Gina Haspel, she enters the news cycle within 72 hours.

Majestic

How's #UnsealEpstein coming?

Majestic 12 needs the public outcry to overweigh the courts seal orders.

4/16/2019 5:35:38 PM lbf777 Stop being corporate slaves. Stop using money or paying taxes. 

How else are we doing to break free of Babylonian Money Magic slavery?

4/16/2019 5:36:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Child Sacrifice Chambers] will not make it into the blueprints. https://twitter.com/NatGeo/status/1118159641039515648 …

4/16/2019 5:36:26 PM robinabank4 Ur middle tweet unavaiable...  too bad was interested in what u said.... pls RT

4/16/2019 5:36:52 PM jamesgdurrett #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/16/2019 5:37:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 [T2]

4/16/2019 5:37:07 PM hawkgirlinmn #ThesePeopleAreSick

4/16/2019 5:37:24 PM anja602952 👀

4/16/2019 5:37:39 PM truthseeker5432 I think if enough people all didn’t pay FED next year.  Boom game over.

4/16/2019 5:38:25 PM zack_stone Throw a bone with some 🍖 on it. Im very sure mj is highly qualified at swaying public opinion.

4/16/2019 5:38:32 PM freestateojones Need traction. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118223019124711426?s=19 …

4/16/2019 5:38:40 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118222658846457856?s=19 …

4/16/2019 5:38:46 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118223965091258371?s=19 …

4/16/2019 5:38:54 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118224296814501888?s=19 …

4/16/2019 5:39:34 PM mariepe23605473 Will the public ever find out about them or will that also have to remain secret ??

4/16/2019 5:39:46 PM 313looper Praying for all the brave patriots in this world-changing mission!

🙏🏻✨💗

4/16/2019 5:40:24 PM mommahood777 Yes, it's the easier "go to" path, I do it too. MJ's page has been exactly what it claims, the soul searching has been an awakening. Is vengeance or 

retaliation real justice? How 'bout self punishment? Or brush yourself off and keep trudging forward? Yes dig on MJ's 369 threads🙂

4/16/2019 5:40:41 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @dbongino @seanhannity #UNSEALEPSTEIN EVERYONE HASHTAG THIS AND SHARE IT!! #UNSEALEPSTEIN

4/16/2019 5:41:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pay-triots sow division. https://twitter.com/JasonSCampbell/status/1117960297388572673 …

4/16/2019 5:41:50 PM anja602952 agreed

4/16/2019 5:41:54 PM mongrelglory It's sort of akin to releasing one's ego.  If there is no "me" in this life (just an avatar) then there's no victim and there's no abuser.  Just a series of 

events that I need not identify with.

4/16/2019 5:42:10 PM 313looper 😔...

4/16/2019 5:42:13 PM lbf777 Do not mourn the dead. Mourn the living. Well... at least here on Earth.

4/16/2019 5:42:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Put this on mute and his shiftiness bia body language is obvious. There is a reason his interview with Hannity was sooo awkward.

4/16/2019 5:43:05 PM lbf777 Don’t wait for next year. The best time to do something is now.

4/16/2019 5:43:47 PM giediknight Julius Caesar wrote in the “Gallic Wars”, that the Gauls were performing human sacrifices, and it was a main reason to invade...

4/16/2019 5:43:55 PM i_like_skis I think speculation is needed due to this kind of stuff. pic.twitter.com/xkZCMBTbbH

4/16/2019 5:45:27 PM jaspony1 The people burning down churches and the ones ordering it are creating division... We will be divided until those who murder children are exposed!!!

4/16/2019 5:45:53 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1118289133988827136 …

4/16/2019 5:46:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Private DMs opened.

Why? Sometimes conversations become tedious on Twitter and can be hijacked by ALICE.

DMs enable ALICE bypass.

Twitter staff are reading all private DMs.

All messages Public Domain at MJ12 discretion.

Full chat logs may be released. 

The choice is yours.

4/16/2019 5:46:36 PM mongrelglory I would have picked the model with hair follicles.  Less conspicuous.

4/16/2019 5:46:40 PM sterkinglights1 Enter into what? Bond search?

4/16/2019 5:48:19 PM sterkinglights1 1666-London fires. 

Wonder what happened when we were watching ND burn.

4/16/2019 5:48:40 PM jaspony1 We need disclosure... We need to get Justice!!! Than we can heal...

4/16/2019 5:49:19 PM ragevirusqq 🕵️♂️

4/16/2019 5:50:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 We must remove all of them to be successful.

4/16/2019 5:51:09 PM sterkinglights1 Technically you are also John Gault.

4/16/2019 5:51:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/jkbjournalist/status/1118250389315497984 …

4/16/2019 5:51:24 PM mongrelglory I have some Celtic coins of Gaul in my coin collection.  Some of the tribes used to collect the heads of their enemies to put on display as an intimidation 

tactic.

4/16/2019 5:51:39 PM qpatriotq #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/qgIjWRdrIA

4/16/2019 5:51:51 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/c9FrMwroa2



4/16/2019 5:52:22 PM trumps_all Has AD been flipped “because” of all this that they knew would come forward? Seems like I remember him being the “keeper of the notebook” of 

some sorts.

4/16/2019 5:52:47 PM rachaelangelm Disney already told us who is the culprit in 1997.

4/16/2019 5:53:34 PM rsm28675996  https://youtu.be/WBpZFqR6Qzk 

@realDonaldTrump @DJLOK @Jm4n @therealroseanne @Jordan_Sather_ @zagnett @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 @anondirtyleg @Infinitetruth45 

@Turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Watch and share. Still no testing?

Pretty big cover up?

4/16/2019 5:53:39 PM allahuniversal Didn't see that coming pic.twitter.com/OEqQbi7iHL

4/16/2019 5:53:45 PM enomai_ Finally someone is standing up. Stand up.

4/16/2019 5:54:38 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/qGG4GC9gk3

4/16/2019 5:55:01 PM ragevirusqq Keep it up!!! Good riddance

4/16/2019 5:56:22 PM enomai_ I read it was the roof of the cathedral, right? So, the story we associate is the hunch back of notre dame. Living in the bell tower and life of slavery. 

Hence, truth and disinformation of what they do at the top of the church.

4/16/2019 5:57:43 PM mommahood777 It's pretty sad to see how many (including myself) have done shout outs that we're not suicidal or engage in risky behavior... ridiculous.  How many 

more before the world sees Justice?

4/16/2019 5:57:44 PM enomai_ #qanon #unsealepstein #wwg1wga #publicaction #qarmy #anonymous #alternativenews

4/16/2019 5:58:29 PM thomasdra9on Monsters on demand?

4/16/2019 5:59:13 PM enomai_ They do. However, if this is looked deeper into it. They are saying public coinciousness and our voices will be demanded and shape our future. #Memes 

memes memes x3

4/16/2019 6:00:10 PM giediknight Required by The Domain.

4/16/2019 6:01:26 PM zagnett 5:5

Cool! 😎

4/16/2019 6:01:55 PM qpatriotq A new victim has gone public in the Jeffrey Epstein case, filing a sworn affidavit in federal court in New York Tuesday, saying that she was sexually 

assaulted and her then-15-year-old sister molested by Epstein and his companion, Ghislaine Maxwell, in 1996.

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/yPvixSfkYd

4/16/2019 6:02:07 PM shallknown Sadly the general public has no clue who JE is. They couldn't care less. If you want public outcry, you'll be waiting a long time! It's time to just do things. 

I'm not sure how much more "public support" Q and the President can achieve. Time to drop MOAB(s)!

4/16/2019 6:04:32 PM mongrelglory The innocence of a new-born baby would likely have a very high frequency and therefore value to these vampiric beings.

4/16/2019 6:05:14 PM youstinksoap Destroy their bloodlines or leave them behind?

4/16/2019 6:06:22 PM kindeandtrue I say! Jolly well done, MJ12.

4/16/2019 6:08:31 PM scott_rick Roughly how long until that is complete?

4/16/2019 6:08:54 PM linnyt7 That’s a horrifying thought.

4/16/2019 6:10:00 PM ascendingadam 😉 🎣🤫

4/16/2019 6:10:07 PM mongrelglory Seriously?! 😡😡😡

They should have let it keep burning!

4/16/2019 6:10:53 PM daveo6145 How many building is US have them

4/16/2019 6:11:45 PM nan_hu2018 Too much corruption and most people don’t want to know what’s going on. All the issues can be overwhelming: chem trails, vaccines, GMO food, pizza 

gate, voter fraud, illegal immigration, Agenda 21-30, working 2-3 jobs etc. Yes, drop MOABs!

4/16/2019 6:13:39 PM thomasdra9on Mhm

4/16/2019 6:15:02 PM mongrelglory I have nothing to hide from my chats, but what would be accomplished by releasing full chat logs?

4/16/2019 6:18:46 PM starehope I'm in shock. I know this is happening. Just shock. I keep thinking I know and understand, but more shock. Those poor babies and kids. I feel so helpless.

4/16/2019 6:19:40 PM kindeandtrue The skull-and-bones-embellished caverns under Notre Dame certainly invite speculation: pic.twitter.com/z8ZfF1V8R3

4/16/2019 6:20:36 PM starehope I know, but it must stop.

4/16/2019 6:21:21 PM starehope What domain?

4/16/2019 6:21:37 PM linnyt7 Yes. It must. I’ve never felt there was a chance before now.

4/16/2019 6:21:49 PM winki00000001  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1118311835491549185 …

4/16/2019 6:21:50 PM zack_stone In a digital world yes. In real life🤔

4/16/2019 6:22:09 PM kindeandtrue I applaud your generosity and availability to the public. Very rare indeed.

4/16/2019 6:22:30 PM cocopuffster12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - interesting a clip of Michelle Obama and her envelope from the funeral is included. Very interesting!! #WWG1WGA 

☮️💟☮️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/16/2019 6:23:14 PM starehope Only God knows or needs to know.

4/16/2019 6:24:20 PM giediknight  https://youtu.be/AFk8qKO-Z50 

4/16/2019 6:24:56 PM starehope Shifty character indeed. Didn't trust after about 10 minutes of listening to him.

4/16/2019 6:25:56 PM starehope Yes, I saw that, never trusted him.

4/16/2019 6:28:03 PM buckleu29637872 Red Cross. Child trafficking. Cages underground, were to be exposed, evidence cover up.

4/16/2019 6:29:10 PM neilbridgman How big is the deception? What about the messiah

4/16/2019 6:29:55 PM richardhiatt16 Okay MJ, you included three separate “issues”... and, what did you find special about Gina Haspel ?And YES, I live under a rock most of the time.. I find 

it is so much quieter there..🤣

4/16/2019 6:30:11 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/DrBoHammer/status/1118231031860158469 …

4/16/2019 6:32:02 PM djlok Cry room?

4/16/2019 6:32:18 PM buckleu29637872 Renovation was funded completely. What bank for drafts? Fully insured building due to historical value. Where will that money go? New donation Go 

fund me for rebuild that should be covered by insurance. Follow the money. Narrative change for DS Macron? No confidence by populace.

4/16/2019 6:32:51 PM starehope YES!

4/16/2019 6:32:56 PM enomai_ They are both the same in todays world. Internet is a reality for most. Its the greatest tool in this warfare. Mainly. It groups an instantaneous collective 

thought of society or 81% of society. Time to use our voices. Change things soon.

4/16/2019 6:33:58 PM sterkinglights1 I have 4 and 5 digit. Ty.

4/16/2019 6:34:47 PM nun_chucknorris Watch 4 signs. Last time you said out loud the phrase “The Meaning of Life”? I said it 3 times today.. the last 2 were “The meaning of Life is to figure 

out The Meaning of Life, this is the truth for me”. SG-1 a few mins ago.... “You know that whole meaning of life thing?” 😁

4/16/2019 6:34:52 PM dan_stanbery So what do we need to post to this this info out?

4/16/2019 6:35:38 PM starehope We stand with you whoever you are! You are not alone. Prayers of love and peace for you and yours.💕💕💕

4/16/2019 6:36:57 PM sterkinglights1 Are the # being throttled?

4/16/2019 6:39:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 See something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

4/16/2019 6:40:09 PM sano_faith #UnsealEpstein ?

4/16/2019 6:40:20 PM sterkinglights1 #UnsealEpstein

4/16/2019 6:40:55 PM mongrelglory Oh duh!  Am I misunderstanding, and you're saying you'll now take questions in private DMs?  However you'll release the questions and your answers 

directly onto your Twitter feed if you feel they'll be educational for others to read?

4/16/2019 6:41:08 PM shallknown Time for MOAB(s)

4/16/2019 6:44:12 PM dancarwells I see a lot of government officials committing crimes and getting away with it!

4/16/2019 6:44:13 PM starehope Pray as if those babies lives depended on it! They can't cry out for help. No one can hear. These people are sick.



4/16/2019 6:44:32 PM fightforamerica I did AND the FOIA.

4/16/2019 6:47:45 PM dan_stanbery Got it, thanks for the info!

4/16/2019 6:49:14 PM j_wingfield10 Roger that!

4/16/2019 6:54:05 PM mwilkinson1974 Wtf???

4/16/2019 6:56:40 PM hellouncledonny and know you know why I posted this: https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1117861098399649792 …

4/16/2019 6:57:50 PM djlok 😔

4/16/2019 7:01:09 PM laurabusse Same here! :-) my younger sis loved Little house on the prairie. I never read the books or anything. Never saw the movie Laura! I think i tried watching 

it once. Many blessings! 💘🌷

4/16/2019 7:03:20 PM drbohammer If you weren’t basically grounded, you would have a visceral flow of energy (in one form or another) to/from you to/from everything with which you 

made contact/proximity.

4/16/2019 7:03:24 PM turboxyde I'll try and watch it this week and share any thoughts I have.

4/16/2019 7:06:46 PM laurabusse I believe you are right! This makes sense...

4/16/2019 7:09:36 PM laurabusse Explodes? Implodes? Melts down? Spontaneously combusts?

4/16/2019 7:11:36 PM laurabusse Not a problem at all! You are all brave for doing so :-)

4/16/2019 7:12:17 PM laurabusse LOLOL

4/16/2019 7:13:47 PM laurabusse Never tire of Chandler and Joey. Especially Chandler.

4/16/2019 7:15:10 PM roublisa #UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN
4/16/2019 7:15:56 PM laurabusse Who knew!

4/16/2019 7:17:05 PM qpatriotq If you look through the entire site, it's someone claiming to have incriminating evidence on the world wide human trafficking ring. He is asking for 

money to publish this information.

4/16/2019 7:17:16 PM abileneken1 [CB] seems to be the only ones who profited over this. Now they get to fund the rebuilding, just in the nick of time.

4/16/2019 7:19:15 PM qpatriotq A decent human being would just hand this information over to the proper authorities without asking for money.

4/16/2019 7:23:58 PM laurabusse You really are too funny...

4/16/2019 7:28:28 PM doyle_eng Think Mirror.

Think Inevitable.

Grow. Humbly.

Turn me loose.

— 152

Earth Humans Only.

⌛️:03.05.19:14:06:00 ET

for:.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://youtu.be/CibWxnCHuD0  pic.twitter.com/Lax0SjunK3
4/16/2019 7:29:06 PM n7guardiananon I thought the curtain was part of her act...wow she's working with her environment...great job.  And then she fell...and the curtain too.

Still looked good!👍👍👍

4/16/2019 7:31:50 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/Se8fq3KEd20 

❤️🧡💛💚💙💜💟

4/16/2019 7:32:06 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/bq6NufaDR_w 

?

4/16/2019 7:32:39 PM laurabusse You like led zep Christine? Well, page and plant, as you may know, toured the world  (1990s) w their Egyptian orchestra (+ regular orchestra, + porl 

Thompson of the Cure + a real hurgy gurdy). Was amazing: Kashmir. Friends. 4 sticks. In the evening. Incredible. Buncha youtubes...

4/16/2019 7:43:10 PM laurabusse Gotta be honest. Some days in such denial am afraid to feel my feelings, afraid of ppl, so many many fears. Observing thoughts and feeling feelings are 

relatively new to my meditation practice (that i try to take into my day). I do know this is key. Allowing, accepting what is...

4/16/2019 7:44:00 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

4/16/2019 7:44:17 PM 1_decided_voter Do we even know who the replacement judge is on the Epstein case?

4/16/2019 7:45:21 PM jimhayzlett Dear, there was no mention of free energy... this is elite control, still 😇

4/16/2019 7:46:37 PM lynnboyce7 I can do bamboo. I have to be careful because I'm allergic to latex.  Just about everything has latex  in it know😏

4/16/2019 7:47:32 PM laurabusse I've learned to stand my ground respectfully and not argue. I've listened to others talk me into THEIR way of viewing my life, often enough to know in 

hindsight that they were wrong and i was right (about myself) after all!! It's an empowering, life giving, strength giving lesson

4/16/2019 7:48:15 PM jimhayzlett = ELITE’s smoke n mirrors, still!  We must begin Free Energy Now ✨🙏🏼😇✨

4/16/2019 7:51:19 PM jrocktigers 👆🏻⚡⚡⚡👆🏻💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻👆🏻

4/16/2019 7:51:44 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/E1jsOxfrj2

4/16/2019 7:53:51 PM mommahood777 The truth is within - MJ12       NO FEAR!!!!!!

Fear is a hindrance to progress..to moving forward

4/16/2019 7:55:40 PM laurabusse Yeah. I know. The trick is remembering :-)

4/16/2019 7:56:02 PM sano_faith Soon you'll need to add some other letters in your name.

4/16/2019 7:56:47 PM jrocktigers 😡🙏🏻

4/16/2019 7:58:23 PM jrocktigers Even the Nazi's avoided destroying the cathedral due to the huge underground facilities, correct MJ ?

4/16/2019 7:58:32 PM qpatriotq see something, say something https://tips.fbi.gov/ 

4/16/2019 7:59:47 PM jrocktigers We are manifesting the unsealing! Keep it up.

4/16/2019 7:59:47 PM godfamcountry ALICE = Artificial Intelligence according to what someone told me

4/16/2019 8:01:43 PM mongrelglory I'm still on a small dose 50 mg of Zoloft now.  I've tried weaning off it slowly several times but relapsed with depression each time.  It also helps my 

OCD. It's like any other medication that a person takes.  It would be nice to get off of all pills, but for now I feel well...

4/16/2019 8:03:09 PM godfamcountry What about the video of the man in long robe and white hat walking along the outside of the building?

4/16/2019 8:03:39 PM glor60 You're doing what's right for you. My mom takes an antidepressant and has helped her.



4/16/2019 8:04:15 PM mongrelglory ...on Zoloft, and not "numbed out".  People shouldn't feel ashamed if they need the medication to be healthy, and of course, like with all medication, 

lifestyle and mental/emotional well-being are essential to health.  I might try CBD oil down the road but it's a bit too costly..

4/16/2019 8:06:32 PM laurabusse Might need it for his future lawyer fees.

Having said that, i agree it smells a tad unethical. He can be accused of making up the info to sell to get money. Not a good look for anyone.

4/16/2019 8:06:42 PM mongrelglory ...for now.  For now I won't beat myself up about staying on the Zoloft and will continue to focus on holistic health.  Maybe when the world and 

environment get healthier, I won't need it any more.

4/16/2019 8:07:48 PM glor60 I didn't mean to state that meds are bad for ppl. That was my mistake. I'm sorry if that sounded uncaring. I've looked to CBD oil for cancer and you're 

right, it is costly.

4/16/2019 8:08:50 PM aetherwalker1 DMs are open.. but I don't know what I'd talk about!   😬

No 'disturbances in the Force' at present.  🧘🏼♂️

So, that's good. I guess.

4/16/2019 8:09:37 PM mongrelglory Yes.  I find that a lot of doctors don't carefully diagnose people's problems, and instead just give them a prescription and don't monitor its helpfulness, 

or prescribe the right dose.  The anti-depressants are only one tool among many for getting better.  Same if you take a...

4/16/2019 8:10:29 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1118348824999858176 …

4/16/2019 8:10:36 PM laurabusse The concept of voluntary donations needs to be supported IMHO, gofundme or other. The whole money system is Fd up. If ppl donate, power to you. 

You are trying to do something good.

4/16/2019 8:10:47 PM charmanda9 I believe you could be right about a future time where we all might be much better off, once the negative energy of earth is purged. You absolutely 

should not feel ashamed for doing what is best for yourself. Cannabis is how I have curbed the need for pharmaceuticals.

4/16/2019 8:11:08 PM mongrelglory ...blood pressure pill, but eat poorly, gain weight and don't exercise.  Most Western doctors don't take the time to counsel people on emotional and 

physical health habits for wellbeing.

4/16/2019 8:12:19 PM hawkgirlinmn The Biology of Belief. Amazing book!

4/16/2019 8:15:11 PM charmanda9 You are right. I had a psychiatrist who prescribed me Adderall and Zoloft without really talking much to me but once every few months. I stopped going 

to my appointments after my pulmonary embolism and she never even called or wondered what was up with me.

4/16/2019 8:15:24 PM mongrelglory Hopefully the Cannabis will come down in price once it becomes legalized more widely!  I don't drink alcohol or coffee and can't remember the last 

time I took a Tylenol, so otherwise I keep my body fairly free of toxins/chemicals.

4/16/2019 8:15:59 PM glor60 It’s unfortunate.  The appts are double booked at times and not enough time can be spent with each patient.

4/16/2019 8:16:08 PM laurabusse I LOVE my rock :-) 🌰

4/16/2019 8:16:39 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  That's pretty poor follow-up, but very typical of most psychiatrists.

4/16/2019 8:18:48 PM mongrelglory I never did that, but then that's why I didn't make a lot of money in medicine compared to many of my colleagues in family practice. The specialists are 

bad for that as well!  Part of the reason I left the profession disillusioned.

4/16/2019 8:19:22 PM glor60 I hope insurance will one day cover CBD oil. Cudos to you on keeping healthy. I could do better.

4/16/2019 8:22:25 PM mongrelglory No worries!  I understood what you meant.  I came from a family that was loaded with alcoholism, depression, manic-depression, and OCD.  I actually 

got help for my problems and they all labelled me as the "weak" one.  Yet they continued to drink and/or function poorly in life.

4/16/2019 8:22:26 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!

4/16/2019 8:23:26 PM southiee I dont believe in coincidences. The Obama's were there when it happened, no coincidence...  jus sayin

4/16/2019 8:23:51 PM mongrelglory I wish I had insurance for prescriptions! 😜

4/16/2019 8:25:21 PM laurabusse AWESOME video. Every minute is precious. Thx for posting. Will relisten :-)

4/16/2019 8:25:59 PM aetherwalker1 The 🐉 claim Earth humans as their property.

4/16/2019 8:26:14 PM _369311119 Struggled with alcohol and stupidity. Mostly stupidity.

CBD is very much not stupid and any affordable amount will help.

If [they] must announce their crimes (cheat Karma), then we are also burdened with "confession"

Make a list of people harmed and strive to make it right?

4/16/2019 8:26:30 PM charmanda9 Wait what? You’re Canadian.

4/16/2019 8:27:28 PM dvanginhoven @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 respect and appreciate your work. Can I help you or be involved at all. I’m in Dallas.

4/16/2019 8:28:42 PM glor60 Sometimes family members can be the least understanding. And I’m sorry you were disillusioned with medicine. I retired from nursing after 34 grueling 

years dealing with society’s ills. I often thought that I would be without job if not for smoking, drinking and drugs.

4/16/2019 8:28:59 PM southiee Are the tribunals back on? Also, why cant they televise it?

4/16/2019 8:29:10 PM mongrelglory Canada's social health care system covers medications for seniors and people on welfare.  I'm living off of my retirement savings so don't qualify for 

prescription or dental coverage. Emergency and doctor's appointment do get covered, as well as any medications while in hospital.

4/16/2019 8:29:53 PM laurabusse A 4-armed ET typist with 10 fingers on each hand would probably be right handy just about now :-)

4/16/2019 8:30:07 PM charmanda9 Wow.

4/16/2019 8:30:53 PM southiee Gesara

4/16/2019 8:32:15 PM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/stevechazin/status/1118354864214614016?s=21 …

4/16/2019 8:32:38 PM mongrelglory I have to be honest, the nurses at the hospitals often had the worst health habits, with smoking and eating poorly.  I think the shift work plays havoc 

with their health and they often self medicate in one way or another to compensate for poor sleep and stress!

4/16/2019 8:33:25 PM charmanda9 Arent cannabis products legal for all though, not just prescription? I mean ::ahem:: it’s not even legal completely where I live, but I have managed to 

acquire what I need. It is not very expensive.

4/16/2019 8:34:43 PM mongrelglory That's part of the twelve step programs.

4/16/2019 8:35:09 PM glor60 You’re spot on there! We’re so overworked there was no time to eat, drink or go to the bathroom most days. I saw less smoking in nurses after it was 

not allowed on hospital grounds. Grabbing fast food was a bad habit enjoyed by all!

4/16/2019 8:36:15 PM laurabusse Just my take but i think maybe it might not look good to be DMing much w followers. Makes him look too "guru" like. He's here to dispassionately 

dispense info to help the great awakening, dark to light, and disclosure, not gain followers, argue w ppl etc I know you know this M...

4/16/2019 8:39:10 PM charmanda9 Thanks for sharing. Watching now.

4/16/2019 8:39:39 PM wearediamonds2 Got it!

4/16/2019 8:40:47 PM mongrelglory Recreational marajuana only became legal in Ont. on Apr. 1st this year. It's been slow for dispensaries to get licenses.  My Zoloft is costing me $50 for 3 

months supply.  CBD oil runs about $120 for 3 months and needs a doctor's prescription. Driving on cannabis is the problem.

4/16/2019 8:40:49 PM _369311119 Yep. MJ is right. Everything counts.

4/16/2019 8:42:34 PM mongrelglory Joke I learned:  "You know you're a real nurse when you take your bathroom break and your lunch break at the same time."  😋

4/16/2019 8:43:44 PM glor60 Lol!!! That might be a good time saver....... no. Haha!



4/16/2019 8:44:11 PM mongrelglory Yes, I'm just trying to understand what MJ-12 is saying above?

4/16/2019 8:45:05 PM rebel_yell_tex Dang I missed it. I had some good questions too.

4/16/2019 8:45:52 PM mongrelglory 🤔

4/16/2019 8:47:13 PM glor60 I’m@not sure in IL. But I think you need a medical card ( after seen by Dr) to buy marijuana at a dispensary. I know easy to buy on the street.

4/16/2019 8:52:53 PM mongrelglory May I ask how much cannabis costs these days?  I remember when a "dime bag" was called that because it cost $10.

4/16/2019 8:53:37 PM charmanda9 For Michelle, as a Canadian, is what I meant. Yeah, the states are all so different from one another at this point it is very hard to keep track. Eventually 

you would think that would lead to so many loopholes that they will find it more and more difficult NOT to legalize fully.

4/16/2019 8:53:54 PM cledrordfishing Good video,  informative. 

Thank you

4/16/2019 8:54:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some topics may require "back and forth" in order to form structure without noise from other messages. Once the subject has been explored, it will be 

shared. Engagements will be limited to purposes for this operation.

4/16/2019 8:54:07 PM wearediamonds2 True.

4/16/2019 8:54:47 PM wearediamonds2 😢😠

4/16/2019 8:55:19 PM glor60 I have no idea. I was very against it while younger daughter in high school. Many kids used it and I didn’t want mine to use it. They were too young in 

my opinion. She’s 23 and doesn’t use it. Had to take drug tests for work.

4/16/2019 8:55:47 PM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/KZrnLyBkn5pB8GKD8 …

4/16/2019 8:57:35 PM mongrelglory You need a medical prescription in each province. A lot of physicians weren't comfortable prescribing it for medical-legal reasons. So they have medical 

dispensaries with doctors who work there, but it's a hassle to find one.  Recreational marijuana is just starting to be legal.

4/16/2019 8:58:59 PM dynamicres REQUEST: please start recording the "WORLD" destination ID's. EG: P2A-870?

4/16/2019 8:59:03 PM _chelseaproject What percentage of Catholic churches have these chambers? Protestant churches too?

4/16/2019 9:00:47 PM mongrelglory Better than Facebook!

4/16/2019 9:00:58 PM charmanda9 I use a vape pen shaped and sized just like a real pen. The heating portion screws onto the cartridge, which has a thick liquid form of cannabis (choose 

your strain or cannabinoid). The cartridges range from $30 to $60. A $30 one will last me 3 months. $60 lasts 6. For me.

4/16/2019 9:02:34 PM _chelseaproject Do you mean to imply that white hats started the fire?

4/16/2019 9:05:42 PM mongrelglory So $30 US would be about $3000 Canadian for 3 months. 🤔

😆  Just kidding!  That's about $43 Canadian.  What about driving "under the influence"?  At my age it would be embarrassing to be busted for DIU 

with pot! 😋

4/16/2019 9:06:39 PM laurabusse Over time this will evolve too...been noticing that as frenetic as we humans seem to be, rushing hither and yon, compared to how slow everything 

seems to take in nature, our lives really do change, but seemingly at a snail's pace. But we really do change over time! Hindsight...

4/16/2019 9:08:45 PM ethereal_shaman I'm in Colorado.  Cannabis products are plentiful and cheap.  Cartridges can be found for $15. I prefer to ingest so I make edibles.  I can get an oz of 

shake for $40 after tax.

4/16/2019 9:08:50 PM charmanda9 Ha I don’t drive whilst under the influence. I only do it late at night before bed.

4/16/2019 9:09:38 PM laurabusse Beware ideology. A thought becomes a belief becomes a rigid ideology. Seems to happen with everything. Meds have their place...we just shouldn't be 

pressured into them! I support your "process" Michelle :-)

4/16/2019 9:12:00 PM mongrelglory However the THC stays in your system much longer.  They've been talking about that in the news...doing blood tests for suspected DUI.  That's my 

concern.

4/16/2019 9:14:01 PM charmanda9 Not worried. I do not feel affected during the day. More even keel, yes.

4/16/2019 9:15:27 PM ethereal_shaman I took Wellbutrin for years.  Quit it once I started using cannabis.  I don't care what science says, cannabis worked for my depression.  I haven't seen a 

Dr. in 10 years. So far so good.

4/16/2019 9:16:09 PM jimjr1957direct Parody account? Or simple disinformation?

4/16/2019 9:17:54 PM mongrelglory Thanks Laura.  I really do feel like "myself" on the medication.  I had my first symptoms of depression and OCD at age 7.  I don't know if it was the 

unhappy environment, brain damage from scurvy, polio, my mom's smoking, or genetics, but medication in my 30s helped immensely!

4/16/2019 9:18:08 PM charmanda9 I’m feeling similar after going completely off pharmaceuticals. Man, we will get shadow banned if we start name dropping drug companies.

4/16/2019 9:18:15 PM laurabusse Apologies :-) i did not read closely enough. Blessings to you 💘 i know you are trying your best to do good and make a difference...

4/16/2019 9:19:51 PM charmanda9 Kinda sucks. I came outside to look at the sky because it was warm and it suddenly clouded up and got cold. pic.twitter.com/fqkZ5mKlN0

4/16/2019 9:21:16 PM laurabusse I'll have to ask my son LOL

4/16/2019 9:22:52 PM laurabusse Alcohol and stupidity. Mostly stupidity. LOL

#beentheredonethat

4/16/2019 9:23:31 PM charmanda9 A doomsday plane jug flew over me.

4/16/2019 9:24:01 PM mongrelglory There's a more research now looking into use of Cannabis and Ecstasy for

treating depression and PTSD.  The difficulty they had doing studies of any plant "medicinals" is that plants are composed of so many compounds that 

it's hard to design a randomized controlled study.

4/16/2019 9:25:00 PM charmanda9 *just. https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/30/politics/us-doomsday-plane-nuclear-war/index.html …

4/16/2019 9:26:19 PM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @martingeddes @Jordan_Sather_ 

Mark me: my grandkids will be enjoying drivers’ ed for flying cars. My kids will take the existence of interstellar life for granted.

4/16/2019 9:26:48 PM charmanda9 These fly over Omaha frequently. They live at OFFUT AFB here.

4/16/2019 9:27:09 PM laurabusse That and being surrounded with all the sickness and suffering I'd imagine. Not to mention having to be on poop patrol. I could never be a nurse. Unless 

i was followed around by ppl who don't mind Poop Duty. (Who doesn't mind poop duty??)

4/16/2019 9:27:24 PM mongrelglory I spent my last two years of high school stoned on pot. (Hash was my favourite).  How I survived my family!  Still kept my marks up because my mother 

would have tanned my hide if I hadn't!

4/16/2019 9:28:32 PM mongrelglory They look like they'd be noisy!

4/16/2019 9:29:20 PM laurabusse Hmmm...what's that smell? Is it...tacos? Before the fact? Or after the fact? Hmmm...

4/16/2019 9:29:45 PM charmanda9 They are and they fly very low to the ground. And slowly too.

4/16/2019 9:30:10 PM mongrelglory Yet you clean up after your pets?

4/16/2019 9:31:20 PM zoilaliz1 And, since you walked into a conversation, may ask, dear Majectic, 

Please tell me about the #Luciferian #Rebellion 

A very long thread or short answer will do. I already know, but figured you best to explain it.

By all means, Take Your Time.

♥🤟♥

4/16/2019 9:31:35 PM laurabusse Way!



4/16/2019 9:32:52 PM mongrelglory I just realized these tweets probably aren't great for prospective employment purposes! 😬

4/16/2019 9:35:01 PM djlok Woah!  That's some scary sh!t!!!

In 45's speech about 5G he alluded that some other countries already have it.  Wonder who already has it?

4/16/2019 9:37:21 PM mongrelglory Mind you...describing in public how I'm a Starseed from Ursa Minor probably isn't going to help my future employment prospects either! 🤣

4/16/2019 9:38:04 PM djlok I'm interested in your thoughts as well.  What I'm trying to reconcile is if 5G is bad why is 45 behind it.  I wonder if he's had his people do something to 

5G like he's having them do with Killary's Boeing fleet.

4/16/2019 9:38:43 PM wink5811 Churches have always made me cry if only people could feel the sadness in them that comes from the partitioners/priest. If you want to be in or 

experience a G*d  like place go into nature, the beach, forest, neighborhood park, enjoy other humans,animals.

4/16/2019 9:38:56 PM laurabusse This is wonderful to hear :-)

Hey...i had the most wonderful day today. Best day since this happened almost 3 yrs ago...

Most hope filled day to boot :-)

I really think the worst is over and it's all downhill from here. Something is shifting...for real...

4/16/2019 9:41:10 PM laurabusse I'm so glad! :-) 💘 🌷

4/16/2019 9:41:13 PM mongrelglory That's great to hear Laura!  I lightening of the global frequencies perhaps? 😊

4/16/2019 9:42:11 PM mongrelglory You grow cars? 🤪

4/16/2019 9:42:26 PM wink5811 Yesterday in France if you wanted to see love, you saw on TV all the people pouring out their emotions coming together, there was more “religion” on 

those streets than anything in the church. WWG1WGA we shouldn’t need a fire  to bring that togetherness

4/16/2019 9:43:58 PM essene_merkabah  https://youtu.be/d9Unv1xT1FM 

4/16/2019 9:44:11 PM mongrelglory You should have seen how obsessive I was about picking the chocolate chips out of my cookies! 🤪

4/16/2019 9:44:23 PM laurabusse What part o the country are you in? Here in SE NC it was a sunny but cool day. It's 54 degrees. Dark. (Geo Carlin LOL)

4/16/2019 9:46:24 PM laurabusse Ok so offut is in Nebraska. Not stalking you, just fascinated by maps geography weather etc.

4/16/2019 9:47:07 PM charmanda9 Omaha

4/16/2019 9:47:07 PM wink5811 People think they can rape, abuse, women and children and no one is the ever the smarter, wait till the blood on their hands is judged. They might as 

well murder someone,because they have, just slowly, they have destroyed someone’s soul.

4/16/2019 9:51:43 PM charmanda9 It’s fair. I get curious where everyone is from too. Most are pretty open about sharing on their own at some point.

4/16/2019 9:52:29 PM laurabusse LOLOL! :-) 💘 🌷

4/16/2019 9:53:30 PM charmanda9 I had also heard about microdosing psilocybin being in research.

4/16/2019 9:53:50 PM kathleen3693693 No they didn't.They taped up Kotex pads across their doors. It took about 40 days and the Ivory Tower schmucks did away with those locks. A couple of 

people actually pissed their pants and filed grievances with APWU. Grievances resolved at Step One. They didn't want HQ to know.

4/16/2019 9:53:58 PM charmanda9 😂😂😂

4/16/2019 9:55:16 PM laurabusse That would be a good Before + after on wheel of fortune. Ursa Minor Leagues. My all time fav was Down Under Wear. Haven't watched it in decades 

actually. Pat and vanna still going at it? No idea...

4/16/2019 9:56:08 PM charmanda9 This is fun 😎

🙏🏻

4/16/2019 9:57:41 PM ethereal_shaman They've been doing research on it at the University of AZ for years.  Psilocybin and Cannabis are sacred plant medicinals in my book.

4/16/2019 10:00:16 PM charmanda9 Yes. What an interesting ‘time’ we live in.

4/16/2019 10:00:25 PM laurabusse They poop outside. That i dont mind tho. Cat poop is small hard + doesnt smell. Human poop has got to be the worst. I think I'd rather inhale deeply on 

a hog farm. No. Chicken farm. No. Its all really gross!!! Thank god for flush toilets + plumbing that works, in more ways than 1

4/16/2019 10:02:34 PM laurabusse Darn. I was gonna ask how much for you to grow me a car.

4/16/2019 10:03:04 PM djlok Would make one hell of a story though.

4/16/2019 10:03:24 PM mongrelglory And whether it was organic...

4/16/2019 10:04:16 PM charmanda9 3D printer farm? 😜

4/16/2019 10:04:49 PM mongrelglory I'd start by telling them that I was a Starseed from Ursa Minor and that it was legal back home.

4/16/2019 10:05:52 PM djlok OMG!  I LOVE YOU!!!

4/16/2019 10:06:01 PM mongrelglory 👍

4/16/2019 10:06:37 PM laurabusse No idea! Beautiful cool day. Garage next to house, veg garden next to garage. Havent wandered over there since i got sick. Did today! A few things 

were still growing! Felt soo much better rest of day. It would be maybe a 6er thread. If i get inspired maybe I'll write about my day

4/16/2019 10:07:53 PM djlok I'll tell them I would prefer prison for a little while over a fine, so I can work on mastering Ascension.

4/16/2019 10:07:56 PM mongrelglory Happy plants have good frequencies.  Maybe that helped?

4/16/2019 10:08:33 PM laurabusse Wait. Out? I would have been trying to cram more in! After all: https://images.app.goo.gl/KZrnLyBkn5pB8GKD8 …

4/16/2019 10:09:10 PM charmanda9 Wow, Michelle! You’ve been screamed at with that comment at least twice that I know of! 😂😂😂😎

4/16/2019 10:09:36 PM mongrelglory You're so funny David! 😆😆😆

4/16/2019 10:10:26 PM djlok Ha ha!!!

4/16/2019 10:11:39 PM petitchevalb This f****** desert we live in 😅

4/16/2019 10:12:42 PM charmanda9 There’s another doomsday plane flying over again. Could be same one. They tend to circle the entire city and perimeter.

4/16/2019 10:12:55 PM laurabusse After all its not like THEY dont know where we live LOL. But i sure as heck wouldn't want certain Canadian women named an alternate spelling of 

Michelle to know where i live! Right Michelle?? I didn't know ppl like that were for real.

4/16/2019 10:13:33 PM cledrordfishing You have my outcry! This has to be exposed to the world to America! 

Their behavior has to stop. Imagine one of those poor souls being your child or daughter. 

Or you as a child, powerless innocent,destroyed.

4/16/2019 10:13:57 PM laurabusse Way fun

4/16/2019 10:14:07 PM charmanda9 Bahahahaha

4/16/2019 10:14:11 PM mongrelglory Hopefully it's full of Cabal in orange jumpsuits.

4/16/2019 10:14:56 PM laurabusse Training probably?

4/16/2019 10:15:23 PM laurabusse That would be lovely.

4/16/2019 10:15:58 PM charmanda9 Taking ‘paid actor’ to the next level is always an alternative possibility.

4/16/2019 10:17:08 PM mongrelglory Partying in the air?

4/16/2019 10:17:34 PM realityloominng 😳🙄ugh.. I didn't need to know that

4/16/2019 10:17:36 PM charmanda9 I have thought of something along those lines before actually. Pure speculation but if anyone is familiar with the testimony of Bill Tompkins, he says he 

designed a DUMB here.

4/16/2019 10:19:05 PM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/4PPH5iLFwaAGkEtQ7 …

4/16/2019 10:19:06 PM mongrelglory Maybe the DUMB is for ETs and those planes are like the hotel shuttle buses!

4/16/2019 10:19:50 PM mongrelglory Awesome! 😆

4/16/2019 10:21:22 PM mongrelglory I'm going to have to call it a night everyone.  I bid you adieu! 😘

4/16/2019 10:21:57 PM charmanda9 I feel like the planes fly on higher risk national security days. Sometimes all hours of the day. They still fly low at night.

4/16/2019 10:23:16 PM laurabusse I'd say Nobody was drivin', Occifer, we was all in the back seat singin'!

4/16/2019 10:23:35 PM charmanda9 Night Michelle! See you tomorrow! Fun night 🤗

4/16/2019 10:25:10 PM laurabusse Absolutely. I ain't driving no conventionally grown car!

4/16/2019 10:27:44 PM laurabusse I'm Tina the car seed starseed 🌟 🚗



4/16/2019 10:29:55 PM djlok First time I got pulled over I was in college and had not been drinking. Officer asks me why I was swerving.  I was so nervous I told him I always drive 

like that. Then he asked me when I'd had a drink last and I told him Friday.  (It was a Fri.). I had meant the previous Friday.

4/16/2019 10:30:23 PM charmanda9 Bahahaha

4/16/2019 10:31:45 PM charmanda9 LOL!!!!! 😂

4/16/2019 10:34:21 PM charmanda9 I am cracking up right now with all these threads 😂

4/16/2019 10:35:19 PM laurabusse Yes that may be part of it; after our convo about gut bacteria that colloid silver and liq zinc may be contributing to my gut problems wont go into detail, 

decided should eat plants unwashed. Found some things to sample; not only did they not kill me but i feel a little better...

4/16/2019 10:38:40 PM djlok What was really funny was what was going through my head. I was only 20 and felt so guilty about drinking underage.  When the lights came on, I 

thought, I knew I shouldn't have had that drink a week ago!

4/16/2019 10:42:13 PM laurabusse Possible. But doing a damned good job then. Sadly unhinged very nasty unhinged vindictive. Did i say unhinged?Kinda like if a 2 year old grew a middle 

aged woman's body before her 3rd birthday LOL. But it's really quite sad. And not just a little scary. On multiple levels.

4/16/2019 10:43:41 PM slipperyslope18 Maybe Epstein case opens up The Weiner laptop.. Trips to pedo Island. 🤔 https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/24549-nypd-

source-weiner-laptop-has-enough-evidence-to-put-hillary-away-for-life …

4/16/2019 10:44:41 PM laurabusse Yeah you're good for going to bed. Sleepy. Should too.

4/16/2019 10:45:02 PM laurabusse Yes fun night!

4/16/2019 10:47:13 PM laurabusse Omg. I always drive like that. LOLOLOLOL!!!

4/16/2019 10:47:59 PM laurabusse O god you are so funny!

4/16/2019 10:48:16 PM rlsw4 JFK Jr, in disguise, front and just off-center of the biggest change-over in the history of the US. Partner of Trump, enemy of the Deep State, promoter of 

freedom and all that goes with it. Avenging his father's murder by GHWB and the CIA.

4/16/2019 10:49:49 PM laurabusse So glad!!! Yeah feels good :-)

4/16/2019 10:51:50 PM charmanda9 Right??? 😂

4/16/2019 10:52:40 PM laurabusse I can't believe you said that! You musta been adorable!!

4/16/2019 10:53:19 PM charmanda9 Actually, it literally does feel good. I feel lighter as I am reading and having fun laughing.

4/16/2019 10:54:20 PM charmanda9 Oh boy. We’ve got a visitor.

4/16/2019 10:56:37 PM laurabusse Brilliant :-)

4/16/2019 11:00:53 PM laurabusse LOL

4/16/2019 11:00:54 PM djlok PETRIFIED.

That's why when I meet a ET, I think I'll be ok if they don't come from a position of authority.  

Like if they are like the Sandia Mountain people and cool like that, I'm cool.

For whatever reason, I've always been petrified by anyone in a position of auth.

4/16/2019 11:01:13 PM thomasdra9on Please elaborate :)

4/16/2019 11:03:54 PM djlok Oh, I remember them!  I tweet with them almost daily!

#WWG1WGA

4/16/2019 11:04:11 PM charmanda9 Yeah, I’m with ya there. Like Clark Griswald when he was ‘caught’ gazing out the window. Or when he was at the department store talking to a sales 

lady.

4/16/2019 11:05:23 PM datruseeka Was Tallon killed because he knew too much?

4/16/2019 11:07:19 PM laurabusse Music is so personal...it's vibration. To each his own. Everything that may have been made for evil can also be used for good, or transmuted into 

something better or harmless...

4/16/2019 11:07:20 PM charmanda9 Nice. 😎

4/16/2019 11:08:42 PM paciouno Secrets,  secrets

4/16/2019 11:10:13 PM charmanda9 Right on. Yeah! Fun night. 🤗

4/16/2019 11:12:51 PM thomasdra9on Perhaps were all in this together...

4/16/2019 11:14:11 PM thomasdra9on Yeah,what is it?

4/16/2019 11:15:45 PM laurabusse Yeah...twitter can be a real laugh fest at times. Always wonderful to connect w like minded :-)

4/16/2019 11:16:58 PM laurabusse What? Who?

4/16/2019 11:16:59 PM thomasdra9on Does it?

4/16/2019 11:17:43 PM thomasdra9on Are we emitting time?

4/16/2019 11:18:43 PM thomasdra9on Light makes life?

4/16/2019 11:20:55 PM zoilaliz1 Thank Q, you bright beautiful Light! 

Transmutation

It is a marvelously misunderstood word with many connotations. Look it up for yourself, but the point is, we are Stronger Than We Know. Nothing the 

angel of darkness has thrown at us has killed us. We are still here 🥰♥😘

4/16/2019 11:22:46 PM thomasdra9on Evolution without duality?

4/16/2019 11:24:38 PM thomasdra9on But where is the trap part of this?

4/16/2019 11:26:33 PM thomasdra9on That number does not ring a bell to me, but sure deeper we go :)

4/16/2019 11:27:17 PM thomasdra9on Would I rather not?

4/16/2019 11:28:17 PM francoissmc Or maybe, just maybe, the whole place can now be exposed........?

4/16/2019 11:29:31 PM thomasdra9on Sure

4/16/2019 11:32:16 PM thomasdra9on +-

4/16/2019 11:37:22 PM thomasdra9on Yes and no?

4/16/2019 11:51:37 PM laurabusse Couldn't agree more!

😇 😕 😈

4/16/2019 11:53:19 PM laurabusse And thank Q as well :-) 💘 🌷

4/16/2019 11:55:02 PM thomasdra9on Evolve a life you love for eternity?

4/16/2019 11:55:24 PM laurabusse Yeah thats my fav part of twitter...the humor especially the hilarious memes.

That and connecting with the hearts of precious ppl...

4/16/2019 11:55:33 PM charmanda9 Did you catch it?

4/16/2019 11:56:33 PM laurabusse No! Catch what?

4/16/2019 11:58:16 PM thomasdra9on They?

4/16/2019 11:59:47 PM thomasdra9on Light doesn't exist without an observer?

4/17/2019 12:00:17 AM charmanda9 I cannot believe I’m still up. I’m never up this late. I had laundry to do!

4/17/2019 12:04:28 AM thomasdra9on Circumstances,action,reaction?

4/17/2019 12:05:43 AM thomasdra9on It?

4/17/2019 12:10:39 AM thomasdra9on What's the logical actions/reactions to that?

4/17/2019 12:12:33 AM thomasdra9on Then how to get out?

4/17/2019 12:13:44 AM thomasdra9on A part,apart

4/17/2019 12:17:46 AM thomasdra9on I know I'm in this world

4/17/2019 12:19:16 AM thomasdra9on I can see definitions can be tricky with em words alright



4/17/2019 12:19:57 AM thomasdra9on Matter=energy?

4/17/2019 12:20:54 AM thomasdra9on Energy observed by energy?

4/17/2019 12:22:07 AM thomasdra9on Could you explain 9?

4/17/2019 12:24:29 AM thomasdra9on Not 4,5 + 4,5 ?

4/17/2019 12:27:14 AM thomasdra9on I like 8+1...

4/17/2019 12:34:33 AM k3yle ??? -420??

4/17/2019 12:42:22 AM joinna6  https://youtu.be/dsxtImDVMig 

 https://youtu.be/NPVX75VIpqg 

4/17/2019 12:46:47 AM thomasdra9on Not into baseball

4/17/2019 12:48:51 AM thomasdra9on Within this world?

4/17/2019 12:49:53 AM thomasdra9on Basic base on a ball?

4/17/2019 12:51:33 AM thomasdra9on I like the way you make me think

4/17/2019 12:53:14 AM thomasdra9on Cool

4/17/2019 12:56:00 AM thomasdra9on Ey, got all good n deep. With less words even

4/17/2019 12:58:53 AM thomasdra9on Loco=9

4/17/2019 1:02:49 AM thomasdra9on Sure,can't sleep anyway hehe

4/17/2019 1:04:48 AM thomasdra9on How?

4/17/2019 1:06:55 AM thomasdra9on All ways every way

4/17/2019 1:09:59 AM thomasdra9on Nah,but there sure is some issues

4/17/2019 1:11:18 AM thomasdra9on Sounds like a trip..

4/17/2019 1:15:06 AM thomasdra9on Life meets lifer?

4/17/2019 1:16:21 AM thomasdra9on Life is not evil

4/17/2019 1:17:31 AM thomasdra9on I'm lost on that one

4/17/2019 1:21:22 AM thomasdra9on It's a funny wordplay

4/17/2019 1:22:53 AM mariepe23605473 Last I knew they were waiting on a decision from a 3 panel judge about unsealing records. Before that decision has been made this article came out 

saying a new victim in civil lawsuit and looks very like a good chance DOJ will re open criminal case, no details yet.

4/17/2019 1:25:42 AM thomasdra9on Yet you say so little, but yeah, isn't good good?

4/17/2019 1:28:13 AM sterkinglights1 Sry was joke.

4/17/2019 1:29:45 AM thomasdra9on So where are we going with this?

4/17/2019 1:31:16 AM thomasdra9on You see alot that could be better?

4/17/2019 1:35:18 AM thomasdra9on Do you know the answer to that?

4/17/2019 1:37:08 AM jogoodw46123941 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 like there are 13 Satanic bloodlines are you the true good 12 apostle bloodlines from Christ

4/17/2019 1:37:23 AM thomasdra9on So what's your take on that?

4/17/2019 1:38:49 AM thomasdra9on I think most of us do

4/17/2019 1:39:28 AM thomasdra9on I'm asking you

4/17/2019 1:39:44 AM jogoodw46123941 Is he re incarnated?

4/17/2019 1:41:45 AM jogoodw46123941 We are energy the earth is energy all connected to the divine source

4/17/2019 1:42:31 AM thomasdra9on It could seem that way, maybe people are distracted, cause they don't see all?

4/17/2019 1:43:03 AM thomasdra9on I'm asking you hu hu!!

4/17/2019 1:44:33 AM jogoodw46123941 A burning cross

4/17/2019 1:45:06 AM thomasdra9on It's like different squiggly things we give meaning to?

4/17/2019 1:45:38 AM jogoodw46123941 Because of the head of snake Payseurs?

4/17/2019 1:47:19 AM thomasdra9on Great

4/17/2019 1:49:53 AM thomasdra9on So what I'm I doing right now?since you can see me and all

4/17/2019 1:50:55 AM thomasdra9on Squiggles CAN trigger emotions

4/17/2019 1:51:59 AM jogoodw46123941 There is some info out 2 found dead 2 shots each at sight of Notre Dame fire orchestrated by Macron May Merkel and Obama in boat off coast, any 

info from your end?

4/17/2019 1:53:48 AM thomasdra9on In every language,r u sure?

4/17/2019 1:56:58 AM thomasdra9on Gonna take a nap, thanks for the talk, you sure are something special :) pic.twitter.com/xWNIK1KKWj

4/17/2019 2:32:03 AM whitehat_van Majestic bunk.

4/17/2019 2:39:17 AM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 2:50:57 AM thomasdra9on Nah, don't share your personal information, DM me if you need someone to talk to.

4/17/2019 2:51:35 AM monroevegas Great question. Remember when Darth Vader finally threw the emperor over the edge and ended his reign? We need all the Vaders in this world to 

choose to do this and change their hearts and minds. We need them to change for the good.

4/17/2019 2:55:25 AM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/LZIrbMokR7

4/17/2019 2:55:50 AM monroevegas I couldnt help myself and blurted out about stuff i think about...like ssp. Everyone kind of chuckled and got quiet. They still liked me though. 👌😊

4/17/2019 2:57:26 AM monroevegas I believe if everyone turned their hearts and minds to god as they understand god to be, and chose to be better people and nice and caring again, 

hearts of men would warm again. I believe this is happening with many.

4/17/2019 3:03:15 AM petitchevalb I dont like GODs

But I like DOGs

Too many awful things in the name of GODs

4/17/2019 3:25:11 AM tamravee BEAST system

4/17/2019 3:28:32 AM tamravee so don't give your DNA to anyone casually

4/17/2019 3:28:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Curious language. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1118459953671540736 …

4/17/2019 3:29:43 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 3:33:28 AM scott_rick The Last War?

4/17/2019 3:35:07 AM monroevegas Yea...thats just all the lies youve been told. But its ok. Dont you believe in a higher form of consciousness?

4/17/2019 3:38:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal controlled USSG. https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1118261425426690048 …

4/17/2019 3:40:28 AM petitchevalb I believe I know nothing

4/17/2019 3:43:49 AM deerfield4570 PEACE IS THE PRIZE. 🙏🏼

4/17/2019 3:47:06 AM pixiesdorule Their mantra... FEAR. "One day this service might be gone! What will you do? What will you do then?" 

Keep living, that's what we'll do. I've never needed many of these LETTER Agencies, but they think they need me!

4/17/2019 3:49:02 AM jones9536 They don't think that awake people actually believe them do they? THEY DO? awww that's so cute

4/17/2019 3:51:51 AM raisethevib369 All the vaccine pushers. If you've done any research into vaccines, this is really obvious.

4/17/2019 3:54:41 AM maryschade14 Oh crap. Nat Sec..but tellin it.

Wonder if others think what I am thinking. Mirror Mirror. Up is down etc.

4/17/2019 3:58:31 AM abraga1853 Further proof our entire history is a lie

4/17/2019 4:01:56 AM worldxplorer1 So Cabal eschatology must obviously include some version of a battle of Armageddon?



4/17/2019 4:05:57 AM weshallrise144k Last War = Last President? Coincidence? https://youtu.be/YP9PGKKcvJ0 

4/17/2019 4:06:40 AM linnyt7 The last war is in view

4/17/2019 4:12:36 AM jrocktigers 😳

4/17/2019 4:16:34 AM jrocktigers When I was a young boy, my uncle quit the CDC due to "facts" regarding HIV. It was definitely part of a depopulation agenda.

4/17/2019 4:18:54 AM jrocktigers He worked in Infectious Diseases.

4/17/2019 4:21:53 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1118348824999858176 …

4/17/2019 4:22:11 AM hambrickro 🤔 Hopi prophecy  🤔

4/17/2019 4:23:13 AM jrocktigers 🤔🤔🤔 https://twitter.com/AmericaNewsroom/status/1118474202149994502 …

4/17/2019 4:30:07 AM ntwheel55 A war to end all wars?

Or so good that no one would fight against it ?

4/17/2019 4:33:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Curious language as well by @POTUS here: https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1117926072866234370?s=21 …

4/17/2019 4:37:09 AM _369311119 My aunt was in the same department. She did not quit. She drank herself to death over, well, we are not sure.

She would have been around that crap. Uncle died from heart attack a week after their first-born. I think now she might have been trapped. Thank you 

@JRockTigers, thanks

4/17/2019 4:37:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Curious language as well: https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1118177832730091520?s=21 …

4/17/2019 4:43:23 AM roublisa Great plan😉

4/17/2019 4:46:26 AM bbobbio71 I thought we had this one on our side

4/17/2019 4:46:30 AM capitalkid “last war” or “Last War”?

4/17/2019 4:46:42 AM roublisa #UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#USEALEEPSTEIN
4/17/2019 4:50:11 AM peterclloyd Pharma = Cabal

4/17/2019 4:51:25 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1118348824999858176 …

4/17/2019 4:51:51 AM merorschach Wake me when it has anti-gravatic propulsion.

4/17/2019 4:54:25 AM francoissmc "Brand" 🧐

4/17/2019 4:57:01 AM asdlfjaedfh Michele4Canada account gone?  Look no further than add a Q to the name. Michele4CanadaQ is the new account.

4/17/2019 4:58:41 AM kindeandtrue The war that was, or the war that is to be?

4/17/2019 5:01:20 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1118188392825573376 …

4/17/2019 5:06:16 AM maryschade14 Another woman has come out against E. 

Catacombs. In Sol Invictus..Mithras not God..Persian..not Mosaic Hebrew..

Bones bones..where would I hide bones..where there are other bones..

Acid baths..my god..Khem..

#CurseofCain #CurseofNoah

#HamCana #CainEast

4/17/2019 5:07:52 AM rsm28675996 Yeah. This vid has info from as late as Sept. 2018

 Could 5G suddenly have become harmless in 7 months? What events are going on to keep this out of the spotlight. As usual MJ is providing crickets.

4/17/2019 5:10:52 AM mariepe23605473 Majestic you mentioned the other day that Sanders has an Espstein problem, do you know if there is any way I can find anything online about it ? 

Perhaps steer me in a certain direction ?

4/17/2019 5:20:31 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1118348824999858176 …

4/17/2019 5:22:20 AM _369311119 "was designed"

4/17/2019 5:39:31 AM youstinksoap So is this from Bloomberg. 'Calm Before Storm' graph.

 https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2019-04-17/currency-traders-should-get-ready-for-a-big-move-in-the-dollar …

4/17/2019 5:45:19 AM zrickety Weren't we all secretly freed by Federal Postal Judges Russel-Jay Gould and David-Wynn Miller??  Part of the plan?

4/17/2019 5:53:00 AM jrocktigers Sorry to hear man. Luckily for my uncle , he quit relatively young in his career. He went on to practice as an Infectious Disease specialist. Back when all 

doctors considered the Hippocratic Oath as gospel, he could not continue in that role.

4/17/2019 5:57:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many Epstein client related pieces of evidence are kept offline with assistance from ALICE. However, this is what blackmail looks like. You don't need 

video of him with a kid to know he is not there by choice. If not by choice, how is she forcing him to cooperate? pic.twitter.com/okSeSZEyWx

4/17/2019 5:58:02 AM laurabusse Yeah it really can be. :-) sure as hell beats arguing and name calling over something really stupid! LOL

4/17/2019 5:58:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger?

How will this impact censorship?

4/17/2019 5:59:46 AM 4on6 Who is John Galt? 😉

4/17/2019 6:00:12 AM keith369me You mean the war that will not happen?

4/17/2019 6:00:45 AM laurabusse Omg Midnight Laundry. Should be a song or movie. Would love to hear Jimmy Page take that one on...

4/17/2019 6:01:41 AM laurabusse 9 am now EDT. I zonked. I woke. I tweet.

4/17/2019 6:02:46 AM keith369me What was Ronny Jackson’s position on vaccines?

4/17/2019 6:03:19 AM _369311119 She must have been so alone. Not ok. Not ok whatsoever.

Trust the plan.

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Jerubbaal event NOW?
4/17/2019 6:04:00 AM keith369me I guess a lake house was not enough motivation for a socialist?

4/17/2019 6:04:39 AM jrocktigers Stay Frosty!

4/17/2019 6:05:16 AM laurabusse God i hope this nightmare is over soon. These horrible things seeing the light of day must mean we are close! I hope! The more that know, the more 

that pray (or whatever), then it's gone, i hope. I don't think they even have a prayer now...

4/17/2019 6:07:34 AM mariepe23605473 Ok  I understand, many times you can find stuff online and was just wondering if you could point me in that direction.  I have no doubt about it .. I also 

heard ( no evidence seen ) he took a pay off from Hilary after she fraudulently took the D nomination etc.

4/17/2019 6:08:30 AM glor60 Good morning! You guys were up late. I’m older and need my beauty sleep. Wish it really worked that way! 😂😂😂

4/17/2019 6:10:42 AM rawphonegirl  https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1118501639856504833 …

4/17/2019 6:10:58 AM laurabusse Yeah we bitches be crazy

4/17/2019 6:11:55 AM bbobbio71 Follow the money,  Follow the wives.

4/17/2019 6:13:06 AM mariepe23605473 Yes omg I always forget that .. thank you  !!

4/17/2019 6:14:04 AM zagnett 👍



4/17/2019 6:17:20 AM rawphonegirl I did hope @realDonaldTrump would address this but it's like he patted them on their heads and sent them on their merry way.  How do we break this 

stranglehold?

4/17/2019 6:17:43 AM laurabusse We're in it now.

And we're winning!

And we WILL win.

And we will be free

 https://youtu.be/xButjfhZWVU 

Now We Are Free

With "lyrics"
4/17/2019 6:18:50 AM phreatomagnetic Reaction to # of people who aren't buying the 🐂💩 they're selling.  They believe that their  censorship will have greater reach by targeting topics not 

people.  Keeps targets anonymous to reduce outcry.

4/17/2019 6:19:46 AM laurabusse Everything's gonna be OKAY

Peace be upon us all ✨🌟💫

4/17/2019 6:23:10 AM laurabusse Yeah but try telling reddit that.

4/17/2019 6:28:05 AM __jabird__ Birth certificates = vehicle title

4/17/2019 6:28:08 AM laurabusse Dunno what that means but it sounds nice.

So okay! https://images.app.goo.gl/9fXPdbmnqwYrB1oH8 …

4/17/2019 6:31:22 AM laurabusse Bam! Touchee

4/17/2019 6:35:19 AM __jabird__ Same as California fires? Blue beam from the sky?

4/17/2019 6:35:32 AM laurabusse 🐂 💩

Love it! LOL

4/17/2019 6:37:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/CharlesOrtel/status/1118499859110289408 …

4/17/2019 6:37:39 AM laurabusse Thx for the heads up :-)

4/17/2019 6:38:33 AM trumps_all So whats the skinny on AD.........

Bad guy turned to save his ass?

Bad guy hoping it all goes away?

Good guy being setup?

Bad guy about to end up in prison?

4/17/2019 6:38:43 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 6:39:59 AM kittythundercl1 Just because the messengers have been corrupted does not mean that the message is wrong. Love is the answer. It has always been the answer.

4/17/2019 6:42:38 AM robert_c_jones CERN

4/17/2019 6:43:20 AM charmanda9 I mean...top secret...part of the plan...trust the plan? That’s all I can think. It is rather blind faith, but I could also see that this is the last card that has to 

be played sharply, if that makes sense. Nearly fool everyone til the very last second. Or cause an uprising.

4/17/2019 6:44:56 AM jimhayzlett Truthfully, heads up not needed.  We Need For Each And Every Human To Be Healed In God’s Light From The Trauma That Has Been Inflicted 

✨🙏🏼🌎👼

4/17/2019 6:46:02 AM charmanda9 It’s not like I don’t have a big day today too. I sprang out of bed to shuffle my kids out the door for their respective field trips and I am accompanying 

one of them to the zoo. Waiting right now for the busses.

4/17/2019 6:46:12 AM zagnett 5G could (i assume) transmit helpful frequencies, not necessarily harmful frequencies. So it seems & i think that, it all depends on who's in charge of 

the system, & what buttons they press. 🤔

4/17/2019 6:48:32 AM covertress Nose boop!?!

Kek

♥️♥️♥️

4/17/2019 6:49:16 AM djlok Maybe try sending a specific question directly to them that you don't already know the answer to in direct messenger.

4/17/2019 6:51:34 AM djlok Absolute Power!!!

4/17/2019 6:54:21 AM francoissmc Bad guy suicided?

4/17/2019 6:55:15 AM godchosetrump77 Whoa!

4/17/2019 6:56:01 AM speaakn God bless your uncle!

4/17/2019 6:56:42 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/11/tech/amazon-alexa-listening/index.html …

4/17/2019 6:57:45 AM mactruthcdn @emiliefife

4/17/2019 6:57:53 AM laurabusse Yeah me too i just keep sleeping and sleeping and...nothing!

 https://images.app.goo.gl/NpmZmQMgMoHvZFCG6 …

4/17/2019 6:58:32 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/Tb4QcM2lHj

4/17/2019 6:59:14 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/SfqAEnqHZ8

4/17/2019 7:01:16 AM zagnett Dude, what's the character limit on DMs? Was thinking i could send like questions 1 thru 9999..., in like one DM! 🤔😂👊

The poor Typists. Hopefully MJ thought this strategy through! What fun!

4/17/2019 7:01:31 AM vintagesquirrel One would be foolish to believe they only listen when Alexa is "awake."

4/17/2019 7:02:32 AM godchosetrump77 I've read it. It's amazing. The resemblance of that illustration in the book to Baron is uncanny. I never noticed the resemblance of John and Julian. 

Perhaps the Trumps are Time Travelers!

4/17/2019 7:03:04 AM jrocktigers Thanks, he has been blessed.

4/17/2019 7:04:08 AM djlok Blackmail!

4/17/2019 7:06:29 AM charmanda9 It seems when MJ brings it up, he wants us to decode for ourselves. I presume there is a lot he/they cannot disclose yet. A lot like Q. Serial Brain did a 

good decode of 5G that I’m still wrapping my head around. I wonder if the steel wall isn’t involved in the frequencies.

4/17/2019 7:08:10 AM djlok I had not thought about that... The steel wall being somehow connected to 5G.

4/17/2019 7:08:29 AM glor60 Lol!!!



4/17/2019 7:08:43 AM laurabusse Perfect! Here we come!

The Busse's, Rich and Laura.

What really hurts is when we're on a road trip and we see a sign that says 

No Busses Allowed https://images.app.goo.gl/BYFnQ5GFt3XjrZV58 …

4/17/2019 7:09:14 AM glor60 Have fun! Loved those days! Mine are in their 20’s now

4/17/2019 7:10:47 AM charmanda9 Some of the steel (yes, steel) tuning forks found in a [locked] storage room of ancient Egypt artifacts at a museum were FEET high. Not hand tuning 

forks. Catch my drift?

4/17/2019 7:10:49 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

This just reminds me of this MJ tweet (link).

"...flood gates have been busted wide open. A Flood Approaches."

Seems possible "floods" might go both ways. 🤔😊🤗

4/17/2019 7:12:30 AM laurabusse But at least you have clean laundry! Hope your day is fun :-)

🐶🐺🐱🐭🐰🐸🐯🐷🐫🐨🐮🐗🐧🐼🐘🐑🐴🐵🐍🐢🐦🐙🐄🐏🐎🐲🐁🐖🐕🐓🐀🐖🐟🐜🐝🐞🐌

4/17/2019 7:12:40 AM djlok I'm following.

4/17/2019 7:13:22 AM charmanda9 Ha thanks. Maybe I will toss out an update if anything piques my interest.

4/17/2019 7:13:36 AM laurabusse Ours is almost 28. It went so fast!!! But at the time it felt slow. Life!

4/17/2019 7:14:27 AM charmanda9 Driving now 😕

4/17/2019 7:15:12 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/qWcax585Z2

4/17/2019 7:15:20 AM zagnett  https://www.theverge.com/2015/8/12/9134175/twitter-direct-message-character-limit …

"Twitter finally drops the 140-character limit from direct messages

Say whatever's on your mind, up to 10,000 characters"

Fascinating. 🤓

4/17/2019 7:16:37 AM ragevirusqq [JD] ?

4/17/2019 7:17:01 AM godchosetrump77 #PedoGate #LockThemAllUp #WWG1WGA #ChildHandler #ChildEscort #PelosiIsaPedophile

4/17/2019 7:17:26 AM godchosetrump77 #PedoGate #PelosiIsAPedophile

4/17/2019 7:17:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Not to have privacy in your own home while you cook, clean, shower, have sex, and use the toilet! Nice! I always wanted someone besides my husband 

to hear me pee and sing in the shower, secret fantasy...SAID NO ONE EVER! UGH!!! pic.twitter.com/yK07OfQpgm

4/17/2019 7:18:17 AM djlok So are you planning to make all your messages 9,999 characters for a Majestic number?

9+9+9+9 = 36 = 9

4/17/2019 7:18:40 AM ladylukk711  pic.twitter.com/2sGocVUwfK

4/17/2019 7:18:57 AM ladylukk711  pic.twitter.com/9BPXOcA3Fk

4/17/2019 7:20:06 AM zagnett Oh, the "majestic" possibilities... 🤔

4/17/2019 7:20:08 AM arc339 For innocent targets of illegal FISA covert genocide reptilian warfare, all phone, email, letters get funneled to fusion center black ops that retaliate 

when you report the crimes they (FBI & others) do to you, to others. There is no way for victim of FBI to reach legit FBI.

4/17/2019 7:20:48 AM ragevirusqq When public finds out they are also listening from your phones and fire tv and roku and nest and smart TVs etc etc.. what recourse does anyone have? 

The NSA already has everything. Mass surveillance state controlled by the military has been in play for some time

4/17/2019 7:21:41 AM godchosetrump77 I'm really unsure about all of this. Can we even go into space? Is NASA even real? So many questions.

4/17/2019 7:22:03 AM mariepe23605473 What is happening with Gina ?

4/17/2019 7:22:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd Interesting...many still believe an "armegeddon" of sorts is coming. Most mainstream religions from Baptist, Holiness, Pentacostal, Jehovah's 

Witnesses, Mennonites, Amish etc believe there will be a "great war." What's sick/twisted  Cabal knows, they have preyed on these ppl.

4/17/2019 7:23:19 AM godchosetrump77 This is hilarious! I have the patience of a saint thanks to my army time! Hurry up and wait! HOOAH!!

4/17/2019 7:24:04 AM godchosetrump77 Why does he look like a robot?

4/17/2019 7:25:41 AM keith369me #UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz 

#UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnSealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

4/17/2019 7:26:27 AM djlok Also will make [ALICE]'s job a little easier.  She can just focus on topics now.

4/17/2019 7:27:11 AM zagnett "TEN THOUSAND YEAR LEAP in civilization development in under a decade."

"Say whatever's on your mind, up to 10,000 characters."

Coincidence? 👊

4/17/2019 7:28:54 AM djlok Nope.  No coincidences!  👊👊👊

4/17/2019 7:30:18 AM glor60 You’re right about that. Toddlers and teen ages went slow!

4/17/2019 7:31:45 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/P3bXxV5asy

4/17/2019 7:34:12 AM mommahood777 Yeah, Colorado is being a royal bunch of BS lately.  Explaining no school today was sickening...but I've taught him plenty so it wasn't that bad.  Getting 

tired of our world of BS tho...that it was orchestrated to become what it is...hard to stay positive

4/17/2019 7:35:53 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1118521292745875456 …

All i have to say about that is...lol. Maybe a case of "too little, too late", Jack. 👇

4/17/2019 7:37:19 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/8p4u2oLbZl

4/17/2019 7:41:11 AM mommahood777 So what was it?  Looks like there'd be something that impacted..big week continues...

4/17/2019 7:42:40 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 7:44:58 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔  https://twitter.com/tyler_casper/status/1118393461118578688 …

4/17/2019 7:45:29 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👍  https://twitter.com/tyler_casper/status/1118394463209099264 …

4/17/2019 7:52:53 AM wearediamonds2 Oh sh!t

4/17/2019 7:55:22 AM phreatomagnetic Nothing that brings that big of a smile to HER face can be good for humans.

4/17/2019 7:55:29 AM wearediamonds2 I am pretty sure it was going to be happening now but THANK GOD TRUMP WON AND OUR MAJESTIC skills helped make that happen! We just did not 

yet know it was Majestic. (MJ12, if I am not making the right conclusions about how this works, sorry/maybe let me know!?).



4/17/2019 7:55:52 AM starehope Last War meaning Iraq and Afganistan. It was designed for those nasty IED's. But then, titles can be misleading.

4/17/2019 7:57:53 AM wearediamonds2 We all know...

4/17/2019 7:58:08 AM worldxplorer1 Yeah I grew up in evangelical Christianity. It’s a big deal to them. The final battle of good vs evil.

4/17/2019 7:58:09 AM wearediamonds2 Oh..... 😉

4/17/2019 7:58:50 AM psslp Sacrifice

4/17/2019 8:00:16 AM starehope Thanks Laura! I hope you put some minds to rest. I know many are terrified out there. Thanks, again.💖 pic.twitter.com/sueJIjFLiC

4/17/2019 8:00:17 AM linnyt7 Really?  Wow.

4/17/2019 8:01:01 AM wwtravelr From what I understand ur IS is Living simultaneously on different planes

4/17/2019 8:01:07 AM wearediamonds2 Yes, because the "last war" is ending, but "the last" can still also have multiple meanings and does. The world would not look like it does right now had 

Trump not won. I believe most of us would be dead or imprisoned by now.

4/17/2019 8:01:55 AM starehope Did you read the article? It mentions Iraq, etc. Made for IED's. I imagine they have titanium undercoating?

4/17/2019 8:03:04 AM starehope We are at war now. It is spiritual. Think positive and loving thoughts. Pray!

4/17/2019 8:05:56 AM rebel_yell_tex LOL, Are we all REALLY THAT interesting? pic.twitter.com/bIaMuGVJFB

4/17/2019 8:07:09 AM rawphonegirl Good point! And yes,  I shudder to think what our present would be had Trump not won....

4/17/2019 8:08:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccine propaganda masking a parody of a parody of Fake News.

What could go wrong? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wfl-uMVbNn8 …

4/17/2019 8:09:33 AM majorarmybrat When you are born, your mother brings you into the world, like a ship “berth.” Your “birth” certificate, or bill of lading, is their “stock” certificate for 

each person. For “stock cattle.”

4/17/2019 8:09:59 AM alec_m_currier "Vaccine" is code for V- I mean v.. jus sayin'.. #WeKNOW #Q 😎

4/17/2019 8:10:19 AM wearediamonds2 I saw it back in 2012 wept. People thought I was nuts. I tried warning them. They said, "I don't vote, I don't talk about politics because I don't know 

enough about it." I was DISGUSTED& afraid for our country. I am glad pure emotion truly effects change...prayers answered!

4/17/2019 8:11:29 AM scott_rick I know their listening but I’m asking about weather, setting remindErs etc.. should I really be concerned?

4/17/2019 8:12:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Cringe....I can’t even watch the whole clip. 🤖

4/17/2019 8:13:20 AM youstinksoap How many timelines?  Is it fractals?

4/17/2019 8:15:35 AM wearediamonds2 When I watched "Obama 2012" by Dinesh D'Souza, it solidified and proved all the gut feelings I had about what was happening. I wept so much.

4/17/2019 8:15:42 AM 1_decided_voter Trying to muddy the waters to foment chaos?

4/17/2019 8:19:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 DM window closed.

4/17/2019 8:19:38 AM starehope Frightening!

4/17/2019 8:19:59 AM scott_rick Thanks MJ, that was good, appreciate it!

4/17/2019 8:20:14 AM ethereal_shaman Well that was quick.  Anticipating some interesting threads today.

4/17/2019 8:20:18 AM starehope Why is that show on in Doctor's offices?

4/17/2019 8:20:32 AM zagnett Oh no more DMs, already?

4/17/2019 8:20:49 AM starehope What is V?

4/17/2019 8:20:52 AM giediknight the 2 angles are 1. Vaccine science is flawed, and ALL vaccines don't work (J$ position) 2. Vaccines science works, but general population vaccines are 

intentionally tainted for population reduction or worse. (AJ position) | How do we merge both timelines?

4/17/2019 8:20:55 AM blankmarlo Catch any fish?

4/17/2019 8:21:54 AM rebel_yell_tex DANG IT!!!!!  I swear you did that on purpose.  LOL pic.twitter.com/K4lOEYIyCy

4/17/2019 8:21:55 AM anneolsen43 I Didn’t understand the reason in the first place ...: not big on DM

4/17/2019 8:21:56 AM starehope Didn't know it was open.

4/17/2019 8:22:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Neither are we, however nothing is random.

4/17/2019 8:23:12 AM hawkgirlinmn 🤦♀️ noooooo!

4/17/2019 8:23:21 AM anneolsen43 So you are fishing?

4/17/2019 8:23:34 AM kindeandtrue Well, at least you tried. Very nice of you to offer. Flawed human nature being what it is, it's not surprising.

4/17/2019 8:24:03 AM erquxlemon I’m curious if Macron/Rothschilds had anything to do w/the cathedral burning down(stop yellow vests) and secondly I find it highly suspicious that 

Obama a few days before was visiting Macron best friend Angela Merkel!

4/17/2019 8:24:49 AM anneolsen43 Nothing is private anymore anyway

4/17/2019 8:27:36 AM 1_decided_voter "Healthy dialogue" is another way of saying "We'll decide what you are allowed to see in your Twitter feed"

4/17/2019 8:29:24 AM rawphonegirl I didn't follow politics as closely as I do now,  I think that's true for many Americans but I still try to listen to the same instincts that guided me then- the 

rubber band can only stretch so far before it snaps back. ❤️

4/17/2019 8:30:29 AM zagnett Seems like it.

Well, glad i got something that was on my mind over to MJ. It was nice to have more than 280 chars to play with for a time. That limit is annoying 

sometimes.

4/17/2019 8:31:37 AM richardhiatt16 Watching out for more false flags...  🙄

4/17/2019 8:32:05 AM drbohammer Some things are quasi-random. 😏

4/17/2019 8:34:55 AM melanieanders7 I have nothing to hide. If they’re that nosy, do it! My husbands funny as all get out! I can see why they would wanna listen in. We’ve been told we 

should have our own reality show lol

4/17/2019 8:35:05 AM rcevans623c When fully loaded with alcohol life is a breeze.

4/17/2019 8:36:15 AM ollieb_87 I missed my chance.

4/17/2019 8:36:28 AM tyl3r59518097 Guns and Roses - Night train  https://youtu.be/2rYjzb5_3uI  via @YouTube

4/17/2019 8:36:56 AM richardhiatt16 Late to the “party” again.. Or, was it for the Big Show 🍿 that is going on RIGHT NOW..  Time for Majestic Technologies to come into the LIGHT... 

🤓❤️🇺🇸

4/17/2019 8:37:02 AM rcevans623c What? Not now I’m still in a alternate universe.

4/17/2019 8:39:23 AM rcevans623c Cool now multiply 3.14. Add a extra 4 inches for overlap.

4/17/2019 8:40:41 AM tyl3r59518097 Add them..err, where now exactly? 🤣

4/17/2019 8:41:04 AM senseandtruth ?

4/17/2019 8:41:06 AM rcevans623c Time to give up the past and move on with your life.

4/17/2019 8:42:39 AM rcevans623c Ahhh my family joined the rat race 4 billion years ago. Hasn’t gotten any better.

4/17/2019 8:42:43 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/kquDc4lZxR

4/17/2019 8:42:57 AM mikelind6 What a complete plank you really are. History burnt down before our eyes and all you can do is to make it political. I hope it never happens to you.

4/17/2019 8:43:09 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/VmvOG8IiHI

4/17/2019 8:43:13 AM rcevans623c Ahhh a Step in the right direction.

4/17/2019 8:44:09 AM rcevans623c Wife gave one for lunch yesterday. Yummy.

4/17/2019 8:45:11 AM bbobbio71 That was painful to watch.  Can't believe their still on the air.

4/17/2019 8:45:56 AM rcevans623c Yes yes be nice. Alternative is pissing off everyone.

4/17/2019 8:45:58 AM tyl3r59518097 That’s what the Nazis thought. Now all he’s gotta do is disavow his capacity for hearing and seeing, and he’ll have it made! 🙏

4/17/2019 8:46:33 AM robert_c_jones What ???

4/17/2019 8:46:45 AM tyl3r59518097 🙏👍

4/17/2019 8:48:12 AM tyl3r59518097 Now you’re talking about mass again. I thought we were going to leave the religious content alone for just a moment or two today..

😂



4/17/2019 8:48:42 AM dynamicres Meditating last night I was putting together info from the video MJ had linked with Dr. Lipton. My personal conclusion at least was 5G in cabal hands 

== destructive/negating wave canceling, 5G in MAJIC hands == in phase/amplifying good vibes, at lest is how it resonated with me.

4/17/2019 8:49:33 AM dynamicres I loved hearing about these tuning forks! I kinda felt these were linked to sound cutting stone which MJ spoke to a bit, being illegal and all.

4/17/2019 8:50:30 AM mikelind6 What’s that got to do with it. Get your facts straight it was a tragedy and nothing to do with anyone being arrested. Put your brain in gear before you 

think!

4/17/2019 8:55:03 AM gingerbanana2 Damn!  I always miss this stuff 🥺

4/17/2019 8:55:13 AM laurabusse If the moment is right :-) 

If not, give us the monkey report later then!  🐵

 https://images.app.goo.gl/iamDq8AimWQCnAu69 …

4/17/2019 8:57:23 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/pYaAun17kuY 

😎🤣 pic.twitter.com/8b4gsW7DKT

4/17/2019 8:57:29 AM skeye_watching I'm truly sorry that I missed the opportunity.  It would have been enlightening to have your opinion on a matter that I don't usually write about.

4/17/2019 8:59:00 AM daveschroeder18 Damm, I did not realize there was a time limit. Hopefully my question gets asked by someone else. That happens a lot

4/17/2019 9:00:52 AM anneolsen43 What’s the question?🤔

4/17/2019 9:01:56 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/ZRK9scFJQk

4/17/2019 9:02:13 AM zagnett Well that would be just grand! 😎👊🤗

...and Majestic. If, true, big time THANK YOU, MJ et al!

Please be careful with them there buttons now! 😁

4/17/2019 9:03:54 AM ragevirusqq No. I never agreed to sell anything for technology. We were tricked.

4/17/2019 9:04:12 AM laurabusse I thought toddler would never end. Neverending cuteness notwithstanding. We only had one and he was fairly subdued as a teen. We had our trials 

but he did martial arts and that seemed to have a positive effect on him. Late teens was difficult. He wasn't difficult. His situations.

4/17/2019 9:08:36 AM capitalkid It will be impossible to detect censorship since twitter will have sole authority to determine which tweets are “relevant”.

4/17/2019 9:13:49 AM zagnett Yeah, people can be dumb.

MJ could publish what i wrote if they want. i don't mind. i doubt they will though since it doesn't seem like it would be too helpful to them. i hadn't 

even started writing all the questions i REALLY want to ask them. All friendly, i swear! 🤓😇🤣

4/17/2019 9:16:49 AM tyl3r59518097 Non-sequitor: I wonder if this happens to anybody else (every day🙄) Anybody else get phone calls, answer them only to have the person calling hang 

up, then return the call (using caller ID), and hear a recorded message indicating that the number is not in service? 🤔

4/17/2019 9:16:56 AM laurabusse I think terrified is one of the 4 stages of grief LOL

Yes all this stuff inspires fear. But that's what they want (loosh)

So the trick is to allow the fear (it will come), be aware if the fear, observe the fear, allow it to leave and it will. Then move on and act as inspired...

4/17/2019 9:20:55 AM alec_m_currier Not meant for all, but kind of. . 😎

4/17/2019 9:21:59 AM alec_m_currier An evil entity That is worshipped by many. . It's name is vishnu..

4/17/2019 9:24:06 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/zzZKQ06jke

4/17/2019 9:24:26 AM starehope I may be dumb, but I don't fear the other side. Too many thoughts to write in public.

4/17/2019 9:25:07 AM tyl3r59518097 No. The AC isn’t the issue at all bro. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/JCgymgc4mX

4/17/2019 9:26:24 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/gB345mzslPM 

4/17/2019 9:28:47 AM daveschroeder18 About disclosure. Why does it have to be done so slowly? We have according to MJ 1B awoke peeps in this classroom. Although I still get D's and F's in 

class I'm greatful to be a part of this. Watching this account closely I think there are a lot like myself that know we are ready

4/17/2019 9:28:59 AM laurabusse I hear ya. Fear has always been my biggest personal struggle. Deep meditation has become my solution :-) very healing, normalizing. Silence. 

Wonderful. 💘 discovered meditation like 15 yrs ago. Just keeps getting better, deeper too 🌷

4/17/2019 9:29:34 AM tyl3r59518097 OMG!! It’s unreal!! THEY call me and they’re not even supposed to, and I respond spontaneously and in what I hope is going to be perceived as a 

humorous way, saying something like, “I’m an ax murderer and I’m gonna find you and kill you, etcetera, and then I get in trouble! 🤣

4/17/2019 9:30:05 AM tyl3r59518097 🤣🤣🤣

4/17/2019 9:30:29 AM zagnett To best of my abilities, yes. As with all things, some faith is required. But i generally call upon my inner-Reagan & try to "trust but verify" things like e.g. 

this "plan" thing. But -  interaction with people, ESPECIALLY the most mysterious people, can be the most enlightening.

4/17/2019 9:31:26 AM starehope I know the feeling. The peace and calming. Yes... 🌸🍃🌼🌱🌳🌺🌿⛅🌞🌜

All the natural wonders are calming too. Life...

4/17/2019 9:33:40 AM daveschroeder18 For full disclosure. We know we have alien energy harvesters that feed off of humans, bad people all over the globe, hidden technology, etc. Even if MJ 

was Morpheus and I was Neo and I was plugged into the system, that wouldn't freak me out.

4/17/2019 9:33:49 AM zagnett Yes. Not a fan of [H], nor that "solution".

4/17/2019 9:36:07 AM zagnett If you mean "never" then that is a big "Like" for you, my friend!

4/17/2019 9:36:18 AM daveschroeder18 What would freak me out? I don't think anything could. What would really happen to humanity if we got full disclosure? That's the question. Why can't 

we have full disclosure if we are ready via download?

4/17/2019 9:37:06 AM aprilbrown99 I hope you catch a big 🐳 today if you were fishing.  😘👍

4/17/2019 9:42:49 AM mile_high_mamma People used to get measles ALL THE TIME!  What’s so different about the virus now?  Has it been manufactured to be more deadly?  If not, I’m not 

opposed to some speckles and a fever over a cancer causing inoculation. My kids and I have been 💉. Is there hope for us?

4/17/2019 9:44:57 AM kachinagtto Perhaps she controls that assistance.  Step outta line, and suddenly no longer protected from things filtering out.

4/17/2019 9:45:35 AM glor60 You’re right, toddlers are pretty cute! And both were active and outside a lot.  They ate and slept well that way. Active in soccer, music, Girl Scouts 

through the years. Teen years scary and a lot of tough love needed. They’re awesome now.

4/17/2019 9:50:27 AM zagnett Did WW2 end? Seems quite possibly not. Yes, innocent people are still in play! 😟

My GGF fought the Red Baron. My GF was in Berlin the day it fell. They both thought that those wars had ended, & that peace had ensued. But they 

were deceived... & this is but one reason i'm here.

4/17/2019 9:50:37 AM alec_m_currier Yup. . It also loves blood and children. . It's also on the run and losing power fast. . You're Welcome. . 😎👊💥🕵️♂️

4/17/2019 9:50:56 AM starehope Hindu god Vishnu is the preserver and protector of creation.Vishnu is the embodiment of mercy and goodness, the self-existent, all-pervading power 

that preserves the universe and maintains the cosmic order Dharma.

4/17/2019 9:51:33 AM reigndancer Thank you Thank you Thank you...I love this Man and his evolution with his discoveries since I first met him at RSE in 2000. Greatest news to uplift my 

day and send me sparkling on my way...! pic.twitter.com/OZjSg0Jusg

4/17/2019 9:51:46 AM alec_m_currier That's not the Truth of vishnu, That's The mirror version. .

4/17/2019 9:52:51 AM starehope Ok.

4/17/2019 9:53:00 AM alec_m_currier It's YAHWEH'S universe, and NO ONE ELSE'S.. His Word be The ONLY Truth. . 💯❤️😇🦁



4/17/2019 9:55:03 AM starehope Yeshua!

4/17/2019 9:56:05 AM alec_m_currier He is My Brother.. ❤️🙏😇

4/17/2019 10:00:02 AM richard07759712 Trust

4/17/2019 10:00:38 AM scottlarocca3  http://avoiceforchoice.org/issues/pharmaceuticals-and-vaccines/20-vaccine-facts/ …

4/17/2019 10:03:17 AM seahag127 He was involved in the use of vaccines to spread Ebola, AIDS and cancer among the population. Use of biological weapons instead of bullets to control 

populations.   

https://archive.org/stream/KISSINGERANDCHILETHEDECLASSIFIEDRECORDONREGIMECHANGEGwu.edu5/Kissinger%20and%20Rockefeller%20%20Con

nections%20to%20American%20Central%20%20Intelligence%20and%20the%20Origins%20of%20%20AIDS%20and%20Ebola-6_djvu.txt … 

pic.twitter.com/blxfJ9gbY3

4/17/2019 10:03:19 AM zagnett [They] who continued the destruction, even after the so-called "great wars" ended, [they] who actively thwarted true peace potentially to flourish, 

[they] that continued & even greatly enhanced the rank ABUSE of [their own] People...

"The Awakened" won't allow [them] sanctuary.

4/17/2019 10:05:37 AM zagnett "THE HUNTERS BECOME THE HUNTED."

Q 690

4/17/2019 10:06:45 AM seahag127 Her necklace says BURNING, WHILE SHE IS IN FRANCE WHILE NOTRE DAME  FIRE.  NO COINCIDENCES, SYMBOLISM WILL BE THEIR DOWNFALL. 

pic.twitter.com/VUpwz8ICmA

4/17/2019 10:06:55 AM pragmatic_texan I believe the trepidation has to do with all religions. Millions might question their faith if the disclosure is not rolled out properly.  I’ve always suspected 

that God and Jesus were heavenly life forms (i.e., alien). So it won’t come as a big shock to me.

4/17/2019 10:07:49 AM dynamicres Something I had thought about (meditating) last night, not sure if helpful, but any suggestions from anyone for modifications would be welcome! 

pic.twitter.com/ymEGuOrI7f

4/17/2019 10:08:00 AM tyl3r59518097 Some folks refuse to consider talking on the phone at all.. 🤔🙄🤣✌️🤙

4/17/2019 10:08:24 AM laurabusse Oh you had 2 girls! John was pretty easy. Cub scouts was...well...burdensome and boring. Was relieved to not have a girl. I didn't want to go thru what i 

put my mom thru! Now i realize she was just getting back what i got from her (negativity). But raising a girl nowadays, scary.

4/17/2019 10:09:49 AM andress45303251 Seriously, who does that anymore?

4/17/2019 10:10:16 AM anneolsen43 MJ?  Care to chime in?

4/17/2019 10:10:43 AM glor60 Yes, scary for sure. I didn’t sleep much those years. Their intense and angry emotions were too much. Lots of conflict. Glad you had an easy boy.

4/17/2019 10:13:21 AM zagnett All good questions. i'm watching, trying to help best i can. No, i can't see everything in the agenda. Would be nice if i did. All i know is it doesn't seem to 

be over yet, & there are still things to do. That's why i also keep asking questions, as best & often as i can.

4/17/2019 10:13:32 AM tyl3r59518097 I know, right?! Next thing you know, some people are gonna start reconsidering the whole face-to-face encounter thing,..and then: LOOK OUT!! 

🤣 https://youtu.be/Z7nH0nTYKfM 

4/17/2019 10:15:57 AM anneolsen43 I truly believe a fraction of us might be ready for a fraction of disclosure. It’s not so much what people believe in it’s how.

4/17/2019 10:17:33 AM laurabusse Like his father. Easy going. My mom said i was v easy. (Til i wasn't LOL. My teen years.) But my mom tried to control me. If i had a child now, i think i 

would be a v diff mom. Better i hope :-)

4/17/2019 10:19:09 AM rachaelangelm 6th Epoch "we war with all"

4/17/2019 10:20:28 AM laurabusse Moms try to control their children purely out of fear. We all do it. But it doesn't work. It's not ideal. But what i think is ideal is living in nature...it helps 

and heals everything. Or as natural a way of life as possible. I hope we will be returning to that...

4/17/2019 10:21:39 AM zagnett fwiw - that, i oppose.

4/17/2019 10:23:02 AM laurabusse Yeah that tough live thing is tricky. I called it walking the tightrope. We all did, or do the best we can with what we know! And our kids survived and 

turned out great :-)

4/17/2019 10:28:55 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/e7oqwXJVLq

4/17/2019 10:29:42 AM glor60 I’m sure you were a great mom. I was an older mom, but big too old that I couldn’t keep up. We were always out having fun.

4/17/2019 10:31:30 AM glor60 I agree nature is best. We lived in a warm climate when they were young and were outside in yard, parks, zoo, beach daily

4/17/2019 10:32:22 AM laurabusse Out having fun :-) that was my preferred m.o.

Home scooled him 1st grade. Friday was almost always museum outing day! NY NJ metro area had (still has) lots. (NC now)

4/17/2019 10:34:33 AM glor60 We visited museums while visiting relatives in Chicago. So fun. Admire you for home schooling. I worked too much for that, but 23 hour shifts gave me 

more time off. There’s no way I could work 12 hours anymore

4/17/2019 10:36:53 AM laurabusse 23 hr shifts?? Wuuuhhhhttt...

How is that even possible? No wonder all the caffeine nicotine alcohol junk food!!!! There it is right there!

4/17/2019 10:37:38 AM glor60 Duh! I’m so dumb. 12 hour shifts. Getting old here😂😂

4/17/2019 10:38:13 AM zagnett To those [few], i would say..."Think MIRROR"!

We'll certainly see what the Future will bring...for all of Us, & for [them]. Timelines can & do diverge on occasion, apparently.

4/17/2019 10:39:27 AM alinahere Yes.... "WAS" being the Operative word. 👍

Perhaps "bold modernization strategy" indicates less boots on the ground. 😉 

WE can only pray for that. 🙏

Type of War 👈 last Fought? 🤔

Intriguing....

Will the future look more like Gamers? ...sitting behind computer screens? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/lFyMZjsFPt

4/17/2019 10:40:27 AM laurabusse If you admire me for homeschooling you should know i put him back in school the last month or so of 1st grade LOL. He wanted to; couldnt blame him. 

I didnt want to join a homeschooling group. He was lonely. Such a sweet little boy. But we're both glad we did. He thrived in school

4/17/2019 10:42:07 AM laurabusse Nah we all do typos :-)

Getting older is in itself an amazing process to observe. Many advantages, both within and without :-)

4/17/2019 10:44:32 AM glor60 You’re so intuitive. I like the wisdom with aging but you know my story. Thinking positive but realistic my life will be short. But looking forward to my 

daughters wedding in August!

4/17/2019 10:45:06 AM andress45303251 Yeah, fvck that. Got my interactive sex doll coming any day now. Vr head gear came in yesterday!!! Woo hoo!!

4/17/2019 10:45:25 AM laurabusse Ever see Easy Money? Rodney Dangerfield. 80s?

They roll up to the 23 hr diner late one night.

The diner lights go out.

Best scene in the movie.

LOLOL

Yeah 23 hr shifts would be...really not good!!

4/17/2019 10:47:03 AM adheysuk #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein



4/17/2019 10:47:50 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/J2tl5XYSi7

4/17/2019 10:49:11 AM glor60 Yes? I remember that movie! The shifts frequently turned into 14 hour shifts. Miss my nurse friends but I see them occasionally. I won’t be tweeting 

much next 4 days. Family coming in from out of town for Easter holiday.  I tire easily but they all help!

4/17/2019 10:51:55 AM _369311119 I thought for sure @zagnett would have a million questions and then a single MJ response:

"Release your burden"

Then MJ would publish and we would all laugh.

4/17/2019 10:52:30 AM zagnett i've stumbled upon this kind of info. What [they've] done to many is appalling. Another reason i'm here. Victims of such MK-technology need more 

loving comms with others than They have had in the past. Them i want to help, somehow. i know not how, but to converse with Them.

4/17/2019 10:53:59 AM zagnett Yeah, MJ drops the mic & walks off lol. 🤣😂🤣

4/17/2019 10:54:29 AM laurabusse Such wisdom!! We need the earth sun, air water just to feel NORMAL!

4/17/2019 10:55:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 What's this all about?

Anon's know.

Trust yourself. https://9to5mac.com/2019/04/16/intel-leaves-5g-modem-business/ …

4/17/2019 10:56:05 AM marilyn36293055 And don’t forget $1B!

4/17/2019 10:57:52 AM worldxplorer1 MJ what’s the deal with this lady that caused all schools in Denver to be closed today?  The timing stinks to me. Seems suspect. 

MK?   VOG?

Apparently she’s deceased now. Patriots in control? https://www.abc15.com/news/national/woman-infatuated-with-columbine-center-of-manhunt-

found-dead-near-base-of-mt-evans-in-colorado-sources-say …

4/17/2019 10:59:27 AM lainie727 I believe it is important to have 5G communications capability in a government, because it will ensure "term limits" for all the crooks.

4/17/2019 10:59:41 AM daveo6145 Blackmail?

4/17/2019 10:59:57 AM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/5X4egvgxb1

4/17/2019 11:00:19 AM laurabusse Oh wow that will be amazing!!!

Technically we are all dying :-)

Each day is one step closer.

You are just more in tune w the concept probably, but anyone can go at any time and it's all good. Just a transition to the next adventure...

I think we all need to change our thinking...

4/17/2019 11:01:54 AM laurabusse We are always taken care of, in death and in life, as are those we leave behind, and we will see them again. Relationships are eternal :-)

4/17/2019 11:03:28 AM glor60 Thank you! Not too many ppl in my life want to talk about death. I know it scares them. I’ve seen a lot of deaths in my career. Not afraid for myself but 

am concerned how my girls will cope.

4/17/2019 11:04:56 AM covertress 90-day permitting process for 5G infrastructure?

Riding the money train?

4/17/2019 11:04:57 AM tyl3r59518097 What aren’t you?! 😆

4/17/2019 11:05:30 AM tyl3r59518097 #SuicideBurrito 🤣

4/17/2019 11:06:47 AM _369311119 hahaha. Yes. Perfect.

4/17/2019 11:07:19 AM zagnett Our gain. [their] loss.

Welcome, All! It's good to see you! Glad that you are here! 🤗😊😂

4/17/2019 11:07:19 AM laurabusse Oh i hope it's wonderful! 🌷 🐰

Was a nurse's aide in h.s. Never could get past feces. Wasnt for me.

Nursed john for 4 years.

I like to joke i have my 4 year nursing degree.

Age 4 was a huge year. Potty trained, weaned and learned to ride a bicycle! All in the same yr! Amusing.

4/17/2019 11:08:58 AM bdam777 🇨🇳 vs. 🇺🇲

Chip backdoors. 

It's about tech hegemony. 

But all isn't what it seems....

4/17/2019 11:10:25 AM zagnett Why do you think i think i'm exempt?

4/17/2019 11:10:55 AM tyl3r59518097 All you need is love! 😘🤣 https://youtu.be/cAMLa5ZC-B4 

4/17/2019 11:11:07 AM yungrushin hmm 🤔🤔🤔🤔

4/17/2019 11:11:14 AM laurabusse At some point i decided a decade or 2 ago that i wanted to be more intuitive. We all are...we just don't listen. It's that little voice you KNOW is true but 

ignore bc we're trained to listen to our rather undependable mind instead of our heart or gut. V painful lessons of loss...

4/17/2019 11:15:35 AM zagnett Thank you. The concern is appreciated. But i've never thought i was exempt. i know i'm not just an observer.

i am "co-creator".

4/17/2019 11:15:55 AM roublisa 🔊🔊🔊 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein
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4/17/2019 11:17:33 AM glor60 It will be great!  Lots of ppl, food and dogs! You deserve a medal for nursing for 4 years. I admire you so much for that. I nursed 6 months each girl. I 

KNOW that’s why they’re so smart. And healthy!

4/17/2019 11:18:12 AM rachaelangelm Considering America did not want China to have access to spy, a company needs to step up?

4/17/2019 11:18:46 AM godchosetrump77 5g scares me. I don't believe it is safe. I hoped President Trump was playing reverse psychology when he embraced it.

4/17/2019 11:22:56 AM weremight Is 5G used to communicate with nanites?

4/17/2019 11:25:23 AM starehope I have no clue about this 5G. Mis or Dis information from where? Who to believe? Trump said he wants 5G and even 6G at the SOTU. Opions or 

explanations anyone?

4/17/2019 11:26:07 AM tyl3r59518097 Have not want not. 

Have 🥜 want 🥜?

4/17/2019 11:29:57 AM thenotobvious Proof of lie. When [They] need to seduce the “top tier” of [Academia] into a whole new level of indoctrination thereby elevating ritual, rites, and craft, 

in “order” to further detract and deflect the truth of light. Satanic Special Forces at work recruiting. Think CERN Ritual.



4/17/2019 11:31:02 AM thevolunteer6 THANQ

4/17/2019 11:31:22 AM glor60 Beautiful tweet! Made my day.

4/17/2019 11:32:01 AM johngrahamdick1 Ok, I think it has something to do with Tesla technology/waves traveling through the earths surface

4/17/2019 11:33:15 AM tyl3r59518097 There’s a:

“You must be the most libidinal force in the world,  given how full of shit you are..” - 

joke in there somewhere. 

🤔😨Never mind..I just found it!! 🤣

4/17/2019 11:40:17 AM ryan35381162 5G is Majestic technology can be used good or bad. Is Qualcome under control from backdoors and by justice upholding the patent fight other 

companies can't enter the market with compromised chips?

4/17/2019 11:40:32 AM thenotobvious Saudi’s hold the [Key].

4/17/2019 11:41:13 AM mariepe23605473 How many  different meanings do you have for ALICE ?

4/17/2019 11:42:06 AM gordcasey99 Another wave ?

4/17/2019 11:46:10 AM gordcasey99 Nice

4/17/2019 11:46:19 AM toffer_anon_369 4/17/2019 

5[]7[3]9

12[]3[]9

3[]3[]9

4/17/2019 11:47:16 AM johngrahamdick1  http://vizivtechnologies.com/ 

4/17/2019 11:48:25 AM monica_remy Let the games begin.

4/17/2019 11:49:54 AM gordcasey99 Thank you

4/17/2019 11:51:34 AM allahuniversal Was Intel "asked" to back out?

4/17/2019 11:52:45 AM allahuniversal  https://newsroom.intel.com/news-releases/intel-modem-statement/ …

4/17/2019 11:54:25 AM anneolsen43 Many times when they don’t answer is because they already have. Search past tweets

4/17/2019 11:57:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Around a baker's dozen.

4/17/2019 11:59:07 AM andress45303251 😂😂😂😂😂

4/17/2019 12:00:29 PM andress45303251 Or the size of one's pump and tightness of one's rings.

4/17/2019 12:02:45 PM mariepe23605473 Ok thank you . Where can I find those 13 different meanings ?

4/17/2019 12:09:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank LEO.

4/17/2019 12:12:08 PM smcmenemin I think that this is perhaps the most stupid theory I’ve ever read.

4/17/2019 12:12:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Search from:ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

4/17/2019 12:12:49 PM starehope Thank you to all of our LEO's! 🚔🚓🚔🚓🚔🚓🚔👊

4/17/2019 12:13:18 PM laurabusse Of course. Dad died when i was 20, cancer. It was traumatic. It happened for a reason. Brought the rest of us closer. My mom remarried someone 

"better" for her. I adored my dad but apparently he was a real rascal :-). Death hard to talk about. Of course they want you to stay...

4/17/2019 12:13:57 PM auagate Good to know

4/17/2019 12:14:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep pushing... pic.twitter.com/E5HQlXNQxz

4/17/2019 12:15:27 PM jswdh1 What kills me tho is if NSA has everything about everyone... why are there missing criminals, illegals running around free, missing children, etc? Why 

aren't they rounding people up?

4/17/2019 12:16:10 PM tikicolada Was just thinking about Gina H 3 days ago. Wondering when she is going to shut that project down. 🧐

4/17/2019 12:16:54 PM mariepe23605473 Thank you

4/17/2019 12:17:12 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1118594149869998080 …

Just sent another.

4/17/2019 12:18:13 PM winatdelmar  pic.twitter.com/Qhgqh4580q

4/17/2019 12:20:04 PM realityloominng Isaac Kappy keeps surprising me with his insight.. Is he some kind of whitehat insider playing a role?

4/17/2019 12:20:05 PM jm4n I'll look into it. It's bad for insects and with our already existing bee problem alone that's enough to cause alarm.

4/17/2019 12:20:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is receiving meditation downloads.

4/17/2019 12:21:31 PM mariepe23605473 I heard about this last year and was so disgusted.

4/17/2019 12:21:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Hopefully he is protected. 🙏🏼

4/17/2019 12:24:02 PM laurabusse 👀 👓

4/17/2019 12:25:31 PM lightworkercain @JohnQSimeon

4/17/2019 12:25:52 PM zagnett Ah, he's an interesting "message over messenger".

4/17/2019 12:26:58 PM usss_211 I am all for that!

😊

4/17/2019 12:27:33 PM maryschade14 Dade/Miami..close to Broward.

4/17/2019 12:28:17 PM andress45303251 Only with the extention pack.

4/17/2019 12:28:23 PM laurabusse 🙏 🚔 👏 👮 👍

4/17/2019 12:32:32 PM jessewa25340831 She wasn't even a "suspect" yet you all are joyful about her death?  Unreal!!!

4/17/2019 12:32:34 PM zoilaliz1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Taking your time, I see 😉

4/17/2019 12:36:03 PM glor60 I’m so sorry. I know life goes on afterwards.

4/17/2019 12:37:27 PM ochoa_red Is he still on twitter, thought he got booted off.

4/17/2019 12:38:01 PM johniqsimeon He did...

4/17/2019 12:38:40 PM ochoa_red Thought do. Hoping he was back. Thanks❣️

4/17/2019 12:38:49 PM ochoa_red So.

4/17/2019 12:50:59 PM ianbrendonmason Depending on what frequency 5G is vibrating at, it can be used for good or bad. It needs to vibrate at the frequency of life, in order for it to be safe

4/17/2019 12:51:44 PM ianbrendonmason Its all to do with frequency - 5G can be made safe with the frequency of life

4/17/2019 12:52:45 PM t_hayden07 I was thinking last night regarding OFC. I think as long as we were told ahead of time ( gove or take a year), and they were introduced to us and 

explained who they were/what their purpose is...in time time leading up to OFC....

I think we could handle it!!! We crave honesty rn

4/17/2019 12:52:56 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/HvWOiBjxNk

4/17/2019 12:54:33 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/u9bzqhn6dk

4/17/2019 12:56:48 PM bdam777 Lookie what zerohedge just posts. https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-04-17/huawei-ceo-warns-us-against-tech-cold-war-likens-5g-nuclear-

bomb …

4/17/2019 12:57:43 PM charmanda9 If the sound cuts through stone, then...

4/17/2019 12:58:05 PM allahuniversal Q#9

"...by diverging timelines and converging realities to a point of stasis"

How much of an impact on every other IS-BE's timelines &  realities did/does this have? Were the affects limited to 3D Earth?

"...returning to a point of stasis."

Point of stasis @ 11/08/16 (17) or FPP? pic.twitter.com/JM6HqxBeEE

4/17/2019 12:58:45 PM rays_portal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a question if i may; is the sun about to ‘micro nova’ and if so what timescale is likely and do you have info on safe zones?



4/17/2019 12:58:49 PM roublisa #UNSEALEPSTIEN#UNSEALEPSTEIN#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN#UNSEALEPSTEIN#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN#UNSEALEPSTEIN#UNSEALEPSTEIN pic.twitter.com/En5HliywXl

4/17/2019 12:59:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not limited to 3D. 

Millions of IS-BEs are affected.

4/17/2019 1:00:58 PM allahuniversal Thought so. Thank you for confirming out loud (almost as though you knew that ? was coming)

4/17/2019 1:02:22 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/aPiXujPrGw

4/17/2019 1:02:27 PM roublisa #UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now🙄 pic.twitter.com/l0veWjCx7l
4/17/2019 1:02:35 PM n7guardiananon Not only ETs but other dimensional ISBEs were on board with the plan?

4/17/2019 1:03:22 PM tyl3r59518097 🙄😂

4/17/2019 1:03:32 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣

4/17/2019 1:03:35 PM roublisa #UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now🙄 pic.twitter.com/TSPvw63ip2
4/17/2019 1:04:05 PM roublisa This works too right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😉

4/17/2019 1:04:37 PM allahuniversal Except, was thinking that many more than millions were affected, not seeing how any (on Earth) could be excluded.

4/17/2019 1:06:25 PM starehope IS-BE's were affected in positive or negative way?

4/17/2019 1:06:54 PM tyl3r59518097 😁 pic.twitter.com/f9ryNxwKUS

4/17/2019 1:07:21 PM starehope Earth is an IS-BE too.

4/17/2019 1:07:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some positive, some negative. 

Subjective to impact within the timelines.

4/17/2019 1:07:39 PM rosemodema ... sure, sure....

4/17/2019 1:07:51 PM allahuniversal My point exactly

4/17/2019 1:08:30 PM tenn_rich The military always plans for the last war.

4/17/2019 1:08:53 PM allahuniversal Assuming Earth is directly affected, all IS-BEs on Earth would be so to a degree, is what I was thinking

4/17/2019 1:09:29 PM andress45303251 I found a loop hole. It's not gay if the balls don't touch.

Don't ask me how I know.

4/17/2019 1:09:44 PM lbf777 Is he a pedo that converted into a white hat? He played one in the movies.

4/17/2019 1:09:45 PM zagnett Didn't feel too bad to me. Never felt better, considering!

4/17/2019 1:10:31 PM starehope That man (?), Bernie Sanders is very sick. Where did he get that sick information. #WalkAway

4/17/2019 1:10:49 PM allahuniversal Relevant? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116880626186104832?s=19 …

4/17/2019 1:11:00 PM nocorruptionusa both the view and snl

4/17/2019 1:11:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious? https://twitter.com/NGA_GEOINT/status/1118606304249954304 …

4/17/2019 1:11:27 PM andress45303251 Oohh!!! Do tell!!!

4/17/2019 1:12:27 PM tyl3r59518097 RZA feat. Beretta 9 - Daily Routine  https://youtu.be/nf7mr-jYc3s  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/jBumGRfulB

4/17/2019 1:12:28 PM n7guardiananon You got the 411

lol

4/17/2019 1:14:06 PM allahuniversal [Nothing is ever truly deleted]. pic.twitter.com/XSnBn6vxgq

4/17/2019 1:15:58 PM djlok It's sad to me that they couldn't help her before it came down to her running strong a campground with a gun, naked, and across the country.

4/17/2019 1:16:35 PM djlok  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6932969/Columbine-obsessed-teen-captured-Colorado-forest.html …

4/17/2019 1:18:31 PM ragevirusqq Remember Kanye song “through the wire”

4/17/2019 1:20:11 PM allahuniversal Yes, and the many alternate stories of what happened

4/17/2019 1:20:36 PM ragevirusqq 🎯

4/17/2019 1:21:36 PM andress45303251 That is exactly what we are doing.

4/17/2019 1:22:03 PM n7guardiananon 🤔...dear future self. Can you make the radio play this song the next time I'm in my car? https://youtu.be/JsntlJZ9h1U 

4/17/2019 1:23:02 PM taradea08775439 I wonder how many employees get red pilled when listening to a truther 😁

4/17/2019 1:23:47 PM starehope I needed that Zag!👊

4/17/2019 1:24:11 PM ragevirusqq I believe this thIS stream of thought to be very important.

4/17/2019 1:24:20 PM andress45303251 I am guessing you would know.

I got plenty of RAM for sure though.

4/17/2019 1:24:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ wasn't a predator like other pedophiles.

4/17/2019 1:24:29 PM aprilbrown99 Wow. I wonder which country that aircraft belongs to. I find it interesting that Pelosi was in London yesterday. Coincidence?

4/17/2019 1:24:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trillions.

4/17/2019 1:24:50 PM starehope Response was millions. We are billions. Am I being petty?

4/17/2019 1:25:01 PM rsm28675996 Lol. I meant I never get responses from mj

 We broke up today

4/17/2019 1:26:23 PM jrocktigers Darn... if possible and you guys are comfortable answering , would you go into detail regarding the 3rd secret of Fatima?   Thank you either way.

4/17/2019 1:27:17 PM andress45303251 Well then, since you seem hell bent to inject negativity, why not offer a proposal as to what one can actually do about it.

4/17/2019 1:28:58 PM allahuniversal "Your life, to you, has already happened according to your higher self.

Time is an illusion.

IS-BE knows all aka God" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079095016700678144?s=19 …

4/17/2019 1:29:00 PM andress45303251 I would miss him too much

4/17/2019 1:30:38 PM rosemodema  https://youtu.be/dBFW8OvciIU 

4/17/2019 1:31:27 PM zagnett Sure, why not! i love Freedom, Freedom of Choice, Peace. Let's do that! 😁

We don't need any stinkin' cults / "secret societies". They're so passe. 🙄

4/17/2019 1:32:01 PM ragevirusqq Much love brother. ♥✌🏻 I hadn’t  put this together myself. Humbled as usual at the nature of this.



4/17/2019 1:32:32 PM allahuniversal Trillions of lifeforms on Earth (I'm considering single-celled orgs to humans here), yet not all were (directly) affected, is what I gather so far. Most 

probably sense no major change. Still, everything/one is connected so... Idk. Yet. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1118611259459502082?s=19 …

4/17/2019 1:32:44 PM djlok All pedos are predators IMHO.

4/17/2019 1:33:15 PM zagnett Good to hear that. Tough life he had regardless. MK victim very early in life it seems, sadly.

4/17/2019 1:33:20 PM djlok So this answer suggests to me that maybe MJ wasn't a pedo.

4/17/2019 1:33:31 PM starehope Ae we permitted to know the type of beings we communicate with here?

4/17/2019 1:33:42 PM tyl3r59518097 😍🤣

4/17/2019 1:33:48 PM laurabusse You believe vishnu is evil bc of how you have been taught. There is One God and most hindus know this. The O.T. names the various diff names of god, 

jehovah jireh etc etc. That's all hinduism is...naming and explaining the various infinite facets of god. Better to understand...

4/17/2019 1:34:35 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hey do you consider the movie "Moana" to be "Majestic" in any way(s) by any chance?

4/17/2019 1:34:48 PM starehope I agree. A tree wouldn't be aware as a dog or human, I imagine.

4/17/2019 1:35:33 PM allahuniversal #Salute Still putting it together myself. Jaw drops still happen on the regular. We're gonna need a bigger word for humbled sooner or later

4/17/2019 1:35:34 PM nun_chucknorris All chose to be here at this time to witness the event? Some had to “settle” for being plants/shrubs/animals and those of us who truly understand are 

luckiest/ most deserving?

4/17/2019 1:35:44 PM andress45303251 Um....I know we just met and all...but...um, I love you.

Will you marry me?

(P.s. I'm partial to the ole fashion ways)

4/17/2019 1:36:11 PM ragevirusqq Agreed. Errr day

4/17/2019 1:36:25 PM bdam777 Me too. 

I blow my mind pretty regularly... 😀

4/17/2019 1:36:29 PM starehope We better get searching for one.

4/17/2019 1:36:51 PM allahuniversal Yeah there's levels to this. I'm fast losing count...

4/17/2019 1:38:02 PM ragevirusqq Together we are powerful

4/17/2019 1:38:29 PM cocopuffster12 I couldn’t even figure out how to DM you. Which is weird. I was just going to say hi, because I could.😍

4/17/2019 1:38:47 PM andress45303251 Ok.

Mr Cook. I hearby find you responsible. I am forcing you to honor the agreement.

You too @apple. Honor the fvckin agreement!!!!

Ok. Done and ✔!

I feel better.
4/17/2019 1:38:48 PM allahuniversal 3 lungs full of laughs! 😅🤣😂

4/17/2019 1:39:31 PM allahuniversal One of us just may come up with it

4/17/2019 1:39:32 PM alec_m_currier I TOTALLY understand. . I'm Taught by the best My Father has to offer. . I've SEEN The demon, and faced it. . respectfully, I understand. .

4/17/2019 1:39:59 PM mile_high_mamma I heard MJ was protecting abused kids.  Maybe he got too close to the truth and he got shut down?

4/17/2019 1:40:22 PM starehope Be careful with that blowing of your mind. Just open it a bit more.😉

4/17/2019 1:41:16 PM laurabusse Oh that was 1975 :-) it hurt for a long time but now it's like...daddy where are ya? I'm over it, really...i look fwd to seeing him again :-)

4/17/2019 1:41:35 PM alec_m_currier And it's God, with a CAPITAL G.. 😎

4/17/2019 1:42:23 PM zagnett Dear Huawei CEO Ren Zhengfei: Butt out of America's affairs. Thank you & have a nice day!

4/17/2019 1:42:39 PM 1_decided_voter I think it's more like he was a pedo because he was forced, or put into situations where it would occur (ie the kids were brought to him willingly), but he 

wasn't seeking them out as most others do.

4/17/2019 1:45:43 PM cmdrzod23 They store everything on everybody. Just in case you might become a person of interest, or you're friends with a POI, or friends with a friend of a POI (2 

hops) and so on

4/17/2019 1:46:06 PM the_loveoflight Blackmail

4/17/2019 1:46:39 PM laurabusse Then you can capitalize it all you want :-). 

A little kindness goes a long way 💘

4/17/2019 1:48:26 PM anneolsen43 “Secret societies”  they’re so 1955

4/17/2019 1:48:29 PM starehope I confess, I don't like the word police. Now, I must go to the dictionary.

4/17/2019 1:48:39 PM _the_psychonaut I’ve heard he was trying to protect them

4/17/2019 1:49:02 PM zagnett In any case, MJ was likely a big-time MK victim from very early childhood. i can feel some sympathy based on that part at least. What he went through 

as a young kid was probably as horrendous as or more than most people may be able to imagine.

4/17/2019 1:51:41 PM alec_m_currier so does capitalizing The one and only God, or as I call My Father, Yahweh.. Yeshua is my brother. . kindness is half of my life. . The other half is exposing 

The deception behind code and "simple spelling errors".. The Way You start a sentence says a LOT. . 😘😎🕵️♂️ #Q #QTeam

4/17/2019 1:51:58 PM laurabusse You mean like the spelling, grammar and capitalization police? Or the religion police perhaps? Or maybe you mean the bible police. Or the church 

police...LOL

4/17/2019 1:54:22 PM alec_m_currier You know EXACTLY What I mean. . 5:5

4/17/2019 1:54:35 PM anneolsen43 Such a tool .... he is gross

4/17/2019 1:56:59 PM cmdrzod23  https://twitter.com/CmdrZod23/status/1117869506519416833 …

4/17/2019 1:57:12 PM laurabusse Honestly i think it says just as much about you too, i must say...didn't jesus talk about loving your enemies and not judging lest ye be judged? Isn't it a 

good idea to practice these things lovingly, gently and peaceably? "Think on these things"? Be at peace with all men?

4/17/2019 1:58:46 PM drbohammer Once off the elevator, go north for a ways, then take a left and go about 3 times as far as you went north... then you should be pretty darned close to 

MJ.

4/17/2019 1:58:49 PM raisethevib369 Nah I'm good. I've done the rounds. The cognitive dissonance in the provaxxers is off the charts.

4/17/2019 1:59:33 PM alec_m_currier The enemies of real men are embedded in with the real men. . I can see Them 'clearly' now. . If I'm not nice to someone, it's because my Sspidey 

Ssense is tingling. . #Q 😎

4/17/2019 1:59:41 PM laurabusse Honestly no, i don't! We were discussing an unrelated topic and you brought the word "police" into the conversation so i must admit it made me 

curious as to why...

4/17/2019 1:59:49 PM starehope I have never seen Jeshua described as someone's brother. There is a first time for everything. What then when He, Jeshua, says, "I and my Father are 

one." Just confused.

4/17/2019 2:01:39 PM alec_m_currier *Yeshua.. You haven't heard because it's never happened before. . In our lifetime, anyway. . 😉

4/17/2019 2:01:51 PM starehope 'What' should have been 'what'. Karma baby! ✌️

4/17/2019 2:03:04 PM laurabusse Indeed!

4/17/2019 2:03:14 PM alec_m_currier Well, here's one Thing That's "odd".. a little repetitive, don't You Think? retweeted it Twice even. . pic.twitter.com/uTSI3j4lye

4/17/2019 2:04:32 PM alec_m_currier I meant 'What'.. It' Wasn't a mistaKke. . 😉😎

4/17/2019 2:04:46 PM allahuniversal Hello ALECI. What's your objective, what exactly are you looking to achieve here?



4/17/2019 2:05:17 PM zack_stone Running from black ops down the hallway excellent exercise. Ask how you get in? Say you rang the door 🛎

4/17/2019 2:07:04 PM starehope Laura, 💞

4/17/2019 2:07:13 PM zagnett Well i can imagine. I started out in IT & am now a programmer.

4/17/2019 2:07:38 PM allahuniversal Also, why do you need a response so badly? Are you the same way about (You)s from Q? pic.twitter.com/M0XaXRklGv

4/17/2019 2:08:35 PM zagnett Software Developer, .NET / C# / Java.

4/17/2019 2:09:03 PM laurabusse If you're not nice to someone its bc you havent yet learned to love allow accept others where they are. A "good", genuine Christian understands this. 

Perceiving others as the enemy when they dont have the same identical view as you and sowing division as a result sets us all back

4/17/2019 2:09:08 PM drbohammer Anything from a little spark/shock to instantaneous vaporization, depending upon voltage, current, resistance, field effects, environmental conditions 

(local), etc... pic.twitter.com/oNO7mWYK7G

4/17/2019 2:09:55 PM alec_m_currier That's not it. .

4/17/2019 2:10:04 PM starehope Thank you I'Au!💖

4/17/2019 2:10:04 PM jswdh1 Someone posted this... real? If so, what is it? pic.twitter.com/c3sPi3JtPT

4/17/2019 2:10:10 PM zagnett Oh yeah sorry, i didn't mean that type of "programmer". i have nothing to do with MK-programming afaik. 😊

4/17/2019 2:10:17 PM texasexpatriate WTF Column - splendid. 

Yes, a gem.

4/17/2019 2:10:37 PM keith369me How can this be interpreted in any other way other than, he was interested in children but did not act upon it.

4/17/2019 2:10:55 PM alec_m_currier HI There!

4/17/2019 2:11:02 PM allahuniversal ALECI can't hide behind the letter Q.

4/17/2019 2:11:51 PM alec_m_currier I see you 5:5 Too Tough Guy. . So does the @NSAGov @FBI and @SecretService 😉😎🕵️♂️☇🎅

4/17/2019 2:12:09 PM keith369me Isaac has named a lot of names including Tom Hanks. Is he accurate with his accusations?

4/17/2019 2:12:34 PM anneolsen43 Not doubting it ... all anyone has to do is look at the younger generation .. breed of control.

4/17/2019 2:13:18 PM alec_m_currier Interesting. . r u behind The MJ-12 ai brain account? 🤔😎 pic.twitter.com/kjvv4lLvpH

4/17/2019 2:13:28 PM covertress Disclosure @ 4:44

"We can tell you things about where you came from that will inform your present." - Dr. Gary Weir, Chief Historian, National Geospatial-Intelligence 

Agency

4/17/2019 2:14:02 PM drbohammer No doubt pic.twitter.com/gEdbz7qoKp

4/17/2019 2:14:19 PM alec_m_currier I'm not hiding.. I'm Totally public. . Try again. .

4/17/2019 2:14:25 PM jswdh1 That's what I wondered.. what did it hit?

4/17/2019 2:14:41 PM jaspony1 Cant wait!!! pic.twitter.com/Wshiwo8U3j

4/17/2019 2:16:35 PM allahuniversal Oh, you mean those same guys that have seen me for decades now? They know me well, I'm sure. Tagging on Twitter, no need. We've all been on their 

radar for quite some time. Not a tough guy, I am a guy with questions that you didn't answer. pic.twitter.com/VgDpyJLjPd

4/17/2019 2:16:45 PM laurabusse Why are you fault finding? Does it really matter to you how i spell, or capitalize? Or retweet? Genuinely curious. What is it to you how i live my life? Do 

you enjoy finding fault with others? Do you enjoy criticism? Giving or receiving? Do you decide what is right and wrong?

4/17/2019 2:17:54 PM alec_m_currier My name is Alec.. not ALECI.. r u ai Too?

4/17/2019 2:18:21 PM kathleen3693693 NP. The issue of owning employees as property to be micromanaged, controlled, and bullied/intimidated into submission goes way back. I argued 

those grievances at Step 1 & the grieved all received a day's pay for their humiliation, as they requested. Unbelievable management BS.

4/17/2019 2:18:42 PM alec_m_currier Am I Getting To You?

4/17/2019 2:19:08 PM allahuniversal Yeah, that's all me, Damm it, he got me! /s

What'll we do now, is the LARPy LARP over now???

4/17/2019 2:19:25 PM alec_m_currier Who's [we]¿?

4/17/2019 2:19:50 PM allahuniversal As we all are. There's no privacy on the net6, we (should) all know this

4/17/2019 2:20:36 PM alec_m_currier I'm not a LARP.. What else You Got?

4/17/2019 2:20:45 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/JUrcfb0sgc

4/17/2019 2:21:08 PM alec_m_currier You missed The point. . I'm not surprised..

4/17/2019 2:21:19 PM zagnett No, i don't think i'm one of those [peeps]. i barely understand the narrative you just described that [they] can conjure apparently. "Wolf in sheep's 

clothing" sound like i guess. Yikes.

4/17/2019 2:21:24 PM allahuniversal WE, THE PEOPLE

4/17/2019 2:21:30 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

4/17/2019 2:21:42 PM starehope 😹

4/17/2019 2:21:47 PM allahuniversal That's twice now... pic.twitter.com/ffyyEBYTm5

4/17/2019 2:22:06 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/D4ylqXNvrb

4/17/2019 2:22:10 PM allahuniversal Define: Projection

4/17/2019 2:22:25 PM kathleen3693693 It is what it is.

4/17/2019 2:23:11 PM alec_m_currier You're Wrong, and You're not even understanding what I'm trying to Tell you. . You people are stupid. . And in extreme denial about the exposure of 

your hidden agenda. . 😘

4/17/2019 2:23:21 PM allahuniversal 🤣 That 1 was pretty good

4/17/2019 2:23:49 PM zagnett What is "v2k/RNM"?

4/17/2019 2:24:01 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

4/17/2019 2:24:06 PM laurabusse Wow clever LOL alec...alice...aleci

LOLOL :-) 💘

I was actually starting to wonder myself!

Thanks for the reminder and confirmation!

I think i love playing this game now!

#SpreadLoveNotHate

#LoveThoseThatHateYou

#HateTheSinNotTheSinner

#ForgiveThemTheyKnowNotWhatTheyDo
4/17/2019 2:25:23 PM allahuniversal 1. What's right then?

2. #ThesePeopleAreStupid ain't all about [Cabal], I'll give you that. 

3. I didn't come up with this all by myself, yet I'll take credit having the potential to.

4/17/2019 2:25:24 PM laurabusse :-) 💘 🌷

4/17/2019 2:25:30 PM alec_m_currier How about This for projection, I mean optics. . 😎🕵️♂️ pic.twitter.com/0shBL0Rq5c



4/17/2019 2:26:15 PM covertress Disclosure @ 9:15

"We've acquired two brand new rather sophisticated sensors... that we're going to build a museum exhibit around them.

...

What are these things?

Where do they come from?

What questions do they answer?

How did NGA Research produce these & why?" - Dr. Gary Weir
4/17/2019 2:26:43 PM allahuniversal And have a good 😂 in the process!

4/17/2019 2:28:27 PM andress45303251 You'll be back.

4/17/2019 2:28:30 PM allahuniversal #ADOS = American Decendant Of Slaves. 

Its a fact that I'm not ashamed of. Because I've always been more than that. What's your point?

4/17/2019 2:28:53 PM alec_m_currier Just remember, There's some extra eyes on you now. . 😘👀🕵️♂️ #Q #QTeam

4/17/2019 2:29:11 PM allahuniversal And just so that the "optics" are crystal clear, #BLEXIT

4/17/2019 2:30:03 PM alec_m_currier D=d S=s V=v C=c B=b.. That's a start. .

4/17/2019 2:30:41 PM allahuniversal 6 (You)s from Q. Nothing new. Q's not your personal hitmen, sorry to tell you.

4/17/2019 2:30:43 PM brangusjimmy I KNEW IT!! He was always trying to protect the kids!! He loved children and wanted to make a safe haven from the pedos

4/17/2019 2:30:50 PM laurabusse Obviously my dear friend! If you're not nice to someone it's either bc you think you're right and they're wrong, not understanding there are as many 

points of view as there are ppl and everyone deserves kindness and respect. "Treat others as you wish to be treated".

4/17/2019 2:30:51 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/nxlPOHyI9H

4/17/2019 2:31:22 PM zagnett Yeah, i have to agree. Let's not f up nature anymore. No need for it. We can do better by/to/for Earth Mom, & all Beings in/on/around Her.

4/17/2019 2:31:52 PM alec_m_currier You hope not, don't You? 😎

4/17/2019 2:32:03 PM zagnett Oh right. Yes i'm aware of those, but didn't know the acronyms. Thanks.

4/17/2019 2:32:12 PM anondirtyleg  https://youtu.be/fbCEsvUneL0 

4/17/2019 2:32:19 PM allahuniversal Any other questions? Much more interesting stuff I could be digging.

4/17/2019 2:32:49 PM youstinksoap Was...

3301 = 11.3?

4/17/2019 2:32:50 PM alec_m_currier I am Q-11-T3.. (less Than 10).. You don't have to believe it, but it's True. . 🕵️♂️😎☇🎅

4/17/2019 2:33:00 PM anondirtyleg Something that is short and sweet I thought y’all would like to see. I’m almost done with the first video but I’ll have to finish tonight on night watch.

4/17/2019 2:33:19 PM igiant111 This is what i suspected; disinfo to produce free energy behind elites backs?

4/17/2019 2:33:20 PM alec_m_currier Like Through my Tweets to verify I'm not a LARP?

4/17/2019 2:33:25 PM andress45303251 So.....I am in Oregon.

When can you be here by?

4/17/2019 2:33:55 PM allahuniversal If Q wanted me, Q knew where to find me. Fear mongering is so 41, let it go. #TheGreatAwakening Wake up, your not in Chans land anymore.

4/17/2019 2:33:56 PM mongrelglory So the army is saying its military vehicles are obsolete? They want money for upgrades?  I was hoping with the changes coming to the world, there 

would be technology to end "skirmishes" on the planet.

4/17/2019 2:34:28 PM allahuniversal But muh no outside comms...

Yeah. OK.

4/17/2019 2:34:43 PM alec_m_currier I never was. . #55

4/17/2019 2:34:56 PM laurabusse Or bc you think you're better than they are. The 1st is arrogance. The 2nd is pride. Or bc you're having a bad day. In which case i sympathize. We all do. 

Other possibilities...space does not permit...such as, you just don't like them in which case, best to leave them in peace...

4/17/2019 2:35:02 PM rcevans623c Waiting for the spores to mature.

4/17/2019 2:35:31 PM sleky19 URGENT : Operation Gladio for the fire of Notre Dame @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheSpeaker2018 

@qanon76 @intheMatrixxx @LoveBling6 #QAnon #WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/wy4dO5f3tL8 

4/17/2019 2:36:08 PM alec_m_currier You're incorrect. . I'm having a Great day actually. . 😊

4/17/2019 2:36:28 PM rcevans623c Within three sectional blems

4/17/2019 2:36:34 PM allahuniversal Reading comprehension is fun-da-mental pic.twitter.com/0SfkUJlKNq

4/17/2019 2:36:45 PM covertress Disclosure @ 16:27

"We have all the [satellite] imagery we need to look right down into the weeds." - Dr. Gary Weir

4/17/2019 2:36:53 PM alec_m_currier disinfo is necessary. . That Way You Wouldn't see me coming. . 😘😎

4/17/2019 2:36:54 PM freestateojones Lucky Indeed. 🍀

4/17/2019 2:37:36 PM rcevans623c Yeah I I have to pee as well.

4/17/2019 2:37:57 PM alec_m_currier It's ALEC.. speaking of comprehension.. 😏

4/17/2019 2:38:12 PM allahuniversal Now who's the tough guy? 😂😂😂

This was fun, gonna let you be... Enjoy the show...

4/17/2019 2:38:13 PM freestateojones "We got her by diverging timelines and converging realities..."

Misspellings Matter?

4/17/2019 2:38:35 PM alec_m_currier R=r.. Flynn is in big doo doo..

4/17/2019 2:39:01 PM allahuniversal ALECI - > ALICE

Its not that difficult

4/17/2019 2:39:15 PM allahuniversal Yes indeed!

4/17/2019 2:39:16 PM alec_m_currier Dditto

4/17/2019 2:39:37 PM allahuniversal [e] [Evergreen]

4/17/2019 2:39:46 PM rcevans623c But I was drafted into being Chaplain. Not my fault.

4/17/2019 2:39:49 PM alec_m_currier I'm not in The matrix bruh, I broke out. . 😎

4/17/2019 2:39:53 PM mongrelglory When are they going to start cleaning out the Medical industry?

4/17/2019 2:40:03 PM telosa3 evil lizzie!

4/17/2019 2:40:30 PM anondirtyleg Which sucks for me because I’m a bee keeper as well, I can’t use Chems when cleaning my yard and have to torch my hive boxes to kill mites in my 

hives. Let alone if this is worse for the bees then my side business is screwed.

4/17/2019 2:41:00 PM allahuniversal So you've reached the absolute depths of your inner self? That's great!

4/17/2019 2:41:56 PM alec_m_currier Yup. . And learned EVERYTHING behind the scenes While I was There. . 😎🕵️♂️👀

4/17/2019 2:42:34 PM mongrelglory That one's hysterical! 🤣🤣🤣

4/17/2019 2:42:51 PM zagnett It's hard to say whether we're going backward or forward, esp. from our limited personal perspectives. i hope that events that are going on in the 

background of our direct awareness, & the great convos. we now have here on Twitter can help us get going in the forward direction.

4/17/2019 2:43:01 PM rcevans623c This is why people pledge allegiance to the flag. I do it to the country, not to the Leaders.

4/17/2019 2:43:08 PM allahuniversal Well, we may have much in common then.

Remote viewing come easy to you?



4/17/2019 2:43:40 PM drbohammer I used to work, predominantly, for NGA. This statement “look right down into the weeds” is absolutely true, and it’s far more evolved than that now.

4/17/2019 2:43:42 PM laurabusse Name calling is the last resort of an unkind person who has no more logical, truthful points to be made. Calling anyone stupid is unkind, possibly not 

true, and makes the "accuser" appear needlessly arrogant. Love and kindness bear good fruit and frankly just FEEL better!

4/17/2019 2:45:13 PM allahuniversal Have this weird way of making people show exactly who they are. Light has that effect 😉

4/17/2019 2:45:13 PM natureinspace Sarah Ruth Ashcroft said Tom Hanks too.

4/17/2019 2:45:46 PM mommahood777 His videos appeared to be trying to blow whistles as well.

4/17/2019 2:46:31 PM mongrelglory I wish I could talk to your uncle!  I worked in the first HIV clinic in Canada (Ottawa) while doing my internship there.  That false flag Ebola epidemic 

several years ago in Sierra Leone is what woke me up.  I knew what they were reporting was BS!

4/17/2019 2:47:49 PM tyl3r59518097 #wastingnotime 😂🤣

4/17/2019 2:47:53 PM natureinspace Or they came to him instead of him acquiring them? I'm not sure what to make of the wording.

4/17/2019 2:48:32 PM alec_m_currier My Father Yahweh has Gifted me, You're correct. . ❤️😇🙏

4/17/2019 2:48:36 PM allahuniversal In closing... Q didn't lie... pic.twitter.com/QbqnDVtzGN

4/17/2019 2:48:51 PM starehope Nothing to enjoy. A good movie has great actors. And you are leaving... 😭😭😭

4/17/2019 2:49:41 PM alec_m_currier I agree. . I never name called anyone, I'm just working through my pin point accurate instincts. .

4/17/2019 2:50:04 PM zagnett Glad to be of some help. i'll stand with you, my friend, as we discover our fate!

Thank You for being here!😊

4/17/2019 2:50:10 PM alec_m_currier Amen!

4/17/2019 2:50:34 PM allahuniversal Oh. Religion. 👎 What a great divider. pic.twitter.com/bCwHOqe4ev

4/17/2019 2:50:39 PM kathleen3693693 I think the full-disclosure-now issue may well be centered around religions. Many will cling to their religions without harm to others. What happens to 

earth when you have 1+ billion Muslims totally enraged, flipping out, and actively working to usher in a real Armageddon?

4/17/2019 2:51:02 PM alec_m_currier I'm also a writer and- oh, you weren't talking to me. . 😏😂😎

4/17/2019 2:51:41 PM allahuniversal Nah, just a short commercial break 😁

4/17/2019 2:51:49 PM alec_m_currier I'm not religious.. There is only ONE creator, and his name is Yahweh.. It's simple really. .

4/17/2019 2:52:04 PM keith369me I’m sure it was initiated by Sarah...she was the accuser if I remember correctly

4/17/2019 2:52:16 PM andress45303251 Ok...not a problem.

I can be there in a week.

Only thing is it is a very small car. Might have to tow you.

ROAD TRIP!!!

4/17/2019 2:52:42 PM alec_m_currier *His name. . He just yelled at me for that. .

4/17/2019 2:52:46 PM starehope I have nothing in common with you. A sentence ends with one period. That is first grade grammer. Learn it.

4/17/2019 2:52:55 PM mongrelglory I hope they go after all the FBI, cops, judges, and lawyers who were complicit in covering up that whole operation!

4/17/2019 2:52:56 PM allahuniversal Well then, what did you mean by, "you people" are stupid? pic.twitter.com/Q9k1oOJycj

4/17/2019 2:52:58 PM jm4n As long as the boxes aren't within a mile of a tower they will probably be ok.

4/17/2019 2:53:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Burious badge... where have we seen "things" that look similar to that? https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1118612811935100928 …

4/17/2019 2:54:02 PM covertress Utilizes Earth's magnetic field?

4/17/2019 2:54:06 PM allahuniversal His name is YOU. Dig (internally, meme, pray, and you'll find your way.

4/17/2019 2:54:26 PM keith369me I’m not sure of the benefit of being a blade of grass or even a pet in this timeframe vs. another.  For those that have enough consciousness to utilize 

Twitter, it makes a lot of sense.

4/17/2019 2:56:18 PM drbohammer Yeah, interesting. I have a coin in my pocket with that exact badge on it.

4/17/2019 2:56:21 PM giediknight Fascist symbol.

4/17/2019 2:56:44 PM love4thegameak US SATCOM

4/17/2019 2:56:55 PM djlok Is it a spade?

4/17/2019 2:57:02 PM anondirtyleg I live on a private drive and don’t see any near me, let’s hope it stays that way.

4/17/2019 2:57:11 PM drbohammer Rather, compensated for Earth’s magnetic field...

4/17/2019 2:58:12 PM mongrelglory People say they have nothing to hide, but in a potential totalitarian State, the government could for example, suddenly decide to outlaw all books on 

spirituality and raising your consciousness. After listening to people's conversations, they'd know just which homes to raid.

4/17/2019 2:58:17 PM giediknight “Like other pedophiles” meaning MJ was a pedophile....

4/17/2019 2:58:26 PM drbohammer DIA

4/17/2019 2:58:27 PM laurabusse What? Now you're attempting to instill fear? There is no fear in love for perfect love casts out fear. John if i recall. Why would anyone attempt to make 

others afraid? To control the narrative? To control them? Or contempt? Or hate? One can attract more bees w honey than vinegar

4/17/2019 2:58:52 PM freestateojones Seems to fit - continuation of Tesla's work.

‘'I could see the past, present, and future all at the same time.’'

Unsure of the accuracy of the diagram but if it exists I trust it's been used for [+] lately.

 https://www.ancient-code.com/teslas-time-travel-experiment-i-could-see-the-past-present-and-future-all-at-the-same-time/ …

 https://www.thelivingmoon.com/42stargate/03files/Project_Looking_Glass_LANL.html …

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/time_travel/project_lookingglass.htm … pic.twitter.com/OL0EpgjmL3

4/17/2019 2:59:30 PM johnny_fargo Recent Queen of Clubs photo. Now a Spade...

4/17/2019 3:01:11 PM love4thegameak Oops.  US SOCOM.. bad Memory

4/17/2019 3:01:14 PM integratedwebuk Is there a different Q group for each suit in the deck?? https://twitter.com/nsagov/status/1116774531195183104?s=21 …

4/17/2019 3:01:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

4/17/2019 3:02:11 PM andress45303251 Yeah, no WAY I got room fer dem all. Maybe one dog on the roof...

Mayyyybe...

😒

4/17/2019 3:02:33 PM anondirtyleg Spade means SOCOM, he’s attached to them but since he don’t have the SF tab he could have another MOS.

4/17/2019 3:02:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 [??] https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1118635245287411713 …

4/17/2019 3:02:52 PM andress45303251 They're all masons.

4/17/2019 3:02:52 PM starehope He is very negative and self adoring. Just pray he finds peace.

4/17/2019 3:03:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1118634102171635712 …

4/17/2019 3:03:35 PM speaakn Stone entangled in NXIVM?

4/17/2019 3:03:49 PM alec_m_currier His name is YAHWEH.. And YESHUA is My Brother.. I WALK BESIDE HIM. . 😇🙏🦁❤️

4/17/2019 3:04:08 PM allahuniversal Right on time. Just watched this last night

 https://youtu.be/vV-X4xkAF0g 

4/17/2019 3:04:53 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/UX6W7oMbxP

4/17/2019 3:05:06 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/ciV6owwMcR



4/17/2019 3:05:06 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  There are still too many cults, both religious and secret societies with access to biological and nuclear weapons who may feel compelled to act 

if disclosure is brought out suddenly.  The white hats need to continue to quietly weed out the Cabal resistance factions.

4/17/2019 3:05:24 PM laurabusse Have seen enough arrogance, hatred, immaturity, lack of wisdom and understanding and attempted manipulation for 1 day. Blessings to all. Love to all. 

Truly we all spring from one God. (Happy now??). There are just diff ways of understanding him...even within the Christian realm!

4/17/2019 3:05:48 PM starehope Incredible! The Great Awakening!

4/17/2019 3:05:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Entanglement doesn't begin to describe it.

4/17/2019 3:06:03 PM kathleen3693693 Don't have to upload. Open the pix with another program (image viewer, etc) and copy the picture and paste into text area. Ignore the BS question 

asking about who/what is in the image. That's how I've been able to work around that banning "problem."

4/17/2019 3:06:04 PM andress45303251 What was that about curiosity and a cat?

4/17/2019 3:06:29 PM alec_m_currier It's my Trademark. . sorry not sorry. . .. ..

4/17/2019 3:06:35 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 3:07:19 PM starehope Then describe it?

4/17/2019 3:07:36 PM speaakn Played a part in it?

4/17/2019 3:07:46 PM nun_chucknorris Is this “sign”ificant? Looks like a Q with a thumbs up to me pic.twitter.com/2ru1lYY22I

4/17/2019 3:07:53 PM allahuniversal Yeah, he's in everyone you walk beside. Regardless 5tue name given, Immortal Spirit = Every living being, seen and "unseen". As for pushing religious 

Dogma, you are definitely under the wrong account.

Stop supporting [cabal cannibals]° https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072959845207343118?s=19 …

4/17/2019 3:07:53 PM alec_m_currier *Him.. but that was a nice statement. . You should see the view from 40,000 feet. . It's more than 98% could handle. .

4/17/2019 3:08:19 PM mongrelglory Not so much the Vatican/illuminati/Freemasons/Skull and Bones and just about every other secret society that wants to hold on to power 

unfortunately!

4/17/2019 3:08:37 PM mariepe23605473 When it first came out that the corruption was a huge world wide web that several cases will be related etc .. it was no joke.

4/17/2019 3:08:47 PM giediknight Whoops, thought it was a bundle of sticks on fire... I was wrong.

4/17/2019 3:09:36 PM starehope So, you fly commercial?

4/17/2019 3:09:48 PM djlok  http://www.militaryclothing.com/SOCOM-US-Army-Special-Operation-Cmd-Multicam-Patch-with-Airborne-Tab.aspx …

They got them online here. 😀

4/17/2019 3:10:50 PM love4thegameak Richard Douglas Clarke Jr. A United States Army four-star general who currently serves as the 12th commander of U.S. Special Operations Command, 

MacDill AFB, Florida. He Served as Director of Operations, Joint Special Operations Command on Operation Neptune's Spear. Mar 29, 2019

4/17/2019 3:11:17 PM allahuniversal Q landed from 40,000ft a long time ago. Remember?

Re-reading crumbs is fun-da-mental.

Meanwhile, we'll wait for you to climb to 100,000ft with us.

4/17/2019 3:12:27 PM laurabusse Glad! We all need to have a great day :-) But are you having fun at the perceived expense of others? None of my business your beliefs, relationship with 

god, how you view and treat ppl. But i gotta tell ya. Jesus was right when he preached about love. Maybe you could try it :-)

4/17/2019 3:12:49 PM ragevirusqq Looks like tr3b

4/17/2019 3:13:07 PM realityloominng From operatives or ET's?

4/17/2019 3:13:26 PM lbf777 Roger Stone has a tattoo of Richard Nixon on his back. People say Nixon had 0 morals. A whistleblower said Nixon beat her face and raped her when 

she was 4 years old on Air Force One. pic.twitter.com/3YKeI8Yj6z

4/17/2019 3:13:48 PM allahuniversal You've got the right idea pic.twitter.com/NnkFCcFCuI

4/17/2019 3:14:18 PM mongrelglory It now seems as if Intel bailed out of the modem business, forcing Apple to make a decision in its legal battle with Qualcomm.

4/17/2019 3:14:25 PM je_weed_707_ Which elite person or group supplies all the religions with the kids to abuse, rape, and sacrifice?  All religions have shown to be safe havens for them?

4/17/2019 3:14:57 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1118183551038644226?s=19 …

4/17/2019 3:15:46 PM speaakn Did UK give Assange to US in exchange for US keeping quiet and not acting on UK spying on Trump?

4/17/2019 3:16:10 PM jswdh1 Yep

4/17/2019 3:16:11 PM je_weed_707_ MJ was a castrati singer.

4/17/2019 3:16:54 PM thebrokenbook 💯

4/17/2019 3:17:29 PM je_weed_707_ And made him a “castrati singer”

4/17/2019 3:17:40 PM maryschade14 Overlap..if Stone is still pending it has to be. 

I don't wish for a mistrial..

4/17/2019 3:17:43 PM laurabusse I did the lower case h on purpose since it doesn't matter. I was pretty sure you would comment on it. Are you this critical of everyone? Or just those 

who don't share your views? No one shares 100% of your views. No one. Bc no one is you. I wish you peace, kindness and growth...

4/17/2019 3:18:10 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/Jt8Naz99eI

4/17/2019 3:18:52 PM covertress Don't tell me they called it

Light Fire.

4/17/2019 3:18:54 PM djlok I know EVERYONE and their brother said that about Nixon being dirty. I wonder how much was really true.  I hope we get to learn the truth about 

Watergate.  I've heard Watergate was the original pizzagate of the modern era. Wonder if that's true.

4/17/2019 3:19:45 PM starehope He still makes a double period at the end of each sentence. Has a lot of learning to do.

4/17/2019 3:20:00 PM laurabusse Yeah i love that one! :-)

4/17/2019 3:20:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Antartica https://twitter.com/JimBridenstine/status/1118258611032080385 …

4/17/2019 3:20:53 PM djlok Somebody lost their mask!!!

4/17/2019 3:21:37 PM 92michael Because they cannot touch the dark side.

4/17/2019 3:24:06 PM linnyt7 Bet they didn’t expect that

4/17/2019 3:24:48 PM michael81972 With what everyone knows now...Nixon was taken out of office by the deep state,  otherwise he would have stayed president

4/17/2019 3:25:05 PM allahuniversal More [CLAS] tech to install?

4/17/2019 3:25:20 PM ialibertybelle Watergate was the first pizzagate. Deep State has always had these proclivities.

4/17/2019 3:25:56 PM allahuniversal Why do I have to do so much to get blocked on Twitter??? pic.twitter.com/WWd7czet2C

4/17/2019 3:26:19 PM charmanda9 I have heard reports that they will be more ‘plentiful’ than today’s cell towers. 😒

4/17/2019 3:26:53 PM djlok That is where my logic takes me as well.  I can see how they would easily do it too.  I think I remember reading he was the first POTUS to get the #MSM 

24/7 Treatment.

4/17/2019 3:27:51 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Something set off the alarm again at my work. When I reviewed the security footage, this was flying all around. Skyfish?  pic.twitter.com/62oUuHVE79

4/17/2019 3:28:31 PM peaceinamerica1 Wow.. no clue



4/17/2019 3:28:41 PM lbf777 How Nixon Became President

Nixon responded to Prescott Bush’s newspaper ad that read:

Wanted: Desperate politician to do despicable things for cash.

They knew whoever responded would be very sick & evil. 

#qanon pic.twitter.com/L5X0QcZ8QC
4/17/2019 3:29:02 PM alec_m_currier I won't block You, you're not a 'star'.. 😉😎

4/17/2019 3:29:12 PM allahuniversal Ikr, one less problem per block. But noooo, I just have to go calling them out & having long drawn out word volleys to get blocked

4/17/2019 3:29:28 PM laurabusse Calling us stupid is name calling. Attempting to make others live up to your standards, spelling, grammar or otherwise, pits you against them and 

shows them you think you're superior. (Arrogance) It's controlling.

Why not just let ppl be, leave them in peace instead of insulting?

4/17/2019 3:29:39 PM zagnett & will be placed underground a lot too. The signal doesn't go very far apparently. Also 5G signals are even worse in atmospheric conditions, e.g. rain. 

Reasons why [they] want to keep everyone tightly-controlled, in the big cities, via Agenda 21/2030.

4/17/2019 3:30:00 PM alec_m_currier AONNBc..

4/17/2019 3:30:23 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/pA0LtEjLcN

4/17/2019 3:30:29 PM allahuniversal The Sun of Man technically IS a star... pic.twitter.com/0JSy5j6hw4

4/17/2019 3:30:55 PM youstinksoap So many comms tonight.  Can't wait for tomorrow's press conference!

🍿🍿🍿

4/17/2019 3:30:58 PM alec_m_currier I actually Wasn't Talking To You That Time. . 😉

4/17/2019 3:31:28 PM laurabusse Who yelled at you?

4/17/2019 3:31:40 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109645131936948224?s=19 …

4/17/2019 3:31:43 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/LaYjmMPmE9

4/17/2019 3:32:13 PM zagnett They need something every 800 feet at most i think.

4/17/2019 3:32:22 PM alec_m_currier In Your dreams SM.. 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/ARVsCYoJSr

4/17/2019 3:32:24 PM laurabusse God is love. God is peace...

4/17/2019 3:32:25 PM realityloominng Looking Glass confirmed pic.twitter.com/OKwrNrQ8Ev

4/17/2019 3:33:17 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/ViWZpBlxG8

4/17/2019 3:33:21 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/dKMD0bxyAR0 

4/17/2019 3:33:51 PM love4thegameak Majestic??

4/17/2019 3:34:20 PM zagnett Well that's a helluva better than "Operation Magnetic Personality" haha.

4/17/2019 3:34:22 PM alec_m_currier @CENTCOM @NSAGov @FBI @SecretService @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @

4/17/2019 3:35:02 PM allahuniversal So, you still don't know who you are then. Thanks for clearing that up for all to see. Namaste, regardless

4/17/2019 3:35:28 PM alec_m_currier Thanks! 😃😎🖒

4/17/2019 3:35:54 PM alec_m_currier My Father. .

4/17/2019 3:35:58 PM integratedwebuk I noticed someone in the background just behind Deputy Director Sue Gordon??  Could that be the same person in that photo that’s holding the 

book/program in the second....   Think this is teasing someone identity?? pic.twitter.com/2chSkbdvA5

4/17/2019 3:36:21 PM rosemodema 🤷♀️

4/17/2019 3:36:24 PM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=19 …

4/17/2019 3:36:34 PM laurabusse Very wise advice :-) if you don't have peace inside you, you will not have peace with others. I want to be in peace with god, myself and others which i 

mostly am :-)

I don't want to sow discord among the brethren.

4/17/2019 3:36:37 PM rosemodema What the .... bleep

4/17/2019 3:37:02 PM alec_m_currier You can call me neo, or marty.. Those are my nick names. . 😎☇🕵🎅

4/17/2019 3:37:15 PM realityloominng Oh boy, fake news can go crazy with this for weeks.. Just have space force arrest everybody tomorrow.

4/17/2019 3:37:26 PM bethelight11_11 What are you saying here ? That there were satanic ritual chambers under the church ? Did they burn ?

4/17/2019 3:37:47 PM realityloominng with ray-guns

4/17/2019 3:38:13 PM rosemodema What's happening ??!!??!?!?! pic.twitter.com/OJuVjJ2YYu

4/17/2019 3:38:39 PM alec_m_currier That was in the thread of the last retweet You just did. . Thanks again. . 😉😎

4/17/2019 3:39:06 PM mongrelglory The DIA have the same logo as yours for their profile picture except it's right-side up (or up-side down depending on your perspective).

4/17/2019 3:39:24 PM alec_m_currier You're not my Target.. may God bless You and Yours. . ❤️💯

4/17/2019 3:39:24 PM zagnett Sorry, i meant "every 800 feet at LEAST" not "most".

4/17/2019 3:39:26 PM covertress Think Mirror 

Dark Ice

utilizes Earth's magnetic field

4/17/2019 3:39:46 PM allahuniversal And she just keeps tumbling... Paid per tweet? pic.twitter.com/tSGiHT8Cl6

4/17/2019 3:40:10 PM rosemodema .... umm 

maybe not .. 😉 pic.twitter.com/z0alYZPQOK

4/17/2019 3:40:40 PM allahuniversal Plenty more where that came from pic.twitter.com/pZIiVP91Im

4/17/2019 3:40:49 PM alec_m_currier No. . Totally public across multiple platforms actually. . If you dug, you'd know That. . You're the one Tumbling my friend. . 💯❤️🕵️♂️

4/17/2019 3:41:14 PM zagnett Sorry, what do you mean by "Dark Ice?" Ice that's out in space? i've heard of that, but not sure if that's what you're talking about.

4/17/2019 3:41:30 PM ethereal_shaman I don't think they want Julian in America for personal reasons.

4/17/2019 3:41:31 PM allahuniversal She WAS your target. Or I wouldn't have typed a word.

4/17/2019 3:41:45 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/AElTFeSJyS

4/17/2019 3:42:04 PM freestateojones Of course.

4/17/2019 3:42:13 PM realityloominng Whatever the case, I think it's safe to say the cabal threw their sick puppet under the buss with watergate...

4/17/2019 3:42:18 PM alec_m_currier And You call yourself a "researcher".. You didn't even check To see That I'm a real human, with a real life, and a great one to boot.. 😊😂😎

4/17/2019 3:42:42 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/vQFADgBXY4

4/17/2019 3:43:17 PM djlok Yup

4/17/2019 3:43:19 PM alec_m_currier Are you sure?

4/17/2019 3:44:06 PM mongrelglory I guess that's the tip of Neptune's spear.

4/17/2019 3:44:14 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/5ysen39WWt

4/17/2019 3:45:17 PM allahuniversal My researching is a bit more intuitive, all answers are within & vibes don't lie. Please note: ALICE is not "bots" only. ALICE is programming, easily run 

with humans as wetware.

4/17/2019 3:46:30 PM realityloominng Maybe, but hopefully lots worse will be revealed

4/17/2019 3:46:45 PM alec_m_currier E.L.F.S. You know how To read Those?

4/17/2019 3:46:56 PM ragevirusqq C

4/17/2019 3:47:11 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/dVtU63pz06



4/17/2019 3:47:14 PM charmanda9 It is less of a communication system than it is a weapon. If I pick back up where I left off earlier, these ‘giant tuning forks’ which will make the 

wall...could they be used to counter the bad frequencies? Love frequency 528 Hz This is another thing that Dr Lipton talked about..

4/17/2019 3:47:26 PM mongrelglory 😆  Where's Buck Rogers when you need him?

4/17/2019 3:48:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1116699126140420096?s=19 …

4/17/2019 3:48:31 PM charmanda9 ...the way these waves interact when they cross. Some vibe right, some clash. Positive energy vs negative energy.

4/17/2019 3:49:28 PM realityloominng FULL DISCLOSURE NOW. BRING THE PAIN

4/17/2019 3:49:30 PM allahuniversal (Scrolls up) well, the account holder was you initial target

 https://twitter.com/AlecCurrier/status/1118532061084758016?s=19 …

Then this one

 https://twitter.com/AlecCurrier/status/1118615510386642944?s=19 …

And. This...

 https://twitter.com/AlecCurrier/status/1118618054550806530?s=19 …

And This one really caught my eye

 https://twitter.com/AlecCurrier/status/1118620959982981123?s=19 …

What's wrong w/  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein?
4/17/2019 3:50:09 PM rosemodema pfft

4/17/2019 3:50:24 PM allahuniversal Melanin kinda helps  yes.

4/17/2019 3:50:31 PM rosemodema 🤙

4/17/2019 3:51:20 PM keith369me They’d know they wasted their time if they followed Q

4/17/2019 3:51:25 PM zagnett Well it is a high bandwidth comm. system, & also can be a weapon system. Some frequencies it COULD use are (i bet) likely potentially immediately 

lethal. Think induced heart attack, etc. But it could also have a range of very useful / healthy frequencies.

4/17/2019 3:51:33 PM alec_m_currier It led me To You, didn't it?

4/17/2019 3:51:42 PM laurabusse I sure FELT like your target! That's how it FELT anyway...

Learn the ways of love and kindness alec! I can guarantee you will be so happy you did! It pays dividends you never dreamed, and gives you such joy 

and peace! This is how jesus was. Why do you think he attracted so many?

4/17/2019 3:51:47 PM marnisheppeard Portals?

4/17/2019 3:52:16 PM allahuniversal Magnets have that effect, yes.

4/17/2019 3:53:07 PM banksia42265169 So they're using an aging rocker to try and influence public opinion.  Their methods are wearing a bit thin

4/17/2019 3:53:41 PM zagnett 5G's just a tool i think, like a pickax or something. A pickax can help you plant trees. But it could also stab somebody through the heart. 5G is pretty 

much literally the same thing as a pickax i think in this way. It all depends on who holds it, & what they're intentions are.

4/17/2019 3:54:15 PM keith369me Not a fan of Stone...but I think he’s more likely a whistleblower/informant than a NXIVM pedo...the guilty seem to keep talking while Stone has been 

gagged.

4/17/2019 3:54:22 PM covertress Fake another mission that's already happened?

LMC already there.

4/17/2019 3:54:27 PM alec_m_currier I'm sorry To admit I kind of "used"  You as "bait" for bigger "fish".. I feel You're a Good person Who's being led astray, but it's just my opinion.. Your 

heart seems in the right place. . 💯❤️

4/17/2019 3:54:58 PM djlok Yeah- I'm thinking, just like a gun, depending on whose hands it is in determines the use and whether or not it harms Earth and all us little IS-BE'S 

running around here.

4/17/2019 3:54:59 PM alec_m_currier Tick Tock.. #TTT

4/17/2019 3:55:04 PM keith369me #BrexitAssange

4/17/2019 3:55:44 PM jayrambin Seems to me JA will be protected, then testify and present evidence which will exonerate him and expose some of the real criminals.  I think this is a 

show.  Surprised almost more arent picking up on this. He’s smiling with thumbs up? Did you c the book he carried? 1/

4/17/2019 3:56:13 PM zagnett Yes, exactly. Just like firearms have good and bad uses.

4/17/2019 3:58:17 PM djlok That's what I'm thinking.  Zag has a gun = everyone is safe.  OJ Simpson has a gun = different story.

Suspect the same is true for 5G.

4/17/2019 3:58:37 PM drbohammer Is causes fairly regular re-calibration - on the fly - all the time.

4/17/2019 3:59:00 PM charmanda9 Yes, I agree with you. It’s interesting to puzzle on all of the pieces that we hope will be revealed. We just can’t become too complacent.

4/17/2019 3:59:13 PM mommahood777 He's apparently bored and available..someone posted a video with a song some time ago, I posted "isn't that a Pink Floyd dude?"  And he himself 

posted on the thread following..lol

4/17/2019 3:59:48 PM zagnett lol so sad. OJ was so brilliant in "Naked Gun"!🤣🤣🤣

But yeah i guess something like that. i wouldn't want to press the wrong buttons.

4/17/2019 4:00:46 PM jayrambin 2/. Trump protects free speech. Even though It’s been abused against him. ppl assume JA is being jailed and free speech is under attack. Opposite?DS 

was muting truth, JA exposed. DS stopped him. trump setting up 2 help JA expose them, keep free speech & bring back journalism.

4/17/2019 4:02:18 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/a935LGDiir

4/17/2019 4:04:36 PM seeking9theta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 More visitation? Or just helping hand with CLASS tech?

4/17/2019 4:07:04 PM allahuniversal Hmm, let's see... Sounding like MJ12 & Q fishing (is fun), threatened me with Q, & 3 letters, has no idea who I am other than having a name that may 

trigger some, accused me of being behind the MJ12 account, won't block me, etc etc. Yeah, definitely controlled. Or lacking control

4/17/2019 4:07:17 PM mommahood777 hmmm...do you hear a cricket?

4/17/2019 4:08:34 PM allahuniversal Doesn't this tone sound familiar?

4/17/2019 4:13:05 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/2WNrx2jq184 

4/17/2019 4:14:34 PM andress45303251 Prrr....c'mon kitty kitty kitty....

4/17/2019 4:14:34 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/IdU5qU8CDBE  pic.twitter.com/MNs5HiwaTt

4/17/2019 4:14:59 PM jayrambin Did xalos ever reply to you?

4/17/2019 4:16:26 PM tyl3r59518097 Faster Pussycat - House Of Pain (Lyrics on screen)  https://youtu.be/6I0dJUkkIHM  via @YouTube

4/17/2019 4:18:14 PM jayrambin How can we know if a binaural beat is genuine?  I thought cannabis would prohibit deep meditation. No? Thx.o

4/17/2019 4:22:54 PM laurabusse Very! Strikingly familiar!

4/17/2019 4:23:59 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/lJ6pJJRZYt

4/17/2019 4:24:54 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109200191901630464?s=19 …

4/17/2019 4:25:43 PM winki00000001 A base on the south pole of the Moon, controlling the soul recycling trap?

4/17/2019 4:25:57 PM giediknight Dark side of the moon

4/17/2019 4:27:37 PM alec_m_currier I have one Twitter account. . I can prove exactly who I am publicly. . can you?

4/17/2019 4:28:27 PM bengals2761 USSOCOM insignia.... I’ve got a challenge coin from them also...

4/17/2019 4:28:56 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/yh9jd7YhKn

4/17/2019 4:29:10 PM tyl3r59518097 😀 pic.twitter.com/4fstQLZrrL

4/17/2019 4:32:19 PM allahuniversal Yes. And yet, I'm it dumb enough to dox myself.

4/17/2019 4:32:34 PM laurabusse O god that is too perfect!

4/17/2019 4:32:44 PM giediknight Sword in the stone?

4/17/2019 4:33:23 PM allahuniversal Let's say you are in fact an individual who really believes what they say. What makes me your target?



4/17/2019 4:34:27 PM allahuniversal Noice!

4/17/2019 4:35:50 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/eyuajWbte9

4/17/2019 4:36:09 PM sunnyskibunny Hot Damn!

4/17/2019 4:36:47 PM alec_m_currier That's actually a Good Question. . I'd have to say my laser pointer intuition and extensive Training. .

4/17/2019 4:39:24 PM allahuniversal Which had you ask earlier if I'm behind this Majestic 12 account. Don't get me wrong, thanks for the compliment, but no. Same way I made sense of Q 

for myself, I'm making sense of this accnt for myself. And sharing what I find, bc it resonates the same as Q does. Simple as that.

4/17/2019 4:40:16 PM n7guardiananon Michele/kab is that you?

4/17/2019 4:41:04 PM allahuniversal Disclaimer : I am NOT saying this account has anything to do with Q Team.

4/17/2019 4:42:14 PM mongrelglory Not sure I'm understanding the connection between the moon's South Pole and Antarctica...unless there's a portal/Stargate that joins the two?

4/17/2019 4:42:31 PM alec_m_currier There is an entire mirror of Q posts That has been built, and it's not a Good mirror. . There are many techs and greedy hackers behind it. . That's The 

difference between Q and Qanon..

4/17/2019 4:43:36 PM jm19712 USSOCOM...

4/17/2019 4:45:37 PM johnmsut143 Some pretty serious hand shake battle happening in that photo, imo.

4/17/2019 4:45:59 PM allahuniversal Some of the the very things (among MANY others) which led to study this account more. Many aren't handling the mainstream well. 

So we can agree that with all of that happening, it's logical and preferred, to make sense of Q (and everything else) for one's self?

4/17/2019 4:46:03 PM leslieau7 Indeed

4/17/2019 4:48:41 PM natureinspace So does that means that the population is higher than we're being told?

4/17/2019 4:48:51 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah!  No kidding. She looks like she’s trying to grip the hell out of him. Look at the discoloration of her hand.

4/17/2019 4:49:37 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/Ian56789/status/1118659842208608256 …

4/17/2019 4:49:44 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062697926156279808?s=19 …

4/17/2019 4:50:24 PM superawkward77 communist

4/17/2019 4:50:26 PM mongrelglory He's trying to control all the narratives! 😠

4/17/2019 4:51:49 PM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/j1V862H1zS

4/17/2019 4:52:40 PM natureinspace Thank you! 😀

4/17/2019 4:53:22 PM allahuniversal Nothing is random. Everything has meaning.

#WWG1WGA

4/17/2019 4:54:39 PM mommahood777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/farmer-affidavit.pdf …

4/17/2019 4:54:43 PM worldxplorer1 MJ can you give us any clues to help us decipher why you always “misspell” Antarctica as ANTARTICA?

4/17/2019 4:54:49 PM alec_m_currier uh,no..

4/17/2019 4:55:01 PM joinna6 432 -

4/17/2019 4:55:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it weird that the ancient greek meaning of the word means “anti-arctic?” Gives creedenve to much earlier maps that show Antarctica as lush and 

green.

4/17/2019 4:57:18 PM stonejoanna99 #UnsealEpstein

4/17/2019 4:57:26 PM worldxplorer1 Or his controllers are controlling him to control the narrative. I think he’s nothing more than a puppet. Just my 2¢.

4/17/2019 4:58:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of the plan? https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1118662832655151104 …

4/17/2019 4:58:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Portals

4/17/2019 4:59:05 PM linnyt7 It’s how it should be.

4/17/2019 4:59:42 PM starehope Seems to be!

4/17/2019 5:00:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 [C]

Think misspellings. 

Reflect.

4/17/2019 5:00:14 PM giediknight Stargate?

4/17/2019 5:02:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Reflecting now. Focus on C or derivational meanings?

4/17/2019 5:02:08 PM laurabusse LOL

4/17/2019 5:03:16 PM allahuniversal Highly likely

4/17/2019 5:04:00 PM maryschade14 Yes indeed.

4/17/2019 5:04:27 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s focusing on the [C] I think.

4/17/2019 5:05:55 PM starehope He is quite annoying. Reminds me of the others. Don't know if even watching this is a test for my patience. 😖

4/17/2019 5:07:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Interesting pact: perhaps to agree to keep this underground base hidden? http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1943658,00.html …

4/17/2019 5:07:39 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1118666873585819648 …

4/17/2019 5:08:00 PM ragevirusqq 🤙🏼

4/17/2019 5:08:04 PM decodematrix [C] = [CLASSIFIED] ?

Antarctica to be declassified?

4/17/2019 5:08:14 PM drbohammer Yep. Solid straight-up excellent engineering. Arrays, algorithms, and awesome execution.

4/17/2019 5:08:47 PM djlok 💪💪💪!!!

4/17/2019 5:09:33 PM allahuniversal 😉 pic.twitter.com/upyZV5OYHC

4/17/2019 5:10:04 PM alec_m_currier What if I said, "I'm not like the others"?

4/17/2019 5:10:07 PM auagate Good to know

4/17/2019 5:10:08 PM laurabusse That one's easy

Ant (insect)

Art (art) 

I (me)

Ca (california)

It's secret military code.

Obviously MJ12 is telling us he (i) likes making art either with ants or of ants (not sure on this point) in CA (but whether MJ12 or the ants are in CA is 

also unclear.)

#IGotThisOneFinally
4/17/2019 5:10:29 PM ryankochweare1 I was thinking bc of the ancient civilization stuff found in Antarctica will be connected to stuff that will soon be found on moon?

4/17/2019 5:12:02 PM tamravee Oh my my 

Indagadadavida pic.twitter.com/mwR0w2rzci

4/17/2019 5:12:15 PM worldxplorer1 Brilliant!  Nice job!  How did I miss it?! pic.twitter.com/a14o4kodDH

4/17/2019 5:13:29 PM roublisa You have much more to learn dear husband,  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are always listening and willing to help enlighten those with a true hunger for 

withheld info...😏 considering they were the very component established by Pres. Truman for secrecy, present day-DARK TO LIGHT💫

4/17/2019 5:14:18 PM howdoyoumakeah1 as sure as Murphy's Law

4/17/2019 5:14:44 PM charmanda9 I noticed too

4/17/2019 5:16:06 PM roublisa  https://www.cia.gov/library/center-for-the-study-of-intelligence/csi-publications/csi-studies/studies/vol-58-no-3/pdfs-vol-58-no-3/Watkins-Paperclip-

3SEP-2014.pdf … pic.twitter.com/yDYmiq5Wql



4/17/2019 5:16:42 PM laurabusse Putting a C in there, rendering Antarctica the correct spelling, would make no sense. It would render "art" as "arct". See? No sense.

Usually MJ's coded messages go right over my head. But i got this one, finally. 😉

#PunchyFromLackOfSleep

4/17/2019 5:17:10 PM 313looper 😬

4/17/2019 5:17:36 PM jswdh1 Must have been getting unwanted messages

4/17/2019 5:18:16 PM realityloominng [B]urious  +  Antar[C]tica? Are they related? What to do with the B? Bridenstein? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1118633508023492608 …

4/17/2019 5:18:45 PM starehope At this point, I doubt everything. Could have been staged to get him out. Could have been real. In either case it seemed so over done. He isn't a mixed 

martial arts master that I know of. Too much force for a man confined for so long. Something was not as it appeared.

4/17/2019 5:19:47 PM jswdh1 What book was it?

4/17/2019 5:20:30 PM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/17/2019 5:20:52 PM petemanderson1 I sure hope so. pic.twitter.com/huQUQ1g3ru

4/17/2019 5:20:59 PM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/17/2019 5:21:46 PM laurabusse Then you'd be right! Everyone is a unique individual. Like 2 snowflakes may look the same but they're not 100% identical.

4/17/2019 5:21:55 PM toffer_anon_369 !C == Nazi ?

4/17/2019 5:23:41 PM starehope Wonder why he ignores me.

4/17/2019 5:23:57 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Ricca_19/status/1118661755167752192 …

4/17/2019 5:24:04 PM kachinagtto So when the colors of Saturn's North Pole changed in recent times - was that the portal activating?

4/17/2019 5:26:53 PM laurabusse I like the concept of lila (play) in india. We're all playing a part in this Great Play or movie as it were. I just posted a very silly tweet in response to MJ12s 

tweet about antar(c)tica. I love satire, humor, parody etc (e.g. monty python). I think it was partly comic relief!!!

4/17/2019 5:26:59 PM alec_m_currier Who, me?

4/17/2019 5:27:17 PM helentheseeker #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
4/17/2019 5:27:44 PM mommahood777 it was opened last night...then it was closed a few hours ago, all stated as such

4/17/2019 5:30:55 PM laurabusse Evening star...there ya go, love!

4/17/2019 5:33:19 PM charmanda9 Hi, @AlecCurrier   I have a question. What happened to you? You have changed. You seem kinda rebellious lately. I don’t understand where your 

timeline is going. It seems like there are others who are confused about you now too. You’re acting weird and not being very transparent.

4/17/2019 5:33:49 PM allahuniversal The World's A Stage

Comic rekief6is a must, learn cold❄️hard truths about reality doesn't go over well w/o some warmth 🌞 pic.twitter.com/OY8Zsx7baR

4/17/2019 5:34:11 PM roublisa Wow sure is😏

4/17/2019 5:34:58 PM laurabusse Well said!!! :-)

4/17/2019 5:35:04 PM roublisa Me too...I asked once but ...crickets😬

4/17/2019 5:35:37 PM worldxplorer1 Especially when you consider it was the brainchild of Eisenhower. That man had some  crazy situations to have to deal with if the alleged secret 

histories are to be believed.

4/17/2019 5:35:49 PM allahuniversal Heck of a typo, idk what that even is 🤣

4/17/2019 5:37:38 PM roublisa Lovin this PLAN💥💥💥

4/17/2019 5:38:18 PM laurabusse You are very very kind! I needed a good laugh today. I made me laugh. (Yay me!)

LOLOL

4/17/2019 5:39:46 PM turboxyde That's a Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) former wartime shoulder sleeve insignia he's sporting. I earned one of those while deployed to OEF 

in 2004 in support of JSOC units. pic.twitter.com/h5MvBvXg9Q

4/17/2019 5:40:18 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Wtgacjuv1c

4/17/2019 5:40:35 PM laurabusse Not hard to decipher :-)

Easier than antar(c)ica actually!

😅

4/17/2019 5:43:14 PM laurabusse Thx! Yeah but i can be a tough audience tho 😕

4/17/2019 5:43:19 PM _chelseaproject Um, what? Are you saying he wasn't a "predator" because he didn't kill the kids afterwards?

4/17/2019 5:43:22 PM deplorablesuezq Yup!

4/17/2019 5:47:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Last time MJ played around with DMs we lost Typist 2

4/17/2019 5:48:36 PM anneolsen43 Saturn =satan?

4/17/2019 5:49:26 PM laurabusse Theater of the mind. (Sure i stole that from somewhere). Husband is (almost) immune to my humor. (He has high but not snobbish standards. He's way 

funnier. During tough times I've told him I want to stay for the jokes). So when it "misses" if it makes me laugh, not a total loss😁

4/17/2019 5:50:22 PM youstinksoap 13

4/17/2019 5:52:20 PM mactruthcdn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 called it. It's a fundraising event.

4/17/2019 5:52:39 PM allahuniversal 😅Haven't even posted my guesses on [C] yet 🤔🤔

4/17/2019 5:52:45 PM turboxyde Higher dimensional energy embedding into form through geometry.

4/17/2019 5:55:19 PM covertress Misspellings taken literally?

How about missing letters?

[c] = speed of 💥?

4/17/2019 5:55:55 PM collinsusa4ever Notice the left black eye club symbol and the clock. pic.twitter.com/b4csu20aW4

4/17/2019 5:55:56 PM turboxyde AP/RV them for yourself, you can enter them and explore just keep in mind that your astral signature will be detectable so carry your light fearlessly if 

you intend to explore Creation in this manner.

4/17/2019 6:03:36 PM mongrelglory Well MJ-12 have said they have ties to the DIA and Pentagon.

4/17/2019 6:04:41 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Well I hope they reveal some of these archeological finds soon! 😃

4/17/2019 6:05:10 PM mongrelglory Totally!  They are all well-paid puppets!

4/17/2019 6:06:32 PM timeforarrests Yup. Choirs have them.

4/17/2019 6:06:53 PM cledrordfishing Let's hope!

4/17/2019 6:07:46 PM aetherwalker1 'Clown Assisted Clown'

Is this like the parable of the blind leading the blind?  😏

4/17/2019 6:08:27 PM timeforarrests I have heard interviews about Bernie Sanders being a very gentle rapist. So I’m sure some of these pedophiles are not aggressive and mean. I think that 

there is a difference between a pedophile and a vicious predator pedophile. I might be wrong, I DK.

4/17/2019 6:09:04 PM roublisa No coincidences 😏😉

4/17/2019 6:09:11 PM covertress Future site of

Intergalactic Customs? pic.twitter.com/m1HbeHN5Vi



4/17/2019 6:09:13 PM anneolsen43 c=3?

4/17/2019 6:09:32 PM timeforarrests He had ultimate fame in the music industry. You can’t be entirely innocent to get that far.

4/17/2019 6:10:55 PM worldxplorer1 C = See?

Eyes on Antarctica. Eyes wide open.

IDK. Just brainstorming.

4/17/2019 6:11:17 PM laurabusse Well i look fwd to reading the ACTUAL possible decodes LOL!

4/17/2019 6:13:09 PM n7guardiananon You remind me of something...your bout to show me. https://youtu.be/xKkb13IU_DE 

4/17/2019 6:13:41 PM worldxplorer1 Also noticed the spelled curious as burious today. 

C->B

I wonder if it’s related. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1118633508023492608?s=21 …

4/17/2019 6:13:57 PM laurabusse As a fan of both ants and birds...very interesting! No idea ANT is also a verb...

4/17/2019 6:14:20 PM decodematrix That's on the north pole of Saturn.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn%27s_hexagon …

4/17/2019 6:17:58 PM tamrealtor Hum

4/17/2019 6:18:21 PM n7guardiananon I love it!!! pic.twitter.com/cl5x2ORn5G

4/17/2019 6:19:40 PM alec_m_currier No offense, but That style of music doesn't appeal to me. . It's empty and soulless..

4/17/2019 6:22:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anon's knew. https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/attorney-general-plans-news-conference-to-discuss-mueller-

report/2019/04/17/f5ca1cc6-6138-11e9-9ff2-abc984dc9eec_story.html?utm_term=.58d3502e2242 …

4/17/2019 6:22:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick tock... pic.twitter.com/lM8oo4TGp4

4/17/2019 6:23:01 PM n7guardiananon Non taken, purely for my enjoyment! pic.twitter.com/KwyRz06XQL

4/17/2019 6:25:43 PM zagnett Hilarious! Meuller Light? As in "light" redaction? 🤓

4/17/2019 6:26:17 PM zagnett 🍿🍩🍸

4/17/2019 6:26:43 PM jones9536 Big day tomorrow🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

4/17/2019 6:27:33 PM paledarkpony lol

4/17/2019 6:28:10 PM turboxyde In the halls of galactic memeology this meme is a time sensitive meme that becomes incredibly valuable only at the precise moment of it's relevance 

which is rapidly approaching.

4/17/2019 6:30:48 PM _369311119 You are on point today

4/17/2019 6:30:53 PM mommahood777 🍻  Cheers!

4/17/2019 6:31:03 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/82ZUD8qZFV

4/17/2019 6:32:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/MoyRXAhcIR

4/17/2019 6:33:00 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @KAT40811334 @Michaelcraddo16 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregoryJHall1 @Lynnielee5 

https://twitter.com/JSWDH1/status/1118685096503017472 …

4/17/2019 6:33:09 PM pilar96117319 👍👏🏻👏🏻

4/17/2019 6:33:09 PM mongrelglory Excellent! 👍👍👍

4/17/2019 6:33:44 PM worldxplorer1 SG-1 - S1E17 Solitudes

There was a stargate in Antarctica 50 miles outside of McMurdo Station.

4/17/2019 6:33:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tomorrow will be 💥.

4/17/2019 6:34:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Supergate?

4/17/2019 6:34:15 PM dwqken 9:30 am!!!!! ⏰ 💥

4/17/2019 6:34:24 PM sano_faith Cozy. pic.twitter.com/3H4LGkb603

4/17/2019 6:34:32 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/zqPJCa1ow0

4/17/2019 6:34:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 9:36?

4/17/2019 6:34:46 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/LpvYQKkWOl

4/17/2019 6:35:37 PM pomeinnz interesting digits

4/17/2019 6:35:44 PM mongrelglory You should apply for a job with the DIA! 🤣🤣🤣

4/17/2019 6:35:52 PM 92michael Holes pic.twitter.com/i8BBhtwEnD

4/17/2019 6:36:04 PM dwqken 9:36 ???? Really 🍿

4/17/2019 6:36:29 PM jdltr450 Hope so 🤞

4/17/2019 6:36:46 PM jrocktigers The guilty will fight this tooth and nail. It will draw them forward  #IMMUNITYASSANGE #IMMUNITYASSANGE #IMMUNITYASSANGE

4/17/2019 6:36:54 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/zshYNnGJGo

4/17/2019 6:36:54 PM iamyou132 Civilization?

4/17/2019 6:37:05 PM ragevirusqq Future proves past

4/17/2019 6:37:28 PM worldxplorer1 Does every planet have a Supergate at its southern pole?

4/17/2019 6:37:33 PM lbf777 Obama on suicide watch.

4/17/2019 6:37:47 PM freestateojones Booming.

4/17/2019 6:37:54 PM allahuniversal All I can say is that the Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

4/17/2019 6:37:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Portals, yes.

4/17/2019 6:38:33 PM wink5811 9 3 6

4/17/2019 6:38:38 PM worldxplorer1 What’s the difference between a portal and a supergate?

4/17/2019 6:38:54 PM mommahood777 As long as the BOOM is a good one!

4/17/2019 6:39:03 PM usss_211 😊

4/17/2019 6:39:04 PM anneolsen43 Epic or forgetful by Friday?

4/17/2019 6:39:19 PM fionasdestiny67 SG-1 pic.twitter.com/ayjwd2a9Yo

4/17/2019 6:39:23 PM freestateojones Truth. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/929229935813808128?s=19 …

4/17/2019 6:40:35 PM the_loveoflight Have you recently starting watching the series too? 😄

4/17/2019 6:40:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technology

4/17/2019 6:41:24 PM agoodyear2015 Is Canada more involved with trying to take down Trump than we've been told?

4/17/2019 6:41:28 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/fQ0HPUdZl8

4/17/2019 6:41:38 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/SRUqciXk0h

4/17/2019 6:41:40 PM roublisa Lol pic.twitter.com/pdKVhxsElU

4/17/2019 6:41:52 PM blankmarlo Are supergates naturally occurring?

4/17/2019 6:41:52 PM the_loveoflight Portal = natural?

Supegate = technology?

4/17/2019 6:42:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/17/2019 6:43:12 PM worldxplorer1 Ancient Builder Race tech?

4/17/2019 6:43:26 PM jones9536 Will the dems look stupid tomorrow?

4/17/2019 6:43:35 PM allahuniversal #Salute

4/17/2019 6:43:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Much deception around subject. 

Highly classified.



4/17/2019 6:43:46 PM jayrambin  https://www.amazon.com/Vidal-History-National-Security-State/dp/1494887991 …

“Written by a true American original this is full of of a contrarians insight to why we are living under a security state today that has been decades in the 

making. Should be a must read to any American concerned with the future of our republic.”

4/17/2019 6:44:01 PM somechicknik I can't wait!

4/17/2019 6:44:34 PM mongrelglory The [C] is "classified"?

4/17/2019 6:44:37 PM daveo6145 And past proves future 😎

4/17/2019 6:44:49 PM laurabusse Maybe they had to smuggle something out with him. Just a thought. Could be waaayyyy off.

4/17/2019 6:45:05 PM jujusfurrykids  pic.twitter.com/ub2hExb5eU

4/17/2019 6:45:23 PM worldxplorer1 CG and DW mislead hence the disinfo/deception I assume. 

Does the tech involve Earths natural energy grids / ley lines?

4/17/2019 6:45:45 PM blankmarlo Do positive or negative entities tend to come to our solar system through Saturn's supergates?

4/17/2019 6:46:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/17/2019 6:46:14 PM zagnett Might as well be all "majestic" & stuff. 3 6 9

4/17/2019 6:46:18 PM laurabusse Southern side of the moon. Anar(c)tica

4/17/2019 6:46:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇹🇷

4/17/2019 6:47:11 PM laurabusse One of THE best things to come out of the 70s.

4/17/2019 6:47:13 PM worldxplorer1 Started a while ago. Skipped several episodes. Just happened to pick this one at random tonight. 

No coincidences.

4/17/2019 6:47:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇸🇦

4/17/2019 6:47:38 PM daveo6145 C for@China

4/17/2019 6:47:50 PM nun_chucknorris So did General Byrd travel through a stargate at the South Pole and an opening into inner earth at the north?

4/17/2019 6:47:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇮🇷

4/17/2019 6:48:18 PM worldxplorer1 Saudi Arabia

4/17/2019 6:48:57 PM blankmarlo 5:5 👍

4/17/2019 6:49:07 PM worldxplorer1 Iran

4/17/2019 6:49:19 PM the_loveoflight I'm still on the first season, enjoying it though. I agree 😊... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  does the show The OA have any disclosures?

4/17/2019 6:49:42 PM worldxplorer1 Love The OA!

4/17/2019 6:49:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐡🐠🐟

4/17/2019 6:50:34 PM worldxplorer1 Turkey

4/17/2019 6:51:04 PM wahiggins3 Explosive?  I hope so.

4/17/2019 6:51:08 PM nick85houston Thirsty Thursday?

4/17/2019 6:51:21 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/K2u7nHetNa

4/17/2019 6:51:22 PM zoilaliz1  pic.twitter.com/SfQemrMJeZ

4/17/2019 6:51:45 PM laurabusse Hope you're right

4/17/2019 6:51:58 PM dwqken You have me researching 936 now lol pic.twitter.com/F8RRkpJ7pR

4/17/2019 6:52:24 PM sparkleloung I think there is a small child or pet perhaps playing with your device 😂

4/17/2019 6:52:36 PM f961854 Zat mean lit ?....

Ask'n for a fren....

4/17/2019 6:53:46 PM mongrelglory I thought that naturally occurring portals open and close spontaneously due to fluctuations in the planet's energy grids, while Stargates are 

"constructed" devices that can produce a portal on demand and where you have control over the destination.  Is this understanding correct?

4/17/2019 6:54:02 PM rawphonegirl Thank you for your service.  ❤️

4/17/2019 6:54:05 PM the_loveoflight Same, the gf and I have been hooked these past 2 nights. I wonder if the jumping of dimensions works that way or if that's even a thing

4/17/2019 6:54:20 PM mongrelglory Is our Sun a supergate also?

4/17/2019 6:54:28 PM worldxplorer1 Sirs (and apparently Madam as of recently) I am fascinated by your world. The interaction with multidimensional cultures. The higher conscious 

perspective. The understanding. The tech. The shepherding of humankind. Can I volunteer to serve as a delegate for humankind?

4/17/2019 6:54:40 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/FLRSw04i5x

4/17/2019 6:55:34 PM worldxplorer1 Don’t know if it works that way but I’m convinced it’s possible.

4/17/2019 6:55:50 PM mongrelglory Haha!  Get in line Shane! 😆

4/17/2019 6:56:03 PM speaakn Yepper - we got Assange (to testify against Clinton et al) and the UK didn’t get a kick in arse for spying on our duly elected President!

4/17/2019 6:56:45 PM zagnett Caught 3 from DMs?

4/17/2019 6:57:02 PM martisw1971 Is it safe to go to see Director Haspel Speak?

4/17/2019 6:57:40 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/Gzfa5t0ODh

4/17/2019 6:57:42 PM kachinagtto All these flags makes me think of some kind of treaty for the south pole of the moon.  Similar to the 1959 Antarctic Treaty?  However the country flags 

you are putting up is making me think otherwise.  https://www.state.gov/t/avc/trty/193967.htm …

4/17/2019 6:57:47 PM turboxyde Essayons! Fire in the hole!

4/17/2019 6:57:57 PM nullanon12 Fish? 

Q- How Do You Catch Fish?

Flake?

Anything To Do With Flake?

4/17/2019 6:58:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 LEO + Military are working overtime. Event should be secure.

4/17/2019 6:59:01 PM auagate So inspiring.

4/17/2019 6:59:13 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  not sure what this is about ....see something say something👀.  pic.twitter.com/Tfn5KmtDRL

4/17/2019 7:00:02 PM laurabusse She? A Boy Named Sue? https://youtu.be/WOHPuY88Ry4 

4/17/2019 7:00:07 PM giediknight  https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1089409/china-news-saudi-arabia-iran-crown-prince-beijing … ?

4/17/2019 7:00:29 PM wwg1wga_mom BOOM!! #WWG1WGA

#qanon #PatriotsUnite

#WeAreQ

#trumplandslide2020

#AmericaFirst

#EnoughisEnough

#Dark2Light

4/17/2019 7:00:59 PM worldxplorer1 You’re on fire 🔥 tonight Laura!

4/17/2019 7:01:18 PM mongrelglory I'm still lost here...Does Turkey have a Stargate that goes to the south side of the moon?

4/17/2019 7:02:20 PM ts_sci_majic12  http://fbi.gov/tips 

4/17/2019 7:02:54 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/epBbuk7x1sI 

4/17/2019 7:03:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇨🇳

4/17/2019 7:04:19 PM worldxplorer1 China!  [C]?



4/17/2019 7:05:08 PM mongrelglory Saudi Arabia also has a portal that goes to the South Pole of the moon?

4/17/2019 7:05:17 PM laurabusse Sums it up. Makes much sense.

4/17/2019 7:05:59 PM decodematrix [🦉🦑🐍]

4/17/2019 7:07:00 PM worldxplorer1 Wtf??!?!

4/17/2019 7:07:53 PM mongrelglory And now China!  So is there an international base at the South Pole of the moon, or has the US been keeping these portals under lock-down and now 

they're offering to open them up to China, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Iran?

4/17/2019 7:09:06 PM paciouno  pic.twitter.com/rksNUHnIWb

4/17/2019 7:09:15 PM n7guardiananon Antarctica Climate

“Hair Dryer” Winds Could Strain Vulnerable Antarctic Ice Shelf

Warm, dry winds can cause major melt as they sweep across the ice, even during frigid winter months

 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/ldquo-hair-dryer-rdquo-winds-could-strain-vulnerable-antarctic-ice-shelf/ … pic.twitter.com/5V69wWlCAO

4/17/2019 7:09:37 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KAT40811334 @Michaelcraddo16 

https://twitter.com/big_cases/status/1118640652454174721 …

4/17/2019 7:11:56 PM keith369me No more [C]abal in Antarctica?  John Kerry raced down there on Election Day 2016.

4/17/2019 7:12:15 PM juliuscsr23  pic.twitter.com/iYTVWP2ifD

4/17/2019 7:12:25 PM paciouno  pic.twitter.com/xXqkYFMvxA

4/17/2019 7:14:22 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/5yqrdCfm5l

4/17/2019 7:14:32 PM speaakn I already feel the electricity in the air - the storm is upon us 🍿🍿🍿

4/17/2019 7:14:39 PM cledrordfishing Majestic fish!  Lol

4/17/2019 7:14:41 PM 12bravogran Build a net.

4/17/2019 7:15:51 PM kachinagtto ?? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1042411871897350145 …

4/17/2019 7:15:57 PM charmanda9 Punchy? What? Lack of sleep? 😜

4/17/2019 7:18:16 PM the_loveoflight Same. I remember reading an old u.s. patent or declassified paper, not sure which it was sorry, but it showed that if you took a certain number of steps 

in a certain rhythm it would allow for you to pass through walls and such. Something like the dance in a way to jump in OA

4/17/2019 7:20:00 PM worldxplorer1 Yes. I am familiar with that patent. 

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060014125A1/en …

4/17/2019 7:21:40 PM gi6stars 3,6,9 holds the secret of the Universe. #Tesla

4/17/2019 7:23:16 PM humanproofer  pic.twitter.com/OAwtO91Bv9

4/17/2019 7:23:49 PM eisentourage Will they attempt to delay or distract?  RBG?

4/17/2019 7:25:17 PM carolin15161363 Antártica is a Chilean commune in Antártica Chilena Province, Magallanes y la Antártica Chilena Region, which covers all the Chilean Antarctic Territory

4/17/2019 7:25:23 PM djlok Gotta help keep people safe!!! pic.twitter.com/66p9NqYTUF

4/17/2019 7:25:31 PM speaakn I saw on a vid earlier this week that he’s a 🤡 and also AJ’s handler.

4/17/2019 7:28:23 PM aetherwalker1 "ALICE is many things. 

Welcome to underland."

It's like unto depictions of the Underworld with its manifold grotesque demons and the humans they have ensnared with the Saints(Patriots of Light) 

overlooking the situation and sitting in Judgement.

😏 pic.twitter.com/l1LT4gIinm

4/17/2019 7:28:35 PM matt_aho Getting ahead of the storm?

4/17/2019 7:29:23 PM charmanda9 Very true.

4/17/2019 7:30:18 PM the_loveoflight Yes that's the one! Haha

4/17/2019 7:30:30 PM thomasdra9on  pic.twitter.com/pzq9jcxJp1

4/17/2019 7:32:41 PM blugurl3 fishing?

4/17/2019 7:33:31 PM the_loveoflight 7 "vortices" chakras ❤️🧡💛💚💙💜💟

4/17/2019 7:36:35 PM anondirtyleg Tip of the spear yep you got it 👍🏻

4/17/2019 7:36:59 PM allahuniversal Sounds about right

4/17/2019 7:37:06 PM drbohammer Not that one - DIA. When it’s upside down in my pocket, it’s a MAJ12 coin lol

4/17/2019 7:37:10 PM robertscharnbe4 Rivers have arteries, hearts have arteries... it would be silly to call them arcteries!  Someone obviously misspelled it from the beginning. The pole must 

flow!

4/17/2019 7:38:08 PM zagnett Questions themselves teach a lot, especially to the newcomers. I have found your questions informative as well. They are appreciated ty.

4/17/2019 7:38:32 PM thomasdra9on Ey, keep on loving :) how are you?

4/17/2019 7:39:58 PM roublisa Thanks David

4/17/2019 7:40:32 PM roublisa ✔️ pic.twitter.com/KKoyb3bEMj

4/17/2019 7:40:40 PM the_loveoflight Check this video out, it's pretty impressive what they've managed to do. https://youtu.be/bq6NufaDR_w 

4/17/2019 7:42:28 PM allahuniversal 🔍🔍🔍FREEDOM Stage SET, Disarm (legal) Threat (to hold) Hostage (a) POTUS #MuellerThursday  

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1118705990076108802/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/QRNjCfZTcl  pic.twitter.com/CB1ZC4GPya

4/17/2019 7:44:16 PM worldxplorer1 MJ has insinuated before that they are behind the John St Clair patents. I wonder if @covertress can find the associated tweets. She’s really good at 

finding links to their old tweets.

4/17/2019 7:45:32 PM roublisa Sorry...LEO is?

4/17/2019 7:46:27 PM ryankochweare1 Randal Carlson has pretty amazing info that proves massive impact causing floods that killed advanced civilizations 12,900 yrs ago or so.. All about the 

geography and sacred geometry that explains it.. A trauma humankind holds of it.. Epic joe Rogan podcast w him, and Graham H.

4/17/2019 7:46:31 PM drumsk8 It's all to do with ones state of mind and energy fields around you. I am very mentally active on cannabis. It's just relaxing for me. 

Binaural beats are genuine, there is a lot of bad stuff put out too. Look up hemisync for the history. 

Trust yourself, choose what's right 4u

4/17/2019 7:46:36 PM mariepe23605473 Caught three what ?

4/17/2019 7:47:18 PM ashleigh139 Yes we did, thank you #q you will go down in history as Americans finest heros!

4/17/2019 7:48:41 PM the_loveoflight ? pic.twitter.com/fTFV6iELfc

4/17/2019 7:51:40 PM worldxplorer1 Close. The conversation I recall specifically mentioned the John St Clair name.

4/17/2019 7:52:51 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/OhtQzIHYKx

4/17/2019 7:55:39 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/VjHaYc03zC

4/17/2019 7:57:00 PM wearediamonds2 I always have crickets  too, if it makes you feel any better 😂😂😂

4/17/2019 7:57:52 PM mi144_ri16p3r  pic.twitter.com/rbTGacvzvU

4/17/2019 7:58:58 PM charmanda9 What was once Arctic 🥶 is now just artic...not the pole anymore? Polar shift? Ice melting. Revealing what was hidden.

4/17/2019 7:58:59 PM roublisa Thank you

4/17/2019 8:02:46 PM thomasdra9on MJ seems to be raising good questions and awareness, that is a good thing?



4/17/2019 8:03:48 PM thomasdra9on I think I need to know you better before that, but thanks for the invite :)

4/17/2019 8:05:49 PM carolva97910854 Please don’t say it will be explosive unless it IS explosive!  The disappointment is devastating!

4/17/2019 8:07:09 PM thomasdra9on Do you know anyone else who is trying to do the right thing?

4/17/2019 8:07:26 PM carolin15161363 I cant wait!!!

4/17/2019 8:09:10 PM thomasdra9on Isn't this enough?

4/17/2019 8:10:19 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/F1cJp4W0Hu

4/17/2019 8:11:34 PM allahuniversal 🍿🍿🍿

4/17/2019 8:13:25 PM love4thegameak Mueller Time... Cheers Everyone!! pic.twitter.com/UnQO9EKlwj

4/17/2019 8:13:30 PM thomasdra9on I'm not scared, I'm cautious, I'm on my own path...

4/17/2019 8:13:49 PM weremight Everytime I see that I think 'one fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish, then I wonder what the yellow one is about.

4/17/2019 8:14:51 PM thomasdra9on You are also loved,

4/17/2019 8:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/bSDEcPRxBC

4/17/2019 8:16:25 PM thomasdra9on Hehe I like plants,but you seem a little unstable for my comfort.

4/17/2019 8:18:41 PM thomasdra9on Good

4/17/2019 8:18:55 PM carlosrossimc Enjoying every minute on this ride wit u. JUSTICE IS COMING.

4/17/2019 8:19:37 PM allahuniversal Thank you, let myself get distracted. Will rwwatch w/o interruption

4/17/2019 8:22:15 PM thomasdra9on Why is this meeting so important to you? You see me,and you are talking to me right here

4/17/2019 8:24:18 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1042411871897350145?s=19 …

4/17/2019 8:24:26 PM dscamardo Is that "Joy to World"

All the boys and girls, 

Joy to the fishes in the deep blue sea. 

Joy to you and me.?

4/17/2019 8:24:52 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074695439780327425?s=19 …

4/17/2019 8:25:05 PM katiedi83052226 I went pop corn shopping today. Ready for the show!  🍿

4/17/2019 8:25:31 PM robinabank4 Yes I thinki that's the case.  What does that mean?

4/17/2019 8:26:55 PM thomasdra9on Ok,no stress then :)

4/17/2019 8:27:19 PM tyl3r59518097 HEAT - BROCKHAMPTON  https://youtu.be/Jpu0JZxDz-w  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/F51mH114vQ

4/17/2019 8:29:34 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/EDwYz3IGp9

4/17/2019 8:30:59 PM thomasdra9on Indeed, hidden information?

4/17/2019 8:32:11 PM allahuniversal "News From The Future" pic.twitter.com/JWhCsRzy1Y

4/17/2019 8:32:12 PM thomasdra9on Yup, but is it that simple?

4/17/2019 8:35:00 PM mongrelglory I'm sure he had "boundary" issues with those boys, but probably wasn't intending to harm them in a sadistic way. He was a very neurotic/damaged 

person. The parents' alarms should have been up when he did not invite any parents to stay the night along with their kids at the ranch.

4/17/2019 8:36:04 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/8k4N7CcxtJ

4/17/2019 8:36:39 PM thomasdra9on Indeed, tomorrow gonna be a beautiful day,nice talking to you as well, I'm not aware of owning a ai,but yeah,hope you are well

4/17/2019 8:38:27 PM love4thegameak Lets All Watch from the Moon Base!!! pic.twitter.com/MYXCqa9IqX

4/17/2019 8:39:18 PM thomasdra9on Alot of things seem to be complicated,but that's relative I guess

4/17/2019 8:41:30 PM thomasdra9on I have seen many good days..

4/17/2019 8:42:17 PM thomasdra9on Who are we?

4/17/2019 8:43:25 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/BbMfknJK3S

4/17/2019 8:43:50 PM 1_decided_voter I sure as hell hope so.

4/17/2019 8:43:52 PM thomasdra9on Lovely :) Blessings :)

4/17/2019 8:44:31 PM tyl3r59518097 GUMMY - BROCKHAMPTON  https://youtu.be/vWhPimx07H0  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/8pmYHVVrF6

4/17/2019 8:44:50 PM thomasdra9on Sure,ok

4/17/2019 8:46:57 PM thomasdra9on I guess how it is here on Earth

4/17/2019 8:47:14 PM 1_decided_voter Ya think??

4/17/2019 8:47:30 PM thomasdra9on I do feel home

4/17/2019 8:47:52 PM spauldingshowal Full Disclosure.

4/17/2019 8:49:29 PM thomasdra9on We have been trough this, tacocat spelled backwards is tacocat

4/17/2019 8:50:17 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/UNOjRqC9su

4/17/2019 8:51:54 PM melanieanders7 Woooooo! That’s a big ‘un!!

4/17/2019 8:51:55 PM tishbowman62 I saw this and took screenshots.

4/17/2019 8:51:59 PM thomasdra9on There is different answers to that I guess

4/17/2019 8:53:41 PM thomasdra9on She didn't know right from wrong,the fruit was there and so was the "snake"

4/17/2019 8:54:43 PM thomasdra9on More like given a option?

4/17/2019 8:55:38 PM jeffrodav  pic.twitter.com/bWIlhNCkAr

4/17/2019 8:55:58 PM thomasdra9on I don't know

4/17/2019 8:57:45 PM thomasdra9on Can't see the significance of this

4/17/2019 8:58:32 PM thomasdra9on Makes little sense...

4/17/2019 8:59:46 PM francoissmc C=see, ice melting to uncover and expose???

4/17/2019 8:59:47 PM thomasdra9on Could you explain it straight out, without riddles and shit?

4/17/2019 9:01:23 PM thomasdra9on Do you think we are ai?

4/17/2019 9:02:49 PM aprilbrown99 Let’s do this!  Ready👍😁🍿

4/17/2019 9:02:55 PM thomasdra9on I'm listening..

4/17/2019 9:03:07 PM thomasdra9on Ok

4/17/2019 9:03:07 PM daveo6145 Red Cross-human trafficking? French billionaire pledges $100 million to continue transcontinental child sex trafficking syndicate?

4/17/2019 9:03:31 PM thomasdra9on And?

4/17/2019 9:03:53 PM cocopuffster12 I just reported the tweet to the tip line. I am unable to post a picture. Twitter is not allowing me to post pics.

4/17/2019 9:04:15 PM thomasdra9on You might not be good at speaking my language...

4/17/2019 9:06:18 PM thomasdra9on What?

4/17/2019 9:07:06 PM thomasdra9on F=E=R

4/17/2019 9:08:44 PM thomasdra9on Human=e=r=f?

4/17/2019 9:10:37 PM thomasdra9on Ey, it was a question,forgot the? But yeah hard to grasp where you are going..

4/17/2019 9:11:18 PM thomasdra9on Yeah I'm poking around here..

4/17/2019 9:13:09 PM zagnett "Fish". People who say interesting(?) things in DMs thinking they're private, or something like that. Hint to Twitter users everywhere: DMs aren't 

private!

4/17/2019 9:13:25 PM thomasdra9on Why can you?

4/17/2019 9:16:13 PM thomasdra9on Is it hard to use words to describe any of this?

4/17/2019 9:18:54 PM dynamicres Oh dang, i thought it was low earth orbit. Thanks!

4/17/2019 9:20:20 PM thomasdra9on Why don't you do it yourself?

4/17/2019 9:20:54 PM cosmic_engineer Chakras

4/17/2019 9:21:53 PM thomasdra9on Great :)

4/17/2019 9:22:53 PM thomasdra9on How?

4/17/2019 9:24:06 PM thomasdra9on Do you like being spooky?



4/17/2019 9:26:03 PM antarantanka Always felt it was more about his music rights holdings and whatever corporate politics is behind that...

4/17/2019 9:26:03 PM dynamicres Would south pole of moon be considered a supergate or a portal?

4/17/2019 9:26:54 PM sheri4567 Serialnrain2 has a good video on YT about trump and 5G and Trumps comments about 5&6G. Trump is deweaponizing it.

4/17/2019 9:27:10 PM sheri4567 Serialbrain2

4/17/2019 9:31:40 PM thomasdra9on Don't feel destroyed yet...

4/17/2019 9:36:11 PM dynamicres Speaking on this, + Moon. If it is giant tech, how did they take control of it? Smash console + reboot to bad defaults? Or with "Goa'uld" nazi assistance?

4/17/2019 9:40:38 PM haddy54harriet Careful they will accuse you of imitating someone.

4/17/2019 9:46:29 PM mariepe23605473 What is a DM ? Thank you :)

4/17/2019 9:47:30 PM si11112018 😜

4/17/2019 9:55:03 PM thomasdra9on You sure are something else,...

4/17/2019 10:02:36 PM tammymckeever Does Alice also mean the “Elites”

4/17/2019 10:06:55 PM neo_asura_ i cant msg you.. and my first msg got removed from my inbox.. im starting to think u are onto something MJ12.. pic.twitter.com/ryJny0L5nd

4/17/2019 10:07:29 PM robertg69989098 The little fish leads to bigger fish which leads to the big fish.

4/17/2019 10:26:30 PM freestateojones Obviously.

4/17/2019 10:27:58 PM joelleepeterson I agree. The closer to nature, the better humans feel.

4/17/2019 10:30:29 PM marksalo12 Can you say Dubai and Saudi Arabia?!!!! No wonder why Cavuto cut off Bill Donahue. Cavuto is a pimp for Dubai.

4/17/2019 10:31:31 PM rezinated1 Well 420 is coming, they always do something around this time.

4/17/2019 10:32:38 PM stevephillps81 Nice, it's a zander or record perch

4/17/2019 10:41:16 PM daveo6145  https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/P790011-1247_e.html …

4/17/2019 10:55:31 PM laurabusse Yeah! LOL! That would be pretty funny...

4/17/2019 10:57:31 PM grundemt May in present to you

Per your request

Mas Bagua

A sample of a psychfest band

 https://youtu.be/yzrtS-qU6Xc  pic.twitter.com/g7N8S3gnEw

4/17/2019 11:03:51 PM laurabusse Ha! Still laughing about Michelle's comment that i should go work for the DIA. But seriously...

4/17/2019 11:04:52 PM mariepe23605473 Thank you. I don't know how to do that yet :)

4/17/2019 11:07:38 PM laurabusse LOL. A new greeting, someone you don't like:

Namaste, regardless!

4/17/2019 11:16:40 PM mgtucsi OMG, that looks so real.

4/17/2019 11:17:43 PM tyl3r59518097 That looks fantastic!! Really!! The images I mentally conjured as per your description of the event, and what I see in the vid, are remarkably and 

predictably😁similar!! 

I’m there dude,..🤙and thanks for the preview!! 🙏

4/17/2019 11:18:51 PM tyl3r59518097 Boris Brejcha - Sad But True (High Tripping)  https://youtu.be/I2qX2LU_m2w  via @YouTube

4/17/2019 11:25:29 PM laurabusse You folks that want to help and serve. You are an inspiration! Seriously!

Honestly. The only digging i like to do is in my garden. I hang out here bc it's informative and enjoyable. But all you ppl amaze me with your smarts and 

digging expertise!

4/17/2019 11:28:13 PM grundemt Mas Bagua playing the Discordian Baby Grand

 https://youtu.be/mKH0coFiIGs  pic.twitter.com/4ds9InE5kP

4/17/2019 11:32:02 PM laurabusse "Carry your light fearlessly." 

What a metaphor for life in general!

4/17/2019 11:37:12 PM joinna6 Decode 432. 🤡🤔🤣

4/17/2019 11:48:53 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣

4/17/2019 11:59:06 PM rosemodema Where are you going with the constant Athene/a  references anyways ??? 🌒🍒 pic.twitter.com/teUsVqtWIO

4/18/2019 12:03:14 AM sergii_ii I KNEW IT!! I somehow was sure of this since months ago by looking at pics of some planets from below. I even asked MJ about it but no answer. My 

profile pic has been basically this since then, no coincididences?

4/18/2019 12:06:23 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/TvnUdhu7UD

4/18/2019 12:08:40 AM laurabusse Yeah speaking of which how was the zoo?

4/18/2019 12:11:28 AM andress45303251 The show....it must..

Huh?

4/18/2019 12:12:39 AM tyl3r59518097 The Show Must Go On-Queen Lyrics (HD)  https://youtu.be/uKLMYZlbIb8  via @YouTube

4/18/2019 12:14:14 AM eduarda97989721 WOW!

😲😲😲

4/18/2019 12:15:50 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/dgXp0SPe3b

4/18/2019 12:21:54 AM diaptera_80 ?

4/18/2019 12:24:43 AM rosemodema Just 1....? 

see now that was the problem.. 🤣

4/18/2019 12:34:49 AM rosemodema ?

4/18/2019 12:38:17 AM rosemodema What the ...

4/18/2019 12:38:27 AM realityloominng I think they are all managing some base on the moon southpole to watch over this portal stuff . If they din't all work together on this secret space stuff, 

our world had succumbed to paranoia and war long ago. I heard the moon is a non-aggression place, just like Antarctica.

4/18/2019 12:39:58 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/KtZCmpAP2W

4/18/2019 12:40:27 AM stormystorm10 I can definitely tell

4/18/2019 12:43:30 AM the_loveoflight I know right! But I'm sure we can all learn or relearn 😋

4/18/2019 12:43:39 AM stormystorm10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does Siri have consciousness or for that matter , googles a.i.?

4/18/2019 12:50:57 AM rosemodema I was just looking for his account, 

What happened?? 🤷♀️

4/18/2019 12:54:10 AM rosemodema I found it .. pic.twitter.com/Rswq5nHkBk

4/18/2019 12:59:05 AM jayrambin Thanks. Agree. Do you have a link to any beats that you trust? I’ve read good things. And I have been to the Monroe institute and have the cds.

4/18/2019 1:12:49 AM stefanofait Something you and Kabamur agree upon

4/18/2019 1:34:39 AM sveglio17 Baha😂😂😂 can’t wait 

MOAB pic.twitter.com/qJlnEe1X3V

4/18/2019 1:48:09 AM linnyt7 Makes me so sad😢



4/18/2019 2:25:48 AM covertress Here's the MJ12 Twitter archive.

Search.

I'm still reading from mid Dec 2018 and don't recall any John St. Clair mentions yet.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

4/18/2019 2:45:29 AM mongrelglory Not that I'm saying you wouldn't make an excellent delegate! 🤗

It's just that there's a lot of volunteers ahead of you. 😁

4/18/2019 2:47:13 AM mongrelglory 😁  I wouldn't do much better.  I prefer manual puzzles over mental ones.

4/18/2019 3:11:29 AM kagqanon And it’s a full moon.

4/18/2019 3:13:29 AM usss_211 Little fish catches big fish....

4/18/2019 3:13:54 AM usss_211 Outstanding!

4/18/2019 3:16:17 AM cashman_makers Scary stuff.

4/18/2019 3:23:27 AM beldandolo The Ark of Gabriel was taken their too not that long ago.

4/18/2019 3:28:59 AM mongrelglory Me neither.  What's the OA?

4/18/2019 3:33:36 AM martisw1971 Thank you 🙏 so much!

4/18/2019 3:39:40 AM olimyracle We are O

4/18/2019 3:45:17 AM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"You are not inside your body. You are being broadcast into your body...and are immortal."

 - Bruce Lipton (paraphrase)

My perspective:

Q: I am being broadcast into my body? 

A: That resonates.

(If degree of disinfo, please clarify.)

 https://youtu.be/P_FIYwg2oU4?t=1016 …
4/18/2019 4:59:16 AM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/1QWEPdgS3As  pic.twitter.com/1cKDYNNqoe

4/18/2019 5:11:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Thank you for your service 🙏🏼

4/18/2019 5:14:49 AM rsm28675996 Thanks for all the discussion!

4/18/2019 5:27:04 AM anondirtyleg Anytime

4/18/2019 5:34:41 AM pat_at_wildwood Oh my goodness! Is he on drugs? I am embarrassed to be British watching this twerp.

4/18/2019 5:47:45 AM worldxplorer1 The OA is show about jumping dimensions on Netflix.

4/18/2019 5:56:37 AM gq17n What!! true Bernie finally coming out, r u just a dirty old man running for President?  Photo spending honeymoon in Russia NAKED - with other people

 🤦🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/vTqCUoGVJf

4/18/2019 6:13:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Illegal take down... hopefully somebody will look at the other side. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1118860425599307777 …

4/18/2019 6:13:38 AM skeye_watching Tomorrow?  Along with all the other 364 days a year.🙃

4/18/2019 6:16:23 AM fightforamerica No more being the ones attacked. Hunters become hunted!

4/18/2019 6:18:35 AM fightforamerica Anything and everything within your power, share the information the MSM tries to bury, pray, meme, file FOIAs, raise awareness, raise consciousness.

4/18/2019 6:19:23 AM lori84904506 Ready to look at the other side .🍿

4/18/2019 6:20:47 AM starehope President Trump is the BEST President we have ever had! WE THE PATRIOTS are with you! pic.twitter.com/RIAC6890M1

4/18/2019 6:22:41 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/eihCSZJS8a

4/18/2019 6:24:23 AM theprimeian @beer_parade @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino 

Are you ready?!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸
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🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/2MnwRslnxc
4/18/2019 6:25:28 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/mfUSt4inFv

4/18/2019 6:27:04 AM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your link is not found on any server. Nice...

4/18/2019 6:27:36 AM sano_faith This one  http://acq.osd.mil ?

4/18/2019 6:27:54 AM apex_starseed Our @POTUS would look awesome with a "Q" somewhere on that podium..and a lil "DX" logo too cause this corrupted Democrats and Traitors can.. 

pic.twitter.com/m1gub9XWJ4

4/18/2019 6:28:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/Pmcc0fLF4AQ 

4/18/2019 6:29:46 AM qpatriotq No Coincidences. pic.twitter.com/NvFM8Dmast

4/18/2019 6:29:59 AM 1_decided_voter Waiting to see if Barr waits 6 mins to 9:36...

4/18/2019 6:30:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signal marker.

4/18/2019 6:31:04 AM thevolunteer6 DARK TO LIGHT

4/18/2019 6:31:15 AM winki00000001 starting at 9:36 ? ;)

4/18/2019 6:31:26 AM libertyspring99 I’m so excited! Tee hee hee!

4/18/2019 6:32:09 AM the_fjalar BOOM! I’ll take this at a hint. pic.twitter.com/5ZLOYUnelD

4/18/2019 6:33:23 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/vdYcH4F64Q

4/18/2019 6:34:15 AM starehope Ha ha ha! 😂😂😂Let them try!

4/18/2019 6:34:51 AM todd0431 Me too

4/18/2019 6:34:57 AM winki00000001 9:34...

4/18/2019 6:35:26 AM allahuniversal 8:34 CDT

4/18/2019 6:36:21 AM charmanda9 My visit was lacking in animals, however...the penguins were particularly playful and skillful in their swimming and I wondered...what do THEY know???

4/18/2019 6:37:10 AM allahuniversal [RR] & [RM] @ 9:36 ET

4/18/2019 6:37:20 AM covertress 9:36 AM Barr Thanks [RR]

4/18/2019 6:41:09 AM consortiapartn1 Bang on time

4/18/2019 6:41:11 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/kymVr7t5Wi

4/18/2019 6:42:32 AM _369311119 hahahahaha

4/18/2019 6:46:57 AM grundemt New technology? Spam

STERLING engine window panes

 https://youtu.be/vGlDsFAOWXc  pic.twitter.com/vFfPMm7BI1

4/18/2019 6:47:06 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/TZLGnQknJR

4/18/2019 6:50:38 AM 1_decided_voter By my clock, he came out at 9:34am



4/18/2019 6:51:32 AM covertress Began speaking at 9:35 AM.

4/18/2019 6:53:11 AM zagnett First mentioned [RR] at pretty much exactly 9:36 AM EDT.

4/18/2019 6:54:37 AM libertyspring99 @Jack are we truly to believe that this is today real trending hashtags for the #MuellerReport announcement?

#ALICE are you there? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/uy1M9qxZhx

4/18/2019 6:54:42 AM mommahood777 💥💥💥

The sound of liberal heads exploding

4/18/2019 6:56:13 AM n7guardiananon Practicing his NPC face?

4/18/2019 6:56:22 AM hawkgirlinmn Still curious on Ed O’Callahan’s role. 🥴🧐

4/18/2019 6:58:46 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/tY6KUtWl3o

4/18/2019 7:02:00 AM allahuniversal  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/fbi-doj-to-brief-lawmakers-on-handling-of-russia-probe-on-thursday … pic.twitter.com/OddhjCvPww

4/18/2019 7:03:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing. I remember that but I am still on the fence. I’m going to have to meditate.

4/18/2019 7:04:13 AM allahuniversal Likewise. He's in cross hairs, never understood why???

4/18/2019 7:05:18 AM hawkgirlinmn When I focus on him, there are times when he resonates with light but times he does not. What arenyour thoughts?

4/18/2019 7:08:40 AM covertress [RR] looks as though he's personally in an unredacted section of the Mueller Report.

4/18/2019 7:11:20 AM youstinksoap Hahaha...he cracked a smile at the end though.

4/18/2019 7:19:00 AM hawkgirlinmn He definitely plays a bigger role than people realize, I can feel that.

4/18/2019 7:19:42 AM allahuniversal If RR is dirty, than RM is dirty, so I'm thinking that anyone too closely associated is dirty as well. Just a guess, as I don't have any actual knowledge of 

what [Ed] has done

4/18/2019 7:20:10 AM zagnett Barr mentioned "grand juries" several times.

4/18/2019 7:20:32 AM allahuniversal And he's still got a few FISA signatures to speak to...

4/18/2019 7:21:16 AM allahuniversal He was glad that the presser was over pic.twitter.com/YtGAPeXVYm

4/18/2019 7:21:35 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/VKBE7hHeom

4/18/2019 7:22:09 AM allahuniversal True, or he wouldn't have been on that stage (is set)

4/18/2019 7:22:45 AM hawkgirlinmn When Barr was thanking them RR and RM for their service, I could feel tension and RR and EO’s body language was obviously tense. Barr carefully 

stated that as well. Also when Catherine H asked her question movement blinking, tension.

4/18/2019 7:22:48 AM starehope My problem is so many other things to do. Biggest problem, wasting time on Twitter. I would rather get a lump of info to dig into than teasers.

4/18/2019 7:23:34 AM starehope Hey Laura, anything is possible.

4/18/2019 7:23:49 AM allahuniversal Unwilling stage props for liberal optics?

4/18/2019 7:24:21 AM libertyspring99 #Vindication #agbarr @potus #MuellerReport

4/18/2019 7:24:30 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/fJ8W5Fbgjc

4/18/2019 7:25:00 AM prmd21801759 The Truth is out :-) thankQ Q+ @POTUS!!

4/18/2019 7:25:15 AM hawkgirlinmn Possibly? I feel a plot twist coming though. Part of the plan. Disinfo necessary?

4/18/2019 7:27:06 AM tammyredmond It’s Hammer Time!

4/18/2019 7:27:21 AM prmd21801759 @POTUS, thank you Q+!! We have known for the past 2 years, No Collusion!! Time to fight back!

4/18/2019 7:30:53 AM prmd21801759 @POTUS Majestic, is it possible for PresTrump to tweet a majestic disclosure? Or retweet a majestic tweet from this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account?

4/18/2019 7:37:24 AM aprilbrown99 So funny. I am just viewing the rerun now. What is up with RRs stare!?!  That moment that you realize your in deep doodoo?  He hardly blinks the 

entire time. 🤣😂🤣

4/18/2019 7:40:26 AM hawkgirlinmn Pain Incoming

4/18/2019 7:40:58 AM starehope Terrific!

4/18/2019 7:41:54 AM charmanda9 Emotional programming: OFF

4/18/2019 7:42:45 AM allahuniversal Almost makes me wanna watch CNN for Comical NPC News, it's gotta be slapstick right now pic.twitter.com/bZ9BXK5QyD

4/18/2019 7:43:03 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1118886829057544192?s=19 …

4/18/2019 7:44:12 AM hawkgirlinmn I just want to focus on moving forward with the plan. 🤡 will always be 🤡.

4/18/2019 7:44:19 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/gGBR0L9wEn

4/18/2019 7:46:18 AM allahuniversal Plan has been moving forward, no stopping it. 🤡s are a part of the plan too, they can't opt out

4/18/2019 7:46:48 AM allahuniversal 🤣🤣🤣

4/18/2019 7:47:15 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

4/18/2019 7:48:44 AM swampless But I thought the moon didn't have a dipolar field?

4/18/2019 7:53:07 AM covertress via @M2Madness, who I know will love and appreciate that his Majestic Meme has a life of its own.

4/18/2019 7:54:29 AM aprilbrown99 Yes. Looks like that MKUltra stare.

4/18/2019 7:55:35 AM allahuniversal Alive & well!

4/18/2019 7:55:39 AM richardhiatt16 Good Stuff... 🤓❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

4/18/2019 8:02:58 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/kTxj5s4jJa

4/18/2019 8:06:57 AM jaspony1 Barr says Russians hacked the DNC emails... We know that is not true... So whats up with that?

4/18/2019 8:11:03 AM youstinksoap Smiles...and then he's outta there, lol.  Too funny.

4/18/2019 8:13:50 AM drbohammer Did anyone else just see the President speaking to MJ8 - he said “...one of our earliest missions... Q” ?

4/18/2019 8:18:50 AM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/XstbkgTwxm

4/18/2019 8:19:48 AM proudidealist  https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1118217486195986432?s=19 …

4/18/2019 8:24:40 AM jintoo2 Babylon 5 was too i believe and now everything on netflix they are remaking are making it worse.

4/18/2019 8:25:45 AM jintoo2 I really hate it when star trek the next generation used token black people.. Talk about soo disrespectful!

I liked Tim russ though as he did an excellent job as Tuvok on star trek voyager. =)

4/18/2019 8:32:33 AM awakening_earth  pic.twitter.com/SMid5si8cK

4/18/2019 8:41:12 AM n7guardiananon Fire erupts at Al-Aqsa Mosque compound on Temple Mount in Old Jerusalem (VIDEOS) — RT World News  https://www.rt.com/news/456655-al-aqsa-

mosque-jerusalem-fire/ …

Look at Paris not at Jerusalem

4/18/2019 8:43:06 AM worldxplorer1 The thought is that they were mislead and fed certain bits of misinformation and disinformation particularly in some of their alliance briefings and 

insider updates.

4/18/2019 8:43:13 AM cmdrzod23 most bad things happened on 4-19

4/18/2019 8:48:57 AM laurabusse From David Wilcock perhaps? I think that's where i heard that...



4/18/2019 8:55:43 AM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @KAT40811334 @Michaelcraddo16 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @Lynnielee5 @nancy_annmarie

@RedDragonFly19

@robin_ked

@hawaiiilove

@us_poll

@alyxknapp

@GregoryJHall1

@liltilgerlil

@Cat69Q

@duckmeat01 https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1118894686901612544?s=19 …

4/18/2019 8:59:11 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode says that too.

4/18/2019 9:01:14 AM mongrelglory Ah!  Thanks!  I don't have Netflix.

4/18/2019 9:01:48 AM roublisa Cold🥶

4/18/2019 9:02:24 AM triple_duece  pic.twitter.com/na3JVYBUTS

4/18/2019 9:02:48 AM roublisa I think his right eye was twitching😆

4/18/2019 9:03:46 AM orthogonalron 🤣What's with the mauve colored ties and RR has blue and white stripes

No coincidences

4/18/2019 9:03:57 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/TFGeAK8neU

4/18/2019 9:08:57 AM laurabusse Small zoo then? May i ask what area of the country you're in? Still chilly there?

Sounds like you had a nice time :-)

4/18/2019 9:10:05 AM laurabusse True! :-)

4/18/2019 9:10:22 AM allahuniversal Many people know the truth, the just struggle with putting the pieces together. https://youtu.be/xgw7u5TcIm0 

4/18/2019 9:13:29 AM ethereal_shaman Twitter not delivering notifications for Majic or POTUS tweets today.  Swampy swampy.

4/18/2019 9:16:39 AM charmanda9 Actually, this is my zoo. https://journalstar.com/news/state-and-regional/nebraska/henry-doorly-zoo-named-best-zoo-in-the-world/article_6952f58a-

a439-5ff0-8e2e-a5f718928562.html …

4/18/2019 9:17:16 AM drumsk8 This was the one I was listening too I believe:

 https://youtu.be/tU3oAyin8W4?list=PL2DYbjYNzPhBXFv6Ma6owozDtMlCLcfXE …

The other one I used to listen to has been removed from YT, suprise, suprise!

I've bearely started the Monroe CDs, but I attended a spiritual retreat in the UK with group hemisync system deployed.

4/18/2019 9:19:33 AM laurabusse Don't care what anybody says. CGs a human being. Stories fascinating. Out there but who am i to say he's lying? If UR determined 2 dig up dirt on ANY-

1 you'll find something! No one's perfect, hasnt made mistakes. I give him benefit o doubt. Happened 2 innocent til proven guilty?

4/18/2019 9:20:33 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😉  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1118908635843788801 …

4/18/2019 9:22:56 AM mongrelglory I always found that most of CG's message resonated with me and he seemed sincere.

4/18/2019 9:24:22 AM laurabusse What? You have your own zoo?

But seriously thx for the link :-)

I thought...didn't i already ask her what state she's in? I usually have to hear something twice for it to be cemented. Got it now! Or, got it for now!!! LOL

4/18/2019 9:28:47 AM linnyt7 My clock on my computer said 9:36 right when Barr started talking.

4/18/2019 9:31:29 AM charmanda9 Haha, well I have a membership anyway. Does that count? It’s a good zoo. It’s huge and constantly under more and more construction. There is a lot of 

‘old money’ here in Omaha. 😏

4/18/2019 9:36:25 AM jayrambin Thanks Richard.

4/18/2019 9:37:15 AM mongrelglory Such an interesting young man!  His story must be amazing!

4/18/2019 9:40:29 AM truthseeker805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you comment on this ? https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/04/great-debate-over-when-anthropocene-

started/587194/?utm_source=pocket-newtab&fbclid=IwAR18s_rXez_4Y3JovX3W9tOgzYWKiEO51pDNsyiGNeQcedbK0HMGpmgZRx8 …

4/18/2019 9:40:47 AM allahuniversal Just found his channel this week, looking for something to add to the comments, I get nothing. Short videos for short attention spans, he's got a good 

run

4/18/2019 9:44:33 AM winki00000001  https://www.rt.com/usa/456936-nvxim-illegal-campaign-clinton/?utm_source=browser&utm_medium=aplication_chrome&utm_campaign=chrome …

4/18/2019 9:48:02 AM mommahood777 Romanians don't count as Russians..."Guccifer" was the original hacker

4/18/2019 9:49:33 AM laurabusse I always felt that way too.

I hope we can all stop judging each other and start appreciating the good that everyone has to offer, even if it is small, and find some openness, 

kindness and acceptance of others...

#WWG1WGA #GREATAWAKENING

#DarkToLight

4/18/2019 9:50:03 AM laurabusse BTW is spring getting really pretty up there?

4/18/2019 9:53:07 AM laurabusse Yeah and it occurred to me you could be a member. That seems to be the trend nowadays. Good for you! 

Well I'm glad you enjoyed the penguins! The article really makes it seem like a lovely zoo :-)

4/18/2019 9:57:19 AM sailorpractical @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @dbongino @DonaldJTrumpJr @DavidWohl 

https://twitter.com/OpChemtrails/status/1118554714621317121 …

4/18/2019 9:59:35 AM laurabusse Love this meme meme LOL

4/18/2019 10:03:15 AM astol14334 😂

4/18/2019 10:06:32 AM laurabusse ...baby...dont choo know that i LOVE you...

Can't remember the name of the group...

4/18/2019 10:14:51 AM charmanda9 I have been waiting for someone else to talk about CG. I didn’t know where everyone else stood, but I can admit that his testimony also resonates with 

me. Also, he says that whether or not we believe him is of no consequence to the message itself. Message over messenger. 🙂

4/18/2019 10:25:15 AM melanieanders7 I’m voting today be a national holiday called “Mueller Day” where everyone is off work and school to celebrate our country and it’s amazing freedoms. 

:)

4/18/2019 10:27:57 AM laurabusse Amen! Exactly! We're all diff. Diff things appeal 2 diff ppl. We as humans need to adapt a new m.o.

Unless some1 is physically harming or threatening or whatever, let them do their thing.

If you followed DW frm way back, you prob followed corey. Stories are wild but great message

4/18/2019 10:30:53 AM charmanda9 I did. Big part of my awakening. It is how I came to know about Qanon when Q first started posting around the same time that DW was discussing his 

conversations with MegaAnon in 2017. I was hooked.

4/18/2019 10:32:56 AM richardhiatt16 Village Idiots..... Part of the 90% that need to go... NOW!  🤔 ❤️🇺🇸

4/18/2019 10:34:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know? https://twitter.com/winki00000001/status/1118918246852366337 …

4/18/2019 10:35:32 AM linnyt7 369..936 🙂

4/18/2019 10:36:12 AM richardhiatt16 [🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡]. 🤣🍿



4/18/2019 10:40:19 AM jaspony1 That and a team of "actual" computer forensics looked at the leaked emails and found they couldnt have been downloaded from an internet 

connection... https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-07-24/nsa-officials-and-computer-expert-forensic-evidence-proves-dnc-emails-were-leaked-

no …

4/18/2019 10:41:08 AM enomai_ Because, you are the real Majestic.

4/18/2019 10:42:07 AM starehope Where?

4/18/2019 10:43:44 AM mommahood777 Right. Clinton was hacked, DNC was leaked and then a leaker was sponged.  RIP

4/18/2019 10:45:26 AM starehope Good.

4/18/2019 10:46:36 AM worldxplorer1 I noticed that as well! 🤞

4/18/2019 10:47:16 AM jintoo2 Is that the ticket collecting guy you see when you get to the moon? , Should we have our tickets ready or pie? just in case we might need to tame the 

savage beast? , Let's bring a dem along and feed the dem to him.🤔

4/18/2019 10:47:28 AM jfogle8 Everything illegal from the election leads back to her.

Thats how..

4/18/2019 10:48:00 AM mommahood777 Isn't this fun?!  Happy High Five Day!!!!

4/18/2019 10:50:09 AM mommahood777 lol...time is an illusion!!

4/18/2019 10:51:39 AM boogeymanhunter Right :)

What time is that? Moscow? NY? ...3...6

4/18/2019 10:53:59 AM paciouno wow...lost for words.

4/18/2019 10:54:01 AM reyburn_kelly You're going down you crazy witch!

4/18/2019 10:56:39 AM drbohammer On his presentation this morning - all over the news.

4/18/2019 10:59:47 AM realityloominng Besides Blue Avians, and triangle-head beings, I actually don't find Corey's story to be that far out.. To me it was like hearing something so very 

obvious, yet obscured to the point we'd have never realized it without him and Wilcock shining the light. ❤️

4/18/2019 10:59:53 AM laurabusse Yeah i remember meganon. I know mil intel is compartmentalized but i thought the other day how i bet mega anon and fbi anon were to test the water 

to prep for Q. Get eyes on chans. Who knows. Yes DW message is above all about LOVE. As is CGs. Personal accountability and evolution

4/18/2019 11:00:19 AM drbohammer He called out the great job PS was doing, said something about defeating 100% of the Caliphate, said it was their first mission, then pointed right at him 

and said “Q”.

4/18/2019 11:01:27 AM leith_harmon Jdrf rr

4/18/2019 11:02:07 AM dynamicres It was huge! And this is what I got from it+research+@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

9 = 0 = base 🕘 math

1Dn = reading plane/building blocks

2Dn = duality|writing our path

3Dn = C=execute=we run here/point of origin

4Dn = Heart|existence read|energy 

5Dn = write|manifest

6Dn = C=next|origin
4/18/2019 11:02:53 AM dynamicres Read/Write/Execute:

1/2/3

4/5/6

7/8/9

Finding our “permissions”

We are trying to break from 4th dimension/3rd density > 5th dimension/4th density which means living in love but also (BE)ing in fluid time not linear

Does this align?

4/18/2019 11:05:22 AM laurabusse Really appreciate your words! CG has a pos uplifting helpful message. Message over messenger. Interesting how those tearing him down have never 

really heard what he had to say. If they had they wouldn't be tearing him down, they would simply be working on their own selves!

4/18/2019 11:06:49 AM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/UoKCWzlv5D

4/18/2019 11:07:31 AM charmanda9 The fact that DW and CG are targeted so hard with hate is very telling.

4/18/2019 11:08:40 AM charmanda9 I have to wonder if those folks aren’t part of the cabal, themselves.

4/18/2019 11:10:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 "with you."

4/18/2019 11:13:05 AM laurabusse Yeah i wondered too. Controlled opposition. Limited hangout. Whatever. IMHO Dolan is coming from a place of wanting TRUTH and ACCURACY and not 

be made a laughing stock. CG is coming more from a spiritual approach i think...it's all one big ball o wax. Everyone has a part to play.

4/18/2019 11:14:05 AM cosmic_engineer Karmic ties.

4/18/2019 11:16:57 AM zagnett No, what is this? You have a link?

4/18/2019 11:17:46 AM laurabusse Dolan seems to be protective of the UFO community in general and doesn't want to see it made fun of bc of CG. Just my take. DJ is a mystery. He has a 

lovely psychic on his shows but CG is too far out. Do what you think best! But let others do the same without finding fault w them

4/18/2019 11:21:06 AM laurabusse Agree. It could just be personal differences of views etc. DJ does NOT like Q DW CG. Maybe it's just ego ("I'm smart and i know best"). Dunno. It's all 

gonna play out...hopefully for best for everyone.

4/18/2019 11:21:35 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wN_NzlFKthQ …

Listening to this now. PS is there.

4/18/2019 11:22:53 AM charmanda9 My opinion of Dolan began changing when he began aligning himself with questionable shill types. He is a stickler for documentable evidence. But now 

I question his motives. It appears he wants his place at the top of the ufology historical pyramid, no matter who he steps on.

4/18/2019 11:23:47 AM zagnett Ok Trump said "with you" at ~1:55. i thought it was "Q" at first too.

4/18/2019 11:27:02 AM charmanda9 I’m wary of DJ now. Not ascension oriented behavior. Not a good role model for helping through a major shift in consciousness. For me anyway.

4/18/2019 11:28:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Walleye!

4/18/2019 11:28:59 AM hawkgirlinmn Yes Sir

4/18/2019 11:31:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 🍿 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3kdcDrF1-hs …

4/18/2019 11:32:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://www.renegadetribune.com/spies-lords-predators/ …

4/18/2019 11:32:06 AM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/RG2AcVKh58

4/18/2019 11:32:29 AM t_hayden07 Of course it was...

4/18/2019 11:34:16 AM laurabusse Yeah i felt v disappointed in him and basically stopped watching. I might watch sometimes but his shows are very very long anyway. Rarely make it thru 

an entire one. I wish everyone peace...life your life. Don't mind others' business. Let them be...

4/18/2019 11:34:59 AM qpatriotq you mean this Nadler🤨

4/18/2019 11:38:04 AM jooooody thank you for providing this vid !

4/18/2019 11:38:34 AM mommahood777 At least they will be collateral damage to the investigations done here and still be exposed to the world that refuses to see them for what they are.



4/18/2019 11:39:22 AM laurabusse Easy to let ego take over. Was never really into him as UFOs never really interested me. I know they exist i just have other interests. My bro knows 

Dolan i think. And Linda MH! Long story he's way into UFOs and hangs out w the honchos LOL. Appreciate you sharing your thoughts 😊

4/18/2019 11:40:10 AM wakenpatriot Knowing me I’ll just watch the eyebrow and not listen 😆😂 Okay, I’ll try to listen.🧐

4/18/2019 11:41:04 AM charmanda9 Oh, nice. I’m listening to Linda right now actually.

4/18/2019 11:42:34 AM zagnett Good tip, thanks!

4/18/2019 11:45:07 AM zagnett Wondering if Nadler has to read the report before knowing what's in it. 🤔

4/18/2019 11:46:01 AM hawkgirlinmn I wonder if Nadler, [CS] and the others have lawyered up yet?! 🤔

4/18/2019 11:46:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Past scheduled time? Dabbing sweat and re-applying makeup for the cameras? Ha

4/18/2019 11:46:50 AM zagnett @OneOddMan2 do you have any recommendations on PDF to speech converters btw? Thanks in advance.

4/18/2019 11:48:48 AM jayrambin It seems that Yogananda achieved ascension while in body.  Early in life, he had to meditate to activate his third eye.  Toward the end of his life, he 

said, 'It's always there now."

4/18/2019 11:49:08 AM allahuniversal ??? https://quodverum.com/2018/12/337/trump-s-master-spooks.html …

4/18/2019 11:49:46 AM aprilbrown99 In that video at 13:35 Potus mispronounces selfless and then corrects himself. I am sure that is a breadcrumb for the patriots. Did anyone catch it?  😁

4/18/2019 11:50:18 AM nr750 “Somebody”?  Why does “the plan” include honest Americans being forced to endure never ending nonsense about Trump / Russia collusion?  Why 

does “the plan” include the criminals’ lives being totally unaffected year after year?

4/18/2019 11:51:16 AM lightworkercain Cloak and dagger..

4/18/2019 11:51:50 AM t_hayden07 Auto correct is a bitch rn. Man....so many misspellings lol

4/18/2019 11:52:36 AM laurabusse Funny :-) he works in DC Been going to ufo conferences for yrs. Is good friends w Stan R...the ufo guy who unfortunately went to jail. Was invited to go 

to these small gatherings in VT w ufo magnates somehow. Shared bathroom w LMH! Always enjoy his slant on things. Not into DW CG

4/18/2019 11:58:09 AM enomai_ Thank you for saving humanity. A huge shift on the line thanks to the barr event. THANK YOU for pushing hard on this for the past few years.

4/18/2019 12:00:17 PM youstinksoap Rip the bandaid off already.  Horrible actor, lol.

4/18/2019 12:02:23 PM charmanda9 Interesting! You have no interest in going with him to conferences?

4/18/2019 12:06:29 PM laurabusse Nothing can stop what is coming :-)

4/18/2019 12:08:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No surprises. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1118953844157763585 …

4/18/2019 12:09:15 PM beej22 In other news, water is wet.

4/18/2019 12:09:16 PM anneolsen43 Not surprised at all

4/18/2019 12:09:28 PM laurabusse  https://giphy.com/gifs/boom-shakalaka-hydrogen-bomb-urp8cVywl1Sk8 …

4/18/2019 12:09:33 PM esoter1csurgery Good lord. Impossible to watch this total buffoon and creep talk. I want to puke.

4/18/2019 12:11:52 PM allahuniversal Nothing

4/18/2019 12:12:11 PM hawkgirlinmn No deals

4/18/2019 12:12:53 PM roublisa Omg.... me too🤡🤣😂

4/18/2019 12:13:11 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any connection to the image on her glass and the video below?

 https://youtu.be/JbyycoKanQ4  😳😡 pic.twitter.com/pzJIHtaDJe

4/18/2019 12:14:01 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/DuZl0Ye2he

4/18/2019 12:14:54 PM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/archKLb1xHuo4sUy8 …

4/18/2019 12:16:53 PM idontgetit0000 If people keep using @facebook, they deserve to have all their info stolen. Thank God me and none of my friends ever used that. Wasn't Facebook a 

CIA ops program before Zuckerberg got his hands on it?

4/18/2019 12:17:32 PM zagnett Heard it. It's hard to say what is intended and what is just an inadvertent slip-up. Trump covers little slip-ups very well actually.

The intended stuff is often indicated strongly a few times, & sometimes even more. i didn't detect anything in this particular speech personally.

4/18/2019 12:18:24 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/6XAXrBg720

4/18/2019 12:22:31 PM roublisa @13:35  cephrise  ? pic.twitter.com/K4Z6qfWOyL

4/18/2019 12:23:22 PM wakenpatriot 😂😆🤣

4/18/2019 12:23:50 PM wink5811 Time to investigate! The USA taxpayers want their wasted 35 Million dollars back, everyone who backed this report, bad mouthed POTUS with no 

evidence should be forced to resign and pay back a percentage of the cost! Or do like NK does, just shoot them!

4/18/2019 12:24:54 PM roublisa Sephris, cefrise,  sounds like sephris🤔

4/18/2019 12:26:55 PM wink5811 35 Million dollars could of been spent on infrastructure, the wall, helping homeless, seniors and vets, the Dems must be held accountable! No deal, no 

excuses! If you are in a position of power and you misuse it, you need to be held responsible.

4/18/2019 12:28:00 PM charmanda9 I think he said “with you” quickly, not “Q”

4/18/2019 12:30:26 PM laurabusse Nah he has more cash flow LOL and I'm done w conferences more or less only bc been there done that and $. Maybe will at some pt. More inclined to 

go to conscious life expo, contact in the desert; just want to get better, focus on husband meditation gardening going 2 NJ to see son

4/18/2019 12:33:40 PM laurabusse O god this one always makes me laugh. Cat taking selfie with his...homedogs

LOLOL

4/18/2019 12:35:15 PM charmanda9 Yes I would love to go to a consciousness gathering, but I have no one to go with. I’m the weirdo in my world by far.

4/18/2019 12:39:45 PM laurabusse Oh! Something to keep in mind for the future! That would be so much fun!

But really the next year or 5 is mostly gonna be about me getting healthy again, building a garden almost from scratch, road trips to NJ, supporting 

husband again with cooking and housework...etc etc...

4/18/2019 12:40:11 PM linnyt7 It's not even a shock to see this kind of news any more.

4/18/2019 12:42:35 PM jmallett0 Nadler clearly hasn’t read the report #brainwashed

4/18/2019 12:43:15 PM linnyt7 I knew there was evil in this world, but I never realized just how widespread and sinister this evil was until relatively lately.

4/18/2019 12:45:33 PM areckoningday 🤔... and just like that... pic.twitter.com/aLCFKttU8B

4/18/2019 12:50:14 PM carolin15161363 MJ. Please tell me that all of the global pedo networks will be destroyed.

4/18/2019 12:51:47 PM jmallett0 Is Justin Trudeau tied to #NXIVM?

4/18/2019 12:54:37 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/WW8uJXq7mg

4/18/2019 12:55:31 PM zagnett Long ago i learned one should strive to act as if the Universe is such that there may be no such thing as true privacy. i learned this from Meister 

Eckhart, The Great Gatsby, & Lord of the Rings. If the Akashic records are real, then this is indeed, very true.

4/18/2019 12:55:43 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/K5nClSn35T

4/18/2019 12:55:59 PM aprilbrown99 Everything that POTUS does has meaning. Absolutely everything. I don’t believe that he ever does anything “accidentally”.  Just MPO.  I believe it 

pertains to something. What, I am not sure. He left out letters. When he does that it always means something.

4/18/2019 12:56:30 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/pTCXbsyAVE

4/18/2019 12:58:40 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I listened to it several times but not sure what it pertains to. Did he leave the “f” out of selfish?  F = 6 letter.

4/18/2019 1:01:53 PM linnyt7 William Barr' face/smile reminds me of the cheshire cat 🙂

4/18/2019 1:04:12 PM hawkgirlinmn Aus will be in the news in the coming months [[FVEYS]]

4/18/2019 1:05:11 PM hawkgirlinmn ALOT MORE



4/18/2019 1:14:04 PM zagnett Well i doubt every word has extra meaning. Even the best speakers trip up occasionally. Trump often makes 3+ speeches a day. i'm surprised he 

doesn't slip up even more. i sure would.

Also, T/Q/MJ repeat important messages until they are understood. So, Eyes Wide Open, of course.

4/18/2019 1:19:04 PM astrofreaksnet 33:33

4/18/2019 1:25:25 PM antarantanka 🎣 🐠🐠🐠they get the answer and they won’t accept it... because it doesn’t fit their narrative.

4/18/2019 1:26:42 PM aprilbrown99 Is Nadler related to Britton? pic.twitter.com/3XEYMSBjak

4/18/2019 1:29:38 PM aprilbrown99 I pray that it will. It must. The world can’t heal and move forward without it. 🙏

4/18/2019 1:30:03 PM ingersolockwood Flake anon 🙄 what kind of fish are you catching with flakes? How about bait? lore? Hook?

4/18/2019 1:30:46 PM carolin15161363 I agree fully!

4/18/2019 1:32:50 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @senatemajldr @LindseyGrahamSC @RepRatcliffe @dbongino @seanhannity @rushlimbaugh #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/bv91hFKA5W

4/18/2019 1:34:29 PM jrocktigers ???  Once again, Simpsons ??  👇🏻 https://twitter.com/VeteransAlways/status/1118934824834744325 …

4/18/2019 1:40:35 PM keith369me This isn’t so new...reported in the NY post last year.  Looks like the Post and National Enquirer have much better accuracy than any of the mainstream 

networks and “news” shows.

4/18/2019 1:49:34 PM zagnett  https://youtu.be/Dl9DwPBPwXI 

Body language report. 👇

4/18/2019 1:50:31 PM realityloominng Me too man, but I'd freaking go alone in a heart-beat, if I didn't live on the other side of the world.. You are all damn lucky to be Americans 😗😉

4/18/2019 1:50:37 PM lightworkercain This guy looks like The Penguin, someone meme it so!

4/18/2019 1:53:29 PM tyl3r59518097 Groove Collective - Lift Off  https://youtu.be/q7D8r92ftS8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/MJUUix6r6G

4/18/2019 1:54:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1118979010338394118 …

4/18/2019 1:56:32 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/80soaTGMQH

4/18/2019 1:56:52 PM restart_qpersia It seems that it's Iran's turn now, we expect to see a total change

#RestartMIGA

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

4/18/2019 1:56:54 PM allahuniversal Nice 0∆ https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1118981067850027011?s=19 …

4/18/2019 1:57:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist. pic.twitter.com/YMNRQJ4aDQ

4/18/2019 2:02:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Admission https://twitter.com/NASAEarth/status/1118982149749612545 …

4/18/2019 2:03:28 PM qpatriotq of weather control?

4/18/2019 2:04:17 PM jm19712 WHY????

4/18/2019 2:05:13 PM 1_decided_voter Improve weather predictions, or improve weather control (and thus predictions)?

4/18/2019 2:05:17 PM olimyracle ...and lasers use 😏

4/18/2019 2:06:04 PM sparkleloung And how bout this: https://www.collective-evolution.com/2019/04/15/wikileaks-document-exposes-a-secret-us-base-on-the-moon/ …

4/18/2019 2:06:14 PM charmanda9 Where do you live? Don’t they have these types of events all over the globe?

4/18/2019 2:06:46 PM realityloominng I'll send love and healing your way in my meditations. You deserve it!!

4/18/2019 2:07:05 PM rollinsmoak "THEY" Need To Stop Fucking With Mother Nature!!.

4/18/2019 2:07:18 PM ianbrendonmason What does that mean?

4/18/2019 2:07:28 PM allahuniversal "ADM Aeolus, which launched Aug. 22, 2018, works by shooting laser beams in the ultraviolet wavelength down at the Earth. " 

pic.twitter.com/4ymkPq3qDG

4/18/2019 2:08:58 PM zagnett This what is used to manipulate hurricanes? Make them slam directly into Air Force bases, like Tyndall? Or at least, are we getting closer to that 

disclosure?

4/18/2019 2:09:06 PM qpatriotq Sorry, it has been a long day, you will have to push the rest of the way.

4/18/2019 2:09:29 PM starehope I hear serfresh or serfrish. Have to find another version. One that is louder.

4/18/2019 2:10:52 PM jswdh1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tribunal_watch @Anon_decoder @qanon76 @w_terrence @DiamondandSilk @RealCandaceO 

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS https://twitter.com/JSWDH1/status/1118984506881474562?s=19 …

4/18/2019 2:11:47 PM laurabusse Are you in Australia? (Or Europe?)

Theres lots of live streaming available usually and it's pretty much always cheaper than the conference plus no hotel or restaurant meals needed...

If you're in Oz come to the u.s.! Aussies are some of the nicest smartest funloving ppl I've met!

4/18/2019 2:12:34 PM rebeccalisleseo WE DO NOT CONSENT NASA!!!

4/18/2019 2:14:53 PM laurabusse You are so very very kind!!!

I receive them with love gladly and i send light peace love and abundance your way!!! :-) 💘 🌷😁👍

4/18/2019 2:15:36 PM ecv369jimmysr 🤔 hmmm

4/18/2019 2:19:33 PM apex_starseed HARPP and Chem trails are used to Manipulate and Control the Weather funny part is X Files show episode shows an ET givin us this Tech to fix hole in 

atmosphere but of course mistake was it's given to our Military Industrial Complex who Weaponnized it https://youtu.be/guOPDKW5wP0 

4/18/2019 2:19:41 PM ecv369jimmysr so, those dancin blue lights above Norway belong to the same project, right?

4/18/2019 2:20:52 PM realityloominng I live in the tiniest country in all of scandinavia, europe... Few times a year you might find a totally outdated conference about 9/11 or something. I 

don't think our Queen approves or something... this place is lost 🤣😂

4/18/2019 2:21:01 PM zagnett Yup, there's all that too. One big ol' system.

Thanks for the vid. Hadn't seen that one yet.

4/18/2019 2:24:18 PM realityloominng I'm in Europe, and yeah i have actually tried streaming Conscious life expo before, thanks for reminding me.. I legit forgot it was possible. But it is still 

nothing like going and meeting people :)

4/18/2019 2:24:22 PM zagnett i think it's great that MJ is getting into this topic though.

4/18/2019 2:25:00 PM starehope So much darkness. Dark ti Light.

4/18/2019 2:25:13 PM pacu133 Of what?

4/18/2019 2:29:57 PM richardhiatt16 🤣

4/18/2019 2:30:02 PM richardhiatt16 🍿

4/18/2019 2:30:49 PM zagnett MJ, who destroyed Tyndall?

4/18/2019 2:32:15 PM apex_starseed No problem..you ever wonder how "Chavez" from Venezuela mysterious Death? Well Chavez publicly accused the United States of America several 

times of having and using this Weaponnized Technology even accused America publicly at the United Nations. Japan tells of threat of sunami

4/18/2019 2:36:00 PM apex_starseed Well Japan was forced to sign over it's Country's Financial Control to a Finance Firm Group made up of American and European Investors with Threat of 

HARPP usage to ensure massive Earthquake hits Japan. So Japan signed over control and then still suffered Attack. Video shows this

4/18/2019 2:36:12 PM zagnett Yes, have wondered that, & thought along those lines.

4/18/2019 2:36:25 PM dvjrn Fubar

4/18/2019 2:37:03 PM starehope Very interesting.

4/18/2019 2:38:22 PM zagnett Wouldn't be surprised if Fukashima was also something like that.



4/18/2019 2:38:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 🇺🇦 https://twitter.com/NellSco/status/1118894625450708993 …

4/18/2019 2:40:46 PM jeebaleebs Ukraine

4/18/2019 2:40:56 PM qpatriotq JA?

4/18/2019 2:41:10 PM apex_starseed Yup..that's probably how "Rocket Man" and "Deep States" control over these regime was neutralized for time being..as the alliance now has control 

over the weather Satellites Hence why it mysteriously snowed in California along with a lot of rain after the horrible fire sacrifice

4/18/2019 2:41:43 PM apex_starseed It was!!! So was Katrina

4/18/2019 2:43:36 PM zagnett Also, possibly, Indian Ocean tsunami.

4/18/2019 2:46:14 PM the_fjalar watching the slow play out of the show all summer long...should prove fun! 🍿🍿🍿

4/18/2019 2:46:53 PM vintagesquirrel ALICE must be here. I can only see one reply.

4/18/2019 2:47:27 PM apex_starseed Very possible

4/18/2019 2:48:26 PM fibonacci639 ....Ukraine and @JoeBiden. He bragged about changing the Guard.

4/18/2019 2:49:35 PM maryschade14 Yes..and those chemtrails of barium aluminum strontium..not galladium is it..smart dust. Endless pissibilities.

4/18/2019 2:52:14 PM sailorpractical Yes, they do actually but what is no coincidence is the number of times you guys and the Q people keep trying to sell the notion and of course, that is 

no coincidence, right?

4/18/2019 2:53:55 PM jennife42469481 I thought it was the Roger Stone info.

4/18/2019 2:55:17 PM kathleen3693693 I can only see your reply.

4/18/2019 2:56:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does EP know? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1118951091524329472 …

4/18/2019 2:57:13 PM jones9536 Everything

4/18/2019 2:57:33 PM mommahood777 heh heh heh

4/18/2019 2:59:30 PM enomai_ Insight, trump was exonerated twice, right? Obv. Though, with the powers of three will he be exonerated again? mueller on congress seat?

4/18/2019 2:59:46 PM for_trum3 I don’t know what he knows, but I know he looks like Prince Jaime of House Lannister on GOT! pic.twitter.com/4XcoT1yV9w

4/18/2019 3:00:03 PM covertress Aerosol Data = Chemtrails

4/18/2019 3:00:39 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry...who is DJ?

4/18/2019 3:01:09 PM allahuniversal 💯

4/18/2019 3:01:13 PM zagnett Whether the [HRC] emails are authentic? Their source?

EP's a big mystery to me. What side is EP on really? Has he been involved in any FFs?

4/18/2019 3:03:01 PM cmdrzod23 Weiner laptop. Pandora's box

4/18/2019 3:04:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Because thats what Mueller's report was about... https://www.thedailybeast.com/qanon-believers-crushed-after-mueller-report-fails-to-lead-to-

hillary-clintons-arrest …

4/18/2019 3:05:05 PM mongrelglory I've always wondered...MJ-12, did you guys sometimes leak stories through the tabloids?

4/18/2019 3:05:21 PM worldxplorer1 The MSM is just dumb. I’m so tired of them.

4/18/2019 3:05:22 PM scottgasaway Everything

4/18/2019 3:05:37 PM yourkiddingme5 Probably lots.  #ourturn

4/18/2019 3:05:44 PM 1crazy_toaster this guy has tons on him...flush him.

4/18/2019 3:06:42 PM linnyt7 Disinformation, lol

4/18/2019 3:07:26 PM mongrelglory Bombard is da bomb! 👍

4/18/2019 3:07:38 PM chrislagergren All for a LARP? LOL #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ZLu09ETKRB

4/18/2019 3:08:32 PM curseca Laptop contents. Did Weiner fall on sword? Or just stupid?

4/18/2019 3:08:38 PM fightforamerica Absolutely. NYPD laptop, had a big podcast on it. Betsy DeVos is his sister. No coincidences.

4/18/2019 3:08:47 PM vaporking Momentum is key. 

They push - we pull.

4/18/2019 3:09:37 PM covertress You mean the Hot Sheets? o.O

 https://youtu.be/brawJsSUtxk 

4/18/2019 3:09:56 PM ssbn654_q How much more could The Daily Beast do to try and prove their ignorance and stupidity? If they haven’t convinced you with this article, enjoy your 

fantasy world.

4/18/2019 3:10:19 PM trumps_all Seeing this a lot today, like somehow we all expected this to be everything all rolled up...........no we NEVER thought this would be against the Deep 

State.......We know that this opens the door for FISA and the remaining investigations to drop

4/18/2019 3:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people don't realize how stupid they are.

4/18/2019 3:11:02 PM davidaustin105 HRC cannot be attested for crimes committed during Barry's term in office AS HE ISSUES A SECRET PARDON TO HER AND THE OTHERS ON THE DAY HE 

LEFT OFFICE. However the Clinton Foundation is another MATTER entirely (still ongoing) 😰

4/18/2019 3:12:35 PM vaporking Anti-Q = TDS

4/18/2019 3:12:39 PM culper_lady56 Ha ha ha ha!  PANIC!!!

They are SO desperate they are still writing about all of us!

and again they get it wrong! LOL!

#WeAreTheNewsNow again!

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

4/18/2019 3:13:50 PM allahuniversal Fckn wow

4/18/2019 3:14:51 PM david00997884 The mueller report on Trump is what the congress asked for. Not the mueller Democrat report, Q says there cant be no delays, Wonder if Trump will 

release Fisa and P_._.GATE tomorrow, ball is in Trumps court now. Trump,Q and John can set the Cracken loose

4/18/2019 3:14:54 PM zagnett Lol like QAnon's didn't notice BB mention "Grand Juries" a few times? They didn't notice so many redactions regarding "Ongoing Matters" & 

"Investigative Techniques"? Or the pretty little green, yellow, & red color codings meant to elicit certain psychological responses?

4/18/2019 3:15:16 PM djlok I don’t remember any Q Post that ever said the day the Mueller Report is released there will be mass arrests.  Also I don’t know of anyone who calls 

themselves a #QAnon “believer”.  Q, like MJ12, have never told anyone what to believe. 

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

4/18/2019 3:16:11 PM zagnett Or were those little hints for the [cabal]? Does someone know what potential "panic" looks like? 🤔

Was [RR] staring at his future prison cell wall?

4/18/2019 3:16:34 PM coloradokiter We haven't turned all the pages, what might Mueller say when he testifies?

4/18/2019 3:18:03 PM our_return_home Ha! The MSM is so freaking moronic, it's laughable

4/18/2019 3:21:11 PM drvrnail Exactly. Ive been thinking that today is when Q and patriots go on the offensive

4/18/2019 3:22:01 PM theprimeian That's okay 👍

4/18/2019 3:22:01 PM ssbn654_q Spot on! 👉 "...the Dunning–Kruger effect is a cognitive bias in which people mistakenly assess their cognitive ability as greater than it is. It is related 

to the cognitive bias of illusory superiority and comes from the inability of people to recognize their lack of ability."

4/18/2019 3:22:04 PM zagnett Does [RR] look just like a "deer in headlights" to anyone else too?

4/18/2019 3:23:30 PM missy968 😂😂😂 but when you connect the dots....



4/18/2019 3:25:37 PM vidowmakerk19 TRUST THE PLAN

This silly reporter obviously does NOT know The Plan.

THINK FOR YOURSELF!

STAY UNITED!

#WWG1WGA
4/18/2019 3:25:38 PM bwlittlewish  pic.twitter.com/C1AKX7BjVo

4/18/2019 3:26:45 PM charmanda9 Dark Journalist

4/18/2019 3:26:56 PM roublisa Listen with your pen and close your eyes it helps

4/18/2019 3:28:06 PM qpatriotq He was trying to hide. pic.twitter.com/8K51yvYeXr

4/18/2019 3:29:31 PM justinf75983016 But ya Q said mueller is white hat. Pathetic pic.twitter.com/QDbCz5dNXH

4/18/2019 3:29:54 PM zagnett Perhaps he slightly misinterpreted the phrase "to hide in plain sight" lol.

4/18/2019 3:30:02 PM soulsur74572009 Not about TRUMP...Dept of Justice DEEDs...All Indicted/ but they not going to release those names..

4/18/2019 3:30:54 PM qpatriotq I think fear got the best of him, if not for that, I would of not seen him. lol

4/18/2019 3:31:42 PM 13wrapsisright @BlackwaterUSA 

Who do you think took this picture?

#PatriotsAwakened pic.twitter.com/ah3aK4n1yb

4/18/2019 3:34:32 PM charmanda9 Yeah, “boo-hoo, let’s all go home now. Qanon is over” 🙄

4/18/2019 3:36:01 PM curt_avila #WWG1WGA I wonder what Huber and the OIG is up to? 🤔

4/18/2019 3:37:38 PM spauldingshowal These people really are stupid.

4/18/2019 3:37:40 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/fJj5dMhLEH

4/18/2019 3:37:43 PM roublisa Omg I meant phone 📱😂 suppose a pen would work too lol

4/18/2019 3:38:18 PM qpatriotq I have a sneaky suspicion that the Mueller report is going to be worse for the DemonRats than Trump. Time will tell, but not much, Tick Tock.

4/18/2019 3:39:47 PM qpatriotq That gave me a good belly laugh. Needed it.

4/18/2019 3:40:14 PM zagnett 👍

4/18/2019 3:41:24 PM mommahood777 Too bad we're 1st and 10 at the 40!!!!!!!

Still trying to discredit...and make us out to look stupid

Try they might...fail they will

4/18/2019 3:42:47 PM zack_stone Cant see what redacted. No way to know

4/18/2019 3:43:13 PM jrocktigers Every skeleton I hope.

4/18/2019 3:44:27 PM qpatriotq MJ you think this upcoming Independence Day will hold its intended meaning?

4/18/2019 3:44:34 PM phreatomagnetic I don't feel crushed pic.twitter.com/lpbro8RrOg

4/18/2019 3:45:37 PM letther65629628 Ha ha ha! Panic Much,Or They are dumb! The Show is just getting started! Buckle Up Patriots! pic.twitter.com/Q2QMVUe0xJ

4/18/2019 3:49:12 PM worldxplorer1 I hear "Message over messenger" in my head.  So many people that I once liked and learned from have disappointed me over time.  But I use these 

situations to remind me to never become too attached to any source.  The sources come and go but the quest for truth is ongoing.

4/18/2019 3:49:17 PM lvdckdynsty "You don't know what you don't know."

4/18/2019 3:49:58 PM johnhammar94 I’m not crushed

4/18/2019 3:51:32 PM rhet420 Rut Roh!

4/18/2019 3:57:25 PM mongrelglory These people continue to lie and twist facts to smear the President and AG Barr.  This is ridiculous!  Brainwashed people are going to continue to listen 

to these people and believe their narrative that Trump is crooked!

4/18/2019 3:57:58 PM enomai_ All of these people were for Q.

Now, all of a sudden not for Q

hmm...

4/18/2019 4:01:32 PM n7guardiananon 4-6% are lost

4/18/2019 4:03:00 PM thomasdra9on Oh no, I better throw all the questions out the window and be a good little sleepy sheep now...

4/18/2019 4:03:54 PM enomai_ Everything?

4/18/2019 4:04:00 PM vaporking The Q team is real. Very real.

4/18/2019 4:04:41 PM enomai_ They really dont do they.

4/18/2019 4:05:50 PM laurabusse Know where you are then. D.

What about Connecting Consciousness  in the UK? (Simon Parkes). I know they have get togethers. I think Kerry Cassidy (project Camelot...youtubes 

GALORE) does one per yr in UK. Can't think of the name of it. There's also an annual one run by Miles ___?

4/18/2019 4:05:54 PM sterkinglights1 Wouldn't matter if B.S. wasn't naturalized. U.S. law is pretty specific on this no?

4/18/2019 4:06:18 PM enomai_ It is... quite majestic.

4/18/2019 4:09:17 PM bwolf79 Page D5? One way or another its still coming.

4/18/2019 4:09:27 PM laurabusse That would be AWESOME. Using the technology for good instead of evil.

4/18/2019 4:09:53 PM mongrelglory I never saw Ukraine's flag before!  That's rather "minimalist" isn't it? 😏

4/18/2019 4:10:34 PM charmanda9 Yes, exactly. We learn and grow from all things in our life, good or bad.

4/18/2019 4:10:45 PM laurabusse You 2 ladies are reply no. 3 and 4 from where I'm sitting...

4/18/2019 4:11:08 PM reckoning1720 When was it stated Mueller was a White Hat? Always thought he was a blockade, and he fulfilled that goal, but he couldn't block forever.

4/18/2019 4:11:57 PM covertress *looks for the old typewriter...

4/18/2019 4:11:57 PM laurabusse Omg! The 1st 2 just vanished! The first was @covertress . maybe she deleted it?

4/18/2019 4:11:58 PM mongrelglory Probably has good personal security...

4/18/2019 4:13:29 PM laurabusse I clicked "wrong". They are back. And there are 2 after you not counting mine.

4/18/2019 4:14:24 PM enomai_ The beauty of them recruiting only sociopaths

4/18/2019 4:15:02 PM raisethevib369 It's going to be a challenge to show grace when it all finally does happen because these loses are really annoying.

4/18/2019 4:16:11 PM ghostanon6120 btw you are a larp too ;)....xo

4/18/2019 4:16:17 PM mongrelglory 🙄  Unfortunately, many members of the public just listen to their talking points and don't dig any deeper!  I really want to see this propaganda 

operation be demolished. 😠

4/18/2019 4:16:56 PM ghostanon6120 for mj, not cover :)...but I love reading @covertress

4/18/2019 4:17:02 PM laurabusse True. Very true...

Nice to know we have each other here :-)

4/18/2019 4:18:36 PM shannen_robison 😁

4/18/2019 4:21:19 PM ab5cd3f533d140e To the contrary, I believe even more because Q has been right all along.

4/18/2019 4:22:17 PM davidfr00722636 He was just looking for his suicide note.

4/18/2019 4:22:18 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/mXbEzID6fL

4/18/2019 4:23:45 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Best investigative reporting in the MSM business!  (The bar is pretty low) 😋

4/18/2019 4:24:58 PM mongrelglory It seems like so many more!  Maybe it's just the circles I hang out in! 😬



4/18/2019 4:27:26 PM laurabusse Yes. Ppl will always disagree. But you don't have to be disagreeable in order to disagree. Manners. Politeness. Kindness. Gentleness. Respect. 

Accepting others, allowing them to be themselves. Not accusing, finding fault, pushing against, fighting, insulting, arguing.

Peace! 🌷✌️

4/18/2019 4:34:46 PM mongrelglory When I was a kid, they'd often play these annoying Woody Wood-pecker cartoons before the movie started.  I hated that annoying laugh!  This 

reminds me of those...START THE MOVIE ALREADY!!!

4/18/2019 4:36:48 PM worldxplorer1 I dig the new screen name Laura!

4/18/2019 4:40:47 PM freestateojones Define: "Ongoing matters"?

4/18/2019 4:41:28 PM 313looper What does that mean!? 

Perhaps the writer of this article had been on some kind of drug, before he/she wrote it!!??

Muller’s Report  vs  Hilary Clinton’s Satanic Rituals... vs Qanon ... vs Q supporters.........!!??🤦🏻♀️😆🤣

4/18/2019 4:42:18 PM wearediamonds2 Wow...so off the mark! They live in a completely different reality...(I mean- as if we did not already know this 😂😂🤤)

4/18/2019 4:44:23 PM wearediamonds2 THEY ARE INVALID NULL AND VOID 😁😁😁😁

4/18/2019 4:44:26 PM trumpredpill  pic.twitter.com/INbN11ORiI

4/18/2019 4:54:18 PM neufeldtlyss17  pic.twitter.com/FYYNICfHNs

4/18/2019 4:55:31 PM freestateojones @willsommer is a 'tool' to say the least. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1034886918046195718?s=19 …

4/18/2019 5:02:36 PM troubleslayer Bullshit

4/18/2019 5:02:51 PM 313looper Uh ... Tell me about it! 😝

4/18/2019 5:07:04 PM 313looper So that kind of means he is on something then! 😉

4/18/2019 5:09:37 PM keith369me What a crock of shit...it went down just as expected.  If HRC revelations take place, it will be gently over time as to not cause civil unrest.

4/18/2019 5:12:08 PM jamesboyett Bring on ET, Spacecraft and Technology Information Disclosure ASAP please!

4/18/2019 5:12:42 PM maryschade14 [GC]

4/18/2019 5:12:59 PM jamesboyett Bring on ET, Spacecraft and Technology Information Disclosure ASAP please!

4/18/2019 5:18:07 PM jimwinfield So Greg Craig, an unredacted indictment in the report that precedes 12 redacted indictments, which were preceded by passages about seth rich and 

the stolen Clinton emails leads you to believe that next months IG report wont lead to imprisonment? Hmmm....

4/18/2019 5:21:38 PM vintagesquirrel Where the bodies are buried?

4/18/2019 5:22:11 PM nikoscali at the Getty museum

4/18/2019 5:22:18 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   MJ, you have stated that an IS can BE a planet. Can an IS also BE a galaxy?  Black Hole?

4/18/2019 5:22:28 PM toffer_anon_369 These "10 things" that Nadler and the rest are focusing on...  Isn't this essentially "Fruit of the poisonous tree"?  Being that the supposed crime was a 

hoax that never even happened in the first place, how in the AF can there be any 'obstruction of justice'?

4/18/2019 5:24:41 PM toffer_anon_369 Example - you're accused of robbing a bank.  You object to the charges, because it wasn't you - they got the wrong guy.  Low and behold, you find out 

there was never even a crime in the first place.  THE BANK WAS NEVER EVEN ROBBED by anyone!

4/18/2019 5:24:49 PM worldxplorer1 I would love to hear an answer to this. My sense is a strong YES for a galaxy and I get a more confused impression for black hole. What’s your intuition 

April?

4/18/2019 5:27:16 PM lonewol97176157 Thanks, must be great to be godlike eh?

4/18/2019 5:30:19 PM aprilbrown99 If thinking logically, it would make sense that an IS could possibly BE all of the planets within a galaxy, fractals of the whole. I am not sure about a black 

hole. I am 50/50. 

What are your thoughts?

4/18/2019 5:32:46 PM cledrordfishing Nice

4/18/2019 5:40:06 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bring on the ET, Spacecraft and Technology Information Disclosure ASAP please. Move up the scheduled date of Official First 

Contact please. Yes I believe and I don't care who knows it.

4/18/2019 5:45:14 PM ashe18321312 🤣🤣🤣

4/18/2019 5:54:46 PM covertress What is a black hole?

Can an IS-BE be a sun?

Does it have a lifecycle?

4/18/2019 6:01:34 PM laurabusse Thanks Shane!! :-) 💘

4/18/2019 6:20:01 PM mgray72531386 I’m laughing at the abject stupidity of this story line.  “These people are stupid”.

4/18/2019 6:20:32 PM decodematrix Ukraine. Manafort. Plants need water.

4/18/2019 6:24:06 PM the_loveoflight I've read, from one of the only spiritual disclosures that pretty well aligns up with what MJ12 discloses....that yes suns and planets are is-be's or logos 

as they say. According to them they say a black hole is when the consciousness is high enough to reach the final density,...

4/18/2019 6:25:00 PM the_loveoflight that would allow to be sucked back into the Source or God...not sure how much of that is true though, would also like to know.

4/18/2019 6:30:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I think the phrase used was 'Langley'

4/18/2019 6:31:25 PM the_loveoflight I shoulda said "be one with the Source/God again" but 🤷🏻♂️ lol

4/18/2019 6:35:52 PM heleneshaw17 WHO SAYS IT DOESN'T???

4/18/2019 6:38:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 organ harvesting

4/18/2019 6:39:22 PM karoolatas I am with @RandPaul on this one - right the way through.

4/18/2019 6:39:56 PM mongrelglory I thought Suns/Stars are IS-BE's too.  They definitely have a lifecycle.

4/18/2019 6:41:02 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Right!?! lol

4/18/2019 6:42:42 PM bbobbio71 i c 13

4/18/2019 6:43:06 PM bbobbio71 nope she's still there on my end

4/18/2019 6:46:28 PM cosmic_engineer Measuring how much albedo we've injected.

#SRM

4/18/2019 6:56:23 PM howdoyoumakeah1 RUMINT:The laptop contains a folder called 'Insurance', which has blackmail material such as a HRC/Huma snuff film.  One comment I saw said the film 

showed 'them' removing a victim's face and wearing it like a mask, in front of the conscious victim.

4/18/2019 7:02:02 PM decodematrix He should be called in to testify in tribunals in Gitmo.

4/18/2019 7:02:04 PM allahuniversal Micromanagement

4/18/2019 7:08:05 PM crackedactor183 The story here is not that Q anon is fake, those persistent stories of the Cabal blackmailing Trump and therefore he has stopped the Military Tribunals 

is of concern.

4/18/2019 7:10:20 PM _369311119 What spiritual disclosure is that?

4/18/2019 7:11:00 PM enlightningone When does it stop?!!!

4/18/2019 7:11:15 PM robertg69989098 Muller report = nothing but trump cleared. Many many movies with many actors. Blockbuster coming? Can we get tickets? Or will it be a private 

showing?

4/18/2019 7:14:26 PM gmdmartyr Be vigilant, Patriots!! #IBelieveInQ #AngelsOfWar #ArmourReady #Hammertime #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/c40Ov6beGo

4/18/2019 7:21:16 PM lchristos Q posts about D5, and today page D5 of the report is the redacted names of deep-shit people under investigation and more likely indictment. Q is the 

REAL DEAL, how could anyone know that.

4/18/2019 7:26:06 PM laurabusse A little majestic sarcasm?

4/18/2019 7:27:23 PM laurabusse Yup. Now they're just makin stuff up. Same as it ever was...

4/18/2019 7:29:01 PM anondirtyleg You also have to think he’s a SEAL himself, trained well and literally a killer. Seen them at the embassy in Jakarta, imagine if they had to preotect 

themselves or family.



4/18/2019 7:29:12 PM laurabusse Creepy. Effective. Funny. LOL

4/18/2019 7:30:33 PM laacadiancheri Lmao Not crushed, we’re just getting started. pic.twitter.com/zneg00s6WY

4/18/2019 7:30:57 PM allahuniversal The MSM has no clothes. They can only have so many parades before everyone finally admits it pic.twitter.com/s60C1kMw83

4/18/2019 7:34:19 PM areckoningday Never fear popcorn fans! 🍿😎👇

We keep a rolling count in this thread. Expect the unsealed number to swell again. 

https://twitter.com/of_reckoning/status/1117783064703373312?s=20 …

4/18/2019 7:35:10 PM laurabusse Ben fulford? Elsewhere? Very curious...thx :-)

4/18/2019 7:37:00 PM laurabusse Brilliant!

4/18/2019 7:38:18 PM telstar55 BREAKING: NOTORIOUS PEDOPHILE THAT RAN U.N. KIDS CHARITY WORKED WITH  CLINTON AND TRUDEAU.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI7mP1J4DsA&feature=youtu.be …

4/18/2019 7:47:50 PM slipperyslope18 We have known the Mueller investigation was a farce from day 1, frame DJT and hide evidence of Hillary and deep state crimes. Q followers also know 

@thedailybeast is a pile of dog crap. 💩

4/18/2019 7:52:22 PM auagate Good to know.

4/18/2019 7:53:13 PM laurabusse Wow...brilliant cartoon

4/18/2019 7:58:25 PM areckoningday Truth is hard to deny with open eyes. Had to share

4/18/2019 7:59:40 PM mongrelglory I've got that "Talking Heads" song going through my head now..."and the days go by..."

4/18/2019 8:00:05 PM tyl3r59518097 Trey Anastasio - Drifting  https://youtu.be/C4THGPuKnrk  via @YouTube

😉 😄 pic.twitter.com/j1ea7H8PPB

4/18/2019 8:16:51 PM laurabusse Glad you did! :-)

4/18/2019 8:18:46 PM laurabusse Sorry! LOLOL!

Water flowing underground...

I'm not helping am i! 😂

4/18/2019 8:19:06 PM tyl3r59518097 Phish | 10.31.10 | Back on the Train  https://youtu.be/XJlha93DgvE  via @YouTube

#TimePhoneHack

#PositiveVibesOnly

#Phish

#DigitalTransformation pic.twitter.com/to82vln8Tr

4/18/2019 8:54:08 PM antarantanka That’s hilariously out of touch!

4/18/2019 8:57:32 PM laurabusse Maybe the best gif of all time

4/18/2019 9:02:49 PM tamrealtor Do tell

4/18/2019 9:04:15 PM prissytxn He's a pig!

4/18/2019 9:06:09 PM tyl3r59518097 😆🙏If U can empathize w/anything it’s gotta🐝 this

(oh fuck..a song just came to mind!😂  https://youtu.be/y6QBaZHltJw )

because you’re in the same boat!! If either 1 of us uses a cell phone to even order a pizza(for ex.)some #asshat w/ #EyesOnlyClearance - ends up taking 

the order..🤣

4/18/2019 9:16:26 PM gabrecken He probably ate it though

4/18/2019 9:19:26 PM shannen_robison For sure. And coming from this account; even better.

4/18/2019 9:20:27 PM rachaelangelm I am not crushed lol

4/18/2019 9:25:18 PM mongrelglory That's okay.  It's a good song. 😉 https://youtu.be/5IsSpAOD6K8 

4/18/2019 9:32:29 PM petitchevalb Your 

Infinite 

Unity 

YIOUNIVERSE

4/18/2019 9:34:09 PM tyl3r59518097 Marley Marl - The Symphony  https://youtu.be/62gl8dtMjCw  via @YouTube

😅 pic.twitter.com/SZbd5XcMCz

4/18/2019 9:38:18 PM mws745 Always wonder why the NYPD threatened to go all Lebron James "taking my talents to south beach" press conference, but have since been quiet about 

the laptop.

4/18/2019 9:52:07 PM tyl3r59518097 Gareth's Stapler | The Office | BBC  https://youtu.be/U1PHpkdvNOs  via @YouTube

4/18/2019 10:04:36 PM laurabusse Yes it is!!!

4/18/2019 10:07:43 PM greg_scotland_ Ambiguity on interpretation of obstruction....bait

4/18/2019 10:08:29 PM laurabusse Yeah! That was pleasantly unexpected :-)

4/18/2019 10:39:42 PM crackedactor183 Ben Fulford, David Steele and one other that I cannot remember. I am not saying its true, I really hope its not. Just putting it out there as a possible 

reason.

4/18/2019 10:57:43 PM laurabusse Understood. I was horrified when i heard fulford say that. Someone said, maybe it was simon parkes, don't remember, that it wasn't true, it was just a 

made up setup. All we can hope is that all will be well despite everything...

Don't know david steele. Will check him out, thx...

4/18/2019 11:02:18 PM traumabizz Crushed? NOPE!!! Not at all. We trust the plan and know the truth.

♥🇺🇸

4/18/2019 11:03:03 PM laurabusse Amen. Ppl disappoint us until we realize everyone is flawed and disappointments are to be expected. I read a wonderful book once, the Spirituality of 

Imperfection. Ppl are imperfect. Life is imperfect. Once we accept and even expect it...it becomes ok, just the way it is :-)

4/18/2019 11:07:43 PM laurabusse Meditation helps us tremendously to accept what is. When you are in the present moment, and accepting what is, in the present moment, you realize 

life can be no other way. Meditation has been a life saver for me, helping restore  peace, serenity, tranquility and equanimity :-) 💘

4/18/2019 11:11:42 PM k3yle Can we get what they smoke at the daily beast?

4/18/2019 11:43:22 PM kctaz There was nothing mysterious about it. He had cancer. He had it for quite awhile. He might have been saved by medical care in the US, per US docs 

who treat the type of cancer he had. He went to Cuba. Cuban medical care may not have killed him but it sure didn't save him.

4/18/2019 11:48:24 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/JG102B6bJy

4/18/2019 11:49:04 PM browngrunta244 Ahhh it's been too long. Classic Gareth.

4/19/2019 12:02:22 AM poppyslovecapu 🤣😆😂 We know moar than you think Pal⁉️

#Qanon

4/19/2019 12:10:50 AM apex_starseed Yeah..I did realize this, but I also expanded my thinking and research on tactics used by CIA and Especially Mussad in eliminating targets or individuals 

that need to be disposed of. And it truly isn't far fetched that the cancer could have been administered in to him😉

4/19/2019 12:13:30 AM blsdbe Good one!

4/19/2019 12:14:43 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/pavlYMiSFp

4/19/2019 1:11:14 AM blsdbe Wow, this is the best!!! 💥💥💥I was off grid I’m the Mountains recharging batteries with my family, which I greatly enjoyed. I hope you open this 

DM window again some day. Finally caught up on all the fun since I stepped off the grid. Blessings and ThanQ!!! 😴😴😴😴😴😴😴😴😴

4/19/2019 1:11:57 AM nullanon12 Do You Know Jeff Flake?

4/19/2019 1:15:33 AM blsdbe #Majestic Birthday 🤩🎂💥

4/19/2019 1:16:51 AM blsdbe I feel this so hard (sucking it up)

4/19/2019 1:25:45 AM blsdbe Plenty of little Drips of Disclosure in that one...



4/19/2019 1:26:23 AM covertress Sending you clarifying LIGHT and LOVE.

4/19/2019 1:27:30 AM adsvel 🤦♂️ pic.twitter.com/3EYhKNN2nu

4/19/2019 1:28:16 AM blsdbe ThanQ DearHeart ❤️😇❤️

4/19/2019 1:35:49 AM adsvel There is any "No Name" visiting UA?

4/19/2019 1:36:09 AM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Bright MOON in MN tonight... bright AF

4/19/2019 1:49:48 AM blsdbe 18?

4/19/2019 1:52:11 AM blsdbe Good eye!!!

4/19/2019 2:11:41 AM aetherwalker1 Never

A

Straight

Answer

4/19/2019 2:13:34 AM aetherwalker1 WITCH HUNT

HRC is a High Priestess in 🦉

Troll Level: 117%

😏

4/19/2019 2:23:06 AM blsdbe MJ, Is ALICE capable of preventing my access to my photos while I am on Twitter? I got another #majestic like photo (bc ALICE keeps unliking things so I 

can like them again, Majestically) that I wanted to share but none of my photos come up although ‘All Photos’ menu is selected?

4/19/2019 2:25:54 AM blsdbe So I am still trying to wrap my head around this: Aerosol Data is a good thing for IS-BEs to be exposed to? Literally? pic.twitter.com/tMdn0YyWjr

4/19/2019 3:10:49 AM laughingwolf11 So that’s why it’s been snowing after 50F to 60F March. Yesterday and today...snow, dry up, snow, dry up...in about 6-8 hour increments. 

@MathEasySolns How’s BC? Anything weird? Weather wise?

4/19/2019 3:29:56 AM aetherwalker1 If DMs were for anon's perceptions/sensing of FF by Bad Actors on or before the SC Report release, I for one 'felt' nothing the night before or that day.  

Very calm surprisingly.

4/19/2019 3:46:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Pushing unconditional love during a live broadcast apparently makes one sweat and gives them that "deer in headlights" look. He even wiped his upper 

lip...

4/19/2019 3:59:18 AM aetherwalker1 They, like Q, say Trust the Plan.

I believe they want to eliminate The International Cabal, the 'Illuminati', first.

You have to remove pus, infected and dead tissue before applying medicine to a wound for proper healing.  (Ubi pus, ibi evacua)

4/19/2019 4:23:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 RO is inexpensive. 3-stage can cost ariund $100. 

Vortex spinner water bottles can run under $25.

4/19/2019 4:25:32 AM aetherwalker1 Haven't looked deeply into 'vaccine' topic yet.

But from what little I have learned, my Intuition tells me that:

1. Inoculation does work 

 -afterwards you body/immune sys knows the consciousness of the pathogen

2. Dark Actors have added ingredients for nefarious purposes.

4/19/2019 4:51:02 AM _369311119 What happens when we go inside? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086011977225392128 …

4/19/2019 4:58:19 AM n7guardiananon Ariund =typo or coded messaged???

4/19/2019 5:05:05 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1098216215217094657?s=19 …

 https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1098215120877047808?s=19 …

This is the set up I went with.  So far I'm satisfied.  There are cheaper vortexes out there.  Can definitely taste/smell the difference in the RO water 

compared to my Tap.

4/19/2019 5:12:21 AM n7guardiananon Almost forgot, I like to vortex the water 3,6, or 9 times.  Just my personal preference. pic.twitter.com/i7cGSUCiEL

4/19/2019 5:24:53 AM anneolsen43 Very long process

4/19/2019 5:36:55 AM decodematrix Nanite enhancements

4/19/2019 5:58:41 AM kindeandtrue According to Q, EP knows about this place: pic.twitter.com/UEBhAOtJLF

4/19/2019 6:09:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Blackwater has more than one role?

4/19/2019 6:18:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Admission of FF to stop Yellow Vests? https://apnews.com/efb3aba4f029493a9b730d0b532c01bb …

4/19/2019 6:19:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some shower heads include basic carbon filters that remove many of the harmful compounds in public water. Depending on the quality of the public 

water, filter may need to be changed monthly.

4/19/2019 6:20:54 AM the_fjalar “Dispite”.     WTH?

4/19/2019 6:21:49 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1117868538834890760?s=19 …

4/19/2019 6:26:18 AM allahuniversal [Cabal] :🗼"Der uh, luk, the 🔥 didn't even 🛑 em, whaddill we due now?"

#TheGreatAwakening: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1117850269637722113?s=19 …

4/19/2019 6:26:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Abuse of power?

[JN]? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1119229820116844544 …

4/19/2019 6:27:27 AM raven_desk Multiple Hows but only one intended Why...

4/19/2019 6:30:42 AM 313looper [They] are fighting back everywhere in the world! 😣

These evils know that they are about to being completely destroyed!

4/19/2019 6:30:44 AM speaakn Abuse of power - yes, yes it is! What can we do about it?

4/19/2019 6:30:56 AM wyatt251 Fk give to them all of it declass fisa everything jfk files Hitler n other in SA kids in our government extra every last one that’s been kept from us

4/19/2019 6:31:25 AM shannen_robison The die has already been cast. These actions are so pedantic at this point. I'm ready to move past this stuff. I want to see what good we can accomplish 

when we are not hindered by malevolent, corrupt people

4/19/2019 6:32:53 AM lightworkercain Do explain...

4/19/2019 6:36:57 AM covertress 9:36 AM

bought shower filter

4/19/2019 6:41:31 AM decodematrix I can tell by JN's anger he must have a pizza problem.

4/19/2019 6:45:34 AM thoughttazer As AG Barr has eloquently stated, the LAW requires Grand Jury information be kept confidential. Other redactions were to protect the integrity of 

ongoing investigations. Methinks these latter are his real concern.

4/19/2019 6:48:16 AM toffer_anon_369 He even looks like a lizard.  WTH is up with his eyebrow situation?

4/19/2019 6:48:48 AM allahuniversal So seeing it for himself isn't enough? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1119018654987894784?s=19 …

4/19/2019 6:50:18 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ✨this is beautiful!   @AllahUniversal @hawkgirlinmn @Keith72256137 @DJLOK @malley_pj @laurabusse @worldxplorer1 @

RageVirusQQ @aprilbrown99 @blsdbe @MongrelGlory @zagnett @covertress  

please RT to share

What do you think 💓💓💓 💓💓💓 💓💓💓 5:5😉 https://twitter.com/SandyShuze/status/1117977912794406917 …

4/19/2019 6:52:32 AM yellahabibihela 5 stage system even better with membrane and mineral addition cartridge.  http://Watts.com 



4/19/2019 6:55:53 AM rawphonegirl This resonates w/me,  been my practice for 6 years.  I've learned to use charcoal separately bc can adsorb good nutrients/supps too. 

Also, raw salt to support flushing of displaced hallides bc iodine supplementation. Iodine+ selenium are bffs. 

R/O needs remineralization? Y/N?

4/19/2019 6:56:24 AM roublisa RT:

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 6:57:18 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/m0cFLwkHX3

4/19/2019 6:58:13 AM moonbaby04371 I just LOVE ur responses sometimes!😀

4/19/2019 6:58:25 AM maryschade14 Yes. Two quotes of Mme L lead me to this as being plausible.

4/19/2019 6:59:47 AM jared4liberty My initial thought when ND was burning was FF to pin it on the yellow vests or “bring France together” so they unite over their cathedral. When does 

Macron step down? Will he?

4/19/2019 7:00:35 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What happened to Rod?

 https://twitter.com/DrEtiquette/status/1119063704417574912 …

4/19/2019 7:00:42 AM roublisa Justice

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:03:41 AM howdoyoumakeah1 they thought attacking themselves would bring the people together like 911

4/19/2019 7:03:58 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:11 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:19 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:24 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:31 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:41 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:47 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:04:54 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein



4/19/2019 7:05:01 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:05:43 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:06:16 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:06:23 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:06:35 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:07:02 AM roublisa 💓✨💓✨💓✨💓✨💓

4/19/2019 7:08:57 AM roublisa And to rebuild for assembling [their] one world religion😈

4/19/2019 7:09:30 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 7:09:51 AM teamsterr07 Abuse of power? Maybe. 

Desperate & Panicked? Definitely.

4/19/2019 7:10:15 AM roublisa Indeed....😈💩

4/19/2019 7:10:22 AM teamsterr07 A LOT of juicy information...

4/19/2019 7:12:45 AM stefanofait In Europe we are now faced with the #GreenVests or, better still, #GreenKhmer, some kind of maoist environmentalist movement led by 

#GretaThunberg, i.e. the European equivalent of #AOC and her #GreenNewDeal

4/19/2019 7:13:37 AM n7guardiananon Op.🍀

4/19/2019 7:14:36 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 well water heavy with iron? We use water softener and only shower and do laundry with it.  I can’t stand the smell🤢. I was 

wondering if this is a benefit to health to have iron in well water?

4/19/2019 7:15:53 AM kindeandtrue A Majestic creature to grace your timeline: pic.twitter.com/u73OJUFCfi

4/19/2019 7:24:27 AM natureinspace I've figured out what ALICE is finally. It makes sense now even though I don't yet have a full grasp of it. ALICE is our unconscience mind, our ID. It's 

trapped within each of us. That's why it works on such a large scale. It's part of all of us.

4/19/2019 7:29:09 AM warrior_4truth I wonder what skeletons are in Jerry's closet? pic.twitter.com/CQO2fkMl7O

4/19/2019 7:29:46 AM blsdbe #TickTock #NowComesThePain

4/19/2019 7:32:43 AM charmanda9 Thank you 🙏🏻That was a great explanation.

4/19/2019 7:33:00 AM charmanda9 🙏🏻

4/19/2019 7:34:05 AM wyatt251 When that all unfolds the names that drop will shock your soul so hang on it’s going to get bumpy each bump someone falls out or off n under the bus

4/19/2019 7:34:57 AM linnyt7 Are these the group that glued themselves to the top of a train?

4/19/2019 7:39:42 AM mwannahockalugi JN is one of those people you know has a heavy dose of karma coming due. One way or another he and his ilk will be held accountable.

4/19/2019 7:41:37 AM protestchris @AFK9 apilogy accepted Rod.

4/19/2019 7:45:46 AM kathaleend12 Sorry. Not crushed. 

More BS news from DailyBeast. #Yawn

4/19/2019 7:47:03 AM stefanofait Yes, brainless climate activists in #London, today's "Wolf's Lair"

4/19/2019 7:49:41 AM roublisa You are so welcome 🌷

4/19/2019 7:49:56 AM sleky19 Yes

4/19/2019 7:55:18 AM anondirtyleg Anything dod related is gonna have more than boots and guns. Think about intel, logistics and connections clean or dirty. That and black water was 

always the first to come as these hired guns.

4/19/2019 8:05:09 AM anondirtyleg Also dod contractors can be used domestic since they don’t have the same jurisdictions, meaning they have more relaxed laws compared to the Army 

or NG.

4/19/2019 8:10:21 AM coocoo_for_kiki i o u

Not sure what it means but 

i o u = 9 15 21 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1117891943642480640 …

4/19/2019 8:22:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing 🙏🏼

4/19/2019 8:22:24 AM jswdh1 CHECK THIS OUT! @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

KARMA... https://twitter.com/GregNorberg/status/911044012018036736 …

4/19/2019 8:25:11 AM shayaustin7 CONSISTENT_ in an altogether childish self-serving manner, always!The American People believe it is time for an appropriate Income Reduction across 

the board for these Democrats who

have no interest in serving the

needs & safety of the American

People;BUT fools have cost us $M’s

4/19/2019 8:33:35 AM bbobbio71 Got one.  Made a huge difference!

4/19/2019 8:34:33 AM bbobbio71 Saw that one coming a mile away

4/19/2019 8:37:23 AM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Michaelcraddo16 @KAT40811334 

https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1119256853035220999 …



4/19/2019 8:39:27 AM jones_tobious Prince is a former navy SEAL. he know how to keep himself safe.

4/19/2019 9:01:21 AM linnyt7 I love elephants

4/19/2019 9:03:46 AM covertress Can you please elaborate? Better hair, skin, etc? In what ways?

4/19/2019 9:09:38 AM linnyt7 Reading that made me think of Comey lol

4/19/2019 9:10:59 AM adsvel Reminds me gu'old from SG-1 who ate a lot.

4/19/2019 9:15:48 AM ssbn654_q You must be referring to "Street Boy" who doesn't have the sense to go home. pic.twitter.com/qytiq9NXAj

4/19/2019 9:21:25 AM laurabusse When we lived in NJ theres no way i would quit my pool membership. That outdoor pool w much grass, trees brought me much joy and was one of the 

highlights of each summer. Rest of the yr counted down the months :-) so it depends...on how you feel...what precautions you can take...

4/19/2019 9:22:42 AM neiltwa Idiots

4/19/2019 9:25:06 AM laurabusse Find out what time of day they add chlorine (unless it's automated). Water does not WANT chlorine therefore will outgas it til it is gone IMHO. So swim 

as late as you can before they add the chlorine...i could smell it more at times. Thank god the outdoors helps. Indoor pool, no!

4/19/2019 9:35:53 AM melanieanders7 Gah, I wish I hadn’t have opened the pic lol gross gross gross! pic.twitter.com/TMt5hPTcPl

4/19/2019 9:41:31 AM bbobbio71 When my wife would wash her hair she said that after it would feel "crunchy" and a bit "oily" I installed a simple carbon filter on the shower and the 

problem went away.

4/19/2019 9:41:57 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is ALICE censoring @POTUS? Seems like this is a thread that was broken?

4/19/2019 9:46:58 AM monroevegas I demand the oligarchs be removed! I demand the Federal Reserve be broken up and Trump put in new people! We are going to continue to fight! God 

and his Angels are in the fight! Continue to ask for their help! @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jamianne1 @AlexJonesWins #Q #IW

4/19/2019 9:52:56 AM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/tltYbDcxty

4/19/2019 9:54:21 AM thematttrainer Apparently they already forgot about the shitloads of redactions

4/19/2019 9:58:43 AM monroevegas D party works for the Globalist Oligarchy who seeks to destroy America. Never believe the Globalist/D Party. They are digging in and creating even 

more lies to decieve us. Kick out all D. They are all traitors. #Q #Qanon #MAGA #1776Global @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/19/2019 10:02:15 AM monroevegas Leading a frontal assault on the lies of the NWO, it’s Alex Jones! We are the tip of the spear! The Globalists are falling apart as fast as they can rebuild. 

#infowars #alexjones #IW @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Trust in God! We have the power! We must stand up and fight!

4/19/2019 10:04:09 AM jamesboyett This needs to be stopped ASAP

4/19/2019 10:06:49 AM monroevegas The RedShields stole the gold from royals and lied to take over the globe. #Q #Qanon #MAGA #1776Global @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@jamianne1 @WhoisQ1 @DeepStateExpose

4/19/2019 10:11:39 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What happened to your tweet " We are going to show you a New World " ??? I can't find it anymore. Can you repeat it? And any 

updates?

4/19/2019 10:13:05 AM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @JudgeJeanine @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

AWESOME VIDEO!  https://twitter.com/realTT2020/status/1119285312943869953 …

4/19/2019 10:19:16 AM decodematrix A E I O U > vowels > sounds > tones

Am I on the right track?

4/19/2019 10:19:16 AM dynamicres I am still quite confused here, 299792458 already reduces to 1. 

= 55 (5:5?) = 10 = 1

Where does 110 come from? 

Looks like someone had fun with the name and image tho! pic.twitter.com/RQN5m8Ke57

4/19/2019 10:30:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was his nickname Renegade? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1119288297941979137 …

4/19/2019 10:32:59 AM fightforamerica You confused predator with parasite.

4/19/2019 10:33:12 AM wyatt251 Yes usss nick name for him

4/19/2019 10:33:21 AM thoughttazer Nope. There was nothing terrifying about the manchurian puppet and community organizer. Though we did endure 8 yrs of its destructive impact.

4/19/2019 10:33:31 AM shannen_robison 😁

4/19/2019 10:34:16 AM roublisa @zagnett @Le_Murias @AllieMaisie @Telford_Russian ❤️@GregRubini @tyler_casper @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Time4U2Know @VincentCrypt46 

@codeofvets @JasonVailxx @nezumi_ningen @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @Cordicon @SITSSHOW @smoss319 @PastorJon9 

https://twitter.com/RoubLisa/status/1119288796405743617 …

4/19/2019 10:37:05 AM lbf777 What does Obama have to do with a terrifying ancient predator?

4/19/2019 10:37:35 AM _the_psychonaut Barry Soetoro

4/19/2019 10:52:03 AM matheasysolns Interesting. In Vancouver it's been the coldest spring that I can recall.

4/19/2019 10:54:06 AM april99341937 CIA 😉

4/19/2019 10:56:19 AM keith369me Frank Marshall Davis offspring?

4/19/2019 10:57:47 AM antarantanka 🤣

4/19/2019 10:58:49 AM antarantanka Be careful for what you ask for!

4/19/2019 11:01:33 AM mommahood777 To push Barr to do something illegal is ridiculous. They can't stand the agony.  He's such an ass. Candice shut him down.  Whitaker shut him down.  The 

GJ case is too important to compromise.  He won't get his way but they do love their power, don't they?

4/19/2019 11:02:11 AM love4thegameak [RENEGADE]

4/19/2019 11:05:06 AM mommahood777 He is from Kenya.  POTUS was the first one to call him out on his birth certificate.  BHO is a complete fraud and everything done during those 8 horrible 

years should be eliminated.

4/19/2019 11:10:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 #Savage 🤩☺✨💫

4/19/2019 11:11:27 AM vand3rboots Must water be spun if it is distilled?

4/19/2019 11:15:09 AM bbobbio71 love it! 

release the papers

#Epstein

4/19/2019 11:18:15 AM slayerofmatrix1 EV ER Y THING

4/19/2019 11:20:45 AM michael81972 If HRC had won and continued the 16 year plan it would have been beyond terrifying...Of course,  Our military had a plan B just in case...

4/19/2019 11:30:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd And why should this not shock us? Grasping at straws are we? pic.twitter.com/dyEzkfUGgb

4/19/2019 11:43:46 AM zagnett Or [BS] for short. Always seemed another appropriate moniker.

4/19/2019 12:01:51 PM chiefdreyfus Yep Humpty is pushing it ... pic.twitter.com/hBQt8Gv0KK

4/19/2019 12:03:23 PM karentriebel I could take his lunch money

4/19/2019 12:04:39 PM n4ekm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Some musings. If spoken words are everywhere. Is it possible we are creating our environment? Most everyone read George Orwell and her we are 

with an Orwellian future on the horizon.  Matt Groenig of Simpson game had an episode of Trump becoming President before

4/19/2019 12:08:10 PM richardhiatt16 Drag him in.... Before he runs.....  🤔

4/19/2019 12:12:05 PM richardhiatt16 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 [🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡] 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 for all watching

4/19/2019 12:21:08 PM slayerofmatrix1 That Trump card is a killer !  Haha

4/19/2019 12:33:58 PM slayerofmatrix1 Foregone conclusion haha

4/19/2019 12:42:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spinning doesn't sanitize, it energizes.



4/19/2019 12:43:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sydney Blumenthal was who broke Renegade from 🇰🇪.

4/19/2019 12:45:31 PM slayerofmatrix1 Xalos can you please pop me a link you find best for learning to AT/RV?  🙏🏼✨💫💗

4/19/2019 12:48:26 PM zagnett Good question @Mommahood777 !

Can / may everything that such a [🤡 fraud] did, or even the several [🤡 frauds] before [him], be eliminated / invalidated? Would be nice.

Do not many of us look back at Reagan's 80s with great nostalgia? i do. Fun times. 😎

4/19/2019 12:53:03 PM f961854 The heck with Afrika....

4/19/2019 12:54:04 PM usss_211 Bwaaa haaaa haaa!

4/19/2019 12:54:20 PM markoseku MJ12, do you recommend distilled water? we are using it at home for kids, and I heard it is helping purifying the body and decalcifying pineal gland

4/19/2019 1:00:41 PM jrocktigers 2 months ago, Mr. Blumenthal appeared to be suffering tell tell signs of a typical withdrawel from opiates, xananx  ,, , but I think is was most likely 

adrenochrome. For confirmation, watch the Barr hearings.

4/19/2019 1:05:36 PM rawphonegirl 😂😂😂

4/19/2019 1:05:58 PM slayerofmatrix1 Makes me LIVID !!

4/19/2019 1:08:44 PM slayerofmatrix1 #WarsNoMore

4/19/2019 1:12:26 PM thoughttazer Yeah, that was OUR insurance policy! ;-)

4/19/2019 1:15:52 PM lenzaq Link to structured water FAQ's https://thewellnessenterprise.com/faq/ 

4/19/2019 1:22:28 PM rosesrred0119 Chuckle..

4/19/2019 1:24:43 PM lenzaq You can use marbles or river rock in a funnel to structure water. Look for videos on YT.

4/19/2019 1:45:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 will never be impeached. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1119336386736214016 …

4/19/2019 1:46:19 PM hawkgirlinmn No way. We have it all.

4/19/2019 1:46:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/SecretaryAcosta/status/1119269986244153345 …

4/19/2019 1:46:46 PM thevolunteer6 AGREED

4/19/2019 1:47:01 PM sterkinglights1 Pedocite.

4/19/2019 1:47:03 PM thomasdra9on Peaches everywhere...

4/19/2019 1:51:02 PM ethereal_shaman #PanicInDC

4/19/2019 1:51:16 PM love4thegameak ]DECLAS[

]HUBER[

]HOROWITZ[ pic.twitter.com/EVhuSI9zNN

4/19/2019 1:51:34 PM norwegianon Terrifying bugs and weird creatures, now including ancient predators.. yeah, popular gay that Barry Hussein Soetero. pic.twitter.com/NIxdTzb77L

4/19/2019 1:56:22 PM zagnett Keep working on [your] "rain dances", [Pocahontas].

4/19/2019 1:57:29 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/PlLdKpAQou

4/19/2019 2:01:22 PM bbaker2004 Sad

4/19/2019 2:01:44 PM mommahood777 Yes, the 80s were great fun!!!  Not all Reagan was good tho..he was "under the evil spell"  as well.  The Barry Seal/Iran Contra stain with the Clintons 

can't be washed away...and there's more than that.  Great speeches/speaker tho...but then Obama was a great speaker too...

4/19/2019 2:02:55 PM rachaelangelm Is Britney Spears in protective custody?

4/19/2019 2:03:23 PM monroevegas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i have heard that krooked is no longer IS-BE, and that only doubles are starring in the show. Please comfirm.

4/19/2019 2:04:33 PM mommahood777 This world won't shine until every single Clinton associate is wiped from it

4/19/2019 2:04:36 PM zagnett Well, i mean the spirit behind Reagan's 80s, & not at all the spirit of his handler practically the entire time, [GHWB].

[BS] a great speaker? Sorry i don't recall that at all honestly lol.

4/19/2019 2:05:03 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1118348824999858176 …

4/19/2019 2:06:41 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/xuUGBg3msh

4/19/2019 2:08:54 PM zagnett  https://www.mediaite.com/tv/fox-news-napolitano-mueller-report-might-be-enough-to-prosecute-trump/ …

Can't believe i used to like Napolitano.

4/19/2019 2:08:57 PM stefanofait Lol

4/19/2019 2:10:21 PM mommahood777 LOL!!!  He has a slick tongue, albeit forked...I found him to have a certain charisma...a lot of the country thinks he was great!  Can't wait to see him do 

the dance...last time I mentioned that I was a little more verbose and got put in twat jail for 12 hrs...🤪

4/19/2019 2:12:54 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1119347928349511680 …

4/19/2019 2:13:56 PM daveo6145 I feel like NXIUm plea deals are connected with this...

4/19/2019 2:20:10 PM mommahood777 Heeey - spin that a little and we could market it!!!

4/19/2019 2:20:59 PM koryoline1 Go away pocahonkey

4/19/2019 2:23:39 PM jayrambin Does the action require magnets?  Could we not do this in a blender? Or pour the water through a funnel? 

The vortex bottles i see on Amazon have terrible reviews.  What are the requirements to energize the water?  A vortex created by gravity? Spinning 

blades? Magnet?

4/19/2019 2:25:52 PM michael81972 Amen to Truth

4/19/2019 2:26:12 PM jayrambin I thought the mineral stage was stage 6 or 7.  True though, RO does remove minerals.

4/19/2019 2:28:11 PM yellahabibihela Home systems 5 stage. Commercial is more.

4/19/2019 2:28:31 PM quarkfear1 Just 4 us to elect again in 2020,,& if they could get enough votes to not elect Him then, they won’t get enough to unelect Him now..logic evades 

imbeciles... pic.twitter.com/6CaOBap7bm

4/19/2019 2:29:29 PM quarkfear1 So... he can ask them to rob a bank, too= they ain’t gonna

4/19/2019 2:31:19 PM wearediamonds2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - all of my likes on your page have disappeared! FYI, probably not the only one...

4/19/2019 2:31:30 PM quarkfear1 Then again.. Jerry does seem like the kind of guy that would demand someone lite his loaded cigar, even when they are all giggling nervously holding 

lighters.. cause they “ know”....

4/19/2019 2:32:20 PM monroevegas Celtic Renaissance Renegade touching Radiant Rosebuds

4/19/2019 2:33:39 PM charmanda9 Meanwhile, the rest of the world eats these headlines up. We need to get people to start thinking for themselves again!

4/19/2019 2:33:48 PM monroevegas I hear Evergreen is now WiltedBrown

4/19/2019 2:33:57 PM extradouble His Secret Service name was renegade.

4/19/2019 2:38:11 PM rdeweese04 Makes water happy!

4/19/2019 2:52:59 PM gi6stars Thxs for all your hard work.  Just shared them all. 

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #Truth #Justice #GITMO #GALLOWS #QAnon #MAGA

4/19/2019 2:54:56 PM zagnett Open the Library of Alexandria to All, [catholic church]. Fork over the keys, now.

4/19/2019 2:55:09 PM gi6stars Yep @BarackObama

4/19/2019 2:57:50 PM keith369me Interesting correlation, lol

4/19/2019 2:58:40 PM pammybarrett Pocahontas #WeThePeople ARE PREPARED 4 that nonsense 2 #TRUMP2020Landside #FridayMotivation #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

pic.twitter.com/G24WKa5iOz

4/19/2019 2:59:05 PM keith369me Trump should call for her expulsion from Cherokee Nation.

4/19/2019 3:01:43 PM speaakn 😂😂😂

4/19/2019 3:05:19 PM kathleen3693693 Same here. I think Judge Napo has either been threatened & bullied to toe the DS line or he is dirty. Either way, he's not what/who he used to be. 

Shame, eh?!



4/19/2019 3:07:13 PM kathleen3693693 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 3:07:54 PM _chelseaproject Does she have red shoes like the other ones?

4/19/2019 3:10:18 PM melanieanders7 Hah! Good one

4/19/2019 3:15:24 PM jayrambin Just removing the chlorine will improve hair skin, lungs (not breathing chlorine vapor), etc. Not to mention other things removed by the active carbon 

or the energetic properties which we are still just learning about.

4/19/2019 3:24:42 PM david00997884 Time for Democrat Collution to come full circle.There all guilty of that and treason

4/19/2019 3:34:05 PM susan66388204 Glad to hear this amid the chatter

4/19/2019 3:38:43 PM candygirlclw Correct.  Clinton was impeached wasn’t he by the House?

4/19/2019 3:40:14 PM anneolsen43 JN I think has a “strong arm” problem ... possibly as much as he had been squeezed has caused some weight loss. Stress will do that to ya

4/19/2019 3:43:48 PM bearworks2000 #TheirTimeIsUp

#TheStreetsWillNotBeSafeForThem

#WeThePeople

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/WMSEZYfXBh

4/19/2019 3:53:49 PM trumpcrazytrain 63 million voted for trump and less than that support him today.

4/19/2019 3:54:02 PM anneolsen43 I see your DMs open again... yes?

4/19/2019 3:54:31 PM keith369me More like this one https://images.app.goo.gl/sazrUrTqqA3fgxhJ9 …

4/19/2019 3:54:46 PM realityloominng But if You like DJT, don't forget to dream big again and choose greatness! I believe it can be unified with humility, peace, serenity and tranquility and 

that it helps tilt 🌃to☀️(vs the anti-human energies) when we meditate on that and dream big. I dunno what is equanimity? 😆❤️

4/19/2019 3:54:49 PM 313looper Do we really need these idiots in next dimension, MJ ...!? 😅

4/19/2019 3:55:14 PM aprilbrown99 Yes exactly!  😁

4/19/2019 3:57:01 PM libertyspring99 45 = 4+5 = 9 = He will be fine! 😀

4/19/2019 4:20:51 PM mongrelglory Those costumes, the stunts, the special effects... Classic gold! 😝

4/19/2019 4:20:51 PM timeforarrests Benzo wd is hell.

4/19/2019 4:25:16 PM kimmeykim1 Her lips are moving... obviously she’s lying 🙄

4/19/2019 4:34:19 PM mongrelglory Jerry Nadler must have a lot of bad stuff in his past that he's trying to hide!

4/19/2019 4:35:53 PM mongrelglory Except that Gu'old was funny.  This guy is just tedious!

4/19/2019 4:41:56 PM sano_faith Yes me too

4/19/2019 4:42:47 PM lenzaq Is Aminita Muscaria one such substance?

4/19/2019 4:43:05 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  That's a good meme!  Piercing truth!

4/19/2019 4:49:50 PM laurabusse Equanimity to me is that feeling of being in a kind of peaceful equilibrium...that is not easily disturbed...but I'd have to look it up, really LOL!

4/19/2019 4:50:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Would love another ask me anything.

4/19/2019 4:52:40 PM laura_621 I hope they can remove flourish

4/19/2019 4:52:44 PM mongrelglory "Broke Renegade from Kenya"?  I'm not sure I understand what you mean by that.  A jail-break?  Broke his ties with Kenya?

4/19/2019 4:55:22 PM mongrelglory That robot was so annoying! 😜

4/19/2019 4:55:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd Why storms in South Florida? What's happening?  I feel the air and something's amiss.

4/19/2019 4:58:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd So spinning my organic coffee grounds with water and pouring on my baby blueberry trees would be good for them?  What does energizing water do 

for plants?

4/19/2019 5:02:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Bushes technically...not trees.

4/19/2019 5:13:11 PM linnyt7 #UnsealEpstein

4/19/2019 5:16:29 PM linnyt7 Fundraising and trying to remain relevant.

4/19/2019 5:18:12 PM richardhiatt16 Trust the PLAN.... Right? 🤓🍿

4/19/2019 5:19:10 PM bunnykiller9 That liquid in the jar.  Is it urine, better known as pee-pee?

You guys are certifiable!  😂😂😂

4/19/2019 5:24:50 PM paciouno I wonder why,  this one is too easy

4/19/2019 5:27:07 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/wOr7nvfFTl

4/19/2019 5:31:57 PM richardhiatt16 But, a lot of Congress is going to be drained ..... 🤣🍿

4/19/2019 5:32:25 PM linnyt7 Took the Kenya out of the renegade? Like grooming?

4/19/2019 5:48:07 PM covertress Broke the story.

4/19/2019 5:49:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same here. Threatning children/grandchildren is powerful.

4/19/2019 5:54:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd What's tomorrow? All day? 4/20

6

4/20/2019

18

9

Any way you look at it, it's 6 or 9

Hmmmmm

4/19/2019 5:59:22 PM jayrambin I have a 6 stage at home under my sink. $250.  I thought they had a 7 but maybe not.

4/19/2019 6:00:06 PM n7guardiananon 7   129 - The sequence of the prime sums

6   105   195 - Prime Quadruplets and angles

195 - 44.5

105 - 27.5

       = Φ 1.618

Φ 1.618² = 1.272

7x24 = 168

6x24 = 144

Pyramid 51.83 / Magnetism / Anti Gravity pic.twitter.com/fmVraLFmuj
4/19/2019 6:03:32 PM jayrambin YT has decided that u can’t think for yourself, so they’ve linked ‘relevant’ Wikipedia articles to ‘dangerous’ content to ‘protect’ you.  “Politically correct 

fascism”.  Political correctness leads to fascism. Those that ushered in political correctness knew this. It’s a formula.

4/19/2019 6:06:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 [t]r or was it rt?

Your propaganda is smelling. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1119397769884635136 …

4/19/2019 6:07:02 PM kathleen3693693 Keep getting "Sorry, that Tweet has been deleted." from the feed.

But, it's NOT deleted--just manipulated...censored...by Twitter. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #ALICE @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/19/2019 6:07:42 PM zagnett "t" for TPrez



4/19/2019 6:08:54 PM lbf777 I cannot understand this nonstop ass-kissing of Israel.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Can you please explain to us why DJT keeps kissing Israel's ass even after all the evil they have done to us & the world? (ie Israel 

did 911)  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1119377807497363456 …

4/19/2019 6:09:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Sectet...ha

4/19/2019 6:09:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 DJT is showing Israel the affection it deserves based on his biblical beliefs. The Majestic 12 angle to Israel is an added bonus!

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Israel

4/19/2019 6:09:57 PM nettiejoi But they also felt unheard when French President Emmanuel Macron addressed the nation to speak about the fire, instead of laying out his response to 

the social crisis that has fueled their protests since last November.

4/19/2019 6:10:02 PM kathleen3693693 They never thought she would lose.

!!!Thank God she DID lose!!!

 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/kayron69731851/status/1119302787219828738 …

4/19/2019 6:11:19 PM letther65629628 Should we be looking at they're misspelling? Sectet

4/19/2019 6:13:30 PM laura_621 I have audio the ‘wisdom of your cells on my bookshelf. Never listen to yet

4/19/2019 6:13:41 PM _369311119 @ts_sci_majic12 

Doors slammed shut opened yesterday. As if synced to the report.

I believe the degree of openness to heartfelt change from those not necessarily awake increased beyond an important threshold. Massive observable 

change in loved one's priorities.

4/19/2019 6:15:46 PM _369311119 subrle

4/19/2019 6:16:32 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/9QdcfUSDvG

4/19/2019 6:17:11 PM lbf777 Let's break this down.

1. DJT is showing Israel love because he believes in the Biblical explanation that they are God's chosen people? I'm sorry,but I don't believe that.

2. The MJ12 angle that he's taking Israel down is a bonus?

The 2 points completely contradict each other.

4/19/2019 6:17:46 PM lbf777 lol

4/19/2019 6:19:28 PM ragevirusqq How is this top secret. LUL

4/19/2019 6:20:36 PM iamyou132 Can you elaborate?

4/19/2019 6:26:59 PM nettiejoi No, they are not stupid.

4/19/2019 6:28:48 PM brangusjimmy Aw but I love hot tubs... it makes sense I guess. Chlorine in tubs + water vapor = very light forms of chlorine gas. Even if that doesn’t occur your skin 

would absorb it?

4/19/2019 6:32:43 PM mongrelglory Ah!  That makes more sense!  Sorry!  I don't watch American MSN so I don't keep track of what the "journalists" are reporting.

4/19/2019 6:38:25 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @Anon_decoder 

https://twitter.com/flowers3712/status/1119352016759922693 …

4/19/2019 6:39:43 PM cchef1980 Absolutely agree. What is so special about them anyway? We are all the same aren’t we? Why give special treatment to them? They are supposedly 

being left for last according to Q aren’t they? That implies they are special in a bad way, again why the ass kissing?

4/19/2019 6:41:05 PM jayrambin Ayurveda recommends no cold on the face or head. According to the Vedas, the senses in the head are sensitive to heat. Eyes, smell, hearing, and isn’t 

the brain a bit cooler than the rest of the body? 1/

4/19/2019 6:41:20 PM mongrelglory I am very unclear as to what the MJ-12 angle is to Israel.  👽 ET?

Care to throw us some hints?

4/19/2019 6:41:49 PM 7alon Kappy the shill with Bernie. What a surprise. He also played a pedo in a movie if memory serves.

4/19/2019 6:45:49 PM jayrambin 2/ At Vaidyagrama, an ayurvedic healing village, in Coimbatore, India, they would bathe us after treatments (oil, buttermilk, water). They had two 

metal buckets, 1 hot for body, 1 cool for head. Interesting. I have bucket and scoop in shower now. Wife thinks I’m weird 😎.

4/19/2019 6:45:52 PM lbf777 Why does Israel deserve affection? For doing 911, looping America into endless wars, killing Palestinian kids & forcing us to pay them $40 Billion a year 

in Mafia taxes?

4/19/2019 6:45:53 PM turboxyde The military had their own programs and many resources exist online to learn techniques that were successful for military RV applications. The 

techniques you learn will require lots of practice and AP requires a bit of spiritual maturity to be able to avoid psychic wildlife.

4/19/2019 6:46:57 PM lbf777 That’s the catch all excuse when politicians get into bed with evil people.

4/19/2019 6:48:51 PM turboxyde That said,  learn the basics on YouTube, develop a daily meditation practice and clean up your temple/vessel. It's an antenna for consciousness and 

your most precious gift/ resource to know. AP is accomplished very easily in meditation once your body is ready.

4/19/2019 6:51:49 PM lbf777 It’s because Netanyahu controls Trump with blackmail of him killing a 12 year old girl. Fulford released this info & MSM news broadcasted the 

existence of this video in 2017. Kabamur claims the video is a fake CGI & voiceover. Kushner is Netanyahu’s watchdog & puppeteer.

4/19/2019 6:55:22 PM laurabusse Omg! I get it! You are funny...

4/19/2019 6:57:48 PM laurabusse LOLOL

4/19/2019 7:00:22 PM poboyz123 Hard to separate spiritual Israel from secular Israel for most. We (USA) have done much evil to the world and Israel under past administrations 

(revealing of this in process).

4/19/2019 7:01:41 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/YkADj0TPrJA 

In the air tonight

4/19/2019 7:04:07 PM poboyz123 And...I should add...to our own Country!

4/19/2019 7:06:02 PM lori84904506 Elizabeth go sit down ! Where’s my popcorn?

4/19/2019 7:06:56 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/Pq9nnoKZJh

4/19/2019 7:12:50 PM cchef1980 Keep your enemies closer before you strike?

4/19/2019 7:14:11 PM bigsismw Excuse me Majestic. Can you say it with conviction please? 😝😏🤫

4/19/2019 7:34:25 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I knew I liked @GovRonDeSantis  before he took office. https://twitter.com/GovRonDeSantis/status/1119329947837968385 …

4/19/2019 7:43:28 PM bethelight11_11 Art of war 🙏

4/19/2019 7:54:18 PM jrocktigers 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

4/19/2019 7:56:35 PM lawofoneblueavi The stargate is frozen ?

4/19/2019 7:57:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 all mainstream outlets including fox is/was owned by (((them)))



4/19/2019 7:58:25 PM susang7671 Sec R ET "Unacknowledged" by Dr.StevenGreer. Not going to be fooled intoWW3. Warmongers/CABAL could place human fetus in UFO crash&claim we 

R being attacked by "hostiles". Been warned "we are all dead if we don't fight&win". BS. Already victorious over demonic methods&propaganda!

4/19/2019 8:05:23 PM jonmichaelbeall 1.All of his top donors were rabid  Zionists. 

2. He was bailed out by Rothschild bankers after his casino failure. 

3. He is more than likely sexual blackmailed by Mossad via Epstein. 

Israel owns him and that’s why he gives them everything they want and ignores his “base”

4/19/2019 8:08:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing contrary to our understanding.

4/19/2019 8:13:00 PM allahuniversal MIGA?

4/19/2019 8:14:45 PM mongrelglory I guess the key is not to mistake the Israeli citizens with their corrupt political leadership.  MJ-12, how awake do you think the Israeli people are?

4/19/2019 8:16:18 PM mongrelglory I hope so!

4/19/2019 8:17:16 PM allahuniversal Seems logical

4/19/2019 8:18:10 PM freestateojones Same statements can be made about Americans. 

"We've" done some terrible things.

4/19/2019 8:18:33 PM igiant111 @cobrainfo1 said Israel and DJT are 50/50 essentially and QAnon is Positive Military rubbing DJT's shoulders; while red-pilling those who are willing. 

System reformat; both sides. other forces stepping in later. Honestly, his blog puts it down the best.

4/19/2019 8:18:55 PM mongrelglory And Canada too!

4/19/2019 8:18:57 PM _369311119 Chosen people != 🇮🇱

4/19/2019 8:19:25 PM susang7671 Guaranteed a minimum death of Isaiah 5:5 and Acts 5:5 for all puppets, minions of Satan. Each of us has the power of 40 trillion within us, an eternal 

amount of strength to overcome. What a powerful name IT IS...the name of JESUS! The beginning has ended.

4/19/2019 8:22:10 PM winki00000001 Why are you so obsessed by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

Why do you want SO MUCH that the people don't follow this account?

Why do you find important to include specifically Sather into your "crusade"?

Everyone follow who they want. They are actually ABLE TO THINK FOR THEMSELVES.

4/19/2019 8:27:33 PM auagate Future lifestyle possible options.

4/19/2019 8:31:51 PM sterkinglights1 That dude from dune that flew around Sting.

4/19/2019 8:37:40 PM susang7671 Since mountains can&will be moved, bones of all red-blooded ancients can&will rise, to join in a massive hunt. CABAL&its minions can run, but cant 

hide from wrath of woman deceived&her children murdered! Beings above/on/below surface will rip the wild vine to pieces and burn it!

4/19/2019 8:41:10 PM auagate Good to know

4/19/2019 8:47:45 PM blsdbe This is actually the unit I have attached to my well!!!

4/19/2019 8:50:46 PM vand3rboots Thank you! How does the energy generated from spinning water in a vortex compare to water that has been “charged” by storing it under a pyramid?

4/19/2019 8:50:53 PM lbf777 What a vague response. Sounds to me like you don't want to talk about this or expand on it.

4/19/2019 8:52:32 PM lawofoneblueavi I think I saw it what is it

4/19/2019 9:04:04 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "We controlled England during Revolutionary War, the North during Civil War, and England/America during World War I and II.Through our influence of 

religion we involved ignorant white Christians in war against themselves which impoverished both sides while we reaped the  harvest"

4/19/2019 9:10:37 PM susang7671 My walk with Light&TRUTH has led me to where I can no longer hear distractions of silly leftist babbles in throes of death, or read its propaganda. 

Tower of Babel incident: I Am made it impossible for "leftists" to understand each other. Lord Jesus, shut their pie holes! Quick!

4/19/2019 9:29:09 PM susang7671 CABAL placed him with stolen gold. This is fraud against the Infinite Bank Treasury, and its 99.9% pure gold bars that are pledged only for providing 

peace, harmony, and to be constructive to humanity. Take all gold and property CABAL has stolen, and give back to the People!

4/19/2019 9:40:44 PM lifesonsrv No MSM anywhere would ever dare.

4/19/2019 9:44:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Tried a couple kinds of iodine including infowars and this one is my fav.  1-4 drops in a day many tangible benefits.  IMO Iodine in seaweed is the reason 

the Japanese are so effortlessly skinny and age well.  People with thyroid issues should take a look at iodine deficiency pic.twitter.com/kabcgyvowe

4/19/2019 9:51:07 PM otr_poppins 🤗Stealing your notice

4/19/2019 9:53:20 PM djlok If my memory serves me SB was friends with HRC. HRC did run against Renegade... Once upon a time. 

Everyone credits 45 with giving power to the birther movement, but wouldn't it be funny if we find out it was HRC who really began it all along.

4/19/2019 10:03:49 PM mongrelglory Apparently she despised Obama...

4/19/2019 10:04:35 PM susang7671 Lord Jesus, members of Committee of 300 & their minions, who seek to "contribute" to the French President rather than give the 99.99% pure gold 

bars back to the People & Infinite Bank, surely seek to aid warmongering& destruction!

Fury of I Am feast upon Committee of Wickedness!

4/19/2019 10:08:31 PM djlok Yeah I'm not so sure Hillz does so good with gay men in real life.  I'm sure she wasn't thrilled about "another job going to a man" when Michael became 

our first lady.

4/19/2019 10:24:26 PM mongrelglory Apparently it's more of a "colour" thing...

4/19/2019 10:25:44 PM mongrelglory That's what Michelle said after Trump won..."A woman stole my job!" 😆

4/19/2019 11:13:24 PM adsvel Yes, unfortunately.

4/19/2019 11:15:07 PM decodematrix Was the Sphinx carved before 10,000 BC?

4/19/2019 11:18:46 PM adsvel That dude from Dune had red hair, but yes very similar.😊

4/20/2019 12:10:58 AM realityloominng I think it's diplomacy.. Israel is more than just zionism and evil? The Cabal did all those things not Israel, corrupt israel leaders took part in it like 

everywhere else.

We civilians are kidding ourselves if we think we know the full truth about who the enemy is yet.

4/20/2019 12:51:00 AM sleky19 Netanyahu is a pawn of the Cabal, Trump did not appreciate his presence but is controlled by Kushner

4/20/2019 1:39:41 AM doyle_eng Hi Ms Thoolen ~ They won’t answer you, I will:  http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/cyberhijack/cyber-hijack-findings.html …

Be far from overwhelmed, for you are far, far from alone.

This is Richard Doyle.

Cc: .@UnitedAusParty .@CliveFPalmer .@PutAUSFirst .@ActingSecDef .@stevenmnuchin1 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@realDonaldTrump 🇺🇸🔗🇦🇺 

https://twitter.com/cat240359/status/1119479946458484736 …
4/20/2019 1:43:27 AM cat240359 I just thought I would have a go, since 'reporting' my problem every day for 4 days has done nothing.



4/20/2019 1:52:04 AM thericharddoyle I understand. It was effective while it was: $FB will be over soon.

4/20/2019 1:57:50 AM 369gwh We should ask Dear Comrade, he would know, nyet? pic.twitter.com/i9GgRQ9ugg

4/20/2019 2:03:47 AM 369gwh Kenya be serious for just one Tweet?

Bah-dah-bum-bum...rim shot!

4/20/2019 2:04:57 AM 369gwh Kenya you run for president in the US if you're born in another country?

Bah-dah-bum-bum...rim shot!

4/20/2019 2:06:29 AM 369gwh NOTHING can stop what's coming.

NOTHING.

4/20/2019 2:08:05 AM 369gwh Mysteriously, all the relics and artwork was saved.

Really?

Interesting.

This Notre Dame fire had all the marking of a FF.

4/20/2019 2:22:23 AM 369gwh PERFECT!

I love to see smug/contrite articles like this about Q/anons.

Pompous & overconfidence that we see in this article makes everything much sweeter when justice comes. 

God's timing is always perfect.

Many more must dig their own graves in order for lessons to be learned.

4/20/2019 3:12:03 AM covertress Nice! 

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

4/20/2019 3:36:05 AM _369311119 hmmm...

4/20/2019 3:36:58 AM carynjjackson We'll get the last laugh 😁

4/20/2019 3:52:02 AM wink5811 Makes you wonder looking at Epstein’s phone book, plus the light sentence. What surprises me the most is the famous people willing to be 

photographed with teens. Sure it could be pieced together if his past was checked out b4 all this happened

4/20/2019 3:54:18 AM wink5811 Dershowitz don’t know or not have I followed any of his involvement in this case, honestly now a days, you can’t judge a book by its cover, too many 

bad people in the world

4/20/2019 3:58:25 AM wink5811 HRC was known to have dirt on everyone, started way back when, little trick she learned from her father, plus working on Nixon’s case, she was evil but 

she wasn’t  stupid.

4/20/2019 4:29:40 AM ribblefizz Can someone clarify for me why I'm tagged here? @thomas_chips?

4/20/2019 4:33:48 AM adsvel How many is 200ug?

4/20/2019 4:39:48 AM shushale You have to be careful with charcoal toothpaste as it can wear away the enamel on your teeth.

Other non fluoride brands are good.

4/20/2019 5:04:11 AM bbpumpkinspice No Country Deserves Affection, Human Beings Deserve Affection. Countries Do Not Exist It Is Just Made Up Imaginary Lines And Words Ppl Drew On A 

Map That They Also Drew. 

Earth Is Ours And We Are Here To Take It Back.

4/20/2019 5:19:20 AM ferris144 Tooo obvious, should double the protests, [NWO] no more

4/20/2019 5:26:18 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/X2HaM1uRtt

4/20/2019 5:31:00 AM adsvel Thank You N7.😊💖🌈

4/20/2019 5:39:15 AM n7guardiananon No problem brother pic.twitter.com/9BGkfplZoB

4/20/2019 5:51:07 AM covertress I dig your interactions with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

Don't care if you follow me back or not. I'm following you.

4/20/2019 6:03:45 AM adsvel 😊 pic.twitter.com/I2oXDUtWzk

4/20/2019 6:04:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #RIPAvicii 

What's going on at the end?

NXIVM? https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

4/20/2019 6:05:28 AM _the_psychonaut Trafficking and “Suicides” in plain sight

4/20/2019 6:07:21 AM sharidean996 I miss him but he's watching this roll out. 👊

4/20/2019 6:08:08 AM lovethebeach999 Someone once told me - two Brazil nuts a day.

4/20/2019 6:08:30 AM sabina06706427 He was a truth teller #starseed pic.twitter.com/Bi54krDk4P

4/20/2019 6:09:26 AM lc_drinnen Looks to me like human trafficking!

4/20/2019 6:09:44 AM adsvel Thanks.😊💖🌈

4/20/2019 6:10:44 AM lovethebeach999 I get them on amazon and keep in freezer.  But ... I have them after my coffee, so ... meh

4/20/2019 6:11:52 AM jones9536 Omg!! So disturbing

4/20/2019 6:13:52 AM adsvel Could you send me, website address, please. I drink cafe very rare.

4/20/2019 6:15:25 AM usss_211 Wow.... If this doesn't drive human trafficking and Pedophilia home... As a Police Officer this stabs my heart. I want to save them all and punish those 

who do this to innocents. I wish I could be everywhere at once....  😢😢😢💔💔💔💔

4/20/2019 6:15:29 AM lovethebeach999 I get these. https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07C59Q8WR/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_2SXUCb78JN40J …

4/20/2019 6:16:05 AM slaytheeye Do DJT’s “biblical beliefs” line up with the truth?

4/20/2019 6:17:22 AM larnylou48 He knew 😭💚

4/20/2019 6:17:43 AM prmd21801759 He was 187 for telling showing pe do phi lia is true!!

4/20/2019 6:18:47 AM prmd21801759 He was 187 for showing selling children is true. Child sex Trafficking.

4/20/2019 6:19:30 AM usss_211 Majestics, when will you do another Q&A??? 

Re: Swalwell, ⛵ overboard REnO... Curious...

4/20/2019 6:19:51 AM djlok I love it.  Yeah, the storyline is extremely disturbing, but just the thought of all those who have been trafficked getting some revenge is a beautiful thing 

to me.

4/20/2019 6:20:46 AM jones9536 Probably why they killed him he was telling to much truth

4/20/2019 6:24:18 AM ferris144 [They] got him for this

4/20/2019 6:25:11 AM adsvel Thanks. Is selenium inside these nuts?

4/20/2019 6:31:10 AM scents_common They hang!

4/20/2019 6:31:37 AM lovethebeach999  https://facty.com/lifestyle/wellness/health-benefits-of-brazil-nuts/ …

4/20/2019 6:33:03 AM kudzaikaukau The first time I saw the video, I reasoned this is what brought his death. He had been let into the club and couldn't stomach the abuse of minors. 

Remembered the time he called time on his blossoming career and they 187 him

4/20/2019 6:34:44 AM adsvel Thanks bro! 😊💗🌈

4/20/2019 6:36:02 AM lovethebeach999 I’m a girl.

You’re Welcome 💥

4/20/2019 6:38:07 AM sabina06706427 Yep. Not suicide

4/20/2019 6:38:47 AM adsvel Ahhhhhh, so sorry!🤦♂️😊

4/20/2019 6:42:30 AM bbobbio71 any thoughts on "Earthing" or "Grounding"?

4/20/2019 6:42:44 AM highhopesusa This musician was a true hero, touches me every time I watch the video!

4/20/2019 6:53:34 AM stanfireman1 Video has been removed. Must be good.

4/20/2019 6:56:52 AM justice_rebel yes gone it's a sad thing especially because he exposed childsextrafficing in his song's videos.

4/20/2019 6:59:57 AM starehope Video is back now.



4/20/2019 7:02:23 AM sasserevere HOLY SH!T!!😱He ABSOLUTELY knew!!😱You seen this, @1AsteroidStrike?! If the video won’t pull up, google it and you can watch it on 

Vevo🚨🚨🚨#RIPAvicii

4/20/2019 7:03:15 AM melanieanders7 There are two kinds of “Israel”. Secular (Khazarian) and religious (Israelites, the true people). There is good and bad in everything. Research Khazarian 

Jews.

4/20/2019 7:05:31 AM stacymarksberry Those who scream the loudest ............................

4/20/2019 7:06:04 AM melanieanders7 Also note, Trump changed the embassy to Jerusalem. There was symbolism there. Another hint of cleaning the “swamp” out of Israel.

4/20/2019 7:11:12 AM lynnielee5 This video has been made Unavailable!   Censorship is in full swing!

4/20/2019 7:12:38 AM jared4liberty Avicii, Chester, bourdain, and weiland I think were all 187d for this same purpose. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 input?

4/20/2019 7:17:02 AM n7guardiananon Thank you Edward Leedskalnin!!!

4/20/2019 7:21:25 AM linnyt7 Reminds me of @qanon76

4/20/2019 7:24:46 AM stanfireman1 Powerful.

4/20/2019 7:25:34 AM linnyt7 He picked the wrong two and he knew it!

4/20/2019 7:29:25 AM starehope I couldn't tolerate his voice and self promoting speeches. He blamed "... the previous administration..." for eight years, while he did nothing but sneaky 

and UnAmerican deeds. He caused distension amongst the races! Disgusting excuse of a man.

4/20/2019 7:31:06 AM janieduvall I haven’t seen the video. Who did they 187? Those all involved in crimes against children need to all be exposed

4/20/2019 7:31:18 AM starehope No need to keep track of American journalists. They are full of "it".

4/20/2019 7:32:04 AM slayerofmatrix1 Thank you both.  I understand.  I will do the research. It is Time.

4/20/2019 7:47:32 AM dw122896 & Cornell

4/20/2019 7:58:39 AM jared4liberty Ahhhh whoops! Thank you. That’s actually who I meant. Not weiland. 🧐

4/20/2019 8:00:34 AM phreatomagnetic Justice for Victims of Lynching Act of 2018

This is what the law Sens. Booker, Harris, Scott are pushing is really about.

4/20/2019 8:06:13 AM howdoyoumakeah1 One year gone this day RIP

4/20/2019 8:06:30 AM usss_211 Chet Bennington and Christopher Cornell were working on exposing pedo's and trafficking when the both "committed suicide ".  

These people are sick...

4/20/2019 8:08:58 AM askingsocrates RIP Tim Bergling peeps. Good guy stuck in the hotel california😠😢 He was asked not to produce this video and did it anyways. Bless his soul.

4/20/2019 8:19:25 AM djlok So does this mean they were all floating around the inside of the pyramids with zero gravity?

4/20/2019 8:21:01 AM howdoyoumakeah1 SoS-Synagogue of Satan

4/20/2019 8:25:00 AM djlok I also wonder if that's how they built the pyramids....by making smaller pyrmaids and turning them into larger ones, removing excess layers of brick 

from the middle as they built the larger one.

4/20/2019 8:27:28 AM cpnegron73 Agreed.

4/20/2019 8:30:25 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/ifonz9FA6w

4/20/2019 8:32:36 AM freestateojones Inspired me to finish a little project I started awhile ago. 😎

4/20/2019 8:35:03 AM lbf777 Jared Kushner is the Khazarian kind and the Antichrist himself.

4/20/2019 8:36:30 AM realcasers Never thought about it that way but it makes sense.

4/20/2019 8:39:18 AM brangusjimmy Dont forget Kate Spade and Robin Williams. They ALL died from “hanging on doorknobs” no joke. So obvious they were 187d

4/20/2019 8:47:24 AM djlok Looking at the 4th image from @n7guardiananon made me think of that as a possibility.

4/20/2019 8:48:14 AM richardhiatt16 That’s what thermal imaging and a .458 Winchester is for.. Thank you MJ12 for thermal imagining ..🤓❤️🇺🇸

4/20/2019 8:49:46 AM mogrodzisr Shhh it’s top “sectet”.

4/20/2019 8:51:30 AM agoodyear2015 Wow that was hard-hitting.  It wouldn't surprise me that Avicii was [187] for something like this.

4/20/2019 8:51:53 AM n7guardiananon Coral Castle

4/20/2019 8:53:28 AM n7guardiananon Frequency can shape

4/20/2019 8:56:56 AM erquxlemon I KNEW IT! I know he suffered from some mental issues but he was doing well for 2 or more years and then out of nowhere suicide and the location as 

well it was all way to fishy. It’s sad that such an amazing and talented musician was taken from us. This can’t keep happening!

4/20/2019 8:58:03 AM missy968 In the end, evil is exposed. The children are saved and good wins. RIP Avici

4/20/2019 8:59:21 AM richardhiatt16 Uuuuuu.. Top Secret... 🤣 MJ12 has got this 😎

4/20/2019 9:06:49 AM lilangels44 Wow..... that's a powerful video.  He definitely knew, and risked his life to get the truth ot there.😞 So sad.

4/20/2019 9:07:14 AM allahuniversal Have never watched this video before today. Makes perfect sense that [they] felt the need to silence this voice. Hiding truth in plain sight. Think mirror.

4/20/2019 9:09:21 AM cmdrzod23 Not everything is a cover-up. Maybe he just couldn't take it any more? 

He was suffering from anxiety, the question is: why? L.A. swamp? 

He tried to drown his fears in alcohol, didn't work, had to remove his pancreas, got pain killers and used them extensively until he died

4/20/2019 9:09:26 AM allahuniversal #EyesWideOpen

4/20/2019 9:10:38 AM lisdesjardins POTUS voice. My misinterpretation?

4/20/2019 9:38:02 AM watwriter A lot of people don’t like Israel because they have promoted communism all over the world.  

https://verydumbgovernment.blogspot.com/2015/03/lipstick-on-communist-pig.html?m=1 …

4/20/2019 9:38:34 AM freestateojones For A Better Day - Avicci Tribute / Trump Human Trafficking Speech https://youtu.be/GV9TI-LhHPY 

4/20/2019 9:40:27 AM birdienevermore Cornell too

4/20/2019 9:42:50 AM aprilbrown99 I hope his killer is brought to light so justice can be served. I had seen this video previously but wasn’t aware that he had been 187.  I am looking 

forward to the day when pedos have been completely 187! This shit needs to end. 😡😢

4/20/2019 9:47:52 AM aprilbrown99 Today

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/20/2019 9:48:02 AM n7guardiananon Thank you Ancients!!!

4/20/2019 9:49:22 AM psslp BEcsuse the Jewish people have been used as a shield to hide true evil. Political correctness has been created to prevent the outing and questioning of 

this deep faction. Similar to the people of North Korea being held hostage

4/20/2019 9:55:39 AM carolin15161363 Can this darkness be totally removed from this world? How does a cancer that has wrapped its way into every corner get eradicated?

4/20/2019 9:56:58 AM wbwse ^shoulda tagged @Biff_Metatron it’s his lovely cube!!!

4/20/2019 10:07:16 AM giediknight Please kill em all

4/20/2019 10:12:57 AM charmanda9 He looks just like my dad when he was young. 💜💔💙

4/20/2019 10:14:53 AM lbf777 Netanyahu just got re-elected. I’m not saying to hurt the people but that Gov is rough.



4/20/2019 10:17:45 AM zagnett Haven't felt this blood-chilling since stumbling across a work about an Illumi-donkey "formula" by Mr. FS.

Warning: if you find this work-not for the faint of heart. Possibly the main reason "the truth would put 99% of people in the hospital." Q 142

What [they've] done...😟🥴😠

4/20/2019 10:18:10 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Israel angle needed for disclosure?  #OFC

4/20/2019 10:19:47 AM knightofmaltaus #USNavy had a #UFO, but they designed it. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OldWiseHermit @mufon @UFOnetwork_ @openmindstv @UFOChronicles @Tsoukalos @HISTORY @T3hmaj3stic12 

https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/18/us-navy-secretly-designed-super-fast-futuristic-aircraft-resembling-ufo-documents-reveal-9246755/ …

4/20/2019 10:21:58 AM hackenburg_ I wonder how many times these guys have stayed at the standard? 🤔

4/20/2019 10:24:14 AM knightofmaltaus Even health effects of #UFOs has been studied. We are not alone and on 5/31 it will be discussed on @HISTORY channel. Acclamation program aside, 

artifacts discovered. majority of world is ready. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mufon @openmindstv @UFOChronicles https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/08/top-secret-government-investigation-probed-health-

effects-ufo-encounters-9132932/ …

4/20/2019 10:25:15 AM agad Playing out almost like a movie script 🎬😉

Clean DOJ / Barr / Mueller Report / OIG report / DECLAS / PAIN 

Dark to light! 🌑🌒🌓🌔🌕

We want our free republic back! 

#TheGreatAwakening

#Q

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
4/20/2019 10:39:06 AM zagnett idk how, but we must remember the Victims of all [this] as we move boldly/bigly to Our Future. They want closure, sure. But, more importantly, they 

want inclusion in the Human Adventure ahead. They want to participate, in some way, in that Future, the true "Better Day" #WWG1WGA

4/20/2019 11:00:26 AM jayrambin We need them, for now?. Q said ‘israel is last’.  Pick your battles and timing.

4/20/2019 11:00:59 AM jayrambin Maybe because Israeli people good, leaders bad, and we’re draining their swamp also?

4/20/2019 11:02:03 AM sterkinglights1 Wait till he offers them cake.

4/20/2019 11:13:40 AM robinabank4 Where do we buy that branding rod

4/20/2019 11:23:14 AM gibson_medley Probably the same one podesta used to get rid of his son

4/20/2019 11:34:35 AM susan66388204 Would love to know this as well.  MJ said the other day to be careful of the grays???

4/20/2019 11:36:21 AM phreatomagnetic Disclosure of Crimes against Children. 

People in the streets.  

There's a crowd outside protesting just before the LG lookalike get properly labeled and tossed over.

4/20/2019 11:38:11 AM charles87793026 5:5 pic.twitter.com/TdZ8AxFKac

4/20/2019 11:39:13 AM phreatomagnetic Note also the secrecy.  During the auction, even the other creeps never saw the politician in the limo.

4/20/2019 11:41:16 AM zagnett Those w/LOVE for your fellow Humans (of course this includes MK & traff. Victims), who want to help Them somehow, & can stomach the info, plz 

find/read FS' work. Try to understand best you can w/o passing out. Many have gone through such trauma, inc. Humans in the [ALICE] system.

4/20/2019 12:10:59 PM countrygrl2 Time is an illusion. Only events matter.

4/20/2019 12:30:12 PM jonathancherrie Knew he was 187 the day I heard the news. Along with Chester Bennington and Chris Cornell and even Anthony Bourdain. They tried to warn us.

4/20/2019 12:44:57 PM djlok That would be way cool if they set up shop in FL!!!

4/20/2019 12:46:09 PM sandyshuze 🤣

4/20/2019 12:46:52 PM janedoe43211 Q sent me.

4/20/2019 12:49:04 PM zagnett His videos have BILLIONS of views & i'm not even sure i'd even heard of him before, except maybe as one of the many mysterious deaths over the last 

couple years.

67,229,857 views since Sep 3, 2015 - surprised this video alone hasn't woken up more people already. 🤔

4/20/2019 1:09:39 PM anbezedua Add this to homework pic.twitter.com/fcBZVHElR2

4/20/2019 1:12:07 PM zagnett Wouldn't be surprised. [They] do that to [their] own children too.

4/20/2019 1:18:32 PM nun_chucknorris I found his music vid after I started digging on suiciding right after Bourdain died. Very eye opening.

4/20/2019 1:21:42 PM cocopuffster12 FS??

4/20/2019 1:24:58 PM zagnett i try to write carefully about this topic so as not to trigger [ALICE] if possible. But if you/anyone wants the link i'll send it DM.

4/20/2019 1:37:59 PM sandraplante2 OMG this is sickening

4/20/2019 1:38:43 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5MWx1Q_rGA …

The more typical "messaging", especially TPrez' tweets (link). It gets complicated & i don't understand it all. But this YT channel makes it easier to 

follow SB2's work.

There seems to be a pretty clear picture through this work:

223 v [322]
4/20/2019 1:51:59 PM rachaelangelm At the end the children who haf been kidnapped, they had escaped and been killing the chain of command. A fake account of a Irish girl on Facebook 

was in love with Avicii. I told her he was murdered and she went into denial.

4/20/2019 2:23:55 PM olimyracle D+M=17 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=19 …

4/20/2019 2:26:26 PM mongrelglory The CBC and BBC are also equally rich in fertilizer.

4/20/2019 2:27:22 PM mongrelglory Oh!  Thanks for the heads up!  I will delete the tweet!

4/20/2019 2:31:39 PM auagate 👌

4/20/2019 2:33:45 PM vesicapieces The heartless man with the machine in his chest

4/20/2019 2:34:02 PM auagate 👌

4/20/2019 2:35:48 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NikosCali/status/1119716090987319296 …

4/20/2019 2:36:33 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I saw this video.  RIP Avicii!  We will continue to fight for the children. 👊

4/20/2019 2:46:44 PM zagnett May be where "releasing your burden" comes into play. Powerful forgiveness is, when employed. Before this happens seems likely true Victims will 

need to see true Justice happening. They'll then see such truly industrialized abuse won't return. Then forgiveness can reign, for All.



4/20/2019 2:48:03 PM gi6stars This video was from 2015. This makes me So Sick this has been going on and No one knew It, Reported It! I pray to God #POTUS, the #QAnon team, us 

#Patriots do not stop Exposing this until Every single Child, Women and Man are Free from this #HumanTrafficking #SexTraffic! God Help 

pic.twitter.com/nySpHQXoYP

4/20/2019 3:02:50 PM mongrelglory It was the lack of investigation by the foreign authorities and their quick cover-up that made the family and everyone else suspicious.

4/20/2019 3:05:55 PM mongrelglory Many people have tried to report things but the institutional systems and police organizations are corrupted at the top.  Victims and witnesses have 

been "suicided" after speaking up.

4/20/2019 3:10:09 PM gi6stars That's what I was afraid of.  Suicide by a gun shot to the back of the head, right.

These people are Sick!  I pray this all to End.

4/20/2019 3:10:37 PM mongrelglory People with anxiety disorders don't typically commit suicide.  Depression, yes, but suicide takes a lot of guts to carry out and people with anxiety 

disorders usually are afraid of dying/suffering in the process.

4/20/2019 3:12:36 PM zagnett Then someday, when justice is done, may forgiveness rain/reign. 🌊💧🌈

4/20/2019 3:15:41 PM cocopuffster12 I understand - yes, please!!

4/20/2019 3:24:05 PM zagnett Sent.

4/20/2019 3:35:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd Love Phil Collins, you know what that song's about? Heard his childhood friend drown, what song's about.  He felt others around should have helped, 

perhaps saved. Anywho...my reply to the dark sky was to ground myself, open my heart chakra, let unconditional love flow.

4/20/2019 3:49:24 PM jrocktigers 😡😡😡

4/20/2019 3:49:26 PM starehope 😂😂😂😂

4/20/2019 4:00:41 PM apex_starseed Send me Link to report please...have been meaning to relook at that along with some other intel material..as I dive deeper into a " Curiosity" of mine 

that's been Brewing for a while now..

4/20/2019 4:01:09 PM collinsusa4ever I would like the info on “FS”, too please! I’m trying to wake up family members.  Ty in advance.

4/20/2019 4:04:37 PM zagnett Sent

4/20/2019 4:05:11 PM cocopuffster12 Wow

4/20/2019 4:13:07 PM vintagesquirrel Me too, please!

4/20/2019 4:15:33 PM zagnett Sent

4/20/2019 4:16:16 PM starehope Skin must feel less dry afterwards.

4/20/2019 4:17:45 PM starehope Which was first? Head with cool water or hot for body?

4/20/2019 4:18:24 PM starehope Something to think about!

4/20/2019 4:20:17 PM zagnett Yeah, practically the MK programmer's manual. That's what [they] did, & is why so many MKs are messed up, most thru no fault of their own likely. 

Why i feel a lot of sympathy. Heck, even ones who've gone on to done bad things themselves-some may deserve sympathy, if they stop ...

4/20/2019 4:20:55 PM starehope Good idea.

4/20/2019 4:23:00 PM zagnett i hope They All get the help They need, to "de-program" or whatnot. i'm not a health worker, & idk what to do. It's inspiring to see so many awake in 

various fields of medicine here on the MJ account. Real soon, there may be new, real work for All of Us who care abt. these People

4/20/2019 4:24:00 PM crackedactor183 Sings songs like this and yet his death was suicide. Yep, we all believe that one.

4/20/2019 4:24:41 PM starehope That is where I feel I am. Left behind. Guess we are doomed? Frightening.

4/20/2019 4:31:12 PM mongrelglory The key is whether they show remorse and empathy for their victims. Some abused people resolve never to cause harm/pain to others because they 

remember what it was like. Others decide it's a "dog-eat-dog" world and go after power for themselves by abusing others.  We have choice.

4/20/2019 4:39:14 PM zagnett Yes, you're right. Hopefully far more of them are the former, & are or will be worthy of & receive forgiveness.

We have to fix this. 💪❤️💖

4/20/2019 4:40:40 PM mongrelglory It's easy to forgive someone who shows genuine remorse. 🙂

4/20/2019 4:41:31 PM knightofmaltaus Another item on making contact with EBE

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UFOnetwork_ @mufon @UFOcommunity @UFOcommunity https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/why-alien-

megastructures-may-hold-key-making-contact-extraterrestrials-ncna994996 …

4/20/2019 4:43:24 PM starehope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FBI @CIA #MAGA @DeptofDefense @RealJamesWoods @dbongino @StormIsUponUs This is a threat on the President's life. 

Please intervene. https://twitter.com/Bigapplegirl66/status/1119703914889338881 …

4/20/2019 4:48:41 PM zagnett Very true.

4/20/2019 5:14:42 PM nettiejoi Whynot ? They are neighbours!

4/20/2019 5:15:21 PM natureinspace Is that a rope around his neck? I'm going to watch the video.

4/20/2019 6:02:29 PM nettiejoi What is his belief ?

4/20/2019 6:06:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

4/20/2019 6:09:59 PM usss_211 Yes!!!

4/20/2019 6:10:08 PM oletruckers1977 Democrats are loosing it pic.twitter.com/JIN9MJNQyH

4/20/2019 6:14:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 FR is in a civil war currently. MSM have standdown orders to prevent interventions from other nations, specifically 45. Macron is losing control over his 

Establishment and his pedopushing days are numbered. YV will win the war.

4/20/2019 6:15:58 PM charmanda9 Are you finding that there are others around you that feel the same?

4/20/2019 6:18:08 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

4/20/2019 6:18:09 PM zagnett F yeah! The last sentence i mean. 💪

4/20/2019 6:18:36 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118223019124711426?s=19 …

4/20/2019 6:18:42 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1118222658846457856?s=19 …

4/20/2019 6:19:35 PM charmanda9 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 3 from me pic.twitter.com/7QCnzRLQAT

4/20/2019 6:20:35 PM lbf777 The brave French Yellow Vests are kicking Macron’s ass all over France. 

When will Americans grow a pair and do the same?

4/20/2019 6:24:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Plasma] = [Disinformation] https://youtu.be/1oCNGcbwxWg 

4/20/2019 6:26:06 PM jrocktigers Lets hope we do not have to have a physical civil war here.

4/20/2019 6:27:30 PM freestateojones He said "Lunatic", that's gold.

4/20/2019 6:30:18 PM aprilbrown99 That photo gave me goosebumps.

4/20/2019 6:30:47 PM jrocktigers Cant be true, I have seen moon rocks for sale in Ebay..😂

4/20/2019 6:31:15 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/OFDwLtv9eD

4/20/2019 6:31:31 PM mongrelglory Others theorized it was made of cheese...

4/20/2019 6:31:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/q037Xz8eFr

4/20/2019 6:32:10 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂

4/20/2019 6:32:26 PM jared4liberty With this happen with the other globalist leaders in Europe? Will Germany rid themselves of AM?

4/20/2019 6:32:48 PM the_fjalar 🌚 👀 pic.twitter.com/mWSpUKq4vy

4/20/2019 6:33:59 PM jrocktigers I agree regarding UK. Here , we are in a spiritual civil war and limited physical confrontations. We have to stay positive to bring in peace and justice 

without mass confrontation.

4/20/2019 6:35:56 PM hawkgirlinmn If it’s a satellite, and assuming it is powered by the sun, then it maybe it is made of some sort of material charged via solar rays?

4/20/2019 6:37:31 PM aprilbrown99 Speechless. These photos are worth a thousand words. I am so proud of the citizens of France for fight back and sad sad at the same time it has come 

to this. Our world will never be the same again. We should all be so very grateful. 😘

4/20/2019 6:40:47 PM thelilkingryan 2027? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal https://youtu.be/Kq5KWLqUewc 



4/20/2019 6:43:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Civil or Revolutionary?

4/20/2019 6:48:06 PM mongrelglory A solar powered moon... 🤔

4/20/2019 6:49:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Or probably some off world tech?

4/20/2019 6:59:40 PM auagate The Domain ...

4/20/2019 7:01:02 PM alinahere #MandatoryExecutionForPedophiles 👈👀

4/20/2019 7:12:28 PM auagate Good deal for NK.

4/20/2019 7:13:12 PM alinahere BRAVO! 👏👏👏 Excellent mashup! May @POTUS continue to #ProtectOurChildren & #SAVEAMERICA from THEIR EVIL! 🙏

#WWG1WGA 🙌 ...FOR A BETTER DAY WW!

4/20/2019 7:13:53 PM brangusjimmy Did the moon really ring like a bell during the Apollo I mission? Is it actually hollow or is that misinformation? I find it strange that the moon is a 1/4 of 

the earth but an 1/80th of the weight. Makes zero sense to me.

4/20/2019 7:14:36 PM brangusjimmy Not to mention how ludicrous the idea of tidal lock is... allowing us to only see one side of the moon 🌝

4/20/2019 7:21:39 PM charles87793026 Open to all versations ! Just give me a min! pic.twitter.com/39fZeIA4cV

4/20/2019 7:22:50 PM djlok That one is a beauty!!!

4/20/2019 7:22:53 PM jswdh1 God Bless Yellow Vests!

4/20/2019 7:24:05 PM auagate Is DMT the same function as Amanita Muscaria? The decoded "Jesus" in the Bible.

4/20/2019 7:27:44 PM jswdh1 Plasma rocks..... the rocks fell out of their head tho not from moon.. lol

4/20/2019 7:28:46 PM laurabusse I believe it.

4/20/2019 7:29:19 PM jswdh1 What does it say when it flashes?

4/20/2019 7:29:24 PM daveo6145 Same here! pic.twitter.com/8MwvdGaPzn

4/20/2019 7:31:56 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/StWYQ30yHp

4/20/2019 7:34:24 PM poking_thebear Trying so hard to be relevant.

4/20/2019 7:43:19 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/gVsRj1ZGFB

4/20/2019 7:43:37 PM cocopuffster12 It’s difficult wrapping one’s mind around it. So tragic. I agree, if they stop. Praying it all stops, that it all ends.

4/20/2019 7:47:43 PM auagate On the way...

4/20/2019 7:50:49 PM nick_2c Yes time for action.  Full disclosure!

4/20/2019 7:56:48 PM mongrelglory The Russians said they were fake!

4/20/2019 7:58:33 PM jrocktigers Was that your listing on Ebay? LOL

4/20/2019 7:59:21 PM jrocktigers hmmmm..... then I am gonna assume they are real.

4/20/2019 8:00:41 PM charmanda9 It’s cheese 🧀 🤓

4/20/2019 8:00:56 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/kz1hPNgfh0

4/20/2019 8:01:31 PM bdab28 Idk man my own logical thinking makes me wonder about the moon. Just last night that mf was glowing like an LED when it was pitch dark outside. 

Growing up i was told it glows from the light from the sun, yet the sun was on the opposite side of the earth. So wouldn't it "eclipse"?

4/20/2019 8:03:28 PM bdab28 By all means I am ALL ears for this conversation bc the moon was so bright last night it just didnt make logical sense to me unless just the amount of 

light the sun put off was able to wrap around our planet to just reflect back to us off the moon

4/20/2019 8:03:41 PM teachers421 @Utsava4

4/20/2019 8:04:28 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/mpKJXuuEhv

4/20/2019 8:04:54 PM mongrelglory I'll have to take your word on that...

4/20/2019 8:06:26 PM bdab28 And with the moon being a "rock" it must be an extremely reflective rock for this to be possible. That being said, how reflective are the moon rocks 

that have made it back to earth... Im making my own head hurt -.-

4/20/2019 8:06:37 PM mongrelglory There's a Starbucks at the top of that tower in the middle.

4/20/2019 8:07:00 PM michael81972 MJ said the moon is a ship,  I would assume its some sort of metal or some element unknown to us...

4/20/2019 8:08:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Maybe something like a Dyson Sphere.

4/20/2019 8:08:50 PM jrocktigers Nothing to be ashamed about . On the surface, voting for a candidate who was born into millions, a raging egomaniac and narcissist, bankrupted 

multiple companies and has had three wives, should give one pause. I do believe he is clearly needed for this time in our country.

4/20/2019 8:13:04 PM daveo6145 I’d imagine this is similar. I sense there’d be more control mechanisms, surveillance tech, living compartments...

4/20/2019 8:22:56 PM thelilkingryan The moon is a ship pic.twitter.com/4qLSNN3kr0

4/20/2019 8:25:22 PM je_weed_707_ Some of the moon rocks given as presents to other Nations’ political officials have been tested and is nothing but petrified wood

4/20/2019 8:26:50 PM thelilkingryan Hive moon base pic.twitter.com/Pp9Kxl6sJK

4/20/2019 8:27:48 PM djlok What you just wrote @JRockTigers is what I told people multiple times (word-for-word) before he was elected.  It’s crazy how a different perspective 

changes everything.

4/20/2019 8:28:44 PM mongrelglory Yes!  Moonrockgate!  The Russians exposed it!

4/20/2019 8:31:01 PM jrocktigers And I think we have all learned he is different , thank goodness!

4/20/2019 9:00:49 PM jayrambin Ayurveda, I think, would say that skin condition is more a result of inner health and immune system than topical treatmnts. Skin is an organ of 

elimination. Symptoms most likely b/c body is moving that disease form inside to outside. An acute condition might call for topical. 1

4/20/2019 9:01:39 PM charmanda9 💖love this convo💖

4/20/2019 9:03:15 PM jayrambin 2.  Organ health is also important, and I suspect responsible for some visible skin symptoms, like darkness beneath eyes.  We’re inclined to apply 

remedy to the visible symptom, but often, it’s cause is much deeper.  First step, in ayurveda is to strengthen the immune system...

4/20/2019 9:07:51 PM djlok That's an awesome clip.

4/20/2019 9:08:35 PM jayrambin 3. Then, unblock energy flow. Ayurveda, acupuncture and Chinese medicine, recognize the energetic components of the body and the 

interconnectedness therein. Many things can help this, yoga, tai chi, qigong, dancing, light sports, non-stressful motion, etc.

4/20/2019 9:10:29 PM starehope I heard it was green cheese as a child. Never did see the green though.

4/20/2019 9:12:51 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/twinkleblinc/status/1119717144374067200?s=21 …

4/20/2019 9:13:24 PM jayrambin 4. At some point, it’s wise to consider the mind. Ayurveda says that disease has its foundation in the mind; either by ignorance, desire or aversion. A 

deep, honest look at thoughts, beliefs, actions, emotions and motivations might well reveal part of the cause.  Yoga, psychology

4/20/2019 9:15:07 PM starehope That would depend on its longitude and latitude in relation to the zodiacal equator.

4/20/2019 9:18:16 PM jayrambin 5/. This is what traditional yoga (Patanjalis Yoga Sutras) address.  Many have achieved mastery over their minds this way.  It’s not religious, but very 

spiritual.  I went on a bit of a run. Ha. Well, that’s one way to address health issues that I found useful. 🙂🙏🤙🕉💛

4/20/2019 9:22:04 PM starehope Could be.

4/20/2019 9:34:11 PM jayrambin I also suspect that its factions in Israel that’s the problem. Probably like most other places, the People r good, but the leaders r not.  The American 

people & the Israeli people, I don’t think, have any beefs. We can get along if our govts can. Drain swamp worldwide. @POTUS

4/20/2019 9:35:02 PM lbf777 That’s it. The people are good worldwide. It’s just the Gov that’s evil.

4/20/2019 9:36:07 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067202528012587008?s=19 …

4/20/2019 9:36:34 PM k3yle Lololol!!! 😎

4/20/2019 9:39:06 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077223806790524928?s=19 …

4/20/2019 9:39:57 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079753981902159874?s=19 …

4/20/2019 10:03:58 PM monroevegas I wish I could be apart of a team who finds these sickos and sends them back to the spirit world. When is enough enough? I was saying this to God 

today. When is enough enough? Isn’t the cup already overflowing with the blood of the innocent?

4/20/2019 10:09:50 PM mongrelglory It's up to us to keep waking people up to the truth, until these people have no-where left to hide!



4/20/2019 10:11:57 PM monroevegas I wish I could be immortal. No need for food or sleep. No need to fear death. Just a Destroying Angel recycling souls back to God.

4/20/2019 10:13:45 PM wearediamonds2 And WHY is it much larger And closer looking today than yesterday!?

4/20/2019 10:14:05 PM mongrelglory We're all IS-BEs.  Immortal Spiritual Biological Entities.

4/20/2019 10:17:51 PM monroevegas Spiritually immortal yes...BE immortal, no. We can die. Atleast I know my body can.

4/20/2019 10:30:01 PM mongrelglory I believe we can repeatedly re-incarnate as many times into physical existence as we choose.  Part of our spiritual evolution to experience many lives 

and learn from them.

4/20/2019 10:31:49 PM monroevegas Eh... i just need to be able to get into an Avatar and do my work. If the avatar dies, I get to wake back up in the pod, go back home, play some 

StarCraft2, eat some food, go to sleep, dream, wake up and do it all over again.

4/20/2019 10:48:20 PM monroevegas How do we figure out who we were in past live? Is that even possible?

4/20/2019 11:31:25 PM jayrambin GJ dude, you got a notice ‘badge’. 😂

4/20/2019 11:40:39 PM jaspony1 #SriLanka ...Why... Why... Why is this allowed to continue...

This is unacceptable 😡😠🤬

4/21/2019 12:02:31 AM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein# UnsealEpstein# UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/21/2019 12:33:27 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/wR0jvgOWqz

4/21/2019 12:50:00 AM k3yle How the F is it no matter how many times I like this post the next day it's not liked?! Lol

4/21/2019 1:22:39 AM olimyracle #YellowVests are paving the way to OUR freedom.

Protests every saturday all over France. Look for #Acte23.

Tear gas & rubber bullets. Journalists arrested. Prohibition.

Spread and share. MSM won't.

Time now for WE to stand up & duplicate. FR -> WW. https://twitter.com/NighSide/status/1119589042348335104 …
4/21/2019 1:26:31 AM cmdrzod23 Guise and Gals, there has never been found an unknown material in any crashed craft AFAIK. The found alloys which could only be made through cold 

fusion (tech not yet available to mankind) but not a material X like often purported in hollywood flicks

4/21/2019 1:38:20 AM cmdrzod23 The moon does not need its own propulsion (nor does any other planet in the solar system) and yet they are all moving in their orbits.

Michael Fulton: there is a high presence of titanium on the moon's surface, so I it is assumed the inner shell is of this material

4/21/2019 2:07:02 AM healthyworld12 Respect to the #GiletsJaunes ❤️

4/21/2019 2:17:41 AM blogjam_net Pay attention

4/21/2019 2:42:36 AM qld_truthseeker Yes, please

4/21/2019 2:57:43 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/1OdgW8a7PH

4/21/2019 3:41:47 AM petitchevalb What's the point of being a starseed? Only makes you dream about being someone else

Dont care about being someone else

But I want to get my HUMAN DIGNITY back

4/21/2019 3:44:17 AM mm03608298 We ALL saw this coming. Clearly part of the plan. 👍

4/21/2019 4:23:15 AM majorarmybrat I’ve read that the “moon rocks” turned out to be fossils from here.

4/21/2019 4:28:31 AM houdini481 "me tel u now", moon not natural heaven body, moon put there by other being to control earth mood. without moon big calm comes over peoples no 

big storm anymore only little one.

4/21/2019 4:30:42 AM covertress Who said this?

4/21/2019 4:34:25 AM houdini481 "without moon peace among people, elders say old race capture moon from space the put next to earth, elders say moon forces work like time 

mashine keep control of time, moon also control mood of beings on planet this line time."

4/21/2019 4:36:41 AM houdini481 "me tel u now", moon not natural heaven body, moon put there by other being to control earth mood. without moon big calm comes over peoples no 

big storm anymore only little one.

4/21/2019 4:39:01 AM houdini481 "without moon peace among people, elders say old race capture moon from space the put next to earth, elders say moon forces work like time 

mashine keep control of time, moon also control mood of beings on planet this line time."

4/21/2019 4:51:21 AM covertress OK. Hmm.

Who made the Great Awakening Map?

Do they have an agenda?

4/21/2019 4:53:43 AM alprabalpra What happened to avicii is heartbreaking but also heartwarming. Knowing there was someone with such fame who put out the truth to his own 

detriment.  Thats a hero.

4/21/2019 4:56:02 AM covertress This is a map of all the Great Awakening Theories?

Why so much disinfo?

4/21/2019 5:12:26 AM mongrelglory Some people are able to recall past lives, but the majority of us undergo the "veil of forgetting" as that is what allows us to learn the most Karmic 

lessons here on Earth.

4/21/2019 5:12:53 AM covertress How can you tell Disclosure from Disinfo?

4/21/2019 5:18:29 AM n7guardiananon As we ascend and gain lost abilities back again.  Most if not all technology will be not needed.

4/21/2019 5:25:27 AM francislott14 Please send, thanks

4/21/2019 5:31:13 AM _369311119 How would one worship technology?

How is the term "worship" defined in the context of energy transfer?

(I don't know these answers; trying to learn)

4/21/2019 5:49:51 AM nun_chucknorris Raising hand confidently knowing how wrong I was and how far I have come. I didn’t know then but I will always know from this point forward.

4/21/2019 6:38:16 AM catvllvsverona I can't avoid thinking that AI will have an important role as this civilization evolves. As for disclosure, perhaps 2 kinds of it? One of the dark (→control) 

and one of the light (→human evolution support)? Only a thought.

4/21/2019 6:52:07 AM laurabusse You and many others :-) blessings 💘

4/21/2019 6:54:24 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1119735755033731072?s=19 …

4/21/2019 7:24:21 AM decodematrix Does its location need to be adjusted periodically?

4/21/2019 7:26:53 AM enomai_ Its come circle now lol.. impeach.

4/21/2019 7:27:44 AM enomai_ Ive seen other topics trying to resurface. Sign, that they are out of steam. Lol, thank you. If people cant see...

4/21/2019 7:48:30 AM covertress All of the answers are within you.

4/21/2019 8:01:46 AM donavon_ryan  pic.twitter.com/ECIDiFGPHf

4/21/2019 8:49:56 AM enomai_ You are pretty lucky this was answered to be honest. Israel is last for a reason.

4/21/2019 8:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about Childhood Trauma, and specifically whether or not we could lend a 

perspective into an individuals worthiness or not. Here is our response:

4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 to everything apparently is 42, which is "to BE. The summation of your IS-BE can be expressed by who your soul is, and what you have BEcome. 

BEcoming is the aggregate of conscious and unconscious experiences recorded and processed (and filtered) by the brain directly. Completely



4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, as Dr. Lipton has stated, the brain is forming these neural pathways throughout the conscious and unconscious mind of the IS-BE, essentially 

creating the totality of the Immortal Spiritual Entity's "being". To borrow from Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, the answer

4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 there are hard cut-off periods between states of conscious awareness and development, however the general notion Dr Lipton gives is accurate 

despite semantics. The time period is not definitive such that a birthday party signifies the graduation of consciousness frequencies.

4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 eating, shitting, burping, etc. - bodily functions. The child isn't necessarily learning how to do these things, they are instead unlocking the instincts 

stored within their DNA throughout their development. Many other medical researchers dispute Dr Lipton's claims that

4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 From 0-2 years old, your brain is in a state of consciousness referred to as the Delta range. During this time period the instructions learned are not part 

of the subconscious, nor are they part of the conscious. They represent core instructions for tasks such as

4/21/2019 8:51:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 The totality of your life is recorded in your brain, throughout different frequencies of cognitive resonance. To cite some of the work of Dr Lipton, who 

has some interesting views that have aligned with MJ12's Disclosure plans (which is why he hasn't been removed), let's explore.

4/21/2019 8:51:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 corroborate decisions between the conscious mind and the subconscious recordings to reflect against these critical messages. Other statements such 

as: 

"If you work hard and plan, anything is possible."

Also work toward the end of raising a child capable of greatness.

4/21/2019 8:51:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, turn of phrases, cliches, truth statements (that resonate from within), are therefore recorded. So, as a child under the age of 6, hearing 

statements such as: 

"When the mind is free, the body matters not."

Offer the child later in their life the ability to intuitively

4/21/2019 8:51:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 in the body of a young child. Everything is recorded at these states of time. Literally recorded, as Dr. Lipton analyzes, its as if you go back to a childhood 

event (trauma or not) and try to yell at it to change, like a TV, it will not respond to you.

4/21/2019 8:51:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore, when we speak of childhood trauma, as Dr. Lipton says, there are fundamental neuralpathways that are formed during these periods of 

time that act as our instinct. Beyond the instinctual responses, higher forms of through are recorded due to the brain physically growing

4/21/2019 8:51:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 dependent on the physical development of the brain. The rate to which a BEing is able to experience their movie of BEcoming can be understood by a 

function of their environment to their state of conscious awareness throughout different periods of the IS-BE's life.

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 So how does this tie into worthiness of love when dealing with childhood trauma - or even being able to understand what love actually is. Many people 

will have alternative definitions of love, and MJ12 does not claim to be the be-all-end-all interpretation of anything.

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 acts of your consciousness contradict the "instinct" of the subconscious.

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 to MAJIC eyes only in the former decades, the Great Awakening is the Full Disclosure of the conscious mind and how to really take control of your own 

life. As Dr. Lipton says, 90-95% of your behavior is driven by the subconscious trying to sabotage your consciousness because the

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 the environment that recreates those recordings, since they are instincts. When somebody talks back to you, and they are a woman, they get struck. 

These kinds of engagements are what form foundational childhood trauma. While the knowledge of this information has been kept

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 This becomes their instincts. So as an adult, they will consciously try to fit their life experiences in the balances created by their subconscious 

recordings. If the child witnesses the father striking the mother, and the child is female, the child essentially will try to create

4/21/2019 8:51:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, what happens when a young child is picked on? What if they are sexually abused by a family member or a member of their community? 

What happens if they are physically neglected? What happens if they witness abuse and other forms of neglect toward others?

4/21/2019 8:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 trauma, typically these are singular or repeated events that have distinct start and end times to their traumatic recording. Overwriting these recordings 

have been done in several different ways:

4/21/2019 8:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 These are subconscious recordings, as Dr. Lipton states. These recordings can be undone, however with great caution. The dangers of rewriting these 

recordings can be detrimental to the fabric of how your neural pathways were created in the first place. However, for childhood

4/21/2019 8:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some IS-BEs are afraid of this energy field because they have been taught, through childhood trauma, that when this energy entangles with them, "bad 

things happen after", therefore, the subconscious protects the conscious by attempting to sabotage engagements that yield love.

4/21/2019 8:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Love is a universal life energy that can be used in the form of currency for creating an experience worthy of your IS-BE leaving a state of absolute 

enlightenment for BEcoming your ideas/creation.

4/21/2019 8:51:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 defines love as an energy force that is transmitted between IS-BEs in an entangled state, which amplify the energy force in all IS-BEs affected. 

You can physically feel the effects of what being surrounded by love feels like.

4/21/2019 8:51:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 side effect of trauma? This is why religions have emphasized the importance of knowing that all inter-dimensional entities that exist in higher realms of 

consciousness who are not in the lower plane[t] of existence as you must be interpreted as being dangerous or demons.

4/21/2019 8:51:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many people who take "magic" mushrooms report engaging with Machine Elves who are able to make adjustments to the conscious mind and remove 

the trauma elements of the recordings. How do you know they aren't replacing those recordings with other recordings that only swap out the

4/21/2019 8:53:46 AM enomai_ Netanyahu is controlled opposition, now I am sure. 

Hopefully...

In respect... to someones fathers friend...

4/21/2019 8:55:33 AM karentriebel 42

4/21/2019 9:00:40 AM innrsquardcrcle How does this relate to being able to change personal history or timeline therapy as in NLP and hypnosis?

4/21/2019 9:09:00 AM olimyracle MSM linking #NotreDame to #YellowVests https://twitter.com/arretsurimages/status/1118816788282773511?s=19 …

4/21/2019 9:10:18 AM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked 

several times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/21/2019 9:11:19 AM blankmarlo So was Alex Jones then correct in stating that the entities you interact with while on psychedelics are inherently negative?

4/21/2019 9:12:27 AM danaelizabeth69 Autism families carry much trauma 😥

4/21/2019 9:13:25 AM djlok Just like all Majestic Messages of Disclosure, I read it, go "woah", read it again (a few times), will think about it most of the day and what it means to 

me, will most likely include something from it in meditation tonight.

So many lies the Cabalist have told us. So many lies.

4/21/2019 9:13:53 AM fionasdestiny67 By drilling this "fear" based thought of all beings not in this realm are evil, since birth, in most religions, they exert control over their members. Yet, 

those of us who freed ourselves,  are "lost". Mormonism controls. Dark, dark, dark.



4/21/2019 9:15:53 AM fionasdestiny67 Which Maj12 do we have the honor of their presence today? Thank you🙏💞

4/21/2019 9:18:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 So how does one rerecord their traumatic events from their subconscious and do it in a way that doesn't leave you at the mercy of another IS-BE's 

enlightened state of existence where you are unaware of their choices as being good or evil?

4/21/2019 9:18:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is only because they have the ability to rewrite messages of the subconscious and can control you more than you could ever dream of controlling 

another person. This doesn't mean that all entities ARE bad or evil.

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 experience. Additionally, these typically take years to accomplish and can have limited success depending on environment and who you are 

surrounded by. What if your childhood trauma was an event from your grandfather or mother or cousin? Do you stop all contact with these people?

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 The act of acceptance and forgiveness is taught to many people, and the act is powerful in religious contexts since it does work, however "seeking" to 

accept or forgive trauma is not the same as accepting or forgiving trauma. The act of seeking can make the trauma worse to

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 it is able to therefore recall lower vibrational recordings and present them in the form of epiphanies. This is how you identify the trauma, then, how do 

you fix the trauma? How do you remove it from controlling you?

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 During meditation, consciously ask yourself "Why ......[fill in the blank].....?" and then clear your mind. By injecting the conscious thought into the mind, 

the neural pathways for the subject matter of the question will become activated and as your brain lowers frequencies

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if you don't know what the trauma is? In a state of conscious meditation, using binaural beats audio, you are able to assist your consciousness in 

lowering its frequency into the Theta and Delta ranges. It is difficult to sustain these states of consciousness while awake.

4/21/2019 9:18:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 We understand it as such: 

Delta (0.5-4Hz) = Instinct Memories

Theta (4-7.5Hz) = Subconscious recordings (less than instinct)

Alpha (7.5-12Hz) = Learned intuitions or meditative states or REM sleep

Beta (12-30Hz) = Consciously Aware

4/21/2019 9:18:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing commercially available today will undo these, however you can CREATE your cure. You are an IS-BE. Your IS-BE is your source with God and you 

have a direct ability to harness the mind and the environment in order to create the BEing that you wish to BEcome.

4/21/2019 9:18:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 conscious mind (ie sabotage as Dr Lipton says) your conscious activities because each night you go back to bed and return to those states of 

consciousness where you heard "you can't do that" or "we can't afford that" or "you're a bad person" etc.

4/21/2019 9:18:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 the IS-BE seeking enlightenment afraid to seek enlightenment, especially in while living with trauma. While dreaming, your brain enters into the Alpha, 

Theta, and Delta frequencies and during this time period your subconscious mind is actively attempting to correct your

4/21/2019 9:18:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 However, this is the treatment approach that Dr. Lipton has proposed. Replace the recordings using your natural states of dreaming during sleep 

through the form of hypnosis and/or binaural beats. There is one risk to this that is not expressed by Dr. Lipton because it can make

4/21/2019 9:18:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you are seeking acceptance and forgiveness of their actions onto you, then interacting with them while they are not seeking your forgiveness for 

their actions, acts contrary to progress and will only deepen the wounds created by the trauma.

4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Taking your favorite binaural beat into an audio mixing program such as Garage Band, etc. (the specific software is moot in meaning or function) and 

overlay that audio with the following.

4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 We understand that some of this may be technically beyond the ability of every person reading this, however you are an IS-BE and you can learn how 

to accomplish great things. You need only to act on your thoughts of creation in order to create and BEcome.

4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 If an IS-BE sleeps for 6 hours, then imagine the following: 

0-2 hours = Falling Asleep (Alpha)

2-4 hours = Asleep (REM) (Alpha+Theta)

4-4.5 hours = "Deep Sleep" (Theta)

4.5-6 hours = Rapid rise from Theta to Alpha

Select a 6h6m6s track of choice and download it.
4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pick your favorite binaural beat frequency rhythm to listen to and correlate that selection with an intended outcome, such as "attract love" or "remove 

negative blocks" etc.

4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 received from "negative energy" or "positive energy" and then reflect on that energy signature later in life. If the child, now an adult, wishes to undo 

these messages, hypnosis is possible, however with great risk. Instead, MJ12 recommends the following:

4/21/2019 9:18:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will use an example: 

Let's say the traumatic event was "financial" related, and you witnessed your parents talking at the dinner table one on one discussing how "they can't 

afford" this or that. To the child, they recorded the emotion and the instinctual responses

4/21/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you're dealing with something such as child sex abuse, then different messages can be: 

"You did not deserve being <use the language of what happened explicitly>."

"Showing somebody that you love them, doesn't mean having sex with them."

4/21/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Poor is only a frame of mind."

"Instead of saying <I can't afford this> say <How can I afford this?>"

"If you work hard, save your money, you can have the things you want."

"Cars are a financial liability."

etc. 

etc.

4/21/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 To use the example, you can't afford anything, so you live in a state of being poor because your instincts want you to be poor because you recorded it. 

How do you fix it? Educate your subconscious.

4/21/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 "When the mind is free, the body matters not."

etc. etc.

This account has posted many phrases such as these, and you can take from religious sayings (with strings attached), or you can create your own such 

as:

4/21/2019 9:18:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Between 3.5hrs and 5hrs, add an audio track 1 layer above the binaural beat soundtrack in the program, and space messages every 9 to 27 minutes 

such as 

"You are worth being loved."

"You have the power to create your reality."

"Your choices create the reality you experience."



4/21/2019 9:18:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Sex is used for creating life, not creating experiences or friendships."

etc.

etc.

These are far more difficult to get correct, since each IS-BE's subconscious programs are highly specific to only their reality, however the general 

practice is transferrable regardless of

4/21/2019 9:20:44 AM rachaelangelm Yes

4/21/2019 9:21:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will conclude with this piece here. How do you keep a secret? You tell a lie to a child. The lie becomes instinct and they will fight to the death 

defend it if it challenges their world view enough.

4/21/2019 9:21:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 The spiritual war is in full force and not everyone will survive. You must learn how to undo the mistakes of the past, detoxify your body, and learn how 

to make choices that your conscious mind wants (versus the programs installed into your subconscious against your will).

4/21/2019 9:21:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 individual experience. 

The most important message that Majestic 12 can give you is your mind and your pineal gland were the core focus of attack throughout the past 70 

years as we planned the takedown of a 6,000 year old death cult. Nothing is random.

4/21/2019 9:22:48 AM sqrlnutz Can this help to Cure a drug addiction?

4/21/2019 9:22:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sexual mutilation as being instinct. Necessary for a 6,000 year old death cult obsessed with sexual exploitation.

4/21/2019 9:23:51 AM hawkgirlinmn In a conscious state, I often ask myself “what am I believing that is making me feel this way?” I usually recieve a response instantly and then 

consciously work towards changing it.

4/21/2019 9:24:03 AM dark2light2019 That is a very interesting question. I may have to start following you lol. Ive been trying to follow the law of one and majestic whether...

4/21/2019 9:25:42 AM dark2light2019 “Real” or not is disseminating important information to all of humanity that i feel brings people (like us) together to help our SMC

4/21/2019 9:25:48 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/21/2019 9:25:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 100%.

4/21/2019 9:26:06 AM dark2light2019 Social memory complex.

4/21/2019 9:27:22 AM hawkgirlinmn These are on youtube and i listen almost nightly

4/21/2019 9:27:33 AM sqrlnutz Any chance on  elaborating  on the proper procedure ?

4/21/2019 9:29:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep reading the thread: "Many other medical researchers dispute Dr Lipton's claims that here are hard cut-off periods between states of conscious 

awareness and development, however the general notion Dr Lipton gives is accurate despite semantics."

4/21/2019 9:30:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 "I do not need <drug> in order to be successful."

"<drug> is bad for my health."

"<drug> will only set me back from my goals."

"I will never be happy as long as <drug> is in my life."

etc.

4/21/2019 9:31:57 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

4/21/2019 9:32:07 AM flgirlsbeenqd IDK if this is what you're looking forward but if a child is sexually abused many times they repeat the behavior...what's been done to them, so it 

becomes part of them...they pass it on to all they encounter. Makes me cry. (3) generations of this, Ex: HRC, CC, and her children!

4/21/2019 9:32:37 AM flgirlsbeenqd CC children should be taken from her.

4/21/2019 9:32:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Abused become the abuser.

4/21/2019 9:32:48 AM djlok I imagine it's the same background recording but just with a different messaging like

"I don't really need [substance addicted to] to feel comfortable."

"I have power over the [substance] and not the substance having power over me"

Just a few thoughts.

4/21/2019 9:33:01 AM allahuniversal Q#812

"How do they control children?"

"What prevents a child revealing the truth?"

Answer:

You tell a lie to a child.

4/21/2019 9:33:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Then you have them for their life.

4/21/2019 9:33:56 AM sqrlnutz Thank you.

4/21/2019 9:34:48 AM youstinksoap Reverse psychology?  

For a smoker, saying 'I am not a smoker', would work?

4/21/2019 9:36:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Thank you. Clarifying, validating and uplifting. 🙏🏼

4/21/2019 9:36:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd What if you saw your father being struck? Same. My brother and I both chose mates who were physically abusive. Thank God we're both out of those 

relationships...GENERATIONAL! My brother and I are 4th generation domestic violence survivors and WE stopped it! We also exposed it!

4/21/2019 9:36:43 AM covertress Were they biologically enhanced?

4/21/2019 9:36:56 AM starehope I want this to be true.

4/21/2019 9:37:38 AM fionasdestiny67 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thank you

4/21/2019 9:40:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd Been kept from us? Perhaps if you don't go to college/take Psych 101. This was taught to me in college, generational, passing it on. For those who don't 

go to college they would not know unless they sought therapy, and this would be the case of masses that don't know

4/21/2019 9:41:26 AM aprilbrown99 That is wonderful! You should be very proud of yourselves as that is not easy to do. You are very brave. Stopping the cycle is key. I saw this in my own 

family as well.

4/21/2019 9:42:01 AM lightworkercain Is this why I cant sleep more than 6 hours a night lately?

4/21/2019 9:42:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd If you can feel it.....DO YOU?

Can you feel when your group is sent unconditional love?

4/21/2019 9:42:13 AM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

4/21/2019 9:42:33 AM youstinksoap Undo the mistakes of the past...

Which ones?  Our personal lives, or the gigantic lie that we've all been taught?  Forgiveness and love are all we need for a clear spiritual pathway?  Lots 

to think about, thanks for the thread.

4/21/2019 9:42:34 AM agooddying Can you define machine elves?



4/21/2019 9:42:37 AM rochellebarozzi I was raped at age 12 by my Uncle. I can attest that this is true with me. I totally agree. I am a survivor, not a victim. I have learned to love myself and 

fought hard to finally over come it. At 58, I am whole. You CAN move past what has happened as a child, IF you really want

4/21/2019 9:43:05 AM ethereal_shaman Like Santa? Fill children's heads with awe and magic and then at 8 or 10 you tell them it was just a cute little lie.  Does that create a trauma?

4/21/2019 9:43:33 AM aprilbrown99 I hope this helps many people! This is a fantastic thread. Thank you. 🙏

4/21/2019 9:44:44 AM starehope Because life and people who are negative get in the way.

4/21/2019 9:45:01 AM vintagesquirrel As in the fiction of Heaven and Hell?

4/21/2019 9:46:58 AM allahuniversal Eventually learning that those who we were taught to trust the most, can't be trusted. Yep, traumatic.

4/21/2019 9:47:09 AM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked 

several times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/21/2019 9:47:23 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Happy Easter to those MJ12 Members who celebrate the day.

Question: will we ever get the full unredacted biography of the IS-BE Christians refer to as Jesus of Nazareth, specifically the years of his life removed 

from the Bible?

4/21/2019 9:47:28 AM sterkinglights1 This was an old article. April 1st 2016 https://www.army.mil/article/164802/breaking_army_scientists_successfully_teleport_soldiers …

4/21/2019 9:49:16 AM fightforamerica Have you ever been poor? Have you ever been physically abused? Have you ever been sexually abused? Have you ever had to witness domestic 

violence? Have you ever had to witness infidelity? Have you ever had your basic dignity taken from you? Have you ever almost died?

4/21/2019 9:50:17 AM noocnik @threadreaderapp unroll

4/21/2019 9:50:40 AM sterkinglights1 There is a difference between lizards and reptiles for sure.

4/21/2019 9:51:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd Most of us base this on past experience. When a child is abused or witnesses abuse they have a choice as an adult, they can go polar opposite...OR 

become what they despise.

4/21/2019 9:51:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful

4/21/2019 9:53:58 AM ethereal_shaman I don't push the Santa lie on the littles under my care.  It was very traumatic for me as a child.  However, I get grief from family that say I am ruining 

their childhood.

4/21/2019 9:54:06 AM allahuniversal Ran a little experiment on myself. Rested about 5 hrs or so w/ a basic freq. generator @ 963 Hz. The dreams weren't so good. Presumed that I was just 

unlocking trauma to be released. Any thoughts on this?

4/21/2019 9:54:18 AM ragevirusqq Hurt people, hurt poeple.

4/21/2019 9:54:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd So opposite with me. Once I got away from abuse, I continued to abuse myself, once I realized the behavior I corrected it. I have so much unconditional 

love to give, overflows. Every few days, I leave my body, dump unconditional love on our POTUS, my state, USA, world.

4/21/2019 9:55:27 AM threadreaderapp Hi! there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/21/2019 9:55:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/21/2019 9:57:03 AM allahuniversal Have received that same grief. Asked often what God does it do to lie to a child, only to have them resent you later for it. Would you believe i never a 

straight answer to that question?

4/21/2019 9:57:09 AM realchindsight 666 The devils universe. 704?

4/21/2019 9:57:50 AM allahuniversal ☝🏾Misspellings matter?

4/21/2019 9:58:51 AM richardhiatt16 Maybe? 🤔

4/21/2019 9:59:51 AM cmdrzod23 I can't answer that question for you but the duration of sleep does not necessarily correspond with the quality of recovery/recreation. 

One can sometimes sleep only 6 hours and wake up fresh and energized and sometimes sleep for 9 or 10 hours still feeling tired

4/21/2019 10:00:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd I don't get this...I was under the impression higher dimensions such as 7,8,9 would be beings of light; lower dimensional entities were the "bad" ones 

or those with negative energy.

4/21/2019 10:00:22 AM sterkinglights1 #metoo

4/21/2019 10:01:32 AM jimhayzlett Hmmm, I’m wondering why MJ recommends a 666 track of music??? pic.twitter.com/aR0pedHFyo

4/21/2019 10:02:41 AM robertg69989098 Thank you.

4/21/2019 10:02:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd Makes sense

4/21/2019 10:03:47 AM allahuniversal Factored that in as well (chrctr limits). Spent time yday around drinkers, and literary laughing as anger was projected my way while calling it out. 

Surprised myself at how my mood wasn't affected (on the surface). Went to sleep w/ a smile on my face.

4/21/2019 10:04:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd I am Creator...

We all are!

4/21/2019 10:05:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd Very well said!

4/21/2019 10:05:40 AM maryschade14 does this count for people who were abused tortured physically but not sexually yet mind grooming then sex at 14 to pack the punch..

4/21/2019 10:07:57 AM maryschade14 Since the Days of Cain..

Did someone mention Lilith.. pic.twitter.com/o8GdtLR9WV

4/21/2019 10:10:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you, I accept your gracious words. This is part of the negative control...part of what tipped polarity balance to that of darkness. Sad thing, 

betting your home was "Christian" too. Religion does not equal free will...entrapment.

4/21/2019 10:13:35 AM knightofmaltaus You are missing the Zeta Wave.

4/21/2019 10:14:21 AM mysticrebelle ...giving up eating the dead flesh of murdered sentient beings is a FIRST step to enlightenment...

Ready to start making a difference?

4/21/2019 10:14:46 AM daveschroeder18 Thank you with all my heart and soul! Majestic Disclosure!

4/21/2019 10:15:24 AM allahuniversal Watching people go from 0 to 100 after drinking does affect me, knowing what alcohol (spirits) & it's purpose is. Even when I did drink (a lot), always 

managed to keep composure & observe, never u'stood how ppl just give in to drunkenness. C'hood trauma? Yep.

4/21/2019 10:15:35 AM aprilbrown99 I have found that little lies leads to bigger ones. I experienced this with both parents lying to me. If I told a lie as a child I was beat by my mother. My 

mom told so many lies that after a while she believed them. If I told the truth about her lies, she would say I was lying.

4/21/2019 10:16:33 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1119976205711806464 …

4/21/2019 10:16:41 AM sterkinglights1 146.90

4/21/2019 10:16:41 AM lbf777 Eating meat comes with bad karma.

4/21/2019 10:17:15 AM aprilbrown99 I stopped the cycle with me. The abused does not have to become an abuser if they are cognizant of the cycles.

4/21/2019 10:17:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd You can my love. Sending love and light to you precious one.

All is one.

♥️♥️♥️

4/21/2019 10:17:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Agree wholeheartedly

4/21/2019 10:18:55 AM maryschade14 💖👆

4/21/2019 10:20:09 AM sterkinglights1 The other number comes back 293.80 I'm rich.



4/21/2019 10:28:38 AM aprilbrown99 My parents weren’t religious. I believed in God/Higher Power even when I was a child. My mom was very unhappy so she took out all her frustrations 

on me-abused physically, emotional, & verbally. At 9 was molested by an uncle. There is more but I will stop here. Forgive & release. 

pic.twitter.com/JkH3CKjcgz

4/21/2019 10:29:41 AM realityloominng IS-E's of all kinds that are without [B]ody. Like other dimensional entities or non-incarnated souls etc

4/21/2019 10:29:51 AM bbobbio71 He also said, i could be president for 10, 15 yrs but we won't say that to much it'll cause problems.  I don't remember the direct quote

4/21/2019 10:34:36 AM ethereal_shaman Depends on your perspective of that number.  If seen as a negative, it becomes that, right? Why was a negative belief associated with this number? 

That's what I want to know.

4/21/2019 10:37:37 AM djlok I never understood the Easter Bunny lie.  At least with Santa the lie is based on church mythology around Saint Nicholas.  The bunny....I get it as a 

symbol of fertility...but connection to Christianity and the resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, I never got.

4/21/2019 10:38:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd Terrible to have abuse by same sex parent. As a woman, your mother is your role model. For boys same, this is why fathers are so important. There has 

to be a balance...polarity in everything. My hubby is a sociologist/psychologist, he helped me tremendously.♥️♥️♥️

4/21/2019 10:46:10 AM je_weed_707_ Easter = Esther, Goddess of Fertility. It’s a week long sex party originally celebrating spring coming.  Look into the week long sex parties within the 

Catholic Church that go at this time.

4/21/2019 10:47:11 AM spicencens1 Absolutely fascinating! Thank you! 

I'm wondering at which point in the sleep cycle do lucid dreams occur?

4/21/2019 10:47:14 AM aprilbrown99 Indeed. My mom passed 5 years ago but I had forgiven her many years before she passed. After she passed I was able to release the negative & hold 

onto the positive memories. I am so glad your husband helped you. He is a true blessing.

4/21/2019 10:51:40 AM allahuniversal Lots of holdover paganism streamlined into Christianity. Whether [they] were aiming for more universal appeal when creating the religion, or keeping 

their pagan rituals & symbols bc they ever really gave them up, could be up for debate. 

 https://www.seiyaku.com/customs/easter.html …

4/21/2019 10:53:35 AM jfogle8 4-6hrs. These days so much going on= active mind syndrome x age and knowlege squared /( Right sided). Atypical for us these days.

4/21/2019 10:54:53 AM jfogle8 My friend, all the knowledge we have gained about our (leaders?) Lately. It's surprising we get any at all..

God Bless ya.

4/21/2019 10:56:39 AM realityloominng If humanity manifests our reality, we should stop feeding this idea of massive loss of life...

4/21/2019 11:02:39 AM dream9_87 Could you please send me also? Much love

4/21/2019 11:04:41 AM djlok When Catholicism became the religion of Rome, they played nice in the beginning and said everyone could still practice their religions and worship 

their gods. Of course that changed very quickly.  Hard to exercise absolute control with multiple religions.

4/21/2019 11:07:36 AM realityloominng According MJ12 plants are sentient IS-BEs too though

4/21/2019 11:08:01 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/gvN490rPsE

4/21/2019 11:09:19 AM lbf777 He said plants make fruit and veggies because they want us to eat them and poop. They use our poop to expand and grow.

4/21/2019 11:11:37 AM djlok I ask a lot of questions too in meditation. Crazy how they get answered. I'm gonna make my audio recording 2day. I can't stand to hear my own voice 

on recording (even though nothing is wrong with my voice). Probably not a coincidence I can't stand to hear myself speak!

4/21/2019 11:14:11 AM mysticrebelle ... pic.twitter.com/2XdZnbLzfd

4/21/2019 11:17:38 AM zagnett Done

4/21/2019 11:18:06 AM zagnett Sent

4/21/2019 11:18:42 AM laurabusse Makes sense, right?

4/21/2019 11:18:49 AM moonbaby04371 I stopped mine as well. The cycle stopped w/me. My children have had it way better than I did growing up. And I was the one who made that happen.

4/21/2019 11:19:02 AM zagnett Your DMs are closed.

4/21/2019 11:22:55 AM kachinagtto I was just explaining to my kids this morning the pagan roots of Easter and it’s origins as a fertility ritual. I told them to look it up.

4/21/2019 11:23:24 AM aprilbrown99 Awesome! 💘

4/21/2019 11:24:18 AM adsvel Such a Great Tread! One more Great Tread from You, MJ12 Team! Thank You So! 😊💗☀️🌈🌈🌈

4/21/2019 11:24:50 AM realityloominng What about a carrot? doesn't grow on a tree, it will die horribly between your teeth. I'm not at all against your message, I just think it's more 

complicated.. I never see you people standing up to the mass slaughter of insect IS-BEs, boiled in oil, all for bizarre Asian dishes?

4/21/2019 11:25:35 AM laurabusse Bingo. This no. has taken on a neg connotation at least the last century (Christian subculture). Bible's been around 1500 yrs but not accessible to 

everyone. Who knows exactly when the bible was altered...before then I'm sure...

Came to Christianity via Hal Lindsay in 70s. Yikes.

4/21/2019 11:26:01 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/71gqZXQwHV

4/21/2019 11:27:54 AM toddmorand How about the lie that we live on a spinning ball that's hurling through space?  There are millions that will fight to defend this lie.

4/21/2019 11:29:02 AM allahuniversal I remember "me tel u know"

May 15

4/21/2019 11:30:27 AM lbf777 All vegetation is one. We have a symbiotic relationship with it. A farm chicken isn’t supposed to be eaten but eggs are ok to eat. The chicken feeds & 

has a symbiotic relationship as it gives value to plants as well. 

It’s just the murder & consumption of creatures that’s bad.

4/21/2019 11:32:04 AM richardhiatt16 My goodness... Typist has BEEN busy.. Great Topic 👍❤️🇺🇸

4/21/2019 11:32:21 AM kat_in_a_kaghat This is so cute.🐙

4/21/2019 11:36:45 AM zagnett They need this little guy on the MJ-Team too, if he's not too busy working for [ALICE]. 👇 pic.twitter.com/DkHAPkiMdy

4/21/2019 11:39:09 AM mysticrebelle Eggs are OK to eat??? You need to inform yourself about eggs immediately!

4/21/2019 11:39:48 AM laurabusse Couldn't agree more! Everyone keep meditating on

Peace peace peace ✌️

Love love love 💘

Joy joy joy 😂

Bliss bliss bliss 😊

Abundance abundance abundance

💐 🌠 🌞 🌈 👼🌷🌱🌻 🌿🌺 🌾🌼 🍃

Freedom freedom freedom 🇺🇸
4/21/2019 11:40:33 AM mysticrebelle
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4/21/2019 11:41:39 AM trumaneveryman Both EFT "tapping" and the advanced form Matrix Reimprinting can safely resolve trauma, all the way back into the womb. Matrix specifically replaces 

negative beliefs.

4/21/2019 11:42:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 3h3m3s is not enough time to enter the correct frequency.

6h6m6s is enough time.

9h9m9s may be too long for some people to sleep.

666 = 18 = 9

^ Control the BEing

Or "The Beast"

Intentional usage of 666 in a non-demonic instance.



4/21/2019 11:43:01 AM jayrambin If religion says it evil, it probably isn’t.  Religion also tells me im a sinner, have a wrathful god, and I need the church for salvation.  Not likely.

4/21/2019 11:43:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 REM/Alpha

4/21/2019 11:43:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only for those who seek control.

4/21/2019 11:44:55 AM realityloominng By what logic is it then ok to eat the egg? Wether or not it has been seeded? 

And how do I know that ET's didn't turn dinosaurs into little chicken, so that they could indeed be eaten by mammals?

And what value do chicken provide plants? excrement? Because we can do that too!

4/21/2019 11:45:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 [LifeLog] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1120022670773497858 …

4/21/2019 11:46:15 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏❤️🇺🇸

4/21/2019 11:46:40 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/Kx6ZI1sfYS

4/21/2019 11:48:04 AM adsvel Justice is a wonderful lady...😊

4/21/2019 11:48:45 AM allahuniversal Hmmm, I’m wondering why there's so mu h disinformation surrounding the number 666 when we can give it any meaning that we choose?

4/21/2019 11:49:29 AM catvllvsverona Zuck going down.

#LifeLog #Facebook 

Via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1120022670773497858 …

4/21/2019 11:50:16 AM laurabusse If you're starving to death and a deer comes up to you to present itself as food to you as a manifestation of the love and divine providence of the 

Infinite Creator, you're gonna take out your knife and do what you have to do. Your vegan ideology may be the ideal but may not...

4/21/2019 11:51:12 AM jayrambin Perhaps the energy will get to your brain via the vibration through the ether. Since uv lost hearing, it’s likely ur other abilities can b augmented w/ the 

energy that isn’t being spent on auditory function. Instruct ur Self before sleep to do this, or while calm, ask what to do?

4/21/2019 11:52:06 AM mysticrebelle In the age of information, ignorance is a choice. Animals feel pain and suffer just like us. Please ppl watch Earthlings - here for free:

Earthlings • (Full Documentary) 

 https://youtu.be/BrlBSuuy50Y 

4/21/2019 11:52:42 AM aprilbrown99 I feel that it is the intention,  energy, & focus that is put into it. If good energy than positive and vice verse.

4/21/2019 11:53:46 AM laurabusse ...always be realistic. Think native ppls living near the poles. Read Tom Brown...amazing survivalist taught in 1950s, 60s NJ pine barrens, by his best 

friend's Apache grandfather who taught him all the old ways including spiritual. Book, The Tracker. Absolutely fascinating...

4/21/2019 11:54:09 AM hackenburg_  https://youtu.be/b5-JVPj6bsg 

Dr Lipton explains why "language was designed to hide vibrations"

4/21/2019 11:56:43 AM laurabusse *should read "a vegan ideology"

Not "your".

4/21/2019 11:57:00 AM realityloominng I think EVERYTHING is one, not just the vegetation. Which is why it is all about consciousness and perception. I'm not trying to change you, these 

different perceptions is what I think free will and 'manifesting our own reality' is all about.

4/21/2019 11:57:55 AM jayrambin Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about 

Childhood Trauma. Here is our resp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

4/21/2019 11:59:08 AM blankmarlo Based on your further elaborations and "liking" of my post, I'm thinking I'll tread lightly with any beings I encounter during my psychedelic 

experimentation this summer 😉 Plan on of action is to be open to insight while avoiding any kind of bargains or exchanges.

4/21/2019 12:00:16 PM carolin15161363 What death cult are you speaking of? Christianity?

4/21/2019 12:00:28 PM mysticrebelle So many STUPID excuses for stupis behavior of meat eaters. Veganism has NOTHING to do with "Ideology" Inform yourself better. As i said: 
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4/21/2019 12:00:54 PM realityloominng Interesting! I'm gonna make a note of that book

4/21/2019 12:02:56 PM spicencens1 TY!🌹

4/21/2019 12:04:07 PM laurabusse That's why I've come to abhor ideologies which are rigid belief systems w/ no wiggle room. There is only the now and what's in front of you. You find 

yourself in a bizarre situation where it's just you and chickens and no known wild edible vegetation for miles. You'll eat eggs...

4/21/2019 12:04:10 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/TuCPcU28TV

4/21/2019 12:07:37 PM lbf777 You can’t use logic to answer a spiritual question. 

What does your heart tell you? Is killing and eating a cow the same as eating an apple from a tree?

4/21/2019 12:09:52 PM lbf777 Yes everything is one just like your hair and heart are one. You can cut your hair with scissors but you can’t cut your heart. See how differences exist in 

Oneness?

4/21/2019 12:11:21 PM realityloominng The real issue is trying to get 7 billion demigod creator humans to agree about everything on ONE prison planet... We need full disclosure and loads and 

loads of portals + spaceships IMO pic.twitter.com/akkXh45H7I

4/21/2019 12:12:46 PM threadreaderapp Hi the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/21/2019 12:14:25 PM realityloominng You misunderstand. I'm not ignorant to the suffering of animals.

4/21/2019 12:14:25 PM slayerofmatrix1 🎯🛎🎯🛎💫✨💗🙏🏼

4/21/2019 12:15:32 PM golh2018 Ha Ha hate fake book!

4/21/2019 12:15:39 PM themadtaer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 But I'm the Force of Chaos...

4/21/2019 12:17:22 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/kAPhEe0V6m

4/21/2019 12:17:44 PM allahuniversal The Power of 3, 6, and 9 is real.

4/21/2019 12:21:23 PM slayerofmatrix1 The core of existence.

4/21/2019 12:23:45 PM realityloominng To me it honestly depends on the circumstances, reasons for the kill, and the quality of said cows life. I also consider it to be a subjective 'spiritual' 

question, which is why in my previous post I allude to my belief that humanity srsly needs to become multi-planetary.

4/21/2019 12:26:25 PM kindeandtrue I found that forgiveness was necessary so I could begin to detoxify and resolve the layers of fear, hate and anger built up inside. Forgiveness= leaving 

the perpetrator to God and letting it all go.

4/21/2019 12:26:58 PM laurabusse Ppl have been eating eggs of various animals for millennia. Eggs like seeds (gestational type foods) are full of good nutrition. Native ppls ate what 

surrounded them and cultivated their own, both animal and vegetable. Fascinating reading is Dr Weston Price about 100 yrs ago...

4/21/2019 12:27:01 PM allahuniversal I'm not gonna bother trying to pronounce this right now, maybe later :

Fear of the number 666 = hexakosioihexekontahexaphobia

4/21/2019 12:27:18 PM dream9_87 So sorry, dammit i forgot. Its now open, thank you for telling me💙

4/21/2019 12:28:04 PM _the_psychonaut Trauma? Do things like this have a bigger impact than we are led to believe? pic.twitter.com/axwoBc3WT3

4/21/2019 12:28:11 PM kindeandtrue P.S. Could only be done since I was safe and removed by years and thousands of miles from the perpetrator who was then an octogenarian.



4/21/2019 12:28:55 PM slayerofmatrix1 Lol there’s a name for it !

4/21/2019 12:29:08 PM lbf777 It also depends on the age of a civilization. A baby civilization like us don’t know any better so the bad karma produced is little compared to an 

advanced civilization who knows better. Even Rothschild admitted eating meat makes bad karma in his Q&A session

4/21/2019 12:30:25 PM allahuniversal Knew there had to be, just never bothered to look before now, triskaidekaphobia was hard enough to learn!

4/21/2019 12:30:58 PM laurabusse A dentist, he travelled the world to many various, all but hidden tribes to discover they had perfect teeth and bones unlike western civ. World wide, all 

healthy tribes (most were healthy) ate veg and animal, raw and cooked. I admire vegan ideal but not vegan ideology...

4/21/2019 12:32:03 PM orthogonalron Thank you for this wonderful gift today.

Easter has always meant for me a resurrection of the spirit; a rebirth of Spring. This is what you have given us on this day.

Humbled and grateful.🌻

4/21/2019 12:32:10 PM slayerofmatrix1 😝

4/21/2019 12:32:12 PM zagnett Sent. Most Welcome. Please remember it's not for the faint of heart.

4/21/2019 12:35:28 PM lonewol97176157 A crying infant from 0-1 year is frustrated because he or she agreed to this flesh. How many would have reconsidered had they known the hardship 

and heartache this life would bring. Might have been better to follow the 1/3.

4/21/2019 12:36:02 PM lbf777 Rigid belief systems come from religion. All religions are cults. Spirituality is the opposite. It doesn’t have laws & only considers the current moment. If 

you had a choice to either eat a chicken or die, it’s understandable to eat the chicken.

4/21/2019 12:36:07 PM woodspring2012 Please send via DM. Thank you.

4/21/2019 12:37:23 PM laurabusse IMHO the first step to enlightenment is taking full responsibility for yourself and your life and living your life according to your guidance, conscience, 

spirituality, ideals etc in what is right for YOU. As one goes thru life you finally realize it is pointless to impose...

4/21/2019 12:39:16 PM zagnett Sent. Most welcome.

4/21/2019 12:41:23 PM laurabusse ...your views, beliefs on anyone, teach w/ out being asked, etc. Allowing others to be the sovereign being of free will that you are and seek to be, is 

very freeing and enlightening...and most wise :-) many diff ppl, many many diff views. You decide whats right for U no one else.

4/21/2019 12:41:53 PM myskox I love teaching my children about the spirit ever living.

Thank you for this thread!

YOLF

4/21/2019 12:42:03 PM antarantanka Pagan. From the Latin paganus... means rural, rustic, unlearned. Essentially “what country folk believe”... A generally condescending attitude for 

anything different from the church.

4/21/2019 12:42:41 PM laurabusse Omg he changed my life...i wanted to go to his survival school so badly. Absolutely amazing man...

4/21/2019 12:46:39 PM laurabusse Interesting thought...many ppl say God is perfect, absolute, complete. Have always wondered about that. Abraham (esther hicks) teaches god is still 

evolving as we all are. This view somehow makes more sense to me...

4/21/2019 12:47:04 PM myskox It's not necesarily interfered with by external beings. It can be done energetically safe and be a great tool for our healing used with care and right 

intention and technique.

But your point is valid.

4/21/2019 12:49:01 PM jollyrob2 That’ll clarify a Lot!

Thank you very much for this awesome intel✨💫🎉

4/21/2019 12:49:29 PM linnyt7 For me what i ate changed when i realised i had a relationship with the food i eat.  Maybe the food you eat elevates when you eat it and that process 

occurring within you can help you gain enlightenment.

4/21/2019 12:50:18 PM realityloominng I wouldn't be surprised if plenty of very advanced civilizations out there, are found to regularly consume the meat of their beloved animals who are at 

the end of their well cared-for utopian life or something😉 It's all about perception

4/21/2019 12:51:14 PM laurabusse Wow...was never into the whole star wars thing. Yoda musta been a v cool dude...i only heard "...there is no try" a few years ago. Thought it must be a 

buddha quote! But it's not buddha it was yoda :-)

4/21/2019 12:51:44 PM linnyt7 6 is the number of man

4/21/2019 12:53:03 PM laurabusse Wow. Amazing :-) beautiful 💘

4/21/2019 12:55:45 PM linnyt7 Thank you.

4/21/2019 12:55:51 PM richardhiatt16 I did it.. I did it.. I take responsibility for me.... 😞

4/21/2019 12:57:37 PM jayrambin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was discussing your disclosure post today with my wife. Thx. Thought provoking. She asked who mj12 is. I thought I’d as you for a 

link to the proper info or source docs before I search DuckDuckGo . I’ve seen what looks like orig docs. But, what say you? 1/

4/21/2019 12:58:39 PM laurabusse 70 yrs ago was 1949.

Ww2 over for 4 yrs.

Cold war in place.

Propaganda was in full force.

The corporate technocracy was coming into full being with its attending tv, newspaper, radio, magazine commercials...

4/21/2019 1:01:19 PM laurabusse Guessing he means the one that goes back, beyond Rome and Christianity, to Babylon. Money magic system (debt etc). Human sacrifice etc.

4/21/2019 1:10:04 PM linnyt7 Through TV and processed food?

4/21/2019 1:10:42 PM laurabusse I never understood it either. Did it a few times in my life...not fun, not good. Disempowers you, to say the least, and makes you vulnerable...to entities, 

accidents, getting pregnant, any no. of things. I rarely have more than one now, about once a month or so when we eat out...

4/21/2019 1:15:06 PM starehope God is everywhere!

4/21/2019 1:16:40 PM krikin I hope so!!

4/21/2019 1:18:24 PM starehope I see it as similar to the exorcism movies. I think they bother/frighten Catholics. And any or all of this depends on a person's frame of mind. I don't 

watch that sort of movie. Always been Sci-Fi.

4/21/2019 1:18:58 PM laurabusse Yeah but those 9 hours Feel. So. Good.

4/21/2019 1:20:43 PM starehope Still trying to work on that concept. 3 - 6 - 9 ...

4/21/2019 1:21:26 PM starehope There is a name for everything!

4/21/2019 1:25:37 PM jrocktigers BubbaJ2020 - While some say good intentions pave the road to hell , and I certainly see the value in that meaning...I have been leaning more these 

days to your statement of the stopping of investment to try and inform folks when it is clear to me they will not take heed.

4/21/2019 1:25:54 PM starehope I have mixed feelings too. Sounds easy, like many other things.

4/21/2019 1:28:21 PM allahuniversal K. I. S. S.

Keep it super simple. Little things like setting an alarm for 6:30 am, or 5:13 an. Post threads in 3s. Chop onions in 3s, etc etc. You'll notice the 

synchronicity pick up & show up everywhere as you go. Use it however you see fit.

4/21/2019 1:29:07 PM starehope True.

4/21/2019 1:29:12 PM jrocktigers Regarding Heaven and hell - I have recently viewed many stories of folks who have had near death experiences via youtube. Many of them tell the 

same basic story of what they encounter in hell. All very similar from cages like jail, filled with fire and demons to the hopelessness.

4/21/2019 1:30:34 PM linnyt7 I was raised a Roman Catholic. Was born into it. Went to a Catholic school until 4th grade when i had a nervous breakdown(diagnosis).  What you're 

describing sounds like that experience. Looking back i see it was a cult. Seek to know God. If it doesn't make you feel free it's bs.



4/21/2019 1:30:37 PM starehope Good inspirations. Thanks!👍💕

4/21/2019 1:30:43 PM jrocktigers I am not sure if that is what I should do as I always circle back to something deep inside me that I must try.

4/21/2019 1:31:47 PM susang7671 NeedSame4Netflix. TheyHarvestDataOnWhat'sViewed, then add "debunk" shows to "My List" w/o permission. Ex:After watched "Unacknowledged" 

by Dr.StevenGreer 3x, it unilaterally added TransformerPrime,The Earth'sAutobotsSeemPowerless ToFightOffSomeEvil Invaders. 

Time4HumansToStepIn".

4/21/2019 1:35:21 PM italianmom555 Yes Justice finally to off her blindfold. She should keep it off.

4/21/2019 1:37:27 PM lightworkercain Agreed! God Bless, Happy Easter!

4/21/2019 1:37:28 PM charmanda9 Yes, the thought came to me recently that we might need to start being ok with others around us not waking all the way up to the truth. Many people 

decided before they came to this world that it would not be in their life plan to ascend this time around.

4/21/2019 1:37:42 PM ideclarefreedom If you’re planting a seed you’re making a Big difference, could profoundly help shape new mosaic for them, could be what they draw upon when faced 

with their own personal catalysts, imho

4/21/2019 1:38:47 PM jrocktigers Great point.

4/21/2019 1:38:58 PM laurabusse Can anybody recommend an absorbing bruce lipton youtube, book, whatever? Have tried getting into him. Dunno the problem. Love gregg braden, dr 

joe dispenza, they are all v similar...

4/21/2019 1:40:53 PM jrocktigers Unbelievably draining when the folks you are working to enlighten are close family members.

4/21/2019 1:44:02 PM covertress IS-BEs are manifesting a reality of their own universes?

Matrix?

🤯🤯🤯

4/21/2019 1:44:04 PM laurabusse Interesting...

4/21/2019 1:46:02 PM starehope The mighty Oak tree comes from one small acorn.

4/21/2019 1:47:09 PM starehope That is the TRUTH!

4/21/2019 1:48:33 PM laurabusse I think you said you liked Abraham? That is very Abraham!

Extremely helpful i have found!

4/21/2019 1:48:45 PM charmanda9 Exactly who I was speaking of. Sadly.

4/21/2019 1:49:03 PM realityloominng Sri Lanka explosions and Trumps tweet? Did it involve vast underground infrastructure?

4/21/2019 1:49:04 PM starehope If they choose not to ascend, then what happens to them?

4/21/2019 1:50:28 PM laurabusse Maybe if you got used to hearing it then you could listen for subtle things? Might tell you something about yourself! (You never know!)

4/21/2019 1:50:31 PM jrocktigers Yes.

4/21/2019 1:51:54 PM susang7671 Btw, "Unacknowledged" showed irrefutable testimony of reputables at a May 9, 2001 press conference evidencing ET's, and we know what murderous 

action warmongers took 4 months later. Extremely awakening show. Is why I mentioned what Netflix added to "My List" to debunk TRUTH.

4/21/2019 1:52:37 PM pauliepg11111 Binaural beats recommendation? Have heard some stuff on YouTube has a negative effect - on purpose. Also, does it matter if it is 438mhz vs 440?

4/21/2019 1:55:13 PM laura_621 A small child once asked me what happens to us when we die. Before I answered I asked “well what do you think happens to us?” She paused for a 

minute and then gasped and said “we come back!”

4/21/2019 1:55:28 PM laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why is it that as you raise your vibration, your frequency, you actually lower your actual brain wave Hz frequency. So beta is faster 

but a lower vibration than theta. Seems paradoxical, doesn't make sense to me. I'm sure there's something I'm not understanding..

4/21/2019 1:57:57 PM 369naturallaw What if you tell them something like "Parents also have to teach children about god. santa is like god, be good and you get something good. Santa is 

just easier to explain to a child".  Paraphrased from how you would tell a child.

4/21/2019 1:58:25 PM rochellebarozzi <3 You CAN get to the point where it isnt a problem, where it is a distant memory. And I am able to help many women. Nothing is too hard to over 

come. Nothing. <3

4/21/2019 1:59:16 PM laurabusse Yeah i hear ya 100%

4/21/2019 2:00:11 PM charmanda9 Third density once again through more incarnations, from my understanding.

4/21/2019 2:03:21 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏻

4/21/2019 2:04:02 PM starehope Thanks. 👊

4/21/2019 2:04:45 PM laurabusse Have a HUGE thing about clarity in language. Find myself not really understanding what someone is trying to say too often for comfort. I would love to 

be the clarity police and edit ppl's writings for clarity then they can tell me if it's better or worse. I love MJ sooo much but.

4/21/2019 2:05:39 PM maryschade14 💖

4/21/2019 2:08:15 PM laurabusse Can i give you my address LOL?

4/21/2019 2:11:49 PM jayrambin I think that RO needs remineralization. I have a TDS meter l total dissolved solids. Which tests charged minerals in the water. After RO treatment, it’s 

nearly zero. https://www.aquasana.com/info/education/tds-meter-what-is-it-and-do-you-need-it …

4/21/2019 2:12:38 PM djlok Working on it now.  This is a bigger project than I had originally anticipated. LOL!  I have zero experience creating 2 track recordings.  I'm learning 

something very new for me today.  Wrote out my messages...much more work to go!!!

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/CwjrEfe860

4/21/2019 2:13:49 PM mama_juju42 Thank you

4/21/2019 2:14:36 PM jayrambin My RO units has a remineralization stage.  If not, I use this. For me, the taste changes noticeably around 180 tds.

 https://www.amazon.com/Trace-Minerals-Research-Concentrace-

Mineral/dp/B005BP5UCM/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=72%2Btrace%2Bminerals&qid=1555881210&s=gateway&sr=8-3&th=1 …

4/21/2019 2:14:46 PM laurabusse O god be careful. There's a fine line between teaching and controlling. I raised our son (28) to be as free as possible hard to describe. Everyone has 

inner knowing. My personal philosophy is love love love then teach in moments as they arise to help and to be a good friend.

4/21/2019 2:15:10 PM jayrambin Good point. So, you take the carbon when your stomach is empty?

4/21/2019 2:19:22 PM auagate – November 30, 2018

4/21/2019 2:19:33 PM laurabusse Sadhguru talks bout being your child's friend foremost + the wonderful book Parent teen breakthrough. Lording it over children, being authoritarian, 

does more harm than good. They'll either seek crazy irresponsible freedom or want to be told what to do the rest of their lives IMO

4/21/2019 2:22:54 PM auagate Part of The Plan

4/21/2019 2:27:48 PM laurabusse Never took psych but i read a lot. This is just common sense to me. Kids will repeat the dysfunctional behavior, re enact it as adults, unless they are 

taught differently, have a life altering experience, etc etc whatever...my experience is most ppl know this but i could be wrong

4/21/2019 2:31:30 PM richardhiatt16 My brain hurts 😬

4/21/2019 2:32:11 PM cypressbill1980 i feel violated by facebook.

i don't have money to sue

4/21/2019 2:33:36 PM love4thegameak Plant Seeds, Save All Humanity's Children Young and Old..#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/GokzNL9Nlq

4/21/2019 2:34:35 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

4/21/2019 2:35:15 PM jayrambin Creation of c1@ and nsa in 1947?

4/21/2019 2:35:44 PM jayrambin Watch Eisenhower’s farewell address. He warned us.



4/21/2019 2:37:55 PM n7guardiananon Always go to the positive light!

Example: 

Dont be anti-war

BE pro-peace

There us a difference!!!

4/21/2019 2:41:11 PM melanieanders7 Bless you both for stepping up and making the hard changes.

4/21/2019 2:49:51 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/BC5jh18OKv

4/21/2019 2:52:24 PM melanieanders7 What/where/why is the origin of the 6k ur old death cult? Was it taught from lower dimensional beings? Brought here from Draconian cultures?

4/21/2019 2:54:30 PM auagate Disclosure in process.

4/21/2019 2:59:36 PM laurabusse I agree with you. Vegan is probably best. Animal suffering is not good but neither is it a guarantee. There are many compassionate farmers who both 

love and love to eat their beloved animals. (Joel salatin is particularly inspirational). All I'm saying is, ideology is a...

4/21/2019 3:03:35 PM laurabusse ..prefixed, all or nothing inflexible way of being that does not meet each situation for what it is, with love and compassion, but decides in advance, 

which is not realistic. Maybe you would rather starve to death but starvation is a horrible state and ppl in desperation eat ppl.

4/21/2019 3:04:22 PM mongrelglory I would like to see Mark Zuckerberg actually held personally responsible for some of these crimes.

4/21/2019 3:06:54 PM andrefmpbf how can one work to remove the trauma associated with circumcision? 

thanks for your messages!

4/21/2019 3:07:46 PM laurabusse Well obviously you are convinced of your own beliefs. Have seen all the info, arguments since I've been eating for over 6 decades LOL. Calling anyone 

stupid just means you're angry that you cant control the beliefs or behavior of others, nor should you. We are free will beings...

4/21/2019 3:08:12 PM sunspot406 FB taking the hit for the cia.

4/21/2019 3:11:38 PM laurabusse Agree 100%.

What you described is the way of intelligence, compassion, wisdom, understanding and love. Asking in each situation...what is the best thing here? 

Many unforeseen things arise in life. Formulas or prefixed ideas can often not be applied! You are 100% right :-)

4/21/2019 3:12:33 PM mongrelglory I have counselled victims of abuse and heard horrific stories.  I was always fascinated by the question of why some people go on to become abusers, 

while other victims don't.  It was not related to the severity of abuse.  What I noticed is that the abusers had concluded from ...

4/21/2019 3:14:36 PM mongrelglory ...their childhood trauma, that life was harsh, and it was every person for themselves, therefore the best way to stay safe was to learn to dominate 

others and take back power for yourself. The other victims instead had concluded that their experience was so painful, that they...

4/21/2019 3:15:35 PM laurabusse I think we all try! Not always easy of course! For me meditation helps me accept stuff...makes the uncomfortable more, maybe, acceptable...in the 

sense of accepting what is. Good, bad. Then doing what you can...

4/21/2019 3:16:19 PM auagate Being selected

4/21/2019 3:17:38 PM laurabusse Agree mostly! :-) 💘

4/21/2019 3:18:14 PM mongrelglory ...never wanted to inflict or be the cause of that pain in another human being.  They grow up to become rescuers, sometimes continuing to get 

inadvertently abused along the way because they hesitate to protect themselves for fear of being aggressive.  The first group of ...

4/21/2019 3:19:03 PM mommahood777 Alcohol consumption numbs the inner pain, but it hinders REM. Vicious circle of non-healing and manifests other issues as well. This was the best 

insight to the cycle of abuse I've ever read. The financial example esp - can start a cycle that wasn't there prior. Parenting is hard

4/21/2019 3:20:30 PM mongrelglory ...people seem to have lost empathy for the suffering of others.  The second group of people have an excess of empathy.  But what makes someone 

choose which path they will take?  I have observed that most people are exposed to random acts of kindness in their lives.  Some...

4/21/2019 3:22:27 PM mongrelglory ...people notice and appreciate them, while others take them for granted. So I don't think it is a simple as the abuser not having experienced any 

kindness from another human being.  So the only conclusion I have arrived at, is that it is through an act of "Will" that a person...

4/21/2019 3:23:59 PM laurabusse They say U die as U live. They say UR state of being in death is a continuation of that of life. They say after death U manifest what U believe or maybe 

fear. If UR afraid of going to hell maybe U go there til U realize U dont have to be there. I read/watch youtube about pos NDEs

4/21/2019 3:25:33 PM mongrelglory ...chooses to take a path of light, or a path of darkness.  The choice is an expression of that IS-BE's spirit/soul.  I believe it is conscious and not 

accidental.  We aren't responsible for what happened to us, but we are responsible for how we choose to react to it.  Yet I ...

4/21/2019 3:26:06 PM jrocktigers I find it amazing , the ones that say they visit hell, all have extremely similar experiences.

4/21/2019 3:26:55 PM mongrelglory ...have to say, it is still a mystery to me why someone would want to take the dark path.  To me the light is so much more appealing!

4/21/2019 3:28:03 PM laurabusse I agree. Thank god i wasnt raped or abused that way. My sticking point has always been my mom. Long story. I feel closer to overcoming it. I really 

want to be over it and at peace with her! She says her new thing is being nice to everyone before she dies. I hope she holds to it!!

4/21/2019 3:29:16 PM maryschade14 CNS depressed loosening inhibitions create empty spaces in the layers of the Mind..Spirits Al Kuhl the real soul/body eater.. 

http://humansarefree.com/2018/03/etymology-of-word-alcohol-body-eating.html?m=0 …

4/21/2019 3:31:30 PM laurabusse Absolutely love it David!!!!!!!!!!

4/21/2019 3:31:54 PM mongrelglory I hear you April.  Sometimes our childhoods are like our own personal Wonderlands where right is wrong, and up is down, so that it's hard to know 

what is real and whether we can trust our own instincts!

4/21/2019 3:33:23 PM laurabusse Hey i just did six 3's

#powerOf369

4/21/2019 3:33:59 PM innrsquardcrcle Try Tony Robbins too. He skims the surface and is "mainstream" but the teachings go deep in layers. Date with Destiny is about fixing your beliefs 

values and rules

4/21/2019 3:35:18 PM maryschade14 Unless survival and core heart urge call for honesty. Brains bathed in adrenaline

Some secrets are necessary..bond trust friends telling their worst but..

Keeper of Truth has a price.

Silence ie nat sec confidant or sweet surprise golden

Silence due to torture and fear, deadly.

4/21/2019 3:37:10 PM mongrelglory That's a good list! 😊

4/21/2019 3:37:49 PM starehope There is a book, Life After Death. Pretty good stories. Written by a heart surgeon who had patients die in the OR and came back. Some atheists became 

believers in Jesus and a wonderful afterlife. They no longer fear death.

4/21/2019 3:39:20 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079095016700678144?s=19 …



4/21/2019 3:42:05 PM charmanda9 It is beautiful work, David! Is anyone else experiencing deep inner workings today, even though on the surface we might be busy with our 3D world’s? I 

just woke from a little nap and came outside, started weeping, opened Twitter and found this tweet first 💙💜💖. Love to all.

4/21/2019 3:42:18 PM blsdbe #Majestic Likes Again...Thanks Alice!!! pic.twitter.com/ve2c7ti5aK

4/21/2019 3:43:37 PM zagnett Glad i fell asleep a lot during class.

4/21/2019 3:45:05 PM mongrelglory I chickened out of going to see my abusive father in the nursing home today.  Still trying to sort out my anxiety, but I think it was going on a weekend 

when other families would be visiting their loved ones.  It felt so hollow to go through the motions of acting like we were...

4/21/2019 3:46:23 PM mongrelglory ...just a normal family.  I still want to visit him, but I think I will do it next weekend when it will be more "low-key" around the nursing home.

4/21/2019 3:47:44 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that is very true. Those old “programming tapes” recreated a lot of drama in my 20s with the boyfriends that I dated. I was still trying to fix that 

broken record.

4/21/2019 3:48:24 PM charmanda9 I can understand that. Sending you love and light into the wind. It is a beautiful sunny day here, very windy. 🌬💓🌬💓🌬💓🌬

4/21/2019 3:49:12 PM djlok Thank you. I'm still trying to figure out the audio piece.  I thought I had it nailed in GarageBand...went back and listened to it and it sounds like I created 

some satanic music or something.  Does not sound like either of the original audios.  Back to the drawing board!!!

4/21/2019 3:54:14 PM laurabusse I love your philosophy, i think it's safe to say maybe for most of us it's EZ to project into the future how you want to be, much diff usually when the 

future actually arrives LOL! You'll play it by ear, take it as it comes, make the best possible decisions in any given moment...

4/21/2019 3:54:32 PM mommahood777 Yep, antidepressants and sleep aides also hinder REM, doing the same thing.  Sad when the medical field prevents healing.  The "healer types" are 

drawn into the field and "unknowingly" become part of the problem nonetheless.

4/21/2019 3:55:12 PM mongrelglory Thanks so much Charmanda!  It's been cloudy and overcast here all weekend.  Tomorrow will be sunny because it's Monday! 😝

4/21/2019 3:56:40 PM laura_621 Did this happen to Abraham Lincoln? Soul exchange?

4/21/2019 3:57:04 PM laurabusse You'll be a great parent I'm sure!

Especially the fun part.

Grownups are just kids who forgot how to have fun!!!

Make your work your play...make a fun game out of whatever you don't like to do. Then explain that to your boss LOLOLOLOL!!!

4/21/2019 3:58:12 PM roublisa @threadreaderapp compile please

4/21/2019 3:58:22 PM laurabusse Yeah...I've heard about it...i wonder about it.

4/21/2019 3:59:35 PM threadreaderapp Hallo there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

4/21/2019 4:00:33 PM laurabusse Thx. Dunno why he repulses me. Maybe all the commercials when i was growing up. I know a lot o ppl really love him...i guess i should give him a 

chance!

4/21/2019 4:01:05 PM laurabusse Date with destiny. Ok will give it a shot...

4/21/2019 4:01:06 PM djlok 😀

4/21/2019 4:01:50 PM laurabusse Yeah i love it!

4/21/2019 4:03:12 PM starehope I believe in the case of the atheists that they had a small sprinkle of hope for something beyond a void.

4/21/2019 4:04:56 PM maryschade14 Yes I cant take drugs like that. 

If I mention biblical it is out of relevance..not judging. P

To Moses take a pole [...] place a serpent on it and it will give life.

Pharmakeia brings Death.

Caduceus the single serpent now used Androgyne Baphomet Rising

Transhumanism kundalini pic.twitter.com/lVWpwWHGAP

4/21/2019 4:06:39 PM laurabusse Yeah theres lotsa good life after death books. Dolores cannon for one. Michael something or other, Life Between Lives. I take everything with a grain o 

salt. Looking fwd to experiencing it myself actually...hopefully will manage to avoid the reincarnation recycling apparatus...

4/21/2019 4:10:30 PM realityloominng Man, I have to get better at noticing/doing this stuff xD

4/21/2019 4:12:40 PM laurabusse A fairly psychic friend: her dad was a horror show. Dont know all details. (Dont want to). He died. He came to her and asked where he should go. She 

basically said, you're on your own dad! Can you imagine? No guilt. Dont blame her one bit! Michelle do or dont do what ya gotta...

4/21/2019 4:14:55 PM laurabusse Kinda! Tho it's a bit too deeply personal to share here as tempting as that might be. (All i need is a troll at my most vulnerable, right? LOL)

4/21/2019 4:15:41 PM laurabusse And much love to you sweetie 💘

4/21/2019 4:16:10 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  Still working through my feelings.  I don't want to do anything out of a sense of obligation or guilt.  Only because I want to.

4/21/2019 4:16:17 PM jrocktigers DJ - You just discovered how to get around the character limit on this platform....👍🏻👊🏻👍🏻

4/21/2019 4:16:44 PM koolbreeze3232 #DarkToLight

#HeIsRisen pic.twitter.com/A8y0NHEqGu

4/21/2019 4:17:27 PM realityloominng Don't be a liberal fascist @mysticrebelle .. Or are you perhaps one of ALICE's faces?

4/21/2019 4:18:34 PM mongrelglory What's ASL?

4/21/2019 4:20:20 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Thanks!

4/21/2019 4:21:14 PM laurabusse O god you are so funny. Subliminal messages set to satanic music to heal the soul LOL 😈

4/21/2019 4:25:54 PM mommahood777 Unfortunately radical islam pushes confrontation...Vlad the Impaler was a true warrior.  Peace and freedom is our goal. Way too many against 

that...incredible.

4/21/2019 4:26:20 PM laurabusse Couldn't agree more!!! And your kids will thank you. Having fun is a necessary skill in life! I think some of our most memorable moments in life are from 

laughter. I still remember a BF, 70s. RC church service. UNCONTROLLABLE laughter. The priest reminded us of Laverne's father!!

4/21/2019 4:27:51 PM laurabusse You mean hell?

LOLOL!

4/21/2019 4:29:03 PM starehope LOL. Never thought of it like that. I'll have to start using that term, reincarnation recycling apparatus. Have to think of how to use it now and who to 

use it with. 😍

4/21/2019 4:29:49 PM laurabusse Exactly :-) 💘

4/21/2019 4:31:06 PM laurabusse Now he can teach us...i guess take a good picture?

4/21/2019 4:31:16 PM starehope No, the atheists usually see a figure of light and many explain it as very peaceful and they think it was Jesus.

4/21/2019 4:34:26 PM lafol57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about 

Childhecifically whether or not we could lend a perspective into an individuals worthiness or not. Here is our resp […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

4/21/2019 4:35:33 PM laurabusse An ideology is any belief system that's one size fits all. No exceptions to the "rule". That's not real life...you run up against a road block at some point. A 

situation you can't apply your ideology to...LIFE is the flow of ongoing LIFE force, source energy, that inspires you...

4/21/2019 4:38:25 PM deplorableposse Correct

4/21/2019 4:39:23 PM lib7473 Love it❣️🙏🧘♀️



4/21/2019 4:40:26 PM laurabusse ...in any given moment. LIFE is fluid, ever moving, unfixed, unlimited creative. Ideologies are by definition fixed, limited, always the same. Dead.  

Unchanging. Repetitive...it's why the cabal can't kill us. They are death. We are life. :-) Be a happy vegan! All is free will...

4/21/2019 4:42:00 PM djlok And ya’ll all know I was in a death cult before, so clearly I am going to be working to correct this ASAP!  LOL!

4/21/2019 4:44:22 PM laurabusse LOLOL. Let us know! I'm still trying to figure out how to say Now off you go! (From Frasier) to anyone without offending them. Never tried it...

4/21/2019 4:45:29 PM jrocktigers I usually just point to my ear and mouth I cant hear you..

4/21/2019 4:46:24 PM laurabusse Oh! Interesting. Could be anyone, right? An angel. Loved one. Guide. Jesus. It'll be an interesting trip!!

4/21/2019 4:47:19 PM jrocktigers The ones I watched , state they peer into Jesus Deep crystal blue eyes and their is no mistaken who it was.

4/21/2019 4:47:43 PM txpatriot_73 Good read... Tesla, Forrestal, Trump... are you at all familiar with the Majestic 12? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/21/2019 4:49:00 PM keith369me Am I correct in assuming that one’s definition of a traumatic event can be related to a frame of mind?...two IS-BE children having an identical event 

happen (for arguments sake financial) ...one might harbor trauma while a second might go outside and play with rocks and have fun?

4/21/2019 4:49:19 PM laurabusse I think many if not most of us were, LOL, whether we knew it or not. Heck come to think of it we live in one!!!

4/21/2019 4:50:06 PM laurabusse Good one...

4/21/2019 4:53:08 PM laurabusse Wow...Sheila Gillette (channels Theo) said she was in hosp dying after childbirth. Jesus came to her, healed her. She described him in great detail. I 

wondered how she knew it was him...i guess you just know!

4/21/2019 4:55:14 PM keith369me Yeah...and tell that same child...but Jesus is real, just Santa is fake...how can they not question the story of Jesus after being told the Santa lie for so 

long on the birth day of Jesus?

4/21/2019 4:57:08 PM charmanda9 I am cooking dinner and peeking at this convo every now and again. Still here but can’t talk much right at the moment.

4/21/2019 4:57:43 PM keith369me I was taught to lie as a child by this cycle.  It took a really long time to undo this and form a healthy truthful pattern...likely the reason that I despise 

untruths today.

4/21/2019 4:59:49 PM laurabusse We will! :-)

4/21/2019 5:07:57 PM allahuniversal Likewise. Policy was "only lie to those who lie to me". That got out hand in no time. Stuck to truth since then. Next step was learning how to temper 

truth so it didn't sting them so much.

4/21/2019 5:11:16 PM keith369me Sounds really familiar...I was absolutely brutal with the truth the first few years of removing lies.  It became easier when I learned how to see the good 

in every situation

4/21/2019 5:14:01 PM aprilbrown99 I learned to truly value honesty, personal integrity and having a good moral compass. It was a great lesson.

4/21/2019 5:15:52 PM hawkgirlinmn LOVE it! Sorry, Easter is always a push yourself physically day for us so we went for a trail run!

4/21/2019 5:16:43 PM hawkgirlinmn How about “The Kingdom of God is within you.”

4/21/2019 5:17:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Char-dreams last night that were bizarre and a small feeling of turmoil and not sure why. Just being patient and will work through it.

4/21/2019 5:18:40 PM _369311119 Subrle

4/21/2019 5:18:47 PM jrocktigers Go watch the best band on the planet right now for free.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fpNjhqY0VxY …

4/21/2019 5:19:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Michelle-I am sorry you had to experience an abusive parent. I wish you love and healing ❤️🙏🏼

4/21/2019 5:21:19 PM djlok Love it!

4/21/2019 5:22:41 PM laurabusse Inasmuch as he was probably set up by the cabal anyway...to do his job, from the beginning...

4/21/2019 5:23:35 PM djlok The problem I’m running into is transferring the meditation audio directly into GarageBand.  I can play it on my computer and record it that way, but it 

sounds like crap and I’m pretty sure the benefits would be lost based on the way it sounded compared to the original.

4/21/2019 5:24:12 PM mongrelglory Thanks! It was a very unhappy family, and my mother was abusive as well, though not alcoholic like my dad. My sisters have their issues and live in 

other continents. They have a lot of insecurity and anger so we are not close. I have good friends and furry/feathered roommates. 😊

4/21/2019 5:24:26 PM laurabusse LOL garbage chute

Unless ya wanna shoot the garbage...

That would make it even messier LOL!

4/21/2019 5:24:50 PM allahuniversal Keeping our sense of humor goes a long way.

4/21/2019 5:26:56 PM mongrelglory He's supposed to be Rockefeller's grandson (illegitimate).

4/21/2019 5:28:06 PM laurabusse What i always say! 

Ppl disagree, try to argue (Christians not atheists)...i don't get it! How could god NOT be everywhere? I suppose it's possible...not likely tho...

4/21/2019 5:32:04 PM laurabusse Did with me!!! I felt lied to...after my parents always made a big deal about telling the truth...i forgive them now LOL. They couldn't help it, really, and 

didn't understand what they were doing...

4/21/2019 5:33:12 PM laurabusse Good pt...never made that logical connection...

4/21/2019 5:34:06 PM laurabusse Ha ha. Ruining. LOL. Ruining...

4/21/2019 5:38:23 PM charmanda9 Char-dreams? Is that a play on my Twitname? Just kidding, of course. 😁 But what is that? I’ve never heard of it. I’ve been feeling so similar lately 

though with this deep inner turmoil. Out of reach for the right words, kinda.

4/21/2019 5:39:19 PM charmanda9 👊😎 JRock and his music vibe references.

4/21/2019 5:40:26 PM charmanda9 The cats and the budgies 🤗

4/21/2019 5:40:44 PM laurabusse They taught us that Christians "christianized" the "pagan" stuff to make it more palatable and easier for them. This is probably obvious...

4/21/2019 5:41:49 PM jrocktigers Make you guys feel better..

4/21/2019 5:45:45 PM charmanda9 You are very sweet and protective of us women. 💙💖💙

4/21/2019 5:46:28 PM jrocktigers They are jamming right now, if you hit the link...

4/21/2019 5:48:10 PM laurabusse I think she meant, char, i had bizarre dreams last might...

4/21/2019 5:49:14 PM carolin15161363 I wasnt sure because I know the Jewish timeline goes back 6000 years. Babylon would have been after that.

4/21/2019 5:49:58 PM enomai_ Probably [C] but flood. Is this an acronym? Maybe something like First Learning Of Other Dimensions?

First learning of other domains?

Idk

4/21/2019 5:53:47 PM laurabusse Pretty sure (but not 100%) Babylon preceded Judaism. The account of creation in genesis was most likely taken from the Babylonian acct of the same, if 

I'm not mistaken...

4/21/2019 5:58:16 PM carolin15161363 I could be wrong, but I believe Babylon started coming on the scene around 2700 BCE.

4/21/2019 5:58:38 PM laurabusse A very long way indeed!

4/21/2019 6:01:09 PM charmanda9 I see. Thanks! 🤓👍

4/21/2019 6:06:53 PM charmanda9 Lol! It’s a perfect description actually! He is the garbage that escapes down the escape chute! Every time I hear this mentioned, I can’t help but picture 

him actually using that thing. 😂😂😂 It is hilarious to imagine!

4/21/2019 6:15:58 PM laurabusse Oh i thought it was 6000 b.c. or so...have heard this many times from various places

Well we could easily find out! Not inclined to look it up at the moment. Trying to stay awake...

4/21/2019 6:18:35 PM laurabusse My limited understanding is that india and babylon are the 2 oldest civilizations, maybe china too. Older than egypt...of course i don't know the most 

reliable source for this info.

4/21/2019 6:19:43 PM laurabusse 👍

4/21/2019 6:20:44 PM jared4liberty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sg-1 S2 E1 serpents lair. I don’t remember the exact quote. “History will remember tonight by 2 flashes in the night sky, the world 

will never know how close it came to Armageddon.” When discussing a preemptive attack against gau old.



4/21/2019 6:21:03 PM laurabusse Yeah everybody seems to be these days, right? (Prominent cabal members i mean). The spawn of satan...

4/21/2019 6:21:17 PM mommahood777 OK, then POTUS was the first to make a big stink about it...just going by what he said,,he exaggerates a little....sometimes...😇

4/21/2019 6:23:47 PM laurabusse To be honest i thought the term garbage shoot was hilarious. Like a turket shoot, only...

Dont know nuffin bout no garbage chute. Didn't actually read the article so no idea what it's in ref to...

4/21/2019 6:26:47 PM djlok Boom!  We all have them, they are just different for everyone. Like when I found my dad's porn.

4/21/2019 6:28:46 PM djlok ... Oh and I would add I liked it but felt trauma over my dad having it and then explaining to me how he was a horrible sinner for having it when the 

parents found out I knew and had watched it.

4/21/2019 6:32:01 PM auagate Is Military of the earth all controlled by MJ-12?

4/21/2019 6:37:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, though not associated to this account.

4/21/2019 6:39:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 21:39 ET w/ MJ7 via T3

4/21/2019 6:39:24 PM 1_decided_voter Why is Q so quiet lately?

4/21/2019 6:40:03 PM alec_m_currier 😎🕵️♂️🎅 pic.twitter.com/yE4SlWS7CO

4/21/2019 6:40:23 PM islandofdelight Is it possible to feel any nanotechnology in our bodies? If so what does it feel like? Something swirling around inside? Or something barely noticeable? 

Was forced to get the MMR vaccine a few years back, so god knows what’s inside me...

4/21/2019 6:40:33 PM mongrelglory Everyone experiences traumatic events in their childhood. What turns it into a lasting emotional scar, is whether or not they had someone to help 

them emotionally process the trauma at the time it was happening. Damage occurs if no-one is there to help them make sense of it.

4/21/2019 6:40:54 PM jrocktigers Has the  3rd Secret of Fatima been disclosed?

4/21/2019 6:41:04 PM need2knowmyway What is the most asked question you get?

4/21/2019 6:41:04 PM islandofdelight Best way to detect the waves produced by digital audio frequencies? Any trust worthy tools out there?

4/21/2019 6:41:20 PM sailorpractical If time is an illusion, why does interest compound monthly?

4/21/2019 6:41:31 PM mattcottrill3 Probably busy

4/21/2019 6:41:35 PM mongrelglory Guilt trip on many levels!

4/21/2019 6:41:41 PM islandofdelight Will NXIUM connection bring down [CF] & [Epstein]?

4/21/2019 6:41:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 If your consciousness is tuned to the EM frequencies of the nanotechnology implanted, then the signal will be perceived as being present. Beware of 

false positives though, since you are surrounded in a massive EM field that interferes with discernment. Remove EM field first.

4/21/2019 6:41:58 PM trumps_all #NXIVM and #StandardHotel....connected and who other than Schiff is involved?

4/21/2019 6:41:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connected.

4/21/2019 6:42:10 PM _the_psychonaut Do the paths of MJ12 and The SBA ever cross?

4/21/2019 6:42:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would be an interesting metric to collect.

4/21/2019 6:42:35 PM beth2419 Is Clinton’s going to be indited?

4/21/2019 6:42:57 PM pedalfun4u will ceremonial OFC take place in Sedona?

4/21/2019 6:43:07 PM islandofdelight Will the nanotechnology typically be positively or negatively tuned?

4/21/2019 6:43:10 PM antarantanka Does the code word “Parker” mean anything to you? It has come up a number of times and if it’s a first or last name it seems to indicate the person is a 

covert operative

4/21/2019 6:43:10 PM yupyup_puypuy Mike Pence freed or on leash?

4/21/2019 6:43:25 PM keith369me Are cabal members feeling fear or are they simply programmed maniacs?

4/21/2019 6:43:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 The technology that works flawlessly is classified. All derivate products in the mainstream market are reverse engineered from an intentionally flawed 

schematic. Derivate of a derivative.

4/21/2019 6:43:59 PM beth2419 Are we going to see Tesla free energy eventually?

4/21/2019 6:44:00 PM hackenburg_ Has epstein been quietly destroying the bldgs and tunnels on his island?

4/21/2019 6:44:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Have you given us dna downloads in the last two weeks?

4/21/2019 6:44:19 PM lynnboyce7 I like that there is 9 of them. 3,6,9. Keys to understanding the universe❤️

4/21/2019 6:44:21 PM antarantanka Parker is an ancient term for game warden.

4/21/2019 6:44:32 PM need2knowmyway Cars changed the human civilization.

Internet/Web changed the human civilization, too.

What do you think will be the NEXT  “thing” that will have a revolutionary impact in the human civilization?

4/21/2019 6:44:34 PM islandofdelight Can we trust @emerysmith33?

4/21/2019 6:44:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Homicidal maniacs programmed since birth for Ruling.

4/21/2019 6:44:42 PM elatedveracity How do we humans tell if someone is an alien or clone?

4/21/2019 6:44:52 PM 313looper Are Seri Lanka terrorist attacks planned by cabal and are they related to the coming storm!?

4/21/2019 6:44:59 PM keith369me Clearly no love between him and Trump...feels like a puppet

4/21/2019 6:45:12 PM n7guardiananon MJ7 and T3

What music is on your playlist now?

4/21/2019 6:45:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Will AI in the hands of evil be stopped within the next ten years?

4/21/2019 6:45:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust that truth resonates from within.

4/21/2019 6:45:23 PM cidarean Drawing a blank.

4/21/2019 6:45:38 PM freestateojones Is there a classified method for cleaning waterways (streams,rivers, lakes, oceans) of trash and contaminants?

Does the public have to 'ask' for the ending of fluoridated water supplies on the municipal level or will it be a govt action via EO?

Any truth to 'structured water'? pic.twitter.com/9PChRrlZO0

4/21/2019 6:45:39 PM keith369me You have all that you need to know...enjoy the show

4/21/2019 6:46:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would we give away a trillion dollar idea? You can venture a guess as to what it could be; but consider the following, how it should be and how it is 

differ when those in the ruling class are part of a 6,000 year old death cult.

4/21/2019 6:46:29 PM islandofdelight Pineal Gland directly connected to internal intuition feelings that make your hair stand up on the back of your next and gives you goosebumps?

4/21/2019 6:46:29 PM americanpetal Are so-called “cloaked beings” that appear to some people during the night due to “sleep paralysis” evil, real beings?

4/21/2019 6:46:30 PM silentnomore23 Why should we believe your defintive connection to Q?

4/21/2019 6:46:49 PM keith369me Great response...I feel like intuition is a help in avoiding trauma.

4/21/2019 6:47:06 PM islandofdelight Best place to meditate? Maybe isolated forest, secluded beach, on a boat in the middle of lake without EMFs?

4/21/2019 6:47:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Are some people immune to MMR?

4/21/2019 6:47:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is classified, but not in its entirety. Parts will be declassified in the coming decade and implemented throughout the planet to clean up what the Cabal 

have done. They use consciousness and can't be deployed large scale yet.

4/21/2019 6:47:29 PM need2knowmyway It very much would be!

4/21/2019 6:47:32 PM pedalfun4u Will Big cities be abandoned or remodeled? What are benefits, that may not be known, of living in metropolis?

4/21/2019 6:47:33 PM yupyup_puypuy I watch a lot of Trumps speeches and he always seems to “troll” Pence... like “squeaky clean Mike Pence”!

4/21/2019 6:48:04 PM islandofdelight Who will be disclosing replicator tech? Will that be “next”?

4/21/2019 6:48:33 PM need2knowmyway Point taken. There are so many great ideas that are discussed on your questions! Any one of them coming to mainstream fruition would be great! 

Thank you!

4/21/2019 6:48:52 PM keith369me What is the active yellow vest “population” throughout Europe?

4/21/2019 6:49:07 PM pedalfun4u Do we have multiple lifetimes within our ancestral timeline?

4/21/2019 6:49:12 PM karentriebel Is Dr.@StevePieczenik MJ12?  Hi to T3 thank you for your service



4/21/2019 6:49:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Replication technology will be slowly introduced from many companies simultaneously for the interests of preventing corruption and/or monopolies 

around the new technology. The finalized product will most likely come from a single source, but the components will be scattered.

4/21/2019 6:49:45 PM keith369me I’m pretty biased after watching a bit too much Tory Smith

4/21/2019 6:50:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, he is not a root member of MJ12, he was a subordinate to a subordinate to a subordinate.

4/21/2019 6:50:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

4/21/2019 6:50:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Millions.

4/21/2019 6:50:49 PM monroevegas Sure is

4/21/2019 6:51:02 PM allahuniversal Admiral Byrd's diary, re: his Antarctic meeting with the message for Humanity. Disinformation, is there any validity to it, or message over messenger?

4/21/2019 6:51:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Is there a timframe for this?

4/21/2019 6:51:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any one of them would be... wait for it...

MAJESTIC

4/21/2019 6:51:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Good catch!

4/21/2019 6:51:56 PM islandofdelight Best way to sleep close to electronics with minimum interference? Totally powered off? Or WiFi/Bluetooth disabled? Airplane mode?

4/21/2019 6:52:27 PM enomai_ I had a thought today. Vaccines, or similiar access to body.  Injects an Identifier, that identifies #s with name/body. The identifier then can 

communicate to the nano cells. And, its end game for body. You are tracked, and whatever else 24/7?

4/21/2019 6:52:32 PM keith369me Were NYC LEOs blackmailed over the Garner case in order to silence the contents of the Weiner laptop?

4/21/2019 6:52:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would certainly be interesting. We wouldn't use the term "all".

4/21/2019 6:53:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an...

4/21/2019 6:53:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Illusion 🤦♀️

4/21/2019 6:53:41 PM monroevegas ...unforgiving master

4/21/2019 6:53:49 PM hoelessromantik What does groomed to be president really mean?

4/21/2019 6:53:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger is important. His diary was scrubbed and cleaned prior to public disclosure, and some of the terminology was swapped for 

disinformation purposes.

4/21/2019 6:54:05 PM wbwse 🥰 pic.twitter.com/FhKhC0YCLn

4/21/2019 6:54:09 PM giediknight Is analog tech I.e magnetic tape, 432hz tune instruments, no metronome (human synced time signatures) best for music?

4/21/2019 6:54:19 PM mongrelglory The problem is that in abusive families, the child victims are taught that their objections and perceptions are wrong.  It sets them up for a lifetime of 

not trusting their own intuition until their feelings are validated (hopefully) later in life by supportive people.

4/21/2019 6:54:30 PM enomai_ Happy Easter

4/21/2019 6:54:33 PM keith369me Similar to how the gulf oil spill was “naturally cleansed”?

4/21/2019 6:54:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their artists really are full of cheese.

4/21/2019 6:55:00 PM triade345 Who is the mastermind of the Deepstate

4/21/2019 6:55:09 PM jared4liberty Free energy?

4/21/2019 6:55:37 PM decodematrix Have you seen the video from the LOC showing the Blue Avians?

4/21/2019 6:56:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Best way to listen to music would be listening/feeling the instruments directly. Each instrument tuned to 432hz vs 440hz.

4/21/2019 6:56:31 PM mongrelglory Can you give us a hint as to the Majestic link that MJ-12 has with Israel?

4/21/2019 6:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Underground.

4/21/2019 6:57:14 PM jared4liberty Will EM step down?

4/21/2019 6:57:26 PM wbwse Andromedan Better? pic.twitter.com/2azwuJMwPB

4/21/2019 6:57:37 PM giediknight Nothing beats the real thing. :)

4/21/2019 6:57:40 PM keith369me Energy and transportation technologies will likely be the next great leaps (communication being the previous)

4/21/2019 6:58:06 PM aurorasreality Will Seth Rich’s story be told

4/21/2019 6:58:38 PM pedalfun4u LED or Halogen?

4/21/2019 6:58:55 PM beeshelb I find myself saying 'thats majestic' more often in my every day life now

4/21/2019 6:59:02 PM vaporking Spot on.....

Nanotechnology is likely to have widespread implications in medicine,   and vaccines are no exception. This article explores some of the   technologies 

being investigated by nanotechnology researchers today.   https://www.azonano.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=3070 … …

4/21/2019 6:59:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Currently Top Secret. 

Why did Mueller not interview Assange?

Will Assange get his day?

Exchange immunity for cooperation?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Not even SL today.

4/21/2019 6:59:26 PM woketexan Will our consciousness awaken to realise our other incarnations happening at once since time is an illusion?

4/21/2019 6:59:35 PM giediknight Will “cold plasma” wave technology be the new leading healing tech?

4/21/2019 6:59:44 PM mongrelglory Stargate inside a DUMB?

4/21/2019 6:59:46 PM ekotoons ON THE TOPIC OF DIARIES

WHAT IS OF VALUE IN THE 

FORRESTAL DIARIES?

ASSUME EVEN MY 1ST ED.

IS HEAVILY CENSORED 🧼

4/21/2019 6:59:56 PM blankmarlo What would you say has been the biggest interruption/disruption to "the plan" thus far?

4/21/2019 6:59:58 PM aurorasreality The intense high pitch vibrations I hear in my ears.. what helps?

4/21/2019 7:00:35 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/hTbrCU1m1uU 

4/21/2019 7:01:16 PM keith369me Is technology available to remove a first trimester fetus from the womb and incubate it until the IS-BE until the equivalent of full term?

4/21/2019 7:01:28 PM decodematrix Tony Rodriguez described his experience living on Ceres in the SSP. He was a slave. Is the situation on Ceres the same or has it changed?

4/21/2019 7:02:00 PM monroevegas I want to remember the futurre

4/21/2019 7:02:34 PM mongrelglory "When"...

4/21/2019 7:02:45 PM charmanda9 It’s an escape chute that MZ had installed to get away from ... the good guys? should he ever need to get away from them coming after his ass.

4/21/2019 7:03:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Assuming what you prefaced your question with is not disinformation, what would it mean to you if we said No? What if we said Yes? Disinformation is 

real and necessary. Slavery exists in many forms today. How would slavery be eliminated on a colony unacknowledged to homeland?

4/21/2019 7:03:49 PM laura_621 Me too. Mostly in right ear. Constant

4/21/2019 7:03:55 PM mongrelglory I have a Scythian coin in my coin collection. 😁

4/21/2019 7:04:17 PM blsdbe YIU=Your Inner Understanding?

Thank you for your Service, T3!!!



4/21/2019 7:04:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bait

4/21/2019 7:04:40 PM lbf777 When the hell are we fixing the economy?

4/21/2019 7:04:46 PM sl_jaycee I would love to see it!  Just starting down this rabbit hole!  Can you post a pic?

4/21/2019 7:05:07 PM laurabusse You tube? Book? I would love to see/read that! (Thx! :-)

4/21/2019 7:05:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technology around you is sending you signals. Since you're aware of its presence, your brain is able to hear them.

4/21/2019 7:05:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. It takes time to fix time's mistakes.

4/21/2019 7:05:58 PM laura_621 Same with me in my right ear. Constant

4/21/2019 7:05:58 PM glor60 Thank you! So much info.  Will reread slowly.

4/21/2019 7:06:05 PM blsdbe 1)Can we juice hemp plant leaves? 2)Will that juice provide healing benefits? 

3)Do we need 1 whole plant to produce a small amount of juice?

4/21/2019 7:06:08 PM beeshelb Does his story go deeper than just leaking to WL? Specifically re his brother and Lockheed?

4/21/2019 7:06:24 PM blsdbe 5:5 TY!

4/21/2019 7:06:39 PM yupyup_puypuy SL?

4/21/2019 7:06:46 PM jluebs24 Will we be taken off planet for the solar flash?

4/21/2019 7:07:00 PM blankmarlo You've said in the past that "nothing is above Majestic" but also that the Op to take town the Vatican is a higher classification than MJ12. Can you 

clarify/reconcile these statements? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034966617564884992?s=19 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113577662486917120?s=19 …

4/21/2019 7:07:11 PM mongrelglory Are there any animal (or plant) species on Earth currently that rival or exceed the intelligence of humans?  (Excluding inner Earth civilizations).

4/21/2019 7:07:31 PM enomai_ SOLAR SUN GENERATOR based from spinning mirrors?

4/21/2019 7:07:50 PM blsdbe Will SunGazing result in downloads from our Logos?

4/21/2019 7:08:05 PM pjunkyflight True dat, unfortunately!

4/21/2019 7:08:05 PM laura_621 Solar flash?

4/21/2019 7:08:06 PM mongrelglory Does MJ-12 have communications/contact with any "Inner Earth" groups?

4/21/2019 7:08:14 PM sterkinglights1 Like a melatrone?

4/21/2019 7:08:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classification not ranking. More people are aware of MJ12 operations (less are aware of the totality operations) and from that less know about the 

inner workings of dismembering the Vatican.

4/21/2019 7:09:30 PM laurabusse Doesn't it only really matter if we forgive ourselves? (My understanding is that the universe is a neutral place, we create meaning, our reality etc) Then 

as within, so without? Do we need forgiveness from others or god? Is not god pure love? If so then we are forgiven before...

4/21/2019 7:09:36 PM giediknight I mean reel to reel, cassette or even vinyl for playback. If one cannot listen to the real thing.

4/21/2019 7:09:41 PM onlyafool1 What does Easter worshiper mean?

4/21/2019 7:09:56 PM enomai_ is a bigger purpose envisioned for me? 

elaborate? not just a basic mind of matter answer please, if answered.

4/21/2019 7:09:56 PM djlok An illusion will fix the economy. Just you wait and see!!!

4/21/2019 7:10:10 PM zack_stone Yea, no one was ready for 🇩🇪 and their 👽 counterparts.

4/21/2019 7:10:36 PM mongrelglory Not so quiet.  He was blowing them up, and then they had a big fire.

4/21/2019 7:10:53 PM speaakn Is Einstein’s theory of relativity false and can be disproven?

4/21/2019 7:10:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sun gazing should be done at sunrise and sunset since the sun is in a refraction zone and you aren't gazing directly into the sun. Looking directly into 

the sun will damage your eyes. These refraction encounters should never last more than 6m. They will unlock consciousness.

4/21/2019 7:11:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Delegates meet irregularly.

4/21/2019 7:11:52 PM beeshelb Sri Lanka

4/21/2019 7:12:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Einstein was a clown the Cabal made famous because it allowed them to mass mind control children though disinformation that retained their 

dominate power over humanity.

4/21/2019 7:12:10 PM laurabusse ...we are born. If we need forgiveness from others is that not proof we have yet to forgive ourselves?

4/21/2019 7:12:12 PM djlok But events are real.

4/21/2019 7:12:38 PM mongrelglory There was a fire on Richard Branson's Necker island a while back.  Was he destroying evidence of human-trafficking etc...?

4/21/2019 7:12:39 PM aprilbrown99 Hi T3 and  MJ7!  🥰

4/21/2019 7:12:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Parallel universe?

4/21/2019 7:13:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 He forgets that we have it all.

4/21/2019 7:13:49 PM laurabusse Oh that's hilarious! Definitely will go in the epic movie when this is all over...comic relief :-)

4/21/2019 7:13:50 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1119347342858125312 …

4/21/2019 7:14:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will the Southern Border be closed? https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/mexican-troops-drew-weapons-on-american-soldiers-on-u-s-side-

of-the-border …

4/21/2019 7:14:47 PM americanpetal I hope so

4/21/2019 7:14:52 PM blsdbe Hahaha, Whoohoo ALRIGHT!!! ThanQ Kindly!!!

4/21/2019 7:15:12 PM charmanda9 Oh I sure hope so.

4/21/2019 7:15:26 PM teachers421 xrp - new global currency?

financial reset starting soon?

[barry sotoro]?

4/21/2019 7:15:37 PM peterclloyd Terribly sad it’s going to come to an end in 12 years after everything else it has survived.

4/21/2019 7:15:52 PM need2knowmyway Is it possible to be in the same “dream” as someone else? Meaning I fall asleep where I’m at, you fall asleep where you are at, and you and I are in the 

same “dream” walking the streets of Chicago, and we both remember our “dream” when we wake with exact precision of details?

4/21/2019 7:16:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their symbology will be their downfall. https://twitter.com/emrata/status/1120006929617571840?s=20 …

4/21/2019 7:16:19 PM lbf777 So don’t stare into sun for more than 6 minutes during sunset sunrise?

4/21/2019 7:16:32 PM mongrelglory I read that his wife was responsible for a lot of his research, but he took the credit.  Did Einstein actually author his own research?

4/21/2019 7:16:45 PM djlok Sigmund Freud , same?  He seemed like a real sicko.

4/21/2019 7:17:01 PM allahuniversal The internal solar flash that all javr/are/will experience, does the experience depend on the individual's level of consciousness? Can/does it turn out 

bad for those who aren't /weren't ready (low consciousness)?

4/21/2019 7:17:06 PM brandon39886610 Wow

4/21/2019 7:17:16 PM laurabusse If you give your power away to technology? If you venerate technology to the point where you love it so much you think you could never live without 

it? (Or is that just an addiction to it?)

4/21/2019 7:18:10 PM goyaeq Will food replicators be released before the pole shift?

4/21/2019 7:18:24 PM allahuniversal Sun turned "black" for me the past 2 days gazing, looked like an eclipse

4/21/2019 7:18:27 PM aprilbrown99 Is there a way to remove or reduce the old tapes from a physical location? I am living in my childhood home & although I have changed some things 

(paint, flooring, etc) I can still feel the left over energy. I play 432 MHz + music & have tried to feng shui. Any adtl suggestions?

4/21/2019 7:18:40 PM brandon39886610 Please give some very tired starseeds something uplifting to hear,MJ-12.

4/21/2019 7:18:51 PM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/yeoNbIgfnk

4/21/2019 7:18:52 PM zoilaliz1 And, you had to show this to us, why? On Easter Sunday? I’d apologize, if I were you. This teaches us nothing and is a distaste display of,,, oh, nice 

booty, by the way, are those implants? See what I mean? Not worth the space you just took up in my head. Goodbye.

4/21/2019 7:19:01 PM mongrelglory 😎



4/21/2019 7:19:20 PM blankmarlo Thank you, I'll be sure to meditate on a successful outcome of the operation.

4/21/2019 7:19:20 PM enomai_ Spaceforce?

4/21/2019 7:19:34 PM jrocktigers Yes!! This explains so much to me.

4/21/2019 7:19:37 PM ascension_guide Quantum Teleportation. Plasma/Electric Universe. Sun Portal.

4/21/2019 7:19:40 PM lbf777 What’s the update on the takedown of the Draco Reptilians?

4/21/2019 7:19:41 PM drbohammer I can venture a guess...

4/21/2019 7:19:45 PM keith369me Follow the white rabbit(s)...cabal...playboy

4/21/2019 7:20:32 PM speaakn So, you’re saying the theory is false is what I’ve glean from your clear as mud answer.

4/21/2019 7:20:39 PM lbf777 Has the IRS been weakened in recent years?

4/21/2019 7:20:43 PM mongrelglory Will any mainstream news anchors (such as Anderson Cooper) be facing jail-time or worse when the storm is over?

4/21/2019 7:20:59 PM timmy15901742  pic.twitter.com/1OUMs1jZnC

4/21/2019 7:21:10 PM monroevegas Some doped up old rich pedo in handcuffs? Drugs ruin lives...i cant believe how many people are hooked on pharma.

4/21/2019 7:21:29 PM danaelizabeth69 American Medical Association ? pic.twitter.com/kieGIrEflB

4/21/2019 7:21:34 PM teachers421 3 days of darkness, niburu, bird box coming soon?

4/21/2019 7:21:52 PM mongrelglory 🤡

4/21/2019 7:22:28 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/snOPisaMl8

4/21/2019 7:23:03 PM danaelizabeth69 TRANSHUMANISM AGENDA

4/21/2019 7:23:04 PM speaakn Oh, this is not good! How the heck does a foreign military group get away with this on US soil? @realDonaldTrump and @SecPompeo better address 

this - STAT!

4/21/2019 7:23:12 PM keith369me Try bending down and touching your toes.  It temporarily releases the energy.  If you intend to release the energy it will manifest.  Be careful what you 

wish for.  Hydrate.

4/21/2019 7:23:54 PM aprilbrown99 When I look at General Dunford’s eyes, I feel as though I know him. Is there a way to determine if that is true?

4/21/2019 7:25:41 PM keith369me Understand your enemy.  1,000 programmed can’t control billions that understand the game.

4/21/2019 7:25:44 PM raisethevib369 Anything to do with Abrahams gate?

4/21/2019 7:26:14 PM laurabusse :-)

4/21/2019 7:27:23 PM _the_psychonaut White rabbit in chains

4/21/2019 7:27:28 PM ascension_guide Keys of Enoch + Lord Of Light. Connection? 

Are esoteric teachings from ancient times speaking of spirituality and quantum mechanics? #GameofThrones #ChristConsciousness 

#EasterSunday2019 #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/PfmShPfvqk

4/21/2019 7:27:28 PM mongrelglory Are Starseeds simultaneously living their lives here on Earth, while their IS is controlling another BE on their "home" planet?

4/21/2019 7:27:59 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/S0IRZN8wla

4/21/2019 7:28:17 PM sparkleloung A death cult would indicate evil

I have heard Steven Greer claim there are no “bad” aliens

That would of course make Dr Greer confused?

4/21/2019 7:28:20 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/JYscGj9Wpp

4/21/2019 7:28:28 PM michael83341408 What is the truth about Ayahuasca and the resulting experience?

4/21/2019 7:28:37 PM mongrelglory Can you tell us anything about what experiments the Cabal were trying to do with CERN?

4/21/2019 7:29:35 PM mongrelglory Are the ET delegates that arrived in Rome many weeks ago still on the planet (Earth)?

4/21/2019 7:29:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Not a coincidence!

4/21/2019 7:30:38 PM charmanda9 When we meditate simultaneously with others, do we have the potential to interact with one another telepathically across distances?

4/21/2019 7:30:53 PM blankmarlo So these are seperate operations? Can you give us a nickname for the Vatican operation that won't jeopardize the mission?

4/21/2019 7:31:09 PM _369311119 "It's the illusion, stupid."

4/21/2019 7:31:30 PM keith369me Was there a recent DNA upgrade that caused a bit of trauma to the abdomen or solar plexus chakra?

4/21/2019 7:31:41 PM fightforamerica Is Taylor Momsen cabal?

4/21/2019 7:31:55 PM n7guardiananon House cleanse smudging

White sage

4/21/2019 7:31:57 PM sparkleloung An ascension mystery

4/21/2019 7:32:15 PM mongrelglory They are sick f_cks!  (Sorry for the language).

4/21/2019 7:32:19 PM n7guardiananon Followed by sweet grass

4/21/2019 7:32:32 PM ourladycovfefe It is so frustrating...

4/21/2019 7:32:52 PM olimyracle More hints about this 45G show please.

4/21/2019 7:33:04 PM carolin15161363 I just want to know what is the truth. I deeply love God and I have believed in Jesus as my Savior for most of my life. I do feel many facts around the 

religion piece have been manipulated over the centuries. If MJ knows these things I hope they will tell us.

4/21/2019 7:33:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I do all of that already. Energy is heavy partly because of my city’s energy.

4/21/2019 7:33:56 PM decodematrix Tony said this happened 30-40 years ago. I'm wondering by the time we are travelling in space, will we need to free other planets in our solar system? 

Or are they already free and they are waiting for us to get free? Trying to get a better picture of the breakaway civilization.

4/21/2019 7:33:59 PM usss_211 Bless The YV

4/21/2019 7:34:02 PM mongrelglory What about the Northern border with Canada?  Any concerns there?  I fear Trudeau has let a lot of criminals into our country!

4/21/2019 7:34:33 PM aprilbrown99 I sure hope so.

4/21/2019 7:34:35 PM fightforamerica Is eyethespy defango?

4/21/2019 7:34:37 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/OYsMLbsG1a

4/21/2019 7:34:45 PM charmanda9 Earlier tonight I heard a new type of ringing in my ears. Could this be related to downloads, even when I was not in a meditative state?

4/21/2019 7:35:01 PM monroevegas I am going to burn an owl in defiance.

4/21/2019 7:35:16 PM mommahood777 Can always hope!!!!  They should, they entered and played the game.  They made their choices to push the narrative even if they (maybe) didn't agree. 

Nobody walks away from this.  And Justice For All.

4/21/2019 7:35:51 PM aprilbrown99 Is it true that the sun is also a planet with a population?

4/21/2019 7:36:03 PM freestateojones Thank you, I assume this tech leans towards cleaning the 'accidental' oil spills and radioactive waste. 

What of Questions II and III?

4/21/2019 7:37:22 PM aprilbrown99 I have had a constant buzzing for a week now. Week before was ringing.

4/21/2019 7:38:02 PM ascension_guide  https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1119741299161214976?s=21 …

4/21/2019 7:38:10 PM freestateojones Ding. pic.twitter.com/nwlHU3fonG

4/21/2019 7:39:03 PM need2knowmyway Did the Kings & Queens of 500+ years ago know of any kind of Majestic technology? For example, Did King Henry VIII, or any of his equals, know of any 

Majestic technology?

4/21/2019 7:39:23 PM aprilbrown99 Have we helped to make a change on the #UnsealEpstein tweets?

4/21/2019 7:39:47 PM mactruthcdn Astral Projection.

4/21/2019 7:40:21 PM aprilbrown99 Ok will do. Thank you.

4/21/2019 7:40:55 PM thelilkingryan Has Nimrods tomb really been found? pic.twitter.com/uK4JalTgZA

4/21/2019 7:41:12 PM keith369me It’s like a game of RISK...the cabal is getting their ass kicked and has fortified their position in SE Asia, NZ, and Australia.  The white hats have the rest of 

the world except some small pockets in Europe.  1 or 2 turns to end this game!!!!!!!!!



4/21/2019 7:41:44 PM olimyracle Health.

4/21/2019 7:42:02 PM pro_aktv My good friend, Mike Strizki, knows about “structured water”. He is a pioneer, expert and legend in solar to hydrogen technology. He has attended 

scientific conferences on water. Look him up on YT. Do you live in NJ? You can tour his fascinating workshop for a $10 donation.

4/21/2019 7:42:11 PM keith369me Ask and you might receive...how much sacred light do you have?

4/21/2019 7:42:15 PM mongrelglory So cool!  I wish I could see their worlds!

4/21/2019 7:42:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

4/21/2019 7:43:43 PM aprilbrown99 Will we see some high level indictments within the next few weeks?    Sorry I know time is an illusion. 🥴

4/21/2019 7:44:22 PM mongrelglory Here's a link to a whole page.  I own a couple of these kind.  There are lots available from ancient coin dealers.  

https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrEeSo4Kr1cXG8ArgAPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTByMjB0aG5zBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDBH

NlYwNzYw--?p=Scythian+coins&fr=yhs-rogers-rogers_001&hspart=rogers&hsimp=yhs-rogers_001 …

4/21/2019 7:45:09 PM keith369me If you keep asking this question it will go higher

4/21/2019 7:45:18 PM djlok @AllahUniversal is it you who does music stuff?  Any pointers on transferring a music file into GarageBand from YouTube or Apple music?

4/21/2019 7:45:59 PM david00997884 I would like to know that

4/21/2019 7:47:26 PM n7guardiananon You mean his 1st wife or his cousin, the 2nd one?

4/21/2019 7:47:59 PM need2knowmyway That’s extremely interesting. I don’t know why, but I’m drawn to that era. 

I’m sure whatever they could do to hold on to power & control.

4/21/2019 7:48:47 PM aprilbrown99 Is Arcturus the stargate where you go to for your life review when your meat suit dies? 😁

4/21/2019 7:49:57 PM djlok I bet they had some money majick going on.

4/21/2019 7:49:58 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/fugaKghGvx

4/21/2019 7:50:25 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps from a different fractal, timeline or dimension?

4/21/2019 7:50:54 PM monroevegas Ever realize how incredibly stupid snobby people are? 😂

4/21/2019 7:51:31 PM nancyddb Close it until things get sorted out.

4/21/2019 7:51:57 PM mongrelglory First wife.

4/21/2019 7:52:57 PM aprilbrown99 Not just push the narrative but participated in pedo. And to think I used to like him. Now he disgusts me.

4/21/2019 7:53:23 PM mongrelglory Couldn't they just claim they were given the scripts and were just "following orders"?

4/21/2019 7:53:25 PM djlok Dude!  Great question... I've never even thought about that or all the ramifications that would hold.

4/21/2019 7:54:37 PM djlok Makes me wonder a population of what!!??

4/21/2019 7:54:39 PM mongrelglory Ah!  So maybe it's the behind the scenes stuff that will land them in jail!

4/21/2019 7:54:48 PM aprilbrown99 Did Vice Chairman Selva become part of MJ12 with the recent shuffling?

4/21/2019 7:55:41 PM djlok In 5 seconds.... On Jupiter. 😀

4/21/2019 7:56:13 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

4/21/2019 7:56:26 PM aprilbrown99 Yea, I am not sure but that is what I heard recently. That the info we have been given about the sun by fake news, NASA etc., is wrong. I am not sure 

what to believe. I have also heard the sun is a stargate too.

4/21/2019 7:56:54 PM allahuniversal Yes. For every OS platform there's apps that can

- download the video from say, YT, and to extract the audio from the video file.

-record directly from the audio stream (tedious)

And DAWs (digital audio workstations) aside from GarageBand which can be used 2 edit/record vocals...

4/21/2019 7:57:11 PM _369311119 originate?

4/21/2019 7:57:47 PM djlok I always thought it sounded an awful lot like hell in the Bible. I was always a suspicious child.

4/21/2019 7:58:00 PM charmanda9 I once had a thought while in the shower. The shower head looks like a snake spitting venom at you. An appropriate simile since the water coming from 

most shower heads is, in fact, poison.

4/21/2019 7:58:09 PM aprilbrown99 I sure hope so. There was a video or interview with him and on his coffee table there was a order form for ordering children. It was on a Q post a while 

back.

4/21/2019 7:59:13 PM allahuniversal ...cant really speak to GarageBand as I've never used it, but for open source & very intuitive to use, Audacity https://www.audacityteam.org 

4/21/2019 7:59:36 PM weremight Any recommendations on mathematics?  What subjects should we be careful of, which are particularly interesting?

4/21/2019 7:59:43 PM djlok Time to go app hunting! Thanks!!

4/21/2019 8:00:02 PM aprilbrown99 It sure doesn’t look like hell now.  It is so beautiful and bright.

4/21/2019 8:00:06 PM n7guardiananon Something wonderful is going to happen https://youtu.be/yM25-lz1Yms 

4/21/2019 8:00:46 PM allahuniversal o7

4/21/2019 8:01:14 PM mommahood777 Right..the participation.  The celebrities we loved and admired - we loved the characters they played, the people themselves are disgusting.  The 

"suicides and accidents" that have silenced the good ones must be avenged.  Disturbing how many are bad and support the bad.

4/21/2019 8:02:28 PM djlok That better not be me returning to Earth at the end. I'm done.

4/21/2019 8:03:22 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, indeed. pic.twitter.com/7v0YrXKzsQ

4/21/2019 8:04:26 PM n7guardiananon Haha, End of...

4/21/2019 8:04:55 PM djlok CYCLE.

4/21/2019 8:07:16 PM aprilbrown99 If the women celebrities are actually men, and the men celebrities are actually women...who has their babies?  We know they used fake baby bumps. 

Are the babies by surrogate, grown in a lab or by adoption?

4/21/2019 8:08:41 PM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/ZuKju7lhwL

4/21/2019 8:10:46 PM goodmedicine4us Shut it down.

This is not a request..

You and @POTUS are compelled to shut it down for National Security.

TSA agents screen us prior to air travel... you are compelled to provide at least the same level of screening and security.

If you can not, SHUT IT DOWN. pic.twitter.com/gHuvs6tHO5

4/21/2019 8:11:56 PM blankmarlo Honestly Maj it's been keeping me up at night that you liked this post.

 https://twitter.com/ToddMorand/status/1120031421312139265?s=19 …

There are countless interpretations to be made here.

4/21/2019 8:12:03 PM aprilbrown99 We are multidimensional. I believe we are in several at the same time.

4/21/2019 8:12:08 PM mommahood777 Being a sci fi fan and esp LOTR, I'm almost shocked at some of these people, considering the roles that they've played -then they do stupid shit like 

retweet liberal agenda..  How very un-Jedi-like.  Wouldn't it be logical to learn the lessons/messages of their scripts?

4/21/2019 8:12:28 PM thekanehb From within. If you feel you do, then you do. Trust your instincts.

4/21/2019 8:12:48 PM aprilbrown99 I am curious...what is that about? I have not heard about it.

4/21/2019 8:12:59 PM usss_211 Yes... out of necessity

4/21/2019 8:13:56 PM monroevegas Maybe some rabbi will suck her blood out and then grind up her body and sell the flesh to McSatan’s?

4/21/2019 8:14:35 PM aprilbrown99 They are really just a bunch of puppets. I don’t think they get much of s choice how they live their lives. It is really quite sad.

4/21/2019 8:15:28 PM aprilbrown99 I most definitely do. I have seen those eyes before.

4/21/2019 8:16:32 PM vand3rboots What kind of signals? What do they mean? I have heard this pitch my entire life. It’s doesn’t bother me because I’ve never known life without it. But 

that sound is always there.

4/21/2019 8:17:27 PM wink5811 Good question



4/21/2019 8:18:17 PM thekanehb It all comes from within. The intuitive voice is real- pay attention to it. That’s what will set you apart 💫

4/21/2019 8:18:59 PM jswdh1 What exactly are dreams? & y do we have them? What's their purpose? I hate dreaming! Becuz sometimes I get confused between dreams & 

reality.Which makes me not want 2 sleep so I fight it & never get good rest! Makes me wonder if that's y my autistic daughter doesn't sleep much 2?

4/21/2019 8:19:25 PM djlok OOOH!!!  I love it when you do that!!!

4/21/2019 8:19:47 PM djlok Me too!!!

4/21/2019 8:22:35 PM laurabusse Yeah I'm just spitballing :-)

4/21/2019 8:23:14 PM charmanda9 This resonates

4/21/2019 8:23:17 PM decodematrix I'm thinking underground high speed maglev tube shuttle/train.

4/21/2019 8:23:21 PM aprilbrown99 Will the people of Venezuela be receiving supplies and assistance soon? I feel so badly for them.

4/21/2019 8:23:23 PM usss_211 Clowns everywhere!

4/21/2019 8:24:41 PM djlok Probably “when is xy or z gonna happen”?  Which if they said "next week" and events occurred that changed the timeline, the illusion of time would be 

used against them.

4/21/2019 8:25:56 PM laurabusse Me too. There are TONS of youtubes on these subjects. I take in lots of info and it all just kinda rattles around inside. I love it. I think a lot of history is 

speculation and theory...dunno if we can ever know truth 100%. But like you i hope MJ will tell us stuff :-)

4/21/2019 8:26:05 PM starehope I need to know this.

4/21/2019 8:28:47 PM monroevegas I wake up after sleeping and only imagine the earth turning again. We are all on this rock being pulled by the sun, being pulled by the galaxy, being 

pulled by...what do the galaxies revolve around?

4/21/2019 8:30:41 PM laurabusse Yes we sure are! And thank you :-) 

I love your kind heart ❤️

4/21/2019 8:30:48 PM starehope I like that one?

4/21/2019 8:31:39 PM laurabusse I hope we will!

4/21/2019 8:32:03 PM aprilbrown99 NOW!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/21/2019 8:32:06 PM starehope Terrific idea!

4/21/2019 8:35:39 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3-6-9 solfeggio page 1,2,3  pic.twitter.com/5pBnpL1s7I

4/21/2019 8:35:53 PM nun_chucknorris  https://www.4kdownload.com 

4/21/2019 8:38:08 PM blsdbe Hahaha hahaha!!! 🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩

4/21/2019 8:40:40 PM allahuniversal Cosigned

4/21/2019 8:41:13 PM linda04975136 I say free energy is next

4/21/2019 8:41:35 PM shannen_robison Same here

4/21/2019 8:43:24 PM starehope But, time is an illusion! 😉

4/21/2019 8:43:40 PM blsdbe MJ, Is the correct length of the meter to calculate the speed of light a majestic fraction of 1 meter? Like 0.333m or 0.666m or 0.999m?

4/21/2019 8:44:37 PM blsdbe Wow, Me Three!!!

4/21/2019 8:45:18 PM goodmedicine4us disclose it.

4/21/2019 8:46:50 PM starehope Great question. Now I have to review English history!

4/21/2019 8:47:07 PM freestateojones I'm on the East Coast ;)

4/21/2019 8:47:32 PM starehope I am drawn there too. Then 1800's.

4/21/2019 8:48:26 PM blsdbe Is there a way to filter them out? If we wire our house with Ethernet and turn off the WiFi will we still perceive the cellular frequencies? Is there both a 

low (~93hz) and high (~11904hz) frequency associated with particular devices?

4/21/2019 8:49:21 PM zagnett Me four. They sound fascinating!

4/21/2019 8:49:52 PM djlok I should have asked you earlier but "time is an illusion" and I suppose the "event" of me learning to use GarageBand may have some significance some 

day.  Even if it is just so I can talk to my own subconscious.

4/21/2019 8:52:36 PM mongrelglory I think the underground maglev trains are pretty common around the world.  There seems to be something "Majestic" about Israel.  Since DUMBs are 

common too, then the only thing I can think of is a natural Stargate, or a spaceport, though the latter are usually above ground.

4/21/2019 8:52:48 PM zagnett Any of these? If so which?

Richard III

Henry VII

Henry VIII

4/21/2019 8:53:02 PM 369gwh For someone who knows how vital and important her “looks” are to her livelihood, I would think her arse wouldn’t be so flabby.

Nothing remotely sexy here, weird vide if there ever was one.

Everything in this pic is demented and feels bad, evil bad.

4/21/2019 8:55:31 PM blsdbe I gotta find someone to help me tune my baby grand to 432hz...

4/21/2019 8:58:18 PM 369gwh After reading the details it’s possible in this situation that the MEX MIL could have easily thought the 2 US soldiers were in MEX.

But.

MEX MIL’s aggressive & dangerous response/actions taken w/the 2 US soldiers is not only dangerous, but suspicious.

Nothing here is as it seems.

4/21/2019 9:00:54 PM mongrelglory I hope my IS doesn't have multi-tasking issues like my ADHD IS-BE has here. 

I could just see myself up there saying:  "Now where did I misplace that BE?  It was right here a minute ago!"  😋

4/21/2019 9:00:54 PM tacticool_shed Many times MJ states that time is an illusion however, we see day and night. As the days pass, the body ages, we get "older". Does this not signify 

time?     We see/feel the physical effects.

4/21/2019 9:02:29 PM aprilbrown99 😃

4/21/2019 9:02:35 PM laurabusse :-)

4/21/2019 9:04:46 PM allahuniversal Took a quick glance over GarageBand, looks up to par for quality product, not much difference on the surface from anything I've used before. Doesn't 

look like it has a steep learning curve, always fun to discover new ways to manipulate sound.

4/21/2019 9:07:06 PM starehope Yes.

4/21/2019 9:07:36 PM 369gwh I’m going to guess!

It’s this one, “Are we there yet?”

;)

4/21/2019 9:09:16 PM laurabusse Agree...

4/21/2019 9:10:06 PM starehope That is creepy.

4/21/2019 9:10:28 PM starehope Where did you see that?

4/21/2019 9:11:06 PM blsdbe Is that like a different branch of MJ12? Are we interacting with the public relations branch?



4/21/2019 9:13:45 PM mongrelglory It wasn't an order form for ordering children. It was the notes he was studying from the 4 am secure team drops for what he was supposed to be 

reporting on that day.  However, in the background was a cut-out doll of JonBennet Ramsey that he was given during an interview with her.

4/21/2019 9:14:30 PM melanieanders7 That statement make me double take. Then again, I should’ve known seeing the results were seeing today. Unfathomable a human could be so 

inhumane.

4/21/2019 9:15:29 PM wearediamonds2 Good to know I cannot be cloned!

4/21/2019 9:17:44 PM mongrelglory I guess that's the results of thousands of years of indoctrination.

4/21/2019 9:18:35 PM tcscamardo Look at Minnesota that state has a huge problem, that will effect all of us.

4/21/2019 9:18:55 PM petitchevalb "You're wondering if it's worth it

You're wondering what to do

You're asking me to see the future

And you want me to tell it to you

See I can't believe it myself

So how can I prove it to you

That this is all a dream"

4/21/2019 9:19:51 PM starehope My favorite!

4/21/2019 9:21:55 PM starehope Don't believe anything you have been taught, even math.

4/21/2019 9:22:04 PM jaspony1 Will we regular folks be able to travel the stars in the next 5-10 years?

4/21/2019 9:22:52 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Lots of people cross the border back and forth there from Canada.

4/21/2019 9:26:00 PM daveo6145 Me 5. Maybe we can manifest together 😎

4/21/2019 9:27:45 PM wearediamonds2 Why did we need these shut down in order to take down the cult?

4/21/2019 9:28:44 PM americanpetal Me 6  🙋🏼♀️

4/21/2019 9:29:28 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/nBsf7zRAiH

4/21/2019 9:29:36 PM wearediamonds2 What are RH- blood types really?

4/21/2019 9:30:37 PM smauro80  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8Jo5fT6vgmRbDh6IpL7K2A/search?query=rh- …

4/21/2019 9:31:39 PM smauro80 Rh- search, accurate info that resonates.

4/21/2019 9:31:53 PM mongrelglory Maybe we can organize a charter bus...

4/21/2019 9:32:12 PM daveo6145 Maybe we’re one of many slave planets

4/21/2019 9:34:03 PM jayrambin And dehumanizing?

4/21/2019 9:34:28 PM wearediamonds2 Is this why Mary Queen of Scots was always hunted framed/murdered? She knew? Was a good person? My gut says she wasn't the bloody Mary she 

was accused of being.

4/21/2019 9:34:41 PM aprilbrown99 These people are so sick!

4/21/2019 9:34:55 PM americanpetal I’m in.

4/21/2019 9:36:49 PM starehope Obama sent the Somalia to Minnesota.

4/21/2019 9:37:56 PM mongrelglory Ah! I didn't see the comments by the Anons!  Those look like grown-ups to me in that picture to me though.  Did anyone research any further?

4/21/2019 9:40:26 PM cledrordfishing My ears ring very loud all the time. 

I figured it was tinnitus.

4/21/2019 9:44:25 PM daveo6145 How’d the cabal not sense the great awakening with the advent of the internet? Majestic push?

4/21/2019 9:44:58 PM wearediamonds2 I would assume she is stating she worships ostara, not Jesus. Proving again, she is a witch.

4/21/2019 9:45:11 PM aureliangirl Close The Border and Shoot Anyone Who Comes Across

4/21/2019 9:48:47 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why did you hashtag #royalbaby in this treat? What royal baby?

4/21/2019 9:49:50 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks, and thanks for the links. I have done research but there is a ton of contradictions on everything. I know we are different and we are always 

targeted by evil.

4/21/2019 9:49:52 PM starehope A great line for libs!

4/21/2019 9:49:58 PM wearediamonds2 Why are we different? Is it spiritual? Is it simple? We are pure human? We are angels? We are devils? We are related to Jesus Christ? SO many theories.

4/21/2019 9:52:40 PM jayrambin What does that mean? How do we measure an instrument in terms of Hz?

4/21/2019 9:54:49 PM jayrambin Are [they] trying to start a religious war?  Notre Dame? SL churches?

4/21/2019 9:55:09 PM starehope Let them argue. I know in my soul of souls that God is everywhere.

4/21/2019 9:56:44 PM melanieanders7 That too, Jay.

4/21/2019 9:57:23 PM melanieanders7 I’ll be happy to see it go bye bye

4/21/2019 9:59:57 PM si11112018 idk why.. I like this saying lol. might take it from you. 😜

4/21/2019 10:00:40 PM mommahood777 This was a fantastic thread and filled in couple of my blanks. If MJ could verify... but what does your inner self tell you?  When you heard him announce 

he was running, what did you feel?

4/21/2019 10:00:48 PM jayrambin Q ‘asked’ the same question. Then said ‘phones were allowed in. These people are stupid’.  So, as both q and mj12 have said ‘they have it all.’  Sounds 

majestic, and I’m sure it is.  But, they take the bait so often and fall right into the trap set to collect criminal evidence.

4/21/2019 10:03:06 PM jayrambin Surely they did. But, it’s divinely ordained or something. Either that or there are too many good guys at the et level for the bad ones to overcome. The 

rest would be a trickle down. Takes time.

4/21/2019 10:03:22 PM jayrambin Or the good ones are more clever or have better tech.

4/21/2019 10:04:37 PM mongrelglory Here's an interesting Neon Revolt link about some of the other "activities" Facebook is involved with: https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/05/21/the-

missing-i-satellites-iridium-and-the-importance-of-secure-comms-qanon-greatawakening/ …

4/21/2019 10:04:59 PM aprilbrown99 Here is a video that going into it a little deeper. Not sure if there is more posts on qmap dot pub. https://youtu.be/5sZLsfLbyPo 

4/21/2019 10:06:17 PM jswdh1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tribunal_watch @Anon_decoder @Michaelcraddo16 @qanon76 

CAN'T SAY..CHRISTIAN..THAT WOULD PROVE CHRISTIANS ARE BEING TARGETED! INSTEAD USING..EASTER WORSHIPPERS.SURPRISED THEY DIDN'T 

JUST SAY. PEOPLE CELEBRATING EASTER! #Christians https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1120162998021050368 …

4/21/2019 10:08:46 PM jayrambin Hi Mel. I’m kind of asking. I’ve read about hybrids and clones, etc. the notion that a existing ‘being’ not having a soul. But MJ12 says they’re all ISBEs 

right?  Surely, we can make a robot though that acts human. A bit confused on this.

4/21/2019 10:14:41 PM daveo6145 haha fine by me

4/21/2019 10:20:26 PM wearediamonds2 What is wrong with unlocking consciousness!!?? 🤔😂

4/21/2019 10:32:45 PM tcscamardo Thank you for posting this chart ,words tto live by-

4/21/2019 10:43:47 PM djlok It worked!  Just in time for bedtime!!

Thank you!!!

4/21/2019 10:44:23 PM cledrordfishing It needs to be closed until we get the situation under control.

4/21/2019 10:46:14 PM cledrordfishing They were north of the river.  It has always been the border. 

They were lying. 

They knew don't fall for that BullShit.

4/21/2019 10:51:57 PM djlok I'm about to give this a go.  Fingers crossed my subconscious mind is listening and can pick up on my 3-5 second messages dispersed within the 

binaural soundtrack.

4/21/2019 10:58:31 PM cledrordfishing Keks cousin Kermit

4/21/2019 11:00:40 PM nursewounds Will our food system be fixed? Thats the fix to the healthcare system.



4/21/2019 11:07:59 PM pauliepg11111 How did you source your binaural track?

4/21/2019 11:11:46 PM drumsk8 What would the current percentage of probabilty be for is manifestation event?

4/21/2019 11:13:12 PM djlok  https://youtu.be/Ptostu9OqQk 

Used this one (on repeat for 6h6m6s).  Put it in 4K video downloader to convert it to an audio file, then added the audio file into GarageBand.  

Recorded a second audio file with my words at the points suggested every nine minutes. Uploaded to my iTunes.

4/21/2019 11:15:49 PM carolin15161363 I think I may have figured out the 6000 year old death cult MJ mentioned. Cain. Mark of Cain. Cain DNA. Bloodlines. Ritual sacrifice.

4/21/2019 11:20:09 PM joinna6 minimize to MAxim1zlZe

4/21/2019 11:20:50 PM laughingwolf11 Groupon for Clintons. Did they text from Las Vegas? Shows April 11 and May 5. What’s this covering up?

@KibBitzLaw

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u pic.twitter.com/QtgVtpRJ8y

4/21/2019 11:22:27 PM 369gwh Of course the MEX MIL were lying.

They are protecting their drug cartel buddies.

The whole situation was total bullshite.

I know this, there will not be a “next time,” because Trump has already read the riot act to border patrol and MEX.

4/21/2019 11:25:14 PM askingsocrates How do we exile evil and protect ourselves and future generations from the loss of memory of said evil? Will stories of evil deeds become folklore and 

that be enough?

4/21/2019 11:30:05 PM monroevegas If Lifelog was created with Tax-Payer money, then it belongs to the people and is public domain. We have a right to be secure. 4th ammendment.

4/21/2019 11:30:26 PM jswdh1 Were there any children or people on the island when it eac destroyed? Any "victims" that were counted on the plane trip over but not shown 

returning?

4/21/2019 11:34:21 PM djlok 👊👊👊

4/21/2019 11:35:05 PM jswdh1 I've asked several questions about dreams on here and never get any answers... 😔

4/21/2019 11:35:17 PM mongrelglory We're talking about Richard Branson's Necker island now...there was a massive fire that gutted most of the main buildings on the islands.  No injuries 

reported.

4/21/2019 11:36:30 PM jswdh1 We've sent supplies they're being blocked from getting to the people!

4/21/2019 11:36:37 PM djlok I had a little help from @AllahUniversal.  It's amazing how far asking for a little help will go!

4/21/2019 11:39:47 PM jswdh1 I don't get this time is an illusion thing..if it is why do we even have clocks or calendars..y do we have to make appointments at certain times on certain 

days. I don't understand it. There's a lot I don't understand & every time I ask mj never answers me.

Makes me wonder y?

4/21/2019 11:40:57 PM djlok Back at ya!

4/21/2019 11:42:23 PM jswdh1 They are so brainwashed they never said anything when Barry stood there & said he funded ISIL, said he wasn't American, called Michelle Michael. No 

one batted an eye! I swear they're seeing/hearing something totally different than we do! Especially concerning potus!

4/21/2019 11:42:51 PM 1_decided_voter I think that entire region, extending into Egypt, has a lot buried underneath it.

4/21/2019 11:44:56 PM pauliepg11111 Teamwork 💪💪💪

4/21/2019 11:45:40 PM jswdh1 I'm wondering if the glow of the sun is just an outer ring we're seeing of the planet. That it's not that hot on the planet the hot ring is a protectant? It 

can't be bad it helps plants grow and provides us with vitamins and makes us feel better/happier!

4/21/2019 11:45:57 PM askingsocrates If the sun is an IS, would a Dyson sphere be considered slavery? What if it liked being the life source regardless of its encapsulation? Would this even be 

allowed morally considering the other planets in the system?

4/21/2019 11:48:00 PM jswdh1 What is a solar flash?

4/21/2019 11:48:32 PM mongrelglory I have heard reports of an inner Earth civilization that lives in an area beneath the pyramids, but I hadn't heard anything about Israel specifically.

4/21/2019 11:50:29 PM jswdh1 Probably.... probably why they want people to have abortions but actually take them out whole still living and put them in incubator or maybe even 

put them in someone else's uterus... who knows anymore!

4/21/2019 11:50:31 PM 1_decided_voter Closure of the border would be symbolic of larger changes (in underground operations?), I believe it has been said.

4/21/2019 11:51:46 PM jswdh1 If they could do that they could save both mom and baby's life if carrying the baby would put mom's life at risk! Of course they would only use it for evil 

tho!

4/21/2019 11:52:42 PM 1_decided_voter I'm getting a "Twin Peaks" vibe from that. pic.twitter.com/y8BXJ4lXSX

4/21/2019 11:56:58 PM jayrambin Awesome! Thanks.

4/22/2019 12:01:35 AM maryschade14 She authored Relativity..Spooky quanta etc were all derived. Manhatten Project he did. His theories spawned CERN

4/22/2019 12:05:22 AM djlok I just want them to grab those hidden texts that the Vatican has locked away in a vault somewhere. I bet there are some bombshells!  Even though I'm 

not religious I would love to get more Intel on the IS-BE who Christians refer to as Jesus of Nazareth...like the missing years.

4/22/2019 12:06:54 AM jswdh1 WTH? ON AMERICAN SOIL? THIS IS AN INVASION! WHY DID WE SURRENDER OUR WEAPONS ON OUR LAND? @realDonaldTrump @tribunal_watch 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @Michaelcraddo16 https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1119678697806684164 …

4/22/2019 12:52:03 AM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba 👆

4/22/2019 1:09:02 AM cmdrzod23 Many of you ask for the removal of the FED, money, debts etc. One should not complain afterwards about 'slave' work. Wrong perception IMHO

4/22/2019 1:09:39 AM cmdrzod23 Also people not getting paid is probably the least problem on Ceres, I  just recently thought were disclosure may lead us to with all the apparent 

fascism in many SSPs

4/22/2019 1:11:07 AM cchef1980 Why does it have to add up to 9? If it does then what about 6h5m7s? Or 8h9m1s? If somehow even seconds count, how do you wake up with that 

accuracy? Especially at deep sleep people are groggy....

4/22/2019 1:14:09 AM cchef1980 This would be truly remarkable if it works. How about obesity and over eating?

4/22/2019 1:24:43 AM sterkinglights1 That's some backwards love.

4/22/2019 1:52:51 AM djlok These people are so damn weird...

 https://www.foxnews.com/tech/mark-zuckerbergs-conference-room-has-a-secret-panic-chute-report-says …

4/22/2019 1:53:15 AM djlok  https://www.foxnews.com/tech/mark-zuckerbergs-conference-room-has-a-secret-panic-chute-report-says …

4/22/2019 2:05:53 AM melbourne_3000 #LawOfAttraction "That which is like unto itself is drawn" #UniversalLaw

4/22/2019 2:34:16 AM adsvel Classical music is the best for this purpose to feel every instrument in orchestra, such to feel emotions of instruments playing.

4/22/2019 2:46:20 AM si11112018 I've had a lot of memorable dreams lately. I know in the past you said that dreams teach... curious to learn more. last night I dreamt of 

lightning&storms and every time it hit everyone could feel it...but didn't die. then a female cop was talking to people trying to cover it up.

4/22/2019 2:50:55 AM si11112018 also, one of the poles shifting..like an event. but I didn't see it. just knew the time and could see the sky.  I had dreams of the veil. in different ways.. 

and slow motion people falling away into perishing... and a body decay...am I dreaming of only myself? in these instances

4/22/2019 2:54:02 AM keith369me This is the exact question I pose to pro choice friends/family if they let me get to the question.  If this technology was available, abortion wouldn’t be a 

wedge issue for society.  It would be killing babies vs not killing babies for almost all.

4/22/2019 3:01:16 AM si11112018 what about cern and all the others alike? are those man made "stargates"?

4/22/2019 3:01:19 AM mrd_s_anderson Ishtar

4/22/2019 3:03:29 AM keith369me A question to meditate on?  This question came to me as I was watching a “pre-natal surgery” performed outside the womb on a YT video.



4/22/2019 3:04:51 AM zagnett Good points.

4/22/2019 3:20:09 AM wild8heart Late to the party on this one, but figured I could add something to the mix... pic.twitter.com/MeTnoMGLRs

4/22/2019 3:26:53 AM aurorasreality How

4/22/2019 3:29:11 AM realityloominng Just declassify it and then some genius will make it large scale i no time

4/22/2019 3:30:09 AM realityloominng "Open-source-everything-engineering" is the only thing I really like about Robert Davi Steele

4/22/2019 3:30:45 AM si11112018 and the eyes ...

4/22/2019 3:34:46 AM natureinspace Wow.

4/22/2019 3:37:50 AM keith369me Probably all

4/22/2019 3:40:07 AM keith369me Inside rather than on the surface

4/22/2019 3:43:54 AM natureinspace I now have constant static that originates at the back lower portion of my head.

4/22/2019 3:44:27 AM _369311119 5-Cloister races emerged known as the Palaidorians. They were the guardians for DNA evolution.

five Cloister Races:

Ur-Antrians (brown)

Breanoua (Red)

Hibiru (White)

Melchizedeks (Yellow)

Yunaseti (Black)

Pala -> Para
4/22/2019 3:47:17 AM _369311119 Paraetaceni denotes nomadic inhabitants of the mountains of Paraetacene. This name recalls the Scythian Para-la-ti, the people of Kolaxis, believed to 

represent the common people in general, but whom Herodotus calls the "Royal Scythians".

Palaidorians -> Para-la-ti

4/22/2019 3:47:40 AM _369311119 Herodotus states, "These Medes were called anciently by all people Aryans." If the Paretaceni are a tribe of the Medes and if the Medes were Aryans, 

then it follows that the Paretaceni were also Aryans."

4/22/2019 3:48:30 AM cmdrzod23 The sun, a solid planet? 😧 You are aware of the energy it has on the earth, even  here making some areas inhabitable? 

There is word of an intergalactic portal near the sun.

4/22/2019 3:49:43 AM covertress Is the Pineal Gland a "hard drive" in another way beyond the DNA in its cells?

4/22/2019 3:50:42 AM realityloominng Is BiBi-yahu fully aware of this Majestic underground connection or just a puppet?

4/22/2019 3:51:05 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/xmJsY5ZxdN

4/22/2019 3:51:34 AM _369311119 FOUND PARACUS-STYLE SKULLS ON ETOWAH RIVER

 https://peopleofonefire.com/archaeologist-arthur-kelly-found-paracus-style-skulls-on-etowah-river.html …

4/22/2019 3:54:02 AM covertress Does using a microwave to heat water change the structure of the water in a chaotic way?

4/22/2019 3:55:40 AM sleky19 Yes, the microwave is not good for the water

4/22/2019 3:57:14 AM covertress If the Moon holds IS-BEs on Earth using an Energy Field and MJ12's Mission Control is based on the Moon, is MJ12 currently in control of this Moon 

Energy Field?

4/22/2019 3:59:23 AM archangeljavoni ;)

4/22/2019 4:01:54 AM realityloominng Through classified military inspections and unalienable-rights?

 https://www.bis-space.com/2014/10/07/13692/extraterrestrial-liberty-iii-dissent-revolution-and-liberty-in-space …

4/22/2019 4:02:04 AM covertress Does Majestic 12 utilize a calendar other than the Gregorian Calendar when designing and executing Magick Majestic Operations?

4/22/2019 4:11:53 AM 313looper Could it be a mass sacrificing in Seri Lanka’s yesterday tragedy!?

4/22/2019 4:14:47 AM cmdrzod23 Hmm, whoever is not confused about this may step forward... My take: Just because one is an IS-BE does not necessarily make him a  positive being, IS 

could be either from the dark side or obsessed by  such.

So no soul may not mean: no IS

4/22/2019 4:17:25 AM _highjinx_  pic.twitter.com/t8sHMIMVZO

4/22/2019 4:19:27 AM cmdrzod23 Clones exist, it's a fact. The question is: does the tech exist to accel growth so it takes only 4-5 months to grow one? safe & sound, b/c cells growing too 

fast = risk of cancer

4/22/2019 4:19:50 AM keith369me No IS for clones.  They are essentially programmed BEs.

4/22/2019 4:23:56 AM cmdrzod23 Then you'd have 2 similar beings, one with soul, one without, artificially grown. The tech to transfer the IS is said to be off-world... the IS, being a 

'quantum-fluid' pumped from one BE to the other. 

I cannot imagine we figured THAT one out on our own tbh 

Cabal playing god

4/22/2019 4:23:59 AM keith369me The IS is not dark. The ISBE has free will and can choose dark or light (service to self or service to others) with each decision. On Earth, the “forgetting 

process” at reincarnation really muddies the waters...but since you planned your own life experience, it’s still free will.

4/22/2019 4:27:20 AM analyzer51 Mine seem to be "heard" "between/above" my ears... In my brain. Undulating.

Continually. Why is this so?

4/22/2019 4:31:26 AM jepsteinn  https://twitter.com/JepsteinN/status/1120287370174189568 …

4/22/2019 4:31:38 AM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/22/2019 4:32:38 AM cmdrzod23 Totally agree, Keith. As long as we are talking about real humans ... not sure if all are. 

I wanted to avoid the subject, as even Mj12 avoids it (never answers questions in this regard, eg. GHB being draco)

4/22/2019 4:33:02 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what would be the process to apply for a position to help commercialize/source this technology? ...think design engineer involved 

in product commercialization or a manufacturer liaison...depending on status of development.

4/22/2019 4:35:20 AM right_sideof Nope. Not going to happen sadly.

4/22/2019 4:38:23 AM _369311119 Paladorians?!?!?!

As in Paladians...

"double thumbs up"

4/22/2019 4:39:01 AM natureinspace I go back and forth (not willingly) and I know when I go from one to the next. About every three to five weeks it happens. I just deal the best I can. It's 

almost like starting over each time because I feel like I have to catch up with whatever's different in the time line.

4/22/2019 4:41:37 AM keith369me Is the definition really necessary?  If your soul was dropped into a Bush body and programmed by the cabal from birth, what would your reality be?

4/22/2019 4:42:10 AM covertress 5G?

4/22/2019 4:43:54 AM ideclarefreedom look up “structured water”...super interesting

4/22/2019 4:47:12 AM keith369me 5G tech is not new...just not deployed...transportation, energy, or food technology or a combination of two above will be the next big disruption.  The 

previous was the communication revolution. I was lucky enough to participate in it during the early stages of development.



4/22/2019 4:47:34 AM maryschade14 It used to be 432hz until the 40s. Interesting.

4/22/2019 4:50:41 AM theprimeian Looks more like their symbology is going lead to a fuckin awesome night for a dude in a bunny suit, to me.

4/22/2019 4:50:48 AM natureinspace Mine is now a constant static noise that is at the back of my head. It's coming from my brain too.

4/22/2019 4:54:07 AM si11112018 also... 🕋? in the emojis

qhat about Dwave quantum computers?

4/22/2019 4:54:08 AM laurabusse A bus tour of inner earth. Roll up...

LOLOL

4/22/2019 4:55:05 AM susang7671 Mexico's members of the Committee of 300 are pledged to use their allotment of 99.99% pure gold bars (from their Infinite account in The World Bank 

Group) for "Humanitarian and National Economic Development Programs" rather than keep gold bars for themselves and warmongering.

4/22/2019 4:56:44 AM laurabusse Ha! Good idea!

Orange man bad.

Now off you go!

LOLOL

4/22/2019 5:00:15 AM laurabusse One o the funniest Far side cartoons i ever saw was:

Hell. Satan leading an excercise class.

"Ok one million more pushups!!

One...two..."

4/22/2019 5:00:19 AM marty713 I'm late again 🤪 What about 5g ⁉️

Is it needed for newer technology

& Is It going to be dangerous for us

Here on Earth ⁉️ TY 👍

4/22/2019 5:02:30 AM _369311119 Is this real? Did we do this already??? Am I programming myself from the future with thought-forms that create the future which I must live NOW?

The End of Scarcity.

The Acceptance of the End of Scarcity.

Teaching.

4/22/2019 5:03:52 AM laurabusse Agree wholeheartedly!!! 💘

4/22/2019 5:05:21 AM laurabusse Possibly...

4/22/2019 5:10:23 AM laurabusse Thx david! Ah the price of wealth, fame, power...and working for the cabal LOL!

4/22/2019 5:12:47 AM susang7671 Banco Azteca, Banco de Mexico, Banorte, Banregio, Banobras, each have 2 Infinite Bank Accounts, where 50% of trillions of gold bars are required to be 

"forcibly maintained and preserved...until lasted for eternity" NOT stolen by CABAL or Cartels, and used ONLY FOR PEACE!

4/22/2019 5:28:02 AM covertress Ever see that before?

4/22/2019 5:37:03 AM goyaeq Yes

4/22/2019 5:37:30 AM disfellocated I’ve been noodling on “making a living” (or far more than that) after we peel the [their] claws from Earth.

Equity, free energy, interstellar travel, yes. 

The arts and entertainment industry steeped in symbolism and exploitation will collapse, too.

Opportunities abound.

4/22/2019 5:41:38 AM morety76 What a question....

Would Love an answer

4/22/2019 5:45:04 AM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️

4/22/2019 5:46:00 AM lbf777 Aren't you?

4/22/2019 5:51:52 AM starehope See, it works!

4/22/2019 5:52:09 AM allahuniversal Have before, blinking in and out. Haven't been able to hold it in sight until recently. Crossed my eyes & it was the sane

4/22/2019 5:53:05 AM starehope Oh, that could be many, many Americans!

4/22/2019 5:54:31 AM laurabusse LOL! :-)

4/22/2019 5:59:05 AM _369311119 Mount Para'n

4/22/2019 6:03:45 AM petitchevalb As avatars living in a simulation, cant we be considered as a kind of "technology"?

That would explain why we are being so easily taken advantage by ALICE

4/22/2019 6:08:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Commentary and opinion live within quotes" says the Fake News "Science News" publication. 

https://twitter.com/ScienceNews/status/1120273053823438848 …

4/22/2019 6:09:11 AM roublisa I know it’s a portal🤷♀️

4/22/2019 6:10:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clearly you have a law degree.

So much ALICE.

4/22/2019 6:12:22 AM ragevirusqq Coronation stone under the throne?

4/22/2019 6:13:56 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ucbrKy0FAu

4/22/2019 6:17:10 AM keith369me Thanks Albert and Alice

4/22/2019 6:17:14 AM starehope Oh Albert, I'll never feel the same. What of Hawking proving Einstein's theory even further? Was Hawking in on the con?

4/22/2019 6:18:20 AM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/WYHqqC4qsK

4/22/2019 6:20:22 AM maryschade14 WWI E was competing with a Brit in re: proving Relativity via Eclipse w/Mercury as focal pt. Big todo. 

The Brit may was stifled

Tom E vs Tesla. 

Most mod Theory stems from Rtheory. Theory is not fact must pass 7 steps

CERN artificial sun opening portals 

MirrorMirror..no love.

4/22/2019 6:27:38 AM shushale Yes.

4/22/2019 6:36:14 AM toffer_anon_369 #Impeach44

4/22/2019 6:39:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Within. https://news.yahoo.com/where-god-sri-lankans-stunned-deadly-blasts-060739864.html …

4/22/2019 6:42:29 AM petitchevalb  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/science/stephen-hawking/11340494/Stephen-Hawking-pictured-on-Jeffrey-Epsteins-Island-of-Sin.html …

4/22/2019 6:45:05 AM starehope God was there but so was the negativity. Peace to all who have suffered and all those helping with this ordeal.



4/22/2019 6:48:38 AM keith369me ...where is that one creator cell located within the BE?

4/22/2019 7:00:33 AM maryschade14 Yes and the Grand Illusionist rules this World.

The Adversary 13 was allowed to rake a good man through coals..a test 

Ascending flesh is not hating it

But not being driven..emo base desires..sounds like wall st.

4/22/2019 7:01:53 AM roublisa Oh  lord! pic.twitter.com/aoeFvxeuBn

4/22/2019 7:02:56 AM djlok I was thinking hemp production/Cannabis distribution.

4/22/2019 7:03:50 AM roublisa 🤔 Galactic Federation perhaps?

4/22/2019 7:04:09 AM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

4/22/2019 7:10:09 AM serenityfirth That’s kind of a mean thing to tweet these people are in shock and grief. Be a little more understanding.

4/22/2019 7:10:24 AM burkewinkler Colossians 1:26-29 The Message (MSG)

26-29 This mystery has been kept in the dark for a long time, but now it’s out in the open. God wanted everyone, not just Jews, to know this rich and 

glorious secret inside and out, regardless of their background, regardless of their

4/22/2019 7:10:42 AM burkewinkler religious standing. The mystery in a nutshell is just this: Christ is in you, so therefore you can look forward to sharing in God’s glory. It’s that simple. 

That is the substance of our Message. We preach Christ, warning people not to add to the Message. We teach in a spirit of

4/22/2019 7:11:03 AM burkewinkler profound common sense so that we can bring each person to maturity. To be mature is to be basic. Christ! No more, no less. That’s what I’m working 

so hard at day after day, year after year, doing my best with the energy God so generously gives me.

4/22/2019 7:11:19 AM enomai_ Lol. Might be foul. 

somewhere awhile ago. 

mccain was supposedly transferring memories b4 his death. Then, this tweet.

So, if you take it with a grain of salt. Romney has mccains memories real or not. The consciousness of the secret societies is that this is true. & MC is 

alive

4/22/2019 7:13:23 AM allonkid does it matter? everyone can read the Constitution.

4/22/2019 7:14:00 AM starehope It is by faith we must believe God is within. Why ask location. God is everywhere!

4/22/2019 7:14:03 AM roublisa He defiantly exhibits and emanates 😈

4/22/2019 7:18:21 AM yupyup_puypuy Have ANY escaped...whistle blown?!

4/22/2019 7:23:25 AM keith369me @Hope321758 ...my question was based upon a previous Majestic12 response that mentioned a single cell of the creator is within each of us...based 

upon a Law of One statement of the creator being within all of us.

4/22/2019 7:23:39 AM enomai_ So, if we can impeach #44 - he loses the privileges under the 2nd,3rd constitution that was created?

4/22/2019 7:43:47 AM bbobbio71 collective consciousness can manifest the change.

4/22/2019 7:44:40 AM starehope I don't subscribe to that notion. It shouldn't be classified info, so we should be told exactly where if they know. But, in reality, what difference does it 

make? I accept that God is within me, my heart, my soul, He is within.

4/22/2019 7:47:16 AM michael81972 Will we truly be a Republic again?  Will the “incorporated” USA be dismantled...Do our birth certificates actually incorporate us into slave system?

4/22/2019 7:48:55 AM linnyt7 The heart

4/22/2019 7:49:11 AM roublisa  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-JEgJ3NV-lpnAjbm81tNsg …

4/22/2019 7:54:22 AM keith369me Fine thought, but MJ nixed that along with the brain and a few others.  Within spinal fluid was neither nixed nor confirmed.

4/22/2019 7:57:18 AM analyzer51 And I live in the country at least 18-20 miles from city

Most days I "ignore" it, but some days it's just too prominent...... An answer would be nice. Reminds me of loud insect "humming" on a warm summer 

night. LOL

4/22/2019 7:58:23 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Is this app legit?   

ET contact tool 🤔 has cool features  pic.twitter.com/2gAV4Zwwai

4/22/2019 8:01:50 AM roublisa There’s re a ton of frequency generators in apps I bet there is one to  help tune.

4/22/2019 8:01:51 AM ragevirusqq I have had this question in my mind for weeks “which one of you is me?” I was waiting for someone to provide the answer when I had it all along. It’s 

all of you, everyone and everything is a reflection of oneself. Change within will change without. Each of us is the one. I AM

4/22/2019 8:02:54 AM carolin15161363 Im not sure how to apply that in this case. Can you explain?

4/22/2019 8:08:19 AM roublisa Can head phones create a similar frequency vibration for similar benefits?  I am listen to healing frequencies with my noise cancelling head 

phones......am I  defeating the purpose of healing when head phones have this feature?

4/22/2019 8:09:08 AM roublisa How did you know😳

4/22/2019 8:11:59 AM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/1120217490292916224 …

4/22/2019 8:13:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Not just cars. https://twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/1120217490292916224 …

4/22/2019 8:13:46 AM robinreitsma1 Bingo!

4/22/2019 8:13:50 AM candygirlclw Many people killed in weird car crashes who knew...

4/22/2019 8:14:03 AM fionasdestiny67 ...anything that's connected or can be connected remotely. Yes?

4/22/2019 8:14:11 AM synackstatic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How is the Church and P related? What does it have to do with ND?

Bunker = Vatican

Forest = ND

Blue = Bourbon

4/22/2019 8:15:11 AM aprilbrown99 MJ announced it with the AMA. 😊

4/22/2019 8:15:21 AM _highjinx_ Like this planet, hijacked spiritually by demonic forces. Fractal hijacking! pic.twitter.com/BPDQa78ioT

4/22/2019 8:16:08 AM natureinspace Yes I know how you feel. Some days it's louder than others or the volume and power rise all of a sudden when it had been a quieter day. We're not the 

only ones going through this. It's happening in mass.

4/22/2019 8:16:22 AM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1118959038501228544?s=19 …

4/22/2019 8:19:30 AM covertress Water is a sentient life form.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032712042178854913?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/o0Byti3HYS

4/22/2019 8:19:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 GPS2.0? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1120345262969499649 …

4/22/2019 8:20:23 AM thoughttazer MJ,  curious, do [they] utilize metallic chemtrails in any way to enhance conductivity?

4/22/2019 8:21:29 AM aprilbrown99 The duality is part of the education of this Earth school. It is one of the many lessons we have had to learn when coming here, at least since we have 

been a prison planet. 

Will this duality cease to exist once we transition to 4/5D? I hope so.

4/22/2019 8:21:35 AM shining91109743 They can remotely control people too?

4/22/2019 8:22:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/22/2019 8:22:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not the same technology.

4/22/2019 8:23:47 AM aprilbrown99 I thought he said it was close or closer. 

Perhaps it exists in one of our auric fields above the crown chakras. 

I had asked if our “spark” of Source/God resides in the heartmind but didn’t get a response.



4/22/2019 8:24:17 AM bdam777 GM didn't answer me. 

I assumed so. Have a great day.

4/22/2019 8:24:45 AM blsdbe Is this VOG vs the corrupted chip in the vehicles?

4/22/2019 8:25:28 AM _highjinx_ No way, interstellar GPS! pic.twitter.com/wZskWa7Ao9

4/22/2019 8:26:34 AM starehope Yes. They can slow it down, stop it, can't imagine what else. Saw a commercial on tv. It is true.

4/22/2019 8:26:53 AM allahuniversal Too bad I didn't Learn Russian

This one resonates pic.twitter.com/9l2KtVJKcz

4/22/2019 8:26:57 AM zagnett Do people sometimes carry with them traumas from past lifetimes, or via ancestors, even as far back as 500-1000 years ago?

4/22/2019 8:28:49 AM covertress Since humans are comprised of 11 dimensions of energy, frequency and vibration, I assume Water is similarly distributed. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033020056211468289?s=19 …

4/22/2019 8:29:55 AM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/f68c8lBrDY

4/22/2019 8:30:07 AM blsdbe Now all we need is a StarGate!!!

4/22/2019 8:30:10 AM roublisa Plasma tech?   Depicted in paintings we have on display in present time.....artist knew.

4/22/2019 8:30:11 AM analyzer51 TY. Good to know.

Blessings.

4/22/2019 8:31:31 AM aprilbrown99 I believe this. Genetic ancestral trauma within the DNA line.

4/22/2019 8:32:10 AM anneolsen43 Could we be in what they call ‘Hell on Earth’ ? God is within yes.. but are we in hell trying to ascend? 

Sorry have always felt some kind of way to this

4/22/2019 8:33:16 AM allahuniversal It's either that or... pic.twitter.com/GrSWasEs7p

4/22/2019 8:34:00 AM allahuniversal Backtracking for a quick sec https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071174526296301568?s=19 …

4/22/2019 8:35:35 AM _highjinx_ 😆😂 pic.twitter.com/knL4SQ9lBf

4/22/2019 8:36:56 AM starehope As above, so below. Reminds me of the whales communicating. I enjoyed that very much. Thank you MJ for sharing. ❤️

4/22/2019 8:38:35 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Plbce0d7k7

4/22/2019 8:40:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd ♥️♥️♥️

4/22/2019 8:40:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd ♥️♥️♥️

4/22/2019 8:40:56 AM starehope Frightening. Don't think I'll fly. But then the roads are not safe either.

4/22/2019 8:41:08 AM phreatomagnetic  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034449769752682497 …

4/22/2019 8:41:23 AM blsdbe I agree. There are 3 responses listed, but I can only see 1 when I open this tweet. pic.twitter.com/88WlzKaBRN

4/22/2019 8:41:28 AM michael81972 MJ,  what about the bank accounts of every US citizen that is listed under their SS#

4/22/2019 8:41:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd Look to yourself....

We are all Creator,

All is One.

4/22/2019 8:41:49 AM starehope Not sure the tech was as developed in 1997. Maybe it was?

4/22/2019 8:42:30 AM 1_decided_voter Galactic Positioning System?

4/22/2019 8:44:01 AM auagate 6000-year plan for great awakening?

4/22/2019 8:44:23 AM susan66388204 It should be closed for a period of time to say we mean Business!!! The border wall should be fully funded immediately!

4/22/2019 8:44:54 AM rezinated1 Einstein was a cross dresser

4/22/2019 8:49:18 AM natureinspace I wish I knew exactly what it is. It's almost like an energy or vibration. Its connected to the Great Awakening so I'm sure it's just a matter of time and 

then we'll have an answer. My headaches, arthritis and hearing are improving. Good considering that I'm hearing impaired. 😀

4/22/2019 8:51:39 AM starehope Yeah, what was that about? Scarey!

4/22/2019 8:53:18 AM realityloominng Who the f is Aliya Prokofyeva?! Neither the fake UN video or the debunking ones fully make sense! If it's an overlay she would HAVE to be in on it? But 

she is doing all these legit interviews? Is this actually a case of someone making the real deal look fake? Or is she a clown?

4/22/2019 8:59:02 AM roublisa So with that.....does it also vibrate and seem rounded like 4 corners?  🤔when I stare it is more like looking trough it.  Anyone else experience this?

4/22/2019 8:59:21 AM realityloominng I swear she uploaded a new youtube video recently today, of her doing a Tedx-talk, but it is gone now, I'm not going crazy lol 

https://www.youtube.com/user/olgaprokofyeva/videos …

4/22/2019 9:00:57 AM roublisa Interesting....I assumed it inverted because of the intense light when looking eyes wide open...but never thought to see what it was like when eyes are 

shut🤔

4/22/2019 9:03:15 AM zagnett  http://primarywater.org 

@Le_Murias, You seem to the One to ask - is the Earth's "primary water" system real (link)?

Every time i bring this up with people they think i'm crazy for even merely considering the possibility simply that it exists. Annoying, right?

4/22/2019 9:04:42 AM starehope Nooo!

4/22/2019 9:04:43 AM lbf777 The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.

4/22/2019 9:04:49 AM ivan2488083248 Vegas shooting group organizers - a couple died in a car crash after announcing their intentions to sue

4/22/2019 9:07:13 AM chadmcgregory Posting on 8chan

4/22/2019 9:09:20 AM covertress Do analog recordings distort frequencies in way(s) similar to what  digital recordings do?

4/22/2019 9:09:58 AM analyzer51 I understand all things will unfold in their time. Doesn't stop me from being curious, though. Glad to hear that your ailments are improving!

4/22/2019 9:10:24 AM allahuniversal The shape of the lavendarish aura around the corona was squarish

4/22/2019 9:10:38 AM drbohammer Now THAT (GPS 2.0) based off THAT (deep space signals) would be hilarious, esp re: massive misunderstanding of “c”, gravitons, & consequently 

“distance”. Re-calibrations would be continuous & the math would go farther down the wrong rabbit hole 🕳

4/22/2019 9:11:20 AM starehope I backtracked. Seems no real answer to your ?. If 1 in 3 are mk'd, how would we identify who is? How to know if we are? How does one "undo" this evil 

work? Not even getting to your ?, 100% of entertainment? Too many questions I don't have answers for. Upsetting.

4/22/2019 9:11:27 AM allahuniversal Klaatu barada nikto!

4/22/2019 9:13:13 AM blsdbe This is what happens when I sungaze. First Logos is bright white blue, then the aura around the Sun changes from yellow white to pink!!!

4/22/2019 9:13:56 AM _highjinx_  pic.twitter.com/slY27Z4n9r

4/22/2019 9:15:26 AM natureinspace I'm curious too. But since I know that I'm not crazy 😖 I'm ok with it lol.

4/22/2019 9:15:33 AM zagnett Yes, cognitive dissonance. i deal with that from others every day. i don't understand why so many people can't at least keep possibilities floating 

around in their minds. 🙄

Is Earth's water system part of Earth's IS-BE? Or a separate IS-BE? Or is the water many IS-BEs combined?

4/22/2019 9:16:04 AM allahuniversal Backtracked thinking about how that video above doesn't have the actual "sounds", just renditions of what the actual stars could sound like. That said, 

the right tech could use the unique frequencies of each star as a map. As for MK_...

4/22/2019 9:16:22 AM kindeandtrue On the contrary, God is omnipresent and omniscient:

"Shall a man be hid in secret places, and I not see him, saith the Lord? do not I fill heaven and earth, saith the Lord?" Jeremiah 23:24

4/22/2019 9:17:46 AM keith369me Twitter friends ...if you do not follow Dr. McKinney, you are missing out.



4/22/2019 9:17:58 AM roublisa Yes!

4/22/2019 9:18:04 AM fluck_gloria Sudden “accidents”!

4/22/2019 9:18:15 AM roublisa 5:5

4/22/2019 9:18:15 AM natureinspace Thank you! Oh I'm happy that I'm doing better too. I can almost completely close my right hand again! And it's so weird to be able to hear better! It's 

just all a little at a time but I can tell the difference 😀.

4/22/2019 9:20:03 AM allahuniversal .. More so Project Mockingbird. Us average every day people are affected to some degree (TV, radio, MSM in general, miseducation, etc). 

#TheGreatAwakening being the undoing of the MC we've been exposed to, unlearning lies. You can tell who's still heavily under the spell

4/22/2019 9:21:03 AM covertress ♥️♥️♥️

4/22/2019 9:21:43 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/nOf5iVKBGS

4/22/2019 9:22:34 AM roublisa Meeeee 7❤️

4/22/2019 9:22:40 AM allahuniversal I may know, or we may have some of the same questions! pic.twitter.com/fPCBlrfAju

4/22/2019 9:22:52 AM starehope What? ¿Que? Hvad?

4/22/2019 9:23:56 AM roublisa Are we genetically related to the inner earth beings?

4/22/2019 9:24:51 AM aetherwalker1 I think there is some Truth to the old story of The Fall of Man.

We were 'infected' with negativity by The Enemy, out of malice, and cut off from Higher Awareness and into the state of being enslaved in matter and 

our five senses.

4/22/2019 9:25:26 AM horsesandbeesnm Opening fire would be symbolic too. Mexican soldiers on our side of the border? Just saying.

4/22/2019 9:25:57 AM cosmic_engineer Thymus

4/22/2019 9:26:22 AM starehope According to your writings, you are much more advanced than I. Me? People, spiritual, leadership. You. All of mine, plus Math, Science, and more! We 

may have a question in common.

4/22/2019 9:26:47 AM cosmic_engineer Free will > some divine intervention.  Yahweh left a very long time ago.

4/22/2019 9:26:48 AM drbohammer It would have to be an extremely dynamic GPS system. All signal sources change depending upon mass (et al) between you & the source. Moving 

through space, intervening mass changes dramatically; ergo, very dynamic frequency changes from all sources. Plus “c” variances.

4/22/2019 9:27:20 AM aetherwalker1 hmm.. kinda like the 1st episode of 'The Lone Gunmen'?

4/22/2019 9:28:25 AM allahuniversal 😁It's a line from the movie👇🏽, that is a command to stop Gort (the robot bodyguard of Klaatu from carrying out a programmed mass extinction event. 

Original film is 1951, Keanu Reeves played Klaatu in the 2008 remake.  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1120363566408900611/photo/1 

pic.twitter.com/GRjcMSXq6V  pic.twitter.com/9xqh42TDOt

4/22/2019 9:29:02 AM _highjinx_ Is that why the Clintons/DNC blamed hacking/Russians for the 2016 election result? They knew something was overriding their fix/hack?

4/22/2019 9:29:37 AM linnyt7 That was really lovely.  Thanks, MJ

4/22/2019 9:29:42 AM roublisa Ah ...well that makes sense 😜

4/22/2019 9:32:36 AM susan66388204 Put them All out of their misery so we can live a decent lifestyle

4/22/2019 9:32:53 AM cosmic_engineer  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

Control system to limit your infinite potential.

4/22/2019 9:33:05 AM covertress It helps to know c. pic.twitter.com/KxvP5BVxTl

4/22/2019 9:33:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd My brain just exploded...thank God, or myself...I was not in my physical body! pic.twitter.com/s0Oi6QFkew

4/22/2019 9:33:32 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/jjTx9f145X

4/22/2019 9:33:41 AM roublisa Time is an illusion 😉

4/22/2019 9:33:41 AM starehope Oh, that's better. Thanks!

4/22/2019 9:34:55 AM roublisa Indeed💥 sheep no more💥

4/22/2019 9:34:58 AM enomai_ Oh, great Q

4/22/2019 9:38:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Really this is so sad bc I see myself in those people who cry out to God; he hears, we hear, everyone hears and these precious beings are looking for a 

Savior, they are clueless. How can we help these awaken? Religion still has too much strong grasp on people.

4/22/2019 9:38:44 AM allahuniversal Main lesson *

4/22/2019 9:39:31 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/OlAnKtrIFN

4/22/2019 9:41:32 AM decodematrix I remember the sound recordings from Saturn. It sounded evil. https://youtu.be/Sh2-P8hG5-E 

4/22/2019 9:42:17 AM allahuniversal Excellent points. Such a system woukd be AI and/or dependent on consciousness.

4/22/2019 9:42:26 AM _highjinx_ So much yet to learn however. Humanity just taking spiritual baby steps. We are at the galactic door step way behind our spiritual maturity. Better not 

rush the development unless we burn ourselves out from the first meeting. pic.twitter.com/ZtFwr65fpk

4/22/2019 9:42:57 AM starehope Yes, dear friend. We do need each other. 👍👊💕

4/22/2019 9:43:56 AM roublisa We have always had it ....to remember it and implement it will be Majestic ✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

4/22/2019 9:44:28 AM jollyrob2 ✨🎉

4/22/2019 9:44:46 AM auagate Education control.

4/22/2019 9:44:48 AM hackenburg_ I think the big question is how many underground facilities exist for such nefarious purposes? I've heard under the Getty museum in LA is a hive of 

activity for trafficking and sacrifice!?

4/22/2019 9:45:06 AM melanieanders7 I always did love the song of Neptune

4/22/2019 9:45:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why did you come on here, then you comment? This @ teaches...good/bad/ugly. If you aren't prepared to learn what's happening in our world...GO 

AWAY/block MJ12. You ARE worth the space you take up and I send you unconditional love...NOW I'm also blocking you!♥️✨

4/22/2019 9:45:28 AM maga_gungirl  pic.twitter.com/vn9huetpGZ

4/22/2019 9:45:38 AM roublisa The best pic.twitter.com/xFvEemYpiX

4/22/2019 9:48:04 AM covertress Are black holes genuine space objects?

4/22/2019 9:48:05 AM __jabird__ I believe so

4/22/2019 9:48:57 AM jollyrob2 No underground “transportation” as is de-materialization materialization pods? 🤔

4/22/2019 9:48:59 AM birdienevermore  pic.twitter.com/arNr1FjjWq

4/22/2019 9:49:50 AM allahuniversal The beauty of it, the "curriculum" always change, & the learning never ceases. We have our sympathizers, so we should be OK. In the long run. 

pic.twitter.com/yqAc3fdzPj

4/22/2019 9:50:50 AM trevors241 Close the border!

4/22/2019 9:51:57 AM __jabird__ Planes too

4/22/2019 9:52:12 AM flgirlsbeenqd Don't like ppl...don't care who they are expressing disdain when we're being TAUGHT so we can be aware/alert to dark machinations . Don't put up 

with negative energy, I live in light, I stay in light. Dark comes to me I cross it over, send it to the light, or send UC love!

4/22/2019 9:53:36 AM wearediamonds2 I think so because my mother and I had the same exact night terrors she we were children!

4/22/2019 9:54:20 AM melanieanders7 You know what would be majestic? To hear the entire universe song all at once. Can you imagine?! The video was just a tiny minuscule glimpse.

4/22/2019 9:56:38 AM roublisa Always majestic happenings here😉 keep coming back for our collective think tank❤️ pic.twitter.com/tFmaf9jvDv

4/22/2019 9:56:59 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

2:06 PM · Nov 30, 2018

4/22/2019 9:58:13 AM wearediamonds2 *when we were. Dmn. autocorrect!



4/22/2019 9:58:19 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

2:06 PM · Nov 30, 2018  pic.twitter.com/TjuLkT006o

4/22/2019 9:59:29 AM starehope Hopefully. Believe beyond our limited abilities! In the long run, yes. But when?

4/22/2019 10:02:31 AM _highjinx_ That's always the question, when. I guess when we are spiritually advanced/mature enough for transcendental realization/insight. However, I do sense 

a need of urgency on that department considering latest turns of events globally.

4/22/2019 10:06:37 AM roublisa Keith pic.twitter.com/OwmpkUR0vF

4/22/2019 10:06:38 AM billyj1616 I lasted 6 seconds that’s as creepy as the thought of watching Hillary and Uma on video in a room together.

4/22/2019 10:06:41 AM allahuniversal Dare I say... Time is an illusion?

4/22/2019 10:10:07 AM roublisa Anyone know how to run this metric🤓

4/22/2019 10:11:40 AM melanieanders7 I’m hearing through Christian communities the Temple Mount is underground ready to be built. Would that be your connect?

4/22/2019 10:12:00 AM starehope 😟😑😃

4/22/2019 10:15:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Never been my children's friend; happens in adulthood. We give much love w/ kind verbal discipline. Don't spank. Children must have boundaries feel 

secure. Bedtime routine, eating meals together, no ph at table...rational rules. Teaching vs controlling, controlling doesn't teach.

4/22/2019 10:16:50 AM roublisa Yes!

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN
4/22/2019 10:17:13 AM lbf777 The Gov has the economy on volume control. They can raise or lower it at will.

4/22/2019 10:17:36 AM born2bef Military of earth? Would love some additional notes to this topic! Ty for everything @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does! Truly appreciated!

4/22/2019 10:21:19 AM billyj1616 It will never change without truth and disclosure but of course you know that already I guess the next decade will be interesting

4/22/2019 10:24:29 AM zagnett Yes, definitely feels like it's more than 7 generations.

4/22/2019 10:27:07 AM adsvel I can help you, my friend.😊

4/22/2019 10:28:51 AM zoilaliz1 😡🤬🤢🤮

4/22/2019 10:30:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd I could never be my child's friend. As an adult I find friendship with children confuses them when discipline is needed.

4/22/2019 10:30:40 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pictures or video of massive whales and massive deep waters  frighten me and I immediately become the scene I am observing.  

I’m trying to release this pain and fear.....is this my IS-BE currently or is this ???

4/22/2019 10:30:54 AM mommahood777 Interesting. I hear power, strength, defiance, "vision," knowledge, secrets.

4/22/2019 10:31:25 AM adsvel Every vibration, every movement has its sound. Energy itself is sound. If we take on exoscale of the Cosmos, it is a Grand Orchestra.

4/22/2019 10:31:48 AM roublisa #UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN

#UNSEALEPSTIEN
4/22/2019 10:33:40 AM adsvel Where focus goes there energy flows... sad that not higher than second chakra...

4/22/2019 10:38:04 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

4/22/2019 10:38:30 AM adsvel 😊💖🌈

4/22/2019 10:39:06 AM _369311119 "Petroglyphs in the Upper Etowah River Basin gold belt in Georgia are also identical to those in County Kerry, Ireland. The first manifestation of the 

Uchee People began in Savannah, GA just as the Middle Bronze Age was ending in Ireland and Scandinavia."

 https://peopleofonefire.com/irish-stone-circles-date-from-2000-bc-to-1100-bc.html …

4/22/2019 10:40:49 AM _369311119 "County Kerry, on the southwest tip of Ireland, contains Ireland’s highest mountains and sites of very early gold mining. Genetic and archaeological 

evidence suggests that County Kerry was frequently visited and colonized by maritime civilizations perhaps...Scythia and Armenia."

4/22/2019 10:41:00 AM mommahood777 I hear power, contentment, caution, friendship/unity and a maestro

4/22/2019 10:43:33 AM marty713 🤢💩.

4/22/2019 10:43:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd I wasn't sexually abused, abuse from JW Cult, part of 13 family bloodlines. Individuals from these families mentioned in Dope  http://Inc.as  involved in 

some aspect of drug trade: Astors, Bundys, DuPonts, Freemans, Kennedy’s, Li’s, Rockefellers, Rothschilds, RUSSELLS.

4/22/2019 10:44:03 AM roublisa Ha 😂🤣😂My IS here is definitely time challenged....always has been...trying to keep it real💥🤓

4/22/2019 10:44:15 AM marty713 Damnit .

4/22/2019 10:44:28 AM marty713 Damnit.

4/22/2019 10:44:29 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hubby and I psych majors Sociologist/Psychologist

4/22/2019 10:46:13 AM marty713 👀🖖👍

4/22/2019 10:46:53 AM roublisa I have always said to be ADHD is a gift....😉❤️ tis this🙌 IS-BE 2

4/22/2019 10:48:10 AM flgirlsbeenqd AI needs to go

4/22/2019 10:52:23 AM allahuniversal Thank you sir. Was half joking, but now I know who to come to if I need an accurate translation?

4/22/2019 10:52:39 AM roublisa They have suggested emf free: pic.twitter.com/Xea5i78inN

4/22/2019 10:55:08 AM adsvel You are welcome, bro! And please, don't call me sir, I never been more special and important than others...😊💖🌈

4/22/2019 10:57:00 AM maryschade14 Beyond A Symphony of the Planets.

Everything does have a vibe.

4/22/2019 10:58:18 AM adsvel Emotions...😊

4/22/2019 10:59:33 AM maryschade14 Sweeeet..sound of love. Light of life.

4/22/2019 11:00:23 AM ragevirusqq Together all skill gaps are filled.

4/22/2019 11:01:18 AM allahuniversal Sometimes southern roots show 😎 My definition for sir though is Self I Rule

4/22/2019 11:01:19 AM adsvel Yes, harmony...😊

4/22/2019 11:02:15 AM adsvel Then ok. And thank You, sir!😊💖🌈

4/22/2019 11:05:56 AM allahuniversal The only way

4/22/2019 11:06:12 AM allahuniversal o7

4/22/2019 11:06:15 AM roublisa She has great info of Jesus and the Essenes-  https://youtu.be/MNcyrOBF4Xk 

4/22/2019 11:07:32 AM roublisa Essenes Wes a Mystic people ....many forms of spiritually. ✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

4/22/2019 11:09:35 AM roublisa This is another great one..lengthy but very informative.

 https://youtu.be/xpdw26tDcsw 

4/22/2019 11:11:20 AM shepardout It is indeed not in buildings of brick or stone



4/22/2019 11:11:30 AM brangusjimmy Good question! ^bump

4/22/2019 11:11:48 AM roublisa Very real🙄

4/22/2019 11:12:32 AM roublisa 3D vs 5D perception?

4/22/2019 11:13:26 AM laurabusse Been son's friend his whole life. 28, good person, hard worker, also a gigging musician on the side; we let him be who he was, provided boundaries 

when needed. Diff parenting styles; love is what matters most. If they don't feel loved all else is in vain. He says he felt loved...

4/22/2019 11:14:27 AM maryschade14 thanq vm this made me smile. I love reading MJ12 stuff and all y'all are awesome creative and fresh.

4/22/2019 11:16:46 AM zagnett idk, maybe something like that.

4/22/2019 11:17:05 AM scott_rick Planes?  HRC qr 11 tech. From a patent lawyer in Arkansas?

4/22/2019 11:19:58 AM laurabusse I understand prejudice against being your child's friend; its not what you think. You ARE their friend. If not they are miserable. Book Parent Teen 

Breakthru, EYE OPENING. Much wisdom! Friends are honest, truthful. Children need that. I think we have different definitions here...

4/22/2019 11:23:21 AM unitytruthlove1 It lowers your consciousness...Lower conscious behavior then occurs.

4/22/2019 11:25:50 AM laurabusse There's your problem right there IMO!

Ever hear of the book How to truly love your child? You would LOVE it. By a true christian minister. He outlines how children feel loved. Emphasizes 

how discipline is rarely needed when children feel loved. Sooo true! "Discipline" is control!

4/22/2019 11:26:52 AM adsvel And thanq 😊💗🌈

4/22/2019 11:27:00 AM aprilbrown99 🥰

4/22/2019 11:29:19 AM laurabusse I would never tell anyone how to parent. My mom says children grow up despite their parents. A good friend is everything a good parent is. Honest, 

accepting, truthful, fun, present, kind, loving. The trick is setting the boundaries. Children DO want boundaries. Love and wisdom...

4/22/2019 11:33:01 AM laurabusse IMHO only 2 books needed for parents:

How to really love your child

Parent teen breakthrough.

Sooo much love and wisdom in these books.

Parents have a lot of wiggle room thank god.

I made my share of bad mistakes.

Son has forgiven me. Thank god.

I know i did the best i could...
4/22/2019 11:33:31 AM roublisa To see beyond the 3D mentality the individual must be able to discern the 5D  and higher concepts ....right?

4/22/2019 11:35:04 AM zagnett Seems reasonable. i just tend to call it "open-mindedness" regardless of dimension.

4/22/2019 11:36:15 AM roublisa Yes....just used it for illustration lol pic.twitter.com/YeGPM4mdbW

4/22/2019 11:38:16 AM paciouno Great clue I did not know signals can be so dangerous

4/22/2019 11:39:56 AM paciouno They can hijack anything has long as they are connected.

4/22/2019 11:40:05 AM laurabusse Just opinion (as usual), degrees to me mean v little (mine was bio). Life teaches. Heart teaches. Ppl teach you. Meditation gives MUCH insight. Books 

teach. I dont discount degrees; i learn more from practical experience. Psychologists never helped me. Had to learn to help myself

4/22/2019 11:43:22 AM drbohammer True, and we really should think through c within our Oort Cloud versus c outside of it. It’s not constant...

4/22/2019 11:43:56 AM drbohammer Definitely AI

4/22/2019 11:45:14 AM drbohammer What else is so funny is, how did you know I was wearing fluffy slippers right now? Swear.

4/22/2019 11:52:20 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/zrHjorlhum

4/22/2019 11:55:20 AM covertress Synchronicity

😲🤯😇

  3  6  9

4/22/2019 12:03:10 PM covertress Perhaps this Montgomery Scott avatar explains it better?

So much Disclosure! https://youtu.be/ZmLhZjjObAo 

4/22/2019 12:05:27 PM essene_merkabah  https://www.beyondweird.com/krill.html  pic.twitter.com/0qSrHBH4gx

4/22/2019 12:11:16 PM decodematrix Very interesting. So we can use the signals from stars as a coordinate system for spacecraft location in outer space?

4/22/2019 12:12:56 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/WhbGKb913h

4/22/2019 12:16:23 PM bommaritoindy Didn't work in Nuremberg, will not work now!

4/22/2019 12:20:57 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/FBU4Sit1vZ

4/22/2019 12:21:47 PM drbohammer It definitely changes inter-galactic and universal distance caculations, explains the overwhelming blue shift/red shift ratio, un-warps time, “localizes” 

General Relativity, explains why Voyager sped up more than expected after leaving the heliosphere, why string theory is BS...

4/22/2019 12:26:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd No prejudice at all, I'm so sorry you interpreted it that way. A parent can be all those things: teacher, empathizer, honest, good listener. Being my 

childs friend is not my job, being their parent is, which encompasses some of the qualities of how you define friend.

4/22/2019 12:30:57 PM ascendedwater xrp 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 please

4/22/2019 12:34:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd I never relied on books for  parenting skills. Our parenting is based on Erik Ericson's psychosocial development stages taught in most if not all colleges 

child psych/gen psych. As a child develops parents should be able to grasp what stage they're in. Love is essential.

4/22/2019 12:37:01 PM leslieau7 Thomas told us

I am around you

I am within you !

4/22/2019 12:42:07 PM covertress Beyond the Heilosphere, do you see our solar system moving into an energetic cloud that may cause extreme interactions?

4/22/2019 12:45:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve died on an operating table and my NDE was the best thing that happened to me. I’ve been meditating for >30 years. I put a lot of stock in 

psychology. Your heart can’t teach you if it’s not open. As an empath and intuitive I feel. Everyone has opinions.

4/22/2019 12:45:20 PM phreatomagnetic Poor thing, t&a is all she has going for her and those won't last.

4/22/2019 12:51:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Everyone Please realize there are people on this site/in Twitter-land HIGHLY intuitive/can pick up negative energies sent our way. If someone sends 

negative energy, I block. If you disagree, send ❤️✨and please move on. I have to stop what I’m doing and counteract. Not cool.

4/22/2019 1:04:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd You couldn't.

Voiceless, faceless 

Unknown

=

How can you rescue if you're unaware of the need?

😔😔😔

4/22/2019 1:14:05 PM laurabusse Well different strokes for different folks :-)

All that matters is our children become happy, self sufficient, independent, functioning adults! I just think FRIEND is misunderstood. It implies you're 

ONLY your friend. I was sold on this long ago and son has thanked me for it...

4/22/2019 1:18:26 PM laurabusse Yes everyone has opinions. Open heart is essential if you can open it and keep it open. Must be amazing to have had NDE :-) love to hear about it some 

time. You know the benefits of meditation. Blessings to you and may all parents have love and wisdom to raise their children :-)



4/22/2019 1:24:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd I've told it here on this site. Since that time I've was gifted many tool. It was an experience that changed me. I lost religion, gained spiritualuty, realized 

after in depth study/research I am God, All is One. The more I learn the less I know.

4/22/2019 1:31:15 PM laurabusse Amen :-)

4/22/2019 1:36:32 PM _369311119 "Dr. Don Yates, a geneticist and historian from Georgia analyzed the word, joani. He found almost identical root words in ancient Iberia and similar 

words throughout the Mediterranean, which are the name of a Creator God. Indeed, it is directly related to names John, Joan, Joana"

4/22/2019 1:37:11 PM freckledred2 Only those vehicles with OnStar technology and newer. Electronics fail all the time and cars these days are meant to fail - to bringing in $ for the 

dealership/repair place and buy new ones. I'll stick with '70's and earlier. Classy muscle

4/22/2019 1:37:31 PM _369311119 I was astounded at the words spoken by Parakusa (High King) Chikili in his speech to the leaders of Savannah on June 7, 1735.  He began his speech by 

stating, “Chikili, said Joani of the West town . . .”

 https://peopleofonefire.com/the-secret-history-of-christianity-among-the-uchees-and-creeks.html …

4/22/2019 1:38:22 PM _369311119 "They are derived from the Greek Iōannes. Iōannes is from the Hebrew Yehanan, a short form of Yehohanan which is derived from yehōhānān (Yahweh 

is gracious).  What this means in regard to the origins of the peoples, who made up the Creek Confederacy, I am not certain."

4/22/2019 1:39:13 PM boy12_jimmy It will not matter anyway, because we know what BHO did against the USA, trying to invade us with Muslims, Quran, & Sharia Law. To be a fake illegal 

President, not born within the United States. Put in power by a criminal Cabal. Destroying God, families, law & order, & military.

4/22/2019 1:40:25 PM petitchevalb 😍 B0525+21

4/22/2019 1:45:36 PM bbobbio71 they just had a commercial on it.

4/22/2019 1:47:07 PM bbobbio71  https://youtu.be/0AZBb13px0w 

4/22/2019 1:52:37 PM jayrambin Why cant i see the tweet this replied to?

4/22/2019 1:57:47 PM drbohammer Not based upon what our solar system is passing through & what’s ahead. It’s pretty open. We’d have to go through occupied space (i.e. another 

galaxy, or the wake one) to experience something like that, unless the universe has the field equivalent of rogue waves. That would suck

4/22/2019 2:00:40 PM apex_starseed Yes birth certificates do

4/22/2019 2:01:10 PM apex_starseed We will never see those bank accounts let alone receive that money

4/22/2019 2:03:51 PM michael81972 My point was that they are using us as an incorporated fictitious entity as collateral

4/22/2019 2:04:59 PM apex_starseed Yeah..I know brother..just replied that answer for the rest to see..I recognized the point your stating

4/22/2019 2:19:39 PM nettiejoi In Germany they have half of our citizens highjaked !

4/22/2019 2:27:34 PM apex_starseed As a matter of fact it wouldn't surprise me if all those Birth Certificate Bank Accounts of every born American Past n Present helped fund 50's Secret 

Space Program aka "Space Force" since then to currently still funding all types of projects.

4/22/2019 2:29:00 PM futipolo With 5G and the Internet of things plus an RFID chip in everything (nothing will ever be stolen again) it's all going to be tracked. Collision avoidence 

systems mandatory in all vehicles (for your safety). & your social credit score rules you. It's going to be a brave new world.

4/22/2019 2:32:11 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, does the Cabal have a "working relationship" with any Inner Earth groups?  Might they try to escape justice by going down into the inner Earth 

if they can't escape off planet?

4/22/2019 2:34:51 PM natureinspace I can see this being the case. Everything here seems to be draped in layer upon layer upon layer of so many different densities. We are so limited in 

what we can see and hear and sense that we can't tell what's right in front of us. I know now why they call it a Veil.

4/22/2019 2:35:02 PM mongrelglory 🤷♀️

4/22/2019 2:35:55 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/ZPzwzDnDqI

4/22/2019 2:36:09 PM ekotoons HOW ABOUT 

PHONES

TVs

4/22/2019 2:37:32 PM qtpi3_14 Lightbulbs 💡

4/22/2019 2:38:01 PM mongrelglory That's what I'd like as my next career!  I'd like to be an "Inner Earth" tour guide!  😃

4/22/2019 2:40:39 PM integratedwebuk Galactic Posotioning System 😀

4/22/2019 2:44:07 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

2:06 PM · Nov 30, 2018  pic.twitter.com/n6Z8a87ZOE

4/22/2019 2:44:38 PM apex_starseed "Live Free or Die Hard" is all about the SS# bank accounts..LMAO Hidden in "Plain Sight" https://youtu.be/Sv8Uh2Usldo 

4/22/2019 2:47:35 PM futipolo Look up Victor Schauberger and here's his last apprentice somewhere up in the hills super interesting as well https://youtu.be/eSxV3Ngs5uI 

4/22/2019 2:49:30 PM susang7671 A HUGE lie I was told as child is that I can use only tiny fraction of brain. This site has me on journey to cleanse that lie from my being, so I can 

"download" info suitable for rural energy&water production, and remote communication&travel. Many farms not stolen were cut off.

4/22/2019 2:49:44 PM futipolo There's a couple of historical nuggets buried in that video as well.

4/22/2019 2:49:56 PM covertress Game Over - Thanks for Playing pic.twitter.com/mcVttiwGjk

4/22/2019 2:51:20 PM sterkinglights1 So why would this go ignored and underreported? Is this not War like posturing. Huh...that was an interesting speech.

4/22/2019 2:57:38 PM djlok Agreed. @cynthiamckinney was WQKE before it became cool. And boy did the #FakeNews unleash their wrath on her. 

In honor of #Truth and Dr. McKinney, I will leave this clip here which I consider to be some of her most Patriotic work. https://youtu.be/c6crfATz6PI 

4/22/2019 3:01:39 PM susang7671 Watch "Unacknowledged" by Dr. Steven Greer. Was a real eye opener for me, but that's just part of the wickedness that runs deep.

4/22/2019 3:03:30 PM sterkinglights1 Could be a combination of the two. The emotional decision is made within the heart(vortex path) and the thymus acts as a catchers mit holding the full 

weight of the heart.the stomach and heart chakra connect with the breath in the mind. Our temple. Maybe they are all connected

4/22/2019 3:06:36 PM zagnett Wondering how dark it actual gets in there. Perhaps Beings in Inner Earth need to have really powerful flashlights, or better, lots of inner-

light/situational awareness just to be able to cope with actual literal darkness? Perhaps a sort of e.g. 5D "sonar-ish" kind of capability?

4/22/2019 3:08:07 PM pat_at_wildwood good evening. Just to let you know that your information is being censored again. Could not retweet the message.

4/22/2019 3:16:10 PM prmd21801759 Do u have the link?

4/22/2019 3:16:58 PM mongrelglory I'm starting to believe that any time Hollywood makes an award winning movie "biopic" about a public figure, it means that they are probably Cabal 

assets and they're pushing a narrative.  Eg. Snowden, RBG, Hawkings, Malcom X, Harvey Milk, Zuckerberg, etc...

4/22/2019 3:19:25 PM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump

@tribunal_watch

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@JudgeJeanine

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Anon_decoder

@Michaelcraddo16

@WhiteHouse

@GregoryJHall1 https://youtu.be/fwwm98EjD98 
4/22/2019 3:20:02 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is @zklawonn a clown attempting to infiltrate AJ show? His message doesn’t seem to resonate as it isn’t clear.

4/22/2019 3:20:27 PM starehope At this point, I totally agree with you. Think opposites.



4/22/2019 3:21:56 PM nettiejoi The madman cried " Where has God gone "   .. "I shall tell you. WE HAVE KILLED HIM - 

you and I. We are all his murderers. "

Nietzsche

4/22/2019 3:22:15 PM josephsocrate You're very welcome, I recorded it live on CNN

4/22/2019 3:22:59 PM zagnett Thinking "dark to light" may be a quite important Inner Earth concept. 🤔

4/22/2019 3:23:22 PM mongrelglory Sharing truth is done with love, even though it might appear harsh to the observer.  These people will need to look within to find understanding and 

strength to cope with this terrible tragedy. 😔

4/22/2019 3:24:12 PM roublisa Maybe like Pangea of the movie Avatar🥰 pic.twitter.com/1Vne5gk7qS

4/22/2019 3:25:45 PM roublisa He addresses this ......way better💓💓💓

4/22/2019 3:27:49 PM qtpi3_14 What is and why is the 2nd plane yellow?

4/22/2019 3:33:19 PM mongrelglory Sri Lanka has struggled with instability and violence for decades.  It has mostly been ignored by Western news agencies.  Funny how they're suddenly 

giving it a spotlight now.  😒

4/22/2019 3:36:14 PM ekotoons NORTHROP N-9M

THE YELLOW-AND-BLUE 

WING IS THE HISTORICAL

CRAFT SHOWN AT AIRSHOWS

ASSUMING BUT NOT 

CONFIRMED THIS

WAS THAT CRAFT
4/22/2019 3:36:56 PM laurabusse Sri lanka. New zealand. 2 rather out of the way islands...

4/22/2019 3:38:17 PM q_11235813 God is within, do we therefore know thyself? To know your true nature is to know God. We can not be anything we observe because, we are the 

observer of the object. Do you observe your body? Yes. Your thoughts? Your emotions? How can you be them if you observe them? Keep going...

4/22/2019 3:38:19 PM mongrelglory My understanding is that the tech was being introduced into all cars with "computerized" electronic systems at that time.  I believe Diana's limo 

accelerated out of the driver's control.  Then they tried to doctor his post-mortem blood tests, saying he was drunk.

4/22/2019 3:38:48 PM n7guardiananon Gary Numan musta been talking about the noncomputerized classics, when cars looked sexy. https://youtu.be/Im3JzxlatUs 

4/22/2019 3:40:33 PM starehope If you want heartbreaking reading, look into how the poor parents sell their babies, who in turn rent them out to European and American businessmen 

by the hour or day. Plenty of dead little ones found on the streets. They are kept in cages while alive on display. Sickening.

4/22/2019 3:40:36 PM q_11235813 If we are not our bodies, our thoughts and feelings, then what is left? In observing these "things" we are simply aware of them, we have knowledge of 

them. Our true nature therefore is Awareness and within Awareness, we have knowledge of objects observed. Tree of knowledge....

4/22/2019 3:42:10 PM youstinksoap Can you talk about China's ghost cities yet?

4/22/2019 3:42:53 PM starehope Saw a video where the first responder said she was alive and spoke to him at the scene. On the tube.

4/22/2019 3:44:03 PM mongrelglory Lol!  I had that album. 🤣🤣🤣

4/22/2019 3:44:19 PM q_11235813 ...includes all things observed as experience. Identifying with the knowledge of an object, we lose track of who we are and the God within. Doing so we 

will surely die the Tree of Knowledge / objects.

We are Awareness, eternal and perfect, having an experience

4/22/2019 3:44:27 PM nettiejoi There is a video from all our planets....the purest ton has Venus, Jupiter is 

warm and Pluto like singing !

4/22/2019 3:44:54 PM decodematrix It's not on the internet. If it exists its highly classified and only MJ12 has it.

4/22/2019 3:44:55 PM mongrelglory No coincidences!

4/22/2019 3:45:16 PM nettiejoi  https://youtu.be/IQL53eQ0cNA  

the video....I forgot !

4/22/2019 3:45:27 PM qtpi3_14 Via abc... https://www.google.com/amp/s/abc7.com/amp/historic-small-plane-crashes-at-state-prison-in-norco/5264698/ …

4/22/2019 3:46:43 PM qtpi3_14 Interesting all these vintage WW2 era aircraft are suddenly crashing

4/22/2019 3:53:58 PM monroevegas Interesting

4/22/2019 4:00:38 PM tamravee 777

4/22/2019 4:04:25 PM 17_3_161815214 Think logical?

How do you get away with the perfect murder? Is it possible?

Plane crashes are more than most realize...research

4/22/2019 4:11:16 PM the_fjalar 7/10

4/22/2019 4:11:38 PM mongrelglory Yes, I found it sounded "mechanical" as opposed to organic.

4/22/2019 4:12:37 PM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@tribunal_watch

@Anon_decoder

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Michaelcraddo16

@GregoryJHall1

@Cat69Q

MORE PROPERTY OWNERS ALONG THE BORDER NEED TO TURN PEOPLE BACK TOO! PROTECT YOUR LAND! https://youtu.be/L9X330HJEaA 

4/22/2019 4:14:14 PM 313looper 💔💔💔

4/22/2019 4:17:16 PM susan66388204 Absolutely they do.  Why

4/22/2019 4:22:29 PM mongrelglory Corey Goode talks about bioluminescent moss/plant-life, and describes them using a giant plasma ball to replicate having a sun.  I would miss seeing 

the stars however!

4/22/2019 4:25:42 PM susan66388204 Very nice indeed

4/22/2019 4:26:08 PM roublisa Yes.....way cool 😎 ....when I was watching  Avatar for the 1st time the other day.... I had a feeling that Pangea was what earth looked like at one 

time...... the massive trees/our desert plateaus now🤔

4/22/2019 4:26:37 PM mongrelglory She was still alive when they rushed her to the hospital. The stories were that she asked about her baby...she was pregnant at the time of the crash. 

The Queen and Charles supposedly arranged the 187 with MI6. Think of the hypocrisy with Charles walking in the funeral procession!

4/22/2019 4:34:33 PM starehope And while married the ongoing fling with Camilla. Ewww... must be something in the blood, (?), because Charles was and is not good looking at all. I 

always felt for Diana. Even her beautiful smiles were strained, except when with her kids.

4/22/2019 4:40:58 PM aprilbrown99 It is so disgusting and heartbreaking. 😢😡😤😞

4/22/2019 4:44:31 PM datruseeka Well you tell us!

4/22/2019 4:46:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. https://twitter.com/NIST/status/1120426296977305600 …

4/22/2019 4:49:54 PM lovelight5d SATURN GoD of TIME who had ruled our planet



4/22/2019 4:50:31 PM anangelhasland1 Suffering requires time.

In the now... 

Present.

Find all healing.

4/22/2019 4:51:51 PM decodematrix Interesting. Saturn = Chronos. End of Saturn = end of time?

4/22/2019 4:55:49 PM lbf777 Time is the nonphysical version of space just as the mind is the nonphysical version of the brain.

The purpose of time is to forgive all including the self.

Time is an illusion. Eternity is real where past, present & future happen simultaneously. pic.twitter.com/Y28cMLItCw

4/22/2019 4:57:42 PM blsdbe “We count 9,192,631,770 of those ticks and call the elapsed time interval a second.”

9192631770=45=9 #Majestic 

This is a pretty sweet little vid too: 

https://cdnapisec.kaltura.com/index.php/extwidget/preview/partner_id/684682/uiconf_id/31013851/entry_id/0_ezc4co72/embed/dynamic …

4/22/2019 4:58:33 PM starehope Very interesting. Very informative. Very revealing.

4/22/2019 4:58:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 "THE UNIMAGINABLE"

You know what that is.

These people are sick, and they hide in plain sight. https://twitter.com/Rosie/status/1120431323166978049 …

4/22/2019 4:59:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Celebrate #EarthDay by watching a debate between Globe Earthers and Flat Earthers and if your mind is confused, then you weren't paying attention.

4/22/2019 5:00:54 PM aprilbrown99 These people are stupid! 🤬

4/22/2019 5:01:38 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣

4/22/2019 5:02:26 PM anneolsen43 Someone tweeted this before 🤔 pic.twitter.com/PPk6STR27h

4/22/2019 5:03:56 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/uHv0ZQdhIf

4/22/2019 5:04:11 PM mongrelglory Are the people in these tweets going to be tried for their crimes?  It seems like the pedophile crimes are so pervasive it would take 100s of years to get 

everyone through the judicial court system!

4/22/2019 5:04:13 PM brandon39886610 It's like they're puppets for evil. Idk how else to put it.

4/22/2019 5:04:44 PM theprimeian It's the fourth dimension. Movement through space vs. origin at the time of recording start = time.

4/22/2019 5:04:50 PM lbf777 Is there a MOAB coming this week? The Q clock suggests so.

4/22/2019 5:04:51 PM somerandumbdude The concept of time is the barrier between the lower and higher vibrational dimensional states. While our current physical brain is incapable of 

conceiving anything higher than 3D reality (everything simultaneously) and uses time as a sort of training wheels to separate events.✌🏻

4/22/2019 5:08:04 PM mongrelglory I asked you in the recent AMA if there were any animals on Earth that exceed the intelligence of current humans.  I think I've received a download 

answer ... "Yes, most of them." 😑

4/22/2019 5:09:09 PM mookietheif Doesn’t that seem a bit much? If they could do the rest of it how could they not do the internet if they wanted?

They are either omnipotent or they are not.

4/22/2019 5:09:12 PM antarantanka Interesting they don’t even try to define the time interval of a year  (they once thought it was 360 days and perhaps was before Atlantis fell). 

Time is defined in terms of itself, an indication it’s a thought form feedback loop via London ley lines.  Not experienced off planet

4/22/2019 5:09:41 PM paciouno What is the matrix

4/22/2019 5:10:56 PM lbf777 That’s pretty much right. Timelessness is supposed to be experienced regularly in a very high dimensions but things change as we move up the ladder.

4/22/2019 5:11:16 PM antarantanka Without time you have no time value of money. Coincidence time and money comes out London?

4/22/2019 5:11:45 PM somerandumbdude With the purpose of evolution of the soul (((❤️)))

4/22/2019 5:11:46 PM ragevirusqq What does red dot on the new logo represent? Also ,17 stars around it? 🤔

4/22/2019 5:12:13 PM starehope Nothing I can do, unless I jump into the shark tank. I will end up banned from this program. Rather be here to support my President! 

pic.twitter.com/pOLuAsFBJj

4/22/2019 5:12:46 PM cmcp83 What about hollow earthers? 🤣

4/22/2019 5:14:18 PM jayrambin My ‘know’ says unimaginable is probably crimes against children.

But, I also found a novel, a movie, a song, and a day camp. 

Deer horn Day camp seems to fit best.

4/22/2019 5:17:23 PM starehope Written mirror image. Are we on the inside? I doubt it.

4/22/2019 5:18:21 PM starehope Sounds about right. They aren't killing each other off for stupid or evil reasons.

4/22/2019 5:20:10 PM jayrambin That may be. But if I’m not @ work at 7.30 am, I could lose my job, income & therefore food and shelter. So, what’s ur point?  Stop using time? Ignore 

it? I get that it only exists as we measure it on this planet. But when the sun rises and sets is relevant & helpful to measure.

4/22/2019 5:21:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aren't they "Flat Earthers" who identify the inverse side of the plane[t] as being inhabited by beings who walk upside down from "our" plane[t]?

4/22/2019 5:23:19 PM jayrambin No. I find it very plausible that there are populations underground. I don’t think the earth is flat.

4/22/2019 5:24:04 PM jayrambin Should I even read this article? After 911, don’t trust NIST.

4/22/2019 5:27:28 PM si11112018 please send... in dm.

4/22/2019 5:31:47 PM n7guardiananon Oh...what a feeling https://youtu.be/ovo6zwv6DX4 

4/22/2019 5:35:35 PM consortiapartn1 The problem being that it will be the majority out there that cannot take that onboard. This new concept will freak them out. How do we get past that?

4/22/2019 5:37:09 PM zagnett How about "Inner Earthers" who believe large caverns with cities may exist under the surface? Possibly miles below? Possibly near large bodies of 

water? Like "Journey to the Center of the Earth"? Great book. This always seemed more plausible than the other possibilities.

4/22/2019 5:40:14 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079095016700678144?s=19 …

4/22/2019 5:40:56 PM jooooody time only is measured unto men, Alma 40:8.

4/22/2019 5:41:26 PM djmurphy5 Along with matter. Matter is collapsed wave function of God/Love energy by an IS-BE observer, whose thinking consciousness is also directly from God. 

All quantum possibility past/future exists in the ever present NOW. Tune the IS-BE like a radio station to any quant possibility.

4/22/2019 5:48:01 PM n7guardiananon Byrd and Forrestal sure put on a good show.  

The Olaf Jensen story to inner earth was very interesting too.

4/22/2019 5:49:00 PM jared4liberty Those who yell the loudest.. also do these people not understand how impeachment proceedings work? They don’t have the numbers?!



4/22/2019 5:49:53 PM marty713 What the Actual Fukc is That 👇🤣

#QAnon The 🤢🤡 🎬 Has Arrived 

#DemocratsHateAmerica #FACT 💥 pic.twitter.com/9iJf4OjSR4

4/22/2019 5:52:54 PM nun_chucknorris The Inner Earth Realm of Agartha https://www.scribd.com/book/3718841 

4/22/2019 5:53:51 PM jrocktigers Like the new backdrop! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/22/2019 5:55:02 PM laurabusse LOL

4/22/2019 5:55:19 PM mongrelglory "Oh...these walls I'm climbing, oh-oh, listening to this rhyming!" 🙄

4/22/2019 5:55:42 PM laurabusse Or insulting each other on social media either!

4/22/2019 5:56:06 PM sano_faith Mustn't be a must to do Ouija there.

4/22/2019 5:56:58 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/6k5U3GlwhJ

4/22/2019 5:57:34 PM nun_chucknorris ↑↑↓↓←→←→BA

4/22/2019 5:58:05 PM starehope No, do not do that. Develop your telepathy!

4/22/2019 5:58:16 PM sano_faith Oh oh, I understand you on this point.

4/22/2019 5:58:19 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/bQ2LJ5YCaK

4/22/2019 5:58:20 PM raisethevib369 #thestruggleisreal

4/22/2019 5:58:51 PM maryschade14 Time hourly is beast system. 'Days' termed in 8 12 hrs work. 8 hrs school.. 2x4 4 dominance authority

Day night Week Moonmonth Season.

Not increments. Just get rid of it.

They remove natural Earth time w no windows fluorescence..ugh no nature automatic robots..no garden my2

4/22/2019 5:58:53 PM sano_faith Lol, I don't like Ouija. Too much dangerous.

4/22/2019 5:59:05 PM askingsocrates  pic.twitter.com/rYxbgEUeL3

4/22/2019 6:01:53 PM sano_faith Yup

4/22/2019 6:03:00 PM sano_faith Unfortunately, I lack of a buddy to train with.

4/22/2019 6:04:09 PM prmd21801759 Thank you

4/22/2019 6:05:18 PM ragstorm @Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@DGPurser

@thedude77

Is Anti-Gravity Real?

#Science Is About To Find Out..

Has this been hidden from us.

Is this one of the major ideas #CERN has been looking to solve?

Cool! http://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/10/26/is-anti-gravity-real-science-is-about-to-find-out/ …
4/22/2019 6:08:50 PM mongrelglory Sorry N7! 😆  That song is on my list of "most annoying songs ever" including: Ebony and Ivory, Wake me up before I Go-Go, I am Woman Hear me 

Roar, and this little gem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZgIk2b68gQ …

4/22/2019 6:11:56 PM n7guardiananon 😉 we all have those songs that get under our skin.

4/22/2019 6:15:52 PM djlok Why she got that little girl in her wallpaper... Or t-banner I think all the cool kids call it.

She's a lesbian who is well over her childbearing years.

4/22/2019 6:16:50 PM richardhiatt16 To our enemies.. “We will kill you all and let God sort you out”....

4/22/2019 6:22:58 PM mookietheif Tool are both controlled by the craftsman, replaceable and can be thrown away.

They are just after all,.....things

4/22/2019 6:26:06 PM decodematrix Where is justice? The cabal need to pay for their crimes.

4/22/2019 6:26:06 PM enlight3nedgeek There seem to be thousands of them.

4/22/2019 6:26:13 PM djlok And their sensory capacity is through the roof!!! pic.twitter.com/VplOprR5JL

4/22/2019 6:30:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Tesla wrote that if he achieved his goal Earth would have rings like Saturn.  Corey Goode says that the rings of Saturn are actually artificial and made of 

a crystal/glass like structure which was inhabited by giant ET and was also used as a weapon before it was destroyed. Halo

4/22/2019 6:32:30 PM jayrambin Don’t know Olaf. 

Earth been here long time. If disaster or attack, only safety is deep underground. After it’s comfortable, some won’t leave.  School curriculum doesn’t 

educate, but indoctrinates. So that info likely partly false.  Little bit of tech is all that’d be necessary.

4/22/2019 6:33:09 PM n7guardiananon the Ancient Greeks and Ancient Chinese have used 666 with no reference of evil...just so happens predates the bible.  Many Chinese consider 666 a 

good luck number.  Easy to research why.

Enjoy learning more about 666

4/22/2019 6:34:59 PM awakening_earth  pic.twitter.com/WJpCAXO1XW

4/22/2019 6:36:25 PM jayrambin I’m interested what you mean @n7guardiananon . Are you saying this concept of inner earth dwellers is made up propaganda?  I don’t doubt that 

Byrd’s logs were doctored.

4/22/2019 6:36:45 PM weremight Is there anything dimensionally interesting about the earths poles -- magnetic or rotational?  As an example of 'interesting', I can see magnetic field 

lines 'frozen' into other dimensions of space, at those particular points, where they would otherwise get 'twisted'.

4/22/2019 6:39:08 PM carolin15161363 Its a prison.

4/22/2019 6:47:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 How much time and energy do we want to spend on the psyop flat earth theory? pic.twitter.com/xBLxlrJ7yu

4/22/2019 6:54:53 PM sunspot406 It is always Now, and will still be now, when my alarm wakes me to be at work.   Until money is of no value.    Tell my cable service when that happens.

4/22/2019 6:55:25 PM ideclarefreedom Thank you!

4/22/2019 7:19:13 PM justice_rebel don't let your kids watch it!

4/22/2019 7:22:31 PM charmanda9 You being facetious? Rosie O’Donnell? Trump’s nemesis?

4/22/2019 7:24:06 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Time changes not,

but all things change in time.

For time is the force

that holds events separate,

each in its own proper place.

Time is not in motion,

but ye move through time 

as your consciousness

moves from one event to another."
4/22/2019 7:24:46 PM _girlmaher_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If there are no coincidences, explain the relationship between Melania playing @POTUS in a commercial in her country and her 

becoming @FLOTUS.



4/22/2019 7:33:03 PM kickthefed the earth is flat and is immovable under a dome that god made with his own hands .ppl dont study the bible any more. b=basic i=instructions b=before 

L=leaving E=Earth. pic.twitter.com/eR0C7hyjP7

4/22/2019 7:37:47 PM agad @Rosie 

Who is this Posie O’Connell? Never heard of her.

4/22/2019 7:39:59 PM 92michael There is, only now!

4/22/2019 7:42:27 PM kickthefed  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV-cKkexNWE&t=95s …

4/22/2019 7:49:13 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RoubLisa/status/1120432229082177537 …

4/22/2019 7:53:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd I agree, in my mothers case she had a loving mom . At  early age she learned when she "got sick" parents concerned, didn't fight, she got out of chores. 

Adult time... first memory is my mother saying she sick. Continued behavior to adulthood...people do what works. It's a choice.

4/22/2019 7:53:45 PM auagate 1947 👌

4/22/2019 7:54:53 PM _369311119 Peter the Great saves Scythian artifacts. Time travel? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IAxEtT3lfA&list=PL4kqG-

CL4ToAKTO6X3boeIXHAnDVmBscn&index=11 …

4/22/2019 7:57:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree...I could never be an narcissist or energy vampire. I can't kill a spider without feeling bad. My choice was CRYSTAL CLEAR. I did NOT want to be 

like my mother! Life revolved around her. To this day my poor 74 year old father waits on her and they have a live in maid.

4/22/2019 8:01:00 PM cledrordfishing So, why do we age if time is an illusion?  My bones are showing plenty of wear and tear. 

The span of my life is taking its toll on my body. 

So tell please how is time an illusion?  It has sure as hell kicked my ass over the years. 

Its reality for me.

4/22/2019 8:01:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd I feel people who choose dark have lived dark lives or they may be here to play a role. For all I know her and I have a contract. She's played her role 

well. She showed me EXACTLY who I don't want to be. And my father is a lightworker who never quite figured it out. Choices.

4/22/2019 8:05:23 PM kickthefed  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqbiwtRKrtg …

4/22/2019 8:06:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd Very true. My mom has zero empathy for other people. Always an attached agenda. Bullying is a huge factor. Control and bully. These are the people 

that won't change. If a behavior works, why would they?

4/22/2019 8:11:45 PM cocopuffster12 “Tweet unavailable” hmmmmm, what was the response?

4/22/2019 8:12:25 PM mongrelglory So sorry to hear that Florida Girl!  It's difficult when other people have caring parents to explain that some parents only care about what their children 

can do for them. 😔

4/22/2019 8:19:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree wholeheartedly. Choices.

4/22/2019 8:30:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Doesn't bother me, big lesson, I control me, choose everyday to love/accept love, unconditional love. I give MUCH unconditional love. Can't miss what 

you don't have. She played her role well, been  biggest teacher. For that very grateful, showing me who I dont want to be.

4/22/2019 8:46:38 PM laurabusse Not flat...see??? pic.twitter.com/YXETA6gKBS

4/22/2019 8:47:12 PM starehope That is so true. Thanks for the reminder.

4/22/2019 8:47:43 PM starehope Exactly!

4/22/2019 8:50:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd Btw I’m a cat lady too, very spoiled Maine Coon. If he gets in the garage his spot is the roof of my car! pic.twitter.com/XM9qwNX75i

4/22/2019 8:50:14 PM starehope You can do it alone. Better with a buddy, but alone can work. Then try it on willing friends and family, or neighbors. Keep your journal!

4/22/2019 8:54:12 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   WOW!  So beautiful!  I love your new banner, MJ.  

Is it electromagnetic energy vibrating at s different frequencies?

4/22/2019 8:55:28 PM laurabusse One o the funniest things i ever saw was Rosie's comic impression of the donald on the View that started the whole thing. What, 20 yrs ago?? I thought 

he overreacted and made himself look bad. Of course now everything looks very very different...

4/22/2019 8:58:17 PM laurabusse That's ok...you know what you know and don't know what you don't know :-) Her profile pic doesn't look much like her anyway so i can see how you 

wouldn't recognize her. I remember her when she was a VJ on VH1 in the 80s...

4/22/2019 9:01:04 PM starehope Will most of us be sacrificed with the guilty if the shift happens?

4/22/2019 9:03:18 PM starehope Didn't like her much then. Not my kind of people.

4/22/2019 9:04:30 PM starehope Whose daughter ran away from home a few times. Was the poor teen tired of being used?

4/22/2019 9:09:02 PM americanpetal How long have you had it all?

4/22/2019 9:11:14 PM laurabusse I became a born again Christian in 1976 via Hal Lindsay book and Chick tracts. Almost right away i had a terrifying dream. Spaceships were bringing big 

diamond shaped copper colored pieces of metal, connecting them, locking them together, to form a dyson sphere in the...

4/22/2019 9:12:34 PM starehope Absolutely love this one! My favorite fruit!

4/22/2019 9:12:46 PM laughingwolf11 Darling, any time we build over 8 storeys, we have to recompute for the curvature of the Earth. Leftists can’t compute. Hell, they can’t tell time or write 

in cursive. Common Core wasted 3 generations.

4/22/2019 9:13:10 PM laurabusse ...sky, locking out the sun. I also became afraid of the devil for the first time in my life. I was 21. So glad to be free of all that now. But that 

dream...absolutely terrifying.

4/22/2019 9:16:14 PM starehope Banjos do it for me, and rap. And a lot of others songs.

4/22/2019 9:18:47 PM laurabusse I had the tv on a lot then. I thought she was pretty funny back then.

4/22/2019 9:19:43 PM starehope Nope, not buying it. Earth is round. Next someone will try to tell me we are on a flying carpet going through space very slowly.

4/22/2019 9:20:15 PM laurabusse Yeah! I eat a lot of those too!!

4/22/2019 9:21:05 PM starehope Glad you saw the light! Love you my friend. 😻

4/22/2019 9:25:25 PM kimmeykim1 I don’t really feel like they’re hiding...

4/22/2019 9:27:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes...I like to think of it like this: God pulled chunks of himself off, threw them into open space. Some chunks became planets, stars, conscious beings 

etc. Look at the trees, grass, flowers...we are all one. Same source, same ingredients. All is one.

4/22/2019 9:31:44 PM enomai_ up rosies

4/22/2019 9:44:26 PM enomai_ If you take time out of your soul that its been engrained. No, past, present, future relative to a clock counting down. And, just events you become 

calmer, relaxed and your spirit can be seen better.

Just the fixation sub- or consciously looking at  life counting down expends

4/22/2019 9:44:36 PM enomai_ A lot of energy

4/22/2019 9:52:41 PM laurabusse Love you too! 💘 times change don't they...and we change too :-)

4/22/2019 9:53:44 PM tammyredmond It sounds like something other than wind. Very much like some sort of message even without earphones or a subwoofer.

4/22/2019 10:00:02 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked 

several times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

See you soon. 🤖

4/22/2019 10:02:15 PM jls1125 Love Bill Binney! He is sharp! His interview on X22 Spotlight with Harley Schlanger is fantastic! He explains technical things in an articulate & meaningful 

way. He also did an interview (with 2 other ex-intels) by Jason Goodman that is excellent.

4/22/2019 10:13:19 PM hswcyd Don’t be too serious with MJ12. I don’t think he has much credit, although he may have good intention.



4/22/2019 10:31:21 PM doc1415 If time was such an illusion then explain aging? I'm not a debunker or a super skeptic but I'm sick and fucking tired of seeing 'disclosures' without any 

proof. I do my best to understand but when it comes to ufos, conciousness, we hear theories with no proof.

4/22/2019 10:32:16 PM jollyrob2 Like planes ✈️ ?!

4/22/2019 10:33:16 PM doc1415 No proof is hidden to a classified title. How about this. Fuck classified titles. We the people deserve to know. Quit beating around the bush, grow some 

nuts and disclose the proof. Quit playing with peoples heads. As far as im concerned if theres no proof its disinformation

4/22/2019 10:35:47 PM doc1415 What if someone who wants to watch the world burn gets their hands on a nuke big enough to destroy the world. Your plans or disclosure out the 

window and mission failed. What then?

4/22/2019 10:43:50 PM don_narp Time is a tool for commerce.

4/22/2019 10:55:38 PM azuremagus S/T < > T/S  is reciprocal, temporal engines anyone?

4/22/2019 11:01:49 PM natureinspace Uh, that was my take on it. You mean we're not?

4/22/2019 11:03:57 PM natureinspace Hear, Hear! I won't allow them near my home!

4/22/2019 11:06:04 PM natureinspace I think they are there (caves). I have a feeling we are going to be very surprised to find out what's living below us.

4/22/2019 11:07:18 PM natureinspace I think this is true.

4/22/2019 11:10:01 PM natureinspace Is Rosie a person? I thought she was just a blob with a mouth.

4/22/2019 11:10:43 PM natureinspace Not anymore they're not

4/22/2019 11:12:55 PM natureinspace We haven't figured it out yet but its very scary 😣

4/22/2019 11:24:29 PM cchef1980 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Traditional physics sez: time is a dimension such as length/height/width. Is space/matter an illusion too? Is this a flawed definition 

of time? What shall we call the dimensional scalar quantity that separates two events? Can you do a thread on this?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1120473968182550534 …

4/22/2019 11:29:04 PM mongrelglory They love those warm car hoods don't they? 😁

4/22/2019 11:32:19 PM natureinspace She eats babies. And by the looks of her she visits PP every day.

4/22/2019 11:32:48 PM mongrelglory I got that picture from I'Au. 😁

4/22/2019 11:34:42 PM natureinspace I hadn't thought of that. Good one. 😁

4/22/2019 11:39:37 PM natureinspace You are absolutely gorgeous and smart as a tack too. I'm following you! (I hope you don't mind) 😊

4/22/2019 11:41:27 PM jayrambin Plenty I’m sure. 24 trillion can buy a lot.

4/22/2019 11:42:57 PM enomai_ Any correlation to this 'machine' or elves? pic.twitter.com/SfyDO8XAef

4/22/2019 11:49:38 PM natureinspace I've got to get some sleep. I'll reply in the morning. You are quite right. Have a good night.

4/22/2019 11:55:38 PM linnyt7 The concept of time exists because our physical existence is finite. When you consider eternity then you have to ask the question, "why am i here?", 

then, "why am i here now?" We can only be here now in the physical realm in our bodies. To be without the body is to not need time.

4/23/2019 12:01:21 AM antarantanka Human me is pretty average. This is a synthetic image I created to illustrate when the 5D->12D me (yes he/me looks like that) merges with 3D me.  All 

of me wouldn’t fit into human me in 1956. Frequency constraint of that moment.. I’m older than dirt, in fact I predate dirt!

4/23/2019 12:31:48 AM adsvel When You can observe Your own mind for a long period of the events, You can see that there is kind of spiraling loop with repeatedly similar events 

which are different by its scenario. Who or what creates these spinning around events? - Your Core, Your Loop, Your Idea going to BE

4/23/2019 12:37:21 AM adsvel There is no... just Idea going to BE.😊

4/23/2019 12:42:38 AM adsvel What or who can change Perception of Own Idea going to BE? Choice, Free Will, Awareness, Honesty to Your Own Self.

4/23/2019 12:47:10 AM oab999 We live in a fractal universe, spiraling inward and outward through sacred geometry patterns that repeat themselves.  The changes in our 

consciousness open new fractals, thus giving us chance to change our present fractal pattern and life consequences

4/23/2019 12:56:23 AM adsvel So expanded Awareness, Curiosity, New Idea going to BE. 😊💗🌈

4/23/2019 1:07:50 AM oab999 That’s the magic about the “I Am” (constant presence of BEing) state of mind.  Allows us to break from repeated fractal patterns (mistakenly known as 

Karma or “past lives) at will, instantly.  Just BE, stay present, that’s the “trick”

4/23/2019 1:14:12 AM adsvel Yes, that's the ''trick''! BE Present, BE opened, BE curios, BE loving and BE always changing Flow! 😊💗🌈🌈🌈

4/23/2019 1:38:44 AM cypressbill1980 i was just saying to a friend about  the archives .

what rights do they have to hide our history .

WE should be kicking the door down

4/23/2019 3:08:24 AM houdini481 "dolfin sqeek  cause vibration of seawater to becom becon and balance energy...dolfin more advanse then human this planet line time u must study 

dolfin." "dolfin keep your earth balance."

4/23/2019 3:11:56 AM drbohammer Now check out the A’s in 432 Hz tuning:

A0 - 27 > 9

A1 - 54 > 9

A2 - 108 > 9

A3 - 216 > 9

A4 - 432 > 9

A5 - 864 > 18 > 9

A6 - 1728 > 18 > 9

A7 - 3456 > 18 > 9

A8 - 6912 > 18 > 9

A9 - 13824 > 18 > 9 

... and that’s it for the audible A’s

A10 - 27648 > 27 > 9 

.

.

.
4/23/2019 3:39:02 AM natureinspace Oh thank goodness! I'll be old as dirt pretty soon and I was feeling like a dirty old woman kinda flirting with a man who might be younger than my 

daughters LOL!

4/23/2019 3:52:51 AM monroevegas This means everything is now. We dont have to wait till “tomorrow”, we can do it now. Can Jesus just come back now?

4/23/2019 4:07:00 AM selvestekjetil  https://youtu.be/8UzQQQIdAfM 

4/23/2019 4:08:42 AM n7guardiananon Depends on the vibes I get from the music I suppose.  I like lots of different stuff.

4/23/2019 4:36:05 AM hawkgirlinmn Mocking Christians with this article.

4/23/2019 4:37:03 AM weshallrise144k Excellent!  Going to add these tunes to my Tibetan Crystal Bowl playlist!

4/23/2019 4:48:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are an IS-BE with great potential.

4/23/2019 4:55:41 AM keith369me Thank you for sharing...you can see this phenomenon in every day life...from the location of false flags, to the lack of shock reaction (energy) expended 

over cabal shenanigans.  Time to force a rewriting of the game by the Machine Elves.

4/23/2019 4:59:58 AM weshallrise144k If you fail to go within, you go without.

4/23/2019 5:05:37 AM godfamcountry She is horrible!

4/23/2019 5:16:14 AM lenartjoe Interesting theory. In the model you’re proposing, how high would you have to be above the ley line grid to experience time differently than our 

current agreement?

4/23/2019 5:23:11 AM essene_merkabah Buddha was atheist so no help from God they may hope. pic.twitter.com/sxgVjACrgf

4/23/2019 5:23:51 AM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/SypZPbChRd

4/23/2019 5:45:02 AM wearediamonds2 HALLELUJAH!!!! 💖💖💖😍😍😍



4/23/2019 5:52:46 AM natureinspace Thank you for the warning. I like your honesty. I don't take offense easily so I'm not worried about that. And I know that there is so much that we don't 

know that's going on all around us. Some of the things I think about are pretty far out there.

4/23/2019 5:54:51 AM natureinspace So is there a name for the bug looking humanoids underground? Praying mantis?

4/23/2019 6:03:58 AM susang7671 I "pictured" Energy as the 1st 1/2 of a sine wave on a Distance/Time graph, w/ both D&T "wiggling", and origin=BigBang. As E approaches T=0, the EMF 

causes energy to "flip". It is -E that causes +E to approach T=0, but T NEVER =0 because E is eternal, like God's love 4 me. AMEN!

4/23/2019 6:13:15 AM natureinspace You've seen more than me. I've seen the greys up close but have just sensed the bug ETs that I think are under ground. I've seen and experienced 

demons and ghosts all my life. They don't frighten me anymore.

4/23/2019 6:24:09 AM natureinspace You probably have seen more than me and I'm sorry that you've been through so much. I blocked alot of weird things from my reality while my kids 

were little. It was enough for me to try to raise them and keep the demons away too. So I ignored alot of weirdness.

4/23/2019 6:31:04 AM natureinspace Ive got to get some work done now. Nice talking with you. I'll be back later and I hope we can talk again.

4/23/2019 6:31:36 AM sano_faith Can you give example of exercise that can be done alone ? It'll be appreciated. 🖖

4/23/2019 6:42:27 AM roublisa Yes Keith....when we acknowledge the evil games 👿 we take power back.....#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE ❤️❤️❤️we have more than enough to 

change the outcome of events.....we are ready and woke💥💥💥nice work @ENOMAI_ 😉 and while we are at it ....let’s kill it with 

kindness💓💓💓 pic.twitter.com/ipVgshnyHC

4/23/2019 6:48:55 AM kindeandtrue A majestic Earthling to grace your timeline:

 https://twitter.com/welcomet0nature/status/1120454737332019200 …

4/23/2019 6:54:24 AM covertress Disinfo?

Or was the above? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/963127734712131584?s=19 …

4/23/2019 7:14:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Personally.

4/23/2019 7:15:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Never get in your enemy's way while he destroys himself.

4/23/2019 7:17:27 AM alec_m_currier *While [they] destroy [themselves].. 😏😎 #Q

4/23/2019 7:18:58 AM nikoscali #Panic can be bad for operational security

4/23/2019 7:23:37 AM pacu133 Can we at least help?

4/23/2019 7:25:16 AM selvestekjetil Just add some fuel to the fire. The world is gonna turn a lot faster, so lets get used to the new beat.

4/23/2019 7:26:02 AM covertress Are inner Earth beings on another plane[t]?

4/23/2019 7:27:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Another plane[t] would be interesting to understand dimensionally.

4/23/2019 7:27:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are referring to a single individual in this signal.

4/23/2019 7:27:55 AM nikoscali X-ray navigation being demonstrated on ISS:  https://gameon.nasa.gov/2018/01/12/nasa-team-first-to-demonstrate-x-ray-navigation-in-space/ …

4/23/2019 7:28:03 AM n7guardiananon I get the feeling some.

4/23/2019 7:29:11 AM blankmarlo I think this comes down to the differences between inner earth and hollow earth theories. Inner earth is about a network of massive underground 

caverns while hollow is the whole  "earth is completely hollow, with a sun in the middle and people walk around upside down in there"

4/23/2019 7:33:23 AM thepositive7 What if my enemy is a woman

4/23/2019 7:35:02 AM n7guardiananon Dark city vibe... pic.twitter.com/5vGtRZKaZ2

4/23/2019 7:35:22 AM alec_m_currier That would spoil the surprise.. 😏😁

4/23/2019 7:35:29 AM nancyddb Its a good reminder.

4/23/2019 7:36:41 AM n7guardiananon Digging your banner!!! pic.twitter.com/PU98AlK1A9

4/23/2019 7:41:13 AM covertress 90° of separation per Dimension?

4/23/2019 7:45:32 AM ecv369jimmysr Hell yeah

4/23/2019 7:49:49 AM zagnett [t] = time? The other plane of existence, including that experienced in Inner Earth can keep time in a "killbox"? Keep it in abeyance or something? Time 

has little or no meaning there?

4/23/2019 7:53:01 AM djlok #metoo

4/23/2019 7:53:17 AM covertress How many dimensions of numbers?

8.

Infinity?

8 at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079534914935156736?s=19 …

4/23/2019 7:56:24 AM covertress Do ALL IS-BEs occupy their own dimensions?

4/23/2019 7:56:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 If we are all one, then how does one have their own?

4/23/2019 7:57:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 👁👀 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1120702033437364226 …

4/23/2019 7:58:39 AM hawkgirlinmn Called up by €aba|?

4/23/2019 7:59:12 AM pro_aktv Ok. Which one is the whitehat? Like, for real? Or do we ever really know?

4/23/2019 7:59:36 AM pillhard Where did you find that information please?

4/23/2019 7:59:47 AM keith369me Brennan?

4/23/2019 8:00:45 AM moonbaby04371 Whomever is in that photo of his certainly has stunning eyes!😏

4/23/2019 8:01:08 AM covertress By being fractals (avatars) of the one?

Source?

4/23/2019 8:01:25 AM shannen_robison Must be

4/23/2019 8:03:58 AM starehope Same. Think [HRC].

4/23/2019 8:06:08 AM capitalkid I take it she’s not Majesticly approved and is co-opting the MJ label.

4/23/2019 8:07:03 AM moemc8 Paton Oswald??!!! Enough said!

4/23/2019 8:08:48 AM aprilbrown99 Me three. 😎

4/23/2019 8:09:15 AM nmchristoban  https://www.axios.com/joe-biden-2020-presidential-election-launch-message-91f540a1-8ad4-41e8-9d07-8037766c8ac6.html …

4/23/2019 8:09:54 AM aprilbrown99 It is an audio recording of someone’s voice?  OMG so freakin cool!

4/23/2019 8:10:44 AM horseofw mine too I know him ar eally good guy

4/23/2019 8:11:18 AM horseofw not a chance

4/23/2019 8:12:53 AM djlok Comey has done a good job at it too.

4/23/2019 8:14:49 AM giediknight On further meditation, @zklawonn and the 4/22/2019 AJ show is meant to unify. As Islam has been co-opted by dark forces, just as all other religions. 

Point is the same higher dimensional being confronted Mary, Moses and Muhammad to teach higher teachings in order

4/23/2019 8:16:11 AM melanieanders7 I started noticing manifestations of my own doing over the past 2years. Approached numerous times by dark vibe beings starting 3 yrs ago. I ignored 

and shut them off. This could very well be why and confirms my suspicions. :) ❤️

4/23/2019 8:17:44 AM enomai_ Interesting

4/23/2019 8:20:14 AM youstinksoap Bernie?  👀

4/23/2019 8:21:29 AM enomai_ Thank you. 

I will keep trying. 

As we all have great potential ik

4/23/2019 8:23:42 AM enomai_ I will go out of the way. And, instead of saying RR, JC, BRENNAN obv. Someone i dont know about. Someone higher in order, kissinger?

4/23/2019 8:25:49 AM youstinksoap Is our IS a fractal of our machine elf?  Or...is our IS on earth in our current BE not 100%, are certain %'s of it on/in other planes/dimensions?



4/23/2019 8:29:33 AM hackenburg_ Today's cars have software operating systems controlling them. Anything that is software is hackable. Simple concept. And they have satellite, 

Bluetooth, and wifi connectivity now. Naive to think cars software can't be highjacked.

4/23/2019 8:37:16 AM covertress If there are infinite dimensions and infinite universes, it's logical to conclude that they contain something, otherwise what's the point of their existence?

4/23/2019 8:52:18 AM zagnett Assuming of course the "[t]" = time, does gravity have different effects on those in Inner Earth? Are they able to counteract it, not just on a small level 

for e.g. a small anti-gravity vehicle, but also on a large scale, for like an entire city? Perhaps that could affect time.

4/23/2019 8:53:41 AM _369311119 part of a plan[et]?

4/23/2019 8:54:33 AM zagnett You keep pointing out or using "t" as a "letter of interest" or whatnot in recent tweets/re-tweets, "sectet" & now "plane[t]". The latter a few times. To 

be sure you want us to figure out the "t"? The "t" refers to a concept, or an individual?

4/23/2019 8:57:10 AM morety76 All biological entities are one from the one source. Am I correct?

4/23/2019 9:02:02 AM nivensmctwisp2 All pathologies are curable as these are wholly-dependent on energy/ frequency/ vibration for #Physical manifestation in the material realm... as 

proven by Royal Rife

•  http://www.royal-rife.com 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTlgCLkF-jc … pic.twitter.com/wnUA8szgaA

4/23/2019 9:08:13 AM alec_m_currier *T.. It's unbreakable, and can't be hacked, because it's a step (or Two) ahead of the Quantum computers, Thanks To Time Travel. . #TTT #TeslaQuantum

4/23/2019 9:09:05 AM susan66388204 Hope we get someone GOOD on the Republican side to WIN.  TEXAS DOESNT NEED more deep state players.  We’re trying to clean Texas out

4/23/2019 9:14:17 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zELQTwK9ENU …

Interesting possibility, thanks!

Watching this video now. i hadn't realized the references to BttF. Sad. These [people] are sick. 😞

4/23/2019 9:20:01 AM allahuniversal 🎶"Allow me to reintroduce myself, my name is..."🎶

Nice initials

4/23/2019 9:25:38 AM mariepe23605473 So time travel is now possible ?   Do we have proof of this in writing ? just curious I gotta rock concert I wanna see in 1981  :)

4/23/2019 9:25:40 AM allahuniversal Is their movement really as grassroots as it purports to be?

4/23/2019 9:25:41 AM nun_chucknorris If we are stuck in a constant loop of reincarnation, humanity would generationally move farther from our true selves in each iteration, making it next to 

impossible to experience 3D/4D as intended. Negativity and evil are 4th dimension “emotions/creations”?

4/23/2019 9:29:20 AM marty713 Watching Is Fun 👍😁❗️💥👊 pic.twitter.com/ynD8TlcATr

4/23/2019 9:30:46 AM zagnett That was an 👁opener video for sure (got it from the #TeslaQuantum hashtag). Surprised i hadn't seen it before.

4/23/2019 9:35:35 AM alec_m_currier That's The Year I was born. . 😉

4/23/2019 9:36:05 AM roublisa Only 30 min in....I 💓his way of teaching 💫 it is really congealing my loose random thoughts about matter and what our quantum reality is🥰. And 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 new background 💥😉5:5  pic.twitter.com/3KxkA4C8dJ

4/23/2019 9:36:40 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/zrTX1rRuwN

4/23/2019 9:36:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Look at you!! Insanely creative! 💕

4/23/2019 9:37:13 AM junglerednm The name on the Theater OWN🤔 pic.twitter.com/wUVbuA4V8P

4/23/2019 9:38:56 AM roublisa Note taking way more fun 😎

4/23/2019 9:39:26 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks for sharing!

4/23/2019 9:39:31 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/Z33iOkk9eW

4/23/2019 9:40:25 AM fionasdestiny67 I'm lost on this one. What am I missing sis? My brain since my stroke you know...sometimes I got it, somedays I don't, lol.

4/23/2019 9:41:37 AM mariepe23605473 So does this machine or ability to travel back in time  truly exist or is it theory  ?

4/23/2019 9:42:22 AM realityloominng Are Machine Elves also referred to as the galactics? Beings so advanced that they manage order in the galaxies?

4/23/2019 9:44:05 AM michael81972 You can bet its not the Democrat...

4/23/2019 9:46:47 AM aprilbrown99 You have great handwriting. 👍

4/23/2019 9:49:05 AM starehope Self awareness, free will, deep internal feelings. It has to feel right. Maybe others will have more to add, but that is just my opinion.

4/23/2019 9:49:09 AM zagnett Sounds like a lot of time manipulation tech. exists.

Sounds like the Universe allows witnessing events across times in read-only mode (Akashic records) as needed. But has tight controls on read-write wrt 

time manipulation apparently, & thankfully. But, some loopholes exist. 🙄

4/23/2019 9:51:24 AM zagnett & these loopholes have been used by various beings/people, for good & for bad. Some use them to fix timelines, & others to mess them up. Sounds 

like even those with good intentions can mess things up inadvertently too.

Don't have too many details though, sorry.

4/23/2019 9:52:55 AM aprilbrown99 I think it is supposed to reference an audio recording of someone’s voice...one of the deep state actors. I am not sure how the colors were applied. 

Perhaps some sort of advanced technology that indicates feelings behind the tone and frequency. This is just my guess of course. 😁

4/23/2019 9:55:17 AM zagnett Yeah, no kidding!

Where did you get the book/ledger? Much easier on the eyes than white paper. Good idea.

4/23/2019 9:56:10 AM natureinspace That's an image of his higher dimensional self 😍. 

(Once we've reached sheen maybe he'll let me buy him a drink 🍺 😉)

4/23/2019 9:56:38 AM fionasdestiny67 Very awesome. Thank you.

4/23/2019 9:57:49 AM aprilbrown99 It is very pretty to look at. 🦋

4/23/2019 9:57:49 AM realityloominng Netanyahu? Seems he is trying hard to drag Trump down with him in his fall looming around the corner... Everyone I know is blinded and crazed about 

Trump's relationship to Israel and Bibi, thinking everything going on is public and obvious lol

4/23/2019 9:59:38 AM moonbaby04371 Wow! I noticed those eyes before. Beautiful. I've only seen a handful of ppl with eyes like that. I'll take the # after yours....😏

4/23/2019 10:04:59 AM _chelseaproject We know, but still they are in plain sight, still doing what they do. The MSM is still broadcasting propaganda to hypnotised sheep. Great news about 

Mueller report but MSM is spinning propaganda to counter it. We need to somehow stop cabal media.

4/23/2019 10:05:16 AM roublisa Micheals  couldn’t find it on their sight but really it’s a very thick paper I use for drawing and journaling.  I’ll send a separate tweet with another 

suggestion that is cheaper....alway use coupon or if your military by chance you get a 15% discount with ID pic.twitter.com/0ptNU4AUcD

4/23/2019 10:06:39 AM _chelseaproject It looks to be part human.

4/23/2019 10:07:16 AM marty713 😂❗️Part 👍

4/23/2019 10:09:38 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed. Someone, an awesome anon, out there would have the perfect software to figure this out, wink, wink.🧐💞🇺🇸

4/23/2019 10:10:11 AM marty713 It's Like 🤔 I Got Pissed Off At My Hair & I 👇 Myself 🇺🇲💥👊❗️🤢 🤡 pic.twitter.com/gutHvJHiKj

4/23/2019 10:11:18 AM roublisa Gelly roll white ink pens any art supply or staples, under 5 bucks for 3 ...08 is med point, 05 fine... too fine indents paper, is good but puts down a lot of 

ink-smear factor😒. pic.twitter.com/L5gVHtzPHa

4/23/2019 10:11:27 AM realityloominng Is it even possible to reach Machine Elf level without being aligned with 'good/love'? Perfected evil can only get you so far right?



4/23/2019 10:13:04 AM roublisa Thanks sweetie.....it’s the contrast of the paper and ink ...it’s really fun.  Want me to show you some of the drawings.....I’m so addicted.

4/23/2019 10:13:53 AM aprilbrown99 That would be really cool. 😎

4/23/2019 10:16:07 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/LEoXwMAEXI

4/23/2019 10:18:35 AM alec_m_currier That Was a Great explanation. . 🙂😎

4/23/2019 10:19:30 AM adsvel Yes, we complete one another.😊

4/23/2019 10:19:34 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/DY7qj9AZGo

4/23/2019 10:20:07 AM aprilbrown99 Nope your handwriting shows who you are. You are very creative (obviously) but also shows you have good logical judgement, have a clear mind, 

methodical, neat, organized.  Your “F” is interesting. I don’t recall off the top of my head what that means. Will try and look up later.

4/23/2019 10:21:28 AM zagnett Oh thanks buddy! A layman's understanding of it to be sure. 40k "view-ish". But that's what a lot of us need at least to start, right? 😊

4/23/2019 10:21:43 AM alec_m_currier 😎 pic.twitter.com/BLeaXCfzoI

4/23/2019 10:22:14 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/2E7IjIgxAt

4/23/2019 10:23:00 AM zagnett True that!

i'm not even going to bother showing you MY handwriting. As if you (or even i) could read it, lol.

4/23/2019 10:24:01 AM roublisa Thanks....I’m curious what my “f” style is😊saying about me.

4/23/2019 10:24:02 AM aprilbrown99 I imagine your handwriting is like your mind. Fast and furious!  😎❤️👍

4/23/2019 10:25:33 AM roublisa ☺️so is that a “nope”to seeing some of my drawings lol 😝

4/23/2019 10:26:10 AM zagnett Pretty much, yes.

All i know is Thank God / the Universe for the Internet & email! 🤣

4/23/2019 10:26:41 AM roublisa 🤣

4/23/2019 10:26:51 AM aprilbrown99 😁 it was a nope to what you said about your handwriting. I would love to see your drawings. 🤓

4/23/2019 10:28:26 AM mariepe23605473 That is very exciting .. I wonder if I will ever be able to use this tech/ability to see two concerts I just watch on You Tube.. I know it probably sounds 

lame and selfish , but music heals the soul and the concerts I want to see are AWESOME !! Thanks

4/23/2019 10:28:33 AM aprilbrown99 Your mind works very fast. It would be natural for your handwriting to be the same. I assume you are a fast typer as well. Lol

4/23/2019 10:32:12 AM aprilbrown99 Here is a great article that is pretty straight to the point. Enjoy! https://www.rd.com/advice/work-career/handwriting-analysis/ …

4/23/2019 10:34:04 AM alec_m_currier If You believe enough, it feels as real as can be.. maybe it is. . 🤔😉😎

4/23/2019 10:35:26 AM zagnett i imagine people will be allowed to use the tech esp. for viewing Akashic records. But they would be helped also to achieve this ability through their 

own biology as well. The latter is actually more important. We shouldn't need to rely on tech any more than necessary.

4/23/2019 10:35:38 AM aprilbrown99 Here is another.   https://www.auntyflo.com/graphology/letter-f …

4/23/2019 10:36:20 AM mariepe23605473 Ok that sounds like daydreaming to me, which I do a lot of. I was hoping for a more realistic experience :)

4/23/2019 10:36:23 AM zagnett But much of the details of the tech itself will remain CLAS, except if/when people need it for legitimate purposes. This is where disclosure would be 

limited it seems, which seems ok to me. Full reasonable use of technology to help People Trumps "full disclosure" imo.

4/23/2019 10:38:33 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discretionary_access_control …

Also, it seems the Universe operates w/DAC principles in mind ("Discretionary Access Controls", link), much like ordinary computers do. It's fascinating. 

"Ask & you shall receive (for legit, right-minded purposes that is)" really does mean something here.

4/23/2019 10:38:59 AM marty713 Boom Spot on 💥❗️🤣🤢👿🤡👍

4/23/2019 10:39:08 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/p1U6ewN4Kf

4/23/2019 10:40:31 AM mariepe23605473 Agreed, I would never expect this type of information, tech or ability, whatever you want to call it , to be used for something as silly as I mentioned, 

thank you so much for explaining what you know or understand about it etc, I shall stick to admiring Steve Perry on Youtube :)

4/23/2019 10:45:10 AM zagnett Some times slow (depends on blood sugars, etc.). i imagine a jet boat skimming the water, trying to find a little about everything, but, unfortunately, 

never too deeply. But i know that eventually i could achieve more understanding too. But this may require help. So i ask for it.

4/23/2019 10:49:02 AM zagnett i ask for help with whatever mission(s) the IS gave this BE. i may have some bits & pieces, but not many details, & definitely not access to space yet, 

which seems important to the IS. If i need access to CLAS info for that, i'll ask. If i don't need it, then i don't care for it.

4/23/2019 10:49:03 AM alec_m_currier 😂🖒 pic.twitter.com/TjZ89huNEq

4/23/2019 10:52:45 AM lenzaq So, in "no time" we are free? Such that, the "Event" we all await is a choice unconstrained by time??

4/23/2019 11:04:23 AM roublisa tellme if you see them 😝 https://share.icloud.com/photos/0-_K1BADS_VZ9tfGu5WeNFbOg …

4/23/2019 11:07:29 AM lenzaq My guess is hemp. 🤑

4/23/2019 11:12:08 AM laurabusse I didn't have a stroke so what's my excuse? LOL

4/23/2019 11:12:37 AM kathleen3693693 Belated, yet relevant.

ALICE label correct? Same ALICE touted? pic.twitter.com/exgKydKPKO

4/23/2019 11:13:05 AM antarantanka I’m not sure the exact demarcation (beyond the La Grange points?) but it’s not experienced on the moon or mars. Think of it as the drummer in those 

old Roman ships pacing the slave rowers.

4/23/2019 11:15:54 AM thepeacekitten And be smart enough to recognize they are doing so in the first place.

4/23/2019 11:16:05 AM aprilbrown99 WOW Wow wow!  You are very talented. They are so beautiful.  Now I see the connection to your daughter seeing auras. 

Are these drawings just since you woke or have you always drawn?  If you have always drawn, did the style of your drawings change once you woke?

4/23/2019 11:16:43 AM lenartjoe Great analogy to illustrate the model. Thanks.

4/23/2019 11:17:33 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing. I think you should should get some larger canvas for your drawings. 😁 they could end up as art in homes.

4/23/2019 11:17:37 AM zagnett Very nice drawings, yes! 🧐😳❤️

4/23/2019 11:17:56 AM antarantanka The inbodiment doesn’t matter. This planet being freed does matter. In the higher realms inbodiments are changed like suits. Created at will.  Beings 

are known by their energy signature not looks or names.

4/23/2019 11:18:51 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/0xghgw0vyO

4/23/2019 11:19:09 AM drbohammer To be un-crackable, something must be permanently “ahead” of Quantum computing AND ahead of NUTMs (non-deterministic universal touring 

machines - (think: Quantum on steroids)), but it isn’t a result of time travel. It was looking at the problem from a different angle & hard work

4/23/2019 11:19:43 AM zagnett Fascinating!

4/23/2019 11:20:36 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/pxNw50dnJg

4/23/2019 11:20:54 AM roublisa Thank you!I have drawn in similar ways for most of my adult life.I love lines and color the black paper is a new thing.  It is so satisfying.  Mandala type 

drawing is fun to draw.  I desire to draw with more understanding of what message I can give, does that even make sense 🥴

4/23/2019 11:22:37 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/fRqMARCGzs

4/23/2019 11:22:51 AM roublisa Thanks I really drag my feet when I comes to what to do with my art



4/23/2019 11:23:14 AM aprilbrown99 Laura, I know you didn’t mean how that came out. ☹️ I don’t think Fiona uses her stroke as an excuse. It just is....a fact of her life right now. I am 

praying that she will be healed fully with the majestic technology, like so many who have diseases/disorders thanks to the cabal.

4/23/2019 11:24:35 AM zagnett Those would look brilliant in homes, or ceilings of homes too. Your drawing above i immediately imagined looking up in a big dome to see that. ❤️

4/23/2019 11:25:16 AM zagnett You may be a natural interior designer. ❤️

4/23/2019 11:25:16 AM aprilbrown99 It will come to you in time. 🤗

4/23/2019 11:25:33 AM alec_m_currier Yahweh "Tech"..😉

4/23/2019 11:26:26 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/wkX6RsEExi

4/23/2019 11:27:02 AM roublisa I would love that.❤️

4/23/2019 11:28:07 AM roublisa Thanks....I can product the product but can’t imagine what to do with it.  😬

4/23/2019 11:28:17 AM laurabusse No of course i didn't

I meant she has a reason.

But i don't even have an excuse...

There's a positive intention there even if it's not readily seen right away...

I bet she knew what i meant and my pos intention! I bet she could feel it :-)

4/23/2019 11:28:31 AM drbohammer This topic is my PhD dissertation. Mathematically proven uncrackable encryption. 5x faster than AES. The idea for the solution came (like it was 

channeled from somewhere outside of my head) in a split second - the math took 10 years to work out. Publishing this summer.

4/23/2019 11:29:17 AM zagnett Something to consider... 🧐🤔😊

4/23/2019 11:29:41 AM drbohammer Well, I definitely prayed a lot while working on it...

4/23/2019 11:30:02 AM aprilbrown99 Color therapy for children who have been abused. Creative classes for abused children or adults who have been trafficked. A way for healing 

themselves through expression, art and creativity. 

You will find a way to use your gift to help others. 💝💝💝

4/23/2019 11:30:33 AM roublisa Fabric would be kinda cool 🤔

4/23/2019 11:31:08 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it would. Or clothing fabrics.

4/23/2019 11:31:15 AM alec_m_currier 😎 pic.twitter.com/hJp2Tmjz9S

4/23/2019 11:31:29 AM roublisa Another great 💡 idea🥰

4/23/2019 11:32:23 AM zagnett Yup that could go very far too. &/or design their rooms, or help them to learn the skills needed so that they can design their own rooms.

4/23/2019 11:33:22 AM roublisa This is why I need others to bounce energy off of....it is so wonderful....that is totally why I love all you guys and gals pic.twitter.com/373f4I0EtU

4/23/2019 11:33:29 AM zagnett Yup, all sorts of interior design materials. Beautiful spaces can help people in so many ways.

4/23/2019 11:34:11 AM alec_m_currier The "God element" Will never be artificially created successfully, no matter How big [they] make the collider.. 😎💯

4/23/2019 11:34:12 AM mongrelglory I agree!  Your handwriting is so pretty, and your drawings are amazing! 💕

4/23/2019 11:34:15 AM roublisa Our collective energy and will can move mountains🥰

4/23/2019 11:34:30 AM hawkgirlinmn I love this and i think your notes would make a kick ass tshirt design!

4/23/2019 11:34:34 AM drbohammer Light is the energetic scintillation of the graviton field.

4/23/2019 11:34:49 AM roublisa I agree🥰

4/23/2019 11:34:52 AM kathleen3693693 No "injuries" reported doesn't mean any death(s) didn't happen at that time, or beforehand, and fire used as method to destroy/hide bodies. They 

would never report they did that, eh?

4/23/2019 11:34:58 AM zagnett Pretty cool, dude! 😎

Wait, "Timing is..." What was it? 🤔

4/23/2019 11:35:17 AM mongrelglory Is that a white ink you're using on black paper?

4/23/2019 11:36:08 AM alec_m_currier 😁😎 pic.twitter.com/2J89CQuwsW

4/23/2019 11:36:21 AM zagnett No worries. Others who love & care about you will throw a lot of ideas at you. Maybe too many lol! 😍

4/23/2019 11:36:26 AM roublisa Thank you....it is so relaxing...this is how I listen to all those vids...draw and concentrate.....meditation 🐸

4/23/2019 11:36:50 AM roublisa Wow never thought of that!

4/23/2019 11:37:12 AM roublisa Yes gelly roll brand

4/23/2019 11:37:18 AM zagnett Yeah sounds like that "god particle" was seriously effective "misinformation". Roped in a LOT of people seems.

4/23/2019 11:37:39 AM djlok I would like to note both @MongrelGlory and @zagnett both have identical number of followers on Twitter.

4/23/2019 11:38:17 AM aprilbrown99 There is so much love here. I love you guys too. 💗💗💗

4/23/2019 11:38:54 AM zagnett Ok ok be careful with the mountains plz. They seem ok where they are lol! 🤣

But yes, i understand what you are saying... 😊

4/23/2019 11:38:56 AM charmanda9 I was just about to type the exact same thing, April! 💖💖💖

4/23/2019 11:39:22 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/s6Nr3nUvfR

4/23/2019 11:40:02 AM roublisa You are so kind🌼

4/23/2019 11:40:07 AM aprilbrown99 Great idea.

4/23/2019 11:40:29 AM jimhayzlett Love Is All We Need 💜  Love Is All We Need 💜  Love Is All We Need 💜

4/23/2019 11:41:17 AM zagnett Fascinating! 710. Wonder if that's a majestic number too somehow?

4/23/2019 11:41:36 AM roublisa We are gonna start bursting light bulbs soon pic.twitter.com/GN94gFRVxb

4/23/2019 11:41:47 AM nun_chucknorris He does approve!

4/23/2019 11:41:57 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/pFNei3tmmR

4/23/2019 11:42:10 AM roublisa Agreed😉

4/23/2019 11:42:13 AM blsdbe Keeping Three Eyes On This One???

4/23/2019 11:42:25 AM natureinspace I had one of those cat clocks as a kid! Haha!

4/23/2019 11:42:42 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗

4/23/2019 11:43:15 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/s0urc3ress/status/1120686401257791488?s=21 …

4/23/2019 11:43:28 AM aprilbrown99 Absolutely!  💝💝💝

4/23/2019 11:43:31 AM zagnett Phew, we're good then.😅

4/23/2019 11:44:16 AM mongrelglory That's why I asked MJ-12 if they were covering up evidence.

4/23/2019 11:44:31 AM alec_m_currier Norris' Tears can cure cancer. . but he never cries. .😏😂😎

4/23/2019 11:44:46 AM roublisa Yes Jim! pic.twitter.com/SMabOBRIXp

4/23/2019 11:45:01 AM thepeacekitten YES!

4/23/2019 11:45:26 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/8lMPUqPX9x

4/23/2019 11:45:40 AM zagnett What? That's not very nice then! He should start that ol' spigot up. 😂

4/23/2019 11:46:25 AM alec_m_currier  pic.twitter.com/9PhEiCEef7

4/23/2019 11:47:33 AM mongrelglory There's a big textiles show in New York once a year where people show their designs at booths.  A friend of mine used to rent a booth and show 

designs.  Manufacturers of all sorts of products (fabric to dinnerware) might be interested in buying your designs from you. You'd have..

4/23/2019 11:48:27 AM mongrelglory ...to have them scanned into a high-resolution digital image and printed out rather than just on paper.

4/23/2019 11:48:54 AM aprilbrown99 Very cool.



4/23/2019 11:50:51 AM roublisa That’s exciting!🤔

4/23/2019 11:50:56 AM drbohammer Correct. They won’t find the “God particle” until they stop looking for a “particle”. A graviton is a tiny toroidal ball of phase energy with a central void, 

has no particulate properties, and won’t be “discovered” by collision of particles. They should look for the graviton 👀

4/23/2019 11:51:24 AM roublisa I know there are web sites that make custom fabrics

4/23/2019 11:53:22 AM aprilbrown99 Awe...🤗🤗🤗💗💗💗🤗🤗🤗

4/23/2019 11:54:17 AM k3yle Gravity is nothing more than just a theory....  how else they going to explain round earth. Lol big difference between theory and law.

4/23/2019 11:54:57 AM mongrelglory I'm sorry that I'm not in touch with that friend anymore as she moved away after a divorce.  However you could probably look up "textile trade shows" 

in NYC.

4/23/2019 11:55:44 AM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/Wt5IoRFNAE

4/23/2019 11:56:13 AM thepeacekitten Fluffing Patton Oswalt????? Known to be a sick pedophile! Gross!!!!! Does she know????? She will now, or there is no way I'm voting for her!!!!! 

#SaveOurChildren #SayBraveThings #Love #Peace #Truth #Unity

4/23/2019 11:57:03 AM zagnett Well i'm not calling it a "law" or theory here. Actually i'm open-minded enough i've questioned even "gravity" all my life. It seems to be a phenomenon 

of some kind, makes things (or makes them seem) lighter or heavier, & is apparently related to time. That's all i really know.

4/23/2019 11:58:14 AM roublisa No worries .....I like the idea! Thank you ☺️

4/23/2019 11:59:50 AM k3yle Here's Just a thought 'gravity' holds down billions upon billions of pounds of water... supposedly lol yet we can defy it by jumping? Lol [Gravity]

4/23/2019 12:00:55 PM mongrelglory If you look at things you buy in your life, everything from sheets, to dishes, to Kleenex boxes, they often have patterns on them.  The company buys a 

pattern/design they like and then puts it on all their products.  If a pattern is especially unique, you can try to license it...

4/23/2019 12:01:47 PM zagnett Yeah. Such "defiant" little beings we Humans are, hopping, skipping, & jumping all over the place! F gravity lol. 🧐

4/23/2019 12:02:15 PM mongrelglory ...so that you will get royalties every time a company uses it (such as Hello Kitty), but they usually prefer to buy the pattern out-right for a flat fee so 

they don't have to pay Royalties.

4/23/2019 12:03:09 PM zagnett Trademark / copyright potential too. In some rare cases where a pattern is new/novel & has utility you can even get a design patent. This all can be 

expensive though.

4/23/2019 12:04:32 PM melanieanders7 It’s a deep want. Consumes your thoughts. Speak it, think it, feel it. Sort of like learning to do what the Indians did when they would do a “rain dance” 

to make it rain.

4/23/2019 12:06:36 PM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/MwaMVlaMMP

4/23/2019 12:08:44 PM roublisa You want to be my manager 😘

4/23/2019 12:08:59 PM aprilbrown99 You are a sweetheart! 💝

4/23/2019 12:09:04 PM roublisa 2 managers lol😘

4/23/2019 12:10:26 PM mongrelglory I try not to look at my follower count! I get too weirded out by it.  I suspect a lot of my followers are ALICE, and for the ones who aren't, I think "Why 

are these people following me?!"  Then I worry if I don't post interesting things for them to read I'll disappoint them. 🤪

4/23/2019 12:10:58 PM zagnett Well i definitely can't wait to see what you come up with, i don't think managerial skillz are my thing honestly. i've been trying to avoid management 

positions all my life actually lol.

4/23/2019 12:12:22 PM roublisa Thanks for all the supportive words and ideas...love to you all 😘

4/23/2019 12:12:35 PM zagnett i don't recall any of your tweets being disappointing! Of course you do have a lot of tweets. 🤔

i immediately follow people who have had likes/re-tweets for a few Twitter accounts that i like, & some % has followed me back. So i think most of 

mine are legit & cool, real people.

4/23/2019 12:13:53 PM zagnett Most welcome!

Wow, what have We unleashed upon the world here!? This is gonna get interesting... 😍🥰😘

4/23/2019 12:15:40 PM mongrelglory Simon Parkes says it's both Saturn and the moon that maintain the matrix we are trapped in.

4/23/2019 12:16:03 PM k3yle 😂 hope ur enjoying the show 😎🍿

4/23/2019 12:20:36 PM kickthefed All you got to do is look up in the sky in the morning you will see the moon on one side and the sun on the other.thats impossible on a globe.need to 

wake up you been decieved.

4/23/2019 12:23:21 PM maryschade14 I love these comments. 

Vibe=Tribe in the end. Let them drop.

4/23/2019 12:24:00 PM kickthefed So you all think your living on a ball spinning 66k miles an hr hurling through space at 66million miles an hr.smh do the research wake up.the bible tells 

exactly what the earth looks like if you would read it.nasa is lies.

4/23/2019 12:29:25 PM mongrelglory I love that movie "Dark City"!  It's so full of disclosure!

4/23/2019 12:40:49 PM lbf777 We are free right now. It is our own belief systems that imprison us.

4/23/2019 12:46:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jealousy can be deadly. https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8923634/woman-shot-husband-porn-usa-murder-wife-arkansas/ …

4/23/2019 12:48:25 PM jdltr450 😬

4/23/2019 12:49:10 PM don_narp In infinity, birth into ignorance, creates one.

4/23/2019 12:49:30 PM ethereal_shaman I'm no fan of porn, but wtf.

4/23/2019 12:49:31 PM love4thegameak Puts a new meaning to Arkansasided!!

4/23/2019 12:50:35 PM mongrelglory I'm just paranoid ever since I learned some of my followers were ALICE. 😝  It's sort of creepy! 😬

4/23/2019 12:50:46 PM zagnett However, i've occasionally wondered if you are the same person behind @QTAnon1 (due to the similar cat faces). If you are, truly awesome! I 

😍@QTAnon1 as well! So funny!

4/23/2019 12:51:34 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣. They do have similar personalities.

4/23/2019 12:53:06 PM blsdbe I recently had some events occur that lead me to question the trust I have in my husband. He has denied any wrong doing. I am going to Trust, But 

Verify. Never thought of killing him however, even though the evidence I found was pretty damning. He has to live with his choices...

4/23/2019 12:53:43 PM zagnett Yes, it can be. But many [ALICE] accounts are "manned" by Humans. Many of those, if not most (or all i would hope) deserve a chance for conversation 

here. There are plenty probably who might appreciate it. Many of them will be just fine, over time i think.

4/23/2019 12:54:35 PM sixbennetts Arkanfapping? 😂

4/23/2019 12:54:46 PM blsdbe 👆👆👆👍👍👍🥰🥰🥰

4/23/2019 12:55:27 PM mongrelglory QTAnon and I are felines from a different litter.

We are kindred souls, but he's funnier! 😁

4/23/2019 12:56:10 PM zagnett Cool Cats!

4/23/2019 12:56:19 PM aprilbrown99 😽😻🐱

4/23/2019 1:04:15 PM mongrelglory True!  The other night Green Unicorn Frog popped in to say hello and he was very nice!  We had a nice chat : ) 

https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1120219688225533952 …

4/23/2019 1:05:37 PM bbobbio71 It'll get ya every time. https://youtu.be/ah5gAkna3jI 

4/23/2019 1:06:46 PM mommahood777 Hmmm...not excusing the murder but seems the way to get to that point is mental trauma and neglect over a long time - needs not being met despite 

blatant signs.  "Snaps" are built up pressure.  Partners need to be team players with each other or there's resentment, etc. Sad.

4/23/2019 1:12:45 PM starehope Wonder if it was her thousandth time catching him or the third. I think that would or could make a difference. Though, catching someone doing that 

does cause the catcher to feel less significant. Porn is a dangerous addiction. It separates a man from his mate.



4/23/2019 1:12:57 PM charmanda9 Not to change back to the subject of the original tweet 🤓 but, I just passed the cat part and now am learning about how we get to bypass the 4th 

dimension since we have been dealing with negative entities using it against us in the 3rd. We get to pass GO and collect 5th density!

4/23/2019 1:13:16 PM richardhiatt16 They’re SICK, and their time is coming .....  🤓❤️🇺🇸

4/23/2019 1:15:48 PM susang7671 Party "factions" are 1. divisive 2. act only 4selfish interest rather than public good 3. if fail to get their way, they assassinate or incite civil war/unrest. 

For these reasons, "factions" were excluded from gov't offices/processes by USA Constitution.

Uphold USA Constitution!

4/23/2019 1:16:12 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  Relationships in this 3D world are all sorts of screwed up! 😟

4/23/2019 1:16:36 PM starehope Please explain this word. 😊

4/23/2019 1:17:57 PM starehope They should set her free.

4/23/2019 1:18:01 PM sixbennetts Arkannoway, lady! 😂

4/23/2019 1:18:51 PM nuwsovdaworld Human construct of time was created as currency.

It's shocking. When you exist without money for an extended period, time literally seems to stop. You watch the world exhausting time to earn money 

to BUY time they could have freely if they cherished it in the first place.

Sad.

4/23/2019 1:19:03 PM starehope 😂😂😂

4/23/2019 1:21:33 PM maryschade14 Cortical responses bathe the brain with various hormones..suppression of dopamine. Yelling screaming or being alone together. People can die from 

heartache. Snapping is reptilian survival mode. Sad she may have been a sweetheart..at one time.

Empathic..experiencing other's energy

4/23/2019 1:22:00 PM mongrelglory That's if you view your relationship with your partner as a merchandise transaction. There are many reasons to want to build a life with a person (and 

stay with them) that don't necessarily involve the need for ongoing sexual attraction. Both partners age and change with time. 🤷♀️

4/23/2019 1:24:44 PM thekanehb And if BOTH partners put priority on health you know what? Neither does this. It truly is a team effort. One part of the couple motivates the other to 

be better, across the board IMO :)

4/23/2019 1:24:57 PM nmchristoban @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good info? Disinfo?

 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2728487 …

4/23/2019 1:25:42 PM mongrelglory The article said they were estranged but living under the same roof. They probably should have negotiated their "separation agreement" more 

carefully, as she still felt she had the right to tell him how to live his life.

4/23/2019 1:37:09 PM melanieanders7 Ok, risking backlash! I haven’t met a person who hasn’t looked at porn. So let’s be honest, the majority of people look. Doesn’t mean it’s a habit. If left 

unchecked; it becomes addictive. If ur married, it becomes habit, it causes issues. But once in a while....

4/23/2019 1:38:52 PM melanieanders7 I don’t mind my partner peeking because it keeps things interesting! I would t want him doing it all the time, but I don’t snub my nose at it. Men are 

visual. Especially those who aren’t awake yet. My own observations though

4/23/2019 1:39:44 PM laurabusse As are you my dear!!! :-) 💘

4/23/2019 1:43:27 PM billyj1616 Let them destroy themselves but letting them get away with destroying others in the process doesn’t sound very logical.

4/23/2019 1:44:40 PM mongrelglory I'm familiar with Tantric sexual practices from my Buddhist background.

4/23/2019 1:54:06 PM lurkingnomore You don't God at all, do you? Sad.

4/23/2019 1:57:02 PM keith369me Every time my wife and I see a story like this we turn to each other and say, please just divorce me instead of killing me if you want out.

4/23/2019 1:58:51 PM mommahood777 Spring is DEFINITELY in the air....smh...giggling..😁

4/23/2019 2:03:33 PM laurabusse And some day he'll thank u 4 staying. You're a better woman than i am! Hell hath no fury...

Christine u are taking the high, loving forgiving road. I admire you tremendously. Whatever this was, and hopefully it didnt happen, you 2 can get past 

it. If he did i bet he feels awful.

4/23/2019 2:03:55 PM mommahood777 Told a good friend of mine once..you either have money and no time or time and no money.  (He was encouraging me to get another job)  I chose 

poverty to be a stay at home mom tho I work part time.  Who the heck has time to work?!  I stay busy but computer has recently dominated.

4/23/2019 2:06:35 PM laurabusse This is by far my most favorite emoji ever.

4/23/2019 2:07:27 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly. Lol

4/23/2019 2:07:58 PM mommahood777 If someone was dumb enough to launch a nuke that would destroy the earth and then think they'd be there to watch it burn....

4/23/2019 2:08:06 PM aprilbrown99 This is why I remain single. It is just easier.

4/23/2019 2:08:25 PM trinaparkercogg See I don't understand jealousy at all. I was married for 30 yrs and came home from a weekend trip to find my husband in bed with another woman. I 

didn't kill or harm anyone but I made all the neighbor's day when I marched them both out in the snow a gun point butt ass naked.

4/23/2019 2:11:20 PM laurabusse Asked your same question. M word. Something men seem to make a part of their daily life if unmarried (and even then). Worse, it's out in the open 

now and like to talk about it in all manner of revolting ways. They think its hilarious. Just continuation of 5 yr old bathroom humor.

4/23/2019 2:11:36 PM djlok I bet she hated him and was jealous for a very long time.  Probably decades...and now she wants to use her "Christian morality" to say it triggered her 

to murder another living being.  It's bullshit.

4/23/2019 2:11:50 PM mommahood777 I've been told, "It's not the years, it's the mileage."

4/23/2019 2:15:30 PM thenotobvious That movie gave people so much “illustration” to concepts words could not paint in contrast. It’s one of the best soft-disclosures on dimensionality.

4/23/2019 2:17:14 PM djlok I think you're right.  I bet she was just looking for an excuse to murder him.  I think most women see male sexuality correctly as you do.  And yes, my 

interest in porn has been varied at different points based on levels of personal awareness and consciousness.

4/23/2019 2:18:20 PM enomai_ I have a feeling this was the least of their problems. Their eyes

4/23/2019 2:21:09 PM mommahood777 Whether or not anything is real, factual or legitimate anymore is almost irrelevant. This page is helpful in many ways, take it as such. If it's someone 

jacking with people, whatever..does it matter?   Disclosure is coming..all in due TIME! lol

4/23/2019 2:24:10 PM mommahood777 that's funny!  The older I get, the earlier it gets late!!

Wouldn't it be great if there was trust to get the job done and not have to be on time/clocked in?! Results paid for instead of time spent..THAT would 

be an ideal world!

4/23/2019 2:25:07 PM enomai_ What are the waves representing in the yiur new header? 

Telepathic waves?

4/23/2019 2:32:25 PM laurabusse Speaking as 50s baby everyone just wants to feel loved. Women just want a faithful spouse. Viewing porn can be viewed as being unfaithful. Women 

dont understand how important sex is to men. Dunno specifics of their relationship. Porn going mainstream's been hard for many of us...

4/23/2019 2:35:28 PM djlok Some people I think mistake men viewing porn as a sign of a lack of commitment.  I understand that.  However, I think a lot of men use porn to "silence 

the beast" so to speak.  Release sexual energy without involving another person physically, aka having an affair.

4/23/2019 2:35:52 PM laurabusse Not diminishing the horror of murder. Obviously she couldn't control him. Attempted control of others is out of fear. That fear leads to anger, rage then 

apparently murder sometimes. So very tragic...

4/23/2019 2:36:13 PM djlok Totally

4/23/2019 2:39:26 PM keith369me Masturbation is Masturbation.  Porn allows for a lack of creativity...I agree with your release premise.  As a college student a friend asked an 

advisor/priest what happens to his sperm with his celibacy commitment.  Response...it has to come out some way.



4/23/2019 2:39:28 PM laurabusse Makes much sense and i appreciate your perspective. I don't think i can ever accept porn as...acceptable. There's always another way...won't go into 

details LOL! I think women just want to feel included. Porn is so...oh you don't want me. Dark room hides phys ugly. Creativity...

4/23/2019 2:40:29 PM sixbennetts I resent that. I act at LEAST 10.

It was a harmless joke between grown-ups, we're not teaching teaching elementary school kids about anal insertion and cross-dressing. We're on the 

same side here. pic.twitter.com/Yhwf6gWCCD

4/23/2019 2:41:40 PM keith369me Varying libidos within a couple require adjustments.  Porn, although not desirable is a method of adjusting.

4/23/2019 2:42:07 PM keith369me Oh yeah, END OF CYCLE!!!

4/23/2019 2:42:44 PM laurabusse Appreciate your perspective. Men and women need to seek to understand each other better. IMO there's always a better way (e.g. tantra if both 

parties willing) but IMO both need to be ok with it. I couldn't ever accept porn in past. Painful. Love always finds creative solutions...

4/23/2019 2:43:42 PM djlok Totally agree.  And I get it. I think the manufactured gender war is responsible for a lot more of this than people realize. 

I think most men and women have the capacity to be amazing lovers, it's just the cabal programming that has gotten so many all twisted up.

4/23/2019 2:45:14 PM fionasdestiny67 Ditto. Too, too scary out there.

4/23/2019 2:46:09 PM zagnett Oh what happened to @Le_Murias?

4/23/2019 2:47:21 PM mwannahockalugi No self-respecting veteran is a Democrat in today's political climate. Wait till a bunch of indictments get unsealed. It'll be an ELE for Dem leadership. 

John will be reelected easily.

4/23/2019 2:47:54 PM lenzaq Like our belief in time. Ie, time is the illusion. Tic tock.

4/23/2019 2:49:03 PM starehope I think I misunderstood the meaning. I thought she was refusing her husband because they were estranged. Couldn't understand why she even cared. 

It is an addiction.

4/23/2019 2:51:38 PM aprilbrown99 Hopefully one day it won’t be.

4/23/2019 3:03:22 PM weremight 90 deg means they are orthogonal (in some sense).  The 'eight dimensions' of numbers *might* have to do with this (octonions):

 http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/octonions/index.html …

We don't really have confirmation of this.  See also Freeman Dyson's 'Threefold way' which alleges quaternions should be enough.

4/23/2019 3:04:17 PM raisethevib369 I felt the same way until it REALLY affected my relationship.

4/23/2019 3:05:41 PM raisethevib369 Big time.

4/23/2019 3:06:11 PM lorenzosghost This is more about control than jealousy, she couldnt control his behaviour and she couldn't deal with it.

4/23/2019 3:11:19 PM mommahood777 "All things it devours..birds, beasts, trees, flowers...gnaws iron, bites steel, grinds hard stones to meal."  - Gollum (Unexpected Journey)

4/23/2019 3:11:57 PM lbf777 True. If you were to 100% free yourself, you would unblock time itself. Your evolution is completely in your hands. You move the speed at which you 

decide to if you even know you are supposed to evolve to begin with of course. Most humans are currently in a Serious mental prison. 

pic.twitter.com/8HmdQ2XBtV

4/23/2019 3:12:02 PM chadmcgregory This is what I tell my wife after she yells at me for finishing in 2 minutes

4/23/2019 3:12:53 PM laurabusse Agree :-) you are v funny! Really appreciate your humor. Just want to see sex return to where it "belongs"; betw 2 ppl, behind closed doors. Dont want 

to know what ppl do sexually; want my privacy as well! For my tastes things have become uncomfortably open. Poop/pee videos next?

4/23/2019 3:15:06 PM sixbennetts Morality. 👊😑

4/23/2019 3:16:25 PM laurabusse I understand the argument. I will almost say it has its place but not quite. Where there's a will there's a way...infinite possibilities. If both ppl are into it 

who am i to judge. If it makes one of the two uncomfortable i would love to see alternate solutions...there always are

4/23/2019 3:18:40 PM laurabusse Could not agree more!!!!! pic.twitter.com/1shxHgEKO5

4/23/2019 3:21:31 PM starehope I will repeat, I live a sheltered life. Videos I certainly would not look at. Have no idea why people make that kind of crap. That sounds insane.

4/23/2019 3:23:27 PM laurabusse Yes, is an addiction. There are some brave men who've come forward, given talks to groups of men who know they are addicted, are not happy about 

it, and whose wives feel hurt by it. These days tho lotsa women are on board, addicted also. Cabal victory. Keep us in lower chakras...

4/23/2019 3:23:42 PM mommahood777 She's on with Beto... bad news..even being a vet..

4/23/2019 3:27:55 PM laurabusse Just my opinions LOL! Thoughtful polite discussion is one of the reasons i love twitter (when it actually happens LOL). Has to do w my mom didnt know 

about sex til she was 16. Married at 19! She didnt succeed in passing down her distaste to me. But our culture is so coarse now...

4/23/2019 3:31:08 PM starehope All men seem to have an inner 8 year-old to me. Just my observence.

4/23/2019 3:35:00 PM laurabusse 👊😑

4/23/2019 3:39:52 PM laurabusse This is my favorite quote from the Tao te Ching:

"When the Tao is lost, there is goodness. When goodness is lost, there is morality. When morality is lost, there is ritual. Ritual is the husk of true faith, 

the beginning of chaos."

Will post the entire verse for context next:

4/23/2019 3:44:16 PM susang7671 K-12 teachers R currently required 2 hand students a formula sheet & indoctrinate them w/ non-existent "flat math". This serves only 2 reward "elites" 

who collect grant funds & design state-mandated testing using impossibilities (of < 4-D) to keep minds darkened w/ rote.

4/23/2019 3:45:20 PM laurabusse 38th Verse. A truly good man is not aware of his goodness and is therefore good. A foolish man tries to be good and is therefore not good. The master 

does nothing, yet he leaves nothing undone. The ordinary man is always doing things, yet many more are left to be done. >

4/23/2019 3:47:09 PM starehope Love the Tao. Each person interprets it differently.

4/23/2019 3:48:59 PM laurabusse The highest virtue is to act without a sense of self. The highest kindness is to give without condition. The highest justice is to see without preference. 

When the Tao is lost, there is goodness. When goodness is lost, there is morality. When morality is lost, there is ritual. >

4/23/2019 3:49:30 PM starehope Way too coarse. I think people could talk and write about sex and I would not be aware.

4/23/2019 3:50:02 PM aprilbrown99 Did the frequency from the device tv/computer prompt this to occur?

4/23/2019 3:52:19 PM laurabusse Ritual is the husk of true faith, the beginning of chaos. The great master follows his own nature and not the trappings of life. It is said: “He stays with 

the fruit and not the fluff.” “He stays with the firm and not the flimsy.” “He stays with the true and not the false.”

4/23/2019 3:56:39 PM laurabusse Cut/pasted frm Dr Wayne Dyer's book Change your thoughts, change your life. Book was highly instrumental in my awakening, coming out of 

Christianity. Utterly blew me away. Had to read it 3 times before i felt like i had an inkling of understanding...have trouble finishing books!

4/23/2019 4:01:52 PM laurabusse Most couples from my understanding have varying libidos. If the guy's is greater (not always the case) if the wife gets weary of it then she could very 

well say, uh, maybe get off me and go watch porn now? So i could see where it could be a "necessary" evil...if both agree...



4/23/2019 4:05:08 PM laurabusse Yeah :-) different strokes for diff folks i guess, "consenting adults."

Back in the 60s my grandfather used to say to my grandmother, Gertrude, the world has gone crazy except for you and me. And I'm not sure about you.

His british humor LOL

4/23/2019 4:08:25 PM lori_dee1 They obviously didn't have some of the basic life skills to deal with a situation like this. I would bet there was a long history of issues that led up to this 

happening.

4/23/2019 4:09:02 PM natureinspace I choose to stay at home by the time my last two kids came along. We have struggled money wise but i have done all kinds of odd jobs to help earn 

money along the way. The kids benefited greatly having me here and we've managed $$$. 😁

4/23/2019 4:09:10 PM susang7671 Anger, murder, unrest...like precursor to huge natural event similar to 1812 quake that caused Mississippi River to run backwards. The animals went 

berserk, but in these current events, it involves humans with "soul" implants. EMF is so strong titanium in dental implants rings!

4/23/2019 4:10:13 PM laurabusse LOLOL. Most men maybe. Somehow i found a quiet subdued one who embarrasses easily it seems. Probably cuz we was born in the 50s...sex was NOT 

mentioned growing up! Not on tv, not anywhere. We figured it out as teens LOL!!! Everyone has their own unique experience in life...

4/23/2019 4:11:14 PM charmanda9 Sometimes I wish there were an emoji for something whooshing over your head. 😆

4/23/2019 4:13:51 PM natureinspace I hang around with the smartest people on twitter. It will only take me about 3 weeks to figure this out but all you guys are the coolest! 🤓 

#GeeksUnited lol!

4/23/2019 4:15:24 PM toffer_anon_369 Are we going to be safe from the solar flares tomorrow and Thursday?

4/23/2019 4:17:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

4/23/2019 4:19:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Will the incoming solar flares being a majestic energy or some sort of cosmic download?

4/23/2019 4:19:25 PM hawkgirlinmn *bring

4/23/2019 4:23:21 PM laurabusse Maybe that's part of the beauty of it :-) that freedom...

4/23/2019 4:23:27 PM natureinspace Here. Next time look at this picture and that should help. pic.twitter.com/XNIYlKgLku

4/23/2019 4:24:51 PM orthogonalron Pine Bluff is a spoopy place

Don't know enough about the case or the people to make an analysis

"Rages" can be caused by many different things not necessarily in people's control. Did she even commit the murder herself but believed she did? Not 

enough info.

4/23/2019 4:25:28 PM melanieanders7 I’m so sorry that happened to you. :( that’s what happens when left unchecked. I do hope you’ve found healing from your negative experience.

4/23/2019 4:27:20 PM laurabusse Well it seems like the vibration you have works for you and that stuff just basically rolls past you unnoticed :-) probably the same for me mostly. I love 

both Joe Rogan and Brendan Dilley; they can both be DISGUSTING. I have a certain tolerance. Graphic stuff is a real turnoff.

4/23/2019 4:29:14 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/bFK2QlH1qc

4/23/2019 4:34:01 PM _chelseaproject Maybe he was just watching porn movies of her. Eh... maybe not.

4/23/2019 4:35:51 PM laurabusse Oh...definitely!! Lemme look...

4/23/2019 4:36:52 PM starehope We, the People, must! pic.twitter.com/AP0Xi2QrZy

4/23/2019 4:38:32 PM edm4trump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/edm4trump/status/1120828725866762242?s=21 …

4/23/2019 4:40:47 PM laurabusse Best i can do...you're right no emojis! (Yet!) pic.twitter.com/uotmj9rRSr

4/23/2019 4:40:50 PM starehope Can't trust many of those Rinos though. pic.twitter.com/LqQF4PYl8m

4/23/2019 4:41:45 PM linnyt7 I abhor jealousy. I refuse to be controlled by it or manipulated with it. It's a trap, just like porn. I try hard not to allow anything or anyone to own me. 

Some ppl need their partner to be jealous to feel secure about themselves. These 2 seem co-dependent.

4/23/2019 4:43:57 PM starehope I mean from the Chinese language. The nuances are at times striking.

4/23/2019 4:44:57 PM starehope I agree.

4/23/2019 4:46:09 PM starehope He sounds like he had a wonderful sense of humor. Were they married a very long time? They sound it.

4/23/2019 4:47:51 PM laurabusse Ah yes...it's so ancient i see what you mean. Characters, not letters/words. Must at once simplify and complicate everything...

4/23/2019 4:48:19 PM covertress Quickly searched a few gov legal websites. Didn't find anything related to "cut stone" or "cut stone with sound". :/

4/23/2019 4:50:05 PM starehope Yes. Next time you are in a bookstore, check out a few different interpretations. pic.twitter.com/Tl0Uim2oeG

4/23/2019 4:52:58 PM natureinspace That goes both ways you know.

4/23/2019 4:53:25 PM laurabusse Yeah back in the day when divorce was rare.. Anyway was not practical financially. Pop pop was pretty funny. Nanny on the other hand was walking 

wounded. Deep childhood wounds. "The 1st 100 years are the hardest. It's all about healing childhood wounds". 250 yr old Tibetan monk

4/23/2019 4:54:13 PM jrocktigers Officially defined as one of the 7 deadly sins in Christianity.

4/23/2019 4:56:44 PM laurabusse Sounds like a great idea :-) what i posted i believe was Dyer's conglomeration of 4 diff translations. He sat w each verse like 5 days i think. That book 

opened me up like almost nothing in my entire life. I am forever grateful to him...

4/23/2019 4:58:19 PM starehope That is a heavy thought. A goal on a wedding day never to be achieved. Very sad. He must have brightened her days at some point in time. I hope your 

memories of them are good ones.

4/23/2019 5:02:37 PM starehope I found The Tao, or The Dao, which is The Way, very eye opening. I remember the story of the butcher who never sharpened his knife and and 

customers were amazed. He finally told the story to the. He didn't cut the meat, the knife did. Have to read that again. It was his method!

4/23/2019 5:04:45 PM starehope Yeah, wasn't familiar to me.

4/23/2019 5:06:15 PM stevenfontain14 I forgot about the solar stroms - supposed to hit Monday - I wonder what happened?  Are coms really out and this is just another room IN.... "The 

Matrix"?

4/23/2019 5:07:23 PM starehope Laura, I have to go now. Have a great evening! ❤️

4/23/2019 5:13:02 PM laurabusse Mostly. He was quiet, reflective, when he spoke said gems. She could be very controlling, unkind. She softened w age but always spoke about her 

unhappy childhood. Her twin bros that got all the attention. Life is so weird. Hopefully we are all coming out of all that negativity...

4/23/2019 5:14:41 PM natureinspace I sincerely look for beauty in all things. I'm really not a creepy old lady. I was just struck by the beauty of your higher realm self. I don't usually look at 

people as beautiful/not beautiful but just as people. Once in a while I come across someone who is absolutely striking.

4/23/2019 5:15:04 PM laurabusse Well i just read it 3 times and just as clueless! LOL pic.twitter.com/DjbRGJnoW4

4/23/2019 5:17:08 PM laurabusse You too! Twitter is always there. I like that. Answer at the time that fits one's schedule...(or just ignore LOL)

Blessings my friend! :-) 💘

4/23/2019 5:45:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I have to ask is there a deeper hint to this post coming from MJ.  So far all I got is Arkansas and a Congressman from Arkansas also with the last name 

Hill (French Hill)

4/23/2019 6:23:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dishonorable discharges incoming? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1120851095553581056 …

4/23/2019 6:24:36 PM hoelessromantik  https://twitter.com/HoeLessRomantik/status/1120203249724817408?s=19 …

4/23/2019 6:26:20 PM 1_decided_voter He is Commander in Chief, after all.

4/23/2019 6:29:35 PM roublisa Good vibes pic.twitter.com/KZ73ytlgRY

4/23/2019 6:31:04 PM zagnett Also, [Oregon Gov. Kate Brown] over U1?

4/23/2019 6:31:57 PM roublisa You are very wise Christine💫

4/23/2019 6:37:27 PM roublisa Yess!  So confusing...I struggle with this thought as well.🤔

4/23/2019 6:42:04 PM mountain_jump3r Have you seen Flatland? https://youtu.be/eyuNrm4VK2w 

4/23/2019 6:46:23 PM roublisa Daaammmmnnnn 🤯 pic.twitter.com/0DpwKvAyNF

4/23/2019 6:46:27 PM zagnett Seems then that the something “ahead” of the quantum computing and NUTMs would now be the weak point. Is that secured somehow too?



4/23/2019 6:48:25 PM roublisa Tesla  ✨IS✨ perhaps😉

4/23/2019 6:49:56 PM freestateojones How does one legally disobey an order from the Commander in Chief? pic.twitter.com/O1QcMrrXUH

4/23/2019 6:52:11 PM 12bravogran They're going to end up with medical discharges.

This is just politics as usual... the court cases will drag on for awhile.

4/23/2019 6:55:54 PM roublisa Me 6+3 🐸 pic.twitter.com/okac18blKO

4/23/2019 6:56:19 PM alec_m_currier Actually The strongest point.. There is no longer a weak link. . Forged solid. .

4/23/2019 6:57:13 PM roublisa Oh my is it🤭

4/23/2019 6:59:06 PM aprilbrown99 Kinda looks like MJs banner. 😎

4/23/2019 7:00:50 PM jrocktigers Mars Quake? https://globalnews.ca/news/5195114/nasa-recording-marsquake/ …

4/23/2019 7:00:54 PM roublisa So does this💥 pic.twitter.com/OwjNIQkRhI

4/23/2019 7:00:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Highest Classification once sworn into Office. 

Think Roswell. https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1120795258428841984 …

4/23/2019 7:03:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's roughly 156 "suspected" pedophiles per state, by math, who were employed by the Boy Scouts. Remember; innocent until proven guilty. 

https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1120867045879447553 …

4/23/2019 7:04:06 PM keith369me ...and I would have thought Uncle John gave DJT the Roswell briefing in the 1970’s.

4/23/2019 7:04:49 PM aprilbrown99 That is so disturbing to say the least.

4/23/2019 7:06:05 PM jswdh1 I was my son's cub scout leader!  Thankfully! I knew no one would hurt those babies then! Mama bear here! For all babies not just my own! And my 

mom was my brother's! I went to scouts with them instead of brownies! Learned how to tie a tie there from my grandfather...lol

4/23/2019 7:06:26 PM zagnett Sounds good, but there's always a weak link to everything i'd think.

4/23/2019 7:06:43 PM right_sideof I hope now at least SOME of the people who insisted the Military and Police be trusted En Masse to have our backs have woken up to the fact that this 

just isn't true. They had NO problem following all Obama's orders why is Trump Different? Guess.

4/23/2019 7:06:56 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/1VetqNjwNs

4/23/2019 7:07:29 PM keith369me How many Congress people per state?  It’s obviously more prevalent than what most people realize...the media pedos aren’t exactly motivated to 

report on the problem.

4/23/2019 7:08:37 PM ragevirusqq It’s difficult to believe so many pedos even exist. It’s so sad.

4/23/2019 7:09:25 PM zagnett Glad we're getting back to filling in the CinC on the details. 👍

4/23/2019 7:11:19 PM nancyddb Sad

4/23/2019 7:15:15 PM freestateojones Message over Messenger. 

( https://www-bbc-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.bbc.com/news/amp/world-us-canada-

44457471?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-us-canada-

44457471 …) https://twitter.com/StigAbell/status/763075178926596096?s=19 …

4/23/2019 7:15:40 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1120873744732315648 …

4/23/2019 7:16:47 PM aprilbrown99 “Our job is to win decisively ... dominate & crush the enemy ... not 51-48 but 100-0."  👍👍👍

4/23/2019 7:17:16 PM alec_m_currier Not This Time. .

4/23/2019 7:18:00 PM giediknight Majestic Eyes Only classification on day sworn in.

4/23/2019 7:20:00 PM jrocktigers I was never a boy scout for that very reason. I know its sounds crazy, but I always knew.  Unfortunately, a cousin of mine learned the difficult way. The 

offender could still be alive. I know he is not innocent!

4/23/2019 7:23:56 PM the_it_goddess I'm so glad I was assistant mother now. 😳

4/23/2019 7:25:24 PM the_it_goddess **  Den mother. 😋

4/23/2019 7:25:24 PM toffer_anon_369 Correct me if I'm wrong, MJ12, but as I understand it - The alliance [500+ ET races] are strategically positioning their space ships to take the brunt of 

the intense white flares over the next couple of days.  Chemtrails are a clown op for refueling nanites

4/23/2019 7:26:36 PM aprilbrown99 I am sorry for your cousin. 🤬

4/23/2019 7:27:03 PM the_it_goddess And I was a Den mother. 😁

4/23/2019 7:29:13 PM richardhiatt16 Good job David

4/23/2019 7:30:20 PM roublisa @aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://betteryears.com/brain-plasticity-mastering-your-brainwaves/ … the new background 🤔meditation brainwaves?

4/23/2019 7:30:50 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I know what you mean. I have remembered much as well. 

Are you going hunting for your new hobby?  😁

4/23/2019 7:34:02 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks!  Reading material for tonight. 😀

4/23/2019 7:37:57 PM djlok It's really too much. Like what is wrong with these people? Like is this the product of bad mind control from the 60's or something?

4/23/2019 7:41:37 PM dang_nab They will give them a crazy discharge. A check and lifetime VA benefits.

4/23/2019 7:42:15 PM hilda_brand How about people with flat feet.people with asthma, low IQ people, and it goes onnnnnnn. Always has been their policy .So what's the beef 

pic.twitter.com/PVUpRzHqRz

4/23/2019 7:44:25 PM anondirtyleg Yeah it sucks and I worry about the kid I don’t have yet, with the numbers in over 10 million it’s gonna be hard protecting the innocent

4/23/2019 7:46:20 PM big_simp Yep

Roswell not aliens

Digital trojan horse

Roswell discovered same year as Gnostic Nag Hammadi 1947

Nag H discusses Reptilians and Grays

1947 start of National Security state and 5 eyes
4/23/2019 7:51:33 PM decodematrix What is (n)?

4/23/2019 7:52:26 PM kindeandtrue The American people are kept in a perpetual state of ignorance and confusion, which is why I appreciate the honorable Majestics' outreach to the 

public.

4/23/2019 7:52:57 PM teriwiseman2 They won’t get VA benefits but may still be eligible for VA loans. And that in itself is just wrong.

4/23/2019 7:54:53 PM mongrelglory I thought D(n) was his abbreviation for dimension.

4/23/2019 7:56:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Operation Highjump ended February 1947

Roswell June 1947 

National Security Act September 1947

Roswell was a nuke base, UFO was shot down prolly trying to disarm nukes as UFOs love to do.  Tesla Deathray?

4/23/2019 7:57:57 PM kindeandtrue I would never have imagined a positive use for chemtrails. Thanks for that insight. Just entertaining that possibility is a helpful mental exercise.

4/23/2019 8:16:14 PM moemc8 I also thought scattered whackos and was shocked if two got caught together.  How did they find each other? We will NEVER accept this!!



4/23/2019 8:18:17 PM toffer_anon_369 Just trying to recall what MJ12 has told us about this.  Most of the vaccines are laced with nanotechnology “nanites” that mess with our DNA, but they 

need to be ‘fed’ or ‘refueled’ and the cabal does this via the chemtrails.  Someone correct me if I have misunderstood.

4/23/2019 8:23:09 PM kindeandtrue I agree with you 100% I abhor chemtrails which are the bane of my existence, but is it possible that somehow the "good guys' are in control and 

chemtrails are being used temporariy for a positive reason? That's a hypothetical scenario that would have never occurred to me.

4/23/2019 8:26:09 PM auagate Maldek?

4/23/2019 8:42:44 PM jrocktigers 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

4/23/2019 9:01:16 PM jaspony1 It's just scouts now!!! 

The time is now to end the pedosatanic rein...

4/23/2019 9:03:27 PM love4thegameak Oh my...!!! I have No prosocial words!!

4/23/2019 9:18:45 PM starehope No prison. Save the money for other things we need. pic.twitter.com/IUHyhMbC8q

4/23/2019 9:19:33 PM starehope No, it is not just scouts! It is everywhere.

4/23/2019 9:20:00 PM starehope That gif is gross.

4/23/2019 9:24:52 PM starehope I'll back my President on that idea. Death to pedophiles! As positive as I am being, the job of extinguishing them would be an honor to freely do - for 

the babies and children of the world. These people are seriously sick!

4/23/2019 9:27:49 PM antarantanka Didn’t mean to imply you were. Lol

4/23/2019 9:30:14 PM starehope Check out @VOL4KIDS . These people volunteer to help children. If anyone finds an suspicious pedo account on this site. Copy link to tweet and paste it 

to @VOL4KIDS in a dm please. Thank you.

4/23/2019 9:30:42 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Unless you divide with a  zero ( not the kid from holes )

4/23/2019 9:31:09 PM effrvscngjcbx_o Jk hahah

4/23/2019 9:33:06 PM rebornkingent Vision here. Was fully rejected. Don’t know how this policy is a thing.

4/23/2019 9:35:57 PM 1_decided_voter Not defending BSA here, as 1 is too many, but this sounds like a cumulative total from 1940 to now (~80 years). If we're averaging, that equates to 2 

pedos identified per year, per state. 

The secrecy is concerning, and so is not knowing what happened once they were identified. pic.twitter.com/dIpcdQDARF

4/23/2019 9:46:04 PM roberge_lou More sick thinking and happenings!  Wake up world!  Time to do something about it!!!!

4/23/2019 9:58:12 PM laurabusse Let's all raise our consciousness! All things are possible! #WWG1WGA

4/23/2019 10:01:54 PM laurabusse Not sure but i think he might mean it's just scouts now bc i think i heard they were letting girls in now. So no more "boy" scouts. Just "scouts". I could 

be wrong...maybe i misunderstood what you were saying...

4/23/2019 10:03:33 PM starehope Pedos like girls too!

4/23/2019 10:05:55 PM laurabusse We quit cub scouts when we hit weeblo (sp?)

Oh god. We blow???

I'm sure it's not every everywhere without exception. But it's disturbing. I wanted him to do the camping stuff. Glad we didn't...i always wanted to be a 

g.s. for the camping. Glad now i quit brownies (was so bored).

4/23/2019 10:08:42 PM kathleen3693693 To be, or not to be... Very insightful words from Shakespeare.

4/23/2019 10:13:26 PM starehope Love you people!❤️💕💖💗💞💝

YOU @VOL4KIDS ARE THE GREATEST bunch of big hearts on this beautiful planet! God bless and be with you all as you volunteer your time to saving 

the babies and children of this world! ❤️👍❤️👊❤️

4/23/2019 10:19:26 PM laurabusse New awesome word.

Spoopy.

It's what you make on Halloween after a bad batch of nachos.

4/23/2019 10:23:55 PM laurabusse Interesting. I would mostly agree but not as harshly. IMO it's not a good idea as it harms all participants in unforeseen ways, especially in the long run. 

Think of all the wonderful good things you could do if you shifted your focus on to higher things...

4/23/2019 10:26:26 PM laurabusse Vicious cycle. Porn. Angry. More porn more angry. Escalates. Very very sad...

4/23/2019 10:28:06 PM mongrelglory My understanding from another article that I read is that the people were "let go" from their positions with the Boy Scouts, but no reports were ever 

made to the police. So these people were out in the community with the high probability of re-offending in some other environment.

4/23/2019 10:28:06 PM laurabusse I would pay to see that video

👏

4/23/2019 10:33:16 PM mongrelglory I guess that number MJ-12 quotes is the cumulative total of these pedophiles roaming around in each State over their life-times (approx.), assuming 

they continued to escape detection by the law.

4/23/2019 10:34:57 PM doc1415 Theres people dumb enough to think socialism is a good idea after time and time again resulting in failure and death to many. These people exist. What 

I stated was just an example. Theres many ways to derail disclosure.

4/23/2019 10:37:40 PM doc1415 I get it. I do. It is coming. But what if something would happen to me before then and my children wont have anyone to guide them through it. Time 

may be an illusion but yet we die of old age. Its kinda contradicting. We do age giving revelance to time. When? 80 years from now?

4/23/2019 10:40:27 PM doc1415 I want to see it happen. I'm very interested in the truth. Many around me are not. If it wasnt for channels like this or C2C or even infowars, and the 

Qanon followers on the web id feel extremely alone. Even those around me that seem half assed woke, don't act like it.

4/23/2019 10:43:55 PM mongrelglory You're my hero! 😍

4/23/2019 10:56:39 PM azuremagus POTUS  still needs to be informed of a few things not exactly current

4/23/2019 11:02:23 PM steveroye The answer to your question is YES, among other potential ramifications.

4/23/2019 11:16:04 PM allahuniversal One doesn't.

4/23/2019 11:18:25 PM allahuniversal Pro-humanity.

4/23/2019 11:26:37 PM 1_decided_voter Article doesn't make clear whether those identified were employed by BSA. My limited experience with BSA (parent of cub scout 5yrs) was pleasant 

overall and very wholesome. At that level though most adults present were unpaid volunteers/parents, etc.

4/23/2019 11:26:52 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070130811247181825?s=19 …

4/23/2019 11:31:56 PM allahuniversal Gemini problems. Not everyone an keep up with a 24/7 racing mind. In this case, one making sure [CLAS] info isn't leaked.

4/23/2019 11:34:38 PM allahuniversal Mother's intuition kept me from a Reading Rainbow audition. Was ticked back then. Hindsight is 20/20

4/23/2019 11:36:30 PM mongrelglory This was the other article I had read. https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1120721763434766336 …

4/24/2019 12:01:50 AM mongrelglory 😬

4/24/2019 12:04:18 AM drbohammer The weakest link we have with it right now is that most governments don’t want regular people to have privacy etc. This tech gives you absolute data 

privacy. [They] are spending a lot of time and money on keeping it off the market.

4/24/2019 12:24:42 AM cypressbill1980 i was a sea scout & cadet then joined the air cadets.

they were all run by respectable people , i learned a lot of self discipline during my time there,

4/24/2019 12:30:20 AM drbohammer I think God divided by zero... once. That was an eternity ago. Then God divided eternity by the square root of negative one, and everything was 

polarized - an infinite field of phase energy. Then God sneezed 🤧 providing initial mass & vibration into the field. And here we are.

4/24/2019 12:35:12 AM effrvscngjcbx_o That explains why we are aleays in flu season. Damn. Though God sure does need kleenex. Maybe once hes over the flu he would stop diving so much 

its making some people crazy because of the other crazies haha

4/24/2019 12:36:44 AM zagnett 🍿🍩🍸



4/24/2019 1:15:41 AM 1_decided_voter It makes me glad that my son had other interests after cub scouts that  kept him from continuing, though my nephew went all the way to Eagle  Scout. 

Makes me wonder if Trump's visit to the BSA jamboree early on was to  send a message that change (perhaps a storm) is coming. 

pic.twitter.com/Tct5YdI8eP

4/24/2019 2:01:13 AM realityloominng I noticed yesterday that DZ claimed this over a week ago, is he a clown? https://youtu.be/5aYAJGWznYI 

4/24/2019 2:19:03 AM linnyt7 This angers me in ways i can't explain. But anger is not enough. Is not just Boy Scouts. It's everywhere.   Our"leaders" do nothing because many are 

complicit or otherwise compromised. It's up to us. See something say something would help but many close their eyes to it.

4/24/2019 2:30:08 AM djlok That's true.  Its sad when your wife has the same haircut as you and then kills you for wanting to see a little diversity.

4/24/2019 2:42:33 AM wildhor52319908 @StormIsUponUs

@EsotericExposal

@Quebec99335648

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Honk_pill

@HonkHonkler

4/24/2019 2:47:48 AM effrvscngjcbx_o I believe A1 - 5 > 30

4/24/2019 2:50:01 AM effrvscngjcbx_o 5 ounce can feed up to 30 people pic.twitter.com/BQ4rwodJNM

4/24/2019 2:53:37 AM oab999 More than we ever knew.

4/24/2019 2:55:28 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/yrleYnIEi2

4/24/2019 2:55:43 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/RaQX3tiyl4

4/24/2019 3:01:00 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/fNgho7fBQn

4/24/2019 3:03:24 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/TUqDlR9hbI

4/24/2019 3:04:03 AM effrvscngjcbx_o  pic.twitter.com/Uqoa197emw

4/24/2019 3:08:29 AM abbiemayar Think timing.

Coincidence?

The attacks will only get worse.

They are losing [all] control.

Q pic.twitter.com/y4BeoUimW2

4/24/2019 3:23:36 AM sverhaque Oby oby oby.... et ta sagesse alors ?... 😒😜

4/24/2019 4:04:19 AM djlok Sort of like how he paid the Vatican a visit before it all hit the fan.  Makes sense.

4/24/2019 4:10:22 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119998941435768832 …

4/24/2019 4:28:51 AM rachaelangelm Yes.

4/24/2019 4:55:09 AM bbobbio71 The troops are following orders though correct?

4/24/2019 5:12:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Following orders is not an excuse for illegal activity.

4/24/2019 5:13:01 AM covertress Why haven't we heard any more about China's lunar landing?

Are the Delegates in negotiations with China?

4/24/2019 5:14:55 AM cidarean According to Fulford it was given to NK and that NK may use it as leverage in their Russia talks. 👀

4/24/2019 5:18:00 AM born2bef Unavailable anyone else have a link?

4/24/2019 5:25:10 AM kindeandtrue As the Nuremberg Trials were supposed to prove to the world.

4/24/2019 5:30:14 AM bbobbio71 Understood.  Thank's! Have a great day

4/24/2019 5:33:42 AM moemc8 Wreckage found.  Is this disinfo?

4/24/2019 5:50:56 AM zack_stone 👽

4/24/2019 5:53:42 AM maryschade14 Right. Barry Obam's cabinet..sorry but Pentagon should not have autonomy.

Might find F-35 with those Trillions missing from their funds. Weren't there design flaws?

4/24/2019 6:08:40 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/ACtPwds6Ds

4/24/2019 6:11:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 China 🇨🇳 has some catching up to do, and they don't want to let on that they are hundreds of years technologically suberior to the Americans. They 

believed that HRC sold them enough to defeat America, but were double crossed when they landed and were proven wrong.

4/24/2019 6:14:06 AM kindeandtrue "suberior" = interesting word.

4/24/2019 6:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Context in the clip is relevant to the story.

4/24/2019 6:15:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's nonsense when you're over the target. Desperate attempt to deflect. https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1121038078444019712 …

4/24/2019 6:17:05 AM phreatomagnetic They seem to think they'll catch up fast.  Misinformation? Disinformation? https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/moon-base-outpost-china-

europe-chinese-space-agency-collaboration-together-a7702936.html …

4/24/2019 6:18:11 AM moemc8 Beautiful

4/24/2019 6:18:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure"

6 + Q = Disclosure

Coincidence?

"Didn't your President recently call Great Britain America's CLOSEST ally?"

(Yet, the Russians were in on the Stargate program.)

Closest = Blackmail Exchanges

Reference to Pizzagate

No coincidences.
4/24/2019 6:19:40 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m shocked they Chinese haven’t 187’d her yet then

4/24/2019 6:20:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 She is a closely protected US Diplomat.

4/24/2019 6:22:00 AM ragevirusqq You mean hundreds of years technologically suberior to the American elites. Non elite and non cabal Americans do not have access to  the technology.

4/24/2019 6:22:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 In this context we are speaking exclusively militarily.

4/24/2019 6:24:42 AM jrocktigers Word on the street is she has a foul odor.

4/24/2019 6:25:22 AM natureinspace I think it's always been here. Some religions may have started as a way to combat pedo abuse, or evil in general, but unfortunately it didn't work. It's 

always been a battle of dark vs. Light. Good vs. Evil.

4/24/2019 6:25:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 You see those flags in the Oval Office?

Will not happen.

4/24/2019 6:26:05 AM decodematrix 🐍 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072501076270768134 …

4/24/2019 6:26:19 AM hawkgirlinmn “Diplomat”...at what point in events do these people who protect the treasonous elite turn on them and remember the constitution?

4/24/2019 6:27:14 AM pixiesdorule Age, my guess.

4/24/2019 6:30:37 AM ragevirusqq The few who are actually still protecting people. The few are doing what they were elected to do. Preserve rights and protect the poeple. The military 

and Public safety personnel who keep us safe. Thank you. Those who continue should be honored.



4/24/2019 6:32:29 AM knightofmaltaus To some the topic of #UFO means many things. Here is a US Navy Guideline Reporting UFOs and perhaps USO’s. Sobering to see them introduce this 

and discuss it. Should put some of the foolishness by purported experts in check. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/23/us-navy-guidelines-reporting-ufos-1375290 …

4/24/2019 6:32:36 AM ivan2488083248 Alice is playing games with me. Today no replies under tweet, but when I open - bunch of replies. Yday opposite - 25 replies, but when I see only 5.

4/24/2019 6:34:40 AM kindeandtrue The tragedy of HRC is what imagining what she could have been if she had not used her talents in the service of evil.

Corruptio optimi est pessima.

4/24/2019 6:36:15 AM ragevirusqq There are poeple here who read this thread that may have something like cancer. When they find out that the military has easy and cheap cure and 

their life or loved ones lives could be saved easily.....CATALYST for change

4/24/2019 6:36:57 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m going to have to go deeper here and say “had she not made the decision to embrace the dark and not the light.” This would have changed her 

subconscious to consciously make decisions that are beneficial to humanity instead of the dark interests of her overlords.

4/24/2019 6:39:35 AM natureinspace The way I figure it MJ, is about half the population are Evil/Dark and are open to different degrees of committing what some of us (Light) would call 

sins/crimes. Some people who are actually good are conditioned to become sinful and evil so are lost. We are all tempted to sin.

4/24/2019 6:42:23 AM kindeandtrue Yes. It must have been a fundamental choice at some point. What caused her to go in that direction, I wonder? Very sad.

4/24/2019 6:42:35 AM ragevirusqq What are these bags? pic.twitter.com/UWn1UeyrpV

4/24/2019 6:43:19 AM allahuniversal 🐍

4/24/2019 6:43:32 AM allahuniversal Beat me to it

4/24/2019 6:43:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Maybe a combination of control and subconscious programming at a young age?

4/24/2019 6:44:56 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/5rYKicPup3

4/24/2019 6:46:10 AM natureinspace Yeah, she smells like sulfur.

4/24/2019 6:46:36 AM lord_bawbag Can't agree friend.

I think she was 'born bad' and having the head of the Chicago mafia as a father underpinned her trajectory....

 https://medium.com/@Mrseaballs/hillary-clintons-father-was-hugh-rodham-of-chicago-mob-fame-e9c60243c6ef …

(Young Hillary with Dad) pic.twitter.com/TSmXoPQn3F

4/24/2019 6:46:49 AM ragevirusqq If a diplomat is pure evil and grossly corrupt it must effect the opinion of U.S.

4/24/2019 6:47:51 AM raytyron1 Now we can feel safe

4/24/2019 6:48:27 AM kindeandtrue No doubt, but I've heard it suggested that her father was a very difficult and overbearing man, and she rebelled. Don't know if it's true. She's an ALICE, 

I think.

4/24/2019 6:48:44 AM covertress Speaking of Witch...

Has anyone seen Ruth? pic.twitter.com/7bZApaoQaq

4/24/2019 6:50:37 AM kindeandtrue I've never seen this before. I don't know much about young Hillary at all. Thanks!

4/24/2019 6:51:04 AM linnyt7 I heard today they won't be staying at Buckingham or with the queen as the obamas did.  They'll be staying at the US Embassy.  A wise choice.

4/24/2019 6:59:41 AM sergii_ii How closely and how protected?

4/24/2019 7:00:56 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/attorneyatlaw1/status/1085648604910370816?s=19 …

4/24/2019 7:03:33 AM carolin15161363 I love our military! 💖

4/24/2019 7:10:18 AM carolin15161363 It's sad really.

4/24/2019 7:12:15 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1121022210393694208?s=19 …

4/24/2019 7:13:32 AM djlok This makes for a really great movie!  

[They] never thought [she] would lose and after [she] lost, [they] found out [she] sold them a bunch of crap.  She's definitely one hell of a diplomat!!!

4/24/2019 7:14:53 AM freestateojones  https://bongino.com/report-british-intelligence-desperate-for-trump-not-to-declassify-fisa-docs/ …

 https://amp-dailycaller-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/amp.dailycaller.com/2018/11/22/secret-intelligence-service-trump-russia-

fisa?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s&ampshare= 

https%3A%2F%2Famp.dailycaller.com%2F2018%2F11%2F22%2Fsecret-intelligence-service-trump-russia-fisa%23referrer%3D 

https%253A%252F%252Fwww.google.com%26amp_tf%3DFrom%2520%25251%2524s …

… https://www-theepochtimes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.theepochtimes.com/the-uk-and-australia-have-reason-to-be-concerned-about-

declassification_2671461.html/amp?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s …

 https://www-nytimes-com.cdn.ampproject.org/v/s/www.nytimes.com/2018/09/17/us/politics/trump-russia-investigation-documents-

declassified.amp.html?amp_js_v=a2&amp_gsa=1&usqp=mq331AQCCAE%3D#referrer= 

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com&amp_tf=From%20%251%24s …

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/brits-warned-trump-against-releasing-carter-page-surveillance-docs …

 https://www.exopolitics.org/trump-confirms-q-claims-of-uk-deep-state-panic-over-fisa-declassification/ …

4/24/2019 7:15:31 AM maryschade14 Exactly.

4/24/2019 7:16:21 AM hackenburg_ How many portals are in north America? And the roundabout locations? What is in the alternate dimension/s?

4/24/2019 7:17:23 AM martingeddes The vehemence of the denial tells you all you need to know. If there was no substance, a calm and businesslike rejection of the accusation would 

suffice.

4/24/2019 7:25:45 AM n7guardiananon BP Pulls Out Of China’s Shale Patch

 https://oilprice.com/Energy/Crude-Oil/BP-Pulls-Out-Of-Chinas-Shale-Patch.html …

Chinese refiner says agrees three-year framework crude supply deal with BP

 https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/af/idUSKCN1RU0ET …

UPDATE 1-FTSE 100 off multi-month peak on China stimulus policy concerns

 https://m.in.investing.com/news/stock-market-news/update-1ftse-100-off-multimonth-peak-on-china-stimulus-policy-concerns-

1537019?ampMode=1 …
4/24/2019 7:27:34 AM djlok Nothing can stop what is coming....NOTHING!  And [they] know it.

4/24/2019 7:32:22 AM susan66388204 They can’t reproduce.  Population zero

4/24/2019 7:32:40 AM carolin15161363 ET taught us how to engineer our own planes so we could become more self sufficient instead of rely on them?

4/24/2019 7:36:09 AM jamiegrahamusa Voice God tech ... Is real.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/UaMBBbLSkL

4/24/2019 7:36:16 AM hawkgirlinmn Which begs the question to define “protected diplomat.” 🧐🤨 spidey senses on alert...

4/24/2019 7:40:11 AM wink5811 Sad you can’t force someone to love you, she should of cut her losses and walked out, even if it was a 30 year marriage, she might of found the man of 

her dreams instead of begging for love. Ego will kill ya

4/24/2019 7:40:21 AM hawkgirlinmn 😂😂😂

4/24/2019 7:42:41 AM hawkgirlinmn Very possible. When I hear this, I think of epigenetics as theorized by Dr Bruce Lipton. Her perceptions at a young age formed her subconscious.

4/24/2019 7:43:02 AM nikoscali Good to know!

4/24/2019 7:44:44 AM robcennon If there’s nothing to this, why did Hannigan resign the day Trump took office?



4/24/2019 7:51:28 AM michael81972 Or she was groomed (Rockefeller)

4/24/2019 7:54:32 AM askingsocrates That's something I have noticed about [them]. They tend retort with extreme negativity.

4/24/2019 7:55:41 AM michael81972 Close enough that they catch her when she falls😜

4/24/2019 7:55:49 AM orthogonalron Slang for lots of 3 letter agency types and spies since WWII

Pine Bluff Arsenal=Operation Paperclip, WMDs, chemical/biological weapons

PBA=very 🤡spoopy

4/24/2019 7:56:54 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/KcRYhL2JFh

4/24/2019 7:57:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE https://twitter.com/axios/status/1121063288815718400 …

4/24/2019 7:59:16 AM realityloominng This is why we can never stop pressing dear MJ12 for full disclosure 😉 Military needs to become like Starfleet or w/e, like Fulford says, let the full 

truth out and change face❤️

4/24/2019 7:59:45 AM cozymag_ @dbongino @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @RealJamesWoods @TrueEyeTheSpy @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_

4/24/2019 8:00:44 AM ethereal_shaman Why does the Einstein estate have a blue check mark on Twitter? Lmao

4/24/2019 8:03:12 AM selvestekjetil You already have. This is reality 2.0. And we are here with you😎

4/24/2019 8:05:19 AM michael81972 I remember some missin F35’s in that hurricane that hit Florida but never heard anymore about it?

4/24/2019 8:06:14 AM richardhiatt16 Those British! 🤣

4/24/2019 8:07:33 AM covertress Amazing how in the waking blink of an eye, Einstein falls from Grand Wizard of Physics to Clown Puppet.

[c is a variable?] 

Dark > Light

The Great Awakening is going to be a bitch slap of truth for many, on many levels.

Heroes? > New Heroes?
4/24/2019 8:10:53 AM peterclloyd When are the Admiralty flags in the Oval Office going to be replaced with flags of the Republic?

4/24/2019 8:11:09 AM djlok The old sitcoms always had the best opening theme songs!

4/24/2019 8:11:43 AM michael81972 Correction F22

4/24/2019 8:14:16 AM 22dubtrip333 Ask.  ALICE https://youtu.be/ug2EcWkb26I 

4/24/2019 8:15:20 AM allahuniversal 3 articles later... Interesting wording pic.twitter.com/Tq5ARE6APY

4/24/2019 8:15:46 AM jaspony1 Thats what I meant...

My son was in right when it changed from Boy Scouts to Scouts...

It just felt like a continuation of the war on boys, they cant even have Boy Scouts...

Yeah the pedosatanic cult is in everything... It makes me sick!!!

4/24/2019 8:16:20 AM 22dubtrip333 To see has always been relative. Observation based reality. #Schroedinger pic.twitter.com/WYgHV3ugZV

4/24/2019 8:17:19 AM djlok Everytime ALICE comes up, this goes through my head:

"Her name is ALICE...🎶🎵🎼" https://youtu.be/jghgroHc-AM 

4/24/2019 8:18:06 AM starehope Who is JD?

4/24/2019 8:18:35 AM jaspony1 No doubt!!!

Its just hard now that my eyes are wide open to see that it is so pervasive and in the places and people you would normally trust...

The punishment for them has to be extreme so no one ever thinks they can get away with it again...

4/24/2019 8:20:08 AM starehope Thanks.

4/24/2019 8:25:18 AM mrs_biggo That's what I was saying! Sure used a lot of words just to deny it!

😂😂😂

4/24/2019 8:25:22 AM selvestekjetil And here yoy come and bring sense in this non sense :)

4/24/2019 8:27:28 AM bbobbio71 Collective consciousness can manifest change. i.e. the more people question something the more is disclosed.  IMHOP .

let's try by pushing the release of the Epstein files.

4/24/2019 8:28:57 AM aprilbrown99 That should be the theme of the day!  😃

4/24/2019 8:29:47 AM djlok Funny how some of the lyrics resonate!

4/24/2019 8:30:29 AM aprilbrown99 That is a good song too.

4/24/2019 8:30:47 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/hjUpn3DxS9

4/24/2019 8:31:48 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/8RhuVVIwKS

4/24/2019 8:32:14 AM drbohammer You’ve always been free to leave. Just click your heels together three times and say.........

4/24/2019 8:33:27 AM jaspony1 Have you ever used one of those weapons?

Do you still deploy?

4/24/2019 8:36:05 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/VF50I8OFFew 

4/24/2019 8:38:41 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @holliday_billy @JudyJandora Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

2:06 PM - 30 Nov 2018

4/24/2019 8:41:41 AM hackenburg_ Alice is in chains. Here comes the rooster 🐓!

4/24/2019 8:43:11 AM djlok I'd forgotten about that!  I suspect when this movie is released in it's entirety, cell phones will not be an issue.

4/24/2019 8:49:54 AM daumster China / Russia has it.

4/24/2019 9:01:01 AM hawkgirlinmn Can hypnotherapy train your subconscious to send the signal to your cells then on to dna to unlock the blueprint to our majestic knowledge?

4/24/2019 9:02:42 AM enomai_ Thats just the ones documented. Who really knows. Theyre are only 272 councils. 28 known predators per council. Imply various std. dev. of people 

actually reporting. It could be way higher. 50-100 per council?

Think its a game.

 this skit make it acceptable? Is it really funny? pic.twitter.com/W5PfMB1QV5

4/24/2019 9:03:57 AM amgeorgia1 The devil is writhing. Tryin anything.

4/24/2019 9:05:27 AM michael81972 MJ,  wasnt it written in original Constitution that “Lawyers” could not run for public office?  Yet it seems a prerequisite these days

4/24/2019 9:13:40 AM avalon95765108 If that were to happen on British soil there would something close to a revolution here. He has far more support here than the MSM would have you 

believe. Besides he has protection at the highest levels. Not a hair on his head will be harmed.

4/24/2019 9:28:00 AM wokeanonq Light is not a thing (quanta), travelling. See Ken Wheeler's 'Missing Secrets of Magnetism' (3rd Edition), free on  http://archive.org , or search 'Theoria 

Apophasis' to find his YT channel. Aether perturbation- light is a coaxial circuit being inducted across a medium

...



4/24/2019 9:30:05 AM wokeanonq ...same aether disturbance explains light, dielectric, magnetic and 'gravity'. 4 faces of the same thing, which we have wrongly interpreted as distinct 

from one another, but somehow related...

4/24/2019 9:30:49 AM wokeanonq ...s'why a grand unified theory is a pipe dream. THEY ARE NOT SEPARATE FORCES.

4/24/2019 9:31:47 AM nancyddb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Any comment on this topic?

4/24/2019 9:32:52 AM wokeanonq In light, the variable is the medium across which it is inducted. S'why light slows down by a third passing through glass and resumes it's full 'speed' 

when it exits glass.

4/24/2019 9:33:15 AM lori_dee1 I am a Certified Hypnotherapist and say it's very possible with the right suggestions.

4/24/2019 9:33:40 AM djlok If I had to guess, I'd say it's a signal of some sort.

4/24/2019 9:34:40 AM hawkgirlinmn I would think it’s a fast track. Especially if you’ve been meditating or praying prior putting the intentions in your consciousness.

4/24/2019 9:37:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do we look stupid? pic.twitter.com/CcUgc9J4oo

4/24/2019 9:38:26 AM sixbennetts  pic.twitter.com/enH0JHnt0g

4/24/2019 9:39:01 AM shannen_robison Seems legit... 😁

4/24/2019 9:39:41 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/VAT4u528Me

4/24/2019 9:39:45 AM lori_dee1 Yes exactly! By being open to receive and integrate the messages is so important. This would be an area that I would be interested in specializing in.

4/24/2019 9:40:06 AM bbobbio71 The Sheeple!

4/24/2019 9:42:42 AM enomai_ they send me stuff every once in awhile, or a beautiful woman to say hi. Lol... when will they learn I dont fall for spam tarps?

4/24/2019 9:42:46 AM laurabusse Spooky 

Spook

Clown

Spoopy

Poopy

Poop

Spoopy. A poopy spook.

💩 👺
4/24/2019 9:43:42 AM enomai_ They are stupid though. I bet you know exactly, who, where, what organization sent this too you, by retaining the link and going upstream.

4/24/2019 9:44:20 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/X5rCa91baD

4/24/2019 9:44:54 AM enomai_ Or, just open up the whole inyerwebz and look in.

4/24/2019 9:46:15 AM djlok I'm gonna go with that theory as well.  It is pretty damn funny though.

4/24/2019 9:46:58 AM youstinksoap Is this jump 1 to 2?

4/24/2019 9:48:05 AM enomai_ It must of been a high target value, or alice. Im sure they get this everyday.

4/24/2019 9:50:48 AM djlok Back at you.  #WWG1WGA

4/24/2019 9:52:51 AM kickthefed  https://youtu.be/dFQo9THUT4U 

4/24/2019 9:53:14 AM kickthefed  https://youtu.be/dFQo9THUT4U 

4/24/2019 9:53:43 AM kickthefed  https://youtu.be/dFQo9THUT4U 

4/24/2019 9:53:51 AM nancyddb Hmm, I'm curious...ah...maybe not.

4/24/2019 9:54:22 AM kickthefed  https://youtu.be/dFQo9THUT4U 

4/24/2019 9:54:51 AM kickthefed  https://youtu.be/dFQo9THUT4U 

4/24/2019 9:57:39 AM blsdbe #Majestic Likes again, thanks ALICE!!! pic.twitter.com/yv1txJd36S

4/24/2019 9:59:09 AM rincon174 Sg-1 is my favorite all-time series. I watch the entire series every 2-3 years. I'm up to season 5 right now & can't believe how much inside Intel the 

show has. Now that I'm awake this show has a completely different meaning for me. Can't wait to watch Stargate Atlantis.

4/24/2019 9:59:29 AM blsdbe Hello ALICE...thanks for the heads up MJ

4/24/2019 10:03:54 AM oo1o110 I enjoy technology. I also wouldn't mind doing without it. Seems like it's necessary right now.

4/24/2019 10:08:10 AM starehope Heard that! Only about 15 minytes. Read the outline beneath. Yes, seems they had a plan for us sheeple.

4/24/2019 10:09:25 AM laurabusse Yeah i go back and forth. Earth paradise? Food growing on trees, out of the ground? Perfect weather? Sleeping under the stars? No "bad" bugs? Or a 

fun compromise with good tech, great movies, music, books etc etc...maybe something in between...

4/24/2019 10:09:27 AM slabunski thats more about tesla then roswell...

4/24/2019 10:10:38 AM starehope They are writing to the sheeple.

4/24/2019 10:13:57 AM drbohammer Not to mention..... md5? Really!?! Who uses md5 anymore? If @POTUS  used md5, the Dems would try to impeach him on charges of Collision 

pic.twitter.com/oGsMq5vmDi

4/24/2019 10:16:24 AM usss_211 Not even for an Upstate New York Minute!!!

4/24/2019 10:19:32 AM starehope I'm with you. Life is short!

4/24/2019 10:20:39 AM covertress .@TrumpStrong, idk if this post about Remembering Realities (Avatars?) will "hit you like a ton of bricks" like it did me, but just look at that phrase, 

"empathetic logical deductions", will you? I can't think of a better way in which to begin one's search, can you?

4/24/2019 10:22:32 AM aboveduality And that’s just the Boy Scouts. From what I’m hearing that number is way bigger #darktolight

4/24/2019 10:23:26 AM blsdbe My thoughts exactly: suberior != superior? Not Grade A, But Grade B?

4/24/2019 10:26:39 AM je_weed_707_ Didn’t the US Government pay the UK to spy on American citizens? Notice I didn’t say U.S. citizens?  There’s a difference!!!

4/24/2019 10:29:41 AM humphreycorey It implicates everyone in that section of their intel chain! What else are they going to say? Now Trump will not allow them to use our cell service to 

record and monitor their citizens.

4/24/2019 10:31:41 AM kindeandtrue The Majestics coined a new word.

4/24/2019 10:33:34 AM zagnett In the screenshots above, it's always the left eye.

But who has black eyes - in the right eye? Wondering if you might find it interesting to compare. 🤔🧐😉

4/24/2019 10:35:44 AM blsdbe This. 👆👆👆

4/24/2019 10:36:38 AM selvestekjetil Muted..

4/24/2019 10:38:05 AM covertress Coincidence?

4/24/2019 10:41:10 AM covertress superior > suberior ?

p > b ?

down > up ?

Re submarines?

4/24/2019 10:42:42 AM firstwavr you don’t look like anything.

4/24/2019 10:42:44 AM djlok Oh, I'm sure.  Every time they do a MM of Disclosure attacks seems to intensify shortly thereafter.

4/24/2019 10:43:04 AM rickdick68 sacandaga lake checking in

4/24/2019 10:48:59 AM humain974 Ask Owen crawford😎

4/24/2019 10:50:02 AM covertress Are you at liberty to tell us what was really in the Smallpox vaccine that was discontinued in 1971-2?

And if so, will you, please?

4/24/2019 10:50:30 AM humain974 Ask john

4/24/2019 10:50:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unintended targets were being targeted.

4/24/2019 10:51:04 AM blsdbe ALICE, you are too kind!!! Another #Majestic Like!!! pic.twitter.com/VsM3B1J9Qc

4/24/2019 10:52:10 AM humain974 Genetics



4/24/2019 10:52:53 AM humain974 Monroe institut

4/24/2019 10:53:01 AM covertress Something within us other than Smallpox was being targeted?

4/24/2019 10:53:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong race was being targeted.

4/24/2019 10:54:31 AM humain974 See the camouflages of frequencies of the ships in the sky

4/24/2019 10:54:33 AM phreatomagnetic  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073770722529591296 …

4/24/2019 10:55:20 AM ragevirusqq Disgusting. So many terrible crimes against humanity. Seems like it will take a 42 years to remove all those responsible.

4/24/2019 10:56:02 AM covertress Parasites?!?

4/24/2019 10:56:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eugenics.

4/24/2019 10:57:44 AM pauliepg11111 What about this most recent measles vaccine push - is it to get nanites in us, or a “soft cull” of the population?

4/24/2019 10:59:37 AM keith369me Like the targeting for Syphilis?

4/24/2019 10:59:39 AM boy12_jimmy My take is silenced SWAMP over this, due to the blackmail control over them by the Cabal.  Now with Trump & Q, ALL will be exposed for the greater 

good for all.  This just is not about SWAMP, pedos, satanists, human/drug traffickers, is about Our real friends to be unclassified. 

pic.twitter.com/2aqOwMzvFv

4/24/2019 11:00:14 AM moonbaby04371 There's always at least one grain of truth to every "joke".

4/24/2019 11:00:49 AM dynamicres Can gravity be manipulated through meditation? if C ~= G?

4/24/2019 11:01:01 AM covertress Which race was being targeted?

4/24/2019 11:01:20 AM realityloominng All this talk about SG-1... Wouldn't it be ideal for disclosure to have servicemen in-the-know take civilians on short stargate-like trips? 

pic.twitter.com/BET3slE0Y9

4/24/2019 11:01:31 AM hawkgirlinmn I had not seen this, thank you for sharing! Explains alot. Very sad, actually.

4/24/2019 11:04:03 AM allahuniversal Relevant? https://academic.oup.com/shm/article-abstract/25/2/362/1732641 …

4/24/2019 11:05:47 AM ronaldvermeij Every Race on this planet is being targeted / modified / played with.. 

Dig into the real reason why the #HumanGenomeProject came to life pic.twitter.com/ndcaDFU6vD

4/24/2019 11:07:45 AM justice_rebel quite. ..

4/24/2019 11:08:24 AM zagnett I wish i had saved the screenshots long ago. It was interesting.

4/24/2019 11:14:42 AM justice_rebel the whole "" child / old men stuff"" comes from the old rich establishment, for centuries they have done the most filthiest sadistic things, passed over 

from generation to generation. they think they're above the law!

4/24/2019 11:26:03 AM _369311119 So [they] were targeting a certain race with smallpox vaccine and [they] then discovered [they] were targeting the wrong race and discontinued the 

vaccine?

4/24/2019 11:26:55 AM phreatomagnetic Its something we're all going to have to keep in mind going forward.  Justice must be served and crimes must be punished, but many of these people 

were ruined early by others.  They were victims before they were perpetrators.

4/24/2019 11:28:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Very true. Thank you for pointing that out. 🙏🏼

4/24/2019 11:29:39 AM phreatomagnetic We'll all have reason enough to hate them.  Hate will harm us more than it ever will them.

4/24/2019 11:32:45 AM phreatomagnetic I was pointing it out just as much to myself

4/24/2019 11:34:51 AM covertress Are the Ancient Ones (> 10 BYO) assisting?

4/24/2019 11:36:40 AM _369311119 Are [they] targeting the correct race now? If so, with what vaccine?

4/24/2019 11:37:11 AM monroevegas Maybe she is in GITMO

4/24/2019 11:43:50 AM bbobbio71 Why the mass surveillance in China? Are they that afraid of an uprising or is this a precursor to (free energy) having to surveil wrong doers.

4/24/2019 11:49:02 AM cosmic_engineer Intelligent Energy, through the gateway of Intelligent Infinity has been opened numerous times in Service to All.  The field is open. Power for those 

doing the Work.

4/24/2019 12:07:40 PM jayrambin Not predicting is fine.  But, we live in the illusion. therefore its relevant.  Sunrise and sunset r significant & measuring that is helpful.  Someday, it might 

not be.  But today, it is.  "Time is an illusion" in this context is elusive.  "I dont know" or 'it depends' works.

4/24/2019 12:09:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempt to gain admission into a Secret Society. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1121124228894461952 …

4/24/2019 12:10:55 PM hawkgirlinmn For the purpose of?

4/24/2019 12:13:36 PM drbohammer Working eventually towards something like the DNA control in the movie Gattaca, which interestingly had Gore Vidal playing a role...

4/24/2019 12:15:14 PM jayrambin Money, status, power, protection.

4/24/2019 12:16:21 PM roublisa I agree

4/24/2019 12:17:40 PM zagnett lol more like "failed attempt to gain admission into a Secret Society."

4/24/2019 12:17:50 PM susan66388204 Ewwwww —-no pun intended

4/24/2019 12:20:05 PM stevenfontain14 WWG1WGA - I'll keep the prayer going

4/24/2019 12:20:26 PM djlok My love intetests stopped pursuing when I removed my face from the profile photo. Not that I'm God's gift to women... Just I think the photo sends a 

signal that they can read. Also, I stopped immediately following back when someone would follow me. I wait for a public convo 1st.

4/24/2019 12:21:15 PM freestateojones Is that part of their initiation?

4/24/2019 12:23:02 PM orthogonalron This is more common than one may think

It exists in every community around the world

Jesters? Shriners? Masons 33 ^ S&B, so many others less well known

To stay rich and powerful

4/24/2019 12:23:56 PM roublisa Omg🤣☝

4/24/2019 12:25:17 PM phreatomagnetic Which Secret Society?

4/24/2019 12:25:30 PM roublisa 5:5😉

4/24/2019 12:27:42 PM roublisa Who’s IS-BE? Tesla🤔

4/24/2019 12:30:58 PM quarkfear1 It’s in this wiki dump      https://file.wikileaks.org/file/ 

4/24/2019 12:33:55 PM zagnett Yes, a lot has been happening the last couple years at least. idk exactly what has been going on or who They are, but many have lost Their lives or 

suffered a lot helping us to get to this point.

4/24/2019 12:36:30 PM carolin15161363 Obviously a demented individual.

4/24/2019 12:36:40 PM zagnett i think the video is describing, to some extent, how the "lives" of IS-BEs actually work, when they fully realize how to manipulate/utilize time & space in 

manners the Universe allows. I guess.

4/24/2019 12:38:30 PM maryschade14 Air Force dirty.

4/24/2019 12:48:23 PM thenotobvious This will help the average joe get from 1st to 10th dimension: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q_GQqUg6Ts&feature=youtu.be …

4/24/2019 12:49:21 PM mommahood777 Your kids will be ok.  You sound concerned that you're gonna miss out on the good stuff - relax and enjoy the now!!  I know...seems like we're all gonna 

be dried up, cobweb covered skeletons before full disclosure happens!!  In the meantime...make every day count.😊

4/24/2019 12:53:50 PM mommahood777 The longer you've been in it the more exhausting it is, there's a point where you need to step back and not obsess (sometimes hard as this IS soo 

exciting!) just to reclaim your own life - digging/baking takes HOURS/DAYS then MORE crumbs..hahaha  Following along also desensitizes

4/24/2019 12:59:01 PM roublisa Come on over and see for yourself😉 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/24/2019 12:59:12 PM laurabusse Bless you :-) thank you 💘

4/24/2019 1:00:31 PM theprimeian Paper. Trail. Dumbass.

Damn dude. They're gonna have to try to off the guy now, they've lied so much. If it comes out they've been lying constantly, they'll lose everything.



4/24/2019 1:08:04 PM ethereal_shaman Probably just bored, lol.  They can't do much without your consent or instruction.  However, once you know, the world is your oyster.

4/24/2019 1:09:31 PM ethereal_shaman Feel into it.  Does it resonate?

4/24/2019 1:23:08 PM dynamicres Anyone doing this yet?👁🗨

4/24/2019 1:26:17 PM curseca It’s called the ruling class. They’re all initiated.

4/24/2019 1:40:41 PM dynamicres "teach you to do some stuff on your own"?

4/24/2019 1:50:26 PM jayrambin It’s happening. If it happens 2 fast though, global instability. If that tech released tomorrow, medical, pharma industries and pub confidence would 

collapse. That wud b bad. Financially, economically, socially. Too much change 2 quickly. @potus said ‘5000 secret patents’ @ 12/17

4/24/2019 1:54:04 PM kathleen3693693 Related to MH370?

4/24/2019 1:58:55 PM jayrambin Also, its fiercely protected. Ppl r killed trying 2 study/release it.  We must disarm bad guys before cutting off corrupt schemes.  That’s happening. But, 

they’re very powerful & protected. Inside Govt, biz, industry, regulatory & intel agencies.  Strongholds still remain.

4/24/2019 2:13:13 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wikileaks Document Dump -  https://file.wikileaks.org/file/ 

4/24/2019 2:14:39 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Clinton Emails -  https://qnation.us/wikileaks-just-dumped-clinton-emails-bon-

appetit/?fbclid=IwAR0g0LFzwJjIKEvpliv2C95j26hS294E0VNvYszdQSLAmZVn9fqN7Nk6Oj4 …

4/24/2019 2:15:58 PM blankmarlo Honestly sometimes I wish I was just a normal person that didn't know any of this shit about the world.

4/24/2019 2:19:27 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @holliday_billy @JudyJandora 

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

12:06 PM - 30 Nov

4/24/2019 2:20:13 PM realityloominng I believe POTUS requested the patents released as early as 2016, so it should be rdy by 19/20. I have no doubt it's happening, but I don't know 

anymore about too much change... Sometimes I doubt 'too much change' is even possible with these docile masses. We need the avalanche

4/24/2019 2:23:34 PM tyl3r59518097 I’ll go with that. It’s all analytic grist for the mill, when you could care less..🤣

4/24/2019 2:27:23 PM jonicurry17 I wonder why the invitation now? They certainly have given him the cold shoulder.

4/24/2019 2:37:19 PM andress45303251 What function does that program serve anyway?

Or what is it's intended function.  Guess I should ask @mainvolume.

4/24/2019 2:42:10 PM big_simp the TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE

4/24/2019 2:46:06 PM kuri99487324 I think it does. There is an urging sense of constant wondering lying underneath, as in the need of finding out much more than that.

4/24/2019 2:50:22 PM aetherwalker1 It makes me sad that girls, and I imagine guys as well, get lured into 'The Beast'  😢

They're deceived into 'selling their soul' for wealth and fame.

4/24/2019 2:53:33 PM adsvel Do not put all in one bag...

4/24/2019 2:56:27 PM avalon95765108 He's on one side, they the other. They have all but lost. Their only hope is to curry favour. Trump is broad minded and fair. If they show willing he'll 

leave a way out. We're all involved in this one way or another, it's just a matter of whether we can step out of it or not.

4/24/2019 2:57:48 PM tyl3r59518097 21 Savage & Metro Boomin - No Heart (Official Music Video)  https://youtu.be/6wtwpUwxQik  via @YouTube

4/24/2019 2:58:40 PM doc1415 I'm just one of those individuals who doesnt believe in murphys law but it seems things tend to go wrong in my life constantly. I know I'm not the only 

one with that feeling. Ive been monitoring Q since 11/17. What we have seen is the self exposure of the tyrants.

4/24/2019 2:59:47 PM richardhiatt16 I’m Of English descent ( both sides of the family) .. Just like to throw my be brothers “under the bus” once in awhile ..🤣

4/24/2019 3:01:26 PM aetherwalker1 👆🏻 'SUPREME Commander'   😏

4/24/2019 3:01:45 PM adsvel 😄 pic.twitter.com/qNLrdHpOHW

4/24/2019 3:01:50 PM doc1415 I am enjoying watching the movie, for sure, but at this point I just want it to be over with. So what ever time I have left on this earth I can use 

experiencing life the way it should be. I also feel so helpless because I want to be more involved but I'm forced to work too much.

4/24/2019 3:02:43 PM susang7671 Freeze his ass[ETS] and block his property under Executive Order 13818 of December 20, 2017 to force him to squeal? Same for complicit puppet-pig 

masters he sought to feed?

4/24/2019 3:05:34 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/-4kTei0XrCs  pic.twitter.com/mnME5F9bPB

4/24/2019 3:06:22 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/L3WwrnLQJ0

4/24/2019 3:32:14 PM susang7671 It has no Shepherd, because It does not "feel" a need to love and protect sheep that have gone astray. Also avoids black-skinned sheep, that are born 

solid black, but grow white wool when mature, which is one of God's many miracles of transformation. AMEN!

4/24/2019 3:45:49 PM davidtu57375728 I am repgraming my brain the way you have said i.e. Bruce, I am Adding a layer of what I want written into my subconscious mind. Between 9 and 27 

minutes on the bineural beats. Is there anylimits I shojld be aware of when reprograming???

4/24/2019 3:48:09 PM jayrambin Good info. Thx. 

If free energy came out tomorrow on amazon, entire industries and global markets would collapse. Jobs lost, lives upheaved. Have you ever been in an 

avalanche?  Turning up the force won’t make it come sooner, just make it harder to manage when it does.

4/24/2019 3:55:15 PM freestateojones What's the Majestic take on the legend of St. Germain?

4/24/2019 3:56:01 PM jean_aviel OFC = OFFICIAL FIRST CONTACT

Premier Contact Officiel 

primer contacto oficial

erster offizieller Kontakt

primo contatto ufficiale

primeiro contato oficial

eerste officieel contact

lehen kontaktu ofiziala

أول اتصال رسمي

最初の公式連絡先

첫 번째 공식 연락처

第一次正式聯繫
4/24/2019 3:57:55 PM andress45303251 But I wouldn't want you any other way!!

4/24/2019 3:58:25 PM andress45303251 😂😂😂

4/24/2019 4:02:53 PM realdonmurphy Can you give any information on Herman the penguin?

4/24/2019 4:16:48 PM tyl3r59518097  https://youtu.be/FtNGQiSRPI0  pic.twitter.com/a6Qj3KnUXa

4/24/2019 4:19:50 PM drbohammer Stop. Can’t touch this . . . Hammer time pic.twitter.com/mgWXTzTRa2

4/24/2019 4:20:27 PM andress45303251  pic.twitter.com/BwkZSgkHGu

4/24/2019 4:38:44 PM cherokeerose2u She's Not Dead...She's Very Much Alive and Helping in This Plan...

4/24/2019 4:46:09 PM blsdbe Almost every day I update the pinned tweet in my profile 😇😇😇 https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1120825610773778432?s=21 …



4/24/2019 4:46:27 PM tyl3r59518097 I think it’s: “mind’s 👁.” 🤔 😅

🤗- I wanna ride with this #superstaroftheintelworld (n-n-N-NOT!😂)

to the stars baby!! 

Oh Lawdy!! 

Lift me up to that next level. My brain might finally be ready for his cognitive #jedistatus 🤣

 https://youtu.be/OJDfc3-OWvQ  pic.twitter.com/AnTgPg8Hzv
4/24/2019 4:50:18 PM kindeandtrue Tragic.

4/24/2019 4:52:02 PM kindeandtrue This cannot be emphasized enough. Thank you.

4/24/2019 4:52:20 PM zagnett Could be, & it would be great to have a new civilization of free & creative individuals.

But i'm already free & will continue to be free. Even if i'm completely alone.

This is my mantra & has been my entire life.

This is what America is supposed to he about.

"Disinfo is..."😊
4/24/2019 4:54:26 PM enomai_ Cleaning. Ty.

4/24/2019 4:55:29 PM zagnett Oops "he" should be "be".

ALL People should tell themselves they are free every moment they think of it, & it will be so.

4/24/2019 4:55:54 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

4/24/2019 4:58:29 PM kindeandtrue Is DJT related to JA?

4/24/2019 5:02:21 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣 pic.twitter.com/4RahwUz7cT

4/24/2019 5:03:18 PM shining91109743 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 clarification about sg1 please.  Are any of the story lines true?  Earth attacked? Disclosure?  If so, what years did that occur.  I 

understand paying attention to the technologies introduced.

4/24/2019 5:11:50 PM andress45303251 Well, Eugene is a sanctuary city....

4/24/2019 5:13:07 PM andress45303251 Dunno, wouldn't mind getting lifted....

😂.

A FULL tone!

4/24/2019 5:14:11 PM la_nimboni Did they edit the article? I see no mention of a secret society, but noticed a reply to the origin tweet also referring to it.

4/24/2019 5:14:47 PM la_nimboni *original

4/24/2019 5:19:10 PM blsdbe So Be It!!!

4/24/2019 5:20:45 PM robin_ked OMG! That Is Sick!☝️☝️

Here in Houston they had transBender, cross dressing males reading to pre-schoolers in Public Libraries! 2 were later discovered to be child Sex 

Offenders❗️❗️❗️

Satanic sh!t gotta Stop! https://pjmedia.com/parenting/houston-activists-unmask-another-child-sex-offender-at-drag-queen-story-time/ …

4/24/2019 5:21:21 PM hackenburg_ Someone will be bright enough to start a boy scouts of America again. But it'll be cleaned up this time. It's quite the concerted effort to kill any 

masculinity

4/24/2019 5:25:27 PM laurabusse I only follow ppl i wanna follow. I end up unfollowing quite a few. Not to offend anyone. Either ppl are a "good fit' for you or they're not...it's never 

personal. Well, almost never.

4/24/2019 5:27:24 PM zagnett The only limitation to freedom i'm willing to accept is the care of children that are not yet able to live independently. Even then would remain available 

for advice & help when needed.

4/24/2019 5:27:48 PM laurabusse Only when you wear that one hat...

4/24/2019 5:27:53 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Ben Garrison essentially depicted HRC's deeds/karmas clinging to her.

Thoughts?  pic.twitter.com/jFmoWiEOyG

4/24/2019 5:30:29 PM jrocktigers You can truly get whatever you want at "ALICE's Restaurant"

4/24/2019 5:30:54 PM keith369me I’m with you Laura...I can only process so much information and following too many hurts my brain.  I have been on 96 for a while now.  Add one, 

delete one.

4/24/2019 5:38:25 PM starehope Seriously? I keep thinking nothing can surprise me any longer. I am constantly proven wrong.

4/24/2019 5:41:53 PM mongrelglory I've followed Ben's reports over the years, but lately I've wondered about some of his sources.

4/24/2019 5:44:04 PM mongrelglory UK doesn't want the world to know what role they played in the spying!

4/24/2019 5:44:11 PM laurabusse Never gets old :-)

4/24/2019 5:44:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Is that what shot down the Chelyabinsk Meteor? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8h5UC_4M3i4 …

4/24/2019 5:53:07 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately MJ-12 has said that Stargate Atlantis does not contain any real disclosure.

4/24/2019 5:56:00 PM jswdh1 PLEASE DON'T LET THIS EVIL TOUCH US!

@realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Anon_decoder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tribunal_watch @JudgeJeanine @vp @WhiteHouse @POTUS 

@Jim_Jordan @LindseyGrahamSC @USArmy @USNavy @USMC @ICEgov @GenFlynn https://twitter.com/D1v5C/status/1121131958543638528 …

4/24/2019 5:57:22 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, is that how disclosure actually occurred?  With a group meeting of leaders from other countries?  (A representative from Canada wasn't in that 

episode.)

4/24/2019 5:57:29 PM weshallrise144k Agree.  Once we break out of the 3D consciousness blockade, and move into higher realms, “emphatic logical deductions” become part of who we are, 

as we dance the magical ballet with The One.  I now understand the phrase “I Am That, I Am” with “crystalline” clarity. 🙏

4/24/2019 6:06:49 PM laurabusse Yeah there's a comfort level or window...that twitter sweet spot LOLOL

4/24/2019 6:07:44 PM auagate Wait and see

4/24/2019 6:24:55 PM enomai_ Everyone... this agenda https://youtu.be/_fh3NsxeS7M 

4/24/2019 6:25:13 PM enomai_ Blacks

4/24/2019 6:27:30 PM enomai_ I assume, as it is today...

4/24/2019 6:28:28 PM sterkinglights1 I heard they were trying to sux 23&me.

4/24/2019 6:33:29 PM andress45303251 You know of Meher Baba?

A perfect master from Iran? "Zoroastrian"

Looked like Groucho Marx?

Love that guy. Wouldn't be here without him.



4/24/2019 6:33:29 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —  https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1121029848410013696 … — And if it means deconstructing the COMMONWEALTH OF 

AUSTRALIA — and it does — he will.

•  https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification  ...

•  https://twitter.com/thevoiceau/status/1112636740521455616 …

— 152 pic.twitter.com/Q2MhuYCL6A
4/24/2019 6:35:05 PM mongrelglory Suberior?  Like inferior?

4/24/2019 6:39:38 PM andress45303251 Yes. I surrender. I give up!!!

No longer will the sand, that I grasp so tightly into my hand, stay.

 It is all beginning to slip away.

4/24/2019 6:40:38 PM andress45303251 Only on my knees to the ONE.

Maybe for you cutie pie, after a few drinks of course.

4/24/2019 6:41:28 PM nun_chucknorris Ha, agreed. That’s why I disguised myself with a mustache.

4/24/2019 6:43:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Baphomet] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1121205936868265987 …

4/24/2019 6:48:58 PM freestateojones "Who taught all these rappers that a big deal's not a big deal?

Inherited the earth, popped them wheelies on a big wheel

My enemy lives in his mother's basement

That's why my videos don't got no [Baphomet] product placement

I'm a real one" https://youtu.be/6ZAc41N2QRU 

4/24/2019 6:51:22 PM andress45303251 Ambiguity and vagueness.

Oh well...

4/24/2019 6:53:02 PM lbf777 The Gov has been manipulating gay people into becoming transgender. Changing the body like that is very dangerous in many ways.

4/24/2019 6:53:33 PM andress45303251 How would you, in the absolute basic terms, describe your program?

4/24/2019 6:55:26 PM auagate Search John M. Allegro, he knew a section of the scrolls

4/24/2019 6:56:17 PM andress45303251 What else is there?

Is there a place without memes, a place where communications come without obfuscations?

4/24/2019 6:57:00 PM andress45303251 Guess not. Guess we are all in the same boat.

4/24/2019 6:58:34 PM andress45303251 Much greater than the sum.

The ghost in the machine.

4/24/2019 7:01:02 PM mongrelglory This! ☝️☝️☝️

4/24/2019 7:01:26 PM freestateojones Conscious Thought.

4/24/2019 7:04:05 PM susang7671 Why is the United Nations Security Council meeting tomorrow about a 28 February 2014 letter from Ambassador Yuriy Sergeyev (Ukraine)? Status on 

Ukraine insurgency that overthrew gov't, with a little help from CABAL, and took or tried to take Russian naval base?

4/24/2019 7:04:46 PM dynamicres Thank you! It didn't quite have the presence of the super moon meditations earlier this year but I definitely felt more connections than when I just go 

off randomly on my own.💚

4/24/2019 7:06:13 PM jayrambin Hmm. ‘Majestic’ = non terrestrial (is)be?

4/24/2019 7:07:19 PM peterclloyd “They’re set to propose new rules” -  oh boy, that statement is just loaded with facts, right? People say all the time “you just can’t make this up”, but 

I’d say this quote proves them wrong

4/24/2019 7:07:56 PM blsdbe You are most welcome!!!

4/24/2019 7:08:19 PM _highjinx_ I wonder how @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would feel about this?

4/24/2019 7:10:41 PM djlok I think the brainwashing starts much earlier.  But yeah, the deal seems to get sealed around college.

4/24/2019 7:11:29 PM n7guardiananon With the topic of transgenderism and diving into ancient history of it in numerous cultures.  Incan, Native American, Indian, etc etc.  Could it be a 

higher dimensional forces communicating to us in 3D of the energies being balanced...an event leading to an event?

4/24/2019 7:14:42 PM blsdbe Word. FU [Baphomet].

4/24/2019 7:15:04 PM djlok I sort of wonder about that too.  Like its part of the process every time.

Also, I’ve wondered about Game Gender too.  Is that programmed through family or is it an at birth sort of scenario?

4/24/2019 7:18:13 PM susang7671 Funding propaganda for NASA, suggesting Trump give them funds planned for USA Space Force. Motive for leftists to deny Space Force, unless Trump 

approves the NASA grant application? NADA to do with Einstein, except CABAL has the Einstein Estate funds in their pockets?

4/24/2019 7:20:53 PM decodematrix The real agenda behind transgender is transhumanism. pic.twitter.com/T84DYOEFHU

4/24/2019 7:23:50 PM blsdbe Game Gender?

4/24/2019 7:24:03 PM freestateojones Admiralty/Maritime Flags?

RAW. pic.twitter.com/IxOHNGaS3z

4/24/2019 7:24:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Speaking of.. MO just so happened to be in Paris on a ferry, wearing a necklace that appears to say 'burning,' with the reflection of ND burning in the 

wine glass. pic.twitter.com/HBZxdTIKiW

4/24/2019 7:25:12 PM djlok See this is where it gets confusing for me.  Bc as a gay person I always felt like the push was to be “built” hence the need for all of us gays to go to the 

gym 7 days a week.  Then this trans thing comes along and I’m like “damn, those drag queens at the club weren’t playing"

4/24/2019 7:27:46 PM djlok Psychological woman ; biological man in the same IS-BE, or vice versa.

4/24/2019 7:28:19 PM treghostgirl Vatican

4/24/2019 7:29:12 PM blsdbe I have always felt like the opposite, female body, male persona. It has been challenging to step into this female role in some respects!

4/24/2019 7:32:14 PM myavorshak He was watching a pizza movie huh sick

4/24/2019 7:33:20 PM rsm28675996 That's fucked

4/24/2019 7:33:50 PM n7guardiananon Well you can definitely see programming today...but in ancient times...would seem difficult unless using telepathy or inception of thoughts

4/24/2019 7:34:34 PM texas_nacl It’s the title of his book

‘Becoming’ ...

4/24/2019 7:35:39 PM youstinksoap Becoming....the title of her book.  Image of ND burning is fake, I believe.  🤔

4/24/2019 7:39:27 PM rsm28675996 I think you need to get Cynthia on this. I think she is ready.

4/24/2019 7:40:25 PM lbf777 They say Baphomet is from 2D. Not sure though.

4/24/2019 7:41:33 PM lizzah_83 Wow.

4/24/2019 7:41:55 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/LmKnggtxiV

4/24/2019 7:43:26 PM ialibertybelle It says becoming

4/24/2019 7:43:50 PM vand3rboots I know that time is an illusion and all, but how are they the same IS-BE when JA was born in 1971 but JGT didn’t die until 1985? How does that work? 

Was JGT a walk-in? Or did he just occupy two BEs at the same time?

4/24/2019 7:44:43 PM jrocktigers Ah... the ole Temple of Set apprentice... I see...



4/24/2019 7:45:04 PM hackenburg_ Absolutely something shot down that meteor! Good question

4/24/2019 7:47:53 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/tgBNc5Nbyr

4/24/2019 7:48:43 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETwLlVUa_KI …

4/24/2019 7:51:02 PM lbf777 Transgender people mean well but the act of destroying one’s own body to recreate a new one out of it is an act of nonacceptance of self taken to the 

extreme. It’s like an attack on the self.

Being truly gay in the heart is perfectly ok though. It’s just one’s own life path.

4/24/2019 7:51:53 PM jm19712 Thank you.

4/24/2019 7:52:14 PM djlok That’s them.  They weren’t playing.

4/24/2019 7:55:58 PM djlok Yeah I’m sort of of the mindset that it doesn’t really matter.  Gay vs. straight was just another cabal engineered shitshow.  

I think the programming that makes one person straight and one person gay is very interesting— if such programming exists.  I have a couple of 

theories.

4/24/2019 7:57:56 PM jeezy_pe The Illuminati couldn’t see me with their good eye... bwahahahahahahaha

4/24/2019 7:58:39 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure" 6 + Q = Disclosure

Coincidence? "Didn't your President recently call Great Britain America's CLOSEST ally?" (Yet, the Russians were in on the Stargate program.)

Closest = Blackmail Exchanges Reference to Pizzagate

4/24/2019 8:01:40 PM wearediamonds2 Are the gold fringes gone now!?

4/24/2019 8:02:08 PM aetherwalker1 IMO 

The phenomenon of 'trans-gender' is Inter-Dimensional. 

🦉 has used blood magic and enlisted beings that would be historically categorized as 'demons' to manipulate the sub-conscious 'sentiments' & past 

life karmas of vulnerable individuals towards this path.

4/24/2019 8:02:16 PM avalon95765108 I tend to think of it as scum rising to the surface to be skimmed off. All laws are based on consent. They are all ultimately karmic. We have given our 

implied consent over millennia for these crimes. Once enough of humanity 'wills it' it will end and the new Epoch will start.

4/24/2019 8:03:13 PM aetherwalker1 ... In conjunction with the Media promulgation in our 3D physical reality.

Insidious!

4/24/2019 8:06:14 PM n7guardiananon Hahaha pic.twitter.com/kRlou7jG5q

4/24/2019 8:07:01 PM freestateojones Pretty savage lyrics.

4/24/2019 8:11:21 PM melanieanders7 I have a 16yo born female claiming to be a gay male. She wants to become a male and have relations with males. While growing up. She was as girlie as 

could be. 14 came and suddenly she wants to be a boy. I’m confused but patient.

4/24/2019 8:13:13 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 had already answered this question by saying that yes indeed, an IS can occupy many BEs at the same time.

4/24/2019 8:15:47 PM zagnett Have to agree - "implied consent" is a ridiculous legal concept, & seems heavily used by the [cabal] to imagine that we consent to [their] harmful acts 

against us, when, in fact, we absolutely would not if we realized what [they] were doing.

4/24/2019 8:18:35 PM melanieanders7 You and me both. But the fact of the matter is, we can’t ignore it anymore. It’s gone too far.

4/24/2019 8:18:52 PM worldxplorer1 Same boat here. 15yo F to M. Gay M. Came out to us at 12. It has been confusing to us too. One thing we knew is that we needed to show love. Don’t 

understand it but know loving our son is part of the way forward. Seeing other trans kids w/o love has proven that to us.

4/24/2019 8:20:01 PM boy12_jimmy Also MJ12 said the Clowns controlled the last 2 seasons and destroyed the reality the show really had in it.

4/24/2019 8:20:06 PM blankmarlo Yeah there's no turning back now that my eyes are open. I'm just glad I have the community on here for support, you guys are awesome. ♥️

4/24/2019 8:25:11 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure" 6 + Q = Disclosure

Coincidence? -  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhd5o?playlist=x64xeg …

4/24/2019 8:28:38 PM melanieanders7 May I PM you?

4/24/2019 8:29:12 PM worldxplorer1 Sure.

4/24/2019 8:31:27 PM teresaalmond I'm no fan of MO, but I believe her necklace says, "Becoming" since he/she is on a book tour.

4/24/2019 8:32:30 PM avalon95765108 I agree. Once a sufficient number of people are awake things will change. 

Unfortunately as so much of their agenda is hidden in films, music, art, architecture, statutes, laws, decrees etc, almost everyone has given consent 

just by being unaware to object. Most evil.

4/24/2019 8:33:04 PM jayrambin On the AFB near Poli Hale. Beautiful. Just one island away.  Where do we get tickets 🎫? 😂 

Now been moved to the new safer location?

4/24/2019 8:33:44 PM melanieanders7 I’ll second that lol

4/24/2019 8:36:12 PM zagnett So we need to learn about [their messaging] as much as we can, & say strongly, & as uniformly as possible, a resounding "NO". We must not cave. Not 

even a little bit.

4/24/2019 8:36:33 PM charmanda9 Ok, interesting. I have two little girls. My oldest (age 7) is already starting to question her gender slightly. She wants me to buy her boy clothes. She 

likes to talk about how she is like a boy but doesn’t really have a name for it, other than Tom-girl (which is the wrong term)

4/24/2019 8:42:00 PM boy12_jimmy Wow! We have sent missiles thru the Stargate at targets to protect us and our world?! A fighter jet that is capable of space travel! SPACE 

Battlecruisers!!! Stargate in space?! Instead of the world & CABAL controlling access to Stargate, it stays under Air Force STARGATE command. 

pic.twitter.com/zQRPNXPLIr

4/24/2019 8:42:44 PM avalon95765108 Right now as far as I understand the best thing is to spread the word, get behind Trump because he knows, and find his equivalent in your own country 

and help facilitate a change, support free media and deny them your money as much as you possibly can.

4/24/2019 8:44:19 PM zagnett Thankfully my Country is currently Trump's Country.

But i hope We can help People around the World somehow too.

4/24/2019 8:46:28 PM dynamicres Us.

4/24/2019 8:46:46 PM worldxplorer1 Just follow your loving motherly heart. Love is the way forward regardless of where things land on this issue. Love is never the wrong move. If you ever 

need to talk feel free to DM me.

4/24/2019 8:47:36 PM charmanda9 🙏🏻♥

4/24/2019 8:48:13 PM avalon95765108 You are. Q is global. Most people in the world want Trump. America is the last great hope for humanity. Divine beings are watching. Divine beings are 

helping. Divine beings are protecting. It is simply just a matter of how many can change their thinking and join them.

4/24/2019 8:51:42 PM zagnett Best news i've heard all day, thanks! 😊 i'll keep doing my best to chip in. #WWG1WGA (everyone everywhere)

4/24/2019 9:06:56 PM blsdbe I feel, ALICE likes to play with me this way too

4/24/2019 9:09:33 PM mongrelglory The fact that someone has taught her not to use the term "Tom-girl" sounds like indoctrination to me.  It's natural for teens to question their identity.  

In my time it was expressed through punk rock and rebelling against societal norms of beauty etc... however teens are very...

4/24/2019 9:11:13 PM mongrelglory ...suggestible and influenced by peers and media, so you have to wonder if they're being groomed in the schools and media for so many of them to be 

having all this gender confusion!  Difficult time to be a parent, that's for sure!

4/24/2019 9:12:36 PM melanieanders7 I feel for you guys. I really do. There should be a parent support group. I’m not kiddin.

4/24/2019 9:17:17 PM daveo6145 45 told em to go to the moon to see what we got hahaaaaaa love it pic.twitter.com/uEmbfzyWSR



4/24/2019 9:17:53 PM worldxplorer1 At the time my kids were in an evangelical private school. It wasn’t coming from staff. We had to leave the school because of this. It didn’t come from 

them in our case. It didn’t come from home either. That why I’ve asked MJ on several occasions to explain the explosion of trans

4/24/2019 9:17:54 PM charmanda9 A friend of mine has a daughter who came out as transgender (at age 12) shortly after meeting my kids. It was hard to explain to my kids what was 

going on because then she decided that she was a girl again. I don’t really know what is going on anymore. But my oldest brought it...

4/24/2019 9:20:56 PM charmanda9 ...up to me months after all that was transpiring. She wanted a more in depth explanation of it. But my daughter is 7, so I was careful with words. So 

now she has been using this term ‘Tom-girl’ and talking to my younger daughter about it. I do wonder if the school has had to...

4/24/2019 9:22:34 PM charmanda9 ...have talks about transgenderism in the classrooms in order to keep bullying in check, since it seems to be becoming a more prevalent circumstance 

with children.

4/24/2019 9:23:40 PM mongrelglory Would it have been at a time when the trans issue was being discussed in the media a lot.  Among pop stars etc...?  There certainly are many native 

cultures that have accepted the appearance of a gay or "trans" person in their tribe as being a natural occurrence, however I have..

4/24/2019 9:26:02 PM mongrelglory ...to wonder if this social "engineering" has played a large role in so many straight and gay people struggling with gender roles?  Loving your child for 

who he/she is...is the best advice.  However, I feel badly for when I've counselled people who finally got their sex-change...

4/24/2019 9:27:30 PM mongrelglory ...operation, and they're still not comfortable in their skin.  It's so sad to see then struggle with self-acceptance, which to me seems to go beyond just 

the gender issue.

4/24/2019 9:28:19 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure" 6 + Q = Disclosure Coincidence? -  

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhd5o?playlist=x64xeg …

4/24/2019 9:31:17 PM charmanda9 Yeah exactly. Well actually, my kids are not exposed to celebrities or pop culture much, WITH the exception of cartoons. Sucks! I wasn’t going to let my 

kids watch cartoons, when I was planning my future family! Well, that plan got shuffled to the corner apparently. Gotta say...

4/24/2019 9:31:32 PM mongrelglory I've certainly seen teens try on another gender for a while and then revert back to their original gender.  It's normal for teens to experiment with 

identity, and gender is part of that.  That's why it horrifies me to see them talking about giving kids or teens sex-hormones!

4/24/2019 9:31:54 PM worldxplorer1 You know Michelle I wish I could point to the source. I’ve retraced our family’s footsteps 1000x.  10,000x. School. Friends. Media. Family. Internet.  We 

never found a clear culprit. Clear source. We arguably kept our kids too sheltered. I eventually had to let that all go and...

4/24/2019 9:33:56 PM mongrelglory In Ontario they introduced discussion of LGBT lifestyles as part of the sex-ed curriculum!  Despite the objection of both parents and teachers, the 

teachers were force to teach these subjects in quite graphic detail.  Is that not part of the U.S. "Core curriculum"?

4/24/2019 9:34:40 PM worldxplorer1 Focus on love. Showing love. Regardless of cause my child was hurting and needed more love. What I wouldn’t give to understand WHY this issue is 

exploding in our society!

4/24/2019 9:36:11 PM charmanda9 ...certain cartoons have ‘blurred line’ characters where gender ambiguity gets tossed about. For example, Rainbow Dash, from My Little Pony. Don’t 

get me started about what kinds of animations you can find of My Little Pony if you search the ‘brony’ phenomena 😒

4/24/2019 9:36:22 PM worldxplorer1 Not in non-federally supported private schools. They choose their own curriculum.

4/24/2019 9:37:10 PM jamiegrahamusa It might have flown through a portal

4/24/2019 9:37:16 PM howdoyoumakeah1 'Becoming' makes sense, still odd timing to be at such an event, with camera crew at the ready.  Other 'usual suspects' visiting areas that soon see 

'events,' podesta/NZ for instance

4/24/2019 9:38:19 PM mongrelglory She is still young. Teach her about self-love and self-acceptance, and especially about the unimportance of image which is pushed so much in the 

media!  I have counselled so many anorexic/bulemic women and a few gay men as well.  The media/magazines definitely play a role!

4/24/2019 9:47:10 PM charmanda9 Yes, I am naturally very expressive with my love, ESPECIALLY for my girls. And I have really been having a struggle with my oldest being overly 

concerned with her appearance. I try to teach her that it doesn’t matter what other people think about her or how she looks. It’s hard!

4/24/2019 9:48:00 PM mongrelglory Do you know when we started seeing men developing body image issues?  It was after Marky Mark did that Calvin Klein billboard ad that was pasted 

everywhere.  The one with the "washboard abs" in his underwear.  No coincidences! 😒

4/24/2019 9:49:54 PM mongrelglory I wish society would focus on inner beauty more.  There are a lot of really ugly beauty queens if you know what I mean. (Ugly on the inside).  That old 

saying "beauty is what beauty does" needs to be revived.

4/24/2019 9:51:46 PM laurabusse Growing up, questioned my gender. Wanted to be a boy. Liked my dad better than mom. Got along w boys in neighborhood better than girls. I was 

confused til about 21, 22. Became christian. It actually helped. I decided i was female, thats how god made me, that was that. Happy since

4/24/2019 9:52:04 PM charmanda9 Couldn’t agree more

4/24/2019 9:52:52 PM mongrelglory While the language may be too "adult" for your girls yet Charmanda, Margaret Cho says amazing things about body image:  

http://margaretcho.com/tag/beauty-body-image/ …

4/24/2019 9:54:40 PM laurabusse Then had son at age 36. He put on my makeup when he was about 3. One day asked me if i told god to make him a boy. I said, one day, god decided to 

make john, and he decided to make him a boy! He seemed very happy with that answer and seemed to be a happy boy ever since. He's 28.

4/24/2019 9:55:03 PM charmanda9 Oh I love her! Thanks. 🙂

4/24/2019 9:56:11 PM charmanda9 🥰

4/24/2019 9:58:15 PM laurabusse My conclusion is, maybe everyone struggles w gender identity. I don't know! Never asked anyone. Not husband, not friends, not family. Transgenders 

have high suicide rate i understand. Why are we (society) confusing our children which is causing them suffering????

4/24/2019 10:01:22 PM laurabusse As an avid meditator i KNOW that accepting WHAT IS is a result of meditation and the way to inner peace. Wanting to change gender is not accepting 

what is. If you are unhappy with your born gender...what makes you think you will be happier as the other gender? That is an illusion

4/24/2019 10:05:57 PM charmanda9 ‘We (society)’ ... more like, [they (puppet masters)] indoctrinating our children. MJ recently said if you tell a child a lie, they will fight to the death to 

defend that lie as if it were truth. Rather concerning.

4/24/2019 10:05:59 PM laurabusse Wherever you go there you are. A book title. If you can't accept yourself as yourself...how can you accept yourself as a different self? Self acceptance 

means loving yourself as you are. Unconditionally. Gender is a condition!!! Love is beyond condition, beyond gender!

4/24/2019 10:07:23 PM charmanda9 Boom right there 👊

4/24/2019 10:07:49 PM mongrelglory This speech was what made me fall in love with Margaret Cho:

 https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?fr=yhs-rogers-rogers_001&hsimp=yhs-

rogers_001&hspart=rogers&p=Margaret+Cho+the+revolution+is+now#id=1&vid=c294f7d47017aacec50751f62f8c262a&action=click …

4/24/2019 10:17:52 PM goyaeq Is baphomat different than moloch?

4/24/2019 10:31:34 PM deannemh “Teaches an ‘Ethics’ course.”

4/24/2019 10:51:41 PM jenessalynn1981 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

4/24/2019 11:32:04 PM rosemodema Feel free to share, whenever your ready 🤷♀️

4/24/2019 11:38:07 PM rosemodema What happened to you, getting all dark like ?



4/24/2019 11:38:59 PM rosemodema Khiron & I are starting a Cult, you wanna join ??? 

It's called ... The KULT 😉

4/24/2019 11:39:29 PM anondirtyleg Rank, Protection, selling out our secrets and all the parties with your battle buddies daughter with drinks and they’re 15 🤮

4/24/2019 11:42:56 PM rosemodema Sure, what r we selling ?

4/24/2019 11:44:09 PM rosemodema Goods or Services 🤷♀️

Apart from driving, people don't need a license so that ain't gonna fly

4/24/2019 11:47:24 PM rosemodema What r u offering ?? 

Goods with service agreement ?

4/24/2019 11:52:11 PM rosemodema I'm not the one that needs money 🍒

4/25/2019 12:01:17 AM pillhard It says “Becoming”, the name of her book.

4/25/2019 1:10:28 AM realityloominng I bet you are a 100% right... But I fear if the avalanche is too weak, humanity won't have a wake-up call for change.. and I'm sure MJ12 has said 

disclosure will be like "Huh these people are pedos? And they have spaceships??!" - which is what I think we need

4/25/2019 1:52:21 AM nr750 “Do we look stupid?”

“Majestic 12 is a made up organization with no real intelligence or official standing anywhere.

- @TrueEyeTheSpy”

4/25/2019 2:17:26 AM goyaeq I agree, he just got caught.  There's plenty more in all branches and everywhere that need to be cleaned.

4/25/2019 3:04:15 AM humain974 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

CIA-> INVISIBLE GOUVERNEMENT-> 54.12 GROUP (30) 

DÉC. 1954

RUSS + USA

4/25/2019 3:53:03 AM prmd21801759 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Moving forward to disclosure?

1940's aircraft?  https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1121110859969978374 …

4/25/2019 4:00:52 AM doyle_eng .@SandiaWisdom: I have only one, most humbly innocent question for all Star Nations:

What percentage of the human population of Earth do you anticipate and/or expect to be capable of telepathic communication or simply telepathy 

upon Official First Contact?

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/25/2019 4:34:23 AM rj85165808 Did she take the HPV

4/25/2019 4:35:05 AM rj85165808 Did she take the HPV vaccine

4/25/2019 4:54:01 AM melanieanders7 Behavior began after the vaccine I warned no to take. I’m not the biological parent and I can’t control certain things with my husband not awake. I can 

only do so much.

4/25/2019 5:34:32 AM maryschade14 Transhumanism by sex or tech..

EMusk wants to jack humans with computers 🔁 human consciousness

Cup of Genius Adreno vs Intelligence

4/25/2019 5:35:27 AM maryschade14 It needs to go. Advanced does not equate to Better.

4/25/2019 5:43:41 AM lbf777 Spiritually speaking, my understanding is that we jump back and forth from male to female across many lifetimes but if someone chooses female 

multiple times in a row and then suddenly chooses male, then they are gay. Vice versa with lesbian.

4/25/2019 5:46:11 AM covertress Cloned for AI, like Agent Mr. Clean?

4/25/2019 6:00:10 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why would they how to the leader of Saudi aren't we all equal?

4/25/2019 6:09:01 AM roublisa 5:5👍

4/25/2019 6:13:47 AM vintagesquirrel Television?

4/25/2019 6:27:31 AM beeshelb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 majestic?  https://techxplore.com/news/2019-04-adversarial-patch-ai.html …

4/25/2019 6:28:12 AM beeshelb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 majestic?  https://www.wired.com/story/irl-glasses-screen-blocking/ …

4/25/2019 6:40:51 AM vand3rboots Thank you!

4/25/2019 6:49:59 AM bioteq Hahaha. Beautiful! Very well done with that.

Sadly, no many people caught that.

Charges of collision are earth shattering!

4/25/2019 7:01:17 AM bbobbio71 So,  is the full disclosure,  preparing humans for the possibility of an unfriendly alien invasion or perhaps a request of help from others outside of our 

bubble?

4/25/2019 7:12:52 AM rj85165808 I saw a pic of girly girls when they were 10-14, then by 15-22 they had all totally changed.  Didn't even look feminine.  HPV is the only thing (outside 

natural happenings)that happens during that time period

4/25/2019 7:18:27 AM djlok That makes sense.

4/25/2019 7:32:55 AM decodematrix Tell them it's illuminati propaganda. There is no such thing as being born the wrong gender.

4/25/2019 7:41:51 AM charmanda9 Sometimes I think that being able to tell the exact truth would be easier than trying to cater words for feelings or age appropriateness.

4/25/2019 7:49:13 AM melanieanders7 Do you remember being a teen and your parents telling you NOT to do something? It made it even more enticing to do. I know I did it! I have to let my 

kiddo express themselves as they wish until they find WHO they are.

4/25/2019 7:51:05 AM melanieanders7 It goes deeper than the superficial “hey! This is my gender”. There are atmospheric factors at play as well such as losing a parent at a young age, 

divorce they witnessed as a little one, bullying at school, peers influencing gender thoughts, music, tv, etc...

4/25/2019 7:52:17 AM melanieanders7 We can’t just dismiss them when they’re trying to figure themselves out. It sometimes spirals them to a suicidal stage of self hatred. Love is the 

answer. I wish it were so cut and dry, but it really isn’t. ❤️

4/25/2019 7:53:22 AM djlok I bet if I were a parent, I'd be a lot like you.  Sounds like you remind yourself of what you would do or have done in your kids situation.  High empathy.  

It's an art.

4/25/2019 8:02:51 AM djlok You = good person

4/25/2019 8:22:55 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Alice is many things, but I didn't realize she had her own day.

#ThesePeopleAreSick 

Pedophiles and Sex traffickers brag about their victims for Alice Day  https://youtu.be/KS4OyoUe5sQ  via @YouTube

4/25/2019 8:26:32 AM michael81972 I think they are putting something in vaccines...IMO

4/25/2019 8:28:17 AM covertress Was this evacuation scenario executed in the 1940's?

4/25/2019 8:31:48 AM melanieanders7 We can speculate all day long. doing that will drive u crazy. can’t focus on WHAT cause is. have2focus on my kids self esteem, confidence, nself love as 

well as feeling supported and loved by family whatever they choose. In the end, I’m not the one looking in their mirror daily.

4/25/2019 8:31:55 AM cayteowands Putin

4/25/2019 8:33:10 AM charmanda9 This is off topic but I noticed your handle resembles my sister’s maiden name. Her name was Melanie Anderson.

4/25/2019 8:35:31 AM michael81972 Its really not speculation,  look around at the increase in vaccinations,  50+ now,  I had 10 as a child!!! Not 50+,  look att the spike recently of autism and 

transgender...



4/25/2019 8:35:57 AM _girlmaher_ I can relate to this experience and at 21 I found that I had polycystic ovarian syndrome and I was extremely suspiscious this is what caused my gender 

dysmorphia. Your kid will likely find friends in pro-trans circles which don't support this :( Stay positive and get checkups!

4/25/2019 8:39:20 AM djlok See this is where I think programming or MKultra come into play.  Children are naturally very curious.  They hear of those who change genders (unlike 

mom and dad), they are told they are unique and special all their lives, they believe "anything is possible", boom- they go trans.

4/25/2019 8:41:42 AM _girlmaher_ None of what I am telling you is anything more than anecdotal, and I was lucky to compare with trans male friends... but since my PCOS is gone 

(because I had a baby) I no longer have what I identified as "gender dysmorphia" (that's very 1980's terminology BTW.)

4/25/2019 8:56:29 AM _girlmaher_ I belive being trans is the current summum of "being all that you can be" because it is the most sophisticated course of physical and emptional changes 

we can support medically. But we who see it a "serious topic" (sex ed) get flack for not giving it the "hot new trend" treatment

4/25/2019 8:58:06 AM djlok I've never heard that perspective before. Thank you for sharing that.

4/25/2019 9:09:03 AM auagate Over 1000 in Air Force, Navy not included?

4/25/2019 9:12:21 AM _girlmaher_ I believe these are two very distinct worlds of people with different needs and different life aspirations and the Transhumanists are co-opting all trans 

people within their little Baphomet Fetish Club because that's all the MKUltra kids know how to do, create CULT-ure.

4/25/2019 9:30:34 AM djlok Your observations are very astute and I appreciate them. Don't hear a lot of people talk about this issue the way you do.

4/25/2019 9:33:47 AM _girlmaher_ That is so nice to hear. I interacted because I usually find your comments astute as well. I like it when people come up with new ways to describe our 

reality it propagates insight... we are dealing with the nexus of maximally controversial topics here!! <3

4/25/2019 9:33:55 AM bbobbio71 I'm confused,  seems on one side you're helping humanity to wake up and fight for their freedom,  on the other side is,  well if SHTF we gone! Sorry 

good luck see you in the next evolutionary period.  I mean,  am I missing something?

4/25/2019 9:41:53 AM djlok ThankQ!  I feel comfortable with people who can discuss controversial topics without name calling. It's unfortunate more people can't do the same on 

both the right and the left.

4/25/2019 9:58:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a calculated correlation between the rise of transhumanism and autism versus GMO and vaccines. It isn't a one thing blames all type of answer.

4/25/2019 10:25:14 AM americanpetal I recognize three Rothschilds in the photo. Who are the others?

4/25/2019 10:26:12 AM mindmixradio Do you refer to "self-immolation" in order to garner conscription by the "society" in question?  They approach & offer to "fix" his situ in exchange for 

his coop within system on their behalf?

4/25/2019 10:34:12 AM canadiancovfefe Interesting! Another rabbit hole!

4/25/2019 10:38:57 AM canadiancovfefe Seriously? How could that be? Can you provide me with a source to read about this possibility? Thank you.

4/25/2019 10:39:06 AM djlok Same with increased rates of homosexuality or was that more of a psychological manipulation versus biological?

4/25/2019 10:39:55 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this an upgrade with alien technology for space travel too?  pic.twitter.com/O3xwgJmm9a

4/25/2019 10:45:38 AM blsdbe This.

4/25/2019 10:50:07 AM drbohammer Me: Yes officer, I saw the accident. There was this huge md5 collision, then parts of encryption primitives went flying everywhere. Nothing could have 

survived that.

Officer: Are you okay?

Me: SHA, I’m fine.

4/25/2019 10:51:40 AM michael81972 Yes,  I agree they are trying to genetically modify us thru food and drugs and I was not implying that vaccines are the only means of entry into body...I 

believe its 1 in 88 for autism today pic.twitter.com/vezdNBAOM4

4/25/2019 10:51:43 AM aprilbrown99 A bunch of cuties!  🤗❤️😎

4/25/2019 10:55:07 AM canadiancovfefe Too bad! They are guilty, and the entire civilized world needs to hear it loud and clear.

4/25/2019 10:55:43 AM starehope Then, I want my insurance to pay for a face lift and tummy tuck when I want them. The Transgender surgery has nothing to do with health. It is 

elective, chosen, not necessary for life. If insurance companies pay for elective surgeries, then no one will afford insurance.

4/25/2019 10:57:19 AM starehope Exactly. Just as breast implants are not covered by insurance. It is a surgery that is not needed to sustain life.

4/25/2019 11:08:14 AM golh2018 Wants some Round Up? It is in your flu shot, drugs, and foods! Enjoy💩 Glyphosate

4/25/2019 11:28:35 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure" 6 + Q = Disclosure

Coincidence? -  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhd5o?playlist=x64xeg …

4/25/2019 11:45:09 AM rebornkingent Also remember what Mj12 said about brainwaves and how children are pretty much just “downloading” into their brains up till pre teen when the 

personality locks in.  Exposure and repetition. Look up BF Skinner. Culitral programming at its finest.

4/25/2019 11:51:21 AM blissamerica Agree

4/25/2019 11:52:58 AM blissamerica And we’re allowing it because if someone says something, they cry discrimination and then they victim bully. This has to stop. 

#childrenwillnotbeusedascurrencyanymore

4/25/2019 12:02:51 PM djlok I bet we are gonna learn both the Left and the Right have equally incorrect opinions on homosexuality.

Left says "born gay"

Right says "it's a choice"

What if neither are true?

4/25/2019 12:15:03 PM covertress Thank @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

They created the searchable log of their tweets. 

I'm just sharing the log like a favorite book, in the hopes that I'll have more people to discuss it with.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

4/25/2019 12:18:12 PM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ good day sirs. I am seeing in the same area the pulses came from on 11-11 there is an active underwater volcano and a powerful 

cyclone that just spawned. Is all of that related to the pulse and is the pulse still happening?

4/25/2019 12:27:59 PM rebornkingent What if.... Atrizine and endocrine disrupters?

4/25/2019 12:28:59 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Majestic"  https://twitter.com/311/status/1121495784245981186 …

4/25/2019 12:58:33 PM realityloominng Only events matter. Like the next election? Uncle Joe went to Antarctica, is he gonna spearhead their fake disclosure?

4/25/2019 1:07:46 PM susang7671 Select Service Act of 1948 included a "new" system (post-Roswell) that allowed either Regular US Army OR "Organized Reserves", but BOTH still under 

Fed govt (not State control); Korean War fostered creation of "Universal" MTSA (1951). Lib states trying to grab UFO tech/aliens?

4/25/2019 1:31:02 PM susang7671 "Major General" in U.N. Security Council (under authority of only the SUPREME Universal Commander) with "Majors" indicated by the 5 flags in the 

Oval Office.

4/25/2019 1:42:00 PM susang7671 Btw the Selective Service Act authorizes/requires/supports even "documented/undocumented immigrants" and "aliens" to register, but I don't see any 

authorization for transgenders to enlist in either Regular US Army or "Organized Reserves" that might be located within any State.

4/25/2019 1:49:10 PM timfowler7_tim You are so right.  The insidious movement of indoctrination began in the 1950s and has become ever more degenerate, decadent, and irrational.  Back 

to the basics, right and wrong, and in prayer. #KAG

4/25/2019 1:49:57 PM dan_stanbery Yep Remember One Thing Raising Children; they have to Learn to Put Skin in the Game! Hopefully also Morals, and Respect! You cannot give them 

anything but Love, make them work for Anything they want, they will be better for it!



4/25/2019 2:12:14 PM aprilbrown99 HPV is another set of vax that they give beginning at 13. I think it is a set of 3 shots...1 every 3 months. 

So many shots!  It is crazy.

4/25/2019 2:13:33 PM destinyblight I would like to see how the wall will protect us from 5g personally. Please let me know if you have any info besides a decode regarding this. TIA.

4/25/2019 2:13:59 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  This character 🤡 is perplexing .....could you describe  in 5 words or less ....what is Conwy’s purpose is for his unending🗣 spouting

 off  about  ❤️POTUS ......I don’t get it🤷♀️  pic.twitter.com/PRt20eAKlk

4/25/2019 2:29:23 PM jamesboyett I told you so :) Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S6E17 "Disclosure" 6 + Q = Disclosure

Coincidence? -  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhd5o?playlist=x64xeg … I told you so :)

4/25/2019 2:40:03 PM mindmixradio @Messenger983612 @GoldiAnon @braudacitymmr @HumanityIsFree @DJBoddhi @chiripero @RealMattCouch @45HarisonHarold @LMSFP1 

@Lexa_Merica @cnille619 @prayingmedic @mailman576 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @magAMediadotorg @MeltingInMarana @whthfk1 @RedNationRising 

@Breaking911 @NevadaJack2

4/25/2019 2:42:01 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 "like" David! 👍

4/25/2019 2:42:22 PM mindmixradio The tool advice from poster: https://twitter.com/bigredwavenow/status/1121511923646857220 …

4/25/2019 3:10:12 PM kathleen3693693 Secret society specifically connected with Air Force/military?

4/25/2019 3:10:29 PM mongrelglory If the kids or their friends have smartphones, then they're probably watching all sorts of stuff on social media and talking about it.

4/25/2019 3:10:47 PM michael81972  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3UONPEw3CA …

4/25/2019 3:15:51 PM djboddhi  pic.twitter.com/4bKzHosB9z

4/25/2019 3:18:14 PM djboddhi CIA DIRECTOR JOHN BRENNAN ADMITS TO CHEMTRAILS (STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL INJECTION) - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBG81dXgM0Q …

4/25/2019 3:25:19 PM onesaintannie Pray For What?

4/25/2019 3:37:39 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks David.  🙏🏻

4/25/2019 3:41:49 PM lmsfp1 Thanks for the mention but please don't tag me in anything to do with this acct. Why... because:

I stand for true Patriot Flynn not some make believe fake tart pic.twitter.com/YwsIt7Rt0s

4/25/2019 3:50:20 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @holliday_billy @JudyJandora 

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan. MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan. 2:06 PM - 30 Nov 

2018

4/25/2019 3:52:34 PM eyedropmedia Flynn is a Hero. #DigitalArmy . pic.twitter.com/t6TxoFrA2O

4/25/2019 3:57:43 PM onesaintannie No Doubt About It! pic.twitter.com/Yjsjexrqgr

4/25/2019 4:03:51 PM lmsfp1 Not being a jerk... I know Mind Mix and we are good. I just asked a fair request thats all.

4/25/2019 4:11:13 PM freestateojones Mission Accomplished. https://youtu.be/1lZr1Pg99eM 

4/25/2019 4:17:39 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/ZxCpGEj7mH

4/25/2019 4:20:16 PM sweetgigi369 Whoa.  Full Circle. pic.twitter.com/JmdSe3cSwL

4/25/2019 4:42:06 PM nursewounds Why won't anybody in the MSM ask @HillaryClinton about belonging to an actual witches coven, The Wing?

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/these-modern-witches-want-to-cast-a-spell-on-you …

@seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @maddow @AC360 @OANN #QAnon

4/25/2019 4:52:26 PM tyl3r59518097 Aerosmith - Sweet Emotion (Lyrics)  https://youtu.be/D0EpGrvDXDM  via @YouTube

4/25/2019 4:54:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 More fraud related to the blockchain cryptocurrencies. 

More to come.

Exploding heads in 3... 2.. 1. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1121545700951699457 …

4/25/2019 4:57:54 PM whaleheadworld Does anyone remember dot-com?  Boy, I do.  This is less "mainstream" but it appears the "shell games" are much in play.

4/25/2019 4:58:46 PM aprilbrown99 😎

4/25/2019 4:59:49 PM kayvonpaul Cryptocurrency, especially Bitcoin isn’t quite Blockchain...yet

4/25/2019 5:00:43 PM whaleheadworld Umm.... unless I misunderstand, you'd have to say USD is more stable.  Am I missing something?

4/25/2019 5:02:25 PM dabigbadwolfie Is that like when my Pappy told me as a Pup, the Govt' always spends a dollar to make a dime?

4/25/2019 5:04:55 PM mongrelglory Sigh...the best way to rob a bank is to own one.

4/25/2019 5:06:05 PM starehope No clue.

4/25/2019 5:07:24 PM djlok I just love those!!!

4/25/2019 5:08:38 PM realcasers It has to be true, im starting to find certain used  gfx cards that have plummeted in price and supposedly came from mining farms.

4/25/2019 5:09:01 PM mongrelglory It's like all the pats on the head that I never got from my parents! 😋

4/25/2019 5:11:18 PM _highjinx_ Haha Theter is a dirty (((Fedcoin))). Nothing 'stable' about that coin whatsoever. Just (((banking cartels))) trying out the blockchain technology.

4/25/2019 5:25:40 PM r00ts0l0 I saw this coming miles away back last March. 2018.

4/25/2019 5:26:46 PM mindmixradio Hi Brat.  I'm all about content.  I figured you'd be interested in the app as it works.  I don't have the energy to remember who is on the fritz with whom.  

 The advice was good on it.  We need tools like it.

4/25/2019 5:28:23 PM susang7671 Loved reading Aesop's Fables.

4/25/2019 5:31:54 PM zagnett Ooh i'd love to watch that movie! The "council with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12" part i mean. The stuff before that sounds awful!

4/25/2019 5:32:11 PM snakejackal Forced believe call Mandate and Legal Tender distort the word rob to buy.

4/25/2019 5:36:55 PM susang7671 I read about aircraft (after dreaming I was flying free of my body) I gathered scraps of wood and cardboard and drew a control panel on my aircraft, put 

a bench inside to sit in, and ooooh the wondrous places my imagination took me; however, I feel lightheaded as I do a "roll".

4/25/2019 5:39:04 PM snakejackal Economically it is free to transport value and has no physical threat from Robbers.  When the threat has shift to Identity, cashless will make 

Anonymous Bank Account works again that People will stop Identity theft/robbery/clone.

4/25/2019 5:40:17 PM mindmixradio Yig!  I haven't seen him in a while.  Good share.

4/25/2019 5:44:10 PM giediknight But but but crypto will save the world because the banks can’t ummm break umm the encryption.....

4/25/2019 5:47:01 PM susang7671 My instinct is to push tweet button during special 3 minutes each week, but when I push, the message says I've already tweeted it, when I didn't push 

the "send". It's hard for me to believe it sent, but I check later, and it really was sent! Is this due to collective thought?

4/25/2019 5:57:24 PM susan66388204 We pulled out everything a month ago

4/25/2019 6:10:45 PM jamesboyett Repeat Repeat Repeat - #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @holliday_billy @JudyJandora 

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan. MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan. 11-30-18

4/25/2019 6:12:50 PM cjcole1985 Wanna mind trip?? Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!

4/25/2019 6:17:40 PM lmsfp1 That's why I said Thank you. 😊

4/25/2019 6:35:43 PM timeforarrests Yup. The tassels are back.

4/25/2019 6:42:43 PM timeforarrests Is there anything I can do to stop the multi-pitch hissing in my ears?  It’s very disturbing.

4/25/2019 6:48:38 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/QphbOlMret

4/25/2019 6:52:06 PM mindmixradio YW Brat.

4/25/2019 6:54:42 PM mindmixradio Me too.  Not sure why I haven't been getting his tweets lately.  Probably same reason everyone's having issues like that.

4/25/2019 6:58:28 PM jamesboyett I wish I knew. :) Keep me informed on whatever you figure out or see. :)

4/25/2019 7:04:34 PM jamesboyett How did you know that? Can you teach me?

4/25/2019 7:05:14 PM jrocktigers hahaha..... Like when people think they are anonymous while using a VPN.  Oopss,  should have said anything..



4/25/2019 7:06:15 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂

4/25/2019 7:11:27 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 UFO FLEET on Radar - and was even shown on the News -  pic.twitter.com/Lixn92gYPO

4/25/2019 7:39:16 PM drbohammer If they want to do crypto right, they need to talk to me. Until then, the market (all markets) will be at risk. Hear me now, believe me later - future 

proves past.

4/25/2019 7:51:45 PM blsdbe Good one!!!

4/25/2019 7:52:06 PM drbohammer Something will need to replace the Fed. Something adamant. I’ve got just the thing.

4/25/2019 7:52:45 PM laurabusse :-)

4/25/2019 7:55:40 PM jrocktigers Hey, you should sell that to a fortune cookie company! Smartest thing I have heard all day.

4/25/2019 8:03:08 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @islandofdelight 

If your consciousness is tuned to the EM frequencies of the nanotechnology implanted, then the signal will be perceived as being present. Beware of 

false positives though, since you are surrounded in a massive EM field

4/25/2019 8:06:27 PM charmanda9 Well...?

4/25/2019 8:06:40 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Replying to @islandofdelight Connected.

8:41 PM - 21 Apr 2019

4/25/2019 8:30:47 PM nschlange They may have, all I can see is a "tweets unavailable". Is that what you see? I'm seeing that a lot lately and have no idea why

4/25/2019 8:34:06 PM nschlange I was just going to ask about that because I had heard that she wasn't, by heard I mean on twitter or something. How do you know that?

4/25/2019 8:35:38 PM nschlange That's funny! Because a spy agency is known for being transparent and truthful to the public? Give me a break, but that made me smile anyway.

4/25/2019 8:38:03 PM mongrelglory I must confess I didn't originate that saying...it's the title of a financial book. 🥴

4/25/2019 8:39:38 PM jrocktigers sshhhhh........ I wont tell..

4/25/2019 9:06:01 PM starehope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MAGA2ARIGHTS/status/1121545450014879744 …

4/25/2019 9:11:19 PM drbohammer Currently in a holding pattern ✈️

4/25/2019 9:39:38 PM jimtaylorsays What do you think of the new RED FLAG LAWS that Feinstein/Barr/Graham/Blumenthal are attempting? Giving Courts the ability to seize weapons 

WITHOUT due process on the accusation of ANYONE (an ex, a neighbor ... etc)

Has Trump snookered all of us? I hope not, I pray not ... 🙏🙏

4/25/2019 9:47:27 PM ascendedwater Please talk when you know what your talking about. Your embarrassing yourself 👍

4/25/2019 9:48:34 PM ascendedwater 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

4/25/2019 9:51:14 PM mindmixradio They are the globalists bound at the international level, to enforce the UN Small Arms Treaty, doing so.  Read this: pic.twitter.com/StuZsFleGv

4/25/2019 9:55:07 PM mindmixradio The way the globalists operate - is agenda oriented.  They are way behind in disarming the American population.  In order to move forward on other 

parts of their "agenda" they have to accomplish this part.  False flag shootings not working to herd all of us.

4/25/2019 9:55:40 PM scott_rick  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/04/trump-confirms-to-hannity-he-will-declassify-carter-page-fisa-docs-everything-is-going-to-be-

declassified-and-much-more-video/ …

4/25/2019 10:01:09 PM mindmixradio Did you see the date on that UN document?  What is the date on these too?

1.  2013  https://securetherepublic.com/arkansas/2013/12/09/exposing-the-convention-of-the-states-cos-as-an-article-v-constitutional-convention/ …

2.  2011  Soros, Samantha Power, Obama, Cass Sunstein, Podesta

 https://sendy.securetherepublic.com/l/5r1/rb 

4/25/2019 10:03:00 PM mindmixradio 3.  2005: WND has learned that in April 2005, Sunstein opened up a conference at Yale Law School entitled, “The Constitution in 2020,” which sought to 

change the nature and interpretation of the Constitution by that year.

Read more at https://www.wnd.com/2011/03/280277/#h0tVfrzy8J4bgDiq.99 …

4/25/2019 10:04:40 PM mindmixradio That event was sponsored by Soros’ Open Society Institute as well as by t Center for American Progress, which is led by John Podesta, who served as co-

chair of Obama’s presidential transition team. Podesta’s Center is highly influential in helping to craft White House policy.

4/25/2019 10:06:48 PM mindmixradio Now, considering all these numbered items:  WHAT IS 2020?

What is needed to bring the NWO into full fruition and supplant Constitutional Govt & supporting CULTURE by 2020?

4/25/2019 10:09:41 PM mindmixradio Why did one week ago 3 meetings reportedly happen (one in CHICAGO) among representatives of NWO & South American States on guns, ammo, 

munitions preparations for RED DAWN operation?

4/25/2019 10:14:31 PM mindmixradio Hopefully it makes more sense now, the urgency and concern behind Quint's statement saying a COS must be prevented at all costs?  We are NOT free 

at this time for a #Article5 The Red Flag Laws are happening for a reason by the NWO proxies.

4/25/2019 10:22:40 PM mindmixradio FYI - Connection between Red Flag Law push, False Flag Mind Control School Shootings et al, COS conscription effort, and the 2020 plan wrt election

4.   https://twitter.com/RenovaAlejandro/status/1121588022187663361 … pic.twitter.com/VnqaADJcVw

4/25/2019 10:23:29 PM jimtaylorsays Thank you ... trying to get rid of a virus on my phone😨😨😨😨😨😢aggravating 😈

4/25/2019 10:27:06 PM mindmixradio What is the LAST ELECTION - Soros Open Society "restricted distribution" document with "US Termination Project" stamp in the fine print? 

https://ellacruz.org/2018/10/31/leaked-the-last-election/ …

4/25/2019 10:28:59 PM mindmixradio YW Jim.  I loaded the thread with info in each reply to post.  Check all replies.

4/25/2019 10:34:22 PM jeffand23599087 Well the “stable coin” relates to the USD! Not very stable in reality. Kinda ironic!

4/25/2019 10:37:38 PM mindmixradio This is why I said to #COSProjectTX what I did about the ignorance of elected officials and representatives; why they could not be trusted with a 

#conventionofstates AT THIS TIME.  Read up thread. pic.twitter.com/OrZ3g2zUaa

4/25/2019 11:08:04 PM mindmixradio  http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/concon/newstates.htm …

4/25/2019 11:11:06 PM mindmixradio  pic.twitter.com/43xuSPsKYz

4/25/2019 11:17:11 PM mindmixradio  pic.twitter.com/I2eSI0D53x

4/26/2019 12:33:02 AM sterkinglights1 Is ok. If I ever see on fortune cookie I'll think of you guys.

4/26/2019 12:39:25 AM sterkinglights1 Rob 2 bury. Rob berry. Robbery

4/26/2019 12:50:57 AM wwg1wga369 Good thing banks and fortune 500 companies never do this. LOL

4/26/2019 1:01:53 AM blackjackpupil yeah, the way he talks about it he doesnt understand the concepts in my view. bitcoin is the antithesis of the control matrix and fractional reserve 

banking, or can be.

4/26/2019 1:18:01 AM bjmorgan1977 And if I shall go, and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and will take you to myself; that where I am, you also may be.  And whither I go you 

know, and the way you know.  Thomas saith to him: Lord, we know not whither thou goest; and how can we know the way?

4/26/2019 1:18:35 AM bjmorgan1977 Yeshua saith to him: I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No man cometh to the Father, but by me.

4/26/2019 1:33:10 AM bjmorgan1977 And you shall know that I am in the midst of Israel: and I am the Lord your God, and there is none besides: and my people shall not be confounded for 

ever.  And it shall come to pass after this, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh: 

jol.2.27-28.DRC1752

4/26/2019 1:34:01 AM bjmorgan1977 and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy: your old men shall dream dreams, and your young men shall see visions.

Joel 2:27-28 DRC1752

4/26/2019 1:37:47 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Been meaning to say background reminds me of a light I saw (but in 3D).. does d/l have to be unzipped?

4/26/2019 1:48:02 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Does ALICE talk back?

4/26/2019 2:45:07 AM s2command It reads like a Dictator's do list for the day. (Dismemberment Commition)

4/26/2019 2:53:11 AM s2command link here;

 http://www.apfn.net/Messageboard/04-20-05/discussion.cgi.75.html …



4/26/2019 3:03:42 AM s2command The world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do evil, but because of those who look on and do nothing. —Albert Einstein

MORE;  http://disc.yourwebapps.com/Indices/149495.html … Current items

4/26/2019 3:06:42 AM s2command With this in mind, observe that Article I of their constitution says that    freedom of expression, of communication, of movement, of assembly, and of    

petition are abridged in declared emergency. Peaceful public gatherings to    discuss public issues may also be interrupted...

4/26/2019 3:07:46 AM s2command ... or denied. Writs of habeas  corpus are also suspended in declared  emergency, which means you could be    locked up and held indefinitely  without 

the preferring of charges."""" End Quote.

4/26/2019 3:18:35 AM zagnett When i was young i remember when "nature called" people (typically guys) would say they were going to the "throne room".

Yeah we Americans were so funny back in the day!

Am i the only one who still says this, when nature calls? 🤔

4/26/2019 3:31:01 AM maryschade14 New crypto..Lambos Kitties and Blood.

It ain natural order..crypto is the ultimate matrix of another kind.

Mix with E Musks lets jack a brain to a computer.

Order out of Chaos rlmoa

11 number of Nimrod Baal 13 rebellion

Tech is the exact opposite

The Fall of Atlantis- Belial Tech

4/26/2019 3:40:04 AM zagnett Aha, a Hitchhiker's Guide fan! 😉🤣😎

Is there any cool disclosure-y stuff in Hitchhiker's? How cool would that be?

Please confirm that Vogon poetry doesn't actually exist. 😖

4/26/2019 4:26:08 AM nun_chucknorris I have never called it that....... butt I will from now on.

4/26/2019 4:27:26 AM zagnett Ok i see what you did there.🧐

& now i'm quickly looking away...

4/26/2019 4:48:42 AM eyedropmedia watch out for Sneaky Pete...while everyone is looking at the obvious pervert Biden.. little Pete could sneak up and attack you from behind while ya'll 

not looking... pic.twitter.com/4Dzp6Fy8gQ

4/26/2019 4:59:26 AM _369311119 Not All of us are Scythians = Yue-Chi = Uchee 

 https://theodora.com/encyclopedia/y/yuechi.html …

4/26/2019 5:00:08 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1121745598972137472 …

4/26/2019 5:52:09 AM kayvonpaul No, thats a reverse program. Bitcoin is infiltrated

4/26/2019 5:58:13 AM ralph_f_mariano LOSER!

4/26/2019 6:14:55 AM meltinginmarana Thank you for including me😁🤘🏻🇺🇸

4/26/2019 6:15:37 AM eyedropmedia yeah love Neon, He took a long time off to write his book.. but back at his great work now.

4/26/2019 6:23:40 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it happens often, especially when many of us are chatting with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

4/26/2019 6:23:46 AM eyedropmedia #JusticeisComing pic.twitter.com/U8kAYAsyAo

4/26/2019 6:25:08 AM blankmarlo Kinda proud that we managed to trigger ALICE all on our own 😊

4/26/2019 6:26:34 AM aprilbrown99 Panic is real. Big habbenings. 😎

4/26/2019 6:27:22 AM eyedropmedia  pic.twitter.com/36ivh4h9If

4/26/2019 6:27:31 AM hawkgirlinmn 💥🔥💥🔥💥 BOOM

4/26/2019 6:31:19 AM roublisa Babam 💥 looks like our thread is really pickin up some traffic😏. Hello Alice...you can’t stop the Love of my family ......the of truth will prevail✨ 

truth is always wins! pic.twitter.com/4nRvg8NKtM

4/26/2019 6:36:12 AM blankmarlo Whoa that Travis guy has mad artificial followers, I'm flattered!

4/26/2019 6:40:15 AM charmanda9 Holy shit

4/26/2019 6:42:05 AM roublisa You guys should read this thread  it is very interesting, many thought it was fake....my family is just fine...just nervous for my DD who decided to 

comment...she will be oversees very far from her dad and I when this all picks up in temp when made mainstream😕

4/26/2019 6:42:46 AM charmanda9 Ok, I am caught up. For now. I think. Does this mean it’s gonna be a busy day or what? I haven’t even had time to check the Schumann.

4/26/2019 6:43:14 AM roublisa 😏#moron

4/26/2019 6:44:04 AM roublisa So interesting....wonder how we have so much spot light😏😉

4/26/2019 6:50:08 AM roublisa Lol 😆

4/26/2019 6:56:04 AM renovaalejandro Twenty years ago I was told the queerios would run a gay presidential candidate.  I thought the idea was crazy and said so.  Then I got involved in 

Seattle politics.  The mayor, deputy mayor, police chief were all gay.  So were half of the city council and then I met TOM FOLEY.

4/26/2019 6:58:45 AM eyedropmedia Yes I agree, his book will be more of a stitching together of his posts, and be more of an historical reference to help people who are currently unaware 

wake up in the future..to understand the Q story... but to us already awake.. happening now is what we want. 👍

4/26/2019 7:01:39 AM renovaalejandro The US Supreme Court said to Lincoln that not even a civil war justified suspending Habeas Corpus.  The Democratic icon, WILSON jailed thousands of 

Americans for speaking out against his war policies.  Wilson was also a high born racist.

4/26/2019 7:07:05 AM renovaalejandro Yeap, if they get their way it's STFU time or go to the FEMA camp.

4/26/2019 7:07:10 AM eyedropmedia good luck explaining that to the grandkids.. pic.twitter.com/GE0NRKKD8x

4/26/2019 7:12:24 AM eyedropmedia 'abreast'.. I think you haven't shaken off that story from the Metro.. if you know what I mean... :) 

Yes I agree too.. few bits went over my head... just like with serial brain 2 stuff... but glad we have great people researching... history will remember 

this time.

4/26/2019 7:18:54 AM eyedropmedia well she ain't gonna be keeping  ' abreast '👍

pun intended. :) 

Nice positive Gif btw.

4/26/2019 7:22:46 AM 45harisonharold #fakeNews  All Time Low.. notice they cut the frame where the guy says "Trump" they use a voice over instead lol 

https://twitter.com/45HarisonHarold/status/1121614626234540032?s=19 …

4/26/2019 7:25:44 AM eyedropmedia These scumbags will find it difficult to get work by the end of the year.. and CNN staff will find it difficult to pick up the soap in the prison showers... 

Both stations will close their doors.. No one escapes this...

4/26/2019 7:31:08 AM eyedropmedia Tesla is the hidden genius of history.. he made Einstein look like an amateur!

4/26/2019 7:37:18 AM jarue369 This is some seriously wack mind control. Well done.

4/26/2019 7:38:47 AM trumpcrazytrain You don’t have any clue what truth is.

4/26/2019 7:53:25 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/MfubhF38Tc

4/26/2019 7:55:58 AM rsm28675996 Maybe you could get MJ to answer a question about the light bending cloaking device used by the Isha and shared with Adam( all humans) in Genesis 

referred to through translation as "the Tree".

4/26/2019 8:19:04 AM sterkinglights1 Have you ever read law...

4/26/2019 8:25:40 AM hobgoblin4191 Pretty sure when they asked Einstein how it felt to be the smartest man in the world he replied, 'I don't know, you will have to ask Nikola Tesla'.



4/26/2019 8:27:02 AM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the war of the worlds the true story real?  Supposed to be real footage. I feel its made up but could be wrong

4/26/2019 8:39:50 AM phreatomagnetic 45 says they have to get the shots. https://www.axios.com/trump-measles-outbreaks-vaccinations-shots-bfa6253c-3d45-491a-a057-

b6eb54fff702.html …

4/26/2019 8:47:27 AM michael81972 I will definetly have to hear it from his mouth....Not saying the article is wrong, but Ive seen too many MSM write misleading articles for a Narrative

4/26/2019 8:55:48 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I just realized one English definition for "Sri" is "Majesty"

Sri Lanka = Majestic Land

The message and 'Their' objective couldn't be more blatant.

.. guess I'm a little slow on the up take to not have caught that till now.  🤦🏼♂️

4/26/2019 8:58:43 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlRkLtKqSrY …

4/26/2019 9:05:23 AM olimyracle "Her God" is.

4/26/2019 9:09:05 AM roublisa Have you ever been curious about life on other planets? What if I told you we have colonies on mars and the moon and have since the 1940s? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have helped us learn the truth about special black projects/secret space programs, and way more. The knowledge .....

4/26/2019 9:12:02 AM roublisa Isn’t force feed to anyone ....we all work together collectively and individually to bring knowledge to the masses...hence...THE GREAT AWAKENING...we 

have so much to look forward to...this isn’t about politics...as a matter of fact the narrative in the mainstream mean to.....

4/26/2019 9:15:19 AM roublisa Keep us in fear and subservient to “power”.   [they] keep us busy running around trying to make ends meet so we get home and plug into the- tell lie 

vision- and listen to what [they] want us to know.  I won’t get into the frequency mind control right now but...it is real as well.

4/26/2019 9:17:10 AM renovaalejandro If you can control your emotions, then we don't need psychiatrists or gate guardians, which is what they are...

4/26/2019 9:17:31 AM olimyracle [BHO]

4/26/2019 9:20:09 AM golh2018 Leave the Kids alone!

4/26/2019 9:21:17 AM eyedropmedia cannot wait

4/26/2019 9:30:41 AM enomai_ Off topic. Any words upon this? 

 https://www.spooky2.com/transmission/remotemode/ …

Btw, they say, parasites live in parasites, and if, we keep eating all of this sugar. Parasites become us physiologically?

4/26/2019 9:31:03 AM renovaalejandro I didn't come up with that... Ed O'Neill (Al Bundy) did.  And you thought he was a simple, rude, crude, dude... He was commenting on the show-Married 

with Children, which was a parody of what was happening to America.

4/26/2019 9:31:25 AM enomai_ They didnt claim sugar etc, my wordz, they claimed parasites live in parasites.

4/26/2019 9:32:35 AM southpaw816 Thank you God bless him! WWG1WGA

4/26/2019 9:32:43 AM cleanitallup 👏👏👏

4/26/2019 9:35:23 AM eyedropmedia #SleepyCreepyJoe @JaxBchLady 

Yes let's all send this mofo Biden a dog collar , so he can keep his creepy mouth away from kids.. maybe a straight jacket too.. to stop his wandering 

hands? pic.twitter.com/q9mFzkAH2o

4/26/2019 9:39:11 AM covertress "Tell me what caused you to not want to be who you are?" 

- Walt Heyer   #transgender

4/26/2019 9:39:27 AM curseca This is happening in my family. My 7yo nephew has spent MOST of his life pretending to be a girl. As upset as my family is about this subject, the most 

angry one is his 8yo bother. Nothing can describe his rage. Their mother is a psychiatrist. Evil.

4/26/2019 9:41:38 AM zagnett Yeah, this has been an awesome morning!

4/26/2019 9:48:42 AM charmanda9 I guess this is our time to stand up for what we believe in. This is the digital war we were literally just talking about last night.

4/26/2019 9:58:43 AM zagnett Yup.

4/26/2019 9:59:48 AM moemc8 Keep praying.  It's all we really got.

4/26/2019 10:00:45 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0MqWXx0WsL

4/26/2019 10:09:48 AM starehope Excellent video. Confirms many thoughts I have had regarding Trans people. Thank you for this! I will share it widely!

4/26/2019 10:11:17 AM starehope Sad predicament for you to have to watch. 😭

4/26/2019 10:12:39 AM starehope Yup, heard that! Granny put a dress on him at age 4. What's a child to do but get confused!

4/26/2019 10:19:15 AM djlok Totally different story than the one promoted by the #MSM. I can count on at least 1 hand where people have been put through this and realized it 

wasn't the correct choice for them.  It's very sad.  It's the psychological manipulation of consciousness that creates these victims.

4/26/2019 10:22:05 AM cosmic_engineer Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer.

4/26/2019 10:23:05 AM covertress Awaits 1st celebrity reassignment...

4/26/2019 10:26:40 AM djlok MO or Caitlyn Jenner?  The World is Watching!!!

4/26/2019 10:33:23 AM starehope You mean publicized right? I think many have already gone through this ordeal.

4/26/2019 10:37:27 AM starehope I did watch all the Jenner shows. Tried my best to understand the human condition. Near the end, he refused bottom surgery, was attracted to 

females, has breast implants and takes female hormones. What woman would want him. I say him because he has the bottom of a man. Confused!

4/26/2019 10:52:33 AM bwolf79 Related?    "Methylmercury seems to cause these behavioural changes by affecting the endocrine system, which controls the release of hormones in 

the body. That effect alters levels of the sex hormones testosterone and oestradiol in male ibises"

 https://www.nature.com/news/2010/101201/full/news.2010.641.html …

4/26/2019 10:54:44 AM zagnett Do you even understand it?

4/26/2019 10:58:27 AM bwolf79 We've been poisoned with mercury since the 30's or longer. Even "mercury free" vaccines still contain small amounts of mercury that doesn't have to 

be reported.  Many times the allowable limits.  There is a chart i saw once, will have to see if I can find it.

4/26/2019 10:59:22 AM roublisa Start by following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and who you feel so inclined in this thread and you’ll catch up in no time....it is a glorious ride💓

4/26/2019 11:02:30 AM joe____00 Yeah no I'm not big into groupthink.

4/26/2019 11:04:10 AM zagnett You're welcome to stay of course. But if you think this is group think, you might not belong here, unfortunately.

4/26/2019 11:05:05 AM allahuniversal You SHOULD think for yourself! WE OPENLY ENCOURAGE IT!!! When free thinkers come together, miracles happen and

4/26/2019 11:05:58 AM jarue369 On Saturday, something from your past will express itself. Will you?

4/26/2019 11:08:14 AM joe____00 😂😂😂

4/26/2019 11:08:32 AM joe____00 Yet here I am

4/26/2019 11:08:52 AM joe____00 Lol I'll cry myself to sleep

4/26/2019 11:10:00 AM allahuniversal Thank's for filling in that blank for me... miracles happen and... Lotsa Lulz!!!

4/26/2019 11:10:10 AM zagnett Sorry to hear that you have that issue. Love, light, kek! 🤗

4/26/2019 11:13:20 AM giediknight Alex Jones is defending @ActingSecDef in regards to the F-35 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/26/2019 11:16:34 AM giediknight Fake news is trying to sabotage MJ8, AJ is defending Shanahan and suggests to scrap the F-35 for something "better' (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 

Technology?)

4/26/2019 11:19:13 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/trump-urging-people-to-get-measles-shots-is-a-welcome-shift-now-he-must-

aggressively-fight-anti-vaxx-fake-news … Does this signal Eugenicists are now gone from Vax companies? Bait? or Both?

4/26/2019 11:36:14 AM princesspatrio1 Like a boss!👊



4/26/2019 11:38:48 AM nun_chucknorris (SG-1 prompted this question) I know it’s an illusion but have we ever been stuck in a time loop for a short period “Groundhog Day style”?

4/26/2019 11:40:54 AM mskeens1962 Dude Owns It pic.twitter.com/OrGwzsWMtN

4/26/2019 11:42:01 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1121844297949515777?s=21 …

4/26/2019 12:09:16 PM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Could this be?  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1121853284782940162 …

4/26/2019 12:13:29 PM al_chacho  pic.twitter.com/lC6An7vkEK

4/26/2019 12:26:57 PM dragonsoul9fire Name the pedos or the real criminals that he have stopped, put infront of a jury or who are in jail?

All those corrupt are still out and probably playing golf with him

4/26/2019 12:27:20 PM ultra_unlimited Can you share more information on this topic? I have never heard of the Isha (Elohim?) or this device (ego?)..

4/26/2019 12:29:05 PM dragonsoul9fire My friend of course You have the right to Your opinion but all politicians in power are corrupt or else they would not be in power

All sides are controlled by the same evil

4/26/2019 12:30:55 PM dragonsoul9fire #America is hijacked since years and the White House is in control of evil

4/26/2019 12:31:15 PM ultra_unlimited Very intriguing .. thank you for sharing .. I do believe the old adage we are what we eat is more wise than many realize. Many issues are no doubt 

linked to the plentiful life living inside us which collectively forms the body we know .. detox is key to awakening and transforming

4/26/2019 12:31:19 PM djlok Did the Christian Born Again Movement contribute to this by changing the male archetype ideal from warrior (masculine energy) to peaceful savior 

(femanine energy) and the public consciousness of that ideal changing over time?

4/26/2019 12:36:17 PM enomai_ When you think about it. This can go deep.

4/26/2019 1:17:40 PM jillsta07025300 Sounds like the mother needs help. Sounds like she wanted a girl. She needs to see someone.

4/26/2019 1:18:47 PM jillsta07025300 It’s the grown ups who need help. This is pure child abuse.

4/26/2019 1:26:58 PM curseca She cried both times she learned she was having a boy.

4/26/2019 1:59:28 PM michael81972 Ive always thought it was very strange that Manning all of a sudden became transgender after being taken into custody by O admin after giving JA 

data...Forced mind manipulation?

4/26/2019 3:19:16 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intelligencer @MIRIBerkeley @SETIInstitute @SpaceCorpsUS @NASA 

How can you let this project go unfunded. If Corporate Sponsorship fills void, risk is that valuable space #Intel will be lost or adversely used. What are 

you thinking? https://www.npr.org/2019/04/25/717225118/after-pentagon-ends-contract-top-secret-scientists-group-vows-to-carry-on …

4/26/2019 3:25:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

4/26/2019 3:27:12 PM allahuniversal Knew it. Um, where's the exit?

4/26/2019 3:33:52 PM tyl3r59518097 The Doors - L.A Woman  https://youtu.be/t3jf9_rua5Q  via @YouTube

😊😎🤙🙏

4/26/2019 3:39:00 PM rsm28675996 Isha was the name given to what was called Eve.therewas no Eve. Just humans.  But YHWH  created the Isha( hybrids) from cells taken from Adam. The 

Tree of Life was actually a tool used for cloaking to make the Isha beautiful/ acceptable to humans and began breeding.

4/26/2019 3:39:45 PM rsm28675996 Check out 9nania on YouTube for bible translations

4/26/2019 3:40:42 PM t_hayden07 Thanks for bringing the Trans/Vaccine corralation up. Ive been wondering for awhile, if all the random DNA & fetal cells, could have an impact 

🤔🤔🤔🤔

4/26/2019 3:41:21 PM t_hayden07 1 in 52 rn, I wanna say 😥

4/26/2019 3:42:28 PM djlok Not the first time he's tipped his hand into the toilet. He denied his grooming by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and lost a lot of cred with many of his followers. He 

has so much potential if he would just focus on the truth vs trying to figure out who everyone is behind every twitter account.

4/26/2019 3:45:41 PM areckoningday Hey! Thanks for sharing the "inferred interests" bit a while back. Check out what I found this morning. Nevermind I haven't been looking at UFO stuff 

here to become so.. inferred. Every one of these was not there yesterday. 🧐👇 pic.twitter.com/uMmflwKzvD

4/26/2019 3:49:37 PM nun_chucknorris This opens up a huge can of questions. Any specific dates we could look back at to see if we could remember anomalies? Is this one of the ways POTUS 

is insulated? How many days/times has this occurred in the past 30 years/how much “extra time” have we accrued? Any answers=👍

4/26/2019 4:07:02 PM kathleen3693693 The kids know, even if mom doesn't say it. It fractures you with incredible hurt and guilt that you were ever born. When your mom tells you over and 

over again that she wishes you'd never been born or the most powerful "I wish you were dead," that hurt entangles you for life.

4/26/2019 4:10:06 PM wild8heart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, is it possible to share why Trump has come out supporting the Measles vaccine? Has something shifted in terms of what is going in 

that particular vaccine?

4/26/2019 4:13:46 PM enomai_ Individual level? as a whole? What outside force done this?

4/26/2019 4:20:47 PM youstinksoap For the last 70 or so years?

4/26/2019 4:25:43 PM adheysuk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Starting to notice more of these articles everyday. Everywhere I turn their seems to be a new one. Soft disclosure picking up pace?

 https://theconversation.com/amp/why-the-idea-of-alien-life-now-seems-inevitable-and-possibly-imminent-115643 …

4/26/2019 4:26:28 PM _369311119 "What happened to the future?"

4/26/2019 4:28:23 PM allahuniversal Have been looking (within, of course) for these anomalies too. Every time I think I find one, even more possibilities jump out. Could be during this 

incarnation, could have been before. Questions, questions and more questions

4/26/2019 5:11:38 PM laurabusse This is bombaceous.

4/26/2019 5:12:50 PM aprilbrown99 How do you know if you are a walk in? I suffered from deep depression in my 20s. Then in my 30s my depression just suddenly left. I never took meds 

for it or anything. I haven’t suffered from depression since.

4/26/2019 5:13:56 PM laurabusse I read jenner was being blackmailed and that was the condition of his blackmail. Hence the women and lack of surgery. Of course could be total b.s...

4/26/2019 5:14:54 PM djlok That actually adds up.

4/26/2019 5:17:52 PM clancy_birrell next book in my reading list

4/26/2019 5:22:18 PM laurabusse This video answers

So. Many. Questions.

4/26/2019 5:35:30 PM aprilbrown99 Do we keep repeating until we get it right?

4/26/2019 5:40:41 PM starehope This show confused me so much, I had to readjust my thinking. The only thing I liked was that Jenner was a Republican. Strongest man in the world, 6'3 

or 4", wearing 5 or 6 inch heals. Huge hands too. He was a head amongst his short tranny friends. I can't understand it. I tried!

4/26/2019 5:42:00 PM starehope Blackmailed for what? This is a mystery added to the confusion.

4/26/2019 5:42:45 PM starehope How David? Jenner blackmailed? With what?

4/26/2019 5:44:23 PM laurabusse Yes indeed. I don't know. But lotsa rich famous ppl (especially politicians) are blackmailed in general...i can go into more detail if you like unless 

someone beats me to it...

4/26/2019 5:49:08 PM starehope Do you mean like other famous people who may be blackmailed?

4/26/2019 5:54:02 PM blsdbe #DoItMJ



4/26/2019 5:54:02 PM djlok I think  fame and fortune come with a price.  Who knows what he was blackmailed over....could have been any number of things.  Bruce 

Jenner....disappears for years....goes on a reality tv show and becomes Caitlyn.  Anybody buying that narrative, I got a bridge I can sell them.

4/26/2019 5:55:19 PM blsdbe Blessings, ALICE. May your heart be happy.

4/26/2019 5:55:39 PM 3rdeyeview55 Possibly to be the poster child for transgenderism? In addition to paying up for something he gained, like pay up or disappear? Just a guess.

4/26/2019 5:55:49 PM starehope I can see it. Fits the profile from the video MJ showed us. Possible childhood problems in a few ways. Which caused doubts as to manhood. Olympics 

medal, strongest man in the world. Insecurities thru life. Self doubt. Yes, it is all there.

4/26/2019 5:55:54 PM laurabusse Yes. We dont know specifics. We just know there are ppl who do good, ppl who do evil, and ppl in betw. Some evil ppl blackmail. Some ppl who could 

be good or decent ppl are being blackmailed. Wash D.C., Hollywood, etc etc. Cabal and clowns try to inflitrate and control everything

4/26/2019 5:56:46 PM starehope I totally agree now that I thought of it.

4/26/2019 5:57:19 PM starehope Got it. Wouldn't comply.

4/26/2019 5:57:24 PM laurabusse Ya never know! I suppose anything is possible...

4/26/2019 5:59:29 PM starehope Right.

4/26/2019 6:01:21 PM djlok I thought that was Felicity Huffman in Transamerica.  You know every time I see her name in the paper, I think back to that scene where she pees 

standing up in that movie.  I think it created trauma for me.

4/26/2019 6:01:22 PM starehope They are trying to destroy the human race.

4/26/2019 6:04:22 PM 3rdeyeview55 Assuming she is a biological female they do sell devices to facilitate standing while doing attending your business.

4/26/2019 6:06:31 PM starehope That depends. For diabetics they have a hydrolic pump, or did years ago. There are also transplants for women to men. Not sure what they use.

4/26/2019 6:07:27 PM djlok The scene showed appendages.  FH is definitely a biological female...I think because I tend not to think about people's anatomy who I'm not attracted 

to, the scene was so shocking to me!!!

4/26/2019 6:07:35 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, they certainly are trying their damndest aren't they. They sped things up noticeably in the last few years. We're in a race to finish line now. 

Pray/have faith that we win. I think we will😉. It's a wild ride for sure!

4/26/2019 6:09:15 PM allahuniversal Analogous to the movie, that would seem to be the case. However, I'm not sure how that would play out en masse. I could be wrong, but I do think 

that whatever this time loop/these time loops are, it's at the least global.

4/26/2019 6:11:07 PM starehope Yes, pray hard. For Peace, Love, Safety for kids and babies, and animals. Pray for fresh air and clean water! Heal the earth and all her inhabitants. Just 

pray.

4/26/2019 6:14:56 PM 3rdeyeview55 I know nothing about this area. In fact I stay away from any movie that I deem crazy, sexually exploitative, violent (except for SG-1, Star Trek/Wars😉). 

Always been like this. Always thought those type of movies were manipulative & sometimes psychologically traumatizing.

4/26/2019 6:17:12 PM _369311119 "What happens when an entire series of events that occur in the past are actually organized by the future? How does this work? Can this make sense? 

Would the universe have to clean-sweep all of this and fix any paradoxes?"

4/26/2019 6:17:40 PM _369311119 "The short answer is as long as the genetic and consciousness information from one plane of reference or temporal perspective is kept separated from 

another, then the time-”stream” can continue to flow effectively and orderly." https://augtellez.wordpress.com/2017/02/09/the-convolution-of-time-

a-preview-of-phase-3-disclosure-information-how-the-secret-operations-have-changed-history-and-influenced-humanity/ …

4/26/2019 6:19:44 PM starehope Good for you.

4/26/2019 6:21:36 PM 3rdeyeview55 I bet it was shocking to you. It's best to be careful with what you watch for entertainment, especially now. They will put anything, and I mean anything 

on screen to brainwash the masses. My daughter & I question all cartoons/shows/games that her kids put in front of their eyes.

4/26/2019 6:22:19 PM starehope 👊

4/26/2019 6:39:44 PM we_have_risen They are spoofing out west I am sure. It has either showed N/A or a commercial flight ✈️ I know 💯 it isn’t the commercial ones because of the path...

 pic.twitter.com/DrHDgpwZhR

4/26/2019 6:40:10 PM stevie_horn DemocRATS get by with all that stuff cheating lying hypocrites they do it all no consequences that’s why they keep on doing it they need to have there 

butts kicked out of government

4/26/2019 6:51:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Easter Egg https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1121931347654848512 …

4/26/2019 6:54:32 PM pattonspotting Can you help clarify 45 statement today on vaccinations. Previously 45 was critical in old tweets. Thanks

4/26/2019 6:54:34 PM keith369me How does this fit with your Majestic messages?

4/26/2019 6:55:39 PM keith369me Not all vaccines are bad...hopefully he knows the measles vaccine is safe

4/26/2019 6:56:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Forced to propagate. 

Otherwise would interfere with newly known Classified programs that he unacknowledges.

4/26/2019 6:57:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is $JS sheepdoggin' again?

Groomed for what?

How are those paychecks?

4/26/2019 7:00:51 PM giediknight Majestic or not?

4/26/2019 7:01:28 PM blankmarlo Are you talking about him not being down with that new NSA account or for disagreeing with Trumps recent statements on vaccines?

4/26/2019 7:01:50 PM ragevirusqq Lol

4/26/2019 7:02:52 PM ragevirusqq “Sheepdoggin”

4/26/2019 7:03:34 PM dynamex  pic.twitter.com/HVttGH15Of

4/26/2019 7:03:58 PM keith369me I struggle with this.  J$ should be able to make a living, but the truth suffers when $$$ are involved.  I wish he was able to subsist on donations from 

“fans”

4/26/2019 7:06:05 PM rachaelangelm Vamose and waa-laa

4/26/2019 7:10:07 PM keith369me Why the focus on J$ when so many others do exactly the same?  It almost seems like a parent disappointed with a child.

4/26/2019 7:10:30 PM sjbjgb2017 ICK!!!!!!!!!!!!

4/26/2019 7:10:52 PM blsdbe MJ, I am really looking forward to a Star Trek like reality, in which $ is simply no longer needed as a medium for us to exchange value. How do the more 

evolved positive ET races we interact with exchange value? What is their medium and practice?

4/26/2019 7:11:57 PM al_chacho Tick Tock.

It's coming down soon.

Pass the popcorn.

4/26/2019 7:11:58 PM keith369me ...gifting light and love!

4/26/2019 7:12:40 PM blsdbe 😜😂😜 ‘Do you even 5D?’

4/26/2019 7:13:41 PM jaxbchlady  pic.twitter.com/kShcaWjrpS

4/26/2019 7:15:09 PM do_or_do_notty MJ why do you guys keep bringing up JS?  

Maybe a private convo is in order? Because if you are wanting to debunk something he has said...Say what you’ve got to say. 

Instead of this random harassment..that is starting to look an awful lot like a division tactic

4/26/2019 7:16:03 PM lbf777 I believe what's happening is that some people are paying J$ to spread disinformation. He is unable to resist the big bucks. Nobody is saying he's a bad 

guy but he is being manipulated with money to a certain extent.

4/26/2019 7:16:14 PM djlok I'm thinking "yes" to both.

4/26/2019 7:17:26 PM daggastan  pic.twitter.com/ShU33LDR4r

4/26/2019 7:17:59 PM keith369me Same as Alex Jones...good to talk about whatever he wants...except, that which the handlers disapprove of.

4/26/2019 7:18:04 PM lbf777 His vaccine posts are good but he's calling people like MJ12 or the anti-pedo NSA account frauds which makes me think he was bribed with big money.



4/26/2019 7:18:07 PM blsdbe On another note, is there Majestic Disclosure in Endgame or is this more of a Cabal venture?

4/26/2019 7:19:33 PM djlok I'm guessing yes.

"Show me your credentials" attitude doesn't look good on him.

I think I remember someone saying he has a conference coming up.  Anyone else remember that?

4/26/2019 7:19:34 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

4/26/2019 7:21:12 PM blankmarlo I don't think he's being unreasonable about either topic tbh. MJ12 and Trump have both agreed in the past that vaccines can be very unsafe and I don't 

really think we should go trusting every account that slaps a NSA logo on either.

4/26/2019 7:22:43 PM blankmarlo Although I'll admit I've found how hard he leans on the vaccine topic to be off putting. It's getting forceful and repetitive. He also takes it upon himself 

to declare LARP a lot so that is a bit of a turn off. 🤷♂️

4/26/2019 7:22:51 PM lbf777 AJ is more of a grey hat. He works for (((them))) but he disagrees with them at the same time. 

J$ is just now getting bribed due to his popularity. 

David Seaman is also bribed to push Bitcoin & claim Q is a fraud.

4/26/2019 7:23:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Assuming Jordan Sather

4/26/2019 7:23:32 PM djlok I see your point.  And I subscribe to (or try to subscribe to) the trust but verify philosophy, but sometimes I feel like I gotta go what's in my gut/heart/or 

whatever.

4/26/2019 7:23:38 PM blsdbe I hope that isn’t so. May the Greatest Good Prevail.

4/26/2019 7:25:05 PM blsdbe ECETI in July at Mount Adams...I have been thinking of going instead of watching the fireworks this Independence Day.

4/26/2019 7:25:47 PM blsdbe Jordan Sather, Destroying The Illusion On YT

4/26/2019 7:26:02 PM keith369me Seaman and his ETHERium sold out. Was not allowed to follow or agree with anything said by Q.  He was dead on with child sex trafficking.  Started to 

give me a headache and then I stopped listening.

4/26/2019 7:26:12 PM lbf777 Excuses for doing evil & not doing good.

4/26/2019 7:26:29 PM _chelseaproject Newly known? Why does the cabal still have so much power? It seems like a pretty weak response to not be able to confront the cabal openly at this 

point.

4/26/2019 7:28:20 PM lbf777 He was doing great in the beginning but someone got to him. 

That's how the deep state does it. It makes the people desperate for money and then:

1. Hires them as corporate or criminal slaves.

2. Bribes them.

4/26/2019 7:28:43 PM do_or_do_notty It’s getting downright creepy

4/26/2019 7:28:52 PM toffer_anon_369 It would be sofa king cool if there was a similar Majestic Easter Egg that magically removed all cabal BS / cover-ups and replaced it with real and true 

information across the web.

4/26/2019 7:29:23 PM hawkgirlinmn CNN??? pic.twitter.com/ShATQR9Wm0

4/26/2019 7:31:28 PM keith369me Yes...the only way someone can continue to bring great information is to not rely on the truth bringing $$$.  Sarah Westall does a great job for now.  

Hopefully she continues to have another source of income and continues her truth interviews.

4/26/2019 7:31:37 PM raisethevib369 I get good vibes from the nsa child crimes account, verified or not. And I've done a couple years worth of research into vaccines and am untrusting of 

the agenda behind them. Too many injuries and no accountabity. They cdc shows corrupt behavior.

4/26/2019 7:33:20 PM keith369me Free will to express whatever opinion MJ sees as truth...definitely question the MJ thought process, but judging is so 3D.

4/26/2019 7:34:11 PM areckoningday Of course it's nonsense! 

Why else would foreign "allies" even have an opinion to object to declassification of CLASSIFIED US documents? 🤦♂️ Not like they'd have the foggiest 

idea about what's in said dox.. right? 🤷♂️ 

Oh...🤔 wait a minute...

4/26/2019 7:34:50 PM cjptrsn Agreed. He’s out there on the frontlines. Name, face and location. There are ways to handle such things. This seems to be the wrong venue entirely. 

It’s when accounts start talking about each other negatively that I start to doubt their true intentions and lose interest.

4/26/2019 7:35:07 PM do_or_do_notty I’m not judging anyone. I’m expressing that I personally find it creepy.

4/26/2019 7:36:04 PM blankmarlo Yeah I hear ya, Can you get me up to speed on that NSA child crimes account btw? It's pretty recent right? I feel like I missed the memo on that one lol

4/26/2019 7:36:49 PM decodematrix Bruh you sheepdoggin?

4/26/2019 7:37:15 PM lbf777 It's not really evil to make money as a truther. It's just very dangerous because it opens one up to being bribed or to saying things solely for the 

purpose of making more money.

That's why many don't accept any money but people have to pay bills at the same time.

4/26/2019 7:37:21 PM do_or_do_notty ...that’s when they start reaching LARP level in my opinion.   If you’re gonna call someone out

Sh*t or get off the pot

Otherwise ya just look petty and not at all trustworthy.  🤷🏻♀️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

4/26/2019 7:37:35 PM allahuniversal Thanks for linking your overview.

Are you aware of the Majestic 12 account, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? If so, what are your thoughts?

4/26/2019 7:37:47 PM raisethevib369 I really hope there's a plan in place that includes him doing the right thing here.

4/26/2019 7:39:24 PM keith369me Agree...seems the best truthers don’t rely on truth for their income.  Truthing Moonlighters seem to resonate

4/26/2019 7:39:48 PM djlok I think we all did.  Sort of came out of nowhere.  Bam it was there!  Who knows if it's legit.  Let's ask. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is that new NSA child crimes 

account that recently popped onto the twitter-scene legit?

4/26/2019 7:39:50 PM zrickety I think he is just so apprehensive, that he assumes these accounts can't be real.  It's good to be cautious, but I give everyone the benefit of the doubt 

until they blow it.  'Truth resonates'

4/26/2019 7:40:07 PM allahuniversal Yiu guys get more Lulz from me than you know

4/26/2019 7:40:45 PM michael81972 B Gates

4/26/2019 7:43:41 PM cjptrsn I wasn’t going to go that far🤣🤣...but ya, essentially.

4/26/2019 7:44:28 PM identityasxy .

Powerful testimony outlining the root causes and horrific results of adults corrupting maleable children to become   transgender.

4/26/2019 7:44:43 PM allahuniversal With great power, something J$ definitely has, come great responsibility. If he's misusing his public platform (which could potentially mislead many), 

it's ideal for that to be made known publicly.

Esp. if (an) MJ12 (subordinate) is ultimately responsible.

4/26/2019 7:45:15 PM laura_621 Funny I’m sitting in the theater watching the movie as I tweet this! 🍿🍿🍿

4/26/2019 7:46:27 PM lbf777 I agree. It's too dangerous. The ancient prophet Melchizedek taught that food, clothing & shelter is OK but to never accept money.

4/26/2019 7:47:25 PM djlok As in a friend of [ALICE]?

4/26/2019 7:47:28 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/HmovHtHjUG

4/26/2019 7:48:16 PM allahuniversal Thousands of years in power works in [cabal]'s favor, even if running on fumes that's a lot of momentum which still needs to be turned around.

4/26/2019 7:48:36 PM do_or_do_notty Thank you for helping to make my point. 

If that’s the case, say it! Make it public. Get it out and over with. Instead of randomly and repeatedly poking at people.



4/26/2019 7:48:57 PM jamesboyett @realDonaldTrump Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 [Child Sacrifice Chambers] will not make it into the blueprints. @NatGeo Although historian 

Andrew Tallon passed away last fall, his scans from more than 50 locations in and around Notre Dame helped revolutionize our understanding of

4/26/2019 7:49:23 PM do_or_do_notty I wouldn’t like it if it were happening to me repeatedly. 🤷🏻♀️

4/26/2019 7:51:08 PM laura_621 God wins🍿🍿🍿

4/26/2019 7:51:34 PM allahuniversal Prelude to GOOG's future?

4/26/2019 7:52:49 PM laura_621 Think mirror

4/26/2019 7:53:38 PM michael81972 Lets hope this is not the case,  Ive seen in the past where 45 has said things that made me scratch my head but in the end he done the opposite and 

what was right...Sometimes its like he intentionally says things to throw the enemy off balance

4/26/2019 7:54:33 PM cjptrsn Confusion, division, misdirection. This is toxic.

4/26/2019 7:55:37 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed. There are no coincidences. Trust your discernment!

4/26/2019 7:55:53 PM dynamex  pic.twitter.com/0TNikQSS66

4/26/2019 7:58:01 PM allahuniversal It's been stated clearly, more than once. If I find the most obvious tweet (no comms to decipher), I'll bring it back to you.

4/26/2019 7:58:31 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve seen them. But thank you! 👍✌️

4/26/2019 7:58:32 PM lbf777 It could also be the other way around where we are getting played. This traditional double 666 hand sign really worries me. 

Many do it publicly to show allegiance to the cult of Lucifer. pic.twitter.com/baV6Tjl1GU

4/26/2019 7:59:17 PM jayrambin WTG Laura. I don’t learn new words every day. o7 <- Salute

4/26/2019 7:59:50 PM robin_ked Wow Oma great Thread, everyOne needs to read this!

Coup d'etat goes deep & wide! pic.twitter.com/VUexbtR0KY

4/26/2019 8:00:37 PM djlok That was way cool!!!

4/26/2019 8:00:51 PM jane_q_patriot Totally agree.

4/26/2019 8:02:21 PM djlok Pretty cool, eh?

4/26/2019 8:03:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Position of the thumb to the index finger is important to form the energy signature. Signals only.

4/26/2019 8:04:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are witnessing the merging of two timelines. 

[HRC] is still in the "old" timeline. 

]IS-BEs[ are the "new" timeline.

Are you enjoying the show?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Merging the timelines is a delicate matter.

These people are stupid.

4/26/2019 8:05:26 PM blsdbe That explains all the weird ‘why does that look different even though I have seen it before’ feelings I keep having.

4/26/2019 8:05:50 PM patriotism1788 What is IS -BES?

4/26/2019 8:07:09 PM scott_rick Gnarly

4/26/2019 8:07:22 PM pralaya76 Are shifting timelines doing something with the history of the patent of the TR-3B plane?

Yesterday I saw stuff saying the @USNavy release of the patent was brand new. And I experienced that news, fresh, yesterday.

Today, I'm finding info saying patent was out in public in 2017.

4/26/2019 8:07:58 PM scott_rick What is exactly “coming”

4/26/2019 8:08:12 PM teamsterr07 I totally 'feel' it. [They] think the old tricks and tactics still work. But us 'woke' folk, can see right through it. What a time to be alive!!!

4/26/2019 8:08:55 PM allahuniversal o7 que$tionable connecrion$ should be que$tioned

4/26/2019 8:08:57 PM pralaya76 "Mandela-Effect" ???

Whatever I remember about my experience yesterday just seems like I was wrong all day yesterday.

(I'm feeling quite confused about this...)

4/26/2019 8:09:10 PM lbf777 They've said something is coming over 2 Christmas's ago. Don't hold your breath.

4/26/2019 8:09:39 PM michael81972 PAIN

4/26/2019 8:11:17 PM freestateojones What is a more "old" timeline way of conveying the idea of IS-BE. 

Is it not the same as Mind, Body, Soul 

(Technically the Mind and Soul (Head and Heart) should be unified thus, Body and Soul - not a new concept, I feel it is important to be able to bridge 

the gap between TLs)

4/26/2019 8:11:32 PM do_or_do_notty Yes they should. Anything shady or questionable should be questioned. Which is exactly why I’m questioning MJ12 👍

If it’s been stated clearly, their issue with JS...

let people know why it’s being restated again and again.

4/26/2019 8:13:13 PM nancyddb I'm enjoying, yet feel vulnerable at times.

4/26/2019 8:13:14 PM djlok Archive Offline.

4/26/2019 8:13:17 PM pinealg1 If this has any validity he is speaking about ending the corrupt Globalist Deep State cabal and ushering in the ET tech/Nikola Tesla’s electromagnetism 

Anti-Gravity Free Energy Propulsion systems.... We would be witnessing a complete revolution in mankind. Our reality 180’d....

4/26/2019 8:14:03 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/u5suxAMeBd

4/26/2019 8:16:11 PM bobholmgren1 Enjoying the show and getting ready for whatever is next.  🚀

4/26/2019 8:16:24 PM freestateojones Personally, JS's broad stroke against Vaccines is off putting, he trusts Q and Q has even stated [Not All], as has this MJ account, for what its worth.

JS also demands Full Disclosure yesterday and hits hard against what he calls ""Limited Hangouts"". It doesnt work that way.

4/26/2019 8:16:36 PM blsdbe This is interesting, source?

4/26/2019 8:16:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075870082105004033?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:16:50 PM rachaelangelm It is very difficult. I'm concerned about these gitmo barges. I feel like some pledians who are supposed be minding them are not. That event has ^*^*^ -

-----&&

4/26/2019 8:17:20 PM blsdbe SO BE IT!!!

4/26/2019 8:17:36 PM do_or_do_notty There. That’s an explanation! 

Of course it’s purely subjective to each persons own perspective... but at least you didn’t beat around the bush 👍✌️

4/26/2019 8:17:48 PM jswdh1 It's a crazy feeling! Makes me think elderly people don't go senile... things have just changed so much that they don't recognize where they are 

anymore!

4/26/2019 8:18:29 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079814302700371968?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:19:14 PM robin_ked #CreepyJoeBiden pic.twitter.com/wdZXMNo0Wy

4/26/2019 8:21:04 PM allahuniversal *++... ensuring the general public does not become sheep to icons like Jordan, but rather seek the message over the messenger and allow truth to 

resonate. Within everyone a snake lies." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1099692566759522306?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:21:47 PM pinealg1 It’s long past due.



4/26/2019 8:22:31 PM freestateojones Just speaking my mind. 

Jordan,and Tracy Beanz, were a big reason I looked into Q to begin with, 'randomly' saw their videos around the start of Q early Nov 2017. 

Good times. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/929229935813808128?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:22:57 PM do_or_do_notty Sheep to anyone...Even MJ12 is not advisable. 

That message from them applies across the board. Nothing wrong with questioning. Anyone. Anytime

4/26/2019 8:23:30 PM freestateojones "Within everyone a snake lies" implies a few different things.

4/26/2019 8:23:55 PM usss_211 😊

4/26/2019 8:24:09 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed they were on the frontlines early on. 

I appreciate you sharing your thoughts

4/26/2019 8:24:21 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1021863750549291011?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:24:27 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1079751728411693058?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:24:34 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1006557680008384512?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:25:40 PM usss_211 Boredom would certainly set in...

4/26/2019 8:26:10 PM freestateojones ^ - I say this because I was humbled, on a big level, before I really knew much of anything. 

Things happen for reasons I guess.

4/26/2019 8:26:20 PM allahuniversal 💯% agreed! No one is above examination.

4/26/2019 8:26:56 PM allahuniversal "Wise as serpents" being one

4/26/2019 8:27:37 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve had my share of that humble pie too. Not my favorite dessert 😂 but I always learn something when served up a big ol slice

4/26/2019 8:27:42 PM jane_q_patriot So what did Q mean by [Not All]? Why is that in brackets? Those are questions I’ve asked myself, and I truly feel that We, the People, are owed an 

answer. Could “not all” just be an incorrect belief system? And if Q really meant “not all are bad,” then tell us which ones. PLEASE.

4/26/2019 8:29:10 PM michael81972 And another one... pic.twitter.com/BBjKf1CejS

4/26/2019 8:29:23 PM allahuniversal Life has ways of reminding us that we're made of humus

4/26/2019 8:29:38 PM usss_211 MJ's I am dreaming more quickly every week. I was tired yesterday, I shut my eyes for less than 2 min according to clock. I hit dream state almost 

immediately. Is this an effect of the merger. I have never done that before.

4/26/2019 8:30:44 PM freestateojones Being one, indeed.

4/26/2019 8:30:54 PM moemc8 New timeline wins...We win because #GodWins....We are here for a reason, we are of the light and of love...therefore, we also win.

4/26/2019 8:31:00 PM goyaeq And previously you said gun confiscation would be required but today Trump said something different?

4/26/2019 8:31:13 PM freestateojones Chick peas!? Lmaooo.

4/26/2019 8:31:24 PM girlawakeinca @blsdbe start around p67

4/26/2019 8:32:05 PM do_or_do_notty Now I’m hungry. pic.twitter.com/a5PX3UfJbD

4/26/2019 8:35:04 PM allahuniversal Q#1010

Implication is that not all vaccines are harmful. In brackets, used the same as parentheses in this context. As to which ones, someone else would be 

better qualified than I, haven't done the in depth research in that regard pic.twitter.com/10aNuLwwNK

4/26/2019 8:35:11 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090742430582915072?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:35:15 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090744531216150528?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:35:20 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090746202809876481?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:35:45 PM charmanda9 I just had a vision of meeting you all face to face.

4/26/2019 8:36:17 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1087488629843349504?s=19 …

4/26/2019 8:36:26 PM allahuniversal What I do get from the context thiygh6, is the obvious, that vaccines have been used to do intentional harm.

4/26/2019 8:38:49 PM allahuniversal 😁The other humus pic.twitter.com/WB4iKWVdXN

4/26/2019 8:39:23 PM freestateojones On the flip side, some havent?

4/26/2019 8:40:17 PM do_or_do_notty Yeah, I know. I was fooling about a bit 🤷🏻♀️😂

4/26/2019 8:40:29 PM jane_q_patriot Well, I have spent many years researching them, and I have yet to find one that isn’t potentially very harmful, if not deadly. And I am technically an ex-

vaxxer because of it. I have witnessed the damage they can do, because I used to “believe” in vaccines. My “faith” is gone.

4/26/2019 8:40:40 PM djlok Even MJ12? :-)

4/26/2019 8:40:40 PM freestateojones Oooof. Well done, I forgot the M.

4/26/2019 8:41:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 supports JSs efforts so long as he stays true to himself and doesn't sell out. Our mentioning of him specifically is due to the fact that he is under 

👽🤡👀👁👂🏼👃🏻24/7.

4/26/2019 8:42:57 PM blsdbe Having a peek now, just for giggles.

4/26/2019 8:43:47 PM allahuniversal Not having all of the ingredients on hand, I'd say that the polio vaccine was a success. I wouldn't trust anything sponsored by the Gates'. That said, if 

one of my children needed a vaccination to save their life, I'm for it.

4/26/2019 8:43:57 PM do_or_do_notty Thank You

4/26/2019 8:44:32 PM freestateojones I wish I could say the same😅

4/26/2019 8:44:35 PM allahuniversal I know, just considering those who'll read behind us 👀

4/26/2019 8:44:41 PM charmanda9 It was a quick vision of faces that was provoked by Poseidon’s comment. I do not know what all of you look like, so I don’t know!

4/26/2019 8:44:47 PM allahuniversal 🤣

4/26/2019 8:45:01 PM thelilkingryan 👯♂️👯👯💃 👽🤡?

4/26/2019 8:45:52 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂✌️

4/26/2019 8:46:11 PM roublisa 👈 left. .....was I there☺️

4/26/2019 8:47:06 PM do_or_do_notty Jordan Sather

4/26/2019 8:47:08 PM jane_q_patriot  http://drsuzanne.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Smoke-Mirrors-and-the- …“Disappearance”-Of-Polio-_-International-Medical-Council.pdf

4/26/2019 8:47:32 PM jamiegrahamusa Yes! I keep saying that everything seems different to me like I missed five years and woke up to a very different world...it's wild

4/26/2019 8:48:32 PM allahuniversal I've gone so far as to cite the Universal Declaration of Human Rights to keep my children from extra vaccinations (hid behind "religious" beliefs 🤷🏾♂️), 

still have a pinched nerve in my left bicep bc a nurse "missed" more than once. I'll keep away as long as poss.

4/26/2019 8:49:22 PM allahuniversal ... except where legally obligated or life saving.

4/26/2019 8:49:41 PM charmanda9 It was a vision with a message telling me what I was seeing. I was seeing you all in person. So you must have been.

4/26/2019 8:49:51 PM jane_q_patriot Twitter doesn’t like that link. Not surprising. Copy it into a web browser. Maybe you can read it that way.

4/26/2019 8:49:57 PM allahuniversal Once upon a time I had no clue there was a difference

4/26/2019 8:50:25 PM roublisa That is wonderful!

4/26/2019 8:50:40 PM do_or_do_notty You’ve helped me out of a few confusing moments 😂🤦🏻♀️

4/26/2019 8:50:54 PM allahuniversal I read it all in one sitting every time

4/26/2019 8:51:13 PM trinaparkercogg That was perfectly stated! Sometimes you just want perfectly direct answers and you delivered that with a bow on it! Thanks

4/26/2019 8:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12.

Looking Glass.

38.732367 -104.861012

37.262244 -115.840659

37.2011 -115.926243



4/26/2019 8:54:01 PM pinealg1 My pleasure! Thank you! I have passion for the Truth 😁🙏

4/26/2019 8:54:24 PM johnhammar94 Why is HRC so significant?

4/26/2019 8:54:38 PM johnnysoko  https://twitter.com/johnnysoko/status/1054763659791032320?s=21 …

4/26/2019 8:55:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alien Interview

4/26/2019 8:55:29 PM laurabusse LOL :-) 💘

4/26/2019 8:56:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 She split the timeline.

4/26/2019 8:56:11 PM jane_q_patriot I will never get another one. But that should be my choice and medical right. They better not dare try to stick me with one again, or mandate them. I’ll 

happily quarantine myself.

4/26/2019 8:57:26 PM blsdbe 👍👍👍

4/26/2019 8:57:33 PM justjvega 😂 pic.twitter.com/Uej3hwr4zQ

4/26/2019 8:58:10 PM allahuniversal Safest place is in the spotlight. 5:5

4/26/2019 8:58:24 PM laurabusse Am always mystified when this comes up. I think he's not showing his cards...

4/26/2019 8:59:58 PM turboxyde "Creator Interview"

4/26/2019 9:02:17 PM do_or_do_notty MJ said above (thru emojis) that alien clowns are watching and listening to Jordan 24/7 🤷🏻♀️🥳

4/26/2019 9:02:24 PM johnhammar94 How?

4/26/2019 9:02:55 PM disfellocated I...don’t feel so good...

4/26/2019 9:04:55 PM blsdbe ThanQ. Archiving Offline.

4/26/2019 9:05:09 PM pinealg1 I wonder if this has any direct link to Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy, a nurse who supposedly was able to interview the living ET from the Roswell, New 

Mexico crash landing. In her “transcript” she uses the phrases IS-BE for the ET. I will provide YouTube link to supposed Transcript

4/26/2019 9:05:10 PM decodematrix I trust the plan.

4/26/2019 9:05:21 PM michael81972 Dont forget smelling😄

4/26/2019 9:05:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 openly discussing failed coup attempt.

Why would [HRC] stage a coup?

Why would RU be helping?

Why is 🇺🇦 back in the news?

Was 🇺🇦 against RU cabal?

Was RU cabal against 🇺🇦 cabal?

How does 🇨🇳 relate?

[CF]

☠👶🏻👶🏼👶🏽👶🏾👶🏿☠

]👁21[ = ]CF[

These people are sick.

Nothing will stop it.
4/26/2019 9:05:43 PM djlok That's a lot to take in.  Had to read it a few times.  Thanks for posting.

4/26/2019 9:06:26 PM bcofbrave_mom Well Done Patriot 💝

4/26/2019 9:06:51 PM pinealg1 Entire Interview is extremely long but the info is worth consideration. Enjoy! https://youtu.be/tAdNzVii5dQ 

4/26/2019 9:06:56 PM blsdbe #Majestic

4/26/2019 9:06:57 PM laurabusse Maybe she was careless? Stupid? No appeal to voters. None. Reasonable, decent ppl, most ppl, didn't want to vote for her. They tried mass deception 

in various ways. Didn't work. Couldn't win a rigged election. Just a theory...

4/26/2019 9:07:11 PM do_or_do_notty Darn I knew I was forgetting one.✌️

Alien clowns are watching listening to and sniffing Jordan 24/7

4/26/2019 9:07:46 PM 92michael Ancient bloodlines aka blue blood

4/26/2019 9:09:11 PM jane_q_patriot Like Biden on a young girl! 😂

4/26/2019 9:09:50 PM dbender22 The word "utterly" is totally something a liar would say🤣

If it wasn't true, they'd say: Its not true with righteousness indignation. UTTERLY is from a high school play...

4/26/2019 9:10:21 PM charmanda9 This document was just forwarded to me a few hours ago. Very interesting. I’ve got some reading to do apparently.

4/26/2019 9:10:34 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/6XI6DpF3D4

4/26/2019 9:11:40 PM kindeandtrue "Russian adoptions" (aka international child trafficking?) is at the very heart  of the Trump Russiagate conspiracy. 

https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-putin-g20-adoptions-dinner-melania-2017-7 …

4/26/2019 9:12:04 PM clancy_birrell hmm quite a conundrum. Soros? Factions fighting to gain control now the head has been cut off the snake [Rothschild]. [HRC] faction would have 

gained ultimate control if coup had been successful and could have then been immune to any attack from white hats. The jig was up?

4/26/2019 9:12:12 PM jane_q_patriot Sorry! Just a little alien-sniffing humor to lighten up the joint!

4/26/2019 9:12:48 PM allahuniversal Is that why people were so wonky yesterday?

4/26/2019 9:13:06 PM michael81972 I dont have a Hero,  but I can tell you that 45 is 1000 times better than HRC

4/26/2019 9:14:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional to take control over pre-existing timeline that MJ12 diverged to prep for first contact. 

Complete subversion.

Infiltrated MJ12 [past].

4/26/2019 9:14:10 PM johnhammar94 Why is also something that comes to mind

4/26/2019 9:14:35 PM dbender22 EXACTLY plus his first wife that he abandoned with a special needs child was the real genius mathematician. Einstein was a total FRAUD.

4/26/2019 9:15:30 PM speaklife595 Even onnsome of his first videos he had an actor vibe, im good at sensing ppl and he gave me the lex jones vibe. Same strings?

4/26/2019 9:15:56 PM do_or_do_notty I personally ❤️😂👽s pic.twitter.com/6guKolQNwv

4/26/2019 9:16:09 PM jayrambin Why stupid? It worked for a longtime, right?

4/26/2019 9:16:37 PM blsdbe Cheyenne Mountain is the first set of coordinates?

4/26/2019 9:18:09 PM tcscamardo I have listened to the entire interview.  She lives in England now if she still living. Fascinating that she could read her thoughts the IS-BE that is, 

Mathilde thought the IS-BE was a women.  I agree worth the time to listen to the interview.

4/26/2019 9:20:39 PM allahuniversal When did she do this?

4/26/2019 9:20:39 PM tcscamardo Im ready !! True freedom!!

4/26/2019 9:20:51 PM pinealg1 She passed sadly, in a house class to Stonehenge curiously enough. It’s eye opening stuff, it will change your perspective whether you believe in it or 

not.

4/26/2019 9:20:53 PM jane_q_patriot You really know you’ve won when you make the aliens lol! pic.twitter.com/oATgbiPqrZ

4/26/2019 9:21:52 PM blsdbe 45 seems to making mudras?

4/26/2019 9:22:11 PM allahuniversal You're right. Abt 30-45 min rest, up til dawn, then 2 hrs rest.

4/26/2019 9:22:57 PM michael81972 When you say first contact,  is this future disclosure to masses,  or was this first contact in the past for MJ12

4/26/2019 9:23:05 PM rebornkingent Folks, these are Hindu mudras.  Each hand position is said to create a different “energy signal” in the body. Think of the human body like a circuit 

board. These people create nothing. They steal from other cultures and distort.

4/26/2019 9:23:46 PM do_or_do_notty Yep you’re winning at your humor game when the aliens are amused pic.twitter.com/uQmTp1voFL

4/26/2019 9:24:08 PM ascendingadam While Secretary of State?

4/26/2019 9:24:37 PM rebornkingent Hrc and Renegade are not Haitian etc so why are they practicing Voudon. Why did Renegade carry a Hunamon (spelling) pendant in his pocket? 

Satanists don’t create, they invert natural order. Think mirror.

4/26/2019 9:24:57 PM burning_raf please develop 'more to come'

4/26/2019 9:25:17 PM godfamcountry 😂.  Yes!!!

4/26/2019 9:25:27 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this a book or movie?



4/26/2019 9:25:55 PM blsdbe 👀👀👀👀👀👀

4/26/2019 9:26:27 PM thelilkingryan Below level 3? pic.twitter.com/x6IS0XusGA

4/26/2019 9:26:35 PM zagnett Looking forward to that day, but can wait. i'm just glad You are all here! 🤗

4/26/2019 9:27:34 PM do_or_do_notty Of course their giggles may be attributed to 👇👇 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/8dJ5HMPW4L

4/26/2019 9:27:43 PM decodematrix The cabal took over Ukraine in the 2014 coup?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2014_Ukrainian_revolution …

How does 🇨🇳 relate?

The Li Bloodline?

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/bloodlines/li.htm …

I don't know 👁21, need clues

4/26/2019 9:28:11 PM blsdbe Book  http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

4/26/2019 9:29:57 PM blsdbe Maybe Agenda 21?

4/26/2019 9:30:07 PM godfamcountry The Mandela Effect stuff is almost too much for my brain to comprehend.  It is so amazing.  Did it  really happen because of the CERN collider?

4/26/2019 9:30:10 PM johnhammar94 An asteroid

4/26/2019 9:30:41 PM blsdbe Meaning had the CF been unleashed, Agenda 21 would have been unleashed too?

4/26/2019 9:31:19 PM laurabusse I noticed a few years ago that i actually start dreaming before I'm asleep. That in betw state. It's weird, subtle. A friend believes we are always 

dreaming, even when awake. I think we tune into diff brain states and there's diff stuff there, kinda like diff dimensions...

4/26/2019 9:31:22 PM me2189251618 Did someone say joint 🤣

Hey 👋 @Do_Or_Do_Notty hope you are having a great night🌻

4/26/2019 9:31:53 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/Fdodh5zTGz

4/26/2019 9:32:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

4/26/2019 9:32:39 PM tcscamardo I want to revisit the you tube video again, I am a believer that "we are not alone" ! It will all be revealed or most of the information the government, 

has within the next few years.

4/26/2019 9:32:56 PM do_or_do_notty Hey Fren! Having a great night. Laughing about WeedAliens 😂🤷🏻♀️

You?

4/26/2019 9:34:50 PM godfamcountry Heard Russian mafia was taking children from handicap orphanages for organ harvesting/trafficking (border of Russia and Ukraine). Heard this from a 

first hand source that used to visit them yearly.  The Russians stopped Americans visiting anymore.

4/26/2019 9:34:56 PM djlok Assange.

4/26/2019 9:35:41 PM zagnett May you send that to me too? i've just listened to the YT audio. Thanks in advance!

4/26/2019 9:36:08 PM laurabusse I keep wondering why she's still out there mouthing off as if her words mean anything. She still thinks she can save her arse? Or pull something off? 

Going down fighting? Pathology to the extremest extreme...

4/26/2019 9:36:42 PM pinealg1 Agreed. Disclosure in on the horizon. There is this unexplainable energy/feeling telling me something huge is coming.

4/26/2019 9:37:46 PM kindeandtrue Putin ended the American adoption of Russian orphans because Russian adoptees were being terribly abused and several died.  Many were trafficked 

online. Very difficult for Russia to trace them after they were adopted.

4/26/2019 9:38:40 PM aetherwalker1 Psychopaths can't have access to time tech!  😬

4/26/2019 9:39:06 PM me2189251618 Watching @seanhannity feeling good!  Ready for AG hearing 4 sure😁

Everyone should grab the 🍿 and get comfy🌻 pic.twitter.com/NuF61DClbw

4/26/2019 9:40:26 PM laurabusse They can only sing one note. Evil has no creativity. What they did always worked. Doesn't work anymore but they keep trying the same things anyway. 

IMHO.

4/26/2019 9:40:41 PM americanpetal My late husband told me CERN in Switzerland was a very bad place where they were doing very dangerous things.

4/26/2019 9:40:50 PM charmanda9 I can. I will DM you.

4/26/2019 9:41:46 PM kindeandtrue For whatever it's worth, I compiled a thread about the reasons why Putin banned Russian adoptions by American families. He also banned adoptions 

by gay couples from other countries. https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1078672128122281984 …

4/26/2019 9:42:15 PM do_or_do_notty Ready! pic.twitter.com/8HlppbDd9U

4/26/2019 9:42:21 PM girlawakeinca @DJLOK here it is

4/26/2019 9:42:58 PM me2189251618 🌻 pic.twitter.com/QJxKyv2o2T

4/26/2019 9:44:47 PM blsdbe And when was [HRC]? I know time is an illusion, just curious...

4/26/2019 9:46:09 PM cjptrsn I really like Jordan. He seems like a chill guy.

4/26/2019 9:47:39 PM mongrelglory That earned you a Majestic "like" PJ!

4/26/2019 9:48:02 PM laurabusse C1A must have smellavision now

4/26/2019 9:48:14 PM carolin15161363 Is 21 equal to the number of countries complicit in the CF's child trafficking network? If so will all of these countries be exposed in the takedown of the 

CF?

4/26/2019 9:48:16 PM americanpetal And, he said (you) just couldn’t tell the truth about what really goes on in the world bc there would be mass hysteria. You had to do it “in crumbs.”

4/26/2019 9:48:30 PM americanpetal And the only way to stop what the dems were doing was through MT’s. The one branch of govt - the military. This was years and years ago. 

Hmm...wonder what he knew and how he knew it...

4/26/2019 9:48:48 PM blsdbe JS has stated that A J was an early inspiration to seek Truth

4/26/2019 9:49:08 PM do_or_do_notty Jordan’s cool 

Everyone’s got opinions about what everyone else is doing. 

Personally, I try to just worry about my own efforts. Keeping myself in check. Don’t really have time to power wash everyone else’s lane...if I did,  I’m 

probably not putting forth my best effort. 🤷🏻♀️✌️

4/26/2019 9:49:53 PM americanpetal In fact, when he was applying for NSA clearance, they asked him if he posed a threat to the US. He replied, Yes, I’m a Republican.

4/26/2019 9:50:00 PM oracleofbabylon 😱🤢😤🤮

4/26/2019 9:50:08 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/EVetfbeR8c

4/26/2019 9:50:22 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/BJSfkeyLLR

4/26/2019 9:50:46 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🥳

4/26/2019 9:53:15 PM americanpetal I don’t know what that means? Am I a sitting duck? Yes, my life has been threatened. I’ve been followed, my car tampered with, my cat killed, my 

phone and tv hacked.

But, I’m protected👽🙏. I’m of the Light.

4/26/2019 9:55:12 PM tcscamardo Yes there's a lightning in the air, cheerfulness again! Things are about to change for the good of all of us.

4/26/2019 9:55:54 PM giediknight So [HRC] was a major player in 9/11?

4/26/2019 9:56:02 PM americanpetal And, and, and. I‘ve  snakes on my door step. My home broken into. Ive been drugged.  I live in CABAL County, FL

It’s a cesspool.

4/26/2019 9:57:54 PM laurabusse Maybe you learned how to take better charge of your life during that decade? One definition (to me) of depression is powerlessness or feeling helpless 

to change your (perceived unhappy) life...

4/26/2019 9:58:19 PM antarantanka There is a massive time resonating chamber under Mt Huashan.

4/26/2019 9:59:45 PM laurabusse First we have to let the groundhog drive and go over a cliff..

4/26/2019 10:00:50 PM allahuniversal Again?



4/26/2019 10:01:11 PM pralaya76 they seem to take credit for it in the video they put out w/ the "Happy" song.  they dance elemental magick, they show off "the dance of shiva - the 

destroyer", and they play with the signs reading "BOND #1"(barry NELSON)

and MANDELA

but i imagine there's more tech creating same

4/26/2019 10:01:46 PM avalon95765108 The goal of Chinese communism is to dominate globally whilst simultaneously destroying humanity's moral baseline making them unworthy of the 

Creators salvation and blocking them from entering the new Epoch. Much is to be disclosed about China's role, future & past.

4/26/2019 10:03:21 PM pralaya76 section with BOND #`1  MANDELA 

starts around 2:30

the entire video is a smorgasbord of symbolism

and 4 elements magic

(watch the colors and ask yourself in each scene:

fire?  air?  water?  or earth?)

god knows whatever else they coded into this!!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0Lt9yUf-VY …
4/26/2019 10:04:19 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆  Toffer, for a minute I thought you were talking about a king-sized sofa! 😁

4/26/2019 10:06:08 PM mongrelglory Well, now we have a blatant example of how Google can manipulate search results. 🙄

4/26/2019 10:06:48 PM mongrelglory Sigh...I wish.

4/26/2019 10:07:53 PM aprilbrown99 There are many things that happened during my childhood, teens & twenties that caused my depression. Physical, verbal & emotional abuse by my 

mom. Being molested by an uncle at age 9. Parents separating at 14 because my mom had an affair with a neighbor. There are other...

4/26/2019 10:09:09 PM aprilbrown99 Things that happened which I am not ready to openly discuss yet. It wasn’t until I was in my 30s that I finally felt alive, so to speak.

4/26/2019 10:10:15 PM laurabusse Ha ha! Touchee :-)

4/26/2019 10:11:36 PM mongrelglory Corey Goode says it's barter, but then I thought about someone who's elderly or infirm/handicapped.  Every citizen's basic needs might get met, but 

how would these people have a little extra for "treats" if they have no skill, labour, or possessions they can trade?

4/26/2019 10:11:44 PM americanpetal And, he happened to know General Bobby Ray Inman of MJ12...hmmmm?  Sometimes, you just never know who you are really following.

4/26/2019 10:12:39 PM laurabusse I felt similar in my 30s. Dunno why. I kinda felt lost in my 20s. Didnt know what to do. 30s, things started coming together...

4/26/2019 10:16:15 PM mongrelglory He's got a young son he needs to pay child support for.  Mind you, there are people who have day jobs and then do their podcasts etc... in their spare 

time.  He was calling NSA Child Crimes out as a Larp today.  Is someone paying him to dox people?

4/26/2019 10:17:39 PM americanpetal My husband was one in a billion, you could say.

4/26/2019 10:22:10 PM mgtucsi Not surprising really, pedophiles flock to where their prey exists.

4/26/2019 10:22:57 PM americanpetal He was a great bridge player. 

Boy, did he know how to count the cards.

He was great with numbers.

4/26/2019 10:23:37 PM mongrelglory The NSA Child Crimes account replied to his criticism of him by saying it's a crime to impersonate a Federal Agency.  They also said the CIA has a Twitter 

account that isn't verified when someone mentioned the lack of check-mark.

4/26/2019 10:26:11 PM americanpetal I’m certain of that. I’m following and watching.

4/26/2019 10:30:11 PM americanpetal I know. I don’t mind.

4/26/2019 10:31:15 PM americanpetal I don’t have that many.

4/26/2019 10:32:57 PM daveo6145 Message over messenger

4/26/2019 10:33:03 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/0rbvoMbh2w

4/26/2019 10:34:36 PM daveo6145 What’s your read on the nsa child crimes act I just came across it today

4/26/2019 10:38:41 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/67n515LKOa

4/26/2019 10:39:44 PM mongrelglory I'm not getting a "larpy" vibe from it so far. They gave some clues about "Ronald Reagan's shed" and a certain hotel that I think would be worth doing 

some digging on.  It was in the context of discussing "kill rooms". I passed it on to Neon Revolt on Gab because I was going out.

4/26/2019 10:40:13 PM thelilkingryan Levels and they are connected via tunnels

4/26/2019 10:41:30 PM thomasdra9on Yawn

4/26/2019 10:45:00 PM thomasdra9on You are a funny being, thanks

4/26/2019 10:46:02 PM thomasdra9on Lived before?

4/26/2019 10:47:16 PM thomasdra9on Try what?

4/26/2019 10:48:36 PM thelilkingryan @nurseniceyes

4/26/2019 10:49:39 PM girlawakeinca Under water base off Malibu, CA? Near Port Hueneme Naval Base.

4/26/2019 10:50:01 PM thomasdra9on Great!

4/26/2019 10:50:48 PM thelilkingryan  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/offlimits/esp_offlimits_7.htm …

4/26/2019 10:51:37 PM thomasdra9on Work it :)

4/26/2019 10:52:53 PM mongrelglory  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

I bought a copy of the book at Christmas.  I keep going back to re-read parts of it as I understand more.

You can also find it on youtube as an audiobook for free, but I like scribbling notes and highlighting passages in a book.

4/26/2019 10:54:27 PM mongrelglory This is Airl, an officer from the Domain talking about life, the universe and everything. 🥰

4/26/2019 10:55:11 PM thomasdra9on Do you work in the dark?

4/26/2019 10:56:14 PM mongrelglory That looks like her double to me in the photos.

4/26/2019 10:57:06 PM thomasdra9on Yeah, q..dropped something like this

4/26/2019 10:57:38 PM thomasdra9on Ok

4/26/2019 10:59:28 PM thomasdra9on Good to hear, say hello from me :)

4/26/2019 10:59:49 PM mongrelglory The recent X-files reboot did a whole episode on the Mandela effect.  It may not have been accurate, but it was one of the funniest things I'd seen in a 

long time! https://youtu.be/RxiYefeMlek 

4/26/2019 11:00:15 PM thomasdra9on I know

4/26/2019 11:00:20 PM toffer_anon_369 Ha!  Apple [iPhone] does not allow one to type that in the traditional spelling, so I adopted that funny hack a while ago.  It's sofa king we todd did, but 

everyone gets it.  #SickOfAutocorrectsShirt

4/26/2019 11:01:38 PM thomasdra9on Indeed

4/26/2019 11:03:09 PM thomasdra9on But....do you see me? Clear and good? Take a look

4/26/2019 11:04:51 PM laura_621 I asked the ? to MJ in an AMA. No response. There are no coincidences...

4/26/2019 11:05:37 PM mongrelglory That woman is an absolute menace to society!  She wreaks havoc wherever she goes! 🤨

4/26/2019 11:05:49 PM thomasdra9on No I had no idea

4/26/2019 11:06:26 PM thomasdra9on Ahh

4/26/2019 11:07:23 PM thomasdra9on Am I slow?

4/26/2019 11:08:29 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ12 is referring to future disclosure to the masses, as preparing the world for this is central to their mandate.



4/26/2019 11:09:37 PM pendrag86281866  pic.twitter.com/dhQmjTUiyM

4/26/2019 11:10:29 PM thomasdra9on What is that?

4/26/2019 11:11:55 PM americanpetal It made my husband a great card player. 

In fact, he used to play cards with Jean Paul Getty in London in the early 60’s.

4/26/2019 11:12:26 PM thomasdra9on =a wierd question

4/26/2019 11:14:02 PM mongrelglory I slept like a log. 

Maybe Canada's time-lines are lagging behind the US. 😜

4/26/2019 11:14:12 PM thomasdra9on So what is 11:11 besides a time?

4/26/2019 11:14:15 PM americanpetal He was sued personally by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia over distributorships AND WON. TRUE STORY

4/26/2019 11:16:50 PM laura_621 Also mentioned in the Ra Material/ The Law of One

4/26/2019 11:20:01 PM thomasdra9on Signal

4/26/2019 11:21:01 PM pendrag86281866 Q- Beard intoxication spreads over cosmic viral network. pic.twitter.com/hC43vnIfNF

4/26/2019 11:24:25 PM roublisa In the text above?

4/26/2019 11:24:26 PM renovaalejandro Dude is from Edinburgh, Scotland and a great guitarist and blues man. That old National Duolian is a killer.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-

TwUUbUk3Q … Moar: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wMRbXOI0lc&list=RDGUqaOUJ-xDU&index=2 …

4/26/2019 11:24:26 PM mongrelglory My whole medical internship felt that way...

4/26/2019 11:24:48 PM thomasdra9on So do you work for these guys?

4/26/2019 11:25:19 PM therealbigneum Yea it was raptors and they weren't missing they were lost at tindall af in fla, they weren't flown out before the hurricane last fall

4/26/2019 11:25:49 PM pendrag86281866 And there is a handfull of Black site workers psychologically doing it everyday. pic.twitter.com/ZDcqKtCynh

4/26/2019 11:26:56 PM pendrag86281866 WITH IN...

4/26/2019 11:27:20 PM cmdrzod23 No

4/26/2019 11:27:41 PM pendrag86281866 That's downright beautiful.

4/26/2019 11:27:49 PM thomasdra9on Ok, anything else you want me to know?

4/26/2019 11:28:30 PM thomasdra9on Ok

4/26/2019 11:29:19 PM pendrag86281866 You lie to a child, then tor.ture them to keep it.

4/26/2019 11:29:59 PM roublisa I lost a whole hr yesterday thanks for the conformation👀

4/26/2019 11:30:17 PM thomasdra9on What kind of toast?

4/26/2019 11:30:31 PM mongrelglory Yes.  Most of the book is the nurse's transcription of Airl's communication that she received from her telepathically.  (Airl didn't have vocal cords if I 

recall correctly).

4/26/2019 11:31:19 PM mongrelglory That too!

4/26/2019 11:31:20 PM jayrambin Their creative ability is weak. But can manipulate what already exists expertly.

4/26/2019 11:31:37 PM thomasdra9on I don't think you know what you see but whatever

4/26/2019 11:31:38 PM al_chacho  https://youtu.be/NynajakSbV0 

4/26/2019 11:31:43 PM pendrag86281866 No. Never.

4/26/2019 11:32:21 PM mongrelglory Apple phones won't let you swear? 🤨

4/26/2019 11:33:16 PM thomasdra9on Toasty

4/26/2019 11:33:56 PM roublisa Oh ok....I was meaning to listen to that audio book....thanks for the reminder

4/26/2019 11:34:11 PM thomasdra9on So how is the weather?

4/26/2019 11:35:10 PM mongrelglory You might want to play it at 1.5 speed.  The woman on the youtube audio-book reads it really slowly!

4/26/2019 11:35:31 PM thomasdra9on No jam

4/26/2019 11:35:50 PM jayrambin There are many still hypnotized who respond to her.  Wild animals fight to the death. No compromise. But, When the light shines, the darkness can no 

longer hide and the evil will become increasingly obvious. 4-6 % wont realize and maybe have chronic mental issues. MSM complicit.

4/26/2019 11:36:02 PM thomasdra9on Getting better here aswell

4/26/2019 11:36:25 PM thomasdra9on Spooky

4/26/2019 11:37:22 PM thomasdra9on Yikes

4/26/2019 11:38:18 PM thomasdra9on Little jazz

4/26/2019 11:39:20 PM thomasdra9on Almost too fun

4/26/2019 11:40:38 PM thomasdra9on What's the solution to that?

4/26/2019 11:41:27 PM roublisa I often feel it is banter between them🤔

4/26/2019 11:42:11 PM thomasdra9on He's into something

4/26/2019 11:43:22 PM thomasdra9on Nah this is a good one, but do the right thing

4/26/2019 11:44:05 PM thomasdra9on Not my lord

4/26/2019 11:44:43 PM thomasdra9on Good

4/26/2019 11:44:57 PM roublisa Follow the money🤷♀️.

4/26/2019 11:45:27 PM thomasdra9on Nnnnope

4/26/2019 11:46:11 PM jayrambin Yes, and timing is critical. He probably just can’t play that card right now. But, in the end vax will be cleaned up. Have to do from top probably. Stop the 

engine, not the wheel. Longer term solution. Longer to achieve also.

4/26/2019 11:46:23 PM thomasdra9on Nope

4/26/2019 11:46:55 PM roublisa He was just in Hawaii for one.

4/26/2019 11:48:44 PM thomasdra9on Let me guess...not good?

4/26/2019 11:49:31 PM thomasdra9on But she is good looking at least

4/26/2019 11:51:07 PM roublisa There are no coincidences 👀

4/26/2019 11:51:27 PM thomasdra9on Wow ok

4/26/2019 11:52:32 PM thomasdra9on Ey, Mila is nice right?

4/26/2019 11:54:12 PM thomasdra9on They're happy

4/26/2019 11:54:45 PM sexfoodrehab Did a major timeline split occur on SEPTEMBER 11th 2017 when HRC fell in the van? 

Then she was detained underground &tried ‘under’ground in “Universal Law & Court”.

Another version of her clone was implemented to keep cover for the Deep State. As well as following “The Plan”

4/26/2019 11:55:29 PM thomasdra9on What u mean?

4/26/2019 11:56:37 PM thomasdra9on But yeah,spooky

4/26/2019 11:57:24 PM thomasdra9on Ok

4/26/2019 11:57:48 PM thomasdra9on Had almost forgot

4/27/2019 12:02:21 AM thomasdra9on Why run for a office that just stands there?

4/27/2019 12:04:45 AM thomasdra9on Sounds real...almost

4/27/2019 12:04:58 AM warangel1111 😁❤️

4/27/2019 12:05:05 AM thomasdra9on Because of the hat?

4/27/2019 12:08:17 AM thomasdra9on Yeah yeah the see thing but signs

4/27/2019 12:10:45 AM thomasdra9on But what does any of these people has to with me?

4/27/2019 12:11:03 AM thomasdra9on Uc

4/27/2019 12:12:54 AM thomasdra9on I don't look like a stick

4/27/2019 12:14:13 AM thomasdra9on Looks real



4/27/2019 12:15:08 AM thomasdra9on Point taken

4/27/2019 12:16:04 AM thomasdra9on Nope

4/27/2019 12:17:10 AM thomasdra9on 101 it's interesting

4/27/2019 12:19:03 AM thomasdra9on No? Maj is not a idol,more like a curiosity

4/27/2019 12:20:03 AM thomasdra9on More toast?

4/27/2019 12:21:09 AM thomasdra9on Cause it could be some nuggets of truth or insight..

4/27/2019 12:22:06 AM pauliepg11111 Please tell us more. Knowingly?

4/27/2019 12:22:21 AM thomasdra9on I'll take a toast number 81 with we see you and almost believeable on top

4/27/2019 12:24:15 AM thomasdra9on Your friend?

4/27/2019 12:24:50 AM thomasdra9on Getting boring

4/27/2019 12:27:16 AM thomasdra9on Yeah, not my guy

4/27/2019 12:31:06 AM thomasdra9on Yikes and a half!!

4/27/2019 12:39:01 AM thomasdra9on Where is it from?

4/27/2019 12:44:29 AM lorenzosghost Its normally known as "higher self" or your "immortal consciousness", but hes deceptively using it to also mean Ego, which part of dual mortal nature 

of man(sun)

4/27/2019 12:47:07 AM thomasdra9on Forget it, that's some freaky shit

4/27/2019 12:48:59 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/kszLwBaC4Sw  pic.twitter.com/2nP9LKpCPK

4/27/2019 12:52:05 AM thomasdra9on Yeah I see what you mean

4/27/2019 12:57:41 AM princesspatrio1 Awesome!!😂😎👊❤️

4/27/2019 12:59:38 AM askingsocrates In all fairness the way I perceived it was to remain open minded about the duality of things when we dont have all the facts. Should we ignore some 

possibilities to ensure the concious creation of the desired result? How can we then learn from past mistakes? I believe in Trump. 

pic.twitter.com/SHNMDeto2L

4/27/2019 1:21:07 AM yungrushin IMMORTAL SOUL

#IMHOTEP

4/27/2019 1:25:22 AM doc1415 Its Khazam isnt it?

4/27/2019 1:27:48 AM doc1415  pic.twitter.com/mbu37gkGsU

4/27/2019 1:33:51 AM nullanon12 Have You Read/Watched It Yet?

4/27/2019 1:52:13 AM realityloominng It's a big universe.. Bet everything has value SOMEWHERE out there. Probably alien weirdos that would make then young again in exchange for Earth 

garbage-art etc. lol

4/27/2019 1:52:31 AM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCswsuqA45azPqTqxWGd6Y1g …

4/27/2019 2:11:21 AM dantomlom2 I get that totally. It's bloody weird isn't it.

4/27/2019 2:23:59 AM _369311119 How will society be transparent regarding who propagates "more dominant" illusions?

If I am "living within" another's illusion (and/or vice versa), then how do we consent or inform responsibly?

Moot point given radically different future conditions?

4/27/2019 2:30:05 AM sailorpractical @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  No such thing as a coincidence?  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1121869810927919104 …

4/27/2019 2:37:06 AM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/gGfisicHfp

4/27/2019 2:45:18 AM cypressbill1980 rewriting history.

4/27/2019 2:59:48 AM zagnett What is the possibility that Satan's vacation can be longer than 1,000 years? Perhaps FAR longer?

4/27/2019 3:00:16 AM igiant111 I'll be honest; at first I was skeptical. Then when I sat in the office of ____________ someone that I saw in a perceived vision eleven years ago; 

someone I should have no business meeting; that's where I began taking everything you say a lot more seriously. God bless M12

4/27/2019 3:03:30 AM adsvel Saw this movie yesterday in Russian language already translated.😊 And today information about Vrill society, mission "Sand Clock" of 14 members,  2 

teams, all beautiful women. Coincidence?

4/27/2019 3:26:56 AM seedywilson What the??

4/27/2019 3:36:21 AM adsvel Merging of 2 timelines the New and Old... Those who want to change, their mind stay flexible and those who don't want to change, their mind can 

come insane to save the position they have got already.

4/27/2019 3:37:06 AM mtr_epicwin77 The brilliant future it is our destiny to inherit, and “they” tried to deny us!

4/27/2019 3:40:45 AM mtr_epicwin77 Amen! pic.twitter.com/qHaODOrbAS

4/27/2019 3:46:06 AM theprimeian 🤷♂️ cover-ups is cover-ups.

4/27/2019 3:53:25 AM joeblo9999 That's delightful. May I please have the FakeNews "eraser" applied to all my searches?  Sweet Easter egg.

4/27/2019 3:57:25 AM jollyrob2 Do you have a explanation for this YT clips, is there something in the noise?

4/27/2019 4:02:13 AM keith369me Do ISBEs exist a certain “percentage” in each timeline.  I feel like I’m 90+% in one and I barely view the other at this point?  I’m pretty sure many others 

are completely reversed.

4/27/2019 4:19:20 AM kript_ceeper Is-be's...do you know of Ariel? Want to know the truth if you don't?!

4/27/2019 4:41:38 AM wyatt251 Something about Ukraine Satanist was one of the reason mother Russia invaded trying to stop what was going on JK son gets a great job as ceo of oil 

gas company in Ukraine bc takes speaking trip Moscow for 500k n our u1 was sold after a rancher was killed trying to tell us rip LF

4/27/2019 4:47:28 AM susang7671 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #BendedKnee  When old monastery on Halki Island fell into ruins during Ottoman rule, it was fixed up into a "chapel" that is 

connected to PresClinton/Obama/SecClinton. In November 2007, demolition began, but was stopped and remains "closed". Why? Bodies hidden? 

https://twitter.com/Susang7671/status/1122086440161169408 …

4/27/2019 4:57:10 AM godchosetrump77 I'm so happy to see another human use the word wonky. My husband looks at me sideways when I say it. Jiminy Christmas too. 😂😂

4/27/2019 5:00:15 AM zagnett The "hologram graveyard"?

4/27/2019 5:00:18 AM godchosetrump77 I dream everytime I close my eyes now. It's so weird, the other night I woke up at 2 and couldn't fall asleep until 6am. It was like I was wide awake, if I 

closed my eyes I was dreaming, I could open my eyes and pause the dream, think of something and change the dream a little.

4/27/2019 5:01:19 AM godchosetrump77 I pray it is so. We deserve to celebrate Tesla and his discoveries. Praise him and his genius..for posthumously he will save us like he wanted to all along.

4/27/2019 5:08:52 AM bethelight11_11 The only people who don’t want change are mind controlled 🤯they don’t know any better😢Poor souls, victims of superior evil🤕can we at least 

stop chem trails ????

4/27/2019 5:10:30 AM bethelight11_11 Cosmic agency said on u tube vril were Pleiadian ?

4/27/2019 5:10:40 AM freestateojones Not many are! 

If so America wouldve had a movement similar to the Yellown Vest movement in France, questions wouldve been answered by now.

4/27/2019 5:19:11 AM phreatomagnetic Thank you for compiling this.

As usual, the truth is so much more complex then the narrative and the motives are murky at best.

4/27/2019 5:24:30 AM adsvel Yes, the beautiful and brave ladies of Ple'j'ara. 😊💗☀️🌈

4/27/2019 5:30:24 AM bethelight11_11 🙏🕊✨🙌🏼♥

4/27/2019 5:31:48 AM adsvel And Zeta Riticulans are benevolent race called "Gardeners" instead of tall grays from Orion constellation, hostile race called Mitre, living in the 

underground dumbs and occupied 1/3 of the Mars, where Elon Musk and all his kind is trying to send mission... Mission to the hell...



4/27/2019 5:34:56 AM bethelight11_11 Are some from Orion benevolent ? Is room musk mind controlled or is he actually one of the evil ?

4/27/2019 5:37:19 AM bethelight11_11 Do you think the BOOMS heard all over USA are good guys ridding us of the DUMBS ?

4/27/2019 5:39:33 AM adsvel If You watch the video, there was saying that most of Orions was changed to the Light, except Mitre, tall grays. About E.Musk he is cabals 

representative, it was seen in one of MJ related videos, his hand signs in his interview.

4/27/2019 5:40:26 AM adsvel My intuition says YES.😊

4/27/2019 5:52:12 AM 50pinkies She's been cloned several times.

4/27/2019 6:09:21 AM thubbmeister Mostly the English use the term. Moved to Texas in ‘85. Ppl looked at me funny for it.

4/27/2019 6:15:09 AM dsept2009 Yes. I am enjoying the show.

4/27/2019 6:15:32 AM blsdbe In many ways working at the hospital feels the same way...

4/27/2019 6:15:36 AM norwegianon #ALICE ? 😎👍

4/27/2019 6:16:54 AM adsvel That's why she is so brave...

4/27/2019 6:26:10 AM kindeandtrue Always struck me as significant is that when Don Trump Jr. first publicly   aknowledged the Trump Tower meeting, he said it was about "Russian 

adoptions" which his dad and Putin discussed at G20 the day before. "Russian adoptions" was the catchphrase.

4/27/2019 6:27:47 AM jrocktigers #IMHOTEP 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

4/27/2019 6:33:16 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It just 'came to me' the other day, "Is the Seed Vault in Svalbard so The Cabal would have the seeds after the nuclear annihilation 

they were planning?"

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070397741162000387 …

4/27/2019 6:33:31 AM thubbmeister Michael Newton.

4/27/2019 6:45:02 AM jrocktigers Interesting , as the image from GE Pro is below for me. pic.twitter.com/CTjdP401Mp

4/27/2019 6:47:25 AM mrd_s_anderson The Endless https://g.co/kgs/PRuQFg 

4/27/2019 6:49:21 AM 99freemind Branco is the godson of Attali????

if that is true that is HUGE

#GiletsJaunes

4/27/2019 6:53:16 AM jollyrob2 Thanks, gonna give it a try 📺

4/27/2019 6:54:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 [CF]

Tick tock...

 http://archive.is/dSn69  https://twitter.com/CharlesOrtel/status/1122114931342610432 …

4/27/2019 6:54:42 AM mrd_s_anderson Resolution is their previous film. Same universe, different focus. Recommend that as well. You can watch in any order.

4/27/2019 6:56:16 AM susang7671 Joyful! Like seeing threads woven, where 2nd 1/2 (bottom) of planar sine waves flip upward (to begin new cycle for IS-BEs who choose to walk into 

light), and 1st 1/2 of sine wave then flips to the right (steps up a dimension for IS-BEs walking with light). New sine cycle 4 each.

4/27/2019 6:56:46 AM usss_211 Time... you can't get a refund!

4/27/2019 6:59:15 AM jrocktigers Please [CF] and all their hired muscle!

4/27/2019 6:59:55 AM blsdbe It is HeartBreaking to consider the terrible suffering that is being perpetrated by a lack of awareness and willingness to face this Horror, Head On. 

#EndHumanTrafficking

#EndHumanTrafficking

#EndHumanTrafficking

4/27/2019 7:00:24 AM laurabusse Yrs she does seem to have many diff looks...

4/27/2019 7:01:52 AM tomeara4 What is IS BEs?please

4/27/2019 7:06:44 AM michael81972 MJ,  in the end,  will the whales lurking in the shadows that nobody ever sees go down also?  The unelected beaurocrats...It seems if you dont get 

these...History will repeat rather quickly with newly bought and paid for politicians

4/27/2019 7:07:42 AM mgray72531386 Who are these people?

4/27/2019 7:09:55 AM starehope I don't trust any of the vaccines at this point.

4/27/2019 7:12:45 AM ragevirusqq Is he protecting the sheep?

4/27/2019 7:15:30 AM ragevirusqq Weird how there is 3 “locations”

4/27/2019 7:20:34 AM ragevirusqq Any way I interpret this statement it feels like bullshit. Any elaboration available? Why that signal in public? Is it specifically to cause confusion for 

those watching 👁?

4/27/2019 7:22:08 AM lp083061 Well it helps when you have traffickers working for the #NCMEC  https://jennyhatch.com/2018/04/28/the-national-center-for-missing-and-exploited-

children-isnt-what-you-think-jennyhatch/ …

4/27/2019 7:22:45 AM cypressbill1980 i'm all in.

dedicated to see her and all other undesirables cast into a pit of fire

4/27/2019 7:25:33 AM enomai_ Scientific explanation of internal spirit & biological entities.. aka soul and body

4/27/2019 7:26:30 AM laurabusse Barbara hand clow wrote a book on the 12 dimensions (i think 12) simplifying, explaining it all. Of course it's her particular take. She is native American i 

think granddaughter of medicine man or shaman. Been a long time so i forget a lot. If you want i can look up the book...

4/27/2019 7:28:56 AM thomasdra9on Did you get some sleep?

4/27/2019 7:31:13 AM laurabusse It was 9 dimensions:

The Alchemy of Nine Dimensions: The 2011/2012 Prophecies and Nine Dimensions of Consciousness  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B007JYWMM4/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_tBgXCbJXJYA0Q …

Very inspiring, helpful, informative, uplifting, practical book. I just love her :-) 💘

4/27/2019 7:33:45 AM enomai_ Add me there too

4/27/2019 7:35:29 AM usss_211 Amen!!!

4/27/2019 7:36:04 AM usss_211 Love Jenny!!!

4/27/2019 7:37:33 AM laurabusse I know the feeling :-)

4/27/2019 7:37:38 AM jrocktigers To the wild blue yonder.. pic.twitter.com/60bTKfKEp9

4/27/2019 7:38:15 AM usss_211 This can never happen again.  Once cleansed, it must be neutralized so that history can't repeat itself! Sow those fields with salt... rip it out root and 

stem. Scorch the nest...

4/27/2019 7:39:14 AM enomai_ Boom!!!

4/27/2019 7:39:15 AM starehope Where does she get that power?

4/27/2019 7:40:00 AM linnyt7 Will this stop what they've been doing with the children?

4/27/2019 7:41:31 AM enomai_ Not

4/27/2019 7:42:28 AM restart_qpersia Is Kryon channeling reliable?

4/27/2019 7:42:39 AM enomai_ This is the illusion you aee chosing to create. Is-be, but this is not true reality.

4/27/2019 7:42:41 AM theprimeian "I know we don't use money, but yo, I got these rare, dope energy crystals from M37...you know where I can get...a tribble???"

4/27/2019 7:52:15 AM enomai_ 👁21 is the stars on the cf logo? Which represents people?

4/27/2019 7:58:07 AM blsdbe I know, it’s a little silly in some respects, I’m just so tired of our slave economy...replicator, free energy and knowledge terminal, anyone?

4/27/2019 7:58:16 AM melanieanders7 “Nothing can stop what is coming.” So, what’s coming? Everyone has their own agenda. You, Q, Cabal, me, Jane Doe... etc. What’s coming from your 

Agenda @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/27/2019 7:58:59 AM blsdbe Ty for the correction 🙏

4/27/2019 8:00:21 AM sampson_live Cheers, wondering if one of those is Cusco or is it Machu Picchu

4/27/2019 8:07:11 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/michael81972/status/1099915103338725376?s=21 …



4/27/2019 8:15:54 AM kindeandtrue Yes, indeed. Who was @POTUS pointing at? pic.twitter.com/mp44K8xzY6

4/27/2019 8:16:35 AM toffer_anon_369 Quantum Leap?

4/27/2019 8:18:04 AM kindeandtrue But "the time has come. It's time to come back. THEY'RE getting ready. You're going to see THEM soon. These are GREAT AMERICAN HEROES. These 

are great heroes of the world because they fought for us." pic.twitter.com/F7SIDNLqNx

4/27/2019 8:19:39 AM kindeandtrue "So our boys, our young women, our men. They're all coming back, & they're coming back now. We won, and that's the way we want it, AND THAT'S 

THE WAY THEY WANT IT."  (@POTUS points vigorously in SW direction, directly above Pentagon and Arlington Cemetery.) pic.twitter.com/fZmkLcqoE6

4/27/2019 8:20:11 AM theprimeian I think humanity is doomed without a meritocratic reward based economy. Capitalism works because it's basically biological imperative without the 

need to act like an animal. Without that, we're doomed. We turn back into animals culturally.

4/27/2019 8:24:10 AM toffer_anon_369 #EndHumanTrafficking #EndHumanTrafficking #EndHumanTrafficking

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#EndHumanTrafficking #EndHumanTrafficking #EndHumanTrafficking

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

4/27/2019 8:27:54 AM aprilbrown99 Charmanda, could you please forward to me as well?  Thank you. 🙏

4/27/2019 8:28:22 AM raisethevib369 I love Kryon.

4/27/2019 8:31:16 AM ishra33368979 That is a ship at area 51😍👽this is why the weather is so off and on , because of this. They come and go so we won't see them

4/27/2019 8:33:39 AM keith369me Love Kryon...look within...message over messenger!

4/27/2019 8:35:10 AM keith369me Time to save the children and provide JUSTICE for those supporting the industry and heal.

4/27/2019 8:35:32 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA today?

4/27/2019 8:36:04 AM blsdbe Certainly food for thought. 🙏

4/27/2019 8:39:00 AM daveschroeder18 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about 

Childhecifically whether or not we could lend a perspective into an individuals worthiness or not. Here is our resp […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

4/27/2019 8:42:27 AM 313looper May I just say that I’ve been feeling this merging recently pretty clear! Kind of astonishing...! 🤩

4/27/2019 9:02:36 AM jm4n No I forgot about this what was it?

4/27/2019 9:02:49 AM alnacho1 I'm not comprehending ]IS-BEs[ ?

4/27/2019 9:08:25 AM aprilbrown99 Merging timelines is a delicate matter because if not precise it can change the outcomes of future events for humanity? Will we know or feel when the 

timelines finally merge?

4/27/2019 9:21:27 AM adsvel This is horrible, very softly speaking... How humankind can fall so deep down in their consciousness... The equally guilty are those who are kidnapping, 

selling and who are buying the ["service"] of these children... And about those children, how society is going to HEAL them???

4/27/2019 9:34:21 AM cosmic_engineer Red Dragon 🇨🇳

4/27/2019 9:35:43 AM cosmic_engineer Agreed. Ukraine was ped-hub

4/27/2019 9:39:39 AM susan66388204 I read the book.  Shocking information.  But it’s where I finally learned the truth about religion.  😣

4/27/2019 9:42:38 AM susan66388204 We are all is-be

4/27/2019 9:42:58 AM alnacho1 Thank you...explains much!

4/27/2019 9:43:38 AM justjvega 😏 pic.twitter.com/StCG83BthB

4/27/2019 9:47:43 AM areckoningday No doubt. 

There was a whole collection of new terms they are using for shadow banning. No one ever sees anything I post on my page directly anyway. 🤷♂️ The 

only traction I get is in comments. ALICE hard at work over here.

4/27/2019 9:50:27 AM susan66388204 Agreed.

4/27/2019 9:56:50 AM natureinspace I know that movie exists. Some day I will find it.

4/27/2019 10:03:08 AM djlok There are those remote civilizations that haven't ever seen"modern" civilization except for that time we flew planes around them and they threw 

spears as I probably would too. Maybe a time loop?  I dunno.

4/27/2019 10:10:22 AM enomai_ I pray to God for a lot.

4/27/2019 10:11:21 AM bbobbio71 Fing sick!

4/27/2019 10:25:47 AM nun_chucknorris Very interesting thought David.

4/27/2019 10:26:55 AM thelilkingryan Time travel disclosure in Avengers End Game? pic.twitter.com/rocEWrwUfO

4/27/2019 10:27:14 AM decodematrix I thought the Red Dragons were good?

4/27/2019 10:32:24 AM howdoyoumakeah1 3 sides like a cell tower-I'm guessing phased array for ground/scalar waves?

4/27/2019 10:37:04 AM djlok These are the folks I was trying to recall.  Time loop?  I think a reasonable person may argue it is so. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kionasmith/2018/11/30/everything-we-know-about-the-isolated-sentinelese-people-of-north-sentinel-

island/#3f5e550735a0 …

4/27/2019 10:43:31 AM antarantanka  https://www.cnet.com/news/avengers-endgame-google-easter-egg-unleashes-thanos-gauntlet-on-the-web/ …

4/27/2019 10:48:30 AM nun_chucknorris I’m going to guess it was in September of 2012?

4/27/2019 11:14:39 AM thomasdra9on Up to no good?

4/27/2019 11:17:53 AM cosmic_engineer Ruler of the 🇨🇳 'bloodline'

4/27/2019 11:29:47 AM freestateojones Oh look, here's a few more... pic.twitter.com/PD4Vy41kLG

4/27/2019 11:32:16 AM brandon39886610 Mandela effect,its real. Timeline manipulation,portals,who knows what else.

4/27/2019 11:33:17 AM brandon39886610 That's a very lucid and imo spot on opinion.

4/27/2019 11:46:05 AM laurabusse FWIW Simon Parkes says they were trying to punch a hole or make a tear in whatever separates us in 3d from the 4th dimension, to allow bad entities 

in. Lower 4th, many troublesome characters. Upper 4th, closer to 5th, so "gooder" beings...

4/27/2019 11:50:45 AM thubbmeister Great book. Absolutely changed my life. Journey Of Souls was a great sequel to it.

4/27/2019 11:52:02 AM youstinksoap True freedom.  Truth and knowledge.  We are slaves to money and (their) creations in the old time line.

MJ12, can you say what % of the time line merging is left to go?  60/40 comes to mind...40% to go?

4/27/2019 12:04:17 PM linnyt7 Like in meditation

4/27/2019 12:08:06 PM lbf777 I meditate for 10 minutes a day and never do that kind of stuff.

4/27/2019 12:14:59 PM ultra_unlimited As another very intriguing account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said many times before: Message is more important than Messenger. Truth resonates from 

within. I’ve been following Q from the beginning and it seems the info is roughly 1 year ahead of the mainstream news cycle.

4/27/2019 12:24:39 PM ultra_unlimited I’ve lost faith several times. It’s been quite the wild ride. For whatever reason, enough of #QAnon and the community of discussion has just „felt“ right 

to me. I’m grateful promises made are increasingly seeming like promises kept.

4/27/2019 12:26:48 PM brandon39886610 Truth is stranger than fiction

4/27/2019 12:27:54 PM youstinksoap Everyone knew for a long time what their part was to play. pic.twitter.com/S2ACCdTIg1

4/27/2019 12:50:16 PM justileonne Any connection to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ?

4/27/2019 12:51:25 PM spitfire1592 Same way they did in WWII same pic slightly adjusted for right eye left eye alignment they made topical maps having picture on left side and right side 

adjusted slightly

4/27/2019 12:52:58 PM spitfire1592 Or is using google maps try this

 http://www.earthpoint.us/TopoMap.aspx 

4/27/2019 1:07:36 PM thenotobvious I’ve spoken with James. Was a part of the launch of Event Temples for a brief time as well as went pretty deep with the WingMakers team. 

I would agree it is required reading for Divine Change Makers but also caution the higher the consciousness the higher the discernment.



4/27/2019 1:18:44 PM freestateojones Majestic Proof? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1118634102171635712?s=19 …

4/27/2019 1:23:08 PM allahuniversal Who else is "left behind" in the "old" timeline with [HRC]? pic.twitter.com/pmwysNUGeI

4/27/2019 1:31:56 PM angeladeangelo who offers it : 

"You can now receive gender-affirming hormone therapy (also known as HRT), self-injection trainings, and resources & referrals for transgender-

specific medical and legal services"

answer: planned parenthood.

4/27/2019 1:32:56 PM enomai_ Does he know the aliens can hear all of his thoughts at will?

4/27/2019 1:33:43 PM angeladeangelo "a parent can actually cause gender diaspora."  transgender is manufactured.

4/27/2019 1:33:53 PM decodematrix The cabal did another synagogue shooting. See something, say something. https://tips.fbi.gov/ 

4/27/2019 1:38:50 PM ragstorm This is a craaazy list!

I'd bet this group was involved in #ProjectBluebook, Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification Program #AATIP, etc.

Does the removal of #Jason from #DoD funding have anything to do with impending #alien #tech #disclosure? 

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
4/27/2019 1:40:47 PM lynnboyce7 Is, is your soul and Be is your body , I think.

4/27/2019 1:56:50 PM susang7671 Netflix suddenly has many positive UFO documentaries that expose the lies were were fed and explain how CABAL indoctrination through media and 

communication worked adversely to humanity. Great Shows! UFO TV: The Disclosure Movie Network. Sounds familiar. No coincidence. Thanks!

4/27/2019 1:57:25 PM djlok Christina Ball-sy Ford, probably a couple of the Dem POTUS candidates., that gal from Full House who goes to yoga every day but doesn't even seem to 

know yet that she's going to prison.....just to name a few.

4/27/2019 2:01:52 PM 12bravogran Quality post my friend.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 might want to fill in any blanks you missed... nice work man.  pic.twitter.com/zhWGH7k0Hv

4/27/2019 2:07:11 PM ragstorm #ProjectBluebook

#ProjectPaperclip

#AATIP

Beginning of #Disclosure..

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
4/27/2019 2:09:09 PM kathleen3693693 Did HRC split the timeline using Majestic technology?

4/27/2019 2:17:00 PM whaleheadworld @SaraCarterDC @TuckerCarlson @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump It feels strange tonight.  After following Trump throughout the 

2016 campaign and a letter in the alphabet we can't say (17), IT's happening.  The night I find out I'm going back to D.C., after 15 yrs gone.

4/27/2019 2:27:22 PM v_rags That’s great point!  Humans with open hearts.

4/27/2019 2:30:17 PM lbtuaine Bless  you, Chin up, shoulders Back,  Eyes ahead 😊You are in my prayers as you continue your journey 🇺🇸

4/27/2019 2:38:01 PM whaleheadworld Thanks.  I remember feeling extremely patriotic as a lower-middle class kid in the early 60's.  My dad had finished tours in WWII & Korea, the economy 

was on the up.  It was good.  Flags flying everywhere.  But I've never felt more patriotic than now.

4/27/2019 2:41:20 PM whaleheadworld I wish there was a way I could help Trump, Rodgers, Flynn, and Pompeo move the ball forward.  I guess all of us, through our support, do that.

4/27/2019 2:53:15 PM allahuniversal Those work for me. Of those types, may be safe to say, 4-6% of the population then

4/27/2019 2:53:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 C_A:  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

4/27/2019 2:54:59 PM charmanda9 If we follow one another, it makes it easier. 😉

4/27/2019 2:57:50 PM norwegianon The Adam and Eve Story : The History of Cataclysms

232 pages

Publication date 01 Dec 1993

Publisher Bengal Tiger Press

Available as PDF here: https://mega.nz/#!rPgynILb!JCIp9nWWLMtQdfGct_WC--_nPiYCXL5iU_vcg-r_sE8 …

4/27/2019 2:58:46 PM n7guardiananon Graham Hancock was just talking a little bit about that on his latest visit on the joe rogan podcast

4/27/2019 2:59:43 PM norwegianon I noticed the clown version never mentioned mhd, magnetohydrodynamics...

4/27/2019 3:03:13 PM laurabusse Indeed pic.twitter.com/Kc5yqNwn5g

4/27/2019 3:04:22 PM lbf777 I am watching the history channel and all kinds of mentions of aliens, pladiens, freemasons & other stuff. Are white hats behind this exposure?

4/27/2019 3:05:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are clowns because clowns are clowns.

4/27/2019 3:07:08 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/xY6agW4JFA

4/27/2019 3:12:16 PM the_fjalar 11,500 years huh? 

Younger Dryas event was real? 

THE GREAT DELUGE?

4/27/2019 3:17:22 PM whaleheadworld Just for the record..... Diamond and Silk are live explosives!  If you put Candace up there with them we'd be talking nuke! @realDonaldTrump 

@DiamondandSilk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @AAnon_QArmy @GenFlynn @SaraCarterDC

4/27/2019 3:18:08 PM allahuniversal Synchronicity. This very topic came to mind while washing dishes  Watch the water.

4/27/2019 3:18:38 PM texas_nacl Thank you.

4/27/2019 3:22:41 PM starehope Thank you 👊

4/27/2019 3:23:32 PM phreatomagnetic Love the magnetohydrodynamics

4/27/2019 3:25:33 PM starehope Same book I suppose?

4/27/2019 3:27:22 PM starehope Was this a republication of the 1965 version?

4/27/2019 3:27:58 PM doc1415 I watched it like 50 times when i was a kid. Great movie. Never had sinbad in it though.

4/27/2019 3:29:10 PM macrojon Ancient Aliens is just flat out stating we’ve been seeded and visited for millennia.  No longer up for debate.  Yet the nation sleeps. Distracted much?

4/27/2019 3:31:07 PM mongrelglory My cousin's daughter in Calgary almost got lured into this situation at age 15.  It was a guy they were partying with. He gave her free drugs and got her 

hooked, then said he knew a guy that was willing to pay $500 for her virginity, which she could use to pay off her drub debts!

4/27/2019 3:31:19 PM djlok Probably so. I just don't know how we take care of 4-6% of the population. I will say, I am glad to see 45 reviewing current incarcerations. Maybe 

getting some of those people who have done no harm to others (but were imprisoned w/stupid laws) will open up jail cells for others.



4/27/2019 3:31:36 PM jaspony1 I thought 45 was putting a stop to this?!!!

Trust the plan is all we keep hearing while this is going on right out in the open!!!

If things don't change soon, it's time for us to become the Justice!!!

This makes me so sick... My baby girl is 10... It makes me so mad!!!

4/27/2019 3:31:45 PM joinna6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. #Alice ?  

Confirm or Delete?

4/27/2019 3:32:17 PM libertyspring99 Wow! Just wow!

4/27/2019 3:32:29 PM norwegianon Kinda, maybe a more refined version, and it contains a section called "Aftermath of the Adam and Eve story", I belive this is a version of the book 

P"ostlude to the Adam and Eve story" 😎👍

4/27/2019 3:34:03 PM starehope Great, thanks!👍👊

4/27/2019 3:36:53 PM nordic_nog or you know watch this where is gives you full deal https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHSoxioQtwZfY2ISsNBzJ-aOZ3APVS8br …

4/27/2019 3:37:55 PM starehope Water is precious. Is that why Trump and Pence put their bottles of water on the floor at that meeting? Or was that about a totally different subject?

4/27/2019 3:39:07 PM daveo6145 my therapist traineeship feels repetitive. but not just that-i feel like im waking up in the same day over and over. there's a little change now that ppl 

are waking up but i sense friends and family are stuck on the old timeline. perhaps that's what we're battling as well.

4/27/2019 3:41:50 PM starehope Then the Native Americans didn't cross the Bering Land Bridge? Or would that meteor strike not have affected life at such a distance? That is, if most 

life on Earth was affected?

4/27/2019 3:41:56 PM djlok Makes sense to me!

4/27/2019 3:43:00 PM starehope Oh, the Native Americans supposedly came here over 12,000 years ago.

4/27/2019 3:49:26 PM tommyo750 See Diehold Foundation you tube series predicting solar nova in 2046. A 12068 year cyclical cataclysm. There are a number of adherents to this belief. 

Includes polar reversal and reversal of earth rotation. This is why Adam and Eve classified by c_a.

4/27/2019 3:51:14 PM allahuniversal The prison of the mind is most effective.

4/27/2019 3:52:24 PM davidaustin105 Deep Delve!

4/27/2019 3:53:03 PM rachaelangelm No one would believe that it is the side of light that makes such hard choices. Evil does not care how much suffering takes place. It grows stronger. 

When the vases no longer hold water and the roses die, fire burns.

4/27/2019 3:53:41 PM allahuniversal My question is, did they ever drink the water? pic.twitter.com/o5It0GXFYN

4/27/2019 3:54:52 PM metalguru33 Oh I remember those, the UK govt. has cobra meetings, can't help thinking about the venomous snake, like the one that got modified in the garden of 

Eden. Remember that.

4/27/2019 3:56:37 PM wildhor52319908 the rings https://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/archaeology/atlantis/ …

4/27/2019 3:57:12 PM melbourne_3000 Learn to archive offline 🤔

4/27/2019 3:57:48 PM circuitriderz Free energy.

4/27/2019 3:59:20 PM starehope I love Dr. Masaru Emoto. I have all his books on the study of water in relation to human emotions. Amazing photos!

4/27/2019 4:07:13 PM allahuniversal Being more than half water physically, it's matyere6mire than we know

4/27/2019 4:07:23 PM giediknight Love this information, in a time a religious wars and people sticking to their guns in regards to their stories, i.e. Torah, Bible, Koran. It’s time to look 

deeper.

4/27/2019 4:10:09 PM howdoyoumakeah1 JK, you mean JB's son?

4/27/2019 4:10:45 PM wyatt251 Kerry’s son

4/27/2019 4:15:57 PM giediknight There were 2 great deluges that reset mankind.... that we know of. Imagine most of mankind were reset to hunter gathers, but what about those 

those survived and were able to keep their knowledge intact? Could they be the ones pulling the strings today?

4/27/2019 4:19:18 PM giediknight  http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com 

4/27/2019 4:20:17 PM mongrelglory matyere6mire?  I'm still trying to pronounce that.  I'm not good at these word puzzles...🤔

4/27/2019 4:23:10 PM starehope I doubt it. But there were other suspicions about it. I think they go back to Fugi girl at the Oscars or Emmys, not sure since I don't watch those kind of 

"programs" and the crimes against children and humanity.

4/27/2019 4:24:45 PM allahuniversal @#$&_-)=( Autocorrect

*it matters more than we know *

4/27/2019 4:25:19 PM starehope Me either, but I know for certain that twitter screws up a lot of my words. I always check before I tweet, after there are either unknown words or 

misspellings.

4/27/2019 4:26:38 PM starehope That explains it perfectly. Thank you Gold! 👍👊

4/27/2019 4:27:10 PM urkgurgle Something big is coming. They are trotting out the aliens

4/27/2019 4:27:51 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I definitely wouldn't have solved that one. 😝

4/27/2019 4:28:32 PM allahuniversal No worries, I don't know those comms either! 😂

4/27/2019 4:28:55 PM allahuniversal 👊🏽

4/27/2019 4:30:49 PM starehope So, just think, if thoughts can do that to water, what are we doing to each other with our negative thoughts. Think only good thoughts. Very difficult, 

especially on twitter.

4/27/2019 4:31:54 PM inthenameoflo19 The Biblical flood was done by God to rid of the Geber. The Giants,  Geber were the offspring if the fallen angels who fled their habitat and bred the 

daughters of God.  Noah had the only pure blood line left from David.  From which Christ was to come.

4/27/2019 4:32:04 PM starehope MJ12 told us to learn the comms. I don't know where the dictionary is. 😭😭😭

4/27/2019 4:32:11 PM macrojon Well possibly as a last ditch diversion by the Cabal.  AA has been throwing this out for a few years now.  The Cabal doesn’t have many cards left to play.  

 I don’t believe ETs would allow a nuke to be detonated.

4/27/2019 4:34:01 PM allahuniversal And in a lot of ways even more so through Twitter, FB, memes, etc. Sound moves much slower face to face. The communication happening with 

thoughts & emotions online arrives at the speed of light

4/27/2019 4:34:19 PM inthenameoflo19 If read with understanding the flood was regional.  When the Old Testament refers to the days of old, it was the 1st earth age.  The time of Day and 

rebellion.  God destroyed all life on earth when Satan fell.

4/27/2019 4:34:27 PM andrew13892378 Each Mound, Monument, Pyramid, Temple, etc "Earth-wide", gives comprehensive information by its own dimensions, shape, size, and location for the 

Next structure in the network, encompassing the same information in turn for the next and so on, Only If Giza Pyramid=Prime Meridian.

4/27/2019 4:35:23 PM allahuniversal Scattered widely across the chans, and packaged neatly somewhere within

4/27/2019 4:35:56 PM starehope Most certainly. This is cause for concern. Support my President as I mire through filth. Grounding is important.

4/27/2019 4:36:51 PM covertress Already answered. Follow this thread: https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1111149801536577536?s=19 …

4/27/2019 4:37:28 PM starehope Shall I add this to my list of questions? Where is your dictionary? 😂😂😂

4/27/2019 4:38:28 PM inthenameoflo19 In the beginning of Genesis, it reads.  God created the heavens and the earth.  And the earth became void.  In Hebrew...Tuhu Va Buhu.  Void of life.  We 

are in the second earth age.  Our earth is billions of years old.  This age is around around 11,000 years old.

4/27/2019 4:39:55 PM allahuniversal My future self is a prankster, he keeps running off with it yelling "Future Proves Past!" 🤣🤣🤣

4/27/2019 4:41:53 PM starehope Be nice! You were once a prankster. You have risen above that level. Don't devolve. You are too nice and advanced for that. 👍💕

4/27/2019 4:43:20 PM allahuniversal Eternal sense of humor, I'm kinds stuck with it

4/27/2019 4:45:00 PM andrew13892378 What cannot so far be answered is the explanation for how structures built over many thousands of years were all coordinated in this way. Who was 

there to oversee the constructions were all built to specs through all time? Time Travel? Built to surviving Plan? Surviving culture?

4/27/2019 4:45:05 PM starehope That can be good, especially if you can make others laugh to lighten their burdens and cause them to forget for a while. Do you know anything about 

negative blood?

4/27/2019 4:47:15 PM rawphonegirl Like this narrative? https://youtu.be/f5mk9JX8Cy8 

4/27/2019 4:50:49 PM allahuniversal Not much from memory, my study of it was never too in depth. Others would be better qualified to speak to that 3



4/27/2019 4:50:59 PM allahuniversal That one*

4/27/2019 4:51:17 PM starehope Ok, thank you.

4/27/2019 4:52:13 PM heartsscales Glad you finally touch on this, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/27/2019 4:52:20 PM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️

4/27/2019 4:52:58 PM starehope What?

4/27/2019 4:53:19 PM allahuniversal (bowing)

4/27/2019 4:54:30 PM starehope Don't bow. We are friends! Please just be there when I get confused.

4/27/2019 4:55:39 PM allahuniversal 😁 Consider it my emoji way of saying... pic.twitter.com/PvUdn0w7hN

4/27/2019 4:57:10 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – A “meteor”?

Is that the extent of your ‘intel’?

Upon the application, to (predominantly) Silica, of Plasma Discharge Sequence:

• Quartz

• Iron ((as FeO ( https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.026403 …) – O spin state —> ½) then  

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-019-0355-1 …)

•  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1112501813712994307 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1122257602283474945 …

4/27/2019 4:57:30 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 did say that there were many different elements of blood representing different genetic contributions to the human species. They said that the 

Rh factor was only one of a great many which our labs don't currently test for, so alone, the Rh factor is not that significant.

4/27/2019 4:57:58 PM starehope Namaste! May the peace in me find the peace in you. You have given or shared much peace with me. I thank you for it. I do hope you are experiencing 

peace.

4/27/2019 4:58:43 PM wearediamonds2 I am also very easily bored once I have tried something and accomplished it. Always ready to move on at that point!

4/27/2019 4:58:59 PM allahuniversal Hovering over the target pic.twitter.com/nzIA7ND4Wk

4/27/2019 5:00:01 PM starehope I read the 13 bloodlines were RH negative.

4/27/2019 5:00:48 PM starehope Yes, we are!

4/27/2019 5:01:14 PM wearediamonds2 I am suddenly very happy and at peace with almost everything, just as I was as a child. This only happened sometime in the past few months but hasn't 

been my reality for about 30 years. Very glad to be "healed", or whatever it is that changed!

4/27/2019 5:03:52 PM starehope Yes, I did too. I wonder why so many, about 85% have RH positive. Rhesus as in monkey.

4/27/2019 5:04:16 PM mongrelglory That's quite possible, as the Rh negative trait is common in Spain, and certain areas of Asia. But that alone doesn't say much as to their genetic make-

up because our species has been manipulated genetically over such a long period of time that many people have Rh negative blood.

4/27/2019 5:05:20 PM starehope 15%of the world population last I checked.

4/27/2019 5:08:44 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ12 said there were over 200 different factors in blood that are important regarding genetic lines. Rh negative does not necessarily = 

reptilian. Humans were supposedly created/modified from primate strains that existed on the planet.

4/27/2019 5:09:51 PM mongrelglory Including my younger sister.

4/27/2019 5:10:35 PM starehope Which explains the Rhesus monkey -  RH positive factor.

4/27/2019 5:10:49 PM wbwse The Divine Wrath Of The Holy Father 

  Lord #Yahweh And The Vengeance 

        Of The Son Lord #Yahushua 

     Will Be Known By The #Vatican

In Italy The Evil Roman Catholic Church 

        And Prophet Pope Francis For

                        Prince Will pic.twitter.com/LFjaTcuinp

4/27/2019 5:13:29 PM realtsfin Just figured this stuff out!  #TheGreatAwakening

4/27/2019 5:18:54 PM inthenameoflo19 I have studied deeply into the original languages for over 35 years.  When the Bible states foundations of old he is referring to the first earth age.  After 

this is the third.  Man was Not in flesh until this age.  The God repented he did that because of Day And corruption.

4/27/2019 5:22:18 PM inthenameoflo19 We are ALL angels in spirit.  When Satan fell he took one third with him.  One third stood with God one third was unable to decide.  Our souls were all 

created at once approximately 14 billion plus years ago.  We were created in Gods image.

4/27/2019 5:28:57 PM warangel1111 Love the colors ... U a Blond Eko .. 😎

4/27/2019 5:31:17 PM natureinspace Lol! I thought it was French or something! I was ready to look it up because I had no idea what it meant hahaha!

4/27/2019 5:34:01 PM laurabusse Kryon way opens my heart. Thought there was something good there from day 1...

4/27/2019 5:36:11 PM ekotoons JUSST DRAWING PICTURES pic.twitter.com/Rk4DFxZpM8

4/27/2019 5:36:22 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

4/27/2019 5:37:58 PM sterkinglights1 Scoatia!

4/27/2019 5:40:22 PM thomasdra9on Alot of maybes

4/27/2019 5:42:10 PM whiteloverose  pic.twitter.com/n7uo4w6urN

4/27/2019 5:44:28 PM thomasdra9on Lovely

4/27/2019 5:46:30 PM thomasdra9on I'm about

4/27/2019 5:47:10 PM warangel1111 😁

4/27/2019 5:47:48 PM thomasdra9on IC u c

4/27/2019 5:50:06 PM thomasdra9on Are you about?

4/27/2019 5:54:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Read each then you tell us.

4/27/2019 5:54:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE!

4/27/2019 5:55:50 PM thomasdra9on Who is we?

4/27/2019 5:55:57 PM allahuniversal #SHEEPNoMore

4/27/2019 5:56:04 PM pro_aktv Well, definitely for 1/3 - 1/2 the country, anyways. 😕

4/27/2019 5:56:57 PM aprilbrown99 Our President is absolutely amazing! I love him so much!  ❤️❤️❤️

I love all of our military too!  God bless them/you!

4/27/2019 5:58:01 PM thomasdra9on Wow

4/27/2019 5:58:01 PM blsdbe #ThinkForYourSelf!!!

4/27/2019 5:58:17 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/3mfaoIiJRE

4/27/2019 5:58:19 PM blsdbe Ditto!!!

4/27/2019 6:05:43 PM ethereal_shaman Heyoka in your blood.

4/27/2019 6:06:16 PM aprilbrown99 ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

4/27/2019 6:06:51 PM billyj1616 Did the 800 numbers come out???? pic.twitter.com/seN68N48yf

4/27/2019 6:08:41 PM allahuniversal (had to look that up)

& it Looks about Right! pic.twitter.com/yiLJd8F3gr

4/27/2019 6:11:06 PM zagnett This wiped out the Clovis people and a lot of mega fauna in N. America.

4/27/2019 6:12:21 PM andrew13892378 One of the implications of this knowledge is that if there exist anomaly's for Earths size or shape, Calculations will reveal the truth about our current 

abode. Currently Unknown places can be found. There are other large Implications.



4/27/2019 6:13:41 PM wyatt251 Both sry pic.twitter.com/kbKHog6AIk

4/27/2019 6:13:55 PM allahuniversal Might want to stop provoking the lions who roam here

4/27/2019 6:14:01 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Soren. 😉

4/27/2019 6:14:28 PM billyj1616 Page 40 for reference

4/27/2019 6:19:53 PM mongrelglory Did the humans who were living on Earth at the time the meteor struck escape off planet (or inside) or were they wiped out, and the planet had to be 

"re-stocked" with life-forms afterwards? (The Genesis story).

4/27/2019 6:20:33 PM thomasdra9on Ok fun?

4/27/2019 6:21:59 PM mongrelglory Follow-up question:  On most inhabited planets, do people live underground (inside the planet) in order to escape cyclical types of disasters like 

meteors? Or is it more common for people to inhabit the surface of the planet?

4/27/2019 6:26:19 PM petitchevalb What is the current human IS/ BE ratio on Earth? 

Is it 100/100 (every BE has its own IS), 70/100 (100 BE sharing 70 IS) or less?

4/27/2019 6:26:22 PM thomasdra9on Anything else?

4/27/2019 6:26:24 PM goyaeq Will Planet X effect the timing of the pole shift?

4/27/2019 6:26:30 PM andrew13892378 All Undiscovered temples, Ancient libraries could be located mathematically, we don't fully understand possibilities for finding smaller items yet. One 

hypothesis, all the structures have a navigational purpose through space and time. Partly ruined temples are of no consequence.

4/27/2019 6:27:44 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/47y5bo8wtqM 

4/27/2019 6:29:53 PM j0z0rpwn I will for you. Remember the crypto boom a few years ago? There were a lot of promises made that haven't come to fruition. Many will be revealed to 

be scams. Some were operating in good faith, but couldn't deliver on the magnitude of their promises

4/27/2019 6:31:59 PM thomasdra9on I get inspiration from many scources

4/27/2019 6:33:01 PM billyj1616 Activate the pyramids across the planet.

4/27/2019 6:33:04 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/TJUZY2ePkn

4/27/2019 6:33:36 PM j0z0rpwn I think Tether was Polish mafia connected

4/27/2019 6:34:28 PM andrew13892378 Somebody went to extraordinary lengths and expenditure of energy to build an enduring network, for which we can only conclude something of 

extraordinary importance was/is in play and is still to be discovered. Who? Why?

4/27/2019 6:35:27 PM thomasdra9on Laptop?

4/27/2019 6:42:19 PM thomasdra9on A new record in wierdness...mmmaybe

4/27/2019 6:43:05 PM bonaparente Advanced cultures build planets, they chose not to live on unstable living worlds like ours. It’s more like visits to a beautiful park, to see fauna and flora. 

Countless living planets exist.

4/27/2019 6:43:56 PM maryschade14 Red dragons White Dragons Green Dragons..Rothschilde competitors

Disinfo Hudes R Disinfo W Fulford Japan Green neds more mining..most deceptive. Could reach back Ping Pong diplomacy.. 

pic.twitter.com/UO0bSp2SuW

4/27/2019 6:48:33 PM johnhammar94 Any reason?

4/27/2019 6:53:19 PM allahuniversal This @sren1171 thing is persistent. Did I trigger it's trauma to perceive a threat? Does it believe that it owns my time & attn enough to warrant an 

immediate response? Can it see me from it's dimension? Is it projecting? Is it well practiced with cyber threats? Why is it angry?

4/27/2019 6:54:20 PM allahuniversal And why is it glitching?

4/27/2019 6:55:35 PM aprilbrown99 Kek 💚🐸💚

4/27/2019 7:01:07 PM thomasdra9on Hey, and what?

4/27/2019 7:02:14 PM j0z0rpwn Cronus

4/27/2019 7:09:27 PM andrew13892378 Some answers may be found as I translate several large volumes of Alien script discovered in year 2017 which contain message communicates relevant 

to current predicaments of our time. Several million messages per text body, which also mention "Q".

4/27/2019 7:11:47 PM allahuniversal That's odd. I see Love.

4/27/2019 7:13:22 PM mongrelglory Which makes me wonder what the real Hilary Clinton is up to while her double distracts the public! 🤨

4/27/2019 7:13:37 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/LFaiZgYUFI

4/27/2019 7:14:29 PM allahuniversal I have my own, thanks

4/27/2019 7:14:51 PM allahuniversal Every one can see my profile. It's public.

4/27/2019 7:15:31 PM mongrelglory I Brief Therapy that's called a "Pattern Interrupt".  It's meant to break someone's focus out of a negative affective (emotional) state.

4/27/2019 7:16:22 PM allahuniversal That's an interesting theory.

4/27/2019 7:17:29 PM allahuniversal I tend to be pretty good with that, as long as others are open to it.

4/27/2019 7:17:50 PM allahuniversal Is that you eBot?

4/27/2019 7:19:17 PM gramptorino And More Sheep Dogs Every Day... I Love Dogs 🐶

4/27/2019 7:41:33 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/JzDH3pMtkA

4/27/2019 7:42:35 PM melanieanders7 Lol pic.twitter.com/ndD5VHqXxL

4/27/2019 7:44:53 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You are witnessing the merging of two timelines. [HRC] is still in the "old" timeline. ]IS-BEs[ are the "new" timeline.

Are you enjoying the show? Nothing can stop what is coming. Merging the timelines is a delicate matter.

4/27/2019 7:46:38 PM toffer_anon_369 Gutfeld was just talking about the Navy implementing new guidelines for reporting UFOs and aliens

4/27/2019 7:47:57 PM melanieanders7 The smell fishy.

4/27/2019 7:48:06 PM n7guardiananon That could possibly explain the highly advanced cities carved into solid rock

4/27/2019 7:52:29 PM love4thegameak Nice!! All yours!!

4/27/2019 7:55:41 PM giediknight The rally was amazing, you can hear the Q, MJ12 elements throughout.

4/27/2019 7:56:43 PM scottleecupp Yes, they are. Playing with something they know absolutely nothing about. Dangerous.

4/27/2019 7:59:02 PM qtpi3_14 Looks like Barron to me 🤫

4/27/2019 8:02:49 PM shushale Walk the line.

4/27/2019 8:04:07 PM ekotoons THEN TRANSCEND IT

4/27/2019 8:04:34 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8950579/oxford-university-professor-aliens-breeding-hybrid-humans-earth/ …

4/27/2019 8:06:48 PM freestateojones Quite the Creation. 

In the likeness and image of. pic.twitter.com/ao9DdruiEY

4/27/2019 8:07:01 PM sterkinglights1 Lost me @ speciality.

4/27/2019 8:07:31 PM shushale Flip it and reverse it.

Refraction.

Prism.

Reverse clandestine.

New timeline.
4/27/2019 8:07:44 PM s2command Figured out the how of that on the local /state level. Just need the Patriots for the task. -The S2 Project.

4/27/2019 8:08:23 PM stevefromwa He lost me at “climate change.”

4/27/2019 8:08:59 PM citoyen_resist sure since most of them look like us. And they do it since the craddle of homo sapiens. 85 % of sentients being in the milky way and andromeda are 

human, and some of them can naturally interbreed with us.



4/27/2019 8:11:05 PM speaakn "thinks this new species will save Earth from annihilation from climate change." 👈 Lost any credibility to me with that statement right there!

4/27/2019 8:15:07 PM decodematrix Well there was aliens living in Paradise, CA and that's why [they] burned it down.

4/27/2019 8:16:14 PM allahuniversal Awwww, look at it trying to trigger me. Adorable

4/27/2019 8:16:30 PM allahuniversal Adorable

4/27/2019 8:16:40 PM citoyen_resist interbreeding with alien is actually the way to explain key racial differences on earth. exo genetic material was necessary.

4/27/2019 8:17:36 PM allahuniversal Oh, have you been waiting for me? Because my life does  consists of more than twttter.  You'll just have to wait

4/27/2019 8:18:29 PM allahuniversal Sad.

4/27/2019 8:22:58 PM renovaalejandro I am interested in the S2 project and would appreciate some information.  Thanks.

4/27/2019 8:32:48 PM speaakn Ditto 🤓

4/27/2019 8:34:05 PM s2command Tha feum air luchd-ceannais air feadh an àite. See DM to you.

4/27/2019 8:37:46 PM al_chacho Call that number and listen to message. You can leave message. Mention my name. pic.twitter.com/AjqSbh3wOp

4/27/2019 8:39:00 PM kript_ceeper My god! This pic is priceless! He literally looks like he's going to town on what's to come!

4/27/2019 8:39:24 PM brandon39886610 Dude ...I sent my mom the water crystal picture 45 minutes ago

4/27/2019 8:43:38 PM davidkwilson5 Well that explains the democrats insanity

4/27/2019 8:44:08 PM aprilbrown99 This article is from 2012, so perhaps at that time we were headed for “climate” change...like HRC starting WW3. What the article doesn’t mention is 

how does he know about these aliens?  Was he contacted? Has he seen them?  Seeding info? 🧐

4/27/2019 8:45:46 PM aprilbrown99 Is that true?  I haven’t heard that before but sounds interesting. Do you have any info you can share or can you point me to someones thread?  Thank 

you.

4/27/2019 8:46:09 PM aprilbrown99 👆👆👆😂😂😂

4/27/2019 8:47:56 PM aprilbrown99 Omg!  That used to be one of my favorite group in the 80s. Thanks for the flashback!  👍👊❤️

4/27/2019 8:51:45 PM girlawakeinca Under is the 🔑

4/27/2019 9:05:25 PM destinlola Well, that’s a new gimmick.

4/27/2019 9:12:52 PM mongrelglory Hey!  I often go to Walmart after 9 pm!  😝

4/27/2019 9:17:28 PM mongrelglory Uhm...MJ12, his specialty is teaching the Korean language.  Did you bring this to our attention as just an example of ETs being seeded into the 

collective consciousness?  I think most people would tend to dismiss this guy's claims even though he's from Oxford U.

4/27/2019 9:18:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal will push ET stories when [CF] is in the crosshairs.

4/27/2019 9:19:55 PM starehope Yes, me too.

4/27/2019 9:21:30 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/IHXtHBtNct

4/27/2019 9:23:51 PM mongrelglory Woah!  Huge difference in detail between the sanitized and unsanitized versions!  Well, if it happens again, I guess it will be almost instantaneous for 

all the IS-BEs on the surface of the planet.  Almost like hitting the re-set button on a computer.  🔄

4/27/2019 9:25:31 PM starehope Søren. Stop. You embarrass the name of my farfar! That is a good name... Samuel.

4/27/2019 9:26:47 PM mongrelglory It's gonna have to be one hell of a Project Blue-beam operation to distract from Hillary being led off in handcuffs! 🥳

4/27/2019 9:27:31 PM starehope Could be, but I have different ideas.

4/27/2019 9:30:50 PM girlawakeinca Thanks! Printing now 👍

4/27/2019 9:33:29 PM starehope MJ12 - is the above statement true?

4/27/2019 9:33:48 PM starehope Possible.

4/27/2019 9:34:37 PM mongrelglory The CIA left out all references to archeological discoveries showing previous highly advanced civilizations on earth.  The unsanitized version is a great 

read!

4/27/2019 9:34:48 PM melony1975la I've read it. It was truly fascinating.

4/27/2019 9:37:33 PM andrew13892378 This is the historical point in the event stream from which things started to get really interesting, If anybody would like me to continue, Maj staff or 

otherwise, please indicate your interest and I will keep things safe-ish for public knowledge. I can go PM If requested Maj.

4/27/2019 9:37:45 PM starehope Yes, very good! I can attest to it. 👍

4/27/2019 9:50:48 PM anuishboucher University professor are used and were promised notoriety bc they were choose To disclose ET's and Ancient builder race

4/27/2019 10:08:27 PM starehope It is past your bedtime. Be off.

4/27/2019 10:10:03 PM starehope You are extremely ignorant. I will block you. You have had too much to drink.

4/27/2019 10:14:44 PM clockworkanon Surely his book would include source of intel regarding this subject.

Reason for obsession w/ change climate --- or climate change?

#FactsMatter 

Loss of CONTROL --- #PANIC 

(Hypothetical)

Possible human dominance among ET?

Suppress ET presence by force?
4/27/2019 10:15:46 PM looseybloomers Why do you keep posting this? Explain please? It's time.

4/27/2019 10:17:26 PM kahurose For just a moment I though he was holding a giant red pill. 

That good man looks as though he means business.

4/27/2019 10:21:30 PM wild8heart David Wilcock with Edge of Wonder on Youtube.

4/27/2019 10:27:55 PM mskeens1962 Eko at first glance that line gave me the impression of something bad. 😟

Love the broad shoulders and tiny tight buttocks 😜😝

4/27/2019 10:30:05 PM princesspatrio1 Interesting. I had that thought also.

4/27/2019 10:32:53 PM mskeens1962 Me too 🙋🏼♀️ but hey maybe Eko is his doppelganger 🤷🏼♀️

4/27/2019 10:36:12 PM starehope Ignore and block Søren. He is a disgrace to the Danes, the people of Denmark who are loving and kind people. He is a disgrace to my grandfather's 

name 'Søren', meaning Samuel in English. He is rude. Ignore the ignorant.

4/27/2019 10:45:08 PM nursewounds Keep going that was great 👍

4/27/2019 10:46:11 PM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

4/27/2019 10:46:24 PM starehope He has blocked me.

4/27/2019 10:46:56 PM allahuniversal Muted. Just wanted to get a read on the account, bot or human. If it's a bot it fakes anger well

4/27/2019 10:47:28 PM angelswar11 I thought he was about to hit the poll ..

4/27/2019 10:47:41 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂❤️ You are so cute Margaret!

4/27/2019 10:47:48 PM starehope No, his account was temporarily restricted due to his activity I imagine. Hmmm....

4/27/2019 10:47:54 PM allahuniversal Must be human then 🤣 pic.twitter.com/4TmXtWuR4o

4/27/2019 10:49:08 PM starehope Glad you are ok. He should be in bed. I believe he is drunk.

4/27/2019 10:50:34 PM allahuniversal Synchronicity sent it back to you o7

4/27/2019 10:50:46 PM starehope I knew he was human.

4/27/2019 10:52:59 PM angelswar11 Ugh Pole

4/27/2019 10:54:05 PM allahuniversal Just a little comic relief, nothing serious. He'll be OK some day in this eternity.

4/27/2019 10:54:32 PM starehope Gold, have a wonderful evening or day, wherever you are dear friend! 😄😴

4/27/2019 10:56:25 PM allahuniversal Same for you! pic.twitter.com/w5hZ3JBGB6

4/27/2019 11:07:11 PM mskeens1962 The pole would have been a lot better than what came to my mind. 

Poor guy is probably 😴 while we are teasing him



4/27/2019 11:22:05 PM mskeens1962 In the meantime the hubby is having a jam session 

 https://twitter.com/cubicinch400/status/1122384739799916544?s=19 …

4/27/2019 11:25:58 PM angelswar11 It’s a great song but nothing better than the original https://youtu.be/uwiTs60VoTM 

4/27/2019 11:27:50 PM ekotoons ITS THE SEAL ON 

A GIANT GLASS 

WINDOW

4/27/2019 11:32:48 PM andrew13892378 You are welcome! I will allow some time for Maj to respond before continuing as a courtesy😀

4/27/2019 11:32:51 PM angelswar11 I know I saw it later .. It looked like a Pole Lol

4/27/2019 11:33:07 PM mskeens1962 🤦🏼♀️

4/27/2019 11:40:57 PM jimjr1957direct I'd rather believe other unbelievable things.

4/28/2019 12:03:53 AM ekotoons ANOTHER VIEW... pic.twitter.com/wMJJCm6oXw

4/28/2019 12:04:54 AM angelswar11 Awe Curtains.. Makes Sense now .. 😁😎👍

4/28/2019 12:06:35 AM angelswar11 Love it Eko I really do .. The colors reminded me of @schumannbot .. It was powerful and I adore the White shirt .. All Crisp and Clean ..Did u starch it.. 

❤️

4/28/2019 12:16:54 AM lightworkercain 11,500 years ago, 2-3 pole shifts back?

4/28/2019 12:35:44 AM mskeens1962 We have sheer curtains on our windows too...I should have known.  I bet the view is beautiful out that huge window 🌌🌌

4/28/2019 1:06:53 AM mykidsrtheebest Fallen angels.

4/28/2019 1:30:51 AM sterkinglights1 The ones with poo in thier clothes?

4/28/2019 1:33:52 AM sterkinglights1 Fuego!

4/28/2019 1:37:16 AM nullanon12 Goddamn LMFAO the holograms on 9/11-John Lear Interview

4/28/2019 1:53:35 AM mongrelglory In the unsanitized version, the author talks about having seen large space-ships with his own eyes (I'm assuming he was referring to the ones Ronald 

Regan talked about) and also puts forth the theory that Jesus studied in India and was an ET.

4/28/2019 1:56:01 AM mongrelglory Well, I am a Starseed I guess.  Maybe Walmart is a secret rendezvous location for ETs. 😎

4/28/2019 1:58:57 AM andrew13892378 The information presented here in my string and much more is all available to the public, and the Australian Local University Systems were given first 

option to determine the course of findings but rejected with disinterest any look in.

4/28/2019 2:31:50 AM andrew13892378 Also attempts were made to find other A-Z Web portals describing their expertise in the specialized sensitive handling of such a type of matter in order 

to make contact over issues but none exist in Australia to this day. Legal stuff now covered briefly.

4/28/2019 2:33:27 AM andrew13892378 The only option I felt was viable was a carefully controlled public exposure of sensitive matters. Nearly Two years on videos spelling out very exotic 

findings have less that 100 hits. Later a top Linguist was found, and a University Submission was made.

4/28/2019 2:36:03 AM andrew13892378 A university Submission of multiple discoveries was prepared and is the prime material publicly available. One of the findings involves discovery of a 

linguistic communication to mankind made in a format of which we were and are technically incapable of reproducing.

4/28/2019 2:41:49 AM kittles62081233 Change of narrative = Skyfall event?

4/28/2019 2:42:04 AM petitchevalb Arent they doing very bad things in some of these videos?

4/28/2019 2:56:46 AM thomasdra9on Peekaboo, uc?

4/28/2019 3:08:23 AM jimisroomufotv Actually makes more sense than planes hitting. The first one was certainly never photographed, was it?  We have the tech for holographs and more... 

That was supposed to be covered by the Q movement as well...buried tech.  I wouldnt ridicule Lear on this at all.

4/28/2019 3:41:52 AM jimisroomufotv Exactly what is so laughable about this?  Why is this 100% NOT plausible?  I havent heard any arguments to the contrary except ridicule so far...  No 

data whatsoever. Just calling someone silly or laughable doesnt cut it for me. Data please.

4/28/2019 3:41:52 AM vincemindfreak its the sun ..the lowest form of newspaper

4/28/2019 3:51:29 AM maryschade14 The book of Enoch is a necessary precursor. As then is now.

Atlanteans were taken down fow their belial child sacrifices. 

Lilith..mated with Samael demon djinn recreated the blood drinkers

Vampyres are the mythos that surround adrenochrome addiction

The removal of Apocrypha 1885

4/28/2019 4:08:44 AM norwegianon Rh factor mystery?

4/28/2019 4:16:59 AM norwegianon You can start out with listening to a computer reading the cl0wn version. Increase playback speed to save time ;)

 https://youtu.be/aDKdiHyqO7U 

And it's well worth reading it all. There's a lot of goodies in there.

4/28/2019 4:20:54 AM norwegianon One difference is the trigger for the event of crustal displacement. In the CiA version the trigger is "atomic explosions" inside the Earth's core, while in 

the later version the key is magnetohydrodynamics and our Solar system passing thru a magnetic null zone..

4/28/2019 4:26:04 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/bRvgGW0nDA

4/28/2019 5:10:21 AM andrew13892378 Sorry Too Hot for Majestic! They Historically appear to have removed many of my Last Tweets. We can wait to see if they are just taking time for legal 

consideration of what I historically disclosed! maybe they will restore them after a while. Stay tuned Guys!

4/28/2019 5:16:14 AM mossman_moore Unsanitised Version dedicates book to General Curtis LeMay and others.  Cross ref to Twining Memo to LeMay of 18 July 1947

 http://www.majesticdocuments.com/pdf/meteorological-r&d_18-jul47.pdf …

4/28/2019 5:20:12 AM mossman_moore Twining Memo points to "close relationship and interdependence of research in meteorology and research in electromagnetic and compressional wave 

propagation.."

4/28/2019 5:28:56 AM norwegianon Beware! There are recurring events that are longer than the memory of Mankind. pic.twitter.com/FgmgPo4MfE

4/28/2019 5:33:32 AM mossman_moore MHD as mentioned elsewhere?

4/28/2019 5:44:39 AM maryschade14 Nothing to see here..

4/28/2019 5:51:38 AM _369311119 I within the E Y E? pic.twitter.com/0ejU5wDBSo

4/28/2019 5:52:09 AM jollyrob2 Oxfords Scientists?🧐....🤮

4/28/2019 5:54:01 AM andrew13892378 The below several Tweets seem to have been removed and I respect that action, I am on a guest platform. I can understand the weight of carrying the 

world on ones shoulders, when one is privy to certain information's.  I am setting up a relationship with MAJ 12 as instructed.

4/28/2019 5:56:11 AM jrocktigers Wal Mart is one of the 1000 points of light and contracted with Homeland Security. When they tell you come and get food and water from there during 

a crisis, dont let anyone you love go there.

4/28/2019 5:59:47 AM nancyddb Thank you for your research and analysis; looking forward to more.

4/28/2019 6:04:15 AM anneolsen43 Home Depot ?

4/28/2019 6:05:54 AM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/FsE4xXe2PJ

4/28/2019 6:05:56 AM realityloominng I think Antarctica is enough, with scientists, footage and documentaries

4/28/2019 6:06:31 AM jrocktigers I am not sure, but I do know that Bud Walton of Wal Mart and GHWB had a long term relationship. Wal Mart was officially appointed as 1 of the 1000 

points of light.

4/28/2019 6:09:49 AM robinreitsma1 the poss. does not surprise. with however many countless galaxies - ex. ter. life is not out of the Q, nor is the fact that they need to propagate their 

species either.

4/28/2019 6:11:43 AM norwegianon  https://youtu.be/UHbMlg6YHeE  pic.twitter.com/15ojf0t2eE

4/28/2019 6:20:05 AM andrew13892378 Thank you for your kind words and encouragement NDD,Unfortunately scientific results and exotic findings are plentiful but acceptance of them is rare. 

I need to allow time for minds to adjust. Even Maj may struggle with what I know in my specialist area.

4/28/2019 6:22:30 AM norwegianon Here's the part about #magnetohydrodynamics and the null zone... 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/WgDGs47ZW3

4/28/2019 6:22:56 AM rsm28675996 Speaking of Adam and Isha, what info. about the light manipulating cloaking device used by the Isha and its hybrids?

4/28/2019 6:26:37 AM lizkoyen Great Britain = the Promise Land...

4/28/2019 6:34:52 AM pyramidsonmars_ Anyone can take the TV video footage of 911 and slow it down.  You will see when you freeze frame after the plane ✈️ is inside the building, the 

building has self healed.



4/28/2019 6:39:10 AM norwegianon Feel I should throw in some extra stuff here...

"Buried deep in the design of the Maya Long Count calendar is a profound secret. Every 2160 orbits of Jupiter, the Earth is utterly destroyed..." 

http://amallulla.org 

4/28/2019 6:41:22 AM rawphonegirl The same General LeMay who David Adair said recruited and protected him?

4/28/2019 6:43:12 AM laurabusse Will do!!! Thx :-)

4/28/2019 6:46:33 AM jeannineriviere Hmmm

4/28/2019 6:55:28 AM norwegianon And the insane-itized version... It may be so that Chan T's work was incomplete in this first version.. If I got it right, the book was always available to 

the public and this classifying bs was related to a briefing of some kind where this book was part of the subject matter.. pic.twitter.com/ieJcSWsteg

4/28/2019 7:01:30 AM phreatomagnetic Do they think they can drop a little "Ancient Aliens" info to prime the public then Blue Beam their way out of this?

4/28/2019 7:02:16 AM decodematrix They are going to say they found ancient cities/ruins under water, then under the ice in Antartica, then on the moon, Mars, and all over the solar 

system. Then they will try to say ETs were here thousands of years ago but not now.

4/28/2019 7:07:58 AM mrblbrettish Not to mention that would explain why a genetic test would never find ET DNA in our own DNA because its been there for so long as it is.

4/28/2019 7:25:37 AM starehope Ahhh Tibet!

4/28/2019 7:30:21 AM renovaalejandro K

4/28/2019 7:34:23 AM s2command Sorry Renova, maybe that was the wrong tactic. If there is some out there that want more information about The S2 Project, please DM me. The file is 

large and needs a more secure comm channel like email.

4/28/2019 7:50:59 AM citoyen_resist this is just one clue.

4/28/2019 8:02:20 AM stefanofait Wow, that makes sense. Or at least it should, given what we know.

Just hard to wrap around one's mind about the idea of a Schrödinger's comet / whatever

4/28/2019 8:05:14 AM stefanofait Yep, #Nemesis #DarkStar binary system cyclical patterns of mass extinctions and all that. 

@CatvllvsVerona @MrMyskin @sara_maestroni

4/28/2019 8:07:02 AM aetherwalker1 tfw you go a bit 'cracked in the head' then remember a past life and some of the lost secrets of the cosmos.  👌🏼

4/28/2019 8:10:48 AM aetherwalker1 Some 👽 are already incarnated amongst us.  i.e. @elonmusk

4/28/2019 8:11:41 AM djlok Yeah, like the equivalent of "The Second Coming" but with ET's, shiney spaceships, maybe the ET's do a Broadway showtune/choreographed dance 

number while they exit the spacecraft....all of that MAY distract from the [HRC] arrest.

4/28/2019 8:13:15 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/28/2019 8:13:28 AM djlok And then the anons are gonna dig into our raw DNA data and discover that we are all ET's from different planets with different races that may or may 

not be apparent.

4/28/2019 8:17:44 AM francoissmc Please include me🙏🏻

4/28/2019 8:19:01 AM catvllvsverona Will it be the same ancient pattern? Interesting to think we might make the difference, this time. If it's us, who create our reality, quantum-physics-

like... ;)

4/28/2019 8:29:44 AM si11112018 IMO .... the best part. 💙 pic.twitter.com/hmYd4bhZ8C

4/28/2019 8:32:00 AM petitchevalb Lampasas County TX is shaped as a pyramid

Is there something special there? pic.twitter.com/K3k3hZ2pX3

4/28/2019 8:38:32 AM olimyracle  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/nov/01/afghanistan.terrorism … pic.twitter.com/WxMr0Gcmxf

4/28/2019 8:41:37 AM catvllvsverona Agreed. No look back. I'm convinced we must create our positive, "big" vision of the future, hold it, and manifest it in this timeline as we can.

4/28/2019 8:44:30 AM aprilbrown99 Since the earth is an IS-BE just like we are, perhaps Gaia replaces her dead surface cells every 2160 orbits like we replace our own cells in our bodies 

every 7 years. Just a thought. 

This is all very interesting.

4/28/2019 8:45:57 AM jorwriter That makes the most sense of any other explanation I’ve heard about how insane the Left looks from my viewpoint. HRC and her followers are really 

viewing a different alternate reality.

4/28/2019 8:51:40 AM calvinstacey2 Thank you for posting this link, I have been trying to find an uncensored copy of this to read.

4/28/2019 9:00:49 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is actually a good thing, helping us during the changes happening in our Magnetosphere?

4/28/2019 9:00:54 AM postkneejerk 🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8950579/oxford-university-professor-aliens-breeding-hybrid-humans-earth/ …

4/28/2019 9:03:56 AM laurabusse Started reading this book, thx MJ. Assumed it was nonfiction but communicated dramatically. Several chapters in smells like fiction. Chapter 19 struck 

me as ridiculous. Is definitely fiction. I can read no more. MJ WTF???

4/28/2019 9:12:26 AM covertress This could explain why some anons feel like "ordinary humans" instead of Starseeds.

4/28/2019 9:22:10 AM jm4n I know someone who worked at the Pentagon on 9/11. He saw a plane circling the area and then watched it hit the building while on a smoke break in 

the center courtyard. He helped clean the wreckage the next day and found plane seat cushions. The area was vacant for renovations.

4/28/2019 9:22:38 AM hawkgirlinmn Omg lol the hits keep coming!!

4/28/2019 9:24:26 AM hawkgirlinmn Is this also in an effort to create their own narrative since they know disclosure is imminent?

4/28/2019 9:26:08 AM david00997884 I have red this before.

4/28/2019 9:41:17 AM enomai_ Sounds good to me. More acknowledgement.

4/28/2019 9:42:04 AM covertress Reading the MJ12 Tweet Log during this "weird time" today is giving me deja vu. 

Are timelines merging causing some particular havoc today, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? If not, can you please explain why we feel so "off"?

4/28/2019 9:47:52 AM si11112018 well... like.... look at him...🤔👾👻 

soooo... pic.twitter.com/1SgY2pXISe

4/28/2019 9:50:44 AM usss_211 Yes

4/28/2019 10:05:27 AM howdoyoumakeah1 We shop at IS stores, and fight IS wars pic.twitter.com/l0CCxUPhGt

4/28/2019 10:05:39 AM carolin15161363 21 people who are the "scum" that have been removed is a comment made by President Trump at his rally last night. Are these the 21 you are 

mentioning here?

4/28/2019 10:20:35 AM mseagle888 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you tell us more about this visit?

 https://twitter.com/RoyalFamily/status/1120649244984135680 …

4/28/2019 10:37:35 AM cstarr888 You are the alone. Woke up the same way @covertress. 

🙏💖

4/28/2019 10:44:18 AM djlok I think [HRC] was on their board at one point.

4/28/2019 10:53:47 AM keith369me ...and it continues  http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg . Same trend for me...today is a fantastic day.  Low energy days don’t feel quite as good.  Not sure 

what it means, it just is.

4/28/2019 10:55:37 AM djlok I am not myself as well. I attributed it to watching Alice In Wonderland last night.   Btw watching that movie as an adult is a total trip.   All the 

archetypes we have represented in this life are on full display in Alice. Makes me curious and curiouser. #TheGreatAwakening

4/28/2019 10:59:36 AM cstarr888 (Of course that should say, "you are *not* alone"- lol) 

🙏💖

4/28/2019 11:02:08 AM rmbrice I don’t think were on a “planet”.



4/28/2019 11:05:53 AM jayrambin Make too big of a move and we could lose control. Timing.  Pick your battles, prioritize, 3D chess. Over arcing plan and Strategy.  Nothing is all good or 

bad. Hammers can build things or kill someone.  5G probably same. If we control, we can suppress the harmful applications.

4/28/2019 11:06:16 AM prmd21801759 What does it mean, that the schuman resonance is going higher? Earth is vibrating at higher frequencies? Like, higher chakras?

4/28/2019 11:13:21 AM covertress MJ12 confirmed that the Schumann Resonance spiked twice, when Delegates & motherships arrived.

They also said that the Earth's resonate frequency is being manipulated, different frequencies in different places, but added that humans weren't 

targets.

How this affects us idk yet.

4/28/2019 11:22:13 AM ragevirusqq Wonder what crime his friend needs a pardon for? https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1122334000519868416?s=21 …

4/28/2019 11:24:06 AM anangelhasland1 It is very difficult to bring peace to a quiet heart....

but it is the best way to rid oneself of aggravations disguised as vital questions...

let alone owning the faulty truths of dubious answers.

Life is an experience to be savored not a puzzle to be solved.

4/28/2019 11:40:07 AM mongrelglory I wonder if it's different with Walmart stores in Canada?

4/28/2019 11:43:59 AM jrocktigers Doubt it.  There has been videos circulated of tunnel systems connecting the wal marts to the vast underground networks. Would make sense that 

Canada is connected, wonder if there is a border crossing?

4/28/2019 11:45:51 AM howdoyoumakeah1 HRC was on board of directors of Walmart.  Walmart began in Arkansas (interesting) given what we know about MENA.  Walmart also began rapidly 

expanding right after the time the US went off the gold standard.  Was Walmart used at a distribution for narco similar to Breaking Bad?

4/28/2019 11:45:54 AM 92michael This dude is a little late to the party!

4/28/2019 12:00:21 PM missy968 They lost me at climate change.

4/28/2019 12:00:37 PM djlok I've had the sweating thing too.  It starts for me as a sharp feeling in my gut and then manifests itself into me sweating.  Very quick. What I imagine a 

hotflash would be like if I were a woman.

4/28/2019 12:03:50 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/KIoC9MpOxg

4/28/2019 12:08:44 PM je_weed_707_ Aren’t those tunnels going through the oceans to other continents?

4/28/2019 12:13:46 PM jrocktigers I am not privy to that.

4/28/2019 12:15:53 PM angelswar11 Oohhh I see ... Amazing 😎❤️

4/28/2019 12:16:05 PM je_weed_707_ I’ll look to see where I saw the information. Been awhile. If I remember correctly it would be a 2 hour ride through the tunnel to get to Asia or it may 

have been a particular country in Asia.

4/28/2019 12:22:00 PM tvradic1 Your artwork is always so beautiful!!

4/28/2019 12:51:49 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀  https://twitter.com/W7VOA/status/1122579695650914305 …

4/28/2019 12:53:23 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Invisible rulers in the Communist countries

have world control over the propaganda and the governments in free countries. We control every media of expression including newspapers, 

magazines, radio and television. Even your music! 

We will have complete control of your thinking"

4/28/2019 12:57:13 PM allahuniversal At first glance I read this as: ]IS-BEs[ are (in) the "new" timeline.

Nope 

]IS-BEs[ ARE the "new" timeline.

Has a completely different meaning. 5:5

4/28/2019 12:57:17 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve had the nighttime sweating deal too. I’ve heard the the human body sweats more during the night than during the day as means of detoxification. 

I wonder if it’s related or just a coincidence.

4/28/2019 1:05:58 PM anneolsen43 I am confused ... am I the new time line?

4/28/2019 1:06:18 PM drvrnail  pic.twitter.com/awXtb12BVu

4/28/2019 1:19:43 PM laurabusse Thx michelle...i did read the introduction but was struggling w paying attention. Will reread it. I appreciate it Michelle...

4/28/2019 1:33:03 PM jayrambin They won’t.  However, they do seem to use this in an elusive way sometimes. But, I’d bet they use a clock to get to work on time. Frustrating. And 

makes it hard to vet and trust them.   Which, frankly, I’d like to trust them.  So far, I’m still an attentive and hopeful skeptic.

4/28/2019 1:40:19 PM laurabusse Did skim the table o contents but didn't get that the book is 2 parts. Am on ch 20 of 34 chapters in part 1. Since it reads all fictiony, dunno if i can make 

it thru. Ch 19 defies belief for many reasons, it just sounded so ridiculous. Michelle i really appreciate you looking :-)

4/28/2019 1:52:28 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/carolrosenberg/status/1122603172709765121 …

4/28/2019 1:52:33 PM mongrelglory I just started it today.  I'm at the point where they're finding gold on their new property.  I like the characters in the story.  Some of the greatest literary 

truths have been written in the form of fiction.  Think Shakespeare, Tolstoy, Charles Dickens etc...

4/28/2019 1:57:21 PM laurabusse Agree. But they've got a tetrahedron shaped gold supply in a mountain worth...trillions?? That was a stretch. But now they're mining it...unseen? No 

opening into the ground? My reading comprehension has SUCKED since 1st grade. (But was great in math and sci). You saw how i missed

4/28/2019 1:57:49 PM _highjinx_ (((Ferengi))) pic.twitter.com/FDmAqiIyjq

4/28/2019 2:00:33 PM mongrelglory Try to suspend your disbelief and read it as a story.  Then after you've finished, meditate and see if you get a more universal theme, or truth out of the 

book.  I think you're trying to analyze and critique it as you read it, which is probably interfering with the enjoyment.

4/28/2019 2:00:55 PM laurabusse ...that it was fiction. So i probably missed maybe crucial details. But the dialogue was cheesy (i don't mind that if it's based on a true story). If you get 

passed ch 19...lemme know if it's worth reading. I may skip ahead to the hopefully good stuff...

4/28/2019 2:07:31 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/703900742961270784?s=19 …

4/28/2019 2:14:24 PM laurabusse Stopped reading fiction decades ago...love movies/tv but only read non fiction. I appreciate your words...it just didn't feel genuine to me and i felt like 

I'd been had. Of course i totally missed seeing the word "fiction" in the big long Forward i couldn't concentrate on...

4/28/2019 2:15:49 PM mongrelglory That's okay Laura.  If it's not your cup of tea, it just isn't. 🙂

4/28/2019 2:20:20 PM laurabusse Son basically says to me what you said; stopped loving fiction middle school, inadvertently reading books w disturbing sex. When started reading 

nonfict (20s) was hooked; to ME PERSONALLY fiction=waste of time. If I'm gonna spend that much energy on reading i wanna learn stuff...

4/28/2019 2:20:58 PM laurabusse Thx :-)

4/28/2019 2:29:34 PM freestateojones Its seems there was a + Economic plan ready to take off around the same time. 

They did something extremely drastic to remain in power and syphon from fear matrix. 

Unfortunately, it worked.

4/28/2019 2:35:44 PM higherdensitees By all means please continue to disseminate what info do you have...and Thank You for sharing!!!! PM is fine too!

4/28/2019 2:54:13 PM fktvis You mean they're pod replacement people? LOL

4/28/2019 2:56:39 PM susang7671 Pharaoh sent army to recapture those "walking" across sea on dry land, w/ EMF holding waters back from harming His children, while waters crashed 

upon "army". I C "shore" w/ portal to promise[D] lan[D] moving toward children, rather than children moving toward shore. Bring it!



4/28/2019 3:09:54 PM susang7671 All have interest in Princes' Islands (inland Sea of Marmara), central 2 Constantinople, Athens, Rome, where Rabbit and Halki Islands r located, where 

Prince's "monastery/chapel" is located, and near where Prince was "exiled". Conns 2 Clintons and Barry  4 "religious expression".

4/28/2019 3:12:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Last contact with beings on Earth was 5,965 BCE.  I was a member of a mission sent to investigate the loss of a Domain base located in the

Himalaya Mountains. An entire battalion of officers,

pilots, communications and administrative personnel

disappeared and the base destroyed"

4/28/2019 3:46:16 PM joelmaunu Resembles some of the demoncrats running for Pres. pic.twitter.com/WoScah5MwV

4/28/2019 3:58:33 PM mongrelglory I read predominantly non-fiction books as well.  The irony is, I now realize that most biographies of famous people, most history books, and even most 

science books actually present a narrative put forth by the Cabal which is fabricated!

4/28/2019 4:01:05 PM mongrelglory Actually Science Fiction was often a way for writers (especially in countries like the USSR) to criticize the governments of their times without getting in 

trouble.  George Orwell was a classic example with his books 1984 and Animal Farm.

4/28/2019 4:08:18 PM laurabusse Yeah there's talk orwell was amongst their ranks, put it out as cabal type disclosure; gotta tell em what we're doing for Karma's sake but who knows 

what the truth is. Didnt like having to read fiction in school either except for Great expectations; catcher in the rye: disturbing

4/28/2019 4:09:16 PM laurabusse Yes!

4/28/2019 4:09:45 PM proudidealist  https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/mgbxpq/ancestry-dot-com-censors-ufo-truth …

4/28/2019 4:16:38 PM laura_621 Giving it a try today ok

4/28/2019 4:19:27 PM prmd21801759 Thank you covertress!

4/28/2019 4:21:07 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

4/28/2019 4:23:06 PM covertress Can you please elaborate? 

I've not heard of this before.

4/28/2019 4:23:55 PM beeshelb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Notable?

Guantanamo Bay Admiral Fired Due to Loss of Confidence  https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/04/28/guantanamo-bay-admiral-fired-due-loss-

confidence.html …

4/28/2019 4:43:28 PM renovaalejandro K... DA BOID IS DA WOID, BOID, BOID.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebFky8L4iI4&ab_channel=CuteParrots … Heh, heh... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVieCIyWO-U&ab_channel=LRMLyrics …

4/28/2019 4:46:25 PM olimyracle Time to name "The Majestic" here and now ?

The Majestic = !Majestic 12

Correct ?

💞

4/28/2019 4:48:24 PM blankmarlo How do you feel about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/28/2019 4:48:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Notable

4/28/2019 4:49:50 PM renovaalejandro Just gimme a summary by email, please-for now. TY.

4/28/2019 4:59:14 PM laura_621 Powerful

4/28/2019 4:59:25 PM renovaalejandro So, Mixer... you be goofin' ?

4/28/2019 5:01:20 PM keith369me New high profile prisoners on the way?

4/28/2019 5:03:24 PM mindmixradio Nah.  We had a Blizzard come thru here last night try and rip the roof off - my exterior door is still farting from the north wind.

4/28/2019 5:06:53 PM mindmixradio Whas up New Mexico Outlaw?

4/28/2019 5:07:09 PM turboxyde In duality, EVERYTHING is fiction unless you possess the totality of all information at which time, all stories, all variables, all information is known in 

totality making even fiction truth because what we deploy into the world in thought form becomes a part of us ALL! 🌠 pic.twitter.com/p3fDf73Cot

4/28/2019 5:09:22 PM mindmixradio I guess you could accuse me of info-matic carpet bombing the masses?  Is there a law on the books against that yet?  Waiting five minutes for a Brehon 

Weather Change.

4/28/2019 5:09:41 PM renovaalejandro Hmmm... FARTING DOOR.  Sounds about right.  Hmmm.

4/28/2019 5:10:56 PM mindmixradio Yeah, our door catches the wind and the weather stripping sings like someone farting on a toilet.

4/28/2019 5:14:29 PM mindmixradio So you saying more illegals being let in and released by the Texicans than the New Mexicans?  Is it a competition?

4/28/2019 5:14:35 PM blsdbe Wow, I sure hope not...the MJs we interact with on this account seem more about helpfulness than enslavement.

4/28/2019 5:14:40 PM peterclloyd If this were true, one would be left to believe that all these aliens were liberals.

4/28/2019 5:19:55 PM scott_frenger I've had a theory for a couple of years now that those in power have somehow figured out how to manipulate time or possibly figured out how to 

implant a soul from one body to the next. Probably has something to do with the LHC and cern but I haven't been able to figure it out.

4/28/2019 5:19:55 PM renovaalejandro Fingers be pointing.  BP dumped a whole lotta them in Las Cruces, allegedly from Texas.  Piseed them New Mex folks off.  But who knows.

4/28/2019 5:22:32 PM mindmixradio Cretin infiltration this side of the conservative demarcation line.

4/28/2019 5:24:11 PM mindmixradio The ghosts from this 117 year old frontier home fled our chronic weirdness years ago.  Could take the humor I suppose.

4/28/2019 5:26:16 PM mindmixradio Antiqua de Azteca - Treaty of Hidalgo

4/28/2019 5:26:46 PM freeandoriginal So true

4/28/2019 5:29:40 PM mongrelglory It says GITMO currently houses 40 detainees.  Yet there were articles talking about construction on expanded facilities.  Let's hope they don't go to 

waste!

4/28/2019 5:34:41 PM lbf777 So this means CF is now in the crosshairs?

4/28/2019 5:41:28 PM keith369me I recall recently upgraded medical facilities as well.  Can’t imagine those would be for prisoners that were used to living in caves.

4/28/2019 5:43:52 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   See something , say something? 👇🏻  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1121869810927919104 …

4/28/2019 5:58:04 PM peterclloyd At this point, what difference does it make?

4/28/2019 6:04:50 PM beeshelb What does loss of confidence mean, didn't follow orders?

4/28/2019 6:20:10 PM winki00000001 ARe you aware of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

4/28/2019 6:20:54 PM kinderpsych What is that?

4/28/2019 6:21:45 PM kinderpsych I follow that account too I saw

4/28/2019 6:24:24 PM allahuniversal That was my only question. 5:5

4/28/2019 6:25:08 PM winki00000001 Are you connected with them ?

4/28/2019 6:30:06 PM freeeval .

Timeline 🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

Red Blooded Voters 🇺🇸

Prayer in the White House 🙏🏽

Little green 🐸 frogs kek as like the second plague in Egypt.

Swarm all over. (Memes)

The Lord appointed Trump like Moses, Elijah, Jehu....

Let my people go! Let our little ones go. 

Exodus 7:19, 28; 10:10

. pic.twitter.com/6IcMduUV4p



4/28/2019 6:34:29 PM zagnett Any tribunals in progress currently?

4/28/2019 6:37:56 PM missy968 He might be compromised and part of swamp draining, perhaps?

4/28/2019 6:40:08 PM s2command Sure. Need you to send first for a reply Alejandro M. 

My carrier pidgin is on vacation. lol

4/28/2019 6:40:37 PM zagnett  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread1236043/pg1 …

Connected to this?

4/28/2019 6:41:39 PM winki00000001 Why do you answer with a old inactive account from 2017 talking about Qanon ? I don't get it 🤔

4/28/2019 6:45:36 PM telstar55  http://www.eustacemullins.us/wp-content/works/Books/Eustace%20Mullins%20-

%20Murder%20by%20Injection%3b%20The%20Story%20of%20the%20Medical%20Conspiracy%20Against%20America%20(1988).pdf …

4/28/2019 6:46:18 PM renovaalejandro Funny guy.  Me no speaka gud Ingles, hombre.

4/28/2019 7:28:41 PM americanpetal "This change in leadership will not interrupt the safe, humane, legal care and custody provided to the detainee population at GTMO," officials said in a 

statement.

Huh? Let’s hope it does! OFF WITH THEIR HEADS

✔🇺🇸✔

4/28/2019 7:44:59 PM beeshelb If so, this makes me sad. He was my son's CO on the Nimitz and was instrumental in his mentoring.

4/28/2019 7:56:35 PM scott_rick Welcome John Hussey!  The red ribbon has been cut at GITMO, 1st prisoner?  Mr Comey🤡

4/28/2019 8:00:25 PM aprilbrown99 I just finished watching the full Airl interview. Very cool for 1947.  I would have loved to have been Matilda. It is sad that it has taken 72 years for 

humanity to finally get to this point, realizing of course that time is an illusion outside of this prison planet. I found...

4/28/2019 8:03:12 PM aprilbrown99 ..the history very interesting and seems to make much more sense than the lies we have been told. The portion that was shocking to me is that they 

have “corporations” in space. I can clearly see the pattern that has been created over and over and over again. I am going to...

4/28/2019 8:04:25 PM aprilbrown99 ...go back to Source this time. I don’t want to come back here if it is avoidable. We have been here for thousands of years. No wonder why I miss my 

star family so much.

4/28/2019 8:06:11 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said that military vaccines have been cleaned, unclear about civilian vaccines yet.

4/28/2019 8:09:51 PM giediknight To clarify, MJ12 said military tribunals for the eugenic pharma heads. We know the woman at CDC who covered up Autism/Vaccine link has been 

removed.

4/28/2019 8:15:03 PM aprilbrown99 Couple of questions:  

1) what is the “space opera technology”? Is that like being in the matrix?

2) so all the pyramids and that thin sheet thingy are whats keep us prisoners? 

3) who or what is the “old empire” race?  Was this explained?  If so I think I missed it. 🧐🤓🥴🙏

4/28/2019 8:19:32 PM zagnett Draco empire maybe? i don't think it was explained. They seem akin to the Borg in Star Trek, with AI controlling them (or most of them). Kind of like we 

here are (or hopefully, were) quickly becoming.

4/28/2019 8:20:30 PM aprilbrown99 Compromised?

4/28/2019 8:21:44 PM mongrelglory I've asked MJ12 about the "old empire" but they haven't replied.  I asked them how accurate the interview was. They said that the interview did 

indeed occur, but that we should take Matilda's interpretation of the information Airl was conveying with a grain of salt, since there..

4/28/2019 8:22:06 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 😁

4/28/2019 8:23:16 PM mongrelglory ...weren't other psychics there to verify the information.  (Corey Goode talks about them always using more than one interpreter).  Matilda may have 

been using the word "corporation" as the best word she could find to describe the telepathic impressions she was receiving.

4/28/2019 8:24:15 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking as well.

4/28/2019 8:24:50 PM zagnett It sounds like she was the only interpreter at the time. Perhaps they simply had no others for that particular interview. Airl didn't seem to want to 

converse with anyone else there.

4/28/2019 8:26:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes...the word corporation doesn’t really resonate. There seems to be pieces missing from that. 

I will set all this info on the large shelf in the corner of my mind to refer back to when needed. Lol. 😀

4/28/2019 8:27:01 PM mongrelglory "Space Opera" technology might have been Matilda's way of describing the science of sacred geometry and electro-magnetic frequencies, which I 

believe the control mechanisms utilize.  Like that weird sound they recorded coming from the rings of Saturn!

4/28/2019 8:28:10 PM songbirdsings5 So the MIL gets their VAX from different source? Interesting.

4/28/2019 8:28:53 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that is what I was thinking too but didn’t want to assume since they didn’t mention an actual ET race. I also thought it might have been an earlier 

regime that was in control over the Domain.

4/28/2019 8:29:09 PM mongrelglory They tried bringing in other psychologists and "psychics" but Airl refused to work with anyone other than Matilda whom she'd developed an 

empathetic rapport with.  I think Airl was wary of the motivations of the other people.

4/28/2019 8:30:45 PM mongrelglory It could have been more of a Co-op organization, but at that time co-ops weren't that common in America.

4/28/2019 8:32:38 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps Airl knew when they met that Matilda  was part of the Domain prior to leaving the doll body.  Maybe that is why A would only speak to M.

I think it is sooo cool that they kept in contact.  I hope M was able to escape this place.

4/28/2019 8:34:03 PM aprilbrown99 Rightfully so. Look what they did. Not judging but their fear got the better of them.

4/28/2019 8:34:53 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that makes sense. Thanks!  👍

4/28/2019 8:35:22 PM mongrelglory I think she had nerves of steel!  There were people in the intelligence agencies who would have had her 187'd if they thought she'd be a security risk.  

Many Roswell witnesses who talked ended up prematurely dead!

4/28/2019 8:35:34 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that is true.

4/28/2019 8:37:25 PM aprilbrown99 I agree. And she was young, only in her early 20s. She was very brave. So cool. 😎

4/28/2019 8:38:38 PM mongrelglory I would have blabbed to my husband and probably gotten both of us killed.  I couldn't keep a secret like that if my life depended on it!

4/28/2019 8:51:41 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 TR 3B Astra, Black Triangle, Secret Space Program - Matrix World Disclosure Mar 11, 2019 -  https://youtu.be/fVPaOFAk4Ic 

4/28/2019 8:52:42 PM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/the-scrolls-of-adam-eve/ …

4/28/2019 9:02:55 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are Mars, Moon & Antarctica remnants of Atlantis? Corey Goode EXCLUSIVE [Part 1/3] - Edge of Wonder Apr 26, 2019 -  

https://youtu.be/IrwLPSwtVsI 

4/28/2019 9:07:07 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You are witnessing the merging of two timelines. [HRC] is still in the "old" timeline. ]IS-BEs[ are the "new" timeline.

Are you enjoying the show? Nothing can stop what is coming. Merging the timelines is a delicate matter. These people are stupid.

4/28/2019 9:09:19 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

4/28/2019 9:22:57 PM nanfitzpatrick Except you, right?  Or should I head for Alaska

4/28/2019 10:09:53 PM angelswar11 Every other Day here ..

4/28/2019 10:25:25 PM the_prophet_neo Man obviously love in in this world. Cause I’m here and I AM actually a god, lil ‘g’

4/28/2019 10:58:36 PM we_have_risen You are right that they aren’t on not providing info or if they do it is being spoofed as a commercial flight. No commercial flights have the same 

trajectory or path... pic.twitter.com/jvhq3lsagY



4/28/2019 11:05:43 PM nullanon12 I'm LMFAO at J Because he forgot "about it"

4/28/2019 11:07:12 PM nullanon12 And I Was The First One In This Debate To Mention And Give Evidence About Holograms

4/28/2019 11:07:49 PM jimisroomufotv I dont get your point at all. Forgot about what?

4/28/2019 11:08:30 PM nullanon12 There Are SO Many Videos Of The Planes Wing Disappearing Just Before It 'Hit' The Building

4/28/2019 11:08:59 PM jimisroomufotv Lol. Sorry. I missed something from before. Lol

4/28/2019 11:10:20 PM nullanon12 I Asked(To J): Have You Read/Watched It Yet?(The Interview With Lear)

J: No I forgot about this what was it?

Me: Goddamn LMFAO the holograms on 9/11-John Lear Interview

4/28/2019 11:11:21 PM jimisroomufotv Thanks. Lol. Catching up here

4/28/2019 11:12:39 PM nullanon12 U Replied At 11:11 PM...... interesting.

4/28/2019 11:13:21 PM ekotoons MISS YOU RISE FOX

4/28/2019 11:14:12 PM nullanon12 Bet You J Still Hasn't Watched/Read The Interview Yet

4/28/2019 11:14:17 PM jimisroomufotv ...and I got your tweet exactly 33 seconds after you sent... lol pic.twitter.com/r9aFXqbjkD

4/28/2019 11:14:52 PM jimisroomufotv Said 33 for me. Screen shot was too slow!

4/28/2019 11:15:30 PM nullanon12 Yeah IK

4/28/2019 11:17:02 PM nullanon12 Lets Digress, J Is Still Going To Say There Is No Holograms(Probably), And He Doesn't Know We Are Talking About The Towers(Probably)

4/28/2019 11:17:03 PM jimisroomufotv Why would you want to lose a bet?  I watched it...  I dont yet understand it all.

4/28/2019 11:19:39 PM jimisroomufotv Lol. I dont know. What is the consensus?

4/28/2019 11:20:34 PM nullanon12 Tell Me- What Don't You Understand? I Fixed This BTW pic.twitter.com/NfeROJTz4i

4/28/2019 11:22:09 PM nullanon12 U And Me And Kevin; It's There Is Holograms

4/28/2019 11:24:41 PM nullanon12 See You Tomorrow When J Says Something

4/28/2019 11:24:51 PM jimisroomufotv Im not really sure where to begin. I hear so many interpretations of this...yet I have to be careful asking questions about it as that often draws insults 

and accusations of being ‘asleep’.  People get so angry and dont really explain it.

4/28/2019 11:25:55 PM jimisroomufotv Thanks for fixing that btw!

4/28/2019 11:26:55 PM nullanon12 🙃

4/28/2019 11:29:53 PM jimisroomufotv That all being said, perhaps you can explain more about it. What has Q comprehensively provided people up to this point?  How can people further 

learn to help themselves?

4/28/2019 11:32:18 PM we_have_risen 🙏🏽💕

4/28/2019 11:35:50 PM cstarr888 I gotta mute this conversation guys. I don't know how to remove it.

Love you all, just not sure how this is on my original post. LOL!🤣

🙏💖

4/28/2019 11:44:47 PM jayrambin Indeed. seems they can manipulate timelines. Have u looked into the Mandela effect? Compelling. 1 theory; all happens at once. It seems linear 

because our inability to experience more than one at a time. 1 could experience in diff order or diff outcomes. Current timeline locked.

4/28/2019 11:45:51 PM jayrambin I’m pretty sure mj12 has made reference to changeable timelines.

4/29/2019 12:23:18 AM realeyethespy SSTV images

4/29/2019 12:53:05 AM petitchevalb Thank you!

4/29/2019 1:06:02 AM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

[P] ?  pic.twitter.com/hMKCDMymO7

4/29/2019 1:21:46 AM petitchevalb Noticed a change in this passage pic.twitter.com/6Y3jsccOOW

4/29/2019 1:39:50 AM oneteeoy Believed to be this one  https://archive.org/stream/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/1947_Roswell%20Al.%20INTERVIEW%20-

%20Matilda%20O%20Donnell%20MacElroy_djvu.txt …

4/29/2019 3:10:43 AM petitchevalb Why refering to Kennedy in a book about cataclysm?

4/29/2019 3:29:27 AM melbourne_3000 Values do not align with the employer.

4/29/2019 3:35:08 AM djlok This account does have a Majestic feel about it.  And I mean that as the highest of compliments.

4/29/2019 4:10:26 AM theprimeian Yeah it could.

4/29/2019 4:24:35 AM wild8heart The real #DarktoLight...

@NSA_QIL, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and Q all have relevant information to provide. 

Take it or leave it. Just acknowledge what your intuition tells you. Stick to your perception, or be prepared to change it. 

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/oV8yG70kcW

4/29/2019 4:29:22 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/bestfriendze/status/1120818454880063488?s=19 …

4/29/2019 5:21:40 AM myavorshak Ive been on this trail since the podesta emails dropped, and still can't believe the depth of what is happening. It changed my entire veiw on life liberty 

and God. I suppose this is why it is The Great Awakening. Idk where you are with this but check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

4/29/2019 5:42:10 AM petitchevalb "We are all responsible for our own acts, our own empathy"

Finally someone saying it 🌸🌼🌻

Empathy is not a gift, it is a CHOICE pic.twitter.com/Lc2l11aFPw

4/29/2019 6:51:21 AM scott_frenger I know they've made some statements that definitely have my interest piqued. I think of the timeline in the shape of a cone where we are all stuck at 

the circular pathway of the large end of cone while "they" have figured out how to reach the point to access all timelines @ once.

4/29/2019 6:54:18 AM covertress True, and I haven't had time to dive down his rabbit hole of info. 

My reading list already exceeds this lifetime!

4/29/2019 7:10:19 AM bbobbio71 I believe there is a Majestic message to this!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress https://youtu.be/uCIgxYuNGu0 

4/29/2019 7:21:56 AM starehope 😂😂😂

4/29/2019 7:43:12 AM zagnett @realMJMacdowall, in our last conversation on KB, i had the impression you were a "provocateur". i felt you were calling for quite extreme measures 

against China, with which i didn't agree. However, i could easily have been wrong about you & what you said, & i apologize.

4/29/2019 7:47:16 AM zagnett Also, i had no idea KB was going to cause people so much trouble. It didn't cause as much trouble for me. My AV scanners found nothing on any device. 

So, my apologies for encouraging going onto KB as well. i have no affiliation with FB or KB. i just thought it was a neat new tool

4/29/2019 7:56:16 AM zagnett Thanks for the recommendation!

4/29/2019 7:59:04 AM covertress Damn guys. I'm so sorry to hear about what's happening to your equipment because of keybase. I had no idea... only assumed because I've never had a 

problem there and because MJ12 dropped their Twitter Log there that it was safe. I won't be recommending keybase again. Forgive me?

4/29/2019 7:59:40 AM charmanda9 #whenthoughtsbecomereality

4/29/2019 8:00:49 AM zagnett Yeah, i'm sorry about encouraging the use of KB too.

4/29/2019 8:03:37 AM zagnett No they don't want that at all it seems. Annoying! i was isolated prior too. It's nice to get to know you!

4/29/2019 8:04:36 AM djlok I think a reasonable person would have made that assumption. No hard feelings here!



4/29/2019 8:06:36 AM zagnett Thanks David.

However, in all honestly, i do (virtually) kick myself a bit for not looking into the owners. i've never had a FB account (not any that i myself created 

anyway), & waltzed right into KB, which is in part owned by FB. So that was dumb on my part. i admit it.

4/29/2019 8:08:36 AM zagnett Just downloaded Telegram & joined the group.

4/29/2019 8:11:37 AM zagnett Oh are the Search capabilities good? That was another awful thing about KB.

4/29/2019 8:11:50 AM covertress I'll see you all there soon.

4/29/2019 8:14:12 AM zagnett Cool, thanks!

4/29/2019 8:15:57 AM djlok No platform is safe for anyone with anything to hide.  I'll be preaching that until I breathe my final breath on Earth.  Fortunately I have little to nothing 

to hide at this point, so if someone wants to take a peek around, have at it!!!

4/29/2019 8:20:53 AM eyedropmedia #spygate #5Eyes #FISAGate #RobertHannigan

Household name @foxnewsalert @BBCBreaking pic.twitter.com/HqQzkk8efs

4/29/2019 8:24:37 AM zagnett With all due respect David, We have good reason to continue to hide some/as needed from [cabal] & [secret society] orgs/agents, & dangerous "3D" or 

whatever people generally. This is a big-time 5D or whatnot concept: "hide in plain sight". They know the need for this well, i feel

4/29/2019 8:26:34 AM zagnett What does "hide in plain sight" mean exactly? Why do the higher dimensions/frequencies/vibrations exist? Do "5Ders" or whatever like having to hide? 

Or do they do it because they simply must, to survive & thrive?

4/29/2019 8:30:57 AM zagnett In ways, i've had to learn how to "hide in plain site" in my own damn housed, & not because the others are nearly as dangerous as some peeps out 

there. It's simply b/c of the slight freq. difference, & my having left the Matrix just that tiny little bit more than Them. That's it.

4/29/2019 8:32:24 AM djlok I suspect the answer to that is similar as to why parents typically don't talk to their kids about sex until older. It's just a common practice that has been 

done for generations and some information is not needed at a specific point in time for a specific IS-BE.

4/29/2019 8:34:38 AM zagnett Bingo. A big part of it, it seems. We are children in many ways. We have our little playpen & can't get out easily, unless we tune into a higher 

frequency. Then They perhaps would let us out to play...in a somewhat larger playpen lol. 🤣

4/29/2019 8:44:56 AM n7guardiananon Just tell the 50 cent army to beat it https://youtu.be/MDz8jtMrm9s 

4/29/2019 8:49:29 AM covertress Might this "diverging of timelines and converging realities" be causing the physical symptoms many of us are attributing to the Schumann Resonance 

peaks?

4/29/2019 8:50:54 AM zagnett @realMJMacdowall, may i ask for your forgiveness as well? My apologies, again. 🤗

4/29/2019 8:55:49 AM starehope Yes, together, in love, we are God.

4/29/2019 9:00:57 AM michael81972 If all these years we have been enemies with Cuba(Communism)...How do we even have a military base and proson there?   Seems it was all a ruse by 

the DS to push fear

4/29/2019 9:01:55 AM laurabusse Understandable. Blocking is a free will activity that technically hurts no one physically...

4/29/2019 9:04:00 AM zagnett Yes, it's fair game for sure. Unfortunately it does cause unneeded division & agitation in some unwarranted cases.

4/29/2019 9:06:58 AM myavorshak It is hella refreshing to hear another human say that. In stead of calling the paddy wagon for ya. Research if you have not yet ORMUS/monatomic gold. 

It WILL open many doors you never though possible. Especially if your already on that level.

4/29/2019 9:08:54 AM tomeara4 I just looked it up. Immortal sprirtual beings.

4/29/2019 9:09:23 AM laurabusse O god. Brilliant.

Michael Jackson's Beat It

Chinese communist version

4 min long

Best part: the guitar solo 3 min in

LOLOL

@bussemusic
4/29/2019 9:11:13 AM laurabusse Wait...isn't that Comrade Eddie Van Halen on the lead guitar solo?

4/29/2019 9:12:04 AM covertress Yes. Turkey has a naturally forming Stargate. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1042411871897350145?s=19 …

4/29/2019 9:13:53 AM laurabusse I hope the clowns watching this enjoyed a good laugh

#ClownsArePeopleToo

4/29/2019 9:15:22 AM covertress I see now that my lead of Dark Ice, as it related to Antar[c]tica was incorrect, since I was thinking of AntarCtica. 

It's time to watch SG-1 S6E4 "Frozen" for more clues!

4/29/2019 9:15:44 AM zagnett Yup, [they] sure seem to need it sometimes. 🤣😂🤗

4/29/2019 9:17:12 AM bbobbio71 Is this why myself and some others are really cranky? If so will it settle.

4/29/2019 9:19:23 AM girlawakeinca I am so glad that I was not the only one hit hard during the Keybase experience. I’m down to one device working.

4/29/2019 9:22:06 AM zagnett i'm so sorry about that @GirlAwakeinCA. KB is a POS "piece of software" at the very least it seems.

4/29/2019 9:23:09 AM djlok Don't you just love the free-stylin', naming names, #GameOver attitude of this account?  I would just LOVE it if we learn #Q or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

created this account to bring "The Show" to completion!!!  What a great Movie!!!

4/29/2019 9:24:12 AM evie_t04 I have a hunch this is Q. Can’t prove it but I’m 80-90% certain this is Q

4/29/2019 9:24:37 AM girlawakeinca So is everyone removing themselves from there? Or are we already affected whether we leave KB or not?

4/29/2019 9:26:10 AM girlawakeinca And thank you Zag. 🙏

4/29/2019 9:27:45 AM covertress Does China also possess an artificial stargate?

4/29/2019 9:28:08 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/S0urc3reSS/status/1122847333383675904 …

Welcome! Well @S0urc3reSS found an alternative. @covertress & i just joined. It seems a LOT better than KB so far honestly.

4/29/2019 9:30:36 AM zagnett i was looking for an alternative to KB, but didn't find anything i liked at the time. i like this one so far. i may move over to it from KB completely if it 

works out. Seems like it has none of KB's flaws.

4/29/2019 9:30:48 AM covertress Biden

4/29/2019 9:38:23 AM zagnett Saweet, You may have found a winner! Thank You!!

4/29/2019 9:40:36 AM zagnett If the animals willingly consent somehow because they want to be there to be petted & whatnot, then it would satisfy the Universe's free will 

requirement it seems. Otherwise they should be let free to roam whatever area physically they are able to roam.

4/29/2019 9:41:49 AM laurabusse Yeah it does. 

Hurt feelings...

Trying to take a more Spocklike Zen approach to life...being the observer...especially when triggered...

Not easy but mind can be (slowly unfortunately) retrained.

Sticks and stones will break my bones but blocking will never hurt me

:-) 💘

4/29/2019 9:53:51 AM mongrelglory Thanks Covertress.  I'm still not sure if I understand how naturally forming Stargates work.  Are they only fixed to one other point on the other side, or 

do they jump around randomly?  If they jump around, can they be controlled for travel?

4/29/2019 9:54:54 AM starehope What sort of physical symptoms? Could it also be emotional symptoms? A few ppl I know are feeling peace or happiness for unknown reasons. They 

say they feel everything is ok, good, wonderful.

4/29/2019 9:55:23 AM roublisa You will love it....I couldn’t believe my eyes and ears!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had to have a roll in this....just mathematically impossible🤔.

4/29/2019 9:57:06 AM covertress I also like MEGA, but its chat is not searchable. Still best for records sharing, imo.



4/29/2019 9:58:12 AM girlawakeinca I agree, Mega is great & I thank you for sharing that with us & also adding huge files after my electronics went wonky. 🤗❤️🙏

4/29/2019 10:00:13 AM mongrelglory I'd like to see some people in orange jumpsuits dancing in the chorus line.

4/29/2019 10:13:05 AM mongrelglory Covertress, I hadn't been on Keybase for a while.  Should I get off of it?  My Mega account is frozen because after I thought I had 70 GB of storage, they 

changed it and said I only have 35 GB.  They now keep asking me to pay something, so I can't download any of the files.

4/29/2019 10:13:37 AM phreatomagnetic If that's what the hybrids look like...

4/29/2019 10:15:34 AM zagnett if Telegram works out, i'm going to archive off KB what i can, & uninstall it from all devices. Won't bother deleting my account. Not worth it since a ton 

of intel agencies, etc. would already have all the data anyway.

4/29/2019 10:24:34 AM girlawakeinca Thank you @S0urc3reSS! 🙏🤗

4/29/2019 10:32:19 AM zagnett SS, i just pasted in your tweet on our KB chat in case anyone wants to try Telegram. Thanks again!

4/29/2019 10:54:12 AM girlawakeinca And I just pasted it on our breakaway meditation group who are on 👆

4/29/2019 11:06:36 AM zagnett Ok, 5:5

4/29/2019 11:07:43 AM liltilgerlil Was someone trying to get out of in? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/YicYXybwLz

4/29/2019 11:19:43 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I NEED HELP please - I uninstalled Twitter and Reistalled it on my Android. The Twitter Videos still have no audio and move super 

slow like frame by frame. IS THEIR A FIX FOR THIS?

4/29/2019 11:21:12 AM girlawakeinca I only shared it on a twitter meditation group. It had some defectors of KB & @blsdbe was kind enough to shepherd us back & we join together for 

some powerful meditation. 🙏. I will never ever want to put anything out on a platform that could compromise.

4/29/2019 11:24:52 AM jm4n I blame Nullanon. 😝

4/29/2019 11:51:25 AM daveschroeder18 I got rid of  keybase on all my devices. Telegram is a good idea.

4/29/2019 11:53:11 AM mongrelglory 👍

4/29/2019 11:57:50 AM zagnett  https://drive.google.com/file/d/16pTXGU-

nMP7e91K1_yeknFmlJiSntERc/view?fbclid=IwAR1Q2gj40Tdq0qatEhCc1ZzBPYoRxIc0ZtvROuMvmA2_yH8dkMtCG7bU9bg …

MJ, is this uncensored version real? Reading through it now. If it's real, You have my full attention. 😳

4/29/2019 12:04:24 PM quarkfear1 Lilith.....

4/29/2019 12:07:52 PM auagate What about the leaders of other major countries? Clones often in use?

4/29/2019 12:09:05 PM girlawakeinca I printed a hard copy. Full attention here too.

4/29/2019 12:09:12 PM quarkfear1 Albert Pike= Illuminati leader = peaks namesake

4/29/2019 12:14:54 PM mongrelglory Ack!  Did they fix it for you?  It's like they're holding your files hostage!

4/29/2019 12:27:09 PM covertress Does using Looking Glass technology require triangulation?

4/29/2019 12:33:41 PM covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 all tweets read

4/29/2019 12:39:58 PM covertress Re Keybase, search MJ12 tweets and decide for yourself.

MEGA will give you extra space if you get others to join.

Offer to share your files with people on Twitter?

4/29/2019 12:49:40 PM mongrelglory I did do that, but the extra space they gave me, they took away after a month. I'll try doing that again, and then see if I can download the library onto 

my computer. I don't tend to use cloud storage otherwise. I've been okay with Keybase, so I think I'll stay on it for now : )

4/29/2019 1:03:44 PM hawkgirlinmn @nurseniceyes

4/29/2019 1:20:41 PM o1wbq5uobj9gebf May God take out His rath on these animals.

4/29/2019 1:20:58 PM ecv369jimmysr @1AsteroidStrike you saw this?

4/29/2019 1:30:48 PM daveschroeder18 I guess I'm lucky, I never experienced any of whats mentioned here.

4/29/2019 1:30:56 PM asteroidstryke I don't follow that account not I do agree with parts. Timelines splitting but there are so many timelines!!

4/29/2019 1:32:42 PM ecv369jimmysr all in service to the One Infinite Creator

4/29/2019 1:42:14 PM ascension_guide Perspective. pic.twitter.com/guvtiurY2L

4/29/2019 1:43:30 PM burgersandra Decoder: "Your planet is now ascending. Physically she has already passed the point of no return and is no longer within the Time Matrix of Gaia." 

pic.twitter.com/FCi6CVrOMs

4/29/2019 1:47:16 PM ecv369jimmysr 👍👍👍

4/29/2019 1:58:51 PM monroevegas Ive often wondered why there are so many strange looking people. And yes they do feel alien.

4/29/2019 2:03:45 PM girlawakeinca Thanks Dave. Me too, just this morning.

4/29/2019 3:02:51 PM melbourne_3000 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Heartbreaking 😞

4/29/2019 3:20:43 PM _00111111_ cool

4/29/2019 3:22:24 PM _00111111_ neat

4/29/2019 3:29:59 PM martisw1971  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/deputy-ag-rod-rosenstein-submits-resignation# … @intheMatrixxx @JLS1125 @LisaMei62 @GenFlynn @Cordicon 

@qanon76 @EyesOnQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @Q_ANONBaby @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @SealTeam_Q @WeAreOne_QAnon @IPOT1776 

@45_Schedule [RR] Q @prayingmedic @realQNN @Anon_decoder @dbongino @DeepStateExpose

4/29/2019 4:04:51 PM tetxnu84967 I have see a few of those....

4/29/2019 4:10:45 PM andrew13892378 I am here for many reasons, and pretty sure Maj may hold a copy of the Submission of findings for analysis now. They will find that the works are 

unique in the world, and all findings were made by myself. I am aware that findings may be already duplicated within military circles

4/29/2019 4:25:50 PM andrew13892378 Consequences are that information for missing or partly ruined series of temples, or other structures on earth and "Other Planets", and Moons, can be 

digitally rebuilt from the mathematics of a single surviving temple.

4/29/2019 4:49:02 PM laurabusse Don't we have the power to create with our consciousness? Is this really inevitable? I refuse to believe that...

4/29/2019 4:55:21 PM andrew13892378 My biggest concern is if Information which I discovered has not also been discovered by Those who specialize within the military, then I am grossly 

neglecting my moral obligations by not knowing that fact. My hope is for White hat contact over things of worldly importance.A.

4/29/2019 5:05:18 PM zagnett Which part exactly if you don't mind me asking?

4/29/2019 5:09:28 PM laurabusse I read the sanitized version, what, a few wks ago when it got posted? About the cataclysms. I understand if a planet's inhabitants do evil (hurt one 

another deliberately etc) they could attract a devastating asteroid strike or whatever. But if the whole planet was peaceful...

4/29/2019 5:09:59 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Need some MJ12 knowledge...All quiet on the front...

4/29/2019 5:11:29 PM zagnett Well, please feel free to read the unsanitized one. i think the other version is leaving about 80% of the story out honestly.

Consciousness will help, but i think more with Humans. Seems like Earth has it's own definite catastrophe cycle, & we just got to cope with it somehow.

4/29/2019 5:19:03 PM americanpetal Yes! Love @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  info! 😻😻😻

4/29/2019 5:19:48 PM zagnett That said, MJ has stated we can control the coming event's timing, but at some point it'll have to happen sounds like.

4/29/2019 5:22:26 PM laurabusse Yes you could be right...

Death is supposedly not a big deal at all.

Supposedly...

4/29/2019 5:23:29 PM laurabusse Wish i knew why...does every planet have to undergo this???

4/29/2019 5:28:45 PM zagnett i'm assuming gas giants and rocky planets without a magnetically active core wouldn't.



4/29/2019 5:30:23 PM zagnett Well, with enough time it's possible to get every one to a safe spot i'm assuming. That may be a goal anyway.

Honestly, i'd love for all of us to be in some safe spot somewhere, & then watch the entire thing from space or on TV or something. How spectacular 

would it be?? Wow. 🤔

4/29/2019 5:32:34 PM zagnett Definitely worth a "movie-of-the-week" entry lol. A movie that would last all week. There may be enough spaceships & underground bunkers or other 

tech. that could protect everyone. Though you'd have to ask MJ about details on all that.

4/29/2019 5:35:56 PM zagnett S*** man idk about you guyz but i'd LOVE to see Earth's BIG makeover in person. The whole thing. What a movie that would be! 🤩🌎😍

4/29/2019 5:44:46 PM laurabusse Thx for posting this FB :-)

4/29/2019 5:45:45 PM zagnett Excellent! i want front row tickets (minimal safe distance). How much? 🤩

4/29/2019 5:46:16 PM laurabusse That would be amazing...

4/29/2019 5:47:11 PM zagnett Yes, that's the tweet about the timing. Another thanks as well FB!

4/29/2019 5:50:00 PM laurabusse I think I'd just prefer to be my IS- without the -BE and just float around watching...maybe helping out somehow...but how? Communicating peace and 

calm to those IS-s still in their -BEs? I guess i really can't know tha answer to this right now LOL!

4/29/2019 5:50:28 PM snakejackal To replace funding mode from CF to ETF.

4/29/2019 6:44:34 PM mkonlythetruth I completely am having the same experience AND the same time-frame 😃

4/29/2019 6:45:00 PM andrew13892378 Thanks H Grace, A new Language had to be recognized and learnt, As a safety measure I have given method which should endure all time. I need to act 

very responsibly though, much is at stake in answering questions. Think big as you can, full range of topics and you wont be wrong.

4/29/2019 7:16:03 PM allahuniversal Effective when??? pic.twitter.com/RwMQaBvasK

4/29/2019 7:30:12 PM wearediamonds2 Wonderful!! 💖💖💖

4/29/2019 7:31:27 PM wearediamonds2 I must say, shortly after that post I got a bad sinus infection and have to admit I do feel beat down at the moment. It will pass though and I hope I feel 

great again very soon!

4/29/2019 7:32:23 PM mongrelglory Meditating amongst your marijuana plants!  I'm sure that would be mutually beneficial for both the plants and ourselves. 😁

4/29/2019 7:34:31 PM mkonlythetruth You will.  Things are rapidly changing and we ARE still of this human body. I will send beautiful healing energy ur way. 💖

4/29/2019 7:35:31 PM wearediamonds2 Yay!!! And thank you soooo much! 🤗🤗💖💖

4/29/2019 7:36:15 PM mkonlythetruth 🤗🌻💖

4/29/2019 7:40:40 PM blsdbe AN AVALANCHE!?!? D5???

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1123040327563190274 …

4/29/2019 7:43:47 PM mongrelglory I think the order is going to be Comey-->Horowitz--->FISA Declass

I was hoping Comey would be this week!

I'm not sure when they're going to #UnsealEpstein

4/29/2019 7:49:56 PM roublisa 👍😬

4/29/2019 7:54:30 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  notable🤔  https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1122961250105921536 …

4/29/2019 7:56:56 PM nullanon12 i will remove

4/29/2019 7:57:32 PM nullanon12 No Questions, Nothing?

4/29/2019 7:58:44 PM nullanon12 I Wont Get Angry

4/29/2019 8:00:23 PM nullanon12 Did You Talk About This On Radio?

4/29/2019 9:16:10 PM tyl3r59518097 Beastie Boys - Root Down  https://youtu.be/Xf1YF_MH1xc  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/4sA2N1VDi5

4/29/2019 9:22:22 PM 2020_ally I absolutely had a timeline jump on Saturday, everything’s different!

4/29/2019 9:41:32 PM americanpetal There’s a place in SW FL that does it occasionally. She’s very experienced. I’ve knew several ppl that have done it and it changes their lives.

4/29/2019 9:46:49 PM enomai_ NAT SEC LAWS

4/29/2019 10:27:06 PM magaglam Amen!   #DECLAS 🛸 good info by Linda Moulton Howe YouTube & @  http://earthfiles.com/ 

4/29/2019 11:58:17 PM jm4n I haven't listened to the whole thing yet. Leer doesn't get everything right though. Like his # of humans on the moon I think is off. I doubt he address 

the wingspan problem. It's not that the hologram claim is outside the realm of possibility I just find it very unlikely.

4/30/2019 3:21:02 AM covertress I read that Merkel was his daughter, through frozen sperm. Regardless, she's a direct relation and continuance of the Hitler bloodline.

4/30/2019 4:22:32 AM pyramidsonmars_ Anyone can take the TV footage of the plane hitting the building on 911, and freeze frame after it entered the building.  The building self heals.  I’ve 

done it and snapshot it.  Plane looses no momentum either hitting steel and concrete flooring.  Cartoon physics

4/30/2019 4:28:23 AM pyramidsonmars_ There is so much more. I have seen video footage of the steel frame hanging after collapse turn to dust in the air and sprinkle to the ground.  Direct 

Energy Weapons were used. Listen to Lear’s interview.

4/30/2019 6:39:37 AM adsvel Interesting...

4/30/2019 6:43:29 AM maryschade14 Will John Roberts be placed in [   ]?

4/30/2019 7:43:50 AM daveschroeder18 Good question, I think about that quite a bit. When I think of my own personal life and the manifestations I have co-created, I can't help but think that 

this creating we all do now will get way better.

4/30/2019 7:58:25 AM starehope  https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1120534418056204288?s=19 …

4/30/2019 8:05:20 AM starehope It depends on what time the moon rises and sets. Sometime in the evening, one will see the moon in the summer sky before it us dark.

4/30/2019 8:10:17 AM petitchevalb DNA= Message 

RNA = Messenger

4/30/2019 9:07:09 AM sterkinglights1 Exactly. Weaponised data sets.

4/30/2019 9:21:21 AM seahag127 It’s feasible that the MJ-12 Directives drafted by Dulles and approved by the MJ-12 Committee were used not only for the 1963 assassination of 

President Kennedy, but also for the removal of his son, 36 years later. https://www.exopolitics.org/bombshell-qanon-posts-link-clintons-cia-to-jfk-jr-

plane-crash/?fbclid=IwAR05UdJ8UVkSHfVhyI2Z_KN87KT-DLHz7iBRqLfDXWmAuGgFcrzxduLlHA8#disqus_thread …

4/30/2019 9:41:30 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/decodingthehive/status/1123237845596950528 …

4/30/2019 10:33:25 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤗  https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1123269884845219841 …

4/30/2019 11:38:12 AM jm4n Both of those observations match what you'd expect. Like a wound closing smaller after the penetrating object is removed and what's required to slow 

down the force of a plane of that weight moving at that speed. Take a look at the wingspan impact length. Doesn't match a drone.

4/30/2019 11:45:39 AM moemc8 Where you been Majestic?  Missing your posts

4/30/2019 11:50:00 AM djlok I like this one too. A lot can be learned by watching the face!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 showed us that when they showed a photo of that kid who killed 

both his parents. #MSM had blacked out his face. The eyes are harder to tell a lie with.

4/30/2019 11:53:29 AM jm4n Oh I don't doubt 5 gen mini nukes or DEW assisted the collapse. All I take issue w/is the claim the planes were holograms around a drone. There's RV 

research that discovered the pilots fighting to regain control. The aircraft's autopilot had taken over.  

http://farsight.org/demo/Mysteries/Mysteries_10/Mysteries_Project_10_targets.html …

4/30/2019 12:11:44 PM slayerofmatrix1 Makes me sick he’s vulnerable.  Send Energy for his Strenfth and Protection to stay out of harms way.  I just Love him.

4/30/2019 12:20:48 PM jeffdemmers Research the Hutchingson affect, if it's still on the net.

4/30/2019 12:38:21 PM tkobeauty Also brought to you by the Rothchilds and their overlords.

4/30/2019 12:59:20 PM starehope We're not what?

4/30/2019 1:44:31 PM v_rags  http://wheredidthetowersgo.com/  I agree.

4/30/2019 1:53:17 PM natureinspace On a flying carpet going through space



4/30/2019 1:54:56 PM v_rags Passed by ground 0 and my intuition was telling me somethings wrong here.

4/30/2019 1:57:11 PM starehope No Dear, unfortunately not. We are just a small metal ball zooming about in an old pinball machine. 😩

4/30/2019 2:06:00 PM natureinspace Lol!

4/30/2019 2:36:08 PM gi6stars Agree!

4/30/2019 2:43:30 PM norwegianon Our magnetosphere is weakening, makes sense to me that this has something to do with intergalactic null zone. pic.twitter.com/4fJ3k8RGee

4/30/2019 2:46:37 PM norwegianon  https://youtu.be/5H28DnnQABQ 

4/30/2019 2:48:54 PM zagnett 5:5. Thanks for the heads up. Knowing that will be very helpful. When the stories come out, may you help point out what points are misinformation?

4/30/2019 3:14:52 PM americanpetal @covertress Hi! 😀 Just wondering...Has been @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 been silent lately or am I just missing his tweets?

4/30/2019 3:28:40 PM zagnett J$ was pretty quick to dismiss it. i wonder if J$ will regret dismissing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & now @NSA_QIL so quickly.🤔

These two accounts at least have done nothing intimidating or threatened doxing, etc. Express or implied. They've just provided info. J$: take it or 

leave it.

4/30/2019 3:29:47 PM anangelhasland1 What I Did[n’t Do] For My Summer Vacation.

4/30/2019 3:30:01 PM covertress Yes, MJ12 has been silent for a few days.

4/30/2019 3:30:04 PM sehvehn exactly

4/30/2019 3:30:30 PM norwegianon Climate change, null zones, Grand Solar Minimum, pole shift etc, I think it's connected.. pic.twitter.com/z4lLAHlbPc

4/30/2019 3:33:31 PM americanpetal Thx. He’s the first I check. 👍 Lots going in. It’s happening! 👏👏👏

4/30/2019 4:05:44 PM charmanda9 One thing I don’t recall JS ever doing is going back on comments he has previously made. Once he decides something, he is pretty stubborn about  

changing his view, publicly anyway. I don’t necessarily think that is an attribute. ...be humble, bumblebee...

4/30/2019 4:08:35 PM sano_faith I would like that you share your experiences after this, if you can. :D

4/30/2019 4:17:16 PM sano_faith Thanks friend. 🖖

4/30/2019 4:18:46 PM sano_faith How do you adapt your eyesight ?

4/30/2019 4:24:22 PM sano_faith I see thanks :D

4/30/2019 4:27:11 PM pyramidsonmars_ The building ‘self healed’ after the plane was inside.  As in zero damage.  It’s a hologram

4/30/2019 4:29:37 PM covertress Try looking at Magic Eye art.

This will give you an idea of one way to retrain your visual focus. 🦈 pic.twitter.com/xgIbDYZASa

4/30/2019 4:30:17 PM sano_faith Oh reminds of an anecdote about pirates... of why they do wear eyepatch.

4/30/2019 4:31:49 PM sano_faith Yup lol

4/30/2019 4:32:24 PM sano_faith Thanks too.

4/30/2019 4:40:51 PM _369311119 Iouannes Cunobeline

4/30/2019 4:50:11 PM giediknight Is this why @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 asked if J$ was sheepdoging again?

4/30/2019 5:15:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 [CF] = War with 🇻🇪 ?

Anons know better.

Do not let it happen.

You are the news.

You have more power than you know.

Who is pushing WAR?

R + D = Same Coin = Different Sides

4/30/2019 5:16:30 PM giediknight Just imagine if J$ covered @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @NSA_QIL as well as Q and SSP, he would be the $hit.... but nope, he stuck with Q and the “trust” 

who you follow bit and can’t get out of his own one seasoned world he created. He even jabs AJ every chance he can get.

4/30/2019 5:18:37 PM _the_psychonaut Our entire governmental system (& society in general) is due for a major upgrade.

4/30/2019 5:19:03 PM keith369me Pray/Meditate for peace in Venezuela and for the safety of the Venezuelan people

4/30/2019 5:20:03 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, everyday!

4/30/2019 5:20:43 PM allahuniversal #OperacionLibertad #OperationFreedom

4/30/2019 5:21:16 PM chris_losh_ Readiness suggestions?

4/30/2019 5:21:38 PM aprilbrown99 I missed you MJ!  Glad you are back!  🥰

4/30/2019 5:21:50 PM mongrelglory The Venezuelan people really don't need more hardship! 😢

4/30/2019 5:22:34 PM cledrordfishing How do we use our power?

4/30/2019 5:24:11 PM aprilbrown99 It was horrible to watch that video of the truck running over the protesters today. I saw on YouTube that those trucks did the same thing a year ago to 

several citizens.

4/30/2019 5:25:25 PM boy12_jimmy God Bless You MJ12! pic.twitter.com/dDurmKnKds

4/30/2019 5:26:46 PM andrew13892378 Since discovering a third separate request for Full contact to proceed, and considering indications an entire civilizations efforts are likely behind the 

Discoveries, I must act with full responsibility, and withhold for now. If the material is publicized, best option destroyed.

4/30/2019 5:32:11 PM aprilbrown99 Pray and mediate on them having peace, plenty of food, clean, water, etc. We can help make this happen for them.

4/30/2019 5:32:26 PM keith369me Manifest the future you want with your thoughts and words

4/30/2019 5:33:14 PM speaklife595 Anyone else catch the mentions at trump speech? 17 and congress to the linkon bedroom @realDonaldTrump #qanon @occulturalism 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @99freemind pic.twitter.com/AjUzBPcSxP

4/30/2019 5:37:48 PM andrew13892378 If you can understand, this is potentially much bigger than ROSWELL. I hold all protocols delivered by 

{ Them } for contact to proceed. All other options to notify failed. now by discussing here, Maj will be notified. I am Giving them time to absorb the 

reality of the situation.

4/30/2019 5:40:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Joe Biden is a pedophile.

4/30/2019 5:40:49 PM sparkleloung Knock me over with a feather

4/30/2019 5:40:49 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/W08pUsIYnB

4/30/2019 5:40:51 PM rapunzel_39 Ya think?

4/30/2019 5:40:52 PM starehope Tweet for peace too! Allow the thought, plant the seeds that go ww. 💨💨💨

4/30/2019 5:41:34 PM 1_decided_voter Besides the obvious videos of him touching kids inappropriately when posing for pictures, where should we be digging to find evidence?

4/30/2019 5:41:43 PM linnyt7 No doubt in my mind about that for a long time.

4/30/2019 5:41:58 PM peterclloyd No reason to beat around the bush.

4/30/2019 5:42:01 PM ksouth21 Gotta say, i am not surprised. Will it become public MJ?

4/30/2019 5:42:24 PM lauries64123094 He wants to Make America Moral Again : MAMA

4/30/2019 5:42:28 PM libertyspring99  pic.twitter.com/3mc2QQsBfB

4/30/2019 5:42:36 PM linnyt7 #UnSealEpstein

4/30/2019 5:42:41 PM dylan4034358  pic.twitter.com/mh47yDl4jm

4/30/2019 5:42:54 PM justiceville Dox incoming?!

4/30/2019 5:43:09 PM jdltr450 Lot's of video and pics to support this. Pedophiles run rampant in Global governments.

4/30/2019 5:43:14 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah I don't understand his appointment at all.

4/30/2019 5:43:27 PM mongrelglory This is my surprised face... pic.twitter.com/gZP7vDT5HA

4/30/2019 5:43:35 PM keith369me Any truth to the story that he seeked surgery to “curb” this urge?

4/30/2019 5:44:07 PM sterkinglights1 Anyone half woke has been saying what is going on in Venezuela for the last 4 or 5 years.

4/30/2019 5:44:35 PM reedgomperts But seriously tho...



4/30/2019 5:45:09 PM keith369me How about a list of political pedos...can a thread that long be supported by Twitter?  Denny Hastert (Speaker)...next....

4/30/2019 5:45:10 PM lpblakelyar Probably with Valerie Jarrett and Obama

4/30/2019 5:45:16 PM rachaelangelm Yes

4/30/2019 5:45:20 PM kindeandtrue Neocons and carpetbaggers on both sides of the aisle can't wait to topple Maduro and rape and pillage Venezuela. pic.twitter.com/u4sQmF7o6t

4/30/2019 5:45:53 PM americanpetal Did his wife know? I’m sure she does now. Yikes. His brother had a place near where I live where the only access was by boat?...hmmm His brother has 

since sold it.

4/30/2019 5:46:18 PM starehope At that info right! We all know it.

4/30/2019 5:46:30 PM mongrelglory Justin Trudeau?

4/30/2019 5:47:39 PM gashauler72 We know.

4/30/2019 5:48:09 PM andrew13892378 Time to Implement the Protocols and get help Maj!

4/30/2019 5:48:23 PM rebel_yell_tex As usual, nothing will happen to him pic.twitter.com/jqj99Mkm0k

4/30/2019 5:48:29 PM keith369me John/Tony Podesta?

4/30/2019 5:48:42 PM phreatomagnetic It is public.  He's about as discreet as the Kardashians are private.

4/30/2019 5:49:55 PM rhondanight  pic.twitter.com/Kf7Zqcsb9Y

4/30/2019 5:50:21 PM rawphonegirl In public.  Repeatedly.  On camera.

4/30/2019 5:50:26 PM selooversuzanne More power than you know... it’s not time to take up arms, is it?

4/30/2019 5:50:45 PM jrocktigers 😡

4/30/2019 5:52:58 PM jrocktigers I sure hope these actions will implicate Abrams and Bolton. Noone has stated it in our forums, but I have always felt [JB]. New American Century my 

a$$. What say you MJ ?

4/30/2019 5:53:22 PM elatedveracity Is the new public Joe a clone?

4/30/2019 5:54:11 PM starehope Keep in mind that if he knows cameras are clicking, videos are rolling, and parents stand back smiling, what goes on behind closed doors. Yet, the 

parents want the fame/job. I was mortified when I read he took his 3 granddaughters on a trip. What price sacrifice? 😢😭😭😭

4/30/2019 5:55:12 PM 1_decided_voter Do not let it happen? Are you suggesting anons are in control here?

Are you not in a better position to prevent war on false pretenses than we are?

4/30/2019 5:56:21 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/RmiNYwdP0e

4/30/2019 5:56:38 PM flashstunned  pic.twitter.com/QwaSmEQZmt

4/30/2019 5:56:57 PM jaspony1 The people are taking their freedom back!!! They have to or they will all starve to death or worse...

4/30/2019 5:57:30 PM starehope He does not!

4/30/2019 5:58:04 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/gi08tRLspK

4/30/2019 6:02:12 PM mongrelglory MJ12, I finished the book on the Scythians.  I was wondering, were the people of Atlantis positively-oriented beings? Were the Druids descended from 

them? Will the false record be corrected on the Judea-Christian history?  Is there another book you'd recommend next?

4/30/2019 6:03:47 PM cidarean Lol... No shit.

4/30/2019 6:04:29 PM laurabusse And visualize it.

Visualize. Visualize. Visualize.

Imagine every human there happy, well fed, well clothed, at peace.

It will happen...

Be at peace and send them that peace.

Be love and send them that love...

4/30/2019 6:05:14 PM beeshelb Anons know

4/30/2019 6:06:45 PM lauries64123094 I was trying to be facetious!! That's his slogan

4/30/2019 6:07:46 PM robertg69989098 Of course he is.

4/30/2019 6:08:04 PM mongrelglory Thank you for this book.  It was an amazing read!  What a mess our Western history books are!

4/30/2019 6:08:09 PM lbf777 He’s out of the closet. pic.twitter.com/35wXD1rZm9

4/30/2019 6:09:59 PM reedgomperts America should stay in America

4/30/2019 6:10:05 PM missy968 Beta male

4/30/2019 6:11:01 PM sgoeders4  pic.twitter.com/O7fICUBeAI

4/30/2019 6:11:07 PM godrus Anything open source, Majestic?

4/30/2019 6:12:24 PM dougiefreshii FYI, the PC term is M.A.P.

4/30/2019 6:13:07 PM zagnett Yeah does the J$ bruh even do "5D"?

4/30/2019 6:13:15 PM djlok Aww, you know the answer to that!  What I can't believe is that EVERYONE doesn't know the answer to that!!!

4/30/2019 6:14:58 PM slipperyslope18 The only way to stop the bullshit is for people to WAKE UP! That is done by many people world wide passing info, thoughts, and truths so others can 

realize the complete darkness the Fake News has kept the world in. Yes, I believe Anons and Patriots are taking/or are in control.😎

4/30/2019 6:15:40 PM aprilbrown99 All the wives know. Q has said to follow the wives.

4/30/2019 6:16:07 PM youstinksoap .....and yet, he's running for President, freely walking around.

Might be a shorter list to tell us who isn't a pedophile.

4/30/2019 6:16:21 PM sonyaleesimons1 That’s Botox pedo

4/30/2019 6:19:18 PM ddangerous12 Will this be revealed?

4/30/2019 6:19:25 PM giediknight Maybe this is better for him, he will be less of a 🎯

4/30/2019 6:20:44 PM starehope Seriously! Now I'll be awake all night. You'd think he would use 

Make America Minor Attracted Person Perfect! MAMAPP 

That guy is really sick.

4/30/2019 6:22:01 PM lorirrr Plus he's a traitor.

4/30/2019 6:23:11 PM charmanda9 Hopefully part of his punishment is public shaming. Soon.

4/30/2019 6:24:26 PM americanpetal That’s right. I forgot. Thank you for reminding me.

4/30/2019 6:24:43 PM starehope Mental problems run in family lines. No boundaries.

4/30/2019 6:25:28 PM italianmom555 Lets not forget the pizza childs bracelet that he gave Obama as a gift. Who does that.

4/30/2019 6:25:42 PM starehope Yes, Minor Attracted Person.

4/30/2019 6:27:17 PM starehope Doubt it.

4/30/2019 6:28:32 PM starehope Water is wetter when we add Wisk! Fire departments use it in the engines or pumpers.

4/30/2019 6:28:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have stated previously, no political operatives are clones.

None.

All who spread contrary must have their facts checked.

4/30/2019 6:29:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine and China

4/30/2019 6:30:06 PM carolin15161363 Is it the DS/CF who are responsible for the Cubans being there and causing havoc? Is Maduro a DS player?

4/30/2019 6:32:28 PM elatedveracity Thank you for responding.  There has been strong suggestion on Twitter.  We appreciate you clarifying.

4/30/2019 6:33:08 PM aprilbrown99 [They] are so sick!  #LockThemAllUp

4/30/2019 6:36:18 PM stringerbias  pic.twitter.com/zFwVZPVDLt

4/30/2019 6:37:29 PM giediknight Do Obama next...

4/30/2019 6:38:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 $65,000 worth of hotdogs were felatio providing male escorts to White House senior officials.



4/30/2019 6:39:18 PM cryptogamer11 Wow

4/30/2019 6:39:32 PM shewolf_saryn Hot dogs and pizza are referring to children tho 😐

4/30/2019 6:39:35 PM monroevegas Who got hotdogs? Lets see a list of receipients 👌

4/30/2019 6:40:08 PM peterclloyd Feel like naming names?

4/30/2019 6:40:31 PM wearediamonds2 😠😠😠

4/30/2019 6:40:40 PM americanpetal SICK  Those poor kids. When the swamp is drained, soooo many kids are going to need so much healing. I’m sure you have thought about this. 

Hopefully, there are Majestic techniques to heal them.

4/30/2019 6:41:30 PM hackenburg_ The WH under zero was a globalist heaven with no accountability and, what appears, to reward the worst of the debauchery!

4/30/2019 6:42:46 PM roger_smithii Franklin Scandal part 2.

4/30/2019 6:42:59 PM tsofiac “Male escorts” or child sex abuse victims?

4/30/2019 6:43:07 PM hawkgirlinmn The guest list is somewhere....

4/30/2019 6:43:10 PM boy12_jimmy Remember, this is in the Obummer White House. He was known by many to be bi, preferred them just ask Micheal.

4/30/2019 6:43:34 PM raisethevib369 Can you tell us what part feces plays in satanism?

4/30/2019 6:43:48 PM starehope That is disgusting! Was that children who were the escorts? If yes, what happened to the children? Was it taxpayer's money? Was Michelle involved!

4/30/2019 6:43:59 PM tsofiac  pic.twitter.com/qcC4DeHoYm

4/30/2019 6:44:54 PM giediknight I thought it was pizza/dogs

4/30/2019 6:44:57 PM carolin15161363 Venezuelan billionaire and media tycoon, Gustavo Cisneros, donated up to US$ 1 million dollars to the Bill, Hillary and Chelsea Clinton Foundation 

between 2009-2013

4/30/2019 6:45:01 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/RoscoeBDavis1/status/1123231222518382592?s=19 …

4/30/2019 6:45:03 PM jrocktigers [ALLOFTHEM]

4/30/2019 6:45:50 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/RoscoeBDavis1/status/1123231220727517184?s=19 …

4/30/2019 6:46:26 PM gramptorino Jay Z Got It

4/30/2019 6:48:41 PM big_simp do you have proof for your post?

4/30/2019 6:48:46 PM areckoningday 🤣 pic.twitter.com/127pTx9BYL

4/30/2019 6:49:54 PM dcd51 #GropeyJoe

4/30/2019 6:50:08 PM traciwithan__i News this week of De Blasio’s ban of hot dogs in nyc is probably a way to skew the search engines away from this.

4/30/2019 6:51:40 PM decodematrix Might want to ask Fred Burton what channels they used. pic.twitter.com/m6opnLTdU0

4/30/2019 6:52:05 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/ekrhGqNpAi

4/30/2019 6:52:45 PM karentriebel No bid contract?

4/30/2019 6:53:27 PM decodematrix Let's not forget about Grand Tam! pic.twitter.com/bNJRIAKMrM

4/30/2019 6:56:40 PM bonniekranick Assuming moochelle was there!

4/30/2019 6:57:08 PM bonniekranick Child sex abuse victims!

4/30/2019 6:57:11 PM fionasdestiny67 #ThesePeopleAreSick

4/30/2019 6:57:48 PM lizzah_83 Clinton Foundation channels? 🤔

4/30/2019 6:58:30 PM fightforamerica Perhaps it would help if POTUS stopped straddling the fence?

4/30/2019 7:00:49 PM jayrambin I tell 2 friends and they tell 2 friends and...

That's powerful.

4/30/2019 7:02:07 PM jayrambin How was the book?

4/30/2019 7:03:46 PM godrus I believe that - All this time, I've been fearful that young lives were lost. It is a relief to imagine it was escorts and not sex-trafficked children. But then, 

there was @JetBlue  delivering #pizza to the #Pedos

4/30/2019 7:06:55 PM hoopdem One of the best “gifs” ever!!

4/30/2019 7:09:07 PM love4thegameak His Double then???

4/30/2019 7:09:56 PM ddboy11225  pic.twitter.com/qVg4miUQSo

4/30/2019 7:10:01 PM toffer_anon_369 Tomorrow = MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY?

4/30/2019 7:10:40 PM love4thegameak #TrudeauCastroMustGo

4/30/2019 7:10:41 PM djlok Black men?  Like "whut up dawg?"

4/30/2019 7:10:50 PM jayrambin Its known to many of us. But not by the sleeping masses. Its  folly to ridicule MJ12 for clearly stating this publicly.

4/30/2019 7:12:46 PM aetherwalker1 *shudder*

4/30/2019 7:13:16 PM missy968 I follow you like I follow the govt. I like your posts. Let’s take down the pedos

4/30/2019 7:14:03 PM missy968 I’m right here to help

4/30/2019 7:14:11 PM magillzoe Yes he is.

4/30/2019 7:14:59 PM quarkfear1 Yep.... for one night!!! Hell of a party but still sucked!😂😂🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/Ugrbu69bij

4/30/2019 7:15:11 PM weremight Why are Raytheon bases arranged in an icosahedral pattern around the Earth?

4/30/2019 7:15:12 PM djlok 👊👊👊

Hang 'em HIGH!!!

4/30/2019 7:15:20 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/kob8KqpRDn

4/30/2019 7:16:24 PM djlok Too bad Michael couldn't have just been satisfied with the one he had in his dress.

4/30/2019 7:16:43 PM americanpetal Don’t forget. Disinformation is real and necessary.

4/30/2019 7:20:32 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Does that mean this evidence just came up in court?

4/30/2019 7:22:25 PM southpaw816 BathHouseBarry pic.twitter.com/ZUAOwFFXWe

4/30/2019 7:23:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Biden's version of 'grab her by the p****'

4/30/2019 7:24:11 PM charmanda9 That’s exactly what I think as I sit here right beside Boys Town in Omaha NE.

4/30/2019 7:25:01 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/ukbB3rlhuo

4/30/2019 7:25:59 PM kindeandtrue Russian and Ukrainian adoptions via the  Clinton State Dept? George Webb once suggested that Lisa Page was involved in processing intercountry 

adoptions. (Adoptions = internatl child trafficking)

4/30/2019 7:26:46 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/GmXTWy6TV9

4/30/2019 7:27:50 PM roger_smithii ☝️❤️ pic.twitter.com/oG429JgeZq

4/30/2019 7:31:44 PM wild8heart 💫💛💫💛💫💛 If anyone wants to use this... go right ahead. The power of 3 6 9... (For context it’s a stock photo that was produced in Venezuela). 

💫💛💫💛💫💛 pic.twitter.com/u1rkrjaiZ1

4/30/2019 7:35:04 PM lightblade1111 We see you creepy @JoeBiden !

#Biden2020

4/30/2019 7:36:43 PM thebronx_in_to Boom!

4/30/2019 7:39:11 PM cocopuffster12 Group consciousness

4/30/2019 7:40:00 PM linnyt7 And i remember thinking BC stained the white house..wow!

4/30/2019 7:40:20 PM boogeymanhunter Besides MJ12 officially confirming it ( which I'm pretty sure people just assumed Joe was/ but never confirmed) 

l think MJ12 is hinting at more...to dig deeper?

They always are. 

(That's what makes them fascinating.)

4/30/2019 7:40:34 PM love4thegameak Watch Out.. Sniffing ALERT... pic.twitter.com/hri2OJOujd

4/30/2019 7:40:38 PM corstruction Nope.  The Change Order was $1.5 billion to Iraq though.



4/30/2019 7:44:08 PM djlok Maybe she got herself a hit of that Adrenochrome.

4/30/2019 7:44:51 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/y2CHUqeNMM

4/30/2019 7:47:51 PM aprilbrown99 Sick! 🤬

4/30/2019 7:48:15 PM charmanda9 Fair point.

4/30/2019 7:48:55 PM aetherwalker1 Question:  Is it true that The Cabal believes that pedophilia gives them longer life or more 'power'?

4/30/2019 7:49:10 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/moVAN2DUwH

4/30/2019 7:49:10 PM n7guardiananon Bowie got it pretty close? pic.twitter.com/lheAG57m9x

4/30/2019 7:53:56 PM jrocktigers David, for a second , I thought you were incarnating simultaneously in different locales...👀😳👀 pic.twitter.com/cfYh3C9li3

4/30/2019 7:56:51 PM toffer_anon_369 What ever happened with the PR pizza party?

4/30/2019 8:03:03 PM tmb3000 Obama's party in the White House where they prayed for morality. 

@realhublife

4/30/2019 8:05:21 PM djlok Must be.  Or maybe she's not even a clone...maybe she's one of those Disney animatronics and they are just pretending it is her.

4/30/2019 8:08:45 PM blsdbe #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/QC17ytehg4

4/30/2019 8:10:36 PM 17_3_161815214 Is @realDonaldTrump mocking the hidden code. Serving fast food hamburgers when young college athletes are honored for achievement? Could he be 

signally he knows?

4/30/2019 8:12:07 PM wink5811 Everybody knows Joe is a pedo, so why is he putting himself out there as a presidential candidate????

4/30/2019 8:18:09 PM myladysolina During Obama, yes

4/30/2019 8:22:40 PM ngeeene His son was dishonorably discharged for cocain use and married his brothers spouse! Awkward

4/30/2019 8:34:37 PM toffer_anon_369 Let me guess, the DEMONrats plan to get Creepy Joe elected and force him to pardon them when he's in office.  And they are holding photo/video 

evidence of him with children as blackmail to do so.

4/30/2019 8:44:47 PM jamiegrahamusa Unfortunately the global economy is based on ongoing wars to steal assets, destabilize countries, make the people weary so they can be controlled, 

then traffick children, sell children and people, steal and sell organs and of course drug trafficking. All of it is satanic.

4/30/2019 8:44:56 PM itrusttheplan He'll legalize it. 1 of many reasons he needs to lose and go to gitmo.

4/30/2019 8:47:24 PM 1_decided_voter Seems to me there should be a number of escorts out there with some very big secrets to tell, if they are still even alive.

4/30/2019 8:48:02 PM allahuniversal Power will return to the PEOPLE was as literal as can be.

#TheGreatAwakening

#YouHaveMoreThanYouKnow #WeHaveItAll #AbsolutePower #WeThePeople #WeAreTheNewsNow

4/30/2019 8:57:08 PM tjforshage Yes yes he is

4/30/2019 9:11:10 PM vintagesquirrel So upsetting. 😢

4/30/2019 9:30:51 PM mongrelglory The second part of the book was the best, where he shows through mathematical proofs and geometry that most of the world's major monuments are 

laid out in a sacred geometry pattern (and shows sophisticated knowledge of the Earth).  He also demonstrates that the geographical ...

4/30/2019 9:33:21 PM mongrelglory ...locations of places assigned to the Bible (old and new testaments) have been deliberately changed in order to hide the true history of the Judeo-

Christian (Abrahamic) religions.  He traces the Jewish people back to the Skythians who inhabited Scotland making the case that...

4/30/2019 9:35:04 PM katielolson Um.... obviously

4/30/2019 9:35:18 PM mongrelglory ...they're descended from Atlantis, and that Jesus was actually descended from the Druids and was a gnostic.  It sounds wild, but he actually makes a 

compelling case which explains a lot of discrepancies in the Bible.

4/30/2019 9:36:30 PM katielolson No... seriously

4/30/2019 9:58:15 PM madhopper5 Great question!

4/30/2019 10:03:51 PM poppyslovecapu Amen👏✨🙏

4/30/2019 10:06:34 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1114160293716869123?s=19 …

4/30/2019 10:09:48 PM poppyslovecapu Obama is a sick pedophile and he’s running loose trying to take down our .@POTUS 

Time to be the NEWS and REPORT THE NEWS ON OBAMA‼️

4/30/2019 10:11:37 PM petitchevalb Thank you

Lets piss off collective consciousness, shall we? Maybe they will WAKE UP

4/30/2019 10:11:50 PM freestateojones What is happening with his speech, reminiscent of Nancy Pelosi a bit. 

Neurological disorder?

4/30/2019 10:32:52 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/CwJIKnUIqj

4/30/2019 10:35:54 PM enomai_ #qanon #maga #trump #trump2020 #wwg1wga #q #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/csgrFP8aMG

4/30/2019 10:36:46 PM wink5811 Thanks

4/30/2019 10:38:47 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/vylR5F1gm4

4/30/2019 10:43:28 PM lizzywill007 Lithium Sunset

4/30/2019 10:44:45 PM askingsocrates  pic.twitter.com/mz9BIp6wht

4/30/2019 10:51:52 PM 808jd Barry's nanny was a Tranny and Moochelle is a... pic.twitter.com/5NrNCGn9uu

4/30/2019 10:56:29 PM nullanon12 RVs Are Not 100% Accurate

4/30/2019 11:03:02 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/03MTKCUF3e

4/30/2019 11:03:12 PM markbickerdike there, you said it

4/30/2019 11:06:58 PM jimisroomufotv I was concerned about the same. They can be interfered with...and that event would be well targeted for remote viewers. April Gallop didnt seem to 

verify a pentagon plane btw...but who knows anything anymore...right?  Lol

4/30/2019 11:08:25 PM nullanon12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjhzZHUYn_c …

4/30/2019 11:11:15 PM nullanon12 they have tech to control remote viewers too probably

4/30/2019 11:19:00 PM nullanon12 But Lear Is A Pilot He Would Know About Planes, He Would Of Knew To Calculate The Dimensions ,He Is A CIA Pilot, He flown over 150 aircraft and has 

earned every certificate granted by the FDA.  he held 18 speed records and has worked for 28 different Corporations. Think About It.

4/30/2019 11:28:00 PM jimisroomufotv Heard in an interview that is true. Vivanco...I think Jim is it?  Talks about people trying to RV Skinny Bob and after a spell got kicked away and, how do 

you say...energetically ‘blocked’.

4/30/2019 11:29:02 PM jaredrogers55 Well no shit

4/30/2019 11:31:55 PM jimisroomufotv Pyroclastic flow.  Duff and several others on VT and other sources have talked about mini-nukes that can be tracked to their origin. Congress should be 

on that, if not already.  Why they need to keep taking care of 911 responders

4/30/2019 11:43:01 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/3BqVf6kRMj

4/30/2019 11:46:21 PM k3yle #ThesePeopleAreSick

4/30/2019 11:47:59 PM k3yle Both are 'different wings' of the same bird.

5/1/2019 12:02:46 AM love4thegameak Bring On Bronfman, #UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/1/2019 12:25:20 AM usss_211 Nor I considering his history. Keeping your enemies close...?

5/1/2019 12:27:17 AM efogghb Great read. 😊

5/1/2019 12:36:36 AM qarmyinfo 😂That's about right.

5/1/2019 12:38:31 AM jcmyhp Anyone with eyes 👀 to see knows this is THE TRUTH.

5/1/2019 1:07:09 AM brattyme5x5 What's the name of the book? I'm gonna be laid up for a bit good reads I need

5/1/2019 1:34:56 AM majorarmybrat All the “wives” are probably men. Kinda like Bohemian Grove - NO WOMEN ALLOWED.



5/1/2019 2:20:30 AM 369369rv Underage escorts BTW

5/1/2019 2:47:32 AM mongrelglory You have to download the file (it's safe).  It's actually 2 books.  The first one is fiction.  The second one is non-fiction which I liked better.  There's a lot of 

geometry in it which I skimmed over and read the parts in between: https://anonymousfiles.io/Whp5VDGq/ 

5/1/2019 2:59:53 AM brattyme5x5 Awesome thank you so much

5/1/2019 3:57:34 AM areckoningday All jokes aside, we appreciate your input on this, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that was just too damn good. I've never thought differently. It seems as obvious to 

me as a fluorescent orange flag sticking out of his head. THAT man is not "right"!

5/1/2019 3:58:21 AM sam17822881 Ok we all think this...something new?

5/1/2019 4:13:22 AM identityasxy .

For those who feel the need to 'identify' with a political tribe, time to THINK, reconsider, ... WAKE UP to t he fact that both Dems & Repubs are puppets 

for the global Banksters and corporations.

If you think there is any philosophical difference, your not paying attention.

5/1/2019 4:17:19 AM anneolsen43 Includes his check accepting son as well ?

5/1/2019 4:18:30 AM clancy_birrell JC and the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 12 apostles

5/1/2019 4:25:01 AM clancy_birrell to paraphrase William Demming...In the universal being we trust, all others bring data.

5/1/2019 4:27:37 AM misstea144 Sharing "Bff " bracelets with pizza symbols w O'bummer

5/1/2019 4:38:27 AM clancy_birrell IF what Maj 12 is suggesting comes to pass...we all die.

5/1/2019 4:39:26 AM hawkgirlinmn The description has always 🤬 me. “You can spend time with her online, Raw and uncut.”

5/1/2019 4:40:29 AM clancy_birrell Check out the gnostic students youtube channel for more thrilling content about Jod He Shin Vav He and the christos.

5/1/2019 4:44:00 AM clancy_birrell oh and get this...the publisher is listed as 'Majestic'...

5/1/2019 4:45:46 AM clancy_birrell Some gnostic teachings suggest that the Atlanteans were enlightened beings who descended due to general bad behaviour and lost their world and 

powers. Only some were saved as the seed race for the next great race. Check out 'The Emerald Tablets by Thoth the Atlantean"

5/1/2019 4:46:20 AM clancy_birrell publisher of the book listed as 'Majestic'

5/1/2019 4:49:40 AM hopealways888 Hopefully these children are not just drugged up and sent to a school to create violence. We will need to create a loving solution so these children are 

safe and nurtured the way they should have been.  This is heart breaking.

5/1/2019 4:50:14 AM _369311119 How could CF sell Israel when she is selling U?

Or is it I?

We are the Scythians?

(mirror 09:11)

5/1/2019 5:19:59 AM tiakolbert Twitter keeps unliking this post🤔

5/1/2019 5:30:32 AM roublisa Oh brother...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BiIndia/status/1123515795521150976 …

5/1/2019 6:13:38 AM theprimeian Such a statement requires a sauce so credible, the crumbs don't need to be chewed. Bring the sauce. Don't send people if you have a sauce. Don't say 

it if you don't.

5/1/2019 6:21:57 AM mariepe23605473 You may be correct, however I am really surprised you posted that here on a semi public forum. Liability and legal reasons make me question your 

agency policy on such matters. I am not disagreeing with your statement, just surprised at it unless he has a conviction of it already

5/1/2019 6:24:10 AM adsvel Who stand behind Cuban troops? Russia + China?

5/1/2019 7:18:15 AM unidentifiedta1 Neocons, Zionists, DNC establishment, oil companies, British

5/1/2019 7:22:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ8

5/1/2019 7:22:33 AM djlok 5:5

5/1/2019 7:23:36 AM karentriebel Barr?

5/1/2019 7:23:36 AM starehope Greeting MJ8!

5/1/2019 7:24:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Shanahan or Gen. Dunford?

5/1/2019 7:24:52 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/3ncWPyaayM

5/1/2019 7:26:16 AM hawkgirlinmn How many MJ’s can appear in public together at the same time?

5/1/2019 7:35:01 AM be_happydude Hayden, Petraeus trustworthy?

5/1/2019 7:35:26 AM djlok I noticed that too.  I'd like to think they were adults who had fully consented to being a sex worker for the Obama's, but unfortunately I doubt thats the 

case with #Renegade.

5/1/2019 7:36:38 AM selvestekjetil Since ALICE is neither 100% AI nor robotics. What laws rules ALICE?

5/1/2019 7:40:27 AM scott_rick ?

5/1/2019 7:45:21 AM lambohodlr How would one fact check someone who claims some operatives are clones?

Is there another way than to either believe this account or that account via free will/innate?

5/1/2019 7:45:46 AM timeforarrests BLObamaJOBS

5/1/2019 7:46:43 AM michael81972 Its only a liability if you post something false...We will see if Biden tries to bring a defamation suit against the TRUTH😂😂😂

5/1/2019 7:52:03 AM orthogonalron This photo is from early 2017

Why is Shanahan in this photo (4th from right) 

He has not a military background and he's dressed in civilian clothes

Never noticed him there until this past week.

Hmmmm... pic.twitter.com/6l1nIuoFs4

5/1/2019 7:53:04 AM covertress Lots of good info in testimony from Acting Sec Defense Shanahan and General Dunford. 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1123590353511178241?s=19 …

5/1/2019 7:56:51 AM _369311119 D of Cambria?

5/1/2019 8:02:15 AM mariepe23605473 Yeah I don't personally disagree, however if the persons running this page are government employee's I am surprised they do not have a policy 

forbidding it. I am retired from a law enforcement agency and this would be considered against policy & possible termination. :)

5/1/2019 8:06:25 AM girlawakeinca I agree, I don’t think they were adults. 😢 May karma be swift and hard.

5/1/2019 8:08:27 AM karen87926480 It wasnt adult males.. hot dogs are pedo speech for little boys.

5/1/2019 8:25:22 AM vickihugg Arrests of the deep state who have been working non-stop in their efforts to overthrow the Trump Admin & re-instate their lawless cabal world wide.

5/1/2019 8:26:55 AM carolin15161363 Is MJ8 a part of MJ12 or are they separate?

5/1/2019 8:33:43 AM jamesboyett Yep you betcha

5/1/2019 8:50:19 AM melanieanders7 MJ8 is part of the MJ12 group.

5/1/2019 8:53:22 AM michael81972 I believe policy like you state was intentionally meant to discourage people from stepping forward with truth...Its why we have such a corrupted 

system...I believe that is changing for the good👍🏻

5/1/2019 8:55:10 AM bbobbio71 12

5/1/2019 9:03:27 AM moemc8 Hmmm, interesting

5/1/2019 9:12:28 AM twilbert4 I would like to see $65000 of real hotdogs on the table so I can picture how many that would be. Seems like an awful lot of hotdogs!😏🌴🇺🇸



5/1/2019 9:27:58 AM jrocktigers [CC] ?  I know what I know , it is not hard evidence, but it is strange association. He didn't expect anyone to recognize him. He got nervous when he 

was recognized. As well he should have been. pic.twitter.com/8zoFbIRahN

5/1/2019 9:30:25 AM mariepe23605473 Ok it's not like I am going to tell anyone. :)

5/1/2019 9:35:22 AM cmdrzod23 Maybe he thinks he cannot be investigated while running

5/1/2019 9:37:55 AM cmdrzod23 You think they paid a couple of boys 65 grand? Yeah, sure.

5/1/2019 9:38:47 AM susan66388204 Let’s do thi

5/1/2019 9:39:24 AM peterclloyd Interesting characterization, “political operatives”. The question becomes: who are they operating for?

5/1/2019 9:40:41 AM girlawakeinca No not at all. I fight for the children.

5/1/2019 9:42:36 AM starehope 2009. Where is this witch now? Those poor kids.

5/1/2019 9:45:05 AM starehope Where are these kids now. That was 10 years ago. Are they having babies and doing the same? Dear God. I try to be peaceful but this crap makes me 

want to do terrible things to people. God help me.

5/1/2019 9:45:47 AM cmdrzod23 War for oil... Yeah, always the same old story.

If you haven't noticed, It's 2019, and the USA have become one of the biggest oil exporters.

Check this out: https://www.cnbc.com/2019/02/21/us-crude-oil-exports-hit-a-record-high-last-week.html …

5/1/2019 9:48:13 AM covertress Shanahan is MJ8. Dunford # ?

5/1/2019 9:48:15 AM basscat_1961 Smollett...pretty sure they came from Chi-town if I remember

5/1/2019 9:49:59 AM basscat_1961  pic.twitter.com/QHeU3gnCyQ

5/1/2019 9:53:48 AM hawkgirlinmn I knew we established Shanahan, but wondered if maybe he moved positions? So, Dunford is 8? Righteous.

5/1/2019 10:00:10 AM freestateojones I like that.

5/1/2019 10:05:58 AM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/XQkyhzxXUi

5/1/2019 10:08:50 AM mongrelglory Thanks Clancy!

5/1/2019 10:09:29 AM mongrelglory 👍

5/1/2019 10:14:45 AM brad34351293 listening to him after 3 videos was repetitive and he is flat out annoying to me. Him being all thrilled about selling out on geodes was very telling, too! 

$$$$$$$

5/1/2019 10:20:12 AM brad34351293 CG & his Satanic partner?

Do they still control J$ & his Space Force Info?

5/1/2019 10:41:09 AM djlok 😜😜😜

5/1/2019 10:50:12 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Other than Q and Majestic 12, are there any other online accounts / sites / etc. that are disclosing information related to the great 

awakening?

5/1/2019 10:52:07 AM theprimeian William Barr actually real life Pooh Bear, only an actual bear, capable if flipping over a small car, decapitating a man, or mauling a moose, but hidden 

under thick layers of self control, cuddliness, and professionalism, complete with red shirt and bare yellow ass under suit? 🕵️♂️ 

pic.twitter.com/Ux4riHaOeK

5/1/2019 10:58:31 AM americanpetal I was wondering when I saw him.

5/1/2019 11:16:19 AM realityloominng Thought MJ12 said Shanahan was MJ subordinate?

5/1/2019 11:19:42 AM covertress Reshuffle after ]T2[.

5/1/2019 11:19:45 AM joeorbit par for the course. the rev. wright and the barry 'down-lows' were through the chicago church. nothing is sacred to this divisive anti god agitator.

5/1/2019 11:20:38 AM joeorbit most in power are pedos, this is the world the luciferian cabal has created.

5/1/2019 11:29:26 AM jluebs24  http://www.neonrevolt.com 

5/1/2019 11:32:57 AM senorcoconut_ What’s CF again?

5/1/2019 11:39:34 AM we_have_risen I caught one! If this was commercial everyone onboard would throw up! pic.twitter.com/Pd8fvUiCYJ

5/1/2019 11:41:00 AM we_have_risen I caught one! If this was commercial everyone onboard would throw up! pic.twitter.com/KssCXWYrTW

5/1/2019 11:49:09 AM mongrelglory Clinton Foundation

5/1/2019 12:03:15 PM renovaalejandro What we noticed in these discharges is that ordinary contrails do not puff out, dissipate into a milky haze occluding the sky.  And then, within hours  of 

the occlusion we get very bad weather-T storms, heavy rain and so on that lasts for days.  Just ask farmers and ranchers.

5/1/2019 12:05:54 PM we_have_risen Not at all. Today in Los Angeles 🙏🏽

5/1/2019 12:44:18 PM cathy36917  https://youtu.be/SCUT_RYbMMs 

Could this YouTube on Trump fulfilling ancient Scottish prophesy be relevant to We the Skythians MJ?

5/1/2019 12:44:31 PM enomai_ You all brought the shills out today.

5/1/2019 12:49:25 PM we_have_risen Pleasure! Here is the result roughly 4 hours after... pic.twitter.com/6DtvOEmOi4

5/1/2019 1:23:05 PM we_have_risen  pic.twitter.com/OGssecC1ZS

5/1/2019 1:38:27 PM jbalt63 Ding! Ding!  Winner!

5/1/2019 1:41:41 PM jbalt63 There waas nothing honorable about his enlistment either. Anybody who made an officer out if someone who didn’t have to qualify cared NOTHING 

about those that has to salute that officer.

5/1/2019 1:48:53 PM jm4n Even with all that experience he and everyone else had'nt seen a 747 hit a skyscraper before. Nobody knew what that would look like. I'm not 

responding to this thread further until I review the footage mentioned & Kevin's interview. I should have that finished before today's end.

5/1/2019 1:57:56 PM jm4n Blocking RV has been established. It's done actively for targets in real time. Scrambling the viewer who often experiences headache. RV targets aren't 

limited to present time. They've been done for past and future events. No precedent for falsifying targets in any time exists.

5/1/2019 2:23:43 PM olimyracle This was retweeted just after.

Coincidence ?

Learn the coms ?

😁 https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1123588411011428354?s=19 …

5/1/2019 2:27:57 PM olimyracle 16:02 US dept def tweeted.

16:22 MJ tweeted MJ8.

Past 16:22 MJ rt US dept def.

Logical thinking.

PS OR senior Pentagon leader = MJ8 ?

5/1/2019 2:27:59 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/1/2019 2:31:04 PM covertress PS = MJ8

it's in the MJ12 tweet log

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

5/1/2019 2:37:07 PM hawkgirlinmn Exactly why I questioned if Gen Dunford is. He is the highest ranking, most senior officer in the military. He’s also been around for Renegade’s era so 

would make sense why he would be part of the coup of MJ12. Plus they posted the link directly after MJ8 tweet.

5/1/2019 2:40:15 PM covertress Gen. Dunford is, but idk what MJ #.

"Only Gen. Dunford will tell you?"

5/1/2019 2:57:55 PM decodematrix LOL!



5/1/2019 3:01:06 PM olimyracle Right, should have connected the dots 😇

Thank you @covertress 💞

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115629342640316416?s=20 …

 https://dod.defense.gov/News/Transcripts/Transcript-View/Article/1809882/remarks-by-acting-secretary-shanahan-at-the-35th-space-symposium-

colorado-sprin/ …

5/1/2019 3:26:30 PM jimtaylorsays Stole it😆

5/1/2019 3:28:07 PM jimtaylorsays Yup ... I'm seeing less and less here in  http://N.GA  though  ...

5/1/2019 3:29:03 PM we_have_risen 👍🏽

5/1/2019 3:36:21 PM starehope Some can't, sadly.

5/1/2019 3:44:57 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic photo! 😁

5/1/2019 4:12:35 PM bbobbio71 I believe we all knew this. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Inside the secret world of the CIA's social media team.  https://tiny.iavian.net/smtc 

5/1/2019 4:59:29 PM enomai_ #qanon #q #maga #trump #ET #mega #wwg1wga #pyschic #GreatAwakening

#firstcontact #fulldisclosure

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EstateIngoSwann 

READ & LEARN. pic.twitter.com/3w1E4gq0k0

5/1/2019 5:34:50 PM enomai_ #moon #remoteview #remoteviewing #qanon #moonbase #aliensonthemoon pic.twitter.com/G2vXYS3YUZ

5/1/2019 6:46:06 PM susang7671 Majesty:Daniel 5:18-19. Daniel interpreted dream of King who inherited a title, abused his power, "MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHAR-SIN". King slain that 

night. Daniel entombed in Tarsus. Vatican wants control over museum/church in Tarsus. Thinks relics will protect from Lion's wrath.

5/1/2019 6:49:14 PM olimyracle Am I late for the show ?

💞 https://youtu.be/meA17ZrLE1U 

5/1/2019 7:01:32 PM susang7671 Vatican, Mr/Mrs Clinton, Congress, Renegade, many others express great interest in control of one of the 24 Meteora Monasteries (Monastery of the 

Holy Trinity) aka Halki seminary, also Turkey (Princes' Islands in See of Marmara), near where a "Prince" was "exiled" when cast out.

5/1/2019 7:18:18 PM s_a_r_a_h_____ That is appx 200,000 hotdogs. 

Reasonable..... pic.twitter.com/RCDeXHx844

5/1/2019 7:54:12 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL @qanon76 @40_head @Cordicon @PressSec @seanhannity @POTUS 

Please watch the attached video! Gematria decoded about today or tomorrow!  👀👀👀👇👇👇

2230 day from 3/22/13 Hussien Standing Church of Nativity 4/30 https://youtu.be/33kP57eUm_A 

5/1/2019 8:27:04 PM nullanon12  https://911planeshoax.com/tag/john-lear/ 

5/1/2019 8:27:44 PM apex_starseed @OnEdgeOfWonder @CoreyGoode @Jordan_Sather_ @johnxdesouza @LauraMagdalene4 @david_wilcock @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Deep State's" 

Handbook??🤔it's a very high possibility...😉 #FamilyofLight pic.twitter.com/kvtFo3bzp2

5/1/2019 8:28:44 PM peterpentz @FLOTUS @MalleyNathan @j__caro @ali @Cernovich @benshapiro @StefanMolyneux @NickJFuentes @PardesSeleh @LionelMedia 

@Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @jordanbpeterson @operahovse @jarue369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tiff_FitzHenry @johnnymkelly @patton6966 

@ScottAdamsSays @joerogan

5/1/2019 8:35:41 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/hEWxN4eb43

5/1/2019 8:43:54 PM rawphonegirl The fine structure constant.  

If you change alpha, you change how atoms are arranged together. Even a small change.  

Dimensionless? Electromagnetic? Finely tuned for our particular existence.  

1/137 = 12 >6>3?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

5/1/2019 8:44:23 PM robin_ked Time to Investigate the Real Criminals #DECLAS pic.twitter.com/Jv82Xgfx8P

5/1/2019 8:48:44 PM we_have_risen  pic.twitter.com/TN1G9nybBy

5/1/2019 8:50:46 PM robin_ked Hold the #Redactions pleaze pic.twitter.com/OtARZ6CpYo

5/1/2019 8:57:54 PM giediknight F-45?

5/1/2019 9:23:14 PM wink5811 No one can hide anymore with the internet Anons will find it out!

5/1/2019 9:30:17 PM decodematrix Interesting. One of the SSP spacecraft is named the USSS Curtis LeMay.

5/1/2019 9:43:48 PM decodematrix Did the meteor that hit Greenland cause the flood?

5/1/2019 9:46:41 PM zeda2016 Sadly he isn't the only one in our lovely line up of politicians.  This world is very sick.  Hopefully love wins in the end. #GreatAwakening

#ExposeTheTruth

5/1/2019 10:28:23 PM the_prophet_neo Hahaha no not a rapper. A poet and literate person maybe. But no, never was good at rapping

5/1/2019 10:49:17 PM lzminway44 That is an interesting way for him to answer a seemingly simple question, makes me go 🤔. On 'Duck Duck Go' I found this article:  

https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/obama-ketchup-is-acceptable-on-hotdogs-until-age-8 … pic.twitter.com/haKohmU3GL

5/2/2019 4:43:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/xJHSbnrePw

5/2/2019 4:45:05 AM hawkgirlinmn I wonder who posted that?? 🧐☝🏼😇

5/2/2019 4:46:39 AM 313looper Ah ... was thinking exactly to that !😁

5/2/2019 4:50:50 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 👊🏻💥

5/2/2019 4:50:55 AM lovethebeach999 Om gam ganapatye namahah

🙏🏻

5/2/2019 4:54:25 AM zagnett #UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now👊



5/2/2019 5:04:28 AM carolin15161363 Yes Please!!!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

5/2/2019 5:08:42 AM katejwt Unseal 👍

5/2/2019 5:18:54 AM winki00000001 It is MJ12. Look at the right of the name "Anonymous" : (You).

5/2/2019 5:24:57 AM freeandoriginal YES YES YES

5/2/2019 5:34:44 AM wild8heart Please retweet, or save and re-use for your own creations. 💫💛😊 pic.twitter.com/mg5lbM35TV

5/2/2019 5:35:32 AM wild8heart Here’s another... spread it far and wide. pic.twitter.com/AkT53Chl7u

5/2/2019 5:51:09 AM turboxyde Dreams teach and there comes a time where the content of some of my dreams moves beyond what I can accurately and openly describe to another 

human being. This is often due to the complexity, content and detail of the dream. Can a dream be classified? @GenFlynn - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/2/2019 5:55:48 AM jrocktigers Awesome catch!

5/2/2019 6:00:43 AM susang7671 Let's play a game of carD]s w/ "wheels" of fire."MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHAR-SIN". Four self-titled vine of "Kings"+puppet-master, are being toppled by 

TRUTH&I Am's hand (Daniel 8). Nero's sword used to behead Paul of Tarsus might behead stone statues of Saints, but not Saints' IS.

5/2/2019 6:23:53 AM zagnett What do you see exactly?

5/2/2019 6:28:10 AM starehope #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#Unseal 😈

5/2/2019 6:28:40 AM zagnett BIG differences. i recommend skipping the sanitized version. The unsanitized one discusses how the mechanism works, & also what likely happens to 

humans in a low magnetic field environment in the years prior to the event. We would be affected as well, & negatively.

5/2/2019 6:34:55 AM zagnett Read the unsanitized version. To take seriously #WWG1WGA, many things would have to done in advance of triggering this event, which MJ has said is 

currently being "delayed". When may we discuss these? How can We help with these aspects of the apparent "plan"? AMA soon? Please?

5/2/2019 6:44:23 AM djlok #TheGreatAwakening for many.  Many of us...not so much.

5/2/2019 6:45:37 AM djlok How will more people see it?  If I retweet or save it as my own and send it?  Hell, I'll just do both. 

Thanks for sharing it!!!

5/2/2019 6:45:57 AM hawkgirlinmn Exavtly who I was alluding to 😁

5/2/2019 6:48:43 AM 313looper Yes... True!

5/2/2019 6:49:20 AM jswdh1 Unfortunately! pic.twitter.com/Wz6hsOIUff

5/2/2019 6:54:45 AM jswdh1 No hotdogs definitely refers to young boys... pic.twitter.com/mYrp0clke4

5/2/2019 6:58:11 AM jswdh1 Unwilling.....

5/2/2019 6:59:51 AM jswdh1 Of course! Everything he does is calculating... he definitely knows how to goat them under the radar! I love it!

5/2/2019 7:01:23 AM jswdh1 It was trafficked children! UNWILLING escorts!

5/2/2019 7:02:26 AM jswdh1 Yes it was children! Just like what poppy Bush did tti young boys only didn't pay for them tricked orphanages in sending them!

5/2/2019 7:03:32 AM jswdh1 Was a pizza/hot dog party....

5/2/2019 7:23:39 AM amylambertlee Brackets and jackets!! #UnsealEpstein

5/2/2019 7:30:40 AM roaminnoodle My math is as follows:

Many sources say ≈155,000 people die each day.

Since July 8, 1947 (Roswell/MJ's birth year) there have been ≈26,230 days.

155,000 x 26,230 = 4,065,650,000 (4B) deaths

+ the 7.7B alive = 11.7B total.

Still shy of the 20B @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "deceived."
5/2/2019 7:31:38 AM roaminnoodle Is my math wrong, is the census wrong, or are there 8.3B people somewhere else we are not aware about?

5/2/2019 7:47:36 AM richardhiatt16 And then let the show begin 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿📺 [ 

🎪🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡]

5/2/2019 7:49:06 AM bbobbio71 Chem trails

5/2/2019 8:06:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Offworld.

5/2/2019 8:10:41 AM pro303 I wish!! That would put a nail in the coffin of a lot of people!!

5/2/2019 8:11:03 AM nikoscali Thats a tad bit more people than the Alpha site had in SG1

5/2/2019 8:12:05 AM roaminnoodle You all must have been busy transporting/stargating people around!

And you still "deceived" all those offworld, as well?

Are those offworld in the same "system" (edu, oil, banks, pharma...) as present on Earth?

Any MJs offworld with them?

5/2/2019 8:15:40 AM nancyddb MJ12, thank you for all that you have done, are doing and will do on behalf of humanity.

5/2/2019 8:21:30 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/eG2cdLOiZB

5/2/2019 8:24:43 AM enomai_ Can the president, AG, a higher judge, unseal this crap at will? Instead of relying on a scared judge?

5/2/2019 8:27:04 AM linnyt7 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

5/2/2019 8:41:31 AM rosehargreaves Yes. I’m sure Everyone agrees. They all need to be held accountable.

5/2/2019 8:41:36 AM worldxplorer1 If people started colonizing off world 50-60 years ago and implemented aggressive reproduction campaigns they could have grown a huge population 

with only a few million or less initial members of the breakaway civilization.

5/2/2019 8:51:54 AM charmanda9 Was first thing I noticed as well, @tienneBrl

5/2/2019 8:59:41 AM kindeandtrue Great job with this!

5/2/2019 9:05:27 AM roaminnoodle Indeed!!!

I am hoping part of THE PLAN/GREAT AWAKENING also includes being "reintroduced" to the offworld Humans, or at the very least, the general public 

being informed about them.

I am curious to know also if those that are offworld are aware of Earth/Earth humans...



5/2/2019 9:08:17 AM teeunited3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #PatriotsUnited #WWG1WGA

5/2/2019 9:08:38 AM worldxplorer1 If certain "insiders" are to be believed then most offworld humans have been told that earth is now uninhabitable - either due to global cataclysm or 

nuclear war.

5/2/2019 9:10:32 AM djlok What they have been told isn't too far from the truth imho. Just look at places like LA and NYC where people use the streets as a restroom.  Even when 

we were cavemen, we were able to at least leave the cave.

5/2/2019 9:12:36 AM lzminway44 You're welcome!

5/2/2019 9:13:20 AM azpatriot88 At least 200,000 according to another commenter.

5/2/2019 9:15:33 AM covertress What ARE star seeds?

5/2/2019 9:16:53 AM olimyracle A place to be... https://twitter.com/BenKTallmadge/status/1112031340621266944?s=19 …

5/2/2019 9:18:29 AM giediknight nothing to see here https://www.space.com/37366-mars-slave-colony-alex-jones.html …

5/2/2019 9:18:50 AM allahuniversal Check em!

Nice dubs

5/2/2019 9:21:15 AM olimyracle No coincidences. https://twitter.com/cindymccain/status/1121117842277945344?s=19 …

5/2/2019 9:22:53 AM nun_chucknorris Digits confirm.

5/2/2019 9:24:45 AM wearediamonds2 I'm finally starting to understand everything more.Thanks so much for the posts+references. I feel more confident in saying I'm probably a starseed 

now that I know it isn't just some new age personality type "story".Gotta hand it 2 evil ones=great job keeping everyone enslaved.😢

5/2/2019 9:25:03 AM allahuniversal Timestamps verify 5:5 pic.twitter.com/tHCl3bysNW

5/2/2019 9:25:05 AM wearediamonds2 💖💖💖

5/2/2019 9:25:32 AM nun_chucknorris 😳

5/2/2019 9:29:34 AM starehope MJ - Why was deception needed? Why is it ever needed? Why trick us? I admire the honesty, but am leary of being deceived. How will we know what 

is truth in the future? Maybe we are heading for farming as food for something. Not happy with deception.

5/2/2019 9:30:32 AM starehope Why?

5/2/2019 9:32:18 AM starehope You have me wondering now. Another experiment? Who? Aren't they missed?

5/2/2019 9:34:35 AM gi6stars @realDonaldTrump @FBI

5/2/2019 9:34:46 AM wearediamonds2 I remember being an infant without words... lying in the crib watching dust particles glistening in the sunbeams from the window... being delighted to 

see them and wondering about what kind of magic they were!

5/2/2019 9:41:07 AM starehope Scarey thought.

5/2/2019 9:41:21 AM kathyma84432028 Well no, but nice try🙄

5/2/2019 9:46:27 AM nun_chucknorris Regarding different timelines/realities: If I as this IS-BE exist here and another version of me exists elsewhere, does that count as the same IS-BE?

5/2/2019 9:51:27 AM starehope That's what I thought.

5/2/2019 9:57:06 AM starehope Have we gotten an honest response that an IS-BE can be in two dimensions/realities at the same time. I doubt it unless they were highly advanced. 

Just my idea.

5/2/2019 9:58:25 AM starehope Are they ascended?

5/2/2019 9:58:38 AM godrus Like Johnny Gosch aka Talen reporter in press conf at bush Wh

5/2/2019 9:59:13 AM lightworkercain Starseeds = Your IS's first incarnation through however many was on a planet other than Earth. My was Sirius.

Why they capitalized ARE, not sure.

5/2/2019 10:00:13 AM cosmic_engineer It's all perspective  :p

5/2/2019 10:00:46 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

5/2/2019 10:01:13 AM lightworkercain Sychronicity! Was just talking about being a small child and remember lying in bed watching the particles flow in waves around my room.

5/2/2019 10:01:49 AM jollyrob2 Not that I’m aware of...

5/2/2019 10:02:54 AM wearediamonds2 Wow! Really!!!?? That is so cool! 💖💖💖

5/2/2019 10:03:56 AM jollyrob2 It’s a lot 😳

5/2/2019 10:07:22 AM djlok Well if death is an illusion, it doesn't surprise me that there are so many.  I suspect many choose not to come back to Earth.  That will be my choice.  No 

more Earth for me!!!

5/2/2019 10:11:41 AM jollyrob2 Incarnation didn’t get locked by the moon then?

5/2/2019 10:13:33 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

TODAY

5/2/2019 10:15:15 AM nun_chucknorris Prior to the moon being brought here, I would say no. Keep in mind some people say this is the 5th great civilization with the time of Atlantis/ Lemuria 

being the 4th. Who knows what was before that!

5/2/2019 10:21:10 AM djlok Maybe so.  See if none of us come back it will just be [them] in [their] little hell hole [they] create here on Earth.  I'm cool with that.  I'd probably get 

along better with the people who chose not to come back anyways.

5/2/2019 10:21:49 AM djlok So much we haven't been told!

5/2/2019 10:22:17 AM jollyrob2 Me neither

5/2/2019 10:23:13 AM djlok See you there!  #WWG1WGA (or most of the good IS-BE's hopefully)

5/2/2019 10:24:14 AM nun_chucknorris Trying to find my ticket as well!

5/2/2019 10:26:33 AM rawphonegirl Can you share perspective on this? https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1123795220397723648 …

5/2/2019 10:27:39 AM jollyrob2 Yeah it’s a great topic to get angry!

5/2/2019 10:38:53 AM aprilbrown99 I also had a dream about Sasquatch. Though it didn’t seem like a dream...it seemed very real. ❤️❤️❤️ 

https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1090396102325501952 …

5/2/2019 10:41:30 AM aprilbrown99 He was so big I felt like a little girl in my dream. He must have been 9 ft or so. We were just walking along having fun. I am pretty sure I was barefoot 

too. I think when I woke up I actually checked my feet to see if they were dirty. 😁

5/2/2019 10:48:51 AM laurabusse Beautiful song tho...

5/2/2019 10:54:41 AM olimyracle It isn't because there are more "Planet B" that we can make such a mess with our beloved Gaia.

Earth has been so generous and giving US so much. A sublime pale blue dot.

Here comes the time now to care for each other and for the mother of so many life in the Galaxy.

💞 pic.twitter.com/Uj7DW9tynm

5/2/2019 10:56:25 AM starehope Yes it is nice.

5/2/2019 10:58:55 AM zagnett Any of them on Twitter? Are we conversing with any of them? May you at least tell them (the nice ones in the bunch anyway) that We said "hi"?

5/2/2019 11:05:29 AM starehope But I love Earth! So many beautiful plants, trees, birds, animals, oceans, beaches, lakes, mountains, etc.

5/2/2019 11:18:48 AM starehope 😉😽💕

5/2/2019 11:28:14 AM jollyrob2 Don’t get me wrong, it’s a beautiful planet and I didn’t see that much of it 😒.....but The Stars Galaxy’s and The Otherworldly are so more 

attractive✨💫😇



5/2/2019 11:37:49 AM starehope I don't want to go to a desert life filled with sand, sun, and sandstorms!

5/2/2019 11:40:25 AM daveschroeder18 Wait David, but Dr. Bruce Lipton says that this is really heaven here on Earth, if we just understand how it all works.

5/2/2019 11:44:07 AM knightofmaltaus Colleagues of this board, you should stop and rethink your comments. We are not alone, at all. There has been an acclamation program for more than 

70 years. Acknowledgement comes in form of: Movies, TV Shows, Speeches, leaked Gov Info, artifacts found and SETI/NASA. Open mind.

5/2/2019 11:46:59 AM starehope I imagine there are some on here. Like Sandia. Did you check her/him out?

5/2/2019 11:48:32 AM djlok Well they need to pop the lid on that bc I know of at least a dozen or so ago aren't even considering coming back to Earth a valid option!!!

5/2/2019 11:49:32 AM zagnett Yup. Fascinating account. Have no idea if they are among these extra billions. But if so, that's just great!!

i can't wait to meet These extra billions in some form or another! Twitter seems to be a good place. Why not!?

Twitter / @jack: Prepare to be boarded! 😘🧐🤩

5/2/2019 11:54:01 AM lightworkercain Can we get a name(s) of the planet(s) they reside on? 🙏

5/2/2019 11:55:07 AM roaminnoodle I do not believe they are Human, though??? Zeta Reticuli, perhaps.

5/2/2019 11:58:03 AM raisethevib369 I hope so. Our collective consciousness has power I'm sure you know. I see more and more gaining perspective everyday :)

5/2/2019 11:58:03 AM starehope At this point, who knows. Ever watch 'Catfish' tv show. We could be talking to anyone or anything.

5/2/2019 11:59:51 AM zagnett i have no idea & won't make assumptions. But i'm willing to entertain the possibility they are from Zeta Reticuli. Why not? You know how friggin' cool 

that would be to have actual Nice ETz on Twitter!?

Shout out to @SandiaWisdom! You're awesome! Thanks for Being here! 😁🥰😍

5/2/2019 12:00:26 PM zagnett Yeah, & it's so much fun!

5/2/2019 12:24:38 PM enomai_ I was taught this. **scratcher**

& the nose was damaged in some french egypt war?!

Offtopic?

5/2/2019 12:25:01 PM wbwse Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does This 

     Amber Look Familiar? Also Is 

       A Thirty-Three Inch Waist 

                     Normal?  pic.twitter.com/rqQn0MehOo

5/2/2019 12:28:04 PM timmy15901742 Beautiful

5/2/2019 12:31:09 PM wbwse I’m Always Taking Walks On The Sunny Side!

5/2/2019 12:31:53 PM djlok My waist is 33 inches. Sounds pretty normal to me!!!

5/2/2019 12:33:39 PM wbwse 15:33

O My O My The Name Whos Written In The Sky

5/2/2019 12:38:41 PM peteperkins8 #UnsealEpstein

5/2/2019 12:49:02 PM universalrisin #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOOOWWW👊🏻💥

5/2/2019 1:04:48 PM _chelseaproject Where?

5/2/2019 1:08:35 PM alaskanbeauty About 2 weeks ago I had a vision that Biden and Son both were in deep trouble and are going down hard .

5/2/2019 1:09:52 PM alaskanbeauty I don't know how to time my visions yet but to me it feel very soon and maybe the firsts to go down from the upper echelon.

5/2/2019 1:34:19 PM decodematrix Digits confirm. 7722=18=9

5/2/2019 1:45:52 PM moonbaby04371 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

NOW!

5/2/2019 2:11:52 PM wild8heart Moar! Creativity is irresistible. Especially when it involves taking down the Old Guard! #DarktoLight pic.twitter.com/GA66WOtrvT

5/2/2019 2:23:24 PM lbf777 Hurry up & take down the deep state. Full frontal assault. Smash em into bits. 

Take down the Fake News.

Take down the Corporate overlords.

Take down the corrupt politicians & bankers.

Shut down the Federal Reserve & IRS.

Eliminate world debt.

Release the tech & resources. pic.twitter.com/eys3bXmvkQ
5/2/2019 2:25:08 PM covertress Is this an image of the Sun's Portal or a Stargate?

 https://youtu.be/X8fVAfIFZBI  pic.twitter.com/joeCfrAYSF

5/2/2019 2:26:14 PM daveschroeder18 That is so strange. That could not even happen by accident. Sick!

5/2/2019 2:53:16 PM sweetgigi369 SpaceForce is gonna be badass!! 👊🏽 pic.twitter.com/7IFZiAw8jf

5/2/2019 2:56:35 PM nikoscali Bet it already is badass! pic.twitter.com/LuclsX9Naq

5/2/2019 2:58:12 PM aetherwalker1 I thought the same initially.

I don't like being patient either, but..

45 and all his teams of Patriots must use strategic care to ensure that this Game of Global 7th Dimensional Jenga proceeds and then falls ONLY upon 

The International Cabal and not upon the innocent.

5/2/2019 3:08:18 PM sweetgigi369 😉 pic.twitter.com/0xIdDQk66w

5/2/2019 3:26:50 PM antarantanka How many humans are at the Ganymede station/portal?

How many inside Phobos?

5/2/2019 4:00:08 PM cledrordfishing It was a missile, MSM just denied that it was.

5/2/2019 4:08:04 PM humanprimer Really... you think!

5/2/2019 4:53:30 PM cledrordfishing You still can't have my guns.......

5/2/2019 5:09:34 PM slayerofmatrix1 NO !

5/2/2019 5:27:40 PM lpblakelyar I doubt we will ever know.🤔

5/2/2019 5:35:37 PM cledrordfishing Forced to comply?

5/2/2019 6:05:15 PM infringethis I wondered if it could be some initiation



5/2/2019 6:11:00 PM infringethis Scandal free white house.

5/2/2019 6:22:39 PM cocopuffster12  https://youtu.be/_Cje2LJJKS8 

5/2/2019 6:30:59 PM martisw1971 Amen 🙏! Hallelujah! Glory be to God! @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TrueEyeTheSpy @rising_serpent @EyesOnQ @seanhannity 

@qanon76 @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @StormIsUponUs @ROYALMRBADNEWS @JLS1125 @Bamafanaticfan1 @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MagniFieri @VP https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1124102649798975488 …

5/2/2019 6:33:56 PM love4thegameak Do they have a new Judge yet. Last on just recently 'Died'

5/2/2019 6:50:38 PM jayrambin Sounds like partial disclosure then, if it’s cabal controlled.

5/2/2019 6:53:43 PM zagnett Currently at least, is how i read it. We'll see what kind of disclosure [they] had in mind.

Btw MJ has said they aren't promising "full" disclosure anyway, & that calls for "full" d. may be part of a psyop too.

i'm going to wait & see, then see if there's any need to complain.

5/2/2019 6:56:36 PM jayrambin I can see why truly full would be detrimental. We could understand much of it, and much of what we could understand, we couldn’t cope with.  But, 

can the cabal be trusted? Hasn’t mj12 suggested they may not be wholly trustworthy? Or were they just saying msg over messenger?

5/2/2019 6:57:23 PM jayrambin How disclosure would go now, vs. after the storm is complete I’m sure is quite different. Will be determined by public readiness I’d imagine.

5/2/2019 7:00:48 PM zagnett No, [they] can't be trusted. So some of the disclosure will be wrong.

MJ apparently is letting [them] do what [they] were going to do anyway. Sounds like it wasn't well-planned to begin with, on the [cabal's] part. So this 

should be a real fun part of the movie lol! 🍿🍩🍸

5/2/2019 7:02:30 PM zagnett Also it sounds like [they] plan to do [their] part of the disclosure during the [CF] takedown. 🍿

5/2/2019 7:22:47 PM jayrambin Do you know of Simon Parkes? Seems genuine.

5/2/2019 7:38:50 PM djlok 20 yrs to Mars is a long ride!!!

5/2/2019 7:39:57 PM lbf777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Did Trump make it illegal to call out Israelis for crimes against humanity?  pic.twitter.com/8LQCCSBcdY

5/2/2019 7:44:02 PM covertress It's not that far from Florida.

5/2/2019 7:45:07 PM djlok 5:5

5/2/2019 7:47:40 PM blsdbe I might make the journey but not if I knew it meant being a slave...

5/2/2019 7:49:04 PM djlok Bingo!  Bad idea all around. And a slave to WHAT?  In reality we are all slaves here too.

5/2/2019 7:52:17 PM nun_chucknorris Front door to mars within the hour for me!

5/2/2019 7:52:35 PM blsdbe Just what I was thinking. I wanna go to space but not if it sucks more than here. I got my farm to think of!!!

5/2/2019 7:52:36 PM giediknight RDS said this on AJ show and the media picked up on it and used it to say that AJ was “fake news”, elements of what RDS said is true no doubt.

5/2/2019 7:52:54 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/XsHBPvMwik

5/2/2019 7:53:05 PM covertress You lucky pup.

5/2/2019 7:54:50 PM blsdbe That’s what I’m talking about-a Day trip! pic.twitter.com/waWfw8F4UH

5/2/2019 7:58:32 PM blsdbe It certainly makes sense in the context of our offworls breakaway civilization(s?) that MJ is referring to above...

5/2/2019 8:07:12 PM djlok Ha ha!  I see what you did there!!

5/2/2019 9:00:56 PM kseven110 Can you expand on the Egyptian mummification and acension?

5/2/2019 9:21:57 PM realdepiorabie "MJ" is full of shit.

The "typists" best source is #Qanon. 

Be careful who you follow.

5/2/2019 9:45:36 PM qamlove3 #UnsealEpstein

Do it Q!!

5/3/2019 2:12:53 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Others being offworld, is there real access to time travel? Is that what happened via Stargate?

5/3/2019 3:43:53 AM zagnett Smarta$$ comment makes it sound like "MJ" and #Qanon are my only sources, & that i'm not careful who i follow.🙄

5/3/2019 5:30:15 AM lbf777 Trump made a law banning free speech against Israeli tyranny. This is anti-constitutional. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL

@KibBitzLaw

#qanon pic.twitter.com/ses9xjcdi5

5/3/2019 5:36:20 AM turboxyde RV is essentially learning to access information at the quantum level. While we have quantum computers, to my knowledge there is no current way to 

verify an RV online. If you want to verify accuracy, make friends with other RV folks online and share target information.

5/3/2019 5:40:59 AM covertress SG1 S1E2, "The Enemy Within"

The Galaxy is populated with the ancient peoples of Earth.

5/3/2019 6:01:31 AM creamsavannah #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/3/2019 6:10:50 AM roaminnoodle Exactly - and good connection!

Who is to say the offworld civilization is generated/populated only from 1947/the past 71-72 years since MJ.

(P.S. I am sure my math is not correct, considering from the 11.7B total, 4.0B are deceased, & you have to assume some have died offworld)

5/3/2019 6:31:06 AM djlok But if we are IS-BE's, immortal spiritual biological entities, how many have actually "died" offworld?

5/3/2019 6:42:11 AM covertress Are those humans who die offworld free from the reincarnation cycle on Earth?

5/3/2019 6:42:33 AM roaminnoodle Is disclosure imminent, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

5/3/2019 6:44:35 AM roaminnoodle I would be inclined to say yes. Unless they have a similar "moon" like Earth does.

5/3/2019 7:03:46 AM roaminnoodle What about the new Will Smith movie, Gemini Man, about human clones?

5/3/2019 7:17:56 AM floodofnoise Replace the Royals with the ascendants of Sebert and watch the Anglo Saxon Kings fix the UK. I personally guarantee it 😉

5/3/2019 7:19:17 AM floodofnoise The SES

5/3/2019 7:48:57 AM blsdbe My husband is actively setting us up with SG-1 episodes to watch now 🥰🥰🥰

5/3/2019 7:52:07 AM realityloominng but, what about 'no outside comms'?

5/3/2019 7:59:27 AM roaminnoodle Their symbology *has been part* of their downfall.

(unless there "will be" some big future event that will really be their downfall)

"These people are stupid" is another, but also related, part.

5/3/2019 8:10:33 AM happynessiam Seriously!



5/3/2019 8:14:36 AM djlok It sure does.  My whole life I always wrote off the "space shows" as being pure fiction.  The thought never occurred to me "what if they aren't?".

5/3/2019 8:15:12 AM roaminnoodle Okay, so 6m is the maximum time for sungazing (I am sure, incrementally working your way up to that level).

Is there a minimum effective time needed to unlock consciousness via the refraction zone? 15s? 60s? 3m? Any other 3,6,9 variable?

5/3/2019 8:18:20 AM zrickety Millions in slave colonies on Mars for one. I hear there is a larger earth like planet nearby as well.

5/3/2019 8:21:18 AM roaminnoodle Now the fun part!

Go back and watch, with discernment, those old "space shows" and as you watch, ask yourself: is this disclosure or disinformation; is this a real thing I 

am seeing, or CGI?

5/3/2019 8:22:46 AM roaminnoodle Try to ask questions less about time (when)

And more about any event that might need to occur (what) for such-and-such to happen.

5/3/2019 8:26:03 AM roaminnoodle So it's not tinnitus? Or is tinnitus a cover up?

My ears have been ringing for years... but also, my hearing is not the best: https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1113278143467544576 …

5/3/2019 8:43:55 AM lightworkercain Interesting...

5/3/2019 8:51:16 AM olimyracle What about Switzerland ?

Wouldn't it be a smart way out of the coming storm ?

Option Option Option. Let's discuss it.

💞 pic.twitter.com/KKYgUJKzgd

5/3/2019 9:23:07 AM aurorasreality Mine hear it all the time too!  I do hear good but it’s intense. My late husband wanted to join so bad but was on thryroid meds. Sometimes some of us 

are better at being digital warriors! ❤️😉

5/3/2019 9:25:31 AM olimyracle #Huawei here in #Switzerland is SWITCHED ON now for #5G.

#Dictatorship in his finest way. Where is OUR free will ? https://www.letemps.ch/economie/malgre-pression-americaine-suisse-ne-bannira-huawei …

5/3/2019 9:29:03 AM roaminnoodle Exactly! Instead of the "when" questions (because we all know the answer = illusion) we need to ask more "what/where/why/how" questions!

What needs to happen for this replication technology to go mainstream?

How can we help speed it up?

Trust the plan.

5/3/2019 9:35:53 AM jollyrob2 The Abyss pic.twitter.com/9ZFIz2ul8c

5/3/2019 9:57:58 AM melanieanders7 Half awake, felt like an engine was beginning to accelerate. It was like a 6th sense. Is this technology? Or mass consciousness moving forward?

5/3/2019 10:03:00 AM roaminnoodle "Start there," and now what next?

I just need my own place so I can install a RO water filter... otherwise I am ready for the next step! Please and thanks!!!

5/3/2019 10:08:00 AM roaminnoodle Care to share details about which brand and, if it has arrived yet, your first thoughts???

5/3/2019 10:11:41 AM roaminnoodle The next part of Project Cirrus/Project Stormfury?

5/3/2019 10:13:38 AM allahuniversal Maybe not exact, but very near correct? https://twitter.com/TirsohCartoons/status/1063053469815173120?s=19 …

5/3/2019 10:38:26 AM covertress Berkey shower filter with massage head. Installing now. Will report after first use. pic.twitter.com/AydOuqX056

5/3/2019 10:42:09 AM girlawakeinca Synchronicity. I received mine too. Installing today 🤗 💦 pic.twitter.com/EMKjf4XOnd

5/3/2019 10:54:59 AM roaminnoodle Awesome, thank you!!! I have heard of Berkey for water pitcher filters, etc., but I am going to check that now, as I am renting a place and this would be 

a possible solution!

5/3/2019 11:01:31 AM n7guardiananon The racial problems of this world are/were a precursor to First Contact...if we couldn't handle a difference in color in our own species, how could we 

handle a totally different species.

5/3/2019 11:03:26 AM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/drqJMK5Ldm

5/3/2019 11:07:24 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Have you already given us all that we need?

5/3/2019 11:12:58 AM giediknight we still haven't done this yet,   https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112798439820156930 … and other tasks

5/3/2019 11:16:58 AM wbwse Can @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Assist Me Too Please?

5/3/2019 11:21:21 AM blsdbe I loved this movie

5/3/2019 11:23:27 AM jollyrob2 Yeah, Magical movie ✨💫

5/3/2019 11:39:52 AM roaminnoodle I am wondering if we need to "Spin Water In Vortex Before Drinking" each sip we take, or... if we just spin water once per serving, then the "majic" is 

done?

5/3/2019 12:17:09 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849220412432384 …

5/3/2019 12:26:31 PM roaminnoodle Of course, this happened on the 2-3 weeks I was off Twitter. Aw!

But I reflect: Nothing is random. No coincidences.

5/3/2019 12:38:36 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ12, a couple questions.  Admittedly, I'm not finished with Alien Interview yet, but...

MJ12 = Agents / IS-BEs of The Domain - here to try to rescue us?

Q refers to destruction of [Old Guard]

[Old Guard] = [Old Empire] ?

5/3/2019 12:43:56 PM kathleen3693693 Curiously, it is recommended to read the book 3 times. Majestic number... pic.twitter.com/PvJFKPSTvD

5/3/2019 1:11:14 PM wbwse Gods Love Heals All Wounds

                 16:11:11

5/3/2019 1:21:53 PM mwbucher Do u think, as I do, that the use of “top secret”, “classified”, or “for _ eyes only” by ANY government entity to keep information from ‘we the people’ is 

unconstitutional as EVERY aspect of OUR gov should be visible and transparent to any US citizen ?  🤔

5/3/2019 1:30:27 PM lbf777 If Government, who we pay for, isn't 100% transparent, it means they are corrupt.

5/3/2019 1:53:27 PM jimhayzlett But, the elite pushed the division w MSM, religion, sports, slavery, wars and false flags, etc...

5/3/2019 2:16:50 PM jm4n I haven't been able to listen to the complete Leer interview. I have however found this. Video of the plane wreckage found at ground zero. 

https://youtu.be/QT2h8k3dl0c 

5/3/2019 2:18:22 PM unitytruthlove1 "Clone" Party!

5/3/2019 2:21:51 PM jm4n There is also this video of 18 different views of the second plane hitting the east tower. From both professional and citizen witnesses. You can see part 

of the debris fly about 5+ blocks out of the other end of the tower after impact. https://youtu.be/7YLm3pkAiJQ 



5/3/2019 2:26:24 PM jm4n Here an image of the first plane impact on the North tower. Next to the design displaying the length of the wall. The wingspan of that impact matches 

a 747 not a drone. This is not looking good for the hologram theory. pic.twitter.com/s0W8tgqACw

5/3/2019 2:27:43 PM prmd21801759 Who volunteers? Must be a hard job to be majestic but for sure it is Majestic!! ❤️❤️ thanks to all of you 1-12 team!!

5/3/2019 3:24:55 PM jennife31060429 Oh EKO..I just saw this redditt link ..oh dear God please expose truth...more truth

5/3/2019 3:50:31 PM susang7671 Tick-Tock the Crocodile Hunt: Catholic Camp game. Bad vibes when read a plush toy is used as psychological implant. Sick feeling when I read "Before 

starting the game, tell the story of CAPETIAN Hook. If you have some youth team leaders, let them act it out in skit fashion." So I

5/3/2019 3:58:52 PM susang7671 searched "Capetian Hook". God help the children! It linked me to "Cancun with young children". A chat that gives ages of children, # of days, and how 

many days of activities preferred" "FOR FUN WITH KIDS OF THIS AGE" in Cancun! One response suggests just half-days, where, and

5/3/2019 4:02:28 PM covertress Russia used to have the "Dominant Stargate" (Supergate?) on Earth where all incoming wormholes automatically went, but now the U.S. does?

5/3/2019 4:08:23 PM covertress One's IS can be distinguished/separated from ones's BE while the BE is in pure energy form (eg. being transported through a Stargate)?

5/3/2019 4:09:49 PM susang7671 Capetian Hook Dinner Cruise. One gives links to take the children (boys 2 and 4), another Crococun zoo. one chatterer "backatit63" in Chicago, IL 

(sounds familiar)? suggests "El Rey ruins, kids will love all the iguanas" That was Sep 26, 2014. Sure smells of pedophilia.

5/3/2019 4:14:46 PM covertress Is a similar method used to move an IS from a living BE and into a Doll Body?

5/3/2019 4:14:59 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/q2zaLXEB6V

5/3/2019 4:17:17 PM susang7671 If this was really a game used in kids camps, why wouldn't there be youth team leaders there at the Catholic Camp, or any camp like Boy Scouts? That 

code word CAPETIAN Hook and a "Dinner Cruise" there by that name is alarming.

5/3/2019 4:17:22 PM covertress Where is one's IS while the BE is pure energy, trapped in a Stargate memory buffer?

Mustn't the IS still be conscious that it IS... *somewhere*?

5/3/2019 4:20:01 PM covertress Stargates have control crystals?

Are these similar to the crystals that replicators will utilize?

5/3/2019 4:29:41 PM mwbucher So I should be able to go in under freedom of information act and demand access to “top Secret” classified documents on Extra Terrestrial studies, 

findings etc.. ?? If they refuse, can I sue ?

5/3/2019 4:43:47 PM lbf777 That is a good move and yes you can sue.

5/3/2019 5:24:14 PM jimisroomufotv Lear was saying explosives were used to blow out the, ‘Wile E Coyote’ hole....as he says. Lol. Reports of workmen walking with cases, etc on floors not 

occupied by offices.  Explosions were heard all around the perimeter of the buildings...workers and firemen said. Poss setup

5/3/2019 5:58:49 PM boy12_jimmy Here we go. It is coming. Super classified declas of our friends, the aliens and becoming "the fifth race." Tucker talking about UFO's. The Great 

Awakening. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom pic.twitter.com/I7h7LuKUL7

5/3/2019 6:14:48 PM dynamicres I would imagine since the IS would be connected quantumly, it would just immediately snap right to the BE while out, but yeah during travel.. hrm... 

temporarily disembodied? Maybe witnessing the connection stream itself like how they show in the show⁉️since eyes wouldn't exist.

5/3/2019 6:29:24 PM dynamicres I'm worried now that this got a like, at least for the reason of GMO corn used for harvest.... Didn't they say DNA transferred technically "extends" the 

IS-BE source? they wouldnt be injecting that tho right? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105980116822315010 …

5/3/2019 6:59:26 PM dynamicres I wonder if crystals can be grown to include Q-bits.  Or if just grown perfectly then written on like a light based hard disk.

5/3/2019 7:29:23 PM jm4n Yeah that matches a lot of the witness reports in some of the other videos I viewed recently digging into it. They heard booms but a few saw the first 

plane. My thoughts are the buildings were taken down with the explosives the workers laid after the planes hit.

5/3/2019 8:42:09 PM starehope I think it is the Pentagon.

5/3/2019 9:14:31 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You've stated 👇🏼 

Many on Earth are not ready for such a leap with out a LOT of help.   

Their belief system is entangled with the Illusory Matrix.  Others need healing in body, mind and soul as well as large karmic debts to rectify.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697 …

5/3/2019 10:05:40 PM leslieau7 Used to listen to coast to coast almost every morning..

Linda Howe ( not sure ) correct spelling discovered Majestic 12

Paperwork..

That's some pretty in depth stuff.

Who killed JFK ...why..

Secret space programs

That we have stations on 

The moon

Mars
5/3/2019 11:46:04 PM jimisroomufotv I recall seeing a video awhile back of a drone approaching and hitting the building at the same time. Prob has disappeared by now.  If I can find Ill post.

5/3/2019 11:46:25 PM nullanon12 Also The Sound Of 9/11 (The Buildings) Sounded Exactly Like A Cruise Missile

5/3/2019 11:46:28 PM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress

 https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0204493/ 

A Majestic favorite?

ECCE:

Scully’s dad in X-Files (paranormal), Bobby’s dad in Twin Peaks (spiritual), and Maj. Hammond (extraterrestrial) in SG-1. 

Always an Air Force/Navy ranking officer on the edge of disclosure...
5/3/2019 11:53:36 PM nullanon12 And With All That You Still Dismiss That It Was A Hologram, You Probably Still Haven't Read The Article

5/3/2019 11:58:08 PM nullanon12 Yeah Right Professionals literally say *hooly fUCK,oooooh My gAWD!!!* yep very professional, very good info will share

5/4/2019 12:04:57 AM disfellocated Because, despite all of the swirling, synchronistic doctrine, scripture contains beautifully layered truth.

5/4/2019 12:23:31 AM joinna6 👍👍👍🤡🤡🤡👈👈👈

5/4/2019 3:48:14 AM born2bef Just started season one last night! Where have I been!

5/4/2019 4:18:23 AM razztaz2016 Truth?  Jesus lives?

5/4/2019 4:44:46 AM mscronkat Yes! I've also been wondering if these multiple vaccines they've been giving children (right from birth) could be short-circuiting their brains somehow.

5/4/2019 5:29:33 AM n7guardiananon An effort to control when event(s) happen(s) and the masses.  Numerous ducks in a row needed...

Proper tech, planetary defense, human spirituality/mind set, major influencer countries on board.  Short list...I'm sure there is a long list.

5/4/2019 5:55:10 AM jrocktigers You been dropping babies ?  LOL .



5/4/2019 5:59:17 AM jrocktigers Sorry, but I cannot trust any action when Bolton. From my view on the outside and my gut feelings, he should be in brackets. He is a warmongering 

Bush cabalist. New American Century full spectrum dominance Ahole! Please let me know if I have it wrong MJ?

5/4/2019 6:25:20 AM keith369me Look for the answers inside of you 😀 ....we also have each other now and a whole heck of a lot of information.  You are clearly continuing on your 

education process without assistance of MJ.  Perhaps were more ready for the teach part of the teach/learn process?

5/4/2019 6:36:03 AM covertress "Take the attitude of a student, never be too big to ask questions, never know too much to learn something new."

~ Og Mandino

5/4/2019 7:02:17 AM jrocktigers haha.

5/4/2019 7:09:01 AM celadonjade KENTUCKY DERBY

QUE PLUS PARFAIT

Q+ LAYERS

1017 MAJESTIC DRIVE

MAJESTIC 12

DOE Q CLEARANCE

#QAnon

#MAGA #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

other ideas??
5/4/2019 7:22:49 AM wbwse Give Me Back My Love?

5/4/2019 7:24:00 AM wbwse I Love U All!!! 💙💙💙

5/4/2019 7:26:11 AM wbwse Who Is The Divine Name Of The Son Of Man?

5/4/2019 7:31:57 AM wbwse The Book Of Jeremiah Chapter 

        Seven Verse Twenty

5/4/2019 7:52:15 AM roublisa EYES WIDE OPEN👀‼️1000 years added to our fabricated history?🧐 a little lengthy but I promise all worth listened and sharing with the masses. Have 

a great day💓@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @MongrelGlory @hawkgirlinmn @aprilbrown99 @DJLOK @zagnett @AllahUniversal @Keith72256137

5/4/2019 7:52:51 AM thekanehb You don’t need a SINGLE thing from ANYONE else. That’s the whole illusion. You already have everything you need.

5/4/2019 8:10:57 AM djlok Yeah- it's hard to know who to trust sometimes.   Wild times!!!

5/4/2019 8:11:08 AM covertress If people are waves, how do Stargate s REALLY work? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1124680125667319808?s=19 …

5/4/2019 8:25:19 AM covertress Are Stargates able to differentiate IS-BEs because IS-BEs have their own unique frequency?

5/4/2019 8:50:08 AM wearediamonds2 So good. This is well put into words somethin I've learned to understand but not explain. I know there is something in my subconscious blocking me.I 

conquered many addictions/neg. thinking patterns but trauma=these are mysteries: finance, love, creation, cigarettes.

5/4/2019 8:54:26 AM wearediamonds2 I had a dream 10 years ago where I was on a medical table and little miniature creatures/humans/robots were examining me while I was learning how 

to heal myself. Sounds very similar to this machine elf thing.

5/4/2019 8:55:25 AM wearediamonds2 I always had to go through life alone in this respect!

5/4/2019 8:58:31 AM wearediamonds2 I've always wondered if the world and human existence is really only 6k years old.  "Science" vs. The Bible claim very different things.

5/4/2019 8:59:46 AM thekanehb It’s not that they didn’t HELP to process it, they just didn’t process for some reason. The amaglyda can only contain a certain level of trauma and when 

it’s not processed it webs across the brain and into all areas of life eventually. EMDR therapy is incredible for this

5/4/2019 9:40:01 AM mongrelglory I know.  It's very unfortunate when that happens to a young person.  It's often why a young person from a troubled home is so vulnerable to being 

groomed by a pedophile, or gang members who target these children and offer them "support". 😠

5/4/2019 10:54:41 AM jm4n I read the article. There are several holes in it.

5/4/2019 10:56:17 AM jm4n Professionals like the cameraman in a CBS chopper.

5/4/2019 11:37:58 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

5/4/2019 11:40:59 AM djlok Like never before!  God Bless America!!!

5/4/2019 11:45:49 AM zagnett Definitely that resonates.

5/4/2019 12:00:21 PM djlok Best thing on @Twitter IMHO.  That and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

5/4/2019 12:02:41 PM djlok + the wonderful people I've met on here.

5/4/2019 12:15:02 PM covertress Apply   π   in Majestic places? https://youtu.be/rb65fmSa610 

5/4/2019 12:43:47 PM viking_anon 6h6m6s track?

So 6,6,6 ?🤔

5/4/2019 2:23:59 PM teeunited3 #TrustHuber meeting with a #WarCrimes Prosecutor..From #Kabul to @USAttyHuber #Utah #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened #MAGA #Trump2020 

#TheGreatAwakening #SaturdayMotivation @RealMattCouch @seanhannity @magi_estella @qanon76 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL #KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/fx6j70mGtZ

5/4/2019 2:47:27 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where art thou?

5/4/2019 3:09:52 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said that Trump, Mattis, Haspel, Shanahan are current MJs, & that Flynn & Dunford were MJs.

& like none of these People could deal with a pesky little Twitter account impersonating Them? 🙄

& like the NSA couldn't deal with that "larpy" @NSA_QIL account? 🧐

5/4/2019 3:18:44 PM zagnett This is what resonates to me about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL.

Except that they seem more American than British, obviously lol. But definitely they seem legit. pic.twitter.com/3tAIJwMLDp

5/4/2019 4:47:05 PM djlok I think maybe they are on another mission.  I do miss them. #ArchiveOffline

5/4/2019 4:52:03 PM wearediamonds2 Maybe they are busy LOCKING PEOPLE UP etc. !!😁😁😁

5/4/2019 5:19:23 PM nitagale Well that didn’t work out

5/4/2019 6:02:59 PM mongrelglory Lisa, this guy's analysis didn't quite resonate with me.  He doesn't go to primary sources, or archeology very much and quotes a lot from Wikipedia.  I 

found the We are the Skythians book had many more data points that it drew from, including original ancient languages.

5/4/2019 7:34:02 PM dynamicres WOW! have yall watched agents of SHIELD?! I just picked it up again at S4 Finale and S5 E1 and they are resonating everywhere!

Darkhold "spellbook" == majic with immense power

Framework == Matrix collapsing/escaped

Aida == ALICE⁉️created robots/clones

Forgot how awesome it was❣️

5/4/2019 7:36:00 PM dynamicres Time pausing skinwalkers who move players around like pawns at will(with adv tech).

Rider "Hell is relative. Dimensions, space, planets. it's all connected. Plenty of them qualify as hell."

"The Earth is just one territory in a war that's been going on forever."

5/4/2019 7:36:30 PM peony_morning I can envision several generations due reparations over mind games played these clueless adult liberals.

5/4/2019 7:41:37 PM nullanon12 You Kidding me?

5/4/2019 7:42:29 PM nullanon12 like?

5/4/2019 7:54:27 PM kachinagtto I’ll have to check that series out. Have not seen it!



5/4/2019 8:31:22 PM jm4n He is a professional cameraman is me not? As in paid to film things right!?

5/4/2019 8:45:02 PM jswdh1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/4/2019 8:46:37 PM peony_morning I feel some of the reasons may be to cultivate less aggressive, feminized controllable society suitable to their NWO with anti-weapons mentality. On a 

different thought; liberal females are targeted by radical Islamist to wed and license depts. must be extra vigilant to stop this

5/4/2019 8:56:51 PM jm4n He cites Newtons 3rd law but uses the entire article to vastly mislead the magnitude of force happening when a 395,000 pound 767 plane traveling 

around 300 mph strikes a stationary building.

A big part of the mislead is the pics of damaged wings. Those aren't 767 planes.

5/4/2019 9:02:53 PM peony_morning Are you aware of the massive amounts of land China is procuring all over the globe. That is frightening.

5/4/2019 9:58:13 PM wildhor52319908 It’s possible to employ Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio to construct a graph that perfectly replicates her descent. 

@Quebec99335648

@EsotericExposal

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Honk_pill 

@SealTeam_Q 

@SevenFlamingos

5/4/2019 10:48:14 PM peony_morning @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/cannaworldsite/status/1124697925655961600 …

5/4/2019 11:22:34 PM decodematrix MJ8 don't play games 👊💥

5/5/2019 2:57:59 AM monroevegas So is the guy who directs a lot of movies...like Guardians of the Galaxy. 🤮 you should hear what Roseanne Barr’s son said about it all. So dissapointed 

in D*$&€¥

5/5/2019 4:24:42 AM prmd21801759 "Temporarily alter ascension" as in a good way?

5/5/2019 6:04:15 AM wearediamonds2 I always thought it was just being psychic, or God showing us the future. But that doesn't make 100% sense either.

5/5/2019 6:22:32 AM susang7671 Sensed immediately and strongly drawn to this. Thank you so much 4 sharing. Explains alot.

5/5/2019 7:21:18 AM djlok Is ALICE ruled by [P]?

5/5/2019 7:38:43 AM lightworkercain PS = MJ8

JD = MJ#?

5/5/2019 8:19:11 AM _369311119 Any historical "documentaries"?

5/5/2019 9:16:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 S7E10 - Birth Right (Moloc)

God of Child Sacrifice

Children are burned to death immediately after birth.

Sacrifices must be made.

Not fiction.

5/5/2019 9:23:13 AM petitchevalb Is it what they call "cremation of care" = sacrifice of motherhood ?

5/5/2019 9:23:23 AM 92michael Spiritually speaking,  the soul of that baby would all ready know that its future is lacking and may no longer be associating with that body at the time of 

physical death. It’s very common for a spirit to leave the body before death. Eg: a car accident.

5/5/2019 9:23:29 AM gi6stars Oh Mighty God of Heaven and Earth please Stop this killing.

5/5/2019 9:24:42 AM realityloominng Bruv, do you even 5D?

5/5/2019 9:26:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alien test subjects for drug experimentation.

5/5/2019 9:28:42 AM fluck_gloria Even reported on FOX!

5/5/2019 9:29:08 AM zagnett Is this true, pretty much? 👇 pic.twitter.com/VlrhDIcYVv

5/5/2019 9:29:25 AM jrocktigers Welcome back!

5/5/2019 9:29:34 AM kathyanna7 How important, if any was the exhibit of the Temple of Ba’al (reproduction) in NYC?  Did that open a portal or empower them?

5/5/2019 9:30:29 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1125075141958852608?s=21 …

5/5/2019 9:31:14 AM lovethebeach999 Still ... the physical suffering 😂

5/5/2019 9:31:34 AM starehope Brett Kavanaugh of course!

5/5/2019 9:31:57 AM lovethebeach999 China one child policy ?

5/5/2019 9:32:48 AM djlok And yet it's almost like they never left us!!!  #TimeIsAnIllusion

5/5/2019 9:33:55 AM howdoyoumakeah1 If sacrifices are not made, do (((they))) just lose power or will there be some sort of counter-attack?

5/5/2019 9:34:05 AM hawkgirlinmn How are they chosen? Random? Certain bloodline?

5/5/2019 9:34:52 AM 7alon  https://www.news.com.au/technology/science/space/us-navy-drafting-new-guidelines-for-reporting-ufos/news-

story/ddca1cc0ffe94349b1a3b6de73bf7d38 … 

Not long now.

5/5/2019 9:35:07 AM djlok Yeah, they say its not good to ask a question you may not want the answer to.  Besides, they spent a lot of $$$ making that propaganda 

film/documentary on her.  They gotta be hoping that investment pays off somehow.

5/5/2019 9:35:20 AM starehope MJ12- What kind of alien drug tests?

5/5/2019 9:36:01 AM decodematrix These people are sick.

5/5/2019 9:36:10 AM starehope Still missed!

5/5/2019 9:36:26 AM jimhayzlett MJ, You know that words create reality.  Better phrasing is ‘Sacrifices HAVE...’  This is not a coincidence!  ✨🙏🏼😇✨

5/5/2019 9:36:35 AM blsdbe Season 8 is when the disinformation from the Cabal takeover starts in SG1? Up to the end of season 7 still Majestic?

5/5/2019 9:37:22 AM linnyt7 They’d be embarrassed if they thought about it for just a second lol.

5/5/2019 9:38:27 AM starehope Alien drug tests - were/are they testing on humans/babies?

5/5/2019 9:39:45 AM starehope #ProofOfLife #RBG

5/5/2019 9:40:07 AM linnyt7 These ppl are evil.

5/5/2019 9:40:42 AM starehope Especially since they invested so much on Killary.

5/5/2019 9:44:08 AM sterkinglights1 No. 7 is clown+Maj. if memory serves a post that reveals what season is what. As I remember 1-3 or 6 is Maj then it's a combo clown + Maj. Going off 

what we know most likely season 9 or 12 I would go with 9 but didn't do the search.

5/5/2019 9:48:29 AM knightofmaltaus Check out Valiant Thor and Council of 9. Worth reviewing and understanding the real Majestic 12, that exists today along with the USAF Space Force.

5/5/2019 9:55:03 AM ethereal_shaman When you see little Ruth tchotchkes everywhere, you know some group has an agenda.  #ThesePeopleAreStupid

5/5/2019 9:57:43 AM linnyt7 As it was in the days of Noah

5/5/2019 9:58:03 AM heath_jack Good morning democrats!  Welcome!

5/5/2019 9:58:38 AM lori_dee1 Amen! This literally makes my heart hurt everytime I hear about it! 😥💖

5/5/2019 9:59:09 AM aprilbrown99 The sacrifices need to end and stop. Enough is enough.

5/5/2019 10:00:19 AM lori_dee1 I voted for BK and then saw the results. Very embarrassing indeed! 😂

5/5/2019 10:00:58 AM lori_dee1 It's perfect! 😂

5/5/2019 10:01:32 AM wearediamonds2 They still have her book ad poster in the subway walls.I am always SOOOO tempted to draw a big Q over her face, but with cameras/libs/UCs 

everywhere I am honestly too chicken to do it. But wouldn't it be awesome!? Or is that the 16 year old in me coming out? 😂

5/5/2019 10:04:00 AM sterkinglights1 Interdasting that most notable episode contain guest from S.T. Enterprise.

5/5/2019 10:06:14 AM wearediamonds2 Great question.

5/5/2019 10:07:19 AM djlok It's probably just the #WQKE person in you wanting to come out!!!  😀

5/5/2019 10:10:21 AM lbf777 Is Trump dealing with the Queen & Macron atm?



5/5/2019 10:11:01 AM wearediamonds2 Jesus Christ came to end this law of sacrifice that we were bound to... so why did they choose not to accept it and continue? Are they not fully human 

(alien DNA too), those who chose to keep the evil rites, and that is why?

5/5/2019 10:11:02 AM yellahabibihela Emblematic of DJT true approval rating.

5/5/2019 10:12:05 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/0ojw6MCzqaA 

5/5/2019 10:12:15 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1125071731893460992?s=19 …

5/5/2019 10:14:09 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/0ojw6MCzqaA 

5/5/2019 10:14:59 AM maryschade14 I like mine alive 😣

5/5/2019 10:16:25 AM allahuniversal 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/GQKOzeZPiJ

5/5/2019 10:17:17 AM enomai_ Kavanaugh

5/5/2019 10:18:47 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

5/5/2019 10:19:13 AM blsdbe I keep asking my self this when I seen my sky’s filled with aerosols...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, are the nanites used for any other purpose besides mind 

control? Will they help maintain our EM field as the poles reverse? Are they protecting us in some way?  

https://twitter.com/Lighthouse44444/status/1084845606412025857 …

5/5/2019 10:19:58 AM laura_621 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are Chemtrails trails harmful but necessary?

5/5/2019 10:25:57 AM starehope Good question. If one ascends to another dimemsion, they cannot return to this 3D lifestyle, that is my understanding.

5/5/2019 10:27:50 AM urkgurgle Not an either or.

5/5/2019 10:28:23 AM wearediamonds2 I always found it interesting that redheads and thise with the redhead gene do not respond to morphine. Is there a bigger answer/reason besides the 

gene?

5/5/2019 10:30:26 AM realityloominng Exactly, now think WAY old as in 'The Day The Earth Stood Still' old; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/28/cinema-seven-soviet-sci-fi-

films …

5/5/2019 10:30:42 AM starehope My thoughts exactly. Are we going somewhere blindly? Do we have that pioneer spirit to head out west daring to face anything? We know what 

happened to many of them.

5/5/2019 10:32:06 AM charmanda9 Haha!! Serves them right for asking!!!

5/5/2019 10:32:11 AM realityloominng  http://www.enterprisemission.com/corbett.htm 

5/5/2019 10:32:28 AM wearediamonds2 🤢😠

5/5/2019 10:34:45 AM wearediamonds2 Fn disgusting . May they all rot in hell forever.

5/5/2019 10:36:01 AM boy12_jimmy Up to Pretense, Season 3 via HULU. The pain and realities of these people and aliens is intense. The Good have huge battles to attain freedom, peace, 

and love. Will Trump Declas soon regarding aliens, Stargate, & Supreme Commander?

5/5/2019 10:36:04 AM starehope Same on Earth!

5/5/2019 10:37:47 AM wearediamonds2 The way these a-holes are, they probably destroy their minds afterwards with hypnosis, drugs, and electroshock to forget everything.

5/5/2019 10:38:03 AM tdchance1 Stupid question @dscc. One's a hero. The other is dead or very close to it.

5/5/2019 10:38:55 AM realityloominng Like in Torchwood? I always thought that was the most edgy aliens I've ever seen in a spin-off to a kids show... Not even Ridley Scott's Alien comes 

close to half-dead kids, used as drugs for 50+ years: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87kSw5kYMhU …

5/5/2019 10:39:41 AM blsdbe Well, if my goal was to explore with the intent to coexist instead of conquer I may expect to have a different outcome 🥰😍❤️

5/5/2019 10:43:18 AM realityloominng You have good source? Googling this stuff is pointless

5/5/2019 10:44:24 AM realityloominng very impressive thumbnail picture though

5/5/2019 10:44:38 AM realchindsight If that was ever the case, 99 percent of third world babies would be stillborn.

5/5/2019 10:46:54 AM psyanidegaming This made me lol

5/5/2019 10:47:22 AM realchindsight Plus is not the whole point of sacrifice to extract energy that has to be produced through pain/fear/terror? 🤔

5/5/2019 10:49:35 AM laura_621 Im so glad you just came right out and stated this.

5/5/2019 10:52:10 AM bbobbio71 Similar to abortion.... sick and sad

5/5/2019 10:52:22 AM 92michael The physical pain is why most spirits leave the body right before a traumatic death. Example: A person is hit by a semi truck? The spirit will leave 

minutes or seconds before impact. The spirit may actually observe the death from an out of body perspective.

5/5/2019 10:54:38 AM jimhayzlett Yet Page 2 proves it is sanitized: pic.twitter.com/cLi3J4hBdC

5/5/2019 10:56:10 AM 92michael With a young baby say under the age of three, it is an entirely different situation. Since the spirit has not yet fully associated into the body yet.

5/5/2019 11:00:07 AM 92michael In the case of a still born, that spirit has made the decision to  break the life plan agreement and will not fully associate with that body. This is the 

reason it’s still born.  It no longer has a soul!

5/5/2019 11:04:55 AM 92michael Also, in the case of harsh or difficult early life conditions, these can be a part of the lesson that the soul is wanting to learn, so poverty or abuse maybe 

a learning situation.

5/5/2019 11:07:25 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/9HmSm1rykg

5/5/2019 11:12:00 AM wearediamonds2 😂😂💖💖💖

5/5/2019 11:15:01 AM keith369me It’s easier to control a corpse?

5/5/2019 11:35:47 AM blsdbe Have Our Guys offered the bloodthirsty Cabal members that are willing a way to turn away from the darkness of sacrifice as the Female Jaffa in this 

episode have been offered? Have some found their way from Dark to Light?

5/5/2019 11:37:37 AM agoodyear2015 The page has gone goodbye!

5/5/2019 11:39:02 AM howdoyoumakeah1 they took it down

5/5/2019 11:44:00 AM djlok It was so embarrassing that it appears they pulled the tweet down!!!  Love your screen grab!!!  

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

5/5/2019 11:45:16 AM agoodyear2015 I'm not sure what the purpose is for telling us this if nothing is going to change.  Why tell us now?  What is going to change it?

5/5/2019 11:51:04 AM jayrambin And they're probably massaging the analytics.

5/5/2019 11:52:41 AM realchindsight The victim's soul wants the lesson of pain and death? 

Sounds like the only thing a psychologist should never say to a serial killer.

5/5/2019 11:53:51 AM sammie1131 Lol, it's down, it had 2 days to go yet.   😂😂😂

5/5/2019 11:55:04 AM phreatomagnetic Oops!  Don't ask questions you don't want the answered truthfully.

I go with-

"Talk with yourself and you'll hear what you wanna know"

Joe Perry, steve Tyler

5/5/2019 11:58:40 AM djlok Very sad.  I bet the 204,264 voters feel duped.  Sort of like I did after I voted for [HRC].  Long story...been told by countless others who have done a 

#WalkAway.

5/5/2019 12:06:44 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/MKUS9YHsOk

5/5/2019 12:18:25 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/gfzYSblRmQ

5/5/2019 12:21:56 PM djlok Well what a coincidence!

5/5/2019 12:27:04 PM petitchevalb Do they test if human DNA can be distorded to purposely destroy its own offspring?

5/5/2019 12:29:57 PM petitchevalb If so, trying to destroy safety protection of LIFE in our DNA

5/5/2019 12:33:19 PM 92michael Not necessarily, one can ascend while in the physical body, but this requires full comprehension and awareness.

5/5/2019 12:41:23 PM ialibertybelle Only 10 seasons

5/5/2019 12:49:03 PM realityloominng Yeah pretty over the top. Probably some dark 'in plain sight' stuff.

5/5/2019 1:00:30 PM americanpetal @covertress Covertress, I am nominating you as the the official @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 guru/librarian 😀 you name it. You are always so on top of this 

subject.  🙌👍🚀🖨📡🧬🔭🗝️📄🗂🛰️🛸

5/5/2019 1:00:56 PM blsdbe Gonna have to borrow your pic I’Au...



5/5/2019 1:01:09 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Zd1WPP1VkU

5/5/2019 1:03:17 PM djlok Ha ha!!!

5/5/2019 1:10:37 PM allahuniversal Please do!!!

5/5/2019 1:11:16 PM covertress I just read A LOT 🤓

5/5/2019 1:24:08 PM robertscharnbe4 ...that thing about call a friend before you send? Democrat confidence is overwhelming.

Messed up, but still overwhelming.

5/5/2019 1:35:47 PM sterkinglights1 Ya I clearly didn't do the search as it is stated above.

5/5/2019 1:37:11 PM knightofmaltaus Go to  http://CIA.GOV  and input Valiant Thor. Then look up Laural Eisenhower as she has publicly announced her grandfathers 3 meetings with Val 

who remained here for 3 years. Dig, you will find.

5/5/2019 1:41:08 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/rpdQAJJLk4

5/5/2019 1:45:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 200k is a good sample size

5/5/2019 1:46:08 PM essene_merkabah  https://byzantinemporia.com/phoenician-child-sacrifice/ …

5/5/2019 1:54:28 PM sterkinglights1 Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101127135585058817?s=09 …

5/5/2019 1:55:42 PM blsdbe Sweet, you found it!!! I tried the search string with so many variations and couldn’t find it earlier! Kudos!!!

5/5/2019 1:59:52 PM sterkinglights1 You don't even know lol

Searches sg1 nothing

Searched Stargate nuffin

Had to clowns + season.

5/5/2019 2:02:22 PM blsdbe You don’t even know...I was at it for almost an hour...great sleuthing!!!

5/5/2019 2:04:53 PM nursewounds 😂😂😂👍 pic.twitter.com/LnUVqtURJw

5/5/2019 2:09:49 PM aprilbrown99 You are mistaken if you think there are only 10 of us!  We are Q! And we outnumber you Rothchilds!  We are everywhere. 

@realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC pic.twitter.com/fbfEIhyajG

5/5/2019 2:16:03 PM lmjonzey Check out...Root Races.. another eye opener

5/5/2019 2:29:24 PM sweeetweet  pic.twitter.com/t64CAzWZNO

5/5/2019 2:30:01 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/jMYJ481hvn

5/5/2019 2:31:53 PM blsdbe Gonna need this one too, Zag 🥰🙏😇 pic.twitter.com/miKZbCNvMa

5/5/2019 2:35:08 PM zagnett That's one of my few originals.😉

5/5/2019 2:37:28 PM kachinagtto Huh... I did not know this.  Thanks for the question - even if you never get an answer.

5/5/2019 2:38:26 PM wearediamonds2 Response to a great tweet that is suddenly gone: Yes. I feel like I have been their target to dump evil on for most of my life.Somehow they can see who 

is evil or good, as if we had big targets on our foreheads. I always wonder how they know. Is it an aura?

5/5/2019 2:39:37 PM jrocktigers Nailed it

5/5/2019 2:43:14 PM wearediamonds2 You are quite welcome! I found out when I had serious surgery and the nurse thought I was a junkie b/c Morphine did not work.Did some research & 

found out! I am blonde, but sis has red hair. So it is in my genes, too!

5/5/2019 2:44:26 PM wearediamonds2 Ok...cool then! Good to have a confirmation! Now, why di evil people get to see auras but others cannot!? Is it an alien trait, and that is why they can 

see it?

5/5/2019 2:48:58 PM jrocktigers "Somehow they can see who is evil or good, as if we had big targets on our foreheads"  -  YES

5/5/2019 3:02:13 PM allahuniversal "Accept your innocence" - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/5/2019 3:03:12 PM ragevirusqq Also, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “release your burden”

5/5/2019 3:19:42 PM mongrelglory I always felt sorry for the Coyote!  I also thought that road runners were as tall as ostriches until I moved to Bakersfield when I was 6 years old and saw 

them running by the side of the highway.  They're tiny little birds! 😆

5/5/2019 3:21:54 PM blsdbe Seems like at least some folks that have NDEs report flying out of their bodies just before the worst occurs?

5/5/2019 3:23:17 PM mongrelglory So many famous Cabal people have lost an adult child in strange situations.  Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau (they never recovered the son's body), 

Gloria Vanderbilt etc...  They weren't the firstborn however, but I've heard that Satanists are asked to show their loyalty that way.

5/5/2019 3:25:52 PM mongrelglory The actor who plays Teal'c wrote the episode and character especially with her in mind.  She plays a romantic interest...I can see why he picked her. 😉

5/5/2019 3:26:04 PM wearediamonds2 Yes, I have read this too.

5/5/2019 3:26:20 PM wearediamonds2 Even in the Bible...this happened until...

5/5/2019 3:27:56 PM mongrelglory However, there's a brothel across the river that supplies women/children for them.

5/5/2019 3:31:11 PM mongrelglory Red-Heads need much higher doses of morphine to get the same analgesic effect.

5/5/2019 3:31:55 PM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump From the spot-on Intel I've reviewed, seems you folks are going to try to take us out w/gas and plasma on 

12/21/2019. Is there a need to even try to stop you? Do your shiny toys mean that much? 😡

😡🙏♥✝️

5/5/2019 3:33:14 PM mongrelglory "Children of Earth"!  That was such a good series.  I also liked "Miracle Day" though some of my friends didn't.  I wish they'd bring Torchwood back.  

They were like the darker, edgier Dr. Who!

5/5/2019 3:33:56 PM theappraizer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Which side of the coin are you?

5/5/2019 3:34:53 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. I have always wondered why though!

5/5/2019 3:37:43 PM kachinagtto I found this from  https://www.quora.com/Why-do-redheads-require-more-anesthesia … .  Not a great answer - but insight anyway. 

pic.twitter.com/LIrnzOwS3z

5/5/2019 3:38:48 PM wearediamonds2 Haha 😉 thanks!

5/5/2019 3:38:52 PM daveschroeder18 Yes we miss your disclosures

5/5/2019 3:39:09 PM wearediamonds2 Some say Jesus was a redhead...who knows!

5/5/2019 3:40:40 PM kachinagtto Actually, the explanation on pg2 of this article goes into more detail on the specific gene and reasoning. https://science.howstuffworks.com/science-vs-

myth/everyday-myths/redhead-anesthesia1.htm …

5/5/2019 3:49:35 PM mongrelglory Yes, I was hoping they'd give us some answers to our suggestions.

5/5/2019 3:53:38 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping that the White hats are starting to reprogram some of the nanites we've been infested with.  They say not all chem-trails are bad.

5/5/2019 3:59:46 PM blsdbe I do keep trying to remind myself of that as the mist drifts down on to me and my Farm...#TrustThePlan? #TrustButVerify?

5/5/2019 4:00:30 PM wearediamonds2 So it is not just as simple as weather manipulation, blocking sun/cooling temps to make us all feel depressed from lack of sun? Or cloaking tech so we 

cannot see what is happening in air?

5/5/2019 4:01:52 PM jp10730105 Are you sure you weren’t reading about this?  https://www.interregeurope.eu/moloc/  or a movie?  Are you saying it’s practiced present day?

5/5/2019 4:03:41 PM wearediamonds2 Yeah, sometimes I wonder if reason we all get sick= b/c some disease particles are sprayed over areas.I.E.everyone in NYC has a serious sinus infection 

from a virus right now, including myself.I literally felt it enter my throat & coworker did @same moment (while working outside)

5/5/2019 4:08:58 PM laura_621 Only females?

5/5/2019 4:11:01 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  simply MAJESTIC💖💖  https://youtu.be/C2ubOWZj_Fo  💖

5/5/2019 4:12:40 PM blsdbe Seems like we missed the 48 minute window?

5/5/2019 4:17:02 PM covertress *cough*

time is...

5/5/2019 4:20:09 PM trinaparkercogg Sad to say but yes it is!

5/5/2019 4:21:46 PM jp10730105 Their sick.

5/5/2019 4:36:34 PM trinaparkercogg Truly evil too.



5/5/2019 4:58:10 PM _chelseaproject Definitely living ones

5/5/2019 5:04:03 PM antarantanka An adaptation to single malt. 🤣

5/5/2019 5:06:29 PM liltilgerlil #QArmy #cluedinfag @Michaelcraddo16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

5/5/2019 5:08:35 PM antarantanka Valiant Thor is a Pleiadian, Commander Adrian Thorac, or just Thor (the Thor of hammer fame) is an Andromedan.

5/5/2019 5:34:03 PM kevinmruel What was already going on... just was reported... this has been going on for a long long time sadly

5/5/2019 5:34:20 PM jp10730105 Where?

5/5/2019 5:34:56 PM kevinmruel I'm sure

5/5/2019 5:35:06 PM ethereal_shaman The universe is always conspiring to work in our favor.

5/5/2019 5:44:23 PM kathleen3693693 Illegal aliens from southern border being snatched for drug experimentation along with other heinous fates?

5/5/2019 5:47:47 PM blsdbe One would think...

5/5/2019 6:11:07 PM snakejackal MIB from FIB, E.T. From Gray, Marvel from GFOL, Transformer from A.I., Independence Day from human, Avatar from GOD, Mission Impossible from 

Secret Agents, Fast & Furious from Gangster, Starwars from Dark Forces, Star Trek from Light Forces, Prometheus/Alien predator from Draco

5/5/2019 6:28:37 PM southerngallaa I am crazy about this one!

5/5/2019 6:32:59 PM _369311119  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moluag 

"Other variants include...Moloc..."

5/5/2019 6:33:08 PM laurabusse Always :-) if we will just learn to relax, let go and allow it 💘

We are brainwashed to believe the opposite...

5/5/2019 6:36:27 PM ethereal_shaman #truth

5/5/2019 6:37:25 PM susanlroberts33 Seriously cloning?

5/5/2019 6:40:13 PM susang7671 Twitter says "Sorry! That page doesn't exist" I can still "see" this page though. LOL

5/5/2019 6:41:01 PM koryoline1 Yeah that as well, but we have to start somewhere

5/5/2019 6:43:28 PM natureinspace #WheresRuth pic.twitter.com/aboHk9mHFs

5/5/2019 6:48:11 PM wearediamonds2 👏👏👏😂 Good one 💖😉

5/5/2019 6:49:17 PM wearediamonds2 Glad we do not have to think about it!

5/5/2019 6:52:48 PM wearediamonds2 Yes...all such new info! Wow

5/5/2019 6:56:36 PM tensionfilter So Obama is also Q? Do you even put a little bit of thought before you post a meme?

5/5/2019 7:23:58 PM tensionfilter Look who is in the front row of the We are Q picture you posted. Worst researchers on the planet. Go get deprogrammed before more of your family 

disown your brainwashed mind.

5/5/2019 7:25:50 PM tensionfilter All of Congress is Q too? Qultists can't meme for sh*t.

5/5/2019 7:29:09 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/TR4P1vWl7n

5/5/2019 7:46:23 PM unitytruthlove1 Yes they've been able to do it for a long time.

5/5/2019 7:49:15 PM base1aransas YOU and @rothschildmd are the ones concerned enough to see it an issue.

WHY?

5/5/2019 7:56:07 PM lordconcave "WE DO NOT SAY HIS NAME"

You will soon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Everybody will.

#GodWins

#DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening #QArmy #DrainTheSwamp #WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA #MEGA #POTUS #QAnons #DrainTheDeepState 

#Patriots https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1076189322750185472 …
5/5/2019 8:04:10 PM allahuniversal Have been placed in situations which seemed absolutely horrible, only to find out later that I avoided something much worse...

"God works in Majestic ways" ~ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/5/2019 8:05:51 PM suzanna77281673 Heavy 🥂

5/5/2019 8:06:29 PM djlok Same.

5/5/2019 8:07:37 PM suzanna77281673 Norway.

5/5/2019 8:08:30 PM wearediamonds2 Me three!

5/5/2019 8:12:34 PM alisvolatpropi2 🙋🏼♀️  More times than I can

Count.  Life always conspires in our favor!

5/5/2019 8:19:04 PM wicked1776 Far from normal......hell to pay if someone looked @ my child like that...I would indeed go batshit crazy

5/5/2019 8:41:46 PM wearediamonds2 I think "they" tried to do it with my grandmother's 1st born. Rather difficult to drop a newborn on it's head during delivery, don't you think? Aunt she 

was brain damaged her whole life. Super sad/strange.Grandmother went schizo after a few more odd traumas.

5/5/2019 8:45:03 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Those creatures exist. Think experiments.

The truth hides in plain sight. 

They are mocking us.

For the sake of humanity, all cannot be revealed.

These people are SICK.

These people are EVIL.

5/5/2019 8:47:38 PM mongrelglory Actually, I've delivered lots and lots of babies (retired doctor).  I always hated delivering a baby on an operating table because there was a risk of 

dropping the baby on its head.  They come out really slippery, especially the ones covered in meconium.  Accidents did happen. 😢

5/5/2019 8:48:42 PM wearediamonds2 Oh dang. Ok. Good to know. Thanks for explaining!

5/5/2019 9:05:53 PM humain974 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Who replaced Mr Dulles?

5/5/2019 9:27:41 PM mongrelglory It was one of my biggest fears during delivery.  I didn't want to grip the baby too hard and bruise them, but man they could be slippery when they 

shoot out!  I much preferred delivering a baby on a bed.

5/5/2019 9:33:24 PM wearediamonds2 That sounds very scary!

5/5/2019 9:47:23 PM thevolunteer6 UNSEAL THEGREATAWAKENING!!!

5/5/2019 9:49:50 PM thevolunteer6 THEGREATAWAKENING 

WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

5/5/2019 10:34:15 PM vintagesquirrel In Gloria Vanderbilt case, it was her oldest son who died.

5/5/2019 10:35:52 PM wearediamonds2 Yes, usually the firstborn has significance spiritually for some reason. It is even spoken about in the Bible, but condemned by God.

5/5/2019 10:36:26 PM melanie84245623 She just stepped out of the wax museum



5/5/2019 10:36:47 PM lordconcave "Child Abuse Law Idea -> Law Signed Next Day?"

Does anybody know what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is referencing?

I DO!

Shall I start a thread?

#QAnon #MAGA #Pizzagate #MEGA #POTUS #WWG1WGA #QAnons #DrainTheSwamp #QArmy #DarkToLight #Trump #TheGreatAwakening 

#DrainTheDeepState https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072350628360437760 …
5/5/2019 10:40:29 PM wearediamonds2 Very sad story.

5/5/2019 10:42:26 PM wearewoke777 They’re not experiments. They are here.

5/5/2019 11:13:07 PM paciouno That's deep,  who could be so evil

5/5/2019 11:37:47 PM sparkleloung Hey so what is it with stargate SG1 anyway.  I enjoyed the movie - Kurt Russell kicks ass - but Richard D doesn’t do it for me... never intrigued me. 

pic.twitter.com/4LiyYqybeM

5/5/2019 11:54:56 PM petitchevalb Same here

5/6/2019 12:10:21 AM olimyracle His obsession to sex.

The world is sick.

Healing Healing Healing.

The World is changing.

The World is learning.

The World is healing.

Love is more than we know.

Light let us see.

Life is a sea full of wonders.

💞 https://youtu.be/ddLd0QRf7Vg 
5/6/2019 12:39:02 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/BFFAaQUMH1

5/6/2019 12:42:22 AM sterkinglights1 Noticed this am. Puts up census shadow bans self. I'm taking my ball and going home tactic is really working for media mindless.

5/6/2019 1:10:03 AM jayrambin A tool, probably. Can be used for bad or good. Some could be designed for more bad. But could probably be de-activated or countered.

5/6/2019 1:12:15 AM jayrambin Also, it’s likely that even if the good guys are in control at the top, not all are lower branches are falling in line right away. Like trumps staff. Some kept 

their loyalties hidden or took time to remove.

5/6/2019 1:25:32 AM staticra1n Stargate SG1 depicted the Goa'uld as evil and the Tok'ra was the hidden faction within that was good. Just like the Alpha Orion Draconians = Goa'uld = 

evil. While the Draconians of the Light (dragons for short) = Tok'ra = light warriors fighting to help the light communities.

5/6/2019 1:40:54 AM luluspeers1 Bingo!

5/6/2019 1:49:52 AM sparkleloung Okay

I just watched SG1 S01E01

  

Pretty cheesy 

Please tell me it gets better

5/6/2019 1:59:53 AM r081nd356015 i think it's more that it's funny and sad, than that it's an issue.

5/6/2019 2:00:35 AM r081nd356015 I can explain it, it's cos that looks like fun and not awfully depressing.

5/6/2019 2:11:11 AM ialibertybelle Richard D is awesome-especially as Jack.

5/6/2019 2:12:27 AM ialibertybelle It gets better.

5/6/2019 2:18:06 AM brad34351293 What happened to the old soul in my Moluccan Cockatoo after I left for 6 months?

2 years old and she was very verbal, now 19 some gibberish, and a lot of bird-baby blahhh.

5/6/2019 2:18:40 AM epkman Are you up w/@qanon76, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 follow if want to expand.

[ https://8ch.net/qresearch/index.html …] Excellent

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

5/6/2019 2:43:18 AM nullanon12 k

5/6/2019 2:46:48 AM nullanon12 so many wing images

5/6/2019 3:57:28 AM adsvel You should better ask these questions to Brennan an Clapper, they know for sure...😊

5/6/2019 4:48:40 AM zagnett You mean Admiral Michael S. Rogers? Just want to check the spelling.

Is Rogers an MJ? Always wanted to ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. He'd be great choice! 😎

5/6/2019 5:23:17 AM conniekennedy Anthony Bourdain knew too much. #Arkancide

5/6/2019 6:45:49 AM mongrelglory Yes, I'm sorry, you're correct for Gloria Vanderbilt's son.  In the case of Pierre Trudeau's son, it was the youngest.

5/6/2019 6:55:30 AM roaminnoodle Caffeine calcifies the pineal gland.

It also does not give you energy or wake you up. Rather it blocks receptors in your brain that tell you when you're tired, so you can keep going, "cut 

brake lines" so to say. Hence why it feels like you have more energy, but... you don't..

5/6/2019 7:35:27 AM djlok #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/wAhNzFBRW1

5/6/2019 7:39:59 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/VcAZ1IjetJ

5/6/2019 8:04:41 AM justice_rebel that is not completely true. it is true that they're often lefties also .

5/6/2019 8:13:16 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1125225239099650054 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, any comment on this, perhaps? 👇

5/6/2019 8:15:00 AM justice_rebel yEs , we probably will be judged by allowing that !

5/6/2019 8:23:47 AM phreatomagnetic Can detox and removing heavy metals from out diets and "health" and "beauty" products slow/cease the creation of new nanites in the body?

5/6/2019 8:28:01 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1037119381820649472 …

5/6/2019 8:31:08 AM humain974  https://youtu.be/EqjNa-Jpsf0 

5/6/2019 8:32:52 AM gi6stars Is it "these bodies" 

they are talking about when the White Hats say 

"Flynn knows where the bodies are buried"...?



5/6/2019 8:33:16 AM kindeandtrue It will take me a while to process that. 

Doo dee doo doo. (Twilight Zone music)

5/6/2019 8:54:16 AM quarkfear1 I bumped in2 a ritualhouse while looking for an aprmt..( 7 ft eye of Horus massive bath/dual doors n staircases,etc) I wore a bee necklace n was 

mistaken 4 HIVE.the “ agent”got sick& changed colors & backed away from me several times= my kids & husband noticed  too-so we toyed 😂

5/6/2019 9:04:37 AM daveschroeder18 Welcome back Majestic!

5/6/2019 9:12:14 AM roaminnoodle [JN] [Dual Citizen] much? Will this ever be addressed? He is not the only one...

5/6/2019 9:16:55 AM mommahood777 They use names and symbolism...hide in plain sight. No mistake.  Human trafficking and sacrifice are the sick and evil realities they are so desperate to 

keep secret. These people are sick. It'd be exposed already if it weren't for the weakminded sheep that need mental protection

5/6/2019 9:30:52 AM jp10730105 Thanks for helping democrats find a voice.

5/6/2019 9:33:31 AM jp10730105 I’m glad I attract good symbols.

5/6/2019 9:41:25 AM tararoby9  https://theopenscroll.blogspot.com/2012/02/part-16-sodomite-gateway-whats-in-her.html?m=1 …

I cant bring myself to type it out, but there is an answer in this article.

5/6/2019 10:07:37 AM suekonkel Wait .. That looks like Zuck

5/6/2019 10:20:37 AM jm4n Yes and all of them showing bird damage are not 767's. They are much smaller planes.

5/6/2019 10:51:40 AM natureinspace LOL!

5/6/2019 10:57:25 AM zagnett Bulls#it.

5/6/2019 10:57:37 AM zagnett Bulls#it.

5/6/2019 10:57:50 AM zagnett Bulls#it.

5/6/2019 11:00:39 AM zagnett Bulls#it.

5/6/2019 11:06:17 AM brewuscam Just for curiosity's sake, when exactly will these charges take place because you've been promising that for about 5 yrs or more.

5/6/2019 11:08:13 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rBzwJ8iTJs …

Is this you (link)? 🧐

5/6/2019 11:10:50 AM 369gwh Watch your local news every night & get an idea of the evil people near you.

Finding grotesquely evil people like the Clinton's/Podesta's & many other high-profile evil humans, go next door from where you live now.

My words for these evil people?

Darl to light.

SOON.

5/6/2019 11:13:43 AM zagnett Have a Great day! 😍🥰😘

5/6/2019 11:14:54 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rBzwJ8iTJs …

This, coming from "Michele Tittler 33 Degree Thievery Corporation 2017" 🧐🙄🤣

5/6/2019 11:15:19 AM asdlfjaedfh yes so many and why do you speak in the third person on other twitter accounts you have?

5/6/2019 11:17:42 AM brewuscam I don't know how one turns a fact into a victim statement.  I think you're seriously pathological.

5/6/2019 11:20:56 AM asdlfjaedfh  https://twitter.com/LeftHateSpeech   using third person.  Clearly its her account.  One of oh so many

5/6/2019 11:22:31 AM asdlfjaedfh  https://twitter.com/LeftHateSpeech   Another account where she speaks in the third person.

5/6/2019 11:22:53 AM zagnett No not really. You seem to know them far better than me.

5/6/2019 11:23:27 AM zagnett Great! i don't need either.

5/6/2019 11:30:41 AM gloriousfood3 Notice how black her eyes are?  no soul?

5/6/2019 11:32:34 AM brewuscam LOL. pic.twitter.com/pCS7zQhkq1

5/6/2019 11:36:46 AM zagnett i never said i was that knowledgeable. i'm quite comfortable with the very little that i truly know, & have been all my life. Are you? 🤨

5/6/2019 11:40:38 AM n7guardiananon After proto-Saturn purple dawn

 https://youtu.be/8vHpUs6_-zI 

5/6/2019 11:43:37 AM zagnett i'm just wishing you a Great Day! 😘

5/6/2019 11:55:27 AM laurabusse I blocked her. I usually mute but i blocked...i saw hatred in my notifications so i simply blocked :-)

5/6/2019 12:00:54 PM laurabusse Hi michele, assuming this is you, too...

I truly and sincerely wish you much deep inner peace but I'm gonna have to mute this account too, as i don't like anger, hatred and accusations in my 

notifications...i hope you find the deep inner healing we all truly need :-)

5/6/2019 12:05:48 PM boy12_jimmy You lose! Over 88,000 sealed indictments coming your way! Pack your bags now for Air Gitmo! @GenFlynn & @NSA_QIL @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 with Q+ & 

All of Q has it ALL. Goodbye Losers!  pic.twitter.com/8749honYbt

5/6/2019 12:08:36 PM zagnett Think MIRROR.

5/6/2019 12:10:21 PM zagnett Think MIRROR.

5/6/2019 12:11:54 PM zagnett MIRROR

5/6/2019 12:13:44 PM zagnett MIRROR.

That is, if you can even see your mirror with all the s#it you've been throwing around.

5/6/2019 12:18:03 PM zagnett Funny, after ALL THIS TIME, i still have no idea who this friggin' "Kim" is that you're talking about. Why are you even in on this conversation? You get 

paid by your "secret society" or something? Is this just a job for you?

5/6/2019 12:32:43 PM brewuscam Good God, Michele. It's very apparent this is you speaking for yourself from one of your many accounts. I think it's become very apparent you have 

some serious issues that require medical intervention. I can't participate in your sad convos any longer.

5/6/2019 12:33:32 PM charlespoulnot And trump isnt.

5/6/2019 1:00:17 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did you notice @realDonaldTrump's new banner? Nice Day for a change? 🤔

5/6/2019 1:17:57 PM dynamicres Receiver?

Transmitter?

Entrance?

detector for something?

grav waves?

5/6/2019 1:30:26 PM knightofmaltaus Bravo and you are getting warmer. Keep it up, you are on the correct path. Now learn what Val provided for 3 years during Eisenhower administration.

5/6/2019 1:31:58 PM gloriousfood3 its so sad.  I keep telling her I am not this Kim woman.  She refuses to believe.  Wrong and strong.  Can't wait to see the charges posted on line to 

support her.  But alas it is a lie.  She MT, lies.

5/6/2019 1:34:12 PM knightofmaltaus How about that!

5/6/2019 1:35:19 PM gloriousfood3 Why are you pretending NOT to be Michele Tittler.  Own your words.  The charges to which you refer were not instigated by Kim and you know it.  

LIAR!  Charges are real.  You should wrap your tin foiled head around that.  THE CHARGES ARE REAL AND YOU SHOULD TAKE THEM SERIOUSLY.

5/6/2019 1:42:48 PM dynamicres Quantum Zeno Effect?

5/6/2019 1:47:41 PM gloriousfood3 Nope not Kim Wilson.  Jeesh.  so so wrong but won't admit it.



5/6/2019 2:42:24 PM susang7671 Found at least 2 distinct rabbit tunnels so far. One leads to Carthage (Titan named Kronos, father of Zeus) and Valley of Hinnom (outside Jerusalem: 

Moloch+Ashtoreth): other mlk (type of sacrifice)+melekh(king)+bosheth(shame) leads to MLK, Hoover crimes, Kennedys, Bush, M.Monroe.

5/6/2019 2:48:10 PM quarkfear1 Pretty much the same..... 6000 yr old with influences from before that...

5/6/2019 3:01:28 PM billfa9 Those charges were from harassment of her family I believe. I will try to see what is in the information filed by the crown. She’s not very bright and 

likely dirt poor

5/6/2019 3:04:47 PM deportablet Yes it will ! It will all be exposed

5/6/2019 3:07:07 PM wearediamonds2 How though? Is it a feeling they have, Is it our aura, is it something about our looks/features/eyes that others do not have? What gives them this extra 

ability to know who we are? What makes us stand out and why can we ourselves not do this?

5/6/2019 3:11:18 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this channel has been quiet lately

5/6/2019 3:34:13 PM billfa9  pic.twitter.com/fVEBPOiGm6

5/6/2019 3:34:15 PM trinaparkercogg Do you have any information on their deaths. Marty Nesbitt and Anita Blanchard? I've been doing research and this is the first I've heard that they're 

dead I was a bit surprised. Thanks

5/6/2019 4:29:08 PM allahuniversal After some contemplation, it difficult to reconcile this with the Alien Interview POV re: the pyramids, all that 2aa required to build them to exact 

standards, & their purpose.  Mysteries within mysteries.

5/6/2019 5:04:35 PM freestateojones Leylines and more?

1:432,000 pic.twitter.com/W3PxzctnG5

5/6/2019 5:34:49 PM susang7671 On 5:5 of 66, MLK mentioned (in a speech B4 PP ...U WANNA KNOW??? ROFL 

"flying saucers" and "how visitors from outer space would judge us. I am afraid they would be stupefied at our conduct." One of the only shows his 

children were allowed to watch was "Star Trek". MLK=Trekker!

5/6/2019 5:38:36 PM allahuniversal Yes, the accuracy is impeccable. Therein is the issue, knowing the dimensions and the alignments, etc, there was high tech involved, including a view 

from above, and the belief systems built around it all. Yet the focus remains in the physical, as a distraction from the Immortal

5/6/2019 5:49:01 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/QulGpvdJMi

5/6/2019 5:59:30 PM susang7671 The Valley of Slaughter outside Jerusalem, Carthage (NE Africa) worship of Moloch&consort Ashtoreth combine[d]s practice of burning firstborn with 

ritual prostitution as important form of "worship". I have heard testimony that this occurs at a place in Georgia, that I disclosedB4

5/6/2019 6:19:10 PM susang7671 Wickedness was invited into our nations by prior leaders, and can only be purged by a strong, but tenderhearted and prayerful leader (just as shown in 

Biblical history, and as prophesied). Leviticus 18:21-30; I Kings11:1-8; II Kings 22&23

5/6/2019 6:35:15 PM susang7671 Just as Moses (Exodus 32) broke down the golden calf into powder and "dusted" it onto water and made them drink, so did King Josiah of Judah 

(burned, stomped into powder, dusted it onto graves of the children, and burned "their chariots of the sun"). MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHAR-SIN.

5/6/2019 6:54:09 PM susang7671 Remember how "Infinity War's" snap victims come back 2 fight Thanos? They all remember being "dusted", but have no idea what happened in the 5 

yrs since. Iron Man sees the one chance to win this war, snaps his finger, and instead of half the universe being dusted, now it's Thanos

5/6/2019 7:07:15 PM susang7671 and his army being dusted. the entire right side of Tony Stark (IronMan) is charred. What I'm sensing is an importance to burning&pulverizing cult 

worship items into dust, and using that dust to cast wickedness into eternal hell, so we can have PEACE in the Eternal light of I Am.

5/6/2019 7:11:48 PM wearediamonds2 The closest thing I can figure is it is similar to how I can somehow know if a person is evil by their energy and eyes. But what confuses me is how 

sometimes I am still tricked and miss it at first.

5/6/2019 7:19:23 PM alaneflame It would be awesome

5/6/2019 7:30:03 PM x52sky @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did germany have settlements on the moon?

5/6/2019 7:33:36 PM wearediamonds2 Not gonna lie...today I scoped out the station to make sure there are no security cameras hiding that I failed to see before. I did not see any... 

🤔🤔🤔

5/6/2019 7:35:23 PM djlok Ha ha!!!  I wouldn't do it.  "The Choice to Know will Be Yours".

5/6/2019 7:39:18 PM wearediamonds2 I know...I know! I still look at this poster with graffiti longings whenever I see it!

5/6/2019 9:33:39 PM slaytheeye Speaking of experimentation: I live in a state that may make vaccines mandatory.  Am I going to have to break the bank fighting this, move or are we 

going to get some help here? Please tell me there is a plan to stop this.

5/6/2019 10:00:59 PM sparkleloung At S01e06 - very touching episode

So, the tech used by the military appears late 90’s. Is this show supposedly starting in that era?

And another question. Is MJ12 some kind of fan account?

5/7/2019 2:38:40 AM _369311119 Cimmerians are Skythians are Druids are Culdees are (some) Americans https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Cimmeria 

5/7/2019 3:12:49 AM _369311119 “The near 80 successive Khumric Kings, who ruled from circa 500 BC to AD 1300, included King Arthur I (the first Arthur). Six generations later King 

Arthur II (the second Arthur) son of King Meurig, was born in AD 503, died in 579." https://sovereignwales.com/2016/02/05/are-the-welsh-the-lost-ten-

tribes-of-israel/ …

5/7/2019 4:46:34 AM natureinspace I've never heard that before. I'll have to look into it.

5/7/2019 5:04:29 AM natureinspace Actually all this info sure does explain alot. Wish I knew sooner. Always knew there was something different but had no explanation for it. Wow.

5/7/2019 5:07:24 AM _girlmaher_ I had quails and they do not incubate their eggs because of long term breeding for egg production. Suddenly, I feel spooked by your suggestion.

5/7/2019 5:11:04 AM petitchevalb Dont be affraid 

I think motherhood is most powerfull strength on Earth and in our DNA💖

5/7/2019 5:48:04 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/xhDYUJXFvf

5/7/2019 8:43:26 AM thekanehb Well now that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account makes sense!  https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1125786783005007873 …

5/7/2019 9:05:10 AM allahuniversal Is visiting another galaxy exciting enough for you? Forget everything NASA every stated. You may want to check out the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account for 

a very, VERY extended account of American exploration of space. Space Force is a by-product in comparison.

5/7/2019 9:11:11 AM lorenzosghost It's not actually exciting, it's luciferous world escaping agenda to distract people from the inner work of the soul 

Mj12, Corey Goode, eow, Wilcock are a luciferous vampire cult.

But at least they're not pedos, right?

Big yawn

5/7/2019 9:13:08 AM linnyt7 That page no longer exists...

5/7/2019 9:16:44 AM allahuniversal That's an interesting perspective. My understanding is that the deepest reaches of space = the deepest reaches of the  soul. Does "as without, so 

within" not apply here?

5/7/2019 9:23:45 AM lorenzosghost Sure, one can grasp at the Maya of the external universe all they want, but unless they have developed the soul organs of perception and correct 

understanding, it will be an illusion and will not understand it.

Also your question supports what I am saying.

Think mirror

5/7/2019 9:25:18 AM lorenzosghost  https://akiane.com/product/search-for-truth/ …

Look at the painting and read her words.

Understand them.

From wisdom herself



5/7/2019 9:37:04 AM allahuniversal Think Mirror 💯

We're on the same page there. I'm of the mind (read: hopeful) that this will be common knowledge in the not too distant future.

5/7/2019 9:44:32 AM timedabbler21 Heard others report that account as disinfo?

5/7/2019 9:47:27 AM allahuniversal Admittedly by the account holders there's disinfo, one of the reasons I respect it. Flat out telling readers to sort through think for themselves. Sounds 

very familiar #QAnon MILDEC is real and necessary

5/7/2019 9:50:14 AM timedabbler21 Opinion on John Titor accounts? Younger one is 33621 and John Titor II?

5/7/2019 9:55:30 AM qtpi3_14 Post-Truth 😂😂😂😂😂

5/7/2019 9:58:46 AM allahuniversal I'll have to look into those, not sure if I've seen them yet

5/7/2019 10:00:21 AM timedabbler21 Younger one likes making predictions, not a great success rate; older one seems to have TONS of intel, I find credible even though he has claimed some 

incredible things.

5/7/2019 10:08:28 AM giediknight Ishta is the leader....

5/7/2019 10:50:33 AM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and search for Shannahan or PS or MJ8

5/7/2019 10:59:16 AM linnyt7  https://bigleaguepolitics.com/bombshell-interview-nxivm-whistleblower-reveals-human-trafficking-from-mexico-satanism-democrat-involvement/ …

5/7/2019 11:49:35 AM doyouq A truly forced pregnancy is rape.  I hate the ridiculousness of liberals.  Moral relativism on steroids!

5/7/2019 12:07:39 PM decodematrix 🐸

5/7/2019 12:14:53 PM giediknight Dick Cheney. No.

5/7/2019 12:31:24 PM linnyt7  https://www.westernjournal.com/ct/dems-quickly-delete-ginsburg-vs-kavanaugh-poll-goes-terribly-wrong/ …

5/7/2019 2:36:04 PM lbf777 Neil Armstrong has his finger/thumb position exactly like Trump. Is he just doing signals too? pic.twitter.com/BTsh5VLw5W

5/7/2019 4:20:25 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Watching the movie UFO learned about a new site https://www.liveatc.net

In the movie they say this is live air traffic control feeds. Is this soft disclosure. Interesting they are mentioning a drone just like all the other airports. 

Ate they visiting airports now.

5/7/2019 5:06:46 PM tyl3r59518097 Dulce Base as Entertainment  https://youtu.be/aT3_5zWq-y8  via @YouTube

😎👽😁

5/7/2019 5:56:13 PM cocopuffster12 Miss you! 💟☮️💟🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

5/7/2019 6:18:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA

5/7/2019 6:18:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Bitcoin going down?

5/7/2019 6:18:41 PM daveo6145 Where have you been

5/7/2019 6:18:52 PM positively303 Canibis. Good or bad? God made it.

5/7/2019 6:19:33 PM starehope Where are you from?

5/7/2019 6:20:27 PM kseven110 Welcome back!!!

5/7/2019 6:20:29 PM 00loll0 Is Q with the NSA?

5/7/2019 6:20:39 PM aprilbrown99 May I ask which MJ we have the pleasure of speaking with tonight?

5/7/2019 6:20:52 PM blsdbe GeoEngineering Trails-used to be for heavy metals to help run the nanites we have been injected with via vaccines-now updated to help protect our 

EM field during the magnetic pole reversal?

5/7/2019 6:21:28 PM blankmarlo How do you feel about that NSA child crimes account?

5/7/2019 6:21:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 0

5/7/2019 6:21:36 PM love4thegameak Real? pic.twitter.com/zxRmOWorK0

5/7/2019 6:21:44 PM aprilbrown99 Will we be seeing the indictments start to unfold?

5/7/2019 6:21:57 PM whoisit1998 Whats going on with the Iran thing? Will we let it happen?

5/7/2019 6:21:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Is JE and friends tied to the madeleine Mc Cann abduction?

5/7/2019 6:22:06 PM starehope Can you read our minds?

5/7/2019 6:22:24 PM blankmarlo Howd you know I just got off work?? Lol

5/7/2019 6:23:18 PM magaforc  pic.twitter.com/EZ2yFBO6YP

5/7/2019 6:23:20 PM kseven110 DNA activation. How?

5/7/2019 6:23:22 PM jluebs24 Will we be taken off planet for the frashokereti?

5/7/2019 6:23:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not everyone has active nanites that require heavy metal replenenishments via atmosphere. Objectives are more sinister than targeted activation.

5/7/2019 6:23:34 PM aprilbrown99 Is POTUS and his family still safe?

5/7/2019 6:23:40 PM kindeandtrue Is @SecPompeo a friend or enemy of the American people?

5/7/2019 6:23:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 NSA has a Q team "straight out of a Bond movie".

5/7/2019 6:23:50 PM blsdbe We have missed your presence here-why have you been so quiet?

5/7/2019 6:23:51 PM tncharlene How can we get out of this matrix? I've heard be happy, open your pineal gland, meditate, etc. How can we crash the system? 👍

5/7/2019 6:23:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

5/7/2019 6:24:08 PM djlok Or off the phone with my mom....LOL

5/7/2019 6:24:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth

5/7/2019 6:24:23 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you and the typists for all that you do.

5/7/2019 6:24:23 PM askesis369 Will Declas include much more than just FISA abuse and FBI investigation origins?

5/7/2019 6:24:35 PM blsdbe Is @NSA_QIL misinfo disinfo or real solid intel we can Trust But Verify?

5/7/2019 6:24:37 PM allahuniversal Best/most compassionate defense against the entities "taking control" of friends & loved ones being used to lower vibrations?

5/7/2019 6:24:46 PM shushale 🔥

5/7/2019 6:25:10 PM jluebs24 That makes this make way more since! Thank you!!

5/7/2019 6:25:19 PM blsdbe Note to self-Cryptocurrency not a need...

5/7/2019 6:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cannabis is an alien plant brought to Earth by IS-BEs thousands of years ago. Cannabis has many properties and when applied medically can regenerate 

the body's energy bases vitality.

5/7/2019 6:25:45 PM pinealg1 Alien disclosure soon? Release of Nikola Tesla free energy? TR-3B anti gravity propulsion systems released? Hit the deep state in the pockets.

5/7/2019 6:25:54 PM peterclloyd Will collaboration between MSM Editors & their political directives be disclosed?

5/7/2019 6:26:22 PM blsdbe What can We The People do to help stop them? Is there anything good for our planet happening from the spraying?

5/7/2019 6:26:32 PM ethereal_shaman Yea!  Glad you're back.

5/7/2019 6:26:34 PM jrocktigers Is 45 using utmost discernment in terms of his trust in Bolton? Has Bolton been outed?

5/7/2019 6:26:42 PM djlok You can say that again!!! @NSA_QIL #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

5/7/2019 6:26:43 PM the_fjalar Yep...destroy earth, just like the last four times...

5/7/2019 6:26:46 PM mattdawg80 Are you familiar with the law of one? If so, do you consider it correct?

5/7/2019 6:26:52 PM peterclloyd Who the hell do the NSA work for these days?

5/7/2019 6:26:58 PM blsdbe I hope we get to meet them and give them hugs too someday 🤗🥰🤗

5/7/2019 6:27:22 PM covertress Is this rock a meteorite? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1125792448649814019?s=19 …

5/7/2019 6:27:29 PM lbf777 Was Trump in England and France over the weekend to finish off the Queen and Macron?

5/7/2019 6:27:29 PM richzen2 Is all AI bad? If so, should we still allow big tech firms like google to spend millions on AI?

5/7/2019 6:28:00 PM lbf777 Is America on the brink of bankruptcy? Is this why our tax refunds were less this year?

5/7/2019 6:28:17 PM glor60 Will geoengineering ever stop or is this it til we die? Very inhumane

5/7/2019 6:28:35 PM youstinksoap Can you tell us what China's ghost cities are for, yet?

5/7/2019 6:28:38 PM girlawakeinca Does this site have any relation to Majestic 12? pic.twitter.com/wiIFTmHHvS



5/7/2019 6:28:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Censorship by Silicon Valley is lowering vibrations from rising. Agorithms have embedded logic to manipulte vibrations using technology. [They] have 

moved into the open. In full display. Trust the plan though, Patriots are in control over the Government. All private companies. []

5/7/2019 6:28:53 PM omniaaequalia Is AI the ultimate puppet master?

5/7/2019 6:28:59 PM kindeandtrue Maybe that explains why its smell is so offensive. It's alien to our environment.

5/7/2019 6:29:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing classified.

5/7/2019 6:30:02 PM covertress Where does one's IS observe from when one's BE is trapped in a Stargate memory buffer?

5/7/2019 6:30:16 PM robertg69989098 Will we as common public. Be told of a large percentage of what the cabal has done and be truly free from Dark forces controlling every aspect of our 

life. Or will most be behind the scene. I for one want to see true justice !!

5/7/2019 6:30:18 PM youstinksoap And from a previous thread, flood of actual water?

5/7/2019 6:30:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary. 

Sheep fear their sheepdog.

You (not personally) are an IS-BE not a sheep.

Truth resonates from within.

Message over messenger.

We will not get involved with their account. 

Unaffilated to this operation.

5/7/2019 6:30:54 PM jrocktigers Awesome!

5/7/2019 6:30:58 PM blsdbe What is the more sinister objective?

5/7/2019 6:31:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can't elaborate.

5/7/2019 6:31:13 PM allahuniversal Epic screencap here

5/7/2019 6:31:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sound

5/7/2019 6:31:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference what Q has said about Iran. Trust the plan.

5/7/2019 6:31:51 PM propagundalf Is full disclosure comming?

5/7/2019 6:31:59 PM fionasdestiny67 Are there drones that can effect our vibrations?

5/7/2019 6:32:00 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏻

5/7/2019 6:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The content is certainly concerning.

5/7/2019 6:32:36 PM ethereal_shaman Does quartz crystal change on a molecular level with human interaction?

5/7/2019 6:32:45 PM blsdbe Ok, then for answering what questions you can, ThanQ. Blessings and Be Safe.

5/7/2019 6:33:25 PM _chelseaproject Why hasn't Trump done anything to stop Twitter & YouTube censorship?

5/7/2019 6:33:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 UFOs will be included, in due course. Central to the funding and secrecy mechanisms to protect the "breakaway civilization". Not as explicit as how 

others have claimed this to be, but it is on Earth. Only Earth. This round.

5/7/2019 6:33:33 PM ascendingadam 528 hz?

5/7/2019 6:33:49 PM keith369me Is Gildebrand’s father a child sex predator?  Gildebrand?  #UnSealEpstein

5/7/2019 6:33:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust Kansas

5/7/2019 6:33:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

5/7/2019 6:34:17 PM tncharlene Do we have powers that we don't know we have?

5/7/2019 6:34:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, but if you give us probable cause, yes.

5/7/2019 6:34:22 PM dynamicres  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dna+activation&page=&utm_source=opensearch … unless they mean something different this 

time. But they have spoke to the Binaurals before.

5/7/2019 6:34:29 PM robertg69989098 Will cannabis be legal and taken off work place drug tests ??

5/7/2019 6:34:44 PM lbf777 What is the hold up on activating our 12 strand dna their lad?

5/7/2019 6:35:14 PM _chelseaproject Can anything be done vibrationally to help the angry sheep?

5/7/2019 6:35:22 PM allahuniversal Humans are aliens to Earth as well.

5/7/2019 6:35:29 PM starehope Thank you!

5/7/2019 6:35:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

5/7/2019 6:36:17 PM covertress Who controls Publisher's Clearing House?

5/7/2019 6:36:17 PM dynamicres Guide or chart for emotion translation for practicing higher communications? Is there a standard somewhere? Ex: New "Alphabet"?

5/7/2019 6:36:23 PM 313looper Does the up coming President Trump’s meeting with the queen mean that we are at the last stage !?

5/7/2019 6:36:32 PM djlok Yes, the content is VERY disturbing. #NXIVM

5/7/2019 6:36:35 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you! 🙏🙏🙏  Please be safe. God bless you.

5/7/2019 6:36:37 PM hookur6 Are we ever going to find out who the Q team is

5/7/2019 6:36:37 PM keith369me Is it true that we have these implants?  If so, how do they get there? https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1124658945472155648?s=21 …

5/7/2019 6:36:44 PM pinealg1 How legit is what @CoreyGoode is saying?

5/7/2019 6:36:44 PM beth2419 Frequency?

5/7/2019 6:36:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Time

5/7/2019 6:37:30 PM _chelseaproject Are their white hat kill teams going after child trafficking rings? There should be.

5/7/2019 6:37:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers. You will enjoy the show.

5/7/2019 6:38:00 PM blondieatlanta 🙋♀️ Me! 😁

5/7/2019 6:38:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

5/7/2019 6:38:28 PM love4thegameak ThanQ!!!!!!!!!

5/7/2019 6:38:40 PM jrocktigers 👀

5/7/2019 6:38:40 PM ragevirusqq Only Earth. This round.

5/7/2019 6:38:48 PM starehope Thank you.

5/7/2019 6:39:08 PM beatsbyblaine Was there a mj hint to how our timeline split in Endame. 🤔

5/7/2019 6:39:25 PM keith369me I asked this question a while ago...the response was “Knowledge is Power”

5/7/2019 6:39:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No association.

5/7/2019 6:39:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 In progress.

5/7/2019 6:40:19 PM allahuniversal No coincidences

5/7/2019 6:40:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.

5/7/2019 6:40:35 PM agirltoo Why is Julian Assange being persecuted for being a journalist, publisher,  and why is everyone so silent about it?

5/7/2019 6:41:08 PM tncharlene Are clones running Washington?

5/7/2019 6:41:29 PM keith369me Depends what you know...in general humans are accessing only a tiny fraction of our capabilities

5/7/2019 6:41:31 PM behappy_369 Are the victims of ritual sacrifice/torture repaying karma from a different life? Did they choose their exit path as part of their contract?

5/7/2019 6:41:58 PM tncharlene Why aren't these crooked politicians being arrested already?!!

5/7/2019 6:42:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 They can't capitulate without relinquishing vast power through their illegal crimes against humanity that are allowed to commit.

5/7/2019 6:42:02 PM hookur6 😀😀😀

5/7/2019 6:42:10 PM girlawakeinca Were the stones at Heliopolis moved via energy? pic.twitter.com/e61SZVlehb

5/7/2019 6:42:16 PM melanie84245623 I knew that in my gut.

5/7/2019 6:42:29 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

5/7/2019 6:42:40 PM keith369me Running to Michael Avanatti for legal representation, lol

5/7/2019 6:42:53 PM tncharlene Is the DNI a traitor??!!



5/7/2019 6:43:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our fingerprints can be seen throughout it.

5/7/2019 6:43:24 PM pillhard My son has ADHD. Can he be cured?

5/7/2019 6:43:26 PM kindeandtrue Q had to make a special point of saying "Trust Kansas" because Kansas appears so untrustworthy, I guess.

5/7/2019 6:43:57 PM mommahood777 Is Iran the last resort?

5/7/2019 6:44:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not last. That implies an end.

5/7/2019 6:44:19 PM americanpetal Christine, I had been wondering that very same question. I believe it’s legit but they are using a different approach to engage, to target a different 

segment of sheep. I can’t think of the right analogy at the moment.

5/7/2019 6:44:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where indeed.

5/7/2019 6:44:27 PM curseca First NK?

5/7/2019 6:44:30 PM disfellocated Will the breakaway civilization ever be disclosed? If not, who are they?

5/7/2019 6:44:44 PM ethereal_shaman Find music (minus lyrics) that moves you.  Crank up the headphones.  Bliss activates.

5/7/2019 6:44:55 PM girlawakeinca Will practice and better skills in shielding during meditation help prevent negative attack’s?

5/7/2019 6:45:04 PM tncharlene So it won't end?

5/7/2019 6:45:51 PM lbf777 How can I join this breakaway civilization now that the deep state ruined the world?

5/7/2019 6:45:52 PM mel_rhinehardt Does Q team have a Looking Glass?

5/7/2019 6:46:04 PM starehope Who are/is the breakaway civilization?

5/7/2019 6:46:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

5/7/2019 6:46:11 PM melanieanders7 I’m happy to see your return. I trust all is well with all of you? Will the NXVIM (sp?) case against Ranier lead to unsealing of Epstein case?

5/7/2019 6:46:16 PM dynamicres From such devices as a "Muse" or Emotiv, Which waves amplifying would provide direct feedback of progress to 5D? Direct feedback seems like it 

would be incredibly useful.

5/7/2019 6:46:19 PM mommahood777 The vibes prior to the new/live SB2 starting were awesome...Patriots are GREAT company

5/7/2019 6:46:19 PM raisethevib369 So much love for these allies ❤️

5/7/2019 6:46:35 PM melanie84245623 Lol

5/7/2019 6:46:35 PM 313looper Wow...

5/7/2019 6:46:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connected. NXIVM.

5/7/2019 6:46:55 PM ethereal_shaman So all roads lead to China?

5/7/2019 6:46:55 PM lovethebeach999 Dream about the four horsemen (from numerology guys tweet today )

5/7/2019 6:47:02 PM space_sloth26 How close are we to an Antarctic discovery?

5/7/2019 6:47:06 PM starehope Will many good people's lives be destroyed on Earth?

5/7/2019 6:47:24 PM ragevirusqq A fathers greatest enemy is the one who has or means to harm his children

5/7/2019 6:47:27 PM lbf777 This movie needs to Speed up. The suspense has been going on for 2 years. Let’s see some action and some winning for the civilians. We have been 

very patient.

5/7/2019 6:47:29 PM youstinksoap We are at a new beginning....

5/7/2019 6:47:31 PM djlok I'd say it is going along just fine.  Yesterday we learned that Obama wanted to be on the #Q team and was rejected.

5/7/2019 6:47:41 PM melanieanders7 Thank you.

5/7/2019 6:48:01 PM lbf777 What if I don’t have enemies?

5/7/2019 6:48:22 PM allahuniversal The "missile" launch from NK. 🤡s, or other?

5/7/2019 6:48:36 PM synackstatic Was the Q Long Beach picture centered on Ballast Point Long Beach for a reason?

5/7/2019 6:48:46 PM pillhard What is going on in Antarctica?

5/7/2019 6:49:24 PM ashe18321312 Really???

5/7/2019 6:49:33 PM moemc8 On 7/4?

5/7/2019 6:49:50 PM kindeandtrue That's certainly one explanation.

5/7/2019 6:49:56 PM 00loll0 Be careful what you wish for...

5/7/2019 6:50:02 PM mommahood777 But they can't do that...those sickos have to be arrested.  Can't just take them out..unfortunately...    We're still the US.

5/7/2019 6:50:05 PM fightforamerica Stay safe. I like your new background.

5/7/2019 6:50:34 PM girlawakeinca Are the recent Schuman Resonance white marks (whomps as we call it) part of your work? Off planet help? Collective awakening?

5/7/2019 6:51:08 PM leahluvha8 Will mortgages be wiped out with changes to currency/end of Fed etc?

5/7/2019 6:51:09 PM mommahood777 shoulda asked about Rachel

5/7/2019 6:51:15 PM girlawakeinca Frequency then?

5/7/2019 6:51:26 PM tncharlene Was Joan rivers murdered?

5/7/2019 6:51:46 PM djlok That's what I was about to say.

5/7/2019 6:51:55 PM ascendingadam People of Earth are known as what to other Star Nations? What are we called?

5/7/2019 6:52:19 PM 313looper Thanks MJ ... It really feels this way! 

Wish M12 all the best...🙏🏻✨

5/7/2019 6:52:41 PM toffer_anon_369 Is MJ12 working with ]The Domain[ that Airl spoke of?  Have they found a way to restore our memories and break us out of here yet?

5/7/2019 6:52:52 PM michael81972 No Politicians are clones...MJ answered this a few weeks ago

5/7/2019 6:53:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Dr Lipton states that the field is the sole governing agency of the particle. Can we teach ourselves to manipulate this field to control a particle like a 

nanite?

5/7/2019 6:54:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Why are there still FEMA camps?

5/7/2019 6:55:08 PM allahuniversal Bypassing MSM using direct comms = Epic times we're in

5/7/2019 6:55:22 PM ascendingadam How can an ISBE vibration be measured?

5/7/2019 6:55:39 PM aprilbrown99 Will the people of Venezuela be allowed to receive food supplies so they don’t all starve?  It breaks my heart to see what is happening there.

5/7/2019 6:55:43 PM kindeandtrue Is "wilderness" a codeword for some offworld place?

5/7/2019 6:56:06 PM tncharlene Why does trump continue to keep the border open when thousands are coming in DAILY?! We cannot afford to take in the whole world!! We cannot 

even take care of our own!

5/7/2019 6:57:24 PM n7guardiananon Do the Majestic 12 still keep in contact with the original 12 members in anyway?

5/7/2019 6:57:37 PM starehope If gold brings down the fed, how should we prepare? Is our paper money useless?

5/7/2019 6:57:56 PM aprilbrown99 Does Comey have more sleeper cells he will try to activate?

5/7/2019 6:58:10 PM the_fjalar Was the mini-series V actually closer to a documentary?

5/7/2019 6:58:14 PM rebel_yell_tex What does CERN have to do with the timeline and the end of all ends? pic.twitter.com/mTDSSObP2F

5/7/2019 6:59:13 PM hwkammers Where?

5/7/2019 6:59:43 PM johnhammar94 Who is the antichrist

5/7/2019 6:59:44 PM giediknight Going through all tweets, many unanswered questions you have asked. If (we) cannot answer, will you answer in time? RE 9/11?

5/7/2019 6:59:54 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034973352346218496?s=19 …

5/7/2019 7:00:05 PM hwkammers Where is this found? Twitter?

5/7/2019 7:00:35 PM jswdh1 Less because taxes are lower you paid in less.

5/7/2019 7:00:40 PM n7guardiananon Thanks bro!!!

5/7/2019 7:01:34 PM jswdh1 I think Pope!

5/7/2019 7:01:51 PM girlawakeinca Is this a Stargate or spacecraft? pic.twitter.com/0aCirtP6BC

5/7/2019 7:02:00 PM mommahood777 People are reporting anons getting divided...Q just dropped a fun one, don't know why people have such short attention spans and need pacifiers.. The 

suspense is making everyone crazy like winter in Narnia....

5/7/2019 7:02:01 PM roaminnoodle Coats? https://www.twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1125128387792711689 …



5/7/2019 7:02:02 PM djlok Wanna know how time is an illusion?  I just searched for this post about a question I had about #timetravel to see if it had already been answered.  In 

my mind after I read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 post, I immediately thought the same question, same words in my head!

5/7/2019 7:02:13 PM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/PxQRbRBgPR

5/7/2019 7:02:15 PM tammymckeever Does Melania love her role as First Lady?

5/7/2019 7:02:21 PM allahuniversal not a problem! o7

5/7/2019 7:02:48 PM starehope Whether that is true or not, it was a good laugh! Thanks!😂😂😂

5/7/2019 7:03:04 PM jswdh1 Too bad it's fake! Lol ugh! Who was on that plane tho?

5/7/2019 7:03:24 PM aprilbrown99 Is you banner a recording of someone talking? Was this majestic technology used to be able to see the colors?

5/7/2019 7:03:45 PM rawphonegirl Different bait for different fish?

5/7/2019 7:04:03 PM jswdh1 Would it help my adult autistic daughter?

5/7/2019 7:04:12 PM mommahood777 Where is Rachel Chandler?

5/7/2019 7:04:19 PM goyaeq Will Planet X effect the pole shift?

5/7/2019 7:04:52 PM djlok @NSA_QIL NSA Child Crimes.

5/7/2019 7:05:03 PM jswdh1 Because he exposed the deep state! Hillary..... he's probably lucky to be alive with that group!

5/7/2019 7:05:14 PM starehope Who would trust him? I wouldn't, would you? He is the devil incarnate.

5/7/2019 7:06:03 PM djlok 🤗🤗🤗

5/7/2019 7:06:10 PM blsdbe By practicing AgniHotra at sunrise and sunset, and by practicing Homa organic farming, can I effectively be creating a force field of protection around 

our farm?

5/7/2019 7:06:25 PM aprilbrown99 Who is allowing them to continue to commit these crimes against humanity, Cabal or evil entities?  What can we do to help with this?

5/7/2019 7:06:38 PM mommahood777 That's fun - didn't think that would have gotten a response! It's a good night for friends, family and Patriots

5/7/2019 7:07:07 PM michael81972 MJ, You and Q have been pretty quiet here lately...Is this the Calm before the Storm?

5/7/2019 7:08:12 PM blsdbe Oh I am. My thoughts tend to create things. Blessings 🙏🙏🙏

5/7/2019 7:09:15 PM aprilbrown99 Praying for that day to happen!  🙏🙏🙏

5/7/2019 7:10:27 PM tncharlene What is the BIG FIREWORKS trump mentions in latest tweet?

5/7/2019 7:12:37 PM 00loll0 Is secret technology being used beneath the Getty Center?

5/7/2019 7:12:51 PM starehope Is MJ gone?

5/7/2019 7:12:52 PM mommahood777 did you see the news today?  China has to sell it back.  POTUS is closing doors and getting US secure.

5/7/2019 7:12:55 PM jswdh1 And a pedophile wanting to lower age of consent to younger than 12!

5/7/2019 7:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe we will have more properties of quartz crystals, like the pineal gland supposedly has?

5/7/2019 7:13:08 PM vintagesquirrel Is there anything we can do to hasten the awakening.

5/7/2019 7:13:13 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/LHU6oJBuea

5/7/2019 7:13:27 PM jamesboyett  pic.twitter.com/eHIoojXo8a

5/7/2019 7:13:52 PM rawphonegirl MJ Previously disclosed: 432hz 

Tune instruments to mid A? 

Is Schumann resonance anamolies connected to this? Will it shift to a higher (or lower?) frequency?

5/7/2019 7:14:00 PM luckyh301 Was Colorado a FF

5/7/2019 7:14:00 PM michael81972 007👊🏻

5/7/2019 7:14:02 PM jswdh1 Keeping hoping it will happen maybe someone else will do it...lol

5/7/2019 7:14:21 PM girlawakeinca Would humanity forgive the Majestic 12 if every single human & off planet victim were completely free & safe from the evil dark force? Maybe that is a 

better wording? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1035564582155243521?s=21 …

5/7/2019 7:14:23 PM aprilbrown99 You can also activate this force field with quartz crystals too.

5/7/2019 7:14:30 PM covertress I've actually won PCH twice. Small amounts. Real deal.

5/7/2019 7:14:40 PM beth2419 Everything?

5/7/2019 7:14:55 PM blsdbe Is the TV series People Of Earth a form of Majestic Disclosure? Will there more than the 2 seasons? 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/variety.com/2018/tv/news/people-of-earth-tbs-cancels-1202838618/amp/ …

5/7/2019 7:15:35 PM mattdawg80 Nice. Thanks!

5/7/2019 7:15:40 PM jamesboyett I sure hope so! pic.twitter.com/ZzOqgNdWEh

5/7/2019 7:16:31 PM cjptrsn Just want to thank you for being a part of The Great Awakening. 🙏

5/7/2019 7:17:56 PM giediknight What aren’t they lying about?

5/7/2019 7:18:42 PM mommahood777 Yes...like winter in Narnia!  Always winter but never Christmas...  Remember - NOTHING can stop this!  We're almost there!  Enjoy your life in the 

meantime and restock your shelf with popcorn...  Patience is a virtue, a gift from God.

5/7/2019 7:18:52 PM wearediamonds2 😂 They deleted the tweet!

5/7/2019 7:19:01 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/pPS7W7ZlNg

5/7/2019 7:19:20 PM lpblakelyar I would assume she is under protective custody.  Isn’t she a sing bird?

5/7/2019 7:19:40 PM ex_matrix Quit the recreatiinal aspect ( because sometimes it was and sometimes it wasnt fun at all)... But CBD oil is helpful for anxiety (early in day, late day 

makes dreams intense)

5/7/2019 7:19:44 PM truth_077 What’s the deal with the measles vaccines being pushed?

5/7/2019 7:19:56 PM aprilbrown99 Personally, I have forgiven MJ12 long ago. I hope and pray that the rest of humanity can find it in their hearts to do the same.  There is no point in 

holding onto the negative emotions unless they want to stay in 3D.

5/7/2019 7:20:24 PM girlawakeinca Is the name change of the Yosemite hotel Awahni to Majestic, a symbol of government taking back control of our protected parks and BLM land?

5/7/2019 7:20:27 PM djlok Ya'll are about to Make a Movie!!!

5/7/2019 7:20:45 PM lpblakelyar SONG, not song🙄

5/7/2019 7:20:48 PM pleiadianshaman Can you answer anything related to Zimbabwe currency? GCR?

5/7/2019 7:20:50 PM lordconcave :^*

5/7/2019 7:21:39 PM elatedveracity Is it safe to fly commercially over the summer?  Or will the Cabal keep taking planes down?

5/7/2019 7:21:46 PM beth2419 Mack is gonna sing!

5/7/2019 7:21:53 PM girlawakeinca I have too. But MJ asked for forgiveness if replicators were available.

5/7/2019 7:22:18 PM starehope Excellent work!

5/7/2019 7:22:21 PM thelilkingryan 👀👀

5/7/2019 7:22:32 PM lbf777 That’s just a banker trick. They make you think you are saving big when your not and then they steal your money.

5/7/2019 7:23:01 PM johnhammar94 Anything in particular we should’ve caught?

5/7/2019 7:23:40 PM aprilbrown99 That would be a wonderful day for everyone who is hungry in the world. I wish the people of Venezuela had them now. 😊

5/7/2019 7:24:18 PM jayrambin Other team?

5/7/2019 7:24:19 PM ascendedpasta Are there any civilizations living within the Earth?

5/7/2019 7:24:25 PM starehope Or obummer.

5/7/2019 7:25:10 PM wearediamonds2 What is replication tech?

5/7/2019 7:25:18 PM susan66388204 How much longer until NESARA?

5/7/2019 7:25:44 PM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/zTg9JwHMPw

5/7/2019 7:25:44 PM rawphonegirl Is there a plan in motion to address farma cabal?



5/7/2019 7:26:42 PM n7guardiananon  https://earthsky.org/human-world/consciousness-what-is-theory-vibration …

I take it our IS and BE share the same vibrational frequency but it is possible to be out of sync?

In groups of 3 6 or 9 mediation can assist in those in the group to become in sync?

5/7/2019 7:27:51 PM girlawakeinca Corey Good spoke of using it off planet. I believe it’s something used off planet to provide food instantly (instead of cafeteria style) for large groups.

5/7/2019 7:28:22 PM peterclloyd Why are there almost 100,000 sealed indictments? These people are going to need someplace to await trial maybe?

5/7/2019 7:29:05 PM girlawakeinca When will full memories come back to those involved in the Mylab project? Or will they ever?

5/7/2019 7:29:27 PM mommahood777 Sure you do!  Take a deep breath, relax and look into yourself to see which button is being pushed and snap that button off at the source! We are all so 

angry for the state of our world and yes, we want justice and we want it now. The result is worth waiting for.

5/7/2019 7:29:30 PM jayrambin I have a feeling there’s a lot less fiction than we realize.

5/7/2019 7:29:31 PM kusler_jay Is bob lazar the real deal?

5/7/2019 7:29:35 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/PC4uCA5mXY

5/7/2019 7:31:04 PM decodematrix Russian plane fire. Notable?

5/7/2019 7:31:43 PM jayrambin Probably.

5/7/2019 7:32:44 PM lbf777 I’m sick of waiting to. Where is all the winning that was promised to us?

5/7/2019 7:33:10 PM starehope But, what about that breakaway population in the future? Just as the ones who left a long time ago. Who will be left behind? Breakaway sounds like a 

predetermined group to me. Am I misunderstanding?

5/7/2019 7:36:46 PM mwbucher Oh you mean like..... https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlDZOhcg2vmXUti-l9O9cgujVn6wtnwn_ …

5/7/2019 7:37:02 PM americanpetal What big name corporations use their distribution to actually traffic drugs? Amway?

5/7/2019 7:37:46 PM wearediamonds2 Are my previous questions really so bad/irrelevant that nobody bothers answering them?

5/7/2019 7:38:28 PM johnhammar94 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is semen retention vitals to increasing spirituality?

5/7/2019 7:39:50 PM wearediamonds2 Is it beneficial to learn the uses of crystals/stones for energy cleansing etc., or is that just new age bunk?

5/7/2019 7:41:04 PM wearediamonds2 Sounds like a good thing, so why would we need to forgive Majestic for it?

5/7/2019 7:41:11 PM mommahood777 We are winning!!!  Whenever you get down, go back and read old Q or look at everything POTUS has done/signed/improved.  If you get tired of 

waiting, take a break - not gonna happen overnight but check in so you don't miss when the next curtain call happens!

5/7/2019 7:41:49 PM ethereal_shaman If it moves you.  I listen to music like this, but that's me. https://youtu.be/BLfTmsyW2cc 

5/7/2019 7:41:58 PM djlok I just love you both @NSA_QIL and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!!

5/7/2019 7:42:11 PM girlawakeinca ...and what about the missing chidldren & off planet slaves? They’re our people too aren’t they? We want to see collective evolution brought back 

balance for humanity don’t we? VS a replicator (unless I misunderstand what a replicator is & I’m guessing I do).

5/7/2019 7:42:12 PM jyantra_ Yo. What's up with the constant high pitch ring in the ears, and the lower tones fading in and out from time to time??

5/7/2019 7:42:28 PM charmanda9 Well it’s not like anyone was checking or anything. No, we would never do that.

5/7/2019 7:42:31 PM lightvanwarrior Canna-Bis, as in Two-Dog, as in Sirius, perhaps..

5/7/2019 7:43:03 PM lbf777 Tax cuts are so little, nobody even felt it. Strongest economy is an outright 100% lie.

5/7/2019 7:43:05 PM wearediamonds2 Me too!

5/7/2019 7:44:06 PM lbf777 Every president has told us to patiently wait. Every one claimed to be different than the last. Nothing ever came out of it.

5/7/2019 7:45:05 PM girlawakeinca That’s the question! ☝🤗

This has been mulling in my mind since the original post. I asked that in a previous AMA with no response so I thought I’d try again. I’m going to have to 

meditate on this some more.

5/7/2019 7:45:14 PM opensenseme Is this why they are pushing 5G? Sound?

5/7/2019 7:45:36 PM jamesboyett MJ12 said previously "Signals" - I think...  that is all they have said so far

5/7/2019 7:45:42 PM opensenseme Or is it vibration?

5/7/2019 7:45:52 PM jrocktigers You guys are welcome to remote view my morning shower. Pretty exciting, but the music sucks.

5/7/2019 7:46:00 PM girlawakeinca Thank you @Llyr_Crypto

5/7/2019 7:46:20 PM charmanda9 @AllahUniversal #newbeginnings

5/7/2019 7:47:15 PM djlok It's like we were probably all just waiting for someone to go there!!!👆👆👆

5/7/2019 7:47:37 PM jrocktigers Now NurseNiceEyes.......you were the one I was hoping for !

5/7/2019 7:48:08 PM 313looper Matrix

5/7/2019 7:48:13 PM jrocktigers No veil here, break on through to the other side.

5/7/2019 7:48:19 PM daveo6145 is the CLAS tech working

5/7/2019 7:48:20 PM djlok 🥰🥰🥰

5/7/2019 7:48:39 PM david94180828 Is the rest of the world vaccinated the way the US is? If not why?

5/7/2019 7:49:08 PM wmerthon There's no verification for that account.  Beware of trolls.

Also, they block people, which is prohibited by government accounts.  Courts have ruled it's a constitutional right to have access to government social 

media accounts. https://www.governing.com/topics/politics/gov-twitter-facebook-censorship-blocking-government.html …

5/7/2019 7:49:41 PM turboxyde Play the Didgeridoo, chant, hum... intend and activate!

5/7/2019 7:50:40 PM synackstatic The picture did not show long beach port. 

With the deep connections the new owners of BP have, I'm curious if it was intentional NOT to show LBP but instead center over alamitos bay

5/7/2019 7:50:40 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/BM9oFvYEcJ

5/7/2019 7:52:04 PM opensenseme Does the moon have a laboratory used to do mind swipes upon death, before spirit sent back to planet for rebirth?

5/7/2019 7:55:43 PM americanpetal Good or bad signals?

5/7/2019 8:00:20 PM girlawakeinca @DJLOK please tell me how you got off the phone with your Mom? Truth or casual goodbye? I’m sharing some with mine & she’s just not there yet.

5/7/2019 8:01:00 PM stuartaewilson Which black box?

5/7/2019 8:03:51 PM blsdbe Is the Disruptor in Chief the Sting?

5/7/2019 8:04:22 PM lorenzosghost Obama and pewdiepie

5/7/2019 8:04:52 PM charmanda9 I’ve missed you, April! You’re kinda ‘nah’ on nsa, huh?

5/7/2019 8:05:37 PM lorenzosghost Is this MJ-HADES today? 

Certainly seems like it.

5/7/2019 8:05:41 PM scienceismymuse Start here ... There is so much more more. https://youtu.be/yuNxrYT4t58 

5/7/2019 8:08:18 PM lorenzosghost Tell them how the corrupted breeding of the plant makes it a portal for Ahrimanic beings and is effectively an opiate

5/7/2019 8:08:38 PM scienceismymuse  https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-q-group-the-directorate-hunting-down-edward-snowden …

5/7/2019 8:08:54 PM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/rSUtuL51hS

5/7/2019 8:09:49 PM michael81972 Here it is👍🏻 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1123398834988695552?s=21 …

5/7/2019 8:09:57 PM enomai_ Btw thank u for the confirmation on this. Their out in the open had me worried a bit. Duck season i suppose

5/7/2019 8:11:06 PM enomai_ Transparency, and or OFC?

5/7/2019 8:12:13 PM jrocktigers haha,,, i was inferring my singing in the shower..

5/7/2019 8:12:52 PM allahuniversal All consciousness is the same consciousness.



5/7/2019 8:13:24 PM allahuniversal 😉💯

5/7/2019 8:15:11 PM charmanda9 Are we getting the band back together tonight with this AMA anyway?

5/7/2019 8:15:44 PM allahuniversal There's no verification on this account either. I've never used that as a standard. My own BS meter has kept me alive, I'm sure it suffices for social 

media, or any media.

5/7/2019 8:18:14 PM aprilbrown99 I have missed you too Charmanda. The NSA account was interesting in the beginning but now they seem more about trying to divide, group think and 

taking sides. Just my personal opinion. They are talking negatively about MJs account now.  I don’t like that kind of behavior.

5/7/2019 8:20:23 PM aprilbrown99 I thought the account was supposed to be about child crimes to help awaken the population. Unfortunately that isn’t the case.

5/7/2019 8:20:28 PM paula84059427 Serial brain 2 on Reddit has a interesting article on the Russian plane fire.

5/7/2019 8:21:15 PM charmanda9 From what I understood after today, they are intentionally fishing for p*d@s. It appears to be working.

5/7/2019 8:21:37 PM nancyddb Me too!

5/7/2019 8:22:26 PM aprilbrown99 I hope they find them and lock them all up.

5/7/2019 8:22:26 PM 7alon Aubrey De Grey. 

Is he for real? He is associated with Peter Thiel and therefore indirectly connected to Trump. He claims he is certain he can cease ageing within 20 years 

for the human race, provided enough people come together to work with him, as he cannot do it in time alone

5/7/2019 8:23:33 PM 7alon He also presents a working theory on why overpopulation in the event of agelessness is a complete myth, and how technology will allow for us to 

safely expand.

5/7/2019 8:24:30 PM 7alon  https://youtu.be/AvWtSUdOWVI 

5/7/2019 8:25:47 PM charmanda9 Bit we miss our MJ don’t we? I was telling @JRockTigers , it’s like getting the band back together!

5/7/2019 8:26:50 PM phreatomagnetic Did you have anything to do with Feist's fiction?  Riftwar.

5/7/2019 8:28:53 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I have been thinking about MJ all day, ironically. I have really missed them. I am very grateful for everything they have shared with us. We have a 

great collective/group of people that love MJs information. I have learned so much over the past 8 months.

5/7/2019 8:29:04 PM mactruthcdn Admiral Byrd and the Hollow Earth. Real?

5/7/2019 8:29:26 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🤗🤗

5/7/2019 8:30:58 PM david00997884 Wht are there guillotines left that Obama ordered, hundreds of them, there are some on the Fema barges now

5/7/2019 8:31:45 PM fightthenewwo Will Trump stop atmospheric chemical spraying?

5/7/2019 8:32:05 PM aprilbrown99 @worldxplorer1 @RoubLisa  I miss you guys!  ❤️❤️❤️

5/7/2019 8:33:37 PM charmanda9 @MongrelGlory @Turboxyde

5/7/2019 8:33:49 PM realdonmurphy How is Herman the penguin?

5/7/2019 8:35:33 PM doomsday_pecs do you hold ZEC

5/7/2019 8:36:23 PM brittasbits1 Will the Pesident do an executive order stopping these big tech companies supressing Republicans and Conservatives free speech soon ?

5/7/2019 8:39:09 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 10 Supposed Secret Space Programs -  http://listverse.com/2018/04/30/10-supposed-secret-space-programs/ …

5/7/2019 8:40:05 PM mongrelglory No.  They still hold a lot of Treasury bills.  China running out of US dollars is not an issue at all.  Check out Jim Willie at  https://www.golden-

jackass.com  for great economic analysis of what's going on with China.

5/7/2019 8:40:19 PM nogritnopearlz Watch War castles. It talks allll about the flags. There are like 13 episodes. Russell Gould he’s genius !!

5/7/2019 8:42:01 PM 7alon No, it does not need to speed up. My family is all disabled and dying, yet I stand FIRM. 

This evil must be destroyed.

5/7/2019 8:42:18 PM enomai_ How much is good winning?

5/7/2019 8:45:44 PM mongrelglory He's got a fairly firm grip on power there.  He got rid of most of his rivals in a purge several years ago.

5/7/2019 8:45:57 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 NSA Child Crimes quoting "Be Careful Who You Follow" eluding to MJ12 as still being the same and not changed for the better - I 

believe something is fishy somewhere, I wonder where - NSA Child Crimes @NSA_QIL #MKUltra 10:30 PM - 7 May 2019 pic.twitter.com/ZvyC2OKGqB

5/7/2019 8:47:09 PM jayrambin Q doesn’t keep up with MJ12 posts. What have you observed?

5/7/2019 8:47:57 PM mongrelglory Has Kim Jong Un gone rogue again?  No longer negotiating with Trump?

5/7/2019 8:48:57 PM drumsk8 He doesn't need a cure I consider mine a gift. Let him grow up knowing its not just ok to be different, that its better being unique and him. No Ritalin 

and watch the diet, E numbers etc... By 27 I started to settle down and stop staying awake 72hrs+ hobbies help find his focus

5/7/2019 8:49:34 PM allahuniversal A deleted tweet pinned it on KJU's sister.

5/7/2019 8:51:31 PM mongrelglory They meant forgive MJ12 for their past offences they were connected to (such as JFK's murder) if everyone got a replicator as compensation.

5/7/2019 8:52:35 PM decodematrix Yes, they have covered this. Bob Lazar saw extraterrestrials at his job but his non-disclosure agreement only let him disclose alternate physics about 

element 115.

5/7/2019 8:52:40 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Soren.  🤗

5/7/2019 8:55:47 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/yBsIonmoWb

5/7/2019 8:57:48 PM big_simp We are known as "dopetards" according to Ashtar and the Intergalactic white light purple chakra dolphin healing Space Command Ascension avatars.

5/7/2019 9:02:11 PM mongrelglory Will that cause a rise in the price of gold and silver?  They've been criminally manipulating the prices for decades and have cost mining investors a lot of 

money!  It doesn't seem fair that they get away with it.

5/7/2019 9:03:49 PM mongrelglory Good luck!  Mine's a mess! 🤣

5/7/2019 9:06:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/Zhu61xjzi2

5/7/2019 9:06:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/UmF1bA9ECV

5/7/2019 9:08:56 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I will.

5/7/2019 9:09:25 PM slaytheeye Will ETs save some before the next cataclysm? If so, can I humbly request a spot for my family?

5/7/2019 9:11:09 PM slaytheeye I don’t trust Bolton.

5/7/2019 9:11:55 PM shaqlolabunny that "via atmosphere" part...

so replenishments are being made in other ways?

are nanites similar to parasites?

5/7/2019 9:17:28 PM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump @JudicialWatch @JudgeJeanine @ROYALMRBADNEWS @tribunal_watch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jim_Jordan @LindseyGrahamSC 

@FoxNews https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1124055069039767556 …

5/7/2019 9:22:21 PM igiant111 I can vouch; we are def in the midst of it. Facing near identical and critical situations from years ago, to a scary point; archetypes and all. Only this time, 

an opportunity to fix where I stumbled. Truly beautiful.

5/7/2019 9:24:11 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Soren. ❤️

5/7/2019 9:30:03 PM poppyslovecapu Are children taken off planet for these sacrifices to moloc?

5/7/2019 9:32:20 PM goodmedicine4us can't afford gold,

alternatively, can silver bring down the house too?

5/7/2019 9:38:27 PM blsdbe Not 432?

5/7/2019 9:47:57 PM thereahempqueen Fire festival



5/7/2019 9:56:40 PM diaptera_80 Is MJ12 suggesting that a persons timetravel adventure only affects his/her perception of reality, making other encountered people's lifestories 

hypothetical and not an integral part (at all?) of their ISBEs' experiences (or timelines)? Are all alternative timelines hypothetical?

5/7/2019 9:58:18 PM maryschade14 Deep dot and TOR are getting hit. Nothing is of value unless it has back up.

Gold silver are hoarded fdr confiscated private in 1933. Qaddafi was killed because of his going to gold. Debt is illusion on these levels..social scores 

may be the new currency.

5/7/2019 9:58:42 PM starehope 😂😂😂😉

5/7/2019 9:59:43 PM diaptera_80 Thus, only one or possibly two, if merging, are actually real lived timelines? I always wondered how the core of an ISBE can be the centre  of various 

timelines simultaneously. Maybe it is not simultaneous. Just unopened books of experiences?

5/7/2019 9:59:47 PM girlawakeinca Wasn’t that from his brother?

5/7/2019 9:59:53 PM pauliepg11111 How is time an illusion.

5/7/2019 10:04:15 PM laura_621 I was going to ask this question too. Is it an necessary evil at this point?

5/7/2019 10:05:11 PM girlawakeinca My thoughts: Each AMA may have a different typist at anytime. Hence some questions are answered more quickly pertaining to a certain theme. 

That’s my thought. I’ve been completely ignored until now. I had a slew of questions ready & did my best to ask simple yes/no questions.

5/7/2019 10:05:31 PM soulcaliber777 What is wrong with it exactly?

5/7/2019 10:06:08 PM soulcaliber777 What is wrong with BTC and Cryptocurrency?

5/7/2019 10:06:54 PM mongrelglory I found this video helpful in understanding the whole time-line thing:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PBh-wOT-m0 …

5/7/2019 10:07:22 PM laura_621 I also think they said there are many truths in the Ra Material

5/7/2019 10:08:26 PM mongrelglory I found this video helpful. He explains how our sense of "linear" time is a creation of our mind. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PBh-wOT-m0 …

5/7/2019 10:10:18 PM italianmom555 I am suspicious of bc

5/7/2019 10:11:05 PM soulcaliber777 Who is Satoshi Nakamoto?

5/7/2019 10:11:39 PM italianmom555 This is always good advice

5/7/2019 10:12:59 PM mongrelglory It's easier for them to manipulate the paper silver market because it's smaller.  However, eventually when gold goes up in price, silver goes up too.  I 

just don't know how long they can keep the manipulation up!  The system is so corrupt!

5/7/2019 10:13:14 PM jswdh1 I can't remember who but someone credible said no.... but I thought him before too.... supposed to be someone we all didn't suspect. Per Mark 

Taylor.. maybe that's who said not bummer.....

5/7/2019 10:13:47 PM italianmom555 Gold is gold. If u melt an ounce it is still gold. Burn a dollar bill and u have ashes. Fiat money

5/7/2019 10:17:03 PM italianmom555 I do not believe that 4 one minute. Being sacrificed or torture was the fate sick depraved humans did to them.

5/7/2019 10:19:55 PM italianmom555 An awakening is never hastened it happens in due time for each individual and to some it never happens.

5/7/2019 10:20:45 PM italianmom555 That would be great but do not hold your breath yet

5/7/2019 10:21:19 PM italianmom555 Advertisers🤣🤣

5/7/2019 10:21:47 PM italianmom555 How wonderful congrats to u

5/7/2019 10:31:06 PM wearediamonds2 Gotcha! Thanks 😉

5/7/2019 10:33:57 PM antarantanka I’m reading Dr Michael Salla’s first book on the SSP. While mentioning the Italian UFO that Mussolini captured he refers to the Italian reverse 

engineering team as “Italian Majestic”.  Were the Italians  part of Majestic?

5/7/2019 10:45:17 PM wearediamonds2 Ahhh, so that is why my questions go unanswered there. Most of them are about MK.

5/7/2019 10:47:22 PM kathleen3693693 Curious, eh? Goes DIRECTLY to @BarackObama. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS pic.twitter.com/KEeKGZjpU5

5/7/2019 10:52:46 PM wearediamonds2 It is not because I have been a victim of it. My life is as strange as a movie.

5/7/2019 10:52:56 PM kathleen3693693 Did the Queen approve this spying on Trump Tower? Curiously, it leads DIRECTLY to @BarackObama, his requesting the spy job. 

pic.twitter.com/ApvlzZZUVT

5/7/2019 10:55:46 PM wearediamonds2 That is fine. You don't know me.

5/7/2019 10:58:12 PM wearediamonds2 The fact that you believe it is not real proves you are under it, unfortunately. Best wishes to you!

5/7/2019 11:05:45 PM kathleen3693693 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/kmwMlwl2Wr

5/7/2019 11:37:31 PM disfellocated Is man the flower of the galaxy? A good vehicle for ISs to BE?

5/7/2019 11:39:11 PM disfellocated Is Earth Realm a gym or a jail? Or is it the jail’s gym? 🌎 🏋️♀️

5/7/2019 11:40:29 PM disfellocated Did the Architect sell our ISs a cruise or a bad gym contract? Is this hard mode?

5/7/2019 11:40:43 PM lightworkercain Nibiru Inbound...

5/7/2019 11:58:33 PM dvjrn Gold? Or survival needs? That's what I'd have like to have know.

5/8/2019 12:03:15 AM dvjrn Doesn't seem so!

5/8/2019 12:31:28 AM 7alon Wrong. They have already done just that. Some will be arrested, some will be killed. Think No Name.

5/8/2019 12:36:46 AM joinna6 Or - *They Live*

5/8/2019 12:42:17 AM joinna6 Denver international Airport.  Chem Trails.  Vhf Ulf. Owning the Wheather . ?

5/8/2019 12:42:20 AM carter_zon Is GESARA real and if so will it ever be implemented?

5/8/2019 12:43:26 AM joinna6 HAARP

5/8/2019 1:12:44 AM davidtu57375728 If replicated from pic to sound/frequency does the picture above make a frequency to activate your DNA or ascention?

5/8/2019 1:46:02 AM adsvel Meeting between Lavrov and Pompeo in 6. and 7. of May?

5/8/2019 1:49:18 AM adsvel “The Presidents reaffirmed their mutual commitment to engage in dialogue in various areas, including issues of strategic stability.“

This will be followed up by a meeting between Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on May 6th and 7th?

5/8/2019 1:49:28 AM savedrepublica After the USS Liberty, 911 dancing israelíes and ME wars we finally repaid them with the Golan heights, Jerusalem, more taxpayer money for space 

mission that they failed at, and soon we might be lucky enough to go into a war with Iran whose population is pro American.

5/8/2019 1:55:38 AM realityloominng Why Hasn't Trumped declassed yet?

5/8/2019 2:17:31 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

5/8/2019 2:58:53 AM linnyt7 Thank you

5/8/2019 3:04:10 AM 7alon Thanks spreading this LOL

5/8/2019 3:07:36 AM djlok I've had that experience before.

5/8/2019 3:34:12 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/J8YNKC1Bz6

5/8/2019 3:37:53 AM greggprescott1  https://in5d.com/how-can-we-change-our-dna-right-now/ …

5/8/2019 3:53:24 AM realityloominng brilliant show

5/8/2019 4:13:52 AM cocopuffster12 And I think Weinstein

5/8/2019 4:33:26 AM mommahood777 Good then!

5/8/2019 4:38:51 AM mommahood777 There was never a plan to disrupt the agenda they were all following in the past..are you awake?  I have faith in Trump and Q...it's about all we've got 

left. Rainy parades help the dark side...we must stay positive.

5/8/2019 4:49:51 AM scott_rick No 432 and  528

5/8/2019 5:01:50 AM laurabusse Do they have a quantum computer?

5/8/2019 5:05:32 AM laurabusse Well put. There's a poem or a song there...

5/8/2019 5:07:17 AM laurabusse Yes, MJ12, how can we best focus our meditations, prayers for the best outcome for all?



5/8/2019 5:09:11 AM laurabusse Excellent question. Puzzling ain't it...

5/8/2019 5:11:09 AM laurabusse Yes, what, indeed?

5/8/2019 5:14:18 AM roaminnoodle Where is RBG?

5/8/2019 5:17:38 AM laurabusse "Disinformation is necessary"

Keep an open mind...

I don't know what to believe anymore.

Maybe it doesn't matter what we believe...

Maube just staying open and going with the flow...

5/8/2019 5:17:47 AM edwardgouin Does MJ12 use the latent ability we all have to "see" everything that has ever happened or will happen?

5/8/2019 5:18:14 AM laurabusse Great answer LOL

5/8/2019 5:20:10 AM zagnett 🍿🍩🍸

5/8/2019 5:22:51 AM happykat9 Did the financial reset happen on May 9th but has not yet been disclosed to the public?

5/8/2019 5:24:49 AM pinealg1 I don’t like the use of the word “must”. Elaboration? Is this “must” necessary for the survival of humanity? Or is this some sick thing Global Pedophile 

Satanist do?

5/8/2019 5:25:56 AM speaklife595 Is it through tech or abilities

5/8/2019 5:26:43 AM pinealg1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Will we be around to witness the merger of the IS-BEs?

5/8/2019 5:28:44 AM roaminnoodle Dear President Trump @realDonaldTrump,

On behalf of the American citizens, and all beings of this Earth, we kindly request you to please DECLAS the FISA!

Thank you and God bless, sir!

5/8/2019 5:30:57 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/wa508BqaEyg 

Also, Bashar says listen to the 1st 3 min of the 2nd movement of Beethoven's 7th symphony. Here's a youtube of his explanation. 3 min long.

5/8/2019 5:35:27 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/mgHxmAsINDk 

And here is the 2nd movement of Beethoven's 7th symphony.

One youtube of several.

This is 7 min long; he recommends the 1st 3 min

There are also available on YT hour long and hf hour long loops of this music...

5/8/2019 5:40:06 AM tc89714982 Crickets

5/8/2019 5:40:51 AM roaminnoodle Here is an example of antigravity tech, more simply used, for a "shop light" and this makes me start applying to the technology not just for ships, but 

many other applications! https://www.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1125357847548530690 …

5/8/2019 5:42:10 AM roaminnoodle More: https://www.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1125362204440551427 …

5/8/2019 5:46:50 AM born2bef Can anyone elaborate this tweet In more simpler details. Sorry

5/8/2019 5:49:11 AM diaptera_80 I will watch it later. I guess the answer lies in Schrödinger's cat, only I never understood that. Something like, the universe only exists if someone is 

observing it. God, I don't just need a brain upgrade, but a few compartments added...

5/8/2019 5:53:12 AM adsvel Purple skies in Indiana?

5/8/2019 5:55:16 AM wahiggins3 When you say time is an illusion, are you referring to this concept of “timeless physics”? Worth digging? pic.twitter.com/IDrLSb3iPV

5/8/2019 5:55:29 AM diaptera_80 If a higher density being only wanted to share the blueprints of the universe, I would understand it better. I am good with blueprints. Oh, wait, they 

won't. Humanity is far too inventive, and we would escape...

5/8/2019 5:57:58 AM laurabusse Penny Kelly was told about the future around 1980. (Book, Robes)

Robes  https://www.amazon.com/dp/0963293427/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_3cT0CbDB0V0J0 …

It has been unfolding much as she has said. (Haven't read book yet)

Many interesting predictions to come.

Are these in line with MJ's and Q's "plans"? 

I can be more specific...
5/8/2019 6:00:38 AM starehope Yes. Wonder what probable cause is, wrong question? Uh-oh.

5/8/2019 6:03:01 AM laurabusse Here is part 1 of a fascinating interview of Penny Kelly by Regina Meredith

 https://youtu.be/P0sc2DczmI0 

1 hour 5 min long. Goes fast!!!

Well worth a listen!

5/8/2019 6:04:47 AM ghostanon6120 binance hack didn't really cause the price of btc to budge. I think most people don't understand btc. Since disinfo is necessary, how does anyone know 

what btc in a killbox means?? lol

5/8/2019 6:06:36 AM ghostanon6120 "quickly"? time is an illusion especially on a btc chart/log chart

5/8/2019 6:09:28 AM djlok Me too!

5/8/2019 6:10:29 AM laurabusse Or, will the future she's been shown by "the robes" be altered by The Plan (of the so-called White Hats) to take down the cabal?

(My understanding is the future's not set in stone, predictions are based on probabilities, on the current energies, plus there's diff timelines...)

5/8/2019 6:18:19 AM roaminnoodle Majestic Time. pic.twitter.com/rTR2naktSF

5/8/2019 6:23:43 AM scott_rick Tesla found free energy.  Was it Qi/Prana?  Was he going to share it with the world with modern day pyramids?

5/8/2019 7:01:52 AM blsdbe For real. I want to know how Don overcomes the BlackBox AI that flew into him. I’m like Nooooooo Dooooon!!!!!!

5/8/2019 7:11:32 AM realityloominng Ah yes it ended rather unfinished.. Always happens with the best sci-fi. Can't believe it's been almost 2 years since I watched it :P

5/8/2019 7:12:47 AM blsdbe Then I am in Good Company!!! pic.twitter.com/5iMhmz8z4I

5/8/2019 7:16:49 AM blsdbe Seriously MJ, is there an application process? I would also like to apply, esp if it means not being a Slave.

5/8/2019 7:19:42 AM realityloominng Are non-public/classified UFO images ever used in youtube and other media thumbnails for seeding mass consciousness?

Also, why won't disclosure + arrests happen when I raise my fist at the sky and demand it?

5/8/2019 7:28:43 AM behappy_369 Some in this spiritual community believe we entered into a soul contract before incarnating here. Part of this contract we entered into was to clear 

negative actions from past lives. My earthly spirit agrees, but at the same time it doesn't align with the soul contract theory

5/8/2019 7:32:11 AM mommahood777 I'm thinking a positive aura of 3,6,9 to draw the sleepers to you then to gently caress some logic into them...or violently shake and slap the sh*t out of 

them..whatever works..hahaha

5/8/2019 7:41:46 AM charmanda9 Yeah neither are mine. Still in parent mode where they try to explain everything as best they can to ME. They have no idea. It’s hard.



5/8/2019 7:45:39 AM bbobbio71 What if anything can us Patriots do to counter this? There's an unimaginable number of people speaking numerous countries that would be willing to 

do what's necessary to help others to see.  Just give us some direction and we will rise up! 

Thank you!

5/8/2019 7:46:32 AM mommahood777 Timing...we're s'posed to be red pilling the pop right now..bits at a time..apparently liberals brains are so fragile they'll explode if not coddled...I lose 

compassion too easily I'm afraid...

5/8/2019 7:51:07 AM mommahood777 if accurate, they'll prob change just to keep you guessing! lol

5/8/2019 7:57:58 AM mommahood777 Our Great Awakening needs a push of positive energy. 

 C'mon Patriots!!  

HEAVE HO!!

5/8/2019 8:01:02 AM mommahood777 Something to do with anti-matter/dark matter that they have harnessed? 

CERN disturbs me.

5/8/2019 8:03:55 AM mommahood777 seriously?  They're looking to wipe us..camps have crematories too and are still manned/guarded...why?

5/8/2019 8:04:52 AM mommahood777 haha    I've heard we are called energy

5/8/2019 8:10:38 AM valval41 Id this real? I put nothing past Podesta, but is this art for real? Is this art he has? It's evil as can be.

5/8/2019 8:12:57 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 at the end “we have watched it for a 33 year career” #Majestic

5/8/2019 8:36:50 AM jamesboyett Didn't say that I know of.

5/8/2019 8:44:58 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/VrWvYMgtgB

5/8/2019 9:10:15 AM melanie84245623 She’s a clone. Look at her skin. Never changes as people do. Like wax.

5/8/2019 9:13:06 AM djlok I wish they'd bring back Body Builder #RBG.  That was one of my favorite Ginsburgs.  https://youtu.be/aSRTx3jg4RA 

#Qanon

5/8/2019 9:13:26 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - UFOs will be included, in due course. Central to the funding and secrecy mechanisms to protect the "breakaway civilization". Not 

as explicit as how others have claimed this to be, but it is on Earth. Only Earth. This round.

8:33 PM · May 7, 2019 · Twitter

5/8/2019 9:19:30 AM opensenseme Perhaps you’ve been in my mind lately ... pondering the significance of potential.

5/8/2019 9:22:39 AM ricca_19 Mutilation is NOT HEALTHCARE it is a CHOICE just like ALL PLASTIC SURGERY

Pay for it yourselt

Maybe if they had to pay for some of these idiot parents won't screw up their children giving a 7yr SEXY CHANGE HORMONS

#LiberalismIsAMentalDisorder

5/8/2019 9:23:12 AM 7alon everything is ((( )))

5/8/2019 9:25:15 AM djlok It's tough explaining stuff to people, especially family. I'm about to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lead and take a more Socratic approach with them. 

Maybe then they'll get the message over the messenger being their 40 yo kid.  BTW to get off the phone I told the truth- had 2 go potty.

5/8/2019 9:27:54 AM realityloominng Those not redpilled on trump by now are in denial or they don't care either way.. too far gone. It can't keep being about them. I think the plan wants 

these hearings to happen, dark to light, everyone revealing themselves

5/8/2019 9:37:48 AM mommahood777 listening to conservative radio shows with liberal call ins - some are starting to bend.. We can't give up!!  But I agree, tired of the "it's all about me and 

my feelings" crowd.  Would rather throat punch them BUUUUUT.... we are held to a higher standard...

5/8/2019 9:38:26 AM susan66388204 We pulled everything out the last time you mentioned this!   Soooo glad we did.  I don’t want even our money associated with evil.

5/8/2019 9:44:26 AM norwegianon I like 440 better then 432hz, or should I say, 432 feels wrong.. Something wrong with me?

On the other hand, I prefer to tune my instruments to whatever feels right.

5/8/2019 9:49:36 AM norwegianon How many $ do you hold? 😁

5/8/2019 9:53:11 AM djlok I had never heard this one before.  Any Draculas ever been in MJ12 before?

 https://twitter.com/lorenzosghost/status/1125997692369326080?s=21 …

5/8/2019 9:54:45 AM tyl3r59518097 Anyway..you’ve gotta stop eliciting this stupidity-driven ire on the part of your (twitter) haters, bro. Fighting em off for you is obviously easy,..but, it’s 

becoming full time work! 🤣

5/8/2019 9:56:28 AM enomai_ Not being a government entity and owned by some people?

5/8/2019 9:58:05 AM norwegianon Interdasting tread.. even the additional offensive replies 🤣😂😎👍 pic.twitter.com/cKP6cZefQi

5/8/2019 10:01:35 AM tyl3r59518097 You ever wonder how they can identify the remains of airplane crash victims using dental records?..I mean, if they don’t know who the victims are, 

how do they know their dentists?!

🤣

5/8/2019 10:05:42 AM teeunited3 #CrushTheDems #WalkAway #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened #BarrForJustice #DeclassifyAll

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL @StormIsUponUs @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @RealCandaceO  

https://twitter.com/RealMattCouch/status/1126145741217501184 … pic.twitter.com/7pWWWGHk7X

5/8/2019 10:11:39 AM slayerofmatrix1 What ?!  Who are you referring to !?

5/8/2019 10:14:48 AM _girlmaher_ It posts a series of tweet, every hour and this lasts a few days until it starts again. The messages are intriguing and you may get interesting info by 

looking at what people write to them. No word on authenticity but seems sincere.

5/8/2019 10:17:21 AM _girlmaher_ When will Trump be surrounded by friends and not a coterie of enemies he's trying to keep close until it's their time to go?

5/8/2019 10:23:30 AM americanpetal You were asking great questions.

5/8/2019 10:26:12 AM moonbaby04371 And orgonite.😊

5/8/2019 10:27:30 AM americanpetal Hi @covertress ! What made you ask that question? Curiously enough, just a few days ago, I saw their commercial. My first thought was, I wonder 

if/how they are part of the spider web? Is that another rabbit hole? Have a good day!😀

5/8/2019 10:35:40 AM americanpetal He never answers mine. 😀

5/8/2019 10:43:16 AM zagnett & @NSA_QIL, if legit, is quite welcome for this task imho. We certainly seem to need it, especially here on Twitter. Not really a debate what they need 

to do.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, if legit, would have a very different, & longer term task. One where debate is more encouraged.

5/8/2019 10:45:41 AM worldxplorer1 Hey there!  Haven't been around much.  We've been moving.  I should be back around more soon!  Hold down the fort while I'm gone!

5/8/2019 10:46:40 AM charmanda9 You betcha.

5/8/2019 10:53:01 AM brad34351293 Us/People maybe, but what about the other species/animals.

Humans are too self absorbed to be ageless & not destroy life giving Earth.

5/8/2019 10:57:03 AM rawphonegirl I've been experimenting, and I feel ya- aside from recently trying for middle A, my tuning is all about sweet spot.  ❤️

5/8/2019 11:08:48 AM norwegianon What is Göbekli Tepe?

Who built it, why?

And the real question, why was it buried?

😎👍 pic.twitter.com/X3ORbIIquC

5/8/2019 11:09:29 AM jayrambin As in Rife-type frequency delivery?

5/8/2019 11:09:33 AM nun_chucknorris The NSA acct does appear to be a lesser barrier of entry. Those of us who “know” the depths of the Majestic acct know what is going on. We also 

cannot assume either of them know about each other’s existence or operation. Message over messenger + anon interactions = much learnding

5/8/2019 11:17:17 AM brad34351293 TDS-bottom line. The disease is established by MSM. Can't wait for them to fall/unsealed too.

5/8/2019 11:20:07 AM david00997884 That was what Hillary was suppose to do when she got elected. But Trump end that. They may use them for the 95000 inditment of the deep state.

5/8/2019 11:26:47 AM cmcp83  https://youtu.be/fc4_xaWsQC4 



5/8/2019 11:38:34 AM zagnett Exactly. They could be compartmentalized. Only evidence that they're associated at all seems the timing in which NCC appeared, & MJ's silence for 

~10d or so when they appeared. That's it.

Yup, learning is key. Should consider all possibilities & see which become reality someday.

5/8/2019 12:32:09 PM girlawakeinca My quandary is the way it’s posted there is no ability to use threadreader app. I like to take pieces & read them away from electronics. To see if they 

still resonate with me. This type of posting makes it virtually impossible.

5/8/2019 12:55:27 PM cocopuffster12 Trippin’ ☮️💟🇺🇸

5/8/2019 12:58:55 PM cocopuffster12 For sure

5/8/2019 1:52:55 PM jared4liberty Well said. #trustyourself

5/8/2019 1:54:35 PM allahuniversal & give all the benefit of the doubt until they give reason to doubt

5/8/2019 2:07:56 PM jared4liberty For sure! You never know what you can do.. until you try it.

5/8/2019 2:08:08 PM moonbaby04371 She's BEEN singing....for a while now.

5/8/2019 2:09:44 PM jared4liberty Alice is strong here

5/8/2019 2:17:26 PM petitchevalb Easier please

"What is NASA NOT lying about? "

5/8/2019 2:19:18 PM usss_211 😇

5/8/2019 2:20:11 PM jared4liberty My dad is a poet. I screen shot this and sent it to him as a writing topic, will update when he’s done, and if I remember 😳

5/8/2019 2:26:07 PM usss_211 Pay attention to your dreams.... Mine have been vivid... People I love that are on the "other side" are in them more now...my brother that passed 

away in March of 17 is showing up as he was when he was 8-10 years old. His skin looks golden...💕💕🙏

5/8/2019 2:32:27 PM greg_scotland_ I picked up 3, 6, 9 and time travel

5/8/2019 2:41:20 PM cocopuffster12 I’m a little late to the party. But thought I’d ask anyway. Cheapest gas in CA (Bay Area) is $4.07 a gallon, please tell me at some point soon it will be 

going down. Please.

5/8/2019 2:52:52 PM pfc1975 Why is Nadler still alive?

5/8/2019 2:53:47 PM laurabusse Sounds good :-)

5/8/2019 3:10:48 PM usss_211 No question today ... just a  "Thank Q" to all the "MJ's".

Always learn a lot from all of you... sometimes you confirm things I've wanted to know for years. 🍻 so Cheers to all of you...🙂

5/8/2019 3:29:16 PM _girlmaher_ I think that too. It's not reader friendly at all.

5/8/2019 3:48:22 PM mongrelglory Yup!   That's a thought running around in my mind! 😆 😆😆

5/8/2019 4:04:56 PM zagnett Beats me. Question for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

5/8/2019 4:07:37 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.

5/8/2019 4:18:16 PM kathleen3693693 Maybe, but you must be sure to add clean air (stop the incessant spraying), good waters (outlaw fluoride), wholesome organic foods (eliminate GMOs, 

etc), zero point energies, respectable housing to the "replicators" for all idea...

5/8/2019 4:22:06 PM djlok But I bet a @NSA_QIL reply would be more fun!!!

5/8/2019 4:23:55 PM djlok Ha ha!!!

5/8/2019 4:27:16 PM jamesboyett Is the Majestic 12 Facebook account the same people as you all here on Twitter?

5/8/2019 4:28:34 PM jamesboyett Oh I did see something else last night. When I find it again I will copy and post it here.

5/8/2019 4:52:04 PM starehope We have the potential to be or accomplish anything we set our minds and hearts to do.

5/8/2019 4:52:49 PM gi6stars Figured that. 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡 are scared to death and will do anything. Keep your head on a swivel. 

See something 

Say something

5/8/2019 4:57:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd These people are sick

5/8/2019 4:58:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd What year was he sent to be cured of pedophilia? Does the public know this? Certainly needs to be publicized!

5/8/2019 6:16:13 PM nullanon12 Ive Seen Bigger Planes Get Damaged By Birds. Period.

5/8/2019 6:26:34 PM daveo6145 PJ are you ex military

5/8/2019 6:31:48 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/_Buddha_Quotes/status/1125954003785748480 …

5/8/2019 6:42:01 PM aetherwalker1 MAJESTIC went up to their cabin to do some fishing, right?

Are there fish in your pond in this timeline?  😏

5/8/2019 7:02:04 PM dynamicres Would the southern anomaly of the moon be considered a supergate rather than a portal?

5/8/2019 7:32:06 PM jm4n How fast were those planes traveling? What was the extent of the damage? These are things missing from the webpage to paint a narrative.

5/8/2019 7:47:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Me thinks we already have a breakaway civ on Mars, prolly elsewhere

5/8/2019 7:48:25 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Mars

5/8/2019 8:39:32 PM unidentifiedta1 Will a Sun nova, with subsequent polar shift/ice age reset our Earth within this generation?

5/8/2019 8:41:51 PM 7alon Who said other species should get to be ageless or live for 1000s of years? We are higher beings. And humanity is not destructive by nature. You realise 

we are rapidly approaching an age of enlightenment? Wait till you see this world in 10 yrs.

5/8/2019 8:49:41 PM vaderutwo I would suggest before he can run for president. He needs to turn over his personal computer to the FBI. pic.twitter.com/Zjen61kVRh

5/8/2019 9:04:25 PM lpblakelyar He was rewriting Genesis to fit their narrative

5/8/2019 9:21:49 PM bubusmc Trump is now on Telegram. Will he at some point dump Twitter?

5/8/2019 10:12:03 PM aetherwalker1 MAJESTIC may agree that they're 'luciferous'.  🛸😎

People need to learn to use words correctly.  smh. pic.twitter.com/symeHGPSpn

5/8/2019 10:22:00 PM pinealg1 Curious. The same time the meteor/comet struck the North Atlantic ice shelf. Ended Ice Age.Atlantis. Paradise. End of an intelligent society. Some 

moved to Antarctica. Hallow Earth? Admiral Bird? IS-BE connection. Free energy propulsion on its way? Societal Revolution on Horizon.

5/8/2019 10:23:25 PM epiphany_zone God will and is!!

5/8/2019 10:52:37 PM decodematrix How is a breakaway civilization "on Earth. Only Earth. This round"? So a breakaway civilization is not one that has left Earth to live on another planet? 

This round = a round/cycle of soul development on Earth? How long does a round/cycle last? When does it start/stop?

5/8/2019 11:04:08 PM jamiegrahamusa New Zealand and Underground bunkers and massive underground cities WE PAID FOR. BLACK BUDGETS

5/8/2019 11:04:29 PM jamiegrahamusa Oh also PineGap Australia I think

5/8/2019 11:36:34 PM aetherwalker1 👌🏼

"These aren't the droids you're looking for."

5/9/2019 12:14:19 AM thericharddoyle Dear President .@realDonaldTrump: Time for you to choose – and act:

#Darwin #China #WW2 #WWII #Australia

#Mateship now or bust —

 https://senatorbrianburston.com.au/big-brother-is-here-in-darwin-and-run-by-chinese-tech/ …

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom .@CliveFPalmer .@ActingSecDef .@INDOPACOM .@USTreasury .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@PutAUSFirst .@SuellenW



5/9/2019 12:45:58 AM doyle_media Dear President .@realDonaldTrump: Time for you to choose – and act:

#Darwin #China #WW2 #WWII #Australia

#Mateship now or bust —

 https://twitter.com/senator_burston/status/1126355671824224256 …

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom .@CliveFPalmer .@ActingSecDef .@INDOPACOM .@USTreasury .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@PutAUSFirst .@SuellenW

5/9/2019 1:11:26 AM nullanon12 1st Question: No Matter How Fast It Is It Would Of Been Totally Crushed, 2nd Question: None.

5/9/2019 1:21:22 AM stormystorm10 When can we see some disclosure ? 🙏 (with 👽)

5/9/2019 1:21:50 AM joinna6 3:6:9 432Hz

5/9/2019 1:23:40 AM joinna6 VibraTion.. 432hZ... if the Patriots are in control. 528 if Cobra.

5/9/2019 1:31:05 AM pinealg1 @BillOReilly @RedPill78 @Jim_Jordan @Jordan_Sather_ @OnEdgeOfWonder @TomFitton @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TrumpWarRoom 

@DevinNunes @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qanon #q #Truth #GreatAwakening #Enlightenment

5/9/2019 3:20:35 AM tom31485433 Landing on the 🌙? Just reviewed some cut clips in Nevada desert.

5/9/2019 4:24:27 AM cryptogamer11 187?

5/9/2019 4:35:37 AM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/gWyzXwxewN

5/9/2019 4:41:03 AM cryptogamer11 They R linked. Silver May go to par with gold. Just an opinion.

5/9/2019 4:41:52 AM cryptogamer11 Damn. You know who we all R?

5/9/2019 4:42:20 AM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/Ok5DPUhmuo

5/9/2019 4:59:20 AM ghostanon6120 Makes zero sense to a hodlr

5/9/2019 5:00:01 AM natureinspace I see the same thing lol. I wonder who was posting?

5/9/2019 5:04:10 AM thelilkingryan 🤣🤣 effective way to get off the phone

5/9/2019 5:09:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd Amen to that!

5/9/2019 5:12:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd And we all freaking know that from this point forward there's no being ostrich's/putting our heads in the sand. We will have to fight to keep 

balance/polarity from tipping toward the dark side. Balance is key, this can NEVER happen again!

5/9/2019 5:13:16 AM thelilkingryan Looking glass!!!!! I knew it!!!! That’s how they time travel!!!

5/9/2019 5:16:21 AM thelilkingryan Why aren’t Humans allowed below level 3

5/9/2019 5:17:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd Allowed to commit? Why is USA doing business wcountries so cruel to their ppl? Most have no idea body parts sold so wealthy get liver/kidney/heart, 

anytime they needs it...ph call away. Don't make quota at work, send you to hospital and harvest your organs, you never wake up!

5/9/2019 6:11:26 AM enomai_ No

5/9/2019 6:13:49 AM enomai_ Yes.

5/9/2019 6:18:13 AM enomai_ Ur the best mj12

5/9/2019 6:59:16 AM melanieanders7 Holy moly! Me three!

5/9/2019 7:02:43 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/aKOI99kjpU

5/9/2019 7:05:59 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity @dbongino @IngrahamAngle @LindseyGrahamSC @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports 

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UNSEALEPSTEIN 

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #UnsealEpstein

5/9/2019 7:36:21 AM roaminnoodle It looks like the same meme on the DJT tweet you were involved in has been corrupted. It doesn't show the thread at all.

Makes one wonder... Is Twitter trying to hide something by breaking my thread, essentially cutting it from DJTs tweet? 

https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1126114811169865728 …

5/9/2019 8:05:08 AM natureinspace Thank you! I like this one too lol!

5/9/2019 8:19:53 AM enomai_ O, other g7.

5/9/2019 8:22:43 AM enomai_ Tigerwoods, please elaborate?

5/9/2019 9:28:39 AM cosmic_engineer It's disinfo at best now.  Very little resonates with the Law of One 🙏

5/9/2019 9:37:17 AM _girlmaher_ It's quite old by now. But that's the most annoying aspect of online "conspiracy theories" or disclosure, it's always about how some thing is going to 

happen SOON. What is soon!? I've been waiting for the "truth about pizza" to be served to the public for almost 3 years!

5/9/2019 9:40:37 AM cosmic_engineer Disclosure is a carrot on a stick.  Tomorrow never comes.

Been co-opted into some new business model.  Distraction.

Every person has to do their own work.  This resonates out, harmonizing and building through this sphere. Once a tipping point is reached, Harvest will 

be here 💚

5/9/2019 9:40:49 AM _girlmaher_ We have been gaslit into thinking we cannot believe something unless an expert supports it because our entourage will disown us if we don't follow 

the leading opinion leader. I listen to experts about their own lives. Our own notes are valid and we must compare them to know truth

5/9/2019 9:47:09 AM allahuniversal 💯 "Fear of humiliation" is a strong intimidation tactic, especially since it's auto-reinforced by the "collective". "Muh friends" belive it so I should too? 

Not if biting our tongues will make us miserable. Risk is to be managed, not avoided. #ThinkForYourself #SHEEPNoMore

5/9/2019 9:51:31 AM henrysi5 In public ? Do u mean 3D print?

5/9/2019 10:08:13 AM _girlmaher_ Everything I believe, there is a reason for it. So I don't sugarcoat   A quarter of a century of insight about life & the universe for young people who have 

yet to truly observe reality & develop their own convictions. It's simpler than keeping a list of acceptable positions! 🎺

5/9/2019 10:09:33 AM _girlmaher_ Your beats are sweet BTW, I've never used bandcamp type services, a new discovery. 🎧

5/9/2019 10:15:26 AM cosmic_engineer To further comment, disclosure of Orion's control systems and all of the lies/atrocities inevitably will cause great suffering and desire for punishment. 

This is the bulk of people here. How few prosper from mere confirmation of their theories? I truly wonder how many will find💚

5/9/2019 10:16:36 AM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️ Thank you. It's a compulsion, words don't always suffice when messages need to be sent

5/9/2019 10:18:52 AM allahuniversal #LEMMINGSnoMore pic.twitter.com/gRHAYokSZD

5/9/2019 10:27:16 AM jared4liberty He’s finished! @Ed12166948 post it here for these fine people to read!

5/9/2019 10:45:32 AM ed12166948  pic.twitter.com/JdmohztDg1

5/9/2019 11:17:56 AM jm4n So birds doing no damage to wings means the wings of a plane traveling at any speed would be "Totally Crushed" by a building. This isn't how physics 

works.

Birds & planes aside you've also got to deal w/the plane wreckage previously cited & this. https://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/27/nyregion/airplane-

debris-found-near-world-trade-center-site.html …

5/9/2019 11:22:55 AM laurabusse And i like yours :-)

5/9/2019 11:29:50 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

5/9/2019 11:30:51 AM _girlmaher_ Thanks! I look at all the disclosures and compare them against each other. I have to be honest that my own "personal mythology" gleaned from my 

own "visions" and life experience isn't contradicted by any channels!! This is mega weird to me, a Universe and time-space hacker!



5/9/2019 11:35:14 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/l16SMNELYf

5/9/2019 11:35:36 AM zagnett Betting it's way more than that.

5/9/2019 11:36:57 AM allahuniversal Shia may know pic.twitter.com/v9GskFv6Hf

5/9/2019 11:37:11 AM cosmic_engineer Interesting, may have to look at that author.

Ya, it would take a great deal of reflection and healing to get past the pitchfork phase.  Would be superior to cutting the tumor 'off screen' but a much 

longer time frame involved.  Dunno who's call that would be :P

5/9/2019 11:37:45 AM _girlmaher_ I am incredibly enamoured with meatspace. I cannot emphasize enough how scary it is to read about #SHEEN which is essentially #TheEvent meant to 

transform everything we are. I'm in a poly-family of a dozen people, we live in Heaven already according to our own metrics!!!

5/9/2019 11:50:16 AM _girlmaher_ Having been railroaded through the Catholic way against my will, I stayed away from religious details preferring general theological knowledge but I 

didn't look at the "New Agey" stuff. Now I have a tantra coach!

5/9/2019 12:07:59 PM decodematrix Thoughts? https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/leukemia-stricken-3-year-old-will-receive-chemo-over-parents-objections-judge-rules/ar-AAB7JCD …

5/9/2019 12:14:10 PM bourdainmurderd fucked up. give him some curcuminoids.

5/9/2019 12:14:14 PM _girlmaher_ Your rabbit hole is immense! It's almost as if it could house an enture civilisation! Oh no, wait, that's a other rabbit hole. We had a guy on public access 

in 80s Montreal doing intra-terrestrial lore. He was arrested and wiped from collective memory. Thanks!

5/9/2019 12:32:44 PM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/yJLYHujcR2

5/9/2019 1:11:06 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 White hats in control? Shanahan installed as Defense Secretary. @KibBitzLaw pic.twitter.com/5ZO7QVfE83

5/9/2019 1:22:44 PM freestateojones Now what? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1126581632746569728?s=19 …

5/9/2019 1:37:44 PM laurabusse I bet it was great!

5/9/2019 1:39:54 PM laurabusse I understand the young uns are more hip to Hancock's jive. You're like a pioneer! An open searching humble intelligent mind can be a wonderful thing! 

:-)

5/9/2019 2:16:08 PM zagnett Aren't we all? 🤔

5/9/2019 2:16:37 PM prmd21801759 MJ8?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/9/2019 2:19:07 PM brad34351293 nothing is rainbows & lollypops, bro.

I was writing about the extinction rate of our neighbor creatures. Most due to us. If you underestimate the flaws in Humans, mainly due to hormones 

and out of control feelings. Get real! 

Clean water will be the gold of our future!

5/9/2019 2:22:59 PM brad34351293 I can see the mis-rep of what I meant, now that I see my abbreviated writing.

5/9/2019 3:51:59 PM kindeandtrue I don't trust Pompous Pope Pompeo because he is an enemy of free speech and has decreed that anti-zionism = anti-semitism. He is a dangerous man 

who wants to criminalize the free expression of political speech.

5/9/2019 4:05:04 PM shineteller Bet they weren’t expecting that. pic.twitter.com/9PRFnZAQm9

5/9/2019 4:19:09 PM lori_dee1 36) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @IPOT1776 @WhiteSquall8 @Cordicon @Unite4Truth @DBregenz 

@MastersShelby @love4thegameAK @cashman_makers @2020WinAgain @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @prayingmedic 

@Jeff_Harner74

5/9/2019 4:29:06 PM shineteller “And you shall not give any of your offspring to pass through for Molech. And you shall not profane the Name of your G‑d. I am the L‑rd.”1

5/9/2019 5:37:50 PM bbobbio71 Hmmm, interesting. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress

Why the moon's south pole may be the hottest destination in space.  https://tiny.iavian.net/ssoh 

5/9/2019 6:17:45 PM nullanon12 i was saying no damage to the plane on 911

5/9/2019 6:21:55 PM nullanon12 a piece of lift component nice!

5/9/2019 6:25:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd So in other words, be careful what you wish for.

5/9/2019 6:50:41 PM jm4n A fragment of it shot like 5 blocks out the other side. Get outta here with that "the planes had no dmg" this is getting towards Flat Earther levels of 

denying things like gravity.

5/9/2019 6:54:58 PM jm4n Even assuming you can show (which you haven't) that, that is in fact not landing gear. What would this lift component be needed for as it's not an 

element to any of the as yet stated hologram plane theory

5/9/2019 7:18:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1126658109693485057 …

5/9/2019 7:18:44 PM justiceville DO IT!

5/9/2019 7:24:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Optics

5/9/2019 7:27:08 PM brattyme5x5 Good what a detorent for the cartel drugs, and guns oh n human trafficking

5/9/2019 7:50:49 PM cryptogyu The United States needs to reduce its competition in the illegal drug trade... ref. Lieutenant Colonel James ' Bo' Gritz

5/9/2019 8:09:59 PM socalgapeach Iranian-backed threats entering the country at the border?

5/9/2019 8:17:48 PM blissamerica The veil is thinning

5/9/2019 8:33:21 PM laughingwolf11 They’re on man-made infill land in Silicon Valley. A little vibration from San Andreas and...

5/9/2019 8:47:05 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/BZVw3KI3Yb

5/9/2019 10:03:44 PM disfellocated Hooah! 🇺🇸|🇲🇽

5/9/2019 10:44:29 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for keeping us safe!  ❤️🇺🇸❤️

5/9/2019 11:41:31 PM jswdh1 WHAT THE HECK?

@realDonaldTrump

@tribunal_watch

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Brown_EyedLadyJ/status/1126738198535622656 …

5/10/2019 12:25:32 AM brown_eyedladyj The link provided is disgusting. Many argue they are talking about gender, but I see through that liberal bs.

5/10/2019 12:38:47 AM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

S02Ep11 ... LOTS of Disclosure... Holy 💩!

5/10/2019 1:24:09 AM jswdh1 Yep! They actually say sexual reaction in toddlers! Most toddlers aren't even aware of what "gender" is so... UGH!

5/10/2019 1:26:25 AM jswdh1 I read it and some of the comments! Most were disgusted & they're right... we pay for illegals/libs,etc to have free college &they take bullshit classes 

that make them worthless 2employee after graduating or become career students! Either way they abuse the advantage given 2them

5/10/2019 1:26:43 AM jswdh1 Employ I meant... stupid swipe

5/10/2019 3:51:29 AM do_or_do_notty I picked up on very interesting fingerprints all thru that movie! 👍

5/10/2019 4:21:37 AM truthseeker273 Look at Brad and Angelina and their biological child that is leaning toward the opposite sex. Look at Sonny and Cher’s daughter who transgendered. 

Look at how most actors and actresses have absent mothers.

5/10/2019 4:24:42 AM truthseeker273 Everywhere. Most likely in your neighborhood.

5/10/2019 4:34:16 AM wild8heart Thank you!

5/10/2019 5:21:29 AM flowersoul Thanks for exposing this!! Hatj wrote this some years ago! pic.twitter.com/4pjlkh3jOG



5/10/2019 5:22:41 AM flowersoul Interesting how twitter crops this!!

COMPLETE DATA "BLOCKCHAIN" INCOMING is the title :)

5/10/2019 8:05:54 AM starehope This is horrible. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Reapz71906720/status/1126760376710811650 …

5/10/2019 9:57:29 AM maryschade14 thank you vm for sharing your thoughts knowledge and insights.

I do not think it will be a peaceful weekend. Sidebar blackhole pics back in news yes more ufo stuff..as said.

Sending prayers energy pic.twitter.com/NX01HGWvmv

5/10/2019 10:27:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes on China pic.twitter.com/3y1zaXXPme

5/10/2019 10:28:14 AM fionasdestiny67 👀💞

5/10/2019 10:28:36 AM keith369me Here comes a major financial event!

5/10/2019 10:29:27 AM scott_rick The owl-Moloch

5/10/2019 10:29:40 AM keith369me I think this is a mocking of the money men.

5/10/2019 10:30:12 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic Congrats MJ8!!! 🥰🥰🥰

5/10/2019 10:30:50 AM candygirlclw Oh please the PC and everybody seeing symbols everywhere.  Could it mean I have eyes on you?

5/10/2019 10:32:30 AM scott_rick Jim Carey did that on Kimmel live.... he hasn’t been the same fire marshall Bill since... hard to take them on by yourself- we need everyone to light 

them up

5/10/2019 10:36:23 AM aprilbrown99 Were the missile tests a signal of some kind, other than the obvious?

5/10/2019 10:41:04 AM charmanda9 To distract from NXIVM...I get the feeling this is even bigger than we know.

5/10/2019 10:44:59 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106385637664538625 …

5/10/2019 10:50:58 AM kindeandtrue They've got this. pic.twitter.com/4U1rDysdZe

5/10/2019 10:54:34 AM mommahood777 did HRCs tweet have anything to do with the reneg?

5/10/2019 10:55:28 AM kindeandtrue *with some help from these guys: pic.twitter.com/x5V4xpixzi

5/10/2019 10:56:06 AM oddlike777  pic.twitter.com/F3SWN4m9ZV

5/10/2019 11:02:35 AM agoodyear2015 'Eye'm' tired!!!  My eyes are darting everywhere!

5/10/2019 11:19:37 AM aprilbrown99 I was thinking that maybe it wasn’t as much of a distraction as it might be a single about something else. Two missiles from NK and then one from us. 

Looks like signaling to me but I could be wrong.

5/10/2019 11:20:20 AM aprilbrown99 *signal

5/10/2019 11:28:46 AM charmanda9 Yeah I follow you

5/10/2019 12:24:47 PM 22gardenstreet . The position of the fingers matters. Index fingers not directly in line with tops of thumbs. This is mocking them..he knows the gesture..

5/10/2019 12:26:15 PM 1_decided_voter Really wish both you guys and Q weren't so MIA as of late. Getting lonely watching the show all alone. Hard to tell whether each new happening is part 

of the plan or not.

5/10/2019 1:24:46 PM fktvis Duncan Cameron RIP (1951-2019) pic.twitter.com/rWN4ibExOu

5/10/2019 1:27:53 PM usss_211 Ha ha! He has 👀on!!!

5/10/2019 1:57:19 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVq2SWQyU58 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, In the THI Show yesterday, at about ~1:07:00 (link), Tommy Williams said that Manna World Holding Trust came to an agreement 

with DoD/Shanahan to work together.

Is TW/THI a reliable source? Is MWHT legit? Did this really happen? 🤔🤨🧐

5/10/2019 2:06:19 PM djlok Also the point of contact with the index finger and thumb is very important. Apparently doing it the way he's doing it in that photo is just that... 

Mocking the occult.

5/10/2019 2:10:10 PM susang7671 Wouldn't blame Russia, NK, or any nation bordering China from at least beefing up their border security. May 19, 639 event in China ringing a loud 

alarm bell, but closer to home this time. Doesn't China support Brotherhood, who has links to traitors? See something Say something.

5/10/2019 2:18:20 PM susang7671 Red Dawn, Chinese style?

5/10/2019 2:23:23 PM mongrelglory China is very anti-Islam (and anti-religion in general as a communist regime).  I've never heard of them supporting the Muslim Brotherhood at all, and 

in fact they have been putting millions of ethnic Chinese Muslims in internment camps for "re-education"!

5/10/2019 2:25:04 PM mongrelglory I know how you feel.  I was looking for some indictment booms to happen in May regarding Comey and his gang.

5/10/2019 2:34:13 PM susang7671 Just now searched Podesta email 4 "China". Is one dated 2015-12-15 titled "Can u get 5 tix for china doll sat matinee sat after Christmas" and has "2p 

Matinee prices" for "Orchestra, Prime, Front/mid, and Rear".

5/10/2019 2:55:33 PM altogether4ch Ask for volunteers if you have to. Just get done quickly.  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

5/10/2019 3:01:44 PM txtrumpette89 Lmao when was this picture taken? definitely looks like he’s mocking them to me. Their need for symbolism will be their downfall. 

pic.twitter.com/NgJHAS1Fau

5/10/2019 3:05:01 PM roaminnoodle Trust the plan.

5/10/2019 3:10:10 PM starehope Right, his eyes aren't showing. I wonder if he is telling, "...you don't see, nor know what is really happening...".

5/10/2019 3:13:00 PM starehope Their eyes are visible. Trump's aren't.

5/10/2019 3:14:09 PM mongrelglory 👍

5/10/2019 3:21:30 PM starehope China has a population of 1.42 billion people. USA has over 328 million. I can imagine what the re-education camps are like.

5/10/2019 3:25:47 PM mongrelglory Currently there's 1 million Muslim Uighurs being held in camps for years. They weren't terrorists. They just got singled out because they were trading 

goods across the border or some other trivial infraction. It's a terrible humanitarian issue which the Western MSM has ignored!

5/10/2019 3:50:21 PM jamesboyett Can you repost this again with a working page?

5/10/2019 3:50:54 PM quebec99335648 #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #TheTimeIsNow #PatriotsFight #TheGreatAwakening #UnitedNotDivided #TheLightofChristWillOvercomeDarkness 

#MAGA #MCGA #QAnon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOcP3A-Hbw4&list=WL&index=93 …

5/10/2019 4:07:50 PM richardhiatt16 Yeah.. What to do about them.....🤔

5/10/2019 4:31:41 PM pdp00000001 The Dirt on Kavanaugh..  https://www.opdeepstate.com/2018/09/19/how-potential-scotus-pick-brett-kavanaugh-wrote-a-roadmap-for-saving-

obamacare/ … All Americans should be alarmed because Kavanaugh supports the Patriot Act 😡

5/10/2019 4:59:09 PM americanpetal Me too!

5/10/2019 5:10:45 PM mongrelglory I've been thinking about this, and I think most of us have been ALICE at one time or another.  I think back to when I believed the propaganda of the 

current Matrix and pushed it on others.  I was ALICE without realizing it.  Now I am awake.  I no longer serve ALICE.

5/10/2019 5:17:50 PM mongrelglory Yes, but the line "Where no dog has gone before" was priceless! 🤣

5/10/2019 5:27:54 PM maryschade14 MJ12 doesn't reply.. Apologies for 3rd person.I tend to come in say a few thoughts 

I find this to be my asmr happy spot.

What I share is a love thing not a mock thing

The Fact Alice blocked you and others yet antogonizes..Alice collective RexMundi malcontented jackinthebox

5/10/2019 5:41:18 PM howdoyoumakeah1 That's not on the multi-cultural agenda.  Thanks Israel

5/10/2019 5:47:40 PM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

S02Ep17 😂. It’s funny cuz Jack/Teal’c didn’t get the Queen’s Room Special Suite... they got what looks like a prison cell. BTW’s after all Teal’c has done 

for the Alliance, why is he not in much better quarters 🤔 #YOLO

5/10/2019 5:57:24 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Eyes on LA (again)...

5/10/2019 5:58:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 In 2016 Obama did fundraiser at same home in LA that was raided with massive weapons cache.. https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/President-

Obama-in-Bay-Area-to-Raise-Funds-At-Getty-Home-Speak-With-Democrats-375074591.html …



5/10/2019 5:59:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://mobile.twitter.com/TronYori2/status/1126971356917137408 …

5/10/2019 6:24:16 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  To borrow the latest catchphrase ~ Future Proves Past .  https://twitter.com/Kate_Anon/status/1126192902814617600 …

5/10/2019 7:11:21 PM blsdbe #TickTock

5/10/2019 7:52:46 PM fernandparis726 Time to teach CCP a lesson and bring democracy to China!

5/10/2019 8:42:20 PM jkmaalouf Bush Sr had kid die.  Joe Biden had kid die

5/10/2019 9:03:04 PM djlok It wouldn't surprise me if that were the correct interpretation. He knows how to speak [their] language.  And I bet it scares the heck out of them!!!

5/10/2019 9:25:42 PM nullanon12 explosives in the building blasted the office chairs and tables into fragments that looked like it was from the plane but no

5/10/2019 9:27:18 PM nullanon12 anything can do could trick people; an engine from a 747! lift component!

5/10/2019 9:39:52 PM jm4n Sorry but your reaching here. Starting with a conclusion and adding theory to confirm it instead of going where the evidence leads.

5/10/2019 9:41:34 PM jm4n Wedged between two buildings only to be found over a decade later? What good would that do wouldn't you want to convince people right away? 

This is to much of a stretch those were planes. The RV confirmed it.

5/10/2019 10:02:17 PM starehope He is a lot smarter than they give him credit for! I think he is a genius! pic.twitter.com/dUtWRQ89Yw

5/10/2019 11:25:29 PM lauderdaleagent Whaaat... wow

5/11/2019 1:10:57 AM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress 

SG1 S02E04

יהוה

Gen. 3:13

🤣

5/11/2019 1:19:25 AM mongrelglory Obstetrics is 99% elation and 1% sheer terror.  Fortunately most of the time the baby knows what it's doing.

5/11/2019 3:30:57 AM andrew13892378 In the way that all Items of similar physical properties resonate and communicate with each other, All special mathematical relationships are respected 

this way, Plant life included. In some circumstances knowledge of existence = beacon.

5/11/2019 3:38:12 AM jswdh1 Just shows it's all mental disorders... ptsd... mind control... they're not born that way! They're controlled to be that way!

5/11/2019 3:39:26 AM jswdh1 Red heads have huge tempers too and are angry all the time! Negative energy!

5/11/2019 6:05:35 AM keith369me Came to me immediately...trust the instincts

5/11/2019 6:31:09 AM nullanon12 this is where it lead.

5/11/2019 6:31:47 AM nullanon12 stawp with the RVs

5/11/2019 6:32:37 AM nullanon12 We (more like me) Still Haven't Taken Into Consideration How Many Newtons Was Involved

5/11/2019 6:33:48 AM nullanon12 And I Still Haven't Used A Percentage Of Math [And Science] Yet if i did i would probably end this debate in a second

5/11/2019 7:26:16 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👀 on China? 👆

5/11/2019 7:31:06 AM melanieanders7 Looks like shy ALICE is all over this thread. Or just a person blocking me.

5/11/2019 7:33:51 AM wereldpijncafe #China is under Full control of the #Jesuits pic.twitter.com/TPwPhJCDTm

5/11/2019 7:34:12 AM wereldpijncafe  pic.twitter.com/bVYNwciMBg

5/11/2019 7:34:53 AM wereldpijncafe The #KnightOfMalta control China (and the rest of the world #Jesuits pic.twitter.com/KdbkaHxmv6

5/11/2019 7:35:11 AM wereldpijncafe #Jesuits in #China pic.twitter.com/fYDFiXr7vr

5/11/2019 7:35:54 AM wereldpijncafe #Borghese in #China #PapalBloodlines #GreyPope pic.twitter.com/pLuVOIvAbZ

5/11/2019 7:36:49 AM wereldpijncafe #Papal China #Jesuits pic.twitter.com/PN8ORFlPtZ

5/11/2019 7:37:37 AM wereldpijncafe A Vision betrayed The Jesuits control #China since the #OpiumWar pic.twitter.com/tWp1VDyl5M

5/11/2019 7:39:44 AM melanieanders7 The trick is to have no expectations. Use the silent times to hone your discernment. But most of all? Have fun with it!! Don’t take it all so seriously. 

Illusions is what we create and experience in. ❤️🍿✨

5/11/2019 7:52:13 AM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/A9oYL0DRJe

5/11/2019 8:21:11 AM wereldpijncafe  pic.twitter.com/YDkjpEsjAv

5/11/2019 8:32:54 AM wearediamonds2 🤣🤣 it is true...don't mess with us. But not all of us have negative energy 😉 But maybe that's just me because I am a secret redhead (I am blonde 

but have the genes for it) 😂

5/11/2019 9:56:05 AM g_pr_0d9 Zomaar ineens, te denken; Nazisme is een uitgekookte manier om slinks te zijn. Als er dan ook nog iets in het leven geroepen wordt zoals anti 

semitisme dan is het een waterdichtsysteem. Is nazism links? Eigenlijk. Want zeggen dat EU nazism is maakt de weg vrij om (s)links tedoen.

5/11/2019 9:58:14 AM wereldpijncafe Voor mij is er sinds de Romeinse tijd geen verschil tussen links en rechts alleen tussen de Heersende #Elite en de 99% in Slavernij levende schapen 

pic.twitter.com/7Ftg60RObX

5/11/2019 10:03:57 AM g_pr_0d9 Ja, ik denk dat als je de kunst beheerst om de uitersten te maken, noemen, etc. Dan bedien je als Staat het evenwicht. Ik denk dat ‘je’ dan de 

miswijzing of koers kan bepalen. Opzich geniaal enkel raakt mij dat het ‘ietsjes’ eerlijker. En eerlijker is zo lastig als gelukkig.

5/11/2019 10:05:43 AM rogowskibubba Op zich geen onaardig programma mbt EU verkiezingen🤔

Alles beter dan de huidige schijnheiligen 😂

 https://www.jezusleeft.nl/europese-verkiezingen/ … pic.twitter.com/Zk0Av8BgpV

5/11/2019 10:05:52 AM lbf777 Isn't Alice the AI bot that runs the Deep State alongside the Archons & other evil beings like Baphomet & Moloch?

5/11/2019 10:07:26 AM g_pr_0d9 Gelukkig zijn bedoel ik dus. Dat gun je iedereen.

5/11/2019 10:08:01 AM lbf777 Is Neil Armstrong mocking them too? pic.twitter.com/VGq9XSdkWQ

5/11/2019 10:08:23 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/sw7KbPwvOV

5/11/2019 10:09:24 AM lbf777 Oh god. people just making excuses. Oh look. Trump's fingernail is a bit longer on his pinky finger. 😂

5/11/2019 10:11:21 AM brad34351293 He did 'The all seeing tongue'

yep, that was the real JC. & Gate Keeper Kimmel acted stupid. What happened to his 'Chef friend'

Don't know who the painter is.

5/11/2019 12:05:40 PM jrocktigers Future proves past yet again.. . https://twitter.com/ZonePhysics/status/1127203141055864832 …

5/11/2019 12:13:00 PM jollyrob2 👍✨💫

5/11/2019 1:25:34 PM jm4n Explosions creating plane parts is not evidence it's a theory and a pretty lousy one at that.

5/11/2019 1:28:11 PM jm4n Even given you can discount the RV's (which you haven't) you must also address everything else in that tweet.

5/11/2019 1:37:24 PM jm4n Do it. That's what I've been bringing up the whole time. The magnitude of forces involved here are tremendous. It's enough to send parts flying about 

10 blocks out the other side of the building. As seen in these videos and which was recovered later. https://youtu.be/7YLm3pkAiJQ 

5/11/2019 3:03:50 PM mongrelglory Yes.  You can check their archive.

5/11/2019 3:49:02 PM zagnett Idk for sure, but i've heard what i think is that thing you are referring to called the "Red Queen". If that's true, [ALICE] may be one of [her] minions.

5/11/2019 6:09:23 PM fightthenewwo Correct me if I'm wrong but I believe this to be a video example of Bill Clinton under the influence of MK Ultra mind control.. 

CC: @kabamur_taygeta, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/muscomusic/status/979444042235809793 …

5/11/2019 7:26:27 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WAR CASTLES 6 -



5/11/2019 7:38:22 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WAR CASTLES END -  https://youtu.be/YvxOZXIKe10 

5/11/2019 7:41:09 PM zrickety What do you guys think?

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@407Dank

5/11/2019 8:16:22 PM jswdh1 @realDonaldTrump

@RealCandaceO

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@tribunal_watch

@JudicialWatch

@GenFlynn https://youtu.be/hjZ_IlP9c5A 

5/11/2019 10:01:56 PM zagnett Fascinating, thanks.

5/11/2019 10:49:03 PM teambubba3 Hi Zag. Correct me if I’m wrong but I believe our paths have crossed before? It was in the early days on our old account. 

TW managed to get twitter to permanently ban our first account

5/11/2019 11:05:52 PM doyouq Her ear is an upside down smiley 😊. I love this one! #beautiful #digitalart

5/11/2019 11:06:31 PM ekotoons 🙏

5/12/2019 1:26:32 AM cryptomeres Camp Fire, Paradise California - Cabal's retaliation?

5/12/2019 2:38:23 AM g_pr_0d9 @WereldPijnCafe Ik zag bij deze tweet cafe weltschmerz het leuk vinden. Dat zegt dan weer alles. Wat je moet of kan enkel het negatieve, 

destructieve benoemen en aanpakken. Althans te duiden.

5/12/2019 2:39:41 AM mooinique1 Jij vindt het goed geen drugs meer of geen prostitutie? Geen abortus of euthanasie? Beetje kortzichtig wat er allemaal staat en onhaalbaar.

5/12/2019 2:51:50 AM wereldpijncafe Die lafaards van het zogenaamde VOLLEDIG onafhankelijke Nieuwsplatform hebben mij geblokkeerd @MaxVonKreyfelt 🤣🤣🤣 

pic.twitter.com/zDXpOK84kH

5/12/2019 3:04:37 AM rogowskibubba Je moet ergens de bijl aan de wortel zetten 😉

5/12/2019 3:08:59 AM g_pr_0d9 Haha. Zegt meer over hen dan over jou!

5/12/2019 3:15:01 AM wereldpijncafe Men in skirts #VeniceVipers #Crypto's 

 https://archive.schillerinstitute.com/fid_91-96/952_venice.html#back_venice …

#CafeBaudet pic.twitter.com/wgeOguVnVP

5/12/2019 3:19:39 AM shu_shushu17 Back in the day   A wonderful friend used to put on a tutu  carry a fairy wand    and Mao’s Red. Book  Yes totally off his tree no violence heaps of good 

vibes  These guys in the pic are bland uglies🤡🤡

5/12/2019 3:23:09 AM shu_shushu17 Euw  55

5/12/2019 4:04:57 AM realityloominng Did MJ VOG Mark Taylor?

5/12/2019 4:08:51 AM nullanon12 XD ;-;

5/12/2019 4:10:44 AM nullanon12 lemme leave a bottle in the building...... a yr later someone claims its a bottle from the plane :p

5/12/2019 4:11:45 AM nullanon12 i wont be replying in a week from now.... so dont expect me to reply

5/12/2019 4:59:09 AM melleemee WHAT In God’s name is THIS?@realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr 

WHAT HAPPENS IN NEVADA... STAYS IN NEVADA!  https://youtu.be/jFqCdgHQJpU  via @YouTube

5/12/2019 8:12:54 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 FOX NEWS -More from Tucker on his 

“Soft Disclosure UFO Series” -  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1125560666138513411 …

5/12/2019 8:46:48 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So, nanobots, can also, sap your energy, as well?

5/12/2019 9:00:02 AM starehope Which episode? Do you remember?

5/12/2019 9:19:09 AM decodematrix  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2624420/Inside-wacky-world-Ra-lians-cult-believes-humans-descended-ALIENS.html …

5/12/2019 9:25:41 AM urkules I get the sense he sits at the table with E.T.'s. Looks like he's taken place in very stressful conversations.

5/12/2019 9:31:11 AM mooinique1 Wat zij willen maakt het echt niet veiliger. Maar juist gevaarlijker. Zeker voor de vrouwen.

5/12/2019 10:04:49 AM decodematrix That's Buzz Aldrin.

5/12/2019 10:05:58 AM enomai_ Image from a telepathic vision of what they might look like.

Is this visualization from memory close? pic.twitter.com/NiSDITRCvD

5/12/2019 10:07:02 AM enomai_ Close of a representation of a certain race?

5/12/2019 10:10:58 AM decodematrix 1561 UFO battle over Nuremberg. What happened? pic.twitter.com/Fz3kroDU6C

5/12/2019 10:24:35 AM lbf777 Oh right. Oh look, the finger and thumb are in a different position. 😂

5/12/2019 10:25:26 AM guzmaniacs Whats the ‘ideal’ diet?

5/12/2019 10:40:11 AM redquinlan I have red(hair) father & red (hair) mother - i had reddish dark blonde hair. Had a botched nose repair from a horse accident and was slowing bleeding 

from the nicked artery. Dr. ordered morphine to slow and clot-didn't' work- he had to re-operate.

5/12/2019 10:46:15 AM chdescantes that shows too that the sun is a portal

5/12/2019 10:50:20 AM wildcardbrett not a good pic

5/12/2019 10:52:47 AM kathleen3693693 Indeed. Proves a good point.

5/12/2019 10:58:16 AM wearediamonds2 Ouch! So you are saying your blood would not clot and you did not respond to morphine?

5/12/2019 11:01:25 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073032340161642497 …

5/12/2019 11:05:42 AM chdescantes  https://www.interconnectednessofallthings.com/massive-armada-of-ufos-emerging-out-of-a-giant-spiral-near-the-sun/ …

5/12/2019 11:26:33 AM jm4n Ok

5/12/2019 11:42:05 AM jm4n And is totally useless in perpetuating a hoax on the public if not used at the time a hoax was attempted on the public. Hiding something to be found 

years after you are trying to fool someone would be horrible strategy.

5/12/2019 12:10:09 PM kathleen3693693 Since Kelly experienced this a while back (~1979), I wonder whether what she was shown related to the alternate split timeline(s) or whether the 

merging of the timelines creates a different outcome (e.g., no civil war). Well worth the listen. TYVM for the link. #namaste

5/12/2019 12:18:51 PM laurabusse You're welcome!

And i have the same questions.

Reading the book the Robes...hoping for greater insight.

My sense is (and i hope i am right!!!) that things are unfolding better than predicted. 1980 was before the harmonic convergence of 1987 when we 

supposedly collectively said...

5/12/2019 12:22:12 PM laurabusse ...Yes to pos changes and no to Armageddon etc. Was just listening to the Spanish woman who channels Svaaru (pleiadian). I take everything w grain o 

salt. But she said more than hf of ppl are awake now! Hard to believe but i hope she is right. Time will tell...

5/12/2019 12:39:29 PM zagnett Paths did cross. 👇

from:zagnett Bubba

Btw TW did mention "Bubba" by name at the end of one THI show at least. TW wasn't nice. Though i wasn't exactly nice to you before either (thought 

you were "ALICE"). i don't mind apologizing again if you wish. Just looking for the truth!

5/12/2019 12:48:42 PM starehope Thank you! 👊



5/12/2019 12:49:43 PM teambubba3 Oh yes that’s right. No need for apologies, we understood at the time you were trying to eliminate being conned and that’s exactly what we stand for. 

It’s an absolute minefield out there. 

Yes TW still has no idea who we are, despite us keep telling him we are THI members

5/12/2019 1:08:50 PM girlawakeinca Thank you all for this information.

5/12/2019 1:08:51 PM zagnett Ok cool. For the record i'm not & never been a THI member. TW just happens to have a quite elaborate narrative - on par in some ways w/MJ's 

narrative - that also contains a lot of apparent truths (info i currently recognize as "truth" anyway). Just hoping MJ might respond to TW.

5/12/2019 1:17:15 PM teambubba3 We’ve been following him from literally day 1 and there is no proof of the existence of MWHT. 

After months of pushing him for proof he finally buckled and responded to us and said the Liberian article proves mwht exists. But in fact it says Kim is 

a fraud

5/12/2019 1:20:43 PM teambubba3 And that is all he has. He spends all his time projecting back. Instead of addressing a question, he will say something like, why don’t you question your 

doctor.  

Errr we do and we don’t trust them either

5/12/2019 1:24:15 PM zagnett Ok, thanks.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, this is the kind of apparently misleading info (DoD/Shanahan working with MWHT), that - if false - could easily lead unsuspecting 

Patriot truth seekers astray.

Do you have any comments on this by any chance? Thanks in advance.

5/12/2019 1:25:37 PM zagnett Yeah i know what you mean lol. i haven't trusted doctors & have questioned them my entire adult life.

5/12/2019 1:26:06 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Closest thing to 'Star Trek' replicator makes meals in 30 seconds -  https://www.cnet.com/news/closest-thing-to-star-trek-

replicator-makes-meals-in-30-seconds/ …

5/12/2019 1:34:10 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Japanese Scientists Demonstrate a Food Replication Machine -  https://archive.nerdist.com/japanese-scientists-demonstrate-a-

food-replication-machine/ …

5/12/2019 1:42:19 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 NASA and 'Star Trek' Combine Forces to Make Replicators a Reality

NASA wants kids to help build the food replicators of the future. -  https://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/a19478/nasa-and-star-trek-

combine-forces-to-make-replicators-a-reality/ …

5/12/2019 3:44:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

Pass it on. 

#UnsealEpstein

Your voice, when loud, will unseal.

#UnsealEpstein 

For God & Country!

#UnsealEpstein

What was Hunter doing in Ukraine?

#UnsealEpstein

Nothing can stop what is coming.

#UnsealEpstein

Operation ending soon. pic.twitter.com/5pm60c67lV
5/12/2019 3:45:13 PM debraregypt Yes

5/12/2019 3:45:56 PM islandofdelight #UnsealEpstein Operation ending? Or MJ12 Twitter operation ending?

5/12/2019 3:46:05 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE!!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/12/2019 3:46:17 PM chanclan82 Are you saying #UnsealEpstein would answer the HBiden question?!!

5/12/2019 3:47:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Have you heard of the phrase "don't bite the hand that feeds you?" Perhaps not. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1127706444185448449 …

5/12/2019 3:48:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 * Outside of classified Military programs. https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1127258599829450753 …

5/12/2019 3:50:26 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/1gVu271VwD

5/12/2019 3:53:51 PM starehope Not sure, sounds like something big is going to surface. We can hurry it along if we keep retweeting #UnsealEpstein . So, #UnsealEpstein 😈 

#UnsealEpstein 😈

5/12/2019 3:58:29 PM keith369me @MiamiHerald thank you for your reporting on Jeffrey Epstein!!!!!!!!!  #UnsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz #UnsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz 

#UnsealEpstein #ExposeDershowitz

5/12/2019 4:00:49 PM keith369me Interesting...he wouldn’t need those personal items in prison in the US.

5/12/2019 4:07:15 PM keith369me ...like a base on Mars @TheRealBuzz

5/12/2019 4:16:32 PM kinderpsych Garzon has a dark history in Spain:

„The trial judge described this act as appropriate to a dictatorship and sentenced him to eleven years disqualification from judicial activity.“

„a charge against Garzón relating to his relationship with a bank was abandoned on a technicality.“

5/12/2019 4:18:44 PM kinderpsych „In 1998, he presided a case against Orain S.A., the Basque communication company that published the newspaper Egin and owned the radio station 

Egin Irratia. Garzón ordered the closure of both and sent some of the company officers to prison, due to their alleged links with ETA.“

5/12/2019 4:19:34 PM mgray72531386 #Unseal Epstein  #Unseal Epstein. #Unseal Epstein

5/12/2019 4:20:28 PM kinderpsych „In February 2003, Garzón also ordered the closure of Egunkaria, once again alleging links with ETA (some years later, it was proven that Egunkaria had 

no links with the banned separatist group, but it was too late and the newspaper could never be printed again“ - Wikipedia

5/12/2019 4:25:30 PM kinderpsych „In June 2010, Garzón was recruited as a consultant to the ICC. ... More than 1,500 Spanish judges earlier this year criticised the influence of the major 

parties in the decisions of the Supreme Judicial Council (CGPJ) via a manifesto“

He‘s a globalist scum - not good for Assange

5/12/2019 4:28:15 PM jennife42469481 🤔

5/12/2019 4:36:29 PM kinderpsych 👍 pic.twitter.com/AhbAqorWfn

5/12/2019 4:36:54 PM kinderpsych Basel III

5/12/2019 4:54:29 PM hearts4america Are people awake to this 👇?  Just pulling up what newbies not yet be aware of 😁(this has not been a secret).  Regular people are going to be 

surprised when their own family lines/connections are revealed😉.@MBJ8388 @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.abroadintheyard.com/real-king-of-england-dies-in-australia-true-royal-lineage-which-would-have-changed-british-history/ … 

pic.twitter.com/IbjJwljn1U

5/12/2019 4:55:04 PM destinlola #UnsealEPSTEIN!

5/12/2019 4:59:10 PM destinlola Well, well, sorry I missed that!



5/12/2019 5:03:14 PM unidentifiedta1 Do humans dictate when the earths poles shift?

5/12/2019 5:03:42 PM wideawake181 We want the truth.... #UnsealEpstein #TheGreatAwakening

5/12/2019 5:03:43 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/12/2019 5:04:16 PM 369gwh Not possible that Assange didn’t think he was being watched/recorded by video 24/7 by Ecuador.

5/12/2019 5:17:39 PM jrocktigers It is only circumstancial, but there are few circumstances to be speaking with who he was while in a dark bar. This was awhile ago also.

5/12/2019 5:19:44 PM moonbaby04371 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/12/2019 5:23:38 PM destinlola I’ll bet, most of my wisdom was gained as owner of a drinking establishment...back in the day. 😊 No degree can compare.

5/12/2019 5:28:03 PM kathleen3693693 When will those "classified" Military programs be revealed to earthlings?

5/12/2019 5:28:13 PM kinderpsych If his formula E = m x c2 was right so the Energy value would never change. Complete nonsense.

5/12/2019 5:32:38 PM ultra_unlimited It's been suggested that the #Ukraine's shadow leaders and business elite are intimately involved with Child Sex Trafficking thanks to key players in the 

#DeepState and connected to the #DNC. Would not be surprised if #adrenochrome factored into Joe and Hunter #Biden's dealings

5/12/2019 5:38:52 PM jrocktigers The people who he was nervously chatting with were 2 satanic priestess.

5/12/2019 5:40:26 PM kathleen3693693 Let's really air their dirty laundry! Unsealing Epstein's court docs brings a lot of those dirtbags down. No more special deals for Elites. 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1125399813607051264 …

5/12/2019 5:43:24 PM djlok I really wish/hope it's just the #UnsealEpstein operation that is ending and not their Twitter account.  Either way: #ArchiveOffline.

5/12/2019 5:48:11 PM destinlola That does not surprise me! He has always made the hair on the back of my neck stand up. And that sign has ALWAYS been reliable.

5/12/2019 5:51:01 PM starehope Right. Second thoughts was thinking of unseal everything, or release anything that has been done, or final disclosure, includes everything. Anything is 

possible. Think timeline/time/space.

5/12/2019 5:56:21 PM starehope He has personal business he is waiting for. Just my opinion.

5/12/2019 6:25:59 PM djlok It's funny bc I feel actual love for MJ12 and the typists very deeply...like in my heart.  They have shared so much with us and given us SO MUCH!!!   I 

only say it's funny bc even I find it odd to feel an attachment to operators of a Twitter account, whom I don't even know.

5/12/2019 6:47:50 PM steveconreaux 🔮It's no longer MJ-12, but PJ-32 and their primary job is overseeing a very sensitive, top secret base called "Ice Dice."

5/12/2019 6:56:57 PM raisethevib369 If you're looking for more information on moloch, look at the anunnaki god marduk. War mongering ego maniac.

5/12/2019 7:04:16 PM raisethevib369 How could they not know?

5/12/2019 7:04:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 NO law ... NO reason tthisbman should be in ANY legal custody !!!

5/12/2019 7:07:25 PM mongrelglory The Ukraine is unfortunately one of the worst hubs for sex-trafficking over the years.

5/12/2019 7:10:46 PM mongrelglory The whole arrest seemed very staged.  I think these various players are acting out a script for a movie...

5/12/2019 7:25:25 PM quarkfear1 Raid the underground Getty.. bad as Epstein’s isle  ..big they poured more concrete building the underground Getty than they poured for HOOVER 

DAM.. time to expose it..

5/12/2019 7:32:04 PM charmanda9 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
5/12/2019 7:37:39 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/wb7EBqFoKd

5/12/2019 7:39:27 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein 

Hey that can only happen, “once in a Blue Moon”🖖🏻

5/12/2019 7:44:15 PM tyl3r59518097 If a child trespasses onto a neighbor’s property, and in doing so discovers evidence of a heinous crime, doesn’t the focus of the event immediately 

become the located evidence and the heinous crime, and not the act of trespassing, and the child’s legal culpability?!#FreeAssange

5/12/2019 7:45:56 PM martisw1971 How can I find and entrance into inner Earth besides going to the poles? I would really love to try to find an Agartha or whatever Admiral Richard Byrd 

found on his flights beyond the poles. My budget and life span are what limits me.

5/12/2019 7:58:36 PM phreatomagnetic  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.news.com.au/world/europe/julian-assanges-bizarre-behaviour-in-embassy-before-arrest/news-

story/794496678a02e27a21067a332e5c3e92 …

Was that the real Julian Assange they dragged out of the embassy?

5/12/2019 8:03:22 PM tyl3r59518097 Access to plumbing on weekends? 🤣

5/12/2019 8:04:24 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣🙏👍

5/12/2019 8:27:15 PM danaelizabeth69 Nope !!! Don't believe it pic.twitter.com/xGOYY1DCit

5/12/2019 9:32:20 PM starehope Same here. Have you caught yourself sitting and waiting for MJ 12 to come on twitter? Anyone else caught yourself waiting?

5/12/2019 9:39:03 PM neworleansstsfn  pic.twitter.com/uJfLJy0cPY

5/12/2019 9:57:28 PM aprilbrown99 I feel the same way David. I have come to deeply love with all my heart several accounts here on Twitter. I never imagined feeling that way on this 

platform when I reactivated my account last year. I feel so fortunate to have gotten to know you, MJ12, Christine, Keith, JRock...

5/12/2019 9:57:37 PM aprilbrown99 Lori, Laura, Michelle, Shane, Destiny Fiona, Sandris, Jim, Oby, DownRangeThinker, PJ, Happy/Lucky...gosh I know I am missing people. I love you guys. 

💗💝💗



5/12/2019 10:03:52 PM starehope I love you too MJ12, April, Laura, Gold, Zag, David, JRock, and so many others! You all feel like family! I love all the tweets, even the crazy math ones 

that I have no idea how to figure out! 💖💞💕❤️💕💖💕💞💖👊👊👊

5/12/2019 10:16:25 PM sunspot406 This is what we need !   Instead of a Rocket shape.

5/13/2019 12:20:42 AM mongrelglory This is an example of a Canadian neurologist Ph.D./M.D. who died "prematurely" at age 49. This is the first of a 3 part documentary he did about his 

findings regarding vaccination injuries: https://youtu.be/Re8UI8aCLpM 

5/13/2019 12:39:52 AM 27kovacs Veiled threat? 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/05/12/rand_paul_americans_will_be_shocked_to_learn_what_joe_bidens_son_was_up_to_in_ukraine

.html …

5/13/2019 2:14:46 AM qld_truthseeker Same 😂😂

5/13/2019 2:30:09 AM qld_truthseeker A few of my dreams of late have actually happened within 24hrs of the dream. Not always the same visual setting as the dream but conversations are 

exactly the same. Also, noticing more that I  think of someone & I’ll hear from them or see them within very short timeframe ☺️

5/13/2019 2:50:25 AM usss_211 Keep a pen and paper on the nightstand. As soon as you wake up, write what you remember down....

My Mother taught me this!!!💕💕💕💕

5/13/2019 3:39:22 AM covertress Followers of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12,  this is a MUST SEE documentary on the untold history of the Majestic12.

William Cooper: Secret Government MJ-12 (Full Length)

 https://youtu.be/D4TT543uO2M 

5/13/2019 4:25:40 AM djlok How'd you know?

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1127886307118678016?s=21 …

Wait, I think I know the answer: You are The Majestic 12!!! 👊👊👊

5/13/2019 4:29:49 AM ktgoff428 Says sight is not secure??

5/13/2019 7:04:27 AM poppyslovecapu #UnsealEpstein

5/13/2019 8:03:33 AM richardhiatt16 🤣 Popcorn anyone? 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

5/13/2019 8:56:51 AM knightofmaltaus Well he is now with MI5 in UK and will be released to the US by year end. They have all of his “possessions” and is being interviewed nicely...

5/13/2019 9:32:54 AM ivan2488083248 organ trafficking during active war on Donbass

5/13/2019 9:35:35 AM realityloominng In civilian programS* ASAP

5/13/2019 9:37:19 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/3XH3gIItDF

5/13/2019 9:42:10 AM americanpetal Thank you for recommending! 🛸🛸🛸

5/13/2019 9:50:16 AM ivan2488083248 try Marianne cavity

5/13/2019 9:57:47 AM esrevorter Quod erat ...

#Brawndo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFD2ggNxR1g …

5/13/2019 10:16:04 AM alexandercody7 #UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA

5/13/2019 10:54:42 AM cocopuffster12 Waiting....and looking, and searching

5/13/2019 11:06:04 AM starehope Great! I'm not alone!👊❤️

5/13/2019 1:16:50 PM sparkleloung SG1 S03E06 21:50 disclosure of GREYs (Asgard) associated with Roswell... MISinformation? I thought they were androids 🤷♂️😊

5/13/2019 1:31:25 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1128033264222916608?s=20 …

5/13/2019 1:50:15 PM djlok I have an alert set up for when they post. I usually check at least once a day to see if I missed any alerts.

5/13/2019 1:54:05 PM starehope Same here.

5/13/2019 2:04:09 PM starehope The more I read the report(?), the more I question everything about it. USA is working w/ Equador, why? What is Equador's payback? Who will get hold 

of Assange once in US custody? Will he be safe or put on trial? Too many variables here. Doubt his safety. Any ideas?

5/13/2019 2:13:46 PM kachinagtto As far as I could see in the research - the gene is tied to pain tolerance. If it was a pain medication in question - it’s possible.

5/13/2019 3:11:48 PM dalediswaneck Can't wait till they are all in Gitmo

5/13/2019 3:48:00 PM steveconreaux That is the current level for the old MJ-12, or Majestic 12, from back in the 50's.

5/13/2019 3:51:19 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ANb1AA35o9I 

5/13/2019 4:02:47 PM cocopuffster12 Me three!

5/13/2019 5:35:49 PM dominic_apold #UnsealEpstein

5/13/2019 5:39:13 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/zCREXBi73K

5/13/2019 5:39:39 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/WfsYZfGy2I

5/13/2019 5:41:19 PM sano_faith CIA. pic.twitter.com/hDOgjiAQEm

5/13/2019 5:43:46 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/13/health/monsanto-roundup-cancer-verdict-bn/index.html …

5/13/2019 5:58:26 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 William Cooper: Secret Government MJ-12 (Full Length) -  https://youtu.be/D4TT543uO2M 

5/13/2019 6:12:50 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Rod Rosenstein, Comey now speaking of Rosenstein’s Immortal Soul...”Comey is now "a partisan pundit, selling books and earning 

speaking fees while speculating about the strength of my character and the fate of my immortal soul.”   

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nbcnews.com/news/amp/ncna1005241 …

5/13/2019 6:13:39 PM blsdbe 🤡🤡🤡

5/13/2019 6:28:33 PM dynamicres Im seeing in Gematria calcs:

Q = 9

for: Anything hebrew based being = 0 (didnt exist im guessing) but MJ often states

9 = 0 = 9?

5/13/2019 6:31:00 PM antarantanka From Commander Thorac aka “Thor”. 🔨

5/13/2019 6:32:37 PM antarantanka There was once a Venus colony I’m not sure of its current status or what density it is/was.  There’s beings on Jupiter too but not on the surface.

5/13/2019 6:44:55 PM allahuniversal How'd you get 9 using gematria? pic.twitter.com/qfueu4Fg7a

5/13/2019 6:47:45 PM allahuniversal Didn't get the same from

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Q 

or  http://www.gematrinator.com/calculator/index.php … pic.twitter.com/IDFhb3vFDs

5/13/2019 6:56:27 PM allahuniversal 1 more thought: Fonts. pic.twitter.com/mXdHMfvNQg

5/13/2019 7:00:55 PM dynamicres  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077413215741640704 … pic.twitter.com/vHNmbMiMCk

5/13/2019 7:16:52 PM jamesboyett Bill Cooper Interview CNN Uncut 1992 original FULL - https://youtu.be/QAv5eLfEdQ4 

5/13/2019 7:21:44 PM allahuniversal Agreed. The question that for my attention was

"8 is not of 3, 6, 9?"

I say it is.

If: 9 = IS-BE = Source = "God" = 0 = All

And "All" assuming Infinity is (8  at +/- 90° (9 = IS-BE))

Then 8 = All = 9 = 0

Also, numeral 8 is the numeral 3 mirrored 

👇🏽May not br far from the truth. pic.twitter.com/MdNBVCEo5S
5/13/2019 7:24:09 PM allahuniversal Context pic.twitter.com/FCcPf0REIe



5/13/2019 7:49:12 PM dynamicres Nice notes! yes i see that now! good dig.

5/13/2019 8:31:27 PM allahuniversal Notes available @ https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

5/13/2019 8:43:23 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Soren, how are you doing?  🤗

5/13/2019 9:00:12 PM aprilbrown99 Peek a boo!  😉

5/13/2019 9:04:25 PM 313looper I see you...! 👀

5/13/2019 9:05:54 PM aprilbrown99 What is this a photo of?

5/13/2019 9:10:18 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for sharing. I love you Soren. ❤️❤️❤️

5/13/2019 9:14:02 PM aprilbrown99 Not good.

5/13/2019 9:14:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes you do. Thank you.

5/13/2019 9:16:13 PM aprilbrown99 That is disappointing to see from him.  Makes me sad.

5/13/2019 9:16:56 PM aprilbrown99 Yes please.

5/13/2019 9:17:58 PM aprilbrown99 He is a hero to many. If he participated in nepharious activities that would be heartbreaking.

5/13/2019 9:19:07 PM aprilbrown99 Our lovely First Lady. She is very beautiful, kind and gracious.

5/13/2019 9:19:56 PM aprilbrown99 Evil Pope!

5/13/2019 9:21:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, you do. He is evil!

5/13/2019 9:24:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes please.

5/13/2019 9:25:04 PM karma4event201 No lab is safe. I don't think CIA can hire any workers to work there. Generals told CIA to stop making drugs; buzzed Langley & bombed some CIA labs 

(not Taliban!) After this Bombing; Trump authorized  more Warthogs finishing in Syria to go to Afghanistan. No CIA lab is safe

5/13/2019 9:36:46 PM aprilbrown99 Mercury, Saturn and Jupiter?

5/13/2019 9:38:29 PM aprilbrown99 Correction:  Mars, Saturn, Jupiter. 😀

5/13/2019 9:39:57 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sex Cult of Frank, Weishaupt, and Rothschild -  https://youtu.be/MPVbBPasjoU 

5/13/2019 9:44:41 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed.

5/13/2019 9:49:36 PM aprilbrown99 Adrenochrome perhaps?

5/13/2019 9:51:54 PM kathlee94595215 😢

5/13/2019 9:53:55 PM aprilbrown99 That you can see everyone...everywhere.

5/13/2019 9:54:28 PM aprilbrown99 These people are sick.

5/13/2019 9:58:11 PM aprilbrown99 Changes to our DNA.

5/13/2019 9:59:57 PM aprilbrown99 Classified.

5/13/2019 10:01:23 PM aprilbrown99 Changes to our coding.

5/13/2019 10:02:53 PM aprilbrown99 Control of the WWW?

5/13/2019 10:07:09 PM kalamojakka Stable genius.

5/13/2019 10:12:56 PM aprilbrown99 Good night Soren.  Thank you for teaching me something new tonight. 🥰

5/13/2019 10:13:43 PM aprilbrown99 Ok.

5/13/2019 10:14:46 PM aprilbrown99 Baphomet worship.

5/13/2019 10:18:22 PM aprilbrown99 Education programming. Partnering with a medical facility for mind control, human testing, etc.

5/13/2019 10:20:48 PM aprilbrown99 NASA cabal

5/14/2019 4:27:27 AM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3x20 a good place to start?

5/14/2019 4:47:03 AM barb4trump Jeffrey Epstein

5/14/2019 4:58:19 AM misstea144 Admiral Stone of course!!! ❤️❤️❤️

5/14/2019 5:18:26 AM kickthefed Well keep being decieved that your living on ball spinning 65k mph and hurling through fake space at 500k mph more ppl are waking up to the truth.

5/14/2019 5:21:39 AM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 RH factor on just X or on the Y too? Popular videos imply just on X, but established medical shows two alleles with dominant and 

recessive.

5/14/2019 7:23:51 AM mwbucher Profound comment here —->  “______”

5/14/2019 7:28:10 AM winki00000001 You have a VERY LARGE library of useful ressources to help you (all the group) to gather your "intel". 8 gigabits of useful ressource ! 

Very handy when you have to convince people that you are a official Majestic12/NSA/Q/Bullshit account.

5/14/2019 7:29:54 AM winki00000001 I think that the book BASIC AROUSAL is very practical when you want to manipulate a lot of people with covert hypnosis. 

BUSTED. All your "friends" : NSA_QIL, SRA, AllahUniversal, etc are in this gigantic scam. 

What a shame to lie for a little bit of Twitter fame.

5/14/2019 8:53:35 AM freestateojones Interesting World. pic.twitter.com/avvWOIqn8u

5/14/2019 9:00:21 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am curious to know if you think the dot in the "i" looks awfully similar to the "boy lover" symbol? I find it very strange to see this 

placed here, in this way.

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/pfKcxDCg2e

5/14/2019 9:00:54 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bezos?...what the hell?   https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7024897/Jeff-Bezos-futuristic-vision-self-sustaining-

habitat-house-TRILLION-people-space.html …

5/14/2019 10:35:13 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lost 300 ish recently.

Maybe its a shill purge

5/14/2019 10:48:22 AM n7guardiananon I imagine this gets lots of play there

 https://youtu.be/e5tEoIrXK6o 

5/14/2019 11:28:22 AM toffer_anon_369 Notable? https://www.axios.com/labor-secretary-alex-acosta-top-aide-clash-6f17fe53-a68c-4ba7-91f0-

79b22c32c6ff.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic&utm_content=1100 …

5/14/2019 11:31:46 AM winki00000001 Hi MJ12 ! 

I found your inspiration library ! :) 

Almost 9 gigabits of "interesting" read.

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

THIS IS A GIGANTIC SCAM !

5/14/2019 11:43:36 AM jayrambin Probably in the water and air then.  How else do you reach nearly 100%?

5/14/2019 12:06:36 PM jayrambin Psalms like what?  Mahamrityunjaya Mantra 'triambakum mantra'? Dyhana Slokas?  Im concerned that these mantras may have been 'edited' by the 

bad guys.  Word is they have poisoned much of the spiritual info and guidance that is available to us.  All i trust now is 'Om'.

5/14/2019 12:18:46 PM _greenlion_ dumb people taking the symbology of profane baphomet imagery literally...

5/14/2019 12:38:20 PM jayrambin Is CBD/THC toxicity a valid concern?

5/14/2019 12:46:26 PM roublisa ✨Good stuff😉✨@zagnett @malley_pj @covertress @aprilbrown99 @MongrelGlory @MongrelGlory @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @hawkgirlinmn

 @blsdbe @Keith72256137 @RageVirusQQ @AllahUniversal @laurabusse @GiediKnight @charmanda9 @JRockTigers https://youtu.be/MZVfPdwgz4w 

5/14/2019 12:48:56 PM hawkgirlinmn I JUST started this book this weekend! We are in synch. pic.twitter.com/MHaeiBWUxX

5/14/2019 12:49:54 PM roublisa Very cool....miss ya.....how are the energies treating you?😘

5/14/2019 12:51:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Great.!Took a much needed vacation this last week. Feel very balanced. 🙏🏼



5/14/2019 12:53:23 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/mDIIvJWFuz

5/14/2019 12:55:00 PM asdlfjaedfh Anyone attending court tomorrow?

5/14/2019 1:01:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 -300+ "followers"?

Account purges have begun.

Let them dig their grave.

Rejoice with your loved ones offline.

TRUST THE PLAN.

5/14/2019 1:03:37 PM the_fjalar #enjoyingtheshow pic.twitter.com/eCaHEzyURI

5/14/2019 1:04:22 PM _the_psychonaut A lot of people are noticing it. To me, it’s proof we are getting closer to this. pic.twitter.com/B1aMNKfudH

5/14/2019 1:05:55 PM 313looper I TRUST THE PLAN with every single atoms ⚛️ in my body...

Love You God...💗✨

5/14/2019 1:08:36 PM sumafipox Deep state getting very nervous. Comey indictment very imminent is my guess. They want our networks hampered as much as possible pre hammer 

drop

5/14/2019 1:09:09 PM anneolsen43 Lost many these past few days. 

Can’t gain either

5/14/2019 1:12:11 PM starehope Ok, our accounts. We need an account outside of this platform.

5/14/2019 1:12:58 PM stanfireman1 Trusting.

5/14/2019 1:13:21 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/MOZpZ2sZwj

5/14/2019 1:15:44 PM covertress vaccines

5/14/2019 1:16:39 PM winki00000001 You want us to trust a anonymous group named Q? Do we know their real identity? You want us to trust BLINDLY a bunch of strangers ? 

Just no.

5/14/2019 1:17:01 PM covertress good call https://youtu.be/WhN3Y8aSJyI 

5/14/2019 1:20:37 PM jayrambin Sure. That’s a great way to dispense to many. But, not 100%.  I wonder how long the nanite chips last. Does the target need a ‘booster’ now and then?  

The frantic attempts to get people vaxt is pretty telling to me. GMOs are likely, soda, things that MJ12 has advised us to avoid.

5/14/2019 1:25:20 PM richardhiatt16 👍. ❤️🇺🇸

5/14/2019 1:29:14 PM aprilbrown99 So pretty!  💗

5/14/2019 1:30:28 PM jayrambin Yes, I know this one also. good one. But it’s accepted, popular doctrine also.  No attempts to discredit or cover it up.  Makes me suspicious.  I’m close to 

a 40 yr practicing Buddhist. Knows Buddhism. But stays with the herd. Happy.  But, NYHRGKyo hasn’t awakened them. In 40 yrs

5/14/2019 1:33:58 PM zagnett MJ, @NSA_QIL account was just suspended. Any comments? 🤔

5/14/2019 1:34:12 PM djlok Not cool. #Qanon pic.twitter.com/gWCDLyrRCF

5/14/2019 1:37:15 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/kXufAH9akq

5/14/2019 1:40:17 PM bommaritoindy Your loss! Lots of proof provided, but you have to do the work. It's how Q works , you make up your own mind.

5/14/2019 1:40:32 PM pgosys2018 tweeted abt p-gate&Kappy lately, called Rth a shill... 🤔🤔🤔

5/14/2019 1:40:45 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/YtY2TMvB61

5/14/2019 1:41:08 PM love4thegameak Wow.. Interesting Development!!

5/14/2019 1:42:20 PM zagnett Yeah i saw all that. Thought it was Great! Was just getting more 🍿for the show.

5/14/2019 1:43:16 PM zagnett i asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 about it in case they know what's going on.

5/14/2019 1:45:15 PM pgosys2018  pic.twitter.com/BqIhhGJNrS

5/14/2019 1:45:53 PM zagnett Good capture. You are quick!

5/14/2019 1:46:23 PM pgosys2018 LOL have some cached in the app still

5/14/2019 1:48:51 PM wearediamonds2 😢

5/14/2019 1:51:01 PM wearediamonds2 😢😠

5/14/2019 1:53:17 PM djlok The "enjoy the time with your families" message sort of indicated to me they know what's going on.  I think maybe we are all about to get the boot!  

And that's really gonna p!ss me off bc we are supposed to be a Nation with Free Speech.

5/14/2019 1:56:36 PM covertress nanites repair and reproduce via metal particles... get this... in chemtrails

5/14/2019 1:56:50 PM zagnett Hey NCC, you sure can create another Twitter account fast!

5:5, ty

5/14/2019 1:57:33 PM pgosys2018 this is one I suspect as h@te speech pic.twitter.com/BoAud67VQS

5/14/2019 1:58:39 PM zagnett Hey, @NSA_QIL2 is up now (their new account).

5/14/2019 1:58:40 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/iRSn5hPQxW

5/14/2019 1:59:19 PM zagnett Hey all, @NSA_QIL2 (their new account!)

5/14/2019 2:00:16 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUwhY8a1PaY …

5/14/2019 2:05:10 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/uj1FwJ60Lg

5/14/2019 2:05:23 PM mariepe23605473 Enjoy the time off if you can remain offline it is wonderful for the soul. Please do not stay away too long..we can be a needy group at times :)

5/14/2019 2:09:25 PM zagnett Hi @POTUS! Interesting plot twist! ☺️

Got my 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

5/14/2019 2:10:02 PM ethereal_shaman Blindly? No, it's called doing your own research. Believe what you want. Free will choice.

5/14/2019 2:11:23 PM keith369me Kappy related?

5/14/2019 2:11:23 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjeORm4LMDk …

Oh here's the full dance vid.

5/14/2019 2:11:53 PM roublisa Thanks 🤣😂🤣😂😆

5/14/2019 2:13:47 PM aprilbrown99 Lisa, this was a great video, thanks for sharing! It filled in some missing puzzle 🧩 pieces for me that I hadn’t thought of before. It also coincides with a 

book that has become one of my “go to” books. 👇 It breaks down ailments and how the emotional body manifest our thoughts. 

pic.twitter.com/STINzJCegW

5/14/2019 2:13:58 PM mongrelglory I always wondered why they didn't have seatbelts on their chairs!

5/14/2019 2:14:40 PM aprilbrown99 Looks like a very interesting read. 👍

5/14/2019 2:15:09 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkLzSLkYnGc …

Oh here's another lil' sumptin' Trump worked on 👇

5/14/2019 2:19:08 PM roublisa You bet April.....I just love Laura Eisenhower....if I could just sit and discuss with her it would be like ..... pic.twitter.com/lCe0YB8ky7

5/14/2019 2:19:28 PM roublisa Thanks for sharing your wisdom April😘

5/14/2019 2:19:57 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🤗💝

5/14/2019 2:20:31 PM aprilbrown99 How did your daughter like the books?

5/14/2019 2:21:34 PM phreatomagnetic Front row seats to history!

5/14/2019 2:22:02 PM roublisa She is intrigued and I think when summer comes round we will do some light work together.  Bless her heart.



5/14/2019 2:22:12 PM laurabusse Been following from the beginning. Doubted for awhile. But if you've read every Q post from the beginning...and followed Trump's tweets and the 

news, it's actually kinda hard to argue with...just me but i feel like i have this inner knowing, certainty based on several factors...

5/14/2019 2:22:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes no doubt. I was disappointed when she said she doesn’t do readings anymore. I was going to scramble for a pen. 😁🤩

5/14/2019 2:23:53 PM aprilbrown99 Wow. I didn’t see that coming but not surprised.

5/14/2019 2:24:06 PM asdlfjaedfh  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjbujO4JrlI …

5/14/2019 2:24:09 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you

5/14/2019 2:25:12 PM aprilbrown99 Oh that is fantastic!  YES!

5/14/2019 2:26:42 PM roublisa Yo! Anyone want to add a key or two lol! pic.twitter.com/44fsnGNpoY

5/14/2019 2:27:09 PM roublisa KEK!

5/14/2019 2:28:44 PM aprilbrown99 💚🐸💚 I love the green ones!

5/14/2019 2:30:10 PM aprilbrown99 “...marginal conspiracy theorist.”  Okay whatever dude. 🤪

5/14/2019 2:30:21 PM missy968 Nooooooo

5/14/2019 2:31:06 PM djlok @NSA_QIL2

5/14/2019 2:32:08 PM rawphonegirl That's not a good sign!! 🤔

5/14/2019 2:33:10 PM missy968 Thanks friend

5/14/2019 2:34:54 PM djlok You bet!

5/14/2019 2:35:18 PM pillhard What happened to Isaac Kappy?

5/14/2019 2:58:56 PM zagnett Actually my followers took a small dip earlier today, and are now up like 10 for the day. Just not tired of Winning! 🤣

5/14/2019 3:06:04 PM realityloominng Their Star Commander is beyond seatbelts it seems

5/14/2019 3:07:29 PM girlawakeinca My friends was not

5/14/2019 3:11:32 PM girlawakeinca Valid point

5/14/2019 3:11:43 PM ultra_unlimited Apparently, dead according to what NSA Child Crimes posted. Supposedly it was suicide by jumping off a bridge in Arizona. Could certainly have been a 

187 instead. There was an additional link to an Instagram account which read a lot like a suicide letter. Developing story...

5/14/2019 3:12:10 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you MJ12!  I love you and have missed you. 

I appreciate all that you have done and are doing.  My whole heart thanks you and is filled with such gratitude. 🙏🙏🙏

5/14/2019 3:14:15 PM aprilbrown99 I lost 19 from last night to today. It is ok. I am here for POTUS and this great group of people I now call family!

5/14/2019 3:14:42 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed.  So amazing.

5/14/2019 3:16:07 PM libertyspring99 This tweet just disappeared from my main feed when I was reading it. Wth?! Strange things are afoot on twitter today! 🤔

5/14/2019 3:16:17 PM aprilbrown99 I love my frogs. 💚🐸💚

5/14/2019 3:20:54 PM melbourne_3000 Bye bye birdie... goodbye! pic.twitter.com/DhnouO7Xds

5/14/2019 3:22:38 PM slipperyslope18 I retweeted this, and then it was retweeted, showed up on my "notifications" then it vanished & came back three times, I am commenting on the 4th 

time it appeared. All from same retweet. Very odd stuff going on.

5/14/2019 3:23:49 PM ladyhawk0568 Many are starting to report the same -

5/14/2019 3:24:27 PM covertress If Geomagnetic Storm conditions worsen, should we expect interruptions in services like the internet, satellites and cellular communications? 

pic.twitter.com/269yKa2bbP

5/14/2019 3:31:28 PM starehope How can we stay together on here?

5/14/2019 3:32:22 PM ethereal_shaman I have so few, I haven't noticed, lol.

5/14/2019 3:35:56 PM starehope My rt's and my likes are vanishing. 😭😭😭

5/14/2019 3:36:52 PM aprilbrown99 Same here. I only noticed bcuz I saw I had 989 and was looking forward to turning 990 for 369 sake. Lol

5/14/2019 3:36:56 PM starehope Yes, I miss them too! I think they are very busy.

5/14/2019 3:40:24 PM ultra_unlimited  https://heavy.com/entertainment/2019/05/isaac-kappy-dead/ …

5/14/2019 3:46:32 PM ntwheel55 My acct was locked this morning.  Just got it back and poof ! Followers gone !  

Nothing can stop what's coming. pic.twitter.com/nwl7aFEjXI

5/14/2019 3:49:19 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe a 187 and blaming it on Q?

5/14/2019 3:54:42 PM ultra_unlimited Certainly seems possible.. even if it was an actual suicide, I can imagine this being played out in the mainstream media to emphasize the negative side 

of truth seeking around #pizzagate or #QAnon. For such a lesser known player, I am surprised so many media outlets are on this..

5/14/2019 3:57:34 PM turboxyde I had two replace a few light bulbs at home and my truck blew a couple of bulbs and needed a new battery this morning. The lady that picks up my 

recycling is also energy sensitive and I ran into her replacing bulbs at the auto parts store today.

5/14/2019 3:57:43 PM enomai_ Plan is trusted pic.twitter.com/IvppmdA0ee

5/14/2019 4:01:36 PM melanieanders7 ?? I’m lost: I have no idea what you’re trying to say that includes me naaaame.

5/14/2019 4:03:02 PM melanieanders7 For some reason twitter locked me out today. ?? Rather confused as to why?

5/14/2019 4:04:43 PM tyl3r59518097 He’s saying you’re winning the popularity contest in which you’re trying to not participate.

5/14/2019 4:05:15 PM daveo6145 That acct tipped its hand multiple times. Tread lightly

5/14/2019 4:06:02 PM covertress Those outages seem mild compared to what happened in 1859. Imagine the damage a Carrington-type Event could do to today's technologies. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_storm_of_1859 …

5/14/2019 4:06:09 PM melanieanders7 Aw! And yeah, I don’t do popularity contests. I just hope I’m passing along good information to help red pill people who are ready ;)

5/14/2019 4:06:43 PM melanieanders7 Yes! I’m Happy AND Lucky in life. I hope you are too?

5/14/2019 4:07:00 PM aprilbrown99 Another...look here...don’t look over there scenario.

5/14/2019 4:07:38 PM tyl3r59518097 🙏👍

5/14/2019 4:07:55 PM melanieanders7 :( hmmm maybe o should wave my lucky stick in your direction ;)

5/14/2019 4:10:05 PM tyl3r59518097 🤣

5/14/2019 4:10:31 PM melanieanders7 It’s a tough world we live in. I’ll attest to that: and some have it harder than others. If I could I’d hug ya tight and send ya home with a warm meal. 💙

5/14/2019 4:12:17 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/FbY7jPYsSV

5/14/2019 4:12:40 PM melanieanders7 Done and done! ;) I make great cookies!!

5/14/2019 4:23:32 PM kathleen3693693 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Isaac Kappy [187'd]?

5/14/2019 4:27:59 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/xkVCtmChL9

5/14/2019 4:29:14 PM essene_merkabah  http://extraterrestrialcontact.com/2013/05/26/1947-battle-at-dolce-nm-to-free-et-sex-slaves/ …

5/14/2019 4:29:38 PM essene_merkabah  http://enkispeaks.com/sex-slaves-freed-from-et-dulce-nm-base-article-by-jailed-rescue-team-capt-mark-richards-radio-interview-of-wife-joanne-

richards/ …

5/14/2019 4:38:57 PM essene_merkabah  https://youtu.be/zh2u9x1E_To 

5/14/2019 4:41:11 PM essene_merkabah  https://youtu.be/iiCBgTZm9L4 

5/14/2019 4:44:35 PM ethereal_shaman I'm surprised I have as many as I do, lol.

5/14/2019 4:56:14 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What happened with Kappy? Thought he was part of THE PLAN? Deception?

 https://azdailysun.com/news/dps-releases-name-of-man-who-died-after-jumping-from/article_90566c46-f81f-524e-8602-2daf555f719d.html …

5/14/2019 5:12:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 what part of the country, northern?

5/14/2019 5:17:35 PM moemc8 They don't force themselves on anyone.  Discern for yourself.  I choose to be on the RIGHT and LIGHT side of history.



5/14/2019 5:19:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd If they don't he needs to have it said to him in public in front of cameras. He needs to be humiliated. There IS NO CURE...it stops when the individual 

stops breathing for good.

5/14/2019 5:22:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://heavy.com/entertainment/2019/05/isaac-kappy-dead/ …

5/14/2019 5:30:33 PM nullanon12 how?

5/14/2019 5:37:30 PM jm4n Because you are trying to pull the wool over peoples eyes at the time of the event. Not over a decade later. 9/11 started wars immediately not 10+ 

years later.

5/14/2019 6:14:49 PM suziemccloud ...& exactly WHY was Billie Boy Clinton in Epstein's jet The Lolita, 5 separate times after illegally ditching his secret service body guards? 

There were many famous ppl who went 2that island & "amused"themselves raping children sex slaves.I want NAMES of every one of them!🤔🙏

5/14/2019 6:24:18 PM lizzah_83 F*K YES! Everything you said 💯‼️

5/14/2019 6:33:44 PM decodematrix This is something big I overlooked. The reptilians take a human host in order to cheat death?

5/14/2019 6:34:55 PM americanpetal Yes

5/14/2019 6:41:36 PM winki00000001 How practical ! 

I found your inspiration library ! :) 

Almost 9 gigabits of "interesting" read.

ONE BOOK FOR EVERY SUBJECT THAT HE TALKED !!!

OPEN YOUR EYES !!! https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

5/14/2019 6:45:26 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/0QKRQHy514

5/14/2019 6:57:53 PM winki00000001 What is the reason of the "purge" ??? hahahaha

5/14/2019 6:58:08 PM winki00000001 What is the reason of the "purge" ??? hahahaha

5/14/2019 7:06:32 PM winki00000001 And MJ12, I made copies ;)

5/14/2019 7:13:06 PM carolin15161363 Good evening Majestic.

What happened with IK?

Was he pushed?

What did he do?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/14/2019 8:09:04 PM charmanda9 Mine keep going out (frequently...oh, haha FREQUENtly 🤓) and when go to replace them, my touch brings them back from the dead.

5/14/2019 8:12:29 PM charmanda9 He plainly states in his periscope broadcast that Q is good. His periscope broadcast is very enlightening.

5/14/2019 8:12:55 PM charmanda9 Thank you

5/14/2019 8:14:41 PM charmanda9 Like. Seriously? We are still having this conversation???

5/14/2019 8:15:56 PM robertscharnbe4 Lol... and it's not even fryday!

5/14/2019 8:17:15 PM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/PBSosTI9rD

5/14/2019 8:18:42 PM laurabusse LOL. Maybe in 50 yrs there will still be ppl saying Q was b.s.

5/14/2019 8:23:08 PM jayrambin Mueller 

Brennan

Hussein

5/14/2019 8:29:52 PM giediknight Thank you, I synchronistically am connecting with other activities.

5/14/2019 9:32:11 PM khirinknight I must admit all this I say is my simple mind connecting the knowledge given on the most unreliable source on earth , the Wikipedia but it all fits the 

phenomena that I observe , therefore I say them waiting to be corrected about any and every part

5/14/2019 9:44:17 PM rebornkingent Something something fascism

5/14/2019 9:52:50 PM sigmaaquila When do leftist pay attention? They always have their head stuck in sand or their behind

5/14/2019 11:18:26 PM olimyracle Account suspended... pic.twitter.com/WGX9gPoXmE

5/14/2019 11:53:54 PM noriornice RT!!!  #UnsealEpstein

"Nothing can stop what is coming."

#WWG1WGA

5/14/2019 11:54:08 PM alexandercody7 Do you happen to have any other channel of communication or information? Unfortunately I don't have much time for research and I would love to 

stay in contact with you in case anything happens with Twitter. Can't physically connect since I live on an island in Greece though lol

5/15/2019 4:07:44 AM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/EsPBcExLQe

5/15/2019 5:13:05 AM _chelseaproject Isaac Kappy: Suicide or "suicided?" Voice of god tech?

5/15/2019 5:31:06 AM covertress Antartica is on The Moon.

5/15/2019 5:35:26 AM winki00000001 Check this account  : @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

They claim to be the REAL Majestic 12. 

AND connected to Qanon. They claimed to be the "next" movement after Qanon. They want a exit door.

5/15/2019 5:38:40 AM winki00000001 BUT I found their treasure chest of inspiration LOL 

8 gigabits of very USEFUL books to convince people that you are what you are not. https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

5/15/2019 6:11:19 AM winki00000001 A treasure chest of inspiration.

8 gigabits of very USEFUL books to convince people that they are what they are not. He fooled you since the beginning INCLUDING me. I feel so stupid.

5/15/2019 6:35:53 AM winki00000001 TRUST THE PLAN ? LOLLL 

I thought that you said : "Truth resonates from within. Trust yourself."

5/15/2019 6:36:15 AM moonbaby04371 Man....they r spraying the shit out of us 2day! When is it gonna stop??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @NSA_QIL2 

pic.twitter.com/XhxnD97pJs

5/15/2019 7:25:12 AM sharidean996 My hope is that people with large followings, exposing the truth will stay in the Light and stay OFF the Internet!! For their own safety. 💜

Do IT! pic.twitter.com/nCn14BDRCl

5/15/2019 7:27:26 AM humanprimer I am getting none of your tweets

5/15/2019 8:57:19 AM coralseason8 Cool tweet, baby raper.

5/15/2019 9:51:16 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/6Ly3YxqK0h

5/15/2019 9:52:09 AM moonbaby04371 I've had 2 replace a few light bulbs myself.😒

5/15/2019 10:05:45 AM roublisa Who here listens to Abel danger?

5/15/2019 10:06:02 AM aprilbrown99 I do

5/15/2019 10:07:13 AM roublisa Omg maybe I slow but do you recognize the vices of the callers? Not the jfk the other?

5/15/2019 10:08:49 AM aprilbrown99 The guy who was talking last night?  I feel asleep listening to him. Lol

5/15/2019 10:09:23 AM roublisa I’ve been listening for quite some time but today it finally came to me....



5/15/2019 10:10:03 AM laurabusse I've listened once or twice...not sure if I've ever finished one...they tend to be long and kinda rambly LOL

5/15/2019 10:10:11 AM aprilbrown99 I have only watch about 5 or 6 videos. Who do you think it is?  His voice seems familiar.

5/15/2019 10:10:14 AM roublisa The sometime salty fella🤗....him? The latest one yes1

5/15/2019 10:11:44 AM roublisa Ok I will give you a couple chances to guess before I say who I think it is....clue ....his first name is mike......

5/15/2019 10:11:50 AM laurabusse Lisa you mean the british guy? I'm talking a while back not recently...

5/15/2019 10:12:19 AM roublisa No ❤️ him though

5/15/2019 10:12:24 AM laurabusse Not british?

5/15/2019 10:12:29 AM aprilbrown99 I think Abel is quite interesting, knowledgeable and knows his shit. So to speak. He is definitely connected to the military and POTUS. In my opinion.

5/15/2019 10:13:23 AM aprilbrown99 Pompeo?

5/15/2019 10:14:14 AM roublisa Yes!!!!!!

5/15/2019 10:14:38 AM aprilbrown99 Wow, his name just popped into my head.

5/15/2019 10:14:47 AM roublisa Did you know that already😏 April?

5/15/2019 10:15:15 AM aprilbrown99 Had no idea.  But it makes sense.

5/15/2019 10:15:23 AM roublisa Omg that’s what happened to me....I have goose bumps pic.twitter.com/fSokXRYdtU

5/15/2019 10:15:46 AM aprilbrown99 Me too.

5/15/2019 10:15:58 AM roublisa I didn’t think that tippy top but not surprised.

5/15/2019 10:16:33 AM roublisa Field is salt of the earth❤️

5/15/2019 10:17:27 AM aprilbrown99 Yes. He is the kind of guy I would love to have a beer with and pick his 🧠.  🤩

5/15/2019 10:17:44 AM azuremagus Already done, thank you

5/15/2019 10:17:55 AM laurabusse Agree :-) then there's his sister...yikes. She and hrc...yikes shudder now i feel ill pic.twitter.com/RM2HgTdwUW

5/15/2019 10:18:19 AM roublisa I just love when he calls in the one episode over a week ago where Field said he was going to publish the transcripts of that show.  Oh my....epic truths!

5/15/2019 10:18:21 AM aprilbrown99 Do you think the other guy that was on the phone on Monday night was JFK?  Sure sounded like him.

5/15/2019 10:19:08 AM aprilbrown99 I think I missed that one. I will have to check it out.

5/15/2019 10:19:10 AM roublisa He lives a few miles from me here in Wisconsin

5/15/2019 10:19:54 AM aprilbrown99 I am new to him and haven’t heard about his wife’s history. So she is connected to HRC?  🤯

5/15/2019 10:20:24 AM aprilbrown99 Very cool.

5/15/2019 10:20:39 AM laurabusse Honestly...i don't see how that's possible...

Isn't he the active sec of state now? I would think that would be a yuge no no...i suppose anything's possible but...that just doesn't sit right with me...

5/15/2019 10:21:22 AM roublisa I’ve been listening for a while and yes I do ....they flipped jars call handle to maddog- Micheal and the Juan o7 is now pompaos.....I am so beside my 

self....the love is so unbelievable!

5/15/2019 10:21:41 AM aprilbrown99 He doesn’t give away who is actually calling so it could be possible.

5/15/2019 10:22:24 AM hawkgirlinmn Can one of you send me the link for this? I’ll try to listen

5/15/2019 10:22:28 AM roublisa Not his wife his sister.....involved with the SES and complete sick sh t🤮

5/15/2019 10:22:46 AM roublisa Yes hang tight

5/15/2019 10:22:51 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, Juan is who was on the phone last night. It was such a random show and was late at night, his time.

5/15/2019 10:23:20 AM aprilbrown99 Oh wow

5/15/2019 10:23:30 AM laurabusse His sister. Funny, only heard him a few times but he seemed to talk about her almost non stop. Said she sold out to pure evil...v high in gov't...bff w 

hrc...he knows her horrific activities and it grieves him understandably...

5/15/2019 10:23:57 AM roublisa There is a lot of coded talk and it seems like nonsense but it is just throwing sh t in the face of the cabal....he is so awesome!

5/15/2019 10:25:12 AM laurabusse Yes complete sick

5/15/2019 10:25:41 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/MLzMqBjBfNY 

5/15/2019 10:25:44 AM aprilbrown99 Here is last nights link.  https://youtu.be/pn3C3ziK-zk 

5/15/2019 10:26:52 AM roublisa This is the one that is being published💥

5/15/2019 10:27:32 AM aprilbrown99 Cool.  I will watch this later today.

5/15/2019 10:28:54 AM roublisa I just loved hearing what doc feel good is doing for the ranch....the spooky 2 tech is available to cure as well....not well known...suppressed of course.

5/15/2019 10:30:02 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, I can’t wait for all that tech to come out. So many people need to be healed.

5/15/2019 10:31:32 AM roublisa Jury still out for me if this is one of jfk jr  accounts but this message is legit. pic.twitter.com/e11rxu9pUO

5/15/2019 10:32:21 AM aprilbrown99 Like Q has said, we will be surprised who some of these accounts belong to once this is all said and done. I have no doubt that we have been talking to 

Generals on the MJ account.

5/15/2019 10:35:09 AM aprilbrown99 Oh sorry...I was referring to the John F Kennedy account. I didn’t pull up your image. 

I don’t follow this Santa account.

5/15/2019 10:37:42 AM aprilbrown99 So something very strange is happening when I add comments. When I post a comment, it looks like I have posted twice. There are two comments that 

I have added but it looks like there are 4. 👇👀 pic.twitter.com/Cnf8m7ZQl6

5/15/2019 10:39:01 AM roublisa Yes Ive been seeing that myself the past several days

5/15/2019 10:39:49 AM aprilbrown99 It is like a copy of our tweets are going to someone else  iDK, very strange.

5/15/2019 10:39:49 AM roublisa This is supposed to be another of his.🤷♀️

5/15/2019 10:40:56 AM roublisa I discovered the 18-R- jfkjr info like last oct.....I  am a firm believer ❤️

5/15/2019 10:41:45 AM roublisa That’s interesting like shadow following🤬

5/15/2019 10:42:34 AM asdlfjaedfh Court adjourned until next Wednesday.  May 22nd.  The day after her Birthday!

5/15/2019 10:43:12 AM roublisa I actually was seeing it with the likes not comments 🤔. Way more weird!

5/15/2019 10:44:43 AM roublisa Well call me 😜 crazy but I think Elivs and many others faked their deaths......we live in the stranger things show lol

5/15/2019 10:44:59 AM aprilbrown99 I had an interesting conversation with @sren117 the other night. You might remember, it was an ALICE account during one of our threads with MJ12. 

When I woke up the next morning, the account was gone again and the only tweets that remained were in my notifications. So I took...

5/15/2019 10:45:45 AM roublisa This is my screen shot🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/CJg6k6RrAG

5/15/2019 10:46:00 AM aprilbrown99 Screen shots but they don’t show my replies...they are separated. Such a bummer. I think this person was trying to teach me some things. I hope this 

account comes back.

5/15/2019 10:47:02 AM aprilbrown99 Oh I believe that too. I just watch a video where they were saying that princess Diana is Elton johns husband.

5/15/2019 10:47:08 AM roublisa Whoa.... well why the heck not....right....🤗

5/15/2019 10:47:22 AM gloriousfood3 Court adjourned to one day after her birthday.  May 22nd next appearance.

5/15/2019 10:48:39 AM aprilbrown99 I have noticed the Soren account deactivates every now and then.

5/15/2019 10:50:36 AM roublisa Lmao.   I’m dying ....I had to read that a few times...can you send it to me please.....I just love my new super powers.....don’t you love yours.... 

pic.twitter.com/YcrY6H99UM

5/15/2019 10:53:22 AM roublisa Amazing times 💥

5/15/2019 10:53:37 AM aprilbrown99 Here you go. This guy has other video on this that is a bit longer. https://youtu.be/M_cDUuv5JEc 

5/15/2019 10:54:16 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/1l8MgXa1z7

5/15/2019 10:54:34 AM roublisa That is fricken genius

5/15/2019 11:00:07 AM roublisa So ...question there is someone on Twitter I had in my feed saying dianna is a Rothchild and the other day I had a veryy long convo with a gal/victim of 

the SRA.....she is very interesting with her claims...she also said many 🤯 things....

5/15/2019 11:03:33 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/8ZCkkQnlys



5/15/2019 11:03:47 AM aprilbrown99 Sarah?  I haven’t had a convo with her but she is interesting. 

There are so many Rothchilds It wouldn’t surprise me if she/he is. 

What did you think of the video?

5/15/2019 11:04:41 AM roublisa Still watching....but, not Sarah the screen shot 👆

5/15/2019 11:05:01 AM aprilbrown99 I had heard with Harry married Meghan that the royals weren’t allowed to be on social media. Not sure tho.

5/15/2019 11:05:07 AM billfa9 #tittlerontrial

5/15/2019 11:05:36 AM roublisa This woman says Harry is her son.

5/15/2019 11:06:23 AM aprilbrown99 🤯

5/15/2019 11:07:25 AM roublisa She is very nice and quite engaging.....the SRA abuse is even way worse than our imaginations can handle😓

5/15/2019 11:08:01 AM aprilbrown99 Why does she have a photo of JFKJr on her avitar?

5/15/2019 11:08:37 AM ragevirusqq His infernal majesty

5/15/2019 11:08:40 AM roublisa Honestly none of what she says really surprised me just so surreal but isn’t everything 🤯

5/15/2019 11:09:16 AM aprilbrown99 Wow, did she go into detail?  Not sure I want to know....but feel it is important to know. 😡

5/15/2019 11:09:58 AM roublisa I’m not sure...she said he is the love of her life.   The reproductive manipulations are as we all know every real....it is insane what has ya-penned.

5/15/2019 11:10:24 AM aprilbrown99 Like the poor Hamsted children?  Did you watch those videos?

5/15/2019 11:10:56 AM billfa9 #tittlerontrial judge expected a deposition. Told judge about money; seek addresses for family; mention of a solicitor/client breach; accuses malicious 

prosecution;tells judge she will charge family;everyone is lying;accuses family of being narcissistic...

5/15/2019 11:11:21 AM roublisa Huh🥴

5/15/2019 11:11:48 AM roublisa I have not

5/15/2019 11:12:47 AM billfa9 #tittlerontrial judge is getting tired of it;she needs money from family;doesn’t qualify for legal aid;”drop charges or go to trial”. Omg this is getting good

5/15/2019 11:14:08 AM aprilbrown99 There are shorter videos but I watched this whole thing.  Pretty mind blowing. When I was watching this video I remembered the McMartin case here 

in California back in the 80s. Sickening. The same thing happened here that took place there. https://youtu.be/ekopJ4BmNvM 

5/15/2019 11:19:20 AM roublisa Sooooo sad.

5/15/2019 11:19:49 AM aprilbrown99 What do you mean, Jake?  Sorry I am slow...I don’t understand. 🤪

5/15/2019 11:20:23 AM aprilbrown99 Very. These poor kids were made to kill babies. 😡🤬😡

5/15/2019 11:20:42 AM roublisa The hamsted children

5/15/2019 11:21:28 AM roublisa I am producing loosh 😫😫😫😫😫😫

5/15/2019 11:22:29 AM aprilbrown99 😱😨😰

5/15/2019 11:32:08 AM asdlfjaedfh Was her lawyer there?

5/15/2019 11:42:43 AM billfa9 No lawyer. #tittlerontrial

5/15/2019 11:49:32 AM wearediamonds2 Yay! Thanks!!!

5/15/2019 12:01:19 PM destinlola Anecdotally, I’m not allowed to follow anyone. I’m sure my posts are not being seen, including (especially) the ones I sent to twisted. Positive note. 

Getting away from here (all like minds) was very successful last night, (newbys)see my pinned tweet if your interested.

5/15/2019 12:42:26 PM laurabusse Saw that too...it's a theory...it's possible but i personally doubt it...but who knows, stranger things have happened

5/15/2019 12:45:51 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I have seen it in meditation, like a aquamarine plasma river of light that flows to all of us. It is powerful and healing and brings a sense of bliss when 

with it or observing it.

5/15/2019 12:49:08 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Our higher selves are light. All the universe is energy, light and frequency/vibration. Our vibration is rising as we go through the shift. For those 

struggling the most they are unaware of the shift in energy and frequency. Those of us doing the work are moving up with it. ❤️✨

5/15/2019 12:51:10 PM laurabusse Yeah it might be true; have seen logical arguments to the contrary. Don't wanna believe firmly either way bc i don't think there's proof inasmuch as it's 

entirely possible...I'd rather be pleasantly surprised if it's true...don't wanna be disappointed if it's not...time will tell

5/15/2019 12:52:08 PM asdlfjaedfh I bet she doesn't feel like dancing now.

5/15/2019 12:59:32 PM laurabusse Yeah "obvious"

You'd have to cmpare teeth, skulls etc etc

If you compare features here, i don't think they look anything like each other.

I didnt believe "paul was dead" til a few years ago. Evidence was overwhelming. Could say more. W/ Di, I'd have to see more to be convinced...

5/15/2019 1:03:43 PM laurabusse O god that was horrible. In the 80s. They were acquitted. Turns out it was very likely all true...so very very sad.

5/15/2019 1:05:04 PM aprilbrown99 Paul?

5/15/2019 1:09:29 PM charmanda9 Guessing the Beatles Paul

5/15/2019 1:16:04 PM pitsr4me Love how he mocks them and let's them know, he knows, and we know!

5/15/2019 1:16:05 PM aprilbrown99 He’s dead?  Cloned or?

5/15/2019 1:16:38 PM laurabusse Yes, was kinda obsessed for maybe a yr til i settled it in my mind. I read several books, countless youtubes. Skull forensics dont lie. Ditto height, eye 

color, age and a host of other factors...can no longer listen to him/them (music). Maybe some day; clincher was autobiography!

5/15/2019 1:18:08 PM aprilbrown99 Wow.  I wasn’t a Beatles fan tho I love some of Lennon’s songs. He is the only one that I ever liked our of the bunch.

5/15/2019 1:19:10 PM laurabusse Ok nothing is true 100%. But 99% chance died car accident '66 or '67. Was replaced. Plastic surgery etc etc. It all adds up. I could talk about this for 

hours...

5/15/2019 1:23:49 PM laurabusse I was born 55. Beatles were pretty much everything for a few yrs starting '64. I knew something weird happened 66 or 67. Guts dont lie. 50 yrs later i 

learned all about how and why. Pretty fantastic story...but i looked at it from every angle not wanting it to be true.

5/15/2019 1:26:29 PM aprilbrown99 Wow.

5/15/2019 1:26:31 PM laurabusse The first serious evidence was 2 Italian forensic scientists, who believed it was all nonsense, and decided to prove it was the same paul before and 

after, using their skull forensics expertise. Instead. much to their surprise, they proved it was 2 diff ppl...

5/15/2019 1:28:45 PM laurabusse Nice new profile pic April :-)

5/15/2019 1:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I decided not to hide any more. The pic is from 3 years ago. My friend at a prior employer took my picture and was pushing me to sign up 

for match dot com. I never did but happen to like this picture, which is rare. I hate having my picture taken.

5/15/2019 1:31:46 PM aprilbrown99 I would agree.

5/15/2019 2:07:35 PM laurabusse Yes agree as well...

5/15/2019 2:10:16 PM laurabusse Me too :-)

My profile pic is a photo of a photo LOL

My mom sent me snail mail pics from my 40th bd. So i figured...what the heck. Took a pic of it and used it...

5/15/2019 2:25:09 PM winki00000001 You are a fraud Majestic 12.

You are in this gigantic criminal conspiracy entreprise of Qanon and all the Q-Decoder that "decodes" the Q posts and collect a lot of money via 

Patreon, etc. You are the exit door in case Qanon loses traction. 

SCAM! WAKE UP! https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

5/15/2019 2:27:24 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it does. 😉

5/15/2019 2:28:07 PM aprilbrown99 Your puppy is so cute!  💗



5/15/2019 2:29:54 PM aprilbrown99 So I am curious cuz this is new info for me. How did he die?  Who replaces him?  So fascinating. 🧐

5/15/2019 2:30:39 PM laurabusse Completely understand!!! :-)

5/15/2019 2:31:11 PM winki00000001 You want to know how Qanon made all his "predictions" ? https://pastebin.com/dZbP9hCt 

5/15/2019 2:31:58 PM laurabusse Omigod...tears...thank you for your kindness!!! :-) 💘 🌷

5/15/2019 2:32:59 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Laura. 🌸🦋

5/15/2019 2:33:23 PM aprilbrown99 I love you too Jayne. 😉

5/15/2019 2:34:23 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, that is so sweet!  🥺😢

5/15/2019 2:35:35 PM laurabusse It's all still a bit mysterious. More than one story but consensus seems to be he was killed in car crash very late one night after argument in recording 

studio. Early in the morning. It was raining. May have been decapitated. May have had hitchhiker girl w him. Are you ready?

5/15/2019 2:36:31 PM aprilbrown99 I am ready.

5/15/2019 2:38:29 PM laurabusse It was 9/11. Debate is whether or not it was an "accident". There are stories about who replaced him. Won look alike contest. William Shears Campbell. 

"Billy Shears". Was a studio musician. Poor. Jumped at chance to replace. There is soooo much more...

5/15/2019 2:39:59 PM aprilbrown99 🤓...I am all ears...please do tell if you have the time. 😃

5/15/2019 2:41:25 PM laurabusse Like i said. I could go on for hours. Sooo much info. Some conflicting of course. What convinced me was the 2 Italian forensic scientists. But what sealed 

it for me was Paul's "autobiography" written as "fiction". Huge book. Not cheap. HAD TO buy it. He tells the whole story...

5/15/2019 2:44:06 PM matchnumbers67 I do this! Crazy list!

5/15/2019 2:44:15 PM aprilbrown99 Did the band members know?  I guess they would have had to...dumb question. 🥴

5/15/2019 2:44:28 PM laurabusse But threw in a little fiction too so he could say it was fiction...

Interesting, there's a web site devoted to proving the opposite, that it's the same paul, that he never died. But that's what the mind does: it finds, 

makes up evidence according to what you already believe...

5/15/2019 2:46:29 PM aprilbrown99 I have heard similar stories about Brittany Spears too. That she died years ago. IDK if it is true or not...but one thing is for sure....she doesn’t look the 

same anymore.

5/15/2019 2:47:44 PM laurabusse Yeah they had to be in on it. Others knew too. Stones. Donovan. The deal was, the new guy would only do it if he could have complete creative control. 

The other 3 were so stunned they went along. Is why their music changed RADICALLY around 67 or so. (Sgt peppers was the 1st one)

5/15/2019 2:50:20 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, so interesting but also makes me mad that the cabal got away with this crap, lies, etc., for so long.

5/15/2019 2:50:23 PM laurabusse Awww! They're supposed to make awesome pets...greyhounds...

5/15/2019 2:51:38 PM laurabusse I love you both :-)

Almost said it before!

Glad you beat me to it 💘

5/15/2019 2:52:22 PM aprilbrown99 Family. 🙏

5/15/2019 2:52:42 PM laurabusse Not a dumb question...it seems anything is possible these days!!!

5/15/2019 2:55:47 PM laurabusse Wow. Interesting.

Heard the same bout Bob Dylan. Many believe died in motorcycle accident and was replaced. But i couldn't find more info. Was never into him. They 

had body doubles back then, the very famous ones did. Music business nasty like h wood and d.c...cogs in a wheel...

5/15/2019 2:59:43 PM aprilbrown99 Yes.  I also saw a video that suggested Elvis was a woman too. You know how hellyweird likes to transgender everyone. All the women were actually 

men and the men were women. Up is down, left is right, etc., for their luc i fer Ian god. 🙃

5/15/2019 3:04:01 PM aprilbrown99 Beautiful!  It helps when you have family on Twatter. 👍😁

5/15/2019 3:06:52 PM aprilbrown99 I was scared too. There are crazy peeps on this site.

5/15/2019 3:08:39 PM zagnett ❤️

5/15/2019 3:13:57 PM charmanda9 We have a love fest going on here? 💖 Love my twit fam too.

5/15/2019 3:14:54 PM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗

5/15/2019 3:18:16 PM winki00000001 I understand. 

You want to know how Qanon made all of his spectacular "predictions" ? https://pastebin.com/dZbP9hCt 

5/15/2019 3:20:44 PM wbwse OneFiveTwo♾♾

5/15/2019 3:24:35 PM roublisa It was the Illuminati and their agenda to corrupt out minds with off kilter frequencies and push drugs to the masses.

5/15/2019 3:27:23 PM roublisa I tend to believe it is a cloning and programming to push agenda.🤷♀️

5/15/2019 3:31:08 PM aprilbrown99 Crazy!

5/15/2019 3:32:40 PM roublisa Flipped jars🤪. Not a good day with spell checking

5/15/2019 3:37:14 PM laurabusse Yes. Like jfk ass'tion...ppl were paid off. Threatened, killed. Beatles were an ENORMOUS cash cow for grt Britain...it was said the beatles pulled England 

out of the post ww2 slump!!! (From food rationing etc). MI5, MI6 whatever, this was a project. "Sir Paul" (+ ringo) cant talk

5/15/2019 3:38:32 PM laurabusse Yes :-) i adore my twitter fam 💘

So many wonderful ppl!!!

Then there's the nasty ones LOL

5/15/2019 3:39:59 PM roublisa I absolutely love every last one of you...you light up my everyday pic.twitter.com/sgVlJgWNEs

5/15/2019 3:40:00 PM laurabusse Yeah I've heard that! So weird if true...the whole baph0met thing...

5/15/2019 3:41:58 PM laurabusse (((Hugs))) 💘

5/15/2019 3:42:49 PM laurabusse Did something happen?

5/15/2019 3:43:26 PM laurabusse :-) 💘🌷

5/15/2019 3:44:38 PM roublisa Don’t know 🤷♀️trying to jump in over on tel pic.twitter.com/2RZZWMkTjs

5/15/2019 3:45:02 PM laurabusse Quantum computer? Am i close?

(I guess i should read what you posted here LOL)

5/15/2019 3:46:54 PM gloriousfood3 Michele what happened to your moving to Nanaimo.  What happened to your boyfriend?  Why do you lie so much?

5/15/2019 3:50:23 PM aprilbrown99 😘🥰🤗 I feel the same way!

5/15/2019 3:50:39 PM roublisa Weir dish gif but it is relaxing to watch🤓

5/15/2019 3:50:53 PM roublisa Weirdish

5/15/2019 3:52:18 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Tina, how are you doing today?

5/15/2019 3:52:56 PM laurabusse Yes I've read this before. Heard all the naysaying Q debunking theories. Sure its possible there's no Q. But it's a pretty damned good hoax then. I'll keep 

following Q anyhow. Like to keep open mind...open to both sides...time will tell. Just want happy ending for all good ppl...

5/15/2019 3:52:58 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣

5/15/2019 3:53:43 PM roublisa You and me 😂

5/15/2019 3:54:39 PM laurabusse Yeah Lisa I'm sure that was part of it...part of the larger plan...yet another story in and of itself...

5/15/2019 3:54:47 PM roublisa I had to jump out for now

5/15/2019 3:55:35 PM aprilbrown99 Doing good. This past weekend I visited a distillery with my cousin. Got a “pen” with some CBD and somethin a little extra. 😉. I am hoping it will help 

me connect better to my higher self. No pun intended.

5/15/2019 3:56:33 PM laurabusse Possible. Am totally on the fence re cloning. Keep hearing it mentioned. But never been 100% convinced. Maybe 55%. Maybe more or less. Probably 

less LOL. Really dunno...

5/15/2019 3:57:56 PM laurabusse Likewise :-) 💘

5/15/2019 3:58:45 PM roublisa The bloodlines and manipulated genetics..... totally a possibility the gal 👇🏻has some very interesting info on these sick beings 

pic.twitter.com/NVwGqPw6Fq



5/15/2019 3:59:10 PM laurabusse I meant...jane said she was scared...i wondered why...

5/15/2019 3:59:46 PM roublisa Very curious about this account...anyone follow? pic.twitter.com/HUlZ3Le5mf

5/15/2019 4:00:30 PM aprilbrown99 What is your feeling about it?  😁

5/15/2019 4:00:31 PM roublisa I’m not sure I haven’t spoken with her before.

5/15/2019 4:01:00 PM laurabusse Weird dish

🍜

5/15/2019 4:02:03 PM roublisa That it is Elvis.  I have poked over there from time to time and some very interesting convos.

5/15/2019 4:02:15 PM laurabusse Well I'm confused as usual but that's ok LOL

Words are limited/limiting

5/15/2019 4:03:11 PM roublisa Me too ...I can’t manage to places at once lol 😝

5/15/2019 4:03:35 PM aprilbrown99 🤔😯🤭

5/15/2019 4:03:47 PM roublisa 🙃

5/15/2019 4:03:52 PM winki00000001 You have to understand that MONEY motivate all this circus. QAnon AND Q-decoders are in this TOGETHER.

5/15/2019 4:04:02 PM laurabusse LOL. Wouldn't have thunk that unless you pointed it out!

Higher self. LOL

Gonna smoke a doobie and connect w my HIGHer self LOLOL

5/15/2019 4:04:58 PM winki00000001 It's not a innocent thing. It's serious.

5/15/2019 4:05:08 PM laurabusse Grain o salt.

Dunno what to believe anymore.

I suppose anything is possible...

5/15/2019 4:06:41 PM aprilbrown99 They have all this new terminology now at these shops. I think I embarrassed my cousin. 🤣  this shop was one of his clients.  He sells custom plastic 

bags. It was pretty funny. He kept correcting me. 😂

5/15/2019 4:06:54 PM laurabusse Nuh uh...

5/15/2019 4:07:44 PM aprilbrown99 Is that kind good?  Strong?

5/15/2019 4:08:30 PM roublisa It is still not leagal in wis....in my early twenties is when I made the connection with possibly my starseed self....I was flyin high and it just dropped into 

my awareness and at the time I thought maybe it was just part of being high. Awakened and fully engaged wanting a THC 👇🏻 

pic.twitter.com/XMmG0Sw9Bp

5/15/2019 4:09:26 PM roublisa Yep he has a huge following but keeps peeps on their toes wondering.

5/15/2019 4:10:27 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/GrzdTWa3Eu

5/15/2019 4:11:22 PM laurabusse That would be pretty funny.

Must be pretty old, if still alive.

Never underestimate imposters

Ppl will argue the paul McC autobio really IS fiction. Felt real to me and v detailed...

Life is like the yin yan symbol. There's falsehood in every truth and truth in every falsehood...

5/15/2019 4:11:25 PM aprilbrown99 Very cool. When I was in my teens and early 20s I would cook spaghetti with my best friend after we would get high. LMAO. Seriously it was our ritual. 

My best friends dad sold weed in my city and had tons....literally TONS. Plus they were growing plants in their backyard. 🤪

5/15/2019 4:12:35 PM aprilbrown99 Dap...I called it a hit. Shows how long it has been since I have done it. Lol

5/15/2019 4:12:39 PM roublisa Yeah you’ll have to jump in and check it out

5/15/2019 4:13:01 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe you can teach me the lingo so I don’t embarrass my cousin again. 😁

5/15/2019 4:13:31 PM aprilbrown99 I got TAND. Do you know that one?

5/15/2019 4:14:07 PM roublisa Dap...shows how old I am never even heard that term 😆

5/15/2019 4:14:39 PM aprilbrown99 Weed, hit, etc.  the old school stuff. 😁

5/15/2019 4:14:44 PM laurabusse Yeah I've heard that.

I try to look at the really BIG picture.

I go by what i feel and readjust over time.

Something tells me there's something real there. Simon Parkes says 4 or 5 guys w a quantum computer. Who knows.

I hear you. I believe you. But i have to keep an open mind...

5/15/2019 4:15:41 PM aprilbrown99 LMAO...thank you!  Me either. There is a whole science to it now. So sophisticated.

5/15/2019 4:15:59 PM roublisa Dime bag....all I could afford at the time😂

5/15/2019 4:16:56 PM roublisa I have a question miss Tina 🙋🏻

5/15/2019 4:17:24 PM aprilbrown99 Or just a rolled one. 😂

5/15/2019 4:17:38 PM laurabusse Maybe you are right. Tbh i don't know what to believe about almost anything anymore. Maybe Q is just a symbol of the Revolution. Look. I could talk 

about this all day. Been following all this info a decade...there's something going on that's bigger than all of us, Q or no Q...

5/15/2019 4:17:56 PM roublisa Chaa 😏

5/15/2019 4:18:52 PM aprilbrown99 Let me see if I can find a pic of what I got. One sec.

5/15/2019 4:20:59 PM laurabusse I hear ya...maybe you could write a book about this and it would be totally legit. Maybe i could too from a diff perspective and it would be just as 

legit...maybe IF you are right it started as a lie but is becoming a rallying point for change so in the end it's a good thing...

5/15/2019 4:22:06 PM roublisa Of subject a tad but👇🏻you mention her a little while ago pic.twitter.com/uEb4hBVlYO

5/15/2019 4:22:56 PM laurabusse Sure has gone WAY beyond the nickle $5 bags of the 70s with stems and seeds all mixed in LOLOL

5/15/2019 4:27:34 PM thomass37982821 It's the real medicine..

5/15/2019 4:28:09 PM whisperz777 let the WH know if you have been censored or silenced,  @POTUS wants to hear about it ! pic.twitter.com/Mjcccb0YLV

5/15/2019 4:31:15 PM aprilbrown99 I didn’t see it on the People’s OC website. I sent s text to my cousin. Hopefully he will respond. The only thing I can say, it was about $65 and isn’t 

flavored. Smells like the real deal. I think it is by kirvana but the box had the name TAND on the front. IDK...

5/15/2019 4:33:10 PM aprilbrown99 For sure. CBD has done wonders for my dad. His health is poor and it helps him tremendously. ❤️

5/15/2019 4:36:32 PM aprilbrown99 Found it. Here is a photo. I guess it has a little flavor in it. pic.twitter.com/1KSYqw80K5

5/15/2019 4:36:59 PM nullanon12 and it worked right?(covering up)

5/15/2019 4:37:38 PM nullanon12 half way through the research paper btw

5/15/2019 4:38:50 PM aprilbrown99 It makes me really happy and puts me in different phase. I really do hope it helps with my meditations.

5/15/2019 4:39:16 PM aprilbrown99 It sure does!  👍

5/15/2019 4:39:43 PM nullanon12 i dont really think they are trying to hide it, just put pieces of debris every where so there is 'evidence' of a 'plane'

5/15/2019 4:42:14 PM aprilbrown99 You are so lucky.

5/15/2019 4:46:02 PM aprilbrown99 What are clones pertaining to growing?

5/15/2019 4:47:41 PM aprilbrown99 😉 gotcha. Lol

5/15/2019 4:48:15 PM aprilbrown99 Does it take special soil?

5/15/2019 4:49:50 PM aprilbrown99 Like brownies?

5/15/2019 4:50:11 PM aprilbrown99 Cool.

5/15/2019 4:52:05 PM aprilbrown99 Yummy. Lol

5/15/2019 4:52:36 PM aprilbrown99 That kind of happy, is the best. 😆

5/15/2019 4:54:02 PM aprilbrown99 Oh me too. No doubt. I can giggle and laugh for hours. I love it.

5/15/2019 4:55:38 PM thomass37982821 RSO...

Kills Cancer..



5/15/2019 4:56:14 PM aprilbrown99 So big!  Nice job farmer!  😁

5/15/2019 4:56:58 PM aprilbrown99 What is RSO?

5/15/2019 4:58:09 PM aprilbrown99 Wow!  Ginormous.

5/15/2019 4:59:25 PM aprilbrown99 😁

5/15/2019 5:00:03 PM aprilbrown99 She can heal a lot of people!  Awesome.

5/15/2019 5:00:18 PM delta5by5dawn The Dude abides! pic.twitter.com/N7NQDXABS6

5/15/2019 5:02:03 PM aprilbrown99 Talent!

5/15/2019 5:02:40 PM thomass37982821 Rick Simpson Oil..

It's cured cancer in untold thousands

Google it..

Oil from cannabis

5/15/2019 5:02:43 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you.  So wonderful.

5/15/2019 5:04:22 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I will. I wish I had known about it for my mom.  She passed of lung cancer 5 years ago. Never smoked. She might still be here today. 😢

5/15/2019 5:06:47 PM laurabusse Love Brits :-)

Theres a certain sanity in your culture i think we're missing here. Plenty o crazy individ's on both sides tho LOL!

Now i understand what you were saying.

Am a whole hog anglophile. I dont dare go to britain. I would start talking like them and be an utter fool lol

5/15/2019 5:08:37 PM thomass37982821 I know..

I'm sorry, 

The USA hold the patent on the oil..

And in the patent lists all the cures..

Also vitamin B17

Baking soda and water

A live vegetable diet..

So many cures..

I'm a stage 4 cancer survivor..

All natural diet..

That's why the cabal gave us genetic modified foods.
5/15/2019 5:09:21 PM laurabusse Omg...enjoy your nap LOL!

Ever see British Problems on reddit?

Some pretty good british wit and humor...

My grandfather came here from Yorkshire over 100 yrs ago.

Better knackered than wankered

LOLOLOLOL

5/15/2019 5:11:41 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you!  Stage 4 wow. That is miraculous! 🥰 

I wasn’t awake in 2013 to the evil of the cabal, sadly. At least everyone can be healed now. That is wonderful!

5/15/2019 5:13:19 PM laurabusse I would do the same i suppose...no point outright admitting or denying.

But same if it wasn't elvis...i suppose...

5/15/2019 5:19:06 PM laurabusse Weird...that looks a lot like Pamela Anderson. Assange's bff

5/15/2019 5:22:49 PM roublisa Ok so ...asking for a friend😏...who is looking to find a specimen to propagate on her land....she is trying to figure out how to find a specimen seed or 

plant  but ❌ is clueless with no growers in her state😉 WI🐄🧀 thank you

5/15/2019 5:23:34 PM roublisa Yes she does.

5/15/2019 5:25:10 PM laurabusse Sounds obscene LOL

5/15/2019 5:25:26 PM allahuniversal Retro-causality = Future Proves Past

5/15/2019 5:30:01 PM laurabusse So sorry April...5 yrs is not long.

Dad died cancer 1975. I know this must sound strange but I'd say I've been over it for quite some time. Traumatic at the time. Every person, situation is 

diff...i really loved him. (Can't say that about everyone...)

5/15/2019 5:32:42 PM laurabusse Cancer winner. Amazing book from the 80s. Gerson therapy.

A dear friend healed self of ovarian cancer. Aajonus vonderplanitz raw diet (both plant and animal)

Congratulations :-)

You are amazing! 💘

5/15/2019 5:33:15 PM thomass37982821 I was 45 at the time..

Woke up quick..

I'm 67 now..

5/15/2019 5:35:33 PM thomass37982821 Yeah me too

5/15/2019 5:36:14 PM thomass37982821 I had thirty two days to change my life and eating habits

5/15/2019 5:37:08 PM laurabusse Holy crap...would love to hear your story...

5/15/2019 5:37:33 PM thomass37982821 We definitely are what we eat

5/15/2019 5:44:18 PM thomass37982821 I've travel all over the world telling that story..

5/15/2019 5:46:45 PM thomass37982821 This is the book that I used..

 https://www.amazon.com/You-Can-Survive-MARLENE-GEISER-WILEY/dp/B002MUKVV4 …

5/15/2019 5:53:56 PM jm4n Not for long. People started figuring it out in less than a year. It has been kept from becoming commonly accepted by stigmatization. We get caught up 

in the details but what's confirmed by the official investigation is prior knowledge, intentional ignoring & ties to Saudi Arabia

5/15/2019 5:55:17 PM jm4n What is half way?

5/15/2019 5:58:52 PM aprilbrown99 😁 maybe that is why Brittany isn’t gonna sing anymore. They ARE the same. 😂🤣😂

5/15/2019 6:01:14 PM aprilbrown99 Turn the notifications off. I had to do that too. Sweet dreams.

5/15/2019 6:01:49 PM laurabusse Wow sounds like a great book...

5/15/2019 6:02:04 PM aprilbrown99 🤓🤯

5/15/2019 6:02:16 PM jm4n There is no point in that as I've previously explained. The event was used to get the US in Afghan & Iraq so Bush could finish the war that his dad 

started. They wanted that to happen immediately and it did. Not 11 years later. By then the only people that care are insignificant.

5/15/2019 6:03:51 PM aprilbrown99 👏🙌👏 ✨💫🌟

5/15/2019 6:04:52 PM aprilbrown99 Amazing !

5/15/2019 6:05:06 PM laurabusse LOL. So i guess pam Anderson can't sing LOL. They could be mom and daughter tho. Too lazy to look up ages.

Did you see that meme going around sowing pics of huma abedin and a.o.c. next to each other? They look like identical twins! Weeks or months ago 

and I'm still not over it...

5/15/2019 6:06:29 PM aprilbrown99 Could def be mom and daughter with the age difference. Lol

5/15/2019 6:07:29 PM aprilbrown99 Criminals!  😡🤬😡

5/15/2019 6:11:21 PM laurabusse I keep my phone on silent. I never know when I'm going to be sleeping.

5/15/2019 6:11:48 PM aprilbrown99 😴😴😴

5/15/2019 6:13:28 PM laurabusse Ya never know ;-)

5/15/2019 6:13:53 PM laurabusse Right???!!!



5/15/2019 6:15:10 PM laurabusse God i love emojis.

Unfortunately i don't have the face w the buck teeth and glasses. That one's a keeper...

5/15/2019 6:17:04 PM aprilbrown99 Every time I use an emoji I think about the emoji movie. It was so cute.

5/15/2019 6:17:12 PM tamiwils0n22813 I have tried it for the first time,today.  It seems to make me focused. Does it take time to really to notice effects over a period of time?

5/15/2019 6:17:41 PM tamiwils0n22813 CBD oil. 😁

5/15/2019 6:20:00 PM laurabusse What emoji movie LOL?

So outa the loop with movies and music...70s is my preferred music. Some 80s. Little 90s.

Movies? Stopped going/watching when sex and violence seemed to utterly take over...

5/15/2019 6:20:56 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=27rcXImFFaXk9APc8I2ADw&q=emoji+movie&oq=emoji+movie&gs_l=mobile-gws-wiz-

hp.3..46i275j0l7.2441.5798..6343...0.0..0.533.1412.9j2j5-1......0....1.......0..0i131j46i131i275j46j46i131.K9n_Ldrck7o …

5/15/2019 6:28:06 PM thomass37982821 The problem I find with cancer people, is the ole, 

Then why don't Dr,s use it..

It's insane what you learn..

They the Dr's don't want a cure..

To much money in cancer

5/15/2019 6:29:28 PM thomass37982821 Cause of cancer is where you research

5/15/2019 6:31:32 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly. I used to work in the “healthcare” field.  Chemo is big big money. It is a crime!

5/15/2019 6:33:32 PM laurabusse Sure is.

5/15/2019 6:34:38 PM aprilbrown99 Negative thoughts = negative emotions = negative toxins = stagnant energy = dis-ease In the body, cells, dna, etc.

5/15/2019 6:35:41 PM laurabusse Not sure what you mean...

Many explanations of many causes...to me all that matters are the (natural) cures...

5/15/2019 6:36:42 PM laurabusse Yeah that and the toxic food water air etc etc etc...

5/15/2019 6:38:45 PM aprilbrown99 Our body communicates with us thru aches, pains, etc.  if we can acknowledge and understand what they mean and pertain to, we can figure out how 

to make corrections before dis-ease can form. At first it is a little ache, then it grows bigger and bigger to get your attention.

5/15/2019 6:40:30 PM aprilbrown99 Eventually it move into dis-ease to knock us upside the head. The book by Louis Hay, Heal Your Body give you the emotional response to those aches, 

conditions, illnesses, etc.

5/15/2019 6:47:43 PM laurabusse Yes she was an amazing woman :-)

5/15/2019 6:49:26 PM aprilbrown99 She was. She is probably on new earth with Dolores Cannon. 🥰

5/15/2019 6:56:46 PM charmanda9 Hmmmm. I’ve got a sore throat that has lingered around for going on three weeks now. Brutal once again today.

5/15/2019 6:58:21 PM aprilbrown99 What is it that you need to say to someone that you haven’t?

5/15/2019 7:00:21 PM wearediamonds2 It is also allergy season big time here in the northeast.

5/15/2019 7:03:27 PM charmanda9 In the 3D, I do not communicate well with those around me any longer. There are lots of things I should probably say. And now I’m crying again.

5/15/2019 7:04:24 PM aprilbrown99 Oh honey, I didn’t mean to make you cry. 😢 I am sorry.

5/15/2019 7:04:25 PM zagnett i have the same problem. Or they do.

5/15/2019 7:06:20 PM charmanda9 Oh it’s ok. It’s definitely not the first time today. Floodgates open.

5/15/2019 7:06:41 PM laurabusse May i say...be alone as much as possible. Be silent for as much as is reasonably possible. Be the observer in all things...with others but especially 

yourself, your thoughts. See your thoughts as just thoughts...I've noticed the less i communicate w others the better we get along

5/15/2019 7:06:42 PM aprilbrown99 I also experience this too. I think this is part of our changing vibrations. If those around us aren’t changing too, communication is difficult.

5/15/2019 7:07:24 PM charmanda9 Constant internal struggle, isn’t it?

5/15/2019 7:07:53 PM zagnett Yup, it's there all right.

5/15/2019 7:09:16 PM charmanda9 That’s just it, Laura. I have cried a lot today because I have hardly had one moment alone. And that makes me feel guilty! So then THAT makes me cry.

5/15/2019 7:09:25 PM laurabusse I can say more about this...i believe talking things thru leads to arguing. Better to be silent, retreat, next day things are better.. Everyone is learning 

evolving...much more to say about this...sounds crazy but there is much deep truth here...that i have found...wish you peace

5/15/2019 7:09:39 PM nsa_qil2 Say brave things

You know in your heart what is right

5/15/2019 7:09:56 PM laurabusse I completely understand...

5/15/2019 7:11:25 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, truth resonates within. 💗

5/15/2019 7:11:26 PM charmanda9 Thank you. I don’t know what I would do without all of you right now.

5/15/2019 7:12:56 PM laurabusse But you know what...the fact that you've had it up to HERE you will now be lead to solutions...just be open to them...to notice opportunities for 

positive change...this too shall pass my darling...take a long hot bath or shower if you can...or whatever you can do that appeals...

5/15/2019 7:13:07 PM zagnett Yes sir, absolutely!

#EndTheFed (at least put a leash on it)

#DefendFreeSpeech

#RuleOfLaw

#RestoreTheRepublic

5/15/2019 7:13:16 PM aprilbrown99 We love you. 💗🙌✨

5/15/2019 7:13:53 PM zagnett Yup ❤️

5/15/2019 7:15:38 PM charmanda9 Another love-fest. I love love-fests. 

🔥💖🙏🏻💖🔥

5/15/2019 7:16:01 PM laurabusse Sometimes contemplative or meditative silence is better...but like you just said...you know in your heart what is right.

I personally was never for saying brave things. For me stillness and silence is more revealing, enlightening...

5/15/2019 7:17:03 PM aprilbrown99 Love is all that matters!  🌟

5/15/2019 7:17:31 PM charmanda9 Interesting two-fold. Was just about to get into he shower. And one of my main mantras in times of struggle is ‘this too shall pass’ 🙂

5/15/2019 7:18:24 PM laurabusse Crying is good...it relieves...

It releases resistance...

Resistance is often our biggest problem, not allowing energy to just flow...not letting go...it's something we all struggle with...

5/15/2019 7:19:46 PM charmanda9 Tears literally contain toxins. So, yeah. Science. 🤓

5/15/2019 7:21:35 PM laurabusse For me communication w others is almost always difficult LOL hence the preferring silence as much as is reasonably possible. Eckhart tolle wrote a 

book Silence speaks. Most of the important stuff i know, or think i know LOL, is from meditating...

5/15/2019 7:23:20 PM zagnett #UnsealEpstein

#NXIVM (keep the trial going)

#Qanon



5/15/2019 7:24:36 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/15/2019 7:25:10 PM laurabusse (((Charmanda)))

5/15/2019 7:25:42 PM charmanda9 Yes, about to do that right now 🙏🏻

5/15/2019 7:27:59 PM charmanda9 Is this a hug??? 🥰🥰🥰

5/15/2019 7:28:03 PM laurabusse :-) 💘 🌷 pic.twitter.com/aVES2wI849

5/15/2019 7:28:36 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/u1J9V2H70V

5/15/2019 7:29:44 PM aprilbrown99 Love that!  ☝️☝️☝️🥰😘😁

5/15/2019 7:32:35 PM laurabusse It was, 20 yrs ago LOL!

5/15/2019 7:34:01 PM brad34351293 He can testify it was Seth Rich that gave him/leaked the DNC emails, not  Russia.

JA can help take down the DEEP STATE!

Hopefully he is safe in London!

Snowden is the one who should be scared!

5/15/2019 7:40:39 PM brad34351293 I think you mean protective custody in the US.

JA is sooooo against the Deep State.

He and Trump will be best of friends.

5/15/2019 7:43:09 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN....  Let the “Force” flow through you....

5/15/2019 7:44:12 PM lpblakelyar I have been told that I say what others wish they could. In Jr High I stood by while kids were harassing another poor kid, I said nothing. I never forgot 

that feeling. Now I cannot stand by & not speak out against injustice, even if it means I am the only 1 & often I am.

5/15/2019 7:46:19 PM laurabusse That is absolutely wonderful...

5/15/2019 7:47:13 PM aprilbrown99 That is wonderful.

5/15/2019 8:16:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/lifttheveil411/status/1127254138054512640 …

5/15/2019 8:17:07 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/U7UT2bqzfB

5/15/2019 8:17:59 PM aprilbrown99 That is excellent news!

5/15/2019 8:21:40 PM laurabusse Not sure your age. One of the most important things i ever learned was setting boundaries. Like putting the oxygen mask on yourself 1st before 

putting it on your baby. Baby's feelings might be hurt temporarily but sometimes boundaries is about survival...knowing when to say no...

5/15/2019 8:28:25 PM fuknutz This letter was from 1977 and to this day, the Carr house still has not been excavated and searched for children's bones. At least not to my knowledge. 

pic.twitter.com/o7dhhXqh2B

5/15/2019 8:35:57 PM fuknutz Both sons were involved in a Satanic cult. They had a photography and film studio inside the house (snuff and CP?). John was killed in ND and Michael 

in NYC. The sister was a dispatcher for the Yonkers police department. Nothing to see there, right?

5/15/2019 8:37:38 PM cledrordfishing I miss your tweets,  hope you have more time for discussion and disclosure coming soon.

5/15/2019 8:38:45 PM tyl3r59518097 #STRAVA pic.twitter.com/OzbhlznkeR

5/15/2019 8:40:24 PM tyl3r59518097  pic.twitter.com/LhiCjOXSgX

5/15/2019 8:47:06 PM djlok Same for me y'all.  I was talking to my Mom about stuff going on in the world and I cried like a baby.  I think it's normal.  Well normal with everything 

going on...not necessarily normal for a 40 yo man to cry in front of Mommy.  LOL!

5/15/2019 8:48:02 PM aprilbrown99 🥰🤗

5/15/2019 9:07:44 PM djlok #WWG1WGA

5/15/2019 9:19:09 PM charmanda9 Love you 💖🙏🏻💖

5/15/2019 9:19:27 PM tammyrochester2 Trying to make it so the good people can't unite against their evils...

5/15/2019 9:25:50 PM daveo6145 Stolpman? Really?

5/15/2019 9:33:21 PM starehope #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/HP9wMz3eiH

5/15/2019 9:36:42 PM djlok I bet they really wish they had destroyed those records!

5/15/2019 10:41:41 PM jollyrob2 💫✨💫🙏💫✨💫

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

5/15/2019 10:59:53 PM pinealg1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy legit?

5/16/2019 12:04:14 AM jayrambin Don’t hashtags make it easier for twzitr to censor/filter?

5/16/2019 2:23:52 AM maryschade14 The children and other witnesses against McMs were discredited and were treated horribly. 

Denial runs deep in all cases.

Yes it was. I listened to an interview with someone involved investigations.

They should be ashamed. Covering is just as bad as the act.

5/16/2019 3:00:06 AM maryschade14 The effect of these horrors each Age feeding the Earth's own adrenochrome addiction ritual spilled blood

can you feel the Audacity Darkness poured from the Cup of Genius 

Unsealing will be intense care must b taken

#UnSealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#DarkToLight

5/16/2019 3:22:23 AM nullanon12 well they thought the GP(general public) was dumb sleeping sheep without wisdom, but they where wrong, very wrong.

5/16/2019 3:23:34 AM nullanon12 science and math on 911 paper

5/16/2019 3:24:24 AM nullanon12 ik that

5/16/2019 4:43:22 AM thekanehb Ditch fluoride. Drink distilled water and no u do not need the minerals

5/16/2019 4:44:40 AM thekanehb Iodine, boron, amd no flouride. Also begin sungazing as it actually ENLARGES the pineal. Ditch ur sunglasses.

5/16/2019 5:40:08 AM winki00000001 How practical ! 

I found your inspiration library ! :) 

Almost 9 gigabits of "interesting" read.

ONE BOOK FOR EVERY SUBJECT THAT HE TALKED !!!

They are NOT the MAJESTIC 12. No typists with VOG... Cmon... 

OPEN YOUR EYES !!! https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

5/16/2019 6:50:54 AM laurabusse It's ok David! 💘 your mom is always your mom :-)

5/16/2019 6:54:07 AM laurabusse Yes!

5/16/2019 7:05:48 AM keith369me Isaac Kappy supposed dead man switch at 11:30  https://youtu.be/aSaAYVvwTqI?690   Who is this targeting?



5/16/2019 7:29:20 AM winki00000001 nah nah ! Nice try.

You are telling me that a user compile 9 gigabits of BOOKS to understand what MJ12 is talking about ??? 

It does NOT make any sense.

5/16/2019 7:29:36 AM norwegianon It also provides numbers and stuff for the good guys. 

Hashtags have many uses. #HashtagsAreRabbitHoles

😎👍

5/16/2019 7:33:35 AM norwegianon If you search a tag, often you'll see interesting differences if u disable #QualityFilter #QFD pic.twitter.com/Hj7XJUwItA

5/16/2019 7:45:16 AM cosmic_engineer Artificial lifeforms.  Soulless.  3rd Density proxies/tools of the Orion Confederation.

5/16/2019 7:51:49 AM cbirdseyevuze These People 👁R (Whatever they R)

R Sick  🤮

5/16/2019 7:52:24 AM slayerofmatrix1 M12 .. NSA_QIL has been yanked/censored. RU aware? Do you know why?

5/16/2019 7:55:39 AM cbirdseyevuze As of the Days of Noah were 👽🕛

5/16/2019 7:59:09 AM djlok So many unanswered questions around this situation.  I really liked him a lot. This whole situation makes me very sad.

5/16/2019 8:10:44 AM winki00000001 Honestly, I don't believe that a regular follower of a Twitter Account will compile a library THAT large. Sorry, I don't buy into your explanation. 

The only other possibility is that MJ12 is non-other of a LARP.

Cmon. You are being fooled all of you !

5/16/2019 8:12:05 AM knightofmaltaus The Woods have posted the original and authentic MJ12 Memorandum of Formation, Mission Statement and Charge of Duties.

5/16/2019 8:13:11 AM roaminnoodle I am building a thread on the #NXIVM #NXIVMTrial and hoping we will soon #UnsealEpstein, #UnsealEpstein, #UnsealEpstein!!!

 https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1126841298672062464 …

5/16/2019 8:15:19 AM winki00000001 So… If I understand well, every HIGHLY CLASSIFIED subject (LOL, conspiracies) that MJ12 talked about has BEEN already "researched" in tons of book. 

It's a regular dude that simply read The Alien Interview and he loved it so much that he had the idea of scamming people.

5/16/2019 8:16:53 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

5/16/2019 8:17:12 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

5/16/2019 9:30:23 AM usss_211 Treasonormous....

When Treason is so BIG, you need a new word for it!!!!!

@IPOT1776

@_Montana_Bound_ @realDonaldTrump

@bigredwavenow

@ThePatriotHour

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@JohnWHuber

@catturd2 @QTAnon1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GregRubini

@55true4u
5/16/2019 10:36:38 AM jm4n Yes but it's not using science or math to come to a conclusion based on where the evidence leads. It starts with a conclusion & then tries to use science 

& math to justify it. The physics as presented are somewhat misleading as I already pointed out.

5/16/2019 10:39:37 AM jm4n Then you should understand why claiming parts were planted to be found years later doesn't make sense at all. It is irrelevant to the goal.

5/16/2019 11:08:08 AM allahuniversal Well, it wasn't so that I alone could understand. It's for others too, hence, the link is available to the public.

High quality (320kbos) MP3s take up lots of space. Which you're not paying for, so, tell us... what's your concern? 

Is that "arrogant" enough for you?

5/16/2019 11:08:43 AM winki00000001 LOL Everyone is Kabamur now? 

Kabamur : Fraud

Majestic 12 : Fraud

NSA_QIL1-2-3-4-5,etc : Fraud

Jordan Sather : Fraud

Brendan Dilley : Fraud

Tracy Beans : Fraud

Praying Medic : Fraud

Joe M : Fraud

David Wilcock : Fraud

Corey Goode : Fraud 

You see the big picture ?

CRIMINAL SCAM!
5/16/2019 11:13:44 AM allahuniversal Purple : completed and uploaded

Yellow : pending.

As Q has said, "Who would have thought the 'Twitter' phone could be so useful."

Well, I put it to good use, if you ask me.

Now, please stop following followers of MJ12 and NSA around for pay, OK? pic.twitter.com/YMzVuxW28w

5/16/2019 11:17:09 AM allahuniversal Thank you much. It's not the 1at time some 🤡 tried to claim that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 created & uploaded those files. It was an idea sparked by a 

question asked under this account, and I had fun piecing things together!  pic.twitter.com/pXZP9fypRz

5/16/2019 11:20:54 AM allahuniversal Oh, wait, is this the actual Mega account in which the linked folder exists? Wow, I guess a regular dude with a strange name on Twitter CAN easily put 

9 GBs of data together from a few tweets! Whodathunkit??? pic.twitter.com/TQ4MiXcITR

5/16/2019 11:25:37 AM allahuniversal A few which didn't make the cut, or got replaced w/ better quality or/better voice or/a more logical interpretation. Or just plain got updated because 

new tweets made it necessary.

All for a LARP, huh? pic.twitter.com/N2cRmuFlge

5/16/2019 11:41:36 AM allahuniversal Thank you, as long as someone learns something from all of our efforts and endeavors, and can carry it forward, it's worthwhile.

5/16/2019 11:46:33 AM winki00000001 MJ12 has a agenda clearly. Why lying to people in pretending that they are what they are not. I know that the content MAYBE can be true. But the 

whole thing of : "disinformation is real and necessary" is pure BS. They covered their lies with this toxic phrase.

5/16/2019 11:49:10 AM winki00000001 WHY does MJ12 not admit that they are not the real group of Majestic 12. 

They have to be honest with their identity. They claimed to be the real Majestic 12 which is false. They just read books and pretend to have the highest 

level of intel possible. THIS is the scam.

5/16/2019 11:56:39 AM winki00000001 Ok so you tell me that you collect all these books who treats deeply of all the subject of Majestic 12 just to "expand" your knowledge on each topic. 

It is very possible that MJ12 use these books to answer all the questions asked on their famous AMA. Stop lying to people.



5/16/2019 12:00:43 PM winki00000001 I care because all the Qanon thing is a scam. It's a cult. 

If the Messenger have a agenda, you can't trust his message.

All the BS "Message over messenger" does not make any sense. 

The messenger is as important as the message.

5/16/2019 12:04:40 PM allahuniversal Um, no  not quite. Not one "book" was required for this. 

All I did was copypasta from Twitter. Made it flow, nice & Logical-like, then converted text to mp3 using a TTS app and several voices. Having lots of 

prerequisite knowledge helps, been "Awake" for decades. Catch up. pic.twitter.com/MzVvCIcdf5

5/16/2019 12:14:09 PM winki00000001 Wow… Majestic 12 insisted so much to say that they are the next step after the Q operation. THE WHOLE THING IS RELATED TO Q :| 

if Q is a fraud then MJ12 is a fraud by association.

5/16/2019 12:16:04 PM allahuniversal from:ts_sci_majic12 🤡 (to find yourself)

As for books, I'm a walking book. 

Claircognizant, I think they call it.

None were required to generate any of those mega files.

No book whatsoever. Only my mind, Twitter, and a few apps. And "time". 

That's called: Being Resourceful. pic.twitter.com/FIhbSid5VQ

5/16/2019 1:37:20 PM tamiwils0n22813 Everyone get your house in order! Read your Bible! Trust The plans he has for you! #GodismyGlory #ArchAngelMichael will fight the battle if you trust 

in the Lord! #JesusCome

5/16/2019 2:31:57 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What can you tell us about Isaac Kappy's passing?

5/16/2019 3:14:24 PM shaqlolabunny the full moon in Scorpio WILL reveal the hidden secrets of child sexual abuse. & it starts with #UnsealEpstein this weekend. it's time to shine a light on 

darkness

5/16/2019 3:16:23 PM molliefleischer Very nice...

5/16/2019 3:51:32 PM winki00000001 For ALL OF YOU that are brainwashed by the Qanon cult.

If you have a honest mind, you will read it. This person was one of the most fervent believer of Qanon. Not anymore. 

https://elemifuentes.com/2019/01/27/qanon-the-qult-and-the-legend-part-1/ …

5/16/2019 4:36:11 PM essene_merkabah Sorry friend, the web page also expired for me. It seems they have deleted the source. I will try to find the same info from another site.

5/16/2019 4:54:40 PM essene_merkabah @7_LoV_7

OK... try these links --->

 http://www.astradome.com/dulce_battle_report.htm …

5/16/2019 4:55:38 PM essene_merkabah  http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/dulce/chapter30.htm …

5/16/2019 5:44:57 PM 92michael This making binoculars with your hands, is something that Baron does. I also used to do it. This is how Jacob taught me to turn my spirit sight on and 

off. But now I can have this control without doing this. I do it with my mind now.

5/16/2019 6:31:44 PM ashleyw72096520 ?

5/16/2019 6:32:02 PM allahuniversal 630

Happy Hunting Anonymous pic.twitter.com/ihfa6a5dUe

5/16/2019 6:38:44 PM nobleredman225 They are RedCoats. Loyalty to the Queen. Do you realize that a bunch of farmers destroyed the Empire? Did Americans ever sell Americans to other 

nations? We were all sent here by kings to work the land. All of us. Thief in the night. Promised Land.

5/16/2019 6:45:48 PM nobleredman225 CIA killed the last elected President 55 years ago. They flooded our families with drugs. They locked us up. Every where we went to war after ww2, 

there was a field of opium or coca? American Empire? No. We defeated the Empire. We can only destroy ourselves?

5/16/2019 7:03:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Define “modern interpretation?”

5/16/2019 10:09:07 PM blsdbe Love Wins!!!

5/16/2019 10:33:07 PM disfellocated I dare say the Millerites are one of those modern interpretations.

5/16/2019 10:36:01 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where on where is Majestic 12 where oh where have they gone? they must be working very hard to save America and Merge us 

into the New Timeline for Disclosure I hope and Pray! May we ALL bring ourselves in to relation with our Collective Conciousness for this to

5/16/2019 10:36:12 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 happen as soon as possible!

5/16/2019 10:58:53 PM djlok I know!  I miss them too!!

5/17/2019 1:23:44 AM nullanon12 im having trouble getting the force of the 'explosion' because if you look up 'Force Formula' You will get F=Ma which is Force = Mass Acceleration , i am 

stuck on the mass part XP

5/17/2019 1:24:21 AM nullanon12 i still dont XD

5/17/2019 7:27:30 AM tamiwils0n22813 Thank you Messenger! 😘

5/17/2019 8:17:32 AM blsdbe 5:5 pic.twitter.com/uG9CLYytTS

5/17/2019 9:06:26 AM allahuniversal SG-1 S03 E17*

A Hundred Days 

(every 150 years)

5/17/2019 9:11:42 AM jm4n I'm not sure why. It's simple really. By the time they were found the goal of the deception, let's call it, had long since been accomplished. Put 

differently, planting parts to be found 11 years later serves no benefit if the goal has a much shorter timeframe to be accomplished.

5/17/2019 9:46:06 AM pyramidsonmars_ Just so people know, the plane engine that was found on the street corner, it was found to come from a different type of plane not from the one that 

apparently hit the tower ✈️.  It was planted ‘evidence’.

5/17/2019 10:11:28 AM jm4n Yes [F]orce = [M]ass x [a]cceleration F is measured in [N]ewtons. Weight is a measurement of M of an object x the [a] of gravity. To find M use the 

same formula, solve for M. So M = F/a. So first convert the weight of the plane in lbs to kg. Then divide by 9.8 (gravity) to get M.

5/17/2019 10:36:10 AM jm4n The 11 year old part is landing gear. The engine is seen flying out the other end of Tower 2 & recovered right away. The planted engine theory comes 

from the claim the cooling duct shown is not from a 767. That's been proven untrue. It's a 767 TOBI duct. https://www.metabunk.org/explaining-the-9-

11-murray-st-engine-from-flight-175-n612ua-that-hit-wtc2.t9022/ …

5/17/2019 11:51:34 AM jm4n Heh, after your both done screaming confusedly. @nullAnon12 can convert the speed  (590) from mph to kph. We use speed here (km per h) for 

[a]cceleration (km per h^2) cuz it's the speed at impact. Then multiply that speed by the answer M above to get the [F]orce in [N]ewtons.

5/17/2019 12:26:40 PM pyramidsonmars_ 590MPH cannot be attained at sea level for commercial plane.  Only can at 40,000 ft.  The planes on 911 were holograms.

5/17/2019 12:27:30 PM beeshelb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does tattoo ink contain nanotech? Curious since their popularity has soared for quite a few years.

5/17/2019 12:29:10 PM tyl3r59518097 🙏 pic.twitter.com/Cp8plkKl6Q

5/17/2019 12:34:02 PM pyramidsonmars_ Buildings don’t ‘self heal’ after being hit by a plane ✈️.  I have slowed many of the ‘Official TV News’ videos down and took pictures after plane 

‘entered’ building.  ZERO damage to the tower. They are holograms

5/17/2019 12:38:24 PM jm4n *Correction* the speed should be converted to meters per second not kilometers per hour so it transfers to Newtons. To give @nullAnon12 a head 

start the weight of a 767 is 395,000 lbs which is 179,000 kg. The speed was 590 mph which is 264 mps. That's all the figures needed.

5/17/2019 2:07:30 PM jm4n 590 is an estimate and very easily be an overestimate. It was probably closer to 300 which is the average landing speed and the figure I gave the first 

time it came up.

5/17/2019 2:36:31 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/8jopxrJPGMM 

5/17/2019 4:10:00 PM sontechnique Careful what you wish for. Adm. Byrd barely got out of there with his life. Lots of men and military assets were lost to advanced technology. The 

residents are not friendly.



5/17/2019 4:29:39 PM v_rags I’m a bit late to this debate but this seals it for me.  http://www.drjudywood.com/towers/ 

5/17/2019 4:50:49 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this thread is very concerning.....no more F...Fs please....@  https://twitter.com/Prism_WG_Light/status/1128362267462991873 …

5/17/2019 6:58:25 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 👊🏻💥💥

5/17/2019 7:23:08 PM rizzo1megan Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many people live and die by their music. They listen to it while in the shower, gee 

morning, driving to work, studying, breaks during work, social events, public gatherings, marches, rallies, […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115829774021214208.html …

5/17/2019 7:24:52 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/MznqgTNAGe

5/17/2019 7:25:08 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/7pd0j5DHVv

5/17/2019 7:39:10 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ueacgyJHqg

5/17/2019 9:33:26 PM aprilbrown99 B

5/17/2019 9:38:45 PM aprilbrown99 Who are these people?

5/17/2019 10:09:09 PM peterclloyd Frequency

5/17/2019 10:32:01 PM disfellocated @jordanbpeterson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S03E12 wherein she rescues her father from the underworld. A bit on the nose?

5/17/2019 10:59:20 PM blsdbe This. @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LuvMyPillowMike/status/1129614297154359296 …

5/18/2019 2:08:52 AM doyle_eng 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom 

When do the odds of 1 in  ] 1 52[  against a preselected future under active enforcement, preselected from a multiplicity of predetermined 

#probablefuture timelines, assume a 20:20 sight clarity whose quadrature is 5:5 — no glasses needed?

...

5/18/2019 2:50:14 AM jm4n 18 different views. All amateur civilians -4 live news feeds. At 5:25 (preloaded link) #10 is civilian & the best. I'm not seeing a self healing building. Just a 

plane impact immediately leading into an explosion out of the hole it made. What am I missing? https://youtu.be/7YLm3pkAiJQ?t=325 …

5/18/2019 5:10:33 AM v_rags I think you will find this video interesting. First tower exploded with no airplane in view. https://youtu.be/75c5AEtcXXg 

5/18/2019 6:55:31 AM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed.

5/18/2019 7:26:05 AM lonerganjames  pic.twitter.com/pxiQhfDTEX

5/18/2019 11:06:21 AM girlawakeinca @Zeda2016 A good review 🤗

5/18/2019 12:00:45 PM jm4n Got some interesting info. I'm not buying everything he's selling though. No mention of the first tower impact. There's several eyewitness that saw the 

first plane hit. One was a doorman outside a nearby hotel.

5/18/2019 1:13:14 PM v_rags Yea I know it’s so weird. But that video is showing the 1st tower being hit. Lol. Crazy stuff. Regardless hope the truth about that horrible day comes out 

soon.

5/18/2019 3:01:30 PM jm4n Weren't you like 3 then?

5/18/2019 3:02:26 PM jm4n Yeah and the path of the plane is obstructed the whole time.

5/18/2019 3:19:51 PM jm4n So King George the 3rd reincarnated  and still just as crazy. My kinda guy.

5/18/2019 3:20:35 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Fo6Yk1IsUv

5/18/2019 3:37:25 PM cryptomeup Well mixed feelings from #madonna at #eurovision with that other bloke. Ascension imagery...  "wake up", but the old evil one eye still. @2runtherace

@StormIsUponUs

@BeThePlan

@_tm5k 

Did we just change collective consciousness?...

5/18/2019 3:39:16 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Here's why the Pentagon is so interested in UFO sightings -  https://www.businessinsider.com/why-the-pentagon-is-so-interested-

in-ufo-sightings-2019-5 …

5/18/2019 3:47:21 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Go Fast: Official USG Footage of UAP for Public Release -  https://youtu.be/wxVRg7LLaQA 

5/18/2019 3:48:23 PM v_rags King George ?

5/18/2019 3:49:20 PM v_rags Oh wait I get it lol

5/18/2019 4:11:11 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Has anyone pointed out yet that certain episodes of SG1 throughout the series have a different intro than the rest? MAJESTIC 

episodes?

I noticed this years ago and thought it might have meaning.  pic.twitter.com/wJp08p26WL

5/18/2019 4:15:57 PM openexplo Another example of a powerful use of this NEW MEDIA is the account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here on Twitter.

It has been demonstrated with several synchronicities that the account was linked both with #QAnon and @realDonaldTrump

Isn't yet the Web a truly DISRUPTIVE TOOL for REVOLUTION ? pic.twitter.com/ornagWGCck

5/18/2019 5:15:47 PM doyle_eng Bcc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@DSSPublicAffair #AboveMajestic — transcendentally: https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1129902749028536321 …

5/18/2019 8:12:46 PM winki00000001 Yeah yeah. "Don't trust me but trust me when I said to TRUST THE PLAN".

Perfectly logical...

5/18/2019 10:47:57 PM michele_mannor Quetzacoatal.

5/18/2019 11:31:44 PM gwen6930 More proof of lion and lamb https://youtu.be/2U9F37VMwT4 

5/19/2019 3:04:46 AM nullanon12 747 Engine TOO Rip XD

5/19/2019 3:06:36 AM nullanon12 Actually The Explosion force coming out of the other side, not the plane(I Solved All The Math For The Plane)

5/19/2019 3:08:05 AM nullanon12 Thanks For That Link!

5/19/2019 3:20:24 AM realityloominng Is 'The Hammer' connected to ALICE?

5/19/2019 6:17:49 AM susang7671 Will MJ flip the DIA logo image forward from 0,0 (to the right), then upward or downward along the distance (x) axis,depending on individual choice? Is 

this similar to individual awakening from dream state to reality during the energy shift?

5/19/2019 6:21:02 AM tamravee Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

5/19/2019 8:51:25 AM maxmedieval  pic.twitter.com/bcwTv9jjKN

5/19/2019 11:26:43 AM jm4n The cooling duct looks like the one found on a 747 engine. It also looks like this TOBI duct used in the engine of the 767 flight that hit tower 2. The JT9D-

7RD4 part pictured comes from an aviation mechanic. He took it himself. the resemblance is obvious to even the laymen. pic.twitter.com/eUJIznbFcj

5/19/2019 11:55:29 AM jm4n The force you are calculating is the force of the plane striking the building. It is the amount of force happening at impact. Comparatively a 2000 lb car 

traveling 60mph hitting a wall is 490,914 Newtons. About 550 times it's weight.

5/19/2019 12:00:48 PM thurt1414 If that is true , that is very scary.

5/19/2019 12:09:56 PM jm4n Emergency responders filming themselves on another call that day caught the Tower 1 impact. They all witnessed it. You can hear it coming in and see 

the plane at 1:09. https://youtu.be/h3shmfKOZ9g 

5/19/2019 12:18:35 PM allahuniversal What I'm watching which brought this back to mind:  https://youtu.be/B6UpIIks2Tw 

>>> to 47:12



5/19/2019 1:13:18 PM ossrobertsteele My Norwegian interview says it all: two governments that interfered in US election were the UK (GCHQ) and Israel (Zionist control over media and 

social media).  See the video (and the Zionist trolls) here: https://youtu.be/STYyisN5I7c 

5/19/2019 1:14:29 PM ossrobertsteele Zionists, not USG, appear to have pioneered Boeing's remote hijack, and they use it to murder single individuals under cover of a plane crash.  See John 

Lear's report here: https://phibetaiota.net/2019/05/john-lear-false-flag-fake-news-boeing-remote-hijack-not-anti-stall-and-zionists-are-the-cause-not-

a-mistake-of-the-murders-of-all-aboard-lion-air-and-ethiopian-airways/ …

5/19/2019 1:16:01 PM ossrobertsteele President should have ordered a RICO investigation in #GoogleGestapo long ago -- Amazon, Facebook, Google, MeetUp, Twitter, YouTube and others -- 

ADL is the common "trusted censor." Start here:  https://phibetaiota.net/?s=%23GoogleGestapo …

5/19/2019 2:42:40 PM sparkleloung S04E05 - metaphorical information on #sleepercells and mind control 

Apply to NK summit

5/19/2019 2:52:18 PM djlok And why was that part removed?  I feel this book sheds a light on a lot of things, including our "Classified" guidelines.  Thanks for posting that.

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

5/19/2019 2:59:49 PM petitchevalb Thank you! 

Thought nobody saw

But you saw ☺

5/19/2019 3:10:55 PM petitchevalb See 

Most beautiful part to me 💜 pic.twitter.com/Lcawp30YYF

5/19/2019 3:11:09 PM djlok I get a lot of thoughts in my head related to this particular twitter account and will get "inspired" to go look stuff up...and Boom!...There was your 

comment/research.  But no, I didn't see it when you originally posted it even though I should have. My notifications are jacked.

5/19/2019 3:12:44 PM petitchevalb No matter 

You see now 

Better than never ☺

5/19/2019 3:44:14 PM zagnett Yup. i think some psyops are good & some are bad. Entire Universe could be thought of as one big conglomeration of all psyops. Q, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

@NSA_QIL2 (to me) just seem to be generally good/well-intended psyops. They've been quite helpful/educational at the very least.

5/19/2019 3:48:16 PM allahuniversal Nudges & sometimes outright pushes in the right direction. "It takes a nail to drive out a nail"... It's takes a psyop (or few) to drive out a psyop (or few)

5/19/2019 5:19:05 PM n7guardiananon Was "The Traveler" from the Destiny videogame based on the true history of the moon?

 https://youtu.be/LcnOdj2oXJE 

5/19/2019 5:23:20 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sure miss chatting with yous MJs 😇🙏😇 Be Safe Be Well #Majestic

5/19/2019 6:14:16 PM lbf777 I always sensed something was up with bitcoin but then MJ12 confirmed a few times that it is a scam. I'm not sure if you follow him 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I support a gifting economy here:

 https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

5/19/2019 6:29:23 PM lightblade1111 I think your model may work in a world 100 years from now, but we won’t transition away from money immediately it’s going to take time. If you are 

ever interested set up a Litecoin wallet and DM me, I will send you a little LTC to try it out. I am here to help.

5/19/2019 6:32:39 PM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article227411649.html?fbclid=IwAR3_lJELko-

B4rhKTlYuvwsOiYisAdarwX52bgFWKqfzMW5alMJWNN9qcX8 … #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

5/19/2019 6:40:34 PM olimyracle Trust Yourself 

💞

5/19/2019 6:46:49 PM dynamicres @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Better now?

 https://www.sciencealert.com/tomorrow-the-definition-of-the-kilogram-will-change-forever-here-s-what-that-really-means …

5/19/2019 7:21:06 PM allahuniversal [They] are absolutely losing it this weekend... All at once.

5/19/2019 7:31:05 PM allahuniversal I literally just had this conversation w/the last few days. You have it backwards. The @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account did not create that archive, said 

account inspired me to do so. Of my own free will. And no, I do not run tye @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account. Heard that one before too.  

pic.twitter.com/pUWdd7iNDf

5/19/2019 7:34:41 PM allahuniversal Be careful who you follow and what you believe. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1130299876351328256?s=19 …

5/19/2019 10:11:02 PM thericharddoyle 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom ...

051 : (5 + 1) = 6

5 = 5

1 is 1

0 : Δ0 : 1 51

5/5 = 1

6/5 : 0

δ is reciprocal of 40

40 (inverse of) : quadrature

[< https://youtu.be/9h331YDV4PA > — (5:32—5:53) (21 s / (½)*) + < https://youtu.be/skpXfgVypEw > — (1:05:02—1:05:44) (42 s / (1)**)]

...

5/19/2019 11:55:58 PM wereldpijncafe  https://twitter.com/WereldPijnCafe/status/1130364958569635840 …

5/20/2019 5:55:40 AM doyle_eng 1/2 IMMEDIATE:

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom Freedom (in  https://qmap.pub/read/2096 ) through ( https://qmap.pub/read/2332 ) incoming: 9:00 AM, U.S. 

Eastern Time — DECLAS Avalanche per (7+1:  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130340128625287173 … &  

https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130345316635488256 …) is a direct GO. Sole remaining requirement: pic.twitter.com/KO1bF0p8DI

5/20/2019 8:02:44 AM pitsr4me Love how he mocks them and let's them know, he knows, and we know!

5/20/2019 9:15:54 AM dynamicres I think Alice cant see us if we aren't observing. Like the light that goes off in the fridge when you close the doors, we need to perfect quantum 

observation to escape? (double slit) us=rabbit? We created quantum to escape observation.

5/20/2019 9:16:11 AM dynamicres  https://www.sciencealert.com/tomorrow-the-definition-of-the-kilogram-will-change-forever-here-s-what-that-really-means …

better now?

5/20/2019 3:16:49 PM ultra_unlimited These deeper topics will be a part of the next phase of #thegreatawakening. Political trickery will open the door of doors and lead to much deeper 

revelations regarding hidden technologies, spiritual secrets etc #QANon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 outlines this next phase well IMO



5/20/2019 3:59:31 PM _00111111_ Thank you for thoughtful input and not just seeing me as some faithless impatient person. I work Light. I heeded call. I’m here . Looking round and I just 

see politics MSM and not woke anons sorry . Seeing republicans happtbout winning not anons happy bout waking .

5/20/2019 4:46:18 PM decodematrix NASA

5/20/2019 6:18:35 PM purgeglobalists @TribunalReport @scrowder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScQanon @RSBNetwork @AKA_RealDirty @TribunalReport @Miami4Trump @mitchellvii 

Vote and retweet please https://twitter.com/4YrsToday/status/1130238475289137152 …

5/20/2019 6:35:20 PM realdepiorabie Did not say that the belief in vibrating atoms is anti-Christ. 

I said @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is anti-Christ.

5/20/2019 7:10:22 PM toffer_anon_369 Mayor Pete = Lizard?

5/20/2019 8:08:09 PM bendhyana Buzz is right, it is man's destiny to leave the cradle (Earth) and become a solar species. The plan is guided by spiritual beings, who btw are always open 

to helping worthy isouls to join them in a reality beyond the physical.

5/20/2019 8:23:04 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/20/2019 8:23:32 PM djlok MJ8 = Shanahan

5/20/2019 8:53:21 PM aprilbrown99 Tesla

5/20/2019 8:56:33 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, sometimes.

5/20/2019 8:58:07 PM aprilbrown99 369=Power of the Universe 

3 stars = standing by Gen. Flynn

5/20/2019 8:59:04 PM aprilbrown99 Imortal Spirit

5/20/2019 9:02:10 PM aprilbrown99 The odds are much better than bingo. 😃

5/20/2019 9:10:32 PM aprilbrown99 There is no meltdown. I am not an asshole.

5/20/2019 9:12:34 PM aprilbrown99 Vibration and frequency of the universe.

5/20/2019 9:14:03 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

5/20/2019 9:15:34 PM aprilbrown99 Do you have a better answer?  Please tell.

5/20/2019 9:16:00 PM aprilbrown99 For being you. 🤗

5/20/2019 9:17:33 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

5/20/2019 9:18:35 PM aprilbrown99 MJ12 are very busy. Sorry. I am here by myself tonight.

5/20/2019 9:21:34 PM aprilbrown99 Symbols

5/20/2019 9:23:23 PM aprilbrown99 Ok, please teach me something new. 😁

5/20/2019 9:25:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 exists and wants WAR with Iran.

Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.

45 brags about rebuilding Military?

Tucker: POTUS give the command and then the bad actors will begin to fall.

Tucker: People in the media, MSNBC, CNN 

TREASON

We are making our move.

Watch the Skies
5/20/2019 9:25:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power of 3 6 9 is real.

Q3333

3([][][][])

Meme warfare means MEME THE HELL OUT OF THE BOMBSHELLS CONTAINED WITHIN!

Bypass the mainstream cult by staying fully aware of #DECLAS.

Tucker tonight: US Govt has been co-conspirator to trafficking kids.

POTUS: Military Industrial Complex

5/20/2019 9:26:25 PM higherdensitees Godspeed!

5/20/2019 9:26:34 PM djlok 👊👊👊

5/20/2019 9:26:35 PM aprilbrown99 Energy, vibration, thought, magic of the universe. All numbers divisible by 3. 3 is powerful and can change the world with Co-creative conscious focus 

and thought. Especially during meditation.

5/20/2019 9:27:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA MJ7 via T1 @ 0027-0072

5/20/2019 9:27:24 PM aprilbrown99 Some day perhaps. I would like to visit a pyramid.

5/20/2019 9:27:40 PM 1_decided_voter Why are both you and Q so quiet lately?

5/20/2019 9:27:49 PM alec_m_currier Keep it up. . We're watching every move you make. . #Q

5/20/2019 9:27:53 PM bdam777 What is the most important thing to prepare for the upcoming changes? 

Food, info, shelter?

5/20/2019 9:28:01 PM positively303 How can we prepare for shift?

5/20/2019 9:28:10 PM aprilbrown99 This is a good answer. Feel free to elaborate more.

5/20/2019 9:28:36 PM islandofdelight Where have you been MJ? Any reason for the prolonged absence?

5/20/2019 9:28:38 PM alec_m_currier It's what happens when you take the script away. . #improv

5/20/2019 9:29:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 You already know what is going to go down - they are watching too. We will not give away Patriots in the middle of operations. They are crumbling 

though. 

Notice the lights?

What's wrong with FOX?

What flags does POTUS have behind him?

Immigration proposal rolled out?

By whom?LEO

5/20/2019 9:29:26 PM islandofdelight Does caffeine found in healthier drinks like tea and kombucha still calcify your pineal gland?

5/20/2019 9:29:30 PM peterclloyd With all the illusion, who is sitting in the audience?

5/20/2019 9:29:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intel, don't fall for Fake News

Also, #SeeSomethingSaySomething http://fbi.gov/tips 

5/20/2019 9:30:06 PM jonle86 Why hasn't fox tweeted for months?

5/20/2019 9:30:12 PM islandofdelight How harmful are wireless devices when they are close to our body? For example phone in pocket daily or wearable smart watch or glasses in a few 

years?

5/20/2019 9:30:14 PM djlok The lights were so bright at the Rally, I think 3 people became ill tonight.

5/20/2019 9:30:27 PM aprilbrown99 I missed you!  So glad you are here!  Please be safe.

5/20/2019 9:30:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operations, as we have stated this account will be decommissioned when this operation has concluded.

5/20/2019 9:30:35 PM pauliepg11111 How is time an illusion.

5/20/2019 9:31:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, even POTUS commented about the lights being so bright.

5/20/2019 9:31:11 PM allahuniversal #DECLAS pic.twitter.com/KHGczQNop1

5/20/2019 9:31:19 PM 1_decided_voter I believe that is a protest they are making as a result to some sort of censorship issue.

5/20/2019 9:31:57 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Msj8zgWvKO

5/20/2019 9:31:59 PM dan007mnr What is purpose of NSA since nothing gets checked and exposed publicly, while all comms intercepted that could very well provide safety and expose 

dirty deeds. Think of all FF’s, co-pro, etc. thx

5/20/2019 9:32:01 PM sano_faith Who's Ashtar for the MJ12 team ?



5/20/2019 9:32:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is a byproduct of consciousness's intention to have time to experience. The act of perceiving that time is a construct of thought means that thought 

when corrected can modify time using "technology" created from consciousness experiencing. When playing a game, time is fun?

5/20/2019 9:32:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many more than 3 throughout the day. 

Signals.

Received.

MIC is real.

5/20/2019 9:32:49 PM thelilkingryan Do we have defenses against Attar as a “ just in case policy”?

5/20/2019 9:33:04 PM tatonka20 Are the different weather patterns we’re seeing this year the result of weather control satellites having been disabled?

5/20/2019 9:33:11 PM jonle86 Then we need more like fox if that's the case

5/20/2019 9:33:16 PM sano_faith Ashtar from the pleiadian federation.

5/20/2019 9:33:34 PM aprilbrown99 Please be safe!  God bless you and all the military patriots.  I love you all so much!  ❤️❤️❤️

5/20/2019 9:33:43 PM islandofdelight Should we be ready for total communications black out?

5/20/2019 9:34:02 PM jayrambin You've told us to detox pineal, and said selenium, charcoal toothpaste, no caffeine, soda, gmos, meditate and said 'start there'. Can you tell us more 

about proper self care? Especially spiritually? I lean toward Ayurveda atm. Thanks.

5/20/2019 9:34:35 PM aprilbrown99 #DelcassifyFISA pic.twitter.com/SS2AUmySqf

5/20/2019 9:34:39 PM carolin15161363 What did VK mean by his Gemini post?

5/20/2019 9:34:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operations are thwarted making the need for going public contradictory to keeping a safe population. If you have nothing to fear from your potential 

enemy because NSA is engaged against them, then why should everything be disclosed but to cause fear panic and conspiracy.

5/20/2019 9:35:02 PM djlok Military Ind Complex for those following along at home.

5/20/2019 9:35:08 PM jluebs24 Will we be taken off planet for the frashokereti?

5/20/2019 9:35:17 PM jayrambin Is this operation nearing its end? Will mj12 be making health info available afterwards? If so, do you know how or where yet? Thanks!

5/20/2019 9:35:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unlikely, but technically its possible.

5/20/2019 9:35:23 PM thelilkingryan Research Ashtaroth

5/20/2019 9:36:19 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for your service MJ7 and T1!  🤗🥰🤗

5/20/2019 9:36:25 PM thelilkingryan If you want pre Christianity research attar

5/20/2019 9:36:27 PM sano_faith Thanks.

I still have interest about the opinion of the MJ12 team.

5/20/2019 9:36:39 PM fmeonlylol It is noted the Q clock ends 5/29. Will Q completely stop all comms after that date since we already have all we need? I know we have everything, I just

 miss the drops from the team immensely. I get so excited for drops, hope they stop in and say hi every once in awhile. ☀️❣️🙏

5/20/2019 9:36:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Speak the sacrifices that you take for granted and bless all that have blessed you when given the opportunity. Speaking aloud is casting spells. Giving 

thanks and dedication to truth enforces your resolve for truth.

5/20/2019 9:36:48 PM thelilkingryan Same here

5/20/2019 9:36:52 PM roublisa Gemini twin?

5/20/2019 9:36:54 PM lightworkercain Kappy?

5/20/2019 9:37:27 PM laztar11 We are suspended in time right now

5/20/2019 9:37:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Programs exist outside of public knowledge = Yes = MIC

5/20/2019 9:37:51 PM jayrambin How does LEO represent Barr?

5/20/2019 9:37:53 PM girlawakeinca Status of Oroville Dam Spillway? Are the people & land safe from harm?

5/20/2019 9:38:02 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/d7m7oGzDeB

5/20/2019 9:38:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are unassociated to Q as we have previously stated many times.

5/20/2019 9:38:07 PM michael81972 Will China try to retaliate and cut us off from rare earth’s?  Is yhere a reason we dont mine them here in greater supply since they are so important?

5/20/2019 9:38:17 PM djlok I've never thought of being thankful for Truth.  Duh! Should never have taken that for granted!!!

5/20/2019 9:38:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not who he appeared.

5/20/2019 9:38:29 PM teachers421 Better investment: silver or dinar?

5/20/2019 9:38:46 PM aprilbrown99 What percentage of the population are now awake?  More since the last calculation?

5/20/2019 9:38:48 PM richzen2 What do you think about ra material? Genuine or fake? Light or dark?

5/20/2019 9:38:50 PM islandofdelight Is Emery Smith’s testimony true?

5/20/2019 9:38:51 PM lightworkercain Mossad?

5/20/2019 9:38:55 PM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/nCOtl7Wr7n

5/20/2019 9:38:56 PM jadegreen0987 3 6 9 ( T*E*S*L*A)

5/20/2019 9:39:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Play an audio clipping of this line on YouTube to test their censorship algorithms via bogus copyright claims on the line. By whom? Follow the money.

5/20/2019 9:39:37 PM laztar11 Martin pic.twitter.com/7VUaqXfWye

5/20/2019 9:39:59 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I love MJ12!

5/20/2019 9:40:14 PM allahuniversal Gangstalking of targeted individuals. Are those programs still ongoing? Was there ever a legitimate use for said programs?

5/20/2019 9:40:24 PM splucas22 2 part...is a financial reset imminent?...and will some kind of alien disclosure happen this year?

5/20/2019 9:40:29 PM islandofdelight When crimes against country, humanity, and children are revealed, can we do anything to prevent unnecessary bloodshed or retaliation?

5/20/2019 9:40:33 PM 1_decided_voter I'm grateful for the Freedom caucus and their efforts to uncover the truth that nobody else in Congress seems to want uncovered.

5/20/2019 9:40:35 PM mongrelglory Will there be war with Iran?

5/20/2019 9:40:59 PM thelilkingryan Time line merge successful?

5/20/2019 9:41:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 150,000,000 in the US are aware that the Mueller report was a complete vindication to 45 since it failed to take down Trump. Many moderate 

Democrats view this as a game changer and has improved communication between Q Patriots / MJ12 Anons and NPC Sheep under Mind Control.

5/20/2019 9:41:16 PM aprilbrown99 This statement made me cry.  I am so very grateful!

5/20/2019 9:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

5/20/2019 9:41:48 PM poppyslovecapu Who will ascend and who will be left behind? 

I believe Evil will be defeated! Am I right? ThanQ

5/20/2019 9:42:14 PM djlok Me too!  It feels like real progress!!

5/20/2019 9:42:24 PM 1_decided_voter Plus, you at one point answered a question I asked as to whether Q was nearing completion of their mission. I believe you responded they are less than 

50% completed still.

5/20/2019 9:42:28 PM restart_qpersia We expect war in Iran either civil or foreign!

#RestartMIGA

#Qanon

5/20/2019 9:42:38 PM aprilbrown99 So many more within just a few months!  That is fantastic news. 🙏🙏🙏

5/20/2019 9:43:00 PM mongrelglory What percentage of human-trafficking rings are still in operation around the world? (Still needing to be shut down).

5/20/2019 9:43:00 PM fmeonlylol I apologize, have not been following long...did not know that. Thanks!

5/20/2019 9:43:21 PM splucas22 Understandable...but im interested in how much change we can expect.m.

5/20/2019 9:43:25 PM jaspony1 What is the expiration date of the treaty we have with the star Nations?



5/20/2019 9:43:46 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it does. So wonderful. I am so humbled and grateful for this moment in time.

5/20/2019 9:43:54 PM islandofdelight Is Rachel Chandler 🔑  to #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein or #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealNXIVM?

5/20/2019 9:44:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, though not how you expect. Remember, MILITARY TRIBUNALS. 

Where is John Kerry?

Plane fulls of cash?

John Bolton?

Judas?

What if we knew?

Could we set the trap?

The chips will fall. 

A rebuilt Military.

[CF][322][???][NXIVM][EPSTEIN]

Merkel now claims USA w/ China+Russia?

RDS
5/20/2019 9:44:07 PM roublisa Orinville Dam adm nukes removed 2017?

5/20/2019 9:44:18 PM poppyslovecapu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you still here #AMA?

5/20/2019 9:45:14 PM fmeonlylol I don’t recall answering such a question, but I believe you if you insist it was me. 🙂

5/20/2019 9:45:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 DONE

5/20/2019 9:45:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Based on POTUS tweets, Has a deal already been discussed with Iran?

5/20/2019 9:45:31 PM roublisa Orinville Dam white hat controlled current infrastructure construction?

5/20/2019 9:45:38 PM splucas22 He seemed to be well intended...he exposed a lot of corruption..

5/20/2019 9:46:25 PM nursewounds In case I don't get the chance, thanks for everything! God Bless You!🏆🇺🇸🙏💓

5/20/2019 9:46:27 PM mongrelglory Is the Vatican willing to negotiate a peaceful surrender of power, or are the Satanic elements fighting humanity all the way?  Is Pope Francis a 

spokesperson for these people?

5/20/2019 9:46:55 PM islandofdelight No 0046-0072?

5/20/2019 9:47:17 PM djlok END OF CYCLE 😂😂😂

5/20/2019 9:47:19 PM girlawakeinca Trust the Plan 🙏❤️

5/20/2019 9:47:47 PM olimyracle Expand #Disney pedonetwork

5/20/2019 9:48:01 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 🙏🙏🙏

5/20/2019 9:48:04 PM jayrambin Im confused by the Bible. I think Jesus was righteous but 'lord and savior', 'died for my sins', 'original sin', 'only thru Jesus' will I find God, doesn't feel 

right. Yet, people like Edgar Cayce, who i feel is credible, quote and refer 2 it a lot. Discernment, right? Comments?

5/20/2019 9:48:07 PM mongrelglory You have said that not all chemtrails are bad.  What are some of the beneficial aspects of chemtrails?

5/20/2019 9:48:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 He was playing both sides.

Double agent.

5/20/2019 9:49:34 PM nun_chucknorris The Q clock was created by anons to try to organize and cross reference information. It has not been endorsed by Q and the anons are not sure it is 

even correct. The end date was not set by Q and has previously reached its initial end and been extended- this will happen again

5/20/2019 9:49:39 PM kseven110 Can you expand on your tweet several months ago...regarding a recent Egyptian discovery involving mummification (pets too) & ascension? Versus 

what we were taught about the process in school? Thank you!

5/20/2019 9:49:43 PM debbyutz No! 🙏

5/20/2019 9:49:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unrelated but related. 

Quantum? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1130695713418096640?s=21 …

5/20/2019 9:50:06 PM splucas22 Is he really dead?...:'(

5/20/2019 9:50:22 PM cocopuffster12 You will be missed ♥️

5/20/2019 9:50:25 PM mongrelglory Is Dr. Michael Salla correct when he says that recent Antarctic ice cores support the Hapgood model of pole shifts, (rather than Chan Thomas's 

scenario)?  https://www.exopolitics.org/antarctic-ice-core-records-resolve-competing-pole-shift-theories/ …

5/20/2019 9:50:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

5/20/2019 9:51:00 PM roublisa Wow excellent news!

5/20/2019 9:51:31 PM splucas22 :'(...murder or suicide??

5/20/2019 9:51:41 PM aprilbrown99 John Kerry is selling out our country trying to work deals behind the scenes. #treasonous

5/20/2019 9:51:41 PM lightworkercain Judas...

5/20/2019 9:52:00 PM jayrambin Can you comment on Edgar Cayce? Obviously his readings were accurate. Im wondering if his A. R. E. association is genuine or has ALICE been 

involved? Who is teaching good spiritual philosophy and practices?  Thanks for your work.

5/20/2019 9:52:17 PM wild8heart It starts within each of us! Be the change you wish to see! pic.twitter.com/RsXOPpL9Wf

5/20/2019 9:53:08 PM daveo6145 45 said ‘quantum leap’ during a 5g presser. Related?

5/20/2019 9:53:15 PM scott_rick Did Tesla find free energy? Qi/Prana aka life force energy and try and share with the world (wardencliff)

5/20/2019 9:54:02 PM roublisa Yeah baby!😉 pic.twitter.com/Q3jSQZuttq

5/20/2019 9:54:23 PM mongrelglory Are ET battles still going on in the atmosphere above our planet, or is there peace finally?  Are any ETs trapped on this planet, or are they free to leave?

5/20/2019 9:54:52 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/q0sq5VbxP1

5/20/2019 9:55:10 PM petitchevalb What is proportion of IS VS IS-BE currently on Earth? 100%, 80%, less? (80% meaning 8 IS for 10 IS-BE)

5/20/2019 9:55:31 PM winklerburke Isn’t Spygate et al small potatoes, small actors... (granted needing justice served) compared to actual unspeakably evil ops of larger, 100-year plan of 

upper cast of twisted infinite-wealth families? They ever to face true justice & disempowerment? Will heavy bads be stopped?

5/20/2019 9:55:31 PM normalp30413843 Can you say who was the good/great man he referred to?

5/20/2019 9:56:15 PM djlok It's all connected. Kappy, Kerry = double agents

Both = Judas

Both = Same ending?  Events will tell the truth.

5/20/2019 9:56:30 PM lightworkercain  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115690050703056896?s=19 …

5/20/2019 9:56:45 PM aprilbrown99 Change is good for removing evil and locking up the cabal. To have freedom, peace, unity and sovereignty for the people of the US and the world.  It 

will be a time for celebrations!  I am looking forward to this change 💯. 🙏🙏🙏

5/20/2019 9:56:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I don't want to see Iran turn into another Libya/Syria

5/20/2019 9:57:05 PM blsdbe So glad you dropped in for a chat and terribly sorry to have missed you!!! May all be well, and ThanQ for your continued efforts!!!

5/20/2019 9:57:19 PM aprilbrown99 I know them in my heart.

5/20/2019 9:58:04 PM petitchevalb What is the role of neural network in our guts (that we dont already know) ?

5/20/2019 9:58:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 or pole shift?

5/20/2019 9:58:52 PM n7guardiananon Could you elaborate on the sine wave, is it a representation of time/space or just conscious frequency?

5/20/2019 9:59:51 PM roublisa Kappy was involved with iran😡

5/20/2019 9:59:53 PM dan007mnr True, but events like LV and all school issues have only caused fear, division and hatred for a good, clean America. These could’ve all been thwarted 

easily. Of course there could be s massive rabbit trap at end of day, no one is awoken real time. 

Goal should be to expose.

5/20/2019 10:00:03 PM aprilbrown99 I have to believe he is a white hat. Mis and dis information is necessary.

5/20/2019 10:00:36 PM roublisa Kappy was executed?



5/20/2019 10:00:37 PM mongrelglory What happens to Inner Earth beings when the Earth "shifts"?  Will they have to ascend with the Earth or are their frequencies already compatible?

5/20/2019 10:00:58 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Soren. Thanks for chatting with me. I enjoy talking to you.

5/20/2019 10:01:04 PM pinealg1 Can you tell your friend @TrueEyeTheSpy to unblock me? I’m a true patriot just trying to find the truth. God Speed and keep POTUS safe!

5/20/2019 10:01:09 PM lukekauffman good question

Very revealing 

Lose track. Back into subconscious

5/20/2019 10:01:09 PM blsdbe Robert David Steele?

5/20/2019 10:01:13 PM roublisa Kappy is Judas 👆

5/20/2019 10:01:30 PM petitchevalb Is sentimental love as we know on Earth a program used to make us dependant and reproduce?

5/20/2019 10:02:17 PM jayrambin I left out vortex water spinning. My fav!

5/20/2019 10:02:49 PM mongrelglory Are there people living on Venus right now?  Was Valiant Thor really from Venus or was that a deception and he was from somewhere else (like Inner 

Earth)?  Or was the whole thing a psyops?

5/20/2019 10:04:17 PM aprilbrown99 🥰

5/20/2019 10:07:27 PM mongrelglory Kappy said he'd recently discovered that he was Judas. ☹️

5/20/2019 10:09:37 PM djlok Maybe he really was?  I dunno, I think I am seeing (for better or for worse) how this (we) is/are all connected.  It's very interesting to me.

5/20/2019 10:09:59 PM bdam777 Yeah, don't check Q anymore. Moved on... 8chan, Q research is just masturbation. 

Chans still have use.

5/20/2019 10:10:21 PM blsdbe Time’s Fun when you’re having flies pic.twitter.com/YWZUW4nojV

5/20/2019 10:13:22 PM aprilbrown99 No it is a kissing you emoji.

5/20/2019 10:14:20 PM bdam777 Burn, in fire? 

Why? 

Care to elaborate?

5/20/2019 10:14:48 PM aprilbrown99 What does 369 mean to you?

5/20/2019 10:15:11 PM ksouth21 Wtf? Signals? For what purpose?

5/20/2019 10:15:45 PM mongrelglory I can't believe the Dems are still talking impeachment!  I also saw of clip of Anderson Cooper and he was still lying about what the Mueller report 

concluded.  I hope there's some jail time for these news anchors and executive producers who have mislead the public with lies. 😠

5/20/2019 10:17:28 PM roublisa I agree...much easier to be ...neutral 🤔 ...understanding unconditional love is the objective... right❤️

5/20/2019 10:17:52 PM debbyutz No war -- rise up vibrations no more suffering

5/20/2019 10:19:05 PM mongrelglory The censorship has gotten really bad.  I hope Jack, Mark and the rest will be held accountable soon.

5/20/2019 10:19:07 PM aprilbrown99 I believe there will be many arrests because the news anchors took money to play their part on TV and intentionally lied to the People.

5/20/2019 10:19:53 PM aprilbrown99 Good to see you Michelle. I hope you are feeling back to normal now. 🤗. I have missed you.

5/20/2019 10:21:16 PM aprilbrown99 I did explains it in a paragraph earlier. 🥴

5/20/2019 10:21:30 PM djlok Well- 45 saw at least 3 of them collapse in the audience.  Perhaps a signal to him from [them]?

5/20/2019 10:22:08 PM blsdbe Notice how the cycle ended at 

:45? #Majestic

5/20/2019 10:22:25 PM roublisa 😂🤣😂🤣🤣😂

5/20/2019 10:22:28 PM aprilbrown99 🌸🦋✨💝

5/20/2019 10:22:32 PM bdam777 Elon is not who we think he is, right?

5/20/2019 10:23:18 PM 11witness11 Look into A Course in Miracles, you’ll be pleasantly surprised at your own intuition

5/20/2019 10:23:37 PM aprilbrown99 Here was my answer. https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1130691331343306754 …

5/20/2019 10:25:02 PM roublisa Yessss please let it be so👍

5/20/2019 10:25:26 PM girlawakeinca Thank you. 🙏❤️

5/20/2019 10:25:34 PM mongrelglory Personally I take the parables taught by Jesus in the Gospels as mostly valid, but view the rest of the New Testament as being a creation of the Council 

of Nicaea for their own control purposes.  The writings of Paul were a big source of Church Doctrine about "Salvation".

5/20/2019 10:25:37 PM pinealg1 Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy? True?

5/20/2019 10:26:44 PM roublisa Interesting🤔👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/2YFMs2RWtD

5/20/2019 10:26:52 PM aprilbrown99 Ok can you please share?

5/20/2019 10:26:58 PM antarantanka Omnipresence of God/Source taught by all religions. How is that possible? All dwell within Source. Simple set theory. Thus you are Source and were 

never abandoned or separate from Source. That’s a start. Ponder it.

5/20/2019 10:27:51 PM laura_621 How else can we use the power of 369 -to benefit humanity and save children from harm?

5/20/2019 10:28:26 PM djlok I think today when they censored 45 that might have been the last straw. Of course, he didn't show it bc he'll never alert the [enemy] before the strike.

5/20/2019 10:28:40 PM roublisa Not sure what to think here.....who do you keep closer👈

5/20/2019 10:29:43 PM roublisa My instinct say yes!

5/20/2019 10:30:00 PM mongrelglory So Potus and Q team have a plan to expose the crimes of the MIC?  That will be great?  I was concerned that they were so powerful that Potus and the 

Military would have to negotiate a truce with them.

5/20/2019 10:32:00 PM aprilbrown99 Mine too. Maybe he is here for retribution for what he learned at Boeing. Perhaps all part of the plan decided long ago?  🙏🙏🙏

5/20/2019 10:32:45 PM aprilbrown99 Sorry I can’t remove them just yet.

5/20/2019 10:32:55 PM roublisa That’s what I’ve thought all along😉

5/20/2019 10:33:48 PM aprilbrown99 💝

5/20/2019 10:34:24 PM mongrelglory Thanks April!  I'm starting to get my energy back. It's slow but I'm getting there! 😁

5/20/2019 10:34:36 PM roublisa Maybe that was just an exercise to keep us on our toes🤔

5/20/2019 10:35:02 PM aprilbrown99 I am glad. 🤗🥰

5/20/2019 10:35:06 PM zagnett Best news i've heard all day! 😊

5/20/2019 10:35:41 PM aprilbrown99 Or to throw someone else off?  😉

5/20/2019 10:36:15 PM aprilbrown99 I know, right?!?  Amazing.

5/20/2019 10:36:54 PM crownofthevally tick tock

the end is near

5/20/2019 10:37:14 PM stefanofait #Hapgood's makes more sense to me anyway

5/20/2019 10:38:47 PM zagnett #NXIVM #NXIVM #NXIVM

#NXIVM #NXIVM #NXIVM

#NXIVM #NXIVM #NXIVM

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein



5/20/2019 10:39:20 PM mongrelglory The Hapgood model is less severe in its devastation, so I certainly prefer it over the Chan model!  It would be a shame for them to bring back the Wooly 

Mammoth with cloning, only to have the poor creature flash frozen again.  That would suck! 😜

5/20/2019 10:41:09 PM 1_decided_voter Has Hannity decided where his allegiance is yet? Any insight?

5/20/2019 10:43:09 PM citoyen_resist Are you on board with RDS ?

5/20/2019 10:43:20 PM ksouth21 Thats only thing i can surmise as well. Strange

5/20/2019 10:45:41 PM djlok I  hope the Mind Control will eventually come to a Hard Stop.  I know most people would probably go to the hospital if that happened, but regardless, 

I'm ready for a New Civilization with my fellow WOKE IS-BE's.  A fella can dream!!!

#Qanon .

5/20/2019 10:45:53 PM mongrelglory I think it's to his pay check.  He seems to report whatever his bosses tell him to, so hopefully his network bosses will sort out their allegiance to the 

white hats soon!  "What's wrong with Fox" indeed!

5/20/2019 10:47:27 PM aprilbrown99 I agree. I am ready. So many are waking up now. We are almost there. ❤️❤️❤️

5/20/2019 10:48:33 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/jHDuScNXXj

5/20/2019 10:49:30 PM aurorasreality Military industrial complex ?

5/20/2019 10:50:25 PM djlok [#NXIVM] [#UnsealEpstein] [#humantrafficking] = A Lot of people (the [Cabal]) who would like to send a lot of messages to @realDonaldTrump, I 

imagine. 

45 is protected.  Thank goodness!!!

5/20/2019 10:54:20 PM stefanofait Wait a minute.

This also means that *most Americans* are no longer capable of critical thinking and that they have lost their grip on reality because of the constant 

stream of #FakeNews.

MSM still very powerful.

5/20/2019 10:55:31 PM studiogarvin 72 SECONDS :55 pic.twitter.com/d9kAiUMxoQ

5/20/2019 11:02:52 PM aprilbrown99 Here is how [they] have been programming us for years. 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/iVz3iV3gGn

5/20/2019 11:03:43 PM cocopuffster12 Where is Orinville Dam

5/20/2019 11:12:41 PM ksouth21 They censored him? What did i miss David?

5/20/2019 11:17:04 PM susang7671 Thank You for all You have led me to see and understand. I feel very awakened, connected, strengthened, and loved. Will future "meetings" be only in 

spirit, now that it is "Done"?

5/20/2019 11:19:46 PM disgruntled_in  pic.twitter.com/Trf3qEgsek

5/20/2019 11:22:26 PM disgruntled_in  pic.twitter.com/HPr7jRcv5j

5/20/2019 11:29:05 PM bitofdis So, time to deal with the "closest" of allies.

Although it is not necessarily the majority of the population of those nations, the very fact it would seem that it is most of the leadership of those 

nations...how?

Can't go full Daenerys Targaryen...wait...initials...DT. Oh shit!

5/20/2019 11:29:21 PM mongrelglory Yes, that's still less than 50% of the American population I believe.  However, once the FISA declassification occurs and the Deep State crimes start to 

get exposed, then more should wake up.  People will really start to tune into the real news once Obama or Hillary are arrested!

5/20/2019 11:41:47 PM lori_dee1 Also, if you do the math 72-27=45

72 is also reverse of 27

5/20/2019 11:44:40 PM studiogarvin Just My Opinion ... but I think Jesus was a sacrifice and bridge to Truth!  We are starting to see 👀 the light!  Amen

5/20/2019 11:44:43 PM maryschade14 Energy Vibration Frequency

5/20/2019 11:48:28 PM brown_eyedladyj Steve, your memes are great.

5/20/2019 11:48:45 PM julielo11338669 Amen 🙏 We Are Ready.

5/20/2019 11:50:12 PM azpatriot88 Hahaha me too!!!

5/20/2019 11:50:59 PM julielo11338669 Wow 😮

5/20/2019 11:51:47 PM brown_eyedladyj I want live coverage from GITMO

5/20/2019 11:53:56 PM maryschade14 Timing..'They' claim it false..fear..

5/20/2019 11:54:37 PM julielo11338669 Lions Now !!!

5/21/2019 12:04:42 AM doyle_eng 2/3 ... Cc: .@realDonaldTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@INDOPACOM .@CliveFPalmer .@USConGenSydney 

if  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1130459118588710912 … is to be possible, through  

https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1130457061056139264 … as enabling, if the enabler of all –  

https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130495875032051713 … – “...will be at last fulfilled” —>> ... pic.twitter.com/LcH2CsJPam

5/21/2019 12:24:50 AM splucas22 I'm not sure if he is endorsing RDS here...what do you think?

5/21/2019 12:30:17 AM mattcottrill3 Good question how does Leo represent barr

5/21/2019 12:49:42 AM brad34351293 It is all about relieving the bad [DS] actors out of power in Iran. 

It should be called Persia once more!

5/21/2019 12:56:10 AM usss_211 You will be missed very much..

5/21/2019 1:09:29 AM mongrelglory I'm not even sure if RDS is referring to Robert Davies Steele.  However, who do you think is [???]?  I know the FBI was involved with Epstein, however, it 

could also mean CIA which is involved with CF/322.

5/21/2019 1:10:56 AM brad34351293 It seems Tesla found out about free 'World grid' energy!

5/21/2019 1:17:20 AM brad34351293 That seems to be the reason our seasons have moved back in a calendar sort of way over the last 10 years or so.

5/21/2019 1:21:03 AM nullanon12 actually, you don't tell me what to do. i need to know how to calculate the force in the explosion

5/21/2019 1:22:30 AM brad34351293 The People are to believe they have the USA's best interest. LOL 

Just like MSM tells them. LOL

5/21/2019 1:27:49 AM fktvis Yeah. Saw that. IDK!

5/21/2019 1:34:52 AM mrd_s_anderson Kek, MIC drop... pic.twitter.com/RJInvztF9p

5/21/2019 1:39:58 AM brad34351293 ?

Flags are still gold fringed-still at war with the enemy!

5/21/2019 1:40:44 AM brad34351293 That is what it means!

5/21/2019 1:46:31 AM brad34351293 & who is the new spokesman for SSP disclosure with new Blue Avian beings-comics & all? Corey Goode

I can't get over his new production partner with all the Satanic tattoos in plain site. Makes me sick that he has no response to whom he keeps company 

with, but he is  a victim?

5/21/2019 1:54:22 AM brad34351293 I have always said something happened to me many lifetimes ago, because I seem to go in different cycles of my existence. I am not meant to do one 

thing in life it seems & I forget some things that I have done. Seems to jive with  'Time is an allusion.'

5/21/2019 1:57:54 AM brad34351293 Seems people didn't hear his story of being in a Clone facility w/ Putin & the Queen's clones-who were mean.

That means he was either full of shit or was a clone. I called BS, but he was entertaining, & high on something most the time.

5/21/2019 2:01:09 AM splucas22 I understand that he is controversial but as far as I'm concerned he's very legit. I've watched him for almost 3 years and I believe integrity is important 

to him. Hard to tell these days sometimes...I really liked Isaac nappy too but it seems like he had different sides now.



5/21/2019 2:01:43 AM brad34351293 As it should be, especially after ISIS tried to destroy the ancient heritage of the region.

5/21/2019 2:02:25 AM splucas22 ....kappy...

5/21/2019 2:03:21 AM adsvel Many will be arrested, those who are hostile in their nature.

5/21/2019 2:20:26 AM 7alon Time is not an illusion, it is a creation with the  intent to measure experience/life. It is real within the constructs of our consciousness. An illusion 

describes a misinterpretation of a true sensation.

5/21/2019 2:23:49 AM jonesy4671 Sky event

5/21/2019 3:08:31 AM teeunited3 #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #DrainTheDeepState #TuesdayThoughts pic.twitter.com/9HafoetiSo

5/21/2019 3:19:42 AM realityloominng Bruh. How can I boost my own odds of becoming a Typist? I need some action bad

5/21/2019 3:20:10 AM rachaelangelm It is early a.m. I had a dream a Navy Seal team finished a task. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/21/2019 3:44:14 AM matchnumbers67 Michelle, I am your down under mirror image.

5/21/2019 3:57:28 AM mattdawg80 Read the law of one.

5/21/2019 4:00:34 AM bbobbio71 What's the purpose of X-37 ?

5/21/2019 4:02:08 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1099106370337550336?s=19 …

5/21/2019 4:05:04 AM bbobbio71 Thank you for all you've taught us!

Still trying to get a greater understanding of 3 6 9 though.  lol

5/21/2019 4:15:53 AM pauliepg11111 When playing a game, eg a video game, time is a construct. You can pause, go back, skip forward, move up a level (dimension?). But things still happen 

in a “linear” fashion - ie one thing follows another. So events following each other are inextricably linked with time?

5/21/2019 4:19:40 AM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/dYzHG7oD1d

5/21/2019 4:23:47 AM winni31695354 It’s war boys 😊🇺🇸

5/21/2019 4:25:26 AM winterrain912 I thought and wondered if DJT wrapped up the rally a little early, after seeing those folks get sick.

5/21/2019 4:50:24 AM natureinspace Thank you!

5/21/2019 4:52:34 AM ideclarefreedom Silver! Imho

5/21/2019 5:01:20 AM ideclarefreedom 😘

5/21/2019 5:01:44 AM natureinspace More coffee please! ☕️ pic.twitter.com/icWdzDqCSt

5/21/2019 5:02:12 AM 3rdeyeview55 So in this context what does it mean? What does "time is an illusion" mean? How does it relate to our 3-D existence, in our reality, in simple terms? I've

 always had trouble trying to understand this phrase/concept.🤷🏼♀️🤔

5/21/2019 5:05:06 AM martisw1971 “And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.”

Philippians 4:7 NIV

@TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @EyesOnQ @Cordicon @JLS1125 @EsotericExposal

5/21/2019 5:14:59 AM natureinspace I'm starting to think we are. But what part of the game are we? The players? A game board? Game pieces? Are we playing hide-n-seek? Or is this all a 

game of wits? I've come to the conclusion that there are hints everywhere but we still don't see the big picture yet. I'm stumped.

5/21/2019 5:16:44 AM pauliepg11111 I suppose if you believe in the notion that we are a part of source consciousness, which is all that is, then we are all of the above. We created the game 

and the backdrop and we are also playing it, and we are the players.

5/21/2019 5:18:42 AM youstinksoap I have this nagging feeling that we won't actually get to see the tribunals, it will be in a different timeline.

5/21/2019 5:20:55 AM like_neo How can we modify our perception of time?

5/21/2019 5:21:46 AM natureinspace I feel like I've lived multiple lives already just within this one lifetime. I've only seen the last few days of my previous life so I'm not sure what happened 

before that lifetime. 'Time' is out of wack. Right now it feels like it's slowing down. I keep thinking its June already

5/21/2019 5:30:30 AM brad34351293 I hear you! I know that I am an old soul, maybe I was a Native American previously as well as others-connection to nature and animals. But I had a bad 

time @ 19, then a rebirth to be a pro Wrestler @ 22  found out I couldn't be away from my animals.6 year Paper job and so forth.

5/21/2019 5:31:06 AM awakeandsing123 Possibly suicided via mind control.

5/21/2019 5:32:14 AM keith369me You have all that you need...hold the light, share the light

5/21/2019 5:34:54 AM keith369me Law of One...MJ12 response...Knowledge is Power

5/21/2019 5:36:23 AM brad34351293 I also feel like I don't belong, like I am not a "human" sometimes. I did a lot of Shrooms and LSD & know I am crazy in a general sense. My creative 

sense is  boundless and even though my father listens/accepts me about such subjects, he never understands. Mom is all about ghosts

5/21/2019 5:36:44 AM keith369me They will be given the option to come to the light.  Don’t look to vengeance, take down this veil and system and move forward in love and light

5/21/2019 5:39:20 AM keith369me It was done long ago... https://youtu.be/5JCm5FY-dEY 

5/21/2019 5:39:37 AM keith369me Life

5/21/2019 5:40:51 AM keith369me Always be prepared...think snowstorm or hurricane...not apocalypse

5/21/2019 5:40:58 AM hawkgirlinmn My thoughts exactly or Trump wouldn’t be tweeting what he has.

5/21/2019 5:44:42 AM keith369me Sounds like rhetorical questions

5/21/2019 5:46:28 AM keith369me Hopefully Merkel is correct for once.  Need to find the latest RDS.

5/21/2019 5:47:39 AM ossrobertsteele So just out of curiosity, who exactly is RDS?  Inquiring minds are asking.  With a smile, Robert David Steele NOT arrogant enough to think that Majestic 

would every pay attention to him.

5/21/2019 5:48:28 AM 7alon Maybe it means nothing? Maybe they are telling half truth. The acc itself says to think for ourselves, so that's exactly what I'm doing ;)

5/21/2019 5:48:33 AM lbf777 You mean the flag doesn't have the gold fringe?

5/21/2019 5:48:49 AM ossrobertsteele Probably not.  As hard as I have  tried to reach Trump with  http://tinyurl.com/TrumpTriumph  there is no indication that he will support a proper Open 

Source Agency that creates Web 3.0 truth channel that cannot be censored.

5/21/2019 5:50:11 AM keith369me You chose to be here and experience time (among other things)...you can choose to modify the game.  Decide what you want to be and manifest it 

with your thoughts and words

5/21/2019 5:51:11 AM ossrobertsteele Could RDS be Amazon's Relational Database Service that does highly unconstitutional and illegal things with all the data they are getting from CIA, the 

US military, foreign governments, and corporations?  See my stuff at  https://robertdavidsteele.com  and https://phibetaiota.net 

5/21/2019 5:52:15 AM ossrobertsteele There will be no war with Iran.  See this article:  https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/05/18/robert-steele-no-war-on-iran-if-rouhani-makes-the-call-

his-call-could-trigger-the-firing-of-bolton-pompeo-and-perhaps-abrams/ …

5/21/2019 5:57:27 AM keith369me  https://youtu.be/chd1mULIwFg   ...around 21 minutes in with the wire discussion brought a lot of clarity to me...we can move timelines with 

synchronization of our thought...making time an illusion

5/21/2019 5:57:50 AM ideclarefreedom That’s Huge!!!

5/21/2019 6:05:16 AM blsdbe This RDS reference? https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.forbes.com/sites/ellenrwald/2019/05/15/largest-oil-and-gas-companies-2019/amp/ …

5/21/2019 6:06:38 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1130486012155580418 …

5/21/2019 6:10:56 AM decodematrix They have said before the magnetic field around Earth has a 90% loss. It's to help sustain Earth's magnetic field. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112504203329634305 …

5/21/2019 6:14:38 AM natureinspace Epstein is the fifth seal.

5/21/2019 6:22:27 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is an interesting account to follow and there's plenty of stuff to dig through and explore. Make sure you meditate after ingesting 

info to allow your exoconscious  to parse and discern the truth.

5/21/2019 6:22:56 AM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/bcguQTvIFs

5/21/2019 6:23:11 AM splucas22 Why not?...many of us certainly do...lol.



5/21/2019 6:27:33 AM roaminnoodle Last night I watched two thirds of William Cooper's "Secret Government MJ-12" (thanks @covertress!) and I was definitely asleep during this AMA, 

being in EST... so I hope I can have a last minute query, regarding the aliens discussed (that I heard, so far) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4TT543uO2M …

5/21/2019 6:27:52 AM roaminnoodle Preface:

Around 29:40 in the video, there were the large nosed greys, who met in 1954 at Holloman AFB with Pres.Eisenhower et al, face2face. But before this 

meeting, around 28:02 in the video, Cooper mentions a race of human looking aliens who warned us against the 'greys/Krlll'.

5/21/2019 6:29:19 AM kindeandtrue I suspect that rogue actors in the military of several key countries are the most dangerous enemies to civilization right now.

5/21/2019 6:29:59 AM roaminnoodle So my questions are, if Cooper is to be believed:

#1) Are the human looking aliens benevolent?

#2) Are they one of the aliens below, Sirian or Pleaidian?

#3) If there will be future alien disclosure, we will be introduced to the "good, bad and ugly"? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115423567154417664 …
5/21/2019 6:32:56 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/pkC5uxhOlr

5/21/2019 6:33:14 AM opensenseme I’ve been practicing visualization to ‘see’. It is a difficult practice keeping ‘words’ out of it.

5/21/2019 6:37:00 AM ontothetruth1 God is the Nintendo 

Our highest self is the programmer 

A higher self is the player

We are Mario bouncing around the game

Connect with higher self= change the game

5/21/2019 6:37:59 AM pauliepg11111 God is bigger than the Nintendo...limitless?

5/21/2019 6:46:06 AM carolva97910854 I was thinking the opposite - that the severe weather was a result of manipulation!

5/21/2019 6:47:35 AM 313looper This is great ! 🙏🏻

5/21/2019 6:49:15 AM carolva97910854 What is this all about?  What does Elvis have to do with anything

5/21/2019 6:59:17 AM orthogonalron Germany/EU = Iran DS

5/21/2019 7:02:27 AM tatonka20 In my area, the weather has returned to patterns that were more typical 30+ years ago. There was talk last year of DS satellites being taken down, and 

that some of them may have been able to influence weather.

5/21/2019 7:07:52 AM 7alon Oh but regarding the context you speak of.. well how do we measure beginning and end? How long things take to grow etc? It isn't a deception of a 

true sensation.. It is something we perceive because we have to. It is part of the very fabric of existence.

5/21/2019 7:08:09 AM 7alon We can perceive it in many ways, but it is there regardless.

5/21/2019 7:11:43 AM ivan2488083248 yes. It is different chemically but acts the same way

5/21/2019 7:16:04 AM ivan2488083248 Gta 5 by far. released in 2013. predicted Trump vs Hillary campaign. Gotta dig deeper to see what else.

5/21/2019 7:20:47 AM laurabusse Obama 2.0

5/21/2019 7:23:44 AM laurabusse I don't believe this is out of the realm of possibility. Many whistleblowers have alluded to this. Actually, it seems anything is possible. Nothing should 

be ruled out IMHO until thete is certainty.

5/21/2019 7:25:16 AM laurabusse Ha. The E.U. is being dismantled. Brexit. Italy...

5/21/2019 7:26:30 AM roaminnoodle Do gemstones/crystals truly have metaphyiscal properties?

5/21/2019 7:27:53 AM laurabusse One of the best movies ever.

5/21/2019 7:29:29 AM laurabusse That's what i was thinking.

5/21/2019 7:31:59 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/cm0bkumOlv

5/21/2019 7:32:43 AM seedywilson And that is just the US...

5/21/2019 7:37:09 AM buckleu29637872 Obama is not human, he is a satanic pedo perv muderer  Signed away his soul to abhorrent evil darkness for greed & power. No deals. He rendered no 

mercy in life, he will receive none upon his end, even with weeping wailing & gnashing of teeth. Equal justice cry the babes. D2L

5/21/2019 7:40:22 AM mistyday77 Borrowing this gem!! Thank you God Bless!!🇺🇸🇺🇸

5/21/2019 7:49:50 AM vintagesquirrel Wasn't Kerry at the JFK Library on Sunday when Pel0si was given the Profiles in Courage award?

5/21/2019 7:51:44 AM cocopuffster12 Oh! Oroville Dam. I’m in N CA.

5/21/2019 7:55:52 AM roublisa 👀 trust the plan. Did you get my dm?  Come over there 🇺🇸please🤗

5/21/2019 7:56:27 AM roublisa @Cocopuffster12 👆👆👆

5/21/2019 7:56:38 AM laurabusse Bible's confusing. Past channelings? Why not just access current channelings?

Was bible altered? Translated correctly? Interpreted properly? What about verses that fear monger? Even when i was Christian i only focused on 

verses of love; even then i guess i knew something was off.

5/21/2019 7:56:43 AM susan66388204 Would love to know this answer.

5/21/2019 7:58:55 AM laurabusse Law of one is excellent reading. I just don't think it should be made into (religious type) dogma as some seem to have done...there are other points of 

view beside the law of one inasmuch as the law of one is wonderful...

5/21/2019 8:01:53 AM laurabusse I like the sound of this. I have had tiny glimpses of this. I would like to learn more of this...

5/21/2019 8:03:13 AM laurabusse Yes it is deeply profound and a wonderful reminder :-)

5/21/2019 8:05:10 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/uICh755lgi

5/21/2019 8:08:00 AM bubusmc Fiona Barnett?

5/21/2019 8:08:13 AM laurabusse I think it's to his paycheck.

LOL pic.twitter.com/Yo6rDVaQAs

5/21/2019 8:09:35 AM laurabusse I'm ecstatic pic.twitter.com/Hx6qdAAqVw

5/21/2019 8:10:43 AM bubusmc WTF is up with this account? pic.twitter.com/XhHHLmN01T

5/21/2019 8:13:12 AM laurabusse It's not over til the fat lady sings pic.twitter.com/y4S4U1J0ex

5/21/2019 8:15:16 AM ontothetruth1 Yeah, I was being a bit lazy in the comparison with Nintendo being 'all' in this scenario

5/21/2019 8:15:57 AM laurabusse Maybe we're all of it? Diff ppl are diff aspects of it?

5/21/2019 8:16:52 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/E3AikdWZ1Y

5/21/2019 8:18:04 AM ontothetruth1 Hey there I am!!!

5/21/2019 8:19:30 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/HSB1WjPfQx

5/21/2019 8:20:28 AM laurabusse And that we are supposedly multidimensional?

5/21/2019 8:21:44 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/YIIU6v0q5i

5/21/2019 8:25:38 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/I1CoYJtPp9

5/21/2019 8:28:01 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/daYjgB40PC

5/21/2019 8:38:19 AM laurabusse I have been realizing this lately for the first time in my life. There is such thing as a Righteous Warrior.

Ever see the Last Samurai? Braveheart? Dances with wolves? 3 amazing movies...too violent for me but there's the FF button :-)

5/21/2019 8:47:25 AM enomai_  https://youtu.be/MzGnX-MbYE4 

5/21/2019 8:47:56 AM laurabusse Especially the trump one, not letting ppl in to destroy country...not p.c....

But i don't care!!!

5/21/2019 8:51:20 AM tatonka20 My observation is that we’re returning to historical patterns rather than moving in a new direction.

5/21/2019 8:52:16 AM laurabusse UFOs? Or fake alien invasion?

5/21/2019 8:57:50 AM djlok I'm going to that Military Parade come hell or high water!!!  I know it will be #Majestic!!!



5/21/2019 8:58:25 AM laurabusse Is that the child crimes one?

(I can look it up)

5/21/2019 9:01:27 AM laurabusse I appreciate your position. But my gut tells me there is probably way more than meets the eye. Keep an open mind brother...i try. Not always easy :-)

5/21/2019 9:03:27 AM nun_chucknorris I always thought E-island looked very similar to Prince’s symbol. pic.twitter.com/xYGEHnJm2B

5/21/2019 9:04:56 AM slayerofmatrix1 Yes

5/21/2019 9:05:05 AM laurabusse I'm pretty sure that Q and MJ12 are not permitted to disclose anything that's classified. (But i think they can hint and ask questions. Anyway)

There is MUCH info out there, readily accessible, legal, that ppl don't know about. Think about all the wikileaks emails (hrc etc)...

5/21/2019 9:05:30 AM cocopuffster12 I just sent you a message! Thank you!!!

5/21/2019 9:10:54 AM pauliepg11111 No I get what you are saying - it’s brilliant!

5/21/2019 9:15:31 AM laurabusse Guess i gotta look up time cop LOL

5/21/2019 9:17:24 AM allahuniversal All in the public domain for anyone willing to seek it. Secrets are secrets, yet if one digs, thinks for themselves & figures out some of those secrets, 

there's no crime in that

5/21/2019 9:19:34 AM laurabusse Sounds like a pretty close minded pleaidian LOL

Even a broken clock is right twice a day...

5/21/2019 9:27:36 AM laurabusse Of course dunno but was under impression prince felt like a captive of the deep state via the music industry. I felt his Symbol was really a symbol of 

this...his way of communicating that he felt his hands were tied. Just my take...

5/21/2019 9:28:17 AM laurabusse Thx :-)

Did not know that...

5/21/2019 9:29:17 AM laurabusse Amen!

5/21/2019 9:29:37 AM maryschade14 Love the unailable tweets. 💕 petty.

5/21/2019 9:29:53 AM nun_chucknorris 🤔 I wonder who Epstein bought it from and if there is any connection?

5/21/2019 9:30:18 AM laurabusse Sounds interesting!

Appreciate the summary explanation :-) 💘

5/21/2019 9:31:25 AM enomai_ I do not know.

I feel the need to share possible encounter. pic.twitter.com/KLJLdooX3n

5/21/2019 9:31:50 AM laurabusse Sums it up nicely :-) 💘

5/21/2019 9:38:11 AM jm4n I'm not telling you to do anything. To make that calculation you need to assume things about the event I would guess you may not be comfortable 

doing. Like the amount of fuel on the plane. Other theories on sources of the explosion don't have hard numbers to work with.

5/21/2019 9:44:33 AM mattdawg80 It definitely isn't a religion but I think it gives release from religious control systems of the past.

5/21/2019 9:51:46 AM terran_sol Do you think that's when it will pop off?

5/21/2019 9:53:08 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/UaHN4pqQFh

5/21/2019 9:55:36 AM roublisa Do you see the invite?😋

5/21/2019 10:00:36 AM keith369me Every day in my meditation I ask for the truth and my ability to discern and share truth.

5/21/2019 10:01:47 AM laurabusse Agree :-)

5/21/2019 10:07:31 AM laurabusse That makes perfect sense.

I felt confused watching, listening to him.

That explains why.

5/21/2019 10:12:00 AM jayrambin Hard to know if they’re legit.  I saw a hypnotist. He said after 3 treatments, I’d be much better. 20 years, 1000s of cases.  After the second one, he told 

me he couldn’t help me. QHHT session bore no fruit. Spent 2 weeks at Monroe Institute, unsuccessful. It’s probably just me.

5/21/2019 10:13:08 AM ultra_unlimited Many people caught up in the politics of winning are missing the point. It’s much bigger than red/blue. #TheGreatAwakening is about liberation from 

an evil ever present but long hidden from most people’s perspective. Hold your glow and keep the curiosity of truth burning inside⚡️

5/21/2019 10:15:23 AM ultra_unlimited I believe the human/sociopolitical struggle is the exoteric battle which conceals the deeper esoteric spiritual/intergalactic one. Not everyone is ready 

for that truth but it will be waiting when they are. #TheGreatAwakening is a personal #ascension process for all of us. #QAnon

5/21/2019 10:19:59 AM natureinspace Life is crazy. We don't seem to be just one thing. One soul, multiple lives all over this planet, and probably other planets too for some people. And I 

belong with animals and in nature myself. That's where I should be.

5/21/2019 10:20:08 AM enomai_ This will probably be linked to the superbowl

5/21/2019 10:22:11 AM maryschade14 Farewell and graciously thank you.

I knew this day would come as with many other things.

I wish to share this with you all.. pic.twitter.com/1bbRUYDLdz

5/21/2019 10:29:18 AM realityloominng Hmm I can't even see the GIF. That's even less action for me. 😂🤣

5/21/2019 10:32:21 AM pauliepg11111 😂How’s this one? pic.twitter.com/84GTvqwXHu

5/21/2019 10:33:24 AM laurabusse No not just you...

I went to hypotherapist for past lives

Nuttin

Did QHHT

Nuttin

Both times felt like was never completely under

Learned after going to many workshops, spending lotsa $, MJ is right.

It really IS all inside.

Meditation, going deep, does it.

Daily...

Amazing!
5/21/2019 10:35:54 AM laurabusse Somebody tweeted...

Meditation is like a slow but steady healing from mental illness.

It decreases anxiety. Gives you an inner peace, steadiness. You stop sweating the small stuff.

"All of enlightenment is in letting go, letting go, letting go"

Meditation is a daily letting go...

5/21/2019 10:40:42 AM opensenseme Imagine an object in your mind ... an orange, a couch, whatever... see the details ... but refrain from using a word, even in the silence of your mind. 

Just. See. It.

5/21/2019 10:43:43 AM laurabusse I really feel for you. I think you are waayyyy not alone. I think more of us are much more like you than you think. Except for the mom/ghosts part. With 

mine it was more of a witch thing. Best to you! 💘 pic.twitter.com/NcGlR52X11

5/21/2019 11:11:43 AM xthinkerxx Amen

5/21/2019 11:13:11 AM xthinkerxx Think about it

5/21/2019 11:25:13 AM realityloominng Yup! Working!!

5/21/2019 11:48:19 AM sister_sufi You can sense the illusion of time if you can increase your awareness of the present moment.

You stop time.

5/21/2019 12:19:49 PM 0116elliott I agree, first we have to be deprogrammed from needing religious, political and educational institutions and discover our own sovereignty. Most people 

do not feel worthy of Christ consciousness so they cling to these beliefs. IMO



5/21/2019 12:31:21 PM studiogarvin Nothing is what is seems... 👍

5/21/2019 12:38:37 PM 0116elliott It appears there is a frantic push for abortions is it bc the children being born now are of higher consciousness &/or are they (bad actors) afraid that the 

kids coming back are remembering past lives - are they (ba) afraid of exposure or knowledge or both

5/21/2019 12:39:21 PM the_fjalar  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

5/21/2019 1:08:12 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/ilqcxLIlVm

5/21/2019 1:12:13 PM alexandercody7 Being the character in my game but also the gamer <3

#UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA 

light and love to your all

5/21/2019 1:20:50 PM ultra_unlimited I believe this is the #Endgame of #TheGreatAwakening: the dissolution of humanity‘s Matrix of Control structures and the return of true #intuition, 

#spiritual connection, and revelation. It’s had many names but we are living through these times now, each contributing in our way

5/21/2019 1:34:57 PM gasthenow No, caffeine is a distraction of the mind. It interrupts the mind while your trying to meditate

5/21/2019 1:38:16 PM laurabusse Yeah. It's like a meditation. Helps put you in a meditative state. Very nice...

5/21/2019 1:38:53 PM cheewawa Can’t believe they deserted their country and Left the women to fend for themselves! #Cowards #FreeTheWomen

5/21/2019 1:39:48 PM tammymckeever Does Melania have access to positive ET's?

5/21/2019 1:40:18 PM susang7671 The vibration, the energy, the frequency.

5/21/2019 2:02:53 PM oo1o110 you're wrong. We all have the knowledge. it's whether or not we activate the frequency. being a way shower is frustrating but we signed up for this. no 

one was forced into it.

5/21/2019 2:11:08 PM laurabusse Oh, you were there then.

Don't you think it's all speculation?

5/21/2019 2:24:55 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/E6QIz3ujwy

5/21/2019 2:25:05 PM jayrambin Councils of Nicaea.

5/21/2019 2:27:02 PM noah_nonsense Not really.  It is possible for scholars to work out when books were written, looking at historical events they refer to, etc.

5/21/2019 2:38:01 PM laurabusse I understand. I try to take everything w a grain of salt. Experts are often wrong.

Doesn't really matter.

To me all that really matters is how i live my life.

To you what matters is prob something different.

What's important i think is allowing each other room to breathe, think.

5/21/2019 2:40:07 PM noah_nonsense I agree entirely.  History is my hobby, so of course I'm interested.

5/21/2019 2:40:47 PM laurabusse Depends on the translator. Many words in diff languages are difficult to translate. Then you have the time factor. How did they really use this particular 

word during this particular time? Is it used differently now? Diff meaning today? Languages change much over time...

5/21/2019 2:42:45 PM noah_nonsense I misspoke: sorry.  If I translate a text from Arabic to English, I may make a mistake.  But the Arabic text remains unchanged.  So translations don't 

really matter, except to make access easier for non-scholars.

5/21/2019 2:44:42 PM laurabusse About 10 yrs ago i read a book by a biblical scholar. Was Christian entire life. Is why he went to bible college. He was devastated by what he learned. 

Bible was changed, added to, subtracted from so many times, concluded there really was no bible. Impossible to ascertain...

5/21/2019 2:44:48 PM his_sons_r_free almost like an increase in frequency crazy.  we'll see! 

who will ascend to my holy hill?  didn't Enoch live there for centuries before he went up?

5/21/2019 2:46:33 PM mongrelglory Thanks Decode! 👍

5/21/2019 2:47:36 PM cosmic_engineer This was written with the target audience of Christians, but still mostly relevant to All. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

5/21/2019 2:49:10 PM laurabusse We all have freedom o choice. We all have diff backgrounds educations, upbringing, conditioning. What we believe, how we see life is very individual. I 

dont think it can or should be any other way. Variety of thought enhances life; diff perceptions, points of view are interesting

5/21/2019 2:51:27 PM noah_nonsense I find that strange.  But the theological element confuses people.  If we don't have the new testament we don't have any ancient literature, because 

the NT is the best preserved ancient text (because all the ppl who copied ancient lit were monks)

5/21/2019 2:52:10 PM mongrelglory I haven't seen much about him in the news for a long while!

5/21/2019 2:55:12 PM laurabusse I have a friend whose job for decades's been translating Greek into English. Some old stuff, some modern stuff. There are diff kinds Gk. She is English, 

no Greek descent that I'm aware of. She's always stuck about something. But she has to work it out somehow so she can continue.

5/21/2019 2:55:32 PM david00997884 Crop circles are made by ET,they are frequencies

5/21/2019 2:56:10 PM oo1o110 Fair enough, but keep in mind that my message to you mirrored the energy you're putting out there. You are the source of that energy. I am merely a 

reflection of it.

5/21/2019 2:59:41 PM noah_nonsense Lol absolutely!!  Greek varies hugely.  A chap I employed once to translate a 5th century text had difficulty with presbuteros meaning "priest" rather 

than the 1st century idea of elder.

5/21/2019 3:00:52 PM laurabusse The theolog. element's wide, very varied. Over the 3 decades i was a Christian i settled into 3 vastly diff types churches. There's much disagreement 

among Christians. If you grew up in a certain church you think it's right, it's all you know. Non denominational is a red herring.

5/21/2019 3:01:53 PM mongrelglory It appears that certain "enemy countries" (North Korea and Iran) have actually been Deep State/CIA proxies all along.

5/21/2019 3:05:04 PM laurabusse I love you.

No one is 100% correct about anything.

The longer you live, you know this is true.

Everyone has a diff standpoint, perception.

Get 2 ppl together who are v similar.

Wont take long for them to disagree about something.

An open mind is v mind expanding and wonderful...

5/21/2019 3:05:34 PM carolin15161363 Just not sure how that connects to what is going on right now.

5/21/2019 3:06:15 PM mongrelglory I think Mars would be four question marks. [????]

5/21/2019 3:06:40 PM laurabusse Yeah this is my considered opinion but I'm not sure how we can know that 100%. It's the theory that makes the most sense to me but there are many 

theories actually...but benevolent ET is my fav :-)

5/21/2019 3:08:20 PM mongrelglory Actually, I was hoping they'd left him in Antarctica without a parka... 🥶

5/21/2019 3:10:44 PM laurabusse In modern greek it still means priest. (Greek orthodox church) The priest's wife is Presbytera. Feminists will come across presbytera, fem form of 

presbyteros, and say, oh look, they had women priests. Doubtful but almost anything is possible LOL!

5/21/2019 3:11:49 PM noah_nonsense Lol!

5/21/2019 3:12:08 PM studiogarvin 👀 @55true4u Very fun to follow. 👍

5/21/2019 3:13:53 PM mongrelglory Christine also thought is might be Royal Dutch Shell...a company not unfamiliar with Deep State corruption.

5/21/2019 3:14:48 PM lbf777 England forces the DC flags to have a gold fringe around them to represent England's domination of America as they recolonized us with 

Windsors/Rothschilds in late 1800s. I believe that gold fringed was removed after Trump split the Queen's wig.

5/21/2019 3:14:59 PM aprilbrown99 There will be no more bankers wars. WE have the power to stop this. I pray that it is so, so shall it be. Amen. 🙏🙏🙏



5/21/2019 3:16:22 PM destinlola Twisted has been jacking with me so I stayed away for almost a week, until the vibe told me to check in. 

Ahhhhhhhhhhh

Good vibrations. Thanks.

5/21/2019 3:16:28 PM david00997884 I believe Kabamur was talking about crop circles and frequencies, i follow his posts everyday

5/21/2019 3:16:33 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/sctOcuQ9R6

5/21/2019 3:18:57 PM laurabusse Or should i say instead, in modern Greek it means priest.

5/21/2019 3:19:35 PM laurabusse Yeah! :-)

5/21/2019 3:23:22 PM laurabusse Used to. I dont think everything he says is 100% w/out error. Been reading/listening many diff channelings bout 15 yrs. Much variety, different info, 

often conflicting. Have learned to appreciate channeling for its uplifting encouraging nature...but i take almost nothing as fact.

5/21/2019 3:42:51 PM melbourne_3000 Learn to archive off line 🤔

5/21/2019 3:48:15 PM blsdbe Right there with ya.

5/21/2019 3:49:18 PM mommahood777 on the list because they make money on this movement?  I don't think several should be on here... some for surly do

5/21/2019 3:49:37 PM karvilla96 Is who dead?!?!

5/21/2019 4:00:24 PM travelwriter78 Pie.

5/21/2019 4:00:41 PM adsvel Love is Magnetism, its Universal Force and never was a program. The program is limited, the energy never has limits, it changes from one state to 

another.

5/21/2019 4:06:19 PM adsvel Ashtar Command is Vatican's P2 loge creation.

5/21/2019 4:07:25 PM hewhowaits1776 Q:3333

Capital letters in link + post.

R in DC

Eyes on.

5/21/2019 4:15:19 PM karvilla96 I think no name is alive and hiding..

5/21/2019 4:37:10 PM 7alon I'd be interested to hear your opinion on why and how he could be alive? My headstrong stance in my post above yours was a little rash I admit.

5/21/2019 4:57:51 PM awakefortheday Are we living in the time of Herod?

5/21/2019 4:58:06 PM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

369  pic.twitter.com/sWc8cMcjlK

5/21/2019 5:13:37 PM roublisa I didn’t see the post VK posted was it recent?

5/21/2019 5:17:57 PM identityasxy Is research into noosphere a valid worthwhile Avenue to greater awareness? 

  https://noosphereglobal.com/ 

5/21/2019 5:58:19 PM spaceyo2 Seems there's a lot you can't wrap your head around, Shan.... Much of it taught to preschoolers...

5/21/2019 6:14:52 PM canam73 😍 SPOT ON!

5/21/2019 6:18:48 PM canam73 😰😰😰☹😔😞😪

5/21/2019 6:20:08 PM canam73 I'm still trying to figure it out.😕 ANY TIPS???

5/21/2019 6:24:39 PM canam73 My wife says good-bye too. Her twitter account was permanently banned or she'd tell you herself. 

We will never be able to thank you all enough. Thank you for giving our children the chance to love the same America we've known.

You saved America. You saved the world. #WWG1WGA

5/21/2019 6:26:53 PM canam73 Can someone tell me what Majic-12 is saying has been done?

5/21/2019 6:36:20 PM olimyracle #DarkToLight #QAnon #Majestic

@Nasa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom pic.twitter.com/hz1wY1rdJr

5/21/2019 6:41:13 PM carolin15161363 Yes. I believe it was Sunday or Monday. It was the picture of the constellation.

5/21/2019 6:42:03 PM roublisa Ok I’ll check it out...when I saw your tweet that is what came to mind.💓

5/21/2019 6:46:29 PM roublisa Have you read all the responses there ....interesting.  Certainly a sign of the times, Gemini, twin.  I’m going to read more....what is your thought?

5/21/2019 6:59:31 PM melbourne_3000 On a desktop PC saving a web page is simple. Just open up your browser, navigate to the account, click Tweets & Replies, then go to File > Save Page 

As. Save as "Web Page, Complete" somewhere in your documents. You'll get an HTML file and a folder to scroll Tweets offline 😊

5/21/2019 7:07:11 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You can almost FEEL the seismic waves shaking the timeline tonight!

5/21/2019 7:08:24 PM canam73 I used to not think so, but I now believe they most certainly do. It's my understanding the Rothschilds had 2 crystal skulls they put out on tables during 

some of their pedo parties. Crystal was used to"harvest the vibrational energy" #MayanCrystalSkull

5/21/2019 7:17:10 PM carolin15161363 My first reaction was think of the upcoming July 4th and Trump and Jr hopes.

5/21/2019 7:18:40 PM carolin15161363 The story of brotherly love made me think of their special relationship.

5/21/2019 7:18:57 PM roublisa That will be a glorious day indeed. There are many possibilities 🤔

5/21/2019 7:19:08 PM canam73 NICE! 🙌

5/21/2019 7:24:25 PM canam73 We're not meant to activate the frequency. That's the difference between (((them))) and us. They use occult magic & manipulate vibrational energies 

& collective consciousness. The fact they use it for personal gain is irrelevant/what matters is the WHO & HOW.

1/2

5/21/2019 7:27:48 PM canam73 GOD never intended for man to manipulate these frequencies. Their only purpose is to attempt to break spiritual realm divide. Make no mistake-the 

only spirits you'll meet are demonic. Satan has lied & led ppl into believing they can ascend to become Gods. #FALSEDOCTRINE

2/2

5/21/2019 7:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fishing catches fish. 

🐡🐠🐟 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1130999648976560128 …

5/21/2019 7:32:44 PM jswdh1 Only if there's something to catch.....

5/21/2019 7:32:53 PM aprilbrown99 So ridiculous!  [They] are grasping for the very last straws [they] can find. Pitiful!  PAIN in coming for all of the.  TickTock. #LockThemAllUp

5/21/2019 7:36:22 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/1bUaFU2ivD

5/21/2019 7:36:46 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely.

5/21/2019 7:37:38 PM susan66388204 But how can we see evidence

5/21/2019 7:38:02 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1131025983534960641?s=21 …

5/21/2019 7:38:06 PM aprilbrown99 It is about the intent and how the energy is focused...for good or bad.

5/21/2019 7:39:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Trolling catches fish too😎

5/21/2019 7:40:42 PM aprilbrown99 There are so many books on this subject. There are probably videos on YouTube as well. Personally, I have been working with crystals for about 25 

years so I know that they work. 

They put and use crystals in everything: watches, computers, switchboards, the list goes on.

5/21/2019 7:42:27 PM carolin15161363 I will be heartbroken if it doesnt happen. I will be crying tears of joy if it does.

5/21/2019 7:43:59 PM jswdh1 Hopefully to trap the DS! I'm so tired of our president being harassed and then spending our money while doing it!



5/21/2019 7:44:50 PM aprilbrown99 Here is a short video  https://youtu.be/wEyOOPnkKW0  

You should be able to find others as well. Each crystal and gemstone has different properties and purpose.

5/21/2019 7:45:25 PM susan66388204 Thank you

5/21/2019 7:46:45 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 🙏💝

5/21/2019 7:58:24 PM aprilbrown99 There may be 18 angry democrats....but there are probably 18 million people pissed off with all of this crap and taxpayers money being wasted. Me 

being one of them. It is time for this democratic show to come to an end. I am seriously contemplating buying a yellow vest! 🤨

5/21/2019 8:05:08 PM canam73 The only God is the Almighty God. Satan has led the New Age movement as another form of deception. Satan needs the spiritual divide broken so that 

he can cross over to reign after the Anti-Christ establishes rule.

5/21/2019 8:05:40 PM splucas22 Isaac kappy

5/21/2019 8:05:51 PM canam73  https://www.sott.net/article/218037-A-New-Ancient-Crystal-Skull-Discovered …

5/21/2019 8:05:55 PM aprilbrown99 What does that mean?

5/21/2019 8:08:31 PM canam73 Yes, that's the lie that Satan has taught everyone to believe. Yet, that's not the case. Whether you intend good or bad is irrelevant. It's use requires 

occult magic. Occult magic only comes from Satan. God instructs us to stay away from magic, so that eliminates God as a source.

5/21/2019 8:11:37 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t use magic nor do I worship Satan.

5/21/2019 8:24:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I think the time is near.

5/21/2019 8:28:52 PM aprilbrown99 You say that magic is the work of Satan. What do you think the hands emoji you used in your tweet represent? 

You know that words and symbols are also magic, correct?

5/21/2019 8:50:47 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know time is an illusion. Can and will  a mass of US citizens acting with #YellowVests create an Event that will further support our 

Alliance and undermine the [Cabal]?

5/21/2019 9:18:37 PM karvilla96 Oh yeah

5/21/2019 9:29:10 PM dan007mnr  pic.twitter.com/0sv0dfW0x1

5/21/2019 9:35:48 PM roublisa Keep it alive...it will be 💓💓💓

5/21/2019 9:39:24 PM carolin15161363 It will be so surreal!

5/21/2019 9:40:53 PM roublisa Divinely made for the Great Awakening! #WWG1WGA ❤️❤️❤️

5/21/2019 9:42:07 PM djlok Kind of makes me wonder what happened between Election Day and Inauguration Day. Maybe a little reeling?  Wouldn't surprise me.

5/21/2019 9:42:46 PM carolin15161363 Countless people will faint Im sure!

5/21/2019 9:46:54 PM roublisa Get yours ready 😘 I’ll be sporting mine😉 pic.twitter.com/Vt4KXD5hgC

5/21/2019 9:47:23 PM roublisa Fits true to size

5/21/2019 9:48:38 PM carolin15161363 That is awesome!!! Assuming you are wearing it on the 4th of July?

5/21/2019 9:48:42 PM djlok Same. At this point the only thing that would surprise me is a list prepared by the Federal Government of who eats babies and who doesn't. But even 

the contents of that list probably wouldn't even surprise me.

5/21/2019 9:49:13 PM roublisa Of course🤗🇺🇸

5/21/2019 9:50:12 PM carolin15161363 Are you going to be able to make it to DC?

5/21/2019 9:51:37 PM roublisa Nope I just moved from there we will observe and help celebrate in Wisconsin!🇺🇸

5/21/2019 9:51:49 PM roublisa You going?

5/21/2019 9:54:07 PM carolin15161363 I would love to. I have to see how Im doing by then (health stuff). I would love to be there!!! 🇺🇸

5/21/2019 9:58:39 PM carolin15161363 Thank you so much!!!

5/21/2019 10:00:16 PM roublisa Anytime😘

5/21/2019 10:03:10 PM carolin15161363 Is it wrong to be almost giddy over the future?

5/21/2019 10:03:35 PM djlok Well like I've said before, just flash a beam down and I'll know what to do. pic.twitter.com/Bgs9MKLqWc

5/21/2019 10:05:54 PM ksouth21 Trump has said several times “We caught them!”

Catching all those fish..,,,

5/21/2019 10:12:50 PM ksouth21 He says it often in interviews and rallies. Have you noticed? I believe the sting started mid 2017. Your thoughts?

5/21/2019 10:13:55 PM roublisa Now man....this is beyond EPIC💥😂

5/21/2019 10:15:08 PM carolin15161363 I keep thinking OMG today is a day that will be in history books!

5/21/2019 10:19:54 PM djlok Well #Q always says "No Deals" which would suggest Deals may have been attempted. I'm also not 100% sure the "mass arrests" haven't already 

happened and some are just out on "bail" playing their role in The Plan. Just a theory, I don't know.

5/21/2019 10:20:22 PM roublisa Everyday seems like this ...amazing times.   We were born for this😉

5/21/2019 10:25:26 PM carolin15161363 I am very excited to be a witness to all of this. I do have to tell you that I feel like there is something either we arent grasping or we are not being told. 

Something really big.

5/21/2019 10:26:49 PM roublisa There are a great many thing that will be reviled.🤯

5/21/2019 11:49:50 PM ksouth21 Possible.

5/22/2019 12:49:03 AM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/OdiMKTWeTj

5/22/2019 3:15:10 AM petitchevalb Focusing love on one person perverts it

Instead of sending it to the lover, we should provide it to ourself and to all beings equaly

5/22/2019 4:00:02 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/q2usY8Nxhq

5/22/2019 4:16:03 AM keith369me I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 put it best “up is down, left is right”...what stage of the 12 step program is acceptance?

5/22/2019 4:19:14 AM roublisa Fully agree Keith 😘

5/22/2019 4:26:49 AM susang7671 Only one has been "cleared".

5/22/2019 5:31:37 AM roaminnoodle Building 7 = Vault 7 ...???

5/22/2019 5:35:45 AM moemc8 Me as well, meaning how do we use that power in our every day lives.

5/22/2019 5:38:16 AM moemc8 I asked one question (was not rude) and got blocked.  Makes me question ETS now.  He should appreciate if we are a bit skeptic rather than follow 

blindly.

5/22/2019 5:40:03 AM roaminnoodle I Love how President Trump is all about the "fishing" expedition now!

🐡🐠🐟 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1131136429545934850 …

5/22/2019 5:59:15 AM prmd21801759 Yehey!!

5/22/2019 6:00:04 AM roaminnoodle @FBI Has ‘Game-Changer’ Transcript of Informant’s Interaction With @GeorgePapa19, @TGowdySC Says

A 'game-changer' even for Americans who "hate" President @realDonaldTrump!

dark > LIGHT

Let's go! https://www.theepochtimes.com/fbi-has-game-changer-transcript-of-informants-interaction-with-papadopoulos-gowdy-

says_2929592.html …
5/22/2019 6:00:14 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/RepMattGaetz/status/1130827637960658945 …

5/22/2019 6:13:46 AM ameliag37028892  pic.twitter.com/kzfBxsq9ME

5/22/2019 6:19:41 AM roublisa I’m curious...do you still feel the same as you did then?🙂



5/22/2019 6:24:03 AM roaminnoodle Well, that's cool. No coincidence, but without trying my post above from 11 Sep 2018 was at 8:31 PM and the post today was 8:31 AM.

8+3+1 = 12 = 1+2 = 3

Must mean something!

5/22/2019 6:29:19 AM sumgirl everything turned to dust...some fire

5/22/2019 6:36:04 AM winki00000001 Hi Majestic 12 aka "Th Sgt" aka Thomas St-Germain aka Thomas Schoenberger.

Is MJ12 account your latest playground ? 

Cicada is boring? Qanon is boring?

Chaos Magic and vortex mathematics are way more exciting, isn't it ?

The game is over Thomas. 

Stop playing with people's mind. pic.twitter.com/fhCPgRkX1B

5/22/2019 6:38:52 AM winki00000001 Hi Majestic 12 aka "Th Sgt" aka Thomas St-Germain aka Thomas Schoenberger.

Is MJ12 account your latest playground ? 

Cicada is boring? Qanon is boring?

Chaos Magic and vortex mathematics are way more exciting, isn't it ?

The game is over Thomas. 

Stop playing with people's mind. pic.twitter.com/PHMVqwH9SG

5/22/2019 6:42:52 AM winki00000001 Hi Majestic 12 aka "Th Sgt" aka Thomas St-Germain aka Thomas Schoenberger.

Is MJ12 account your latest playground ? 

Cicada is boring? Qanon is boring?

Chaos Magic and vortex mathematics are way more exciting, isn't it ?

The game is over Thomas. 

Stop playing with people's mind. pic.twitter.com/CVRpBHIWbI

5/22/2019 7:01:14 AM maryschade14 I love it. I have run the gauntlet of many things..but I love seeing where I was in others because it means a creativity within mind..peace.

5/22/2019 7:02:12 AM aprilbrown99 Well well, what do we have here?  Hello little 🐠.  ALICE is in the house. 🤪

5/22/2019 7:14:21 AM mommahood777 🎣🎣🎣🎣🎣

🎣🎣🎣🎣🎣

Reminds me of a game played in school....called "hangman"

5/22/2019 7:50:41 AM asdlfjaedfh Why would she put her very personal info on her FB page for all to see including her address.  Really stupid idea EMPTY, as I like to call her.  Bringing 

more conspiracy theories into her court case.    @LeftHateSpeech is her talking in third person,not convincingly! Moving soon?

5/22/2019 8:17:03 AM paciouno Trump a Fisher of men and women that are true to the republic.

5/22/2019 8:18:23 AM realityloominng I hope you all have one hell of a plan to convince the world that most of the left leaders are literally evil.. pic.twitter.com/DbyrIhlajm

5/22/2019 8:26:43 AM winki00000001 Lol. I knew that this one was coming. I follow MJ12 since the beginning. 

I was sucked into it like everyone else. But something was off... I dug deep to finally discover that Qanon and all the subsequent movements (MJ12, 

NSA child crimes... etc) were a big LARP/Puzzle/Scam.

5/22/2019 8:31:20 AM winki00000001 The Internet Puzzles games like Cicade 3301, PI MOBI or Qanon could become very dangerous. 

People can litterally lose their mind. 

Qanon is becoming out of control. People get hurt because of this LARP. BIG MONEY is in play.

5/22/2019 8:38:51 AM jimhayzlett Sharing Truth Is Beautiful, not ‘stupid’.  It sets one Free to Evolve, unlike name calling ✨🙏🏼😇🌎☀️✨

5/22/2019 8:43:39 AM richardhiatt16 Hey MJ12 👋🏻

5/22/2019 8:52:44 AM jimhayzlett Of course Lawyers Are Not Familiar With Truth, Light and Evolution, So In HIS EYES, it’s not advantageous to fall in line with deception 😇

5/22/2019 9:01:57 AM fibonacci639  https://www.amnh.org/learn-teach/curriculum-collections/young-naturalist-awards/winning-essays2/2011-winning-essays/the-secret-of-the-

fibonacci-sequence-in-trees …

5/22/2019 9:19:25 AM aprilbrown99 I have seen your thread. You are just another paid shill. You are wasting your time here. For me, I am just going to mute you so I don’t see your 

hatefulness in my stream. 

Good luck to you and God bless.

5/22/2019 9:36:00 AM roaminnoodle Fishing shore is fun (pun intended).

🐡🐠🐟 pic.twitter.com/yEBUUp4jO9

5/22/2019 9:56:05 AM _chelseaproject Is Trump delaying the Plan because he's being blackmailed?

5/22/2019 9:57:53 AM jamesboyett Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Power of 3 6 9 is real. Q3333

3([][][][]) Meme warfare means MEME THE HELL OUT OF THE BOMBSHELLS CONTAINED WITHIN! Bypass the mainstream cult by staying fully aware of 

#DECLAS. Tucker tonight: US Govt has been co-conspirator to trafficking kids.

5/22/2019 10:04:50 AM jswdh1 There was something that said Soros swimming with fishes too... can't remember if it was Q or the judges who said it tho.

5/22/2019 10:09:38 AM roaminnoodle These were the only relevant hits on  https://qanon.pub/  that I found doing F3 search for "fish"

Here's your answer - TRDJ: https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1085417265149943810 …

5/22/2019 10:29:10 AM pinealg1 Sounds very similar to my experience. Doesn’t seem very Q like to me. We cannot follow blindly, we must question everything until significant proof is 

released. Forgive and forget. No hard feelings. I just have to look up what he’s saying w/o signing in 😂

5/22/2019 10:41:48 AM tenn_rich ETS is clearly a LARP. How anyone can’t see that is a mystery. Anyone who was legit wouldn’t block people who ask simple questions, or even offer a 

differing POV. Move on folks, he’s a waste of your time.

5/22/2019 10:48:35 AM jswdh1 YES! TY!

5/22/2019 10:54:46 AM pinealg1 I support ppl who support the plan. Whether they are truly apart of the plan or not, who cares. As long as we all have the same end goals of 

obliterating evil and helping the innocent and the good. We can figure out the small details later. Eye on the price 👍

5/22/2019 11:33:41 AM adanissan_eddie By beating HRC, I believe @realDonaldTrump, stopped the start of the Democratic New World Order. They hate America!

5/22/2019 11:58:59 AM asdlfjaedfh How did court go this morning Michele?  I have never killed anyone and I am still not Kim Wilson. Give us an update on court.  Would rather hear it 

from you than refresh the Court Services online for File 80953 New Westminster Court

5/22/2019 12:30:09 PM fibonacci639 3,6,9 Fibonacci 👉 https://www.amnh.org/learn-teach/curriculum-collections/young-naturalist-awards/winning-essays2/2011-winning-essays/the-

secret-of-the-fibonacci-sequence-in-trees …

5/22/2019 1:00:31 PM susan66388204 🤣🤣🤣👊👊

5/22/2019 2:38:00 PM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wow. That logo is pretty deep! I didn't even realize. It's upside down? As in a metaphor. Everything is upside down. Mirror.

5/22/2019 3:13:10 PM roublisa This is a bit lengthy but I thought of you today and this sheds some light on the Gemini connections https://youtu.be/GWjn54kXqo8 



5/22/2019 3:24:08 PM asdlfjaedfh She went to court today at 9:30 and at 2:00 she was before a Judicial Case Manager i believe to set a date for trail.  Anyone know anything else?

5/22/2019 3:25:03 PM roublisa @honeybager5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/blueavians/status/1131203167407038465 …

5/22/2019 3:33:06 PM jswdh1 @KAT40811334

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@Anon_decoder

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Check this video out.... Intel radio calls? What do you decipher from this? 

 https://youtu.be/vlD2CZTqMeE 
5/22/2019 3:45:09 PM asdlfjaedfh so her FB page is finally private!!  Trial date is set for Jan 2020.

5/22/2019 3:50:55 PM asdlfjaedfh Never mind i found the updated info.  Trial set for Jan 2020.  Looking forward to it.

5/22/2019 4:42:56 PM madhopper59 Love this meme! It is awesome! pic.twitter.com/YsmpvpBMRW

5/22/2019 4:53:00 PM splucas22 Isaac kappy

5/22/2019 5:45:10 PM billfa9 She’s got troubles coming.

5/22/2019 5:47:35 PM carolin15161363 I will definitely watch this! Thank you!!!

5/22/2019 6:18:39 PM keith369me He is a very intelligent guy that might be served by spreading information with love

5/22/2019 6:31:00 PM carolin15161363 I have seen part of this already. I wish I understood more of what she is saying. I have not really researched this area, but I will continue to listen 

through.

5/22/2019 6:44:52 PM allahuniversal Distraction != BS

Distraction means eye off the target.

Q mission is necessary.

Cabal "leak" space related stories to distract.

Eyes wide open.

... 

99% of UFOs are manmade.

Majestic Operations

? https://nypost.com/2019/05/22/the-pentagon-finally-admits-it-investigates-ufos/ …
5/22/2019 7:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch and learn... what did he just say?

What are the implications if changes are made? https://youtu.be/JPXPgYrlV4M 

5/22/2019 7:24:47 PM 1_decided_voter It would remove ability from district courts to make nationwide injunctions!

5/22/2019 7:27:24 PM michael81972 No more bought and paid for judges blocking the rule of law along partisan lines

5/22/2019 7:32:30 PM lbf777 What did he say?

5/22/2019 7:32:51 PM youstinksoap Trump card?!

5/22/2019 7:37:10 PM texas_nacl The rule of law will not be decided by lower-court judges.

5/22/2019 7:39:21 PM ksouth21 Bingo

5/22/2019 7:41:30 PM usss_211 😁

5/22/2019 7:43:26 PM njfreethinker Excellent read! I see we share the same birthday, Patriot!

5/22/2019 7:44:25 PM maryschade14 Loss of Soveriegnty within the def of the Xth A

It leads to excess and amounts to gerrymandering of the judicial system. The Green Deal UN Agenda can become Law of the Land and removal of the 

Constitution.

Edmund Pendleton would be proud of this man.

5/22/2019 7:47:23 PM aprilbrown99 The importance of the Supreme Court Justices.

5/22/2019 7:50:11 PM linnyt7 Would be a great step toward a healthier judiciary system. For One judge to have that much power is dangerous. Absolute power corrupts absolutely. 

These judges have become political tools for power hungry politicians too often and I’m certain they don’t work cheap.

5/22/2019 7:55:55 PM aprilbrown99 I like your answer better than mine. 🥴👍

5/22/2019 8:02:34 PM aprilbrown99 In the ideal world I have in my head, we would not need a legal system to “manage” us as people. We should be able to manage our disputes with 

civility and communication through kindness and care for everyone. One day, I hope that we can get to this point. 🙏🙏🙏

5/22/2019 8:11:51 PM mountain_jump3r - riGid +++

The primitive mind wants to put things into good/bad, yes/no, black/white, R/W... People are naturally socialists until they get an education in true 

conservative thought. 

On this day

my birthday wish

is light, love, and unity

❤️❤️❤️MJ❤️❤️❤️
5/22/2019 8:14:09 PM djlok Yours was pretty damn good too. 😀😀😀

5/22/2019 8:15:12 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🥰🤗

5/22/2019 8:18:33 PM blsdbe The importance of the Percolation Process from one Judge to the next, refining along the way until finally reaching the Ultimate refinement in the 

Supreme Court?

5/22/2019 8:19:22 PM blsdbe I like this world! Looks like my world too!!! 🌎🌎🌎

5/22/2019 8:20:20 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🤗🥰

5/22/2019 8:21:49 PM blsdbe MJ liked this answer too!!! Well done @QanonQurator!!! Therefore no more ‘Shopping’ for a venue to have a trial...#TrueJustice

5/22/2019 8:26:38 PM 1_decided_voter Let justice percolate up!

5/22/2019 8:31:33 PM blsdbe Exactly, that was my take-away!!! 👍👍👍

5/22/2019 8:32:07 PM michael81972 BHO and his judges are toast😁

5/22/2019 8:36:30 PM hackenburg_ Brutal! The dem's actually shopped around for a corrupt judge! And the fact there are numerous judges to choose from is scary in itself.

Everyday it becomes more and more evident that we dodged a bullet by electing @realDonaldTrump

5/22/2019 8:42:12 PM scott_bakken Hey Tom, @TomFitton @JudicialWatch Would love to see you talk about this. If AG Barr drops the hammer on these district judges and stops them 

from doing nation wide injunctions, the corrupt dems are gonna melt.

5/22/2019 9:32:13 PM rocktobersky @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What Does Your Cover Pic Mean?

5/22/2019 9:34:44 PM rocktobersky @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is #Q God-Like? #DivineIntelligence or Just #MilitaryIntelligence? What If Q Was an #InterdimentionalBeing or an #Alien?

5/22/2019 10:06:28 PM ethereal_shaman Bad actors gonna be crying because they can't use lower courts to block what's coming.  #notsad

5/22/2019 10:08:03 PM altuna60835375 A clear explanation of the *problem* nationwide injunctions are, at last.  Thank you AG Barr.  There was once a political candidate who saw the federal 

court system for what it is.  He lost.  The price to pay ....

5/22/2019 10:48:01 PM carolin15161363 What stood out to you overall from what she said?

5/22/2019 11:14:03 PM jswdh1 Who said we were crushed? We knew it wasn't about that! Real Anons anyway....



5/22/2019 11:28:19 PM jswdh1 Coyotes using drones to check border to see where they can bring in the illegals! I say shoot them down! Target practice! @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@tribunal_watch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @KAT40811334 @POTUS

@realDonaldTrump https://youtu.be/xT5cpwQJZ7A 

5/22/2019 11:33:42 PM jswdh1 Drones at night on border! @realDonaldTrump

@potus @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@tribunal_watch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Anon_decoder

@KAT40811334 https://youtu.be/EpSvBltfXpk 

5/22/2019 11:42:06 PM mongrelglory Banning "nationwide injunctions" means the country will no longer be held hostage by corrupt 9th Circuit judges!  Yeah baby! 🤓

5/23/2019 12:36:06 AM kathleen3693693 I presume that, in addition to stopping the black robers from legislating from the bench for $$$, there will probably be hundreds, maybe even 

thousands of arkancides to keep them quiet.

5/23/2019 1:47:48 AM enomai_ Great messages here.

This will be important in the future during the readvancement of human communication.

I remember, first 'purposefully' opening up the psychic realm around 19. 

I had a problem protecting myself. I couldnt blockout others feelings, thoughts, etc.

5/23/2019 1:49:59 AM enomai_ My soul / energy was very vunerable. If there was demonic forces. They could of easily influenced me, to some extent. If they wanted me mad, sad, i 

would have been. 

If was very hard. Emotionally.

I had to just close back up for a bit

5/23/2019 1:53:33 AM monroevegas Whats up with Representative Amash?

5/23/2019 2:21:11 AM kathleen3693693 Skyking Skyking Do Not Answer

x4 maybe?

5/23/2019 2:46:15 AM chicagothunder1 AG Barr just laid out the whole Democrat legal Kabookee dance that he said that he is going to resist! Translation: Recommendations derived from the 

American Communist party to use the courts to drive their agenda will not be tolerated!

5/23/2019 2:52:59 AM _369311119 The event of removing nationwide injunctions...

MJ made their mental foxhole, constructed by the legal artifice of a single judge over all men. [They] use up most of their ammo, confident in their 

foxhole, and then MJs blow the rigged-to-blow foxhole.

5/23/2019 3:01:28 AM aprilbrown99 I found this on the internet just now! 😳 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cordicon @40_head @qanon76 @DJLOK @Keith72256137 

@malley_pj @blsdbe @AllahUniversal @LisaMei62 @RoubLisa @seanhannity @POTUSPress @POTUS @WhiteHouse @TrumpWarRoom 👇👇👇 

pic.twitter.com/RHrQNe1vZM

5/23/2019 3:05:59 AM aprilbrown99 SPELLS, And on the same website, here is something on RBG! 

👇👇👇 W T F pic.twitter.com/BJdUpvxFQh

5/23/2019 3:09:30 AM robertg69989098 Implications would be change. Bug change. And winning bigly 😎

5/23/2019 3:58:53 AM jswdh1 You should apply and take them down!

5/23/2019 4:18:25 AM mongrelglory It's a satirical website!  It would be funny if it weren't so close to the truth!

5/23/2019 4:27:11 AM maryschade14 Strange how there is always a shade of Truth..

Pay attention to the jokes..always hidden in plain sight.

Had to laugh tho

Hold the Plank position...🐸kek

5/23/2019 4:50:12 AM covertress Where's Ruth? #RBG 

When will we receive a proof of life?

Is she still "working from home"?

Who is performing her work?

Why no new photos of Ruth?

Why isn't her clone ready yet?

Technical difficulties? Sabotage?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Trump Appoints 3rd SCOTUS. [soon] pic.twitter.com/sgH2zuvKad
5/23/2019 4:53:18 AM keith369me She’s telecommuting from down under

5/23/2019 4:58:25 AM maryschade14 Ouija board spell casting with essence of young blood. Is this Sauce.. pic.twitter.com/xP9tnFjwlS

5/23/2019 5:04:36 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

5/23/2019 5:21:48 AM natureinspace Not as long as there are Liberals, elite, cabal, deep state etc.

5/23/2019 5:24:05 AM natureinspace Kappy involved? Should we dig deeper?

5/23/2019 5:40:08 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/QzWxg0RMEI

5/23/2019 6:11:31 AM jswdh1 LAUGHABLE FAKE NEWS! Anons know the truth! 

@tribunal_watch

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@KAT40811334

@Anon_decoder

CNN: Donald Trump shows why he's a stunningly bad deal maker.

 https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/23/opinions/donald-trump-shows-why-hes-a-stunningly-bad-deal-maker-ghitis/index.html …

via @GoogleNews
5/23/2019 6:30:02 AM roaminnoodle Today, the fishing expedition continues!

🐡🐠🎣

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1131529221862502401 … pic.twitter.com/pMp3KjmvmX

5/23/2019 6:54:51 AM wereldpijncafe 🤣🤣🤣Daar komt de Angstmachine van #FreeMason Benjamin Fullford weer die in het luchtledige staat te schreeuwen. #Koekoek Benjamin de USA 

and China are both under full control of the #Jesuits pic.twitter.com/JMVOkDWE5L

5/23/2019 7:00:38 AM ossrobertsteele Yoda: Thierry Meyssan on Venezuela, Iran: Trump and the Deep State Robert Steele on Why Trump Merits Re-Election  

https://phibetaiota.net/2019/05/yoda-thierry-meyssan-on-venezuela-iran-trump-and-the-deep-state-robert-steele-on-why-trump-merits-re-

election/ … via @phibiblog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump see comment, NSA digging into Members who are Israel Firsters...

5/23/2019 7:17:09 AM alinahere 😂👍

5/23/2019 7:26:01 AM kridexpress AND The StormIsUponUs? well, well...if they could just get @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and his BS, we'd almost be Q free! almost. (the rest are thinning 

themselves out from sheer boredom)  pic.twitter.com/S5FdP3yIrG



5/23/2019 8:36:44 AM curseca If they do away w/nationwide injunctions, would district wide injunctions still apply? I’m not knowledgeable w/legalese, but it seems he values the 

best-of-nine representation at the SC level, which does not exist at the district level giving them singular power.

5/23/2019 8:41:57 AM synackstatic [???] = Cartels via Emiliano Salinas and Salinas family!?

So [CF][322][Cartels][NXIVM][Epstein]

NXIVM did have ops in Mexico. 

322 via Heinz/mellon/rock?

5/23/2019 8:51:41 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/fdkBd5Nhct

5/23/2019 9:11:11 AM alinahere Bookmarked. Thanks. 👍

5/23/2019 9:15:48 AM alinahere ThanQ for sharing this video! 👍🎉 

The more you know... 😉👍

Love & LIGHT to You. 🙏 Namaste

5/23/2019 9:29:24 AM alinahere 😮 wow.

5/23/2019 9:36:04 AM alinahere Yes. Much like WE create Our Life Movie, we choose and decide with our Consciousness what we are actually viewing & processing. 

A day can swish by feeling like 5 minutes, or a day can feel like an eternity. 😉👍 

WE create That Illusion with Our Consciousness,  imho.

ThanQ. 🙏

5/23/2019 9:39:01 AM realityloominng How many times has RBG single-handedly entered into nation-wide injunctions?

5/23/2019 9:59:10 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly!  😳😬🙄 pic.twitter.com/QEeToua7hr

5/23/2019 10:17:04 AM antarantanka Thanks for pointing that video out!

5/23/2019 10:20:44 AM antarantanka The courts are more corrupt than Congress

5/23/2019 10:28:35 AM ruru_jataka  https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/10/end-nationwide-injunctions/574471/ …

5/23/2019 11:21:29 AM kridexpress download Tweet2Gif. copy the tweet link. follow the directions from there.  many-a-gifs... stolen. lol

5/23/2019 12:06:00 PM nsa_qil2 #MKUltra says no pic.twitter.com/RQdOaqdkpX

5/23/2019 12:08:13 PM terran_sol Lite cheeky sarcasm, just the way I like my Twitter banter! 😏🤣😂🤣😂

5/23/2019 12:10:36 PM djlok #metoo.

5/23/2019 12:16:03 PM fightrasche Moloc= NO god, it's a diety! The reason the evil cabal partakes in child sacrifice is that when you take a child and put them through torture before they 

are sacrificed there is a chemical that's created and a DEMON can LITERALLY FEED off that chemical and MANIFEST right there!

5/23/2019 12:55:21 PM leilandtanner Is there an Alliance technology that  mitigates CMEs or solar storms?

5/23/2019 1:11:39 PM fightrasche Every tribunal that happens is recorded. We should be able to see them at a later date due to national security reasons. The American people have the 

right to see their trials for treason!!

5/23/2019 1:14:16 PM fightrasche No, there will be rumors of wars, they too shall come to pass. Rumors of war is simply fear porn!

5/23/2019 1:48:19 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Rosicrucians good or evil? -  https://www.golden-dawn.com/eu/GDW-LM-SL?fbclid=IwAR38MaGsfpbK8H1W6AA8s-

yXQ1v1uJ9b36NY7tZD9ltlFHBAxkPtm5WUOI4 …

5/23/2019 1:54:55 PM mommahood777 can only but hope!

5/23/2019 2:12:02 PM mommahood777 He said the system is jacked.

We must return strictly to the Rule of Law ...and fair laws.

If proper changes are made...political agendas won't influence rulings.

Politics have taken advantage of the courts for far too long.

 

                                      LAW AND ORDER

5/23/2019 2:14:35 PM mommahood777 ....just one wish, to catch a fish... - Smeagol

5/23/2019 2:49:56 PM bethelight11_11 This is an outrage if you can’t investigate presidential nominees how is it right to harass and interrogate our POTUS

5/23/2019 3:01:53 PM susang7671 Prior USA Admins lacked authority 2 require/allow States (as means of blackmail/bribery via "The Hammer" or Pay-to-Play in CABAL) 2 escape/change 

Federal law as relates to any IS-BE tormented/mutilated "experimentally" underground/hidden/in sanctuary from USA as "State" property.

5/23/2019 3:06:48 PM breechgeek Not Insignificant. Muy appreciado

5/23/2019 4:11:58 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/8dpOYSVL5g

5/23/2019 4:13:58 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "The Islamic Counter-State has penetrated all levels of the U.S. government including all U.S. intelligence, defense, enforcement, 

and administrative agencies with access to all systems used by these  agencies." -  https://www.understandingthethreat.com/worst-case-scenario/ …

5/23/2019 4:27:47 PM moonbaby04371 Me too! I've watched it quite a bit. And every time...goosebumps. #TRUTHRESONATES

5/23/2019 6:45:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who sees Q? https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1131686179911262208 …

5/23/2019 6:46:40 PM yttak3 17

5/23/2019 6:46:44 PM wins_karma Are you saying Q is JA?

5/23/2019 6:46:48 PM mkonlythetruth 😳.  I’m seein’ it !

5/23/2019 6:47:26 PM lbf777 Is JA Q?

5/23/2019 6:47:31 PM the_fjalar 17 counts 😉

5/23/2019 6:47:36 PM winki00000001 Are you serious?

5/23/2019 6:47:37 PM positively303 #WWG1WGA

5/23/2019 6:48:01 PM jvan125 17 new counts, huh? 😏

5/23/2019 6:48:29 PM arunprakash4 Assange charged with 17 counts.  Q is the 17th letter in the alphabet. 

ZERO COINCIDENCE.

#trust #the #plan #wwg1wga

5/23/2019 6:49:21 PM teriwade12 Life here on Earth is one gigantic production..😉

5/23/2019 6:49:35 PM wins_karma I didn’t see that!  Holy cow....”At what point does it become impossible.....” we know the rest.

5/23/2019 6:50:03 PM winki00000001 Q seems to change identity suddenly when the "Plan" not going like predicted. WE are not fishes MJ12.

5/23/2019 6:50:10 PM proudredrn Seriously??? Oh please say yes!

5/23/2019 6:51:11 PM theglitcher14 Yes, but, this seems to be more of an attack against Q, not something in favor

5/23/2019 6:51:57 PM cindy00086290 Knights of the Round Table! ThankQ!

5/23/2019 6:52:18 PM maryschade14 Eyes on Q

5/23/2019 6:53:25 PM hellouncledonny JA is a part of the Q team

5/23/2019 6:54:22 PM hellouncledonny Q is a team of people and JA is one of them....he has posted under the Q trip code more than once

5/23/2019 6:54:37 PM winki00000001 And by the way... it's NOT 17 indictments. It's 18 indictments. STOP with the conspiracy theories. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/wikileaks-founder-

julian-assange-charged-18-count-superseding-indictment …

5/23/2019 6:56:48 PM youstinksoap Is his birthday July 3rd? 😉

5/23/2019 7:00:04 PM wins_karma Do you know that forsure or do you just believe that to be true. Not trying to be condensing but I am curious how anyone would know that first hand. 

I’ve not seen anyone else make that claim but I have suspected that to be the case all along.

5/23/2019 7:00:42 PM zaraawakened 17 NEW counts. Already charged with 1 count in April.

5/23/2019 7:04:44 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/mMyfsKgqlI



5/23/2019 7:06:06 PM hellouncledonny 110% positive.

We've done our homework.

Just wait until you learn who talking to you here. https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1101549971831181313 …

5/23/2019 7:07:26 PM texas_nacl No

5/23/2019 7:08:47 PM texas_nacl Q never disclosed identity.

5/23/2019 7:10:42 PM glorydawn3 Is it 17 or 18? I have seen both reported

5/23/2019 7:16:50 PM texas_nacl Not necessarily.  Trump gave him a choice and he responded pic.twitter.com/UkT0ns4KRE

5/23/2019 7:17:00 PM speaakn From tonight’s Qpost. pic.twitter.com/hUUIuNfR4Q

5/23/2019 7:18:52 PM texas_nacl Assange Tweets Famous Chess Match Depicting "Safe White King" One Day After Ecuador Grants Citizenship | Zero Hedge 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-01-13/assange-tweets-famous-chess-match-depicting-safe-white-king-one-day-after-ecuador …

5/23/2019 7:19:28 PM decodematrix Justice for Seth Rich 🙏

5/23/2019 7:27:04 PM jared4liberty And right on Q.. Q is back!

5/23/2019 7:29:54 PM addaeus Is everyone’s PGP key ready??

5/23/2019 7:36:25 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1131744633413885952?s=19 …

5/23/2019 7:43:14 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1131683040009293824?s=19 …

5/23/2019 7:46:32 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ. This show is just getting started and it’s about to get good! 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #DrainTheSwamp pic.twitter.com/XuCbJxd0Hf

5/23/2019 8:02:27 PM carlosrossimc As soon as I heard it

5/23/2019 8:10:37 PM keith369me 17 indictments, lol, there are no coincidences

5/23/2019 8:12:54 PM lizzah_83 17 = Q

5/23/2019 8:13:48 PM starehope What is PGP?

5/23/2019 8:15:55 PM starehope Plus 1 months ago.

5/23/2019 8:19:52 PM ingersolockwood What’s with the thumb between the two fingers? it’s awkward to make a peace sign like he is

5/23/2019 8:24:38 PM love4thegameak What happened to 18 Charges?

5/23/2019 8:25:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Note the Departments ordered to comply with tonight's executive order.

5/23/2019 8:26:02 PM ohs4trump Which departments are ordered to comply with tonight’s executive order? Please answer specifically

5/23/2019 8:26:08 PM greenbeetlecbd  pic.twitter.com/zAncdptqzw

5/23/2019 8:27:01 PM jfrankmusic 17 indictments you say?

5/23/2019 8:28:22 PM sano_faith The dices are set. pic.twitter.com/m1fJAc1kFT

5/23/2019 8:28:50 PM linw0918 I like him ... didn’t realize how brilliant he is when it comes to law

5/23/2019 8:29:49 PM linw0918 Where is RBG?

5/23/2019 8:31:38 PM jaspony1 Nothing will stop what is coming...

NOTHING!!!

5/23/2019 8:31:55 PM pinealg1 How far is Trump willing to go with Treason? Just a lock up in Gitmo (Comey Island) or will he press for the death penalty?

5/23/2019 8:34:49 PM aprilbrown99 CIA, DOJ, and FBI?  Am I missing any?

5/23/2019 8:38:36 PM ksouth21 Treasury, DOE, DOD....

5/23/2019 8:40:25 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ. 👍

5/23/2019 8:40:56 PM mommahood777 Can't find EO posted any where yet.

Intelligence community - Does this include NSA?

I like that Coats was side stepped...I don't like him

5/23/2019 8:41:55 PM jdltr450 I'm betting Death Penalty. Crimes against children, he's already said he wants it.

5/23/2019 8:42:57 PM kachinagtto  https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/445347-trump-orders-intel-agencies-to-cooperate-with-barr-probe-into-spying … 

pic.twitter.com/p3xHwYn0wp

5/23/2019 8:43:20 PM pinealg1 I hope to God he brings out all the crimes against children. It will be the unifying front for the American ppl to get behind. God love this President. Keep 

him nice and safe #Q.

5/23/2019 8:48:19 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome 👏👍

5/23/2019 8:52:56 PM __jabird__ Close? pic.twitter.com/2Fu5RsFb1X

5/23/2019 9:00:07 PM maria63563326 Many of us will have a hard time sleeping because of the good news...the Traitors will also have a hard time sleeping because of the same news...

JUSTICE!

5/23/2019 9:09:24 PM briancurtismun5 17 counts broaden discovery and expadites his  trip to the US.

5/23/2019 9:11:41 PM 2aforlif3 Q is everywhere you just have to pay attention! Gotta love JUSTICE

5/23/2019 9:13:00 PM doyle_eng 2/2 ... What ends on 7/31 can in  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130340128625287173 … at Δ0 in Δ1 ( 

https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130322589107118080 …):

May that flight home in 6/5 at 🛫 / via [📞] fill the skies ♾ ✨

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom .@realDonaldTrump Breathe... and #Hope ~ 📞–🔗–💫 : (👆🏻–🇺🇸) 🤗✅ pic.twitter.com/xe4QNfIXFr

5/23/2019 9:13:13 PM linnyt7  https://saraacarter.com/president-trump-orders-intel-community-declassify-docs-and-fully-cooperate-with-ag-barr/ …

5/23/2019 9:13:38 PM mongrelglory Will he get a pardon from Potus once this is all over?  Or will he not be found guilty of any of the charges?

5/23/2019 9:16:17 PM enomai_ Godbless You Julian.

5/23/2019 9:17:55 PM linnyt7 Trump ordered the Department of State, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, Secretary of Energy, Homeland 

Security, Director of National Intelligence and the director of the CIA to assist Barr in his review of the activities of...

5/23/2019 9:25:15 PM jadedl I'm betting on DP for a select (prominent) few.

Examples MUST be made.

This can NEVER happen to our country again!

5/23/2019 9:34:06 PM francoissmc Dept. of Energy???????? ...U1!

5/23/2019 9:36:16 PM linnyt7  https://www.lawfareblog.com/presidential-memorandum-barr-review …

5/23/2019 9:47:40 PM bpwll I can sleep when I'm dead

5/23/2019 9:49:07 PM zoilaliz1 💛😁💛

5/23/2019 9:49:28 PM mommahood777 Nothing in Fed Register yet, was just there a few ago

thanks for posting this!

5/23/2019 9:56:45 PM brad34351293 Was is Field, or one of the Scottish guys? Can't remember their names right now.

5/23/2019 10:04:15 PM dynamicres They just gave the DoE... "Q"? the OK to assist BARR?

5/23/2019 10:16:58 PM blsdbe The thumb between the two fingers is the ASL sign for ‘P’...as in right before #Q pic.twitter.com/yxfobxYgCJ

5/23/2019 10:32:35 PM jamesgatztrump Nope. He is a professor of Korean language...which does not make him a scientist. His “source” is an anonymous US alien “researcher.”

5/23/2019 10:34:07 PM anbezedua Uranium 1

5/23/2019 10:37:25 PM enomai_ Its not justice. Its saving mankind

5/23/2019 10:41:46 PM selvestekjetil The choice to know... pic.twitter.com/DQfxjL8JpK



5/23/2019 10:56:16 PM 2aforlif3 I agree 100% but alot of people haven't reached that point of understanding so that's why I used the word justice so hopefully more people will wake 

up.

5/23/2019 10:57:43 PM the1withthe4ce i see it everywhere pic.twitter.com/aL47YXyer8

5/23/2019 11:14:12 PM blsdbe I Noted that Q made Twelve Drops tonight...#Majestic 🧐🤓😍

5/23/2019 11:17:21 PM jollyrob2 ✨⚔️✨ https://youtu.be/VbxgYlcNxE8 

5/24/2019 12:00:19 AM mongrelglory Apparently the Dept. of Energy as well!  Interesting! 🤔

5/24/2019 12:11:26 AM maria63563326 Bahahahahaha....love it

5/24/2019 12:24:41 AM covertress Was the NSA specifically named?

Why is this relevant?

[A:  https://youtu.be/D4TT543uO2M  ]

🍿 🍿 🍿

5/24/2019 1:34:31 AM sheshifts001 I sooo enjoy seeing you everywhere I am LOL :)

#Cosmic #cousins lol 

Sending Love & Light!

Keep Shining! ;)

5/24/2019 2:09:31 AM nick85houston  pic.twitter.com/4isbl5i6Vf

5/24/2019 2:10:40 AM nick85houston 18 total charges, 17 under the Espionage Act

5/24/2019 2:11:30 AM nick85houston 18 total, 17 under the espionage act

5/24/2019 3:23:55 AM alinahere 😁👍👏👏👏👏👏🙏

5/24/2019 4:02:38 AM wild8heart 1️⃣7️⃣

5/24/2019 4:29:22 AM dark2light2019 A lot! Look up and read memo

5/24/2019 4:29:38 AM wins_karma I can’t wait to know the full group talking to us for the last 18 mo.

5/24/2019 4:43:26 AM wins_karma Fascinating!

5/24/2019 4:45:27 AM wins_karma Thank you for sharing that thread....amazing wqrk!

5/24/2019 5:24:32 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pretty_Good_Privacy …

A form of encryption called "Pretty Good Privacy" often used for e.g. secure email.

5/24/2019 5:37:12 AM kathleen3693693 A must listen... Brave man. No wonder he was [187]'d.

5/24/2019 5:37:26 AM aetherwalker1 Department of Energy.

[Coincidentally headquartered at the James V. Forrestal Building]

very, very  Interdasting!  🤔

5/24/2019 5:41:16 AM zagnett Part of a plan to disclose in an orderly away the authenticity of Q & other Patriot-military actions to the rest of the federal government? Would be 

nice/useful. Also, could possibly expose some remaining bad actors in the Administration that are trying to thwart T's agenda.

5/24/2019 5:42:34 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1125225239099650054 …

MJ, any comment on this by any chance? 👇

5/24/2019 5:46:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 OLD GUARD https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1131728912835383300 …

5/24/2019 5:48:56 AM satmathost REAL old

5/24/2019 5:49:08 AM blankmarlo Theresa May just announced she's stepping down too! Man I'm gonna need some more popcorn :)

5/24/2019 5:51:21 AM dark2light2019 Did her and biden eat the same bad shrimp lol or just both have hidden strokes? Well biden atleast pelosi just looks/sounds drunk constantly

5/24/2019 5:53:03 AM mongrelglory She's going to try to fake dementia to get out of incarceration. 🤨

5/24/2019 5:54:27 AM zagnett Yes, that definitely should be CAPITALIZED lol.

5/24/2019 5:59:00 AM frankgeurts3 INTERVENTION! pic.twitter.com/JkBp1m24yE

5/24/2019 5:59:21 AM thekanehb I bet!

5/24/2019 6:05:57 AM maxmedieval MSM says this is fake

5/24/2019 6:06:13 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1131281426895245313 …

5/24/2019 6:07:36 AM winki00000001 Lol. 

You're right. 18+2+6-4+3-5-3 = 17 too

You can play with the number anytime you want but I stick with the  http://justice.gov   official numbers : 18 indictments.

5/24/2019 6:21:06 AM covertress 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿

You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the OLD GUARD.

May, 2019 – 'kick-off' 'start' 'offense'

Enjoy the show!

Q

🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿 pic.twitter.com/ouBt2MJ9GX

5/24/2019 6:22:05 AM roaminnoodle Plot twist? https://twitter.com/DefendAssange/status/1012702109114830848 …

5/24/2019 6:27:01 AM hambrickro 😎 Nancy Pelosi calls for an intervention" . Is that a key word for "assassination" ?  😎

5/24/2019 6:44:49 AM aprilbrown99 If we tested her blood right now it would probably be about 95% alcohol. Heavy drinking can lead to dementia & a thiamine deficiency called 

Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome, which negatively impacts brain function. ✔️ 

At $150K🍷 a plane ride. ✔️

Fancy pants not so fancy anymore ✔️

5/24/2019 6:45:59 AM aprilbrown99 MSM is fake so that is a conundrum isn’t it?  🥴

5/24/2019 6:46:27 AM rhsvcs McCain used the wordintervention in an interview about Kennedy's assassination.

5/24/2019 6:50:31 AM aprilbrown99 If she drinks frequently like was recently reported @ $150K alcohol bill for a 5-8 hour plane ride, it would certainly make sense she could have 

dementia.  I am sure she has killed many brain cells with all her nepharious activities. Evil is as evil does. 

#TimeToLockHerUp

5/24/2019 6:59:09 AM zagnett This will be a May long remembered.

5/24/2019 7:07:46 AM sumgirl Term Limits NOW

5/24/2019 7:09:09 AM djlok 150K is a lot of $$$ for even the worst of Alcoholics.  Makes me wonder if that 150K bill was for something else and was just billed as "alcohol".  

Even at the height of my boozing, I never could have drank that much over the course of a year, definitely not on a flight. 

#Qanon

5/24/2019 7:26:22 AM aprilbrown99 Agree, the amount is insane. I think you could be right.

5/24/2019 7:26:26 AM fuknutz She needs the cocaine and baby blood just to approach the podium. That shit gets expensive.

5/24/2019 7:27:26 AM lightworkercain Beat you to it! https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1131748288909103104?s=19 …

5/24/2019 7:30:35 AM mommahood777 She's having trouble with her lines!!

5/24/2019 7:31:30 AM mommahood777 Good morning sir!!

Great day!!



5/24/2019 7:36:33 AM djlok I was thinking even if she only drank "the good stuff" and it was $1000 a bottle...that's 150 bottles of wine on a relatively short flight. Used to be, when 

I drank I could drink ANYONE under the table (I'm Irish). That amount of booze...no way possible, even if I gave it my all.

5/24/2019 7:38:46 AM aprilbrown99 Was she alone on the flight?  Or did she have her 90 relatives with her again? 🥴😂

5/24/2019 7:40:28 AM realityloominng Does the term "Sponsors of Aliens" include weird stuff?

5/24/2019 7:40:52 AM starehope Thanks Zag!👊

5/24/2019 7:43:26 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/4wfcozOve2

5/24/2019 7:47:12 AM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1131773100222296064 …

5/24/2019 7:54:07 AM laurabusse May is here, May is gone. Awesome :-)

5/24/2019 8:06:38 AM richardhiatt16 It starts........   [ 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡]

5/24/2019 8:08:04 AM boy12_jimmy She is Skarrred! She is stuttering to pose as losing her mind to defeat the upcoming trials against her & HER CHINA CONNECTIONS & ALL THAT MONEY 

SHE HAS ACQUIRED. She is very SKARED. LOL! [PANIC] pic.twitter.com/LiToDWqZcL

5/24/2019 8:09:09 AM moemc8 Will the Pope also be having a bad May?

5/24/2019 8:13:53 AM laurabusse Appreciate this Christine! Thx for the heads up. Will look up new Q posts. Yay!

5/24/2019 8:18:23 AM laurabusse God i hope so

5/24/2019 9:01:31 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/ipiNjaoPkW

5/24/2019 9:01:57 AM girlawakeinca Got it! Thank you 🙏

5/24/2019 9:01:57 AM creamsavannah That’s some tasty butter

5/24/2019 9:02:15 AM youstinksoap John Kerry?

5/24/2019 9:02:35 AM aprilbrown99 Logan Act

5/24/2019 9:02:35 AM girlawakeinca It helps decalcify the Pineal gland.

5/24/2019 9:02:48 AM larry_patriot Really good butter

5/24/2019 9:03:11 AM carolva97910854 17? Hmm

5/24/2019 9:05:29 AM aprilbrown99  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/pompeo-trumps-claim-that-kerry-violated-logan-act-is-true …

5/24/2019 9:06:27 AM hawkgirlinmn So John FORBES Kerry was molded early in life by his foreign intelligence service officer father, Richard John Kerry. The apple doesn’t fall far from the 

tree. I wonder who his handlers are??

5/24/2019 9:06:53 AM djlok Must’ve been a big plane!  Suprised anyone could even fit on the plane with all those bottles. Imagine once they landed at the airport.  LOL!!!

5/24/2019 9:08:51 AM n7guardiananon weren't they in the news recently? Supposedly not living up to their "brand"

5/24/2019 9:11:27 AM kachinagtto  https://www.haaretz.com/jewish/.premium-when-kerry-was-kohn-1.5279459 …

5/24/2019 9:11:51 AM tacticool_shed "out to pasture"

5/24/2019 9:13:46 AM kachinagtto  https://youtu.be/wzNEdRE3UnQ 

5/24/2019 9:17:14 AM kachinagtto  https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-46414983 …

5/24/2019 9:20:03 AM lepanto33  pic.twitter.com/mqsBXNPq9G

5/24/2019 9:21:18 AM werecovfefe The best

5/24/2019 9:22:21 AM fightforamerica ?

5/24/2019 9:24:31 AM covertress Is Kerrygold Butter Fake Moos?

"Irish cows are not exclusively grass-fed because they often eat other materials, such as grain or soya, when weather is bad & there is no grass to eat. 

Plaintiff also claims some of these feeds can be genetically modified."

 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/agribusiness-and-food/kerrygold-faces-us-lawsuit-over-grass-fed-cows-claim-1.3576513?mode=amp … 

pic.twitter.com/1TtxBQQvEQ

5/24/2019 9:25:17 AM dubugreen She sounds like someone is jabbing her with darning needle. Maybe she has a brain disorder.

5/24/2019 9:28:25 AM brad34351293 Skull & Bones, enough said!

5/24/2019 9:29:33 AM susan66388204 Don’t think that Someone isn’t Pulling her strings.  She’s in full panic mode trying to please those behind the scenes

5/24/2019 9:37:56 AM eskeljoyce What? Can you enlighten me?

5/24/2019 9:41:14 AM zagnett What do they put in Kerry Gold? It's so good! 😋

Wouldn't have any other butter for my 🍿

5/24/2019 9:47:56 AM zagnett Yeah i've always wondered about "natural flavors", & it turned out to be far worse than i originally thought (e.g. Senomyx, ?). So sad/sick.

5/24/2019 9:50:10 AM alisvolatpropi2 Ireland votes today to send a representative to the EU.

This is their chance to push back against the Globalists.

I hope they vote for her!

🇮🇪

5/24/2019 9:51:24 AM melanieanders7 Did Kerry drop a golden nugget of yummy buttery goodness?? We’re hungry for justice with butter on top! ;)

5/24/2019 9:58:48 AM girlawakeinca I watched this video which inspired me to really commit.  https://youtu.be/B3GjKTtSRrQ 

Then I searched online how to decalcify the Pineal glad (in addition to all of MJ12 recommendations)  https://scottjeffrey.com/pineal-gland-detox-

supplements/#Pineal_Gland_Supplement_4Shilajit … and this is where I found the Kerry Gold butter.

5/24/2019 10:00:14 AM zagnett  https://www.westernjournal.com/hermancain/mike-pompeo-trumps-claim-john-kerry-violated-logan-act-true-munich-saw/ …

Oops, looks like [Kerry] fell for the trap.

5/24/2019 10:02:02 AM girlawakeinca There are many other healthy food options too such as organic watercress, bananas, pineapple, and more. Christ Source is right within us. We just 

need to find a way to “clean the swamp in our own Pineal gland.❤️🤗🌍🙏

5/24/2019 10:04:55 AM omidam___  pic.twitter.com/RXSHomeUkm

5/24/2019 10:05:17 AM laurabusse I used to go to Amish farms and buy almost orange (grass fed) butter.

Kerry gold is probably the closest we can get without buying directly from a farm.

If there's a better brand available at a supermarket i would really love to know...

(Ditto health food store; better choice)

5/24/2019 10:06:30 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/sA95qX45Z5

5/24/2019 10:08:22 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031535536740229120 …

5/24/2019 10:10:02 AM richard07759712 Boom

5/24/2019 10:14:44 AM maxmedieval Let's give Adam Schiff a conundrum and see what he does with it.....I have a case of 'em.

5/24/2019 10:17:10 AM laurabusse Thx :-)

5/24/2019 10:18:36 AM laurabusse Yeah i had a farm in NC here i went to til i got very ill almost 3 yrs ago. Still getting better...looking fwd to going back when I'm able :-)

5/24/2019 10:27:17 AM moemc8 Hope this is reference to 'John' and the butter is good!  Pls. advise :)

5/24/2019 10:40:52 AM antarantanka Jack Nicholson explains ET visits

 https://youtu.be/9FlzYdWQsSI 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UFOL3TA @SandiaWisdom

5/24/2019 10:45:53 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/Justsaytruthnow/status/1131772852137582592 …

Now that's fishing! 🐠🐟🐡



5/24/2019 10:47:22 AM lenzaq Isn't butter naturally butter flavored? I mean, does butter need help tasting like butter? Note that it's usually the unsalted version that has "natural" 

flavor added.

5/24/2019 10:51:23 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/lvNcV794Gj

5/24/2019 10:52:47 AM zagnett You're right. i just checked the label. Just cream & salt. Phew. 😅

Never tried the unsalted version. Those are usually awful.

5/24/2019 11:02:35 AM mscronkat Me too! Love Kerry Gold, despite the name.

5/24/2019 11:05:18 AM lenzaq "...Those are usually awful." Haha! 😂

All salt is not alike. 😉

5/24/2019 11:06:23 AM francoissmc Do we have some gold on John?

5/24/2019 11:23:41 AM dynamicres Majestic plan component? or no? https://www.teslarati.com/spacex-launches-starlink-60-satellite-

test/?fbclid=IwAR0rjGMsqCNQCWZzaGd_o4UGzoUOBgu7n5HQ2JYZYXyrnwLr8gN2ugRmwps …

5/24/2019 11:41:24 AM jenaynayz Can you do an AMA and clarify the reason behind this pic? Kerry is not north Ireland like many posted below, does it mean the republic of Ireland has 

gold?

5/24/2019 11:42:09 AM deplorabledvs  pic.twitter.com/6Ug0ttb0vj

5/24/2019 11:51:02 AM kachinagtto I couldn’t help myself... pic.twitter.com/rGFJ4hKNrs

5/24/2019 11:57:27 AM blsdbe What did you read Brian?

5/24/2019 11:58:40 AM blsdbe (I’m making a Cardamom Colby today, sometimes I make Greek yogurt, butter and buttermilk...I love my Raw Dairy Families)

5/24/2019 11:59:12 AM djlok Sounds DELICIOUS!!!

5/24/2019 12:02:36 PM blsdbe (Patiently tapping foot, waiting for all y’all to get here 🥰🥰🥰) pic.twitter.com/LOKQX9vHAj

5/24/2019 12:11:48 PM ingersolockwood That’s not what he’s doing..is thumb is in between his pinky and ring finger

5/24/2019 12:12:05 PM covertress Kerrygold Butter is distributed by Oruna, a farmer's co-op founded by the government of Ireland. 

How does this figure in Majestic ops?

Is the fact that Oruna has a "Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement" on their website relevant? https://www.ornua.com/modern-slavery-

statement/ …

5/24/2019 12:20:10 PM antarantanka “Bonded labor” refers to prison labor. But in truth we have all been “bonded” by the central banks. Dr Michael Salla says project paperclip Nazis did 

this in USA, but it’s been going on longer than that...

5/24/2019 12:33:14 PM covertress I just came across an interesting account, by the name of Kabamur Taygeta, @KTaygeta.

Check out who he follows!

The Irish connection?

🐟🐡🐠

5/24/2019 12:38:43 PM kindeandtrue Spring butter is the best. Grass-fed cows on good grass deliver butter that is almost orange. Highly prized for its Vitamin A and D.

5/24/2019 12:38:52 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.irishcentral.com/culture/food-drink/kerrygold-lawsuit-grass-fed …

No judgement from me, just info.

That being said I have purchased their butter before and thought it was good.

5/24/2019 12:44:54 PM n7guardiananon Leaving space dock. pic.twitter.com/2BDuP5ypmV

5/24/2019 12:44:58 PM _girlmaher_ These would be the default accounts Twitter offers a (geolocated) resident of Ireland. This account was just set up and forgotten, never zeroed.

5/24/2019 12:48:32 PM covertress I still think it's no coincidence that his first follow is a "Hoodoo enthusiast."

5/24/2019 12:58:04 PM blsdbe Ty 🥰🥰🥰

5/24/2019 1:02:54 PM djlok You bet!!! Once I got off all the poison, #meditation really was the cure for me.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has great suggestions for meditation and 

reprogramming the subconscious that are Gold in my book. It actually works...not a bunch of stupid sh!t therapists recommend.

5/24/2019 1:08:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

NP "intervention" = move

1500+ troops = countermove

We are 10+ steps ahead.

These people are stupid.

Enjoy the show.

Millions of documents to be declassified.

Millions!

Millions?

Intervention indeed? https://twitter.com/HambrickRo/status/1131914500507164673 …
5/24/2019 1:10:21 PM tguy400 I guess I had better warm up the 3D printer.

5/24/2019 1:11:06 PM youstinksoap wow, that's a lot of reading...can't wait! 😋

5/24/2019 1:12:36 PM the_fjalar The JFK “intervention” declassified!!!????

🤞

5/24/2019 1:14:05 PM susan66388204 John Kerry

5/24/2019 1:14:11 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/t9zoZHVvqO

5/24/2019 1:14:27 PM nurseniceyes I am glad to be of help... Please pass along the crisis actors advert for Las Vegas for this weekend. See something say something.

5/24/2019 1:14:35 PM theprimeian FUCKING MILLIONS?!?!

5/24/2019 1:15:45 PM mommahood777 3+ million pages have been so far..

5/24/2019 1:16:26 PM cidarean Fulford seems to have an alternative prospective that dosnt look good for the US.

5/24/2019 1:16:53 PM 1_decided_voter Millions? Sounds like that's more than just those related to election tampering / Russia hoax.

5/24/2019 1:16:55 PM susan66388204 Kerry Gold butter = John Kerry Logan Act.  Going 👎🏻

5/24/2019 1:17:36 PM jswdh1 Yep that's what they called jfks!

5/24/2019 1:27:02 PM fightforamerica 1500+ to keep [MOS] operatives at home?

5/24/2019 1:30:49 PM pinealg1 JFK and ET docs please and thank you ❤️

5/24/2019 1:34:07 PM zagnett [NP etc.] thought it could get e.g. WW3 started using Iran somehow. Trump & Team knew [they] would do this, baited them to try, got further 

evidence of [their crimes], & decided to pull the rug on the [DS] at [their] most vulnerable moment by ordering DECLAS. Intervention indeed.

5/24/2019 1:39:25 PM zagnett MJ, if this is what happened, is this event specifically what Trump & Team was waiting for to initiate DECLASS? Also, what made [them] wait so long to 

try it? It's been almost a year now that Trump has hung the DECLASS possibility over [their] heads. Why did [they] do this now?



5/24/2019 1:40:44 PM zagnett Oh and one more thing...

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍩🍸

5/24/2019 1:46:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 has to be out of the country for...

5/24/2019 1:46:55 PM jswdh1 BOOM BOOM BOOM

5/24/2019 1:46:57 PM zoilaliz1 Reset.

5/24/2019 1:47:01 PM winni31695354 Declass?

5/24/2019 1:47:05 PM var_pipin Restore of the Republic?

5/24/2019 1:47:09 PM blsdbe Great Work April!!! #WeAreTheNewsNow

5/24/2019 1:47:13 PM jswdh1 Protected on AF1!

5/24/2019 1:47:14 PM rhodesmkt Well he’s gone so let it rip!

5/24/2019 1:47:17 PM gulfcoastchelle RV

5/24/2019 1:47:47 PM elatedveracity Financial Reset!!

5/24/2019 1:47:54 PM jennife42469481 Arrests?

5/24/2019 1:48:19 PM spauldingshowal Love is patient.

5/24/2019 1:48:23 PM boaznerd Q post # 35:  https://qmap.pub/read/35  #WWG1WGA #MAGA

5/24/2019 1:48:52 PM jollyrob2 To end ww pedo-ring?

5/24/2019 1:49:00 PM blsdbe Looks like a backup account for KT? No?

5/24/2019 1:49:29 PM the_fjalar for the hammer! pic.twitter.com/chYFXGoGcy

5/24/2019 1:49:32 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/aoq8lJKwe2

5/24/2019 1:50:56 PM djlok #Declas. POTUS is Safe.

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/21PIlrcbdn

5/24/2019 1:51:10 PM nancyddb I remember Q saying that.

5/24/2019 1:51:36 PM laurabusse No intel is perfect...

He's just one guy.

His messages seem radically different the last several weeks or maybe few mo...

5/24/2019 1:51:57 PM t_hayden07 Shit to hit the fan! The storm is near....🔥😁

5/24/2019 1:52:48 PM sumgirl God bless our POTUS & family

5/24/2019 1:53:04 PM extradouble Wikileaks on steroids.

5/24/2019 1:53:16 PM djlok KerryGold it is!!!  Time to trade [him] in for some real Gold.

5/24/2019 1:53:23 PM mskeens1962  pic.twitter.com/FrZAbTsmTY

5/24/2019 1:53:33 PM love4thegameak 17 mins in International Air...

5/24/2019 1:53:41 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAg1r6zw7Bg …

...extra protection when there is a high likelihood that [DS] will make an overt move against him and/or his family, after he kicks [them] squarely in the 

balls. 👇

5/24/2019 1:53:58 PM crystab56743059 RV

5/24/2019 1:55:36 PM wu_yah 🤣🤣🤣

5/24/2019 1:55:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Japan meeting?

5/24/2019 1:55:49 PM missy968 Gesara?

5/24/2019 1:57:31 PM golh2018 The Arrests of all the Traitors!🍿🍿🍿

5/24/2019 1:58:16 PM cidarean So basically your forecasting this is it and the hammer that's dropping requires Trump to be abroad?

5/24/2019 1:58:20 PM eskeljoyce Thank you! Will watch👍

5/24/2019 1:58:46 PM juststarstuff Protection

5/24/2019 1:58:59 PM mrwhite90864194 Tha arrests to begin

5/24/2019 1:59:19 PM djlok something VERY #Majestic!!!

5/24/2019 2:01:14 PM youstinksoap He just tweeted to have a great Memorial Day weekend....

....guessing that 'My fellow Americans, the storm is here', isn't happening - today, at least.  

I know, patience...

5/24/2019 2:02:00 PM light_fighter_g The Storm is Upon us Tweet

5/24/2019 2:02:14 PM jrocktigers 👀💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

5/24/2019 2:02:58 PM wisdomwell1 The Global Currency Reset ...?

5/24/2019 2:03:06 PM blsdbe I LOVE this movie...

5/24/2019 2:03:08 PM tcinwi The declass.. arrests..

5/24/2019 2:04:09 PM jrocktigers FYI - Local armory , normally completely empty... is 2/3rds full with equipment, transportation and related hardware...

5/24/2019 2:04:29 PM dls00741 Why does POTUS need to be out of the country?  Have heard this before, but no comprendo...

5/24/2019 2:04:40 PM leesharons His safety!

5/24/2019 2:04:43 PM kikicurry GESARA/NESARA

Currency reset

Restructure Fed

5/24/2019 2:05:18 PM v_rags Thanks again bro. Really good advice!

5/24/2019 2:05:44 PM _00111111_ zero sum game theory...ones move makes another countermove..exposing their decision making and thus weaknesses

5/24/2019 2:06:00 PM cararrclh That is correct. Oh boy, so exciting!!!

5/24/2019 2:07:38 PM djlok You bet!!!

#WWG1WGA!!!

5/24/2019 2:07:52 PM faithfulmom4 Arrests? 

Gessara/Nessara

DECLAS

🤔🤔🤔🤔

5/24/2019 2:09:56 PM jeffand23599087 Because his security team increases. Right now he’s safer.

5/24/2019 2:10:14 PM mkonlythetruth Treason Season 🇺🇸

5/24/2019 2:11:13 PM laura_621 Good digging! Thanks

5/24/2019 2:12:39 PM aumonemaison Watch as McCain uses the word Intervention when speaking of the JFK assassination. @POTUS please be extra careful. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lE0Tguv_daY …

5/24/2019 2:13:19 PM youstinksoap I think for optics?

5/24/2019 2:13:43 PM r2u RV/GCR

5/24/2019 2:16:02 PM ginablanton5 I assumed Pelosi calling for intervention and Trump's family members was a call to action.

5/24/2019 2:17:57 PM richard07759712 Whooo! Nancy (twice?)

5/24/2019 2:18:30 PM restart_qpersia من درست میفهمم منظورشو؟

وع کرد ولی ترامپ کاملا آماده این جنگهmoveمنظور از   هست که دموکراتها اون رو درست کردند تا بگن ترامپ جنگ طلبه و با ایران جنگ رو شر
ی

! احتمالا حمله نظامی و جنگ

5/24/2019 2:19:47 PM redpilledaus The arrests to happen

5/24/2019 2:20:40 PM leslieau7 Declass



5/24/2019 2:25:11 PM lbf777 Mass arrests lad. Mass arrests.

5/24/2019 2:26:34 PM kimmeykim1 Why is this relevant???

5/24/2019 2:26:48 PM ialibertybelle Big stuff happens when he’s out of country.

5/24/2019 2:29:08 PM magaglam #Justice #Truth #Declass pic.twitter.com/T1vEsmbRIt

5/24/2019 2:30:02 PM porterguy1 Exactly.

5/24/2019 2:31:50 PM susan66388204 Saw a post a few months back that said when “IT” happens POTUS will be safe in the air.

5/24/2019 2:38:15 PM normiewokeaf  pic.twitter.com/oLnSD53T76

5/24/2019 2:39:05 PM banksia42265169 His comments about the Australian election are complete nonsense, which makes me very sceptical about any of the rest of his article

5/24/2019 2:40:41 PM maudeaz GESARA

5/24/2019 2:43:36 PM dls00741 In the Money Reset theory, there is a specific reason POTUS must be out of the country.

5/24/2019 2:46:18 PM covertress I RTed it and tagged the @FBI right after your post.

That Vegas Crisis Actor posting on Craigslist is a very credible threat that we've seen play out on the past.

This being a holiday weekend and likely the last before The Hammer, I'm expecting the PTW to try Anything.

5/24/2019 2:49:19 PM derekandonian ...EVER

5/24/2019 2:49:56 PM richnfaith4god Will you confirm/deny any of these wonderful responses?? 

Lots of choices; DS Takedown, Return to Gold Standard, Basel 3/4, GCR, Reset, Arrests, Republic Restored, Etc..?

You have us Curious MAJ12!!

5/24/2019 2:50:29 PM beatleshirl2 Hoping it is very memorable!

5/24/2019 2:51:35 PM altered_boi #GCR

5/24/2019 2:52:16 PM drunkchefjeff For the STORM to begin.

5/24/2019 2:52:35 PM covertress Nicely!

5/24/2019 2:54:23 PM jayrambin He has been good overall for years. Now and then, he gets tricked or squeezed into giving misinfo.  He has acknowledged this.  If there was ever a time 

to apply pressure on people like him, it's now. Everyone's somewhat vulnerable. Thx 4 ur post. I haven't seen Bens post yet.

5/24/2019 2:56:37 PM q_11235813  pic.twitter.com/CABIkXIfLl

5/24/2019 2:56:55 PM alaskan_gypsy He has to be gone....for what??? Please explain.

5/24/2019 2:57:31 PM equipment79 Mass Arrests

5/24/2019 2:59:29 PM ascendedwater The RV

5/24/2019 3:00:48 PM pacman522 Everything is going to come full circle.

I wonder what Aquino's been up to. pic.twitter.com/4RBp0MOQb0

5/24/2019 3:01:16 PM allahuniversal 👁PTICS

5/24/2019 3:01:54 PM freeandoriginal The round up !

5/24/2019 3:02:15 PM scott_rick Has that happened yet

5/24/2019 3:04:21 PM dbelanger63 Are you hinting to THE GOLD STANDARD??

5/24/2019 3:04:45 PM tcscamardo Lets all prayer for Potus and Flotus safekeeping and the family as well.

5/24/2019 3:05:14 PM allahuniversal Q#4

#ReReadCrumbs pic.twitter.com/6gXOAzMDfJ

5/24/2019 3:05:50 PM trish44070326  pic.twitter.com/u3pQL8l8VI

5/24/2019 3:07:57 PM allahuniversal 👁PTICS

Barr has 100% authority re: #DECLAS

Q#6 pic.twitter.com/NFvnl4QWQe

5/24/2019 3:09:54 PM youstinksoap Never heard that - hope it happens though!

5/24/2019 3:10:47 PM destinlola Ok, this is my “go to” butter. If it’s a political message fine, Hatch Act superb. But if it’s poison, I want to know.

5/24/2019 3:11:05 PM jvan125 My question is ‘who’ are these 1500? They’re not troops because POTUS didn’t say troops. He hesitated when he said “It’ll be about 1500...people”. 

Unless I misunderstood...🤔

5/24/2019 3:13:42 PM destinlola Safety purposes. And a little glorification from Japan Royalty..just to pi$$ off the dimwits.

5/24/2019 3:16:02 PM antgigz The Storm to arrive!

5/24/2019 3:23:13 PM slabunski MOAB INCOMMING

need to get him out because of possible "intervention"

5/24/2019 3:24:50 PM sistercounselor #restoredrepublic #gcr #rv!!! 😊

5/24/2019 3:25:32 PM sistercounselor Yes!

5/24/2019 3:25:50 PM aprilbrown99 God Bless you and our President. This reset will be a blessing and we are so very grateful. ❤️🇺🇸❤️ Humanity needs our help and we are ready, willing 

and able!  #WWG1WGA #MAGA #Trump2020Landslide

5/24/2019 3:26:12 PM we_go_now NESARA - release of RV/GCR and to be safe during initial arrests beginning 😁

5/24/2019 3:27:25 PM var_pipin Of course!!! 🤣🤣🙌🏾🥳🥳🥳🍿🍿🍿

5/24/2019 3:30:05 PM cjcole1985 So if we are in step 2, after the documents are released I hope we see arrests shortly after pic.twitter.com/FEJep77CA6

5/24/2019 3:32:10 PM aprilbrown99 That is why [Nadler] “fainted” earlier. It was his “Oh sh!t” moment. 

#Pain #TheStormIsHere #NothingCanStopWhatIsComing

5/24/2019 3:32:47 PM dls00741 According to Eye the Spy it won't happen, but I have invested in this theory for years, so not so easy to believe ETS.

5/24/2019 3:34:07 PM anoncdn Deep state take down within the USA. Godspeed Patriots #WWG1WGA #QAnon #MAGA

5/24/2019 3:36:18 PM truthseeker5432 “Ladies and gentlemen”....

5/24/2019 3:36:21 PM 808jd Mr. Kerry Heinz, hope your next lodgings are in Cuba. pic.twitter.com/09nfO62q4C

5/24/2019 3:37:46 PM mega17q Gesara/Nesara

5/24/2019 3:37:53 PM jluebs24  https://youtu.be/KxcY2pw5-20 

5/24/2019 3:40:27 PM light_fighter_g No. Not yet

5/24/2019 3:46:30 PM 4lovehumans Japanese steakhouse 🤣

5/24/2019 3:47:16 PM aprilbrown99 Please be safe!  🙏❤️🇺🇸

5/24/2019 3:49:53 PM aprilbrown99 @FBI @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @PressSec

👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/magaconflict/status/1132051686053339136 …

5/24/2019 3:53:15 PM methusablah D-day

5/24/2019 3:56:12 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Yes, for the RV GCR.

5/24/2019 4:01:30 PM fktvis 👁ptics

5/24/2019 4:02:10 PM lafol57 Reset

5/24/2019 4:04:13 PM f961854  pic.twitter.com/WzbvPtHTc2

5/24/2019 4:15:05 PM megankaramax For.... for...what?

5/24/2019 4:16:27 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/val5D10xH6

5/24/2019 4:18:48 PM antarantanka RV is disinfo

5/24/2019 4:24:42 PM matt_aho My fellow Americans pic.twitter.com/unnS89pXM0

5/24/2019 4:30:42 PM happymacgirl I want to know all the things! 😆

5/24/2019 4:32:05 PM jayrambin I think that's the name of the tv show that was interrupted when jfk was assassinated. Q has used it.  To indicate an attempt?

5/24/2019 4:34:15 PM jayrambin I think this action was delayed due to weiner laptop and other evidence. But, now,  it's time to do it.



5/24/2019 4:34:44 PM omanfam9515 Love it!

5/24/2019 4:38:07 PM k3yle Is a Trump card able to be counter moved?

5/24/2019 4:42:36 PM southerngirl700 Arrests to happen!

5/24/2019 4:53:49 PM danaelizabeth69 Been hearing it's not real Who knows what to think

5/24/2019 4:54:46 PM finall00p Once it's all released they'll (Iran) turn on deep state too.. then they've got nothing. Money only buys you so much til @realDonaldTrump comes in and 

starts whooping ass

5/24/2019 4:58:18 PM zagnett Ugh.

Well, at least it's "Made in USA".

5/24/2019 5:01:04 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen If it is not, then there is not really much of a future. Several Nations lay in ruins on the American tax payers dime. The US INC. is 150 trillion dollars in 

fiat debt when including unfunded liabilities. No American is going to spend a dime rebuilding any Country. Etc, etc, etc

5/24/2019 5:10:08 PM natureinspace MS-13 does too.

5/24/2019 5:11:27 PM shady721brady 🙂👊💯🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/vtPMLCOvvE

5/24/2019 5:17:57 PM keleka17 FISA Declass

5/24/2019 5:33:21 PM unidentifiedta1 DECLAS

5/24/2019 5:39:36 PM michael81972 Security...The greatest spiritual battle in history is about to manifest into the natural...

5/24/2019 5:48:09 PM prmd21801759 We are Ready!!!

5/24/2019 5:54:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tucker: "Another False Flag" (in Iran)?

5/24/2019 5:56:27 PM zack_stone Stargate opening?

5/24/2019 5:56:36 PM enomai_ Godspeed

5/24/2019 5:57:37 PM mongrelglory Why would one need to "flavour" butter?  Butter should taste like butter already!

5/24/2019 5:57:51 PM magakitten Did I miss something?

5/24/2019 5:59:05 PM mongrelglory So John Kerry is "not as advertised"?

5/24/2019 5:59:26 PM linacovfefe So pelosi saying, re @POTUS ‘we need an intervention’ is code for assassination?

#ThesePeopleAreSick 

Please, @realDonaldTrump #LockThemAllUp

5/24/2019 6:00:08 PM j_wingfield10 He called them “talented people”

5/24/2019 6:05:25 PM djlok Mainstreaming the concept of False Flags.  Right on Schedule!!!

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

5/24/2019 6:06:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Iran is for optics?

5/24/2019 6:07:08 PM hawkgirlinmn Troops placed in the gulf are for optics?

5/24/2019 6:07:13 PM toffer_anon_369 Those 1500+ soldiers that are getting prepared, equipped, and activated right now....  Is it possible they are not going to Iran, but instead will be 

activated on our soil to assist LEO during the mass arrests weekend??

5/24/2019 6:08:22 PM 313looper So much prayers have done for 45... ❤️🙏🏻🇺🇸

5/24/2019 6:09:29 PM teeunited3  pic.twitter.com/oG3cj8MKy8

5/24/2019 6:10:17 PM gramptorino What was the "SkyKing" Alert 3 days ago  over Persian Gulf Thomas Whictor mentioned earlier?

5/24/2019 6:12:03 PM kindeandtrue Brexit Party victory seems to have got things moving.

5/24/2019 6:12:12 PM mongrelglory It all snowballs... Election tampering was to put Hillary in power so they could continue to cover up Clinton Foundation crimes. Lots and lots of crimes 

involving multiple countries...goes back to 2001.  http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=122755#more-122755 … …

5/24/2019 6:12:35 PM freestateojones "The Star t"

5/24/2019 6:13:49 PM taylordean13 5:5

5/24/2019 6:15:27 PM sparkleloung More Optics🤷♂️

5/24/2019 6:23:16 PM love4thegameak [VATICAN][DS][Cabal/Bank] Want a War.. A Holy War at that!!

5/24/2019 6:23:23 PM chass2008 You are more than likely CORRECT there

#PelosiWantsAJFKIntervention

#INTERVENTIONkeyword

#Intervention

#TheyUSEkeyWORDS

#ACTIONABLEwordINTERVENTION

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1131956038775627777 …

5/24/2019 6:24:01 PM sharidean996 💜💜💜

5/24/2019 6:24:11 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  That's a great thought Toffer (Chris)!  That would make a whole lot more sense to me!  Iran was just a distraction.  I've gotten my hopes up so 

many times about mass arrests, that I'm afraid to even consider that it might happen this weekend...

5/24/2019 6:25:57 PM sharidean996 ...you just TRUMPED all other comments in my opinion! 👊

#StGermain

5/24/2019 6:28:20 PM 313looper FF for Deep State..!?

5/24/2019 6:28:20 PM pinealg1 Tucker Carlson said False Flag on MSM? That’s a big deal....

5/24/2019 6:28:51 PM mongrelglory I like Toffer's idea: https://twitter.com/ChrisReitan/status/1132090710180663296 …

5/24/2019 6:30:49 PM toffer_anon_369 Chris-TOFFER?  ;-)  Would 45 do it on Memorial weekend, though?

5/24/2019 6:31:09 PM kachinagtto I Q'd this up to start at the right part.  Hmmm... look at that time stamp though!  

 https://youtu.be/KKKVX6x0mfU?t=966 …

5/24/2019 6:39:40 PM lovethebeach999 I had some ants on my counter and none went for this “butter”

5/24/2019 6:45:51 PM badbooches #MOAB

5/24/2019 7:02:19 PM smith_jere declass

5/24/2019 7:07:48 PM drawebarbara Gesara

5/24/2019 7:08:17 PM johnhammar94 The arrests

5/24/2019 7:14:21 PM tcscamardo Thomas Wictor? Do you know where he is post  information now?

5/24/2019 7:15:52 PM sumgirl BOOM

5/24/2019 7:15:56 PM gramptorino Quadverum and His YT channel

5/24/2019 7:17:20 PM tcscamardo Doesnt seem like a lot of soldiers to me for mass arrests? Lawlessness is my concern throughout  the blue states LA , San Francisco, Baltimore,Chicago , 

NYC,etc.

5/24/2019 7:21:36 PM djlok And under 45's Leadership, #WeThePeople aren't gonna give [them] that!!!

5/24/2019 7:23:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 Another a proxy state being freed and reunited into the Real New World.

5/24/2019 7:24:34 PM slayerofmatrix1 The Kraken being unleashed.

5/24/2019 7:26:56 PM djlok Yeah I suppose many from all different religions and spiritual practices could argue this is the Holiest of Wars....#WeThePeople against the [CABAL].

5/24/2019 7:31:12 PM nullanon12 if its possible that a explosion happend what explosive do you think it is?

5/24/2019 7:33:58 PM myavorshak Gesara

5/24/2019 7:34:17 PM myavorshak Fleet week !!!

5/24/2019 7:37:57 PM pinealg1 Hopefully I’m talking about the right Tucker 😂 don’t want to mislead ppl! I’m speculating! Didn’t watch Tucker Carlson tonight, so if I could get a 

reassurance that would be great! Take what I say with a grain of salt.

5/24/2019 7:39:20 PM enomai_ Nvm i cant find the stamp now. Its not 36:36 sigh



5/24/2019 7:41:58 PM enomai_ Around 37:27.

5/24/2019 7:45:47 PM tcscamardo Thank you for that information, so appreciative!

5/24/2019 7:53:04 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What exactly happens to the individuals behind this threat when you get ahold of them?  pic.twitter.com/oUgRjxbVeH

5/24/2019 7:56:14 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes, I’m thinking it’s optics but really dealing with deep state.Why did Feinstein and other Senators meet with an Iranian official?

5/24/2019 8:11:55 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www2.go123movies.io/movie/stargate-origins-catherine/ … 

incredible disclosure was this your creation...amazing!

5/24/2019 8:13:53 PM nschlange She doesn't appear to be doing too well. She's falling apart as fast as the ppl she's really serving. Wonder who goes down first. You can no longer even 

understand what she's saying and not a peep about it in the news.

5/24/2019 8:21:25 PM jm4n I think explosives or maybe a D.E.W. was used to bring the buildings down. The impact explosion and fires came from the plane.

5/24/2019 8:24:24 PM karma4event201 🇺🇸 45 has to be out of the country for Gesara to be activated. 

Gesara will free the US National debt 

but will funds be returned to citizens?

5/24/2019 8:30:52 PM roublisa Memorial Day 💥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

5/24/2019 8:31:39 PM joinna6 🤡🤡🤡👥👥👥👮👮♀️🕵️♂️

5/24/2019 8:32:04 PM karma4event201 #Currency reset / transition may be done over a Long weekend thanks to all the work Operators have done but if there are hiccups it may take more 

time; 3 weeks tops.  

^ Armory ready ^

Watch for DeepState FF  & distractions

5/24/2019 8:33:47 PM joinna6  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1132084814448857088?s=20 …

5/24/2019 8:33:49 PM roublisa Omg 😖😖😖 pic.twitter.com/k3rVGklp0q

5/24/2019 8:34:13 PM karma4event201 Armory ready for DeepState FF ? Maybe a roundup?

Washington Mayor declared the entire State was Sanctuary for Illegals.

5/24/2019 8:34:35 PM roublisa To cover up something 😣😖😫😩

5/24/2019 8:35:20 PM lizzah_83 Yep, he said it.

5/24/2019 8:36:33 PM roublisa This is an awful realization. I hope it’s not true....we use butter 0in everything🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/eOoVtDzxNM

5/24/2019 8:44:21 PM michael_szumega Just making a statement, but that copy is very hard to read.

5/24/2019 8:44:31 PM decodematrix Was the Rendlesham Forest incident positive or negative ETs?

5/24/2019 8:49:42 PM joinna6 Pelosi needs an "intervention" but in the classical sense.. she seems F'd beyond words.. booze & pills.

5/24/2019 8:49:47 PM theaagabriel I knew about this :)

5/24/2019 8:55:18 PM mongrelglory I'm surprised Americans eat imported butter.  In Canada our butter comes from local (Canadian cows) and there are several organic choices.  Don't you 

have lots of cows in the US?

5/24/2019 8:55:54 PM __jabird__ Currency restructuring

5/24/2019 8:56:10 PM marietweets4 This info needs to go viral now.

5/24/2019 8:56:26 PM roublisa When I live in Germany everything tasted better there...unsalted butter yumm☺️

5/24/2019 8:57:29 PM mongrelglory It would certainly make it a memorable weekend! 😎

5/24/2019 8:58:20 PM ekotoons YUP—CLICK LINK

SOMEOME WENT

TO THE ARCHIVES

TO FIND ORIGINAL

MANUSCRIPT

THERE ARE 

DIGITAL COPIES
5/24/2019 8:58:56 PM roublisa 1-There has been a lot of modifications to cows with antibiotics and god know what....it used to be labeled and we fell for it...technically we chose 🥺. 

I live in Wisconsin and the small family farms have been very much attacked financially and often now bought out by big Corp.

5/24/2019 9:00:09 PM roublisa 2-[they ] have made gargantuan milk farms with 100’s of thousand cows....not normal at all.

5/24/2019 9:01:56 PM roublisa Struggle is very real 🥺 https://www.kcur.org/post/big-milk-moves-family-owned-us-dairy-farms-rapidly-fold …

5/24/2019 9:02:15 PM mongrelglory If they swoop in and collect people quickly in the middle of the night, there won't be time for people to put up much resistance.  There may be some 

mass protests afterwards, but I don't think the Soros-backed/Antifa crowds will be too big for the National Guard to handle.

5/24/2019 9:07:06 PM leslieau7 Marfoogle had it on you tube

So that was disinfo ?

5/24/2019 9:08:15 PM pinealg1 Thank you. This is BIG. Our enlightenment is on the horizon. What a time to be alive!

5/24/2019 9:13:12 PM mongrelglory It sounds like the US food supply has been much more "tampered with" than I realized!  We have some good "artisan" dairy farms in Quebec that 

produce organic cheeses and butter.  I guess that's the European influence there.

5/24/2019 9:13:48 PM roublisa Indeed DECLAS NOW!

5/24/2019 9:14:44 PM roublisa I was so much healthier ther in germany🥺

5/24/2019 9:16:44 PM sharidean996 ...the unveiling of new technology with Japan's Emperor...? 🤔 #FreeEnergy #NewInternet #SlavesNoMore

#MAGA! 💜💜💜

5/24/2019 9:20:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Collision 

We are FULLY aware of all of the OLD GUARD. 

FISA goes both ways.

Treason.

Death Penalty?

Notice how 45 didn't back down to Q.

TRUST THE PLAN!

Military Tribunals  https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1132018501210787840 … pic.twitter.com/P4aaiajF8X
5/24/2019 9:22:37 PM brandon39886610 Whoa....dont really have to add anything to that statement

5/24/2019 9:23:26 PM pinealg1 Called that the minute I saw it. These ppl are stupid. If a 23yo can call your BS, ppl much smarter than I are on to you. Give it up. It’s over.

5/24/2019 9:24:24 PM pinealg1 Give them hell #Q. No room for evil in our new reality/enlightenment. Patriots, STAND STRONG.

5/24/2019 9:25:34 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/oWcWko7COU

5/24/2019 9:28:08 PM angryvoter2016 Not to mention that Congress isn’t in session.

5/24/2019 9:28:25 PM djlok #ThesePeopleAreSick. San Fran Nan needs to go drink another 150K of booze on her own dime and shut the heck up.

5/24/2019 9:28:31 PM rebel_yell_tex  https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/may/24/facebook-leaves-fake-nancy-pelosi-video-on-site …

5/24/2019 9:29:55 PM angryvoter2016 @johnTwhiteman

5/24/2019 9:32:22 PM qaphsiel17 Q+ , Q in this together.

5/24/2019 9:33:35 PM fightforamerica How does 128 =its really bad?

5/24/2019 9:33:54 PM brandon39886610 I'm surprised she can even say intervention without four stammers or pauses before she gets the word out...can u say my cl-cl-clone is malfunctioning?

5/24/2019 9:36:24 PM gi6stars I knew it! 

For the declass!

I think Q mentioned this in a drop



5/24/2019 9:39:55 PM _the_psychonaut How exactly are those high caps and small caps deciphered/decoded?

5/24/2019 9:41:23 PM mongrelglory I assume it's agreed upon military code, just like 187 is assassination.

5/24/2019 9:42:12 PM pinealg1 Forward to someone who actually knows what’s actually going on...

5/24/2019 9:43:14 PM mongrelglory I think you add up the value of each of the letters to get a final number.  I was too lazy to try it, but you can try it for FT OT TOHOHA.

5/24/2019 9:43:53 PM gi6stars ☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️ that's it! Q drop # 35

5/24/2019 9:51:42 PM fightforamerica I mean in simple gematria "it's really bad" comes out to 128, but 128 could also be many other combinations of words...

5/24/2019 9:53:23 PM jayrambin What does he mean ...’didn’t back down to Q.’?

5/24/2019 9:55:18 PM americanpetal Gematria, I think

5/24/2019 9:58:27 PM brewuscam Is there more to this hint?

5/24/2019 9:58:58 PM imwideawake2018  pic.twitter.com/nMzOeKGYzr

5/24/2019 10:00:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 interesting

 https://www.nbcdfw.com/news/politics/Nadler-Congressman-Appears-to-Almost-Pass-Out-at-de-Blasio-Presser--510382851.html …

5/24/2019 10:02:52 PM roublisa Never really thought of this before I read this tweet  from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....all NP silly blathering and seemingly drunkenness is I feel at this point 

fake and she is speaking in code....kind of like sheeple laugh at POTUS for “misspelling”....what do you 🤔

5/24/2019 10:04:57 PM girlawakeinca Definitely. There’s previous videos I’ve seen.

5/24/2019 10:05:35 PM roublisa Really?  I have to check more into that...

5/24/2019 10:07:13 PM nikoscali Maybe they are talking about giving DECLAS authority to Barr instead of DNI Coats. Maybe Q wanted it to be Coats.

5/24/2019 10:10:43 PM mischie66210310 He didnt back down to the question te: using the term treason

5/24/2019 10:12:29 PM girlawakeinca I just did a search & it appears sanitized. Maybe 8ch. Look for her with Schumer joint speech.

5/24/2019 10:18:53 PM girlawakeinca Here’s one I hadn’t seen. https://youtu.be/G-k5iRyObRQ 

5/24/2019 10:24:47 PM laura_621 Where is John Kerry?

5/24/2019 10:25:03 PM realityloominng Random use of capital letters

5/24/2019 10:38:30 PM _the_psychonaut So then how does FT OT TOHOHA equal it’s really bad?

5/24/2019 10:42:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reporter asked "treason calls for the death penalty, is that what you're saying should happen to your political enemies?"

5/24/2019 10:43:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cleanup on isle 9. pic.twitter.com/M6K4AYng2O

5/24/2019 10:45:52 PM blsdbe 5:5 pic.twitter.com/swuZivAnQH

5/24/2019 10:46:21 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealEpstein

5/24/2019 10:55:44 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/QWAUrt35kZ

5/24/2019 10:57:16 PM fktvis IBM Q https://www.research.ibm.com/ibm-q/ 

5/24/2019 11:05:05 PM mongrelglory I guess the number 128 is military code for that message, just like 187 is military code for assassination.

5/24/2019 11:07:25 PM azuremagus to be safe or a legal move, or a secure meeting....

5/24/2019 11:30:29 PM laughingwolf11 45 just left AK 4 hrs ago. Very amiable man to everyone there.

5/24/2019 11:35:40 PM laughingwolf11 It’s not everyone that gets to hangout w/ PM of Japan at Sumo Wrestling. pic.twitter.com/qGOgyf9uyb

5/24/2019 11:37:30 PM nikoscali They are traitors after all, but history will shine favorably on us all for having upheld the laws of our country to their highest ideals in the end.

5/24/2019 11:42:03 PM cynthiamorrow8 It's not poison. It's about Kerry

5/24/2019 11:42:59 PM diaptera_80 What does the handsign mean?

5/25/2019 12:06:02 AM do_or_do_notty Watched the movie Signs recently. 

“There are no coincidences” was said more than once.  Funny how we hear and see Q’isms everywhere now.....

5/25/2019 12:14:24 AM love4thegameak Heinz 57 Flight Code Name Soon?

5/25/2019 12:15:04 AM katbird74 Oh FFS of course not.

5/25/2019 12:16:11 AM nikoscali Triggered*!

5/25/2019 12:33:40 AM misswinma Good point!

5/25/2019 12:40:07 AM misswinma This literally made me ill🤢I hope it isn’t true even though I am deeply afraid it is true😪how could we have not known🤮forgive us Lord thank u for 

sending us @realDonaldTrump & his team of white hats to #DrainTheSwamp

5/25/2019 12:45:32 AM brsheetrag1955  pic.twitter.com/T2j2HsP2qw

5/25/2019 1:33:31 AM stefanofait wow, #SerialBrain2 officially approved

5/25/2019 1:35:11 AM stefanofait @sara_maestroni @CatvllvsVerona @MrMyskin

5/25/2019 1:35:33 AM stefanofait  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/bsk23f/pelosi_stammers_through_news_conference_the_end/ …

5/25/2019 2:06:44 AM realchindsight Try living in the UK where being loud gets you arrested but there aren't enough resources to investigate all the child abuse claims.

5/25/2019 2:14:44 AM brianan06364517 .....the arrests to happen.

5/25/2019 2:27:02 AM nivensmctwisp2 @99freemind

@MLP_officiel

@FLOTUS @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @DrTurleyTalks @X22Report @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch @TomFitton @realDonaldTrump 

@POTUS @Project_Veritas @matteosalvinimi @SGTreport @zerohedge @M2Madness @IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MarkACollett 

@TheRealPamJone1 https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1132214619349671937 …

5/25/2019 3:19:31 AM prophecystone Wasn't Assange responsible for helping bring down the witch and exposing so much else in the party of crime?

5/25/2019 3:22:46 AM prophecystone no wonder the professors are lunatics.  They are mating with demons.

5/25/2019 3:36:03 AM covertress Yes. 

Disclosure has already happened.

5/25/2019 3:43:13 AM lindabr67234799 Reset

5/25/2019 3:52:27 AM doyle_eng 1/ 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

((½ + ½) = 1) : ((1 + 1) = 2) —>> (25 / 3)? —>> ((√25) / 3) : 5/3 — yet, what if the real question isn’t at what point would a dog stop chasing its own tail, 

but why in fact did it ever think it could catch it. Blind, stoic resignation? Anything but...  pic.twitter.com/TVIYJ1ke1U

5/25/2019 3:54:09 AM covertress We are Q.

We are the news now.

Sheep no more!

5/25/2019 4:19:30 AM mongrelglory Obama and his gang were using the Military's Super Surveillance system called "The Hammer" to spy on Trump and others domestically.  They were 

using the system to blackmail politicians and judges! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9f2ek1jFMA&feature=youtu.be …

5/25/2019 4:41:30 AM keith369me He’s been out of the country each time a major bomb drops on the deep State.  Safe travels 45

5/25/2019 4:59:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Dear #DeepState,                                    WE, the PEOPLE are awake. WE, the PEOPLE know your crimes against humanity. WE, the PEOPLE fight to save 

OUR Republic!  #JusticeWillBeServed #Qanon ##TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1131956038775627777 …

5/25/2019 5:01:16 AM covertress #FlyMajesticMemeFly pic.twitter.com/B6wozIDZJJ

5/25/2019 5:02:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Ooooooo....that’s when arrrests can be made 😎🙏🏼

5/25/2019 5:16:12 AM tlshaw1997 ....and doesnt Congress and the Senate have to be away for arrests to take place? They're currently NOT in session, are they? 😏

5/25/2019 5:23:36 AM jenaynayz oh missed that! TY

5/25/2019 5:27:35 AM michonne_walker Oh my. Isaac Kappy made a video saying the exact same thing before his death.

5/25/2019 5:27:42 AM trackmaster9911 Yessss #UnsealEpstein

5/25/2019 5:28:33 AM reddragonfly19 Clever, he he



5/25/2019 5:31:19 AM ahugepatriotofq IF SHE IS HAVING A FRAUDULENT SLIP LIKE THAT, SHE IS DEFINITELY LOSING HER FACULTIES. WILL SHE BE SWINGING FROM A NECKTIE COURTEOUS OF 

KILLARY? NO, WE R ON TO THAT. I STICKING WITH SELF INDUCED ALCOHOL POISONING. I'm a recovering alcoholic and the truth is NOT ALL CAN BE 

SAVED

5/25/2019 5:33:23 AM deplorableson But is there anywhere safer than being in the Castle?

5/25/2019 5:35:05 AM jeffand23599087 Sometimes

5/25/2019 5:41:01 AM ahugepatriotofq that would be sweet.

5/25/2019 5:42:06 AM sampson_live N3

5/25/2019 5:43:11 AM sampson_live Or "3DShot"  re optics

5/25/2019 5:44:54 AM merorschach Insulation

5/25/2019 5:49:14 AM ameliag37028892  pic.twitter.com/dnio0j6dYR

5/25/2019 6:00:49 AM billyj1616 GESARA

5/25/2019 6:06:03 AM tpeshel1234 Wow. Extremely interesting. You would think that the Washington post would not want to make her look bad… Unless she wants to look bad.

5/25/2019 6:06:18 AM m101wagner Reset...

5/25/2019 6:13:07 AM williampearl8 for arrests to happen...

5/25/2019 6:14:06 AM mdockeray The President is COVERED in prayer. 🙏 Not happening.

5/25/2019 6:18:27 AM daveonthejob You reminded me of this prophecy by Kim Clement.   Go to the 1:50 mark. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VlXfkO3PWhA …

5/25/2019 6:28:29 AM tigr2019 😱👈👉😳💩

5/25/2019 6:39:54 AM ambrossia1881 PERFECT TY...

*The look on everyone's face when we saw your FFS tweet...

5/25/2019 6:46:54 AM mommahood777 Tide turning in your favor soon?

Collective voice like the yellow vests - they can't arrest ALL of you!

POTUS Trump is America First...then maybe we concentrate more help your way(?)

Know that USA holds people of the world in our hearts and minds and will ALWAYS pursue freedom!

5/25/2019 6:51:14 AM mommahood777 Maybe they'll run out of words and stop talking altogether..!

5/25/2019 7:14:02 AM aueroyce Potus asked for the country to pray for peace at 11:00 am on Memorial Day!    ?  A lot a people will be praying! Will this be when it happens?

5/25/2019 7:14:03 AM doxhunderson I wouldn't worry about the name. 😉

5/25/2019 7:14:49 AM cledrordfishing Maybe he just loves this butter and wants to share his joy. Hahaha

5/25/2019 7:15:01 AM doxhunderson Have some Kerry Gold butter on your popcorn.

5/25/2019 7:22:45 AM cledrordfishing Really? You put it in your coffee?

5/25/2019 7:25:53 AM cledrordfishing Q-team= some very talented people.

5/25/2019 7:43:18 AM roublisa Time travel, eye of Horus, nazis, Egyptian Coptic language......I could go on and on....has to be @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 made in 2018!

5/25/2019 7:45:43 AM denise30712586 Does the Secret Service know this?

5/25/2019 7:49:39 AM realityloominng I've seen that one, but there is no time-travel in it, it just feels that way lol

5/25/2019 7:50:37 AM roublisa Manipulation of time lines...mind sweep at the end

5/25/2019 7:56:20 AM realityloominng Really? I might have to watch it again :)

5/25/2019 8:03:24 AM cledrordfishing What is RV?

5/25/2019 8:05:55 AM cledrordfishing What is RV and GCR?

5/25/2019 8:07:18 AM cledrordfishing What is Gessara and Nessara?

5/25/2019 8:09:01 AM cledrordfishing What is RV?

5/25/2019 8:10:47 AM cledrordfishing What does that mean?

5/25/2019 8:10:59 AM cledrordfishing What does that mean?

5/25/2019 8:16:51 AM cledrordfishing I'll try it

5/25/2019 8:34:19 AM missy968 It’s a financial reset. Our dollar backed by gold rather than its current situation

5/25/2019 8:34:37 AM rosaleeadams those

who have sought to overthrow a legitimately elected POTUS & who continue to do so in a clandestine manner are GUILTY of:

18 U.S. Code § 2385

((link:  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2385 …)  http://law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18 …)

5/25/2019 8:41:10 AM frankgeurts3 Kuru pic.twitter.com/fuN54fWr6e

5/25/2019 8:42:28 AM das100000 Defenses are ready.

Now we welcome the enemies.

5/25/2019 8:52:26 AM knightofmaltaus Interesting survey to take. #Aliens #Hybrids living among us? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UFOnetwork_ @UFOcommunity @mufon @Tsoukalos 

@AncientAliens 

Plausible? Believer? Alone out There? https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/space-aliens-are-breeding-humans-university-instructor-says-

scientists-say-ncna1008971 …

5/25/2019 8:57:50 AM crystab56743059  https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2019/05/rvintelligence-alert-insurrection-may.html?m=1 …

5/25/2019 9:02:09 AM angryvoter2016 Yeppers

5/25/2019 9:03:46 AM maudeaz  http://www.blissfulvisions.com/articles/GESARA-NESARA.html …

5/25/2019 9:20:38 AM sharidean996 Whoa.

5/25/2019 9:44:39 AM jdltr450 Or we could just arrest them?

5/25/2019 9:55:25 AM roublisa How about this one?  Very compelling.  Just watched pic.twitter.com/WPXHxtNtFi

5/25/2019 10:01:41 AM richardhiatt16 This is laughable ... Total discard of law for their own means,,,🧐

5/25/2019 10:02:13 AM cpace98 Chuck Schumer is tweeting for an intelligence agency to take out Trump also

5/25/2019 10:07:18 AM threefold_flame Lots of people speculating that the RV/GCR/NESARA scenario is about to play out. And while that would be amazing it’s also a very naive, pie-in-the-sky 

idea. Do we really think that by Tuesday the world will have changed that much? Too much change too quickly would be rejected.

5/25/2019 10:22:41 AM threefold_flame Furthermore, it would be a distraction from DECLAS and the real focus (at least right now) should be on exposing the Deep State. An RV would eclipse 

DECLAS in the news cycle which would nullify its purpose. Not saying it’s never coming, just not now. 

“Timing is everything.” - Q

5/25/2019 10:24:55 AM hollylandes Depends on the laws they broke. It is about betraying the America People, not which party is in office. Weird that they do not understand that.

5/25/2019 10:25:27 AM richardhiatt16 And soon [ 

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡]

5/25/2019 10:26:08 AM hollylandes NSA? They have everything

5/25/2019 10:30:05 AM nikoscali I kind of get the feeling that Q wanted to McNoName them all and POTUS ended up wanting to take a more civil approach i.e. tribunals.

5/25/2019 10:54:00 AM laddmcnamara To avoid the deep state “intervention “

5/25/2019 10:56:21 AM jayrambin What was his response? Anyone have a link to the vid or article? I didn’t catch it.

5/25/2019 10:58:11 AM aprilbrown99 #Trump2020Landslide pic.twitter.com/wUqnEU6heo



5/25/2019 11:00:16 AM jayrambin So, the gematria is legit? It seems to me that there are many words that have a certain value. How does one decide which word Q is referencing? I’ve 

watched many of SBs decodes. Frankly, many of them seem reaching and unlikely. Like he’s finding a path to the desired conclusion.

5/25/2019 11:10:09 AM nikoscali I think this may be it. Wording isn't exact. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kWTNiKoVLw …

5/25/2019 11:15:43 AM jakkedup1 Let em try to pull another #USSLiberty  . that would be a big mistake.

5/25/2019 11:20:47 AM kathleen3693693 Visual depiction of psyop used against people who experience and know the truth.

I know & remember what I saw, & it wasn't a jinn, demon, or other such thing. I wasn't killed or went missing and am starting to break through the veil. 

{{{shiver}}} Sobering, very sobering.

5/25/2019 11:21:07 AM jakkedup1 Japan is one of few countries not ran by Rothchilds etc. He is in a very safe country.

5/25/2019 11:45:20 AM allahuniversal The NSA has been doing their part the entire time pic.twitter.com/bQuV5gDi7W

5/25/2019 12:29:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love/d that movie. I doubt I will ever watch any Hollywood movies again. 😞😞😞

#SheepNoMore #WeHaveAwakened

5/25/2019 12:31:36 PM p0a_triot23 🔥🎟

5/25/2019 12:34:14 PM aetherwalker1 MAJESTIC, I see you're introducing your followers, to the Science of Decrees.

When decreeing/casting spells, with focused intention, please be cautious.

One should do so only with Compassion and Mercy for whatever you send out comes back upon you.

5/25/2019 12:37:26 PM aetherwalker1 The Call compels the Answer!

5/25/2019 12:43:45 PM qaphsiel17 Power 3,6,9 q1440 1+4+4=9 Date 6/3/9 inverted pyramid.

5/25/2019 12:46:59 PM jayrambin Is there an ‘off’ switch?  Why not?  Freewill?  With great power comes great responsibility. If I made an ant farm and a few ants enslaved and crippled 

the rest, shouldnt I level the playing field? Or at least put them out of their misery?  If not, should I be toying with IS-BEs?

5/25/2019 1:07:34 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 notable?  https://twitter.com/BJoyMcG/status/1132337476503162880 …

5/25/2019 1:13:31 PM qanonwtp 5:5

5/25/2019 1:22:39 PM lbf777 What is LEO?

Is this weekend the mass arrests weekend?

5/25/2019 1:24:11 PM djlok It's all about to get real, real fast.  Events are unfolding. pic.twitter.com/gCrDGde1yw

5/25/2019 1:24:11 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 meeting/briefing!

5/25/2019 1:27:04 PM keith369me Joe M says hi

5/25/2019 1:28:46 PM djlok Tell him I say Hi back!!!

5/25/2019 1:29:47 PM kathleen3693693 RIP David Marlborough, USS Liberty. 

He was a really nice gentleman, a kindred spirit.

5/25/2019 2:20:45 PM emilyoakley6 Media blitz

5/25/2019 2:22:54 PM emilyoakley6 This is it

5/25/2019 2:30:24 PM destinlola Whew! LOL!

5/25/2019 2:45:15 PM allahuniversal #WeThePeople: #DECLAS #DECLAS #DECLAS!

@POTUS: passes #B2bomber keys to #Barr, walks off...

5/25/2019 3:11:30 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is there any information you can share about Morgellons ......🙁 thanks 🙏 from the inside out?higher self ? Pharma?  Natural 

preferred please.  It seems so unnatural and mysterious.

5/25/2019 3:18:08 PM johngeo85956050 I hope!  Lock them up

5/25/2019 3:27:43 PM jayrambin Interesting 4ch /x/ thread. Seems there were many who were believed. And two of them who were convinced.

5/25/2019 3:33:57 PM robinta51920300 Do you mean enema week????? Fleet enema.😁😁😁

5/25/2019 3:38:22 PM laurabusse Sometimes it's ok to not know.

Nice to know, of course.

But if we can't know for sure...it's mind expanding just to consider possibilities.

Anything is possible...

5/25/2019 3:48:06 PM jayrambin Aren’t they geo coordinates of the planet? I looked at a couple. Hard to confirm. But one looks just like Suez Canal. Not sure if that was one of the 

coords requested by the anons in the 4ch /x/ archive thread linked in this thread. But MJ12 replying is very interdasting.

5/25/2019 4:06:25 PM jayrambin This is the one Myziam said ‘coordinates invalid’.

5/25/2019 4:06:46 PM jayrambin The first pic in the series here.

5/25/2019 4:09:13 PM melrae72 It's gone? 😔

5/25/2019 4:15:59 PM winterrain912 Hope Pence is in an undisclosed location during this time. I don’t trust old Nan for a minute. Third in line.

5/25/2019 4:16:16 PM jayrambin 4th pic. Myziam posted “50°02′09″ᴺ 19°10′42″ᴱ” .

That, by earth coordinate system is Poland.  It does not, to me, resemble the picture.

5/25/2019 4:22:09 PM jayrambin Nice time stamp. Back in 9/17, there was a poster on 4ch /x/ claiming to be an alien in a ship.  Mj12 is reposting the pics Myziam posted as ‘they’ flew 

to coordinates requested by anons. The dark ones allegedly our moon.

5/25/2019 4:23:03 PM jayrambin Yes, Earth. According to the context of the thread.

5/25/2019 4:24:32 PM jayrambin I wonder what type of light he’s speaking of.  Maybe his eyes are different and he can see in darkness.  He might not know that we cannot.

5/25/2019 4:25:15 PM jayrambin Agreed. If LARP, very good one.

5/25/2019 4:36:21 PM jayrambin Pic #3 

60.290814 25.019471 

Helsinki, Finland

According to Myziam.

5/25/2019 4:42:01 PM djlok #metoo

5/25/2019 4:50:15 PM jayrambin 2nd pic.

According to Myziam...

39°34′09″ ᴺ 2°39′00″ ᴱ

By Google Earth, it’s Palma. 

Island in Mediterranean near Spain.

Pic looks pretty accurate. Not sure what’s clouds and what’s water or land though.

5/25/2019 4:55:39 PM laurabusse Amen.

5/25/2019 4:57:29 PM pitsr4me Trump twitted about NK shooting missiles...

5/25/2019 6:05:30 PM mongrelglory That really happened.  Confirmed by MJ-12.

5/25/2019 6:06:44 PM mongrelglory They were just a big Mafia organization with Satanic delusions of grandeur!

5/25/2019 6:06:46 PM winki00000001 STOP.

 https://twitter.com/AssangeMrs/status/1132136051634368512 …

5/25/2019 6:07:36 PM winki00000001 JUST STOP MJ12. 

 https://twitter.com/AssangeMrs/status/1132136051634368512 …

5/25/2019 6:11:15 PM winki00000001 This is officially the end of Q and all the hope-porn related. 

 https://twitter.com/AssangeMrs/status/1132136051634368512 …



5/25/2019 6:18:49 PM nikoscali the end of Q.... if Q were going to end ANYTIME soon trolls like you wouldn't be spreading this garbage all over the interwebs.

5/25/2019 6:27:52 PM jayrambin 1st pic.

According to Myziam...

33°25'52⋅9"ᴺ 112°00'34⋅7"ᵂ

Phoenix, Arizona, USA

5/25/2019 6:31:39 PM winki00000001 Garbage ? Weird that you say that Assange Wife is garbage. 

She told CLEARLY that there is NO PLAN. Assange is in real danger.

5/25/2019 6:34:53 PM pitsr4me This was twitted earlier then deleted but here it is again! Btw... WAR = WE ARE READY??? 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1132459370816708608?s=21 …

5/25/2019 6:35:01 PM nikoscali Goes to show WTH you know about it because Christine Assange is his MOM NOT his WIFE you clown. Meanwhile you actually think she has ANY clue 

what is going on beyond what she is being told?

5/25/2019 6:41:18 PM nikoscali She hasn't spoken to Julian for months anyway so its not like she is the best source on the subject of her son by far, like I said before get the basic facts 

straight before plastering this BS all over the place.

5/25/2019 6:45:41 PM jayrambin 4th pic.

According to Myziam,

38°44′ˢ 72°40′ᵂ

Argentina. pic.twitter.com/AUJUsFg3oE

5/25/2019 6:49:54 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/AFvo9L6XKb

5/25/2019 6:50:58 PM winki00000001 Go ask Cassandra Fairbanks what she thinks about Q. 

She had visited Assange very recently and denounced publicly the Q movement and the "Trust the plan" cult.

You'll tell me that she's not the best source on the subject ?

A anonymous LARP is a better source ? I don't think so.

5/25/2019 6:55:15 PM nikoscali Sorry, you are about as credible as a turd sandwich at this point.

5/25/2019 6:55:43 PM identityasxy June 6th is what I've heard.  Global currency reset / revaluation.  But why must he be away?

Note:  BASEL III.  in the works for a loooong time.  Finally being activated

5/25/2019 6:56:21 PM roublisa Indeed🇺🇸

5/25/2019 7:04:57 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/q7znj7pAAFA 

5/25/2019 7:08:32 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/Jqn4tWQEeu

5/25/2019 7:12:20 PM winki00000001 Lol. Wake up man. 

Q is a LARP since the beginning.

 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/bshen7/a_noncomprehensive_timeline_of_qs_failed/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=sha

re …

5/25/2019 7:15:37 PM nikoscali You would have to get basic facts of reality right before you could even begin to try to prove that Q is a larp and even then you would still fail. #Pathetic 

pic.twitter.com/SC9OmvhW7H

5/25/2019 7:20:42 PM laura_621 Exactly ~who was that reporter that asked the Question?

5/25/2019 7:23:58 PM winki00000001 I've just send you all the proofs that Q is a larp. 

You simply don't want to see them. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/bshen7/a_noncomprehensive_timeline_of_qs_failed/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=sha

re …

5/25/2019 7:26:50 PM nikoscali Nothing in this cute little reddit post comes anywhere near explaining how for two years Q has predicted things that no one else would even dream of 

predicting. You say you have provided proof you've provided nothing but more turds for your sandwich.

5/25/2019 8:28:25 PM jayrambin I put together some of the significant posts from the thread.  It's a very entertaining and engaging read.  Esp if you like the chans.  But it doesnt 

properly capture the full content or culture of the thread. pic.twitter.com/PFIvBtz9dM

5/25/2019 8:29:26 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/QnDitS8Uhd

5/25/2019 8:29:54 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/g2kl9GnvC3

5/25/2019 8:30:14 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/ho5PT4BaEo

5/25/2019 8:31:25 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/mYkbR7ItSb

5/25/2019 8:32:41 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/VfvWDtX22S

5/25/2019 8:33:15 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/cTm7Faar0T

5/25/2019 8:38:41 PM myavorshak "You'll see"

5/25/2019 8:58:32 PM enomai_ No, it hasnt.

Or, they would be able to be allowed to communicate with the entire population at will

5/25/2019 9:20:50 PM disfellocated @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SG-1 S04E11 🤣 You guys!

5/25/2019 9:37:38 PM doyle_eng / .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 via .@SandiaWisdom:

[On 1/ : Δ1] per:  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1130457061056139264 … ~

4/

 https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1132238355305906184 …

3/

 https://twitter.com/deltagoodrem/status/1132044744626823168 …

2/

 https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1132238003533897729 … —>>  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1131775076066398215 …

 https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1131775064045641728 …

{^  https://youtu.be/dQ8_qHZRu6o  —>  https://www.amazon.com/dp/1521152691/  }

... pic.twitter.com/AB3gTyntKc

5/26/2019 12:11:24 AM greg09281013 They are of higher consciousness another reason big push to medicate them(vaccines) early on

5/26/2019 1:07:54 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 I cannot wait for the timelines to merge. When the reality of those who are aware of MJ12 NSACC #Qanon IW 

Freedom Movement etc. hit the mainstream it will create a tidal wave which will change the world for the better @SaRaAshcraft

5/26/2019 1:09:02 AM realchindsight I'd rather have the police show up and shoot me by accident than not show up at all.

5/26/2019 3:15:34 AM alinahere The Best @POTUS Decoder! 👈 #SerialBrain2 🎉

I've learned so much from SB! 😍 ThanQ for sharing this link. 😉👍

5/26/2019 3:41:49 AM fanoonman I don't understand. You support Trump's re-election because of things he COULD do which he has not signaled ANY inclination he would even call for, 

let alone successfully implement? While meanwhile he's pedal-to-the-metal pro-Israel and closer to Rubio/Bush on FP than Trump 2016?

5/26/2019 3:58:31 AM melbourne_3000 @docdhj doing truly great job!

5/26/2019 5:25:03 AM keith369me @DJLOK I feel as if there is some symbolism behind this trophy presentation that I am not understanding.  Any thoughts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

5/26/2019 5:27:44 AM keith369me I also find it unusual that @POTUS scheduled overseas travel over Memorial Day Weekend.  Are the two connected?



5/26/2019 5:43:48 AM djlok Gotta keep 45 protected!!!  

Big things happening with the #Declas.

5/26/2019 6:30:08 AM covertress The sumo wrestling trophy was the first-ever U.S. President’s Cup and it weighed 60 pounds.

Majestic?

5/26/2019 7:37:55 AM nanfitzpatrick RV, GCR

5/26/2019 8:00:10 AM laurabusse Rings a bell. Can't eat butter anymore long story but looking fwd to healing and being well enough to food shop and buy husband the good stuff. (He 

buys the cheap pale stuff)

5/26/2019 8:00:54 AM laurabusse Not familiar w publix but can look it up...we are in NC

5/26/2019 8:05:44 AM laurabusse Looks delish tho.

Buhttttaahhhhh......

5/26/2019 8:08:55 AM laurabusse Sounds good. Moved here then less than a yr later fell majorly ill. Before that happened was still exploring Wilmington area. Got as far as Trader Joe's 

(kerry gold butter) and Fresh market? Is that what it's called? They had more health food items. I know there's h.f. stores...

5/26/2019 8:12:58 AM enomai_ They are already claiming political motives. And, acting like theyre dying.

Should be all proof anyone needs to see its happening

5/26/2019 8:22:25 AM bbobbio71 Greasy little sucker

5/26/2019 8:25:38 AM 92michael I came into this late. - the chem trails are a feeble attempt by the so called elite to hide and cover what is in the sky from being seen by people on the 

ground . Notice how they appear near the sun?

5/26/2019 8:28:53 AM sailorpractical Therein lies the question then, what are they hiding?

5/26/2019 8:29:51 AM nanfitzpatrick Whatever you're making I need one

5/26/2019 8:46:44 AM 92michael When you see these trails during sunset or sunrise, look very carefully for odd sphere shaped shadows and bending light beams.

5/26/2019 8:53:31 AM susan66388204 He already knows the path.  Haven’t you figured out who SB2 is yet?

5/26/2019 9:56:51 AM zagnett This will improve. The numbers of those who care will grow.

5/26/2019 10:09:45 AM mongrelglory I'm thinking the BEs on this planet are going to be recycled soon for a planetary reset.  Sort of like the analogy of the microbiome in our gut being 

altered and brought into a healthier balance.  We don't get upset if some bacteria or yeast die while we're going thru a "detox".

5/26/2019 10:11:51 AM mongrelglory Remember, IS-BEs don't really die, they just exchange avatars so to speak.

5/26/2019 10:16:22 AM zagnett But IS-BEs should and do give their best efforts...in any and all BEs they inhabit.

Also, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. So in the past we may have failed - but this time we may succeed, at #WWG1WGA.

5/26/2019 10:19:08 AM ideclarefreedom Last time I was around Alexa, I leaned in real close, made sure she knew who I was, told her I knew what her masters were up to and made it clear 

#iDoNotConsent .....felt pretty good

5/26/2019 10:34:22 AM mongrelglory I don't really see it as a failure, more like an evolution of the IS-BE called Earth.  Don't they say every single cell in our own bodies is replaced every 7 

years?  We'll all be tagging along for the ride in one form or another, unless we choose to go elsewhere.

5/26/2019 10:52:19 AM toffer_anon_369 I am wondering why MJ12 spelled it "Isle" and not "Aisle" - found this event from a facebook group called "Isle 9 Community"

Starlight Dinner & Dance

Sat 5 PM UTC-10 · 908 guests

Manu O Ke Kai

Haleiwa, HI

5/26/2019 11:24:18 AM jayrambin Yes, I know who he is. But half the time his explanations don’t make sense and I don’t lend blind credibility just b/c I’d like to believe him. But, I don’t 

follow the logic. If you have a number 255, that could equate to scores of phrases. But he picks one. Too many leaps.

5/26/2019 11:47:40 AM enomai_ Did he write this article as well? pic.twitter.com/iiwPeb4U04

5/26/2019 12:19:53 PM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tribunal_watch/status/1132725242315649024 …

5/26/2019 12:39:32 PM covertress I believe that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was referring to a 90% loss of Earth's  magnetic field. Follow this thread. Of interesting note is the reply by 

@Turboxyde. Don't miss it. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112504203329634305?s=19 …

5/26/2019 12:41:33 PM moemc8 Tku vm

5/26/2019 12:44:05 PM maryschade14 Nice

5/26/2019 12:45:04 PM covertress Plausible.

5/26/2019 1:18:54 PM decodematrix 8.0 earthquake in Peru. Related to asteroid 1999 KW4 passing by? Or DUMB destruction? Or new cosmic/solar energy Earth is moving into?

5/26/2019 1:48:34 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle

@gatewaypundit @LisaMei62 @RepMattGaetz @RepMarkMeadows @LindseyGrahamSC @SaraCarterDC @DevinNunes @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@SaraStiehl @kimguilfoyle @DevinNunes @jsolomonReports @EricTrump @IvankaTrump @SenTedCruz 

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1132648404880887808 …

5/26/2019 1:57:58 PM covertress Ireland = The Emerald Isle

5/26/2019 2:01:24 PM maryschade14 He had planed a trip to Eire in June tentatively.

You have a good eye. 😎✨

5/26/2019 2:23:25 PM wearediamonds2 What is LEO? I missed this one.

5/26/2019 2:49:51 PM toffer_anon_369 Law Enforcement Officers

5/26/2019 2:51:54 PM wearediamonds2 Oh...duh. Ok..thank you!!!

5/26/2019 2:52:00 PM toffer_anon_369 That would tie in the Irish Butter...  Hmmm...  Deepstate stronghold in Ireland??

5/26/2019 3:05:15 PM mitolduso #unsealallthatshit #greatawakening #wewantourplanetback

5/26/2019 3:55:40 PM maryschade14 Yes. Obama went there to seal Shannon Airport for transfer of opium [sic] along with West Pharma drug manufacturing in Waterford cost 5000 year old 

ring forts. Ireland is very strategic geographically..then there is its vibrant history until it mixed with ALICE Bailey UN 10 steps

5/26/2019 4:07:03 PM maryschade14 GeoEngineering weapinized weather circa 1947..

BArium ALuminum Iron as base and they do affect electromagnetism.

Things done in the name of Genius. [Ganymede Cup Ambrosia Adrenochrome] have ripped the Balance CERN interloping with 5 Dimensions many 

things long strayed from nature

5/26/2019 4:07:06 PM realchindsight Being (unlawfully) shot by police isn't the worse thing in the world to me. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7046313/Mother-hauled-court-

using-Sarahs-Law-expose-paedophile.html …

5/26/2019 4:26:33 PM karma4event201  https://earthsky.org/space/double-asteroid-1999-kw4-closest-may-25-2019 …

5/26/2019 4:51:21 PM powersawer Tool - Lateralus = Majestic Music?

5/26/2019 4:51:28 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/9UnivJ4tOM

5/26/2019 5:04:49 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/ed0W0bf00y

5/26/2019 5:05:51 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/Wk7sjETjTs

5/26/2019 5:21:28 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/fDCkPvnKeQ

5/26/2019 5:29:53 PM aprilbrown99 @qanon76 @40_head @Cordicon @SaraCarterDC @NSA_QIL2

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Threat? 👀👇👇👇  https://twitter.com/RepAdamSchiff/status/1132638624716120065 …



5/26/2019 5:42:05 PM enomai_ The PUNISHER

5/26/2019 5:57:09 PM awakentothyself ...the RV.

5/26/2019 6:14:55 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ew8krmD3pR

5/26/2019 6:26:16 PM phreatomagnetic Maybe this answers the Q.

Does this imply that 45 is meeting with PRC and ROK? Or that there is underground Q in PRC and ROK? or both? pic.twitter.com/sFQz3xJ7Ac

5/26/2019 6:36:06 PM covertress Are numbers with digital roots of 3 key to changing the frequency harmonics of consciousness?

If so, how does one access numbers?

5/26/2019 7:12:53 PM blsdbe Complete with Glowing Ring In the Sky? #SkyEvent? #SeeSomethingSaySomething? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @US_CYBERCOM 

https://twitter.com/PMBreakingNews/status/1132724301495492608 …

5/26/2019 8:20:42 PM easemergency I wouldn’t follow conspiracy theories anyway.

5/26/2019 8:21:03 PM monroevegas Whoever did not follow @POTUS orders needs to be arrested and prosecuted immediately. @realDonaldTrump @WhoisQ1 @DeepStateExpose 

@AlexJonesWins @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @PrisonPlanet @zagnett @Area17GZ @BreitbartNews

5/26/2019 8:52:08 PM doyle_eng 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – There is also now a new, another kind* of GUARD, one that never truly went away, one of PEACE, and you know it well:

As humbling, pride-worthy and honouring it is to know you’ve adapted across millennia to come to this point, please remember, all, that ...  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1132139389239418881 …

5/26/2019 8:52:09 PM doyle_eng 2/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... in the solemn execution of your remaining duties that is forthcoming, to find neither zealous joy or the expectant relief of 

finality, nor shame in feeling it if you do – but to endeavour to remember, always:

This is not the end. It’s the beginning...

5/26/2019 8:52:10 PM doyle_eng 3/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – 

“Who doesn’t want to fly?” – Kevin Costner, press junket interview (2013)

“..wings are made to fly” – < https://youtu.be/z1A2Ow7sGo0 > (40 + 112 #collide as {5/-in-3/} ~ in balance) :

at ½(Δ)—>Δ1* ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1131775064045641728 …) —

...

^ https://qmap.pub/read/2096 : (D5) +1
5/26/2019 8:52:11 PM doyle_eng 4/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... The point of creative expression at last manifest, is to share, equitably, the fruit of the benefit of its result ~ and its every 

possibility — in peace, forever.

Be worthy of it: You are earning the right to.

You’ve not deviated:

...

5/26/2019 10:07:09 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 space wars?  https://twitter.com/freemantv/status/1132770742179946497 …

5/27/2019 12:14:27 AM teeunited3 LEO = Law Enforcement Officer

5/27/2019 12:26:56 AM teeunited3  pic.twitter.com/BHXBX3jnip

5/27/2019 12:47:20 AM nullanon12 but what type of explosive?

5/27/2019 1:00:11 AM daweileigh 3:05PM EST Memorial Day

5/27/2019 1:02:22 AM jfunder Too soon for GESARA

5/27/2019 1:51:46 AM myavorshak Plz Explain? What hasn't happened yet.

5/27/2019 2:35:04 AM doyle_eng +1/ .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump, .@SandiaWisdom, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, .@stevenmnuchin1 via .@USTreasury, .@CliveFPalmer:

Through  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1130340160921464833 … and  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1130731363982725120 … 

all becomes possible, without ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1131775064045641728 … — (1+2/2)) – and within:

 https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1132856990001012736 … pic.twitter.com/0T0LZvVEVo

5/27/2019 3:33:40 AM us_poll When was this?

5/27/2019 3:37:23 AM us_poll there is Marxist commies but it's the ones doing the divide the rest who follow are useful idiots!

5/27/2019 3:39:07 AM covertress Can music alter consciousness?

 https://youtu.be/M58EEaGWBBU  pic.twitter.com/gFoEgpsBwn

5/27/2019 4:08:29 AM cjptrsn Quiet, peaceful morning so far. Have a great Memorial Day🙏

5/27/2019 6:04:32 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ, Thank you so very much for your service and for everything you are doing for our freedom!  I love you very much. Please keep 

our @POTUS and @FLOTUS safe. 

For God and Country!  God bless you!  🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

5/27/2019 6:44:21 AM jfunder It's just my opinion. There is a lot on the plate dealing with the mass arrests and the fallout and confidence rebuilding after that. You add GESAR on top 

of that it's just too much to deal with in one shot. Makes more sense to get through one then do the other.

5/27/2019 7:51:20 AM nikoscali Reports by seasoned aviators WILL be the way that we crack the #Disclosure nut. It is coming soon and the truth and implications for our world will be 

more wondrous than we could ever imagine!

#QAnon #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #Area51 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-

recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection …

5/27/2019 8:26:00 AM realityloominng ~17 minutes into the Trump , Abe press conference. Ending on going to space very very soon. Where are the MJ12 tweets ;(((

5/27/2019 9:36:49 AM olimyracle 17 MAJESTIC MESSAGES OF DISCLOSURE

The Book is now available !

Pdf: FREE

Hard cover: 9 USD

1st limited edition

Selection of Majestic Disclosure Tweets from the Majestic 12 account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

SHEEP NO MORE !

👉  http://www.myracle.org/mj  👈

#DarkToLight #Majestic #Myracle pic.twitter.com/73Vx9RPkKX
5/27/2019 9:58:27 AM decodematrix There has been many cabal DUMBs in Ireland where they build portals to a specific star system to try to bring negative ETs to Earth. Alliance forces go 

in and clear out the DUMBs and arrest cabal soldiers and scientists and then blow up the DUMBs. Check Ireland for earthquakes.

5/27/2019 10:31:22 AM laurabusse 😬



5/27/2019 10:46:39 AM jm4n Most ppl think it was a D.E.W. If also heard suggested it was a 5 gen nuke that leaves no radiation. Others say thermite. What is known for sure are 

reports of mysterious "maintenance workers" installing things beforehand. Along w/odd suggestions to people not to work that day.

5/27/2019 11:00:14 AM bwlittlewish To avoid assassination.

5/27/2019 11:21:41 AM moonbaby04371 I can only hope!

5/27/2019 12:09:54 PM junglerednm Reset🙏🏾

5/27/2019 12:15:45 PM boy12_jimmy Kind of strange to be hearing of this type of news from such a fake news rag? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What gives? Trying to fill dead space and subjects off 

their pages so they dont have to talk about the upcoming indictments & questions pertaining to the SWAMP's criminal acts?  

https://twitter.com/NYTScience/status/1132866832648495104 …

5/27/2019 12:34:14 PM deepstatedqne Now he’s perfect.

5/27/2019 12:54:37 PM nikoscali The Cabal's final act of desperation will be some form of disclosure. But not even fake disclosure can stop the justice that is coming for them.

5/27/2019 1:31:48 PM decodematrix 👀 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaRaAshcraft https://www.adn.com/alaska-news/2019/05/27/magnitude-58-earthquake-strikes-off-southern-alaska-

coast/ …

5/27/2019 1:38:21 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4Cp3FCwua3

5/27/2019 1:38:54 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/sOvJGa1xMR

5/27/2019 1:39:17 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/yPbqbGwVEe

5/27/2019 1:39:41 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/P0emRevrgg

5/27/2019 1:40:05 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XKaY86RMrK

5/27/2019 1:46:13 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/lDZ0KAcxCL

5/27/2019 1:46:46 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/STdTIARNdA

5/27/2019 1:51:20 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sphere-Being Alliance -  https://spherebeingalliance.com/ 

5/27/2019 1:55:34 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/BHRXPUvu8E

5/27/2019 1:57:01 PM enomai_ I like it.

5/27/2019 2:01:22 PM enomai_ This pic makes me think its legit pic.twitter.com/R7z2itnawu

5/27/2019 2:01:37 PM djlok Thanks! I think I got blocked bc of retweeting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  Oh well!!!  We earn our Twitter Badges of Honor in different ways!!!

Funny all these people claim to be anti-censorship but they'll block you in a NY minute if they don't like what you say or retweet.  🙄🙄🙄

5/27/2019 2:04:58 PM jvan125 Agreed. It’s like being 10 years old in elementary school all over again. ‘If you‘re gonna talk or listen to that person over there then I’m NOT YOUR 

FRIEND ANYMORE!😤’. 🥴🤦🏼♀️

5/27/2019 2:05:42 PM djlok Here's another thing...why solicit followers to report someone?  Why not just report it themselves and let @Twitter do their job?

🤔🤔🤔

Sounds like somebody trying to keep a narrative alive IMHO.

5/27/2019 2:06:00 PM djlok Bingo!

5/27/2019 2:09:34 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Matrix Full Disclosure - Black Ops and SSP Exposed -  https://www.facebook.com/alliancedisclosure/ …

5/27/2019 2:10:49 PM olimyracle It wouldn't be here now without the clear intention and hard work of @7_LoV_7. 

The whole credit goes to her, and I am very thankful for her true engagement for an enlightened world.

💞🙏💞

5/27/2019 2:13:24 PM jvan125 Social media is one big psyop to continue to control the masses. It’s not surprising to me that individual accounts do the same thing but on a smaller 

scale. #JackIsStillWhack

5/27/2019 2:16:23 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/0xbLXrRdzS

5/27/2019 2:16:45 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/1RRdcT7EKX

5/27/2019 2:17:14 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/hMsPf8rMrk

5/27/2019 2:44:39 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/qVIllVetu6

5/27/2019 2:45:36 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/dr0GBafh2z

5/27/2019 2:56:01 PM djlok What I have trouble connecting/understanding is the "what's in it form them." 

Truth be told, I do best with the accounts that don't really care what I believe.  I spent a LONG time being told what to believe...#SheepNoMore.

5/27/2019 3:02:28 PM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/scott_rick/status/1133130160985780226?s=19 …

5/27/2019 3:29:16 PM franticfil Leftism is tyrannical. Censorship is essential to them. Their ideas don't stand up to scrutiny.  Masses led by lies is a perfect description of their intent.

5/27/2019 5:56:26 PM jswdh1 I still don't understand what that has to do with Q.... cuz Q said NO DEALS? TREASON IS PUNISHABLE BY DEATH.... like the 3 last year and many still 

happening that we're not aware of the names?.... yet....

5/27/2019 6:01:16 PM canam73 What do you mean 45 didn't back down to Q?

Why should he? Q is on our side. #WeAreQ

5/27/2019 6:03:27 PM canam73 John Kerry??? In the very near future he's going to be TOAST?? 🤣🤣🤣

@JohnKerry @realdonaldtrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/27/2019 6:04:26 PM canam73 😅😅😅 Good one! 👍

5/27/2019 6:05:28 PM canam73 Nice! 🤩

5/27/2019 6:26:19 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Prepare For Change - The “Event” is the moment of the “Compression Breakthrough” on earth. -  https://prepareforchange.net/the-

event/?fbclid=IwAR1NQgTuwrnJdME2Jhh_DOyHCC4SmBHR8_LYaelBIoFfBCTOvWh2QSAkhis …

5/27/2019 6:57:31 PM karma4event201 The reporter was setting a trap, twisting his words. Death penalty for those convicted Treason, not Death Penalty for his enemies

5/27/2019 7:36:53 PM freestateojones That's just an arbitrary date for this account. 

🍀

5/27/2019 9:39:47 PM ffattmedia What is RV?   If I may be so curious..

5/27/2019 10:26:37 PM jayrambin ‘Practice’ getting through it. Great suggestion.  One can then prepare.

5/28/2019 2:05:40 AM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/1IuXxz4V24

5/28/2019 2:14:08 AM teeunited3 #PatriotsUnited #WhereIsRuth #PatriotsAwakened #POTUS @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@VincentCrypt46 @seanhannity @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC pic.twitter.com/KjQDl1i9CE

5/28/2019 4:43:38 AM njfreethinker Gotcha! It’s a fantastic birthday though. My mother was born on Flag Day. Same day as POTUS!

5/28/2019 4:44:12 AM myavorshak Remember his first trips around the world and Barry followed right behind? I don't say the deal has been planned for at least a year. This is the 

execution of said plan. set um up nice and neat then knock them down with one swift move . D5

5/28/2019 5:30:25 AM thekanehb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta https://twitter.com/TheKanehB/status/1133349358127206401 …

5/28/2019 6:50:19 AM roublisa I love it🥰🥰🥰

5/28/2019 10:20:17 AM djlok Yeah the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 stuff resonates BIG TIME for me.  At first I was very skeptical, went along with it to see where it was going...and then let's 

just say it was proven WAY BEYOND a shadow of doubt they are real.   Sort of like the @NSA_QIL2 and auxiliary accounts. ❤️ Both!

5/28/2019 10:49:18 AM missy968 I’m with you, Friend. I trust my gut... a little perk from being involved with Q. Message over messenger, remember.

5/28/2019 10:51:28 AM djlok Yep.  And when you ask a couple of questions and you get blocked, it's usually not a good sign that the Message isn't GARBAGE.  

#TheGreatAwakening



5/28/2019 10:56:32 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fRlIQsZPQE …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - An MKUltra Productions homage to MJUltra Productions? 🤔🤨🧐🤯😎🤩

5/28/2019 11:02:39 AM djlok Now this right here resonates with me:

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1107382403096608769?s=21 …

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

5/28/2019 12:01:20 PM djlok ...or flys in on his non-existent space ship with his 27 other Fake Accounts. We saw this before when he started going after @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

#FutureProvesPast

5/28/2019 12:20:14 PM nurseniceyes How are doing? How are you enjoying the new age so far?

5/28/2019 12:39:29 PM zagnett He's in a "secret society" apparently. Probably compromised in some way, & this is the kind of divide/conquer/deception crap he's supposed to do for 

his "secret society" masters.

5/28/2019 2:14:13 PM jayrambin The really bad ones, probably not. Why? As long as the perps are jailed (for a lesser crime?) and can never do it again, why upheave peoples’ world.  Is 

it really necessary that they know the details of the gut wrenching, life changing evil? Some would never sleep well again.

5/28/2019 2:35:08 PM jayrambin Florida will also be an unfortunate location for (((them))). ESP. Broward county.

5/28/2019 3:21:51 PM wethepeopleusa I do! #WWG1WGA #QArmy #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1133496447888961545 …

5/28/2019 3:33:55 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @KAT40811334 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/WPTV/status/1133473411559243777 …

5/28/2019 3:36:12 PM txgrown2020 To track the people who would follow through on [their] coded threats. It's why they are still allowed to slither. Those loyal to them are surfacing and 

are being tracked. Just another layer of evil loyalists being gathered into evidence. This is what it means to drain the swamp.

5/28/2019 3:37:16 PM txgrown2020 Sorry, I meant to put that somewhere else! 🤣 True though.

5/28/2019 3:40:34 PM jayrambin Cohen said that he and AS met to discuss “topics that were to be discussed at the upcoming [house] hearing.”

Pretty sure that’s not ok. And would arise a question of collusion?

5/28/2019 5:21:47 PM brandon39886610 @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @prayingmedic These are the wielders of the spear of 

liberty,of justice. Engineers of the Spec Ops mission,"Here to take our power back"

5/28/2019 7:44:17 PM roaminnoodle Scott the Bot visits Washington, D.C.:

1) On the corner of Q and 17.

2) Sunday at 9+3+6 AM. I am sad the President isn't home; I would love to meet him!

3-4) The White House, with or without chem trails.

Cc: @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/bVXb9QWUEr
5/28/2019 7:48:36 PM phreatomagnetic Back down to Q?

Q has implied Coats couldn't be trusted before.

5/28/2019 7:51:00 PM roaminnoodle And [DS].

...Oh, wait, I see what you did there!

5/28/2019 8:01:04 PM roaminnoodle I haven't seen any rats or roaches, but there's been a few homeless people 🤷♂️

5/28/2019 8:04:07 PM martisw1971 @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @JLS1125 @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @QBlueSkyQ @qanon76 @QanonQurator @45__Schedule 

@jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC @ROYALMRBADNEWS @pushforward40 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mitchellvii @LisaMei62 @tracybeanz @realQNN 

@qanonwhitehat @prayingmedic @Cordicon https://twitter.com/MikeHes52772147/status/1133428257855016960 …

5/28/2019 9:11:55 PM seeking9theta Tomorrowland accuracy? Its a small world secret entrance, and they really wanted you to notice the shoe color. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  "Stargate" ~= 

Frequency modulator❓  pic.twitter.com/i3TTx3b0FI

5/28/2019 11:24:52 PM decodematrix FISA goes both ways. I wonder what we will find out about Pelosi and Goat Hill Pizza.

5/29/2019 12:04:30 AM mongrelglory Kabamur's attacking them?  This makes me more likely to consider that NSA Child Crimes might have some legitimacy, even though they were dissing 

MJ12 before.

5/29/2019 12:08:46 AM djlok ICYMI https://twitter.com/nsa_qil2/status/1133412184296382465?s=21 …

5/29/2019 12:20:56 AM mongrelglory Yes, I saw that post tonight.  Seems to be a turnaround from how they were talking about MJ12 previously.

5/29/2019 6:39:47 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1126174466680033280 …

Well, it's not really much of a "turnaround". They both always resonated similarly to me, & could easily disagree on some things, like this. 👇

5/29/2019 6:50:24 AM mongrelglory Why did they remove the tweet?!

5/29/2019 6:52:22 AM mongrelglory Wait a minute!  They've just made their tweets private so that I have to follow them to see the tweets!  🤨  If they were trying to spread a message, 

why would they do that?  Okay, I'm skeptical again!

5/29/2019 6:53:58 AM zagnett Their account was suspended in May 15.

5/29/2019 6:54:02 AM mongrelglory It's more that they were mocking MJ12.  That's one thing MJ-12 doesn't do.  They have dry humour, but they are still respectful.

5/29/2019 6:55:43 AM mongrelglory No, their account is back, but they've locked it so that only followers can see their tweets.

5/29/2019 6:59:48 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL 

No, this account (NSA_QIL) is suspended. Their new account is @NSA_QIL2.

5/29/2019 7:02:38 AM mongrelglory Oh, okay thanks!  That's strange that the message doesn't read that "this account is suspended".

5/29/2019 7:02:43 AM djlok Probably not a bad idea. Traffic control.

5/29/2019 7:03:07 AM zagnett NCC's "mocking" of MJ12 to me always seemed rather light in comparison to their mocking of apparent [ALICE] accounts (different tone). As if they 

were just attempting to establish some credibility for their account early on. Anyway, that's just the impression i got.

5/29/2019 7:03:36 AM mongrelglory Sorry Zag.  I just clicked on the second link and that's the one that's locked.  Only followers can read their tweets.

5/29/2019 7:04:26 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL 

But it does say that for this account, at least for me. 👇 pic.twitter.com/TlReXVArKd

5/29/2019 7:05:36 AM djlok #metoo. Maybe bc we once followed them?

5/29/2019 7:06:06 AM zagnett Oh ok, i see that now. They must have done that just since today or maybe late yesterday. i wonder what's going on? 🤔

5/29/2019 7:06:31 AM mongrelglory I never understood that because how can someone decide if they want to follow you without seeing your tweets first?  I never follow an account that I

 don't believe in, because following can seem like an endorsement. However it takes me some time to make a decision to follow. 🤷♀️

5/29/2019 7:07:37 AM mongrelglory They did that just as I was talking to you.  I was reading their tweets, and then the disappeared.  I hope it wasn't something I said!  😜

5/29/2019 7:08:14 AM zagnett All i know is the original NSA_QIL account was suspended real quick after it started conversing adversarily with an R_Childs here on Twitter.

5/29/2019 7:08:43 AM djlok 🤔🤔🤔



5/29/2019 7:08:53 AM mongrelglory Sorry, I think I was clicking on the newer account.  I didn't notice the number 2 in the twitter account name.

5/29/2019 7:08:55 AM tararoby9 I'm just getting this tweet is unavailable, I dont know why it would show up differently for me.

5/29/2019 7:09:35 AM zagnett Would doubt it lol. If NCC didn't do this themselves, they could be working it out with Jack / Twitter Support right now, in one way or another. 🤨

5/29/2019 7:10:23 AM zagnett Because it was a tweet on their first account, NSA_QIL, that was suspended on May 15.

5/29/2019 7:11:35 AM mongrelglory I'm probably over-sensitive to mocking.  Grew up with it constantly in my family so I see mocking and sarcasm as a form of mild hostility.  I don't mind 

critiquing or rebuttal, but I prefer to follow accounts that are respectful.  My one exception to the rule is QTAnon and...

5/29/2019 7:11:48 AM tararoby9 I followed that account

5/29/2019 7:12:06 AM mongrelglory ...Catturd, because they're so darned funny, and they're cats. 😝

5/29/2019 7:13:16 AM mongrelglory I remember that.  I think it was in the first month or so that they were suspended.

5/29/2019 7:14:04 AM mongrelglory Click on their homepage and you'll see the "locked" sign.

5/29/2019 7:15:02 AM zagnett NCC's role seems to be quite different than MJ's role. They seem quite comfortable with mocking, especially [ALICE] accounts, pedos, & smug elites. 

You know, like the ones who seem to deserve it! They seem to be an infowar "attack dog" group. It's awesome! Love 'em! 🥰😍🤩

5/29/2019 7:16:37 AM zagnett Their first tweet was April 23 & their last was May 15 i believe. So it lasted just 23 days. & what a glorious 23 days it was!!! 🤨🧐😎

5/29/2019 7:17:30 AM tararoby9 I see that, as well.  As far as I can tell I am able to see their tweets, I just cant share anything they've posted.

5/29/2019 7:17:51 AM djlok #Twitter is fun. I locked mine once bc I was getting hit by a bunch of shills and hookers...or women wanting me to "marry" them.  And the DM's!!!  

OMG, the DM's!!!!

Requiring a follow to see tweets definitely controls the traffic.

5/29/2019 7:18:50 AM djlok Oh, lordy....not Infowars!  🙄🙄🙄

5/29/2019 7:20:22 AM zagnett Wow, no fair! i never get those kinds of DMs. Do i look too fat around my equatorial trench or something!? Geesh. 🤔🧐🤣

5/29/2019 7:20:42 AM mongrelglory You'd have to be following them to see their tweets but you won't be able to share them because of the locked "privacy" setting.

5/29/2019 7:21:05 AM zagnett Haha no, I meant generally the "info war" going on.

5/29/2019 7:21:28 AM djlok Ha ha!!!  I figure they aren't that picky.

5/29/2019 7:21:58 AM mongrelglory I can send a few Asian mail-order brides your way if you'd like... 😉

5/29/2019 7:23:05 AM mongrelglory You must appear "rich" in your profile. 😉

5/29/2019 7:23:46 AM djlok Well when I told them I "don't go that way" the conversations usually turned to bs stuff...like "tell me about your family"...🙄🙄🙄

5/29/2019 7:24:23 AM djlok If I do, that's total disinformation!!!  😂😂😂

5/29/2019 7:26:37 AM mongrelglory I have "crazy cat lady" in my description.  It appears to keep the wolves at bay. 🤣

   I have to go bake some cookies now.  Have a good morning!

5/29/2019 7:28:01 AM zagnett It seems some guys especially seem to understand this phrase quite naturally, at least in order to "hook up" with some particularly un-discerning 

women:

"Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary" i.e. no really, i'm rich! Look at all the cool shiny stuff i got lol! 🤣

5/29/2019 7:30:12 AM djlok Ha ha!!!  So true!!!

5/29/2019 7:35:11 AM tararoby9 😂

5/29/2019 7:43:28 AM tararoby9 Meeeee toooooo.  This account is, other than The Maestro, by far my favorite.

5/29/2019 8:31:43 AM djlok They Made Twitter Great Again. Well, actually I'm not so sure Twitter was ever great to begin with. Like most of us, I only got on it for 45's tweets.

5/29/2019 8:34:44 AM zagnett i was only a read-only Twitter user for a decade or so until i found the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account.

5/29/2019 8:36:37 AM tararoby9 So many feels!

5/29/2019 8:41:56 AM tararoby9 I came because Q kept linking to Twitter.  The Majestic account is pretty cool, too.   I was taken in by some of these other accounts that are being 

called out, but I like to think I have a better level of discernment now.

5/29/2019 8:48:38 AM djlok Well, I've mistakenly followed everyone from an actual #pedophile to a #PleaidianSexCult on here....so no judgement from me!!!

5/29/2019 8:49:48 AM tararoby9 😳

5/29/2019 8:50:18 AM zagnett We're all working on our discernment. i've made a couple of really bad choices in sources too! (Cough...Fulford...cough)

5/29/2019 8:50:35 AM tararoby9 Where do you find pleaidian sex cults?  Asking for a friend...

5/29/2019 8:51:44 AM tararoby9 Yeah, same 😔

5/29/2019 8:52:02 AM tararoby9 I'm still waiting on my replicator

5/29/2019 8:52:36 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/M2IPS6CWgB

5/29/2019 8:53:16 AM tararoby9 Same.  I'm still waiting on my clone.

5/29/2019 8:54:25 AM noidaho_gal 1) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good mornin! The other morning boyfriend was sitting outside noticed a circular multi-colored 'tag on his skin above left knee. 

Said it had the barcodes w/o the numbers, looked around to see if there was a laser on him, there wasn't.

5/29/2019 8:54:31 AM zagnett Oh @NSA_QIL2's tweets are public again.

5/29/2019 8:55:28 AM tararoby9 Well, to be honest, the replicator lost a lot of luster when I discovered I could not replicate puppies.

5/29/2019 8:55:50 AM djlok I heard you can get in a portal and travel through time if you don't mind getting in the back of van and traveling a couple of miles down the road.  Drugs 

probably help with the suspension of disbelief.

5/29/2019 8:59:28 AM zagnett The replicators People will likely get i bet won't allow certain items to be replicated, such as living organisms. Presuming they would be used mainly to 

make sure People have reasonable access to food, water, medicine, clothing, shelter, self-defense items, & knowledge.

5/29/2019 9:03:28 AM tararoby9 🤣 I've heard that too...was kinda disappointed, I kind of liked the theory that John Trump had collected Tesla's papers and passed on plans for a time 

machine to Donald Trump, and the books by Ingersoll Lockwood are tales of Barron Trumps time travels.

5/29/2019 9:08:50 AM tararoby9 I dreamt of a vehicle that transported me instantly to wherever I wanted to go, that would be pretty fantastic, too.

5/29/2019 9:12:31 AM zagnett The replicators might allow some reasonable transportation devices too possibly. Or perhaps larger communal replicators would be responsible for 

these items.

5/29/2019 9:19:25 AM tararoby9 Communal replicators? I havent read fulord in a while, that's a fascinating concept.  He directed me towards Q, and I started becoming suspicious of a 

great deal of the sites that were promoting the ideas of ascension and evolving, they all suggested unplugging from politics...

5/29/2019 9:23:13 AM tararoby9 At a time that so many truths are to be revealed, it isnt the time to hide from what's going on in the world.  Ironically, o wasnt political at all until Q.  

Then I discovered just how important it is to be involved in knowing what's going on in the world around you...

5/29/2019 9:32:30 AM mongrelglory Okay, now I know it isn't all about me, but that was coincidental timing!  I'm glad I'll be able to read your interactions with the account again!  Keeping 

an open mind.

5/29/2019 9:36:53 AM tararoby9 Iirc it was fulord that spoke of the replicators and transporters.  Era of light posted a lot of people's blogs or w/e, including fulord.  I have been down  so 

many rabbit holes the last couple or so years.  The more I research, the more confusing it gets, tbh.

5/29/2019 9:37:12 AM zagnett Yeah i'm presuming several versions of replicators. Personal replicators for items People would replicate regularly. Communal replicators for items they 

wouldn't replicate regularly, like personal vehicles. All speculation on my part though. Would be nice to have both.

5/29/2019 9:37:43 AM zagnett Others have discussed replicators too.

5/29/2019 9:40:04 AM tararoby9 With electric running around 800 a month I'm all but begging for free electricity now

5/29/2019 9:42:05 AM zagnett Wow that's high! If you don't mind me asking, is it due to high cooling / heating, or both? Wondering if you can improve the insulation in the home or 

something? Possibly could seal some cracks that are letting air in?



5/29/2019 9:51:43 AM tararoby9 Its living in the country, and it's the area.  I'd say it's because I live in a log cabin, but the house i lived in before was just as expensive, it's in the same 

area.

5/29/2019 10:02:42 AM wereldpijncafe Wel schattig @thierrybaudet met een #FNV Hesje. Zo ziet u maar weer wie op #Baudet stemt stemt op #Napoleon #Slavernij 

https://twitter.com/fvdemocratie/status/1133763360569384960 …

5/29/2019 10:26:29 AM jollyrob2 denk dat hij het ook weet....🤔

5/29/2019 10:32:01 AM djlok Sounds like California Prices!

5/29/2019 10:33:40 AM wereldpijncafe 100% dat hij het weet hij staat onvoorwaardelijk achter #Israël en is een #LeidsSleuteltje gekneed door #Minerva #Marxisme 

pic.twitter.com/IkDiJJXoEu

5/29/2019 10:36:47 AM pufpufpafpaf  pic.twitter.com/72cbAigSPX

5/29/2019 10:57:07 AM tararoby9 Smh.  It's not the same everywhere here, my sister lives in the city and gets mad when her electric gets to like 160.  I've considered moving, but I really 

love it here.  Theres a lake in my backyard and woods just beyond that.  It's almost worthy of a Thomas kincaide painting.

5/29/2019 11:38:39 AM judgeelihusmai2 cc: @JudgeElihuSmai1 @MichaleenGarda 

...

Is SMOM seriously interested in this???

Is Extraterrestrial Disclosure coming?!

#Illuminati

5/29/2019 11:48:02 AM wethepeopleusa @JohnWHuber @dbongino @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @paulsperry_ @themarketswork @TrueEyeTheSpy @intheMatrixxx 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Jim_Jordan @RepMarkMeadows @DevinNunes BREAKING: Italy/Rome #spygate connections RE: the 

#silentones  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/05/24/operation-charlemagne-the-silent-ones-and-eyepyramid-italys-role-in-framing-trump-spygate-

qanon-greatawakening-neonrevolt … #QAnon pic.twitter.com/suiG8MlI9i

5/29/2019 12:17:43 PM laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/29/2019 1:15:38 PM angelhtweets Hij had het maar druk vandaag.

Eerst een keppeltje op, daarna een FNV hesje aan. Had hij dat keppeltje trouwens nog op bij de FNV-demonstratie of was het alleen maar voor de 

show?

5/29/2019 1:18:15 PM pufpufpafpaf Nou ik weet niet of het show is !

Ze staan allemaal in dienst van de Zionisten . pic.twitter.com/Pdz6pJGh1z

5/29/2019 1:20:44 PM lesliestrika4 He certainly sends out a Pedo vibe if anything

5/29/2019 1:23:29 PM wereldpijncafe Keppeltjes pic.twitter.com/0lDsPmf4T3

5/29/2019 1:52:27 PM rogowskibubba Voor de shoah of voor de show 😨

5/29/2019 1:53:25 PM angelhtweets Ik heb niks tegen keppeltje of andere religieuze kleding. Ik verbaas me er alleen over dat dit heerschap de populaire jongen uithangt en alles aangrijpt 

om zijn xenofobie uit te kotsen.

5/29/2019 1:55:00 PM angelhtweets Laten we het erop houden dat hij graag verkleedpartijtjes houdt.

5/29/2019 1:57:40 PM wereldpijncafe Hij trejt van huis uit graag een soepjurk aan pic.twitter.com/F0pbNISlTY

5/29/2019 2:00:17 PM wereldpijncafe Ik ook niet zolang het mij niet opgedrongen wordt hou de Kabballah en je Jezuïeten ellende lekker voor jezelf en dring het niet stiekem occult aan 

argeloze onwetende mensen op.

5/29/2019 2:01:25 PM angelhtweets The Baudet Residence.

Waar the Lady of the House denkt dat de wereld  om haar draait.

5/29/2019 2:02:13 PM rogowskibubba Baudet was de winnaar vd extreem-rechtse CIDI debatwedstrijd. CIDI is extreem rechts omdat zij alles voor Likud 🇮🇱 over hebben 😉 

https://www.dagelijksestandaard.nl/2017/03/plaaggeest-thierry-baudet-wint-cidi-debat-over-israel-het-probleem-in-het-midden-oosten-is-

onoplosbaar/ …

5/29/2019 2:02:44 PM rogowskibubba ADL and Simon Wiesenthal Center refused to block U.S. funding to neo-Nazis in Ukraine 😨

Despite their stated mission to combat anti-Semitism and violent extremism, they refused to support a amendment for the final bill. 🤔

 http://fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/government/foreign_policy_and_government/news.php?q=1417630958 … pic.twitter.com/KRDjshlvm5

5/29/2019 2:03:45 PM wereldpijncafe De Pianist #Pianoplayer pic.twitter.com/vxvfYQ1jdE

5/29/2019 2:05:25 PM wereldpijncafe Gevleugelde Vrienden pic.twitter.com/63FHHSakkl

5/29/2019 2:06:21 PM aprilbrown99 GreatVideo!!! Cults Are Labs for Controlling the General Public  https://youtu.be/a7Z0SkS8nFs 

@MongrelGlory @DJLOK @zagnett @RoubLisa @AllahUniversal @nurseniceyes @blsdbe @40_head @qanon76 @Cordicon @charmanda9 

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @hawkgirlinmn @Ethereal_Shaman @GirlAwakeinCA

5/29/2019 2:06:35 PM wereldpijncafe Doe vooral je benen met je schattige laarsjes nog even in een driehoek Thierry helemaal in de Franse slag pic.twitter.com/iFLEBGbAYW

5/29/2019 2:13:29 PM wereldpijncafe extreem #Marxistisch pic.twitter.com/oKbdn7odXp

5/29/2019 2:18:28 PM wereldpijncafe Gevleugelde Vrienden @jack_yane pic.twitter.com/KqX15NTkU2

5/29/2019 2:23:58 PM wereldpijncafe Pak je spullen Baudet en sodemieter lekker op met je #Minerva-Uiltje pic.twitter.com/M6lMDaZ5uJ

5/29/2019 2:30:09 PM mongrelglory I want a replicator and a holodeck.  I don't mean to sound greedy, but those were the two technologies from Star Trek that I really thought would be 

awesome to have!  😃

5/29/2019 2:38:10 PM mongrelglory Wow!  How did you go 10 years without wanting to put your two cents into a conversation?  I'd probably explode!  🤪  I joined Twitter last year and hit 

the ground tweeting on my first day.  Mind you, I'm no longer on my Ritalin...

5/29/2019 2:43:08 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 resonated (don't agree with everything though but that's ok), & i felt something change within the weeks after the 11/11 event. 

Also, my dreams were better. It seemed that it was time to start chatting online. i never felt like i could make any difference before.

5/29/2019 2:43:24 PM zagnett Good job getting off the Ritalin!

5/29/2019 2:45:23 PM zagnett Also, i felt like my IS was saying (finally!) make your move BE meat sack! 🤣

5/29/2019 2:46:42 PM mongrelglory I was on the long-acting Ritalin (Concerta) but when I stopped working 3 years ago (due to burnout/illness) I couldn't afford the $130/month.  I've had 

to adjust my life accordingly, but at least now I have time to look for all the things I misplace. 😋

5/29/2019 2:47:05 PM nancyddb Me too

5/29/2019 2:47:53 PM zagnett Oh i can't go a day without @QTAnon1!

5/29/2019 2:48:01 PM mongrelglory You're probably just a late bloomer, that's all. 😁

5/29/2019 2:49:28 PM laurabusse That's what i like about them. The humor, the respect. Not to mention the info. Hoping they'll still post in the future...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/29/2019 2:50:44 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is still here i'm sure. Just say hi!

Hi MJs! Hope You have a Great day! 🍿🍩🤩

5/29/2019 2:51:37 PM sonofpatriot3 Late bloomers are usually despite the retardant known as public education.

5/29/2019 2:51:51 PM sonofpatriot3 Successful ^

5/29/2019 2:54:23 PM laurabusse Yeah that's tricky. Grew up w  loving playful teasing. But a lotta ppl such as yourself had a more neg experience so one needs to be very careful with 

ribbing ppl. Same with laughing with rather than laughing at. Some ppl are just so darn entertaining w out knowing it...

5/29/2019 2:57:10 PM zagnett Wasn't in public education until college, thankfully. It was bad even back then, and it's just gotten far worse. College quickly converted me from a 

lifelong liberal to a staunch conservative Constitutionalist / Libertarian, like within like a week after starting there lol.

5/29/2019 2:58:01 PM djlok Seems like it works the other way around...the Majestic 12 summons us!!!  😀



5/29/2019 2:58:37 PM laurabusse I started using twitter cuz of Q 

(@tracybeanz really)

I lurked for quite awhile til i got the nerve to jump in. Totally worth it :-)

Shills trolls jerks alice and all

5/29/2019 3:01:56 PM laurabusse :-)

5/29/2019 3:07:33 PM laurabusse 1. Michelle this is for you in mind but anyone of course. Been thinking a lot about Interview w an alien. Need to read it and/or relisten. Been thinking 

about how they (the Domain) seem to take ownership, if that's the right word, of certain sectors of galaxies or whatever...

5/29/2019 3:07:59 PM ethereal_shaman I was a bleeding heart liberal in my 20s.  When I actually started paying attention to political dialog I switched very quickly to a more conservative 

perspective.  The left talks a good service to others game, but it's all talk, as their actions speak otherwise.

5/29/2019 3:10:46 PM laurabusse 2...patrolling them etc. This felt scary to me at first. Airl (?) seemed very wise. I would like to think they have the best interests at heart of civilizations 

other than their own. I wonder if they root out "evil". I wonder if they are assisting us. I would like to trust...

5/29/2019 3:11:04 PM mongrelglory I think it's no different than how Western nations (like the US) have taken ownership of lands.  I suspect that the Domain was involved with seeding the 

Earth with advanced life-forms, but then the Draco came in and messed things up with the dinosaurs etc... These ETs live...

5/29/2019 3:13:35 PM laurabusse 3...that all is well, will be well, they are playing their part. We are playing our part. This all may sound rather vague, what I'm trying to say, ask. 

Thoughts are welcome of course. Like i said i need to read or relisten to the book...it made such a huge impression on me. End

5/29/2019 3:13:37 PM mongrelglory lifespans of many thousands of years, so their perspective is very long-term. However, they honour free-will principals so that's why they've been 

trying to influence us to free ourselves. They are higher vibrational (positive) so I don't think we have anything to fear from them.

5/29/2019 3:16:28 PM laurabusse That sounds about right LOL!

5/29/2019 3:16:53 PM mongrelglory There's an old saying..."The difference between a radical and a conservative is 25 years."

5/29/2019 3:18:10 PM sonofpatriot3 I am a college dropout, and therefore technically uneducated. I lack an authorized certification of my degree, that doesn’t mean I’m stupid...

5/29/2019 3:19:34 PM mongrelglory I've met a lot of highly educated stupid people...

5/29/2019 3:20:00 PM zagnett Oh i've known many people who are very smart who haven't been to college at all.

5/29/2019 3:21:05 PM laurabusse Thanks for your thoughts. Kinda what i was thinking, thanks for expressing it so well.

I loved the yt audiobook but i think it was missing things the book has.

I think the book is available for free on the author's web site. Deserves a good read.

If i recall its v cheap on Amazon

5/29/2019 3:21:17 PM sonofpatriot3 I’m a radical conservative... I believe in the Constitutional United States of America, our republic, not the corporate UNITED STATES.

5/29/2019 3:23:10 PM sonofpatriot3 Educated people usually perpetuate the status quo, autodidacts change the world.

5/29/2019 3:24:20 PM sonofpatriot3 Leonardo da Vinci was an autodidactic bastard...

5/29/2019 3:30:15 PM tararoby9 Not greedy at all!  I want everything I'm supposed to get.

5/29/2019 3:30:49 PM zagnett Lucky bastard! 🤩

5/29/2019 3:32:49 PM manusthecaptain Het zijn allemaal trekpoppen van Israël en Vaticaan.

Niets binnenlandse zaken, maar altijd weer elitebelangen. #clingendaal nato puppets

5/29/2019 3:49:14 PM marypolicarpo2 The baby’s saying “Easy Pedo”

5/29/2019 4:08:26 PM charmanda9 Watching now. Thanks, April!

5/29/2019 4:17:14 PM zagnett Saw it earlier. Really good vid! Thanks April!

5/29/2019 4:33:03 PM starehope 👊 If only they could. My heart breaks.

5/29/2019 4:42:24 PM rsm28675996 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  doesnt respond to us non-cool kids. They can suck it.

5/29/2019 4:44:06 PM ethereal_shaman Yeah, USA incorporated is a whole other rabbit hole.

5/29/2019 5:03:43 PM bendhyana Majestic 12, are these UFOs a military project, or are they ET? If military, whose, and if ET, what, who, and from where? 

https://foxtrotalpha.jalopnik.com/what-we-know-about-the-navy-s-ufo-problem-1835071834 …

5/29/2019 5:05:54 PM wereldpijncafe Instituut #Clungejdael is een door #CIA en #Mossad geleid orgaan van de #Jezuïeten in Den Haag

 https://www.stelling.nl/kleintje/zoekresultaten?q=clungeldael&Search= …

#Klungeldaal @Clingendaelorg @aivd pic.twitter.com/QJBgfW1DoH

5/29/2019 5:11:40 PM roublisa Thank you April ❤️Wow, I didn’t know about the y and the owl.😳 I like the very interesting connections she made there but I do think remote 

viewing is for reals😉.

5/29/2019 5:56:01 PM doyle_eng Dear Everyone .@VAMBOA, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, and serving with the .@DeptofDefense and through .@ActingSecDef

From Us to You: You’ll never be alone #LestWeForget ~ in honour, #mateship and grateful humility we say, loudly and proudly, Thank You

 https://twitter.com/deltagoodrem/status/1125992927384051712 …

#MemorialDay pic.twitter.com/ub6EsBw5ez

5/29/2019 6:10:54 PM roublisa April...Can I piggy back a video here?  Gold mine of info on leveling up❤️

5/29/2019 6:15:49 PM aprilbrown99 Of course sweetie. Please share anything you would like. 🤗🥰

5/29/2019 6:19:53 PM roublisa Thank you ☺️. This drs YouTube channel is full of very informative  leveling up...many recipes for cleanses and skin detoxing....it was too hard to pick 

just one but here is his video from today😉 to start.

5/29/2019 6:19:53 PM aprilbrown99 I left off a few people accidentally. Keith, Laura and JRock. Can you please add them?  Thank you.

5/29/2019 6:22:06 PM roublisa @JRockTigers @Keith72256137 @laurabusse  here’s the video 🥴 https://youtu.be/E_Ood4_VnnQ 

5/29/2019 6:58:41 PM roublisa Hehehehe😆I may have to visit via dream land lol!  I m totally going to make his skin cleanse and the magnesium and fulvic acid....brilliant ...  

https://youtu.be/dcmiRhS464I  https://youtu.be/cme58Kd41NU 

5/29/2019 6:58:43 PM liltilgerlil Any new news?

5/29/2019 7:00:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Oh my I have some catching up to do!!

5/29/2019 7:22:12 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

thought for day.

this whole thing is a war on the collective, waves, huh?

5/29/2019 7:47:49 PM jrocktigers We know you folks are busy. We are here.

5/29/2019 8:54:37 PM 92michael @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hasn’t tweeted in four days??? Hope everything is ok? Or maybe he is really busy with all alien stuff going on????

5/29/2019 10:42:53 PM wild8heart Uber busy is my guess!

5/29/2019 11:14:12 PM wereldpijncafe Geweldig geef je macht uit hamden aan Framse imboorlingen🤣 pic.twitter.com/PjinGhhb3B

5/29/2019 11:34:09 PM wereldpijncafe Vaticaanse Keppeltjes pic.twitter.com/gduHg7a095

5/29/2019 11:49:38 PM fortrump2020 Thank you for the generous mention, Brian. 🙏😊

IFB all patriots.

5/30/2019 12:04:13 AM wereldpijncafe Omdat heel veel mensen voor geld net zo rottig in elkaar zitten dan deze idioten

5/30/2019 2:24:13 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LOJ50EUbWzg …

5/30/2019 2:51:17 AM angelhtweets Kunnen jullie mij uit dit draadje halen? Het wordt mij een beetje te vaag.

5/30/2019 4:39:04 AM suesuz4 The only thing that works on her is that hand thing.



5/30/2019 4:44:22 AM 313looper Hi, Dear MJ12

I hope & pray all is good & I am sure it is! I am also sure that👉🏻[they] can NOT escape the #Declass!

Please tell us about the Julian Assange’s condition?!Also what’s happening with Iran?!Will the Queen be retired & one of the young prince would be 

her replacement?!

5/30/2019 6:13:49 AM rogowskibubba Als voorproefje Joods/Christelijke "waarden" een foto vd geliefde chief rabbi vd Commonwealth & "former president of the Conference of European 

Rabbis".

Immanuel Jakobovits, Baron Jakobovits (8 February 1921 – 31 October 1999)

 https://howlingpixel.com/i-en/Immanuel_Jakobovits,_Baron_Jakobovits … pic.twitter.com/a9PzLHH15R

5/30/2019 7:56:17 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://nypost.com/2019/05/30/ufos-pose-vital-national-security-issue-ex-defense-official/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

5/30/2019 7:58:12 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.foxnews.com/science/christopher-mellon-official-ufo-sightings-real …

5/30/2019 8:38:24 AM decodematrix What causes them to get this black eye? pic.twitter.com/qV9UGlX8MX

5/30/2019 8:39:42 AM sleky19 Violence to silence

5/30/2019 8:46:13 AM speaklife595 Is there a place for those that arnt making connection to go?

5/30/2019 8:47:00 AM decodematrix  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-5971319/Conspiracy-theory-suggests-celebrities-snapped-black-left-eyes-ILLUMINATI.html …

5/30/2019 9:13:55 AM cryptocrab4  https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Address 

5/30/2019 9:30:02 AM mile_high_mamma Initiation?

5/30/2019 9:41:14 AM wereldpijncafe Ik krijg dan de neiging om zo'n kerel eens lekker aan zijn sik te trekken en mee te sleuren pic.twitter.com/tJbEpHv34L

5/30/2019 9:53:38 AM wereldpijncafe Nou beste Roberto zelfs daar kan ik me echt niks bij voorstellen 😂😂😂dat laat ik liever aan Ollongren over in geval Bea pic.twitter.com/yZPN2rxer9

5/30/2019 10:05:49 AM youstinksoap T2

Tick Tock?

U.K. visit soon...

5/30/2019 11:20:14 AM zagnett That's interesting b/c, at times, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has sounded somewhat like [Scientology]. Main difference to me is MJ's apparent intent (seems no 

desire to trap anyone in a cult), & tone (not belittling and/or divisive in any ways that i can tell).

What is NCC's opinion here?

5/30/2019 11:32:39 AM zagnett @midgettmedia, just curious, why are you blocking me? If i offended you in any way, i apologize, as i did not intend to do so.

5/30/2019 11:44:14 AM zagnett What i mean by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 possible comparison to Scientology is the kind of technology available to MJ, some of which seems similar to the 

kind of technology apparently available to Scientologists (upper echelons i mean), NOT the mythology behind [Scientology], e.g. Xenu.

5/30/2019 11:50:03 AM djlok I'd be willing to bet the #Scientologists don't have access to jack sh!t.  Now what they tell people they have access to....different story.

5/30/2019 11:50:40 AM nsa_qil2 👆👆👆

5/30/2019 11:53:41 AM jollyrob2 Be aware of the mid-disinformation

5/30/2019 11:54:56 AM nurseniceyes My grandma got suckered in to Scientology...all I know is they took the majority of her money after she died.

5/30/2019 11:57:42 AM ragevirusqq  https://youtu.be/QUr6eN9-NlE 

5/30/2019 11:59:50 AM djlok @zagnett - I had the same concern earlier on about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Based on my past personal experience of being in an actual cult, I noticed  one 

major distinct difference.  MJ12 says Trust Yourself.  Cults never say that.  They say trust [fill in blank], but NEVER yourself.

5/30/2019 12:00:13 PM ragevirusqq Would love to hear opinions on this

5/30/2019 12:02:18 PM qanonmedia I've never been part of a cult. I'm too independent to have fallen for that but I've known people who have. I'm familiar with the general tactics but I 

don't know much about the Scientology actual beliefs.

5/30/2019 12:02:46 PM zagnett Ok that's good to hear!

5/30/2019 12:02:56 PM qanonmedia Watching it now

5/30/2019 12:03:12 PM djlok They love those DEEP POCKETS.  I've heard they even go for the smaller pockets too.

You sound like you may be like me....a "suppressive person" as they like to say.  🙄🙄🙄

5/30/2019 12:03:45 PM zagnett Oh i was fully aware it could be mis-information. Just wanted to check.

5/30/2019 12:05:27 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1125936047093891072 …

Yup, a BIG reason i've always followed MJ. 

"Truth resonates from within." 👇

5/30/2019 12:07:39 PM nurseniceyes Suppressive person?

5/30/2019 12:07:52 PM djlok Yeah, that "truth resonates from within" is a big one.  Cults don't like to say that.

5/30/2019 12:08:42 PM zagnett What they call those who walk out on [Scientology], e.g. Leah Remini.

5/30/2019 12:08:44 PM djlok Anyone who doesn't go along with their Narrative.  In other words, thinks it's bullshit.

5/30/2019 12:14:06 PM djlok ...or anyone who thinks it's bullshit.  I've heard they cast a wide net in their "suppressive person" category.

5/30/2019 12:15:00 PM qanonmedia My personal take, what they are saying is pretty accurate. I like technology but I'd stay firmly away from having any kind of chip or making it part of my 

physical self in any way. The younger generation probably see it differently though.

5/30/2019 12:16:36 PM roaminnoodle Mark of the beast 🙅🏻♂️

5/30/2019 12:17:05 PM qanonmedia Big nono for me

5/30/2019 12:19:42 PM laurabusse There's some truth in every individual, every group, every cult. I would think that's part of how they "get you". Of course they believe their own lies. 

Look at religion...

5/30/2019 1:04:13 PM zagnett Seems so. What i hope will be available, to anyone willing to invest the time/effort, is mentorship & access to tech. to help achieve this kind of personal 

mental mastery. Also, would be nice to have a society that affords people the time to focus on this training.

5/30/2019 1:43:52 PM ragevirusqq What is underneath the temple of Hathor? Appears to be another temple.

5/30/2019 5:07:46 PM mooinique1 Ik doe met je mee.

5/30/2019 5:08:39 PM _chelseaproject Actions against the cabal? Not sure what actions were taken if any.

5/30/2019 5:13:31 PM blsdbe #WeAreMajestic

5/30/2019 5:29:54 PM laurabusse :-) 💘

5/30/2019 5:45:36 PM manusthecaptain Deze video is een prima samenvatting van de players achter en geschiedenis en plannen van de NWO. https://youtu.be/BsSGJs9QMW4 

5/30/2019 6:05:57 PM shu_shushu17 Nice simple easy to understand  from 10year olds onwards perfect should be mandatory educational  😇

5/30/2019 7:05:32 PM liontedpride Gang initiation?

5/30/2019 7:14:53 PM rsm28675996 And I'm starting to feel the same about those @NSA_QIL2

5/30/2019 7:16:20 PM martisw1971 @JLS1125 @IPOT1776 @StormIsUponUs @JudicialWatch @Incarnated_ET @EyesOnQ @QBlueSkyQ @qanon76 @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@GenFlynn @ROYALMRBADNEWS @pushforward40 https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1134228113330790402 …

5/30/2019 8:25:50 PM pflv4angels I live in NV and our Governor nor anyone else asked us The People how we felt I STAND BY OUR PRESIDENT

5/30/2019 9:15:30 PM nullanon12 Funny Thing Is, Kab Is Now Saying It Is A Plane.



5/30/2019 9:19:08 PM aprilbrown99 Are those children still alive?

5/30/2019 10:21:03 PM angelhtweets Jongens, haal mij even uit dit draadje. Ik heb er wel genoeg van nu.

5/30/2019 10:23:11 PM therealbigneum Don't know but strange

5/30/2019 10:26:09 PM wereldpijncafe Dat kan niet dan zouden 40 mensen dat moeten doen. Pak 1 tweet pijltje rechtsboven aanklikken en dan gesprek negeren selecteren

5/30/2019 10:38:55 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/31/2019 3:39:26 AM myavorshak I was thinking band aid in my opinion.  Although, I do see what your saying. I forget everyone isn't versed on these topics and the confusion it will cause 

for them.  I want to say thank you for some civil discourse on such hot issues.

5/31/2019 5:51:34 AM gngerbrdgrl And we're after the big fish!! pic.twitter.com/AEnJPpMafi

5/31/2019 6:23:06 AM marty713 Hell Yeah 👇❗️👊👍🎣🦈 💥👊⌚ pic.twitter.com/yfEpXNg13W

5/31/2019 6:44:35 AM terran_sol So is the timeline merger successful? I specifically remember Elton John dying earlier this year. There was a televised funeral & multiple news pieces on 

it. Come to find out today that he's alive & I can't find any details of his death online.

5/31/2019 7:05:25 AM jfunder You're welcome.  Civil hasn't always been my response mode.  I would like to blame that on what we are exposed to these days, but the truth I came 

to is that it starts with the man in the mirror.

5/31/2019 7:52:35 AM decodematrix What's happening here? ET ship getting energy from the sun? pic.twitter.com/aQJO5qt8hE

5/31/2019 9:28:34 AM jm4n Kab?

5/31/2019 9:31:17 AM karma4event201 45 listens to Q Intel 

45 is part of  Q team. 

Q has said Coats couldn't be trusted; 45 listened to and acted on that Intel.

 🇺🇸🇺🇸 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

Thank you to #USMilitary

🇺🇸🇺🇸 11 11 2019 🇺🇸🇺🇸

5/31/2019 10:55:54 AM karma4event201 Wow!! UPDATE  Military Tribunals ❓❓ : 

FULLY Everyone in FISAgate are guilty of Treason, they are in line (N Que ?) for Death Penalty 

C 

Fully Old Guard 

FISA 

T

DP  N Q 

TRUST THE PLAN MT
5/31/2019 11:14:50 AM karma4event201 Thank you for telling us!

 It is hard to see these demons ask for anyone to 187  POTUS

5/31/2019 11:34:50 AM karma4event201 😂 Clones dentures are always trying to escape, dentures are ready for a new clone

5/31/2019 2:40:49 PM jswdh1 @Michaelcraddo16 @KAT40811334 @tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon_decoder @liltilgerlil 

Hhhhhmmmmm?????? WTHECK? I DIDN'T GET THAT MESSAGE...... ANYONE ELSE? https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1134565080803229698 …

5/31/2019 2:47:23 PM lbf777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or @KibBitzLaw

5/31/2019 2:47:44 PM liltilgerlil Someone saying Parler is a blacklist. I don’t care I’ll hang out here and keep my backup over there. Too much drama for me lol

5/31/2019 2:48:34 PM jswdh1 Right! Ugh!

5/31/2019 3:57:59 PM nullanon12 amur

5/31/2019 4:21:06 PM jm4n Well you know what they say. A broken clock is correct twice a day.

5/31/2019 5:04:59 PM bbobbio71 hmmm

Mysterious unexplained flashes of light spotted on the moon | Metro News.  https://tiny.iavian.net/t6vd 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@zagnett @SandiaWisdom

@covertress

5/31/2019 5:28:09 PM zagnett Well hello there to Our Friends on the Moon! 🤗

Was thinking they could probably play a movie up on the face of the moon there, & we could watch it through telescopes. 🧐

Don't know exactly how the sound would work though.🤔

5/31/2019 5:42:37 PM liltilgerlil We have infighting in the movement by dividers that have not grasped “critical thinking”

5/31/2019 5:47:20 PM pragmatic_texan @TuckerCarlson   Wow.  That last guest on UFOs just dropped a major bombshell. Good for him and good for humanity.  Full disclosure is coming soon. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

5/31/2019 5:57:48 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed. I miss them!  😢

5/31/2019 6:08:50 PM richardhiatt16 MJ 12.... You’re always so deep.. Let’s just get on with the PLAN and Disclosure, and OFC 🤓❤️🇺🇸

5/31/2019 6:47:46 PM laurabusse Me too!

5/31/2019 6:48:09 PM laurabusse I also miss our interactions there...

5/31/2019 7:00:47 PM jayrambin  https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bea177_8d96e5cc9c30477c9a8b293969dfcc4b.pdf …

5/31/2019 7:02:20 PM aprilbrown99 Me too! I am grateful for all of it.

5/31/2019 7:13:56 PM igiant111  https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/10/181025113215.htm …

5/31/2019 7:16:36 PM jayrambin from:ts_sci_majic12 marijuana OR cannabis OR CBD OR THC OR hemp

5/31/2019 7:57:59 PM jimisroomufotv Lol. You guys are cracking me up...

5/31/2019 8:01:47 PM agnesdeberlimon Yes !

5/31/2019 8:24:05 PM eslamfouad94 Does tuning fork effective for patulous eustachian tube?

5/31/2019 9:07:36 PM the_fjalar Life on Earth...It hits ya hard. pic.twitter.com/JVDtNmqGfH

5/31/2019 10:31:40 PM decodematrix "Unfortunately Tucker, I really have to be careful of my NDA" 😂 https://youtu.be/3Q5dbHj70i4 

5/31/2019 10:33:34 PM adsvel I am Free to Manifest whatever I wish. Limited System just helps me to increase my mastery.😉

6/1/2019 12:02:14 AM eddie_lozano74 🙇

6/1/2019 4:50:21 AM laurabusse Me too April :-) 💘

6/1/2019 5:09:18 AM ragevirusqq Release information and the rest solve themselves

6/1/2019 5:10:27 AM laurabusse Trust but verify, i believe...

6/1/2019 5:14:04 AM bbobbio71 one hell of a blue tooth speaker lol

6/1/2019 5:18:06 AM djlok Would be funny if it ever just started to flicker like an old school broke down television. The wearwolves would all blame 45.

6/1/2019 6:08:06 AM lovethebeach999 Yes for mine it has been.  I Suffered from it intermittently for 30+ years and resolved it in 20 min applying this on my neck from ear to shoulder.  If I 

have a flare up, I spend a few minutes doing it again.  It’s been about 4-5 months since I’ve had any symptoms.

6/1/2019 6:08:39 AM lovethebeach999  https://biosonics.com/product/clear-quartz-gem-foot-attachment-only-15-mm-does-not-include-otto-128/ref/22/ …

6/1/2019 6:50:26 AM barbara58330201 Gave up Kerrygold 2yrs. now when I learned about their false advertising. Use other brand now. Plus #IrishCentral are big donors to Hillary's money pit. 

Just saying. #WWG1WGA @DominoesFalling

6/1/2019 9:26:49 AM jvan125 @zagnett I have to go back to MJ12s beginning on Twitter. I’m missing so much I think. Thank you for retweeting this. ❤️💫

6/1/2019 9:28:14 AM zagnett Most welcome! Have a Great day! ☺️

6/1/2019 9:29:13 AM realproudmom2 The Global Currency Reset

6/1/2019 9:45:22 AM ingoldisrael Totally agree.



6/1/2019 9:48:02 AM ascendedwater When trump visits uk in next few days

6/1/2019 12:01:31 PM allahuniversal "Define Dogma" ~ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/DTEeGbMR2l

6/1/2019 1:36:30 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @PressSec @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @TuckerCarlson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 

@marklevinshow @RepMarkMeadows @Jim_Jordan

#SaveTheBabies #CrimesAgainstHumanity #Murder https://twitter.com/LilaGraceRose/status/1134891699325456385 …

6/1/2019 1:55:43 PM richardhiatt16 😬

6/1/2019 2:29:44 PM jrfsmoke @boy12_jimmy @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @RepMarkMeadows @LindseyGrahamSC 

@Jim_Jordan @RepMattGaetz @LisaMei62 @dbongino @SandiaWisdom @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports Please join/follow me @ Parler 

News/Parler LLC App. Conservative uncensored

6/1/2019 4:08:41 PM thomaslew9 john mcstain got his share of baggage

6/1/2019 7:46:09 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/RbFf5CQHBH

6/1/2019 8:35:18 PM thekanehb Yes. They are tracked and monitored.

6/1/2019 9:04:13 PM qanonmedia Thank you for this link....

6/1/2019 9:07:40 PM n7guardiananon This post needed more 369

Enjoy!!! https://youtu.be/1QUHvTJoQXo 

6/1/2019 10:34:27 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @NSA_QIL2 @djlock @charmanda9 @aprilbrown99 @GirlAwakeinCA @malley_pj @MongrelGlory 

Interesting thread. May be too soon to tell about Parler, but an Echo Chamber definitely will not help us with #Unity.

6/1/2019 10:37:20 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ. That is a bummer.

6/1/2019 11:14:20 PM blsdbe Well it’s a nice place to visit, but we may not want to ‘live’ there 😉😉😉

6/2/2019 12:04:39 AM enomai_  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=mx098Dm1rE0&t2m31s …

Time to about 20 seconds. Legit last 2-3 lines?

Sounds like you must meet in the middle somewhere. Remind me of to unlock both sides. 0? 3 6 - 9? To unlock a strand. pic.twitter.com/kEhIBGgdnl

6/2/2019 12:05:35 AM enomai_ Is it technically possible for us to change out outer appearance?

6/2/2019 12:05:51 AM enomai_ Without outside influences

6/2/2019 12:24:38 AM enomai_ Err this link https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=mx098Dm1rE0&t=2m31s …

6/2/2019 12:47:29 AM nullanon12 Glad You're Still In The Party

6/2/2019 1:12:21 AM enomai_ Is it this easy to just pick choices that will make our rice happier in every decision to unlock them. And, what we eat 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=31shlv5Z71A …

6/2/2019 7:48:19 AM susyqzee dismember-cut off the limbs of (a person or animal).

"he watched a doctor dismember the body"

synonyms:disjoint, joint, cut off the limbs of;

After the Rapture they will disguise removal of believers being sent to another reality & force the rest to join Soveign Integral Network! 

pic.twitter.com/oIXhu30HFf

6/2/2019 10:27:07 AM toffer_anon_369  https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/461951475711606787/583676579666984970/Bigger_RoTK.png?fbclid=IwAR2NSdtDj-AO-

Hl9yuiIcXXpV0TtuAUAz4dheWP-EnsMGwKJxtt1waeTonk …

6/2/2019 10:56:38 AM richardhiatt16 We enjoyed this ALOT... It was FUN!

6/2/2019 12:16:43 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @40_head @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

1st tweet 5:50am, 2nd tweet 6:47am=52 min delta. 3rd tweet 12:39pm. 5:52hrs delta btwn 2nd & 3rd tweet. Pls chk accuracy. 

Entering all JP’s tweet into gematria = 3984 (jewish) there are several long terms U get bk...

6/2/2019 12:16:51 PM aprilbrown99 The one that caught my 👁 was a series of #s. 4505530030932733. 👀 like long/late to me. Looked it up various ways. See attached.  W/ Feinstein’s 

tweet entering “wildfires”= Jared Kushner (4 diff x) or Huawei or Moscow. Also got 999. Mirror?  Didn’t check HRCs tweet yet.

6/2/2019 12:17:48 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/y28Jvpy24L

6/2/2019 12:57:16 PM do_or_do_notty Financial Reset! Coming right up

6/2/2019 12:58:23 PM americanpetal I hope so!

6/2/2019 1:33:45 PM autochik631 What does NP stand for?ty

6/2/2019 2:17:12 PM vegone_ Merci pour le partage, j'aime aussi : @Thinker_View, @LeMediaTV, @Francois_Ruffin, @davduf, @LeJTerre, @JonPalais, @RosaBDB12, @GMeurice.

6/2/2019 3:23:04 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WTH where'd you go?

6/2/2019 5:44:48 PM drbohammer My uncle was in there in the early 1950’s, but it wasn’t via astral travel...

6/2/2019 6:32:15 PM duppytech Isn’t Stargate in the gulf of Aden? And why is global military still there?

6/2/2019 6:58:42 PM zagnett @POTUS, @SecretService, @NSA_QIL2, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Threat to Flynn above? 🤔

6/2/2019 7:48:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week coming up.

Gloves are off.

The world is watching.

Radio silence intentional.

For all who claimed Q was a LARP.

Watch out.

6/2/2019 7:48:30 PM trumps_all Wondering where you had been

6/2/2019 7:48:32 PM americanpetal Finally

6/2/2019 7:48:44 PM jeff57253103 Sounds like you know quite a bit

6/2/2019 7:48:45 PM aprilbrown99 I have missed you, MJ!

6/2/2019 7:49:13 PM dwilliswag We have been waiting patiently...

6/2/2019 7:49:17 PM americanpetal I’ve missed you!!

6/2/2019 7:49:21 PM aprilbrown99 Let’s do this! pic.twitter.com/O3gN8mE94O

6/2/2019 7:49:37 PM thekanehb What is this Called? Like if it was not in a movie what would they call it? A space station?

6/2/2019 7:49:58 PM jswdh1 LOVE IT!

6/2/2019 7:50:52 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/4NGdsCcXas

6/2/2019 7:51:15 PM laura_621 I’m ready. Sending out positive energy

6/2/2019 7:51:59 PM tarzan_08 Please please please let the shit hit the fan

6/2/2019 7:55:11 PM sparkleloung MJ I’m only on season 4... halfway...

6/2/2019 7:55:34 PM the_it_goddess Me too.

6/2/2019 7:57:44 PM enomai_ Love you all

6/2/2019 7:58:48 PM jared4liberty AG in Alaska for a “round table” in a roadless village via military transit? 🧐

6/2/2019 7:59:34 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGAWorldWide

6/2/2019 8:01:06 PM martisw1971 Praying 🙏 pic.twitter.com/gjQSjmuczF

6/2/2019 8:01:22 PM keith369me I can feel this truth in the core of my being...enjoy every day...July 4 is coming fast and a lot will happen between now and then.  It’s great to have a 

front row seat to this show...I feel as if I am a part of it!!!

6/2/2019 8:03:38 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Keith!  Good to see you!  🤗🥰

6/2/2019 8:06:08 PM keith369me Great too see you as well.  I have been busy with other soul’s 3D stuff, but higher dimensional “coincidences” keep finding me!  Ready for what’s next!!!



6/2/2019 8:06:20 PM mommahood777 That was part of it. Murdering thousands of people that day and destroying everything they did solved some of their problems, buried some of their 

crimes, opened the door for other agendas...it was huge.  We will NEVER forget...We will NEVER forgive.

6/2/2019 8:06:52 PM aprilbrown99 That sounds wonderful! So glad to hear it. 👍👍👍

6/2/2019 8:08:03 PM eyeleanover  pic.twitter.com/Mzj9fwe1Xj

6/2/2019 8:08:05 PM mommahood777 Welcome back! We've been watching and waiting for you!

Great tweet!

Do it Q!!!!!

6/2/2019 8:08:29 PM leelee19721  pic.twitter.com/D1gDptqV8B

6/2/2019 8:09:10 PM jonesy4671 Like this week or a week in the future

6/2/2019 8:14:08 PM mosslerrebecca Nancy Pelosi

6/2/2019 8:17:48 PM dbelanger63 I posted the same thing today on FACEBOOK ... It's so good to share the experience with the Patriot and Qanon family, personally all my family/friends 

are still sound asleep!! 

But it's like we are an extra in a huge motion picture or Novel.  Love it!

6/2/2019 8:21:51 PM mtldrmr83  pic.twitter.com/apL2ZP3hO6

6/2/2019 8:21:54 PM youstinksoap 🍿🍿🍿🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1135249668751929345?s=21 …

6/2/2019 8:25:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Not a coincidence you tweeted on a majestic date and time, is it?

6/2/2019 8:27:09 PM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/HSGMuSWDur

6/2/2019 8:28:05 PM madhopper59 🇺🇸🇺🇸 Incoming....... pic.twitter.com/U4UQcTGmB3

6/2/2019 8:28:17 PM gabrieldvine 2nd half of #GameofThrones sucked anyways

6/2/2019 8:28:32 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/jDNeXzF4QQ

6/2/2019 8:29:10 PM sherikowal Just learning about Q, so will be interesting to see what happens .

6/2/2019 8:31:18 PM johnhammar94 Any comment on July 4th happenings?

6/2/2019 8:31:57 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf Let's see what habbens

6/2/2019 8:33:10 PM rembrandt_1981 Interesting!

6/2/2019 8:33:17 PM jim_courtney •6/2 “Did The Government Just Test The Internet Kill Switch?”

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-06-02/did-government-just-test-internet-kill-switch …

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

”Big week coming up.

Gloves are...  https://twitter.com/truthanon17/status/1135291584621289472?s=21 …

6/2/2019 8:34:31 PM the_loveoflight Fisa declass!!

6/2/2019 8:36:54 PM sunnydupree Ready with popcorn

6/2/2019 8:38:09 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/bog0x3WXG6

6/2/2019 8:40:13 PM decodematrix No spoilers.

6/2/2019 8:42:41 PM identityasxy .

Stroppy Me comments an interesting 4 chan post that is good news for those who have diligently followed developments across a number of topics.  

Exciting times ! https://youtu.be/pXZqibVEGIM 

6/2/2019 8:42:52 PM _the_psychonaut For the newcomers. 

#QArmy pic.twitter.com/YPiZdqPk2U

6/2/2019 8:43:09 PM lbf777 Why are you against them when you both have the same goals of ending the deep state? I don’t get it.

6/2/2019 8:44:57 PM lbf777 Let’s make it a good week. 🤠🤞

6/2/2019 8:49:02 PM tanhaley  pic.twitter.com/aDUUfWmU0y

6/2/2019 8:50:02 PM boston_ferns DS needs taken down a peg or 10. Something needs to move, ppl are getting discouraged. I'd wager AG vacay was a respite before the big BOOM! - 

and he will need it.

6/2/2019 8:50:03 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/Vv1SRpLEeS

6/2/2019 8:51:32 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/V2Nn710VQ5

6/2/2019 8:51:42 PM djlok We've been trained well, haven't we? 😄😄😄

6/2/2019 8:57:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Q is vanilla disclosure compared to MJ12 IMO

6/2/2019 9:03:31 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Been missing this account glad to at least a teaser

6/2/2019 9:15:35 PM wonderswords Yeah, trying to figure that out as well. But Alaska has more UFO abductions reported than any other state as well

6/2/2019 9:25:40 PM stormisuponus 👍🇺🇸

6/2/2019 9:28:33 PM mrwhite90864194 ThanQ 🍿🍿🇺🇸

6/2/2019 9:32:59 PM verfolg Exciting ☺🇱🇷

6/2/2019 9:35:45 PM ezdoesit_ Wizards and warlocks ✨

6/2/2019 9:39:01 PM brandonmcumber You sound like EyeTheSpy.

6/2/2019 9:41:58 PM restart_qpersia When are we going to see Iran's deep state exposed?

6/2/2019 9:43:12 PM karvilla96 Yeah wondered about that and why....

6/2/2019 9:52:53 PM bubblibev Welcome to WWG1WGA!!

6/2/2019 9:56:43 PM sarahrosie5 DECLAS

6/2/2019 9:57:46 PM zagnett Can't we all just give the poor letter a chance? 🤔😉😎

Welcome back MJs!

6/2/2019 10:00:19 PM lori_dee1 It's like knowing Christmas is a month away and you want a hint about the gifts you are getting. 😊

6/2/2019 10:00:46 PM 808jd Let's go! pic.twitter.com/wyQva9rPQL

6/2/2019 10:01:47 PM menandwomen123 Always upcoming.  Next week.  Soon.  Wake me when there are arrests.

6/2/2019 10:02:34 PM aprilbrown99 Is it possible to locate the IP address?

6/2/2019 10:03:47 PM lori_dee1 Damn it! The truth about 9/11 still gets me every time I think about it. 😡

6/2/2019 10:06:01 PM lori_dee1 She is out of control...she also wants to abolish the Electoral College and change the law so that a sitting President can be impeached. PANIC in DC! 

🍿😎

6/2/2019 10:07:00 PM ohs4trump Will your account be deleted once the plan succeeds?

6/2/2019 10:09:38 PM quantum172 This? pic.twitter.com/DRcnd27Q9Y

6/2/2019 10:10:24 PM lori_dee1 Tweets 584

Following 0

Followers 0

Yeah, I'm thinking ALICE!! 😉

6/2/2019 10:12:48 PM djlok Same comms as Soren. Fake account.

6/2/2019 10:13:52 PM ginaacoburn1 💖🇺🇸👍🚂🚃🚃🚃🚃🚃

6/2/2019 10:20:34 PM newyorker66 Cant wait!

6/2/2019 10:22:39 PM newyorker66 Love that emoji. Super awesome dude. Hahaha.

6/2/2019 10:23:49 PM newyorker66  pic.twitter.com/MDaBp9wgFd

6/2/2019 10:24:07 PM goodmedicine4us #DoItQ

6/2/2019 10:29:47 PM bastanito Hey Joe, watch what you're saying. Jack might not like it and will sus* ur acc*

6/2/2019 10:34:18 PM carolin15161363 Praying our President is insulated and safe while overseas.

What was the significance of the Lincoln Theater awards gala right before they departed? Message?



6/2/2019 10:40:21 PM jollyrob2 ✨💫✨ pic.twitter.com/IeZUMpczjs

6/2/2019 10:47:19 PM lori_dee1 We have eyes on the 🎯

6/2/2019 10:48:45 PM lori_dee1 Must have been something you said! Well done PJ! 😂

6/2/2019 10:53:48 PM restart_qpersia He is working with globalists, he is working with IRGC and Democrats in USA he is againts Israel and supports Muslims.

@restartleader is our leader, #restart_opposition is supported by #QAnon.

6/2/2019 10:56:27 PM johnny_fargo Releasing Sen. Lisa Murkowski from C@bal.

6/2/2019 10:58:33 PM aprilbrown99 And yours. I see all.

6/2/2019 11:02:41 PM heartsscales Thank you for clearing that up.

6/2/2019 11:03:43 PM heartsscales [[C]]

6/2/2019 11:07:13 PM aprilbrown99 AND = DNA

6/2/2019 11:07:27 PM bubblibev 1.  Sheri, if you’re looking for help, Praying Medic has 2 videos on “Q for beginners”.  They set a rough foundation to understand Q’s comms. Along with 

hours of research and double checking Q’s sources, I about fell out of my chair when POTUS used the term “tip top” during his

6/2/2019 11:11:17 PM bubblibev 2018 Easter address from the WH to those who attended. I knew an anon had asked for the President to confirm Q by saying those exact words. And a 

white rabbit was standing behind POTUS. Q had said, “Follow the White Rabbit”. That did it for me.

6/2/2019 11:16:58 PM bubblibev Enjoy your journey. It’s amazing!

6/2/2019 11:18:20 PM 7alon I guess very soon we'll find out if this acc is a larp or not as well.. pic.twitter.com/bna7bnHRSz

6/2/2019 11:19:32 PM shravaka OPTICS!

6/2/2019 11:21:02 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/WJadrXgHym

6/2/2019 11:21:31 PM aprilbrown99 My hero is my President.

6/2/2019 11:22:52 PM aprilbrown99 Please enlighten me.

6/2/2019 11:30:20 PM nancyddb Will do.

6/2/2019 11:35:52 PM aprilbrown99 You disabled @sren1171. Proves you are connected. ✔️ pic.twitter.com/kzWRrws6WE

6/2/2019 11:36:30 PM quarkey17 Please pray for this mother and daughter

6/2/2019 11:38:27 PM quarkey17  https://www.facebook.com/aVOICEforVAIL/ 

6/2/2019 11:38:42 PM quarkey17 Please pray for this mother and daughter

 https://www.facebook.com/aVOICEforVAIL/ 

6/2/2019 11:43:27 PM aprilbrown99 Well that worked out well. 🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/O949lryvMv

6/2/2019 11:43:48 PM areckoningday Indeed https://twitter.com/AReckoningDay/status/1135430553111617536?s=20 …

6/2/2019 11:53:57 PM usss_211 Praying for our President, his family and those who guard and protect him..

Remember he did all of this for US... 

We must give positive vibrations to all involved who are keeping our  not just the country but if you look at it..  the world safe.

6/3/2019 12:14:44 AM therealbigneum Keep hearing this the pain comes and its not coming lol

6/3/2019 1:32:37 AM laughingwolf11 Yes. We can confirm. And you’re right to question. No US AG has EVER visited a village, let alone 3. After the first conference in ANC, he was no where 

to be found after CBS for dinner. He also didn’t pick the most expensive hotels and road military cargo in jumpseat.

6/3/2019 1:38:04 AM laughingwolf11 US AG Barr was given lunch. Hell! He was given a handmade kuspuk. Trust me, he wasn’t without people wanting to feed him. It was a big deal for 

many. Native rape and murder could of been solved thousands of years ago w/o money. Native on Native violence. Many mixed-Native.

6/3/2019 1:40:52 AM laughingwolf11 3/4th plus of Alaska is roadless. Now the Northwest Passage is open to cruise ships. Many aircraft lost even from military radar. Never found. 8% 

missing, never found. Alaska has strong relationship w/ Russian people, not oligarchs. We wonder as you do.

6/3/2019 1:44:27 AM laughingwolf11 Washington DC - it’s gonna be YUUUUGE!  Military massive parade still on. Worth going. The vibe is going to be amazing. Something one of a kind 

American.

6/3/2019 1:47:01 AM laughingwolf11 Ready for Barr-B-Que!

6/3/2019 2:32:31 AM arunprakash4 Internet shutdown imminent?

@StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QDrop #1043 

#qanon

Pics will surface of Hussein holding AK47 in tribal attire.

One of many.

Net shut down.

Q pic.twitter.com/jaroMTtgaF
6/3/2019 2:37:30 AM laneylane25 Amen🙏🇺🇸

6/3/2019 3:19:27 AM robertg02229481 To hell with your big week coming, you need to wake up

6/3/2019 3:30:37 AM styxman500 #gotpopcorn pic.twitter.com/dhxxdpWRV5

6/3/2019 3:37:15 AM nanablue37 Can you explain? Please?

6/3/2019 3:43:55 AM blsdbe ThanQ 🥰🥰🥰 pic.twitter.com/A7reLx5DTZ

6/3/2019 3:45:15 AM 369gwh Some have known since July 2016.

Over and Out.

PS - To everyone, "Patience grasshoppers ... patience."

6/3/2019 3:47:49 AM 369gwh YES!

We are going to celebrate our country's 243rd birthday, Independence Day!

I swear, we don't look a day older than 150, we are aging well.

Sorry, too easy.

6/3/2019 3:51:39 AM blsdbe #Majestic

6/3/2019 3:54:07 AM 369gwh Alaska is gematria for Superman!

No, it's not.

But something is up, because honestly, why would Barr have any reason to go to Alaska?

Trout fishing, hunting, sure? But NOT in the middle of the 2nd American Revolution!

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#ObamaSpyGate

#ObamaGayScandal

#MAGA pic.twitter.com/yuiAE7mSh2
6/3/2019 4:00:08 AM nanablue37 Fascinating stuff. Can't wait.

6/3/2019 4:02:09 AM blsdbe SO BE IT AND SO IT IS!!!



6/3/2019 4:03:55 AM blsdbe Wow. Can you link the source of your quote please?

6/3/2019 4:10:41 AM awake369wwg1wga 🇬🇾SOUTH AFRICA🇬🇾

Who is behind the farm murders?

Where is the world on this?!!

@realDonaldTrump

@LisaMay62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@M2Madness

@dbongino

@IngrahamAngle

@goodmedicine4us

@Education4Libs

@true_pundit https://youtu.be/9f6kiCqyXy4 
6/3/2019 4:26:03 AM 369gwh Go to 8ch.

Pic is of 8ch boards page.

Boards on this page relate to Q.

Main board is the one w/Iwo Jima US Flag/outlined orange.

Each board totals out at 751 posts (blue), gets archived & rotates right & down.

Green is board #'s.

 https://8ch.net/qresearch/catalog.html …

 http://www.qmap.pub  pic.twitter.com/0kaHifHkJy
6/3/2019 4:26:51 AM dveritate not the correct season for hunting

6/3/2019 4:36:17 AM cryptogamer11 June 6 6 pm?  666 taking it back?

6/3/2019 5:20:07 AM qe1stafford POTUS is abroad

6/3/2019 5:32:22 AM jimisroomufotv Still in data gathering mode. Provides additional analysis.  https://www.veteranstoday.com/2018/09/25/the-secret-history-of-9-11/ …

6/3/2019 5:40:45 AM anneolsen43 Will we see or know this week? Big things happen and we don’t hear of them

6/3/2019 6:07:01 AM gregg98290870 Let's do this!

6/3/2019 6:07:55 AM mongrelglory I was wondering if you would weigh in on what was happening MJ12. 😊 So nice to hear from you!  Excitement is in the air.  I just hope any potential 

for violence can be kept to a minimum. 🙏

6/3/2019 6:10:47 AM mongrelglory  http://Qmap.pub  has a lot of good resources and information if you click on the links on the left. Welcome!  WWG1WGA!

6/3/2019 6:18:29 AM identityasxy .

Correction https://youtu.be/EPrGey3tAw0 

6/3/2019 6:20:46 AM nurseniceyes Is it still on?

6/3/2019 6:30:53 AM mongrelglory Imagine how I feel about 3/11 (Fukushima). Death toll was over 18,000 including my nephew's healthy Japanese grandmother who developed a brain 

tumour 2 years after the nuclear meltdown.  (The plant was sabotaged by Israeli "security") 😡 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/mar/21/japan-earthquake-death-toll-18000 …

6/3/2019 6:40:55 AM realityloominng Google outage? Cabal or Alliance?

6/3/2019 6:42:47 AM plankownercvn71 👍🛠🇺🇸

6/3/2019 6:45:46 AM bethlahem16 🚨🚨🚨 I was up a patriot alert patriot alert see something say something🚨🚨🚨 pic.twitter.com/pjtXTpzj5Q

6/3/2019 6:46:31 AM mega17q  pic.twitter.com/oGVDcU0hXO

6/3/2019 6:52:24 AM jm4n I'll have to read the rest of that later. Just starting with the first 6 paragraphs it looks like a lot went into it. From people with access to information you 

can't find on Google.

6/3/2019 6:53:56 AM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/6TlkXSpGht

6/3/2019 7:02:28 AM realityloominng Awesome!

6/3/2019 7:04:13 AM lori_dee1 This is so sad and disgusting. Here is yet another example of crimes against humanity. 😪

6/3/2019 7:07:45 AM realityloominng Haha I respect your patience and zen! In my case, that's the yuuugest understatement I've seen in a while 😄❤️

6/3/2019 7:19:14 AM liltilgerlil Welcome back MJ. Good to see you. God Bless you.

6/3/2019 7:35:29 AM flashlightnings That’s worth a RT! Agreed!

6/3/2019 7:35:49 AM enomai_ Cloned?

6/3/2019 7:44:46 AM enomai_ Any pics related to the room, or view from room or anything close to this? ty you in advance

6/3/2019 7:45:23 AM realityloominng This fits me better https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yijQXDtxgic …

6/3/2019 7:49:53 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1130692329977917440?s=21 …

6/3/2019 7:56:26 AM mz_nubbie Bye bye Google.

6/3/2019 8:04:17 AM enomai_ So, they killed forrestal to take over the MJ12? and, probably others, as well.

6/3/2019 8:04:54 AM enomai_ Funny story, however, we win.

6/3/2019 8:06:38 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/w03fFDSRfU

6/3/2019 8:20:35 AM egelone Great to hear this. Can't wait!!!

6/3/2019 8:22:24 AM dynamicres Much much cheaper than either of those, can still conduct, but also this... so if we don't have a mag field for a bit... it might come in handy maybe? Are 

they tin-foil hatting the globe? 😅 https://emfadvice.com/aluminum-foil-block-emf-radiation/ …

6/3/2019 8:27:54 AM 369gwh * CORRECTION 

~ BLUE highlight #'s are the board #'s.

~ GREEN highlighted #'s are the total number of posts completed on each board.

~ Thanks...

6/3/2019 8:30:09 AM walden70 Wonder where the rest of the guys in the picture ended up?

6/3/2019 8:40:21 AM enomai_ Are you good with numbers?

6/3/2019 8:50:56 AM covertress No. Another incarnation of F. Another human he chose to BE.

6/3/2019 8:51:04 AM saradutt1 Hope so!

6/3/2019 9:06:33 AM enomai_ Sorry for the question mark.

It was a polite mark to show respect. However, cloned.

6/3/2019 9:08:49 AM jaspony1 To bad time is an illusion...

Every time I am about to red-pill some peeps that big things are about to happen and I lose them because nothing happens... I know its going to 

happen, its just not going to be anytime soon 🤪🙄🤔

6/3/2019 9:17:35 AM lifeisaaax3  pic.twitter.com/gDT3NhItat

6/3/2019 9:17:39 AM lori_dee1 LOLOLOL! 😂😂😂😂 Agnes is THE cutest thing ever!

BTW my hubby calls me Lucy! 😉

6/3/2019 9:59:15 AM tinareneemoore  pic.twitter.com/u0XMcev5So



6/3/2019 10:06:25 AM 369gwh A bit more info on 8ch for all things Q, anons, autists, digging, etc. 

Always start here on the catalog page.

All boards shown as rectangle boxes.

You can easily locate/find the most recent & active live qresearch general board on the top row.

More notes on graphic. pic.twitter.com/8Wx1Ylv9XW

6/3/2019 10:42:54 AM aprilbrown99 I love that cute cartoon and...sadly...I can see all the symbolism in that two minute clip.  Our eyes can’t unsee. 😞 {heavy sign}

6/3/2019 10:58:13 AM mongrelglory I love Agnes and her unicorn too! 😊

I choose to ignore any implied occult meaning.

6/3/2019 11:02:38 AM doyouminecrypto make sure to learn about the techniques, built by the powers at be, to control dissemination of information in order to control a populations interests 

and perspectives. #industryq is what they called this plan 50 years ago.

6/3/2019 11:51:06 AM catruthseeker not obama though? doesn't look like him as a kid

6/3/2019 12:03:21 PM lawofoneblueavi Agreed noooo

6/3/2019 12:09:37 PM rezinated1 Ama??? Need to ask about 8/11 this year!!!

6/3/2019 12:20:17 PM realityloominng 😍 pic.twitter.com/b5bVEgX2Sa

6/3/2019 12:23:35 PM tamravee Glad the impaler bloodline in TRANSYLVANIA direct descendent. YEP DRACULA

6/3/2019 12:23:59 PM tamravee locusts from the PIT

6/3/2019 12:25:05 PM tamravee children of the serpent? pic.twitter.com/mBHViPNxBy

6/3/2019 12:28:20 PM tamravee My old friend #4 had an assignment to hold back entities at an underground opening in Ireland . He said that he was told it would be a 4 year battle but 

eventually they surface.  Definitely a highly intelligent super soldier . (I saw proof that scared the holy ____ OUTTA me.

6/3/2019 12:28:53 PM tamravee REAL SCARY if you really go deep

6/3/2019 12:43:59 PM kathleen3693693 Denali national park VERY active...could be major (?) or minor (?) base of terrestrial operations... Antarctica base probably the largest.

Ever since I was 2-3 yrs old, I've always wanted to go home to Antarctica. Not sure why it suggests home. I'd go right now if I could.

6/3/2019 12:44:34 PM n7guardiananon Many reasons:

Gobekli Tepe

Imperial Library of Constantinople, last of the great libraries of the ancient world. after the destruction of the Great Library of Alexandria and other 

ancient libraries it preserved the knowledge of the ancient Greeks and Romans for almost 1,000 years

6/3/2019 12:47:27 PM starehope I heard or read that President Trump is going to introduce someone we have been waiting to see. Or something to that effect.

6/3/2019 1:25:26 PM fashionabanon Amazing!

6/3/2019 1:28:44 PM mva_r  https://twitter.com/MvaRogier/status/1070346542052204546 …

6/3/2019 1:29:13 PM mva_r  https://twitter.com/MvaRogier/status/1070686268395261953 …

6/3/2019 1:30:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week... it's coming... https://twitter.com/mateagold/status/1135629040595951621 …

6/3/2019 1:31:30 PM mva_r Newspaper labeled it RACIST

Erasmus work is parked in a Philosophy 101 class....

Even toadya Royals show no sign of understanding Erasmus work related to raising a Christian Prince

6/3/2019 1:31:47 PM allard41980 Ohhhh BUBBA,  your new girlfriend has arrived.

6/3/2019 1:31:49 PM chadmcgregory Last "Big week" nothing happened. Just to remind you

6/3/2019 1:32:24 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍👊👊👊💪💪💪👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/o0Ywk5BXWc

6/3/2019 1:32:36 PM jvan125 😆

6/3/2019 1:33:46 PM kindeandtrue Why was @SecPompeo at Bilderberg?

6/3/2019 1:34:35 PM aprilbrown99 One of the 190,000 indictments? Now we are talking!

6/3/2019 1:35:24 PM robinreitsma1 let 'er rip! 👀

6/3/2019 1:38:00 PM kindeandtrue Another puzzler: Why did @POTUS demand that Russia and Syria stop bombing Al-Qaeda jihadi terrorists in Idlib province? 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1135332642851893250 …

6/3/2019 1:38:44 PM zack_stone Stargate?

6/3/2019 1:38:51 PM lavenderlives Love this thread ! 💕👏💕👏

6/3/2019 1:39:08 PM ragevirusqq Will pyramid technology be making a comeback?

6/3/2019 1:39:43 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/KMsRLCJZ1K

6/3/2019 1:39:51 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115625832452624384 …

6/3/2019 1:41:12 PM 92michael It’s about to bust wide open! Fasten your seatbelts! Don your helmets! Keep both arms inside the vehicle at all times! Justice is about to go ultra-sonic!

6/3/2019 1:43:30 PM aprilbrown99 Nice one HawkGirl!  👍👍👍

6/3/2019 1:44:54 PM eileen_ironic And they clipped him at the airport...

6/3/2019 1:45:01 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe wrapping up some financial details?

6/3/2019 1:45:43 PM aprilbrown99 Optics?

6/3/2019 1:53:33 PM iamyou132 We’ve been ready and waiting Mj

6/3/2019 1:55:02 PM semper37ify Question: Why did Andrew McCabe address DAG Sally Yates (now former) in an email exchange as "HE?" I already know the answer, just thought it'd 

be nice for others to ponder...... pic.twitter.com/1rFrSuvFIX

6/3/2019 1:55:19 PM daveo6145 Friends close, enemies closer

6/3/2019 1:59:42 PM starehope Wow! Unbelievable, yet fascinating. 

Save the Date - July 4, 2019! 

Forget the 🍔 🍗 🍉 🍝.

6/3/2019 2:01:16 PM olimyracle 💞 pic.twitter.com/29i1mTMPM7

6/3/2019 2:02:28 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/3ElEQzbDnU

6/3/2019 2:03:56 PM andrewlli Hammer time!

6/3/2019 2:13:12 PM identityasxy .

interesting follow up to specific citation noted in the Anon's post (see above Stroppy Me youtube post).

 https://projectavalon.net/forum/showthread.php?t=17724 …

6/3/2019 2:14:49 PM deadi42 Excellent.... comment of the day !!!

6/3/2019 2:17:48 PM deadi42 Looks like a Hillaryfish !!

6/3/2019 2:20:54 PM qaphsiel17 Dropping the human trafficking and the pedo stuff. To ugly to hide. People must see. People must change.

6/3/2019 2:29:28 PM jimisroomufotv Thats the point brother. Still wrapping my head around. Btw... Recommendation on best VPN?  Cheers

6/3/2019 2:32:45 PM realeyethespy 117 233

6/3/2019 2:36:48 PM bdab28 That was my EXACT thought when i saw there were 17 counts!! ThanQ for confirmation!! Trust the plan Patriots

6/3/2019 2:37:38 PM bdab28 Lol what a coinky dink right?

6/3/2019 2:43:04 PM roaminnoodle Bye, bye [GOOG]...!!!

Cc: @NSA_QIL2, @ROYALMRBADNEWS, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/whZcfsndSc

6/3/2019 2:52:37 PM 65zzzzz_1  pic.twitter.com/jG1ZwhnMJZ



6/3/2019 2:52:56 PM nikoscali How many others had the same kind of material on their phones?? #WeHaveItAll

6/3/2019 2:54:22 PM gailgadawgs Oh my! Who would've thunked it. One of Muellers witnesses?

6/3/2019 2:56:59 PM blsdbe @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This is an EXCELLENT thread on the #NXVIM trial. Heads up. 💥🙏💥

6/3/2019 3:07:02 PM youstinksoap I read it as the fisa target is a he...I could be wrong though.

6/3/2019 3:19:11 PM cledrordfishing I can't wait for some

BOOM!!! pic.twitter.com/bKFosBD0Ev

6/3/2019 3:19:43 PM jrocktigers And 45 is overseas....💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

6/3/2019 3:29:17 PM daveschroeder18 Let it pour

6/3/2019 3:47:55 PM rosesrred0119 Boom week ahead!

6/3/2019 4:04:16 PM agooddying  pic.twitter.com/XSIYOabte6

6/3/2019 4:16:44 PM magaglam Can you please tell us more about the RV ? pic.twitter.com/vqutI0dTOC

6/3/2019 4:30:33 PM tncharlene She is a transgender?

6/3/2019 4:43:55 PM ittybittygritty  https://twitter.com/JohnWHuber/status/1135642523622346752 … a thread tying Enron with attorney and others on the slimy team

6/3/2019 4:58:20 PM semper37ify Bingo! Think Michael Obama 2. There is one such entity that can enter our human dimension through an open portal. Can anyone guess the 

manufactured human condition needed in order for a demon to infiltrate the physical vessel of a human? What agenda are [they] pushing feverishly?

6/3/2019 5:08:46 PM semper37ify Listen carefully for the disclosure straight from DJT. https://twitter.com/semper37ify/status/1133814626804805635?s=20 …

6/3/2019 5:11:06 PM gratis_cattus Nope

6/3/2019 5:14:16 PM jm4n The one I use is free & combines VPN technology with SSH & HTTP proxy to provide uncensored internet access. It was designed for people in places 

like China. It can lag but there are setting tweaks to help with that.

 https://www.psiphon3.com/en/index.html 

6/3/2019 5:23:51 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1135703541509763072?s=19 …

6/3/2019 5:31:15 PM bugsaregross  pic.twitter.com/rZD9GaZBNS

6/3/2019 5:46:21 PM enomai_ God Bless America

6/3/2019 5:50:01 PM laughingwolf11 We believe so. We haven’t been told differently since it was mentioned it was a GO.

6/3/2019 5:55:41 PM yinzstillers AND part of Trumps transition team, but that doesn't count because you all are so hypocritically biased is laughable

6/3/2019 5:57:06 PM yinzstillers Wheres your mention of him being on Trumps transition team? This is why no one takes y'all seriously

6/3/2019 6:02:16 PM mommahood777 This is as loud as it's gonna get until the pop names start going down..don't poopoo the mood and momentum! This was Q info many months 

ago...we're getting there! The "Ray Chan" stuff coming soon...

6/3/2019 6:04:18 PM chadmcgregory No idea what anything in this tweet means

6/3/2019 6:18:04 PM howdoyoumakeah1 from wiki "Nader is an adviser to Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan of the United Arab Emirates and a consultant to Blackwater founder 

Erik Prince."  EP...

6/3/2019 6:18:30 PM mommahood777 anons know...

6/3/2019 6:20:34 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Nader_(businessman) …

6/3/2019 6:21:55 PM aprilbrown99 Yep. Wait and see ALICE. There is no hiding for you. #PanicInDC

6/3/2019 6:25:26 PM blsdbe But You Are? #Arkancide @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/3/2019 6:49:26 PM semper37ify Matrix-1999 Neo "Bake your noodle." 

In the context of the movie, it appears to mean "disturb you." pic.twitter.com/7bI6MMHbNo

6/3/2019 7:26:15 PM crypto_boa We already knew about Nader being into children, we didn't know there was a sealed indictment but I won't consider this Big news, we need some of 

these rat bastards to get indicted....lets goooooooo....

6/3/2019 7:29:28 PM galaxiegalca Doesn't look like the internet shut down, or anyone even noticed your #fakenews

6/3/2019 7:32:32 PM arunprakash4 Who knows? Perhaps only Q knows. Exciting times for sure..

6/3/2019 7:46:15 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Tz95O710WA

6/3/2019 7:46:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Not true. Most are bigger picture types who seek truth, justice and desire to root out all evil and elites. It doesn’t matter what side of te aisle you lean.

6/3/2019 7:55:12 PM maharacat Oooops‼️💥

6/3/2019 8:02:52 PM arunprakash4 You yawn because you're asleep.

6/3/2019 8:16:54 PM reneesamshaffer Anyone know who took the picture?

6/3/2019 8:18:20 PM jrocktigers Chelsea

6/3/2019 8:30:12 PM nullanon12 Adguard with Tor VPN, works like your a ghost

6/3/2019 8:30:25 PM joinna6 #nancypelosi #notCali. #Majority

6/3/2019 10:01:11 PM dubiboat Not a match pic.twitter.com/D4fJvkIaJx

6/3/2019 10:41:59 PM arrowsmithdoug  pic.twitter.com/E9wz6BmIkz

6/3/2019 10:45:45 PM twitsareangry Good.  Get on with it.  I don't mean to tell you how to do your jobs, but a lot of my work picking through the rubble and bandaging the wounded can't 

start until you're done.

6/4/2019 1:18:02 AM stormystorm10 Interesting to see what else happens this week

6/4/2019 1:27:08 AM rqsaeid They never thinking.

The End is near.

#QAnon #RestartMIGA @qanon76

6/4/2019 2:03:43 AM cynthiamorrow8 Gesara

6/4/2019 2:17:33 AM sunnydkelleu WWG1WGA    God Bless President Trump and Q.  and Qanons.

6/4/2019 4:07:23 AM erikstonebraker So when is the internet supposed to shut down? Nice try, bot.

6/4/2019 4:38:46 AM yinzstillers He hired him. He hired and paid him money

6/4/2019 4:42:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Relevant to yesterday. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066855934109130753 …

6/4/2019 4:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065447896772943877?s=21 …

6/4/2019 4:45:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Which would also match up to the Q clock post about “blackout necessary.”

6/4/2019 4:46:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, 45 needs to be out of the country for certain things to happen in the background.

6/4/2019 4:49:13 AM aprilbrown99 Timing is everything. I woke up early just to see this post. Good morning MJ (or afternoon where you are). Please be safe. 🥰🥰🥰

6/4/2019 4:50:02 AM dls00741 are you referring to something of a financial nature?

6/4/2019 4:50:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 The moons are rising shortly.

6/4/2019 4:51:47 AM aprilbrown99 God bless you and everything you are doing for this planet. I love you all very much.

6/4/2019 4:52:32 AM hawkgirlinmn “In the background.” Noted.

6/4/2019 4:53:01 AM djlok I did too.  I would say weird how that happens... But I think it's more Majestic than weird!!!

#Qanon

6/4/2019 4:53:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening is a LARP to Fake News, which is why these kinds of misleading headlines are propaganda. Millions are aware of Q, millions are 

skeptical until __/__/____ takes place. Once it does, the OLD GUARD will be destroyed permanently followed by prosecutions. 

https://twitter.com/nytdavidbrooks/status/1135723739923042305 …

6/4/2019 4:53:50 AM tayo_joachim 45 and Family!

6/4/2019 4:54:08 AM hawkgirlinmn I would think a blackout would make sense. For the sake of 45 and crew security alone.  A huge delegation went to visit Buckingham Palace.

6/4/2019 4:54:14 AM zacharyscott6  pic.twitter.com/GXPF5HDkDN

6/4/2019 4:54:17 AM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakening



6/4/2019 4:54:34 AM noidaho_gal Has he signed the papers? Yeah nudd! We're ready! Bring it! @SkiesStromie @LoveBling6

6/4/2019 4:55:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Major propaganda. I know plenty of Gen Z kids that are already conservative.

6/4/2019 4:55:25 AM usss_211 Thank God... the Old Guard has ruined this planet!

6/4/2019 4:56:01 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, Majestic indeed. Good morning David!  🥰🤗

6/4/2019 4:57:26 AM splucas22 Will people know soon?

6/4/2019 4:58:39 AM djlok Good morning!  Nice to be Awake for #TheGreatAwakening!!!

😄😄😄

❤️❤️❤️

😍😍😍

6/4/2019 4:59:12 AM keith369me @nytdavidbrooks step out of your New York artificial energy and feel the energy of the rest of the planet.  Breathe fresh air and fill your mind with 

something other than artificial stimuli.  Then you might have a chance at awakening.

6/4/2019 5:00:22 AM keith369me Could very well be unless timelines shift.  The Earth is ready for this transition

6/4/2019 5:00:57 AM enj0ythesh0w he is well insulated by the PATRIOTS in control & the millions of PRAYERS we are sending his way! #ThankQ 😉

6/4/2019 5:01:02 AM covertress Which is your favorite moon?

Mine's Mimas.

6/4/2019 5:02:08 AM keith369me I have three young adult free thinkers that do not identify as conservative.  They definitely don’t identify as liberal...they identify as 

themselves...groupthink for them is plain stupid!

6/4/2019 5:02:13 AM aprilbrown99 Good catch! My eyes are still sleepy and missed the plurality. 🥴

6/4/2019 5:03:20 AM melanieanders7 I have a feeling many of us aren’t from here originally. We heard the call and came to help. I know that feeling you speak of, from my place of origin in 

Procyon. I miss my home, too. You aren’t alone.

6/4/2019 5:03:47 AM keith369me Lots of good things are initiated during overseas road trips...often while in the sky. Sky Event?

6/4/2019 5:04:15 AM hawkgirlinmn That’s a good thing! Congratulations 🎊

6/4/2019 5:05:11 AM taradea08775439 GCR?

6/4/2019 5:05:34 AM alexandercody7 Does the info provided here have to do with your kill switch?

Was that a test? 

Any hints 4 us? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-06-02/did-government-just-test-internet-kill-switch …

6/4/2019 5:06:04 AM keith369me The Nader news is going to open floodgates

6/4/2019 5:07:31 AM keith369me It’s more prevalent than one might think....except in big cities where the energy keeps it from happening

6/4/2019 5:08:02 AM ragevirusqq Classification is segregation. An awakened mind doesn’t identify as anything but themself and love. We are rising above these old partisan methods of 

division.

6/4/2019 5:09:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think 🇨🇳 

Think logically.

Who has a vested interest in preventing the dissemination of what is to come?

Tests matter.

6/4/2019 5:11:06 AM crypto_boa nothing significant will happen this week or ever to the Deep State. Maybe some periphery individuals but not the main characters and def not Clinton, 

Obama....

6/4/2019 5:11:33 AM keith369me That would be the enslavers and those that think that they control the flow of information.  They can kill it, but the information will flow Telepathically 

to many of us.

6/4/2019 5:13:42 AM theappraizer So yeah, I've watched and hung on every piece of fear mongering out there on YT & I am officially frozen in place. After I'm evicted from lost income, 

will you deactivate all LEOs so I can go live off the land? 

Trees, cabin, axe, chainsaws, gun, bow, arrows, fire. Ya know?

6/4/2019 5:14:11 AM keith369me Didn’t look at Twitter for 12 hours prior to “feeling the desire” to check @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweets immediately after today’s Tweets started.  PING

6/4/2019 5:14:11 AM 4albradley Let the Hood Times Roll

6/4/2019 5:15:47 AM myavorshak Am I just nuts or are the days longer than normal by like 20- 30min? had daylight until like 920pm last night. usually that's like mid June sunset times 

around here in Illinois?

6/4/2019 5:16:44 AM alexandercody7 Results to be expected this week or should I look into the past?

Hope I don't screw any operation by revealing this or other info.. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/06R6YxNqRS

6/4/2019 5:18:38 AM djlok #Majestic!!!

6/4/2019 5:18:49 AM pauliepg11111 GOOG

6/4/2019 5:21:41 AM alexandercody7 Since time is an illusion and I live in it being held back by my beliefs, do I statistically help noticeably if for example I prayed and meditated yesterday on 

03.06.[12]?

How can I help more to unlock __/__/___?

#WWG1WGA

6/4/2019 5:22:00 AM worldracketlon 4th July 2019? pic.twitter.com/GpqiFq4BBx

6/4/2019 5:22:45 AM dls00741 I typed in the code above to a DDG search engine.  Top 2 results led to  http://WWW.SEC.GOV  archives.  Both Supernus Pharmaceuticals and Reynolds 

American (cigarettes) showed up.  Hmmmmm...

6/4/2019 5:22:52 AM aprilbrown99 Today the Earth moon moves from Gemini to Cancer at 4:17 pm UTC / 9:17 am PST / 12:17 pm EST. Majestic!  Emotions will run very high. It will be a 

great show. 🍿🍿🍿

6/4/2019 5:25:51 AM stormwatcher65 Waiting.....not patiently...but waiting nonetheless.

6/4/2019 5:26:02 AM aprilbrown99 🤗

6/4/2019 5:27:35 AM aprilbrown99 Although time is an illusion, it feels time has shifted. Merging timelines perhaps?

6/4/2019 5:32:48 AM mrblbrettish Bill Cooper called this sort of thing a "stress test" in his book.

6/4/2019 5:34:22 AM bbobbio71 Can I get a HELL YA!

6/4/2019 5:35:29 AM roublisa Beautifully said💓💓💓

6/4/2019 5:36:34 AM vintagesquirrel Oh, go play with your imaginary money. 😄

6/4/2019 5:39:34 AM alinahere It's all one Big Net. They will all pay for THEIR #CrimesAgainstChildren 👈👀 &  #CrimesAgainstHumanity pic.twitter.com/CnZgDjEKRV

6/4/2019 5:39:42 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/uHMrfel45B

6/4/2019 5:40:00 AM bbobbio71 someone tried to hide something...

6/4/2019 5:41:17 AM egelone TRUMP 2020!! MAGA!! I really can't wait. I have been waiting for too damn long. It is about time. Justice will be served

6/4/2019 5:47:44 AM pixiesdorule The gold fringe Maritime flag doesn't travel. The flag normally stays in DC. Those are the flags you must watch for change. Research other Heads of 

State trips and the flag is not the Maritime flag. pic.twitter.com/OowTRByBoS

6/4/2019 5:49:58 AM deedeerushforth Arrest?

6/4/2019 5:52:27 AM quebec99335648 😍😍😍🤟🤟🤟🙏🙏🙏#WWG1WGA #WAKEUPAMERICA #TheTimeIsNow #PatriotsFight #TheGreatAwakening #DARKTOLIGHT 

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED #TheLightofChristWillOvercomeDarkness #MAGA #MCGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/tR4M4kLPZa

6/4/2019 5:55:14 AM mgray72531386 7/4/2019

6/4/2019 6:03:19 AM nopeyonekenopey Each time he leaves, I wonder if this is the trip.

6/4/2019 6:10:09 AM kindeandtrue The oh-so-honorable Old Guard, America's prestigious Praetorian Guard: are they entirely what they seem to be? pic.twitter.com/i33gm1nyoH



6/4/2019 6:11:43 AM var_pipin This may help put a couple pieces together.. 

😉🧩 #GoldenAge

 https://www.politico.com/amp/story/2019/05/30/human-rights-state-department-1348014 …

6/4/2019 6:33:10 AM koryoline1 what i would give to be a fly on the wall when he and the queeny are talking turkey!

6/4/2019 6:45:21 AM jonicurry17 Why am I getting the sense that today and the next 24-48 huge. There is a different density in the air, literally I can feel it. Everyone in my family thinks 

I’m crazy so this is where I come not feel like I am.

6/4/2019 6:52:44 AM wisdomwell1 I'm gleeful thinking about possibilities.  I'm traveling with a group of which a few are never Trumpers ... I can't wait for revelations, for liberation from 

the Fed, and then I'm praying we can start healing together.

6/4/2019 6:55:54 AM roublisa I noticed in Japan -no gold fringe🤗

6/4/2019 7:00:38 AM enomai_ 12 - 17 - 11

6/4/2019 7:00:39 AM tladd58 2 things have already happened. 

The Clinton friend George Nader, arrested on child porn.

Former EPA Head, Beale, facing 32 yrs.

6/4/2019 7:02:56 AM enomai_ both sides of access?

if this happens what do they have to gain?

they cant attempt to spread the illusions. or rebuttals

6/4/2019 7:03:13 AM enomai_ Have* not of

6/4/2019 7:06:56 AM justbluesky7 Seems like an opportunity for POTUS to bring back Assange

6/4/2019 7:07:56 AM enomai_ I remember days without internet. It really wouldnt be that bad. They wouldnt be able to use their advanced technological waves. And, other things. 

Oh well sayonara

6/4/2019 7:09:00 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Is that supposed to be JFK JR jumping out of Mt Rushmore's nose?

6/4/2019 7:15:33 AM lc_drinnen Did he delete his tweet? pic.twitter.com/KsabDzdSya

6/4/2019 7:18:49 AM enomai_ Hmm. I was making statements of the mj12-Q-ETs

But the date is also kim jung il's death. Just interesting.

6/4/2019 7:20:07 AM francoissmc Agreed Bubba, time for pussy footing is OVER, enough people are aware of the evil habbenings of the past centuries!

6/4/2019 7:24:22 AM fightforamerica Phobos and Deimos?

6/4/2019 7:40:33 AM yinzstillers Me too

6/4/2019 7:41:32 AM roublisa My daughter asked if it was potus’s birthday today?

6/4/2019 7:42:54 AM roublisa The moons💓💓💓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/vHdmylrGao

6/4/2019 7:43:48 AM moemc8 Not taking place at Mt Rushmore til 2020

6/4/2019 7:44:06 AM roublisa I also agree ....here in Wisconsin very similar....my body clock is humming🤗

6/4/2019 7:45:17 AM aprilbrown99 Yes i have been buzzing for several days now. And not from THC. 🥴

6/4/2019 7:46:31 AM mathemagician9 I was able to find the following:  http://magaimg.net/img/84nr.png  which explains PEAS + the other phrase - unfortunately when I try to click on the 

link, I don't see either of those two phrases anymore. Perhaps they had been posted to that facebook group at one point were then deleted.

6/4/2019 7:46:45 AM roublisa Omg I’m so jealous.....I needs seeds...😂

6/4/2019 7:51:25 AM enomai_ The news can do that. Depending on how deep the internet involvement your cable station does. There are other things way greater than that in this 

scenario, but nothing detrimental

6/4/2019 7:55:25 AM laurabusse I like how your profile pic is just white which blends into the white background which makes it look like nothing.

Clever. Wish I'd thought of it LOL

6/4/2019 7:57:22 AM mrd_s_anderson Berthold Epstein [Abused]

Jeff Epstein [Abuser]

Cyclical Karma

6/4/2019 7:57:35 AM laurabusse Fingers crossed pic.twitter.com/8jTbEkECWL

6/4/2019 7:58:49 AM laurabusse And we are more than ready!!!

6/4/2019 8:03:32 AM ivan2488083248 45 needed queen signature on currency reset

6/4/2019 8:03:58 AM allahuniversal Sirens tested :33 minutes early today 🤔

6/4/2019 8:04:25 AM jt_suryo What's that about?

6/4/2019 8:05:14 AM enomai_ It is.

6/4/2019 8:06:15 AM allahuniversal  https://www.weather.gov/dvn/sirenFAQ 

6/4/2019 8:08:14 AM laurabusse  https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/usa/wilmington-nc …

You can put your town in to get sunrise and sunset times for the entire year.

June is the month with the most daylight and Dec, the least.

What you're observing is normal...if you're both young (under 30) you might just be noticing for the 1st time.

6/4/2019 8:09:40 AM dbelanger63 I have no doubt he has the complete protection of  God's Armour totally surrounding him and family.

   If he didn't,  he would have been "taken out" long ago for sure!

6/4/2019 8:10:05 AM laurabusse You're not crazy :-)

6/4/2019 8:10:34 AM allahuniversal Yesterday's habbenings: https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1135595048261881856?s=19 …

6/4/2019 8:11:25 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/m9Z7XF3Zaj

6/4/2019 8:13:04 AM laurabusse V interesting...thx :-)

6/4/2019 8:13:15 AM deplorabledvs Not sure but his/her acct is protected.

6/4/2019 8:15:27 AM ivan2488083248 millennials don't vote, so we could care less 😆

6/4/2019 8:15:33 AM charmanda9 You have your test on Tuesdays? We have ours on Wednesday’s.

6/4/2019 8:16:39 AM ivan2488083248 also the dates tend to slip. so July 4 will b just fireworks. 😎

6/4/2019 8:17:42 AM heyitsdy We need many many many more that lean right/conservative!!!!!

6/4/2019 8:19:34 AM jonicurry17 Thank you for that validation I am all but ex communicated from my family. My entire family did not vote the way I did. There was literal physical 

reaction to Hilary for me nonverbal foreboding type of thing. Now they really think I am crazy when I try to explain current events.

6/4/2019 8:21:10 AM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/0IfYjmRTvx

6/4/2019 8:21:36 AM var_pipin You’re welcome

6/4/2019 8:21:54 AM allahuniversal Demotivational & defeatist, maybe? Hopium users with blind faith who want HRC & BHO & muh mass arrests yesterday, don't represent the whole. 

Flip side: Those with 👁👀 to see can see how this plays out slowly and surely. What's the rush?

6/4/2019 8:23:24 AM allahuniversal And you, well, I got nothing but 😂😂😂 for you

6/4/2019 8:23:39 AM unidentifiedta1 Mnunchin 322

6/4/2019 8:23:54 AM laurabusse I feel ya :-)

6/4/2019 8:24:18 AM jaspony1 In the Background, means we see nothing!!!

Time is an illusion...

Don't know when it will happen, but will be here for the friends and family who need some answers when it does.

6/4/2019 8:25:34 AM allahuniversal Usually 10:30 Tuesday, started at 09:57

6/4/2019 8:27:37 AM jaspony1 It had to be slow walked out...

They don't talk dates, but they know the dates... They have been using the looking glass for years!!!



6/4/2019 8:28:09 AM danauito  pic.twitter.com/ymOpvdkGG8

6/4/2019 8:29:54 AM laurabusse Peace my friend ✌️

Peace :-)

Be at Peace 💘

6/4/2019 8:31:28 AM igiant111 My net sucks all around right now. No wifi working and barely able to use my service. This never happens.

6/4/2019 8:33:07 AM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/calm/status/1130835982058758144?s=09 …

I find this to be amazingly helpful...i had this as my pinned tweet for awhile...

6/4/2019 8:38:03 AM trobynn1 Consider the source!

6/4/2019 8:39:24 AM jimisroomufotv Thanks!

6/4/2019 8:40:29 AM jimisroomufotv Thank you!

6/4/2019 8:41:25 AM laurabusse Older you get, easier it is to find (and own) your true compass, the less the opinions of others matter

Husband and i together over 3 decades

A lot happens

He now thinks am a conspiracy nut. I think he's a lovable normie. We talk about other things...like replacing dishwasher LOL

6/4/2019 8:41:50 AM jaspony1 Is it our A.I. or theirs?

6/4/2019 8:47:37 AM laurabusse Not worth arguing over to be honest

You have your knowing, your conclusions, experiences etc

No one can take those things away from you

And of course, they have theirs...

Discovered long ago cant convince ppl o stuff so gave up trying

Be in your own happy space

Theyll be fine :-)

6/4/2019 8:51:46 AM gregg98290870 Been thinking about that for 2 days!

6/4/2019 8:52:45 AM allahuniversal True, and have been for millenia. Time is an illusion and all, yet it's unreasonable to think or even hope that a turnaround wouldn't take a a substantial 

amount of time, intelligence effort, manpower, etc, not to mention lawful & legal adherence takes time.

6/4/2019 8:53:17 AM jonicurry17 Yes I have figured that out. When you get to a point ...I wouldn’t call it knowledge It’s like a strange knowing. I am waiting to see if they are right and I 

am crazy I have fallen silent for a reason.

6/4/2019 8:58:28 AM lilbee67569241 Many prayers daily for all of y’all.  Being in the lions den is tough but remember we are here shoulder-to-shoulder supporting y’all.

6/4/2019 9:00:13 AM lilbee67569241 Didn’t lose the Senate and that’s where the power lies.

6/4/2019 9:06:48 AM joeorbit incredible. I love Melania.  Some day love will rule the world.  @PrincessAracel2

6/4/2019 9:11:10 AM davidroehrig Do you really think it's close? What leads you to believe this?

6/4/2019 9:11:48 AM laurabusse Yeah :-)

Wishing you all the best 💘

We're all on a wild ride! pic.twitter.com/AHF2VhiXpD

6/4/2019 9:15:57 AM strcarol My guess 07/04/19...🎆🇺🇸🎉☀️😻

6/4/2019 9:18:44 AM richard07759712 Quietly done, Surgically precise, planned in impeccable detail... 

...they’ll never know what hit them

Trust the Plan

6/4/2019 9:26:02 AM usss_211 Hee Hee....😉

6/4/2019 9:34:46 AM roublisa Welcome to the club....our time is nearing....we have much to share 😘

6/4/2019 9:36:28 AM roublisa Nope 😏we are sheep no more😉 pic.twitter.com/oroe2bxiQm

6/4/2019 9:37:08 AM jollyrob2 Off planet 😁?

6/4/2019 9:37:17 AM roublisa You are so wise 😘🥰

6/4/2019 9:41:53 AM jayrambin Don’t explain until they ask, which might be never.  Keep it to yourself and eventually they may ask.

6/4/2019 9:42:42 AM keith369me Yeah family, keep listening to that media propaganda that Trump would be impeached for Russian Collusion lol.  You know, the same media that is now 

running UFO stories after decades of debunking the same.

6/4/2019 9:43:25 AM theappraizer I'm genuinely asking. :-(

6/4/2019 9:44:34 AM laurabusse You are very kind :-)

We're all wise...we just need to be still and quiet in order to hear it 💘

We are all stronger together 💪

6/4/2019 9:45:02 AM theappraizer Absolutely I've been fooled. But other, horrifying, things, are just horrifying. And I want no part of any of it. ;-(

6/4/2019 9:45:40 AM laurabusse Excellent advice IMHO! :-)

6/4/2019 9:46:33 AM laurabusse Yeah LOL

6/4/2019 9:46:41 AM ivan2488083248 judging by video, POTUS didn't get the signature. or something else. is Assange in trouble?

6/4/2019 9:52:33 AM roublisa Amen sister 🙏

6/4/2019 9:54:42 AM theappraizer 🤗

6/4/2019 9:57:59 AM jonicurry17 That’s where I’m at. Thank you💜

6/4/2019 9:58:29 AM laurabusse Blessings to you brother :-)

I wish you peace 💘

6/4/2019 10:06:23 AM youstinksoap MJ's, I hope you will answer this - will there be another timeline/awakening event for everyone or just those who haven't experienced it before dark to 

light? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109651740268421122?s=21 …

6/4/2019 10:10:19 AM valerie10402010 For all, some, or the big fish?

6/4/2019 10:10:45 AM noidaho_gal Ugh bummer what a tease, thanks for the info had no idea!

6/4/2019 10:17:52 AM theappraizer Thanks. You too. 🤗

6/4/2019 10:22:31 AM syphal5  https://techcrunch.com/2019/06/02/googles-cloud-outage-is-resolved-but-it-reveals-the-holes-in-cloud-computings-atmosphere/ …

6/4/2019 10:27:09 AM skiesstromie 😢😢😢

6/4/2019 10:32:28 AM skiesstromie I was in the closet taking off all the gold fringe off the flags at the schools. 😂😂😂😂😂 kidding

6/4/2019 10:33:40 AM pixiesdorule GO FOR IT! 😂😂😂 It's an ILLEGAL flag anyway. 😂

6/4/2019 10:35:28 AM love4thegameak What does it have to do with NK?

6/4/2019 10:40:41 AM christycarlisl7 Why does the President have to be gone for things to happen😲🇺🇸🙏

6/4/2019 10:47:57 AM laurabusse Thanks Rob :-)

6/4/2019 10:53:46 AM natureinspace The sun has moved closer to the earth.

6/4/2019 10:59:20 AM blsdbe Were [THEY] able to delete any relevant data? I bet you have it all tho 💥🙏💥

6/4/2019 11:01:19 AM mrd_s_anderson [DF]

For 1.

6/4/2019 11:01:40 AM sdanon3 PEAS- Presidential Emergency Alert System

6/4/2019 11:07:10 AM allahuniversal Surgical, that's the word I was thinking. Better than bandaids for bullet wounds.

6/4/2019 11:09:47 AM laura_621 Thanks!!!

6/4/2019 11:14:57 AM thereahempqueen SOROS. I.E. CAIR?



6/4/2019 11:23:58 AM cidarean Like what? Just a normal day at the office...

6/4/2019 11:44:20 AM r00ts0l0 your brain is melting. Lol. I know what your saying. I honestly think the poles have shifted slightly. But hey, I'm not a scientist.

6/4/2019 11:56:11 AM infooverload After November 2016, Brooks still believes polls?

6/4/2019 11:59:26 AM starehope The word is "IS".

6/4/2019 12:08:50 PM opensenseme I’m hoping to be living still when this happens

6/4/2019 12:15:16 PM jm4n NP I like it for many reasons.

1) Easy to use

2) Free (that's a good price)

3) Powerful. It work's for people even in the most restricted areas.

6/4/2019 12:18:18 PM quantum172 7/4/2019? 

Would be pretty cool if you know who showed up (coujrghs). pic.twitter.com/P3sAG4EIVO

6/4/2019 12:20:25 PM quantum172 ??? pic.twitter.com/pAbJv6Qwjg

6/4/2019 12:45:26 PM iloveseth1234 When 45 takes a ride....

6/4/2019 12:45:35 PM ragevirusqq Why has an Egyptian pharaohs crown never been found publicly?

6/4/2019 1:10:14 PM deedeerushforth I had about 9 military planes fly in to fill up

6/4/2019 1:17:44 PM b1gbud4 Millennials don't understand fully what the Dems are really about..

Due in largest part to Indoctrination from Liberal Progressive education...

They will come around...

I'm schooling hundreds every month on the truth 

So we will have more responsible Youth...

God Bless America...

6/4/2019 1:49:32 PM jrocktigers I was told differently.    ??

6/4/2019 1:58:38 PM honestreason #TheGreatAwakening has nothing to do with politics or Q. It is a prophecy from God told in 2012. No more reincarnation to the 3D, our consciousness 

will rise until we can cast off this 3rd dimension and move into our true energy forms, ALL TRUTH SHALL BE REVEALED.

6/4/2019 2:18:09 PM 369gwh Interesting comment.

Makes sense to me.

6/4/2019 2:27:05 PM mary_jai1 I agree

6/4/2019 2:37:59 PM qlobaln Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

Remember, 45 needs to be out of the country for certain things to happen in the background.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1135875466445950976?s=17 …

6/4/2019 2:40:10 PM xojaguarox 7/4/2019  OUR INDEPENDENCE DAY!

6/4/2019 2:45:43 PM _369311119 Did anything of note happen in the background of the POTUS/British ceremonies?

6/4/2019 2:51:31 PM doc1415 What ever event takes place it needs to happen 06/03/2019(yesterday). People like myself have a future to focus on and children to raise. It would be 

nice to have this victory happen as soon as possible so we can get on teaching the truth immediately. If time was an illusion

6/4/2019 2:52:19 PM doc1415 It seems we are running out of it. If time was an illusion, please explain aging and its consistency with time.

6/4/2019 2:53:03 PM doc1415 My point exactly.

6/4/2019 3:02:54 PM lynnmar42209594 Why didn't Ivanka put her hand on her heart at the banquet in UK when the tribute was played to the USA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/4/2019 3:17:41 PM sunnyda04530056 There is a law that says so.

6/4/2019 3:40:39 PM laurabusse Just occurred to me.

My extended fam would rather not argue so we dont talk about politics.

But some fam members, i understand, won't leave well enough alone. They ask you. Tell you. Wont leave you alone

Mock you if you dont agree. I really hope that's not what you're up against!

6/4/2019 3:47:18 PM kathleen3693693 I've been losing many followers too & my account has been locked twice for "unusual activity" (no specified offense) in the last 2 weeks. Dozens of 

folks I've been following have gone missing. #Shadowbanning #Censorship #QAnon @realDonaldTrump #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/4/2019 4:16:26 PM rosiepigs There are no operations so you have nothing to worry about. Go back to high school.

6/4/2019 4:18:52 PM nullanon12 Anytime! I'm Happy To Serve My Fellow Beings.

6/4/2019 4:32:49 PM enomai_ what is the power of 963?

Most equations are mirrored...

369 ÷ 3 = 123 ; 963 ÷ 3 = 321

369 ÷ 6 = 61.5; 963 ÷ 6 = 160.5

----- now the nine is by itself now

369 ÷ 9 = 41 ; 963 ÷ 9 =107

hmm, any comments?
6/4/2019 5:00:31 PM jswdh1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@tribunal_watch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Anon_decoder

@KAT40811334

Thoughts on this? https://youtu.be/RkeEkIpx2Jk 

6/4/2019 5:16:14 PM christycarlisl7 Oh ok,t u..i keep hearing it,but I didn't know why 💕🇺🇸🙏

6/4/2019 5:38:48 PM impulsivewoman #fakenews #Q

6/4/2019 5:50:28 PM freeandoriginal Those with “little patience” are stalling the process .... a paradox but the truth ! Have certainty instead 🙏

6/4/2019 6:21:26 PM doyle_media (__/__/____)? — < https://youtu.be/dQ_-rmuPZC4 >: Which King?

“I am no man.” — Δ – 🔒:🗝️:🔓 ~ as 1

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1135877117357543424 …

6/4/2019 6:27:05 PM zagnett omg Soren sees you, April! You know, the omniscient one lol. 🤣😂🤣

6/4/2019 6:46:44 PM lanielou5 Was this taken in Indonesia? Have you seen this before? #QAnon #TreasonSeason pic.twitter.com/YMCTyMwQxi

6/4/2019 7:05:08 PM starehope Exactly! 👊👊👊

6/4/2019 7:13:28 PM michaelemyj Gesera

6/4/2019 7:17:22 PM starehope Shhhhh.....

6/4/2019 7:18:15 PM starehope Why? Please explain.

6/4/2019 7:20:02 PM anon17light You are asking why it’s so tough to be “honest”? 😂 please Sather, save it. Your lies (ie being @TS_SCI_MAJIC12) are about to come into full viewing 

for all to see.  You’re literally the only one promoting ‘secret space programs’ in the #Q community. #PaidShill #DarktoLIGHT. 

https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1136072350582001664 …



6/4/2019 7:20:46 PM starehope Yes, our President had the queen smiling. I've never seen her smile. 

Go Trump!👊👊👊

🚨  TRUMP 2020 LANDSLIDE  🚨

6/4/2019 7:21:45 PM djlok I'm with you @jonicurry17 ...everyone thinks I'm loony too.  Many have felt they way about me for a long time. Only thing that's different is now I'm 

not alone.  #WWG1WGA

6/4/2019 7:23:01 PM lawrenc16242044 I suggest you find peace knowing they’ll spend an eternity in a pit. Karma can be a bitch!

6/4/2019 7:24:37 PM starehope I'll bet President Trump has many new real American Flags ordered. He is always miles ahead of everyone!

6/4/2019 7:26:17 PM starehope No tears, things must be in proper order. Patience! 😇😉

6/4/2019 7:26:21 PM carolva97910854 Every time he leaves I think something big might happen.

6/4/2019 7:28:18 PM starehope No, not when abroad.

6/4/2019 7:29:33 PM lindajj56 Whoa!

6/4/2019 7:31:05 PM starehope When the cat's away, the mice can play. Maybe?

6/4/2019 7:33:23 PM starehope Now BB was indicted.

6/4/2019 7:33:29 PM dark2light2019 9/11/19? 91119

6/4/2019 7:35:13 PM dark2light2019 Or 9/1/19 (just random guessing with numbers)

6/4/2019 7:37:31 PM rlsw4 "Hello, This is President Trump. Call me Don. Anyway, I need to place an order... I need at least 1,000 good ole' red, white and blue American 

Flags...July 4th... sooner if possible... yes, Mueller's office is available, you can leave them piled on his empty desk..."

6/4/2019 7:38:32 PM zagnett Yeah, so? MJ seems cool.

@masoinc / Masonic Matrix = fake #QAnon

@masoinc / Masonic Matrix = discreditor of #QAnon

6/4/2019 7:38:37 PM djlok You got that right!!!

6/4/2019 7:53:02 PM mongrelglory Nah!  Don't change your profile pic Laura.  I love it!

6/4/2019 7:59:19 PM mongrelglory Do the Cabal still have a strong foothold in China?

6/4/2019 8:04:57 PM prmd21801759 Thank you Decode!

6/4/2019 8:12:50 PM laurabusse You're so sweet! But i love the thought of just being in...or being...the white void LOL

6/4/2019 8:15:50 PM gratis_cattus Who is Alice? 😼

6/4/2019 8:17:57 PM bendhyana Hmmmm.... https://www.mylondon.news/weather/londoners-freaking-out-over-weird-16376100 …

6/4/2019 8:18:44 PM christycarlisl7 Ahhhh👍

6/4/2019 8:28:43 PM gertchvt Thanks public education

6/4/2019 8:44:46 PM bbobbio71 internet kill switch

6/4/2019 9:03:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 00:03-00:12 w/ MJ4/T3

YES/NO Responses only

45 is safe/secure/insulated

Arrests will not be announced on Twitter

Watch the skies this week

Incoming MOAB

6/4/2019 9:03:32 PM trumps_all Assange coming to America on AF1

6/4/2019 9:03:32 PM _the_psychonaut Do Pleiadians assist POTUS?

6/4/2019 9:03:34 PM positively303 Clouds are different than they used to be?

6/4/2019 9:03:39 PM sparkleloung Hollow Earth?

6/4/2019 9:03:50 PM sugarmagz 🙏🏻💕

6/4/2019 9:03:51 PM trumps_all Steele flipped

6/4/2019 9:03:59 PM daveo6145 The ‘start?’

6/4/2019 9:04:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, some are Pleiadians. Not all. Not majority.

6/4/2019 9:04:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would be classified.

6/4/2019 9:04:21 PM rebornkingent Are you guys waiting for the American people to be more active and demanding change? Basically 100th effect?

6/4/2019 9:04:24 PM trumps_all Mifsud going come out of hiding soon

6/4/2019 9:04:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technology?

6/4/2019 9:04:30 PM proudredrn It’s June, will we have anything on Seth Rich?

6/4/2019 9:04:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 How would that work?

6/4/2019 9:04:50 PM _the_psychonaut Cloaked Ships Above. Eyes will definitely be on the skies this week

6/4/2019 9:04:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Convinced.

6/4/2019 9:05:04 PM peterclloyd Will Pence be Trump’s running mate in 2020?

6/4/2019 9:05:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Act II

6/4/2019 9:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Classified

6/4/2019 9:05:29 PM positively303 Do good guys control weather yet?

6/4/2019 9:05:41 PM trumps_all Rosenstein headed to Gitmo as a witness

6/4/2019 9:05:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be as lawfully loud as possible. 

Demand the truth. 

It must come from the masses.

Not from within.

6/4/2019 9:06:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where is he?

6/4/2019 9:06:07 PM sparkleloung  http://hiddentruth.website/leaked-photos-made-by-a-satellite-in-1967-shows-north-pole-entrance-to-inner-earth/ …

6/4/2019 9:06:10 PM teachers421 Silver or dinar?

6/4/2019 9:06:11 PM djlok Has someone in the #MSM already "#AskTheQ" of 45 and we just aren't aware of it yet?

6/4/2019 9:06:14 PM dwilliswag Antartica disclosure soon?

6/4/2019 9:06:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Annual date markers are important.

Go back to Q drops and see the future.

11.3?

6/4/2019 9:06:33 PM trumps_all Hoping you could tell us

6/4/2019 9:06:37 PM dukeeukel WHO does POTUS worship?

6/4/2019 9:06:38 PM laura_621 Nootropics help  boost brain function?

6/4/2019 9:06:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 brags about ours too.

6/4/2019 9:06:57 PM fightforamerica Is time travel possible?

6/4/2019 9:07:06 PM 1_decided_voter Is DJT able to communicate telepathically?

6/4/2019 9:07:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

6/4/2019 9:07:28 PM tncharlene Schuman resonance graphing something that will help us?

6/4/2019 9:07:38 PM teachers421 JFK Jr coming out soon?

6/4/2019 9:07:40 PM djlok He did at the Airforce graduation this week... Stealth!

6/4/2019 9:07:40 PM n7guardiananon 1908 Hotel Majestic Paris...converted to government offices 1936...

No coincidences???

6/4/2019 9:07:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many perish every day,

the path to ascension and enlightenment begins by opening your mind and releasing your burden.

6/4/2019 9:07:54 PM the_fjalar incoming MOAB! pic.twitter.com/oy3nNCmxGB



6/4/2019 9:08:08 PM si11112018 was Kappy murdered

6/4/2019 9:08:39 PM boogeymanhunter Do some of the world's most famous illusionists use real/black magic?

6/4/2019 9:09:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness controls the weather more powerfully than any technology. 

Spells are magickal.

Use them to manifest your reality: ie weather.

How?

Love & Unity to all.

Very challenging to synchronize.

Bad tech still in place designed to scramble.

6/4/2019 9:09:33 PM moemc8 Cloud over London just a regular cloud?

6/4/2019 9:09:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 He received quite the going away party? 

Wonder why?

Trojan horses require somebody to pull the horse through the gates; no?

6/4/2019 9:10:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BEs from the Pleiades.

6/4/2019 9:11:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 understands the nature of who God truly is. He worships God through the teachings of Jesus Christ.

6/4/2019 9:11:12 PM fightforamerica Is the black eye ceremony of the cabal related to implantation of an alien parasite/ symbiote?

6/4/2019 9:11:13 PM jdltr450 Is 46B real and in Antarctica? Thank you.

6/4/2019 9:11:15 PM prmd21801759 He is already contained, restrained?

6/4/2019 9:11:19 PM rebel_yell_tex What methods of communication should the masses be using to express their desire for transparency? I ask because EVERYONE I speak with is mad as 

hell and wants to know the TRUTH NOW.

6/4/2019 9:11:33 PM aurorasreality Is the gateway program and hemi-syncing a program mind control program, disclosed as a "self meditate" program, a black hat project? 

http://www.hemisync.com 

6/4/2019 9:11:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Placebos can perform better, when the believe is strong enough to will the outcome.

6/4/2019 9:11:53 PM anangelhasland1 Dig Nor Cal.

6/4/2019 9:11:59 PM mountain_jump3r 12 dead in VA, a threat to MJ?

6/4/2019 9:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lincoln <~> JFK = Time Travel via Military

6/4/2019 9:12:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Empathically.

6/4/2019 9:12:26 PM alexia_icen And no time to retreat to Parler to be silence from Msm

6/4/2019 9:12:36 PM anangelhasland1 Shapeshifter policemen?

6/4/2019 9:12:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most of the data is scrubbed before going public.

6/4/2019 9:12:38 PM luckygreekgirl Itty-bitty has-been. Maybe you should get a cat, just in case.

6/4/2019 9:12:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

6/4/2019 9:12:48 PM cocopuffster12 ♥️♥️♥️

6/4/2019 9:13:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Honeypots needed to become protected state assets.

6/4/2019 9:13:11 PM laura_621 Arcturians?

6/4/2019 9:13:20 PM ex_matrix OMG, Denver metro area, low flying, slow flying military aircraft/helicopters.  I am up, sky watching and on pins and needles... no signs immediately 

surrounding.  Bring the pain!

6/4/2019 9:13:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 "You can't see them!"

6/4/2019 9:13:28 PM prmd21801759 Cloaked ET aircrafts, as clouds?

6/4/2019 9:13:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 9:13:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many do.

6/4/2019 9:14:06 PM si11112018 woah!

6/4/2019 9:14:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic eyes.

6/4/2019 9:14:20 PM antgigz Will Obama and Hillary actually go to prison?

6/4/2019 9:15:01 PM efogghb Silver

6/4/2019 9:15:11 PM moemc8 Will 7/4 hold a surprise

6/4/2019 9:15:16 PM thelilkingryan Any newer models of the TR-3B?

6/4/2019 9:15:17 PM kevin72032387 Will there be public hangings?

6/4/2019 9:15:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Angels are IS-BEs from higher planes of existence who appear in the lower realm in order to interact with IS-BEs. Clean pineal glands are required in 

order to perceive. Purity of spirit and purpose attract other IS-BEs to your IS-BE by common frequency. "Angels" benefit control.

6/4/2019 9:15:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Initiation process.

6/4/2019 9:15:53 PM efogghb Freedom is in each

6/4/2019 9:16:02 PM keithwins comey first ??

6/4/2019 9:16:11 PM sigmaaquila Are religious miracles- mary statue crying, apparations, host turn bloody, exorcisms, etc true? What explains them?

6/4/2019 9:16:11 PM justalexask Man whatever

6/4/2019 9:16:19 PM arunprakash4  https://www.mylondon.news/weather/londoners-freaking-out-over-weird-16376100.amp …

6/4/2019 9:16:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many things that appear to be science fiction or "fake" are indeed real beneath the ice in Antartica.

6/4/2019 9:16:35 PM citoyen_resist Is regime change in France important for the US ?

6/4/2019 9:16:44 PM proudredrn Thank you. ( I follow you religiously, I can’t believe

I asked a timeline question. Sorry)

6/4/2019 9:17:15 PM laura_621 I was thinking the clouds are a shield - to protect POTUS and family  from above.

6/4/2019 9:17:21 PM luckygreekgirl That's so 80's. pic.twitter.com/doDhorW285

6/4/2019 9:17:25 PM charmanda9 Is there an important time slot for us to have group meditation? Maybe just a regular time daily? Twice daily? Three times, perhaps?

6/4/2019 9:17:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paper pamphlets willingly offered in public areas with concise; evidence based claims, and guidance going forward. Do not lecture. Only open the door. 

They must choose to know.

6/4/2019 9:17:43 PM fightforamerica Thank you for your time. 😃 No pun intended.

6/4/2019 9:17:50 PM laura_621 ?

6/4/2019 9:18:03 PM drbohammer Are we going to get to see the perp-walks when the time comes, or will that be done behind the scenes (like noname)?

6/4/2019 9:18:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Always be cautious of those who offer a quicker path to enlightenment than the road less traveled.

6/4/2019 9:18:26 PM jrocktigers Does certain music enhance telepathy? 

Have the Grateful Dead been used to deliver messages?

6/4/2019 9:18:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ is off world. Typists are secure.

6/4/2019 9:18:42 PM brandon39886610 Is the deep state riveted UFO FF going to be attempted or has it already been taken care of?

6/4/2019 9:19:05 PM turboxyde Solar gateways ready?

6/4/2019 9:19:05 PM citoyen_resist is this death clinton related ? https://twitter.com/Anon_decoder/status/1136121300177641472?s=19 …

6/4/2019 9:19:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you trust Parler? Follow the money.

6/4/2019 9:19:13 PM anangelhasland1 Current Snowpack 33 times of last year.  California drought tamed.

6/4/2019 9:19:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 ET

6/4/2019 9:19:46 PM pfeifer_dad Is Bongino’s explanation correct?

6/4/2019 9:19:47 PM mrmurica1776 Can we expect EVERYTHING to be public?

6/4/2019 9:20:10 PM djlok When you say off world, do you mean outside of our atmosphere or offworld as in on a plane maybe flying back from the UK?

6/4/2019 9:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Creating clouds around them. Are they trying to hide? Or is cloaking mandatory? How do coincidences allow the dissemination of Classified 

information?



6/4/2019 9:20:49 PM _the_psychonaut I do not. https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1134352150891360256?s=21 …

6/4/2019 9:20:50 PM mrmurica1776 Could we expect FF in the coming days?

6/4/2019 9:21:30 PM moemc8 Holy smokes! Thats not a 'no'

6/4/2019 9:21:53 PM bscottowens0210 Lol what lol

6/4/2019 9:22:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion to specific events unless all variables are predetermined with near flawless probability to their potential outcomes. Indeed many 

surprises occur every day, to which surprise are you asking specifically?

6/4/2019 9:22:09 PM keithwins will Kappy's perps be held accountable ?

6/4/2019 9:22:12 PM thelilkingryan  https://cryptidz.fandom.com/wiki/Organism_46-B …

6/4/2019 9:22:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hanging is out of date.

6/4/2019 9:22:56 PM ascendingadam Official First Contact imminent?

6/4/2019 9:23:01 PM anangelhasland1 (The rude bastard...)

6/4/2019 9:23:09 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

6/4/2019 9:23:15 PM joelmaunu Would this help awaken? pic.twitter.com/iTlWXhXSNX

6/4/2019 9:23:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 True to the beholders, and possibly no-one else.

6/4/2019 9:23:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 If there was a blackhole in the sky; you wouldn't be reading this post.

6/4/2019 9:23:56 PM kachinagtto Can you explain what you mean by “Angels” benefit control?

6/4/2019 9:24:02 PM moemc8 What are you referring to?

6/4/2019 9:24:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Destruction of a 6,000 year old pedophile cult requires the cooperation of the entire planet. The world is watching.

6/4/2019 9:25:03 PM laura_621 😒

6/4/2019 9:25:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic subordinate officers prepared to beam into strategic locations on a moments notice.

6/4/2019 9:25:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past drops.

6/4/2019 9:25:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pun appreciated.

6/4/2019 9:25:43 PM citoyen_resist we are at work, we are at fight #Transition #CNTF

6/4/2019 9:26:07 PM tncharlene Does Melania share IS-BE with Princess Diana?

6/4/2019 9:26:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perp walks for the world to see. Their crimes will be made public, those that do not threaten global peace.

6/4/2019 9:26:29 PM cocopuffster12 Amazing to be alive right now, to be a part of this. So very thankful

6/4/2019 9:26:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 432hz is helpful to synchronizing with the ether.

6/4/2019 9:26:47 PM anangelhasland1 One minute it’s the uptight befuddled policeman...

then you look away...

And when you look back...

Well, it’s a grinning sneer of a man, thinking out loud and right at ya, “Who’ll know, my pretty one? who’ll know?”

6/4/2019 9:26:51 PM pleiadianshaman Are reptilians or mantis beings still able to take energy from starseeds when they rise their frequency?

6/4/2019 9:27:13 PM gingerbanana2 I feel like with all of the 3 6 9 I see that June 9th is an important date.  I’m well past cut off but it’s been on my mind 🤔

6/4/2019 9:27:28 PM bscottowens0210 Um 17000 people follow this, um wow sad

6/4/2019 9:27:28 PM n7guardiananon Lots of honey went in and out of that pot

6/4/2019 9:27:29 PM anangelhasland1 A bust gone terrible wrong.

6/4/2019 9:27:46 PM stoneturnr Was Theresa May forced to resign because of her involvement with the Steele dossier?

6/4/2019 9:27:58 PM bscottowens0210 Lol

6/4/2019 9:27:59 PM aprilbrown99 Does Earth have more than one moon?

6/4/2019 9:28:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots are in control. Problem past administrations had was 1/ they were cabal puppets with no need to know re: the mechanics of their regime 2/ 

they never thought she would lose 3/ trump could never be allowed to win 4/ 45 knew prior to being sworn in 5/ white hat at giza et?

6/4/2019 9:28:41 PM starehope Shhhh....

6/4/2019 9:28:52 PM aprilbrown99 Hello MJ4 and T3.  Thank you for your service!  🤗🥰🤗

6/4/2019 9:28:54 PM moemc8 Yes, please explain this

6/4/2019 9:28:56 PM omniaaequalia I’ve tuned my guitar to 432

6/4/2019 9:29:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 60% public 40% classified

6/4/2019 9:29:12 PM bscottowens0210 Um too many movies sir, the Matrix is a movie. Yes the story line of people needing to wake to realize truth is real but wow you all are too much lol

6/4/2019 9:29:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Different planet.

6/4/2019 9:29:37 PM ascendingadam Melania?

6/4/2019 9:29:39 PM citoyen_resist Soon on the front line, I hope I can survive to that process.

6/4/2019 9:29:47 PM drbohammer Ty. Is it safe to assume that those who DO threaten world peace will be summarily dealt with covertly?

6/4/2019 9:29:51 PM aprilbrown99 Will it be announced that Queen Liz is illegitimate?

6/4/2019 9:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who promotes and encourages you to switch...

Follow the money.

6/4/2019 9:30:39 PM cocopuffster12 I hope you can too 💟☮️💟

6/4/2019 9:31:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 FF are happening frequently since DS is expelling what ammunition they have left. VA?

6/4/2019 9:31:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nor is it a yes.

6/4/2019 9:31:38 PM fightforamerica If I may, it's not just clouds that are different anymore. The whole planet is changing, 80 degrees two years ago was a withering heat. Today 80 degrees 

feels comfy. Something larger and more beautiful than almost any of us have any idea is happening.

6/4/2019 9:31:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Kappy's crimes will be made public.

6/4/2019 9:31:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

6/4/2019 9:32:16 PM trumps_all His crimes......or his killers crimes

6/4/2019 9:32:19 PM keithwins ThanQ U !

6/4/2019 9:32:24 PM bscottowens0210 You all make Q movement seem to be the raving tinfoil hat brigade the MSM says it is. 

W O W

6/4/2019 9:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you understand that?

6/4/2019 9:33:09 PM starehope Excellent!

6/4/2019 9:34:05 PM moemc8 I understand.  Just shocked that it was not a no.

6/4/2019 9:34:05 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Did Kappy really cause major damage to the Great Awakening?

6/4/2019 9:34:15 PM starehope Will classified ever be made public?

6/4/2019 9:34:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Religions attribute IS-BE accounts of ether IS-BE contacts in the form of angels vs demons. Those who service the control structure are granted title of 

angel; all others, demons. Divide and conquer. Trust yourself. You have free will. No ether IS-BE can force you to do anything.

6/4/2019 9:34:32 PM djlok If I am an Alien can I find out what planet I'm from while I'm in human form?

6/4/2019 9:36:12 PM moemc8 Any revelations during DC festivities.  Q identity, surprise guests? Thinking along those lines.

6/4/2019 9:36:17 PM fuknutz Did Preston Nichols tell the truth?

6/4/2019 9:36:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The sharing of IS and IS with a single BE is accomplished through empathic frequency alignment to the consciousness pattern of the second IS. Free will 

exists. The second IS acts as an ether IS-BE.

6/4/2019 9:36:35 PM jennife61366461 Is [HRC] on ice?  Recent photos look like a body double.

6/4/2019 9:36:50 PM jrocktigers Appears to be a mix of Kabbalistic and Enochian magick

6/4/2019 9:36:52 PM pauliepg11111 Is the moon/Saturn matrix losing power?

6/4/2019 9:37:12 PM disgoblue24 Kappy was a false flag, in my opinion



6/4/2019 9:37:14 PM moemc8 And, tku for you time and patience.  Much appreciated.

6/4/2019 9:37:32 PM laura_621 Please explain??

6/4/2019 9:37:45 PM arunprakash4 Haha I didn't say they were black holes, the media call it so. I only posted this to show the closest "big event" in the sky recently.

6/4/2019 9:37:47 PM jcmyhp Umm... come again?

6/4/2019 9:38:22 PM jcmyhp What? 😳

6/4/2019 9:38:28 PM djlok Is it possible to swap out an IS during the lifespan of a single BE?

6/4/2019 9:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 you say?

6/4/2019 9:38:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 9:38:54 PM joelmaunu Enlightenment? Connection to higher self? Thin the veil?

6/4/2019 9:38:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 9:39:22 PM jcmyhp What’s happening.

6/4/2019 9:39:43 PM pauliepg11111 But anyone who is brainwashed will freak out when “surprising” arrests happen - so which ones will NOT be a threat to it?

6/4/2019 9:39:51 PM mrmyskin Is all the 5G (or maybe 6G?) development going on now about the distribution of free energy and hailing frequences instead of (only) fast 

communication?

6/4/2019 9:39:54 PM aprilbrown99 I knew it. They have been captured recently on camera. Thank you.

6/4/2019 9:40:35 PM fightforamerica kek

6/4/2019 9:41:02 PM starehope God bless Majestic 12 and God bless the USA!

6/4/2019 9:41:22 PM keithwins how so ?

6/4/2019 9:42:01 PM anangelhasland1 Shapeshifter = belief that through black magic, ET powers, or other source of time travel powers an entity can suddenly “replace” the space inhabited 

by another and perform actions. Not well documented but startling if seen. (Another dimension might be employed.)

6/4/2019 9:42:01 PM doggiemomma3 Is Kappy’s Soul in heaven? Will those who murdered him face justice?

6/4/2019 9:42:16 PM goodmedicine4us KEK17

6/4/2019 9:42:17 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please tell me the name of the planet that has beautiful yellow skies?  Not blue like Earths is.

6/4/2019 9:42:22 PM mountain_jump3r Was VA the cabal ordering 187s on MJ?

6/4/2019 9:42:53 PM allahuniversal Timeline merge still ongoing or complete?

6/4/2019 9:43:37 PM leilandtanner Do we have tech to induce solar activity

6/4/2019 9:43:50 PM alexlokeno What did the late Kim Clement mean by “FIREPOINT”? And how is that related to Einstein?

6/4/2019 9:44:02 PM aprilbrown99 Does My IS have another BE on Earth in this timeline?

6/4/2019 9:44:34 PM aprilbrown99 Have we completed the timeline merging?

6/4/2019 9:44:45 PM jennife61366461 Have you heard of Bashar, Channeled by Darryl Anka?  The real deal or pulling my leg?

6/4/2019 9:45:09 PM djlok I was just trying to see if MJ8 was around. I don't think he probably travels much offworld outside our atmosphere.

6/4/2019 9:45:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 He assisted the awakening against his best interests.

6/4/2019 9:47:05 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080180752128577537 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077386452768559105 …

6/4/2019 9:47:05 PM webj88 When dreams are lucid or seem extremely real, is it the conscious or are we visiting another realm/matrix?

6/4/2019 9:47:12 PM aurorasreality Exactly.

6/4/2019 9:47:31 PM lbf777 Is the IRS shut down?

Is the FED shut down?

Is the Queen neutralized?

6/4/2019 9:47:51 PM _369311119 Who is the "leader of Israel"? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978205821898753 …

6/4/2019 9:48:10 PM nikoscali That's reassuring! So many trying to paint him as a traitor.

6/4/2019 9:48:47 PM goodmedicine4us 🤣🤣🤣

MJ4 has a sense of humor.

Thanks for the chuckle!

6/4/2019 9:49:00 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes, and the called it a ghost moon. Silly ducks.

6/4/2019 9:49:16 PM tladd58 32 months.. correction

6/4/2019 9:49:20 PM fktvis Is there more than one sun in our solar system?

6/4/2019 9:49:23 PM bscottowens0210 Doubt it the 17 in retrospect to Q but nice try man. Your filling people full of BS while you spout Q. That's sad. It's a disrespect to Q!!! Also hurts the 

movement once people realize your BS

6/4/2019 9:49:35 PM jeremywhaley “Time is an illusion...”. Is “time” only relevant on earth?  Does time as we know it cease once you are off the planet?

6/4/2019 9:49:48 PM aprilbrown99 Did the fake moon loose its light back in March to help with releasing the net?  ...For lack of better word.

6/4/2019 9:50:07 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069413225547083776?s=21 …

6/4/2019 9:50:19 PM djmurphy5 I’d say I’m spiritually reborn. Awakened to the Christ within. Our own imagination is Christ and one with God. Everything is contained within. 

Imagination is the subjective world that manifests the objective. The observer collapses the quantum wave function. We co-create reality.

6/4/2019 9:50:37 PM aprilbrown99 There has been many ET ships coming and going from the sun portal. Are they here to help us and the planet?

6/4/2019 9:50:49 PM charmanda9 Yes we will. 🙏🏻

6/4/2019 9:50:56 PM rebornkingent I say 90% 10%, at least leave some crumbs for us conspiracy folks to follow.

6/4/2019 9:51:05 PM jeremywhaley Is the “universe” where heaven exists? And earth is like the cess pool that got stuck with evil?  Is evil on other planets? Are “fallen angels” stuck on 

earth?

6/4/2019 9:51:07 PM n7guardiananon no thanks needed 

o7

yes, for the morning group!!!

6/4/2019 9:51:08 PM sciblu27 Want Intel, here comes some

6/4/2019 9:51:08 PM bobholmgren1 Will California ever get their stuff together to join the other states of the union? It is just so liberal.

6/4/2019 9:51:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within.

6/4/2019 9:51:49 PM realitygateway  pic.twitter.com/rGYFZgWCHh

6/4/2019 9:52:08 PM starehope Time is an illusion.

6/4/2019 9:52:12 PM aprilbrown99 QHHT?

6/4/2019 9:52:13 PM lbf777 Da faq?

6/4/2019 9:52:14 PM proudredrn Is it a planet we are familiar with?

6/4/2019 9:52:38 PM goodmedicine4us Somehow I knew that.... felt that truth.  Majical.

6/4/2019 9:52:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 A while ago.

6/4/2019 9:52:53 PM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I hope your acronym is what I think it is. Here comes  More by a PDF soon  

https://twitter.com/sciblu27/status/1136068854608728069 …

6/4/2019 9:52:55 PM djlok I should've know.  Thanks for the reminder.  I seem to forget that a lot!!!

6/4/2019 9:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fake News is not to be trusted.

6/4/2019 9:53:14 PM twitsareangry Then you need to go down, too.  100% declassified, or GTFO.

6/4/2019 9:53:24 PM linacovfefe Will the rest of America wake up in the near future? (Like before end of 2019)

6/4/2019 9:53:26 PM anangelhasland1 (Pay attention to those times that you argue with yourself about the things you are worried you will never understand.)

6/4/2019 9:53:37 PM pauliepg11111 That is awesome - explains why “reality” is falling apart?

6/4/2019 9:53:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Requires technology.



6/4/2019 9:53:56 PM kristlynwind @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Time now for the Light to consume the Darkness upon us, and with a quickening?  pic.twitter.com/6GT0G4iFMJ

6/4/2019 9:54:49 PM n7guardiananon It seemed various ancient civilizations are connected to worshipping a reptilian creature of some type.

Was there a civil war between the Dracos on earth in ancient times?

6/4/2019 9:54:50 PM michael81972 Was JC tweet with a Q in it,  then deleted...a coded message to Q?

6/4/2019 9:54:56 PM lukekauffman Is the first day of Fall equinox important?

6/4/2019 9:55:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Heaven as described by modern Humans technically does not exist since the interpretation is inaccurate. Kappy wasn't clean. His crimes against 

children will become public.

6/4/2019 9:55:20 PM moemc8 We'll take it!

6/4/2019 9:55:31 PM jrocktigers And where does the swapped out IS travel?

6/4/2019 9:55:42 PM the_fjalar 🌚🌝 pic.twitter.com/wVpzbqlwFO

6/4/2019 9:56:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Millions of planets can match that description. Seek the truth within since the energy will guide you. Truth resonates from within. No authoritative 

source can prove truth. You will know it when you encounter it.

6/4/2019 9:56:42 PM aprilbrown99 Into another BE maybe?  Meat suit?  Lol

6/4/2019 9:56:47 PM goodmedicine4us where is/are the other(s)?

Where do we look or how do we see?

6/4/2019 9:56:48 PM starehope So cool!

6/4/2019 9:56:50 PM lbf777 Caverns.

6/4/2019 9:57:13 PM souther53425727 Will Obama and Clinton be arrested and can we watch the court/hangings?

6/4/2019 9:57:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJs were secure. FF though. See Blackface's connections and what kind of collateral insurance policy [they] had against the killer?

6/4/2019 9:57:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 In progress. Takes time to merge time.

6/4/2019 9:57:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 9:57:40 PM ascendingadam The frequency distortion “device” needs to go ASAP.  We must be close to ready.

6/4/2019 9:57:44 PM sunnysideluna JFK ju

6/4/2019 9:57:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 9:57:49 PM aprilbrown99 Back in March 2019 when it went dark for a few days?

6/4/2019 9:57:49 PM 7alon Oh shut up.. you know what will happen if 100% declas.

6/4/2019 9:58:00 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Rachel Chandler 🔑?

6/4/2019 9:58:05 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1136133288173563904?s=19 …

6/4/2019 9:58:08 PM 7alon Thought it was 20% public?

6/4/2019 9:58:09 PM allahuniversal 5:5

6/4/2019 9:58:12 PM disgoblue24 Inside Intell told me he & Vegan Mikey are false flags. Not sure to be honest but you can look up Inside Intell here and check out some of his info he 

has on here

6/4/2019 9:58:12 PM djlok Lots of illusions, I would imagine?

6/4/2019 9:58:26 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/TWWCFNKzFkc 

6/4/2019 9:58:26 PM starehope Like a body posed by a demon or such?

6/4/2019 9:58:38 PM pinealg1 Is the Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy account true?

6/4/2019 9:58:40 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what % of your operation here on Twitter has been completed?

6/4/2019 9:58:52 PM sparkleloung Wait you gotta YES to a 2nd moon but I got an incredulous response to a hole at the top and bottom of the planet essentially making it a hollow planet 

that’s been revealed by  http://hiddentruth.website/leaked-photos-made-by-a-satellite-in-1967-shows-north-pole-entrance-to-inner-earth/ …

🤔

6/4/2019 9:59:01 PM aprilbrown99 #Q

6/4/2019 9:59:05 PM sciblu27 No I doubt he is, God rest his soul. If so, I know where he is.

6/4/2019 9:59:31 PM starehope What is that?

6/4/2019 9:59:41 PM doggiemomma3 Ugh, upsetting to hear that. Never suspected Kappy of having crimes against children. Guess I am still very naive.

6/4/2019 9:59:57 PM kachinagtto Can an IS BE from a higher plane of existence co-exist with another IS BE on a lower plane of existence without tech?

6/4/2019 10:00:13 PM mntcol 💥

6/4/2019 10:00:44 PM djlok 👆👆👆 woah... This will be an important dig.

#Qanon

6/4/2019 10:00:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define real. Consciousness projects reality. Awareness in consciousness is called Conscious. Conscious where? If consciousness projects reality, where 

are you?

6/4/2019 10:01:13 PM 1_decided_voter I thought the Gov looked rather uneasy in that press conference...

6/4/2019 10:01:17 PM starseedatx Is NESARA/GESARA going to be announced this year?

6/4/2019 10:01:35 PM helly_283 Funny you should say that...I had someone tell me once their were 8...

6/4/2019 10:01:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Baal

6/4/2019 10:01:49 PM 1_decided_voter "Takes time to merge time"

Sounds like a great bumper sticker

6/4/2019 10:02:40 PM aprilbrown99 Is that why Israel is being saved for last?

6/4/2019 10:02:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread our other replies. Not a patriot.

6/4/2019 10:03:08 PM goodmedicine4us Awesome.

Does DJT use Nikola Tesla tech or Looking Glass tech or SG tech to accomplish that?

6/4/2019 10:03:22 PM arunprakash4 Couldn't agree more! I wish I had left a comment with my reply saying that it wasn't a black hole, I was jumpy, excited and hasty to show this article to 

you.

6/4/2019 10:03:35 PM asilanaqanon Only GOD knew his heart. If he’s was truly repentant and believed in Jesus Christ, than he’ll be in heaven. Same goes for the killers. Jesus Christ died for 

our sins. He loves us , but if we deny Him,  no heaven. The choice is entirely up to us.

6/4/2019 10:03:36 PM allahuniversal Phonecians still at it?

6/4/2019 10:03:40 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

6/4/2019 10:03:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 10:03:44 PM keithwins part of what they both exposed is almost certainly known to be true - they just exposed it to another level. What part is a false flag ?

6/4/2019 10:04:13 PM wwg1wgaww Based on her body language and that chain on her neck she gave up info and was in given a cozy room at GITMO instead of the gallows. How close am I 

scale 1-10 https://youtu.be/J7VSELzFx6o 

6/4/2019 10:04:15 PM jrocktigers 👊🏻

6/4/2019 10:04:37 PM goodmedicine4us 🤔

6/4/2019 10:05:06 PM aprilbrown99 I can’t wait to see what Gaia looks like when we are done. She will be beautiful. 💗💗💗

6/4/2019 10:05:25 PM cupocats1111 Exactly.

6/4/2019 10:05:36 PM starehope A body possessed* by a demon or such. Twit auto correct! Do not like it.

6/4/2019 10:05:57 PM citoyen_resist I wouldn t call it a sun because it isn't shining a lot...

6/4/2019 10:06:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why else was he deplatformed the way he was?

6/4/2019 10:06:54 PM aprilbrown99 Omg!



6/4/2019 10:07:12 PM fightforamerica Is our perception of a singular moon and sun related to the firmament? Is that why the Op. Paperclip Nazi scientist guy, Wernher von Braun, had 

Psalms 19:1 on his tombstone? Is it related to the moon/saturn matrix?

6/4/2019 10:07:14 PM nikoscali But he did the right thing in the end?

6/4/2019 10:08:01 PM love4thegameak What the Importance of former Arkansas Senator Linda collins Death... https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1136133288173563904?s=19 …

6/4/2019 10:08:07 PM djlok Is this like if I'm always afraid something bad is gonna happen, it will?  How can I disassociate fear from consciousness projection?

6/4/2019 10:08:26 PM rebornkingent Well folks, if we thought we could sit back, drink a Soy mocha latte, screw up your hormones and expect aliens, Trump and the US Marines to save us, 

WRONG. Time to get active, the hard work is done. Oh... cause they are killing babies out here. Remember Haiti.

6/4/2019 10:08:33 PM allahuniversal Was his QDS (June 3rd) real?

6/4/2019 10:09:24 PM nurseniceyes Nothing is ever truly classified. Go within find the answers.

6/4/2019 10:09:26 PM theappraizer Giza ET

6/4/2019 10:09:45 PM fionasdestiny67 Re: the increased amounts of satellites, anything to "Geostorm"?

6/4/2019 10:10:30 PM theappraizer Will we be baked when y'all light it up?

6/4/2019 10:10:32 PM aprilbrown99 I can’t wait to meet them! I am very much looking forward to it! 💗🌸✨

6/4/2019 10:10:39 PM fktvis Are D Coats, C Wray, G Haspel obstructing?

6/4/2019 10:10:40 PM twitsareangry 60% declas is just exchanging one set of chains for another. pic.twitter.com/IKFAHTWNfn

6/4/2019 10:10:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than half way.

6/4/2019 10:10:59 PM starehope Not on official documents. There are not enough hours in a day. I know, "time is an illusion".

6/4/2019 10:11:11 PM theappraizer Can you define Patriot, from your perspective please?

6/4/2019 10:11:11 PM steveouttrim Yes. You create your own reality, and nothing good ever comes from fear. Meditation, prayer, faith, the power of positive thinking. Watch what you say 

because words have power...it’s no coincidence that it’s called “spelling”

6/4/2019 10:11:19 PM aprilbrown99 😢 thank you for everything. 🙏

6/4/2019 10:11:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 The poles serve multiple purposes.

6/4/2019 10:12:07 PM ascendingadam What name is most commonly used by ETs when referring to Earth?

6/4/2019 10:12:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/4/2019 10:12:11 PM goodmedicine4us Mind-blowing.

Will it be visible?

Is it merging along with the other timeline?

6/4/2019 10:12:25 PM theappraizer I think everyone knows there is a plan to light up ... Something.

6/4/2019 10:12:58 PM ascendingadam Portal?

6/4/2019 10:13:01 PM arunprakash4 How do you figure that?

6/4/2019 10:13:26 PM laurabusse Whuuhhhht

6/4/2019 10:13:37 PM kachinagtto Toroidal??

6/4/2019 10:14:16 PM theappraizer Can you make my debtors stand down while I'm frozen in place from mind numbing crippling fear? Please.

6/4/2019 10:14:41 PM asilanaqanon The truth is JESUS. God spoke, and it WAS. God speaks, and it IS. All frequency, all consciousness is void without GOD. Atomic structure obeys only 

HIM. We can only manipulate that which He allows us to. Fractals and Devine proportion are merely glimpses on HIS divinity.

6/4/2019 10:14:47 PM pauliepg11111 Where are we currently between worst possible timeline (totalitarian slave planet with Cabal in control) and the highest/best timeline?

6/4/2019 10:14:51 PM aprilbrown99 One hell of a fight. No pun intended.

6/4/2019 10:14:59 PM laurabusse Not another one.

6/4/2019 10:15:41 PM lbf777 Follow the money.

6/4/2019 10:15:51 PM arunprakash4 With a one way ticket.

6/4/2019 10:16:05 PM theappraizer What if we reject said tech?

6/4/2019 10:16:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bigly

6/4/2019 10:16:43 PM theappraizer Am I feeling electricity in the air increasing or is it just paranoia?

6/4/2019 10:16:55 PM nurseniceyes A few times now I saw another man  Mike Rogers... He would be really good.

6/4/2019 10:17:23 PM aljansen5  pic.twitter.com/pFrYzK5ihl

6/4/2019 10:17:40 PM awakeandsing123 Putin white or Black hat? When is it Russia’s turn?

6/4/2019 10:17:44 PM goodmedicine4us I am shocked!!!😥😲

Please clarify.

AJ is initiated into cabal?

How could he?

6/4/2019 10:18:13 PM nurseniceyes Is assange really sick?

6/4/2019 10:18:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 What makes a good movie?

6/4/2019 10:19:29 PM lostpatriot1  pic.twitter.com/g0mJs3lksd

6/4/2019 10:19:51 PM theappraizer When?

6/4/2019 10:20:02 PM nurseniceyes Former senator Arkansas Collins-Smith murder or suicide?

6/4/2019 10:20:15 PM moemc8 Will the masses ever be ready to believe/understand this? Could there ever be disclosure on this?

6/4/2019 10:20:22 PM lbf777 I think 50 Billion a year goes to Israel. Before it was going to the Queen, Pope, the 300 shareholders of the Federal Reserve & the IRS kept 10% for 

themselves for keeping their mouths shut. The roads aren’t paid with taxes. They are paid with Corporate & Criminal profits.

...

6/4/2019 10:20:28 PM goodmedicine4us Yes,thankful for all your crumbs, even those that I still don't fully understand leave me pondering to explore further within.

6/4/2019 10:20:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Finished. Thank Q for us. As we've said in the past:

1/ truth resonates from within

2/ trust yourself

3/ be the change you seek

4/ release your burden

5/ sheep no more, think critically

6/ follow the white rabbit & the money
6/4/2019 10:20:42 PM goyaeq Is land expensive on other earthlike planets?

6/4/2019 10:20:48 PM rinmaries Good actors.

6/4/2019 10:20:50 PM laurabusse I felt like that when i hit the lowest point of my illness. I looked at my hand and it looked like it was someone elses, like it wasn't mine, like it was dead. 

Very weird. Getting better now...

6/4/2019 10:21:16 PM lbf777 I say before because it is rumored the Queen and Rothschilds have been neutralized.

6/4/2019 10:21:20 PM laurabusse :-) 💘

6/4/2019 10:21:20 PM nicoles23023964 Why is the sun shining like a LED lamp?

6/4/2019 10:21:57 PM goodmedicine4us Good actors.

6/4/2019 10:22:08 PM gooniesnvrsayd1 Noooooo... stop asking! He is Gone!!!!



6/4/2019 10:22:17 PM lbf777 A good ending.

6/4/2019 10:22:31 PM laura_twelve @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I feel a positive shift lately and hear lots of birds chirping, more so than ever before, can you explain?

6/4/2019 10:22:41 PM disgoblue24 Search Imstitute of Intell on here and see for yourself, I honestly am not sure what to believe

6/4/2019 10:23:43 PM starehope Thank you very much MJ4 and typist 3!❤️

6/4/2019 10:23:48 PM fightforamerica Thanks again! Have a good night/day! ❤️

6/4/2019 10:24:24 PM moemc8 Thank you

6/4/2019 10:24:40 PM lbf777 I can’t remember now but it was just about 5 times more than was being announced. 

You should see how much weapons manufacturers are stealing. They charge the tax payer $300 for a $3 piece of rubber or $1500 for a $300 gas mask. I 

saw it with my own eyes.

6/4/2019 10:24:49 PM wisdomwell1 The Conservative movement is part of the old guard. This stat is meaningless to me. Nationalists, Patriots is meaningful movement.

6/4/2019 10:24:51 PM djlok Thank you.  Lots of love here to you guys and typists!!!

#TheGreatAwakening

6/4/2019 10:25:04 PM lbf777 Not Roth but the FED I mean.

6/4/2019 10:25:09 PM kachinagtto Thank you MJ4/T3

6/4/2019 10:25:32 PM peacemakertrump Sounds like yr saying Anti-Christ is here??

6/4/2019 10:25:48 PM goodmedicine4us Thank you.🙏

6/4/2019 10:26:14 PM laurabusse Go onto daydream mode

Picture yourself rich

Visualize this as often as possible. Do it as long as you can til you feel good. Send love to your creditors. Know you are a character in a play, your play. 

Have fun with this. Meditate. Recognize thoughts of fear. Decide to refuse fear

6/4/2019 10:26:45 PM fktvis Thank you!

6/4/2019 10:26:49 PM mntcol Yes

6/4/2019 10:26:55 PM charmanda9 Thank you, MJs!!!

6/4/2019 10:27:16 PM theappraizer This, with no doubt folks, is gospel Truth. All fantasies, illusions, what ever, of new money, resets, bringing stolen money back to the people? Yeah, I 

wouldn't count on any of it til you see it. THEY LIVE FOR MONEY! FOLLOW THE MONEY! 😒

6/4/2019 10:27:25 PM markusquinn I would define Earth as Realm, necessary for evolution of the spirit, accessible to pass through or stay to learn but ultimately the realm can take place 

anywhere in time and is multi dimensional.    #JustMyperspective

6/4/2019 10:27:33 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not be 

announced on Twitter Watch th […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

6/4/2019 10:28:05 PM youiifindout 07/04/2019

6/4/2019 10:28:13 PM laurabusse I'm not in your position but i was.

It's the worst feeling ever.

The only thing that really helped me was going deep deep into spirit, into meditation, and i realized it really didn't matter. I know it matters. But there 

is a path for you...

6/4/2019 10:28:18 PM keithwins OK - yup we are all trying to decipher fact from fiction.    peace-K

6/4/2019 10:28:24 PM nurseniceyes Really missed your insight... Thanks for the reassurance.

6/4/2019 10:29:37 PM theappraizer Concur

6/4/2019 10:29:50 PM markusquinn Earth is like Grade school and when you die on earth you pass on to high school and adult hood meaning you become free of flesh and spirit moves 

back to source and then continues at your Souls discretion when to take a new life and begin more experiences on behalf of source

6/4/2019 10:30:22 PM lbf777 The theft is so brazenly done, it’s sick. Soldiers literally discuss it and conclude the Gov & weapons manufacturers are robbing the tax payers. Back then 

nobody knew about the deep state though.

6/4/2019 10:30:36 PM proudredrn Thank you. Great questions tonight.

6/4/2019 10:30:42 PM buddhivegan369 🙏🏽 Thank you 💜👽🐇🕳

6/4/2019 10:31:08 PM theappraizer Take a serious look at the Paris catacombs and one realizes this is no game. 😣

6/4/2019 10:31:56 PM disgoblue24 Honestly no, I tried to send it to you but couldn’t.

6/4/2019 10:32:06 PM webj88 I’m not sure I completely understand your answer/question but do appreciate the reply, thank you!  Real as in the more lucid a dream becomes, a 

sense of familiarity follows.  Are they just the just subconscious imagination or is it something more?

6/4/2019 10:32:26 PM theappraizer Public guillotines? pic.twitter.com/NMeOVFzcux

6/4/2019 10:33:13 PM lukekauffman Love conquers all.

6/4/2019 10:33:38 PM aprilbrown99 I love all of you MJs and the typists. Thank you!  🥰🥰🥰

6/4/2019 10:34:18 PM michael81972 I dont think Coats is acting...G Haspel is a member of MJ12(white hat)...IMO you asked a question with both white and black hats in it...just my 

opinion...

6/4/2019 10:34:19 PM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

6/4/2019 10:34:45 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not be 

announced on Twitter Watch th […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

6/4/2019 10:35:16 PM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not 

be announced on Twitter Watch th […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

See you soon. 🤖

6/4/2019 10:35:16 PM markusquinn in 3D earth we may live in “Hell”, but our soul can evolve through experiences completing karmic cycles, so when we die it’s like graduating but it’s 

more like evolving to the heavens.   Level of Dim life taken in revolves around level of completed karma prior and new needs

6/4/2019 10:36:05 PM theappraizer Holy smokes. Not a word about this has been said .. yet.

6/4/2019 10:36:11 PM melissagouin1 A plot twist

6/4/2019 10:38:39 PM w0nderboi Potus finished fhe job in UK. Turned tables. Did he flip the Royals? Steele to cooperate. Boooom!

6/4/2019 10:38:57 PM theappraizer And now she's dead?! 😱 What about the Rule of Law?? 😱 pic.twitter.com/lQJwbTRG3w

6/4/2019 10:40:18 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/VA6vUXNovz

6/4/2019 10:41:49 PM 1_decided_voter Great actors

6/4/2019 10:42:37 PM amcwhortor Arkancide strikes again. 😢

6/4/2019 10:43:49 PM 7alon Nope. What don't you understand about not hospitalizing the majority of the population? Your greed for knowledge is not worth the pain of billions.

6/4/2019 10:44:09 PM theappraizer Guh, really hard to get past this one. the Arkansas Senator is dead. Clinton-HQ Arkansas? _That_ Arkansas?! pic.twitter.com/zZqtYOSWDH

6/4/2019 10:46:36 PM 7alon Besides, nobody ever said it wouldn't all come out eventually in much slower fashion. You're talking about allowing people access to vids of torture and 

snuff, cannabalism, etc etc. A small amount of that needs to come out anyway.. why traumatize people further?

6/4/2019 10:47:42 PM alterphen Why would anyone shut down a picture for some old pictures. Nothing will happen.

6/4/2019 10:47:45 PM quarkey17 Trying to figure this out myself.

6/4/2019 10:48:47 PM theappraizer Hmm. I'm thinking the black circle is likely part of the camera's apparatus. 😱

6/4/2019 10:49:37 PM laura_621 Wow



6/4/2019 10:50:19 PM theappraizer This tweet doesn't show in the thread.

6/4/2019 10:52:38 PM disgoblue24 Wtf

6/4/2019 10:52:52 PM longbowshelly Off the cuff, I would say "all roads lead to Rome...and when they go through AR, they lead to Clinton." If I had to do my due diligence and give an 

informed answer, I can't claim to know without a doubt, (your honor, lol) but I await release of more details from the case. :)

6/4/2019 10:54:49 PM laurabusse I dont think its that hard really

The hardest part is starting. But then meditation. Letting go. Being. Observing thoughts. Being present. Etc etc. Just takes time intention persistence 

attention determination devotion retraining the mind opening the heart expanding consciousness

6/4/2019 10:55:13 PM citoyen_resist thanks

6/4/2019 10:55:21 PM usss_211 Whew...

6/4/2019 10:55:48 PM coastal2002 Where did it go? I'm always late!

6/4/2019 10:55:51 PM kristlynwind Ready and waiting...

6/4/2019 10:55:52 PM decodematrix Is Saturn a sick planet? Is negative energy coming from Saturn being directed at Earth? Will the negative energy coming from Saturn be turned off?

6/4/2019 11:01:11 PM laurabusse No worries :-) 💘

6/4/2019 11:01:32 PM nancyddb Thank you.

6/4/2019 11:02:15 PM michael83341408 Majestic 12 = MJs

6/4/2019 11:02:44 PM chesleydohl I appreciate random messages, like this, that come via the randomness of the ether...

6/4/2019 11:04:17 PM laurabusse Yes! Maybe we should talk?

6/4/2019 11:05:57 PM laurabusse Following medical medium diet/protocols but it's still going very very slowly. Am determined to heal. Hardest thing I've ever been thru...

6/4/2019 11:06:12 PM sparkleloung That was my thought, Earth and perhaps other entities out “there” being toroidal - holes at both ends

6/4/2019 11:06:18 PM miwolfpaw Watch the sky.. AF1 , Incoming MOAB.. Julian Assange (via safest way to travel across the Atlantic, AF1) special delivery M💣 AB by carrier POTUS 👀

6/4/2019 11:06:32 PM kristlynwind 7/ follow the Light pic.twitter.com/RMEiQtW5eG

6/4/2019 11:08:07 PM miwolfpaw Tammie, look at my response below 👇

6/4/2019 11:08:40 PM ezdoesit_ Here

6/4/2019 11:08:57 PM banksia42265169 Yes, they have said this a few times

6/4/2019 11:11:10 PM frankgeurts3 Of course she was home secretary at the time. BARR Declass Authorisation -> 24h later Dear old Theresa Resigns...

6/4/2019 11:12:18 PM michael83341408 Good actors

6/4/2019 11:14:51 PM onegoal123 @threadreaderapp  UNROLL

6/4/2019 11:15:49 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/4ZiOVm6DWF

6/4/2019 11:16:33 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not be 

announced on Twitter Watch th […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

See you soon. 🤖

6/4/2019 11:22:53 PM mtldrmr83 Read the Law of One.

6/4/2019 11:24:23 PM k3yle disinformation is necessary

6/4/2019 11:24:33 PM k3yle Plane[t]

6/4/2019 11:25:19 PM k3yle We live in a enclosed system.

6/4/2019 11:28:43 PM turboxyde "You've got mail!" ... You have 3, 6 and/or 9 new messages, first message, from... "Creator." *beep* "My divine spark, my child, as you descend into 

darkness, you should know that I'm sending you here on an important mission but you will never find out what that mission is...

6/4/2019 11:28:47 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/KTGf05y54K

6/4/2019 11:29:23 PM mtldrmr83 Law of One?

6/4/2019 11:30:01 PM quarkey17 What does MJ mean? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/4/2019 11:33:25 PM turboxyde ...unless you remember to go within. Though you may appear to be separate and alone against all odds know that I am always with you. The illusion is 

powerful but you are infinitely and eternally greater than any illusion.  Within you lies Creation itself... access it!

6/4/2019 11:33:49 PM proudpatwife Oh man! I hate to miss this q/a session!   Was wondering if you know where President Trump will have 4th of July at?  Dc or Mount Rushmore?

6/4/2019 11:33:59 PM _the_psychonaut My B-Day 😏

6/4/2019 11:36:42 PM djlok I would think it would be a lot more.

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

6/4/2019 11:37:29 PM m_kroniklyill Not good enough!

60/40 timeline not sustainable

6/4/2019 11:37:43 PM turboxyde You will be tested in ways you cannot comprehend yet you should fear not for this only strengthens the illusion further. Release your burdens and 

allow entropy to fade away and remember that you are unconditional love itself at your core."

6/4/2019 11:47:23 PM adsvel KaBaal=Spirit of Baal=Cabal

6/4/2019 11:52:16 PM adsvel Like in SG1?

6/4/2019 11:52:23 PM dave_paragon2 Yes

6/4/2019 11:52:58 PM jayrambin Is there no danger there?

6/4/2019 11:53:34 PM jrfsmoke @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is what we have heard via 4 & 8 Chan & Q the past 18 months, mean everything is going to plan, like very soon?

6/4/2019 11:57:03 PM kittles62081233 I would also love to know. I love Bashar and the information he shares - whether it is a legitimate channel from an ET or jot, I still believe the messages 

are beneficial.

6/4/2019 11:59:28 PM alexandercody7 Is Dustin nemos safe? https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ7VgW7XgJQjDEPnOR-Q0Qw …

6/5/2019 12:03:14 AM bubusmc What advice would you give to someone possibly going to Antarctica? McMurdo Station, contractor.

6/5/2019 12:03:46 AM laura_621 Thanks

6/5/2019 12:06:40 AM adsvel Still in progress.😉

6/5/2019 12:08:45 AM jayrambin Not public. But you can c results of it. Trump, other conservative movements, q, MJ12, the RVers, so many pols not running for Re-elect, witch hunt 

fails, eu falling, Roth’s selling, 28+ sr doj pols gone, long list. These things not coincidence. Study q and mj12 deeply. Ull c it.

6/5/2019 12:11:10 AM laughingwolf11 The Earth has taken to signing opera more and more lately. Never mind the Twilight Zone. Look for the White Light Zone frequency. 

https://twitter.com/enj0ythesh0w/status/1134586457518157824?s=20 …

6/5/2019 12:16:43 AM stefanofait What a great question!

So we essentially can control the climate of our planet, overcoming natural cycles, and the position of Earth in the universe becomes irrelevant. 

Ice ages are a thing of the past. 

I'm speechless.

6/5/2019 12:17:51 AM adsvel Best interpretation of "angels" I heard.

6/5/2019 12:19:35 AM adsvel Yes.

6/5/2019 12:20:50 AM bhaggy1008 Are you  person or organization?

6/5/2019 12:23:40 AM sleky19 Full disclosure, partial disclosure is not possible

6/5/2019 12:30:45 AM hatchtambu is that obama??!!

6/5/2019 12:34:12 AM pinealg1 Hope you’re right. It would be wonderful.



6/5/2019 12:35:09 AM glorydawn3 I know we are spirit beings having a human experience. I often wonder where I was before I came into this body. But my question is, did we choose to 

come here? To earth?

6/5/2019 12:37:20 AM adsvel Thank You MJ4/T3, more and more interesting questions I observe.😊💗☀️🌈🌎

6/5/2019 12:39:52 AM alexia_icen I dont know No one can do a proper search on google anymore, we are going to have to be less cryptic going forward and ask the questions but also 

give some sort of source. I'm all for self research but it's almost impossible with the shadow banning

6/5/2019 12:42:25 AM mongrelglory I'm currently trying to conquer some of my dietary vices... 😋

6/5/2019 12:45:11 AM adsvel Sorry, I do not use a word "god", it is limited in my perception.

6/5/2019 12:45:35 AM mongrelglory You know, my favourite time of day is night-time.  I think it's the stars, the moon, and the relative quietness of the world when it's dark.  Seems more 

peaceful. 🙂

6/5/2019 12:47:44 AM megatruth4all Yesterday evening (CEST) we had a code Orange warning (Weather), what struck me most was the frequency of lightning but without thunder, like a 

strobelight...

6/5/2019 12:58:16 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure Stefano... inducing a solar flare may not be the same as controlling weather on the planet.

6/5/2019 12:59:43 AM bhaggy1008 Detoxify your body - vegetarian?

6/5/2019 1:01:24 AM laughingwolf11 WE THE PEOPLE are in control and there’s only so long WE are going to give the employees WE hired. It seems you’re defining Patriots but the same 

close-end groups that got us into this mess. WE will have full disclosure or WE’ll be the ones disclosing.

6/5/2019 1:03:29 AM laughingwolf11 You just remember, WE did not ask for permission before at earning these United States. You remember that! WE do. WE remembered. WE are 

families that have been here much longer than any United States President’s family.

6/5/2019 1:04:32 AM jollyrob2 ✨💫✨ pic.twitter.com/cerSTxsA41

6/5/2019 1:08:44 AM selvestekjetil Do Antartica journeys always come with complimentary black eye?

6/5/2019 1:09:42 AM kathleen3693693 Full disclosure would set off another, more catastrophic world war--one which would decimate everything and everybody.

Still want full disclosure even if it means that?

6/5/2019 1:27:26 AM mongrelglory I'm sad to hear that. (Both the murder, and the crimes against children) 😔

6/5/2019 1:27:36 AM jakejcannon I think you guys are right! #freeassange #maga pic.twitter.com/tEabbu9j09

6/5/2019 1:28:29 AM wild8heart Caverns/honeycomb.

6/5/2019 1:29:31 AM mongrelglory 👍👍👍

6/5/2019 1:33:28 AM amcwhortor Go listen to what he was saying at the end. How sorry he was for what he did. How he did horrible things and made friends with others who did as 

well. It's all there.

6/5/2019 1:35:06 AM sleky19 People must know everything, there will be no world war

6/5/2019 1:41:35 AM stefanofait We need follow-up questions on this subject, since we are heading into a mini ice age.

Can we stave off a large portion of its impact?

6/5/2019 1:42:14 AM pinealg1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Has the Domain defeated the Old Empire here are Earth? Have the brain electric shock technologies been destroyed? Are we 

currently witnessing the war between the two? Will the world be told the truth about IS-BEs? Are we on course to join the Domains Empire?

6/5/2019 1:43:16 AM anitabutterfly Kabamur tweeted about it saying it was a cloaked ship and potus is safe because of them/ the Pleiades. This is also my gut feeling❤️👽🍥

6/5/2019 1:45:18 AM mongrelglory I can't remember the name of the planet I'm from, but I know which star it orbits around in Ursa Minor. (Yildun)  The planet is about 3/4 the size of 

Earth. Don't ask me how I know this...it just came to me after I had that download.  I hope you soon receive a download too David!

6/5/2019 1:50:35 AM alexandercody7 Check out when the video was made hahaha

 https://youtu.be/2wAEcN9UIy8 

Oh and ofc, if you aren't an anon, check out some facts about pizzagate

#WWG1WGA

6/5/2019 1:51:17 AM zagnett If i recall correctly (haven't searched through old MJ drops yet), i think MJ said the best times are 9 AM & 9 PM. But any times related to 3, 6, 9 are 

what MJ was getting at anyway, i think, e.g. 6:33 PM / 9:33 PM like @blsdbe does for her daily meditations.

6/5/2019 1:53:46 AM mongrelglory Woah April!  I'd never heard of that.  If you find any pictures or have any links, please share!  Thanks!

6/5/2019 1:57:58 AM amcwhortor Been sharing this all day. Gotta love SBing on Twatter. pic.twitter.com/yeSiBxRjbC

6/5/2019 1:58:02 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077386452768559105 …

Found it. 👇

6/5/2019 1:58:11 AM amcwhortor  pic.twitter.com/AwPuH8zUMG

6/5/2019 1:59:13 AM realityloominng Whats the big deal with Phonecians bruv??

6/5/2019 2:00:51 AM amcwhortor Let's do that shall we: pic.twitter.com/2P47Rezzp8

6/5/2019 2:01:16 AM cchef1980 Sananda

6/5/2019 2:01:32 AM adsvel Yes, Creators of the potentials and United realities, verses.

6/5/2019 2:01:59 AM zagnett "No ether IS-BE can force you to do anything."

MJ, should we assume "ether" actually should be "other" (typo)?

6/5/2019 2:02:05 AM mongrelglory I've always wondered what is happening to a person's IS when they "sell their soul" to the devil so to speak.  Or when people refer to someone as 

having "lost their soul".  Was their IS consumed by a negative entity or was it just displaced to another dimension or something?

6/5/2019 2:03:50 AM mongrelglory Or is it a reference to "etheric" beings?

6/5/2019 2:06:41 AM mongrelglory Kewl! 😃

6/5/2019 2:06:48 AM matchnumbers67 I can’t figure how to delete my Parker account

6/5/2019 2:08:43 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn_UM9ZcOV4 …

What is MJ's opinion of Lincoln? Some, e.g. Pieczenik, have a negative opinion of Lincoln, & the "history" created about him.

P's Lincoln psychological profile. 👇

6/5/2019 2:09:36 AM zagnett Is this anything like Star Trek "beaming"? Some kind of personal "transporters"? Portals?

6/5/2019 2:10:07 AM qld_truthseeker Me either

6/5/2019 2:10:08 AM zagnett i haven't noticed any in the past few weeks here either.

6/5/2019 2:10:14 AM mongrelglory They'll be freaked out, but eventually will have to absorb reality into their frame of reference.  We'll just have to find a really big "safe space" for them 

all to go to for a while.  😉

6/5/2019 2:10:44 AM zagnett Yeah, blackholes suck! 🤣

6/5/2019 2:11:51 AM amcwhortor Wish I could help you there. 😞 IDK what's going on over there. I hear there are people being impersonated so nobody knows who's who. Heard the 

hashtag feature was removed, so now you can't even follow the tags. Weird stuff.

6/5/2019 2:13:03 AM theappraizer Oh my. All these movies & books on JFK & that's the first I've seen or heard of this! Ridiculous. Just sad.

6/5/2019 2:15:10 AM theappraizer Thank you. ♥️

6/5/2019 2:15:11 AM mongrelglory Heh, heh, heh... I was just talking to someone the other day about those "lenticular clouds". 😏

6/5/2019 2:15:25 AM zagnett  http://www.radionicships.com  

Is radionics wrt ships looking like clouds, a thing/real (link)? 🤔

6/5/2019 2:15:30 AM adsvel There were many stories, many perceptions, many interpretations... even now they are different, according on perceptions of different ET races. 

However all is up to Your own inner interpretation.



6/5/2019 2:17:15 AM amcwhortor Really? Enjoy: https://youtu.be/DznTND--4eI 

6/5/2019 2:19:15 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  Good question!

6/5/2019 2:19:18 AM zagnett MJ, the only pseudo "public" areas that would wake up enough to matter in this city would be corkboards above water coolers in the gov. base next 

door to which i don't have any access.

Is part of the "plan" to wake up gov. employees/contractors via official gov. channels? 🤔

6/5/2019 2:20:15 AM theappraizer Thanks! Much!

6/5/2019 2:20:49 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1125225239099650054 …

Is this an attempt to do just that? 👇

6/5/2019 2:21:45 AM adriennewentwo2 Weaponized weather again? Wonder why...

6/5/2019 2:22:14 AM mongrelglory So he was a white had after all!  😁

6/5/2019 2:22:32 AM zagnett This solar system?

6/5/2019 2:23:34 AM amcwhortor NP!

6/5/2019 2:23:53 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbRJt6iKCc8 …

Was this AJ's "sacrifice", or a reference to it, for the illumidonkeys? 👇

6/5/2019 2:28:05 AM mongrelglory I heard he was hiding out in Rome.

6/5/2019 2:28:47 AM matchnumbers67 I registered and wasn’t really taken with it. Can’t find out how to delete. Worrying

6/5/2019 2:29:35 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  Do we also have rogue A.I.s to contend with?!!

6/5/2019 2:30:03 AM cidarean "Clean pineal glands"... That's a tough one. Who has those these days? Does a person know/feel if their pineal gland is "Clean"? How can one tell?

6/5/2019 2:30:16 AM mongrelglory Awesome! 👍

6/5/2019 2:30:54 AM amcwhortor Not sure if you've seen this one. It's 30 mins well spent. It helps explain why this Great Britian trip is so important. What might actually be going on. 

https://youtu.be/mII9NZ8MMVM 

6/5/2019 2:36:09 AM cidarean Care to elaborate just a tad on this?

6/5/2019 2:40:03 AM amcwhortor Don't. FB collects your data. Twitter does it to. Only question about Parler is where your data goes.

6/5/2019 2:40:10 AM dman7210 Aussie Aussie Aussie 👍🇦🇺🇺🇸🙏

6/5/2019 2:41:38 AM realityloominng It's not full-blown hollow. That's disinfo

6/5/2019 2:42:15 AM adsvel Yes, exactly. I hope this will be a great, bright story with an excellent continuing. 😊💗☀️🌈🌎

6/5/2019 2:51:24 AM heath_jack Walk in.

6/5/2019 2:52:27 AM realityloominng our sun is a binary star-system, with a distant star. One can say it's part of Sol-system

6/5/2019 2:53:24 AM theappraizer Thanks again, Friend! ♥️

6/5/2019 2:56:36 AM matchnumbers67 Sorry. Worrying that the option to deactivate isn’t available. Oddly, I was approached via DM to join

6/5/2019 2:58:02 AM goran_antunovic MJ12 are iON and Bob working with u guys?

6/5/2019 2:59:50 AM realityloominng Perhaps our subconscious imagination is something more itself? Think about what does it actually mean to be a multi-dimensional being. Does it just 

sound cool, or does it mean it's all 'something more'

6/5/2019 2:59:52 AM matchnumbers67  pic.twitter.com/V5cVARhxoO

6/5/2019 3:00:02 AM matchnumbers67 😐

6/5/2019 3:03:32 AM linnyt7 I knew it! Explains much!

6/5/2019 3:08:01 AM twilbert4 Are you talking about the mining going on? Is that where it is happening? 🤔🌴🇺🇸I've been looking for the answer for over a year now.

6/5/2019 3:11:52 AM twilbert4 I know exactly how you feel! My family likes Trump but think I'm nuts. LOL 😎🌴🇺🇸All my work people thing I've lost it. They do not like him. My 

Supervisor is brown and truly thinks Trump hates brown people. I keep trying to wake him up!

6/5/2019 3:12:47 AM twilbert4 My boyfriend of 25 years thinks I've joined a cult. LOL

6/5/2019 3:13:23 AM twilbert4 AMEN!

6/5/2019 3:14:17 AM twilbert4 You said that so well! We are not alone anymore! 😎🌴🇺🇸

6/5/2019 3:27:06 AM linnyt7 Thank you!

6/5/2019 3:38:04 AM v_rags Can you recommend a good book to read about Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy and that interview?

6/5/2019 3:39:39 AM covertress Psalms 19:1

The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork. pic.twitter.com/aPFTJYCnD7

6/5/2019 3:41:07 AM adsvel Don't know about books, just watched video series on YouTube.

6/5/2019 3:41:51 AM v_rags Ahhh ok I’ll check it out thanks!

6/5/2019 3:42:40 AM lightworkercain July 16th = 20 years since "death".

6/5/2019 3:45:54 AM adsvel You are welcome.

6/5/2019 3:48:09 AM lc_drinnen I've been seeing a lot of accounts showing up like this. I wondered if it's another Twitter hit against a conservative. I thought maybe they don't realize 

others can't see their tweets because Twitter turned it to private without their knowing it.

6/5/2019 3:56:07 AM kagman4e What about the prophet such as Ezekiel who prophesized of end times which are currently happening. Gog Magog, all the prophesies from other 

prophets are happening. Will the countries like Turkey, Iran and Russia invade Israel only to destroyed by God (or what Majestic refers to)

6/5/2019 4:11:23 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you for everything. Much love to all of you. ♥️♥️♥️

6/5/2019 4:11:51 AM _17patriot_ Is weather warfare being waged across the midwest and FL?

6/5/2019 4:13:37 AM keith369me Yes, but not the way you are suggesting

6/5/2019 4:15:01 AM keith369me Read all of the MJ Tweets and Replies from the beginning and it will become obvious

6/5/2019 4:18:12 AM keith369me Relevant on Earth due to the veil and Matrix.  Think time circle instead of timeline...all events can be experienced in any order.

6/5/2019 4:19:32 AM keith369me Reset is happening behind the scenes...visit  http://disclosurenews.it  and see Benjamin Fulford‘s latest from Monday

6/5/2019 4:20:16 AM courageouskriss THANQ

6/5/2019 4:21:07 AM johnrambo2777 Earth may be purgatory.

6/5/2019 4:21:53 AM keith369me Cianide pills

6/5/2019 4:23:00 AM keith369me See if the timing correlates to Schumann Resonance...  http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

6/5/2019 4:24:00 AM keith369me Higher dimensional beings known for love.  Angelic compared to those in this dimension

6/5/2019 4:26:21 AM keith369me It’s come up in the 4AM talking points a while back...dismissed as conspiracy theory group by some of the “less bad” in the media.  Sebastian Gorka has 

addressed this multiple times in his Tweets

6/5/2019 4:27:52 AM keith369me Trump made her and the entire Royal family his biatch with this visit.  Do you think Harry and Meagan wanted to be a part of it?  They were forced to!

6/5/2019 4:30:37 AM olimyracle ...anymore.

6/5/2019 4:31:11 AM darleend That's the rumor; video on YouTube.

6/5/2019 4:31:49 AM keith369me That we can see from our current 3D state?

6/5/2019 4:31:51 AM darleend What about French colonization of Africa?

6/5/2019 4:32:07 AM stormwatcher65 How will the MSM keep it quiet?

6/5/2019 4:32:27 AM pat_at_wildwood Yes!

6/5/2019 4:35:37 AM keith369me You know the answer

6/5/2019 4:36:48 AM darleend So, Kappy was a pedophile too?

6/5/2019 4:38:08 AM keith369me Specifically with?

6/5/2019 4:39:40 AM keith369me Twin Flame...rare that they meet from what I understand



6/5/2019 4:40:08 AM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba

6/5/2019 4:42:39 AM keith369me See the change in demeanor of the Royal Family and May to DJT...a fundamental shift has occurred.  Clean up will be ongoing at lower levels...won’t be 

a big announcement, just “change” over time

6/5/2019 4:42:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stolen? https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1136236221938585601 …

6/5/2019 4:42:52 AM citoyen_resist Do I ask you about latino america?

6/5/2019 4:43:04 AM keith369me Seeing it in your meditation?

6/5/2019 4:43:15 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/Jollyrob2/status/1122047704425730049 …

6/5/2019 4:43:28 AM linacovfefe By whom for whom?

6/5/2019 4:43:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Powerful. Thank you. 🙏🏼

6/5/2019 4:44:00 AM keith369me He was an actor...not sure if he was 100% white...is anybody?

6/5/2019 4:44:30 AM hawkgirlinmn The US is WITH France! 🙏🏼❤️

6/5/2019 4:45:38 AM keith369me There are videos on YT that describe personalities of certain “groups”...something will resonate regarding previous incarnations

6/5/2019 4:46:23 AM keith369me May/Royal family say hi

6/5/2019 4:46:52 AM kevin72032387 How about public executions then, of any sort?

6/5/2019 4:47:12 AM citoyen_resist both countries will trigger each other's reset like "last time"

6/5/2019 4:47:40 AM bbobbio71 looks like it

6/5/2019 4:47:41 AM zagnett [DS] getting desperate for funds? 🤔

6/5/2019 4:49:20 AM bbobbio71 Thank you for the life lessons! Hope to meet up in person some day.

6/5/2019 4:49:30 AM keith369me Love you Laura!

6/5/2019 4:50:10 AM djlok Well the reason I haven't looked into the stuff on YT is because I know there are a lot of "alien cults" and I know how cults work...everyone can relate 

to everything.

The previous life stuff, I know is real though.

6/5/2019 4:53:02 AM keith369me Most informative/timely AMA I can remember.  You must have known I really needed a good night sleep and started later on purpose 😀. Thank you 

for all of your guidance...it has helped me change my life here on Earth and connect in ways I didn’t know existed.

6/5/2019 4:54:06 AM jljensen326 Deutsche bank..gold...seems like could be related to financial reset

6/5/2019 4:54:42 AM norwegianon It's funny, time is an illusion, it takes time to merge time. Well, I have all the time in the world, and I'll share freely if you need some. ;)

6/5/2019 4:54:46 AM tjskydive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 45 said: 'America is the greatest place on Earth'.... Will someone ask him "Where is the greatest place off Earth?"

6/5/2019 4:54:55 AM keith369me Lorie Ladd did one a few days ago.  Lorie is not an alien cult...she is a bright Lemurian Light.  I thought of you when she mentioned a particular race.

6/5/2019 4:56:02 AM djlok I'll check her out today.  ThanQ!!!  😍😍😍

6/5/2019 4:56:46 AM roublisa Many are very well known😉

6/5/2019 4:57:55 AM agoodyear2015 Never trust a bank.

6/5/2019 4:58:01 AM hollylandes Watch the sky but not the news?

6/5/2019 4:58:45 AM zagnett That 750 mil. isn't going to last long for them probably.

6/5/2019 5:00:51 AM oab999 There was a swap agreement that Maduros government didn’t honor.  In fact, Maduro never intended to repay the gold, however didn’t do a straight 

sale at the time due to political optics and certain sanctions and legal actions in place.  Not stolen simply, another #fail by Maduro

6/5/2019 5:01:01 AM ranger51367 Did the Steele Dossier distraction originate with the Committee of 300 1st,then the Chatham House+finally MI6,there is always a chain of 

obedience,the 300 has always controlled America behind the scenes,the ancient black nobility

6/5/2019 5:01:25 AM sontechnique  pic.twitter.com/nRWDLMqmAs

6/5/2019 5:02:17 AM keith369me It is long, and I’ve seen other ones that resonated more...perhaps because I already knew my “star story”. https://youtu.be/EW0yXzESwEI 

6/5/2019 5:04:27 AM mconeone Because he’s controlled opposition and wouldn’t take the actions necessary to win.

6/5/2019 5:05:48 AM _girlmaher_ Thank you Xalos.

6/5/2019 5:10:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you still listen to AJ?

Knowing that Q has no comms outside of 8chan?

Deliberately misleading?

Paytriots exposed.

 https://www.infowars.com/q-joins-infowars-live-on-air/ … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136137182933135360 …

6/5/2019 5:11:29 AM youstinksoap Hopefully returned to the Venezuelan people.

6/5/2019 5:11:49 AM citoyen_resist sure I don't !

6/5/2019 5:12:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 They surrendered their wealth to the NWO.

6/5/2019 5:12:50 AM ibeaverdale Exactly, the slower the better

6/5/2019 5:13:08 AM bbobbio71 😶

6/5/2019 5:14:13 AM fionasdestiny67 I guess this was his photo he caught. He calls it ghost moon. John Harwood photography of HI, it occurred the full moon in April 2019. He couldn't 

figure it out. Was it really the second moon actually making a rare appearance?

Thoughts?

But, I 💗 the raw vid April. pic.twitter.com/GEUGdzZI0v

6/5/2019 5:15:08 AM jvan125 🤦🏼♀️😔

6/5/2019 5:15:19 AM youstinksoap E.O. 12/21 takes it from the NWO, right?

6/5/2019 5:16:50 AM prmd21801759 No i don't anymore. But i used to. (Before 2016 election) It was from AJ that i heard about Qanon, wikileaks.

6/5/2019 5:17:57 AM melbourne_3000 Use your instincts, it will not fail you!

6/5/2019 5:18:41 AM prmd21801759 Thank you so much for all the learning!!!

6/5/2019 5:18:53 AM youstinksoap I've listened to his podcast with Joe Rogan 3 times now, I hear new info each time.  Discovery will be interesting, if the public gets to see it.

6/5/2019 5:19:00 AM kikicurry Been watching skies over Dallas. No chemtrails recently. Trump keeps saying "Clean air, clean water".

6/5/2019 5:20:29 AM boy12_jimmy I've never liked or trusted him. He was confusing with his rants. I didnt care to watch much of him, so when the hammer fell I didnt bother anymore. I 

am fine watching the usual trusted TV people for the truth. pic.twitter.com/lCl0VF0dch

6/5/2019 5:20:53 AM zagnett Nope, i stopped following AJ a couple months after i started following Q.

6/5/2019 5:22:11 AM zagnett Oops. Hopefully every Nation gets back its rightful funds at the end of the [cabal warz], somehow.

...until we eliminate the need for such Babylonian money magic crap entirely.

6/5/2019 5:23:12 AM jvan125 🤯😤

6/5/2019 5:23:48 AM ragevirusqq A good twist at the end

6/5/2019 5:23:52 AM bbobbio71 That's cool

6/5/2019 5:24:22 AM marcus45128888 Seems so...

6/5/2019 5:25:20 AM prmd21801759 Is this MJ account finished? Or just AMA time finished?

6/5/2019 5:25:35 AM boy12_jimmy I wonder what the bank swapped for the gold to do so? Wonder what they needed money for? pic.twitter.com/3QKiH8JW35

6/5/2019 5:29:32 AM jvan125 I knew he was something before I saw this but this sealed it for me. This man is so special. 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️ 

https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1093125834871894016?s=21 …

6/5/2019 5:29:59 AM bbobbio71 Little late to the game here but.. lately I've caught what appears to be a Shadow out if the corner of my eye,  when I turn to lol it's gone but feel it's not 

"just a shadow". What/why? and why is it lately happening more often? Due to recent frequency (earth) changes?? Thanks!



6/5/2019 5:30:08 AM markfrock  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypshenmQgmg …

6/5/2019 5:30:23 AM linnyt7 Nope.  I never trusted AJ.  Seems to me he tries to hop on any train that will take him somewhere.

6/5/2019 5:30:29 AM texas_nacl Same here in Houston!  I love it. 🇨🇱👊🏼

6/5/2019 5:31:12 AM bbobbio71 Sad

6/5/2019 5:34:09 AM perfectsliders a talented bad guy?

6/5/2019 5:34:38 AM melbourne_3000 Spirit known to you, confirm for yourself in meditation or dream state.

Ask and thou shall receive.

6/5/2019 5:35:17 AM norwegianon Would you belive us if we told you

The Zionist State of Israel

it's controlled by an ET "entity" reclaiming dominance over Earth in Jerusalem completely unaffiliated with the Jews...? 🤯😲 

pic.twitter.com/bpTIaS2tDe

6/5/2019 5:36:55 AM myavorshak It was light until 920 last night seems a little off pic.twitter.com/4ycufKt6jY

6/5/2019 5:38:50 AM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not be 

announced on Twitter Watch th […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

See you soon. 🤖

6/5/2019 5:39:43 AM called2christ Space is Fake. Ask Santa 🎅. #HoHoHo #SCOTUS https://twitter.com/bigredwavenow/status/1103836545767792640?s=21 …

6/5/2019 5:40:41 AM ragevirusqq Why do they show themselves to some?

6/5/2019 5:42:03 AM _369311119 Like ALICE, Baal needs attention. Like chasing a...

BALL!

6/5/2019 5:42:42 AM hulseystacie Good actors.

6/5/2019 5:46:22 AM roaminnoodle TY for the AMA MJ4/T3 - much appreciated!

Can you please share more insight on this, especially the highlighted part? W/ all the mis/dis info out there, what would be "concise, evidence based 

claims" & how then to offer "guidance going forward"...??? So anons can make pamphlets! pic.twitter.com/JRTT8DzEro

6/5/2019 5:48:50 AM opensenseme Where is this quote from?

6/5/2019 5:49:37 AM cryptogamer11 It’s not either or ... it’s both and more 😀

6/5/2019 5:50:00 AM neurologician #vrileye

6/5/2019 5:50:12 AM yttak3 Hope it will be planetary 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

6/5/2019 5:54:00 AM henrysi5 4 person 4 countries #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/8U5hLLtOOd

6/5/2019 5:58:25 AM tashasonger1176 She also said Opal Jennings wasn’t dead but they later found her body. Sylvia Browne was a fraud!

6/5/2019 5:58:44 AM jvan125 Some people can’t even handle horror films. THIS is a real life horror film. I imagine the truth to be MUCH worse than fiction. Movies and 

‘entertainment’ are just a ‘sneak peak’ at what REALLY goes on. And we were none the wiser. 😔 🙏🏻

6/5/2019 5:58:45 AM bbobbio71 seems like several

6/5/2019 6:00:26 AM roaminnoodle I see in the past day or so, you liked your own tweet - about the "offline" archive - yet when I checked it out, it has not been updated since March...

Is there any chance for an update, please, given the recent AMAs that have been completed???

Thank you, for all you've done!!! pic.twitter.com/AraGfEgcWZ

6/5/2019 6:00:28 AM jooooody check out the restored church and its' verifying document the book of mormon, it is true and speaks of jesus christ's visit to america after his 

resurrection, performed miracles etc.

 https://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

 https://www.comeuntochrist.org/ 

truth resonates from within for sure.

6/5/2019 6:00:34 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/TX1ROt16Kn

6/5/2019 6:03:55 AM melanieusn1979 NO!

6/5/2019 6:05:52 AM jooooody felt very betrayed by AJ  I thought it was wierd all along, he didn't really care about going deeper into problems he would report on...

glad Q let us know what was up with him.  Thank Q ! 

sheep nomore !

6/5/2019 6:07:28 AM melanieusn1979 How many say it quietly to themselves?

6/5/2019 6:12:15 AM aurorasreality Hard no. THe fact that people are preying I need those trying to find peace is just sad.

6/5/2019 6:12:31 AM jooooody Majestic 12, you are pretty cool.

6/5/2019 6:14:33 AM barozzirochelle Another site that posts Q info much like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 etc. Many sites do this. I follow all to just get as much info as possible.

6/5/2019 6:15:35 AM stefanofait What I had in mind was a combination of hi-tech and guided mass meditation. 

What else should I look into, in your opinion?

6/5/2019 6:15:57 AM aurorasreality The reason why I asked about this... here's a for the gateway project  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-

00788R001700270006-0.pdf …

6/5/2019 6:18:19 AM aurorasreality so coach project now disclosed as a meditation school through "the Monroe institute" 🤔🤔 https://www.monroeinstitute.org/Programs 

6/5/2019 6:19:51 AM 7alon A good start would to be to imagine anything evil is capable of doing, they've done. Think about what that means, then ask yourself.. do you want to 

see this? Can you handle seeing this? It doesn't make you a bad person, it makes you human.

6/5/2019 6:20:05 AM freestateojones As a matter of NAT SEC?

Transparency is the 'only' way forward?

6/5/2019 6:20:19 AM laurabusse Did you put your town into the sunrise/sunset part? It usually takes about an hour to get dark after sunset, depends on time of year. Guessing you're in 

N IL and toward the western part of your time zone where the sun rises/sets later. Keep searching and you'll find out...

6/5/2019 6:21:57 AM moemc8 Same here

6/5/2019 6:22:01 AM laurabusse What you're saying makes perfect sense to me having observed the skies for 5 decades since childhood. It all makes sense to me and i could explain it...

6/5/2019 6:22:16 AM myavorshak Ya. I understand the concept. Hence why I noticed the difference.

6/5/2019 6:22:39 AM myavorshak Central IL

6/5/2019 6:23:32 AM laurabusse Yes! :-)

6/5/2019 6:23:36 AM alisvolatpropi2 Alex Jones red-pilled year’s sho but I stopped listening to him for all the reasons that others just mentioned. However, I do still use his iodine 

supplement.... should I find another source?!?!

6/5/2019 6:24:29 AM wisdomwell1 Gold is a thing, again! RV / GESARA

6/5/2019 6:25:17 AM overhead440 Because a call was wrong it doesn’t make everything that they called wrong... I know that you have made some calls that were wrong but you still 

became what you believe is a good person and you will continue to make calls from the good person that you are...



6/5/2019 6:25:31 AM laurabusse Love you too Keith!!! Very much :-) 💘 pic.twitter.com/sDyjbfiQxR

6/5/2019 6:29:19 AM grukster This video woke up many things inside my mind and heart and soul. This video is enlightening and opened parts of my mind that were disorganized and 

closed.  TY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1118154663273037825 …

6/5/2019 6:30:08 AM moemc8 Seems D.C. is still on.  Mt. Rushmore will be holding a celebration in 2020 after years of cancelling it due to fire risk.

6/5/2019 6:31:00 AM freestateojones Already happened?

6/5/2019 6:31:16 AM laurabusse LOL. Wow. Well maybe when he sees you're not having a specialty tin foil hat made for yourself...and you still put on your pants one leg at a time...and 

you really haven't changed much except now maybe you think a little differently...he'll accept this part of you gradually.

6/5/2019 6:31:32 AM aurorasreality Agreed it's a ad a place is using a CIA program disguised a source self meditation.

6/5/2019 6:35:14 AM laurabusse I felt i had to hide my new interests from my husband out of fear of what he would think

I would let out gentle gradual hints to test the waters

It was a no go

Over time i said WTF; now i listen to David Wilcock when husband is w/in range. He still loves the other parts of me :-)

6/5/2019 6:35:48 AM lp083061 Paul Singer have anything to do with it?

6/5/2019 6:35:53 AM keith369me Through the will of a large number of souls it will manifest

6/5/2019 6:36:07 AM right_sideof Ahaha nicely done

6/5/2019 6:38:38 AM laurabusse Yw :-) we're all here for you, for each other 💘 #WWG1GWA

6/5/2019 6:40:20 AM keith369me I love when opportunities to share find us and we act upon them

6/5/2019 6:42:00 AM deplorabledvs Gotcha. Yea I’m seeing it alot too.

6/5/2019 6:43:00 AM laurabusse Yes i love it too :-)

That and the feeling of freedom at night.

No have to's. (Chores are done. Or not...)

There's something comforting about the darkness.

There's a really cool darkness meditation somewhere out there in youtube land.

6/5/2019 6:43:12 AM debrafierens Italy, I believe.

6/5/2019 6:44:28 AM natureinspace We are receiving disclosure on many levels from multiple sources and we are handling it pretty well. I think most other people will too. The truth is 

already out there in the mass conscious. We just seem to be waiting around for confirmation of what we already know or suspect.

6/5/2019 6:44:54 AM kindeandtrue Is that why @POTUS changed his hairstyle: to signal a change?

6/5/2019 6:45:59 AM zen_allday He’s grasping at straws.

6/5/2019 6:46:45 AM jennife42469481 I understood it had something to do with a large amount of adrenacrome (sp?) behind the eye.

6/5/2019 6:47:54 AM kindeandtrue Nobody with that cute mischievous face could be a bad guy. pic.twitter.com/KZkHA8ltmi

6/5/2019 6:50:30 AM moemc8 No comparison at all

6/5/2019 6:51:55 AM allahuniversal "Do you still listen to AJ?" 

Only for the Lulz.

6/5/2019 6:52:11 AM mommahood777 cute but butterflies are bad symbolism

6/5/2019 6:52:26 AM rachaelangelm No

6/5/2019 6:53:52 AM natureinspace Either the timelines merging have not been as drastic as they were or I've gotten used to them.

6/5/2019 6:53:56 AM kindeandtrue Nope.

6/5/2019 6:54:44 AM laurabusse Chronic depersonalization.

Sounds uncomfortable to say the least...

Can you somehow take comfort, refuge in your own (magnificent god created) being(ness)?

Most helpful thing I've ever done (ever) is listen to Abraham-Hicks youtubes...

Very inspiring...practical...

6/5/2019 6:55:27 AM jollyrob2 Can or will you tell us what race the majority has in assisting DJT?

6/5/2019 6:56:34 AM lori_dee1 I never did.

6/5/2019 6:57:04 AM kindeandtrue Truth is real, objective, universal and eternal. Transcends time and space.

6/5/2019 6:59:01 AM mommahood777 watch the water!!

Midwest is flooded

CA in danger of dam failures.

Stock on food...!!!

6/5/2019 7:00:25 AM laurabusse Sounds good. I did struggle for awhile. But it got easier over time. Frustrating at first. I thought I'd never get it. But it does happen eventually...

6/5/2019 7:01:57 AM natureinspace I don't live far from VA Beach. It has been a horrible week for the community. I know it's a FF by DS. I can't wait for the day the cabal comes crashing 

down. Good vs. Evil.

6/5/2019 7:03:12 AM aprilbrown99 My interruption is to forgive yourself and others. Don’t hold grudges. Most have had many lifetimes here & have built up karma so try to work thru & 

release that too if possible. Acknowledgment, forgiveness, & release. Burdens will weigh us down & and keep us from ascending.

6/5/2019 7:03:36 AM laurabusse Well I've never had a question that didn't eventually answer itself...I've seen ppl like yourself question but i observe sunrise/sunset times year round 

for decades and it hasn't really changed as far as i can tell...seek to understand what's going on and i believe you will...

6/5/2019 7:04:23 AM natureinspace Because he's a big fat liar. And everyone knows it.

6/5/2019 7:05:10 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it is a great show to watch. I would love to be a fly on the wall. 😁😁😁

6/5/2019 7:05:19 AM laurabusse Very very well put :-)

Well said!!! 💘

6/5/2019 7:05:20 AM smith_jere Agree

6/5/2019 7:06:07 AM mommahood777 seems he goes off on too many far fetched tangents...and people eat that sh*t up...have found Maj 12 to be a bit "out of this world" as well

Anything is possible, keeping an open mind, awaiting truth and proof

6/5/2019 7:06:53 AM laurabusse Yes :-) connection is alway wonderful 💘

6/5/2019 7:08:58 AM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.crystalinks.com/emerald.html 

6/5/2019 7:09:17 AM intodreamland Why won't they kill all Pedophiles?

6/5/2019 7:09:31 AM kindeandtrue Not surprising at all, if true.

6/5/2019 7:11:39 AM kindeandtrue Good actors.

6/5/2019 7:15:20 AM thekarachavis 😧💸🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

6/5/2019 7:16:32 AM larsprintzen Credibility! Its the oldest trick in the book.

6/5/2019 7:17:33 AM jebsmirk "... To continue progress of the last 20 yrs."

Kerry's about as swampy as they get.

6/5/2019 7:18:36 AM mommahood777 good twists throughout!

and an unforgettable ending!!!

6/5/2019 7:19:17 AM charmanda9 Yes, thank you 🙏🏻

6/5/2019 7:20:46 AM laurabusse Ok so central IL is Springfield. Decatur looks even more central.

If i go to Time and Date, go to sunrise/sunset times, and put in Decatur, sun sets at 8:20.

If you look at the twilight info, civil twilight ends at 8:53 but there's still light. Nautical twilight ends at 9:33...



6/5/2019 7:20:56 AM mommahood777 nooo..more to come

6/5/2019 7:25:57 AM thoughttazer NWO; Deutsche Bank has always been the Bushes'/Nazi/Cabal piggy bank

6/5/2019 7:26:32 AM mommahood777 no spoilers! lol

6/5/2019 7:27:12 AM mljones5910 It would be great if the “pure truth” of these beings was in unity.  We would then have the power to cause more to happen more quickly.  All these 

“roads “of thinking can’t be help.  Unity.

6/5/2019 7:27:17 AM dynamicres Burden == "beast of burden" == 6 == BE

Release your body by channeling the IS

❔

6/5/2019 7:27:18 AM laurabusse astronomical twilight doesnt end til 10:20

Thats when gets completely dark

Cant speak to your experience, or your reality, only you have that

You could check past records

Its possible its diff but my understanding is, Stonehenge the sun still rises/sets where it did 1000s yrs ago

6/5/2019 7:27:53 AM cosmic_engineer Son of the god of Orion.  Negative polarity slavers

6/5/2019 7:29:05 AM jebsmirk  pic.twitter.com/KIt4bANCEy

6/5/2019 7:33:21 AM scott_rick Yes commerce we call Derivatives

6/5/2019 7:38:18 AM djlok Yeah- that's the way I prefer to communicate with babies...And then 5 years later they remember the conversation.

Niece: "Uncle David, remember that time we were talking about Princesses?"

Me: "Why of course.  Of course I do."

Niece: "You were right. Belle really was a Princess."

6/5/2019 7:41:54 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116859368128090113?s=19 …

6/5/2019 7:45:32 AM aprilbrown99 No I have been there. Another galaxy. Just cant remember where or know the name. Soooo beautiful.

6/5/2019 7:47:52 AM jvan125 Omg!!! 😂❤️ That baby’s facial expressions!! That was AWESOME!  What a great dad. 🙏🏻❤️🌟

6/5/2019 7:51:14 AM orthogonalron What about the "National Treasure" style mystery in yesterday's happenings with the Sussex Declaration of Independence and TS Mnuchin?

Are we finally independent from GB?

Read moar

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136227438684528646.html … pic.twitter.com/X3wF49UeGf

6/5/2019 7:51:56 AM alexia_icen THANK YOU!!!

6/5/2019 7:52:04 AM alec_m_currier You're a fake Too.. The REAL #QTeam knows This.. Hope you have a backup plan. . 😘😎 #Q

6/5/2019 7:53:50 AM bryceja68689884 Need some verification.

6/5/2019 7:56:30 AM aprilbrown99 Ooohhhhh......My heart just melted. I love love love love love love THIS!!! 💞💞💞💕💕💕💗💗💗💓💓💓💗💗💗💕💕💕💞💞💞

6/5/2019 8:14:42 AM randthompson16 We are the news.

6/5/2019 8:21:13 AM fionasdestiny67 Watching the movie "Riddick", that twilight appearance,  I feel  after the sun goes through its transition, the 3 days of darkness, we will be in that type 

of twilight. 

Thoughts? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/5/2019 8:23:10 AM richardhiatt16 🤔

6/5/2019 8:23:24 AM maryschade14 The Scripture never says we are the only ones..that was infiltrated dogma to keep people in line til the time comes to use good info in bad ways. This is 

why Enoch was removed..

Heavenly Hosts..exactly what comprises..

6/5/2019 8:25:52 AM twilbert4 Whatever it is, it is. LOL. Doesn't bother me. My head is on straight. He'll wake up with the rest of them I guess. 😌🌴🇺🇸

6/5/2019 8:32:13 AM laurabusse Yeah :-)

6/5/2019 8:32:23 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/NgoHmooaoo

6/5/2019 8:34:56 AM roaminnoodle I developed speech impediment when I was ≈4 yrs old & ∴ needed therapy, all because my dad liked my "baby talk" & would encourage that...

I have since vowed, when I have children, or am around other people's babies, not to do any baby talk - & try to tell others do the same!!!

6/5/2019 8:36:25 AM diaptera_80 You tell me...

6/5/2019 8:36:45 AM maryschade14 They say it explains the moons appearance at new..sometimes it isnt 'dark' some say it mimics the moon's so it is difficult to detect..I had considered it 

rumour.

6/5/2019 8:37:27 AM brandon39886610 She's a pleadian

6/5/2019 8:39:33 AM oo1o110 when you hear talk about not wanting to spoil the surprise I'm thinking they're talking about a debt jubilee of some type.

6/5/2019 8:44:18 AM daggastan AJ is paid not to call out a certain group of people. Not a truth teller.

6/5/2019 8:54:01 AM jillybeantukee Bill Hicks has probably regretted his decision a million times, I’m betting.

6/5/2019 8:54:26 AM charmanda9 💖💖💖 I love these stories!

6/5/2019 8:57:29 AM burkewinkler The answer has always been to defund Progressive (1984) Education?  Not another brain washed?

6/5/2019 9:01:37 AM burkewinkler JFK Jr.  (if not dead?)  Winning ticket.  Would bring many former Dems.

6/5/2019 9:02:01 AM louaptekman Will TRUDEAU be forced to resign or arrested because of his involvement with the Coup attempt ?

6/5/2019 9:10:41 AM enomai_ Ty you for this answer.

My instincts were correct

6/5/2019 9:11:29 AM mudlotus15 What is a MOAB?

6/5/2019 9:13:31 AM aprilbrown99 Sitting in a comfy reclining chair watching this VR Matrix movie. 🍿🍿 🍿

6/5/2019 9:15:38 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp

6/5/2019 9:16:02 AM scents_common Most ? >>>

6/5/2019 9:22:55 AM starehope I can't get the thread reader app to copy the complete thread. I only get the first and last tweets. Any idea what's up?

6/5/2019 9:23:08 AM universalrisin  https://twitter.com/jackposobiec/status/1136279304109723648?s=21 …

6/5/2019 9:23:23 AM universalrisin #UnsealEpstein

6/5/2019 9:24:03 AM aprilbrown99 All that gold just sitting in some basement while their entire country is starving!?!  That is beyond words to me. Makes me angry and want to cry at the 

same time. 

Time to put an end to all the crimes against humanity from ever taking place again!

6/5/2019 9:26:01 AM speaakn Never really did - he’s too outlandish!

6/5/2019 9:26:54 AM roaminnoodle I cannot view the archive link on any laptop; it only works on my phone... I have heard other people have a similar problem.

Try the link posted here, or in the second post by MJ: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106649986316599296 …

6/5/2019 9:27:36 AM freeindeed13 Wow - big give away; if ever we doubted his allegiances. 🤡

6/5/2019 9:27:40 AM brandon39886610 They are censoring this tweet. Constantly moving it back down to 99 likes. I saw it in real time. Also,it has over 200

6/5/2019 9:28:58 AM starehope What is this. I get a blank white screen. ThankQ!

6/5/2019 9:29:55 AM jayrambin I do.  And something’s not right here.

6/5/2019 9:30:18 AM lbf777 Why?

6/5/2019 9:30:22 AM rachaelangelm Yes

6/5/2019 9:30:49 AM spauldingshowal ❤️

6/5/2019 9:31:19 AM starehope Can someone help me with the thread roller app? I have tried twice but only get the first and last tweets. ThankQ very much!



6/5/2019 9:32:00 AM drbohammer As a former DB executive (20 yrs ago), I can honestly say I’m not surprised. I am curious though... where was the gold? Did DB folks have to go into 

Venezuela to take it, or was it stored in an external DB facility already?

6/5/2019 9:32:00 AM djlok Yeah i don’t really understand “baby talk” so I just don’t do it.  Kind of like Spanish for me.

6/5/2019 9:32:14 AM prmd21801759 "Hidden in plain sight"?

6/5/2019 9:33:00 AM roaminnoodle I made a screen shot of thread with MJ, and highlighted the part "concise; evidence based claims, and guidance going forward" from here: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136124841625608192 …

6/5/2019 9:33:03 AM aprilbrown99 ❤️

6/5/2019 9:35:30 AM 420munsterfan What's jot Kittles?

6/5/2019 9:35:41 AM theloop12741459 Howdy! A Q crew.

6/5/2019 9:37:32 AM fionasdestiny67 Is the second you refer to the one they call Cruithne? Or actually another?

6/5/2019 9:37:41 AM areckoningday Viable upgrade... pic.twitter.com/3aGcfFIoeQ

6/5/2019 9:37:51 AM davidroehrig Hey MJ12, so the gold is out of the NWO hands and in the hands of the Deutsche bank. Is the Deutsche Bank under our control now(White 

Hats/Alliance)?

6/5/2019 9:38:11 AM n7guardiananon Why dumb down your kid, was my thought process.

You can have fun while educating.

I'm so excited at the possibilities of what my daughter can learn post disclosure.

6/5/2019 9:39:01 AM enomai_ RA?

6/5/2019 9:39:17 AM stefanofait so then I guess we will need some high-tech assistance for the foreseable future, given that, as of now, the #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE is more of a 

distant goal than a reality

6/5/2019 9:39:23 AM 420munsterfan Sounds interesting fren! Will have to check it out! What do most Anons think about David Wilcock and his studies on Synchronicity and the force field 

investigations? As a Christian I definitely embrace the possibilities of his findings that show reincarnation in all religions...

6/5/2019 9:41:32 AM starehope It only goes to March. Last night seemed like a good-bye with their final post.

6/5/2019 9:41:49 AM independentrowr Nah, reveal her crimes against Haiti and drop her and Bill in Port Au Prince with no cash or phone.  Could be a one episode reality show.

6/5/2019 9:43:11 AM amcwhortor Well if Trump ever goes, maybe I will too. But I doubt it. Again. I could be totally wrong but pic.twitter.com/sUxtdQPwqe

6/5/2019 9:44:14 AM jennife42469481 I haven’t heard that it was initiation. Who’s had something more to give.

6/5/2019 9:45:55 AM roaminnoodle Yes, it is only updated until March, so I was requesting another update through today.

They are only "more than half way" done here. I understand that can mean 51% or 99% done, but I think we've got more "time" w/them still. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136138253965418496 …

6/5/2019 9:50:33 AM antarantanka A lot is not right. Do some thought experiments like Einstein did. Throw in ETs in the mix.  Study the word “Lord”, the word “real-ity”. Real is just a 

Spanish word for Royal or King. Is you real-ity defined by the mind control of bloodline royals?  Logical inconsistencies?

6/5/2019 9:50:59 AM vaporking F Parler

6/5/2019 9:58:45 AM nun_chucknorris Interesting subject. Read it this am. Woke up 3 times last night and each time I did, I told myself to go back into that dream. First time ever that it 

worked...x3

6/5/2019 10:01:20 AM aprilbrown99 Very cool. We are in control of our creations.

6/5/2019 10:02:15 AM doggiemomma3 So am I. Just awful.

6/5/2019 10:05:13 AM covertress Can you please tell us more about the Ancient Ones? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989897239106674688?s=19 …

6/5/2019 10:06:00 AM enomai_ Define moon and sun?

6/5/2019 10:07:35 AM enomai_ but, what means right thing? Exposure out of care, love or to save himself?

6/5/2019 10:08:33 AM lillian63662639 .

6/5/2019 10:09:34 AM doggiemomma3 I knew his friends did,but he always said he didn’t+in the last Periscope,he said something like, “I never hurt children.We all know hurting a child is 

hard...” which,I will say,I thought that was a weird way to put it+the “maybe you hurt a child in a past life” made me wonder.😔

6/5/2019 10:12:11 AM amcwhortor Yeah I took that as his past life before he decided to try and clean up. Who knows though. Either way, I wish he would have had a chance to repent, 

serve his time, and testify to what he knew. No need for more sensless loss of life. If you hurt a child though the Karma is urs

6/5/2019 10:16:10 AM starehope So much to do in so little time!

6/5/2019 10:18:09 AM keith369me The booming headaches I used to get listening to AJ fall under the category, “Trust Your Intuition”...with that said, I’m glad I started down this rabbit 

hole that he helped initiate.

6/5/2019 10:19:04 AM keith369me Yeah, his handlers

6/5/2019 10:20:27 AM jamesboyett Thank you all so very much! God bless!

6/5/2019 10:24:07 AM maryschade14 Yes we are..

6/5/2019 10:26:02 AM jennife61366461 I don’t know, really.  I like David, as well....also, Alan Watts.  ThankQ, Fren!  Happy Day of Days!  ❤️😂🇺🇸

6/5/2019 10:26:21 AM jennife61366461 🤷♀️

6/5/2019 10:27:03 AM leslieau7 How do I go about using it ?

How do I do it

Sorry

I'm 67 

Need peace in my last days

6/5/2019 10:29:04 AM doggiemomma3 I agree with you. I felt like he genuinely was trying to do the right thing, at least in the end. We will probably never know the whole truth. The whole 

situation is just so sad+ unsettling. Maybe he was Mind controlled at one time? Who knows. Thanks for your thoughts on this. 🙂

6/5/2019 10:32:46 AM laurabusse Amen.

6/5/2019 10:35:05 AM qanonmedia I always spoke to my child like an adult and she turned out to be very smart. Talked early and clearly. I think that's a good thing to do. Children learn 

from us.

6/5/2019 10:36:21 AM jrocktigers There are some youtube videos of music that state they are at 432hz. I cannot vouch.

6/5/2019 10:37:01 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/PUpX9oWrMH

6/5/2019 10:38:29 AM vk17761984 AJ has to many damn ads. Add a internet connection that isnt stable and the show resets and what feels like 5 minutes of adds plays before i get back 

to the show. not worth it.

6/5/2019 10:38:43 AM laurabusse Lul

6/5/2019 10:39:37 AM laurabusse And the drama. And the interrupting. And the overacting.

6/5/2019 10:40:59 AM laurabusse Fine line. Info vs deliberate disinfo.

But i guess that's the whole point...

6/5/2019 10:41:36 AM laurabusse Word.

6/5/2019 10:43:38 AM laurabusse I would...up to you :-)

6/5/2019 10:44:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1136279304109723648 …

6/5/2019 10:46:35 AM maryschade14 Now please

6/5/2019 10:46:59 AM laurabusse Only if you think they are.

Cabal hijacks good stuff for their evil.

I say we take everything back and make it good again.

Owls. Goats. Etc etc etc

6/5/2019 10:47:11 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein



6/5/2019 10:47:20 AM proudpatwife Yes!!! Please #UnsealEpstein !!!!

6/5/2019 10:50:10 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein Already!

#UnsealEpstein Today!

#UnsealEpstein Right Now!

6/5/2019 10:51:37 AM laurabusse I like how Kryon says drop your karma.

How?

Just drop it with your intention.

Let it go.

Drop it like it's heavy luggage you decided to stop lugging around.

(Is that why they call it luggage?)

Now if i can just do that with anxiety.

Maybe same thing...
6/5/2019 10:52:21 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥

6/5/2019 10:52:28 AM laurabusse Think he meant the ama.

Just my interpretation.

6/5/2019 10:54:08 AM cypressbill1980 BOOM

6/5/2019 10:55:38 AM nitrozv20 Bob Mueller is having a bad day

6/5/2019 10:58:07 AM n7guardiananon Quality time with my little one, watching some classics and I notice a white rabbit https://youtu.be/44UFpAX9JeM 

6/5/2019 11:00:27 AM excaliber7777 That bank , one of many , has 45 trillion worth of derivatives on its sheets and would be the lynchpin in a worldwide bond market meltdown . Nobody 

wants that At this time .

6/5/2019 11:00:39 AM tammyredmond Mother Of All Bombs

6/5/2019 11:00:49 AM hawkgirlinmn Adorable !!

6/5/2019 11:01:26 AM djlok Now I need to go back and watch that movie and see if they follow the White rabbit!!! 😂😂😂

6/5/2019 11:04:02 AM robinreitsma1 👀

6/5/2019 11:04:44 AM hawkgirlinmn That only happens to me in dreams where I am at war or dreams about me protecting my family. And I wake up to try and lose it but as soon as I fall 

back asleep...boom. I’m back to shooting terrorists or whoever.

6/5/2019 11:05:10 AM david00997884 Believe all will happen Independence day, fill it in my heart and gut

6/5/2019 11:06:58 AM prmd21801759 Thank you! And it's good ;-)

6/5/2019 11:13:07 AM roaminnoodle MJ,

Yes or No question.

Is this true? pic.twitter.com/67TipHsV8A

6/5/2019 11:13:31 AM moonbaby04371 Craddock? Sounds an awful lot like Paddock. As in Stephen Paddock, who was supposedly the Las Vegas shooter.🤔

6/5/2019 11:13:50 AM realityloominng I see. I've only heard a little about the Punic Wars in a conventional lecture. I find it hard to detect the relevance when they usually downplay 

everything. Ancient Greek history right?

6/5/2019 11:14:04 AM cidarean Setting up for a reset?

6/5/2019 11:14:23 AM mongrelglory 😎

6/5/2019 11:17:44 AM mongrelglory David, maybe if you approach it the way I did, by thinking of the constellation that you first notice in the sky, or your eyes are always drawn to?  I didn't 

know much about the "Little Dipper" but then as I started to read up on the constellation, that's when I had an "Aha"...

6/5/2019 11:18:55 AM mongrelglory ...moment and realized I was from there.  Then after meditating, I received a download of visual details and information (I received it in two separate 

chunks).

6/5/2019 11:19:59 AM _369311119 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

6/5/2019 11:20:34 AM bill_davis01 Does the sly event have anything to do with the Russians missile test??

6/5/2019 11:21:08 AM djlok Well I always seem to find myself in cities (with a lot of lights). Maybe I should go somewhere rural and get it all figured out. When my IS leaves Earth, 

I'd hate to go to the wrong planet!!!

6/5/2019 11:21:09 AM bill_davis01 Sky!

6/5/2019 11:21:10 AM mongrelglory "White hat". 🙄  Stupid auto-correct!

6/5/2019 11:24:46 AM fionasdestiny67 Absolutely not

6/5/2019 11:26:03 AM mongrelglory If we get mass indictments, and disclosure about the Cabal and ETs/Aliens, that might be enough to galvanize a global awakening of collective co-

creative power.  Modern communication technologies allow events in the news to spread like wildfire!

6/5/2019 11:28:57 AM messenger983612 Ha! No one is being arrested until their underground penthouse is ready, silly.

6/5/2019 11:30:44 AM mongrelglory I also love listening to the noises of the animals that come out at night and seeing their little eyes glowing in the darkness. 😁  There are some birds in 

the trees near my building that start chirping loudly to each other at 5am while it's still dark.  It's like clockwork!

6/5/2019 11:32:48 AM keith369me David, I don’t think you necessarily need to know, but it will come to you.  It’s likely harder to pull in this information while being as connected to the 

news cycle the way you are.  If you put down Twitter and go to a cabin in the woods for a weekend, it may come to you

6/5/2019 11:41:08 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079544657158254593 …

6/5/2019 11:42:20 AM orthogonalron This will all lead back to Mueller as he was Acosta's boss at the time and most likely was involved in writing the terms of the plea deal.

During his press conference, Mueller sounded like a man who thought he would be murdered right on stage. PANIC

#UnsealEpstein

6/5/2019 11:45:16 AM realityloominng I know that an italian or french cartoonist helped popularize that Carthaginians did child sacrifize.

How do you see the results of this war? I imagine the secret top powers merged like always pic.twitter.com/yFIRQzRbFL

6/5/2019 11:45:32 AM justice_rebel I think he was jealous not getting the best friend treatment from Q.

and he couldn't decipher the Q posts.. me neither but...that's why there's serial brain 2.

6/5/2019 11:46:42 AM justice_rebel And I dont think he ever has to work again , he is loaded ..AJ

6/5/2019 11:46:48 AM mongrelglory I can't see many stars where I'm living now in the city, but I remembered when I was living in the country which constellation my eyes always seemed 

to notice whenever I looked up in the sky. It was always Ursa Minor, specifically the handle of the Little Dipper with Polaris.

6/5/2019 11:48:16 AM justice_rebel I'm waiting for July 4th....

6/5/2019 11:49:05 AM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/cstarr888/status/1136336700467113984 …

6/5/2019 11:49:55 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/I4QvzvbE0q

6/5/2019 11:50:55 AM mongrelglory I'm picturing a big Galactic map with the words "You are here" like they have in big shopping malls...  Maybe your map will say "You are here" but there 

will be another dot that says "You belong here".  Or maybe you could ask at the information desk for them to page your family.

6/5/2019 11:51:35 AM djlok Ha ha!  I love it!!!

6/5/2019 11:52:29 AM richardhiatt16 👍 THANK YOU MJ12.. The PLAN continues......



6/5/2019 11:53:20 AM catvllvsverona [They] are desperate for gold.

Many countries (e.g. Italy lately) began to ask for their "expatriated" gold reserves.

Something big is likely about to happen to [their] "fiat" currencies.

#EndTheFed

#GoldStandard

#financialreset

(from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's feed)  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1136236221938585601 …
6/5/2019 11:55:16 AM laurabusse Sounds so lovely Michelle :-) 💘

6/5/2019 11:57:02 AM laurabusse And the tantrums. And the over-reacting. And the anger. And the losing control.

6/5/2019 11:57:45 AM starehope How else would he get so much dirty dirt on others, if true? He admitted going to a certain person's home and being in their torrrturrre chammber. Do 

you think either of usss would be invited.

6/5/2019 12:01:15 PM lordconcave Exposed?  I think most have known for years that AJ/Hicks is a paytriot clown.  At least you guys admit you are spreading disinfo.  But there will come a 

time for ALL to tell the truth, very soon.

6/5/2019 12:05:53 PM aschilliam In early 2017 timelines separated

6/5/2019 12:09:58 PM azuremagus "white hat at Giza"   interesting

6/5/2019 12:10:18 PM thereahempqueen O awesome news! Let that ball roll. 🍿🎉🥊🌋

6/5/2019 12:12:40 PM mariata48257153 At last, this one I've been waiting for

6/5/2019 12:19:59 PM peterclloyd We don’t need more Dems, we need less Dems.

6/5/2019 12:31:19 PM sciblu27 I don't know what part of this conversation I'm in I can't see the rest of it

6/5/2019 12:39:01 PM alisvolatpropi2 Damn .... I loved his supplements!  Always stings a little when something you liked turns out to be from the dark side.   Time to research some iodine 

companies

6/5/2019 12:39:13 PM giediknight I thought he was being used to Flank the fake news, creating a diversion so media will focus on AJ rather than the other habbenings...

6/5/2019 12:39:29 PM jooooody majestic i'm a fan, u rock

6/5/2019 12:40:15 PM blsdbe Ditto

6/5/2019 12:42:03 PM teeunited3 #ThankYou #PatriotsAwakened #WednesdayWisdom #MAGA #Trump2020 #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #WWG1WGA #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/QxlmnrYUUE

6/5/2019 12:42:43 PM kathleen3693693 I stopped following AJ after he casually mentioned, live, on-the-air the he has done some jobs with the Clowns In America. He said that the first time 

and my "woah Nelly" meter shot up a red flag. When he said that again about 6 weeks later, that was enough for me. 1000 pieces

6/5/2019 12:42:54 PM mongrelglory He shouts too much.

6/5/2019 12:45:04 PM roaminnoodle Amen, brothers and sisters. Amen.

I recall MJ asked us "Would humanity forgive the Majestic 12 if we guaranteed that every single person on Planet Earth had quick and convenient 

access to replication technology?" (YES!!) and later also saying: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065017406538555392 …

6/5/2019 12:46:48 PM zagnett Oh wow. i must have missed those shows. i would've left immediately too.

Yes, 1,000 pieces. Or even more if necessary!

6/5/2019 12:47:04 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/S0TGoPAUVq

6/5/2019 12:48:35 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/NCVtQqoLeb

6/5/2019 12:50:51 PM zagnett That would be a really big help, yes!

i'm willing to forgive ANYONE who is of the LIGHT or seriously turns toward it & helps get us ALL to a prosperous, abundant, peaceful, exciting Future! 

Includes MJs, of course! 😎 The entertainment is a just big bonus. 😍🥰😘😊☺🤗

6/5/2019 12:52:59 PM mongrelglory It almost sounds as if Maduro gave it to them!  He's been stealing from his people the whole time in power! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-

06-04/venezuela-defaults-750-million-gold-backed-swap-deutsche-bank …

6/5/2019 12:53:38 PM brownsfancle  pic.twitter.com/GMHrak4MI5

6/5/2019 12:54:38 PM mongrelglory You have to wonder if it was deliberate and if Maduro got a "kick-back" from the bank.  He's probably trying to put a next egg away somewhere 

because he knows his days in Venezuela are number.  He's running out of money to pay his military!

6/5/2019 12:56:55 PM mongrelglory It was supposedly part of the gold that Chavez had repatriated.  He's spinning in his grave right now.

6/5/2019 12:58:50 PM darleend Makes sense. Have studied this for several years now and honestly, cannot watch another Hollywood movie or political debate; knowing what now 

know. I'm truly sickened.

6/5/2019 12:59:39 PM mongrelglory That happens all the time in developing countries! 😟

Dictators get rich while they sell off the country's natural resources to foreign big banks and corporations.  Part of the Cabal "strip-mining" the Earth!

6/5/2019 12:59:42 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/R8zjVIEpA3

6/5/2019 1:00:23 PM lori_dee1 That's one of the reasons I couldn't watch him.

6/5/2019 1:01:56 PM mudlotus15 AAAHHHH!!  THANK YOU!!  Been wondering! 🤗

6/5/2019 1:07:44 PM mongrelglory I like when Harry Potter meets Professor Dumbledore in a train station after he dies.  Harry asks him "Is this real, or is it all happening in my head?" 

Dumbledore replies "Of course it's all happening in your head!  That doesn't mean it isn't real." 😁

6/5/2019 1:08:07 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/T1MnSmkguJ

6/5/2019 1:16:56 PM oab999 Certainly possible, both Maduro and DB are corrupt enough.  The key would be to look at the intermediary group (there always is w Maduro) and the 

legal firm.  How’s how they’ve done it in the past.

6/5/2019 1:17:51 PM mongrelglory Haha!  I just realized something.  Whenever I'm on a diet, I dream of eating at dessert buffets.  I'm sabotaging my diet in my sleep!  No wonder the 

pounds take so long to come off! 😝

6/5/2019 1:17:54 PM wideawake181 Kappy was pushing for #UnsealEpstein #Justice #Truth

6/5/2019 1:19:38 PM coryz34 Exactly! Wtf

6/5/2019 1:21:22 PM kat_of_9_lives Refuse to give them front/back of DL & current selfie. Seems suspect🤔

6/5/2019 1:23:44 PM flaboogie Thank you for the Q and A....  GREATLY appreciated.

6/5/2019 1:24:06 PM coryz34 Lmao!

6/5/2019 1:24:30 PM coryz34 What letter of alphabet is 17...

6/5/2019 1:25:10 PM roublisa Love it 😍🤯 pic.twitter.com/4hWQl4RnX5

6/5/2019 1:25:31 PM enomai_ It does look pretty jehavoh witnessy like, but its suppose to be related to the mountains i suppose. So, it probably is legit.

6/5/2019 1:26:35 PM fukyorfeelngs I hit the like at 555. Angel numbers=buckle up, rapid changes coming

I'm ready!!! 💕🇺🇲⚖🍿😁🍿😁🍿😁🍿😁🍿😁🍿😁

6/5/2019 1:31:15 PM starehope Same here. Wonder if any good ones are left. Could be, certainly hope so. But for now?

6/5/2019 1:32:06 PM roaminnoodle Sure, the old guard MJs maybe did some terrible things, but if the new ones clean house - honestly, earnestly, and fully - I can "turn the other cheek" 

for these technologies to be disclosed and released. Forgive, but don't forget!!! dark > LIGHT!!!

6/5/2019 1:32:38 PM coryz34 Usually when they say Big Week, it really means a big week in behind the scenes operations.  We are nowhere near any real information coming out. 

Months and months away. I believe by 2020 elections things will start moving in public view.

6/5/2019 1:38:27 PM wild8heart That is a very incorrect assessment by The Daily Beast.



6/5/2019 1:39:03 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/fVMf8ShMLC

6/5/2019 1:44:47 PM amcwhortor TY. Yes it was. 😉 Was waiting for someone to say it. Moves and countermoves. Deleted.

6/5/2019 1:45:47 PM starehope But, how would one get a mattress if needed? A car? A bicycle for the child for a b-day present?

6/5/2019 1:47:18 PM starehope I think the banks in Germany had no money.

6/5/2019 1:49:14 PM laurabusse Well...i only said that bc MJ hinted they could possibly be compromised.

But go with your gut.

If you love them that's something :-)

You could try muscle testing them...

Not trying to confuse you but only you can weigh everything and decide...

Best to you 💘

6/5/2019 1:49:55 PM djmtheoriginal Let me guess...arrests are coming soon...trust the plan...trust Q...trust Trump blah blah same old...all talk,  no action.

6/5/2019 1:50:58 PM zagnett Could be communal replicators too for bigger stuff that people don't need as often. The technology probably scales.

6/5/2019 1:53:50 PM starehope Ok, ok.

6/5/2019 1:55:57 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/PlhXt59KLD

6/5/2019 2:01:01 PM zagnett Or maybe a smaller replicator would be like your own personal Ikea. You print out all the small parts & a manual, then get to work assembling it! 🤣

6/5/2019 2:03:14 PM starehope And have you seen the new car vending machines? Blew my mind. Look up Carbana ! Amazing. I still can't believe it's real.

6/5/2019 2:05:36 PM zagnett  https://www.carvana.com/ 

Do you mean this?

6/5/2019 2:06:44 PM 3rdeyeview55 Handsome actor😉, and yes, Baal had many many clones.

6/5/2019 2:08:20 PM starehope Yeah, go to the bottom. Click on Vending machines.

6/5/2019 2:08:37 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/md0KtuNLnb

6/5/2019 2:09:29 PM razztaz2016 What IS MJ?

6/5/2019 2:13:38 PM zagnett  https://www.carvana.com/how-it-works#pick-up …

Wow!

6/5/2019 2:14:52 PM youstinksoap From Last year when MJ's were talking about currency, gold and replicators. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069793963035553792?s=21 …

6/5/2019 2:15:14 PM yupyup_puypuy Spoiler:  Yahweh wins...!  Yay!

6/5/2019 2:24:29 PM roaminnoodle Tay appention, frens!

MJ said "Replication technology will be readily available for all people to simply print what they need THAT WOULD NORMALLY BE SOLD IN STORES"

Assuming if we'll also have new transportation tech, then what CAN'T you buy in a store? A house/land...

6/5/2019 2:25:33 PM slayerofmatrix1 NEW .. NWO as you’ve referenced or the Cabal !??!  Please answer me MJ. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

6/5/2019 2:26:35 PM grabsanon Same with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I enjoy watching a wide variety of twitters.

6/5/2019 2:29:32 PM starehope ThanQ Scot. Zag and I were having a questioning moment. 👊

6/5/2019 2:30:30 PM roaminnoodle Exactly, but read some more:

"From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 gold"

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20gold&src=typd … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006974225243131904 …

6/5/2019 2:30:50 PM gi6stars Guess it's a real thing then! 😀👍👍👍

6/5/2019 2:30:51 PM teachers421 Very interesting

6/5/2019 2:32:29 PM zagnett Personally i don't want or need a house / land.

i want a ship. A space ship. One that can act as a house that i can happen to park on a piece of land, perhaps. On this planet or other planets. Or out 

there in space somewhere. Hopefully someplace safe. 😎

6/5/2019 2:33:25 PM zagnett Yeah i'm getting a lot of this kind of thing from MJ, & just trying to extrapolate how it would work in our society.

6/5/2019 2:34:07 PM zagnett Oh, then i will need some gold, after all. Hadn't realized how important gold would be for the spaceshipz.

6/5/2019 2:35:15 PM starehope Same. The mind does wonder. They tell us to think logically. I get too excited go out on a limb with ideas! Hard to sit still.

6/5/2019 2:35:31 PM magicianswheel Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " 00 12 w/ MJ4/T3 YES/NO Responses only 45 is safe/secure/insulated Arrests will not be announced on Twitter Watchk 

Incoming MOAB Finished. Thank Q for us. As we've said in the past: 1/ truth resonates from within 2/ t […]" #AMA 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1136121223249825792.html …

6/5/2019 2:38:57 PM zagnett Oh i know! My brain can't stop speculating on all kinds of things. it wanders all over the place in there! i've never been more antsy!

6/5/2019 2:39:01 PM candygirlclw Good question

6/5/2019 2:39:15 PM roaminnoodle From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 >keyword<

>gold<

>replicate<

>replication<

>replicator<

Especially about gold, check posts from Aug 24, Nov 19, Dec 17: says we'll be able to replicate gold, but then says "however commercial access to those 

patterns will most likely not be made available."
6/5/2019 2:41:15 PM roaminnoodle Now we're thinking! Like an R.V. but for made for space travel!

6/5/2019 2:42:25 PM zagnett Will do, thanks!

6/5/2019 2:43:12 PM zagnett Exactly! A literal "recreational vehicle" for space! Like the Winnebago in Spaceballs lol!

6/5/2019 2:45:40 PM zagnett i just see (want to see) "money" kinda go "poof", up into a whiff of smoke, which eventually disappears completely. Buh bye stupid Babylonian money 

magic! Don't let the door hit [you] on the way out!

6/5/2019 2:46:04 PM mongrelglory I'm just thinking of all the trouble that a curious kid could get into with a replicator!  Think "stink bombs" and other "chemistry" experiments! 😆

6/5/2019 2:46:49 PM youstinksoap Crazy energy here for the last week - I know what you mean. ♥️

6/5/2019 2:49:43 PM candygirlclw No, Meghan wasn’t at anything and Harry didn’t speak or go near POTUS, just Ivanka.

6/5/2019 2:50:29 PM youstinksoap Yes, please!

6/5/2019 2:50:41 PM roaminnoodle Anyone asking MJ a time-related question like: pic.twitter.com/FhYLRRr2IH

6/5/2019 2:50:48 PM joelmaunu no, just curious about image

6/5/2019 2:51:37 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

6/5/2019 2:54:38 PM roaminnoodle Note to self: Keep a safe distance from Michelle once replicator tech goes mainstream 🙈🙊😇

6/5/2019 2:58:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Go to Northern Minnesota, rent a boat and relax and look at the stars at night !

6/5/2019 2:58:27 PM slayerofmatrix1 😆☺😁

6/5/2019 3:01:13 PM candygirlclw Good question!



6/5/2019 3:02:06 PM doc1415 Emerald tablets of thoth the atlantean. Read zecharia sitchins the lost book of enki. And gerald Clark's "the 7th planet mercury rising".

Hell, read "Behold a Pale Horse" by William Bill Cooper while youre at it ;)

6/5/2019 3:04:33 PM meliss311 I just watched a bunch the other day! You can see them very clearly

6/5/2019 3:05:02 PM slayerofmatrix1 Expensive ??  Hahaaa. 💰 isn’t a “thing” elsewhere is my Understanding. 🙏🏼💗😁

6/5/2019 3:06:01 PM candygirlclw This the dark circle cloud in London?

6/5/2019 3:06:46 PM slayerofmatrix1 🤗😘😘😘😘🙏🏼💗💫✨🤚

6/5/2019 3:07:44 PM doc1415 Which ET entity? Marduk? Enlil? Enki? Thoth? Or maybe something of the Archons giving David Ike credibility? Or maybe Draconian. Feel free to 

answer truthfully :D we want to know? Does this Entity claim to be our creator? I.e. Enki?

6/5/2019 3:07:56 PM youstinksoap I wondered this as well, but it ends up with the white hats whether it's Trumps NWO, or is taken under his 12/21 EO.

6/5/2019 3:09:11 PM jared4liberty Thank you. I learned a lot from this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/5/2019 3:12:18 PM doc1415 So Marduk? If I remember correctly isnt Baal an alias of Marduk the evil son of Enki? Based of some studying Enki is said to be a good guy and the god 

christians serve who is Jehovah is yet another name of Marduk? Wouldnt that make god the equivelant of the devil?

6/5/2019 3:13:07 PM aprilbrown99 It is unthinkable!  Evil...pure evil.

6/5/2019 3:14:44 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, #DarkToLight!

6/5/2019 3:16:57 PM mongrelglory They've been doing it to Africa for centuries.  Canadian mining companies are terrible with how they cut deals with corrupt dictators for mining rights.  

Meanwhile the people and the environment in African countries gets screwed over. 😢

6/5/2019 3:17:20 PM aprilbrown99 Yes and their ships radiate beautiful and colorful auras. It is so exciting!  😉😁😀

6/5/2019 3:18:44 PM mongrelglory You should see me in the kitchen!  ADHD and improvising while baking is not always a good outcome! 😝

6/5/2019 3:19:53 PM doc1415 They're killing babies here too. Planned parenthood is weapon.

6/5/2019 3:21:55 PM aprilbrown99 I have never ever understood why so few were so outrageously rich  and so many millions could be so poor. Like when one person wins the lottery & it 

is $345m. Give to your community, help people, spread the wealth. 345 people (or more) could be rich & pass it on.  #Greed

6/5/2019 3:22:29 PM nixontweets WTF happened to our species that we have to BEG our officials to bring child fuckers to justice w/ hashtags? If the system continues to work AGAINST 

the human race in order to benefit the few who see themselves as untouchable, then time to take up arms & prove them otherwise.

6/5/2019 3:24:44 PM nixontweets And let’s no forget about the US Secretary of Labor either.

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.vox.com/platform/amp/2018/12/3/18116351/jeffrey-epstein-trump-clinton-labor-secretary-acosta …

6/5/2019 3:25:08 PM cledrordfishing That's pretty cool, kinda like Captain Kirk and Dr.  Spock!  Lol

I wish all of the awesome technology out there could be available to all normal worker people like me. 

Daydreaming is still fun.. Haha

6/5/2019 3:27:30 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE!!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

6/5/2019 3:28:05 PM mongrelglory I think the system has been designed to "strip-mine" the wealth of this entire planet.  We are truly a Prison Planet. Some of us just are in better 

facilities while others endure over-crowded hell-holes. I always thought this movie had a ton of disclosure:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_City_%281998_film%29 …

6/5/2019 3:29:48 PM cchef1980 Is that the “door of all doors”? Knowing the path we were in was leading to destruction?

6/5/2019 3:30:31 PM starehope Then what is the gold good for besides jewelry or technology.

6/5/2019 3:32:35 PM aprilbrown99 I remember seeing this when it came out but will watch it again.  I noticed the gave a “Saturn” award. Hiding in plane sight. 🙄😳

6/5/2019 3:39:08 PM doc1415 How can I apply for such a position?

6/5/2019 3:43:12 PM lvormittag Sorry for late question....thoughts on Kabamur?

6/5/2019 3:44:18 PM mongrelglory I just noticed that too!

6/5/2019 3:45:41 PM starehope Time is an illusion. 😂😭😭

6/5/2019 3:48:13 PM roaminnoodle Sounds like the Swedish Chef! pic.twitter.com/Y8vdzMMqgH

6/5/2019 3:49:32 PM carolin15161363 I never listened to him.

6/5/2019 3:50:40 PM starehope Voor-da-veer-davoor-daveer.

6/5/2019 3:58:17 PM independentrowr Or the Haitian government.  Guessing their jails may not be as comfy as ours.

6/5/2019 4:02:41 PM rebornkingent Any specific on what the burden is

6/5/2019 4:04:43 PM roger35742354 Late question! 

Are we going to get solid proof of Reptiods/Reptilians? Been underground for centuries?

6/5/2019 4:09:50 PM nikoscali Wondering if @SpaceX will be put out of business by #ET #Disclosure or if they will simply replace Raptor with Anti-Grav engines on Starship?

#MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #DarktoLight #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/5/2019 4:10:32 PM carolin15161363 Want to see if I understand. DS lends hard hit Venezuela w much needed money knowing they would default bc the DS is behind what is happening. V 

defaulted as predicted and the con worked so the DS could take the gold. Am I close?

6/5/2019 4:12:38 PM identityasxy .

He's irrelevant now.  Left hates him.  Right doesn't trust him.  He's in his own echo chamber.

Too bad.  He was good early on.

6/5/2019 4:14:37 PM melanieusn1979 I’m lost. Please explain.

6/5/2019 4:15:30 PM melanieusn1979 Haven’t in a long time.

6/5/2019 4:17:49 PM identityasxy .

It's becoming apparent that the cabal baphomet worshippers are allowing this political Kabuki theater (bread & circus) to keep us busy chasing 

midlevel issue while the stratosphere continues to be ionized and 5G & AI are put in place. Are we simply rearranging chairs on titanic

6/5/2019 4:24:27 PM wild8heart Chess is fun. 😆🤙

6/5/2019 4:40:22 PM merorschach It's interesting. In a time of hyper-sexualized depraved  programming, this should be a Breaking News marathon of coverage. 

No, because they are involved. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/jimmy-savile-raped-children-as-young-as-nine-while-working-at-bbc-leaked-

report-finds-a6824436.html …

6/5/2019 4:46:43 PM mrmurica1776 What’s MJ just curious?

6/5/2019 4:51:15 PM jonicurry17 I know Q said we had gold. Can someone PLEASE tell me what happened to building 7 gold? I never get an answer

6/5/2019 4:52:25 PM mommahood777 Oh we will...no worries!!!!

Love for all God's creatures...[they] are not of God

6/5/2019 5:02:53 PM blkjadeladyange Did a Dr Who run...lmbo... Nice...

6/5/2019 5:04:36 PM decodematrix This is fake.



6/5/2019 5:10:20 PM mrmurica1776 Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 he elaborated on this for his AMA

6/5/2019 5:10:25 PM rafngeirdal I enlargened the photo and it surely looked like Obama Jr. but can we be absolutely sure?

6/5/2019 5:25:18 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆

6/5/2019 5:27:45 PM allahuniversal Nah

6/5/2019 5:28:43 PM toffer_anon_369 Think MIRROR?

6/5/2019 5:34:39 PM jesusluvsu29 He's a paid shill by Hillary

6/5/2019 5:39:25 PM jonesy4671 No i couldnt help but to watch this one though https://www.infowars.com/q-joins-infowars-live-on-air/ …

6/5/2019 5:39:50 PM richard07759712 Will Christopher Wray be shown the door soon?

6/5/2019 5:40:37 PM jonesy4671 Alex: im ready to bow down to Q. Im not an israeli agent.  but how do i become worthy enough to even suck the toes of Q?

6/5/2019 5:44:03 PM richard07759712 Stocking up on popcorn pic.twitter.com/LDyuIXLq16

6/5/2019 5:53:38 PM toffer_anon_369 This needs to get dealt with ASAP.  Look what is beginning to happen  https://www.patheos.com/blogs/deaconsbench/2019/06/my-suffering-is-

unbearable-teenager-traumatized-by-rape-legally-euthanized-in-

netherlands/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=share_bar&fbclid=IwAR3YANOBAKvNwLyeQM8aHWJz5_vIv9W56dnH6MWK9WQDWf3j8gA-

FMhVVD0#fD2qHE3jVR33svtw.01 …

6/5/2019 6:00:27 PM moonbaby04371 Thank u 2 all involved here. I'm glad I came across this account. 😊

6/5/2019 6:06:51 PM nocommunistusa For mass arrests? I’m wondering how long he will be out of the country for

6/5/2019 6:10:17 PM emilyzamscruf @M2Madness @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @TheSharpEdge1 @prayingmedic

6/5/2019 6:12:27 PM emilyzamscruf @OtisKit

6/5/2019 6:17:22 PM nmchristoban What do you all suppose "Watch the skies" means coming from an off world typist? As many times as I've heard this, I can quite pinpoint it.

6/5/2019 6:28:07 PM rafngeirdal When I think of it some more, I realized the importance that a face recognition tech be used to identify features in the seeming young Obama Jr. 

Therefore I’d like the following Twitter users to take a look: @PlastiksurgeonE @skyzbabe1961 @Kristi_Huebner

6/5/2019 6:28:14 PM trumpturnaround I have not since he was exposed!!!

6/5/2019 6:29:42 PM collmaxwell He served both as honey pot attracting those questioning the official narratives, and as a crazy-looking person making his followers look crazy 

themselves to the non-initiated,

6/5/2019 6:30:29 PM brad34351293 Is "Pindar" just a different name for the same entity?

AKA-Enlil=Zeus/Jupiter

6/5/2019 6:31:32 PM usss_211 369, 369, #UnsealEpstein 369..... If you say it, it has a nice rhythm to it...

6/5/2019 6:32:09 PM becca000007 I think so

6/5/2019 6:33:17 PM plastiksurgeone That might be very useful. At the moment though, I’m not so sure that’s him. The overall shape of his face doesn’t say “Hussein”.

6/5/2019 6:34:17 PM faith_namerica That’s probably why they (cabal) use children/babies.  If good can be attracted, i would think evil could as well.

6/5/2019 6:34:31 PM brad34351293 I think Switzerland has been a hiding place for something evil too. CERN & the damn Goddard Tunnel open ceremony show so!

6/5/2019 6:35:19 PM 17_3_161815214 The difference between the then and now? #Awakened

[DS] has removed Thousands who didn't play the expected part

Then most were comatose

Now people are awakened

Events: child trafficking, murder, corruption, etc when you sleep are you aware of the minutes that pass?

6/5/2019 6:38:44 PM brad34351293 Where is this building?

6/5/2019 6:47:29 PM brad34351293 Seems more like an inverted Tornado!

6/5/2019 6:49:58 PM skyzbabe3 I couldn’t say if that was him or not. When I put that pict side by side with a current one, the thing that strikes me the most and would make me think 

it’s possible that it may be him are the ears. I would be guessing. Facial Recognition Technology would be better able to tell.

6/5/2019 6:51:18 PM brad34351293 There is something nefarious within Switzerland too.

6/5/2019 6:55:00 PM brad34351293 That dude is all about the $$$$$$

When he was more concerned in finishing a vid, than going & seeing to his crying baby, I was out. Very telling!

6/5/2019 6:58:30 PM kristi_huebner This pic had been floating around for a while. It was dug into by the 8chan crowd. As a consensus, we very much doubt it's Hussain.

6/5/2019 7:00:43 PM plastiksurgeone Yes, I’m not picking up that it’s him. As I mentioned....similar, but not him. At that age, Soetoro’s face is “chubbier” and not as square set as that one.

6/5/2019 7:02:34 PM yellahabibihela Quantum entanglement?

6/5/2019 7:04:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 his accusations of cannibalism were quite disturbing I hope TnewPTB are looking into it

6/5/2019 7:09:08 PM brad34351293 Well, Harry is really a Bastard, so they can get out easily.

The fact that she is a LA born brainwashed liberal with that baby neutral crap is another story.

6/5/2019 7:10:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Watching Bohemian Rhapsody was... weird. pic.twitter.com/tCV7BYMuj5

6/5/2019 7:12:01 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Thanks

6/5/2019 7:15:28 PM brad34351293 I couldn't believe him after he said he was in a clone facility, meaning he is a clone.(Clone of Vlad & Queeny acted like the ran the place & were 

mean)??????? 

He was always entertaining.

Then there was the fact he seemed to be on some sort of drug most the time he did videos.

6/5/2019 7:18:02 PM alisvolatpropi2 I appreciate your input very much!  Thank you for taking the time with me.  You’re not confusing me at all.  Yes Muscle testing is a great idea :-)!   

Best to you in return

6/5/2019 7:19:45 PM alisvolatpropi2 Thank you!!!  Very interesting...

6/5/2019 7:26:06 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Jim Willie called this months ago.  The term he used was rehypothecated

6/5/2019 7:27:06 PM brad34351293 Same answer as Jr. Q

Hmmmmmm!

I get not just goosebumps when thinking of their resurrection to the masses, it is an inner pulse of pure energy! Truth from within! 

Amen to Jr. & Fam for being kept safe by "Real Patriots"! 

Can't wait!

6/5/2019 7:28:25 PM brad34351293 The sheeple need to be awakened to "The Truth"

D's no more!

6/5/2019 7:29:00 PM tabithalower Wait...what the?



6/5/2019 7:29:52 PM scott_kuecher Search 

Obama sabud 

It’s deep

6/5/2019 7:31:06 PM brad34351293 Sounds like my resonations every time I picture Jr. & Fam coming out of the dark/death back to all the masses.

6/5/2019 7:31:45 PM tabithalower Oh my goodness....big can of worms!

6/5/2019 7:35:37 PM karrruss D-day recreation drop?

6/5/2019 7:36:07 PM disgoblue24 His eyes seemed to be clear, but always someone else in the room with him

6/5/2019 7:36:22 PM melanieanders7 Oh my heart!!!!!! 💙💋❤️ love this so much!!

6/5/2019 7:42:08 PM aprilbrown99 According to sources, the Queen is too.

6/5/2019 7:48:19 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/BMSIXWW9Dg

6/5/2019 7:50:13 PM raevenraeyne I keep hearing about many people having awakenings and downloads. Awesome for them❤️ ❤️

Frustrating for those of us who seem blocked despite efforts to clear and open. 🤔

6/5/2019 7:52:13 PM laurabusse Oh god. Maybe am lucky but thank god ppl seem mostly understanding

But it almost wiped me out. But if you've had it...most of your life? Yikes. I can't even imagine...

One of my friends got severe fibromyalgia. It was awful what she went thru. She's better now...Dr Robt Morse, FL

6/5/2019 7:52:45 PM goodtimes125 Enlil aka Yahweh aka Perun aka Pazzazu. Set, the storm god. Not sure all correlate. HMU.

6/5/2019 7:54:04 PM laurabusse Makes sense :-)

6/5/2019 7:55:04 PM goodtimes125  pic.twitter.com/KgKwLDXINP

6/5/2019 7:55:15 PM laurabusse Thx! 🌷 :-) 💘

6/5/2019 7:56:34 PM aprilbrown99 Wow...this is an epiphany moment right here!  I had never put 2&2 together. Thank you Sandris! 🙏💝🌸✨ #DarkToLight

6/5/2019 7:57:30 PM starehope 😉😉😉😻😻😻😊😊😊

6/5/2019 8:03:50 PM iamyou132 Are u affiliated with the writing of this book?

6/5/2019 8:05:56 PM raevenraeyne This is at Epstein Island, correct?

6/5/2019 8:18:40 PM zen_allday I almost felt sorry for AJ. He is so defensive, insecure and paranoid.  He has done some great things for the Patriotic movement but his abrasive 

narcissism is so toxic, he will have a tough time maintaining viewership.  We have to be the example of how we want our country to be.

6/5/2019 8:20:47 PM heartsscales Absolutely stolen.  DeutscheBank in broke and floundering..

6/5/2019 8:31:09 PM allard41980 I always thought it was a security issue, AF1 has allot of defense. Abroad on the ground you got military bases and embassy with marine support.

6/5/2019 8:33:37 PM blsdbe quantum hypnosis healing technique I think

6/5/2019 8:40:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 don't post WWG1WGA pics from the south pole

6/5/2019 8:45:10 PM aprilbrown99 You are perfect just as you are!  🤗🥰🤗

6/5/2019 8:46:25 PM aprilbrown99 That sounds like a Majestic answer to me.  😁

6/5/2019 8:51:40 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. Thank you Christine. Sorry Star, I didn’t see you post. Trying to go back thru to see if I missed anything. The AMAs go so quick. 😉

6/5/2019 8:53:06 PM djlok I had to do the same earlier.  Probably one of their best AMA's to date IMHO!!!

6/5/2019 8:55:46 PM peterluisvenero A Matrix Master.

6/5/2019 8:57:09 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I agree. So many awake with bright brilliant minds. I love it. Best questions thus far in an AMA.

@covertress has asked some pretty amazing questions in previous AMAs. 👍😁✨

6/5/2019 8:59:11 PM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is 

being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

6/5/2019 9:00:34 PM brad34351293 Eyes don't tell of use. Erratic behavior, non clear mind, do. IMO

The clone thing smelled of deception to me, & my inner BS Meter.

6/5/2019 9:07:17 PM asilanaqanon John 14:6, Acts 4:12, John 3:16, 1Timothy2:5, Romans 10:9, John 10:9, John 3:36, John 8:24, John 3:18,Romans 6:23, John 3:3. And MANY more. The 

road is narrow, and the above readings do indeed stress the fact that ONLY THROUGH JESUS ARE  WE SAVED. Read and see for yourself.✨🙏✨

6/5/2019 9:07:31 PM peterluisvenero July 4, 2019. A date that will be more special than usual?

6/5/2019 9:17:03 PM aprilbrown99 MJ = the Majestic 12  (this account)

6/5/2019 9:17:43 PM aprilbrown99 T1, T2 and T3 are the typists.

6/5/2019 9:25:46 PM lbf777 Babylonian Money Magic happened. It started in Sodom & Gomorrah, spread worldwide & now is corrupted almost every corner of the world.

6/5/2019 9:29:14 PM sciblu27 That's one of 8. And millennials don't know junk about politics they don't know what they are they are very confused so if 12.5% R conservative it went 

up by 10% from 2% to 12 1/2

6/5/2019 9:29:57 PM seeking9theta If "CLASSIFIED INFORMATION" feels... right... then we are ALL "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12"

♾👁🗨♾🕯

6/5/2019 9:31:22 PM urkgurgle I think you answered your own question when you glorified officials and not yourself and maybe your family

6/5/2019 9:35:00 PM nixontweets Then we need an occult revival. $ is powered by nothing more than collective imagination & we can turn it all around by understanding the true power 

of this creative force. Nothing more pathetic than allowing people to die in the streets over lack of imagination-powered paper.

6/5/2019 9:38:44 PM nixontweets Definitely not glorifying those pedos in power. Pointing out that those who claim to represent us CLEARLY work against us. That’s why vigilante 

violence is becoming more & more practical.

6/5/2019 9:40:33 PM rebornkingent Paper pamphlets were handed out on the lead up to the revolutionary war. Pamphlets & dvds were handed out post 9/11. Every ground movement 

starts w/flyers i guess.  Thomas Jefferson had several quotes about the news paper of his day. So fake news has always been a thing I guess.

6/5/2019 9:40:45 PM fukyorfeelngs He's a freak and a hack

6/5/2019 9:42:32 PM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1136402528843771906?s=21 …

6/5/2019 9:44:24 PM urkgurgle Don’t get me wrong, I am not singling you out. We have all been guilty of passivity. Our desire to be left alone has been nurtured by sociopaths that 

wanted the room to take even more control. Time for a change

6/5/2019 9:45:24 PM lbf777 Whoever controls the banks controls the people so the psychopaths always hijack positions of power such as the bank. The idea is to share power 

instead of having the ability to hoard most of it by vacuuming up money or by printing it.

6/5/2019 9:51:58 PM nixontweets The desire to be left alone is perpetuated by an absent-minded society engaged banal thought & contrasted by the peace of nature & silence. Can’t 

achieve gnosis otherwise.

But to work alongside the awakened is definitely mandatory for our survival at this stage.

6/5/2019 9:52:53 PM thelilkingryan Nowhere and everywhere at the same time

6/5/2019 10:13:24 PM hawaiian_i Thanks for connection!

6/5/2019 10:20:56 PM ryanmcnulty14 Trust the plan...

6/5/2019 10:30:03 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/KM1UpTA7w5

6/5/2019 10:44:46 PM kasia67281703 Centre of evil



6/5/2019 10:47:10 PM doc1415 All I know is what I have learned from Zecharia Sitchin, and one of his biggest followers I've seen Gerald Clark. They both touch base on this topic. 

Gerald Clark and some of his colleagues have created a family tree of these beings based off of their research, and using

6/5/2019 10:50:26 PM doc1415 the symbols they use, have made comparisons through the different mythology timelines and figured out from Sumer to all the way to Greek, they use 

the same symbols, just changed names. I.e. Zues=Enlil=, Enki=Poseidon(Trident) and Thoth=Hermes=Mercury. Along those lines.

6/5/2019 10:52:50 PM brad34351293 Exactly, it is where the evil side/money lenders of Knight's Templar resided, their stronghold!

Why is Switzerland not involved in wars? Because they pay for them!

It is telling that the 'The Swiss Guard" guards the Vatican!

6/5/2019 11:08:11 PM blueyedproducer 🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏

6/5/2019 11:10:05 PM nick85houston  pic.twitter.com/9qDPqvP6nR

6/5/2019 11:13:38 PM moxie58002436 Glad it wasn't just me he was definitely unsettled

6/5/2019 11:44:23 PM mack46169868 Ya old and debunked. It was some young adults making a fake.

6/5/2019 11:57:42 PM mack46169868 Why would you think that? God created it, and called it good. It will have to be remade per se at the end, but that isn't his fault.

6/6/2019 12:07:28 AM mongrelglory Don't despair!  I've spent decades practising Zen Meditation with only limited moments of enlightenment.  As for psychic abilities, I'm totally retarded.  

Try to find that balance between seeking answers but not feeling desperate to find them.  It will happen at the right time.

6/6/2019 12:09:38 AM mongrelglory I hope that doesn't sound patronizing.  It's just what I had to learn myself...to be patient and wait with hopeful expectation, but accept that it might 

take longer than I want.

6/6/2019 12:13:46 AM oo1o110 They certainly try. If we raise our own frequencies, however, we are able to overcome.

6/6/2019 12:20:08 AM lou17q The Anti Christ will be know by the 666. Have you looked up the Google Symbol?

6/6/2019 12:20:21 AM lou17q Way off

6/6/2019 12:30:17 AM adsvel You are welcome April! 😊💗☀️🌈

6/6/2019 12:32:32 AM lou17q How do we know they are safe. Bad actors could create them and mislabel to trick us.

6/6/2019 12:34:38 AM mongrelglory 😡  Those people have to be held accountable!

6/6/2019 12:35:36 AM mongrelglory Me too!

6/6/2019 12:38:42 AM adsvel And You are welcome Michelle! 😊💗☀️🌈

6/6/2019 12:39:54 AM mongrelglory I can't fit into my bellydance costumes.  It's a problem!  😜

6/6/2019 12:41:29 AM leanneverrier Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

6/6/2019 12:50:07 AM jollyrob2 Today 🧐 

D-Day= 75years ago =12

June 6 =12

2019=39=12

or completely wrong...?

6/6/2019 12:54:31 AM leanneverrier Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a blackhole? Why is it blurry? Lewn 

the rabbit hole, shall we. We may encounter ALICE along the way. Remember, MESSAGE over messenger. It does […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

6/6/2019 1:26:00 AM 1ifbyseaqanon High rank/Anon

Feedback to die for!

 Read each, with care! 

Love & Blessings to All!

     Thank Q

 July 4th will be glorious! 

For:

  WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

@John_F_Kennnedy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@BusyElves  https://twitter.com/gramcorp/status/1136548078020960256/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/F5U9cyFVPx 

#QAnon

#MAGA pic.twitter.com/oKuIx908Tm
6/6/2019 1:42:13 AM serge_mccoy Will we see Obama and Hillery go down like McCain and Bush Sr?

6/6/2019 1:44:23 AM silv3rpanthera ‘Lul’ is a thing? 😂 I’m dutch

6/6/2019 1:46:42 AM serge_mccoy They use sidgel magic with spinning talismans. Only the people into witchcraft use this method of manipulation and programming of mind. Know them 

by their fruits! You will see them all then!

6/6/2019 1:50:58 AM tenn_rich Q said he’s dead. That ends the matter.

6/6/2019 1:54:46 AM serge_mccoy Yes y'all tested it didn't you? Last week or so?

6/6/2019 1:58:26 AM serge_mccoy Good God. That is deep.

6/6/2019 2:01:48 AM 369369rv Ok so it's the 6th here in oz . One more day

6/6/2019 2:02:49 AM theappraizer Even giving a Clinton the time of day seems to be detrimental to your safety, health, & warfare! 😣🔥🎯

6/6/2019 2:02:59 AM serge_mccoy You would think by now that they would be clamoring apologies all over the place but the Cabol is doubling down and seeking to kill innocent people 

because they are mad at POTIS! He hit their interprise so they want him and anyone who loves him dead! Eyes wide open sir!

6/6/2019 2:05:37 AM theappraizer I followed along w/a doc on time travel recently. Absolutely conceivable to send data/info into the past/future. As for matter? Dunno. Data, text, info? 

💯 conceivable.

6/6/2019 2:07:26 AM theappraizer Thank you MJ! Your insights really do help morale! 👍♥

6/6/2019 2:08:22 AM serge_mccoy Amen!

6/6/2019 2:09:25 AM serge_mccoy MOAB coming. We will watch the skies. POTIS is safe, family safe. Time to act!

6/6/2019 2:09:47 AM serge_mccoy Amen!

6/6/2019 2:11:03 AM serge_mccoy D day

6/6/2019 2:11:40 AM theappraizer Mayhaps eh? Thanks. 👍

6/6/2019 2:12:56 AM theappraizer It is appreciated! 👍

6/6/2019 2:13:34 AM theappraizer 🤗♥👍

6/6/2019 2:15:24 AM serge_mccoy This is the 2nd time the mob boss called for his death. He stopped her and her family from going to Afghanistan and stopped that bus. This scared me. 

Is Comey also ordering assinations You guys are in full control. Still have my eyes open. I will say something if I see something!

6/6/2019 2:23:16 AM serge_mccoy Awesome



6/6/2019 2:54:22 AM jodil792 Looks to me like he’s telling the Luciferian Cabal that he is watching them. They usually cover one eye and the hand is symbolic of 666. He’s watching 

them!!! So great!

6/6/2019 2:58:54 AM jodil792 Obama needs to go down for the disgusting way he (and his administration) tried to defile our Capitol, Nation & Our Country’s Faith and for all they did 

to Children! He knee & condoned Clinton’s filth! Equal Justice Under the Law!

6/6/2019 3:09:08 AM freedomdreamq9 Plausible deniability

6/6/2019 3:12:04 AM cadetserver Fractal geometry

6/6/2019 3:13:18 AM arunprakash4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Exciting again! 😍

#qanon #WWG1WGA #MEGA pic.twitter.com/MzQAi4FoDD

6/6/2019 3:27:04 AM laurabusse Yeah i tried mms briefly but i got the one you have to take every hf hr or hour for several hours or whatever and i thought i felt worse. Probably didn't 

give it long enough. So glad it seems to be helping you :-)

Yeah don't get me started with the whole powers that be thing LOL

6/6/2019 3:32:20 AM laurabusse Yes as a "follower" of medical medium, he says basically all the neurological diseases, Parkinson's, ALS, fibro, lymes, MS etc are all caused by viruses all 

mostly yet to be "discovered"

The Dr Morse in FL (youtube) has a program v similar to medical medium...MS friend healed too

6/6/2019 3:37:09 AM laurabusse He (M.M.) also says ticks have little to nothing to do w any if this...it's similar to the whole cholesterol myth fiasco, based on a false assumption (ticks) 

bc they couldnt come up w anything else (its viruses). However he says there are co factors like strep...tick can trigger.

6/6/2019 3:40:55 AM laurabusse Well July will be 3 years since i was Dx with Lymes meningitis. Started w headache. One week later in hosp for 3 wks. Long story. Natural cures only for 

decades. Could talk about this subject, everything, for probably hours.

How about you?

6/6/2019 3:44:47 AM laurabusse Well...I'm assuming when he said lulz, that that was from lols, or laugh out louds, so i said lul to play off his lulz as if i was saying LOL to his lulz. Hard to 

explain...

I don't really know but i doubt lul is really a thing.

LOL

Or lul :-)

6/6/2019 4:04:28 AM deplorabled71 No absolutely not.. He's a distraction..

6/6/2019 4:50:43 AM mattgaudy Pretty sure this is not him in the pic though

6/6/2019 5:10:18 AM covertress The truly great questions are the ones that are answered by seeking within. 

Does it help to speak your questions out loud?

Are words Spells?

How does one TBV?

Do you receive some sort of signal (ear ringing? / chest vibration?) when Truth is revealed? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071181612048617472?s=19 …

6/6/2019 5:16:11 AM covertress Personally, when I have a Trust But Verify question, I meditate on the answer until I receive a reply that I Know rings with Truth. Often it takes me 

more than one session to reach a conclusion. Persistence, Patience and Passion are key.

6/6/2019 5:32:55 AM mrmurica1776 ? pic.twitter.com/FU07jxmAje

6/6/2019 5:45:19 AM rafngeirdal Then I suggest that someone out there use a face recognition technique for sure. It doesn’t need to be the sophisticated computer software. One can 

also draw lines between the pupils etc. and calculate withth vs. length etc. Look at his flat forehead, ears, 2 fingers on gun,pose.

6/6/2019 5:51:24 AM rafngeirdal Yes his ears look similar. But compare his pose with the other youngster: faces forward, looks into the camera, has a flat forehead and good looks. Also 

only two straight fingers to hold the riffle GENTLY, while the others have a firm grip. The Obama Jr. look-a-like is refined!

6/6/2019 6:00:57 AM rafngeirdal BluePilledNoMore: It’s good to know about the origin of that Obama Jr. look-a-like pic having started on the 8chan and the consensus it is not 44, but 

look at the long oval shape face. If not HUSSEIN Obama J., then a brother, uncle etc.? Also the elegant finger pose.

6/6/2019 6:04:50 AM rafngeirdal Well how about if the photo, photos, of young Barry Soetoro are NOT of Obama Jr. but the AK-47 youngster is, hence the opposite?! Then Barry could 

be the son of Lolo Soetoro but the AK-47 long oval shape is of Obama Jr. and even connected to Madrassa type school.

6/6/2019 6:06:06 AM plastiksurgeone Soetoro’s facial features only reinforce for me that he is NOT the biological son of Barack Obama Sr. Looks absolutely NOTHING like other members of 

his family in the least. He does favor his mother quite a bit from the pics I’ve seen of her.

6/6/2019 6:08:56 AM plastiksurgeone That very well could be. I don’t think he’s Lolo’s son as his mother wouldn’t have known him then. She would not meet him till years later. He does 

have a sister (Lolo’s daughter) that favors Barry a bit despite different Dads.

6/6/2019 6:10:21 AM plastiksurgeone Ann Dunham didn’t meet Lolo Soetoro until sometime around 1965-66 time period IIRC. Barry would have already been around five years old at that 

point.

6/6/2019 6:19:00 AM rafngeirdal Well then our situation is thus: if young Barry Soetoro does not look like Obama Sr., then he may not be his son. 2) Since that AK-47 elegant finger pose 

teenage male looks like grown up 44, could there be a biological, genetic link at least? Allow @JamesDBeall1 into discussion.

6/6/2019 6:30:13 AM plastiksurgeone Obama’s past is so shady there’s no telling. How do we not know that Obama Sr “married” Ann Dunham as some kind of front? To perhaps get into the 

US? They did that back in those days too.....her being pregnant notwithstanding.

6/6/2019 6:36:17 AM aprilbrown99 You were recently pretty ill too. That takes a toll on your body. 🤗

6/6/2019 6:36:18 AM raevenraeyne Not patronizing at all ❤️ That’s about where I’m at... I keep showing up and keep working towards it. Thank you ❤️

6/6/2019 6:45:59 AM raevenraeyne Emerald Tablet?

6/6/2019 6:52:17 AM jimisroomufotv Well....there’s an answer.  Have not a CLUE as to what you are talking about...but an answer nonetheless. Um....God Speed!

6/6/2019 7:17:09 AM called2christ The point is it’s man made because space is Fake! Just ask Santa 🎅 ! He mirrors the SOURCE. #HoHoHo #SCOTUS Start by reading the thread I linked 

you to so you begin to see the picture. What do you think about Santa 🎅 @bigredwavenow now MJ12?

6/6/2019 7:26:55 AM professing_prof You are not very good with photoshop.

6/6/2019 7:40:10 AM raevenraeyne Truth TRULY is stranger than fiction sometimes. I know some pills are hard to swallow, but the deeper you go into researching somethings the crazier 

the truth gets... 

No better way to lull a species into complacency and obedience than a false sense of reality and security...

6/6/2019 7:48:16 AM brad34351293 Thanx

6/6/2019 7:56:15 AM raevenraeyne Utsava is a psychic medium that has a YT channel where she talks of what she sees. She believes HC was put on ice at the end of February. I’m still 

awaiting solid confirmation but have hope...

6/6/2019 7:58:47 AM raevenraeyne Can I I ask what is IS and BE? Thank you. Think I have the gist but unclear on the exact words.

6/6/2019 8:02:33 AM jimisroomufotv Lol. Sorry. You’re not going to convince me space is fake. I used to command and control satellites, so that wont fly with me.  But Im always open to the 

reality of Santa Claus

6/6/2019 8:10:22 AM called2christ That’s okay. Low earth orbit is still possible. Planes and rockets fly don’t they? They just don’t leave the Firmament. Blessings to you. #BeBest 

#WAKEUPAMERICA #VeryInteresting #FactsMatter #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED #WWG1WGA #Q #SCOTUS

6/6/2019 8:18:52 AM jimisroomufotv What doesnt leave firmament?  Im still not understanding what your main point is. We supposedly have satellites in deep space as well as a few earth 

based breakaway groups all over the solar system...at least thats whats been shared over the years. We are already out there...



6/6/2019 8:21:22 AM jimisroomufotv ....yet ‘they’...those from other star systems, have always been here. The evidence is abundant. That at least seems to be the model of the present 

state of things. Reading Carters book on how several Bible stories are stories of ET contact. Strange jpurney to the truth(s)

6/6/2019 8:21:51 AM aprilbrown99 Immortal Spirit Biological Entity. 😁

6/6/2019 8:25:23 AM jimisroomufotv Looking forward to finding and reading the material that was taken ‘out’ of the Bible...including that on reincarnation. In time we might get a fuller 

picture of everything...in peace...if we continue to search and discuss. Thank you.  God Bless

6/6/2019 8:32:42 AM called2christ Space is Fake. Beings or “ET” are inter dimensional and the majority of them are not for your wellbeing. Research the FE. You must go down that road 

alone.  https://youtu.be/ https://youtu.be/vkHbTCYLzv8 …  https://youtu.be/B4vEi9rURKA   https://youtu.be/J2ZhMKqRkrI  

https://youtu.be/N3Y2bprvdZg 

6/6/2019 8:55:08 AM my2sonznme No, he’s a traitor

6/6/2019 9:04:52 AM my2sonznme I agree with many here, 60% is not enough. I want to know it all. No more secrets! Who gets to know the other 40%? Who chooses who gets to know? 

The only way to move forward is to reveal it all. I’m not satisfied with 60% and other people knowing 100%. Trust NO ONE!

6/6/2019 9:08:28 AM yesimdeplorable What white Rabbit?

6/6/2019 9:10:22 AM jennife61366461 ThanQ, Fren!🙏❤️🇺🇸

6/6/2019 9:17:48 AM my2sonznme Wait seriously?!!!!

6/6/2019 9:23:48 AM richner88 Saw the Godzilla film last night, I got the impression there were majestic finger prints in it. Any soft disclosure in the movie?

6/6/2019 9:27:23 AM dolfandrummer1 Ask her about RBG

6/6/2019 9:29:51 AM yesimdeplorable I suddenly had a stroke & massive heart attack @ 35 w cabg. That's when I discovered her which lead me back to God. Deceived as a Child and turned 

away from Church. 

Thank you sylvia.

6/6/2019 9:44:44 AM raevenraeyne THANK YOU!! That was the gist of what I was thinking it meant but wanted clarity. 

Blessings Beloved ❤️❤️

6/6/2019 9:46:51 AM raevenraeyne Interestingly I’m pretty sure she mentioned that on one of her videos. Dead as I understand.

Other vids I saw by dnajlion7 reported a hearse in front of her home. And another vid showed that there was an ad placed in DC looking for her look 

alike

6/6/2019 9:49:13 AM raevenraeyne Take it as you will. I just research as much as possible and watch the info from those I feel are worth trust and I take in the info and pray for it’s truth. 

We are winning in this the war, that part is clear. And I have eternal gratitude for all the forces and Beings assisting.

6/6/2019 9:50:59 AM 1_decided_voter It's as if you guys intentionally make photocopies of photocopies until it's illegible. 

Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, any points of interest here?

6/6/2019 9:52:09 AM goodtimes125 Here is a fascinating read that attempts to clear up whom these entities were and what impact they've had on our lineage. Take everything with a 

grain of salt,  and test it against what your heart knows to be true. 

 http://www.halexandria.org/dward914.htm 

6/6/2019 9:59:15 AM giediknight  http://www.victorzammit.com/articles/kennedylinclolntwo.htm …

6/6/2019 10:09:21 AM liltilgerlil I ran into a group of dividers, I let them have a piece of my mind then blocked them. Good to see you Majestic12

6/6/2019 10:13:27 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1135436512391073795 …

6/6/2019 10:18:07 AM aprilbrown99 Blessings to you. 🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️🙏🙏🙏

6/6/2019 10:22:41 AM jimisroomufotv Started the journey alone and will end it that way...  Occasionally see some color along the way. Thanks for the entertainment. Now Ill go chat with the 

random passersby on the street. Way more real. Cheers.

6/6/2019 10:23:34 AM cchef1980 Stinks like a scam.

6/6/2019 11:07:26 AM called2christ Suite yourself. I’m as real as water always finding its level in this reality. MJ is AI pretending to be an agent. Blessings to you! 

pic.twitter.com/RhdWxtix09

6/6/2019 11:50:08 AM worldoluxe Who is AJ?

6/6/2019 12:31:57 PM dukeeukel That's because HE IS THE ONE.

"Before Abraham was, I AM."

6/6/2019 12:39:08 PM mongrelglory Yah!  The Prednisone I used to take didn't help with weight! 

 I'm struggling with a relapse right now trying to get it back under control.  Annoying illness!  Hard to plan your life around it.  😒

6/6/2019 12:40:01 PM aprilbrown99 Have you tried CBD oil?  Maybe that would help you.

6/6/2019 12:40:37 PM allahuniversal "Media assets will be removed"

6/6/2019 12:45:08 PM mongrelglory I've considered it, but right now it's too expensive for my budget as I've been living off my savings for several years (and was working part time in the 

last decade of my practice).  My main issue is profuse bleeding from the bowels, so I'm not sure CBD will help that?

6/6/2019 12:47:52 PM mongrelglory I was good for a year, so maybe I just went back to a solid diet to quickly after this last flare-up.  I have to be so careful with my diet and eat alkaline 

and fermented foods. I also avoid eating at restaurants or eating raw salad greens from the grocery store (stray bacteria).

6/6/2019 12:49:35 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/QArmyInfo/status/1136686561528033285 …

6/6/2019 12:51:35 PM _369311119  https://nypost.com/2019/06/06/military-vehicle-accident-at-west-point-turns-deadly-reports/ …

6/6/2019 12:52:38 PM aprilbrown99 Prednisone is very hard on the body. My dad has been taking it for many years. It has done severe damage to him. He has been taking it so long he 

can’t stop taking it, unfortunately.

6/6/2019 12:55:06 PM maryschade14 To most..whatever is in front of someone and perceptios of the 5 senses. Hunger A sweet scent 

To others..a state of being.

6/6/2019 12:55:07 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I tried to take it for only short periods when I was having a really bad flare-up that wasn't settling with the other meds and enemas etc...  It 

worked like a charm for the inflammation, but it made me buzzed and I'd pack on a ton of weight.

6/6/2019 12:55:10 PM yinzstillers Fyi, I've now seen actual verified sources on the human trafficking numbers.  These are the numbers from ICE which is where Obama's numbers are 

from. The numbers in your pic are not sourced (unless you have one to back up the #s in that graphic) so as usual it seems it BS 

pic.twitter.com/XqrTuIdgeI

6/6/2019 12:58:40 PM aprilbrown99 Sending you prayers and healing light today!!!🤗🥰🤗🙏🙏🙏

6/6/2019 1:04:00 PM mongrelglory Thanks April!  I have to go get ready for my dance class in a few hours.

6/6/2019 1:06:36 PM aprilbrown99 Here is a great site.  https://www.drshunney.com/blog/cbdfordigestion ….  I hope your class is great!

6/6/2019 1:33:34 PM toffer_anon_369 Notable? https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/department-justice-opens-review-ascap-and-bmi-consent-decrees …

6/6/2019 1:38:16 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/55SYxHQ78H

6/6/2019 1:40:09 PM doyle_media It is now time .@realDonaldTrump to grow your mind, and grow your soul:

For there is something coming you have neither the means nor know-how to beat:

As no capability you prize in pride has any ability to stop it:

( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1136730953005637634 …)

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

–152 Actual  https://twitter.com/GOPChairwoman/status/1136596947287101445 …



6/6/2019 2:07:53 PM rafngeirdal Well, then one needs to get a sense of how much shady & what kind of shady. I wouldn’t be surprized if the marriage between Obama Sr. and Ann 

Dunham, was marriage of convenience, a CIA kind of convenience; because after his study in Hawai, Sr. is reported to have gone to Harvard.

6/6/2019 2:10:12 PM plastiksurgeone Yessir! More than likely that seems to be the case. I can’t get past how Soetoro looks absolutely NOTHING like his “Dad” whatsoever. In my own family, 

I look a LOT like my Dad, but you can see the resemblance to my Mom also.

6/6/2019 2:13:43 PM rafngeirdal Well, then we have a situation where the AK-47 teenage male with oval shaped face & elongated fingers, could be 44 in his teenage years. One thing I 

noticed in that youngster, is a mild type of strabismus and 44 has it too in a photo I took a look at. It’s called right exophoria.

6/6/2019 2:16:48 PM rafngeirdal Well, how about if that is only arranged info  by CIA, because Lolo is born in 1935 and studied geography in Hawai and thereby could have caused 

conception of a child from around 1950 onward?

6/6/2019 2:18:33 PM plastiksurgeone I don’t think that’s the pic (if it is him) that Q team hinted to focus on. In the pic (or likely video) he’s said to be aiming or shooting at an American flag. 

Consider the tweet I posted the other day......not necessarily a literal flag but a person.

6/6/2019 2:19:02 PM plastiksurgeone Benazir Bhutto dressed in red, white and blue.

6/6/2019 2:20:48 PM rafngeirdal Then we can arrange our perception of the shady past of 44 in the following manner: Sr. got marriage of convenience papers made by the CIA, in order 

to be able to attend to Harvard. In return he became a CIA assett within the higher echelons of government in the new Kenia in 1963

6/6/2019 2:21:19 PM laurabusse Yeah i studied a lot of microbiology in college (thought seriously of it as a major, was a bio major)

I understand what you're saying

Antibiotics. Well there is the placebo effect. I believe the body heals itself despite many things

MM says the "spirochetes" are the virus casings

6/6/2019 2:21:24 PM plastiksurgeone That would mean Obama is MUCH older and that wouldn’t be the case. Ann Dunham was born in ‘42, so she would have been only 18-19 years old 

when she had Barry in ‘61.

6/6/2019 2:22:23 PM plastiksurgeone Now that sounds more probable! 👌

6/6/2019 2:25:18 PM laurabusse Tbh i don't know. I know what microbiology teaches, and what MM teaches, maybe one is wrong, maybe both. Either way i believe there are things we 

don't understand. All i know is, in h.s., i worked at an MS nursing home. It was a slow death sentence. Basically i have MS.

6/6/2019 2:25:28 PM wearywar Yeah I've been wondering about whether now is that time. All media attention is on Europe while he's there. Good time back home to go around 

collecting the trash...

6/6/2019 2:27:26 PM rafngeirdal So how about not accepting it at face value but instead ESTIMATE how likely it is that photoshop and such method were used: 1/10, 2/10, 3/10 etc. 

Then how likely that ALL of the features on the AK-47 oval face male were manipulated. Then work from such an estimate.

6/6/2019 2:28:56 PM laurabusse After almost 3 yrs, I'm showing SOME improvement, very slow going.

His diet, supplements are all anti pathogenic microbial. Dunno what else to do. I know i have to do this. I feel like it's my only hope. I feel so lucky to 

have his info. 50 yrs ago, I'd be in nursing home...

6/6/2019 2:33:14 PM laurabusse Yeah my best friend is convinced about the ticks. I'm just not convinced...to hear him tell the story of how they came to blame ticks seems dubious...

Didn't know about Alzheimer's but that makes sense. Just about anything neurological it seems.

How are you making out w the diet?

6/6/2019 2:38:03 PM laurabusse Omg from age 11. (Couldn't load that tweet). I'm so sorry. You're 41 so you can still heal really well :-).

Am 64; expected to spring right back LOL

So complicated...the physical...the mental...the emotional...the spiritual...

Geez i really really hope you are on your way now!

6/6/2019 2:38:40 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/qeOJwf8t5W

6/6/2019 2:41:31 PM laurabusse Well I'm really into vibration...aligning w source...Abraham-Hicks

Health is physical but also way more. The mind and spirit are powerful for healing or making sick. Placebo is like a "wellness vibration" or as Bashar 

might put it, a permission slip to heal

Nothing is impossible!

6/6/2019 2:46:42 PM laurabusse I did 4 weeks of powerful daily IV antibiotics

Did nothing

I believe in any and all possibilities

Beliefs are just that...beliefs

I no longer believe in absolute truth

(Did at one time)

"Truth" is arguable, malleable

"Science" changes. Very often what we believe is true for us...
6/6/2019 2:48:43 PM rafngeirdal Then we got that one down: A CIA marriage of CONVENIENCE for Obama Sr. so Sr. could get to Harvard & return the favor once placed in the 

governmental structure of newly established country of Kenya in 1963. Then 44 is much less likely to be related to Sr. than AK-47 oval face.

6/6/2019 2:49:34 PM laurabusse I'm so glad it worked for you 💘

I guess diff stuff works for diff ppl...

I just don't think conventional med has it right, but am also skeptical of MM at times.

Everyone has their own particular path, of course...

6/6/2019 2:50:55 PM rafngeirdal Yes, I had noticed words of white, blue and red and photo of Benazir Bhutto in clothes of that color.

6/6/2019 2:51:08 PM plastiksurgeone We don’t know when that pic of an ostensibly young 44 was taken. Could be the ‘60’s as there was color film in those days, maybe the ‘70’s when he 

could have been old enough.....we don’t know.

6/6/2019 2:52:02 PM rafngeirdal Yes, I had noticed that the colors on Bhutto’s clothes, were also both vivid and separated.

6/6/2019 2:54:52 PM rafngeirdal Well, I was getting to that point. A 25 year old Lolo Soetoro could have been EARLIER in Hawai than around 1965, such as some five years earlier. 44 

could also have been born before or after 1961.

6/6/2019 2:55:49 PM plastiksurgeone True......

6/6/2019 2:57:37 PM plastiksurgeone They say he was a senior at that Hawaiian high school and graduated in 1979. That would have made him about 18 as that’s when I graduated from 

school and he and I are the same age.

6/6/2019 2:58:56 PM rafngeirdal I also like the idea of a deal between the CIA and Obama Sr., because there had been a state of uprising or revolt or civil war against the British colonial 

power from around 1954 onwards and therefore quite necessary for the Western powers, to find a soft landing & it succeeded.

6/6/2019 3:03:50 PM rafngeirdal Well, if the AK-47 oval face is not of 44, then one can be satisfied with the biological similarity, because oval face is much more often found within the 

caucasian population than those of the negro, black, African origin. As far as I know.

6/6/2019 3:04:54 PM rafngeirdal So we have all these variations concerning the SHADY past of 44.

6/6/2019 3:06:38 PM plastiksurgeone Hmmm......I dunno about that! 😄

I’ve got a round face, but then there’s mixed races in my family.

6/6/2019 3:07:55 PM rafngeirdal Well 44 being 18 years old upon graduation in 1979 from a Hawian high school, could just be another SHADY info; because I’ve noticed a Professor at 

the University of Columbia that does not know 44 to ever have been there.

6/6/2019 3:08:47 PM jensingr1 Melania wore two outfits almost identical to Diana..... message sent!

6/6/2019 3:09:38 PM rafngeirdal Well, maybe someone out there knows and would even like to enlighten us on such a biological or even genetic trait.



6/6/2019 3:10:36 PM plastiksurgeone That may be, but I was listening to Field McConnell one day and he’s quite familiar with the whole saga of “Barack Obama“. He mentioned him once 

about being there in 1978-79. It could be the he was a much absent student and they passed him through anyway.

6/6/2019 3:11:06 PM plastiksurgeone Field McConnell is Abel Danger on YouTube.

6/6/2019 3:11:32 PM jensingr1 clever

6/6/2019 3:12:33 PM plastiksurgeone Depends which region/tribe they come from in Africa. We come in all shapes and sizes! 😄😄

6/6/2019 3:12:56 PM jensingr1 outside of the illusion of time....lies reality!   think on that....

6/6/2019 3:14:19 PM skyzbabe3 😆😆

6/6/2019 3:17:14 PM jensingr1 I hope a s***load of things are happening in the background...ready for MOAB!

6/6/2019 3:17:57 PM jensingr1 July 4th!! there will be fireworks like no other!!

6/6/2019 3:21:29 PM doc1415 Thanks for that. I will do some reading after bit. I think gerald Clark did an amazing job at this. Search gerald Clark and if you have 5 dollars you can buy 

a very big picture on his website of the family tree that he created using the symbols of the different mythologies.

6/6/2019 3:30:02 PM rafngeirdal Well, we probably need to check out what Field McConnell knows about SHADY 44, because in my mind, those that have a shady past could be a spy 

and/or terrorist and/or criminal.

6/6/2019 3:30:34 PM rafngeirdal Abel or Able?

6/6/2019 3:32:09 PM plastiksurgeone You should subscribe to his channel! Very interesting livestreams he has on daily. He’s an older fellow and trust me he knows a LOT! Especially when it 

comes to how corrupt our government had gotten before Trump.

6/6/2019 3:32:31 PM plastiksurgeone Abel.....

6/6/2019 3:33:41 PM plastiksurgeone  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUJUFyNwMpX4E2PWC2uBtQA …

6/6/2019 3:34:49 PM rafngeirdal Well, yeah I know about the pygmies etc. 🐵🦍 but in all seriousness, it would be good to know from a geneticist or such a professional, what needed 

to happen genetically in order to form 44, such as what HAPLO group or what have you. Hillary said: they all look a like but 44 not

6/6/2019 3:35:49 PM rafngeirdal Field McConnell it is!

6/6/2019 3:36:28 PM rafngeirdal So I will ask the YouTube search for Abel Danger.

6/6/2019 3:37:04 PM plastiksurgeone I sent you a link.......

6/6/2019 3:37:54 PM rafngeirdal I noticed. I will press, click on it.

6/6/2019 3:56:00 PM sciblu27 To the best of my understanding on this subject this was due to the failure of being able to procure insurance on the shipment

6/6/2019 4:42:28 PM kshav6 Heck no even before Q outed him.

6/6/2019 5:05:44 PM teachers421 Lol. No he is not. July 4th.

6/6/2019 5:16:58 PM poppyslovecapu No way‼️ AJ is a DS [MOS] puppet‼️

6/6/2019 6:04:44 PM patriotism1788 Yes

6/6/2019 6:06:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 21:06 MJ11 w/ T1

YES/NO Responses Only

6/6/2019 6:07:30 PM teachers421 July 4th a big day?

6/6/2019 6:07:49 PM peterclloyd Is Obama’s forged birth certificate going to come up again?

6/6/2019 6:07:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:07:52 PM mattcottrill3 I think so

6/6/2019 6:07:53 PM jvan125 I don’t have a question I just want to say thank you. 🙏🏻❤️🌟🇺🇸

6/6/2019 6:07:58 PM pragmatic_texan Will Obama be imprisoned?

6/6/2019 6:07:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:08:01 PM speaakn Will voter id be installed before 2020 election?

6/6/2019 6:08:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:08:12 PM nun_chucknorris Are the typists often as floored by the information they share as we are? Thanks to them for being the “face” as well.

6/6/2019 6:08:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:08:15 PM beeshelb Does tattoo ink carry nanotech

6/6/2019 6:08:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:08:25 PM glor60 Will Manafort be safe on Rikers Island?

6/6/2019 6:08:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:08:34 PM beth2419 Are the 4 people who “committed suicide” this week in protective custody?

6/6/2019 6:08:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:08:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:08:42 PM nikoscali Will we see arrests this month?

6/6/2019 6:08:44 PM dylan4034358 wtf is the point of all this then

6/6/2019 6:08:52 PM spiritinsideme4 Soon and will people actually be shown all the real reasons the rest of us see

6/6/2019 6:09:00 PM 2aforlif3 Is the "source" secure/under whitehat protection?

6/6/2019 6:09:04 PM speaakn Will we get voter id laws passed while Trump is president?

6/6/2019 6:09:14 PM beth2419 Death penalty

6/6/2019 6:09:17 PM lbf777 Has the IRS been shut down?

6/6/2019 6:09:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prison vs Death Penalty?

6/6/2019 6:09:20 PM roaminnoodle Do gemstones/crystals truly have healing or other metaphysical properties? Thank you in advance!

6/6/2019 6:09:24 PM patriotddmaga Will we get disclosure of ET and moon base activity prior to next manned mission?

6/6/2019 6:09:26 PM born2bef Has trump time traveled?

6/6/2019 6:09:29 PM djlok Great question. I've wondered the same.

6/6/2019 6:09:29 PM aprilbrown99 Hi MJ11 and T1! 🤗🥰🤗

6/6/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:09:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:09:51 PM jrocktigers Was the NY detective found today murdered by [THEM] ?

6/6/2019 6:09:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Possibly

6/6/2019 6:09:59 PM born2bef Is JFK JR Alive?

6/6/2019 6:10:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:10:01 PM 1_decided_voter Will we see arrests of any of these people before 2020 election? pic.twitter.com/jWjxFnWswF

6/6/2019 6:10:10 PM angryvoter2016 Are we in the finale stages of exposure of the DS?

6/6/2019 6:10:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Placebos

6/6/2019 6:10:12 PM sunnysideluna How BIG?

6/6/2019 6:10:14 PM speaakn Will Obama get the death penalty?

6/6/2019 6:10:16 PM kachinagtto Solar Eclipse 2024 - X marks the spot... important date/alignment?

6/6/2019 6:10:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

6/6/2019 6:10:24 PM catherinewhitfo You need to ask?

6/6/2019 6:10:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:10:30 PM aprilbrown99 Is the US officially “untied” to the UK?

6/6/2019 6:10:31 PM 2aforlif3 Just checking the accuracy of sources thank you.

6/6/2019 6:10:36 PM 313looper Does President Trump ‘s visit to Uk & Normandy’s memorial mean that Europe is being liberated from Cabal / Nazis for the second times !?

6/6/2019 6:10:40 PM yellahabibihela Will the avg citizen be able to travel among the stars within a decade?



6/6/2019 6:10:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:10:45 PM dl17q Does gold still bring down the fed?

6/6/2019 6:10:46 PM daveelton33 Was Obama wearing an ankle monitor at the NBA game in Toronto?

6/6/2019 6:10:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:10:54 PM patriotddmaga Thanks. Got it.

6/6/2019 6:10:56 PM sunnysideluna Do they really control the weather?

6/6/2019 6:10:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Act II is not Final Act

6/6/2019 6:11:00 PM leckieanne Will no name be exposed? I’m still chapped he got to lie in state?!

6/6/2019 6:11:07 PM born2bef Is there a base on Mars? Is there a base on the Moon?

6/6/2019 6:11:19 PM sunnysideluna Why is trump aligned with fake NASA?

6/6/2019 6:11:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

6/6/2019 6:11:21 PM speaakn Will Obama be stripped of his title of former President of the US?

6/6/2019 6:11:22 PM marty713 Yes

6/6/2019 6:11:22 PM beth2419 When is Hillary going to face the music?

6/6/2019 6:11:34 PM sunnysideluna Why did trump call her a great lady this queen

6/6/2019 6:11:36 PM leckieanne 😡😡😡

6/6/2019 6:11:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes Q team analyzes signals for us.

6/6/2019 6:11:46 PM c3inoc Was Obama born in Kenya?

6/6/2019 6:11:49 PM ryan35381162 Are some humans on earth already ascended to 5D and the merging of timelines is other catching up?

6/6/2019 6:11:57 PM angryvoter2016 Thank you

6/6/2019 6:11:57 PM fightthenewwo Will all children be able to go to 5D Earth?

6/6/2019 6:11:59 PM lbf777 Is marijuana legalizing this year as you once said it would?

6/6/2019 6:12:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:12:05 PM happykat9 Within the next few weeks/months or not until next year?

6/6/2019 6:12:07 PM born2bef Is Dr Lipton the real deal?

6/6/2019 6:12:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reversal

6/6/2019 6:12:18 PM phantomkiwi Should we still watch the sky and expect MOAB this week?

6/6/2019 6:12:23 PM nun_chucknorris Are we experiencing today for the first time (referencing the movie Groundhog Day)?

6/6/2019 6:12:31 PM born2bef Has Alex Jones been turned? #blackeye

6/6/2019 6:12:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

6/6/2019 6:12:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 By whom?

6/6/2019 6:12:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:13:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:13:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:13:15 PM aprilbrown99 Excellent. So that was why Chucky was trailing behind POTUS!  👍👍👍👏👏👏🙌🙌🙌

6/6/2019 6:13:21 PM 313looper 🙏🏻❤️✌🏻

6/6/2019 6:13:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Will we be receiving another “dna upgrade” on 6/9/2019? I keep dreaming about this.

6/6/2019 6:13:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like from a swing?

6/6/2019 6:13:35 PM mkonlythetruth Were the former Senators from Oklahoma & Arkansas 187’d by the same people ?

6/6/2019 6:13:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Face

6/6/2019 6:13:39 PM memphismeteor He did lie most of his life.

6/6/2019 6:13:40 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is Tom Delonge being manipulated? Or willful participant?

6/6/2019 6:13:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:13:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:14:00 PM dl17q Is Indonesia currently posturing for a gold backed currency?

6/6/2019 6:14:10 PM marty713 💓👍

6/6/2019 6:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The path to enlightenment is not restricted to children.

6/6/2019 6:14:17 PM born2bef Will the market crash again in next 3-5 years?

6/6/2019 6:14:18 PM carolin15161363 Do things like deaths really happen by the numbers/gematria?

6/6/2019 6:14:23 PM fightforamerica No questions tonight. Just wanted to say thank you to all the MJs and the risks you took standing right next to evil. God bless you.

6/6/2019 6:14:26 PM djlok Are [they] trying to attack us using Magick?  Us being those who read #Q and are of the #light.

6/6/2019 6:14:27 PM kykingpin2k Will Pence be Trumps running mate in 2020?

6/6/2019 6:14:40 PM warangel1111 Is this Suicide Weekend?

6/6/2019 6:14:42 PM daveelton33 Was Joan Rivers silenced?

6/6/2019 6:14:50 PM aprilbrown99 🥳🥳🥳

6/6/2019 6:14:53 PM johnhammar94 Is Jesus coming

6/6/2019 6:14:59 PM slayerofmatrix1 Why are people still being 187’d. Do We not have the ability to Protect Our Assets !?

6/6/2019 6:15:06 PM catherinewhitfo Yes!!! I cured an "incurable" chronic disease in 60 days by using Dr Lipton's method!

6/6/2019 6:15:09 PM lauries64123094  pic.twitter.com/rPCteUPzTF

6/6/2019 6:15:11 PM this0netime Are we energy in a black hole?

6/6/2019 6:15:16 PM zack_stone Is every country backed by a diff et race?

6/6/2019 6:15:16 PM happykat9 Oh ok, Yes-No responses only. I'm going to rephrase: Are we going to see any arrests before July 4?

6/6/2019 6:15:17 PM dbelanger63 Is it true there are many benevolent ET "parked" above watching our progress?

6/6/2019 6:15:20 PM equipment79 Is Pelosi and others a clone?

6/6/2019 6:15:31 PM threefold_flame That's weird. June 9th has been popping up in my head a lot lately, too.

6/6/2019 6:15:32 PM rachaelangelm Is Dark Phoenix among us?

6/6/2019 6:15:40 PM warangel1111 The Gumbo Stuff.. Code for Assassination attempt on our President while in France?

6/6/2019 6:15:45 PM pinealg1 Are we witnessing the defeat of the “Old Empire” by the “Domain”? Are IS-BE entrapments (Amnesia devices) after death destroyed?

6/6/2019 6:15:48 PM elatedveracity Will cures to major diseases be released within the next year?

6/6/2019 6:15:56 PM unwilling_slave Gold standard after crash?

6/6/2019 6:15:58 PM higherdensitees Looks like there are 3 different engine designs...

6/6/2019 6:16:00 PM beth2419 Optics

6/6/2019 6:16:07 PM aprilbrown99 This was answered in the last AMA. “yes”. 👍

6/6/2019 6:16:21 PM anticorrupt_ion was the 7 9 vids real?  611?

6/6/2019 6:16:28 PM lbf777 Are these Q&A sessions a measure of how much we know or what we have on our mind?

6/6/2019 6:16:35 PM c3inoc As my research suspected! Thank u

6/6/2019 6:16:37 PM light_fighter_g Let me guess...   Time is an Illusion...  😠

Maybe we should phrase it as,  will we manifest as a collective to seeing this happen in the next few earth days?

6/6/2019 6:16:40 PM linnyt7 Is act III contact?

6/6/2019 6:16:40 PM djlok #MajesticHumor!!!

6/6/2019 6:17:01 PM slayerofmatrix1 What does that mean April? Xo

6/6/2019 6:17:11 PM janeboso2 Fantastic thread!  ❤️🇺🇸

6/6/2019 6:17:24 PM yellahabibihela And tariffs the IRS, enshallah.



6/6/2019 6:17:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adjustments happen. Crash is a difficult term to predict. Time is an illusion. Resets are designed every 7 years. Cash outs. Why join in on the scam?

6/6/2019 6:17:30 PM freeandoriginal Will Pence still be vice-President in 2020 ?

6/6/2019 6:17:37 PM flobo2018 When will the health agencies be drained of the swamp?

6/6/2019 6:17:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Hangem’ high

6/6/2019 6:17:50 PM shove21 Does Obama face justice?

6/6/2019 6:17:53 PM born2bef Valiant Thor real?

6/6/2019 6:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon

6/6/2019 6:18:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:18:02 PM pegger420 Does LARPing get your rocks off?

6/6/2019 6:18:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:18:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unrelated

6/6/2019 6:18:23 PM n7guardiananon Did Hans Kammler come over to the U.S. on 📎?

6/6/2019 6:18:24 PM cypressbill1980 are chemtrails used to shield or cover strange sky phenomena like ufos from public view  ?.

6/6/2019 6:18:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 YES

6/6/2019 6:18:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Descending into the lower realm?

6/6/2019 6:18:35 PM anneolsen43 How many Acts?

6/6/2019 6:18:40 PM brokenbonez24 Does aluminum in deodorant increase risks of Alzheimer’s?

6/6/2019 6:18:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our?

6/6/2019 6:18:53 PM 313looper Is Prince Charles the king now!?

6/6/2019 6:18:53 PM slayerofmatrix1 ☺😁

6/6/2019 6:19:00 PM anticorrupt_ion in relation to the UCMJ codes. or no for larp

6/6/2019 6:19:04 PM laurabona Declass of 9/11 and Vegas?

6/6/2019 6:19:05 PM mrmurica1776 Is everyone safe? Praying for all of you

6/6/2019 6:19:05 PM the_fjalar a rope swing.

6/6/2019 6:19:06 PM jcmyhp Is this the tribulation period?

6/6/2019 6:19:14 PM tacticool_shed Mout Rushmore rumors true 7/4/19?

6/6/2019 6:19:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:19:16 PM truth_077 Are they using to the stars academy “disclosure” now to distract us from what is really going on behind the scenes with deep state?

6/6/2019 6:19:32 PM brokenbonez24 Should one invest in crypto?

6/6/2019 6:19:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:19:51 PM n7guardiananon Was an Atomic bomb dropped on the Soviet Union during ww2?

6/6/2019 6:19:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:20:03 PM warangel1111 Roger That

6/6/2019 6:20:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Elections matter.

6/6/2019 6:20:08 PM slayerofmatrix1 Energy directed and controlled by top apex.

6/6/2019 6:20:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not specifically

6/6/2019 6:20:34 PM trish44070326 Why do I keep seeing synchronicity numbers all the time?

6/6/2019 6:20:35 PM usss_211 No questions just a thank you.

Seems that the questions I have asked since I was a child are being answered.

Always learning!

6/6/2019 6:20:37 PM keith369me Yes...always have been in different dimensions not visible to us

6/6/2019 6:20:44 PM jensingr1 Clinton machine...

6/6/2019 6:20:44 PM dl17q Are sports rigged or fixed like the market?

6/6/2019 6:20:50 PM tacticool_shed What should we be looking to the sky for?

6/6/2019 6:20:56 PM light_fighter_g She's still alive.  Did you not see that Clive Davis video from TMZ?

6/6/2019 6:20:58 PM hookur6 Yes, MJ12 Answered that when I asked it😀

6/6/2019 6:20:59 PM daveo6145 Do you guys have the #WeinerLaptop files?

6/6/2019 6:21:06 PM matttay88200115 Is New Zealand going to be implicated once things come to light?

6/6/2019 6:21:08 PM rocknponder Will the military monitor 2020 elections?

6/6/2019 6:21:09 PM michael81972 Arkansas and Oklahoma state senators that were shot...DS?

6/6/2019 6:21:09 PM brokenbonez24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does Pindar exist?

6/6/2019 6:21:11 PM fionasdestiny67 Will we view the second moon with the naked eye this year?

6/6/2019 6:21:15 PM kachinagtto Flynn firing his legal team...

Due to leaking?  Part of plan from start?

6/6/2019 6:21:21 PM slayerofmatrix1 Yessss

6/6/2019 6:21:27 PM 313looper Is the situation in Iran improving rapidly!?

Are the White Hats in control in Iran now !?

6/6/2019 6:21:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5?

6/6/2019 6:21:33 PM keith369me Hopefully not...maybe a Democrat to unify?

6/6/2019 6:21:37 PM tacticool_shed Are the "crazy" weather patterns recently naturally occurring?

6/6/2019 6:21:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Definitely

6/6/2019 6:21:38 PM conniezedaker Will June 2019 be noted for bringing truth to light, pain to well-known evil doers??

6/6/2019 6:21:54 PM leckieanne 😡

6/6/2019 6:22:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/6/2019 6:22:06 PM djlok Question deleted.  😔😔😔

6/6/2019 6:22:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon

6/6/2019 6:22:15 PM truth_077 How can we really wrap our minds around that when we base our entire life around time?

6/6/2019 6:22:21 PM daddygoat22 Truth of Las Vegas shooting ever be released?

6/6/2019 6:22:37 PM the_fjalar Soon - the 2019 word of the year!

6/6/2019 6:22:51 PM leckieanne Somebody point me to info?

6/6/2019 6:22:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Flynn is one of the greatest American Patriots the country has seen in decades.

6/6/2019 6:22:54 PM born2bef Pope changing the prayer today significant?

6/6/2019 6:22:56 PM tacticool_shed RGB dead?   (even though I probably know the answer)

6/6/2019 6:23:00 PM keith369me Will Obama have “media” produced where he comes clean as part of Disclosure?

6/6/2019 6:23:00 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/6a7wGPud6P

6/6/2019 6:23:01 PM 1_decided_voter When Hannity insists that it's not the rank and file that are corrupt at places like CIA and FBI, is he being truthful?

6/6/2019 6:23:04 PM jrocktigers BOOM @!

6/6/2019 6:23:08 PM rocktobersky Are Aliens Living Amongst Us?

6/6/2019 6:23:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet.

6/6/2019 6:23:16 PM jayrambin Excellent question Cole. And *perfectly* worded. 🐸

6/6/2019 6:23:19 PM joelmaunu Will free energy technology be disclosed?

6/6/2019 6:23:22 PM allahuniversal More frequent Q&A's a planned part of the operation here? Or spontaneous?

6/6/2019 6:23:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who controls weather and how?



6/6/2019 6:23:24 PM fionasdestiny67 When the sun goes through it's full reset, will we view the sky as a twilight for a time?

6/6/2019 6:23:27 PM reddragonfly19 got it

6/6/2019 6:23:28 PM aprilbrown99 Amen to that!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/6/2019 6:23:39 PM trishamcnulty Will geoengineering ever stop?

6/6/2019 6:23:41 PM slayerofmatrix1 Classified from earlier.

6/6/2019 6:23:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:23:46 PM sadhuguet Gumbo is also code for bad weather in Louisiana.  And the last few days has been really bad in the Mississippi River basin which drains into Louisiana.  

So that could be code to activate HAARP too.

6/6/2019 6:23:48 PM countken1 Yes

6/6/2019 6:23:58 PM keith369me The pain burns the image into your consciousness...choose wisely

6/6/2019 6:23:59 PM angryvoter2016 It would be the end to Mexico.

6/6/2019 6:24:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Do you have tech that measures collective consciousness like fear, love, division?

6/6/2019 6:24:07 PM 1_decided_voter Will Flynn be a presidential candidate after Trump?

6/6/2019 6:24:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Grasping at straws.

6/6/2019 6:24:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 Say pic.twitter.com/kbXDqINwUn

6/6/2019 6:24:38 PM daddygoat22 Act of evil? Cover for white hat operation?

6/6/2019 6:24:52 PM mommahood777 Wouldn't the world's population be out of control if the wars, diseases, abortions, genocides, etc never occurred?  

Not saying I'm for those things, a valid question nonetheless...

6/6/2019 6:25:14 PM slayerofmatrix1 Oh thank GOD!

6/6/2019 6:25:22 PM love4thegameak You said Bigly on my last Question on Collins-Smith and CF..

Is the CF Connections Expanding at a Rapid Pace? https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1136731906735611904?s=19 …

6/6/2019 6:25:25 PM asleepingdragon Is Tim Cook part of the cabal?

6/6/2019 6:25:26 PM jaspony1 Does Barr already know what's about to go down and what these people have actually done, or is he about to learn?

6/6/2019 6:25:27 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🇺🇸🙏🏼🇺🇸🙏🏼🇺🇸

6/6/2019 6:25:27 PM keith369me Is his soul currently incarnated on Earth?

6/6/2019 6:25:31 PM brokenbonez24 Nice! @OnEdgeOfWonder interviewed @LauraMagdalene4 about this https://youtu.be/o7G2F0VDNmU 

6/6/2019 6:25:35 PM moemc8 Great Answer. Tku

6/6/2019 6:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/6/2019 6:25:48 PM heath_jack Will Adam Schiff be arrested this week or next week?

6/6/2019 6:25:49 PM houdini481 Do you have to avoid a negative IS-BE or engage w/kindness?

6/6/2019 6:25:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Planned

6/6/2019 6:25:54 PM madmarvcr Is the King of Tyre running the United States?

6/6/2019 6:25:55 PM sdbowker2 Will there be s major FF like ebola or Chernobyl?

6/6/2019 6:26:05 PM qamlove3 Is Mexico working with Trump to out the mexican deep state?

6/6/2019 6:26:14 PM allahuniversal 5:5

6/6/2019 6:26:28 PM djlok Mediation has allowed me to scratch the surface of that concept. Also how old would I be on Jupiter or Mars sort of puts things in perspective.

6/6/2019 6:26:32 PM warangel1111 I’ll keep that in mind .. Just seems lots of dead people this week in New Orleans and Than u have Booker, Kamala.. Talking about Gumbo.. the Dog.. The 

Gumbo Queen died. Obama tweeted about her.. We have seen this before .. Comey Code Crap

6/6/2019 6:26:33 PM nun_chucknorris Are we being distracted from something else we should be looking at?

6/6/2019 6:26:33 PM blissamerica Are there any celebrities/famous people that have faked their death?

6/6/2019 6:26:35 PM 313looper Thanks Majestic ! We keep fighting and praying! 🙏🏻✨

6/6/2019 6:26:41 PM keith369me Kenya or daddy the reason for the forgery?

6/6/2019 6:27:01 PM roaminnoodle To resign the Treaty?

6/6/2019 6:27:02 PM houdini481 If we never learn our calling, is the another chance?

6/6/2019 6:27:02 PM beeshelb Has the c_a cleaned up their child snatching ops?

6/6/2019 6:27:03 PM 2aforlif3 Is the cure formed from thought and frequency/resonance?

6/6/2019 6:27:23 PM blissamerica Will Islam become as big of a problem here as it is in Europe?

6/6/2019 6:27:23 PM hawkgirlinmn Do you know who keeps killing past senators?

6/6/2019 6:27:26 PM bubusmc Can an average joe/contractor find and help expose what's going on in Antarctica working in McMurdo?

6/6/2019 6:27:28 PM brokenbonez24 Was a Stargate the reason for the Iraq war? Or was a Stargate discovered?

6/6/2019 6:28:46 PM _17patriot_ Will public tribunals commence in 2020?

6/6/2019 6:28:48 PM nikoscali Was the bath house video shared after Kappy's death released by Kappy and is the location under the Getty?

6/6/2019 6:28:51 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome. The AMAs go fast. I always have to go back and reread. 🌸

6/6/2019 6:28:53 PM gus_short Howard Hughes?

6/6/2019 6:28:59 PM bblueberrypie Is President Trump changing the world for humanity?

6/6/2019 6:29:01 PM michael81972 DS-Deep State

6/6/2019 6:29:01 PM 2aforlif3 Optics

6/6/2019 6:29:05 PM blissamerica Will there be a disclosure before 2020 that will shock most people?

6/6/2019 6:29:46 PM n7guardiananon Before becoming majestic 12 in the U.S. on 1947, did a group operate with the same or similar mandate anywhere else in the world prior to 1947?

6/6/2019 6:29:49 PM _17patriot_ Will they finally arrest DWS? Were tried of her down here in broward

6/6/2019 6:30:11 PM findityourselfi Will self healing increase?

6/6/2019 6:30:13 PM born2bef Tesla research-to trump-the way trump was able to time travel?

6/6/2019 6:30:21 PM brokenbonez24 Did the USSR destroy a secret US moon base in 79’ as indicated by this Wikileaks release? pic.twitter.com/AHxOSzXpWg

6/6/2019 6:30:21 PM guzmaniacs How/where else to invest if not the stock market?

6/6/2019 6:30:24 PM freeandoriginal Then we need it now 🙏

6/6/2019 6:30:28 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps she is a “he”?

6/6/2019 6:30:31 PM ideclarefreedom Can we help reprogram the goo from dark to light on this platform ?

6/6/2019 6:30:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Dr Lipton is the real deal!

6/6/2019 6:30:40 PM yellahabibihela Asteroid on the way with global ramifications?

6/6/2019 6:30:41 PM beeshelb Thank you

6/6/2019 6:31:03 PM aprilbrown99 Good question.

6/6/2019 6:31:14 PM blissamerica Is canabalism really a thing with the elites?

6/6/2019 6:31:21 PM 2aforlif3 Gold/ asset backed

6/6/2019 6:31:42 PM wahiggins3 Are we truly winning this war against evil?

6/6/2019 6:31:52 PM tacticool_shed The other part of the question is why?

6/6/2019 6:31:55 PM mwilkinson1974 Will we see any justice before the 2020 elections?

6/6/2019 6:31:57 PM 2aforlif3 Has EB Virus made it to US?

6/6/2019 6:31:57 PM al23311 I believe it’s neither....

6/6/2019 6:31:59 PM anthony22003 Do we already have zero point energy technology?

6/6/2019 6:32:24 PM blissamerica Did John Podesta have a Son?

6/6/2019 6:32:30 PM cjptrsn Will Flynn and/or Assange be free and have their names cleared?

6/6/2019 6:32:33 PM glorydawn3 Are there angels on the Q team? Or ets?

6/6/2019 6:32:38 PM slayerofmatrix1 Lol PLEASE PLEASE PLEEEEEEEEEASE !!



6/6/2019 6:32:51 PM born2bef Any Stargate’s or portals located in East Coast of US?

6/6/2019 6:32:55 PM 2aforlif3 Thanks trying to rise higher everyday eyes open more each day.

6/6/2019 6:33:10 PM patriotkeri These young men who never came home!!!  #DDay75thAnniversary      THANK YOU FOR MY FREEDOM!!!!!   GOD BLESS AMERICA!!   & America’s 

Veterans. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸.  @12BravoGran @LisaMei62 @realhublife @Scavino45 @Telford_Russian @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CBSEveningNews/status/1136792601166790656 …

6/6/2019 6:33:14 PM cjptrsn Will voter fraud be exposed before 2020

6/6/2019 6:33:25 PM bblueberrypie Will that remove his secret service detail that taxpayers pay for?

6/6/2019 6:33:58 PM adeo_creata_est Was the NYPD chief killed because he uncovered pedofiles in the NYPD?

6/6/2019 6:34:01 PM slayerofmatrix1 Energy Resonance can be measured already.  See Schumann scales. Xo

6/6/2019 6:34:11 PM nun_chucknorris I have wondered if we are “marked” in some way by twit and it flags keywords or retweets by us. If that’s the case, I don’t mind being rope-a-dope’d 

this way.

6/6/2019 6:34:17 PM americanpetal If we follow you and/or ask a question, do “you” run a background check on us?

6/6/2019 6:34:33 PM jfogle8 To what question?

6/6/2019 6:34:44 PM heath_jack Will Ascension to the fourth and fifth density cause massive destruction and loss of life?

6/6/2019 6:34:51 PM aprilbrown99 Me either. This is awesome!

6/6/2019 6:35:09 PM jcmyhp Another? What does that mean?

6/6/2019 6:35:17 PM n7guardiananon Thank you for that o7

6/6/2019 6:35:23 PM warangel1111 Door Knobs involved?

6/6/2019 6:35:27 PM beeshelb I have one from my younger years that I now regret. Nothing dark, just feel branded, which I don’t like. :/

6/6/2019 6:35:36 PM daveelton33 Is a “Sun Simulator” being used along with chemtrails to mask inbound objects transiting the Sun to keep the status quo?

6/6/2019 6:36:16 PM 313looper Is Julian Assange safe & in a good health condition!?

6/6/2019 6:36:33 PM nun_chucknorris Don’t forget to check the likes. More info there.

6/6/2019 6:36:33 PM wwg1wga_mom Will Hillary Clinton go to prison?

6/6/2019 6:36:44 PM sadhuguet Agree but with all of the rainy, soupy weather which is going around & gumbo being a code word,  many don't realize that gumbo is a description for 

rainy, humid days here in Louisiana.

6/6/2019 6:37:22 PM mwilkinson1974 I have always been super healthy, yet I’ve been really sick for about 2 weeks. I feel zapped. Am I being targeted?

6/6/2019 6:37:22 PM muddybumper78 Is there going to be a pole reversal / flip?

6/6/2019 6:37:37 PM dark2light2019 Will truth about the great sphinx/chambers/actual builders be revealed to humanity?

6/6/2019 6:37:51 PM aprilbrown99 Did the giants (Elohim and various animals) that lived on earth turn into the mountains that we see today? 

I saw a video about this and it is what started my awakening early last year to the cabal stuff.

6/6/2019 6:38:07 PM starehope And his pension and lifetime healthcare!

6/6/2019 6:38:08 PM speaakn Praise God!!

6/6/2019 6:38:13 PM angryvoter2016 @marty713 read up ☝️

6/6/2019 6:38:16 PM johnhammar94 Is that an answer?

6/6/2019 6:38:22 PM liltilgerlil majestic cannot tell you when. Other eyes are watching

6/6/2019 6:38:23 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed!  🤗

6/6/2019 6:38:41 PM 17_3_161815214 Are you in the dark or on the light?

Your answer will provide you with the exact answer you ask.

6/6/2019 6:38:46 PM speaakn He said in a previous question that he would be executed.

6/6/2019 6:38:58 PM marc_lori Great question!

6/6/2019 6:39:11 PM slayerofmatrix1 Wowowwowwww Omgosh. Really ?  Energy properties of stones and crystals, precious metals, precious elements have no effect on human beings !??!

6/6/2019 6:39:21 PM jluebs24 Does Snow White refer to Chelsea?

6/6/2019 6:39:36 PM deplorabledvs Act III this fall?

6/6/2019 6:39:37 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/PevXU2qgAU

6/6/2019 6:39:40 PM mxmarinemom Gesara

6/6/2019 6:39:41 PM roohahoo lol

6/6/2019 6:39:45 PM wwg1wga_mom Will there be a financial reset for most Americans?

6/6/2019 6:39:48 PM marty713 👍❗️💕

6/6/2019 6:40:12 PM djlok Great work, Anon!!!

6/6/2019 6:40:20 PM jared4liberty Are chemicals and detergents used to wash our clothes harmful? After all we are in contact with our clothes almost 24 hours a day.

6/6/2019 6:40:25 PM bphouse Is this happening pic.twitter.com/IhNl88OIis

6/6/2019 6:40:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Once your IS decides to break out of 3-D matrix, is your BE able to stay intact?

6/6/2019 6:40:44 PM _the_psychonaut Do higher density beings present themselves to humans regularly?

6/6/2019 6:40:48 PM changwangin Can I work from home tomorrow?

6/6/2019 6:40:50 PM slayerofmatrix1 I understand .. my thought as I asked the question.

6/6/2019 6:41:00 PM hawkgirlinmn I still like saying it lol

6/6/2019 6:41:06 PM anthony22003 Was JFK Jr in that plane crash?

6/6/2019 6:41:10 PM esoter1csurgery .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please give us something on JA. A lot of us are becoming extremely worried.

6/6/2019 6:41:19 PM guzmaniacs I think the point is that we are supposed to ascend...

6/6/2019 6:41:21 PM nikoscali Off with their heads! pic.twitter.com/wantJUzgYp

6/6/2019 6:41:28 PM jonesy4671 Are reptilians running around acting like high profile politicians/celebrities etc

6/6/2019 6:41:28 PM liltilgerlil JA is one. She wanted to drone him

6/6/2019 6:41:37 PM angryvoter2016 It would have been nice to see an answer.

6/6/2019 6:41:52 PM morfin_paulino Sí, todos pasarán, y los que no, sé les ayudará a subir su frecuencia

6/6/2019 6:41:57 PM pragmatic_texan  pic.twitter.com/AfEQyKvAqt

6/6/2019 6:42:01 PM cavankid Was the West Point accident today actually an “accident?”

6/6/2019 6:42:56 PM morfin_paulino Assange es parte de la CIA?

6/6/2019 6:42:56 PM jvan125 Yeah I need more clarity on that one too...🤨

6/6/2019 6:42:56 PM lvdckdynsty Is Justice one of the top 3 values?

6/6/2019 6:43:04 PM beth2419 I hope so! It was created on plum island. So there has to be a cure.

6/6/2019 6:43:04 PM aprilbrown99 Does POTUS ever use a portal to travel on or off the planet?

6/6/2019 6:43:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Is weather manipulation still part of moving the planet into 5-D?

6/6/2019 6:43:20 PM keith369me MJ would say, release your burden

6/6/2019 6:43:31 PM blissamerica Was Obama trying to plant the seed that video can be faked and get ahead of something coming by talking about “deep fake videos” this week?

6/6/2019 6:43:38 PM geekydaddy64 Will Trudeau see justice?

6/6/2019 6:43:42 PM nrandygordon SKY EVENT imminent?

6/6/2019 6:43:56 PM yellahabibihela It is difficult to break that psychological mold. The concept of time is a form of enslavement. Being free also implies freedom of ⏰ constraints.

6/6/2019 6:43:59 PM mommahood777 "gumbo" is also friend/ally who has turned their back on you/the cause

6/6/2019 6:44:23 PM morfin_paulino Es cierto que nos esconden la verdad, y que nuestro sistema solar está conformado por 13 planetas?

6/6/2019 6:44:45 PM qcode8 Will the Owl that hid its identity ever reveal itself?

6/6/2019 6:45:00 PM blissamerica Did something happen to the biological parents of Sasha and Malia? Never see pictures of them now.



6/6/2019 6:45:17 PM sunnysideluna 🤨🧐sorry it wasn’t a YES/NO 😛

6/6/2019 6:45:23 PM angryvoter2016 Isn’t there usually only 3 acts in a play?

6/6/2019 6:45:27 PM sadhuguet Yes, multiple meanings.

6/6/2019 6:45:33 PM nun_chucknorris Yes! That drives us nuts when people do that.

6/6/2019 6:45:35 PM beeshelb Thank you for perspective 🙏

6/6/2019 6:45:37 PM morfin_paulino Tengo información de que Trump es nórdico, pero que están en desacuerdo con los reptiles, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:45:39 PM fionasdestiny67 I've heard he has a jump room on AF1. Not sure if there's any validity or not. Would be cool to know.

6/6/2019 6:45:54 PM dynamicres Will the start on public HR©️ / ©️F come from NXIVM?

6/6/2019 6:45:56 PM aprilbrown99 Will the off-planet slaves be returned?

6/6/2019 6:45:57 PM sano_faith Oh birthday... will be greatday it seems.

6/6/2019 6:46:03 PM hawkgirlinmn When the worldwide collective consciousness shifts to 51% awake or positive, will an event of biblical proportions happen?

6/6/2019 6:46:10 PM sunnysideluna I always thought we lived as-if in the Truman show

6/6/2019 6:46:14 PM keleka17 Will the Presidential Alert System be used before the next election?

6/6/2019 6:46:35 PM dark2light2019 Is part of Majestic the same entities r/t the Law of One or other channeled texts/groups in our past?

6/6/2019 6:46:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes very cool indeed. So jealous. Would love to jump to another planet. 😁😁😁

6/6/2019 6:46:52 PM morfin_paulino Venus tiene una atmósfera más óptima pará albergar vida humana pero se nos ha ocultado  es cierto?

6/6/2019 6:47:27 PM blissamerica Will Adam Schiff Be arrested ?

6/6/2019 6:47:27 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que las bandas van Allen son las auroras boreales, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:47:30 PM houdini481 If time is an illusion, nothing really ends correct?

6/6/2019 6:47:38 PM burgersandra Never revealing too much information is the only way to prevent scrutiny by unfriendlies.

6/6/2019 6:47:52 PM keith369me Why just student loans?

6/6/2019 6:48:14 PM jared4liberty New brad Pitt flick ad astra.. white hat production, some type of disclosure?

6/6/2019 6:48:15 PM m_kroniklyill Are we God's?

6/6/2019 6:48:17 PM brianan06364517 Is Joe Biden a clone?

6/6/2019 6:48:21 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que nunca se llegó a la luna sin ayuda de la raza reptil, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:48:26 PM angryvoter2016 Unless we are taking about a Chinese Red Dawn type movie.

6/6/2019 6:48:32 PM keith369me No

6/6/2019 6:48:45 PM deplorabledvs Next fall? Election 2020?

6/6/2019 6:49:00 PM n7guardiananon Save Face social cultural thing in English and Asian countries

6/6/2019 6:49:03 PM sano_faith Can you explain how you're using his methods? :D

6/6/2019 6:49:19 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, al cruzar las bandas van Allen se encontraría uno en la 5 D es éso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:49:23 PM richnfaith4god Tell us more!!  Biology of Belief and epigenetics!!  

I’ve read up on food being labeled  an Epigenetic Modulator thereby affecting our DNA for good or bad by Dr. Perlmutter.   Amazing!!!

6/6/2019 6:49:27 PM jvan125 It’s not deleted on my end...🤔

6/6/2019 6:49:36 PM aprilbrown99 Is there more than 150M people awake on the planet now?

6/6/2019 6:49:38 PM daveo6145 Measuring our interactions?

6/6/2019 6:49:52 PM keith369me Dr Lipton is helping you tap into something you always could do but didn’t know

6/6/2019 6:50:03 PM starehope Good question. Personally, I doubt it. Anything is possible though.

6/6/2019 6:50:09 PM alexlokeno Where is The  Arc of the Covenant?

6/6/2019 6:50:15 PM tehalley She was killed, MO is trans

6/6/2019 6:50:30 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, hay varios Taygeteanos ayudando a liberar a la tierra, desde el trabajo internó, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:50:42 PM himmelberg_rob Don Jr. part of Q team? His reflection was on glass door on posted pic.

6/6/2019 6:50:57 PM jonesy4671 Who helped fight who off? Im interested

6/6/2019 6:51:03 PM jared4liberty Brings down the fed. Mentioned above 🙌🏻

6/6/2019 6:51:13 PM keith369me Yuck

6/6/2019 6:51:16 PM born2bef TTSA the real deal?

6/6/2019 6:51:17 PM starehope Thank you!

6/6/2019 6:51:20 PM sorgfelt I thought you were cured by love.

6/6/2019 6:51:52 PM keith369me Why/how did Jobs die?

6/6/2019 6:52:07 PM mommahood777 that means we need to make sure everyone gets their vote in like 2016..not like 2018...

6/6/2019 6:52:07 PM 3teeas Purple illuminating Rectangles in the sky... portals?

6/6/2019 6:52:10 PM crazybeachchic Thank you for all you do. I’ve had 2 people tell me lately that I emit a “white” light or glow, what does that mean?

6/6/2019 6:52:14 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que los caballeros negros eran 20 naves espaciales que están pará interceptar a las Draco reptil, con el trafico humano, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:52:17 PM born2bef Luis Elizondo the real deal?

6/6/2019 6:52:46 PM starehope Once ascended, we can't come back to 3D. We can't descend.

6/6/2019 6:52:56 PM morfin_paulino Tengo información de que george soros es reptil, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:53:26 PM mommahood777 was that him?

6/6/2019 6:53:30 PM aprilbrown99 Does our collective and co-creative energy vibrate higher during these AMAs?

6/6/2019 6:53:31 PM angryvoter2016 😂😂😂

6/6/2019 6:53:41 PM usss_211 😎☺

6/6/2019 6:53:48 PM homeofthetitans Good question.  Better answer!

6/6/2019 6:53:50 PM morfin_paulino Saint Germain es parte de la creación del Vaticano, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:54:02 PM keith369me It means you are making ascension progress that is obvious to others

6/6/2019 6:54:12 PM aprilbrown99 If yes, does it this positive energy get directed to anything specific?

6/6/2019 6:54:13 PM dynamicres POTUS got em all. He will use them when necessary.

6/6/2019 6:54:32 PM thestormpatriot Does the public ever get the truth about Sandy Hook?

6/6/2019 6:54:52 PM born2bef Is Space Force started to protect us from a outer space threat?

6/6/2019 6:54:52 PM m_kroniklyill Is Global warming a scam?

6/6/2019 6:55:03 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que el Sol es la salida de un agujero negro, y en gran parte un portal dimensional, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:55:20 PM born2bef Are there currently humans on Mars?

6/6/2019 6:55:26 PM starehope Changing of the DNA causes pain.

6/6/2019 6:55:32 PM mommahood777  https://youtu.be/klQEHxK65Iw 

6/6/2019 6:55:39 PM keith369me His Twitter account has Majestic Disclosures

6/6/2019 6:55:53 PM born2bef Has someone important been hiding out outer world?

6/6/2019 6:56:01 PM sadhuguet Will it ever be?

6/6/2019 6:56:29 PM jdltr450 Great question 🤔

6/6/2019 6:56:37 PM adeo_creata_est Yes you can. You can do whatever you choose. It may be to learn something specific in 3D or to help others in 3D(Jesus)

6/6/2019 6:56:55 PM keith369me Q team

6/6/2019 6:57:03 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, los Maia y los hopi de Arizona son de la misma estrella de las pleyades, y habitan en el mismo planeta Maia, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 6:57:22 PM homeofthetitans I see how you haarped on that one!

6/6/2019 6:57:30 PM keith369me B4-July 4?

6/6/2019 6:57:32 PM dan007mnr  https://twitter.com/allidoisowen/status/1136650050447335425?s=21 …



6/6/2019 6:57:32 PM starehope I hadn't niticed. Good catch!

6/6/2019 6:57:42 PM aprilbrown99 It is your beautiful aura of bright white light!  🥰

6/6/2019 6:57:45 PM born2bef Has Joe Rogan been turned?

6/6/2019 6:58:12 PM houdini481 Can we heal ourselves?

6/6/2019 6:58:16 PM patricialowrey1 Are we going to see any arrest soon?

6/6/2019 6:58:44 PM qanonmedia Please watch the video in my pinned tweet on my page.

6/6/2019 6:58:56 PM nikoscali Thank You @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ11/T1 + all others!

6/6/2019 6:58:58 PM crazybeachchic Awesome!!! Thank you!!

6/6/2019 6:59:28 PM crazybeachchic 😘🥰

6/6/2019 6:59:29 PM 313looper Agree ...😝

6/6/2019 6:59:52 PM morfin_paulino YO tengo información de que SI es parte de la CÍA, Y MUCHO MÁS INFORMACIÓN DE LA QUE TE PUEDES IMAGINAR

6/6/2019 7:00:46 PM angryvoter2016 @occulturalism

6/6/2019 7:01:21 PM janetsh37392555 Will Noahide laws eventually be imposed on every country?

6/6/2019 7:01:32 PM jvan125 So the synchronicity is amazing here...MJs AMA started at 21:06 (9:06pm EST) and 72 posted this earlier today (pic related...notice my comment at the 

top even😳) and NCC commented ‘uh oh’ on it...🧐. I’m no autist so it’s probably nothing I just thought it odd. 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/TYtEP7eVpF

6/6/2019 7:01:33 PM lbf777 Are you planning on dragging this out for the whole 8 years of trump presidency?

6/6/2019 7:01:38 PM himmelberg_rob He seems to be the one who wears gingham shirts

6/6/2019 7:02:05 PM gregkb18fan Will Trump complete the Job JFK was willing to do and dump the FED, take control back for the people?

6/6/2019 7:02:22 PM jayrambin Sounds like, ‘they work if you strongly believe so.’

Placebos work because the subject believes it. Not anything in the placebo.  But placebo can catalyze your abilities.  So, your style of self healing 

involves crystals. Some1 else mayb diff.

Disbelief can block also. Powerful.

6/6/2019 7:02:27 PM keith369me You’re very welcome...just curious, have you become more empathic recently?

6/6/2019 7:02:28 PM starehope Incredible! Thank you!

6/6/2019 7:02:46 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, no es factible el reseteo monetario implantarlo ahora, es eso cierto?

6/6/2019 7:02:49 PM nun_chucknorris That’s a boatload of 3s, 6s and 9s!

6/6/2019 7:03:00 PM mikecla88685792 Will crypto currency become huge in the USA?

6/6/2019 7:03:11 PM jvan125 Right?!? 💖💫

6/6/2019 7:03:12 PM cledrordfishing Where are our IS versus our Be?

Like what location?  Different universe or the same?

6/6/2019 7:03:19 PM girlawakeinca Will forced vaccination laws on children end soon?

6/6/2019 7:03:42 PM uchttom Is JFK Jr alive?

6/6/2019 7:03:57 PM blankmarlo I'm guessing at best they can help amplify our innate ability to heal ourselves.

6/6/2019 7:04:02 PM starehope I always say 99% of the cure is belief in the healer or the method.

6/6/2019 7:04:03 PM aprilbrown99 Is the US sovereign?

6/6/2019 7:04:38 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que el sistema escalonado de modelo andromedano se nos ofrecerá, pero que tenemos que decidir si lo queremos? Es cierto éso?

6/6/2019 7:05:05 PM giediknight William Binney on IW today significant?

6/6/2019 7:05:31 PM n7guardiananon Are there twitter accounts operated by white hats or mj12 subordinates interacting with us?

6/6/2019 7:05:37 PM ughtohillary What about the chief? 2 dead today, sadly!

6/6/2019 7:06:08 PM uchttom Name One

6/6/2019 7:06:18 PM jvan125 Jay, that makes perfect sense ❤️🌟. It’s all about the intent you put into the crystal too, correct? So a crystal i have put an intention on may not work 

for someone else using the same stone. I am still learning this so I hope i explained properly. Thank you. 💖

6/6/2019 7:06:27 PM johnhammar94 Well why wouldn’t Jesus?

6/6/2019 7:06:43 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que,  el Draco blanco auto nombrado lucifer, ya fue puesto en manos de los Alfa Draco positivo?

6/6/2019 7:06:58 PM anneolsen43 Thank you for doing this earlier than last time 🤔

6/6/2019 7:07:57 PM girlawakeinca Is the timing of Q&A to instead guide us to meditate at 9 as you suggested? (We have had several group meditations scheduled same time & I was 

wondering if it’s a correlation.)

6/6/2019 7:08:00 PM starehope Who us Chucky? Charles?

6/6/2019 7:08:29 PM davidrupell Isn’t it funny the same people who want to kill babies and scream my body my choice are the same ones wanting mandatory vaccinations?

6/6/2019 7:08:33 PM gingerbanana2 Damn!  Missed another one :(

6/6/2019 7:08:59 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, el cambio climático es producto de la degeneración de las frecuencias de la luna? Y que a medida que suba la frecuencia sé irá 

deteriorando la Matrix?

6/6/2019 7:09:04 PM djlok Coincidence?  Probably not.

6/6/2019 7:09:22 PM gamedogg1 Will treasonous politicians be arrested or will some get a pass for playing thier part ie graham/grassley?

6/6/2019 7:09:24 PM uchttom Is election fraud removed from 2020?

6/6/2019 7:10:12 PM independentrowr Was Assange recruited as a teen to the Q team?

6/6/2019 7:10:14 PM ughtohillary If forgiven will I get a refund for the $$s I paid for student load debt, plus interest? Where will all the money come from? From those with good careers 

because they worked really hard to improve themselves? Is that fair?

6/6/2019 7:10:21 PM gamedogg1 All treasonous politicians is what i meant!

6/6/2019 7:10:57 PM ladtacarms How about we use the Lucent Technologies version of hell and torture the DS forever with their own weapons.

6/6/2019 7:11:06 PM djlok I'm gonna guess yes.  😉😉😉

6/6/2019 7:11:07 PM starehope Voice was trembling much! Sounded like severe stage fright! I had to listen a few times over. It was Unbelievable a man in that position would sound 

that way.

6/6/2019 7:11:27 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, moisés bíblico es nada menos que Akenaton? Y que la adoración al Sol, es realmente la adoración a Jesucristo?

6/6/2019 7:11:49 PM girlawakeinca It’s truly evastating. I want to help be the change. Our children are our future. I never want any child to go through what my child has experienced. 

❤️🙏🌎

6/6/2019 7:11:51 PM _chelseaproject Will Clinton death squads ever be taken out?

6/6/2019 7:11:57 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/X7Msynex3Z

6/6/2019 7:12:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Not just Schumann...I’m talking about the entanglement of every energy of every soul.

6/6/2019 7:12:16 PM toffer_anon_369 It would certainly be a massive pendulum!

6/6/2019 7:12:50 PM cledrordfishing Man I hope we can while I'm still young enough.

6/6/2019 7:13:05 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, somos de origen lirano y que la raza humana descendientes de adán y Eva, eran en realidad la raza Adamica y sus Evas?

6/6/2019 7:13:27 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m guessing yes

6/6/2019 7:13:38 PM aprilbrown99 I see some ALICE has joined to conversation.  🤪

6/6/2019 7:13:38 PM houdini481 Was "me tel u know" for real?

6/6/2019 7:13:50 PM jayrambin I’m not really an expert, but yogis and other wise ones have said that the power behind your belief, devotion, thought, deed, intent, Love, emotion, is 

significant. Probably proportional to the result.

6/6/2019 7:13:54 PM pullurself2gthr The “wave” has already happened. We are in the ripples.

6/6/2019 7:13:57 PM bkize54 Yes 4,/18/2008  I got a confirmation ...been watching since then...Praise be the name that is above all others

6/6/2019 7:13:59 PM hawkgirlinmn He was??



6/6/2019 7:14:12 PM crazybeachchic Yes, I’m just trying to show everyone more love, more kindness, more understanding. I am a believer in Jesus Christ but cautious of denominations. I’m

 thankful for so much and so many great people who’ve graced my path. ❤️🇺🇸💕🥰

6/6/2019 7:14:14 PM aprilbrown99 Yes

6/6/2019 7:14:21 PM n7guardiananon I could've worded that alot better but didnt want to lose the majestic illusion moment of time

6/6/2019 7:14:48 PM cosmic_engineer Will the patriots mod the #SRM drone fleet to use Au instead of Ba, Sl, Sr, etc?

6/6/2019 7:15:00 PM n7guardiananon Illusionary*

6/6/2019 7:15:27 PM _chelseaproject And 2018

6/6/2019 7:15:44 PM keith369me I used to get giddy during these AMAs trying to get my questions answered...now, I receive more joy trying to help others answer their questions and 

make others think

6/6/2019 7:15:46 PM giediknight Yes

6/6/2019 7:15:47 PM david00997884 Harp

6/6/2019 7:15:51 PM morfin_paulino Sé dice que, en el mar negro los rusos hicieron una demostración de sus misiles tierra aíre, y que su tecnología es muy avanzado, en comparación a la 

de Estados Unidos?

6/6/2019 7:16:22 PM kagqanon I missed that one, do notice his hands forming upside down pyramid when meeting work leaders and that he sometimes has a non gold fringed flag

6/6/2019 7:16:30 PM jayrambin 1/From what MJ12 is saying, the crystal has nothing to do with it.  You like crystals as a tool f r self healing? It helps you skeep meh? Great use them. 

But it could be done without them. If your friend believes the crystal will help them, that’s what will do it.

6/6/2019 7:16:43 PM djlok  https://youtu.be/96aAx0kxVSA 

6/6/2019 7:17:13 PM cledrordfishing Are the 2020 elections going to be protected from democratic cheating?

6/6/2019 7:17:47 PM yesimdeplorable Perfect interview @IngrahamAngle with @POTUS  out of country.

6/6/2019 7:18:22 PM aprilbrown99 I still get giddy and excited. I love the MJs and miss them while they are away.  But I also love helping others. Such an amazing time to be here to 

witness what is taking place. Yes..I know I chose it...still grateful nonetheless. 🥰🤗🥰

6/6/2019 7:18:24 PM n7guardiananon lol you started something https://youtu.be/dO1rMeYnOmM 

6/6/2019 7:19:05 PM cledrordfishing Is Jesus and Enki the same IS-BE?

6/6/2019 7:19:09 PM aetherwalker1 tfw no gibs $10,000  😒

6/6/2019 7:19:11 PM txgrown2020 Looks like it's on way! pic.twitter.com/9rwXHFX6cM

6/6/2019 7:19:14 PM keith369me That is awesome.  I don’t identify as Christian but I often ask myself, what would Jesus do?  The rituals (such as ingesting the blood/body) do not 

resonate with me, but I respect those that partake.

6/6/2019 7:19:29 PM _chelseaproject Yes, our white hats. Why have we not taken out the cabal kill teams before they kill more people?

6/6/2019 7:19:36 PM slayerofmatrix1 Ok but what I Know is that all that Is ... is  —-> Energy, vibrating at speed variation, depending on its individual molecular composure creating its 

Density. Certain Elements have vibrational properties; medicinal properties; that can and so facilitate healing.

6/6/2019 7:19:44 PM anondirtyleg Is the increase of Annunaki symbolism in Hollywood movies and other entertainment a sign that they’re ready to connect with us?

6/6/2019 7:20:08 PM cledrordfishing Are^ excuse my horrible English.  Sorry.

6/6/2019 7:20:33 PM jayrambin 2/ your participation is supportive, which im sure can be helpful.  According to mj12 saying ‘placebo’, were not ‘charging’ the crystal. We just believe 

the crystal is the vehicle and is the power, but it’s really us alone. No props needed. ‘Laying’ hands good though.

6/6/2019 7:20:51 PM anondirtyleg That’s why trump shared it

6/6/2019 7:21:08 PM slayerofmatrix1 I Believe with great resonance to the Power of Intention ! Yes yes.

6/6/2019 7:22:54 PM slayerofmatrix1 String Theory proof eh?  ☺💗🙏🏼

6/6/2019 7:23:11 PM davidrupell Do tell

6/6/2019 7:23:13 PM djlok 😄😄😄

6/6/2019 7:23:21 PM jayrambin Yes, this is agree. I can not reconcile the two. 

MJs answer surprised me alittle. 

My current hypothesis @ crystals is the same as astrology... we dont have the brain power, knowledge or technology to comprehend it yet.

6/6/2019 7:23:46 PM jared4liberty having that attitude probably helps @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 by allowing them to be more selective with their annswers knowing we can point others in the 

right direction

6/6/2019 7:23:52 PM totalbullshitur Law of One Important?

6/6/2019 7:24:33 PM speaakn He already answered - death penalty and stripped of his presidential title. 😉

6/6/2019 7:24:53 PM warangel1111 Qute ... 😂😂

6/6/2019 7:24:53 PM anondirtyleg Hate to say it but Crypto has eyes from big brother all over it. Use the spare money for gold and silver instead, that will increase when the dollar drops.

6/6/2019 7:24:58 PM my2sonznme Why are all of the reply tweets ‘unavailable’?! Over the target?!!!

6/6/2019 7:25:34 PM liltilgerlil I won’t touch crypto, too much dark money passes through

6/6/2019 7:25:35 PM davidroehrig What's MJ12 mean by that? Are the recents kills DS peeps?

6/6/2019 7:25:35 PM 2aforlif3 That's why I ask the questions so I can help others who are willing to accept and are ready only works of you want it to.

6/6/2019 7:25:51 PM starehope Got it!

6/6/2019 7:25:57 PM djlok What would a conversation be like without #ALICE dropping in for tea? pic.twitter.com/TcBDSTZc7Y

6/6/2019 7:26:14 PM speaakn He’s ineligible to be king bc he divorced.

6/6/2019 7:26:25 PM jrocktigers Very intriguing.

6/6/2019 7:27:56 PM aprilbrown99 I see the Majestic time stamp on the AMA. 👏🙌👏😘

6/6/2019 7:28:20 PM kimmeykim1 You are not alone with this.  Praying with you for the chsnge🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻

6/6/2019 7:28:38 PM starehope Where did you see that!

6/6/2019 7:28:51 PM djlok Didn't he already do that?  Oh wait #TimeIsAnIllusion. 😄😄😄

6/6/2019 7:28:56 PM pinealg1 Is bitcoin a smart investment rt now?

6/6/2019 7:28:59 PM rocktobersky 😱

6/6/2019 7:30:01 PM aprilbrown99 Is Marcon under POTUSs control as well?

6/6/2019 7:30:44 PM cledrordfishing These are Otis Car's designs.  They are not from aliens they are from Oklahoma.  Lol

6/6/2019 7:31:06 PM nikoscali Anyone watching the skies and noticing that there seem to be a lot more satellite flares than usual recently? Especially pretty luminous ones?

#WatchTheSkies @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic #Disclosure #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

6/6/2019 7:31:24 PM nighttrain207  pic.twitter.com/3d3SpTi0CS

6/6/2019 7:31:37 PM a39630340 Where is the best spot to watch the 4th of july in DC 2019?

6/6/2019 7:31:56 PM adeo_creata_est Ra: The Law Of One. It’s s book explaining what this is all about. It gets specific with the different densities

6/6/2019 7:32:31 PM keith369me Jimmy Saville says hi from hell

6/6/2019 7:33:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Legitimacy of?

6/6/2019 7:33:27 PM catherinewhitfo I've cured cancer pain, paralysis and IC with alternative methods.

The cancer I fixed with Love four the world & humanity and Light meditations.

6/6/2019 7:33:36 PM starehope Wait. I will search. Right now you mention densities. I speak of dimensions. What is the difference?

6/6/2019 7:33:53 PM 313looper 🥶

6/6/2019 7:34:16 PM girlawakeinca Did anyone by chance get a screenshot? The question isn’t visible.

6/6/2019 7:34:18 PM connorr1986 What was Barry doing in SA during 80s?



6/6/2019 7:34:58 PM kittles62081233 I saw a crazy amount of activity two nights ago, in Australian skies. Never seen so much movement of stars since living in my highrise - it's been almost 

2 years too! Very exciting other people are noticing the changes too.

6/6/2019 7:35:06 PM curtis40133960 do we have aliens from another world currently visiting or living here on Earth????

6/6/2019 7:35:07 PM aprilbrown99 Beautiful yellow sky!  I have seen this in another galaxy/planet. So gorgeous!

6/6/2019 7:35:27 PM eurogenousjones Takes Money to make Money

6/6/2019 7:36:13 PM catherinewhitfo You decide you're healthy, in a nutshell. You ignore your symptoms & talk to your body, tell it that you love it etc

Listen to Biology of Belief.

6/6/2019 7:36:19 PM playactiongamer Chemtrails ending soon?

6/6/2019 7:36:26 PM jared4liberty I can’t imagine. What makes you ask, I’m curious cause I can’t stand EM

6/6/2019 7:36:51 PM catherinewhitfo Listen to his videos- there's a lot

6/6/2019 7:37:36 PM qanonsunrise I've missed some of the AMAs and may have missed this subject already being addressed. Is the electric universe & gravity being electric, a fact?

6/6/2019 7:37:50 PM adeo_creata_est No difference. Both are just different frequencies or energy levels. They are about spiritual development. To become closer to “Source”

6/6/2019 7:38:19 PM aprilbrown99 By POTUS’s posture and some things that he said during their press meeting today. It is on YT if you want to watch it. https://youtu.be/QmFNXF3Cyao 

6/6/2019 7:38:36 PM stacyan55649182 I think so , he's not perfect but who is?

I love him , he loves America. 

He donates  his presidential salary 

Has to endure constant attacks. 

God Bless him and his family

6/6/2019 7:39:24 PM sunnysideluna I don’t think anyone has EVER asked this: in the UK visit- or any other intl. visits does someone eat trumps food before him to check for poison?

6/6/2019 7:40:23 PM jonicurry17 Omg when will this end? These poor people that are caught up in all this.

6/6/2019 7:40:30 PM 2aforlif3 Just watched POTUS interview with Larua Ingram and she said when Macron was landing POTUS got up and went and waited for him to touch down so 

I'm thinking he's going to have a little talk with him😉❤️🇺🇸

6/6/2019 7:40:46 PM djmurphy5 Law of one

6/6/2019 7:41:10 PM egelone is china in big trouble now?

6/6/2019 7:41:21 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I can only imagine that conversation! 😁

6/6/2019 7:41:43 PM nikoscali They aren't SpaceX satellites that's for sure!

6/6/2019 7:41:55 PM richnfaith4god Already looked him up!  Thx!!

6/6/2019 7:41:58 PM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/BE549fdh6j

6/6/2019 7:42:49 PM curseca Maybe all of the helicopters? Overhead all the time. I’m starting to get suspicious... or paranoid. 😂

6/6/2019 7:42:55 PM starehope Ok. I thought I read where MJ said once we choose not to reincarnate, then we ascend to 4D, then to 5D. They said it is not reversable. I will dig in my 

notes to see if I remember incorrectly.

6/6/2019 7:44:03 PM roublisa Very interesting signatures today....any hints what these maybe saying? pic.twitter.com/pAbKolA6cE

6/6/2019 7:44:55 PM aetherwalker1 'Soon' is an illusion.  😏

6/6/2019 7:45:19 PM ofcbrianberrios Majestic is an illusion

6/6/2019 7:45:26 PM starehope I believe that was one of the free downloads. I will get back to you with that tomorrow. I have to rename a few more books, (those coded numbers 

drive me crazy),.

6/6/2019 7:46:11 PM roublisa And everything has freakin polyester in it 😖

6/6/2019 7:46:12 PM 2aforlif3 It wont go well for mac😂

6/6/2019 7:46:26 PM born2bef Inner earth civilizations real?

6/6/2019 7:46:42 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes it would be🦋🌺💗

6/6/2019 7:47:06 PM jared4liberty Polyester is bad? 🤭 pic.twitter.com/yIw1LcXESp

6/6/2019 7:47:14 PM roger35742354 Will we learn of the Reptiods/ Reptilians being underground for centuries?

6/6/2019 7:47:24 PM roublisa I was totally wondering the same👀

6/6/2019 7:47:27 PM proudpatwife Am I too late??

6/6/2019 7:47:50 PM lbf777 ?

6/6/2019 7:47:52 PM flowernoman 🤔

6/6/2019 7:48:27 PM kittles62081233 I agree. There were a multitude of aircraft circling around the area while the unidentified crafts above were active. An extremely peculiar event no 

doubt, I've never been more excited to watch the night's sky since!

6/6/2019 7:49:05 PM roublisa Personally I think so but I’m pretty sensory sensitive, I think I stifles ...just not right🥵

6/6/2019 7:49:20 PM adeo_creata_est After you ascend to a higher density, you can return to a lower density. 3D is where you learn a lot in small experiences. It’s the density that we choose 

to “forget” who we are and how we are all connected (Law of One). You have “free will” to navigate this Luciferian system.

6/6/2019 7:50:17 PM roublisa Aren’t we collectively meditating 😘😘😘

6/6/2019 7:50:24 PM adeo_creata_est Good luck and be well

6/6/2019 7:50:37 PM starehope I do remember a few past lives, only glimpses. 3 of them.

6/6/2019 7:51:37 PM the_fjalar Yep, we have almost a year and a half yet to play out....and maybe even more then that.

6/6/2019 7:52:07 PM adeo_creata_est That’s amazing. You may be a “senior” spirit. I have no such luck

6/6/2019 7:52:43 PM starehope Thank you, same to you!

6/6/2019 7:54:15 PM curseca We love GenFlynn.

6/6/2019 7:54:41 PM fktvis Will the DNC be disbanded?

6/6/2019 7:54:52 PM warangel1111 😇

6/6/2019 7:55:15 PM ruseriousrtnw It sure seems that way.

6/6/2019 7:55:19 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ pic.twitter.com/ttzrmbB8cs

6/6/2019 7:55:35 PM linnyt7 Thanks

6/6/2019 7:55:39 PM girlawakeinca In my haste to post, I wasn’t clear in my impulse to ask. I was referring to releasing the burden.  But yes, we are definitely collectively meditating & it 

feels right! 🤗❤️🙏 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1086302865579302918?s=21 …

6/6/2019 7:57:16 PM mariazak18 Is Australia’s Pm Scott Morrison a White Hats?

6/6/2019 7:57:50 PM kittles62081233 I recently witnessed some peculiar activity in the night sky above Australia, unidentified craft with strange movement patterns, followed by military 

aircraft below. Will this type of activity be reoccur from here onwards? Watching the sky every night advised? Totally surreal!

6/6/2019 7:58:05 PM freeandoriginal My question, too

6/6/2019 7:58:47 PM deanshupak Wow

6/6/2019 7:58:59 PM fktvis Will the tech giants become utlities?

6/6/2019 7:59:46 PM unidrag2 I've been saying that for years.  I'd like to watch in again through my current state of awareness.  I only discovered the #GreatAwakening a few months 

ago.  I've got MUCH MORE to learn.

6/6/2019 8:01:30 PM kittles62081233 What plane of existence does our IS (soul/consciousness) project our IS-BE (physical world) from? Related to DMT/Psychedelic mind space at all?

6/6/2019 8:01:49 PM 4albradley Communication, weather manipulation, and population reduction are my guesses

6/6/2019 8:02:36 PM orthogonalron Is AT Barr one of the Majestic?

6/6/2019 8:02:40 PM deanshupak Me to



6/6/2019 8:03:16 PM orthogonalron *AG Barr

6/6/2019 8:03:45 PM curseca It certainly looked that way watching Trump in England this week.

6/6/2019 8:05:41 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆🎆⭐️⭐️⭐️

⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸KEK❗️ 

pic.twitter.com/xW1gTAB2w6

6/6/2019 8:06:28 PM freestateojones Will there be a choice to know more than the 60/40 split in terms of Truth/Transparency?

6/6/2019 8:07:15 PM freestateojones Are Andrew D. Basiago and similar legit in their claims re TT?

6/6/2019 8:08:42 PM roublisa You are much farther along in this understanding than myself😉....blessed times, exciting revelations❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

6/6/2019 8:09:36 PM jerichoorion Am I of the light? And if so who am I?

6/6/2019 8:09:53 PM crazybeachchic I have same thought, WWJD? I picture myself living in those times and interacting with other followers. There are so many time periods I would love to 

experience! 😉

6/6/2019 8:10:07 PM roublisa Sorry to come across as a smart🐴ss 😚

6/6/2019 8:11:59 PM roublisa No way josé

6/6/2019 8:12:30 PM ragstorm Wondering what the common thread is?

Thoughts on this:

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@Jordan_Sather_

@DFBHarvard

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@dbongino

@LisaMei62

@elguapo64

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@RealMattCouch

@ECHOtheCALL

@pushforward40

@KenGrimes9

@DeepStateExpose

@nypd

@nypost

@ChuckCallesto

🤔
6/6/2019 8:13:09 PM roublisa Also not true lineage 😲❗️

6/6/2019 8:13:59 PM gi6stars 10

6/6/2019 8:14:07 PM charmanda9 🔥💖🔥

6/6/2019 8:15:03 PM roublisa Or not the real queen😉😉😉

6/6/2019 8:15:22 PM thelilkingryan Is South Africa the “owls nest”?

6/6/2019 8:16:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that too. Lol. 😁

6/6/2019 8:16:46 PM linacovfefe Will the voter fraud be eliminated before the 2020 election?

6/6/2019 8:16:49 PM playactiongamer Is 'hell' real or religious concept in one's head?

6/6/2019 8:17:30 PM raevenraeyne Are benevolent star beings part of Q team? Sorry if this was asked, I missed it ❤️

6/6/2019 8:18:00 PM roublisa Will sheeple be more easily awakened in a near event?

6/6/2019 8:20:08 PM roublisa We will soon know the truth💥

6/6/2019 8:20:58 PM raevenraeyne Is it true what I heard Law of One states about ascension for those who demonstrate roughly 51% in service to others alignment?

6/6/2019 8:22:22 PM roublisa I am feeling this is a yes💓💓💓

6/6/2019 8:24:44 PM disgoblue24 Will we see discloser from aliens soon?

6/6/2019 8:26:11 PM candygirlclw AIDS

6/6/2019 8:27:24 PM roublisa We are no longer a corporation.Great catch😉 we are sovereign🇺🇸

6/6/2019 8:29:00 PM raevenraeyne Q answered this a while back with a No

6/6/2019 8:29:07 PM catherinewhitfo You're welcome!

6/6/2019 8:29:08 PM karensc38678909 Whoa.

6/6/2019 8:29:23 PM cosmic_engineer *Al

6/6/2019 8:30:09 PM roublisa These look like military back engineering craft.

6/6/2019 8:30:14 PM cpnegron73 Is the DS a partnership between the governments of our world the fallen one?

6/6/2019 8:30:23 PM askingsocrates Can 4th dimensional entities adjust peoples vibrations to put them into states of emotion without 3d influence?

6/6/2019 8:31:52 PM disgoblue24 Sasquatch exists??

6/6/2019 8:35:31 PM roublisa Whoa😲👀

6/6/2019 8:36:26 PM identityasxy NESARA

6/6/2019 8:38:33 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0bfFhzYx2c

6/6/2019 8:39:26 PM roublisa No spoilers😘

6/6/2019 8:41:21 PM sunnysideluna Oh wonderful! Welcome home! How did you discover wwg1wga movement? My favs are: @SaRaAshcraft @cronsell @Tiff_FitzHenry @CoreysDigs 

@99freemind

6/6/2019 8:41:44 PM roublisa Your higher self in your awareness

6/6/2019 8:41:46 PM jimtaylorsays SOOO ... That Island ... you know the one ... NORTH OF HAWAII😉 ... Will it become KNOWN??? 

They. Should. Know. 🙏

6/6/2019 8:43:45 PM cledrordfishing Why did his tweets disappear?

6/6/2019 8:45:08 PM roublisa Keep trying it will make sense...this is what opened the flood gates for me. YouTube is full of helpful info...I can share some vids if you would like.

6/6/2019 8:45:47 PM roublisa On time being an illusion?

6/6/2019 8:46:50 PM roublisa Nice question!

6/6/2019 8:46:52 PM iamyou132 Ok. Send me a free link to the book then

6/6/2019 8:47:48 PM iamyou132 Are we close to true and mass disclosure of those who have committed high crimes?

6/6/2019 8:49:37 PM decodematrix Any burden you have. Release it!

6/6/2019 8:51:29 PM armyvet91 Did Potus plan that stop at that Church in VA to expose something bigger?

6/6/2019 8:52:33 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic @realDonaldTrump!!!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

God bless America!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1136710407501037569 …

6/6/2019 8:53:34 PM arunprakash4 Does Donald Trump have a twin? Here's a video from the WSJ where DJT himself hints at it. https://youtu.be/gfKt7mtnWv8 

6/6/2019 8:54:19 PM nikoscali Every POTUS has at least one body double right? or does he mean literal twin?

6/6/2019 8:54:54 PM spoiledlamb Will I be able to witness Clintons Obama’s , Schiff , Schumer , comey, clapper, Brenan charged and sentenced ?

6/6/2019 8:55:10 PM arunprakash4 Hard to say, that is why I am asking MJ12

6/6/2019 8:56:10 PM arunprakash4 Every POTUS has a known double, yes. But perhaps DJT is the first one to talk about it openly?



6/6/2019 8:56:16 PM brokenbonez24 Was there anymore elaboration on this previously - or just a quick yes?

6/6/2019 8:57:31 PM pauliepg11111 Publicly?

6/6/2019 8:58:20 PM hackenburg_ Common core sure did a number on our children. So many now want socialism. What happened to an honest days work vs getting handouts?

6/6/2019 8:59:50 PM slaytheeye My question, as well.

6/6/2019 8:59:58 PM iamyou132 Those aren’t free

6/6/2019 9:00:43 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

6/6/2019 9:02:20 PM aprilbrown99 Just a quick yes but the AMA is still there should you want to read the rest of the Q&A.

6/6/2019 9:06:38 PM nikoscali Then again he could have been talking about his doppelganger the MSM showed among the crowd in London too.

6/6/2019 9:07:14 PM arunprakash4 Sure could be!

6/6/2019 9:08:05 PM bryceja68689884 I would like!

6/6/2019 9:09:19 PM melhuses Is the queen of England dark or light

6/6/2019 9:11:40 PM cledrordfishing Hillary.. it has to be. I know not in person, but she is undoubtedly ordering these deaths.

6/6/2019 9:12:36 PM nurseniceyes Have you specifically majestic been manipulating my excursion s off world and into higher frequencies?

6/6/2019 9:12:58 PM ambros2g2 Crap! I always miss it. Lol I will ask anyway. Will Flynn be released by the fouth?

6/6/2019 9:16:47 PM jooooody HALLELUJAH !

i was one of the birther suits against the sec of state prior to his first election.  

thank you Jesus, i prayed hard....  prayers answered in due time.

love you majestic, you rock.

6/6/2019 9:17:52 PM cledrordfishing You may have accomplished this already and not even know it.

6/6/2019 9:19:33 PM sparkleloung To keep all the current Office holder in check: Do What I Say Or You Will End Up Like The Former Blah Blah and So n So 🤷♂️

6/6/2019 9:20:06 PM truth_077 Yes, please share.

6/6/2019 9:20:26 PM itrusttheplan No. Thats what the pole shift is part of.

6/6/2019 9:25:46 PM al23311 Shit!!!!

6/6/2019 9:28:49 PM agnesdeberlimon Maybe you are now ONE American Nation, no longer under the control of GB!

6/6/2019 9:30:33 PM jonesy4671 Dis you delete that picture?

6/6/2019 9:32:56 PM the_it_goddess 😂😂😂

6/6/2019 9:33:11 PM crypto_relapse Will the Rothschilds face justice?

6/6/2019 9:38:20 PM timeforarrests I’m so sick and tired, what can I do?

6/6/2019 9:38:45 PM willowood22 Did George HW Bush have anything to do with Chernobyl?

6/6/2019 9:44:50 PM ascendedwater Is the earth a spinning ball

6/6/2019 9:50:06 PM sdsandsurfer Can I be M13?

6/6/2019 9:56:10 PM maganon1776 Did Gen Flynn take Marker 2 photo on August 11, 2017 in DC? pic.twitter.com/rDrv59gKHz

6/6/2019 9:57:08 PM brokenbonez24 Advice for the switch! 

I can attest to a small amount of skin irrational during the “detox” phase when you make the jump. 

 https://primalpitpaste.com/blogs/articles/5-tips-when-switching-to-natural-

deodorant?wickedsource=google&wickedid=341804589094&wtm_term=&wdevice=m&wtm_campaign=1758025156&wtm_content=74427838048&gc

lid=EAIaIQobChMI4aPG3cnW4gIVBttkCh2g_wBfEAAYAiAAEgJ43_D_BwE …

6/6/2019 9:58:46 PM brokenbonez24  pic.twitter.com/2DfamH4dkj

6/6/2019 10:03:14 PM timeforarrests My face right now too

6/6/2019 10:25:54 PM sweeperlarryq Let’s hope so!

6/6/2019 10:28:53 PM 63susantaylor Is it true that a prayer at 11:11am has some significance

6/6/2019 10:31:51 PM the_it_goddess Great movie

6/6/2019 10:32:38 PM aprilbrown99 Suspicious!  Couple vomits for 8 hours and dies a few days later after arriving to Fiji. WHO and CDC involved. 

@realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @NSAGov @NSA_QIL2 @SaraCarterDC - reported my MSN 

https://twitter.com/Maca691/status/1136863736919154688 …

6/6/2019 10:35:40 PM realityloominng Well, you made me think of those 100+ yo, animal carcasses in Antarctica. They are intact with no IS. lol

6/6/2019 10:36:28 PM unidrag2 I kept seeing the wwg1wga in tweets & googled it, that led me to some videos. JoeMs videos were one of the firsts I came across. I've spent more time 

on Twitter the past few months than I have in the entire 10 yrs that I have my account.

6/6/2019 10:47:43 PM karma4event201 I missed that too.

6/6/2019 10:53:36 PM davidmsika His Macron part of worldwide deep state? Will he resign or be kicked out somehow?

6/6/2019 10:54:26 PM lrsc813 H.A.A.R.P. technology and Chemtrails.... military.

6/6/2019 10:58:26 PM davidmsika Will USA citizens get a voting ID at least?

6/6/2019 11:01:02 PM davidmsika Was 9/11 an inside job (CIA and more)?

6/6/2019 11:02:36 PM 7alon Umm Umm.. Will many diseases/conditions be able to be cured once all this is over?

6/6/2019 11:03:31 PM blackjackpupil By that reasoning you'd never deal in any global currencies like usd, gbp or euro. The banks do laundering for all people, drugs and weapon trafficking, 

they loan money for wars and implement questionable sanctions on behalf of corrupt governments. Central banks are criminals.

6/6/2019 11:05:54 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/ScdbsJXF6u

6/6/2019 11:08:19 PM davidmsika Was Jesus really from the family of King David?

6/6/2019 11:10:17 PM timedabbler21 Will we see disclosure in the near future about the fact that there are clones?

6/6/2019 11:15:45 PM blackjackpupil Research Nenah Sylver frequency healing and rife technology

6/6/2019 11:18:08 PM ddkernan Will do.

6/6/2019 11:21:45 PM antarantanka Rothschilds bought the weather channels. 

Rumor has it there’s a racket in weather futures. Countries that don’t by weather futures get horrible weather geoemgineered on them

6/6/2019 11:36:48 PM ripgarycaradori Bill Cooper, who wrote Behold a Pale Horse outed Alex Jones in 1991/1992. Jones wife is a BRONFMAN a la NXIVM.

6/6/2019 11:38:46 PM stefanofait We are meant to reciprocate and prove our mettle?

6/6/2019 11:42:04 PM donna4him Is President Trump going to give back money stolen to the ppl? As far as the seized assets to get us out of debt? Hope I’m making sense. Thank you

6/6/2019 11:43:41 PM clancy_birrell white hat at giza is an ET? Melania is an ET?

6/6/2019 11:47:43 PM karma4event201 The grape juice & wafers to represent Blood / body 

And the line in the Lord's Prayer 'Lead me not into temptation'  always seemed wrong, even evil. 

It is evil. 

Satan perverts and twists our religions.

6/6/2019 11:52:37 PM k3yle Time is an illusion.

6/6/2019 11:58:19 PM karma4event201 I think there is 1 Luciferian NWO plan; all ties lead to Luciferian. 

But I am open for other ideas & I am curious about a 2nd competing plan.



6/7/2019 12:07:31 AM carynjjackson I think I know. Mt Rushmore 😊

6/7/2019 12:09:34 AM laughingwolf11 You got that right. General Flynn is a true American Hero.

6/7/2019 12:11:22 AM adsvel Information is knowledge, Light. More knowledge, more Light, less doubt.😉

6/7/2019 12:14:25 AM laughingwolf11 We pray the the Malachy Prophecy is TRUE! 

In the perfect vision of 2020, no more Popes. May those of Jesus direct descendants step forth. Fibonacci sequence alone, maybe most of the planet is 

related to Jesus. But let the ones kept hidden return to claim. Fear no more.

6/7/2019 12:19:16 AM kittles62081233 Sorry, was a typo off of my phone - "Whether it is a legitimate channel from an ET or not**"

6/7/2019 12:21:16 AM laughingwolf11 Ahhh. The Golden Age. Can’t wait.

6/7/2019 12:29:45 AM laughingwolf11 I think what I would ask Jesus. If Jesus came back, all the world’s religion would still be arguing over what they think he said instead of asking him. Me, 

I’d be...Jesus we have pancakes, waffles, strawberries...since the last time he was here. How about some brunch? 😉

6/7/2019 12:31:05 AM adsvel Everything in this Universe is Toroidal.

6/7/2019 12:35:37 AM debbiem27601353 Yes

6/7/2019 12:36:55 AM jamiegrahamusa Clone

6/7/2019 12:46:23 AM ascendedwater ??

6/7/2019 12:46:35 AM ascendedwater Toroidal ??

6/7/2019 12:48:46 AM adsvel Yes, every tiny particle is toroidal in this Universe.

6/7/2019 12:50:11 AM laughingwolf11 God’s cells. 

Law of One.

6/7/2019 12:55:18 AM laughingwolf11 Pain is only registered in the brain, according to Neurologist. Drugs decrease the communication to the brain, which makes you not feel the pain. 

There’s deterioration pain and healing pain. Hey, it costs a lot to go to a neurologist so you might as well get all your questions...

6/7/2019 12:58:15 AM guacamolly45 Oh my gosh! That’s gorgeous! I’ve been noticing the clouds have been CRAZY lately. I took some crazy pictures today as well! 

pic.twitter.com/jk7HgWKv7B

6/7/2019 12:59:02 AM laughingwolf11 That’s right. 

ONE Nation, under God, Indivisible...

6/7/2019 1:00:49 AM adsvel No, already answered.

6/7/2019 1:05:35 AM adsvel Thank You MJ11/T1 for AMA.😊💗☀️🌈🌎

6/7/2019 1:10:22 AM laughingwolf11 Our suspicions are more like incognito answers to the President. Alaska is special. Hybrid. Pretty sure Ruskies did not call the WH to say “ya know, just 

not feeling Venezuela so gonna withdraw troops” a day after AG trip. AG 1st person.

6/7/2019 1:11:52 AM guacamolly45 I have always had a feeling they have ET working with them. Maybe not in the physical, or maybe so.. but I have a feeling they are tapped in somehow 

for sure. That’s just my intuition, but not sure ☺️

6/7/2019 1:13:47 AM guacamolly45 I have no worries what so ever about 2020. The divine plan is as how it should be :) I have no worries about trump losing.

6/7/2019 1:15:49 AM mongrelglory It was 9 pm my time on the East coast.  (I went to bed early and missed it, again!)  The timing may just be convenient for the current Majestic team and 

their schedule.

6/7/2019 1:17:55 AM mongrelglory I'm wondering if nukes were dropped on Donbass in the Ukraine more recently? (After the coup occurred).

6/7/2019 1:18:41 AM guacamolly45 It’s kind of like when you have a dream, there really is no timeline, it could feel like a 5 minute ordeal but it was actually 7 hours. Vice versa

6/7/2019 1:20:36 AM mongrelglory Did they really drop an atomic bomb on the moon in the past century?

6/7/2019 1:24:03 AM sterkinglights1 Exo

6/7/2019 1:25:27 AM mongrelglory So sad!  May he RIP. 😑

6/7/2019 1:29:03 AM mongrelglory Natural fibres are much better for grounding your body with the Earth's EMF field.  I'm a big fan of bamboo clothing and organic cotton.

6/7/2019 1:32:28 AM sterkinglights1 Can be as short as one or 5 or more. Looks like this one has 5.

6/7/2019 1:34:21 AM mongrelglory I've heard repeatedly that the Queen does not want Charles to be King due to his character/personality weaknesses.  Prince William is therefore 

expected to be next in line.

6/7/2019 1:38:24 AM mongrelglory No, he's still eligible.  The rule against marrying divorced women was to protect the monarchy from claims to the throne by children from another 

bloodline (in case the woman had children prior to marrying the king.) That's why it was important for Diana to be a virgin.

6/7/2019 1:40:54 AM mongrelglory Do the Cabal have alliances or interactions with any inner Earth groups?

6/7/2019 1:42:50 AM mongrelglory Is that part of the plan?

6/7/2019 1:45:34 AM anitabutterfly You shouldn't make remarks like that without substance!

6/7/2019 2:03:51 AM mongrelglory It's worked for 5000 years.  It's reasonable to have some of your savings invested in hard assets such as gold, land, businesses etc... however, it makes 

sense to diversify.  Hard assets are sometimes difficult to liquidate quickly, so having some cash probably makes sense.

6/7/2019 2:05:35 AM mongrelglory There's no guarantees in life, so your best security is probably good health (physical and spiritual), and strong bonds with family, friends and 

community.

6/7/2019 2:11:40 AM doyle_media .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 * .@realDonaldTrump — What comes next, concurrently?

What You cannot do and what You are not (5:5 Done)*?

“Above Majestic” on TV:

 https://tv.apple.com/au/movie/above-majestic/umc.cmc.7gasf533b3aj6yyqxizvihz06 …

Q*. What now resides #AboveMajestic?

A. ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1136323757440561152 …) 

— Re: ( https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1136783585736871936 …)
6/7/2019 2:14:30 AM mongrelglory They've already answered yes to that.  However, contact with these civilizations is limited.

6/7/2019 2:18:32 AM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 said he was murdered via AIDs by someone he trusted. He had been compromised and was not happy with the role they were trying to 

force upon him.

6/7/2019 2:20:48 AM mongrelglory There's video on the internet which I saw the other day.  It looks like a faint ghost of the moon we're used to, but smaller.  (Assuming the video was 

real).

6/7/2019 2:25:49 AM doyleglobal Who owns the Law Council .@politicsabc?

This is all you have wanted .@UGLE_GrandLodge. What are you afraid of?

This is the other side of the same damaged coin now slowing down, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Like a dreidel.

Why are You nervous? What do You anticipate?

Atlas Shrugging?  https://twitter.com/InsidersABC/status/1136794905546641408 …
6/7/2019 2:26:31 AM mongrelglory He's a Rothschild puppet who appears to not have surrendered yet.

6/7/2019 2:27:46 AM leckieanne Yes I’m lost lol



6/7/2019 2:30:42 AM mongrelglory It appears they're killing off their lower level assets.  Sort of like when the banks were tossing mid-level bankers off of skyscrapers several years ago.  

Hundreds were killed around the world.  There's no honour among thieves!

6/7/2019 2:37:45 AM mongrelglory Yes! 👍

Hopefully Sandy Hook and Broward County shootings as well!

6/7/2019 2:45:20 AM mongrelglory The space-ships were pretty to look at!

6/7/2019 2:51:10 AM mongrelglory Well said Poseidon.  Seeding of the collective consciousness is crucial to the Great Awakening.

6/7/2019 2:53:22 AM aspennmax64_l Tapes of Hillary and Uma?

Who saw them. pic.twitter.com/5ObGvqJhfj

6/7/2019 2:54:09 AM thingspetssay Which of you did I last meet, and how recently?

6/7/2019 2:54:33 AM aspennmax64_l NYPD..."police chief"

Same one?

6/7/2019 2:55:30 AM _369311119 In [P] time the Earth was divided?

6/7/2019 2:57:53 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/E4NcZs4ElI

6/7/2019 3:01:54 AM usss_211 Think about it.... Bacteria and Viruses that have been frozen for thousands maybe millions of years....

6/7/2019 3:06:11 AM mongrelglory Does anyone know the question that this was a reply to?

6/7/2019 3:07:09 AM mongrelglory I think any day that Killary is executed will be cosmically significant!

6/7/2019 3:12:08 AM mongrelglory You got a Majestic "like" SpeakNSpell. 👍

6/7/2019 3:13:11 AM mongrelglory I'd better go to the bathroom while I've got time.  😜

6/7/2019 3:19:25 AM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you use Sentinels?

6/7/2019 3:27:23 AM mongrelglory Thanks for this link April!  It was very helpful!

6/7/2019 3:39:03 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070307700981096453?s=19 …

6/7/2019 3:39:04 AM abraga1853 No. AJ is phoney> a ploy

6/7/2019 3:51:06 AM scott_rick Yes, Tesla

6/7/2019 4:11:59 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1098215120877047808 …

6/7/2019 4:14:22 AM _369311119 ^ 6:25

^ 6 5:5

6/7/2019 4:14:58 AM jillsfolly77711 Interesting. Didn’t know any had disclosure. Curious to know too.

6/7/2019 4:15:03 AM cleopatrarawk Would you be okay if God blessed you in other ways? So you could advance the Kingdom of God in a way that God asked you to?🙏❤️

6/7/2019 4:16:54 AM bendhyana Am I an expression of the One universal God?

6/7/2019 4:19:28 AM bendhyana Is the expression of God separate from God?

6/7/2019 4:21:42 AM bendhyana Are all people expressions of God?

6/7/2019 4:21:55 AM bendhyana Is God within all peoples of this planet Earth?

6/7/2019 4:22:52 AM djlok Will [HRC] hang?

6/7/2019 4:34:14 AM bendhyana Do most people know that their body is not the totality of what they are, that their body is actually the metaphorical 'temple' of the Living God?

Hint for readers..... 1 Corinthians 6:19

6/7/2019 4:41:29 AM hawkgirlinmn I wasn’t thinking physically or along the lines of pole shift. But that much potential energy with that much positivity could be amazing

6/7/2019 4:43:36 AM bendhyana The Plan is unfolding thanks to all those souls who, in whatever way they can contribute, give it all. Thank you MJ12 for leading those who realize a the 

ultimate truth that God is not mocked, for whatsoever men soweth, so shall they reap!

6/7/2019 4:44:24 AM natureinspace Ebola airbourne?

6/7/2019 5:03:39 AM mikecla88685792 Where?

6/7/2019 5:16:59 AM n7guardiananon Interesting,🤔.

The only reason I asked is my father and I were talking about ww2 and he mentioned he read in a book that a german pilot described a mushroom 

cloud over the USSR. I found it confusing.  Why would Hitler push for peace and supposedly drop tons of peace pamphlets...

6/7/2019 5:17:54 AM david00997884 Didnt know we had any yet.  But possible, would like to know

6/7/2019 5:19:13 AM 45harisonharold 8675309

6/7/2019 5:19:21 AM n7guardiananon Then drop a nuke on people?  WW2 is truly a maze of deceit.  Trying to hide something...probably something to do with ET contact with the germans.  

That's why Hess was kept imprisoned the rest of his life I think.

6/7/2019 5:22:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Well, maybe I dreamt it?! I swear they had said before that we were recieving “upgrades” to proteins to help awaken the dna that has been 

deactivated. It would make sense if you believe in epigenetics. The nanotech used in the atmosphere could be sending us a signal as we

6/7/2019 5:24:33 AM david00997884 Thanks

6/7/2019 5:25:00 AM jollyrob2 I thought maybe this is interesting, (toroidal) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9EPlyiW-xGI&t=10s …

6/7/2019 5:25:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Inhale or as it makes contact with the skin. That could easily be what helps those whose subconscious is ready to perceive and believe a different way, 

to awaken.

6/7/2019 5:26:00 AM hawkgirlinmn ***Just thinking out loud!

6/7/2019 5:28:47 AM francoissmc Not yet🤪

6/7/2019 5:29:23 AM francoissmc What shape do you want it to be?

6/7/2019 5:31:51 AM francoissmc Bookmark

6/7/2019 5:33:06 AM francoissmc Might have happened already, 🤡 shadowing

6/7/2019 5:35:40 AM francoissmc We are a part of God, as is Jesus Christ within us. Imo

6/7/2019 5:36:34 AM francoissmc All the time, for now anyway.

6/7/2019 5:36:52 AM lizzie_dynomite suddenlink Internet in Arizona  has been down for 2 hours 3 days in a row...  strange,  Is someone cleaning?

6/7/2019 5:37:01 AM neilbridgman Whoa I havent heard that yet

6/7/2019 5:39:50 AM bbobbio71 Recent "in the news"?

6/7/2019 5:40:02 AM francoissmc I have a theory that inner earth(Hell) was created by God to sterilize our souls while on earth etc, etc.

6/7/2019 5:41:16 AM moonbaby04371 Me 2. I would love 2 sit down and "break bread" (so 2 speak) w/Jesus, & get THE TRUTH straight from him. Everything has become sooooo distorted.

6/7/2019 5:42:03 AM bbobbio71 guessing related to Weiner

6/7/2019 5:43:52 AM angryvoter2016 KEK

6/7/2019 5:44:12 AM bbobbio71 @SandiaWisdom 

check 👆👆this out for yourself

6/7/2019 5:44:37 AM bhaggy1008 One and different at the same time.

6/7/2019 5:45:11 AM bhaggy1008 Part and parcel.

6/7/2019 5:46:15 AM bhaggy1008 Lower planetary systems. Your bad Karma take you there.

6/7/2019 5:46:37 AM bhaggy1008 No. Godly.

6/7/2019 5:48:16 AM bbobbio71 what r the benefits of a 5d earth.  haven't heard much about this

6/7/2019 5:50:11 AM billyj1616 I can answer that one for you. Yes

6/7/2019 5:51:35 AM rhsvcs Will there be a fed law put in place to override mandatory vaccination by state/city rule to protect personal liberties/religious freedom?



6/7/2019 6:00:14 AM alisonmawright Ask him who his real daddy was?

6/7/2019 6:02:08 AM itrusttheplan Tons of benefits! More than i can explain here. Being that u just heard of it its gonna be a lil hard to fully understand at first but youll get it ok enough 

to have a good understanding.  Go forth and learn! Basically new heaven new earth.

6/7/2019 6:02:56 AM itrusttheplan Dm me for specific questions. Ill answer best i can.

6/7/2019 6:09:49 AM bryceja68689884 Say wha?

6/7/2019 6:12:20 AM aprilbrown99 Yes they have spread into these positions like tics on a dog.

6/7/2019 6:12:46 AM slayerofmatrix1 Now thinking more on it ... makes TOTAL sense.  People/puppets in highest places have always been           p l a c e d  in those positions by and to serve 

the puppet masters.

6/7/2019 6:12:50 AM aprilbrown99 You are welcome.

6/7/2019 6:15:38 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ohhhh the words were chosen and used to marginalize her bc he knows she’s an imposter.

6/7/2019 6:18:37 AM trish44070326 I understand that, what I don't understand is the messages I'm suppose to be getting from number patterns because I see 1010,1111,1212,111,222 etc, 

and then it changes to 212,313,414,

I see these multiple times a day, 

Every time I do I try to figure it out with no understanding

6/7/2019 6:21:02 AM qurioser It’s a fallen tree, with the upper shields severed from the lower (now out of phase until re-aligned) and both connector gates/seals missing. It’s a 

metaphor and depicts where the garden of the body is to be healed in order to expand and grow again. Each must heal & tend its own.

6/7/2019 6:24:58 AM qurioser Doesn’t our earth/cosmos offer its own “binaural hemi-synch” programming, and don’t we tune into it when we watch a beautiful sunset, listen to 

wind rustle leaves or waves break on shores, or press soil around the roots of a tree newly planted? That’s how I synch up.

6/7/2019 6:26:33 AM sojourner07 👍 🙄you knew someone would try.

6/7/2019 6:26:35 AM moonbaby04371 With liberty and Justice for ALL!

6/7/2019 6:27:34 AM txgrown2020 On Fox just now... Illegals allowed to fly throughout the country undocumented. WE CAN'T EVEN DO THAT!!! As for me and mine.... Our butts are 

staying on the ground! pic.twitter.com/Lxc1ooiflQ

6/7/2019 6:28:36 AM bhaggy1008 Celestial planets. Longer life span - celestial bodies on the subtle platform.

6/7/2019 6:29:17 AM sojourner07 I have read his book. Should others read his book?

6/7/2019 6:30:18 AM aprilbrown99 Yes that makes sense. Very empathic especially with his sun sign in Cancer. ❤️❤️❤️

6/7/2019 6:31:33 AM melanie58856416 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "-11,500 years The Adam and Eve Story C_A:  http://cia.gov/library/readin … […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1122257602283474945.html …

6/7/2019 6:35:21 AM deenharryeuw Should we invest in gold? Sorry this is late.

6/7/2019 6:36:04 AM kctennispro T1, is Melania a non Earth origin being?

6/7/2019 6:37:54 AM jeffw355 Comey arrest. ;) pic.twitter.com/T7fqw11RkH

6/7/2019 6:40:02 AM laurabusse Sounds about right. Bastards.

6/7/2019 6:41:43 AM kathleen3693693 Chief Silks [187] too?

6/7/2019 6:42:15 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

6/7/2019 6:43:04 AM moonbaby04371 Bill Cooper was an invaluable source for #TRUTH

6/7/2019 6:43:23 AM johnny5225 Is HRC really going to be held accountable?

6/7/2019 6:43:31 AM aprilbrown99 That is my interpretation at least. At the same time Trump still appeared to be respectful for optics.

6/7/2019 6:45:09 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/hsLieVRx23

6/7/2019 6:45:42 AM aprilbrown99 I think I am up to at least 300 times now. 🙌👏🙌

6/7/2019 6:48:19 AM liltilgerlil Nice meme! So true!

6/7/2019 7:00:25 AM you2iam What means MOAB?

6/7/2019 7:01:41 AM aprilbrown99 Here is one that I have listened to.  It is really nice. 16M views. 

 https://youtu.be/IU13sdrLQ-M 

Enjoy! 💗💗💗

6/7/2019 7:07:35 AM laurabusse @MedicalMedium says (heavy etc) metals in everything. Viruses feed on these producing neurotoxins that cause the neurological diseases MS ALS 

Parkinson's Fibromyalgia Alzheimer's. Eat anti viral healing detoxifying diet/supplements. 5 books, website, fb, Instagram, Soundcloud.

6/7/2019 7:14:08 AM laurabusse A truth i believe: mind over matter

Mind v powerful

In general if you believe something good for you it is

If not it isnt

Thats the definition basically of placebo effect

Chronic neg emotion causes disease over time

Happiest ppl are the healthiest

Happy smoker beats angry vegan.
6/7/2019 7:19:32 AM laurabusse The "best" song in a musical is often the one that closes the 2nd act (the climax). (Of 3 acts)

6/7/2019 7:21:14 AM angryvoter2016 👍

6/7/2019 7:23:08 AM laurabusse But there must be election integrity so that ppl's votes actually matter.

(No more rigged elections with machines programmed to multiply votes, dead ppl and illegal immigrants voting, and ppl voting multiple times.)

6/7/2019 7:28:29 AM laurabusse Me neither LOL

6/7/2019 7:29:34 AM laurabusse And will it be a deep state holographic project blue beam type event?

6/7/2019 7:30:17 AM laurabusse LOL, anon!

6/7/2019 7:33:29 AM roaminnoodle Help me with this one, please? I found his one and only, and now ex-wife, was Kelly Rebecca Nichols (2007-2015). But I am not finding the Bronfman 

connection? I am making a NXIVM thread, mostly on the trial, but would love to include any other relevant information - thanks!

6/7/2019 7:35:06 AM wreck_ramblin The laws are not for everyone... <sarcasm>. Rules don’t apply if not following fulfills a “favorable” goal or narrative, fairness apparently IRRELEVANT!  

@thedilleyshow @realDonaldTrump

6/7/2019 7:36:47 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/Al_Wa-haozo 

Joan's direct quote.

Less than a minute long.

6/7/2019 7:39:33 AM laurabusse I did. I was kinda convinced.

I wasn't convinced that video was taken after her "death" tho she did seem older and more nondescript.

I wish they coulda proved the date of that video, like including a newspaper...

6/7/2019 7:40:41 AM laurabusse Not to mention 2017

6/7/2019 7:41:18 AM laurabusse Ha

6/7/2019 7:41:43 AM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/CwkooYnnh3

6/7/2019 7:43:59 AM chadmcgregory follow up: were these cops good guys?

6/7/2019 7:45:00 AM laurabusse Personally, as much as i love the law of one, i see it as a belief system (one of many) as truth tends to be bendy. :-)

I try to stay open minded, be aware of fear in myself or fear mongering in general, and try to take everything with a grain of salt.

You ask a great question 💘

6/7/2019 7:46:13 AM light_fighter_g Same voice too. She seemed like she was avoiding the camera. I can’t seem to find it anymore.



6/7/2019 7:47:21 AM laurabusse Me neither. Or me too. Whatever.

6/7/2019 7:48:00 AM laurabusse Thx David much appreciated :-)

6/7/2019 7:50:13 AM laurabusse He won't need SS in prison...or in hell.

😅

6/7/2019 7:50:57 AM roublisa Beautiful🤗nice light work ✨IS-BE ✨

6/7/2019 7:52:34 AM laurabusse Yeah, right?

New national holiday. pic.twitter.com/ryuhp6lPtA

6/7/2019 7:57:48 AM roublisa How are you seeing them 👀

6/7/2019 7:58:38 AM roublisa ❤️Gina

6/7/2019 8:01:03 AM starehope I believe we block it out. We are too focused on the here and now.

6/7/2019 8:01:44 AM adeo_creata_est Good answer!

6/7/2019 8:02:47 AM adeo_creata_est Have you tried to expand your memory of past lives? Meditation?

6/7/2019 8:05:45 AM olimyracle Some hints https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=19 …

6/7/2019 8:07:59 AM al23311 This makes sense.... I’ve tried to quit antiperspirant many times and I gave up.  I think I’ll try again and knowing this will help.

6/7/2019 8:10:17 AM laurabusse Yeah same voice. Yeah she did seem like she'd been "busted".

No surprise there, right? I had a hard enough time finding the one where she says Michelle/Michael is a tranny...

6/7/2019 8:10:21 AM roublisa 💓💓💓No worries .....you here that’s a huge jump in the right direction....it will make more sense promise.

6/7/2019 8:10:53 AM jeffthecurious Will July 4,2019 change the world forever? Will there be a re-appearance for the ages?

6/7/2019 8:11:40 AM laurabusse I often wonder if it's as simple as my pineal might be calcified or something. No idea really...

6/7/2019 8:14:08 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/xdg7suX6KW

6/7/2019 8:15:28 AM aurorasreality Agreed!!! This program makes me question what they are trying to do

6/7/2019 8:16:24 AM adeo_creata_est That is possible. They say it takes 9 years to cleanse. They say that you can achieve a “light body” or “rainbow body” by having nothing but loving 

thoughts for 13 years. It has been done (Buddha)

6/7/2019 8:16:27 AM laurabusse Yes it will! Can confirm 💘

6/7/2019 8:16:59 AM adeo_creata_est This is ascension

6/7/2019 8:18:14 AM adeo_creata_est I like your name. IS-BE

6/7/2019 8:22:07 AM roublisa This is the 1st one I started on and re watched a couple of times....put aside your belief set to expand your thinking.....you will see.  Youre so not alone 

💓💓💓

6/7/2019 8:22:17 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/DR5aYgcch8Q 

6/7/2019 8:23:46 AM just_____ice Will the chemtrails be stopped?

6/7/2019 8:27:55 AM richardhiatt16 Am I ever going to get to take a StarShip ride? 🤓

6/7/2019 8:29:05 AM roublisa Suggested by fellow IS-BE :       “Cléa”

I have  one. A human link:

Close your eyes. Meditate for a few minutes then ask your heart❤️

6/7/2019 8:30:35 AM roublisa ————Suggest she watch interstellar.✨✨✨

6/7/2019 8:32:08 AM starehope Do we have the time? Our time. I know time is an illusion!

6/7/2019 8:32:58 AM starehope What is ascension?

6/7/2019 8:37:13 AM adeo_creata_est They are saying “time is an illusion” because this whole 3D experience you are having, is an illusion. Time as we know it is part of 3D. You are an 

Immortal Soul-Being or IS-BE. You are occupying an avatar (homo sapien sapien) as a vehicle

6/7/2019 8:38:14 AM starehope And there were remedies to decalcify the pineal gland. Some very simple and cheap solutions. MJ may have given an idea or so, if I remember correctly.

6/7/2019 8:38:25 AM pashaz969 Oh wow! 👏🏻👍🏻🥳

6/7/2019 8:40:15 AM laurabusse Ha you must follow David Wilcock :-)

Love him! Went to one of his Convergences in 2012. Amazing.

The rainbow body, padmasambava, Tibetan Buddhism etc was my FAVORITE part of Wisdom teachings on gaia tv. Incredible!!! 💘

6/7/2019 8:41:20 AM adeo_creata_est You chose to forget and your powers are forgotten (eg. telepathy) to make it a challenge. You live your life making choices with free will. “Service to 

others”(positive/light/truth) or “service to self” (negative/darkness/separation from God)

6/7/2019 8:41:28 AM starehope I understand that. We are a light bulb in an electrical socket. The bulb equates to our physical body. The actual electricity is our immortal soul which 

can not be destroyed because it is a source of energy.

6/7/2019 8:43:00 AM adeo_creata_est At the end of the cycle “The Event” you are judged. Those that are positive (more than 50%) graduate (ascend)

6/7/2019 8:44:00 AM adeo_creata_est Yes. That is one. I’m guessing you do also. He is wonderful

6/7/2019 8:44:31 AM jeffthecurious Has the Speaker, along with others, already been indicted?

6/7/2019 8:45:07 AM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/jj9wPeo1PvwYk6Vh8 …

6/7/2019 8:46:16 AM adeo_creata_est That’s another way to look at it. I like it. You already know this information good for you. It’s hard to tell others once you see the Truth

6/7/2019 8:46:56 AM adeo_creata_est Beautiful

6/7/2019 8:47:08 AM starehope The Tao is the way. It has many interpretations, which makes it interesting. From the list of books on Telegram, was there an order to read them?

6/7/2019 8:47:41 AM laurabusse Yes! He was probably the most instrumental in my "waking up". Have since branched out into other stuff. But i feel indebted to him and am v 

appreciative of him :-)

6/7/2019 8:48:34 AM starehope Very nice.

6/7/2019 8:48:51 AM adeo_creata_est I do not know. I have found books during my progression of learning the Truth. I’m sure there are many I missed. Where can I find?

6/7/2019 8:50:54 AM starehope Been studying through Holy Bible and many other paths for comparison for a very long time.

6/7/2019 8:51:08 AM laurabusse You are v kind :-)

It has bitten (or rather stung) me in the ass.

Mockers (shills, trolls) will misuse it.

Badge of honor maybe.

But thinking about switching back to my name.

But thanks; appreciate it 💘

6/7/2019 8:51:25 AM quarkfear1 NESARA?

6/7/2019 8:52:34 AM starehope That is normal when one causes an awakening in some form within us. There is always gratitude.

6/7/2019 8:53:12 AM laurabusse Working on it. Gradually. In many ways. Hopefully :-)

6/7/2019 8:53:41 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @dbongino @seanhannity @USAttyHuber https://twitter.com/TruckerWifeLife/status/1137022018618941441 …

6/7/2019 8:53:54 AM starehope Maybe IS-BE can give you the link.

6/7/2019 8:55:20 AM adeo_creata_est Very good. Please be aware. Some of Bible is true but it has been manipulated (Book of Enoch removed) and corrupted(we are born of sin) by Lucifer or 

negative beings. You must see Jesus’ words with different eyes to see his True words pic.twitter.com/PqmBsbvSCI

6/7/2019 8:55:32 AM starehope Toothpaste was the bad one. Rid yourself of flourine.

6/7/2019 8:56:21 AM adeo_creata_est Me also

6/7/2019 8:56:47 AM leoharmon65 Try this site Trish

 http://Sacredscribesangelnumbers.blogspot.com/p/index-numbers.html …

6/7/2019 8:57:28 AM adeo_creata_est Ok



6/7/2019 8:58:44 AM starehope Shall we chat in a DM?

6/7/2019 8:58:45 AM laurabusse Omg the Tao is my fav i think

I'll never forget turning on tv one nite 15 yrs ago

Happened to be 8 pm

Happened to land on pbs

Happened to catch dr Wayne dyer Change your thoughts change your life, from the beginning. All about the Tao. I read the book 3 times. Changed my 

life!!!

6/7/2019 8:59:22 AM adeo_creata_est Sure. That’s great

6/7/2019 9:00:01 AM starehope We have all the time in the world! Time is an illusion. ☺

6/7/2019 9:03:02 AM adeo_creata_est Did you get the last reply about the Bible?

6/7/2019 9:04:32 AM laurabusse Many translations of the Tao

Many books available at library

It's ancient...

Change your thoughts...life (Dyer) is a good place to start. (Public Library)

It's a commentary on the entire Tao which is not long.

1st reading didn't understand it. Paradigm changing...

(Was Christian)

6/7/2019 9:04:36 AM eddie_lozano74 Mother Of All Bombs

6/7/2019 9:05:22 AM adeo_creata_est Ok. I will try. Thank you

6/7/2019 9:05:41 AM starehope Yes. Was trying to open a DM, but it isn't accepting your names.

6/7/2019 9:07:38 AM ascendedwater Genesis block wasn't till 2009 so how you figure 2007

6/7/2019 9:08:05 AM adeo_creata_est Ok. I would like to but right now I’m leaving for the greatest place in the USA and I can’t be late. I will try you again soon. Not many people do I have 

who listen to this. Be well

6/7/2019 9:08:16 AM laurabusse Yes :-)

He will always be special to me.

His (many) youtubes were mind blowing to me. (This was probably 2011 or so, maybe 2012)

The first ones i ever saw were the ones he did on the pineal.

After that, he started talking about the cabal...

6/7/2019 9:09:20 AM adeo_creata_est Yes. What a crazy journey. I must go now. Good luck to you and be well

6/7/2019 9:09:22 AM starehope Be safe!👊👍

6/7/2019 9:09:32 AM prmd21801759 Will we, average folks, get to use free energy in our daily lives? Get to travel in ainti-gravity aircrafts for normal travel? Will we get to visit other 

planets, other systems, for tour or work or live?

6/7/2019 9:11:14 AM starehope I'll look him up. Especially if he has youtube.

6/7/2019 9:11:54 AM laurabusse She knows...i think we've talked about this before :-)

Many ways to view.

Universe is neutral

"You create your reality"

You assign meaning to things.

Belief systems are simply mental constructs.

Truth is bendy (the new physics)

We are the ultimate authority of our own "truth"...
6/7/2019 9:14:11 AM roublisa Here’s another great suggestion from a friend:  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/There_But_for_the_Grace_of_God …

Mj 12 was involved in the making of this series and much disclosure is embedded for all to see and hear.

6/7/2019 9:14:22 AM starehope Yes. I agree. Realities, thoughts, positions, change quickly and unpredictably. I think it is the opening. It should get easier to handle.

6/7/2019 9:14:58 AM laurabusse Wondering where greatest place in the USA is and if it's a secret ;-)

6/7/2019 9:16:00 AM starehope For him, I think a library. Library of Congress?

6/7/2019 9:16:43 AM laurabusse You too :-)

Good luck and be well 💘

6/7/2019 9:16:47 AM fightrasche We see your Egyptian 666 symbols as your twitter name!! You may not know what they mean but I do! Egyptians worship false gods like RA, not the 

true God, Ya'll are super deceived! What a ridiculous question to ask!

6/7/2019 9:18:22 AM freedom_220 😩 where did this come from, have you got a link to share?, thanks.

6/7/2019 9:19:58 AM starehope I will leave now Laura. Have a peaceful day. 💖

6/7/2019 9:20:20 AM laurabusse Yeah there's probably lots on there by now

Also his web site has lots of informative, riveting articles etc

Divine Cosmos is his web site.

There's a book sized series of articles there he called Financial tyranny which gives the history of the cabal

It's long but worth a read...

6/7/2019 9:21:34 AM laurabusse You too :-)

Be blessed 💘

6/7/2019 9:24:51 AM fightrasche The CIA wants Assange dead because he speaks the truth! Assange is not CIA but his wilileaks sight was taken over by the CIA. Assange is the source to 

prove there were no Russian hacks it was Seth Rich that bravely downloaded the HRC emails to a thumb drive.

6/7/2019 9:26:03 AM adeo_creata_est Packing my truck right now to go to my cabin in the Adirondacks. The largest state park in the country. Over 6 million acres

6/7/2019 9:26:25 AM adeo_creata_est New York

6/7/2019 9:27:03 AM adeo_creata_est The city stinks but rest of New York is wonderful

6/7/2019 9:27:57 AM brookshunter12 Why are we using a sun simulator while thebsun is being eclipsed by celestial bodies?

6/7/2019 9:29:00 AM fightrasche Even if there isn't another Pope. God said that we (this generation) would get to watch the Vatican BURN! I can't wait for this event! God says the 

saints will be cheering with joy! The catholic church is the devil playground. God will destroy it eventually.

6/7/2019 9:33:08 AM mynardpamela Are we fighting for absolute freedom yes/no. Are we fighting for/with those who claim dominion over us yes/no.

6/7/2019 9:34:21 AM fightrasche Have you ever heard of the Rothschilds? They created and controlled every single war this planet has had. The Rothschild made trillions of dollars on all 

these wars since Napoleon! Research them and you will find all truth on the 2nd World War. The truth is stranger than fiction.

6/7/2019 9:38:24 AM fightrasche Do you really think God will let evil win??? Hell no He wouldn't! Good always wins! The light overpowers the darkness!

6/7/2019 9:40:19 AM fightrasche NO! We are made in God image. We are just humans, no god. Hollywood and the other elites believe they are gods. They are super ignorant!!

6/7/2019 9:42:11 AM americanconsti2 Nope

6/7/2019 9:44:21 AM laurabusse Have felt same :-)

6/7/2019 9:52:06 AM laurabusse Also, @MedicalMedium books website, instagram fb soundcloud

Says lymes mostly viruses

Their neurotoxins cause most neurological,  "autoimmune" diseases. Eat antiviral/anti pathogenic bacteria diet/supplements that also detoxify and 

heal.

Also many find Dr Robert Morse YTs helpful

6/7/2019 9:52:38 AM laurabusse Amen

6/7/2019 9:54:08 AM laurabusse My question exactly!!!!!



6/7/2019 9:56:05 AM laurabusse Deleted them maybe? Or we're blocked? Any other possibilities?

6/7/2019 10:03:19 AM mongrelglory Apparently Hitler had some Rothschild blood in him.  He was doing their bidding, but then got ideas of his own so they put a stop to his "empire".

6/7/2019 10:04:21 AM ripgarycaradori Alex Jones used his lawyers address as his business address. His lawyer is deeply connected to the Bronfman's and specifically to Edgar Jr.s sister. I'm 

looking for info that I feel is reliable. I found some info but don't trust it. I'm checking now!

6/7/2019 10:07:08 AM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/sUCVgMDhYuzZkUEb7 …

6/7/2019 10:08:50 AM laurabusse Oooooo thinkin bout the pre prez election oct surprise! Good one!

6/7/2019 10:09:49 AM fightrasche If we had time travel then we wouldn't need a plan. The Q team is the plan to save the world and the plan to expose evil. Time travel is a myth. God 

forbids us from seeing the future why would he allow time travel? Think logically!

6/7/2019 10:12:36 AM laurabusse Mine too...not deleted.

So...blocked maybe?

Technology.

Who really understands it?

Husband was in IT 30 yrs.

I understand most IT ppl are frustrated and feel clueless. Even the really smart ones.

6/7/2019 10:16:03 AM rocktobersky Check out #Majestic12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

6/7/2019 10:19:47 AM raevenraeyne I have not yet read the Law of One fully yet. I also work to stay open minded, open hearted, and work towards healing the areas in my life where I see I 

have judgment, fear, or anger. I Think if a message contains Love and compassion then it is one of Ultimate Truth.

6/7/2019 10:20:44 AM n7guardiananon I've read that before his mother worked for... but documents stop there.  Speculation conveniently ties everything else together...

I've always gone by actions speak louder than words. https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1089374381221007360?s=19 …

6/7/2019 10:20:46 AM djlok I was blocked.

6/7/2019 10:24:18 AM missy968 I’ll get you screen shots if you need

6/7/2019 10:24:21 AM raevenraeyne The 51% overall good concept for ascension that was reported from LoO books seemed fascinating. If it was truth, then it created in my mind a very 

new thought process for what the aspect of ascension might truly be. The image of cell division comes to mind🤔

6/7/2019 10:27:30 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1089377042221678593?s=19 …

2 Londons...1 of which the Queen requires permission to enter

6/7/2019 10:29:59 AM mongrelglory I'm picturing her little cankles and feet sticking out from underneath a house.  😆😆😆

6/7/2019 10:32:47 AM laurabusse Oh god...it's so beautiful up there! And you might not have phone service :-)

We stayed at rainbow lake and then nearby onchiota lake in 2004.

Enjoy!!!!! 💘

6/7/2019 10:34:34 AM laurabusse We're from NJ but live in NC now, 4 yrs.

Lived in NJ 64 yrs! I do miss it! Never thought i would!

New York is beautiful...

6/7/2019 10:37:46 AM laurabusse Agree! Growing up ppl would say in the 60s, it's a nice place to visit but you wouldn't want to live there (NYC)

Having grown up not far from GW bridge, it was known as a big dirty crime ridden city.

Have a friend orig from OH who lived NYC like 20 yrs. Loved it and misses it.

6/7/2019 10:38:12 AM aprilbrown99 Expand your thinking.

6/7/2019 10:39:51 AM laurabusse You are blessed :-)

If we all felt that way we would already be living in heaven on earth 💘

6/7/2019 10:41:22 AM laurabusse I'm blocked by sooo many ppl. I try not to think about it. Some of them were truly puzzling to me. I try not to take it personally. Ppl are either a good fit 

or not...

6/7/2019 10:42:04 AM laurabusse Interesting...

6/7/2019 10:42:41 AM laurabusse Ha! Yeah :-)

6/7/2019 10:44:10 AM spooky49 Geoengineering Good?

6/7/2019 10:46:01 AM djlok Well I think I understand mine. I have many POV's outside the mainstream.  May be true for you too.

6/7/2019 11:21:46 AM raevenraeyne TRUTH!!! That would be the goal for most of us I would guess. Getting past the bulk of the denser darker emotions I spent a lot of years mired in was 

tough. After that, trying to discern spiritual TRUTHS I could have faith in ended up boiling down to thoughts of WWJD  and LOVE.

6/7/2019 11:23:31 AM sarahdaniels Hi Evening Star --

I'd appreciate a fb. Thx!

MAGA 100%

MEGA 100%

wwg1wga 100%
6/7/2019 11:24:56 AM raevenraeyne Like most people, I’m definitely still a work in progress. But I do try to remember that my goal is to share energy/messages of Love and Compassion 

every day with people and Earth and catch myself when thinking negative or judging thoughts and blast it with healing Love energy.

6/7/2019 11:32:41 AM you2iam thanx!

6/7/2019 11:49:16 AM mongrelglory I wouldn't worry about that.  The HIV virus is too fragile to be able to spread easily without direct contact through bodily fluids.

6/7/2019 11:52:25 AM laurabusse You are not alone :-)

Sounds like a process many of us have been/are going thru 💘

6/7/2019 11:53:15 AM laurabusse This is the way isn't it!!! :-) 💘

6/7/2019 11:53:59 AM roaminnoodle Strange, I didn't see a notification come through on your reply! Only by searching through my tweets did I notice it - but yes, please, anything I can add 

to my NXIVM thread (pinned on my page currently) would be most appreciated!!!

6/7/2019 12:00:26 PM julia4wellness Will Trump fight the chem trails over California?

6/7/2019 12:09:14 PM americanpetal Me too!

6/7/2019 12:13:50 PM ripgarycaradori I'm definitely shadowbanned! HAHA I'm to truthy.

6/7/2019 12:14:56 PM shining91109743 Is there a way to tell what frequency your body is currently resonating? If yes, how?

6/7/2019 12:27:56 PM eddie_lozano74  pic.twitter.com/C9vAj3hJMl

6/7/2019 12:35:26 PM 420munsterfan Gotcha!👍

6/7/2019 1:03:53 PM neilbridgman Yes he was great. I should have been more clear, I was referring to his wife. AJ is a total shill. MAGA

6/7/2019 1:14:41 PM 369gwh Many people in the US today come from other countries AFTER the atrocities against Native American's by the U.S., long ago.

People WW have conquered or been conquered for thousands of years.

And so?

We are still in our infancy in our humanity.

Forgive, to move on.

Remember this.

6/7/2019 1:21:17 PM laurabusse Sounds horrid.

Hopefully it will come to naught...

6/7/2019 1:25:38 PM spoiledlamb Who is MJ?



6/7/2019 1:28:14 PM spoiledlamb Lmao 😂🤣😂🤣

6/7/2019 1:33:54 PM cypressbill1980 Q pic.twitter.com/ujSuix9Uta

6/7/2019 1:41:00 PM richard07759712 Gold rush

6/7/2019 1:42:48 PM storm__princess #NothingWillStopWhatsComing

6/7/2019 1:47:00 PM storm__princess That gives me a headache.

6/7/2019 1:59:08 PM storm__princess How can we tell them from humans?

6/7/2019 2:19:30 PM storm__princess That makes me wonder if that’s really what our ‘moon’ is.

6/7/2019 2:23:36 PM storm__princess Strong connection between King David and Trump. Also ‘connections’ between King David and King Arthur. Hey wait....isn’t JFK Jr, Prince of Camelot?

6/7/2019 2:24:07 PM storm__princess  pic.twitter.com/oSgGRK0eRr

6/7/2019 2:26:37 PM storm__princess I’m totally awake but numbers have always totally confused me. I get lost. What do I do?

6/7/2019 2:26:45 PM karma4event201 Cloaked craft (& US has this tech from somewhere) 

Something happened to have a Happy Queen

Even Londoners said she really enjoyed herself; never seen her so relaxed

6/7/2019 2:30:11 PM storm__princess All of the shootings.

6/7/2019 2:31:55 PM sunnysideluna Same here, I left fb and I’m glued to Twitter where all the real fun is! Enjoy the show man

6/7/2019 2:32:09 PM mongrelglory There's been so many, hasn't there?!! 😔

6/7/2019 2:32:38 PM storm__princess Yeah. Mind controlled false flags.

6/7/2019 2:35:53 PM karma4event201 I think it means Literally Look Up.

6/7/2019 2:38:41 PM karma4event201 What was this reply? It now only shows "tweet unavailable"

6/7/2019 2:38:50 PM unidrag2 Yeah, I'm hardly on fb anymore either.  Glued to Twitter, there's an understatement...lol.  There's TOO much going on & SOOO much to learn to sleep.  

You Enjoy as well.

6/7/2019 2:42:35 PM karma4event201 Put lasers on slow kill and carry on. 

Lethal injection is too kind

6/7/2019 2:48:31 PM karma4event201 haiti was recent crimes against children; but they started in Arkansas

#IranContraMenaArk

#ChildTrafficking  & Satanic Ritual Abuse was : 

#FranklinCoverup & #ConspiracyOfSilence tied to #PresidioDaycareRapes

6/7/2019 3:24:57 PM anthony22003 I am aware of Teslas work on it though it has never been confirmed the he actual developed a working model. That's why I asked.

6/7/2019 3:26:48 PM rocktobersky Hnm... pic.twitter.com/QUiObcA51x

6/7/2019 3:33:50 PM 78503002 I missed another AMA. Can you open the next one earlier?

6/7/2019 3:36:57 PM squattybaudy JA safe?

6/7/2019 3:45:43 PM susang7671 #WWG1GWA @StormIsUponUs @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Justice4allCQ @JudgeJeanine @IngrahamAngle @JohnCornyn @elaine_ruffino  

Please please retweet this thread. https://twitter.com/Susang7671/status/1137108873737908224 …

6/7/2019 3:48:05 PM glorydawn3 Does terrestrial equal angelic?

6/7/2019 3:51:17 PM djlok They always deliver, don't they!!!  I would think they and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would have upwards of 170,000 followers a piece by now!!!  A lot of 

things on @Twitter don't make sense to me.

6/7/2019 3:57:12 PM glorydawn3 The Bible speaks of terrestrial and celestial beings. That makes sense. Thank you

6/7/2019 3:58:31 PM scott_rick He did, govt came in and shut him down

6/7/2019 4:00:19 PM starehope Sure thing sweetie! 😽🙏💖👊

6/7/2019 4:03:27 PM glorydawn3 I have been thinking Q is the ensign the Lord raises up in the last day to draw men from the four corners of the earth. The ensign involves angels if I'm 

not mistaken

6/7/2019 4:12:16 PM storm__princess I agree with you. Ever think they may be the 2 Witnesses? There are a million possibilities that run through my mind. I can’t wait to know it all!

6/7/2019 4:16:49 PM joyful_33 Deep State.

6/7/2019 4:21:50 PM storm__princess I sure hope so. Can’t wait to know.

6/7/2019 4:22:53 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/GzsuaWVtRj

6/7/2019 4:23:24 PM glorydawn3 Ikr?!?!

6/7/2019 4:32:17 PM the_fjalar Symbolism...so probably not. pic.twitter.com/59otwINjvp

6/7/2019 4:36:43 PM karma4event201 Watch the skies this week : 

Kids playing with or testing holograms Fri June 7 ❓pic 1 from Little Rock Arkansas pic2 pic 3 are zoomed in pic.twitter.com/ftWHUM6m05

6/7/2019 4:36:53 PM jared4liberty Hard to argue that. My only rebuttal could be army Corps of engineers are white hats. 🤷🏼♂️🤷🏼♂️ I dunno I guess we will have to watch it and decide haha. 

 props on the screen grab

6/7/2019 4:47:21 PM the_fjalar The Army Corp of Engineers uses a ‘Red Castle’ for their logo.

 https://www.usace.army.mil 

6/7/2019 4:48:24 PM barbcostello No way..... I haven’t for over a year

6/7/2019 4:52:02 PM redeyeurshnaomi DAM STRAIT WE CAN & WILL 👊👊👊🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/7/2019 4:57:31 PM nschlange What's happening on July 4th? Do you know?

6/7/2019 4:57:40 PM morfin_paulino Ésos son Portales naturales. 

Los campos de cosecha están plagado de sellos distintivos pará regresar a la frecuencia tiempo, de la que partieron, y no volver a una dónde no hayan 

dejado una señal.

6/7/2019 5:37:01 PM iamyou132 No thanks 👎🏽

6/7/2019 5:56:28 PM zzdmarie8765 Great actors playing a part that shows the bh’s certain and much needed optics. It’s all about optics... I just say “Trust the Plan” and “Enjoy the Show”!

 🤗❤️🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA!

6/7/2019 6:02:02 PM godwetrust777 Yup pic.twitter.com/5t8k2Aglld

6/7/2019 6:03:58 PM keith369me How about everybody stops identifying with some group and all individuals simply accept each other?  Makes complete sense that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

refers to us as IS-BEs rather than Americans or some other nationality.

6/7/2019 6:04:46 PM djlok Sounds like a good idea to me!!!

6/7/2019 6:06:51 PM nschlange Why? I don't understand why you all would let us live thinking we were living in a normal world, when this whole time it was a lie? What is life really all 

about then? Is my mom who died in heaven? My gchld who has no foot now, why? Was there a cure?  

https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2019/3686827.html …

6/7/2019 6:12:21 PM nschlange Btw I was always the kid who looked deeper into things, always curious & doubtful of the world I was living in. If I feel this way, I can't imagine how ppl 

who never looked into this stuff will feel? I'm a little heart broken. No one likes being lied to our whole lives!

6/7/2019 6:17:22 PM djlok I knew what you meant and actually didn't even notice the misspelling until you pointed it out. LOL!!!  One of the benefits of being a speed reader? I 

dunno.

6/7/2019 6:22:03 PM djlok You raise some very good points. Not to sound clichéd but I think realizing we aren't as different as we've been taught is part of #TheGreatAwakening.  

Hopefully it will continue to spread and make division irrelevant.

6/7/2019 6:26:04 PM djlok You're right.  It is a trick. "Stay away from XYZ bc he don't like gays" would best be rephrased to reality by saying  "stay away from XYZ bc he don't like 

PEOPLE"...People in general....at least that's been my IRL experience.

6/7/2019 6:27:44 PM djlok Can't really thread with replies like you can in messages you initiate...FWIW.

6/7/2019 6:28:31 PM keith369me It will take first contact to realize how similar we all are on this planet

6/7/2019 6:29:49 PM djlok I think the difference may be a NWO based in peace with a mutual understanding of each other's value and worth as an IS-BE...vs a NWO based on 

death and destruction that really only benefits people at the top of the Pyramid.  Just my humble opinion.



6/7/2019 6:32:08 PM djlok My favorite GIF for some reason...I think that's bc that's how I imagine my IS.

6/7/2019 6:32:47 PM aprilbrown99 It is one of my favorite too. #SharingTheLighf

6/7/2019 6:33:09 PM aprilbrown99 *mine. Dang it. 🤪

6/7/2019 6:35:00 PM keith369me It’s service to self vs service to others...one scenario sucks, the other could be incredible

6/7/2019 6:42:10 PM aprilbrown99 I need to disable the darn autocorrect. It is worse than my spelling. 😀

6/7/2019 6:52:16 PM brenda_nine #PatriotsAwakened #WRWY #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/FTMV0Yi1En

6/7/2019 6:58:59 PM timeforarrests Thank you so much patriot.

6/7/2019 6:59:07 PM timeforarrests Thank you so very much.

6/7/2019 7:11:42 PM laurabusse Good luck to you

Stay positive knowing answers are coming to you, one of them will work for you, whatever it is you are inspired to do

Dont give up.

Notice when you are depressed or anxious and relax, knowing you can train your thoughts upward

I wish you the very best of healing!

6/7/2019 8:41:25 PM aprilbrown99 Great find Brian!  This actually answers one of my questions in last nights AMA with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Nun_chucknorris @RoubLisa @hawkgirlinmn 

@Keith72256137 @DJLOK @GirlAwakeinCA  

Thank you!  And yes, it does look like MJs banner. So awesome!  👍👍👍🙏🙏🙏👏👏👏

6/7/2019 8:50:18 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed.

6/7/2019 9:00:03 PM appalachanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  This is taken from the Hillary Clinton archive on  http://vault.fbi.gov  So is this your beginning? Why is it found amongst declassified 

Hillary documents? Since it was declassified, does that mean you can tell me? I’d love to know more. pic.twitter.com/qALWOnbbOk

6/7/2019 9:05:29 PM aprilbrown99 I found the answer to my own question thanks to @n7guardiananon so I am adding it here for those who read this stream. Enjoy!  ✨✨✨ 

https://theconversation.com/could-consciousness-all-come-down-to-the-way-things-vibrate-103070 …

6/7/2019 9:07:17 PM tomchiodo Time to fix the corruption of time. Time to glorify time. Time to maximize the infusion of Christ into not only humans and all of creation, but to be 

amazed at what redeemed time’s revelation will look like. It’s time. Come Lord Jesus. pic.twitter.com/ugfZlx7C85

6/7/2019 9:11:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 ask and pic.twitter.com/e3ozwGOn6s

6/7/2019 9:18:28 PM n7guardiananon o7 information is meant to be shared👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/dF7tis0c08

6/7/2019 9:44:06 PM laughingwolf11 Native atrocities is a fake story. Natives killed per-Natives civilizations and each other. Then they didn’t want to share. They killed people creating 

orphans and to get Natives to stop, put Native in boarding schools. Today most Americans have Native ancestry mixed in. So stop.

6/7/2019 9:45:18 PM alicelilly1  https://youtu.be/tz_tr9OfK8s 

6/7/2019 10:35:25 PM adsvel What about atoms of your Rubix Cube, and electrons, and quarks?😉

6/7/2019 11:00:49 PM karma4event201 Marines buzz Langley

 https://benjaminfulford.net/2017/11/27/huge-actionable-intelligence-haul-marine-raid-cia-hq/#comments …

6/7/2019 11:10:36 PM karma4event201 ♦️ CIA Drug Labs not Taliban❗️ ♦️

Nov18 2017 raid on CIA Langley, computers & documents seized and as a result, “some 400 drug facilities were located & the U.S. military began 

bombing them in Afghanistan on Nov 19th.”

6/8/2019 12:15:07 AM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/uCIgxYuNGu0 

6/8/2019 12:45:44 AM sarahdaniels Thanks for the fb!

MAGA 100%

MEGA 100%

6/8/2019 12:58:41 AM tomchiodo 1. No name

2. Poppy HWB

...who is #3

6/8/2019 2:37:14 AM v_rags What resonates with me is We are an ocean in a drop. Not a drop in the ocean. pic.twitter.com/MBUrfLt672

6/8/2019 3:34:49 AM sterkinglights1 Is there a flag for all humans?

6/8/2019 4:46:49 AM adsvel No, I just showed to you another alternative perception.😊

6/8/2019 5:33:06 AM texas_nacl Buy silver and gold that you can hold in your hands, never on paper.  Start with small purchases as often as you can with fiat dollars.  Over time you will 

be glad you did.

6/8/2019 5:34:54 AM angryvoter2016 Nice

6/8/2019 5:35:59 AM texas_nacl Yes.  And silver - silver is very affordable right now.

6/8/2019 5:39:49 AM texas_nacl Texas skies (at least where I live) have been trail-free for a couple of months already.

6/8/2019 6:29:26 AM todd67075493 Will JFK Jr reveal himself during 4th of July?

6/8/2019 6:56:38 AM aprilbrown99 I think we be both at the same time. 😁

6/8/2019 7:19:23 AM nocommunistusa Dirty old man 🤮

6/8/2019 7:46:55 AM anticsmom I'm in Oklahoma chemtrails stopped a year ago this month!

6/8/2019 7:58:16 AM laurapa38616480 No. Did only for a short while. Then he started attacking Q.  So you're saying there IS comms outside of 8 chan?  This seems suspect.

6/8/2019 8:34:25 AM darcyandscout @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   You had me until I read your response to the question about Jesus Christ. Sorry, you lost all credibility.

6/8/2019 8:44:33 AM aprilbrown99 Is the story of Valiant Thor from 1956 accurate?

6/8/2019 8:47:10 AM djdizzyrockxxx Not since Q told is he was a mossad clown, No! 

I do watch, Greg Hunter Watchdog USA, Edge of Wonder, SGT report, X-22,Dr.Dave Janda, Kevin Shipp, but in my humble opinion ABEL DANGER 

CAPTAIN FIELD MCCONNELL is my favorite and whom I put all my trust!!!

#RealNewsReporters

6/8/2019 9:20:52 AM melanieanders7 Has SRA begun to slow down in the US now that Trump is in office?

6/8/2019 9:27:55 AM esrevorter #AAbAA decoding #Voynich Manuscript https://twitter.com/EsRevorTeR/status/1137394458738274304 …

6/8/2019 9:44:43 AM mongrelglory Tibetan art is really trippy.  They're meant as visual aids for meditation. 😊

6/8/2019 9:49:46 AM cjptrsn I know the Q/A is over, but this is breaking. Chief Chris Reed TX death while boating?  Those we trust the most. Is this a suicide disguised as an 

accident?

6/8/2019 9:54:28 AM laurabusse Love that Michelle!

6/8/2019 10:20:30 AM mrcryptojones Will IQD revalue this year?

6/8/2019 11:05:30 AM realityloominng 60/40.. I can't even imagine what most of the 40% is about. WT said that "the whole blood-thing" is "much worse" than the kidnapping,  consumption, 

murder etc of adults & children by humans AND aliens?? He did NOT want the world to know and believed it would "kill" disclosure.

6/8/2019 11:37:30 AM realityloominng Wow, thanks for this!

6/8/2019 12:06:53 PM jeff_pansini I thought Trump got rid of #chemtrails. That's why he told the Queen our sky's and water are so clean now. Who has enough money to spray the whole 

world continuously? Only the EU, the UN and gov't around the world. Then they charge it to all their citizens.

6/8/2019 12:09:18 PM jeff_pansini The central Banking system at work again trying to maintain their power when we go to a gold back currency again.

6/8/2019 12:20:44 PM richard07759712 Love the answer



6/8/2019 12:21:02 PM enlightnup @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MTRushmore

6/8/2019 12:24:48 PM lynardharper1 Bout damn time!!!!!

6/8/2019 12:31:32 PM cpace98 He is spewing civil war

6/8/2019 12:54:21 PM cpace98 AJ is an actor he has stated this himself. He has dual citizenship for a reason and is part of the deep state shills pretending to be a conservative

6/8/2019 12:58:51 PM jkeilrich For the good of humankind..... How soon will disclosure come,?

6/8/2019 12:59:55 PM fibermam266 they are  being reduced greatly

6/8/2019 1:23:14 PM state1union ✋ lol 😂

6/8/2019 1:34:00 PM enomai_ 369 in ÷ or multiplied by any number. Equals 3, 6, 9. 

fwiw

6/8/2019 1:54:10 PM laurawalck Will the Pope be exposed soon?

6/8/2019 2:21:59 PM zstaroz Sign language for 17

6/8/2019 2:23:23 PM willbewilda #ThankYouAdonai

6/8/2019 2:30:14 PM state1union Oh I love it. And @tribunal_watch is in twitter Jail for some reason?  Probably for telling the truth.

6/8/2019 2:38:19 PM redquinlan God I hope they are more intelligent than we are

6/8/2019 2:38:31 PM area61flyer That's spook.y

6/8/2019 2:42:22 PM robinabank4 Does that really matter?  What he did was a disservice.  When u choose to walk a think line better pt ur wings on. 

Death is sad however sometimes it can n prolonged if 1 uses their brain. Not trying 2 make harsh statements but only he knew what he was really up 2

6/8/2019 2:57:36 PM my2sonznme I heard he is compromised.

6/8/2019 2:59:36 PM my2sonznme Still heavily in Ohio

6/8/2019 3:01:33 PM my2sonznme Has Barr been compromised?

6/8/2019 3:03:04 PM end_thefederalr  pic.twitter.com/MewP71nCHI

6/8/2019 3:03:15 PM my2sonznme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 suicide weekend?

6/8/2019 3:05:34 PM proudpatwife Will the royal families of Europe be exposed? Will we know the truth about them?

6/8/2019 3:16:29 PM shocka007 Amen.

6/8/2019 3:29:08 PM supporterii #UNSEALEPSTIEN

6/8/2019 3:37:30 PM anticsmom Give it time... I HOPE!

6/8/2019 3:37:51 PM jefflee2020 BEAUTIFUL FACES!

6/8/2019 4:04:26 PM beercr8te Has geo engineering aerosol spraying from planes been stopped?

6/8/2019 4:18:48 PM ubdavislasvegas !

No coms outside of 8chan board.

#MAGA

#WWG1GWA

#QAnon

6/8/2019 4:29:26 PM _369311119 Is Baal a Cylon? Are the System Lords also Cylons? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116859368128090113 …

6/8/2019 4:35:47 PM allahuniversal Big week in-deed. & hasn't even been a full 7 days yet.

6/8/2019 4:48:25 PM alaskan_patriot Then why would Info Wars Lie about this simple story? Q did not appear on their show, but that's what AJ said. Sorry, but AJ and Info Wars has 

discredited themselves to many times. Q only tells people what to look for and decide for themselves..

6/8/2019 4:59:47 PM _369311119 10:01 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136136005969502209 …

6/8/2019 5:02:29 PM gilmourisgod751 no, and have not for a very long time. Could sense there was something wrong about him.

6/8/2019 5:03:49 PM mconeone No idea: controlled, compartmentalized, complicit, take your pick.

6/8/2019 5:07:43 PM richdb214 QDS! Love it!

6/8/2019 5:54:06 PM emanonecafon Thank you for what you do!

6/8/2019 6:10:52 PM realityloominng Lecture in prosperity

6/8/2019 6:34:16 PM kristlynwind I understand...I never saw or thought of the (butterfly) wings in that  way.  So many symbols...😧 💖

6/8/2019 6:35:02 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥

6/8/2019 6:47:47 PM nschlange Crickets

6/8/2019 7:14:25 PM xxseriezxx Let's hope they haven't made any deals with China.  China moves in if you default on their loans.

6/8/2019 7:23:09 PM jayrambin Me too.

6/8/2019 7:35:38 PM strangewisper This is why Trump is the last President, of the old system

6/8/2019 7:41:15 PM dianero64727777 Are you saying I can only listen to "Q"?

6/8/2019 7:43:08 PM dianero64727777 He was deplatformed because he was exposing evil just like "Q" does.

6/8/2019 7:43:10 PM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 #weekendcrew  some of the BEST support and thought provoking intel there is on Twitter 😉.  Eehhem along side @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  of 

course😉. Thanks for all you patriots do to help us along! Love to you all!

6/8/2019 7:43:16 PM jrocktigers "Gloves are off."

6/8/2019 7:45:33 PM dianero64727777 Check out 1 Timothy 5:18 and Deuteronomy 25:4 before tweeting any more about pay triots.

6/8/2019 7:48:26 PM dianero64727777 Most of the people I know who are awake, including myself, are awake because of the hard work and self sacrifice of Alex Jones and his excellent team.

6/8/2019 7:49:10 PM strangewisper Was the mass witness of Justin Bieber shapeshifting at the airport in Perth Australia in 2017 real?

6/8/2019 7:50:55 PM strangewisper Is AI the ultimate depopulation agenda?

6/8/2019 8:31:07 PM rghardy3 W.J. Rockefeller



6/8/2019 9:03:47 PM doyle_eng 1/ 

for:.@realDonaldTrump —

<(40 + 112)> = Stone = R

<( https://www.gaia.com/video/power-3-6-9 …)> = Key 

Re: < https://qmap.pub/read/269 > —>> 

Key = Q 

(@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) != Stone

Key+Stone (not equal to) Q

Stone = R 

Stone (not equal to) Q

R (not equal to) Q

...  https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1137439627659436032 …
6/8/2019 9:03:48 PM stinkerbelle17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are chemtrails interdimensional? I believe they are otherworldly from observation. #qanon #chemtrails

6/8/2019 9:03:49 PM doyle_eng 3/ 

Common Sense: Never Left.

(@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) (not equal to) Common Sense

The Actual “Enemy” — 

• < https://youtu.be/dZguq_lDdp8 > (Ep 1)

• < https://youtu.be/lmTCKQlDkgY > (Ep 2)

• < https://youtu.be/U6shP4xX3zM > (Ep 3) (raw explanation of)

...
6/8/2019 9:03:51 PM doyle_eng 7/ 

Whose Plan? “God’s”?

What is “God”? If “God” (trusted) != 171 where does divinity (actual) reside? Within.

Why can neither (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) realise its direct experience? What does (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

and/or Q) actually ...

6/8/2019 9:03:52 PM doyle_eng 10/ 

Human ignorance + prideful assumption man is on his own?

152 actual = (1 + 1 = 2) as (40 + 112 = 1)

152 apparent = “bloodlines” (Plural):

There *is* only one (actual). 

Neither through (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) — < https://qmap.pub/read/114 > — is 5:5 ...
6/8/2019 9:03:55 PM doyle_eng 17/ 

Actual DD date (re: < https://qmap.pub/read/3233 > <—> < https://qmap.pub/read/833 >) for completion of practical resolution: 

Dec. 21st, 2022 (not Aug. 12th, 2023) ~ w/ so much to be done before then.

What are (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) doing with ...

6/8/2019 9:03:55 PM doyle_eng 15/ ...

the direct experience of your own (actual) code of morality:

For (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) ARE (inadvertently) right now just one side of the same coin:

Whose other side you’re (rightly) endeavouring to bring to justice — but ...

6/8/2019 9:03:59 PM doyle_eng 25/ 

it (in 📞): A failure from lack of knowledge to see the longer the range:

A 16 year ‘plan’ compared to a 16,000 year plan: Whatever (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) will now, by your own choice, want it to 

be.

...

6/8/2019 9:03:59 PM doyle_eng 24/ 

knowledge — in failure to see what they read, in being right in front of them.

Who made the last sacrifice play? It wasn’t Captain America.

The one constant of actual Justice: Respect.

The one failure of (@POTUS (45) and/or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and/or Q) on 5/5 to express ...



6/8/2019 9:04:27 PM doyle_eng 1/ 

P.S. for:.@realDonaldTrump —

You are all working expeditiously. But not intelligently. Time to catch up. Set a record. A new one. It’s day has come. It’s day is here.

R 

for+from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1068597200748453891 …> — Your greatest ... 

https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1137439627659436032 …

6/8/2019 9:07:53 PM rootypooh Can you expand ? I only see them being sprayed by air planes. I’m interested in your theory just not following.

6/8/2019 9:24:13 PM nschlange perfect

6/8/2019 9:31:35 PM brandon39886610 I meditate with the 111 hz frequency and it helps with many things.

6/8/2019 9:33:33 PM brandon39886610 Check MJ 12 last.q and a thread. I asked.if there was.gonna be a deep.state ufo false flag and he showed white hat at.Giza ET...FLOTUS!!!! With a 

picture that matched

6/8/2019 9:34:41 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/fvZjCdvQrW

6/8/2019 9:35:31 PM waibry No, neither. Q told us AJ and InfoWars are Mossad ops. They are NOT allies of #Qanons

6/8/2019 9:36:04 PM freestateojones Checkmate. 

Welcome to The Apocalypse. 

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#WeThePeople

#TheGreatAwakening https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbkS26PX4rc …

6/8/2019 9:37:25 PM williewholeslew 👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/xgb4PnlohE

6/8/2019 9:37:54 PM sonofpatriot3 Lordy, Barry Bush is peeping on Kinky Comey.

6/8/2019 9:39:13 PM freestateojones You mean Barry Soweto? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/179228808891731968 …

6/8/2019 9:40:51 PM fredparkell Bring it! Comey should be ostracized for what he did to the FBI and should be jailed for his involvement in deceiving a FISA judge!!!

6/8/2019 9:42:32 PM freestateojones Spread the word.

6/8/2019 9:50:35 PM sonofpatriot3 *Barry in the Bush. However, they do share a legacy, now that you mention it... pic.twitter.com/2hA78St1ee

6/8/2019 10:17:59 PM gingersnapped5 NO

6/8/2019 10:19:15 PM gingersnapped5 YES! He HAS to be safe.

6/8/2019 10:29:01 PM brandon39886610 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

It'd be nice to get a post one day about the alleged large amount of poison flown into the FEMA camps.

6/8/2019 10:38:19 PM noemiarceortega how? with who's authorization?

6/8/2019 10:38:21 PM enomai_ Blood red moon?

6/8/2019 10:38:34 PM stinkerbelle17 They’re not sprayed by planes. They’re silver orbs. The planes are holograms. #qanon

6/8/2019 10:43:22 PM rootypooh In this fucked up world. I believe anything is possible. Where did you learn of this ?

6/8/2019 11:04:03 PM sharkie_holland Thanks for mentioning, I found this website, interesting:

 https://www.gesarahelp.org/ 

6/9/2019 1:11:27 AM jollyrob2 What’s happened along the way👇? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009884095260905474?s=20 …

6/9/2019 1:54:58 AM _369311119 "The weather report calls for..."

~=

"The weather report calls forth..." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088606020539203584 …

6/9/2019 3:07:14 AM nocommunistusa They get away with attacks on Palestinians also, many of them Christian.

6/9/2019 3:10:03 AM nocommunistusa Imagine ISIS apologizing, n who’s funding them? 🤔 The truth always comes out.

6/9/2019 3:33:52 AM laughingwolf11 *pre-Native civilizations in America.

6/9/2019 3:38:39 AM laughingwolf11 No. There were pre-Native giants and rock people (people who built with rocks). Teepees and caches are also over in Sami Scandinavia. Eskimos have 

Type B from Russia Mongolia. Natives Type O from Peru. 3,000 yr old Viking villages in Canada and so on.

6/9/2019 3:41:55 AM laughingwolf11 If everyone was from the same place then we’d all have same blood type and used same building materials. The rock structures are not Native. They’re 

pre-Native. The only title given is by modern law and mixed ancestry. Natives also did not smelt metal. Used shale to cut.

6/9/2019 3:46:42 AM laughingwolf11 “Many other people...came BEFORE [sic] Natives...”

Natives killed other Natives or took other Natives as slaves and gave male slaves female names to humiliate the males. Only if the male proved 

themselves could they become citizen. The history books are BS.

6/9/2019 3:51:56 AM laughingwolf11 The rock structures in USA are nearly identical in the other rocks structures in other parts of the world that are not Mongolian nor Peruvian. The Nasca 

wiped themselves out by killing Inca farmers that were really Paracas (who had red hair, not black). Peru had blue-eye people.

6/9/2019 3:56:06 AM laughingwolf11 Natives aren’t conquered. Natives are children of more than one ancestry.  They have no greater claim to it than the rest of the world. The lie is 

perpetuated to MIC assets private on reservations...and to keep people divided...and perpetuate self-hate for not being 100%.

6/9/2019 3:58:05 AM scott_rick Just another week....again

6/9/2019 4:02:17 AM laughingwolf11 There can be no forgiveness until everyone acknowledges the truth. The truth of their real DNA. Archeologists wouldn’t budge until 2010. The Native 

stories back when there were only 3 tv channels, mostly correct. Type A & AB Natives thousands of years ago.  Type A Scandinavian.

6/9/2019 4:07:16 AM nocommunistusa He never addressed the Israel problem, that’s when I knew his conversations would get no where. One interview with Aaron Russo I liked and was 

informative.

6/9/2019 4:11:03 AM laughingwolf11 See. You think Natives only have the history of themselves and others. But others outside of Natives also have history written down about Natives too. 

One story is not more true than other’s story. Both side have more truth than school history books.

6/9/2019 4:59:09 AM nocommunistusa It’s exposed and coming to an end.

6/9/2019 5:12:09 AM gatoreric1 Per Q I know all pedophilia by cabal can't be revealed or would cause chaos, but will at least some of these evil actors be exposed so the unaware 

world gets a glimpse of evil that was in control for so long?

6/9/2019 5:13:51 AM gatoreric1 will high profile arrest be announced before end of June?

6/9/2019 6:10:21 AM freestateojones @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/9/2019 6:13:25 AM ru_burton Dimensions are spatial.  Densities are ratios of spirituality to physicality.  VERY different.

6/9/2019 6:38:44 AM hannelorebened1 @realDonaldTrump @MELANIATRUMP

@SecPompeo @JudgeJeanine @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @Jordan_Sather_ @TRUreporting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @andweknow

@robcounts @Ben_Chasteen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPrsl9imFTo …

6/9/2019 6:53:49 AM jswdh1 @KAT40811334 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AnOpiner/status/1137699288962797569 …



6/9/2019 7:05:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Suicides?

Immigration?

China?

Nervous Nancy?

Barr meets Durham?

"Big Week"

6/9/2019 7:07:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Business as usual. Disinformation is real and necessary.

6/9/2019 7:07:51 AM scott_rick Yes sorry I’m looking for ET’s/FISA/NVIXM/IG Report/Gold STD

6/9/2019 7:08:30 AM blsdbe That it is.

6/9/2019 7:09:22 AM djlok And fishing is fun!!!  😂😂😂

6/9/2019 7:10:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM related to suicides. 

Suicides related to immigration.

China related to immigration.

Nervous Nancy related to suicides.

Barr meets Durham related to suicides.

Suicides related to IG Report.

IG Report related to FISA.

It's all interconnected.

Big week.
6/9/2019 7:11:42 AM scott_rick Thanks sorry, MJ I don’t mean to sound ungrateful it’s been a long road, I don’t want to see people still suffering

6/9/2019 7:52:14 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good Morning! This series is new, and I am curious: #Majestic or Disinformation? 

 https://www.gateworld.net/movies/origins-catherine/ …

6/9/2019 7:52:45 AM jollyrob2 Thank you 👍✨ helps with my discernment.

6/9/2019 8:06:08 AM minaallen18 Great thread thank you for all your hard work

6/9/2019 8:33:10 AM melodicwarrior1 FF's inbound. Boom week. See something say something @MelissaLeggett4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MikayesFiona 

https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1137392274025910273 …

6/9/2019 8:44:18 AM brandon39886610 U mean?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

               And

@TrueEyeTheSpy

6/9/2019 9:04:40 AM state1union Yes haha 🤣

6/9/2019 9:08:16 AM brandon39886610 Haha...too funny :-)

6/9/2019 9:10:10 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/hfpkG0lN5y

6/9/2019 9:10:29 AM state1union Your naughty but nice 👍 bahaaa pic.twitter.com/nUgvsgS7UG

6/9/2019 9:16:58 AM love4thegameak A Week to Remember... BOOM

6/9/2019 9:33:33 AM myavery17 Will this become public knowledge?

6/9/2019 10:24:11 AM youstinksoap An ET? https://twitter.com/jadynbee_/status/1137041832649592837?s=21 …

6/9/2019 10:45:48 AM jesusluvsu29 I know they aren't

6/9/2019 11:32:03 AM jamiegrahamusa He is very disturbing to watch. No I do not believe a word he says. He is furious and called us Q Royalty and he is nothing now when HE got Trump 

elected. AJ is not a Q.

6/9/2019 11:33:39 AM tara2773 No, I knew what he was from the beginning

6/9/2019 11:56:41 AM wallyayottejr  pic.twitter.com/VgRMgPtM19

6/9/2019 11:59:49 AM nschlange Can you put it on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  page and ask them?

6/9/2019 12:01:38 PM carolin15161363 What are these?

 https://youtu.be/9aUPqM8fGR4 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/9/2019 12:30:16 PM lisbet30025172 Yes, check out Stewart Swerdlow he talks about the ancient wars.

6/9/2019 12:36:44 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1137760388311867394?s=19 …

6/9/2019 12:38:44 PM richardhiatt16 And the PLAN starts to unfold.. 🤓❤️🇺🇸

6/9/2019 12:48:06 PM lisbet30025172 Interesting? Wasn’t he involved in the Mountauk Project and wrote books about it.

6/9/2019 1:18:56 PM karma4event201 Join demons or become food. Nice thing about the Black eye -- we know who they are.

6/9/2019 1:19:58 PM aprilbrown99 I have watched this video at least 25 times trying to figure it put. If it was an alien you think it would walk a little quieter. I am at a loss. The legs, ears, 

and feet are odd to say the least. pic.twitter.com/KNge1OM67T

6/9/2019 1:20:56 PM aprilbrown99 It almost looks like a puppet on in invisible strings to me.

6/9/2019 1:28:03 PM kathleen3693693 It will get you arkansided quicker than Cankles can psychotically cackle.

6/9/2019 1:30:39 PM selvestekjetil Revealing indeed :)

6/9/2019 1:34:52 PM karma4event201 While you wait for next round of Q&A

Putin is a White Hat & there is proof of that over & over. See where Russia shows up on timeline  http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-

hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ …

6/9/2019 1:36:19 PM kathleen3693693 Solar flares weaponized. Could be used against Earth or marauders/invaders in vicinity of Sol.

6/9/2019 1:41:46 PM zen_allday  pic.twitter.com/JSUm4PuHlb

6/9/2019 1:44:47 PM mamaof86 🙏🙏🙏

6/9/2019 1:45:44 PM aprilbrown99 It reminds me of a marionette.

6/9/2019 1:56:41 PM kathleen3693693 A non-answer is neither a yes or no scenario. Never assume. Truth resonates from within.

6/9/2019 2:13:50 PM decodematrix Is red mercury real?

6/9/2019 2:21:39 PM jamiegrahamusa What about the plane that crashed into ocean off easy coast. Plane was owned by medical science company. Somewhere I read Ebola was involved??? 

It's in my post from last week. Also it's no surprise they're importing people from Congo that may have been exposed to Ebola.

6/9/2019 2:22:59 PM jamiegrahamusa Will they infect people and border patrol at border? Secret weapon? We need to close all immigration to any new people until reform is made @POTUS

6/9/2019 2:37:51 PM rsqk9s So what was it? Ya mean ta tell Us it was a LARP 》Go fig

Put your #GiletsJaunes on already & stop pimping apathy....which is killing #US in case you're failing to notice

#OpStopPsyop #QaNonSense #QTards #FuhQ 

Nothing changes until We do

Vive les #GiletsJaunes 🇫🇷 #ActeUP👊 pic.twitter.com/Ioz0qugyY9
6/9/2019 2:44:25 PM nocommunistusa That gave me chills

6/9/2019 2:46:37 PM nocommunistusa The thing is why would they care if she exposed this, these Communists are all about promoting drag, I guess I’m missing something?

6/9/2019 2:47:40 PM nocommunistusa A dem to unify? Oh God help us.

6/9/2019 3:01:55 PM kennyscott1952  pic.twitter.com/NZY9fdA018



6/9/2019 3:08:44 PM nschlange You keep saying "you know it says" who do you know is saying that and where does it say that?

6/9/2019 3:15:26 PM apysia_ cc @JuliansRum @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MindFuror @LisaMei62 @TheSharpEdge1 @aug_tellez

6/9/2019 3:21:25 PM laura_621  http://Qmap.pub 

6/9/2019 3:25:58 PM nschlange MJ's are what?

6/9/2019 3:27:02 PM victorlaszlo8 My thoughts from this morning: It's only a matter of time before these vectors bring disease outbreaks, or worse an actual pandemic.

Watch the zeal with which mandatory injections are pushed on the people, and blamed on AMERICANS.

These bastards open the borders,

We pay the price

6/9/2019 3:31:54 PM zagnett Good question. Members of the alleged "Majestic 12", who apparently run the Twitter account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. All Human, i think. Or, maybe 

mostly Human...

In any case, definitely one of the most fascinating Twitter accounts...in the Universe. 😎🤩💫

6/9/2019 3:39:14 PM jflygirl Here we go!!! #WWG1WGA #MAGA #IStandWithPOTUS #DarkToLight #Pray

6/9/2019 3:53:49 PM nschlange No who is he? Not serial brain 2 because he talks about Q like he's, well the maestro right? So who? President Trump?

6/9/2019 3:59:52 PM nschlange Oh! Are you Q? Its a yes or no question, and looking at this tweet you sound just like everything Q says. So.....

6/9/2019 4:08:51 PM alexandercody7 Voila :)

#WWG1WGA

6/9/2019 4:25:41 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where are you guys at? We have tons of questions after a big week. Remember time is an illusion 😎

6/9/2019 4:29:00 PM nschlange ERRRRRR hold up, are you saying Russia is transplanting heads of dogs and ppl? What the hell for? What would be the purpose of that?

6/9/2019 4:29:16 PM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has very interesting discussions on this.  It is an interesting group to follow.

6/9/2019 4:31:03 PM milajonesok It's not an independent official report. It is nothing. It is not what was promised.

6/9/2019 4:38:30 PM x52sky Mr Robot? Does the tech exist?

6/9/2019 4:57:11 PM nschlange Your cats are probably just ignoring you. They seem to do that a lot.

6/9/2019 5:06:33 PM nschlange I agree and I think two are not human? Thanks, ppl throw out words or actually letters, & sometimes I have no idea what their talking about. Thanks for 

clearing it up. Probably pretty obvious in hindsight, guess most things are ;)

6/9/2019 6:02:14 PM mongrelglory I think she's quoting a scene from the movie "Mars Attacks". 😁 pic.twitter.com/z8DPGsmaVQ

6/9/2019 6:26:03 PM fuknutz Yes. He also did many interviews, and based on the last interview I saw (Montauk Chronicles 2015) it doesn't look like he did it for the money. At least if 

he did, it looks like that plan failed miserably. He doesn't look wealthy or happy. But looks can be deceiving...

6/9/2019 6:46:14 PM karma4event201 "These people are stupid"

6/9/2019 6:51:04 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Interesting.  https://twitter.com/jadynbee_/status/1137041832649592837 …

6/9/2019 7:27:32 PM robinabank4 Ppl been waiting 2C him behind BARS! 

No more: electronic gadgets, emails,  twats, 🐔🍕🌭🧀. 

However... U DO get an all expense paid trip2 the lovely ALL INCLUSIVE 5⭐ Guantanamo Bay hotel & ur choice of 🍆🥒🌽  paid4 by the US citizens! 

  

TICK TOCK! 

WHO'S NEXT?  ⌚

6/9/2019 8:51:10 PM decodematrix "Red mercury is a substance of uncertain composition purportedly used in the creation of nuclear bombs, as well as a variety of unrelated weapons 

systems. It is considered a hoax and the existence of such a substance has not been documented."

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_mercury …

6/9/2019 9:36:49 PM capitalkid Where is our choice to live outside of the system?  Property taxes follow us anywhere we want to go.  When did Snakes give us the choice of whether 

we want to be a part of this system?

6/9/2019 10:03:09 PM bighorns 🤣😆😂

6/9/2019 10:03:59 PM capitalkid The Post 1947 interpretation of the Bible?

You'll have to clarify.  I wasn't aware the Pre-1947 interpretation commonly included reincarnation as a congruent concept -- I don't think most people 

would.

6/9/2019 11:01:24 PM sudharsanhot That's a Cloaked Pleadians Spaceship For Trumps Protection

6/9/2019 11:03:43 PM sudharsanhot Ash Vs Evil Dead Season 3

6/10/2019 12:34:15 AM doyle_eng Final Word to the First ( https://www.instagram.com/richard_doyle_now/p/4hNoVkuGkJ/ …) ~ One Last One:

< https://youtu.be/q7SBRS5jrwU > = 40 = Key

<> — (40 + 112) Enable Each Other.

(40 + 112 + (D)5) = 157

.@realDonaldTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Learn: < https://youtu.be/dp3XcHjJ4T8 > <<— < https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=10#15 …> 

~10,860 Ya — pic.twitter.com/I9X9vUCtiX
6/10/2019 1:21:40 AM doyle_media .@realDonaldTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom —

There is no more effective a way for any discarnate entity insatiably using the life force of peoples’ souls as ‘feedstock’ – through ‘harvest’ – than to 

wait out any (inadvertently) contradictory morality, inter-dimensionally: pic.twitter.com/Q80K07Wtwo

6/10/2019 1:21:44 AM doyle_media Is there a contingency *any* move or manoeuvre against which is un-winnable?

Yes: Albeit > 37,000 years in the making. 

You, .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump have now a 103 day actionable window within which to – via .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – confer with .@SandiaWisdom 

Crew to verify + act. pic.twitter.com/3P9Kb23wIp

6/10/2019 1:52:18 AM karma4event201 Ak47 pointed at 🇺🇸❓ timeframe 1980-1981 

1980 Obama & #CIABrennan met #CIABrezenski on

#Pakistan Military bases while #BrezenskiCIA trained #SalafiSunni mujahideen for war with #Russia

6/10/2019 5:59:56 AM doyle_media 1/ .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Location common to both now: (40 + 112) Enable Each Other

• ( https://wakeup-world.com/2014/09/25/10-dark-secrets-australia-doesnt-want-you-to-know/ …): Relevance*: Author —> Balance

History, Interrupted: < http://www.prospectheritagetrust.org.au >

Interruption, (Job 38:11): < https://www.cornwallfhs.com/shop/parishes/cardinham-pre-civil-registration-marriages-cd/ …> re: “Lobb” ( 

https://www.doyleindustries.com ): pic.twitter.com/1mIn8fbynD



6/10/2019 6:09:10 AM kaykaygirlkaren @Knowita47918362

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/10/2019 6:22:54 AM freestateojones If Clinton goes, so does Comey.

If Comey goes, so does Clinton.

6/10/2019 7:04:33 AM unidentifiedta1 Is the acceleration of this pole shift being caused by an external force, rather than our inner core?

6/10/2019 7:06:43 AM liltilgerlil No I don’t watch, just don’t like censorship. Think people need to do a better job of verifying information.

6/10/2019 7:33:18 AM jkmaalouf Is GESARA real?

6/10/2019 7:33:36 AM jkmaalouf Will foreign currency actually revalue?

6/10/2019 8:28:03 AM jollyrob2 You’re totally right RTing💫✨👍

6/10/2019 8:38:00 AM starehope LMAO! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😆😆😂😂😂 oh my ribs hurt! 😂😂😂

6/10/2019 8:49:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd I wish I would have known this, thank you for saying it. I've been protecting and was attacked for what I do. Let this be a lesson to all to make sure 

before you do your thing, you SELF PROTECT. What I went through was not fun, but it made me stronger.

6/10/2019 8:59:27 AM extradouble AJ is classic Hegelian dialectic..either the MSM is true or AJ is true. Most people won't look further.

6/10/2019 9:14:01 AM pragmatic_texan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GinaMColvinHill/status/1137901781432918016 …

6/10/2019 10:41:04 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  commercialization of low earth orbit🇺🇸👀  https://twitter.com/RoubLisa/status/1138138727912488960 …

6/10/2019 11:38:02 AM jollyrob2 Something going on? pic.twitter.com/RB3YOMSzQ6

6/10/2019 11:38:37 AM coryz34 @IPOT1776 , @Mark, @Jordan_Sather, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RedPill78

6/10/2019 11:39:28 AM coryz34 @X22Report

6/10/2019 11:45:18 AM jollyrob2 there were also noctilucent clouds seen over the SF Bay Area last night. They’re normally seen over the arctic:

 https://schrodingersothercat.blog/2019/06/10/the-split-is-now/ … pic.twitter.com/Gk6Lvr2opN

6/10/2019 12:24:07 PM watnewsnow How much is already public?

6/10/2019 1:13:06 PM truthisyours310 Oh My God... just when you think you know, your mind gets blown again.

6/10/2019 1:24:58 PM n7guardiananon 9 6 9

6/10/2019 1:28:16 PM hitbyawormhole Is a Sun-Earth plasma discharge expected within our lifetime?

6/10/2019 2:03:41 PM allahuniversal Each & every day, in each & every way

6/10/2019 4:31:36 PM youstinksoap Majestic's, could you address the crazy energy the last few days?  Are we moving into 4D?  Any insights on dealing with this, or info you can provide 

would be appreciated!  Thank you.

6/10/2019 6:47:50 PM jswdh1 @tribunal_watch

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@Anon_decoder

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Michaelcraddo16

@KAT40811334

 https://davidharrisjr.com/politics/deep-state-allows-two-isis-brides-and-their-children-back-into-the-united-states/ …
6/10/2019 7:08:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 To resist the influence of others, knowledge of one's self is most important.

6/10/2019 7:09:28 PM sparkleloung Go on...

6/10/2019 7:10:15 PM blsdbe The best place to learn about OneSelf, is Within. ThanQ for all your guidance MJs. #SheepNoMore #TrustYourSelf #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

6/10/2019 7:10:39 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m learning everyday! Did some fun telepathy exercises today with @OldWiseHermit. Amazing how validating your own talents can be so empowering.

6/10/2019 7:10:46 PM k3yle We are all creators n make everything possible. Doesn't matter once you know that

6/10/2019 7:10:53 PM djlok Ok so this is what's wild. I was literally just re-reading your tweets back from August and this tweet just pops up.

6/10/2019 7:11:05 PM keith369me So true...but sounds like a fortune cookie 😀

6/10/2019 7:11:17 PM sunnysideluna If true. Perfection it is.

6/10/2019 7:11:51 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/kFmsbOyiu7

6/10/2019 7:12:23 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/WCqLyvlHjO

6/10/2019 7:12:41 PM keith369me I have been looking within per guidance/ suggestion and it has manifested positive outcomes

6/10/2019 7:12:46 PM sunnysideluna Si? Y quien eres y de donde nos escribes?

6/10/2019 7:12:57 PM djlok Not a coincidence either. I ❤️ MJ12!!!

6/10/2019 7:13:35 PM m_j_q_texan Agree pic.twitter.com/Nv3wQ4IyUd

6/10/2019 7:13:37 PM keith369me There are no coincidences-Q

6/10/2019 7:13:50 PM jerichoorion The  path to the light is through ones darkness. Duality

6/10/2019 7:14:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Another wild synchronization today in our chatroom....we were all reading something about energy today. Awesome! 🙌🏼❤️👊

6/10/2019 7:14:15 PM sunnysideluna Bandas van allen?

6/10/2019 7:14:46 PM rsm28675996 Even though my questions were ignored I agree with this sentiment

6/10/2019 7:14:47 PM djlok And see I used to think that's ALL there were... Coincidences. I'm seeing more and more where I've been wrong.

6/10/2019 7:15:41 PM keith369me So...is it safe to go to bed or is there a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thread coming?

6/10/2019 7:16:29 PM kindeandtrue Knowledge of objective, universal, eternal, immutable truths is far more valuable than self-knowledge.

6/10/2019 7:16:52 PM sunnysideluna Soetoro? South America or South Africa?

6/10/2019 7:18:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Right?!! Or a 12:06 AMA?! 😂 killin’ me! Ha

6/10/2019 7:18:36 PM djlok Is it possible maybe the questions you posed was already answered? Sometimes I've thought mine were ignored too but then I did a search like

From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 time 

... And found they were already answered.

6/10/2019 7:18:55 PM blsdbe No Coincidences, but maybe Resonaces?

6/10/2019 7:19:14 PM djlok 😂😂😂

6/10/2019 7:19:19 PM keith369me I’m giving it 3 more Majestic minutes

6/10/2019 7:22:21 PM djlok "time" being the topic I might have a question on.

6/10/2019 7:24:07 PM jayrambin Really? Like what?

6/10/2019 7:25:09 PM keith369me MJ? & T?, good night.

6/10/2019 7:33:18 PM martisw1971 Another one....@CoreysDigs @tracybeanz @jsolomonReports @EpochTimes @SaraCarterDC @TomFitton @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @qanon76 

@dekdarion @seanhannity @IPOT1776 @intheMatrixxx @IngrahamAngle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @pushforward40 @dbongino 

@mitchellvii @LisaMei62  https://twitter.com/real_elliebrown/status/1138218967493881858 …

6/10/2019 7:37:08 PM shansway View from my deck TODAY pic.twitter.com/DrgiWEsQ0Z

6/10/2019 7:38:28 PM prmd21801759 Which SG episode is this?

6/10/2019 7:48:33 PM _a_quila Does "time is an illusion" apply to your pearls of wisdom also?

6/10/2019 7:54:49 PM blsdbe Stronghold S9Ep14

6/10/2019 8:06:54 PM gregoryfstarlin He who fly upside down naked,  have harry crack up.

6/10/2019 8:15:29 PM speaklife595 Can that knowledge be revesed through memory wipes , and chsnges if one is victim to t.i,gangstalking tactics?

6/10/2019 8:19:28 PM g_edward9876 *negative* influence



6/10/2019 8:21:52 PM blsdbe I like this tweet soooooooooooo much that, if I see my ‘heart’ has disappeared, I just GOTTA like it again!!! #ThanQ #ALICE 🥰🥰🥰

6/10/2019 8:24:42 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 

Many of us are TIRED of waiting.  We've lost hope that Justice will ACTUALLY happen, that anything Good will ever manifest.

The Evil Cabal is still free and they still have wealth and power!

6/10/2019 8:46:40 PM mongrelglory I've been letting people get under my skin lately.  I'm going to have to meditate on why that's happening.  I'm probably not happy with myself these 

days which means I'm holding onto expectations instead of accepting the way things are in the moment. 😑

6/10/2019 8:48:15 PM wearediamonds2 Me too. Thanks for explaining what is happening so well, and being the 3rd confirmation recently that it is MY EXPECTACTIONS of everything that is the 

prob.

6/10/2019 8:48:56 PM johngradycole20 Oh man I am having such a hard time right now.... Can't stay sober worth a shit and this + toxic shame are really killing me...

6/10/2019 8:49:21 PM mongrelglory OMG!  I can't believe I missed that it was an SG-1 reference!  Shame on me!  😝

6/10/2019 8:50:14 PM blsdbe Don’t feel bad, I did too!!! H/t @jdmbadenise

6/10/2019 8:50:40 PM raevenraeyne For those of us still new to navigating Twitter... THANK YOU SO MUCH for sharing that tool!! For searching things like “time” etc!

6/10/2019 8:52:07 PM aprilbrown99 Darn it, I am late to the party. I went outside to do some gardening cuz it was over 95 here today. 🥰🤗. It is 78 right now. HOT!

6/10/2019 8:55:38 PM mongrelglory Why don't you work on finding a single moment where you don't judge yourself, sober or not?  Then work on trying to extend those "shame-free" 

moments to longer and longer periods, again not depending on you being sober.  Less toxic shame means you might not want to drink as much.

6/10/2019 8:56:50 PM americanpetal My life is s#$ show. Becoming awake while trying to work after my husband passed has been like living in a matrix. Trying to go within while dealing w 

the outside world is not fun.

6/10/2019 8:57:17 PM vintagesquirrel Ugh! That's too d@mn hawt!

6/10/2019 8:58:01 PM vintagesquirrel Renaissances?

6/10/2019 8:58:44 PM vintagesquirrel Confucius say...

6/10/2019 8:59:18 PM aprilbrown99 Be true to who and what you are. Truth resonates within. We have all answers to any questions that we have ever asked, if we know how to find them. 

Thank you so much for your patient teachings, for making me really think, exercise my mind & expanding my thinking. 🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

6/10/2019 9:01:02 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it is. Feel like i am melting. It will be 90 tomorrow too and then the temps go back down into the high 70s. 😅😅😅

6/10/2019 9:01:49 PM aprilbrown99 I love that Jerico.

6/10/2019 9:03:23 PM mongrelglory It was 16C (61F) and rained all day today, but tomorrow it's going to be sunny and 21C (72F) in the afternoon!  Do you want to know why? Because I'm 

going to be sitting in a dentist chair tomorrow afternoon. 🤨

6/10/2019 9:05:53 PM thericharddoyle 5 +1/ 

When is that? When upon considering both < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1138266827472195588 …> and that < 

https://qmap.pub/read/3233 >, all you are left with, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and .@realDonaldTrump is <>.

Circling the drain, or rising through it?

You decide.

... pic.twitter.com/9YIIJQFjsO
6/10/2019 9:06:27 PM aprilbrown99 Ouch. I will send you postive thoughts!

6/10/2019 9:07:44 PM morfin_paulino SI....... Las bandas son visibles y mejor conocidas como auroras boreales, tienen una forma tiroide alrededor de la tierra, y su percepción es debido a la 

cercanía de las aperturas polares (polo Norte y Sur respectivos)

6/10/2019 9:08:10 PM johngradycole20 I failed to mention the plague of intrusive thoughts (which do not feel like they really come from me). It is like a war being waged within me between 

these two polarities everyday, All. The. Fkn. Time. I do my best to remember The One Infinite Creator but it is truly exhausting

6/10/2019 9:08:19 PM mongrelglory Thanks April!   What part of the country do you live in that was having such a heat wave?  California?

6/10/2019 9:09:30 PM raevenraeyne I Thought the developer of this method had OB experiences spontaneously since the 50s and then over years developed a method to do it 

consciously... AND THEN the CIA began learning & using his work for THEIR purposes. I think the method itself is “just a method” one of many...???

6/10/2019 9:09:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yep...the lovely sanctuary state where the dems want everyone that is illegal to have free healthcare.  🥴🤪

6/10/2019 9:10:45 PM starehope That is very true! ThankQ Majestic 12.

6/10/2019 9:11:06 PM sciblu27 There would be no influence if there were not others. It is resisting your own ambitions to do wrong that is of importance. Truly all you have to do is 

say evil be gone and evil will leave. It really is that simple if you believe. Healing ppl is alot different. Discuss that l8ter

6/10/2019 9:11:25 PM mongrelglory You would probably benefit from practising mindfulness meditation, which will help you not to latch on to those intrusive thoughts.   This is a book that 

you might find helpful:   https://www.amazon.com/Mindful-Way-Through-Depression-

Unhappiness/dp/B0189D74JO/ref=sr_1_1?crid=YJM620Y142OR&keywords=the+mindful+way+through+depression+by+mark+williams&qid=156022623

7&s=gateway&sprefix=The+Mindful+way+%2Caps%2C141&sr=8-1 …

6/10/2019 9:11:46 PM nurseniceyes Thank you for the reminder. I have been shutting out the light for a few days now. Coronal ejections happening feel forced.

6/10/2019 9:14:15 PM johngradycole20 Thank you for your help Michelle. I follow you often on here. I will follow up in this. Love you tons! I mean it

6/10/2019 9:14:36 PM mongrelglory Toronto is almost as bad for militant liberal ideology.  I live in a neighbourhood nick-named "immigrant central". 🥴

6/10/2019 9:15:22 PM raevenraeyne I also had a psychic friend 25 years ago that had studied his method if I remember correctly. Pretty sure She had said back then that CIA used it and it 

wasn’t for good...but program itself was good if you use it for Light/good. Pretty sure it was this program she had said...?

6/10/2019 9:15:31 PM mongrelglory My pleasure!  Hope you find some moments of peace. 😘

6/10/2019 9:20:39 PM mongrelglory I must add, it's not that bad, as it's nice to have the multicultural flavour. However Justin Trudeau has opened the floodgates to refugees and the influx 

of too many people has put a serious strain on our social services! We've also had an increase in crime and "street people".

6/10/2019 9:21:42 PM starehope You are in my prayers.

6/10/2019 9:22:00 PM blsdbe I think, like many places, that depends on the Inhabitants...

6/10/2019 9:23:36 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is all this hubub?!?

6/10/2019 9:24:59 PM mongrelglory When we used to complain about being too busy, my old Zen Master used to say, "Just meditate for 5 minutes a day".  He said if we truly focused 

ourselves on meditation for 5 mins a day we would find benefits. Doing it daily was the key.

6/10/2019 9:25:01 PM aprilbrown99 I am seriously considering moving to another state. Just trying to figure out where. Of course I need my dad to come with me cuz he cant take care of 

himself. I think he is to the point where he might consider it.

6/10/2019 9:26:36 PM mongrelglory Petal Pops, it is very hard to slow down with the way this modern world is designed.  I think they do that on purpose!  My condolences on the passing 

of your husband. 😔

6/10/2019 9:26:58 PM starehope You are stronger than you think. Try to find something good inside yourself. That goodness is the higher self. Prayers to you.

6/10/2019 9:29:25 PM speaakn Screen shot them next time you see something like that so you can post the pics

6/10/2019 9:31:07 PM lisajager8 Self importance versus self awareness...

6/10/2019 9:31:35 PM mongrelglory Do you have any friends that live in other States?  I probably wouldn't move to any of those States which are bankrupt and raising taxes, like Illinois.  I 

guess you'd also probably want to pick a State which is Republican. There's cheap houses in Las Vegas if you like heat!

6/10/2019 9:32:11 PM restart_qpersia Is there anything special with Dr Noor Ali Tabandeh, a spiritual leader, living in Tehran and attacked by the regime?

6/10/2019 9:33:06 PM lisajager8 Know thyself....the most truth there is..



6/10/2019 9:34:52 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

6/10/2019 9:38:12 PM thericharddoyle Indeed .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Deal with it.

 https://twitter.com/sandiawisdom/status/1137707058738843649 …

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom ♾

6/10/2019 9:42:32 PM aprilbrown99 I have friends family in Nevada, Utah, Texas, South Carolina Arkansas and Oklahoma. I thought about moving to Texas but hear the heat is bad in 

summer but I like the openness of land there. I also like Arizona and New Mexico. My dad mentioned Missouri. So still up in the air. 🤔

6/10/2019 9:46:50 PM newyorker66 Defy...that was one of the best questions I've seen. I never would've thought to ask that one. 🤙

6/10/2019 10:01:45 PM april99341937 So TRUE! LET THE LIGHT SHINE! LIKE A BALL OF LOVE , FORGIVENESS, GRACE, AND YOUR SPIRIT!

6/10/2019 10:16:21 PM johngradycole20 I totally feel this. Wreckage within; wreckage without. ;_;

I pray we make it through

6/10/2019 10:21:13 PM johngradycole20 Thanks for posting this. I will keep this in mind as I go.

6/10/2019 10:27:03 PM kathleen3693693 Majic12: Marine Sgt Charles Alan Dyer framed? How can I/we help him?

6/10/2019 10:30:02 PM mongrelglory I've been to Nevada, Texas, Arizona and South Carolina.  They were all really scenic!  However, I wouldn't want to live near border towns in those 

States, at least until they have the border more secured. Haven't people been complaining that the Dems are all moving to Texas?

6/10/2019 10:46:00 PM aprilbrown99 Oh I hadn’t heard they were moving to Texas. That ought to be interesting. Those Texans ride around with their shotguns on a rack in their pickup 

trucks. 🤪😃 they dont take kindly to trespassers. 😁

6/10/2019 10:47:16 PM johngradycole20 I think I know what you are talking about here. pic.twitter.com/p6LOKDT0H2

6/10/2019 10:48:03 PM mongrelglory Maybe it's just Houston where they're moving to?

6/10/2019 10:54:18 PM roublisa Thank Q !love you all our ✨majestic 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 team✨🙏🙏🙏

6/10/2019 10:55:11 PM roublisa This is a strong truth👊👊👊

6/10/2019 10:56:43 PM roublisa That is so true 💫💫💫

6/10/2019 10:59:31 PM destinlola Truth. I wish more people knew it.

6/10/2019 11:02:16 PM roublisa Oh my me too Michelle not quite like me😒

6/10/2019 11:03:04 PM roublisa We may also be working off collective karma🤔

6/10/2019 11:04:14 PM roublisa Love that @OldWiseHermit ....great human💫

6/10/2019 11:07:07 PM roublisa ꅐꍏ꓄ꏳꂦꈤꏂꀘ꓄ꀤꂦꈤ🙃

6/10/2019 11:08:48 PM roublisa I love that explanation Nicole 🙌👊 spot on💥

6/10/2019 11:11:19 PM roublisa Questions can be answered by mj12 with silence as well.....

👆👆👆silence helps to go within for the answers🧘♂️

6/10/2019 11:13:46 PM tinaqpatriot45 I have a question regarding portals and sound. 

Michael Tellinger speaks of ancient machinery using sound. 

Then I find a video where a guy used 525 & 528hz pure tones and made a video

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=JgUfopXqDOg&t=13s …

6/10/2019 11:15:00 PM tinaqpatriot45 Then today I see this video where a portal opens and the man walks thru with his camera to show the other side 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=b2kZjzR-tJ4 …

6/10/2019 11:17:42 PM tinaqpatriot45 Question:

We've long heard CERN was opening portals. 

Is this the sort of thing we're talking about?

WHAT is on the other side???

6/10/2019 11:17:53 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1138072196109275136 …

6/10/2019 11:19:28 PM roublisa 🌻There are many here that are here to help with understanding, feel free to blast out your questions. This account is a blessing!Each are waking 

exactly when we should be ...others have been where you are and we are just beginning to fit into our roles as support and guidance❤️

6/10/2019 11:21:10 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/qsw57O58XW

6/10/2019 11:21:51 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🤗🤗🥰🥰🥰

6/10/2019 11:22:22 PM tinaqpatriot45 Question 2

Did ancient beings use sound to bore holes for gold in Africa?

Is that what those "cattle corals" are? Each looks like a physical representation of a given tone 

Link to M Tellinger vids

 https://m.youtube.com/results?search_query=michael+tellinger+sound …

6/10/2019 11:24:25 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/k8ex065nmT

6/10/2019 11:25:40 PM roublisa It just fit exactly...I’d say you did catch it lol😉

6/10/2019 11:26:50 PM roublisa That’s a ../roger that ...sista😘

6/10/2019 11:36:17 PM roublisa I welcome you both @aprilbrown99  and @MongrelGlory  to come to Wisconsin where the cheese, beer and kindness flow🧀🍻🌻

6/10/2019 11:36:30 PM 369gwh If Johnny jumps into the lake, are you going to jump into the lake with Johnny? 

~ My Mom

Which meant, don't do what Johnny does, don't be a follower, lead yourself.

It only took 285,911 times for mom to say it enough for it to make sense.

6/10/2019 11:38:19 PM 369gwh  pic.twitter.com/FhVmQkSUGy

6/10/2019 11:39:51 PM aprilbrown99 Cheese is one of my favorite foods. 🧀🧀🧀👏👏👏🤩🤩🤩

6/10/2019 11:40:03 PM roublisa 5:5 eyes wide open 💥

6/10/2019 11:40:39 PM roublisa Syncs 😉

6/10/2019 11:42:42 PM roublisa 600 different kinds ...countless ways to use cheese😜

6/10/2019 11:44:11 PM roublisa I don’t drink anymore but countless kinds of beer as well...it is medicinal  though...I just like it too much best to stay away from that demon😒

6/10/2019 11:45:13 PM julielo11338669 Is that biblical?

6/10/2019 11:48:21 PM 369gwh Funny, but absolutely the truth.

6/10/2019 11:49:59 PM unittzoo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What happened in the skies?? It’s a week later. I missed it.

6/10/2019 11:59:15 PM aprilbrown99 I maybe have one or two cocktails or a beer a year. I am not much of a drinker. Luckily I must have missed the alcoholic gene that runs in my family on 

both sides. Dad has been sober for 10 years thank goodness.

6/11/2019 12:30:04 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xefh7W1nVo4 …

100% self-honesty raises the potential of success in all endeavors.

me, my self, & i, are like this:🤞

6/11/2019 3:48:27 AM lenartjoe Wondering what is the best way to determine what parts of our reason or faith that we “know” to be true are real and which are result of group 

hypnosis when entertainers can hypnotize people on stage to not see something right in front of their face. Funny but disturbing



6/11/2019 4:09:53 AM bbobbio71 Interesting,  trying to very ahead of things? 🤔

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SandiaWisdom @DJLOK

@covertress

‘Something’s not right’ Mystery as mass 5 times the size of Hawaii found under moon crater. https://tiny.iavian.net/tdnf 

6/11/2019 4:40:49 AM danielleasher2 AJ in damage control. Coincidence? NOT!

6/11/2019 5:02:30 AM born2bef So Kabamur is disinformation? Fake?

6/11/2019 5:04:51 AM rsm28675996 Do you know about the translation of Genesis that indicates that the tree in the garden was actually a cloaking device used by hybrids to trick humans? 

What are your thoughts?

6/11/2019 5:42:31 AM 313looper That’s Absolutely Very True...!!!

That makes others not to be able to resist...

6/11/2019 5:54:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 2017 MJ12 Joins

2017 Q Joins

2017 NK Visit

2017 STRINGS CUT = Half Brother?

What were 🤡 doing in NK?

2018 Assassination Attempt to Start War

2018 NK Summit

2019 DECLAS Half Brother was 🤡 

How was Half Brother compromised? pic.twitter.com/1JsWvLRIhT
6/11/2019 5:54:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 45 pic.twitter.com/2buGALiNop

6/11/2019 5:55:17 AM jvan125 😭 I love our POTUS!!! 🙏🏻❤️💫🌎

6/11/2019 5:59:19 AM rosesrred0119 Is Q safe?? Been a while between posts.

6/11/2019 6:00:37 AM djlok Looks like he was compromised by the C_A.

I bet the half brother  was involved in the #HumanTrafficking operation out of North Korea...like the Uncle KJU purged. 

https://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/kim-jong-un-kim-jong-nam-assassination-cia-source …

6/11/2019 6:00:59 AM anitaevans Amen

6/11/2019 6:01:22 AM norwegianon Re-read drops.

;) http://Qmap.pub 

6/11/2019 6:02:43 AM _17patriot_ Never wouldve thought the half brother was one, so that means his uncle and ex gf were also possible CIA informants?

6/11/2019 6:04:22 AM robertg02229481 Then convict someone

6/11/2019 6:06:57 AM djlok Check out @NSA_QIL2.  They seem pretty safe to me!!!

#Qanon

6/11/2019 6:07:07 AM wahiggins3 I also remember the emergency incoming missile threat alert on Hawaii!  That seemed like an attempt to frame NK and get us into war!  These people 

are sick!

6/11/2019 6:08:11 AM trumpmomma Keep our @POTUS SAFE‼️

6/11/2019 6:09:05 AM trumpmomma Will the truth of their assassination attempt come to be public? Or will it be buried like JFK & 9/11?

6/11/2019 6:09:25 AM freestateojones All For A Larp?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Q/A soon?  pic.twitter.com/07ND37NiEv

6/11/2019 6:10:53 AM kindeandtrue Peacemaker Putin enjoyed a successful summit with Kim in Vladivostock. pic.twitter.com/PasFpNc2Fj

6/11/2019 6:12:47 AM wise_truther Never get any alerts when you post pic.twitter.com/9yLUZQ1HW3

6/11/2019 6:12:51 AM lisbet30025172 Juan o Savin reminds us that when Q is not active on the boards that it’s up to us to look at the MeGa Memes to check them out because the Q team 

updates and put out lots out for Anons to use!!!! #WWG1WGA

6/11/2019 6:15:24 AM roaminnoodle Don't forget KJU's uncle!!! Connected with the Half Brother??? https://www.rt.com/news/korean-leader-family-slayed-213/ …

6/11/2019 6:16:37 AM keith369me Peace across the planet.  Any active wars now?

6/11/2019 6:16:40 AM norwegianon Been missing my notifications lately..

6/11/2019 6:18:48 AM keith369me NK was a CIA hotbed...Schmidt/Google...WTF were you doing there 🤡

6/11/2019 6:20:02 AM norwegianon #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsFight #PatriotsAwakened

#PatriotsInControl

Patriots Are Now In Control

P - A - N - I - C 😎👍

#panic #deepstateinpanic #PanicInDC pic.twitter.com/h5IQqPFyEc

6/11/2019 6:21:16 AM tladd58 Thank you for saying this. I'm not the only one...

6/11/2019 6:22:02 AM starehope I consider myself lucky if I get one alert. I have to chrck your feed. Today, I majestically had your alert.

6/11/2019 6:22:07 AM djlok My guess is #humantrafficking. Listened to the joint press conference 45 did in Japan. Sounds like they have Big Problems there too with the child sex 

slavery.

6/11/2019 6:22:09 AM tladd58 Me to

6/11/2019 6:24:08 AM keith369me Worldwide...thank god Light is being shined on it and it is getting eliminated.  The nasty are shriveling without their fix

6/11/2019 6:28:23 AM starehope Who was responsible for the executions?

6/11/2019 6:29:27 AM girlawakeinca Where can I find this file? Thanks 🙏

6/11/2019 6:31:55 AM djlok I bet KJU was. I bet he's trying to get that trash out of his Country the just like 45 is working to get it out of ours.

6/11/2019 6:34:49 AM tladd58 Q will post when in time. POTUS has been out of the country. I think I have only seen 1 or 2x when Q posted. Q has posted when Potus returning. ( NK, 

France 2018). Other times when Q does not post much or at all, when POTUS is at Mar-a-Lago.

Just an observation, not set in stone

6/11/2019 6:36:24 AM linnyt7 I noticed in the photo op with Merkle he had the water taken away.  I think that was intentional and not for aesthetics of the photographs...

6/11/2019 6:37:22 AM linnyt7 Had to be Brennan

6/11/2019 6:38:33 AM starehope Anything is possible! At this point believe nothing, yet belive anything is probable. Trust no one, but love everyone. Very difficult.

6/11/2019 6:39:31 AM _17patriot_ Powerful! Thank you for those words 🙏🏽

6/11/2019 6:44:23 AM starehope David, excellent thinking! I need coffee. ☕️

6/11/2019 6:45:09 AM roaminnoodle I am not sure who was responsible.

But, from what I read but forget where, I believe his uncle was involved in the "Pyongyang Folklore Park" that was also a kind of front for [pizza-related 

activities]...??? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3926740/Kim-Jong-GUN-Weapon-loving-North-Korean-leader-orders-surprise-firing-drill-

visit-island-18km-South-Korea.html …

6/11/2019 6:46:44 AM lenartjoe The reason I say this is that in knowing ourselves, we have to become aware of factors influencing our own confirmation bias & how it affects which 

news we are willing to entertain as true or fake. Both sides seem to overlook dangers obvious to those on the other side of issues.

6/11/2019 6:47:18 AM starehope 👊👊👊

6/11/2019 6:47:26 AM rosesrred0119 I guess I just feel like more is legitimized if Q posts.  Does that make sense.  I know I re-read old drops look for the answers.  Thanks guys.

6/11/2019 6:51:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sacrifices and rituals.



6/11/2019 6:52:19 AM starehope I saw that too. Also saw not to follow that site. NSA dot GOV was and should be the address. Could MJ 12 please confirm if NSA_QIL2 on twitter is 

reliable? ThankQ.

6/11/2019 6:53:52 AM enomai_ <3

6/11/2019 6:54:27 AM jimhayzlett Universal teachings do not include mis and disinformation as I have stated previously.  Truth is Universal, try it Please ✨🙏🏼😇✨

6/11/2019 6:54:54 AM roaminnoodle Thank you, MJ, for the confirmation!

Interesting to note, as well, that KJU did this prior to DJT presidency/presidential campaign!

6/11/2019 6:55:20 AM clarkd958 MJ12 Nanotechnology re-programed to help?

6/11/2019 6:56:27 AM starehope ThankQ Norwegianon! 👊👊👊

6/11/2019 7:04:45 AM alinahere "Watch the Skies. ~Q" 🤔

6/11/2019 7:07:43 AM kindeandtrue Aristotelian metaphysics 101: Truth is real, objective, immutable, universal and eternal. Not based on the experiences, emotions, or opinions of 

individuals.

6/11/2019 7:09:57 AM djlok What is it they say?  "Truth resonates from within".

6/11/2019 7:11:04 AM starehope Linda, it's good you came to that conclusion. Good work! At this point in time, from where I stand and what I know, I could not say who is responsible 

with a clear mind. There are way too many Jokers and bad actors to pinpoint a single one.

6/11/2019 7:12:12 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/jMhA73SiDD

6/11/2019 7:12:36 AM starehope Good question.

6/11/2019 7:14:15 AM starehope I agree with that as a strong possibility!

6/11/2019 7:15:46 AM laurabusse Perfectly understandable 

I think Q said Trump is safe or protected or isolated or something.

I'd like to believe the same about Q 😃

6/11/2019 7:16:16 AM starehope Yes! 🙏🙏🙏🙈🙉🙊👊👊👊

6/11/2019 7:17:37 AM blsdbe #Majestic

6/11/2019 7:19:08 AM blsdbe Me too!!!

6/11/2019 7:19:09 AM starehope Good morning Laura!

6/11/2019 7:20:11 AM roaminnoodle Sorry to be a Party Pooper 💩 a real Debbie Downer... but read this tweet from MJ & also check my replies to the MJ thread on coffee. 

And do more searching

"from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 coffee"

"from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 caffeine"

P.S. I quit caffeine March 1, 2019 😎 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113266932915089413 …

6/11/2019 7:23:58 AM lisbet30025172  https://mega.nz/#F!XtNhURSb!1Mdrvt-Y_onBw5VlFDRdCQ!TwtjWLJb …

6/11/2019 7:25:02 AM lisbet30025172 You can the memes for 2019 in the app.

6/11/2019 7:25:32 AM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏 😃

6/11/2019 7:28:28 AM starehope Was it a group of people around a table, and Pence put his on the floor after POTUS. Protest of child trafficking in Fiji, which is rampant. If memory 

serves me correctly.

6/11/2019 7:41:40 AM starehope What is this? Did he find it? Was it hidden? From who?

6/11/2019 7:42:31 AM starehope Good question!

6/11/2019 7:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Would that explain the MSM reaction?

How about Congress's reaction?

🤡 🤡 🤡 go 💥 💥 💥

6/11/2019 7:54:49 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/i5sWnw5ssf

6/11/2019 7:56:36 AM starehope Go Zag! Proud to know you! 👊👊👊

6/11/2019 7:57:56 AM laurabusse Good morning!

I hope you are doing well 💘 pic.twitter.com/hD5ZQVJto0

6/11/2019 8:04:41 AM decodematrix Compromised with pedo and child abuse.

6/11/2019 8:06:40 AM starehope That is a new one.

6/11/2019 8:07:58 AM starehope Just as a mother. "May I have a cookie?".

6/11/2019 8:11:06 AM roublisa Type this into twitter search👉From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 bible 👈

everything that is bible @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has touched on will pop up👊amazing information✨another mother load of info 👉from:@NSA_QIL2 

Jesus 👈patriots🇺🇸the truth will come into your awareness trust your instincts😉

6/11/2019 8:12:55 AM roublisa Indeed I had heard that before either.

6/11/2019 8:13:06 AM lp083061 Congress is an arm of the CIA

6/11/2019 8:15:30 AM aprilbrown99 This photo brings tears to my eyes. Simply Majestic and Amazing!  

I love this man so much!!! 🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

6/11/2019 8:17:04 AM starehope Yes, to thine own self be true. Not sure that fits but it is my inspiration. Helps in decision making.

6/11/2019 8:17:39 AM roublisa Courage with style👊 pic.twitter.com/GI4DtuSlXG

6/11/2019 8:17:40 AM aprilbrown99 Me 3

6/11/2019 8:17:50 AM jdltr450 Q can't be harmed

 😃🙏

6/11/2019 8:22:06 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/mBee8i7yqk

6/11/2019 8:27:47 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your tweet notifications have been blocked for the last week or so. Will Twitter’s censoring and shadowbanning ever stop?

6/11/2019 8:28:15 AM bbobbio71 Amen!

6/11/2019 8:28:55 AM bbobbio71 "Red October" per q posts

6/11/2019 8:30:43 AM starehope There is always hope.

6/11/2019 8:31:51 AM bbobbio71 my guess is they need a house for secure servers.  🤡 Needed a safe place that no one would attempt to go looking.

6/11/2019 8:33:18 AM bbobbio71 makes perfect sense! Those that scream the loudest

6/11/2019 8:37:14 AM starehope What about decaf? It has only 4% of the caffeine. Is it the caffeine that is bad?

6/11/2019 8:46:00 AM zagnett Thanks! #YouToo! 😍🥰😘

6/11/2019 8:46:42 AM roaminnoodle from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 caffeine pic.twitter.com/WTeOIQmI0g

6/11/2019 8:46:44 AM slayerofmatrix1 Errrrrr me GERRRRRD !!

6/11/2019 8:52:08 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN.. PEACE THROUGH 💪 ❤️🇺🇸

6/11/2019 8:54:16 AM olimyracle I've witnessed healings:

No sugar (means NO sugar, no bread, no cereals, carrots, etc) for several months (Paleo diet). Bacteria is living on it.

Heat. Hot saunas several times a week if you can. Bacteria doesnt support it.

Plant medecine (Jap. Knotweed)

DM me for more infos



6/11/2019 8:59:12 AM enomai_ Also, on topic pic.twitter.com/pCSSAsuD4A

6/11/2019 9:00:58 AM paulygenz And to understand why its happening

6/11/2019 9:05:08 AM enomai_ I have a feeling someone inside clown world is about to depart.

6/11/2019 9:10:29 AM keith369me They peed themselves...waiting must be like Chinese Water Torture for Mockingbird

6/11/2019 9:12:47 AM enomai_ The 432hz = 9

9 is a very important number. 

The waves on nine are more englightening, and can resonate better within, the patterns. 

9 is connected to life in some type of godly/spiritual wave, and dna

6/11/2019 9:14:13 AM enomai_ You probably would need a whole book to properly explain it scientifically. - tesla etc. pic.twitter.com/DTcyu4gEUa

6/11/2019 9:15:38 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/325399795051147264 …

6/11/2019 9:15:41 AM bonartgl It better be soon. I'm tired of the circus, lies of the left and dems not following the law ant talking about impeachment

6/11/2019 9:25:46 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/H3SmMvEMJg

6/11/2019 9:30:21 AM n7guardiananon Happening on those grounds...not surprising.

6/11/2019 9:33:07 AM n7guardiananon Shenzhen China has a similar park called "Window of the World" ... also involved in something other than the publics entertainment?

6/11/2019 9:35:34 AM starehope Nothing in decaf coffee. But since it can contain up to 4% caffeine, probably not good for human or animal consumption.

6/11/2019 9:36:16 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074784619717947394?s=19 …

6/11/2019 9:37:10 AM starehope Thanks Scott!

6/11/2019 9:39:22 AM starehope 👊👊👊

6/11/2019 9:41:09 AM linnyt7  https://youtu.be/uwMhgONdKxo  is the video link.  It was on 6/5 I think during the D-Day festivities.  When they came into the room there were water 

and glasses on that table.  Trump asks for them to be removed. pic.twitter.com/4pYLePRRSV

6/11/2019 9:41:44 AM catpowernow Was the sub @CIA or Israeli?

6/11/2019 9:42:38 AM blsdbe I love your use of The Power Of Three, MJ, May It Grow! So Be It! So It Is!

6/11/2019 9:43:19 AM blsdbe As is the MSM #MockingBirdMedia

6/11/2019 9:48:10 AM blsdbe What does RC stand for?

6/11/2019 9:54:36 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/yY7CP4KpxO

6/11/2019 9:57:06 AM stevenfontain14 First two lines were a connection for me - thanks - credibility is no longer a doubt - reliability is no longer a doubt - I've got you in prayer - GODSPEED

6/11/2019 10:00:24 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/Pq4mXps9Xi

6/11/2019 10:00:28 AM starehope Poor kitteh! Hoping puppy don't hurt kitteh. 🐕🐱

6/11/2019 10:00:58 AM risetoflyy Big con job! Trump sold himself as an outsider. Ha! Loaded the White House with Bush Rothschild agents. War hawks! MIGA...😂

6/11/2019 10:04:54 AM maryschade14 Yes Nam seemed to be at anyone's service.

6/11/2019 10:09:52 AM maryschade14 There were some interesting trips to China Oz NZ around that time.

6/11/2019 10:10:34 AM decodematrix  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1125932824526229504 …

6/11/2019 10:10:55 AM decodematrix  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115771483840819201 …

6/11/2019 10:16:13 AM blsdbe So Be It and So It Is!!! #NowComesThePain

#EndTheFederalReserve

Time to Unleash the Cracken!!!

6/11/2019 10:18:31 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  I love cheese and beer!  Like April I only partake in beer occasionally but appreciate it when I do. 😁

6/11/2019 10:19:56 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/np5JqXAljp

6/11/2019 10:32:06 AM april99341937 #FutureProvesPast! #WWG1WWGA

6/11/2019 10:37:01 AM fave555 AMEN! 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

6/11/2019 10:40:24 AM fave555  pic.twitter.com/UPA9EqBiwA

6/11/2019 10:45:18 AM orthogonalron Anything having to do with NK is directly r/t China -has been since WWII

Half brother lived in Macau

Trafficking [ALL]

Tech including iridium -> Huawei pic.twitter.com/zF3AI7Jbxf

6/11/2019 10:53:39 AM orthogonalron This story may also be part of DECLAS

Mueller was tracking GPS of Eric Prince in 2017 going to TT

Part of FISA umbrella program or HAMR? https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/jun/9/robert-mueller-exploited-cell-phone-gps-track-trum/ …

6/11/2019 10:54:36 AM thereahempqueen Trump was stating crimes by dems he hopes comes out asap. #DeClass . #hammertime 🔨 #justice ⚖ #wwg1wga #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #

FLAGSOUT #liberalismisamentaldisorder #crookeddems #lockthemup 🔐 #hillaryforprison #ObamaGate #russiagate #UraniumOne

6/11/2019 10:55:12 AM myguykb This story is from Jan 2014? Who was in charge during that time?

6/11/2019 10:58:22 AM truthisyours310  pic.twitter.com/kYlxyyj1q7

6/11/2019 11:01:59 AM jayrambin Even the most dedicated patriots are starting to lose faith in the plan.  I must admit, im one of them.  Double speak, "disinfo is necessary", "trust the 

plan", "time is an illusion' and 'hints' don't cut it anymore.  It's time to put up or GTFO.

6/11/2019 11:37:57 AM kickthefed No because we can't go to the moon

6/11/2019 11:48:06 AM kickthefed How can you be on another planet when we are enclosed in a dome God made with his own hands with water one side and water on the other.there is 

no outer space.grear deception.

6/11/2019 12:11:54 PM rafngeirdal That’s a beautiful way of putting it: “... interacts with consciousness ...”.

6/11/2019 12:13:31 PM rafngeirdal That latter photo has a smaller one within it and when one makes it larger, one can SEE that it is NOT a helicopter.

6/11/2019 12:44:55 PM mkheart4 I knew it!   God bless every last one of you!  Thank you Jesus for the Marine Corps!!!! And a huge thank you from me and all those who pray for you 

...thanks to the Q Army.

6/11/2019 12:45:04 PM doyle_media 0/ 

BREAKTHROUGH: 🔓 —

for:.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, .@ActingSecDef, .@WHOSTP, .@USTradeRep, and .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump, and Presidential Advisor .@IvankaTrump:

Cc: Mutual Friends .@SandiaWisdom

Points for cursory review: 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFaKe6a_qC4 …

•  https://www.gaia.com/video/interdimensional-light-beings …

... pic.twitter.com/QiQ5naCr4W

6/11/2019 1:24:18 PM realityloominng If MJ's has Typists, do you also have Photographers etc.?

6/11/2019 1:24:36 PM realityloominng That function in the same manner

6/11/2019 1:25:22 PM mkheart4 Makes sense.

6/11/2019 1:26:48 PM mkheart4 I await the day of judgment anxiously.

6/11/2019 1:28:11 PM richardhiatt16 And feel the FORCE that surrounds you... Embrace the LIGHT 🤓



6/11/2019 1:30:17 PM tinaqpatriot45 I've long heard of portals. 

Never saw one. 

This seems real, but who knows?

It sure would explain a lot if it's true tho

6/11/2019 1:41:15 PM phatblobby Thanks for info

6/11/2019 1:48:28 PM starehope ThanQ Linda!

6/11/2019 1:50:48 PM thetrollbar I'm going to use my intuition and suggest DECLAS about half bro is related to Mandalay bay.

6/11/2019 2:27:41 PM clarkd958 Thank you. Hope i get a reply 🙏🙏

6/11/2019 2:33:34 PM timeforarrests Thank you so much. I make my own organic homemade bread. That might be a little hard.

6/11/2019 3:38:27 PM rafngeirdal What I notice in this photo, is within the left side of it; is a bright line of light, that is vertical at its bottom but is then slightly tilted to the right; maybe 

some 5 degrees. Then just below that photo is the date 10th of June of 2018 at 3:56 a.m. + 14 seconds. Fuel burn?

6/11/2019 3:39:01 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849929031716864?s=19 …

6/11/2019 3:57:06 PM aprilbrown99 These two attachments are called Q drops from qmap dot pub. The link is on my profile page. They are referencing that there was an attempt to shoot 

down the President.There have been several attempts but the military & patriots are always in control and 12 steps ahead. Every...

6/11/2019 3:57:15 PM aprilbrown99 ..thing is coded, so it is important to learn to decipher what the codes mean and what they are referencing. It took me some time in the beginning 

especially since I was not knowledgeable about politics. I am still learning even after a year of being awake.

6/11/2019 4:04:40 PM olimyracle You're welcome. 

That took only 4 months to get back to an healthy situation in a case I know. No secondary effects. No chemicals. Health is at arm length. 

The choice is yours.

💞 pic.twitter.com/kFJ5C7dyEl

6/11/2019 4:07:46 PM state1union So sick 😷

6/11/2019 4:14:56 PM state1union SAP Boom 💥

6/11/2019 4:15:36 PM quinnt1111 I like this butter 🇺🇸 🇮🇪 👍 Patriot!

6/11/2019 4:17:03 PM synackstatic Adnan Kashoggi's sister married into the al fayed family.

Son was Dodi Fayed. 

of Princess fame. 

Adnan also bank rolled Coppola movies. 

Coppola's grand daughter who is friends with Rachel Chandler the child handler. 

All clowns.

6/11/2019 4:35:06 PM covertress Antarctica is not Antartica.

It's like comparing apples and oranges or

Planets and Death Stars.

6/11/2019 4:36:05 PM karma4event201 11 11 2018 the 17 second pulsed waves repeated for 20 minutes from about 15 miles off the shores of Mayotte - a tiny island in the Indian Ocean 

between Madagascar & Africa

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/relay.nationalgeographic.com/proxy/distribution/public/amp/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-

around-world-earth-geology …

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.independent.co.uk/news/world/earthquake-seismic-waves-mayotte-madagascar-volcanic-activity-science-

a8659236.html%3famp … https://schrodingersothercat.blog/2018/11/10/aaaand-it-happened-again-but-in-a-different-way/#more-2885 …

6/11/2019 4:40:43 PM changwangin ‘Twas so, El Verdugo.

6/11/2019 4:44:12 PM covertress Nice catch by The CATs on the 8th, 3 days before 11/11.

I remember MJ12 agreeing when asked if 11/8 was significant. 

Thanks for this dig, Kharm. pic.twitter.com/Xx3ivKK9lC

6/11/2019 4:45:38 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/Carolin15161363/status/1104908246106734593?s=19 …

6/11/2019 4:55:28 PM peilmymailcom1 Thanks pic.twitter.com/BE3h0mJxVr

6/11/2019 5:04:56 PM rafngeirdal Now I am focusing on the repeat of the left photo to its right. The time is the same and to the second but it does not say whether it’s local time, EST or 

even GMT. The vertical bright line of light goes through one cloud, which is difficult to fake, making this look REAL to me!

6/11/2019 5:15:40 PM rafngeirdal I found a way to enlargen the repeated June 10, 2018 photo and noticed tree brances to the left, ocean in front and an island in background that ends 

to the right, making it possible to measure distances. My gestimate is that a missile shot has gone some 3 kilometers up the sky.

6/11/2019 5:20:30 PM rafngeirdal Now I focus on the smaller photo within the repeated June 10, 2018 photo. I see a narrow missile, possibly made by 2 parts, upper & lower & possibly 

fueled by 2 types of fuel, one that makes the white line to the right below that missile and a more faint orange one to its left.

6/11/2019 5:21:57 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ysizIMSRpW

6/11/2019 5:24:23 PM rafngeirdal That June 10, 2018 seems to be taken at ground level and just above sea level, perhaps at altitude of some 50 meters. The ocean in front might be 

Skunk Bay. Wind from South-East at 4 miles per hour and gusts at 8mph. This could be used to calculate trajectory and speed of missile

6/11/2019 5:28:03 PM rafngeirdal If my guestimate of the missile having reached the altitude of some 3 kilometers, then that’s about 1/3 to the altitude/ height of international jets, 

such as AF-1, meaning Air Force One. If there was a payload in that missile, then this was DEADLY a serious instance. REALITY!

6/11/2019 5:31:42 PM rafngeirdal One could verify parts of what’s on that June 10, 2018 photo, by taking a look at the  http://SkunkBayWeather.com . Also search within that website, 

for the weather on June 10, 2018 and even at 3 a.m. Also ask google for Skunk Bay and make photo comparisons. Also look at maps, videos.

6/11/2019 5:41:26 PM kristi_huebner The trajectory was Air Force One when POTUS was on his way home from Asia. This was also the day Hawaii had a Nuclear Missile alert.

AF1 was rerouted any the missile was assumed shot down.

6/11/2019 5:49:08 PM covertress On 11/11/2018 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068584833893453830?s=19 …

6/11/2019 6:15:43 PM karma4event201 On 11 11 2018 few were talking about this Event. It 

Appeared to be a signal to Operators. 

MJ12 infiltrated Illuminati but Illuminati controlled MJ12 UNTIL 11 08 2018 

17 sec waves 11 11 2018 signal to operators worldwide the controller was down, complete their operation

6/11/2019 6:19:50 PM karma4event201 Thank you! I visited CATs site for 1st time after reading your tweet

6/11/2019 6:38:39 PM truthisyours310 This is only a few days new to me. Im avidly researching everything and there is so much to process. I will get these books. Thank you .

6/11/2019 7:25:55 PM pegger420 Or a LARP, either or

6/11/2019 7:30:39 PM americanpetal I do!

6/11/2019 7:36:14 PM m_kroniklyill  pic.twitter.com/YHS6RFcwig

6/11/2019 7:38:51 PM freestateojones Keep It.



6/11/2019 7:41:32 PM toffer_anon_369 I have faith that we ]humans[ always have been and always will be Majestic.  Thank you for enlightening us and for all the amazing stuff you are doing!

6/11/2019 7:48:46 PM djlok Me too.

6/11/2019 7:50:20 PM freestateojones 10:44 TS on my end. 

Yes, you do. pic.twitter.com/eHPzrEaMmn

6/11/2019 7:54:36 PM scott_rick Okay

6/11/2019 8:00:02 PM aprilbrown99 I have faith and enough love!

6/11/2019 8:00:09 PM roublisa @alaraofsirius don’t know if you’ve heard of this account... the last AMA(ask me anything) had some great answers to great 

questions....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been absolutely vital in helping the masses awaken....as well as @NSA_QIL2 ....check them out  .... 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136801627481022464 …

6/11/2019 8:00:15 PM n7guardiananon random thought...would gold in a planet's atmosphere help stabilize or protect it from something?

6/11/2019 8:01:06 PM djlok Love you too, my friend and brother!

We are all in this together because of our faith in love and unity - Source.

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #Qanon

6/11/2019 8:01:31 PM plasmagnelectro He most certainly was. Along with dealing lots and lots of drugs. I don't know on who's behalf though....lol

 https://www.baharmedia.net/2018/10/khashoggi-was-a-cia-asset-this-marks-the-end-of-k-in-ksa/ …

His handlers even tried warning him at least 3 times. 

 https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/05/cia-warns-khashoggi-associates-threats-saudi-arabia-190509172652996.html …

Never forget their others. OBL, SH, MN, et al...

6/11/2019 8:02:38 PM kirkd594 You and me both.

6/11/2019 8:03:41 PM 313looper ❤️

6/11/2019 8:06:39 PM aprilbrown99 Could this be from an episode of SG-1? 😁

6/11/2019 8:15:36 PM jeremywhaley My kids are fighting like it’s the last war...

6/11/2019 8:15:57 PM kirkd594 True that. Don’t know what I’d do if I didn’t have my faith. My account here is named in honor of my late husband, Kirk. He inspired me to wake 

up.❤️🇺🇸

6/11/2019 8:16:58 PM aprilbrown99 You guys made me tear up!  ❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

6/11/2019 8:17:55 PM aprilbrown99 God bless you!  ❤️❤️❤️

6/11/2019 8:21:09 PM kirkd594 Thank you. May God bless you as well.💖💖

6/11/2019 8:22:26 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA Always!  💗🌸🦋

6/11/2019 8:24:51 PM rocktobersky When Are You Having The Next Q&A Or AMA?

6/11/2019 8:27:31 PM matchnumbers67  pic.twitter.com/qsZcK7qgnD

6/11/2019 8:32:53 PM maryalicericha1 Is Pence a pedophile satanist or a white hat?.

6/11/2019 9:02:39 PM starehope Here's to hoping!🙏🙏🙏

6/11/2019 9:16:11 PM x52sky Have faith in the manipulative simulation known as our “existence”.

6/11/2019 9:31:18 PM aprilbrown99 Time is an illusion. 🥴😁

6/11/2019 9:36:09 PM olimyracle May you Wish

Learning Faith

You may Wow

Learning Love

What is Faith

With no Love

Why for Love

If no Faith

Learning Faith

Takes Lifes

Learning Love

May Ever

💞 pic.twitter.com/iaUf1xWkeF
6/11/2019 9:37:15 PM kachinagtto Your 22nd tweet on the first day of tweeting with this account.  Significant?

6/11/2019 9:49:27 PM pegger420 Fair enough pic.twitter.com/ckyYG1o6tK

6/11/2019 10:02:56 PM richard07759712 All my Followers Poof!   Twatter struck [Expected]

@StormIsUponUs

@j_ardinera

@M2Madness

@Dark2light9

@RedPill78

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TrueQanuck11

@QTAnon1 

You guys know the drill | give me a hand and I’d be most Appreciative
6/11/2019 10:05:26 PM robert931robert  https://cliffmass.blogspot.com/2018/06/was-there-unannounced-missile-launch-

on.html?fbclid=IwAR0cQ9Tqyqv6xhNR1M5YT2x5WdcSLD3hopDBZTv5dJbdwAkkT777QxgQ4Ds …

6/11/2019 10:07:45 PM robert931robert  https://cliffmass.blogspot.com/2018/06/was-there-unannounced-missile-launch-

on.html?fbclid=IwAR0cQ9Tqyqv6xhNR1M5YT2x5WdcSLD3hopDBZTv5dJbdwAkkT777QxgQ4Ds …

6/11/2019 10:09:33 PM unidentifiedta1 Yes. Skulls and Bones Mnunchin

6/11/2019 10:29:02 PM lori_dee1 When I search QMap, it appears RC is Rachel Chandler.

6/11/2019 10:30:07 PM texaswhitehats Beautiful!

6/11/2019 10:44:39 PM zagnett 5:5, ty.

6/11/2019 10:55:42 PM apex_starseed I will admit it wasn't easy keeping "Faith" that someday in my lifetime I would witness the systematic take down of [They] the Criminal Elites. But when 

#QAnon originally came to light several years ago it gave me the strength to not loose "Faith" and "Hope" for Humanity's future

6/11/2019 11:28:53 PM raginredstorm I knew it! Thank you for the validation.

6/12/2019 12:02:03 AM thericharddoyle In? —  https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1138532633460109313 …

< https://qmap.pub/read/2218 > ~ “Patriots Protect Patriots” — and friends? – < https://youtu.be/d707llSRbXU >: Duty Or Responsibility.

Friends are important especially when reflections are most important: When one’s identity is w/in a spherical infinity mirror. 

pic.twitter.com/Zp3JYNan1y

6/12/2019 12:20:29 AM epkman Looks like 2 Americans in photo?



6/12/2019 3:30:56 AM myavorshak I don't think there are poles. At least the common preception of poles ...but idk either, truth of the matter....stuff is not right and hasn't been for yrs. 

And NASA NOAA NWS lie alot. Check out radar map anomalies on air local news in last 2 mo. High strangeness. Chk lincon IL

6/12/2019 3:49:03 AM cynthiamorrow8 The P'nti are in New Mexico and have been for many many years. Disclosure is scheduled for Fall of 2021. They are trying to teach telepathy to anyone 

sincerely wanting to learn. Yes. They are here for the good. Many ET's are

6/12/2019 3:51:57 AM cynthiamorrow8 P'nti say Fall of 2021

6/12/2019 3:53:19 AM cynthiamorrow8 So it seems, yes

6/12/2019 3:53:36 AM cynthiamorrow8 Yes

6/12/2019 4:19:49 AM _369311119 @RepDougCollins from GA district 9 (DC-9). Unicoi Trail. GA 17. pic.twitter.com/ie7DWCIllT

6/12/2019 4:48:29 AM rafngeirdal Yes, I noticed that dot part to the right of a sign in your profile that looks like chain in your profile. Well, I gather that the connection between those 

photos and text, is that a missile was being aimed at the jet that President Trump travelled in but I like to verify visual.

6/12/2019 4:53:04 AM rafngeirdal I like that decipher word, because when I study the details, the info presented becomes more real. Even just before I replied to you today, I noticed a 

new detail: that smaller photo shows the missile trail at a MORE TILT in degrees than the larger & repeated photo. 3^ more?

6/12/2019 5:02:51 AM rafngeirdal I think Q as a team would like us to STUDY each detail, in order to make our own conclusions. For example: since the time below photo is 3:54 a.m., 

then at what TIME did the alert go off in Hawai. Different time belt? Was AF1 re-routed BEFORE?Assumed or REALLY shot down missile?

6/12/2019 5:10:03 AM speaakn Since Trump’s (our) victory in the 2016 election, my faith has surpassed my own longings for it. I no longer have fear about the future, I feel peaceful, 

and just know that everything will be okay. I pray for our @POTUS and those working for the good of our nation & the world.

6/12/2019 5:30:02 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889851410866679808 …

6/12/2019 5:40:21 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/890218192295120896 …

6/12/2019 5:46:25 AM kristi_huebner We did look at all of that last year. The time line matched.

With good assumption it was shot down. There were no "official" missile reports that day. Hawaii claimed the alert was an accident- impossible. We 

have photography that disputes that, which they said was an aircraft 🤦♀️

6/12/2019 6:16:22 AM rafngeirdal So the time line of 3:54 a.m. and the time of the alert going off in Hawai matched? That smaller photo of the missile itself, indicates there was 

something going on with the fuel exertion plus a black belt in middle of the missile: thick dark transverse line. Secret missile?

6/12/2019 6:19:20 AM higherdensitees So...you're "hiring"?

6/12/2019 6:29:29 AM realityloominng I definitely have faith in "The Majesty of God's Creation". it will all end well with a new cycle of a Golden Age.

6/12/2019 6:32:06 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/QuBUwiiUCB

6/12/2019 6:56:02 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/Q40v7zocyj

6/12/2019 6:59:44 AM orthogonalron Yes - Eric Schmidt [Goog} and Bill Richardson, former NM gov

6/12/2019 7:02:44 AM aprilbrown99 I have know & believed this for a long time, even prior to awakening to the cabal evils last year. I don’t know how i know this but i am sure that I will 

remember.

6/12/2019 7:03:45 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  🤗🥰🤗

6/12/2019 7:07:06 AM aprilbrown99 Just like knowing that we are in a matrix, that we are multidimensional, and exist in multiple timelines at once. No past, no future, just the now, which 

ripples and affects all.

6/12/2019 7:08:28 AM aprilbrown99 All of this speaks to me and definitely resonates. More and more each day. So again, thank you so much.

6/12/2019 7:33:27 AM doc1415 Got any evidence of that? I'm unaware. Do I believe you? No. If you have evidence of their connection please show it. Don't attempt to dissapoint 

someone when you don't have proof of the claims you make. The works zecharia put forth is counter productive to the rothschilds agenda

6/12/2019 7:37:53 AM doc1415 What zecharia did was put information together from ancient texts decoded others. The emerald tablets of thoth were decoded by Doreal. Mirrored 

that in his works on the subject with his own perspective. Also based of my research sitchin has a lot of credibility.

6/12/2019 7:43:49 AM doc1415 Not to mention I have done extensive research on the rothschild as far back as Adam Weishaupt who created the illuminati that allowed the 

rothschilds to gain their power. None of my research of them ever discovered a connection or no mention of Zecharia.

6/12/2019 7:45:15 AM greatawakenin16 Is China safe to travel to?

6/12/2019 7:59:55 AM zagnett Yup, & perhaps also one of the most annoying & finicky illusions of all time too i bet. 😒😄😎

6/12/2019 8:05:06 AM kristi_huebner I don't remember if the alert was the exact same time....., But it was the same day, and the excuse they have was pathetic. No one was supposed to 

know that it was an actual missile, Q also alluded to the facts of this being an assasination attempt.

6/12/2019 8:09:02 AM scott_frenger Holographic imaging of electromagnetic fields using electron-light quantum interference?

6/12/2019 8:18:09 AM sharidean996 Exactly! Nothing artificial about AI anymore. 👊

6/12/2019 8:18:44 AM rocktobersky I Asked A Question to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !

6/12/2019 8:20:08 AM prideoflyra  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYVjgO8z_94 …

6/12/2019 8:22:43 AM kristi_huebner  pic.twitter.com/gFEYp1nrAX

6/12/2019 8:24:59 AM rafngeirdal It so happened that at the time I was enjoying comic actors in Indonesia imitating the leaders shortly before the meeting between President Trump & 

Kim Yong Un; I watched a video account by a 911 staff member within the USA, stating the alert went off about 8 a.m. Hawai time.

6/12/2019 8:29:08 AM lbf777 Where is our free energy, tech, cures ect..?

Over 2 years and we haven’t won shit. People are tired of you Gov Commies lying to us!

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/12/2019 8:34:24 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/kS9jbRQm1e

6/12/2019 8:35:09 AM rafngeirdal I have completed reading that former all capital letter drop & notice the red color around DEFCON & then: “HAVE YOU EVER WITNESSED UNAUTH 

MISSILES FIRED?” Missiles in the PLURAL. Unauth propably an abbreviation for unauthorized. I also notice: “... TRAVEL ... AHEAD/BEHIND ...”.

6/12/2019 8:37:31 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 : What percentage of this theory is true?  https://twitter.com/1FreeInhabitant/status/1099515180008955904 …

6/12/2019 8:39:30 AM rafngeirdal In that latter drop I notice the SCARE concerning DEFCON. I remember that video show host talking about people in Hawai being scared. Please notice 

that the only place for more than one question mark, is after: “PHOTO EVIDENCE YET DISMISSED????” I’m glad I put so much attention.

6/12/2019 8:42:24 AM zack_stone Blind faith aka mustard seed.

6/12/2019 8:44:26 AM bbobbio71 I'll tell you what,  I'm pretty much a fairly scheduled guy. Not by choice just the work i do makes it so. But lately I feel as if time seems to be jumbled 

around a bit (that makes sense). Is it me or is anyone else experiencing this?

6/12/2019 8:45:22 AM kristi_huebner Defcon was in red because that was the search term I used to find the post.

The post was an indication that the official story was FALSE. A missile can't be mistaken for a helicopter....... We are not blind, they don't want us to 

believe our own eyes.

6/12/2019 8:46:57 AM bbobbio71 Flashes from the moon?

6/12/2019 8:49:12 AM zagnett My Dreams give me Faith. They've never been wrong. They've never let me down.

6/12/2019 8:52:53 AM aprilbrown99 Truth can help restore those who lost faith.

6/12/2019 8:53:07 AM enomai_ They have things in place to rebuild it.

6/12/2019 8:59:15 AM enomai_ There is no difference. 

Will is based off of beliefs/faith. All definitions lead to the same.



6/12/2019 9:01:08 AM doyle_eng 3+1/ 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

Translation: Per 4 Pt Thread: Pt 1: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1138766674595725313 …)

Responsibly accept the fact if you do not cede ‘authority’ you never had — in choosing to use contradiction (via LG) in attempt to nullify it — to those 

who CAN resolve its consequences ... pic.twitter.com/DrvlTHXJf6
6/12/2019 9:05:26 AM enomai_  https://tinyurl.com/y5htmr23  pic.twitter.com/RKquw4xRXS

6/12/2019 9:07:13 AM enomai_ The healing phase.

6/12/2019 9:07:46 AM enomai_  https://tinyurl.com/y5htmr23  pic.twitter.com/V2VwMtZv0x

6/12/2019 9:10:33 AM decodematrix Hello ALICE

6/12/2019 9:17:52 AM higherdensitees You’ve been accepted?

6/12/2019 9:56:22 AM starehope Thanks for the link. Do you know the reason?

6/12/2019 10:20:44 AM linnyt7 No, just what you can make out at the beginning where he talks about it. I thought it was odd he'd take the time to have the water removed. Could be 

as simple as it was left from the last photo op. It didn't appear to be used/opened. I can't make out what's said about it.

6/12/2019 10:24:40 AM starehope Yes, the glasses were already filled. Can't be too careful! Who knows what was in them.

6/12/2019 10:40:26 AM whitson Pike doesn’t say that in Morals and Dogma. In fact he never mention three world wars at all. It’s a hoax. 

https://debunkingdoomsday.quora.com/Debunked-Albert-Pike-predicted-both-world-wars-with-uncanny-accuracy-and-predicted-ww3 …

6/12/2019 11:05:52 AM david00997884 BS

6/12/2019 11:21:58 AM speng_c Have never seen this one.

Sure looks like him-

It’s the ears..

6/12/2019 11:22:05 AM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @mufon @UFOnetwork_ @stantonfriedman 

A Forensic Analysis of Navy Carrier Strike Group Eleven’s Encounter with an Anomalous Aerial Vehicle

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/149M5BTUXbJK6q5fPKfXwmBEux2-T0yV_LlvHA9lz_wo/mobilebasic …

6/12/2019 11:48:04 AM kathleen3693693 Make Kasich do two more repeat performances. Multiples of 3, 6, 9--very powerful and Majestic numbers. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/12/2019 12:25:52 PM kathleen3693693 Uploads needed: PDF archives of George magazine, particularly February 1999. 

Future proves past. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/12/2019 12:47:27 PM prmd21801759 "Toxic work environment"... really??!!! Nah. It's always something else. SAP SPECIAL ACCESS Programs. That's the extraterrestrials, off-planet earth 

programs. Correct? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

6/12/2019 12:50:34 PM rafngeirdal No a missile cannot be mistaken for a helicopter and on that smaller photo I most definitely saw a MISSILE, not a helicopter nor other such flying 

machine.

6/12/2019 1:15:36 PM lori_dee1 14) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @recruitero @heath_jack @UnitedVoteRed @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll 

@love4thegameAK @cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  

 @hawkgirlinmn

6/12/2019 1:20:18 PM hawkgirlinmn GREAT thread Lori!! Thanks for your work.

6/12/2019 1:22:24 PM tenn_rich Q stated flatly, no.

6/12/2019 1:24:05 PM diaptera_80 I thought there was some relation to NATOs and Americans presence in Romania, but perhaps not...

6/12/2019 1:27:14 PM diaptera_80 What was the question?

6/12/2019 1:28:23 PM tenn_rich What he should be saying is...

“God Bless THESE United States Of America”

That’s what used to be said before the great tyrant Lincoln.

6/12/2019 1:43:28 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/7km4EHgkQiw 

a tune that is heavy on the symbols

6/12/2019 1:56:36 PM egelone to have faith on what?

6/12/2019 2:05:04 PM lori_dee1 You are welcome and thank you for the RT!🙏💖🇺🇸

6/12/2019 2:13:07 PM n7guardiananon "Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the oftener and more steadily we reflect on them: the starry heavens 

above and the moral law within me." - Kant

Many different kinds of faith.

6/12/2019 2:45:28 PM playactiongamer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ12 = one of four NSA top secret levels?

6/12/2019 2:47:24 PM playactiongamer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why Q dismissive of AJ? Something about AJ isn't right?

6/12/2019 2:56:59 PM marnisheppeard But you do not get to dictate the faith of others.

6/12/2019 3:14:34 PM kindeandtrue Does the destruction of the park mean Kim is not a proponent of Juche Revolution philosophy?

6/12/2019 3:19:19 PM kindeandtrue Is this also a venue for sacrifices and rituals? pic.twitter.com/qZCoihcUjs

6/12/2019 3:50:25 PM whitson The point is that the statement was made recently, not long ago

6/12/2019 3:51:54 PM whitson We’ll have to disagree here. But as you’re clearly a Christian zealot debate is pointless on this subject

6/12/2019 3:53:34 PM whitson 3) no. 4) what nation? I guess you’re another parochial American who thinks the world revolves around the us.

6/12/2019 3:54:25 PM whitson 👋 pic.twitter.com/Z8lS3Py78j

6/12/2019 4:05:45 PM blsdbe Got Faith, In Plenty. #TrustThePlan #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic

6/12/2019 4:47:35 PM morfin_paulino Sólo quedan 19 caballeros, su tripulación es completamente humanoide, y provienen de éste mismo cuadrante de la galaxia, padeciendo los mismos 

problemas que están viviendo los humanos hoy en día 🌎

6/12/2019 5:18:08 PM lori_dee1 Thank you!!! 🙏💖🇺🇸

6/12/2019 5:26:33 PM sladams3 I looked. No luck.

6/12/2019 6:27:03 PM jswdh1 There's been more than 1 attempt!

6/12/2019 6:56:19 PM aetherwalker1 To be devil's advocate:

You, MAJESTIC, possess the Truth. Truth which you have classified and hidden from everyone including those thirsting for The Truth, The Real.

You KNOW.  You have SEEN. You don't have to 'believe' because you've tested and confirmed info we don't even know.

6/12/2019 7:26:26 PM jswdh1 UGH! @realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@tribunal_watch https://youtu.be/ne9pL3Aid1M 



6/12/2019 7:28:37 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is being saved for last. W 

phenomenon? Army Air Field / MJ12 What if we told you that Roswell resulted in striking a deal that required […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

6/12/2019 8:09:22 PM dls00741 I recall that Israel was one of two countries suspected.... can't recall the other... perhaps Asian....

6/12/2019 8:17:47 PM luvlyn333 🤔

6/12/2019 8:25:52 PM fredparkell Most definitely should be.

6/12/2019 8:44:24 PM eyesnheartopen Nope. Compromised. Tommy Williams. Truth, honour and integrity show.

6/12/2019 8:47:23 PM renee86743676 Locked and Loaded with truth faith and the American way

6/12/2019 8:48:56 PM renee86743676 Blessed are the feet of the Peace makers

6/12/2019 8:51:54 PM trumpmomma I’ve read dozen serious, no joke  attempts.  One was in Scotland last year with the parachuter who came into his airspace.   His young secret service 

died of a ‘stroke’ after POTUS was whisked inside ASAP.  No mention EVER of that parachuter. 😡

6/12/2019 8:52:55 PM whisperz777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

6/12/2019 10:14:25 PM spoiledlamb 💯... actions speak louder than words. Proud of my @POTUS

6/12/2019 10:18:39 PM doyle_media What is relevant when it matters? Experience — especially in doing now what neither 40 nor 152 could do then — so, will 157 do so now?

That choice belongs to you .@realDonaldTrump + .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — remember, .@SandiaWisdom do not have to be here.

Learn in ♾

Respect Fact: ⏳ pic.twitter.com/Kut8sazCPs

6/12/2019 10:58:45 PM arunprakash4 Has anybody seen Trump using a cellphone after he became POTUS? 

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/12/2019 11:43:33 PM thereahempqueen "Shriner believes a “New World Order” is threatening humanity" #QAnon #declass #reptile #maga #SpaceForce #Truth #takealook #moonies 

#UFOキャッチャー #UFO #flagsout 

Link:  https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/06/11/alien-reptile-murder-cult-barbara-rogers-sherry-shriner/?utm_term=.8052e1d96c64 …

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @patton6966

6/13/2019 12:51:47 AM karma4event201 imo CIA is MossadCIA 

Both seem to be working for the same Luciferian Cabal .

#MossadCIA ran #cocaine #weapons in #IranContraMenaAr 

and the #Childtrafficking part was: #FranklinCoverup

#ConspiracyOfSilence

6/13/2019 12:56:50 AM karma4event201 NK was Controlled by CIA Cabal. NK sent assassins with nerve agent ... 

CIA ran NK => 

Did CIA kill a CIA asset ❓

6/13/2019 2:30:52 AM longbowshelly ABSOLUTELY!!!!  Well said.

6/13/2019 2:48:58 AM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/13/2019 2:49:37 AM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Very interesting stuff.

6/13/2019 2:50:59 AM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Read their tweets.  Very interesting stuff.

6/13/2019 3:07:18 AM morety76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress JA is coming Home. #TrustThePlan https://twitter.com/DailyMailUK/status/1139098482151743488 …

6/13/2019 3:19:49 AM selvestekjetil Waterloo sting :) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXWfySG34nc&amp=&feature=youtu.be …

6/13/2019 3:20:52 AM esrevorter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWfK4OrTg4c …

6/13/2019 3:21:54 AM selvestekjetil Act of 1871 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEqlrTeXFBg&amp=&feature=youtu.be …

6/13/2019 5:13:09 AM djlok The Majestic 12. MJ1, MJ2,....MJ12.

6/13/2019 5:17:17 AM abuelo1932  pic.twitter.com/xb7CijzOKa

6/13/2019 5:44:24 AM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/13/2019 5:51:30 AM inkedinkee 😇😇😇

6/13/2019 6:05:10 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you confirm the validity of this document?

6/13/2019 6:41:32 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@realDonaldTrump .@SandiaWisdom —

Per:

( https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1138788269255274496 …)

and

( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1130457061056139264 …) – Pts 1 and 2

at 18.6.19 it’s time for the illusion ( https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1136128509506666496 …) to end, so that ( 

https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1138532633460109313 …) may begin.

Whatever it takes. pic.twitter.com/eqFISO6z8D
6/13/2019 6:44:32 AM truthisyours310 I Seldomly watch TV.

6/13/2019 6:45:54 AM truthisyours310 Is it true that the Patriot Act was written before 911? I read that also.

6/13/2019 7:08:06 AM covertress Become Limitless 

Read all:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

"the brain can be enhanced & expanded through conscious control over your own DNA. Trick is to know the coded sequences to activate in meditation 

in order to expand cognitive ability." - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Never stop learning.
6/13/2019 7:28:31 AM my2sonznme Is 5G bad for our health?

6/13/2019 7:52:41 AM oldsoullegend Faith resides within. God's loyal son.

How does portal cameras work?



6/13/2019 9:09:06 AM phreatomagnetic ours or yours?

6/13/2019 9:37:15 AM starehope Your faith was built on the backs of what or who? A God, a plan, an idea? I am trying to understand.

6/13/2019 9:40:06 AM starehope Please explain 'truth is one'. What one could preceive as truth, another may see an untruth.

6/13/2019 10:33:27 AM molly07751087 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@KekNewsNetwork Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view: - Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell 

(ction Paperclip was the reason). - The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial presence on Ear […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1091886832806170625.html …

6/13/2019 10:51:33 AM catpowernow Maybe a faction in the PRC that was aligned with the globalist cabal?

6/13/2019 10:58:55 AM catpowernow Research Anneke Lucas, The Dutroux Affair and the 9th Circle. All of these involve human sacrifice within the elite.

6/13/2019 11:06:16 AM joeorbit hopefully the captain and top crew of that sub are at gitmo.

6/13/2019 11:06:19 AM kathleen3693693 I looked too. No doubt there's a whole archive of George magazines out there. Hoping that #QAnon or Q or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS or @realDonaldTrump or @TheRealRaNon can upload anonymously to MEGA storage.

6/13/2019 12:01:34 PM feesh73_1118  pic.twitter.com/FGmtPMpb5n

6/13/2019 12:09:45 PM _369311119 Q3333 pic.twitter.com/Z8aul1xlzZ

6/13/2019 4:09:52 PM karma4event201 Thank you, will research your suggestions. I have read about 9th Circle

6/13/2019 6:16:45 PM watchingthewar Yes...but it was never more true!!!!

6/13/2019 6:25:21 PM laurabusse Agree 🙂

6/13/2019 6:41:11 PM cledrordfishing So are you saying the Majestics fooled people into believing something to prop themselves up or am I totally misunderstanding what you said?

6/13/2019 8:17:36 PM goodmedicine4us With DJT's birthday just hours away, are we going to get a MOAB tomorrow?  Been looking forward to a DECLAS or an indictment or two. 

pic.twitter.com/ClPMq8blQN

6/13/2019 8:19:11 PM areckoningday Faith in what/whom, precisely?

6/13/2019 8:22:05 PM goodmedicine4us Even a Q or better yet, a Q+ post. pic.twitter.com/iSJpaBNHFo

6/13/2019 8:22:57 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz!

6/13/2019 8:24:34 PM magaforc Faith is everything.

6/13/2019 8:26:07 PM canadiancovfefe  pic.twitter.com/XLbh7JThKF

6/13/2019 8:32:31 PM liltilgerlil Heard about something similar in the 70’s?

6/13/2019 8:42:53 PM starehope And the week is not over.

6/13/2019 8:53:26 PM turboxyde Let the hammer fall...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn

#DoitQ

6/13/2019 9:48:10 PM freestateojones Brenda Snipes was caught in quite the scandal. pic.twitter.com/p4WlbMRR4W

6/13/2019 9:51:42 PM brad34351293 TY

6/13/2019 10:11:25 PM kasia67281703 Sean Hross on Truth Warrior - Switzerland Land Of The Pharaohs  https://youtu.be/Ae0G_BttJho  via @YouTube

6/13/2019 10:57:27 PM cryptogamer11 Check out @Utsava4

6/13/2019 10:58:40 PM cryptogamer11 Was that real

6/14/2019 1:44:29 AM firstwavr @StormIsUponUs could you please give me your two-cents regarding @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

99% sure this is a misinformation campaign. noticing a lot of new comers fall for the weightless and confusing tweets.

6/14/2019 3:12:30 AM _369311119 #FollowTheYives

#FollowTheYives

#FollowTheYives

6/14/2019 3:25:08 AM heartsscales Blew up Columbia.. symbolic.

6/14/2019 3:51:37 AM martisw1971 6+1+4= 11 =     2

2+0+1+9= 12= 3 

Be aware today and stay alert

@JLS1125 @EyesOnQ @StormIsUponUs @dbongino @IPOT1776 @realDonaldTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy @mitchellvii @SaraCarterDC @55true4u 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorCovfefe @dekdarion @LisaMei62 @C_3C_3 

I’m looking for miracles from God

6/14/2019 4:05:52 AM billybobmcmanus It's interesting but seeing modern factionalism in terms of ancient dualisms etc may lend itself towards thinking too much in terms of trans-historical 

'world conspiracies' or similar. Even if there is a basis for this it's fairly easy to discredit claims based on such thinking

6/14/2019 5:02:05 AM wild8heart Well said my friend. It will be very challenging for people to really contemplate this...

6/14/2019 5:12:00 AM doyle_eng ... response to same — I will walk – as would (only in fact could) they.

I have never been (or gone) “on strike” — I was simply – disrespectfully – not acknowledged .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 

Which inherently precludes one from ‘coming to work’ — esp. when they matter most.

Now.   —40

6/14/2019 5:25:30 AM steel235 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WTPFACTCHECKER 

We declare this piece to be false,misleading,propaganda,misdirect or lies. You have been flagged as a rogue organization within our community, 

willingly delivering news under false pretenses,that we  consider detrimental to humanity.

6/14/2019 5:37:05 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, loaded. His message is 'majestic'. I remember that song when it came out and thought the same back then.

6/14/2019 5:39:34 AM glorydawn3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? What can you tell me about the 5 G?

6/14/2019 5:43:46 AM glorydawn3 @LoveBling6 ? Anything on 5 G? I saw a very troubling video from a guy who is in training to install it. He was troubled about it.

6/14/2019 5:55:37 AM mommahood777 The last 5 times I've come to your acct, my likes have been removed. Their ploys are stupid.

6/14/2019 5:57:42 AM billybobmcmanus Scotland has an interesting connection to freemasonry & hebraicism, as instantiated by Rosslyn for example, but I'm not clear what this has to do with 

Trump versus The Deep State or the possibility that at a higher level this is a controlled dialectic

6/14/2019 6:19:20 AM timedabbler21 Wonder if she oversaw some of this chem trail activity in this top secret program? https://www.airforcetimes.com/news/2019/06/10/two-star-fired-

from-running-top-secret-program-office-under-multiple-ig-investigations/ …

6/14/2019 7:08:02 AM scott_rick  https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/the-hippies-were-right-its-all-about-vibrations-man/ …

6/14/2019 7:15:00 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

the end of a dream 

[A women that is loved by the 1st person is comes out of the door upon the sidewalk, a song on the radio faint but noticeable. The loved woman comes 

out and starts singing the song in perfect and beautiful pitch, long notes and slower tempo.



6/14/2019 7:19:17 AM doyle_media Hi Crew .@SandiaWisdom — Does the timestamp on .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump’s Tweet:

•  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1138788269255274496 …

seem familiar?

It  has just begun

R’qrmnt: Lawful:

Deadline for Actual Hard Comm Init:

June 18th, 2019 AEST

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — ( https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1139523690780123136 …) – D5? – by ½ pic.twitter.com/7SHxQQtOrm
6/14/2019 7:19:19 AM enomai_ Night time, string lights on the street, a lot of people behind chilling, walking, doing things. The strip of grass inbetween the building and sidewalk was 

green but sometype of shine, as if magical dust. The song, iirc, "I didnt know it feels so good. To be with you in a.....

6/14/2019 7:22:44 AM enomai_ In a dream world" the loved woman ends the singing and walked behind the 1st pov. Then, a small group starts singing as well like a cascade, faint. 

Then, another woman/neighbor walked out with a child

6/14/2019 7:24:15 AM enomai_ The child was curious and mildly confused of the singing around, and the mother starts singing the song, and the child was like you know this song, 

they walked away as well singing. Just a very vivid dream. Thought id share it.

6/14/2019 7:39:54 AM billybobmcmanus Alt-history is fascinating but highly politicised. This appears to be Israelism, the Brits as the lost tribes. Its got long roots appearing for instance during 

the Protectorate, the hey day of empire, & latterly with Christian Zionism. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Israelism …

6/14/2019 8:11:50 AM billybobmcmanus I'm not sure I was gainsaying your opinion just contextualising it. The Ophites were also a gnostic creed weren't they, one associated with the sacred 

feminine as is cabalah/kabbalah? Could you clarify your understanding of the opposition

6/14/2019 8:16:49 AM melanieanders7 I have Faith and hold fast to it. I know things will come to pass that will ring Truths bell through our mass consciousness and awaken many. And 

hopefully loosen the veil we’re all under.

6/14/2019 9:02:59 AM billybobmcmanus Im interested in the history of gnosticism/dualism & its niceties but I think by focusing on the transhistorical conspiracy idea we may be losing focus on 

the way in which elites can control us by positioning us within such narratives. Isnt this just a choice between gnosticisms?

6/14/2019 9:03:26 AM billybobmcmanus I'll have a look when I can but it's a long long video

6/14/2019 10:01:08 AM glorydawn3 I know right? What is this 6 G the president speaks of?

6/14/2019 10:01:59 AM billybobmcmanus I don't doubt that. I think focusing on ancient gnostic ideas about the clash of good & evil may be to lose focus on what is happening between Trump & 

(non-trumpian)  deep state even if there may be connections. We are being flooded with too much info

6/14/2019 10:29:06 AM covertress Scalar waves?

6/14/2019 10:45:11 AM karma4event201 Matches: #MKUltra = #SatanicRitualAbuse = #Satanist #LtCol #MichaelAquino #PresidioDaycareRapes

#ConspiracyOfSilence

#FranklinCoverUp

#Canadagov #Genocide

#ForensicEvidence substantiates #CrownofEngland

#Vatican are Responsible for Deaths 50,000+ childre

 http://itccs.org/mass-graves-of-children-in-canada-documented-evidence/ …

6/14/2019 11:12:59 AM mommahood777 aaand again

6/14/2019 12:21:13 PM rogowskibubba Clingendael, tijdens WWII zat Seyss-Inquart daar in de bunker.

Moet toch bijzonder zijn om in Clingendael te werken wetende dat daar misdaden tegen de mensheid zijn gepland 🤔 

https://youtu.be/CN2Pi1BABUM 

6/14/2019 12:23:56 PM educateyurself Ik zou me er uitstekend thuis voelen... Is er sinds '45 zwaar op achteruit gegaan... They Tried, Sentenced and Hanged the wrong ones... 

pic.twitter.com/b45Do9FAom

6/14/2019 12:25:10 PM youstinksoap I'm wondering if it's these kind of waves... pic.twitter.com/tuw9bHrQhQ

6/14/2019 12:31:25 PM enlightenedin1 Succinctly put!

6/14/2019 1:17:34 PM jayrambin waning

6/14/2019 1:35:56 PM restart_qpersia  https://twitter.com/Arman1991tah/status/1139631504483639298 …

6/14/2019 2:10:19 PM billybobmcmanus but trump - & his relationship to the deep state etc - was what we were talking about originally

6/14/2019 2:30:59 PM billybobmcmanus I get the origins in ancient gnosticism / neo-platonism etc of these terms but none of the modern movements seem to use these 'team' names to 

identify with. I don't really see their utility. I think it confuses things to be honest

6/14/2019 5:33:43 PM kevin72032387 His uncle probably raped and groomed him as a child. The execution payback?

6/14/2019 7:24:34 PM raymond10449530 I listen to AJ. He has far more credibility than "midterms are safe!" Q. 

Jones has battled deep State for over 20 years.  Fuck "trust Sessions!" Q. It's CIA most likely.  Got followers accepting, rationalizing, excusing & 

defending zero action against DS traitors.

6/14/2019 7:25:17 PM raymond10449530 Hey he funds himself.  Just like Trump did during the campaign.

6/14/2019 8:31:32 PM aprilbrown99 Here you go. 😁 pic.twitter.com/aLbIzdn3Xp

6/14/2019 9:06:58 PM doc1415 Mind finding anymore sources with documentation? Considering the little video depicted him being a free mason. Not all masons were bad just saying. 

And I dont believe I seen his actual face in the video. No concrete proof. Not to mention the tablets were tranlated by Dorreal.

6/14/2019 11:34:48 PM brown_eyedladyj He is a true Sociopath. He does not care who he hurts or who dies.

6/14/2019 11:39:15 PM brown_eyedladyj Without a doubt.

6/14/2019 11:55:18 PM brown_eyedladyj Was Tory Smith murdered for exposing Mike Pence in child trafficking?

6/15/2019 12:46:10 AM doyleglobal .@realDonaldTrump .@ActingSecDef .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

½–price Tuesday = < https://youtu.be/z-pEoFjk3TE > (1:41:24—1:43:24)^^^ = June 18th, 2019 AEST** — This literal date is now understood as Actual – 

and Non-Optional^^^

• Action Req’d Now^^: < https://youtu.be/WrvAKv6u-i0 >

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom pic.twitter.com/TiLcbCfH7U
6/15/2019 1:40:18 AM _queenalex__ Aren't your posts outside comms?

6/15/2019 3:36:21 AM covertress Is this unspoken language of creation Akkadian? pic.twitter.com/oi2iTOQeI6

6/15/2019 5:01:03 AM covertress When you say Antartica, you're not referring to a southern continent on Earth, are you?

6/15/2019 5:34:03 AM covertress Yes

6/15/2019 5:43:03 AM covertress 💡💥 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062443360160497664?s=19 …

6/15/2019 6:00:20 AM covertress Can this type of BE, with two IS, communicate with both IS?

6/15/2019 6:05:16 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.inverse.com/article/51695-antartica-and-mars-psychological-effects-of-isolation …



6/15/2019 6:08:41 AM n7guardiananon  http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20120807-the-loneliest-job-in-the-world …

It's been said nazi doctors did horrific experiments involving ice and sub zero temps.  For helping their pilots survive frozen waters.  My thinking has 

lead me to believe that may be true but that research also benefits other areas...

6/15/2019 6:09:05 AM covertress Interesting usage of both "Antartica" and "Antarctica" in that article. Telling.

6/15/2019 6:09:22 AM n7guardiananon Like Antarctica, space, and polar regions of other planets.

6/15/2019 7:00:11 AM worldtruthtv sh*t about to get real

6/15/2019 7:17:50 AM abbeyblackswan1 oh dear I got all excited and then found it's a Military faux-globe pushing pdf! sigh pic.twitter.com/g3okKL2OI6

6/15/2019 7:28:53 AM norwegianon Oh no, they've gotten to you. This is MKUltra at it's finest (worst).

There's no cure!

Neurotoxic Stuff.

I've wasted so many hours trying to find a way to reach the minds of them FlatTards™..

Incorrigible. 

It went so far, I began supporting the depopulation agenda... pic.twitter.com/wY5hvFAuXg

6/15/2019 7:55:33 AM sano_faith We all have the potential to be Majestic as We are. pic.twitter.com/4YK7RVApGR

6/15/2019 7:57:40 AM smmillican1  pic.twitter.com/nzeZL6QUsP

6/15/2019 8:08:21 AM abbeyblackswan1 u know nothing jon snow. They're agenda, is to have. you fight me. to push their agenda, just like in every 1 of their wars, it's the little folks fighting & 

dieing! I don't beleive you! Plus the depopulation agenda is their ultimate agenda ergo so are you really on their side? pic.twitter.com/Dp8H83EHmF

6/15/2019 8:08:27 AM karategpa Russian fatality reports from that time, in that area could reflect the use of something... large.  I came across this info by listening to an interview with 

Dr Joseph P Farrell.  Highly recommended.

6/15/2019 8:18:04 AM abbeyblackswan1 Pew Pew Pew! pic.twitter.com/zLGmTPZPju

6/15/2019 8:21:32 AM nocommunistusa Why would a pedo expose other pedos? Wouldn’t he shut his mouth? He seemed bothered by what he witnessed. Just an observation.

6/15/2019 9:07:09 AM nocommunistusa Sweden is the first that needs help, they have damaged it so badly that I can no longer read about what happens there on a daily basis. People are 

being brutalized.

6/15/2019 9:07:30 AM clarkd958 Has anyone else noticed that there are no chem trails behind the planes and the sky is so clear? Thank you @mike_pence @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/15/2019 9:35:36 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Was/is JFK Sr. Majestic?

6/15/2019 9:38:54 AM smmillican1  pic.twitter.com/AGPkFBZIsb

6/15/2019 9:54:14 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889848736943403008 …

6/15/2019 10:01:08 AM aprilbrown99 I think that we will find that disinformation really is necessary until a time that truth can shine its LIGHT. Thanks Brian. 🤗👍

6/15/2019 10:04:13 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/qLM0XUEOwy

6/15/2019 10:04:45 AM jimhayzlett They ‘had to stop him’ by murder... how is this ok?  MJ’s nefarious ways to divide n conquer must end... We Are All Majestic.  ✨😇👼✨

6/15/2019 10:05:21 AM aprilbrown99 I dont believe he was murdered.

6/15/2019 10:06:57 AM jimhayzlett What is your belief?

6/15/2019 10:08:33 AM aprilbrown99 In fact, I don’t believe that many of the people we thought were dead, actually are. I think we will find out in sll due course. This is my opinion...and I 

am not alone in this belief. Time will tell all tales as the illusion will soon reveal.

6/15/2019 10:09:36 AM aprilbrown99 I posted a couple of pics. Did you see them? Who are they? 😁

6/15/2019 10:11:13 AM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/n2LZBil2OIk 

6/15/2019 10:11:26 AM jimhayzlett Sorry, I missed those...

6/15/2019 10:37:21 AM abbeyblackswan1 and all coz her daddy didn't wear a rubber! pic.twitter.com/mOFI6tuSoh

6/15/2019 10:41:32 AM smmillican1  pic.twitter.com/4FMqkSpGJc

6/15/2019 10:59:34 AM v_rags 🙏🙏🙏

6/15/2019 11:03:43 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/xLslfkGBfu

6/15/2019 11:41:11 AM jollyrob2 The Anunnaki, just 10000 Years? 

Or other being/entity’s?

6/15/2019 12:00:30 PM renee86743676 Yippee Kyo Kyaa

6/15/2019 12:03:06 PM 3manxkats Love our Governor, God bless Texas!

6/15/2019 12:03:11 PM nmchristoban Meanwhile, this weekend, dozens of Texans received felonies for just having marijuana in their cars.

6/15/2019 12:06:49 PM honestvoice26 These antiQ sources are silly.

We who have been here from the start know better.

People lack patience and a broad understanding.

6/15/2019 12:08:38 PM cledrordfishing Are Majestics Mason's?

6/15/2019 12:32:24 PM starehope Not sure, since I am not one and do not understand the way they think. Maybe because it was a torture chamb€r, it disturbed him. I can't  even begin 

to understand any of it.

6/15/2019 12:42:10 PM the_loveoflight Will Euclid's books give us any clues?

6/15/2019 12:45:13 PM olimyracle You'd easier ask what is NOT Majestic...

6/15/2019 1:24:01 PM zack_stone Look at this picture upside down.

6/15/2019 1:27:25 PM father_mayhem Yeah, woah. pic.twitter.com/crbZINIOhY

6/15/2019 1:27:37 PM mongrelglory In Donbass the rumour was that they dropped micro-nukes on the area.  My friend's sister lives in a city nearby (they could hear the bombing from 

where she lived).  She was pregnant at the time.  Her daughter was born 5 months later with severe congenital malformations. 🙁

6/15/2019 1:37:38 PM lmjonzey Like that connection. 1 degree of separation that makes sense.

6/15/2019 1:39:30 PM n7guardiananon For that reason and many others war truly is hell. From the brutal raping and killing to the firebombing of civilian cities.  The bombing of railroads 

knowing it is used to supply CC camps with needed food and supplies but done anyway to cripple the transit of supplies to troops.

6/15/2019 1:46:03 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/AqcKKjTzn6M 

6/15/2019 1:49:23 PM karategpa That sucks

6/15/2019 1:49:43 PM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/So_mote_it_be …

6/15/2019 2:01:22 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.masonicrestorationfoundation.org/documents/OtCMusicPacket.pdf …

6/15/2019 2:04:06 PM the_loveoflight Ever read the forum "Window of Opportunity"

6/15/2019 2:05:15 PM aprilbrown99 So the frequency and tone is like a summoning?

6/15/2019 2:44:12 PM highhopesusa He’s a pro-Texas governor.

6/15/2019 2:49:36 PM darleend  http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2539.htm 

6/15/2019 2:55:14 PM goodtimes125 Sitchin purposely negated information from his translations. It's called soft disclosure and a lot of DS players do it.  Mostly misinformation. The best lies 

are 90% truth.

6/15/2019 3:07:36 PM lp083061 Interesting the Democrats would pick Philly as the first debate

6/15/2019 3:08:03 PM zack_stone 4 green owls

6/15/2019 3:11:20 PM libertyspring99 I disagree. You need personal discernment of all accounts on Twitter. @kabamur_taygeta message is one of oneness, love and light. Message over 

messenger. Feel what resonates with you and trust it.

6/15/2019 4:12:03 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/QAnon55/status/1140027521221591040?s=19 …

6/15/2019 4:15:03 PM natureinspace Little demons pic.twitter.com/mXsXUSrsT0



6/15/2019 4:35:03 PM starehope Thank you for that article. 👍

6/15/2019 4:39:37 PM djlok Very interesting document!!!

6/15/2019 4:40:23 PM djlok Pyramids....among other things!

6/15/2019 5:02:18 PM marnisheppeard The braided magic star. The lattice roots in the plane lifted to the three dimensions of the local world by Hopf algebra deformations for the cosmic 

Galois group. Easy.

6/15/2019 5:14:16 PM marnisheppeard Isis?

6/15/2019 5:52:43 PM just_truth_now Do you really have to open an account to read it? Maybe it's me and I am not savvy enough to read this!

6/15/2019 7:14:01 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA Can we still Trust Wray?

6/15/2019 7:27:26 PM pennymulligan1 No

6/15/2019 7:30:14 PM blsdbe At 7:29-#DarkToLight

6/15/2019 8:11:06 PM nocommunistusa Very interesting thanks

6/15/2019 9:01:48 PM girlawakeinca No coincidences 👊

6/15/2019 9:08:20 PM mongrelglory Ack!  I can't watch that video in Canada.  What is significant at 7:29 Christine?

6/15/2019 9:12:05 PM charmanda9 😂🤣😂 I love this tweet 💖💖💖

6/15/2019 9:40:20 PM laurabusse Just a Freemason saying that in the initiation the initiate is blindfolded at the beginning, so it's like going from dark to light...

6/15/2019 9:57:23 PM oo1o110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=135&v=KyBPVEAf6No …

6/15/2019 10:31:32 PM sexylarrytate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You use concepts mentioned by DR. Joseph Farrell,

6/15/2019 10:36:10 PM prmd21801759 Is this "self-preservation" concept considered good or evil? Should not be followed?

6/15/2019 10:48:47 PM realeyethespy Explain pic.twitter.com/lEL65GuWTo

6/15/2019 10:54:45 PM realeyethespy Though I walk through the 3 worlds in flames my pure land is never touched.

VITRIOL

6/15/2019 11:47:48 PM mongrelglory It frustrates me that the real civilian tragedies aren't reported accurately on the mainstream news. 😔  I'm so sick of all this propaganda coming from 

all directions.

6/16/2019 2:52:02 AM nl142za  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-U2Tnsg-w-4 …

6/16/2019 3:36:39 AM jollyrob2 Can you name some of those other plants?

6/16/2019 4:08:59 AM andrew13892378 Data from Crop Circles States he has already been reborn. We can guess this may mean descending to our realm as MJ implies. I am a non biased 

hobby data analyst/decoder. This is not an MJ endorsement and I am not affiliated presently. But have shone a light to my data for MJ.

6/16/2019 4:22:21 AM andrew13892378 The market needs to also maintain a public perception, Or the current world economic situation will collapse overnight. Placing money in the share 

market in well diversified balanced funds using good advice will still be better than most other options currently available. IMHEO

6/16/2019 7:02:41 AM cosmic_engineer Owl = Cabal

6/16/2019 7:40:20 AM ps3shiloh #MAGA #QAnon2019 #KAG 

"If THEY = @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Don't Speak According To The Law, Nor To The Testimony, There Is NO LIGHT IN THEM" = @kabamur_taygeta = 

PRETENDERS/LARP/DECEPTION. 

"I AM THE Way, The Truth & The Life" =YHWH ELOHIM MALKI TZEDEK YAHUSHA =  http://nephos.com/Yeshiva%20101.htm … 

pic.twitter.com/YB6tZgvKmr

6/16/2019 8:37:49 AM covertress Can you please be more specific regarding "the musical notes of common prayer terms"?

Do you mean terms such as "So mote it be"? If so, how does that equate to musical notes?

Can you provide an example?

6/16/2019 10:45:03 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wishing a happy fathers day to the Majestic 12 and the typists. I hope your day is filled with all the love that your ISBEs can hold. 

💗💗💗🦋🦋🦋🌸🌸🌸  pic.twitter.com/eSj5dU4q5T

6/16/2019 11:46:19 AM jollyrob2 This thread/message (does resonate with me) brings so much joy!

And bringing hope back to the whole #TheGreatAwakening

6/16/2019 12:09:25 PM laurabusse Yes 😊

6/16/2019 12:17:49 PM adsvel Lately I see shortcut previsions, that is coming into my linear reality. Amazing feeling, observing and guessing with my mind does it will happen or not, 

and how it will happen, how it will settle down creating certain Event of my reality. Amazing and interesting observation.😊

6/16/2019 1:58:47 PM texas_girl_13_ We love our Gov!! Don’t you dare mess with Texas!!

6/16/2019 2:14:16 PM kathleen3693693 Stop with all the weather weaponization already. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/P73UUpjEog

6/16/2019 3:28:05 PM 78503002 I would have to guess that the Mason's would be like the Catholic church? In that most followers have no clue? I have family members both past and 

present that are or were Masons.There was never any talk of bad stuff.

6/16/2019 5:03:15 PM tomgard01347089 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 there was a tv show called American Odyssey about a military unit taken out by order of shadow government in order to keep the 

truth from coming out about government involvement with terrorism. Was this show cancelled because it too closely reflected real events?

6/16/2019 7:54:02 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Elton Jon Illuminati?

6/16/2019 8:35:46 PM laughingwolf11 So what?  Eeeewwh. They’re using math! Shocker! Get a life.

6/16/2019 8:42:29 PM jswdh1 @StormIsUponUs

@tribunal_watch

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@Michaelcraddo16

@KAT40811334

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/VvB-9_zxEBA 

6/16/2019 9:04:08 PM n7guardiananon 9 3 6

6/16/2019 9:52:37 PM ladydyxea54 That is so cool. <3

6/16/2019 10:55:55 PM disfellocated On father’s day, I fixed a lawnmower. I made hotdogs. I smoked a pipe. I made a cat-cut tarp and played with my beautiful kids. And then I watched 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12-suggested SG-1. God help me, I’m such a dad.  pic.twitter.com/636DhryrEz

6/16/2019 11:36:28 PM disfellocated The DeLuises were read in. Prove me wrong, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

CC: @covertress pic.twitter.com/HpmzZ7WXUj

6/17/2019 4:51:55 AM juliecmg Ohhh

6/17/2019 6:15:40 AM zagnett  https://www.biospace.com/article/white-house-issues-executive-order-to-streamline-regulatory-review-process-for-genetically-modified-farm-

products …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what are your thoughts on this?

6/17/2019 6:18:12 AM jkmaalouf Thieves!!!!

6/17/2019 6:19:33 AM kindeandtrue It makes me sick. That and Trump's advocacy of 5G and 6G and the significant increase in chemtrails during his presidency are all issues that trouble me 

greatly. Not 100% sure Trump is our friend.

6/17/2019 6:28:41 AM zagnett We must ALWAYS keep a keen 👁 on people that can have such a big impact on Our lives, regardless of who is President. There are a lot of things 

going on in government. Some would say too many things.



6/17/2019 6:32:40 AM ianbrendonmason 5G = 5th generation, that’s it. How it’s implemented is completely optional, it’s all to do with frequency. 5G can be safe if it’s vibrating at the frequency 

of life

6/17/2019 6:34:20 AM zagnett With all due respect, this is not about Trump per se.

This is about the Office of the President.

Transparency is/should be a requirement for this Office, as much as reasonably possible, as well as a reliable mechanism for open & honest public 

feedback.

6/17/2019 6:35:09 AM ianbrendonmason Also, he’s got another term, after this one has finished, he will have more flexibility...so he probs doing certain things that may seem bad now, in order 

to gain the votes he needs in 2020.

6/17/2019 6:38:54 AM zagnett Will continue to 🙏 that this is so. 👆🤞

6/17/2019 7:43:25 AM kindeandtrue 100% agreed. Only person I can think of who would be a transparent, honest, scrupulous President would be Ron Paul.

6/17/2019 7:44:56 AM _17patriot_ Its benny with the G force

6/17/2019 7:46:04 AM kindeandtrue We've got no choice but to pray this is so and hope for better things ahead. We can only see through a glass darkly now. So much fog and confusion.

6/17/2019 7:54:49 AM richardhiatt16 🙄 Something is fishy ....

6/17/2019 8:40:46 AM doyle_eng 34.

... an opportunity to reciprocate gentlemen ~ I humbly suggest you take it.

In [?] do you Trust? Belief in salvation through technology is known as Transhumanism, or simply, Eugenics.

PTO

.@ActingSecDef .@realDonaldTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Cc: CDR Tlkm, via .@SandiaWisdom
6/17/2019 8:41:53 AM doyle_eng 8. ... already been completed;

Or, you can defer to the (so-called) “Georgia Guidestones” and in so doing become the enemy of Peace you are endeavouring to responsibly eliminate.

———

To achieve this will require new science – applied – known neither to .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 nor ...

6/17/2019 8:41:54 AM doyle_eng 11.

... through CDR Tlkm himself – to be in complete agreement with these facts and their axiomatic evaluation.

Sec. .@ActingSecDef Shanahan, President .@realDonaldTrump, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — if you fail now, they will walk:

...

6/17/2019 8:53:29 AM analyst2501 This gets me thinking about the Space Corps. Maybe POTUS is gearing us up to get offworld so that we'll be safe from the next cataclysm, then we can 

come back when it's over and repair the damage.

6/17/2019 9:12:44 AM norwegianon You shouldn't be required to make an account.. but anyway, try this link:  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TeiR4QacAdpFJ4Vei19q2XpTAmqV-

6_u/view?usp=drivesdk …

6/17/2019 9:21:12 AM roaminnoodle #NXIVM Attorney Rosales: Did Raniere Believe He Had Magical Powers?

Mentions:

>Raneire wanted followers to eat his semen to download his energy and aura

>Cannibalism

>Crowley and 'Magick' (with a 'k' @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 eh???)

>Satanic rituals

#UnsealEpstein https://frankreport.com/2019/06/17/rosales-did-raniere-believe-he-had-magical-powers/ …
6/17/2019 10:28:08 AM analyst2501 That's close to the plot of Children of Men. Creepy!

6/17/2019 10:31:35 AM kathleen3693693 ThankQ for the BrassBalls link. An extremely informative blog for #Patriots and #MAGA folks. 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #WhiteRabbit #FollowTheMoney @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TheRealRaNon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://brassballs.blog/home/cia-and-fbi-and-hillary-clinton-use-crowdstrike-software-to-tap-and-collect-and-sell-surveillance-information … …

6/17/2019 11:13:10 AM kathleen3693693 ...and will have a very hard time NOT winning re-election by a landslide...

That, dear Johnnie, is the truth. The American citizens no longer believe any claptrap from any #Mockingbird "reporter." 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

6/17/2019 11:24:13 AM liberatedcit YW I did a post about it on Disqus it has some other infuriating info in my 

comment.

 https://disqus.com/home/channel/presidenttrumpchannel/discussion/channel-

presidenttrumpchannel/us_govts_entire_russia_dnc_hacking_narrative_based_on_redacted_draft_of_crowdstrike_report/best/ …

6/17/2019 1:12:21 PM kathleen3693693 Stop using weaponized weather against we the people. Enough already!

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #FollowTheMoney @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump 

pic.twitter.com/6I2d7HjULX

6/17/2019 1:49:50 PM egelone thank you so much for your help. How can one achieve ascension? Thanks

6/17/2019 3:17:24 PM doc1415 Considering I do my own research I'll tell you to sit and spin on that comment. And maybe you can engage in conversation without being a complete 

douche bag. Apparently you need to research on how to #nottobeadouche.

6/17/2019 3:25:50 PM knightofmaltaus Begins as a Mason. 33rd Degree yields to a higher level. Scottish Rite then Templar to a Knight Templar to a Knight of Malta with Honors such as Special 

Envoy and then Ambassador. Main charge: Protect The Arc of Covenant. Oath Keeping and Preserving freedoms for mankind. 

pic.twitter.com/qDlusNq6XD

6/17/2019 3:27:13 PM knightofmaltaus Nothing to do with Vatican which is a Order of Malta and means nothing. Knights of Malta are Sovereign State and centuries old who fought for 

religious freedoms from oppressive Muslims and other tyrannical types.

6/17/2019 3:28:21 PM knightofmaltaus If you look inside the “star” it is a pentagram. Same exact construction design of “The Pentagon Building” in DC which was laid out by Masons and 

Templars.



6/17/2019 3:29:08 PM knightofmaltaus Here is the 900 year old, real HQ for Knights of Malta US. pic.twitter.com/eJ4z1WR5ia

6/17/2019 3:30:43 PM knightofmaltaus Pentagons... pic.twitter.com/qb10k6n9rN

6/17/2019 3:38:31 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🤓❤️🇺🇸

6/17/2019 7:14:24 PM huffdaddy13 My back pain!

6/17/2019 7:38:44 PM shirley09814518 No.

6/17/2019 7:44:14 PM roublisa Awe thank you ☺😘

6/17/2019 7:45:55 PM roublisa just keepin it real love 😘

6/17/2019 7:49:12 PM aprilbrown99 Who are you tweeting with above?  I cant see their tweets. pic.twitter.com/GxxHTF6IdG

6/17/2019 9:14:28 PM goodmedicine4us Trump says Majestic at 1:28 and 2:33. https://youtu.be/aoYXihwcp8c 

6/17/2019 9:32:11 PM bateman66mrs Who is this

6/17/2019 9:34:02 PM princesspatrio1 What in the world?

6/17/2019 9:35:00 PM jennife31060429 Wish i had all that super sleuth computer stuff to find out!! 

Possibly???👇👇😊 pic.twitter.com/1tqeNCHsxh

6/17/2019 9:35:54 PM jennife31060429 Sorry know it isnt a game but i couldn't help.myself..it's late..punchy is settlin in🤓

6/17/2019 9:40:06 PM theaagabriel Now look at yours.....Skin cap prosthesis, Mission Impossible type.

Or, I have no idea what. pic.twitter.com/vbpMUaRz47

6/17/2019 9:41:36 PM princesspatrio1 But why? Are SS agents Mission Impossible type agents?

6/17/2019 9:42:17 PM theaagabriel No idea, disguise?

6/17/2019 9:43:57 PM jennife31060429 I have to not comment anymore here..I am crying😂😂😂 will look all fresh in morning with less humor.❤️

6/17/2019 9:44:03 PM j_lifeexplorer Normally, yes!

6/17/2019 9:44:11 PM princesspatrio1 Yes, but why? Unless they don't want anyone knowing who he really is.

6/17/2019 9:44:37 PM theaagabriel  pic.twitter.com/tBdEvWOAjJ

6/17/2019 9:44:49 PM princesspatrio1 😂😂😂

6/17/2019 9:46:20 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/fi4mDq328i

6/17/2019 9:47:15 PM theaagabriel  pic.twitter.com/PZoQnPNuC2

6/17/2019 9:47:36 PM j_lifeexplorer But Trump also had his own 'choice' initially, so several were from his own 'crew' - for safety!

6/17/2019 9:47:50 PM jennife31060429 😂😂💜

6/17/2019 9:48:00 PM jennife31060429 ☺🔥

6/17/2019 9:51:29 PM qdoll3 Same 🤣🇺🇸❤️

6/17/2019 9:52:47 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/oFVlf2b7H7

6/17/2019 9:55:05 PM jennife31060429 😂👍🇺🇲

6/17/2019 9:57:10 PM princesspatrio1  pic.twitter.com/YR0TpQvAd1

6/17/2019 9:57:21 PM qdoll3 🤣

6/17/2019 10:01:47 PM jennife31060429 Hahahahaha😂😂👍 it may be eye!!!

6/17/2019 10:06:22 PM jennife31060429 Whomever it is..i hope he is safe. Hope eye is safe and thankful they have kept POTUS and FLOTUS safe too!!

Night all

6/17/2019 10:10:04 PM scommandante Hand veins are a proven forensic identifier.

6/17/2019 10:15:57 PM princesspatrio1 Goodnight Jennifer! Sleep well. Dream of beauty and love! pic.twitter.com/mte0d15DpS

6/17/2019 10:43:59 PM moonbaby04371 It's allllll Egyptian!! Holy hell! There was a reason that I wanted to be an archeologist. I wanted to get to the bottom of things....dig and find the truth. I 

wish I would've went thru with my schooling. Regardless, I still study it.😏

6/17/2019 10:50:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/jeffrey-epsteins-scandal-of-secrecy-points-to-a-creeping-rot-in-the-american-justice-

system/2019/06/14/3f100a44-8ecf-11e9-adf3-f70f78c156e8_story.html#click= https://t.co/jVJfVrDyjF …

6/17/2019 10:52:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. 

Many things will go down this week.

See something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

6/17/2019 10:52:22 PM k3yle #boom

6/17/2019 10:54:57 PM maryheil5 Since when can we trust the FBI?

6/17/2019 10:55:49 PM 313looper Is It TheWeek?

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein💥💥💥💥💥

6/17/2019 10:57:15 PM pegger420  pic.twitter.com/2f2HFkyrZ3

6/17/2019 11:01:01 PM undlarakhar Ive tried to contactyou since i was 2. None of your representitives will speak to me properly. Maybe you should watch my intro video. Senator robert 

byrd raped ,e when i was 2 in a hospital with military oficers lining the walls with full fatigues and long rifles. The injustice..

6/17/2019 11:02:16 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/6qwB45pdNv

6/17/2019 11:03:42 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/byQr7oHADI

6/17/2019 11:06:55 PM capitalkid Hi @FBI, I have a tip, it appears your agents have been shitposting on 8chan and then playing dumb for the courts.  Might want to sort that one out.

6/17/2019 11:12:32 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/jVKQn4mTkf

6/17/2019 11:36:23 PM jameske71286743 Of course they will. A lot happens in the world every week. Got a lock on anything specific? 

Or just the usual vague references to any 'event' that sucks the gullible into making silly links that don't exist outside of there own head?

6/17/2019 11:36:24 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping to see some big time justice being served on the higher echelons of power!  Time to go after the big fish! 🦈

6/17/2019 11:44:16 PM danaelizabeth69 I lost my job in healthcare customer service for giving clients Diagnosis and procedures codes and For telling clients truth

6/18/2019 12:02:12 AM mongrelglory This is a great interview that gives me hope that these people will be held accountable: https://youtu.be/i7YLcpmQ8wA 

6/18/2019 12:05:28 AM cchef1980 Most, myself included, are here to push and support the light. We understand that bad actors listen in too. When we read Shit is about to hit the fan, 

and all we hear is crickets, it is akin to Peter and the Wolf... Either don’t promise things, be realistic or deliver on the hype

6/18/2019 12:08:57 AM cchef1980 You don’t have to promise a massive Thor hammer is about to squish the living shit out of bad actors if it ain’t going to become public. You can say: 

good and important (but non public) things are about to happen. At least we know what to expect.

6/18/2019 12:09:29 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/Ig7nZys7q1

6/18/2019 12:10:01 AM mongrelglory I think it's part of the psyops on the Deep State.  It gets them panicking and then they start ratting each other out.

6/18/2019 12:10:42 AM robinabank4 Can't believe they'd fire u over that.  The Dx/procedure code should belong to the patient. That's a part of their MR/CHART.  They hiding med billing 

procedures, possibly overcharging for lesser procedures? Might wanna turn that in...

6/18/2019 12:12:41 AM cchef1980 If the DS is 1/100 as competent as they should be to be criminal masterminds they will already know that this is nothing but a psyop. The Peter & Wolf 

principle works both ways. We get disappointed, they stop believing it. No one wins. Or maybe they aren’t that smart. Who knows

6/18/2019 12:17:48 AM mbees39 i see this people , yea i said it. pic.twitter.com/vr69qwL5HD



6/18/2019 12:21:29 AM doyle_eng For: .@ActingSecDef Shanahan,

.@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump and:

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

Cc: CDR Tlkm, .@SandiaWisdom

Per: 36 Pt Thread: Pt 1: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1140645704349581312 …):

In: Pts 18–25: From: Pt 18: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1140645794766184459 …)

and:

In: Pts 8–17: From: Pt 8: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1140645749446725634 …): pic.twitter.com/JARysOB7KY
6/18/2019 12:21:50 AM danaelizabeth69 Every Phone call was a Nancy Drew mystery on Insurance Claims. I see how they work those codes !

6/18/2019 12:56:59 AM brad34351293 AMEN, as a FL resident. 

The meme just needs a [DS] stamp on it too!

6/18/2019 1:04:00 AM brad34351293 Chill, brother.  

There is no need to put yourself in that kind of situation & get killed. It would do nothing but further the MSM/D's narrative to take away American's 

guns & that #POTUS45 supporter R unhinged.

Wooo Saaa, Wooo Saaa 👍

6/18/2019 1:20:58 AM iiinsanitea_ The same FBI recently caught shitposting on 8chan and to this day still hasn't arrested one significant high-level criminal?

Put up or shut up.

6/18/2019 1:26:02 AM brad34351293 I can believe it! 

I had a blood clot, that was diagnosed before I went to the Emergency Room. I waited(with my father who was a 20+year experienced Emergency 

room nurse, many of those as Charge nurse) & 4 min of Doc time=ed $1,350.00 for 1 pill and a script that was not..

6/18/2019 1:31:17 AM mongrelglory I don't think they're all that smart.  John McCain is one example I would give.

6/18/2019 1:32:18 AM brad34351293 legible by the pharmacist. 

I couldn't understand the former C American Doc. & I had to wait, with a very patient Walgreens pharmacist for 20+ min to correct the BS script. He 

had written another single pill instead of the month long script that was intended.

Ginger tea FM now

6/18/2019 1:39:26 AM brad34351293 Especially since Hoover established it, & held on to power through sexual extortion/& other misdeeds of Politicians for nearly 4 decades.

Enough said!

6/18/2019 1:42:47 AM brad34351293 Awww, she probably enjoyed giving him a 'Massage' & probably blew him for a finish!

6/18/2019 1:44:09 AM robinabank4 Its unfortunate. You have rights2 get these codes & look them up 4yourselves too. 

Many med facilities know that patients do not review " ITEMIZED BILLS" therefore BIG $$ ! Its about time spent with practician, supplies used & codes. 

REVIEW & FIGHT BACK! Video if needed

6/18/2019 1:47:13 AM robinabank4 Yes and need to fight back. Itemized  Bills to verify their claims.  H8 2c ppl getn ripped off. Especially Vets, Elders.   DISGUSTING

6/18/2019 1:49:12 AM jcmyhp Love SGTREPORT!!

6/18/2019 1:56:53 AM brad34351293 I didn't/refused to pay, & emailed superiors about BS attempt to act like he 'treated' me. My Credit is still good, & I will never pay!

6/18/2019 2:02:28 AM brad34351293 That was strictly the Doc/Physicians bill!

I paid the others. Out of Pocket, because I refused to sign up to BO's crap. Fuck that $337 per min crap. Everything was done before he even saw me. 

Lots of bill collectors, hahahaha.

6/18/2019 2:08:56 AM epkman 🦅@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has the server....Ahahaha🗽🇺🇸🤠

#DarkToLight

6/18/2019 2:09:44 AM rosesrred0119 I saw Satans daughter died.

6/18/2019 2:14:24 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts?

6/18/2019 2:22:02 AM adsvel Freemasonry is a cult. We are building society Free of any cults and secrets, where any member of this society is able to access every information 

known by other members of this society, example Talan society from SG-1 or so called Andromedian Holographic society.

6/18/2019 2:52:42 AM 7alon They are often programmed to behave this way.

6/18/2019 3:06:59 AM jollyrob2 Finally🎉

6/18/2019 3:08:25 AM brad34351293 Coke helped!

6/18/2019 3:11:29 AM speaklife595 Isnt fbi trying yo stage 8chan

6/18/2019 3:28:44 AM mwbucher Aliens ??

6/18/2019 4:10:17 AM abraga1853 If you say something...you mysteriously die.

6/18/2019 4:29:58 AM keith369me UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein EXPOSE 

THESE PIECES OF SH1T

6/18/2019 4:31:35 AM hopealways888 How do you rebuild trust in them? That is the BIG question.

6/18/2019 4:33:58 AM keith369me Does this get triangulated soon?

/_\  NXIVM and Epstein were being supported by ________?  It is time!

6/18/2019 4:54:04 AM natureinspace Me too 😁

6/18/2019 5:01:57 AM joni_apple_seed Hoping for some good news at the Orlando rally tonight! #WWG1WGA #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/7Gl6k07Wcp

6/18/2019 5:22:34 AM maryschade14 This is what FF Iran is about. Declas and this..

Lots of ET UFO chatter..if NASA tells half truths then which..

As crosshairs lock onto[CF] and her NEW foundation.. pic.twitter.com/lx5HYNT3bH

6/18/2019 5:48:59 AM frankgeurts3 Why do you think he eats kfc? Go in to any town and a poison free kfc bucket is there. He learned these lessons by reading about Caesar and others.

6/18/2019 6:31:59 AM mommahood777 Good morning MJ

Lots of sh*t talkers on the feed today

No matter how much guidance is given, there's still impatience

Imagine if any of these hotheads were in charge, we'd all be doomed

Quick fixes solve NOTHING

Looking forward to the rally and new info

Exciting

Prayers4Patriots
6/18/2019 6:44:19 AM egelone Great to hear from you, MJ. I assume something really big is about to happen? I can wait, I have been waiting for almost three years and I can 

definitely wait a lot longer. Justice will be served!!

6/18/2019 7:14:53 AM crampneyvis Same with 5percenters hiphop

6/18/2019 7:15:48 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/HHfvJfVzw50 



6/18/2019 7:15:58 AM jimhayzlett And I can’t even see ‘unavailable tweets’ : pic.twitter.com/diaJvkNS8I

6/18/2019 7:21:41 AM lbf777 Why is Trump saying Iran sunk those oil tankers when it was his friend Netanyahu who did it?

6/18/2019 7:24:57 AM blugurl3 my question is your supposed to trust the fbi after all the shit we have seen/heard about them and cia??!!  we really must be stupid then.

6/18/2019 7:33:37 AM roublisa Mrs.m we were chatting about Santa 🎅 SCOTUS😉

6/18/2019 7:33:56 AM roublisa Lol

6/18/2019 7:38:59 AM cineticom  pic.twitter.com/RnozMwqxFn

6/18/2019 7:41:03 AM brendaaloiau Sex slaves and satanic rituals incl child s*x trafficking and sacrificial crap

6/18/2019 7:48:23 AM allahuniversal "Epstein, whose enormous and unexplained wealth"

"enormous and unexplained wealth"

"unexplained wealth" 🤔

Maybe, Or Someome Should Ask Defiantly

6/18/2019 7:54:31 AM lucky11111212 “For by faith Sarah received strength to conceive seed though she was well past the age for it because she believe God would do what He promised.” 

Hebrews 11:11

Faith in what?  

Perhaps it’s faith in God’s grace and His ability to deliver...despite how things may seem?

6/18/2019 8:09:52 AM goodmedicine4us FF?

HAARP? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-06-18/japan-issues-tsunami-alert-after-large-offshore-quake …

6/18/2019 8:47:43 AM aprilbrown99 Hi MJ! Interesting news about [AJ] yesterday. No coincidences. Looking forward to some 💥💥💥 ahead!   #WWG1WGA

6/18/2019 8:48:51 AM roublisa I missed that what happened?

6/18/2019 8:48:59 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly!

6/18/2019 8:49:12 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1140999131755950080?s=19 …

6/18/2019 8:49:54 AM nixontweets There IS a need when saving SOME kids is done to appease the awakening w/ minor gestures while preserving the long-running practice of ritual child 

sodomy. Trump COULD unite humanity by highlighting our common enemy. He doesn't. What IS unhinged is to allow such fucked up horror.

6/18/2019 8:50:46 AM roublisa Thank you 🙏 love to you patriot 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/18/2019 8:51:38 AM aprilbrown99 I was thinking that Moosad cabal was setting him up. Interesting.

6/18/2019 8:53:40 AM aprilbrown99 Another distraction ahead of our POTUS’ announcement?

6/18/2019 8:56:06 AM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE!!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

6/18/2019 8:56:45 AM roublisa Whoa😳 ....we are prepared for full disclosure pic.twitter.com/ebjbeBZWF6

6/18/2019 8:56:52 AM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome!

6/18/2019 8:58:35 AM roublisa I had been holding my breath on this one.....more to come I feel....so is he really married to a NUXIUM woman?.....is he part of the take down?   I hope 

so....

6/18/2019 8:58:57 AM nixontweets Not a Trump supporter either. Just a human who applied discernment & doesn't want kids to be penetrated by those we are forced to pay taxes to. 

That protector of child fuckers showed his true colors LONG ago. And who is Secretary of Labor again? 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/06/20/protestor_with_picture_asking_who_is_jeffrey_epstein_on_photo_showing_trump_epstein_int

errupts_trump_event.html …

6/18/2019 8:59:22 AM blissamerica  https://twitter.com/Imaginer77/status/1140989357454581760?s=20 … Yes, something appears to be wrong with Merckel.

6/18/2019 8:59:59 AM allahuniversal Most likely scenario. Once announced, campaigning officially begins, & fake polls won't be enough to counter.

6/18/2019 9:00:42 AM aprilbrown99 #Trump2020LandslideVictory

6/18/2019 9:01:15 AM allahuniversal It's all happening right on schedule

Reminds me, about to check for 1Y∆

6/18/2019 9:01:36 AM roublisa Bring ittttttt!💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/dYENrzG8aL

6/18/2019 9:02:40 AM roublisa ETS ?

6/18/2019 9:03:54 AM allahuniversal Q

6/18/2019 9:04:28 AM roublisa Thank Q    😘

6/18/2019 9:05:09 AM identityasxy .

Majestic,  always on my 'short list' of commenter 

( you know, when you battery is flashing 2% power left but you need to check just one source more (

6/18/2019 9:06:19 AM roublisa You are so awesome pic.twitter.com/mLfkljQWb2

6/18/2019 9:07:06 AM identityasxy .

I'm channeling Nicola right now !

6/18/2019 9:08:17 AM wwg1wga_nl 👀

6/18/2019 9:16:23 AM allahuniversal [-2] pic.twitter.com/LlnBxglEDp

6/18/2019 9:23:23 AM roublisa Man ......you are a genius!    Base camp! ....we need more popcorn!    So exciting🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸. pic.twitter.com/yXbLIAECDu

6/18/2019 9:23:43 AM sandyfishgirl My 1st thought as well. THEN, I read the comments. It’s a @POTUS hit piece. He’s been on the island. Stephen Hawkins was too 🙄 Not so many 

worrying that CLINTON frequented the island. 🤷🏻♀️

6/18/2019 9:26:42 AM allahuniversal . @epochtimes On The Clock https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1141019016850546690?s=19 …

6/18/2019 9:29:30 AM roublisa You think S flipped his anti trump agenda or ?

6/18/2019 9:31:55 AM roublisa Whoa! Gotcha.  Mind blowing!  Never ceases to amaze me😉

6/18/2019 9:33:25 AM allahuniversal Hard to tell. Watched some of this interview, couldn't get past the editing & left it alone. If MSM has any attacka directed toward him last few days or 

upcoming, that may be an answer

6/18/2019 9:35:30 AM aprilbrown99 Pompeo is holding a press conference at 12:45 pm ET today. Will be watching it on Foxnews off of YT. 👍👍👍

6/18/2019 9:36:12 AM roublisa 🤯🤯🤯 great catch..... saying, as I’m picking up my jaw off the floor pic.twitter.com/ahzyag8QZZ

6/18/2019 9:38:06 AM roublisa I ❤️that patriot🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ycXH6pWwJv

6/18/2019 9:38:47 AM roublisa It may live feed here🤔

6/18/2019 9:39:22 AM roublisa That’s in a few min 😳

6/18/2019 9:42:32 AM allahuniversal Dilley on pause now...

6/18/2019 9:43:05 AM roublisa 👍

6/18/2019 9:43:39 AM aprilbrown99 He is live right now. Early.

6/18/2019 9:47:18 AM aprilbrown99 And he is done. Speed lightning. Love that Patriot!

6/18/2019 9:48:08 AM allahuniversal That didn't take long https://youtu.be/nKWgJnnhLoI 

6/18/2019 9:53:59 AM brad34351293 I personally think Epstein is a Mossad agent & used his dirt on B Clinton and others to get his "Deal of the Century" as it was put. I wouldn't be 

surprised if Acosta & his fam was threatened. D's R pushing the Impeachment because they know Trump wants to Declass all [DS] dirt.

6/18/2019 9:56:56 AM roublisa I hear you Sec. Pompeo🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏

6/18/2019 9:57:22 AM susan66388204 Feet Planted, Trusting 🇺🇸✅



6/18/2019 9:58:40 AM roublisa Did you hear him ? He was speaking 5x5💥💥💥

6/18/2019 10:00:54 AM danaelizabeth69 First thing we were taught is to VERIFY NAME and Birthdate on each phone call. We know that NAME is a dead fictional entity . Always in ALL CAPS : 

DIG LATIN

6/18/2019 10:01:24 AM danaelizabeth69 DOG

6/18/2019 10:03:39 AM aprilbrown99 POTUS just announced Shanahan is not taking the job. 😳😳😳

6/18/2019 10:05:58 AM roublisa Hmmmmm interesting ...potus will announce his campaign tonight at the rally

6/18/2019 10:10:36 AM brad34351293 Heard! One of many Disney channel alumni, too, Hmmmm🧐

6/18/2019 10:35:16 AM bill_davis01 Don’t believe anything you hear, and only half of what you see!

6/18/2019 10:41:31 AM nixontweets I was SO hoping Pedo Island would be exposed years ago to show the world the true nature of those who run the world. Instead, our species is put in 

the dark & told disinfo is necessary while being doused w/ poisons & electromagnetic bombardment FORCED upon us by the same admin.

6/18/2019 10:46:25 AM nixontweets Are you still so conditioned that you are able to somehow perceive Trump as a savior who insists that LYING to humanity is for it own good? That taking 

physical action against those who FUCK our children while providing shallow appeasement is somehow unhinged?

6/18/2019 10:54:02 AM mabacro What happened to Fisa Declas?

6/18/2019 11:35:36 AM scott_rick  https://jimmychurchradio.com/                          Why does Steven Greer reference Majestic 12 3 times as being part of the problem??

6/18/2019 11:44:45 AM melanieusn1979 Yes!

6/18/2019 11:52:08 AM 1_decided_voter Shanahan backing down is part of the trusted plan?

6/18/2019 11:55:52 AM brad34351293 Epstein Island Has been shut down, yet he bought another. You seem to be blaming #POTUS45 for the evils(including child sacrifice for Adrenochrome) 

of H-wood & the established Politicians. Please check out the #s of pedos being arrested since Trump. Low hanging fruit, I know..

6/18/2019 12:00:49 PM brad34351293 But it is a start. 

I really don't understand your animosity towards me.

Fuck it, go ahead & do what you were threatening. I was just telling you it is not the way, but you want to attack me!

Take Care!

6/18/2019 12:16:51 PM nixontweets Appeasement. Please read again. I am obviously blaming Trump for keeping people in the dark re the nature & reach of this global top-down Luciferian 

power structure. Why wouldn’t I? Do you even see the attached video?

6/18/2019 12:26:17 PM nun_chucknorris Comes in, gets all of the intel on habbenings, formulates plan, moves back to more powerful “behind the scenes” position.

6/18/2019 12:27:44 PM brad34351293 Sorry, but I didn't.

If you don't think/believe he is doing something about a Centuries established Cult & said take down of it doesn't happen overnight.

I take it you were a victim as a child, because you R triggered

I guess you would have loved Hillary?

Bye.

6/18/2019 12:35:52 PM xusaf_patriot Hmmm....Shanahan stepping down?   Maybe to provide focus elsewhere?

6/18/2019 12:57:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

The next phase is about to take off.

Still MJ for the time being. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1141027593774346240 …

6/18/2019 12:57:54 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is going on with MJ8?  https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/18/politics/shanahan-out-defense-secretary/index.html …

6/18/2019 12:57:56 PM _17patriot_ For some reason its calling me to rejoin the military is this part of vog?

6/18/2019 12:58:07 PM restart_qpersia Iran?

6/18/2019 12:58:46 PM tomchiodo Who is still MJ for time being? You? 

@POTUS or 

departing acting Secretary of Defense ?

6/18/2019 12:59:03 PM restart_qpersia Many Iranian patriots awakened and waiting for feedback!

6/18/2019 12:59:06 PM knightofmaltaus Holder was the AG who appointed Acosta. AG, Acosta all need to be under the microscope for misdeeds, backroom deals and tried in court.

6/18/2019 12:59:07 PM islandofdelight Was PS stepping back part of the plan? Trusting it, just curious if something changed or if this is on track.

6/18/2019 12:59:13 PM wbwse  https://twitter.com/wbwse/status/1141041891250712578?s=21 …

6/18/2019 12:59:21 PM state1union Military Justice? MJ Majestic for now?

6/18/2019 1:00:08 PM jljensen326 When

6/18/2019 1:00:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

War will be prevented at all costs by 45.

Those around him though, have other motives.

45 knows this.

PS was not assertive enough in his authority and has resulted in a more regimented replacement per the events about to unfold.

Still Majestic for the time being.

6/18/2019 1:02:01 PM blingqueendiva1 Why?

6/18/2019 1:02:01 PM roaminnoodle "Still MJ" = Shanahan is still MJ8. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115631344661356544 …

6/18/2019 1:02:15 PM roaminnoodle Time is an Illusion.

Phase = Act? Act 3!

"Power of 3, 6, 9" and this might be my favorite Act!!!

6/18/2019 1:02:20 PM xusaf_patriot Thanks for the clarification.

6/18/2019 1:02:54 PM michael81972 PS is MJ12,  and is still serving in capacity for time being...

6/18/2019 1:03:08 PM _17patriot_ Is Israel partly behind the oil tankers?

6/18/2019 1:03:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 He will be taking a break before redeploying. You will hear from him again soon. Part of his majestic role was demonstrating reverse engineered alien 

technology in the F-35 that 45 has been so proud of. Think F-302 just 33 degrees more advanced.

6/18/2019 1:03:51 PM tomchiodo copy 👍

6/18/2019 1:04:16 PM mongrelglory That's good to hear.  The Middle East does not need another false flag war!

6/18/2019 1:04:31 PM _chelseaproject What do you mean by "for the time being?"

6/18/2019 1:04:44 PM love4thegameak Noice!!

6/18/2019 1:05:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 His number may change soon pending MJ review of all personelle. Iran's handlers are 45s enemies at home who spied on him. Q has given you more 

than you realize. The people of Iran want freedom as they had decades ago before the 🤡 took over. Are strings about to be cut finally?

6/18/2019 1:05:13 PM nixontweets It’s anamosity towards absurd & dangerous thinking. As if using violence to defend against violent people is an extreme notion somehow. So waiting 

for fuckers of children to sort themselves out is THE WAY for you? How weak must one be to perceive standing firm as an attack?

6/18/2019 1:05:44 PM curseca Thankful for peace-loving 45.

6/18/2019 1:05:46 PM freestateojones Rhetorical.

6/18/2019 1:05:57 PM roaminnoodle For those following along at home

SG-1: https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/F-302_fighter-interceptor …



6/18/2019 1:06:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trusting the plan allows for moves & countermoves without alarming the public. Follow all Q posts in chronological order and re-assess the annual date 

markers and time markers. Big events are unfolding very soon. 

WAR LIKE POSTURE.

6/18/2019 1:06:29 PM maryschade14 I was wondering. Thank you for the confirmation~ thank you for some of the greatest gifts other humans can give one another

Encouraging Free Thought and Curiosity. 

Open Minds Open Hearts

I have learned much

I so much appreciate MJ12 and all who participate.  

Times iz intrestin

6/18/2019 1:06:52 PM keith369me Translated...inefficient at beating down Bolton?

6/18/2019 1:07:26 PM keith369me Space Force?

6/18/2019 1:08:02 PM roaminnoodle So there IS a significance towards the number system of MJXXX???

I love the Iranian people!!!

✂️🧵DOITMJ/DOITQ

6/18/2019 1:08:21 PM michael81972 My favorite will be Final Act👊🏻

6/18/2019 1:08:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Partly? Not as much as some may lead you to believe. Israel is a scapegoat of an anti-semitism umbrella for all criticism. The real enemy are not 

"semitism" or Jews, the real enemy has been revealed by Q and 45. They are behind the events mentioned. POTUS knows this.

6/18/2019 1:09:03 PM johnhammar94 But time isn’t real there mj

6/18/2019 1:09:08 PM bighorns I know this is a pretty obvious clue, but I love this butter, and now I want to eat some!

6/18/2019 1:10:06 PM roaminnoodle [P]?

6/18/2019 1:10:45 PM keith369me Kind of like the war like posture with Rocket Man?  Peace is the prize.

6/18/2019 1:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. Bolton attracts swamp creatures. 45 then deals with them one at a time. Fishing expeditions are fun! 

Trust the plan!

6/18/2019 1:11:33 PM _17patriot_ I guess ancient times hasnt changed much, blame the jews, blame the israelites, and turn em into the pinnacle of hate. I feel like this is the WWII 

timeline being redone for a 2nd chance at life and freedom, a 2.0 that would be our original timeline.

6/18/2019 1:11:49 PM laurabusse Amen

6/18/2019 1:12:18 PM xusaf_patriot Hmmm...33 degrees.  Majestic :)

6/18/2019 1:12:38 PM shannen_robison Everytime POTUS says that it always piques my interest

6/18/2019 1:12:51 PM superawkward77 acting sec def better dont have to confirm

6/18/2019 1:14:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 16:14 ET w/ MJ1 🧩 via T3

6/18/2019 1:14:15 PM mongrelglory Muslim Brotherhood got control of Iran?

6/18/2019 1:14:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would 45 be telling everyone they can't see them?

6/18/2019 1:14:49 PM _the_psychonaut Which vaccines are safe and which are not?

6/18/2019 1:14:51 PM aprilbrown99 I saw the video of Merkle shaking earlier?  Is she in PANIC mode or having adrenochrome withdrawls?

6/18/2019 1:14:53 PM jvan125 Is POTUS making any announcements tonight that may surprise us?

6/18/2019 1:14:55 PM 1_decided_voter Why is Shanahan really leaving?

6/18/2019 1:15:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Why was Merkel shaking for ine minute? Inherited from her father Hitler?

6/18/2019 1:15:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 MB is a faction within the Deep State's power structure. Pawns mostly.

6/18/2019 1:15:11 PM scott_rick Why did Elohim put eArth right beside Draco!

6/18/2019 1:15:15 PM libertyspring99 Is the UK and Europe lost to the cabal and 3rd world invasion? Is there any hope to reverse this trend?

6/18/2019 1:15:16 PM hawkgirlinmn GREAT artist!

6/18/2019 1:15:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 PAIN.

6/18/2019 1:15:46 PM trumps_all How big is the #NXIVM case, because it seems to be getting little attention, and also the Epstein case that went quiet?

6/18/2019 1:15:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Listen carefully. Gloves are coming off.

6/18/2019 1:15:50 PM realityloominng Noooo Shanahan!! I'm gonna miss that unique look on his face, like his just seen a ghost. To me, at least, his face is like "holy smokes, I never expected 

all this, I know all about UFO's and aliens now, and I'm out here talking to millions of people about mostly nonsense". lol

6/18/2019 1:15:52 PM aprilbrown99 MOAR!!!

6/18/2019 1:16:01 PM libertyspring99 Why are the cabal so obsessed with bloodlines? What is in the DNA lineage that is so special?

6/18/2019 1:16:12 PM djlok 👊👊👊

6/18/2019 1:16:26 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I have a number of Persian friends who emigrated to Canada after the Ayatollah Khomeini took power in Iran.

6/18/2019 1:16:33 PM hollylandes Did he really beat up a family member with a bat?

6/18/2019 1:16:40 PM shining91109743 I notice in SG1 that those the goa'old had sophisticated technology, on ships and everywhere they do not use lights, they use fire for light.  Asguard's 

use lights.  Just wondered if there was anything to that or not.

6/18/2019 1:16:42 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/Q9UijH5EuC

6/18/2019 1:16:53 PM teamsterr07 What's wrong with Angela Merkel? A video is currently going around that shows her standing next to The PM of Ukraine....shes shaking uncontrollably.

6/18/2019 1:16:57 PM aprilbrown99 YES!!! 💪💪💪

6/18/2019 1:16:59 PM hollylandes What made Merkle shake?

6/18/2019 1:17:01 PM egonenglish Meeker is in short supply of adenochrome?

6/18/2019 1:17:02 PM jluebs24 Do we need to worry about the frashokereti? Will we be taken off planet?

6/18/2019 1:17:03 PM virginialouelle Will we really see justice here in America?

We the People

6/18/2019 1:17:04 PM carolin15161363 Is there something that has changed to cause earthquakes to hit areas not normally impacted such as Cleveland?

6/18/2019 1:17:31 PM poochiecoop Was Merkel shaking due to dehydration?

6/18/2019 1:17:31 PM lightworkercain He understood that using different frequencies in music can cause you to feel or act different ways.

6/18/2019 1:17:37 PM egonenglish Merkel is in short supply of adenochrome?

6/18/2019 1:17:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 UK, IT, FR will lead the path forward to saving Europe. Do you rely on the MSM to get your information? If you do, you are being mind controlled. Even 

Fox News. Despite when Q directs you to individuals, propaganda is dangerous in all forms. Open Source Intelligence is only way.

6/18/2019 1:17:44 PM scott_rick Will the gold std be returned this month?

6/18/2019 1:17:46 PM mongrelglory I can never look at the Korean leader now without hearing that Elton John song in my head! 😆

6/18/2019 1:17:55 PM freestateojones Are Andrew D. Basiago and similar legit in their claims re TT?

What about Stewart Swedlow and his claims about Montauk and other heavy topics?

6/18/2019 1:18:01 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/DUJeyoEDiJ

6/18/2019 1:18:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was it obvious?

6/18/2019 1:18:08 PM iamyou132 What’s going on with John mcafee

6/18/2019 1:18:18 PM uglytru36339608 Shanahan OUT! Was this according to "plan"?

6/18/2019 1:18:19 PM youstinksoap Will Space-x satellites be important for Declass/Disclosure/Sky Event?

6/18/2019 1:18:34 PM renee86743676 Amazing



6/18/2019 1:18:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big things are going down behind the scenes this week and next.

6/18/2019 1:19:05 PM carolin15161363 Did the UN just declare Satan as Lord?

6/18/2019 1:19:12 PM _17patriot_ No way we finally have F-302s model type in orbit ready to respond ❤️

6/18/2019 1:19:27 PM roaminnoodle Everyone has been subjected to MKU.

6/18/2019 1:19:42 PM aprilbrown99 We are ready! We are United!!!  Lets do this!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/18/2019 1:19:43 PM lightworkercain Is it a good idea right now to have a piece of land, supplies and resources in case you need to bug out? Doomsday Preppers...

6/18/2019 1:19:47 PM teamsterr07 Oh baby!!🍿🍿🍿🍿

6/18/2019 1:19:48 PM _17patriot_ Is the Gate really shaped as a ring or is it a different shape?

6/18/2019 1:19:48 PM n7guardiananon Xerum 525 a real element found or disinfo?

6/18/2019 1:19:49 PM 1_decided_voter Why is Merkel shaking?

6/18/2019 1:19:51 PM freestateojones Was the Pentagon hit by something other than a plane on 9/11? pic.twitter.com/pU57rrTqML

6/18/2019 1:19:57 PM stoneturnr How likely is war with Iran? Trump admin seems to be pushing false flag narrative

6/18/2019 1:19:58 PM eyegloarts Surprised about France, can't wait to see how they do it!

6/18/2019 1:20:01 PM capitalkid What is the “Modern Interpretation” of the Bible that you reference

6/18/2019 1:20:10 PM libertyspring99 I hope so. My opinion is first hand from my experience not MSM. London especially has been transformed over the last 20 years. It’s now a 3rd world 

slum. I pray for the tide to turn.

6/18/2019 1:20:21 PM roaminnoodle "Start there" but what's next? I am ready. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955892165196111878 …

6/18/2019 1:20:22 PM islandofdelight How closely are you watching or observing those of us who interact with this account? Are we here earlier than the gen pop for a specific reason to 

assist with those awakening and disseminating info? Or is there some larger reason we’re all here, now, and awake together?

6/18/2019 1:20:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Failure of movie props required fire in order to push the propaganda. Recorded history does not indicate that combustion was used for illuminating the 

interior of the pyramids. Sound was.

6/18/2019 1:20:33 PM lightworkercain Missile or drone, IMO.

6/18/2019 1:20:43 PM freestateojones Will DECLAS declare the true actors and motives behind 9/11? pic.twitter.com/9BFJ0KPsqq

6/18/2019 1:20:46 PM sergii_ii How legit is @NSA_QIL2 ?

6/18/2019 1:21:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Or this... https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/929511061954297857?s=21 …

6/18/2019 1:21:15 PM realityloominng time "markers" = events

6/18/2019 1:21:19 PM mrmurica1776 Is Bill cooper credible? Was behold a pale white horse a credible book? Everything that is mentioned by Q seems to relate to things he brought forward 

in the 90’s.

6/18/2019 1:21:19 PM richzen2 How to best prepare for the upcoming changes? Will it affect the daily life of a civilian?

6/18/2019 1:21:19 PM keith369me Do more advanced ET races typically utilize Base 12 math?

6/18/2019 1:21:21 PM pauliepg11111 What is up with Merkel?

6/18/2019 1:21:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal operated.

6/18/2019 1:21:45 PM bobtoptier Gloria Vanderbilt, one day after her death. Further thoughts?

6/18/2019 1:21:53 PM petitchevalb Human population on Earth is approx 7,7B

How many distinct IS are there?

6/18/2019 1:21:57 PM freestateojones Compare heights of object entering screen right to that of a nose cone on the aircraft that allegedly struck the Pentagon.

6/18/2019 1:22:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't be the first time, and nor the last. Rituals require regular renewals.

6/18/2019 1:22:01 PM n7guardiananon Merkel = test tube winter soldier or produced naturally?

6/18/2019 1:22:14 PM uglytru36339608 Are what we call "UFOs", evacuation ships due to a magnetic reversal?

6/18/2019 1:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Different shape.

6/18/2019 1:22:31 PM keith369me ...and I think Katy Perry...The Interview

6/18/2019 1:22:42 PM this0netime How can us normal folks help with the plan?

6/18/2019 1:23:14 PM allahuniversal Right after meditation, Majestic timing once again.

"Trust the Plan" means that the Plan is all encompassing & extends directly & "personally" into the lives every IS-BE (local on Earth +), correct?

6/18/2019 1:23:21 PM olimyracle Purpose of UM🇨🇭 convocation in WH?

6/18/2019 1:23:22 PM pauliepg11111 I’m so sick of it being behind the scenes. Just have more faith in those of us who are awake not to completely lose it.

6/18/2019 1:23:23 PM wbwse 🌚in⛎

💙

6/18/2019 1:23:32 PM covertress How does MJ12 track the IS-BEs on their "known IS-BE list"?

Scalar waves?

6/18/2019 1:23:33 PM tomchiodo Will there be any treason indictments before July 4, 2019?

6/18/2019 1:23:33 PM state1union Wish we would dismantle the UN since it’s just for human trafficking anyway. Sick

6/18/2019 1:23:42 PM islandofdelight Hexagon? Pyramid? A shape we don’t even understand or wouldn’t be able to recognize?

6/18/2019 1:23:44 PM shining91109743 Triangle?

6/18/2019 1:23:45 PM stormystorm10 When will I get to meet an alien

6/18/2019 1:23:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger. 

It matters not who speaks truth, only that truth is spoken. 

Remember, truth resonates from within.

Trust yourself.

Trust your IS-BE.

6/18/2019 1:23:47 PM maryschade14 Truth..we are weary

6/18/2019 1:23:55 PM mrmurica1776 What are some good reads to get a better understanding of the corruption and the DS?

6/18/2019 1:23:56 PM ivan2488083248 with so much delay around Assange, will he ever play a role of key witness, or rather b a leverage?

6/18/2019 1:24:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Or Base 8

6/18/2019 1:24:03 PM djlok "Mars of which the moon is a part"... Big news coming related to this?

#Qanon https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1137051097955102720?s=21 …

6/18/2019 1:24:20 PM bdam777 Hey Carolina girl.

You got a link for that? Maybe a fresh video of that being stated publicly by UN?

6/18/2019 1:24:23 PM robertg69989098 In SG1 S6 E6 min6 introduction of baal.  Coincidence

6/18/2019 1:24:33 PM islandofdelight Mark Esper Majestic?

6/18/2019 1:24:35 PM eyegloarts Might the GMO EO and the 5G rollout be necessary steps to transparency and accountability for those in charge of this tech and a way to mitigate 

and/or remove the more nefarious purposes that others had for its uses against the people?

6/18/2019 1:24:39 PM tacticool_shed Please define "Sky Event" or "Watch the Sky".  Some clues would be helpful to know what we are watching for... pic.twitter.com/qx8bZjiX2I

6/18/2019 1:24:44 PM patriotcat_maga Were there actually only 4 passengers in the car John F. Kennedy was assassinated in? If so, what are they trying to hide?

6/18/2019 1:24:52 PM keith369me Time is an illusion...24 hrs in a day (6), 60 minutes in an hour (6), 60 seconds in a minute (6)...666...can you elaborate?

6/18/2019 1:25:14 PM ivan2488083248 ETS said McAfee is a businessman, it's all about his money making

6/18/2019 1:25:14 PM love4thegameak ThanQ, is it true the C!A in Iran was busted by Iran Yesterday?

6/18/2019 1:25:19 PM carolin15161363 Has Cabal control been severed over Iran with the takedown of the black site?

6/18/2019 1:25:29 PM jdltr450 Trump's Gold tie have any significant meaning to the Fed?



6/18/2019 1:25:30 PM aprilbrown99 Where can one learn about this type of math? I have not heard about it before. I see I have some more catching up to do. 😊

6/18/2019 1:25:32 PM islandofdelight < or > 75%?

6/18/2019 1:25:32 PM hollylandes What did I miss?

6/18/2019 1:25:33 PM jayrambin Patriots still in control?

6/18/2019 1:25:45 PM jayrambin What happened with 8chan search warrant?

6/18/2019 1:25:58 PM _17patriot_ Probably a 4D shape we can't comprehend. Something spiritual, something light-driven.

6/18/2019 1:26:03 PM covertress Can the pineal gland be decalcified more quickly through proper meditation and Faith?

6/18/2019 1:26:06 PM ivan2488083248 watch utub, travel to Paradise, CA...

6/18/2019 1:26:21 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why are WE here - NOW? What is our purpose?

6/18/2019 1:26:27 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/U6xJfP7-HCc 

6/18/2019 1:26:29 PM realityloominng I knew it! I didn't even notice the Chocolate president was out in Ukraine, so I figured the new guy was alliance. Ukraine also knows where A LOT of the 

boies re buried. Only problem, I'd have expected him to at least pretend to care about her health lol, but what do I know.

6/18/2019 1:26:37 PM keith369me Lots of Base 12 stuff on YT...Base 8...new to me

6/18/2019 1:26:47 PM appalachanon What was causing Merkle to shake like a leaf today? Is it really Heat Ray Tech? If so, then who’s firing?

6/18/2019 1:26:50 PM islandofdelight What’s the 🧩 piece for?

6/18/2019 1:26:50 PM bobtoptier Who is in control of the moon? Who was first in control?

6/18/2019 1:26:55 PM ukfollowgain It’s all shaping up exactly as Albert Pikes 3 world war ‘conspiracy’ said it would.

The atheists and Islamists will end up fighting the Christians in Europe and that’s how the continent is shaping up western globalist Europe v central 

and Eastern Europe.

6/18/2019 1:27:25 PM mongrelglory I was thinking "CIA-Nazis" (Skull and Bones) as a front for Satanists/Moloch worshippers, which includes Vatican Satanists, Israeli Zionists, Saudi-

Arabian Wahhabbism, and the Muslim Brotherhood.

MJ-12, do the 13 bloodline families have a separate agenda from these groups?

6/18/2019 1:27:27 PM ivan2488083248 no war with Iran. moves and countermoves

6/18/2019 1:27:41 PM eisentourage Missing frames.  Watch smoke after, maybe 10fps.  Watch missile approach, 1fps, maybe?

6/18/2019 1:27:43 PM covertress Did base 8 math originate with a race who has 4 fingers per hand?

6/18/2019 1:28:22 PM proudpatwife Does family of payseaur exists? Are they good or bad?

6/18/2019 1:28:22 PM ivan2488083248 watch British documentary on JFK on utub

6/18/2019 1:28:40 PM jayrambin Trust Kansas still?

6/18/2019 1:28:44 PM aprilbrown99 Cool. Thanks. I feel like I am trying to catch a moving bus with all the things I have learned in the past year. 🥴 but my brian is like a sponge now!  It is 

awesome.

6/18/2019 1:29:16 PM girlawakeinca 👊

6/18/2019 1:29:17 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks.

6/18/2019 1:29:17 PM carolin15161363 Is it true the sun is a stargate?

6/18/2019 1:29:18 PM jeremy350344 Is Elton Jon a human trafficker?

6/18/2019 1:29:19 PM mongrelglory Are the 13 bloodline families trying to negotiate a truce with the White hats like Benjamin Fulford says?

6/18/2019 1:29:25 PM covertress Yes

6/18/2019 1:29:34 PM sergii_ii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will you shed any light on the 27 Club?

6/18/2019 1:29:37 PM brad34351293 That wasn't dehydration!

It was a case of trepidation! Or seizure?

6/18/2019 1:29:46 PM firstwavr still a useless page.

6/18/2019 1:29:50 PM seywerd137 Dominican republic?

6/18/2019 1:29:55 PM ivan2488083248 location of Kim and Trump meeting. Sky hotel.

6/18/2019 1:30:06 PM aprilbrown99 Goosebumps!  😁✨✨✨

6/18/2019 1:30:14 PM giediknight Here is an amazing synchronicity I met a person working on the F135 engine for the F 35

6/18/2019 1:30:27 PM stoneturnr Did the Antarctica device activated on 11/11/18 somehow alter the global geomagnetic field, allowing for increased solar radiation in atmosphere?

6/18/2019 1:30:33 PM cosmic_engineer +Lugol's Iodine

+Selenium

-Caffeine

-Fluoride

-Alcohol

Use your faith to bless water and have that transport these ionic friends to where they need to go 🙏

6/18/2019 1:30:38 PM petitchevalb Is the Moon a spaceship?

6/18/2019 1:30:59 PM carolin15161363 I had heard they had internally made a declaration. We will never hear it announced of course

6/18/2019 1:31:14 PM linnyt7 I was a little sad to see him leaving as well.  There was something about him that made me feel safe.  A "good guy" who didn't need to act tough to be 

who he is.  I will be watching for him.

6/18/2019 1:31:16 PM tacticool_shed yes that was in the past, however it is still brought up as to watch the sky as in current "time"

6/18/2019 1:31:24 PM nikola_mikovic I thought Hitler committed suicide.

6/18/2019 1:31:36 PM mysterywithmims What causes the black eye on so many public figures?

6/18/2019 1:31:46 PM ivan2488083248 neon revolt

6/18/2019 1:31:47 PM wahiggins3 Is asteroid Apophis that is to pass Earth in 2029 a real threat?

6/18/2019 1:31:59 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆

6/18/2019 1:32:06 PM turboxyde The amount of energy we have had access to the last few days is absolutely incredible... how can we best integrate this into the planetary 

electromagnetic field to stabilize our collective projection of consciousness to assist with the shift?

6/18/2019 1:32:14 PM djlok A lot of earthquake activity lately...related to the poles shifting or something else? https://www.theepochtimes.com/tsunami-warning-for-japan-after-

6-8-magnitude-earthquake-hits_2968212.html …

6/18/2019 1:32:18 PM keith369me Base 12, six fingers or 12 finger segments on each hand?

6/18/2019 1:32:29 PM ascendedwater Is the earth a spinning ball.

6/18/2019 1:32:40 PM ivan2488083248 she's a daughter of Hiт1er

6/18/2019 1:32:47 PM maryschade14 It used to be taught in schools. 5th 6th grade. Base systems..we are base 10. I vaguely remember. 

8 2 cubed

8 swuared 64..Yi Ching

8 renewal 

mj..8

6/18/2019 1:32:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Kamala and booker have tweeted referring to the number “56” (police code suicide) in their tweets. Are they trying to send coded messages that they 

will be committing suicide?

6/18/2019 1:32:55 PM ivan2488083248 yes

6/18/2019 1:33:03 PM dark2light2019 Is alien race disclosure imminent? Or atleast of one of many?

6/18/2019 1:33:34 PM mongrelglory 😁

6/18/2019 1:33:39 PM lbf777 Are Trump & Bibi planning on using chemtrails & 5G towers to mind control the masses by 2020?

6/18/2019 1:33:41 PM pwalt68 Isn’t PS Q???

6/18/2019 1:33:51 PM _17patriot_ Are the Replicators real or a hybrid species of the same sort that exists in this reality?



6/18/2019 1:34:06 PM virginialouelle We are to help others wake up.

6/18/2019 1:34:10 PM unblindfaith Where should someone hoping to shift a passion for topics such as these from a hobby to a career focus his efforts?  Where could he make the biggest 

impact in the shortest time?

6/18/2019 1:34:46 PM maryschade14 Truth Light..

💕this..

6/18/2019 1:34:47 PM keith369me Have these cabal satellites been infiltrated by benevolent forces?

6/18/2019 1:34:55 PM mongrelglory Is Deutsch Bank going down soon?  Will it cause a banking contagion in the EU?

Is TESLA (Elon) a total fraud?

6/18/2019 1:35:03 PM ivan2488083248 no

6/18/2019 1:35:20 PM covertress Have some of us had memories erased?

6/18/2019 1:35:21 PM olimyracle Create fear for [THEM]

Prepare revelation for ]US[

How do you build a climax?

Future proves past.

Enjoy the Show.

6/18/2019 1:35:31 PM lbf777 I can confirm meditation does because I have been meditating for a few years now.

6/18/2019 1:35:47 PM pauliepg11111 Yea but why the shaking - was she poisoned?

6/18/2019 1:35:49 PM keith369me HRC like seizure?

6/18/2019 1:36:00 PM djlok Does MJ1=45?

I had to ask... The timing of the AMA and his tweet seems way more than just a coincidence.

#Qanon https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1141081177392128002?s=21 …

6/18/2019 1:36:07 PM cosmic_engineer AMA: Recent dump of deepfakes are prep to discredit Weiner's "insurance policy" video?

6/18/2019 1:36:12 PM wideawake181 Or eating things she should not....

6/18/2019 1:36:26 PM ivan2488083248 b very careful with what Ben Fulford says . disinfo....

6/18/2019 1:36:44 PM state1union 45 is speaking about PS and says something bad or sad is going on with him personally and he has to deal with it? What is that about?

6/18/2019 1:37:07 PM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/qYefKWFsz6

6/18/2019 1:37:13 PM ivan2488083248 extreme stress

6/18/2019 1:37:30 PM mongrelglory Carter talked about it in SG-1.  Base 8 math was what some of the advanced aliens used in their physics.

6/18/2019 1:37:32 PM daveo6145 Just watched the ‘groundhog day’ SG-1 episode-are we stuck in some sort of alternate temporal time loop?

6/18/2019 1:37:52 PM mscronkat Well, my husband is waking up....he’s googling UFOs these days....there’s hope yet!!

6/18/2019 1:38:00 PM djlok OMG!!! pic.twitter.com/uxf6Nf8GzF

6/18/2019 1:38:02 PM virginialouelle Nascent iodine. Use regularly. Stop drinking the fluoride water.

6/18/2019 1:38:04 PM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/sAKPbzVsIi

6/18/2019 1:38:34 PM mongrelglory Go Italy!  I'm rooting for the underdog!

6/18/2019 1:38:49 PM love4thegameak Where's Tony 'Gumbo' Rodham?

He seems 'Lost'...

6/18/2019 1:39:10 PM xusaf_patriot Check here:   https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom 

6/18/2019 1:39:20 PM mongrelglory Will Justin Trudeau's crimes be fully exposed, and will he face jail time?

6/18/2019 1:39:21 PM brad34351293 There was 2 SS in front, looked like Driver did the final shot(which is why Jackie jumped away from him onto the trunk), JFK, Jackie, & I think the Texas 

Governor & his wife in between. The Governor guy got hit by a stray bullet.

6/18/2019 1:39:25 PM aprilbrown99 Is the weather still being controlled?  We have seen earthquakes, tsunami warnings, etc. the past couple of days.

6/18/2019 1:40:21 PM petitchevalb Is Q from another timeline?

6/18/2019 1:40:23 PM allahuniversal Q-uite

6/18/2019 1:40:31 PM mongrelglory Has the Cabal been working with any inner Earth groups?

6/18/2019 1:41:36 PM ascendedwater When bitcoin $100000 ?

6/18/2019 1:41:45 PM mscronkat What is the significance of the Schumann frequencies these past few days?

6/18/2019 1:41:48 PM mongrelglory Is there any co-operation between the US Military white hats, and positive Asian societies?  (I'm thinking the White Dragon Society for example).

6/18/2019 1:42:16 PM bdam777 Who is EM? 

He is not who we think?

6/18/2019 1:42:38 PM petitchevalb Wouldn't start when you tried? 😊

6/18/2019 1:42:41 PM wahiggins3 I already trust the plan, how can I do MORE?

6/18/2019 1:42:49 PM bbobbio71 Not sure,  i forgot

6/18/2019 1:42:58 PM aprilbrown99 I saw an article about Netanyahu’s wife pleading guilty of misusing public funds. Is this a distraction or should we be following the wife?

6/18/2019 1:43:42 PM mongrelglory Not necessarily all of it.  Others talk about the bloodline families too.  They were the Merovingians in the Matrix movies.

6/18/2019 1:44:06 PM djlok I was gonna ask that same question!!!

6/18/2019 1:44:07 PM capitalkid Is reincarnation the correct interpretation of Jesus’s teachings?

6/18/2019 1:44:12 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/omtNPhmw2L

6/18/2019 1:44:18 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe I already know this but never knew what it was called. Thanks. I will check it out. 👍

6/18/2019 1:44:30 PM bdam777 Part of the cult. 

You have to do the ritual.

6/18/2019 1:44:37 PM love4thegameak Synchronicity

6/18/2019 1:44:40 PM djlok Good question!!!

6/18/2019 1:45:21 PM moemc8 I will continue till Q tells us otherwise.  Same with Wray.  I think he's a playing a role lately with refusing to cooperate.

6/18/2019 1:45:50 PM bdam777 Holter was a puppet. 

He probably didn't commit suicide... 

Nothing is as it seems.

6/18/2019 1:46:12 PM olimyracle Try the book. Free download. http://www.myracle.org/mj 

6/18/2019 1:46:31 PM deerwerdna In what year will the truth be revealed?

6/18/2019 1:46:40 PM shining91109743 Quickest way individually to produce a 3, 6, 9 syncronicity in every day living.

6/18/2019 1:46:55 PM ivan2488083248 join 3 letter agency 😉

6/18/2019 1:47:28 PM ivan2488083248 q is a group

6/18/2019 1:47:37 PM uglytru36339608 I believe that is the symbol for Autism Awareness

6/18/2019 1:48:07 PM stormystorm10 You ever have someone admit they were ?

6/18/2019 1:48:22 PM realityloominng Hehe. WWG1WGA

6/18/2019 1:48:22 PM girlawakeinca Is the Schrodengers other Cat blog reference a correlation to what’s happening?  (Referring to in approx 2 days a big incoming colorful energy wave?)

6/18/2019 1:48:25 PM mongrelglory I didn't see that movie. 😉



6/18/2019 1:48:47 PM cidarean Lots of questions I see. Very few answers.

6/18/2019 1:49:07 PM uglytru36339608 33 degrees...Pyramid...TR-3B?

6/18/2019 1:49:51 PM kcwpatriot Is 45 working on behalf of the Pleiadians?

6/18/2019 1:49:57 PM aprilbrown99 Is this PAIN implanted to ensure [they] cooperate? Does it have a GPS devise attached?

6/18/2019 1:50:02 PM ivan2488083248 yes they will. they do now. any more qs? 😂🤣😆

6/18/2019 1:50:18 PM burtonharas This was a very odd - specific wording - even considering the source. Not her consistent verbiage & much different energy behind it. 

Oh crap now more qurious... pic.twitter.com/VUSLHsQI5t

6/18/2019 1:50:55 PM hollylandes Wouldn't surprise me. Actions speak.

6/18/2019 1:50:56 PM freestateojones The Nature Of Things. 

Connected, whether you see it or not. pic.twitter.com/jehTYF1SCl

6/18/2019 1:51:03 PM sparkleloung Copy that

6/18/2019 1:51:31 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

How close are we as a whole to achieve the dimension.

I know there are still many that have not receive the Great Awakening

6/18/2019 1:52:00 PM qbunnyt Same here.

6/18/2019 1:52:10 PM teamsterr07 Yes.

6/18/2019 1:52:13 PM petitchevalb Oh I know thanQ

6/18/2019 1:52:23 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

By the way, I'm sure I can speak for many we can't thank you all enough for all that you have done thus far. God bless

6/18/2019 1:52:55 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/NwqmSAZ30P

6/18/2019 1:53:04 PM selvestekjetil Are Vril upset? pic.twitter.com/MUpoLGeU8O

6/18/2019 1:53:07 PM smclems Did oj do it?

6/18/2019 1:53:19 PM aprilbrown99 There are still so many asleep that dont even know what is going on...just living their lives oblivious.  I understand why things are being done the way 

they are. 

I trust the plan!

6/18/2019 1:54:13 PM state1union I just read about it and it is sad.

6/18/2019 1:54:15 PM hawkgirlinmn ❤️🙏🏼❤️🙏🏼❤️🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/mChC7k8dhv

6/18/2019 1:54:42 PM petitchevalb Couldn't a group come from another timeline?

Especially if it helps theirs?

6/18/2019 1:54:44 PM lbf777 Then we better hit the streets before that happens.

6/18/2019 1:55:08 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/WKfH8SJSHd

6/18/2019 1:55:37 PM phantomkiwi Is it BOOM week now or has that past and now next week?

6/18/2019 1:56:22 PM girlawakeinca Maybe this weekend? https://twitter.com/nsa_exposure/status/1125988273946546177?s=21 …

6/18/2019 1:56:40 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks Brian!  I will watch this today. 👍

6/18/2019 1:57:15 PM v_rags Meditation and Fermented skate liver oil. Filtered water, Clear quartz crystal near your faucet.

6/18/2019 1:57:16 PM jonesy4671 Will climate change be revealee as a hoax to the world

6/18/2019 1:58:56 PM laurabusse What I miss?

6/18/2019 1:59:33 PM jaspony1 Active Denial System?

6/18/2019 1:59:41 PM laurabusse Oh ok thx 😊

6/18/2019 1:59:49 PM blankmarlo How/why did Gloria Vanderbilt die?

6/18/2019 2:00:54 PM girlawakeinca For me, I began reading from the beginning, all of the MJ12 tweets. They give you the pieces to the puzzle. Also, detox as they suggested. IMHO you 

are already extraordinary if you’re following them. 🙏❤️

6/18/2019 2:01:37 PM blankmarlo What happened to Tony Rodham?

6/18/2019 2:02:36 PM laurabusse Breaking

UN declares Satan as Lord

Yeah not gonna happen

6/18/2019 2:02:41 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ1 and T3! 🥰🥰🥰

6/18/2019 2:04:00 PM daggastan  https://m.phys.org/news/2018-07-reveals-great-pyramid-giza-focus.html …

6/18/2019 2:04:08 PM unidentifiedta1 Will the magnetic polar shift have a positive or negative impact on society

6/18/2019 2:05:12 PM laurabusse I hope somebody writes a comprehensive Q book

Their total journey

6/18/2019 2:06:31 PM magicianswheel I have noticed a tremendous atmospheric difference this past five days or so - I can FEEL music.

6/18/2019 2:06:38 PM laurabusse Katy Perry was in a movie?

6/18/2019 2:07:44 PM aprilbrown99 I can’t remember anything before the age of 4 or 5.

6/18/2019 2:08:30 PM kseven110 Can you explain the Egyptian my mummification process and ascension?

6/18/2019 2:08:33 PM rebornkingent Good to see where all playing nice here. Now if y’all can learn to love EyeTS and Kab it’ll be a great day.

6/18/2019 2:08:47 PM jasoncconley Is the Rapture the sky event?

6/18/2019 2:08:50 PM lightworkercain Are you going to answer more than a handful of questions this round? 😂

6/18/2019 2:09:04 PM mongrelglory I thought he was referring to the comedy movie "The Interview".

6/18/2019 2:09:18 PM yellahabibihela Are star sounds/frequencies the basis for many sound effects music, i.e EDM?

6/18/2019 2:10:49 PM wild8heart Haha. Likewise... came on and bam... Q&A to happen. No coincidences

6/18/2019 2:11:01 PM libertyspring99 Imagine the movies they will make!😀

6/18/2019 2:11:48 PM nun_chucknorris Any tips on finding what we are missing? Would also end up being a pretty significant MJ proof for the doubters

6/18/2019 2:12:27 PM aprilbrown99 We are all aliens. Our DNA proves this fact.

6/18/2019 2:12:28 PM mongrelglory When I think of his father Kim Jong Il, this comes to mind: https://youtu.be/n6VnPAkDyiM 

6/18/2019 2:12:32 PM heath_jack How is the battle for Saturn going?

6/18/2019 2:12:38 PM nsa_qil2 Yes

6/18/2019 2:13:02 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1120895749787533312 …

NSA_QIL had me at ...

Actually i forgot what exactly because a$$wipe @jack or his handlers or something deleted NSA_QIL2's original account! 😡

6/18/2019 2:13:43 PM mongrelglory Our own brains often do that for us as a defence mechanism...

6/18/2019 2:14:54 PM zoilaliz1 Boron - good old 20 mule borax

6/18/2019 2:15:58 PM djlok Well if the plane lands on Orlando and more questions get answered, I'd say there's proof of 2 things right there:

1- MJ1 = 45

2- cellular/wifi connection not so great on AF1

6/18/2019 2:17:25 PM aprilbrown99 We are all multidimensional and exist in multiple timelines.

6/18/2019 2:18:19 PM nsa_qil2 Iran is terrified of a war with the US

6/18/2019 2:19:01 PM nsa_qil2 Child Porn



6/18/2019 2:19:34 PM laurabusse 🍿🍿🍿

6/18/2019 2:21:12 PM nun_chucknorris Trueché !

6/18/2019 2:21:27 PM 313looper Hi MJ ... 🤩

Is [ Ruhani ] going to be exposed soon!? 

Does annihilation of CIA network inside Iran, means patriots are in control over there!?

6/18/2019 2:21:30 PM laurabusse Unfortunately popcorn does not go well with coffee!

😝

Unless it does?🤔

6/18/2019 2:21:39 PM aprilbrown99 [HRC] said he was “lost”.  She never said dead.  No body, no news, nothing. Maybe he flipped and is talking? Or, maybe she 187 him.

6/18/2019 2:21:55 PM nsa_qil2 Homo Sapiens Sapiens 

The real question is from which Planet?

6/18/2019 2:23:02 PM nsa_qil2 Fifteen minutes after never

6/18/2019 2:24:48 PM brad34351293 It is old school, but "Behold a Pale Horse"

"The 13 Illuminati bloodlines"

6/18/2019 2:25:27 PM aprilbrown99 Opps sorry. I thought your video was about the helicopter landing on the building in NYC last week. 

Yes, this will come out about 9/11.  There are videos of Trump talking about knowing who did it shortly after it happened.

6/18/2019 2:25:40 PM djlok So which planet are we from?  I've been trying to figure that out bc I'm pretty sure me and some of my other frens on Twitter aren't from around here.

6/18/2019 2:25:49 PM petitchevalb Sure we are

Can different timelines communicate with each others?

6/18/2019 2:26:24 PM brad34351293 Teenage son did to his ex-wife & he defended his son.

6/18/2019 2:26:37 PM turboxyde Ditto... it's like I just popped into existence at 5 years old. I have a faint memory of playing outside in the backyard but no major memories, I always 

thought that was normal.

6/18/2019 2:26:44 PM dynamicres Are the BE made SG's hexagons rather than 🔵closer to Saturn's poles? pic.twitter.com/kUeqEtKMXW

6/18/2019 2:27:31 PM aprilbrown99 I deleted my original comment and it removed my follow up so adding it back in. 🥴 

https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1141094598791462912 …

6/18/2019 2:27:48 PM missy968 🧐

6/18/2019 2:29:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yes maybe if it is covered in carmel or chocolate.

6/18/2019 2:29:57 PM nsa_qil2 Satellites

6/18/2019 2:30:12 PM dynamicres I can second that one! 🤣 pic.twitter.com/WZM4jcSBvx

6/18/2019 2:30:23 PM yellahabibihela Everyone is now that we don't have front holes running the country.

6/18/2019 2:30:24 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/lt4In9cf9I

6/18/2019 2:30:54 PM citoyen_resist 17.

6/18/2019 2:32:01 PM gi6stars Is the earth flat or round

6/18/2019 2:32:16 PM aprilbrown99 I believe we would need Majestic technology for that. I know that we can “view” them through our higher self and hypnosis but i believe interacting 

would most definitely change the timelines outcome. Just my personal opinion.

6/18/2019 2:33:07 PM suzirn218 What’s on North Sentinel Island - besides unfriendly tribes.

6/18/2019 2:33:18 PM realityloominng It probably looks super anti-climax. I've heard its just an area that will look distorted or mirage-like 😍🤩

6/18/2019 2:33:21 PM aprilbrown99 Hhmmm...that is interesting. I know I had contact as a child. Maybe that is why?

6/18/2019 2:33:54 PM nsa_qil2 We answered this in a QandA by telling people to fight them on Twitter 

They CAN hear you and it’s driving them crazy

6/18/2019 2:33:56 PM suzirn218 From what I understand Q is the highest security clearance available.

6/18/2019 2:33:57 PM petitchevalb I agree with you

That's why I asked in first place 😊

6/18/2019 2:35:14 PM grrroverrrtje I'm not really sure about that. Not saying it is and not saying it isn't just him making money. But @officialmcafee is on guite a journey. Also read that 

ETS is not to be trusted 🤔.

6/18/2019 2:35:51 PM dynamicres I love this question but just in case, ima get it in yes/no. Of the current "BE" population on earth, is there 50% or fewer IS's tied to them.

6/18/2019 2:35:52 PM laurabusse Looks juicy

Love janda

Will listen right after getting caught up here! Thanks for posting Michelle 😊

6/18/2019 2:35:56 PM ramstadstacy Is Wray a black hat?

6/18/2019 2:36:02 PM petitchevalb Many times I ask

Suspecting number is far smaller than we could ever figure out...

6/18/2019 2:37:00 PM jayrambin Will the ‘big moves’ come after 2020 election?

Comey report late.

IG report late.

8ch search warrant.

Q dark.

MJ12 quiet.

Media lying unrestrained

censorship rising

Dems force trade for Barr subpoena

Hillary tweeting 

Hussein & co. meeting leaders

Brennan ?

Feinstein ?

Epstein?
6/18/2019 2:37:27 PM zagnett Yeah dem [cabal bitchez] don't like it when We fight [them] here on the Twittz.

Wonder why? 🤔

6/18/2019 2:38:06 PM missy968 My answer to the trolls when they hit 2 weeks ago

6/18/2019 2:38:29 PM aprilbrown99 I believe their is a universal law about interfering with our time in this Earth school. I recall a conversation about this...🤔🧐

6/18/2019 2:38:30 PM dynamicres Great question! And i love the answer, gotta think of how they did that now❣️



6/18/2019 2:38:54 PM suzirn218 I read the same thing about Majestic 12. 

Point being, read everything & decide for yourself. 

I read everyone w/a grain of salt. 

Will be honest, when I started this “truth” journey, everything I read I thought BS until I saw proof w/own eyes. Now, not much can shock me.

6/18/2019 2:38:54 PM realityloominng Is this connected to youtube being flooded with apparently fake Russian "anti-gravity" jets? Or are Russians actually displaying they are right along? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_Cgxy7N-V0 …

6/18/2019 2:38:55 PM sheshifts001 I’m ready

6/18/2019 2:40:28 PM petitchevalb Saw what happened when Bif Tannen get the Almanac 😊

6/18/2019 2:42:06 PM mongrelglory I thought we were invaded by refugees from Tiamat much longer ago in the past.  Were these refugees from somewhere else?

6/18/2019 2:42:37 PM realityloominng Not sure, but I imagine sheeple thinking Trump is talking about ancient radar stealth lol. They won't know what hit them when Trump is proven over-

the-top honest. Lol be more gentle to them

6/18/2019 2:42:45 PM yellahabibihela Nah. Not witty enough...

6/18/2019 2:43:13 PM _369311119 Is the Moon a part of Mars? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137051097955102720 …

6/18/2019 2:43:14 PM petitchevalb I tried this way too... 

Unfortunately no answer 

May be a disturbing answer

6/18/2019 2:43:28 PM maga20272639837 Watch: https://youtu.be/HHfvJfVzw50 

6/18/2019 2:43:48 PM laurabusse Since never

6/18/2019 2:44:06 PM bdam777 It has to do with prophecy that their forefathers created, IMO. 

They're trying to follow their playbook but everyone is compartmentalized. 

So primary means for selecting people to do the job is based on ancient bloodlines. 

You are most loyal to you blood family usually.

6/18/2019 2:44:55 PM petitchevalb Aren't we all from Tiamat?

6/18/2019 2:45:00 PM bctrucker2 Me too

6/18/2019 2:45:03 PM laurabusse My dad used to say that all the time

6/18/2019 2:45:24 PM jayrambin I do. And right now, it’s telling me we’re getting clobbered still.

6/18/2019 2:45:34 PM hollylandes Wow. I imagine there is more to the story but certainly his time and attention is needed at home.

6/18/2019 2:46:19 PM allahuniversal Sounds like there's some big plan in the works...

6/18/2019 2:46:33 PM mrd_s_anderson AMA...first things first. Blue puzzle piece? Is that what I know it's in relation to?

6/18/2019 2:46:48 PM mongrelglory I think Earth's populations is a melange of genetics from all over the galaxy.

6/18/2019 2:46:54 PM americanpetal Me too

6/18/2019 2:47:21 PM danielleasher2 Bad. They are the hidden hand of the Bloodlines.

6/18/2019 2:47:42 PM bdam777 Not is-be. 

Baal means lord for ancient canaanite's

6/18/2019 2:47:57 PM mrd_s_anderson Impersonating a government agency is a first red flag for me. I still don't care much for it

6/18/2019 2:48:00 PM oo1o110 My opinion: Quantum

6/18/2019 2:48:55 PM jayrambin I remember 3 yo me. Several vivid memories.  Our ocelot pounced on me and bit my ear. That ones etched. Wasn’t traumatic though. Just took me by 

surprise. She was playing. Toys and art are the others.  A train and the Pleiades. *waves to Mom*. 👋

6/18/2019 2:49:44 PM starehope What is a "known IS-BE" list? I thought all people are IS-BEs.

6/18/2019 2:49:47 PM petitchevalb Sure

I mean IS having been on Tiamat once

6/18/2019 2:50:13 PM mrd_s_anderson Seriously though. What is your infatuation with the Autism Spectrum. I'm getting sick of the deception.

6/18/2019 2:50:19 PM charmcityanon 1?

6/18/2019 2:50:31 PM n7guardiananon Anytime April pic.twitter.com/5Hpl741qWV

6/18/2019 2:50:47 PM kseven110 I like that!!!

6/18/2019 2:51:20 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/LizRNC/status/1141044112956821505 …

6/18/2019 2:51:25 PM mrd_s_anderson I want all information on the identities of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 . i will not rest until I clear the deception.

6/18/2019 2:51:38 PM petitchevalb 1=0 (special dedicace to my friend 🌻)

6/18/2019 2:51:38 PM lp083061 What happened to Merkel?

6/18/2019 2:51:59 PM stormystorm10 More just so curious on your experience

6/18/2019 2:52:04 PM allahuniversal Another possibility

 http://www.softschools.com/formulas/physics/heat_transfer_formula/41/ … pic.twitter.com/PWDQMsi0Y5

6/18/2019 2:52:47 PM dynamicres I wonder how many MJ's fly with him every time he goes up regardless 🤣

6/18/2019 2:53:11 PM mommahood777 the National Anthem got to her...lol

6/18/2019 2:53:58 PM olimyracle #Phase3 pic.twitter.com/xu4QbkF0RI

6/18/2019 2:54:01 PM mommahood777 the National Anthem

6/18/2019 2:54:29 PM 78503002 Previous earth civilizations were they us or others?

6/18/2019 2:55:11 PM stormystorm10 Just asking questions to get a full picture , that’s awesome you get to be in that frequency all the time

6/18/2019 2:55:15 PM elcooksta Is there really an underlying metaphysical power that communicates with people who can hear it, even if they are stuck in a “sound proof chamber”?  

Not quite indigos, but for lack of better term, it’s all I got (soundproof chambers and all).

6/18/2019 2:56:13 PM mongrelglory If you're referring to the Replicators on the SG-1 series, I asked them if they were real and MJ-12 said "no".

6/18/2019 2:56:32 PM kseven110 Very interesting!!!

6/18/2019 2:58:12 PM merlock17 Are we from the Pleiades, is that why Jesus ventured to the Seven Sisters

6/18/2019 2:58:42 PM rawphonegirl And...Archive offline? pic.twitter.com/1kUoyuE5Mx

6/18/2019 2:59:36 PM realityloominng Well.. Isn't it normal?? My strongest memories of being 5-6 are a crap load of night-terrors. Thank God my mind blocked out any possible memories of 

seeing scary things...

6/18/2019 2:59:55 PM mongrelglory They've recommended CBD oil in the past.

6/18/2019 2:59:59 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/rmeSjNSkuh

6/18/2019 3:01:03 PM vintagesquirrel Ingest it?

6/18/2019 3:02:48 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1121839695997165568?s=21 …

6/18/2019 3:02:53 PM mommahood777 even with this poopoo video you can tell it's not a plane

the fact that this is the only public video, do you really think what the public was told was accurate?

They didn't do well with their orchestration that day..despite the WAY TOO MANY they fooled

6/18/2019 3:03:03 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/pdk5rZJDXy

6/18/2019 3:03:24 PM oo1o110 Is Tony "Gumbo" or is Donna Brazille "Gumbo?"

6/18/2019 3:03:24 PM pgosys2018 ole good sats aren't the beep beep only thingy today or?

6/18/2019 3:03:57 PM vintagesquirrel Or maybe just blood itself?

6/18/2019 3:04:54 PM allahuniversal So I'm not the only one that noticed when the answers stopped...

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1141081177392128002?s=20 …

Telepathic switchboard operators at work?



6/18/2019 3:04:54 PM giediknight AJ is definitely getting majestic info.

6/18/2019 3:05:24 PM brad34351293 It happened  a decade ago!

6/18/2019 3:05:30 PM adsvel I still remember everything from age 3.😊

6/18/2019 3:05:56 PM mongrelglory You mix a tsp into a diluted solution of distilled water and take 1 to 2 TBSP each day.  You can find the recipes on-line.  I find it tends to cause a bit of 

diarrhea so I only take it occasionally but I've got ulcerative colitis which makes my bowels sensitive.

6/18/2019 3:06:37 PM laurabusse We can only hope!!!!!

6/18/2019 3:06:40 PM djlok BTW I like the new design for the AF1 that he showed the other day.  Much BETTER colors!!!

6/18/2019 3:07:27 PM wearediamonds2 Cool!

6/18/2019 3:08:07 PM giediknight He said that some of his sources give him information so that he can spread it to his huge audience to get ahead of the narrative.

6/18/2019 3:08:55 PM zoilaliz1 Yes, in very small amounts, diluted in spring of distilled water. There are videos available, this one is my favorite  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=

PVg6sfEjqPI … ♥💛♥

6/18/2019 3:10:28 PM uglytru36339608 Pompeo, Kushner, & Bolton...Trump chose to have them within the administration.

6/18/2019 3:10:34 PM djlok We may influence public opinion.  Oh how sad that would be...for [them].

#DarkToLight

6/18/2019 3:10:45 PM goyaeq How will this coming gold standard avoid inflation?

6/18/2019 3:11:31 PM allahuniversal Agreed

6/18/2019 3:11:54 PM mongrelglory Many have been, but I don't think that's the only source for IS-BEs on our planet as many Starseeds have incarnated from across the Galaxy.  Corey 

Goode and David Wilcock have talked about Earth being a dumping ground for prisoners and refugees.

6/18/2019 3:12:44 PM giediknight I would doubt that, but then again it is a secure method of communicating. There is a “dead spot” outside of the IW studios that gets cell reception and 

other electronics short out in. AJ has said that.

6/18/2019 3:13:19 PM vintagesquirrel Same

6/18/2019 3:13:48 PM realityloominng Sound is waves bro and waves have frequencies which will always manipulate matter, whether just by hitting/vibrating it or something more 

fancy/Majic.

6/18/2019 3:13:50 PM petitchevalb Tiamat had sad end

Perfect to make prisoners...or to give new chance

6/18/2019 3:14:01 PM appalachanon It just looks so unnatural. I can’t imagine this being a bodily reaction to dehydration as the MSM suggests.

6/18/2019 3:14:37 PM giediknight Finally picked this up. Can’t wait to start reading.... after the rally of course @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/hMvTkcOUUx

6/18/2019 3:16:32 PM vintagesquirrel Good point.

6/18/2019 3:17:11 PM jenncbonneville Is Majestic 12 the same as The Alliance?

6/18/2019 3:18:17 PM kathleen3693693 Was Marine Sgt Charles Alan Dyer railroaded into prison by the FBI and the Clowns?

6/18/2019 3:19:51 PM michael81972 Lmao 😂

6/18/2019 3:20:00 PM wearediamonds2 I was thinking it must be some sort of weapon we cannot see because if this were a seizure or illness, usually that would cause 

fainting/collapse/concern from others.She was trying too hard to be normal/fighting back.She was in a very open space, also.Easy target?

6/18/2019 3:20:24 PM cheries35346114 Waiting for a big storm ⛈

6/18/2019 3:20:40 PM petitchevalb Thank you

I bet 200 IS

6/18/2019 3:22:01 PM petitchevalb  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1140598205526077442?s=20 …

6/18/2019 3:23:29 PM mongrelglory Yes, this planet is a 3D educational bootcamp, that's for sure!

6/18/2019 3:29:51 PM lambohodlr When will a "cold fusion" non-nuclear mass energy source be available to the public?

Some companies are already using them for their facilities.

6/18/2019 3:31:59 PM v_rags Yup. That’s the one I use. 👍

6/18/2019 3:32:38 PM shaqlolabunny was vine (the app) acquired by twitter so it could be purposely removed bc the ✨6 second videos were too influential over our consciousness? 

such a powerful meme format, i sure do miss those days😪

6/18/2019 3:33:41 PM lambohodlr Vector?

6/18/2019 3:34:06 PM vintagesquirrel Well, I'm usually having the exact opposite issue, so it may just kill 2 birds with one stone, so to speak. 😂

6/18/2019 3:35:45 PM aprilbrown99 There is nothing to fear.

6/18/2019 3:37:33 PM zoilaliz1 🤣😂🤣 ah, yes, regulating the regularity. Ok, follow the general guidelines and adjust as needed. Also recommend magnesium, in powder form, it’ll 

have the same “cleansing” effect and it is vital to overall health, or oil directly on limbs to alleviate leg and foot cramps.

6/18/2019 3:38:26 PM moemc8 KM

6/18/2019 3:38:56 PM aprilbrown99 I walked in my sleep a lot when I was a kid. I had tremendous night terrors when I was sick, which was often until about 9 yrs. probably from the 

poisons they were giving unknowingly.

6/18/2019 3:39:20 PM sp43999748 It worked in Avengers End Game....  😉 I’m only half joking!

6/18/2019 3:39:47 PM qanon_obiwan Apocalyptic weaponry is offline across the world. We are good 👌🇺🇸

6/18/2019 3:40:19 PM aprilbrown99 Well that was very interesting. I hated fractions in school. I actually understood them from this video. pic.twitter.com/ETWQswMEMC

6/18/2019 3:40:26 PM mongrelglory Sleepwalker too! 👍

6/18/2019 3:40:51 PM aprilbrown99 You are lucky. 🤗

6/18/2019 3:41:01 PM petitchevalb Disclosure everywhere? https://twitter.com/EmeraldLawofOne/status/1139258761883766789?s=20 …

6/18/2019 3:42:00 PM petitchevalb YES 😀

6/18/2019 3:42:00 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. Big time.

6/18/2019 3:43:03 PM 313looper I know all of them since President Trump took the office! 🤩

6/18/2019 3:44:20 PM sp43999748 Original X-files was a great show that I feel never gets mentioned. I’ve watched them all,  many of times.  Disclosure everywhere!

6/18/2019 3:44:50 PM adsvel Thank you April or more precisely it was emotionally unforgettable.😊

6/18/2019 3:45:00 PM hollylandes OMG this is ridiculous

6/18/2019 3:45:41 PM hollylandes Lol

6/18/2019 3:45:55 PM gingerbanana2 In remember things I definitely shouldn’t!  I was 2 when we left Hawaii for Cali and I can describe the layout of our apartments in both Hawaii and 

California.  Crazy stuff!!

6/18/2019 3:46:12 PM nancyddb Me too, sleepwalker into my adult.

6/18/2019 3:47:22 PM 313looper These traitors/pawns have been always betraying Iranian people!😳

6/18/2019 3:48:49 PM girlawakeinca I think we are becoming the majority. ❤️ We need to do what we can to raise the vibration of this planet...and collectively we are.

6/18/2019 3:49:24 PM integratedwebuk Is this a similar move as before appointing temporary people to positions as they can become a greater threat/tool to aid the movement

6/18/2019 3:50:51 PM integratedwebuk When Q is successful I imagine many books will be written to try and ensure history is never repeated x

6/18/2019 3:51:27 PM petitchevalb  https://youtu.be/z-EfEaFWh3w 

6/18/2019 3:52:57 PM aprilbrown99 You are awake and here now. That is all that matters. We are here for you. 🤗 there are still millions that need to awaken. We will be there for all of 

them too. 😃

6/18/2019 3:56:36 PM dynamicres I think it depends on which level or Tier. If we wanna say right at our level of IS, then its probably going to be higher. But maybe a few tiers up the 

fractal back to source there's maybe 200ish... OVER-IS's directly down from the universal oversoul. A hierarchy branching from 1

6/18/2019 3:56:44 PM mrd_s_anderson Ok....



6/18/2019 3:57:32 PM petitchevalb 1=0

6/18/2019 4:00:20 PM tikicolada Yes, listen. Especially when he repeats words. Also note the time mark to explore further. 😊

6/18/2019 4:00:49 PM integratedwebuk The Russian jet doing a cobra roll (I think that's what it's called) always had me thinking anti-gravity.....

6/18/2019 4:00:52 PM sp43999748 I’m the complete opposite... I have no fears anymore, I feel the war is over, it’s just disclosure at this point. Hard to explain, but I spend my time now 

just spreading love and positivity where ever I go, and red pill people when I can.  Choose to be happy instead of miserable

6/18/2019 4:02:21 PM aprilbrown99 No coincidences. 😊

6/18/2019 4:03:52 PM smokewhisky Couldn't the victims agree not to testify against him, take his money, and testify against him anyway?

6/18/2019 4:04:41 PM tracy15wil I missed what IS-BE means... help

6/18/2019 4:05:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Is 45 going to be out of the country next week?

6/18/2019 4:09:26 PM adsvel Our emotions creates memories, that's my opinion.

6/18/2019 4:10:34 PM jakejcannon How big???? Just drove past this pic.twitter.com/983n5F2pOF

6/18/2019 4:10:52 PM hawkgirlinmn Why isn’t the Pence name on anything at the rally?? Anything to do with Mt. Rushmore?

6/18/2019 4:12:46 PM sp43999748 Yeah that clip says it all.....

6/18/2019 4:25:14 PM awakeandsing123 Where was this filmed?

6/18/2019 4:25:45 PM jakejcannon California westbound near riverside

6/18/2019 4:28:17 PM godfamcountry I was just wondering the same.  I see a few Pence signs, but wondering if they’re old.  Wouldn’t that be something?  Will Pence be indicted? Could the 

Mt Rushmore story happen?  The suspense is killing me.

6/18/2019 4:29:25 PM awakeandsing123 Sauce?

6/18/2019 4:31:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Exactly! We were thinking the same thing!

6/18/2019 4:32:16 PM olimyracle 9 = O https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032646912044875781?s=19 …

6/18/2019 4:36:51 PM olimyracle Could you expand ?

💞

6/18/2019 4:39:10 PM aprilbrown99 Wow really. I am not too far from there. 😳

6/18/2019 4:41:20 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ!  😁

6/18/2019 4:46:05 PM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePEu1C8hHXo&t=39s …

6/18/2019 4:48:33 PM integratedwebuk There was never any burnt carbon marks found on the initial discovery and investigation of the great pyramid which is strange considering (according 

to the official timeline) electricity hadn't been discovered

6/18/2019 4:50:22 PM qanonsunrise Our view of global political and structure restructuring is obscured by knowingly and/or unknowingly false reporting. Is the Plan on track? Were many 

changes to The Plan required these last months? Asking for an above-earth perspective.

6/18/2019 4:57:14 PM jve_nl Fully.

6/18/2019 4:58:31 PM jve_nl  pic.twitter.com/tUxKW1whkj

6/18/2019 4:59:26 PM jve_nl  pic.twitter.com/r0ZQUrOY2V

6/18/2019 4:59:52 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WWG1WGA?

6/18/2019 4:59:57 PM 369gwh  pic.twitter.com/Y4nTTnSYil

6/18/2019 5:02:20 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1104905170671013888?s=21 …

6/18/2019 5:02:37 PM jve_nl  pic.twitter.com/VogfFK8e0g

6/18/2019 5:03:25 PM godfamcountry I checked the official Trump store and there is Trump/Pence 2020 merchandise for sale.  🤷♀️

6/18/2019 5:03:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Good call!

6/18/2019 5:09:27 PM brad34351293 yep, & Guess what?

D's are calling for an 'Investigation' into the vetting process. ????????? They can't help themselves, actually surprised (they) didn't find this out sooner. 

It came out from Divorce papers.

6/18/2019 5:19:40 PM zagnett Lol that never stopped me!

6/18/2019 5:21:37 PM hollylandes Dems just elected a freakin' pedophile. Bleh.

6/18/2019 5:24:39 PM jadegreen0987 Jehovah is not the name of Jesus father. , I do believe your right about the name being a name used by the occult, Jehovah the name was made up in 

the 1600s.

6/18/2019 5:27:37 PM brad34351293 Witch one are you referring about?  LOL

6/18/2019 5:29:00 PM 7alon Disease, poverty, disability; what will happen to the people inflicted with these issues?

6/18/2019 5:32:14 PM hollylandes More than one..lol...how sad is that?

6/18/2019 5:37:10 PM roaminnoodle Is this something you can expand on, please, @NSA_QIL2?

6/18/2019 5:38:39 PM jvan125 Ok, you weren’t kidding!! This is awesome!!! 😂😂😂😭😭😭

6/18/2019 5:39:35 PM olimyracle 🤩 BIG 🤩 DIG 🤩

6/18/2019 5:46:00 PM lori_dee1 OMG!!! He is on 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥!!! My hubby says it's like he's playing Wack-A-Mole hitting all the issues!

6/18/2019 5:46:37 PM jvan125 😂 😂 😂 and hitting all the Dems!!! 😭😭😭

6/18/2019 5:47:19 PM sheshifts001 🤠👍

6/18/2019 5:51:54 PM zagnett Sound is the precursor to light. Light IS sound.

Sound is the fundamental "thingie" of the Universe. Of Everything. The "Word of God". The "Language of Creation".

6/18/2019 5:56:33 PM hollylandes This was admitted to on CNBC years and years ago

6/18/2019 6:03:53 PM knightofmaltaus Too bad btc community ignores real genesis of scheme. Assange is full of bull. Repeats what is told to him. No genius. Blockchain one day (after 

vulnerabilities cleared) be useful in many ways. 180 Central Bankers have banned btc. 10 Yr jail in India 4 miners.

6/18/2019 6:07:55 PM knightofmaltaus Being released slowly and tacitly. A plan exists to acknowledge, not until 3rd, 4th, certain 5th World Countries have elevated themselves for better 

understanding. We are not alone. Many have visited. Eisenhower signed a treaty. Read printed words of Edgar Mitchell.

6/18/2019 6:10:08 PM knightofmaltaus Probably have but just do not know it.

6/18/2019 6:11:11 PM knightofmaltaus The added gene in the DNA code suggests this is true.

6/18/2019 6:12:32 PM knightofmaltaus You can do same. Go to the Monroe Institute and research the Hemi Sync Experience and read about Robert Monroe. CIA uses Remote Viewing from 

Stanford and U T at Austin. Higher vibratory level allows you to communicate with them. Your heart cannot maintain such for long.

6/18/2019 6:12:54 PM knightofmaltaus We are the 5th civilization to habit this earth.

6/18/2019 6:15:30 PM snotwistr ask me anything

6/18/2019 6:16:41 PM drbohammer In the world of mathematics, Q is often related to inflection points of curves - that’s actually quite cool a metaphor for what @POTUS and Q are doing 

to our nation 🇺🇸

6/18/2019 6:21:34 PM kseven110 Yes, it is!!!

6/18/2019 6:22:04 PM keith369me Yes...the interview...Kim got blown up to “Firework”

6/18/2019 6:23:53 PM dynamicres I was thinking on the lines of sound activating something like bioluminescent algae or sound excited materials. How would you say they turn sound into 

visible spectrum light to illuminate?

6/18/2019 6:24:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 "This is where it will be. The Space Force." - 45

6/18/2019 6:24:45 PM bea12ml Godspeed Patriots

6/18/2019 6:24:51 PM napoli_motors #SPACEFORCEUSA

6/18/2019 6:25:11 PM rdeweese04 Shoving red pills down they’re throats one after another tonight!

6/18/2019 6:25:16 PM lbf777 Why does Trump praise the evil terrorist Zionists of Israel?

6/18/2019 6:26:12 PM zagnett I can't remember some things from yesterday. Or even this morning lol.



6/18/2019 6:26:40 PM keith369me ...hopefully Shanahan finds his place in this organization

6/18/2019 6:27:35 PM djlok The @cspan connection here has been crazy with interuptions!!!

6/18/2019 6:27:37 PM zagnett I lost a Jawa action figure at a daycare center & never truly got over it! 🤔🧐🤣

6/18/2019 6:28:08 PM islandofdelight WWG1WGA!

6/18/2019 6:28:36 PM pinealg1 Live feed on Facebook being cut out

6/18/2019 6:29:36 PM cryptomeres Vincent Fusca persona real?

6/18/2019 6:30:07 PM cidarean Sure. Patiently waiting. Progress in the public domain is extremely slow.

6/18/2019 6:30:10 PM lovelight5d to not lose his base Christians more than likely...all for show

6/18/2019 6:30:31 PM the_fjalar I ❤️ Spaceforce!

6/18/2019 6:30:36 PM brad34351293 LOL

You didn't catch the 'Witch' switch for which?

6/18/2019 6:31:39 PM melodicwarrior1 How close to asteroid mining are we?

6/18/2019 6:32:24 PM canadaprotrump We need to save the children first.

Then we go to space, even though I'm sure we've been there for a while and it was all classified (We know they kept the great things for themselves)

These people are sick

#SaveTheChildren

#DoItQ

#Qanon

6/18/2019 6:33:06 PM hollylandes Lol! No...but there are multiple witches too!

6/18/2019 6:33:40 PM kindeandtrue We'd rather have a functioning border.

6/18/2019 6:35:23 PM wearediamonds2 I can remember my thoughts before I could speak. But mind control and trauma can also create blank spots. If you seek healing and ask God to reveal 

things to you that could help you heal, He will do it in a perfect timing for you.

6/18/2019 6:38:30 PM aprilbrown99 We will have both.

6/18/2019 6:38:31 PM brad34351293 Heard that!

Killary and her little minion Gillibrand R two that know about. IMO NXIUM will F them and others.

Kamala is as Fake(especially when she laughs) as our former Sec of State, & could be one. 

I miss James Woods saying 'Horizonal Harris'!

6/18/2019 6:38:37 PM djlok Same on @cspan.  I wouldn't have even known he said that about spaceforce if MJ12 hadn't tweeted it.

6/18/2019 6:39:15 PM pinealg1 Same here!!! I heard there is a storm in Orlando rt now. But idk 🤷♂️ I’m upset I missed that part

6/18/2019 6:39:24 PM richardhiatt16 Which UFOs? You have NOT disclosed any models ...🤓

6/18/2019 6:40:07 PM pinealg1 I hope the public is told about the amazing anti-gravity Free energy devices we have soon!

6/18/2019 6:40:21 PM david00997884 Could, be

6/18/2019 6:41:57 PM cocopuffster12 ♥️♥️♥️

6/18/2019 6:43:45 PM egelone WWG1WGA!!! God bless america

6/18/2019 6:43:56 PM lana241603836 It’s already being done secretly although I read they had called all the ships home. Corporations were running the secret space program.

6/18/2019 6:44:07 PM lana241603836 👍

6/18/2019 6:44:17 PM aprilbrown99 Potus seemed to be hinting at the healing technology tonight too it seems. “We are close to cures on cancer, AIDS, ...”. So fantastic. ❤️❤️❤️

I cant wait for the people to get healed, be prosperous, have shelter, and well fed!  ❤️❤️❤️

Bring on the tech-Med beds and replicators!

6/18/2019 6:44:31 PM lana241603836 Because so many of the are uni dimensional

6/18/2019 6:45:27 PM lana241603836 Oh good you go! I’m a land lover myself. Too scary out there

6/18/2019 6:45:45 PM iamyou132 There’s no way that’s true. And if it is, his self interests are driving light into the tech world. As far as I know, He is the inventor of ad blockers. His 

invention likely resulted in ad companies wasting millions of not billions. An enemy of my enemy is my friend

6/18/2019 6:45:50 PM lisbet30025172 Yes!✨🙏💕

6/18/2019 6:46:32 PM iamyou132 You’re not so far gone, friend

6/18/2019 6:46:35 PM keith369me Thank you for introducing me to Jared Rand. https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/the-med-bed-jared-rand/ …

6/18/2019 6:47:44 PM lana241603836 B/cuz they have been in global control & he has had to appease and work around him with the plan until it is same at the right time. Financial reset will 

take them down

6/18/2019 6:48:08 PM keith369me Jared says they are built and warehoused

6/18/2019 6:48:18 PM aleks8837 Mark Esper....Prior to his current position, he served as vice president of government relations at Raytheon.[3].....

6/18/2019 6:48:22 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome!  I hope you can connect for a project. 🤗

6/18/2019 6:48:29 PM roaminnoodle Then Official First Contact can also happen. https://www.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/889898596438429696 …

6/18/2019 6:48:40 PM vintagesquirrel I noticed that too, April.

6/18/2019 6:48:45 PM ivan2488083248 I also heard a lot of good things about McAfee. The thing with trusting ETS is like with Q - disinfo sometimes is necessary.

6/18/2019 6:48:52 PM realeyethespy Free will.

6/18/2019 6:48:55 PM aprilbrown99 Did he say how many were available?

6/18/2019 6:49:07 PM kimallthat Withdrawal. Just like a Hillary event.

6/18/2019 6:49:20 PM realeyethespy Lyran Orion conflict.

6/18/2019 6:49:34 PM realeyethespy Watch STARGATE SG1

6/18/2019 6:50:05 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  I am so excited for that day to come. I have been waiting a long time. 🥰🥰🥰

6/18/2019 6:50:38 PM keith369me I don’t recall a number.

6/18/2019 6:51:04 PM aprilbrown99 No MJ said it was PAIN.  She is under control of the US military.

6/18/2019 6:51:45 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that too. 🥴😁

6/18/2019 6:52:46 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🥰🤗

6/18/2019 6:52:53 PM knightofmaltaus Not her first time. Insiders believe she has an early stage of..... https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/06/18/merkel-visibly-shaking-poses-new-

ukrainian-president/ …

6/18/2019 6:52:57 PM aleks8837 Maybe the shop for this site, and the site in general? https://thesuperbeings.net/page/getting-started …

6/18/2019 6:53:19 PM suzirn218 The world is not just made up of black & white hats - there are gray ones too. 

Kamison, you are doing fine.  Continue to read and learn. 🇺🇸

6/18/2019 6:53:23 PM pirateslookat40 He also mentioned the "brother he lost". 🧐👥👥🤔🤔🤔🤔

6/18/2019 6:54:49 PM renee86743676 Yes our Fight is in the second Heaven.

6/18/2019 6:55:11 PM pirateslookat40 Probably most.

6/18/2019 6:55:15 PM lbf777 Words are words. I want to see action.

6/18/2019 6:55:52 PM realeyethespy They need consent from us to interfere so they trick us.



6/18/2019 6:57:14 PM aprilbrown99 Potus has been showing you action for the past 3 years. He isnt done yet. He is just beginning. We are all just getting started. 

MOAR booms ahead!

6/18/2019 6:57:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Merkel shaking uncontrollably at a ceremony 

 https://www.liveleak.com/view?t=uWJ9I_1560862723 …

6/18/2019 6:58:14 PM sayno2globalism Patrick Shanahan

6/18/2019 6:59:18 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I tried to watch from there had to give up because of lag

6/18/2019 6:59:24 PM aleks8837 This is one of the weirest pieces of text I've come across in all the years online:

 https://archive.org/details/AnonTheStrangeDeathOfAdolfHitler1939/page/n1 …

Click to next page. See how it was released in 1939!??? The story is in-credible almost too. It details alot of the inner workings of Hitler's closest ring 

etc. Who knows😲

6/18/2019 6:59:25 PM aprilbrown99 I know that is what the news reported but I have a hunch that is just a cover story. Just like before with [HRC].  Jmpo

6/18/2019 7:00:08 PM lbf777 I want to see something that directly helps the people such as shutting down Chemtrails, removing fluoride from the water, helping the CA homeless 

crisis, ect... All I saw was opioids are much harder to get at hospitals which is good but that’s it.

6/18/2019 7:00:48 PM pirateslookat40 ✋✋✋✋🖐🖐🖐✋✋✋✋

RAISE YOUR HAND IF YOU ARE PROUD TO BE A TEXAN!!!

6/18/2019 7:04:06 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/bJjpIdLFzU

6/18/2019 7:04:53 PM blsdbe @DJLOK

6/18/2019 7:04:59 PM aprilbrown99 I agree with you. In Orange County there are over 5K homeless. In Los Angeles there are over 58K homeless. It is heartbreaking. 

For now a reverse osmosis system for the water works.  Not enough...but a small start. 🥴

6/18/2019 7:05:20 PM nancyfmplus Adrenochrome

6/18/2019 7:05:49 PM blsdbe He is certainly #Majestic

6/18/2019 7:06:18 PM gi6stars Cures are already here. Q has said. 

They just need released to #WeThePeople

6/18/2019 7:06:23 PM aprilbrown99 Riverside is almost half way between David and I.

6/18/2019 7:07:00 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, there is also technology as well.

6/18/2019 7:07:57 PM charmanda9 Yup. Exactly. You are not alone.

6/18/2019 7:08:10 PM blsdbe As in RDS open source? https://robertdavidsteele.com/ 

6/18/2019 7:08:57 PM kickthefed if you do you will be meeting a demon

6/18/2019 7:12:36 PM lawrenc16242044 Be careful who you listen to. Anyone selling items for profit seems questionable, if you ask me.

6/18/2019 7:18:23 PM blsdbe Time is an...

6/18/2019 7:21:11 PM tikinms Perfect!

6/18/2019 7:21:55 PM aprilbrown99 We all need to be the change we want to see in our world. We have to pull together to make it happen. POTUS is powerful and has started the change 

for us, but it is up to each of us to continue to make the ripples happen.

6/18/2019 7:22:22 PM 369gwh Spot on correct.

Our enemy is us, we are them and they are us.

Pity them that they are still sheeple.

Because we are awake before them, should we condemn those left behind?

Include.

Not exclude.

Bring together.

Amen.
6/18/2019 7:24:43 PM johnhammar94 Is there any validity to the “the anomaly” or “the nobody” thing

6/18/2019 7:25:44 PM laurabusse Yeah I wanna experience a beautiful clean nature paradise earth first.

Then maybe I'll think about space.

Maybe

Never really interested me much...

6/18/2019 7:26:26 PM lana241603836 I like air too much! Ha!

6/18/2019 7:26:31 PM michael81972 I know right...Hiw will I ever make it to 5D😂

6/18/2019 7:28:28 PM laurabusse Yeah me too!

I enjoy breathing!

Here on Earth.

Where there's air.

6/18/2019 7:29:13 PM blsdbe Folks, Compassion. Give it some thought. Please.

6/18/2019 7:29:40 PM aprilbrown99 With a little help from your friends. 😁

6/18/2019 7:29:43 PM lana241603836 You are my kinda gal! Earthlings! Ha!

6/18/2019 7:30:36 PM weshallrise144k Sonoluminescence. #DarktoLight

6/18/2019 7:32:43 PM linacovfefe Your essence...your soul...

6/18/2019 7:33:49 PM tikinms Is it true that someone poisoned her just enough to scare her?  (someone like her handler?)

It was making its rounds around the internet today.

6/18/2019 7:35:09 PM jrocktigers 😡

6/18/2019 7:35:24 PM jrocktigers WOW

6/18/2019 7:37:04 PM yellahabibihela Does sound emit light or does light emit sound?

6/18/2019 7:37:55 PM yellahabibihela I’ve seen video of pulsating stars that emit unique sound frequencies. Almost sounds like EDM tracks.

6/18/2019 7:38:18 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻

6/18/2019 7:40:27 PM aprilbrown99 Here is my notice for [them]:

I DO NOT CONSENT. ANY CONTRACTS THAT I PREVIOUSLY AGREED TO & SIGNED ARE NOW NULL & VOID. I AM A SOVEREIGN IS-BE. I WILL NO LONGER 

BE DRAINED OF ENERGY, USED AS A BATTERY, OR AS FOOD BY ANY NEPHARIOUS OR EVIL ENTITIES. SO IT IS, SO SHALL IT BE.

6/18/2019 7:43:46 PM laurabusse Ha! Yeah!

Earthlings baby!

😁

6/18/2019 7:45:09 PM laurabusse Now there ya go!!!!

6/18/2019 7:45:28 PM jrocktigers You know how I feel. [JB]

6/18/2019 7:45:41 PM dtrumpeteer That’s creeper shit right there!

6/18/2019 7:54:12 PM teamsterr07 Gloves came off. He spoke a LOT of truth tonight.

6/18/2019 7:55:25 PM 369gwh 33 degrees .... more advanced.

How about that.

6/18/2019 7:55:52 PM laurabusse Good for you!

I hope you get your wish 😊

6/18/2019 7:57:51 PM mack46169868 Lol Stargate much?

6/18/2019 7:58:45 PM winklerburke See Eye the Spy...



6/18/2019 8:00:53 PM roublisa Lol ....totally just an invitation right zag....only way to to enjoy this lifetime pic.twitter.com/e8F6WpJqq8

6/18/2019 8:01:32 PM boy12_jimmy I like you, question still Majestic? Always has been, always will be. As per P Shanahan, I understand. He was weak to the Swamp rats who want war & 

war for BIG MONEY. Something BIGGER is coming, so Be Prepared World. Remember Trump has many Great Ways to make the World Better. 

pic.twitter.com/giRu91cbRr

6/18/2019 8:05:22 PM jvan125 Yes, he sure did. Definitely need to keep the popcorn stocked for the next few years...🙏🏻🇺🇸

6/18/2019 8:09:20 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/k6Jr86bNXc

6/18/2019 8:13:13 PM lordconcave Newp

6/18/2019 8:14:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Was there a target/witness that the Dallas courthouse shooter was trying to take out?

6/18/2019 8:15:26 PM identityasxy .

Hey MJ, what was the real deal with Govt abruptly shutting down the solar Observatory last year.  

The 'child porn wanker custidian' narrative was clearly BS.

Any intel?

6/18/2019 8:16:15 PM aprilbrown99 Actually no, I haven’t ever watched the series.

6/18/2019 8:24:19 PM peterwa96366580  pic.twitter.com/rTB7KmGEiq

6/18/2019 8:24:46 PM lbf777 Yes. My pinned profile tweet explains how we can be all that we can be for the country.

6/18/2019 8:25:12 PM 7alon It is still true. I never implied a lack of compassion. I simply agreed with the statement. They dose the controlled targets with drugs like cocaine and 

other things.

6/18/2019 8:25:13 PM richard07759712 33

6/18/2019 8:27:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "You can't see it.  You literally can't see it" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htyNQ8MK3xU …

6/18/2019 8:28:01 PM the_fjalar mmmhmmm

6/18/2019 8:29:49 PM richard07759712 Good

6/18/2019 8:32:32 PM roublisa Geez what the heck😳

6/18/2019 8:32:36 PM kathleen3693693 I wonder about that too. I'm thinking that maybe, just maybe, they were somehow involved with weaponizing solar flares and a big scorcher to take 

out the USA by the #DeepState was averted.

6/18/2019 8:34:55 PM jswdh1 There is an article about her somewhere where she has harassed others!

6/18/2019 8:36:10 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

6/18/2019 8:36:28 PM jswdh1 Yep I remember that!

6/18/2019 8:37:05 PM winklerburke See Eye the Spy...

6/18/2019 8:37:07 PM jswdh1 I remember that from a few months back! He did admit it! As did that psycho lady! They both admitted 2 having multiple accounts harassing mj12 from 

each 1! Cuz that's when I blocked them both! That lady has a history of harassing people saw an article about it 2! Am I right mj12?

6/18/2019 8:37:15 PM mack46169868 Well poo. It's a great series. It even has replicators in it.

6/18/2019 8:37:15 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/HMZJOPgBbY

6/18/2019 8:39:18 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/fwcJYjSAyV

6/18/2019 8:40:52 PM kathleen3693693 People, animals, plant life, & even the earth are all IS-BEs. It has long been touted by "religions" that only people are 'saved' from this or that malady. 

We are all one. I'm tired of the "my god is better than your god" groupthink, leading to the most horrific acts perpetrated.

6/18/2019 8:40:55 PM sharidean996 No such thing as a, Calcified Pineal Gland... either you use your 3rd eye or you don't. 😉 #Meditation is the answer to All That Is. 😊💜👍

6/18/2019 8:41:17 PM identityasxy .

For those who fastidiously detox/cleanse, please share your anecdotal results.  Any demonstrable increase in awareness?  Intuition?  Spiritual well 

being?

Please distinguish between actual vs placebo effects if possible

6/18/2019 8:41:35 PM aprilbrown99 BTW, cool truck on your banner. Is it yours?  Reminds me of one my dad had when I was a kid. I loved that truck.

6/18/2019 8:43:19 PM aprilbrown99 Oh there you are. 😁🤗 Hi!  Did you see this during the Trump rally tonight?  Abraham Lincoln was in the audience. 😍😍😍 

pic.twitter.com/0WZDCBNOkz

6/18/2019 8:45:57 PM sharidean996 Just say no to crypto & bitcoin Blockchain-anything! Seriously. Hijacked, all of it

6/18/2019 8:46:29 PM sharidean996 No.

6/18/2019 8:46:39 PM twitsareangry I don't think it gets "calcified" so much as "atrophied."  Meditation, especially with intent to vibrate the pineal, is sufficient.  Try to match the frequency 

of the Schumann resonance at first to keep the noise down...

6/18/2019 8:47:20 PM kathleen3693693 I remember crawling, standing in the crib, and just about everything else. It's a wretched curse.

I'm remembering bits and pieces of my run-in with that lizard being--one event that I can't fully remember. The last chunk I remembered had me 

stunned and shaken for many days

6/18/2019 8:47:40 PM mack46169868 Thank you I wish it was mine. It s "goal" reminder. Besides it fits my nickname pic.twitter.com/TGPZa6kNho

6/18/2019 8:48:10 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you all are so brilliantly wonderful....I love you all and the teams working together to bring us to the levels of unheard of 

understanding.....best teachers and guides I’ve ever had.... thank your for believing in us #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/5xAl3qVe8L

6/18/2019 8:51:36 PM gattacus45 (shorter bits at Lucid Dreamer (yt)) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qMvZWY0Mnk …

6/18/2019 8:53:01 PM lbf777 Yup. Saw it.

6/18/2019 8:53:15 PM jljensen326 So then nothing's happening this week. Gotcha

6/18/2019 8:58:58 PM mongrelglory Yes, Khazaria Mafia is another term used for them.  Originally Turks and Mongols from Khazaria who were into all sorts of evil sh_t.  They were experts 

at impersonating and infiltrating groups to advance their agenda.

6/18/2019 8:59:42 PM roublisa I am also very thankful for all of our NCC mentors and collaborators ........all of the hard work NCC have invested in 

⭐️⭐️⭐️

𝙏𝙝𝙚

 

𝙂𝙧𝙚𝙖𝙩

 

𝘼𝙬𝙖𝙠𝙚𝙞𝙣𝙜

⭐️⭐️⭐️

All are incredible🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 🅟🅐🅣🅡🅘🅞🅣🅢🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 💞🔗💗💗💗😉

6/18/2019 9:01:20 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/nvITDzNaPl

6/18/2019 9:03:53 PM roublisa Hi sweetie...I’ve been out in the 3D today...fun day at ikea ..gathering wedding decor for my dds wedding in sept.  People are so wonderful and lovingly 

lately .....no coincidences 😉

6/18/2019 9:04:50 PM roublisa Oh my Jesus I didn’t get to see the rally🥰 I’ll have to catch it on youtube....I’m so excited....

6/18/2019 9:07:06 PM roublisa Interesting link to m.rushmore 🤔, that’s the vibe I just got looking at that pic....jfk 🔗🤔. How was the rally....did POTUS announce his campaign 

2020?

6/18/2019 9:07:31 PM aprilbrown99 Abe appears at the 4:11 minute marker. https://youtu.be/jziLsG6v41g 

6/18/2019 9:07:58 PM roublisa Ty I’ll look brb😉

6/18/2019 9:09:21 PM zagnett Yup that's what happened.

6/18/2019 9:09:45 PM aprilbrown99 He did. It was an another awesome rally that I wished I could attend.

6/18/2019 9:09:49 PM djlok Maybe it was some kind of sexual energy thing she had going on.  I dunno.  Kind of bad on international TV whatever it was.

6/18/2019 9:12:14 PM roublisa Awe that was cute 🥰.  This guy has been there before as well...I’ve seen him a couple times....🤔 wonder who he is pic.twitter.com/9fDx7rwtcx

6/18/2019 9:12:24 PM carolin15161363 Im sure there are innocent children brought in for these rituals. They are SICK!

6/18/2019 9:13:18 PM aprilbrown99 He was having a good time. Every one was. 120K people. 🤩🤩🤩

6/18/2019 9:13:24 PM roublisa Yes!

6/18/2019 9:16:30 PM roublisa Love this IS-BE ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/mRCAjYWeiu



6/18/2019 9:17:14 PM zagnett The space force is strong with this one.

6/18/2019 9:18:40 PM roublisa Wicked...thought her head was going to start spinning around😱 pic.twitter.com/5pRx6NJyJe

6/18/2019 9:19:14 PM jrocktigers it is called withdrawal.

6/18/2019 9:20:04 PM roublisa Kuru ...I was thinking that..😱

6/18/2019 9:21:08 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. He is very special. ❤️😍❤️

6/18/2019 9:22:38 PM mongrelglory I still want to see inner Earth!

6/18/2019 9:24:01 PM mongrelglory I still haven't gotten the hang of astral projection.  Maybe I should try remote viewing instead.

6/18/2019 9:25:09 PM enomai_ A square/variation? 90degree angles x 4 equals 360 degree 369?

6/18/2019 9:27:09 PM jswdh1 That psycho lady attacked everyone on the thread! I blocked her! There was also an article written about her harassing people!

6/18/2019 9:27:10 PM roublisa For the normies in my life lately I have been using .........

𝗜𝗦

 - your soul; past,present and future lifetimes.....

𝗕𝗘

- your current meat suit....tend to work 🤷♀️🤣😂🤣

6/18/2019 9:30:15 PM antarantanka I’ve seen the parade in the flow. Quite a sight!

6/18/2019 9:30:44 PM enomai_ Need for space force. It will be ok.

6/18/2019 9:31:07 PM starseedatx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's the deal with the power outages across the world? Is Texas safe?

6/18/2019 9:31:38 PM blsdbe It is true, you did not. I simply feel saddened by the treatment many many manyhave received that have been led astray. Blessings 🙏🙏🙏

6/18/2019 9:32:18 PM blsdbe I thought it was nearby...

6/18/2019 9:33:07 PM roublisa I still follow both....I just have my heart in with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and @NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/azcGZLHbsb

6/18/2019 9:35:34 PM brad34351293 Oh, please! Did you hear the girl speak prior to the last 2 or 3 years when the Helmsworth brother took her back?

She had the naisly distinction of a person that puts too much shit up her nose, AKA Cocaine! IMO

Just saying the truth! 

If you disagree, well, you don't know signs!

6/18/2019 9:36:46 PM carolin15161363 I saw it in a couple of places but I can only remember one of them right now. I dont normally watch this person but something drew me to this video 

https://youtu.be/x_iiQxCEz9Y 

6/18/2019 9:36:52 PM roublisa You may be limiting yourself a tad...always question, but where is your sense of curiosity...you’d be surprised what doors that open when you knock😉

6/18/2019 9:37:47 PM roublisa Pssst....they are very much related 🤫

6/18/2019 9:37:51 PM aprilbrown99 It is about an hour from me.

6/18/2019 9:42:05 PM pauliepg11111 I’m impatient!

6/18/2019 9:43:15 PM roublisa 🥰NCC I see you 😘🤗

6/18/2019 9:43:52 PM charlesgdavis1 I was looking West, saw what looked like a star, then I saw points of light coming out of the star, got small one handed telescope, the star seemed like 

a portal or opening with light and the smaller lights would come out in 4 different directions and disappeared 2 seconds later.

6/18/2019 9:50:06 PM charlesgdavis1 Question. Is that hologram tech, to show a false images or hide the space force craft?  1994-2003 in front of home N.Y. SEEN a lot in LIFE.

6/18/2019 9:50:10 PM _17patriot_ Operation Popeye?

6/18/2019 9:51:03 PM charlesgdavis1 😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😇

6/18/2019 9:51:49 PM roublisa Yes!  Majestic indeed .....❤️ you MJ8 pic.twitter.com/BFAyThv5iS

6/18/2019 9:53:27 PM brad34351293 So you disagree with my opinion? Which is true!

& please be aware that Ms. Cyrus 'the lost soul' was licking a Cake with Abortion on it, like it is a good thing!

6/18/2019 9:54:24 PM roublisa I can’t wait to see more of that Flying Beast😬. Is the F35 expected to be present at any particular EAA fly in in the very near future....

Oshkosh.....amazing times for aviation 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/18/2019 9:55:26 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/6cBGPujcMy

6/18/2019 9:55:49 PM roublisa Very cool!

6/18/2019 9:57:57 PM roublisa I held my breath and I am very glad I did....amazing times guys😏

6/18/2019 9:58:34 PM carolin15161363 I think he means missions to Mars will include going to the moon also.

6/18/2019 10:00:39 PM brad34351293 So... you call yourself a shepard, but keep your eyes closed to truth? Please!

6/18/2019 10:02:52 PM decodematrix  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrino_detector …

6/18/2019 10:04:02 PM brad34351293 That woman calls herself a shepard, but has her "eyes wide closed". 

I can't stand passive aggressive people, that want to make a statement, but refuse to reply to said statement.

Prayers!

6/18/2019 10:16:08 PM ascendedwater The one that’s an insurance when your born? And the Vatican gets paid out when you die ??

6/18/2019 10:25:21 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  can I expect anything Majestic at this years EAA  https://www.eaa.org/en/airventure....many … exciting happenings...just looking 

for a heads up😉

6/18/2019 10:29:10 PM roublisa 33 👀

6/18/2019 10:29:45 PM roublisa 🤔

6/18/2019 10:37:43 PM batespm4abbey Melania at giza...

6/18/2019 10:38:30 PM memomemz14 Vibrations,levels, frequencies,dimensions and so much more! People need to wake up! A lil more nudges in the right direction!

6/18/2019 10:38:57 PM roublisa Beautiful Keith ❤️❤️❤️

6/18/2019 10:50:22 PM roublisa Oh wow you guys ...👍👀

6/18/2019 10:54:38 PM charlesgdavis1 You can't fault them for that, if they use MSM as their information source!!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈

6/18/2019 10:55:36 PM roublisa ❤️thank you MJ 8

6/18/2019 11:06:25 PM parsa_hu_moro indeed and it's called interdimensional breeding

if ur pregnant and are not a stupid liberal,there is a greate possibility ur child will be one of the New Ones

3-4days

till the next upgrade arrives,so be receptive

it's on the councisness level then it manifests itself physically

6/18/2019 11:08:05 PM gourangaoo Bring down Russia at all costs as they tried millennia back to weed them out, and ever since they have had a vendetta against the country. The KM 

grown and morphed into nefarious families world wide!

6/18/2019 11:22:47 PM sunspot406 The word miserable reminds me of the movie "Misery".  It was about torture.  Politics is torture, but I believe a "new way" is on the horizon. Rise up 

and play through the misery, paint a new expression of the truth you see revealed.  "WE" need you. wwg1wga love and peace.

6/18/2019 11:25:18 PM wokepatriot1776 Active Denial System. Our government developed it. It’s like a heat beam that heats up the surface of the skin. Seems like someone’s sending her a 

message.

6/18/2019 11:48:24 PM goodmedicine4us JK?

6/19/2019 12:22:03 AM qtruther1 Q Anthem

"The Future Proves The Past"

 https://youtu.be/Vr2hQ0jyl9Y 

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon



6/19/2019 12:22:13 AM qtruther1 Q Anthem

"The Future Proves The Past"

 https://youtu.be/Vr2hQ0jyl9Y 

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

6/19/2019 12:28:12 AM love4thegameak The Opening Prayer Was Epic!! 

Sound the Horns Of Spiritual War Against Evil to Save Humanity.

6/19/2019 12:34:44 AM qbunnyt I feel like the war is over, too, even though I reckon the [DS] hasn't entirely run out of ammunition. I just find it so frustrating that the normies are still 

caught in the net of lies and that we're being treated as conspiracy nutcases. During this time, so many still suffer

6/19/2019 12:58:35 AM ascendedwater So in layman’s terms what is the answer

6/19/2019 1:04:54 AM __jabird__ Extension of or similar to “Air Force” like “Navy” “Marines “

6/19/2019 1:07:22 AM __jabird__ If there’s indeed a buried operating pyramid in Alaska, what would happen if someone erected a granite obelisk in the same area?

6/19/2019 1:20:10 AM k3yle 17th letter in alphabet is Q.

6/19/2019 1:21:25 AM kristlynwind My sense has been that both 45 & 17 collaborating with the Pleiadians for some time now.

#DarktoLight

6/19/2019 1:24:09 AM doyle_eng 1/ 

Yet what if .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump per:

< https://qmap.pub/read/749 > —

and: 

< https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1141154668665589763 …> 

could be doing so much more? Esp. when “45” – i.e. .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – indeed (< https://qmap.pub/read/167 >): “... opened the door of all doors” – 

and ... pic.twitter.com/2oykpMxoau
6/19/2019 1:24:14 AM doyle_eng 4/ 

... use your own pride and (blind) trust/faith as its very own – authorised – delivery vector):

Thanks to both “Space ...

—

[Coincidence .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Or Potential ‘Blowback’ on a Moral Code held by those who would Guard Peace? < https://qmap.pub/read/749 > — 

Your choice.] pic.twitter.com/z2ZB2Vmpz4
6/19/2019 1:24:18 AM doyle_eng 5/ 

... Force” and .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 having heard this cautionary warning before:

Months ago.

But rather than wanting to know the truth, preferring instead to just hold onto something to believe in.

Forget MIRROR. Go any further in such ignorance and you can think KARMA.  pic.twitter.com/8RTo6eFsSM
6/19/2019 1:24:21 AM doyle_eng 5+1/ 

If you now wish to survive – a prerequisite to succeeding – forget your “comms” Q and .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 

Study my Tweets.

You have 4 accounts and thousands of messages, to mine, map, & evaluate.

Humble advice: On this, get to work: for now no one but you, for you, can.  pic.twitter.com/fxBKI9SQNg
6/19/2019 1:25:07 AM k3yle Plane[t] earth

6/19/2019 1:30:02 AM firstwavr hard no

6/19/2019 1:45:31 AM doyle_media ? .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

What is “enemy”?

The direct conscious experience of faith/trust the violation of which, at the very hands of those who hold (onto) it, is intolerable to conscious 

experience — and is then (in preconscious reflex) projectively anthropomorphised as a “threat”.  

https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1141199052798754816 …

6/19/2019 1:46:46 AM thephoolish1 "Anonymously famous"

6/19/2019 2:18:40 AM cannafrom No the world need to know you exist. So we stop using fossil fuels

6/19/2019 2:20:35 AM oo1o110 "nothing"

POTUS told us tonight that they need a little more time to cement the victory.

1:02:30 https://youtu.be/QZlCpZbSdhw 

6/19/2019 2:21:16 AM cannafrom  https://gas2.org/2016/05/22/13-year-old-channels-nikola-tesla-creates-free-energy/ … you are advertising it on your twitter thought you wanted 

people to know 😂😂

6/19/2019 2:22:17 AM cannafrom 💚💚💚sorry too thought I was being helpful want me to delete the tweet? Xx

6/19/2019 2:28:46 AM cannafrom crop circles pic.twitter.com/UWJNNxbBLp

6/19/2019 2:31:11 AM cannafrom Thanks 💚

6/19/2019 2:32:27 AM cannafrom Haha! I like you 😂😂👍

6/19/2019 3:16:30 AM _369311119 Both?

Maybe an invite from 45 to NASA to join Space Force (..."much bigger things we are doing...")?

6/19/2019 3:26:33 AM olimyracle Take Your Time 😋 pic.twitter.com/hKFX2JyCVQ

6/19/2019 3:37:19 AM zagnett Frankly, @NSA_QIL2 has resonated to me like People from a government agency from the beginning & up to now, which is ironic to me because i'm 

typically not a fan of government agencies.

6/19/2019 3:45:57 AM keith369me We were to Mars and lots of other places long ago.  The Space Force is the rolling out of Disclosure.  For a hint, Google journey to Serpo, Serpo being a 

planet.

6/19/2019 3:46:54 AM keith369me Lack thereof?

6/19/2019 3:47:35 AM keith369me Yeah, step down and we won’t send you to the central sun



6/19/2019 3:54:44 AM zagnett Assuming for the moment that @NSA_QIL2 is legit (& i have no particular reason to believe that it is not), People in other government agencies should 

take note of @NSA_QIL2's Bravery. & perhaps join Them here on the Twittz. Some (like me) would salute Them Brave Folk as well.

6/19/2019 4:04:36 AM maryschade14 Always enjoy reading..especially MJ12..

6/19/2019 4:10:31 AM _369311119 1717 - Creek Confederacy founded:

 https://peopleofonefire.com/the-creek-legend-of-the-tall-extraterrestrials-and-their-star-gates.html …

6/19/2019 4:12:48 AM pat_at_wildwood I heard that too.

6/19/2019 4:15:25 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/xszKGw7G1Y

6/19/2019 4:19:54 AM pat_at_wildwood giant spheres by me close to where I live. I think I saw one of them. They seem to be semi-cloaked. Wonder if they are "clean up crew" for our 

atmosphere? Posted on FB but my post was removed!

6/19/2019 4:23:33 AM missy968 It’s done already

6/19/2019 4:29:39 AM maryschade14 This sounds promising.

6/19/2019 4:39:22 AM bobtoptier hence the words CANIBAL   ---    VATICAN    --- ....?

6/19/2019 4:45:30 AM wishinwelmantra "Defence" also assumes "activation when under attack. *Defence Force*

6/19/2019 4:46:38 AM alisvolatpropi2 🤣🙌🏼

6/19/2019 4:49:57 AM wishinwelmantra Definition 1 applies, not 2. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/DhnMJUoIbh

6/19/2019 4:52:01 AM alisvolatpropi2 CBD oil really helps with that! 💕

6/19/2019 4:57:56 AM lenartjoe Given the Adm. Wilson docs & corporate gateway revelations, has one of the points of contention 4 disclosure been a concern that the public would 

feel owed a larger stake in privately-derived tech over & above what was paid for with funneled tax dollars?

6/19/2019 5:02:07 AM alisvolatpropi2 Was she poisoned just enough to cause that reaction as a message that she can be taken out?

6/19/2019 5:07:00 AM v_rags Skate is the oil of a sting ray.

6/19/2019 5:10:58 AM sharepatriot It was either a "message" via poisoning, or KURU. Kuru is what happens to cannibals who don't get fed. Symptoms include "shaking". Kuru coupled 

with Adrenochrome with drawals. The Globe is waking up. Comments on all YT videos all talk about Kuru/Adrenochrome. #CABALCULTGOINGDOWN

6/19/2019 5:26:06 AM knightofmaltaus It is as we live in a 6 portal holographic sphere. Time forward, backwards and via portals you can visit in the parallel plane of the fabric of time.

6/19/2019 5:30:40 AM knightofmaltaus Never know the meds they prescribed to both.

6/19/2019 6:14:27 AM doyle_eng 20. ..

<4 Pt> Thread (All): From: Pt 1: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1138766674595725313 …)

10 Pt Thread (All): Relevance in: <Pt 4>: ( https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1138296235054456832 …)

• What Is The Relevance: Of: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1138068365044375553 …) as to: KARMA? 

At least for the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

..
6/19/2019 6:14:35 AM doyle_eng 23. .. never going to be a military operation? Per: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1139950830096773120 …)^ —  some assholes ARE simply 

irrelevant by choice^:

All you have left to you to now decide is – given your contradictory violation of Natural Law (LG) – is whether or not You .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ..  

pic.twitter.com/3qPu7rHknc

6/19/2019 6:18:15 AM stageset2  pic.twitter.com/fZmQCfuUnH

6/19/2019 6:19:16 AM chris_losh_ Very thought provoking...I never considered that.

6/19/2019 6:22:33 AM chris_losh_ I would be willing to bet that a good portion of those missing children are in space..

6/19/2019 6:27:34 AM charlesgdavis1 That's what they do....FB censorship blicks!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈

6/19/2019 6:36:41 AM lenartjoe I like to think that the secrecy while partially about money & control hasn’t all been nefarious. Some in the programs might genuinely think they need 

to protect us from ourselves. But some corps. working on speculative R&D likely made an investment beyond what our taxes paid for

6/19/2019 6:43:27 AM lenartjoe Assuming they are trying to leave a capitalistic economic system largely in place post-disclosure, I’m guessing the slow pace of reveal has to do with 

disagreements of how much the public’s tax dollar investment in tech would have appreciated compared to what’s owed to sharholdrs

6/19/2019 7:02:19 AM starehope Very nice, could you interpret that info for me? I was originally responding to a tweet regarding certain IS-BEs were being tracked. Why certain ones? 

How does one know if they are being tracked?

6/19/2019 7:11:01 AM roaminnoodle At this point, what difference does it make? pic.twitter.com/Z1fZn2Dhby

6/19/2019 7:15:04 AM allahuniversal That one time when I agree with Maxine Waters... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/u-s-politicians-hammer-facebook-over-libra-digital-

currency-project-n1019151 …

6/19/2019 7:25:54 AM vintagesquirrel Thank you!

6/19/2019 8:10:26 AM awake369wwg1wga @realDonaldTrump

@LisaMay62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@M2Madness

@Jordan_Sather

@dbongino

@IngrahamAngle

@goodmedicine4us

@Education4Libs

@true_pundit

@QsOciety

@The_Trump_Train

@RedPillSurge

@QTAnon1

@intheMatrixxx

@WarDrummer1

@POTUS

@PrisonPlanet pic.twitter.com/q10fShYW32
6/19/2019 8:10:31 AM bill_davis01 Are big things planned for the 4th of July???



6/19/2019 8:12:02 AM awake369wwg1wga @realDonaldTrump

@LisaMay62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@M2Madness

@Jordan_Sather

@dbongino

@IngrahamAngle

@goodmedicine4us

@Education4Libs

@true_pundit

@QsOciety

@The_Trump_Train

@RedPillSurge

@QTAnon1

@intheMatrixxx

@WarDrummer1

@POTUS

@PrisonPlanet pic.twitter.com/Yl2syb2YNy
6/19/2019 8:23:02 AM cosmic_engineer It's just supplementing a couple elements (in salt form for absorption)

6/19/2019 8:28:39 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - How to teach humanity telepathy and remote viewing in mass? By dropping two well connected starseeds into a talent show 

demonstrate telepathy and remote viewing... I could hear their minds (audience) exploding from here. Epic!

 https://youtu.be/9WKlUIJbWWU 

6/19/2019 8:41:49 AM italianmom555 I want the Tank Shirt, Space Force...45

6/19/2019 8:46:05 AM mgodfrey99 What in the hell is an ISBE?  Further, demons fooled humans years ago that they were from another dimension here to help...it didn't end well, the 

flood.  And now people are falling for it again it seems.

6/19/2019 8:47:48 AM carolin15161363 Its possible. Hussein did a great job dismantling a good chunk of what NASA was doing. Will they be absorbed into Space Force (military) or absorbed 

into Space X (private) should be interesting to see. They were started thru Paperclip so maybe dismantled altogether.

6/19/2019 8:51:50 AM johnhammar94 That’s bs and you’re covering for their manipulations

6/19/2019 8:55:18 AM petitchevalb Did you ever notice you always find same archetypes in character/physical attributes when meeting someone? 

There must be more than just phenotypes

200 archetypes (IS) with small variations could easily blow your mind, you could never identify them all... 

Just an intuition 😉

6/19/2019 9:08:15 AM jljensen326 what are you waiting for

6/19/2019 9:13:57 AM lenartjoe I can’t speak to that point, but based on my area of expertise, I am convinced that our ecosystems can’t take much more of a pounding without risk of 

significant collapse. It’s well past time for no-impact tech we unknowingly funded to be fast-tracked for release.

6/19/2019 9:18:43 AM girlawakeinca One more reason to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  This SG1 summary nailed it 🎯🌎❤️

 https://youtu.be/ZappkPkLOfU 

6/19/2019 9:24:15 AM italianmom555 It's a partnership. They work together

6/19/2019 9:34:58 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/kTgS7uQ5ZI

6/19/2019 9:39:06 AM lenartjoe If true, I definitely want in😊

6/19/2019 9:45:23 AM lenartjoe I’ve kind of taken an occum’s razor approach to studying the con-vs-chem trail phenomenon. But looking forward to the day when we  don’t have to 

burn fuel (whatever they’re putting in it) to get around. Still seeing this though: pic.twitter.com/fMyfNjC8JQ

6/19/2019 9:52:32 AM brad34351293 & that D Nemos has nothing to do with it!

6/19/2019 9:54:16 AM lenartjoe Thing I find interesting is I see a lot of occurrences where a later plane leaves a trail that corresponds to a gap in the trail of an earlier plane. Also some 

trails (same source plane) seem to degrade into 2 distinct components :a diffuse cloud & a lingering, homogeneous line

6/19/2019 9:57:46 AM brad34351293 The G-20 summit is in Japan next week, so yes!

6/19/2019 10:03:52 AM brad34351293 Oh my, shaking my head, heat makes one shake? Slapping my forehead!

I could maybe believe that 'person' if they said Cold made her shake. 

That is pure trepidation/fear that is causing her shakes. IMO

6/19/2019 10:42:41 AM loveqlovetrumpx Sorry what is *IS*

6/19/2019 10:55:58 AM azuremagus Already there, so resign me up but not for 20 years.

6/19/2019 10:59:43 AM dynamicres  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104905170671013888 …

6/19/2019 11:00:26 AM petitchevalb Exactly 😀

6/19/2019 11:03:25 AM oo1o110 I believe they are waiting for suicide weekend to be triggered... this is why time is illusion. Their quantum model tells them its a near certainty but the 

timing is dependent on certain people offing themselves, which cant be forced. So they just keep winning, until eventually..

6/19/2019 11:04:34 AM aprilbrown99 😂😂😂. So sad, too bad. #SorryNotSorry. 👍👍👍

6/19/2019 11:17:56 AM realityloominng  https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-earthquake-swarm-small-20190619-story.html … DUMBs wipe out? I hope the public gets to see 

some of them INTACT

6/19/2019 11:40:02 AM jljensen326 Here's my take: 

The accusation is that our world leaders are dangerous criminals and murderous thugs. The world is run by psychopaths. We already see the evidence 

of this in all the wars they create. We are part of the problem.

6/19/2019 11:40:17 AM jljensen326 Because we continue to prop up the corrupt system that enables their criminality. We use their blood money for our own transactions.

6/19/2019 11:41:23 AM jljensen326 That makes us accomplices to whatever heinous acts they partake in. Their crimes are against humanity so that means we are implicit in crimes 

directed at us.

6/19/2019 11:42:32 AM jljensen326 It was one thing when we weren't aware of it but now it's quite another now that we know. Now there is no longer any excuse on our behalf

6/19/2019 11:42:41 AM jljensen326 f. Every day that goes by and the truth isn't exposed and the crime isn't stopped is another day that we are cogs in this mess and we are complicit.

6/19/2019 11:43:03 AM jljensen326 When we go to work, when we pay our taxes, when we don't take a stand and demand truth and justice we are complicit. Guilty

6/19/2019 12:12:56 PM jerry48184267 Where does a person apply for a job like that? Asking for a friend:)

6/19/2019 12:16:31 PM jerry48184267 Why are they always hiding the cool shit?



6/19/2019 12:18:03 PM roaminnoodle BREAKING!!!

Keith Raniere Guilty on All Counts – Faces Life in Prison (15 years minimum)

#NXIVM #NXIVMTrial

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @NSA_QIL2, @ROYALMRBADNEWS

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein https://frankreport.com/2019/06/19/raniere-guilty-on-all-counts/ …
6/19/2019 12:39:27 PM blingqueendiva1 Covering what, who?  What did I miss?

6/19/2019 12:40:37 PM blingqueendiva1 What D Nemos?

6/19/2019 12:53:10 PM realityloominng just this guy doing a bad job at being skeptic of MJ12, and accusing me of defending them

6/19/2019 1:04:40 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/ZonePhysics/status/1141367719163572224?s=19 …

6/19/2019 1:04:49 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/ZonePhysics/status/1141367719163572224?s=19 …

6/19/2019 1:06:08 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/ZonePhysics/status/1141367719163572224?s=19 …

6/19/2019 1:19:40 PM laurabusse Dustin nemos.

6/19/2019 1:46:40 PM nurseniceyes Time is an illusion. What moments are you specifically speaking of?

6/19/2019 1:50:52 PM amknight007 I sure hope so!

6/19/2019 2:11:37 PM thephoolish1 A few years back I wrote a brief movie script outline with that title

6/19/2019 3:03:03 PM covertress Yes https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1141456906621468679?s=19 …

6/19/2019 3:25:00 PM mongrelglory Borax helps to bind the fluoride out of the pineal gland.

6/19/2019 3:42:19 PM carrielyn9 @LeeRoss813

6/19/2019 3:54:17 PM covertress I'm going to try this. pic.twitter.com/eyP48znZxK

6/19/2019 3:58:59 PM covertress Borax is acutely toxic in the same manner that salt is (in rats, it's 4500-5000 mg/kg of body weight, which is A LOT). Ingested in mod. quantities, it 

causes gastrointestinal upset & nausea. While it may be listed as “poison” on the box, it's only toxic at very, very high levels.

6/19/2019 4:39:18 PM bbobbio71 have you tried Boron pills?

6/19/2019 4:41:44 PM covertress No.

Why pay more for the same thing?

Besides, this is "a floor cleaner AND a dessert topping!"

6/19/2019 4:44:42 PM jared4liberty Legit me right now pic.twitter.com/1HBCVbnmL5

6/19/2019 4:50:45 PM jayrambin I observed that also. That’s when I knew. Because I had suspected already. I had ‘known’ Michelle for a while because we both followed and enjoyed 

kabs posts. ‘She’ had been banned a few times and made new accounts.

6/19/2019 5:28:20 PM sutchadoll8 @AmericaGirlMAGA 👀

6/19/2019 5:46:06 PM elisalenz4 This black woman is so disturbed she makes herself look like a jackass, pun intended, trying to insult President Trump. This is supposed to be news 

affiliated msnbc? No wonder they're going down the toilet.

6/19/2019 6:36:16 PM flygirl33684011 Hey.. question; Is Mnuchin out ? Being replaced ?

6/19/2019 6:57:31 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆  It tastes gross but it's safe in diluted amounts.  Start with small amounts for the first couple of days and see how your gut reacts.

6/19/2019 6:59:30 PM mgodfrey99 Thank you, I am concerned that more don't realize this.

6/19/2019 7:07:52 PM djlok You are not alone!!!  #WWG1WGA ... For realz!!!

6/19/2019 7:09:41 PM djlok 👊👊👊

6/19/2019 7:12:12 PM djlok VERY STUPID... It's bad... Like REALLY BAD!!!

6/19/2019 7:14:25 PM djlok Nope.  Just a regular Joe, who loves Our Country and the wonderful Patriots who live here.

6/19/2019 7:26:06 PM 2aforlif3 I've been wondering who he is as well that is two rally's that I know of where he was seated behind POTUS there aren't usually many seats behind him 

and twice that I know isn't a coincidence either way he's a Patriot! #WWG1WGA

6/19/2019 7:27:27 PM roublisa I think potus hugged him at one of the rallies...I could be wrong but it has been at least 2-3 rallies🤔

6/19/2019 7:28:14 PM roublisa I’m curious ...going to dig a bit..😉

6/19/2019 7:30:54 PM 2aforlif3 I do believe I remember him hugging him possibly someone involved with the first step act I think I saw him at the first speech in White House trump 

gave after passing it. Not sure but would like to know because he always stands out and loves Trump👍👍👍

6/19/2019 7:31:26 PM roublisa He is a gem 💎

6/19/2019 7:32:57 PM laurabusse Not to mention what is used to soak dirty cloth diapers 😊

6/19/2019 7:33:22 PM 2aforlif3 The positive vibes and energy were in the air all over the US and even coming through the TV, I wish I could have gone! #Trump2Q2Q

6/19/2019 7:34:38 PM 2aforlif3 No doubt someone that I would love to hang out with.

6/19/2019 7:39:34 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸Patriot .....these are unprecedented times...I was handed this today to check out....don’t know how far down the rabbit hole you’ve gone but 

this is the rock of ages...like no explanation I’ve scene yet and I’ve seen many https://youtu.be/A2_GFi_G2z4 

6/19/2019 7:49:44 PM vintagesquirrel Thanks for the warning, Michelle! 😄

6/19/2019 7:51:39 PM 2aforlif3 I'll watch right away, and so far down the rabbit hole I couldn't climb out if I wanted to, once you have expanded your thinking and opened your mind 

and aren't afraid to go outside the narrative there is no going back. But I am thankful, even though it can frustrating at times.

6/19/2019 8:16:31 PM roublisa  https://gods2.com/  this is the website on his shirt.

6/19/2019 8:22:36 PM aprilbrown99 I would love to hang out with him too. He is awesome.

6/19/2019 10:06:24 PM laurabusse I have yet to do either.

Maybe when we're ready...

6/19/2019 10:09:17 PM kathleen3693693 Saving Israel for last...

...the cheese stands alone, the cheese stands alone, hi-ho the dairy-o, the cheese stands alone...

Easier to take out the cheese when it stands alone.

6/19/2019 10:43:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you Patriots.

Only through See Something Say Something was this false flag prevented.

 http://fbi.gov/tips  https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1141455139825491968 …

6/19/2019 10:45:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan required NXIVM to be prosecuted prior to going after Hillary.

100K+ sealed indictments?

Mass arrests happening soon?

Under the guise of rounding up illegal immigrants?

Oh, we are deporting them too.

You asked for mass arrests.

FULL PANIC MODE.

AOC comments?

Role Playing?



6/19/2019 10:45:35 PM _17patriot_ I noticed something recently. Argentina went completely down recently, and then Antartica winds started picking up and a 5.5 earthquake occurred in 

the Southern ocean, does that mean something was awakened or they were trying to sneak something to or from the Southern pole?

6/19/2019 10:46:01 PM _the_psychonaut WAAHOOO!!!

6/19/2019 10:46:02 PM sano_faith Enjoying the show. pic.twitter.com/hKmC3m2QhB

6/19/2019 10:48:10 PM dman7210  pic.twitter.com/kKRgaptDE8

6/19/2019 10:49:31 PM aprilbrown99 All the way to GITMO? 😁

6/19/2019 10:50:05 PM roublisa Omgoodnesssss pic.twitter.com/764FSOItfN

6/19/2019 10:50:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Escalating tensions with Iran directly correlates to the verdict of NXIVM + mass arrests. 

SEE SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING http://fbi.gov/tips 

6/19/2019 10:52:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 [MJ8]=]MJ8[?

6/19/2019 10:52:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I'm no fan of MSNBC but this clip did compile well

6/19/2019 10:52:28 PM k3yle Damn how that work

6/19/2019 10:52:28 PM aprilbrown99 Someone earlier reported seeing many tanks on a train in the Riverside county area in California. Could this be for martial law or just distributing new 

equipment to the various bases?

6/19/2019 10:53:05 PM besselinkfloor I just thought about that. Q said Potus would be safe on AF one. Next week he's going to Japan for the G20.

6/19/2019 10:53:24 PM libertyspring99 Time is an illusion! 

Lol. Sorry couldn’t help myself 😂

6/19/2019 10:53:36 PM k3yle CPR? Or different dimensions mj8 is there just not this one?

6/19/2019 10:54:05 PM aprilbrown99 Back in time for the space force opening? 👍

6/19/2019 10:54:10 PM libertyspring99 Thank you for all that you do Majestic12. Ilove your work! Namaste 🙏🏻

6/19/2019 10:54:28 PM cryptomeres July 4th, Vincent Fusca?

6/19/2019 10:54:32 PM aprilbrown99 No longer Majestic?

6/19/2019 10:54:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes Wide Open.

Follow the money. https://twitter.com/ChristopherJM/status/1140913580059049985 …

6/19/2019 10:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 QAnon mentioned on Hannity prior to 45?

6/19/2019 10:57:34 PM slabunski Maybe, would be interesting if they flipped

6/19/2019 10:58:29 PM curseca My jaw just hit the ground.

6/19/2019 10:59:30 PM aprilbrown99 He left because of Boeing?

6/19/2019 10:59:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Abused become the abusers.

Allison Mack's childhood?

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/64tFd0pxqd

6/19/2019 11:00:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/BesselinkFloor/status/1141584734713208832 …

6/19/2019 11:00:15 PM monroevegas Free the abused #maga

6/19/2019 11:00:23 PM aprilbrown99 It is sad and sick at the same time.

6/19/2019 11:00:35 PM k3yle Active tonight !

6/19/2019 11:00:42 PM fightforamerica Dreadful. The cycle must be broken.

6/19/2019 11:00:50 PM k3yle The darkest night of the month.

6/19/2019 11:01:07 PM illzemcarthur Good thinking! ...

6/19/2019 11:01:12 PM thomasdra9on ?

6/19/2019 11:02:28 PM monroevegas IDK GUYS, the MSM tells me Q and QAnon is just a silly conspiracy theory. But how does Q know all this stuff. What are the odds? #saracsm maybe Q 

uses a Magic 8Ball like Jim. @LookatmeLookat1 🤔

6/19/2019 11:02:38 PM catheyr6  pic.twitter.com/rDC50ZwwLI

6/19/2019 11:03:03 PM roublisa Yes...I’m good with that pic.twitter.com/5vwBxZp4Sg

6/19/2019 11:03:42 PM aprilbrown99 Why do you watch MSM in the first place? Does it provide you with truth and facts?

6/19/2019 11:03:45 PM monroevegas Just a little humor. 👁💜17

6/19/2019 11:03:50 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen No coincidences.

6/19/2019 11:05:04 PM monroevegas I was kidding. I dont watch msm. I stopped watching over 10 years ago once i figured out they just peddle propaganda. I care not for paying my 

attention to lies. Plus its all just emotionally charged, designed to divide and conquer.

6/19/2019 11:05:43 PM roublisa Sites we on [mj8] ....removal ]mj8[for safety and remote wrk?

6/19/2019 11:05:47 PM aprilbrown99 Is there technology that can help them overcome the abuse and stop this kind of cycle?

6/19/2019 11:07:24 PM monroevegas I was meaning that Q is awesome and God Bless Q because Q is what is saving us. If it were not for Q, HRC would be in the WH, and we would be at 

war since 2017 precursored by a false flag event greater than 9/11

6/19/2019 11:07:46 PM sunset_color Cool Dog

6/19/2019 11:07:48 PM thomasdra9on Smells like a pow and a half

6/19/2019 11:07:48 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I saw your second tweet saying you were joking after I sent mine. 😁 Sorry, so many shills out there. 

Glad to hear it. 👍

6/19/2019 11:08:53 PM monroevegas No worries. Im no shill though. Im a real supporter of MAGA. Long bloodline of patriots i am from. Forefather faught in every American war so far.

6/19/2019 11:09:27 PM aprilbrown99 I watched Hannity tonight but dont recall the mention. I must have missed it so I will go back and rewatch the beginning. ThanQ.

6/19/2019 11:10:19 PM aprilbrown99 My kind of peeps!  Glad you are here with us!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/19/2019 11:10:30 PM roublisa Yes....hourly!

6/19/2019 11:10:43 PM monroevegas I have a taste for sarcasm but I try and make that clear when i use it. I love America, i love its citizens. Thats why i took an oath to defend from all 

enemies foreign and domestic. I do what i can being only one. But even one person has an incredible amount of power.

6/19/2019 11:11:59 PM aprilbrown99 I hear you. I am with you. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/S2AY7Jcplf

6/19/2019 11:12:15 PM gingergirl777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   I live on a lake above the 45 parallel. On two different occasions I have watched something beautiful in the sky that looks like the 

graphic on your page. Whatever it is it shifts & has beautiful colors. It had the appearance a DNA strand.🙏

6/19/2019 11:12:45 PM monroevegas I dont have a youtube channel. I would love to have the energy for that. But i tune into a few good ones and then just tweet. In my personal life, i am 

unabashed to share my mind with others. I have lost friends because they think im nuts not believing the “official stories.”

6/19/2019 11:15:31 PM monroevegas One big one i tell people is that i dont believe in vaccination. I thought about that one a lot because it was such a strong lie in my mind that they are 

safe.  Honestly, AJones helped me figure that lie out. Also watching a vid of a lady who was almost a Redskins cheerleader. 😢

6/19/2019 11:15:45 PM cindys_taras I actually know someone who barely survived ritual satanic abuse. To this day to even function she gets Electro Shock therapy several times per week 

and still suffers associative disorder and is heavily medicated in her 40’s! It is the most horrible thing that I have ever seen!

6/19/2019 11:16:39 PM monroevegas I am so grateful that @potus and his family are back safe. #TRUMP2020

6/19/2019 11:17:49 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/Wd8WxaJloM

6/19/2019 11:19:36 PM wild8heart Thank you for sharing. 💛



6/19/2019 11:23:06 PM monroevegas But when i do watch msm, i hear the lie. I was told by the spirit back in 2006 that BHO was selected...sure enough guess who was elected in 2007? Ill 

be looking for the selected globalist candidate in 2020. Is the voting system safe now? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 DieBolds were rigged.

6/19/2019 11:23:39 PM cindys_taras Yes he called them flip flop, cargo shorts wearing Qanon people 😂🤣😆

6/19/2019 11:24:31 PM ruseriousrtnw It's generational. Her father and mother are her first trainers from birth.

6/19/2019 11:25:15 PM aprilbrown99 Was the tanker/ship that was set on fire last week also related to NXIVM?

6/19/2019 11:26:57 PM aprilbrown99 Awe yes...I remember that statement. Missed the reference to QAnon. I was multitasking at the time. Not very well apparently. 🥴ThanQ.

6/19/2019 11:28:00 PM ruseriousrtnw AOC is another Illuminati mind controlled slave. She just happened to end up in politics and not Hollywood.

6/19/2019 11:29:23 PM 22war11w12 Fairly apt description 😂👍

6/19/2019 11:35:47 PM rabbittactical Compose and reconnoitre.

6/19/2019 11:37:09 PM doyle_eng 26. 

.. officials represent, to survive:

Their being at this date more than 7 billion individuals in number, of which every Earth Human individual reading this message thread is one. 

It begins with You.

.@FLOTUS .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump 

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/19/2019 11:39:28 PM doyle_eng 1. For: .@FLOTUS .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump 

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Why would Notification < https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification > – acknowledged as received by .@SecPompeo – be most Relevant now?

Per: < https://youtu.be/lJPr3XTxdZI > – < 

https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/c1dsfb/the_trump_state_visit_to_the_uk_riddle_solved_and/ …> –

6/19/2019 11:39:37 PM arunprakash4 @StormIsUponUs  Joe has stood the test of time. My heartfelt gratitude for his service 💫💖

6/19/2019 11:39:56 PM alisvolatpropi2 🤯

6/19/2019 11:41:34 PM pullurself2gthr Am I wrong in thinking that this Iran thing is to start a war so our troops won’t be home to protect America? Or is that far fectched?

6/19/2019 11:41:42 PM americanpetal Omg! I’m so excited. Finally! 👏👏👏

✔🇺🇸✔ Thank you!!

6/19/2019 11:41:48 PM daego29  pic.twitter.com/R2oZKTZiey

6/19/2019 11:42:17 PM americanpetal Not at all far fetched.

6/19/2019 11:43:41 PM mongrelglory I'm sure Alison and Miley have both been groomed and abused since childhood!  It's all so sad, and the cycle has to be stopped by society becoming 

aware and saying "no more"!

6/19/2019 11:47:17 PM americanpetal 😂

6/19/2019 11:47:55 PM roublisa Posted yesterday; pic.twitter.com/Rr7BEOW1o8

6/19/2019 11:49:18 PM americanpetal I practically live for your tweets! I couldn’t sleep tonight! This tweet was the best one yet! Hallelujah!🙏🙏🙏

6/19/2019 11:51:25 PM cchef1980 Why is it that an abused soul is compelled/programmed to repeat itself? Is it because they are not strong enough to see the light? Shall they be 

blamed? Shall they be helped and guided?

6/19/2019 11:51:32 PM love4thegameak Enjoy the Show!! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/F0UTYRwzdX

6/19/2019 11:57:29 PM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba

6/19/2019 11:58:55 PM karma4event201 DS knew US Troops needed to be away to attack Americans or disarm us. DS is not in control now. 

Chinese troops did not fire on the unarmed students in 1989 Tiananmen Square protests, Chinese gov hired Mongolians & they fired on students & 

drive over them sleeping in thier tents

6/19/2019 11:59:58 PM sirdave01 Deporting them to GITMO

6/20/2019 12:01:36 AM carolin15161363 I dont believe Trump is leading us to war. I think this is a take down of the DS in Iran and Iran wants that to happen. That is why Feinstein was meeting 

with the Iranians as well as John Kerry. They want their deal to stand and their blacksite to stay. Its coming down.

6/20/2019 12:05:04 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/YUzJR1sRZn

6/20/2019 12:06:59 AM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/VWhHu7HbTN

6/20/2019 12:07:53 AM karma4event201 Always watch equipment or troop movement; what equipment Desert camp or ? direction equipment is moving; etc.

Calif has Trains; shipping for overseas but It has a big Training area Mojave Desert. 

Ft Carson CO will take equipment to Mojave unload it; train for 30 days & go home.

6/20/2019 12:11:16 AM jcmyhp Please God, clean up our world 🙏🇺🇸❤️

6/20/2019 12:11:45 AM proudpatwife I’ve always felt that AOC is a plant to destroy the D party from within.   So ready for big events!!!  Just pray and hope we all are safe from those crazy 

people.

6/20/2019 12:14:30 AM wild8heart Mmm... I’d say so. Base number nine. 

Power of 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/7GBQDL5LFe

6/20/2019 12:22:09 AM raevenraeyne Been Watching SRA survivor stories on YT to learn what they survived. Most horrific stories 💔I cry for their experiences. Angry and sad no one could 

protect them and STOP IT! Stories should be world news. ALL should know TRUTH of this HORROR these people have done to children!!

6/20/2019 12:26:22 AM carolin15161363 That is exactly what I thought it was regarding mass arrests! Thank God!!!

6/20/2019 12:26:58 AM carolin15161363 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

6/20/2019 12:27:32 AM carolin15161363 Want some popcorn? 🍿🍿🍿

6/20/2019 12:27:45 AM raevenraeyne A speaker on YT who was a survivor of SRA had described some of the therapies used to help the healing. I’d definitely like to know more about the 

pathways for healing. I can’t imagine the depths of the trauma. It’s heartbreaking to learn of when watching SRA survivor stories. 💔

6/20/2019 12:28:39 AM carolin15161363 Grooot! 🍿🍿🍿🍿

6/20/2019 12:30:24 AM jayrambin I did a victory lap around the coffee table.

6/20/2019 12:30:54 AM jayrambin Several, actually.

6/20/2019 12:31:38 AM carolin15161363 I thought it was strange POTUS just went to Japan knowing he would be going right back. But then I thought he might have been setting up security 

and a safe place while he is there and a SCIFF to go to for communications.

6/20/2019 12:36:08 AM carolin15161363 Is Ray Chandler involved with NXVIM or just Epstein?

6/20/2019 12:36:11 AM raevenraeyne I try to practice compassion. With SRA abusers, I believe in feeling compassion for what THEY went thru too, but also accountability for their actions 

and protection for others from them thru humane means of execution. Rehabilitation can happen in their soul work after death.

6/20/2019 12:36:30 AM jayrambin Probably not. But maybe they should be considered for rehab. Whereas other who enjoy and scheme to perpetuate and escalate probably are beyon 

rehabilitation.



6/20/2019 12:36:51 AM jayrambin 🙏

6/20/2019 12:39:52 AM davidfr00722636 Can’t believe I hadn’t put that element together! Wow! Thank you😁

6/20/2019 12:39:56 AM jayrambin Shanahan? I think he’s exiting to do some other work. I forget what now. Space force maybe. Didn’t mj12 comment on it?

6/20/2019 12:44:13 AM jayrambin 😂 yes!

6/20/2019 12:55:16 AM raevenraeyne Thank you! The SRA stuff has been HARD. I cry a lot for what those kids go thru and that I can’t save and protect them. 💔

Then I feel Rage and hatred for the injustice. But hate feeds hate. Dark to dark. No healing. I know this. 

Only love and compassion heals. So I practice.

6/20/2019 12:58:28 AM raevenraeyne And I practice compassion for the abusers. But accountability is necessary I think. And humane execution is not an act of hate. It can be an act of 

compassion. And I also believe they are able to do healing soul work after death.

6/20/2019 1:01:38 AM raevenraeyne I didn’t quite understand that...

Blessed people are unaware they have the ability to do what?

6/20/2019 1:07:45 AM raevenraeyne I see! Yes, I thought you were speaking of healing but wanted to clarify. I had not thought of world population being multigenerationally traumatized 

and stuck in state of Stockholm. I can see that reality in those terms. Yes, it makes sense.

6/20/2019 1:09:02 AM sano_faith Already have my own popcorns, although, thanks for the offer. :D

6/20/2019 1:23:00 AM raevenraeyne Thank you! I’ve heard about about the ability for transference of consciousness. I often wonder how that works for a consciousness to move from a 3D 

into a say 5D state? The effect...on the Consciousness?...

6/20/2019 1:26:50 AM raevenraeyne From studying various works, It seems the best option is humane execution. Then the soul moves into full remembrance of Who It Is, and can then 

work thru rehabilitating for the atrocities it committed while in state of forgetting when it was with the body. If that makes sense...

6/20/2019 1:27:35 AM tauhuri1 Drop the Hammer 🙏🏽

6/20/2019 1:33:56 AM karma4event201 No war is in our backyard. The war is against the DS

6/20/2019 1:41:10 AM speaakn It’s the the behavior that the Demoncrats do 😉

6/20/2019 1:51:59 AM karma4event201 Is your question => Was Qanon mentioned on Hannity before Nov 2016?

6/20/2019 1:54:09 AM macd51317141 I have heard she is an actor in a play.

6/20/2019 1:55:23 AM speaakn I believe that’s why Jesus said to pray for your enemies and love your neighbors as yourself. When we show compassion even to our enemies, we 

understand that they may be suffering too in ways we don’t know. I also harken to the line: “Forgive them for they know not what they do.”

6/20/2019 2:11:35 AM merorschach Yes. AOC will win an Oscar for her comedic performance at the end of this. Bravo to Omarosa, Stormy Daniels and every one else who provided media 

distraction in this grand Reality TV movie.

6/20/2019 2:33:55 AM irsik_j Yeah well they all have access to the internet and information on whats going on. Once they take that leap they are done. Also not not all living beings 

are able to be saved. Look at the flood.

6/20/2019 2:44:34 AM r00ts0l0 That's funny you say this. "In the Guise of rounding up illegals" as cover. beautiful.

6/20/2019 2:57:21 AM truthseeker273 Get a clue.

6/20/2019 3:05:22 AM truthseeker273 Love her.

6/20/2019 3:06:49 AM marciaw02564145 Miley Cyrus and Katy Perry stole my intellectual property from a domestic violence robbery. I don't believe that Miley suffered anything. Just a greedy 

little coke head.Bug eyes are a clue. She was in a heroin crowd. Blood pop is heroin and cocaine dealers.

6/20/2019 3:07:15 AM merorschach Indicators of the Shadow War. 

While The Left vows to disarm Americans, a home in CA stockpiles guns, AntiFa (Cabal Enforcers) attempt to buy from cartel, and a train derails full of 

bombs, grenades and guns

The Establishment is arming thugs to fight the draining of the swamp pic.twitter.com/XtmIeqZ2aN

6/20/2019 3:09:40 AM truthseeker273 Do tell.

6/20/2019 3:10:16 AM tharealnarcid  pic.twitter.com/zoxDf5eWsR

6/20/2019 3:13:23 AM marciaw02564145 The reason why I don't believe Miley Cyrus and Katy Perry suffered anything is I am on the other side. I am the one going through the legal runaround 

and torture. I was offered one of the same record deals.I turned it down. They did things willingly and with intent.

6/20/2019 3:16:15 AM bhaggy1008 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why NXIVM before Hillary?

6/20/2019 3:21:23 AM mr_mayhem401 Yea yea yea

6/20/2019 3:23:44 AM jvan125 😆 Come on, MJ12!! Even you have to laugh at this one!! 😂

6/20/2019 3:27:11 AM jvan125 I heard that! I was wondering if that was intentional.

6/20/2019 3:28:11 AM sharepatriot PATRIOTS STAND WITH POTUS AND HIS TEAM (Q). TAKE THE CABAL DOWN! WE TRUST THE PLAN. GOD SPEED 45, AND THANK YOU! 

#SAVINGTHEWORLD!

6/20/2019 3:29:13 AM terran_sol Hey now I love my flip flops & cargo shorts. It's hot down here in Florida! 😂😂😂

6/20/2019 3:30:03 AM taradea08775439 Let it be

6/20/2019 3:33:27 AM blingqueendiva1 Ok, but what are Q posts.  Backing off.

6/20/2019 3:39:54 AM libertyspring99 They did. They were the first to like. They’re cool man 👍🏻😀 

Viva MJ12! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

6/20/2019 3:40:55 AM onepingonly2 Was the mining of the ship due to deep state factions in Iran?

6/20/2019 3:42:25 AM lp083061 It was in his montage of the fake news - others said it not Hannity

6/20/2019 3:42:55 AM jvan125 That’s awesome! 😂 I asked them a Q during an AMA about something time related and that was the answer I got back. I was like COME ON 😂😭❤️

6/20/2019 3:51:03 AM man76american  pic.twitter.com/udvuZifmuF

6/20/2019 3:54:09 AM covertress The Deep State is desperate for a distraction. So is the complicit media and their puppetmasters. War with Iran suits this purpose.

6/20/2019 3:56:33 AM cypressbill1980 its unbelievable at this point that people still love the clintons.

there are hundreds of documentary videos on the clinton crime family.

i personally can't wait to see them in chains,

6/20/2019 3:57:39 AM cypressbill1980 baphomet pic.twitter.com/FextshdCIa

6/20/2019 4:00:39 AM cypressbill1980 baphomet pic.twitter.com/4zE8ytmSDm

6/20/2019 4:05:09 AM bbobbio71 Hmmm, interesting. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress

Why the moon's south pole may be the hottest destination in space.  https://tiny.iavian.net/ssoh 

6/20/2019 4:09:54 AM maryschade14 Possible..we will see. The ex..lol..she drunkenly hit him and bitch fight ensued..I remember this pile of horseapples. Don't hit people simple.

But this killbox..a review of Shanahan's actions upon History would answer.I will not base killbox over a spiteful ex.NatSec Crime..yes

6/20/2019 4:29:53 AM nun_chucknorris Skin of the aircraft is embedded with hundreds+ of cameras. The helmet has a mode that allows the pilot to “see through” the craft in all directions as 

if it were not there.

6/20/2019 4:31:38 AM queenbe65474721  pic.twitter.com/EqCipzu7j3

6/20/2019 4:38:09 AM johnnygeno Yesssss



6/20/2019 4:44:04 AM souldredge All along being accused of being a LARP, yet showing proofs that this not a game. Asking, "All this for a LARP?

Wouldn't it be funny if a LARP was used as cover?

Enjoy the show?

#QAnon #TheStorm #MAGA

6/20/2019 4:46:07 AM keith369me This world is shifting, the light is starting to drown out the darkness!!!

6/20/2019 4:46:58 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/thBGJ95Btr

6/20/2019 4:47:06 AM keith369me Deportation to Gitmo?

6/20/2019 4:47:39 AM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/fox5dc/status/1141654424185712641 …

6/20/2019 4:49:16 AM keith369me Can’t wait until Joe comes out of the shadows!!!  It will be a wonderful day!!!

6/20/2019 4:50:09 AM keith369me Was Iran set up to be a safe haven for the scum of the Earth?  Has anything changed recently?

6/20/2019 4:50:50 AM archiebird4 waiting....

6/20/2019 4:51:53 AM archiebird4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you comment on Morsi death?

6/20/2019 4:52:03 AM jamiegrahamusa I'm so excited I could go jogging in my foot cast!

6/20/2019 4:52:15 AM keith369me July 4?

6/20/2019 4:54:38 AM archiebird4 lol lisa-you pic came up 'sensitive material' and I couldn't view....you must be over the target.

6/20/2019 4:56:12 AM covertress Kill boxes simply mean they have an expiration. 

PS will be free to do what?

Enjoy a semi-normal life?

6/20/2019 4:56:12 AM agoodyear2015 Obviously not for the Democrats.  She keeps blowing up in their faces.  She is EPIC!

6/20/2019 4:56:57 AM keith369me Intentional...there are no coincidences.  Rolling out disclosure slowly...several months ago there was a smattering of Qanon talk on all networks 

debunking Q as conspiracy theory.  When all realize the magnitude of fake news, this gets revisited!  RedPill

6/20/2019 4:57:52 AM keith369me Murky forgiveness waters we are entering

6/20/2019 4:58:50 AM keith369me How long does it really take POTUS to get to Japan?

6/20/2019 5:00:51 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/B4xtd0qasb

6/20/2019 5:01:20 AM dannytoth Would be a great cover. Federal agents all over the country doing arrests and people expect it (and therefore don't panic) because Trump said they 

were gonna deport millions. But like everyone else, I want to see it happening. Waiting...

6/20/2019 5:01:38 AM keith369me Free to be where he belongs...Space Force

6/20/2019 5:02:48 AM archiebird4 @Jordan_Sather_ @potus sending comms thru MSM and touting the new F35 with invisible (?) tech?

6/20/2019 5:02:51 AM bbobbio71 Funny how 2 hrs ago no of this showed up.

6/20/2019 5:04:21 AM bbobbio71 What's wrong with flip flops and cargo shorts? 😉

6/20/2019 5:05:15 AM jamiegrahamusa During the huge arrests he will be protected

6/20/2019 5:06:49 AM besselinkfloor I don't know how much time it takes to get there. The G20 is on June 28th/29th.

6/20/2019 5:08:14 AM prmd21801759 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS 

We are ready to meet our ET DNA cousins. Love to all.

6/20/2019 5:09:58 AM prmd21801759 Is Shanahan out of his duties as MJ8?

6/20/2019 5:10:09 AM richard07759712 Safe Flight POTUS.... Blue Skies and Blessings

6/20/2019 5:11:16 AM bbobbio71 Time is an illusion😉

6/20/2019 5:11:48 AM richard07759712 This is most sad, but not and excuse - Choice is our Greatest weapon to fight Evil / if we discern Righteousness

6/20/2019 5:12:53 AM richard07759712 He did

6/20/2019 5:13:08 AM sterkinglights1 The whole crew trying to do disclosure is laughable.

6/20/2019 5:14:02 AM besselinkfloor That's what Q said. He will be safe aboard of AF one, out of the country.

6/20/2019 5:14:30 AM oscarvanpb Sounds like there might be a "purge" night or two, stay safe everyone !

6/20/2019 5:14:59 AM chrishasissues SPACE FORCCCEE!!

6/20/2019 5:15:35 AM worried_canuck Psalm 23 all day every day The Lord is my Shepherd!

6/20/2019 5:15:42 AM sterkinglights1 Breaking: President Donald Trump liberates all of humanity from the grips of an interdimensional et.

6/20/2019 5:15:50 AM richard07759712 See my last comment

6/20/2019 5:16:18 AM prmd21801759 And @POTUS is probably on his companion spacecraft  ;-) ... AF1 as decoy. Would love that ;-)

6/20/2019 5:16:32 AM yenazzaney A duality created prison reality  means you have paradox, therefore to have or "make" peace you are making war. For how do you define one without 

it's opposite?? You can't. War is peace! Orwell wasn't just sloganeering, he was pointing an inescapable fact of our prison.

6/20/2019 5:18:57 AM prmd21801759 Thank you!!

6/20/2019 5:20:49 AM worried_canuck Ray Chandler?

6/20/2019 5:33:45 AM thunderwins No one can have too much popcorn,  Here more! pic.twitter.com/yA3uwyNtLP

6/20/2019 5:40:36 AM shawnloftin1 Majestic how long before we see holographic medical beds??

6/20/2019 5:48:06 AM worried_canuck And this happened on August 10 18 https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/we-were-all-screaming-oh-my-god%e2%80%8a-how-the-horizon-air-

theft-and-crash-unfolded/ …

6/20/2019 5:48:30 AM _chelseaproject By who?

6/20/2019 5:48:58 AM _17patriot_ Is he connected too? pic.twitter.com/ENoYpY7Cin

6/20/2019 5:57:20 AM liltilgerlil Can I safely assume the 4th of July is the kickoff?

6/20/2019 6:00:22 AM cypressbill1980 9 years i've learned nothing is impossible ,

never underestimate humans ability to do the greatest things and sadly the worst of things

6/20/2019 6:04:18 AM aetherwalker1 She has some Dark attachments to her unfortunately. Demonic/Satanic.  🐉  

The ritual assault during childhood is why her psyche is fractured, IMO.

Sad.

I hope effective means of healing such abuse victims exists and will be released.

6/20/2019 6:05:06 AM barbiemo1959  pic.twitter.com/kN3BYIK58R

6/20/2019 6:06:40 AM sherrivest2 Not sure this is real doc. Any legit doc would capitalize United States.

6/20/2019 6:06:48 AM theyoungearth1 Masons get thrown under the bus....”Red Symphony”

6/20/2019 6:15:08 AM linnyt7 Kolomoisky?

6/20/2019 6:16:02 AM 4hectorenrique Seems like something is being set for Independence Day. ...”We will be united in our common interests. Perhaps it’s fate that today is the Fourth of 

July, and you will once again be fighting for our freedom…”

6/20/2019 6:16:44 AM jimmylarkin141 Had not thought of that” illegal aliens  roundup” as cover but we are both gonna find out!!

6/20/2019 6:17:05 AM pullurself2gthr I was thinking the ds wants the war with Iran so our troops won’t be home to protect us against all the MBs people that are in America waiting for the 

call to start a war here at home.

6/20/2019 6:19:12 AM joanofamerica #Truth

6/20/2019 6:23:25 AM ranger51367 We can only hope it's happening

6/20/2019 6:25:45 AM rafngeirdal Is the August 10 event connected to to the June 10, 2018 event?

6/20/2019 6:28:27 AM p_brandon81 Praise Jesus! Rid society of evil doers. Bid them 10x’s punishment for all they’ve done to innocent children worldwide....may it all come to light; no 

stone goes unturned! Prayers of protection for POTUS, our military, police force & our children ✝️🌍🙏🏼💛🇺🇸

6/20/2019 6:29:49 AM jimmylarkin141 That’s a serious chain that will take a generation to correct/ break!



6/20/2019 6:30:48 AM jimmylarkin141 Um no doubt she is a smart lady.  Prettiest of his wives IMO!

6/20/2019 6:31:28 AM jimmylarkin141 Yes on JFKJR!!!! JFKJR 2024

6/20/2019 6:39:16 AM whitneykellene This is interesting pic.twitter.com/hHXztHau36

6/20/2019 6:40:19 AM hawkgirlinmn Idea: could we meditate and focus on MJ8 and family to bring them love,light and healing? 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼@OldWiseHermit @krissuzz @malley_pj 

@Keith72256137 @covertress @ChrisReitan @zagnett @blsdbe @AllahUniversal @laurabusse @RoubLisa  i know I’m missing friends...sorry

6/20/2019 6:40:58 AM rachaelangelm The only way to make a master a slave

6/20/2019 6:41:05 AM hawkgirlinmn @MongrelGlory @n7guardiananon

6/20/2019 6:42:30 AM covertress That would be a wonderful focus for tonight's meditation @hawkgirlinmn. 

Thank you for the suggestion.

6/20/2019 6:44:23 AM realityloominng MJ mentions AOC again.. She gotta be the best actor in history if that's the case.. Is she gonna flip and bring libtards up to speed?

6/20/2019 6:49:24 AM melanieanders7 Basically, we need to watch world news for familiar names of deep state people in court cases and their final decisions since Obama kindly pardoned 

them here?

6/20/2019 6:49:26 AM realityloominng I'm with you! She is obviously a discreet brainiac

6/20/2019 6:51:05 AM slayerofmatrix1 Ohhhhhhhhhhhhh HELLLLLL yesssss !!!! 👏👏👏👏💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

6/20/2019 6:51:46 AM phreatomagnetic Or maybe nothing public happens, they expend more ammunition, and look ever more ridiculous to the slowly yet ever awakening American public.

The ship of state doesn't turn on a dime.

6/20/2019 6:54:22 AM melanieanders7 Wouldn’t it be majestic if Space Force flexed their abilities in the sky during firework shows on the 4rth? That’s the largest sky audience there is! XD 

hello UFO

6/20/2019 7:02:12 AM moemc8 Read somewhere about a witness at Bohemian Grove stating that he witnessed her father having sex with her.  Any truth?

6/20/2019 7:05:54 AM shansway I have been saying (and being laughed at) that AOC very well could be a 'plant'.

6/20/2019 7:07:30 AM gi6stars 😢😭

So Sad

#SaveTheChildren

6/20/2019 7:07:47 AM gibboneyrock AOC, IMO, is a great actress who’s exposing & destroying the Dems. As for arrests, Treason may be hard to fully prosecute en mass vs potential 

political uprisings, whereas PEDO Crimes will awaken, enrage & galvanize the Sleepers. Most are involved in Trafficking, at least. GET EM

6/20/2019 7:09:17 AM exsjwtruther I'd search the breakaway civilization audio series on the site forum borealis. can't vouch for the creator, he's so so. think they're saying some ppl think 

like Mars with breakaway civ, but MJ is saying just breakaway to earth bunkers?

6/20/2019 7:12:41 AM slayerofmatrix1 Real or drafted to educate, this’s is chalk FULL of what has gone down.

6/20/2019 7:18:07 AM weezach67 Yup, the Justice Democrats & the Young Turks.

6/20/2019 7:21:13 AM exsjwtruther rumor is looking glasses used to show her as president

6/20/2019 7:23:52 AM cosmic_engineer Don't hope,  manifest

6/20/2019 7:27:22 AM humphreycorey This by far is the Most Accurate Assessment of how this will play out!

6/20/2019 7:29:56 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/HVAmN79lik

6/20/2019 7:31:36 AM dj_ltc You might consider using Magnesium oil as a natural deodorant.  A few drops of tea tree oil in it adds a natural anti-bacterial and smell cover-upper:).

 https://www.swansonvitamins.com/swanson-ultra-dr-barbara-hendels-magnesium-oil-3-8oz-bottles-liquid?otherSize=SWU481 … @SwansonVitamins

6/20/2019 7:33:24 AM lbf777 Owned. pic.twitter.com/gdiqZ9NqwQ

6/20/2019 7:35:48 AM 1425_patriot Her work on the show Black Mirror is quite an interesting topic. Had a feeling of disclosure to it. S5E03.

6/20/2019 7:37:12 AM dsjtweets While this pattern may hold true for many, just as many if not more survive this horrific abuse (like me) and never abuse another person. How many of 

us are working tirelessly to heal without bringing further harm? Compassion is necessary to help abusers heal after incarceration.

6/20/2019 7:37:42 AM exsjwtruther what do you mean Domain?

6/20/2019 7:40:56 AM dsjtweets We're not all passing the abuse baton on. Many of us survivors are seeing our own healing with the resolve to avoid bringing harm to others and to 

even prevent harm. This cannot be a platform for not holding abusers accountable. Healing after arrests is another solution.

6/20/2019 7:42:17 AM lucky11111212 So sad that any little one would endure such pain... 

They need a pain taker.

They need a chain breaker. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd_xxmXdQz4 …

6/20/2019 7:45:00 AM andyr1112 That's exactly what I got out of it, it was like she was almost playing the perfect roll. Very surreal

6/20/2019 7:45:05 AM humphreycorey Look at POTUS answering questions from the press and on the 18th.

6/20/2019 7:47:56 AM canofwhoop Getting the popcorn!

6/20/2019 7:52:08 AM rhsvcs  http://Qmap.pub  start there...

6/20/2019 7:53:42 AM mommahood777 Joe M has been a game changer for many. 

LOVE TO ALL PATRIOTS IN THIS FIGHT

Patriots are amazing

#WWG1WGA

6/20/2019 7:57:02 AM rhsvcs Don't forget Joan and Roseanne as well.

6/20/2019 8:01:48 AM paulabonney3 #NXIVM

6/20/2019 8:04:34 AM mommahood777 WaPo has submitted a FOIA on Qanon....LMAO

Try they might, FAIL they will!!!!

6/20/2019 8:06:07 AM wink5811 Break out the champagne and popcorn? DS Arrests coming?First time I saw a round up of illegals was in LA in 75, guess what folks, they DON’T 

announce they are a coming, it’s a hush hush operation, otherwise illegals hide!

6/20/2019 8:09:55 AM mommahood777 If anybody expects pity for her, maybe she shouldn't act like she enjoys it so much.

The slaves will be liberated but we expect them to act like it when the time comes. 

No more of this liberal BS agenda pushing.

6/20/2019 8:11:58 AM mommahood777 Isn't it wonderful to have Japan working with POTUS?!

WWG1WGA....WW

6/20/2019 8:15:16 AM bitcoinhudson I thought it would happen on his UK trip. I get excited every time he goes on a long trip anymore. lol

6/20/2019 8:15:55 AM seywerd137 A lot can happen under the veil of a million + deportations 🤔

6/20/2019 8:18:18 AM mommahood777 Then the DejaVu nightclub has a shooting incident in Allentown....hmmmm

6/20/2019 8:22:00 AM richardhiatt16 😢

6/20/2019 8:22:33 AM archiebird4 m=13 r=17 = 30 = 322 Isn't 322 Freemasons? pic.twitter.com/wHzBSkPiBP



6/20/2019 8:23:09 AM carter_zon They seem to be targeting Scientologist next. Hubbard et al are in the crosshairs. 

A state of war is not really needed. If there is an uprising, and there may well be, a state of emergency and martial law is all you need to contain things. 

Will probably be what happens.

6/20/2019 8:29:47 AM faded4soul Me to it switches out right under my fingers, especially w conservative act. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realhublife @realDonaldTrump

6/20/2019 8:32:55 AM archiebird4 F*ckers. smh...those ppl NEED that $. I hear sanctions and what not are hard on the ppl!  MJ when do we get to see the Bushies justice??  THose who 

are awake, will they know?

6/20/2019 8:34:18 AM donnacastel Very common. Makes sense . A circle of sickness. Some go the other way & fight to save other victims. But common to repeat the sin that was put 

upon them.

6/20/2019 8:36:21 AM highhopesusa Have read there has been research done for reversing PTSD....have wondered if it could be used for ritual abuse as well.

6/20/2019 8:37:14 AM eyegloarts Danke, kinda thought that might be what that was about 😎🙌🏽❣️

6/20/2019 8:40:36 AM hawkgirlinmn AOC as a white hat. Great actors make great movies. Gives “enjoy the show” a different meaning. We may look back and turn her entire twitter feed 

into a comedy show with the crazy elites as the stooge of all her jokes.

6/20/2019 8:45:45 AM natblogc When are virtual & human slaves of the world  going to unite to end  servitude to the  #93Society  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNAuxlIPKsQ&list=PLDyw0DkRlmEpBPKevoAK6zyeXd7guR_JH … whether  unknowingly, blackmailed, born into it,  

whichever your circumstance ? We need to remember  our free will  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will    to act, be free

6/20/2019 8:46:16 AM archiebird4 tweet is now unavailable. over the target.  what did it say? anyone?

6/20/2019 8:47:35 AM dioforce  pic.twitter.com/2dDWQeyPt8

6/20/2019 8:51:58 AM besselinkfloor Yes it is. When you Keep America Great, we can Make Europe and Earth Great Again.

6/20/2019 8:57:45 AM keith369me I have suspected for some time that there was something fishy about AOC...while she’s clearly anti-republican, many of her statements align with a 

future Earth under a different system...stuff we have learned from MJ12 here on Twitter

6/20/2019 8:58:17 AM jaspony1 I want this to be true, but disinformation is necessary...

Maybe they are fishing again...

6/20/2019 8:59:16 AM keith369me Infiltrate and destroy the Dem party?

6/20/2019 9:01:31 AM knightofmaltaus NSA does. NRO grabbed it.

6/20/2019 9:01:32 AM cypressbill1980  pic.twitter.com/ulVZmvGt7B

6/20/2019 9:02:52 AM cypressbill1980  pic.twitter.com/crI2qzsI8Y

6/20/2019 9:13:07 AM roublisa Update:

The F 35  will be in attendance this will be a year to remember in so many ways 🤗 pic.twitter.com/B22TS0h3BG

6/20/2019 9:15:32 AM roublisa This is a huge world wide event held every year....blows you socks off literally....thrill seekers adrenaline rush🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/20/2019 9:15:51 AM jaspony1 Disinformation is real and necessary...

6/20/2019 9:17:01 AM roublisa Omg I can only imagine👀 you flyin in this year? Sergio?

6/20/2019 9:20:19 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @zagnett  interesting “timing “ https://twitter.com/Bugsabee/status/1141635132706578432 …

6/20/2019 9:25:31 AM shansway Patriots...they're called patriots

6/20/2019 9:30:11 AM maryheil5 I love this report! I anxiously await Hillary’s execution for her 100+ counts of treason!!

6/20/2019 9:34:16 AM decodematrix Positive beings do this hand sign too. pic.twitter.com/p8uWYIqcJy

6/20/2019 9:36:57 AM dantomlom2 Love that weird film!

6/20/2019 9:37:41 AM laurabusse Hallelujah! Amen!!!!!!

6/20/2019 9:37:49 AM playactiongamer Media blackout coming?

6/20/2019 9:41:47 AM laurabusse Saw something recently about how they auditioned ppl to run for office...aoc won the audition

Of course dunno if true...

6/20/2019 9:49:23 AM laurabusse Might not be a bad idea to watch them now and then to see what they are up to...

6/20/2019 9:49:55 AM prmd21801759 Maybe you can ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for earth pilots' HELLO language?

6/20/2019 9:50:49 AM laurabusse OMG

I hope she can find peace and healing...

6/20/2019 9:51:42 AM keith369me True...saw the documentary

6/20/2019 9:51:49 AM carolin15161363 Ah I see what you are saying. Yes Im sure they would want to limit the amount of troops at home. I think its one reason Trump recalled all carrier 

groups, then only sent the USS Lincoln carrier group to the Middle East. He will only send out what is needed and keep the rest home.

6/20/2019 9:52:31 AM prmd21801759 Mass arrests coming with NXIVM verdict!! Disguised as, or simultaneously with, illegal aliens arrests and deportations.... so i heard thru 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12...

6/20/2019 9:52:58 AM missy968 Bernie’s team did the auditions or someone affiliated with Bernie’s team

6/20/2019 9:55:22 AM laurabusse Makes complete and total sense...

6/20/2019 9:56:32 AM bagnerene 🙏

6/20/2019 9:59:56 AM keith369me If the FOIA is successful?  So what?  The world will know

6/20/2019 10:00:45 AM brand0nr0b3rts Sometimes POTUS only RT others' content on the way to or from a foreign event. I have assumed this means the POTUS team is only running secure 

comms

6/20/2019 10:04:06 AM rhondanight And that’s the Truth ! 💫

6/20/2019 10:05:10 AM laurabusse Interesting...a documentary...

🤔

6/20/2019 10:05:14 AM besselinkfloor And he's working, having meetings with staffmembers and guests.

6/20/2019 10:09:53 AM keith369me There was definitely a YT video showing her “interview process” ...group supported her challenging in the Dem. primary. There was a meeting in an 

odd location TN or KY? Where a handful of potential candidates went through a process.  I think her brother submitted her application.

6/20/2019 10:11:01 AM mommahood777 it won't be successful...apparently they are demanding identification and contact information among other ridiculous things.  

Tom Fitton has had requests sit for years before getting his info.

Q will be revealed on their own timing, not MSM's

6/20/2019 10:22:28 AM bbobbio71 Agreed!

Do you follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

6/20/2019 10:26:14 AM hawkgirlinmn It makes so much sense if you think about it. Ie..green new deal. So absurd right now but yet the absurd eat it up. Keeps them in-fighting and gives 

them an unmanageable platform for 2020 but that’s the goal. How do you catch a fish? 😂

6/20/2019 10:28:06 AM impressionist81  https://thefederalist.com/2018/02/20/rich-white-men-institutionalizing-transgender-ideology/ …

6/20/2019 10:36:49 AM speaakn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said many things would be revealed this week and next 🤔  https://twitter.com/MarshaPatriot/status/1141702578536718337 …

6/20/2019 10:43:17 AM carolin15161363 What do you think about this particular practice and is the cabal trying to suppress it?

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=aJ-A6xY47jc …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12



6/20/2019 10:44:17 AM chuk_huffy aoc seems to be an actor paid

to spread dissension.

let us hope for true justice.

time...

imo
6/20/2019 10:44:33 AM archiebird4 Is it true?

6/20/2019 10:49:53 AM archiebird4 is it true though? Do you know?

6/20/2019 10:54:37 AM bill_davis01  pic.twitter.com/uPkwVYToWj

6/20/2019 11:08:17 AM prmd21801759 Saw that ;-)

6/20/2019 11:11:35 AM prmd21801759 Would marijuana help the survivors @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

6/20/2019 11:12:59 AM prmd21801759 Wow MJ8 off-world!! Wow!!

6/20/2019 11:20:54 AM usalawyer_ Yawn.  Same thing since October of 2017.  No arrests.

6/20/2019 11:21:14 AM lynneuher Wish I trusted the FBI.

6/20/2019 11:21:30 AM hrfister I'm a Trump fan and will vote for him in 2020 and I am well beyond losing my patience with the arrests that are 'coming'.  And now this.  What is your 

EVIDENCE of this???

6/20/2019 11:25:21 AM williamelgato3 Q's mentioned to keep a close eye on "the wives ."

just sayin'.....

6/20/2019 11:27:46 AM michaelpreamble  pic.twitter.com/qhY4cCUqGz

6/20/2019 11:28:07 AM we_go_now Iran last major Cabal stronghold in ME.  Notice FFs - tankers/drone - will not be a war - that is what DS wants -  so sad the common thread is the child 

trafficking. I have been studying this for just shy of 40 years - in early 50s now - I know much but still makes me sad.

6/20/2019 11:29:27 AM blsdbe Sweet suggestion, I am on it!!!

6/20/2019 11:33:22 AM candygirlclw Or visiting and meetings secretly with other world leaders.

6/20/2019 11:34:32 AM susan66388204 High vibes for 8 and who now is on deck?

6/20/2019 11:35:38 AM daveo6145 POTUS been wearing alotta blue lately

6/20/2019 11:35:45 AM barozzirochelle  pic.twitter.com/chnaG3Xveb

6/20/2019 11:39:01 AM djpatel29548445  https://qmap.pub/ 

 https://limitedhangout.wtf/what-is-qanon/  http://qanon.video/ 

6/20/2019 11:44:28 AM candygirlclw Really?  Maybe not the top ones yet, but lots of resignations, sucicides, stepping downs...haven’t you seen the lists???

6/20/2019 11:46:37 AM roublisa 💥💥💥👊👊👊Yes!  Mission accomplished 🤗 pic.twitter.com/lUnSgDYaLX

6/20/2019 11:48:17 AM candygirlclw ...cause nobody could be that stupid!!!

6/20/2019 11:48:44 AM shhhhhh_o 🍀 pic.twitter.com/sRccrYsEGs

6/20/2019 11:50:10 AM candygirlclw I saw her auditions, her brother saw the ad for the auditions and signed her up...

6/20/2019 11:50:35 AM candygirlclw Documentary or the auditions?

6/20/2019 11:50:54 AM candygirlclw 💥

6/20/2019 11:51:06 AM donotwriteback1 Exxon's Conoco already took all Vzla's Citgo outlets w/Phillips66 &Conoco brands Mar2019

Squeezed oil&gas prices up (+80¢ gal/8 wks)

Coincidentally Exxon was thrown out of VZ by elect'd Chavistas

VZ oligarchs miss Exxon bribes 4their inherited oil assets

Now Iran

#caltan =endgame

6/20/2019 11:52:54 AM robertrkimball Yes. As did ancient "pre-history" Earth civilizations. There are vestiges in units of measure, calendar and music. base 10 utility is limited to 3D/4D.

6/20/2019 11:54:27 AM brad34351293 Yep.

An "Authority" on Q. ????

HAHAAHAHAHA

6/20/2019 11:59:52 AM blissamerica So you’re thinking like me? Look over here, not there? And future proves past? Plus reading backwards to forwards?

6/20/2019 12:00:31 PM roublisa If only....omg! pic.twitter.com/3iFwNP8KH7

6/20/2019 12:02:11 PM roublisa Have you heard of the @EAA  event over on the other side of the pond there?

6/20/2019 12:03:56 PM felizzisue Q: NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.⏰🍿☠ #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/DUfvRWa7FG

6/20/2019 12:04:16 PM katpack10 That was my thoughts exactly. 

But i wasn't sure if I was over reaching, glad to your post, Thank you!

6/20/2019 12:06:47 PM candygirlclw Yes

6/20/2019 12:08:48 PM maryschade14 Yes.. NXIVM had to happen as it did..it opens Everything.

Weiners LapTop SpyGate all of it..probably Benghazi too.  watch for Unexpected explosive and deceptive activities Cornered Feral Animals rabid and in 

panic. tomorrow Witches Sabbat Solstice

6/20/2019 12:11:44 PM armedfcesndwich I said the same thing about his sweep of immigrants. Distraction time.

Like, why now? It sounds like something he would save for closer to election time, as cynical as that sounds.

6/20/2019 12:16:38 PM mrsdave2 Deep state doesn’t no what to do now we are definitely over our target 🎯!  Kerry and Obama should be detained!

6/20/2019 12:16:41 PM carolin15161363 Possible. They may not let us in on someone being there.

6/20/2019 12:16:57 PM weareallq Yep! Disgusting.

6/20/2019 12:17:49 PM roublisa Aviation heaven on earth..cheers😘

6/20/2019 12:18:21 PM candygirlclw No they aren’t, the DS is!  The DS pulls all the FF’s.

6/20/2019 12:19:59 PM lillianlm2 Not to mention. It's a money making scheme for congress.

6/20/2019 12:20:06 PM roublisa Here’s the web link 😉 also fun to peruse:

 https://www.eaa.org/eaa 

6/20/2019 12:20:35 PM boblobblaw88 deep state manipulates Iran......they are escalating tensions as a smokescreen so people don't pay attention to the recent NXIVM convictions.....which 

connect to Gillibrand.....and Clintons....and.....Bronfmanbs.....and......on and on....

6/20/2019 12:21:52 PM lillianlm2 No coincidence Obama and Kerry have been spending a lot of time in Iran.

6/20/2019 12:21:57 PM mattkallig87 The jews use iran missile on us drone so their pedo elist that run the usa can pass under the scrunity of the people

6/20/2019 12:22:01 PM robjosephphill1 Absolutely agree..

6/20/2019 12:22:28 PM mattkallig87 Jew worship molloch !

6/20/2019 12:23:14 PM carolin15161363 Double life C_A?

6/20/2019 12:29:59 PM plteich 0h now this is getting good!!!! Hope is alive and justice is on its way!!! Wahoo!

6/20/2019 12:33:44 PM djlok Why does no one including @FoxNews #AskTheQ of @realDonaldTrump?  Is an agreement in place that prohibits them from doing this?  Sorry, if I 

already asked this question to you...I can’t remember if I asked you or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that question earlier.  #NoDoOvers, I know.

6/20/2019 12:35:42 PM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/eU6RSwCBC1



6/20/2019 12:36:47 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/QdDmACmfnN

6/20/2019 12:38:22 PM charles_parkton correct

6/20/2019 12:40:32 PM maryschade14 Indeed this does. What is coming out of NXIVM is on fire. They can't stop this unless there is an actual Attack..I would not put it passed them..Where is 

Bill Ayres.

6/20/2019 12:43:29 PM wink5811 Look here, not there!

6/20/2019 12:45:00 PM spaceforce64  pic.twitter.com/8Lr2Q3LMW4

6/20/2019 12:45:45 PM robertoleary15 An Iranian "bloody nose" will be appropriate response.  A limited strike with US and Saudi air and missile forces.  We don't even have to enter Iranian 

airspace. After 2020 election we may have to do more, but likely not now.  Looks more and more like a Democrat/Iran 2020 set-up.

6/20/2019 12:48:40 PM hummalli  https://twitter.com/hummalli/status/1139952172957949952?s=21 …

6/20/2019 12:49:11 PM snaketyann 🇺🇸 Oh YES, and @SenSchumer’s financial Records!! Whoop 🙌Whoop. #EyesWideOpen 👀

6/20/2019 12:53:35 PM americanpetal That’s how I am with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/20/2019 12:59:50 PM roublisa You betcha 😘

6/20/2019 1:08:02 PM magnolia678 Are you a Q follower if not may I suggest you find their posts at  http://qanon.pub  and you will find many things about Iran.

6/20/2019 1:22:58 PM delpatriot Timing is to perfect Japan's leader making deals the the ship bombing now Iran.A rally like no other on Tuesday today could of crashed the 

markets.Dems can't draw flies my gut tells me John the traitor rat Kerry and all the deep state Obama in Italy it's no coincidence

6/20/2019 1:23:00 PM stevielynne7 True

6/20/2019 1:23:37 PM stevielynne7 Watch it

6/20/2019 1:23:56 PM stevielynne7 True

6/20/2019 1:24:16 PM stevielynne7 True

6/20/2019 1:25:13 PM stevielynne7 True

6/20/2019 1:25:55 PM stevielynne7 Watch

6/20/2019 1:26:11 PM stevielynne7 Yes

6/20/2019 1:26:26 PM stevielynne7 Yes

6/20/2019 1:26:35 PM americanpetal I can’t believe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I’m one of his loyal followers. I follow is directions and I still get blown off.😂

6/20/2019 1:27:51 PM stevielynne7 You’ve got it!! Pray pray please pray

6/20/2019 1:28:18 PM stevielynne7 Thankyou

6/20/2019 1:30:32 PM kevinmruel @realDonaldTrump

@qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ

Amen to that TRUTH God is Truth, life,love, and the only Way https://youtu.be/mIW-qQZQgnI 

6/20/2019 1:31:56 PM mongrelglory It's from the book "Alien Interview".  Here's an audio-recording of the book:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=112&v=dEK89-nPyU4 …

 MJ-12 have said that the interview did occur, but that the book has some inaccuracies due to misinterpretations by the nurse who was doing the 

telepathic interview.

6/20/2019 1:32:25 PM mongrelglory Great idea DRT!

6/20/2019 1:35:19 PM delpatriot Amen always in prayer.

6/20/2019 1:38:01 PM realeyethespy  https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/06/12/navy-vice-admiral-former-head-5th-fleet-died-suicide-bahrain.html/amp …

6/20/2019 1:38:16 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/06/12/navy-vice-admiral-former-head-5th-fleet-died-suicide-bahrain.html/amp …

Majestic?

6/20/2019 1:43:46 PM johns45953133 What does all of that mean?  You r speaking in somewhat detailed code so why not just say it?

6/20/2019 1:44:50 PM roublisa Good question👊

6/20/2019 1:45:35 PM jrocktigers Off topic I know, but if possible, could you let us know if Patriots are or are not in control of the current Iranian situation?

6/20/2019 1:46:13 PM nsa_qil2 MSM can’t report on it because they don’t understand it 

Think Corsi

6/20/2019 1:46:41 PM gammaanon1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9t1IK_9apWs …

6/20/2019 1:47:44 PM djlok Well I'll be honest, I don't understand it either. #Qanon

6/20/2019 1:47:48 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/s2ns0qxL5Z

6/20/2019 1:50:11 PM cincitygirl Going to Israel 6/23 as well

6/20/2019 1:50:36 PM laurabusse Wow

Auditions

That's so surprising...

6/20/2019 1:51:34 PM laurabusse I meant interesting that there was a documentary...

6/20/2019 1:52:00 PM breechgeek Loving it!!!

6/20/2019 1:52:51 PM winkanator I think you may be on to something very big indeed.

Blessings, Wink

6/20/2019 1:53:00 PM roublisa You are receiving your answers I bet....just not how one may be expecting it🤷♀️

6/20/2019 1:54:23 PM laurabusse Used to watch him

There are lotsa YouTubers with lotsa opinions

Everyone is who they are...I do try to not judge 😊

Not always easy of course!

6/20/2019 1:56:21 PM jvan125 🙋🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️🤯

6/20/2019 1:57:54 PM mommahood777 Patriots are in control.

"You'll find out." - POTUS

 (directly answering press on iran issue)

6/20/2019 1:59:51 PM laughingwolf11 You get a clue! Means nothing. Tired of this propaganda against Freemasonry. You have the wrong people. Go look up OTO. Too many fake Masons 

and you just go around perpetuating a lie. You don’t know anything. So you get a clue!

6/20/2019 2:00:05 PM roublisa

𝒲ℯ

 

𝒜𝓇ℯ

 1 ✨✨✨

6/20/2019 2:00:56 PM laughingwolf11  https://twitter.com/LaughingWolf11/status/1141548228493471745?s=20 …

6/20/2019 2:08:24 PM roublisa ☺️ I should have done a better job directing  HO of mine to our friend above....@americanpetal  no worries pic.twitter.com/N1CrSABo25

6/20/2019 2:09:13 PM roublisa A perfectly beautiful plan it is 🙏🙏🙏

6/20/2019 2:09:52 PM jrocktigers 🤔

6/20/2019 2:17:10 PM cataloguedonald Not going to happen. Iran wants war with the US to bolster domestic support and rally regional allies. Again, not going to happen. All Iran gets from the 

US is continuing sanctions until the regime gives up.

6/20/2019 2:18:05 PM jayrambin They report a lot of things they dont understand.  How could they not understand it?  Someone over there must be at least as smart as I am. I 

understand it. Or do I?

6/20/2019 2:18:43 PM mommahood777 I just giggle when he says that...Trump plays for keeps

6/20/2019 2:19:00 PM djlok Yep...and that's sort of what I've gathered from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too.

6/20/2019 2:22:19 PM daggastan Dude. It’s Israel. It’s always been Israel.



6/20/2019 2:22:26 PM yokoke2014 Is this true?

6/20/2019 2:31:22 PM brad34351293 After 2-3 watches, and not really liking his 'delivery'.

He kept on with the $ making video, rather than going to his crying baby one day. About 2 minutes later I was out & never to return.

Just saying. #Verytelling 

Take Care, Laura.

6/20/2019 2:32:43 PM cypressbill1980 incase you were wondering this is apophis from the stargate SG1 tv series.

kinda looks like obama would under duress so that's why memed it,

although all suspects are deemed innocent until proven guilty

6/20/2019 2:33:47 PM roublisa Always ✨✨✨

6/20/2019 2:36:05 PM silenceqgood Who’s gonna tell Hollywood that cargo shorts & flip flops are racist pic.twitter.com/HWeN4WYuZP

6/20/2019 2:37:26 PM roublisa Understand 🤔 or  ✨

𝑲𝑵𝑶𝑾𝑰𝑵𝑮

 ✨🤗

6/20/2019 2:38:19 PM actibonnie Kerry and Obama should be locked up!

6/20/2019 2:38:21 PM charity_burkett Imo Weiner was the start

6/20/2019 2:42:22 PM maryschade14 I feel it..everything is antsy. I observe children's behaviour because they are most sensitive..and elders..closer to the veil they are..they will behave in a 

way of the energy fields.

6/20/2019 2:43:51 PM lana241603836 Are in control! Clowns being extracted!

6/20/2019 2:52:42 PM laurabusse You too Brad 

To each his own

Everyone likes what they like and doesn't like what they don't like

It's all good! 

Blessings Brad 😊

6/20/2019 2:58:07 PM norwegianon Anyone able to provide recommendations for series, movies with essential majic stuffz?

Yes, I've rewatched SG-1 😎👍

6/20/2019 3:05:07 PM asilny Use your brain, not emotion! No mass arrests until AFTER #Declass happen! 

Half of the USA will start riots if U make mass arrests WITHOUT Declass on #FISA, OIG Report, etc. to explain why mass arrests are justified. 

#maga #WWG1WGA #QAnon

6/20/2019 3:05:28 PM asilny Use your brain, not emotion! No mass arrests until AFTER #Declass happen! 

Half of the USA will start riots if U make mass arrests WITHOUT Declass on #FISA, OIG Report, etc. to explain why mass arrests are justified. 

#maga #WWG1WGA #QAnon

6/20/2019 3:11:05 PM identityasxy .

Times up on the quiz.

The correct answer is NO. 

  No we will not precipitate another war by striking Iran based upon sketchy intel.  If you haven't learned anything about geopolitics yet (FFs like USS 

Liberty, USS Cole, 911, Syrian chemical attacks, etc) then please refrain

6/20/2019 3:11:06 PM al23311 This kind of thing? pic.twitter.com/46eGGcwsQZ

6/20/2019 3:16:50 PM daggastan  https://twitter.com/_whitneywebb/status/1141809762025267200?s=21 …

6/20/2019 3:17:05 PM exsjwtruther Thank you! I wonder if they picked this one to use terms from partially as to avoid Law of One and association with DW, CG. (I’m a big LoO proponent)

6/20/2019 3:17:53 PM identityasxy .

Time to dust off your copy of 'Wag the Dog'.  

Spoiler Alert: 

 the Govt plans a war to deflect attn from a child sex scandal.

Sound familiar?

6/20/2019 3:22:59 PM cindybe87902296 Dear God in Heaven, let it be so!! ❤️🇺🇸✝️

6/20/2019 3:23:07 PM oldhick17800719 Was Ben Szemkus actually telling the truth about this party over a year ago? Sure looks like it now. Unreal. https://youtu.be/uzm6JHYvK24 

6/20/2019 3:23:14 PM oldhick17800719  https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1141808354370756608?s=19 …

6/20/2019 3:26:40 PM yeshua_daughter She's highly intelligent

6/20/2019 3:29:34 PM pipewrench56  https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ 

6/20/2019 3:31:06 PM lightworkercain Gillibrand's daughter???

6/20/2019 3:38:09 PM houdini481 Drop all Tesla stocks...

6/20/2019 3:39:06 PM houdini481 What's the deal with FB new crypto?

6/20/2019 3:40:12 PM aesopfab This! TY

6/20/2019 3:42:31 PM tyst1ck Can't wait to watch it play out!

6/20/2019 3:43:33 PM houdini481 Is time linear and moves in a circle?

6/20/2019 3:46:03 PM cosmic_engineer And that most of the population = innocents. Needs to be surgical and covert

6/20/2019 3:47:53 PM athomein5d Let's see...Ayatollah Kerry, Obama, and Diane Chinestien - all communicating with Iranian  regime in the past few days and weeks.  Nothing to see 

here, folks.

6/20/2019 3:54:39 PM bastfisher1 I thought this from the beginning! Smells fishy to me!

6/20/2019 3:57:58 PM my2sonznme ??? Please

6/20/2019 3:58:31 PM m_j_q_texan Absolutely amazing and ready to see this all through together WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE! Godspeed pic.twitter.com/d9LcCmgh6e

6/20/2019 4:09:51 PM merrittrice Agree! They need the diversion!

6/20/2019 4:11:28 PM boosterduster Check under MC, enjoy this treasure trove: https://targetedindividualscanada.com/dwnload/ 

6/20/2019 4:13:29 PM _vvoke_ Never going to happen.

6/20/2019 4:13:58 PM my2sonznme MJ???

6/20/2019 4:22:23 PM fatimablushs This is interesting I had not come across this info.

6/20/2019 4:23:28 PM grrrusa We Must Stand Together in this FIGHT!

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/KctQHhfeOp

6/20/2019 4:25:38 PM destinlola It’s becoming apparent. And it is AofW MO.

6/20/2019 4:26:07 PM americanpetal You forgot me!!! That’s ok!

6/20/2019 4:26:20 PM kat_of_9_lives #FalseFlag to draw attention away from Democrats involved figure Oshithead is involved in that too as well as Hillary

6/20/2019 4:28:33 PM siamopazzzi The 7 country Greater Israel expansion project since 9/11 fishy ? Nahhhh ! Agreed !  Rothschild NWO plans , Noah Hide Laws not suspect !? It’s all 

rotten !

6/20/2019 4:29:02 PM siamopazzzi Yup



6/20/2019 4:30:14 PM siamopazzzi Wherever there is loss of liberty and communist pushing events

6/20/2019 4:30:43 PM roublisa @americanpetal 😘

6/20/2019 4:35:39 PM studiosmith A big statement. Did I miss where this connection was made?

6/20/2019 4:37:42 PM siamopazzzi Distractions... and Roth’s hold Israel trying to push us to another war under Greater israel Project

6/20/2019 4:37:58 PM maryalicericha1 there is no signature

6/20/2019 4:41:14 PM crazyspacealien then why would we sell it worldwide?  Need to know why.

6/20/2019 4:48:11 PM zagnett One reason i try not to talk too much.

But then i found the Twittz. Oops. 🤣😂🙄

6/20/2019 4:50:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA 1950 ET w/ MJ11 + T1 (YES/NO)

6/20/2019 4:50:25 PM positively303 Are we all alien origin beings?

6/20/2019 4:50:48 PM k3yle Can you hear what I'm saying?

6/20/2019 4:50:58 PM emanonecafon Will Q+ be in DC or SD?

6/20/2019 4:50:58 PM scott_rick Was the moon taken over by the Draco’s?

6/20/2019 4:50:58 PM jvan125 Is the Deep State responsible for the take down of our drone near Iran?

6/20/2019 4:51:01 PM billblohm Prefer cyber strike. Plausible deniability.......

Who Us?

Documentary: Zero Day.......

6/20/2019 4:51:16 PM scott_rick Gold STD this month?

6/20/2019 4:51:21 PM richardhiatt16 I’m confused.. Now what was the question again?  😬

6/20/2019 4:51:24 PM clancy_birrell Are our IS-BE's living in or trapped within a controlled matrix against our will?

6/20/2019 4:51:33 PM djlok Yeah, IRL the Socratic Method works wonders.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_method …

6/20/2019 4:51:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define alien.

6/20/2019 4:51:34 PM anneolsen43 Going out on a limb here.. WWII Battle of Midway the turnaround of the war seems indicative to 9-11 is there a connection?

6/20/2019 4:51:47 PM cindy00086290  pic.twitter.com/aAbs1qjzb9

6/20/2019 4:51:50 PM positively303 Born on another planet.

6/20/2019 4:52:07 PM positively303 Spirit from another planet born on earth!

6/20/2019 4:52:17 PM k3yle Can we break thru to other dimensions ? Like a person by themselves do that

6/20/2019 4:52:19 PM logicworksbest yes.

6/20/2019 4:52:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, False Flag, 45 is aware of this.

6/20/2019 4:52:25 PM scott_rick Tesla trying to give free energy to the world with Wardencliff?

6/20/2019 4:52:31 PM the_fjalar have we entered a Solar minimum?

6/20/2019 4:52:46 PM jvan125 Thank you MJ11/T1!!!

6/20/2019 4:52:47 PM clancy_birrell Can we free ourselves from the control system using meditation alone?

6/20/2019 4:52:55 PM cjptrsn Is the Iranian Revolutionary Guard controlled by The Cabal?

6/20/2019 4:52:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:53:04 PM omniaaequalia Can you access Akashic record by listening to certain frequencies like 432hz, etc.?

6/20/2019 4:53:12 PM jennife42469481 Is the truth about Antarctic going to come out?

6/20/2019 4:53:19 PM nurseniceyes When will the device in Antarctica go off again? Someone in 2021?

6/20/2019 4:53:20 PM k3yle Is the pinned post being censored?

6/20/2019 4:53:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps.

6/20/2019 4:53:35 PM state1union Will the big arrests start before 20/20? And if so when?

6/20/2019 4:53:47 PM capitalkid Is reincarnation the “correct” interpretation of the Bible?

6/20/2019 4:53:49 PM jvan125 Is Michael/Michelle going to end up running for President? (🤣🤣🤣)

6/20/2019 4:54:00 PM starehope Will Earth as we IS-BEs who live here - know it, still be here in 2030?

6/20/2019 4:54:09 PM boomerblaster84 Was the recent downing of drone a deep state operation.

6/20/2019 4:54:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 All? No. Some originate from Earth.

6/20/2019 4:54:12 PM born2bef TV show Marvels Agents of shield contain any disclosure ?

6/20/2019 4:54:19 PM ragstorm Will there be ufo disclosure before Trump second term begins?

6/20/2019 4:54:23 PM magaforc The device?

6/20/2019 4:54:27 PM born2bef Is TTSA legit?

6/20/2019 4:54:37 PM function108 when is that fucking electromagnetic soul trap around this sphere being disappeared?

6/20/2019 4:54:46 PM thestormpatriot Does the public get the truth about Sandy Hook?

6/20/2019 4:54:48 PM jerry48184267 Wasn’t trying one just has to harness it

6/20/2019 4:54:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 You'll see.

6/20/2019 4:55:00 PM jrocktigers Can you feel energy from Dead and Company concerts this summer?

6/20/2019 4:55:02 PM born2bef Are there any portals or stargates in The east cost?

6/20/2019 4:55:06 PM teachers421 Buddha in the same league as Jesus? Ascended master?

6/20/2019 4:55:08 PM williamelgato3 If one goes to Mars looking for "Aliens" bring a mirror.....

6/20/2019 4:55:16 PM forgedinfreedom Cool

6/20/2019 4:55:29 PM state1union Yes

6/20/2019 4:55:30 PM whaleheadworld FF.... When will the Deep State go down?  How long will it take?  It took seven decades to build.  Can they be “put down” and kept down in 8 years?

6/20/2019 4:56:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? Naming names?

6/20/2019 4:56:02 PM born2bef Is breakaway civilization located in inner earth?

6/20/2019 4:56:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/20/2019 4:56:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:56:19 PM born2bef Coast*

6/20/2019 4:56:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/20/2019 4:56:28 PM jerry48184267 Everything in this universe has energy get your head wrapped around that

6/20/2019 4:56:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, partially.

6/20/2019 4:56:32 PM leslieau7 MHO..

Won't have to...

Art of war ..

DJT

6/20/2019 4:56:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:56:44 PM logicworksbest WOW! What a question. How did you ever arrive at that perspective?

6/20/2019 4:56:47 PM k3yle The only way out is in my friend

6/20/2019 4:56:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/20/2019 4:56:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:56:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/20/2019 4:57:00 PM cahickey410 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are we not under weather warfare at present?  We are drowning here in southern Ohio! Geoengineering dot org is reporting this.



6/20/2019 4:57:02 PM born2bef Is Iran trying to start a War?

6/20/2019 4:57:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:57:09 PM whaleheadworld I do “Trust the plan”!

6/20/2019 4:57:23 PM clancy_birrell can we do it alone or do we need a critical mass of people? What do we need to escape? I'm feeling more trapped than ever at the moment.

6/20/2019 4:57:23 PM i_like_skis Did Assange already testify?

6/20/2019 4:57:30 PM jrocktigers Are the earthquakes in and around New Zealand recently due to underground battles?

6/20/2019 4:57:34 PM ambros2g2 Is the DS that took out the drone American or Iranian?

6/20/2019 4:57:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before? No.

6/20/2019 4:57:43 PM this0netime Does God Win?

6/20/2019 4:57:45 PM jerry48184267 Why would mossad be involved with n9/11

6/20/2019 4:57:48 PM wahiggins3 Is there more we can do other than just TRUST THE PLAN?

6/20/2019 4:57:48 PM dbelanger63 Will our Real  "Freedom" from England be announced on the 4th?   And maybe Gold Standard too

6/20/2019 4:57:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon.

6/20/2019 4:57:51 PM hawkgirlinmn What percentage of our hidden DNA has been activated?

6/20/2019 4:57:54 PM k3yle Uncle John's band? Uncle John Trump?

6/20/2019 4:58:01 PM jvan125 During?!?

6/20/2019 4:58:02 PM jennife42469481 Is Corey Good telling truth about what is there?

6/20/2019 4:58:44 PM grukster I was surprised that this guy said QAnon, and then doubly surprised Hannity included it in his opener.  'We may have to force the question."  

#WWG1WGA

6/20/2019 4:59:01 PM the_fjalar I made a MEME for that! pic.twitter.com/KaAyq0vYJ0

6/20/2019 4:59:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal

6/20/2019 4:59:12 PM jerry48184267 Our own destroying what was under the wtc

6/20/2019 4:59:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 4:59:16 PM jswdh1 Will we have Tesla's free energy within the next few years?

6/20/2019 4:59:26 PM wyatt251 There is a Q drop that has stated eradicated like rats they are

6/20/2019 4:59:31 PM born2bef Merkel shaking, being attacked as warning?

6/20/2019 4:59:39 PM state1union Omg

6/20/2019 4:59:49 PM jerry48184267 No!

6/20/2019 4:59:50 PM the_fjalar Is America above 50% awake yet?

6/20/2019 5:00:07 PM americanpetal Are the 9/11 hijackers still alive?

6/20/2019 5:00:13 PM zstaroz  pic.twitter.com/mZNC6lplgu

6/20/2019 5:00:15 PM wahiggins3 That is the problem with asking 2 questions, which one got answered.

6/20/2019 5:00:17 PM wwg1wga_every1 Will Q be revealed July 4th or earlier?

6/20/2019 5:00:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not entirely.

6/20/2019 5:00:25 PM jones9536 Sandy hook truth before 2020 election?

6/20/2019 5:00:37 PM jrocktigers Over the last month , I have noticed many more unidentified flying objects in the southeast United States. Is this just by chance or is there increased 

amount of activity in that region?

6/20/2019 5:00:42 PM cue2_c99 I have been noticing military aircraft doing a lot of exercises lately which is abnormal for the area.

I live in Canada so, really weird.

6/20/2019 5:00:43 PM jodyram96282746 I agree

6/20/2019 5:00:48 PM jvan125 Will it be the New Earth at that time?

6/20/2019 5:01:06 PM born2bef President Trump heading to Japan for his safety?

6/20/2019 5:01:08 PM the_fjalar Fall 2021!

6/20/2019 5:01:41 PM jodyram96282746 Me too. I don’t get it. I guess I am just naive.

6/20/2019 5:01:41 PM jerry48184267 Why? When they are here amongst us

6/20/2019 5:01:54 PM thestormpatriot Does America get the truth about Vegas shooting some day?

6/20/2019 5:02:27 PM starehope Are the IS-BEs left behind on Earth going to suffer?

6/20/2019 5:02:35 PM this0netime Yes to landslide.

6/20/2019 5:03:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 5:03:21 PM twitsareangry Never bet against the House... 😉 pic.twitter.com/OJxHXebwa9

6/20/2019 5:03:21 PM need2knowmyway Does HRC still have a handler?

6/20/2019 5:03:27 PM state1union I welcome the aliens 👽 nicer than the child pedovores. Majestic will Comey be arrested soon?

6/20/2019 5:03:28 PM aprilbrown99 Reminds me of the puppets (pelosi/schumer).

6/20/2019 5:03:33 PM starehope Thank you MJ!

6/20/2019 5:03:35 PM jennife42469481 Is Ebola just fear porn or is this something we should take seriously?

6/20/2019 5:03:46 PM williamelgato3 could be both?

6/20/2019 5:03:57 PM aprilbrown99 Time is an illusion. 🤗

6/20/2019 5:04:19 PM proudpatwife Will we see big Names arrests next week? So happy I’m finally here for this!

6/20/2019 5:04:25 PM teachers421 Even if he was, people change. Kim Clement prophesied of him. Anointed by God.

6/20/2019 5:04:25 PM lbf777 Does Trump want war with Iran?

6/20/2019 5:04:43 PM state1union Obama and Kerry etc shit heads

6/20/2019 5:04:44 PM lbf777 Is a frequency from Saturn mind controlling us?

6/20/2019 5:04:58 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂

6/20/2019 5:04:59 PM starehope Will all pedophiles, even the non famous ones, be punished?

6/20/2019 5:05:01 PM wahiggins3 Is asteroid Apophis that is to pass Earth in 2029 a real threat?

6/20/2019 5:05:13 PM rachaelangelm Will I ever be?

6/20/2019 5:05:16 PM covertress Can a BEing with two IS also communicate with the ether IS-BE?

6/20/2019 5:05:18 PM wwg1wga_every1 OMG, yes please. The TRUTH about Sandy Hook and 9/11 please. Wolfgang Halbig worked his butt off to expose Sandy Hook. He woke a LOT of people 

up!!!

6/20/2019 5:05:27 PM jvan125 Best AMA ever. Thank you. 🙏🏻❤️

6/20/2019 5:05:30 PM toffer_anon_369 What are Galactic Activation Portal Dates, and can you confirm that tomorrow 6/21 will be one?

6/20/2019 5:05:37 PM born2bef DECLAS Half Brother was 🤡 compromised by Clinton’s?

6/20/2019 5:05:50 PM born2bef DECLAS Half Brother was 🤡 compromised by Obama?

6/20/2019 5:05:59 PM whaleheadworld She’s? in a very big comfortable closet.  I don’t think she want to come out.  Ask the River’s family?

6/20/2019 5:06:25 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes.

6/20/2019 5:06:26 PM starehope Optics!

6/20/2019 5:06:39 PM n7guardiananon 1950 ET - code worth digging?

6/20/2019 5:07:12 PM jeebaleebs Are you off world right now?  If so, what's the name of the planet?

6/20/2019 5:07:25 PM linacovfefe How can we access Akashic records, then?

6/20/2019 5:07:35 PM covertress Is it normal for an IS who choses to BE human to BE several humans at once (since time is an illusion?)

6/20/2019 5:07:43 PM starehope Keep it simple and logical. Don't complicate.

6/20/2019 5:07:57 PM trickydude77 Clancy what does IS- BEs   mean im sorry im new to maj 12

6/20/2019 5:07:59 PM state1union Nice Satan crap 💩



6/20/2019 5:08:02 PM cjptrsn So The Cabal is trying to start war between USA and Iran. 

Will this bring about the regime change in Iran?

6/20/2019 5:08:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Does understanding how to change our subconscious and BE epigenetically help our IS to ascend in our other fractal existences?

6/20/2019 5:08:05 PM lbf777 What does attack mean? Poison?

6/20/2019 5:08:24 PM laurabusse The question is

For those of you who can't see it

Is XRP part of the plan?

Assuming it was deleted

I can see the question if I click on MJs AMA tweet and scroll down

If I click on MJs "no" answer

The question tweet is unavailable

And won't load

So I'm assuming it will disappear
6/20/2019 5:08:28 PM toffer_anon_369 Or shaking due to lack of @dr3n0chr0m3 ?

6/20/2019 5:08:30 PM need2knowmyway NXIVM leader found guilty brings Podesta indictment public?

6/20/2019 5:09:38 PM scott_rick DECLAS in the next 45 days?

6/20/2019 5:09:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it essential to change our subconscious and imprinted beliefs as children to break out of the matrix?

6/20/2019 5:10:18 PM daddygoat22 Second American civil war on the horizon?

6/20/2019 5:10:20 PM altered_boi GCR soon?

6/20/2019 5:10:23 PM moemc8 We are freed when we die or do they control our reincarnation?

6/20/2019 5:10:31 PM kachinagtto July 4th, Putin/Pope meeting... worth keeping both eyes on?

6/20/2019 5:10:42 PM state1union Twitter hates me today! Ugh 😑

6/20/2019 5:10:48 PM keith369me Will marijuana be legalized before food replicators are released?

6/20/2019 5:10:52 PM covertress Are raspberries, which you've said are good for the pineal gland, Good GMOs (engineered to help us?)

6/20/2019 5:11:01 PM sumgirl Showtime

6/20/2019 5:11:02 PM anthony22003 Gesera going to happen?

6/20/2019 5:11:19 PM david00997884 Very good question, when you find out send me a reply. For some reason, my get up go, has not been as get an gone. Filling great on my 69 th 

birthday. 1 day in June on the 20 th 1950, i came in this old world. Its been a journey, but this is the best part ,living to see all this.

6/20/2019 5:11:23 PM scott_rick They are here but do they control the moon(frequency) to keep us asleep?

6/20/2019 5:11:30 PM need2knowmyway Yes answers Landside and Rigging.

6/20/2019 5:11:35 PM zstaroz That is because you are pic.twitter.com/aFLr3sgYDS

6/20/2019 5:11:36 PM trickydude77 maj when people speak of aliens and such are the aliens actualy the fallen ones the bible speaks of ?

6/20/2019 5:11:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Happy Birthday!!! 🎊🎉🎂🎁

6/20/2019 5:12:47 PM jluebs24 Are Assange and Soros sharing Pamela Anderson?

6/20/2019 5:13:01 PM jerry48184267 If that was the case we all would be asleep!

6/20/2019 5:13:02 PM state1union Haha 🤣 yay 😃 and wish I knew which target 🎯 lol 😝

6/20/2019 5:13:13 PM triade345 Is Satan a Human.

6/20/2019 5:13:16 PM covertress Are you tracking some humans/starseeds who are part of The Plan but don't know it yet?

6/20/2019 5:13:30 PM linacovfefe Asked and answered- it’s the cabal

6/20/2019 5:13:36 PM aprilbrown99 Will Potus be announcing a new VP candidate for 2020 before the next election?

6/20/2019 5:14:12 PM keith369me Was HRC seizure the same?

6/20/2019 5:14:23 PM zstaroz They keep moving the target we just need to fight hard together pic.twitter.com/JK2VNbmlag

6/20/2019 5:14:28 PM clancy_birrell Hi Trickster, IS-BE = Immortal Spiritual BEing. the source of this term is the alien interview documents  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/  and 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who i strongly believe are involved in some way with the original event that resulted in this document

6/20/2019 5:14:35 PM twitsareangry Always...

6/20/2019 5:15:04 PM keith369me Ye ah I hope so

6/20/2019 5:15:36 PM slplesner Is AOC a White hat ?

6/20/2019 5:15:40 PM aprilbrown99 Can we reactivate the missing DNA strands on our own thru meditation, and communication with our higher self and Source? 

If no, does it require technology?

6/20/2019 5:15:47 PM frenchjeanne I believe POTUS is secure for 2020 but will this continue after in 2024?

6/20/2019 5:15:48 PM state1union Now I finally see the target. Lol. Julian Assange of course. Thanks 🙏 for that Hug 🤗 of truth pic.twitter.com/bKy2UNH4l5

6/20/2019 5:16:02 PM covertress When we have lucid dreams that feature another person, are both people "there" astrally?

6/20/2019 5:16:04 PM thelilkingryan Is ashtaroth bringing in the Antichrist?

6/20/2019 5:16:21 PM linacovfefe Is Michele/Michael going to jail soon?

6/20/2019 5:16:24 PM scott_rick Ok so who controls the moon

6/20/2019 5:16:41 PM trickydude77 thank you i appreciate that , im new to this angle of things but def a hardcore anon all the way !!

6/20/2019 5:16:51 PM clancy_birrell I don't believe so given @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 answer to my question related to meditation.

6/20/2019 5:17:05 PM jamesbradleey is the technologie ringing in our ears, what ever that is, for a good purpose?

6/20/2019 5:17:06 PM david00997884 Very heart felt THANKS pic.twitter.com/SYCviA6s5K

6/20/2019 5:17:08 PM pattonspotting Will we be able to reverse the social engineered degeneracy and evil pushed by cabal media outlets ie drag trans kids etc?

6/20/2019 5:17:11 PM clarkd958 Nanotechnology re-assigned to help?

6/20/2019 5:17:43 PM clancy_birrell I'd recommend reading the entire alien interview transcript. It's mind bending and awakening.

6/20/2019 5:17:52 PM tatonka20 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did Germany covertly win WWII?

6/20/2019 5:18:18 PM keith369me If we are supposed to look within, why meditate in groups?  Manifestation?

6/20/2019 5:18:22 PM aprilbrown99 Big booms next week while Potus is out of country?

6/20/2019 5:18:39 PM 17_3_161815214 Schumer claims his celebration was he received word his mom was released from the hospital? Sounds like the dog ate my homework response. Q- 

THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID is an understatement.

6/20/2019 5:18:50 PM aprilbrown99 Meditation alone wont put the strands back together.

6/20/2019 5:18:52 PM clarkd958 All knownTechnology going to released to the public?

6/20/2019 5:18:59 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein! In two weeks…!??

6/20/2019 5:19:07 PM jerry48184267 Why don’t you go there and find out for yourself! Not being a sa just little picture

6/20/2019 5:19:30 PM jones9536 Will Assange's testimony be made  public  soon?

6/20/2019 5:20:04 PM lori_dee1 There is some thought that Ray Chandler could be her daughter.

6/20/2019 5:20:24 PM keith369me Are certain ascension videos Majestically shadow banned to restrict viewers from seeing them before ready?

6/20/2019 5:20:26 PM disgoblue24 Seriously, Sasquatch exist??? Because I know I’ve seen it

6/20/2019 5:20:39 PM aprilbrown99 That is a great question. I had a lucid dream of having a conversation with Potus. I am curious about this one. 😁

6/20/2019 5:20:56 PM melodicwarrior1 Will we see the hidden timeline inside the Washington monument be exposed?

6/20/2019 5:21:20 PM laurabusse I'm so glad he's still alive!



6/20/2019 5:21:23 PM david00997884 You have no idea how ,all alone fills. Not talking about family, but being the only one Awake to whats happening. Dont know one person around where 

i live that even has a clue. Love to have someone in my town thats aware of what going on

6/20/2019 5:21:25 PM linacovfefe Asked and answered-false flag by cabal to provoke but potus aware

6/20/2019 5:21:50 PM king_yeshua77 How so?  I’m not just going to believe what you say in one sentence.

6/20/2019 5:22:04 PM fightforamerica Are the cabal descendants of the fallen?

6/20/2019 5:22:11 PM covertress Was the Deep State that brought down the drone American?

6/20/2019 5:22:13 PM jeebaleebs They've answered this in the past.. Yes.

6/20/2019 5:22:15 PM lightworkercain Is Allison Mack the daughter of Gillibrand?

6/20/2019 5:22:37 PM born2bef Can the 🤡 hijack everything?

6/20/2019 5:22:53 PM enomai_ no question. you guys are doing great

6/20/2019 5:23:31 PM lori_dee1 Here is the meme with the information 👇 pic.twitter.com/2pueNf8FMj

6/20/2019 5:23:45 PM starehope Thank you very much MJ11 and T1 !

6/20/2019 5:23:53 PM enomai_ I do have a question now. 

Do you have any advice for us?

6/20/2019 5:24:00 PM keith369me SOTU #2?

6/20/2019 5:24:06 PM raevenraeyne That was also mentioned in the Emerald Tablets of Thoth the Atlantan...supposed to be a space craft of some sort...

6/20/2019 5:24:23 PM born2bef Has Trump time traveled during his presidency?

6/20/2019 5:24:32 PM trickydude77 heres my problem , i dont believe in aliens i do believe in the fallen ones in the biblical sense as the last days shall come a great deception and of course 

ive read project blue beam so i have a problem with alien stuff. what do you think ?

6/20/2019 5:24:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it possible to break out of the matrix before my BE dies? Can I plug back in?

6/20/2019 5:25:05 PM mariata48257153 I was about to say the same, but you said it better than I could, ty , we are survivor's and love and strength keeps us going ❤️

6/20/2019 5:25:42 PM yellahabibihela DNA a microcosm of cosmometry/sacred geometry?

6/20/2019 5:25:47 PM qanonmedia Personal opinion only, yes

6/20/2019 5:25:48 PM the_loveoflight "Alpha site" still exist and will we get to go there eventually?

6/20/2019 5:25:54 PM _a_quila Regarding first contact, people that are not religious say that's crazy, religious people say it's demonic. Trump and Q supporters say if that's the case 

then we've all been duped. Is there a plan to change peoples mind?

6/20/2019 5:26:07 PM born2bef Was Nikola Tesla murdered?

6/20/2019 5:26:43 PM aprilbrown99 Did [HRC] brother flip and talking?

6/20/2019 5:26:50 PM mommahood777 Have any civilians been injured/killed for trolling DS on twitter?

Asking for a friend...

6/20/2019 5:27:01 PM roublisa Hello and thank you for all you have done to make this point in exsistance enjoyable and fulfilling🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️

6/20/2019 5:27:28 PM jerry48184267 I do know one thing if we are hearing about it they want us to know! It’s what they don’t want us to know is what I want!

6/20/2019 5:27:40 PM scott_rick Define big pic

6/20/2019 5:27:47 PM lightworkercain That's what sparked my curiousity...

6/20/2019 5:28:10 PM vintagesquirrel Is he stateside?

6/20/2019 5:28:45 PM jensingr1 He did something she didnt like!

6/20/2019 5:29:15 PM jswdh1 I'm curious as well cuz sometimes I have dreams about people I've never met before!

6/20/2019 5:29:19 PM quarkey17 I am not familiar with this language. AMA American music award? MJ11+T1???? I have no idea 💡

6/20/2019 5:29:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Have you ever read the Law of One series? They discuss it. You may find it interesting! Would love to hear your sasquatch story!

6/20/2019 5:29:38 PM roublisa Nancy looks to be in a hurry less enthused than Chuck

6/20/2019 5:29:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/916355486961864705?s=19 …

6/20/2019 5:29:59 PM mrmurica1776 Will the public learn about major players child trafficking, sacrifice, etc.?

6/20/2019 5:30:02 PM need2knowmyway Does Hillary bring down the rest. Start the domino effect? pic.twitter.com/FKPawczNoP

6/20/2019 5:30:17 PM aprilbrown99 These are ascension symptoms. My ears have been buzzing for weeks. YouTube has several videos on this.

6/20/2019 5:31:04 PM i_like_skis I don’t think he was in the Ecuador embassy the whole time. I think they had him out and had to get him back in before the official leaving of the 

embassy.

6/20/2019 5:31:13 PM over60nz No

6/20/2019 5:31:41 PM aprilbrown99 She just said he was “lost”. Didn’t say he was dead.  No body, no funeral. Shoot who knows, maybe she ate him. 🥴😬

6/20/2019 5:31:50 PM born2bef Has there been over 20 * attempts at trump since becoming president?

6/20/2019 5:32:58 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/IvEBjjH5o8

6/20/2019 5:33:21 PM clancy_birrell I think the term 'alien' is a misnomer. I think we're all IS-BE's having a physical experience. I feel we're all one with the universal being and not separate 

from it. We're in it and of it. I do ponder where evil and good stems from, if we're all one then why do we suffer.

6/20/2019 5:33:34 PM mattdawg80 ☝️ obviously

6/20/2019 5:33:58 PM militarymom171 Do not panic about Iran.  Q said: Iran is next.  PATRIOTS are in control!!

6/20/2019 5:34:22 PM clancy_birrell the alien interview transcripts elaborate on some of these points that's why it's interesting...it'll challenge your assumptions about 'alien' and the 

nature of reality. but you'll need an open mind to participate.

6/20/2019 5:34:32 PM moemc8 Woot woot!!

6/20/2019 5:34:52 PM ramstadstacy Have you met the blue avians?

6/20/2019 5:35:09 PM realchindsight End the Misery Chain

6/20/2019 5:35:24 PM clancy_birrell I think there's more to the story than you may be thinking.

6/20/2019 5:35:26 PM starehope What or who is that?

6/20/2019 5:35:57 PM moemc8 Oh, please!  The country needs that huge red pill

6/20/2019 5:36:04 PM starehope Good question!

6/20/2019 5:36:09 PM nancyddb That's a good question.

6/20/2019 5:36:10 PM unsweettea2 did you ever think you'd see Chuck raising the roof? LOL

6/20/2019 5:36:31 PM disgoblue24 No kidding?? Must have missed this. Any explanation given??

6/20/2019 5:36:36 PM roublisa Have people of earth been able to harness free energy for modern tech in our a recent past pre 1900s?

6/20/2019 5:36:39 PM charmanda9 Are our unawake loved ones receiving downloads or dreams which will help them become more open minded to the changes we will all soon see?

6/20/2019 5:36:41 PM unsweettea2 jeez..how old is his mom?

6/20/2019 5:36:46 PM disgoblue24 Thanks for responding

6/20/2019 5:37:15 PM 1_decided_voter Is there any way this can be confirmed?

6/20/2019 5:37:20 PM disgoblue24 I have not, but will check it out for sure.

6/20/2019 5:37:22 PM trickydude77 what your talking about there is new age stuff and in the biblical sense its considered satanic , im def curious though i like to see all angles . is the alien 

interview free online or do i need to buy it ?

6/20/2019 5:37:33 PM like_neo Will we meet any ETs before Trump’s second term is up?

6/20/2019 5:37:33 PM goyaeq Will the gold standard be implemented this year?

6/20/2019 5:37:34 PM maryschade14 True. That just hit like a ton.

6/20/2019 5:37:46 PM nancyddb Did Mesopotamia have non Earth beings?

6/20/2019 5:39:15 PM studiosmith I understand FF. Connecting these two tho seems a stretch especially without ANY substantiation. No big deal, I just wondered how this statement was  

 assumed true. Not trying to divide, just seemed like a stretch, IMO.

6/20/2019 5:39:22 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, sometimes and also headaches, body pulses or feels like it is vibrating.  If my heart is extremely open then i feel it even more.

6/20/2019 5:39:23 PM state1union Watch serialbrain2 and it talks all about 3’s and pyramids all satanic got it.



6/20/2019 5:39:36 PM johnmsut143 I believe that means , Yes ,to both.

6/20/2019 5:39:37 PM born2bef Did 3 NYPD officers 'suicide' in 10 days have something to do with Weiner laptop?

6/20/2019 5:39:42 PM moemc8 Was Buzz Aldrin tweet re Antarctica real?  Are we in danger from Antarctica?

6/20/2019 5:39:48 PM disgoblue24 I was camping with a close friend at his uncles home in the U.P. He lived by the Norwich mountain and we camped in a tent at the bottom of the 

Mountain. About midnight we were woken by this crazy scream that shook my body to its core, we were only around 14 at the time

6/20/2019 5:40:23 PM born2bef Will the media ever cover #NXIVM ?

6/20/2019 5:41:47 PM clancy_birrell You can find most of it on you tube like an audio book.

I'm happy to agree to disagree on this front and patently oppose a literal translation of the bible (especially any version of popular english variety) but...

6/20/2019 5:41:52 PM clancy_birrell ... if you're interested in alternative view points check out the teachings of Samael Aun Weor or the Gnostic Gospels, Coptic Texts, Dead Sea Scrolls, 

Brotherhood of Light.

6/20/2019 5:42:10 PM helly_283 Starting to really dislike that word...soon...been hearing it for over a year now

6/20/2019 5:42:22 PM mynardpamela Is it time for us to know?

6/20/2019 5:43:03 PM andrew13892378 Will Governor Eisenhower's Coverup mission be Vowed to be over on live Tv?

6/20/2019 5:43:20 PM believe_coach Will Trump stay with Pence as his running mate? Or choose who?

6/20/2019 5:43:28 PM aprilbrown99 Luckily the headaches dissipate somewhat quickly compared to the migraines I used to get.

6/20/2019 5:43:50 PM bhaggy1008 Yes. Vedic process.

6/20/2019 5:44:23 PM zoilaliz1 365+ days? That was yesterday. Try counting backwards, to the beginning of our enslavement, then, tell me how long we’ve ALL waited for our 

Liberation. SOON... tomorrow is only a day away ♥💛♥

6/20/2019 5:44:42 PM blsdbe Will you please you tell us what the disinfo is?

6/20/2019 5:44:55 PM derek26977249 figured id ask a question why not never have..

i believe alex collier was telling the truth 

do you know who he is or if he was truthfull

are greys against uss while plaedians were helping and adromadins had to come because plaedians couldnt help

6/20/2019 5:45:08 PM roublisa Can we expect to have more spontaneous conversations with visitors from other galaxies?  

It is very different. It was almost like the dialogue back and forth enveloping like a joyful hug and humor I really needed tha☺️I loved every second...

6/20/2019 5:45:30 PM disgoblue24 We reluctantly got out of the tent with our flashlight & didn’t hear or see anything, so got back in and right away heard this deep growl and something 

hit our tent several times, we slowly peaked out and several golf ball size stones surrounding the tent. It remained

6/20/2019 5:45:59 PM roublisa You are so awesome @blsdbe ❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

6/20/2019 5:46:02 PM debbiea8619 why is Twitter censoring most of your tweets in this thread?

6/20/2019 5:46:11 PM beatsbyblaine Are we seeing slight changes to things we remember being another way due to timeline merging/manipulation? This has picked up for me in the past 

month.

6/20/2019 5:47:09 PM roublisa Indeed they do 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/20/2019 5:47:11 PM clancy_birrell Thanks for answering my questions MJ11, T1 and 1950 ET.

6/20/2019 5:47:34 PM disgoblue24 Calm for 10 min while we looked around and shined the flashlight in the woods, and up the mountains edge, suddenly we hear that scream directly 

behind us and about 30 feet away we saw something standing about 9-10 feet tall with orange glowing eyes shaking a tree

6/20/2019 5:48:09 PM kachinagtto For some reason I have the 24th as deadline set by a judge on the case. Did I really read that date somewhere??  I can’t seem to find it now. Anyway, 

curious why you think 2 weeks. FWIW... two weeks to #UnsealEpstein would be fireworks indeed!!

6/20/2019 5:48:21 PM godfamcountry Have you seen the book written by Ingersoll Lockwood called The Last President?  Interesting.

6/20/2019 5:48:26 PM stanfireman1 Is the general population ready so to speak for what’s coming?

6/20/2019 5:48:29 PM linnyt7 Explains a lot

6/20/2019 5:48:45 PM roublisa To clarify : convo on Twitter our trusted accounts 😉

6/20/2019 5:49:14 PM magaforc That would be the time to do it.

6/20/2019 5:49:35 PM disgoblue24 And staring directly at us!!! Uncle johns cabin was a couple football fields away and I would have beet any Olympic sprinter in history I was so scared.... 

next day his uncle took us back out there, we were not excited to go but we did spot several monster foot prints

6/20/2019 5:49:40 PM blsdbe Well, #WeAreMajestic, after all... pic.twitter.com/g9r55FDbQS

6/20/2019 5:49:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

6/20/2019 5:50:18 PM roublisa I wish we could do an ama on food alone 😒 it is so messed with and mess up

6/20/2019 5:50:35 PM believe_coach Will Trump choose Pence as his running mate in 2020?

6/20/2019 5:50:52 PM roublisa Great question

6/20/2019 5:51:01 PM 313looper Time is an illusion …! 

I also have a feeling that it would happen sooner!

6/20/2019 5:51:16 PM roublisa 😉👊👊👊

6/20/2019 5:51:48 PM paulygenz And so on it goes on and on and on

6/20/2019 5:51:53 PM roublisa 👊👊👊

6/20/2019 5:52:44 PM pirateslookat40 Is RBG lucid enough to vote on SC?

6/20/2019 5:53:13 PM mommahood777 2 separate entities

3 factions in Iran

6/20/2019 5:54:58 PM bhaggy1008 The breakout starts with understanding - "We are not this bodies" - In corresponding conclusion "We are spirit soul"

The soul doesn't belong to this material world. More like a fish out of the water. Give the fish many goodies but it'll only be happy when return to the 

water.

6/20/2019 5:54:59 PM starehope I don't get many notices that MJ are online. Is this the same for anyone else?

6/20/2019 5:55:44 PM k3yle I've been living it for 2

6/20/2019 5:55:58 PM sano_faith Deep meditation.

6/20/2019 5:56:14 PM believe_coach Who will Presdient Trump choose as a running mate in 2020? Pence?

6/20/2019 5:56:17 PM kachinagtto “Time is an illusion …!”     Bahaha!  Touché!!  I still hope you’re right 😉

6/20/2019 5:56:51 PM norsepole567 POTUS has his finger on the Pulse. TRUST

6/20/2019 5:57:03 PM believe_coach Eating healthy and certain foods help get us out of the matrix?

6/20/2019 5:57:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Awesome experience!

6/20/2019 5:57:45 PM windydaysfarm Now this makes sense..

6/20/2019 5:57:51 PM emanonecafon Will Q+ be in either DC or SD in 2w?

6/20/2019 5:58:09 PM believe_coach Will Hillary get the death penalty for her treachery?

6/20/2019 5:58:21 PM az710247 Your thoughts on this Michael Aquino, how?

6/20/2019 5:59:00 PM roublisa Is Tartaria a “no zone””

6/20/2019 5:59:11 PM moemc8 What's the deal with teens growing horns on skull from cell phone use?

6/20/2019 5:59:25 PM k3yle All that ever was, is, and will be IS IN.... what other way is there?

6/20/2019 5:59:51 PM bhaggy1008 Karma free diet (lacto-vegetarian) with minimal corporate food.

6/20/2019 6:00:02 PM roublisa Is the “mud flood” a no go subject?

6/20/2019 6:00:19 PM k3yle Tag me in post?

6/20/2019 6:00:37 PM michael83341408 JFK jr returning ?



6/20/2019 6:01:10 PM roublisa Was earth once a utopian  existence?

6/20/2019 6:01:45 PM disgoblue24 Something I could never ever forget!!! Scary as it was I feel fortunate to have experienced this, and don’t care if anyone thinks I am nuts....

I know what I saw

6/20/2019 6:02:40 PM roublisa Should I ditch any polyester materials?

It just not right for wearing or sleeping on....it seemed to be everywhere now.

6/20/2019 6:02:45 PM 313looper Was thinking👉🏻”Merkel Shaking” was because of the high frequency of 5D & also their National Anthem ; which her low & heavy density could not 

take it!

6/20/2019 6:02:53 PM realdominator39 Is the earth flat and do we live under a firmament as stated in the Bible?

6/20/2019 6:03:00 PM boogeymanhunter I'm sure very soon we'll know why they use it so frequently.

6/20/2019 6:03:29 PM 313looper 😁...

6/20/2019 6:03:47 PM realdominator39 What is hidden in Antarctica that it is so closely guarded?

6/20/2019 6:03:51 PM starehope Oh. Never heard of him.

6/20/2019 6:04:16 PM clancy_birrell nope you're just getting notifications attached to original thread.

6/20/2019 6:04:38 PM clancy_birrell but if all is vibration and light then where is in?

6/20/2019 6:04:47 PM bhaggy1008 Cotton best. Breathable fabric.

6/20/2019 6:05:34 PM emanonecafon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I intended the above question to be answerable with yes or no, recognizing that divulging specific location might be a risk.

6/20/2019 6:05:37 PM uglytru36339608 Are Pompeo and Bolton complicit in 9/11? Are they enemies to humanity?

6/20/2019 6:05:47 PM bhaggy1008 Chandra

6/20/2019 6:06:10 PM besselinkfloor Thanks a lot.

6/20/2019 6:07:55 PM enomai_ define matrix. 

simple complex of illusions. based from babylon 

or

or you can go further into the machine elf, as you call them. 

that manipulate waves and our structure of reality within. and out. 

i understand now.
6/20/2019 6:08:34 PM 7alon What will happen to the disabled and other people that are too burdened with disease/illness/impairment and can't function in society properly? Will 

they be aided so they can rejoin the rest of the world so they can work and experience the way they were meant to?

6/20/2019 6:09:45 PM enomai_ ah yeah one of those 98% of the population in the hospital things

6/20/2019 6:09:49 PM debbiealbyrd I'm going with the landslide!!!

6/20/2019 6:10:07 PM djlok @laurabusse you are awesome!!!  I saw that before dinner and I was like "damn, here we go again with deleted Q's".  Drives me mad....and then you 

have it!!!  ThankQ!!!

6/20/2019 6:10:44 PM jerry48184267 Your not ready

6/20/2019 6:10:47 PM uglytru36339608 If a US Power Blackout happens, would it be by Dark Hats, White Hats, or another State actor?

6/20/2019 6:11:26 PM al23311 I always try to keep my mouth shut too Zag but well God did not cut me from a quiet cloth so who am I to go against Him?? 😂😂😂

6/20/2019 6:11:54 PM bubblesburster Will Hillary be arrested???

6/20/2019 6:12:21 PM fioretutta Remember North Korea and all the war hype turned out negotiating with so black ops was a better option . I am hoping that this ends up the same.

6/20/2019 6:12:55 PM k3yle In your brain

6/20/2019 6:13:05 PM aprilbrown99 I think a certain frequency, vibration, color, and something else, not sure what.

6/20/2019 6:13:45 PM laurabusse You are most welcome David!

Yes it's maddening when that happens to be sure 🙃

6/20/2019 6:15:21 PM al23311 It’s amazing that after years of trying to wow people (against their will often lol) with tons of knowledge and research I finally realized asking questions 

was the only way.

6/20/2019 6:15:36 PM southpaw816 Great question!

6/20/2019 6:16:24 PM k3yle This whole reality 'Matrix' is all one thing at the smallest levels it's our brain that translates 

EVERYTHING INTO THE (reality) SHOW 

#enjoytheshow #AllTheWorldsAStage

6/20/2019 6:16:56 PM joejoeeyo 1955?

6/20/2019 6:16:59 PM shannonschoono @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - will there be a social media blackout next week?  If so, I'm really going to miss my Patriot friends....

6/20/2019 6:17:50 PM aprilbrown99 Justice is coming in a big red wave. 🇺🇸

6/20/2019 6:18:26 PM clancy_birrell yes but the brain is made of matter as well. The consciousness however...seems to be another matter.

6/20/2019 6:19:07 PM usss_211 Will Andrew Cuomo's crimes be made public?

6/20/2019 6:19:09 PM aprilbrown99 I have had a lucid dream about a Sasquatch too. I love Big Brother! ❤️❤️❤️

6/20/2019 6:19:46 PM k3yle Its attached to.......

6/20/2019 6:20:09 PM m_kroniklyill Do we have F.T.L?

6/20/2019 6:20:09 PM mattdawg80 All there is, is identity. There is no out or in. There is only one.

6/20/2019 6:20:59 PM tamiwils0n22813 Will 45 acknowledge who Q is before election of 2020?

6/20/2019 6:21:30 PM laurabusse Any of you see the orig. Star trek pilot the Menagerie (aka the Cage) w Jeffrey Hunter as the Capt instead of Wm shatner?

The aliens in that looked remarkably like the ET in this photo

Havent watched it in a long time but if you can find it its worth watching

Not a star trek fan

6/20/2019 6:22:38 PM aprilbrown99 He has posted all this stuff in previous AMAs. 🙄🙄🙄 pic.twitter.com/MK7QFeofJl

6/20/2019 6:24:07 PM brad34351293 Sooo much disclosure in that series!

6/20/2019 6:24:08 PM lucky11111212 I’ll play 

Can you tell me who Jesus is?

Is He really the Son of God?

Does His Holy Spirit actually dwell inside certain people? 

Is the Holy Spirit really God on Earth?
6/20/2019 6:25:04 PM linnyt7 Thank you.

6/20/2019 6:25:05 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/fCPrZtRtmK

6/20/2019 6:25:11 PM aprilbrown99 👽🛸👽🛸👽🛸

6/20/2019 6:26:44 PM djlok LOL!!!  Wouldn't put it past her!!! pic.twitter.com/871Ed4OR4v



6/20/2019 6:27:21 PM freestateojones Weather Balloons? https://twitter.com/NWSKansasCity/status/1141873222373167104?s=19 …

6/20/2019 6:27:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 'no spoilers'

6/20/2019 6:28:08 PM _chelseaproject The lefties are already freaked out anyway, so they might as well be freaked out about the right things.

6/20/2019 6:28:45 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE is many things. pic.twitter.com/q33G8vwd02

6/20/2019 6:29:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iran 🇮🇷 attacks US Drone

He said she said?

What if this was part of the plan?

Expose Renegades treason?

Tick tock.

"You'll see."

6/20/2019 6:29:21 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/_00111111_/status/1141818028029558789?s=12 …

6/20/2019 6:29:42 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/x3J6TmmsCo

6/20/2019 6:29:44 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

6/20/2019 6:29:44 PM mypetzombie meditate on the idea/visualization of YOU reconnecting/reactivating dormant DNA.

6/20/2019 6:29:49 PM peterpentz Chemtrail program to be abolished once and for all? 

Will NPR lose their funding from the USG? 

@NPR now has a show this week dedicated to promoting geoengineering to black out the sun for ‘climate control’..

6/20/2019 6:30:20 PM djlok #TheGreatAwakening

6/20/2019 6:31:19 PM pinealg1 Will the secret space program be completely disclosed to the public before Trump leaves presidency in 6.5 years?

6/20/2019 6:31:26 PM napoli_motors ALL part of  the PLAN!

6/20/2019 6:31:29 PM tacticool_shed What is Serial Brain 2 on reddit connection to Q?   Surely someone is feeding info.  Some of these decodes are way too intricate for a civilian or 

"average Joe" to decipher.

6/20/2019 6:31:51 PM lightflight7  pic.twitter.com/eavcvlyZHy

6/20/2019 6:31:58 PM muddybumper78 I definitely think it was a rogue military operation to start WW3, to cover up their crimes

6/20/2019 6:32:01 PM cryptogamer11 Yup. But lucky us

6/20/2019 6:32:02 PM aprilbrown99 I have. I will keep trying. It is frustrating tho. I know I am more powerful than what I am here in 3D prison planet. We all are.

6/20/2019 6:32:07 PM anniesgottagun Waiting patiently

6/20/2019 6:32:11 PM lbf777 Ya for real.

6/20/2019 6:32:17 PM 1centralcaligal It's all a big game; I'm glad our President is a MUCH better player than Renegade, and his DS friends!!!!

6/20/2019 6:32:27 PM jared4liberty Trust Kansas, I haven’t seen otherwise from mj or q. Bolton, however, I’m not sure of.

6/20/2019 6:32:28 PM lennyv77 My thoughts exactly. He attacks deep state and leaves Iran alone. Maybe a bogus drone as well.

6/20/2019 6:32:43 PM 1centralcaligal And I think you're right!!

6/20/2019 6:32:49 PM gyspylala Yes it is

6/20/2019 6:32:51 PM shannonschoono FF to distract from NXIVM verdict and impending arrests.

6/20/2019 6:33:02 PM brad34351293 I had 1 last night! Potus trolling Kamala & she wanted my Comp. to look up the facts.-then where was some sort of panic by people. It was like a 

connected hotel room. It went all Matrix on me. As soon as people ran into large windows from atrium I woke myself. 

Fn like WW Z movie

6/20/2019 6:33:06 PM 7alon  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1141820320631930886 …

6/20/2019 6:33:30 PM boy12_jimmy MJ11, if still here, will Epstein and Nxivm court docs be public? This year?

6/20/2019 6:33:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity w/ Bush + Iraq FF (911) = Boots on the Ground propaganda push.

Owned?

Follow the money.

Hannity w/ Trump + Iran FF (Drone) = No boots on the ground anti-propaganda push.

Let freedom ring!

The world is watching.

How many times did he say that?

Yes, Hannity is aware.
6/20/2019 6:33:40 PM matt_aho  pic.twitter.com/nfSFc3Ket0

6/20/2019 6:34:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch the skies.

Search?

6/20/2019 6:34:32 PM _the_psychonaut Eyes on the skies

6/20/2019 6:34:44 PM raymond55007822 Will we see a social media blackout in the coming days?

6/20/2019 6:34:45 PM kaykaygirlkaren Tonight.... pic.twitter.com/BExw7Q4Mz1

6/20/2019 6:34:48 PM aprilbrown99 I ❤️ Hannity!

6/20/2019 6:35:02 PM tennesseemaga13 Disclosure?

6/20/2019 6:35:17 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/lprBx1t029

6/20/2019 6:35:29 PM dancarwells Around about locations would be nice? Necks start aching after awhile!

6/20/2019 6:35:34 PM debrafierens Seriously?

6/20/2019 6:35:36 PM the_fjalar “Full Control”

6/20/2019 6:35:39 PM patriotddmaga “Mr President, what storm is that?”

6/20/2019 6:36:05 PM decodematrix Is this diagram of Saturn and the Moon accurate? pic.twitter.com/l7J0OCiUfg

6/20/2019 6:36:10 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/hWc12G17qY

6/20/2019 6:36:18 PM aprilbrown99 Very cool. Thanks for sharing!

6/20/2019 6:36:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder what kind of weapons those are? 🛸

6/20/2019 6:36:22 PM jared4liberty What he said pic.twitter.com/jgvs2OAjBo

6/20/2019 6:36:24 PM 22gardenstreet Kansas City white orbs

6/20/2019 6:36:29 PM fukyorfeelngs California?🤔🤔

6/20/2019 6:36:48 PM redcaddy78 I believe you're right.

Too preposterous otherwise.

Iran wouldn't risk annihilation.

6/20/2019 6:36:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

6/20/2019 6:37:19 PM allahuniversal From:ts_sci_majic12 watch the skies

6/20/2019 6:37:21 PM maryschade14 Sky Event..could be anything..expect unexpected mehbe..highbeam..cost already covered..tiny shiny things in the topo/stratosphere..make for great 

optics..Coherently..

6/20/2019 6:37:36 PM lbf777 Ya Hannity went from dark to light since the Bush era.

6/20/2019 6:37:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correction. 

The Iranian people wouldn'r risk annihilation.

"We are with the PEOPLE of Iran." - 45

6/20/2019 6:37:57 PM 1centralcaligal Cabal, to cover up their many crimes, and divert attention.

6/20/2019 6:38:05 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/QHVl8Kb9MA

6/20/2019 6:38:23 PM brogthefrog  pic.twitter.com/CUAHClUW4J

6/20/2019 6:38:42 PM kaykaygirlkaren Unbelievable! And it is right over Laura Trumps Parents Home. Imagine that. They live in my small town.



6/20/2019 6:38:56 PM spauldingshowal Thank You

6/20/2019 6:39:27 PM merorschach Can't see a thing though the stratospheric aerosol injections. pic.twitter.com/HyIuYFfRNr

6/20/2019 6:39:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 More like a power grab from the President. 

So they wish.

Who is living in a dream?

Hillary is President. 

Abrams is Governor?

Trump colluded with Russia?

Up is down. 

Left is right.

Alice in Wonderland

Tick tock...
6/20/2019 6:39:42 PM brogthefrog  pic.twitter.com/UdVub0oQBg

6/20/2019 6:39:50 PM aprilbrown99 Every day! pic.twitter.com/6MwPoU74zZ

6/20/2019 6:39:59 PM jvan125 I watch and search every day. I know they’re there. ❤️

6/20/2019 6:40:20 PM ascendingadam Feeing humanity is the plan, correct?

6/20/2019 6:40:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

6/20/2019 6:40:31 PM 1centralcaligal I love your thinking; always dead on, even ahead of others!!

6/20/2019 6:40:55 PM mljones5910 Good response

6/20/2019 6:40:56 PM mypetzombie dont look at it as TRYING. look at it as experiencing yourself doing it. believe me, i got real frustrated n upset with myself like i wasnt good or special 

enuff to hav things happen, but i kept up my practices and looking back i can truly see how powerful i am & HAD been. 😁 🙏

6/20/2019 6:41:09 PM headlinejuice He still is rahrahing for Netanyahu so maybe not complete light.

6/20/2019 6:41:13 PM cjptrsn No coincidences.  This on top of the coke they popped in PA. The Cabal is taking risks.

6/20/2019 6:41:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1 so that's not just me.. been hearing a ringing for about a month or two now, sometimes the frequency seems to shift then back to a baseline

6/20/2019 6:41:33 PM 313looper Thanks …! 

Heating =Microwave energy !?

6/20/2019 6:41:41 PM aprilbrown99 So beautiful!  😍😍😍

6/20/2019 6:42:08 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/keLsvlUItw

6/20/2019 6:43:10 PM rapunzel_39 This 👆

6/20/2019 6:43:59 PM pirateslookat40 LMFAO

This is soooo PERFECT!

6/20/2019 6:44:08 PM jrocktigers Yes sir! There doesnt seem to be a moment when something is not moving around.

6/20/2019 6:44:10 PM jcubed17 Hannity is definitely Q'd in.

6/20/2019 6:44:45 PM realbrendal  pic.twitter.com/cSrkSILROl

6/20/2019 6:45:08 PM kachinagtto Lots of talk on Twitter about this... some saying it's Google Loon balloons... 🤔 https://twitter.com/kmbc/status/1141874073284292609?s=20 …

6/20/2019 6:45:30 PM lp083061 The skies have been a beautiful blue lately almost as if a layer was eliminated

6/20/2019 6:45:33 PM 0116elliott I have not seen this! I just downloaded, thanks for posting it.

6/20/2019 6:47:23 PM wellsong Jarrett.

6/20/2019 6:47:36 PM wearediamonds2 NICE!

6/20/2019 6:47:46 PM jayrambin Bro, if that’s true, I want to know about and and yes, do something about it. Do you have any documentation or evidence?

6/20/2019 6:48:21 PM hawkgirlinmn These? pic.twitter.com/iGqSjqqX4x

6/20/2019 6:48:27 PM gi6stars Yes

6/20/2019 6:48:33 PM lbf777 True.

6/20/2019 6:48:39 PM myladysolina Deep State.

6/20/2019 6:48:49 PM brogthefrog Majority

6/20/2019 6:48:57 PM brogthefrog  http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/cooper/operation_majority.htm …

6/20/2019 6:49:59 PM scottgasaway I’m in OK and I agree 100%

6/20/2019 6:49:59 PM merlock17 Is whole story/truth going to eventually come out, does partially mean stages?

6/20/2019 6:50:48 PM iqirina1 What did Kerry said to this people that now they want to start shit with us? Um..

6/20/2019 6:51:16 PM clancy_birrell hope so.

6/20/2019 6:51:43 PM _17patriot_ Will this be similar to the NTI strike in Syria that POTUS conducted in 2017? Remember Brown, Nunn, Turner, and Moniz all had stakes in there

6/20/2019 6:52:05 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/QS8iPo7sAk

6/20/2019 6:52:17 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/xmi9N2MQXM

6/20/2019 6:52:24 PM jvan125 Those are all AWESOME!!! Oh, what awaits really will be MAJESTIC!! 🙏🏻❤️💫🥳

6/20/2019 6:52:30 PM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/ON0Mi7c8jn

6/20/2019 6:53:03 PM uglytru36339608 Why is that out of the realm of possibilities?

6/20/2019 6:53:06 PM jvan125 I still have chem trails so i can’t see squat. Always right over the sun too. 🤬

6/20/2019 6:54:12 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/s19SOObnBr

6/20/2019 6:54:37 PM debrafierens Pompeo is a Patriot. No question

6/20/2019 6:55:29 PM love82janet Hannity asked POTUS last night about Iran and POTUS replied, "Nothing to worry about." Everyone freaked when POTUS sent a few missiles into Syria 

that ended up being DS nuke sites. Then we had Rocketman and the MSM push the NK scare. Now Iran. I TRUST POTUS.

6/20/2019 6:55:40 PM boy12_jimmy I know something is happening,  when the President is safe. Next week is BIG! pic.twitter.com/xNQLgYkCfF

6/20/2019 6:56:23 PM becca000007 I’m in KC.. what am I looking for?

6/20/2019 6:56:24 PM jvan125 First word that popped into my head was ‘bridge’ when i saw that (after admiring the beauty first, OF COURSE). I wonder if we really have crossed over 

into a new part of the plan...🙏🏻❤️💫🇺🇸

6/20/2019 6:57:21 PM redcaddy78 You knew what I meant...

6/20/2019 6:57:58 PM daggastan 2 months ago. pic.twitter.com/NtIhHjdlal

6/20/2019 6:58:24 PM aprilbrown99 I can see several interesting things in those clouds.

6/20/2019 6:58:57 PM jvan125 So, is that a ‘yes, that’s what I was referring to’ response? 🧐 I would take anything referred to as ‘Majestic’ as the truth. ❤️

6/20/2019 6:59:06 PM jayrambin Wow. Good one. I saw the posts but this patent and the depth of the info is interesting.  Why give so much info on how to use your patent?  Do all 

patents have this much info? Can we trust google not to ‘massage’ this?

6/20/2019 6:59:08 PM kaykaygirlkaren It was magical. Definitely a sign from someone! Never ever has the sky lit up like this here. And a double Rainbow to boot!

6/20/2019 6:59:37 PM 1crazy_toaster hurt people, hurt people.

6/20/2019 6:59:56 PM rebeccaforsman3 Why every time I like this tweet and I come back to your page and it’s gone😞 that’s ok I’ll keep reliking👍🏼

6/20/2019 7:00:17 PM jvan125 So amazing (and Majestic!!). Thank you for sharing!! ❤️💫



6/20/2019 7:00:30 PM love82janet 1943 Watch Iran, Hassan Rohani Targeted 

28 Aug 2018                                                                       

Watch IRAN.

Something incredible is about to happen.

[Hassan Rouhani]

The Good People of IRAN have the POWER.

FIGHT FOR YOUR FREEDOM.

Q
6/20/2019 7:00:48 PM koryoline1 It has already started in several countries

6/20/2019 7:01:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I think mine started after reading/trying the telepathy primer.  No negative effects like headache it's more like my awareness to frequencies has 

opened up. Or maybe I just have tinnitus

6/20/2019 7:01:41 PM kachinagtto Searched the hashtag on Twitter and latest tweet was from the author of this... pic.twitter.com/Zf6hla4Kj8

6/20/2019 7:02:12 PM scott_rick Stage is set?

6/20/2019 7:02:30 PM cledrordfishing Looks like they are coming in and out of our frequency.

6/20/2019 7:02:47 PM cat89497941 Filled with cloaked ships

6/20/2019 7:03:59 PM cledrordfishing Clearly sun spots on the lens......... lol or maybe 👽

6/20/2019 7:04:48 PM zagnett Yeah even that fails for me typically for some reason. i can't hear too well, especially in my right ear. Congenital problem. That could be partly why it 

doesn't work as well for me.

6/20/2019 7:05:38 PM reeniekfarms That would be perfect !!!

6/20/2019 7:06:23 PM al23311 I wouldn’t say my success rate is high with either method 😉 but Socratic  questioning has SOME success.

6/20/2019 7:06:32 PM becca000007 Exactly what I said... trusting the plan!!!!

6/20/2019 7:06:39 PM zagnett "Scalar"

6/20/2019 7:06:46 PM blsdbe #ThanQ. Dave Chapelle 😂🤪😜

6/20/2019 7:07:15 PM cledrordfishing I would like to get out if I could please.

6/20/2019 7:07:29 PM finall00p Right. People on fb believe it's balloons .. they're clearly behind

6/20/2019 7:09:03 PM tacticool_shed Yes a great mind and decodes, but man... Some of those are so out there I have no idea how he comes by them.

6/20/2019 7:09:12 PM k3yle If there's only 1 how is there identity? I'm talking from a perspective that I was blessed to be given

6/20/2019 7:09:35 PM kaykaygirlkaren Another pic pic.twitter.com/CMSwuoan29

6/20/2019 7:09:37 PM realdonmurphy Is Herman the penguin well?

6/20/2019 7:10:03 PM jvan125 😂😭❤️ #ItsAPlant 😆

6/20/2019 7:11:01 PM brad34351293 NP. It was weird AF, just a 30 min nap/fell asleep with Fox News on.

I just gave a synopsis of it. Cause it was creepy trying to be nice to Kamala, she needed a light to see the Comp. screen, & I had to replace a bulb. The 

rush of people was like they were escaping a gas IMO. ?

6/20/2019 7:11:06 PM hohn44 Part of the plan .... Shoot down the drone and then go after all the black sites in Iran. Strategic missiles straight to the sites. Gave Iran quietly "you got 

ten minutes" to clear out of the way !!!!

6/20/2019 7:11:21 PM _17patriot_ They're here. I already saw them. They appear physically and spiritually (if you are already in tuned). Freaky things they are.

6/20/2019 7:11:23 PM scottgasaway Boo

6/20/2019 7:11:34 PM becca000007 Omg me too! Twice this week! We were good friends!

6/20/2019 7:11:43 PM jebsmirk How do I keep my souffle from falling?

6/20/2019 7:12:20 PM lukekauffman Will there be a social media blackout soon?

6/20/2019 7:12:24 PM identityasxy .

I'm a bit concerned about Deutsche Bank and banksters attempt to steal the last bit of crumbs off humanity's plate before the bank default dominoes 

fall.  

Beware:  tons of misinformation about blame.

Steep learning curve but impact will rock the globe.  Make 2008 look tame

6/20/2019 7:12:31 PM pirateslookat40 What is this?  Marfoogle video of the Bright Lights over Virginia the other dsy.

It's on the Nexrad Weather Radar. https://youtu.be/vJh7UAEhbt0 

6/20/2019 7:12:56 PM charmanda9 Thank you for the short cut

6/20/2019 7:14:15 PM trish44070326 I took this pic very early in the morning, this orb was down below the moon..not sure what it is. pic.twitter.com/jk4WG9WQP1

6/20/2019 7:14:17 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo yup. Its a set up to expose those pulling the strings

6/20/2019 7:15:34 PM judy_lanier Trust the PLAN....you’ll know what to do @the write Time not even knowing!!

6/20/2019 7:15:49 PM qanon_obiwan Citizens in space in 10+- years?

6/20/2019 7:15:59 PM identityasxy .

Shifting crap assets/ liabilities to publicly obligated "new bank".  Derivatives in the Trillions Euros.  

TIME TO claw back assets from bankster cabal.  All of it https://www.businessinsider.com/deutsche-bank-to-shrink-or-shut-us-equity-and-trading-

businesses-ft-2019-6 …

6/20/2019 7:16:54 PM yodhehwahheh Honestly who really knows who hit the drone? No war no war no war. Only prayer to Goonly prayer to God

Only prayer to God

Besides how many people around the world died yesterday?

6/20/2019 7:18:18 PM 22gardenstreet It was a weather report..not sure it was what was referenced 👍

6/20/2019 7:18:21 PM mattdawg80 There is only one identity. We are all from the same source and are a part of that identity. We are all part of the whole. So there is only one.

6/20/2019 7:18:57 PM mattdawg80 If you hurt someone else, you hurt yourself.

6/20/2019 7:19:46 PM mattdawg80 I misread your tweet originally.

6/20/2019 7:19:47 PM david00997884 They think we're stupid.

6/20/2019 7:19:58 PM gi6stars Yesterday. I contrasted it high to see it better. The sun was setting behind me. Notice the strength line...🤔 pic.twitter.com/j77qoN06EA

6/20/2019 7:20:09 PM jonicurry17 Wow..if so that’s brilliant

6/20/2019 7:21:10 PM cledrordfishing Nice

6/20/2019 7:21:29 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/nwskansascity/status/1141874701381189634?s=21 …

6/20/2019 7:21:53 PM brad34351293 Sounds like Kerry or The Old Cali Witch may have dug their graves! 

AMEN, please God!

6/20/2019 7:22:15 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/kmbc/status/1141874073284292609?s=21 …

6/20/2019 7:23:17 PM cledrordfishing 2nd amendment rules!  I can't wait to get my 🛸

6/20/2019 7:23:23 PM identityasxy .

pssst !  hey ... hey you.

WAKE UP !!!!

 https://youtu.be/xxYpwCoX50k 

6/20/2019 7:24:06 PM starehope May be optics?

6/20/2019 7:25:03 PM kaykaygirlkaren Over the ocean tonight. pic.twitter.com/9WMSDG6qRp

6/20/2019 7:25:31 PM charmanda9 Me too. Don’t want to miss a single majestic thing.

6/20/2019 7:26:55 PM kerrychappell What are the satellites catching, recording...



6/20/2019 7:27:01 PM patriotcat_maga @appalachanon

6/20/2019 7:27:28 PM k3yle Correct we come from 1 but there isn't anything but 1? where there's a yin there is yang... where there's a plus there is a negative.. for where there's 

creator there's a_________  blank = [1] -1? Or 11 or is it 2? Take your time and feel the answer pop into your vibrations.

6/20/2019 7:27:43 PM cledrordfishing Well, if it's a weapon......... lol

6/20/2019 7:27:46 PM uglytru36339608 If you say so Debra Fierens. "No Question". Great insight you provided. Case settled.

6/20/2019 7:28:41 PM zagnett Teleforce.

"Spooky action at a distance."

6/20/2019 7:29:21 PM christinadams7 Am I reading too much into the double negative?

6/20/2019 7:29:25 PM charmanda9 Yours looks like it is being projected almost with that line. This was last evening for me. pic.twitter.com/g4OSuHSQ2H

6/20/2019 7:30:36 PM charmanda9 Woah wut?! Super neat!!!

6/20/2019 7:32:42 PM forgedinfreedom No chem trails here.

Bay area California.

6/20/2019 7:33:04 PM jayrambin What do you mean Deb? I don’t see any unavailable tweets. I see 5 total responses to the tweet this replies to.

6/20/2019 7:34:04 PM susiereeves Where? In the south? West?

6/20/2019 7:34:29 PM _17patriot_ South East. South Florida.

6/20/2019 7:35:24 PM mypetzombie i notice those too. i get all excited when they start moving onward. u can always tells where to look n when so u catch it just in time. 😁

6/20/2019 7:36:05 PM jvan125 I have never seen a full rainbow like that. I have seen part of the arch, that’s it. Never the full half circle. I am just amazed!!  I didn’t think it was 

possible 😂 🤷🏼♀️.  And it’s a double too! 🤦🏼♀️😆

6/20/2019 7:37:40 PM mypetzombie that's what i think too!!! /in & out of our dimension. Venus & Sirius look a lot like that to me even to the naked eye.

6/20/2019 7:38:07 PM charmanda9 Has also resonated with me, especially lately.

6/20/2019 7:38:44 PM kerrychappell I am going to dance through it all🎉 pic.twitter.com/UYM4sYENim

6/20/2019 7:38:58 PM jensingr1 spirit cooked her bro....lol

6/20/2019 7:41:24 PM ksouth21 I hear ya. The trial today was proof of that....i just read the article you posted.

6/20/2019 7:41:37 PM mypetzombie we get clouds like that here too. makes u feel like ur underwater looking up at the waves. still capture doesnt serve it justice like that gif man! 

pic.twitter.com/SmcEu73txi

6/20/2019 7:45:05 PM charmanda9 Yes. Everyone keeps having to re-like it over and over and over while we watch the ‘like’ count hover around the same number every day. Though it 

has finally been allowed to slowly climb a few hundred very recently. It’s a good way to keep track of [their] manipulation though.

6/20/2019 7:45:16 PM roublisa 🤗

6/20/2019 7:45:30 PM daveelton33  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1141894300365729792?s=21 …

6/20/2019 7:47:32 PM charmanda9 Yes I wondered about this. Thanks. 👊

6/20/2019 7:48:26 PM rapunzel_39 Why so few answers for an AMA? 🙄🤔

6/20/2019 7:48:27 PM italianmom555 Absolutely We Are Ready.

6/20/2019 7:49:54 PM freestateojones From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Watch The Skies.

Check out these search results:  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40ts_sci_majic12%20watch%20the%20skies&s=09 …

6/20/2019 7:50:11 PM mypetzombie that's beautiful!!! 😍😍😍

a couple years ago they happened a lot around here #chicago but this year no rainbows cuz the skies are always a silver sheen. we do see the sundog 

rainbows tho.

6/20/2019 7:50:21 PM freestateojones You are quick 😏

6/20/2019 7:50:47 PM starehope Love that show and that gorgeous Jeffrey Hunter! 💓💕

6/20/2019 7:51:10 PM jaded_pearl Scalar can be used for malice too. Are there protections in place to regulate it somehow?

6/20/2019 7:51:23 PM redquinlan I've often thought of us  humans as being like a diamond. All the facets protruding into multiple diimensions..it's the same diamond experiencing itself 

in different circumstances.

6/20/2019 7:51:57 PM margaret_64_ What limited knowledge I have on “drones”, this seems pretty logical to me.

6/20/2019 7:52:36 PM starehope This photo is a fake. There is a phone cord in the background. It is coiled. In 1947, the phone cords were straight, not coiled. This photo is from a video 

that was debunked years ago.

6/20/2019 7:53:01 PM weebegood No, not exactly. Conflict?

6/20/2019 7:53:44 PM italianmom555 What if We Want a 3rd term for Potus.

6/20/2019 7:54:25 PM scott_rick Sure am

6/20/2019 7:54:38 PM ladypatriot20 I remember that. The ETs 

invited the captain to their planet to allow him to live an alternate life.

6/20/2019 7:55:18 PM tncharlene Well then everyone needs to stop saying we have free will.....cause we are not free, but are prisoners!

6/20/2019 7:55:22 PM redquinlan I don't think it's Iran..it could be someone else...POTUS said more often  "they" only once did he say Iran. DS could be operating using useful tools. the 

Iranian people want liberation and favour USA. It's their leaders that are not cooperating

6/20/2019 7:55:36 PM lindadangelmom I dunno pic.twitter.com/w2sQmV7XUs

6/20/2019 7:55:43 PM linnyt7 Let freedom ring! Sound waves can be powerful.

6/20/2019 7:56:50 PM rachad71 That's what I was thinking, and Pelosi/ schumer think they've had a win.

6/20/2019 7:56:58 PM cynthiamorrow8 There are thousands and thousands of crafts up there protecting us.

6/20/2019 7:56:59 PM laurabusse Yes it was very strange...

But very moving

Never a huge star trek fan

But that pilot was great

And the 2nd movie

The wrath of Khan

6/20/2019 7:57:03 PM allahuniversal "We're using their technology against them" pic.twitter.com/zLISB7modO

6/20/2019 7:57:34 PM italianmom555 I do not feel that they will be made public. Was McCains...see so the answer is No.

6/20/2019 7:58:05 PM laurabusse Yeah!

You thought they were villains but they turned out to be wise compassionate and misunderstood...

6/20/2019 7:58:22 PM dynamicres I could see It the other way around where one IS and multi BEs could have an easier time communicating, can it be one BE and multi ISs?

6/20/2019 7:58:26 PM italianmom555 Always

6/20/2019 7:58:54 PM lukekauffman Make them spend ammunition and reveal assets and positions

6/20/2019 7:59:34 PM frenchjeanne I don’t want that and I don’t believe he wants that. I just hope someone that follows is as strong and on the same path as he is

6/20/2019 8:00:34 PM v_i_o_l_ you nailed it.  thank you.  i was off on the goose chase tangent....

6/20/2019 8:01:42 PM v_i_o_l_  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVkqJ0sxsnI …

6/20/2019 8:03:17 PM lori_dee1 Perhaps not...😉 pic.twitter.com/FjiDnoz34I

6/20/2019 8:04:34 PM mwam1993 😂😂😂

6/20/2019 8:05:44 PM covertress Yes. Search "ether IS-BE".

6/20/2019 8:05:46 PM dynamicres That's a great analogy! Love it!  And the idea that this could happen feels right.❣️

6/20/2019 8:06:10 PM blugurl3 i watch the skies always near me and see all the chemtrails.

6/20/2019 8:06:35 PM hollylandes Such great questions!



6/20/2019 8:06:39 PM bluesheepdog55 On MSM it's not even a blib on their radar. One of the biggest scandals to be exposed.

6/20/2019 8:06:47 PM italianmom555 Perhaps but my feelings tell me that this will not happen. To many people would have some really dangerous meltdowns.

6/20/2019 8:08:11 PM tararoby9 I have read that the ringing is musical notes, each note correlates to a specific chakra.  This is assistance in the expansion of our chakras.   

http://In5d.com  has a daily update on which chakra or chakras are being focused on.

6/20/2019 8:09:50 PM hollylandes ?  https://www.amazon.com/Watch-Skies-Chronicle-Flying-Saucer/dp/1560983434 …

6/20/2019 8:10:52 PM heinric12517350 Iran said the drone was in there airspace and that's why they shot it down. What's the big deal? Seems like fair game to me.

6/20/2019 8:11:45 PM italianmom555 Is it possible that we can get a 3rd term for our President. I know that he kind of jokingly hinted at this.

6/20/2019 8:12:03 PM greatawakenin16 Is China safe to travel to?

6/20/2019 8:12:44 PM cjptrsn I hear KC has some interesting sky watching recently.

6/20/2019 8:12:56 PM hollylandes I hate that. Cop out. Just tell us the truth already.

6/20/2019 8:13:13 PM 1magafan Me too... here in Oklahoma City.  It's been non stop flights at the base. Day and night.

6/20/2019 8:13:49 PM jonesy4671 I have a feeling this is whats going on now that you mention it

6/20/2019 8:15:15 PM hollylandes What is XRP?

6/20/2019 8:15:32 PM italianmom555  pic.twitter.com/zE1otoqm3X

6/20/2019 8:16:53 PM zagnett The movie contains at least some truths & MJ is acknowledging this, &/or MJ was involved somehow in it's creation, e.g. providing ideas, reviewing the 

script. Something like this, i think.

6/20/2019 8:16:55 PM freestateojones There are a few tangents contained within.

6/20/2019 8:16:58 PM italianmom555 I have a feeling....

6/20/2019 8:17:04 PM mrmurica1776 What do you mean?

6/20/2019 8:17:31 PM freestateojones I like to believe to believe we have these tools for a good reason or three. 

Fight With Tools?

I just go with the flow. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1002528138709032960?s=19 …

6/20/2019 8:19:03 PM 12bravogran Just detune a half step homie. No one can stop you.

Let freedom rock.

6/20/2019 8:19:12 PM hapaw8084 I’m hearing it started.

6/20/2019 8:19:38 PM tcdelfin Agreed. Everytime things get close to the Clinton's,  et al..wars start, embassys get attacked, ambassador dies,  politician gets shot in head before 

plane crashes, "friend" commits suicide with a gun using the wrong hand..you know..just plain weird stuff..

6/20/2019 8:20:04 PM sweetgigi369 🤯🤯🤯🎯🎯🎯 pic.twitter.com/h3OiI6NGqg

6/20/2019 8:20:05 PM _17patriot_ Will the US "stargate" be revealed to the public in POTUS 2nd term?

6/20/2019 8:20:16 PM jkeilrich Day sky? or Night sky?

6/20/2019 8:20:18 PM cjptrsn  https://twitter.com/nwskansascity/status/1141873222373167104?s=21 …

6/20/2019 8:21:08 PM cherrokee40 HOLD!!

HOLD!! HOOOLD!!

6/20/2019 8:21:54 PM _17patriot_ Is POTUS using the chronovisor?

6/20/2019 8:23:40 PM karrruss Awesome!

Let's roll!

6/20/2019 8:24:00 PM mypetzombie her and @britney_spears and the rest of em.

6/20/2019 8:25:00 PM lionhardt77 Kerry & Feinstein just recently visited Iran as well. #LetTheGamesBegin

6/20/2019 8:28:05 PM canada_rj  http://Humansovereignty.org 

6/20/2019 8:28:40 PM kathleen3693693 Organic cotton, bamboo, linen, silk, or rayon (natural fibers).

GMO cotton makes me break out in hives, as does polyester. Polyester threads have sharp barbs that puncture the skin, allowing nasties to invade the 

body. But, then, that's their objective.

6/20/2019 8:29:26 PM savethesedogs The trial exposed involvement of Clintons, Obama, Schumer, many more, just as those 3 or 4 NY police checked out suddenly. Anthony Weiner's laptop 

was introduced as evidence, he was recruiting for Raniere. Referrals for prosecution are imminent.

6/20/2019 8:33:15 PM scott_rick Big plans, ready position boys... and girls(more importantly)

6/20/2019 8:33:32 PM nurseniceyes All the answers are within your consciousness.

6/20/2019 8:33:44 PM djlok Based on her attire yesterday, it looks like [she] knows #TheStorm is coming.  The Muumuu never lies.

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/NBWNVqULhr

6/20/2019 8:35:23 PM kathleen3693693 Let there be a tsunami...

6/20/2019 8:35:58 PM mongrelglory No, this material pre-dates the Law of One material as it goes back to the time of Roswell.  MJ-12 have hinted that the Law of One, as well as the 

Pheonix Journals have material worth considering.  "Eyes Open" was their phrase.

6/20/2019 8:37:24 PM savethesedogs The trial exposed involvement of Clintons, Obama, Schumer, Gillibrand, more, just as those 3 or 4 NY police were suicided. Anthony Weiner's laptop 

was introduced as evidence, he was recruiting for Raniere. Referrals for prosecution are imminent.

6/20/2019 8:37:32 PM mattdawg80 All things are permitted. The one wanted to experience duality and so here we are. All things even duality will return to the one. Let that answer enter 

your vibrations.

6/20/2019 8:37:38 PM sabrinal43 Check out this video. Weird. https://twitter.com/brian_desanto/status/1141879045564588032?s=19 …

6/20/2019 8:38:00 PM mrmurica1776 How would I even begin to access them.

6/20/2019 8:38:32 PM kittles62081233 Is the plane of existence our IS (soul/consciousness) project our IS-BE (physical world) from related to DMT/Psychedelic mind space at all?

6/20/2019 8:38:35 PM roni_k_patriot That would be pretty cool.

6/20/2019 8:39:02 PM scott_scottpac Seargent Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Bnad?

6/20/2019 8:39:11 PM roublisa I love cotton❤️❤️❤️

6/20/2019 8:40:26 PM kathleen3693693 Bait. And the fish jumped at it...

6/20/2019 8:40:39 PM debbiea8619 it would be great if we could see them..

6/20/2019 8:42:21 PM roublisa Speaking of linen....any ideas on how to farm my own.....hemp...can I buy seeds not legal here yet.... my grandmother in Poland before ww2 farmed 

the land hemp was their main stay all year long.   The seeds were sent to town to be made into oil and the plants had many uses.

6/20/2019 8:43:35 PM roublisa That’s what I thought...thanks👊

6/20/2019 8:44:27 PM djlok Would be funny as hell if we find out 45 made her wear that damn thing to let the Far Left know #TheStorm is coming.

6/20/2019 8:48:52 PM mstallmn All the weird self suicided shit

6/20/2019 8:50:16 PM kathleen3693693 Low-earth orbit (possibly higher) directed energy weapons...maybe scaler gizmos...or maybe a solar weapon "flare" triggered and directed at the bad 

boys? It wouldn't be fair to wipe out tens of millions of innocents, so something finely tuned to hit the bad guys. Like Merkle?

6/20/2019 8:50:19 PM roublisa * I cannot buy

6/20/2019 8:54:49 PM cryptogyu Frisco, McKinney - there has been activity in the near past.

6/20/2019 8:55:20 PM laurabusse Was wondering the same thing actually

6/20/2019 8:55:53 PM jayrambin They’re last. For some reason, that has to wait. But, you’re right. There’s a problem there. I’m sure our guys know.

6/20/2019 8:56:40 PM mongrelglory They've already answered yes to that question.

6/20/2019 8:56:42 PM _00111111_ 👊👊👊👊

6/20/2019 8:57:01 PM kathleen3693693 Sometimes I think they can hear us telepathically when we acknowledge their presence and I think they acknowledge us by quick movements. I say 

"howdy" to land people by dipping my wings and they'll wave skyward. I wonder if that's their way of dipping their wings.



6/20/2019 8:57:18 PM mongrelglory Is sleepwalking more common in Starseeds?

6/20/2019 8:58:23 PM billallenmedic My sentiments exactly!

6/20/2019 8:58:30 PM nurseniceyes Mediation. Detox. Water. Higher frequency music. That should get you started.

6/20/2019 8:59:14 PM 2aforlif3 Israel is being saved for last unless that has changed and I didn't get the memo. And it's all part of the plan! #GodsPlan

6/20/2019 9:00:16 PM mongrelglory They've previously said it was mind control when someone asked about the ringing in their ears.  Not sure if they were just referring to that particular 

person.

6/20/2019 9:02:30 PM gingergirl777 I am a survivor and I would never ever abuse anyone!!Please do not make blanket statements they are very harmful  to people trying to be honest with 

their own recovery. Bless You🙏🏼

6/20/2019 9:03:11 PM mrmurica1776 Detox?

6/20/2019 9:04:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Statement was directed at the meme, not towards you or other anons.

6/20/2019 9:05:41 PM mrmurica1776 How do you do that?

6/20/2019 9:05:52 PM nurseniceyes Majestic did a really long thread on this subject that you can look up in the archives.

6/20/2019 9:06:12 PM aprilbrown99 Hhmmm...where have I heard that phrase before.  Kabamur and Michelle for Canada?

6/20/2019 9:07:00 PM mrmurica1776 Archives of twitter?

6/20/2019 9:07:44 PM warriordaisy CIA in control of Iran....

6/20/2019 9:08:09 PM secretagent_86  pic.twitter.com/24p9j40vNn

6/20/2019 9:08:09 PM cutchen_bailey Or due to affects of cannibalism/ adeno...

6/20/2019 9:09:37 PM chiefdreyfus  pic.twitter.com/GIYe1sXths

6/20/2019 9:11:32 PM hrfister At first I was but again, all the things that Q is saying that are going to happen...don't happen.  Trump has been president for 2.5 years now and no one 

in the deep state has been indicted.  None, zero, zilch, nada, null, vacuum, empty space.

6/20/2019 9:13:17 PM dynamicres WOW OK I must of missed that one! Nice thank you.

6/20/2019 9:13:58 PM blsdbe Esp the guy in mom’s basement reference...

6/20/2019 9:15:39 PM mirpaix Iranian SAM site needs to disappear

6/20/2019 9:17:17 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/waDz73n0GY

6/20/2019 9:17:45 PM johnwic05587636 Where can I learn these comms?

6/20/2019 9:19:02 PM aprilbrown99 He deleted this tweet. pic.twitter.com/1f5QC6Uiam

6/20/2019 9:19:08 PM mongrelglory That would be great.  I have a cousin and a friend who stopped talking to me because I questioned the narratives about the school shootings. Their 

angry reactions were a real shock to me and even though I apologized for upsetting them, they've still cut me off!

6/20/2019 9:21:16 PM aurorasreality ICE Arrests next week 👌

6/20/2019 9:21:17 PM nikoscali I imagine they moved the missiles near populated areas or underground following the drone incident. Gotta wait for them to poke back up, and it 

seems POTUS is doing just that.

6/20/2019 9:23:22 PM oo1o110 Wrong.

6/20/2019 9:24:27 PM pamtomlinson10 I hope your talking about Chem trails....

6/20/2019 9:24:57 PM our_us_thoughts Reference to Mozart

6/20/2019 9:25:41 PM mongrelglory They previously answered "not in the way you think" when I asked them that before.

6/20/2019 9:25:45 PM johnwic05587636 I have handled Ebola Reston, Ebola Zaire, Hanta, Marburg, 1918 influenza, Rabies, etc. They r a very real threat. However, they r so deadly & kill so fast 

that an outbreak will burn out if managed properly. On the other hand, viruses like influenza mutate rapidly. Possibilities

6/20/2019 9:25:48 PM state1union I agree so obvious

6/20/2019 9:30:15 PM hopealways888 Yeah, it's going to be a miracle if people can trust them again.

6/20/2019 9:30:21 PM savethesedogs Remember singer Leonard Cohen? He went from Scientology to a Buddhist retreat. Died last year. Or did he?

6/20/2019 9:32:27 PM mongrelglory I think MJ-12 is implying that the Cabal are fanatical enough to risk annihilation, so hopefully they will quickly be neutralized in Iran.

6/20/2019 9:32:45 PM lostpatriot1 Iran is a Trap for @realDonaldTrump , set up by the dems, ie... Obama, Kerry, Feinstein all travel to Iran 🤔

Logical thinking always wins

6/20/2019 9:33:04 PM state1union Orbs lol 😝

6/20/2019 9:33:13 PM nursewounds Try to eat good, clean food. It makes a huge difference. I See it every day. I ask my patients .. (Summed up)

Me: Would you ever put bad gas in that car or that brand new combine sitting outside? 

Patient: What!? NO! 

Me: Why are you eating all that crappy food?

Patient: 💡 pic.twitter.com/JwBG7vKeq1
6/20/2019 9:34:41 PM lostpatriot1 DEW’s in play, also, watch the water

6/20/2019 9:41:52 PM joinna6 He is aware of being comped?  Pay.triot.  scratch neck?

6/20/2019 9:42:59 PM zoilaliz1 Precisely 💛♥💛

6/20/2019 9:44:06 PM mongrelglory "Hannity the slave" has been freed from his masters?

6/20/2019 9:48:25 PM aprilbrown99 We have probably all had a group meeting with him to take down the cabal. 👍

6/20/2019 9:49:24 PM wnhensley We won't be goaded into another fake war. clowns are done

6/20/2019 9:49:51 PM rhsvcs Are ET fallen angels?

6/20/2019 9:50:28 PM mongrelglory We're being clobbered with "Glacial Rains" here in the Toronto area, causing massive flooding. "Polar Vortex"..."Glacial Rains"...sometimes I think the 

weather people are sitting around smoking joints while seeing who can come up with the dumbest names. 🙄

6/20/2019 9:51:15 PM kikaltz I remember thinking when the caravans first started that they looked too clean, groomed, and tidy--more like going to a concert, not a 2K mile trip.  

Sure, there are illegals crossing the boarder and those numbers seem more like "optics" for MI intervention.

6/20/2019 9:52:49 PM pamfong1 That's my area!  Guess I need to do more sky watching.

6/20/2019 9:54:20 PM egelone @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how to achieve ascensing awaking? any practice i can do? thanks

6/20/2019 9:54:21 PM studiosmith 5:5

6/20/2019 9:55:31 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

6/20/2019 9:55:35 PM mongrelglory 😆

6/20/2019 9:59:38 PM mongrelglory I prefer "occasional cortex" for Alexandria...

6/20/2019 10:01:29 PM efogghb Glad your not legating anything for me.. Have some faith.

6/20/2019 10:02:21 PM mongrelglory Some people say it's the result of rising ascension frequencies on the planet.

6/20/2019 10:05:01 PM clancy_birrell nothing and everything

6/20/2019 10:10:13 PM _17patriot_ Its Biden or Barack or both. Just look at the optics right now. They are the poster boys of the $150 billion giveaway. Coincidence? There are no 

coincidences.

6/20/2019 10:11:10 PM joinna6 From child until 18 ( http://Corrupted.sex .drugs.rave) I was in direct communication/com.union.  with God. Light. Love.  Like an antenna .  Holy 

Trinity.. life is love. Love is Truth

6/20/2019 10:12:21 PM savethesedogs Good FBI or bad FBI?

6/20/2019 10:14:01 PM antarantanka The Akashic is corrupted. You can access the immutable “creation records” via your heart. Your heart is a portal to the ALL. Heart work requires you to 

be a state of pure love.

6/20/2019 10:14:38 PM poppyslovecapu What do you mean the story is backward? Please 🙏



6/20/2019 10:16:05 PM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1140997449302986752?s=21 …

6/20/2019 10:16:34 PM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Education. Not another brain washed.

6/20/2019 10:16:42 PM semper37ify Tribulation is here. How long was SHS tenure with President Trump? What else will have that same tenure before Jesus Christ comes once again?

6/20/2019 10:18:00 PM sophialogospi I can barely get words out...

Rodham is slippery af...

K, but it's CAMPAIGN AIRMILES...that's where the hook is set. I'm telling you...ObL flew into this country Jan of this year on f'ing Clinton-donated air 

miles. 1/4/19 ... SFO entry.

CATCH SCIENTOLOGY, CATCH RODHAM.
6/20/2019 10:18:09 PM k3yle 3,6,9 Infinite possibilities

6/20/2019 10:18:20 PM antarantanka Ive been hearing to for 4 years lol

6/20/2019 10:26:54 PM savethesedogs Good FBI or bad?

6/20/2019 10:33:13 PM majcm83 What!?!? Please tell.

6/20/2019 10:35:30 PM brimichelle75 So the cabal is running the show in Iran like they were in NOKO before potus’ secret trip to NOKO during his first Asia trip.  The cia clown strings on 

NOKO were cut during that FIRST trip.  We are now waiting on potus to cut the strings in Iran

6/20/2019 10:37:24 PM semper37ify P Trump advised America just what's to come, simply with a coded tweet. 3 1/2 years(42 months)

 https://www.gotquestions.org/amp/tribulation.html …

What is the Tribulation? How do we know the Tribulation will last ...

 https://mobile.twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1139263781144596486 …

Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "After 3 1/2 years, our wonderful ...

6/20/2019 10:42:19 PM semper37ify WWG1WGA isn't just a movements slogan. It's literally the battle cry from Jesus Christ, and his wish for all to come with him when that day arrives.

6/20/2019 10:45:18 PM karma4event201 Our event❓and our neighbors here on standby❓

6/20/2019 10:46:43 PM state1union Funny it’s in Kansas City and Channel 9 who stalks me in KC reported this crap

6/20/2019 10:50:16 PM luvleebutterfly Gremlins

I can't even begin to explain so.... pic.twitter.com/G1ZDKF5mhZ

6/20/2019 10:53:07 PM alaraofsirius Use your smartphone camera. It captures ships that your 👀 can't see.

6/20/2019 10:53:57 PM mongrelglory Either that, or it's a sign of hearing loss from all the loud punk music I listened to when I was young.  😜

6/20/2019 10:55:17 PM semper37ify 1 Thessalonians 5:3-6 King James Version (KJV)

3 For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they shall not escape.

 https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-jones/trump-we-have-laid-out-pathway-toward-peace-and-security-our-world …

Trump: 'We Have Laid Out a Pathway Toward Peace and ...

6/20/2019 10:56:02 PM sbpetsaver Thank you!!

6/20/2019 10:56:45 PM fionasdestiny67 They are literally in my Canyon 20 miles away. Beautiful creatures. 🦋

6/20/2019 10:57:22 PM nolongerignored .

🚨Action Alert🚨

~Don't look away👇

Please share this info with your followers to help us expose the dangerous #FosterCare system & help put an end to the unlawful separation of 

American children from their families by CPS/FamilyCourt.

Thank you💕! https://twitter.com/zachhaller/status/1141722637049257984?s=19 …
6/20/2019 11:02:19 PM zoilaliz1 Soon! Pronto! Bientôt! ʻaʻole koke 🌺😉💛

6/20/2019 11:07:57 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/BEWz4SXfyCQ  Any lies in this one? I think I heard a few

6/20/2019 11:12:16 PM maryf8 DS wants war, as well as distraction from other news. President Trump will mange this provocation well in spite of troublemakers. Bad actors are 

desperate: they know their days are numbered, some in single digits.

Prayer is, as always, an excellent idea.

Good nigh & God bless.

6/20/2019 11:12:51 PM thekanehb Raspberries are not gmo. But also as a FYI Pineapples are particularly good for pineal health.

6/20/2019 11:18:05 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/Z5AmSWWhmL

6/20/2019 11:18:13 PM qld_truthseeker Me too..

6/20/2019 11:18:46 PM qld_truthseeker I’ve always thought this to be true..

6/20/2019 11:22:45 PM state1union They’ve stalked me since 2010 Evil 👿 channel 9 news bullshit lol 😂 assholes and FYI they are mean when you confront them.

6/20/2019 11:24:16 PM the_loveoflight Anyone giving him that migraine to prevent him from talking? 🤔

6/20/2019 11:24:25 PM aetherwalker1 Great!

Living in the physical can be a drag sometimes, but I do love the Earth.

Mother Earth is really SPECIAL!

6/20/2019 11:27:32 PM ziffykat Lots of articles here at the great @EpochTimes that MSM is now attacking. This is the main place I go for true news.

 https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-nxivm 

6/20/2019 11:28:22 PM state1union If Channel 9 news asks you for an interview and since they approve of Corporate  Comcast and CNBC and where Joe Biden said he was running for 

President at a Corporate Comcast Lobbyists home lol 😝 loosers pic.twitter.com/9Bf6kPWcE3

6/20/2019 11:28:53 PM aetherwalker1 My Intuition tells me Sri Lanka has been targeted by The Cabal for symbolic purposes.

One possible translation for Sri Lanka is 'Majestic Island'.

6/20/2019 11:29:34 PM state1union Yes there are Tapes Jim Comey and they are disgusting

6/20/2019 11:29:38 PM mrernietests Pelosi was provoking, saying in trivial words the US is a coward and no retribution will take place anyhow 😉

6/20/2019 11:30:48 PM thekanehb If u ever want to know which foods are gmo consult dr seibi. His program is truly the basics. pic.twitter.com/C2boDhC4zq

6/20/2019 11:33:02 PM state1union I mean evil mean when you confront Channel 9 news, they yell at you and pretend their with the NSA

6/20/2019 11:41:21 PM state1union James Comey you orchestrated the tapes of me with Corporate Comcast back in 2009 and 2010. I know it was much earlier but the grand finally was 

2009-10. Gang rapes political blackmail, servers for Clinton Department Of State and CIA Lockheed Martin, and busted Elway, Jeb Bush

6/20/2019 11:53:02 PM ekotoons MUST BE NICE TO HAVE

THE FOURTH ESTATE

AS YOUR SPIN TEAM pic.twitter.com/T1bvXbay6M

6/20/2019 11:53:04 PM lisdesjardins I saw three of these in Nevada last night.

6/20/2019 11:57:20 PM seybird11 Why do you only answer a bare few primary questions in your AMA’s?



6/20/2019 11:57:44 PM fionasdestiny67 No, imho😊

6/20/2019 11:59:02 PM fionasdestiny67 Absolutely💗

6/21/2019 12:06:22 AM youngwi17863929 Hurry the day.

6/21/2019 12:13:18 AM youngwi17863929 Let me dedicate this tune to that news.

Black Uhuru-Take Heed https://youtu.be/kKMibGHcewA 

6/21/2019 12:26:34 AM mongrelglory Here's an interesting comment on Iran by Martin Armstrong on his financial blog:   https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/war/iran-on-

schedule-for-the-war-cycle/ …

6/21/2019 12:29:28 AM qtpi3_14 😂😂😂

6/21/2019 1:07:54 AM laur1149 My thoughts too!!

6/21/2019 1:11:09 AM roman84428727 MJ12 ... PEACE. Will CHINA strike IRAN?

6/21/2019 1:21:08 AM chrishasissues Just a hunch.. pic.twitter.com/vOVu96biV2

6/21/2019 1:39:21 AM bobtoptier we are interdimensional

6/21/2019 1:51:26 AM bobtoptier we need to ask the RIGHT questions

6/21/2019 1:56:01 AM bobtoptier ignorance is a choice

6/21/2019 1:56:31 AM roublisa Amen!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @NSA_QIL2  are direct sources for info you can’t find anywhere else...you’ll find many great minds converge 

there...🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️

6/21/2019 2:11:37 AM megatruth4all first full Moon -equinox -A low-hanging Moon can appear strangely inflated- it’s a rare celestial coincidence 

 https://blogs.nasa.gov/Watch_the_Skies/ …

6/21/2019 2:55:36 AM mrd_s_anderson Everyone's starting to reference @realDonaldTrump 's tweet! 😂😂😂 They are being led to the truth while fueling the hate for him, they don't even 

know why they hate him. It's getting good. Here comes The Storm. pic.twitter.com/4kcL5Lt7Wl

6/21/2019 3:31:13 AM born2bef I think so and have but why not try to get an answer from someone w more knowledge and probably more truth. A lot of disinfo put out. But thanks for 

taking the time to comment didn’t know what the point of a Q and A is.... 🤔

6/21/2019 3:32:07 AM born2bef I feel any vehicle with digital controls

6/21/2019 3:33:02 AM born2bef Thanks missed it I guess. I saw where he said trump time travelled but never saw when during his life. Would of thought younger days.

6/21/2019 3:35:21 AM shazdibbs Also...watch Obama’s footprints around the globe at the moment...he is still trying to work his minions like Kerry

6/21/2019 3:45:17 AM 313looper Ah ... that what I was thinking ... 

The plan needed a starting point for exposing Renegades treason...! #TickTock

6/21/2019 3:58:47 AM state1union Julian Assange turned me in back in 2010 on Fox News. He was going to dump information about the Pharmaceutical and Banking industry involving a 

rep on a Monday and never did. All hell broke loose after that. JA was accused of the very things he was turning in. Rape and more

6/21/2019 4:02:15 AM trickydude77 actualy it may not be the illegals getting arrested next week it might be others :)

6/21/2019 4:02:54 AM trickydude77 you do realize that the term light bearer refers to satan

6/21/2019 4:06:49 AM jenncbonneville sometimes I wonder if these AMA's are a way to get us talking because there are WAY more questions than answers from MAJ12

6/21/2019 4:07:33 AM missy968 It was glorious! Dancing puppets celebrating and then the shift! Hahahaha

6/21/2019 4:24:58 AM shannonschoono Do you have that video of them dancing?  I saw it yesterday, should have saved it!  John Kerry is behind this...100%

@striderraven1 @realDonaldTrump @LindseyGrahamSC @StormIsUponUs @colgrove11 @FulmerMicheal @5Strat pic.twitter.com/Zi7ioxPy2I

6/21/2019 4:27:08 AM nancyddb Hi Michelle, The Higher Truth Rises channel on YT put up a video this morning explaining moisture from the Equator up to Greenland, scary.

6/21/2019 4:46:23 AM mrspanag Omgsh a few nights ago about 2:30 I was woke up and looked out of my sliding door and something like this was in the sky , it stayed in one spot. It 

looked like it was on vibration mode. It stayed there for a while. I closed my eyes and opened them it was gone. I was tripped out

6/21/2019 4:49:33 AM fulmermicheal This is how OUR GREAT PRESIDENT lets these stupid people set themselves UP.   It's SO much easier to take them DOWN. 

@VincentCrypt46 @SlackTrust

6/21/2019 4:58:37 AM new_winnie 6/5/19 incoming moab

6/21/2019 5:00:45 AM sandytoes717 It was in international waters! Are you believing Iran over your own country?

6/21/2019 5:01:53 AM mamabaker62 It came straight from GEORGE on YouTube! (Formally Anonymous, The Collective) ‼

6/21/2019 5:04:16 AM lovethebeach999 You’ll find out.

6/21/2019 5:08:50 AM missy968 I’ll find

6/21/2019 5:09:23 AM jamesco32221232 Glad I am not the only one

6/21/2019 5:10:12 AM jollyrob2 ✨🎉✨

6/21/2019 5:15:45 AM q_deepdigs Exactly 1 year from yesterday Q made this drop. This was a FF. pic.twitter.com/lU3Auo9135

6/21/2019 5:16:56 AM q_deepdigs Check the drops all the time. We have the playbook so we don't panic during these times.

6/21/2019 5:17:36 AM jamiegrahamusa See my post on a AWAKENING DISCLOSURE.

It's a message from Palaideans on just what you asked. It's YouTube vid

6/21/2019 5:22:34 AM sterkinglights1 I was referring to the Clinton Crime syndicate handling limited disclosure. This was/is laughable. They obviously thought we wouldn't catch on to 

Delongs Skippy connection.

6/21/2019 5:22:37 AM truth_077 I see lights moving in the sky every night, looks like a star moving, sometimes flashes bright then fades out. Does not follow the same path so don’t 

think it’s a satellite and it’s Def not a plane! #AlwaysLookingUp #UAP #UFO #WeWantTheTruth #WeArentAlone

6/21/2019 5:25:41 AM keith369me I’ve been watching the past few days instinctively, crazy “cloud formations”...SKY EVENT?

6/21/2019 5:27:09 AM heinric12517350 I hope so. But all I know is we ain't going to war over no drone.

6/21/2019 5:27:59 AM keith369me When will the “below ground event” and compression occur?  I know time is an illusion 😀

6/21/2019 5:29:10 AM heinric12517350 Over a drone. I ain't fighting for a drone.

6/21/2019 5:31:08 AM keith369me Has it already begun?

6/21/2019 5:32:02 AM keith369me Others have been seeing people/animals

6/21/2019 5:35:48 AM antichristshiva Indeed it does

6/21/2019 5:48:33 AM toffer_anon_369 12 'new' planets coming into our view soon?

6/21/2019 5:49:21 AM knightofmaltaus The purported Q Team is a fantasy. It is release of data from an individual using elements of AI and an elegant release system that has grabbed the 

hearts, minds of willing participants. No, 45 is not behind it. No, it is not intended. Yes, FBI is investigating it and one day....

6/21/2019 5:53:46 AM cryptogyu There is a CE5 Dallas team that goes out often, very enlightening experience, you should check it out!  https://ce5texas.com 

6/21/2019 6:10:07 AM missy968 FOUND IT... I just retweeted it

6/21/2019 6:12:42 AM knightofmaltaus This is complete BS! We knew and worked with 41, 43 and now 45. No such thing. 41 was a Yale Skull & Crossbones Member. Prescott his father 

showed him the path to enlightenment. He was an outstanding leader and knew the story of our Earth. God. Evil. This piece, is a piece of...

6/21/2019 6:15:14 AM knightofmaltaus Fake. No such group. It is a cult of social media that has conjured up a theory and mantra that in reality nonexistent. The Team to Hunt Snowden was 

both CIA and NSA. This is not fantasy James Bond with Q, M etc... laughable and only gullible who want to believe something..

6/21/2019 6:15:23 AM sdeputyrider That says nothing. Mass arrests???  Show the article and facts.

6/21/2019 6:16:44 AM nicolem22912536 ObL?

6/21/2019 6:17:32 AM knightofmaltaus Part2. “The directorate, sometimes known as “the Q Group,” is continuing to track Snowden now that he’s outed himself as The Guardian’s source, 

according to the intelligence officers.” IC does not have sometimes anything. Everything purposeful, mission stmnt and directorate ok.



6/21/2019 6:18:08 AM cheewawa Quit being a negative Nancy! #TrustThePlan

6/21/2019 6:18:10 AM mattdawg80 You both should read Journey of Souls and the law of one. It would clear alot up for you.

6/21/2019 6:18:13 AM mirpaix #Truth It is a mobile system

6/21/2019 6:18:59 AM karrruss Drop 1948

6/21/2019 6:19:38 AM jamiegrahamusa The Wake Up Call to the Family of Light

Please listen it explains off world info and our current situation. Earth is a Living Library for the Universe. Tyranny is when your Concious mind is 

controlled w lies to keep you in the dark. From Pleiadians https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1142053751366324224?s=19 …

6/21/2019 6:20:51 AM cheewawa What’s with the big bushy eyebrows.

6/21/2019 6:21:10 AM cheewawa She’s a guy.

6/21/2019 6:26:55 AM nicolem22912536 We cannot assume anything at this point. Disinformation and lies are every where. All we can do is read everything we can get our hands on and pray 

for discernment. Just my honest opinion.

6/21/2019 6:36:41 AM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/NxxH72qUJq

6/21/2019 6:41:01 AM wink5811 Totally agree! Watch over the ocean, “somethings”  have been in the sky for over a year

6/21/2019 6:43:25 AM wink5811 Been lots of different things have been in the sky over Palm Beach County since Trump became president.

6/21/2019 6:43:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anons knew. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1142055375186907136 …

6/21/2019 6:43:50 AM mynardpamela Priceless!

6/21/2019 6:44:39 AM terriwork314 i.8 not 1.8

Chess game

6/21/2019 6:45:20 AM _17patriot_ So Biden and Barack are secretly calling the shots for a war in Iran, probably called an order to fire on the US drone and blame the response on POTUS

6/21/2019 6:45:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

6/21/2019 6:45:47 AM djlok 👊👊👊

❤️❤️❤️

👍👍👍

6/21/2019 6:46:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Under precedent how else would you prosecute the former President for treason?

6/21/2019 6:46:54 AM terriwork314 So, does that mean the courrier has meaning?

6/21/2019 6:47:20 AM anopiner Dems/DeepState need a MAJOR distraction. Iran is puppet state. Make news there to bury the UGLY news here. Won't work.

6/21/2019 6:48:16 AM _17patriot_ Intriguing 🤔 thats why Barack has been quiet and off grid, commanding "his armies" to incite the current President. Didnt he say he still has a staff to 

coordinate operations from his home?

6/21/2019 6:48:21 AM weediblue Where's the link?

6/21/2019 6:49:30 AM tikicolada Thank you. This one is a little hard to decode, but I'm trying. Thanks for clue:  i.8 not 1.8 😊

6/21/2019 6:49:43 AM _17patriot_ And Rubio just called for JK to be investigated for his Iranian dealings

6/21/2019 6:51:24 AM keith369me Anybody that wanted to know, knew

6/21/2019 6:51:57 AM djlok Source:  https://constitutionallawreporter.com/article-03-section-03/ … pic.twitter.com/GpHqk3OqyU

6/21/2019 6:52:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is more to this than meets the eye. 

Anons, dig dig dig.

White Oleander. 

Follow the money.

Follow the studio.

Documentary.

1999.

2002.

These people are sick. https://twitter.com/zachhaller/status/1141722637049257984 …
6/21/2019 6:53:28 AM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/D49olfmdWl

6/21/2019 6:53:31 AM theappraizer To my knowledge this is completely unprecedented. 😤

We are now forced into the position of prosecuting one, maybe up to 3, Presidents of the United States, for High Treason. NO SECRET TRIALS!

Perp walks, public trials, public executions, will be the only way thru this. 😔 pic.twitter.com/zuOV5TG6ct

6/21/2019 6:54:30 AM wink5811 The skies have had many “different things” in them for the last 18 months, very visible over ocean,  friendly, giving, peaceful, sparkling light energy, 

otherwise “they” watch. Clouds w/different layers and a blue depth that is different.

6/21/2019 6:55:12 AM rosesrred0119 He's amazing!

6/21/2019 6:55:20 AM _17patriot_ The question is who will get to them first - the US tribunal system or will the cabal clean house before Lady Justice can do her job?

6/21/2019 6:55:28 AM terriwork314 In 3D chess... 1.i8 is an opening move. pic.twitter.com/1jBIxRhwXX

6/21/2019 6:57:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Iran, kills 0 Americans

45, "perhaps a mistake"

US, kills 150 Iranians

Pelosi/Schumer celebrating

NYT publishes story

45, double crosses them

Why would Iran risk annihilation? 

322 we see you.

You are not safe. https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1142057961189253120 …
6/21/2019 6:57:34 AM k3yle I've read both sir!

6/21/2019 6:57:35 AM keith369me If you want to dig, and it is a painful rabbit hole, Timothy Holmseth interviews might make a decent starting point.  Dig at your own risk.

6/21/2019 6:58:04 AM zagnett Or both?

6/21/2019 6:58:05 AM chadmcgregory enough of this fake matrix reality. DECLASS please.

6/21/2019 6:58:07 AM hawwilfong RT- sad

6/21/2019 6:58:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Exactly what I was thinking. Celebrating death and war to feed their “loosh.”

6/21/2019 6:58:54 AM lbf777 CPS, foster care workers & day care centers have a lot of pedos embedded in them.

6/21/2019 6:59:09 AM connorr1986 What was the EO that Bill Clinton signed in 1997?

6/21/2019 6:59:27 AM starehope Worse than that. He had hired people that Trump can't remove. I can't remember but I think a few thousand. They are in DC. If that is true, he has 

spies everywhere.

6/21/2019 6:59:46 AM keith369me President of Peace.  Who would have thought besides anons?

6/21/2019 7:00:25 AM _highjinx_ [322] Going Doooooooown! pic.twitter.com/L3u0p0x5g3

6/21/2019 7:00:35 AM maryschade14 Very painful..White Oleander..a Poison a Novel 

Murder in New Orleans 1800s..

Yes..movies. Of course..Where the Real Monsters are.

6/21/2019 7:00:58 AM colejoey7  https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/1516555001 

6/21/2019 7:01:04 AM bbobbio71 I'm outside all day,  The only difference I've seen is different cloud shapes. Hiding something? According to @SandiaWisdom , sightings will increase 

second half of 2019. Close??



6/21/2019 7:01:16 AM unstoppablencp And I quote “because the US crossed the redline” if you are a Q follower this language will be familiar to you.

6/21/2019 7:01:18 AM prmd21801759 1999 documentary?

2002 documentary?

6/21/2019 7:01:19 AM keith369me Was the anticipated strike on Iran the reason Chucky and Nancy were celebrating yesterday?

6/21/2019 7:01:32 AM moemc8 Bring on #TheStorm

6/21/2019 7:01:39 AM _17patriot_ That explains their joyous celebration, ready to blame POTUS for the authorized strikes & death, but then he turns the tables on em, instantly ending 

their happiness & having em scurry to salvage whats left, so they leak info of the op to NYT to save whats left of their smear

6/21/2019 7:01:47 AM travelwriter78 Private trial followed by public review and imprisonment. Or hanging because I don’t want to feed him for another 30 years.

6/21/2019 7:02:05 AM jamiegrahamusa  https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1142053751366324224?s=19 …

6/21/2019 7:02:06 AM starehope Hanging, and televise it.

6/21/2019 7:02:42 AM djlok  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Oleander?wprov=sfti1 …

6/21/2019 7:02:50 AM _17patriot_ Yes but POTUS flipped on them causing them to revise and leak to NYT to save whats left of their plan

6/21/2019 7:03:09 AM keith369me Brilliant chess move...time to remove the “Black Queen” from the board?

6/21/2019 7:04:16 AM chadmcgregory In war you don't starve your soldiers. The digital soldiers Q is using are being starved of information. Not good

6/21/2019 7:04:27 AM keith369me MJ just confirmed...ThankQ for your response

6/21/2019 7:04:42 AM starehope The world has many pedophiles and worse.

6/21/2019 7:05:45 AM jennife42469481 Thanks for sharing your information. Much appreciate it.

6/21/2019 7:05:51 AM gashauler72 I think we all know 322 = 💀 🦴

6/21/2019 7:06:16 AM txgrown2020 False flag averted. LOVE, LOVE, LOVE MY POTUS!!!

6/21/2019 7:06:19 AM mr_bigg_dogg Very sound reasoning.

6/21/2019 7:06:31 AM _17patriot_ NSD77?

6/21/2019 7:06:48 AM mynardpamela Hate to say it but I love this cat and mouse game POTUS is playing with Chuck and Nancy! 🐯🐹🍿

6/21/2019 7:07:16 AM mrmurica1776 322?

6/21/2019 7:08:34 AM maryschade14 Executive Order 13045

Protection of Children From Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks

Signed: April 21, 1997

Federal Register page and date: 62 FR 19885; April 23, 1997

Revokes: EO 12606, September 2, 1987

Amended by: EO 13229 October 9 2001 EO 13296 April 18 2003
6/21/2019 7:10:07 AM cjptrsn Moves and counter moves. I’d bet $$ to 🍩 that the WHOLE thing was a setup from the beginning. We sacrificed a drone (pawn), they took the bait 

and shot it down. We prep a response only to stand down at the last minute. All this right as the NXIVM trial is wrapping.

6/21/2019 7:10:25 AM taylor7_r Scull and bones = 322, the cabal/deep state

6/21/2019 7:10:26 AM cashbrittany23 Your move demonrats. pic.twitter.com/7iq20titHO

6/21/2019 7:10:56 AM djlok Also appears the book was promoted by Oprah Winfrey. Might be insignificant... But I don't trust O.

#FollowTheWhiteRabbit pic.twitter.com/6Xdo9Mykqz

6/21/2019 7:11:05 AM jordansharon President Trump "played" the Democrats and the MEDIA......again, and they fell for it. They celebrated too soon.

6/21/2019 7:11:15 AM eyegloarts Is Kim totally freed yet?

6/21/2019 7:11:19 AM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/920dSnrZH4

6/21/2019 7:11:51 AM pmgossett Did NYT publish a story that the strikes happened? What outlets reported that?

6/21/2019 7:12:16 AM taitai78787  pic.twitter.com/aLTuyptXCw

6/21/2019 7:12:31 AM jeff49632036 you aren't fighting anyway, keyboard warrior

6/21/2019 7:12:42 AM connorr1986 Beautiful for the world to read.  Thank you!

6/21/2019 7:13:25 AM 1stwilkie Pelosi/Schumer - who's dancing now? pic.twitter.com/e7sTtQwWai

6/21/2019 7:14:57 AM connorr1986 She recruits...evil.

6/21/2019 7:15:09 AM sweetgigi369 Let's see...he was never born here AND stole the election so...

Treason is treason

#MAGA

#Trump2020

#TheStormIsHere pic.twitter.com/IQi41e6nI3

6/21/2019 7:15:11 AM sumgirl Evil loses. God wins.

6/21/2019 7:15:28 AM wink5811 Would be fun to have weapons that changes what your brain thinks/wants totally eliminating any desire for war or aggression. This war stuff is getting 

sooooo old! I would like to visit/travel to Iran/NK in this lifetime.

6/21/2019 7:15:34 AM maryschade14 You are welcome. Even if linx are dead you have the numbers..of course after Clintons/UN/Council of 300 bringing in Child Trafficking into Bosnia

6/21/2019 7:15:43 AM dpavlak They’ve been played. Again. Not tired of winning yet 🔥🔥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/21/2019 7:16:40 AM jeff49632036 Iran shot it down, they said so.

6/21/2019 7:16:47 AM youstinksoap Co-creative consciousness one of them?

6/21/2019 7:16:58 AM mynardpamela Lol. Love it!😂

6/21/2019 7:17:03 AM lanakila000 Covering for what really happened eh USAToday?

6/21/2019 7:17:04 AM marcuscicero33 what story did NYT run?

6/21/2019 7:17:31 AM mynardpamela Why yes. Yes they did

6/21/2019 7:18:04 AM lanakila000 We have all we need.

6/21/2019 7:18:17 AM _17patriot_ Thats a logical perspective because the laptop has been officially introduced as precedent

6/21/2019 7:18:51 AM vintagesquirrel Mark Warner is one of the richest members of Congress. Related?

6/21/2019 7:19:37 AM cheewawa I’ve noticed this in my Mom, 85. Just this last week.

6/21/2019 7:19:53 AM theprimeian Man, just sauce it, damn

6/21/2019 7:19:56 AM djlok  https://en.m.wikisource.org/wiki/Executive_Order_13045 …

6/21/2019 7:20:11 AM wink5811 Can we just eliminate organized religion, racism, balance the wealth among everyone so everyone has home/food and just be happy humans for a 

change, so tired of wars, killings, hurt, so unnecessary and for what greedy purpose?

6/21/2019 7:20:18 AM chadmcgregory 🤦♂️

6/21/2019 7:20:39 AM vintagesquirrel 🎯

6/21/2019 7:22:48 AM hackenburg_ [They] sure are trying to bait 45 into a war. It appears that he won't allow a false flag 🚩 to happen on his watch.

This is distraction...from...? #KeithRaniere #NXIVM found guilty on all charges! BOOM!

6/21/2019 7:23:00 AM _17patriot_ Oh yes but the directives were changed for this year, everyone forgot about that

6/21/2019 7:23:17 AM state1union Lol 😂

6/21/2019 7:23:46 AM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/x9YdO4R8dB



6/21/2019 7:24:52 AM cue2_c99 Heart of a Lion lol!

6/21/2019 7:25:03 AM djlok My mom watched her too and I felt the same as you as a kid. Funny how our instincts were right even at that age. 

#TheGreatAwakening

6/21/2019 7:25:08 AM _17patriot_  pic.twitter.com/eknFkLuAbd

6/21/2019 7:25:25 AM mynardpamela Does this connect to the two Senators thank were killed recently?

6/21/2019 7:26:28 AM wink5811 Drone was flying off radar but signal still picked up, that’s distrubing, what else did Obama give Iran? Cash is nothing compared to technology

6/21/2019 7:27:17 AM jamiegrahamusa Tell me your thoughts on that video. A Wake Up Call for Family of Light please! It appears to lineup in many aspects.

6/21/2019 7:28:00 AM jamesboyett Tilk :)

6/21/2019 7:28:41 AM djlok I told my Mom recently Oprah needs to go to prison.  She just rolls her eyes and says I'm being brainwashed by "conspiracy theories".  We'll see who 

has been brainwashed.  Events will tell the truth.  #AnonsKnow.

6/21/2019 7:28:46 AM bdam777 Who does Trump work for?

6/21/2019 7:29:16 AM bdam777 ☠️☠️☠️

They have their own emoji.

6/21/2019 7:31:42 AM godchosetrump77 If these terrorists don't get executed for treason soon there will be a revolution. People are fed up with this movie. It's the same scene over and over.

6/21/2019 7:31:49 AM angel5christine That's right...and we have known for quite a while now!

North Korea model..Iran next😉

6/21/2019 7:34:39 AM vwillandale I'm really proud for you to express genuine interest and in asking good questions. Well done Melissa!

6/21/2019 7:34:55 AM kakakakaaatie Happy Birthday to You!🥳♥💙

6/21/2019 7:34:55 AM jennife42469481 Nice find

6/21/2019 7:35:15 AM truth_again  pic.twitter.com/19orNv932S

6/21/2019 7:35:46 AM wink5811 Would be sweet if the people of Iran overthrew their government and join the rest of the planet, maybe energy there has/will shift.

6/21/2019 7:36:26 AM starehope CF involved with NXIVM?

6/21/2019 7:37:43 AM starehope God is LOVE and LOVE overcomes anything.

6/21/2019 7:38:08 AM wearediamonds2 YES! I read that book when it came out. Loved the movie. Very important eye-opening messages.Even used it during one of my teaching lessons to my 

high school students. Will look up what u r suggesting.

6/21/2019 7:41:03 AM usmc9093 .. and Me

6/21/2019 7:43:17 AM wearediamonds2 AND:" This order shall not be construed to create any right to judicial review involving the compliance or noncompliance with this order by the United 

States, its agencies, its officers, or any other person."

6/21/2019 7:44:01 AM wearediamonds2 (At the very end)

So this is basically a way to get all types of agencies involved in procuring children "for their safety"?

6/21/2019 7:44:05 AM tararoby9 I read it as well 🙂

6/21/2019 7:45:31 AM irisfoxnycgrand Of course. Laptop first.

6/21/2019 7:45:48 AM wearediamonds2 The book was SO GOOD. I could really relate to it when I read it...as I was still a teenager and going through a lot of junk. It helped me feel less alone. It 

is a tearjerker.The writer did a lot of research with social workers to help accurately portray foster system.

6/21/2019 7:45:53 AM irisfoxnycgrand Thank you so much.

6/21/2019 7:47:02 AM billy_gallop Today I will say what Jesus had said or the disciple our father that is in heaven hallowed be thy name I will be done in earth as it is in heaven give us this 

day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against us

6/21/2019 7:47:57 AM billy_gallop It is the prayer that Jesus to those who follow him to pray so I believe that as we pray his will so shell be in Heaven so shall it be like in earth

6/21/2019 7:49:14 AM covertress The Warner Brothers company name originated from the four founding Warner brothers (born Wonskolaser or Wonsal before Anglicization): 

Harry, Albert, Sam, and Jack Warner. Harry, Albert and Sam emigrated as young children with their parents to Canada from Krasnosielc, Poland. 

pic.twitter.com/zcTpLqlBee

6/21/2019 7:49:48 AM pat_at_wildwood Agreed.

6/21/2019 7:50:10 AM mtldrmr83 Absofuckinxactly

6/21/2019 7:50:35 AM robin012009 Or distract from the human trafficking report dropped by state Dept yesterday.

6/21/2019 7:50:44 AM terriwork314 i8 has a bishop on it... Vatican/Pope related? Idk I'm just guessing here.

6/21/2019 7:51:46 AM terriwork314 Could be courier chess could be 3d chess

6/21/2019 7:52:37 AM starehope We have more than we are aware of! Imagine that. Reread all Q drops.

6/21/2019 7:52:44 AM jcmarder  pic.twitter.com/oGaQL3KwMv

6/21/2019 7:53:57 AM jaysureshot  pic.twitter.com/4fk2cdEKBs

6/21/2019 7:55:50 AM raevenraeyne Truth. The hope of course would be that there are effective ways of helping people heal that have suffered trauma and that there will soon be a 

complete end to these dark evil practices that are intended for hurting children.

6/21/2019 8:01:22 AM bertabee222 Those two hate our President more than they love our great country. So Sad.

6/21/2019 8:01:26 AM brad34351293 That 'story' is a loaf of crap!

Funny, though.

6/21/2019 8:01:39 AM wink5811 Thank G*d Ivanka Trump used her voice and time in the public eye and brought all this out!  Should be front page news!

6/21/2019 8:03:41 AM cosmic_engineer Treason is always capital punishment

6/21/2019 8:04:14 AM starehope In the search box, write in - MJ12 pineal gland

Then all tweets with that word will be brought up.

6/21/2019 8:05:53 AM mrmurica1776 Thank you, I appreciate it!

6/21/2019 8:09:32 AM meshellvatech Seriously?

6/21/2019 8:10:08 AM esoter1csurgery Precisely my good man!

6/21/2019 8:10:47 AM wink5811 Now the USA knows Barry gave them more than money, he gave away our high tech technology! How else could Iran have shot down an under radar 

million dollar drone?

6/21/2019 8:10:51 AM roublisa Lol.... I did fall asleep 💤 apparently😆

6/21/2019 8:11:04 AM raevenraeyne It’s hard to watch, to listen their testimonies, but there’s an interview on YT with the Hampstead kids who explicitly share their stories of SRA led by 

their father. And CPS was directly involved with getting children for this. Of course it was covered up 🤬

And dad kept kids 🤬

6/21/2019 8:12:00 AM wink5811 They hate us the people too

6/21/2019 8:13:42 AM proudpatwife Rejoicing and celebrating one’s war that only will bring more deaths are beyond disgusting and vile!

6/21/2019 8:15:46 AM jamesboyett Why not? Why can't this move along faster? The world has waited a long time already.

6/21/2019 8:16:31 AM orthogonalron They didn't get their big Summer Solstice sacrifice

6/21/2019 8:18:29 AM ukjay17 Weiners laptop wasn't used as evidence in the NXIVM trial, I've seen dozens of tweets claiming this over the last couple of days. Not a single tweet has 

provided a source for this incorrect claim

6/21/2019 8:20:35 AM wink5811 Imagine if all people in the public eye (stars, sports hero’s, tv people, politicians) used their voices to champing just one positive thought to change the 

world, what a beautiful earth we would have, instead we hear about their wealth, drugs, lovelife.

6/21/2019 8:29:43 AM laurabusse As far as I know...

6/21/2019 8:30:22 AM lp083061  pic.twitter.com/HyxWbz72cA

6/21/2019 8:30:43 AM meshellvatech Stunning. Simply stunning how far we have fallen

6/21/2019 8:30:56 AM meshellvatech Thank you for your reply.



6/21/2019 8:32:19 AM lp083061 Oprah sure shows up in the strangest convos pic.twitter.com/qaeox3Iem3

6/21/2019 8:32:49 AM covertress Selling Secrets

Julius & Ethel Rosenberg spied on behalf of the Soviet Union. They provided top-secret information about radar, sonar, and jet propulsion engines & 

valuable nuclear weapon designs.

They were sentenced to death & died via electric chair.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_and_Ethel_Rosenberg … pic.twitter.com/MJILN8EKNz

6/21/2019 8:33:33 AM laurabusse Dear god

6/21/2019 8:36:47 AM autistmember Unsalted is better pic.twitter.com/GBoNAHXz7H

6/21/2019 8:37:17 AM clarkd958 I haven't seen any chem trails in about 2 weeks.

6/21/2019 8:38:30 AM brandon39886610 #Jack still censoring our DS FF tweets eh? Panic is evident.

6/21/2019 8:39:20 AM felizflorecita1 You are damn correct. It was a bait. Our Lord is protecting our Potus

6/21/2019 8:40:43 AM sailingnut13 Trump the Merciful !.....and the Commodus plan for war derailed for the time being. pic.twitter.com/kDDcwulGP9

6/21/2019 8:41:18 AM rodriquez Exactly.

6/21/2019 8:45:56 AM laura_621 That book red-pilled me about the foster care system

6/21/2019 8:46:51 AM moemc8 #MeToo

6/21/2019 8:47:25 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/C_3C_3/status/1142085647911571462?s=19 …

6/21/2019 8:48:01 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/FDysQLv4rX

6/21/2019 8:49:42 AM laurabusse Yes. Absolutely...

6/21/2019 8:50:50 AM nocommunistusa The deep state needs to be stopped. They have committed so many atrocities over the years, it is disturbing.

6/21/2019 8:51:56 AM laurabusse Yw...

Don't know much

We're all trying to glean and understand what we can...

All on different stages of the journey 😊

6/21/2019 8:53:13 AM rodriquez The migrating birds fly low over the sea. I repeat, The migrating birds fly low over the sea. ~Maxwell Smart /s 

Oh, let’s not forget about those ‘high tension wires’,  https://youtu.be/PnF3uNTHl6g  those high tension wires (mentioned x4)...

#TheMoreYouKnow, you can decipher.

6/21/2019 8:54:01 AM coll61490833 We get first dibs, darn it! 🧐💁🏼♀️

6/21/2019 8:59:01 AM vintagesquirrel The Whistleblower. True story

6/21/2019 8:59:26 AM vintagesquirrel The Whistleblower

6/21/2019 8:59:37 AM theappraizer The LAW. The Law has first dibs and duty to perp walk, prosecute in a fair trial, sentence the guilty.

Nothing less will restore public confidence in the #FBI, #FreePress, #FederalGovernment, and so many others. How do I know mcains not living well on

 Mars? ⚖🗡🐍

6/21/2019 9:06:45 AM 3rdeyeview55 Ah yes, Q...👍😉😎

6/21/2019 9:07:12 AM the_loveoflight Admiral Wilson memo legit?

6/21/2019 9:12:11 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/255784560904773633?s=19 …

6/21/2019 9:12:44 AM roublisa Nothing to see here 😳

6/21/2019 9:19:31 AM deepstatedqne The amount of suffering caused to all via that ‘conspiracy theorist’ label is maddening

It’s the psychological equivalent of sending OS crippling malware to the general population, specifically to stunt their growth

...all for a buck👎🏼

6/21/2019 9:19:32 AM realityloominng Aye! With the Cabal gone, our reality will be perfectly fine as it is. I don't want to exist as pure light, or end up on some, mostly empty, "new earth", by 

winning some cosmic lottery...

6/21/2019 9:20:25 AM realityloominng It will definitely feel like it! This was always where I felt ascension was taken a bit to literally

6/21/2019 9:21:51 AM italianmom555 Us

6/21/2019 9:23:17 AM warriordaisy Why do you think the CIA cares about Americans?

6/21/2019 9:26:38 AM princess_dd_80 I was thinking the same thing, interesting indeed.

6/21/2019 9:27:12 AM realityloominng I think he is mostly omitting stuff imo. He's said many times that a lot of stuff is for the academic experts to "disclose", because they've been promised 

this - to stay quiet for a long time.

6/21/2019 9:27:40 AM italianmom555 There was not ever going to be retaliation for this drone strike. Our President already knew who is behind this. He wont take the Bait, but He has no 

problem putting Bait on a fish hook.  Look at the losers he caught. 2 dancing Carps Nancy and Schmucker. Why were they so happy

6/21/2019 9:31:40 AM wearediamonds2 😢

6/21/2019 9:35:14 AM wearediamonds2 YES. It is the biggest mystery, but definite fact. People make choices. I will never understand the choice to willingly perpetuate evil after being a victim.

6/21/2019 9:36:46 AM 1_decided_voter Sounds like 45 told Pelosi/Schumer that he would respond with a strike that would kill Iranians, which was then celebrated right outside the WH, then 

mysteriously leaked to NYT before POTUS called it off. Is that about right?

6/21/2019 9:37:12 AM realityloominng Me think everyone need a pocket-sized free-energy device too, should be a human-right lol

6/21/2019 9:38:39 AM realityloominng "Unhinged" -45 :D

6/21/2019 9:38:43 AM wearediamonds2 Agree, but someone's CHOICE to heal means they have then either decided to continue in darkness, willingly, and give evil to others, or they choose to 

harm no one. At that point compassion can be denied or given. Never should be given for those choosing to cont. W/ Evil.

6/21/2019 9:40:13 AM junglejane612 And don’t forget the lovely comment from Madeline Albright re the 5000 children massacred, “I think the price was worth it.”

6/21/2019 9:42:24 AM rwpaz123 My bet is Obama and Kerry told Iran to do this hoping to push the US into a war to swing the election!

6/21/2019 9:42:40 AM aprilbrown99 My favorite meme to date!  Speaks to my ❤️. 

😍😍😍🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/Y8Z79iwQon

6/21/2019 9:43:13 AM warriordaisy Or the CIA will just be dismantled altogether. That was JFK's dream.

6/21/2019 9:43:25 AM holmesdonna1 I LOVE THIS GIF!

6/21/2019 9:44:21 AM slayerofmatrix1  https://twitter.com/5strat/status/1142102347260166145?s=21 …

6/21/2019 9:45:21 AM realityloominng The description says it all. Life love and adventure same all over the galaxy = Life everywhere & full disclosure. 

Every single human should have harmless access to the stars! At least eventually!!

6/21/2019 9:47:09 AM aprilbrown99 Yes these videos made my cry. So horrific. Watched these last year.

6/21/2019 9:49:30 AM warriordaisy I feel the same way. In fact I know that people that are in government right now can't get the job done Patriots will. There will be a war if illegal  

immigration  isn't stopped.

6/21/2019 9:50:13 AM warriordaisy And if these corruptocrats are not taken down.

6/21/2019 9:51:20 AM orthogonalron Aaron Burr: "the prosecution maintained that Burr had been the mastermind behind an attempt to levy war against the United States."

Couldn't charge him because they never found "overt" evidence.

Different today especially in the light of We Have It All

6/21/2019 9:51:27 AM deb12233 L.A., too. Unusual, rolling and broad  “cloud formations” above the horizon that look like it’s going to rain, but there’s no rain.



6/21/2019 9:52:36 AM aprilbrown99 My moms mom (never met or even saw a picture) abandoned my mom & her 2 younger sisters when my mom was 4 yrs. My great grandma fought 

tooth&nail to keep them together & out of the system. She was very psychic & knew about the system even back in the 1940s. GG was very special. 

❤️

6/21/2019 9:53:24 AM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

933 EDT for 18 mins, OR @ 933 in Your Zone for 18 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

6/21 SOLSTICE CREATION-We can Represent the #Majestic Forces Of Light, using the Power Of 3, 6, and 9 to Manifest POSITIVITY. H/T 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://youtu.be/nGrcpc-v6lA  pic.twitter.com/VSp3QaLSIZ

6/21/2019 9:53:35 AM realityloominng  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5083366/?ref_=ttmi_tt … This Majestic too?

MJ has been saying "watch the sky" too xD

6/21/2019 9:53:52 AM richardhiatt16 👍

6/21/2019 9:53:56 AM aprilbrown99 NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING. NOTHING!!! 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

6/21/2019 9:54:15 AM realityloominng The horrible ratings could indicate it's VERY majestic lol

6/21/2019 9:54:49 AM aprilbrown99 God bless our POTUS!  ❤️❤️❤️🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

6/21/2019 9:54:51 AM richardhiatt16 👍 ❤️🇺🇸

6/21/2019 10:01:00 AM jondevinblack1 150 People?

Trump Tweet/Hussein Gave Iran 150 billion $ ? 

Connection? 

It'll All Come Together. 

We See You. 👀

6/21/2019 10:02:02 AM sommerfeldkitty I bet the Dems were shocked.  They need to learn they can’t

outsmart Trump.

6/21/2019 10:04:24 AM drumsk8 Cryptocurrency called Ripple.

6/21/2019 10:05:29 AM disfellocated Came for this comment; wasn’t disappointed. pic.twitter.com/7OqWWK2LXW

6/21/2019 10:06:54 AM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/6lG2VtbAQJ

6/21/2019 10:09:08 AM disfellocated $kull & B0nes Society https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1142116338191753216?s=21 …

6/21/2019 10:09:56 AM warriordaisy I hope he also starts arrests. People are hoping that this big announcement arrests of illegals is a cover for a resting corrupt officials in government. I 

hope this is the case.

6/21/2019 10:11:23 AM kikaltz Would love to know how many people have had a convo with POTUS in a dream?  I had one.  Was so concerned for his safety.  He took my hand, 

looked into my eyes, smiled, and said, "All will be right."  Very comforting.

6/21/2019 10:17:18 AM sommerfeldkitty I agree and if it got us into war, even better.  That might

cost him the election and then they would all be saved.

6/21/2019 10:17:32 AM aprilbrown99 So sweet! Love that dream.

6/21/2019 10:17:40 AM warriordaisy I love it! Can't wait for arrests!

6/21/2019 10:19:24 AM daggastan  https://twitter.com/emblem21ceo/status/1142108738016309250?s=21 …

6/21/2019 10:23:58 AM roublisa Omg I love you!❤️😘💕❤️😘💕❤️😘💕🤣😂🤣

6/21/2019 10:23:58 AM raevenraeyne I seriously hope so as well ❤️

The most soul shocking experience I’ve had is the realization of how HORRIFYING humanity treats one another on various levels. Disregarding of one 

another. Separate. Then with the SRA, kids are treated much like animals to slaughter. It’s AWFUL!

6/21/2019 10:24:47 AM warriordaisy 😁😄

So amazing! I think most of the people in this country would be very happy to donate money to finish that wall. I know I would!

6/21/2019 10:27:04 AM mr_gregor1 Lol

6/21/2019 10:28:40 AM trumpedtodd I believe Obama and Kerry are behind this 100%

6/21/2019 10:30:32 AM raevenraeyne In my mind, compassion for those that choose to do Evil things IS in humane execution. That choice frees their soul from their bodies to deal with the 

reality/karma of their Earth choices AND it protects innocents from further acts of Evil.

6/21/2019 10:33:23 AM laurabusse Oh! Thanks 😊

6/21/2019 10:36:47 AM roublisa I swear you must be ..or I must BE a fracture of you lol ....the struggle is real 😂

6/21/2019 10:38:27 AM bluesheepdog55 Questions are always welcomed from people that have nothing to hide. Do not be dismayed, searching for the truth nowadays can be a bit of a 

challenge. Stay the course.

6/21/2019 10:41:17 AM sterkinglights1 One place I hate going on Twitter = @realDonaldTrump comments.

6/21/2019 10:41:50 AM jvan125  https://twitter.com/terriwork314/status/1142068521028993024?s=21 …

6/21/2019 10:43:07 AM firenice74 Distraction

6/21/2019 10:49:01 AM stellac88841561 😳

6/21/2019 10:49:24 AM mommahood777 keeps getting bigger and bigger...

why I sacrifice adequate income to be a stay at home mom

6/21/2019 10:50:06 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/L1KGR0wAkh

6/21/2019 10:50:17 AM jvan125 Makes total sense!!! Thank you!! ❤️

6/21/2019 10:53:07 AM mommahood777 Devil went down to Georgia...

POTUS plays THE fiddle....

"I'm the best there's ever been"

(Thank you @CharlieDaniels)

6/21/2019 10:58:12 AM followqanon  https://thehill.com/policy/international/middle-east-north-africa/444457-dems-ask-former-cia-chief-john-brennan-for-iran …

6/21/2019 10:59:46 AM aprilbrown99 Love that gif!

6/21/2019 11:03:19 AM kindeandtrue White Oleander? I thought it was a White Magnolia. 

(Barbara and Hillary share an awkward, stylized moment in front of the Jackson white magnolia bush at the White House. Much weirdness associated 

with that bush. Melania had it removed.) pic.twitter.com/s5kquii9fE

6/21/2019 11:05:04 AM bluesheepdog55 False Flags... That is when a very real incident happens that is orchestrated by bad actors to deflect and distract from their crimes and corruption being 

exposed.

6/21/2019 11:07:32 AM tikicolada That's because IL has them. Seems like they have been doubling their efforts over here.

6/21/2019 11:15:25 AM rachaelangelm Thank you

6/21/2019 11:17:38 AM dbfalco @shittywock

6/21/2019 11:17:56 AM roublisa Lmao ...like I said ....you speak my language.. that is usually how I roll.. makes me laugh 😂 pic.twitter.com/wax8sFF2dD

6/21/2019 11:19:11 AM warriordaisy I certainly would, except I don't have cable. A lot of people no longer have cable TV.

6/21/2019 11:19:34 AM roublisa ✨Ty✨ pic.twitter.com/kzxm2f8NZ7

6/21/2019 11:20:25 AM roublisa Can you tell me about this time compression please...seems heavy 🤔

6/21/2019 11:21:05 AM highhopesusa That was exactly their plan!

6/21/2019 11:21:19 AM lionhardt77 All a matter of perspective I suppose. In my case, I am referring to "Jesus is the Light and the way." And, I AM of that same light, graced with the Spirit 

of Christ Jesus.

6/21/2019 11:22:31 AM thereallfebs Great view

6/21/2019 11:24:27 AM roublisa I’m a sponge..bread crumbs please 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/pmgp1ILJNj

6/21/2019 11:25:23 AM m_j_q_texan His good! As in The Team! Great Job Guys! pic.twitter.com/1kZhXFstZd

6/21/2019 11:27:39 AM rfgamble #PatriotsAwakened #WWG1WGA #BanIslam #BombIran #BanCAIR #Winning :



6/21/2019 11:28:00 AM synackstatic White Oldeander

Published by Little Brown and Co

Owned by what was eventually named Time Warner Book Group

Currently owned by Lagardère Publishing (Lagardère Group)

under their 

Hachette Book Group division.

 https://www.hachettebookgroup.com/contributor/edgar-bronfman/ …

Bronfman.
6/21/2019 11:30:43 AM heinric12517350 I'm speaking as if someone had shot down my own drone. A keyboard warrior is someone inciting violence online but can't back it up, I'm calling for 

peace. ✌️. Get it straight.

6/21/2019 11:33:32 AM richardhiatt16 Dig dig dig dig Dig until you get to the bottom of this swamp.. 🤔❤️🇺🇸

6/21/2019 11:34:39 AM synackstatic Bronfman long established friendship with HRC

HRC had a 'soft spot' for foster care children. 

 https://adoption.com/hillary-clinton-foster-care …

Tied to Childrens Defense Fund,

and proponent of the Foster Care and Independence Act

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foster_Care_Independence_Act …

6/21/2019 11:38:08 AM taylor7_r @Meshellvatech unfortunately it is very serious!

6/21/2019 11:40:54 AM jollyrob2 🤣 pic.twitter.com/8XeV1MVCIs

6/21/2019 11:45:27 AM heinric12517350  https://mobile.twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1142119815303163906 …

6/21/2019 11:52:41 AM hohn44 Anyone else see this hit piece ??? Dems on the march !!! We got nothing else ..... Let's try this .....

@SeekerOTL @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@beer_parade @StormIsUponUs

@tracybeanz @BeThePlan

@Cordicon @JustInformU https://www.huffpost.com/entry/advice-columnist-e-jean-carroll-alleged-rape-trump_n_5d0d09eae4b0aa375f4c0e2b …

6/21/2019 11:55:23 AM roublisa Lol .....we are fractals silly 🤪this is me 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/Yl7Gf2yGbF

6/21/2019 12:04:26 PM raevenraeyne What movie was this!? A documentary? That’s awful

6/21/2019 12:07:45 PM kathleen3693693 Ah, so that what Schumer & Pelosi were jumping for joy about. Will they be jumping for joy when that clip is played and presented with the evidence at 

their tribunals? #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

6/21/2019 12:10:22 PM jiggysmack That's a very interesting statement.

6/21/2019 12:14:44 PM mskeens1962 Not buying it

6/21/2019 12:15:07 PM qarmyanon22 This is a great documentary that never aired on TV due to the gatekeepers. https://topdocumentaryfilms.com/the-franklin-cover-up/ …

6/21/2019 12:21:05 PM warangel1111 Me neither #Poker

6/21/2019 12:21:19 PM keith369me Shepard Smith seems disappointed we didn’t strike Iran...seems concerned Bolton will be upset and quit.  Remind me not to turn on “news” again.  

Even my slowly awakening wife saw through this one.

6/21/2019 12:22:12 PM catherinewhitfo "These things and more shall ye do"

- Jesus Christ, on miracles

6/21/2019 12:25:12 PM dollysaysno Ooooooo. ..hadn't considered that.

Good catch.

6/21/2019 12:28:05 PM magamadnessusa What about security cameras?!? Sometimes during the night it catches some sort of orbs. Online they say it’s dust or bugs, if so I think it’d be there 

every night.

6/21/2019 12:33:41 PM trueangeleyes I call BS

6/21/2019 12:34:16 PM roublisa Yikes.....is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  working with that 👆series 🙅♀️

6/21/2019 12:35:43 PM roublisa Honestly I hadn’t seen this series🤔

6/21/2019 12:35:46 PM trickydude77 I was saying as a point of ref certainly not questioning your loyalty !  im with you all the way

6/21/2019 12:40:58 PM alaraofsirius I'm sure they catch stuff too. Perhaps Magic will address this

6/21/2019 12:46:29 PM fulmermicheal Why would Nancy want to dress like Melania ?  What kind of disease is SHE cleansed of ?

What if this is a maritime signal to US ?

@SlackTrust @Area17GZ @peaceinamerica1 @VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy @vincent_fusca pic.twitter.com/H4h6HgTA0v

6/21/2019 12:48:58 PM sighpost Producer #1 pic.twitter.com/UXzIspbxj2

6/21/2019 12:49:14 PM sighpost Producer #2 pic.twitter.com/ZGwL3xoBbw

6/21/2019 12:50:00 PM becca000007 They are in our skies.. people just fail to look up!!!

6/21/2019 12:50:19 PM allahuniversal Hmmm... https://youtu.be/DZ0zkAYDs-s 

6/21/2019 12:50:39 PM karma4event201  https://qmap.pub/resignations 

6/21/2019 12:51:12 PM sighpost From year 2000 article, Production company, Gaylord/Pandora:  https://oklahoman.com/article/2711903/gaylord-enters-deal-with-warner-bros-10-

movies-could-be-produced-co-financed-in-next-four-years …

6/21/2019 1:06:19 PM billwhmiii Truth is coming. Deep state actors soon will have to face the music,

6/21/2019 1:09:44 PM karma4event201 Sarah Bronfman involved with NXIVM then got her daughter Clare, 23 Involved in NXIVM 

Tony Clinton was executive  at Warner Brothers

6/21/2019 1:12:57 PM david00997884 Thanks so much

6/21/2019 1:16:48 PM jane_q_patriot Actually 500,000. *Half a million* dead Iraqi babies. What was that about a “special place in hell” again, Madeleine?

6/21/2019 1:17:25 PM karma4event201 No Child Left Behind 

These people are Evil 

 http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2001-01-31/pdf/01-2852.pdf …

6/21/2019 1:17:59 PM lionhardt77 Amen! 💝💝

6/21/2019 1:21:34 PM kathleen3693693 Thanks for the link.

These "people" are sick, rabid dogs. What should happen to rabid dogs?

6/21/2019 1:23:08 PM karma4event201 #ConspiracyOfSilence is #FranklinCoverup is #CIA #childtrafficking done with CIA cocaine & weapon trafficking #IranContraMenaArk

6/21/2019 1:26:42 PM kathleen3693693 Curiouser and curiouser. I saw a photo of Tom Hanks' initiation black eye with Oprah and her "girlfriend" on a boat. Now, seeing this book was an 

Oprah Book Club selection... Dang

6/21/2019 1:29:00 PM karma4event201 The daycare Rapes by #Luciferian #Army Psyops #Lt Col Michael Aquino Luciferian formed 

#ChurchOfSet

#Aquino #SatanicRitualAbuse is the same sexual torture CIA used in MKUltra Mind Control.

6/21/2019 1:30:30 PM kathleen3693693 1994 unfinished documentary, not aired in USA https://topdocumentaryfilms.com/the-franklin-cover-up/ …

6/21/2019 1:32:34 PM karma4event201 When #PresidioDaycareRapes made the news; more children at different military bases recognized #ArmyLtColMichaelAquino

 Daycare Rapes at #Ukiah #SantaRosa #FortBragg

6/21/2019 1:34:24 PM karma4event201 The CIA has always trafficked humans, many children. In #FranklinCoverup & #ConspiracyOfSilence

The child victims were transported on #USMilitaryaircraft IN CAGES to attend Political meetings to be sexually abused by politicians.



6/21/2019 1:40:14 PM lillianmcrowley Retweet

6/21/2019 1:45:41 PM kathleen3693693 They'll have to fashion a special version for #PencilNeck

6/21/2019 1:48:53 PM starehope This is a beautiful planet! 

🗻🚞⛵💐🐕🐈🐀🐭🐹🐢🐰🐓🐤🐏🐐🐂🐘🐧🐼🐸🐖🐍🐄🐒🐆🐫🐳🐞🐌🐬🐙🐨🐝🐊🐯🐠🐜🍉🌷🍇🍀🍓🌲🌻🍇

🌾🍄🌺🍐⛅🌈☁️☔❄🌞🌛🌎🌏🌍

6/21/2019 1:49:30 PM hawkgirlinmn I would think so. Fascinating what it takes to abolish a 6,000 yr old death cult.

6/21/2019 1:51:01 PM raevenraeyne TRUTH!

6/21/2019 1:55:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Myself either. I should’ve added “possibly.”

6/21/2019 1:56:22 PM raevenraeyne Me too. Haunted me for weeks. At the time I was watching LOTS of vids on SRA survivor testimonies on YT. Terribly painful but I wanted to know the 

TRUTH from the perspective of survivors. Fiona Barnett’s testimonies were also hard but VERY informative. Eye opening and 💔

6/21/2019 1:59:45 PM chuck_houk Wireless phones existed before 1920 there are news paper articles on it.

6/21/2019 2:06:56 PM synackstatic Edgar Bronfman Jr was CEO of Warner music group.

6/21/2019 2:07:27 PM hawkgirlinmn We live in a time where eveything is now. Thoughts,things, etc.

6/21/2019 2:13:35 PM weediblue Keeps saying unavailable.

6/21/2019 2:14:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Have a wonderful time contemplating. 🙏🏼

6/21/2019 2:31:03 PM uglytru36339608 Yes, 322 = Steve Mnuchin, who is US Treasury Secretary in Trump's cabinet.

6/21/2019 2:35:06 PM jaypsnipes That part stuck out to me as well.

6/21/2019 2:37:39 PM sophialogospi Osama

6/21/2019 2:38:02 PM pilot_day Does that treasonous bastard still have a security clearance?

6/21/2019 2:42:37 PM 1of6billlions All was covered but the temple of light...

What is and where is the temple of light...

6/21/2019 2:43:01 PM jcrowyo  https://youtu.be/9PjtV0RA8hE 

The weather happens in the sky 🤷♂️🤷♂️🤷♂️

6/21/2019 2:46:36 PM shocka007 Certainly couldn't miss the 4th of July type explosion that drone made . ! pic.twitter.com/G6MeovLu5E

6/21/2019 2:48:49 PM tomgard01347089 there was a tv show called American Odyssey about a military unit taken out by order of shadow government in order to keep the truth from coming 

out about government involvement with terrorism. Was this show cancelled because it too closely reflected real events?

6/21/2019 2:49:48 PM n7guardiananon With all the knowledge attained by MJ12...could you generalize a question MJ12 still has about life or the universe?

6/21/2019 2:50:21 PM studiosmith My thoughts exactly. Here’s hoping.

6/21/2019 2:50:56 PM studiosmith Citizens have more than paid already.

6/21/2019 2:51:37 PM shocka007 Weather report much like "Here comes the Stormy" ;)

6/21/2019 2:52:01 PM studiosmith PatriotsYouTube stations if the Tech commies don’t block it.

6/21/2019 2:52:25 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  account is awesome AMA’s(Q and A’s)

Here’s one for you 🙏🙏🙏  pic.twitter.com/St61Ap3144

6/21/2019 2:54:03 PM studiosmith Your twitter banner is AWESOME

6/21/2019 2:59:20 PM roublisa I invite you to come see for your self @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2  trust your instincts.... observe these accounts.....you’ll be dancin in no time 🤗 I 

also keep an eye 👁 on the @TrueEyeTheSpy   There are so many accounts speaking directly to us.....👀s wide open patriot..🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/21/2019 3:00:14 PM warriordaisy Why thank you! Everytime I see it it makes me laugh!

6/21/2019 3:00:19 PM clarkd958 Glasgow Scotland

6/21/2019 3:01:12 PM warriordaisy I agree! We have been raped for a number of years for our money!

6/21/2019 3:05:26 PM gi6stars ☠☠☠

 3.  2.  2.

6/21/2019 3:07:05 PM kwyatt55 What does that mean?

6/21/2019 3:07:44 PM kwyatt55 I think so

6/21/2019 3:12:25 PM kwyatt55 What trumpet sounds?

6/21/2019 3:14:15 PM fulmermicheal I have to admit, despite my abhorrence at her behavior for all these years, this one SIGNAL tells me that this may be one of the most perfect double 

agent MOLE operations that has ever been carried out in history.  I have respected your research for a while, so, just be RIGHT. 

pic.twitter.com/1R8kz2zjRK

6/21/2019 3:15:03 PM covertress The best place to begin to "learn more about all of it" is with the account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Here's a searchable archive of their past tweets:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

Read them all; follow the threads on their AMAs & you just might discover yourself in the process, as I did.

6/21/2019 3:18:54 PM libertyspring99 What she said👆🏻

Prepare for your mind to be blown 🤯

Good luck.

6/21/2019 3:19:11 PM gi6stars #LockHisAssUp

6/21/2019 3:25:49 PM gi6stars Carter - Obama

6/21/2019 3:27:21 PM gi6stars Military Tribunals

6/21/2019 3:31:10 PM fulmermicheal I have to admit, despite my abhorrence at her behavior for all these years, this one SIGNAL tells me that this may be one of the most perfect double 

agent MOLE operations that has ever been carried out in history.  I have respected your research for a while, so, just be RIGHT. 

pic.twitter.com/IvoLEGdEyW

6/21/2019 3:31:57 PM sciblu27 Tell me yes or tell me no IDK the accronymons.

6/21/2019 3:33:33 PM hr3530 Anything to do with Don Rhodes?

6/21/2019 3:36:03 PM gi6stars Best job you'll ever have.  

SAHM ❤️

6/21/2019 3:37:18 PM sandymcnally3 Seems like if they want accurate information, that ask the current guy.

6/21/2019 3:38:33 PM sandymcnally3 Me

6/21/2019 3:41:22 PM fulmermicheal Just be careful.

6/21/2019 3:54:28 PM vintagesquirrel Connected to the Gaylord Resorts, I assume.

6/21/2019 3:55:07 PM vintagesquirrel Yes! Everyone needs to see this.

6/21/2019 3:57:24 PM fulmermicheal "Keep your friends close and your enemies closer." pic.twitter.com/LAMUfgHyFD

6/21/2019 4:00:54 PM tamravee Nancy - meat supplier pic.twitter.com/l1MGgGMuJC

6/21/2019 4:11:32 PM enomai_ boom



6/21/2019 4:11:57 PM wwtravelr Is this to what u are referring?

   

Into The Arms Of Strangers

   

For nine months prior to World War II, in an act of mercy unequalled  anywhere else before the war, Britain conducted an extraordinary rescue  

mission, opening its doors to over 10,000 Jewish & other children pic.twitter.com/AFJc7rNupF

6/21/2019 4:12:24 PM hohn44 @SeekerOTL @StormIsUponUs @IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @beer_parade @dbongino @seanhannity @tracybeanz @JustInformU 

@TrueQanuck11 @LisaMei62 @Jesse_onya_m8

6/21/2019 4:16:10 PM trueqanuck11 😂🤣😂🤣😂 They’re so pathetic!

6/21/2019 4:16:23 PM wwtravelr (2)...from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. These children, or Kinder (sing. Kind), as they came  to be known, were taken into foster homes and 

hostels in Britain,  expecting eventually to be reunited with their parents. The majority of  them never saw their families again.

6/21/2019 4:17:29 PM pshepgries Just searched book on Amazon; was Oprah book club choice book

6/21/2019 4:18:44 PM mikehes52772147  https://twitter.com/mikehes52772147/status/1142209994907144192?s=21 … KEK

6/21/2019 4:20:02 PM grillbitch1 Oh they're still going strong here😣

6/21/2019 4:27:34 PM doc1415 Yes we did. More than a year before most. We also knew about the DNC email source to wikileaks before anyone else. #RIPSETHRICH

6/21/2019 4:41:58 PM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @Keith72256137 @DJLOK @zagnett @MongrelGlory @Vintagesquirrel @charmanda9 @laurabusse @JimHayzlett @ChrisReitan @blsdbe 

@Nun_chucknorris @Quebec99335648 @MelanieAnders7 @Adsvel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @Mommahood777 @BeaverNation2 @fieldmcc 

@Telford_Russian

6/21/2019 4:46:13 PM wwtravelr TR-3B coming soon 

 https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 … pic.twitter.com/i7o56mo0QD

6/21/2019 4:49:22 PM impressionist81  https://extibetanbuddhist.com/lamas-lunacy-china-and-the-green-new-deal/ …

6/21/2019 4:51:37 PM micahchuk Interesting, hadn't heard of that one.

6/21/2019 4:53:54 PM phantomkiwi Oh man you said watch the water ffs🙄

6/21/2019 4:55:48 PM micahchuk Does the guy speak as an individual and claim to occupy some position, or does he only drop information?

6/21/2019 4:56:12 PM adsvel Yes, this is battle between Good and evil, between Love and fear, between Truth and illusion, between Light and darkness, between Nature and AI, 

between Freedom and slavery. Thank You April. 🙏💗☀️🌈

6/21/2019 4:56:44 PM roublisa Thank you April!

6/21/2019 5:03:33 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🙏🥰🦋💕🌸✨💫

6/21/2019 5:06:16 PM adsvel 😊🙏💗☀️🌈🌹

6/21/2019 5:11:47 PM dopesindc Reminiscent of the Franklin investigation? Back then it was the Republican party, but evil is bipartisan.

6/21/2019 5:23:53 PM razrbakrok Trump made the statement to the effect that maybe it was someone who was a loose cannon and that "We'll see". A chess game much bigger than we 

can imagine. Is a plausible theory: Known FF plan - give fake target - feign response to give exposure - CHECK!

6/21/2019 5:24:01 PM sighpost Further down rabbit hole: Oklahoma Media Company purchased the production company Gaylord Films and its offshoot Pandora Films in 2001.

 https://www.nashvillepost.com/home/article/20444978/gaylord-pays-825k-to-settle-claim-by-familycontrolled-oklahoma-publishing … 

pic.twitter.com/8tdqhKC5qW

6/21/2019 5:25:00 PM jcmyhp Yes, very eye opening.

6/21/2019 5:25:22 PM sighpost Oklahoma media is owned by the Anschutz corporation, headed by Philip Anschutz.

 https://theomc.com/about/  pic.twitter.com/JKY82lkJpb

6/21/2019 5:26:42 PM sighpost Anschutz is a controversial conservative who also runs Coachella festival. He owned the anti-Trump Weekly Standard before it went belly up. Bill Kristol 

lost all cred over his Trump hate. 

And there is a Chronicles of Narnia connection. All Regal cinemas.

 https://www.billboard.com/articles/business/7647568/who-is-philip-anschutz-aeg-coachella … pic.twitter.com/Pad9yEgm0m

6/21/2019 5:29:17 PM sighpost (White Oleander was produced by Pandora Films/Gaylord Films, tying this all together)

6/21/2019 5:30:01 PM nolongerignored 🚨🚨🚨

#InvestigateTheInvestigators

#InvestigateFamilyCourt

#FamilyOverFosterCare

#InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/FEmTeyIXfJ

6/21/2019 5:32:06 PM jcmyhp I read this years ago.

6/21/2019 5:32:17 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateFamilyCourt pic.twitter.com/CjsiNqpQFe

6/21/2019 5:32:48 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateTheInvestigators

#InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/0suPCTr5cg

6/21/2019 5:33:53 PM michael81972 Your point is taken,  but we need to try to ensure this never happens again,  People need to witness consequences that will make them think twice 

before they try to usurp our govt again

6/21/2019 5:34:15 PM nolongerignored #CaseOfNationalInterest

#InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/6PR8bKcdjg

6/21/2019 5:36:55 PM rosesrred0119 Renegade =Obama. 5:5

6/21/2019 5:37:51 PM djlok Meanwhile Mike and Barry seem to be "living it up".  🙄🙄🙄  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-7167791/The-Obamas-lunch-U2s-Bono-

Edge-France.html …

#Qanon

6/21/2019 5:37:53 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/rfO4qZU9qa

6/21/2019 5:38:57 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/vKaPW57n1W

6/21/2019 5:39:08 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/kaS5A7QuTu

6/21/2019 5:40:21 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateFamilyCourt pic.twitter.com/b5xhON2RRw

6/21/2019 5:40:39 PM jswdh1 Me either here in central Ohio....

6/21/2019 5:41:07 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/iyvvk9U8gh

6/21/2019 5:41:49 PM nolongerignored #InvestigateCPS pic.twitter.com/Icc82iJmOY

6/21/2019 5:43:21 PM maryschade14 ThanQ vm..

6/21/2019 5:44:00 PM jswdh1 I haven't seen any in central Ohio in about a week or so.... it's nice!

6/21/2019 5:45:46 PM jswdh1 She has a high IQ! Speaks 5 languages or more... President Trump also speaks several languages... one reason why he gets along so well with other 

foreign leaders... he will speak to them in their language!

6/21/2019 5:47:39 PM jswdh1 Yes he was repeating what someone else said...

6/21/2019 5:59:34 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/Kr5Jmm2zoG

6/21/2019 6:01:39 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Notable?  https://www.axios.com/trump-nominates-mark-esper-secretary-defense-post-6a0c39c5-8ea2-4fe1-baba-

9cfc5c3181f9.html …

6/21/2019 6:08:54 PM jvan125 🇺🇸❤️

6/21/2019 6:09:34 PM love4thegameak GQQD Question

6/21/2019 6:14:01 PM followqanon Maybe he thinks he does.🤔😁How Do you catch a fish? 😁

6/21/2019 6:14:38 PM dswenor916 Ain't gonna happen!!!!  Nothing they try will work!!! NOTHING can stop what's coming!! NOTHING!!!! #TRUST THE PLAN!!!



6/21/2019 6:18:14 PM bradfordarsena2 They've lost it every thing they do is so obvious.

6/21/2019 6:18:26 PM djlok Ha ha!!!

6/21/2019 6:31:15 PM queen_khalifia He would know! I'm sure he's in the know.

6/21/2019 6:32:07 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/JL8alIoDzo

6/21/2019 6:34:09 PM love4thegameak Close??? https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1142158029531447296?s=19 …

6/21/2019 6:34:45 PM roublisa Simply majestic!

6/21/2019 6:35:34 PM roublisa This is and I am all in...slaves no more💥💥💥

6/21/2019 6:44:24 PM eewwanon D5 move next?

6/21/2019 6:45:35 PM clarkd958 Id go for a triangle shape

6/21/2019 6:47:43 PM roublisa I’m ready💪💪💪 pic.twitter.com/NIIG12o2Zo

6/21/2019 6:53:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Specific bonesmen who are violating the Logan Act.

6/21/2019 6:53:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

MJ8

6/21/2019 6:54:04 PM mrmurica1776 BIG BOOM next week?

6/21/2019 6:54:06 PM eewwanon [JK]

6/21/2019 6:54:22 PM state1union I’m new here what does MJ8 mean?

6/21/2019 6:54:25 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WRWY

6/21/2019 6:54:34 PM trumps_all Was the Schumer/Pelosi celebration what we think it was.......and are they being surveilled via FISA????

6/21/2019 6:55:06 PM jswdh1 Thank you MJ8!

6/21/2019 6:55:12 PM rebornkingent Thanks for the past few months MJ8. Any hints as to next assignment? Or is that classified? 😪

6/21/2019 6:55:36 PM jswdh1 Majestic member number 8.... there are 12...

6/21/2019 6:55:44 PM realitycheck05 What's the plan?

6/21/2019 6:55:47 PM jswdh1 That's what ive heard!

6/21/2019 6:55:53 PM billysgirl0214 Y or N

6/21/2019 6:56:11 PM rebornkingent Allegedly Shanahan, fmr SecDef. Do a search on MJ8, he’s posted before.

6/21/2019 6:56:21 PM aprilbrown99 Plus 3 typists.

6/21/2019 6:56:25 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/WYLtrrVah8

6/21/2019 6:56:38 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/sIse7oLyZb

6/21/2019 6:56:52 PM kachinagtto Can we round up the media along with the illegals this weekend and deport them as well?

6/21/2019 6:57:02 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Q6tI9wjVjl

6/21/2019 6:57:14 PM state1union Oh my gosh wow. This is cool 😎

6/21/2019 6:57:15 PM 313looper We do #TrustThePlan ...👊🏻💥

God Bless...✨

6/21/2019 6:57:37 PM the_fjalar not us...plus time is an illusion.

6/21/2019 6:57:45 PM victori47048713 Seattle still has them but more normal cloud formations too. No chem trails today

6/21/2019 6:57:47 PM 1centralcaligal Trusting. Waiting patiently!!

6/21/2019 6:57:54 PM jswdh1 Yes... but that wouldn't be mj8.

6/21/2019 6:58:49 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/vTXCgn169g

6/21/2019 7:01:31 PM roublisa I’m all about the plan pic.twitter.com/ZcMuvNnUOK

6/21/2019 7:02:41 PM aprilbrown99 Since she is new, I am sure she would want to know the entire team.

6/21/2019 7:02:51 PM roublisa We are with you MJ8✨✨✨❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/21/2019 7:03:46 PM truth_again WWG1WGA

6/21/2019 7:04:03 PM gi6stars Good question!

6/21/2019 7:04:29 PM sherylfullen 🙏🏻

6/21/2019 7:05:17 PM capitalkid Please answer my question: what is the “modern interpretation” of the Biblevthat you refer to.  

If we don’t have a common vocabulary or understanding about what you mean, how can we understand the broader implications?

6/21/2019 7:05:52 PM tinypatriot4q  pic.twitter.com/cE8KiLNojs

6/21/2019 7:06:00 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/2A5ztlbjom

6/21/2019 7:06:48 PM decodematrix USSS Hillenkoetter made by Boeing or Lockheed? pic.twitter.com/9OwnAVbmvI

6/21/2019 7:07:31 PM ragstorm Any insight on history channel and their ancient aliens program?

Is this a part of the disclosure protocols?

6/21/2019 7:07:45 PM daveo6145 MJ12-->MJ()-->VOG (voice of God tech)-->typist operates twitter

6/21/2019 7:08:34 PM fibermam266 MJ 5, 6, 7, 8, what President do we appreciate. Trump, Trump, Trump.

6/21/2019 7:08:37 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

6/21/2019 7:09:29 PM clarkd958 You have my trust. Im awaiting the outcome and cant wait to see these evil people get what they deserve. 🇬🇧 God bless

6/21/2019 7:09:39 PM sauknfox456 Hmm, I’ll go with, “Keep winning”!

6/21/2019 7:09:49 PM fibermam266 Go Navy,  Go out out of this world speeds.

6/21/2019 7:10:24 PM aprilbrown99 Here is the archived MJ tweets. Learn to archive offline. At some point this account will be gone...just not sure when. 👍

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

6/21/2019 7:10:26 PM djlok 👍👍👍

6/21/2019 7:10:39 PM ragstorm Tonight the weather channel was showing these.. #UAP pic.twitter.com/MKwSg9aAyP

6/21/2019 7:13:43 PM state1union Ok thanks 🙏 I will

6/21/2019 7:14:17 PM toffer_anon_369 Drone strike was bait?

Allowed opportunity for NP, CS, etc. to leak mil plan to their Foreign Handlers?

So you guys could "catch them in the act" of warning their Foreign Handlers? 

That's genius!!

6/21/2019 7:14:40 PM dopesindc This was supposed to air and was listed in the TV Guide, but did not. TV Guide was later reprinted to exclude it.

6/21/2019 7:15:45 PM state1union Oh yes

6/21/2019 7:15:52 PM fibermam266 2.5 years into 3 years.

Hold on

6/21/2019 7:17:17 PM fibermam266 Hey folks trust the plan. If you can't trust the man, trust in God, The plans are one and the same

6/21/2019 7:17:28 PM state1union And filmed acting like idiots

6/21/2019 7:18:04 PM charmanda9 Thank you MJ8!!! 🔥💖🔥

Trusting 🔥🙏🏻🔥 the plan.

6/21/2019 7:18:43 PM keith369me John Kerry come on down...hopefully the Ice Raid is a false flag

6/21/2019 7:19:14 PM keith369me Space Force

6/21/2019 7:19:33 PM pixiesdorule Haven't stopped or had one moment where I would. #TrustThePlan

6/21/2019 7:20:09 PM djlok Please Keep MJ8 (PS). He's one of our favorites!!!

The #Deepstate / #Cabal should be ashamed for bringing his past family challenges up.  SHE hit him and gave him a bloody nose!!!  #FakeNews struck 

again!!! https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2019/06/18/defense-secretary-fbi-patrick-shanahan-wife-domestic-violence-

altercation/1470811001/ …

6/21/2019 7:20:11 PM roublisa Show em what you got MJ8🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💪💪💪💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/y79vcFrIzu



6/21/2019 7:23:22 PM laurabusse Enjoy the show 🍿🍿🍿

6/21/2019 7:24:38 PM laurabusse Pepe the Trump

6/21/2019 7:25:08 PM aprilbrown99 This is the MJ team as of August 2018. There has been shifting so not sure if this is still accurate but it will give you an idea. I believe the 3 civilians are 

the typists. But someone please correct me if I am wrong. 😁 pic.twitter.com/mRXbCRwwNO

6/21/2019 7:25:16 PM laurabusse Where do I begin?

6/21/2019 7:25:27 PM david00997884 The plan is going as the plan unfolds.THANK YOU JESUS

6/21/2019 7:25:54 PM 22war11w12 History’s not as we’ve been deliberately, falsely led to believe

6/21/2019 7:26:11 PM zagnett Hey MJ8, You're an awesome character in this movie! 😊🤩🇺🇸 Thanks for doing well as DoD head! Thanks for presiding over a nice, cool ~6 months of 

growing peaceful relations with other Nations! That's the main goal, right??? Also, you were unflappable in testimony too, Majestic.😅

6/21/2019 7:29:29 PM danielleasher2 Iran and DJT working together to openly expose the evil players? Actors player their part. Sure, seems plausible to me. 😂😇

6/21/2019 7:29:29 PM charmanda9 💕🌦🌈⭐️🌎🌸🌱😌🧚♀️ 

(I like emojis, too 👋🤓👍)

6/21/2019 7:30:57 PM zagnett omg i'm gonna get dizzy from all these!

(random, no particular order)

😅🇺🇸😊🤩👊💪🐟😘🤨🙄😉🤔🤡🙃🤓🧐😎🤑🥰😍

6/21/2019 7:33:28 PM charmanda9 I will second that. 🥰🇺🇸🤩

6/21/2019 7:33:49 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

6/21/2019 7:36:18 PM love4thegameak ThanQ

6/21/2019 7:38:28 PM michael81972 Looks like golf balls on each end😁

6/21/2019 7:38:31 PM kwyatt55 Who is 8?

6/21/2019 7:40:29 PM djlok I know I probably shouldn't have said that because "nothing is above Majestic. Nothing" - myself included... But I just hate seeing the man get a bad 

wrap over something that happened years ago and wasn't even his fault. And then the #FakeNews runs with it.  It's not right.

6/21/2019 7:40:52 PM qcode8 Lockheed

6/21/2019 7:43:20 PM mongrelglory 😆

6/21/2019 7:44:13 PM michael81972 For sure👍🏻

6/21/2019 7:47:59 PM deplorablesuezq Always have. Thank you 🙏

6/21/2019 7:48:19 PM karrruss Trump is always 15 steps ahead of them.

If you can't see it, you're absolutely blind!

6/21/2019 7:53:16 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/qi8n8cGmss

6/21/2019 7:55:05 PM roublisa I’ve gotta get in on this lol

🎁🎈📍💓💞💕💘💖💗🛍🧬🔮☔☂️🌈🌎🌏🦋🐳🐬🐠🦖🐢🐉☘🌿🌱🐲🌻🌞🌜💫⭐️🌟🐣🐥🐤🦞🦐🐙🐡🐞💃🧞♀️👨🎤👩🎤

🤷♀️🤷♂️🙇🏼♂️🙅🏼♂️🙅♀️🙍♂️💁🏼♂️💁🏻♀️🙋🏻🙋♂️ Y M C A 🎶🎶🎶

6/21/2019 7:55:48 PM zagnett Ok you win lol 🧐🤓🙄

6/21/2019 7:56:46 PM mongrelglory 😬

6/21/2019 7:56:57 PM aprilbrown99 Its all color coded and everything. 💗

6/21/2019 7:57:55 PM mongrelglory I like the YMCA! 😆

6/21/2019 7:58:54 PM michael81972 o7

6/21/2019 7:59:12 PM philzantos 🎯🎯🎯

6/21/2019 8:03:43 PM karrruss I do

6/21/2019 8:04:30 PM roublisa That was a fun little excercise lol

6/21/2019 8:05:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I'm listening to Bob Lazar on the Joe Rogan podcast talk about a hemi-spherical anti-gravity device he used to work on.  "It's a machine that produces 

it's own gravity, only 180 degrees out of phase"

6/21/2019 8:05:09 PM alcampb14670342 Oh, that is so GREAT to see....To know that our foster care system is a reputable and safe place for foster children to find placement through!😖

6/21/2019 8:05:26 PM roublisa ADD lol😝

6/21/2019 8:05:50 PM karrruss Perfectly said!

6/21/2019 8:06:14 PM aprilbrown99 I see it as organized. 👍

6/21/2019 8:07:00 PM mariet13343641 Voice to god is merely voice to skull tech.  No god there just mkultra  n cia.  Just my thought

6/21/2019 8:08:29 PM roublisa With a few shakes of OCD😋.  Now that I had that fun I have to reset my quick emoji window 🤪

6/21/2019 8:08:46 PM orthogonalron Godspeed sir🚀

6/21/2019 8:09:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEWz4SXfyCQ …

6/21/2019 8:11:30 PM karrruss "it was a cigar-shaped craft"..

6/21/2019 8:11:40 PM zagnett Pretty sure he'll be back!

6/21/2019 8:12:20 PM jessej97real I’m thinking that “illegals” means more than what we think...

6/21/2019 8:15:22 PM zagnett MJ8 did "his bit for King & Country" admirably! Well so to speak, not literally on the stupid "King" part of course lol.

6/21/2019 8:15:49 PM zagnett The space force is strong with this one (MJ8).

6/21/2019 8:18:36 PM turboxyde Light forces are amassing so anyone who wants to observe... AP/RV and come dance with the light! pic.twitter.com/cxnIqpO8ck

6/21/2019 8:20:50 PM rowanlou @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where do i search time?

6/21/2019 8:20:59 PM fightforamerica Thanks for your service PS. I hope all is well with you and your family.

6/21/2019 8:22:47 PM hollyfredricks Peace is the Prize

6/21/2019 8:27:05 PM sheshifts001  pic.twitter.com/2cGgBuFk3O

6/21/2019 8:29:15 PM my2sonznme What is MJ8?

6/21/2019 8:30:10 PM djlok Cleanup on aisle 17? pic.twitter.com/YMotqXhdV9

6/21/2019 8:30:25 PM my2sonznme ??

6/21/2019 8:31:39 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1142270315931688960?s=21 …

6/21/2019 8:32:28 PM my2sonznme ??

6/21/2019 8:34:41 PM my2sonznme Filmed? Link?

6/21/2019 8:35:13 PM mgodfrey99 Sick and Evil!

6/21/2019 8:36:38 PM my2sonznme Is there a link to this celebration?

6/21/2019 8:36:53 PM lulabella2 All over Pagosa Springs, CO 2 or  3 days this week.

6/21/2019 8:41:17 PM state1union I have it somewhere under my feed. I’ll check. It’s bizarre behavior for sure

6/21/2019 8:41:35 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1142272571951505408 …

MJ, is this correct? 🤔🧐😎

6/21/2019 8:42:01 PM trumps_all  https://twitter.com/kevinliptakcnn/status/1141807112802246656?s=21 …

6/21/2019 8:47:59 PM lightonthehill  http://lunahelia.com/resources/soundresearch.pdf …

 https://montalk.net/notes/tuning-forks-and-megalithic-technology …

 http://www.keelynet.com/keely/fork.htm 

6/21/2019 8:48:25 PM zagnett Thanks

6/21/2019 8:49:16 PM bdix1985 What a beautiful time to be alive!

6/21/2019 8:49:50 PM lightonthehill Interesting stuff! I kind of want to go make a giant tuning fork and see what happens...



6/21/2019 8:50:10 PM lucky11111212 Trump’s a genius!

Kim Clement called it!

6/21/2019 8:51:16 PM charlesgdavis1 Rep, Neph & Dem???🐲👺👹😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😱

6/21/2019 8:51:41 PM charmanda9 Please do! Oh wait. It is illegal!

6/21/2019 8:52:09 PM my2sonznme Thank you!!

6/21/2019 8:52:12 PM lightonthehill ????

6/21/2019 8:54:49 PM charmanda9 It is illegal to use a tuning fork to cut stone.

6/21/2019 8:56:22 PM starehope I wonder what Hz would come from one. Could one be designed to give a certain frequency? Yes. I wonder how low the sound would be.

6/21/2019 8:58:03 PM my2sonznme Found it!! Wow....just wow.

6/21/2019 8:58:13 PM starehope I think a few days ago during AMA, we who are Earth born were not aliens. I'll have to look for it tomorrow.

6/21/2019 8:58:36 PM charmanda9 The frequency would depend on the size of the fork

6/21/2019 8:58:38 PM state1union I was trying to send it lol 😂

6/21/2019 8:59:39 PM my2sonznme I appreciate it, thank you. Checking out some of your retweets and catching up for the day!

6/21/2019 9:00:24 PM lightonthehill You mean the way they do it here?  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread820917/pg1 …

What law is against this?

6/21/2019 9:01:04 PM roublisa I love them...have you been over to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account The were the ones who made the series....truth stranger than fiction💥💥💥

6/21/2019 9:01:27 PM state1union They were trying to set up and frame Trump but also wonder about Patrick Shanahan too?  I don’t trust any of them unless Q says too. I do know 

there’s a lot of people squealing on each other now. Really bad people telling the truth not to be hung.

6/21/2019 9:01:59 PM state1union Thank you 🙏

6/21/2019 9:03:24 PM my2sonznme I completely trust Trump. I think we are in control and we are always one step ahead. Trump is a master troller and I am enjoying the show. Just hoping 

for a full take down and publicly.

6/21/2019 9:04:17 PM state1union Same here. I think 🤔 were at the door now

6/21/2019 9:04:55 PM my2sonznme 🙏🏻🇺🇸

6/21/2019 9:05:25 PM lucky11111212 Went to my State Bar (attorney)

And wanted to start a Human Trafficking Law and Issues Section -beyond criminal- multiple legal issues, premises liability, private lawsuits (see SESTA); 

employment actions...

They said no.  

But we have an Animal Law Section for pets.  No shit.

6/21/2019 9:05:30 PM starehope Godspeed MJ8! 🙏🙏🙏

6/21/2019 9:05:35 PM state1union War mongers

6/21/2019 9:05:36 PM charmanda9 I am looking but can’t find where I heard/saw this. I thought it was crazy too when I heard it! Hoping someone can see this and recall maybe.

6/21/2019 9:05:38 PM sonjamm73 It says MJ8

6/21/2019 9:07:11 PM starehope Zag mentioned a "giant" tuning fork.

6/21/2019 9:07:57 PM starehope Vibration has a lot of power!

6/21/2019 9:09:57 PM charmanda9 @DJLOK @covertress  @Sourc3r3SS   Am I crazy? I thought I remembered something about cutting with vibration being illegal.

6/21/2019 9:10:17 PM johnhammar94 Good enough

6/21/2019 9:10:53 PM charmanda9 Yes, the larger the fork the lower the frequency.

6/21/2019 9:12:11 PM qonthewall Yep! I follow out of curiosity. I'm a fan of the show, mostly.  Is there undisclosed secret space stuff in the series? Probably. How much? No idea. Very 

little surprises me anymore. 😂

6/21/2019 9:14:01 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1054367445136355329?s=21 …

6/21/2019 9:14:35 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1054364057753604097?s=21 …

6/21/2019 9:14:48 PM starehope Anything is possible.

6/21/2019 9:15:30 PM 1centralcaligal Thank you, I will! I have a big Costco jug of popcorn, a whole pound of good European extra rich butter & a bag of pink Himalayan salt!!  Gonna be a 

real treat!!

6/21/2019 9:15:35 PM starehope If they cure the diseases? Who knows.

6/21/2019 9:20:03 PM boy12_jimmy ]PS[ The Plan is being executed. Space Force. 

Next is roundup. pic.twitter.com/YSIySzIMyQ

6/21/2019 9:21:46 PM charmanda9 👊😎 I can always count on you, me friend. Thanks.

6/21/2019 9:24:20 PM sleky19 Raytheon ?

6/21/2019 9:24:38 PM charmanda9 *my 😏

6/21/2019 9:27:37 PM decodematrix I'm sure they are a subcontractor and built many systems inside.

6/21/2019 9:31:26 PM usss_211 Shanahan

6/21/2019 9:41:06 PM jamiegrahamusa Close baby....close

6/21/2019 9:41:32 PM nukaluk Gaylord founded to produce feature films in co-op with Warner Bros(Bronfman)

Gaylord/Pandora/Rusher Libraries purchased by Qualia Capital->oversees library internationally & seeks licensing domestically

6/21/2019 9:45:04 PM jamiegrahamusa Yes..I think it was payback for our siezure of their billion in cola

6/21/2019 9:49:33 PM nukaluk Qualia 

Cofounded by Amir Milan and Ken Schapiro

Managing Director- Patrick Gunn (brother of James Gunn) also managed dist. Of Farenheit 9/11 for Harvey Weinstein's Fellowship adv group.

Amir was previously Pres of October films which sold to Universal pic.twitter.com/jmNchuObE8

6/21/2019 9:53:39 PM imarealhumantoo Look for And We Know channel on YouTube and watch serialbrain2 decodes. It’s pretty amazing stuff.

6/21/2019 9:54:22 PM sunspot406 the book (1999) was promoted by Oprah book of the month club before the film was produced.  Millions of $'s in charity distribution over the years 

down so many roads.  Amazing that the world and it's humans struggle, when hollywood, the church, gov't, 501c etc, have given so much

6/21/2019 10:21:59 PM qtruther1 It's all BS, I know first hand

6/21/2019 10:22:59 PM sunspot406 You will never regret, much love and success in your endeavor

6/21/2019 10:37:00 PM joinna6  https://youtu.be/6gkoJzPW2vk 

6/21/2019 10:37:19 PM lilangels44  pic.twitter.com/O8rgphVbiq

6/21/2019 10:41:16 PM impressionist81  https://twitter.com/impressionist81/status/1142298520684302336 …

6/21/2019 10:52:02 PM jen45260 Trusting the Plan more every day

6/21/2019 10:58:00 PM jcmyhp 🙏🙏🇺🇸❤️

6/21/2019 11:28:52 PM richardhiatt16 Roger SIR 🤓❤️🇺🇸

6/21/2019 11:34:43 PM wild8heart This is curious... https://twitter.com/g_occhionero/status/1141329979483054080?s=21 …

6/21/2019 11:39:34 PM mongrelglory I didn't know they were Canadian! Thanks for the history Covertress!

6/21/2019 11:39:49 PM april99341937 Ya WATCHING THE SKIES!? TODAY A WHITE SKY! HUM!? 👀! I TRUST THE PLAN! PERIOD! I BELIEVE AND HAVE FAITH! ❤️❤️❤️❤️ U!!!

6/21/2019 11:43:43 PM mongrelglory That's quite a coincidence! 🤨



6/21/2019 11:45:43 PM wild8heart No coincidences, just synchronicity and alignment.

6/21/2019 11:46:50 PM garypre62441595 Trusting the plan

#WWG1WGA

6/22/2019 12:05:59 AM flashlol2 Planes and Chem trails all over BC Friday very busy!

6/22/2019 12:10:01 AM doyle_eng “If the apathy don’t get ya, the complacency will” —

— re: ( https://twitter.com/georgepapa19/status/1142189879691845633 …) — as inconceivable as it may be for you .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to 

comprehend, don’t let it — if you continue to believe in anything, understand what is real and there to believe in #LG #blowback 

pic.twitter.com/jlggScHMhm

6/22/2019 12:10:39 AM handsomesean1 I think he meant 150 billion dollars. Would be code for DS because that's how much Obama gave them before he left office. When he says 150 I think 

that's what he was really talking about. He was sending them a message with that number.

6/22/2019 12:22:10 AM joinna6 Traitors of the Republic.  Beholden to the order Death.

Subversive to Our Nation.

And submissive to Satan.

Skull & bone$

6/22/2019 12:30:55 AM aetherwalker1 Doesn't Plan B include claymores?  or is it C4?  🤔

I forget.

tfw no 9-5 blowing up the "Goa' uld"  😒

6/22/2019 12:34:39 AM proudpatwife I feel maybe we are living in a dome.   There’s ton of movies are based on this.   What if they were right there in our faces and we are too blind to 

notice?

6/22/2019 12:39:14 AM dradeon #fuckthepedophiles

6/22/2019 12:49:12 AM alexandra936_ John Kerry is very stupid... This is a huge chance. They have proof it is Kerry.... I just know it.

6/22/2019 1:06:54 AM sleky19 I think it's Lockheed

6/22/2019 1:07:19 AM sterkinglights1 Parkour is illegal as well. pic.twitter.com/0Bjla1BlT3

6/22/2019 1:17:53 AM awakedeplorable Brennan briefed Dems on Iran about 2 weeks ago.

John Kerry has been talking to Iran, Fienstein too.

Who else?

Drone shot down. NYT breaks story Trump had plan, cancelled it.

Trump tracked leaking traitors. Treason executions coming.

Get it now?

The drone never mattered.
6/22/2019 1:27:08 AM karategpa Here’s some info.  Unsure of sources to be honest.   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/99942_Apophis ….  1 in 45,000 chance in 2036.

6/22/2019 1:48:17 AM mongrelglory Seriously?  Is that Priscilla Chan's sister in the Cannibal Club?!!

6/22/2019 1:59:26 AM kristlynwind I have that same sense,  as well. 🌟

6/22/2019 2:04:42 AM rowanlou @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Are we being held against our well?

6/22/2019 2:09:00 AM teeunited3 #TrustThePlan #DarkToLIGHT #Trump2020 #WWG1WWA #PatriotsAwakened #maga #QANON #TraitorsJustice for all involved in coup attempt.

6/22/2019 2:22:16 AM militarymom171  https://youtu.be/b-qwiL-ckAQ 

6/22/2019 2:37:24 AM caisson_mom Thank you, yes I’ve been following the majic12 acct for a while and read all of them as well as when they do the AMA and all I ever see is intriguing 

information  that leaves me wanting to learn more but I don’t know where to look for more info and truth

6/22/2019 2:58:31 AM opensenseme How can I trust a plan I’m not privy to?

6/22/2019 3:08:30 AM rowanlou @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this a simulation?

6/22/2019 3:48:04 AM covertress The obvious answer is that The Truth in all matters is within you.

However, there is more literature available. 

Do you have access to the 50G of files that Majestic 12 gave us?

I have this, Wingmakers and more.

DM me if you want the links.

6/22/2019 4:08:04 AM barozzirochelle Wolverine!!!!!! 😁

6/22/2019 4:55:52 AM mrd_s_anderson PATRIOT MASS NEWS BULLETIN: https://twitter.com/rezahakbari/status/1141822512734580736?s=19 …

6/22/2019 5:07:07 AM razimus Here are some interesting deleted tweets that were originally replies to this thread, that are now "This tweet is unavailable", why twitter is deleting 

tweets, hiding tweets, censoring tweets is unknown, but this is a big red flag in Bob Lazar's story @DecodeMatrix pic.twitter.com/J9BPTdA0YJ

6/22/2019 5:07:44 AM realityloominng Do you have a source for Trump speaking many languages? Even tho I tend to believe you

6/22/2019 5:22:40 AM usss_211 Did you notice.... "Kecksberg?"

6/22/2019 5:24:06 AM usss_211 Almost looks like it's made from a carbon composition like a weave pattern....

6/22/2019 5:24:13 AM shannonschoono Pelosi????  What do you think about AOC?

6/22/2019 5:25:56 AM edwardgouin In a crystal matrix?

6/22/2019 5:34:04 AM heinric12517350 I see 🧐

6/22/2019 5:35:54 AM edwardgouin Find a way to ask him yourself.  I’m led to believe we can communicate with anything or anyone that has or will exist.  Haven’t personally verified just 

yet, but somehow I know it is possible.

6/22/2019 5:50:32 AM murphy04694024 FAITH

6/22/2019 6:08:13 AM bbobbio71 JK for one

6/22/2019 6:09:42 AM bbobbio71 Stargate  SG1. You can find it on Amazon

6/22/2019 6:09:46 AM jamiegrahamusa They're blocking it. 

It's called

"The Wake Up Call to The Family of Light" a message from the Paleiadians.

6/22/2019 6:10:58 AM jamiegrahamusa They're blocking it. 

It's called

"The Wake Up Call to The Family of Light" a message from the Paleiadians.

6/22/2019 6:32:15 AM cindys_taras Possible but in her case it makes her paranoid!

6/22/2019 6:33:19 AM yesimdeplorable It was both Parties



6/22/2019 6:34:17 AM hudmagy That's all they know

SPIN 

BS

Lies

👹👺

NO - TRUTH TRUTH TRUTH

Would die telling TRUTH

👹👺

6/22/2019 6:52:19 AM jrocktigers A member of the Majestic 12.

6/22/2019 6:54:13 AM yesimdeplorable God bless her

6/22/2019 7:00:31 AM fulmermicheal Nancy is enough of a hurdle right now.

6/22/2019 7:03:04 AM jared4liberty Get em shanny!

6/22/2019 7:05:56 AM enomai_ trusting and love it

6/22/2019 7:11:34 AM enomai_ why is it named after roscoe sigh

6/22/2019 7:14:20 AM allanhildebrand I thought it was mentioned to #watchthewater

6/22/2019 7:16:28 AM yesimdeplorable Thanks for posting this

6/22/2019 7:20:42 AM wearediamonds2 Majestic #8

6/22/2019 7:35:25 AM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was a RS killed in that plane crash over their property in 2017?

6/22/2019 7:41:35 AM natureinspace Disclosure is already happening. It's coming from us. We are not waiting for any TV show or gov to tell us what we are already finding out. The 

Awakening is here.

6/22/2019 7:47:31 AM egelone i always trust the plan. I always trust Q and Q+.  Problem is, I really can't stand watching these evil people doing horrible things.  WWG1WGA.

6/22/2019 7:49:11 AM blsdbe #WeAreTheNewsNow

6/22/2019 7:51:05 AM blsdbe  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

6/22/2019 7:51:35 AM blsdbe #Majestic

6/22/2019 7:56:45 AM blsdbe 🥰🥰🥰 pic.twitter.com/vJ1M5uOlin

6/22/2019 7:57:57 AM blsdbe  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

6/22/2019 8:17:59 AM jamiegrahamusa @realDonaldTrump @EricTrump @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ

@VincentCrypt46 

Keys to the stolen Social media code stolen (CONTROL OF INTERNET) used by EVERY

SM platform: OFFERED TO YOU NOW. AIM: Urgent message to the President/utoob pic.twitter.com/naetjWGQ1v

6/22/2019 8:52:56 AM qplvsvltra Q400?

6/22/2019 8:55:13 AM prmd21801759 Oh!

6/22/2019 9:01:39 AM identityasxy .

But I want it all to happen NOW !!!

waaah,  waaah ! pic.twitter.com/YP101NK6F7

6/22/2019 9:22:00 AM cosmic_engineer Adepts use all the same mechanisms, as they are universal. Polarity dictates, via intent and will, how One goes about their work 🙏

6/22/2019 9:35:12 AM jennyjigsaw45 I thought ages ago..but talked myself out of it. Then again I also thought it was Baron at one point.....he looks like his IQ may  bigger most educated 

adults.

6/22/2019 9:38:13 AM jennyjigsaw45 Totally. And if you look around you you can see so many clues. Signs, adverts...i think even changes within the food supply etc may have happened....i 

notice little things where and there that are different but for good.

6/22/2019 9:45:54 AM hcraig0062_h Are we living on a cats collar ????😁

6/22/2019 9:48:33 AM marcusgillette1 @RodSneaky @RedPill78 @_Luke_Slytalker @StormIsUponUs @love4thegameAK @ElizabethNigh11 @TrueEyeTheSpy @M2Madness @MindFuror 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC https://twitter.com/MarcusGillette1/status/1142473667781242880 …

6/22/2019 9:57:32 AM love4thegameak ThanQ!

6/22/2019 10:04:40 AM karma4event201 You are welcome! I get tired of whiners 😡 We have lost Military to this war. I should just block them

6/22/2019 10:06:34 AM raevenraeyne When/if  you get an answer for Jesus on that, let me know please. Thinking I’ve got scrambled info coming in so not so much clarity 🤔

6/22/2019 10:12:10 AM theappraizer There are several across the world in most of our larger military installations & blacksites. It does bother me that it falls into Bible Prophecy. Rev20:4. 

Jesus states there will be a time when Christians will be forced to denounce His greatness or be beheaded.

 #NoahideLaws pic.twitter.com/ez6Itr6Htr

6/22/2019 10:46:59 AM doc1415 I can relate lol

6/22/2019 11:04:40 AM clarkd958 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 am i right in thinking that was a rescue boat in the video?

6/22/2019 11:28:22 AM _17patriot_ Do you know the stature code? Very interesting to know the 7 Laws are implemented

6/22/2019 11:30:01 AM theappraizer Absolutely concur.

6/22/2019 11:31:57 AM theappraizer Aye, and last pushed thru in the Education Act signed by DJT on 10/28/18. NOAHIDE LAWS are in effect. Google it for your own safety. ♥✝️🗡🐍

6/22/2019 11:33:12 AM curtis10533081 Drain the Swamp, remove the illegals, and put the traitors and pedofiles on display for us to see  them tried and hung. We need to show it so all can 

see what they did and what happens if you do it ever again. Teach it in our schools so it's never forgotten. pic.twitter.com/EVciFPCc48

6/22/2019 11:35:31 AM theappraizer Im fairly well informed, I believe! 🙂

#NoahideLaws will allow for Genocide here in America & I vow to each of you, it is already passed, in-force, yet-to-be-used Law of the Land. Technically, 

we should be decapitated for declaring the name of Jesus Christ, anywhere in USA.

6/22/2019 11:42:48 AM melanieanders7 I’m jumping in with the GIF baby!!! pic.twitter.com/T4vj18dGCj

6/22/2019 12:16:40 PM smo_3681 The great awakening would be complete with a #RestartMIGA

#MIGA

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@qanon76

6/22/2019 12:46:59 PM thestormpatriot I hear ya Gabriel, you are not alone. So many people are so quick to throw out the "conspiracy label" anytime you so much as go off the mainstream 

point of view. It gets annoying living amongst so many people who just believe everything without question

6/22/2019 1:02:52 PM jennyjigsaw45 Totally....if we even sleep 😂

6/22/2019 1:05:07 PM truthsluether History Channel app???

6/22/2019 1:10:00 PM blsdbe So Be It, So It Is!!!

6/22/2019 1:11:49 PM mongrelglory Crap!  I've danced that dance! 🤣🤣🤣

6/22/2019 1:25:45 PM truthsluether I agree.

6/22/2019 1:28:30 PM maryschade14 Lol..eeeeyeah..guilty..



6/22/2019 1:29:12 PM clarkd958 Yep just appeared again today. Not a happy chappy. 😭😭😭 #WWG1WGA #unitedkingdom #wakeupuk

6/22/2019 1:38:44 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

6/22/2019 2:01:27 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mufon @Tsoukalos @stantonfriedman @JackSarfatti

#TicTac #Energy has been discovered by #JackSarfatti. @POTUS this is the person you were briefed upon this past week at Doral. @WhiteHouse needs 

to contact him asap. https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/us-senators-receive-classified-ufo-briefing …

6/22/2019 2:17:19 PM freestateojones  https://youtu.be/BEWz4SXfyCQ 

6/22/2019 2:27:41 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

You should have listened, respected, accepted and understood what I am when you had the opportunity.

I am now on strike — as are, w/me, the P’nti .@SandiaWisdom.

You made a most unwise bet, believing w/out reason you wouldn’t self-contradict. A bet you lost. pic.twitter.com/2ttFBlap1u

6/22/2019 2:54:44 PM kathleen3693693 Hmmm...??? Skies still showing regular spraying, south of Tinker and Will Rogers all the way down to David Perry airport. They've been doing more and 

more night spraying.

6/22/2019 2:59:35 PM scottgasaway Tulsa has been amazing last week.

6/22/2019 3:01:17 PM tnrina This is the second time I've heard this today. There is supposed to be some gathering/meeting there in the evening. Not sure who's on the invitation 

list.

6/22/2019 3:06:58 PM goodmedicine4us John Kerry

6/22/2019 3:12:22 PM tnrina And then they killed Senator Nancy Schaefer

6/22/2019 3:20:07 PM truthsluether You might enjoy

 http://Pureflix.com 

&  http://Lighttv.com 

6/22/2019 3:34:28 PM kathleen3693693 Deeply buried, clown style. pic.twitter.com/wtn6sWDWD6

6/22/2019 3:36:29 PM kathleen3693693 Dig, Anons, dig. Follow the money, expose the spider web.

6/22/2019 3:40:27 PM dwilliswag 💀 🦴

6/22/2019 3:42:02 PM dwilliswag @JohnKerry

6/22/2019 3:52:39 PM zohni3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ^^^O^^^

6/22/2019 3:58:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some historical and archeological artifacts recovered are actually from "recent" time travel expeditions where locals recorded their interactions. We 

confiscate that evidence and classify it COSMIC TOP SECRET. We classify them because the nature of those operations are classified

6/22/2019 3:59:42 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/oM7YRysBRd

6/22/2019 4:00:44 PM keith369me Would this be technology that humans had many millennia ago that “modern society “ does not have?

6/22/2019 4:01:40 PM kataz772 Is July 4th going to be an eye opener?

6/22/2019 4:04:02 PM phatblobby Will these type of operations be declassified to the public eventually?

6/22/2019 4:04:19 PM mtr_epicwin77 Future proves past :)

6/22/2019 4:04:42 PM keith369me The past 20 months have been an eye opener...just a small amount of time compared to how long we’ve been in the Matrix

6/22/2019 4:05:35 PM the_fjalar Forwards or backwards in the illusion of time?

6/22/2019 4:05:46 PM jaycampbell333 I don’t know. 

I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is lots of truth, with strategic error.

The Higher Conscious Entities wouldn’t be just working with the US Govt alone.

This entire plane of ‘physical reality’ is a DNA zoo.

6/22/2019 4:05:56 PM j_wingfield10 Why is Hillary still able to Tweet?

Are we gonna chant lock her up 3 yrs later, while she laughs at us?

Why is it so hard to get Wieners laptop contents?

Are we still following the white rabbit?

The worst thing you could do to people is tell us something different later....

6/22/2019 4:06:42 PM keith369me Or is it a ⭕️

6/22/2019 4:07:16 PM knightofmaltaus It is Michael, what it is! Why not send a FOIA and ask for yourself.

6/22/2019 4:07:20 PM djlok You can say that again! Heck, just the fact that I used to be considered "Far Left" and now I'm labelled "Far Right" bc I believe in #FreeSpeech and 

personal #freedom has been one hell of an eye opener.  #TheGreatAwakening

6/22/2019 4:07:44 PM j_wingfield10 Some people are starting to question the plan...

6/22/2019 4:08:13 PM keith369me I love my Truther friends

6/22/2019 4:10:10 PM maryschade14 Philadelphia Experiment..Asked someone who was Navy Intel until 72. His response..vague..evasive. 

Mil tech..anywhere always way ahead of what we can imagine.

6/22/2019 4:10:33 PM djlok #Metoo. Team #Truth Rocks!!!

6/22/2019 4:10:39 PM andrew13892378 Thank you for outing the above subject matter. Very pleased here to see it opening up. It means a lot to people who manage similar matters and 

similar materials.

6/22/2019 4:11:21 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Ggsa4J7qXP

6/22/2019 4:12:54 PM forgedinfreedom Wish I could be of service.

Now or in the Future.

6/22/2019 4:13:04 PM maryschade14 Only forward..Philadelphia Experiment..then in 1974 with a dog..he died..they figured the Air in the room killed him. Next one..the room was without 

air..the dog brought it with him.

6/22/2019 4:13:34 PM kindeandtrue My trust is in God who hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts.

He hath put down the mighty from their seat: and hath exalted the humble and meek.

He hath filled the hungry with good things: and the rich he hath sent empty away. pic.twitter.com/GawNTfiWCP

6/22/2019 4:14:10 PM the_fjalar only forward? How do they come back?

6/22/2019 4:14:11 PM americanpetal Like tea in the cupboard that wasn’t there during a timeline jump?

6/22/2019 4:16:51 PM cherylb31028159 😂😂

6/22/2019 4:17:14 PM aprilbrown99 Were those artifacts left behind accidentally or intentionally for someone to find? Does the finding of these artifacts provoke thought for futuristic 

equipment?

6/22/2019 4:17:55 PM aprilbrown99 How are the items confiscated?

6/22/2019 4:18:54 PM knightofmaltaus Commencing with the Theorist Community and a life of its own.. some wanna-be’s are stoking it as if a reality. Gullible is a very good way to paint 

those who would fight you to death, that it is POTUS and real. Its not and is Baloney. Need new Congress, get rid of freshman fools

6/22/2019 4:19:45 PM maryschade14 They can come back to their original timeline..they can't go backward into the past without creating timelines..that is where it get dicey.

If the person travels in the past..kills G Dad..destroys original timeline..wont exist and creates another..

6/22/2019 4:23:08 PM the_fjalar got it.

6/22/2019 4:24:06 PM rhodesmkt Does this mean a prior lack of archeological findings were do to previous time travel expeditions as well?



6/22/2019 4:24:12 PM jljensen326 Did humans consent to governments hiding our history from us? Sounds criminal to me

6/22/2019 4:25:59 PM curseca Good question. 👍

6/22/2019 4:26:17 PM _17patriot_ The chronovisor

6/22/2019 4:26:19 PM rebornkingent Be careful with that phrase “me too”, and welcome. You’ve escaped the cult of identity. https://youtu.be/7xxgRUyzgs0 

6/22/2019 4:26:25 PM big_simp Considering earth is a co-created moment by moment holographic experience the PTB/ONI/ may deem to keep certain intel classified so as not to 

destabilize the simulation.

Appears to me the future is the start -

And how many here REALLY want out? Hmmm? 

People love this "Zoo"

6/22/2019 4:26:46 PM _17patriot_ Is Endgame based on any of that technology?

6/22/2019 4:27:32 PM curseca YES! I will forever let my kids get bad grades in history because I know it’s not the truth anyway. 😡😡😡

6/22/2019 4:28:41 PM decodematrix I would love to see a "Majestic message of disclosure" thread about the Montauk Project and Preston Nichols.

6/22/2019 4:28:54 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/0i3Pk18ZJb

6/22/2019 4:35:02 PM hitbyawormhole If time travel exists now, then it has always existed and always will. That being the case, what is the point of life for the rest of us plebes who have to 

live with the consequences (rightly so) of our own actions?

6/22/2019 4:35:17 PM laura_621 Ditto!

6/22/2019 4:38:21 PM renee86743676 Uh. Ok

6/22/2019 4:38:27 PM joanhol24893501 Im guessing you are referring to Antarctica. Lots to learn. It will change alot concerning religion, our own history and many past civilizations accounts. 

The book of Enoch in parts could only be speaking of Antarctica.Where r the fallen angels? Watchers?

6/22/2019 4:39:46 PM laura_621 Hey David-all I did was☀️before meditation I asked to be shown the truth and down the rabbit hole I went the next day. 🙏🏼👀💥

6/22/2019 4:40:12 PM truth_again I’ve witnessed the crazy evolution (DEvolution) of liberalism in California turn into their purported worst nightmare

6/22/2019 4:40:21 PM april99341937 Yup! #ItIsBiggerThanYouThink! #TheGreatAwakening! #TRUE! #KAGFOREVER👊!

6/22/2019 4:40:44 PM truth_again I agree 🤣👍

6/22/2019 4:41:21 PM mongrelglory Evil people plotting evil things no doubt! 😒

6/22/2019 4:41:22 PM aprilbrown99 Will we be able to time travel someday when we are no longer in this prison planet?  🥴. I have planets to see and galaxies to visit. 👽🛸💫✨

6/22/2019 4:43:36 PM aprilbrown99 What is that?  Is it a mud fossil?

6/22/2019 4:43:39 PM usss_211 Fascinating! 

Some of us were right in a way... Everyone having a different part, then meeting someone with another part... 

Pulling everything together...

6/22/2019 4:44:01 PM aprilbrown99 Oh, that is very interesting. 😁😁😁

6/22/2019 4:45:36 PM april99341937 Yup! NEVER IN MY LIFE TO SEE A SPIRIT OF LIGHT LIKE @realDonaldTrump PERIOD! TRULY! #WWG1WGA👊! #GSW! #KAGFOREVER!👊! #TRUMP2020!

6/22/2019 4:45:46 PM mrd_s_anderson A metaphor to me pic.twitter.com/zpiwmwDcnU

6/22/2019 4:45:49 PM royalyid 😲

6/22/2019 4:45:52 PM mongrelglory Do you mean time-travelling tourists from the past who come to our time bearing gifts?  Or are locals somehow time-travelling back into the past and 

bringing back souvenirs?

6/22/2019 4:46:37 PM roublisa Yes! pic.twitter.com/7gErf6m3vi

6/22/2019 4:47:07 PM threefold_flame Project Looking Glass.

6/22/2019 4:47:14 PM aprilbrown99 Zero followers and zero following. Hhmmm ...

6/22/2019 4:47:54 PM roublisa Yay🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/UqlMT7RHyI

6/22/2019 4:48:49 PM roublisa 💥💥💥

6/22/2019 4:49:20 PM semper37ify I shall leave you with this. The Jubilee is a cometh. We mustn't fall prey to their beast block-(chain) 

 https://goo.gl/search/Jubilee 

Jubilee, Biblical https://twitter.com/semper37ify/status/1142336210045718528?s=20 …

6/22/2019 4:49:41 PM mongrelglory That was his first tweet!

6/22/2019 4:50:17 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed. Hello there!

6/22/2019 4:51:03 PM aprilbrown99 Yes but i have a feeling about this one. 👍😁

6/22/2019 4:51:11 PM roublisa 👆👆👆🤔 or______ pic.twitter.com/TKQ3OYARRF

6/22/2019 4:51:48 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome to the party.

6/22/2019 4:51:49 PM starehope Really odd huh! Have never seen an account like that. Maybe new today. Or a second account?

6/22/2019 4:52:32 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing men in black. 😎

6/22/2019 4:52:40 PM taitai78787 322

Kerry, Bush, Mnuchin - all current members pic.twitter.com/neGDa0bZ5M

6/22/2019 4:53:06 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. But with white hats.

6/22/2019 4:53:14 PM roublisa 🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/hezYcco6bA

6/22/2019 4:53:15 PM djlok I do it intentionally for exactly that reason.  Think sarcasm!!!

6/22/2019 4:53:27 PM mikerom06737909 🙄😂🤣

6/22/2019 4:54:19 PM roublisa I sure like your handle pic.twitter.com/QkUqA2vZK3

6/22/2019 4:54:49 PM roublisa Omg  yes?

6/22/2019 4:55:50 PM keith369me @covertress comment?

6/22/2019 4:56:17 PM djlok And of all people, right?

6/22/2019 4:57:36 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/91MmwTIVjk

6/22/2019 4:58:14 PM bekolayrichard What is the point of telling us this if it is Top Secret. It makes little to no sense to have people guess and do not get an answer.

6/22/2019 4:59:34 PM thekanehb Q seems to track corruption back to Israel right? I don’t follow really closely but do feel I’ve heard more about Israel then ever w Q

6/22/2019 5:01:55 PM roublisa I love you @Keith72256137 ❤️❤️❤️....you were the first person to reach back to this IS-BE...

𝕀

 

𝕝𝕠𝕧𝕖

 

𝕪𝕠𝕦

 

𝕗𝕠𝕣

 

𝕥𝕙𝕒𝕥

 

𝕞𝕠𝕤𝕥

❤️❤️❤️

6/22/2019 5:02:37 PM aprilbrown99 That is lovely!  🦋💗🌸

6/22/2019 5:03:05 PM starehope How did locals get to see them? Were archeologists actually involved? Was this done purposely, to examine the human response? So many questions.

6/22/2019 5:03:09 PM roublisa I love you too @DJLOK ❤️❤️❤️ always keeping it real, honest and loving....with a boat load of laughs❤️❤️❤️

6/22/2019 5:04:17 PM starehope Welcome!

6/22/2019 5:04:30 PM paulfdegner Lock it up, seal it away, bites ya in the ass later.

6/22/2019 5:06:30 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. It was even done in Biblical times.

6/22/2019 5:07:18 PM roublisa I think is ________🤗

6/22/2019 5:08:35 PM starehope Start at the beginning of MJ'S tweets. There is a lot to learn. 👍

6/22/2019 5:09:01 PM starehope Could be.

6/22/2019 5:10:05 PM roublisa So much more .....sooooo much more✨✨✨ᗰᗩᒍᗴᔕTIᑕ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/l0Hljv2yzD

6/22/2019 5:10:28 PM starehope Love it!💓

6/22/2019 5:10:57 PM keith369me So hypothetically if there was time travel and “recent” events were video recorded, would this explain the recent fixation on “DeepFake” technology?

6/22/2019 5:11:59 PM starehope Didn't think along that line. Maybe someone wandered where they shouldn't have gone?



6/22/2019 5:12:06 PM fktvis That reminds me of a non-fiction book, 'Entering the Circle' by Olga Kharitidi about Russian time travel experiments that caused artifacts and mummies 

from an alternate timeline end up on ours & to be discovered in the Altai Republic in the 1990s  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siberian_Ice_Maiden …

6/22/2019 5:13:12 PM jaycampbell333 They don’t want out because they have no idea they’re dreaming their experience.

Once one KNOWS this is a lucid dream, they can manifest an amazing “dreamed reality” thru awareness of occult principles, means & methods offered 

via hermetic wisdom.

Anyone can be a STELLAR man.

6/22/2019 5:13:19 PM starehope I'm happy for you April! 🎉🎈💥

6/22/2019 5:13:19 PM jeff49632036 Oh, ok Troll

6/22/2019 5:13:47 PM kindeandtrue Thank you! It's the only way I could think of to respond to MJ12's tweet. So frustrating how the high and mighty engineer world events among 

themselves while the people are trampled on, abused and ignored.

6/22/2019 5:13:53 PM roublisa Twitter search👇👇👇

From: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  time travel

Type it in and see what you get👆👆👆

Change out /time travel/ exchange with another word or phrase🤗

6/22/2019 5:15:22 PM aprilbrown99 Be happy for everyone, including yourself. We are all going!   #WWG1GWA

6/22/2019 5:15:29 PM roublisa Suggestion.......👉 time is an illusion👈. 😉

6/22/2019 5:15:37 PM starehope Fancy handle for a stone hachet.?!

6/22/2019 5:16:19 PM april99341937 Yup all THE PEOPLE! ONCE YOU KNOW TRUTHS THEN YOU NEVER GO BACK! IT IS IMPOSSIBLE! #GSW! #KAGFOREVER👊! #TRUMP2020!

6/22/2019 5:16:27 PM oscarvanpb So is Q the " John Connor " of our time ??

6/22/2019 5:17:01 PM roublisa You came to the right account for answers! Best on twitter...have fun😁

6/22/2019 5:18:04 PM starehope Wonder if those holes go completely through it.

6/22/2019 5:19:17 PM starehope LOL...

6/22/2019 5:21:14 PM roublisa They have been disclosing through various means.  

 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0118480/ …  hands on disclosures

👇👇👇

6/22/2019 5:22:10 PM covertress I'm not the only one who noticed that "things" were different after the latest timeline jump. 

A private follower of mine reported that a CD stolen almost 12 years ago had reappeared in its case.

6/22/2019 5:22:58 PM aprilbrown99 It looks like a European/international plug to me.

6/22/2019 5:23:19 PM roublisa Questions answered in man episodes of ]their[ work: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0118480/ …

6/22/2019 5:24:28 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. I miss my family. It has been way too long.

6/22/2019 5:25:09 PM starehope Creates a paradox. Yes, could be dangerous.

6/22/2019 5:26:35 PM roublisa That’s an easy one 👇👇👇

It is part of ⭐️⭐️⭐️The Plan⭐️⭐️⭐️ pic.twitter.com/MzDFIW0kaN

6/22/2019 5:27:54 PM starehope What happens to the locals who witnessed the event? Memory erased? Time shift?

6/22/2019 5:28:02 PM covertress That's a unique image, Ryan.

Care to tell us more about it?

6/22/2019 5:28:07 PM americanpetal My tweet was actually taken from what you reported. I was kinda 🎣. I wasn’t certain if that was @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was referring to. I just went with 

it. Sorry, I didn’t mean to steal anything. I’m still trying to figure this all out. 🥴🇺🇸💫

6/22/2019 5:28:42 PM starehope Do you mean misinformation?

6/22/2019 5:29:16 PM covertress All the questions we should be asking. How thoughtful @logoshovercraft.

6/22/2019 5:31:27 PM roublisa Precisely!🐸🐸🐸

6/22/2019 5:32:02 PM lightvanwarrior Wonder how many vaults are tucked away with such an array of "out of place" artifacts.. pic.twitter.com/l5cEqIFIEa

6/22/2019 5:32:27 PM aprilbrown99 Do you work in our government?

6/22/2019 5:33:55 PM starehope Interactions with ET species, not the artifacts. Ohhhh... I see.

6/22/2019 5:36:22 PM johnny10559479 People are ready....just disclose and be done with this inner web tease fest.

6/22/2019 5:36:56 PM phatblobby Yes, have seen them all and I must admit, I had wondered if there was some factual basis for the series. The "story line" was quite unique.

6/22/2019 5:37:21 PM mongrelglory Can you really call the CIA part of the government?  They're pretty rogue.

6/22/2019 5:37:43 PM roublisa Funny😉 pic.twitter.com/yBIUQvjxBz

6/22/2019 5:38:45 PM roublisa Some of us are family 😘

6/22/2019 5:38:53 PM aprilbrown99 ]MJ8[?

6/22/2019 5:39:37 PM aprilbrown99 Yes we are!  Now and forever!  🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗👍👍👍

6/22/2019 5:40:05 PM roublisa Love you!💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/afImrazNF7

6/22/2019 5:40:16 PM covertress By what means did these historic people record the time travel events?

Hologram? Video? Photo? Cave painting?

6/22/2019 5:41:12 PM roublisa 💥💥💥

𝐖𝐄

💥💥💥🐸🐸🐸😘😘😘

6/22/2019 5:41:58 PM aprilbrown99 Why did you leave?

6/22/2019 5:42:17 PM mongrelglory 🤔

6/22/2019 5:42:24 PM starehope And I never saw one of his tv shows. 😭😭😭

6/22/2019 5:42:36 PM sheshifts001 Rainbow brigade assemble! Cosmic declas incoming ⚡✨😉💛💛💛⚡🕊🌈💃🏼🕺🏼

6/22/2019 5:43:02 PM roublisa ᘜᖴᒪ😘😘😘 pic.twitter.com/oxEr0y3s7U

6/22/2019 5:43:14 PM starehope We seem to find our places.

6/22/2019 5:43:17 PM mongrelglory So what brings you here to the Majestic 12 account?

6/22/2019 5:43:31 PM djlok Me either.  But then again I think that's not uncommon that many of us had limited exposure to #MSM for a good while.

6/22/2019 5:43:50 PM roublisa Doesn’t hurt to dream😉

6/22/2019 5:44:32 PM mongrelglory Please don't say Instagram. 😆

6/22/2019 5:44:59 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/oTB5tmXlm2

6/22/2019 5:45:59 PM roublisa Me too ...perfect gif. ❤️❤️❤️

6/22/2019 5:46:05 PM mactruthcdn Now what if when time travel occurs and you go in the past and change the timeline, does that in turn create a multiverse where some still live with 

those who may have never been born in the new timeline? Thus creating multiple universes.

6/22/2019 5:48:11 PM georgiaorwell3 Look up Jeff Koons. This is a picture from his "art exhibition". He is the one who recently sold the rabbit sculpture for $90mil to Mnuchin's father. Does 

this look like an adult? pic.twitter.com/ipKhTMs12m

6/22/2019 5:49:31 PM rebornkingent Just trying to keep Alice and the Me Too witches canal clear!

6/22/2019 5:49:57 PM starehope The word "interactions" has me puzzled. Think of interact and what it means. Did they interact with off world beings?

6/22/2019 5:50:46 PM big_simp Dont agree

Given the choice most people - almost all here in fact -within this simulation will ALWAYS choose a McDonalds Pig Burger over Tofu salad., choose a 

Pepsi over a fruit juice - choose to view porno over Velasquez - choose Rap over Bach pic.twitter.com/97WzzHBvYi

6/22/2019 5:50:49 PM georgiaorwell3 Me, too Mama, and homeschool, too!



6/22/2019 5:54:34 PM jaycampbell333 What don’t you agree with?

90% of humanity has the conscious awareness of a garden variety canine.

What I said is still true. 

Any human who grows wise to the ways of the Matrix can consciously co-create a reality of their choosing.

6/22/2019 5:55:18 PM roublisa To you my dear one 😘thank you🙏🙏🙏 at your service😉 pic.twitter.com/QAb8ya8EAK

6/22/2019 5:56:36 PM lmjonzey Death too easy. Leave his soul in his body and feed him a ham sandwich every day... what is his religion again???

6/22/2019 5:57:22 PM starehope 😀😁😂

6/22/2019 5:58:07 PM jvan125 I can’t wait to meet our friends!! ❤️❤️❤️

6/22/2019 5:58:09 PM covertress The timeline jumps we've been experiencing are related to the merging of two or more timelines. 

I don't understand the mechanisms, but I believe this is different from traveling through time.

6/22/2019 5:58:53 PM roublisa Your the best ever! pic.twitter.com/Qc1bv4WwMX

6/22/2019 5:58:57 PM lmjonzey Sometimes clouds make beautiful Chinese dragons...lol

6/22/2019 5:59:18 PM americanpetal You’re right! I got Time lines and Time travels mixed up. lol

6/22/2019 5:59:31 PM koreyedwards6 Having classified information is the exact opposite of having a government of, by, and for the people. On whatever cosmic level keeping secrets is 

about keeping people slaves.

6/22/2019 6:00:23 PM roublisa 😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/p8la7EuW35

6/22/2019 6:00:26 PM starehope But I love my Earth, it's so beautiful!💖🌎🌏🌍

6/22/2019 6:01:55 PM iamyou132 Are Sumerian gods time travelers rather than space travelers (relatively speaking of course)?

6/22/2019 6:02:13 PM starehope Yes, but the house plugs have 2 round prongs. Unless this is like ours with that extra grounding prong. Could be.

6/22/2019 6:03:05 PM covertress For all we know, the physics of time travel and timeline jumps may be quite similar.

6/22/2019 6:03:09 PM starehope I am only on season 2. Thank you.💕

6/22/2019 6:04:38 PM roublisa Boom💥💥💥 yes pic.twitter.com/XjN8NIcIjp

6/22/2019 6:05:25 PM roublisa Like closing doors of some sort?🤔

6/22/2019 6:07:53 PM cstarr888 Funny I was thinking about that possibility a couple days ago. 

🙏💖

6/22/2019 6:09:11 PM big_simp My point is most  here CANNOT and will NEVER grow wise. 

Wisdom is binary - 

This isnt "heaven" either so we cant co create a reality of own choosing

For example I will never EVER play piano like Glenn Gould no matter how much I try https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uX-5HOx2Wc …

6/22/2019 6:09:21 PM covertress Say, for example, that in order to travel backwards in time, we need to create a new timeline where we are in the past and use that timeline to 

overwrite what has already occured.

In this case, the physics of time travel and timelines would be one and the same.

6/22/2019 6:11:38 PM andrew13892378 Ordinary everyday people are coming into regular contact with, and are working with/utilizing what may be considered exotic materials in many forms, 

so it makes best sense to begin to surface them to everyday normal life.

6/22/2019 6:12:30 PM americanpetal I get the gist of what you’re saying. I just have a very basic understanding of physics. Thx!

6/22/2019 6:12:44 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006589451211067392 …

Calling for TRANSPARENCY NOW!!! 🇺🇸👊💪

6/22/2019 6:13:50 PM johnwhiteglobal Spark plug

6/22/2019 6:15:08 PM covertress It's more like creating a 51% attack in a cryptocurrency blockchain.

The original chain of transactions says that you have 5 bitcoins in your account, but if my attack is successful, I can insert my own chain of transactions 

that says all your bitcoins belong to me.

6/22/2019 6:17:40 PM roublisa I think I’m tracking the gist here....is that maybe a metaphor for how it is done?  Stabin in the dark her I am😝

6/22/2019 6:19:50 PM covertress I have no idea how either the merging of timelines nor time travel is actually accomplished.

My statements are merely conjecture.

6/22/2019 6:20:12 PM charmanda9 This reminds me of a gold mine I visited in the Rocky Mountains. It was once in operation under Nikola Tesla.

6/22/2019 6:20:16 PM roublisa @StormPhoton  any insight you can share wink if @covertress is close please and thank you😘

6/22/2019 6:21:33 PM roublisa A really sweet light friend mentioned time compression....could this be a converging point of understanding🤔

6/22/2019 6:21:54 PM roublisa I love your beautiful mind 😘

6/22/2019 6:22:51 PM conserv2mysoul Tucson AZ is notorious for child abuse, child trafficking, pedophilia, FosterCare kids are targets, want open borders to supply #DS their share of kids.  

An evil state.

6/22/2019 6:24:41 PM nschlange John Kerry, right?  They already dealt w/Bush and wasn't Kerry there in Iran not to long ago? When will they pick up JK? Even if you're talking about 

someone else, he's going around pretending to be Sec. of State still & that has to be treason. He & BO. Both need to be picked up

6/22/2019 6:24:59 PM aprilbrown99 DID = ?

6/22/2019 6:25:34 PM conserv2mysoul Simply to affect the 2020 election.

6/22/2019 6:26:25 PM roublisa Time compression @StormPhoton ....I feel this must play some roll🤔

6/22/2019 6:27:05 PM covertress Yes, if one folds space back upon itself until the point where we are now meets some point in the past, this could appear as compressing time.

6/22/2019 6:28:16 PM andrew13892378 You are correct though this can be considered a significant mark in time. Pun Intended!

6/22/2019 6:28:30 PM jaycampbell333 How do you know?

Your negativity is a conscious frequency you are attached to.

And for certain the Universal Mirror will always give you exactly what you think, speak and beLIEve into your 3D existence.

This I know. 

How? 

Because my life of the last 7 years proves it.
6/22/2019 6:29:25 PM roublisa Now what....😏.  Must look pretty entertaining to see we IS-BEs struggling to burst out of this matrix of forgetting😝 pic.twitter.com/lufGWFdBwZ

6/22/2019 6:33:02 PM aprilbrown99 ??? pic.twitter.com/DyAcO033PN

6/22/2019 6:33:12 PM roublisa Ooohhh sound really good 🤓 we’ll get this yet😉

6/22/2019 6:33:12 PM april99341937 Unlimited to #MSM! "THEY" THINK ARE IN CONTROL! A CIA OPERATION IS A SMELL AND IF SOMEONE WITH COMMON SENSE WILL REALIZE THE 

TRUTH! PERIOD! #GSW! #KAGFOREVER!

6/22/2019 6:35:54 PM roublisa I can see a picture in my mind as your explaining....totally makes sense 💥



6/22/2019 6:36:33 PM nschlange CPS is the absolute worst. My niece was arrested in CA. She had plenty of family both here and her home state to take her son who was 4. They would 

not give him to us or his grandma for over a yr.and she had to fight for him. Long story, terrible agency, just disgusting.

6/22/2019 6:39:02 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t know 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/9OxOChaSJh

6/22/2019 6:39:51 PM big_simp Not negativity just how it is..

Negative/positive just labels.. I dont attach to labels

so did you manifest getting booted of Jeffs show?

6/22/2019 6:41:52 PM big_simp so you are arguing I or anyone else can manifest that we can all play the Goldberg variations like Glenn Gould? 

Fine..  Prove it..

Ill give you a week.. start practising 😂

6/22/2019 6:42:49 PM jaycampbell333 Yes I did.

And I would manifest booting you and him out of the group again for your inability to see things for how you want them to be.

Both of you find yourself EXACTLY in the same place for the same reasons.

There is a lesson in there.

6/22/2019 6:47:20 PM iblazem How about a  Quantum CPU from the future?!

6/22/2019 6:48:09 PM jaycampbell333 Your language positions your conscious frequency.

And it could be a lot better brother.

I will give you the last word as I am done attempting to help.

I do know you are highly aware and I only hope you begin to use that frequency to become more positive.

6/22/2019 6:50:56 PM magic_jake2012 What happens in nature

6/22/2019 6:52:23 PM roublisa I’m here just working on digesting the tread 🤪 keep it comin😉

6/22/2019 6:53:24 PM roublisa It was an awesome relatable visual!😂🤣😂

6/22/2019 6:54:22 PM djlok I'm with you.  The fact that @NSA_QIL2 only has a little over 1700 followers, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 only has around 18K followers while a lot of the #Q 

"celebs" and #PleaidianSexCults have so many is, quite frankly, very surprising to me.  

"Careful who you follow."

6/22/2019 6:56:45 PM jvan125 I followed ITM until this last tweet. That was it. He was my source for Q drops at the beginning but once the Alexa thing started my discernment kicked 

in. Then I heard him and SG on a podcast about R@mth@ and it was disgusting hearing them talk the easy they were. Total ego now.

6/22/2019 6:56:59 PM jeanett80176235 "reside". not stay or vacation? odd word choice

6/22/2019 6:57:09 PM heinric12517350 Wrong again.  For an old man you talk a lot of smack behind a keyboard. At least my view is the same as Trumps. A drone ain't worth going to war for. 

pic.twitter.com/ukQYoSMx0j

6/22/2019 6:57:28 PM soarwareagles  pic.twitter.com/pDYITwNSD1

6/22/2019 6:59:12 PM jared4liberty Lazars new Netflix “documentary” legit or mis/disinfo?

6/22/2019 6:59:56 PM jeanett80176235 i have friends who fostered. awesome people but they ended up stopping because of the corruption

6/22/2019 7:00:04 PM jcmyhp Me too... I prayed & asked God to show me the truth... and WOW, did HE ever!! 😳 I’ve suffered from TRUTH TRAUMA ever since!! Ha

6/22/2019 7:00:32 PM roublisa Is this what I’m feeling ...sure sounds like it.  🤗🤗🤗

6/22/2019 7:02:07 PM roublisa Yes also similar after a spring/summer rain...everything is greener and more perky...lively. Especially if there is lightning.

6/22/2019 7:02:18 PM jeanett80176235 no it doesnt. filthy barstids

6/22/2019 7:04:56 PM blsdbe We must envision and enact the Reality we want. Now 🥰🙏🥰

6/22/2019 7:06:06 PM roublisa That is why we are like babies...I get that... new feet and hands and eyes....so much to learn.....

6/22/2019 7:06:57 PM roublisa Beautiful...

6/22/2019 7:07:10 PM nschlange I don't think that's what their talking about. I never heard that tho, so thank you for the information. I hope they all went to good homes. Currently 

that's not always the case. I believe their talking about trafficking of children now.

6/22/2019 7:07:51 PM pomeinnz where do we look?

make it raIn

6/22/2019 7:08:51 PM maryschade14 Yes it is and Obamacare put it into overdrive..I forget which pages. CPS steals children..foster system is horrid. Speaking of separating families..maybe 

we should ask liberals about this. CPS is a part of their Socialistic programs..

6/22/2019 7:11:06 PM neomatrixology Correction 99% pic.twitter.com/IRisdamrCy

6/22/2019 7:14:37 PM nschlange Really? Well that's odd. I'm sitting here trying to figure out what they did with a magnolia bush. I'm pulling a blank. But this whole thing has taken me 

to things I could never have imagined, so there's that. Have no idea what this is about.

6/22/2019 7:17:13 PM fktvis I had a friend (RIP) who would always say that a lot of the UFO activity we see is a salvage operation of ancient "Atlantean" tech, buried underground; 

some underground bases are reclamations projects. He said it was so advanced, it made most ET tech "look like scrap".

6/22/2019 7:18:15 PM qanuck4truth Via search...   "Extraterrestrial Biological Entity"

6/22/2019 7:18:38 PM roublisa I’m here, I’m trying to word my answers/thoughts 🙄but more important...I want you to know I am following and I believe I have a pretty good 

understanding of what your saying.  Thank you for your love and loyalty to this transition...we are so excited and with love and humor ....

6/22/2019 7:22:06 PM roublisa Especially seed dropping humor 😉it will help loosen up the stuck sleepies.    We will do this...so many awake now....I see new ones each day seeking 

knowledge...thank goodness for all love the support and guidance from those we can quite see but defiantly feel by the multiple...

6/22/2019 7:26:00 PM roublisa Ways observed....ahhh anyway so sappy I am.....#WWG1WGA_UNIVERSAL    Love you kind friend ...feel free to ping this IS-BE anytime 😘 

pic.twitter.com/zgAt6LeyJ4

6/22/2019 7:26:02 PM maryschade14 Interesting postulation. Ok GP killed..so Henry on original is never born..this say he creates the timeline 1936..he creates his new. Hm Your thought 

seems plausible..probable. This has a strange Shrodingers feel to it. ThanQ

6/22/2019 7:26:26 PM maryschade14 Love this!! Spot On.

6/22/2019 7:28:48 PM pomeinnz 4:18 https://youtu.be/UAndHqtIjr4 

6/22/2019 7:29:13 PM nschlange I am always watching the skies! I don't always have my phone w/me unfortunately. What are we looking for?

6/22/2019 7:31:23 PM zohni3 i channeled this in 2018. im channeling Sacred Geometry, Engineering Designs, Tech outlays, and much more and i have no idea what do do with it.. 

Except make ART... Is it my bloodline? is it divine?? Its getting more and more difficult yo hold it all in. TR3B ASTRA since 1981..

6/22/2019 7:31:38 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/AXTqWtoWxL

6/22/2019 7:32:20 PM teresa_r53 sure.

6/22/2019 7:32:23 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/pz2qshEbZr

6/22/2019 7:32:53 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/V59olixjnQ

6/22/2019 7:33:20 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/NRsClYDy4q



6/22/2019 7:33:27 PM pomeinnz  https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/522518/German-documentary-claims-Roswell-UFO-Nazis …

6/22/2019 7:33:30 PM sterkinglights1 Rm -r

6/22/2019 7:34:22 PM zagnett Perfect!🤣

6/22/2019 7:34:32 PM zohni3 YEAR 51++ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/22/2019 7:36:27 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/WcR7ogdaGD

6/22/2019 7:42:47 PM nschlange In southern CA it's been really clear and we have these great clouds that I haven't seen for a long time, instead of those skinny chem trail clouds. I was 

hoping it was all the way over?

6/22/2019 7:43:23 PM ghost_of_billy_ Interesting, tell me everything you know

6/22/2019 7:45:19 PM nschlange Oh wow, was not expecting that, but that makes me very happy! The twists and turns are crazy, right? They could never write a story like this, it 

wouldn't be believed.

6/22/2019 7:50:07 PM nschlange I don't understand time travel, I don't read stories with that as a theme, or watch movies with it either because I can't wrap my brain around it. It 

doesn't make sense at all. Yeah, I tried to form an intelligent question on it and can't. lol, Just don't get it

6/22/2019 7:50:15 PM roublisa That my friend was the best part of the movie ....goosebumps and tears now again...mj12 was all over that production I just knew it.....I had my jaw on 

the floor practically the movie!...just incredible syncs throughout...on the way to the movie I was talking about time travel..

6/22/2019 7:52:00 PM mynardpamela Key word: Secret....I’m kinda over Secrets

6/22/2019 7:53:35 PM roublisa And what I understand about metaphysics...I had no idea what the “end game” would be about....the timing of these,last two marvel movie was no 

coincidence!  I’m still goobsmacked ...me the whole movie.......I cried so many times ...amazing! pic.twitter.com/eS5rb5boRo

6/22/2019 7:54:35 PM brad34351293 What about all the Giant human/like bones from early 1900's that the Smithsonian hid away from the public?

6/22/2019 7:56:54 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/qztKa2FtU4

6/22/2019 7:58:16 PM ocularo Thanks for answering that MJ

I knew H&C were both comp'd after 9/11 bigtime

I had trouble trusting H as a result

6/22/2019 8:04:29 PM sophialogospi Every time I check on this. I get: FACT.

The churches in Georgia, especially ATLANTA. Some dipshit is doing insurance claim maneuvering. A WHITE GUY...sister or brothers of which hold 

leadership positions in Seminole-Christian parishes.

6/22/2019 8:08:26 PM roublisa That is amazing....and I feel it...even more amazing...I need a new word for amazing lol😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/jvyDjhLsEZ

6/22/2019 8:09:09 PM roublisa Thank you I needed that😊

6/22/2019 8:12:05 PM deplorable_gigi Spider web.

6/22/2019 8:12:54 PM roublisa That needs to be printed on a t-shirt ASAP! ❤️❤️❤️

6/22/2019 8:17:19 PM deplorable_gigi That’s just so very sad and sick to think of children anywhere near Hillary Clinton. If they ever get around to showing people who this women is she will 

be lucky to hang and not be skinned alive. People will more than hate this women. Yelling lock her up will seem underdone.

6/22/2019 8:21:51 PM deplorable_gigi But

6/22/2019 8:22:31 PM roublisa Lol 😂 👇👇👇

Humor is a phenomenal tool ....It allows a break from lower frequency and instantaneous (here we go again!) frequency jump via perception and 

intention to a higher vibration, laughter, joy, gratitude, healing and right back like planned Love!😂🤣😇

6/22/2019 8:23:27 PM djlok Me too. I was just talking to someone IRL today about timeline shifts and time travel....#TimeIsAnIllusion.  Events, not time, are real!!!

6/22/2019 8:23:53 PM sheshifts001 ⚡️Eg what the heck is this? ;)

#PeaceProceedingsDivision

#RainbowBrigade

#GreatAwakening

⚡✨👁🌈👁✨⚡👌 https://twitter.com/mrmbb333/status/1142630922988085248?s=21 …

6/22/2019 8:24:16 PM roublisa 🤔If I did make a t-shirt that has your words who can I say said it....like a signature?😊

6/22/2019 8:25:42 PM alinahere 😮👍😉 pic.twitter.com/CXyE9ZQ5HS

6/22/2019 8:26:55 PM roublisa Perfect🙌

6/22/2019 8:27:30 PM joanhol24893501 Hi, I never said anything about religion. If the church that Jesus started was still like that, I believe we would not be in the situation we ( HUMANITY) 

are in today.  Man has interjected there own agenda to the people.  Jesus didn't go into the temples saying great job. He was

6/22/2019 8:28:44 PM jvan125 QAnon mentioned during Watters’ World on Fox News. They played the same clips as on Hannity. 🤗 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

6/22/2019 8:29:12 PM thereahempqueen #UnsealEpstein

6/22/2019 8:29:28 PM roublisa 😂🤣😂You are perfect.....⭐️⭐️⭐️ can you even be more adorable?

6/22/2019 8:31:19 PM joanhol24893501 Letting them know it was a den of thieves. Money changers has taken on a whole new meaning since then. The churches especially the mega churches 

just preach the prosperity gospel.  That way they make $$$$$. They are not preparing the church. They don't preach on Sin or repentance

6/22/2019 8:32:44 PM joanhol24893501 Sorry it's out of order. Never had that happen.

6/22/2019 8:32:53 PM roublisa We share a creator 🤔 yes..and another...can you hint?⭐️⭐️⭐️

6/22/2019 8:33:53 PM karategpa I think some of it could be just plain old tourism. That Russia stuff is fascinating.  Gonna have to look into it.

6/22/2019 8:34:55 PM roublisa You must know I’m fascinated with dna 🧬  Maybe it is TMI

6/22/2019 8:39:54 PM roublisa I can’t wait for the day......many are ready....”watch The skies”.... this is from a YouTube vid.  Made many I know fill with joy @Keith72256137 

@aprilbrown99 we are eternally grateful🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/MwVW1R0xLG

6/22/2019 8:40:59 PM charmanda9 Who could that be...

6/22/2019 8:41:23 PM roublisa Truth be told I say hello often I know your all there...some easier to spot in interesting clouds....@aprilbrown99 took some awesome pics the other day.

6/22/2019 8:44:03 PM roublisa Hummm 🤔can we manifest decloaking or is that not allowed by the GFL ?

6/22/2019 8:44:48 PM chrishasissues Hey your artwork is fantastic.

6/22/2019 8:46:48 PM cledrordfishing I wonder if all the muslims think that their plan is gods plan.....

6/22/2019 8:48:25 PM roublisa Question.....many of us know we are awake to assist with the Great Awakening ....is there a way to know if....this is silly because I feel I know the 

answer already but....if we are starseed or where we originate from...?

6/22/2019 8:50:49 PM roublisa Right.....we manifest the illusions of the matrix....why couldn’t we rise so high as to break the damn veil or what evil is coving the sight.😆

6/22/2019 8:51:33 PM big_simp You seem to know alot about me 😂

How? I dont know

6/22/2019 8:52:38 PM roublisa That’s what it feels like some days pic.twitter.com/1MKZcq9Q6P

6/22/2019 8:53:35 PM big_simp correct - language positions conscious frequency pic.twitter.com/l3tFQ80DyY

6/22/2019 8:53:41 PM cumberlandacad2 How do you think we got here?

6/22/2019 8:54:07 PM big_simp 😂🤡

6/22/2019 8:55:24 PM roublisa Not my hands ...hard to explain😋

6/22/2019 9:01:13 PM roublisa We love you back ❤️❤️❤️ thanks for the wonderful chatting tonight 🤪 my eyes are crossing....catch ya later 😴😴😴 pic.twitter.com/f6iziZyp42

6/22/2019 9:06:41 PM jeff49632036 I would talk smack to your face also. fyi



6/22/2019 9:10:42 PM altrealitygamex how about Padre Pio and bilocation?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Padre_Pio 

6/22/2019 9:14:08 PM weshallrise144k Perhaps we’re all getting wiser and younger.  Isn’t waking up the best thing you can have? 🙏🙏🙏

6/22/2019 9:17:14 PM heinric12517350 👍

6/22/2019 9:19:23 PM roublisa Was this the langue that should be spoken here on this planet?   Coptic...?

6/22/2019 9:20:46 PM weshallrise144k I’m ready to walk away from all worldly possessions.  Destination Sirius.  Come fly with me!

6/22/2019 9:22:35 PM leslieau7 Got a story

Maybe not interesting to some

But to me...it was large

I've been a nighttime sky watcher for 30 years ..

Backstory of why's are all by themselves....

In particular certain objects

I've seen up until 3 years ago..

Then out of the blue..3 years ago ..

Gone...
6/22/2019 9:23:13 PM aprilbrown99 These are from yesterday. Looks like something to me. pic.twitter.com/bUAiegkEGH

6/22/2019 9:24:04 PM roublisa I love that... I hope one day my children could experience similar.. like the mystic schools.....no the programming confusing garbage here...I’m so glad I 

didn’t pay attention in school it was nonsense🙄

6/22/2019 9:24:34 PM jaycampbell333 Energy signatures are always there for those who know how to read them.

You should reread the Majestic Disclosure document as you’ll see they confirm what I am saying.

One last thing, I am not your enemy brother. pic.twitter.com/ayYdgCa17H

6/22/2019 9:24:40 PM aprilbrown99 Another view of it. pic.twitter.com/XHa3do31O3

6/22/2019 9:25:01 PM melanieanders7 🤣

6/22/2019 9:25:04 PM roublisa My youngest gets it she is open she is 10 and she is an old soul.

6/22/2019 9:25:19 PM aprilbrown99 Solid object in the clouds. 🤔🧐

6/22/2019 9:26:19 PM aprilbrown99 I have been there...tho I dont remember. 👍

6/22/2019 9:26:35 PM magaforc I''ve seen 3 "unidentified objects " close to me in the last year.

6/22/2019 9:29:52 PM roublisa Buddha sutra.....  http://buddhasutra.com/ 

6/22/2019 9:31:48 PM roublisa I’m envious...that is beautiful.....✨✨✨

6/22/2019 9:32:29 PM oates761 Bad photop, MsPaint even??

6/22/2019 9:33:27 PM roublisa Oh geez 😝 lol

6/22/2019 9:40:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "If we have anti-gravity technology, then we also have force-field and time manipulation technology.  Many things considered Science-Fiction would 

then be possible" Bob Lazar

6/22/2019 9:40:36 PM sheshifts001 🤷🏼♀️🙆🏼♀️🙋🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️✨🌸🕊

6/22/2019 9:41:47 PM roublisa I understand  from what know....I feel many of us here have a natural tendency or ability to make similar inner knowing accomplishments but clearly 

that has not been the interest of [them] . Wow I wan to keep talking but I should rest this BE but my IS is always wanting more lol.

6/22/2019 9:48:53 PM faith_namerica Some look like you’re looking into a kaleidoscope. Pretty!

6/22/2019 10:09:09 PM waiting4et Me me pick me Hahahaha #SPACEFORCE

6/22/2019 10:21:04 PM pauliepg11111 You’re no fun at all! I personally would love to see an iPhone carved into the Great Pyramids.

6/22/2019 10:21:06 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/egZ1br2k20

6/22/2019 10:21:28 PM waiting4et Can I join #SPACEFORCE

6/22/2019 10:21:40 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/InVX6tHE9W

6/22/2019 10:24:04 PM richardhiatt16 But... What?

6/22/2019 11:01:18 PM truth_again Lazar talks about that.

6/22/2019 11:03:21 PM zagnett Who's ITM?

6/22/2019 11:04:19 PM zagnett Oh who's SG too?

6/22/2019 11:04:31 PM djlok Matrix

6/22/2019 11:05:08 PM djlok ShadyG

6/22/2019 11:05:28 PM zagnett Oh right, thanks.

6/22/2019 11:21:15 PM dan007mnr #SyriaStarGate

6/22/2019 11:39:40 PM zohni3 @intheMatrixxx

6/23/2019 12:14:08 AM jollyrob2 What’s up with INDIA 🇮🇳 and their historical artifacts....history 🧐🤔

6/23/2019 1:12:15 AM mongrelglory Hmmm...  It looks like the Cabal run Islamic Revolutionary Guard suffered a cyber-attack!  😎 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-06-22/trump-

ordered-secret-cyber-attacks-iran-alternative-war-thursday-night …

6/23/2019 2:01:00 AM _greenlion_ It is said the rings of saturn are like a large satellite dish array that reflects and or amplifies signals to very far away into space..

6/23/2019 2:24:07 AM _greenlion_ lots of alchemy is encoded this way for not to fall in the hands of the profane, old un translated alchemy books keeps popping up more and more every 

year its the most written about subject!

6/23/2019 2:24:17 AM matchnumbers67  https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/satanic-plaque-and-altar-scotland-0012180 …

6/23/2019 2:25:30 AM zagnett Ok sorry, i'm still not sure who "ShadyG" is even after searching Twitter / online.

6/23/2019 2:30:04 AM joinna6 So, year Zer0.

6/23/2019 3:07:28 AM roublisa @threadreaderapp please compress

6/23/2019 3:10:28 AM roublisa @threadreaderapp please compile

6/23/2019 3:11:41 AM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @RoubLisa: "@covertress @americanpetal @Keith72256137 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Time compression @StormPhoton 

....I feel this must play some r […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1142604790981152768.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

6/23/2019 3:13:16 AM joinna6 Philadelphia projeket. & Cern

6/23/2019 3:17:49 AM matchnumbers67 Pandora ? Gaylord or Umbrella?

6/23/2019 3:28:32 AM joinna6 Please tell us about. CHEMTRAILS. Owning the weather by 2025. VHF / ULF. HAARP.  this deeply troubling,, as there is no discussion, disclosure

6/23/2019 3:32:08 AM joinna6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  please see above ^^ comment

6/23/2019 3:37:43 AM matchnumbers67 October Films produced The Adoption Picnic. Owned by Seagrams and The Bronfman family

6/23/2019 3:39:51 AM matchnumbers67 Also October Films, owned by Seagrams and Bronfmans produced The Adoption Picnic

6/23/2019 3:54:00 AM tothags @SaRaAshcraft 🤞

6/23/2019 3:54:48 AM andrew13892378 Sorry Shannon, not sure what you are talking about please inform us all!

6/23/2019 4:10:27 AM marcust23762392 You didn't leave the democratic party.  The democratic party left you.

6/23/2019 4:28:16 AM magicianswheel Yup.

6/23/2019 4:44:07 AM gloriesmorning5 Arrests...imminent. Yay!!!

6/23/2019 4:45:03 AM gloriesmorning5 God Bless Trump. TRUMP 2Q2Q

6/23/2019 4:45:45 AM cbirdseyevuze 🤔Hmmmm🤔

6/23/2019 4:48:14 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/mongrelglory/status/1141595999829471232?s=21 …

6/23/2019 4:49:16 AM zagnett Aha, thanks David! Good to know!



6/23/2019 4:53:52 AM deplorablesuezq If locals recorded it would that mean you went back to the future?

6/23/2019 4:57:04 AM zagnett Ok so @shadygrooove is a card-carrying Ramtha cultist who may have performed some sort of "secret society" "sacrifice"? 🤔

Possibly just like @intheMatrixxx? 🤨

Well that would just plain suck. 😖

6/23/2019 5:08:24 AM jvan125 Here’s the interview that made me sick. Something is definitely off with these two... https://youtu.be/Hh0l0SHUvXM 

6/23/2019 5:12:43 AM djlok Well that org they are are affiliated with, #Ramtha is lead by a known anti-Semite.  A general rule of thumb for me is to NEVER trust an anti-Semite or 

anyone connected to those types of people.

6/23/2019 5:14:00 AM djlok Funny you say that!!!  I thought jz knight was a rapper too.  But nope, an anti-Semite/Jew hater who spreads disinfo.

6/23/2019 5:16:28 AM jvan125 Oh yeah, I’ve seen the interviews and ‘speeches’ or whatever those channellings are called with her too. So bizarre and VERY creepy. They had to have 

sold out to be so adamant about going even after the backlash. Has the event they were going to happened yet, do you know?

6/23/2019 5:21:42 AM jvan125 Found this...the event is this week. pic.twitter.com/mRwO6OsUMv

6/23/2019 5:24:47 AM jvan125 And @NSA_QIL2 are you able to confirm or deny if [P] = Payseur like these clowns are ADAMANT about? The way they shut down all discussion about 

that is odd too. Was this post a confirmation or disinfo? I know I’m asking a lot...#Sorry😬❤️ pic.twitter.com/pUzBLz8wzd

6/23/2019 5:25:52 AM maryschade14 GM..probably so.

6/23/2019 5:26:21 AM zagnett At the very least since we know their [Ramtha cabal cucks] whatever they say about the Payseurs may be filled with misinformation.

6/23/2019 5:27:45 AM djlok I'm not gonna be able to make it.  No #cults for me.  Even my #Gematria number says "gaslit in two churches"...which happens to be true for me.  

#CultsNoMore for me!!!

6/23/2019 5:28:40 AM zagnett Haha only two?? Seems like many more are trying to gaslight us lol.

#CultsNoMore

6/23/2019 5:28:48 AM shannonschoono For those JFK Jr naysayers...if Joan Rivers can do, why couldn't he?  

@DIXIEDOODLE12 @striderraven1 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @colgrove11 @Utsava4 @5Strat @vincent_fusca @TheCollectiveQ 

@AGobsmack @VincentCrypt46 https://twitter.com/FREEDANON17/status/1142689411450187776 …

6/23/2019 5:30:11 AM djlok I think P = Palantir...Thiel's company.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palantir_Technologies?wprov=sfti1 …

6/23/2019 5:30:59 AM jvan125 😂😂😂 now I have to check what my Gematria number says!! BRB!!! 😆

6/23/2019 5:32:11 AM djlok Well, I've only actually ever joined 2.  More than enough for me in this timeline!!!

6/23/2019 5:34:19 AM jvan125 Verrrry interesting!!!! What brought to think P was this company? I have never heard of it but, yeah, from the bits I read sounds like a good possibility. 

Even had an issue with WikiLeaks at one point?? Interdasting for sure...

6/23/2019 5:34:35 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 

Re: < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072250213740498944 …> —

Watch:

• < https://youtu.be/T1Ls0uOSODs > then listen:

• < https://youtu.be/qw8HhTnot0w > 

Carefully.

From Truth, Respect — and Truth Always Prevails:

• < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1068597200748453891 …>

Continue to Trust in Jha–hov–a (aka Ra). Please. pic.twitter.com/mx4UjOCNlL
6/23/2019 5:36:06 AM djlok I can't find the tweet...and it might have been from their previous account, but I think NCC shared that with us a while back.  (I COULD BE WRONG...so 

take with a grain of salt.)

6/23/2019 5:38:00 AM prmd21801759 Wow!! Majic12, are we almost declassify these Cosmic Top Secrets?! Or we don't really need to declassy? Because It's All True ❤️❤️

6/23/2019 5:38:27 AM prmd21801759 Beautiful cosmic!!

6/23/2019 5:39:13 AM zagnett Oh so that gematria really does fit you personally. How interesting!

6/23/2019 5:42:21 AM jvan125 😡 damn twitter suspension. You’re probably right. My memory is about 26 seconds long these days. If you’ve seen 50 First Dates you would know me 

as 10-second Tom 😂 #HiImTom

6/23/2019 5:42:23 AM djlok Personality/Life experiences. Even a few personal phrases that I've used IRL.  One of them made me cry bc I actually said it a few years ago and it was 

very painful to say. 😔😔😔

6/23/2019 5:46:41 AM jvan125 ☹️ I’m so sorry...i hope those words no longer have the same power as they once did for you. ❤️💫

I’m really curious about mine now. Do you use the Jewish, English, or Simple when you check yours? I don’t understand the difference 🤨🤦🏼♀️

6/23/2019 5:49:51 AM maryschade14 Went to search..I am familiar with these but brain not working..so I searched Gaylord..hotels etc..and then this pops up as an option

 https://www.anomali.com/news-events/press/michael-hayden-former-director-of-the-nsa-and-cia-to-deliver-keynote-at-anomali-detect-2017 …

6/23/2019 5:50:56 AM djlok Both seemed to apply to me.  Of course there are some things like "Obama Inverts Reality"...I be like what does that have to do with me!!! 

pic.twitter.com/4YD1RkqFGf

6/23/2019 6:00:41 AM jvan125 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 #WhoopThereItIs!!! 😆😆😆😆😆

6/23/2019 6:01:04 AM jvan125 I’ll have to check out both...so interesting!!!

6/23/2019 6:01:16 AM djlok I couldn't resist. 😂😂😂

6/23/2019 6:05:32 AM jvan125 *way (how the hell did ‘easy’ appear?🤦🏼♀️)

6/23/2019 6:06:39 AM jvan125 It’s a bit magical, don’t you think? 😂😂😂 #MagicalCreepyMonkeyGIFs

6/23/2019 7:06:21 AM archiebird4 under guise of downed airplane, hanging would suffice

6/23/2019 7:20:58 AM turboxyde Hello the sky!

Wonder what this object is?

@DARPA @SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/qVDLcKRBWy

6/23/2019 8:06:51 AM zohni3 Sure Jodie. XoXo

6/23/2019 8:19:51 AM nolongerignored Is there something in Obamacare related to CPS?

@AnnSull64586858



6/23/2019 8:23:35 AM maryschade14 Big time. I wrote down major pts in July 09 before it was scrubbed. Allows for cps to go to at risk..sorry for chicken scratch.. pic.twitter.com/5wYzTxZcJj

6/23/2019 8:26:41 AM slayerofmatrix1 Wow Ryan !!  🙏🏼💫💗💫🙏🏼

6/23/2019 8:27:02 AM nolongerignored Wow, thank you for sharing.

6/23/2019 8:27:37 AM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/6EEM3LkU1m

6/23/2019 8:29:51 AM maryschade14 You are welcome.

6/23/2019 8:32:01 AM annsull64586858 hell yes! Ill explain later but for anyone reading this invest .99 and watch D. Souzas Hillarys America. Last quarter of movie..PAY ATTENTION all about 

Obamacare. doesnt tell you all but Ill fill in the rest. VERY INFORMATIVE!

6/23/2019 8:33:02 AM nolongerignored 💕

6/23/2019 8:33:40 AM annsull64586858 They fund it right? so YESSS this is the big brother database I tell you about.

6/23/2019 8:37:28 AM nolongerignored So, what became of this part of OCare?  Is it being scrapped now with what Trump is doing?  Is that why Oregon was trying to push legislation for these 

home visits because they weren't going to get it through OCare anymore?

What is going on and who is running this show?!

6/23/2019 8:41:51 AM maryschade14 I am not sure. I think states like mine that have turned liberal..carry it into State matter status..like McAuliff doubling down on medicaid.

6/23/2019 8:43:17 AM maryschade14 🌼💕

6/23/2019 8:43:50 AM maryschade14 Thank you..so very much sir!!

6/23/2019 8:58:16 AM slayerofmatrix1 Wowwwwww

6/23/2019 9:00:10 AM rsm28675996 I saw Airbus in their list of clients and have heard stuff about Airbus and defense contracts.Web spider web

6/23/2019 9:06:29 AM deplorable_gigi Sorry I meant to hit delete and hit send. However I do feel that way a lot, but why?

6/23/2019 9:08:56 AM mgodfrey99 Then why advertise it?

6/23/2019 9:17:19 AM hackenburg_ "time" travel or interdimensionary travel? Portals? Stargates most likely?! I've personally seen a portal open with a bright light flash and a streaking 

bright vehicle enter the portal and disappear. This sht is real! And tgis was only a few weeks ago

6/23/2019 9:18:41 AM jamiegrahamusa This ?? pic.twitter.com/4v9f3mgLH0

6/23/2019 9:34:05 AM blsdbe And she is ‘only’ Human!!! Just wait until we Unleash Our Natural Humanity!!! pic.twitter.com/ATpabCehA1

6/23/2019 9:39:57 AM fastfreddie21 I just want a phased plasma rifle in the 40 watt range.....this 9 millimeter Uzi is getting kinda lame.

6/23/2019 9:55:20 AM allahuniversal Also, be careful who follows you after you unfollow them (pic related) ...+ know why the followed you (link related)  

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1131334831361712129?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/syykMWwOWo

6/23/2019 9:57:41 AM girlawakeinca Words of wisdom. Thank you again@AllahUniversal. 🙏🌎

6/23/2019 9:58:30 AM roublisa Yes...trust your instincts...more than a few fractals 🤗 quite the mother lode.   Mj12 has used the series to red pill us for quite some time....wouldn’t 

hurt to rewatch..I am no expert on the seasons like others here. Some experts are the very beautiful muse for the episodes🤗

6/23/2019 10:02:25 AM roublisa @StormPhoton you are priceless ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/DUQcyoNxQF

6/23/2019 10:14:07 AM allahuniversal If [they] watch you, watch your back & watch [them] back

6/23/2019 10:14:33 AM roublisa I have looked him up as well as Delores cannon....the universal records came to them....Cacey-sleep? Hence the sleeping prophet and Delores- a 

hypnotic state she developed QHHT(Quantum Healing Hypnosis Technique)she met the records she referred to as ]THEY[

6/23/2019 10:14:47 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/8P08AgLbzPs 

6/23/2019 10:19:00 AM richardhiatt16 Sure.. It’s a un-sure time. WE have to trust the PLAN.. PLAN is proceeding and bigger and bigger “hammers” will come DOWN on the Deep State... 

🤓❤️🇺🇸

6/23/2019 10:39:12 AM jswdh1 Certainly not fb....lol

6/23/2019 10:39:26 AM roublisa Thank you...your insight is always appreciated🙏🙏🙏

6/23/2019 10:43:37 AM roublisa Your light is strong dear friend✨✨✨ we are ready for your guidance😘.  It’s time to cut out and threw the crap for 40,000ft view and inner 

knowledge incoming downloads pic.twitter.com/h6iQctq8Aw

6/23/2019 10:48:19 AM truth_is_theway "We classify them because the nature of those operations are classified" 😶

6/23/2019 10:48:56 AM roublisa No worries..I tend to trust my instincts but can never be too cautious😉.  Funny story😏 so I opened this IS-BE last fall to a “life coach” 

empath/physic, we hit it off ...beautiful soul....you’d like him...funny...his guides are also funny....I learned many things with tuning...

6/23/2019 10:52:42 AM roublisa Into his frequency......one day while looking around his office ...he was sharing who gave him his art work...and he stopped and said that one there is 

from Rockefeller, I about fell out, he said Rockefeller was so kind to give me a piece of his collection...omg!...

6/23/2019 10:55:47 AM roublisa I was just realizing at the time who,[they] are. Then he said you be surprised how many strange stories I have 😖 I have been leary....I don’t think he 

was involved in God only knows...but I do believe in the possibilities of Dark to light....the path isn’t easy here right.😏

6/23/2019 10:56:49 AM _369311119 🤗

6/23/2019 11:05:49 AM roublisa Love 💗 pic.twitter.com/mhr1p1VpRo

6/23/2019 11:12:39 AM jvan125 Very wise. Thank you for the heads up. I doubt he will get over his ego long enough to notice I’m gone 😂

6/23/2019 11:13:06 AM roublisa Beautiful✨✨✨

#slavesnomore  so done with the 

      uʍopǝpᴉsdn 

[them]👇👇👇🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/T22ayhKkyY

6/23/2019 11:21:48 AM yellahabibihela The truth is that every single IS-BE on Earth came to Earth from some other planetary system. Not one person on Earth is a "native" inhabitant. Human 

beings did not "evolve" on Earth.

6/23/2019 11:22:22 AM roublisa I’m guessing that would be a yes! 😘 pic.twitter.com/jXSdxnKDdC

6/23/2019 11:24:48 AM roublisa Tell me more of this triplet crew🤔

6/23/2019 11:31:59 AM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Thinking of your tweet today then this pops up on my Facebook.....#NoCoincidences

 https://www.10tv.com/article/40000-year-old-ice-age-wolf-head-found-perfectly-preserved-siberia-2019-jun …

6/23/2019 11:44:38 AM susan66388204 The people are resilient they will deal just come on already

6/23/2019 12:09:18 PM roublisa Not yet....noted😉✔ go on.....

6/23/2019 12:10:34 PM roublisa 5:5 pic.twitter.com/0JvzbJvGDw

6/23/2019 12:13:23 PM bhaggy1008 Yantras...

6/23/2019 12:13:30 PM roublisa 😏😏😏🥰🥰🥰😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/18WkdUGqYk

6/23/2019 12:15:28 PM roublisa Pssst....no such story of imaginary si-fy 5:5😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/PfDWGAmgF6

6/23/2019 12:16:59 PM bhaggy1008 Vimanas..

6/23/2019 12:24:45 PM bhaggy1008 The antikythera mechanism is a sophisticated machine, which was time keeping certain planets like the Moon and Sun etc. It was a precision and 

sophisticated system very advanced for the age. Some say it was done by a famous mathematitian Pitagoras.

6/23/2019 12:25:00 PM roublisa From the inside I have experience a handful of times......in my dreams I surly have super powers especially with my hands...just like 

⭐️⭐️⭐️

𝙲𝚊𝚛𝚘𝚕

.....😉

6/23/2019 12:26:19 PM roublisa 😜😜😜 your cute Gabriel😏

6/23/2019 12:27:31 PM roublisa 😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/MMkjKNSitr

6/23/2019 12:28:59 PM roublisa @StormPhoton  I think we’ve got a keeper ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/P8xwvrYEZn



6/23/2019 12:29:24 PM bhaggy1008 The giants were people from other Vedic ages (Yugas) like Dwarpa Yuga and back Tetra Yuga were life span was longer (1000 years for Dwarpa - 10.000 

years for Tetra) and average height much higher too.

6/23/2019 12:30:45 PM roublisa Oh shit ...right...some are soothing 😳 no......seeeee what would I do with out you🤷♀️

6/23/2019 12:31:24 PM roublisa Pardon my low vibe reaction....oh snap ....😟

6/23/2019 12:35:07 PM bhaggy1008 I don't know about time travel, but there is Vedic evidence of "disphasic" time were one day for the Celestials (higher realms beings) correspond 6 

months for us, same for the night.

6/23/2019 12:36:41 PM nschlange This is one of my favorite pictures of the president. It says everything and shuts the msm right down. Great picture.

6/23/2019 12:39:21 PM roublisa This is a very important practice..I have had many thoughts of trying  this ....Many of the sacred arts have been suppressed .....we are in despair need 

of spiritual centers or “schools right @KremlinBot4 !😉

6/23/2019 12:40:43 PM roublisa This is the perfect example of frequency matching...I love it🤗🤗🤗

6/23/2019 12:40:55 PM decodematrix Thank you MJ8 for your service!

6/23/2019 12:42:14 PM roublisa Not a chance .....no such thing as coincidences 👍

6/23/2019 12:45:24 PM roublisa Love that one too! Not mine lol (I see you) gifs galore🤗

6/23/2019 12:46:39 PM roublisa You have quite the gif giving talent @StormPhoton 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/IFwnZajf79

6/23/2019 12:48:34 PM roublisa Hey you two I will catch ya later of to meander 3D .....🥰🥰🥰

6/23/2019 12:49:46 PM roublisa Brilliant 😘😘😘 pic.twitter.com/9Y7SYpQ7Ws

6/23/2019 12:50:36 PM roublisa I love using gifs I probably annoy he heck out of some but it is way more fun!🤗🤗🤗

6/23/2019 12:52:54 PM kathleen3693693 Pronounced Nex'-ee-um and you may have heard in the news. A worldwide sex trafficking club that lures insecure females into the club by fronting 

themselves as "empowering women" to be the greatest they can be. After brainwashing & programming, the women are trapped & blackmailed.

6/23/2019 12:54:18 PM roublisa Whatever do you mean?

6/23/2019 1:10:45 PM blsdbe 🥰🥰🥰

6/23/2019 1:14:36 PM jenncbonneville Interesting.. "It appears that no one knows where the satanic objects are now, nor what the archaeologists concluded from their investigations."

6/23/2019 1:17:46 PM v_rags Great explanation Majestic!  🙏

6/23/2019 1:52:00 PM cgarcia1109 Oh now I see

6/23/2019 1:55:09 PM laura_621 Yes, you need to be ready to have your foundation rocked! Mine was  🌬I survived and the veil came off 🌔and I was ready.

6/23/2019 2:17:52 PM nschlange 12D? As in 3D but all the way to 12? Sorry I've never heard of 12D

6/23/2019 2:27:26 PM rachelriot1 I don't believe there's such a thing as fiction anymore...

6/23/2019 2:34:24 PM 313looper I guess they meant 👉🏻12 Democrats

6/23/2019 3:02:03 PM karma4event201 Were you happy after this dream or frightened / distressed?

6/23/2019 3:08:00 PM nschlange What is IS-BE's?

6/23/2019 3:12:31 PM nschlange lol, probably good advice. Still laughing.

6/23/2019 3:21:39 PM zohni3 it's not thru dreams, im awake when i do this.

6/23/2019 3:25:28 PM my2sonznme Ten days of darkness should’ve begun today...(before July 3rd) it didn’t. 🤷🏼♀️ More of the same. @RedPill78 @prayingmedic @M2Madness @

intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS

6/23/2019 3:26:53 PM karma4event201 That made me think of soul Trap 😢

6/23/2019 3:30:29 PM lorirrr Nooooo....not a hundred or more. No.  Speed it up guys, please....

6/23/2019 3:34:25 PM emhstewart  pic.twitter.com/POyTX0gKZJ

6/23/2019 3:35:31 PM karma4event201 Fast star systems are like a skil saw both  destructive & creative. 1 star chews up a planetary system kicks out dust & debris. The other star takes the 

debri and creates new planets. 

The speed of the debris in colors Red is moving away from us; blue is moving towards us

6/23/2019 3:41:32 PM karma4event201 ^ Like HK Tauri ^ and

Hopi Indians Red Kachina Blue Kachina 

Red Kachina Blue Kachina

HK Tauri binary stars 1 has > edge on disk < around it

velocity_data

The red areas represent material moving away from Earth and the blue indicates material moving toward us. pic.twitter.com/YQmtINSUrQ

6/23/2019 3:45:37 PM karma4event201 HK Tauri has a Edge on disc & acts like alien workshop 😂 👍

 https://www.centauri-dreams.org/2014/07/30/hk-tauri-misaligned-protoplanetary-disks/ …

 https://www.eso.org/public/usa/news/eso1423/ …

6/23/2019 3:48:53 PM nschlange ? What are starseeds, and waiting for them to do what? Does this have anything to do with ppl who have negative blood types? I'm actually 

embarrassed asking this right now. But I'm a little curious.

6/23/2019 4:20:39 PM marnisheppeard Regular people give consent every time they nod and do what they are told, in support of the status quo, in trying to pay the mortgage, in thinking it is 

better to feed their own children than care what happens in the world.

6/23/2019 4:45:26 PM enomai_ The truth is everywhere. 

It's not a cop out.

It's being done right

6/23/2019 4:46:18 PM ibeaverdale Meme Dig Pray pic.twitter.com/3boHkrOEPA

6/23/2019 4:48:26 PM petitchevalb You're right 

I'll keep on seeing beauty everywhere and loving everything, should I come back again millions of times

Innocents will be saved ❤️

6/23/2019 4:52:36 PM nschlange 😳The what? Is that what traps souls that die here on earth? If so, would that be all souls?

6/23/2019 4:58:14 PM nschlange Wow, really? I'll have to look that up too. I've never heard of it either.

6/23/2019 5:25:33 PM chrishasissues He and General Flynn..two of the most trusted Mike's in the USofA!!  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE/#MIGA/#KAG

6/23/2019 5:35:22 PM girlawakeinca I love your response @PetitchevalB. I too was appalled at reading the MJ12 tweet, but then after meditating on it I realized we have the choice. We 

choose love ❤️ 🌎

Thank you once again @Le_Murias for your perfect response. I appreciate you more than you realize. ❤️

6/23/2019 5:50:22 PM zohni3 I am BLUE STAR KACHINA

6/23/2019 5:52:22 PM zohni3  pic.twitter.com/ZHfkznx9kT

6/23/2019 5:55:35 PM tacticool_shed Wolf head?

6/23/2019 5:58:09 PM corstruction COSMIC TOP SECRET is news to me.  When did this start and why is it hidden?  Other operations are classified but at least we know that the operation 

exists.  Even Operation HAMR was outed.

6/23/2019 6:08:26 PM decodematrix In this tweet MJ12 said they won the war against the domain. I wonder if that includes getting us free from the moon soul trap reincarnation cycle? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034434989608378370?s=19 …

6/23/2019 6:20:31 PM starehope Immortal Soul - Biological Entity (your physical body)

6/23/2019 6:21:03 PM starehope A smile is contageous.

6/23/2019 6:21:05 PM allahuniversal Pic related pic.twitter.com/Kuu8TFdTvA

6/23/2019 6:23:51 PM mrd_s_anderson "Tiamat"????????

6/23/2019 6:28:53 PM djlok Are any of the planets that we see from Earth just our own image of Planet Earth from light-years away?  I'm thinking mirror.



6/23/2019 6:33:55 PM helentheseeker i think it is more like: what we choose, must exist. therefore we must be careful what we choose to bring into being by our actions.

6/23/2019 6:34:12 PM datruseeka John Kerry 

 https://gnosticwarrior.com/322.html  pic.twitter.com/Vcf1uPeL3Y

6/23/2019 6:53:34 PM narcissist_ghst sucks to be them.  are there any planets who are much more hospitable and more comfortable than earth?  asking for a friend...

6/23/2019 7:02:28 PM wearediamonds2 I think in the original Star Trek TV show they had several earths, in different galaxy regions, right?

6/23/2019 7:07:38 PM laurabusse Love this! ♥️

6/23/2019 7:17:09 PM jake1__________ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why so many mainstream stories about UFO sightings recently?

6/23/2019 7:33:26 PM djlok I would ask @NSA_QIL2 , but it's probably "classified". I'm still gonna put it in my back pocket for the next Q and A or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA.

6/23/2019 7:39:32 PM roublisa Yes..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has alluded...can remember the exact context.

6/23/2019 7:39:35 PM narcissist_ghst if you can find me a planet with no predators and pleasant weather i may be on the first rocket there.  just sayin'...

6/23/2019 7:50:23 PM love4thegameak Ask Huma...

6/23/2019 7:51:53 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what would these figures be classified as?  https://www.instagram.com/p/BzDfkiBAyHy/?igshid=1hdbogrvkzkut …

6/23/2019 7:53:18 PM djlok Done.  Stay tuned for her reply.

6/23/2019 7:54:09 PM jrocktigers 👆🏻 💯

6/23/2019 7:58:27 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Gentlemen: It seems the P’nti aren’t the only ones who would like us both, per:

•  https://twitter.com/deltagoodrem/status/1138306570599653376 …

and text of Explanatory Note w/in Evidence Brief at:

•  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1141595871475163136 …

to also move forward together, as they too desire your inclusion: .. pic.twitter.com/wZlpPnWKDR
6/23/2019 7:58:30 PM doyle_eng You understand .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 : 

Neither the P’nti .@SandiaWisdom nor yourselves are the only people who can be ‘triggered’:

When I saw the foregoing and the association with the then Majestic 12, in fully understanding what you’d done to ensure – yet preclude – success .. 

pic.twitter.com/3HC8lD7tET

6/23/2019 7:58:38 PM doyle_eng The point at which you will otherwise get tired of winning will be at the very point – to your shock – you start losing — you did the best you knew how 

to do .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — but in a blowback requiring resolution you don’t have/can’t be: You need us:

 https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1142772939000967168 … pic.twitter.com/mEgNYodX5E

6/23/2019 8:00:14 PM nun_chucknorris In preparation for the release of this info, what languages should we be learning. I am under the assumption we are a ways off from this so now would 

be a good time to start. I’m guessing Latin and Italian?

6/23/2019 8:05:29 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/0GZ7AQusQA

6/23/2019 8:12:33 PM roublisa Incredible syncs ...by design ...I love it....wish I was near I would love to learn😊

6/23/2019 8:16:09 PM livnonaprayer_ She woukd know!!

6/23/2019 8:26:31 PM jcmyhp Yeah there ya go... that one would definitely know! 🙄

6/23/2019 8:45:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Why do I feel like this was a coded message that we should be digging on?

6/23/2019 8:46:33 PM jcmyhp Hey so the HRC & Huma video ... how do we know it’s legit? I mean, I’m not doubting it, but how is it’s authenticity proven? And does anyone know 

who that poor little girl was?

6/23/2019 8:56:29 PM djlok I've heard that any video leaked was probably a fake.  Not saying she didn't do it...but you know how disinfo goes!

6/23/2019 9:07:07 PM jcmyhp 🤣😂

6/23/2019 9:26:53 PM roublisa 🤗I felt that was the case....awesome...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has been such a blessing .....I was immediately drawn to them...at the time they became 

active I was exploring...Eisenhower and his experiences with  galactic beings...and I was inamered with Valiant Thor❤️❤️❤️.   .....

6/23/2019 9:52:07 PM sabina06706427 Let’s start with omitting Disney, everything Disney

6/23/2019 9:58:55 PM zagnett We could possibly 1) clean up [Disney's] involvement in trafficking networks, 2) edit out intended nefarious refs. from all [their] buildings & media, & 3) 

take away all [their] monetary gain from both. These might solve the problem & may be less harmful to the public at large.

6/23/2019 10:02:01 PM sabina06706427 My opinion is to start a new network of kid friendly shows and amusement parks that don’t have programming in them. All their movies and theme 

parks are tainted with child crulity crimes and crimes against humanity

6/23/2019 10:08:48 PM zagnett In a free market society like U.S. is supposed to be, your idea's also good, & should be both highly encouraged & reasonably feasible.

Yes, [their] involvement in these crimes must be excised & soon. & the pieces of [Disney] businesses left could be sold cheap to better people.

6/23/2019 10:10:31 PM petitchevalb No offense but from my point of view, kids shows and amusement parks will never be so attractive to children than running in nature and interacting 

with animals and other beings 😄

6/23/2019 10:11:50 PM sabina06706427 Exactly, they need to put their devices down and run and play in the nature. 100% agree

6/23/2019 10:13:40 PM zagnett No offense taken. That is also a good idea that could & should also be a worthy competing business practice in a free market society like the U.S. is 

supposed to be. It should be reasonably feasible & highly encouraged.

6/23/2019 10:16:14 PM zagnett We could achieve a balance for those who enjoy technology, games, amusement parks, etc. (though they should all be designed better/healthier), & 

those who want simply to commune with nature. Some of us reasonably want to enjoy both. Like me.

6/23/2019 10:16:51 PM petitchevalb Yes, a little shrimp or snail can be far more interesting than artificial leisures for young children 

They are humble and so hungry to discover Nature's wonders

6/23/2019 10:19:09 PM sabina06706427 We just want a world where duality ceases to exist and all us souls learn we are gods and can create a beautiful, kind new world for all. #darktolight

6/23/2019 10:19:32 PM zagnett Definitely agree. We should have plenty of opportunities for children & adults alike to care for, learn about, observe, "run with" however reasonably 

feasible, & communicate with, nature (flora & fauna).

6/23/2019 10:20:02 PM zagnett Motion seconded.

6/23/2019 10:20:08 PM petitchevalb Duality will always exist

It's the way we learn 😉

6/23/2019 10:22:11 PM zagnett Yes, i don't see how One can learn of "Oneness" without first learning of duality & multiplicity. We can enjoy the multiplicity of forms in the Universe 

on Our way to learning the truth about Oneness.

6/23/2019 10:23:13 PM sabina06706427 I’ve learned enough in this lower density and I’m not coming back to 3D ever!

6/23/2019 10:24:34 PM zagnett May Your Journey be free of difficulties, & full of amazement & wonder!

6/23/2019 10:25:39 PM sabina06706427 Same to you



6/23/2019 10:27:17 PM petitchevalb "Victory without risk brings triumph without glory"

I don't ask for it to be easy 

I want innocents to be safe

Have a great day

6/24/2019 12:02:09 AM roublisa 1,000,000,000 times YES🙏🙏🙏 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/UvLrRUbsK9

6/24/2019 12:08:25 AM roublisa I love it❤️❤️❤️⭐️⭐️⭐️❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/W4WuIDvOP4

6/24/2019 12:12:05 AM roublisa I was driving today and saw a flash .....like a camera in the sky ...over cast sky🤔

6/24/2019 12:30:25 AM roublisa I love your wit...how do you do it👆👆👆funny clip😹😹😹

6/24/2019 3:24:55 AM bhaggy1008 The human beings live on earth and similar other planets in the Bhūr and Bhuvar group of planets, but the demigods live in the Svar, or heavenly 

planets...

6/24/2019 3:29:32 AM bhaggy1008 Modern scientists agree that the timing arrangement in higher planetary systems is different from that of the earth. Thus it is understood from the 

Srimmad Bhagavatam (Vedic authoritative writings) that the duration of life there is ten thousand years (by our calculation)...

6/24/2019 3:30:18 AM bhaggy1008 ... Six months on earth is equal to one day on the heavenly planets. Facilities of enjoyment are also similarly enhanced, and the beauty of the 

inhabitants is legendary.

6/24/2019 3:40:06 AM covertress #WWG1WGA 

The Quickest Way to 5D 

... forgive eachother for our limitations in the lower density ... 

- Majestic 12, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The Mantra 

You are perfect, immortal spirit,

brother/sister,

whole and innocent.

All is forgiven and released.

- The CATs, @SchrodsOtherCAT
6/24/2019 3:51:57 AM msavoie Ha the notification for 639 worked, just the tweet itself was gone when i clicked on it. The notifications are faster than the censors,  they still exist 

when the tweets vanish. 99% certain.

6/24/2019 3:54:40 AM covertress Nothing can stop the majic of that OP because it was tied to an event, 639, not a time.

Time is an illusion. 

Silly Alice.

6/24/2019 3:56:28 AM nobodyspecial3c Sure enough, experienced it first hand

6/24/2019 4:08:10 AM theappraizer 🎯

6/24/2019 6:06:12 AM kristindel We all know she is intelligent enough!! 😉👍🏼

6/24/2019 6:13:06 AM david00997884 You may be right

6/24/2019 6:59:48 AM melanieanders7 I love love love Valient Thor. Easy on the eye, graceful, and very intelligent. I often wonder if he’s still around on his home planet?

6/24/2019 7:04:41 AM missy968 I see disney, I see you tube, I see drag queen story tellers.

6/24/2019 7:05:03 AM dvonalba Seen similar on three separate occasions in different locations.

6/24/2019 7:22:38 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 When will #DARPA , #HAARP and others get pulled out of the weather manipulation, when will it stop?

6/24/2019 7:42:25 AM vintagesquirrel Can you give more info on this, please?

6/24/2019 8:32:06 AM ediehall787 POTUS is way ahead of Pelosi and Schumer. Their brains are the size of a Jelly Bean! ❤️🇺🇸❤️

6/24/2019 8:45:09 AM egelone any example of these event?

6/24/2019 9:03:03 AM girlawakeinca Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for all of your work in bringing us up to speed with all of the info/disinfo. We are collectively waking up & I myself am 

looking forward to reinstating our genetic DNA abilities when ready. 🌈 💥  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031547603257905152 …

6/24/2019 10:19:33 AM lheinlein  pic.twitter.com/XAZdxm70fO

6/24/2019 10:37:26 AM raevenraeyne So if I’m understanding the aspects for ascension and concept of soul traps correctly, then Soul trap here on very dense 3D earth was good for 

immature souls to learn and grow thru each lifetime....

6/24/2019 10:39:20 AM raevenraeyne And to ascend and escape Prison Planet and soul trap of 3D earth, we must Embody and express Love, Light, Compassion, Forgiveness, Kindness....

6/24/2019 10:40:32 AM raevenraeyne And to “unplug” from Matrix I Assume means to not engage mentally with any of the dramas but ONLY focus on emitting, thinking, speaking, acting 

with Love, Light, Compassion, Forgiveness, Kindness?

6/24/2019 10:41:36 AM raevenraeyne Correct?

I love the beauty of Earth but I’m soooo tired of the way humanity treats one another and the Earth. It’s heartbreaking and horrible. And the amnesia 

here is awful.

6/24/2019 10:47:42 AM lheinlein So you have to ask yourself this important question. Is this why Hussein is touring promoting his concerns over Deep Fake Videos? We Have 

Everything. What was in the envelopes? The stage is set. pic.twitter.com/4V7YjYZwYc

6/24/2019 10:52:09 AM raevenraeyne I mean, I definitely understand that we were ALL in a state of immaturity on a soul level, we have ALL done it ALL so therefore there’s honestly no room 

or place for judgment from a soul level...

6/24/2019 10:54:42 AM raevenraeyne But REMEMBERING in earth life NOW that we were ALL once “immature” as souls and did less than awesome things to one another so we need to NOT 

judge but instead send love, Light, Compassion, and forgiveness... that’s practice for sure. I’m better. But I still forget sometimes...

6/24/2019 11:00:44 AM raevenraeyne Or does “unplug” relate more specifically to literally cutting yourself off from all media, news, computer, phones, human dramas, etc and go hang out 

in the woods and send loving energy to and into world?

6/24/2019 11:15:10 AM wearediamonds2 The moon's sjadow.shape was NOT  http://normal.om  Saturday night. It looked like a straight line but then curved at the bottom only. It was also 

moving much faster across sky than usual. Did anyone else notice? I didn't have phone on me at the time.

6/24/2019 11:15:24 AM wearediamonds2 Sorry for my typos

6/24/2019 11:25:49 AM allahuniversal I'd agree here...

6/24/2019 11:28:43 AM allahuniversal I agree here also, although I see it more as testing yourself in worst case scenarios more so than as a trap or prison planet. A test to see whether you 

retain what & who you are, including the characteristics mentioned above...

6/24/2019 11:31:48 AM allahuniversal I wouldn't say only, if there's a trap it's that, seeking perfection where it's practically impossible, plus we're at war with literal devils, they would love 

for us not to fight back. Unplugging for me, I see that as "the only way out is in"....

6/24/2019 11:33:40 AM allahuniversal ... Not spending all of 5he time fighting the old rather than building the new, starting with you.

Yeah this place has gone to shit, yet it can't keep moving in that direction w/o us all losing out. It's either gets better or [Earth]...



6/24/2019 11:37:09 AM allahuniversal Being held back the past 6-10,000 years made sure none of us were left unscathed, yet all wounds heal if they're not fatal. And yes, judgement is solely 

with the individual. Being honest & truthful about it all is where Hell transitions into Heal...

6/24/2019 11:39:11 AM allahuniversal I don't recall all of the specifics, yet Human = Insan in Arabic, one of the meanings is forgetfulness. Such is the human experience.

Note how Insan & insanity are phonetically so close... 🤔

6/24/2019 11:41:57 AM allahuniversal Every so often (read:as often as possible) yes, yet, only as a lifestyle or a culture if that's ones choice. Even the woods will have its dramas, that's the 

"nature" of this existence on earth.

I'm of the opinion that the drama doesn't end even after we leave the stage.

6/24/2019 11:51:50 AM raevenraeyne Yeah that’s where I was having conflict within... EASY to unplug, ignore, zen out. But for me, in so doing it’s staying ignorant to 3D truths and realities 

for many people experiencing ‘bad’ things. I see for me that Compassion is hardest when directing to abusers...practice time

6/24/2019 11:54:30 AM raevenraeyne I saw that! I thought it was a typo at first! 😂

Insane is definitely how life here on earth feels a lot of the time! 😂

6/24/2019 11:57:31 AM raevenraeyne I’m blessed to live out in nature near a very small town. I plug into YT patriot news and twitter to keep aware of what’s going on and what I should 

educate self further about. Sometimes I think my friend has it right with totally unplugging from all media. She’s pretty blissed.

6/24/2019 12:01:43 PM raevenraeyne Definitely working on the inner work to the best of my ability. Haven’t yet figured out how to best meditation for me. Unless spending my time 

daydreaming counts as quality meditation! Definitely seem to prefer living in my imagination... 🤔

6/24/2019 12:02:20 PM allahuniversal Matthew 5:12...don't forget that laughter is medicine & a weapon too... [They] want us down, depressed, angry, stressed. As much as humanly 

possible, don't give em the satisfaction.

6/24/2019 12:03:47 PM allahuniversal I envy her in the best way possible

6/24/2019 12:06:41 PM allahuniversal The power of consciousness is real (probably the only real power?)... If you can distill what you imagine into tangible form, go for it

6/24/2019 12:19:25 PM raevenraeyne Me too. She’s an amazing teacher by her simple beingness. I am blessed to know her, observe her, and learn from her simply being.

6/24/2019 12:33:39 PM zagnett Lol, i can hardly stop laughing lately myself anyways. This is a lot of fun!

My question is, who made the Picard's crystal "edit"? Absolutely brilliant. i want to congratulate him or her on this one! 💫😍🤩

6/24/2019 12:51:04 PM enomai_ Trumped

6/24/2019 2:18:07 PM unidentifiedta1 Yes

6/24/2019 3:14:44 PM americanpetal Yes, he should! Good suggestion @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. At your next employee review, you should score some points for that. 🤩

6/24/2019 4:02:18 PM jayrambin Hmm. I thought destruction of the soul was not possible. Is this only for evil souls?

6/24/2019 4:30:36 PM nschlange Just out of curiosity how do you know how long the heavenly day is? I think it's very interesting, but how would you know that? Thanks

6/24/2019 4:39:20 PM lbf777 Why hasn’t @realDonaldTrump released our cures yet?

Let me guess. The Deep State won’t let him right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

😂

#qanon

6/24/2019 4:40:53 PM speaklife595 Right to try bill. He talked about it today as well, at the health transparency bill. Check out vid

6/24/2019 4:42:59 PM lbf777 That Bill is insufficient. It is evil to hide all of our cures. People are suffering.

6/24/2019 4:50:36 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/SvqwfOGccP

6/24/2019 6:06:59 PM karma4event201 Treasonous Trash 👿 caught committing treason  again  : President Trump told Pelosi & Schumer about an "air strike" on Iran they told Brennan & the 

fake press then President Trump cancelled the strike. Looks like Brennan Pelosi Schumer moved 150 Iranians  into strike zones

6/24/2019 6:16:32 PM karma4event201 Sure that will happen like all military operations are told to Citizens. 

See what happened to Pelosi & Schumer

6/24/2019 6:20:42 PM chadwebb2020 Holey Mole! 🧐Well, I’m sure it’s not the bottom 3 to the right! pic.twitter.com/wLXCNULolL

6/24/2019 6:21:39 PM playactiongamer the drone had up-to-date stealth tech - how was Iran able to detect it?

6/24/2019 6:23:33 PM playactiongamer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was the US drone a stealth one?

6/24/2019 6:24:25 PM moonbaby04371 The Franklin Cover-up...I watched the documentary that they banned from television. It's on YouTube.😏

6/24/2019 6:27:12 PM enomai_ No chemtrails.

Is the war won?

6/24/2019 6:29:06 PM enomai_ And, I know some skies if not a lot are UFOs hiding in plain sight. Maybe a mass amount. R They protecting the skies? Transporting, idk. Either way. No 

chemtrails

6/24/2019 6:29:57 PM enomai_ They won't show themselves. Must be sometype of mission

6/24/2019 6:34:47 PM jcmyhp Ohhh, huh, I watched something that burned my retinas 👁 Ha. Yeah, hers is probably wayyyy worse being the absolute demon that she is. She’s vile. 

Literally, I think she and Podesta bros are THE WORST people on the planet.

6/24/2019 6:37:59 PM knightofmaltaus #UFO, here is a #US #Military #DARPA design system. When it glows inside, @mufon @FloridaMUFON gets calls. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dispels certain assertions that some of these sightings are not military designed, flying aircraft. 

 https://www.c4isrnet.com/unmanned/2019/06/24/mysterious-military-balloons-not-in-kansas-anymore/ …

6/24/2019 6:46:22 PM laurabusse What does it mean to forgive?

Accept?

Love, despite?

Rise above?

No negative reaction or emotion?

Never thought about this before.

Forgiving is hard enough!

6/24/2019 6:47:04 PM craftingqueen1 Yes! Full transparency is necessary. We can decide for ourselves what to see, or not.

6/24/2019 6:59:19 PM aprilbrown99 Abel Danger and Dr Goodvibes sing “Imagine” 💗💗💗

 https://youtu.be/XscsABHMhZA . Love these guys!

@fieldmcc @Telford_Russian @RoubLisa @blsdbe @charmanda9 @zagnett @Keith72256137 @GirlAwakeinCA @laurabusse @NSA_QIL2 @DJLOK 

@MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

6/24/2019 7:10:24 PM vaporking I had a few clear days then it started up again.

6/24/2019 7:13:35 PM mommahood777 LOVED that!!

How appropriate, huh?!

6/24/2019 7:14:53 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed. It was awesome.  I was singing and smiling the entire time. 😁😁😁 🎼 🎵 🎶

6/24/2019 7:15:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd How?

6/24/2019 7:43:29 PM watcherorb I watch the skies everyday and what I see is amazing. No fleet of UFOs but better, way better...

6/24/2019 7:43:34 PM usaamericangail Amen.

6/24/2019 7:51:39 PM watcherorb Orbs zip by, never stay still unless they grant you a capture. In other words, multiple people would never be able to take pics.



6/24/2019 8:06:46 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wishing you all the best guys.

6/24/2019 9:26:03 PM americanpetal Me too! I loved that show. I can’t cook, so it’ll be a lifesaver. More importantly and more necessary, it will allow food so no more children starve.

6/24/2019 9:39:41 PM bhaggy1008 Vedic authoritative description. Vedas = knowledge, describe different realms within this particular Universe including Time span, size - not very big this 

one, parallel Universes - bubbles concept, different types of living entities Celestial, human, demoniac.

6/24/2019 10:14:09 PM dgoulding82 #WWG1WGA #MAGA #KeepAmericaGreat #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this real?  

https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1143385440143073280 …

6/24/2019 10:25:11 PM silv3rpanthera To travel in time is to travel in space. Correct me if I’m wrong.

6/24/2019 10:43:18 PM apex_starseed Like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 clearly said 2020 Election is not up for chance. @realDonaldTrump will win in 2020 by a land slide..#TrustThePlan #Qanon 

#WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #MAGA #FamilyofLight #DarkToLight https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1143364790976303104 …

6/24/2019 10:51:27 PM iamyou132 That’s why I said relatively. Im trying to compress big ideas into thinkable terms. We humans experience time linearly and unidirectionally. Like a 

constant. 

I think when we imagine aliens, we generally imagine beings from a far away place, but not necessarily a far away time

6/25/2019 12:54:01 AM dhanish60937601 I knew it when I said "Artifacts brought from Lyra, the original home of Humans". Those artifacts trace the human journey across civilizations, planets & 

star systems until they reached here to be locked away. Its the heritage of every human being and we all deserve to know that.

6/25/2019 3:38:25 AM doyle_eng • Per: < https://qmap.pub/read/749 >: Please .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: < https://qmap.pub/read/749 >: + let us close it^

Actual deadline for hard comm init:

21.09.19

from:.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 by:.@realDonaldTrump per:

Evidence Brief + its Explanatory Note.

——

The circle is now complete

–(R)D pic.twitter.com/HEeYaphY52
6/25/2019 4:14:29 AM cynthiamorrow8 I wouldn't either right now...it would be too dangerous

6/25/2019 5:05:09 AM shannonschoono 🤣

6/25/2019 5:13:45 AM cryptogamer11 Lucky u. I’m in podunk Vt and major spray. God we r only a few thousand!!! #wedonotconsent

6/25/2019 5:15:19 AM worldtruthtv still waiting after 3 years he said she would be locked up and NOTHING !

6/25/2019 7:50:22 AM covertress God's Eye

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070795809950711809?s=19 …

watch: 

 https://youtu.be/xlUD7Ui-kv4 

6/25/2019 7:55:44 AM starehope Wouldn't microwaves burn the vegetation?

6/25/2019 8:06:26 AM starehope You, yourself are channeling when you meditate and seek answers from the God within. Trust yourself.

6/25/2019 8:11:04 AM starehope First I've ever seen on video. Thank you.🌸

6/25/2019 8:15:10 AM ascendingadam Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/PlMiFQiYpo

6/25/2019 8:26:32 AM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#NoMoreEndlessWars

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/1a4kFB6W8x
6/25/2019 8:48:30 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Getting more Majestic messages out?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=BEWz4SXfyCQ …

6/25/2019 8:53:31 AM usss_211 How can you trust you ask....? FAITH!!!! Faith in God, Family, Friends, @POTUS and the MJ's.

6/25/2019 9:08:02 AM pleiadianshaman Could you send them to me please

I am not allowed to send you messages with my email

6/25/2019 10:08:45 AM edwardgouin Ugh.  DMT

6/25/2019 10:11:27 AM covertress Breathing Techniques To Release DMT! https://youtu.be/dHyRsexBiM8 

6/25/2019 10:14:16 AM laurabusse From my understanding of the scientific research that's been done on crop circles, "genuine" ones (not w planks, ropes) were formed using some sort 

of microwave type energy

Changed the vegetation w out damaging it

Kept growing

So maybe there's an ideal level of microwave energy?

6/25/2019 10:15:34 AM laurabusse Very well said! 😊👍♥

6/25/2019 10:18:39 AM decodematrix I think Bob Lazar was hired specifically to leak to the public. He thinks ya'll still had not mastered anti-gravity in 1989 and he was helping figure it out. In 

truth Germany mastered anti-gravity in the 30s and 40s. USA/MJ12 mastered it in the 40s-50s. Huge Solar Warden craft

6/25/2019 10:19:58 AM decodematrix were already being built in the 70s and early 80s. I know the first crafts used mercury-based propulsion. I'm curious when we switched from mercury-

based to element 115-based. And if we still use that or torsion/toroidal field now.

6/25/2019 10:28:13 AM decodematrix William Tompkins confirmed the Solar Warden crafts he helped design were built in the 70s underground in Utah. pic.twitter.com/q2TNTL2Sq1

6/25/2019 11:22:05 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

"Escalating tensions with Iran directly correlates to the verdict of #NXIVM + mass arrests."

- @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1141582823419260928 …

6/25/2019 11:50:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Twelve Tribes https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1143579629870931968 …

6/25/2019 11:52:01 AM turboxyde Do the tribes realize they are all one?

6/25/2019 11:54:16 AM americanpetal I had never heard of them.



6/25/2019 11:55:28 AM n7guardiananon We were warned https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1119274265835180033 …

6/25/2019 11:55:35 AM _the_psychonaut So sad

6/25/2019 11:55:45 AM roaminnoodle Synopsis: To open investigation based on a complaint received from Alexander County Sheriff's Office that children are being sexually exploited at the 

Twelve Tribes compound in Hiddenite, NC https://vault.fbi.gov/twelve-tribes/twelve-tribes-part-01-of-01/view …

6/25/2019 11:56:47 AM nurseniceyes Have these sites been busted?

6/25/2019 11:58:42 AM dynamicres They are one with the corrupted timeline... PURGE pic.twitter.com/hkYWuI1eu4

6/25/2019 11:58:48 AM phreatomagnetic Another one.

They're like franchises

6/25/2019 12:01:06 PM maude_rena It amazes me what I don't know. Just horrific.

6/25/2019 12:01:40 PM _369311119  https://www.twelvetribes.org/peacemaker-bus 

Their bus follows the Dead and "brings people home"...

6/25/2019 12:01:57 PM reneesamshaffer Every time I have to re-like this tweet. Every time. I'll just keep doing it, I guess 🙂

6/25/2019 12:14:51 PM synackstatic Something about the Hickory, NC area is giving me the creeps. 

It keeps coming up in digs and other connections. 

Isn't NC payseurian stomping grounds?

6/25/2019 12:15:16 PM jrocktigers I will get some photos if I see them this week...

6/25/2019 12:16:55 PM realityloominng Ok MJ12! The AATIP-guys are going into foo-fighters and mentioned human-trafficking... Have they been hijacked by the alliance?? :D :D :D 

https://vimeo.com/343840798 

6/25/2019 12:17:44 PM realityloominng Majestic? 🤩🤩🤩

6/25/2019 12:17:51 PM dls00741 looked on 12 tribes website and saw a pic of their leader.  doesn't he resemble Keith Reniere? ... or no? pic.twitter.com/23hONZJmcR

6/25/2019 12:23:20 PM keith369me Cambridge New York is not far from the NXIVM headquarters.

6/25/2019 12:27:47 PM jrocktigers I think I remember seeing that bus.  Always felt something was off. I would be surprised if I see them this week with that news. I will report  back.

6/25/2019 12:30:26 PM wwg1wga93583681 never saw a "we <3 our children" street sign b4 pic.twitter.com/lLHZajgIdL

6/25/2019 12:30:34 PM aprilbrown99 [BERNIE SANDERS] pic.twitter.com/OpSS24NShk

6/25/2019 12:31:44 PM aprilbrown99 Are these part of the over 100K indictments?

6/25/2019 12:32:36 PM renee86743676 Gee 12 Tribes sounds familiar.! 

wink wink

6/25/2019 12:37:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 [REDACTED] knows where the [babies] bodies are buried.

6/25/2019 12:37:16 PM aprilbrown99 Are they still in global operation?

6/25/2019 12:37:44 PM aprilbrown99 These people are so sick!!!

6/25/2019 12:38:18 PM aprilbrown99 😢😭😢

6/25/2019 12:39:51 PM roaminnoodle 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/m6VyG5JyAj

6/25/2019 12:40:22 PM aprilbrown99 Such a heavy burden for this patriot to carry.

6/25/2019 12:40:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not the redacted individual in the vault file. However, he knows the same information, just to a larger extent. Where there's one (NXIVM) there's a 

dozen.

6/25/2019 12:41:05 PM aprilbrown99 For God and Country!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

6/25/2019 12:42:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Gahhh!! I wish I had time to research!!

6/25/2019 12:43:15 PM keith369me ...and the 12 tribes are connected via______?

6/25/2019 12:44:14 PM lbf777 Why did Trump almost start WW3 with Iran on behalf of Israel? What are you not telling us? 🧐

6/25/2019 12:45:01 PM roaminnoodle Thanks for the clarification, as always.

Have you mentioned this particular [REDACTED] person before?

6/25/2019 12:45:57 PM phreatomagnetic Overcomers

6/25/2019 12:46:55 PM aprilbrown99 And this judge 👇👇👇 kept sending the children back into the abuse. pic.twitter.com/bQJAgWIA32

6/25/2019 12:46:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will stripping Section 230 immunity from Big Tech (FB, GOOG, TWTR, YT, etc.) be "good" for CITIZENS or the Oligarchy?

Be careful what you wish for.

Do not fall for the trap.

Demand an Internet Bill of Rights.

Keep Section 230 immunity for Big Tech.

You will regret otherwise.

-MJ2

6/25/2019 12:47:15 PM phreatomagnetic  https://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/cult-rapper-craig-mack-spent-final-years-article-1.3872397 …

6/25/2019 12:47:54 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ2! 🥰🥰🥰

6/25/2019 12:48:17 PM morfin_paulino Muchos de los niños son clonados, y sus almas son procesados en contenedores, donde reciben recuerdos artificiales pará mantenerse en un plano 

existencial de 3d

6/25/2019 12:48:37 PM dwd20498333 Internet bill of rights is the only way to go.

6/25/2019 12:49:19 PM giediknight Big Tech is openly in violation of Section 230, an Internet Bill of Rights would force them to abide by it.

6/25/2019 12:49:32 PM cue2_c99 Any more insight into why stripping would be bad?

6/25/2019 12:49:55 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, I believe so. I think they settled on Kings Mtn, if memory serves.

6/25/2019 12:50:32 PM jollyrob2 So whats the hold up, or is this in the making?

6/25/2019 12:50:36 PM morfin_paulino Es necesario quitar a la "REÍNA ROJA" ella controla la mayor parte del Internet

6/25/2019 12:51:03 PM roaminnoodle For those following along at home:

47 U.S. Code § 230.

Protection for private blocking and screening of offensive material.

 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/47/230 …

6/25/2019 12:51:25 PM giediknight We the People?

6/25/2019 12:51:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Great find!

6/25/2019 12:51:52 PM xusaf_patriot Citizens petitioned for the IBOR multiple times on the WhiteHouse petition site and it never seemed to get enough votes to pass muster.  What are the 

people going to do...call/write their crooked congresscriters?

6/25/2019 12:52:01 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230 

6/25/2019 12:52:12 PM renee86743676 Make them PAY. Or set up a New platform so we have choices. They are monopoly's

6/25/2019 12:53:16 PM mrd_s_anderson We should have had one at the invention of the internet. We need an Internet Declaration of Independence too. 1776 in 2019. Tons of reform needed 

urgently MJ2

6/25/2019 12:53:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Tech would require you to submit your content for AI approval. End of freedom soon to follow since communication is hindered.

6/25/2019 12:57:05 PM jollyrob2 Any of the companies named above have something to do with this: https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1143601959976493056?s=21 …

6/25/2019 12:57:47 PM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1142681473880875008?s=21 …

6/25/2019 12:58:50 PM realchindsight No wonder everyone is so thoroughly uninformed with so much classified intelligence..



6/25/2019 12:59:08 PM tinaqpatriot45 I've been to Manitou Springs, Co at the base of Pikes (Albert) Peak

The town is demonic all around from murals to zombie eyed people everywhere. 

Pike was a well known satanist who wrote a book on it in emerald ink. Located in NC. It all connects

6/25/2019 12:59:32 PM qaphsiel17 The money that paid for all of it wad tax payers. Return ownship to the rightful owners. We the people. Or be enslaved by men why seek to be gods.

6/25/2019 12:59:41 PM aprilbrown99 Can you please tell us more a out this?

6/25/2019 1:00:51 PM nitrozv20 But muh net neutrality... Seems much more nefarious now

6/25/2019 1:02:15 PM enomai_ More dictatorships.

Ahhh

6/25/2019 1:03:14 PM tinaqpatriot45 Bet tunnels connect the mansion to the cultural arts center. 

 http://www.hiddenitearts.org/discover/about/ 

6/25/2019 1:05:37 PM phreatomagnetic HIDDENite

Hiding in plain site.

6/25/2019 1:06:17 PM renee86743676 Then they need to be reclassified as Publishers

6/25/2019 1:06:25 PM freestateojones F That. https://youtu.be/5rVQGT01Kzg 

6/25/2019 1:08:02 PM tinaqpatriot45 Look at their contact info at bottom. International. 

"Members are sometimes transferred out of country" FBI records vault 1

 https://twelvetribes.org/community/conference-center …

6/25/2019 1:08:25 PM aprilbrown99 You are very welcome. 💗💗💗

6/25/2019 1:09:45 PM tinaqpatriot45 These ppl r siq

6/25/2019 1:09:58 PM ughtohillary Please explain your thoughts, why it isn't a good thing to remove the abused immunity?

6/25/2019 1:14:19 PM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sherwood_Boehlert …

6/25/2019 1:15:11 PM mrd_s_anderson Fun fact: MJ (Michael Jackson) is my 10th cousin.

6/25/2019 1:15:51 PM enomai_ How do you get rid of the clauses when repealed?

Cmon they're involved in all sorts of abuses.

6/25/2019 1:18:09 PM defy_gravity987 Wasn't there an incident concerning a tunnel out in Kansas City today? An armed man where police were involved...

6/25/2019 1:20:15 PM lbf777 If these fucking Governments are legalized evil & illegalizing good, then it's time to drop them altogether & revert back to basic right vs wrong with 

civilians dispute resolution systems. I already have one ready to replace the pile of shit legal system we have now.

6/25/2019 1:20:18 PM chapulincolored GenFlynn

6/25/2019 1:20:48 PM sterkinglights1 Really?

6/25/2019 1:21:07 PM jswdh1 Flynn....

6/25/2019 1:21:45 PM jswdh1 HRC?

6/25/2019 1:22:44 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/gcD1h9DYitg 

Michael Tellingers ubuntu movement is an interesting concept,  I see certain aspects happening already in the world.

6/25/2019 1:22:44 PM fightforamerica We already made a push for the IBOR a long time ago. It didn't get anywhere. Not our fault not enough are paying attention, not our fault POTUS 

doesn't back us up.

6/25/2019 1:23:04 PM jaspony1 Trump needs to chime in on this...

Trump needs to make them pay

6/25/2019 1:24:06 PM tinaqpatriot45 Haven't seen it. Source?

6/25/2019 1:24:41 PM americanpetal 😥😥😥

6/25/2019 1:24:41 PM djlok BINGO!!! I was just about to point that out.  [They] knew.

6/25/2019 1:25:16 PM wwg1wga93583681 Ok they seem pretty common after all, based on a quick innerwebs search...

but right in front of this 12 tribes joint it seemed a bit off!

6/25/2019 1:25:30 PM knightofmaltaus Need Cyber Laws more than anything. Goes hand in hand w/net ops.

6/25/2019 1:27:15 PM wyatt251 Lost tribes of Israel scatter to the four corners of the universe or continent some say the native Indians in the USA might be part of them but no one 

knows but the star people the elders say

6/25/2019 1:27:52 PM lbf777 Bernie Sanders turned a blind eye to the 12 Tribes Of Israel pedo cult in Colorado. 

Was he paid off or is it that pedos protect each other?

6/25/2019 1:29:40 PM aprilbrown99 Both. [They] are all sick!

6/25/2019 1:33:09 PM djlok Looks like they have some anti-Semitic beliefs to go along with their child torture practices as well as many other things.  Not good.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Tribes_communities?wprov=sfti1 … pic.twitter.com/DovqS6sZQZ

6/25/2019 1:34:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Bern is about to feel the  REAL Bern 🔥🔥🔥

6/25/2019 1:36:13 PM lbf777 The people will shred him apart on stage. Same with Uncle Joe.

6/25/2019 1:37:21 PM defy_gravity987  https://www.kmbc.com/article/kansas-city-missouri-police-called-to-underground-caves-on-possible-armed-disturbance/28182466 …

6/25/2019 1:37:52 PM rebel_yell_tex I do not think anyone is asking for them not to be immune from OTHERS content, we just want them held accountable for taking away voices from 

people THEY deem unacceptable in their porcelain world.

6/25/2019 1:38:37 PM defy_gravity987 Also, Fox4KC carried the story as well.

6/25/2019 1:40:17 PM anbezedua Can the battle against elite control over tech be won? 

Google is no longer publically traded, instead its alphabet ?  

Alphabet high level ownership report- https://m.nasdaq.com/symbol/googl/ownership-summary …

6/25/2019 1:40:52 PM sterkinglights1 He probably asked to have it placed there specifically. Sick!  I was just wondering if you really haven't seen one  (sign) before.

6/25/2019 1:42:10 PM anbezedua Largest private shareholders of alphabet - https://www.investopedia.com/articles/markets/011516/top-5-google-shareholders-goog.asp …

6/25/2019 1:42:11 PM tinaqpatriot45 There are caves and tunnels everywhere. 

In KY, I personally know if several small openings that lead to airplane hanger sized caverns, with rivers like paths. 

This does not surprise me. What better place to hide than below ground? Or inside a mountain?

Thank you for sharing 👊

6/25/2019 1:43:30 PM maude_rena Glad to see someone saying this. Gov't always makes things worse. They don't look out for us, they just want control.

6/25/2019 1:44:52 PM anbezedua  pic.twitter.com/3Mf8HYD0wL

6/25/2019 1:45:05 PM italianmom555 Oh mama Mia.

6/25/2019 1:48:24 PM morfin_paulino Reína Roja ??? --->syllicon valey 👉DARPA

6/25/2019 1:48:58 PM egelone WTF, the rumor about pizzgate are real???OMG, these people are so sick!!!! AND EVIL!!!

6/25/2019 1:49:08 PM starehope Me either. Very, very secretive.

6/25/2019 1:49:22 PM edwardgouin Is Damon T. Berry credible?

6/25/2019 1:52:39 PM _369311119 Consent. Ugh... pic.twitter.com/lhpO3tex2D



6/25/2019 1:58:08 PM djlok They sort of remind me of like the Mennonites on drugs or something.  I'm looking forward to all cults being exposed and eliminated from society.  

Their Absolute Control hurts people very badly.

6/25/2019 2:00:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q:00

6/25/2019 2:00:45 PM diannahouston12 Humm ?

6/25/2019 2:01:03 PM djlok 17:00

6/25/2019 2:01:19 PM jones9536 Tell me some good news any good news

6/25/2019 2:01:25 PM hawkgirlinmn 1700?

6/25/2019 2:01:35 PM jared4liberty 17:00= 5pm est

6/25/2019 2:01:39 PM souljourneyrise 😊

6/25/2019 2:02:10 PM rebel_yell_tex Q clock.

6/25/2019 2:02:12 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s time 🤡 world is over

6/25/2019 2:02:23 PM bdab28 5:5

Gotta love our military

6/25/2019 2:02:46 PM 1_decided_voter Substitute Google (or any social media big tech) for intelligence community in the following video at 8 min mark... 

https://youtu.be/c3p2zKPQSgI?t=480 …

6/25/2019 2:03:07 PM starehope Lots of 12's. 12 months, bloodlines, tribes, 12 Days of Chrustmas, 12 tribes of Isreal. 2+1=3. Now I'm wondering.

6/25/2019 2:03:28 PM 1_decided_voter I'd like to think that means time is up or some big count down has completed, but I wouldn't want to get my hopes up.

6/25/2019 2:03:55 PM jdltr450 Q clock counting down to zero?

6/25/2019 2:04:34 PM djlok Is our new Acting Defense Sec a Majestic member? https://www.foxnews.com/politics/acting-defense-secretary-mark-esper-memo-troops-

pentagon …

6/25/2019 2:04:48 PM gulfcoastchelle 5:00?

6/25/2019 2:05:03 PM nurseniceyes How beautiful.

6/25/2019 2:05:05 PM roublisa I fully agree!

6/25/2019 2:05:13 PM paciouno Internet bill of rights I like that idea.

6/25/2019 2:05:21 PM sdanon3 “It’s 5:00 Somewhere,,,,,”

6/25/2019 2:05:39 PM jonesy4671 Any comments on all the bob lazar stuff busting into the mainstream?

6/25/2019 2:06:09 PM drbohammer You must be on the east coast now. 17:00

6/25/2019 2:06:59 PM txgrown2020 5:00 somewhere!

6/25/2019 2:07:00 PM roublisa Oh hell no!!!   I DO NOT CONCENT💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/zVsFw8Krc5

6/25/2019 2:07:29 PM roublisa Sorry for shouting🤨🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️

6/25/2019 2:07:30 PM gurdjieffgroup Remember yourself.

6/25/2019 2:07:33 PM cryptogamer11 5:5

6/25/2019 2:07:34 PM scott_rick What does this mean?

6/25/2019 2:07:44 PM charmcityanon Est

6/25/2019 2:08:14 PM iamyou132 Last ditch effort to limit the flow of information?

6/25/2019 2:08:27 PM starehope Same here. I don't care if they were clones or not, I couldn't watch those beatings.

6/25/2019 2:08:36 PM 1_decided_voter Curious if members of Q team or MJ12 currently have the ability to communicate or have meaningful dialog (ie obtain previously unknown 

information) with people from beyond the grave?

6/25/2019 2:08:40 PM kalifornianati2 It’s Time. #QAnon pic.twitter.com/ucxDZk1FGI

6/25/2019 2:08:47 PM djlok Was @CIA involved in setting up that 12 Tribes group and letting it expand the way it did?  

Also what percentage of cults have @CIA had their grimy little hands in?

6/25/2019 2:09:46 PM roublisa By the reactions of we IS-BEs👇👇👇🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/VtWSZ2qZoS

6/25/2019 2:09:58 PM egelone What does this mean? SHow time now?

6/25/2019 2:11:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Are we looking at some news from time zone quadrant 17 and 0 on the equator? Pakistan? India? Arabian sea? pic.twitter.com/xZMcqlh4ST

6/25/2019 2:11:57 PM charlesgdavis1 IT'S not big tech....it's the owners, investors, stock holders, government entity and/or the DEVIL himself that is attempting to be GOD and have an 

selfish and all consuming hatred for GOD and his children....which I might add is the reason for their WANT of complete control.👹👽

6/25/2019 2:12:01 PM renee86743676 5.5 HOOOOO RAH MARINE STYLE

6/25/2019 2:12:04 PM royalyid Time’s up

6/25/2019 2:12:18 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf I pet goat 2 screen shot. 

Any light on this? pic.twitter.com/eDDiHWMvdx

6/25/2019 2:12:38 PM keith369me 30 Days of Silence would take us to June 25

6/25/2019 2:13:09 PM starehope And look at the names. Oh boy, digging again. I need more paper and pencils.

6/25/2019 2:13:16 PM djlok I'm thinking "yes" because "Death is an illusion." Just a hunch. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1081037495016529920?s=21 …

6/25/2019 2:13:32 PM enomai_ Thank you Q team

6/25/2019 2:14:15 PM johnhammar94 Ok?

6/25/2019 2:14:47 PM roublisa #slavesnomore#slavesnomore#slavesnomore pic.twitter.com/1CD1FK0f1j

6/25/2019 2:15:22 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf Any light on this one too?

I pet Goat 2 - Madame Q pic.twitter.com/Uv2kNmUBoA

6/25/2019 2:15:33 PM sterkinglights1 Where have I seen this guy before. The guy making the video.

6/25/2019 2:16:04 PM patriots5_5 🤡 setup these groups, let them serve their purpose, and then when they get too big... it’s over.

6/25/2019 2:17:24 PM sailingawakened There will be no IBoR until a power shift in "The House" happens...be it arrests or the 2020 election. Until then...it's simply a talking point.

6/25/2019 2:17:41 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/BaPPOjSxZ0

6/25/2019 2:18:03 PM keith369me My friggen head is buzzing more energetically than ever before.  How about some Telepathic Communication from the Q team!

6/25/2019 2:18:20 PM djlok Looks like those 12 Tribes may still be up and running.  Also, I'm wondering if we are just scratching the surface with these lesser known cults.

6/25/2019 2:19:07 PM jeebaleebs It's Q o'clock.

6/25/2019 2:19:13 PM jswdh1 You mean July

6/25/2019 2:19:14 PM sunnydkelleu Q:00=Popcorn at Ready

6/25/2019 2:20:17 PM jswdh1 I thought it was 10? Which would take us to July 4th

6/25/2019 2:20:20 PM americanchilean 5! pic.twitter.com/udA7yGBx7b

6/25/2019 2:20:41 PM _369311119 Can ALICE survive Section 230 compliance?

6/25/2019 2:21:25 PM lbf777 We can pitch into the effort by stop paying taxes. Let’s defund these scumbags & heal the economy simultaneously.

6/25/2019 2:21:56 PM keith369me Yes, last Q was May 26...31 days in May

6/25/2019 2:22:32 PM roublisa 👇👇👇

6/25/2019 2:23:08 PM wwg1wga93583681 The finest hour. pic.twitter.com/Adv6nsT8Dj

6/25/2019 2:25:20 PM davidrupell Sure

6/25/2019 2:25:57 PM starehope It makes one wonder how many people turn a blind eye to this abuse, apparently many do. That is one of the reasons why pedophilia is so difficult to 

stop.

6/25/2019 2:26:01 PM enomai_ Nice

6/25/2019 2:27:09 PM starehope We can only hope.

6/25/2019 2:27:38 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/zZeNijZy8d



6/25/2019 2:31:36 PM djlok What a damn mess, right?

6/25/2019 2:33:38 PM allahuniversal General #8748: 12 Tribes FBI Vault Dig Edition

6/25/2019 2:34:21 PM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/francoispatuel/status/1143630614425493504?s=21 …

6/25/2019 2:34:51 PM curt_avila Loud and clear

6/25/2019 2:34:58 PM djlok Well I guess "Render to Caesar that which is Caesar's" comes into play here.  Also unwanted jail time.  😂😂😂

However, the Mind is not Caesar's...

6/25/2019 2:35:15 PM bkize54 Congress on recess and @realDonaldTrump out of the country....conditions for a perfect "storm"

6/25/2019 2:38:42 PM bekolayrichard What does this mean Majestic 12? I can post meaningless things also. The key to a riddle is that when someone solves it, you verify it. I think people 

are getting tired of the riddles.

6/25/2019 2:39:00 PM jswdh1 Oh ok

6/25/2019 2:39:26 PM jswdh1 I keep checking for more posts

6/25/2019 2:43:19 PM melodicwarrior1 Thank you 5:5 at the ready.

6/25/2019 2:43:39 PM xusaf_patriot Perfect post...right at 1700hrs.  Surprised that Alice didn't stop you... ;-)

6/25/2019 2:44:03 PM dhyle297 Wwg1wga

6/25/2019 2:46:23 PM orsinipepe Q:00 = 17:00.  Where in the world was it 5PM at 2PM EST?  What happened there?

6/25/2019 2:47:49 PM keith369me Any expectation for the G20?

6/25/2019 2:48:43 PM lbf777 Either take the leap of faith or take the NWO.

No one said it would be risk free however the chips are stacked on our side now in 2019. It was more risky in 2015 when people were asleep.

6/25/2019 2:50:48 PM princess_dd_80 👀👀👀👀

6/25/2019 2:53:55 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/NIS75phgTF

6/25/2019 2:55:04 PM jvan125 OMG

6/25/2019 2:55:21 PM starehope 3 hours east of Eastern Time Zone.

6/25/2019 2:57:30 PM jvan125 12 Disciples, 12 inches in a foot...that’s all I can add 😂

6/25/2019 2:58:48 PM orsinipepe Which covers Greenland, Part of Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uraguay and Chile

6/25/2019 2:59:01 PM appalachanon  pic.twitter.com/9Mz37gKypU

6/25/2019 3:01:21 PM seywerd137 5pm?

6/25/2019 3:01:34 PM strangewisper Can send on any working frequency

6/25/2019 3:01:34 PM identityasxy .

Ahhh, OK.. but can we delay the Q:00 thing for a bit.   I've got a pedicure scheduled, and ahh, appointments are tough to get.    

next week is better for me.

6/25/2019 3:01:48 PM slayerofmatrix1 You didn’t actually know that was a real deal?!

6/25/2019 3:03:10 PM starehope And Arctica and Antarctica.

6/25/2019 3:05:25 PM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/IySoodn4mG

6/25/2019 3:05:33 PM aprilbrown99 Not everyone is full awake yet, but they are slowly awakening. I think there will come a moment when it will just happen like Majestic Magic. 🤩🤩🤩

6/25/2019 3:06:22 PM starehope I stood up and felt very lightheaded.

6/25/2019 3:07:40 PM mysttory 😆

6/25/2019 3:11:13 PM starehope We do not want AI involved.

6/25/2019 3:12:25 PM nschlange Now I'm more confused, 5 what and some of those times were 15, right? Very confused by this. Help would be nice, if you have time.

6/25/2019 3:13:43 PM starehope How will we interfere with this? Who do we the people contact? How to contact?

6/25/2019 3:20:17 PM flowersoul @CLeev99

Replying to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Any more insight into why stripping would be bad?

Majestic 12

Big Tech would require you to submit your content for AI approval. End of freedom soon to follow since communication is hindered.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1143606522909474816 …

6/25/2019 3:26:48 PM libsareinsane One might conclude that you are in violation of your oath by disclosing such things.

6/25/2019 3:26:51 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/lszHKE6hJE

6/25/2019 3:27:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 If Facebook is a publisher, then what kind of contract must exist in order for you to submit content to them? How would it be enforced?

Removing Section 230 Immunity is the inverse of an Internet Bill of Rights.

#IBOR

6/25/2019 3:29:19 PM lucky11111212 Read thru quite a bit.

Disturbing.

Were there young women —girls really, used to birth babies who were abused by this group.  Multiple locations and it is hard to believe that FBI and 

local/state couldn’t piece together the breadth of the issues.

6/25/2019 3:29:21 PM slayerofmatrix1 I’m aware 🙏🏼💗 .. very happy anyone not fully awake to this reality have found this twitter feed.

6/25/2019 3:30:54 PM laurabusse Enjoy the show!

6/25/2019 3:31:58 PM efogghb WINNING 🇺🇸

6/25/2019 3:34:00 PM libsareinsane I’m onboard with #Q but reading your tweets leaves me with the feeling that you are a larp desperately trying to sound like you’re on the inside to cash 

in on the #Q movement. As #Q said, “Be careful who you follow”.

6/25/2019 3:35:03 PM libsareinsane If a plane crashes at the same time my phone rings is that not a coincidence?

6/25/2019 3:35:50 PM lucky11111212 So they did use this to produce innocent babies for human trafficking or rituals/ritual abuse?

They sound highly organized, systematic.

Is this tied to NXIVM in any way?

Is there perhaps a thread that even goes from Charles Manson (C_A?) to this group?

6/25/2019 3:36:07 PM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/zYPqVcCjp8

6/25/2019 3:36:41 PM merorschach How about we just sign off of them all. We've been betrayed by Big Tech.

Today I ditched Chrome as a browser on all devices. It's a start.

6/25/2019 3:40:57 PM charmanda9 I’ve been wondering this too

6/25/2019 3:42:00 PM jswdh1 YEP! that's why it's called programming.....

6/25/2019 3:43:04 PM majcm83 Sadly, I have “stocked up” 3-4 Times now based on Q posts and Anon’s assurances. It gets pretty darn expensive if you’re not rich. What happened to 

the 10 days of darkness before the Fourth of July? I’ve been one holding out disbelieving, but it’s getting harder.

6/25/2019 3:44:26 PM majcm83 Oh,  and I DEFINITELY have quit trying to tell Normie’s to stock up or that anything is coming on a certain date. All it does is make them more 

disbelieving 😒

6/25/2019 3:47:46 PM orsinipepe They would have a legal basis for censorship.



6/25/2019 3:48:01 PM majcm83 AMEN!! So many insiders on Twitter (majestic, eye/spy, TRDJs) say something and then as people ask questions never come back and answer the 

questions! That can drive a person crazy, yes?? So WHAT DOES THIS Q=00 MEAN??

6/25/2019 3:48:22 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Prior to 9/11, I was about to walk into a hotel when a man walked passed me. I looked up an we kinda made eye contact. But, it 

was so very strange. It was as if time slowed down as I walked past and it was as if he was wrapped in a cellophane bubble.

6/25/2019 3:49:13 PM mtr_epicwin77  pic.twitter.com/iakjW8xsTM

6/25/2019 3:49:42 PM majcm83 Why Are you thanking the Q team?  PLEASE Someone come back and answer questions for people that are not figuring these things out!! 🙏

6/25/2019 3:50:13 PM 313looper 👀...👽...😻... Q ...🤠...🍿...🦅...🇺🇸

6/25/2019 3:50:13 PM majcm83 THIRTY??? What happened to the 10 days???

6/25/2019 3:50:59 PM justice_rebel 😆

6/25/2019 3:51:52 PM justice_rebel It was 00.00 in my place about one hour ago   .😨

6/25/2019 3:52:45 PM pegger420 it means 17:00 as Q is the 17th letter... it's nothing more than that.

6/25/2019 3:53:03 PM nurseniceyes Another question, if you don't mind, who is still carrying around adrenochrome packs?

6/25/2019 3:54:03 PM libsareinsane The fact that you call yourself Majestic 12 is a HUGE red flag. You should have been a little more creative.

6/25/2019 3:54:52 PM dynamicres If this does mean Qs time is ⌛, we know what that means! MJ🕛 TIME!

6/25/2019 3:58:27 PM ethereal_shaman Fishing for swamp creatures.

6/25/2019 4:02:13 PM dr_t_dc Has anyone outlined an internet bill of rights?

6/25/2019 4:06:32 PM girlawakeinca Yes, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has provided some excellent & effective resources for all of us to follow. Once I got over being upset at the past & did being to 

incorporate their suggestions & they IMHO are valid if you can discern the info from the disinfo.

6/25/2019 4:08:39 PM qcode8 5:00

6/25/2019 4:09:03 PM patriots5_5 I’m sure there are so many levels to it all.  20% public.  90+% would sent most to the hospital

6/25/2019 4:12:32 PM my2sonznme Omg....this, EXACTLY! Ten days of darkness my arse! And I can’t red pill anyone because I keep looking like an idiot. I feel this exact same way. I support 

my President but this Q thing is dimming.

6/25/2019 4:13:49 PM my2sonznme 10 days of darkness never happened. Beginning to think I’ve been bamboozled.

6/25/2019 4:15:23 PM qanonsunrise Ok. What should our plan of action be in pushing for internet bill of rights?

6/25/2019 4:16:38 PM my2sonznme It was 10 days before the 4th which would’ve been yesterday but nothing happened of course, it never does.

6/25/2019 4:17:23 PM my2sonznme Chemtrails?! That’s about all we ever get to see in our skies these days.

6/25/2019 4:18:09 PM blsdbe 17:00 🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰

#TimeIsAnIllusion but #QAnon is Real!!! #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

6/25/2019 4:24:45 PM _369311119 Employees an issue like FBI/Justice? https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1143657935467425793 …

6/25/2019 4:26:27 PM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/agPjNe5RRO

6/25/2019 4:31:02 PM lbf777 All we have to do is share all the businesses as a people (no Gov involvement) so we can run these businesses for free to serve, instead of exploit, the 

people. 

Our legal system is a corrupt POS & has to be disregarded entirely so we can create a new one as a people (not Gov).

6/25/2019 4:35:21 PM zagnett If We had a legal system worth a damn "State Actor" doctrine would apply to social media platforms (the big ones are are definitely platforms, NOT 

publishers), & force them to respect the 1A rights of U.S. citizens, as if they were acting as the federal government itself. 💪

6/25/2019 4:35:34 PM blsdbe Uhhh 🥰🥰🥰 #NoCoincidences

6/25/2019 4:38:05 PM covertress Q:00

Eyes Wide Open

6/25/2019 4:46:59 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/jcIAoMmnjF

6/25/2019 4:52:07 PM johnnyt_anon No hand holding.

Gotta learn the comms.

6/25/2019 5:06:08 PM ngeeene  pic.twitter.com/Nm8xNU7vUc

6/25/2019 5:07:31 PM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @JudicialWatch @Michaelcraddo16 @prayingmedic 

https://twitter.com/ImperatorTruth/status/1143538572181626881 …

6/25/2019 5:15:09 PM kwyatt55 I am from there and I can tell you the payseurs and rothschilds flourished there then spread to Columbia sc and Alabama! Abe Lincoln was born in 

lincolnton not Springfield Illinois!

6/25/2019 5:19:56 PM slaytheeye Is Barr going to Declas?

6/25/2019 5:20:35 PM 92michael As opposed to “Eyes Wide Shut” Lol I’ve seen the movie. Did you know that if buy the European version? It has a longer uncut ritual party scene?

6/25/2019 5:20:37 PM karvilla96 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

6/25/2019 5:35:26 PM nettiejoi Since the end of May !

6/25/2019 5:42:18 PM enomai_ What r u asking?

6/25/2019 5:43:37 PM mymaxamoose Has anyone watched #DesignatedSurvivor on Netflix? It truly is an eye opener and there are things in that show that parallel what is going on in our 

government

6/25/2019 5:44:02 PM enomai_ I am thanking q team because this is bigger than u can imagine

6/25/2019 5:49:47 PM starehope Off topic: An articke. Man moves stones weighing tons to build a castle in Florida. Is this possible? 

https://twitter.com/Dannygambit1/status/1143679210390790145?s=19 …

6/25/2019 5:50:38 PM djlok I think maybe it's always MJ⏱!!!

6/25/2019 5:51:52 PM starehope We have the choice to believe what resonates within us.

6/25/2019 5:52:55 PM jcmyhp I like it !!

6/25/2019 5:53:39 PM starehope Do you think Q has completed the job and now MJ12's job will begin?

6/25/2019 5:54:27 PM starehope Possible.

6/25/2019 5:55:23 PM jcmyhp 😳

6/25/2019 5:55:24 PM bctrucker2 They have members in that line of work.

6/25/2019 5:59:51 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf How do you mean?

6/25/2019 6:01:55 PM laurabusse Good question!

I really have no idea actually 🤔

6/25/2019 6:02:13 PM jcmyhp 12 steps in Alcoholics Anonymous lol

6/25/2019 6:05:03 PM big_simp Interesting  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  insists we are on a  globe ball spinning earth.

But Majestic 12 have also admitted to lying before - its necessary they argue

Its "flat" - a realm.  A simulation/ Only what is experienced directly by each Is Be manifests - refer E8 lattice theory  pic.twitter.com/nU4WZdl6UY

6/25/2019 6:06:56 PM euskal_pride I'm usually better at spotting sarcasm #Ashamed 🖒

6/25/2019 6:09:32 PM jcmyhp 😂

6/25/2019 6:15:31 PM jvan125 Good one!!

6/25/2019 6:16:53 PM sterkinglights1 Wiseman huh. Any chance that he is related to an Andy?

6/25/2019 6:17:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/Q/2019

7 "luck"?

Majestic meets Q

Are you enjoying the show?

Define trojan horse. https://twitter.com/jaazee1/status/1143688618831175681 …



6/25/2019 6:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1068597200748453891?s=21 …

6/25/2019 6:19:28 PM edwardgouin Um yeah... how about vaccines nearly all of us have received.  Within 12 hours of birth (in "civilized" nations anyway), you are given your first 

injections.  You'd be hard pressed to find anyone in the US who has not received at least one vaccine in their lifetime. Thanks! Not.

6/25/2019 6:20:03 PM zaraawakened No. The show is waaay too long.

6/25/2019 6:20:17 PM cledrordfishing 7/17/19....

Link!?

Are the Q team coming out in the MSM?

6/25/2019 6:20:32 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1116860511864356864?s=21 …

6/25/2019 6:21:38 PM sterkinglights1 Me and my friends call it Anthony Weiner gate.

6/25/2019 6:21:43 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108473500942127104?s=21 …

6/25/2019 6:22:04 PM das100000 Sure is taking Mueller a long time for him to learn his lines.

Looking forward to when Hollywood acts out the Uranium One machinations.

6/25/2019 6:23:26 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/eDXdf83Kkh

6/25/2019 6:23:28 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/8cjUjvII8E

6/25/2019 6:25:22 PM jrocktigers MJ -  Remember when the Israeli's were traveling to the moon and you advised everyone to watch for something peculiar? Then a "meteor" happened 

to fly from the left side of the screen into the moon?

6/25/2019 6:26:00 PM cledrordfishing Is Q of human origin?

6/25/2019 6:26:36 PM aprilbrown99 [Nadler/Schiff]  Hopefully the testimony will finally exonerate Gen. Flynn.

6/25/2019 6:35:34 PM igiant111 Dont Game of Thrones this ending :/

6/25/2019 6:37:12 PM _369311119 Mueller is a Marine

6/25/2019 6:42:54 PM djlok Very funny!!!

6/25/2019 6:43:25 PM starehope Wondering if all of Hollyweird will be new actors? I hope so!

6/25/2019 6:43:33 PM nurseniceyes My birthday is the seventh.

6/25/2019 6:44:50 PM nurseniceyes Exactly what is your plan? So I make sure mine coincides with it.

6/25/2019 6:45:30 PM das100000 When they start running, it will be for a different reason.

6/25/2019 6:47:23 PM wahiggins3 Oh shit, it is ON like Donkey Kong!!!

6/25/2019 6:54:22 PM cledrordfishing I really believe that he is in good hands. 

He is just starting to clinch his fists. 

Wait until he starts swinging!

6/25/2019 6:55:06 PM mrd_s_anderson RM...Q?

6/25/2019 6:56:06 PM bekolayrichard That is Hogwash. I am not gifted like the autists. I have followed Q from day 1 and all of the good anons. Why the secrecy, unless there is something to 

hide, like the truth from us common folk. This is nonsense.

6/25/2019 6:58:38 PM savethesedogs But Netflix is Obama toxic...

6/25/2019 6:58:55 PM majcm83 Sorry I am still new to Twitter. I assume you’re asking me? How do I find back to where I asked the question? Sorry 🥴

6/25/2019 6:59:07 PM blsdbe #DoItQ #DoItMJ #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #TheStormIsUponUs

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/NkwGXSzz5l

6/25/2019 7:00:26 PM jfaith1979 Isn't Mike P in India right now

6/25/2019 7:02:20 PM bekolayrichard This movement is like going to college and taking all of the exams. But, the professors tells you that you won't know how you scored until you finish 

your 4 years in college. In other words, this is all a game. In the end, you figured out you wasted your time and energy.

6/25/2019 7:03:29 PM savethesedogs RBG?

6/25/2019 7:08:18 PM allahuniversal 7/Q/2019

A Majestic Day, of course

6/25/2019 7:09:07 PM johnnyt_anon Were you researching the Vegas massacre on 4Chan?

6/25/2019 7:09:30 PM allahuniversal A Marine with a "green" thumb from #U1

6/25/2019 7:15:26 PM djlok 5:5

6/25/2019 7:17:19 PM bekolayrichard No, I did not. Why? I know Vegas is not what they said happened. All lies and coverup. The chan boards are overwhelming for me. I am from a different 

era and I get lost with the chatter back and forth

6/25/2019 7:17:27 PM capitalkid Are you saying the contract that removes rights can be implicit?  That's crazy!

Are rights to freedom not implicit?  I've always been against the Bill of Rights because it enumerates rights that we ALREADY NATURALLY HAVE - we 

should NOT have to explicitly state our freedoms!

6/25/2019 7:17:37 PM sklzmad You can't say you have 0 connection to Q team, if you assert 0 delta connection to their posts.  Unless this account is computer operated to post 

exactly when either do.  

'All Majestic involvement is [Cabal] controlled currently (on purpose).'

6/25/2019 7:18:33 PM johnnyt_anon It's not secrecy. It was at first. Now it's more like a picture is worth a thousand words. Twitter's not the best medium.

He's referring to the Q clock. I personally like the "Qmap"  https://galacticconnection.com/q-anon-learn-to-read-the-map-a-cartography-of-the-

globally-organized-corruption-networks-treasure-trove-of-maps-diagrams-org-charts-and-family-tree/ … & SerialBrain2 on Reddit.

6/25/2019 7:19:44 PM capitalkid Kushner?

6/25/2019 7:22:06 PM nun_chucknorris There were many.

6/25/2019 7:25:05 PM extradouble 40 day fast?

6/25/2019 7:25:45 PM deplorablesuezq Hmm, who’s 322? Any takers? Anyone..

6/25/2019 7:26:51 PM majcm83 Totally agree. I was so into Q but now it’s been a month I think he has left the building. I support POTUS more than any other I ever have, but think we 

need to quit looking for miracles now 😥

6/25/2019 7:36:36 PM jondevinblack1 7.11.2019 👀

#QAnon

6/25/2019 7:46:33 PM impressionist81  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mastercard-shareholder-vote-white-

supremacists_n_5d0a7a55e4b0f7b7442b1ec2?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly90LmNvL09aSlhmNHMwQks&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAADyv

rXr9JZYtZcrj2TPh81XFzW4rdSon6dD2CQsIrWGIaQSuBtmmxhltKbHvrlnXaRf5AlMbGsBN7aNnwXDBAc2YmUQY62k-qMVZ9t9Fp9hRgsy9pSBmmOI-

XyMrHo81E2EeNU-FkmtHobS7nncqQOjPek-A3_cEDLEI_gz5mqX_ …

6/25/2019 7:53:26 PM _a_quila Ahh, the ol' Trojan Mueller trick! Classic... or should I say Majestic. pic.twitter.com/1noP0eOmcI

6/25/2019 7:55:04 PM waiting4et 17:00

6/25/2019 7:56:19 PM renee86743676 I Breathless

6/25/2019 8:04:27 PM 7alon I'm here because I think logically, took the message in rather than trust the messenger. Godspeed! pic.twitter.com/5OocptTMOr

6/25/2019 8:07:41 PM _a_quila Here's just a few. pic.twitter.com/jQbqgBY2OY

6/25/2019 8:10:24 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/nfKL3M238w

6/25/2019 8:22:36 PM _369311119 Barry Soetoro

Barr Ysu Toro

6/25/2019 8:32:19 PM souljourneyrise Is this going to be live for the people too see?? Damn well better be after all the millions of our dollars were stolen for this farce!

6/25/2019 8:39:35 PM homeofthetitans 322 skull bones?

6/25/2019 8:41:18 PM alaraofsirius  pic.twitter.com/xLj4YtqvV8



6/25/2019 8:41:41 PM aprilbrown99 THIS 👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1143725104783753216 …

6/25/2019 8:42:04 PM drbohammer I blocked Michele 4 Canada a few months ago. It’s a troll account who’s goal is to get you pissed off enough to tweet something harsh, and then have 

you kicked off Twitter. No sense wasting ANY time on that c*nt (and yeah, I know it’s a guy).

6/25/2019 8:42:14 PM fibermam266 I'm dyslexic, misread comment thought it said MJ is hand and hand with Q. was about to flip.

6/25/2019 8:44:17 PM richardhiatt16 First Contact 👏👏👏 Can’t wait 🤓...                                                     Yes I know 😌.....  Trust the PLAN....❤️🇺🇸

6/25/2019 8:53:38 PM dynamicres Ideas on [322]? When "they" finally get a FF that works? But I thought they couldn't afford it? Maybe just when all they have done comes to light. 

pic.twitter.com/suZGmmABtJ

6/25/2019 9:03:43 PM charlesgdavis1 GWB?!?!

6/25/2019 9:08:31 PM mongrelglory I've been worried about the Totalitarian control that Xi is imposing on China's citizens, along with the stories of organ harvesting of people in 

detainment camps. With the economic clout China has, is there a risk of this draconian surveillance systems spreading in the world?

6/25/2019 9:10:31 PM jaspony1 We no longer need proof...

We need Justice!!!

We need disclosure!!!

We are a powder keg right now...

6/25/2019 9:12:06 PM speaklife595 Was there some sort of testing recruiting process that took place unknowingly to spirtual awakening ppl, that some passed and some failed?

6/25/2019 9:12:20 PM jaspony1 Trump needs to push it...

He needs to drive it...

6/25/2019 9:14:21 PM jaspony1 If people can't speak...

They fight!!!

6/25/2019 9:40:39 PM bhaggy1008 Some Moviment?

6/25/2019 9:41:13 PM carolva97910854 Mine is the 11th!  I was just thinking maybe something big was coming for my birthday present!

6/25/2019 9:41:54 PM mongrelglory Is this true? "U.S. Acting Def. Secretary Patrick Shanahan was fired because he showed up on a list of people compromised by the Khazarian mafia, MI6 

sources say. In particular, he was deeply involved in the weaponization of civilian aircraft by Boeing, his long-time employer."

6/25/2019 9:48:44 PM decodematrix No. Benjamin Fulford is a complete joke these days. Maybe 25% of his intel is accurate. His sources feed him complete bullshit and he doesn't know 

any better. Shanahan is a patriot.

6/25/2019 9:49:00 PM drbohammer Absolutely possible P

6/25/2019 9:50:05 PM sagequixotic Is there perhaps certain Avian or Pyramid entities working along side? 

The plan is more than just on Earth.

6/25/2019 10:23:02 PM pietato Lmao pic.twitter.com/FIUQLiW0k8

6/25/2019 10:24:30 PM enomai_ This is what happens when you out people Michael 

Kabamur is 💯 shill. Independent, Clown, or really believes his own reality. Take a pic or two.

6/25/2019 10:25:01 PM enomai_ Majestic sets everything up

6/25/2019 10:25:15 PM curseca Trojan horse?! That would be a gift! I can’t stop smiling.

6/25/2019 10:25:48 PM enomai_ They offered enough you knew names Michael. Who are you fooling

6/25/2019 10:31:08 PM enomai_ Your account is misinformation.

You give real with fake like a clown. 

You are misleading for official contact. Your event is the false flag. 

Your event is not the real thing. 

This is the official MJ12 account. They're on Twitter because of GOOD people now. To dictate minds

6/25/2019 10:33:31 PM enomai_ To guide the conscious through the fire from your people. This is not from past readings. Experience. You know it's real Michael. Why must you fight 

against the good? Why?

6/25/2019 10:35:19 PM enomai_ @SandiaWisdom is official this is all people need to follow with regards to official first contact. And, this account, as well. You and sather are something 

else. Where is your all's heart.

6/25/2019 10:39:42 PM orthogonalron Manson

Waco

Jonestown

NIXVM

Etc

6/25/2019 10:40:22 PM catherinewhitfo @LBF777 👆 this is the tool I was talking about the other day.

Some of his comments...

SMH

6/25/2019 10:45:17 PM libertyspring99 Does anyone even have a clue what this means?

6/25/2019 10:46:02 PM monroevegas Q of July pic.twitter.com/WXsdIDBeA5

6/25/2019 10:46:13 PM jonessense Prove he is a shill and also prove mj12 isn’t. You can’t. This “shill” business is SO old. Move on. We are past that point. It doesn’t fucking matter. Take 

the message or leave it alone.

6/25/2019 10:50:41 PM 17_3_161815214 I watched it from the first season.

They canceled it because it revealed TOO MUCH

6/25/2019 10:52:26 PM enomai_ I can, the question is should I? Probably not

6/25/2019 11:02:23 PM c_3_d It will be good for right-of-Karl Marx citizen.

6/25/2019 11:04:56 PM monroevegas Wow...glad he didnt become president either. Yeah lets get him out too. Im thinking we need a stringent set of guidelines for government officials 

from now on with anons double checking everyone wanting to run for ANY office; local, county, state, and national.

6/25/2019 11:09:07 PM monroevegas I sense a light on this planet that i have not felt in years.

6/25/2019 11:11:14 PM monroevegas 322? pic.twitter.com/5cmIVNord6

6/25/2019 11:13:34 PM zagnett [322] = [Skull&Bones] = [GHWB's faction of the cabal]

6/25/2019 11:15:00 PM monroevegas Why would a tr-3b fly so close to the ground? Just wondering and thought I would ask since this acct will be shut down at some point. Thanks.

6/25/2019 11:30:52 PM eochaillmono Trojan horse?

6/25/2019 11:42:59 PM hispeedtim2876 Here pic.twitter.com/BM8Dw5zI4v

6/25/2019 11:43:35 PM alinahere The Burn WASN'T the Only one that ignored or swept this under the rug. 😓 pic.twitter.com/rA2qUvW9QX

6/25/2019 11:49:21 PM alinahere April, I believe this Congressman Boehlert was actually Trying to get several people & agencies to look into this issue, but YES there's a JUDGE named in 

the Docs that stopped the whole thing & wouldn't let Anyone check out the Abuse Allegations on the Children.

#DarkToLIGHT 🙏

6/25/2019 11:50:37 PM alinahere This letter is a reply to the Congressman's inquiry.

6/26/2019 12:07:03 AM oo1o110 It means we're entering Q time.



6/26/2019 12:09:18 AM oo1o110 I don't know if Shanahan is a patriot or not. What I know is he got canned like all the others, and we're in Scaramucci model mode right now where 

defense secretary is concerned. That doesn't speak well for Shanahan.

6/26/2019 12:10:13 AM solanojones In case you've been on a desert island, or living under a rock, our Congress is completely WORTHLESS at the moment. Getting ANYTHING the People 

want even onto the floor for a vote is impossible. Getting Dems to go along with it, even moreso. IBOR will have to wait for GOP House.

6/26/2019 12:47:42 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have said, message over messenger. It was fair to ask the question and give MJ-12 a chance to reply.  Many people initially were concerned 

about Shanahan's long work history with Boeing. It's a complex war raging behind the scenes and allegiances are still being determined.

6/26/2019 12:52:54 AM mongrelglory I'm just trying to determine which part of his intel might be accurate as I do with most accounts.  Blind faith no more!

6/26/2019 1:09:37 AM libertyspring99 I understand Q zero markers but what is the significance of this one?

6/26/2019 1:15:58 AM epkman Mullethead testifies on the 17th. Wouldn't it be  shocker if he tells the truth? The shocker would be he tries to lie, b/c he will be eviscerated. 

pic.twitter.com/oEdetSlKJs

6/26/2019 1:29:01 AM paul_gronseth  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/322 … pic.twitter.com/JpJRy7ZelS

6/26/2019 1:48:01 AM mongrelglory David Wilcock has suggested that the alliance has a plan to counteract censorship on D-day:

"Think Emergency Alert System.

Think WH-controlled *new* RT ‘news’ website

Think WH-controlled *new* video stream platform."

Is this happening?

6/26/2019 2:41:18 AM mrd_s_anderson Ohhhhh

""""[10]""""

EVERYWHERE

6/26/2019 2:44:05 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1143764218438492161 …

6/26/2019 2:55:52 AM whaleheadworld Ohhhh! That would be sweet!

6/26/2019 3:16:17 AM painlesscooking The signatures were being removed almost real time. There are several screen shots on the chan boards to prove it.

6/26/2019 4:08:55 AM ofcbrianberrios 🤣🤣🤣

6/26/2019 4:09:42 AM ofcbrianberrios Let see

6/26/2019 4:16:54 AM sterkinglights1 This whole thing (life) seems more and more generic as time (events) progress.

6/26/2019 4:50:18 AM roublisa Love you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  IS-BSs  pic.twitter.com/ibfqFBOO6S

6/26/2019 4:59:19 AM fibonacci639 IS-BE’s are here...

6/26/2019 5:28:34 AM liltilgerlil Does anyone here remember when Obama gave away the internet to the UN?

6/26/2019 5:30:06 AM liltilgerlil There is always someone who watches the door to the house. Someone always chooses what we see so we’re not inundated with malicious material. 

Now, who wants to hold the door security accountable to our Constitution and bill of rights?

6/26/2019 5:54:52 AM my2sonznme You think one comment about disinformation is making me look like an idiot?! We are talking “use discernment” “optics” “look here not there”, I 

understand ALL of that. The Q army has turned on itself. We don’t know who to follow or who to trust anymore.

6/26/2019 5:57:54 AM my2sonznme All of the get prepared ads like order food, order the flashlight, but gold, get vpn, special coins, buy my book....after ALL the hype and money....still 

waiting. Every week...The Storm is here...get your popcorn...still waiting. Just sayin🤷🏼♀️

6/26/2019 6:07:47 AM mrd_s_anderson If RM = Q , then I'm not sure what this means.

(This is my relation to Christina Aguilera, 9th cousin) pic.twitter.com/LS5g6YSdSF

6/26/2019 6:19:38 AM skeye_watching People do these things in the name of the Creator to bring hatred to anything to do with Yeshua.   These are the decedents of Cain, here to make 

people afraid & muddy the waters of Yeshua's teachings of Love one another.

6/26/2019 6:34:09 AM uglytru36339608 Mueller is in front of Congress again on the 17th of July.

6/26/2019 6:56:46 AM suzirn218 Thought that also but now having serious doubts.

6/26/2019 6:57:55 AM aprilbrown99 Alina, thanQ, I stand corrected. In 1984, it was Judge Frank Mahady that was the one dismissing the cases/inquiries. The. Nothing from 1984 to 1992 

when Judge Boehlert. But only ONE inquiry based on what I see in these documents. Between the FBI, Social Welfare and...

6/26/2019 6:58:08 AM aprilbrown99 ...Judge Mahady inquiries were dismissed. John Collingwood and Lee Rawls are suspect. The KEY is really the [Redacted] person who wrote the letter to 

Judge Boehlert on Jan 27, 1992. Like MJ2 stated, they know where the bodies are buried.

6/26/2019 7:00:03 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/dNvI7iPTI7

6/26/2019 7:01:41 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/s3JWcZBK9T

6/26/2019 7:13:12 AM aprilbrown99 It is just heartbreaking all the way around that this shit has even been going on. 😢

6/26/2019 7:38:51 AM covertress You told us that @POTUS was MJ12, back in August, 2018.

Do MJs ever change numbers? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031998890852147202?s=19 …

6/26/2019 7:47:30 AM covertress On second read, I believe you're correct. Sigh. Alas, only 45 will tell us. 😉

6/26/2019 7:53:04 AM covertress Can this method also be utilized to heal a body part like the pineal gland?

6/26/2019 7:53:42 AM nun_chucknorris Depends on which MJ was communicating at the time. Was 45 the one speaking to us at that time? Riddles are fun.

6/26/2019 7:59:51 AM realityloominng Elizondo? His mug has been all over the news the past too years.. Oh and he does have a faint resemblance to Alex Jones lol

6/26/2019 8:14:58 AM covertress Breathing Meditation To Increase Learning

 https://youtu.be/r_43O4D2dOA 

Why is Jeff Wright teaching is to breathe in a 4 count?

"What would it take to convert all math based meditation techniques into base 8? How would they change?" - Majestic 12, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/26/2019 8:18:15 AM ekotoons SHARE YOUR PREFERRED METHOD

6/26/2019 8:22:40 AM jamiegrahamusa Oh...is pinned tweet to do with making nicey nice behavior via technology... Like UK?

6/26/2019 8:35:58 AM rachaelangelm Trojan horse: a gift given with mal intent

6/26/2019 8:44:59 AM charlesgdavis1 Solar eclipse in South America 07/02/19? 😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😇

6/26/2019 9:03:09 AM jonessense That’s your opinion. No “we”

6/26/2019 9:19:38 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  does the “Right to Try Act” use majestic technology or majestic cures to help those who have been diagnosed to “die”?

6/26/2019 10:05:35 AM starehope MJ12 - Are we IS-BE's expected to only observe child abuse or is it better for us to in a safe way, get involved? Asking for a friend.

6/26/2019 10:12:24 AM bbobbio71 Has anyone used this type of product? If so thoughts.. Thank you! pic.twitter.com/FJXNNdgTST

6/26/2019 10:23:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 March 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190301_20190401_en.csv

 https://www.pastefs.com/pid/132660 

6/26/2019 10:23:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 February 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190201_20190301_en.csv https://paste.ee/p/t78TY 

6/26/2019 10:23:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 May 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190501_20190601_en.csv https://paste.ee/p/M0wUN 

6/26/2019 10:23:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 April 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190401_20190501_en.csv https://paste.ee/p/rg8ub 



6/26/2019 10:23:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 June 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190601_20190627_en.csv https://paste.ee/p/cau0j 

6/26/2019 10:25:37 AM vickihugg Jack playing with numbers....

6/26/2019 10:31:12 AM rebornkingent Someone help me here.

6/26/2019 10:31:51 AM allahuniversal Gracias!

(CSV not available for March 2019, raw text only) pic.twitter.com/IQ6fKLxtQi

6/26/2019 10:33:40 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ!

6/26/2019 10:34:14 AM jollyrob2 Prepared for the coming of www outage?🧐

6/26/2019 10:34:33 AM aprilbrown99 These are the archived tweets for Feb-Jun 2019. Learn to archive offline because this account will be gone at some point.

6/26/2019 10:35:38 AM scott_rick How do we archive. Save to our phones ?

6/26/2019 10:35:44 AM 1crazy_toaster at this stage of the game, we should be prepared for anything.

6/26/2019 10:36:43 AM aprilbrown99 From my ipad i created pdfs and then send them to myself via text and to my yahoo email.

6/26/2019 10:37:02 AM aprilbrown99 You can always print a paper copy as well.

6/26/2019 10:38:58 AM wwg1wga93583681 thanks for this

6/26/2019 10:41:26 AM aprilbrown99 I also just created a  http://proton.com  email account yesterday and plan to start migrating my things over from goog and yahoo. Here are a few 

alternative choices for us. pic.twitter.com/19mSaQyMxz

6/26/2019 10:43:02 AM 1crazy_toaster LOLS!

I'm excited for the new and bored to tears of the current old stuff. ugh

6/26/2019 10:46:55 AM jollyrob2 Yeah, we want the truth by now.... pic.twitter.com/pY4VRChufG

6/26/2019 10:47:00 AM aprilbrown99 I just created a  http://proton.com  email account yesterday and plan to start migrating my things over from goog and yahoo. Here are a few 

alternative choices for us. pic.twitter.com/DM5IE0avf8

6/26/2019 10:48:17 AM cledrordfishing Large files

6/26/2019 10:52:09 AM starehope Thanks April! These are great!😽👊👊👊💖

6/26/2019 10:53:42 AM aruth85655013 Thank you!

6/26/2019 10:57:47 AM ghost_of_billy_ I studied them, the promises to Ephraim and Manessa can be traced Dans snake like movements, naming their territories DN DAN DEN ...someone also 

sold out if memory serves

6/26/2019 11:01:28 AM scott_rick Thanks April

6/26/2019 11:04:58 AM flubbynutty Add MEGA>Google Drive and Google Photos.

TimeTree>Google Calendar

Brave>Google Chrome

6/26/2019 11:08:11 AM aprilbrown99 👍

6/26/2019 11:15:28 AM starehope I am trying to get this info from you but I don't know where or how to get it. I tried copy and paste but it will not paste. 

What next Friend?

6/26/2019 11:17:04 AM starehope Can not copy or download this.

6/26/2019 11:18:31 AM starehope I can't get March!

6/26/2019 11:21:07 AM nun_chucknorris I’Au is the archiver extraordinaire!

6/26/2019 11:23:40 AM allahuniversal (+ I'm borrowing a laptop this week, right on time!)

Once I get this all together it'll be uploaded to the mega archive for all

6/26/2019 11:26:29 AM allahuniversal I should have it uploaded to the link in my profile by EOD. If not today before the week ends

6/26/2019 11:32:50 AM jayrambin Be sure to save those pdfs to your ipad locally.  But remember, Apple can delete that stuff. its still not offline.  put them on an external hard drive or 

flash drive.

6/26/2019 11:35:09 AM jayrambin How do we read that analytics part?  Which numbers show exposure and distribution of the tweet?

6/26/2019 11:40:08 AM shallknown Stop trying to guess.

Future will prove past. 

Wait for the future to enjoy the past

 Time is an illusion. Only our ego keeps us in the past.

6/26/2019 11:40:55 AM janewmason It's already here.

6/26/2019 11:41:32 AM janewmason Consent

6/26/2019 11:49:03 AM integratedwebuk Frankie said there was only 2 tribes......

6/26/2019 11:53:20 AM cue2_c99 I would think china is a hot testing bed for all things tech-control.

6/26/2019 12:09:19 PM phatblobby You are prying the eyes of the awake to open further. Appreciation and blessings.

6/26/2019 12:19:52 PM prmd21801759 Thank you April! I will do these as well... google is in hot news.

6/26/2019 12:20:48 PM starehope No rush! It is safe with you! Thank you!

6/26/2019 12:22:09 PM prmd21801759 April,  how about hotmail? Or outlook?

6/26/2019 12:23:52 PM prmd21801759 Thank you

6/26/2019 12:35:43 PM aprilbrown99 Proton mail is secure/encrypted & they don’t collect your data. When U sign up it states it. I have my doubts that hotmail has any security at all since it 

was one if the 1st email accounts to come out in the 90s. Please do your own research to see what will work best ur needs.

6/26/2019 12:38:03 PM martisw1971 I think you found your new press secretary @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @WhiteHouse Ipromise too @JLS1125 @QBlueSkyQ @EyesOnQ @qanon76 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @IPOT1776 @SaraCarterDC @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BarbaraRedgate @GenFlynn @AGWillliamBarr @intheMatrixxx 

@seanhannity @TuckerCarlson https://twitter.com/yigsstarhouse/status/1143955243136430081 …

6/26/2019 12:38:17 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/FK9lMX318u

6/26/2019 12:46:58 PM gettinready4god It’s a ff. To take news cycles off of the trial.

6/26/2019 12:48:31 PM rebornkingent I don’t know how we got a generation of people trusting corporations to their property on some “cloud” server. It can all be hacked, deleted and 

searched.

6/26/2019 12:53:13 PM destinlola #UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

This may not go through.. twisted crashed, had to rewrite. Hasn’t crashed in quite some time.

6/26/2019 12:57:41 PM dynamicres Nice dig!

6/26/2019 1:10:16 PM egelone thank you!thank you!thank you! This morning i was press Page down button in front of my computer since i want to see all your twitter and replies. It 

started to get really slow once it hit March/Feb. thank  you so much.

6/26/2019 1:13:18 PM richardhiatt16 Thank you for that “download”.. 👍 🤓 🇺🇸

6/26/2019 1:27:47 PM nschlange What does that mean again? IS BE. ?

6/26/2019 1:36:47 PM nettiejoi Yes, he was very subservient pic.twitter.com/XKDPAdHnpB

6/26/2019 1:44:34 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress Didn’t you creat a log of all MJ’s tweets? If so, can you please send link? Something tells me we are going to be offline 

soon.🧐

6/26/2019 1:59:27 PM fibonacci639 Infinite (Immortal) Spiritual BEing. 🙏

6/26/2019 2:10:50 PM aprilbrown99 I never trusted anything cloud related. I never saved anything to any of them bcuz I never knew exactly where my stuff/data would be just out there 

there floating in 1s and 0s. pic.twitter.com/v5ZtKGIyRo

6/26/2019 2:13:25 PM aprilbrown99 True but the message is good. That “person” has to be an MKUltra victim. Definitely 🤪🤪🤪

6/26/2019 2:18:33 PM mommahood777 thank you!

not a good thread unless this is posted!!!

my favorite!!!!



6/26/2019 2:28:07 PM djlok Took me a few days, but I got it!!!  Thanks for posting.

#TheGreatAwakening

6/26/2019 2:34:51 PM mommahood777 and they called it 

 http://paste.ee ? 

pasteeee? really?

lol

from what you posted...

when this account ends, you will be missed

thanks for the time....wasn't an illusion

6/26/2019 2:55:07 PM covertress Majestic 12 gave us this searchable archive of most of their tweets:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

I also have the same archive in pdf format. If you'd like those, DM me.

6/26/2019 3:43:29 PM xusaf_patriot Another petition was started today:

 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/internet-bill-rights-33 …

ONE signature!  Have put my name in *twice* within last 30 minutes, no confirmation e-mails received...so much for demanding an IBOR...kek

6/26/2019 3:51:36 PM nurseniceyes Doesn't matter, we are still going to win.

6/26/2019 5:01:17 PM djlok Looks like the real planetary orbits are identical to our DNA.  Perhaps our IS is part of the sun.  When our IS leaves the physical body, does it return to 

the Sun if we Ascend?

6/26/2019 5:08:32 PM qaphsiel17 The only way to the father is thew the sun.

6/26/2019 5:17:19 PM melbourne_3000 The Red Queen = AI/A!ice 

#DeNada

6/26/2019 5:28:08 PM djlok Is that where people get tricked?  After their IS leaves they follow the "Son" to pursue "the Way, the Truth and the Light" and to get recycled back here 

on Earth?  Go toward the "Sun" to return to Source?  Although going to the Sun sure looks like a Lake of Fire to me.

6/26/2019 5:32:30 PM djlok Also it looks like Earth better get out of the damn way!!!

6/26/2019 5:36:08 PM al23311 So space and where we go never ends?  Giving me chills...

6/26/2019 5:38:17 PM al23311 Also do we move as fast as the universe expands?  Seeing the same stars in the sky is what is puzzling me.

6/26/2019 5:40:37 PM grukster Wasn't 3-6-9 Tesla's numbers?  I read he would walk around a building three times before entering, stay in hotel rooms that were only divisible by 

these digits.

6/26/2019 6:02:09 PM knightofmaltaus Nope.

6/26/2019 6:10:03 PM morfin_paulino Y has escuchado hablar de "CORTANA" ? tú le hacés preguntas y responde de nuevo en función de la interacción web. 

Lo has intentado?

6/26/2019 6:11:27 PM v_rags Hi David that’s a great observation. It does look like DNA. I’m pretty sure everything especially our DNA is made of light. I follow a FB page called the 

Template.  http://thetemplateorg.com/ . There wisdom resonates with me. We are only using a small percentage of our DNA.

6/26/2019 6:12:24 PM djlok Thanks for posting... I'll check it out.

6/26/2019 6:15:06 PM v_rags In order to connect the rest our sun is the key. The light of the sun when it enters a open pineal glad, it translates the light from the sun and activates 

the non used DNA. When we ascend don’t think we will leave our bodies. The body will turn into light.

6/26/2019 6:15:21 PM v_rags I’m sure your well on your way !

6/26/2019 6:16:59 PM v_rags I have been following MJ12 more and all he says resonates so much now! Don’t know why I couldn’t “understand” him before.

6/26/2019 6:17:16 PM djlok Like a cartoon?

6/26/2019 6:18:38 PM v_rags Dont think so. Light meaning higher vibrational consciousness is my best guess. Not really sure.

6/26/2019 6:24:29 PM v_rags Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that GIF triggered something within.  🙏 How our Sun can help our DNA that’s asleep.

6/26/2019 6:30:16 PM thekanehb Dna?

6/26/2019 6:49:31 PM jrocktigers Accepted, but none needed. Thank you!

6/26/2019 6:52:35 PM wearediamonds2 My thoughts,  too 💖

6/26/2019 6:54:46 PM thekanehb Because I kinda do lean towards us being part of a larger organism most of the time. Idk what that looks like or means bc it’s not something linear but

 🤷🏼♀️

6/26/2019 6:57:49 PM janelle_cameron Nothing but Full Disclosure accepted

6/26/2019 7:28:59 PM starehope The answer appears to be simple.

6/26/2019 8:05:53 PM toffer_anon_369 “Well insulated” pic.twitter.com/0RVhs6Vd2S

6/26/2019 8:14:12 PM doyle_eng 1. For: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 

Cc: CDR Tlkm, .@SandiaWisdom 

In #quadrature success of contradiction condition establishment at: 4 Pt Thread: (All): Pt 4:( 

https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1138766674595725313 …) ~

Relevance: ( https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1138068365044375553 …): The defeat of such success is resolution itself: .. 

pic.twitter.com/tK4aO0nsLp
6/26/2019 8:14:25 PM doyle_eng 5. 

Q. What is 6/5?

R. #^

Why would you simply assume there to be a problem .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 of whose (re)solution you couldn’t be the beneficiaries too, when neither You 

nor .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump have ever understood what that problem actually is, or bothered asking as .. pic.twitter.com/mIAsXpsaSX

6/26/2019 8:15:00 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bob Lazar seems like a good hearted man, must have been dangerous for him to be a Majestic at that time. Is that correct?

6/26/2019 8:15:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What if the 'Ancient Builder race' was actually from the future, no one knows what happened to them or where they went

6/26/2019 8:15:34 PM doyle_eng 9. .. rights has no right to the title of “human” — and esp. when the inverted virtue of pride is denied.

Three points for the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to take under advisement, with 96 days to:

Southern Equinox:

21.09.19

..  pic.twitter.com/XMkQDlyKLO



6/26/2019 8:16:24 PM doyle_eng 21.

Through .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump, personally, and the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

If you do, 🇺🇸 —> “Hank Rearden”

If you don’t, 🇺🇸 —> “James Taggert”

The P’nti of P’ntl of ζ2 Ret .@SandiaWisdom required the informed ability to choose a code of morality under this, your, .. pic.twitter.com/i5Vms0nAew

6/26/2019 8:24:21 PM boy12_jimmy Trojan Horse lead By Mueller? There was a hint or two of this since 2017. That would put a huge dent in any attack left of Trump or anyone in the 

Admin/campaign by the Dems & Swamp.

6/26/2019 8:39:37 PM jasondbaker29  pic.twitter.com/9OAvNCbhlp

6/26/2019 9:11:12 PM timeforarrests Was the motorcycle tragedy where seven Marines were killed by a Ukrainian kid in New Hampshire a FF? #qarmy

6/26/2019 9:56:01 PM usarmy17750614 🤔 define indeed.

6/26/2019 10:23:38 PM splucas22 I have no idea of the significance of this...

6/26/2019 10:24:22 PM majcm83 If world is over and time is up, why did I still have to go to work today, dammit!! 😉🤣

6/26/2019 11:16:37 PM girlawakeinca Also in the Sacramento area not too long ago.

6/26/2019 11:47:49 PM cpace98 Thank you MJ12 I’m going to miss you 😘. I’ve copied what is needed and we must continue to spread the truth so more will too be awakened

6/27/2019 12:15:35 AM mongrelglory Is it me, or is it really hard to interpret the information in those tweet activity metrics?  Is there a way to make the information more easily 

comprehensible?

6/27/2019 12:18:11 AM mongrelglory Sadly yes!

6/27/2019 12:20:10 AM mongrelglory The surveillance certainly is, but it's the arbitrary enforcement of State rules without citizens having any recourse to the law that has me worried.  It's 

nearly impossible to fight the government in China!

6/27/2019 12:29:29 AM brown_eyedladyj 322 is also Skull and Bones

6/27/2019 12:31:16 AM brown_eyedladyj Am I on point? pic.twitter.com/Tsku0JzCNI

6/27/2019 1:17:40 AM 1_decided_voter If it helps, the top row of each of these metrics define each of the fields for all the subsequent rows. Some of it is obvious (tweet ID, permalink), while 

some of it isn't as obvious. It's just raw analytics data, that essentially shows the activity related to each MJ12 tweet.

6/27/2019 1:18:32 AM mongrelglory Karma credit score. 😉

6/27/2019 1:26:00 AM mongrelglory It's tough to be awakened to the truth ahead of everyone else.  The truth will eventually be revealed to the masses, but in the meantime you have to 

put up with people thinking you are crazy.  At least we're not being imprisoned for our beliefs like Galileo was! 😏

6/27/2019 1:32:36 AM mongrelglory Unfortunately, the numbers don't line up with the top row when I look at the data on my computer, so it's difficult to remember which number refers 

to which metric!  I was just hoping there was a program that would put the information into nice graphs so you could see the trends.

6/27/2019 2:02:18 AM weshallrise144k I’m originally from NC and am saddened by the state’s dark history.  This cults training center is in Hiddenite, with a location in Asheville, where there is 

the Vanderbilt’s Biltmore Estate.  http://twelvetribes.org/sites/default/files/publications/charge-to-the-youth.pdf …

6/27/2019 2:38:50 AM bitofdis The #Epstein case will NOT be swept away.

Will NOT just disappear.

The most horrific crimes were committed and justice MUST be served.

Non prosecution deal is a sign of how corrupt the system is, all the way to the top!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#RETWEEET
6/27/2019 4:05:19 AM jennife42469481 I think VOAT removed the Project Veritas G@@gle video, you might want to rethink using that platform.

6/27/2019 6:26:01 AM rembrandt_1981 It recently came out that Flynn has been helping RM in particularly with investigations.

6/27/2019 6:45:35 AM brown_eyedladyj Hannity has plenty of $. Its not about the money. It's about being jerked around our whole lives by psychopathic rulers who lined their pockets with 

blood money, while we work ourselves to death, for what? So they could enjoy the show. Hunger Games is not so far fetched.

6/27/2019 7:16:35 AM opensenseme March is blank

6/27/2019 7:22:04 AM dgoulding82 Prove it

6/27/2019 7:39:40 AM dgoulding82 Time will tell

6/27/2019 8:50:11 AM roublisa Omg are you serious👀whoa ....you see it ....the clarity?⚡️⚡️⚡️I know months ago when I watched the marvel movie before this.....it resonated so 

clear that was the battle. We are the avengers.....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  classic disclosure activations 

👇👇👇 me lol 😆  pic.twitter.com/WKfWxwKbiw

6/27/2019 8:52:49 AM roublisa Actually all the avenger movies...I haven’t seen them all but dr strange was huge....right in line with where my thoughts were at the time....I have to 

thank my kids for loving the avengers...not normally my type of movie....my kids have help keep me on mission😳whoa!

6/27/2019 9:19:56 AM audreyosborn18 Explain

6/27/2019 9:23:48 AM cchef1980 Karma banks, fractional reserve karma, karma derivatives, karma stock market, karma pyramid schemes, karma loans, karma bonds, karma credit 

cards, karma mortgages. Sounds lovely.

6/27/2019 9:28:00 AM linnyt7 So much here.  I got an email from threadreader app with it, too.  Thanks.

6/27/2019 10:07:00 AM wbwse Namaste!

6/27/2019 10:13:48 AM roublisa I have a hunch this is the white hat  disclosure we are seeing for our selves....chem trailing to show the artificial sun...we find the answers⚡️⚡️⚡️ @

TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thanks 👊👊👊

6/27/2019 10:21:26 AM laurabusse Sincerely doubt artificial sun

Been following the skies all my life since childhood

Still do

Suppose anything is possible

Everyone entitled to their opinion.

Skies have definitely changed over the decades

Sky is more whitish...particles

Way more sun dogs than used to be
6/27/2019 10:22:25 AM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/5r4bxFro38mQcXJF9 …

6/27/2019 10:22:45 AM roublisa ....🤷♀️ question everything...right....what if it has always been fake🤔

6/27/2019 10:24:07 AM roublisa Another hunch I have is.....are we moving closer to discover that the earth isn’t what we have thought it to be



6/27/2019 10:29:49 AM laurabusse Sundogs appear when atmospheric conditions just right

Involve particles in atmosphere

Theres a variety of them

Keep seeing more and more

Increase in numbers, variety

Logic dictates when examining photo

Artifacts of photography (eg effects from lense) be ruled out etc

Particles...
6/27/2019 10:39:14 AM laurabusse But what if it hasn't...

No assumptions

Just Observation

Logic

Research

Over time answers become apparent

Skies planets sun stars moon etc make sense to me more or less...

Amateur astronomer meteorologist

Very amateur LOL

But a passion for 60 yrs

ppl can believe what they want...
6/27/2019 10:43:25 AM laurabusse Like I said

Skies makes sense to me

Like a running clock with gears etc

Debunked FE in my mind to my satisfaction

Numerous ways

Like I said

Ppl can believe what they want

Makes sense to me thats all that matters to me

I enjoy calm rational logical discussion

Dont like to argue...
6/27/2019 11:17:25 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/E72tm8o8FQ

6/27/2019 11:39:34 AM tenn_rich “We” binged? I think not. The cabal robbed us blind with the willing help of the traitors in the WH and Congress. Debt forgiveness is a must to make us 

whole. Make the criminals forfeit their ill gotten gains and then hang them all as an example for the future.

6/27/2019 11:59:45 AM roublisa Love you Laura 💖💞💖💞💖💞

6/27/2019 12:01:00 PM roublisa Not sure about fe not going there to complicated....which Tim Howard means not important to the plan😉

6/27/2019 12:01:27 PM laurabusse I love you too Lisa ❤️

Very much! 😘

6/27/2019 12:01:56 PM roublisa Personally I just go with this thought 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/2JwoTPxZ9i

6/27/2019 12:02:35 PM roublisa Wtheck what kind of typo is that😳

6/27/2019 12:03:16 PM roublisa Best typo of the day so far lol pic.twitter.com/qPPlOAM5UB

6/27/2019 12:03:24 PM roublisa *the plan

6/27/2019 12:03:50 PM roublisa Correction again....*to me

6/27/2019 12:04:36 PM roublisa to me it means ....sorry 🙄🙄🙄

6/27/2019 12:05:28 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/3gNNgCAc8w

6/27/2019 12:06:47 PM laurabusse Agree

Personally I think its a c1a type Psy op

I think it was directed at ppl who believe conspiracy theories to the point that they'll believe anything

Critical thinking still necessary

Which is how conspiracy theories came to the fore in the 1st place

Could be completely wrong!

6/27/2019 12:08:24 PM melanieanders7 Lisa did you Freudian slip Tim Howard? ;) hehe

6/27/2019 12:12:40 PM roublisa Boom ⚡️⚡️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/LD9QAFttdh

6/27/2019 12:12:52 PM laurabusse Personally dont think JFK conspir theory can be debunked

Way too much evidence

But in my mind fe can be debunked

Watch enough debunking videos

You'll see the logic

Fe never made sense to me

Fe believers to me come off as religious zealots who repeat same beliefs over and over...

6/27/2019 12:18:09 PM laurabusse To each his own...

There but by the grace of God go I

Maybe for some ppl fe is something they need to go thru for whatever reason

Not for me to judge

I know where I stand and why

Everyone needs to come to their own conclusions...

As long as we can all disagree w love if possible!

6/27/2019 12:19:52 PM roublisa Oh yes ....you read my mind....I agree with you....like the perception and manifestation....belief

6/27/2019 12:21:17 PM laurabusse And in general I avoid this topic

Utterly

Too risky for nasty conversations...

Ppl believe all sorts of things

Some day ppl will have love in their hearts

Respect all sovereign free will

Which everyone has

If sovereign free will is always respected

No one ever gets hurt...
6/27/2019 12:21:56 PM roublisa The word debunk is a 💩show in its self most all are completely laughable....when ever I hear the phrase conspiracy theory...my instincts have always 

been don’t look here look there.....bs!

6/27/2019 12:23:43 PM roublisa I understand it is a land mine like Q. In my house...weird creates a lot of cognitive dissonance....

6/27/2019 12:25:04 PM roublisa The ego is too heavy to carry around for many who spaz 🤔

6/27/2019 12:25:56 PM laurabusse Yes exactly! Ppl think we're nuts

I keep it to myself mostly

I don't dare bring it up with lovable normie spouse!

6/27/2019 12:27:04 PM melanieanders7 I have an ego? ;) Lol pic.twitter.com/4smzMLxHo1



6/27/2019 12:29:48 PM laurabusse Agree

It's really all in the logic

Very easy to believe something bc you've been repeatedly exposed to it

Some things when you question you can get answers

Other stuff needs much time and observation

Our ancestors were keen sky observers

Had much knowledge

Much knowledge lost...
6/27/2019 12:32:28 PM laurabusse Yes

Better to believe what you believe

Keep quiet

Really doesn't matter

Everyone on their own journey

Love matters much much more

But I had to chime in bc it was bothering me LOL

Coulda kept quiet...

But I didn't!
6/27/2019 12:33:08 PM laurabusse Omg yes! We all have it LOL

6/27/2019 3:05:04 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/LWeI112PyhU 

6/27/2019 3:06:46 PM aprilbrown99 Oh my goodness, I LOVED watching kung fu when I was a kid. It always had a great lesson at the end of each show. ❤️❤️❤️

6/27/2019 3:14:21 PM roublisa By all means chime in...I respect how you respect others...if you have something to share please don’t hold back. I am always open to think about just 

about any thing ...with in reason of course.😉😉😉

6/27/2019 3:26:54 PM laurabusse Lisa thank you

You are very open minded and open hearted

Great combo 👌

I hesitate to disagree w ppl

But sometimes I just have to

As respectfully as possible

Good to see all sides

Consider all possibilities
6/27/2019 3:30:19 PM aprilbrown99 You are always free to voice your opinion with us. We love and accept you as you are. 🥰🤗😘

6/27/2019 3:31:50 PM roublisa I welcome you anytime .....love ......

𝓦𝓮

  

𝓐𝓻𝓮

   

𝓞𝓷𝓮

🌻🌻🌻

Thank you💫💫💫

6/27/2019 3:32:19 PM roublisa 100% 💐💐💐

6/27/2019 3:32:42 PM laurabusse April you are very very kind ♥️♥️♥️

Thank you 🤗

6/27/2019 3:42:41 PM roublisa Thank you again for that beautiful compliment...it is my pleasure to be just that always💗💗💗

6/27/2019 4:03:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd No...intense

9

6/27/2019 4:27:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd Isn't ironic how our government has ask us to trust them, were they worthy of our trust? NO

AND we're asked to blindly trust?

Sorry, more like cautiously observe....

6/27/2019 4:27:40 PM laurabusse You are most welcome 😘

6/27/2019 4:37:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd What's wrong with Kerry Gold? I buy that butter.

6/27/2019 5:10:13 PM prmd21801759 Thank you! Will do ;-)

6/27/2019 5:16:31 PM nschlange Thank u for the help. There are a lot of abbreviations and it becomes confusing after a while.

6/27/2019 5:40:05 PM fibonacci639 My pleasure to serve ALL selflessly. That’s what ISBE’s do. 😇 Here’s brief explanation of ISBE’s & Alien Interview:  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/  

📚 Pdf  http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf … 🎥  https://youtu.be/AFk8qKO-Z50  1947 Roswell Crash’s about to go 

public. This is an alleged actual interview.

6/27/2019 5:54:42 PM djlok In a sense it's pretty easy to predict the future if you know your own past or the past or others.

6/27/2019 5:54:49 PM roublisa Love this 🙏  thank you

6/27/2019 6:14:01 PM nschlange This is great information, thank you.

6/27/2019 6:18:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 They're not aliens? Evidence? Fake News. https://twitter.com/PopSci/status/1143964606253228032 …

6/27/2019 6:18:41 PM k3yle Duhhhh lol

6/27/2019 6:19:31 PM 92michael Terrestrial Aliens.

6/27/2019 6:19:36 PM teamsterr07 And they're apparently super smart!

6/27/2019 6:20:09 PM 2aforlif3 They only know what they have been told by another human being which I don't think we are in the position to say what is and isn't alien as we all are 

in truth!

6/27/2019 6:20:46 PM the_fjalar Europa Report 🐙

6/27/2019 6:20:50 PM americanpetal Didn’t an octopus like creature kill a diver in Antarctica? If I recall correctly, the octopus morphed into a killing machine.

6/27/2019 6:22:46 PM nschlange Just out of curiosity, how do you know that? You are very sure of your tweet, so you must have some first hand knowledge about it, is that right? I'm 

just wondering, not starting an argument.

6/27/2019 6:24:26 PM turboxyde They are incredibly intelligent and sensitive beings for sure.

6/27/2019 6:27:33 PM fibonacci639 🙏🙏🙏

6/27/2019 6:30:25 PM big_simp 1: Entire UFO "scene" suggest massive psyop -even MJ12 agrees with this. Evidence and whistleblowers have stated we are in fact within a simulation - 

itseitehr a "school for souls" that has been hacked or its a school for souls period within a simulation

6/27/2019 6:30:56 PM keith369me I guess it evolved from single celled bacteria just like humans, all animals, and ETs.  Thanks Bill Lye.

6/27/2019 6:32:14 PM nschlange Isn't everyone then a ISBE? or no? I thought the soul went on after we died. If we're not all ISBE"S then what makes you different?

6/27/2019 6:32:55 PM big_simp 2: Research Project Pegasus ARPA Time travel op.. Nixons go-to "ET" guy Bernard Mendez [ whistleblower ] stated the "past" they visited { Lincoln 

assasintion Ford theater ] was constructed out of a plastic material even dirt / curtains/ wood/ etc. - Nope simulated timelines 

pic.twitter.com/kBDps4mNp4

6/27/2019 6:35:50 PM big_simp 3: MJ12 denies "flat earth" - yet other  whistleblowers affirm earth is flat - but not a coin in space - a Realm [ like "Heaven" is a realm ]  - Hint its a 

manifestation- an AI matrix repeatable grid so appears round. Round earth is needed to push aliens from "outer space" op pic.twitter.com/ppNGariXi2

6/27/2019 6:36:41 PM archangeljavoni Very intelligent lifeforms, and was discovered that they aren’t from earth; called it.

6/27/2019 6:36:49 PM nschlange Sorry, are you saying they it wasn't really going back in time, they faked it? Sorry, when it comes to this subject I'm a little slower then the rest. I can't 

wrap my head around time travel...at all!

6/27/2019 6:36:51 PM bbobbio71 😶

6/27/2019 6:37:47 PM toffer_anon_369 You ever see an octopus playin' bagpipes?

6/27/2019 6:38:36 PM nschlange Who or what is in charge of the simulation? And are they human? If not who are they?



6/27/2019 6:38:57 PM big_simp 4: Controllers seed disinfo

Counter intel agent Richard Doty linked says Billy Meier Swiss contacts were hoaxed but this is counterintel . I was told by a CIA expert that the Meier 

contacts were real. 

But are they from the Pleides or our "future"?

 https://youtu.be/HOmTGefQt7w?t=4260 … pic.twitter.com/4Ccyf76I89

6/27/2019 6:39:52 PM fibonacci639 Exactly! We never die! We come back again & again to help humanity. We’re all ISBE’s. Therefore we should treat all as such. 😇Sometimes ISBE’s 

fight for Freedom of other ISBE’s  b/c their is a bad element on this Earth. Yin Yang ☯️ good can’t exist w/out bad. ISBE’s are good! 🙏

6/27/2019 6:42:23 PM big_simp 5: There is no evidence that we are in a linear time frame but within a nested doll sequence of simulated realities. 

"Heaven" at center [high tech non dual perfect realm ] and emanating outwards to hellish realms

research Emanuel Swedenborg

also this http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

6/27/2019 6:42:41 PM fibonacci639 One must understand the Separation of Biology & the soul. God creates the soul which is eternal.

6/27/2019 6:44:04 PM djlok Yeah, "undocumented veterans"....what planet are the #democraticdebates2019 being filmed on?  

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/27/2019 6:47:09 PM nschlange Yeah I've actually read a lot on some of these subjects. UB, CC, TBMC,. I'll have to look up the rest. I've never even heard of a breakaway Civilization or 

zero point field technology. Homework for the weekend. ;)

6/27/2019 6:47:19 PM mitchelllollis They’re demons

6/27/2019 6:50:36 PM nun_chucknorris Surprisingly, the moderations seem halfway decent to me. Maybe I’m reading it wrong but they seem to be pushing questions that are surprising. 

Maybe part of the plan?

6/27/2019 6:51:51 PM big_simp Bernard Mendez stated they travelled back to Ford Theater 2 witness Lincoln

 the 19thc world they visited was made of some form of "plastic" material. They reasoned it was a "museum" for the Greys of our human history - 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBhiewb_uKI …

read the Q post pic.twitter.com/pTEw64HL1R

6/27/2019 6:52:35 PM richardhiatt16 Well... There smart 😊

6/27/2019 6:54:37 PM usss_211 Octopods!!!

6/27/2019 6:54:40 PM big_simp Zero Point field - Research Dr Nikolai Kozyrev and Flow of Time -  Space contains all Time. We are not on a planet but in a realm emanating outwards 

from a central perfection

Research Emanuel Swedenborgs writings on - Heaven and Hell

Swedenborg - "reality is an infinite thought" pic.twitter.com/XUrIU9qEDW

6/27/2019 6:57:14 PM nschlange That is a great question. Are all these ppl who say they've been abducted, is that a  C_A program or were they real? Time travel is difficult for me to 

understand. If I went to the past, would I see  ppl who are dead now, alive? Etc. How can a soul be in 2 places at once?

6/27/2019 6:59:36 PM kindeandtrue Eight symbolizes perfection and completion.

6/27/2019 7:00:23 PM big_simp Souls can fractalize. 

Its in fact all ONE but looking at itself through every conceivable POV. Welcome to REALITY

Andrew Basagio shared a space with himself in one of the time jumps. He also witnessed his Mother accept a phone call from himself in a different 

time. pic.twitter.com/HMFVqTutat

6/27/2019 7:03:16 PM big_simp Abductions are real but are they from a "planet" in "outer space" ?

I can find no evidence that planets exist - All I see is evidence that we are within a realm of experience or a simulated RPG and they try to cover this up 

hint NASA which was extension of German NAZI ops pic.twitter.com/m0MCZxrj6d

6/27/2019 7:03:41 PM bhaggy1008 Octopus don't have bone structure.

6/27/2019 7:04:15 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/hqqCkYNt87

6/27/2019 7:10:03 PM big_simp How can a soul be in two places at once?

Is a soul [ awareness ] beyond Time /Space or confined by it?

Is Time/Space a property of Mind or does Mind come out of Time /Space?

Consciousness [ forms ] need a screen to project on - that screen is Awareness

Soul= Awareness-> "you" pic.twitter.com/dM27pgzO2R

6/27/2019 7:15:03 PM jdltr450 They're

6/27/2019 7:15:14 PM thelilkingryan There’s a myth in Hawaii that the octopus was the only animal to survive an earlier version of earth when it was destroyed pic.twitter.com/FgQkwHkTIP

6/27/2019 7:16:17 PM charmanda9 Geez, if everyone doesn’t agree that they are or are not aliens, then who is Popular Science to pretend it is a fact that they aren’t? Yes indeed. Fake 

news. https://qz.com/1281064/a-controversial-study-has-a-new-spin-on-the-otherworldliness-of-the-octopus/ …

6/27/2019 7:16:30 PM thelilkingryan Organism 46-B

6/27/2019 7:18:50 PM djlok A lot of things on Earth are alien, I might imagine.

6/27/2019 7:19:02 PM thelilkingryan Found at lake Vostok pic.twitter.com/OP9TfExkNk

6/27/2019 7:21:44 PM aondaatj Can't prove a negative. People claiming that sea creatures are aliens have burden of proof.

6/27/2019 7:21:48 PM nschlange Thank you so much. I will be reading and re reading all you've given me. I appreciate all the information you've shared with me.

6/27/2019 7:24:40 PM big_simp FYI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Gc1mGdoHRg …

6/27/2019 7:37:58 PM jared4liberty So the ending of Europa report isn’t too far off base?

6/27/2019 7:39:43 PM edwardgouin Will there be a stargate in Washington DC on July 4?

6/27/2019 7:42:18 PM aprilbrown99 Omg, so CUTE! Looks a little bit like a rabbit or hamster. pic.twitter.com/srDs0W0rAz

6/27/2019 7:49:54 PM aondaatj Agree. But he asked for evidence that sea creatures aren't Aliens. The burden of proof is always on the person claiming something is true not the 

person who is claiming its not.

6/27/2019 7:51:40 PM aondaatj But i will say that evidence matters

6/27/2019 7:52:10 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/SpOELl2WM5

6/27/2019 7:53:52 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/0du5MduFe0

6/27/2019 7:54:11 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic Time Stamp!  ✨✨✨

6/27/2019 7:55:57 PM laura_621  https://www.antarcticajournal.com/scientists-think-octopuses-might-be-aliens-after-dna-study/ …

6/27/2019 7:56:56 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/or4D2hZnbh

6/27/2019 7:57:28 PM aprilbrown99 And Date...

I wish Twatter had an edit function. 🥴

6/27/2019 7:57:41 PM barbjoy Neptune?

6/27/2019 7:59:11 PM drbohammer Octopuses are the only life form on the planet that do not have a genetic connection to any other lifeform on the planet. Alien? Non-alien? I’m going to 

keep an open mind about that for now...

6/27/2019 7:59:40 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/by95s5foEO

6/27/2019 8:06:18 PM aondaatj The evidence for man made global warming is rather scanty. But like all things science is open to lies and corruption.

6/27/2019 8:08:30 PM robcennon MJ12, was/is 46-B real or not?



6/27/2019 8:09:18 PM aondaatj If that is true that still does nothing to further the claim that sea creatures are not of this earth. An earthly creature can kill people

6/27/2019 8:12:12 PM robcennon They have to be related to cuttlefish, no?

6/27/2019 8:15:50 PM aondaatj Ots an interesting article bit it is not evidence. It is speculation by scientists which is very much the first step to finging the truth. People speculate and 

hypothesis about our observable universe and then test.

6/27/2019 8:18:14 PM aondaatj Anyone can put anything on youtube and twitter. Im not saying that sea creatures are not aliens. Im saying there is no evidence for that claim and 

asking for evidence to prove that thwy are not never leads to truth

6/27/2019 8:18:25 PM angieco00740829 not a fan of things with the tentacle looking appendages.  i just leave them alone.

6/27/2019 8:22:08 PM kennyterrygmail How far back does "your timeline" go?? How do you know "yours" is correct?? How do you know your facts are "true" even when you know all are 

false?? Define artificial intelligence???  How long have we been making shit work for us??? Haw many times have "we" started over??

6/27/2019 8:23:35 PM aondaatj I admit to being a skeptic on all things. I am an evidence elitist

6/27/2019 8:26:53 PM kennyterrygmail Qs plan?? Mj 13 plan...lol...what is a name why must you take credit?? First?? Contact?? With what?? Yourself??

6/27/2019 8:29:10 PM freidrich3712 No they are alien 

DNA has nothing related to any species on earth

6/27/2019 8:32:31 PM identityasxy .

Octopus genus is unique in so many ways.  They have 3 hearts, highly intelligent and don't fall nicely into any evolutionary pathway.  Also the can 

perform genetic editing themselves mirrors our state of art RNA  techniques.  Many think arrived as ETs. https://www.sciencealert.com/octopus-and-

squid-evolution-is-officially-weirder-than-we-could-have-ever-imagined …

6/27/2019 8:34:25 PM nrandygordon I'm pretty sure they are aliens.

6/27/2019 8:42:19 PM finall00p Interesting 🤔

6/27/2019 8:58:43 PM laura_621 Ask MJ in the next ama💦

6/27/2019 9:12:29 PM lpblakelyar The Bible tells us that we are inherently evil. Meaning we are born with a sin nature, and we are in need of a savior. apart of Christ there is not one 

good thing in us. That’s where Jesus comes in. he paid the price for our sin no matter how “good” we are it is not good enough.

6/27/2019 9:14:26 PM djlok Where does it say that?  I know a lot of churches say that, but I wonder if it's true.

6/27/2019 9:15:07 PM areckoningday 🤔 Could it be that we, among many other species, came to an insect planet? More insects here than all others combined.

6/27/2019 9:21:43 PM alicelilly1 September 4, 2013 https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/dylan-has-the-answers …

6/27/2019 9:23:36 PM matchnumbers67 Paul May have had an Almanac. https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-amazing-tale-of-paul-the-psychic-octopus-germanys-world-cup-soothsayer …

6/27/2019 9:24:58 PM carolin15161363 I am seeing a very bright "star" in the sky tonight. When I zoomed in with my cell phone this is what I see. What is this?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/pfKOzhHxtG

6/27/2019 9:34:18 PM mynardpamela Is it still there?

6/27/2019 9:36:11 PM carolin15161363 Yes. Im in NC. It is S to SW of me. Its fairly high in the sky. Very bright

6/27/2019 9:40:46 PM mynardpamela Thank you

6/27/2019 9:41:27 PM carolin15161363 Let me know what you see

6/27/2019 9:48:04 PM mzuhlsdorf Unfortunately, they are really tasty as well...

6/27/2019 9:51:33 PM mynardpamela I’m in Central Texas nothing out of the ordinary here.

6/27/2019 9:56:05 PM carolin15161363 If it was a star you would definitely see it. Strange! It wasnt moving. Its a clear night.

6/27/2019 9:58:24 PM laura_621 Discern info for sure. MJ’s tweets are intentionally provocative

6/27/2019 9:59:49 PM enomai_ Lesson love all creatures as yourself. Even cockroaches. Unless self defense is necessary

6/27/2019 10:00:16 PM mynardpamela We have some cloud cover here.

6/27/2019 10:39:15 PM ethereal_shaman Thanks for the list of people to follow that think outside the box.  As long as you aren't looking for a guru, it's all just information.

6/27/2019 10:48:17 PM mongrelglory Popular Science is a Cabal propaganda rag. 😒

6/27/2019 11:41:36 PM jswdh1 Must mean something will be happening soon! Ive never seen them archive like this before...

6/28/2019 12:25:00 AM realchindsight The evidence is in the eyes.

6/28/2019 12:46:15 AM 1_decided_voter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What should anons be ready for?  pic.twitter.com/3FjogDlCw7

6/28/2019 1:27:00 AM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/06/28/majestic-12-the-secret-space-program-and-the-wilson-memo-deeper-disclosures-with-neonrevolt-qanon-

greatawakening/ …

6/28/2019 3:07:42 AM _369311119 "But perhaps it’s best to heed the advice of Dylan himself: “All the truth in the world adds up to one big lie.”

6/28/2019 3:37:57 AM royalyid 😂

6/28/2019 4:23:40 AM __jabird__ 2028 release to public?

6/28/2019 6:32:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define cult.

6/28/2019 6:33:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Difficulties understanding only exist when ignorance is plentiful.

6/28/2019 6:38:28 AM citoyen_resist A curious mind can't be negative.

6/28/2019 6:41:24 AM andrew13892378 Alien definition based upon? degrees of separation due to base environmental needs.

separation due to distance apart.

due to fundamental beliefs.

perhaps physical/spiritual differences.

maybe technological differences.

what about dimensional,time differences? etc.etc. FF thought.

6/28/2019 6:44:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS 👉 Memes at the ready.

6/28/2019 6:44:18 AM n7guardiananon Ignorance and/or lack of common sense is like a prison of the mind.  Is it self imposed or directed that way by a negative entity?

6/28/2019 6:46:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Kek pic.twitter.com/g7d024ROGT

6/28/2019 6:58:27 AM clockworkanon Be ready to uncover the facts and present the truth that will surely be neglected by MSM.

Be ready to guide those who are still asleep & assist them in understanding the purpose of coming events.

6/28/2019 6:58:41 AM cosmic_engineer The Great Flood,  Venus capture from the Whimset System knocked Mars and we got most of the 💦

Some life too 😉

6/28/2019 6:58:45 AM alisvolatpropi2 That’s a fantastically true statement!  Thank you for that!

6/28/2019 7:00:07 AM robertg69989098 Good statement

6/28/2019 7:00:11 AM citoyen_resist should I trust or don't trust what is said, negative attituve is conterproductive.

6/28/2019 7:01:50 AM andrew13892378 I have been patiently waiting for this significant possibility. Thank  you for the milestone to both groups, best wishes for the smoothest way  forward 

and congratulations! Noted.A.

6/28/2019 7:08:11 AM nun_chucknorris What is the approximate size of this movement now so we have a fresh reference compare to post DECLAS?

6/28/2019 7:34:46 AM renee86743676 Yes...ignorance is not bliss

6/28/2019 7:52:09 AM 163ljscott They're still on this Russia kick.  Russia never hack the DNC. It was done right here in USA! https://youtu.be/Qe1movhtIfA 

6/28/2019 7:55:23 AM richardhiatt16 Now now now.... Let’s all play nice 👍🤓

6/28/2019 7:57:14 AM richardhiatt16 👍 Sounds are tight...

6/28/2019 7:58:49 AM allahuniversal Thought so https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1144521882013765633?s=19 …



6/28/2019 7:59:05 AM don_narp Being fed continuous lies and bullshit from birth is the enemy of ignorance. If all people know truth what would happen then...those who hold truth 

have the power while telling those who don’t what to do. An infinite cycle in extreme desire for loving outside intervention!

6/28/2019 8:02:58 AM _the_psychonaut Locked and loaded sir! pic.twitter.com/7DJ0tbn8Nd

6/28/2019 8:04:02 AM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/YBx2V9kR61

6/28/2019 8:09:37 AM npetrock we need evidence that an octopus is NOT an alien?  

Ok, I just bounced off one edge f the internet.  

Need to find my bread crumbs home.

6/28/2019 8:10:44 AM npetrock Maybe they're from Uranus?

6/28/2019 8:25:58 AM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/A2Dfh5nihl

6/28/2019 8:30:50 AM edwardgouin Facilities open to prior (not retired) military?

6/28/2019 8:37:21 AM lightwithin7 I trust the plan. I can't wait.

6/28/2019 8:47:14 AM thoughttazer Timely.

Ancient Aliens new episode tonight on History channel: "They Came from the Sea" ...octopuses that can edit their DNA, animals that can regenerate 

their entire brain.

6/28/2019 8:51:48 AM don_narp Power over ignorance

6/28/2019 8:56:28 AM cstarr888 Add to cult def: Often info comes from one person only, punishments for those that question that authority, insistence that followers leave 

family/friends, charismatic leader(s)...🤔🙏💖

6/28/2019 9:06:20 AM laura_621 I like that✨

6/28/2019 9:08:49 AM iamsheisyeshua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Humanity is the KEY, my partner and I are the KEYSTONE, we represent the consciousnesses of LOVE. You will know us soon. Today I 

called for the Awakening of humanity and for its healing.  It has begun, it is done. 8888

6/28/2019 9:28:12 AM enomai_ You make great point on kubamar.

However, off topic.

Define universe?

Where does the fittings end and begin?

Electromagnetics? Graviy?

6/28/2019 9:31:41 AM enomai_ It's the suffering you must endure. This is not about a few, or 20 million waiting. It's about the entire world concioussness, and coordinated planning.

Sorry, that you are intelligent enough to see the truth before the populius norms

6/28/2019 9:33:19 AM enomai_ Sometimes. Descriptions perceived are not as expected. However, they are still habbening. 

Like timeline changing. 

Most expect a huge visual shift of dimensions, but subtly could be just changing a news article

6/28/2019 9:33:25 AM n7guardiananon No place to run, no place to hide. pic.twitter.com/PrfSd6hCHa

6/28/2019 9:33:36 AM doyle_eng And some words.@SandiaWisdom can always be more self-referential and self-evident than others — only less so than deeds.

Reason cannot exist without Heart, and vice versa — the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are now coming to appreciate that too:

Need + Priority (and who has which) play ..

6/28/2019 9:36:30 AM bd20135 Right on man, right on!

6/28/2019 9:49:15 AM alaraofsirius Common sense alone will tell you that Octopus are extraterrestrial🐙

6/28/2019 10:25:36 AM nurseniceyes You said earlier up was down, left was right, I suspect this is also the case with these intelligent creatures.

6/28/2019 10:31:57 AM blsdbe Following!!!

6/28/2019 10:32:52 AM blsdbe Well, apparently, according to some, so are We.

6/28/2019 10:35:13 AM blsdbe Right?!? I felt so betrayed-loved that dud!!!

6/28/2019 10:36:02 AM blsdbe Hopefully we will take it well when we find ourselves on the menu...

6/28/2019 10:40:01 AM n7guardiananon Nobody watches the twilight zone, the outer limits, or the simpsons ? pic.twitter.com/wmBsJ24Cwl

6/28/2019 10:47:47 AM mynardpamela I noticed all of the posts from last night are not on72seconds twitter page. Is that normal?

6/28/2019 10:53:30 AM zagnett "They are NOT aliens"

i see this is a stupid, "constructive demand" that you NOT even consider the possibility that these intelligent creatures are aliens.

"Constructive demands" > garbage can.

6/28/2019 11:05:09 AM carolin15161363 I dont know.

6/28/2019 11:06:35 AM carolin15161363 Thats what you get when trying to reach Jupiter I guess.

6/28/2019 11:07:43 AM wink5811 Amazing creatures! I wish the USA would have an “Ocean Force” so much to discover in the seas,not a Navy to protect, but a separate branch that 

explores the depths of the oceans, I would love to learn more

6/28/2019 11:10:32 AM carolin15161363 Oh crap! I knew I forgot to do something!

6/28/2019 11:12:35 AM carolin15161363 Hmmmm

6/28/2019 11:18:12 AM carolin15161363 Did I forget the huge mothership?

6/28/2019 11:30:42 AM carolin15161363 That is going to make your pool experience a disappointment.

6/28/2019 11:37:27 AM carolin15161363 Im sure it did. Just remember to wear sunscreen.

6/28/2019 11:49:20 AM mzuhlsdorf I like pork, not that I have any personal experience, but I would assume we taste quite similar....

6/28/2019 12:18:37 PM zagnett They're also messing with the order of her tweets & others' tweets, like MJ has shown us has happened to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account as well.

Tsk tsk Twittz / @jack / @TwitterSupport

6/28/2019 12:46:00 PM allahuniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

6/28/2019 12:56:43 PM vesicapieces Look at the Cumberland Gap story

6/28/2019 12:59:06 PM epkman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said they have the servers.👍#TrustThePlan

#TheGreatAwakening

6/28/2019 1:20:51 PM allahuniversal "Adam" and "Eve" pic.twitter.com/VCT4iLH509

6/28/2019 1:29:29 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA any way all y’all could lend us a hand with @TwitterSupport and @jack #ShadowBanning 

@StormPhoton, please? We were having a great convo about Estates, Fiduciaries, and Cestui Que Trusts🙏

 https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1144666732138651648?s=21 …

 https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1144666850308943872?s=21 … https://twitter.com/RoubLisa/status/1144692782176657408 …

6/28/2019 1:32:33 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/0p3C1xFOoq

6/28/2019 1:38:53 PM nurseniceyes K k...

6/28/2019 2:20:01 PM jayrambin this is almost certainly disinfo.



6/28/2019 2:23:27 PM jayrambin I think normally MJ12 wouldnt answer this.  But, they seem to be going out their way to convince us that clones are only used in the military.  highly 

doubtful.  What, Im to believe that the DS has a conscience when it comes to politics? Theyll use any tools they can.

6/28/2019 2:27:49 PM alexandercody7 Reminds me of these creatures https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-06-25/blue-gold-horseshoe-crab-blood-worth-60k-gallon …

6/28/2019 2:29:05 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 william Cooper talks about MAJESTYTWELVE is that you ? I dont suppose you will answer.

6/28/2019 2:35:00 PM mommahood777 that's what they say...

cauterizing in the OR smells creepy and gross...

6/28/2019 2:36:00 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_cooper9.htm …

6/28/2019 2:41:09 PM enomai_ The declass probably

6/28/2019 2:59:31 PM andrew13892378 Also, To start any new relationship displaying good values kindness and respect,  you are in effect showing faith for what you wish that new 

relationship to become. When starting with bad values it is also showing what you desire of that new relationship.

6/28/2019 3:05:33 PM danielkelly150 Oh, and apparently there’s less views when you search for it... pic.twitter.com/IYZhwNKXqu

6/28/2019 3:09:22 PM freestateojones Times Up.

6/28/2019 3:12:33 PM nun_chucknorris I see someone found the Neon Revolt article.

6/28/2019 3:14:45 PM allahuniversal Correct pic.twitter.com/he7NDWZvXJ

6/28/2019 3:17:45 PM freestateojones How many others have faked their deaths, from a majestic point of view?

6/28/2019 3:24:31 PM freestateojones Birth Of A Nation 🇺🇸

6/28/2019 3:24:33 PM sovereignchase WTF

6/28/2019 3:43:50 PM cosmic_engineer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thanks for All you do!  Your service is appreciated

🙏

💚-ray takeover imminent

6/28/2019 4:14:37 PM edwardgouin .-- . .-.. .-.. / - .... .. ... / -.-. --- ..- .-.. -.. / -... . / ..- ... . ..-. ..- .-.. .-.-.- / -- .- -.-- / .-- . / .- ... -.- / ... . -. ... .. - .. ...- . / --.- ..- . ... - .. --- -. ... / - .... .. ... / .-- .- -.-- ..--..

6/28/2019 4:24:23 PM peter95117110 Makes a lot of sense to me.

6/28/2019 4:26:17 PM elfm0d3 *of personality. Lookin @ u @elonmusk

6/28/2019 4:31:04 PM aprilbrown99 By far one of my most favorite movie. When I had cable, I think I watched it like 20 times. Love live love this movie. 💕💕💕 the hauntingly beautiful

 music 🎼 always makes me cry. 🌸🦋✨

6/28/2019 4:38:53 PM elfm0d3 👻 take your account off private mode so I can see your reply (or unblock me?) ... can't engage with ghost posts...

6/28/2019 5:28:16 PM knightofmaltaus Did #Navy copy some Chinese #Patents on purported #UFO #Energy #powerpants ? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @mufon 

@FloridaMUFON https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-

advances …

6/28/2019 5:28:22 PM laura_621 Thanks!

6/28/2019 6:20:32 PM andrew13892378 I know Guys, you didn't know I "COULD" read right! Just wanted to point out If you think "Q" is the only interesting thing going down here, Look again. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  tweeted to @SandiaWisdom last evening Australian Time, see my acknowledgement there. Broaden your thinking.

6/28/2019 6:34:02 PM andrew13892378 If you temporarily recenter your investigations to this new place and look in the right places you may see something going down much bigger than 

even "Q" a bigger part of the same Elephant. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @SandiaWisdom are active when "Q" is not. You are missing many clues.

6/28/2019 6:37:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Brace yourself. 

Memes at the ready.

6/28/2019 6:37:27 PM trumps_all Any particular subject????

6/28/2019 6:37:32 PM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/CUOJFTrmgq

6/28/2019 6:37:38 PM carrielyn9 Let’s Roll!

6/28/2019 6:37:54 PM aprilbrown99 I was just thinking about you!  5:5. Ready!

6/28/2019 6:38:03 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/zIsOH9UWUz

6/28/2019 6:38:07 PM carrielyn9 😅

6/28/2019 6:38:27 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/d9ty8A91M6

6/28/2019 6:38:29 PM love4thegameak Ready!! pic.twitter.com/Glnbm5NX8a

6/28/2019 6:38:46 PM billyj1616 9+3+7= 1. What is 1 again? New beginnings? I’d rather not have to use Google

6/28/2019 6:39:13 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/mxgWX8T6y5

6/28/2019 6:39:22 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/C4fPIUNVCP

6/28/2019 6:39:31 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/euCHiQXTFV

6/28/2019 6:39:39 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/LYxrHCKW3O

6/28/2019 6:39:46 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/9LF8BJhJER

6/28/2019 6:39:55 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/4Ogd3zHjpw

6/28/2019 6:40:06 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/kKqT7oyIGf

6/28/2019 6:40:13 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/sa2Ua6G995

6/28/2019 6:40:24 PM lordconcave All good memes come from the Lord.

6/28/2019 6:40:29 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/db6tlMkuVG

6/28/2019 6:40:43 PM peterclloyd  pic.twitter.com/WWF7I7Y5u2

6/28/2019 6:40:59 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/pf1z3theoA

6/28/2019 6:41:00 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/JKXQvkGyqe

6/28/2019 6:41:06 PM nl142za  pic.twitter.com/WhTT28gPGN

6/28/2019 6:41:21 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/CD4Oojh5Yj

6/28/2019 6:41:58 PM bestnaunieever  pic.twitter.com/gkRjmv5BHC

6/28/2019 6:42:06 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/3kwBFvjUes

6/28/2019 6:42:15 PM 313looper Is 45 about to go to sign the Nuk deal with Chairman Kim…?!

🇺🇸🇰🇵

6/28/2019 6:42:17 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/w7w4vdCDPl

6/28/2019 6:42:18 PM youstinksoap  pic.twitter.com/Npp2uAtMua

6/28/2019 6:42:27 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/1wEijaS46U

6/28/2019 6:42:31 PM bestnaunieever  pic.twitter.com/mSrJoiUei0

6/28/2019 6:42:35 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/2pkWGYhvJ8

6/28/2019 6:42:37 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/UfkqWDKkP2

6/28/2019 6:42:39 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/pi84vl1B9R

6/28/2019 6:42:58 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/ytSt08Lger

6/28/2019 6:43:15 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/7o2zI5OgP8

6/28/2019 6:43:43 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/pp89UD6oej

6/28/2019 6:44:18 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/0Hu94PQ5uN

6/28/2019 6:44:34 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/cZ6uiyjb3F

6/28/2019 6:44:50 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/1jiJlQZWgG

6/28/2019 6:45:08 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/OsZdN9gcrP

6/28/2019 6:45:42 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/EDACw1rn13



6/28/2019 6:45:42 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/Ye8CiSTSMY

6/28/2019 6:45:55 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/rK5fLj57ZZ

6/28/2019 6:45:56 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/IlUz8KKf82

6/28/2019 6:46:09 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/hdgqO6gGkX

6/28/2019 6:46:17 PM goodboy10204293  pic.twitter.com/ihtH5z7e7g

6/28/2019 6:46:20 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/HfgWQ2QhbN

6/28/2019 6:46:26 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/HUQFPGCdr3

6/28/2019 6:46:45 PM bestnaunieever Pepe with lipstick 😂😂❤️

6/28/2019 6:46:47 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/S6GQNrObCy

6/28/2019 6:47:02 PM indigenous_one The generational conditioning of one mind set & premeditation upon the mind, body & spirit of another one.

An offense to the individual harmed, an infringement of another's free will!

An arcane vile sickness!!!

A most unenlightened behavior.

6/28/2019 6:47:09 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/cGjDJSVKwq

6/28/2019 6:47:22 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/pmnJpese73

6/28/2019 6:47:44 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/HrhphcLDG3

6/28/2019 6:47:56 PM roxannegaulden Wouldn't that be amazing!

6/28/2019 6:47:57 PM jacknationalist  pic.twitter.com/C78WZjT3p3

6/28/2019 6:48:02 PM tweetstreetint1 You have awesome memes. I'm gonna save them and share when its go time. Thanks Patriot!

6/28/2019 6:48:02 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/L5bsLW6ExZ

6/28/2019 6:48:33 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/Of7grHuDKd

6/28/2019 6:48:40 PM raevenraeyne LOVE THIS!!!

6/28/2019 6:48:47 PM eileeneileenur 5:5🇺🇲👊 pic.twitter.com/BK1yVpqPBd

6/28/2019 6:48:48 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/NNrWQOMEHr

6/28/2019 6:48:58 PM tweetstreetint1 Love this!

6/28/2019 6:49:00 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/9iZ5ciH1fw

6/28/2019 6:49:24 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/ioJ4aohNTx

6/28/2019 6:49:48 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/YYXHios2MR

6/28/2019 6:49:56 PM tweetstreetint1 Lol!!! 🤣

6/28/2019 6:50:28 PM tweetstreetint1 Right??!! #FightPatriots

6/28/2019 6:50:52 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/hPYdGkCp7o

6/28/2019 6:51:29 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/f71kBgTwb9

6/28/2019 6:51:40 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/kJnbhuESNI

6/28/2019 6:52:03 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/QoqlAyezz0

6/28/2019 6:52:09 PM tammyrochester2 LMAO!

6/28/2019 6:52:37 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/V9QSMCAeJD

6/28/2019 6:52:43 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/realtt2024/status/1144702500261335040?s=21 …

6/28/2019 6:52:53 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/tRUb4f6e6x

6/28/2019 6:53:07 PM mtaylor05982425 Brilliant!

6/28/2019 6:53:13 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/imCrTCS7nr

6/28/2019 6:53:55 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/inGkHxCjSV

6/28/2019 6:54:13 PM livnonaprayer_ Wow..Where'd you get this from?

6/28/2019 6:54:57 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/dRe2bcfEDg

6/28/2019 6:55:25 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/yImlIDyPdJ

6/28/2019 6:55:27 PM hmssgenflynn  pic.twitter.com/dqOm2kSmuG

6/28/2019 6:56:02 PM hmssgenflynn  pic.twitter.com/dTHJ0rW7bx

6/28/2019 6:56:02 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/lxFT9Jjb87

6/28/2019 6:56:26 PM hmssgenflynn  pic.twitter.com/mRSA3W7YlG

6/28/2019 6:56:55 PM hmssgenflynn  pic.twitter.com/Eb0JvKH2su

6/28/2019 6:56:56 PM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏

6/28/2019 6:57:01 PM freestateojones Sure. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1144668006628417536?s=19 …

6/28/2019 6:57:45 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/4W0TRYZvYR

6/28/2019 6:58:26 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/POScxRgjcE

6/28/2019 6:58:37 PM coachrick6 That’s a tattoo! Or a shirt at least. Beautiful.

6/28/2019 6:59:14 PM slinkyb1  pic.twitter.com/Vl7X2K5CxT

6/28/2019 6:59:26 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/R0eUCXaABE

6/28/2019 6:59:29 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/zt0Q2d0QXT

6/28/2019 6:59:45 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/YXmk0APeV0

6/28/2019 7:00:03 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/wlVKZpLEt7

6/28/2019 7:01:10 PM hmssgenflynn Those who know can't sleep. This is the face that keeps me up at night. 😭🙏💓 pic.twitter.com/49EIHpIEDT

6/28/2019 7:01:25 PM drvrnail LMAO

6/28/2019 7:02:18 PM archiebird4 ...waiting.....

6/28/2019 7:03:29 PM semper37ify The locusts have arrived. They are hungry for sleepy sheep.

6/28/2019 7:03:52 PM epiphany_zone Ha ha ha pretty much!

6/28/2019 7:04:06 PM atxnrs_kristine 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

6/28/2019 7:04:46 PM _the_psychonaut Spread them far and wide! 😎

6/28/2019 7:06:10 PM love4thegameak I did a Drive By Meme Grab Somewhere....

Allegedly... pic.twitter.com/bI6yj9oJLN

6/28/2019 7:07:20 PM livnonaprayer_ Id like to use it for a tattoe?

6/28/2019 7:07:42 PM love82janet My thinking too, and with Moon going with POTUS to the DMZ to meet Kim, how about a re-unified Korea? Now that would be a definite WOW! If that 

doesn't earn POTUS the Nobel Peace Prize, nothing will. I mean BO got it and caused massive deaths in the middle east (Arab Spring BS).

6/28/2019 7:08:49 PM jayrambin No bro. Memes aren’t what they see once they’ve awoken. Mems r in the showroom, distracting from the show on the wall, like birds or lizards w/ a 

msg. Makes people question, so they get up & follow the creature outside.  Remake it with the meme in the ‘showroom’ leading ppl out.

6/28/2019 7:09:23 PM _the_psychonaut I didn’t make it

6/28/2019 7:10:07 PM livnonaprayer_ Shhh. I saved it😊

6/28/2019 7:10:22 PM jayrambin Right below the network logos on the wall. Perfect fit in that analogy. They look at the meme instead of the media. The meme leads them out of the 

cave.  Good meme. Just maybe a tweak for accuracy (I’m a Virgo, ha.)👍

6/28/2019 7:10:31 PM _the_psychonaut But feel free to make a meme however you would like to. 😏

6/28/2019 7:11:18 PM jayrambin I don’t know how to do that.

6/28/2019 7:11:23 PM ladtacarms Dude, like two years worth ready and loaded. People getting red pilled against their judgement. I’m about to rape their reality.

6/28/2019 7:11:26 PM jvan125 Are there specific topics we should be focused on to start?? There’s so much!!! 🤯🙏🏻



6/28/2019 7:11:35 PM love4thegameak I was thinking this one as a Tattoo!! pic.twitter.com/PwBZ7P9PqT

6/28/2019 7:11:41 PM _the_psychonaut I get what you’re saying but I didn’t make any of these. I just collect and redistribute so there’s plenty of meme ammo for everyone.

6/28/2019 7:11:50 PM love82janet NICE!!! This is how our currency should look! F the Fed Reserve Banking Cabal and their bastard son, the IRS!!

6/28/2019 7:12:28 PM jayrambin This is one of my fav memes though. With or without the meme addition. 10000 words.

6/28/2019 7:12:33 PM love4thegameak Noice!! Go for it!!

6/28/2019 7:14:58 PM jayrambin Do we know what the target topic is yet?  What were bracing for?

6/28/2019 7:15:26 PM raevenraeyne 😂 trying to not laugh because I know so many people are triggered by that word but visual that came to my mind is cracking me up 😂

6/28/2019 7:15:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd Don't they have like nine brains? I mean these creatures are SMART!

6/28/2019 7:15:48 PM livnonaprayer_ I am! So excited

6/28/2019 7:17:07 PM bear58203 Her pictures and the Skippy video. Still get to me.

6/28/2019 7:17:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd They're not there

6/28/2019 7:17:20 PM pshepgries I’d like to use this one if ok???

6/28/2019 7:17:24 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/8SQGsaSAgT

6/28/2019 7:17:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Then they're delicious demons....

6/28/2019 7:17:54 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/1NSy4DBYgj

6/28/2019 7:18:17 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/uy6YcH3hKg

6/28/2019 7:18:54 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/67X5JbANWT

6/28/2019 7:19:01 PM hmssgenflynn We can only do it if we love each other through it. #TruthTrauma 🙏

6/28/2019 7:19:20 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/9dhkJ9Ahsq

6/28/2019 7:19:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd ROFLMAO

6/28/2019 7:19:53 PM archiebird4  pic.twitter.com/cWTPHUd0yw

6/28/2019 7:20:55 PM lbf777 Cool story bro. Shit or get off the pot.

6/28/2019 7:21:45 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/8Oj3Ub3xbv

6/28/2019 7:23:17 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/VQRDzeTjRx

6/28/2019 7:23:24 PM wwtravelr We've got barrels of memes (at the ready) lol

6/28/2019 7:23:29 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/k7HZQJ3g0m

6/28/2019 7:24:01 PM melissagouin1 That tells me you’re going after the entire Illuminati families.  The whole Reptilian tribe. Yes!!!!

6/28/2019 7:24:14 PM archiebird4  pic.twitter.com/FOK5c5SZB7

6/28/2019 7:24:41 PM usss_211 Curious...

6/28/2019 7:26:14 PM djlok This sounds like we may be going 5G with the memes.  Wonder if shadowbanning is about to let up?

6/28/2019 7:26:26 PM pshepgries Thank you!!

6/28/2019 7:27:23 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/evFxigMxJz

6/28/2019 7:28:02 PM jvan125 I’m stressing !!  😂😭 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

6/28/2019 7:29:42 PM djlok I feel like a lot is going on behind the scenes that's not being reported.  I guess we'll find out!

6/28/2019 7:30:00 PM keith369me MOCO...Make our Currency Orange

6/28/2019 7:31:13 PM elfm0d3 Ah ah ah pic.twitter.com/vmcB67OjW9

6/28/2019 7:31:49 PM ekc5150yahoocom I love them and I can’t believe anyone would eat such intelligent and marvelous beings ... 💜🐙💜🦑💜

6/28/2019 7:32:29 PM love4thegameak Battlefield READY! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/DKGuL5DKqj

6/28/2019 7:32:34 PM jvan125 I feel like the energy of the earth has been just CHAOS all day today so I think you’re right...I cannot relax for the life of me!!! 🤯🤯🤯

6/28/2019 7:35:36 PM teeunited3  pic.twitter.com/J24wJMVjwS

6/28/2019 7:36:34 PM libertyistruth Blue balls. This is getting old.

6/28/2019 7:37:50 PM himmelberg_rob  pic.twitter.com/jcvaMjTzuE

6/28/2019 7:37:52 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/NkgR1duRM9

6/28/2019 7:38:29 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Trump watering the grass with liberal tears another four years.  Future proves past

6/28/2019 7:40:25 PM danfull56649069 Liberals taking in the facts pic.twitter.com/LHbuOT16iI

6/28/2019 7:42:37 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/m56v6FeaJM

6/28/2019 7:43:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd Every time I brace myself I get a nothing burger, so I'm gonna wait and not brace myself, IF something happens, it will be a super duper wonderful 

surprise!

6/28/2019 7:44:11 PM botandove I’m not lazy. I’m tired.

6/28/2019 7:46:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Boolean-it’s not a question. It’s a statement with a wink. #not coincidence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1144740178948493314 …

6/28/2019 7:47:56 PM pragmatic_texan  pic.twitter.com/KgwKw3hqEC

6/28/2019 7:47:56 PM howdoyoumakeah1 From wiki: (Billionaire) Tom Steyer was born in 1957 in Manhattan. His father, Roy Henry Steyer, was a partner in the New York law firm of Sullivan & 

Cromwell, and was a prosecutor at the Nuremberg Trials. His father was Jewish and his mother was Episcopalian.

6/28/2019 7:53:30 PM sterkinglights1 😂🤣

6/28/2019 7:55:10 PM matt_aho  pic.twitter.com/0k25Jnl9Ys

6/28/2019 8:01:30 PM merorschach  pic.twitter.com/1Oy5hA2Nen

6/28/2019 8:02:35 PM charmanda9 I love this one!

6/28/2019 8:04:16 PM starehope When do we let lose?

6/28/2019 8:04:36 PM debbiealbyrd  pic.twitter.com/3UUe5OBEAW

6/28/2019 8:05:04 PM ladtacarms We are a movement seeking something hidden from the world for far too long. We will turn [their] weapons back on them, to achieve something so 

precious (peace). Our vengeance will surpass [their] ruthlessness two fold. The battle is real - gear up.

6/28/2019 8:07:57 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/ZVdsVFHycD

6/28/2019 8:08:21 PM fightforamerica  pic.twitter.com/AHGXcreKPm

6/28/2019 8:09:03 PM dianaanddennis #MAGA #Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/LrCvMcIclr

6/28/2019 8:09:09 PM karrruss This is what happens when pot is legalized☝️

6/28/2019 8:09:25 PM starehope Your physical body needs rest so it can catch up with the changes being made.

6/28/2019 8:10:50 PM kickthefed there is no outer space they cant get through the dome dont be decieved

6/28/2019 8:11:33 PM jvan125 You are right about that...my physical body is exhausted because of it. 😵

6/28/2019 8:11:47 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/pfe7oij0hh

6/28/2019 8:11:59 PM starehope Everything in due time.

6/28/2019 8:12:09 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/RFPXUktqWE

6/28/2019 8:12:50 PM pragmatic_texan  pic.twitter.com/LeuzmF85bx

6/28/2019 8:13:04 PM starehope Yes please! ThanQ!

6/28/2019 8:13:30 PM starehope My DM is open.😃

6/28/2019 8:14:31 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/wHu3glSqgc

6/28/2019 8:15:28 PM dynamicres mmmm i got the 99💕 pic.twitter.com/Adsql2uMWe

6/28/2019 8:15:51 PM susan66388204 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Stop it.  Rotflmbo

6/28/2019 8:16:34 PM marmacuspatriot Brutal truth right there! 👊🏻🇺🇸

6/28/2019 8:16:39 PM _highjinx_ 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/2RWifytV7i

6/28/2019 8:16:57 PM pragmatic_texan 👍👍👍



6/28/2019 8:17:46 PM lbf777 They have been pacifying us for almost 3 years now so we don’t get off our knees and instead wait for Gov to save us from Gov. “The Show” is all just a 

show. Hillary, Bill & Trump probably have orgies together at Satanic rituals. pic.twitter.com/JNPcp52Hvj

6/28/2019 8:18:07 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/fiTcUroBOw

6/28/2019 8:18:13 PM himmelberg_rob MJ 12 has deep meanings. See article by Neon Revolt.

6/28/2019 8:18:37 PM 369gwh Just warming up with one made a few days ago...

Ready ... Pull!

Got it! pic.twitter.com/ZHkSgdyqWy

6/28/2019 8:20:28 PM starehope I have one that would keep you up at night if you had empathy... too afraid to post it.

6/28/2019 8:21:31 PM speaakn Thank you for this!

6/28/2019 8:25:08 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/xg9ZbSHPxS

6/28/2019 8:25:10 PM speaakn Yep! Let the free market take care of itself.  They are hanging themselves. I never use Chrome, google, google maps, don’t have android, or use the 

playstore. I have 1 gmail acct that is used for benign purposes. I do have old school YouTube, but hopefully folks will go elsewhere

6/28/2019 8:28:09 PM marmacuspatriot 😂👍🏻🇺🇸

6/28/2019 8:29:14 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/XYSTjsMTDI

6/28/2019 8:30:12 PM nettiejoi Which Reptiles ? The SS was their Secret Soc. / SS for " schwarze Sonne " ( Black sun ) pic.twitter.com/wJIcUqeOyN

6/28/2019 8:30:17 PM _the_psychonaut Plenty of ammo for everyone in #TheGreatMemeWar

6/28/2019 8:32:11 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The Nazi's are a sect of Jews.  AshkenNAZI 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashkenazi_Jews …

Prescott Bush funded the Nazi's and 2 of his descendants became POTUS.  NWO=ashkenNazi World Order.

6/28/2019 8:33:40 PM starehope May they all rot in the hell they have made for themselves!

6/28/2019 8:33:44 PM niagarasays Carrying on the legacy of Andrew Breitbart.👍👊💪

6/28/2019 8:35:08 PM aprilbrown99 Those that scream the loudest have the most to lose.

6/28/2019 8:36:28 PM ac2016rnc So has the guy in your life, He also agrees with you lol! 😝 😆 😂

6/28/2019 8:38:16 PM ac2016rnc Hold on to your hats the storm is going to sink the swamp!

6/28/2019 8:39:04 PM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/Jzlcf7XGh1
6/28/2019 8:43:23 PM alinahere 👍 Will do. 😉 In the Meantime....

#Trump2020 to #KAG2020 👈🇺🇸🎉 #WeAreONE 

Consciousness is Everything. #WeLovePOTUS 😍 pic.twitter.com/Lc0Fw0eFz9

6/28/2019 8:43:24 PM karrruss Be ready

6/28/2019 8:49:35 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/SCl75VFJ1N

6/28/2019 8:49:49 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/5DXUfjdxr4

6/28/2019 8:50:08 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/90FH1Dfb4O

6/28/2019 8:50:29 PM nschlange I don't even know what to say to that clip. It just adds so many more questions!!!!! Fill in ppl? I"m not sure what to make of this, I'll have to think about 

it for a while. Once again thank you very much for the information. My mind is officially blown!

6/28/2019 8:50:46 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/VP6gdU0mUN

6/28/2019 8:51:04 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/BJHR4JnOvv

6/28/2019 8:51:41 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/iLTzOMHyE9

6/28/2019 8:53:03 PM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/70DUr421mb
6/28/2019 8:53:43 PM texas_girl_13_ Walk of shame

6/28/2019 8:58:49 PM deplorabledvs Buckle up pic.twitter.com/G3iA8V9Whw

6/28/2019 8:59:43 PM big_simp very strange stuff I agree. But even the Quantum physicists said only what is observed is manifested [ hint the coffee cup is a wave form until 

observation then is particles/atoms ] 

Dolores Cannons subjects verified this

Now u know why the Quantum guys turned to the Vedas pic.twitter.com/wP9R6gg6jQ

6/28/2019 9:00:37 PM aprilbrown99 Is “The Domain” controlled & managed by the Galactic Federation or Ashtar Command?  Presumably not all experimentations are evil/bad. Genetic 

upgrades are/were needed to get us to this point.Since time is an illusion, millions of years could be a blink of an eye in earth years.

6/28/2019 9:02:53 PM big_simp FYI

Summary of Cannons work - her subjects mentioned an afterlife Heaven [ containing computers!  in which they were convinced 2 reincarnate into 

timelines which act as a "school for souls" 

 some believe this is a hack - and part of a "Soul trap" matrix

 http://www.afterlife101.com/BetweenDeath_Life.html … pic.twitter.com/F7vGX0K9fS

6/28/2019 9:07:13 PM starehope No such thing as birth control?

6/28/2019 9:08:11 PM mongrelglory April, I can't see the question that MJ-12 is responding to. (Blocked)  If you can see the question could you copy and tweet it to me?



6/28/2019 9:19:27 PM aprilbrown99 Did the weaponization of AIDS include nanotechnology (nanites) that would eat away the healthy TCells? 

Although this disease isn’t talked about as much there are still many who suffer. I am looking forward to POTUS distributing the cure soon. A high 

school friend still suffers.

6/28/2019 9:21:23 PM aprilbrown99 I dont see it either. Just the one that I retweeted. Sorry.

6/28/2019 9:24:08 PM aprilbrown99 Probably cuz I pulled it from the archives. It probably broke the thread.

6/28/2019 9:25:43 PM mongrelglory I wish I knew what was "owned" by the Domain.  Are they talking about the moon, or the Planet Earth?  As for your question, I think when I asked 

them previously if the Domain was part of the Galactic Federation, they said they weren't.  I'll see if I can find the original tweet.

6/28/2019 9:26:32 PM aprilbrown99 So true! More are waking up every day. Soon we will all be WOKE. 🙏🙏🙏

6/28/2019 9:28:21 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe our universe? Or perhaps it is The Domain ‘Matrix’ we are in?

6/28/2019 9:30:10 PM mongrelglory I found a tweet that implies they (as representatives of Planet Earth) are a member of the Galactic Federation:  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062347568158511104 …

Airl described the Domain as a vast empire spanning many galaxies.  I assume the Galactic Federation represents planets mainly in this galaxy.

6/28/2019 9:30:53 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome 😎 thank you 🙏

6/28/2019 9:31:52 PM mongrelglory See my other tweet.  I think the Domain is multi-galaxy empire, while the Galactic Federation is just this galaxy.

6/28/2019 9:32:39 PM mongrelglory Remember, MJ-12 had said that "we" (meaning humans from Earth) had been to other galaxies!

6/28/2019 9:32:56 PM lpblakelyar “As above, so below” Alister Crowley

6/28/2019 9:52:24 PM mommahood777 really?  That spoils it...😏

6/28/2019 9:54:43 PM q5287950847  pic.twitter.com/TTnXdsFTJM

6/28/2019 10:04:19 PM trishacrd Oh crap! He does look alot like her. 🤔

😳😳😳😳😳

6/28/2019 10:15:34 PM lightworkercain Making some new memes. Any specific area(s)/topic(s) I should focus on?

6/28/2019 10:16:35 PM mommahood777 1 down...4 to go!

6/28/2019 10:19:45 PM lightworkercain My newest... pic.twitter.com/pnzPUREFZd

6/28/2019 10:21:20 PM mommahood777 how about some warm fuzzies to give libtards when they get wacked upside the head...something nice and understanding...we'll need those!!

6/28/2019 10:23:37 PM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/lqpo5isY4r
6/28/2019 10:24:16 PM graceleandrah  pic.twitter.com/dGx3PAWSOd

6/28/2019 10:24:36 PM lightworkercain 😆😂🤣

6/28/2019 10:29:51 PM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/WHR7KWliYX

6/28/2019 10:34:42 PM mommahood777 so far this one has generated an audible sound effect!!

good one!

6/28/2019 10:52:10 PM wh_spygate Onto name calling now because you are WEAK

6/28/2019 10:58:51 PM mommahood777 thank you fellow Patriots, I can now approach with "I've got a meme for that!" pic.twitter.com/Jy6g5uKO2R

6/28/2019 11:01:32 PM jonesy4671 Which memes though

6/28/2019 11:05:50 PM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/kmByHOicyd
6/28/2019 11:10:35 PM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/90DREQYyYK
6/28/2019 11:10:38 PM mommahood777 following me around...like a stalker....

here's something I just picked up....

here, 

CATCH!! pic.twitter.com/soOg2b5HtI

6/28/2019 11:11:17 PM wh_spygate If you have a problem with it block me. 😉

6/28/2019 11:14:31 PM adsvel Argentina/Uruguay blackout, appearing TR3B's in the sky of Argentina. [Their] symbology will be [their] downfall.

6/28/2019 11:16:10 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/AxDXRv5cqF

6/28/2019 11:16:36 PM wh_spygate What have you won recently?

6/28/2019 11:16:38 PM coachrick6 One for each arm.

6/28/2019 11:20:11 PM mommahood777 a badge... pic.twitter.com/UuIUJlJL7H

6/28/2019 11:20:46 PM wh_spygate See, you’ve got NOTHING 😂😂😂😂

6/28/2019 11:22:30 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/vCa60DDd3L

6/28/2019 11:22:55 PM love4thegameak Sounds GQQD



6/28/2019 11:23:02 PM wh_spygate  pic.twitter.com/WRCMFeQZDb

6/28/2019 11:24:30 PM wild8heart No. Message over messenger. Learn the comms. Truth resonates from within.

6/28/2019 11:27:53 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/Oto61m9DoO

6/28/2019 11:28:34 PM wh_spygate How is that “winning” health care bill that was going to be passed on DAY ONE working for you?

6/28/2019 11:35:04 PM kristlynwind  pic.twitter.com/O1vArj9myi

6/28/2019 11:38:11 PM mommahood777 He's trying to get a bipartisan bill written but Congress focusing on illegals.

Used to pay very little for GREAT benefits until Obamacare was FORCED on us, now we pay hundreds a month for thousands of deductible, forces us to 

pay out-of-pocket at county clinic. I'll wait 4 Trump

6/28/2019 11:39:15 PM wh_spygate No, it doesn’t work like that @realDonaldTrump said, “Nobody knows healthcare better than me” keep trying.

6/28/2019 11:45:19 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

6/28/2019 11:46:23 PM jrocktigers @DJLOK  No sign of "tribesman" in Dead lot ..

6/28/2019 11:49:21 PM mommahood777 Doesn't work like what?

That life was fairly good until traitor terrorist Obama came and destroyed American's lives?  Do you have a clue how bad converting to Obamacare 

screwed up the medical world, staff and patients? The stress alone made people sick. 

Or meme game of tag?

6/28/2019 11:49:53 PM mywowfreak Hahahahahahahahaha..... (Snort) ..... Ahahahahahahahahahahahahaha.....

6/28/2019 11:52:51 PM qtruther1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vr2hQ0jyl9Y …

Q ANTHEM TO ROCK OUT TO

6/28/2019 11:59:25 PM wh_spygate If Obamacare screwed it up, why is it STILL IN EFFECT? 😂😂😂😂😂

6/28/2019 11:59:42 PM kristlynwind Here Comes The Light pic.twitter.com/CrXOHAEQda

6/29/2019 12:00:47 AM liza62981406 Hi do you do gifs??

6/29/2019 12:11:54 AM mommahood777 I don't expect it to be for much longer.. prob 2020

I see what POTUS has accomplished with constant undeserving harassment and obstruction...I trust something will get done once the liberal socialists 

get booted out of Congress because THEY certainly aren't doing anything to help

6/29/2019 12:12:57 AM wh_spygate No, it doesn’t work like that, @realDonaldTrump said it will be passed on DAY ONE, keep trying this is HILARIOUS!

6/29/2019 12:26:32 AM mommahood777 I trust he will fix it. The new EO for transparency may even make it fix itself, slowly but surely, without all of the destructive chaos.  You're right, he 

should have signed that EO on day one, we'd all be even better off by now. It's a process..saving the world takes time.

6/29/2019 12:27:16 AM wh_spygate No, his time is up! 😂😂😂😂😂

6/29/2019 12:27:18 AM grrroverrrtje  pic.twitter.com/6wRHh6gsju

6/29/2019 12:31:19 AM cumberlandacad2 DMZ meeting will be Historic!

6/29/2019 12:34:54 AM mommahood777 no...he's got 5 1/2 years to go...maybe we'll demand 2 more extra years as a "do-over" for the first 2 years he was cheated out of focusing on his job 

with the bogus witch hunt interfering...THAT would be Justice...yeah, reparations for time wasted and lost

6/29/2019 12:36:13 AM olimyracle #Oneness pic.twitter.com/sEv0wDatlT

6/29/2019 12:36:40 AM olimyracle #Oneness pic.twitter.com/UqVDGS8FzR

6/29/2019 12:36:57 AM olimyracle #Oneness pic.twitter.com/mUZkAc6YzK

6/29/2019 12:39:37 AM andrew13892378 IN case you missed it! Last evening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweeted to @SandiaWisdom . Maj often refers to "Q" and operations even when "Q" is not 

posting Its all happening in Maj spaces. Now after the precedent, Maj may continue referring to Sandia Crew. A Larger picture is forming.

6/29/2019 12:41:08 AM mommahood777 On the contrary...the pile (mountain) of sh*t he's had to clean up is beyond unreasonable compared to any President there has ever been.  Our 

President has a BIG shovel though and the power of the people lifting him up. pic.twitter.com/BbInAV69f1

6/29/2019 12:41:41 AM wh_spygate 😂😂😂😂😂😂

6/29/2019 12:43:59 AM wh_spygate Your daddy is going to be pissed when he finds out that you have been on his account!

6/29/2019 12:49:25 AM mommahood777 Yeah, cuz he calls himself Mommahood

Thank you for the quality entertainment, have a good night!

6/29/2019 12:49:50 AM wh_spygate Come back when you can’t stay so long!

6/29/2019 1:00:39 AM mommahood777 you're a funny guy

see you around...

pretty sure..

you're kinda like that...

6/29/2019 1:22:40 AM 369gwh Practice makes perfect.

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/QMu645ue7o
6/29/2019 1:33:40 AM weshallrise144k I see Light.  Lots of beautiful Light! #DarkToLight

6/29/2019 2:28:12 AM 369gwh #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#DeclassEpstein

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyBiden

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/8v1PSTtUyh
6/29/2019 3:03:43 AM 313looper Nobel Prize is Cabal’s Creation ... Do you think POUTS really need that... Exactly what He has done; is much more valuable than [their] Nobel Prize...!

6/29/2019 3:06:06 AM _369311119 Ennead - 1056cps pic.twitter.com/CjpzgPUQtT

6/29/2019 3:11:19 AM 313looper Or entertaining the MSM before DCLAS...!

6/29/2019 3:17:51 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/Y7CK8mYVPa

6/29/2019 3:33:48 AM bronsonfraser  pic.twitter.com/hzPqbJkPxf

6/29/2019 3:41:15 AM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/wGm60zPTxQ



6/29/2019 3:43:07 AM savautokms Huh... most humans are not from earth too 🚀✨

6/29/2019 4:18:56 AM cjcole1985  pic.twitter.com/MBKSbpNj0R

6/29/2019 4:37:37 AM jsay222 Everything has meaning... pic.twitter.com/y7SX9Y2PWF

6/29/2019 4:38:22 AM jsay222  pic.twitter.com/QGLrnjGYA9

6/29/2019 4:43:34 AM geminisq0714  pic.twitter.com/BpeKPnQQez

6/29/2019 5:11:04 AM right_sideof Yeah um not for nothing but we keep getting promised all this "justice" only to be told when it fails to appear how the Deep State catill has ( fill in the 

blank) weapons. Sorry but Im with the ever growing tired crowd. Arrests or STFU and CLOSE the damn border already.

6/29/2019 5:59:24 AM jvan125 😂 yep! That’s about it!! Waking up this morning I feel a bit more settled but it’s still early 🥴😩😂

6/29/2019 6:06:39 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/d7Yi6WWKzf

6/29/2019 6:09:03 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/uQ4IOTR1Qh

6/29/2019 6:09:05 AM keith369me There’s a reason he stepped down

6/29/2019 6:09:27 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/LrJ67x3HCm

6/29/2019 6:21:53 AM covertress Yes, time is an illusion, but just sayin pic.twitter.com/D5fyW0FBuq

6/29/2019 6:30:40 AM covertress #Disclosure 🛸 COMING SOON pic.twitter.com/z9MRQCDVUd

6/29/2019 7:12:45 AM dynamicres even better =D

6/29/2019 7:17:14 AM _highjinx_ I posted it in haste tbh. I never saw that u posted first. I saw the numbers immediately and was like: pic.twitter.com/987sH2ymZ5

6/29/2019 7:17:50 AM silentgrace2 HE like HRC is an agent of China.

6/29/2019 7:18:24 AM _highjinx_ And then I saw your post and like: pic.twitter.com/wxfHiA8MA0

6/29/2019 7:21:33 AM dynamicres hahaha! 🥰

6/29/2019 7:22:31 AM jfaith1979  pic.twitter.com/cJQVAwOU0s

6/29/2019 7:23:00 AM realkingdouglas fantastic

6/29/2019 7:23:27 AM jfaith1979  pic.twitter.com/iQVn2QJztR

6/29/2019 7:34:32 AM ceasarfall31544 Been ready for well over a year now

6/29/2019 7:42:56 AM wwg1wga_nl  pic.twitter.com/HImI4cONg7

6/29/2019 8:03:29 AM ferris144  pic.twitter.com/p0F97vDGE8

6/29/2019 8:08:44 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/03Dvre9bYH

6/29/2019 8:11:36 AM ngirrard Did he specifically mention anyone from NM?  Just asking.

6/29/2019 8:29:44 AM davidrupell Ok let’s fight with memes! 🙄 that’ll help

6/29/2019 8:46:05 AM wink5811 Thanks for the thought, but isn’t Seaquest the Aquariums? I don’t want to look at anything that is jailed and out of their natural environment, I think 

that’s a cruel fate for anything. Videos would be a great idea, bet virtual reality could do a good one.

6/29/2019 8:50:39 AM wink5811 I’m so sensitive to animals, fish, bugs, I tear up when I see a fish being caught and suffocating as it fights to breathe, it saddens me to see anything 

suffer. In my house bugs get caught and released unharmed.

6/29/2019 9:05:22 AM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/q1WO5wGuMl

6/29/2019 9:07:55 AM martisw1971  pic.twitter.com/EU9S7xY8VF

6/29/2019 9:11:53 AM martisw1971  pic.twitter.com/Fp8sx5FqFI

6/29/2019 9:25:21 AM kathleen3693693 Why was "Fast and Furious" spread to other southern border agencies under the guise of "The Phoenix Model" and allowed to continue with coverup 

protection? #DarkToLight #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRealRaNon 

@ChuckGrassley https://twitter.com/2xwide_dreaming/status/1083996415251103745 …

6/29/2019 9:25:39 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

6/29/2019 9:27:00 AM starehope You got that right.

6/29/2019 9:30:10 AM poppyslovecapu He is a traitor and will be caught and prosecuted!! Just watch and see!

6/29/2019 10:06:34 AM starehope Think positive! It really changes outcomes.

6/29/2019 10:09:08 AM djlok And if you're like me and have a hard time thinking positively sometimes, it helps me in meditation to ask my "higher self" what is it that I believe that 

is preventing me from thinking positively.  It's crazy the answers I've gotten... Like they come from somewhere else.

6/29/2019 10:13:35 AM robin_ked I'm ready! pic.twitter.com/cWmlSrzr84

6/29/2019 10:17:52 AM rafngeirdal @Pegger420 had replied to you Majestic 12: “it means 17:00 as Q is the 17th letter...”. Since you replied at 2100 on the 25th of June, I wonder if you 

had meant 1700, seventeen hundred hours the day after, i.e. at 5pm on the 26th of June. On that day (or 27th), 3 Q drops occured.

6/29/2019 10:30:21 AM ilomagyar The Aryan WitchHunting

of the ANTItrinitARYANS.

WitchHammer from Heinrich Kemmler.

 https://www.amazon.de/Malleus-Maleficarum-Witches-Original-English-ebook/dp/B01CR4TOV2 …

6/29/2019 10:36:51 AM drson1968 No more memes. NEED HANDCUFFS. pic.twitter.com/VSaKWcb9df

6/29/2019 10:49:51 AM cj_liebs #love the weapon they know not of

6/29/2019 10:50:47 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  When timelines merge, do they physically, mentally, spiritually and emotionally integrate/merge for each living IS-BE on the 

planet? What happens to the 🌍 IS-BE?

Some have caught on video what looks like planets passing overhead. Would this be a merging...

6/29/2019 11:16:45 AM maryschade14 Most interesting.

Isn't the octopus a symbol of the UN/Cabal..Eight fold path etc..

6/29/2019 11:29:56 AM canadiancovfefe 5:5 from this end 🎉

6/29/2019 11:47:30 AM rebashoenfelt1 Sounding good

6/29/2019 12:01:35 PM love82janet Don’t you think I realize that? I’m pointing out the absurdity of Obama being handed the Nobel before he even made peace anywhere in the world.

6/29/2019 12:38:17 PM kristlynwind Ok, info overload these "daze;"

Wondering if I just had an epiphany in regard to, "Watch the Skies"; perhaps it leans more towards a upcoming date, more so than other "friendly" 

ideas I've had? 

I get, "multiple meanings" in re: to life in general. 😉 pic.twitter.com/pbmkF6q6kf

6/29/2019 12:40:37 PM cat89497941 If you don’t see what is happening step aside junior...you can’t hang

6/29/2019 12:41:27 PM aetherwalker1 Some of them..  No Touch!   ⚠🚫✋ pic.twitter.com/3gXfWQML8D

6/29/2019 12:48:33 PM aetherwalker1 'Hello human.'

6/29/2019 1:01:47 PM doomed_america Reporting for duty

6/29/2019 1:02:46 PM robin_ked #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/07pCwKllFq

6/29/2019 1:03:32 PM winkanator Amen!!!

6/29/2019 1:15:05 PM capitalkid Since time is an illusion, can you at least give us some event markers - things that must occur before GO TIME?

6/29/2019 1:23:22 PM lauriebqtpie Our PRESIDENT the badass!

6/29/2019 1:27:18 PM rafngeirdal I remember well that intervention prayer of Pelosi some month ago, after her meeting with President Trump & assumed it meant that Pelosi wished 

that someone close to Trump would intentionally become involved in a difficult situation in order to improve it or prevent a worsening.

6/29/2019 1:34:57 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Do_Or_Do_Notty This is cloud after a recent storm. I've never seen clouds bend like they do, but trying to 

get a good pic is hard. Not only do they bend, the lines are parallel. And they sky isn't clear between them. Thoughts? I've seen chems for 

pic.twitter.com/GfECvkOBHY



6/29/2019 1:37:21 PM rafngeirdal I wonder if Majestic 12 meant: when Q challenged Trump, Trump took the challenge and didn’t back down, meaning a face off situation happened; 

meaning the power within the Q Team was in some kind of diplomatic fight with President Trump/ POTUS and POTUS managed to withstand it.

6/29/2019 1:50:15 PM rafngeirdal I notice that you mention 11,500 years ago and also imply that the Adam and Eve story may be traced back some 11,500 years but the video does not 

specifically say that the impact crater was formed 11,500 years ago. I gather that Majestic 12 has some more info.

6/29/2019 2:19:20 PM alexandercody7 I Have no clue yet what the decoded message is, but I am so Happy to celebrate my birthday on june 30th (6.3.3)with a little prayer and be incredibly 

grateful for all we as q team Have done till this moment and How mj12 will support us all to majestic consciousness!

#WWG1WGA

6/29/2019 2:23:12 PM aetherwalker1 @NSA_QIL2 I pray you or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have some CLAS tech ready to help heal the body and soul of all the victims of this slavery and abuse.  

pic.twitter.com/hyee91dId9

6/29/2019 2:32:46 PM inparasol  pic.twitter.com/QAt7fgvXNE

6/29/2019 3:11:06 PM theappraizer Absolutely this is a coded message. FF by or to Catholics today? @ROYALMRBADNEWS or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or @POTUS are you all aware of this 

account? 

So many of their pics can be perceived as hidden messages.

6/29/2019 3:28:19 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/phCVScwanj

6/29/2019 3:28:45 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/fOvIMPyOqs

6/29/2019 3:29:16 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/mlEOcMWYdB

6/29/2019 3:29:26 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/lErRcywXhK

6/29/2019 3:29:44 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/UjRJG2ih7j

6/29/2019 3:30:16 PM mom_notyour Just a few. I got a thousand or more. Lots of 8ch posts too. 😎👍

6/29/2019 4:01:55 PM rafngeirdal A Tweeter from North Carolina asked last Saturday the 22nd of June, whether anyone could see chemtrails in the sky. I noticed that the sky in Iceland 

was blue. The same turned out to be the case in N-Carolina: blue sky.

6/29/2019 4:18:02 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/3LkWfHp2lR

6/29/2019 4:21:28 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/TBOZzUGsil

6/29/2019 4:21:47 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/UR3GZfhEVk

6/29/2019 4:22:19 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/EwSLPq7F38

6/29/2019 4:22:33 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/xPw4dFNAFq

6/29/2019 4:23:29 PM tamravee witch infestation everywhere pic.twitter.com/K4ap2dF2JY

6/29/2019 4:59:09 PM rafngeirdal After thinking about it some more, I started to think that Pelosi might be addressing her base with her INTERVENTION prayer & wrote a tweet about 

what it could mean politically: that part of the Presidents power be transferred to those close to him.

6/29/2019 5:07:57 PM rafngeirdal Robin Hambrick asked whether Pelosi meant by intervention (in her prayer), the unthinkable opposite of mercy. Majestic 12, simply said that it was 

CORRECT. So now I need to contemplate the possibility that Nancy, in her frail voice, was hoping for a MANLY action by her peers. 🔫

6/29/2019 5:10:16 PM rafngeirdal I has studied that stammering or stuttering or hesitations a great deal at the time and finally agreed to that commentator in that video, that Nancy was 

simply getting OLD.

6/29/2019 5:18:23 PM rafngeirdal Both Binki and Steven Lundgren knew about the 18 new counts, so by Twitter Moments writing 17; it becomes obvious that 17 is refering to the 17th 

letter in the Alphabet, that of Q. So I see Q.

6/29/2019 5:33:21 PM nschlange I visited your homepage today, & ended up staying almost all day. The more you know........ Thanks again I'll be reading the links you've sent or I've 

seen on your page.  Just read about FB, thought I knew it all about them and I was very wrong. I hate it when that happens ;)

6/29/2019 5:50:19 PM storm__princess ALL of them, no touch 😂

6/29/2019 5:50:47 PM big_simp If you have time watch this - @aug_tellez  explains the mechanics of what the classified projects found and why need for the Top Secret classification 

and why they release it now https://youtu.be/WvfWlvmWMiE 

6/29/2019 5:56:27 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/J23TbhLw1m

6/29/2019 5:58:20 PM storm__princess Eww 😂

6/29/2019 6:01:20 PM enomai_ I used to think that.

However, I'm pretty sure that  some ET babies look like what we call cockroaches. Very similiar but very intellegent. So, I assume cockroaches have 

similiar DNA of some ET races

6/29/2019 6:02:14 PM enomai_ Fear is a horrible thing. It causes irrational deaths. And etc

6/29/2019 6:15:26 PM nschlange I will, thank you. This one will take a bit of time. But I will definitely watch it.

6/29/2019 6:19:37 PM storm__princess  pic.twitter.com/HT6quZCP8e

6/29/2019 6:50:51 PM katie_g4  pic.twitter.com/9uT8agqjyM

6/29/2019 7:02:42 PM big_simp They stop to translate - but its one of the Aug videos easier to digest. Explains the mechanics of the soul trap simulation and the problem the realm 

faces

6/29/2019 7:14:22 PM eewwanon Fukken saved.

6/29/2019 7:23:48 PM djlok Well i like it because it's to the point and easy to understand.  Coincidentally (or probably not so coincidentally) I was re-reading the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

message of disclosure on avatars, elves, and machine elves today.

6/29/2019 7:25:41 PM v_rags Yes Synchronicities love that! Hey can you point me to that message? Would love to read it.

6/29/2019 7:28:25 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1119992046008393729?s=21 …

6/29/2019 7:29:17 PM v_rags Thank you! Will read this. 🙏💜💜🙏

6/29/2019 7:37:52 PM charlesgdavis1 @SenSchumer @JackPosobiec @Breaking911 @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @SpeakerPelosi @JudicialWatch @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @FLOTUS Please keep her safe and spread the word about the Demoncrats lies!👈🌎🌍🌏 

https://www.pscp.tv/w/b-

gT0HR3LTEwMTQzNDE3Njc4MjE0MzA3ODV8MU1ZeE5xZGJ6T0xKd2_miCqdY7SULaEqnN4QezRDFkfxDhn2Z_FLCXnGtKPi?t=7m8s …

6/29/2019 8:04:34 PM v_rags Just finished reading. That was very informative! Thank you David     And hopefully I can thank @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as well 🙏💜

6/29/2019 9:05:12 PM n7guardiananon Would've been perfect if it was George Kaplan instead of John...lol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IV4IWsXkNI8 …

6/29/2019 9:05:55 PM richard07759712 Isn’t Majestic part of 17

6/29/2019 9:16:39 PM richard07759712 Could be🤫

6/29/2019 9:52:22 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/afp/status/1145183406453432320?s=21 …

6/29/2019 10:31:41 PM americanpetal Can’t you do an AMA like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sometime soon?

6/29/2019 10:33:22 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/gQZFJDgGTu

6/29/2019 10:34:01 PM americanpetal No kidding, right! I think we’ve earned one!

6/29/2019 10:44:44 PM roublisa Pretty please🙏🙏🙏

6/30/2019 2:07:49 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/kCgOHnMpuF

6/30/2019 2:34:35 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/MDiBufrTsC

6/30/2019 7:51:46 AM alinahere First... #RevolutionQ sounds to be Awesome!

Will be Ordering my copy after I read through the MJ12 Post. 👍

😮 Epic Detailed Blog post from NeonRevolt!

I've read/heard parts of this here & there over the last 3 yrs, so putting it all together just really opened my mind to no end!

6/30/2019 7:52:55 AM alinahere If anyone wants, Here's the link to this Must Read Rabbit Hole... https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/06/28/majestic-12-the-secret-space-program-and-

the-wilson-memo-deeper-disclosures-with-neonrevolt-qanon-greatawakening/ …

6/30/2019 8:20:12 AM realityloominng could someone add a few military types, and add the text "... Q-Clearance Patriots"?



6/30/2019 8:29:46 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/gzS1koAktH

6/30/2019 8:31:38 AM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/74d03B74Dm

6/30/2019 8:32:27 AM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/Kxns5ycFdU

6/30/2019 8:47:48 AM richard07759712 Fanatical Liberalism is rampantly trying to shutdown what’s about to happen  -   Panic in DC

6/30/2019 9:02:21 AM richard07759712 One Year ago: pic.twitter.com/vXWuWSFfU8

6/30/2019 10:37:03 AM enomai_ Does our currency or did, from the above powers run off of an octal system? 

And, in hence, if $10 equals $8 they just in theory pocket the extra $2 in some form or another? While we think of the other math.

6/30/2019 10:48:56 AM alanmillett3 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼💥

6/30/2019 11:33:36 AM zstaroz Tastes good

6/30/2019 12:05:48 PM jayrambin I’m not arguing ur point.  But consider this. If u want to take down a secret society, how would you do it?  Everything is protected. Has to be from 

inside.  So, find a white or grey hat on the inside, squeeze one if you have to, and infiltrate.

6/30/2019 12:08:13 PM jayrambin Same

6/30/2019 12:42:47 PM jayrambin solidarity

: unity (as of a group or class) that produces or is based on community of interests, objectives, and standards.

Which group or class?  Unity 4 long periods not healthy in earth experience?  Because we’re to experience antagonism here?  Could u clarify?

6/30/2019 1:57:38 PM state1union Omg lol. It does

6/30/2019 2:01:01 PM aetherwalker1 We are already ready.

I know it's good to be Readiness but can we be 'more ready'?  🤔

6/30/2019 2:17:56 PM laurabusse Wow thats eye opening

They need our loosh to give them more energy so they can control us better so that we can give them more loosh and the cycle continues ad infinitim

Is why we need more love, of self and others

Starve them of their loosh

They die, go away whatever

Love is all

6/30/2019 2:36:51 PM laurabusse ... controlling others will destroy you!!!!!!!!!!

Why ppl who are controlling are so miserable?

Bc they need negative energy in order to control others?

This is eye opening...

6/30/2019 2:39:54 PM allahuniversal Takes Hangry to a whole new level

6/30/2019 2:42:48 PM laurabusse Ha yes hangry!

Maybe like those hungry ghosts Buddhism talks about

6/30/2019 2:47:09 PM allahuniversal "The desires of hungry ghosts are never satisfied and they must endlessly seek gratuity from the living."

Odd, had never heard of these hungry ghosts before! https://kashgar.com.au/blogs/tribal-culture/hungry-ghosts-their-history-and-origin …

6/30/2019 3:31:49 PM fulmermicheal We'll see

6/30/2019 3:52:29 PM bbobbio71 Patriots in control

6/30/2019 3:53:40 PM covertress It appears that way, but do you have confirmation?

6/30/2019 4:11:47 PM phatblobby s03 so far. Relating to many of the concepts covered in the overall storyline, i.e. reading between the lines of theatrics & truth. I had forgotten how 

enjoyable the series was. Thanks for the push in that direction.

6/30/2019 4:36:51 PM karensc38678909 I guess so although I can't imagine how.

6/30/2019 4:37:54 PM roublisa My pleasure 💞💗💞

6/30/2019 5:01:17 PM dradeon Who?

6/30/2019 5:05:41 PM cryptogamer11 Project Aquarius .... disinfo?

6/30/2019 5:08:54 PM cryptogamer11 William cooper?

6/30/2019 6:01:09 PM laurabusse I came across it in the last year or 2...sounded odd and it didn't resonate at the time

But maybe they know what they're talking about!

Now if they had said hungry reptilians...

LOL

6/30/2019 6:07:32 PM laurabusse Very interesting article! Much detail

I've heard it said that you are after death just a continuation of your life so what it says here makes sense

Reminds me of the pirates in the first Pirates of the Caribbean movie who hungered but food never satisfied their hunger etc...

6/30/2019 6:08:59 PM jonesy4671 Nope

6/30/2019 6:11:26 PM t_hayden07 Yes....for awhile now! Kim's uncle was a 🤡

6/30/2019 6:27:25 PM starehope Very sickening.

6/30/2019 6:30:39 PM raevenraeyne On Earth, pretty sure this phrase ‘originated’ from Emerald Tablets of Thoth which are claimed to be 36,000+ years old. Either way, it’s a universal law. 

Unfortunately Crowley co-opted the phrase and now THAT’S stuck in memory.

6/30/2019 7:20:01 PM olimyracle #ArtOfTheDeal ?

6/30/2019 8:04:16 PM deb12233 Truth waits on with attentive, loving, and radiant beneficence until man will see that he can embrace and become the consciousness of that which has 

always existed.

-L&T

6/30/2019 8:34:22 PM martisw1971 @drawandstrike @mitchellvii @seanhannity @Cordicon @BillOReilly @POTUS @45__Schedule @jsolomonReports @EpochTimes @Incarnated_ET 

@intheMatrixxx @ROYALMRBADNEWS @pushforward40 @M2Madness @LisaMei62 @CoreysDigs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JamesOKeefeIII 

@Project_Veritas @MrAndyNgo

6/30/2019 9:16:28 PM love82janet Well obviously I got this one wrong. But it was a wonderful historical event. OK, second guess. July 4th is going to be special, but the REAL news and 

celebration comes on July 5th. Just a gut feeling. WWG1 WGA

6/30/2019 9:29:50 PM enomai_ You can move to higher realms. The best you do in this reality. The more negative things you do. The lower, more positive the higher. Everything in the 

universe is connected and outputs frequencies. Even thoughts pure or bad. It's real. @ts_sci_majic12 is the real deal.

6/30/2019 9:34:10 PM venerablevern Well sorry you just lost me there.

6/30/2019 9:35:38 PM enomai_ This will be a good start for higher ascension https://mobile.twitter.com/beer_parade/status/1145398533555724293 …

7/1/2019 12:05:38 AM charlesgdavis1 As low as it needs to. 02 or 03/2015?😂👽😎😇

7/1/2019 1:02:57 AM integratedwebuk While I don'tagree with giving drugs to animals this test giving MDMA to octopuses at least shows their brain chemistry must work in a similar way to 

ours https://youtu.be/V6K1kVUct24 

7/1/2019 3:04:50 AM usss_211 @IPOT1776 @RedPill78 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @SGTreport @ThePatriotHour @TruthSeekerQSD @seanhannity @LouDobbs @docdhj 

@GenFlynn @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini 

July IS #AmericanPrideMonth https://twitter.com/usss_211/status/1145632823417757696 …



7/1/2019 3:11:27 AM andrew13892378 Please don't underestimate the fact though that some people can judge fairly and forgive what may be an enormously complicated series of ongoing 

choices and decisions made in best interests/good faith at the time. Look at what I drew attention to today regards Kim and Potus.....

7/1/2019 3:18:10 AM andrew13892378 We also know there have been bad elements, maybe also ongoing that are now removed and this transforms an organization from what it was and 

changes everything to a new dawn. The public cant expect to extract revenge or justice on those who are clearly now white hat operators.

7/1/2019 3:24:24 AM andrew13892378 The expectations to extract hard justice from new faces was invented by black hats who were at the time in power. Things have changed and will 

continue to change. There is a considerably sized, very experienced, and mostly silent reserve out here who understand the complexities.

7/1/2019 5:30:00 AM bbobbio71 Q had spoken about it a while back. I believe MJ did as well Iran next

7/1/2019 5:34:55 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/36vvjku66v

7/1/2019 7:43:49 AM liltilgerlil Interesting news. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/two-former-venezuelan-officials-charged-and-two-businessmen-plead-guilty-connection-

venezuela …

7/1/2019 7:45:28 AM robin_ked C_A NoKo

#OperationMockingbirdMedia pic.twitter.com/XUtQATo9s8

7/1/2019 7:56:06 AM liltilgerlil This just in: https://mb.ntd.com/iran-says-it-has-breached-2015-nuclear-deals-stockpile-limit_350602.html …

7/1/2019 8:06:53 AM liltilgerlil Yes I just grabbed one. It’s all over.  I was on Fb for a second to wish someone a happy birthday

7/1/2019 8:17:45 AM robin_ked What about the sister Michael? pic.twitter.com/ANodvDxf2s

7/1/2019 8:19:29 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/WKgweIExXn

7/1/2019 8:24:40 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/L08oYw2hDL

7/1/2019 8:26:54 AM olimyracle What is your intention by saying this ? Sounds like humans are not responsible for that mess, just the wind and the mountains...

Be honest to yourself and open your mind. No fish will clean our dirt, they're being all killed for cash so far.

💞 pic.twitter.com/JfxseEeFGC

7/1/2019 8:31:20 AM reddragonfly19 Michael is an amazing researcher

7/1/2019 8:32:25 AM bmoregreenllc I’m sure they found that out when they hacked Clinton’s computer and the DNC

7/1/2019 8:44:36 AM canadiancovfefe I have watched the interview before. It’s fascinating! 👍

7/1/2019 8:53:44 AM richard07759712 Meme of the Day 🏆

7/1/2019 10:00:40 AM olimyracle Yes, facts matter.

 https://www.livingcircular.veolia.com/en/eco-citizen/seventh-continent-plastic … pic.twitter.com/Shd08rT8em

7/1/2019 10:12:09 AM realtruth_anon Do you think AOC is roleplaying?

I have often wondered about her, and a few others. She is pretty dumb though. She may be roleplaying, but I think its for the Deepstate. 

But it wouldn't surprise me if some Dems were, in order to blend & gather, project, etc.

7/1/2019 11:32:07 AM robin_ked ❤️luv me some #SarahHuckabeeSanders pic.twitter.com/poaDB7ksg8

7/1/2019 12:43:29 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/uYt13m4U4z

7/1/2019 1:05:03 PM dynamicres @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Typist check?

7/1/2019 3:19:19 PM havefaithyall @FBI @Telford_Russian @getongab @drawandstrike @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Marfoogle @realhublife @thedilleyshow 

@USAWatchdog @_hublette @TRUreporting @kabamur_taygeta @LoveBling6 @CoreysDigs @55true4u 

https://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo/status/1145817170523242496 …

7/1/2019 4:20:28 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @40_head @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs @POTUSPress @POTUS @FLOTUS @EsperDoD @SecPompeo 

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @PressSec 

See Something, Say Something!!! ☝️☝️☝️

[BERNIE SANDERS]

7/1/2019 6:34:13 PM rebashoenfelt1 Lots of pain please

7/1/2019 6:45:33 PM drbohammer Eggs and Bakey!

7/1/2019 6:46:45 PM captain01470560 <— Son of The King

7/1/2019 6:47:12 PM americanpetal 4 10 20 Knight at the Round Table? Arch Angel Uriel? King of?

7/1/2019 6:48:33 PM aprilbrown99 Sovereign IS-BEs?

7/1/2019 6:49:35 PM kachinagtto WWG1WGA Limitless

7/1/2019 6:50:16 PM pixiesdorule Block Chain Technology like  http://WeGo.Social  is where a load of us have moved and are still.

7/1/2019 6:50:25 PM curseca I saw that post and wondered...

7/1/2019 6:50:50 PM 101alphafox Ordo ab Chao.

7/1/2019 6:51:15 PM kindeandtrue We Three Kings.

7/1/2019 6:52:54 PM tomchiodo Why isn’t Jesus Christ a central part of your message?

7/1/2019 6:55:14 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

7/1/2019 6:55:15 PM allahuniversal SIRE:

Self

I

Rule

Eternally

5:5

7/1/2019 6:56:10 PM connorr1986  pic.twitter.com/iVWavkFl0a

7/1/2019 6:56:50 PM charmcityanon Funny how the quoted tweet goes in and out of me being able to see it

7/1/2019 6:58:08 PM charmcityanon  pic.twitter.com/w6KhmofoS5

7/1/2019 7:01:55 PM aprilbrown99 How are the merging of timelines going?

7/1/2019 7:05:16 PM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences. I just asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this very question. 🥰

7/1/2019 7:06:23 PM kristie_dorn 😂

7/1/2019 7:07:55 PM aprilbrown99 This? https://twitter.com/AAMetatron/status/1145844811540418560 …

7/1/2019 7:09:40 PM hawkgirlinmn The coming solar eclipse will hopefully be a big shift for healing and awakening. I am and will be focusing on the collective consciousness for healing 

and awakening.

7/1/2019 7:12:26 PM keith369me ...and we all have a piece of the creator within us...one cell...remember?

7/1/2019 7:13:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Skies watched. https://abcnews.go.com/International/unidentified-flying-object-koreas-dmz-flock-birds/story?id=64061071 …

7/1/2019 7:13:56 PM keith369me We should all strive to be like Jesus...not deify Jesus

7/1/2019 7:13:57 PM ryderludd Should have BEEN in place like 20 years ago!!!!! http://youtu.be/SvOWkhvKSF8 

7/1/2019 7:13:59 PM i_like_skis ‘Flock of birds’ causes jets to scramble? Doubtful. Not buying it.

7/1/2019 7:14:13 PM jared4liberty See something say something. Even if it turns out to be nothing. 🦜🕊

7/1/2019 7:14:20 PM jennife42469481 Majestic Eyes!?

7/1/2019 7:15:27 PM tguy400 US Navy. pic.twitter.com/xOFhWb4RFZ



7/1/2019 7:15:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 80/20

IG Report

DOJ Permitted To Declassify

FISAGate

The world is watching.

7/1/2019 7:15:56 PM keith369me Majestic birds

7/1/2019 7:15:59 PM jared4liberty What’s up with this smooth edged dome in the clouds? Speaking of watching skies. Cloaking device? 🧐😂 pic.twitter.com/3R2wEAxYNi

7/1/2019 7:16:24 PM americanpetal Who was behind the attack? China? Dark ETs?

7/1/2019 7:16:28 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/kd16pQWmj1

7/1/2019 7:16:51 PM repubjanecool PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

7/1/2019 7:16:56 PM aprilbrown99 80 Public - 20 Private or vice versa?

7/1/2019 7:16:58 PM sabina06706427 Please! These dems running for president are out of control

7/1/2019 7:17:02 PM jswdh1 Their cloud machine messed up....

7/1/2019 7:17:07 PM keith369me Tell us about the tanks for the July 4 celebration

7/1/2019 7:17:07 PM canadaprotrump The remaining 20% will stir up soooo many conspiracies haha

7/1/2019 7:17:10 PM mynardpamela When is the IG report coming out? I know it was delayed.

7/1/2019 7:17:26 PM jswdh1 That looks eerie

7/1/2019 7:17:35 PM djlok 80% public / 20% classified

7/1/2019 7:17:46 PM mrmurica1776 80/20.       80 percent public 20 percent classified still I think

7/1/2019 7:17:47 PM aprilbrown99 Historic moments captured in “time”. 🥰🥰🥰

7/1/2019 7:17:54 PM fightforamerica AMEN!

7/1/2019 7:17:55 PM mynardpamela 80%public 20% keep secret

7/1/2019 7:17:55 PM v_rags Wow! Awesome!

7/1/2019 7:18:06 PM jared4liberty Right off my back porch. Never saw anything like it

7/1/2019 7:18:08 PM keith369me 80 percent for public consumption...20% too sensitive

7/1/2019 7:18:39 PM elatedveracity Pleiadians protecting?

7/1/2019 7:18:43 PM americanpetal A French Monarch King but not in the sense we are used to.

7/1/2019 7:19:18 PM aprilbrown99 It is time to #LockThemAllUp!  😡🤬😡

7/1/2019 7:19:22 PM aegeanphoenix17 Me neither.

7/1/2019 7:19:42 PM americanpetal #UnsealEpstein

7/1/2019 7:19:47 PM nationalistkev Sick of this 80/20 shit. We got our big boy pants on, we want 50/50. 😁

7/1/2019 7:19:55 PM anon23sleepy 60/40....we listened

7/1/2019 7:20:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Countdown y... t... r...

7/1/2019 7:20:34 PM mrmurica1776 Correct

7/1/2019 7:20:42 PM 313looper 🤯😣.... 

Those Evils

7/1/2019 7:20:43 PM keith369me #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein

7/1/2019 7:20:55 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/VPgW7dqA29

7/1/2019 7:21:04 PM fktvis Last week, ETS described the Bronfman family as a "Greater House".

7/1/2019 7:22:16 PM beverlyalters God's glory only he can do.

7/1/2019 7:22:19 PM djlok Y...t...r?

7/1/2019 7:22:23 PM keith369me I guess Panic in DC is next?

7/1/2019 7:22:26 PM 313looper YesTeRday ...!? 😳

7/1/2019 7:23:11 PM curseca Year to remember?

7/1/2019 7:23:13 PM keith369me Young and the Restless, lol?

7/1/2019 7:23:29 PM anon23sleepy 527
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[MONDAY]

Next Week - BIGGER.

PUBLIC.

We  LISTENED  [20/80 />/ 40/60].

Q
7/1/2019 7:23:34 PM jswdh1 They retwtd ETS???? Is that why they said message over messenger... meaning that don't like the person but like what they said?

7/1/2019 7:23:36 PM americanpetal What does y..t..r mean?

7/1/2019 7:23:37 PM raenyasalisbury yea yea yea ,,, sure ,, its coming

7/1/2019 7:23:41 PM aprilbrown99 There are definitely BEings in those clouds. I can see them.

7/1/2019 7:23:49 PM djlok YesTerDay

7/1/2019 7:24:53 PM jrocktigers Y ..  @ the ready . . . ?

7/1/2019 7:24:56 PM mynardpamela Why is that? Is it my eyes?

7/1/2019 7:25:02 PM jswdh1 I just told my mom the other day that the clouds are looking fake lately.... she thinks I'm crazy...

7/1/2019 7:25:03 PM keith369me Something always goes down when POTUS is off US soil

7/1/2019 7:25:21 PM curseca Or maybe not, cuz time is an illusion. 😜

7/1/2019 7:25:31 PM david00997884 Hesrd that, the eclipse is tomorrow, july 2 730 utc, is that right.

7/1/2019 7:25:33 PM jswdh1 Wait...do you see the cross in it?

7/1/2019 7:26:24 PM djlok Always... But the news is Silent. Although I have seen some activity with HRC foundation being brought back up by 45 and [her] responding.

7/1/2019 7:26:43 PM djlok Time is as illusion. 😂😂😂

7/1/2019 7:26:51 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/Lfgdn0QMuJ

7/1/2019 7:27:05 PM dukeeukel False. YESHUA IS GOD in the flesh. HE claimed to be and then proved it.

7/1/2019 7:27:18 PM keith369me It certainly isn’t linear

7/1/2019 7:28:14 PM keith369me Figures all likes are from females, lol

7/1/2019 7:29:17 PM djlok Don't worry...I was going through some older tweets and saw several of my replies...I was like MJ12 must think I'm a real dummy bc of some of the 

questions I asked.



7/1/2019 7:30:00 PM anon23sleepy 190

USA vs. 

Necessary to cut strings from foreign bad actors.

Necessary to form WW alliances to defeat.

Think Merkel is a coincidence? 

They are puppets.

They are weak. 

They are scared.

 80 % dark ops necessary.

20% public for justice. 

The stage must be set. 

Have faith. 

Q
7/1/2019 7:30:15 PM keith369me Have we graduated from Majestic Elementary School yet?

7/1/2019 7:30:29 PM aprilbrown99 Your true realm?

7/1/2019 7:30:38 PM djlok I was like "what was I thinking?"!!!

7/1/2019 7:30:40 PM anon23sleepy 527

[MONDAY]

Next Week - BIGGER.

PUBLIC.

We LISTENED [20/ 80  />/ 40/60].

Q

7/1/2019 7:30:51 PM clancy_birrell TR-3B?

7/1/2019 7:31:12 PM americanpetal Yep, that’s right!

7/1/2019 7:32:36 PM state1union Is that what Y .. T ..R means?

7/1/2019 7:32:45 PM jswdh1 Eye the spy

7/1/2019 7:33:09 PM jswdh1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1145871010622779395?s=19 …

7/1/2019 7:33:48 PM aprilbrown99 I am guessing based on the letters and dots per word.

7/1/2019 7:33:53 PM hawkgirlinmn What does the Boolean compliment (“) mean? Not a quote?

7/1/2019 7:34:11 PM tdchance1 DOJ Permitted To Declassify

7/1/2019 7:34:59 PM blsdbe Well Done I’Au!!!

7/1/2019 7:35:21 PM jswdh1 Oh yep i read it wrong...lol

7/1/2019 7:35:45 PM nurseniceyes I'm bored.

7/1/2019 7:35:54 PM hawkgirlinmn 2nd and 3rd depending where you live

7/1/2019 7:35:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typo !=

7/1/2019 7:36:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 FISAGATE != Guardians of the Pedophiles

7/1/2019 7:36:50 PM allahuniversal There's no boredom when there's no waiting.

7/1/2019 7:37:17 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

7/1/2019 7:37:31 PM americanpetal Y...t...r...

🤓

✔🇺🇸✔

7/1/2019 7:38:04 PM blsdbe Nope...ALICE

7/1/2019 7:38:04 PM nurseniceyes Good let's do this!

7/1/2019 7:38:06 PM keith369me I’ll take them in series or parallel

7/1/2019 7:38:12 PM state1union The tweet is gone?

7/1/2019 7:38:27 PM kindeandtrue FISAGATE = Guardians of the Paedophiles

7/1/2019 7:38:31 PM nmchristoban So what is?

7/1/2019 7:38:36 PM tanhaley So beyond ready for FISAGATE to break and be fully exposed!!! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will it really be brought to light? Tell me yes please!! 

#It’sAllAboutTheChildren

7/1/2019 7:38:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was a typo. We replaced the tweet without the typo.

7/1/2019 7:39:04 PM aprilbrown99 MJ reposted it with a correction.

7/1/2019 7:39:44 PM allahuniversal And between now & then, master the time, illusions are mean3to be mastered

7/1/2019 7:40:21 PM nun_chucknorris ( != ) means does not equal

7/1/2019 7:40:41 PM nurseniceyes Tinkering with time is fun.

7/1/2019 7:40:55 PM aprilbrown99 Year They Reap?

7/1/2019 7:41:33 PM state1union Ok and thank you. Just still confused 🤷♀️ as to what it stands for ,for sure?

7/1/2019 7:41:36 PM kindeandtrue != means does not equal to

7/1/2019 7:42:10 PM david00997884 Thanks so much, Victory Of The Light

7/1/2019 7:42:15 PM jayrambin <> means 'does not equal'.

7/1/2019 7:42:18 PM keith369me Made my day...your imperfection makes me feel better about mine.  We are one.

7/1/2019 7:42:51 PM blsdbe #DoItQ #DoItMJ #WRWY pic.twitter.com/KD18CMocV0

7/1/2019 7:42:56 PM pomeinnz #Waiting pic.twitter.com/O6eSVLrAJF

7/1/2019 7:43:06 PM aprilbrown99 We love the typists and MJs!  🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗😍😍😍

7/1/2019 7:43:06 PM starehope Yes! Oh wow! This is great news!

7/1/2019 7:43:16 PM robin_ked Wow can't believe I can see that!

ets has had me Blocked from way back, MJ, Judges musta worked their magic again & pulled down the Blocks, Bravo! pic.twitter.com/AyOwZgGoJH

7/1/2019 7:43:48 PM nun_chucknorris Both are correct.

7/1/2019 7:44:45 PM jayrambin Ok, so != means 'not equal to'?

If so, Why would mj12 post this?

7/1/2019 7:45:06 PM kennyterrygmail There must be one before all...like a domino???

7/1/2019 7:45:47 PM robin_ked And I'm still Blocked but somehow Majestic12 pulled this post & made it visible pic.twitter.com/gVcs9u2Clr

7/1/2019 7:45:53 PM kachinagtto I was on same wavelength with this.  But what does it mean?  Reduce?

7... 2... 9... ??

July 2nd 9am?

7/1/2019 7:46:14 PM kindeandtrue "FISAGATE"  is not the same type of thing as  "Guardians of the Pedophiles"

7/1/2019 7:46:42 PM hawkgirlinmn We’re being given a clue that the fisagate 🤡 are different than the people who gaurd the pedos? Can you elaborate a bit more? Related to a movie or 

the word “guardian?”

7/1/2019 7:47:01 PM aprilbrown99 They reposted the tweet without the typo.

7/1/2019 7:47:02 PM jtcrotteau I believe the world just watched a very symbolic and public cutting of the strings at the DMZ and some are in a real panic.

7/1/2019 7:47:44 PM knightofmaltaus FYI: https://thefederalist.com/2019/06/07/ig-report-fisa-abuse-will-unleash-barrs-investigation-spygate/ …

7/1/2019 7:47:56 PM tanhaley I hear ya!! Hard to sleep and live a “normal” life knowing the evil so many of us have Woken up to... it truly is a battle of good and evil. I’ve been 

waiting a long time for the light to shine down on the sick, evil going on and expose it to the masses. 🙏🏻



7/1/2019 7:48:01 PM state1union Capital Y? Bloodlines? t...r time? remains?

7/1/2019 7:50:11 PM kindeandtrue != is code for "not the same as"

7/1/2019 7:50:50 PM starehope Which is correct?

7/1/2019 7:50:57 PM aprilbrown99 Yes or does not equal.

7/1/2019 7:51:18 PM state1union Wow 😮

7/1/2019 7:52:21 PM starehope Time is an illusion.

7/1/2019 7:52:49 PM aprilbrown99 Year They Riot? 🥴

7/1/2019 7:53:31 PM kindeandtrue "Guardians of the Pedophiles" seems to refer to James Gunn, the Guardians of the Galaxy actor who tweeted offensive things about children. 

Guardians of the Galaxy cast wrote a public letter asking people to forgive Gunn and let him return to the show.

7/1/2019 7:54:20 PM nurseniceyes There will no King.

7/1/2019 7:54:28 PM renee86743676 This is big. The United States of Korea

7/1/2019 7:54:43 PM kzcreek That was definitely for show... like B@tches you’re in trouble and were coming for you!! M

7/1/2019 7:57:04 PM kindeandtrue In March 2019 James Gunn was rehired by Disney: https://www.theguardian.com/film/2019/mar/15/james-gunn-guardians-of-the-galaxy-3 …

7/1/2019 7:57:29 PM mynardpamela ??

7/1/2019 7:59:30 PM mrmurica1776 80 public 20 classified.

7/1/2019 7:59:35 PM renee86743676 Read your Bible there's all 

kinds  of intrigue ..romance..war ..killing giants ..winning ..and don't forget it's a love letter from our father

7/1/2019 7:59:53 PM liltilgerlil Wow

7/1/2019 8:02:22 PM djlok I think because some seem to think the IG Report is gonna reveal all the pedos.  Truth is IG Report is going to show who signed the FISA warrants... Not 

the pedos.

7/1/2019 8:02:29 PM kindeandtrue How is "Guardians of the Pedophiles" different from FISAGATE? Perhaps the outcome will be different. Unlike Disney rehiring James Gunn to the 

Guardians of the Galaxy, the players in FISAGATE will be caught and punished and won't return to their jobs.

7/1/2019 8:02:41 PM state1union Ok your right separate from Guardians of the pedos. Y t. r. FISA

7/1/2019 8:03:59 PM kindeandtrue What do you think "y.... t.... r...." means?

7/1/2019 8:04:29 PM state1union It’s about the victims of FISA Gate. Not just who did it and ordered it but who and why they were spying on innocent Americans.

7/1/2019 8:05:24 PM cledrordfishing Eye the spy is a lying little twerp,  why are we looking at his posts like they are more than just a teenager larping?

7/1/2019 8:06:28 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115663877952372736?s=21 …

7/1/2019 8:06:49 PM djlok IG Report covers the FISA spying...shows who signed what warrants, etc (Sally Yates, etc.)

IG Report doesn't cover the pedophiles.

7/1/2019 8:06:58 PM fightforamerica Trusting the plan.

7/1/2019 8:07:07 PM kindeandtrue Urban Dictionary says "ytr" = "yep, that's right".

7/1/2019 8:07:21 PM splucas22 That account has me blocked...can someone screen shot it?

7/1/2019 8:08:21 PM fightforamerica BTW what WAS Sessions up to all that time if everyone else was busy with FISA stuff? Something about Clinton Foundation maybe?

7/1/2019 8:09:01 PM michael58668612 "turns out it was a flock of birds" ...right, like the military hasn't figured out what a flock of birds in a "BIRD HAVEN" looks like after 66 years...

7/1/2019 8:10:03 PM capitalkid careful now - sounds like "do as thy wilt" to me ...

7/1/2019 8:10:10 PM kindeandtrue If "Guardians of the Pedophiles" refers to James Gunn and his return to Guardians of the Galaxy, then why did Majestic connect that to FISAGATE? Two 

completely different events. What's the connection?

7/1/2019 8:10:23 PM love82janet However, Radcliff stated that he didn't think the OIG report would be released anytime soon, and mentioned he was hopeful it was released prior to 

the Congress recession in August. So not sure what to make of this.

7/1/2019 8:10:31 PM evakayfavia says this tweet is unavailable.  what was below?

7/1/2019 8:11:01 PM cledrordfishing Smoking stogie drinking scotch.

7/1/2019 8:12:18 PM evakayfavia the military men around him must've given him  a crash course in poker face after this.

7/1/2019 8:12:20 PM allahuniversal Discipline & self control, w/o the need for an external "authority" to replace one's innate sense of right and wrong. 

Nowhere did I state that responsibility & accountability are irrelevant.

7/1/2019 8:13:04 PM allahuniversal Now I'm wondering why such was your assumption.

7/1/2019 8:13:35 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps someone was comparing them in the thread? 🤷♀️

7/1/2019 8:15:18 PM aetherwalker1 'LET THE SEALS BE BROKEN!'

'LET THAT WHICH IS COVERED BY UNCOVERED!'

'ॐॐ ... AAAAAAMMMMMMEEEEEENNNNNN'  

🗣

7/1/2019 8:15:19 PM jayrambin 20% public.

80% covert. pic.twitter.com/sidhEPmzUM

7/1/2019 8:15:45 PM aprilbrown99 We know FISA brings down the house. Although they are != it could perhaps lead to it ?

7/1/2019 8:15:48 PM kindeandtrue Good point!

7/1/2019 8:18:04 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Matthew 5:5 Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the Earth. 

Matthew: 5:6 Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.…

7/1/2019 8:18:49 PM thoughttazer  pic.twitter.com/d2fqfIH6Yn

7/1/2019 8:19:04 PM tinman_q Mind if i ask a question? (other than the one i just asked)....

NO LIE, i have seen this number 222 everyday for at least two weeks and sometimes multiple times a day

what is the significance of this number?

7/1/2019 8:19:11 PM kindeandtrue I didn't realize "Guardians of the Pedophiles" was one of these movie posters. There was a  tweet Majestic12 responded to with "y... t... r..." which I 

think means "yep, that's right". pic.twitter.com/KesXpq3NO9

7/1/2019 8:19:16 PM jayrambin  pic.twitter.com/KD0jxeAns3

7/1/2019 8:19:28 PM capitalkid @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you just plainly say what you mean by the "Modern Interpretation Of The Bible"?

7/1/2019 8:19:59 PM starehope Not to worry I'Au Matu, self control is rarely recognized by some. I completely understood you meaning.

7/1/2019 8:20:10 PM 222714ftw 👊 pic.twitter.com/BUEudDMSA3

7/1/2019 8:20:37 PM 222714ftw 👊👊 pic.twitter.com/yyJRhcsVwn

7/1/2019 8:20:54 PM capitalkid Fair enough - I was wrong to assume.  I'll delete my tweet in 30 minutes after you've had a chance to read my response.  apologies.

7/1/2019 8:21:37 PM allahuniversal Of course, some assembly is required 😆

If you're not ruling yourself, then who is?

Just say no to mind control...

7/1/2019 8:22:05 PM allahuniversal No need to delete, all is for all to leatn

7/1/2019 8:22:39 PM allahuniversal & no apologies necessary, 💯% understandable

7/1/2019 8:22:53 PM aetherwalker1 For everyone that can't see the tweet: 

[Note: I have this 🤡 blocked] pic.twitter.com/oxllvRkOST

7/1/2019 8:24:23 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/OwZ04cxrEh

7/1/2019 8:26:02 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/StarEHope/status/1145895968262557697?s=19 …



7/1/2019 8:27:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1 John 10:34 Jesus replied, “Is it not written in your Law: ‘I have said you are gods’?

7/1/2019 8:28:32 PM blsdbe They can jump out of the Tanks for All to See!!! pic.twitter.com/03VRCLpID1

7/1/2019 8:28:46 PM nukaluk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4j3A4Rtuc7

7/1/2019 8:30:03 PM 001exports The public deserves and has the right to know everything. All knowledge. It’s time we grow up as a species.

7/1/2019 8:30:25 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/10QciuKKK6

7/1/2019 8:30:59 PM mynardpamela Thank you

7/1/2019 8:31:08 PM blsdbe Well Done PJ!!!

7/1/2019 8:32:15 PM starehope I am sure we have many questions.

7/1/2019 8:33:00 PM mrmurica1776 I've heard several different things. I heard at one point it ould be at 40. I am going to the map and looking around.

7/1/2019 8:34:15 PM charmanda9 As Kings, we will be asKing the Qs from here on out.

7/1/2019 8:34:57 PM aetherwalker1 The Call COMPELS the Answer.  

🙏🏼🧘🏼♂️

7/1/2019 8:36:39 PM tinman_q OK, Thanks.....that would make sense

7/1/2019 8:37:20 PM richard07759712 Good Question

7/1/2019 8:37:20 PM mrmurica1776 I got nothing pic.twitter.com/Pno0fhZx1q

7/1/2019 8:38:53 PM starehope Well, they certainly make us question. At times I believe there are no real answers, except for the ones that come from within each of us. Our reality. 

Our meaning. Our very own answer. To thine own self be true.

7/1/2019 8:39:07 PM blsdbe You might even say Divinely Connected 🙏😇🙏

7/1/2019 8:39:23 PM sadieandmaya Was John Kerry arrested recently arrested and taken to GITMO?? Or just disinformation??

7/1/2019 8:39:42 PM blsdbe Well Said pic.twitter.com/j6YBhZMm8d

7/1/2019 8:41:27 PM state1union Then 2 separate movies 🎥 you nailed it.

7/1/2019 8:44:56 PM state1union Maybe the capital Y also leads to the Blood line families too. Remember Majestic changed it from a lower case y to a capital Y

7/1/2019 8:45:06 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/wz7qAQmHIf

7/1/2019 8:45:30 PM bubba_dave1 This is what the flock looked like

7/1/2019 8:47:06 PM oo1o110 NXIVM

7/1/2019 8:59:16 PM girlawakeinca Soft disclosure indeed!

7/1/2019 9:00:13 PM 222714ftw You must be on the right track🤗

7/1/2019 9:04:36 PM mrmurica1776 20 public/ 80 covert confirmed from prev post.

7/1/2019 9:10:02 PM djlok Oh boy!!!  @NSA_QIL2 is never gonna let @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 live this one down!!!

7/1/2019 9:14:41 PM v_rags David the tweet was deleted.  Can I ask what it was? If not no worries

7/1/2019 9:16:20 PM djlok Mistake with the !=, I do believe.  No biggie.

7/1/2019 9:17:01 PM v_rags Ok thanks!

7/1/2019 9:18:42 PM charmanda9 Click on the pic I posted and look at the bottom.

7/1/2019 9:21:38 PM trump_alliance True. But how we interpreted "Guardians... " to mean is that FISAgate started to protect [their] corrupt pedosatanic cabal -- so basically the bottomline 

is that was [their] way to guard against losing power

7/1/2019 9:22:39 PM al23311 I’ve been seeing strange clouds too.  Caught this one yesterday.  Anyone else see that white bright dot in there? pic.twitter.com/aSkjRmoWdn

7/1/2019 9:22:46 PM starehope Gotcha!

7/1/2019 9:22:54 PM state1union It was Lower case y instead of capital Y.

7/1/2019 9:27:13 PM toffer_anon_369 yluj tsugua rebmetpes

7/1/2019 9:28:01 PM toffer_anon_369 ^^^ read each word backwards

7/1/2019 9:28:13 PM charmanda9 Photo credit: @JayRambin 🙏🏻

7/1/2019 9:56:38 PM blsdbe Y=🦉?

7/1/2019 9:57:20 PM francoissmc Right in time for the fourth!

7/1/2019 10:13:48 PM cpace98 They have lots of sins against children to hide

7/1/2019 10:30:53 PM jollyrob2 awesome JP

Something hit LASCO 😱😁 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2  did you guys catch it 👇 care for some elaboration 😊😁🤔 pic.twitter.com/gUOoIJTyJQ

7/1/2019 10:36:18 PM enomai_ Interesting. I heard a phrase about Kings the other day. 

the "Clouds" Talking upon this. You know what they were. 

I can't remember exactly. They said, "We are the Kings" "we are the mighty rulers of your kingdom." Then went deeper. And, said, you are a king too. 

So much...

7/1/2019 10:38:00 PM enomai_ Out there. The world is not what we were taught.

Sigh. Idk exactly where this one came from. I thought it was the ETs as the clouds 

Anyways, I doubt you talk more upon this. Thank you for everything that's been going on

7/1/2019 10:40:51 PM tomchiodo What?  You don’t need to deify Jesus.  He’s Deity already by himself. Did it with own right arm. Isa 63:5. You’ll bend the knee one day with all of us. Isa 

45:23. He’s the image of the invisible God and all things will one day be comprised of Him. Eph 1:9-10.

7/1/2019 10:42:00 PM efogghb Please point them out

7/1/2019 10:55:45 PM followingthet And waiting...and waiting...

7/1/2019 11:48:48 PM selvestekjetil That will place a whole bunch of out of place artifacts ;)

7/2/2019 12:24:35 AM plogdreamwalker Oh it’s just a flock of Doves with olive branch

7/2/2019 1:14:14 AM zagnett We need not follow any single "king" nor "queen".

#WWG1WGA means Sovereigns All. Individuals that can & do accept the Freedom & Responsibilities thereto, of their individual sovereignty, will be 

sovereign.

Sincerely,

The Awakened

7/2/2019 1:21:59 AM hitbyawormhole Might also mean 80% public, 20% redacted due to classified material

7/2/2019 1:58:08 AM merorschach I've stocked up on popcorn. Hoping it doesn't go stale. 

Make this a 4th to remember. pic.twitter.com/yLzqLyjmgE

7/2/2019 2:06:26 AM merorschach Well there's definitely strontium, aluminum and barium. That's some very pretty stratospheric aerosol injection. pic.twitter.com/xKGi6P54ps

7/2/2019 2:08:34 AM merorschach Protected by a black eye? pic.twitter.com/GXfbxLttTu

7/2/2019 2:17:51 AM love4worldpeace Wow, this is one interesting book! TY for sharing!

7/2/2019 2:20:10 AM suekonkel When?

7/2/2019 2:46:08 AM kitkatsmom1 I needed this this morning so I got it.  Peace.

7/2/2019 2:51:54 AM keith369me This is an discussion you should be having with yourself as I won’t get involved with...I already went down this road with a different conclusion.  Peace 

to you in your journey.

7/2/2019 3:35:35 AM heltonvon For clarification, the Forestall is a US Navy vessel.........

🤔



7/2/2019 3:49:18 AM wwg1wga93583681 Any comment on today's eclipse? pic.twitter.com/hIOBeWndeT

7/2/2019 4:07:38 AM michael81972 Year of the rat?

7/2/2019 4:12:30 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/5KNq9W9fa1

7/2/2019 4:14:02 AM michael81972 Sounds more like a flock of DS actors trying to cause an incident to take away from patriot success in NK

7/2/2019 4:17:50 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/VC3uh7hALF

7/2/2019 4:26:39 AM doyle_eng 1 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — respectfully, WTF are you doing predicating possible future trade – and your every step in a “Plan”* that isn’t – on the 

unfortunate (and factually incorrect) assumption you’ve held from Day 1 that this Is “technology” when it’s anything but?

You never did..  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034451929076772865 …

7/2/2019 4:34:48 AM __jabird__ I believe that might only be fear daring one not to even try. For fear of what might not be controlled in oneself yet.

7/2/2019 4:35:04 AM covertress original moonwalk?

7/2/2019 4:36:16 AM jvan125 4 minutes earlier!! 😳 THAT IS CRAZY!!! 😆❤️🙏🏻🌎

7/2/2019 4:38:13 AM covertress Aren't we all?

7/2/2019 4:44:53 AM doyle_eng And either way, it now has a date:

21.09.2019

#speechless #evidencebrief #timetochoose 

Don’t take my word for it .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or .@realDonaldTrump —

All Star Nations + all .@SandiaWisdom are now awake.

It took the man you ignored to explain they’ve now been implicated:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034451929076772865 … 

pic.twitter.com/esXH7rhnnj
7/2/2019 4:57:33 AM bensondel I remember Dog the bounty hunter's wife passing over 2 years ago.

7/2/2019 4:58:24 AM jared4liberty You’re definitely not crazy 👀👀

7/2/2019 5:01:16 AM doyleglobal .@realDonaldTrump — 21.09.2019

#Facts ~ .@SandiaWisdom —

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034451929076772865 … pic.twitter.com/3FOVlZnJbm

7/2/2019 5:27:28 AM youstinksoap Skies watched here as well? https://twitter.com/tiffanyatrump/status/1141446419921932290?s=21 …

7/2/2019 5:29:23 AM evilboyindark allegories are everywhere in splatoon

7/2/2019 5:38:59 AM youstinksoap 25 20 18

7/2/2019

939

7/2/2019 5:46:12 AM roaminnoodle Well, that triggered me with this poem, IF, by Rudyard Kipling: pic.twitter.com/Sq7jBrleXz

7/2/2019 5:49:05 AM roaminnoodle THE WORLD IS CONNECTED.

#QAnon https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1038091388389388290 …

7/2/2019 6:20:00 AM blsdbe I was trying to figure out if there were other secret societies represented by the letters t and r?

7/2/2019 6:32:52 AM jrocktigers Yesterday . .. . . today .. . . . R  ?

7/2/2019 6:38:47 AM wink5811 How about we all quit waiting for some miracle and start to make the changes by ourselves, easily done, practice kindness to everything from plant, 

bugs to other humans, if there are enough of “us” doing this, it will change the world’s energy.

7/2/2019 6:58:57 AM mommahood777 Broward cowards

they are a hub for all kinds of activity....

who is in charge is almost a prediction for where the next false flag will be conducted..

wonder if Blackhawks in PA and CO last week headed off...?

7/2/2019 7:00:21 AM blsdbe Also possible...your punctuation is interesting!

7/2/2019 7:06:52 AM mommahood777 chomping at the bit for Justice....

think of the seals as running demonRats.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qzxy3GtSzt0 …

7/2/2019 7:21:13 AM esrevorter After 4/7/4 then my #omerta is over.

I promised mom not to ruin the upcoming space safari ;-)

7/2/2019 7:25:54 AM allahuniversal Named after James V Forrestal, 1st Sec. of Def.

7/2/2019 7:29:12 AM 6b1222t Actually, I think they may have been drones. 😊

7/2/2019 7:29:33 AM 6b1222t 😆

7/2/2019 7:38:23 AM covertress Countdown 

YouTube, Twitter, Reddit 

Memes Ready

FISA Brings Down the House 

#fisagate #DECLAS #FISA

⭐⭐⭐  NOW PLAYING  ⭐⭐⭐ pic.twitter.com/96PIfuQQEb

7/2/2019 7:43:35 AM blsdbe Well Done Sandra!!!

7/2/2019 8:05:54 AM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/uHwgA56iKL

7/2/2019 8:06:39 AM not124gety Open the gate!

7/2/2019 8:06:56 AM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/5m3jJebVBJ

7/2/2019 8:09:54 AM richardhiatt16 👍 Good Job!!!!!  “Trust the PLAN”

7/2/2019 8:10:14 AM arunprakash4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Incarnated_ET

@StormIsUponUs

@kabamur_taygeta

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@prayingmedic 

"Flyovers?" 👽💫

#disclosure #ufo https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1146062242388959238 …
7/2/2019 8:20:49 AM flubbynutty Yup use of illegal surveillance to blackmail.

Many involved in the pedo stuff.

7/2/2019 8:45:58 AM karfrmthhrt Did you see the hail storm that hit Guadalajara, Mexico just a few days ago?

7/2/2019 8:51:54 AM charmanda9 I saw one fly over my house last week in Omaha.

7/2/2019 9:03:02 AM charmanda9 That is wild looking!

7/2/2019 9:16:54 AM roublisa Love that Keith ❤️❤️❤️I love the reals💗💗💗

7/2/2019 9:17:14 AM roublisa Thank you 🥰🥰🥰

7/2/2019 9:19:32 AM mommahood777 good!

These were low, in formation...exciting!!

7/2/2019 9:31:43 AM charmanda9 Yes, elaborate please.



7/2/2019 9:55:48 AM roaminnoodle I am sure you are all busy, especially if something big is happening, but if you can spare a moment for any comment?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@ROYALMRBADNEWS pic.twitter.com/moA9KxpnLS

7/2/2019 9:57:29 AM smart_ass_lynn The Shadow Gov. is sworn to secrecy and anyone violating goes to prison even their lawyer. So how are we to find out about ANYTHING they do?

7/2/2019 10:04:47 AM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein

#unsealepstein https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1146100262651621376?s=20 …

7/2/2019 10:15:14 AM mgray72531386 Translate: FISAGATE !(does not) = Guardians of the Pedophiles.

7/2/2019 10:30:59 AM sheshifts001 It was over the top 🌚

Today is new moon solar eclipse! ⚡️ Portal Day 🌈✨💛🕊⚡

7/2/2019 10:46:20 AM laurabusse Toffer I really think you got it...

I guess we shall see?

7/2/2019 10:54:24 AM natureinspace @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Something seems to be happening today. Are we on the correct timeline?

7/2/2019 10:56:39 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/o2qLDar33T

7/2/2019 11:01:59 AM a39630340 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we got some action, anything you want to share?

7/2/2019 11:28:47 AM bhaggy1008 How?

7/2/2019 12:10:27 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2  nice!!! https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1146132524378316800 …

7/2/2019 12:25:59 PM believe_coach Everything okay? Pence emergency back to DC. Putin emergency back to Moscow meeting with Defense Secretary.  FLOTUS emergency? Prayers for 

safety of the President and his family.

7/2/2019 12:41:47 PM mistia72 Where did you see/hear this?

7/2/2019 12:57:42 PM gregcombs17 Truth! Believe

7/2/2019 1:08:40 PM boy12_jimmy @TrueEyeTheSpy 

That is a Big 'If.' Coming from a Clown. Desperation for attention before your demise. pic.twitter.com/nO7nInEz0k

7/2/2019 1:19:38 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/LIakuOFYaT

7/2/2019 1:49:52 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/6rredNypB2

7/2/2019 1:50:53 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/6LZolMsdCm

7/2/2019 1:53:13 PM forgedinfreedom Pawns to Kings

7/2/2019 1:53:20 PM jared4liberty *supposed to be* cumulus not sure what actually is happening

7/2/2019 2:39:25 PM rafngeirdal If Majestic 12 was refering to Q, then you are probably right: 1/5th public knowledge & 4/5th covert action, military intelligence, NSA type info. As a 

rational man, it is enough for me to know that an Italian Parieto set forth the 80/20 rule for why the rich are rich.

7/2/2019 2:43:40 PM rafngeirdal This might mean that Majestic 12 knows about the same thing as in that tweet you cite, that the draft of the IG Report by Horowich, has started. My 

guess from reading some of the tweets of Majestic 12, it might know MORE!

7/2/2019 2:45:39 PM truejustice0157 Trust GOD. He is our King.

7/2/2019 2:46:17 PM rafngeirdal This part of the story might be important, as in May President Trump asked all agencies to let the DOJ have, what the DOJ would ask for. Now the DOJ 

already might have got some material handed to it, that the DOJ then wants to release to the public.

7/2/2019 2:48:02 PM knightofmaltaus Want to understand the #UFO Cover-up? We knew Dr. Edgar Mitchell and he told Sir James what he saw standing on the Moon. He was going to speak 

to Miami Chamber of Commerce, when a hurricane canceled event. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens 

https://www.heraldtribune.com/article/20080806/News/605230649 …

7/2/2019 2:49:06 PM rafngeirdal Well, according to three tweets before yours, the concensus is that only some 20 percent of the hidden knowledge, will become public. Two of them 

cite Q

7/2/2019 2:51:04 PM rafngeirdal Two tweets before you make a citation into that cryptic Q military style material and both of them state that only 20 percent will become public.

7/2/2019 3:34:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Independence Day: Resurgence 

Telecommunications network: QQ

Programs exist outside of public domain.

Reconcile.

Coincidence?

7/2/2019 3:35:50 PM 1_decided_voter More please! Many are losing confidence that anything significant will happen publicly.

7/2/2019 3:37:01 PM sharidean996 #CERN

7/2/2019 3:37:51 PM aprilbrown99 I can see and feel so much happening! It is miraculous. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/2/2019 3:38:08 PM restart_qpersia Any update in Iran?

7/2/2019 3:38:30 PM zoilaliz1 There are no coincidences.

7/2/2019 3:39:51 PM gitmochannel Yesterday, the @USArmy tweeted-then-deleted a video with QQ in the license plate (top right of pic) pic.twitter.com/FOf0Kr1aw0

7/2/2019 3:43:32 PM _littlejen__ Juan o Savin

7/2/2019 3:45:35 PM aprilbrown99 This is such an absolute amazing moment in history/time, which is an illusion. Every time I think about the events taking place & our POTUS, my heart 

overflows with love for humanity. The tears I cry are for those who are still asleep & unable to bear witness 2 what is unfolding.

7/2/2019 3:45:38 PM xusaf_patriot Interesting day today (2 days ahead of schedule?) pic.twitter.com/RwiJ3kI8uv

7/2/2019 3:46:40 PM billyj1616 Are you are so excited you are sending last minute cryptic messages that don’t mean anything  😂😂😂  “Amazing flybys” 😉 you won’t! What do 

you know about ESP

7/2/2019 3:47:19 PM olimyracle What could a static "armored vehicle" be ? pic.twitter.com/OQAWmEAXJ8

7/2/2019 3:48:29 PM usss_211 Faith...

7/2/2019 3:48:31 PM n7guardiananon IT P.R.C. QQ??? pic.twitter.com/O5Qk168xql

7/2/2019 3:50:37 PM billyj1616 Well they are kind of lucky because they haven’t had to fight the fight every day like you and I. They get to just wake up all at once, without the years 

of mental exhaustion! (In a good way of course)

7/2/2019 3:52:03 PM 313looper 💖🇺🇸🌸

7/2/2019 3:53:16 PM my2sonznme I also have seen this. He was arrested on 6/30 and resigned that the DS is effed. Taken to Gitmo.

7/2/2019 3:53:48 PM _littlejen__ Not necessarily the guy in the vid. Just noticed the reference.

7/2/2019 3:53:53 PM aprilbrown99 Their awakening will be just as shocking as ours was but they will be lucky because we will be there to help them through it.

7/2/2019 3:54:52 PM gitmochannel Q2644: "(2 days ahead of schedule)".

#Q posted that on January 5, 2019 which is at minute mark 34 on the #QClock and aligns with the dates July 4, 2019 and 11/11. 

pic.twitter.com/nWdUTR6h3j

7/2/2019 3:54:58 PM my2sonznme My bad 6/28

7/2/2019 3:55:40 PM billyj1616 Good to see someone in Orange County thriving and not under a spell!!! 😁😇

7/2/2019 3:56:03 PM state1union Your honestly a sweet person April

7/2/2019 3:57:11 PM gitmochannel indeed - 107

7/2/2019 3:57:27 PM mrmurica1776 #MOAB 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/idglileoqH



7/2/2019 3:57:31 PM state1union 17 minutes ago wow

7/2/2019 3:58:19 PM aprilbrown99 I feel like i am one of the few...🥴

7/2/2019 3:58:57 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🤗🥰💗🌸✨

7/2/2019 3:59:03 PM xusaf_patriot Chans were very busy today...

7/2/2019 3:59:35 PM billyj1616 It only takes a few, you know that 🤓

7/2/2019 4:00:56 PM jrocktigers Cloudflare disabling AT&T networks....

7/2/2019 4:06:33 PM aprilbrown99 “Juan O Savin” doesn’t have an accent and he appears to work within the US government. If you listened to his voice it is recognizable. Juan has been 

on the Abel Danger YT station many times. Have you listened?

7/2/2019 4:07:28 PM _littlejen__ I’m not saying this guy is Juan o Savin 😂

7/2/2019 4:08:36 PM aprilbrown99 It isn’t clear to me what you are saying.

7/2/2019 4:08:40 PM vickihugg Ha! I’m listening to yesterday’s broadcast right now!! ❤️❤️❤️ this channel!!

7/2/2019 4:08:44 PM _littlejen__  pic.twitter.com/g0JYc4GGUD

7/2/2019 4:09:29 PM vickihugg 107 (Juan O Savin)

7/2/2019 4:14:18 PM knightofmaltaus Dolan is a serious Ufologist. He is in the right crowd. This #UFO & Admiral Wilson leak sums it up. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens 

@mufon https://richarddolanmembers.com/articles/article-ufo-leak-of-the-century-richard-dolan-analyzes-the-admiral-wilson-leak/ …

7/2/2019 4:17:04 PM olimyracle How is that "kings" have only first names?

How is that "we" are called only by our last names?

Can you name any last name of any king?

Who gave you your last name?

True kings are true to themself.

True kings don't enslave, they are.

King surprise?

💞 https://youtu.be/OmLOt9mRD18 
7/2/2019 4:21:47 PM iamsheisyeshua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Water has been turned into Wine. 888 🥤🍷

7/2/2019 4:21:59 PM francesannmaga I know right !!

7/2/2019 4:22:29 PM aprilbrown99 I see the “Old Guard” of the Federal Reserve is in the process of being changed out. This is very good news!

7/2/2019 4:23:25 PM lbf777 Cool story bro.

7/2/2019 4:25:41 PM keith369me Tough on the comms @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Independence Day movie reference?  QQ...Q style disclosure for the general population?

7/2/2019 4:26:53 PM lbf777 They are trying to start WW3 between Israel & Iran which would lead to planetary destruction & cause so much pain that the people would beg for a 

solution. The Gov would propose the NWO. They would say “Give us a chance.”

Source: Protocols Of Zion pic.twitter.com/xNA74iwjB6

7/2/2019 4:27:28 PM rebel_yell_tex @POTUS Flyover & Fireworks (FF) Show

Bluebeam FF OP

Reconcile.

Coincidence?

7/2/2019 4:27:46 PM trinity_jenny 555

7/2/2019 4:28:52 PM djlok Woah!!!

7/2/2019 4:31:38 PM djlok Be like..."here's what the #Democrats and Cabal had in mind for you."

7/2/2019 4:32:08 PM renee86743676 It is written. A wise man holds back until later but a fool utters all his mind..

    CHOOSE WISDOM

7/2/2019 4:41:56 PM freestateojones Let's see it. pic.twitter.com/KhJuY44Qxl

7/2/2019 4:44:16 PM olimyracle If God is king.

If God is within.

Who is king ?

In twitter search bar:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 god https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066431819770458113?s=19 …

7/2/2019 4:46:04 PM olimyracle 💞 pic.twitter.com/jyicyEvwno

7/2/2019 4:46:52 PM olimyracle 👇 pic.twitter.com/pr6L0B9g3u

7/2/2019 4:47:01 PM sweetgigi369  pic.twitter.com/S9D3fKySvn

7/2/2019 4:49:23 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/T6wkflEGop

7/2/2019 4:50:23 PM sweetgigi369 Best!

7/2/2019 4:50:33 PM curseca My reaction too. I thought “April, you are so sweet.” when I read the comment.

7/2/2019 4:50:35 PM ethereal_shaman Lack of transparency is what has gotten us in to this mess.

7/2/2019 4:51:25 PM sweetgigi369 Not all heroes wear capes 😉

😋😋😋

7/2/2019 4:55:12 PM olimyracle Words have meanings. Message over messenger. Why the word "King"? Why now? pic.twitter.com/EgDBlReHIH

7/2/2019 4:56:58 PM winklerburke QQ means?

7/2/2019 5:12:51 PM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Other displays of Military Prowess...

😉  https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1146209442079416321 …

7/2/2019 5:13:12 PM olimyracle Flyovers. Flyovers. Flyovers.

💞

 https://youtu.be/JGXzv2tTRho 

7/2/2019 5:16:35 PM xusaf_patriot  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1145998298219732995 …

7/2/2019 5:17:25 PM realityloominng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aU4pyiB-kq0 …

7/2/2019 5:34:46 PM covertress Does Tencent provide comms to Luna Mission Control?

7/2/2019 5:51:42 PM hepinstien Air power

Flyover pic.twitter.com/6WG4p1HbSQ

7/2/2019 5:51:57 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/heVDtHy3w0

7/2/2019 6:04:00 PM djlok ? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110251014395822080?s=21 …

7/2/2019 6:10:28 PM koryoline1 Year of the revolution!

7/2/2019 6:14:37 PM tx_cece Kept getting this thought after firework tweet "danger, danger"

7/2/2019 6:23:42 PM canadaprotrump I'm pretty sure it's 80% will become public. They got to traumatize people otherwise it will be the same thing in 35 years.

7/2/2019 6:27:09 PM mynardpamela You may not like what this person had to say, but they are spot on. WWG1WGA We pull together!

7/2/2019 6:46:02 PM cledrordfishing Emergency broadcast system.

7/2/2019 6:46:58 PM rafngeirdal You actually might be right, because Majestic 12 wrote FIRST the number 80 and THEN the number 20. The citation into a Q drop had it they other way 

around, if I remember it correctly. Q wrote first about public and then covert.



7/2/2019 6:47:35 PM decodematrix When @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said Twitter suppressed their tweets on D5 (December 5) I checked my statistics and they also suppressed my tweets on D5. 

The graph literally looked like a "V" where the views dropped that day and came back the next.

7/2/2019 6:49:06 PM decodematrix Also, many times I have liked a tweet from MJ12 and Twitter will unlike it and I have to go back and like it again. We need an Internet Bill of Rights!

7/2/2019 6:58:41 PM melanieanders7 1.0.7 zeros are void. Hence 17. Q

7/2/2019 7:00:00 PM _littlejen__ Exactly. Where We Go Juan We Go All. Kek. 🐸

7/2/2019 7:04:53 PM allahuniversal They got you that day too, huh. Same here. How lame of them 😂

7/2/2019 7:06:05 PM allahuniversal I keep finding retweets missing, from MJ12 & many others. Twitter's desperation stinks

7/2/2019 7:06:23 PM melanieanders7 Haaaaah! I see what ua did there!

7/2/2019 7:06:31 PM allahuniversal #IBOR #InternetBillOfRights

7/2/2019 7:16:17 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The spaceship they shot down landed in this crater 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_de_Graaff_(crater) …

7/2/2019 7:33:16 PM truejustice0157 There is only one God, one creator. If you believe in him, He lives within you.

7/2/2019 7:45:10 PM weareallq Minute mark 34 also points to this. 11.3 and 11.4 Look at what dates line up. Hard to see but is that 7/1 and 7/2? pic.twitter.com/toxtQXe09W

7/2/2019 7:50:22 PM weareallq Reading this also makes me wonder why ANTIFA has been heavily in the news recently.

7/2/2019 7:54:33 PM weareallq  pic.twitter.com/1a7ENFQzza

7/2/2019 7:54:37 PM laurabusse Dear God

It's all so mind boggling

I've heard this before

But every time I hear it again

It is no less shocking

They planned this all out a long time ago

I wonder if they wrote those parts of the Bible themselves

Wouldn't surprise me one bit
7/2/2019 8:03:12 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the movie “ The Butterfly Effect” Majestic?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Butterfly_Effect …

7/2/2019 8:09:42 PM nschlange Where did you see this or read this?

7/2/2019 8:14:32 PM nschlange I don't really understand how anyone can be unaware of the Clintons "pay to play"? I don't understand why it has to come out in a report, when it 

came out in their own files on Wikileaks, HRC  called it "Pay to play". It's not like anyone had to figure it out, it was always there

7/2/2019 8:18:37 PM nschlange How does that work? If the shadow govt. is no longer in control, who would be putting them in jail?

7/2/2019 8:35:11 PM kalamojakka Q+...?

7/2/2019 8:39:48 PM jayrambin What’s this mean?

7/2/2019 8:40:15 PM noidaho_gal Sounds like the BIGGEST LOUDEST MOST TWEETED LONGEST CAMPAIGN EVER in Twit history!  Perhaps this is what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 meant he 

mentioned 'Memes Ready'!!  THIS MUST BE A HAIL MARY EFFORT to get #DECLASS  to occur so #SaveTheChildren CAN HAPPEN!!

7/2/2019 8:43:16 PM jayrambin Military. I think one number is how loud I hear you. The other is how clear. I forget the order.

7/2/2019 8:44:03 PM jayrambin Source = JA?

7/2/2019 8:45:11 PM jayrambin Or Source like THE Source of all things. Or could be source of the storm, good ets.

7/2/2019 8:48:59 PM jayrambin It was a bluff, I guess.

7/2/2019 9:03:16 PM state1union Yes it always should have been so kind, loving, giving and generous. I guess I had to repeat you.  Amazing words and thank you. You have light within. 

Glorious.

7/2/2019 9:04:39 PM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think I know what happened now I was wondering why Obama was visiting Italy the other day possibly a week ago. Obama 

wouldve had access 2 certain info, especially back doors to subs. maybe he fired the nule @Trump and that is part of yesterday's mix w/JKerry?DIG

7/2/2019 9:06:05 PM state1union I’m grateful we are all connected now.

7/2/2019 9:06:57 PM aprilbrown99 The light shines bright within you as well!  Eyes are the window to the soul. 🦋🌸💗✨ #WWG1GWA

7/2/2019 9:16:10 PM _littlejen__ If you want to look at it like that...

7/2/2019 9:18:16 PM spitfire1592 It is our responsibility as Adults, Parents to protect & shield our children’s innocence from the forces of evil. That evil will come at our children in many 

forms, politicians, teachers,musicians, actors, actresses,corrupt clergy,friends, strangers.

1/6

7/2/2019 9:18:37 PM spitfire1592 Together we pray that Almighty God, the father of Jesus (Christ) who is both God and the son of God, who died for our sins then becoming the Holy 

Ghost, combined creating the Holy Trinity. We pray that you gather your Army of Archangels,

2/6

7/2/2019 9:19:03 PM spitfire1592 Guardian Angels & Angels to stand by the side and guard our children, gather them close encompass them within your wings protect their eyes and 

minds from seeing and hearing the face of evil.  As we call on God to protect our children

3/6

7/2/2019 9:19:33 PM spitfire1592 we also call on Seraphim Angels who are Gods supreme choir, to sing Gods praises and the love God has for all of humankind and the unconditional 

love we have for God. As we also call upon the Cherubim Angels who are 

4/6

7/2/2019 9:20:03 PM spitfire1592 the swords of God to deal with the evil forces threatening our children and trying to lead them astray. We pray for your Devine Mercy and for all 

troubled souls lead all from the darkness to the everlasting Light of your Grace, Mercy & Love.

5/6

7/2/2019 9:20:26 PM spitfire1592 We pray for continued guidance and protection of our President and Vice President and continued protection of our Great Country.

Amen

6/6

7/2/2019 9:24:45 PM n7guardiananon just first initial thing that came to my mind. China/HK protests &

Tencent QQ 🇨🇳

probably wrong

But then, the best-coded messages have numerous meanings/answers.

🐦🐦1 stone

7/2/2019 10:14:08 PM splucas22 Thank you

7/2/2019 10:26:27 PM eddie_lozano74 That timeline no longer exist.

Enjoy the show everybody

There is nothing to fear but fear itself.

🙇

7/2/2019 11:24:27 PM alaraofsirius Break out the #tr3bs . Let's go!

7/3/2019 12:06:03 AM topsecretk9 Is that where Libya’s gold went? I kid, sorta

7/3/2019 5:54:27 AM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/gH4fzPMASU

7/3/2019 5:56:13 AM auagate China's QQ has been controlled by USA?

7/3/2019 6:10:09 AM 2hellwevil Stocking up on my memes today. Kek

7/3/2019 6:34:36 AM naturesbook She lost my support when she stated that rump would be the greatest potus.  He is destroying this country, he lies, he steals, he encourages hatred...



7/3/2019 6:46:12 AM wearediamonds2 The watchers and all of the saints before us are those in the great cloud of witnesses. A saint being anyone who believed in Jesus Christ 💖

7/3/2019 7:33:13 AM roublisa Yes....the original time line was awful....I’ve seen it.....I know know why we are where we are we are here and aware to help with this time 

line....holding and grounding light for all....love you Laura💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/DIfjEbqbim

7/3/2019 7:34:11 AM roublisa *now know🥴

7/3/2019 7:47:37 AM djlok I've been wondering if it means 17+17 (34) programs exist outside of public domain. But yeah- multiple meanings are probably more like it.

7/3/2019 7:52:01 AM starehope When I go back to MJ12 all my likes and some retweet are gone. I like every tweet they put out. I was going to tell them. I'm sure they could do 

something. Them I think, maybe this is supposed to happen. No coincidences.👍

7/3/2019 7:53:46 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbduDRH2m2M …

Is the 4th of July somehow not just going to be an American holiday anymore, but a holiday of Independence - for the World? 🤔🤨🧐

Hopefully not is such a dramatic fashion as this i hope?👇

7/3/2019 7:56:30 AM freeandoriginal Keep POTUS and family safe ! 🙏

7/3/2019 8:01:47 AM laurabusse My friend, sounds to me like you're simply repeating a narrative

Honestly dont understand where these beliefs come from

Wish trump haters'd take a fresh look at him

see the good thats there

His supporters see much good in him

Everyone has good in them

Thats what a liteworker does

7/3/2019 8:13:40 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/zGqOZvHtHo

7/3/2019 8:19:39 AM n7guardiananon  https://thehill.com/opinion/international/422870-chinese-is-infiltrating-us-space-industry-with-investments-and …

Tencent and space connection

7/3/2019 8:34:12 AM aetherwalker1 Relax. 

Detach from expectations of The Plan to satisfy or fulfill you for the moment. 

Join us in #WholesomePosting while we're waiting on the world to change.  😊 pic.twitter.com/WdgDl50QJz

7/3/2019 8:47:24 AM naturesbook There is no good there😢 He actually believes it is him in the triptych painting at Bank of America headquarters...  he actually believes him self a 

savior.  He has spent his life conning people

out of money, for his own gain.  He cares only about himself and his daughter...

7/3/2019 8:48:46 AM naturesbook BTW.. it’s not hatred at all.  It is utter repulsion for a dark entity with a very slow and muddy vibration.

7/3/2019 8:59:05 AM canadaprotrump At first it was something like 60/40, then Q said fine 80/20 or something like that. In all cases, the remaining % will trigger many many conspiracies haha

7/3/2019 9:02:46 AM naturesbook You are all doing the dividing... via your false god speeches.  You value possessions and the physical more than you do your minds or your souls.  You’ve

 all sold your souls and spread the darkness willingly with these BS conspiracy theories.  🤦♀️

7/3/2019 9:19:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1146426550579060737 …

7/3/2019 9:20:07 AM lustmanshelley  https://twitter.com/crlathrop/status/1146442621247619072?s=21 …

7/3/2019 9:21:04 AM cledrordfishing So is this game over?

7/3/2019 9:21:30 AM _discernment_ Here is your deep dive into #Epstein #HumanTrafficking #Rituals #Occult #Pedowood #Hollywood #DeepState 

https://twitter.com/_discernment_/status/1108050055376879616?s=21 …

7/3/2019 9:23:39 AM allahuniversal Well, seems someone has me all figured out! 😂

My unsold soul feels very generous today, so I'll share some Light... Reach deep inside of your soul & find enough Love in yourself. Then you'll feel no 

need to make such accusations w/o direct Knowledge. Take your own advice 👇🏽👇🏽👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/7XpbVgTid3

7/3/2019 9:25:34 AM allahuniversal I think the love scared it away pic.twitter.com/UuX7Xla9HF

7/3/2019 9:26:34 AM allahuniversal When they don't take their own adcuve6, they're pribaly6jusy repeating something they heard... pic.twitter.com/jJ8gUyvUSq

7/3/2019 9:32:12 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1146432259349786624?s=19 …

7/3/2019 9:37:06 AM laurabusse Seems rather focused on darkness, finding darkness where there may be none (tho we all have it)

Just saw a dalai lama tweet

Love is the absence of judgement

Pastor used to say love is spelled a c c e p t a n c e 

She's convinced of her own imaginary delusions

Am blocked now LOL

7/3/2019 9:38:00 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 9:38:56 AM roublisa #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 9:39:27 AM kachinagtto Yes!!! 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

7/3/2019 9:39:53 AM _discernment_ Darkness to Light.. #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/3/2019 9:40:26 AM renee86743676 Let the games begin...

   WE Win

7/3/2019 9:40:33 AM jayrambin The judge punted.  Will the district court unseal?

7/3/2019 9:42:02 AM allahuniversal When there's only a broad brush to paint with, many of the finer details will be missing. It's a stage, we've all walked it & eventually experienced more 

of the venue. However some are doomed to remain "advertisements for anger" (made that phrase up y'day, please use liberally😎)

7/3/2019 9:42:10 AM laurabusse Absolutely

We all have opinions not based in fact

We all project our own darkness onto others

Growing in light

Growing in love

Growing in truth

Is about learning compassion understanding and reason

Going around accusing ppl of stuff is extremely unenlightened behavior
7/3/2019 9:43:51 AM allahuniversal There's always those 3 fingers that point right back at us, much better off pointing out the good (blurry vision typos argh lol)

7/3/2019 9:46:05 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein



7/3/2019 9:46:39 AM laurabusse Good phrase

LOL

Yeah life is learning!!!!

Yes the anger

Being indignant

Offended

Self righteous

Trying to catch others out

Is making a comeback

Bigly...

Enough anger etc etc

Let's turn on the light...
7/3/2019 9:48:41 AM my2sonznme Did Trump have a heart attack? Is that why Pence returned? It’s a rumor you can fix with a yes or a no.

7/3/2019 10:02:53 AM laurabusse Instead of saying narrative

Probably shoulda said

Sounds like you're repeating what others are saying without evidence to back it up

They love to hate him

Why?

Hating, ascribing negative characteristics where there may be none is what got us into this mess as humans to begin with

7/3/2019 10:05:18 AM laurabusse Yes

Couldn't have said it better

Much better finding the good and pointing THAT out...

I honestly don't understand how we're supposed to type on these tiny phones w big fingers

7/3/2019 10:07:01 AM allahuniversal As all is one, we can only love or hate in others that which we love or hate w/in our own selves. Hating 45 or anyone else is a rejection of some part of 

those doing the hating.

7/3/2019 10:23:11 AM agoodyear2015 Cernovich is tweeting that the records will be unsealed.  I hope this is so.  People have the right to know. #UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 10:25:50 AM scott_rick Love the guy but he needs to eat a salad instead of burgers and kfc all the time

7/3/2019 10:26:13 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 10:28:42 AM giediknight HUGE OUTAGES RIGHT NOW! Youtube, @DRUDGE_REPORT ! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

7/3/2019 10:46:05 AM xusaf_patriot Not a good sign...too many corrupt judges in the system :(  Lets hope  that an honest judge is appointed and gets these records released.  

   #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 10:56:44 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UNSEALEPSTEIN pic.twitter.com/KsoILjGyOf

7/3/2019 11:14:26 AM laurabusse Yes 😊

Thanks for the reminder ♥️

7/3/2019 11:17:59 AM edwardgouin About... 8000 y.o. perhaps?

7/3/2019 11:32:17 AM roublisa Fort docs released!!! pic.twitter.com/y7GLbMwZJR

7/3/2019 11:33:56 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/uLZYYSf7AE

7/3/2019 11:34:06 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/oVVIp28WuQ

7/3/2019 11:34:17 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/f7BgcVJKyk

7/3/2019 11:34:44 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/vHJwGm3t1m

7/3/2019 11:35:27 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/HgEESBrYtr

7/3/2019 11:37:24 AM kimmeykim1 #UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 11:43:09 AM mgray72531386 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein !!!!! https://twitter.com/ZENINEWS/status/1146486599787659264 …

7/3/2019 11:59:26 AM xusaf_patriot Yep...that's the decision(s) to go back to the District Court...now we wait for the *thousands* of pages .    #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein

7/3/2019 12:00:57 PM ragevirusqq QQ you say?

7/3/2019 12:02:24 PM mongrelglory MJ-12!  Is this it?  Are they finally going to #UnsealEpstein?!!! https://twitter.com/brainburp13/status/1146484774145413120 …

7/3/2019 12:05:29 PM mongrelglory We must all focus our intention on manifesting a positive result for the unsealing!  I know we can do it if we focus on the end result! 😑

7/3/2019 12:14:15 PM mongrelglory Love your meme! 😁

7/3/2019 12:19:56 PM richardhiatt16 And MJ 12 is there.... 👍❤️🇺🇸

7/3/2019 12:49:20 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Read this interview

Can you confirm?

7/3/2019 1:04:22 PM bdab28 Random fact. Independence Day was BC's favorite movie. Even had his own private showing upon release

7/3/2019 1:09:30 PM bdab28 And ironically ID was BC's favorite movie

7/3/2019 1:25:23 PM wwtravelr IS-BE = immortal spiritual being - living in a human experience...in a physicl body or space-suit if you will

7/3/2019 1:33:34 PM roublisa Man you are really good at that....👍👍👍

7/3/2019 1:43:33 PM n7guardiananon at least familiar territory... pic.twitter.com/1nxRhQp3Tq

7/3/2019 1:44:34 PM keith369me ...and I know what MJ12 is talking about now.

7/3/2019 1:46:09 PM flubbynutty Disclosure day? pic.twitter.com/ESHXZszzPM

7/3/2019 1:47:47 PM flubbynutty Telecommunications network. 

As in They Live stuff?

7/3/2019 1:50:01 PM flubbynutty Holy S*it 

Independence day movie

They Live

Moon landings are real.

Will we finally see what we can't?

The truth?

7/3/2019 1:53:41 PM ksouth21 A HUGE WIN for transparency

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/3/2019 2:46:04 PM orthogonalron Barr is ultimately in charge of this pic.twitter.com/MwGT1RvDTL

7/3/2019 2:55:32 PM antarantanka Lol you’re in good company. I’m banned too

7/3/2019 2:57:09 PM jonesy4671 Gonna watch the new independence day now since you mentioned it

7/3/2019 3:07:20 PM slayerofmatrix1 🛎🛎🛎🛎🛎🛎🛎🛎🛎

7/3/2019 3:11:56 PM countryrice Q=Military?  Interview confirmed?



7/3/2019 4:02:12 PM knightofmaltaus #UFO #Alien fans will be in for a surprise. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AncientAliens @Tsoukalos @AlienAnthology @mufon @UFOnetwork_ 

@UFOcommunity @UFOChronicles 

Interesting memos, #hoax revelations and some misinfo folks are now exposed. https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9382232/leaked-memo-suggests-

fake-roswell-alien-autopsy-video-real-cia-scientist-pentagon-briefing/ …

7/3/2019 4:14:55 PM lizzybellefox Gadzooks, this could be the 'source', then the German (and Danes?) picked it up. 

 https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2019/06/shadowsuper-exopolitical-intel-report_30.html …   sigh.

7/3/2019 5:35:30 PM rafngeirdal So true: the remaining whatever percentage will most certainly create a CONSPIRACY theory, especially if it’s Alex Jones.

7/3/2019 5:50:20 PM duckmeat01 I could make comment here but it would blow your minds... So we will move forward...

7/3/2019 5:51:48 PM duriavigrobert Jesus! Don’t get um going again tonight!!

7/3/2019 5:53:30 PM jswdh1 Lol

7/3/2019 5:53:43 PM jswdh1 He is in rare form tonight....lol

7/3/2019 5:55:08 PM duriavigrobert Board my socks 🧦 off last night! I was hoping the Orderly would catch him with his cellphone 📱

7/3/2019 5:59:49 PM jswdh1 I thought so too!

7/3/2019 6:01:12 PM jswdh1 ???? pic.twitter.com/LmhrVLe3J8

7/3/2019 6:02:39 PM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/3VSsAVGief

7/3/2019 6:03:03 PM duckmeat01 I drive the crazy's crazy... dose that help?

7/3/2019 6:37:06 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/3/2019 6:40:18 PM 313looper Sounds like misinformation to me..! 😳

7/3/2019 8:19:17 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/ATBQA4zCT7

7/3/2019 9:01:25 PM kachinagtto Watched this movie again last night.  When "Patricia" and "Jake" have their video call between the Earth & Moon - they are using Tencent's QQ 

Network.

So wonder if this already exists?  Tencent has invested in Lunar projects lately (mining/satellites).

7/3/2019 10:07:58 PM aprilbrown99 Satan has left the White House. Now it is time to get his minions. pic.twitter.com/A5LTkEV5He

7/3/2019 10:16:05 PM blankmarlo "Around 20 minutes in, a call is made [...] between the moon base and the earth. When the call is interrupted due to alien interference, the screen 

displays, "QQ is disconnected", followed by the system saying, "Thank you for using QQ"" https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/independence-

day-resurgence-main-characters-use-qq-im-service-for-video-call-between-the-earth-and-the-moon-300290395.html …

7/3/2019 10:40:30 PM aprilbrown99 From the time I was a child into my 20s I had very vivid dreams &  slept walked. 20s-30s I had nightmares about titlewaves, end of the world flooding & 

had quite a few lucid dreams...even where I was aware my IS was sitting up or out of my BE. In my 40s I had “end of days”...

7/3/2019 10:41:23 PM aprilbrown99 type dreams. I haven’t had a nightmare since Trump became President. My dreams are different now-more focused, feels like I am working on projects 

with others. Had dreams of crystal type buildings where I walked thru walls. Had a dream I was on a planet that had little islands...

7/3/2019 10:41:42 PM aprilbrown99 everywhere (so beautiful)...many more.I sleep 3-4 hrs, use the bathroom, then sleep 3-4 more. I would love to learn how to recall my dreams better at 

the moment I wake up.

7/3/2019 10:42:35 PM spauldingshowal I sleep poorly, but have many lucid dreams....an almost hypnotic state. Quite lovely actually.

7/3/2019 11:15:04 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 369 💗

7/3/2019 11:31:19 PM lightonthehill Make sure the file is saved as .csv (not required, but easier) and open it using Excel or another spreadsheet program. You can add graphs after that.

7/3/2019 11:47:22 PM aprilbrown99 HRC?  I thought I read in one of the threads she was part of MJ12 for a short period of time. (Makes me want to spit a bad taste out of my mouth just 

thinking about her). 🥴

7/3/2019 11:55:34 PM believe_coach Wow! @LisaMei62 @55true4u @LionelMedia @M2Madness @kabamur_taygeta @intheMatrixxx @HMAlexandraK @SayWhenLA @Isha_Alcyone 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @marklevinshow https://twitter.com/Wrong_way_down/status/1146605110883246080 …

7/3/2019 11:55:45 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph I agree

7/4/2019 12:17:35 AM roublisa I feel the same🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/4/2019 2:39:12 AM mongrelglory April, it sounds like you were envisioning the negative time-line that Hillary Clinton had created.  (MJ-12 said she had altered the time-line).  They've 

been trying to correct it, and your dreams now reflect the restored, more positive time-line. 🤗

7/4/2019 2:40:48 AM mongrelglory It reminds me of whipped cream!  😝

7/4/2019 2:41:30 AM brown_eyedladyj No teasing.. 😉 pic.twitter.com/OqmKSYsWxg

7/4/2019 2:43:46 AM mongrelglory PJ, you have the weirdest looking skies I've ever seen over where you live!

7/4/2019 2:47:41 AM roublisa 🥰 🥰🥰I love it✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/aws1XnBpLA

7/4/2019 2:55:58 AM roublisa I call them castles in the sky....the just look majestic✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/taGWEnEpFe

7/4/2019 3:03:53 AM roublisa Nerd alert🤓.  Mute please😜 pic.twitter.com/DqCKcSESrf

7/4/2019 3:05:20 AM roublisa I ve seenghe clouds line up like that here🤗🤗🤗in Wisconsin as well

7/4/2019 4:23:38 AM v_rags 🙏💜💜🙏

7/4/2019 6:49:14 AM mattersnot2 Mike Pence to be given legal right to act as President in his absence (classified surrender of President power)?

7/4/2019 6:51:12 AM mattersnot2 Significant alignment issue with C_A. Relevant signal?

7/4/2019 6:54:49 AM mattersnot2 [OnReady]

7/4/2019 7:01:05 AM melanieanders7 Can we hop on these communications??!

7/4/2019 7:03:30 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I believe and feel that as well, there is no doubt in my mind. There was a reoccurring nightmare that I was having with death, destruction and 

zombies. It was one of those dreams that were very real. It was so scary.  {shudder} so grateful it won’t ever happen. 😱😳🥺

7/4/2019 7:04:22 AM melanieanders7 It would be beautiful and it would unite the world. And make an entire day the entire Earth rose the vibe to a point we all ascend easily. :)

7/4/2019 7:12:33 AM edwardgouin May want to consider what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has to say. Go into the archives and read/explore/research like one does for Q posts.

7/4/2019 7:13:27 AM greatawakecoach Thank you to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & #QAnon teams for helping us achieve the #GreatAwakening of the #USA & the planet...

Happy #IndependenceDay to everyone, including @realDonaldTrump, the GEOTUS this country will ever see...

7/4/2019 7:22:13 AM djlok Yeah they crazy [witch] was gonna get us all nuked. So glad she's not my president and never will be!!!

Happy 4th- April, Michelle, MJ12, T1, T2, T3... And Anyone else reading this!!!

7/4/2019 7:28:00 AM allahuniversal I like the thought, incidental comms? 

Looks like it was the mobile screen size/orientation which affected that line pic.twitter.com/YBzACl1mZ9

7/4/2019 7:34:25 AM 2aforlif3 I have very lucid dreams and multiple times per night but it's hard to remember all details unless I write it down but usually I just want to get back to 

the dream.

7/4/2019 7:37:03 AM aprilbrown99 Me too!  Happy July 4th to you too David...and everyone else. We are so blessed to have Trump!  I feel grateful every day!  Love you all very much. 

❤️❤️❤️

7/4/2019 7:42:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns. https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1146553713663893510 …

7/4/2019 7:42:55 AM prmd21801759 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Finally!! #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/eileeneileenur/status/1146470319160475648 …

7/4/2019 7:43:03 AM 222714ftw 🖖222



7/4/2019 7:43:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 See something, say something.

 https://fbi.gov/tips 

#4thofjuly2019

7/4/2019 7:43:26 AM pauliepg11111 The arrogance...

7/4/2019 7:43:30 AM djlok Pretty funny Clowns!!!

7/4/2019 7:45:01 AM _btcole Nice fake Pike quote.

7/4/2019 7:45:09 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/xurmDbI25i

7/4/2019 7:45:19 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/D3jof6lJYb

7/4/2019 7:45:47 AM girlawakeinca They think we’re stupid. They’re so wrong.

7/4/2019 7:51:47 AM unstoppablencp Your stupid bro

7/4/2019 7:54:06 AM scorched1492 You mean like this?  https://twitter.com/pauldeaton52/status/1146559820675207168?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/kIZTcjOjFb

7/4/2019 7:54:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 You know the truth.

They rub it in your face.

Then relish over how ignorant you are.

[☠️]

#UnsealEpstein

NXIVM > #UnsealEpstein > [☠️] > [???] https://twitter.com/JebBush/status/1146751095756197888 …

7/4/2019 7:55:03 AM _the_psychonaut Skull & Bones

7/4/2019 7:55:47 AM scorched1492 The submit button DOESNT WORK!!! pic.twitter.com/GRdeADydyN

7/4/2019 7:56:28 AM needheadcoach What a touching tribute by low energy Jeb on this 4th of July

7/4/2019 7:56:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe it is a coincidence that @jack and @vijaya are censoring the distribution of #UnsealEpstein? You take flank when you're over the target.

#UnsealEpstein 

Do your part Patriots, force their hand. Use the power of 3 6 and 9 we taught you to manifest #UnsealEpstein. 

https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1146761025489948674 …

7/4/2019 7:58:46 AM laurelmaher1 They are very aware hence the narrative 'conspiracy theory'.

7/4/2019 7:59:17 AM bubblesburster Come again ...... Tell us again how to do it??????

7/4/2019 7:59:41 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/4/2019 8:00:52 AM fightforamerica I wish I was in DC to help look out for suspicious activity. I will pray for POTUS.

Trusting the plan, but dang it if I'm sick of the good guys always playing defense.

7/4/2019 8:01:38 AM stevewo50768315 #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:02:54 AM xusaf_patriot Lets just hope the new as-yet unnamed judge will follow through with the release of *all* documents!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:03:22 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/4/2019 8:04:14 AM covertress "flank"? 

typo?

7/4/2019 8:04:19 AM canadiancovfefe I hope you all stay safe today!

7/4/2019 8:04:51 AM italianmom555 So 2 presidents get notes at the funeral who do we place our bets on. 🤔

7/4/2019 8:05:48 AM analyst2501 Sure they didn’t. 😒

7/4/2019 8:06:23 AM pro_aktv How is it people are still being targeted?! It must be that we can’t “Be everywhere, all the time.” 

It’s completely understandable, in fact, expected. It’s just that one would think after so much has been revealed, & so much has been learned, we 

could disrupt/interdict all 187s.

7/4/2019 8:08:52 AM marzipaningles1 They are literally playing the Illuminati card game. Gonna check magic 8 ball next to decide what move they will make, pic.twitter.com/1u2r1dj3EH

7/4/2019 8:10:22 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/RSUhessjJI

7/4/2019 8:12:00 AM thelilkingryan  https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6181306/Court-Order-Unseal.pdf …

7/4/2019 8:13:17 AM jfrankmusic U N S E A L   E P S T E I N 
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7/4/2019 8:15:01 AM duckmeat01 Someday I will tell... I will send hint soon...

7/4/2019 8:17:15 AM noidaho_gal Will do!

7/4/2019 8:21:25 AM canadiancovfefe Another Assassination attempt?? This is so frightening. I am happy that FLOTUS and the First Family are safe. I hope POTUS has even more security 

today!

7/4/2019 8:21:33 AM wallacemimi Thanks...will do.

7/4/2019 8:21:54 AM canadiancovfefe Scary!

7/4/2019 8:23:09 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/llCYxNXdGy

7/4/2019 8:23:20 AM duckmeat01 you all are off the grid...

7/4/2019 8:24:32 AM zaraawakened It's a military tactic.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flanking_maneuver …

7/4/2019 8:26:09 AM duckmeat01 Ol Jeb and his wife... she traveled with FDLe and I think a couple a Sec Ser... They flew on the plane I was on... jeb used to come up to the office every 

now and then He went to my mothers office all the time...

7/4/2019 8:27:10 AM corinnebackman @prayingmedic

7/4/2019 8:28:04 AM covertress If you're taking flak [or flack], chances are you're in a bad situation & taking fire from an enemy. Flak can refer to criticism — or worse, shots from an 

airplane. Flakcame into English as an abbreviation for the German word Fliegerabwehrkanone, meaning 'aircraft-defense gun.'



7/4/2019 8:28:34 AM duckmeat01 Here is a sign of a FRIEND... Most have left his side... some of the ones still there are reporting to help with there charges... The others which are few 

just don't give a damn. Rich Powerful people can be real strange but very fearful... Money & power can not stop DEATH...

7/4/2019 8:30:27 AM duckmeat01 LOL They are the Bush's..I just wrote a tweet on rich and powerful...some are cool some are not. I could tell you some stories...

7/4/2019 8:31:31 AM keith369me 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡  It was the contractors as usual.  💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡

7/4/2019 8:32:39 AM keith369me Come to the light Jeb, it’s over.

7/4/2019 8:33:31 AM duckmeat01 I had huge connections into the Clintons and Obamas but stayed clear.... One of their top fundraisers in the SOF .....

7/4/2019 8:34:00 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:34:47 AM keith369me @jack if you ban #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein you support pedos #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:35:08 AM duckmeat01 I have had my actors guild card forever.... LOL

7/4/2019 8:38:06 AM wishfulldreamz Summary mentions a solar event... is this a factor today?

7/4/2019 8:38:27 AM allahuniversal We are at WAR [@]. ~ Q pic.twitter.com/jKeQrI3atq

7/4/2019 8:39:06 AM duckmeat01 These people are still alive.. They would me if something happened to them ..  I went to school with his wife and he is about as crazy as me if not 

more...

7/4/2019 8:41:56 AM knightofmaltaus The hundreds of clients who subscribed to Epstein Island and use of Richard Bramsons Island for sexcapades must be outed. Time to stop this and 

Knights of Malta focus upon Human & Prostitution Smuggling. We have provided resources for investigations. This runs deep. Out-‘em-all.

7/4/2019 8:42:02 AM duckmeat01 The Clintons are still afraid of some.... Ark ain;t sh@#$% in a ? book.... The only thing some Fear is Fear itself... other than that biz as usual ......

7/4/2019 8:44:42 AM lightonthehill But we already knew that, right? pic.twitter.com/eni36i8ASZ

7/4/2019 8:48:53 AM mrmurica1776 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:50:06 AM lightworkercain I thought the exact same thing! When you're over the target means that you are above it so you could be hit by enemy flak that took down so many 

bombers in World War II.

7/4/2019 8:51:55 AM weediblue @Telford_Russian @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/PatriotsSoapbox/status/1146806074051198976 …

7/4/2019 8:53:24 AM bnmyhuttbecky Wow #JebBush you talk like this after your Father And brother having been executed by Military Tribunal trials

7/4/2019 8:55:45 AM serenityfirth Let the tsunami of documents unravel!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:56:03 AM wink5811 Jeb are you trying to give us advance warning that George Jr or Billy Boy might get smoked today at Gitmo? Now that would be a July 4th worth 

remembering!

7/4/2019 9:02:04 AM lori_dee1 Nikola Tesla believed the power of 3, 6, 9 were the keys to the Universe. Here is the link to a short video: https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

7/4/2019 9:03:07 AM djlok I just want @CIA to tweek #MKUltra a little.  Doesn't seem like too much to ask.

7/4/2019 9:04:07 AM djlok ...or #ShutItDown

7/4/2019 9:04:43 AM susang7671 Advantage of "flank position" is starship has full view&will strike from behind at any moment in "twinkling of an eye". If feel impatient, can always 

invert over them and beam a lighted up crystal middle finger at them, knocking target confused/in pain with Divine love. TopGun 

pic.twitter.com/tyHbFcjdrH

7/4/2019 9:07:59 AM mattersnot2 Thanks for the follow up clarification. Helps me correct my perspectives.

7/4/2019 9:08:36 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/7zPGqeG6fc

7/4/2019 9:11:54 AM decodematrix Jebra, you making threats? PAIN is coming [322] [☠️]

7/4/2019 9:12:03 AM covertress Time is an illusion, but numbers matter.

Use 3s 6s and 9s wherever you can.

#UnsealEpstein 💥 They never

#UnsealEpstein 💥 thought she

#UnsealEpstein 💥 would lose https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1146798338760728576?s=19 …

7/4/2019 9:13:44 AM allahuniversal Not a problem, don't downplay your idea though, nothing is random & every perspective is valid... it's still resonating for me...they were mentioned 

last but not least... 

"Save the best for last" ~ Q

(Corrected Q-uote)

7/4/2019 9:15:49 AM jswdh1 He's been mia since the funeral! Remember his Twitter was shut down.

7/4/2019 9:25:29 AM jrocktigers 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

7/4/2019 9:26:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 A credible assassination plot has been foiled.

7/4/2019 9:26:31 AM cocopuffster12 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥☮️☮️☮️

7/4/2019 9:26:41 AM sumgirl Thank God & Jesus 🙏🙏🙏

7/4/2019 9:27:07 AM k10041144 🙏🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:27:10 AM zagnett #UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now

#UnsealEpstein now now now now☠️
7/4/2019 9:27:16 AM vickihugg W.O.W.!!

7/4/2019 9:27:29 AM tanhaley I believe it. Dear God please keep protecting Our President Trump 

🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:27:37 AM djlok 👀 on @JebBush https://twitter.com/jebbush/status/1146751095756197888?s=21 …

7/4/2019 9:27:45 AM bdab28 We know you guys/gals got our POTUS' 6. Job well done Patriots

7/4/2019 9:28:03 AM hackenburg_ How many more to be foiled today? There's a lot of angry people that despise America

7/4/2019 9:28:19 AM gin_gerr I saw many threats against the President plus, those tweets: pic.twitter.com/fh6gxM6z2w

7/4/2019 9:28:42 AM jrocktigers 👀

7/4/2019 9:28:45 AM time4u2know Exactly

7/4/2019 9:28:51 AM lori_dee1 Thanking those who ensured the safety and security of our President! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:29:03 AM v_rags 🙏💜💜🙏

7/4/2019 9:29:09 AM aprilbrown99 Holy smokes!  God Bless Our Military and Patriots!!!

7/4/2019 9:29:14 AM burgersandra @beer_parade

7/4/2019 9:29:18 AM magaforc Praise God.

7/4/2019 9:29:20 AM tanhaley  https://twitter.com/jebbush/status/1146751095756197888?s=21 …

7/4/2019 9:29:35 AM flubbynutty Don't lower your guard.  [They] won't stop.

7/4/2019 9:30:19 AM hypnothyme Prayers up Patriots

7/4/2019 9:30:49 AM starehope Quite odd, me thinks.

7/4/2019 9:31:03 AM aprilbrown99 Jeb Bush is a pathetic 🤡

7/4/2019 9:31:22 AM david00997884 The light forces are with him, hes well gaurded. ButvPraying will keep those forces tighter

7/4/2019 9:31:39 AM dwilliswag @JebBush



7/4/2019 9:31:51 AM moemc8 This bastard knew pic.twitter.com/51lEp7isSi

7/4/2019 9:31:56 AM aprilbrown99 W T F

7/4/2019 9:32:04 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏 MJ12 on TOP of it... Thank you!!!!!🇺🇸🎉🎈

7/4/2019 9:32:18 AM beer_parade I hope everyone keeps their heads on a swivel!

7/4/2019 9:32:59 AM kachinagtto 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:33:12 AM msnisfakenews I sure hope the Secret Service pays him a visit today.

7/4/2019 9:33:24 AM leesyfrank 🙏🙏🙏 Will we ever hear about it in the press?

7/4/2019 9:33:38 AM pinealg1 Thank god. TELL THE PUBLIC. Show the evilness of these ppl! Ppl must be alerted to what’s going on!

7/4/2019 9:34:33 AM ceasarfall31544 More info ????????

7/4/2019 9:34:41 AM qarmyanon22 If 1 hair on our President's head is touched that will be the biggest mistake they could make.

7/4/2019 9:35:14 AM pauliepg11111 Right now?

7/4/2019 9:35:24 AM bananne81 Thankfully

7/4/2019 9:36:55 AM needheadcoach  pic.twitter.com/mODjG2GTUY

7/4/2019 9:38:13 AM southpaw816 Thank God!

7/4/2019 9:38:37 AM southpaw816 Make them pay!

7/4/2019 9:38:46 AM tweeterthanwine When is the hanging?

7/4/2019 9:38:50 AM starehope Totally threatening. That old general apparently knows something. "Generals shouldn't stand near Trump tomorrow"? MJ12 -question this man!

7/4/2019 9:38:57 AM leelee19721 @JebBush posting about Presidents being assassinated on the 4th!

7/4/2019 9:39:04 AM _highjinx_ 👍 o7 pic.twitter.com/QqCvTCqCCZ

7/4/2019 9:39:14 AM leelee19721  pic.twitter.com/NO04ND1u3a

7/4/2019 9:39:18 AM jollyrob2 🎉 Hope there is pic.twitter.com/MYNClzgaVt

7/4/2019 9:39:32 AM mongrelglory Unbelievable!  It's time to put these rabid dogs down! 😠

7/4/2019 9:39:34 AM richardhiatt16 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

7/4/2019 9:39:42 AM mtr_epicwin77 Praise God and Jesus Christ, His Son and Our Lord and Savior! 🇺🇸 ☦️

7/4/2019 9:39:46 AM selooversuzanne Me 2 and I’m not even certain what is about to happen. But my PTSD tingle has been off the charts (in a good way 😳)!

7/4/2019 9:40:08 AM billyj1616 Enough is enough drop the hammer let’s go!

7/4/2019 9:41:12 AM outerlimits816 Thanks to the #Anons @#8Chan ❤️❤️❤️❤️

7/4/2019 9:41:27 AM stevens_xrp Don't believe something in politics until it is denied:  Otto Von Bismark

7/4/2019 9:41:35 AM rebornkingent Of course it’s a hotdog.

7/4/2019 9:42:20 AM ladyhawk0568 Hmmm

7/4/2019 9:43:29 AM carter_zon Source??

7/4/2019 9:43:56 AM lori_dee1 Yes David, he is truly protected from within and on the outside.

7/4/2019 9:44:35 AM highhopesusa Hopefully found the b******** that did it and deal with them...find a place in Gitmo for them.

7/4/2019 9:45:01 AM linnyt7 Thank you!

7/4/2019 9:45:16 AM equipment79 They really are stupid 🙄

7/4/2019 9:45:31 AM teamsterr07 Now...will the perpetrators be arrested & brought to justice??

7/4/2019 9:45:47 AM enomai_ Thank God. 

Always Praying for Trump.

And, other Leaders

7/4/2019 9:46:22 AM david00997884 Amen

7/4/2019 9:46:33 AM theglitcher14 Your whole outlook is wrong

7/4/2019 9:47:20 AM revolution1718 Praise the Lord, He is answering prayers! Keep praying!

7/4/2019 9:47:28 AM cpace98 Praise the lord and deliver us from evil

7/4/2019 9:47:59 AM joni_apple_seed Did u see Jeb Bush tweet? Scum bag!

7/4/2019 9:49:37 AM jswdh1 Knew that's what happened Monday!

7/4/2019 9:50:06 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/mGmH3POdMd

7/4/2019 9:50:26 AM roublisa @FBI @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  they know ....continue to pray 🙏🙏🙏 this is [their] ritual time....God wins!

7/4/2019 9:52:23 AM billiedene LBJ and JFK had big parades with tanks, too.  We see your underlying threat, scumbag.  You are a disgrace to the military.

7/4/2019 9:53:02 AM tanhaley  https://twitter.com/secretservice/status/1146812880181968896?s=21 …

7/4/2019 9:53:14 AM smith_jere 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

7/4/2019 9:53:17 AM keith369me Any connection?   https://twitter.com/matthew95793813/status/1146688615998607360?s=21 … ...27 years old and the hashtag with his number?  

Sacrifice?

7/4/2019 9:53:36 AM fightforamerica Way to go good guys!!!

7/4/2019 9:53:44 AM evakayfavia the ones who're owned by the cabal speak this way. the generals who serve the ppl and God Are thrilled.  

u just outed yourself.

7/4/2019 9:53:49 AM aprilbrown99 Casting spells. He says it three times. How do we undo it?

7/4/2019 9:54:04 AM covertress ... but Patriots are in control and using the power of 3 6 9 to Manifest Protection for President Trump.

7/4/2019 9:55:13 AM lynnielee5 Obviously, this Retired (Thank God!) General is a Traitor to Our Country! How Sad! 🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:56:26 AM outerlimits816 @ 8:12 mark 

8Chan & #USSS ⤵ https://twitter.com/RedPill78/status/1146592365395599361?s=20 …

7/4/2019 9:57:02 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1146798338760728576?s=19 …

7/4/2019 9:57:22 AM evakayfavia u just put yourself on the radar for investigating.  wouldn't this be hate/violence baiting?  inciting?  hope the fbi looks into your background.

those who're the loudest...

7/4/2019 9:57:45 AM outerlimits816 @ 8:12 mark #USSS⤵ https://twitter.com/RedPill78/status/1146592365395599361?s=20 …

7/4/2019 9:59:45 AM sigurdson1957 Thank you 🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/4/2019 9:59:45 AM tdchance1 From today or yesterday?

7/4/2019 9:59:47 AM renee86743676 Take that Satan

7/4/2019 10:00:25 AM magabeliever20 🧐

7/4/2019 10:00:59 AM magabeliever20 🧐👊🏽💥🇺🇸

7/4/2019 10:01:09 AM us_poll That's pathetic! What is their problem with celebrating like we should! But he has no problem with Dems attacking anything American....You know like 

enemies do Smh!

7/4/2019 10:03:14 AM deerwerdna Will we be told any details???

7/4/2019 10:03:25 AM ragstorm Wow

Against whom was this plot directed?

7/4/2019 10:03:32 AM cjptrsn Is this the same one involving rogue military earlier this week or is this a separate incident?

7/4/2019 10:07:07 AM molly07751087 I've been praying🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

7/4/2019 10:08:15 AM faith_namerica Thank you God and all those who protect our President!



7/4/2019 10:08:27 AM aprilbrown99 Only Light and Love Will Prevail

Only Light and Love Will Prevail

Only Light and Love Will Prevail

Only Light and Love Will Prevail

Only Light and Love Will Prevail

Only Light and Love Will Prevail

7/4/2019 10:08:35 AM faith_namerica Me too.

7/4/2019 10:08:46 AM oh_geez_louise Keep our president safe today!

7/4/2019 10:09:49 AM rod_felps Not surprised, f n clowns are everywhere...

7/4/2019 10:11:26 AM netteknows By who?

On whom?

Little details?

7/4/2019 10:11:50 AM tammyrochester2 Many Trump banners and flags out today, people are finally standing up and not being afraid anymore of the backlash of the left. It used to be that if 

you put Trump flags out you would get vandalized or hurt. So sad not to be able to honor our wonderful president because of fear.

7/4/2019 10:11:51 AM isl_patriot Trust the FBI to protect POTUS? Really? Too soon for me.

7/4/2019 10:13:58 AM howdoyoumakeah1 (((They))) do rub it in our face, then laugh pic.twitter.com/3MJM8yC60w

7/4/2019 10:14:39 AM keith369me 💡 💡 💡 ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️ ❤️

7/4/2019 10:16:51 AM brown_eyedladyj I know he is not disrespecting the POTUS? Hang em high!! pic.twitter.com/4MyT1KixWh

7/4/2019 10:17:22 AM toughone6 #DonaldTrump owned account posting about assassination plots being foiled. Is this a joke Mr President? & U tweet it to Urself.  #Congress take note. 

#FBI & #CIA take note. Don't U think the right people need to be in on info of plots.

7/4/2019 10:19:21 AM paciouno I hope they all get arrested every fking one of them.

7/4/2019 10:20:46 AM mongrelglory Man, I wish you'd stop doing that.  I have to count all the emojis with my OCD to verify that they're in multiples of 3, 6, and 9!  🤣

7/4/2019 10:21:19 AM pkekbar "We will change your mind.", you saaaay...

7/4/2019 10:21:41 AM slayerofmatrix1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

💥🔥💥🔥💥🔥💥🔥💥

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
7/4/2019 10:21:48 AM pkekbar Something like this? pic.twitter.com/7toAMPd6Q4

7/4/2019 10:23:56 AM covertress Those who complain the loudest don't want the courts to #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 10:24:36 AM paciouno Show the culprits on live TV.

7/4/2019 10:24:46 AM booksey_226 Jeb Bush

7/4/2019 10:26:45 AM therealmoahfa Quantum financial system

7/4/2019 10:26:56 AM karma4event201 It's coming and the Deep State players know it.

7/4/2019 10:28:15 AM keith369me They always will be in those multiples when I Tweet unless I miscount

7/4/2019 10:29:49 AM alexbhouston 🤦♂️ ... TDS gone too far ... time to take gloves off ...

7/4/2019 10:31:05 AM rogerhovater GREAT JOB!

7/4/2019 10:34:49 AM xusaf_patriot TREASON.

7/4/2019 10:35:27 AM lbf777 Cool story bro.

7/4/2019 10:35:42 AM aprilbrown99 We just had and are having an earthquake

7/4/2019 10:35:51 AM nocommunistusa Wouldn’t a cult be NXIVM ?

7/4/2019 10:36:19 AM nocommunistusa Good point

7/4/2019 10:36:47 AM nobleschle Did it involve a drone? pic.twitter.com/ttzySfCo8r

7/4/2019 10:37:52 AM v_rags Stay safe! 🙏💜💜🙏

7/4/2019 10:39:06 AM jonichris1 #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 10:40:27 AM jonichris1 Please keep him safe

7/4/2019 10:40:44 AM morrifive Thank you God!

7/4/2019 10:41:32 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/dSZ0uT5jJo

7/4/2019 10:42:07 AM love4thegameak Clowns be Clowning

7/4/2019 10:42:29 AM zuzuq5 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/4/2019 10:48:21 AM synackstatic Once Epstein declass occurs we will know beyond any doubt that skull and bones connects to NXIVM as a mutual blackmail op. 

The catch?

Skull and Bones members connects directly to [???].

[???]=Cartels. 

Watch Salinas. Who is his father? What was the scandal in his last election?

7/4/2019 10:48:41 AM monkey_weather Jeb Bush dog whistling for it earlier? Hope that pasty creep gets arrested.

7/4/2019 10:50:18 AM arunprakash4 @SecretService

@FBI

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/catturd2/status/1146795149110009856 …

7/4/2019 10:50:31 AM waystarroy says who

7/4/2019 10:51:28 AM rennaehanson1 Can you give us any other information?

7/4/2019 10:51:32 AM vintagesquirrel CA?

7/4/2019 10:51:50 AM aprilbrown99 Yep

7/4/2019 10:56:09 AM lori_dee1 Amen and Amen! 🙏💖🙏💖

7/4/2019 10:56:46 AM lori_dee1 Let me get some additional info for you and I will come back and post it.

7/4/2019 10:57:23 AM bjoymcg Righteous anger is more like it. We hate in a sense that we don’t get to be living love. Love is the only way out of this. Love enough to get rid of the evil. 

That will require tough love. In the full armor of God with righteous anger! God Bless you Patriots. Happy 4th🇺🇸

7/4/2019 10:58:11 AM lorieve Faith #Trumps fear

Love covers. 

WWG1WGA

7/4/2019 11:00:51 AM mike99995 We do NOT consent!! @JebBush

7/4/2019 11:03:48 AM chosenbyloved I wish people would. For years they’d see plenty and if I asked I’d get some stupid lie “uh um uh I don’t know what you’re talking about.”  Really?  Why 

are you running from me?  It’s just a calm question Dan Miller of Stewart Way Encinitas CA. OH I see!! 

https://issuu.com/lajollalight2010/docs/encinitas_advocate_04.08.16 …



7/4/2019 11:05:02 AM chosenbyloved Right Ted Lieu?  Daryl Issa a dumped friend of yours?  Who gave Dan Miller control over my life for five years?

7/4/2019 11:05:12 AM nurseniceyes You guys are on! Thank you!

7/4/2019 11:05:41 AM pfc1975 <blockquote class="twitter-tweet"><p lang="en" dir="ltr">A credible assassination plot has been foiled.</p>&mdash; Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) 

<a href=" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146817469639774208?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw …">July 4, 2019</a></blockquote> <script async 

src=" https://platform.twitter.com/widgets.js " charset="utf-8"></script>

7/4/2019 11:08:00 AM richard07759712 Jeb ???? They know who tweeted this... so, 223 < 💀 & 🦴’s hi

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 11:08:02 AM curseca Earthquake during our July 4th parade.

7/4/2019 11:08:56 AM adriana00777 War is not with flesh and blood but with Satan himself.  Luckily, Satan is just another tool of almighty God.  God bless America!

7/4/2019 11:09:57 AM thoughttazer No coincidences: https://twitter.com/JebBush/status/1146751095756197888 …

7/4/2019 11:11:39 AM oh_geez_louise He served as a military advisor in 2008 to the Hillary Clinton campaign. No coincidence.

7/4/2019 11:12:05 AM richard07759712 F’em

7/4/2019 11:13:23 AM richard07759712 The arrogance of these piece of 💩

7/4/2019 11:15:28 AM _chelseaproject Did the cabal kill the baseball player just to generate the hashtag? That's my working assumption.

7/4/2019 11:16:26 AM stanfireman1 Thank you to all involved in the protection of our President. God be with us all.

7/4/2019 11:18:04 AM monkey_weather Another traitor making threats: pic.twitter.com/mn35eVTCCx

7/4/2019 11:20:51 AM lilyloz6 @realhublife

7/4/2019 11:21:29 AM egelone who is behind this addasination?

7/4/2019 11:21:38 AM qplvsvltra Hang them all.

7/4/2019 11:23:45 AM fionasdestiny67 6.2??

7/4/2019 11:29:42 AM maryheil5 Glad to hear it! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/4/2019 11:33:07 AM unittzoo Me too.

7/4/2019 11:34:07 AM mike99995 Get it now? pic.twitter.com/CN9wDxK7Ke

7/4/2019 11:34:46 AM unittzoo I think Jeb Bush initiated something today.

7/4/2019 11:35:34 AM canadiancovfefe What do you mean?

7/4/2019 11:36:17 AM numberonepal This is interesting from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146817469639774208 …

#IndependenceDay #JEB!

7/4/2019 11:36:21 AM jswdh1 ? Please elaborate...

7/4/2019 11:38:51 AM kindeandtrue Was it connected with @VP? Hate to ask---I don't want Mike Pence to be a villain.

7/4/2019 11:39:49 AM monkey_weather @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (Majestic 12) says that a credible assassination plot HAS already been foiled today. Not that only one is planned, so stay vigilant 

patriots!

7/4/2019 11:40:37 AM canadiancovfefe What a loser - Gitmo or the likes of it, soon.

7/4/2019 11:45:46 AM laura_621 Well said

7/4/2019 11:46:25 AM mcgee_whiskers Was it from @jebbush?

7/4/2019 11:47:18 AM jswdh1 They could fix fb tho... lol

7/4/2019 11:47:37 AM aprilbrown99 Not sure.  I thought initial reports were 4.7 but that could change.

7/4/2019 11:47:49 AM num1sister Did you see Jeb Bush's creepy Tweet?

7/4/2019 11:47:53 AM starehope Is Dummy saying prayers and not on his knees?

7/4/2019 11:48:07 AM tinaqpatriot45 Unavailable tweet pic.twitter.com/vpH9xJ7eKD

7/4/2019 11:50:27 AM monkey_weather Tomorrow's not looking good either, Satan!

7/4/2019 11:51:22 AM tinaqpatriot45 3 & 4

322 💀 ❌ bones

We see you  

Thwarted again

7/4/2019 11:51:46 AM inparasol The U.S. is 24[3] years old.

In 177[6] the Declaration of Independence was signed.

The year is 201[9].

We are Independent once again.🇺🇸

#HappyIndependenceDay

#WWG1WGA

7/4/2019 11:52:04 AM royalyid @MellissaVilla15 😐

7/4/2019 11:52:43 AM dancarwells Did anyone get arrested?

7/4/2019 11:53:53 AM terribug13 how do we manifest 3 6 9 Protection?

7/4/2019 11:54:15 AM monkey_weather Hope he likes 1000 year chains

7/4/2019 11:54:45 AM sterkinglights1 Funny I was thinking the same hash.🤔

7/4/2019 11:55:35 AM terribug13 #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 11:55:47 AM sterkinglights1 #shutitdownnow

7/4/2019 11:55:57 AM sommerfeldkitty God bless POTUS and God bless America!

7/4/2019 11:56:42 AM nostradamus_not What happened, how can you make a statement like this without any content? Tell us what you know or think you know.

7/4/2019 11:56:53 AM _greenlion_ national holidays are a great time to be making huge moves for more people focusing on celebrating ect..

7/4/2019 11:58:35 AM starehope Definitely a threat! Pray Patriots! Let God put such a strong force field around everyone we love, our President and his family, that the hate of those 

idiots burns them feet first!🙏🙏🙏

7/4/2019 12:02:16 PM navylife84 Says the "general" tooting his own horn for being so "honorable."

7/4/2019 12:02:37 PM numberonepal Unsealepstein" in the English Gematria system equals 925.

9+2+5=16

1+6=7

7/4/2019 12:03:35 PM txgrown2020 All 👀on Jebby!

7/4/2019 12:05:04 PM melhuses Great job 👊🏻

7/4/2019 12:08:32 PM peaceami2 The Silent Majority... No More Silence! We outnumber them. Time to stand up to the bullies!

7/4/2019 12:08:37 PM magabeliever20 I get that, but Mil Intel sees everything

7/4/2019 12:08:57 PM liltilgerlil They are desperate!

7/4/2019 12:11:31 PM hg_till_vp  https://youtu.be/L3_1165Ke5w 

7/4/2019 12:15:08 PM doenymm  pic.twitter.com/XXIs75BjuI

7/4/2019 12:15:41 PM valerie10402010 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 12:15:47 PM mind__fucker  https://twitter.com/Crit1kal_Mind/status/1146631928654647296?s=19 …

7/4/2019 12:20:35 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!! Protect President Trump!!

7/4/2019 12:25:19 PM numberonepal This video has a great explanation on how 3, 6, and 9 relate to the other integers. Very cool and easy to follow.

#TESLA

7/4/2019 12:26:06 PM freeandoriginal 🙏👏

7/4/2019 12:26:37 PM arthurpacfarm That was my fav.... man got sick to his stomach right in front of me...👍🏼



7/4/2019 12:27:03 PM covertress Time is an illusion, so the "time" that something is done is irrelevant,  but numbers matter.

Think positively about,  perform a prayer, meditate on or tweet about POTUS being protected at Majestic times like 6:39, 3:33, 9:36...or any 

combination of numbers that equal 3, 6 or 9.

7/4/2019 12:29:41 PM unstoppablencp In the end GOD wins!!!! Stop worrying!!!

7/4/2019 12:30:17 PM unstoppablencp Doesn’t matter all is will!!!

7/4/2019 12:32:24 PM oliheck Did u catch the traitors giving the order? When will you show them to the public?

7/4/2019 12:34:22 PM oliheck Arrest is not enough- payback to the people of all illegaly taken taxes by hard work til the end of their lifetime would be better

7/4/2019 12:35:41 PM unstoppablencp You need to stop being afraid and have a little bit of faith

7/4/2019 12:41:21 PM unstoppablencp i’m sure you don’t even know what I’m talking about right there do you???

7/4/2019 12:42:58 PM luckyh301 Was the California Earthquake actually the destruction of an underground base? Only asking because of radio traffic of local first responders being told 

of another possible in 15 minutes from transmission of broadcast

7/4/2019 12:43:16 PM believe_coach @JebBush needs to be arrested for this! Atrocious and abhorrent behavior! @FBI @SecretService arrest him and his family! #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/Djg6yrhyB9

7/4/2019 12:44:05 PM unstoppablencp I’m not worried about the Jews. I’m not worried about the Muslims. I’m not worried about the Christians or the Satanists or the Buddhist the Hindus or 

any honest religion. Your only concern should be the people who are subverting all of these systems to their own benefit!!!

7/4/2019 12:48:01 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It's happening!!! #UnsealEpstein https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2019/07/03/jeffrey-epstein-documents-could-

expose-powerful-politicians-businessmen/#9b698315ac9f …

7/4/2019 12:48:26 PM maryschade14 Bad actors and clowns ~ CyberCoin Snowden..birds in a Bush pic.twitter.com/wQCTYQxa8U

7/4/2019 12:50:55 PM spritualbattle The first wave of the silent majority has come out...there is still a huge wave of them too frightened to speak out. I live in NY and people admit to me 

on a daily basis that they support our president. The bullies keep them silent.

7/4/2019 12:51:33 PM wksiv69 ???

7/4/2019 12:51:57 PM spritualbattle What hashtag? I must have missed something.

7/4/2019 12:55:13 PM greatawakecoach "Please clap...".

7/4/2019 12:55:34 PM wenderella60 sauce?

7/4/2019 12:57:39 PM fuzzymoshe They nabbed Scott Baio?

7/4/2019 12:58:16 PM laura_621 🕊🕊🕊💡💡💡3️⃣6️⃣9️⃣♥️♥♥🙏🏽🙏🏻🙏🏿🧘🏽♀️🧘🏻♀️🧘🏿♀️

7/4/2019 1:08:41 PM vickihugg We pay our local VA a yearly fee and they come out with a flag every holiday that they put in our front yard at sunrise and collect it at sunset. And yes, 

DemonRATS, today is a holiday!!!

7/4/2019 1:09:50 PM mongrelglory Oh gosh!  Stay safe everyone!  🙏

7/4/2019 1:10:41 PM mongrelglory BBC said it was a 6.4 earthquake! https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48876482 …

7/4/2019 1:11:20 PM mongrelglory BBC reported 6.4!

7/4/2019 1:14:54 PM mongrelglory I know! 😁  I'm checking to make sure you didn't miscount. 🤓

7/4/2019 1:16:51 PM fionasdestiny67 That's what I was thinking pic.twitter.com/VpvvVRmyOH

7/4/2019 1:18:24 PM daledawg3 Tesla

7/4/2019 1:19:12 PM rebashoenfelt1 A parade about freedom threatens the Left.

7/4/2019 1:20:17 PM liltilgerlil And Independence. 😜

7/4/2019 1:22:29 PM rebashoenfelt1 ....Next

7/4/2019 1:23:25 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 💗 pic.twitter.com/NsaeQl4tfd

7/4/2019 1:23:29 PM rebashoenfelt1 Good news

7/4/2019 1:26:11 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/q6fRNJP7Un

7/4/2019 1:28:18 PM mgodfrey99 ...but remember this God/Jesus told them NO in Nov 2016 and they are still pissy.

7/4/2019 1:31:07 PM opmindqrime Same in California.

I saw a Trump Pence bumper sticker yesterday.  Not common around here.

7/4/2019 1:36:50 PM jfrankmusic 223 > 322

7/4/2019 1:37:29 PM jackklemeyer I pray whatever evil is afoot that it’s thwarted and justice is brought swiftly. #ProudAmerican

7/4/2019 1:37:50 PM untietounite Is George W. ‘ailing’?

7/4/2019 1:38:10 PM zaraawakened "Flanking an enemy means attacking from one or more sides, at an angle to the enemy's direction of engagement."

MJ12 told us to do our part. Pretty sure we're supposed to go on the attack. And not worry about the flak.

7/4/2019 1:38:32 PM zaraawakened  https://twitter.com/ZaraAwakened/status/1146865287343616000?s=19 …

7/4/2019 1:39:51 PM speaakn Looks like a threat right there! pic.twitter.com/vHQ8zbu3co

7/4/2019 1:40:57 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsesalEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 1:41:58 PM therealbigneum Sure they were lol

7/4/2019 1:42:02 PM mongrelglory In all Western democracies!  I do not think Trudeau got in on solid electoral votes. 🤨

7/4/2019 1:46:24 PM choosenone10 Was thinking about that after the Jeb bush tweet..

7/4/2019 2:05:13 PM mgodfrey99 Are they still dirty?

7/4/2019 2:06:30 PM vintagesquirrel  https://twitter.com/USGS/status/1146885873163821082?s=19 …

7/4/2019 2:15:52 PM fionasdestiny67 WE HAVE IT ALL

Q pic.twitter.com/7lNVwWTKb3

7/4/2019 2:24:13 PM zadok358 Trying to throw his mood off before his speech

Coward would throw a milk shake of cement if he could get away with it

He must be drinking the kid drug again

7/4/2019 2:31:44 PM hitbyawormhole Was this a call two days ago to awaken sleepers? The urgency of it all seems out of place... 

https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1146050168229441538?s=20 …

7/4/2019 2:32:43 PM kathleen3693693 Pence is very, VERY dirty and is #DeepState. I doubt he'll be around for the 2020 election. He just might get the no-name treatment along with his 

comrades.

7/4/2019 2:37:03 PM reelect20 👇Check This OUT👇Retw.🔄 https://teespring.com/trump-2020-the-sequel-signed-b …

7/4/2019 2:42:36 PM realityloominng Will we see finally see fire and fury / sky event?

7/4/2019 2:49:05 PM circuitriderz God bless America!  Land that I love.  Stand beside her and guide her like a light shining down from above.  To the mountains, to the prairies, to the 

oceans white with foam.  God bless America, my home sweet sweet home!

7/4/2019 2:50:29 PM imperialace1985 What a horrible oligarch Jeb Bush is...

7/4/2019 3:03:08 PM monroevegas Actually saw in Dec 2009.

7/4/2019 3:05:33 PM killrbunny #SheepNoMore

7/4/2019 3:06:20 PM kikaltz Must be why POTUS delayed his speech tonight  (Fox just reported this)

7/4/2019 3:07:52 PM allahuniversal "Dark > LIGHT" ~ MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/TheSepiaGoddess/status/1111954660607385601?s=19 …

7/4/2019 3:09:40 PM flowersoul Thanks for that.

7/4/2019 3:13:32 PM oohcharlie__ Soros dropped $18 billion to get rid of Trump.

7/4/2019 3:17:31 PM 45harisonharold 3 from the previous administration https://twitter.com/JebBush/status/1146751095756197888?s=19 …



7/4/2019 3:21:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/EricTrump/status/1146813674457370624?s=19 …

7/4/2019 3:30:31 PM renee86743676 Jeb is disgusting

7/4/2019 3:44:52 PM decodematrix This Majestic land! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 3:47:02 PM doc1415 If its credible the people must be informed. An informed public is necessary for our freedom. Screw secrets and those that keep them. The truth must 

come out. Yesterday

7/4/2019 4:01:26 PM giediknight “This Majestic Nation” -DJT 7/4/19 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 4:02:40 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/zk4L91Dfr4

7/4/2019 4:10:02 PM jswdh1 Jeb is playing a dangerous game!

7/4/2019 4:10:30 PM jswdh1 Jeb needs to go fish.....🤣😅🤣😅🤣😅

7/4/2019 4:11:26 PM shopgrl07 Now!!

7/4/2019 4:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic pic.twitter.com/eIw77XX0P5

7/4/2019 4:16:19 PM sparkleloung Old tech... Very old

7/4/2019 4:16:19 PM fionasdestiny67 Saweet disclosures incoming

7/4/2019 4:16:20 PM aprilbrown99 Gorgeous!

7/4/2019 4:16:27 PM scottgasaway Indeed

7/4/2019 4:16:29 PM 1centralcaligal Beautiful sight! Where was this taken?

7/4/2019 4:16:36 PM sailingawakened Wonder what the Space Force is going to bring?

7/4/2019 4:16:51 PM fionasdestiny67 Very Majestic

7/4/2019 4:19:28 PM angryvoter2016 Over DC

7/4/2019 4:19:34 PM himmelberg_rob #MAGA2020 #TrumpParade

7/4/2019 4:19:36 PM joni_apple_seed Probably D C. They’re doing fly overs.

7/4/2019 4:20:01 PM drwb_uk Will we see a tr3b do you think

7/4/2019 4:20:16 PM edwardgouin Was half expecting them to disappear.  I guess it's just not the right moment.

7/4/2019 4:20:24 PM duriavigrobert With one of these tied to his feet ⤵️

7/4/2019 4:20:31 PM grabsanon We gonna see something....maybe newer? Lol

7/4/2019 4:20:56 PM kimmeykim1 Thank you🙏🏻 Thank you ❤️ Thank you 🙏🏻

7/4/2019 4:21:14 PM sailingawakened ...and please let it pick up those tanks and "blip" away...

7/4/2019 4:21:32 PM bubba_dave1 Waiting on the, ah u know wink wink the tr-3b to fly over. Nust saying!!

7/4/2019 4:21:32 PM aprilbrown99 Right now during the July 4th celebration in DC.

7/4/2019 4:21:51 PM duriavigrobert There’s an old Italian saying: “ANYONE IN A CARD GAME CAN BE DEALT WITH.”🤔

7/4/2019 4:22:47 PM ragevirusqq Stealth bombers or stealth fighters?

7/4/2019 4:22:54 PM darlene20503600 PRAISE the LIVING GOD!

7/4/2019 4:23:27 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/frvA5a2TCz

7/4/2019 4:24:24 PM alaraofsirius The B2 is an incredible craft regardless, but come on with the tr3bs already. #SpaceForce

7/4/2019 4:25:08 PM michell75717325 #ThankYou #GodBlessPresidentTrump #BestPresidentEver #ThankYou #Happy4thOfJulyMrPresident #GodBlessOurMilitary #GodBlessOurVeterans 

#WeOweThemEverything #UnitedNotDivided #OneNationUnderGod #WWG1WGA #PatriotsUnited #WokeAmerica #WalkAwayFromNike

7/4/2019 4:25:10 PM v_rags Yes!! pic.twitter.com/oYYLxDfOuf

7/4/2019 4:25:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will be making an appearance this evening during the fireworks.

Eyes on the skies.

38.889295 -77.050194

We will not be announcing our arrival.

Still highly classified.

SPACE FORCE declassifies many new crafts.

7/4/2019 4:25:48 PM pwalt68 Can’t wait!!!

7/4/2019 4:25:50 PM 1centralcaligal I'm very ANXIOUS & EXCITED to see this, THANK YOU!!

7/4/2019 4:26:00 PM qnavyss WHAT?? REALLY?? Cool! Can't wait!

7/4/2019 4:26:12 PM trumps_all Will it be on video....????

7/4/2019 4:26:15 PM fionasdestiny67 I need help with the coordinate 

Please pinpoint, do not have the software

7/4/2019 4:26:39 PM turboxyde It's time to "pull the bandaid" off of our collective awareness in the most Majestic of ways...

7/4/2019 4:27:18 PM jennife42469481 Can anyone please tell me what the numbers represent?

7/4/2019 4:27:19 PM fionasdestiny67 Someone here, I mean, please look up and give me a peek at where it is please. Thank you🙏🎉🚀🎆🇺🇸

7/4/2019 4:27:20 PM richzen2 Only in DC?

7/4/2019 4:27:22 PM stormwatchgirl Okay you better make good on that promise!!

7/4/2019 4:27:23 PM luckyh301 Trumps Speech is an Epic way to start the process

7/4/2019 4:27:29 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/7yGtqFyPZc

7/4/2019 4:27:37 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you maj

7/4/2019 4:27:44 PM fionasdestiny67 Thank you

7/4/2019 4:27:44 PM vickihugg OMG!!! Goosebumps!!

7/4/2019 4:27:48 PM wahiggins3 It is the Lincoln Memorial

7/4/2019 4:27:57 PM vincemindfreak dont let me down ,ive had this dream for a long time long long time .

7/4/2019 4:28:04 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1146902283462041601?s=21 …

7/4/2019 4:28:15 PM sumgirl Yay

7/4/2019 4:28:23 PM cpace98 We will be watching

7/4/2019 4:28:36 PM jennife42469481 Never mind, coordinates! I should lurk mor.

7/4/2019 4:28:36 PM fionasdestiny67 Oh wow. Hopefully lots of vids of the Fireworks are done. So exciting 🎉🇺🇸🚀🎆

7/4/2019 4:28:53 PM deenharryeuw Lincoln memorial.

7/4/2019 4:28:58 PM fightforamerica YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/uj3tJHCW2t

7/4/2019 4:29:39 PM bubba_dave1 I'm sorry but I call bullshit! Just bringbit already! Sorry but not sorry to be so blunt! We the peiple are ready!!!! And another point we are they gonna 

risk being around fireworks! Come on we are all redpilled now!!! Bring it damn it!!!!!!!!!!

7/4/2019 4:29:42 PM jennife42469481 Thanks for sharing that.

7/4/2019 4:29:50 PM vincemindfreak  https://www.qwant.com/maps/place/osm:node:4583835353@The_76-mm_divisional_gun_M1942_ZiS-3#map=2.00/52.4100000/2.5200000 …

7/4/2019 4:29:51 PM girlawakeinca Oh I wish I could be there in person! History is happening! 🇺🇸 🙏❤️💫

7/4/2019 4:30:08 PM joni_apple_seed Kewl

7/4/2019 4:30:40 PM tguy400 This is your moment, don't break it.

7/4/2019 4:30:42 PM wnhensley Military unveiling before DS can create an alien panic?

7/4/2019 4:31:20 PM qanuck4truth How do we know its not Project Bluebeam...??

7/4/2019 4:31:33 PM state1union I was losing hope. I won’t deny it. Im sick and tired of no justice being seen publicly, to wake people up!  I’m damn sick of waiting since mine started 

with the Bushes and Clinton Foundation 1997 October 20th ask E.R Squibb & Sons L L C and their bitch Pfizer Pharmaceutical

7/4/2019 4:32:10 PM dhacker110 Well the latitude and longitude is in Washington D.C. someone better get some video

7/4/2019 4:32:18 PM ekt0120 Oh please. Please let it be so. That would be awesome!

7/4/2019 4:33:03 PM fish_lips_ Lol.. garbage



7/4/2019 4:34:21 PM sbeebe70 Exactly!!

7/4/2019 4:34:23 PM ragevirusqq Trust your feelings. What you want to see, make it so.

7/4/2019 4:34:51 PM jjquintana7 Let me guess: you're bringing JFK Jr with you.

7/4/2019 4:35:05 PM v_rags It’s right over the Lincoln Memorial pic.twitter.com/UARyNcUEng

7/4/2019 4:36:07 PM jswdh1 I had a feeling when potus mentioned space force! Be safe!

7/4/2019 4:37:05 PM mark65mc  pic.twitter.com/Ihte4TjMGP

7/4/2019 4:37:40 PM whodamanp Very patriotic but sadly no mention of Q or any surprises

7/4/2019 4:37:44 PM jswdh1 @JSonet1

7/4/2019 4:37:50 PM jaynenotjanie What are we NOT seeing?

7/4/2019 4:38:02 PM chooselove108 Eyes on the Skies!  Thank you!!

7/4/2019 4:38:07 PM qplvsvltra WWG1WGA! #Q #QANON #THEPLAN

7/4/2019 4:39:19 PM bignick19841 3

7/4/2019 4:39:39 PM dark2light2019 Ill be watching

7/4/2019 4:39:51 PM richardhiatt16 The TR-3Bs ..... Excellent! 🙄🛸🇺🇸

7/4/2019 4:39:57 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/bZf44OsiHJ

7/4/2019 4:40:03 PM girlawakeinca POTUS drew a Q as the Blue Angels flew over.

7/4/2019 4:40:25 PM clarkd958 Wish i could be there. Happy 4th of July hope you all have a great time.

7/4/2019 4:41:01 PM krittersadler Massive air Q at the Blue Angels... and he was standing next to Q for part of it.

7/4/2019 4:42:13 PM dodiehorvath God bless you for your service to our great country!!!!!🎇🇺🇸❤️🎇

7/4/2019 4:42:27 PM kimberl79670658 I caught that too ❤️

7/4/2019 4:42:41 PM qanuck4truth Only if it lands on the lawn and Elvis, MJ, and JFKjr walk out....then maybe.. 😂😂😂

7/4/2019 4:42:48 PM jrocktigers They are not hiding them very well in Florida....

7/4/2019 4:42:48 PM lorieve My Dad would have loved this! Some of my best memories with him were flying our little Cessna around Mt Hood on a lazy summer day. Dad, America 

is going to be alright, we will make you proud.

7/4/2019 4:43:10 PM dark2light2019 Woman on cnn struggling to try to talk diwn trumps amazingly patriotic speech- pathetic

7/4/2019 4:43:35 PM the_ghost_op  pic.twitter.com/TZcHYs77AG

7/4/2019 4:44:20 PM the_ghost_op Yes

7/4/2019 4:44:21 PM vickihugg Several posts seem to point to Lincoln Memorial

7/4/2019 4:44:30 PM rawphonegirl Love seeing all of our military branches honored and LOVE all of our kewl machines but I was waiting for Space Force!! Yes,  I'm a child rn. ☺🇺🇸🚀💯 

pic.twitter.com/XOnxMiJNJ1

7/4/2019 4:44:51 PM girlawakeinca And the “Majestic” reference? Oh that was fabulous!

7/4/2019 4:45:01 PM psmith19701 Yes it the lincoln memorial

7/4/2019 4:45:10 PM ncbgirl I saw that too

7/4/2019 4:45:21 PM sunspot406 Wow

7/4/2019 4:45:22 PM jordan_sather_ LARPing is fun

7/4/2019 4:46:08 PM whodamanp Apparently I missed all sorts of hints then lol. Maybe just expected something more obvious with all the build up

7/4/2019 4:46:09 PM richardhiatt16 Well, get some film man...  🤓🛸

7/4/2019 4:46:31 PM drwb_uk Those coordinates are for San rafael springs

7/4/2019 4:47:09 PM dark2light2019 Can’t believe MSNBC is replaying dem debate where everyone calls for illegals to have free healthcare during “salute to America” -pathetic!

7/4/2019 4:47:13 PM jrocktigers 👀Have tried ,   phone turns off .  Will invest in an old fashioned camcorder.

7/4/2019 4:47:46 PM mscronkat  pic.twitter.com/AJtfdDcFHr

7/4/2019 4:48:18 PM rev0lutn “ we will not be announcing our arrival ” 

Publicly tweets coordinates announcing where and when they will be appearing......

7/4/2019 4:48:20 PM aprilbrown99 I hope it is caught on camera for the world to see. 👍👍👍

7/4/2019 4:48:40 PM crypto_boa How do we know this? Facts ?? Everyone keeps spouting off this happened or that happened but never proof...

7/4/2019 4:48:43 PM kristlynwind AWESOME! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/1GGgwXiHTI

7/4/2019 4:49:13 PM 313looper #SaluteToAmerica 🎉🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💖🎉 pic.twitter.com/c7SJIvJvMH

7/4/2019 4:49:21 PM peppermintpatr1 LOL!  Thanks for the laugh!

7/4/2019 4:49:46 PM lichy93 Jordan knows all about LARPing!

7/4/2019 4:49:55 PM yigsstarhouse The Coordinates over Lincoln Memorial pic.twitter.com/hnwv2nWsTy

7/4/2019 4:50:06 PM ta_tms519 I can not find any of the videos of the envelopes!

7/4/2019 4:50:26 PM kindeandtrue I've heard the rumors but haven't seen the proof.

7/4/2019 4:50:31 PM changovibes At least the TR 3B..... Show it please...

7/4/2019 4:51:14 PM girlawakeinca He said a lot, and his words are so meaningful. I’m sure we all will learn more as the reporters break it down. 🙏🇺🇸❤️

7/4/2019 4:52:37 PM jrocktigers  http://www.nuforc.org/webreports/ndxlFL.html …

7/4/2019 4:53:26 PM kimberl79670658 Agreed - he never disappoints 😊. Looking forward to the discussions. But right now, I have apple pies to get out of the oven!

7/4/2019 4:53:32 PM keith369me The airspace is a mess around DC for commercial travel...make it good!!!

7/4/2019 4:54:06 PM jrocktigers Not mine. . . . pic.twitter.com/2P5ygCvqZ4

7/4/2019 4:54:34 PM girlawakeinca Watch the skies tonight Keith. This is so exciting! 💫

7/4/2019 4:54:35 PM patotto8 Fear not!😊❤️🇺🇸💙

#BestPresidentEver45🇺🇸

7/4/2019 4:54:36 PM meltedcrayons19 The hashtag that was hijacked from that 27 yr old baseball player found dead. His jersey number was 45. So rip45 was the hashtag

7/4/2019 4:54:58 PM kathleen3693693 I'd rather see one hovering and then chasing Pelosi, Maxipad Waters, Schumer, Feinstein, Booker, Kamal-toe, and the other #DeepState dirtbags down 

the street and having those tanks in DC blocking their egress. Popcorn anyone?

7/4/2019 4:55:29 PM sandrac64016245 May Our LORD watch over and protect you !!

7/4/2019 4:55:31 PM 369369rv Hope there is videos I'm in OZ

7/4/2019 4:55:42 PM monroevegas I pasted into google maps... try it

7/4/2019 4:55:45 PM keith369me As of now I might catch the light show from above.

7/4/2019 4:55:59 PM spritualbattle Ah, thank you.

7/4/2019 4:56:19 PM monroevegas Wish i could be there.

7/4/2019 4:56:22 PM the_loveoflight Post a picture of you guys from up there? 🤷🏻♂️ a guy can try

7/4/2019 4:56:24 PM richardhiatt16 WOW 😮

7/4/2019 4:56:28 PM girlawakeinca Now that sounds Majestic. Take pics for all of us! 🇺🇸💫

7/4/2019 4:56:29 PM s_pboyd Good

7/4/2019 4:56:57 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏❤️🇺🇸

7/4/2019 4:57:07 PM therealhoov77 I think you're full of dog shit. Prove it.

7/4/2019 4:57:26 PM melbourne_3000 [They] are beyond desperate.

#3320 You attack those you fear the most.

Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing - Q 😎

7/4/2019 4:58:11 PM monroevegas Can you make there be 17 of them? That would be nice.

7/4/2019 4:58:52 PM richardhiatt16 Oh oh, check them for seams.. If the Craft have no “construction” seams the craft belong to P’nti @SandiaWisdom

7/4/2019 4:59:05 PM jooooody I don't like crowds glad there's vid

7/4/2019 4:59:54 PM amandpms I Believe.

7/4/2019 4:59:59 PM renee86743676 Let the unsealing begin



7/4/2019 5:00:29 PM factor9r Always up for a review on Independence Day :)

7/4/2019 5:00:31 PM charmanda9 🎶🇺🇸😎🇺🇸🎶

🔥👏👏👏🔥

7/4/2019 5:00:37 PM dcb_702 @ESnapitan

7/4/2019 5:00:50 PM richardhiatt16 👍 Damn electronic jammers .. Better get a crank camera 🎥

7/4/2019 5:01:00 PM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/1o6hQhxLV9

7/4/2019 5:01:12 PM deplorabldamsel Yes yes yes!! 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/xIvJhWdVcB

7/4/2019 5:01:13 PM jrocktigers Cant wait to fly the living craft that communicate telepathically !

7/4/2019 5:01:29 PM yigsstarhouse I know what you mean.  Okeechobee. 1 st pic natural, 2nd pic enhanced to bring out the lights a little better. I had no idea it was over my head. I was 

taking pics of the tree through the fog. Very HEAVY Fog mind you. It had to be pretty low. Wasnt in first 4 pics. Showed up 5th 

pic.twitter.com/xO5N11BOnp

7/4/2019 5:01:49 PM factor9r "never interfere with an enemy while he's in the process of destroying himself" Sun Tsu ......lol

7/4/2019 5:01:52 PM jrocktigers It literally turns off once I think I see something.

7/4/2019 5:02:10 PM richardhiatt16 Yeah, probably after OFC..... 🙃🛸

7/4/2019 5:02:27 PM jrocktigers Awesome.

7/4/2019 5:02:33 PM pgmemory "Their" tweets speak volumes. Gotta read between the lines. J e b B u s h looks like he might be part of the Guilty Party.

7/4/2019 5:02:33 PM trumpredpill  pic.twitter.com/7mAeBEY8L5

7/4/2019 5:02:47 PM alaraofsirius Can someone look up the digits and let me know. I can't get lord Google to help out

7/4/2019 5:03:12 PM richardhiatt16 Cool.....  🙄

7/4/2019 5:03:21 PM jrocktigers I feel that is one reason many of us are being led to clean ourselves up consciously.

7/4/2019 5:03:47 PM alaraofsirius Is it Lincoln Memorial coordinates?

7/4/2019 5:03:54 PM jooooody Wow, thanks!

7/4/2019 5:04:03 PM kimberl79670658 As my grandmother would have said - looks like I got a good do on the pies 😊. Let the festivities begin 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/cSVEyKhCbt

7/4/2019 5:04:21 PM matchnumbers67 Hey Yig 😊. I’m in Australia. Can you please tell me how many hours till fireworks?

7/4/2019 5:04:23 PM vintagesquirrel It was shown on Cspan. It will be replayed at 9:15 ET, so 6:15 for you.

7/4/2019 5:04:27 PM jonella_moore #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 5:05:17 PM leslieau7 Awesome to the max ?

7/4/2019 5:05:19 PM doxhunderson Do it!

7/4/2019 5:05:25 PM mommahood777 Yes it was

a day to remember

7/4/2019 5:05:40 PM jrocktigers  https://exonews.org/more-flying-triangles-photographed-near-orlando-florida/ …

7/4/2019 5:06:16 PM _chelseaproject Annoyance isn't proof of larp

7/4/2019 5:06:27 PM vintagesquirrel  https://www.c-span.org/video/?462091-1/president-trump-speaks-4th-july-celebration …

7/4/2019 5:06:50 PM andreafawkes Let's #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 5:06:56 PM jrocktigers  https://youtu.be/tt3NF8C7CuQ 

7/4/2019 5:07:35 PM calekst The major networks never show A Capitol Fourth - it's always on PBS.

7/4/2019 5:07:40 PM michelletheven7 Great call , drip drip drip

7/4/2019 5:07:44 PM catzimmerer The most beautiful aircraft I have ever seen 😍

7/4/2019 5:08:01 PM saibrasaibra Right around the fireworks in DC. Look up people who are there. I’ll be close. pic.twitter.com/D5KAnROEGG

7/4/2019 5:08:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The POWER of 3 6 and 9 is real.

 https://youtu.be/W7MFf-RUAQs 

7/4/2019 5:08:07 PM andreafawkes And NOWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!!

7/4/2019 5:08:17 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/1yk4suaruX

7/4/2019 5:09:09 PM richardhiatt16 Sounds about right.. Right-minded ...😊

7/4/2019 5:09:12 PM calekst Meant to add, and all of the celebrations leading up to it.

7/4/2019 5:09:21 PM pomeinnz cold place?

7/4/2019 5:09:27 PM duckmeat01 SBD on a Gamma Ray.... LOL

7/4/2019 5:09:27 PM sheryl_harvey Fireworks scheduled for 9:07 PM eastern

7/4/2019 5:09:30 PM 369naturallaw Trump started his speech exactly at 6:39 pm

7/4/2019 5:10:01 PM tomchiodo 243rd birthday for America. 

2+4+3

7/4/2019 5:10:15 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Do it! Galactics are overwatch and approve.

7/4/2019 5:10:20 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 love you all

7/4/2019 5:10:28 PM richardhiatt16 Ohhhh, anti-gravity equipped... 🤓

7/4/2019 5:10:29 PM sciblu27 Looks like latitude and longitude coordinates is that correct

7/4/2019 5:10:31 PM c_by_sw Does the @SecretService know?

Would hate to see you shot down......😯

7/4/2019 5:10:41 PM linnyt86 BS* unless u post a picture from the sky, Which I highly doubt u will do?😁 #larp

7/4/2019 5:10:57 PM carolba88945394 Stealth

7/4/2019 5:11:07 PM dcb_702 Well, I guess tonight is the defining moment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 5:11:30 PM mike99995 We better see something....

7/4/2019 5:11:50 PM state1union Thank Q

7/4/2019 5:12:42 PM lbf777 You mean a tiny blip in the sky where nobody can see it again?

7/4/2019 5:12:54 PM jooooody @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

check our his post about watch the skies during the lincoln mem fireworks display!

7/4/2019 5:13:17 PM v_rags Love is the answer!!🙏💜💜🙏

7/4/2019 5:13:34 PM v_rags 💜💜💜

7/4/2019 5:13:46 PM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏

7/4/2019 5:13:50 PM doxhunderson Exactly why they want that #border wide open. Plus the #Tucsoncitycounsel and #Pimacounty are as #corrupt as they come. #VoteThemOut

7/4/2019 5:14:03 PM courtneyspace17 Can I join you out there?

7/4/2019 5:14:16 PM anjilloflight_ Somewhere around #39 in this thread 🤷🏻♀️   Anywho! Check out the Triple 8’s in these coordinates by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!!!! #888 😳🤩 What will it 

mean? Is it connected to my 888 decodes? Time will tell! 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

#HappyFourthOfJuly2019 #4thofJuly

👉🏻 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1146922948248387585?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/foyte19asS

7/4/2019 5:14:21 PM qanuck4truth #WINNING 😂😂😂

7/4/2019 5:14:24 PM koryoline1 Very cool!



7/4/2019 5:14:29 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen 👍 pic.twitter.com/fnZEQqsdsu

7/4/2019 5:14:31 PM ozzietruther Wow

7/4/2019 5:14:58 PM sharidean996 Nicola Tesla knew this. 

Nicola Tesla was a, 'FlatEarther'. 💜

7/4/2019 5:15:15 PM mommahood777 Are you serious??!!

That's not gonna get them any points...

shut 'em all down!!

7/4/2019 5:15:18 PM cozymag_ agreed, people can check out a feature on the power of 3 6 and 9 in the first issue of @COZYMAG_  http://co-z.co.uk  pic.twitter.com/9SRqRAdeqb

7/4/2019 5:15:51 PM sugarpak1 Thanks

7/4/2019 5:15:53 PM girlawakeinca American Apple Pie! They look delish! Off to BBQ. Happy Independence Day to all! 🍎🇺🇸

7/4/2019 5:17:12 PM bruuceyyy I did a primary school report on the SR71-A Blackbird about 23 years ago now lol

7/4/2019 5:17:36 PM mommahood777 spectacular day...can't wait!!!!

Thank you!!!!

7/4/2019 5:17:38 PM lrn_to_read_rtl Lincoln Memorial?

7/4/2019 5:17:44 PM fl_sun_sprite That was AWESOME!!!

Will be watching the skies during fireworks... any hints???

7/4/2019 5:18:32 PM cledrordfishing What time do they start?

7/4/2019 5:18:52 PM dana_brasel Wish I was there.

7/4/2019 5:18:55 PM cledrordfishing Anyone have a link for livestream?

7/4/2019 5:20:19 PM dana_brasel Will this be televised?

7/4/2019 5:21:41 PM sharidean996 😲💯👊👊👊

7/4/2019 5:21:47 PM keith369me The power is real...Nicola Tesla

7/4/2019 5:22:49 PM kristlynwind I would give the Lincoln Memorial a YES! pic.twitter.com/8wP8DJD05u

7/4/2019 5:22:54 PM v_rags Loved that Video! 🙏💜💜🙏

7/4/2019 5:22:55 PM linnyt7 More please.

7/4/2019 5:23:02 PM matchnumbers67 How many hours until fireworks please?

7/4/2019 5:23:10 PM kristlynwind  pic.twitter.com/hFHT2T2u7P

7/4/2019 5:23:23 PM kristlynwind  pic.twitter.com/PYCIZHkCC8

7/4/2019 5:24:20 PM sugarpak1 I don't see anything like that.

7/4/2019 5:24:20 PM linnyt7 I felt this in my heart

7/4/2019 5:24:48 PM yigsstarhouse Nice! Lol was he trying to hide behind the tree?!!! Only a 100 miles north of my really and thats nothing in distance for one of those. Im about 15 miles 

from AVON park that has the two old bombing ranges. Ive heard some creepy first hand stories about them. Weird

7/4/2019 5:25:03 PM mstunknown 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/BOp2FKL5bW

7/4/2019 5:25:08 PM aprilbrown99 This made me cry but with a resonance unlike I have had before. Thank you. Love is magical, powerful, electric and plasmicly (sp) quantitative.

7/4/2019 5:25:11 PM metroman00 Oooh . This could be good

7/4/2019 5:25:29 PM big_simp reserach Dr Nikolai Kozyrevs FLOW OF TIME re "outer space" pic.twitter.com/O5ZGrDUIVQ

7/4/2019 5:25:35 PM readyletsgo27 What the hell are you talking about?

7/4/2019 5:25:39 PM yigsstarhouse 33 minutes

7/4/2019 5:25:59 PM metroman00 Weird those have always been my favorite numbers for no particular reason

7/4/2019 5:26:15 PM corinnebackman Ooooooooh a reverse engineered UFO perhaps??

7/4/2019 5:26:28 PM matchnumbers67 Many thanks 🙏

7/4/2019 5:26:39 PM stormwatchgirl It is! LOL I don't take anything too seriously. I just watch it all.

7/4/2019 5:27:08 PM tcscamardo 9 or 9:30

7/4/2019 5:27:09 PM metroman00 Ugh

7/4/2019 5:27:37 PM jrocktigers There have been many sightings of that type near you. Some fishermen in Tampa Bay had some credible stories regarding the base and those as well.

7/4/2019 5:28:13 PM ghostingby Interesting

7/4/2019 5:28:18 PM laurabusse The left may not like him

But at some point they'll settle down and get used to the idea

And not have as many tantrums

Anyway they're only hurting themselves...

7/4/2019 5:28:27 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, please MJ....is there more that you can share?

7/4/2019 5:29:01 PM tinaqpatriot45 Excellent video!

Thank you!

7/4/2019 5:29:16 PM _hide_n_seek 😂👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👉🏼 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/jJIxzVjxKp

7/4/2019 5:30:14 PM sharidean996 📡🔍👀 🕶🔎⏳ pic.twitter.com/cJzAb0RhHK

7/4/2019 5:30:30 PM aprilbrown99 So simple and yet so complex at the same time.

7/4/2019 5:31:08 PM richard07759712 Is

7/4/2019 5:31:39 PM roublisa This man,Gregg Braden is the man who posed a question to me..what if time is an illusion? ....that is what started me on this journey of discovery....I 

watched every youtube vid I could and that branched of into other questions I began to ask my self....I haven’t stopped since. 

pic.twitter.com/yQiehnxFvi

7/4/2019 5:32:10 PM grandma8txid MSM spreading fake news again.  Q never said he was alive & in fact said he was dead.

7/4/2019 5:32:22 PM richard07759712 Beautiful sight

7/4/2019 5:33:16 PM rafngeirdal Majestic 12 wrote about coordinates slightly to the South-East of Lincoln Memorial, I believe. Maybe just South of the Obelisk. Is that where the 

museums are, such as for space and the Smithsonian? @Kristi_Huebner

7/4/2019 5:33:23 PM hackster66 Lincoln Memorial.  Got it.

7/4/2019 5:33:38 PM v_rags Yes huge fan of Gregg Braden. He connects science and spirituality very gracefully here’s another you might like https://www.heartmath.org/ 

7/4/2019 5:33:49 PM coreyleavens @ABOwarrior eyes to the skies during the fireworks, let’s see if this is legitimate.

7/4/2019 5:33:54 PM monroevegas How would one volunteer for service in SpaceForce?

7/4/2019 5:34:17 PM jonesy4671 Well lets see if hes right instant vindication for majestic 12 account if it happens or instant devestation for them if doesnt happen

7/4/2019 5:34:24 PM alisvolatpropi2 Ill be looking up!!   Happy to see the weather held up against the odds!   Fly high my friends ❤️

7/4/2019 5:34:45 PM mgenitempo Eastern or central

7/4/2019 5:35:16 PM qinater No outside comms. #WalkAway #MAGA #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic 

@StormIsUponus @intheMatrixxx

7/4/2019 5:35:38 PM mgenitempo Is Johnny flying

7/4/2019 5:36:08 PM realchindsight 704

GoD

7/4/2019 5:36:12 PM thehouseoferin 👏👊

7/4/2019 5:36:25 PM bobtoptier Lets get it recorded then. Would be nice to see.

7/4/2019 5:36:41 PM davidsbrown6 This explains Aircraft One! Make jaws drop & America proud!

7/4/2019 5:37:03 PM bubblesburster Thanks for answering my question



7/4/2019 5:37:32 PM jswdh1 I see a Q!

7/4/2019 5:38:30 PM aprilbrown99 Love you sister! pic.twitter.com/CoFjxfcEtu

7/4/2019 5:38:45 PM jswdh1 Pick me up on your way there!

7/4/2019 5:38:48 PM clarkd958 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 both top corners of the picture?  pic.twitter.com/NRG8jyih1v

7/4/2019 5:38:52 PM karensc38678909 Yes, we are multidimensional star beings designed to co-create with source!!!!

7/4/2019 5:40:28 PM dark2light9 Tesla

7/4/2019 5:40:30 PM jswdh1 I thought of that too!

7/4/2019 5:41:10 PM jswdh1 2+4=6 +3 =9. There's 369...

7/4/2019 5:42:21 PM americanpetal Thank you for tweeting. Very, very moving. 💫♥🗯

7/4/2019 5:43:49 PM mommahood777 Today is majestic

My 9 yr old son (only child) spoke to his half brother (16) on the phone for the first time today

More to come.....this is the GREATEST day EVER!!!

7/4/2019 5:44:15 PM burgersandra Must watch.

7/4/2019 5:44:26 PM wink5811 RSBN on you tube rightsidebroadcadtingnetwork

7/4/2019 5:44:28 PM girlawakeinca I saw him speak once. Amazing. But this, gives me goosebumps. There are no coincidences❤️

7/4/2019 5:45:17 PM globalhawk6 Damn she fine

7/4/2019 5:46:34 PM mommahood777 yes, we (almost) drip with emotion

you can feel it enter a room

thanks for the vid MJ!!

7/4/2019 5:47:13 PM alisvolatpropi2 Peace be with us all!!  RAHHH

7/4/2019 5:48:28 PM queenbe65474721 9:07 to 9:42 EST according to NPS

7/4/2019 5:48:31 PM mycaromc I’m in Florida too. I see craft but not TR3 from McDill. Still looking and hopeful for tonight.

7/4/2019 5:49:53 PM sdaughter_king Didn't the President, early in his speech, list off all the branches of the military, and then say, "and later, Space Force" ? And the crowd went wild

He didn't say when "later" was.

7/4/2019 5:50:18 PM jswdh1 Saw it on the live stream! It is magnificent!

7/4/2019 5:50:28 PM rebhat61 Cspan has all archived

7/4/2019 5:51:05 PM quebec99335648  pic.twitter.com/QCNkeixdqS

7/4/2019 5:51:36 PM flaboogie Love @GreggBraden

7/4/2019 5:51:57 PM orfaovictor So today we know if you are a larp or not!

7/4/2019 5:52:19 PM roublisa My favorite gif it is you⭐️⭐️⭐️

7/4/2019 5:52:47 PM blsdbe ThanQ MJ. This is perfect for tonight’s Focus. Bless you, and All Patriots on This Independence Day!!! #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

7/4/2019 5:53:03 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, can you give any insight into the “earthquake” today in California?  My distance was on the fringe but this was not an ordinary earthquake. Very 

different.

7/4/2019 5:53:49 PM allahuniversal @TheSepiaGoddess

7/4/2019 5:54:16 PM canadiancovfefe In this group it was posted that Jeb is in Gitmo and it’s his clone who is running about. I suppose clones are dangerous too. I don’t understand the 

whole cloning thing but hope to look into it later.

7/4/2019 5:54:35 PM mynardpamela Thank you

7/4/2019 5:55:05 PM scott_rick  https://www.whitehouse.gov/live/ 

7/4/2019 5:55:29 PM allahuniversal 5:5 #Majestic https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1146892219749752845?s=19 …

7/4/2019 5:56:04 PM duriavigrobert I don’t understand it either, I wear “AFTERSHAVE” instead🤔

7/4/2019 5:56:39 PM usss_211 Very much so!!!

7/4/2019 5:56:45 PM higherdensitees Words of wisdom!

7/4/2019 5:56:58 PM darrindudding Its a Northrop Grumman B-2 Spirit being flanked by 2  Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptors

7/4/2019 5:57:16 PM trevorrogue  pic.twitter.com/bJOrh6UxCC

7/4/2019 5:57:41 PM my2sonznme Please explain this and tell me why we shouldn’t worry, on either side of this discussion. pic.twitter.com/BXaOdo4jEY

7/4/2019 5:58:14 PM darrindudding Its a Lockheed F-117A Nighthawk stealth being flanked by 2 Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor fighters

7/4/2019 5:59:07 PM wallyayottejr Any other way to see the “show”? pic.twitter.com/HFLT1BUQH2

7/4/2019 5:59:43 PM drwb_uk No we never that was a b1

7/4/2019 6:00:22 PM rafngeirdal I watched that video

7/4/2019 6:00:49 PM camckinnon61  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLse1OVkUAE …

7/4/2019 6:00:53 PM glennfolse10 Don’t bet the farm on that!

7/4/2019 6:01:56 PM americandream09 The World is Changing!

Returning POWER to the People!

SEEN THIS Q-PATRIOT SITE?

The QAnon Hub

 http://Theqanonhub.weebly.com  

Collection of Q 

Patriot links, videos, 50+  QTubers!

#QAnon #POTUS #WWG1WGA

#theqanonhub #QArmy

#Trump2020

NEW to QANON? Worth your time! pic.twitter.com/0qn2YxRPv3
7/4/2019 6:03:09 PM rainbow_rose15 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                    2時間2時間前                     その他           We will be making an appearance this evening during the fireworks.

Eyes on the skies.

We will not be announcing our arrival.

Still highly classified.

7/4/2019 6:03:14 PM jswdh1 No Jeb is not the Bush that's in Gitmo....

7/4/2019 6:04:16 PM seekrt #MAGA Where can I see fireworks in D.C. online? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 6:04:16 PM rainbow_rose15 一部文章がきれてます。

7/4/2019 6:04:17 PM bluecle777 ありがとうございます❗️✨

見てみます❗️

7/4/2019 6:04:29 PM pixiesdorule It hasn't happened yet. 😁

7/4/2019 6:04:49 PM thegood_fight Well, announced the coordinates but not the time.

7/4/2019 6:04:51 PM lilbrojd 🤔🤔🤔

7/4/2019 6:05:31 PM rainbow_rose15 ステレス戦闘機だったら、先ほど映像でありましたね。

7/4/2019 6:05:49 PM vintagesquirrel Oh, I thought they were wanting to see POTUS' speech.



7/4/2019 6:06:30 PM blsdbe However, the Greatest Spectacle is Within. We are Powerful Creators creating Reality based on Our Beliefs. We have the Power to Heal, with the 

Language of Emotion. It happens in Our Hearts.

H/T @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/W7MFf-RUAQs 

7/4/2019 6:06:33 PM pixiesdorule I thought you were projecting yourself forward and already saw it. 😁♥😁

7/4/2019 6:07:00 PM roublisa There are no words I cried the whole way through.....by my self...that’s fine .....my family ran like I was trying to hand out nasty cough medicine or 

something lol.   Sad but we will get through this...just very thankful to have my cyber family💕💕💕

7/4/2019 6:08:56 PM disfellocated  https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1146922834993659904?s=21 …

7/4/2019 6:09:55 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/6J0Z18Vx7c

7/4/2019 6:10:01 PM christycarlisl7 what time

7/4/2019 6:10:37 PM autochik631 Jody where can I watch it.A capital 4th on one??ty

7/4/2019 6:11:21 PM rainbow_rose15 SPACE FORCE declassifies many new crafts.

7/4/2019 6:11:50 PM syrrah2 Ok I’m watching where are ya???

7/4/2019 6:12:54 PM bluecle777 アップさせて頂きました😍👍👍

7/4/2019 6:13:18 PM roublisa It is truth...we love the truth...is is a heart felt gift ...no?

7/4/2019 6:14:09 PM buybuyca This is just plain stupid‼️🇺🇸✊🏻🙃

7/4/2019 6:14:38 PM roublisa Do know why this seems to be a touchy subject.....I could feel others rufflin their feathers lol🤷♀️😝😝😝

7/4/2019 6:14:48 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/Yz8q8TunJt

7/4/2019 6:15:16 PM rainbow_rose15 色んなタイプの空軍機の開示！

7/4/2019 6:15:51 PM blsdbe #Majestic

7/4/2019 6:15:57 PM rolandblasini Majestic 12 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12   

We will be making an appearance this evening during the fireworks. Eyes on the skies. 38.889295 -77.050194 We will not be announcing our arrival. 

Still highly classified. SPACE FORCE declassifies many new crafts.

7/4/2019 6:17:12 PM rolandblasini Majestic 12 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12   

We will be making an appearance this evening during the fireworks. Eyes on the skies. 38.889295 -77.050194 We will not be announcing our arrival. 

Still highly classified. SPACE FORCE declassifies many new crafts.

7/4/2019 6:19:07 PM bluecle777 ステルスじゃないです。

開示されるとの情報、他でも見ました。

リツイートしますね✨

7/4/2019 6:19:44 PM v_rags Lisa are you watching the fireworks right now seeing any fly by?

7/4/2019 6:20:28 PM roublisa No bit I will check😱

7/4/2019 6:21:10 PM v_rags Ok cool

7/4/2019 6:21:28 PM sandy_k_18_r Has anyone seen anything? I havent...

7/4/2019 6:21:54 PM roublisa Where are they/

7/4/2019 6:21:56 PM laurael97614892 I think I saw Q fireworks.

7/4/2019 6:22:22 PM pixiesdorule ♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️

7/4/2019 6:22:46 PM watnewsnow Watching the fireworks... don’t see anything?

7/4/2019 6:23:25 PM ascendingadam Eagerly awaiting ‘The Appearance’      🇺🇸 🛸 🎇

#Fireworks #DC #LincolnMemorial #July4  #IndepenceDay @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1146922948248387585?s=21 …

7/4/2019 6:23:55 PM roublisa 🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/FWfDMybIEt

7/4/2019 6:24:33 PM mutant_corn Alex, what is a common firework for a 1000 please. Big dud

7/4/2019 6:24:49 PM v_rags I know not seeing anything

7/4/2019 6:25:13 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/Z9hlTiuTOH

7/4/2019 6:25:19 PM roublisa But the sirens.      What’s going on 🤔biggly

7/4/2019 6:25:31 PM 1centralcaligal My daughter lives in Ivanhoe, near Visalia; she said it rocked, and SHOOK her house violently.

7/4/2019 6:25:45 PM lbf777 Every time he says watch the skies, the next day we see an image of some triangle UFO or something that very few people witnessed.

7/4/2019 6:25:51 PM v_rags Sirens not hearing any sirens

7/4/2019 6:26:04 PM iawtp1 ...and that didn't age well...

7/4/2019 6:26:05 PM vintagesquirrel The fireworks in DC just ended. Did anyone spot anything unusual?

7/4/2019 6:26:09 PM jswdh1 Did i miss it?

7/4/2019 6:26:11 PM michaelchasea Well?

7/4/2019 6:26:20 PM edventuravs And nothing

7/4/2019 6:26:32 PM v_rags Where are you watching I’m using RSBN

7/4/2019 6:26:54 PM philipjwalsh @SecretService you saw what Jeb tweeted earlier, right?

7/4/2019 6:27:59 PM pixiesdorule Thought I did... but cannot truly say if it was what we were all looking for.

7/4/2019 6:28:06 PM woodworkeranon So.....?

7/4/2019 6:28:34 PM michaelchasea Anyone see anything? 🛸

7/4/2019 6:28:35 PM nmd_mari 3 on the right

4 on the left

Upper corners 😉

7/4/2019 6:30:07 PM leckieanne Just watched the stream saw nothing!

7/4/2019 6:30:57 PM mommahood777 Awesome display....very smokey...did I see something...I didn't??!!

7/4/2019 6:31:11 PM truthseekermed1 Give  more info  how do you know

7/4/2019 6:31:24 PM blubber9111 Oooh!...

7/4/2019 6:31:33 PM roublisa Taking on the phone with little bro

7/4/2019 6:32:02 PM v_rags Ok cool 👍

7/4/2019 6:32:28 PM zaraawakened Yeah, it was a bit too smokey to see anything 🎆

7/4/2019 6:32:53 PM leckieanne Utter BS just like NASA Lies

7/4/2019 6:32:53 PM wink5811 Watching the fireworks, maybe all that noise (biggest and best fireworks ever) was to cover up the sound of something else blowing up?

7/4/2019 6:32:54 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/vVGgjRx92U

7/4/2019 6:33:11 PM cledrordfishing Huge! Seen the giant Q firework

7/4/2019 6:33:12 PM 3rdeyeview55 I didn't see anything.

7/4/2019 6:33:32 PM randyfresh Oh wow. I remember seeing one of those at an air show. Thirty fucking years ago.

7/4/2019 6:33:39 PM michaelchasea I hope they realize this kinda discredits them from being anything but a rather informed/intelligent LARP... 😕

7/4/2019 6:33:43 PM freeandoriginal Yes indeed !

7/4/2019 6:34:15 PM cledrordfishing I think I see it... a triangle?

7/4/2019 6:35:09 PM seekrt Watched...but nothing...kid in me was hoping...sigh

7/4/2019 6:36:03 PM doppellschoon11 Yeah, there was a bunch of redneck trailer trash on the Mall.  Trump supporters, I guess.

7/4/2019 6:36:05 PM roublisa I felt it was the army segment ....there wasn’t a vehicle in between the helicopters...or was there🤔🤗🤗🤗seemed  like they were escorting a 

cloaked vehicle

7/4/2019 6:36:16 PM olimyracle Smokescreen ! pic.twitter.com/vhzudL2spH



7/4/2019 6:36:35 PM my2sonznme So smoky, what did I miss??

7/4/2019 6:36:37 PM michaelchasea Then again.... maybe I'm wrong pic.twitter.com/t6iQlASqw2

7/4/2019 6:37:01 PM endgame1976 Was just watching the zoomed out Washington post feed.  Bright object comes into view and literally changes direction and flies back out of view.  The 

turn radius looked too tight to be a helicopter.

Hmmmm

7/4/2019 6:37:07 PM v_rags 🤔 interesting!

7/4/2019 6:37:25 PM cincy_web Would love to know who, where, and when.  There were many obvious verbal threats, but nothing concrete.  It would be nice to expose those behind 

it, so the public can see how evil they are.

7/4/2019 6:37:30 PM roublisa Kind of stuck out to me

7/4/2019 6:37:43 PM justmekimhere I think i got it...middle just to the right blk dot ? saw fly across the memorial pic.twitter.com/3hu0x69zCk

7/4/2019 6:39:07 PM abbeyblackswan1 So this is a fake account then that does not deliver? sigh so we should stop following you?

7/4/2019 6:39:09 PM v_rags I was think a cloaked one was above him suing his speech

7/4/2019 6:41:23 PM nanablue37 Hope someone got this on video.

7/4/2019 6:42:37 PM my2sonznme So what happened today? What was the big surprise? Did John show up? UFO’s? Please share what happened for those that missed it all.

7/4/2019 6:43:30 PM roublisa When POTUS said   🌌ᔕᑭᗩᑕᗴ  ᖴOᖇᑕᗴ 🌌 the roar of the crowd...was amazing .....like pic.twitter.com/5nEB7c3av5

7/4/2019 6:44:54 PM justice_rebel amazing black bird!

7/4/2019 6:45:02 PM ladyroymustang Actually, it’s history. John Adams and Thomas Jefferson died within hours of each other on July 4th 1826. James Monroe died July 4th 1831. So please 

calm down, folks, it’s history.

7/4/2019 6:46:35 PM v_rags No none just a sense. Mostly likely wrong though. I was really excited watching the speech

7/4/2019 6:48:15 PM frances719  https://twitter.com/clarkd958/status/1146940140394356742?s=21 …

7/4/2019 6:48:15 PM candtalan I watched, but ...?

7/4/2019 6:48:33 PM qanuck4truth Video... or it didn't happen...

7/4/2019 6:48:35 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/ag1UfTizUW

7/4/2019 6:48:43 PM love82janet Don't see anything. What am I looking for? Can you describe it better?

7/4/2019 6:48:57 PM justice_rebel yes the lights. are that ufo''s

7/4/2019 6:49:11 PM alnacho1 I watched the fireworks in DC, didnt notice anything unusual at all....just a good fireworks display.

7/4/2019 6:49:22 PM jerry_sypek Pence is a villain.  He is tied to child trafficking in his home state.  Pence was awarded a covered envelope at poppy Bush's funeral.  P. O. T. U. S. Is not 

stupid, the deep state people are.

7/4/2019 6:49:22 PM roublisa That was the other cue I thought ,...when he pointed up 👆👆👆

7/4/2019 6:50:05 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Yeah that was good, glad I watched it.

7/4/2019 6:50:30 PM v_rags 🤔 didn’t notice that. Have to watch again tomorrow

7/4/2019 6:51:25 PM roublisa POTUS pointedup with his right hand in between a fly over.

7/4/2019 6:51:38 PM leesyfrank @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

7/4/2019 6:51:44 PM sexylarrytate Big disappointment.

7/4/2019 6:52:13 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/oDWyFdGP7R

7/4/2019 6:52:42 PM charmcityanon Smoke ring front canon in front of display watch the trajectory

7/4/2019 6:53:07 PM rainbow_rose15 この場合は鳥かな～

7/4/2019 6:53:11 PM joey34955757 Shill??? Confirmed....

7/4/2019 6:53:44 PM jonella_moore I sure didn’t see anything

7/4/2019 6:53:44 PM ragstorm Fireworks are over.

Guess you guys didn't get out there in time..

7/4/2019 6:53:48 PM canam73 😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁

7/4/2019 6:54:08 PM sabbett_ I am so tired of trying to red pill folks, only to have nothing happen and look like an idiot, again.....

7/4/2019 6:55:22 PM charmcityanon Time stamp... >.>

7/4/2019 6:56:06 PM jlee9857 My FAVORITE of ALL TIME!

Let's go #STEALTH pic.twitter.com/Uz53epCQAy

7/4/2019 6:56:36 PM danielaqcrew I saw that also, different feed and looked like two of them. I was watching a live cam from some station in Phoenix on you tube

7/4/2019 6:57:08 PM roublisa I’m not a pilot but those numbers in Tyler tweet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  are 👇👇👇😉 so directly above potus I would wager a bet on 👊  

pic.twitter.com/HwoRIzbwmL

7/4/2019 6:57:37 PM mkheart4 Awesome! About time isn't it.  Thank you Q!

7/4/2019 6:57:56 PM rainbow_rose15 こんな感じだと思います。 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdHXK-4BBdM …

7/4/2019 6:58:56 PM ihatematt Honestly I saw nothing but smoke and fireworks. Did I miss something?

7/4/2019 6:58:56 PM awakeandsing123 Looking for you... pic.twitter.com/iyaRIzvfZg

7/4/2019 6:59:22 PM tomchiodo Lincoln memorial I believe.

7/4/2019 6:59:53 PM awagner61307403 Happening, Opinion ??@_Luke_Slytalker @Cordicon @Incarnated_ET @kbq225

7/4/2019 7:00:02 PM loricross00 I saw 3 of those black dots .... they looked like birds falling.  ???

7/4/2019 7:00:47 PM kaamoskrista On left side too! :D

7/4/2019 7:00:52 PM speaakn That was so awesome. I had no idea that stealth was that large - it’s huge!

7/4/2019 7:01:13 PM handleretired Cloaked in the clouds.

7/4/2019 7:03:01 PM mc_cloven @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 whats with the moon tonight? 2 slivers?

7/4/2019 7:04:18 PM daveo6145 That’s the only thing I noticed as well 🤔

7/4/2019 7:04:34 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph WoW

7/4/2019 7:05:06 PM roublisa This is fun👇👇👇am I close pic.twitter.com/3HW52aa7ST

7/4/2019 7:05:51 PM blubber9111 OMG that's weird...somehow I got unfollowed from you, and I didn't know it...I just came back to check ur tweet and it showed I'm not following 

u...but I just refollowed..weird...

7/4/2019 7:05:57 PM pixiesdorule Interesting!

7/4/2019 7:05:58 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/LgPXxup1KL

7/4/2019 7:06:04 PM aprilbrown99 I hope all is ok. 🙏🙏🙏

7/4/2019 7:06:06 PM nypoljunkie What is your Intel? If you can’t share it, it’s VERY irresponsible to even make that claim in today’s environment. There are DAILY threats on POTUS. You 

claiming a “credible” one has been stopped is asinine.

7/4/2019 7:06:37 PM vintagesquirrel And that photo was posted by POTUS.

7/4/2019 7:06:58 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/SL8VbLCiky

7/4/2019 7:07:05 PM starseedatx JUST LAND ALREADY!!

7/4/2019 7:07:24 PM starseedatx 1111 likes

7/4/2019 7:07:25 PM girlawakeinca This is what we saw. 5 dark erratic moving objects. Starting at 21:00 minutes to 21:36 minute marker. pic.twitter.com/2my8llxcpK

7/4/2019 7:07:48 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/ZJ8tIhvEY5

7/4/2019 7:07:54 PM laztar11 Many groups of three prayed for @45__Schedule @realDonaldTrump on the gulf coast for sure !♥🙏🕊

7/4/2019 7:07:58 PM roublisa *the tweet🙄

7/4/2019 7:08:10 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/uelaotz37d

7/4/2019 7:08:23 PM defy_gravity987 Unfortunately the feed we received out of DC was horrible, but the only thing we took notice were the spelling of both "GOD"  and "USA" in the 

fireworks.

7/4/2019 7:08:26 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/8MPxmm2GLQ

7/4/2019 7:08:56 PM patriotkeri Was it??????   Holy cow



7/4/2019 7:09:09 PM rainbow_rose15 距離感とか後、開示と言う意味だったら分かりにくいかな。

7/4/2019 7:09:12 PM ediehall787 America’s done with you partner! pic.twitter.com/dDuScLcX4B

7/4/2019 7:09:14 PM citrussplashy Thats weird you said that...I had a vision of a visit. Thought it would be a ufo or maybe God.

7/4/2019 7:09:22 PM v_rags Yes that’s hat I was thinking when I liked it up in google maps

7/4/2019 7:10:24 PM 1centralcaligal Oh she's okay, thank you for your concern! She grew up between Aromas & Hollister, literally on top of the worst part of San Andreas Fault; we don't 

get upset or even concerned unless things like a refrigerator falls! She did say her kitty was scared, say on her lap for hours!

7/4/2019 7:10:36 PM pixiesdorule It was?

7/4/2019 7:11:45 PM v_rags Wow! I’ll have to take a better look thanks!

7/4/2019 7:12:19 PM mrmurica1776 Full house 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/hWWNNZdflX

7/4/2019 7:12:19 PM funkthenorm So I’d JFK Jr. on A UFO?

7/4/2019 7:12:27 PM inkblotistan Bring on the space force

7/4/2019 7:12:29 PM majcm83 Is there still supposed to be an event? I thought it would be when Trump spoke. I haven’t said anything about Mount Rushmore yet. Please tell me 

you’re expecting something else and have inside knowledge. Today was probably the last day I can be let down again 😢

7/4/2019 7:12:45 PM girlawakeinca @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, was Radar navigating the last one? He’s lucky he didn’t get a speeding ticket 😉

7/4/2019 7:12:59 PM allahuniversal That's what I said

7/4/2019 7:13:41 PM vintagesquirrel Not once, but TWICE! He retweeted it not long after. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1146938775689412608?s=19 …

7/4/2019 7:13:43 PM w59_tammy Pics please.

7/4/2019 7:14:40 PM majcm83 So what happened at the Lincoln Memorial? If it wasn’t obvious then why do it? How are we supposed to wake up everybody else, and when?I thought 

today was supposed to be THE Day for that.  Very very depressed. Don’t think I can get excited about anything “supposed”again

7/4/2019 7:15:39 PM girlawakeinca Love you like a sister Lisa ❤️. This video resonates w/me as I spent time after delivering my twins in the hospital ICU myself & they broke the rules & 

let my babies stay with me in Telemetry ICU as they were newborns. Brought tears & grateful memories. ❤️

7/4/2019 7:16:10 PM americanchilean WATCH THE SKIES! pic.twitter.com/WuCt9vys9E

7/4/2019 7:16:10 PM vintagesquirrel Look closely at this photo POTUS posted. Look at the top right and left. pic.twitter.com/ZG9EzPfDXO

7/4/2019 7:16:21 PM dbcoop14 Did you show up? Haven't found any video yet

7/4/2019 7:16:52 PM cliffautrey The average Joe, and even those higher in the political food chain, will never know just how many assassination plots have been foiled over the last 50 

years...

Thank you, Secret Service and friends!

7/4/2019 7:17:22 PM roublisa Love you too sweetie💗💗💗Beautiful...mama always knows best💗💗💗

7/4/2019 7:21:09 PM roublisa That’s supper cool...what ever that was

7/4/2019 7:22:47 PM whisperz777 here you go, this channel will also post the fireworks display.

SALUTE TO AMERICA 🔴 Trump EXPLOSIVE Speech at 4th of July Independence D...  https://youtu.be/wnGIYaDEkzU  via @YouTube

7/4/2019 7:22:48 PM jwind20 Bush didn't even try to hide it. They're desperate!

7/4/2019 7:24:36 PM justmekimhere I only saw blk dots too, but someone got a good shot pic.twitter.com/nLNbnzYece

7/4/2019 7:25:29 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Aside from the reversed engineered TR's, the living light ships of the Galactics are superbly impressive.

7/4/2019 7:26:03 PM aprilbrown99 Nice catch!

7/4/2019 7:26:58 PM jonesy4671 Of course 😐

7/4/2019 7:27:47 PM phxrising8 Today???

7/4/2019 7:27:55 PM pomeinnz triangle? pic.twitter.com/LrtiFy6EkF

7/4/2019 7:28:33 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/77Ju4BX8uh

7/4/2019 7:29:50 PM pomeinnz possible pic.twitter.com/A8DFrd9DpF

7/4/2019 7:30:28 PM sassypa57719882 He's a fake.

7/4/2019 7:30:30 PM n_amersolutions maybe booms go unnoticed...

7/4/2019 7:31:04 PM smiles_pink there are glowing orbs in several shots!

7/4/2019 7:31:30 PM gamerdave9 I would love to see this, pleeeeeeeease soupy!?

7/4/2019 7:32:01 PM erikaroot92101 I agree

7/4/2019 7:32:42 PM avionicsmanbn  pic.twitter.com/MyV5DlNjXP

7/4/2019 7:33:20 PM thematrixjs UFOs

7/4/2019 7:33:23 PM seanl68378966 In spanish

7/4/2019 7:33:53 PM girlawakeinca Good question.

7/4/2019 7:34:07 PM 369369rv Lock them up

7/4/2019 7:34:17 PM andersons_evan Surprise surprise. Nothing happened.

7/4/2019 7:34:22 PM producat_verum I don't see the "see it" but this is interesting. People are paying it in @Incarnated_ET post about the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  post claiming #SpaceForce  

would make an amended appearance today

7/4/2019 7:34:42 PM watnewsnow Was this it?  https://youtu.be/fBeBuVCwFpk?t=1969 … look to the left. Def a a UFO but was kind of expecting more. Maybe it was hidden behind the 

smog?

7/4/2019 7:34:48 PM pseeb ?

7/4/2019 7:34:56 PM corinnebackman Check out comment on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 7:35:03 PM charmcityanon It's a great way to make people who may be onto something in other aspects like idk...politics? Look crazy to other people huh ;) ?

7/4/2019 7:35:28 PM serrah775 POTUS tweet - check out upper L and R of pic....zoom in if you need to.  Nice! https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1146938775689412608 …

7/4/2019 7:35:50 PM corinnebackman Where is it telecast?  How will we get to see? 🇦🇺

7/4/2019 7:35:52 PM roublisa Thanks but seems I’ve attracted 🦗 s lol

7/4/2019 7:36:03 PM gamerdave9 Hmmmm, im all for Disclosure and such. But those looked pretty tiny to tr3bs. Especially the that fell in front of the building. Tr3bs are kinda big. They 

looked like birds. But, im being optimistic through this.

7/4/2019 7:36:33 PM roublisa But on the other hand 👇👇👇🤗🤗🤗that’s great news 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/afhTG5AjDi

7/4/2019 7:36:36 PM pixiesdorule Ok. I am sorry. I was referring to the lights in the sky in the other photos.

7/4/2019 7:38:10 PM vintagesquirrel Nit sure what you mean

7/4/2019 7:38:50 PM nettiejoi Yes, they said, watch the sky ! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1146969851073708032 …

7/4/2019 7:38:58 PM belindainaz What? Did something happen?

7/4/2019 7:39:33 PM mc_sabra I looked intently but I didn’t see you. #disappointed

7/4/2019 7:41:26 PM h_astorpr What's that?

7/4/2019 7:41:49 PM alnacho1 On google earth, these coordinates are on a golf course north and west of the Lincoln Memorial.

7/4/2019 7:42:14 PM aprilbrown99 They are probably out flying around. pic.twitter.com/IoUVwoLben

7/4/2019 7:42:19 PM tiforyearsnow I love it!

7/4/2019 7:42:46 PM mattersnot2 Thank you for seeing something so we could say something

7/4/2019 7:43:18 PM wink5811 I have seen more UFO’s? just looking over the ocean in S. Fl. or Trump has some unknown awesome air crafts. If I’m right, I want more, it’s the most 

hypnotic peaceful healing feeling pulled into by light, it’s awesome.

7/4/2019 7:43:43 PM pixiesdorule Scroll back to the RT you did from Kabamur.

7/4/2019 7:43:46 PM darrindudding Its a B-2, the angle looked like the Nighthawk



7/4/2019 7:44:39 PM fuzzymoshe Many people are saying Scott Baio was undercover for Deep State. (In the pocket of Crooked HRC.)

Baio (that louse!) was going to off our Dear Leader, Grand Imperial Wizard of the USA.

Forces loyal to our rightful Orange Overlord have neutralized the traitor’s threat.

Q->out

7/4/2019 7:44:40 PM pixiesdorule The two extra photos. Lights in the sky. They are saying they are lens flare reflections from the ground on his tweet...

7/4/2019 7:45:03 PM darrindudding The Raptor is in its 12th yr of service and will not be retired anytime soon

7/4/2019 7:45:33 PM wink5811 Blue Angels normal flight patterns, they do air shows in S. Fl. so much fun to watch

7/4/2019 7:46:31 PM vintagesquirrel That doesn't compute for me, but what do I know?

7/4/2019 7:46:33 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/1xrGEDlFVE

7/4/2019 7:47:14 PM star8400cpd The Bush crime family needs to be fully exposed and brought to justice... What was with that bizarre tweet by Jeb Bush today???????? 😡

7/4/2019 7:47:25 PM roublisa Cloudy here😕

7/4/2019 7:47:26 PM dani3lray Yup.. I was there.. But not a damn thing

7/4/2019 7:48:44 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing Major Carter at the controls in the cockpit. 😆

7/4/2019 7:51:18 PM wink5811 Why does HRC still tweet like she thinks she has control?

7/4/2019 7:52:05 PM canadiancovfefe ?

7/4/2019 7:52:34 PM headlinejuice Police those damn drones attacking targeted individuals.

7/4/2019 7:52:55 PM spyder00131 lat and long give coordinates to tomahawk trail houston texas

7/4/2019 7:53:02 PM dbcoop14 My bad I should have looked harder.  I see you in the upper left 4  upper right 3 pic.twitter.com/weLHaBOc9b

7/4/2019 7:53:36 PM forgedinfreedom  https://youtu.be/3DJK_kGlYR4 

7/4/2019 7:54:01 PM canadiancovfefe Oh ok. Thanks. I am starting to see things, I fear.

7/4/2019 7:55:08 PM redpillwormhole What is the time stamp for this ?

7/4/2019 7:55:54 PM angpiazza Notta zero zilch please just stop. 🙄

7/4/2019 7:56:08 PM girlawakeinca Here’s a link. I saw something at minute 21. Let me know what you may have seen. 😃 https://youtu.be/fBeBuVCwFpk 

7/4/2019 7:56:25 PM fastfreddie21  pic.twitter.com/O3BzYIeNHc

7/4/2019 7:56:28 PM philftothew What's Jeb got to do with it?

Got to do with it?

@JebBush you have anything else to say today?

7/4/2019 7:56:56 PM darcyandscout What city/state are you in that you’re seeing so many?  Awesome!

7/4/2019 7:57:57 PM kikaltz Here's another threat....this one from Israel pic.twitter.com/Tr3hIwTLRE

7/4/2019 7:58:04 PM infringethis Tesla.

7/4/2019 7:58:36 PM bengals2761 Moshe Swarth = TROLL

7/4/2019 7:59:39 PM amproper85 It's pretty damn amazing 😍

7/4/2019 7:59:48 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/iLhJ2doKog

7/4/2019 8:00:38 PM reelsuperhumans No TR-3B’s just an overwhelming amount of Trump supporters and a little show of air superiority.

7/4/2019 8:01:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Majestic 🛸 pic.twitter.com/TM58CuPYIv

7/4/2019 8:02:16 PM love82janet I see the glowing dots on left and right. Thanks for circling!

7/4/2019 8:02:36 PM 1centralcaligal Beautiful!

7/4/2019 8:02:47 PM aprilbrown99 Sssaaaawwweeeetttttt!

7/4/2019 8:02:47 PM cryptomeres Hello fellow IS-BEs.

7/4/2019 8:02:59 PM djlok Lookin’ Good!!!

7/4/2019 8:03:09 PM jswdh1 Magnificent!

7/4/2019 8:03:10 PM girlawakeinca Well hello Majestic 💫

7/4/2019 8:03:20 PM crackedactor183 What are we looking at? Arrived for Independence day?

7/4/2019 8:03:47 PM corinnebackman It’s been taken down! 😠

7/4/2019 8:03:57 PM richardhiatt16 Okay... Did anyone see them?          🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸.                                            🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄

7/4/2019 8:03:58 PM mr_bond00 I hate when my fidget spinner jumps in front of the camera lense

7/4/2019 8:04:10 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/z34DbSS2Pq

7/4/2019 8:04:17 PM tguy400 Lens flare from the lights. If you doubt me count them.

Also if such points where craft, there would be more than one photo with thousands of people with cameras. pic.twitter.com/yTvDl9ZCak

7/4/2019 8:04:17 PM mynardpamela ❤️

7/4/2019 8:04:20 PM v_rags Yesssssss!

7/4/2019 8:04:46 PM pixiesdorule Thank you.... The "lens flare from ground lights" debunk didn't work for me. 👍

7/4/2019 8:04:51 PM equipment79 Hello Majestic 💕 Anons are saying reflections from boom lights ... here is another pic , it looks like more lights on the left side 💕🇺🇸👊 

pic.twitter.com/6pFjpaxRAc

7/4/2019 8:04:53 PM the_fjalar They like Fireworks also.

7/4/2019 8:05:01 PM goran_antunovic Just SSP clowns

7/4/2019 8:05:12 PM allahuniversal #ShowTheWorldOurPower #DarkToLight

7/4/2019 8:05:17 PM n7guardiananon 👍😉 awesome movie  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flight_of_the_Navigator …

7/4/2019 8:05:30 PM dbcoop14 I knew that was you

7/4/2019 8:05:46 PM aprilbrown99 Kab is a 🤡

7/4/2019 8:05:47 PM galamoosh ????

7/4/2019 8:05:49 PM 0spfinsib Coincidence Jeb, like Bush/Hinckley ties & that Scott Hinckley, brother of John W. Hinckley Jr. who shot Reagan dined in Denver at the home of Neil 

Bush the day of the assassination attempt

7/4/2019 8:06:04 PM darcyandscout No possible way this is true

7/4/2019 8:06:09 PM corinnebackman Found the link on YouTube, thank you!

7/4/2019 8:06:45 PM carineth_d 🤓🤓🤓

7/4/2019 8:06:45 PM uncannie1 Vid ends at 1:07:35 😢

7/4/2019 8:06:58 PM veritastxgem Eh DC july 12 footage 1952 is more impressive I watched every broadcast I could find today saw nothing maybe timeframes help

7/4/2019 8:07:06 PM fuzzymoshe #FakeNews not reporting. No MSM coverage whatsoever....tweets being removed. Sources confirmed. Baio down. Angel beluga flipping underneath 

bigly, you know? There's no stopping me

I'm burnin' through the sky two hundred degrees that's why they call me mister fahrenheit.

7/4/2019 8:07:12 PM mr_bond00 So, majestic... credit to @stormypatriot21 pic.twitter.com/VH7Z4Gv1kT

7/4/2019 8:07:33 PM n7guardiananon Ours or theirs?

7/4/2019 8:07:49 PM sparkleloung Did you look closely at this photo??? pic.twitter.com/QYHk88X09p

7/4/2019 8:07:51 PM lcolon25  pic.twitter.com/5rrLrLxCVn

7/4/2019 8:08:18 PM rebornkingent @DJLOK up up and away!

7/4/2019 8:08:24 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062831674923409413?s=19 …

7/4/2019 8:08:25 PM huajatollachic 👊

7/4/2019 8:08:35 PM altered_boi Majestic, gold backed currency? When? GCR? Some of us have humanitarian projects to get to.



7/4/2019 8:09:01 PM cledrordfishing A close up would have been nice.

7/4/2019 8:09:02 PM cidarean I already got shit for posting those UFO's. People want definitive proof. Not lights in the sky. It's a tough sell at the least. But I'll share anyway. Just like 

the Law of one stated... "If one is illuminated ain't all illuminated?"

7/4/2019 8:09:03 PM rebel_yell_tex Saw you all on the top left too. pic.twitter.com/cxO4vto9FP

7/4/2019 8:09:17 PM scottiebisme Sorry but those could be taken from anywhere. No proof that they are in DC or from this evening.

7/4/2019 8:09:28 PM n_amersolutions @CensoredSammi

7/4/2019 8:09:46 PM equipment79 Yeah, I seen them .. I was seeing more in this photo.. like 5 or 6 on the left side ... I was just saying that anons are trying to debunk

7/4/2019 8:10:00 PM pixiesdorule If it was lens flare.... Why aren't the lights in the sky lined up precisely spaced as the spotlights on the ground are? To the left... there is space gap 

between the first and second lights, but not in the ground spotlights. There would be uniform likeness in the lens flare.

7/4/2019 8:10:13 PM melanieanders7 May i take a ride on one too?

7/4/2019 8:10:23 PM majcm83 I’m sorry I don’t see anything at the top right and left. Could you please just say exactly what it is?

7/4/2019 8:10:24 PM 2aforlif3 I believe this is who I think it is caught it on live stream at the start of the fireworks lights came on one at a time gotcha😉🎆 

pic.twitter.com/BSJcXrM5XD

7/4/2019 8:10:31 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/TrE9iJMgXs

7/4/2019 8:10:43 PM charliemeyertex  pic.twitter.com/Q0KlWHuEsF

7/4/2019 8:10:47 PM jluebs24  pic.twitter.com/Lbv3641Ivr

7/4/2019 8:11:00 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12..... You know you are just teasing us 🤣 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

7/4/2019 8:11:30 PM roublisa Nice👊👊👊

7/4/2019 8:11:59 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/7mNzFf3mm6

7/4/2019 8:13:11 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN..  That’s why we take along a Wild Weasel...  Want to disrupt their “Radar”... 🤣❤️🇺🇸

7/4/2019 8:13:21 PM melbourne_3000 I'm impressed 😊 pic.twitter.com/b4IVgrQKSJ

7/4/2019 8:13:24 PM tguy400 I am gonna have to say after looking at hundreds of different angles on Snapchat and live steams, that MJ12 was a no show.

It is okay to dream, but understand the difference between dreams and reality. pic.twitter.com/YKe8RpjIXc

7/4/2019 8:13:26 PM v_rags  https://twitter.com/blubber9111/status/1146965103734153217?s=21 ….  Check this one out!

7/4/2019 8:14:20 PM syrrah2 Aaah ok unless that was photoshopped. Well it’s fun to consider anyway

7/4/2019 8:14:37 PM girlawakeinca Was this you too? pic.twitter.com/JuYZ39mq79

7/4/2019 8:14:43 PM thekarachavis More on right... pic.twitter.com/0m031PiHZy

7/4/2019 8:15:31 PM djlok TBH I don't understand why you don't have more followers.  You, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , and @realDonaldTrump are the best accounts on @Twitter.

7/4/2019 8:15:34 PM wwg1wgatrump Love this. Thank you 🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️

7/4/2019 8:15:45 PM aprilbrown99 C lowns  I n  A ction

7/4/2019 8:15:57 PM jonesy4671 How do we know that pic is above Lincoln memorial though....no way to tell..

7/4/2019 8:16:03 PM fairyland66 🤔🧐🎭 https://abcnews.go.com/US/earthquake-preliminary-66-magnitude-rocks-southern-california/story?id=64135583 …

7/4/2019 8:16:21 PM equipment79 I can’t see your tweet Kara

7/4/2019 8:16:33 PM ashlightq 👋👋👋

7/4/2019 8:16:45 PM rebornkingent Real recognize real. They are speaking to the people who really care. Save the kids.

7/4/2019 8:17:19 PM starseedatx Balls of light.. Figures. No craft in sight

7/4/2019 8:17:32 PM rebel_yell_tex Sorry had posted the wrong file pic.twitter.com/ldCUISkaV5

7/4/2019 8:17:54 PM aprilbrown99 #LittleDebbie 👀 on you @JebBush

7/4/2019 8:18:01 PM thekarachavis Hmmm 

More on Right... pic.twitter.com/i0Hm1SSG7E

7/4/2019 8:18:39 PM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/uwdREwijWW

7/4/2019 8:19:20 PM syrrah2 Excellent!! Now I see why they weren’t visible at first. Very tiny and then all the smoke. Well very cool!! 👏👏👏

7/4/2019 8:19:23 PM ddangerous12 Zoom in top left and top right pic.twitter.com/GbPSJijSPz

7/4/2019 8:19:32 PM sumgirl Awesome 👏

7/4/2019 8:20:07 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE!!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/4/2019 8:20:52 PM charliemeyertex It's a camera lens reflection.  Watch this video. 

 https://twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904?s=19 …

7/4/2019 8:20:59 PM dark2light2019 Look in the top right corner of trumps tweet above

7/4/2019 8:21:11 PM ddangerous12 Zoom in top left and top right pic.twitter.com/UL9Ce8EbOC

7/4/2019 8:21:26 PM love4thegameak ClownsInAsshats

7/4/2019 8:21:41 PM jonesy4671 Ok ok i see

7/4/2019 8:21:55 PM dark2light2019 @5:28

7/4/2019 8:21:58 PM aprilbrown99 Yes that too. 😂😂😂

7/4/2019 8:22:33 PM realitycheck05 I wish Trump introduced the space force tonight and had the first real public show of our advanced tech. Soon

7/4/2019 8:25:04 PM tjforshage That's kind of what I thought it was the lights from below

7/4/2019 8:25:13 PM jess84109412 I’m a number 33, Christ conscious. Hardest path ever. 🌹🙏🏽

7/4/2019 8:25:35 PM syrrah2 Ok I stand corrected. The photos showing it are in the other tweet. Tiny and shielded by some of the smoke so it was hard to see during the show. Very 

cool.

7/4/2019 8:25:46 PM pixiesdorule It's not photo lens flare. If it was, the lights in the sky would align with the spot lights on the ground and they don't. Lens flare is a mirror reflection of 

an outside light source against a camera lens. The lights in the sky are spaced apart unlike the ground spots.

7/4/2019 8:25:49 PM x52sky The power of Q is fleeting rapidly

7/4/2019 8:26:54 PM pollyesther34 I wish I could have seen that...maybe one day

7/4/2019 8:27:17 PM fightforamerica If you only knew how much the first few minutes of this video explains why I was almost killed Dec. 31 2016.

Well, maybe you do.

7/4/2019 8:27:26 PM k9kris3298 Hope they hooked up Jeb and this piece of work! pic.twitter.com/RASoF5ex7w

7/4/2019 8:27:30 PM larryneelis @kabamur_taygeta has pictures. Magnificent!

7/4/2019 8:27:36 PM ladtacarms It was in DC so... I’m gonna say swamp gas.

7/4/2019 8:28:19 PM integratedwebuk Blalls of light......  This time last year...  In Scotland... Please ignore the audio as I'm having to hold the phone close  to steady the zoom...   Watch until 

the end... https://youtu.be/fdZ3wrOVZuc 

7/4/2019 8:28:20 PM okie71  pic.twitter.com/GbkYObfQ0v

7/4/2019 8:28:56 PM 777thunderlips Zoom in around the sun. There's a fleet of them ! pic.twitter.com/3qDHaD9Lr4

7/4/2019 8:29:10 PM vintagesquirrel That's what I think too, but I'm not a photographer. 😄

7/4/2019 8:29:44 PM roublisa Not everyone has  eyes ]3[ wide open to see or ears to hear 

                                          👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/y4kspdDNgQ



7/4/2019 8:30:04 PM raeanon Pssst...YOU WERE NEVER COOL OR UNCOOL 

How ‘bout a Slug 🐌👈

7/4/2019 8:30:31 PM melanieanders7 Love you sunshine

7/4/2019 8:30:42 PM decodematrix I see 7 maybe 8.

7/4/2019 8:30:44 PM kjoeberg @FerryGirl5 zoom in both upper corners.

7/4/2019 8:31:01 PM dark2light2019 Majestic tweet @ 5:25 trump pic with “lights” @ 5:28 welcome Majestic 🛸

7/4/2019 8:31:44 PM kathleen168 They were probably planning a hologram ufo.

7/4/2019 8:31:48 PM roublisa Love you 2💕💕💕 pic.twitter.com/iVmwd7URw2

7/4/2019 8:35:07 PM patriot_for_usa POTUS protection.  No biggie

7/4/2019 8:35:35 PM thekarachavis Did you see the second one?

7/4/2019 8:35:54 PM deb12233 Shout out tonight?

7/4/2019 8:36:07 PM kathleen168 So lame!

7/4/2019 8:36:47 PM starseedatx What a letdown.

7/4/2019 8:37:22 PM baggsmit The only reason CNN covered the events, they were ghouls waiting for that. Advance knowledge, for sure.

7/4/2019 8:37:51 PM jrocktigers 👀 Here we go !    @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JustinWalsh33/status/1146927457137823745 …

7/4/2019 8:38:32 PM equipment79 No sorry 😐

7/4/2019 8:38:33 PM richard07759712 Good to have you all with us.

7/4/2019 8:38:55 PM raeanon Moab 💣💥

7/4/2019 8:39:21 PM lrn_to_read_rtl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is that you?

7/4/2019 8:40:17 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/7fqCIavGNH

7/4/2019 8:41:27 PM numberonepal Some zoomage: pic.twitter.com/gGdVleyszJ

7/4/2019 8:41:46 PM lbf777 So much hype for the 4th of July. Many expected JFK Jr. Instead we get 3 blips in the sky.

Duped again. pic.twitter.com/htCRXYgBgc

7/4/2019 8:41:57 PM callsign_qtip So I’m guessing we had that flyby of Aircraft One?

7/4/2019 8:42:47 PM trevorkeyes Uhhhh where’d that coming from? Intel? Details??

7/4/2019 8:43:09 PM arionv This was on 8chan ...

An anon explains the phenomenon. pic.twitter.com/PeIKhmM6Jn

7/4/2019 8:43:21 PM raeanon Too late, friend. He was a villain long before he became VP. 👈DeepState

7/4/2019 8:43:27 PM qpatriotswin #Potus tweeted the same pic (without the circles) - definitely can see some orb shaped objects at top right and left corners. 

pic.twitter.com/NgIRV90o4b

7/4/2019 8:43:31 PM morrifive Space Force?

7/4/2019 8:44:19 PM raeanon Proof when he was Governor. Records don’t lie

7/4/2019 8:47:58 PM dbcoop14 It was before the fireworks

7/4/2019 8:49:39 PM capitalkid Best you could do?

I think most people are ready for some real disclosure ...

7/4/2019 8:52:13 PM rolandblasini Mientras MAMON de Ricky NO HACE NADA.. vean

The world’s tallest building in Dubai lit up in America flag on IndependeceDay,  #UAE 🇦🇪 @USAinUAE @UAEEmbassyUS pic.twitter.com/mZaHIOZYnw

7/4/2019 8:52:38 PM ragstorm @kbq225 look here..

7/4/2019 8:54:09 PM terilyn55158349 Turned up brightness. There they R!

7/4/2019 8:54:32 PM oldhick17800719  https://twitter.com/OldHick17800719/status/1146982340276686848?s=19 …

7/4/2019 8:54:43 PM hmmidontthinkso  pic.twitter.com/hkovdKBMam

7/4/2019 8:55:16 PM vintagesquirrel I'm not sure exactly what they are but there are several dots of light.

7/4/2019 8:58:34 PM armyvet91 Come get me 🤣🤣

7/4/2019 8:58:53 PM cynthiamorrow8 I saw 6 - heard there were 7 - awesome!!

7/4/2019 8:59:29 PM prayfighttrust God bless you, God bless our @POTUS 🙏

7/4/2019 8:59:30 PM cynthiamorrow8 I did

7/4/2019 8:59:34 PM aprilbrown99 We are NOT ignorant. #SlavesNoFuckingMore

7/4/2019 8:59:37 PM tiresumcash  https://twitter.com/numberonepal/status/1146982005726437376?s=09 …

7/4/2019 8:59:45 PM julia4wellness 🌟✨💫

7/4/2019 9:01:31 PM 7alon I accept the light reflection theory, but why are the lights in the 2nd/right picture not horizontally aligned like it's supposed origin on the ground?

7/4/2019 9:03:06 PM prayfighttrust @CraigRSawyer @JGilliam_SEAL @TrueEyeTheSpy @ROYALMRBADNEWS

7/4/2019 9:03:24 PM sciblu27 #QArmy #QAnon #MAGA #KAG #WWG1WGA. 

This is a cool video. Well worth watching. Especially for newbies but still very enjoyable. Plz watch. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thought you might like this.  

https://twitter.com/sciblu27/status/1145579496944410629 …

7/4/2019 9:03:53 PM ragstorm Won't be surprised if it's the same 'flock of birds' which were in the DMZ and for which they scrambled a squadron of fighters last week, when #potus 

was meeting Kim..

Then again, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did state, this afternoon, that they'd be out there tonight..

7/4/2019 9:05:24 PM juststarstuff If the intent was to reveal something here it didn’t work. This appears to not really be anything?

7/4/2019 9:05:29 PM jeffdearborn Jeeezus flipping christmas...it is cardboard from the fireworks shells. Idiots.

7/4/2019 9:10:29 PM soulonjourney11 He was probably an innocent victim just so they could use the hashtag.  Horrific

7/4/2019 9:11:23 PM bubblesburster Those are on left of camera....the others are on right.....your debunked

7/4/2019 9:13:03 PM girlawakeinca Could be. But take a look for yourself starting at 21 minutes. It’s much more clear on the link than what I posted. https://youtu.be/fBeBuVCwFpk 

7/4/2019 9:13:38 PM canadaprotrump Yikes on the chans its all debunked already. Unsubbed from an other larp it seems.

7/4/2019 9:15:22 PM q_whitelight_dg Praise God! ❤️🙏✝️🙏❤️

7/4/2019 9:20:30 PM monroevegas Nice. Happy Independance Day from Earth!

7/4/2019 9:22:18 PM dradeon ALICE?

7/4/2019 9:22:32 PM wink5811 You are so right it’s the positive feeling! I was with a friend he couldn’t see or feel it I was mesmerized, crave to have that feeling again, it’s like the best 

high known to human!

7/4/2019 9:23:08 PM newyorker66 Your an idiot. Ya had me going though.

7/4/2019 9:23:24 PM magapatriot5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 9:24:10 PM bendhyana Was it a coincidence or is the Cosmos sending a message to California on Independence day, a 6.4  earthQuake, get with your government, obey the 

laws of your nation, and  trust in God!

7/4/2019 9:24:12 PM nschlange I've lived in So. Calif. my whole life and lived through quite a few earthquakes. This one lasted really long but it made us feel woozy or dizzy. It was very 

odd, so something was up w/this one. Any info would be appreciated!

7/4/2019 9:25:46 PM fuzzymoshe You can’t handle the truth.

Viva la #Q!

7/4/2019 9:26:04 PM juspri_mn Halleluyah...



7/4/2019 9:27:14 PM pixiesdorule A reflection is 1:1 mirror. These lights do not line up with the ground spots reflected on the camera lens as flare. Have you looked closely at the spacing 

of the lights in the sky versus the supposed lens reflection created by the ground spots? The ground spots do not line up.

7/4/2019 9:27:45 PM cincy_web All my life I never saw a thing, then we moved to the country, and I have seen these multiple times..  I am convinced it is our military.  it is fun to watch.  

 :-)

7/4/2019 9:28:13 PM monroevegas I have heard that earth makes the best.

7/4/2019 9:30:00 PM trevorkeyes Whoah - is this always the case?

7/4/2019 9:30:26 PM pixiesdorule This post in no way harms the UFO Community. All information should be viewed logically and void of emotion. The presentation is informational. Each 

will make their own determination.

7/4/2019 9:30:35 PM monroevegas Teleporter?

7/4/2019 9:31:04 PM rubberbare no one will ever be able to get past the firmament

7/4/2019 9:31:12 PM corinnebackman Thank you Majestic! 🇦🇺🇺🇸

7/4/2019 9:31:56 PM numberonepal How about this? pic.twitter.com/SIK7cRvZD1

7/4/2019 9:32:08 PM dani_mb We saw it. Thank you 😊❤️

7/4/2019 9:32:53 PM starehope I totally agree with you April.

7/4/2019 9:33:32 PM tguy400 Lens Flares are not equal to a reflection.

Lens flares are upside down and backwards, based on the true center of the lens, which is exactly what we see here.

7/4/2019 9:33:49 PM igiant111 Try to view this part of what’s going on from a creative lens; otherwise you will be set for disappointment

7/4/2019 9:36:49 PM rubberbare JACKASS pic.twitter.com/LAosKrH4qy

7/4/2019 9:37:22 PM ghost_of_billy_ Top right!

7/4/2019 9:37:38 PM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/rtTySzVAcV

7/4/2019 9:38:07 PM willowood22 I keep watching. Haven't seen them yet.

7/4/2019 9:39:47 PM karmasun311 WHOA

7/4/2019 9:39:56 PM starehope It does seem difficult. But I see things as compartmentalized. Some only follow Q, some are Q and MJ12, others are just MAGA or KAG, or KAG and Q, 

while many others are asleep. Yet, others are in total denial - the rebels.

7/4/2019 9:40:05 PM unstoppablencp You know what would’ve really been awesome to have one of those things land on the Lincoln Memorial in front of everybody!!!

7/4/2019 9:41:17 PM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/r38AEW4Uqg

7/4/2019 9:41:27 PM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/UehxiiORpO

7/4/2019 9:41:49 PM angelwa80429965 Awesome 👏 always 🥰🙏👍💥❤️🌹😁

7/4/2019 9:43:55 PM 777thunderlips It's God's Army. Keeping an eye out for any trouble from Iran or the deep state. 

We are close to reaching level 2 of Humanity. We have failed many times in the past. Not this time!

7/4/2019 9:43:57 PM rebel_yell_tex LOL, I did not do anything to that picture. Just changed the lighting and effects. That is it. The 1st one I posted was the original.

7/4/2019 9:45:33 PM starehope I need glasses for reading. Is my soul in trouble? Do I need to work harder?

7/4/2019 9:45:49 PM girlawakeinca I could not have said it better! 👊🇺🇸🙏🌎

7/4/2019 9:45:50 PM tacticool_shed While I would love for it to be true. Those photos show what is called "lense flair" from the stage lights. pic.twitter.com/qDuiHhy5te

7/4/2019 9:47:37 PM prayfighttrust Unbelievable what this demonic people will do for fame & $$$

7/4/2019 9:48:30 PM norcalrealtor1 @Jordan_Sather_ please check out the pictures @realDonaldTrump tweeted there are 7 or 8 “UFOs” ???

7/4/2019 9:49:17 PM rebel_yell_tex Yes, that is what our thoughts are on this as well.

7/4/2019 9:49:38 PM kashurian @LizzJustLizz

7/4/2019 9:49:59 PM kashurian @LizzJustLizz pic.twitter.com/OycedC9ooJ

7/4/2019 9:50:42 PM kashurian @_Montana_Bound_

@LizzJustLizz

@Theresa49439710

7/4/2019 9:50:54 PM tacticool_shed This clip was taken in the same direction about the same time.   "orbs" not present because the stage lights are behind the person recording.   Sorry, 

got to do better.  I want to believe, but can't pull one over on someone with knowledge of photography. 

https://twitter.com/andweknow/status/1146990744751738880?s=09 …

7/4/2019 9:51:16 PM pixiesdorule You are negating the spatial distance between the lights in the sky and those on the ground. Yes, a lens flare is a reflection. We have much missing info 

here. What type of camera was used? Digital or SLR?

7/4/2019 9:51:27 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I felt the same way. I even felt out of my body when I woke up, several hours beforehand. I have lived in CA my whole life...lived thru many 

quakes. This one was very different, I agree.

7/4/2019 9:56:34 PM pixiesdorule Internal diffraction of light source on a digital camera sensor would not create the diffracted grating suggested in these photos, especially if a 

smartphone camera was used. In an SLR, the suggested light diffraction wouldn't show up through the lens view.

7/4/2019 9:57:11 PM tguy400 See  https://twitter.com/VirginThc/status/1147005289629011969 …

7/4/2019 9:57:17 PM shallknown Is that you above the parade?

Bright lights? pic.twitter.com/ZTueZFZ5yc

7/4/2019 9:58:07 PM pixiesdorule Without further info on what was used to take the photos, we reach a stopping point. I suggest it was a smartphone due to the quality.

7/4/2019 9:58:30 PM tguy400 Or source  https://twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/4/2019 10:00:15 PM apex_starseed Awesome

7/4/2019 10:00:18 PM hollylandes @schweebles

7/4/2019 10:01:11 PM galadri09060100 Look up!

7/4/2019 10:01:44 PM djmurphy5 Anyone pick this up?

7/4/2019 10:01:44 PM lizzjustlizz Exciting. !!!

7/4/2019 10:01:56 PM brown_eyedladyj That would be W

7/4/2019 10:02:13 PM hollylandes If anyone tries to say those were one of the flyovers today, none flew in that formation. I don't know what tbose are, but those were not part of the 

celebration flyovers

7/4/2019 10:02:33 PM amaroush3 🙄

7/4/2019 10:03:22 PM lightblade1111 This you? pic.twitter.com/nnom5DeZBT

7/4/2019 10:04:41 PM charmanda9 Wow. 🕯

7/4/2019 10:05:04 PM girlawakeinca Now these are some incredible photos!

7/4/2019 10:05:22 PM oldhick17800719 Yes

7/4/2019 10:06:09 PM angelwa80429965 Lots of smoke

7/4/2019 10:08:07 PM jonle86 Where's the triangular crafts?

7/4/2019 10:09:33 PM believe_coach And their wives. ‘Follow the wives.’ (Q) Arrest all of the Payseur family....oh sorry, I meant the Bush family.  One and the same.

7/4/2019 10:09:46 PM pixiesdorule Different photo angles. Left is from higher view angle. Right is near level. Left image was presented hours ago in discussion. Right, just minutes ago. 

Lights at Left do not diffract the lens. They aren't at the right angle. Lights at Right would create a haze diffraction. pic.twitter.com/gjmBe8KVtB

7/4/2019 10:10:24 PM justice_rebel awesome 😎..I guess.. I hope ..

7/4/2019 10:15:09 PM tguy400 Unless the brightness of the lights was not strong enough to create the haze?

Notice how on the right the image artifact always is on the opposing side of the center point of the image, this is what we see on the left image as well.

Thus the lines converge at a single point...

7/4/2019 10:16:51 PM tguy400 ...If the point of light in the sky were not image artifacts from lens flare, we could expect that the lines would not converge in a single point, but would 

cross each other at more or less random areas.



7/4/2019 10:17:33 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/1UKTuIEc43

7/4/2019 10:18:21 PM blissamerica ❤️🙏❤️

7/4/2019 10:18:45 PM fornodan July 17 .... what?

7/4/2019 10:18:48 PM scottiebisme Thanks. I stand corrected. 👍

7/4/2019 10:19:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 Jen playing w fire

7/4/2019 10:19:17 PM starehope @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @zagnett @DJLOK

7/4/2019 10:20:05 PM starehope But... but... but...

7/4/2019 10:20:06 PM mutant_corn was better 10 years ago on natgeos storm chasers pic.twitter.com/mb8grnMAO3

7/4/2019 10:20:35 PM redslegacy2 Think spatial relation - music is math.

7/4/2019 10:24:40 PM craftingqueen1 Sadly this is not surprising to me and fits everything we know so far. 

Evil goes places our minds can't fathom

7/4/2019 10:25:35 PM pixiesdorule 😊 I see haze.... on the right. Secondly, my thoughts are "How on Earth could he concentrate with those lights in his face?" 😂 I'm going to visit this 

again in a few hours after sleep. Thank you for discussing!

7/4/2019 10:26:29 PM luluspeers1 Now that's cute after Q warned us about a blackout. I thought we got off lightly Facebook banned Memes for 2 hours!  But we survived. Thank you for 

asking

7/4/2019 10:26:58 PM luluspeers1 Pence will burn for this

7/4/2019 10:27:10 PM atimetolove1 If there was any shred of doubt...this man is evil.

7/4/2019 10:28:54 PM luluspeers1 They're all guilty af! Hope they burn in hell. No mercy!  No deals!

7/4/2019 10:30:17 PM luluspeers1 Now that deserves 1mil loves!  Is twitter being well twitter?

7/4/2019 10:31:39 PM hal79816519 Absolutely amazingly awesome.

7/4/2019 10:31:40 PM blsdbe TR3B?

7/4/2019 10:31:59 PM linnyt86 Definition of Jack ass fraud = @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/4/2019 10:32:33 PM angiefletcher Ill believe it when I see it. Thank you for letting is know though. 👍🏽

7/4/2019 10:33:23 PM linnyt86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 proving once again that their a fake larp 😁👎  https://twitter.com/Rubberbare/status/1147001360862392321 …

7/4/2019 10:34:22 PM marysoldier Mine is the 12th.

7/4/2019 10:35:18 PM scottrussel9 I had an encounter with these about 12 years ago.. watched them circle a larger orb a few hundred ft from the ground for about 10 minutes..I knew I'd 

see them again

7/4/2019 10:37:28 PM 76eagle76 How many white, glowing specs?

7. pic.twitter.com/fCAiasxyfR

7/4/2019 10:37:49 PM karma4event201 White globes may be NSA security. There have been pics taken in other locations - no lights to reflecting

7/4/2019 10:38:26 PM roarquiet its photoshop filter. 🤦🏻♂️

7/4/2019 10:38:54 PM blsdbe 👀👀👀

7/4/2019 10:38:56 PM linnyt86 FRAUD! https://twitter.com/Tacticool_Shed/status/1147003632249950210?s=19 …

7/4/2019 10:40:11 PM roarquiet I think I found a stamp for this account. #Qanon debunked Maj 12 a joke and fraud. pic.twitter.com/II3j0JkEPA

7/4/2019 10:40:29 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I already knew that you were legit, but I just want to say thank you for the flyover today. :)

Sorry for the times I am a slow learner.

7/4/2019 10:41:35 PM diaptera_80 I understood that as being alive as a spirit, maybe I am mistaken

7/4/2019 10:41:40 PM roarquiet Its a twitter account FBI debunked Maj 12 decade ago as a fraud. Stop chasing airheaded fantasies and get in Gods word.

7/4/2019 10:42:16 PM twilightbunnyi Light glare from cans on the bottom.

7/4/2019 10:42:36 PM roarquiet No you're following Occultists. pic.twitter.com/OqQC5bnst4

7/4/2019 10:43:17 PM blsdbe TR3B?

7/4/2019 10:43:21 PM roarquiet They sow fraudulent bull crap for the gullible. Enjoy a plateful.

7/4/2019 10:44:45 PM roarquiet Quit following new age occult teachings. It really is silly. Ask Jordan Sather, he suggests bleach, but I suspect his 🤡 posse will be arrested soon. Follow 

at your own peril.

7/4/2019 10:45:28 PM roarquiet Buckets of disinfo. This is a fraudulent account designed to sow poison into the minds of the gullible.

7/4/2019 10:45:46 PM gr82bmaga Wow. He’s filled it up twice now. Let’s go for three.

7/4/2019 10:46:43 PM roarquiet Read up on Project Bluebeam. It's all a giant fraudulent scam created by occultists within the CIA in the 1950's.

7/4/2019 10:48:14 PM roarquiet If you're asleep and following this account, the only ones awakening must be daydreaming too. Come back to reality and research project blue beam

7/4/2019 10:48:23 PM needheadcoach Were those the Aircraft One?

7/4/2019 10:50:41 PM blubber9111 OMG...it's really happening.... amazing!!!

7/4/2019 10:50:57 PM roarquiet For God so loved the world... John 3:16 If you want an amazing 🤯 Get into Gods word.

7/4/2019 10:54:04 PM rubberbare lights below reflecting

7/4/2019 10:56:14 PM alinahere Do a Screenshot, THEN Zoom into the Upper Left where you'll see 4, and on the Upper Right you'll see 3. 😉👍

7/4/2019 10:57:26 PM alinahere ...& Left 😉👍 3 on the Right & 4 on the Left. 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

7/4/2019 10:57:49 PM mgtucsi THAT really IS Majestic!

7/4/2019 11:02:52 PM zagnett Thanks for the update! i haven't been able to pay much attention today. Literally picking up pieces around here after the earthquake.

7/4/2019 11:05:32 PM ambrossia1881 TR3B...

7/4/2019 11:07:10 PM leighgoodison That's truly a photo worth framing.

7/4/2019 11:08:22 PM nancy_notpelosi  pic.twitter.com/aBhg1jlgZO

7/4/2019 11:11:07 PM aprilbrown99 I hope you and your family are okay. I know you are pretty close to the epicenter.

7/4/2019 11:11:45 PM choosenone10 Was that 1 or multiple craft?

7/4/2019 11:11:50 PM zagnett Thanks so much! Yes, pretty close.

7/4/2019 11:15:09 PM krodzzz I haven’t had a chance to view the video link, but automatically when I see 3 6 9 I think Nikola Tesla.

7/4/2019 11:16:50 PM cpace98 The blue team most of left you because you’re the sleeping sheeple. Join the right team and be awakened

7/4/2019 11:18:03 PM kashurian You do when it's Jeb Bush stating AND I QUOTE..."three presidents died on july4, coincidence?"

These people are sick

They think we the people are dumb and asleep

7/4/2019 11:23:26 PM myladysolina Stromboli an island off Italy. They were having LIVE footage of this active volcano.  Managed to video tape some short segments, of what I believe to 

be UFO's pic.twitter.com/O8UU4OVv4e

7/4/2019 11:24:58 PM girlawakeinca Oh goodness. I hope everyone is ok? That was a big one. I can imagine the damage. Stay safe. Wish I was closer to help.

7/4/2019 11:25:21 PM myladysolina I filmed this with my cellphone will watching the LIVE Youtube footage.  This ufo flies so fast, it's hard to see it.  Had to slow down first with a Slow 

Motion APP to take this Screenshot.

7/4/2019 11:29:18 PM zagnett Thanks, appreciated! We're ok. Minor damage. i was in Loma Prieta too. That one felt way worse.

7/4/2019 11:31:21 PM disfellocated  https://twitter.com/oldhick17800719/status/1146982340276686848?s=21 …

Honestly thinking of raising my kids to join the Space Force.

7/4/2019 11:33:18 PM aprilbrown99 So glad everyone is okay!

7/4/2019 11:40:40 PM aetherwalker1 ..gunna Clown.

7/4/2019 11:41:13 PM oregondaydream I can't where I live.  However I did where my Trump2020 hat yesterday in an adjacent town and got 2 compliments  on it.  Both from men.  Had eye 

rolls  from some women,  but no bashing. In my town I would have been confronted for sure.  Can't have bumper stickers either, sadly



7/4/2019 11:49:46 PM angiefletcher This video is not long enough as Uncannie1 said. It ends much earlier. 

 I will see if I can find a longer one. If I do I will post it here for everyone.

7/4/2019 11:57:06 PM doc1415 I really wish that disclosure happens before I die of old age. pic.twitter.com/hlaVmje3nL

7/4/2019 11:57:50 PM corinnebackman No I didn’t but will look again.  I have seen several other pics though 👍

7/4/2019 11:57:53 PM fi_prasad What were you hoping for, Strippers and porn stars?

7/4/2019 11:59:35 PM igiant111 I agree and took it a little too

serious at first. got burned by the same coy little smiles and snarky tones. Thats why I set myself up with levels of what I now believe in: Conspiracy 

(Deepstate), Lunacy (Aliens are civilized and hate us), and Creativity (we are past Gods)

7/5/2019 12:00:33 AM ngtoo Locked in my mind...I distinctly saw these over the ocean at Dana Point CA last fall

7/5/2019 12:00:39 AM igiant111 I know I sound like a broken record but it makes it easier to accept some of these tweets. Like...this one. While allowing others to build ideas in my 

imagination or to simply humor it. Cheers with your own views on it.

7/5/2019 12:01:30 AM medicalsec77 Yep, spot on.

7/5/2019 12:04:43 AM fi_prasad Where was this taken

7/5/2019 12:06:02 AM chilon_sparta and H's key words "next to him"

7/5/2019 12:06:57 AM starseedatx I thought something out of Independence Day would do the trick.

7/5/2019 12:09:17 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/IsraelUSAforevr/status/1146973043035652096?s=19 …

7/5/2019 12:10:13 AM lukejaygreen 4 strange lights flying ahead pic.twitter.com/cThT8jGGIZ

7/5/2019 12:10:24 AM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/WTAaxDf52T

7/5/2019 12:12:44 AM changovibes  https://www.quora.com/What-if-America-had-never-become-independent-from-the-British-Empire …

7/5/2019 12:15:14 AM goodtimes125 No. That's debris from the fireworks.

7/5/2019 12:19:12 AM goodtimes125 I love that he addresses attention to the monument itself and thus the back of the photo!

7/5/2019 12:35:45 AM jay_jaska Satellite killer, eh? Wonder if it's served that function recently... 🤔

7/5/2019 12:36:05 AM crackedactor183 I am happy to hear they like fireworks, I would be even happier if you said they hate the Cabal!

7/5/2019 12:46:02 AM lewisoxley  pic.twitter.com/tN0OFce7wF

7/5/2019 12:46:04 AM o7ur4yjtbbjz8n0 馬鹿がトランプ氏率いるアメリカは最新の戦闘機を保持してると言うのに…くたびれた古いい戦闘機を馬鹿買いしてきます安倍ちょん

7/5/2019 12:46:21 AM lewisoxley  pic.twitter.com/08EprMwRVp

7/5/2019 12:58:14 AM syrrah2 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  The near future.

7/5/2019 1:00:02 AM syrrah2 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. The near future.

7/5/2019 1:03:38 AM lightblade1111 Check this out.

@bensemchee

7/5/2019 1:04:50 AM peggygilmour173 Damn all those assassination plots.

7/5/2019 1:08:23 AM rainbow_rose15 まだ闇が残ってあがいてますね。

7/5/2019 1:08:46 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/James61381347/status/1147045974012915712?s=19 …

7/5/2019 1:13:23 AM ginaacoburn1 Zoom in around the sun there is a fleet of them. pic.twitter.com/CHH9gSqacR

7/5/2019 1:17:19 AM fi_prasad Are they cloaked?

7/5/2019 1:28:26 AM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba

7/5/2019 1:36:05 AM 11witness11 You might have to stand again. Looks like lens flare, sadly. pic.twitter.com/fkKVgQ07fz

7/5/2019 1:36:30 AM ninjananny57  pic.twitter.com/fv1jw7S9hX

7/5/2019 1:48:02 AM vincemindfreak  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146977496514080769 …

7/5/2019 2:03:20 AM lyrah_s Beam us up already!

7/5/2019 2:12:40 AM lukejaygreen  pic.twitter.com/sFe1MG15kE

7/5/2019 2:31:26 AM enomai_ Please, define "we" a little more?

7/5/2019 2:32:35 AM xusaf_patriot Damn...I was watching the night videos - no wonder I didn't see anything :(

There was virtually *no* coverage on DISH excpt for C-Span (lousy).

7/5/2019 2:35:44 AM adsvel Those who are listening Kryon knows it.

7/5/2019 2:37:02 AM enomai_ Worldly only both, other world? Pictures after?

7/5/2019 3:00:12 AM enomai_ Paying attention will bring this out/awareness

7/5/2019 3:00:44 AM enomai_ Wrong

7/5/2019 3:00:49 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant

7/5/2019 3:02:15 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant

7/5/2019 3:03:37 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant 🤔

7/5/2019 3:05:03 AM linnyt7 With fear. Fear is powerful too. Not as powerful as love though. Faith puts love in the face of fear.

7/5/2019 3:06:25 AM olimyracle He tweeted in "45" min @ 5:57 pm which equals 17 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1146900759906279424?s=19 …

7/5/2019 3:08:53 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant different photo but same spots, not so sure it was a reflection now 🤔

7/5/2019 3:09:24 AM _rainrainrain_ You know.. coming out in hidden like this will only make haters laugh at anyone calling this other than drones or whatever. Expected something more 

majestic than that.

7/5/2019 3:10:11 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant

7/5/2019 3:12:16 AM bansuri44256232 TR3B pic.twitter.com/5bsRmRcv2C

7/5/2019 3:12:33 AM jen_ridgecooke @SusanRobjant 😲

7/5/2019 3:14:13 AM bansuri44256232 TR3B  

 https://youtu.be/YnlaNR0iTek 

7/5/2019 3:16:49 AM bigworthy Everybody has taken someone's land at some point. At the moment the world is run by money until it can change. Your world perceptions of change 

and time are flawed, considering the state evil has put it in. More people need to be awake it's a slow process unprograming the world.

7/5/2019 3:17:25 AM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/ga3TfhbsZU

7/5/2019 3:22:03 AM hskrgrl_usa Right before the Blue Angels did their flyover Trump pointed and gestured something or maybe counting something something with his hands then it 

look like he made a q

7/5/2019 3:54:00 AM darrindudding Are you the real MJ12?? We represent The Unified Space Federation 

THE KINGDOM OF DIVINE 

USFG USJC UN USF

7/5/2019 3:57:34 AM rolandblasini Good morning to all MAGA who enjoyed President Trump’s great tribute to the USA. pic.twitter.com/si4jti5M2Y

7/5/2019 4:14:51 AM yustein It looks interesting top left yes pic.twitter.com/jnvumDV2sr

7/5/2019 4:15:13 AM godfamcountry Are those birds that fly from right to left across the entire screen??  I think I’m over-hoping they’re not. pic.twitter.com/N01qBJITbQ

7/5/2019 4:20:03 AM judahstrumpets The Alliance remain quiet❤️🦁

7/5/2019 4:20:49 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/MVU8kk6ADp

7/5/2019 4:21:31 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/rkp02uwdEP

7/5/2019 4:22:03 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/XryopLEsrb

7/5/2019 4:22:27 AM natureinspace I hope you are ok. I didn't realize you were in the zone for that quake. I'm sending a prayer for you today. Be safe.

7/5/2019 4:29:34 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💪💪💪  https://twitter.com/369369RV/status/1147028187588644864 …



7/5/2019 4:30:00 AM truth_is_theway But guys, look MORE closely. They line up exactly with the lights below. THAT cannot be a coincidence! 

I've seen orbs in the night sky myself for years now myself, I know they're there and they're real whatever they are. But this photo isn't even during the 

fireworks, which is pic.twitter.com/AtwSmShzCk

7/5/2019 4:30:03 AM jennife42469481 Go on, I'm interested in your thoughts about this.

7/5/2019 4:31:57 AM roublisa I believe there was an audience from above as well.....what a beautiful evening......💗💗💗 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏🙏🙏

7/5/2019 4:32:47 AM truth_is_theway /2 when Majestic 12 here said they were making an appearance. 

The nature of our reality is so far from our current understanding, but hold Twitter accounts like this up to more scrutiny. There are many reasons to 

deceive you.

7/5/2019 4:33:47 AM yustein If you want to see a proper one here it is, but this one is not Earth originated. UFO of Mine 1 https://youtu.be/KSz_-g0brBc 

7/5/2019 4:40:36 AM yustein Last week’s video I made. More at  https://youtube.com/TonyYustein27  pic.twitter.com/eKBZ1A2AWO

7/5/2019 4:42:06 AM sadieandmaya The anons on 8chan seem to come to the conclusion it was fake news.

7/5/2019 4:42:58 AM yustein From last week, more at  https://youtube.com/TonyYustein27  pic.twitter.com/vlXIFR2dpx

7/5/2019 4:43:31 AM georgiaorwell3 Just research VOTEX MATH  to unlock all the answers about 3 6 9. Numbers are alive.

7/5/2019 4:43:54 AM cozymag_ As promised we receive what seems to be a July 4th visit from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #ufo  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146922948248387585 … pic.twitter.com/C3Du66PuH7

7/5/2019 4:44:23 AM 0penth3b00ks Where's W?

7/5/2019 4:46:06 AM 313looper Wow ..... 😲

Salute To The Majestic🛸

🙌🏻💖💖💖

7/5/2019 4:48:18 AM x52sky I hope so

7/5/2019 4:49:33 AM glensco47650149 Hi! I started a twitter account , but barely used it. I found AnOmaly here, however his name is spelled. I thought he was cool, another hippie like me. I 

had NO idea how big he was, and how he was a big part of bringing Candace Owens to us.

7/5/2019 4:49:46 AM orelyofly I saw fireworks going up.....but I also saw fireworks comming down 🤔 and at the end strange bright light through the smoke, like flashes....no normal 

firework to me. Who else saw the letters and stars in the fireworks?

7/5/2019 4:50:38 AM lorieve #magestic

7/5/2019 4:52:10 AM outbreakdh96eh1 There here "

7/5/2019 4:52:56 AM eclipsedrob those are ours...the triangles are ours. POTUS is well insulated says Q.i knew they would be in the air overhead, i was just waiting for the pics!! thank 

you for sharing these!

7/5/2019 4:52:56 AM htmurph  pic.twitter.com/bv76EyfoRb

7/5/2019 4:53:58 AM outbreakdh96eh1 Holy moly

7/5/2019 4:55:20 AM yustein P. Harry. Just became a father so I wasn’t going to post this but the greater good requires it, here you go. You decide, is that a lizard tongue or not. 

Look at kids face before and afterwards... pic.twitter.com/mIKPmOX4jE

7/5/2019 4:56:12 AM roublisa One of the many ✨✨✨#Majestic✨✨✨moments pic.twitter.com/R7pEfFgJFF

7/5/2019 4:57:24 AM esau7 TR-B3 pic.twitter.com/ETEzE223p9

7/5/2019 4:57:25 AM yustein Sorry this was the short version you cannot see kids face in this but the tongue is visible...

7/5/2019 5:02:19 AM spanglesvi Interesting!🐘🍀🐘

7/5/2019 5:03:59 AM rolandblasini FYI... lefty PAID trolls USING... 

Fingerprinting’ to Track Us Online Is on the Rise. Here’s What to Do.  http://nytimes.com/2019/07/03/tec … "Advertisers are increasingly turning to an 

invisible method that pulls together information about your device to pinpoint your identity."

7/5/2019 5:04:07 AM yustein Much easier to see... curves backwards holding a popcorn. Look at the muscles of his mouth and chin. Look at the eyes how aggressive they became. Is 

that a normal anatomy I ask you? pic.twitter.com/57r0SRKKuQ

7/5/2019 5:05:24 AM rolandblasini FYI... lefty PAID trolls USING... 

Fingerprinting’ to Track Us Online Is on the Rise. Here’s What to Do.  http://nytimes.com/2019/07/03/tec … "Advertisers are increasingly turning to an 

invisible method that pulls together information about your device to pinpoint your identity."

7/5/2019 5:05:43 AM yustein Also look at the hole under his tongue.

7/5/2019 5:06:16 AM jay_jaska This was my line of thought as well. Difficult to investigate without inspection of surviving debris, unless someone was lucky enough to have a camera 

pointing that direction at the right time...

7/5/2019 5:08:03 AM jay_jaska If that *did* end up being connected though....rather fortunate that it landed so close to home without landing ON the home, no?

7/5/2019 5:08:06 AM yustein Same hole in the lower jaw pic.twitter.com/IxpEBZ3OSP

7/5/2019 5:09:43 AM yustein I’m sorry Harry but I had to release this, now the world knows. It was on public TV. It is enough that you have used humans on earth, enough...

7/5/2019 5:13:18 AM kagdefender Need to know if the picture was taken behind glass... looks like lens flares/reflections. I’d love to be wrong...

7/5/2019 5:20:19 AM joyful_33 Skull & Bones=#322

7/5/2019 5:21:15 AM 157amazinggrace Why is YOUR Seal UPSIDE DOWN, hmmm?  Majestic 12 is NOT part of the TRUTH  it is a Super Secret ELITE 12 of EVIL PEOPLE with plans to deceive!  

Beware!!!

7/5/2019 5:23:16 AM 777thunderlips Montreal, Canada. Last week.

7/5/2019 5:24:09 AM allahuniversal Taking both sides into consideration.

7/5/2019 5:26:08 AM thekbroskilla Looks like the reflections off the glass from the lights below on the stage.

7/5/2019 5:26:19 AM melbourne_3000 Alice you are too smart for mere mortals 🤡

7/5/2019 5:29:37 AM thekbroskilla Thanks I'm coming up with the same thing.

7/5/2019 5:30:30 AM allahuniversal Being as objective as possible & taking nothing on face value, makes for a good movie either way

7/5/2019 5:30:33 AM jay_jaska Yes....I was present last night for Anon's explanation. Highly interdasting, and I'm still quite curious tbh. The video of the descent is credited to the 

American Meteor Society...

7/5/2019 5:31:44 AM jay_jaska They refrain from speculation, however an astrophysicist is evidently confident it's from a Chinese rocket booster. 

https://www.tampabay.com/environment/orange-fireball-lighting-florida-sky-was-chinese-space-junk-20190703/ …

7/5/2019 5:32:15 AM cosmicexaminer Nah. It's not in other photos exactly like this taken just moments earlier when the blue angels flew overhead. They waited for their turn to show 

themselves.

7/5/2019 5:38:08 AM alankemp69 Saw some rather small birds heading INTO fireworks, un-natural 1 peeled away toward---

7/5/2019 5:41:18 AM yustein @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/5/2019 5:42:11 AM djlok My Mom has now started writing down on a notepad she keeps in her purse the #Q and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 quotes that I use.  I guess that's another 

way to #ArchiveOffline. 😂😂😂

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

7/5/2019 5:42:31 AM starsns70625089 ....soon, we will see the Space Force...Eyes in the Sky! POTUS is hilarious....

😂🎆

7/5/2019 5:42:34 AM jay_jaska What I'm most curious about is that the TB Times notes that most of this junk is consistently tracked. Makes sense, but I would've guessed an 

organization like AMS would also track such things to differentiate debris from meteors and the like...?

7/5/2019 5:43:36 AM realityloominng Still, projectors doesn't usually create pinpointed dots in the sky? They tend to expand out? like cones of light

7/5/2019 5:48:06 AM cosmicexaminer Good to question things, but I don't see them in this photo from @WhiteHouse at the same approx time and lights in front of photographer. 

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1146972739934330880 …

7/5/2019 5:48:57 AM yustein Out of context. Look where red carpets are pointing ☝️  This is the photo POTUS tweeted. There you go now in proper context... 

pic.twitter.com/SNvWWIO9JV



7/5/2019 5:48:57 AM alexandercody7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any Infos on vessel? Can't find hardly anything to connect dots.. 

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-04/putin-confirms-deadly-fire-was-aboard-nuclear-powered-secretive-submarine …

7/5/2019 5:50:37 AM phreatomagnetic Looks just like what I saw over Worcester, MA a few weeks back.

7/5/2019 5:50:39 AM starsns70625089 Oh just release it to the cleansing light. Unseal, unseal, unseal.

7/5/2019 5:55:47 AM djlok I heard that too!!!

7/5/2019 6:01:13 AM georgiaorwell3 Vortex math. I'm slow today.

7/5/2019 6:01:29 AM pixiesdorule I thought I saw a couple other words too, but it was so hazy you couldn't make them out.

7/5/2019 6:07:18 AM armedaojeda Looks like something we saw over Vegas last night while watching fireworks. They moved unlike helicopters very suddenly with fast stops and hovered. 

No sound.

7/5/2019 6:07:36 AM foxes9 About time 🎊💛

7/5/2019 6:07:47 AM yustein 7 bright dots. Like the Pleiades star cluster in the sky... coincidence? Of course not...

7/5/2019 6:11:51 AM armedaojeda I don't believe they are UFOs, but advanced technology we've had and has been hidden.

7/5/2019 6:17:07 AM rolandblasini Watch video and NEVER FORGET what anti-American Michelle Obama said 👇 "All of this for OUR damn flag!"  https://twitter.com/RepStevenSmith 

7/5/2019 6:23:40 AM nun_chucknorris M.O.M. = Metadata Offline Motherlode

7/5/2019 6:24:31 AM pfc1975 Chicken shit, No show.

7/5/2019 6:25:42 AM djlok OMG 😂😂😂

7/5/2019 6:26:19 AM deplorable_me63 Oh wish I could see that little girls face

7/5/2019 6:30:13 AM mbnrox Yes I agree Montana! Is this credible?

7/5/2019 6:33:07 AM catheri70981208 Please, what dud he tweet?

7/5/2019 6:33:30 AM blissamerica Oh my gosh that’s adorable ❤️

7/5/2019 6:33:44 AM whaleheadworld Limitless Power inside our own minds by believing our own vision of ourselves and the universe.  I completely believe this and I witness examples 

everyday.

7/5/2019 6:35:33 AM 0c95c636ef34445 Three more on right side of this photo

7/5/2019 6:36:21 AM __truthseeker_ @__lemonm__ triple 888

7/5/2019 6:36:34 AM mongrelglory That's so cute! 😁

7/5/2019 6:36:39 AM doxhunderson #tucsoncitycouncil... I get so angry I can't spell.

7/5/2019 6:38:17 AM tahoesteveblack someone in the back room is making these messages:

"This Tweet is unavailable. "

Guess its not on the ok list

The truth always gets out... eventually...

even the Nazis were exposed - eventually.. at the cost of millions of lives..

How soon everyone forgets is the scary part.
7/5/2019 6:38:53 AM tahoesteveblack Thank God this was stopped in its tracks...

7/5/2019 6:39:10 AM 777thunderlips Level 2 = Evolution

God is Energy. E=MC2. We are fractals of God/Energy.

We will be able to do things with our minds, once thought impossible. Even our bodies will be able to do amazing things.

Think, free energy,space travel,

7/5/2019 6:41:27 AM slayerofmatrix1 Decode the name Juan O Savin  via Gematria in full reduction .. tell me what 3 letters you get.  😉.

7/5/2019 6:41:51 AM 777thunderlips Height is an indicator to human evolution. The taller you are. The higher evolved you are. pic.twitter.com/P8RXUTbyUZ

7/5/2019 6:43:03 AM __lemonmaid_  https://www.foxnews.com/world/north-korea-south-korea-birds-dmz-unidentified-object# …

Always watching.

7/5/2019 6:43:45 AM jordan_sather_ Hello Lens Flare. pic.twitter.com/Iq2lAYydhy

7/5/2019 6:45:53 AM trevorkeyes Nope. Height is an indicator of the the planets gravity & CO2 composition.

7/5/2019 6:46:10 AM 777thunderlips Adam and Eve were giants. So was Noah. That's why there were giants after the flood. Noah was Adam/Jesus (reincarnation) Then using energy. Their 

bodies came down to the size we are at now. Think Ant-man.

Many truths hidden in movies!

7/5/2019 6:46:31 AM magafaith Why are you saying this without proof?

7/5/2019 6:47:05 AM whaleheadworld However, “Actual results may vary”. 😂😂😂

7/5/2019 6:47:35 AM magafaith Why did Trump delete/correct his "craft" tweet yesterday?

7/5/2019 6:47:37 AM scottrussel9 Jordan if you're serious you go on my idiot list

7/5/2019 6:48:08 AM 777thunderlips This is the foot print of Seth. Set in Egypt. It was left as a clue. Notice the arch on right side. Under developed. Meaning a child's foot print. Adults feet 

are more straight than arched. pic.twitter.com/NVURCVytyj

7/5/2019 6:50:09 AM angel2girl You’re wrong, Jordan.

7/5/2019 6:50:36 AM 777thunderlips Not entirely true. But I know what you are talking about. There's even larger creatures on this planet. So that theory doesn't add up. 

pic.twitter.com/0llTlgAfAT

7/5/2019 6:50:47 AM zagnett Thanks a bunch! Yup, not gonna forget that 4th of July, for sure! 🇺🇸😅🇺🇸

7/5/2019 6:51:57 AM tronyori2 Lens flare? That far away? Drones or Secret Space Force program. Muh Duh. pic.twitter.com/3GVbxVqxm7

7/5/2019 6:52:25 AM tronyori2 Ramtha cashflow

7/5/2019 6:53:34 AM 777thunderlips  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfa08FjqPaw …

7/5/2019 6:56:09 AM starehope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12! Thoughts?  https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/parallel-universe-portal-mirror-world-science-stranger-things-oak-

ridge-a8987681.html?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

7/5/2019 6:57:05 AM deerwerdna @ClydeLewis - Whay are your thoughts on this? Craft or lens flare??

7/5/2019 6:59:08 AM zrickety Nice catch!

7/5/2019 6:59:52 AM horata926 Well the #SpaceForce was mentioned in his speech, perhaps they had a flyover as well. 🌎

7/5/2019 7:00:00 AM edventuravs I fixed it for you mj. pic.twitter.com/sB8Kwpvwov

7/5/2019 7:00:15 AM elliemae0404 What is that?

7/5/2019 7:01:43 AM laurabusse Omigod zag

I'm so sorry...

Peace and blessings....

♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️♥️

7/5/2019 7:02:29 AM trevorkeyes You don’t believe this frozen giant story do you? 🙏🏻 this will tell me all I need to know

7/5/2019 7:03:47 AM rolandiakarnak Lens flare, poser.

7/5/2019 7:05:07 AM the_fjalar #SPACEFORCE https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 …

7/5/2019 7:05:40 AM trevorkeyes More giants pic.twitter.com/E7dw1GPxaa

7/5/2019 7:06:48 AM jjmcc31 Nuts.

7/5/2019 7:06:57 AM evamariaoeser impossible, the floodlights don't shine into the sky

7/5/2019 7:07:00 AM nun_chucknorris Glad you are alright fren! pic.twitter.com/zGeq1wB6qB

7/5/2019 7:11:39 AM natureinspace You will remember that for sure. Looks like you might have more coming you're way so be prepared and stay safe.



7/5/2019 7:12:18 AM zoolander39 Yeah, no! See for yourself 

 https://mobile.twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/5/2019 7:12:29 AM 777thunderlips All reincarnations of the being we know as Jesus! God is Energy.E=MC2

His singularity is the star Arcturus. God expanded and returned to his singularity. Becoming the Universe. (Arc of Covenant,Arc Energy,Architect)

3 heads and 1 making 4. So 3.14 pic.twitter.com/T2b4b3OfYd

7/5/2019 7:13:24 AM the_fjalar  https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 … pic.twitter.com/edQ5zb1qj4

7/5/2019 7:13:50 AM apatriot33 are you fucking kidding me? That's not a lens flare!

7/5/2019 7:14:33 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/9TCtiBvJNl

7/5/2019 7:14:44 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/gcGMoArAuo

7/5/2019 7:14:53 AM zoolander39 Forget the still shots! Watch the video, suit yourself..

 https://mobile.twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/5/2019 7:14:59 AM 777thunderlips You need to be more objective and creative in your thinking. What I am showing you ,disagree's with your preconceived ideas. So I understand that you 

are questioning. But don't be smug with me! I'm trying to help!

7/5/2019 7:16:11 AM zoolander39 Watch video clip. It’s not what you think it is...

 https://mobile.twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/5/2019 7:16:54 AM zoolander39 It is, watch video 👇

 https://mobile.twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/5/2019 7:19:02 AM zoolander39 No you didn’t

 https://mobile.twitter.com/2022Hyde/status/1146937450390011904 …

7/5/2019 7:21:57 AM boy12_jimmy Thank You God for Moms. pic.twitter.com/TjIh4xAgOF

7/5/2019 7:22:38 AM hskrgrl_usa He pointed to or "air drew" 3 lines. Maybe to those lights?

7/5/2019 7:24:14 AM akight78 Nice

7/5/2019 7:27:02 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mieu57c0Fc0 …

~13:12 This "Majestic" land.

7/5/2019 7:32:27 AM nancyddb I do that too.

7/5/2019 7:32:33 AM imarealhumantoo  pic.twitter.com/DGymApyOUD

7/5/2019 7:33:09 AM americanpetal 🙀😿😻

7/5/2019 7:33:44 AM artificialcaged Hello Mr know it all

7/5/2019 7:33:53 AM cynthiamorrow8 And what gives you the right to claim what I saw? Whatever...

7/5/2019 7:33:54 AM cosmicexaminer OK. Thank you.

7/5/2019 7:39:38 AM laurabusse My understanding is that we are very powerful

But we dont know it

We've been programmed our entire lives

To believe we're helpless

That life happens to us that we can't control our thoughts.

When we know our own consciousness

Does in fact create our own reality

We can do anything
7/5/2019 7:42:07 AM justinf75983016 Pretty bold and vague statement to make

7/5/2019 7:43:11 AM billybadfinger TRB3 pic.twitter.com/EgRvpALqJH

7/5/2019 7:46:46 AM wink5811 Ivanka has worked a lot on women’s rights and victims of trafficking, child abuse etc. she doesn’t get enough credit for all the things she has done.

7/5/2019 7:47:49 AM justinf75983016 No idea what you are referencing I see smoke and fireworks

7/5/2019 7:52:23 AM shewolf_saryn Maybe 🤷🏻♀️

7/5/2019 7:54:23 AM shewolf_saryn I missed that. Do u have that tweet?

7/5/2019 7:55:14 AM anon23sleepy Sick of all these fake LARPS... Santa, majestic, eye spy, dark judges, jfk jr Accts... lmao clowns 🤡.... you guys are turning this into a game... it’s not!

7/5/2019 7:56:54 AM justinf75983016 All I see is a bird fly in front of the camera 🤦♂️

7/5/2019 7:57:35 AM 1cracker4 🍎 WE know who know who knows what and this person don’t know shit! pic.twitter.com/8qLa7iucsP

7/5/2019 7:57:51 AM mamapraying Lies.

7/5/2019 7:58:25 AM mamapraying Liar.

7/5/2019 8:00:33 AM trevorkeyes Fair enough. I’m okay with Giants - Genesis 6 - nephilim etc. I’m just not okay with these large rock formations being giants

7/5/2019 8:01:22 AM roaminnoodle THANKS!

I miss seeing the Blue Angels at BNAS every summer.

Now, I am looking forward to seeing some DECLAS from @SpaceCorpsUS!

I am certain there is much more than TR3Bs out there.

If that's something we know about, then what don't we know?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "MANY new crafts"  pic.twitter.com/PKecLgZEUg
7/5/2019 8:02:20 AM usagaggy63 In some places like Alaska they are continuing but on a smaller scale! SOON they will be TOTALLY ELIMINATED!

7/5/2019 8:02:46 AM dlmaybee Not many noticed the ships watching our celebration! Thank you for being there for our POTUS protecting him! After you said you would be there I 

tried to see in videos... I didn’t see anything but these filtered are amazing!

7/5/2019 8:03:16 AM dlmaybee His eyes seem to change..

7/5/2019 8:03:42 AM cryptomeres  https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1146934642987212801?s=19 …

7/5/2019 8:04:48 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/WEBPs6fOVa

7/5/2019 8:05:54 AM omerta_15 📆 pic.twitter.com/HvSlyCz77B

7/5/2019 8:06:22 AM sherryandpets WOW!  Powerful!

7/5/2019 8:08:26 AM yustein @KensingtonRoyal what do you have to say about this?

7/5/2019 8:10:21 AM roaminnoodle Compare photos:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 with @realDonaldTrump (top right/left)

Hello Majestic 🛸

#DECLAS @SpaceCorpsUS!!! pic.twitter.com/w5fkJppF6E

7/5/2019 8:12:18 AM prmd21801759 Hello Star Nations! pic.twitter.com/Im51FXOuB8

7/5/2019 8:14:28 AM prmd21801759 Hello Star Nations! pic.twitter.com/3ZEgjy22sJ

7/5/2019 8:15:31 AM richardhiatt16 Great CATCH👍❤️🇺🇸🛸

7/5/2019 8:16:24 AM denoforensics @OgProspector >>> what a great!!! Project to be working on. 😁.

7/5/2019 8:16:50 AM jopetersen14 not so top secret.  😉



7/5/2019 8:17:11 AM mamapraying  pic.twitter.com/m7sFja4Osn

7/5/2019 8:18:02 AM 6b1222t Sounds like a great plan!! 😁

7/5/2019 8:20:42 AM richardhiatt16 Did you see this ? Upper Left triangle ... pic.twitter.com/LlTRIfZAjU

7/5/2019 8:21:07 AM crazybeachchic Majestic!  Yes, they are watching. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

7/5/2019 8:21:13 AM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Tragic coincidence, or something else?  Another billionaire killed in a helicopter crash: 

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-05/billionaire-coal-tycoon-dies-helicopter-crash …

7/5/2019 8:21:15 AM richardhiatt16 What about this in upper left... pic.twitter.com/NezsbOZVgV

7/5/2019 8:21:38 AM speaakn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Have you seen this?  https://twitter.com/SteveForbesCEO/status/1145763503283871746 …

7/5/2019 8:23:31 AM carol1463carol Who when where ! I find nothing on this anywhere but you !

7/5/2019 8:24:14 AM truthseekermed1 Holy crap I missed that part of his tweet thx

7/5/2019 8:26:48 AM warrior_4truth No..The D wave Quantum Computer

7/5/2019 8:27:14 AM starehope Zag, any after shocks?

7/5/2019 8:28:39 AM bananne81 Killjoy

7/5/2019 8:29:44 AM starehope Any after shocks? I'm very curious.

7/5/2019 8:31:14 AM kmstexas Very, very interesting!! What do you think these are? And I wonder why they’re so near the sun. Thanks for posting this.

7/5/2019 8:32:08 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

7/5/2019 8:32:22 AM cynthiamorrow8 No, I didn't see that. What's the point anyway. There is no proof that they are actual UFO's. Even tho there are hundreds and hundreds of crafts above 

us, disclosure is not set until at least fall of 2021. It wouldnt be wise right now

7/5/2019 8:34:23 AM aprilbrown99 Keep in mind this is MSM....but there are always aftershocks https://twitter.com/CBSNewsRadio/status/1147115530651877376 …

7/5/2019 8:36:03 AM elgatoweebee SEE ALSO http://elgatoweebee.wordpress.com/2019/07/05/puerto-rico-no-sale-de-las-cortes-federales/ …

7/5/2019 8:36:32 AM pfc1975 Lame display of nothing.

7/5/2019 8:38:42 AM us_poll Coal operator in WV? Doesn't sound like a leftest to me

7/5/2019 8:38:51 AM theprimeian Lense reflection of lights on stage structure.

7/5/2019 8:40:37 AM starehope Ok, than you Laura! 💕

7/5/2019 8:41:13 AM prayfighttrust When touching the link, it takes to an advertising site of a truck

7/5/2019 8:41:44 AM starehope I was suspecting it was not a real or normal earthquake. Something felt strange about it.

7/5/2019 8:41:50 AM woerzone_g Were u the lights?

7/5/2019 8:43:00 AM flaboogie I am not feeling the lens flare....  think it was something else.

7/5/2019 8:44:43 AM txgrown2020 You make me 🤣, Rich!

7/5/2019 8:46:23 AM zoolander39 No, but again, this is just a still shot. Show me a video clip from where this snippet was taken. However, MJ12 and Kabamur (spelling?) both shared the

 still shot images from the video link I shared, so... 🤷♂️

7/5/2019 8:49:35 AM welshbrideguide They fly too fast for the human eye that's why we don't see them.

7/5/2019 8:49:46 AM starehope Jeb making mistakes in public. Looking for protection? Nowhere to hide. pic.twitter.com/OQLtH6iudF

7/5/2019 8:50:48 AM duriavigrobert NOWHERE TO RUN TO

7/5/2019 8:51:53 AM bppope Facts Matter ThankQ

7/5/2019 8:51:55 AM okftl Bingo.

7/5/2019 8:52:19 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what happened worldwide at 5UTC, MJ?

7/5/2019 8:52:29 AM rolandblasini 80grados 

"organización que promovió la revolución anticapitalista como la única manera de lograr la liberación.." Queda alguna duda, es MAS politico que 

SEXUAL. ' https://twitter.com/RolandBlasini/status/1147170857703415808?p=v …

7/5/2019 8:52:44 AM okftl Yea that’s definitive. Lens flares.

7/5/2019 8:53:19 AM cmdrzod23 I was hoping we would see something COSMIC

7/5/2019 8:54:29 AM 9threalm 🤷🏽♀️Then what might this be? pic.twitter.com/WGpGT7pLfi

7/5/2019 8:55:06 AM zagnett Plenty. Had a couple in just the last hour.

7/5/2019 8:55:13 AM lukestockwalker It does seem possibly like a lens issue here...

7/5/2019 8:55:22 AM supernovaslight Space force?

7/5/2019 8:55:25 AM zagnett Yup, many. Several today already.

7/5/2019 8:56:32 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1147146520405217281 …

7/5/2019 8:59:49 AM ashleigh139 Please look into this!👀🇺🇸 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #spaceforce Out in FORCE?!?!? pic.twitter.com/Kctun2ZCHf

7/5/2019 9:01:15 AM natureinspace I hope the 6.4 is the biggest one you'll have and that it settles down for you.

7/5/2019 9:01:17 AM rmfco1822ltd Jeb's tweet was way more than credible.

7/5/2019 9:02:41 AM ashleigh139 Hey idk how to message you on Twitter I'm more on Instagram but look at this! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said #spaceforce would be there?!??! If you go to 

@realDonaldTrump look at the pic you see the glowing lights! On HIS PAGE!👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸👀🇺🇸 YEAH RIGHT! I KNOW! 

#WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/xLURSaxNKK

7/5/2019 9:02:43 AM healeyjaimie Tr3B made an appearance apparently?? Can’t confirm nor deny but interesting at the very least pic.twitter.com/hDCuJQ1BVu

7/5/2019 9:03:16 AM artificialcaged I don't care. I'm sick of this kid thinking he knows everything. He's been linked to a lot of Gaia assholes

7/5/2019 9:03:26 AM healeyjaimie They said to watch the fireworks

7/5/2019 9:03:46 AM joyful_33 This time you're wrong, @Jordan_Sather_

7/5/2019 9:04:47 AM joyful_33 I saw another Anon say it's called: "Aircraft1" when the President's not on board.

7/5/2019 9:05:28 AM blsdbe #Majestic??? pic.twitter.com/esAQ01E2Ms

7/5/2019 9:13:44 AM us_poll I bet he would that is where snakes hide...Oh the irony that never seems to end!

7/5/2019 9:14:44 AM kimmitt_tom Jebbie shlt his pants

7/5/2019 9:15:02 AM covertress I highly recommend reading all posts from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  Their archives contain much practical information on topics such as meditation, healing 

and detoxifying. 

[ searchable archive:  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/#  ]

Safe Sungazing https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1120147940721528833?s=19 …

7/5/2019 9:16:08 AM us_poll His psychotic is showing!

7/5/2019 9:17:28 AM 45harisonharold I'm fu€ked pic.twitter.com/MhEfCXHJPz

7/5/2019 9:18:49 AM cali19891 The power of belief.

7/5/2019 9:23:58 AM numberonepal  https://www.google.com/search?hl=en&biw=1536&bih=774&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=emofXd2YD8LG5gKdy5yYCg&q=TR-3B+patent&oq=TR-

3B+patent&gs_l=img.3..0.252649.253940..254802...0.0..0.118.650.6j1......0....1..gws-wiz-img.fyam1y-0rOM#imgrc=bUznNyIJBgWvdM …

7/5/2019 9:24:10 AM jdltr450  pic.twitter.com/SyHcmwz75P

7/5/2019 9:25:02 AM willyfunkmaker Could be the lights from below or maybe some of the planes from the flyovers or helicopters.........We the people are ready for more than this. Where's 

the BOOM?!?

7/5/2019 9:27:19 AM us_poll If this right after 9/11? No this is what people look like at a 90 something yr old mans funeral (be glad he lived that long)...devastated-ly lost!!

7/5/2019 9:27:31 AM 6b1222t Yes it is real. However this is where a study about Gnosticism might be well begun. U may wish to go after 9 all u want, but 9 = Finality. However 7 = 

Perfection. I choose 7. And yeah. I get it. Even Jesus said if u had faith like a mustard seed you could move mountains. 😊

7/5/2019 9:30:08 AM jay_jaska I agree. I used to work in an astrophysics lab/Planetarium/Observatory in my college years and (no doubt obvious to some of you insider types) it'd be 

relatively trivial for an invested "party" to mask the existence and/or destruction of a secret object in LEO.

7/5/2019 9:30:33 AM linnyt7 Every time i see this today I'm smiling. Can't wait for the next step..whatever it is...



7/5/2019 9:30:37 AM bowlbycbowlby I knew it was lens flare but forgot to invert when comparing to the lights. Good work!

7/5/2019 9:32:28 AM ghost_of_billy_ Nobody seems to want to talk about the TR3B project? Can I get a ride Maj-12?

7/5/2019 9:36:27 AM cocreatorradio Doesn't look like lens flare to me. They don't line up. Plus a triangle...

7/5/2019 9:36:33 AM jay_jaska Hell, I think changing the object in a database or two would be enough to fool the vast majority of researchers, etc that would even have the tools or 

inclination to examine most of what's up there. Somewhat akin to spoofing aircraft transponder signals

7/5/2019 9:40:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232251212.html …

7/5/2019 9:40:54 AM oldhick17800719 Not sure. Maybe soace force maybe ETs.

7/5/2019 9:41:05 AM oldhick17800719 *space

7/5/2019 9:41:39 AM pauliepg11111 What deals are being made behind the scenes to keep certain names out?

7/5/2019 9:42:33 AM angryvoter2016 How sweet it is. This could potentially start the snowball rolling faster after the Reiner guilty findings.

7/5/2019 9:42:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not a lens flare. Clowns are attempting to muddy the water.

7/5/2019 9:44:13 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/D4O6LvkQny

7/5/2019 9:44:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain the relationship between a sheepdog and a sheep.

7/5/2019 9:44:37 AM ascendingadam We know. 

Simply count the bulbs and count the “flares”.

7/5/2019 9:45:04 AM richardhiatt16 Tenuous......

7/5/2019 9:46:25 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079564935376580608?s=19 …

7/5/2019 9:46:29 AM dbcoop14 Protects the flock from wolves seeking to devour them.

7/5/2019 9:46:33 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1125936047093891072?s=19 …

7/5/2019 9:46:36 AM illzemcarthur Jordan I hear your handler is Robert David Steele?

7/5/2019 9:47:13 AM spauldingshowal The dog takes care of his sheep?...

7/5/2019 9:47:21 AM trumps_all PedoWood and DC in a panic........😱😱😱😱😱

7/5/2019 9:47:34 AM aprilbrown99 This explains so much! 

Genetics and Mind - ¨Humans Were NOT Edited in Extraterrestrial Labs¨ (S...  https://youtu.be/7hvujfxP-5U  via @YouTube

@RoubLisa @blsdbe @AllahUniversal @DJLOK @zagnett @charmanda9 @MongrelGlory @covertress @hawkgirlinmn @Adsvel @GirlAwakeinCA 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/5/2019 9:47:41 AM benci_cheri leader/follower

7/5/2019 9:48:10 AM highhopesusa Sheepdogs are protectors of the sheep, they herd them to keep them together and to keep them safe.

7/5/2019 9:48:28 AM drakeflegel Explain the relationship between a psyop and extracting information to conduct more psyops. pic.twitter.com/zfat6TEFC9

7/5/2019 9:48:38 AM the_fjalar #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 9:48:59 AM the_fjalar #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
7/5/2019 9:49:07 AM selvestekjetil Symbiosis

7/5/2019 9:49:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

7/5/2019 9:49:38 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/btdUqzhALd

7/5/2019 9:51:47 AM souldredge Sheepdogs protect the sheep with their life and the sheep are generally unaware of the danger.

7/5/2019 9:51:59 AM cjptrsn Should be an interesting interview on Tucker tonight.

7/5/2019 9:52:24 AM richardhiatt16 Aren’t they going to put people in jail first.. Military Tribunals or something?    Drain the Swamp.. Trust the PLAN.... 🤓❤️🇺🇸

7/5/2019 9:52:32 AM auagate All after the independence day? Inventor John St. Clair Q.....2019-07-05

Application status is Abandoned

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060072226A1/en?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060145019A1/en?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060071122A1/en?q=B64G1%2f409&assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060112848A1/en?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060038081A1/en?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060180473A1/en?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …
7/5/2019 9:52:57 AM carliestar10 Laws are for sheep

Sheepdogs are lawless

7/5/2019 9:53:09 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/LYDiwItdVu

7/5/2019 9:53:23 AM zagnett In this Universe everything's a psyop. The question is whether it's helpful or harmful, & to whom. That's it.

7/5/2019 9:54:49 AM ecv369jimmysr both just obey

7/5/2019 9:54:50 AM fionasdestiny67 I'm surprised ol Jordan is pushing Lens flare....but then again, it is Jordan. 

Why is it when they gain enough popularity they do this? Smdh.

7/5/2019 9:55:28 AM heedfulike Are sheep loved pets or livestock?

7/5/2019 9:55:36 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/fRVTe1gYcv

7/5/2019 9:55:41 AM roger35742354  pic.twitter.com/px5egPCQ6m

7/5/2019 9:55:46 AM highhopesusa Oh geez

7/5/2019 9:56:00 AM emanonecafon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, you’re losing credibility.  @Jordan_Sather_ is a known and valuable Patriot, and his image analysis is sound.  All points of light in 

the sky line up with the lamps in the apparatuses on the ground.  Change my mind.

7/5/2019 9:56:08 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/jNoDbFKmnM

7/5/2019 9:57:57 AM decodematrix The sheepdogs don't want us to wander away from their narrative.

#SheepNoMore

7/5/2019 9:58:12 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/DzRLfCJfI5

7/5/2019 9:58:18 AM allahuniversal 👆🏽👆🏽👆🏽 THIS

7/5/2019 10:00:15 AM jamesgdurrett Looks like a bird to me

7/5/2019 10:00:24 AM shellyj247 I have seen them by my house.

7/5/2019 10:00:25 AM canadiancovfefe That’s horrible! Who is out there still loose to arrange all these hits?

7/5/2019 10:00:42 AM ashleigh139 From @realDonaldTrump Twitter!👀🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/DJiv5cYW5B

7/5/2019 10:00:53 AM roublisa I second that pic.twitter.com/X4rhQNyPIh



7/5/2019 10:01:00 AM morety76 The Sheep Fear the Sheepdog

7/5/2019 10:01:19 AM starehope Where's George in this case has nothing to do with the location of a $1 dollar bill you had in your wallet 3 months ago!

7/5/2019 10:01:52 AM dbcoop14 Shepards care for their sheep because they are valuable.

7/5/2019 10:02:19 AM starehope Donates to charities? Possibly wrong one?

7/5/2019 10:03:24 AM ascendingadam Try this... pic.twitter.com/yABLpYNDYa

7/5/2019 10:04:10 AM ashleigh139 @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @intheMatrixxx @LisaMei62 What is this? #spaceforce. Ask the Q

7/5/2019 10:04:12 AM tanhaley Yep

7/5/2019 10:06:02 AM qaphsiel17 Should have landed then. It will always be this way until then. No games or tricks. 1 ship lands in a way no one can deny.

7/5/2019 10:06:24 AM apatrioticnana True, whatever aircraft POTUS is ON becomes AF1.

7/5/2019 10:06:34 AM _17patriot_ Will 2020 be the start of the FINAL war?

7/5/2019 10:07:02 AM jayvanorman The sheepdogs were needed because look what they did to those poor poor rams. 

Ewe eeewwwwwww

7/5/2019 10:07:18 AM 001exports So...your admitting that this is a psyop?

7/5/2019 10:08:09 AM giediknight @Jordan_Sather_ is either upset he wasn't the one to point out the UFO's, or he is an actual clown..... The sheepdog leads his sheep, the sheep only 

follow the sheepdog.

7/5/2019 10:08:55 AM renee86743676 Let the the unseating begin

7/5/2019 10:09:05 AM girlawakeinca Very exciting indeed! 👍

7/5/2019 10:09:21 AM girlawakeinca Thanks! 👍

7/5/2019 10:14:47 AM ashland_xoxoxo #WWG1WGA #Qanon #Q #Trusttheplan #darktolight @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @patton6966 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @Thomas1774Paine @Tiff_FitzHenry @FoxNews @Cordicon @Kennedy1960John @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @McguireScotty 

@tribunal_watch pic.twitter.com/O80tG5sc1h

7/5/2019 10:16:09 AM adsvel Because they feel smarter than others, above majestic. And for sure this is not dark to light, this is back to darkness, cuz light was so bright for them.

7/5/2019 10:16:17 AM ashlightq Bro.. 🙄

7/5/2019 10:16:59 AM carol76184778 Most Americans, especially liberals, have no idea who Jeffrey Epstein is or how he is related to the Clintons and human trafficking.  I posted the article 

to my FB.  At least his name will be seen.

7/5/2019 10:17:04 AM aprilbrown99 Both are a programmed projection based on the expectations of their role within the environment.

7/5/2019 10:17:11 AM covertress 😳

7/5/2019 10:18:08 AM bctrucker2 Only way.

7/5/2019 10:18:53 AM cledrordfishing Good story...

7/5/2019 10:20:24 AM g_wwg1wga 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/2IjEzefJaj

7/5/2019 10:21:06 AM aprilbrown99 Only 2,000 pages...seems like there should be so much more. 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 10:21:44 AM supernovaslight Relationship from sheep's perspective. pic.twitter.com/z61RwN1yuz

7/5/2019 10:22:28 AM aurorasreality Hmmm odd post on boards today too pic.twitter.com/gOonhn4JPq

7/5/2019 10:23:02 AM mutant_corn Yea its weird how they look almost exactly alike the flares from NatGeos 2010 storm chasers. Almost like they were photoshopped in. 

pic.twitter.com/4IeVVtoX5x

7/5/2019 10:23:04 AM k10041144 Sheep dogs do not eat the sheep 🐑 sheep dogs LOVE to herd sheep 🐑 I mean they will herd anything if it’s in there blood

7/5/2019 10:23:11 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/wo0EJh1bmp

7/5/2019 10:23:19 AM bananne81 Jordan is a clown?

7/5/2019 10:23:21 AM heedfulike Yes.  Then they eat their children as a delicacy

7/5/2019 10:24:50 AM giediknight  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/herd 

herd verb                                                                             

herded; herding; herds        

: to keep or move (animals)together

//dogs that are trained to herd sheep

7/5/2019 10:24:54 AM zagnett 100% agree. i've sensed nothing but good intentions from @realDonaldTrump, Q, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, & @NSA_QIL2, for instance.

7/5/2019 10:24:59 AM scottiebisme I have to agree with @Jordan_Sather_

7/5/2019 10:26:12 AM starehope I am still feeling it wasn't natural.

7/5/2019 10:26:15 AM aprilbrown99 Way to go nun chucks! pic.twitter.com/Q5tF7bxf2j

7/5/2019 10:27:58 AM threefold_flame I must admit I was surprised Jordan has been so quick to dismiss it too. Claims those weren’t ships then claims he did see one at a different venue 

though. He sees them but we didn’t? Weird.

7/5/2019 10:28:48 AM dark2light2019 Sheep dog control and steer the path of the sheep. They keep them organized and controlled in the manner the shepard wants through his dog.

7/5/2019 10:28:56 AM 1st_twit Hot Stars?

7/5/2019 10:29:03 AM vintagesquirrel 👀

7/5/2019 10:30:20 AM nurseniceyes Maybe y'all should have realized we were all sheepdogs.

7/5/2019 10:30:38 AM dark2light2019 Malevolent ET=shepard

Cabal=sheepdog

Humanity=flock

We have the numbers and controlwe just don’t know it yet. Soon.(?)

7/5/2019 10:30:41 AM scottiebisme Just because somebody doesn't buy what you're selling without question doesn't always mean they're "clowns". it means they're free thinking 

individuals. Isn't that a good thing?

7/5/2019 10:32:08 AM mrnegatory No.

7/5/2019 10:32:31 AM louaptekman One follows and the other leads

7/5/2019 10:35:17 AM disgoblue24 Bring all these sickos down!!!

7/5/2019 10:35:19 AM starseedatx Nice..

7/5/2019 10:36:59 AM yustein Agreed, it is frustrating...

7/5/2019 10:38:07 AM fuzzymoshe @ScottBaio account still tweeting. Diversion tactic by Deep State ops. Crooked HRC involved. Definitely eating fetuses in basement. THIS IS BIG!

Have any of #Q found any coverage of this? #AlexJones? Obv not on MSM #FakeNews. 

#GodSaveThePeen

#MAGA #WAGA #BAGA #BOO!

#KAG #ANGA

7/5/2019 10:38:08 AM 1crazy_toaster Energy in motion... E-motion.  See the movie.

7/5/2019 10:38:13 AM djlok Sheep need a Sheepdog and Sheepdog need Sheep in order to maintain their ignorance.

7/5/2019 10:38:30 AM 1crazy_toaster And here's the book he mentions. Please share.

 https://www.law-of-attraction-haven.com/support-files/the-power-of-awareness-neville-goddard.pdf …



7/5/2019 10:39:32 AM allahuniversal Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

7/5/2019 10:41:09 AM roaminnoodle @SecretService @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I would like to report this tweet by Jeb Bush, as it kinda sounds like the Bush Family is making threats to assassinate another sitting @POTUS. 

pic.twitter.com/8HkVKxhf27

7/5/2019 10:42:26 AM 777thunderlips Ufo's. They come in all shapes and sizes. Depending on their usage.

7/5/2019 10:43:45 AM uknanalex Both are placed in positions by people. In that roll,one without the other is without purpose. Without the role,individually ,they have purpose still. 

Relationship.....hmm, The dog herds the sheep if I'm just thinking simply .

7/5/2019 10:43:58 AM mortizz3 Zoom in pic.twitter.com/AnuMo6uTgk

7/5/2019 10:45:21 AM cheewawa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1147101530044211200 …

7/5/2019 10:45:40 AM leslieau7 One keeps the sheep in a group

The sheep just do what their told

7/5/2019 10:48:49 AM rincon174 Why didn't they land or hover over POTUS? Big event little lights. Come on man!

7/5/2019 10:50:08 AM aruth85655013 A sheep dog keeps the sheep safe from predators, within boundaries, and in a group. Just eat get fat and grow your wool- you dont need to know 

anything else sheep!

7/5/2019 10:51:39 AM agoodyear2015 It is a contrived relationship forced upon both of them from a more powerful being.

7/5/2019 10:51:46 AM ihatematt Not a lens flare.

7/5/2019 10:52:58 AM kashurian We LOVE OUR PRESIDENT

7/5/2019 10:55:19 AM zagnett Hi NCC, just wondering what happened to @StormPhoton's account. Is she ok? Does she participate on the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or @NSA_QIL2 

accounts by any chance? Is she speaking with us here today? Would be cool! 😎

7/5/2019 10:56:13 AM justme20190704 Only 2000?  

#UnsealSpstein

7/5/2019 10:56:16 AM bluelmz Sheepdog- exists inbetween an xxx rated world and the cozy pg13 world. Can switch back and fourth.

Sheep- predominatly exists within a pg13 world whereas the xxx world is more abstract myth, off limits.

7/5/2019 10:58:37 AM drwb_uk I actually new that but thanks for pointing that out.

7/5/2019 10:58:51 AM roublisa Asking for a friend or two or three.....🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/miAyyZAbfV

7/5/2019 10:59:01 AM girlawakeinca I believe the answer is “We have more than we know.” Ex: I didn’t realize till reading here today, that these crafts were declassified in April. I think 

there’s a lot of information out there. They just want us to use our minds collectively in building truth.

7/5/2019 11:02:41 AM jennife42469481 This is what I saw while watching, not the smaller ones. Majestic? pic.twitter.com/4XiNOwVdzg

7/5/2019 11:03:37 AM laurabusse Watched a video last night

Pretty much convinced me

 https://youtu.be/tiCBdkhtvWw 

Heres part 1

Got cut off at the end

I'll post part 2 next

Then try to summarize what he said

I watched the videos

So you don't have to

LOL

But they're worth watching

Or listening while you fold laundry
7/5/2019 11:03:53 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Ridgecrest_earthquake …

A 6.4 next to a small city, no deaths, & only 20 injuries. Nice!

The timing, precise epicenter location, & potential effect it could have - just makes me wonder if there was some sort of "majestic" or "inter-

dimensional" involvement in this one.

7/5/2019 11:05:15 AM kimmeykim1 Noted 👀

7/5/2019 11:05:48 AM lynne2222  pic.twitter.com/mbBQaOnxV2

7/5/2019 11:05:48 AM charmcityanon Both follow. Both obey a "master". The sheeple herd serve at the pleasure of the sheep dog. The sheep dog serves at the pleasure of the master More 

or less unseen by the sheep who are 2 preoccupied with the dog

7/5/2019 11:05:53 AM jayrambin Deal with the wolves and maybe ill follow you further.  So far, its just suggestions, implications, innuendo and misinfo.  11/11? big changes? 7/4? 

Censorship and lies more rampant than ever. In control? of what? Your sauce is weak. Q too.  Playing us.  Plan? Toothless.

7/5/2019 11:06:23 AM diamond77black Got it.  Thank you!

7/5/2019 11:06:44 AM girlawakeinca Yes indeed. Thank you @zagnett. She is an inspiration indeed.

7/5/2019 11:06:55 AM charmcityanon Sheeple was a typo.....but meh it fits

7/5/2019 11:08:42 AM don_narp Education

7/5/2019 11:08:43 AM laurabusse Here's part 2

Phoenix enigma guy

 https://youtu.be/I4EaOkZK04s 

He is well versed in cabal symbolism and ways etc

I'll summarize what he basically said next

7/5/2019 11:10:09 AM rolandblasini Within such opposition, needed to be included; corporate welfare and tax haven interest stalling any opportunity for a status change - such lobby 

presence not only in Washington, but also with local Manchurian politicans. https://twitter.com/RolandBlasini/status/1147205425831526401?p=v …

7/5/2019 11:10:30 AM drwb_uk So how do we begin to make sense of 3, 6 ,9 . What does 11.11 mean I allways wake up and thats the time and I see it all over the place it sticks 

out....or am I mad lol.

7/5/2019 11:10:48 AM kathleen168 Laser pointers are hardly a disclosure.

7/5/2019 11:10:55 AM rolandblasini Within such opposition, needed to be included; corporate welfare and tax haven interest stalling any opportunity for a status change - such lobby 

presence not only in Washington, but also with local Manchurian politicans. https://twitter.com/RolandBlasini/status/1147205425831526401?p=v …

7/5/2019 11:11:02 AM fionasdestiny67 That really so very sad that they begin to shy away from the light indeed.

🎶"...the future's so bright, I gotta wear shades."🎶🛸💗🚀😎

The higher dimensions will only bring better clearer light. Even in twilight, the light is better.

But their kind of dark, I want no part of.

7/5/2019 11:11:30 AM faithfulmom4 @Jordan_Sather_  what do u think about these pics??

7/5/2019 11:11:58 AM zagnett Wow, thanks for finding these vids! Watching now.



7/5/2019 11:13:55 AM laurabusse Points out symbolism, coincidences re earthquake

Where it happened 

Munitions Depot

Over a DUMB

What day it happened

4th July

Fact that trump military parade celebration same day

Fact that media refused to cover parade

Fact that all media talked about yesterday was earthquake
7/5/2019 11:14:29 AM blasto33 Its a Lens flare you LARPy Majestic 12.

7/5/2019 11:15:25 AM decodematrix What happened under China Lake yesterday? Highly classified?

7/5/2019 11:15:28 AM laurabusse He goes into more detail with numbers symbolism etc that I can't recall

Talks about Lincoln

Etc

7/5/2019 11:15:55 AM blasto33 So ..Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 calling out @Jordan_Sather_ a clown ? Really ?

7/5/2019 11:17:52 AM hambrickro 😎 HRC specializes in PATENT LAW  😏 geez, wonder why , SERCO 😎

7/5/2019 11:18:37 AM zagnett Ok thanks. i'll listen to it closely.

7/5/2019 11:19:20 AM kathleen168 You're going to have to live quite a bit longer!

7/5/2019 11:20:14 AM adsvel Not so many can carry the Light, many fall apart and reason for this is their own ego. They start split and divide, become again slaves of the Old Guard.

7/5/2019 11:20:28 AM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/ivxyQq1mnP

7/5/2019 11:23:39 AM allahuniversal  https://www.disclose.tv/pyramid-over-pentagon-on-december-19-2018-356048 …

7/5/2019 11:24:00 AM unittzoo I thought the CIA was cleaned out.?

7/5/2019 11:24:01 AM vincemindfreak i dunno ..they were above the fireworks ..4k tv is wonderful for clarity .

the one that sat over my house in the 90s looked very similar ..

7/5/2019 11:24:28 AM azuremagus sheepdog guides sheep to shiering or slaughter

7/5/2019 11:24:41 AM starehope This was excellent. It explained many things I didn't understsnd. A great find. Thank you very much Laura! 💕💕💕🌸🌸🌸

7/5/2019 11:26:58 AM azuremagus sentient being, has active heart center

7/5/2019 11:32:09 AM girlawakeinca Wow. We’re learning so much every day. Thanks for sharing this! 👍🙏🌎

7/5/2019 11:32:11 AM fionasdestiny67 Indeed. Self destruction.

7/5/2019 11:34:16 AM mz_nubbie If the top people know then the masses should also. Its time to stop thinking we cant handle the truth. We know theres things out in space.

7/5/2019 11:35:16 AM girlawakeinca Here’s something interesting... https://twitter.com/cowgirlcas22/status/1146906679176519680?s=21 …

7/5/2019 11:36:26 AM fuzzymoshe Many people saying #AOC pulling #DeepState #puppet strings. Amash involved? Underwater firefight cottoncandy pigeon-toed peanut film. True true. 

@RepMattGaetz and @DevinNunes must have intel..anyone? @C0RRUPTI0N_USA @brownslover01us @MarySchade14 @GlitterBeez #Q 

#QAnonArmy #QAnon

7/5/2019 11:36:26 AM melanieusn1979 Great video. But 3. 6, 9.  Please explain.

7/5/2019 11:36:59 AM blasto33 Your cat IS a clown.

7/5/2019 11:39:24 AM zagnett @StormPhoton's Voice should be allowed Full Force here on the Twittz too, @jack.

Get on it! 🧐🤨🤑

7/5/2019 11:39:26 AM girlawakeinca Thank you Laura. I’m saving this to watch later tonight 🙏😊👍

7/5/2019 11:39:54 AM w0nderboi Hmmm if those were lens flares, they would be equidistant from each other.

7/5/2019 11:40:32 AM ascension_guide Nice find Oma! Are these stills taken from YT footage of the fireworks?

7/5/2019 11:41:48 AM roublisa @zagnett you are a genius! 5:5

7/5/2019 11:42:00 AM blasto33 Where did you get your info on Jordan’s history of Doxxing?

7/5/2019 11:42:42 AM lilhaycraft Absolutely credible #FF are announced in some way or another.

7/5/2019 11:42:46 AM girlawakeinca Let’s manifest this Zag! Let’s also utilize the tools she’s given us. (I’m wishing I had screenshot her work!) Belief, practice, endurance, treat our bodies in

 a healthy & spiritual manner & dig deep with determination. She was a fire that inspired me! 💫❤️

7/5/2019 11:43:02 AM decodematrix Interesting coincidence: Tony Rodrigues said he remembers going to China Lake before going to the LOC.

7/5/2019 11:43:16 AM jayrambin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 'Over 5K govt employees in "Operation Flicker" who bought child porn. Of those, ICE identified 264 DoD emp's or contractors. 9 of 

them had "Top Secret Sensitive Compartmentalized Information" sec clearances. 76 of them were Secret or higher. Majestic? Only 12.

7/5/2019 11:43:57 AM pauliepg11111 Woah

7/5/2019 11:44:16 AM n7guardiananon Doesn't change anything for me whether I was or wasn't. Definitely though, we have to believe/know that we are capable of so much more!!!  A 

valuable message that always needs to be repeated.

7/5/2019 11:45:32 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HB_fTQIkQQ …

Well @jack could be the real "genius" here & simply turn on his [cabal masterz].

What do ya say @jack? You got the gutz? 🤠🥳🤡

7/5/2019 11:45:36 AM awokeamerican Also weird about Generals saying to "not stand by Trump". Did you also see @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  said something about a foiled attempted take down 

yesterday.

7/5/2019 11:46:31 AM girlawakeinca Be brave @jack.

7/5/2019 11:49:42 AM ihatematt Do you have the video clip this was taken from. I’ll enhance

7/5/2019 11:50:29 AM fuzzymoshe #DownTheHatch...OctoPoodle is watching us all. HRC treason pedophile ring around the rosie the riveter. May I mambo dogface to the banana patch? 

My neck and my back. Don’t stop me now. Eleven elven Elvises’ pelvises. Papaya pizza...check/please. #AmIRightOrAmIRight? CrumbleBum

7/5/2019 11:50:56 AM blasto33 So @Jordan_Sather_ was ok in March,but now he’s  a clown pic.twitter.com/b5tmFo0Q7f

7/5/2019 11:51:23 AM lorirrr 👍👀

7/5/2019 11:51:51 AM zagnett Well, it's just too dang bad some [peeps] are just too dang chicken.

"Yes, i'd like to order one super spicy🐔@jack. The combo, with supersize 🍟& 🥤 too."

7/5/2019 11:51:51 AM qanuck4truth Well, look at that...video from a FB friend....around the 11 second mark.  I clipped a photo if you can't watch the video due to the group's privacy 

settings  https://www.facebook.com/groups/endtimesanomalies/permalink/1106799162847845/ … pic.twitter.com/m8raYMnz9V

7/5/2019 11:53:33 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enuOArEfqGo …

7/5/2019 11:53:49 AM ediehall787 Let it ALL come out! It’s time for the truth to be told. ❤️🇺🇸❤️

7/5/2019 11:53:57 AM v_rags 🙌🤣

7/5/2019 11:54:51 AM lilhaycraft What was the hashtag?

7/5/2019 11:56:34 AM girlawakeinca Don’t forget some 🍿

7/5/2019 11:56:50 AM atheism_is_dead I agree that if taken from a slightly different angle we would see that they are not fossilized bodies. However, the vague, generic, subjective & un-

biblical English term giants is not applicable to Gen 6 since we have no reliable physical description of Nephilim.



7/5/2019 11:57:09 AM atheism_is_dead Just as an FYI: see my new book "What Does the Bible Say About Giants and Nephilim?: A Styled Giantology and Nephilology":  

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=nephilology&i=digital-text&ref=nb_sb_noss_2 …

7/5/2019 11:57:29 AM slayerofmatrix1 Wow

7/5/2019 11:57:47 AM zagnett Oh right, forgot!

This is my favorite meal well dealing with the Twittz here on the Twittz:

🍿🍩🍸

7/5/2019 11:57:58 AM mdh2302 😂😂👏👏👏Esta está buenísima... la linda oveja 🐑 de " repente" decide imitar a los bellos perros pastores en su alegría 😂😂😂 se sumó a ellos 

y lo hizo MEJOR😂😆🤣

7/5/2019 11:58:10 AM slayerofmatrix1 Abandoned ?  What are the implications ?

7/5/2019 11:58:11 AM roublisa Yesss!

7/5/2019 11:59:56 AM fdseaboch Booker willbeinjailbeforethedayisover

7/5/2019 11:59:59 AM 777thunderlips There is a difference of a scholar and the author. Since the author is not around. You are dealing with your interpretations only. As we know, the Bible 

is coded in many ways.  How do you know your understanding is the correct one?

7/5/2019 12:00:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 😆🤣😁

7/5/2019 12:04:10 PM 777thunderlips Time/Space/Matter in the first sentence of the Bible.

God is Energy.  E=MC2. Things were written back then at a lower level of understanding.  Today our science has enabled us to interpret the Bible in 

different ways. pic.twitter.com/IrxeS2d726

7/5/2019 12:06:50 PM barbara58330201 Guardian!  #WWG1WGA

7/5/2019 12:07:29 PM anjilloflight_ 😳That looks like this Black Manta doesn’t it? #MantaRay

👉🏻 https://twitter.com/anjilloflight/status/1147154206379429888?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/Zi3gQWiIgA

7/5/2019 12:08:09 PM peggygilmour173 Stealth got the most oohs and aha's from the crowd, flying over.

7/5/2019 12:09:55 PM ladtacarms Maybe next time land the thing. Get out and give a little wave, pop a cold one, and just be chill about the whole thing. This Bigfoot/Nessie cloak and 

dagger routine is stale.

7/5/2019 12:10:48 PM vickster016 Sheepdogs are the HERDERS.. Leading Sheep into (perceived) safety and formation. The sheep blindly follow...

7/5/2019 12:11:27 PM bonaparente The sheepdog loves his job and takes responsibility, similar to caring for children. The sheep follows directions out of fear or respect- knowing the 

sheepdog isn’t fooling around and may sacrifice his own life to protect them from wolves. In the abstract it’s a beautiful thing.

7/5/2019 12:12:14 PM unitebylight This is such a fake disinfo post. The camera is barely moving but the "lens flare" moves all over the place? That's not how it works

7/5/2019 12:13:57 PM qanuck4truth Here ya go.. pic.twitter.com/kAk389Kon0

7/5/2019 12:14:32 PM dragonragegamin I sent in a tip and never got a response back

7/5/2019 12:16:15 PM aprilbrown99 Not sure what you mean by “whether I was or wasnt”?

What I found most interesting was the info about reprogramming your genetics 🧬 & DNA. MJ has mentioned this numerous times. But whatever 

resonates with you is what you are meant to hear & take with you, Its all good, Brian. 👍

7/5/2019 12:20:21 PM sl_okc 🤔 follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146922948248387585 …

7/5/2019 12:20:26 PM ascension_guide Gotcha. Ok, I’m trying to confirm the source, and if it’s visible in any videos on YT,  either the same angle/shot or maybe another perspective

7/5/2019 12:25:50 PM marison117 Tick tacs in formation.

7/5/2019 12:28:12 PM zuzuq5 Not a lens flare...nice try tho

7/5/2019 12:28:23 PM watnewsnow That’s not a video. It’s a sceeenshot. Too easy to fake those. Can you link the video?

7/5/2019 12:30:44 PM consortiapartn1 That chap certainly has an interesting name

7/5/2019 12:30:48 PM tammyrochester2 WI

7/5/2019 12:32:26 PM rachaelangelm Does she keep only worry about where to eat and drink. The sheepdog ensures that they may eat and drink safely. The sheep only worry when the 

sheep dog is missing.

7/5/2019 12:32:34 PM weediblue That's not a lens flare. I know what your trying to say, but for the lights on each side, don't match up to the lights in the sky (including the number of 

lights. Plus you haven't take into consideration the perspective of the lights in relation to the actual distance. That...

7/5/2019 12:33:12 PM roaminnoodle Time is an illusion, yes, but Trump saying Thanks at #SaluteToAmericaAddress

"... distinguished leaders representing each branch of the U.S. Armed Forces, the Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, Marines ... and VERY SOON, the 

Space Force"

See 18:12 mark: https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1146932094339362817 …

7/5/2019 12:33:20 PM richard07759712 ~ relying on the strength of the messager ~ 

inclined to suggest the strength of the Message is where it’s coming from vs the messenger that is strong does not waiver; whereas the message can 

be adulterated

7/5/2019 12:33:37 PM weediblue ..a couple of hundred metres your talking.

7/5/2019 12:34:25 PM weediblue Original close up pic.twitter.com/lf9xNXKhaC

7/5/2019 12:35:02 PM weediblue Zoomed in further pic.twitter.com/6SBK3v0Ntf

7/5/2019 12:36:04 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Duh! But whose?

7/5/2019 12:38:10 PM weediblue On this one I've adapted the light etc, just to try and bring the image out a bit more. I've never seen a lens flare like this. pic.twitter.com/GEFi8AbEV1

7/5/2019 12:40:01 PM roublisa  https://twitter.com/channel4news/status/1147193004614180865?s=21 … check this out ...recruiting 😁😁😁

7/5/2019 12:40:17 PM jeremymcall 👍

7/5/2019 12:40:58 PM jcs12877 No more.

7/5/2019 12:44:14 PM charmanda9 Finally getting a chance to watch now, April. I am really enjoying it, thanks for posting!

7/5/2019 12:44:57 PM magaglam #Majestic #4thofJuly #ItsHappening #DarkToLight #AmericaTheBeautiful #ArrestThemAll #DeepState #RedWhiteandBoom 

pic.twitter.com/2F6rMx3QsC

7/5/2019 12:45:41 PM grupoka2018 Yes!

7/5/2019 12:47:46 PM gonsalves_dee 1/2 of Congress will be among those names released. #DrainTheSwamp

7/5/2019 12:48:19 PM roaminnoodle I sooo wish! But, I already tried joining the Armed Services, and was denied for my hearing!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you have any technology that can help with my hearing and you can please share before I am too old to enlist?

 https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1113278143467544576 …

7/5/2019 12:49:52 PM mactruthcdn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/5/2019 12:49:58 PM marcusgillette1  https://twitter.com/ismaelr19/status/1147164533359878145?s=21 …

7/5/2019 12:50:02 PM truthseekermed1 Why is sather doing this?

7/5/2019 12:50:45 PM americanpetal 🧐

7/5/2019 12:52:32 PM therealenglado Thank god <3

7/5/2019 12:53:14 PM ghost_of_billy_ Protector

7/5/2019 12:54:45 PM thekbroskilla Reverse search that image



7/5/2019 12:56:00 PM ladypatriot20 It was pretty spectacular!!  I'm sure very few have actually seen one.

7/5/2019 12:56:56 PM marcusgillette1  pic.twitter.com/rnR9IDd2HC

7/5/2019 12:57:19 PM pixiesdorule You need to chill dude. Drink some Chamomile Tea...

7/5/2019 12:57:21 PM theonesnickers AOC = sheepdog

Liberals = sheep being hearded

7/5/2019 12:57:54 PM lightcomingin Why so obscured? A little more obvious would have been nice, I don't like having others point out something I can't see and I'm looking for with 

intention.

7/5/2019 12:58:19 PM marcusgillette1  pic.twitter.com/1FpL6DO8Lq

7/5/2019 12:59:22 PM fuzzymoshe Malia and Sascha eating underage pizza in the basement of the Alamo with JFK @JuniorMints. Give me puberty or give me death. Hairless Kushner 

says Sirhanx2 was right or wrong..it won’t be long. Thanks but know thanks. Can I get an #AMEN, ahem! @danjaz88 @OnePingOnly2 @whitehatguy

7/5/2019 1:00:07 PM marcusgillette1 Guess I’ll have to do that on all images from now on. Can’t even take Patriots words on stuff like that anymore. Seems like stuff must be getting 

recycled around, or outsiders are interjecting material on purpose to try and make us all look stupid. Will be upping my game.

7/5/2019 1:00:14 PM janjch23 A sheepdog is a guide to the sheep,a sheepdog leads the sheep to where they need to go at the guidance of the Master.The sheepdog follows the 

commands of the master.A sheepdog also protects the sheep from harm.The sheep only know their Masters voice no other.

7/5/2019 1:01:02 PM roublisa What are your thoughts....msm clowns are making a big deal of wording POTUS had during the speech Anons know🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 the truth🤗🤗🤗

7/5/2019 1:02:08 PM n7guardiananon I found it interesting as well.  But whether i/we as humans were or weren't edited or not doesn't change anything for me. 

As I mentioned before, we are capable of so much more.

7/5/2019 1:02:25 PM janjch23 Jesus is the lamb that was sacrificed. Jesus is coming back as a lion.

7/5/2019 1:03:06 PM pixiesdorule  pic.twitter.com/W5W4CrC6c2

7/5/2019 1:03:54 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸Brother you are serving right now....you are one of the best digital soldiers I know....#MAGA  you are the real deal...💗💗💗

7/5/2019 1:04:50 PM adsvel This is what S'waruu are talking about, all is up to us, we are creators of our reality and its limitless.😊

7/5/2019 1:05:37 PM n7guardiananon 😉👍☝

7/5/2019 1:06:33 PM pixiesdorule Regale is with your knowledge then. What does a Trump follower have to do with this? In your learned opinion, wouldn't anyone see the UFO's, when 

uncloaked, regardless of political party affiliation?

7/5/2019 1:08:44 PM flashlightnings Absolutely georgeous! ❤️❤️❤️

7/5/2019 1:09:54 PM hugsnpugs And don’t forget about JEB! Bush’s tweet...

7/5/2019 1:09:57 PM roublisa I love Swaru ......💗💗💗 thank you @Adsvel  I love you 💕💕💕

7/5/2019 1:11:14 PM charmanda9 🌸🐚🦋🕯💖🌈🎶🌙🌊

7/5/2019 1:11:18 PM roaminnoodle If only THIS was my day-time job...ha!

Thank you Lisa, and same to you! You're the best! ❤️🇺🇸o7

7/5/2019 1:12:19 PM adsvel I love S'waruu as well and love You too.😊💜☀️🌈🛸🌺

7/5/2019 1:13:30 PM adsvel 😊💜☀️🌈🌺

7/5/2019 1:15:22 PM charmanda9 I agree with Lisa, wholeheartedly. 

👏👏👏 Thank you for your work.

7/5/2019 1:16:22 PM jlsharkey This Evangelical wouldn’t be afraid, nor would most others I know. Why bring us up?

7/5/2019 1:17:27 PM qanuck4truth Unfortunately, he's got it set to private so I can't share.. You would have to join the FB group.

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/endtimesanomalies/permalink/1106799162847845/ …

7/5/2019 1:17:50 PM roaminnoodle Aww guys, you're making me blush! ☺️

Just remember we're all here right now - in this moment, for a reason - and we're all in this together!

#WWG1WGA

7/5/2019 1:17:58 PM roublisa 🦋🐬🐠🐸🦚🌈✨⭐️💫🌏😘😘😘

7/5/2019 1:21:22 PM jessej97real Interesting perspective 🤔

7/5/2019 1:21:32 PM kdroyce In this photo, President Bush looks like a beaten man... Notwithstanding the fact that he is at his father's funeral. That is more than just grief.

7/5/2019 1:21:59 PM roublisa ❤️💗💕🌈💫⭐️✨ pic.twitter.com/GseeaZ8Qbp

7/5/2019 1:23:24 PM roublisa A dream is only one step from reality....if you want go for it 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/i1N2WR180X

7/5/2019 1:25:24 PM bbobbio71 Sheep run from the dog and or go where the dog sends them.

7/5/2019 1:26:13 PM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said they would make an appearance.  pic.twitter.com/APcFotADkF

7/5/2019 1:26:42 PM roublisa That is our best quality ....we love 💕💞💕

7/5/2019 1:27:37 PM bbobbio71 He looked shaken when walking on the stage. 

Cant say I blame him

7/5/2019 1:27:52 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/5/2019 1:28:43 PM bbobbio71 Any one see Jebs post? Think it was 4 Presidents die on fourth of July.

7/5/2019 1:29:38 PM numberonepal You were gonna buy a TR-3B and backed out?

7/5/2019 1:31:04 PM enomai_ This is what ships I've seen look like in the sky.

7/5/2019 1:31:25 PM cumberlandacad2 Good call

7/5/2019 1:31:30 PM ascension_guide Does anyone know the source of these photos? Looking for video footage, original source or any additional verification that this craft appeared at the 

July 4th fireworks in DC. pic.twitter.com/E70vg20yaX

7/5/2019 1:35:04 PM enomai_ Jordan, if you don't stop shilling. Let me explain what will happen.

When all of this information comes out. You will end up being on the side of Hillary Clinton and the likes to the public eye.

You get that right?

7/5/2019 1:38:32 PM enomai_ Who the F is Jordan sather?

7/5/2019 1:39:27 PM enomai_ They have to tell the truth. It's apart of the belief right?

7/5/2019 1:39:46 PM enomai_ In some fashion

7/5/2019 1:40:05 PM raeanon #GreatAwakening it’s HAPPENING 💥🇺🇸💥

7/5/2019 1:47:11 PM nikoscali Can't wait for the @TuckerCarlson @FoxNews interview with @POTUS tonight. It will truly be #Majestic!

#MAGA #QAnon #Disclosure #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #DarkToLight #ET #UFO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XOUdmAdk2L

7/5/2019 1:50:32 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JustinWalsh33/status/1146927457137823745 …

7/5/2019 1:51:54 PM davidrupell Definitely lens flair!

7/5/2019 1:54:17 PM nurseniceyes I don't have very good eyesight.  I just want them to land in my yard. I will take that as proof.



7/5/2019 1:54:20 PM 78503002 Well thanks for trying anyway

7/5/2019 1:55:14 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/rIRsMTc4pl

7/5/2019 1:55:51 PM missy968 Hello friends!

7/5/2019 1:56:53 PM candyo35 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said to watch for them, check out his tweets

7/5/2019 1:57:28 PM monroevegas Mind blown

7/5/2019 1:58:51 PM nurseniceyes Ya I don't see much jrock...I miss alot. My glasses are almost legally blind...I don't drive either.

7/5/2019 2:02:51 PM caljustice1 Like They care going to investigate 

Beccera or Padilla for their lawless acts or even newsome and LaRaza.

7/5/2019 2:03:47 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/l4e05diXFt

7/5/2019 2:04:56 PM numberonepal What about it is not real?

7/5/2019 2:12:21 PM qanuck4truth Last night I was looking 4 live video...only 1's I found from a network, @RSBNetwork & WAPO on youtube. I was getting pissed off because everytime I 

saw something that looked interesting WAPO would zoom in2 the fireworks away from the rest of the sky. I knew what they were doing.

7/5/2019 2:12:52 PM wwg1wga_nl Sorry but its kinda vague all this 🤔

7/5/2019 2:14:36 PM tempresident2 We all know less than 20% of what's really going on.

7/5/2019 2:15:59 PM cace_2015 I recommend using adobe photoshop 6.0 and try use polarize and then finding edges on the pictures to find stuff. Remember all versions 7+ of 

photoshop were altered when they knew what the 6.0 could do.

7/5/2019 2:19:00 PM 9newdog i look forward to that @Knowita47918362

7/5/2019 2:20:44 PM fuzzymoshe #Baio...Baio...midnight come and we wanna grow bones. Meanwhile Mr. MagooObama all nimbly-bimbly with the facts in the bouncy house down by 

the river. Shouting into the abysmal plasma - Hey, are you gunna finish that? Gen. Flynn HERO #GetOffMyLawn Or is it just me. Who said that?

7/5/2019 2:22:40 PM teriwade12 The Sheepdog controls many sheep thru its consciousness.  😏

7/5/2019 2:23:44 PM qanuck4truth There's this video...apparently it was shot Wed. night...around the 11sec mark.   

https://www.facebook.com/fjalvisi/videos/pcb.10213740094445870/10213740089605749/?type=3&theater …

7/5/2019 2:24:45 PM farmingjackson What was the fast mover???  https://youtu.be/lE3rNWYvkRg  it is at around the 6:58 mark.

7/5/2019 2:25:39 PM darrindudding Its merely a CBO recommendation not a demand nor law as the Raptor will be flying for quite some time

7/5/2019 2:33:09 PM danny75560506 So many questions

7/5/2019 2:33:23 PM yeg5571571 Totally lens flare KEK

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/zCUwXsZiIf

7/5/2019 2:36:06 PM stanfireman1 Interesting timing with NXIVM trial ending. Could end up with a whole prison boatload of sex criminals. Literally.

7/5/2019 2:36:20 PM pkekbar Can I throw the wolf and the Shepherd into the mix?

Cuz I'm pretty sure there's collusion somewhere....

7/5/2019 2:38:21 PM lady_miss_m What's even more horrifying is what had to happen before that hashtag could be created in the first place, so that the hashtag could then be used as it 

was.  I hope that wasn't too convoluted.

7/5/2019 2:38:49 PM clarkd958 Definitely worth a retweet my friend thank u

7/5/2019 2:42:07 PM georgepeterbon2 The sheepdog protects the sheep from these. 😉 pic.twitter.com/WUoPuahRXC

7/5/2019 2:44:50 PM blsdbe Well Done!!!

7/5/2019 2:45:05 PM leslie31448714  https://cloverchronicle.com/2018/12/05/weird-hillary-clinton-receives-surprise-envelope-at-george-h-w-bushs-funeral/ …

7/5/2019 2:46:05 PM dcb_702 I just made this and feel like I'm on the fence. pic.twitter.com/ZQUqYcGWP9

7/5/2019 2:49:08 PM leslie31448714 Very interesting huh?

7/5/2019 2:52:49 PM connie30550355  pic.twitter.com/55ufutNxKk

7/5/2019 2:53:25 PM orcatra Read an excellent WSJ article from a person in the know saying Iran’s war sounds are designed to disturb and push the EU to push Trump to change his 

mind about sanctions. Hope he DOESN’T cave.

7/5/2019 2:57:28 PM wyatt251 The ds been doing one on us for yrs

7/5/2019 2:59:11 PM eskeljoyce Protector of the sheep. Trump is our sheepdog!

7/5/2019 2:59:47 PM auagate Exactly. There is the Q!

 https://patents.google.com/?assignee=St+Clair+John+Q …

7/5/2019 3:00:18 PM n7guardiananon Hahaha pic.twitter.com/cjxELHc6Ox

7/5/2019 3:02:00 PM cryptojimaz @HillaryClinton

7/5/2019 3:03:08 PM phonehats SHEEP DOG HELP THE SHEPHERD BUT SHEEP DOG NEED DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY HELP. THANKS

7/5/2019 3:03:37 PM cryptojimaz  pic.twitter.com/ornn3UXTgs

7/5/2019 3:04:57 PM phonehats SHEEP DOG HELP SHEEP GET INTO THE NARROW GATE. BUT SHEEP DOG NEED NATIONAL DEFENSE AGENCY PLS AND THANK YOU

7/5/2019 3:04:58 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Qt1AazqdZ0

7/5/2019 3:06:37 PM cryptojimaz Democrat leaders and many in MSM are quite aware of who he is and of the crimes that he has comitted.  They are willing parties in the cover up in 

order not to implicate those at the top of the democrat party and liberal leftest in Hollywood.

7/5/2019 3:09:25 PM cryptojimaz  https://www.foxnews.com/us/flight-logs-show-bill-clinton-flew-on-sex-offenders-jet-much-more-than-previously-known …

7/5/2019 3:10:32 PM cryptojimaz  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scandal-and-how-media-attempted-ignorecover-it …

7/5/2019 3:11:16 PM cryptojimaz An educated guess would be the democrat half.

7/5/2019 3:15:24 PM gonsalves_dee Mostly Democrats but some republicans.

7/5/2019 3:16:54 PM disclosurebp It's a lens flare. Video and photo evidence in this thread. https://twitter.com/DisclosureBP/status/1146967834691420160 …

7/5/2019 3:17:25 PM liltilgerlil Wow! Good find

7/5/2019 3:18:13 PM duriavigrobert Well,PROPAGANDA was devised to lead to war🤔

7/5/2019 3:18:35 PM cryptojimaz  pic.twitter.com/UYYHhbNm4N

7/5/2019 3:20:42 PM jonicurry17 Wow just wow! If they were really there I feel even more protected. Omg

7/5/2019 3:23:02 PM phreatomagnetic They keep them safe, docile, and moving at the appointed pace to be sheared or slaughtered depending upon the shepherd's direction.  The protection 

is temporary and has nothing to do with the sheep's needs.

7/5/2019 3:27:46 PM carol76184778 I was talking about the average Joe.  People who watch mainstream and take it for Gospel truth.  They never ask questions or make connections.

7/5/2019 3:28:06 PM thestormpatriot "No outside comms" -Q- Busted, LARP pic.twitter.com/uQz24EPnP8

7/5/2019 3:28:20 PM ladyyoungbull  https://www.google.com/search?q=John+Q+St+Clair&oq=John+Q+St+Clair&aqs=chrome..69i57j69i60l3.12530j0j7&client=ms-android-americamovil-

us-revc&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8 …

7/5/2019 3:31:17 PM cryptojimaz That is why those in the know never watch MSM.  God bless all of the fools that are brainwashed by MSM.

7/5/2019 3:42:59 PM jswdh1 Sheepdogs control the sheep..... guide them to their destination...

7/5/2019 3:43:31 PM pomeinnz Fear

7/5/2019 3:45:54 PM jswdh1 How would those lights make a mark in the sky like that......

7/5/2019 3:49:21 PM jswdh1 Those lights are shining up toward the screen not out toward the audience!

7/5/2019 3:54:29 PM chris_losh_ That's a pretty far reach, even for you Jordan.

7/5/2019 3:58:29 PM deplorableinva  pic.twitter.com/uZwqxEzXn4

7/5/2019 4:00:15 PM facetiouse they aint clowning,they just retarded.

7/5/2019 4:01:06 PM facetiouse well,Jeb aint got nothing to worry about.

7/5/2019 4:05:17 PM deedeerushforth  pic.twitter.com/3iMQTg4nw7

7/5/2019 4:06:15 PM deedeerushforth  pic.twitter.com/OONQxe1RG8

7/5/2019 4:07:34 PM nettiejoi  pic.twitter.com/WQU95QWsy7



7/5/2019 4:24:08 PM maryschade14 Keeps watch on the ones that stray..protects..keeps them moving..helps the Human hand.

The sheep dog's need of sheep is one of breeding for the task.

Symbiotic.

7/5/2019 4:24:13 PM andersons_evan That from during the fireworks? I stand corrected. Just wasn’t much of an “event”. Maybe it would have been more impactful if it were not raining.

7/5/2019 4:25:44 PM 777thunderlips Lens flare is the pink shadow with the white dot in the middle. The rest are ships. Mr. Photographer. Try not being such a bitch!

7/5/2019 4:27:42 PM ddangerous12 I borrowed this pic from someone else. Could b lens flare, but I have no idea. Just thought I would share.

7/5/2019 4:30:01 PM magafaith "Aircraft One" pic.twitter.com/wAn9FnYjSt

7/5/2019 4:30:23 PM owlwoman911_ Sheepdogs are wolves that like sheep more than mutton... Usually spend their time plucking the foolish out of their wolfie friend's mouths... & talking 

ppl out of dumbass things..

7/5/2019 4:31:21 PM robertando3 Focus on the Crosshairs

7/5/2019 4:33:10 PM weediblue Both have a certain respect for each other to a degree, however the sheepdog has one master. The sheep, like most species, will (if given time), 

produce one who will challenge the norm. 'Babe' could be an example of that.

7/5/2019 4:36:00 PM nadaniente holy moly she is quite the politician isn't she....and they made that prime minister ...she has the tact of a cow with a toothache! 😂

7/5/2019 4:36:31 PM 11witness11 I also shared it, because it's cool!

But then I saw the stage lights and had to share that too.

I'm not convinced either way tbh.

7/5/2019 4:37:58 PM andrew13892378 Presently In thinking and info gathering mode here only, however consider that leading a mislead population to truth, may also need to be a psyop? 

Knowing and being able to trust intention is perhaps most important.

7/5/2019 4:52:47 PM chosenbyloved Yup

7/5/2019 4:53:42 PM becca079 Jeb forgot about the funeral note?!? pic.twitter.com/Yzlpb9kTNT

7/5/2019 4:58:19 PM rafngeirdal I clicked on both of your photos and to the outermost left, there is a horizontal line through a light in the sky. I believe it has to do with your tweet 

some three hours earlier, that said: “We will be making an appearance ....

Eyes on the skies.

38.889295 -77.050194

...”.

7/5/2019 4:59:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

7/5/2019 4:59:58 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/R2iNipwlEl

7/5/2019 5:00:45 PM ygwiryn Did people get arrested yesterday?

7/5/2019 5:01:23 PM xusaf_patriot Has there ever been any?  lol

7/5/2019 5:02:21 PM v_rags 5:5

7/5/2019 5:02:45 PM happykat9 ?

7/5/2019 5:06:13 PM marzipaningles1 Omg didn’t even notice that

7/5/2019 5:06:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tucker Carlson tonight.

7/5/2019 5:06:42 PM maryschade14 😎 Leaves so much to the imagination.

Majestic..

7/5/2019 5:06:54 PM kagdefender One thought dominated my childhood: “I can’t wait to see what humans accomplish.” (Yeah, I know, not your avg. kid)

This is why I’m here. Like I bought tickets to a show, but no idea when it will start. Pretty sure it’s already started, can’t wait to see how it ends! 

pic.twitter.com/rIgtkDiNEZ

7/5/2019 5:06:59 PM hswcyd What if we are using octal system? Does it apply too?

7/5/2019 5:07:11 PM jswdh1 Watching now!

7/5/2019 5:07:27 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/U8g5yfyUAn

7/5/2019 5:07:34 PM deedeerushforth  pic.twitter.com/uutoS0THBE

7/5/2019 5:08:09 PM trickyrick2u I don't have cable though...boo

7/5/2019 5:09:05 PM americanchilean ON NOW! pic.twitter.com/nlsnjltvpB

7/5/2019 5:09:31 PM galacticcitiz3n Watching now 😋🤓

7/5/2019 5:09:45 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/8RaRLBX0Bb

7/5/2019 5:11:05 PM charmanda9 It’s on now? Got a link?

7/5/2019 5:11:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Page 399

Define creamed.

"Her berry got creamed."

Majestic coincidence?

Use the power of 3 6 and 9 to #UnsealEpstein.

 https://vault.fbi.gov/hillary-r.-clinton/Hillary%20R.%20Clinton%20Part%2033%20of%2034/view … pic.twitter.com/Ij9kQy8UkZ

7/5/2019 5:12:44 PM charmanda9 Got it.  https://youtu.be/ALneBQswEqQ 

7/5/2019 5:13:07 PM covertress Anons know

7/5/2019 5:13:10 PM tanhaley Ugh.....

7/5/2019 5:13:42 PM linnyt7 Sheepdogs herd the sheep

7/5/2019 5:13:42 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/cU5BnvtMCJ

7/5/2019 5:14:09 PM ygwiryn Sheepdogs protect the sheep.

They rise up and attack the attack. Then settle back in with the sheep. 

Sheepdogs are both loving and caring, but have the programming to become wolves when needed to protect the sheep.

7/5/2019 5:14:09 PM my2sonznme Can you tweet updates, I don’t have cable🙏🏻

7/5/2019 5:14:42 PM hoelessromantik Smashed by hammers from interns

7/5/2019 5:14:53 PM vcpp Referring to her blackberry getting destroyed?

7/5/2019 5:15:00 PM nsa_qil2 “Something” took out HRCs  Blackberry device 

We hear she likes to employ hammers for the job ...

7/5/2019 5:15:13 PM 1centralcaligal Hmmm... Of course, they are talking in vulgar code; just like those nasty Pedo-sta emails, they can and WILL be decoded!! Thank you for all your hard 

work and service, and thank you for keeping the rest of us apprised!!!!

7/5/2019 5:15:41 PM nodivide_usa repeat he is on

7/5/2019 5:15:49 PM jaspony1 Are you saying there will be no spoilers tonight on Tucker?

7/5/2019 5:15:52 PM mongrelglory  https://youtu.be/tDQw21ntR64 

7/5/2019 5:16:16 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/6VICFxwFdL

7/5/2019 5:17:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Majestic 🛸

How do you catch a fish?

Image Source: Kab

$JS spreads clown disinformation over "Hello Lens Flare."

We will not be announcing our arrival

Still highly Classified

We wIll not be around forever

[Di]sclosur[e] is com[ing] http://fbi.gov/tips 
7/5/2019 5:17:35 PM aprilbrown99 Live stream. http://watchnewslive.tv/fox-news-live-stream-usa/ …



7/5/2019 5:17:46 PM burgersandra Blackberry phone, perhaps?

Judicial Watch: Former Asst. Sec. of State for Diplomatic Security Testifies Under Oath that He Warned Hillary Clinton Twice About Unsecure 

BlackBerrys and Personal Emails https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room/press-releases/judicial-watch-former-asst-sec-of-state-for-diplomatic-

security-testifies-under-oath-that-he-warned-hillary-clinton-twice-about-unsecure-blackberrys-and-personal-emails/ …

7/5/2019 5:17:51 PM teamsterr07 Her BlackBerry phone got destroyed? I dont wanna think about HRCs lady parts getting aroused...🤢🤢🤢

7/5/2019 5:18:09 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/MxqFSXN0pP

7/5/2019 5:18:11 PM duncanskinner6 Explanation depends on how the sheepdog was trained and how the dog identifies with the sheep.

7/5/2019 5:18:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Vulgar... pic.twitter.com/iFsaP21ngS

7/5/2019 5:19:12 PM deerwerdna @ClydeLewis

7/5/2019 5:19:15 PM mongrelglory Profound insight! 😑

7/5/2019 5:19:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the power of 3 6 9 to #UnsealEpstein.

Majestic pic.twitter.com/q9J3Iulrps

7/5/2019 5:20:47 PM hawkgirlinmn Who/what is dieing?

7/5/2019 5:21:15 PM bwngrace Try his..  https://youtu.be/ALneBQswEqQ 

7/5/2019 5:21:17 PM mongrelglory Psychological operation does not necessarily = deception.

7/5/2019 5:21:36 PM adsvel My intuition was right about the source, Kab.

7/5/2019 5:21:46 PM aprilbrown99 I missed the first few minutes but I agree about the sanctuary cities. Los Angeles is terrible but it didnt start two years ago there. Has been bad for 

years. Currently over 58K homeless. I have a project plan in place to help if they reset ever comes thru. Been dreaming...

7/5/2019 5:21:53 PM shotgunanniebar Maybe Huma helped insert it where Hills could cream it? Sick but what else? The pervert sisters at it again

7/5/2019 5:21:53 PM aprilbrown99 ...about having the funds to help for 25 years. They need rehabilitation, medical, proper nutrition...so much. Breaks my heart.

7/5/2019 5:22:03 PM djlok ThanQ!!!

7/5/2019 5:22:13 PM packersphan 🤣😂@Jordan_Sather_ “spreads clown disinformation” over “halo lens flare”. Nothing better than a good UFO fight!

7/5/2019 5:22:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big month coming.

This account will not be around forever.

Tick tock. pic.twitter.com/3m87TbnOuH

7/5/2019 5:23:09 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/lhKygcVaj9

7/5/2019 5:23:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 $JS != @Jordan_Sather_

7/5/2019 5:23:19 PM my2sonznme Thank you very much!!!😊

7/5/2019 5:24:33 PM packersphan those were definitely not lens flares? Majestic crafts then?

7/5/2019 5:25:05 PM rosesrred0119 Your Dieing? Dying? Oh wait I must be missing something.

7/5/2019 5:25:22 PM bdab28 Maybe their race? Idk how accurate the research is that I did a while ago but their survival depended on using the gold from our planet. Not in its solid 

form tho

7/5/2019 5:26:10 PM teamsterr07 Unless you can buy new....nevermind. lol

7/5/2019 5:26:33 PM tinman_q Threat and self preservation. 

The sheepdog represents a threat, the sheep in response attempt to put each other between themselves and the threat, thus ensuring a tight compact 

roundup.

7/5/2019 5:26:41 PM djlok 😔

7/5/2019 5:26:45 PM mongrelglory Hopefully that and not a sex-trafficking victim...😒

7/5/2019 5:26:46 PM blsdbe I am very much looking forward to First Contact, MJ. However, if that is the end of your operation, You will All Be Missed. ThanQ.

7/5/2019 5:27:15 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/7wlFbKDLna

7/5/2019 5:27:22 PM drwb_uk You keep going on about 3, 6, 9, .....but what does 11.11 mean.....I see it a lot

7/5/2019 5:29:29 PM blsdbe Just what I was wondering-to cast a die?

7/5/2019 5:29:33 PM shewolf_saryn 🙌🏼✨🙏🏻❤️ thank you

7/5/2019 5:30:41 PM linnyt7 Creamed-destroyed or defeated. Also slang for getting into an accident. I don’t want to say what the urban dictionary had to say about it. Likely HRC 

got pissed & took it out on her berry. Berries are quite good with cream though. Adding cream to a blackberry is not a good idea.

7/5/2019 5:31:04 PM blsdbe #Majestic or Drones? pic.twitter.com/TyTirg7Kc1

7/5/2019 5:31:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love you MJs and typists, with my whole heart, my 3rd eye, and my higher self. You have majestically helped to transform me and I cannot thank you 

enough. I hope you can feel my sincerity with these written words. 🥰🥰🥰

7/5/2019 5:31:25 PM phonehats [Dieing]

7/5/2019 5:31:53 PM mongrelglory We're going to miss you!  Appreciate all that you have done for us. 😎

7/5/2019 5:32:15 PM cocopuffster12 😭😭😭♥♥♥

7/5/2019 5:32:18 PM deenharryeuw Monoatomic?

7/5/2019 5:32:27 PM subliminal0002 ??????

7/5/2019 5:32:37 PM maryschade14 Outside the phone..unsecured etc.

Isn't icecream a part of paedo-lingo and the pineal could look like a rasberry or blackberry..

melanin..Haiti Dom Republic..anti aging..

7/5/2019 5:33:20 PM v_rags MJ ThanQ for all the sacrifices you have made for humanity!  I’m am humbled by it everyday. 🙏💜💜🙏

7/5/2019 5:34:01 PM djlok #metoo

7/5/2019 5:34:26 PM v_rags 🙏💜💜🙏

7/5/2019 5:35:12 PM blsdbe Kinda like two peas in a pod... pic.twitter.com/cRkcdxc3Us

7/5/2019 5:36:45 PM ajind5 I threw up in my mouth a little thinking about that...🤢🤮🤮

7/5/2019 5:37:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

7/5/2019 5:37:33 PM missy968 Know we have appreciated and learned from you and we say thank you. We will see you on the other side.

7/5/2019 5:37:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 $JS != @Jordan_Sather_ 

Kab = @kabamur_taygeta

7/5/2019 5:38:25 PM 1f4e97bebfc64c4 Coming on now. 👀

7/5/2019 5:38:27 PM stellyce up next after this commercial break

7/5/2019 5:38:44 PM i_like_skis It’s coming up next...

7/5/2019 5:39:16 PM nun_chucknorris He referred to AF1 as "Majestic".

7/5/2019 5:39:25 PM missy968 Are they the same ?

7/5/2019 5:39:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

7/5/2019 5:39:47 PM linnyt7 I’m recording it!

7/5/2019 5:39:48 PM state1union I guess Hilary didn’t understand she had SAP black ops in her server either. Hilary also had a server in Denver rt Platte River traitors?

7/5/2019 5:39:49 PM islandofdelight Is a storm coming?

7/5/2019 5:41:34 PM islandofdelight Is this the same image??

7/5/2019 5:41:38 PM djlok I know!  For the rest of my life or until my memory gets wiped, I'm always gonna see something and think to myself: "Majestic!"



7/5/2019 5:42:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 proofs

9/ Proofs will not be delivered in the way you are accustomed to from the Q team. They are operating under a completely different set of NAT SEC laws 

from MJ12.

Reconcile.

The power of 3 6 9.

#UnsealEpstein >< #Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580588754223105 …

7/5/2019 5:42:40 PM sandy_k_18_r @Jordan_Sather_ Please explain how THIS is a lens flare. I'm not saying I believe either way, however, I would like your explanation. Hoping you will 

respond. Inquiring minds would like to know. Thanks.

7/5/2019 5:43:05 PM aprilbrown99 Bleachpit on HRCs blackberry?

7/5/2019 5:43:23 PM yttak3 Dont know if it was wishful thinking or the high tech fireworks during your  @POTUS  Fourth of July fireworks,I could have sworn in the  smoke/clouds 

there were like faces 😆 no I wasn’t high an or drunk 😆like I said maybe wishful thinking 🤗🤗🤗🤗

7/5/2019 5:44:27 PM islandofdelight ><?

7/5/2019 5:44:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Still trying to put together how #UnsealEpstein is directly related to disclosure. 🤓🤔

7/5/2019 5:46:10 PM sherryandpets Wow!  That explains the “earthquake”!!

7/5/2019 5:46:15 PM starehope What?

7/5/2019 5:46:15 PM 3rdeyeview55 Di e ing ?🤔🤔🤔

7/5/2019 5:47:08 PM louaptekman Di e ing..

7/5/2019 5:47:56 PM big_simp cloning, adrenachome, the unveiling of corruption

start here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/5/2019 5:48:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Energy is an expression of consciousness, therefore the impressions left upon the viewers of the fireworks reflected the conscious energy being 

emitted during that ceremony. In terms of prayer being the language of moral energy, its technical application can be used to affect the

7/5/2019 5:48:27 PM state1union I can only imagine there was some sick shit in her blackberry. HRC got what she wanted and the berry got creamed.

7/5/2019 5:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 physical environment to such a degree where that is not only plausible, but it should be expected. The speech was very powerful. It has changed a lot 

of people's minds about the future they see for their country. Millions have already awoken. Formerly sleeping sheep have woken

7/5/2019 5:49:39 PM deedeerushforth  pic.twitter.com/6PKuHzrZFy

7/5/2019 5:49:44 PM _the_psychonaut I’ve liked this tweet at least 50 times. Every time I visit your page I have to re-like. CLOWNS!

7/5/2019 5:50:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 but can't figure out how to turn the light switch on to wake up. The distinction matters and soon tangible evidence will be in the public domain that will 

prove your "hate speech" (aka "truth" delivered via propaganda) as being correct.

7/5/2019 5:50:48 PM starehope It will expose a great amount of info and bad actors.

7/5/2019 5:51:08 PM jennysue62 Isn't one of the cloning labs under Kirtland AFB in New Mexico?  Los Alamos I think does too.

7/5/2019 5:51:30 PM jayrambin I think they said the Epstein (& connections) thing has to happen first.

7/5/2019 5:52:14 PM maryschade14 All I can do is a wide grin..

You laid out the ultimate Mind Banquet for us. 

To all of you..ThanQ..for being

Majestic. 

Light Love Energy Frequency Vibration 

#ExpandTheMind

7/5/2019 5:52:34 PM whodat007 Well Tucker tonight was a let down.

7/5/2019 5:53:02 PM zack_stone Live bait

Why would fbi be involved on 👽 disclosure? Time is a illusion. Di + e + ing=  think 3 6 9

7/5/2019 5:53:17 PM mongrelglory This is exciting!  😎 pic.twitter.com/dHwn8L0yR4

7/5/2019 5:53:20 PM jrocktigers The phrase" "Its only real if you believe" , is 100% fact. You must have faith.

7/5/2019 5:54:51 PM aprilbrown99 That makes my heart sing with joy!  🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

7/5/2019 5:56:32 PM lonefox0101  pic.twitter.com/HQp7u6O2Ui

7/5/2019 5:56:47 PM angelas65154611 So POTUS doesnt believe it. But is open minded.

7/5/2019 5:57:19 PM italianmom555 No no please stick around, or if u get a backup acct I will follow.

7/5/2019 5:57:34 PM usss_211 😁

7/5/2019 5:57:56 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 5:57:59 PM edventuravs  pic.twitter.com/upWRNCXHPD

7/5/2019 5:58:03 PM phonehats so does that mean they're finally gonna be less cryptic and more upfront or are you saying they're gonna be even more cryptic and hidden... cause we 

don't need the latter. I know STEVEN DOESN'T

7/5/2019 5:58:07 PM megagrandma What a let down

7/5/2019 5:58:21 PM megagrandma What a let down

7/5/2019 5:59:04 PM aprilbrown99 Does this mean that 🤡Kab has been caught and will be facing consequences? Was di e ing referring to them?

7/5/2019 5:59:32 PM threadreaderapp Hallo please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Today, the Majestic 12 went fishing. Our target was 

the void created by PM. The objective […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1108580581405851648.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

7/5/2019 6:00:37 PM itsmedoyousee Did they tape more than one version of that exchange?

7/5/2019 6:02:27 PM islandofdelight Was Tucker / Trump censored?

7/5/2019 6:03:15 PM mongrelglory I'm a little confused as to who/what $JS refers to...

7/5/2019 6:03:41 PM mama_marine83 snopes is not a credible source. 

It is owned by biased globalists.

7/5/2019 6:04:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many times has QAnon been mentioned on Hannity in the last 6 days?

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Use it.

#UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 6:04:23 PM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SteveForbesCEO/status/1145763503283871746 …

7/5/2019 6:04:32 PM djlok Maybe the money men behind JS?

7/5/2019 6:04:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thanks for playing.

7/5/2019 6:04:56 PM state1union Your welcome 🙏 lol.

7/5/2019 6:05:01 PM tanhaley I did just hear it. CNN replay

7/5/2019 6:05:03 PM dark2light2019 #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 6:05:05 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

7/5/2019 6:05:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Sean Hannity show has been running all week.

7/5/2019 6:05:40 PM renee86743676 Can't wait. Looking forward to that

7/5/2019 6:05:49 PM michael81972 #UnsealEpstein X9

7/5/2019 6:05:59 PM madscientist How exactly?

7/5/2019 6:06:06 PM wellsong Trump said about UFOs “I’m not a believer”

7/5/2019 6:07:05 PM allahuniversal If disclosure happened first, #DECLAS, #UnsealEpstein, etc, & everyone connected & facilitating could be buried in the news cycle, as an outright 

Disclosure would definitely keep MSM + alternative media & social media busy for weeks or months or more.



7/5/2019 6:07:09 PM southerngallaa I’ve looked into 3, 6, and 9 before. Do you have any suggestions for the best places to learn about how to use the numbers to maximize success? 

(Authors, etc) Thanks!

7/5/2019 6:07:22 PM melissagouin1 I think you meant Tucker Carlson, not Hannity. Btw. Tucker did great tonight.

7/5/2019 6:07:34 PM greg_scotland_ Not a believer in unidentified flying objects. Because they are identified.

7/5/2019 6:08:06 PM mongrelglory #UnsealEpsteinNow

7/5/2019 6:08:15 PM dark2light2019 do your best to get this # trending.

The power of 369 collective consciousness 

Cocreative reality WE have the power to #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 6:08:22 PM lbf777 Kab is a full blown Secret Society scam artist.

7/5/2019 6:08:24 PM starseedatx Trump would pull a statement like that

7/5/2019 6:08:38 PM blsdbe MJ, On Tucker Carlson Tonight, why did POTUS say he doesn’t believe UFOs are real, but he will keep an open mind? Is he leading the way for the 

populace? (Going back 8:22 from the end of the vid  https://youtu.be/ALneBQswEqQ )

7/5/2019 6:08:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 That statement is 100% correct.

Knowing truth outweighs belief.

This is why and how truth is so powerful.

Read into the statement.

7/5/2019 6:09:03 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m not thinking it should happen first, just trying to put the puzzle together and talking out loud.

7/5/2019 6:09:06 PM covertress It's all a game, Love. ♥️

7/5/2019 6:09:27 PM richard07759712 Good... it’s now turning real

7/5/2019 6:09:58 PM cu_mr2ducks Why was it edited then? @tuckerCarlson if this is true @realdonaldjtrump

7/5/2019 6:10:02 PM starseedatx Explain 333.666666.999999999

7/5/2019 6:10:41 PM cu_mr2ducks That’s not what was said though.

7/5/2019 6:11:12 PM rafngeirdal I would like @photowhitehouse to see both the coordinates by Majestic 12 and those 2 photos of lights in the sky, as William Moon at White House 

Photos might have filmed the spot in the sky that fits with those very coordinates.

7/5/2019 6:11:13 PM linnyt7 He does it to me too and not just on this account

7/5/2019 6:11:30 PM jrocktigers They are Identified Flying Objects.

7/5/2019 6:11:53 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking, but I wondered what the JS initials stood for if they were trying to distance it from Jordan Sather.

7/5/2019 6:11:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not be announcing our arrival

Still highly Classified

We wIll not be Around forever

7/5/2019 6:12:17 PM aprilbrown99 They are all identied. The Majestic knows who they all are.

7/5/2019 6:12:19 PM marisastio I thought tonight is a re-reun

7/5/2019 6:12:19 PM andress45303251 How much $ you made offa Q?

@NeonRevolt?

@JustInformU 

You guys thought we would just sit around and watch!?!?

As "Q" says...tick tock.

😇

🙏

7/5/2019 6:12:29 PM wellsong True, you can parse it that way. I read from that there won’t be any announcements or disclosure anytime soon

7/5/2019 6:12:34 PM k3yle Thanks

7/5/2019 6:12:52 PM maniccompressi1 #Notable #QAnon

7/5/2019 6:12:53 PM allahuniversal 💯 Solid thinking

7/5/2019 6:12:56 PM kachinagtto But time is an illusion...you’ve already arrived 😉

7/5/2019 6:12:56 PM stormystorm10 Rules were ment to be broken

7/5/2019 6:12:58 PM state1union Neither will we 😢

7/5/2019 6:13:35 PM deerwerdna So if that’s the case, I guess we know who will get the honor of asking POTUS about Q or Qanon!!!

7/5/2019 6:13:39 PM starseedatx Where are you now?

7/5/2019 6:13:54 PM djlok Like not around on Twitter?  But you'll always be around, right?  Like hidden in plain sight? pic.twitter.com/QUEviaAriK

7/5/2019 6:14:01 PM state1union Very existential of you 👍

7/5/2019 6:14:01 PM deerwerdna Now the only question that remains is when?

7/5/2019 6:14:30 PM xusaf_patriot Last night was a "recap" night for Hannity...I was on C-spAN looking for a sky event instead...lol

7/5/2019 6:14:36 PM david00997884 I think most of the disclosure is about treason,child trafficing, and pedofila. And ofcource crimes to humanity, think Epstein will make Keith R. Look like 

Romper Room, it will take down the House.

7/5/2019 6:14:47 PM nodivide_usa Why?

7/5/2019 6:14:48 PM rafngeirdal Please take a look at those two photos presented by Majestic 12 Mr. William Moon at White House Photos @photowhitehouse . In addition I want to 

tell Mr. Moon that in one tweet reply, a Tweeter showed a photo with red arrows painted on from the Lincoln Memorial into the sky.

7/5/2019 6:15:19 PM worried_canuck why are you here?

7/5/2019 6:15:25 PM ygwiryn These triangle space crafts in various forms have been seen in many different places. Heard Thursday’s are test flights. 

Patent or not, someone has working crafts.

7/5/2019 6:16:02 PM xusaf_patriot They are not "unidentified"...except by acronym. Trump knows the *truth* so he can't be a "believer".

7/5/2019 6:16:13 PM nun_chucknorris Interesting timestamp (9:11 EST)

7/5/2019 6:16:21 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/5/2019 6:16:29 PM shellielopez I think they are talking about her Blackberry phone. “Creamed” can mean destroyed. 

Monica Hanley was HRC Aid. All those emails are going to be reviewed via FOIA Judicial Watch. There will be plenty of dirt. 

https://clintonfoundationtimeline.com/tags/monica-hanley/ …

7/5/2019 6:16:37 PM tncharlene wIII?

7/5/2019 6:16:50 PM djlok Bingo!!!

7/5/2019 6:16:53 PM linnyt7 You can believe anything these days...

7/5/2019 6:17:12 PM the_fjalar don’t know.

I’m out kayaking and camping.

Still have phone service though. 😂

#TVfree #Iamoutsideplaying

7/5/2019 6:17:15 PM david00997884 Sounds like most of you have been around forever already, and we THANK YOU ALL FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS, THANK YOU BROTHERS AND 

SISTERS OF THE LIGHT.

7/5/2019 6:17:25 PM mongrelglory Christine...I can only imagine he's "playing dumb" until the time is right for mass disclosure. They seem to be gently seeding public consciousness to 

prepare them.  If Trump came right out and said he believed in UFOs (as ETs), then the Cabal MSM would ridicule him like crazy!

7/5/2019 6:17:57 PM the_fjalar  https://twitter.com/the_fjalar/status/1081320146323587078?s=21 …

7/5/2019 6:18:02 PM aprilbrown99 I hope to see you in my skies. I have been watching for you. 👋👋👋 🛸 🛸🛸



7/5/2019 6:18:03 PM theraphinj Why?

Why don’t you at least declass CAP?

We don’t need spaceships

7/5/2019 6:18:15 PM state1union It will be delivered by way of evidence. The truth of what these satanic evil people have been doing for arousal and what they really are. If their even 

human?

7/5/2019 6:18:30 PM toffer_anon_369 I watch Hannity every night and @cathryne_stone is right, he constantly interrupts the guests while they are trying to talk.  It's so annoying and so 

pervasive that half the time the poor guest can't even finish their sentence!

7/5/2019 6:18:39 PM kachinagtto CIA?? pic.twitter.com/xnAaBSGVeg

7/5/2019 6:19:44 PM lbf777 So what’s been the whole point of this psyop? To keep the woke population hopeful while the NWO pushes forward?

7/5/2019 6:19:50 PM eckert10 C I A

7/5/2019 6:19:55 PM anangelhasland1 Majestic 12 is my ex-girlfriend?

7/5/2019 6:19:56 PM toffer_anon_369 Bashar says that 'Enlightened Masters' don't have beliefs, they have knowings!

7/5/2019 6:20:01 PM roublisa You know where it is ....between all of us we can discuss. And she is here with us😉

7/5/2019 6:20:15 PM rafngeirdal Mr. Moon @photowhitehouse please notice how red lines have been drawn from lights on either side of the podium area for POTUS in front of Lincoln 

Memorial with red arrows pointed at some 7 lights in the sky. Did you catch those sky lights in any of your photos?! Coordinate match?

7/5/2019 6:20:28 PM corinnebackman This makes sense, they appear close from the ground but that high up obviously further apart. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I believe you’re right.  

https://twitter.com/WeeDiBlue/status/1147226786046107648 …

7/5/2019 6:20:39 PM dana27457545 It's a sign from heaven

7/5/2019 6:20:46 PM toffer_anon_369 Good eye!!

7/5/2019 6:21:03 PM tncharlene Will we be "free" before you leave?

7/5/2019 6:21:33 PM pyritepony Well I cerTainly hope youR'e on oUr side. Could be scary if your were Malevolent to People. Stay and help keep us free.

7/5/2019 6:22:10 PM state1union Did you see the 7c?  That means no one can see that FOIA information, not even the victims!  I know this because the DOL marked some of my 

documents with 7c.

7/5/2019 6:22:17 PM djlok Awesome find!!!

7/5/2019 6:22:38 PM starseedatx Cute

7/5/2019 6:22:43 PM mongrelglory Good distinction JRock! ☝️

7/5/2019 6:22:47 PM roublisa Knowings are the best👊👊👊

7/5/2019 6:22:49 PM tikuanq Yes it's lens flare. Same exact pattern translates from the lights to the lens and then onto the video. It's obvious!

7/5/2019 6:22:55 PM v_rags Use power of 3,6,9

7/5/2019 6:23:11 PM edventuravs I really enjoyed following you this year but the last couple days something is off with your posts. Either you have been compromised or it was always a 

sham.

7/5/2019 6:23:20 PM lori_dee1 I looked it up and it's the misspelling for dying

7/5/2019 6:23:48 PM wellsong Regardless of the semantics, that type of answer to a direct question on the subject is a denial to the public. C’mon, guys. You’re all looking at it with a 

microscope. I’m looking at it in terms of the general public

7/5/2019 6:23:53 PM lori_dee1 Dieing is the misspelling of dying.

7/5/2019 6:24:14 PM tikuanq Majestic I have a question for you.. did Jesus Christ of Nazareth come in the flesh?

7/5/2019 6:24:39 PM wellsong Well, that’s nice for Majestic. The world doesn’t change until/unless the world is told the truth

7/5/2019 6:24:45 PM mongrelglory Majestic just clarified that Trump doesn't have to "believe" something that he already knows.  (A bit of word games)

JRock pointed out that they're "IFOs" (Identified flying objects) not UFOs.

7/5/2019 6:25:43 PM tikuanq They are lens flares from the lights. You can tell by their positioning. See the arrows Jordan drew.

7/5/2019 6:26:20 PM toffer_anon_369 Are you indicating that there are still some bad actors within the MJ12 team?

7/5/2019 6:26:22 PM berrydivine77 Said that these were reflections of light Ang or about the aircraft 1 versus AF1?

7/5/2019 6:26:30 PM burgersandra "Yin/Yang is a trinary. The 3 and 6 represent each side of the Yin/Yang & 9 is the “S” curve between them. Everything is based on thirds. We think that 

the universe is based on dualities because we see the effects not the cause."

 https://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/ … pic.twitter.com/ARKu2xbrEA

7/5/2019 6:26:55 PM shellielopez I don’t know about that because plenty of information was made public via FOIA. There are exceptions.

7/5/2019 6:27:05 PM tikuanq It is indeed lens flare. It's light from the lights below shining into the lens then onto the video. See the arrows Jordan drew? That is how it works.

7/5/2019 6:27:08 PM starseedatx Impregnation of some sort

7/5/2019 6:27:24 PM blsdbe ThanQ for helping us to Set Ourselves Free!!!

7/5/2019 6:27:35 PM kachinagtto Like this? pic.twitter.com/iL0GAPV1W6

7/5/2019 6:28:16 PM hellouncledonny Beetlejuice

Beetlejuice

Beetlejuice pic.twitter.com/gEcNHfZe4n

7/5/2019 6:29:15 PM darrindudding By comparison, the General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon launched in 1978, the McDonnell Douglas (now Boeing) F-15 Eagle launched in 1976 with 

the McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier launched in 1985 with all three expected to continue service for several decades

7/5/2019 6:29:19 PM blsdbe Who will be announcing your arrival? Will POTUS be the one?

7/5/2019 6:29:39 PM davidrupell 😂

7/5/2019 6:29:50 PM zack_stone Truth embargo game fun yet highly classified

7/5/2019 6:30:04 PM wishfulldreamz I don't really get what the point of that was... to a normie, he made it less believable than Tucker's typical shows.. that definitely leave possibilities 

open.. was that supposed to be disclosure, or distancing him from the subject for a reason?

7/5/2019 6:30:06 PM kristinemontel1 I saw a repeat.

7/5/2019 6:30:21 PM rachaelangelm Why why does everything have to shift all the time. And I’m always all by myself

7/5/2019 6:30:45 PM wellsong Exactly. Thanks for that statement.

7/5/2019 6:30:47 PM state1union Good point and I saw the 7c markings with a...b.... marking too. I am interested in why the DOL Secretary who knows all about the Epstein case is in his 

position. He would know where all the bodies are buried., more are dead than anyone knows.

7/5/2019 6:30:54 PM glenburns3 I believe it was Kansas that had two women elected as Reps. and soon as they were confirmed they switched to the Dem party. perhaps vet your 

people better? You just never know these days.

7/5/2019 6:30:56 PM hornet1022usa [ MJ12 ]

7/5/2019 6:31:16 PM darrindudding The Nighthawk was launched in 1983 and was retired in 2008, the last to be retired as the Raptor's production run was from 2008 - 2012 but we might 

see a second batch being ran soon

7/5/2019 6:31:17 PM flgirlsbeenqd You mean to tell me this is FAKE? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCfOGluhEKI …

7/5/2019 6:31:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd So I made an ass out of myself by posting this?

7/5/2019 6:31:51 PM lori_dee1 You Are on the Path of Awakening as You "Re-Member" Yourself. Here is a link to an article on 4 other reasons you are seeing the numbers: 

https://willowsoul.com/blogs/numbers/5-reasons-why-you-are-seeing-11-11-the-meaning-of-1111 …

7/5/2019 6:32:10 PM richgar06 Kab claimed months ago the missle from whidbey island was a light crystal?

7/5/2019 6:32:51 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4FZbcoWrUsw 

7/5/2019 6:33:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

7/5/2019 6:33:29 PM quirkyfollowsq I wouldn't necessarily call it an illusion, but it is definitely not a constant.



7/5/2019 6:33:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd So is this BS too?

7/5/2019 6:33:33 PM redmonkeysays Learn to speak Trump. Why would he say it that way? Would he be declared crazy and removed from office if he said he is a believer?

He is say yes without saying yes.

7/5/2019 6:33:42 PM oneoldamerican #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 6:33:46 PM 313looper 😇

THANK YOU for teaching us...💖🙏🏻

7/5/2019 6:34:02 PM rachaelangelm Dieting

7/5/2019 6:34:19 PM tcscamardo Smart reply, wish  it were true!

7/5/2019 6:34:34 PM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should we be on high alert

7/5/2019 6:34:38 PM italianmom555 Love You M12

7/5/2019 6:34:44 PM aprilbrown99 Truth and love stand the test of time, regardless of the fact time is an illusion. Truth sets the world free and love heals it.

7/5/2019 6:34:57 PM lori_dee1 Bill Clinton just couldn't take another pantsuit and just needed to get a thong! 😂

7/5/2019 6:35:33 PM dcg3_garymiller WITRUCMPS?

7/5/2019 6:35:43 PM wellsong I have been studying Trump for a long time. When he knows the truth about something, like the spying that occurred on his campaign, he declares it in 

no uncertain terms knowing the press will, and did, call him crazy and a liar because he knew the truth would come out.

7/5/2019 6:35:54 PM laurabusse For more info

Read

Interview with an alien

Free to read on website

Free audiobook on YouTube

Absolutely fascinating...

Been meaning to relisten

Or read book...

Also very cheap on Amazon like a couple bucks I think
7/5/2019 6:36:00 PM aprilbrown99 ❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/V3jp50vPu2

7/5/2019 6:37:01 PM jayrambin It’s reasonable to give clues and hints. Some things can’t be said directly.  But, I’ve been trying to put the pieces together for months and am still not 

getting a clear picture.  Shifting, I’d imagine.

7/5/2019 6:37:30 PM matchnumbers67 I was very disappointed with Trump’s answers. I’m now wondering why that tiny tidbit was withheld until today? We sat through a repeat for one 

minute of disappointment.  I think that may be of importance

7/5/2019 6:37:35 PM she4art1 Oh dear.. I can almost wrap my head around this. I think it has something to do with the UFO community. But still digging. 

I like Jordan, I hope its not something really bad.

7/5/2019 6:38:14 PM wellsong Let’s hope so. Because for the last several thousand years, maybe more, all of humanity have been living under several major lies. We have people, 

mostly anonymous, promising hope at this junction. All we can do is hope.

7/5/2019 6:39:23 PM decodematrix Something is Dieing

7/5/2019 6:39:27 PM wellsong Only he knows the answer to that.

7/5/2019 6:40:12 PM mamiemcclure17 Can these fly right over a house with NO SOUND just over the rooftops? Has 3 lights in the end? Witnessed one, actually saw a pilot turn head towards 

me, that close. Was taking pictures of the night sky sitting in the yard.

7/5/2019 6:40:13 PM laurabusse Awesome video!!!

7/5/2019 6:40:17 PM don_narp All you know we don’t know and your gonna go....

7/5/2019 6:40:33 PM shannen_robison Thanks, MJ

7/5/2019 6:41:00 PM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why is our weather so irractic and is there anything we should do.  Or is this a Phase issue with our Sun

7/5/2019 6:41:01 PM laurabusse LOL good one!!!

7/5/2019 6:42:20 PM matchnumbers67 I have just seen the community lose so many in the last 24 hours. I think most expected some new info or display and those that haven’t walked away 

are now infighting. It’s turning into a bit of a mess

7/5/2019 6:42:40 PM aprilbrown99 We are more powerful than we even know. We will ensure that this happens. [They] can not stop us. We are the ones we have been waiting for. We 

are the ones who will change the world. We are ONE!. We can do absolutely anything we put our minds to and nothing can stop is. 💗💗💗

7/5/2019 6:43:29 PM jfunder And Bingo was his Namo...

7/5/2019 6:43:34 PM archambault777 Tetrahedron 

Geometry of the universe

7/5/2019 6:43:34 PM aprilbrown99 ...nothing can stop “us”.  I really wish there was a damn edit function. 🥴😬😁

7/5/2019 6:44:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd That's a hard pill for me to swallow. Who knows, what's up is down and what's down is up, nothing happens when we're told it will...only thing 

happens 100% accuracy is Twitter silencing Conservatives/those who area against Globalization.

7/5/2019 6:45:04 PM djlok But knowing the truth is something entirely different!!!

7/5/2019 6:45:22 PM wellsong Yes, and I’m not trying to start arguments. I have a background in tech, I know whatever tech the public is aware of, our military has tech 10 to 15 years 

ahead. I understand the need for classification. But when the tech is world altering, it needs to be public IMO.

7/5/2019 6:45:37 PM waiting4et You don't, but I'd love the pleasure thank you

7/5/2019 6:45:53 PM wellsong Yeah, the lack of edit frustrates me too

7/5/2019 6:46:08 PM 313looper Hi dear MJ & Typist, 

A friend of mine has been receiving notifications from google earth every few days,for the last few months! That shows different locations from 

different part of the world, every time! We’re curious what that could be!?...

7/5/2019 6:46:09 PM melbourne_3000 This must come to pass, perhaps our only hope.

7/5/2019 6:46:22 PM djlok 👆👆👆 Beautifully stated!!!

7/5/2019 6:47:11 PM redmonkeysays C and A capitalized. I substituted with L.

CIA? If you are, YES you will not be around forever.

7/5/2019 6:47:24 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/HqDPK2TLkQ

7/5/2019 6:47:29 PM matchnumbers67 Agree 💯 %.

7/5/2019 6:48:04 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/fjjStCpVFt

7/5/2019 6:48:51 PM dm07423738 @M2Madness @StormIsUponUs @FiremanMedium 🧐🤷♀️

7/5/2019 6:49:07 PM wink5811 I think we all would like to see some arrests

7/5/2019 6:49:18 PM wellsong I wish I could agree with you, April. I see a nation divided as deeply as it has ever been. I see a world run by the same evil forces that were running it a 

thousand years ago. I agree if we were all paddling in the same direction we’d be unstoppable. The problem is we’re not

7/5/2019 6:50:04 PM burgersandra This unsubstantiated dialogue generates viewers during a holiday.  Just more disinfo.

7/5/2019 6:50:07 PM jayrambin I saw that image from nsa child crimes nsa_qil2 or something. I questioned it and they replied with a Terrence and Phillip gif. Is kab running that 

account?

7/5/2019 6:50:44 PM state1union Shelly and Majestic12 you have no idea what was just presented by you both has helped me understand the pieces of this puzzle and glad I knocked on 

all doors 🚪 I knew I had to blow down the federal doors to be heard.



7/5/2019 6:51:02 PM mamiemcclure17 It came by again a few minutes later, closer to me, right over neighbors front yard, no sound either time and didn’t produce a wind increase, scared the 

crap out of me.

7/5/2019 6:51:28 PM twitsareangry Doesn't matter.  They annoyed me and others like me, and we're stronger than the illuminati nitwits.  I haven't put in the work I have to allow some 

jackasses in an alphabet club to yank the rug out from under us now.

7/5/2019 6:52:29 PM adammnelson1 I just watched js last video, didn’t exactly go down like that.

7/5/2019 6:52:54 PM holdingstrong1 Manifest? 3, 6, and 9! that is all demonic FYI people...your praying to a demonic god!

7/5/2019 6:53:26 PM jrocktigers Thank you !

7/5/2019 6:53:45 PM jayrambin Are you trying to say $JS is not @Jordan_Sather_ ? Could I suggest using <> instead. It’s not intuitive to have an equals sign in the symbol that 

represents its absence. If not, please clarify that != means ‘not equal to’ when MJ 12 uses it.

7/5/2019 6:54:06 PM mamiemcclure17 The one in front

7/5/2019 6:54:15 PM missy968 Dying?

7/5/2019 6:54:25 PM michael81972 MJ,  is this the technology being used in this craft? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7194019/U-S-Navy-patents-theoretical-ship-bends-

physics-speed-air-water-space.html …

7/5/2019 6:55:45 PM redslegacy2 I'm in that area as well, towards Colleyville. Lots of activity around here - I always suspect it's Lockheed or Ratheon.

7/5/2019 6:55:54 PM missy968 I believe it is our own technology

7/5/2019 6:56:22 PM missy968 They’re NOT unidentified.

7/5/2019 6:57:14 PM 313looper Last notification was received today; shows “The Shard Tower” in London ... previous one was “Isla Isabela” in USA ... pic.twitter.com/2l9dEIZmvh

7/5/2019 6:58:02 PM love4thegameak #GrandSolarMinimum

#PolarShiftsHappening

#ClimateChangeIsCyclical

7/5/2019 6:58:06 PM missy968 I am a 3 6 9 baby

7/5/2019 6:58:17 PM burgersandra "If you are referring to this machine and cutting out shapes, then you might have an occasion to use dieing."

 http://www.softschools.com/difference/dieing_vs_dying/236/ …

7/5/2019 6:58:19 PM wellsong Funny thing about the paranormal. By its very nature, one person cannot prove its existence to another. It has to be experienced first hand.

7/5/2019 6:58:44 PM jordan_sather_ I didn’t know my own innocent opinion was clown disinformation.

7/5/2019 6:58:58 PM aprilbrown99 I see the world changing for the positive. I see an amazing President who is risking his life to set things right and he is draining the swamp. I see a 

President setting an example that peace between nations is more important and that the people of this world matter. I feel...

7/5/2019 6:59:02 PM wellsong Not by the general public, that’s for sure. And that’s when it will count

7/5/2019 6:59:17 PM photowhitehouse I didn’t have any data

7/5/2019 6:59:32 PM dcb_702 Hannity has been reruns for the last two days

7/5/2019 6:59:40 PM aprilbrown99 ...more love in our nation than ever before. Now, that is not to say that there aren’t those who will fight the LIGHT and are evil. [Their] numbers are 

few in comparison. Together United We Are Strong! 

Feel it with your heart, hopefully it will resonate. #DarkToLight

7/5/2019 7:00:25 PM photowhitehouse Later, I’ll check

7/5/2019 7:01:00 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/5/2019 7:01:16 PM wellsong Hey, I am fully behind POTUS. I just know the forces of darkness have had near total control for so long that it’s a long shot to defeat them.

7/5/2019 7:01:17 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic Craft!

7/5/2019 7:02:16 PM aprilbrown99 Darkness always succumbs to the LIGHT.

7/5/2019 7:02:51 PM woketexan I think @realDonaldTrump is trolling the media.  They always take the opposite stance of @POTUS.  So they will bring about disclosure by disagreeing 

with our beloved President!!!  LOL!

7/5/2019 7:03:04 PM jayrambin From what I can tell it’s a cryptocurrency?

7/5/2019 7:03:21 PM wellsong True, but 10,000 years and billions of lives come and gone. It’s a very long shot IMO

7/5/2019 7:03:56 PM jayrambin Or a type of JavaScript .

7/5/2019 7:04:06 PM wellsong Hmmm. Now THAT is an interesting take!

7/5/2019 7:04:10 PM tacticool_shed I'm not a 🤡 but rather a 📷.   Photos that are from behind the stage with the lights visible show the "orbs".  Photos/videos from the crowd same 

direction and time  but the stage lights not present no "orbs" are seen.  Come on, I want to believe but need to see real proof..

7/5/2019 7:04:37 PM pixiesdorule No.

7/5/2019 7:04:44 PM gsusgod They are no longer “Unidentified”. Belief isn’t necessary.

7/5/2019 7:06:02 PM lorieve Hollywood cracks me up. He's a good kid tho. pic.twitter.com/5OtpQGQOfc

7/5/2019 7:06:21 PM roublisa @SaRaAshcraft @aprilbrown99 @Adsvel @lorieve @LoveBling6 @RoaminNoodle @zagnett @Ascension_Guide @RagoliaVito @AllieMaisie 

@VincentCrypt46 @honeybager5 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @blsdbe @covertress @Rizzo1Megan @AllahUniversal @MongrelGlory 

@StormPhoton @Keith72256137

7/5/2019 7:07:39 PM aprilbrown99 For me, every cell in my BEing knows that it will be done. We will do this!  

Did you play sports in school? We are stronger in numbers. Strategic thinking. [They] are not very smart and think we are stupid, asleep and ignorant. 

[They] have miscalculated.

7/5/2019 7:07:52 PM texas_girl_13_ Confusing ..,

7/5/2019 7:09:17 PM lorieve We are the storm pic.twitter.com/8UVAPcLd0R

7/5/2019 7:09:59 PM grundemt How Majestic pic.twitter.com/dy03bxIA7A

7/5/2019 7:10:05 PM wellsong Honestly, they look like lens flares from the spotlights. I don’t “know” what they are. I may seem closed minded by these tweets, but I’m not. I want to 

know like everyone else, but I am too skeptical to take anyone’s word for it.

7/5/2019 7:10:39 PM 7alon holy shit! https://youtu.be/Ud7cE6FozPo 

7/5/2019 7:11:39 PM aprilbrown99 The space crafts are probably “cloaked”. Part of the Majestic technology.

7/5/2019 7:12:30 PM 3b_arts ...

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #POTUS45 #KAG45 #TheStorm #TruthMatters #TrustThePlan #Anonymous 

pic.twitter.com/21bT4V6uJ4

7/5/2019 7:12:58 PM wellsong I am happy for you that you are so certain. I really mean that. My own view is that they were smart enough to control the wealth of the world, and 

therefore the power, for millennia. Maybe they suddenly got stupid. Or, maybe the good guys are smarter. Sidelines are not comfy 4 me

7/5/2019 7:13:44 PM lbf777 Be careful of anyone who doesn’t use clear language.

7/5/2019 7:13:49 PM msmuckenfuss I know these are real as I've seen one!

7/5/2019 7:14:08 PM wellsong Maybe. If so, then they are cloaking the truth. Not acceptable

7/5/2019 7:14:12 PM 3b_arts #MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #POTUS45 #KAG45 #TheStorm #TruthMatters #TrustThePlan #Anonymous 

pic.twitter.com/9Hy8XVev1l

7/5/2019 7:14:33 PM big_simp FYI

 https://galacticconnection.com/transcript-thomas-edwin-castello-interview-dulce-base-security-officer-speaks/ …

7/5/2019 7:16:18 PM adammnelson1 I just watched your vid, it didn’t go down like that.



7/5/2019 7:16:23 PM 3b_arts Different...

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #POTUS45 #KAG45 #TheStorm #TruthMatters #TrustThePlan #Anonymous 

pic.twitter.com/ofoHaEouTr

7/5/2019 7:16:34 PM johngradycole20 I love you guys. Thank you.

7/5/2019 7:17:32 PM jane_q_patriot For what it’s worth, I eventually arrived at the same opinion before I ever saw yours. But I’m willing to reconsider if presented with more evidence than 

just that one photo. Like POTUS said, I’m open minded! Bring it on...

7/5/2019 7:17:34 PM pomeinnz stars? pic.twitter.com/kbz14f8LRf

7/5/2019 7:17:50 PM darktolightchad So how about it just is what it is everyone? Doesn’t matter if it was space force, ET, or a lens flare.  All three exist, don’t get in a tussle over details.  The 

true mission is not deciphering clues and posts.  It’s going within a becoming aware of the masters we truly are.

7/5/2019 7:17:58 PM jayrambin Do you have the zoomed out version of this?

7/5/2019 7:18:04 PM decodematrix I guess I'm playing. Thank you.

7/5/2019 7:18:20 PM redslegacy2 😂 I think we all have moments like that!

7/5/2019 7:18:23 PM aprilbrown99 You might enjoy this channel, if you haven’t already discovered it. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUJUFyNwMpX4E2PWC2uBtQA …

7/5/2019 7:18:43 PM redslegacy2 Saw it too!

7/5/2019 7:18:58 PM neworleansstsfn Must be why so many in UK always wear hats.

7/5/2019 7:19:19 PM wellsong Thank you, yes, I’ve listened to him a few times. Really big on the SEC

7/5/2019 7:19:24 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/JP5dOUNWlU

7/5/2019 7:19:35 PM rizzo1megan I’d love an outdoor Tekos school, like they have in Russia! I believe we need to return children to nature at a young age if we want future stewards of 

the planet.

7/5/2019 7:20:00 PM trevorrogue The more truth you learn, the more you realize, how wrong your reality is. You figure out the simplest lies and peel away lies like an onion.

7/5/2019 7:20:27 PM aprilbrown99 Particularly the ones with Mad Dog and Juan O Savin...

7/5/2019 7:20:28 PM roublisa Perfect thank you ...I will add to the list.  ✔️

7/5/2019 7:20:57 PM 7alon Eat shit Sather.

7/5/2019 7:22:05 PM alliemaisie Are you talking like communal living ? There is a book that came out called the Benedict option. If there was every an emergency , small communities 

would come together to operate. He was talking Christian communals.

7/5/2019 7:23:28 PM wellsong I follow them all. Even knowing some are LARPS. what I suspect, and what I know, are two different things. I want my grandchildren to be free. Really 

free. My parents and grandparents were not, and didn’t even know it.

7/5/2019 7:23:38 PM roublisa With in communities a place to congregate and share😘😘😘 together

7/5/2019 7:24:06 PM alliemaisie I want my kids to work the land , learn the most important survival skills along with self defense training and for me it would be a Christian education.

7/5/2019 7:24:36 PM roublisa Thank you sister 💗💗💗 I tried talking to your brother this evening....trigger trigger trigger🙄🙄🙄

7/5/2019 7:25:14 PM alliemaisie 😔

7/5/2019 7:25:18 PM roublisa Yess this is vital🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/NQMC3p6Iyx

7/5/2019 7:25:54 PM roublisa Love this💞

7/5/2019 7:26:03 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 7:26:22 PM roublisa It loves the common core 🙄

7/5/2019 7:26:37 PM lsu571 Oh my 👀 - Hang on - Feel some 💥 coming #ENDGAME20 #PatriotsUnited 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/5/2019 7:26:58 PM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several 

times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

7/5/2019 7:27:01 PM alliemaisie It has to be organic though. Women don’t To well living together w/ out there being emergencies. ( that’s what the study said)

7/5/2019 7:27:46 PM packersphan I believe that Majestic is trying to say the Jordan is a clown op spreading disinfo. Jordan seems pretty legit to me. I appreciate his views on a lot of 

different topics.

7/5/2019 7:27:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Disinformation is confusing to me. I want all Americans to know truth. We're adults, if dummies can't handle it they can sit in the streets and cry like 

they did when POTUS was elected. Then they'll get up and get used to the idea we have galactic family. pic.twitter.com/3sG4kkMMSL

7/5/2019 7:27:56 PM decodematrix Next 4th of July I want to see the USSS Curtis LeMay and USSS Hillenkoetter floating 50 feet above the Lincoln Memorial. pic.twitter.com/iwhRlhbW7i

7/5/2019 7:28:19 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed! We’re here at this moment in time for THIS purpose. 

To fight for our freedom again, this time so that we are #SlavesNoFuckingMore! So that all future generations can be free & live in peace. We are not 

here by accident. We came here knowing what our assignments would be.

7/5/2019 7:28:20 PM shellielopez So such thing as coincidence.

7/5/2019 7:28:48 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1105308146904518656?s=19 …

7/5/2019 7:31:40 PM razztaz2016 White or Black Hats in the C_A

7/5/2019 7:32:28 PM karentriebel Hit many times with a hammer,run over by a dump truck,catastrophic damage

7/5/2019 7:32:35 PM norwegianon Someone said something something...

Anyway

Personally, I don't trust any of u guys.😎👍

But I follow u both, I enjoy your twittering . 

Gives me stuff to think about. pic.twitter.com/pqVTBbGsIA

7/5/2019 7:33:22 PM freestateojones Ha. pic.twitter.com/3zd3Ie1eYY

7/5/2019 7:33:50 PM billyj1616 Can you pin one of your first tweets? From 7/17? There has to be an oldy but a goodie there.

7/5/2019 7:34:52 PM trevorrogue Forever is a terminology defined in terms of "time" aren't ET beyond time? A different plane? Hmm... you human.

7/5/2019 7:35:20 PM state1union No not at all. I also understand what Majestic12 means by Dieing and that hurts my heart. Hopefully some arrests are happening this weekend and 

including Jeb Bush etc. I’m on the ready.

7/5/2019 7:36:36 PM madrabbit917 Notifications of what?

7/5/2019 7:37:04 PM lorieve Gracie Jiu Juitsu is fabulous.

7/5/2019 7:38:16 PM madrabbit917 Poor thing, women are crazy...

P.S. Im a woman so, i can vouch

7/5/2019 7:38:16 PM billyj1616 You can also see a WwIII. C is a distraction. A=Armageddon? Either way it entertained me for a second thanks guys. 😳

7/5/2019 7:38:56 PM roublisa Thank you...I’m looking for a martial art to start with is the recommended?

7/5/2019 7:39:19 PM madrabbit917 Arrival from where? What are you implying?

7/5/2019 7:39:47 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 7:40:45 PM disclosurebp I came to my own conclusion that they were lens flares before seeing anything from @kabamur_taygeta or @Jordan_Sather_. Check out this video 

from the same day to see how lens flares appear. Video by 2022Hyde pic.twitter.com/ugjr8Aabj6

7/5/2019 7:40:58 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Have you heard the news about the new "photo" of a 

blackhole? Why is it blurry? Let's tak […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1116146110639353857.html …

See you soon. 🤖

7/5/2019 7:41:01 PM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pndPbpHLpos …

My husband and I are going to start training.



7/5/2019 7:41:51 PM madrabbit917 You mean like the two witnesses? Wtft do you mean?

7/5/2019 7:42:04 PM billyj1616 Don’t give them any good info haha! Just take their information and discern accordingly!

7/5/2019 7:42:06 PM roublisa Awesome  sounds like great activity to experience together👊👊👊

7/5/2019 7:42:25 PM n4hpg Did you ever spend 9 months in sunny Warrenton, VA?

7/5/2019 7:42:43 PM thepatriot2018 Of course its a game. Moves and counter moves

7/5/2019 7:44:36 PM 369369rv Can you explain how to use the 3 6 9 ? I've watched YT vids but it all says the same mathematical thing. Doesn't say how to use it to our advantage.

7/5/2019 7:45:11 PM cartermc11 That would be truly wonderful.

7/5/2019 7:45:20 PM big_simp They say Antarctica also - very hard to get info on this

7/5/2019 7:46:14 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 7:47:08 PM 313looper Notifications 👉🏻I meant Locations

7/5/2019 7:47:13 PM threadreaderapp Hi please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many people live and die by their music. They listen to it 

while in the shower, getting r […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1115829774021214208.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

7/5/2019 7:47:40 PM kachinagtto I used to work in advertising, it’s to make you buy stuff. Pay attention to the next ad you hear... I bet they say the product name at least 3 times in a 

30sec ad.

7/5/2019 7:47:48 PM rpyuqt7vjdxn03b “Heisenberg,  Mr. White!”

7/5/2019 7:48:19 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/rRpzrrUNce

7/5/2019 7:48:44 PM lauraca94702527 Their all IFO’s. He doesn’t know anything about the UFO’s lol

7/5/2019 7:49:21 PM richzen2 Future proves past.

7/5/2019 7:49:25 PM billyj1616 Good shot of where the lens flare starts. pic.twitter.com/TW5AbH4oxV

7/5/2019 7:49:49 PM daumster RBG

7/5/2019 7:52:26 PM jondevinblack1 Are you insinuating that you are not one of [us] ?

7/5/2019 7:52:36 PM dark2light2019 Valiant Thor?

7/5/2019 7:52:56 PM jennysue62 Emery Smith has come forward with some really interesting information.  His ND agreement has expired on most topics.  He worked at the lab under 

Kirtland for 10 yrs I think.  You can find interviews with David Wilcox on YouTube.

7/5/2019 7:54:25 PM jondevinblack1 [Dieing] ????

👀👀👀👀

7/5/2019 7:54:42 PM nmchristoban "Collided heavily' as in BB with hammer

'Enterprise activation' is process to initially connect BB to corp systems

7/5/2019 8:01:44 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 8:02:23 PM keith369me #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein 

#JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein

7/5/2019 8:02:38 PM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Who's dying? Why?

7/5/2019 8:04:17 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1147313880969781248 …

7/5/2019 8:05:13 PM threadreaderapp Hello the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Your fate is in your hands. Lightening flashes, Sparks shower, In one blink of your eyes, 

You have mis-seen. When the mi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1113932719233339392.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

7/5/2019 8:05:52 PM therealhoov77 I hate to break it to you guys... Anyone advertising MJ12 is most definitely not in ANY government program. People who advertise such clandestine 

organizations are people that would never be considered for or information given to. You people really do need to be smarter than this

7/5/2019 8:09:43 PM cowgirlcas22  https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/18/us-navy-secretly-designed-super-fast-futuristic-aircraft-resembling-ufo-documents-reveal-9246755/ …

7/5/2019 8:09:56 PM laurabusse Love Bashar

Abraham says a belief is a thought you think over and over

The more you meditate the less you think

Meditation, less thinking, facilitates more inner knowing

The less I think the more I know

Thinking is in the head

Knowing is more in the heart

Musings

Thx toffer...
7/5/2019 8:11:14 PM aprilbrown99 Tai Chi or Qigong

7/5/2019 8:11:45 PM pixiesdorule Come again? Truly, you must research. 369 is mathematical and scientific. “If you knew the magnificence of the three, six and nine, you would have a 

key to the universe.” – Nikola Tesla 

3-6-9 and beyond swirl around you infinitely. https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

7/5/2019 8:11:47 PM jane_q_patriot Yep, w/20+ years combined studying photography, taking many photos, and working in many old school photo labs, it seemed the most likely 

explanation. Not saying I’m right, or more qualified than others here, but I’ve seen lots of lens flare in my life. Yet to see an alien craft.

7/5/2019 8:12:07 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 8:13:48 PM jane_q_patriot ...but I would love to! 😉

7/5/2019 8:13:59 PM danny75560506 I think @TuckerCarlson duped some UFO believers to tune into his show to night for ratings

7/5/2019 8:14:56 PM roublisa Yes ancient teachings are desperately needed for mind body spirit💕💕💕

7/5/2019 8:15:08 PM hswcyd WTF are you talking about? Did We The People elected MJ12?

7/5/2019 8:15:39 PM hackenburg_ Lol UFOs aren't unidentified anymore to trump. 😁

7/5/2019 8:16:13 PM swedeman13 I just "unblocked" you.

I don't even remember blocking you.

Now I have to figure out why I would block a Patriot like you in the first place.

I guess sometimes I'm just fast on the trigger.🤔

#WWG1WGA

7/5/2019 8:16:19 PM hswcyd If NOT, how dare you make laws for us?

7/5/2019 8:16:35 PM kindeandtrue We'll miss you, MJ12. Don't always agree with you, but your benevolence and intelligence shine through in every message.

7/5/2019 8:17:34 PM roublisa Thank you⭐️⭐️⭐️

7/5/2019 8:19:11 PM disclosurebp  pic.twitter.com/nesyuF7eaI

7/5/2019 8:19:38 PM laurabusse Yes she is unicorn

Indeed she is 😊

7/5/2019 8:19:41 PM bethrcarrington Great Catch

7/5/2019 8:19:54 PM jswdh1 I get that but wouldn't it spread out not be in one spot? Plus the lights aren't aimed that direction they're aimed at the stage...

7/5/2019 8:19:58 PM nurseniceyes Die ing? Why?

7/5/2019 8:21:00 PM robcennon Wishful thinking. Not gonna happen.

7/5/2019 8:23:49 PM pixiesdorule 2017... Watch the video. No spots to create "lens flare". Multiple people witnessed.

Multiple UFOs hovering near Mexican border  http://dailym.ai/2ka6TQU#v-1677730964059932442 … @MailOnline

7/5/2019 8:24:55 PM keith369me Some are playing, some are learning, some are escaping the game.  #trumanshow



7/5/2019 8:25:59 PM mgodfrey99 Isn't 3,6,9 of the devil?

7/5/2019 8:26:06 PM happykat9 What's up with these earthquakes in LA??

7/5/2019 8:26:08 PM giediknight Kab probably is too far gone,  but I hope that @Jordan_Sather_ can redeem himself.

7/5/2019 8:26:46 PM swedeman13 🤔

Things just get more and more curious.

7/5/2019 8:26:47 PM jswdh1 Not be around forever? Why? What does that mean? Once we're safe you're gonna leave us?

7/5/2019 8:26:58 PM nwlibertarian idk boss  https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/18/us-navy-secretly-designed-super-fast-futuristic-aircraft-resembling-ufo-documents-reveal-9246755/ …

 https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/military-aircraft/tr-3b-aurora-anti-gravity-spacecrafts/2860314511001 …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en … pic.twitter.com/X8mTR7RwyG

7/5/2019 8:27:18 PM wellsong Thank you for posting that, first time I’ve seen it in video format. Now, tell me. If you would have been the one filming it would you have moved the 

camera away from the ones right overhead to film one far away? I would not. I would try to get the best shot close up

7/5/2019 8:28:11 PM jswdh1 How are they receiving them exactly? I'm confused

7/5/2019 8:29:29 PM dancarwells Ohhhh look more Believe us without proof shit

7/5/2019 8:29:33 PM tammipurnell If this is true, this makes me very sad

7/5/2019 8:29:34 PM charmanda9 It seems like a lot of ppl are missing the comm.    != means ‘not equal to’

7/5/2019 8:29:41 PM lukestockwalker 😳

7/5/2019 8:30:38 PM orthogonalron After many weeks of silence on Epstein, I awoke 3 nites in a row having to read anything on the subject.I learned many things.On the 4th day I awoke 

to news of unsealing-thanks MJ👑👑👑It's happening🚀🚀🚀#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 8:32:40 PM charmanda9 Jordan, MJ12 are saying that $JS is not equal to @Jordan_Sather_

7/5/2019 8:33:13 PM chris_losh_ Nice catch..

7/5/2019 8:33:28 PM jswdh1 Or  C wwIII A 

CANADA AND AMERICA?

7/5/2019 8:34:12 PM jswdh1 911pm....

7/5/2019 8:34:14 PM johngradycole20 Initially was sure this had to be photoshopped until I saw that POTUS posted this himself. Mindblowing proof here

7/5/2019 8:34:46 PM laurabusse He blocks everyone

Even ppl who have never interacted with him

We theorized that he got a hold of a list of all MJ12s followers and systematically blocked them

He pretty much has a lot of followers that seem to worship him or something like a god

Kab can do no wrong...

7/5/2019 8:35:07 PM pixiesdorule As a professional photographer, I can say the person filming moved the phone as they moved their head maybe distracted by people around them 

while filming. Common mistake with phone videographers. Not all are adept at videoing.

7/5/2019 8:35:18 PM valerie10402010 I also see WWIII

7/5/2019 8:35:21 PM andrew13892378 Not sure if this is their meaning exactly Purple Wings, but if one memorizes or hears things in certain known interval spans it sinks in!

7/5/2019 8:35:29 PM wellsong Pardon my ignorance, but who exactly is Bashar?

7/5/2019 8:35:47 PM charmanda9 We will receive downloads

7/5/2019 8:35:57 PM 313looper On his mobile phone ! 

Like an Alert or notification of a different specific location randomly,  each time!

7/5/2019 8:36:54 PM laurabusse Anything is possible

Discernment is always necessary...

7/5/2019 8:37:05 PM pixiesdorule This movement isn't in deception, but in lack of photographic education.

7/5/2019 8:37:20 PM jswdh1 Weird.... have you talked about certain places before that? Cuz I've talked about things then get an ad for that item! Gotta love privacy!

7/5/2019 8:37:52 PM wellsong True, people can get distracted, but I can promise you if it were me there is no way I move off the closest object until it’s gone. Maybe it’s because I 

have a background in surveillance

7/5/2019 8:38:07 PM jswdh1 A tower is an interesting landmark.....

7/5/2019 8:38:37 PM valerie10402010 @StormIsUponUs

7/5/2019 8:38:55 PM laurabusse What did kab say?

Anyone wanna post a screenshot?

Many of us are blocked by him

Not necessary but would be interesting

7/5/2019 8:39:00 PM jswdh1 That tower looks like a temple of sorts.....

7/5/2019 8:39:07 PM valerie10402010 @SecretService

7/5/2019 8:39:47 PM wellsong Also, and this is the most important thing, what is shown in the video are lights. Nothing more. No visible craft. While I can’t tell you what it is, neither 

can anyone else.

7/5/2019 8:40:17 PM valerie10402010 I agree

7/5/2019 8:40:30 PM pixiesdorule Probably. We can't press our own talents into another. We can only accept their talents at the level they exist in them. Everyone is different, thankfully.

7/5/2019 8:40:46 PM americangal_69 I caught that as well. I watched it on record @OANN so I could really clue in. I was greatly delighted at my observation to sum it all out. If you LISTENED 

to the @POTUS  you heard the CLUES. This caused excitement in our house! Don't forget to order that flag for MARS🇺🇸🇺🇸😎

7/5/2019 8:41:32 PM qanongroup 9 is the Start of the Universe. 3 and 6 is what goes with it, but there is alot more to it then we know that has to do with energy. This world/realm only, 

as we know it works mostly on energy and light frequency !!

7/5/2019 8:42:03 PM clairvoyantmir1 💝🙌we can judge and we can understand reaching the depths of the reality of the soul ... self realization healing   " evil" for understand who they are

7/5/2019 8:42:21 PM wellsong Yep. Plus some will act out of curiosity, some out of fear. Two very different motivations

7/5/2019 8:47:53 PM rincon174 Blah blah blah!

7/5/2019 8:48:02 PM pixiesdorule Certainly there are those who can. They just will not at this time. It's a big world filled with loads of information. Eventually it will present itself, in good 

time. I'm not worried or apprehensive.

7/5/2019 8:48:41 PM jondevinblack1 Add up the [  ] boxes.

7/5/2019 8:49:23 PM charmanda9 Majic

7/5/2019 8:50:41 PM mongrelglory I am capable of Majestically dumb moments as well. 🤪

7/5/2019 8:50:41 PM pixiesdorule You posted a PDF of the 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati and asked if it was BS. It is not. Where is the disinformation? This information is out for all to see 

if they look.

7/5/2019 8:52:16 PM callsignlioness It was 11 months and 11 days since he last tweeted to Iran what a mistake it was to threaten US

7/5/2019 8:52:20 PM wellsong Not as positive as you about that, but that’s ok.

7/5/2019 8:52:32 PM laurabusse Feels to me Mj12 likes to troll Jordan

But why I don't know

Like them both...

7/5/2019 8:56:30 PM mongrelglory I'm partial to Judo myself.  Means "The gentle way".

It would be nice to have a large Dojo where different martial arts could be taught.  Also a large outdoor park for practising Tai chi and an indoor hall for 

meditating on rainy days.  I love the sound of rain on a bamboo roof.



7/5/2019 8:57:05 PM calilindak Part of the mortars when they explode.......?

7/5/2019 8:57:32 PM tammyredmond @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could you please post the internet link to all of your tweets again? I would like to go back a couple months and have lost what you 

posted before. Thank you and much appreciated.

7/5/2019 8:58:34 PM corinnebackman My thoughts exactly!

7/5/2019 8:59:22 PM mongrelglory This! ☝️☝️☝️

7/5/2019 8:59:36 PM luckyh301 So was that earthquake near China Lake a Dumb being destroyed?

7/5/2019 8:59:45 PM corinnebackman I thought so too, they aren’t I identified to him anymore.

7/5/2019 9:00:12 PM corinnebackman ....unidentified.

7/5/2019 9:00:16 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/YW3cG8eJ6o

7/5/2019 9:01:04 PM disclosurebp Lens flares. Any questions? pic.twitter.com/7BbNPJVMeI

7/5/2019 9:01:29 PM 6b1222t Our Pleasure. 😊 let’s do it again. 😊

7/5/2019 9:02:12 PM mongrelglory It's very meditative isn't it? 😊

7/5/2019 9:02:22 PM lindadangelmom #UnsealEpstein

7/5/2019 9:03:22 PM luckyh301 3,6.9 there were 3 earth quakes about 3 minutes apart and one was a 6.9

7/5/2019 9:03:27 PM jswdh1 Come again....

7/5/2019 9:03:51 PM jswdh1 Was even mentioned on msm!

7/5/2019 9:04:34 PM trevorrogue Oh ya, the CIA will be abolished. Treason is big deal...

7/5/2019 9:05:11 PM nolchickrobin When did she post that?

7/5/2019 9:06:12 PM jswdh1 The other day between two commercials i saw something flash on the screen and heard the word "buy".... so i rewind and pause and it was for home 

fresh... doubt if it was an accident!

7/5/2019 9:06:49 PM eternaleeyores noice flippin work!

7/5/2019 9:07:39 PM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/5/2019 9:08:11 PM monroevegas Tesla used to walk around stuff 3 times. He did everything in 3 6 or 9. Im just confused.

7/5/2019 9:08:19 PM threadreaderapp Hi! please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: SG-1 S5E5 Regarding: Elves / Machine Elves 

Definitions: Elves = Anything claimin […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1110941619237216257.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

7/5/2019 9:08:23 PM kashurian @FBI this man is threatening @POTUS and his family. Eyes on.

@CBSEveningNews

@cnni

@ABC

@BBCWorld

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaraCarterDC

@PMBreakingNews

@NSAGov

@RealCandaceO

@FBI

@PressSec https://twitter.com/MichaelRapaport/status/1146784923254239232 …
7/5/2019 9:09:41 PM disclosurebp As far as I know, it was just a tweet saying the flares were UFOs. 🤷♂️Meh. At least he's not calling patriots like Jordan clowns. 

pic.twitter.com/Xya5CyVqbE

7/5/2019 9:10:42 PM lbf777 Psyop to keep us pacified.

7/5/2019 9:11:31 PM disclosurebp Thank you. pic.twitter.com/FR2zDNMRdt

7/5/2019 9:11:35 PM orangevol1321  pic.twitter.com/cpqUaRLtFq

7/5/2019 9:12:24 PM aprilbrown99 I love that Michelle. ❤️❤️❤️

7/5/2019 9:12:57 PM goodtimes125 Agreed: transparency truth and light!

No deals

7/5/2019 9:13:10 PM valerie10402010 I know what he is insinuating but won’t reveal because the intention of this post is to gloat over something they think will happen but it won’t.

7/5/2019 9:13:26 PM skylarksound He didn't admit to much...was a bit disappointing. 😔

7/5/2019 9:15:16 PM blsdbe This!!!

7/5/2019 9:17:29 PM my2sonznme Sounds like trumps reply was weird? What’s up with the way Tucker describes Kim?

7/5/2019 9:17:50 PM koryoline1 Its wierd cause I follow and agree with 99% of what all 3 of you say....

7/5/2019 9:19:07 PM lightonthehill May we keep your message online for new arrivals?

7/5/2019 9:19:24 PM koryoline1 Sometimes being a soul with a 3d body is confusing as hell! I'm just saying

7/5/2019 9:20:48 PM lightonthehill How can we understand the power of 3 6 9?

And before you say "vortex math" - interesting, but isn't that just an artifact of our base 10 number system?

7/5/2019 9:21:18 PM blsdbe I would love to see children learning how to lovingly grow/raise their own food and then consume said food in gratitude and Love. I am a Master 

Gardener, a Raw Dairy Processor, & a Reiki Master, and I would love to help support teaching this process. pic.twitter.com/xfO5QLsMlF

7/5/2019 9:24:46 PM koryoline1 Do we really think the cabal gives a rat's ass about what the alliance is saying?

7/5/2019 9:26:06 PM nschlange Does the two EQ”s in CA come from events taking place at the Naval weapons base in China Lake? We felt woozy and sick to our stomachs. In my 

whole life that has never happened from an EQ. Also extra soldiers deployed here, so ? Anyone?

7/5/2019 9:26:09 PM callsignlioness No not particularly. Their tribunals tho

7/5/2019 9:29:37 PM callsignlioness It is triangular

7/5/2019 9:30:34 PM callsignlioness Odd pattern too... pic.twitter.com/9RBSEqs5Vj

7/5/2019 9:31:10 PM starehope Truth!

7/5/2019 9:32:17 PM callsignlioness Better picture pic.twitter.com/jMFhvjM4Cm

7/5/2019 9:33:04 PM koryoline1 We need to eliminate the cabal asap

7/5/2019 9:34:14 PM callsignlioness Workin on it. Military precision. This is a marathon not a sprint. Move to fast op gets blown 💥

7/5/2019 9:34:18 PM koryoline1 Q get'em

7/5/2019 9:34:40 PM dixygurllinda #FlyJohnnyFly

7/5/2019 9:37:07 PM monroevegas When does 45 get highest security clearance?

7/5/2019 9:38:28 PM starehope Tucker was a rerun tonight from last night.

7/5/2019 9:40:10 PM toffer_anon_369  http://www.bashar.org 

7/5/2019 9:40:36 PM starehope Thank you MJ12! You guys are real mind blowers and eye openers! Godspeed! 🙏🙏🙏

7/5/2019 9:42:01 PM big_simp I dont follow Agent Smith and believe he is a psyop to sow fake intel about "aliens" - same as Corey Goode and all the other 🤡

The disturbing truth behind the UFO phenomenon is too much for society so they run with fake aliens/ outer space etc

All a script like THE TRUMAN SHOW

7/5/2019 9:42:58 PM nschlange Hmm I didn’t seems like a nice guy and I Follow both Majestic and him. That’s very odd I’ll have to back and look at what he’s been saying lately

7/5/2019 9:44:53 PM youngwi17863929 They had drones in the display space.

There is video here in Twitter. 

I'll look for it.

7/5/2019 9:45:42 PM starehope What does the letters WSCA mean?



7/5/2019 9:46:34 PM nschlange Who said that his statement was wrong? I don’t think anything in that clip is wrong, is it?

7/5/2019 9:47:07 PM redmonkeysays Remember, they have the technology already to project anything in the sky....alien orbs, jesus, ANYTHING. All meant to distract you from what  is really 

going on. 

So please don't focus on the shiny object. Let's ask "what are they distracting us from". Stay sharp guys.

7/5/2019 9:48:37 PM toffer_anon_369  https://vimeo.com/324340045 

7/5/2019 9:49:00 PM jennysue62 Ahh..ok...I understand...familiar with Corey..I have a more biblical viewpoint anyways and believe its demonic whether they are fallen angels, nephilim, 

etc

We've been lied to for so long from our govmt...I'll stick to scripture which continues to prove itself over and over.

7/5/2019 9:49:12 PM starehope I misses the l.

7/5/2019 9:49:53 PM starehope missed*

7/5/2019 9:50:46 PM nschlange I’m confused. What did they do? It feels like when that Santa clause Acct started saying the same thing about Lisa Mei (?) & Joe M. Everyone was 

fighting over it and getting blocked. So what did they actually do? Don’t block me just tell me, please

7/5/2019 9:52:32 PM big_simp Perhaps - I'm in fact wondering if even scripture is part of the script at this level of reality which is not high by any means.

The Chinese may in fact be closer to how reality works with their concept of Tao or the Indians with ParaBrahman.

7/5/2019 9:53:48 PM laurabusse Not ignorant...

Ya know what ya know and don't know what you don't know😊

Darryl anka has channeled Bashar for I think at least 30 years

Bashar claims to be an ET from the planet Essasani to assist us with Contact, to help prepare us

He says he is a future incarnation of Darryl

7/5/2019 9:53:56 PM mjams952 BLACK TR3B UFO Hes lieing.

7/5/2019 9:54:00 PM nschlange Oh now I see, they must’ve said they knew about u when they don’t. Yeah there goes their credibility. Thanks for the heads up. Wow that’s too bad

7/5/2019 9:56:37 PM laurabusse He's very wise funny and entertaining

Lotsa YouTubes...

His primary message is 

Follow your highest excitement

Interesting to listen to

And I find his advice very comforting and helpful 😊

7/5/2019 9:56:42 PM starehope Or leave before the $h!+ hits the fan?

7/5/2019 9:57:25 PM laurabusse Hey we all are sweetheart 😊

7/5/2019 9:57:44 PM hellouncledonny Your Silence is Golden @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Did I make you think?

Your Watching a Movie.

Enjoy the Show.

7/5/2019 9:58:01 PM starehope Not all are.

7/5/2019 9:58:17 PM djnicke There's nothing worse than a Bush that needs trimming...

7/5/2019 9:59:19 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/cL0nhAJdCHA 

7/5/2019 9:59:19 PM starehope Off planet.

7/5/2019 9:59:42 PM laurabusse She's a retired physician

So she had to be really smart to become one obviously

But I bet those years of seeing patients put her critical thinking skills to good use and honed them 😊

7/5/2019 10:00:47 PM laurabusse Ha he has a pic of himself in his profile

If it's him of course LOL

7/5/2019 10:02:54 PM al0newolf Over the 🕸🙃

7/5/2019 10:04:30 PM laurabusse Yes

Amazing!

Almost like watching a mass of fish or birds or insects

So beautiful

So short! I wanted it to keep going LOL

7/5/2019 10:04:58 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/iiXFO38Uh9

7/5/2019 10:05:22 PM mrwwe50331127 IS-BE?

7/5/2019 10:07:10 PM starehope That's why I ❤️ you, you always make the serious puzzles make sense for me. Thank you Gold!

7/5/2019 10:07:46 PM callsignlioness Yet hard to wrap your mind around isn’t it

7/5/2019 10:08:15 PM allahuniversal Best being the Shepherd in this equation

7/5/2019 10:08:41 PM starehope I thought the Epstein stuff was getting unsealed/released. Over 2,000 pages. Over this weekend.

7/5/2019 10:08:44 PM cutchen_bailey At some point soon, we need to stop being treated like children and keep information hidden from us.  As sentient beings, if we’re not evolved enough 

to handle truths, we need to learn and adapt.   Enough with secrecy.  Arrests and full disclosure

7/5/2019 10:08:53 PM allahuniversal ❤️❤️❤️

7/5/2019 10:08:54 PM daveo6145 I agree with Michelle here-it's all about seeding consciousness. it needs to be slow but deliberate for the sleeping normies otherwise they'd panic. key 

phrase was 'open mind.' that seems to be the motto these days. coincidence there's earthquakes out here in CA?

7/5/2019 10:09:33 PM molly07751087 Google the power of 3 6 9. I found a video in a Tesla article that had a video called The 9 code by Joe W. Super interesting but still unsure of HOW to 

use it.

7/5/2019 10:09:35 PM allahuniversal There's more to come

7/5/2019 10:10:23 PM starehope What did I miss?

7/5/2019 10:12:13 PM laurabusse Started following kab maybe 1.5 yr ago

Said outlandish things

I like channeled material

Much of what he said didnt sit right w me

Then ppl would challenge him

He would tantrum

Then disappear

Then come back after wks or mo.s

Accused MJ of stuff

Thats when I said enough was enough
7/5/2019 10:15:14 PM allahuniversal Not much yet, there's been an a court order ro release some docs for a case, under review now. Still much more to come once that can of worms is 

open 

 https://thehill.com/regulation/court-battles/451613-judge-orders-release-of-sealed-document-in-jeffrey-epstein-case … pic.twitter.com/CLynGimGNq

7/5/2019 10:15:57 PM lopezinvictoria @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm now here.

7/5/2019 10:16:15 PM allahuniversal Look into Virginia Robert to see why this release will be significant



7/5/2019 10:17:01 PM laurabusse This became a pattern

Ppl asking him questions about what he said

Then having a hissy fit

Disappearing

Nothing wrong w following him

After observing him for a period you see the pattern, have to wonder

If hes supposedly high vibe being

Why does he exhibit such low vibes at times?
7/5/2019 10:18:01 PM starehope Thank you very much!👊❤️

7/5/2019 10:20:35 PM laurabusse No one's perfect

He admits to being a human,

Having pleiadian contacts

Everyone has a bad day

But he was preaching supposedly high vibe stuff

But then accusing others of low vibe stuff

Higher vibrational beings don't run around accusing others

That's what lower vibe beings do...
7/5/2019 10:20:44 PM lauralvsmyland The time is now

The time is now

The time is now

7/5/2019 10:24:56 PM laurabusse Yes right on I agree

Very interesting times we live in

We were all slowly brainwashed

Now we are being all slowly unbrainwashed

And the sleeping gently woken up

So we can all get to a better world 😊

It's a fascinating thing to watch...

7/5/2019 10:26:35 PM shumwab I see flapping wings ... a bird.

7/5/2019 10:27:48 PM rebornkingent Time 👏 does 👏 not 👏 exist

7/5/2019 10:31:05 PM dhyle297 I couldn't have said it better myself. 

I think often Youtubers or people with high Twitter counts don't see the reality of what most of their audience is.

7/5/2019 10:33:33 PM usss_211 Geotectonic Engineering

7/5/2019 10:33:57 PM williamlharbuck Release the fisa docs where’s the Clinton foundation docs where’s the uranium one docs where’s the fast and furious docs where’s Benghazi docs

7/5/2019 10:37:36 PM czebotarjessie With a very large night crawler and a fishing pole

And you go to the spots none of the smaller fishies want to play..... 😏

7/5/2019 10:38:34 PM monroevegas Like actually search “The Power of 3 6 9”?

7/5/2019 10:39:40 PM judahstrumpets HAARP in good hands? Yes. M 7.1 - 17km NNE of Ridgecrest, CA 

Mirror 17. Get Ready 🇺🇸❗️

 https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/ci38457511/executive … …

#GetReady #Q! #Qanons #July5thSignificance pic.twitter.com/zYnQT9jZst

7/5/2019 10:41:47 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf You just say shit, don't you?

7/5/2019 10:42:51 PM 9threalm Yes. I saw it on the lefthand side. So I slightly enhanced the contrast. Might be just my imagination.

7/5/2019 10:45:23 PM ascension_guide  https://twitter.com/ascension_guide/status/1138965741086990336?s=21 …

7/5/2019 10:48:17 PM andrew13892378 This for instance may mean that if a corrupt news media existed they could tell their lies in 3,6,9 intervals so that your memory of the projected 

inaccuracies were guaranteed to be stronger than the truth counter-argument. Innocent News staff would also believe the inaccuracies.

7/5/2019 10:50:38 PM 21oplato @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IIRC- 'Quantum Bubble' came from a German physicist (Op. Paperclip?) that was look at fish in a steam. 

“If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and vibration.”  -Nikola Tesla    

 What is the frequency of Aquamarine?

7/5/2019 10:52:03 PM oo1o110 Can you hit us up with another backup link?

7/5/2019 10:56:48 PM t_hayden07 Archive offline time! 👌

I have always resonated with the info told, by this account. Thanks you, MJ...for redpilling us all, a little more. Politics are only the show for what's 

really going on. I love POTUS....he's the reason I woke up, & found out who & what I really am.  ❤️

7/5/2019 10:58:02 PM mongrelglory That's a good way of putting it Laura! 👍

7/5/2019 11:00:58 PM magaforc And maybe 13...

7/5/2019 11:01:27 PM mongrelglory Actually it was my years of microbiology research that taught me to be logical and methodical in my analysis, but thank you for the compliments! 🤓

7/5/2019 11:02:55 PM mongrelglory Christine, I don't know how you find the time to wear so many hats!  I'm in awe!

7/5/2019 11:14:54 PM laurabusse There are no coincidences

7/5/2019 11:16:01 PM laurabusse Thx Michelle 😊

Mutual admiration society tonight 👍

7/5/2019 11:18:11 PM laurabusse Thx for the clarification 😀

7/5/2019 11:25:10 PM kikaltz Thanks for the link.  Based upon the video, then we can say that that NOTHING is true, nor is nothing a lie----it is based upon each individual's 

perception.  Therefore, we can apply this argument to ANYTHING.  Right, or wrong?

7/5/2019 11:34:50 PM magaforc She is ours!

7/5/2019 11:36:06 PM deb12233 That sounds similar to what Joy posted. https://twitter.com/burgersandra/status/1147315852615782400?s=21 …

7/5/2019 11:36:25 PM jennife31060429 Wow...will be watching..neat.

7/5/2019 11:38:24 PM andrew13892378 It comes down to the way the human brain functions, inherent in this is how strengthening neural pathways occurs and how you are programmed to 

forget lesser used or least strongest neural pathways in time. You can be made to believe lies this way or extensive series of them.

7/5/2019 11:56:56 PM lauralvsmyland Earthquakes in Ca???

7/5/2019 11:59:28 PM manifest_utopia From Gavin DeBecker Threat Assessment & Management Academy:

Sheep fear the wolves and fear the sheepdog.

Wolves like sheep, but fear the sheepdog.

We are the sheepdogs.

7/6/2019 12:08:27 AM 9threalm Yes. Also I had no idea lens flares show up in the clouds. They're not a reflective surface no? 🤔

7/6/2019 12:17:54 AM jdltr450 Some day ⌚⏳My personal opinion is most people are awake and can handle disclosure. It's kind of a slap in the face at this point. The younger 

generation is made for this, they don't realize it...yet.

7/6/2019 12:32:43 AM bigworthy I think you need to read history more as your understanding is creating strawmen in your head. >30% of the children are not actually even with their 

family, they are just being trafficked. Secondly these camps were built by the Obama administration. Stop using msm hyperbole.



7/6/2019 12:33:18 AM robinabank4 If they just spoon feed u &say it, they won't believe it. There R reasons 4 everything. U MUST research N order 2 get an understanding. Obviously 

instant GRATIFICATION does not always work hence...welfare fraud, its never enuf & next they demand a free house & ur hard earned $$

7/6/2019 12:34:13 AM lostpatriot1  pic.twitter.com/bSNrngm3Vk

7/6/2019 12:38:05 AM theappraizer Absolutely agreed 😤

7/6/2019 12:41:20 AM selvestekjetil Here are the origin of Beatles. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE can confirm :-)  pic.twitter.com/1shoexhVlT

7/6/2019 12:50:05 AM mc_cloven Q said the chans were the only communication platform. This is disinfo at its finest

7/6/2019 12:50:34 AM lostpatriot1 Read between the lines..

UFO only if it’s unidentifiable 

Hear what POTUS said, and didn’t say

7/6/2019 12:59:37 AM citoyen_resist the whole pleiadian package is cabal disinfo. I hope @Jordan_Sather_ won't stay in the trap for too long...

7/6/2019 1:05:00 AM jswdh1 I thought they were supposed to be enforcers of some kind or protectors? Idk

7/6/2019 1:13:11 AM blasto33 I’m old enough to remember @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 saying @Jordan_Sather_ was groomed by Majestic 12 for bringing Truth to the Disclosure Movement.

...Ohhhh but now Jordan is suddenly a Clown because @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was outed as being 👉🏻LARP.👈🏻

7/6/2019 1:17:25 AM ftp_tigerlily 👽☠

7/6/2019 1:18:06 AM ftp_tigerlily Tesla's vortex?

7/6/2019 1:28:20 AM dispensaryexch I was born underwater with THREE dollars and SIX dimes, yeah you might laugh , but you did not do your math.........Q- 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-CPCs7vVz6s …

7/6/2019 1:28:27 AM shallknown Jordan, I like your work and follow you; but this is not lens flare. It does not happen like this, in  such light conditions.

7/6/2019 2:12:26 AM ijilderda Peeps must have seen those lights in the air with their naked eye...Where they even moving???

7/6/2019 2:13:35 AM fastfreddie21 Unannounced.........reflects well. pic.twitter.com/B6bHh5MxMe

7/6/2019 2:36:25 AM americangal_69 Def a mind bender there. Although if you LISTEN, the @POTUS will drop clues in EVERYTHING he says😉

7/6/2019 2:38:48 AM drwb_uk Thankyou

7/6/2019 2:44:18 AM skymonk13 This kid's getting a bit full of himself

7/6/2019 2:49:43 AM linnyt7 Western States Communication Association?

7/6/2019 2:56:07 AM enomai_ I get the message.

However long until the account is gone.

Thank you for all you do. 

I get the dieing message. Can only pray

7/6/2019 2:57:04 AM antarantanka 🤣

7/6/2019 2:59:00 AM enomai_ I'm tired of this world being controlled by them and then making fake spies over spies wars over the exact same entity. Tell you all it's the countries 

fault. And, blame country vs country. It's the same entity sigh

7/6/2019 2:59:37 AM enomai_ Even tho control is just an illusion now

7/6/2019 3:05:15 AM supernovaslight Questioning those that question is questionable in essence.

7/6/2019 3:18:37 AM chriswalton80 Was it antigravity?

7/6/2019 3:23:12 AM natureinspace Please take care and I hope you and fam are ok after this 7.1 quake. Extra prayers for you!

7/6/2019 3:33:36 AM sparklingpeep WwIII

7/6/2019 3:59:16 AM ssg_pain 👀👇

 https://youtu.be/4trPOuUoDBU 

7/6/2019 4:01:26 AM yustein @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a little help here please... like and retweet maybe?

7/6/2019 4:30:13 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 4:39:20 AM dannytiseo Tonight

7/6/2019 4:59:11 AM pitdogman I don’t archive because we know.. god bless y’all 😎

7/6/2019 4:59:47 AM ssg_pain 👀

Evil is everywhere 👇 pic.twitter.com/y0FwY8YZm2

7/6/2019 5:02:10 AM eoinmonkey Is Q in on this?

7/6/2019 5:08:37 AM linnyt7 Can't wait to meet you. Wish you could stay. Thank you!

7/6/2019 5:10:54 AM romericracing Interesting to say the least

7/6/2019 5:13:02 AM jucifr00t There are no aliens. No extraterrestrial. 

These are demons. Extradimensional.

7/6/2019 5:13:19 AM neverhillaryc Please, do not be distracted by these larpers. If you want an example of real CIA disinfo, just look at how the "JFK jr. is alive" narrative was planted into 

the Q community to discredit it. #Qanon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #MAGA #KAG #TRUMP2020 pic.twitter.com/QKHVpqcnq1

7/6/2019 5:14:46 AM chalmersgilbert 👍RT @Jordan_Sather_: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hello Lens Flare.  pic.twitter.com/IODEQ9Sy4s

7/6/2019 5:20:55 AM angieco00740829 :) was wondering if anyone else saw.

7/6/2019 5:32:33 AM thetempestchip MJ12 also pushed the advice and knowledge of Kabamur before he called them a LARP. I have screenshots somewhere. Never spoke negatively about 

him until they were outed. 

i trust Jordan and Kab more than these guys although i still pay attention

7/6/2019 5:35:41 AM godfamcountry Why tonight?  Thx

7/6/2019 5:36:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1147303588152127488?s=21 …

7/6/2019 5:37:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Connect with previous message.

Previous message completes decode.

Missing the A, so repost replaced.

7/6/2019 5:38:18 AM tiforyearsnow This Report a Tip to the FBI, didn't work out so well. They haven't called any of us back yet. I submitted tips in Oct 2017 - September 2018 and crickets..

7/6/2019 5:39:12 AM yustein No it is M doing this...

7/6/2019 5:41:02 AM rocktobersky 😱

7/6/2019 5:41:11 AM katesdailybread Mine too:)!

7/6/2019 5:42:07 AM godfamcountry 3,6,9 minutes in between, or times repeated?  Or both?  Thx

7/6/2019 5:43:02 AM wellsong All of this is getting rather ridiculous at this point

7/6/2019 5:43:14 AM zagnett $JS != @Jordan_Sather_ 

But is this correct? J$ = @Jordan_Sather_ 

 

If so, anybody know who $JS is then? 🤔

7/6/2019 5:44:13 AM zagnett MJ, may you create another backup zip file by any chance, like you did in mid-March?

7/6/2019 5:46:29 AM 369369rv I read one of your replies 9 hrs and the next one said 6 hrs 😯

7/6/2019 5:46:51 AM 123yesitscrypto Sleep



7/6/2019 5:47:57 AM 369369rv Freaky 💁 pic.twitter.com/L27HS744Ob

7/6/2019 5:51:21 AM keith369me You can stay, you can go, but your impact has been felt.  Thank you!!!

7/6/2019 5:52:10 AM moemc8 Off topic, is there more to the crash of Chris Cline?

7/6/2019 5:52:36 AM blogjam_net Yep... just now

7/6/2019 5:53:13 AM brick_airhedred I recall hearing from a source that CIA can and will set up accounts to play many characters in order to create disinformation and divide.

7/6/2019 5:54:05 AM keith369me Truth should be without restrictions @Jordan_Sather_ ...if you are following this rule, all is good!!!

7/6/2019 5:55:32 AM andrew13892378 Thanks ETango8, This particular aspect of human brain functionality that I refer to is based upon Time in minutes not numbers of repetitions. I refer to 

data maybe 20 years old or more and from memory, will send link if can still be found, human mind worlds most secretive data.

7/6/2019 5:55:43 AM lorieve He is very young and as such all this is very new to him. I've met him personally. Probably freaked him out when I gave him a big old lady hug, lol. Thing 

is remember where we all were in our younger years. He's going to be just fine, we all are.

7/6/2019 6:00:59 AM tinaqpatriot45 Watch the skies over D.C.?

I see something! Confirm? pic.twitter.com/kQkiupY8yD

7/6/2019 6:01:27 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/tXd09NDQW3w 

7/6/2019 6:03:16 AM michaelchasea 🤣🤣🤣

7/6/2019 6:10:05 AM dannysh44640243 Study Understand Code Decode... how about ENOUGH!  I support the President.  But Deep State / Q from where we the people sit are both doing the 

same thing! KEEPING OF IN THE DARK!  Neither side seems to BELIEVE WE CAN BE TRUSTED

7/6/2019 6:15:44 AM sailorpractical Yes

7/6/2019 6:19:11 AM zagnett So $JS is who?

7/6/2019 6:21:01 AM andrew13892378 I did that in stages without a single look at the clock today, I was deeply involved in a complex Practical task. were you aware that your brain can record 

time in perfect accuracy while asleep and wake you upon set command? My observations are accuracy to the second.

7/6/2019 6:26:26 AM cryptogamer11 Maybe even be grateful after the real truth starts to surface.

7/6/2019 6:28:55 AM duriavigrobert and perhaps should🤔

7/6/2019 6:29:34 AM april99341937 Then QUIT! WE THE PEOPLE DESERVE MUCH MORE THAN THIS! QUIT WITH CLASSIFIED BULLSHIT AND BE THE TRUTH PERIOD! YOU CANT HAVE IT 

BOTH WAYS PERIOD! #WWWG1WGA👊!

7/6/2019 6:33:46 AM rolandblasini Bet U heard this before - Joe Biden Threatens Physical Violence Against Trump Again, Says: “He’s the Bully I’d Smack in the Mouth” LOL ... stick to 

groping women in front of the cameras, old creepy guy. It's the only thing you're good at

7/6/2019 6:34:06 AM juliealberta @IPOT1776 

You have to ck this thread out.

You remember the camera/flash/lens reflections the other day?

7/6/2019 6:35:41 AM juliealberta  pic.twitter.com/wQVriq08Ev

7/6/2019 6:35:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Above said $JS sends out disinformation...I took that to mean he spreads disinfo. Everything I've heard JS say seems right/logical. Admittedly have not 

listened to everything from JS, but this is recent, he seems on point. Where's the disinfo MJ is talking about? Confused...

7/6/2019 6:36:23 AM andrew13892378 Name Change= Identity/purpose change? Leaving the old behind for new times? Reinvention? Whatever the road chosen/directed, Whatever the 

reason, Good Luck and know you already have permanence in the minds of many in these spaces!

7/6/2019 6:36:27 AM bethelight11_11 Kab said jfk jr is dead I don’t want to believe that

7/6/2019 6:37:11 AM tinahoskins11 buh bye clowns

7/6/2019 6:39:08 AM dazeytoday Die ing 

I’m still waiting for them to announce RBG has died.  She’s been on ice for months. Good time for them to play that card.

7/6/2019 6:43:20 AM citoyen_resist then if kab said jfk jr is dead, then he is alive.

7/6/2019 6:43:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Exactly...the above post said JS spread disinfo and the video along with the C_A link seems on point. Trying to understand why MJ would say 

that...unless I misunderstood. Read the blood lines and OMG it seems to go deeper...Hivite.  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/929089870211026944.html …

7/6/2019 6:44:32 AM bethelight11_11 I believe he is been listening to able danger u tube sure sounds like him in tone and content ❤️👍🇺🇸

7/6/2019 6:47:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/929089870211026944.html …

This will blow your mind, I have not researched all of it but know from reading the bible multiple times she's pretty much on point. I went as far as the 

13 families. This goes back +/-6,000 years. I have to research but this resonates...

7/6/2019 6:48:53 AM baduinq I want to understand. Trying to hard. I don't get it . Trying for ever

7/6/2019 6:51:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you, I will check it out.❤️❤️❤️

7/6/2019 6:51:56 AM the_fjalar We are in it now.

7/6/2019 7:00:49 AM identityasxy .

Breath work meditation ... breathwork meditation

7/6/2019 7:00:49 AM bdam777 I would stay away from Certain Areas? 😉

7/6/2019 7:02:32 AM covertress Is this related to the large California earthquakes?

7/6/2019 7:03:35 AM wreck_ramblin I just subscribed to Greer’s channel.

7/6/2019 7:05:45 AM duckmeat01 jeb will go regardless ...

7/6/2019 7:08:43 AM duriavigrobert Soon enough?

7/6/2019 7:12:56 AM archangeljavoni Possibly not.

7/6/2019 7:13:26 AM blsdbe Splinter [🤡in🇺🇸] into a thousand pieces...please and ThanQ

7/6/2019 7:14:35 AM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh1dkrkSTjM …

Tea kettle is on the stove. Anytime angels. :)

7/6/2019 7:14:52 AM duriavigrobert Damn! That never gets old ...

7/6/2019 7:15:48 AM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/sADyGRNzcW

7/6/2019 7:16:20 AM duriavigrobert He must have done something to piss off the Clintons🤔

7/6/2019 7:17:33 AM lib7473 I take it that C__A head(s) aka Vatican Pope(CaBAAL Jesuits)/ALICE are ☠️ING fr recent CA quakes?🧐💥💥💥 #EndGameAvengers #PANIC #

PatriotsAreNowInControl

7/6/2019 7:20:35 AM 45harisonharold 👊💥well were still waiting on the report from Department of Justice Inspector General Michael Horowitz on alleged FISA abuses. It’s said to be 

scorching. It could air out all the dirty laundry the Obama DOJ&intelligence chiefs 

 https://townhall.com/tipsheet/mattvespa/2019/07/06/why-that-wait-on-the-doj-inspector-general-report-on-fisa-abuses-just-got-longer-

n2549597?amp=true&__twitter_impression=true …

7/6/2019 7:21:30 AM cmwkrn Is this cut out of the interview?

7/6/2019 7:23:39 AM youstinksoap Can you give more detail?  Like, are they lights that outline a cloaked craft or are they balls of light/energy?

7/6/2019 7:25:48 AM mariata48257153 you are not alone, I thought this too

7/6/2019 7:29:15 AM glennfolse10 Won’t happen!! Prediction not complacency.  Our resolve and resources will save the day!  Both houses and the White House.

7/6/2019 7:32:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you. I would NEVER purposely post disinfo and the disinfo we're fed is ridiculous. I know they say it's "necessary" but it's ANNOYING beyond 

words bc light is truth, dark is lies. I feel like saying, "Don't piss on my leg and tell me it's raining." pic.twitter.com/PL7K4n6HL3

7/6/2019 7:32:28 AM 45harisonharold Labor day ? this sucks pic.twitter.com/hzUQI9qOha



7/6/2019 7:33:45 AM auagate Around-A = round

So, it must be Triangle ? https://twitter.com/numberonepal/status/1146987067408302081 …

7/6/2019 7:36:32 AM freeandoriginal Meaning “he knows” doesn’t have to “believe”

7/6/2019 7:39:24 AM state1union Jordan I’m open minded and watched edge of wonder last night and it looked like everyone was having fun.

7/6/2019 7:43:30 AM kachinagtto Was this the previous post?  Hannity C_A?!!  😳🤯 pic.twitter.com/eWdIyMCBTT

7/6/2019 7:49:33 AM scommandante  http://www.arhtmedia.com/investors/#collapse_1_board-of-directors …

7/6/2019 7:53:01 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @EricTrump @LindseyGrahamSC @SenTedCruz @Jim_Jordan @DevinNunes 

@RepMattGaetz @senatemajldr Disclose the reports & investigations to begin arrests. Unclassify everything, especially who have traveled from far 

away to be here. pic.twitter.com/GpjBSuh78v

7/6/2019 7:53:38 AM starehope Thanks!💕

7/6/2019 7:57:35 AM rolandblasini KarifFresKA..de Yuling...? Cuando viene el BOXSCORE de TRNSPARENCIA de viajes..? fecha de ausente y dia de vuelo. actividad, costo. etc. 

Simplemente EN un portal... no cuesta NADA...FeQuera

7/6/2019 7:58:35 AM she4art1 That's exactly what I would do too. A big old lady hug ;) 

That GFL community is not good though. I found that group of folks like back in 2008. And its a con.

7/6/2019 7:59:34 AM holdingstrong1 3 6 and 9 are all what the cabal use and pray to, yes i understand tesla! you all need to do your research on that end of things to and youll understand 

what im saying.

7/6/2019 8:00:45 AM richardhiatt16 Ohhhhhh... What about OFC in Fall 2021? 🙄

7/6/2019 8:01:09 AM beckydritchie three “lll” and CA = California

7/6/2019 8:01:10 AM duriavigrobert Their hoping we’ll forget~

7/6/2019 8:02:36 AM duriavigrobert Stay the course, WE MUST STAY THE COURSE !!!!

7/6/2019 8:06:55 AM lorieve True, but the people attracted to it are seeking. Be the salt and light in the world. Father knows best.

7/6/2019 8:07:03 AM hawkgirlinmn [Di] [e] [ing] C_A. More than one meaning to “Promises Made, Promises Kept.” 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼❤️❤️❤️

7/6/2019 8:07:06 AM justileonne I thought it said last will me “Magical” not Majestic

7/6/2019 8:07:58 AM lorieve Sananda Sucks, haha

7/6/2019 8:10:13 AM fionasdestiny67 Hmm😎🤔

7/6/2019 8:13:19 AM fionasdestiny67 Agreed, fox is also NoNewsNetwork #FakeNews as bad as CNN in a lot of ways. You have to pic through it.

7/6/2019 8:14:16 AM 1_decided_voter A little help then with $JS?

I'll take a shot in the dark. $JS = Jussie Smollett?  LOL

7/6/2019 8:14:51 AM chia_pet21 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/6/2019 8:15:21 AM fionasdestiny67 Is it? Disinformation apparently......

7/6/2019 8:15:41 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😁😁😁 that worked like a charm! 

Sssaaaaaawwwweeeettttt!!!  pic.twitter.com/Bg26msZadc

7/6/2019 8:16:10 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Many individuals at their moments of Death and 

encounter with Death report talking to a s […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112899898041688064.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

7/6/2019 8:17:11 AM 1_decided_voter I guess I'll be waiting for the big reveal from the cheap seats. Decoding cryptic messages is not my strong suit. I prefer the more straightforward 

approach of "just coming out with it"

7/6/2019 8:17:43 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/I30foQydQR

7/6/2019 8:27:31 AM roublisa Help @aprilbrown99 pic.twitter.com/FGxCIZKTWv

7/6/2019 8:28:54 AM stormystorm10 That’s a big lens flare 🔥👽 pic.twitter.com/YLwKh5YR3Q

7/6/2019 8:29:06 AM don_narp You’re welcome. Maybe sometime that doesn’t exist we’ll play together.

7/6/2019 8:29:36 AM wwg1wga_qanon Blocked

7/6/2019 8:30:08 AM 45harisonharold A friend of mine upstate NY seen a T B3, it was about 1000 feet away from him sitting in the air over a river, his car had a flat and he said it was shining 

a light at his tire. He said the minute he tightened the last lug it took off😳, I didn't believe him then I might now LOL

7/6/2019 8:31:16 AM knightofmaltaus Many expected @TuckerCarlson to out @POTUS on the #UFO topic. Here is the “outing” answers. While we asserted you would not hear him admit to 

#aliens... those cheerleaders ballyhooing they have inside info. #baloney comes to mind. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://video.foxnews.com/v/6056013331001/ …

7/6/2019 8:32:44 AM starehope I saw one that was shaped like a teardrop. It was low and huge. Quiet. Saw it about 2 seconds then it moved right sideways and was gone by halfway 

of the teardrop. Hard to explain. It was very fast.

7/6/2019 8:32:54 AM beckydritchie When I worked as a telemarketer as a young 20 something year old- I picked my log in code as “369”... for no reason. 

Doesnt mean anything, just kinda cool to me.

7/6/2019 8:33:21 AM vintagesquirrel To me, that seems like it would mean =

7/6/2019 8:34:33 AM demongza Good close it already ffs

7/6/2019 8:35:45 AM 313looper In his speech on 4th of July,President trump mentioned :” We are going to put the American flag on Mars, very soon ! Was that a disclosure ?!  

Are California’s under-ground military bases related to the “Mars Gate” (portal) ?! Are the patriots about to take over of that?!

7/6/2019 8:36:05 AM gcfawcett1 Muddy waters, Nancy. So few know exactly what's going on behind the scenes, it's hard to know who's real or a LARP. It'll get resolved as we move 

forward and the infiltrators will be exposed. Share verifiable info but take everything else w/ a grain of salt. Enjoy the show!.. 

pic.twitter.com/azDGu5vSeg

7/6/2019 8:36:31 AM marynason I saw an absolutely massive one in Maine.

7/6/2019 8:38:07 AM roublisa Most ideal🙏🙏🙏

7/6/2019 8:39:18 AM linnyt7 Please don’t die🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/6/2019 8:40:12 AM roublisa I will have a position in my dream reality for you my dear....I love your beautiful ISBE💗💗💗🦋🦋🦋

7/6/2019 8:40:29 AM nancyddb How would we know when you arrive?

7/6/2019 8:42:52 AM tammyrochester2 "We will not be round forever" Maybe referring to the white spheres?

7/6/2019 8:44:33 AM 45harisonharold I seen something that look like a glowing giant fish oil pill about the size of a 5-gallon jug flew over my head while I was driving in the pitch-dark.  again 

upstate New York..,WTF🙃🤪

7/6/2019 8:47:51 AM rolandblasini FYI  Augusto Rodriguez who joined the 15th Connecticut Regiment (a.k.a. Lyon Regiment) in 1862. During the Civil War, Rodriguez served in the 

defenses of Washington, D.C. He also led his men in the Battles of Fredericksburg and Wyse Fork.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_ …

7/6/2019 8:50:13 AM 45harisonharold Yep

7/6/2019 8:52:59 AM nikoscali The Phoenix lights were amazing unto themselves, but the cover up operation afterward was notable as well... shameful lies 

pic.twitter.com/w7Sp3oyxaK

7/6/2019 8:55:45 AM cocreatorradio I think lens flare happens inside the camera lens.

7/6/2019 8:56:59 AM starehope Miss my butt! It was a straightforward lie to the people.

7/6/2019 8:57:01 AM oxmanmartin ET...Phone Home?

7/6/2019 8:57:17 AM ezdoesit_ We’re all just walking each other home

7/6/2019 8:57:19 AM deb12233 Trust in the process instead of only looking for an outcome created by others’ efforts. BE the process and co-create the highest outcome. Our birthright 

is NOT mere spectators.

7/6/2019 8:58:20 AM starehope I want to know if they are here for good or evil purposes. Nothing seems to add up whichever way I try to study.

7/6/2019 8:58:48 AM 9threalm Dont look like them.



7/6/2019 8:59:07 AM irishely71  pic.twitter.com/Jw9l34si1K

7/6/2019 9:00:02 AM djlok 5:5

7/6/2019 9:01:01 AM texanmccann That’s the point. Divide and conquer

7/6/2019 9:02:24 AM jamiegrahamusa REMEMBER...RE-READ:

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

7/6/2019 9:02:55 AM djlok And Kab thought you/a typist sold insurance!!! 😂😂😂

7/6/2019 9:08:52 AM nmchristoban So I'm thinking....$ is the money behind.

7/6/2019 9:09:25 AM jrocktigers Not every member of Majestic 12 are/were a friend of humans.

7/6/2019 9:11:40 AM duriavigrobert Not all ...  “I HAVE MANY SHEEP TO ATTEND TO THAT ARE NOT OF THIS FOLD.”

7/6/2019 9:13:30 AM nmchristoban The equal-to operator (==) returns true (1) if both operands have the same value; otherwise, it returns false (0). The not-equal-to operator (!=) 

returns true if the operands do not have the same value; otherwise, it returns false

7/6/2019 9:14:05 AM nmchristoban So yes,  means not-equal-to

7/6/2019 9:14:25 AM lorieve I think we are a little homesick.

7/6/2019 9:14:56 AM gsusgod >Zero Point< , >Nexus< , >NOW< pic.twitter.com/U0mZCxy4VG

7/6/2019 9:15:46 AM tararoby9 No. Kab blocked everyone following that account.

7/6/2019 9:15:59 AM oxmanmartin ET On Movies Channel currently.

7/6/2019 9:17:24 AM oxmanmartin (Rev) Wright On!

7/6/2019 9:17:36 AM redheadedeagle2 Reverse-engineered UFO Technology . . . . Most likely.

7/6/2019 9:17:47 AM bigtimejdub Lens flare

7/6/2019 9:18:44 AM 45harisonharold Aliens and UFO in Scripture pic.twitter.com/3pHtwui9xx

7/6/2019 9:21:39 AM roaminnoodle I believe the attached photo is the previous message we need to connect.

Notice the "A" in Around is not capitlized.

"Missing the A, so repost replaced."

"The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Use it." pic.twitter.com/qTkcnkzYcx
7/6/2019 9:22:59 AM bigtimejdub At what timestamp?

7/6/2019 9:23:25 AM starehope Exactly!

7/6/2019 9:23:40 AM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/o9NYxemhwR

7/6/2019 9:24:51 AM gsusgod Image from search “9 pointed star 3 6 9” pic.twitter.com/umvu1ZTP3r

7/6/2019 9:25:49 AM unwilling_slave A thousand pieces scattered in the wind please..

7/6/2019 9:26:13 AM pixiesdorule 3-6-9 is not a god.

7/6/2019 9:26:16 AM zagnett "!=" means that $JS is not @Jordan_Sather_

So i'm wondering who $JS is then.

7/6/2019 9:33:36 AM 45harisonharold Isn't Interesting how UFOs  design and Technology advanced since the last 70 years. For me  This is were I concluded that UFOs /Aliens can't be millions 

of years old like many people say. pic.twitter.com/gyipAUFsyl

7/6/2019 9:35:10 AM duriavigrobert Now that I have your attention, back to politics????

7/6/2019 9:35:20 AM dairy_mom_of_6 All you guys triggering over this are crazy!! Think for yourself!! Quit looking for spoon fed info to give you what you want to hear! Each time you are 

negative & rude about another you lower your vibration, then you have no ability to see truth!! Be positive raise your vibration

7/6/2019 9:35:43 AM charmanda9 Thanks for hosting! 💕💖💕

7/6/2019 9:37:19 AM duriavigrobert Only if there’s a “DIME” in it for them.

7/6/2019 9:37:33 AM starehope I'm with you on that 💯%.

7/6/2019 9:38:12 AM duriavigrobert True That pic.twitter.com/YKvuliWAnd

7/6/2019 9:38:51 AM wintersdream4  pic.twitter.com/KA5IiaTXis

7/6/2019 9:41:10 AM cjdotma They are also looking for Wormwood.

7/6/2019 9:41:51 AM madrabbit917 I'm an open minded skeptic. If this was of God, it wouldn't be veiled.

7/6/2019 9:43:17 AM oxmanmartin  pic.twitter.com/hfSWdaXrPX

7/6/2019 9:44:48 AM rolandblasini It's Whopping Azz towards the LEFT pic.twitter.com/ZhaPxVmTru

7/6/2019 9:45:10 AM oxmanmartin  https://www.aetherius.org/evidence/ufos-in-the-bible-and-the-vedas/ …

7/6/2019 9:47:17 AM oxmanmartin Rocket Man

Wernher Magnus Maximilian Freiherr von Braun was a German-American aerospace engineer and space architect. He was the leading figure in the 

development of rocket technology in Germany and a pioneer of rocket technology and space science in the United States. Wikipedi

7/6/2019 9:51:17 AM mongrelglory Evaluate the message and see if it holds truth for you. Don't just ridicule it because you've decided to dismiss the messenger.  Worst case scenario...it 

really is a Larp and people are being fooled.  They will find that out eventually and in the process learn discernment skills.

7/6/2019 9:51:33 AM dannygambit1 Dzil Nchaa Si An, "Big Seated Mountain," was Apache land, a sacred mountain, the Vatican won it in a court battle. (Stole it). And yes, it’s named for the 

Devil, whose name itself means “morning star. 

Vatican scholar believe Jesus might have been the Star-Child of an alien race pic.twitter.com/I3rLz6LXGC

7/6/2019 9:52:07 AM dannygambit1 All Jesuits work there

7/6/2019 9:53:34 AM mlong42947 It’s the only way they can get to heaven

7/6/2019 9:55:16 AM mongrelglory I'm really bad at figuring out codes...

I'm much better at visual puzzles like "Where's Waldo?" 😜

7/6/2019 9:55:24 AM thetruthistell1 I thought the only way to heaven is to raise a little hell https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ox7dPlQCIWk …

7/6/2019 9:59:53 AM yustein Archangel Metatron’s Frustration With ETs  https://youtu.be/pR0-gXyqICA  via @YouTube #ufo #clouds #sky #alien #et #ascension #atlantis #poseidon 

#thoth #lanaforge #archangelmetatron #dragons @TheCollectiveQ

7/6/2019 10:01:55 AM redheadedeagle2 I believe the answers to your questions lie hidden in the heavily-guarded Vatican Library, deep in the bowels of the earth under Vatican City.

7/6/2019 10:04:17 AM roublisa You said a mouthful 😌😌😌 I am most grateful for Twitter right now..  I have all of you ....so bless...who ever would have thought🤷♀️ 

pic.twitter.com/p9LVBlUCIL

7/6/2019 10:04:25 AM dannygambit1  https://youtu.be/sgU6RYEqwyQ 

7/6/2019 10:05:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd That's the problem not a game player don't know how. Games confuse me...I suppose this is something else for me to learn, as part of the female 

species I really prefer goodness, honesty, loyalty ❤️ pic.twitter.com/w5TakmysKo

7/6/2019 10:05:44 AM starehope I agree. They tell us God is within us.

7/6/2019 10:05:50 AM wishinwelmantra I thought this to be unusual too. 👍

7/6/2019 10:06:33 AM roublisa Soooo blessed✨✨✨

7/6/2019 10:07:11 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you btw.

7/6/2019 10:07:57 AM dannygambit1 He's worked there at area 51, he's seen all of it, reverse engineering. https://youtu.be/LjihoggScmw 



7/6/2019 10:09:52 AM rolandblasini DUDAS..DESTAPE.. bandera Rican brazo IZQUIERDO del comandantito del National Guard...Que bandera REQUIERE uso en uniforme? APUNTA otra, 

rossello son INDEPENDENTISTAS de closet pic.twitter.com/DB6PIDNcf4

7/6/2019 10:10:04 AM dannygambit1 They are waiting for the arrival of...watching.

7/6/2019 10:10:34 AM slayerofmatrix1 💗💗💗💗💗

7/6/2019 10:14:11 AM dannygambit1 Fallen Angel's. Lucifer and his followers, Angel's that fought with him in the battle to unseat God. Band from the heavens. Their are rankings among the 

fallen ones.

7/6/2019 10:18:39 AM 45harisonharold 😳

7/6/2019 10:19:58 AM dannygambit1 Afterward the disciples asked Jesus privately, “Why couldn't we cast out that demon?” 

Rankings, some more powerful.

7/6/2019 10:21:15 AM dannygambit1 That was fake.

7/6/2019 10:26:16 AM liltilgerlil Distractions?

7/6/2019 10:26:31 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/eyhm8r8HKb

7/6/2019 10:26:40 AM liltilgerlil Gotcha! Thanks

7/6/2019 10:27:08 AM liltilgerlil “Enjoy the show”

7/6/2019 10:27:22 AM dannygambit1 Aliens; without soul.

Will announce; there is no God.

7/6/2019 10:27:44 AM liltilgerlil Well said. That’s going to Fb ASAP 😁

7/6/2019 10:29:00 AM aprilbrown99 Hhmmm...why add the word “innocent” into that sentence?

7/6/2019 10:30:01 AM liltilgerlil Look over here, not there. 

 https://www.facebook.com/FoxNews/videos/1470954586363169/ …

7/6/2019 10:31:20 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/DfMs4kpZXN

7/6/2019 10:31:28 AM lorieve Eyes to see and ears to hear, don't be foolish virgins. The mind of Christ is a strong tower. Get in  here, trust Jesus

7/6/2019 10:32:16 AM 45harisonharold Were definitely not alone in this subject,🧐🧐🧐 pic.twitter.com/potHppRAyS

7/6/2019 10:44:45 AM 45harisonharold Yes

7/6/2019 10:49:09 AM dannygambit1 Can't do it, erase history maybe, when an alien culture lands and tells the people their is no God, probable, how do you discount ghost/spirits that have 

not moved on. The soul is the key. They are still using the technology, they have no intentions of releasing the information.

7/6/2019 10:51:00 AM chosenbyloved  pic.twitter.com/CAuWFx3qqw

7/6/2019 11:02:09 AM galadri09060100 You're obviously a shill.

7/6/2019 11:05:30 AM netters1093 No way out!

7/6/2019 11:15:24 AM sharlenerougea1 3 6 9 is cia

7/6/2019 11:15:59 AM dannygambit1 Let's be more patriotic pls. pic.twitter.com/3b3SiX5oNv

7/6/2019 11:16:44 AM duckmeat01 #?

7/6/2019 11:17:21 AM duckmeat01 I can tell she is heat for me?

7/6/2019 11:19:42 AM dannygambit1 😳

7/6/2019 11:35:21 AM madrabbit917 I'm monitoring all situations for the purpose of tracking prophecy.

7/6/2019 11:36:34 AM rolandblasini @juandalmauPR @marialourdespip  COMO esconde HECHOS

PR alongside Gen Bernardo de Galvez -  American Revolutionary War in the battles of  Baton Rouge,  Mobile,  Pensacola &  St. Louis. During the mid-

19th century, Puerto Ricans residing in the USAfought in the  American Civil War

7/6/2019 11:39:30 AM ladyyoungbull WSW

CIA

CA (from next twet)

7/6/2019 11:40:57 AM truthsayert I see it a lot too. You can expect a download increasing your intuition.

7/6/2019 11:41:36 AM dannygambit1 They couldn't get that off the ground.

7/6/2019 11:48:03 AM ahani_amora Hey Majestic! Where should I start my research on the Power of 3 6 and 9? Does it have to do with The Book of One?

7/6/2019 11:49:08 AM duckmeat01 This is an expression of Art.....

7/6/2019 11:49:32 AM truthsayert The unity of both sides.. We are merging what has been and what will be in the future together. Those who have been called to help are light workers 

to the many that are still in darkness.

7/6/2019 11:50:53 AM dannygambit1 Patriotism

7/6/2019 11:51:11 AM mzmollyanna Is see:  the great Elon Musk shot right up.

3-6-9 pic.twitter.com/MnYzZrpeMT

7/6/2019 11:54:34 AM ps3shiloh Them/They've not quite figured out who they R. Their logo has changed now 4 times since LARPing to as many as they can decieve. THEY believe they 

R  something when indeed they are not. I see your a fluoride supporter. This may help you - Jude1-27. pic.twitter.com/MDIbcB62Ss

7/6/2019 11:57:49 AM 45harisonharold been skimming through some articles There's a lot more to that Nazi church bell

7/6/2019 11:58:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Discovered Q a year ago, thought it was a Dem Psyop obviously WAY off aka totally WRONG. Not new to the 13 Families. What I know about them 

below...also raised in cult started by Russell. 

 https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/Os9PRYph6o

7/6/2019 11:58:32 AM 45harisonharold  https://alien-ufo-sightings.com/2013/02/the-nazi-bell-wunderwaffe-or-time-portal/ …

7/6/2019 11:58:46 AM 45harisonharold  https://twitter.com/UFOinsightcom/status/1146578784327520256?s=19 …

7/6/2019 12:03:39 PM anna_deardorff Which is why I left the catholic religion a long time ago!

7/6/2019 12:05:32 PM duriavigrobert Oh yeah? Google Richard Nixon, Jackie Gleason🤔

7/6/2019 12:05:34 PM jswdh1 No but the left don't want coal! Potus brought their jobs back!

7/6/2019 12:06:50 PM liltilgerlil Wait for it, soon it will be racist 😂😂

7/6/2019 12:07:27 PM glennfolse10 Finally the voice of reason, thank you Danny

7/6/2019 12:11:22 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/9RiL0wrZ3v

7/6/2019 12:12:09 PM dontcha_know1 The only reason your account exists is because you have gullible followers.  

Jordan and Kabamur are good and honorable people.

7/6/2019 12:13:25 PM veteransalways_ .@seanhannity wears a CIA pin 💓

7/6/2019 12:14:28 PM duriavigrobert That is better

7/6/2019 12:15:04 PM the_loveoflight CIA is [ Dieing ] dying!

7/6/2019 12:15:07 PM duriavigrobert Well, apparently NEITHER WORKED

7/6/2019 12:15:37 PM deplorablebeast So this was all a call for assassination. 5:5, plan failed!

7/6/2019 12:18:49 PM ssg_pain There may be more than what we see here... More Intel may pop up.

Hopefully Q will let us know.

7/6/2019 12:19:23 PM the_loveoflight CIA is [ Dieing ] dying! pic.twitter.com/NHPy0FiXBq



7/6/2019 12:20:26 PM hudmagy Looks Interesting🤔

What if this is ManMade Earthquake 2Hide HORRORs fr Public

🤔Could thisB

#TRUTH

#evil 

CAN ANYONE HELP

@QBlueSkyQ

@222714ftw

@EllaaaCruzzz

@elenochle

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@occulturalism

@EyesOnQ

@kbq225

@SaRaAshcraft

@Quebec99335648

@cjtruth

@beer_parade

@LisaMei62 https://twitter.com/seywerd137/status/1147354158703489024 …
7/6/2019 12:22:36 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/uH2Vpz2O1U

7/6/2019 12:23:19 PM 45harisonharold well this is reassuring THANK GOD MUST SEE 

   https://twitter.com/occulturalism/status/1062370863259955200/video/1 …

7/6/2019 12:23:41 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/9rawpfrYHY

7/6/2019 12:23:42 PM truthsayert 3 is communication, 6 is hidden enemies effecting your health that needs balance, and 9 is the spiritual house of knowledge. Use light to help, sit near 

sunlight to meditate, pray, or think on what is pure to bring the secrets in the open. Light leads to knowledge and truth.

7/6/2019 12:25:13 PM liltilgerlil Wow! MAGA

7/6/2019 12:27:02 PM duriavigrobert While holding their own!!

7/6/2019 12:28:44 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/zJm1WhkJ96

7/6/2019 12:29:40 PM liltilgerlil Yes, I’m jealous lol

7/6/2019 12:30:33 PM drakeflegel @usairforce @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump #SarasotaFireDep

7/6/2019 12:36:28 PM 45harisonharold I don't know if this old man is telling the truth ,It's hard to buy this reptilian shape-shifting crap because there's never been any actual footage

7/6/2019 12:38:12 PM liltilgerlil Well have to wait and see

7/6/2019 12:43:46 PM ps3shiloh Parasites. Joe M is not the issue here/they are. 

"Orgins- kek" Ps. 82 - the "fallen elohim"= chaos.

The *law/prophets/writings are "wisdom as the Ruach HaKodesh prompted for all to see" and understand in the "book". 

Here's to renewing ones' mind/or not

 http://nephos.com/Yeshiva%20101.htm … pic.twitter.com/Lxq3cH5ypT

7/6/2019 12:45:20 PM ericsteelelive Good, justice will prevail.

7/6/2019 12:51:44 PM juliealberta A friend of mine posted this on FB earlier.

Look above lady liberty.

When is it mathematically impossible? pic.twitter.com/aIzAZmChvo

7/6/2019 12:53:26 PM 45harisonharold BEES dying from California earthquake https://twitter.com/RealKhalilU/status/1147525847248596992?s=19 …

7/6/2019 12:58:38 PM deplorablebeast We shall see! Fortunately nothing came to fruition. Our Patriots are on point! I can't see #shithead being in an imminent threat situation. ThankQ 

#USSS @SecretService

Context for #shithead https://twitter.com/deplorablebeast/status/1147595241010147330?s=19 …

7/6/2019 1:09:41 PM elgatoweebee SOUNDS JUST LIKE THIS ONE pic.twitter.com/rbAxmt4tNg

7/6/2019 1:11:47 PM 45harisonharold Were in this world battling real larps..

7/6/2019 1:30:03 PM ps3shiloh YHWH "Wisdom" is a Person - the "Holy Spirit". The book written by the Person of the HOLY Spirit THROUGH the Apostles & Prophets is a book tens of 

millions know very VERY well. 

The best 2 you & your idols of rebellion @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = kek/fallen gods/shadilay=

Isaiah 14/Eze 28  pic.twitter.com/EyCASHk8hS

7/6/2019 1:32:53 PM duriavigrobert Because there’s MONEY in it! There’s also an old Italian saying: “The Pope walks on gold, but if you listen closely to his Church bell as it tolls, you’ll hear 

it ask you for another dime, another dime, send me another dime!” Until such time as you’ve sent him your very last🤔

7/6/2019 1:38:10 PM liltilgerlil Fitting. Salvation never had a price tag. Organized religion is a scam. Follow the money

7/6/2019 1:40:27 PM elgatoweebee *********** pic.twitter.com/jo3lK5yJqn

7/6/2019 1:40:34 PM mrkbsimotas Look it's the AJ playbook, Controlled Op. Is very insidious but clever 80/20 or even 90/10  truth/ misinformation. Disinfo.

7/6/2019 1:42:45 PM glennfolse10 I have seen this before, the reptilian shape shift thing on W.,GHWB, Bill & Hillary before Obama ‘s time

7/6/2019 1:42:48 PM mrkbsimotas Bill Smith has called JS out then this " Lens Flare" totally exposed himself he was better off saying it was "Swamp Gas" lol, GATEKEEPER status?

7/6/2019 1:43:40 PM mrkbsimotas Gatekeeper?

7/6/2019 1:43:42 PM 2676juan Falta poco para el 2020 .

7/6/2019 1:47:26 PM starehope Where is the best place to learn the levels of heaven?

7/6/2019 1:48:09 PM duriavigrobert Well, the Organized portion has no problem passing the plate. Many years ago when I wanted to merry my late wife, the Priest just turned Bishop, told 

me that he could guarantee exposition of the process if my Contracting Business would agree to put a new tile roof on the rectory

7/6/2019 1:50:10 PM duriavigrobert I was considering a MUFON with my espresso this morning but I decided on steak and eggs ⤵️ pic.twitter.com/3sfhuSv9xC

7/6/2019 1:50:14 PM liltilgerlil Right. It’s all about $$

7/6/2019 1:50:52 PM duriavigrobert The Pope walks on gold

7/6/2019 1:51:02 PM liltilgerlil Its a beautiful thing. Should send that photo to AOc and PETA lmao

7/6/2019 2:01:25 PM liltilgerlil Atheists and satanists always try to replace God with science

7/6/2019 2:04:21 PM duriavigrobert Until they realized that The Bible isn’t a science book to explain “how,” it’s The Word of God that Commands “WHAT!”

7/6/2019 2:08:21 PM liltilgerlil Exactly. Some wanted to be Gods and not listen to God.

7/6/2019 2:08:54 PM jswdh1 What is that supposed to mean? Is it about the quakes? Hole in the ground?

7/6/2019 2:09:38 PM liltilgerlil This is what they want. They want “No USA at all” pic.twitter.com/4SnLXWQlLr

7/6/2019 2:10:24 PM kay646464 Alice is the code word for Hillary Clinton. Putting out disinformation is a shameful thing.

Facts matter!



7/6/2019 2:15:18 PM dannygambit1 Your right not a traditional America with a constitution. No military, no borders, narvana, free everything, utopian society. Bunch of dumbasses. 🙄

7/6/2019 2:16:27 PM liltilgerlil Total anarchy. It’s insane. The 60’s are back and those radicals are more angry

7/6/2019 2:16:50 PM glennfolse10 Fabian society

7/6/2019 2:17:39 PM glennfolse10 The hippie is in charge!! Clinton, Kerry

7/6/2019 2:19:32 PM dannygambit1 But this time they are tenured in universities and brainwashing our youth, it's going to take a miracle, we have to fight.

7/6/2019 2:19:53 PM richard07759712 And why they guard it with a pack of lies

7/6/2019 2:20:31 PM liltilgerlil And the media. It’s an assault

7/6/2019 2:22:17 PM dannygambit1 Yep, the swift boat lies and his sidekick lying demonic worshipper.

7/6/2019 2:22:54 PM rickhes56549477 Why do you think the Democrats want to give freecollege to all the kids? So they can indoctrinate them to their Progressive ways . It has nothing to do 

with wanting the children to be educated. It’s everything to do with indoctrinating them

7/6/2019 2:24:07 PM dillard777 Thanks Nick

7/6/2019 2:25:32 PM charlesgdavis1 Antarctica.....NO wonder ALL THOSE officials went down there. Interesting......hmmm.

7/6/2019 2:26:05 PM alltooclear Isn’t Hannity just relaying that he won’t stoop to MSM levels & “promote boycotts” - as what was done to him ? Allowing people to make their own 

informed decision to do so or not - allowing free markets to dictate their demands ?

7/6/2019 2:26:52 PM richard07759712 Dyeing?

7/6/2019 2:26:53 PM charlesgdavis1 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂👹👹👺👺👽👽😎😎😇😇

7/6/2019 2:28:47 PM liltilgerlil Yes, that is the biggest mystery of all. Strange how elites seem to always go there.

7/6/2019 2:29:12 PM duriavigrobert I also heard that from Scully on the X Files I think 🤔

7/6/2019 2:31:23 PM allahuniversal Alice

and

ALICE

are two different things.

Double meanings. https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

7/6/2019 2:35:07 PM greek2305 Not a dumb guy by no means , but I wish I could figure out ,3,6,9

7/6/2019 2:35:28 PM nschlange That would take quite some time! Ask a specific question and I’ll do my best to answer it.

7/6/2019 2:36:02 PM dannygambit1 They have a 20yr plan. Needs to be stopped.

7/6/2019 2:38:39 PM allahuniversal Or "opinions"?

Q has quite a bit to say on opinions, yet, "Facts matter" really says it all. pic.twitter.com/lxrfbrx785

7/6/2019 2:39:06 PM ps3shiloh So you are your own god/elohim. 

Exactly my point, Psalm 82. There's a huge difference between discernment/judgement, resistance/rejection.

The "fear of ELOHIM" is the beginning of wisdom & knowled itself. Fear ELOHIM & through that fear and discernment one can seperate the 2. 

pic.twitter.com/AdlmQMsXit

7/6/2019 2:39:48 PM rickhes56549477 The Liberals are absolutely playing the long game. Look how long ago they infiltrated our school system. They have been teaching progressive ideas 

every sense. Now our colleges are infested with progressive indoctrination specialists

7/6/2019 2:42:01 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly. pic.twitter.com/OoPpEWpCkm

7/6/2019 2:43:22 PM dannygambit1 It's worse than we imagined.

7/6/2019 2:46:49 PM rickhes56549477 The only real way to fix this problem. Is to teach our children to learn how to think for their self. Once a person thinks for their self the liberal 

indoctrination, makes no sense at all. College kids nowadays don’t think for their self. Follow the professor

7/6/2019 2:51:04 PM rebashoenfelt1 Greed

7/6/2019 2:51:49 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079041438296481793?s=19 …

7/6/2019 2:52:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 Agree. Address school curriculum and teachers.

7/6/2019 2:52:59 PM rebashoenfelt1 So true

7/6/2019 2:53:34 PM ericsteelelive I had a hard enough time understanding Q, your tweets are word salads to me. Just not smart enough. Never could read minds. But I'll keep reading 

and trying.

7/6/2019 2:53:38 PM canadiancovfefe Those college professors are going to have to find new jobs. There is no place for them after The Great Awakening.

7/6/2019 2:53:49 PM kindeandtrue Brilliant work!

7/6/2019 2:54:12 PM rebashoenfelt1 Elite Nazis

7/6/2019 2:55:20 PM olimyracle ConCERN pic.twitter.com/6CSYbl8GTo

7/6/2019 2:55:21 PM canadiancovfefe That makes sense. I thought they were just trying to bankrupt us.

7/6/2019 2:55:55 PM davidherzstein I did not know a branch of any military could get a patent on anything. Does this mean no others government can copy it? Really?

7/6/2019 2:57:18 PM rebashoenfelt1 Pure BS in other words

7/6/2019 2:57:55 PM canadiancovfefe That looks tasty!

7/6/2019 2:58:04 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Y1kGNSgUtU

7/6/2019 2:58:09 PM rebashoenfelt1 Fight back

7/6/2019 2:59:14 PM canadiancovfefe Hmmm...

7/6/2019 2:59:26 PM allahuniversal One word, many rabbit holes pic.twitter.com/9pq6oGgNHf

7/6/2019 3:00:30 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz

7/6/2019 3:00:42 PM rickhes56549477 I prayed that is the case. They are teaching our kids that this country is a horrible country. We are the most generous nation in the world. When 

another country is in trouble we run to help. No other country does that

7/6/2019 3:01:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 No girl opinions?  😂😂teasing

7/6/2019 3:01:44 PM ericsteelelive They sure were shy. What were they? Why so far away from view? Did anyone see anything but dots?

7/6/2019 3:02:14 PM rebashoenfelt1 Maybe

7/6/2019 3:03:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 A complete take over

7/6/2019 3:04:46 PM jswdh1 Where did you get my picture? 

🤣🤪😅

7/6/2019 3:05:11 PM duriavigrobert It NEEDS to be stopped

7/6/2019 3:05:34 PM duriavigrobert ABSOLUTELY

7/6/2019 3:05:50 PM rebashoenfelt1 Pain

7/6/2019 3:06:37 PM rickhes56549477 It will be a real battle to get into the school systems and fight to change the curriculum. We don’t even teach US history honestly anymore. The Liberals 

have changed the narrative to discourage children from being patriotic

7/6/2019 3:06:53 PM dannygambit1 Lol, and your phone # is?

7/6/2019 3:07:53 PM duriavigrobert Same place they got mine pic.twitter.com/CgAJSvnq5G

7/6/2019 3:08:06 PM dannygambit1 They are trying to do away with history. Erase it, remember the statues.

7/6/2019 3:09:41 PM duriavigrobert Really? Let’s think 🤔 here for a moment ... who actually funds our school systems?🤔

7/6/2019 3:10:53 PM karen_storer looks like a stealth to me.....

7/6/2019 3:11:39 PM duriavigrobert In the words of middle America: “BUT IT AIN’T GUNNA WORK!”

7/6/2019 3:12:06 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/pbAwV7J0KX

7/6/2019 3:12:40 PM dannygambit1  pic.twitter.com/EscCXvxQdy

7/6/2019 3:13:33 PM glennfolse10 I think your right David research work is commissioned but patents on duck tape from the old Apollo, Velcro and others

7/6/2019 3:13:48 PM pixiesdorule I don't think so... pic.twitter.com/j6WncFv4fX

7/6/2019 3:14:26 PM judyhatton2 GREAT



7/6/2019 3:17:10 PM dannygambit1 Indoctrination, brainwashed into hatred of America's constitutional ideals.

7/6/2019 3:18:15 PM davidherzstein Geez, you saying I got sumtin right? 

By the way, had forgotten about duct tape and Velcro origins. 

Thanks...

7/6/2019 3:19:55 PM rickhes56549477 They also teach them that we are a horrible country. The fact that these children have never lived in another country they believe it. You spend a little 

time in a Third World country and you will realize how great we are

7/6/2019 3:19:55 PM kindeandtrue It's been highly illuminating. Hope we bump into you again, MJ12. Peace be your journey. ✨

7/6/2019 3:22:45 PM lizmarques17 Can I request to see an arrival? Maybe other people aren’t ready but I am

7/6/2019 3:22:46 PM 2020sequel @TheCollectiveQ.  @StormIsUponUs. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any idea?

7/6/2019 3:24:53 PM rickhes56549477 Taxpayers fund our school system. Is it your contention that we are responsible for teaching our children progressive ideas? Liberals got in the school 

system and wrote the School curriculum years ago

7/6/2019 3:25:10 PM lizmarques17 How do you use the power of 3,6,9. I was reading about Tesla and him being big on those numbers but I don’t get it. Can you please shed a little light 

on it

7/6/2019 3:27:28 PM rickhes56549477 Exactly. The statues are a reminder of our history. Good or bad we must remember our history otherwise we will repeat that history again

7/6/2019 3:28:27 PM kindeandtrue That's giving me chills. Yikes.

7/6/2019 3:28:57 PM alinahere 😮 OMGoodness ThanQ for posting Joni! Headed EAST towards the Homestead Speedway for the 4th of July event, w/The Sun Setting WEST Behind 

us, I captured This Cloud with LIGHT inside of it!!!

Totally Freaky... similar to yours. 😉👍

ET inside of it?? 🤔 My boys thought Too Cool!👀 pic.twitter.com/g9MCirdRe9

7/6/2019 3:30:03 PM dannygambit1 May 1980, having been created after the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was split into the Department of Education and the 

Department of Health and Human Services by the Department of Education Organization Act,  Jimmy Carter signed into law on October 17, 1979.

7/6/2019 3:30:40 PM dannygambit1 This explains the idiocies.

7/6/2019 3:32:43 PM alinahere Sorry... that would be South Florida (near Florida City) in Homestead.

Other cloud formations in the area, but only One had the LIGHT coming from inside it as in my comment above. 👍 pic.twitter.com/tw1acAqdmz

7/6/2019 3:33:59 PM duriavigrobert Our history IS our history and pulling down statues and changing the name of our TAX PAYER FUNDED SCHOOLS ECT. will never change it. The simple 

fact that all of this is going on is OUR fault, for it is WE who is allowing this to happen IT IS TIME FOR THE MAJORITY TO BE UNSILENCED

7/6/2019 3:39:39 PM dannygambit1 It's beyond being handled delicately. 😉

7/6/2019 3:41:27 PM rickhes56549477 I agree 100%. As a Christian I would like to take blame for them kicking God out of schools. If Christians would’ve stood up and demanded that God be 

allowed in schools, he would still be there. But we sit quietly in our pews

7/6/2019 3:42:59 PM rickhes56549477 You are correct. We have allowed this to fester to the point that it is going to be hard. I mean a hard fight to get back to where we need to be

7/6/2019 3:43:32 PM glennfolse10 Agreed

7/6/2019 3:45:04 PM dannygambit1 Our potus fights hard for us, we need to show him some appreciation by fighting harder.

7/6/2019 3:47:05 PM shellybean99  pic.twitter.com/FxEDjoMwuB

7/6/2019 3:47:24 PM rickhes56549477 And thank God for that

7/6/2019 3:47:54 PM glennfolse10 I agree totally!  I did not make DC but I upgraded to Trump 2020 cap, with the flag.  Donated some, more to come for our best weapon, Donald Trump

7/6/2019 3:55:24 PM liltilgerlil We’re waiting for the left to ramp up attacks again.

7/6/2019 3:55:40 PM rickhes56549477 My 2020 Is camouflage with the flag on 1/4 of the bill

7/6/2019 4:01:36 PM rickhes56549477 I am ready for another rally in DC like we had in 2010 with Glenn Beck

7/6/2019 4:10:20 PM susan66388204 It’s been a real eye opener

7/6/2019 4:12:59 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/IA2HsMbTUY

7/6/2019 4:16:27 PM canadiancovfefe Funny profile pic, beautiful Trump tower.

7/6/2019 4:17:12 PM jswdh1 Absolutely! Time for us to rise up and raise our voices!

7/6/2019 4:19:10 PM roublisa That was so incredibly beautiful...our theme song ...✨✨✨

7/6/2019 4:21:27 PM rebashoenfelt1 Glenn warned us.

7/6/2019 4:22:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Keep an open mind I guess

7/6/2019 4:22:45 PM rebashoenfelt1 🤙🏻

7/6/2019 4:23:17 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/6/2019 4:24:08 PM rebashoenfelt1 Cannot sit quietly w the Left

7/6/2019 4:24:35 PM davidherzstein I had to fly my drone to take that that picture. 😜😜

7/6/2019 4:24:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 Speak out

7/6/2019 4:25:28 PM rebashoenfelt1 You have control thru school boards

7/6/2019 4:25:47 PM rebashoenfelt1 Must chNge

7/6/2019 4:26:13 PM rebashoenfelt1 Battle on

7/6/2019 4:27:52 PM rebashoenfelt1 Change it

7/6/2019 4:28:35 PM rebashoenfelt1 Omg

7/6/2019 4:29:01 PM rebashoenfelt1 Teach at home?

7/6/2019 4:29:49 PM rebashoenfelt1 Look what I started!  Good weekend all

7/6/2019 4:31:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 Unless it’s China😮

7/6/2019 4:31:43 PM rickhes56549477 Glenn Beck was telling us this very thing would happen in 2010. Here we are at 2019 and it is in our face

7/6/2019 4:32:59 PM rebashoenfelt1 Must intervene. This plan makes them feel above reproach

7/6/2019 4:33:06 PM davidherzstein Good point

7/6/2019 4:33:15 PM rickhes56549477 Homeschool is a great answer. If you can do it. They have convinced society that to live according to the Joneses you must have both mom and dad 

working

7/6/2019 4:35:09 PM rickhes56549477 We definitely need to vote as many Democrats out of office as we possibly can. If the Republicans have the house, the Senate, and Donald Trump in 

the White House. We could change a lot of things in four years

7/6/2019 4:36:30 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 deep state using VOG tech?  https://twitter.com/true_pundit/status/1147539470033575938 …

7/6/2019 4:37:12 PM gran_georg Thank you

7/6/2019 4:37:18 PM duriavigrobert Stay Focused

7/6/2019 4:37:58 PM duriavigrobert Vote shopping, no matter the cost🤔

7/6/2019 4:39:23 PM mr_bond00 Di is 2 

E refers to electronic 

Ing materials used for or associated with a process

2 electronic documents containing materials regarding disclosure coming?

7/6/2019 4:40:07 PM duckmeat01 I wish we could shoot the bastards and just get it over with... Then the two joints will shape up...

7/6/2019 4:40:17 PM canadiancovfefe Wow! That’s a little scary, but I am fascinated!

7/6/2019 4:41:45 PM duriavigrobert Prudence Ducky, prudence🤔



7/6/2019 4:42:38 PM rickhes56549477 Absolutely. The absolute psychotic desire to have power has taken away all sense of morality and decency. They do not care what they have to offer, if 

they think it will give them a  vote

7/6/2019 4:43:53 PM roublisa I am so greatful for the guidance provided....we are at the ready and doing our best to help guide those sleepy eyes...thank you for allowing me to help

 my fellow ISBEs...I am honored ✨✨✨

#skyevent #lookup #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/q8zy1cXCOD

7/6/2019 4:43:55 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz “Old man”!

7/6/2019 4:44:45 PM rickhes56549477 Staying focused is the answer to the problem. Come August of next year we must hit the streets with the same veracity as the left

7/6/2019 4:45:47 PM rickhes56549477 Be careful how you phrase that. You will be in Twitter prison if you don’t

7/6/2019 4:46:56 PM mitolduso 🙌🙌🙌🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️ pic.twitter.com/KsIo7BjrHI

7/6/2019 4:49:40 PM cue2_c99 I see you??🤔 pic.twitter.com/HyOmFKzqMg

7/6/2019 4:52:34 PM duriavigrobert They hate Donald Trump for two reasons. He expects performance results and he will hold the under achievers who can’t or refuse to attain them 

accountable. Two conditions that NEVER existed in Politics since before George Washington. pic.twitter.com/HCXHMTLun1

7/6/2019 5:01:26 PM duriavigrobert Hard is a concept of the mind

7/6/2019 5:05:08 PM canadiancovfefe 😃 It’s beautiful! All gold. I am wondering which one it is (as in where).

7/6/2019 5:11:37 PM cpace98 This was my thoughts too

7/6/2019 5:14:18 PM jrocktigers @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-

source/?via=twitter_page?ref=home …

7/6/2019 5:15:03 PM natureinspace Di e ing ??? What's that mean?

7/6/2019 5:16:44 PM djlok Woah!!!  That's awesome!!!

7/6/2019 5:19:27 PM bppope Agreed

7/6/2019 5:28:32 PM rickhes56549477 Intellectual thought

7/6/2019 5:29:59 PM polanimalaus No GSM. There is AGW and that is happening faster in the Arctic then anywhere else on earth. This weakens and disrupts the Jet Stream into waves 

and bows. A stationery bow over parts Canada & US directed Arctic air to those regions. Air replaced that air not as cold: warm Arctic.

7/6/2019 5:32:03 PM jswdh1 Yes! He hates slackers and not getting our monies worth!

7/6/2019 5:32:55 PM duriavigrobert Both one on the same

7/6/2019 5:34:26 PM roaminnoodle Is it or is it not - that is the question?

From today at 3:00PM EST.

Power of 3 6 and 9.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/7Dgap0gn3k

7/6/2019 5:40:56 PM linnyt7  https://twitter.com/NoahShachtman/status/1147655457940692992?s=09 …

Epstein arrested for sex trafficking!!!

7/6/2019 5:41:33 PM maniccompressi1 #22

7/6/2019 5:41:50 PM duriavigrobert That earthquake is God’s answer to the pure evils of California. The poor bees are collateral damage. If anyone wants to blame someone for the loss of 

bees, BLAME CALIFORNIA! pic.twitter.com/QJSej4oF0U

7/6/2019 5:42:51 PM allonkid  https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-source …

7/6/2019 5:44:47 PM usss_211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Melanch10844904/status/1147658005661573120 …

7/6/2019 5:45:30 PM duriavigrobert As well it should be🤔

7/6/2019 5:48:42 PM davidherzstein It is Trump Tower in Las Vegas Nevada. I have eaten in the restaurant there...excellent food, a bit pricy. And not a liberal loon in sight😂

7/6/2019 5:49:57 PM duriavigrobert That’s because there’s no free lunch

7/6/2019 5:50:37 PM mitolduso Super cool. We all hv very unique exprncs wth this quantm evol shft..i wish more wud be excited to be alive rt now..its lonely bc no one gets 

it..frustratng for sure. I really believe WE r chosen to be on the frntlines..lead the way to new earth🤗

7/6/2019 5:52:02 PM davidherzstein You nailed it.

7/6/2019 5:52:20 PM teamsterr07 EPSTEIN ARRESTED!!🙌🙌🙌

7/6/2019 5:53:46 PM mitolduso We all hv the answers..its inside of us. We all hv the universe inside us..we hv the God spark. We r the ones we hv been waiting for. It really is quite 

simple, we just complicate it 😇

7/6/2019 5:54:05 PM davidherzstein You as a man who runs a business, knows about no fre anything.

7/6/2019 5:56:05 PM blsdbe Those are some fairly straight edges...for clouds... pic.twitter.com/XmvdAdPJTI

7/6/2019 5:57:14 PM turboxyde #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

 https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232374872.html … pic.twitter.com/du6tYzWuX3

7/6/2019 6:02:54 PM viih13666 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hey, what do you think of Department 5 ?

7/6/2019 6:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

Good work, keep manifesting 3 6 and 9. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/jeffrey-epstein-arrested-for-sex-trafficking-of-minors-in-florida-

and-new-york-report …

7/6/2019 6:05:34 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

7/6/2019 6:05:59 PM billyj1616 Should have waited until 9:06 to post that!

7/6/2019 6:06:46 PM blsdbe #TheChoiceToKnowIsOurs #ThanQ for helping raise our awareness. Blessings, MJ!!! #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #WeAreTheNewsNow

7/6/2019 6:07:08 PM usss_211 It works...!

7/6/2019 6:07:13 PM cindylee81 How do you manifest the power of 3 6 9?

I recall Tesla talking about the power of 3 6 9, but I didn’t understand?

Please help

Thanks !

7/6/2019 6:07:38 PM ps3shiloh Good 4 you. Have a nice "gainsaying/walk = life. pic.twitter.com/vWyQygggjf

7/6/2019 6:08:53 PM clarkd958 Oh i wonder who will be out there unable to sleep as they await that knock on the door, FBI @ the doorwith there arrest warrant. Oh haopy days 

#WWG1WGA #QAnon

7/6/2019 6:08:56 PM jennada43407037 These are glorious days indeed🙏🏻😎

7/6/2019 6:10:04 PM loricross00 Finally!

7/6/2019 6:10:34 PM duriavigrobert Absolutely. If you don’t earn it, you pay for it🤔

7/6/2019 6:10:47 PM youiifindout @Cordicon

7/6/2019 6:11:45 PM islandofdelight What is next to #unseal?

7/6/2019 6:11:57 PM kindeandtrue Deo gratias! This is tremendous news.

7/6/2019 6:13:30 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1147627870501638144?s=19 …

7/6/2019 6:14:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Still LOVE this clip!!

7/6/2019 6:15:03 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/4BsAjftcrr



7/6/2019 6:15:34 PM love4thegameak #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UNSEALEPSTEIN 

LOLITA EXPRESS!! BOOOM!!! 3 6 9 https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1147669343653679104?s=19 …

7/6/2019 6:15:53 PM lucky11111212 Yes, Holy Angels who do the Captain of the Lord's Army's bidding, keep manifesting.  

"Praise the LORD, you angels, you mighty ones who carry out His plans, listening for each of His commands."

7/6/2019 6:16:39 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/ccrVqUNWrl

7/6/2019 6:16:43 PM americanpetal No deals!

7/6/2019 6:16:57 PM lucky11111212 *look it up

It's Psalms 103:20!

7/6/2019 6:17:17 PM ryanhughes30 💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/6/2019 6:17:30 PM americanpetal Should we still stick with the #UnSealEpstein or something else now?

7/6/2019 6:18:32 PM americanpetal In other words, should we use another hashtag?

7/6/2019 6:18:47 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 6:19:12 PM qgerim 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

7/6/2019 6:20:46 PM knightofmaltaus  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

7/6/2019 6:23:53 PM jvan125 Here’s my 3,6,9 #UnsealEpstein at 7:08pm EST...🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1147643605688958978?s=21 …

7/6/2019 6:25:02 PM kachinagtto Ohhh THAT message!  Makes much more sense!

7/6/2019 6:28:37 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/ejLV6zFwc3

7/6/2019 6:31:19 PM teriwade12 This is big...

7/6/2019 6:33:18 PM duriavigrobert The state of California, meaning the actual ground, (the land) belongs to the people of United States of America (the Republicans) when God finally 

purges it, he will CLEANSE it of the evils of Democracy, the Illegal immigrants, sanctuary everything, Hollywood stars and drugs.

7/6/2019 6:34:44 PM timedabbler21 Wow. Kabamur is a disappointment...I really liked his tweets.

7/6/2019 6:36:48 PM the_loveoflight Who are these mystery people looking to keep certain files sealed?

7/6/2019 6:37:28 PM capitalkid Does this mean we should move on from 3 into a 6?  (birth -> maturation)?

I'm asking because I'm still trying to understand the differentiation between 3, 6, 9.

7/6/2019 6:40:31 PM cemgtr They're signs, aren't they? Forever with the plan. Fear of being lost when all goes dark. Hopefully i wont need to wander when it does. No codes here. 

Not smart enough.

7/6/2019 6:44:08 PM 369369rv I would like to know too please 🙏

7/6/2019 6:44:09 PM golf4mepp Right I would pay to see these sick deadbeats waiting and shitting their pants

7/6/2019 6:44:53 PM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/v0afxtjULx

7/6/2019 6:44:57 PM mrkbsimotas I need help with this?

7/6/2019 6:45:18 PM tweetstreetint1 Excellent share, thank you!!

7/6/2019 6:45:58 PM blankmarlo  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580588754223105?s=19 …

7/6/2019 6:49:34 PM efogghb You called it. Thanks

7/6/2019 6:50:49 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/ghV2OUG0lc

7/6/2019 6:52:34 PM sharlenerougea1 Don’t stop don’t slow down....keep it going 

#unseal #UNSEAL

7/6/2019 6:53:00 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE!!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 6:53:52 PM grumpyallday  https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Jeffrey-Epstein-Arrest-Sources-Upper-East-Side-Mansion--512309731.html …

7/6/2019 6:55:37 PM strangewisper Interesting.. so who wrote 'The Plan' ❓

7/6/2019 6:59:04 PM magapuppy Can anyone help w/the sauce in this? Had to go out of town

7/6/2019 7:02:29 PM the_fjalar #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 7:02:55 PM the_fjalar #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 7:04:39 PM grapejelly007 Will there be a mass of suicides soon?? 🤔

7/6/2019 7:06:22 PM smith_jere Fantastic!!

7/6/2019 7:06:35 PM rolandblasini GUEST WHO...SOMEONE say LFB?  China has been secretly installing a surveillance app on tourists’ phones as they enter the northwestern Xinjiang 

region, according to a new exclusive investigation by the New York Times and other outlets.  http://vox.com/future-perfect 

7/6/2019 7:06:46 PM efogghb Patience is rewarded

7/6/2019 7:07:21 PM scott_rick Tuesday?

7/6/2019 7:12:21 PM fightforamerica Yay! 😊

7/6/2019 7:13:24 PM justifi78326842 Crime does not pay eventually you get caught 👏 pic.twitter.com/tO6oyhk9Wb

7/6/2019 7:13:44 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, are you able to share any information regarding Pence?

7/6/2019 7:14:55 PM jdubz242  https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/1508273/jeffrey-epsteins-little-black-book-redacted.pdf … pic.twitter.com/H30Q77LrYg

7/6/2019 7:15:41 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, didnt expect to see some of those people. #DarkToLight

7/6/2019 7:15:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Tesla Tesla Tesla https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZGPLSnxUnc …

7/6/2019 7:19:24 PM strangewisper Your not alone, and it's because only your ahead of the game that it seems that way, your a brave light in the world

7/6/2019 7:20:05 PM strangewisper *only because

7/6/2019 7:20:07 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic pic.twitter.com/Tm8ogiBwIZ

7/6/2019 7:23:49 PM aprilbrown99 The Dems can dream big but like the Mueller report, they arent going to find anything. Trump would never be involved with anything like that.

7/6/2019 7:25:52 PM sharlenerougea1 I would say if anything Trump is a witness to some of this 👏👊

7/6/2019 7:25:53 PM aprilbrown99 Was probably all part of the years of strategic planning. He kept all the enemies close...you get to know people very well when they think you are part 

of thr crowd.  JMPO

I love our President so much.



7/6/2019 7:27:49 PM knightofmaltaus They never left.

7/6/2019 7:29:14 PM knightofmaltaus Not the only one.

7/6/2019 7:30:32 PM aprilbrown99 Yes sounds about right.

7/6/2019 7:33:06 PM knightofmaltaus It is bigger than you and the 3rd, 4th and 5th world citizenry are unready. Their vibratory level, mindset and comprehension have not evolved. They 

never left. 1st, 2nd level countries all understand. In due time, the world will know. Elegant plan exists. Must uplift others.

7/6/2019 7:34:26 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MotoE soon to be Majestic powered?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fToPOaNMXVg …

7/6/2019 7:35:45 PM redmonkeysays Alan Dershowitz has explained this in court and on tv, numerous times.

As a billionaire, Trump and Epstein ran in the same circles. The difference between Trump and Bill and Hillary Clinton is, Trump never went to Lolita 

Island. He hates that pedo shit.

7/6/2019 7:36:55 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We’ve gone MSM...#Majestic pic.twitter.com/yXbkZZ58O3

7/6/2019 7:38:48 PM rolandblasini Here it goes, told you so, would happen.. Mysterious military space plane captured on camera... Skywatcher Captures Rare Image of Mysterious X-37B 

Military Space Plane  http://livescience.com/65884-x-37b-sp …

7/6/2019 7:39:21 PM lovesanimals Sure he does... pic.twitter.com/XLHxfjkMbK

7/6/2019 7:40:47 PM keith369me #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein

7/6/2019 7:41:08 PM virginialouelle Saw you pic.twitter.com/SBa5Sqkg4R

7/6/2019 7:41:14 PM sterkinglights1 Solomon?

7/6/2019 7:41:19 PM keith369me #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein 

#JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein

7/6/2019 7:41:43 PM keith369me Follow the wives

7/6/2019 7:42:59 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed.

7/6/2019 7:46:03 PM 7alon YES!!!!!

7/6/2019 7:46:52 PM goyaeq They did some posts on him awhile back if you use the search function.

7/6/2019 7:48:36 PM starseedatx Better not to back off now. The head gets cut off, the body scatters..

Get them ALL

7/6/2019 7:48:39 PM kirigata1 That's partly incorrect. To paraphrase, Tesla said 3, 6, 9, and resonance or frequency. Not just lame shapes.

7/6/2019 7:49:08 PM cindywo77865001 With different hair, that side view of Epstein looks like Obama.

7/6/2019 7:49:40 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks but looking for information from July 4 and after. 👍

7/6/2019 7:50:39 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/A8ZTL3riT5

7/6/2019 7:51:37 PM starseedatx 100,000 plus involved

7/6/2019 7:51:57 PM theappraizer Methinks the truth of #Jordan_Sather_

#CoreyGoode

#david_wilcock 

& Team #YourMotherGaia are now flapping in the wind. 😮

You'd think when Goode's producer took to YouTube in fear of his life, it would have solidified the truth. 🤡

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has not been wrong yet.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1147303588152127488 …

7/6/2019 7:52:30 PM starseedatx Their*

Angry, much?

7/6/2019 7:52:49 PM 7alon Unseal Epstein!!!

7/6/2019 7:55:30 PM cemgtr I think you are the only one who will understand. Me and 2 friends of mine did CE5 (meditation contact?) at London bridge, London UK. It was after a 

long walk of analysing the symbolism around the city. We tried contact after a very bright star went behind a building but didnt

7/6/2019 7:56:21 PM carolva97910854 I agree!  It seems he’s suggesting he’s an alien.

7/6/2019 7:56:50 PM cemgtr come out of the other side, after calling for it THEY appeared in the sky. Like a light dimmer dimming on up to a dozen lights. Was that your boys? Can 

you really hear us or was that THEM?

7/6/2019 7:57:39 PM dvanginhoven @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I see you mention 3 6 and 9 a lot. Can you show me how or send me a runner to explain?

7/6/2019 7:57:50 PM cemgtr Ive seen myself as a little beacon..begging for this shift i feel you and the q team are bringing

7/6/2019 7:58:50 PM carolva97910854 I think the same thing about Sarah Ruth Ashcroft and 72 seconds!  Their tweets are totally indecipherable, at least to me.

7/6/2019 8:07:23 PM sterkinglights1 Or add 2moar

7/6/2019 8:07:24 PM keith369me #ExposeWeinersLaptop #ExposeWeinersLaptop #ExposeWeinersLaptop  any better suggestions?

7/6/2019 8:08:19 PM rolandblasini AOC, WHAT LIE WILL SHR SAY TODAY pic.twitter.com/yDUHnSLgT7

7/6/2019 8:09:06 PM rolandblasini National Hurricane Center monitoring low pressure area over Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mississippi http://washex.am/2NAdeWl 

7/6/2019 8:09:41 PM rachaelangelm Ok

7/6/2019 8:10:00 PM keith369me #DeclassifyCrimesAgainstChildren #DeclassifyCrimesAgainstChildren #DeclassifyCrimesAgainstChildren

7/6/2019 8:14:20 PM proudpatwife MAJESTIC 12!!!! U have been championing this Trend hashtag #UnsealEpstein for MONTHS!  Thank you for waking us up and fight to get them receive 

true justice!  Thank you!

7/6/2019 8:16:18 PM lori_dee1 Epstein was arrested today! The 6th day of the month...that's the power of 3, 6, 9.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/6/2019 8:17:16 PM sterkinglights1 #UnsealEpstein

#unseallolita

#the1stsealhasbeenbroken

7/6/2019 8:21:16 PM enomai_ Apply to the NSA

7/6/2019 8:22:00 PM enomai_ Yeah really, great work !!!!!!!!!

7/6/2019 8:22:16 PM desirelove101 #executeepstein #arresttheClintons #arrestPodesta

7/6/2019 8:24:03 PM desirelove101 You are so right!!It’s time to start the mass arrests! People are probably hoping on planes as we speak.

7/6/2019 8:25:15 PM djlok Lordy, that will probably be too much for the general population to handle (myself included!!!).

7/6/2019 8:25:38 PM glynndt [Mitten$] The 47th Problem $JS

The Fake Order of

Melchizedek

Descend soetrçpveit shield pasture

 .....protecting the fallen ones....ruleing over

7/6/2019 8:27:15 PM keith369me Supply the names, make people dig for details if they feel the need.

7/6/2019 8:29:11 PM sterkinglights1 This!^

7/6/2019 8:31:16 PM 1centralcaligal Thank YOU, MJ 12! You taught us much; we are grateful for you, and your Service - whatever that may be!!

7/6/2019 8:31:54 PM myladysolina Wait this article is saying the POTUS was on the plane too. Not clear why he was on the plane. This is not good, the Dems will spin this.

7/6/2019 8:32:41 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz!

7/6/2019 8:33:52 PM desirelove101 Oh so many. Prince Andrew, Clinton’s, Naomi Campbell, Kevin Spacey, Alan Dershowitz, Chris Tucker, and many others have flown on the Lolita 

express. You can easily net search flight logs.

7/6/2019 8:34:31 PM canadiancovfefe Hahaha



7/6/2019 8:35:23 PM duriavigrobert Funny ... but true

7/6/2019 8:35:39 PM canadiancovfefe I am laughing at your usage of that meme in conjunction with that post!

7/6/2019 8:36:05 PM canadiancovfefe Hahaha

7/6/2019 8:36:14 PM duriavigrobert I understand

7/6/2019 8:36:41 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz!

7/6/2019 8:38:31 PM 1_decided_voter Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this what is meant by 

#UnsealEpstein ?

#UnsealEpstein ?

#UnsealEpstein ?

7/6/2019 8:38:39 PM myladysolina furburglar, ... Look how old Epstein is in this picture that you posted, This is proof it was a recent picture of Epstein.  Look how young Trump is.  You 

failed miserably ... PhotoOP

7/6/2019 8:43:03 PM mongrelglory This blind item reveal is highly pertinent!  Prince Andrew must not be too happy right now!

 https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2019/07/blind-items-revealed-34.html …

7/6/2019 8:43:08 PM duriavigrobert The Bible was kind when it authored “Cain slew Able.” When what  graphically happened was: “Cain threw able to the ground and stomped the living 

shit out of him!”🤔

7/6/2019 8:48:27 PM mongrelglory She's right! ☝️

7/6/2019 8:53:38 PM mongrelglory Kevin Spacey and Harvey Weinstein thought they were getting off of the charges against them recently, but hopefully there's going to be more dirt 

surfacing on those guys next!

7/6/2019 8:53:40 PM canadiancovfefe It’s a beautiful looking place from the outside. I am sure the food is top of the line. I would enjoy a Sunday Brunch at a Trump Hotel. There is one in my 

city now, so I will try as soon as I can.

7/6/2019 8:57:58 PM duriavigrobert I am with you, but ... It’s time for us to realize that only voices may not be enough.

7/6/2019 9:01:37 PM noidaho_gal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 watching, protecting...ThanQ you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 for keeping everyone safe!!!

7/6/2019 9:13:06 PM canadiancovfefe I agree with your point. I must say that bear face is amusing!

7/6/2019 9:14:54 PM canadiancovfefe Maybe once it is cleaned up completely, it may be a nice place to live once more.

7/6/2019 9:16:18 PM gsusgod You utilized the lame shapes of 3, 6 and 9 to convey your message. Perhaps the shapes contained in the image convey a message or a relationship. For 

example, 1 connects to 5, 5 to 7, 7:8, 8:4, 4:2. Anything particularly interesting about these parings? Perhaps this pattern 63636?

7/6/2019 9:19:20 PM cpace98 Epstein is being exposed and so is his evil clients and the corrupt FBI Mueller

7/6/2019 9:22:37 PM gsusgod In the early 1950s the International Standards Organization adopted the concert tuning of A=440Hz. This seemingly innocuous change set the music 

world at odds with the natural world.

Natural tuning means A=432Hz

This being of particular interest to those seeking 3 6 9.

Why?

1/
7/6/2019 9:30:19 PM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good Music to listen to. IDK if I'll forget the first time I heard this song.

 https://youtu.be/WRRzPmbgsDM 

7/6/2019 9:36:29 PM kirigata1 Gematria calculators use similar numbers but that doesn't have anything to do with Tesla.

7/6/2019 9:44:39 PM gsusgod 432 is divisible by several numbers.

440 not as many.

More divisors=more harmonious relationships.

432

/2=216(2+1+6=[9])

/3=144(1+4+4=[9])

/4=108(1+8=[9])

/6=72(7+2=[9])

/8=54(5+4=[9])

/9=48(4+8=12;1+2=[3])

3-Creation

6-Service

9-Knowledge

#Frequencies

#Divinity

#Trinity

2/
7/6/2019 9:47:06 PM kathycrhs They are already squealing with delight at the thought of POTUS being a part of this. We already knew his name appeared on the flight list. There may 

be some uncomfortable truths regarding this, but just being on the plane doesn't mean he visited the island, etc.

7/6/2019 9:48:29 PM gsusgod Listening to 432Hz music will entrain your mind/body to tune into natural frequencies.

Once your body retrained to pick up these frequencies more /information/ becomes available to you.

Meditation quiets the mind/body so the /information/ speaks to you in your own language.

3/

7/6/2019 9:55:28 PM gsusgod Once you notice It, It notices you.

Practice #Intuition and notice synchronicities populate in ever increasing frequency, depth, and nuance.

Practice #Mindfulness and observe a cloistered universe introduce itself to you.

Practice #Gratitude and watch what returns to you.

4/
7/6/2019 10:00:40 PM chaele3 Love

7/6/2019 10:01:46 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/6i7D57epTs



7/6/2019 10:03:15 PM gsusgod All That Is communicates using 3 6 9 and invites all listeners to Know(9), Serve(6), and Create(3) utilizing the specific and particular information each 

individual transducer translates into form/thought/being.

All are welcome!

Welcome to Forever!

5/end

7/6/2019 10:09:32 PM realeyethespy Anyone who believes these larps who claim “inside info” couldn’t even use basic internet skills or way back Machine, email crawler; anything to find my 

identity. You “critical thinkers” out there keep saying I’m the same account as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  it @TrueEyeTheSpy

7/6/2019 10:09:39 PM aprilbrown99 BREAKING NEWS:  **JEFFREY EPSTEIN ARRESTED** IT'S Happening!  https://youtu.be/pTHl9yqpLqU 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @40_head @RoubLisa @MongrelGlory @GirlAwakeinCA @zagnett @NSA_QIL2 @blsdbe @Keith72256137 

@Nun_chucknorris @charmanda9 @DJLOK @realDonaldTrump @Cordicon @hawkgirlinmn

7/6/2019 10:18:12 PM newyorker66 Im confused,  whats a scam?

7/6/2019 10:22:20 PM beckydritchie Cause you never kissed your dad on the cheek? 🙄

7/6/2019 10:30:42 PM newyorker66 So pleiadans dont exist?

7/6/2019 10:33:31 PM citoyen_resist no, pleiadian is a young contellation,  no native scentient lifeform there. The pleiadians is a myth, cabal disinfo, the keep part of the ufo under control.

7/6/2019 10:34:07 PM realeyethespy @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @CoreyGoode @DecodeMatrix @ffe3301 @momarthe1 @SecureTeam10 @45thSpaceWing 

@prayingmedic @PatriotsSoapbox @QanonAnonymous @QanonWatch @POTUS @IvankaTrump (Q)!

@chkchkchk

7/6/2019 10:45:29 PM allahuniversal Synchronicity is the key. This "thread " may help.

Sending @ 12:45 CDT 1+2+4+5=12 1+2=3 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101666412542812160?s=20 …

7/6/2019 10:49:30 PM girlawakeinca Now it’s time for #UnsealEpstein 🎯

7/6/2019 11:00:32 PM frankedog  pic.twitter.com/ORcXLfhpNG

7/6/2019 11:08:22 PM allahuniversal Apply as you see fit, having your own method makes it easier to practice

3 tweets @ 1:05 CDT, posted here 3 minutes later https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1147748375460290560?s=19 …

7/6/2019 11:11:40 PM uncle_festah If I'm not mistaken the photo of this UFO was examined and determined to be authentic.

7/6/2019 11:14:50 PM davidpollack7  https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/1507315/epstein-flight-manifests.pdf …

7/6/2019 11:31:05 PM newyorker66 ETs exist? UFOs  not of the earth? Bits and pieces of info is very frustrating !

7/6/2019 11:34:09 PM independiva They want to kill critical thought and groom an entire society of triggered maniacs that have no ways to defend themselves and no real knowledge of 

history nor reality. And up until now it was working. Keep America Great!

7/6/2019 11:37:29 PM citoyen_resist of course, but try to understand, when there is big market, there is always room for fraudsters...

7/6/2019 11:45:50 PM wittyash78 Are there used spaceship dealers? Those brand new models depreciate the minute you leave Earth's atmosphere, you know

7/6/2019 11:51:31 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/eD4FZmtpGU

7/7/2019 12:02:09 AM wittyash78  pic.twitter.com/8DaOHomkH5

7/7/2019 12:15:45 AM bitofdis Power of 3 6 9? 🧐🤨👇

I get up see that #Epstein was arrested over night and see I have some notifications on Twitter.

Then noticed the numbers for the attached which I have not edited to fit the narrative.

36 (9) - Retweets

36 (9) - Likes

Originally sent June 27 (9) pic.twitter.com/JEy0YRdSji
7/7/2019 12:51:21 AM scottiebisme MJ you say clowns are trying to muddy the water? I think this blow you out of the water. Maybe we should be asking about you possibly being the 

clown.

7/7/2019 12:51:22 AM majic_eyes_qnly JEFFREY EPSTEIN ARRESTED!

In my video I cover the news and analyse past posts made by both Q (#QAnon) and Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) about Epstein.

#QAnon #Majestic12 #Pizzagate #Pedogate #SRA #ChildTrafficking #HumanTrafficking

 https://youtu.be/ItA-yj7SPSo  via @YouTube

7/7/2019 12:53:16 AM majic_eyes_qnly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/ItA-yj7SPSo  via @YouTube

7/7/2019 1:05:38 AM yustein Billionaire Jeffrey Epstein arrested and charged with sex trafficking  https://fxn.ws/2NAddSc  #FoxNews @TheCollectiveQ here we go, finally... and it is 

domino dancing now... just make sure he is safe... I’m not against reduced sentence for full disclosure, so we get all of them!

7/7/2019 1:08:47 AM majic_eyes_qnly I made a video on this!

I analyse MJ12 and Q posts about Epstein. 

Check out my YT channel, it's new!

 https://youtu.be/ItA-yj7SPSo 

7/7/2019 1:43:51 AM 1776sophia Oh happy days

7/7/2019 1:47:23 AM adsvel Some people get a full pants of 💩😱 when they heard about it. 😂🤣😂

7/7/2019 2:10:30 AM allahuniversal It must've been good. It's working.

7/7/2019 2:12:44 AM dark2light2019 Looks like majestic was correct. 369 collective consciousness Epstein arrested yesterday.

7/7/2019 2:20:34 AM grrroverrrtje Nice 👊. Well done!!

7/7/2019 2:28:41 AM keith369me #ProsecuteClintonCrimes #ProsecuteClintonCrimes #ProsecuteClintonCrimes

7/7/2019 2:45:06 AM leeperdig What a ridiculous statement, like your god can do anything. 😂

7/7/2019 2:46:00 AM hedkandigirl I'm a follower of @kabamur_taygeta but i don't worship him nor see him as a god. You obviously have no clue.

7/7/2019 2:54:27 AM laurabusse Did I say all?

Knew 2 ppl, "felt like" they took everything/almost everything he said as gospel

Just bc I noticed 2 ppl doing this does not mean all his followers do

You have a clue about stuff

As do I

Lets be real

No one knows everything

We only have a perception.

That was mine



7/7/2019 3:06:41 AM hedkandigirl You said :he has A LOT of followers who seem to worship him". If you only know 2 people who do that, why didn't you say "I know two people who 

worship him.."?

7/7/2019 3:13:26 AM 02joshuaradwan 📅

7/7/2019 3:14:42 AM 02joshuaradwan 📅📆

7/7/2019 3:16:36 AM laurabusse I don't know

Do you always say exactly what you mean every moment of your life?

No more no less?

Can no one find fault with anything you've ever said?

So love starseed, you gonna be a love starseed or a fault finder or forgiver who overlooks the mistakes of others?

7/7/2019 3:18:35 AM 02joshuaradwan 📆📅

7/7/2019 3:18:50 AM 02joshuaradwan 📆📅

7/7/2019 3:19:57 AM 02joshuaradwan 📅📆

7/7/2019 3:20:11 AM 02joshuaradwan 📅📆

7/7/2019 3:20:38 AM laurabusse Following kab for 1.5 yrs was shockingly eye opening for me

To watch him seem to be a bastion of peace and love then go off accusing ppl of stuff

Had no intention to offend you or anyone

Would never tell anyone to not follow him

I would advise care, caution

Research his history

7/7/2019 3:21:26 AM deplorablesuezq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 nothing like waking up this am to seeing the arrest of Epstein. 👍😂

7/7/2019 3:38:25 AM rolandblasini Here it goes, as mention would happen Skywatcher Captures Rare Image of Mysterious X-37B Military Space Plane 

https://www.livescience.com/65884-x-37b-space-plane-skywatcher-photo.html …

7/7/2019 3:46:23 AM laurabusse My understanding is that Trump found out about what was going on

This played a role in what is happening now

Evil exists

Some ppl participate

Others know about it

It behooves those who know about it to do something about it

Thats what's happening now

Trump is part of the solution
7/7/2019 3:46:36 AM hedkandigirl I am not a cult follower of anyone. I like tweets that resonate or retweet when the post is worth considering or looking into. Everyone has programs 

running in their operating system. Some carry the same template as others. Some are upgraded enough to DISCERN.

7/7/2019 3:47:46 AM laurabusse Agree!

Blessings 😊

7/7/2019 4:02:28 AM therealstevieb I hope they have the video evidence to nail these bastards.

7/7/2019 4:03:09 AM yustein Tell that to the kids in the dungeon...

7/7/2019 4:04:10 AM jswdh1 Get rid of Babylon! Cali is Babylon! Evil disgusting place!

7/7/2019 4:04:58 AM jswdh1 I agree! And potus should refuse to step down!

7/7/2019 4:06:57 AM rebashoenfelt1 A attempted takeover of our country

7/7/2019 4:07:06 AM jswdh1 We'll come save you all tho! You're all welcome on the east until your state is purged of the evil!

7/7/2019 4:08:21 AM jswdh1 That's what it's been all along! We need to take our country back! I'm really surprised we haven't had a civil war yet! If Antifa keeps their crap up it will 

happen soon!

7/7/2019 4:20:56 AM rolandblasini BOYCOTT Starbucks ALWAYS @ Puerto Rico and HIT that local family, which pushes TAX HAVEN, since its NOT part of the national chain... 

https://www.axios.com/starbucks-apologizes-after-police-asked-to-leave-88d9fd81-5f76-4b8f-b5fc-

4f413658644a.html?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=onhrs …

7/7/2019 4:42:51 AM stanfireman1 There must be eye witnesses from the island. Flight logs alone will not prosecute. Hopefully there is evidence strong enough to take them down. I also 

hope that President Trump being on flight logs are not a sign of involvement.

7/7/2019 4:43:09 AM genealogisterin $JS stands for JavaScript token. Some kind of crypto currency. Not Jordan.

7/7/2019 4:56:26 AM rolandblasini God Bless President Trump and the Team of Warriors pic.twitter.com/EfEjmCrmSv

7/7/2019 4:56:45 AM duckmeat01 See what happens before that.... you left a piece out...

7/7/2019 4:57:24 AM liltilgerlil Patriots are leaving California at record pace. Cost of a uhaul is staggering.

7/7/2019 5:06:02 AM maryschade14 MAJESTIC it was..and will be. Continue Watch..

7/7/2019 5:11:02 AM adsvel Yes, indeed, Majestic! I don't eat popcorn... but for this show I can push myself to eat some.😂 pic.twitter.com/yFQuA4MO3T

7/7/2019 5:12:33 AM rolandblasini Any doubt the SWAP wants to change the POLITICAL ORDER since it not in their OWN pocket..See - How can the U.S. government, a political system 

vaunted for its checks and balances, allow one person to act so freely?  http://trib.al/iLc9NyI 

7/7/2019 5:14:39 AM canadiancovfefe I find this whole topic fascinating! I have been listening to some videos by David Wilcox and Corey Goode. I was excited to hear that Corey Goode is an 

“intuitive empath” like myself. That’s exciting! I don’t feel like I belong here (on Earth). I wonder if he feels the same.

7/7/2019 5:19:23 AM 56lmiller @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove

7/7/2019 5:24:56 AM anticsmom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👀

 https://youtu.be/C07TeE2TcYo 

7/7/2019 5:26:23 AM dannygambit1 Declaration of independence; pic.twitter.com/6kwAQaWtjA

7/7/2019 5:27:22 AM dannygambit1 Those that have the ability to take action, have the responsibility to take action.

7/7/2019 5:33:05 AM rolandblasini Any doubt the SWAP wants to change the POLITICAL ORDER since not in POWER or total control in pocket..See - How can the U.S. government, a 

political system vaunted for its checks and balances, allow one person to act so freely? http://trib.al/iLc9NyI 

7/7/2019 5:35:15 AM cryptogamer11 Q&A?

7/7/2019 5:36:25 AM duckmeat01 I have been on this for years Durvaman... Prudence left a LONG time ago...lol

7/7/2019 5:37:50 AM veteransalways_ I just wish it was more obvious

7/7/2019 5:45:33 AM dannygambit1 I like that idea.

7/7/2019 5:54:28 AM dannygambit1 Slack jaw pansies.

7/7/2019 5:55:33 AM liltilgerlil Agreed

7/7/2019 5:58:59 AM maryschade14 😍😂 sweeet!!

7/7/2019 6:07:26 AM dannygambit1  pic.twitter.com/XTItN5iQch

7/7/2019 6:13:37 AM burgersandra @beer_parade 

No words.

7/7/2019 6:24:35 AM truthseeker273 Buy a Berkey and for about $250 for a refurbished model that holds 2 gallons, you can have clean water for 10 years!  Filters last that long. I have had 

two of these for years. Fantastic.

7/7/2019 6:28:11 AM liltilgerlil Nice! So accurate lol

7/7/2019 6:33:17 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

7/7/2019 6:34:04 AM cornpoppin1 long narrow face with turned up lips...is this where the joker character came from??

7/7/2019 6:50:51 AM anamerican4 ????

7/7/2019 6:51:16 AM cornpoppin1 the sheepdog protects and herds the sheep.......  herds the sheep into eye opening experiences???   May all of Americans become very aware  :)



7/7/2019 6:52:48 AM anamerican4 They cannot get away with controlling the votes!

7/7/2019 6:54:22 AM cornpoppin1 I am aware 3 6 9 was very valuable to Tesla but I have not figured out the value and/or use of it.  Let us in on this secret.

7/7/2019 6:58:21 AM mongrelglory I am feeling so much happier now that the Epstein charges have finally happened!  The sex-trafficking/human trafficking has to be cleaned up world-

wide before this planet can move ahead into the future!

7/7/2019 7:02:28 AM melissagouin1 It’s about releasing the truth to the people. Both Discloaure if aliens and the Epstein case are full of damaging information against the cabal. It shows 

how they’ve been involved in coverups and evil for a@very long time.

7/7/2019 7:09:06 AM canadiancovfefe  pic.twitter.com/s4JnMc3OTc

7/7/2019 7:09:13 AM melissagouin1 Thank you for protecting President Trump and helping to Awaken our world to the evil that runs it.

7/7/2019 7:12:42 AM adsvel Its not an end, there are so much to clean up. So many dirt will comes up to the surface worldwide, so many shills will show up their real faces. It is just 

beginning, successful beginning of movement to the Light. And yes, many feel lighter and happier of this Event. 😊

7/7/2019 7:21:19 AM lovesanimals 1) Brilliant deductive skills, Sherlock. 🙄🙄🙄 I KNOW it's his daughter...that's the point. There are LOTS of extremely inappropriate pics of Trump 

with Ivanka. As a mother (with a daughter of my own), these images are ANYTHING but normal. Trump IS the "perv".

7/7/2019 7:25:06 AM mongrelglory I agree Sandris!  It's just so nice to see this evil finally being exposed in the MSM.  It feels like the problem is finally going to start getting addressed 

permanently.

7/7/2019 7:25:53 AM pragmatic_texan It’s great to see we finally made it to this point.

7/7/2019 7:26:12 AM lovesanimals 2) Trump: 

"I've said if Ivanka weren't my daughter perhaps I'd be dating her."

“Is it wrong to be more sexually attracted to your own daughter than your wife?"

"Yeah, she's really something, and what a beauty, that one. If I weren't happily married and, ya know, her father.. ,"

7/7/2019 7:28:27 AM lovesanimals 3) Some of the women Trump has slept with, said he told them they reminded him of his daughter, Ivanka.

7/7/2019 7:29:34 AM lovesanimals 4) And then...there are these... pic.twitter.com/jba4K9CbTR

7/7/2019 7:32:09 AM lovesanimals 5) And these... pic.twitter.com/imVN9pvbWV

7/7/2019 7:33:49 AM lovesanimals 6) Seems to have carried over into her adulthood... pic.twitter.com/89UmSRBNym

7/7/2019 7:34:37 AM adsvel MSM..... hiding real facts is much harder for them now. And yes, thanks to all Patriots and Awakened ones for this movement for the Planetary 

Liberation!😊💜☀️🌈🌎

7/7/2019 7:34:40 AM lovesanimals 7) And who could forget this? pic.twitter.com/V8019WuYdB

7/7/2019 7:35:50 AM roublisa Love you 💓✨💕⭐️💖 pic.twitter.com/J1KCvGgEJk

7/7/2019 7:36:52 AM lovesanimals 8) So yes, please...tell me how this is all "normal". And remind me again who the "perv" is.

7/7/2019 7:37:03 AM adsvel Love You too! 😊💜☀️🌈🌺

7/7/2019 7:43:14 AM __truthseeker_ saw an appearance by me as well that night.

7/7/2019 7:43:38 AM lovesanimals 1) Have you been living under a rock? This isn't the only weird, skeevy photo of Trump and Ivanka. Ya know what my dad never said about me?...

7/7/2019 7:44:31 AM __truthseeker_ yeah that insta is weird. gina haspel hasnt drained the swamp yet?

7/7/2019 7:44:37 AM lovesanimals 2) Trump:

"I've said if Ivanka weren't my daughter perhaps I'd be dating  her." 

“Is it wrong to be more sexually attracted to your own daughter than your wife?" "Yeah, she's really something, and what a beauty, that one. If I 

weren't happily married and, ya know, her father.. ,"

7/7/2019 7:44:47 AM beckydritchie You are sick. 

Im sorry you have daddy issues

7/7/2019 7:46:09 AM lovesanimals 3) And my childhood photos didn't consist of this... pic.twitter.com/VHpzCmyRfY

7/7/2019 7:48:19 AM lovesanimals 4) pic.twitter.com/DU9nsxtwTi

7/7/2019 7:49:13 AM lovesanimals 5) pic.twitter.com/qzdDKhHkhW

7/7/2019 7:49:24 AM sterkinglights1 I hope he sings!

7/7/2019 7:51:00 AM weediblue If this is true, the world needs to know. Sick beyond belief if true.

7/7/2019 7:51:40 AM lovesanimals 6) Aww,  @BeckyDRitchie ...you deleted your tweet before we got to this. Why, sweetie? pic.twitter.com/8YE7rW5DVG

7/7/2019 7:53:17 AM enomai_ Did CJ Roberts ever take a trip to the islands?

7/7/2019 8:22:45 AM yustein How can you sleep knowing they exist and rule humans?

7/7/2019 8:26:04 AM richardhiatt16 BooM!

7/7/2019 8:31:11 AM enomai_ Be careful who you call a larp.

Especially, when they control the world.

7/7/2019 8:32:45 AM enomai_ Proof? 

from:ts_sci_majic12 "kabamur" should return the results

7/7/2019 8:34:52 AM enomai_ And, it has been stated, or a form of statement. That these two accounts were useful in the beginning to spread awareness in the beginning. However, 

now some accounts have become a nuisance. My own words.

7/7/2019 8:38:19 AM richzen2 Jack Ma. Easy question lol

7/7/2019 8:39:17 AM blasto33 LARPS control the world? 🤣🤣🤣🤣

7/7/2019 8:39:55 AM enomai_ Or it could be Jordan Sathers handlers. Not necessarly jordan

$ marks an array in some languages a memory holder.

This would be his money, handlers.

I thought it was JavaScript. GitHub stuff, but I didn't see this posted elsewhere. So programming didn't push this story

7/7/2019 8:41:02 AM enomai_ $JS = Jordan sather handlers?

7/7/2019 8:41:54 AM enomai_ Snw olc  gnieid

7/7/2019 8:42:43 AM enomai_ Think they should prove a point, and shut off your internet for awhile

7/7/2019 8:48:00 AM enomai_ $ is a memory marker in some languages. It retains information.

7/7/2019 8:49:34 AM blasto33 @blasto33 ...”Waits for LARPers to switch of his Inter Web”. pic.twitter.com/vlxTVlxHe0

7/7/2019 8:57:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define BAIT.

Innocent opinions can coincide directly with clown propaganda once presented therefore making contributing opinions the byproduct of clown activity. 

The term is "useful idiot", but not to be offensive we instead opted for "clown disinformation".

Fishing 🎣 is fun.

7/7/2019 8:59:04 AM richardhiatt16 You tell him MJ.... 🤣

7/7/2019 9:00:30 AM mongrelglory At least they're trying to be tactful...😏

7/7/2019 9:02:07 AM jordan_sather_ Oh, I’m hardly a useful idiot. If there were lights in the sky as such on the 4th, surely someone in the crowd would have seen it? Shouldn’t more camera 

angles have picked it up?

Your LARP account is pathetic, stringing people along like you are. 

Majestic 12 on Twitter 🤣🤣🤣

7/7/2019 9:04:04 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/I7HTFiIeGn



7/7/2019 9:04:56 AM bioteq People believe ETS is real. And that this is real. It's a sad reality. (Btw-starting to think ets and m12 are the same)

7/7/2019 9:06:49 AM enomai_ They have more important things to do. And, you are actually doing useful things on the internet for good.

Believing in this account is not necessary

7/7/2019 9:07:38 AM blasto33 LAPERs be like.......🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/iO4q7j2Ggx

7/7/2019 9:07:46 AM theappraizer Really appreciate the insight here. Thanks!

7/7/2019 9:07:51 AM justme20190704 Not any different than Santa...

7/7/2019 9:10:27 AM neilbridgman Chill out JS, you're good but who knows you could be the next AJ, duping us all. I'll take mj12 Twitter over you. They could have had things there that 

were not noticed, not photographed.

7/7/2019 9:11:11 AM cowboytroy67 Interesting volley between @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @Jordan_Sather_ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1147298459097161729 …

7/7/2019 9:12:14 AM linnyt7 Lol

7/7/2019 9:12:31 AM bubba_dave1 And the tooth fairy, Easter bunny, and the sandman etc...... pic.twitter.com/rY3zzrkBBJ

7/7/2019 9:13:17 AM 19mehrdad91 I don't know why you two fighting about UFO but i know that mj12 was spoke about #RestartMiga ... but you jordan never ever speak about it.

This is one simple thing that show me who is right and who is not right. pic.twitter.com/CBww3lT9sY

7/7/2019 9:15:41 AM citoyen_resist with all my due respect @Jordan_Sather_ This account has been vetified by a level 7 star civ. It is really ta MJ12 account. Even they aren't yet eligible 

for exodiplomatic relationship with level 7 star civs, they aren't all bad. keeping good a relationship with them could help.

7/7/2019 9:15:56 AM mongrelglory I have a number of Persian friends in Canada.  Iran is an amazing country with a rich history and culture.  Their people need to be freed from all 

oppressors so they can realize their full potential! 👍

7/7/2019 9:17:54 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/YH7X00Hvny

7/7/2019 9:18:06 AM celestialmama Indeed lol   I can't tell if it's serious or it's comedy.

7/7/2019 9:20:03 AM 19mehrdad91 The other opposition are fake and Illuminati support them.

We are censored for more than 4 years cuz only @restartleader awaked us.

And the most important things for American

Q has supported the restart...

Look at this video that was happend today pic.twitter.com/5LicsghHzl

7/7/2019 9:24:41 AM wellsong Turns out that those stills were taken from a video in Mexico.

7/7/2019 9:30:52 AM firstwavr i know right, ppl are beyond brainwashed into this.

7/7/2019 9:31:05 AM maryschade14 Oh my

7/7/2019 9:33:17 AM melanieanders7 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormPhoton interesting https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1147903405588963328 …

7/7/2019 9:41:00 AM unidrag2 Something is telling me that this has NOTHING to do with UFOs, aliens, lights in the sky, etc. & more along the lines of #UnsealEpstein.

7/7/2019 9:48:55 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/KWha8WOs8p

7/7/2019 10:02:03 AM anbezedua Restart Miga!🇮🇷🇮🇷🇮🇷 pic.twitter.com/88EBlukW4W

7/7/2019 10:02:23 AM roublisa There are no coincidences 💥💥💥@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC pic.twitter.com/H3sUe3eVDV

7/7/2019 10:08:06 AM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/k179xUzKwB

7/7/2019 10:08:09 AM lbf777 Anyone who believes anything that comes out of the Gov or insides who claim to be in the know is a making a mistake. 

Don’t believe anything except what your heart tells you. Don’t expect salvation from anyone outside of the people.

7/7/2019 10:16:09 AM taggarts75 Reflection off these spot lights ?? pic.twitter.com/eQyhSfNXBj

7/7/2019 10:21:26 AM tamexis It’s actually #MEGA make earth great again pic.twitter.com/xsiq0t9Dl5

7/7/2019 10:23:48 AM truthsayert Yes! We did it by working together. Keep meditating, praying, or thinking on what is good to bring light into the world.  Whenever I do it I end up 

smiling from the light.  Join me... 😀 pic.twitter.com/6ajYLQw0QD

7/7/2019 10:27:09 AM jayrambin Sauce or is emojis all you have?

7/7/2019 10:35:34 AM jollyrob2 Is it “Groomed Personal interest” ?

7/7/2019 10:40:34 AM __truthseeker_ loooool. just found out youre following Corey Good @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/oqTLPMhhuK

7/7/2019 10:41:30 AM fresno72  pic.twitter.com/bvXz6N2F6q

7/7/2019 10:41:52 AM sharidean996 All about the, "Brackets and Jackets" 👊😎

Right, #Kappy? 😁💜💜💜

7/7/2019 10:43:45 AM laurabusse Jordan I follow and love you

You seem to feel bout Mj12 on Twitter the way many ppl feel about Q

But I will say about them both

If you've followed Q from the beginning and read every post

You know something is there

Same with MJ

I feel for you

He does seem a little rough on you
7/7/2019 10:43:48 AM jollyrob2 the whole “Disclosure in the Desert” is also a 🤡 setup for disinformation?

7/7/2019 10:46:29 AM dispensaryexch I’ve asked Jordan three times retweet this NEW Wikileaks drop on 911 and all I got was crickets ... Wikileaks has NEVER had to retract . Also he never 

talks about Fukushima which makes me even more suspicious.

 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1332210_-analytical-and-intelligence-comments-mossad-ran-9-11-

arab.html?fbclid=IwAR3stHgBHZjYWP8j5ND0UpdoiOBY2SdYPv8T_IVZ-tFEoGCzmBmIjXu2Fno …

7/7/2019 10:48:13 AM 1crazy_toaster Let's all just get along. We dont have agree on every single thing but we are all on the same team.   I dont buy that a real intelligence agency post on 

social media. I find that silly & illogical, however, there 'may' be some nuggets of truth here & there. Discern all.

7/7/2019 10:51:05 AM nicjoubert81 And yet you follow someone who claim to be appart of a goverment secret program....

7/7/2019 10:55:15 AM jerseydeanne saw it, it was moving fast,  a bird can't do that

7/7/2019 10:56:51 AM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂

7/7/2019 11:01:00 AM laurabusse You can think whatever you want...

Its what we all do

We're all exposed to diff stuff

Diff backgrounds

Etc etc

Thats what makes life interesting

We all have diff views opinions experiences

Everyone has a piece of the puzzle

No one knows everything

Allow everyone their pt of view
7/7/2019 11:05:29 AM fl_sun_sprite Now wait... who is "we"?

7/7/2019 11:14:03 AM canadiancovfefe He’s gross!

7/7/2019 11:20:54 AM nicjoubert81 I agree but you tell ppl that follow kab thinks he is a god



7/7/2019 11:32:31 AM rebashoenfelt1 Dems cannot gain power. Deport illegals to prevent vote control.

7/7/2019 11:34:33 AM rebashoenfelt1 Correct. Cant let it happen

7/7/2019 11:36:04 AM bioteq Don't believe anything -anyone- tells you period. No matter who it is. Not even if it's Trump. Always. 

Always! Research everything for yourself.

7/7/2019 11:36:53 AM rebashoenfelt1 Raising a voice is also taking action

7/7/2019 11:37:28 AM rebashoenfelt1 Truth

7/7/2019 11:40:10 AM rebashoenfelt1 Or Marshall Law

7/7/2019 11:43:47 AM rebashoenfelt1 Not a pretty sight.

7/7/2019 11:55:14 AM linnyt7 Wow. I see where this is going now that Epstein got arrested. Huge!  Will it affect 5 👀?

7/7/2019 11:57:43 AM laurabusse Probably misspoke/exaggerated bc I'm not perfect and rarely 100% serious

But yes some of his followers seem to react that way to him

In their defense we humans seem to be programmed to worship beings that seem higher than we are

Was tempting when started listening to channelings

7/7/2019 11:58:53 AM duriavigrobert Depending on the situation

7/7/2019 12:05:33 PM blsdbe You are very kind, this is well said. #MessageOverMessenger

7/7/2019 12:07:26 PM duriavigrobert Only if you park it on the American side of the border and hand your belongings off to someone inside the S-Hole Country of California🤔

7/7/2019 12:12:21 PM yodhehwahheh 3 6 9 12

11:11

Complete

Family of Michael

Fully healed

In control

Stonehenge 100% healed.

7/7/2019 12:12:48 PM duriavigrobert 🎶we fired our guns and the Demo’s kept acomen !” 🎶though there wasn’t quite as many as there was a while ago.” 🎶we fired once more and 

they began arunnen, pole vaulted our wall and went into Mexico🎶

7/7/2019 12:20:23 PM qagent17 Looks like Jordan Sather was right....just lense flares bro lol. Did you see the video below that proves it....not sure who the disinfo agent is 

anymore🤔🧐

7/7/2019 12:22:21 PM qagent17 Thanks for this video....without this people were sold on it being UFO’s

7/7/2019 12:30:25 PM allahuniversal "The Secret Meeting that Changed Rap Music and Destroyed a Generation"

 http://www.hiphopisread.com/2012/04/secret-meeting-that-changed-rap-music.html?m=1 …

7/7/2019 12:32:01 PM peterjonathanna Majestic, Which Alien race made Cannabis the Panacea?

7/7/2019 12:32:22 PM peterjonathanna Majestic, Which Alien race made Cannabis the Panacea?

7/7/2019 12:33:03 PM n7guardiananon 🕯🕯🕯 https://youtu.be/Ag8mgowTHPE 

7/7/2019 12:45:43 PM roublisa Trusting the plan.   We already won✨✨✨

7/7/2019 12:50:52 PM duriavigrobert Truer words were never spoken

7/7/2019 12:58:45 PM lbf777 You just earned yourself a follow good sir.

7/7/2019 12:59:55 PM tamexis I think he is just talking about the one picture at 45’s celebration. Not like we doubt they get seen, it’s just that no one saw those lights and there are 

no more pics.

7/7/2019 1:13:48 PM thecollectiveq Lets not forget Number #74

7/7/2019 1:16:25 PM bioteq Thank you!

7/7/2019 1:18:06 PM joni_apple_seed How could I? pic.twitter.com/jIncFrQe9w

7/7/2019 1:24:10 PM ursula_1111 Marina Abramović

74

Marina

Evil

Marina Abramović is a Serbian performance artist known for satanic Spirit Cooking weirdness with celebrities and politicians.

7/7/2019 1:24:19 PM timedabbler21 Well I didn't know that about Kab until Majestic outed him...but as far as other alien life forms, I'm reading former Naval Intell member Bill Cooper's 

Behold a Pale Horse (1991) in which he cites the greys/insectoids whom Truman, Eisenhower & Kennedy knew about.

7/7/2019 1:29:53 PM 313looper It’s like a text message alart from google earth,appearing on his mobile phone!He is leaving in different part of the world & the location he’s been 

receiving are from all over the world!Also he rarely needs to use his google earth!Plus the locations are unknown & new to him too!

7/7/2019 1:35:13 PM 313looper Locations are appearing on his Mobil phone like a notification or alart being sent by the ‘google earth’ , showing places which are new & unknown to 

him!

7/7/2019 1:51:05 PM disclosurebp Yes. It's nice that we have this video which shows the identical lens flare phenomenon. I was lucky to stumble upon it so I could share it with everyone. 

pic.twitter.com/Ic1DdgTEtJ

7/7/2019 2:01:53 PM roublisa Are you guys wanting a picture 👇👇👇of the craft cloaked🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️

Who hasn’t seen this yet🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/hTnFTShWYS

7/7/2019 2:03:23 PM roublisa I thought you all saw these majestic views already🤨🤨🤨 pic.twitter.com/lNgvbXZv8A

7/7/2019 2:06:54 PM roublisa So everyone have the 411 yet🙃😉🙃👇👇👇🙌🙌🙌 pic.twitter.com/C644ErytxO

7/7/2019 2:11:25 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

👋👋👋Question for you......what if you are currently interacting with

 Inter-dimensional Spiritual Beings right now....are we demons🤔🤔🤔 just something for you to think about🤗🤗🤗 #skyevent #lookup 

#lookinghemirror

7/7/2019 2:17:44 PM disclosurebp You claimed lens flares were UFOs. You got called out on it, and instead of defending your claims, you made a personal attack on Jordan. 🙄 They were 

lens flares. Look at the video which duplicates them. They even change number depending on the camera angle. pic.twitter.com/qrgUsKvtlW

7/7/2019 2:19:22 PM adamjhall2 He's more credible. MJ12 is LARPing

7/7/2019 2:23:11 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @NSA_QIL2 🐸🐸🐸👇👇👇

👋👋👋Am I missing something here...I assumed everyone is getting this message🛸🛸🛸 👇👇👇👋👋👋🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️ 

pic.twitter.com/R1HRoNFB2k

7/7/2019 2:24:32 PM roublisa Totally pic.twitter.com/2p4rIXRejm

7/7/2019 2:27:13 PM americanpetal I read it. I believe you. I’m sorry for your burden.

7/7/2019 2:32:24 PM renataheiberg Jesus....

I thought it was about Her berry being creamed. How can I forget it?

7/7/2019 2:37:18 PM robinabank4 Thanks for sharing !  Truth, Justice & PEACE is the only thing we ask for !

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

7/7/2019 2:44:34 PM bwedehase  https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1147981461615603712?s=19 …

7/7/2019 2:45:50 PM allahuniversal Watching that plan actually work while flirting with being in the music industry myself was a tightrope. Never so deep as to get my hands dirty, but 

looking in from the edge, was shocking to see it play out.

7/7/2019 2:48:36 PM allahuniversal These days if I'm not doing it for fun, I'm not doing it



7/7/2019 3:04:11 PM nikoscali You mean the same Jordan that said Q wasn't real and was all up Jerome Corsi's ass? Yeah, calling him a useful idiot is letting him off easy...

7/7/2019 3:22:16 PM maryschade14 😍

7/7/2019 3:43:29 PM djmurphy5 Dying?

7/7/2019 3:44:43 PM quebec99335648  pic.twitter.com/M7WvxppxAW

7/7/2019 3:48:20 PM rebashoenfelt1 Innovative

7/7/2019 3:51:28 PM rebashoenfelt1 Reasonable but costs fortune in California

7/7/2019 3:51:52 PM jooooody we know the secret service also went with bill.

7/7/2019 3:52:08 PM rebashoenfelt1 👏😂😂

7/7/2019 3:53:32 PM jswdh1 That's what i heard! And zloty half price going back! Texas is getting flooded with people from cali

7/7/2019 3:58:35 PM allahuniversal  https://archive.org/details/EpsteinFlightLogsLolitaExpress … https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1148001076538462210?s=19 …

7/7/2019 3:59:46 PM allahuniversal There are 0 coincidences

7/7/2019 4:00:41 PM allahuniversal 😎  https://archive.org/details/EpsteinFlightLogsLolitaExpress …

7/7/2019 4:05:33 PM duriavigrobert When you get a line onthe last who intends to leave, have them bring our Great Flag 🇺🇸

7/7/2019 4:08:24 PM us_poll Likes it's plagued!

7/7/2019 4:10:09 PM us_poll Dang I'm lost on the uhaul thing!! It's not the much here

7/7/2019 4:10:21 PM betsylaugh12 Ready to join

7/7/2019 4:13:48 PM jswdh1 Hey everyone... I'm going to a new doctor tomorrow... could everyone please pray for me that it will be a good visit and helpful to my condition! Thank 

you fellow Patriots! God Bless You All!

7/7/2019 4:16:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep. If they’re liberals we’d rather they stay.

7/7/2019 4:19:44 PM jswdh1 Thank you!

7/7/2019 4:23:23 PM rebashoenfelt1 What’s w that anyway?

7/7/2019 4:24:21 PM deceptiongoodo1 talking about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/dsBvCwi7aC

7/7/2019 4:28:24 PM rebashoenfelt1 UHaul soaks ppl leaving Cali

7/7/2019 4:28:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/7/2019 4:28:59 PM rebashoenfelt1 De nada

7/7/2019 4:29:41 PM starehope 🙏🙏🙏

7/7/2019 4:34:38 PM nikoscali A bot saying none of this feels real to them... how ironic.

7/7/2019 4:38:28 PM art2it 3, 6, 9 https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

7/7/2019 4:42:53 PM njmominfl True.  The Left has become extremely Dangerous.

7/7/2019 4:45:54 PM canadiancovfefe Which is why ‘they’ should all live in one or two States (the worst two) IMO. And, the real nutbars (like the Lib in the green jacket letting out some 

gutteral sound because the “Pedovore” lost) should be admitted to the nearest psych ward. Like, come on.

7/7/2019 4:51:00 PM jensingr1 quite the opposite of light!

7/7/2019 4:51:50 PM njmominfl Very interesting. I am glad I stumbled onto your page here.

7/7/2019 4:52:25 PM lynnielee5 They have been doing it for at least 15 years! I came from AZ to NorCal then. Cost was at least 3x cheaper. They even asked why I was coming back to 

Cali! Said everyone was leaving! That was then! My childhood was here. I split time between both states now. Wanna leave Ca!

7/7/2019 4:54:15 PM jensingr1 I'm watching.....the spiritual eye of truth is upon them!😇😇😇🧐🤓

7/7/2019 4:55:28 PM misgiven_may  https://twitter.com/disclosurebp/status/1148013375235846144?s=21 …

7/7/2019 4:56:18 PM jensingr1 I think that pretty much spells it out.....

7/7/2019 4:59:00 PM jucifr00t If you're interdimensional then you're either a demon or an angel. The only other dimension where beings exist is the spiritual realm which the bible 

talks about. Humans can astral project and see the dimension or at least the beings that reside in it but we can't reside there.

7/7/2019 4:59:26 PM lynnielee5 It’s usually only a problem for the blue Coasts.

7/7/2019 5:00:09 PM jensingr1 That would be a good thing!

7/7/2019 5:01:04 PM aprilbrown99 I started crying at the beginning with the string instruments!  My favorite rendition!  Love his accent too. ThanQ for sharing Brian! 

👍👍👍🥰🥰🥰✨✨✨

7/7/2019 5:01:23 PM jensingr1 🧐🧐😂😂

7/7/2019 5:02:44 PM jensingr1 As if they think they are still fooling us!!!

7/7/2019 5:21:32 PM ladnalalka Precisely, prove him wrong if you disagree. @Jordan_Sather_  is essentially asking all anons and autists to pool resources and work together. There 

could be sonething hiding in "plain/plane" sight we just don't see due to bias. Let's show some #unity.

7/7/2019 5:36:22 PM 45harisonharold 2104915100 I call this prayer line when I need prayers very powerful they pray for a whole month., don't let the enemy hinder you from calling,  I'll pray 

for you as well.🙏

7/7/2019 6:00:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd I don't like games, I prefer honesty and upright...this is why games confuse me, I'm benevolent. pic.twitter.com/U0XjS21hMy

7/7/2019 6:10:03 PM jordan_sather_ Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/7/2019 6:14:11 PM anon23sleepy Larppppp @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/7/2019 6:14:35 PM anneolsen43 <sigh> AMA?

7/7/2019 6:17:28 PM leah99212 I have only recently found MJ12. Can anyone explain how to use the power of 3, 6, 9? I have seen this mentioned before but don't know what it is. 

Thanks.

7/7/2019 6:19:56 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf I knew that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just said shit.

7/7/2019 6:28:29 PM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein. It worked!!

7/7/2019 6:31:30 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/wTErWM6Q13

7/7/2019 6:32:18 PM becca000007 Me too! It was awesome-:)

7/7/2019 6:35:48 PM ladnalalka . @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Unity @TheWhiteRabbitQ @OnEdgeOfWonder

@CoreyGoode @1FreeInhabitant #FULLdisclosure #ReleasetheTECHNOLOGY #ABOVEMAJESTIC #TipOfTheIceberg 

https://twitter.com/ladnalalka/status/1147321851435053056 …

7/7/2019 6:40:32 PM odysseus_1864 I’ve had people laugh & say that I am a fool to believe this. How do they explain how!@DeepStateExpose & @KibBitzLaw & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & Q , all 

said that CIA documents & emails DO exist on the Pedophile elite (Epstein-Clinton). Therefore they must be right on Hitler-Merkel 👍  

pic.twitter.com/jS3vEqUaTM

7/7/2019 6:52:11 PM lib7473 Try to debunk the many lightships who’s been entering portal thru the sun, since 9/11/18 that led sun observatories to shutdown WW to not 

shock/scare ppl cuz most R still brainwashed. They R healing planet/raising all to ascend/saved to New 5D Earth https://youtu.be/yUNxTkp-aUw 

7/7/2019 6:55:22 PM nun_chucknorris Is this why small children have such an aversion to getting their hair cut? They know there will be more of a change than we can understand as adults?

7/7/2019 7:13:45 PM johngradycole20 Fack. Looks like I might be getting fkn catfished by satanists. Again...

7/7/2019 7:21:35 PM aprilbrown99 One of my fav gifs. Love Redford.

7/7/2019 7:34:22 PM roublisa Did I come on too strong ....lol🥴🥴🥴

7/7/2019 8:23:47 PM aprilbrown99 Lets hope the judge assigned to the case doesn’t get 187 again.

7/7/2019 8:26:00 PM fionasdestiny67 Amen

7/7/2019 8:27:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Apparently they blocked Majestic 12. pic.twitter.com/23me87hmH6

7/7/2019 8:27:11 PM zaraawakened Partly. We still need to see this: https://amp.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232251212.html …



7/7/2019 8:29:05 PM aprilbrown99 MJ,

Does this Microsoft tweet have anything to do with the Epstein case?  Microsoft used moris code. Very strange. 10:10 timestamp. 

Message is:  FINE/ ON/ JULY/ 8TH https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1148061742280454144 …

7/7/2019 8:30:51 PM hellouncledonny  https://youtu.be/1rmo3fKeveo 

7/7/2019 8:32:12 PM ascension_guide Programming 🤔🤔🤔

Maybe not the kind you’re thinking of?

7/7/2019 8:34:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 🔥

7/7/2019 8:38:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Choices matter

Follow the money

Truth resonates from within

No matter where it shows up

Message over messenger

What have we taught you?

from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Reread past drops

Use the power of 3 6 and 9 coupled with meme warfare

CREATORS

IS-BEs
7/7/2019 8:39:51 PM djlok I swear, I don't know how you do that.

7/7/2019 8:41:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Deep State signal to assets about tomorrow.

7/7/2019 8:41:26 PM renee86743676 Sunlight doesn't sweet trash . it does brighten my day to see the light shine

7/7/2019 8:41:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 GE is active.

7/7/2019 8:43:56 PM americanpetal God’s Eye?

7/7/2019 8:43:59 PM chosenbyloved Tomorrow?

7/7/2019 8:44:19 PM chosenbyloved 👏

7/7/2019 8:44:33 PM aprilbrown99 Now that the documents have been unsealed, should the new hashtag be something like:

#ConvictEpstien

#JusticeForEpsteinVictims

7/7/2019 8:45:10 PM djlok Maybe JE will start singing like a bird. pic.twitter.com/8AiauSRAmg

7/7/2019 8:45:32 PM state1union It appear the Majestic12 and @Jordan_Sather_ have made up.            And that, makes me happy if true.

7/7/2019 8:46:04 PM chosenbyloved  pic.twitter.com/owMCeDRplv

7/7/2019 8:46:24 PM markusquinn IS-BE is us, remembering is the 🔑

7/7/2019 8:46:51 PM americanpetal April, is the Vincent Kennedy account legit? I’ve been following him. I’m a bit confused. What’s this about?

7/7/2019 8:47:12 PM chosenbyloved 🤔

7/7/2019 8:47:16 PM aprilbrown99 Ghislaine?

7/7/2019 8:48:03 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks PJ.

7/7/2019 8:48:36 PM paula84059427 Jeffrey Epstein's girlfriend and pimp?

7/7/2019 8:49:49 PM aprilbrown99 I have been following it off and on. But the last couple of days have been interesting.

7/7/2019 8:51:28 PM aprilbrown99 Should we expect more 💥💥💥 or FFs?

7/7/2019 8:52:44 PM bighorns And what of Classical music, with no lyrics?

7/7/2019 8:53:53 PM fightforamerica Archiving complete. Time to restart the meme page then. Always something to do in this fight. :)

7/7/2019 8:55:25 PM americanpetal Yes, they have been. This week, I think things are really going to unravel. But, what I don’t understand about VK’s tweet and MJ’s comment, is VK Deep 

State signaling his own Deep State assests?

7/7/2019 8:56:12 PM rebornkingent How did a Level seven star civilization verify? Did I miss something?

7/7/2019 8:56:32 PM 1_decided_voter Lights going down, curtain going up?

7/7/2019 8:57:00 PM aprilbrown99 I dont feel that account is part of deep state. 

What so you feel?  Truth resonates within.

7/7/2019 8:59:35 PM lucky11111212 Michael Tyrrell created system for frequencies that have biological resonance 396Hz, 417 Hz, 444 Hz, 528 Hz, 639 Hz, 741 Hz, 852 Hz “The Majestic”

He states jam sessions led by the Holy Spirit. (Like Kim Clement’s)

Testimony his mom was healed w/guitar tuned to the frequencies. pic.twitter.com/jrtxp740ck

7/7/2019 8:59:50 PM americanpetal I don’t either. Just got confused there for a moment. So much happening. 

✔🇺🇸✔

#UnsealEverything

7/7/2019 9:01:29 PM zagnett "Crazy" like a fox maybe. 🦊

7/7/2019 9:02:37 PM citoyen_resist Insider's trick, but at level 7 intergalactic travel is possible & disinformation is banned. they droped duality, so they have no fear about telling what they 

sincerely think is the truth.

7/7/2019 9:02:40 PM aprilbrown99 Try and stay calm, focused, and grounded. We have got this!  We can do this!  The show is just getting started and this is why we are all here!  

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

TIME TO FREE EVERYONE FROM THIS PRISON PLANET ONCE AND FOR ALL!!! #SlavesNoMore

7/7/2019 9:03:26 PM aprilbrown99 Killed

7/7/2019 9:04:22 PM americanpetal Thank you! I sincerely mean that. Sometimes, I need reminding of just that!✔🇺🇸✔

7/7/2019 9:04:28 PM clancy_birrell what do you know of the luciferian doctrine?

7/7/2019 9:04:54 PM aprilbrown99 Much love to you!  💗💗💗

7/7/2019 9:08:35 PM trevorrogue You sadly attempt to sound like a Q and yet fail miserably.

7/7/2019 9:09:34 PM zagnett Uh MJs, update Windows right now? Unplug from the Internetz this week? What do you recommend? Or do MJs/NSA/etc. have this "in the bag"? 🤔

7/7/2019 9:09:35 PM unittzoo Me too. I disagreed with him. He said Pence is a white hat.

7/7/2019 9:09:43 PM aprilbrown99 🦋🌸✨💗

7/7/2019 9:10:14 PM citoyen_resist Thank you for your enlighment effort, you & Q were essential in my personnal path for awakening.

7/7/2019 9:10:28 PM charmanda9 🤣

7/7/2019 9:11:24 PM itzhiam How about food these days? How does food affect our mood? Sugar? Carbohidrates? GMO's. I Believe food also has a huge impact on our lives at so 

many levels. #QAnon @realDonaldTrump

7/7/2019 9:11:51 PM 1_decided_voter Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could I get your take on how bees and the earthquake are related?  

https://twitter.com/RealKhalilU/status/1147525847248596992 …

7/7/2019 9:12:52 PM scottgasaway  https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1147981461615603712 …

7/7/2019 9:13:00 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/4eYj9U2cFp



7/7/2019 9:13:12 PM fightforamerica What are some composers you recommend that bring good vibes with their music? I will change my playlist to incorporate them.

7/7/2019 9:13:26 PM aprilbrown99 Love that movie.

7/7/2019 9:13:56 PM charmanda9 MJ12 != Q , comms important.

7/7/2019 9:14:30 PM aprilbrown99 Is this similar to the Hammer that Hussien created?

7/7/2019 9:15:38 PM cace_2015 Exactly.

7/7/2019 9:15:51 PM aprilbrown99 Pence?

7/7/2019 9:16:07 PM laura_621 Thanks for digging April👍

7/7/2019 9:17:01 PM charmanda9 Doesn’t it make sense to prepare for disclosure?

7/7/2019 9:18:19 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you for sharing!!

7/7/2019 9:19:24 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/0T4srKzihh

7/7/2019 9:20:35 PM gloryrealm16 9 is the number of the Holy Spirit ✨

7/7/2019 9:21:12 PM blsdbe Link to Archive, please?

7/7/2019 9:22:24 PM blsdbe On it. #ThanQ All for your Service, glad to help in every way We Can!!!

7/7/2019 9:27:50 PM nullanon12 Come On, I Listen To Good Music........ Not, JK

7/7/2019 9:31:51 PM dark2light2019 Now what next.... IS-BE’s

7/7/2019 9:34:35 PM m_kroniklyill  pic.twitter.com/4FWBSFeoM2

7/7/2019 9:41:58 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/q5cyUzwytf

7/7/2019 9:46:05 PM toffer_anon_369 What is 33 degrees?  You’ve mentioned it a couple times but not explained it.  Do we have to recline our body to. 33 deg. In order to come out of it?

7/7/2019 9:54:44 PM veteransalways_ 💎💎💓💓💎💎💓💓💎💎 pic.twitter.com/QONgesF7up

7/7/2019 10:00:56 PM onegoal123 So Inspiring !!!!  That music always gets me ...

7/7/2019 10:10:43 PM allahuniversal Simply using the comms Q repeatedly told us to learn. Nothing is random, Everything has meaning

7/7/2019 10:10:54 PM state1union Majestic your the CIA so stop it now

7/7/2019 10:14:11 PM state1union Stop being Judgmental of @jordan Sather. I’m sick of it

7/7/2019 10:27:57 PM jonesy4671 Where does edm stack up?

7/7/2019 10:44:58 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/IA16EofoJc

7/7/2019 10:47:58 PM anbezedua Oof this crowd is rabid, they want blood!

7/7/2019 10:55:54 PM allahuniversal Just to be 5:5, I didn't write this. Did watch what's described play out long before this letter was released in 2011, 2012ish. The letter was only more 

confirmation by that point.

7/7/2019 10:56:28 PM jswdh1 Yes! Flashes of images... sublimation!

7/7/2019 11:00:57 PM state1union If @Jordan_Sather_ makes money being a YouTuber with or without this movement that’s fine by me. He gives no ill will to the people. What does is 

the real pure evil and you Majestic are disappointing me by focusing on Jealousy of a young man than the true evil and that’s sad

7/7/2019 11:07:44 PM citoyen_resist @Jordan_Sather_ is sincere, but too young to deal with some issues, he was groomed by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, to save his business he doesn't want to 

look like a military asset. Delicate situation. I don't blame him, and I still listen what he has to say.

7/7/2019 11:10:53 PM citoyen_resist Our civ is level 3+ disinfo is banned only when a civ reaches level 7, I am sorry to inform you that we'll still be covered with lies and deception for a bit 

of a while.

7/7/2019 11:12:42 PM citoyen_resist If we want to benefit from level 7 star civs help, we need to reach level 4, or at least to be seriously in the process of reaching that level.

7/7/2019 11:14:53 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the least bad organized faction to help us along such an essential path.

7/8/2019 12:00:11 AM vickielfisher 😁🌹

7/8/2019 12:18:54 AM suzyqtrue That whole day is good! pic.twitter.com/a1SCqHqKbn

7/8/2019 12:26:02 AM citoyen_resist not sure a larp would know all that for so long... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197349156601857?s=19 …

7/8/2019 12:27:32 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/JA4DMJ8j8P

7/8/2019 12:28:55 AM brown_eyedladyj Not a good sign. We need bees

7/8/2019 1:11:31 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/G49OJ6tJhb

7/8/2019 1:29:40 AM looney2348ting Beautifully explained. Am I getting this right? Sound = Frequency = state of vibration. Words are tools of magic when activated with sound (Frequency) 

creates Spell.

7/8/2019 1:47:29 AM xusaf_patriot Personally, I like Country/Western music...the lyrics are much more meaningful to me.

7/8/2019 2:22:54 AM mateuszwala Bad move fake ms12.

 1 point to Jordan. 

Use power of truth and light. 

You're not transparent Like Q is. Sorry... =]

It's time to end game.

7/8/2019 2:50:05 AM usss_211 Yes please would like the link !

7/8/2019 2:54:23 AM citoyen_resist nice thread to reread in the present context. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197349156601857?s=19 …

7/8/2019 3:25:45 AM abraga1853 I have told people for years that music effects our body, brain & physiology. I can actually " feel" it. I cannot tolerate most music. I can literally feel it 

change my " mood".

7/8/2019 3:39:03 AM keith369me Is this Michelle from Canada...the face looks just like the crazy video that was posted a while back.  If it is, the restraining orders say do not engage, lol

7/8/2019 3:41:43 AM keith369me Might want to think what we want manifested next?  #JusticeForAll #JusticeForAll #JusticeForAll #AbundanceForAll #AbundanceForAll 

#AbundanceForAll

7/8/2019 3:45:42 AM ossrobertsteele Much more likely a Mossad operation, Zionist real billionaire provided the fake billionaire cover cash, and as with all Mossad operations in the USA, CIA 

and FBI were complicit.

7/8/2019 3:49:42 AM ossrobertsteele 26+ stellar civilizations.  Some good, some bad, the most advanced in pure energy form.  Reptilians got a grip on Cabal over 15,000 years, child sacrifice 

and adrenochrome part of the deal pre-Aztecs. Nordic White Hats, 2012 tipping point, public "willed" salvation.

7/8/2019 3:51:14 AM ossrobertsteele The Zionist laws that make it a felony to use your 1st Amendment right to speak of Zionist genocide will be overturned by Supreme Court. Dasantis is 

either clever and setting the Zionists up for the President, or a dead man walking.

7/8/2019 3:54:07 AM alexandercody7 Typo on purpose?

Can't find connection

7/8/2019 4:26:09 AM rolandblasini Anyone else feel like that shit, Epstein arrest,   is going to hit the fan, this week?

7/8/2019 4:32:11 AM richard07759712 Ball is rolling and gaining speed

7/8/2019 4:42:48 AM rosesrred0119 Is ALICE active? Or is Alice activated?

7/8/2019 4:52:59 AM zagnett They did? I must have missed that part. 🤔

7/8/2019 4:53:41 AM citoyen_resist that's what I was thinking

7/8/2019 5:11:52 AM nanablue37 There were 9 likes on your post when I read it. 🤔

7/8/2019 5:19:08 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3/6/9

7/8/2019 5:19:33 AM anticsmom With age comes the

         appreciation of 

             ELEVATOR

          🎶 music 🎶

LOL Now that my children are grown and on their own I enjoy the quiet of nature as well. I've experienced the craziness and have moved on to silence 

and softness. We all need Peace and Quiet! pic.twitter.com/J9GksfveeI



7/8/2019 5:20:37 AM anticsmom For you but not for other stoners lol

7/8/2019 5:22:01 AM skeye_watching John Todd spoke so much truth, and much of it was hard for so many to accept.

7/8/2019 5:28:27 AM rolandblasini Just when U TAUGHT NO MORE.. HERE'S ANOTHER ONE towards the list

NEW: Billionaire TomSteyer says he plans to enter 2020 race for President.  http://washingtonexaminer.com/news/tom-steye …

7/8/2019 5:30:45 AM 313looper Coincidence!!!? 😧😳 https://twitter.com/i/events/1148131667736875008 …

7/8/2019 5:39:44 AM ossrobertsteele Majestic 12: Message of Disclosure [Extraterrestial & Pedophilia]  https://phibetaiota.net/2019/07/majestic-12-message-of-disclosure/ … via 

@phibiblog There is a very strong underlying extraterrestial and anti-pedophilia aspect of this. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @FLOTUS

7/8/2019 5:44:53 AM bbobbio71 Looks like an Astra

7/8/2019 5:46:48 AM bbobbio71 Astra

7/8/2019 5:47:21 AM judahstrumpets The Alliance remain quiet😎❤️🦁

7/8/2019 5:57:18 AM godfamcountry LOLOLOL

7/8/2019 6:08:11 AM sandyshuze Great thread! Totally agree- music is very powerful and affects the brain.  

The more I read, the more I learn how everything boils down to vibration, frequency and light.  

What people think of as solid mass is really made up of mostly space between molecules.

Fascinating

7/8/2019 6:17:19 AM sandyshuze Exactly

7/8/2019 6:19:23 AM sandyshuze Good advice!

7/8/2019 6:21:32 AM rolandblasini Proximo INDEPENDENTISTA que te diga - NO han robado NI timado, dile EMBUSTER@ - Ruben Berrios cobro como Senador mientras vivia, playa en 

Vieques.Acaso alli se encontraba El Capitolio? Saqueador de fondos publicos...

7/8/2019 6:29:41 AM enomai_ Sather account is designed to attack ofc when it comes.

For the ofc ff?

Why would we want a cult leader with 100,000 followers believing everything he, says?

Even if, some is truth

7/8/2019 6:30:08 AM roaminnoodle Twitter search bar "from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 GE"

God's Eye.

I think there was a reference to some movie (Fast and Furious?) where a similar tech is used.

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20GE&src=typd …

7/8/2019 6:33:11 AM roaminnoodle 777KAB1

"Kab = @ kabamur_taygeta"

Fishing ain't easy, but it shore is fun! 🤡🎣 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1147303588152127488 …

7/8/2019 6:34:33 AM nurseniceyes Majestic, how about a Q &a? So the guesses aren't guesses...

7/8/2019 6:36:01 AM covertress God's Eye was soft disclosed in the film Furious Seven https://youtu.be/xlUD7Ui-kv4 

7/8/2019 6:36:17 AM sandyshuze Not empty space though. Everything is connected. 

 https://youtu.be/W7MFf-RUAQs 

7/8/2019 6:36:55 AM roaminnoodle Yes, perfect - thank you!!! 🤗❤️

7/8/2019 6:38:46 AM rosesrred0119 The movie is getting good!!

7/8/2019 6:39:50 AM rosesrred0119 #WWG1WGA #QAnon

7/8/2019 6:40:47 AM sandyshuze Emotion + Intent + Visualization can CREATE reality

Very powerful.  Great short book on this called “You’re Imaging Things” by Carver pic.twitter.com/aSsJthJMlb

7/8/2019 6:44:06 AM anneolsen43 vetified by a level 7 star civ. ?

7/8/2019 6:44:20 AM bubblesburster Is Trump safe from this case or will he be implicated like the left is trying so hard to do??

7/8/2019 6:45:44 AM citoyen_resist I must admit that only a happy few knows what it means. Would you like to know more ?

7/8/2019 6:49:56 AM starehope Who is to say any of us are too young or to old to deal with a specific situation(s). Until one is fully engaged with his own deep inner psyche, and 

completely understands the self, only he is capable of knowing. It is that psyche that holds the mysterious key to all freedom.

7/8/2019 6:51:08 AM starehope Destiny = choice

7/8/2019 6:53:21 AM citoyen_resist I am just older than him and at his age I could have fallen in the ego trap, US military told us they groomed him, he denies the fact he has been helped 

by them, for ego reason, make it simple !

7/8/2019 6:54:31 AM citoyen_resist And I made a typp sorry it's verified

7/8/2019 7:04:01 AM starehope You don't know that 100%. Please don't make assumptions.

7/8/2019 7:04:26 AM cindylee81 Classical music 24/7

7/8/2019 7:06:09 AM citoyen_resist I know even more but key facts are in my statement, telling more wouldn't be constructive.

7/8/2019 7:06:12 AM state1union It’s more than obvious that @Jordan_Sather_  has been groomed by military and comes from a military family. I see nothing wrong with what Jordan is 

doing and having a successful business is healthy and good for people to see.

7/8/2019 7:09:38 AM citoyen_resist that's what I didn't want to say... but anyway he doesn't seem to want to deal with tjat situation, I don't blame him. It's a lot to deal with. And anyway I 

like his work.

7/8/2019 7:11:50 AM anneolsen43 Yes .. thank you

7/8/2019 7:17:27 AM starehope Age rides on times back. As we know what time is.

7/8/2019 7:18:34 AM state1union Personally I think 🤔 @Jordan_Sather_  would make a great official or unofficial (either way) spokes person for Space Force. Jordan is a great role 

model for his generation and I find him refreshing and like who he hangs out with too.

7/8/2019 7:19:01 AM citoyen_resist beisde this issue, I am amazed by his ability to deal with so many different subjects and that's why I am watching him.

7/8/2019 7:20:05 AM starehope Then send love out to him. Be positive.

7/8/2019 7:20:53 AM citoyen_resist he doesn't seem to be ready to be on the military payroll. We call that kind of guy "électron libre".

7/8/2019 7:21:38 AM armywife4now I consider myself well-rounded with my choices of music—classical, new age, pop, country & western...

7/8/2019 7:27:50 AM vintagesquirrel As in to cast a spell? 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/news/articles/2019-07-06/gates-says-steve-jobs-cast-spells-to-keep-apple-from-

dying?utm_campaign=news&utm_medium=bd&utm_source=applenews&__twitter_impression=true …

7/8/2019 7:35:33 AM roaminnoodle What's going on, MJ?

Were these just Lens Flare after all? pic.twitter.com/4rxnCNDAs5

7/8/2019 7:38:42 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/DisclosureBP/status/1148013375235846144 …

7/8/2019 7:39:29 AM chris_losh_ Quit music, broadcast television and movies after my first rabbit hole plunge in 2012. Many are aware, but the masses would be mind blown how clear 

and focused you become. Not to mention the abilities gained at seeing straight thru the bullshit.



7/8/2019 7:42:35 AM yuri_pavlov74 Only programmers would know that. So who == maj12?

7/8/2019 7:45:48 AM boruneroy How deep does the Rabbithole go?

Will the world know everything that's been going on?

How long will people be asleep for?

When is the #GreatAwakening ?

We trust the Plan, however we're restless

Hope for the Hopeful!!!

#LoveandLightInfinite

#WWG1WGA
7/8/2019 7:47:46 AM rolandblasini Whoa! Clinton Library REFUSES to Hand Over Information on Bill Clinton's Ties to Jeffrey Epstein  http://thegatewaypundit.com/2019/07/whoa-c … via 

@gatewaypundit

7/8/2019 7:48:20 AM rolandblasini Whoa! Clinton Library REFUSES to Hand Over Information on Bill Clinton's Ties to Jeffrey Epstein  http://thegatewaypundit.com/2019/07/whoa-c … via 

@gatewaypundit

7/8/2019 7:49:06 AM enomai_ Destiny is not a choice. 

Freewill is a double edged sword.

We are created to have freewill. However, before creation it is already known and set what we are going to do.

7/8/2019 7:50:34 AM aprilbrown99 Majestic Moment, Mr President!  Future Proves Past! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @qanon76 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1148234137284882433 …

7/8/2019 7:50:36 AM yuri_pavlov74 MJ12 outed themselves for using programmer code. Seems like Mercury in Retro making people attack each other. Noticed a lot of this. Glad to see 

those who can keep thier cool are ones ill have more respect for. No one is an authority, people should lead themselves.

7/8/2019 7:50:54 AM enomai_ No matter what roads you take, if it is destiny. Your path will cross your destiny event at some point. No matter what.

7/8/2019 7:52:34 AM enomai_ We humans are not rulers over anything. Besides, the idea of trying to rule over each other.

7/8/2019 7:52:52 AM enomai_ At least, not in this era.

7/8/2019 7:53:31 AM nikoscali Any Camera, Anywhere, Anytime = God's eye

7/8/2019 7:57:02 AM thetempestchip wonderfully stated!

7/8/2019 7:57:40 AM youstinksoap Hmmm...1st thing that popped into my head was window of opportunity.   Interesting account!

7/8/2019 8:00:47 AM rolandblasini VIERON 7:38 AM - 8 Jul 2019 DAVILACOLON [BLOCK ME] SURPRISE.."El dia que se escriba la historia de la independencia.."  AUN tienes confienza a sus 

comentarios de analisis, NOT ME LONG TIME AGO - Manchurian... Backstabbing

7/8/2019 8:01:05 AM rolandblasini VIERON 7:38 AM - 8 Jul 2019 DAVILACOLON [BLOCK ME] SURPRISE.."El dia que se escriba la historia de la independencia.."  AUN tienes confienza a sus 

comentarios de analisis, NOT ME LONG TIME AGO - Manchurian... Backstabbing

7/8/2019 8:06:48 AM subversion_ops Half of congress has an Epstein problem. This was obvious well before 2018.

7/8/2019 8:15:36 AM mjean2 Don't they also operate with public money??? Then they can't do that !! Or can they?  @realDonaldTrump

7/8/2019 8:25:19 AM blsdbe This was a VERY interesting read. H/T @AllahUniversal

 http://www.hiphopisread.com/2012/04/secret-meeting-that-changed-rap-music.html?m=1 …

7/8/2019 8:32:43 AM zacharyscott6 U1, FISA Gate, Benghazi, pedo-rings

7/8/2019 8:33:07 AM charmanda9  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/at_download/file …

7/8/2019 8:33:15 AM jimhayzlett You’re Welcome Angel... I hope the playlist heightens you to a state of Heavenly Bliss ✨🙏🏼🌈👼🌎☀️✨

7/8/2019 8:35:42 AM 3rdeyeview55 Who knows? I'm getting tired of this shit!!!!

7/8/2019 8:38:55 AM dannygambit1 Her e mail case is not closed. pic.twitter.com/QbhYsvMCqx

7/8/2019 8:41:17 AM rebashoenfelt1 Holes found in some immunity deals.

7/8/2019 8:45:20 AM rebashoenfelt1 Mass arrests!

7/8/2019 8:45:28 AM rolandblasini How many STOP'S were done @ LMM Airport and PR media silent with NO COVERAGE? Epstein indictment mentions “foreign commerce” involved 

child sex trafficking case pic.twitter.com/C6l7d7Yugk

7/8/2019 8:48:03 AM quarkfear1 So that is true= a natural one that Ponce de Leon searched for????

7/8/2019 8:51:39 AM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏

7/8/2019 8:58:09 AM quarkfear1 Venus..... no one ever even mentions Venus anymore.. so it must an “ off limits” deal with a “ do not disturb” sign .. or it’s full of insects 

veges🤣😂🤣🤣👽👽🐛🦗🐌🌳🌴🥦🌶🥑

7/8/2019 9:02:33 AM jaspony1 He is going to roll over on all of them...

Nothing will stop what is coming!!!

7/8/2019 9:03:35 AM rebashoenfelt1 We want our country back!

7/8/2019 9:09:33 AM sterkinglights1 I used to like aphex twin when I was a teenager. I'm more sceptical of what I listen to now. https://youtu.be/wSYAZnQmffg 

7/8/2019 9:15:06 AM qtpi3_14 I think he has more of a RICO problem of any of these funds from Clinton are tied to Epstein....

7/8/2019 9:20:09 AM richardhiatt16 Thanks

7/8/2019 9:20:37 AM veteransalways_ .@POTUS 

.@realDonaldTrump 

.@WhiteHouse pic.twitter.com/Nh0eJYXU3V

7/8/2019 9:23:17 AM phxrising8 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

7/8/2019 9:46:43 AM starehope There are many, many choices along life's highway.

7/8/2019 9:47:53 AM rebashoenfelt1 Logic says taking down sex criminals and traffickers may remove substantial Deep State evil players. Am I right guys?

7/8/2019 9:49:01 AM dannygambit1 One way of skinning a cat..

7/8/2019 9:50:34 AM n_amersolutions And... many high cooperate jobs may open up really soon. You can be the Queen of England... I'll run VW

7/8/2019 9:53:31 AM duriavigrobert Just google “Podesta Art” and your question will be answered🤔

7/8/2019 9:55:03 AM jrocktigers "Truth resonates from within No matter where it shows up" ~ ⚡️⚡️⚡️

7/8/2019 9:55:39 AM voiceofresonn Why was the ..missing Pentagon money story quashed by 911? Where did the trillions of dollars go? Why do the Chinese have tunnels dig into the 

mountains with triangle shaped craft parked along side the coastline? How is it the frequency of sound can change matter to light?

7/8/2019 9:56:48 AM duckmeat01 Rich people do weird things as I have posted before... More BIG NAMES to come out today... Look at your email dork...lol

7/8/2019 9:58:01 AM duckmeat01 Not sure this is true... They knew each other pretty well... Not buddy''s but they did know each other...

7/8/2019 9:58:16 AM jrocktigers Right hand "man" for Epstein

7/8/2019 9:58:21 AM 45harisonharold HAAAAHA LISTEN 😂😂 https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1148254322888777728?s=19 …

7/8/2019 10:00:54 AM voiceofresonn How about the new one. I think my dogs a  http://Democrat.lol 

7/8/2019 10:03:36 AM duckmeat01 I think I have some pics of them somewhere.... Later on.. But earlier? Keep reading ..... He was still in Fla/NY plus Mike is still our VP...

7/8/2019 10:06:29 AM dannygambit1 He's still VP. 😉

7/8/2019 10:08:54 AM rebashoenfelt1 Lovely. Good wishes to you.

7/8/2019 10:10:30 AM nikoscali Conspiracy Theorist!

7/8/2019 10:11:29 AM duriavigrobert Consider it done ✅

7/8/2019 10:14:30 AM 45harisonharold Translation> all the #QAnon  people that can figure out what shoe size & bra size I am and know what I had for breakfast on may 29 2006 are going to  

expose the sh!t out of this..

7/8/2019 10:16:35 AM dannygambit1 Lol

7/8/2019 10:19:10 AM liltilgerlil Were celebrating our victory. 😁

7/8/2019 10:21:39 AM dannygambit1 Blocked that knucklehead 2 seconds after his post. pic.twitter.com/R9s3W5Lh36

7/8/2019 10:22:54 AM independiva Spot on. IMO this is why there is a deep state.



7/8/2019 10:24:26 AM dannygambit1 Unleash the dogs!!! pic.twitter.com/y2bS8Q2Xfj

7/8/2019 10:24:58 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/g5ciBWNwjsY 

7/8/2019 10:26:48 AM queenle27399681  pic.twitter.com/QRaFlaZ1Y1

7/8/2019 10:32:31 AM us_poll Stormy got arrested Husband divorced her and her creepy crooked lawyer went to Jail.....People don't see when lies are obvious and people will do 

anything for money and Power!

7/8/2019 10:48:34 AM rebashoenfelt1 Ooh ugly.

7/8/2019 10:52:00 AM enomai_ Yes. 

I still stand with what I said.

7/8/2019 10:53:14 AM n7guardiananon Consciousness?

Free Will?

7/8/2019 10:57:37 AM rolandblasini ■NEWT GINGRICH: THE CRUEL DISHONESTY OF ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ | OPINION:It is time for decent people to stand up to her and ask, 'have 

you no shame?'  https://www.newsweek.com/newt-gingrich-cruel-dishonesty-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-opinion-1447888 …

7/8/2019 10:59:14 AM rolandblasini NEWT GINGRICH: THE CRUEL DISHONESTY OF ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ | OPINION:It is time for decent people to stand up to her and ask, 'have 

you no shame?'  https://www.newsweek.com/newt-gingrich-cruel-dishonesty-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-opinion-1447888 …

7/8/2019 10:59:54 AM rolandblasini NEWT GINGRICH: THE CRUEL DISHONESTY OF ALEXANDRIA OCASIO-CORTEZ | OPINION:It is time for decent people to stand up to her and ask, 'have 

you no shame?' https://www.newsweek.com/newt-gingrich-cruel-dishonesty-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-opinion-1447888 …

7/8/2019 10:59:55 AM brown_eyedladyj Just because you run in the same circle, does not make you friends. DJT had to run elbows with the elite.

7/8/2019 11:00:36 AM independiva Sometimes I feel bad for all the lost leftists who remained blissful and ignorant in all their American privilege. Their poor heads are exploding. Albeit by 

choosing to not look because it feels better to pretend the world is ready to hold hands and sing camp songs.

7/8/2019 11:03:10 AM independiva Best way to win is to know your enemy.

7/8/2019 11:03:47 AM rebashoenfelt1 Clearly Epstein is not reformable

7/8/2019 11:04:41 AM independiva Pedophilia can not be cured.

7/8/2019 11:04:51 AM brown_eyedladyj BINGO

7/8/2019 11:07:17 AM duriavigrobert Sure it can. Tie one of these to the one requiring the cure  ⤵️ and just add water pic.twitter.com/aay5SVrL4X

7/8/2019 11:07:25 AM dannygambit1  pic.twitter.com/4ZjT0xkF6g

7/8/2019 11:10:49 AM dannygambit1 Anyone in the mental health field will tell you that living in denial for too long will only backfire. Denial may feel easier, but it actually only intensifies..

7/8/2019 11:11:18 AM independiva He plays the game in ways none of these people anticipated. And it’s wonderful.

7/8/2019 11:12:06 AM brown_eyedladyj I like this better pic.twitter.com/znJRZ4IfhC

7/8/2019 11:13:17 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/f6ApsgmgIW

7/8/2019 11:14:22 AM dannygambit1 Yes

7/8/2019 11:15:40 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/CS2kmhrgyX

7/8/2019 11:17:55 AM robin_ked All because their Crooked candidate Lost pic.twitter.com/e1KDSZk0ot

7/8/2019 11:21:11 AM ekotoons 😂

7/8/2019 11:26:55 AM robin_ked More than a few will tip into crazyville pic.twitter.com/WWatiKe3ru

7/8/2019 11:30:52 AM don_narp This also ties into movies and video games. People really get angry over criticizing shooting people in video games. Movie- inspirational movies are 

always buried while fear and struggle and death are promoted.

7/8/2019 11:32:54 AM starehope That is your choice. If everything were predestined to happen exactly as it were written in stone, then why do we have free choice. There would be no 

reason for choice.

7/8/2019 11:37:27 AM enomai_ Destiny does not equal Freewill;

the power of acting without the constraint of necessity or fate; the ability to act at one's own discretion.

7/8/2019 11:38:29 AM enomai_ Destiny;

the events that will necessarily happen to a particular person or thing in the future.

"she was unable to control her own destiny"

the hidden power believed to control what will happen in the future; fate.

"he believes in destiny"

Contradicting definitions.

7/8/2019 11:39:39 AM enomai_ Fate definition;

the development of events beyond a person's control, regarded as determined by a supernatural power.

7/8/2019 11:41:24 AM jonesy4671 If you zoom in on the top left and top right u can see some lights in the sky that look like its some sort of ufo or somthing. But i dont know anymore i 

think its just a lens flare or somthing

7/8/2019 11:50:54 AM kachinagtto Like Disneyworld?

7/8/2019 11:53:39 AM kachinagtto What/who was the turning point?  GHWB?

7/8/2019 12:12:16 PM citoyen_resist do you want to know more ?

7/8/2019 12:22:58 PM citoyen_resist Dm please

7/8/2019 12:23:55 PM allahuniversal o7 #WWG1WGA

7/8/2019 12:26:58 PM toffer_anon_369 Gigabit Ethernet?!

7/8/2019 12:27:30 PM laurabusse Yes it is!!!

7/8/2019 12:44:14 PM roublisa Oh S#it.... this is tooo real pic.twitter.com/seqxA9e4R8

7/8/2019 12:49:22 PM roublisa But I LOVE IT!!!🐸🐸🐸 pic.twitter.com/12MO0JNMHe

7/8/2019 1:05:47 PM us_poll If he was their friends in all their criminal activity they wouldn't be so upset he's the President...blackmail is their Get out of Jail card but that doesn't 

work well with him although they keep trying!

7/8/2019 1:20:17 PM canadiancovfefe The Psych wards will be full. Even Leftist shrinks like mine will need admitting to hospital.

7/8/2019 1:26:59 PM duckmeat01 I will take two...

7/8/2019 1:28:19 PM canadiancovfefe What a freak of nature this sad excuse for an American is. Ship her to Venezuela!

7/8/2019 1:31:49 PM canadiancovfefe Then these people need castration, and lock em up!

7/8/2019 2:21:51 PM canadiancovfefe Blissful and ignorant is one thing. The outrageous behavior of the anti-Trumpers is another, and I don’t feel sorry for those. In fact I feel anger at a very 

scary group of people who refuse to even look at what the other side is doing and why. Isn’t it part of critical thinking?

7/8/2019 2:23:34 PM allahuniversal 🔑

7/8/2019 2:45:08 PM eyegloarts 👐🏽thank you and Godspeed 💜

7/8/2019 2:46:47 PM robin_ked I'm hoping some will recover with a healthy dose of Truth but no guarantees 

#BuckleUp

#TheGreatAwakening

#WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/tpYc2Loy8t

7/8/2019 2:47:03 PM canadiancovfefe 🤬

7/8/2019 2:51:02 PM analyst2501 Makes sense to me.

7/8/2019 2:51:19 PM glennfolse10 Some thing vexes thee????

7/8/2019 2:53:09 PM canadiancovfefe I could tell she was a fraud. It was obvious. I honestly don’t believe DJT is going to waste his time with a porn star. I have never met him, but I think 

he’s classier than that. 😇



7/8/2019 2:53:33 PM glennfolse10 Yeah right Anthony tell me you have never bopped a porn star!!

7/8/2019 2:55:06 PM covertress Think RU.

Think WAVES.

Think SKY.

Think Antartica.

Russia's base on the Moon?

Scalar Waves?

SKY? (still no clue here)

Antartica portal at the Moon's south pole?
7/8/2019 2:56:45 PM zoesinger oh my my..

deep state is quakin.

they look quite

scarred..

right?! Jeb & his military traitors 

BeBest to

back away.

take it from

Q pic.twitter.com/wMlv5bREmu
7/8/2019 3:00:48 PM 00kvi iiOiiOii @FBI..   https://youtu.be/NNtdE-JLirU  iiOiiOii #TheGreatAwakeninWorldWide iiOiiOii #QanonArmy iiOiiOii .. DO YOU DOUBT THE POWER OF 

THE WHOLLY SPIRIT WORKING.. THERE IS NO LID FOR THIS iiOiiOii ALL IS SCENE eveRY THING IS kNOWn.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 LIKE EGO tech WILL KNOT 

MATTER  pic.twitter.com/oUUSTqieXZ

7/8/2019 3:06:36 PM scaryterry818 Orion.

7/8/2019 3:17:11 PM olimyracle Free download of the 17 Majestic Messages of Disclosure at once.

Learn to archive offline.

This account will not exist forever.

💞 http://www.myracle.org/mj 

7/8/2019 3:36:04 PM olimyracle Read now RDS's blog about it here: https://phibetaiota.net/2019/07/majestic-12-message-of-disclosure/ …

7/8/2019 3:36:12 PM hitbyawormhole Good Kachina. Also the CIA is [dieing]. Perhaps replaced by Majestic and/or Space Force.

7/8/2019 4:00:06 PM thekanehb Mine are a little tough for this stuff but I do agree that at a certain age they should hear it. Mine have limited access to screens and electronics

7/8/2019 4:06:54 PM canadiancovfefe Whatever!

7/8/2019 4:08:18 PM jswdh1 Yep

7/8/2019 4:10:29 PM canadiancovfefe Pence, and Karen (The Sunday School Teacher) 🙄 must be having sleepless nights, wondering when they will get that knock on the door.

7/8/2019 4:12:39 PM canadiancovfefe I would not be surprised. It makes sense.

7/8/2019 4:16:48 PM jswdh1 He did twt one time that he would make a gold spy or something like that.... remember?

7/8/2019 4:18:10 PM starehope Blocked!

7/8/2019 4:19:08 PM starehope The stuff of nightmares.

7/8/2019 4:23:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 Not freaking:  applauding

7/8/2019 4:27:48 PM deniseharte5 I don't trust steele

research

7/8/2019 4:44:20 PM duckmeat01 LOL but until then who is our VP? Answer that one and not taking up for the guy... Show some proof...

7/8/2019 4:47:07 PM clancy_birrell nuclear powered subs are bad for mother earth and bad for humanity by the sounds of it @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/8/2019 4:47:47 PM allahuniversal 07/08/2019 #Majestic Date

18:33.06 CDT #Majestic Timing

Q#3366 #Majestic AF

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 19:47 ET  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1148377568959172610/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/dw00OjItT8  

pic.twitter.com/jVNRvAWQhp

7/8/2019 5:01:24 PM roaminnoodle Q returns today... almost exactly at Q:00!!!

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/E4P4pKq7sY

7/8/2019 5:02:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 Trump knew him very well, and didn’t like what he knew.

7/8/2019 5:03:25 PM rebashoenfelt1 Possibly

7/8/2019 5:05:01 PM rebashoenfelt1 Blocked

7/8/2019 5:12:35 PM duckmeat01 I belive he was so so friends with JE but porn stars at that time was to risky... May High class women but not low lifes... To much $$$$.... when AIDs hit 

the newsstands Sex slowed way down without a sock on the pickle...

7/8/2019 5:18:03 PM canadiancovfefe Hahaha - Just nuts! A lost cause for sure.

7/8/2019 5:26:25 PM allahuniversal 0 Delta 👆🏽 #WWG1WGA @NSA_QIL2

7:17 CDT #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Timestamps Verify #QAnon

Coincidence? 

July2019.jpg 

07/Q/2019 #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/ZLLYx5LSQM
7/8/2019 5:28:15 PM robin_ked Soon Libbies pic.twitter.com/FLwCu2EoG2

7/8/2019 5:32:03 PM lambohodlr Did 230 get repealed? 

Trial run? https://www.theverge.com/2017/6/29/15892802/instagram-ai-offensive-comment-filter-launches …

7/8/2019 5:39:01 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "You can bring 3, 6, 9 or 12" DJT

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Y38hkR9uCl

7/8/2019 5:42:50 PM linnyt7 I've noticed the right kind of music aligns my triad. Ppl often choose a genre of music because it makes them have a comon identity like belonging to a 

cult. When it's a dark message it's like identifying with a self loathing persona & can have the same effect as cutting.

7/8/2019 5:53:12 PM ericsteelelive I'm sure either one of them would point you towards their research if you ask animals with cute and Majestic 12 after you've read everything they put 

out stuff starts connecting in your brain.

7/8/2019 5:56:50 PM linnyt7 Wow!

7/8/2019 6:01:43 PM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was this you??  https://twitter.com/courageouskriss/status/1148357104262098944 …



7/8/2019 6:21:18 PM iamcldpatricia Hallelujah

7/8/2019 6:57:59 PM 1_decided_voter #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/8/2019 6:58:55 PM marcusgillette1 Can you educate me on what IS-BE is? I’m a newbie here. Thanks

7/8/2019 6:59:20 PM kachinagtto I thought #Dershowitz turned? pic.twitter.com/1UuAj4CmJL

7/8/2019 7:01:19 PM kindeandtrue My soul music is Renaissance polyphony, Gregorian chant, Bach, Mozart and Chopin.

7/8/2019 7:09:59 PM scratchhere  https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6184408-U-S-v-Jeffrey-Epstein-Indictment.html …

7/8/2019 7:11:09 PM sl_okc 🧐👍🏻

7/8/2019 7:11:57 PM aprilbrown99 ...many doxing sessions which lasted for several days with a group of us that were chatting with the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account a few months ago. 

Over the course of these doxing days, the Kab account blocked several of us because Kab was demanding that we not..

7/8/2019 7:12:07 PM aprilbrown99 ...  talk to or listen to the MJ account. Trying to keep us as sheep?  #SheepNoMore

7/8/2019 7:33:35 PM aprilbrown99 To keep us stupid & naive, essentially like sheep, docile and asleep. Perhaps trying to change timeline outcomes? Similar to how the mockingbird media 

does it, with repetition over time to have people “think” in a certain way so they eventually believe it. Predictive programming. 

pic.twitter.com/HFgesFhxan

7/8/2019 7:34:37 PM aprilbrown99 Although these are memes, the messages are powerful. You can do a search for any of those patents to see how [they] have been programming our 

minds for a very long time.

7/8/2019 7:38:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein has just begun. 

Use the power of 3 6 and 9 (clue e y ans o) to unlock the power of majestic conscious connections to manifest a reality co-creatively.

When you share a news report over #UnsealEpstein, tag 3 people in the post.

Retweet & Tag 6👉9!

#UnsealEpstein

7/8/2019 7:39:02 PM 1centralcaligal I'm so excited, watching the Patriots & HEROES from the sidelines!!

7/8/2019 7:39:28 PM resilient112 Interesting! Never heard of that.

7/8/2019 7:39:29 PM kachinagtto 5:5

7/8/2019 7:39:34 PM 6b1222t Thanks for that. It’s always fun to learn how to dance around the binary. 🤓

7/8/2019 7:40:13 PM renee86743676 This doesn't  compute. I'm sorry I'm not Tesla

7/8/2019 7:40:35 PM freestateojones The power of information. pic.twitter.com/Sddq9HuRO5

7/8/2019 7:40:46 PM bdam777 What dimensional frequency are you from?

7/8/2019 7:42:10 PM burgersandra Should work.

7/8/2019 7:43:40 PM dka8604 Tesla numbers

7/8/2019 7:45:53 PM aprilbrown99 Manifesting is outstanding!

7/8/2019 7:47:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is within and out

#UnsealEpstein victims and truthers are learning the secrets of consciousness- and angle of disclosure that has been the central focus of the Deep 

State's war on humanity

For humanity

#UnsealEpstein

Message over messenger

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119992046008393729 …
7/8/2019 7:47:44 PM lindadangelmom  pic.twitter.com/dOqfzswL5d

7/8/2019 7:48:03 PM cinmacluvs2knit EndGame on 7/20? Unsealed?r

7/8/2019 7:49:16 PM hawkgirlinmn So the collective energy will be growing...in truth, sorrow and justice. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/8/2019 7:50:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 To the millions of new Anons searching and stumbling upon #UnsealEpstein, the Great Awakening has been taking place for years and once you take 

the red pill, there is no going back.

This post is relevant to upcoming news. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116146110639353857 …

7/8/2019 7:50:36 PM cryptocolumb0 Stalking the Wild Pendulum.

Children are closest to previous iteration. We are data gatherers.

7/8/2019 7:50:50 PM e_anon_ @anonx369

7/8/2019 7:52:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion. 

Future proves past.

3... 2... 1...

Lights. Cameras. Action!

The storm is about to make landfall. 

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108580594680766464 …

7/8/2019 7:53:33 PM curseca Epstein/Wiener/Weinstein are each dual citizens with Israel like many of our politicians & elite. Looks like the ball is not only rolling to bring down the 

sex traffickers, but also perhaps reveal that Israel infiltrated our government. Is that why Q said saving them for last?

7/8/2019 7:54:19 PM koryoline1 Me thinks they are 5d. Anshar or pleadians! Protectors of this world

7/8/2019 7:54:29 PM djlok Woah!!!  Everybody seeing that 👆👆👆.

7/8/2019 7:54:31 PM gregcombs17 You do realize Q posted tonight on relative things and were busy.  Just come out and say why they blurred the black hole for G d's sake.

7/8/2019 7:54:37 PM sano_faith Kab is a fish 🐠.

7/8/2019 7:55:56 PM qanonist I used to think you are a mix of humans reporting to Aliens..

7/8/2019 7:56:19 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/YTAgTZeHCI

7/8/2019 7:56:50 PM allahuniversal After my hearing got back to normal, it was a little sharper than before, that I can say

7/8/2019 7:56:59 PM potatosheepxd TLDR?

7/8/2019 7:57:17 PM kindeandtrue Difficult to reconcile this new understanding of reality with my family's understanding of reality. I feel like we're watching two different movies. Hard to 

act like everything's "normal" when earth-shattering events are unfolding.

7/8/2019 7:58:01 PM b_botus Bill Barr

7/8/2019 7:58:08 PM truthsayert Is this a chant or riddle?

7/8/2019 7:58:16 PM rancideous 🤯 I stumbled upon Dr Lipton's videos about a month ago. I have been using binaural beats for a few years, but only recently discovered how to use 

Theta entrainment to rewire my subconscious. Every night since, I listen to positive "I am" affirmations with Theta binaural beats

7/8/2019 7:58:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Truth train

7/8/2019 7:58:48 PM americanpetal That got me excited!!

7/8/2019 7:59:37 PM myladysolina 3 = The Trinity  

6 = The Trinity twice as strong

9 = 3 times The Trinity and also signifies the love of our blessed Mother Goddess as we know Her she is emotion and takes care of her children, we are 

Her children.

7/8/2019 7:59:45 PM truthsayert 5:15:25



7/8/2019 7:59:47 PM richard07759712 3, 2, 1.....    3 6 9! ! (9 6 3)/3 ThanQ MJ12

7/8/2019 8:00:20 PM dannyluisc I believe that is a good answer to the question.

7/8/2019 8:01:39 PM burgersandra So it is.

7/8/2019 8:01:45 PM litehouse356 Exactly.

7/8/2019 8:02:37 PM lorenzosghost say hi to Ra for me, mr Time is an Illusion.

7/8/2019 8:03:01 PM jrocktigers Shelter in place and/or throw a hurricane party?

7/8/2019 8:03:41 PM dka8604 Einstein could not prove motion, Tesla said the Earth is stationary!    I believe in the description given in Genesis 1.  I don’t believe in any black hole, 

UFO’s,  Aliens....but I do believe Space Force will reveal the truth!

7/8/2019 8:03:52 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/9KEIuKpuGp

7/8/2019 8:04:29 PM djlok (clue e y ans o)?

7/8/2019 8:05:09 PM jensingr1 I figured the Zorro Ranch would come up as a pedo playground and it was probably used for "hunts" as well....

7/8/2019 8:06:03 PM fairyland66 Upon hearing the word "math."...  😿😰 Math 2 Me... pic.twitter.com/Zlhherm6zR

7/8/2019 8:06:29 PM iamyou132 Should we join the space force if we feel compelled?

7/8/2019 8:06:56 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/JdiERDELjn

7/8/2019 8:07:10 PM klsnana6 NOT ALLOWING ME TO TYPE

7/8/2019 8:08:17 PM pixiesdorule @threader_app compile please.

7/8/2019 8:08:35 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Q90wJrngm4

7/8/2019 8:09:43 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/fiQoMKtuJg

7/8/2019 8:12:32 PM djlok I mean that's like a full on #MajesticProof...but I really don't know why anyone would need a MJ12 proof at this point.  You'd actually have to be pretty 

damn crazy to not see it at this point.

7/8/2019 8:12:59 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/38kp6h1WDv

7/8/2019 8:14:13 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdAJtNblU_g …

7/8/2019 8:16:04 PM akven0m How would we go about mapping the 3rd heaven? We've barely scratched the surface in the 2nd.

7/8/2019 8:18:01 PM carolin15161363 I agree. What he exposed was very dark and disturbing. So hard to accept.

7/8/2019 8:32:42 PM sciblu27 Are you saying it's a farm like the old saying Old MacDonald Had a Farm e y e y o they're all vowels with no constant it yes that was an intentional 

misspelling should be consonant but remember the Y is only a vowel sometimes so was this a riddle can you answer please

7/8/2019 8:34:28 PM lucky11111212 Or maybe...talk intelligently, sharing the truth in love, with a message tailored to each unique person you talk to. 

It’s heavy & shocking stuff.

Be kind out there to family, friends and acquaintances.

And Trust the Plan w/Patriots.

It’s the best way to “manifest a reality.”
7/8/2019 8:34:44 PM fairyland66 Alice infighting......🕵️♂️😉🧐

⚖️

☯️

☮️

🏆

🕯 pic.twitter.com/1fnXVnNZXR

7/8/2019 8:37:53 PM melbourne_3000 GOD - COUNTRY - HUMANITY 

#UnsealEpstein

7/8/2019 8:39:15 PM truthsayert The only way to heal from childhood trauma is to acknowledge it for the memory it was. By not running from the fear one becomes strong. Facing what 

is no longer real seems hard but the more you allow it to appear you will find it can't harm you anymore and you can use its wisdom.

7/8/2019 8:39:16 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/HHzRdAW4Kl

7/8/2019 8:39:56 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, where is that edit button?  🥴 come on twatter!  😑 pic.twitter.com/nfs407IDaq

7/8/2019 8:41:12 PM djlok I plugged it into the Gematria calculator and some interesting things came back...

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=clue+e+y+ans+o …

7/8/2019 8:42:21 PM lbf777 How did you find out he is a fan of Ra?

7/8/2019 8:42:26 PM americanpetal I was wondering about that.

7/8/2019 8:43:01 PM truthsayert The secret must be shared to lose the harmful power it had over the child, and the lie must be replaced with truth to destroy it for good. People that 

harm children have to know they will grow up and some will conquer them by no longer feeling helpless.

7/8/2019 8:43:09 PM americanpetal What’s it mean?

7/8/2019 8:43:15 PM djlok It almost sounds like a magic spell or something.

7/8/2019 8:45:22 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/8yRYKtcCnk

7/8/2019 8:48:20 PM nicole82524952 WWG1WGA!

7/8/2019 8:50:58 PM thegood_fight My thoughts exactly! Lol

7/8/2019 8:51:04 PM rawphonegirl 🤔 https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1147934921656111104?s=19 …

7/8/2019 8:53:16 PM cledrordfishing Is the black hole a craft?

7/8/2019 8:55:11 PM daggastan  pic.twitter.com/It1I9LNkka

7/8/2019 8:56:01 PM truthsayert I had this experience and you are right I got hurt, but I learned I didn't need them to accept me anymore and I moved away from wanting them in my 

life. I didn't realize then that forgiveness cannot be given to someone who does want it, and that why they will continue to hurt you

7/8/2019 9:05:51 PM dynamicres playing with this now. 

so far my randomness:

ans to and 11 delta (using the 6👉9 as clue or 3?)

i feel its too abstract but PIC (PIK) makes sense so far? or E Y Z

haha.... #hintsplz pic.twitter.com/4wOPMBtD0P

7/8/2019 9:06:30 PM truthsayert I took the red pill last year but was half sleep since 2001. I never suspected what was going on but when I awaken to find the world I live in it was 

unbearable. I didn't go on social media for months, and only watched YouTube to learn. Now, I see back to the Anunnaki influence.

7/8/2019 9:08:18 PM dynamicres or just... pic.twitter.com/fMzIk4idf9

7/8/2019 9:10:01 PM laurabusse On this particular subject, my lovable normie husband and I are in two different worlds

I think of almost nothing but this stuff

He thinks I'm nuts

I never say a word

It would be counterproductive

He seems to accept me

I accept him

We talk about other things

Its all good actually



7/8/2019 9:13:35 PM laurabusse We each create our own little world

I'm driven to find out about all this stuff and meditate for peace in the world

He wants to know nothing of any of this and I don't blame him

Disturbing stuff...

If you don't wanna know you don't have to know and may be better off...

7/8/2019 9:16:05 PM restylegal @threadreader unroll

7/8/2019 9:24:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/8/2019 9:25:57 PM bctrucker2 They have infiltrated every government, time to end their global tyranny and let the world know the truth.

7/8/2019 9:27:18 PM tomchiodo I have no reason to doubt the veracity of the mechanics you describe to change the subconscious. Jesus is King of king(s) and Lord of lord(s). Short 

summary is I feel that you are deifying the king(s) & lord(s), showing them how to ascend w/o the one who rescued us.....

7/8/2019 9:30:14 PM blsdbe An or anD? D, MJ? D5?

7/8/2019 9:31:35 PM restylegal @threadreaderapp unroll

7/8/2019 9:31:54 PM tomchiodo ...In the end Christ will comprise all things Eph 1:9-10.  Ironically I agree with you that we be deified as Christ take his place in us. I just believe we are 

nothing w/o this personal love of God. Psalm 82 & Gen 6 comes to mind right now. Knowing this God = Eternal life Jn17:3.

7/8/2019 9:34:40 PM starehope Seeing what?

7/8/2019 9:36:09 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/UovE7weMKP

7/8/2019 9:36:15 PM stuartaewilson Is there a double meaning in unsealepstein?   As in, remove the seal of Solomon / protection?

7/8/2019 9:37:08 PM kindeandtrue It's exactly the same with me and my husband and kids. I know my husband could not process this with equanimity, but he provides stability and 

assurance for the rest of the family while I gather the details. I don't understand why it's this way, but it must be for a reason.

7/8/2019 9:40:33 PM blsdbe Is the D for Disclosure? pic.twitter.com/mD1ZsE30K1

7/8/2019 9:41:05 PM trump45ismypres My husband just knows the basic gist of things, at night he'll sometimes say "so what do we have going on in the Q world today, babe?". 🤗

7/8/2019 9:44:09 PM blsdbe I love this!!!

7/8/2019 9:45:19 PM blsdbe Surprisingly, my hubby is waking up as we head over the top of the roller coaster!!!

7/8/2019 9:47:23 PM blsdbe Future proves past, MJ is referencing a past tweet proven by events in the present (or the relative future).

7/8/2019 10:00:20 PM t_hayden07 That was an amazing thread, MJ. I remember it well ❤️

7/8/2019 10:17:48 PM richie89_vb ¿Solamente puedes mencionar a Rubén? JAJAJAJAJA pero del PNP y el PPD estarías escribiendo una Biblia de tantos. By the way, Rubén fue un vividor 

cómo cualquier PNP y PPD de la vida.

7/8/2019 10:21:52 PM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1148423329365340160?s=21 …

7/8/2019 10:24:14 PM girlawakeinca Right on DRT! ❤️🇺🇸

7/8/2019 10:33:57 PM nikoscali St. Clair/Sinclair is the holy bloodline... no coincidences.

7/8/2019 10:39:26 PM sparkleloung So who messed with our pineal gland then... 😡

7/8/2019 10:41:29 PM truthsluether AMEN!!!!!

7/8/2019 10:53:18 PM americanpetal I love ❤️ this account!!! I’m going to miss you!

7/8/2019 11:01:41 PM allahuniversal #TheStormHasArrived pic.twitter.com/Ay8mcYqaMc

7/8/2019 11:17:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

 https://youtu.be/AXEeJMN9fN0 

7/8/2019 11:19:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/AXEeJMN9fN0 

7/8/2019 11:19:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/AXEeJMN9fN0 

7/8/2019 11:19:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/AXEeJMN9fN0 

7/8/2019 11:19:34 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/AXEeJMN9fN0 

7/9/2019 12:13:28 AM brendaaloiau Escape from South Africa  https://youtu.be/x9PqD5_1Dt0  via @YouTube who can help these persecuted  people of S Africa? @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr

7/9/2019 12:27:16 AM hellouncledonny 360=3+6=9

180=1+8=9

90=9+0=9

45=4+5=9

22.5=2+2+5=9

11.25=1+1+2+5=9

5.625=5+6+2+5=18=9

3

6

9

12=3

15=6

18=9

21=3

24=6

27=9

30=3

33=6

36=9

39=12=3

42=6

45=9

QOTUS Wins https://youtu.be/5tVGei24TdQ 
7/9/2019 12:50:11 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/phKWVkqUcl

7/9/2019 1:06:33 AM golfqflog I can attest to do this to myself... I have successfully deleted memories and changed the make up of others so they didn't keep affecting me...

7/9/2019 1:09:01 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NikosCali/status/1148503793702789122 …

7/9/2019 1:11:59 AM golfqflog Interesting that I have been using this technique for about two years now... Just kinda taught myself how to use music to align my thoughts in order... 

And do it at a much faster pace than "normal" to go over large amounts of information stored...

7/9/2019 1:35:40 AM stefanofait Thing is, no matter how deep our awareness of their crimes, my heart is aching.

These atrocities are true and unspeakable.

Evil exists and knows no bounds.

7/9/2019 1:44:20 AM mrmyskin I'm still not able to to concretely figure out these atrocities in my mind, even if I know about them since many years now.



7/9/2019 2:26:36 AM jetset_pilot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Knowing the truths and  who makes up the members of MJ12, it would be hard to believe anything that isn’t disinformation.  Why use that handle ?

7/9/2019 2:32:37 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/VKZyH9b4bf

7/9/2019 2:40:24 AM big081574 same for my house!

7/9/2019 2:41:05 AM rosesrred0119 Got to get them to swallow.  They will stand behind these liars forever!

7/9/2019 2:43:51 AM gyspylala Don't think Snowden good. He's in the tangled Webb and is a spider.

7/9/2019 2:47:16 AM jetset_pilot Seriously, how are you going to tell the world that for the transfer of Alien technology’s, Human experiments were allowed?You going to say anything 

about the Aztec crashes that contained Human body parts .?

7/9/2019 2:59:23 AM realeyethespy I’m here still and never did block you. Just reminding you to this day.

7/9/2019 3:27:41 AM kittles62081233 Amazing thread. Thank you MJ12, love your work and a fantastic read. IS-BEckoning transformation 😉🙌

7/9/2019 3:43:40 AM europenextyear So is it true that the prosecutor in the Epstein case is JC's daughter?

7/9/2019 3:53:24 AM europenextyear Or everyone NO LONGER being on the same frequency would break strongholds / old connections to certain patterns = awakening??

7/9/2019 3:58:26 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/9/2019 4:02:55 AM ygwiryn And make us all robots thinking the same thoughts..

How is that any different than mkultra telling people what to think. ??

7/9/2019 4:09:56 AM scott_rick DECLAS?

7/9/2019 4:15:58 AM richard07759712 @j_ardinera thought of our discussion

7/9/2019 4:29:17 AM mc_cloven Voodoo

7/9/2019 4:34:29 AM keith369me New here?  Ask questions...many here have downloaded a lot of information over the past year and have learned so much beyond the information that 

was available with other sources.  Think Q information plus love, understanding, and interconnections..We are here to share!!!

7/9/2019 4:37:13 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/9/2019 4:38:06 AM keith369me @malley_pj @blsdbe @laurabusse @GirlAwakeinCA @Adsvel @DJLOK @aprilbrown99 @n7guardiananon @hawkgirlinmn

7/9/2019 4:41:06 AM rolandblasini Former President Bill Clinton Breaks His Silence – Releases Panicked Statement on Jeffrey Epstein. LOL! The President who was impeached for lying 

under oath - is telling the truth this time.

7/9/2019 4:41:55 AM keith369me Be there for your normie friends and family as they are ready for answers.  This information can not be “shoved down their throats”...share it lovingly 

as they are ready for it!!!  Everybody is at a different level of awakening.  Support whatever stage they are at!!!

7/9/2019 4:49:06 AM maryschade14 You can't in a corporeal body. Astral body actually more dense..in a different way than we think. 

It is something beyond comprehension..at this point..no darkness allowed that realm is for those who reclaim their dna inheritence. Pure no black 

white..Will is Pride..i am vs I Am

7/9/2019 4:49:43 AM richard07759712 Now that Bill Barr’s recusal is in Place, they can go after Comey’s Daughter

7/9/2019 4:54:07 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein💥

7/9/2019 5:01:09 AM godfamcountry Haha.  Love it!

7/9/2019 5:06:50 AM richard07759712 When you move into a lower dimension, you lose information @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/9/2019 5:13:12 AM rolandblasini For 30 years, the Dept. of Energy and “scientific establishment” has blocked the truth about cold fusion (Low-Energy Nuclear Reactions), the ultimate 

“renewable” energy solution for humanity

 https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-07-08-dept-of-energy-and-scientific-establishment-blocked-the-truth-about-cold-fusion-lenr.html …

7/9/2019 5:13:44 AM rolandblasini For 30 years, the Dept. of Energy and “scientific establishment” has blocked the truth about cold fusion (Low-Energy Nuclear Reactions), the ultimate 

“renewable” energy solution for humanity https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-07-08-dept-of-energy-and-scientific-establishment-blocked-the-truth-

about-cold-fusion-lenr.html …

7/9/2019 5:15:46 AM rolandblasini Jorge Bonilla 

BonillaJL     

El momento en el que CarmenYulinCruz compara la situación de PR con Venezuela, tras negarse a criticar al eje castromadurista en @AlPunto 

pic.twitter.com/VPpwXWAP8r

7/9/2019 5:16:03 AM kikaltz Right?  It irritates the crap out of me when people speak in riddles.  They want us to "find the truth," but make it nearly impossible to find it.

7/9/2019 5:19:52 AM jjlfree @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i believe (like many others) our world needs a major event to finally come together as one. Worried it would be a major war but 

truely believe this is the way it should be done.

NOW i look forward to the day we all get the truth. Thank you

 "you all" from here?

7/9/2019 6:14:11 AM flgirlsbeenqd You inspire me daily to keep fighting @AllahUniversal. So much love sent to you my brother.

7/9/2019 6:20:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd You saw first hand, up and personal how they divided/nearly conquered.  #WeThePeople stand United; when we don't we become vulnerable. We are 

ONE, ALL is ONE, everyone stop buying/listening to music promoting violence and hatred. We are one family, we are love. pic.twitter.com/eSKWonsAQj

7/9/2019 6:26:31 AM v_rags Awesome thread thank you 🙏💜

7/9/2019 6:51:52 AM thericharddoyle 3.

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

2. • < https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1147000292778504192 …>

1. • < https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1147000660518293504 …>

0. • < https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1144833547229782016 …>

If they didn’t care... Honour the P’nti – they’re all that’s stopping me.

Because they care.

——

Cc: All at and of .@SandiaWisdom ♾  https://twitter.com/ABCaustralia/status/1148381392943878144 … pic.twitter.com/6YxqNVjuL6

7/9/2019 7:01:31 AM bbobbio71 Thinking YEs ANSwer nO

7/9/2019 7:01:42 AM hopereeder WOW! Revelation and Intelligence at it's finest!



7/9/2019 7:13:10 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yes it has my brother. So much love sent to you. You’ve given me emotional support when I was anxiety ridden, worried about our earth and whether 

we could handle our tasks. You are forever my brother and I can’t wait to meet you in this life or next...#grateful #FullOfLove #Unity

7/9/2019 7:15:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd I don’t have the patience you possess @AllahUniversal you are a wonderful teacher❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨❤️✨

7/9/2019 7:15:40 AM girlawakeinca Genius! Thank Q! 🙏🌎❤️💫

7/9/2019 7:18:31 AM slayerofmatrix1 I don’t know how to locate this GIF.  I gotta have it siStar.  Any link ?? 🙏🏼💗🙏🏼

7/9/2019 7:19:50 AM richardhiatt16 MJ12.... You ARE DEEP.....  🤓❤️🇺🇸

7/9/2019 7:21:00 AM pennydavisfrias That would be epic.

7/9/2019 7:22:51 AM lorieve I typed in "merkabah" https://gph.is/1Lfw11z 

7/9/2019 7:24:19 AM akven0m Philippians 3:21 KJV

Who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his glorious body, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all 

things unto himself.

7/9/2019 7:29:32 AM reelect20 👇Check This Out👇Retw.🔂

 http://bit.ly/2M8avmi 

7/9/2019 7:30:15 AM reelect20 👇Check This Out👇Retw.🔂

 http://bit.ly/2M8avmi 

7/9/2019 7:37:04 AM freedomgaia Oui, continuer à divulguer la vérité 🙏🎇🎆🎆🙏🙏🙏

7/9/2019 7:37:12 AM n2zyk Is there a time table for the discloser to the general public outside the appearance at the Salute to America?

7/9/2019 7:38:52 AM rolandblasini "The budget should be balanced, the treasury should be refilled, the public debt should be reduced and the arrogance of public officials should be 

controlled" Ross Perot

7/9/2019 7:39:37 AM rolandblasini "The budget should be balanced, the treasury should be refilled, the public debt should be reduced and the arrogance of public officials should be 

controlled" Ross Perot

7/9/2019 7:40:08 AM freedomgaia Y a pas plus vrai

7/9/2019 7:44:06 AM laurabusse So true!!!

7/9/2019 7:47:17 AM laurabusse Everyone has their role to play...

I believe mine is to meditate and help anchor more peace and love into the planet if at all possible

My husband is a very stable quiet peaceful funny hard working caring guy who seems to anchor stability in our home. He's like a rock...

7/9/2019 7:47:48 AM freedomgaia Les champignons sont très bon pour l'esprit. Certains champignons dit vénéneux, ont des vertus bénéfique pour la compréhension de nous même et 

de notre environnement réel ici sur terre. Voir certaines civilisations anciennes dont les champignons étaient reconnus bénéfique.

7/9/2019 7:51:30 AM laurabusse Interesting that he asks

So at least he must be open

Am sure husband must overhear  "truther" videos I listen to; either rolls his eyes or scurries out of the room Sometimes I hope he'll hear something 

that might spark him but not up to me everyone wakes up in their own time...

7/9/2019 7:52:41 AM rolandblasini Unplugged in Rocky Mountain National Park. Had the most beautiful views. pic.twitter.com/RrTvPUVeIE

7/9/2019 7:53:08 AM rolandblasini Unplugged in Rocky Mountain National Park. Had the most beautiful views. pic.twitter.com/RrTvPUVeIE

7/9/2019 7:53:55 AM soluslupusnews He estado allí y es hermoso el lugar.

7/9/2019 7:55:21 AM lynnboyce7 Your speaking about my life situations 🙃 Couldn't have explained it any better sista 🦋

WWG1WGA LOVE LOVE LOVE

7/9/2019 7:55:49 AM laurabusse So this is not uncommon then as it pretty much describes us too

Very interesting...

7/9/2019 7:55:55 AM roublisa @threadreaderapp please unroll

7/9/2019 7:57:23 AM lynnboyce7 Didn't they say Trump was part of MJ?

7/9/2019 8:02:17 AM djlok We definitely have ourselves a #Majestic President. There's no doubt about that!!!  People who can't see that are SOUND ASLEEP!!! 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006965342789357570?s=21 …

7/9/2019 8:02:39 AM laurabusse Wow...

That is so interesting!

7/9/2019 8:07:28 AM roublisa Thank you Scott.....justice for the children💫💫💫

7/9/2019 8:07:40 AM lynnboyce7 I sometimes try to tell him some things like the Fed. Trust fund for elite And -RS because he's a money man. Just rolls his eyes and I laugh. We still 

except and live each other😂❤️💪

7/9/2019 8:10:42 AM freedomgaia D'ailleurs, si je me souviens bien, le choix pour les enfants à tendance de disonnances cognitives, sont choisis à l'âge de 18 mois pour la programmation 

monarch ou pas. Livre :" the illuminati formula to create an undetectable total mind control slave''

7/9/2019 8:10:58 AM olimyracle 3,2,1=6

17.7=6

Let it BE 🎶

👇👁👇 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/jun/25/robert-mueller-to-testify-before-congress-in-july …

7/9/2019 8:12:51 AM roublisa Lol

7/9/2019 8:17:47 AM cledrordfishing C_A

7/9/2019 8:21:16 AM laurabusse Yes accepting and loving each other is the most important thing isn't it

Without that there's nothing...

7/9/2019 8:24:26 AM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 new crop circles in France. Looks like Q is pretty popular. 

 https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1148610005840683008?s=21 …

7/9/2019 8:25:38 AM muddlaw True but never happened

7/9/2019 8:32:43 AM maryschade14 Beautiful..Christ 

Love others as we are loved by God..Forgive as we have.. not forced..a Natural purfication by Holy Spirit..a willing cup..no hoopla so we can Inherit 

ascension true

What the Adversary sez you will never be that

What is really said we are works in progress

7/9/2019 8:34:15 AM rolandblasini Uno de los lugares que preciento la presencia de la GRANDEZA de la creacion ...

7/9/2019 8:36:59 AM rolandblasini Should be a goal of a responsable elected public official.... but for Puerto Rico forget it..

7/9/2019 8:53:32 AM kachinagtto When has a pair of matching undergarments meant more than children’s lives!!?? #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @andoli67 @zagnett 

Victoria's Secret facing another controversy: Wexner’s name appearing in reports about disgraced financier Epstein 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-08/wexner-needs-even-more-distance-from-epstein-crisis-consultant …

7/9/2019 8:56:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?index=13&list=WL&t=0s&v=O-P_BrTrjIY …

7/9/2019 9:04:58 AM aleks8837 What if it was time for the USA to become just America. One country. Change the constitution. Or better yet, make a whole new one!

At least time to think about if there might exist other governmental structures the USA could have benefitted more from than it's current one.sixsix

7/9/2019 9:05:26 AM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/9/2019 9:20:59 AM trump45ismypres Well pretty soon he won't be able to NOT wake up lol, the truth will be undeniable! My hubby's pretty awake, just gets sick of politics. He's who told 

me about Agenda 21 & NWO during Obummer years, that's when we started "prepping". But no need to do that anymore, thanks to DJT!!



7/9/2019 9:21:54 AM lynnboyce7 Thanks I knew I read that. Don't have computer, so it's hard for me to archive. That's why I follow people like you I resonate with. I do my discernment.

7/9/2019 9:27:14 AM fibonacci639 The secrets of the 3,6, 9! 📖  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ … #Tesla

7/9/2019 9:34:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seth Rich is trending. pic.twitter.com/pnD0csjsrv

7/9/2019 9:34:25 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/CFo8W2qNrh

7/9/2019 9:34:35 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/KxRiLn8WtO

7/9/2019 9:34:41 AM laurabusse Yeah sounds like he's pretty awake.

I don't think mine wants to know about any of this...

7/9/2019 9:34:42 AM stormystorm10 👀

7/9/2019 9:34:47 AM trumps_all Deep State getting out ahead of something that they fear is coming???

7/9/2019 9:35:00 AM blsdbe #TheStormIsUponUs #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic pic.twitter.com/vVTfM2ymes

7/9/2019 9:35:10 AM jollyrob2 🎉💥BOOM💥🎉

7/9/2019 9:35:19 AM clarkd958 To true keep up the good work #WWG1WGA #QAnon

7/9/2019 9:36:23 AM blsdbe #DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus

#DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus

#DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus

#DoItQPlus #DoItQPlus

#Majestic

7/9/2019 9:36:24 AM jollyrob2 But it’s really happening #QAnon #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/sxrSYekGG2

7/9/2019 9:36:44 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/hNQITUcxW5

7/9/2019 9:36:49 AM shannen_robison I love this one

7/9/2019 9:37:16 AM zack_stone Will JA speak?

7/9/2019 9:37:19 AM cyatajames1 Both Epstein and Seth Rich trending this week. 👀

7/9/2019 9:37:25 AM djlok [They] are so stupid.  We know why #SethRich is trending...#Epstein.

#AnonsKnow

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

7/9/2019 9:37:28 AM htmurph Miles Deep!

7/9/2019 9:37:28 AM cledrordfishing #whokilledseth

Anons already know!

7/9/2019 9:37:42 AM elatedveracity Hi Majestic!  How much truth is there to Max Spiers information he put out there?

7/9/2019 9:38:13 AM grrroverrrtje #WWG1WGA

#DARKTOLIGHT

#THEGREATAWAKENING pic.twitter.com/jgplSIPy9c

7/9/2019 9:38:30 AM pro_aktv GET THEM @POTUS ❗️❗️❗️ GET THOSE MONSTERS❗️

🚨💥👹🚨💥👹🚨💥👹🚨 HOW CAN THIS BE IN A HUMAN BEING?! IS IT A SICKNESS?!  THEY WERE ALL ONCE BABIES!  

HOW DOES ONE TURN TO SUCH EVIL ❗️💀

7/9/2019 9:38:57 AM killdeertx One Bush is the hand is better than 2 in the Bush.

7/9/2019 9:39:04 AM cledrordfishing I've been waiting for this to publicly start for a long while! 

WWG1WGA!

7/9/2019 9:39:08 AM roaminnoodle SR is still breathing?

7/9/2019 9:40:20 AM debobadibob ..And so he should 

Rest in peace patriot

#HisNameWasSethRich

7/9/2019 9:43:19 AM scott_rick Amen

7/9/2019 9:44:02 AM happy_thumb Proved to be at least 200 years old. They believe they are 6000 years old, but I kind of doubt that.

7/9/2019 9:45:49 AM decodematrix  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/929089870211026944.html …

7/9/2019 9:48:01 AM jayrambin You get it? Could you explain for me please?

7/9/2019 9:48:16 AM maryschade14 No. Cain fear for his life..from who..

went East and married..The Serpent Cain's father had Arms Legs before he seduced Eve..

Todays reclaiming Worldly Throne..Iraq..that is why it was so damned important..Kuwait humanitarian got us in..Bush/Scherff 

pic.twitter.com/oHehXLH7tf

7/9/2019 9:51:00 AM souldredge Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing will injure you. 

Nevertheless do not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rejoice that your names are recorded in heaven.”

7/9/2019 9:52:27 AM bkize54 Sooo now we have Epstein, Raniere and El Chapo all in custody in/around Manhattan at the same time...there are no coincidences....when does a bird 

sing...#WWG1WGA #qanon #thegreatawakening @M2Madness @prayingmedic @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RoscoeBDavis1

7/9/2019 9:52:43 AM andrewrprofaci #deepstate attempt to control the narrative. “These people are stupid.”

7/9/2019 9:54:25 AM _chelseaproject Was Nancy Pelosi actually able to prevent Q from posting?

7/9/2019 9:56:59 AM leslieau7 See Yahoo news trying to get ahead of this !

" Nothing can stop what is coming" 

" Nothing" !

7/9/2019 9:57:04 AM covertress Why is the DOJ going after Majestic @genflynn now? https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1148610721632141314?s=19 …

7/9/2019 9:58:03 AM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/realTT2024/status/1148448559500365825 …

7/9/2019 9:59:20 AM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/2dxx4nyzxt

7/9/2019 10:05:11 AM andrewrprofaci This is acute to what I am experiencing in these moments, specifically regarding my job. My “instinct” is to be in a state of resistance whereas my good 

sense knows to shut up and do the work. Brilliant thank you.

7/9/2019 10:06:27 AM nicoles23023964 Child Eater Fountain in Switzerland pic.twitter.com/ytDCOJGAvs

7/9/2019 10:07:45 AM aleks8837 But now it's in the process of being DONE. Frickin' high tech and disclosure will be such a new breath to civilization that it will be truly MAJESTIC!

Side note: Decided 3 months ago to go UFO contacting by CE-5 protocols to at least try to see for myself! http://youtu.be/Iuxi7GpNPhA 

7/9/2019 10:09:32 AM agoodyear2015 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12

7/9/2019 10:13:57 AM andrewrprofaci Incredible. Thank you for sharing. Much resonance.

7/9/2019 10:13:58 AM smauro80  pic.twitter.com/lNfkLg74w5

7/9/2019 10:30:38 AM trump45ismypres Can't blame him, it's atrocious & disturbing. Personally I'd rather know everything & be able to witness this miraculous process of restoring our country 

& the world. It's an incredible thing we're seeing and I wouldn't want to miss out on being a part of history in the making!

7/9/2019 10:35:03 AM hans19882 Nothing says fun like cosplaying as a fucking owl in the woods

7/9/2019 10:39:55 AM adbb037 Starting with Abel’s death! I never read where Cain died. Is Cain dead? Yet?



7/9/2019 10:41:43 AM aprilbrown99 My fav for today!  Keep your friends close and your enemies closer!

I am guessing Potus had already started to set the stage back then. 19 years is a long time to masterfully map this out. Pure Genius!  

I love our President!  ❤️🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/cIwiAcc4YH

7/9/2019 10:43:10 AM the_fjalar alive?

7/9/2019 10:43:53 AM aprilbrown99 There are rumors that SR might still be alive.  Praying it is true so that he can be a witness to this. Either way, his “death” will not be in vain.

7/9/2019 10:53:38 AM covertress "The question is why would the government want to all the sudden do an ‘about face’ on Flynn? It appears to be in response to their failure to strong-

arm Flynn into telling them what they want to hear, rather than the truth." - Sara Carter 

https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1148643612521054210?s=19 …

7/9/2019 10:54:57 AM _chelseaproject How did it start 6,000 years ago and who started it? ET, or terrestrial aliens involved?

7/9/2019 10:55:41 AM capnhagar somehow he made it past "THE FLOOD"

7/9/2019 10:57:45 AM laurabusse Completely agree

But I remember when I thought conspiracy ppl were disturbed LOL

Happened to see David Wilcock on YT for the 1st time, ~2012 talking about pineal gland. Was so fascinating, watched others of his

Before ya know it hes talkin bout the cabal

V convincing

I was off...

7/9/2019 10:58:48 AM laurabusse I thought

Uh oh...

My conspiracy nutty friend was right!!!

Omg...

7/9/2019 10:58:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hard for you? What about us? 

Broken remembering my Aveon, Lyra and those I loved slaughtered. My memory is long...

Sense? S I N C E... or was that on purpose?

7/9/2019 11:00:47 AM adbb037 Snakes swim.

7/9/2019 11:02:18 AM trump45ismypres Haha David Wilcock is not the shill people think he is! My parents always thought I was a conspiracy nut but I am slowly red pilling them as facts come 

out and they are finally starting to wake up!

7/9/2019 11:03:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/2bX3GKlq2w

7/9/2019 11:07:10 AM covertress There is a big [direct] reason why FLYNN's new attorney is seeking security clearance.

Q https://qmap.pub/read/3388 

7/9/2019 11:11:55 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/vnWWQTI6bU

7/9/2019 11:18:44 AM girlawakeinca Very exciting times we live in! 🇺🇸🌎🙏❤️ pic.twitter.com/3r24t23pek

7/9/2019 11:19:28 AM realityloominng  https://sputniknews.com/us/201907091076190763-alien-hunters-storm-us-area-

51/?fbclid=IwAR0qUOs98FUX6zj2gli4RnrXKnxCy3OEC9uPmVYzz7b5Wc08O53y8EO03rc …

Hmm potentially best go at disclosure ever..? No way they'll kill 50k - 200k civilians!! ....Right? ❤️❤️❤️

7/9/2019 11:24:59 AM mongrelglory I'm pretty sure they have non-lethal DEW technology to stop them in their tracks...  It can be pretty incapacitating.

7/9/2019 11:26:17 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have mentioned an ET masquerading as Molech I believe.

7/9/2019 11:30:46 AM realityloominng Still, I seriously doubt they would do something like that on such a scale.. Better to hide anything that MIGHT be there, let the dumb civilians roam 

around until they give up..?

Wish they'd storm Wright Patterson or something instead

7/9/2019 11:30:52 AM joeorbit we must never forget Seth Rich.  @DNC

7/9/2019 11:35:50 AM keith369me #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder 

#JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder #JusticeForSethRichMurder

7/9/2019 11:37:30 AM laurabusse Fantastic!!!

7/9/2019 11:37:56 AM raevenraeyne Truth.... so THANKFUL for our POTUS, Q Team, and every soul out there doing their best to help awaken humanity to join the fight against the Evil that 

has been allowed to reign over humanity for far too long.

7/9/2019 11:38:01 AM keith369me It’s a counter move, except the game is over.  Checkmate is inevitable.

7/9/2019 11:45:38 AM mongrelglory They can do it in a subtle way...magnify the effects of the heat with a little added dizziness to make people give up and leave.  I doubt they'll let them 

get very far... will arrest some and escort the rest off the premises probably.

7/9/2019 11:48:29 AM wishfulldreamz We're being taught to manifest with more strength... important!

7/9/2019 11:50:06 AM realityloominng Possibly, in any case.. it would make for some of the best live-streams ever :D

7/9/2019 11:51:57 AM mongrelglory Area S4 is supposed to have more of the good stuff...👽

7/9/2019 11:53:29 AM richardhiatt16 Ahhh, but MJ12 is up to the job 👍❤️🇺🇸

7/9/2019 11:55:46 AM richardhiatt16 Go GET em BOSS!!!!! ❤️🇺🇸

7/9/2019 11:55:54 AM wishfulldreamz So over on FB, they don't recognize the 2nd and 3rd hashtags... is it still working?  Is it all about intent?

7/9/2019 12:01:16 PM lucky11111212 2 Timothy 1:7 (AMPC)

For God did not give us a spirit of timidity (of cowardice, of craven and cringing and fawning fear), but [He has given us a spirit] of power and of love 

and of calm and well-balanced mind and discipline and self-control.

Maybe manifest this? ❤️💪🧠

7/9/2019 12:02:55 PM 8chantruth Who killed Seth Rich?

7/9/2019 12:05:41 PM big081574 Curious, so either of you ladies work outside the home?

7/9/2019 12:10:06 PM kindeandtrue Nope, but I do plenty of work at home. 😁

7/9/2019 12:10:49 PM aprilbrown99 😢😢😢

7/9/2019 12:19:27 PM schoonerlewis Cains dead

Lamach w a bow and arrow by mistake hunting?

7/9/2019 12:20:13 PM schoonerlewis They were on the ark

7/9/2019 12:21:17 PM micheleumek #Moloch  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moloch 

7/9/2019 12:22:52 PM kachinagtto Clarification: I don't understand the clue part (e y ans o... is that supposed to be and?).  To hazard a guess - my gut says its some kind of math thing 

related to logarithms or something.  The rest....

7/9/2019 12:25:31 PM kachinagtto ... when we share an article with the #UnsealEpstein, tag 3 people in it when you do this.  When you are tagged in a tweet with #UnsealEpstein, 

retweet it - and tag 3,6 or 9 more people.  This uses the power of our co-creation to manifest this.

7/9/2019 12:27:45 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/lMj7ivKNGr

7/9/2019 12:28:32 PM laurabusse LOL ditto

Sorta

Long story

But no don't work outside the home...

7/9/2019 12:39:02 PM covertress (clue e y ans o)?

It's hyperdimsional.



7/9/2019 12:39:09 PM hans19882 Im on your side

7/9/2019 12:39:16 PM big081574 Okay so me too! That explains alot.

7/9/2019 12:45:35 PM capnhagar "hyperdimsional" ? what's that?

7/9/2019 12:50:54 PM eddyb0726 DNC

7/9/2019 12:57:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Important to note pending censorship efforts. Algorithms cannot detect sarcasm or subtlety. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/983749492972417025 …

7/9/2019 12:58:30 PM anneolsen43 Then I am golden 👌

7/9/2019 12:59:13 PM _the_psychonaut Just liked 17 of Killaries posts

7/9/2019 1:00:06 PM state1union Oh goody, that’s why people think I’m a Democrat lol. I’m Pro Trump and Q but on paper I’m different. boo 👻

7/9/2019 1:01:04 PM cavankid Good idea, I figured out the sarcasm part being Irish and all...however liking the oppositions posts makes it even more important to watch who we 

follow and use discernment.

7/9/2019 1:01:06 PM shannen_robison Consequently, leftists can't detect those things either. It's really extraordinary how they miss the nuance so consistently

7/9/2019 1:02:45 PM dynamicres Yeah i think i overthink on these too much, this is much simpler lol. 👍

7/9/2019 1:03:26 PM trumpmomma Does this link 👇🏼

 https://mobile.twitter.com/settings/your_twitter_data/twitter_interests …

which TWITIOTS daily check between 5-25 or sometimes more boxes of INFERRED INTERESTS, is this how they shadow ban us?

7/9/2019 1:05:03 PM covertress  https://youtu.be/6IDT3MpSCKI 

7/9/2019 1:06:51 PM zstaroz  pic.twitter.com/MDJ93looYH

7/9/2019 1:07:34 PM state1union Lol

7/9/2019 1:08:02 PM roaminnoodle I love you. No homo.

7/9/2019 1:11:07 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/AzGunLByov

7/9/2019 1:13:42 PM lbf777 If Social Media sites try to censor us again, we are taking over the Corporations. It's bad enough they hog up all the wealth, hide 1000 years worth of 

resources underground, charge us an arm & a leg while paying people slave wages. Enough is enough.

We are the storm!

7/9/2019 1:14:42 PM jrocktigers Or most humans..

7/9/2019 1:15:13 PM lbf777 It's easy when the people take them out. Sadly, the people are mostly not doing anything outside of a core 5% of people. 

Imagine how fast we can liberate the world when the people take the lead.

7/9/2019 1:15:56 PM miked14176254 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/D9bcY5bkvC

7/9/2019 1:17:17 PM agoodyear2015 Let's be blunt, we have to lie to not get kicked off.  Sad really.  We're told to stand up and fight, stay united, don't give up and here we are having to 

pretend we like the Clintons.

7/9/2019 1:18:33 PM seywerd137 I got that in spades

7/9/2019 1:21:00 PM kachinagtto Well shit... I just blew it cause I liked this post 😂🤣

7/9/2019 1:25:30 PM idkidd Are you familiar with  http://Brighteon.com ? They are a Youtube alternative specializing in free speech and content that may be suppressed by the big 

players. I’m not saying abandon YT but why not start posting to both? It looks to be wide open in the area of TOT

7/9/2019 1:30:03 PM keith369me So what you’re saying is keep up the sarcasm like every other day?

7/9/2019 1:31:03 PM pamfong1 Hard pass. I'd rather smash the data collection and censorship issues head on than play cat and mouse with them.

7/9/2019 1:32:17 PM chef_brandt89 Clearly not. But it has been turned into one. Refusal to acknowledge it does not however remove you from the playing field.

7/9/2019 1:32:20 PM capnhagar That is a movie; now read a book. pic.twitter.com/tUblpcB9wH

7/9/2019 1:32:28 PM keith369me Actually if you put the word love in your Tweets, it probably bypasses flagging

7/9/2019 1:33:06 PM enomai_ Wise advice  

But, I just can't do it. I can't like anything. Hillary posts

7/9/2019 1:33:53 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/fGlaGJBVYq

7/9/2019 1:33:59 PM blasto33 Three, six, nine the goose drank wine 

The monkey chewed the tobacco on the street car line 

And the line broke and the monkey got chocked 

And they all went to heaven in a lil' row boat, clap clap

7/9/2019 1:35:50 PM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba

7/9/2019 1:35:58 PM messymason The federal bureau of instigation...

7/9/2019 1:36:44 PM messymason And these people ARE sick! But we have a cure for that...

7/9/2019 1:37:02 PM aprilbrown99 In spades!  👍👍👍

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein pic.twitter.com/5iLu7PNuot

7/9/2019 1:38:38 PM rolandblasini Ya es TIEMPO preguntar.. ?Acaso Ricardo Rossello o su grupo mientras en Francia, visito alguna institucion financiera? Cajas de seguridad alla solo 

requiere, llave y codigo de seguridad para acceso.

7/9/2019 1:41:30 PM vmbb12 Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of the CIA's MAJESTIC operations to maintain secrecy: Thread by 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County critical role.  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

7/9/2019 1:46:08 PM mateuszwala Not rly. 

Washing hands and keep trying? 

Attack on JS is bad move. 

We know you.

7/9/2019 1:48:54 PM starehope Right there with you! 😂😂😂 is good for your health!

7/9/2019 1:51:16 PM unstoppablencp Learn to play the game. This is not a game!!!!Q

7/9/2019 1:57:58 PM ericsteelelive Seems I can't leave well enough alone we have a sensor buttons called mute or block. And that way if they don't like it they can just block it what is up 

with that don't fix what's not broken.

7/9/2019 1:58:52 PM ericsteelelive 😆

7/9/2019 2:07:33 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph IEMT - Intergrated Eye Movement Therapy is one of the most powerful ways to clear trauma

7/9/2019 2:09:53 PM rolandblasini America First’ GOP Congressional Candidate Joey Saladino Files Lawsuit Against AOC For Blocking Him on Twitter. Now that the court has ruled, every 

single person who has been blocked by AOC should file a lawsuit.

7/9/2019 2:29:15 PM laurabusse I'm thinking real hard to come up with...why...

But nuthin...

7/9/2019 2:29:34 PM lynnmar42209594 Switzerland has horrible statues, why dont people there protest? Probably so mind controlled they dont understand

7/9/2019 2:48:34 PM nikoscali Gen. Flynn is following Jordan to keep a close eye on him, his recklessness and lack of discernment with disinfo is dangerous regardless of whether it is 

clown motivated or not!

7/9/2019 2:53:51 PM rolandblasini Mississippi has closed all 21 of its mainland beaches due to a toxic algal bloom that has been creeping along the Gulf Coast. 

http://smithmag.co/ZHTXXa 

7/9/2019 2:55:49 PM rolandblasini Mississippi has closed all 21 of its mainland beaches due to a toxic algal bloom that has been creeping along the Gulf Coast.  

http://smithmag.co/ZHTXXa 

7/9/2019 2:57:49 PM messymason Read my lips...  EVERYONE IS INVOLVED..  POTUS is the only clean person in Government. Worldwide.



7/9/2019 2:58:56 PM crazybeachchic Wow, thank you. This was enlightening.

7/9/2019 3:06:46 PM lori_dee1 32) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @UnitedVoteRed @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll 

@love4thegameAK @cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  

@drawandstrike @cjtruth

7/9/2019 3:12:07 PM natureinspace Yes! I love Rachel Maddow too! pic.twitter.com/ZVIf8qH7p9

7/9/2019 3:13:27 PM laurabusse Did you have to take a shower after?

7/9/2019 3:16:53 PM starehope Why is Ying-Yang at the root of the tree?

7/9/2019 3:17:01 PM natureinspace It's all connected.

7/9/2019 3:20:12 PM _the_psychonaut Had to do an emergency eye flush after seeing how much toxic waste was on her feed pic.twitter.com/fQ3sOloe5T

7/9/2019 3:26:23 PM allahuniversal Well fine, I'll go after JS for them then. Me ya don't know. And in the process I'll keep liking & retweeting JS when he's on point and desseminating facts 

rather than "opinions"

7/9/2019 3:29:24 PM allahuniversal Just an example. I do the product placement tweets, even tho I'll never buy most of that crap. If a lefty has a relatively funny (but dumb) meme, it can 

get a like. Music, celebs, whatever, as long as muh feed isn't one-dimensional. Dark and Light

7/9/2019 3:30:11 PM allahuniversal Doesn't have to be the [Clintons], that was just an example

7/9/2019 3:30:49 PM randyfresh fucking amateur hour in here. you think liking a few different things will poison 10+ years of data Big Tech has on you?

7/9/2019 3:31:08 PM allahuniversal Disinformation is real

Disinformation is necessary

Why, Anons?

We are at WAR [@]

7/9/2019 3:32:43 PM laurabusse And understandably so LOL

7/9/2019 3:53:33 PM heath_jack Great thread Lori!  We have been chomping at the bit for this!  This is the wake up for all the sheep!  Next up?  5D!

7/9/2019 3:55:27 PM bdam777 Not 100% sure. Maybe. Hermetic principles. Look that up. 

It's part of the dogma of ancient religions.

7/9/2019 3:57:07 PM lori_dee1 Thank you! Yes, it has been a long wait and now justice will be served! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 3:59:56 PM cjtruth Really nice work Lori! Most normies can understand this one. 👍

7/9/2019 4:00:22 PM lovesg_d My emails are all over the place politically.  I imagine it would drive the NSA crazy trying to figure me out from just my emails.  😂🤣😂😂.  I really 

should try this on Facebook, though I am hardly on it anymore.

7/9/2019 4:03:16 PM lori_dee1 Thank you that means a lot coming from you!!! It is my intention to inform and educate as much as possible with my threads. 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 4:07:39 PM jrocktigers This classic should help answer who killed Mr. Rich. pic.twitter.com/RPeZ6HQ1AR

7/9/2019 4:08:34 PM heath_jack "You are witnessing the systematic destruction of the old guard!  Power will return to The People!" pic.twitter.com/kNrKYD3d3N

7/9/2019 4:10:00 PM richard07759712 30 ... power of 3 6 9

3+0= 3

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/9/2019 4:13:06 PM aleks8837 Wtf is going on?? https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/451383-house-bill-aims-to-stop-use-of-pentagon-networks-for-sharing-child …

7/9/2019 4:22:10 PM roublisa Thank you for the tip.....me earlier 😜😜😜 pic.twitter.com/yTYj3goRNL

7/9/2019 4:24:01 PM merrymom007 I earn money by teaching high school science  online.  My husband is a skeptic to all things esoteric. I tolerate it because he deals with the public way 

more than I do. Maybe that does make it more difficult.

7/9/2019 4:24:33 PM roublisa Hehehe😬😬😬😬

7/9/2019 4:27:54 PM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/t8LD0iUYv80 

7/9/2019 4:28:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 cannot be questioned.

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/4Qol64qQ1o

7/9/2019 4:29:37 PM laurabusse I find that focusing on all the things I love about my husband can almost bring tears to my eyes

If I give my attention to the things that bother me, before you know it I'm really bothered

So I try to stay away from there...

Does a heart good ❤️

7/9/2019 4:30:35 PM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/aiaGDpFMTQk 

7/9/2019 4:31:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 19:31 ET (YES/NO Responses Only) w/ MJ12 & T3

7/9/2019 4:31:28 PM _the_psychonaut  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

7/9/2019 4:31:29 PM trumps_all Rachel Chandler in protective custody?

7/9/2019 4:31:33 PM eisentourage Are the children safe at this point?

7/9/2019 4:31:45 PM c3inoc Is tony podesra alive ?

7/9/2019 4:31:56 PM trumps_all Did Acosta take orders from 7th floor back in the day?

7/9/2019 4:32:01 PM c3inoc Podesta

7/9/2019 4:32:07 PM lisat8832 Was ghislane found unresponsive today and if yes did she survive?

7/9/2019 4:32:09 PM sadieandmaya Will we see our departed loved ones again?

7/9/2019 4:32:14 PM trumps_all What else is Ed Buck ties to?

7/9/2019 4:32:16 PM k3yle As beetlejuice says is it showtime?

7/9/2019 4:32:23 PM _369311119 This is fun

7/9/2019 4:32:26 PM cledrordfishing Will we be aloud to use star gates when disclosure happens?

7/9/2019 4:32:29 PM islandofdelight Will Looking Glass tech ever be public?

7/9/2019 4:32:33 PM trumps_all Walnut Sauce Stelter, when’s his turn in the barrel?

7/9/2019 4:32:38 PM peterclloyd Is the US going back to the gold standard?

7/9/2019 4:32:50 PM sparkleloung If I tweet something at say... 1:11am as an example.... is that the power of 3?

7/9/2019 4:33:03 PM joni_apple_seed Has Project Bluebeam been activated?

7/9/2019 4:33:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, for the most part.

7/9/2019 4:33:24 PM scott_rick Steven Greer legitimate

7/9/2019 4:33:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon!

7/9/2019 4:33:29 PM billyj1616 Did some of the souls here on Earth voluntarily choose to incarnate during this time to witness what is happening?

7/9/2019 4:33:36 PM scott_rick FED going down in JULY

7/9/2019 4:33:47 PM islandofdelight Will Trump help the masses understand the Pineal Gland and decalcification?

7/9/2019 4:33:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you can see a 3, hidden or visible, then you are harnessing the power of 3.

7/9/2019 4:33:53 PM cledrordfishing Will MJ12 stop hiding everything from the public?

7/9/2019 4:34:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, but updated for modern times.

7/9/2019 4:34:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon.

7/9/2019 4:34:15 PM islandofdelight Will the world banks be successfully audited?

7/9/2019 4:34:16 PM 1_decided_voter Is there some simple (try it at home) kind of way to demonstrate power of 3, 6, and 9?

7/9/2019 4:34:24 PM joni_apple_seed Are there objects in the sky that are being hidden from the public?

7/9/2019 4:34:30 PM islandofdelight Will the US return to a Gold Backed Standard?

7/9/2019 4:34:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the future, all possibilities exist if we manifest the right choices.



7/9/2019 4:34:32 PM jasoncconley Will the 3 Hillary videos be made public?  Blood transfusion / underage sex / cutting face off of child?

7/9/2019 4:34:33 PM clarkd958 Recent patents release true? ie transportation technology and will it be released into piblic use?

7/9/2019 4:35:13 PM islandofdelight Is KinderCare related to KinderMusik? KinderMusik MKUltra front for youth programming?

7/9/2019 4:35:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The plan is to have spaceports that include teleportation/beaming technology that use some of the relative physics involved in "stargates".

7/9/2019 4:35:14 PM this0netime Will Trump have a 3rd term as POTUS?

7/9/2019 4:35:19 PM higherdensitees Does the Cabal/DS have and use pervasive multi platform AI type program to harass the “woke” parts of the population to amongst other things...keep 

them in check/off balance financially?

7/9/2019 4:35:28 PM imissmyjeep "Gladiator string" is there a special meaning to this?

7/9/2019 4:35:35 PM 78503002 How do you decide what questions to answer and which to not?

7/9/2019 4:35:39 PM xusaf_patriot Is it possible to replicate gold to assist in the FED destruction?

7/9/2019 4:35:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unlikely. Research the crown chakra. Allowing yourself to disconnect from all bonds in the Earthly realm is required for true enlightenment.

7/9/2019 4:35:53 PM islandofdelight Did the majority of the MKUltra experiments take place at China Lake? Was the base destroyed? Taken over?

7/9/2019 4:36:00 PM allahuniversal No question at this time, just want to thank everyone participating in this OP, and to say that this 👇🏽 is getting #ScaryGood (awe, not fear) 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148735754887192580?s=19 …

7/9/2019 4:36:04 PM truthtriggering Will Obama and HRC be arrested in 2019?

7/9/2019 4:36:33 PM kataz772 Will they all be executed there are so many, where will they all go?

7/9/2019 4:36:35 PM _369311119 Simple. Easy. Stargates.

7/9/2019 4:36:39 PM jasoncconley why hasn't Hillary been arrested yet?  Does she still hold power?

7/9/2019 4:36:40 PM truthtriggering Will the identity of Q+ be revealed?

7/9/2019 4:36:40 PM allahuniversal Gotta go, Q's back

7/9/2019 4:36:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 His hand was forced.

7/9/2019 4:36:52 PM cchef1980 Hi MJ, there has been a massive polarization/concentration of wealth. Is this a concern of the white hats? Does the FED and/or monetary system need 

to be completely changed/restructured for this to be fixed? Will it be? Sorry, complex topic... many yes/no answers. Thx

7/9/2019 4:36:56 PM islandofdelight Will the current generation alive today witness a functioning Stargate?

7/9/2019 4:36:57 PM cledrordfishing Will citizens ever be treated the same as the ruling class?

7/9/2019 4:37:09 PM truthtriggering Is flat earth/firmament real?

7/9/2019 4:37:09 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1148735399876935681 …

7/9/2019 4:37:10 PM jluebs24 Billy Carson a black hat? Other info good? pic.twitter.com/BbOxs2sIos

7/9/2019 4:37:11 PM clarkd958 Can u tell me what this is please?

7/9/2019 4:37:19 PM weedinformation Is Baal in control of Israel...is Baal the lord of the Mormons in Utah.

7/9/2019 4:37:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers.

7/9/2019 4:37:24 PM truthtriggering Is the world a globe?

7/9/2019 4:37:42 PM capitalkid Is the “true interpretation” of the Bible reincarnation?

(As opposed to the “modern interpretation” that you so often reference)

7/9/2019 4:37:42 PM future_spacedad Can you tell us more?

7/9/2019 4:37:50 PM cledrordfishing Thank you for your answer.

7/9/2019 4:38:08 PM princess_dd_80 Thank you Jesus

7/9/2019 4:38:20 PM jasoncconley is the Rapture of the Church part of the "plan" ?

7/9/2019 4:38:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 The concept of family was changed. We are attempting to restore.

7/9/2019 4:38:38 PM pomeinnz Why should anyone trust you?

7/9/2019 4:38:45 PM wahiggins3 When you say time is an illusion do you mean that everything that has happened and will happened is already embedded in our DNA and trusting our 

gut or “self” is accessing that info and guiding us on the right path?

7/9/2019 4:38:49 PM 78503002 Sun getting hotter and brighter?

7/9/2019 4:38:56 PM jaredrogers55 The world is ready for the great unveiling, and the numbers show it.

7/9/2019 4:39:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not predict dates, since time is an illusion. Trust the plan though. You have more than you may realize.

7/9/2019 4:39:20 PM rebornkingent Cures soon? Hundreds of thousands die each year needlessly? Detoxing of the food supply? Y/N

7/9/2019 4:39:25 PM state1union Will Comey be arrested?

7/9/2019 4:39:25 PM johnny10559479 Gold standard in 2019?

7/9/2019 4:39:27 PM bleakperfect1 Will free energy devices and other secret technologies be released to public someday?

7/9/2019 4:39:39 PM _17patriot_ Will the cabal unleash a destructive A.I. as a last defensive measure?

7/9/2019 4:39:45 PM slipperyslope18 Is David Icke correct ?

7/9/2019 4:39:54 PM lori_dee1 It sure did!! I just posted this thread on the Epstein case if you are interested in reading it! 

https://twitter.com/lori_dee1/status/1148710215480573952 …

7/9/2019 4:39:59 PM jonathanjones02 9// truth exposed? I believe POTUS knows

7/9/2019 4:39:59 PM gashauler72 Was that really an earthquake that happened at the China Lake military base?

7/9/2019 4:40:04 PM aegeanphoenix17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are humans unwittingly embedded with nanotechnology?

7/9/2019 4:40:07 PM daveo6145 what about individual anti-gravity vehicles?

7/9/2019 4:40:12 PM cidarean Last president? Really? 😶

7/9/2019 4:40:16 PM islandofdelight Is it possible to harness too much power from 3 / 6 / 9 I’m seeing them everywhere to a point where it’s overwhelming. Does that mean I’m on the 

right track?

7/9/2019 4:40:16 PM jamiegrahamusa Will they distribute the funds from stolen money back to citizens?

7/9/2019 4:40:18 PM lori_dee1 Yes! Yes! Yes!

7/9/2019 4:40:29 PM mrmurica1776 Is all this shit about lizard people that are rulers real lmao?

7/9/2019 4:40:31 PM starseedatx Are the 144,000 to be lifted up as prophesied in revelations going to heaven, or to jail?

7/9/2019 4:40:34 PM truthtriggering Q Anthem

"The Future Proves The Past" https://youtu.be/Vr2hQ0jyl9Y 

7/9/2019 4:40:47 PM princess_dd_80 Aw man

7/9/2019 4:40:52 PM cledrordfishing 1960s was the start

7/9/2019 4:41:01 PM mcmom2005 Q+ is our loved POTUS.  He has confirmed.

7/9/2019 4:41:02 PM cathybivens4 Are HC and BC in custody at this point?

7/9/2019 4:41:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. IAF will be used. Impossible to defend.

7/9/2019 4:41:26 PM jonathanjones02 Angels and demons?

7/9/2019 4:41:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power was removed a long time ago. Patriots are in full control. We needed to moves and countermoves in order to prepare the public for what is 

coming.

7/9/2019 4:41:41 PM sadieandmaya Thanks for the answer even though I am disappointed.😢. He was my only son.

7/9/2019 4:41:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it not already?

7/9/2019 4:41:45 PM truthtriggering I know, but to the public😎

7/9/2019 4:41:49 PM universalrisin When this account comes to an end, will the MJ be integrated with our society?

7/9/2019 4:41:56 PM lornascurr Is New Zealand 5 Eyes link implicated in Spygate?

7/9/2019 4:42:10 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/3uOi8aKdpp

7/9/2019 4:42:31 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Will the billions of dollars that have been stolen from the taxpayers be returned?



7/9/2019 4:42:54 PM cidarean Is HRC cannibalistic video going to be released?

7/9/2019 4:43:05 PM cledrordfishing @POTUS

7/9/2019 4:43:05 PM universalrisin Is it the MJs job to help prison planets move on to higher dimensions, but right now Earth is your currently planetary focus?

7/9/2019 4:43:14 PM stoneturnr Will POTUS testify against Epstein?

7/9/2019 4:43:16 PM flubbynutty Concerned of my family's  Homeland.

The Plan includes Puerto Rico? 

Any Indictments?

7/9/2019 4:43:19 PM jasoncconley who was the single person most responsible for 9/11 ?

what really struck the Pentagon?

7/9/2019 4:43:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The plan effectively arms the population with the skills necessary to clean out their own state governments from corruption and crime. 

Local = Easiest

County = Challenging

State = Difficult

Federal = Very Difficult

Internationally = Majestic

7/9/2019 4:43:44 PM aprilbrown99 That was soooo good!  Now I am going to have to watch the rest!  

Thanks for sharing Fiona!  🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

7/9/2019 4:43:50 PM cchef1980 Could you walk us through a practical example on how to harness the power of 3 6 9? How would we know it “worked”?

7/9/2019 4:43:50 PM universalrisin Are you still footman under the Domain, or your own organization?

7/9/2019 4:43:55 PM johnhammar94 Do you have any answers that you want to give out but can’t because of improper or the lack of appropriate questions and if so what are these 

answers?

7/9/2019 4:44:07 PM crackedactor183 Will the Epstein arrest involve members of the British  Royal Family .?

7/9/2019 4:44:09 PM santinocorlion2 Will we ever travel to distant galaxy’s?

7/9/2019 4:44:21 PM lornascurr Current NZ leadership connections to D.S. players.... N.Z. Cabal still????

7/9/2019 4:44:28 PM freestateojones Will Muellers testimony on the 17th detail the Clinton Foundation crimes?

Including but not limited to; U1, Human/Sex Trafficking (NXIVM/Epstein), Pay To Play, Benghazi and/or Haiti.

7/9/2019 4:44:29 PM rosesrred0119 Excellent thread

7/9/2019 4:44:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when blackmail is used to allow the attack to occur?

What if US politicians who were blackmailed stood down because they were blackmailed?

Who was really behind 9/11?

The truth will come out.

Trust the plan.

7/9/2019 4:44:54 PM fionasdestiny67 😎

7/9/2019 4:45:09 PM love82janet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is part of this I believe. There were major thread on this after the event happened. And to those who think these are just lens flares, 

give a me a break. Some shill Anon posted that on 8 chan to sway your discernment.

7/9/2019 4:45:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/lori_dee1/status/1148738577678815233 …

7/9/2019 4:45:17 PM universalrisin I don’t know a better word for footman but like basically is the MJ-12 officers of the domain or their own organization?

7/9/2019 4:45:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "We" already have.

7/9/2019 4:45:31 PM nesitoss Gold standard coming back?

7/9/2019 4:45:37 PM cidarean Revealed as in verified from the horses mouth.

7/9/2019 4:45:49 PM xusaf_patriot Currently, general concensus on the chans is Q+ = POTUS.  @kabamur_taygeta has indicated that he is the Arch Angel Uriel...I'm hoping that is true!

7/9/2019 4:45:54 PM ckepner18951 Will we have access to cures to diseases,  like COPD, CANCER, ETC

7/9/2019 4:45:59 PM unstoppablencp Where are the California earthquakes man-made??

7/9/2019 4:46:03 PM jaspony1 Can I get a ride in one of your fancy 🛸 things?

With out the probing please... Or with it that's cool too 😉

7/9/2019 4:46:04 PM covertress Do we have the ability to hyperdimensilonally travel already within us?

7/9/2019 4:46:13 PM jayday75 Will big pharma be taken down?

7/9/2019 4:46:18 PM natureinspace Bush behind the attack. He knew.

7/9/2019 4:46:32 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1148041864328744961?s=19 …

7/9/2019 4:46:33 PM nun_chucknorris Did “we” travel from a distant galaxy?

7/9/2019 4:46:35 PM gashauler72 Israel

7/9/2019 4:46:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think about what's happened internationally.

Then think about what Q has taught you.

Then think about "the plan".

Certain things HAD to occur FIRST in order to progress.

This is where YOU came in.

7/9/2019 4:46:38 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1147627870501638144?s=19 …

7/9/2019 4:46:42 PM laurabusse Disturbing decade

I didn't recognize the end of the 60s

Compared to the beginning

7/9/2019 4:46:54 PM threefold_flame Will extraterrestrial disclosure occur during Trump’s presidency?

7/9/2019 4:46:55 PM lw_hawk Is there actually anything of note at Oak Island to be found?

7/9/2019 4:46:58 PM aprilbrown99 Are there “duplicates” or just integration with the timeline merge?  Sorry i know it isnt a yes or no.  🤗

7/9/2019 4:47:04 PM alisledgon Yes..along with many others

7/9/2019 4:47:09 PM freestateojones [Royalty]

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/jigSbHo82M

7/9/2019 4:47:09 PM elatedveracity Will there be more disclosures about religion origins and human race origins?  These are issues that are tough for most people but we feel truth needs 

to be revealed about both.

7/9/2019 4:47:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Is there anything specific you would like us to meditate on tonight?

7/9/2019 4:47:12 PM fionasdestiny67 Me too, it kept bugging me.

"EAGLE EYE" too. Disclosures everywhere through Hollywood.

7/9/2019 4:47:39 PM covertress Is a naturally occurring stargate the same as a portal?

7/9/2019 4:47:48 PM bryceb12331 Are we shifting from a 3d conciousness to a 5d?

7/9/2019 4:48:10 PM freestateojones Will Majestic Tech. be revealed to general public by 2020?

7/9/2019 4:48:39 PM freestateojones Peculiar timing with the BL interview in @joerogan?

7/9/2019 4:48:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Synchronicity in seeing the number 3 appear (either hidden or visible) is energy that is manifested directly from source/IS-BE/ether and can be 

manipulated with other 3, i, π, and Φ using basic geometric shapes.

7/9/2019 4:48:51 PM santinocorlion2 Exiting time to be alive!!!!!!!



7/9/2019 4:48:51 PM cidarean Odd question but, will the Vail be lifted within our current lifetime where we will be able to remember our past life's? Say during or after the so called 

event?

7/9/2019 4:49:06 PM kagqanon Will we return to our original Republic with its Constitution “for” the united States of America and expose the current Federal government and its 

usurpation of our original States.

7/9/2019 4:49:12 PM shaqlolabunny what's up with JUUL? is there something beyond what is commonly known as far as how addictive their particular brand is or how big they were 

getting?

nicotine stimulates our adrenals & nervous system but are there effects not 'known' that are more destructive to consciousness?

7/9/2019 4:49:34 PM joanhol24893501 No pre RAPTURE. We all need to be ready, is as if God comes for us tonight, tommorrow or any other day. Through his mercy we will overcome 

everything. Please don't sit around waiting for a miraculous lifting to heaven. We will be on this earth during the 3 days of darkness.🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/9/2019 4:49:37 PM jaspony1 Can I go with sometime!!!

7/9/2019 4:49:43 PM alisledgon Gravity or electromagnetism? Is our known cosmology correct?

7/9/2019 4:49:44 PM tammymckeever China Lake Earthquakes FF, DUMB's destroyed by WH?  BH's?  Real, or other?

7/9/2019 4:49:54 PM 313looper Thanks Lori for the great job ! 🙏🏻🌸

#UnsealEpstein

7/9/2019 4:50:01 PM godfamcountry Was AF1 escorted by a Space Force “super plane” on some of his more recent flights?  And when I say super plane I mean a anti-gravity, ET inspired, 

invisible-ish aircraft.

7/9/2019 4:50:02 PM covertress Do scalar waves travel faster than the currently accepted speed of light?

7/9/2019 4:50:03 PM aprilbrown99 There have been many quakes recently. Were all or most of the DUMB destruction?

7/9/2019 4:50:12 PM marzipaningles1 What do you mean by concept of family? Honestly curious as a millennial. Whole family unit? Because I think that is something that would solve a ton 

of problems. Grandparents used to take care of little kids and were themselves cared for by their children.

7/9/2019 4:50:14 PM universalrisin Adding to this, can we create our own stargate/portals while we’re still in this dimension/density?

7/9/2019 4:50:17 PM twosupcanada Great job and summary!

7/9/2019 4:50:19 PM gsusgod Are you accepting applications?

7/9/2019 4:50:23 PM shaqlolabunny did twitter buy Vine just to get rid of the app because the 6 second videos were too influential on our consciousness?

7/9/2019 4:50:34 PM roublisa Yikes your not kidding!

7/9/2019 4:50:36 PM pixiesdorule USS Fitzgerald - Time travel. Yes or no?

7/9/2019 4:50:37 PM lhemom Free labor with a passion!

7/9/2019 4:51:07 PM debrand10 Will the mandatory vaccine agenda be exposed?

7/9/2019 4:51:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Essentially.

7/9/2019 4:51:13 PM gsusgod Does George M. Nasif really have the data and materials posted about in Q3376?

7/9/2019 4:51:13 PM madscientist Nope.  The BIble clearly says it's appointed for man to die once and then the judgement.

7/9/2019 4:51:20 PM tammymckeever How fast can we clean up the planet and provide security and comfort for all humans?  Should we be having more children?

7/9/2019 4:51:25 PM mhd11094264 None of these answered are yes or no only.

7/9/2019 4:51:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, technically.

7/9/2019 4:51:36 PM natureinspace The predictions for July 17th false Messiah unveiling by cabal true?

7/9/2019 4:51:52 PM dynamicres wheres [322] plan?

7/9/2019 4:51:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Semantics.

7/9/2019 4:51:56 PM rosesrred0119 Good stuff you guys!  Amazing points and great info!!

7/9/2019 4:52:02 PM jasoncconley who does the public currently trust that we should not?

7/9/2019 4:52:10 PM hookur6 Updated gold standard....will crypto currency likely be used

7/9/2019 4:52:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, self destruct.

7/9/2019 4:52:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Light is slow.

7/9/2019 4:52:29 PM cchef1980 Thank you. Are there resources for us to learn and master this? List of Books for example? 3 6 9 for dummies? :-)

7/9/2019 4:52:38 PM fightforamerica Will I get to go home?

7/9/2019 4:52:46 PM moemc8 Whether or not a video of HRC and HA is ever shown, will there be enough released somehow for people to truly believe the depravity and evil of all 

they've done to children and the true reasons why they do it?  Will it be a huge red pill for the masses?

7/9/2019 4:52:49 PM 123yesitscrypto Are you a mason

7/9/2019 4:52:51 PM dynamicres Real SG hexagonal?

7/9/2019 4:53:16 PM marzipaningles1 There was a coast to coast show that said humans are already living on a different planet. Close Encounters was not all that much fiction.

7/9/2019 4:53:28 PM taylordean13 ?

7/9/2019 4:53:32 PM karentriebel I take that as yes

7/9/2019 4:53:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 AF1 already has reverse engineered ET technology as its eyes and ears. Space Force technology normalizes this technology outside of USAF.

7/9/2019 4:53:46 PM 1_decided_voter By Mueller?

7/9/2019 4:53:48 PM nanfran5 Do you still have hope of anyone following instructions of Y/N answers on this thread?😎

7/9/2019 4:54:00 PM wild8heart In case anyone still wants information on this, I’d say this is some epic corroborating evidence. pic.twitter.com/pEll034KCe

7/9/2019 4:54:04 PM cidarean Can you discribe how drastic this would effect everyday people? Examples??

7/9/2019 4:54:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 BL was green lighted to go mainstream.

7/9/2019 4:54:44 PM richzen2 What will happen to China and Chinese citizens?

7/9/2019 4:54:52 PM eisentourage Bob Lazar.  Watch documentary on Netflix it’ll blow your mind.

7/9/2019 4:54:52 PM capitalkid Definition of die?

Where the end is there also you will find the  beginning.

Whomever follows me will never taste death.

7/9/2019 4:54:53 PM laurabusse Good question

I bet there was at one time

I bet there isn't now

I gave up on watching the TV show as fascinating as it could be

Same thing over and over

7/9/2019 4:55:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Older generations will not survive if they aren't quick to adapt.

7/9/2019 4:55:11 PM taitai78787 Will the financial reset happen this year?

7/9/2019 4:55:12 PM stoneturnr Was Morsi 187d to prevent him from flipping on Google Jigsaw and it's role in the Arab Spring?

7/9/2019 4:55:25 PM turboxyde Will commodities like hemp be tradable at the intergalactic level?

PS - Will we be able to  hitch a ride with space force to exchange goods?

7/9/2019 4:55:28 PM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/p8P6nIVgJi

7/9/2019 4:55:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not completely, but soon.

7/9/2019 4:55:33 PM hawkgirlinmn J$=clown?

7/9/2019 4:55:43 PM jonesy4671 Is the bob lazar joe rogan podcast credible?  Seems like they wouldnt allow that info to be aired on the worlds most popular podcast unless it was 

disinfo.

7/9/2019 4:55:46 PM tjforshage How was it confirmed?

7/9/2019 4:55:56 PM karentriebel Feels like a psychic blackout on RC, gone very dark



7/9/2019 4:56:04 PM wild8heart To those who are interested... 

💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/wLJpvPrVu8

7/9/2019 4:56:25 PM n7guardiananon What is the universe(al) opinion on terraforming planets?

7/9/2019 4:56:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 What makes a clown a clown?

7/9/2019 4:56:38 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.dia.mil/Careers-Internships/ …

7/9/2019 4:56:56 PM cryptogamer11 Omg

7/9/2019 4:57:15 PM jasoncconley Ezekiel 38 states Iran (Persia) attacks Israel and is destroyed.  Still part of the "plan" ?

7/9/2019 4:57:28 PM big_simp Cheney and Rumsfeld ran the op pic.twitter.com/o4nGFf4lvD

7/9/2019 4:57:29 PM lbf777 Is Trump behind the Epstein scandal blowing up?

7/9/2019 4:57:30 PM joanhol24893501 We will help all those who are in need of our help. We will meed help ourselves also. Always put on the Armor of GOD. St. Michael, the Archangel 

defend in battle all the days of our lives.

7/9/2019 4:57:32 PM moemc8 🤣🤣

7/9/2019 4:57:32 PM laurabusse I don't care if I live or die

When it's my time I want to go peacefully painlessly and with joy

7/9/2019 4:57:33 PM dvc___ Modern as in crypto?

7/9/2019 4:57:33 PM hawkgirlinmn $,greed, power or just useful idiot?

7/9/2019 4:57:42 PM aprilbrown99 Wishing you good luck!  👍👍👍

7/9/2019 4:57:43 PM love4thegameak Blackmail

7/9/2019 4:57:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes and No

7/9/2019 4:58:06 PM cryptogamer11 Pindar out of power?

7/9/2019 4:58:12 PM shining91109743 Will earth have a cataclysm before 2030?  If I am beginning to understand correctly, the changes are not just government but affect physical earth?  If 

yes to cataclysm, best way to prepare?

7/9/2019 4:58:13 PM taylordean13 Was this today??

7/9/2019 4:58:24 PM cidarean What ever happened to Antarctica? Havnt heard anything in a while.

7/9/2019 4:58:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, all (large) corporate communications are logged and processed through AI in order to prevent dissent.

7/9/2019 4:58:39 PM lbf777 Israel had pedo blackmail on Bush and Cheney.

7/9/2019 4:58:39 PM _the_psychonaut  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

7/9/2019 4:58:53 PM stormwatcher65 Pence...Foe?

7/9/2019 4:59:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will not comment on things relating to time, as it is an illusion that use to weave a Majestic existence with.

7/9/2019 4:59:08 PM moemc8 BL?

7/9/2019 4:59:12 PM sixtyandcountin You don’t need them if you have access to magic pen filter on cell phone camera. It outlines perfectly

7/9/2019 4:59:27 PM cledrordfishing Good work!

7/9/2019 4:59:28 PM cwg1900 Is Mossad working for or against the US.

7/9/2019 4:59:37 PM friendsofc1 Are there more benevolent

ET civilizations than malevolent ones in the cosmos.

7/9/2019 4:59:42 PM moemc8 Cancelled netflix...Any other way to watch?

7/9/2019 4:59:47 PM blsdbe Wonderful!!! Well Done Lori!!!

7/9/2019 4:59:48 PM love4thegameak And Indoctrination

7/9/2019 4:59:49 PM godfamcountry Thank you!

7/9/2019 5:00:01 PM cryptogamer11 Or younger!!! 66? Really

7/9/2019 5:00:25 PM freestateojones No. 

A few weeks ago. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1142545771553857538?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:00:31 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1142545771553857538?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:00:37 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070727287081967616?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:00:42 PM _369311119 Excellent question!

7/9/2019 5:01:00 PM taylordean13 ThanQ @FreeStateOJones !🇺🇸

7/9/2019 5:01:19 PM lorieve Is the speed of scalar waves constant or can it be enhanced?

7/9/2019 5:01:23 PM lbf777 Focus on the desire of a financial reset and it eventually manifest. Both desire and fears manifest.

7/9/2019 5:01:28 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#doitq

#doitq

#doitq
7/9/2019 5:01:36 PM covertress Did Nikola Tesla accurately calculate  the base resonance of Earth at 12 Hz?

7/9/2019 5:01:42 PM _the_psychonaut Are there any negative effects from tattoos or can they be used for beneficial purposes?

7/9/2019 5:01:47 PM girlawakeinca A great way to review archive tweets is to go to your search box on twitter, type in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3 6 9 (or anything you would like to search. You 

will find some great advice provided to us that we just started using today in our tweets. 💫

7/9/2019 5:01:55 PM freestateojones Will [Royalty] be implicated in the Epstein case?

Will it connect to the Queen/Vatican? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1148740404189290496?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:02:12 PM aprilbrown99 I ask this because I feel I am living two lives at the moment. Waking and sleep. Tho, if you asked me which is which...I dont know which one I would 

choose. Both seem very real.

7/9/2019 5:02:17 PM girlawakeinca Wish I could double like this one! 😃

7/9/2019 5:02:21 PM _369311119 A labor of the mind and heart more than the body?

7/9/2019 5:02:55 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1143196041631678465?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:02:58 PM richzen2 Is there a movie or a book that best depicts lives in 5d?

7/9/2019 5:03:11 PM freestateojones Think about that for a second.

7/9/2019 5:03:21 PM natureinspace Does the U.S. belong to Britian?

7/9/2019 5:03:30 PM nanfran5 😁

7/9/2019 5:03:34 PM jrocktigers Was the initial recent earthquake in China Lake a by-product of a white hat vs dark hat battle?     If so, were the white hats considered American?

7/9/2019 5:03:38 PM djlok Consciousness projects reality?

7/9/2019 5:04:05 PM covertress Stargate? pic.twitter.com/ffCUCNRvju

7/9/2019 5:04:05 PM dark2light2019 Majestic-Any relationship to valiant thor?

7/9/2019 5:04:22 PM stevens_xrp Any literature or link on the power of 3,6,9? I just realize how odd is the number 3

7/9/2019 5:04:47 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Jmt04JUbQ5

7/9/2019 5:04:49 PM hsquared216 Is Anthony William the Medical Medium legit?

7/9/2019 5:04:58 PM eddyb0726 2 ms 13 members that were found later dead shot execution style

7/9/2019 5:04:58 PM anitakingsbauer What did Trump mean by stating the moon was a part of Mars?

7/9/2019 5:05:00 PM dbelanger63 Is COBRA a part of the Victory of Light



7/9/2019 5:05:04 PM n7guardiananon They are the Majestic 12. pic.twitter.com/BSToywKIMp

7/9/2019 5:05:12 PM freestateojones Will the change to a Gold Backed Currency occur in the first or second term for @POTUS?

7/9/2019 5:05:33 PM hsquared216 Is a vegan diet healthy?

7/9/2019 5:06:05 PM jrocktigers Bingo!

7/9/2019 5:06:14 PM madscientist Death = separation which is caused by sin ultimately.  Jesus came to deliver those who trust in Him from the power, presence, and penalty of sin.  

Therefore, those who follow Him will never die because they will never be separated from God.

7/9/2019 5:06:18 PM _369311119 Is that what happened here? https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1148724672470667264 …

7/9/2019 5:06:34 PM roublisa Awesome work Lori💥💥💥

7/9/2019 5:06:39 PM johnhammar94 No it’s not. It’s verified through back channel means but not openly or publicly.

7/9/2019 5:06:51 PM moemc8 Q+ said we will find out in two weeks why Pence trip cancelled.  Will we find out?

7/9/2019 5:07:23 PM jensingr1 some of us know.....

7/9/2019 5:07:25 PM dflr1 But we sometimes like things to make the poster feel better but we could really give a crap.

7/9/2019 5:07:30 PM roublisa Beautiful Manifesting ISBEs ✨✨✨

7/9/2019 5:07:34 PM blsdbe I LOVE LOVE LOVE YOUR WORK!!!

7/9/2019 5:07:40 PM lori_dee1 Thank you Lisa!! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 5:07:45 PM goyaeq Are cryptocurrencies going to be outlawed?

7/9/2019 5:07:51 PM hsquared216 Is cancer caused by a virus?

7/9/2019 5:07:57 PM pmgossett Was the earthquake at China Lake natural?

7/9/2019 5:08:15 PM lori_dee1 Yes he was born in 1953.

7/9/2019 5:08:16 PM bctrucker2 Is Trump of the devine ?

7/9/2019 5:08:23 PM natureinspace July 17th by the cabal?

7/9/2019 5:08:26 PM lhemom The GCR that’s coming. Global Currency reset!

7/9/2019 5:08:34 PM jrocktigers NO to second question could mean slavery persists?

7/9/2019 5:08:34 PM lori_dee1 Thank you lovely! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 5:08:40 PM enomai_ Will I ever be able to sit and talk with an ET?

7/9/2019 5:08:46 PM jensingr1 Bush followed the leader....and read the "goat story" to the children as the  "sacrifice" took place...

7/9/2019 5:08:53 PM lori_dee1 Thank you, I appreciate the feedback! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 5:08:54 PM johnhammar94 Is the timeline getting better?

7/9/2019 5:09:04 PM dynamicres Terrestrial evacuation?

7/9/2019 5:09:17 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/5knLV5LR4s

7/9/2019 5:09:21 PM lori_dee1 Thanks a lot, I appreciate your positive comments! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 5:09:37 PM jrocktigers 👀

7/9/2019 5:09:39 PM dynamicres Should we expect more conveniently destructive earthquakes?

7/9/2019 5:09:42 PM cryptogyu Will GMOs eventually be globally outlawed?

7/9/2019 5:09:55 PM lori_dee1 You are welcome, and thank you for commenting! Love the hashtag #UnsealEpstein

7/9/2019 5:09:57 PM jensingr1 When you step out of linear time/space...everything is happening now....

7/9/2019 5:10:13 PM keith369me You’re adapting and will get younger

7/9/2019 5:10:32 PM cryptogamer11 Interesting number of his arrest considering who he worships

7/9/2019 5:10:34 PM covertress I think autocomplete butchered the spelling of hyper-dimensionally! 🙃

And yes, if it's within our mind, I know we can. 🙂

7/9/2019 5:10:42 PM davidspencerca2 I read somewhere that the numbers Tesla was reading was related scalar waves (noted they also travel 1.5 times the speed of light) he was detecting.  

7.83hz X 1.5 is very close to his measurement of 12hz with his current tech.

7/9/2019 5:10:56 PM allahuniversal 💯🐸😏

7/9/2019 5:11:51 PM anitakingsbauer What can we do to accelerate activation of our DNA?

7/9/2019 5:12:02 PM laurabusse 😊👍❤️

7/9/2019 5:12:09 PM michael83341408 Did Schift and  Pelosi attempt to [187] on 4 10 20?

7/9/2019 5:12:22 PM dynamicres If we were to focus on a frequency to resonate with to progress, would it be above 40hz?

7/9/2019 5:12:47 PM stoneturnr I think MJ12 is implying that Acosta and his family were threatened, which is what @KibBitzLaw has been saying. Probably one of @BillClinton's goons

7/9/2019 5:12:58 PM djlok Is the federal legalization of cannabis part of that plan to shift from 3D to 5D?

7/9/2019 5:13:23 PM keith369me Extended family was the norm...two parents, grandparents, cousins, aunts, uncles typically lived nearby a couple of generations ago.  Now single moms 

that might or might not have a baby daddy nearby are commonplace

7/9/2019 5:13:43 PM freestateojones Im not vetting this information but it is fun to think about. 

I'd imagine you were speaking in terms of physically more than mentally, for you already likely understand the latter. 

 https://youtu.be/_Ss6i7uUPwA 

7/9/2019 5:13:47 PM moemc8 As with everything, it's your choice

7/9/2019 5:13:55 PM natureinspace I grabbed this shot from I Pet Goat II because I thought it very interesting. Look at the clock and the evolution picture at top. 

pic.twitter.com/cDxVRWuAEC

7/9/2019 5:14:19 PM allahuniversal Q+ pic.twitter.com/Nkhh8lxyBR

7/9/2019 5:14:21 PM godfamcountry Hahaha!!

7/9/2019 5:14:22 PM lori_dee1 Well, we could add on the date he was arrested which was July 6th and there you have it...666!!! 😉

7/9/2019 5:14:55 PM allahuniversal Q+ pic.twitter.com/hcHvJ3Mbrk

7/9/2019 5:15:00 PM k3yle Sheepdog

7/9/2019 5:15:20 PM keith369me How much gold is available to back a new currency?

7/9/2019 5:15:29 PM allahuniversal We ARE the public #AnonsKnow

7/9/2019 5:15:33 PM jensingr1 4 10 20

7/9/2019 5:15:56 PM bryceb12331 What about the holographic immersion simulation?

7/9/2019 5:16:07 PM v_rags Do we need the MerKaBa activation to ascend?

7/9/2019 5:16:26 PM keith369me Won’t need to hitch a ride?

7/9/2019 5:16:34 PM 313looper 💖

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein💥

7/9/2019 5:16:37 PM capitalkid Agreed, and not mutually exclusive

7/9/2019 5:16:52 PM jondevinblack1 What is Your Main Purpose!??

7/9/2019 5:16:53 PM 123yesitscrypto Let the truth reign free...

7/9/2019 5:16:55 PM shining91109743 Oh my gosh, that is so far over my head!  I just play writing, thinking, saying and doing stuff paying attention to clock and the time...maybe something 

will open up for me.

7/9/2019 5:16:59 PM keith369me #3

7/9/2019 5:17:02 PM cidarean In what ways are the guardians helping humanity in the awakening?

7/9/2019 5:17:04 PM enomai_ did my DNA do good?



7/9/2019 5:17:11 PM davidspencerca2 I found the link. Enjoy https://www.tokenrock.com/explain-scalar-wave-technology-77.html …

7/9/2019 5:17:17 PM vincemindfreak any truth to the 3 pleidian assistants ?

7/9/2019 5:17:25 PM jensingr1 can't get any more obvious than that!

7/9/2019 5:17:27 PM twosupcanada Appreciate all those that take their time, use the smarts and logic to put threads like this together. This is real news. As Q says “you are the news now”!

7/9/2019 5:17:38 PM roublisa Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for your encouragement, guidance, teaching us to trust ourselves, and how to remember. Thank you to the incredible 

typists, we would be lost without you. We are just beginning 🅜🅐🅙🅔🅢🅣🅘🅒  🅘🅢🅑🅔🅢 ✨✨✨  pic.twitter.com/jESALLlOCV

7/9/2019 5:17:42 PM moemc8 But souls can connect after death?  Aren't we all connected?

7/9/2019 5:18:09 PM giediknight Here is my own example: I buy guitars. Recently, all guitars I buy (most I do not know the serial number because I buy online) have serial numbers with 

3,6,9 in them. That is a galactic sync which can tell you if you are on the right path if you can “read the tea leaves”

7/9/2019 5:18:13 PM jrocktigers 😡😡😡

7/9/2019 5:19:10 PM archiebird4 if bernies elected will the military still drain the swamp?

7/9/2019 5:19:30 PM molly07751087 If you want to dig for truth look at youtubers: don't sphere the truth, Flat Earth Bros., The Potters Clay. Super interesting rabbit hole.don't mock-just 

look

7/9/2019 5:19:31 PM roublisa Indeed.....🅐🅦🅔 ɴᴏᴛ ғᴇᴀʀ🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💪💪💪🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/2Z5pRsFhHl

7/9/2019 5:19:35 PM jandydill That (liking the devil i.e. Clintons, etc.) would be hard to do if your consciousness is on the path of ascension.

7/9/2019 5:19:52 PM archiebird4 will be ever get affordable healthcare and how long till the cures are released?

7/9/2019 5:20:07 PM sonjamm73 What’s with the ejaculating penis on the board 🤔

7/9/2019 5:20:07 PM archiebird4 when will they release the technology?

7/9/2019 5:20:19 PM lori_dee1 Awww, thank you SO much! I think this Q drop sums it up nicely!

#God #Country #Humanity #WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/TpGfHb5M4o

7/9/2019 5:20:38 PM cryptogyu I’ve tried they hide those feeds in my “see more tweets” section.  Unbelievable.

7/9/2019 5:20:40 PM lbf777 Wow.

7/9/2019 5:21:00 PM jensingr1 the first part is true....

second part is a negative....

7/9/2019 5:21:07 PM keith369me #UnSealEpsteinHappened #UnSealEpsteinHappened #UnSealEpsteinHappened

7/9/2019 5:21:28 PM shining91109743 Would love to know who or what was about 3000-5000 ft above where i live for several months.  Could only see it from peripheral vision at night.  I 

hope friendly.  If so, was there a way to communicate?

7/9/2019 5:21:35 PM _lets_do_it_ Sure, look at their videos but being biased is never good right? Make sure to look at other channels which address flat earth arguments.

7/9/2019 5:21:42 PM blsdbe When the Mind is Free the Body matters Not.

7/9/2019 5:21:43 PM djlok 😂😂😂

7/9/2019 5:21:55 PM laztar11 Specifically what do you want us  to do ? Please ? Have many things set up besides this trying to inform ,ready to serve ♥️

7/9/2019 5:22:21 PM keith369me Did the Journey to the planet Serpo actually happen?

7/9/2019 5:22:23 PM lori_dee1 Oh I am so touched and humbled by your kinds words!! Literally brings a smile to my face. So glad to be of service, we are all in this together 

#WWG1WGA

7/9/2019 5:22:29 PM blsdbe (Facepalm) lesson: ask one question, get one answer...

7/9/2019 5:22:39 PM richzen2 What’s the dimension one can access after taking dmt

7/9/2019 5:22:49 PM roublisa Brilliant point Keith💗💗💗

7/9/2019 5:23:22 PM keith369me Why have all of these layers?  There really is no point in a free world.

7/9/2019 5:23:31 PM madscientist What isn't mutually exclusive?

7/9/2019 5:23:36 PM blsdbe Do we create this portal with our decalcified Pineal glands and our Intention focused by our Will?

7/9/2019 5:24:40 PM liltilgerlil Oh my look pic.twitter.com/niPVudz0F6

7/9/2019 5:24:44 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/A2BB8WrRHM

7/9/2019 5:24:45 PM allahuniversal Fact https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148631503804469248?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:25:08 PM csved2 Is project omega still active?

7/9/2019 5:25:08 PM blsdbe Love is Faster? pic.twitter.com/wuD4Jfb2ud

7/9/2019 5:25:34 PM xusaf_patriot I monitor that account with a "jaundiced eye"...but it would be cool if true :)

7/9/2019 5:25:36 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/9/2019 5:26:09 PM joni_apple_seed Someone asked about Madhatter and Alice. Came across this email confirming they were/ are both, Torrey and Hr C involved with human trafficking. 

 https://foia.state.gov/searchapp/DOCUMENTS/HRCEmail_August_Web/IPS-0124/DOC_0C05774987/C05774987.pdf …

7/9/2019 5:26:18 PM blsdbe Is the correct meter length a Majestic variant of the current meter, like 432A is the Majestic version of tuning relative to 440A?

7/9/2019 5:26:28 PM roublisa Can we ISBEs remove the projection of the matrix we currently see?

7/9/2019 5:26:29 PM keith369me ...like a vid of HRC receiving a transfusion utilizing the blood of a unicorn?

7/9/2019 5:26:41 PM turboxyde I cheaty ma-go'd it, sorry!

7/9/2019 5:28:29 PM djlok He might have been reincarnated like we all were. My grandmother who I missed terribly...I'm pretty sure she's my niece.  And boy is it funny bc my 

grandma and my sister had BIG PROBLEMS!!!

7/9/2019 5:28:40 PM dieselvalry Lmao!!!!🤣😂🤣😂

7/9/2019 5:28:50 PM capitalkid I’m not trying to be dismissive - my real question was meant to ascertain what MJ12 means by “modern interpretation” of the Bible.  I had to formulate 

it in terms of a yes/no.  I know what MJ12’s position on reincarnation, but don’t know if the “modern interpretation” is related.

7/9/2019 5:28:59 PM linnyt7 I do this too. Not with guitars, but with everything, from how many times I slice a banana to license plates. Then gravitate towards those things that fit 

& away from those that don’t. Makes me feel autistic a little,although I have always had a tendency to count things.

7/9/2019 5:29:04 PM rachelhalligan Is John F Kennedy Jr alive and is he part of Q?

7/9/2019 5:29:23 PM jensingr1 Q+ @realDonaldTrump is the BEST PRESIDENT EVER!! pic.twitter.com/MTxoGmFmix

7/9/2019 5:29:23 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/MDKjWsr6iA

7/9/2019 5:29:28 PM keith369me I have been seeing a recently deceased relative occasionally during meditation...she has been age regressing in the image presented.  I’d imagine I 

don’t see her much more as she becomes younger and younger.

7/9/2019 5:29:34 PM rebashoenfelt1 Maher acts more and more guilty

7/9/2019 5:29:39 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/HVcMr83OTY

7/9/2019 5:29:51 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/T4TqkfzPGb

7/9/2019 5:29:53 PM suzytica Yoda? 😀

7/9/2019 5:30:41 PM mtr_epicwin77  pic.twitter.com/FfEGhbp38e

7/9/2019 5:31:33 PM mongrelglory Is the new "Beyond Meat" push in the media an attempt at genocide/population control? (Yet another tainted product)

7/9/2019 5:31:36 PM mtr_epicwin77 Any books you’d recommend for summer reading?

7/9/2019 5:31:50 PM keith369me Concur...was at a family reunion recently...it’s amazing the likenesses of the children to deceased relatives 3 generations apart...both looks and 

personality.

7/9/2019 5:31:57 PM anitakingsbauer Can we accelerate activation of our DNA?

7/9/2019 5:32:14 PM hsquared216 Was Lyme Disease created on purpose?

7/9/2019 5:32:21 PM jaded_pearl ThankQ!

7/9/2019 5:32:26 PM keith369me Will I be able to go to Maui for lunch?



7/9/2019 5:33:43 PM luckyh301 Will California’s Elections be returned to the people

7/9/2019 5:33:43 PM zooodrew Doea survival have to do with soul resonance and alignment with natural law?

7/9/2019 5:33:44 PM mongrelglory Is it true the Russian sub (that caught fire) had a nuclear doomsday weapon on it?

7/9/2019 5:33:55 PM sadieandmaya I may have asked that question wrong, I meant after my death not while I’m alive. I’m hopeful souls can connect after death.

7/9/2019 5:34:08 PM blsdbe #ThanQ for the work you are doing at the Federal, International, and Interplanetary level. I will continue to make friends with Neighbors, teach 

sustainability to our City Folk, and will Pursue more Change at the County and State Level.

7/9/2019 5:34:16 PM jvan125 That is awesome. I’m right there with you!! My pineal should be mush by now!!! 😂😆 (Just kidding...😏) pic.twitter.com/Wi3APBMCnM

7/9/2019 5:34:22 PM natureinspace It's supposed to be a rocket I suppose but it does look like a dick and balls. Double meaning I guess.

7/9/2019 5:34:23 PM dylanbr81445070 Are we already colonizing the moon

7/9/2019 5:34:28 PM keith369me See images of the future via a “tablet-like” piece of glass.  I don’t think I want any part of this.

7/9/2019 5:34:39 PM lisbet30025172 Just  insane that we still don’t know the truth about 9/11 and the Pentagon???

7/9/2019 5:34:53 PM moemc8 Me too!! I understand now.

7/9/2019 5:34:58 PM turboxyde I think we'll end up using stargates or site to site industrial teleportation sites. My dream of a big honkin' spaceship hauling goods may not be as 

efficient but... an Earth born man can dream!

7/9/2019 5:35:03 PM mongrelglory Has anything changed in Antarctica as to who's in control of bases down there?

7/9/2019 5:35:08 PM sadieandmaya Thanks for your response David, I enjoyed the visual😊

7/9/2019 5:35:33 PM dylanbr81445070 Do we have the ability to tellaport to other destinations in space

7/9/2019 5:35:59 PM 3rdeyeview55 Quick to adapt to what exactly? I understand your answer Keith, but what do you think MJ is talking about when he says quick to adapt. Quick to adapt 

to what?

7/9/2019 5:36:02 PM jrocktigers Good point... I just pictured us growing it all and flying it all ourselves.. haha

7/9/2019 5:36:02 PM truth_light_ Do you want the truth?

7/9/2019 5:36:16 PM dylanbr81445070 Have we had contact with other alien life

7/9/2019 5:36:28 PM jaded_pearl Is there a part in the plan to protect living organisms on a cellular level from #5G? ThankQ for your service to humanity.

7/9/2019 5:36:30 PM lisbet30025172 Whoa that looks like aliens from the movie?

7/9/2019 5:37:04 PM mongrelglory Has the Vatican been purged of the Satanic elements in power, or do they still hold control?

7/9/2019 5:37:19 PM lisbet30025172 I heard he is! A lightbeing! So is Flotus! ✨✨💕

7/9/2019 5:37:51 PM lisbet30025172 I heard they can already do that!! To the moon and Mars.

7/9/2019 5:38:14 PM mongrelglory Are China and the U.S. allies or enemies in the current world power structure?

7/9/2019 5:38:17 PM 3rdeyeview55 Not sure about Yoda, but definitely from Stargate SG-1.😉

7/9/2019 5:38:35 PM blsdbe Following

7/9/2019 5:38:39 PM decodematrix Will it be revealed HRC ordered the death of Vince Foster?

7/9/2019 5:38:45 PM keith369me Just to add to this...recent I saw a vid about an experiment done in the 80s?...A 50’s town was set up and elderly were moved in. Their minds “told” 

them they were younger and their bodies/health followed along.  If your mind says you will die at age (?), you will die at that age

7/9/2019 5:39:55 PM keith369me ...to the new reality we are moving into.

7/9/2019 5:40:00 PM blsdbe Following

7/9/2019 5:40:43 PM blsdbe Following

7/9/2019 5:41:14 PM molly07751087 Yep, done it. Months of research. I don't care what people end up believing - just be willing to look.

7/9/2019 5:41:19 PM roublisa  https://youtu.be/7hvujfxP-5U  yes....incredible episode of cosmic agency

7/9/2019 5:42:14 PM _369311119 45 is sure looking younger these days...

7/9/2019 5:42:35 PM dylanbr81445070 I as well I just want to hear from a credible source

7/9/2019 5:42:41 PM notatalldumb1  pic.twitter.com/woDOckIL73

7/9/2019 5:42:48 PM blsdbe @covertress @zagnett @djlock @lori_dee1 @debbie @aprilbrown99 (psst pass it on please)

7/9/2019 5:43:25 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070727287081967616?s=19 …

7/9/2019 5:43:29 PM jvan125 ❤️ I’m a RSO, tincture, and vape kind of gal. It’s medicinal for me so i find these methods help me the best. Didn’t even know about the 

enlightening/pineal aspect when I first started down this path. It’s been an interesting ride, for sure!! 😆✨

7/9/2019 5:43:44 PM __truthseeker_ @__lemonm__ quantum computing - Q sees all?

7/9/2019 5:43:49 PM _lets_do_it_ Fair enough, as long as you're not making an untruthful claim, I have no problems.

7/9/2019 5:43:59 PM this0netime  pic.twitter.com/i6RjNKHhRl

7/9/2019 5:44:15 PM mongrelglory Can I get a 15% employee discount on your product Xalos? 😋  I can help you with your ad campaign...I'm very creative!

7/9/2019 5:44:18 PM iamyou132 It’s very difficult to reconcile what we know to be true with how the world is currently set up. Every man has felt the feeling of “i need space” after 

ejaculating with a partner and has felt the ill effects of that. But it’s hard to avoid Willy nilly ejaculations in our world

7/9/2019 5:44:25 PM moemc8 My condolences on the loss of your son

7/9/2019 5:45:37 PM roger35742354 We going to hear anything about Reptiods?

7/9/2019 5:45:45 PM newyorker66  pic.twitter.com/lPWnlRwUAJ

7/9/2019 5:45:49 PM freestateojones #TheGreatAwakening

 http://users.skynet.be/bob.lazar/www.boblazar.com/closed/robert.html … pic.twitter.com/HG6PINm2go

7/9/2019 5:45:51 PM johnhammar94 If you say so fren

7/9/2019 5:45:55 PM speaklife595 Were select individuals watched to see if they would pass some test to be selected for some purpose?

7/9/2019 5:46:05 PM keith369me 50 too 😀

7/9/2019 5:46:16 PM lisbet30025172  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070724311709818883?s=20 …

7/9/2019 5:47:02 PM 3rdeyeview55 I know that, but I guess I was asking about details. What do you think some of these changes would be? Free energy? Or peace on earth, free from 

slavery? What are your thoughts on this?

7/9/2019 5:47:19 PM decodematrix Will we see Rothchilds in Gitmo?

7/9/2019 5:47:19 PM allahuniversal I do. Openly? Learn the comms. Publicly? We are the public, are we not?

7/9/2019 5:47:24 PM blsdbe 😍😍😍💥💥💥Following

7/9/2019 5:47:49 PM americanpetal Wow

7/9/2019 5:48:00 PM fionasdestiny67 Yes, he has hasn't he.

7/9/2019 5:48:14 PM girlawakeinca Very cool! Thank you @FreeStateOJones

7/9/2019 5:48:17 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/hlJs6T8MIT

7/9/2019 5:48:42 PM madscientist I'd be interested to know as well.  As there is only the author's interpretation which is important.  There is no such thing as an ancient vs modern 

interpretation.  This sounds a lot like Hinduism and that has no relevance to Bible.

7/9/2019 5:48:45 PM allahuniversal [42] is the answer to that one, not 45 pic.twitter.com/UCNFVhlq7k

7/9/2019 5:48:53 PM roublisa Are theses ours or our galactic family ? pic.twitter.com/Tnkmpv6oIP

7/9/2019 5:48:55 PM moemc8 tku

7/9/2019 5:49:04 PM kimmeykim1 They’re not here are they???

7/9/2019 5:49:24 PM mongrelglory Has the timeline that Hillary disrupted pretty much been restored now?

7/9/2019 5:49:57 PM jvan125 Sending healing light your way...I’d be lost without this stuff. 🙏🏻

7/9/2019 5:50:07 PM blsdbe #WeAreQ #WeAreQ #WeAreQ

#WeAreMajestic

#WeAreMajestic

#WeAreMajestic

7/9/2019 5:50:22 PM kimmeykim1 Hallelujah 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻



7/9/2019 5:50:26 PM americanpetal That’s sad.

7/9/2019 5:50:32 PM roublisa A lotttttttttttttttttttt😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/KF82NodYIW

7/9/2019 5:51:06 PM the_fjalar speed of thought.

7/9/2019 5:51:14 PM lorieve DisCERNment is available when we ask for it and is metted out in portions that we can handle. If we are faithful with a little we will be given more, from

 glory to glory. 🙏💜💛❤️💜

7/9/2019 5:51:31 PM blsdbe This. Especially 9’s.

7/9/2019 5:51:33 PM thelilkingryan “1 WTC Impact Zone: Floors 93-99

2 WTC Impact Zone: Floors 77-85” pic.twitter.com/tx7SKjkfJn

7/9/2019 5:51:59 PM blsdbe Following

7/9/2019 5:52:16 PM americanpetal Omg, how’d you get there so fast? 🥳

✔🇺🇸✔

7/9/2019 5:52:17 PM mongrelglory Will vaccines be made safe soon?

7/9/2019 5:52:20 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/cKRCwjhPl2

7/9/2019 5:52:39 PM blsdbe Following

7/9/2019 5:53:25 PM blsdbe And be able to use it to explore other worlds? Where do I sign up?!?

7/9/2019 5:53:47 PM enomai_ Who is "ONE"? besides the collectives and etc. Is the RA nation? Maybe, it's what the "federation" is called? This is the question I wanted to know.

7/9/2019 5:54:32 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1147529576886743047?s=21 …

7/9/2019 5:54:37 PM andress45303251 Quinn? Quinn Michaels?

7/9/2019 5:55:08 PM mongrelglory Will people find their financial/material lives to be easier in the coming decade?

7/9/2019 5:55:16 PM cchef1980 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 completely agree. There should be a we site to obfuscate all your social media data.  http://www.obfuscator.com  to completely 

mess up data sets and “AI”. Start by tagging all kinds of crazy shit about yourself on Facebook. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/983749492972417025 …

7/9/2019 5:55:22 PM keith369me It will be whatever collective consciousness manifests...it’s all “capable” of existing. I would think health cures/age extension and cleaning Earth is a no 

brainer. Free energy/new travel are highly likely.  I see a world where all needs are met and work is very purposeful l.

7/9/2019 5:55:28 PM blsdbe By the Khazarian Mafia?

7/9/2019 5:55:36 PM roublisa Was GE involved?

7/9/2019 5:55:50 PM americanpetal That’s what I thought 🤣🥳

✔🇺🇸✔

7/9/2019 5:55:59 PM andress45303251 Or #Tyler?

7/9/2019 5:56:39 PM blsdbe Does this mean NOT going in to the Light when our BE dies so that we are forced to reincarnate in 3D again?

7/9/2019 5:57:16 PM notatalldumb1  https://thehill.com/homenews/media/452157-russias-foreign-intelligence-service-secretly-planted-fake-report-that-seth …

7/9/2019 5:57:23 PM lorieve lol erry day pic.twitter.com/CBIIBB6JSv

7/9/2019 5:57:55 PM roublisa I’d be happy with getting proper dna strand seeds at this point...Wisconsin is 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/9pdSJT58pk

7/9/2019 5:58:10 PM blsdbe May We Choose to Be the Best Versions Of Ourselves.

7/9/2019 5:58:47 PM mongrelglory We have the power to collectively manifest the change we want to see.

7/9/2019 5:59:13 PM allahuniversal Why is 42 the answer to the Universe? Or is it [42] now? 

H/t: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/5e0OohbTXI

7/9/2019 5:59:38 PM fionasdestiny67 Sooo, is GE implemented now?

7/9/2019 5:59:50 PM iknow04042015 I posted this last year on the MJ12 board. John Lennon was telling us.  All You Need is "LOVE". pic.twitter.com/QubIVu9OJy

7/9/2019 6:00:02 PM covertress Because WE already have created an artificial stargate?

7/9/2019 6:00:09 PM allahuniversal Annnnd [42] is still the answer to the Universe...

7/9/2019 6:00:16 PM davidson3246 Will we be given new technology to help grow food for ourselves?

7/9/2019 6:00:21 PM mattersnot2  pic.twitter.com/i7L1VJPPs5

7/9/2019 6:00:28 PM roublisa Lovin’ it💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/RP79KePOnO

7/9/2019 6:01:11 PM therealmadre22  pic.twitter.com/260DWuqOsR

7/9/2019 6:01:30 PM 3rdeyeview55 Ok, TY, I like that answer. I, as a grandmother, will have no problem adapting to the new reality that will probably manifest in the next 5yrs 

(guesstimate). I look forward to it and will celebrate it's long awaited arrival. 😊

7/9/2019 6:01:33 PM cledrordfishing Will other planets that beings we know of come from sustain human life?

7/9/2019 6:01:43 PM mongrelglory I worry about the totalitarian surveillance state they're now living under...

7/9/2019 6:03:22 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/9f0dtTjTc5

7/9/2019 6:03:36 PM realeyethespy Can you explain to me what the majestic hotel in Bahrain is about? Why the operative was “suicided” on the base?

7/9/2019 6:03:52 PM roublisa The Great Awakening....I’m so ready✨💗✨💗✨💗 pic.twitter.com/tgScESxTTJ

7/9/2019 6:04:01 PM jensingr1 maybe it's pee....😷 on Bush's head

7/9/2019 6:04:47 PM roublisa That would make sense on a very spiritual level. .....✨✨✨

7/9/2019 6:05:00 PM jluebs24 Can an ISBE atral project while held in stasis?

7/9/2019 6:05:14 PM jensingr1 focus....on clock😓

7/9/2019 6:05:41 PM lisbet30025172 Are you referring that ALICE is AI?

7/9/2019 6:05:55 PM roublisa Will ISBEs create this event?🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸✨✨✨💗💗💗

7/9/2019 6:06:06 PM natureinspace Could be lol

7/9/2019 6:06:23 PM mongrelglory Q just answered this question "No". (for the second time).  Sorry!

7/9/2019 6:06:27 PM linnyt7 Thank you MJ12 😊🇺🇸3

7/9/2019 6:07:03 PM cledrordfishing Enlil

7/9/2019 6:07:53 PM lisbet30025172 Yes, I heard that now a golden computer would be install in Heaven? Mind-blowing!

7/9/2019 6:08:02 PM _00111111_ That was my exact thought too cj ... perfect for normies . Kick ass Lori

7/9/2019 6:08:10 PM natureinspace I noticed the clock when I stopped the film to take a better look at the evolution picture. Made me think...last days.

7/9/2019 6:08:44 PM raenyasalisbury Absolutely ..Q + is our President

7/9/2019 6:09:12 PM lorieve Lift up your heads, O gates! Be lifted up, O ancient doors, that the King of Glory may enter! We are the gates. #where2ormoreare He is in our midst and 

we are never alone. #QuantumEntanglement

7/9/2019 6:09:29 PM starehope What do the older generations have to adapt to... or they die quicker?

7/9/2019 6:09:36 PM nancyddb That is so cool.

7/9/2019 6:10:10 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/YluGiAjJPh

7/9/2019 6:10:35 PM carolin15161363 If you follow Q it can get a little confusing. Q mentions that Hillary=Alice. Yet Majestic 12 has said ALICE is something quite nefarious/AI/entity like that 

Hillary helped bring into being.

7/9/2019 6:10:35 PM nancyddb I remind myself of this power.

7/9/2019 6:10:40 PM starehope Saw that one too.

7/9/2019 6:10:40 PM universalrisin Which one would that be?

7/9/2019 6:11:01 PM big_simp False Heaven control system

The AI also controls the lower astral

Our Moon is used here - its a "machine" - to hoover "souls" in for recycling at moment of "death"

start here

FULL DISCLOSURE by Classified Projects - hint  Q/ONI/MJ12

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com  pic.twitter.com/6lDqA8v8ob



7/9/2019 6:11:03 PM matt24688 Is Satoshi part of Q?

7/9/2019 6:11:21 PM kennedy_lohr I believe we already do.  @MedicalMedium

7/9/2019 6:11:22 PM lorenzosghost "time is an illusion" is one of Ra's "catchphrases"

7/9/2019 6:11:32 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/NAdlJ7HE1M

7/9/2019 6:11:54 PM keith369me Same question, what would you manifest?

7/9/2019 6:12:00 PM nicpace2 The president

7/9/2019 6:12:21 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/bKZSpGCalE

7/9/2019 6:13:16 PM kennedy_lohr Speaking from my own personal experience, yes.  His protocol helped me to heal from advanced lung cancer and several other chronic illnesses.

7/9/2019 6:13:59 PM cashman_makers Nicely done my friend.

7/9/2019 6:14:00 PM mongrelglory Darn!  I'll have to find the Canadian equivalent and hope they have an exchange program with MJ-12. 😆

7/9/2019 6:14:01 PM roublisa Oh wow💥💥💥

7/9/2019 6:14:24 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 4.8 mill

Impressions!!!! 😁👊💗🌍

7/9/2019 6:15:01 PM cledrordfishing Spain

7/9/2019 6:15:38 PM roublisa Nope not understanding that one.....down load please🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/9WTDFQruOP

7/9/2019 6:15:41 PM 3rdeyeview55 That's what I was wondering. Who wouldn't have a problem adapting well to all these improvements that we've been waiting for over half a century 

for. Things were headed to a great future back in the late 50s/60s until the worst happened,a.k.a. the takeover.

7/9/2019 6:16:26 PM lori_dee1 Thank you dear friend! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 6:16:30 PM rollinthund3r Is odummy gonna be exposed as a fraud ?

7/9/2019 6:16:32 PM djlok Me too.  Mass arrests will take a whole lot of them out...combine that with deportation of illegals.  Talk about a booming job market coming our way.

7/9/2019 6:16:43 PM roublisa Even over the internet....💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/mnpQxbj76K

7/9/2019 6:16:50 PM lori_dee1 Thank you so much dear One! 🙏💖

7/9/2019 6:16:54 PM lorivictoria Ugh! Did I miss it again? Yes/No

7/9/2019 6:17:03 PM lisbet30025172 Oh man, I really thought Pleiadian exists and that they were helping humanity? He talks about glow in the sky and hidden spaceships.

7/9/2019 6:18:06 PM covertress The US controls a man made stargate... in Florida?

7/9/2019 6:18:20 PM cidarean Elaborate please.

7/9/2019 6:18:35 PM dvanginhoven Is Ramtha real and his teachings legit?

7/9/2019 6:18:53 PM david00997884 The EVENT

7/9/2019 6:18:57 PM aprilbrown99 Deep Underground Military Base

7/9/2019 6:18:59 PM cidarean Whatcha mean?

7/9/2019 6:19:15 PM universalrisin Do you know where specifically or like any speculations?

7/9/2019 6:19:23 PM zagnett Already applied for 1 job w/DIA. Sounds perfect! Was trying to put more info, but web site had errors. Anyway, more info available upon request. Can 

negotiate many terms. Perhaps "read all tweets". i'm "all in" on the Twittz, etc. Have a Great day President Trump, Q, & Team!

7/9/2019 6:19:46 PM slipperyslope18 Certain older generations are catching on quick, less brainwashing or less dependent on their phones, and sick of the bulcrap. 😎

7/9/2019 6:19:52 PM lisbet30025172 Oh, yes that makes sense. Hence maybe all the clones she has out there? Hmmmm

7/9/2019 6:20:03 PM lisbet30025172 Thanks

7/9/2019 6:20:06 PM lsykes2017 OMG. I could just cry!  Thank you Lord and all who have saved America!  God Bless You all.

7/9/2019 6:20:14 PM tripletap21 He wants you to LARP - just like he is doing. I follow but the more I follow the more this totally seems like wanna-be Q account. Aka LARP. Don’t believe 

me? What’s new verifiable intel that he’s brought to the table?

7/9/2019 6:20:15 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/89OLeSvDCB

7/9/2019 6:20:29 PM nurseniceyes Thank you. I missed you guys. Did we win?

7/9/2019 6:20:41 PM cidarean That's interesting.

7/9/2019 6:20:49 PM hawkgirlinmn “Maj” right on his badge.

7/9/2019 6:21:49 PM 3rdeyeview55 Exactly what you mentioned above.

7/9/2019 6:22:07 PM roublisa Really......🤨🤨🤨

7/9/2019 6:22:34 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 👍👍👍

7/9/2019 6:22:47 PM cledrordfishing Can we (3,6,9) full disclosure the same way we did #UnsealEpstein ?

7/9/2019 6:24:02 PM ethereal_shaman My then 5 year old grandson last year  pointed to the sky on our farm and said he saw a red portal (he called it that) with boulders coming out of it and 

he then said,  "July 4th, Hot Springs" a couple of times.  Kids say interesting things.

7/9/2019 6:24:53 PM jayrambin Really? So we actually helped?  And succeeded at our part, so far? And helped liberate the planet?  That would make it worthwhile, for sure.  Cuz this 

duty, while it’s a privilege, kinda sucks.

7/9/2019 6:25:34 PM mongrelglory That would make for interesting TV!

7/9/2019 6:26:01 PM lori_dee1 This is such great feedback from both of you! Thanks so much! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/9/2019 6:26:05 PM lenzaq Is Maitreya the planetary Christ?

7/9/2019 6:27:28 PM hsquared216 So glad to hear. I felt worse when I stopped eating meat and eggs.  What he says makes a lot of sense. But he also is connected to some questionable 

Hollywood people which bugs me.

7/9/2019 6:27:52 PM covertress Speculation?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197368765014017?s=19 …

+

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197365380169728?s=19 …

=

Florida's Stargate is likely located within Broward County or Palm Beach County

7/9/2019 6:27:55 PM lisbet30025172 Hmmm, I read this before but I never imagined this far out!!! So we are really are in a matrixx? 

I was mind/blown when Drake said they are trying to install the  golden computer in heave. I didn’t know what he was talking about. But you kind of 

clarify for me.

7/9/2019 6:28:39 PM geminisq0714 Will Soros ever be brought down?

7/9/2019 6:29:11 PM wild8heart Each to their own. Truth resonates from within.

7/9/2019 6:29:19 PM lisbet30025172 When POTUS says we are going back to the moon and to mars? Do you think he knows about the moon used as a machine?

7/9/2019 6:30:11 PM birdienevermore Have you ever heard of "credit score" 😉

7/9/2019 6:30:41 PM jrocktigers The regular offshore account is up and running.....🤪

7/9/2019 6:31:28 PM allahuniversal Reminds me, haven't checked mine in a while

7/9/2019 6:31:35 PM iamyou132 Im saying I agree with you my good sir.  It just really sucks that the way the world is set up, it’s very difficult for men to ignore sex

7/9/2019 6:31:47 PM mongrelglory Consciousness needed to be seeded in preparation for the truth(s) to be revealed.

7/9/2019 6:32:39 PM terriwork314 Will missing children within the CPS system be returned? My stepson is missing after being removed from his mom's custody in another state. We've 

been trying to find him for a year. Neither state can tell us where he is. We fear trafficking cover up.

7/9/2019 6:33:22 PM aprilbrown99 I am looking forward to our future where money is irrelevantlive, people have plenty of healthy food, everyone has shelter, people live with love in 

their hearts and minds. Where everyone cares for each other & peace resonates within all. And, animals are loved & no longer food. 

pic.twitter.com/uySVpg8Aba

7/9/2019 6:34:09 PM richard07759712 😥sadness thing Ive learned | really MJ12?

7/9/2019 6:34:19 PM atxnrs_kristine Read anything about solfeggio or binaural beats?

7/9/2019 6:35:05 PM atxnrs_kristine Ha! Love it! 😍



7/9/2019 6:35:21 PM centerglow Ha! Older generations have already survived. We’ll see how younger generations adapt to the cult world of gaslighting, blackmailing, and being 

rewarded for doing

what’s wrong and punished for doing what’s right. Although figuring out right from wrong may be their bigger issue.

7/9/2019 6:36:28 PM djlok I bet technically they already are arrested with having secret service around them all the time. Not exactly like Hillary can run to the gas station for a 

pack of smokes or anything.

7/9/2019 6:37:10 PM jrocktigers 🤔

7/9/2019 6:37:37 PM the_fjalar listen to the @X22Report on YT.

2nd term most likely.

7/9/2019 6:38:44 PM roublisa Right 🤦♀️🙏🙏🙏

7/9/2019 6:39:42 PM covertress 9s for me too, but now I plan to shift my focus to 3s.

Create!

7/9/2019 6:39:53 PM richard07759712 Can we improve the odds to manifest reunion with those we love?

7/9/2019 6:40:01 PM dynamicres Greers got a few

7/9/2019 6:41:58 PM chef_brandt89 The fear of death is the final test. The ultimate fight or flight reaction programmed into us by evolution. 😉

7/9/2019 6:42:47 PM dynamicres meditate and manifest ❣️

7/9/2019 6:43:10 PM roublisa I love that explanation pic.twitter.com/7bpXULlXkX

7/9/2019 6:43:12 PM nikoscali Can u imagine if a naked man climbed out of one of the windows of the White House? It definitely would not have been a hoax then!

7/9/2019 6:43:49 PM laurabusse Makes sense 😊

7/9/2019 6:44:03 PM spooky49 Global Reset return to gold standard?

7/9/2019 6:44:26 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has made reference to replicators multiple times.  If we keep replicating “stuff” how would we handle the associated waste?  De-

replication?  Is this how we clean the Earth?

7/9/2019 6:44:37 PM spooky49 Chemtrails soon to be shut down?

7/9/2019 6:45:08 PM dynamicres I always feel like this is true haha.

7/9/2019 6:45:34 PM keith369me If I die, I die, but I think I’m going to live a really long time!!!

7/9/2019 6:45:43 PM lisbet30025172 No I haven’t.

7/9/2019 6:47:35 PM davidspencerca2 Positive healing effects of frequency harmonics and mathematical perfection of hz. This has been proven with Dr. Emoto's work on water. 75% to 85% 

of our body is made from water but on a molecular level humans are 99% composed of water. And so also answers why it works.

7/9/2019 6:47:58 PM dynamicres Time is an agreed upon human construct. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1120473968182550534 … pic.twitter.com/z726BrzL1D

7/9/2019 6:48:45 PM mongrelglory Can that technology take us anywhere in the galaxy?...for example, Ursa Minor? 😁

7/9/2019 6:49:53 PM dynamicres for more reading type this in search:

from:ts_sci_majic12 time is an illusion pic.twitter.com/KvFASETzFf

7/9/2019 6:50:25 PM mongrelglory I'm going to quote Tony Little here... "Conceive it, Believe it, Achieve it!" 😁

7/9/2019 6:51:54 PM dynamicres I would say if anything its more majestic than Q'vian

7/9/2019 6:52:21 PM americanpetal Omg...you just made me feel important. 👏👏👏🥰

✔🇺🇸✔

7/9/2019 6:52:27 PM djlok It's wild, Keith. And I swear is my sister doesn't pull it together fast with how she acts with my 4 yo niece, they are gonna have the SAME BIG 

PROBLEMS my sister and Grandma had before.  Drives me mad!!!  But it is funny as hell!!!

7/9/2019 6:53:52 PM mongrelglory That happens to me @sparkleloung   I see triple repeating digits all the time.  Especially on Twitter!  I thought the algorithms were trying to mess with 

my head at first!  😜

7/9/2019 6:55:16 PM lynnielee5 I’m betting on Dumbs!

7/9/2019 6:56:11 PM big_simp YEP a simulation

Mind Control [ hint all is Mind ]

Study Swedenborg/ Vedas/ Dr Nikolai Kozyrev / Project Pegasus

"you" - Is Be - project into this simulation

Its why the world is "flat" [ but not a coin in space ]

Hint its  a realm of manifested experience

research "LERM" pic.twitter.com/BCJ00hUfe8

7/9/2019 6:56:14 PM mongrelglory I'm confused now as to whether that will be the "white hats" or the "black hats" operating Project Bluebeam... ?

7/9/2019 6:56:41 PM dynamicres we have had that for ages :P pic.twitter.com/aNMK1FrVXM

7/9/2019 6:57:09 PM big_simp NEVER SEEN  TRUMAN show

But I live in the True Man show pic.twitter.com/VLsO5tS3MO

7/9/2019 6:57:24 PM cryptomeres Does Singapore have swamp to drain?

7/9/2019 6:57:46 PM abronske Have we already established contact and means of communication with entities not of this planet? If so, what are their intentions?

7/9/2019 6:58:50 PM mongrelglory "transport"?

7/9/2019 6:58:52 PM natureinspace It's very possible we do too but have never been told the whole truth. I hope all truth comes out.

7/9/2019 6:59:12 PM djlok When the Majestic 12 gets ready to communicate with T1, T2, or T3 do the T's have to dial in or are one of the 3 T's like “oh sh’t, my VOG is going off, I 

better get over to the keyboard for the incoming messages FAST!!!."?

7/9/2019 6:59:42 PM mongrelglory That's what I'm worried about.  I have a number of friends who live in China.

7/9/2019 6:59:57 PM big_simp Trump knows.

His Uncle John Trump helped with Time Travel by working with Fermi/Tesla/ Chronovizor Quantum Time research [ this is what Q calls "5D chess ]

Q= Office of Naval Intelligence pic.twitter.com/zOuR0gkiX4

7/9/2019 7:00:22 PM zagnett Guess we should call them "blue hats". 🤔🧐😉

7/9/2019 7:00:27 PM mongrelglory I stole it from 8chan. 😝

7/9/2019 7:00:28 PM americanpetal If Patriots are in Control and we are to Trust the Plan, I’ve got to believe White Hats.mi would think. 🤷♀️ I hope so! 💫

✔🇺🇸✔

7/9/2019 7:05:42 PM mongrelglory I suppose the technology could be either used to deceive and manipulate people (bad), or seed public consciousness to get them ready for a bigger 

disclosure (maybe good)?

7/9/2019 7:06:28 PM narcissist_ghst i play my way.  it was lies that got us in this mess in the first place.  if the enemy wants to come after me, then the enemy will have to deal with god 

fighting my battles for me, and i'm pretty ferocious myself.  i'm not afraid.

7/9/2019 7:07:18 PM cledrordfishing So we travel as light particles?

7/9/2019 7:08:13 PM lynnielee5 Can’t remember the name of the military base there:  Desert Lake?Devils lake? Something like that. Lots of Tech, Intel & MK Ultra going on there. 

Experiments/Studies, Dumbs.... etc. That was the epicenter! Very DS. Like Denver Airport. Patriots are in Control! [D-5]

7/9/2019 7:08:25 PM d3cod3it Any teaching that replaces or directs away from the son of God is still placing you on the broad road to destruction. Having more than you know can be 

applied to observing how the world at large treats biblical teachings compared to all other teachings. All but one are protected.

7/9/2019 7:08:44 PM truth_light_ I’ll take the like as a yes.  There is a path u can take during this life that if followed I can guarantee will allow u to see and be with your loved ones again - 

 not just for a moment but for eternity w/ a fullness of joy. Anything outside of that path I cannot guarantee. Path?



7/9/2019 7:08:44 PM cynthiamorrow8 Meat will not be available for consumption in 5D so any clean diet is healthy

7/9/2019 7:09:20 PM djlok Are these sky pyramids everyone is talking about important?   Like the one over the Lincoln Memorial when the Blue Angels flew over on #July4th.

7/9/2019 7:11:22 PM liltilgerlil This one 

https://www.reddit.com/r/u_1946106cat/comments/c9zqms/california_earthquake_knocks_out_china_lake/?utm_content=post&utm_medium=twitt

er&utm_source=share&utm_name=submit&utm_term=t3_c9zqms …

7/9/2019 7:11:52 PM t_hayden07 Like Oregon....oh please let us get to watch 'her' go down soon...

7/9/2019 7:12:07 PM dynamicres Good question. I am trying to figure out if its supposed to be an attempt at mass manifestation, or just something hidden there.

7/9/2019 7:12:15 PM caleb_001 MiB 3 came pretty close imo

7/9/2019 7:13:06 PM zagnett Both

7/9/2019 7:13:06 PM jdubz242 Space force revealed

7/9/2019 7:13:11 PM d3cod3it Deception

7/9/2019 7:14:06 PM dynamicres Yes "they" were earthquakes but the big question is what started them. 11/11/18 proved the tech.

7/9/2019 7:15:00 PM dynamicres yeah I have been wondering if we would ever see any 'Persons Of Interest' AI fights haha.

7/9/2019 7:15:01 PM chef_brandt89 Nothing will fight for you, rather with you but just beyond your perception.  Not having fear is the key anyway because it's what powers the negativity. 

I feel the same though, let them come. Especially if it means a physical death. When I'm out of this body its go time.🧜♂️🙅♂️

7/9/2019 7:15:33 PM zagnett Glad i don't (typically) do any of that there then lol. 😅

7/9/2019 7:17:08 PM zagnett Bingo. Big time disclosure there. 🤩

7/9/2019 7:17:49 PM zagnett Ah the placement of the mechanism on the faults to the left and to the right.

Any left? 🤔

7/9/2019 7:19:43 PM nikoscali BINGO, the scientists are so stuck on them being "holes" of infinite gravitation without actually explaining what is generating the gravity or what the 

structure of that object could be.

7/9/2019 7:19:59 PM big_simp Illuminati= Eye of Ra /Baal cult

FYI https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=El7sV2M9h-U …

7/9/2019 7:20:26 PM mongrelglory For some people, adapting to the new understanding of what/who we are and our place in the universe might be difficult.  Especially people who are 

strongly married to certain religious viewpoints.  There will be some suicides I expect.

7/9/2019 7:20:35 PM narcissist_ghst exodus 14:14  The LORD shall fight for you, and you shall hold your peace.  

it's not necessarily beyond my perception; i've had some pretty weird shit happen to me...although i know i have a part in it.

7/9/2019 7:22:08 PM big_simp My understanding is they did go to the Moon but not in tin can Apollo [ NASA pysop] - more likely portal jump

CIA told me in 1999 that Armstrong was "warned off Moon" - since corroborated by ONI Whistleblower William Tompkins

Listen to his interview with Project Camelot on YT

7/9/2019 7:23:26 PM nun_chucknorris At least you have some answers

7/9/2019 7:25:55 PM dynamicres 💫💫💫 IKR! 🥰🥰🥰

7/9/2019 7:26:29 PM nikoscali This is the actual data and it just tells us how matter is moving around the event horizon. We "infer" that it is there based upon our long-held 

assumptions of black hole mechanics. If they are not "holes" (which is what Einstein believed) then this data tells us nothing. 

pic.twitter.com/Ft1AdlkHgW

7/9/2019 7:26:33 PM sfgiantsfan28 How do you catch a fish?

Drop a line.

7/9/2019 7:27:04 PM chef_brandt89 I promise you that the LORD is not the same as God. Know your part, step into your power and the full armor of God I extend to you as it was given to 

me. 🙂

If something fights for you it denies you the experience and understanding required to move forward. The path is built.

7/9/2019 7:27:23 PM blsdbe #WeAreMajestic

7/9/2019 7:28:49 PM gloryrealm16 I live in palm beach county. I thought I saw one/  or similar one day in the sky near riveria beach.

7/9/2019 7:30:24 PM zagnett Yeah, seems so. The city is largely undamaged. 0 deaths. Miraculous it would seem. Possibly "majestic" damage mitigation / timeline editing to prevent 

deaths? 🤔

7/9/2019 7:31:15 PM helentheseeker a confluence of focused will of an entire species of people was responsible for 9/11, blaming a single person is silly and unhelpful

7/9/2019 7:31:16 PM mongrelglory Though in the past, MJ-12 has made a distinction between 5D Consciousness, and physical 5D.  I just know I'll need a little help getting back home to 

visit the relatives while I'm still in this incarnation. 😝

7/9/2019 7:31:39 PM narcissist_ghst Thou shall not bear false witness.

7/9/2019 7:31:45 PM roublisa Your so cute 😆😆😆

7/9/2019 7:32:40 PM zagnett Think MIRROR. 🧐😍🤩

7/9/2019 7:32:43 PM wild_stallion_3 We experience profound bonds that transcend the earthly realm on a regular basis. These stay with self, and so do the memories for the most part

7/9/2019 7:33:08 PM roublisa Lol😉😉😉

7/9/2019 7:34:33 PM chef_brandt89 Welp, I'm not, but thanks for listening. <3

7/9/2019 7:35:57 PM thedodge1011 – (4) Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) on military tribunals, sealed indictments, GOOG, Bitcoin  https://militarytribunals.org/video/4-majestic-12-

ts_sci_majic12-on-military-tribunals-sealed-indictments-goog-bitcoin/ …

7/9/2019 7:36:41 PM ezdoesit_ Are you waiting on us to do something?

7/9/2019 7:37:59 PM jayrambin 3, i, Pi and Phi? Can you elaborate?

7/9/2019 7:38:38 PM big_simp Yes I do https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Chn7i42aDh0 …

7/9/2019 7:39:07 PM enomai_ Face paint of deceit?

7/9/2019 7:39:18 PM djlok I'd never thought of The Lord being different than God.  I might better go back and read the Bible.  See, #cabal runs around throwing all these 

interpretations around that are a HOT MESS!!!

7/9/2019 7:40:47 PM taitai78787 Listen to it religiously- it is the best. I thought 2nd term too but everything is happening at a fast pace especially now it seems India is on board. I’m 

thinking it might be this year 🤷🏼♀️

In addition I don’t think the transition is going to be as bad as a full on recession 👏👏

7/9/2019 7:42:01 PM narcissist_ghst You’re welcome.  Thanks for the encouragement.  At 52 I’ve finally and entirely quit trying to control, manipulate, or police the people in my life, or to 

spend time in suffering because they don’t do what I’d like.  I will defend myself and others though.

7/9/2019 7:42:06 PM wild8heart I won’t dispute that it is a challenge. What I am saying, however, is that we choose how to act based on the information we receive.

7/9/2019 7:42:11 PM jayrambin So, if I have a certain geometric shape, I can manipulate that energy? Should I carry a piece of paper with Metatrons cube on it? my fav, for some 

reason)? Maybe I can capture, expand and utilize it?

7/9/2019 7:44:00 PM nikoscali The photoelectric effect has been discounted too far IMHO by modern physics, and its no accident as far as I'm concerned. We've been intentionally 

led astray.

7/9/2019 7:44:43 PM narcissist_ghst To the original point of the thread, how can one be a witness to others if one is insincere?

7/9/2019 7:45:29 PM kits_cross I'm so intrigued by your tweets and have been following Q for a long time. My faith is the most important thing in my life. Can someone please explain 

MJ12 to me. I'm open minded. I want to learn!

7/9/2019 7:46:35 PM jared4liberty Hey so fun fact, my mothers side of the family has the last name nine. Always thought that was the coolest thing since learning about 369

7/9/2019 7:47:25 PM enomai_ Everyone is important. You wouldn't have been born.



7/9/2019 7:47:31 PM renathy777 Yes!!!! Thank you for protecting our wonderful President Trump and his family!!!

7/9/2019 7:48:44 PM toffer_anon_369 I'll take "Where is NORAD?" for $500

7/9/2019 7:50:07 PM boruneroy Sirius then Orion and on to the Rosery or the 7 sisters/ Plaedeas

7/9/2019 7:52:27 PM atxnrs_kristine I listen to 432 when I’m going to sleep - makes me feel like melting chocolate 😂

7/9/2019 7:54:44 PM cyberanonrevolu there are more than 80,000 sealed charges. Everyone's turn will come! It's like that. Nice work patriots!

7/9/2019 7:55:17 PM enomai_ To know the illusions presented to you in this world. And, to be able to let them go without worry and accepting them

7/9/2019 7:55:17 PM bhaggy1008 Less Karmic.

7/9/2019 7:56:55 PM enomai_ You will be able to see your loved ones.

7/9/2019 7:57:17 PM gloryrealm16 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about 

Childhecifically whether or not we could lend a perspective into an individuals worthiness or not. Here is our resp […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

7/9/2019 7:59:27 PM chef_brandt89 Wow, wouldn't you know I have had the same problem in my life aswell. That's kinda interesting how that works. But now I see the way out, as I better 

myself it reflects upon the world around me. I'm pretty sure that's what Jesus was tryna tell us with "Love thy neighbor as you"

7/9/2019 8:00:25 PM nikoscali Agree.. If "reality" originates from mechanisms operating in higher dimensions then would it not look just like a simulation from our perspective?

7/9/2019 8:00:36 PM roublisa Perfect👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/0WT5HOLpGC

7/9/2019 8:00:47 PM nikoscali Am going to have to take my time with this video... thanks for sharing!

7/9/2019 8:03:13 PM rebashoenfelt1 Good

7/9/2019 8:03:22 PM leslieau7 😢

I want to save the children...

I wish I was superwoman

And young again.

7/9/2019 8:04:16 PM oo1o110 I want to play baseball again...

7/9/2019 8:04:23 PM enomai_ Does hacking Stargates provide a problem?

7/9/2019 8:06:54 PM oo1o110 The Bible was assembled by a political body governed by Constantine. Communion is a Luciferian rite that mocks us as we cannibalize our Christ, and 

parade around the tool used to murder Him.  We have a long way to go...

7/9/2019 8:07:06 PM cledrordfishing Not sure I'm picking up what you're laying down.

7/9/2019 8:09:36 PM enomai_ There must be a destination set in place. The destination could be changed. Could just make people stuck. I've always seen hacking a problem . If 

possible

7/9/2019 8:10:30 PM narcissist_ghst loving myself has always been the hardest part.  eventually, through trials, the hope and faith has taken root.  i have only god to thank for that.

7/9/2019 8:15:24 PM johnhammar94 No this is more like a fan club

7/9/2019 8:15:32 PM the_fjalar Could happen.

todays report pretty much said things are speeding up fast.

7/9/2019 8:17:33 PM noidaho_gal Is my Barry a chosen one? Alot has been happening around and to him.

7/9/2019 8:20:32 PM wildkat1776 I am completely surrounded by abject negative people on a daily basis and I NEVER have a time when able to really relax. Can't sleep. I  even ever get 

this....I'm gonna need help on this one. Everything in my past is connected somehow.

7/9/2019 8:26:20 PM wildkat1776 But I am a nobody.

7/9/2019 8:26:21 PM myavery17 Are all the D.U.M.B bases still active?

7/9/2019 8:29:27 PM watnewsnow Will it soon be a common thing for humans to be interacting with other intelligent beings?

7/9/2019 8:32:51 PM lynnielee5 Yes! China Lake!

7/9/2019 8:34:26 PM lynnielee5 Do you still think it was a Natural Earthquake? 😎

7/9/2019 8:39:15 PM disfellocated

𝐌𝐀𝐉𝐄𝐒𝐓𝐈𝐂

? pic.twitter.com/TuZcFlSPFy

7/9/2019 8:48:01 PM bbobbio71 Ironically,  I had asked a question asking those lines earlier today.  I backed out of it though.  Majestic!

7/9/2019 8:50:37 PM davidspencerca2 You are feeding your soul a delicious sound.

7/9/2019 8:51:24 PM lynnielee5 Lots going on there. Shhh. Big rats going down all over the place. 🐀This is The Storm! PedoWood is burning too! Enjoy the Show! 🍿🇺🇸😎🎥

7/9/2019 8:52:56 PM disfellocated Runnin’ intergalactic hooch (well, weed...)!

7/9/2019 8:53:16 PM brown_eyedladyj Like Q said, some pills are hard to swallow. Bibi supported Mitt Romney in 2012 and HRC in 2016 pic.twitter.com/BPbtVilA29

7/9/2019 8:53:46 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/Ikkyir7mg2

7/9/2019 8:53:54 PM lynnielee5 Me either!

7/9/2019 8:53:56 PM dvanginhoven Exactly. That’s why im confused

7/9/2019 8:54:07 PM la_perry trinity is found in all religions throughout history even cave drawing

when 3 work as one

the capstone secures the propeller excelsior 

some lost sight of that

the greed of few dominated

the many suffered

trinity was out of balance

you can only go in circles

ouroborus pic.twitter.com/eHyxfMuBFd
7/9/2019 8:56:25 PM michael81972 Quantum Financial System?

7/9/2019 8:58:42 PM cpnegron73 Governments partnered with the demonic? Yes or No?

7/9/2019 8:59:34 PM brown_eyedladyj Absolutely not. They are blowing tunnels

7/9/2019 9:02:51 PM wildkat1776 I'm one of those people that with all I have absorbed over the last couple years....and it's alot....I feel I have not even gotten started.

7/9/2019 9:04:05 PM brown_eyedladyj Let's not forget Israel is last. Until then I will continue to dig up dirt. pic.twitter.com/7977rxLNnK

7/9/2019 9:05:31 PM wethepeople47 always intrigued by you Q+As thank you

psycop

are we being pulled

how long

what can I do to prepare/ help pic.twitter.com/Ca7GqrieqC

7/9/2019 9:06:13 PM graysgiggle where u in '77

7/9/2019 9:06:22 PM brown_eyedladyj These people think we are weak. On the contrary, we are warriors. pic.twitter.com/rjRl1bQCh4

7/9/2019 9:07:12 PM oo1o110 We all are, brother. We've got a lot of cobwebs to shake from our head. The truth is inside us. Don't throw the baby out with the bathwater. Christ 

was/is real. Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and all things shall be added unto you. Live by the golden rule. All is well!

7/9/2019 9:17:49 PM disfellocated Training now. Cannot wait to flex. 💪🏻

7/9/2019 9:20:23 PM lisacarole1 Brilliant.

7/9/2019 9:24:49 PM karentriebel yes

7/9/2019 9:26:14 PM 2020sequel What were in the envelopes?

7/9/2019 9:26:16 PM lynnielee5 The only thing that I know is that Patriots are in Control! Don’t forget to pray for those in danger! They fight for Us all! 🇺🇸



7/9/2019 9:26:51 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/vrFUROYok2

7/9/2019 9:28:07 PM sweetgigi369 This was amazing

7/9/2019 9:32:44 PM sciblu27 Remember mirror they are not 6,000 years old remember God work 6 days and took a day off so the day off is coming to an end the six thousand years 

of Peace hopefully will begin remember the devil will try to put his Temple above God's

7/9/2019 9:33:06 PM adsvel Are Alfa Centaureans and Antareans helping with financial reset and planetary liberation?

7/9/2019 9:38:46 PM theheyoka1  pic.twitter.com/keVA4jWxpV

7/9/2019 9:43:16 PM poppyslovecapu I’m the person who is walking toward the ET as in “Close Encounters of the Third Kind” and everyone I know thinks I’m crazy!!

But I’m a much older “explorer” and wonder if I’ll survive to see the next world? Ant advice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ✨

7/9/2019 9:51:44 PM crackedactor183 Wow! General Flynn's statement of I have a army of digital soldiers is starting to make sense now!

7/9/2019 10:00:46 PM rawphonegirl Look how cozy his arm is around her! 🤬🤬🤬Poor girl!! Victim turned victimizer. 😥😥😥

7/9/2019 10:03:12 PM guacamolly45 Damn it! I’m always so late to the show :(

7/9/2019 10:11:17 PM charmanda9 I remember this question from a few months ago. Your question right? And MJ answered ‘yes’ that it resonated. You had a vision? ✨💖✨

7/9/2019 10:12:07 PM brown_eyedladyj  https://elemifuentes.com/2018/08/24/george-m-nasif-and-the-rothschild-documents/ …

7/9/2019 10:13:55 PM marylouathome Makes sense... have been sick to my stomach and head “liking” all ProTrump and Anti DNC- Epstein, HRC, Obama... BUT will NOT GIVE IN! Not a 

hypocrite... will survive & thrive to persevere

7/9/2019 10:21:45 PM marylouathome I’ll stick to CountryMusic

7/9/2019 10:50:19 PM poppyslovecapu My turn: Scalar waves/ Time grid “as illusion”? 

Matter: dematerialization and teleportation: Whew!! Any or all?

7/9/2019 10:52:59 PM victorianoreent i would say that depends on which experience you will be choosing to have....the realm/experience where there is still pay to live or Home/unfettered 

access.....

7/9/2019 11:01:22 PM frequency_isbe Problem is many of us have discovered Twatter is “liking” posts on behalf of accounts so they loose followers, when it makes it to your feed. I have 

unfollowed people because I thought they where FAKE MAGA until I realised what was going on.

7/9/2019 11:04:02 PM pjunkyflight And if you poison....then you may not see what you want to see....defeats the purpose.

7/9/2019 11:04:17 PM chris22085110 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this the "keystone" Q talks about?  pic.twitter.com/o1MeZJWL5C

7/9/2019 11:04:47 PM jennife53779251 Blackmailed politicians are guilty also!!!! Selfish and thousand of lives!!!

7/9/2019 11:24:41 PM brown_eyedladyj I can't find him on Twitter. He is on FB.

7/9/2019 11:26:12 PM brown_eyedladyj Let's all go back for a second. This thread is incredible!!🤯 Chew on this for a while. 

https://twitter.com/Bruno062418/status/1138845980592357379?s=09 …

7/9/2019 11:38:37 PM pauliepg11111 We create portals when we conceive a life...

7/9/2019 11:41:44 PM brown_eyedladyj Herea another one the tried to cover up. pic.twitter.com/QUcj3gevze

7/9/2019 11:45:35 PM _andy_walker_ I don't get it. Where is the 3 and 6 in this post? How does this picture apply the 3, 6, and 9 format?

7/9/2019 11:45:48 PM petitchevalb Womb is triangle

7/9/2019 11:46:22 PM _andy_walker_ Why was this image photoshopped?

7/9/2019 11:47:46 PM jswdh1 Isn't that where the shootings happened too?

7/9/2019 11:48:19 PM brown_eyedladyj BINGO

7/9/2019 11:49:26 PM jswdh1 They're destroying bunkers there....or tried to get financial aid from us to picket like in Haiti!

7/9/2019 11:52:47 PM oo1o110 Is Seth Rich actually dead?

7/10/2019 12:02:12 AM wildkat1776 Thank you.... I'm just trying to grasp It  all....I know it is there in my Head and have a great respect for those who can do so.

7/10/2019 12:02:16 AM believe_coach I remember when Hillary had to use a plane voucher to fly.

7/10/2019 12:03:18 AM warriordaisy That's interesting considering voter fraud is rampant in Seattle Washington. We've almost reached a one-party State here. The people seem to be 

getting angry, but it doesn't matter how we vote. They are ballot harvesting here.

7/10/2019 12:04:59 AM wildkat1776 This one I got.....that was a big duh moment

7/10/2019 12:11:27 AM carolin15161363 What transition and how are we to adapt?

7/10/2019 12:12:35 AM jswdh1 I meant pocket...... lol

7/10/2019 12:15:37 AM brown_eyedladyj HRC stated that she wanted to move to NZ. It was all about gin grabbing, and elite shelters. She was never supposed to lose. This was where the elite 

planner on going once WWIII started.

7/10/2019 12:46:38 AM bobtoptier Nice picture, i believe your imagination can only truly answer the question. Again, imagine the vastness off space. Not all is known...

7/10/2019 12:58:23 AM _queenalex__ Is your account total bullshit? #nooutsidecomms

7/10/2019 1:35:33 AM jimothyhaight Is Aussie PM a white hat?

7/10/2019 1:44:07 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=19 …

7/10/2019 1:44:07 AM dvanginhoven So you have picture of it?

7/10/2019 2:45:06 AM jswdh1 Yep....

7/10/2019 3:00:13 AM brown_eyedladyj What is JFK JR's role in all of this

7/10/2019 3:02:44 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/Nz4VcWoAAq

7/10/2019 3:09:41 AM bethelight11_11 Um how old  ?

7/10/2019 3:09:48 AM drwb_uk Is soul scalping a real thing asking for a mate.

7/10/2019 3:35:43 AM brown_eyedladyj Gun grab. Good lord

7/10/2019 4:06:58 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, you're right. I knew that but I wasn't thinking of that juxtaposed to my thoughts of how great it would be to have 0point energy, clean air, clean 

oceans, etc. A one track mind thing, another item to work on as we raise our frequencies. 😉

7/10/2019 4:11:01 AM andrew13892378 0 The knowledge of the power of 3,6 and 9 used on you is real. In Simplified essence.

Those equipped with it have used it to program your minds for their own agendas. It is used by advertising to sell, but it may also be used to weaponize 

minute to minute/day to day news feeds...

7/10/2019 4:14:03 AM andrew13892378 3 Fight fire with fire. Your mind/memory is attuned to 3,6 and 9. Knowledge of 3,6,9 interval or its exponential being used may serve to counter the 

effects of it upon you. In this use of It, it can be about strengthening your neural pathways of belief in anything they......

7/10/2019 4:16:43 AM slplesner Hey Mj

Q did answar No twice or so, about jfk jr would be alive..

If he isn't alive, will there be justice on them who is responsible?

7/10/2019 4:17:05 AM andrew13892378 6 want you to believe over other things you hear, even lies. Message over messenger creates lesser certainty for Censuring eyes and bean counters.

"Meme over! Meme" at 3,6 and 9 to be strongly/widely heard and avoid text Censure scanners. Separate and or number your Maj Q&A.....

7/10/2019 4:20:06 AM andrew13892378 9  for partial hints and exclusions. The power of 3,6,9 is Multipurpose, the universe is built upon it. Follow the Majestic suggested uses of it. "Bulk 

Archive Offline" MAj for study while you can, prior to changes. Look for corrections to your guesses by Maj. Succeed the Plan.A.

7/10/2019 4:33:13 AM blackjackpupil you might say the same about the decade 2010 to 2020, the agenda is truely on overdrive. insanity everywhere.

7/10/2019 4:34:18 AM _369311119 1056

1011

111

3 pic.twitter.com/EHrdzZjfDi

7/10/2019 4:35:55 AM mariazak18 I heard assignation attemp on Potus and he was trying to make a run for it 🤷♀️

7/10/2019 4:37:07 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/v3z0aTzpzy



7/10/2019 4:52:23 AM _369311119 "On July 28th, 2006, I was very proud to become a citizen of the United States - the greatest privilege on planet Earth."

- @FLOTUS

 https://www.cram.com/essay/The-Greatest-Privilege-On-Planet-Earth/PKGDT7LU6E4X …

Hey, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

"...on planet Earth"

???
7/10/2019 4:53:38 AM mellyrn Ho, ho -- @martingeddes 's practice of using "like" merely to mark a post as "read" must really scramble the algorithm! 😂

7/10/2019 4:58:07 AM blackjackpupil we caught a parasite after a jungle trip to borneo. it was like mononucleosis and made us tired and unproductive for many many months. a friend 

pointed us to @MedicalMedium and following his dietary guidance we healed ourselves. i strongly believe in food as medicine

7/10/2019 5:04:31 AM n2zyk Is this why the military has people who write Sci-Fi in the intel side?

7/10/2019 5:13:38 AM blackjackpupil i'm guessing she's spilling the beans

7/10/2019 5:16:19 AM blackjackpupil i recently came across this idea. i am still not sure which is the right answer. needs more research and understanding.

7/10/2019 5:19:32 AM blackjackpupil prob not https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148741706839465986 …

7/10/2019 5:20:17 AM andrew13892378 A mere Broom stick exceeds the speed of light! called " Pole Effect"! Any string in, as yet undetected solid space structure with a stiffness, is in effect a 

"Pole". Instant communications at any distance a reality! We exist in an "All solid" Universe!

7/10/2019 5:23:51 AM rebashoenfelt1 No extradition. She also has estate w helipad and tunnels at Devils Glen, Ireland (YouTube)

7/10/2019 5:33:10 AM andrew13892378 Grass cutting is an illusion, The blade must move fast enough in time so that the grass stem has not the time to evade the blade by yielding. Time is an 

illusion, but understanding the illusion makes such things as grass cutting work in reality? Got to meet guys in old age home!

7/10/2019 5:34:03 AM zooodrew This currently happening to me. I believe it has to do with soul resonance and adherence to natural law

7/10/2019 5:40:30 AM zooodrew Recommendations?

7/10/2019 5:47:05 AM shannen_robison Haha that's awesome

7/10/2019 5:52:29 AM marynason But it was the older generation that was far more able to adapt. The new generation is quite disappointing.

7/10/2019 5:57:12 AM marynason This is not so difficult if people finally decide that governing is our responsibility.

7/10/2019 6:02:31 AM djlok I guess we'll find out. Hopefully those flu vaccines everyone gets don't play a part in any mass deaths.  I could see a few bad actors @CDC weaponizing 

vaccines against the general population.

7/10/2019 6:04:06 AM us_poll Agree Also think we have morons in Govt who over pay themselves and Bad stewards with our money why we are in this mess that never ends 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/high-anxiety-hits-senate-over-raising-debt-ceiling/ar-AAE7DwV?ocid=spartanntp …

7/10/2019 6:04:47 AM liltilgerlil Their theft is why we have debt! Period

7/10/2019 6:06:21 AM roaminnoodle Big Brother. 1984. Newspeak.

George Orwell. Ingsoc. Oceania.

7/10/2019 6:09:07 AM us_poll Yes because you don't spend what you don't have to trillions....We paid our taxes that was our part and their part is to use it responsibly so it's their 

debt in my opinion!

7/10/2019 6:09:18 AM joni_apple_seed Never apologize for the truth. This is the best tough love you can give  people. If the are not ready to listen, at least you have planted the seed. 

Sometimes the righteous in reality are the manipulated but don’t see it. ❤️ @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @John_F_Kennnedy #ThanQ

7/10/2019 6:11:20 AM us_poll If I could shrink the beast up there I wouldn't hesitate...PDJT said we need people for jobs well clean out the Crap on CH then!

7/10/2019 6:12:38 AM liltilgerlil Right. Congress wants to send 90 Billion with a B to PR in spending package.

7/10/2019 6:13:15 AM robin_ked DS has been Stealing from us pic.twitter.com/qbFFycn88P

7/10/2019 6:15:41 AM us_poll For us who pay our bills and those who got out of debt it burns to be on the hook for any of their S//t they claim we are on the hook for.Hey I didn't do 

the overspending and live high on the hog with almost a 100k liquor bill for one crazy lady that can't even speak coherently

7/10/2019 6:16:25 AM robin_ked #LoopCapital 

Take from us & enrich the #DeepState pic.twitter.com/Fvp07lkmCD

7/10/2019 6:17:05 AM robin_ked #LoopCapital pic.twitter.com/Tzk8rAeudW

7/10/2019 6:17:40 AM bppope @realDonaldTrump @L_1138 @zq595us pic.twitter.com/cHk0YKjDIG

7/10/2019 6:23:38 AM us_poll If you have a biz and it's not going so well ….Why do they usually do ...Lay off people that's what but not his govt They think we will just bill the 

people...Screw them they owe us!

7/10/2019 6:24:07 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/fLL3Ik8iak

7/10/2019 6:25:09 AM liltilgerlil I agree.

7/10/2019 6:25:58 AM liltilgerlil They always steal money and give away our wealth. Been hidden in these spending bills for decades.

7/10/2019 6:26:36 AM us_poll Freaking Crook on what they claim is our dime and they are in debt up to their ears....No they owe all that S//t they over spent for....Studying hookers 

overseas? I mean what's that about or studies on dating online? For real Screw them

7/10/2019 6:27:10 AM whitehat_van Idiot.

7/10/2019 6:28:35 AM whitehat_van I've destroyed these China Clowns on many occasion. Total frauds. Beware of Keybase. It's mind hacking malware.

7/10/2019 6:31:30 AM us_poll I'm tired of being their idiot for their gain! When they don't do their job and all they do is spend they should be OUT on their A like any other American 

would be ….Tired of their entitlement complex!

7/10/2019 6:32:37 AM liltilgerlil I agree

7/10/2019 6:33:22 AM roaminnoodle I see 3 everywhere. I logged in, unintentionally, at 9:03 EST today. It is now 9:33 EST. Let's gooo!!!

7/10/2019 6:36:41 AM prmd21801759 ThankQ Q+ @POTUS!! @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@SandiaWisdom

7/10/2019 6:38:40 AM joeorbit i stopped asking and use observation and intuition. it's the only way otherwise we are adapting the beliefs of 'experts'.  research the experts through 

time and some disturbing secret society connections appear. unlock your pineal gland and observe.  we all create this reality.

7/10/2019 6:42:04 AM mike_werezak Honestly this doesn't sound like very effective advice.

7/10/2019 6:48:41 AM us_poll You have to remember this same Drunk A crook was upset we got a extra 20 bucks in our pocket! Screw them is really 2 nice of a word for people like 

her! Extortion by forcing us to pay for their crap is more like it

7/10/2019 6:49:08 AM marinucci_susan Oh yes but as I said before not at all surprised!!

7/10/2019 6:51:16 AM roaminnoodle My understanding of why it is taking so long:

Cc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/I3f5vA7ftt

7/10/2019 6:54:42 AM roaminnoodle I keep asking similar question whenever this is mentioned. I never really get a straight answer...

I am just hoping honest, hard working, good natured Patriots - living within their means - will not have their savings account, or other assets, wiped out 

when this plays out!!!

7/10/2019 6:57:50 AM covertress Aswad - Shine https://youtu.be/IIw3BtSPHtI 



7/10/2019 6:58:30 AM aprilbrown99 Hi MJ, I came across this MIDI Sprout device last night. I’m very excited abt the possibilities this might offer! Is this how we can communicate with 

almost everything energetically? Proof so to speak?

Here are a couple of videos:

 https://youtu.be/rsPmnjfs2iE  https://youtu.be/FgXkka7dtLg 

7/10/2019 7:00:56 AM aprilbrown99 Here is another cool video: https://youtu.be/wYU18eiiFt4 

7/10/2019 7:02:22 AM kindeandtrue These seem to be examples of 3, 6, 9: 

1) First earthquake at China Lake Naval Base was "6.6" magnitude.  2) On Monday, "3.3" inches of rain fell in an hour on Washington DC, causing 

tremendous flooding in Washington, Alexandria and Arlington. https://patch.com/virginia/arlington-va/mondays-rainfall-reagan-airport-shattered-

record-report …

7/10/2019 7:02:39 AM realitygateway Facebook's change to their community standards might be a blessing in disguise - Look at who they consider "Dangerous Individuals and 

Organizations" 

@Incarnated_ET @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/10/2019 7:04:46 AM kindeandtrue The USGS first reported the July 4 China Lake earthquake as "6.6" magnitude. That number was later revised, but all I saw for the first few hours was 

6.6. https://twitter.com/latimes/status/1146836237480677381 …

7/10/2019 7:07:31 AM kindeandtrue There's more: Jeffrey Epstein is 66 years old, and Terry Bean, big Obama fundraiser, indicted last week for abusing a 15 yr old boy, is also 66: 

https://twitter.com/coco14391/status/1147580021709647872 …

7/10/2019 7:09:53 AM kindeandtrue Here's the report on Jeffrey Epstein's age: 66 years old. I was skeptical of the power of 3, 6, 9, but there's no doubt that 3's and 6's keep popping up in 

significant ways this week: https://twitter.com/DeadlineWH/status/1148323983491784704 …

7/10/2019 7:13:58 AM ihatematt @TomSteyer what’s up with this email? It almost seems like people are talking in code or something? 

#MAGA #KAG @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @BreitbartNews @DRUDGE_REPORT @DRUDGE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

@BeThePlan @An0n661 @BreakingNLive @PrisonPlanet pic.twitter.com/P7RM2g3eCF

7/10/2019 7:20:51 AM _369311119 This is amazing. Thank you.

7/10/2019 7:23:38 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1148776676853243904?s=19 …

7/10/2019 7:29:51 AM aprilbrown99 It is amazing! I really want to get a device so I can “talk” with my landscape. 🥰🥰🥰 I already hug my trees but this would be sooo cool. I can only 

imagine what 5D will be like.                    🦋🌸💕🌈✨

7/10/2019 7:34:28 AM _369311119 Been a "dog whisperer" forever and the "knowing" is only getting stronger

7/10/2019 7:35:35 AM aprilbrown99 We are changing for sure, no doubt about it. 💫💫💫

7/10/2019 7:36:58 AM diariohl Yes, Ramtha is real and his teachings are truth but you don't have to "believe", you must KNOW and that only is found within you, not outside.

7/10/2019 7:57:02 AM rolandblasini I googled ... Treasonous, socialist company who is trying to destroy Puerto Rico by changing history, erasing conservative content and illegally trying to 

influence the 2020 election for his Tax HAVEN globalist's masters. And 'ROSSELLO' popped up.

7/10/2019 7:58:16 AM rolandblasini I googled ... Treasonous, socialist company who is trying to destroy Puerto Rico by changing history, erasing conservative content and illegally trying to 

influence the 2020 election for his Tax HAVEN globalist's masters. And 'ROSSELLO' popped up.

7/10/2019 8:01:36 AM 7alon MJ12 said older generations for a reason. They are prone to ill health and can't handle shock as well as younger people. What do you think is going to 

happen to them when they find out evil has ruled the world for centuries or even millennia?

7/10/2019 8:03:14 AM aprilbrown99 And another video!  💗💗💗🌈🌈🌈💝💝💝 https://youtu.be/HR5iCvFevWw 

7/10/2019 8:04:47 AM freestateojones Jokes.

7/10/2019 8:15:25 AM realityloominng  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9473798/norwegian-island-sun-ban-time/ …

Is this Majestic 12 Headquarters? Must be nice up there, with no time and all

7/10/2019 8:19:39 AM vintagesquirrel I think it's gonna be a natural earth event.

7/10/2019 8:19:49 AM trumpet39777907 John Wayne Casey

7/10/2019 8:26:09 AM realityloominng part of same initiative to settle

7/10/2019 8:39:54 AM brandon73745841 It's simple to develop conscience in young people and teach them right from wrong

 https://web.archive.org/web/20020826022457/ http://209.87.142.42/y/pro.htm …

 https://web.archive.org/web/20030112231948/ http://209.87.142.42/y/book2/Book_015.htm …

7/10/2019 8:54:41 AM blsdbe Please join us at 1:11 EDT for 3 minutes of Prayer for our Fellow Patriots. Blessings 🥰🙏🥰

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA https://twitter.com/Justice4allCQ/status/1148959163181162496 …

7/10/2019 8:55:07 AM roaminnoodle I missed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's AMA last night...

But after catching up, and seeing these posts, I am looking forward EVEN MORE to seeing the DECLAS from @SpaceCorpsUS!!!

LET'S GOOO!!! I want someone to ask me to beam them up!!! pic.twitter.com/JziSf0rIvv

7/10/2019 9:03:25 AM alinahere ThanQ for sharing this Link. 👍

7/10/2019 9:15:13 AM canadiancovfefe I have a hard time believing any extreme weather is natural since learning of how the cabal manipulates it.

7/10/2019 9:17:46 AM lynnielee5 I watch Commiefornia very closely & agree! Question everything!

7/10/2019 9:20:47 AM duriavigrobert They need to succeed from the Union  ...  but leave the land, it belongs to the USA 🇺🇸

7/10/2019 9:24:44 AM djlok I bet you're probably right. Something to do with the pole shift if I had to guess.

7/10/2019 9:49:52 AM cosmic_engineer The owl represents the Cabal too

7/10/2019 9:50:55 AM realityloominng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DquGIqteco4 …

What's the secret behind this clip you shared months ago??

It's SO uplifting can't stop re-watching/listening to it!!

7/10/2019 9:57:13 AM roublisa Tear jerker 💗💗💗this where we are ....home🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/aODdmXjfTa

7/10/2019 9:59:46 AM coastal2002 Catholic? I know of this three days of darkness as well. Alot of people do not believe this will happen. Rapture is coming for them.

7/10/2019 10:00:29 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/cXcETZOuOH

7/10/2019 10:11:05 AM roublisa This is part of my dream come true.....this is home🙏🙏🙏thank you April💗💗💗

7/10/2019 10:12:05 AM roublisa This our 5D and higher.....I love this sister thank you🙏🙏🙏

7/10/2019 10:13:49 AM robin_ked (((They))) been Stealing us Blind for decades pic.twitter.com/5KsMsoRrML

7/10/2019 10:15:30 AM robin_ked New Q #QAnon

 https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1148981616037023745 …

Q pic.twitter.com/znpUFZYgxQ

7/10/2019 10:16:58 AM aprilbrown99 This is what it is all about. Love is EVERYTHING.

7/10/2019 10:17:47 AM roublisa Incredible 💗💗💗ᒪOᐯᗴ💗💗💗

7/10/2019 10:18:31 AM quebec99335648 O M G BBQ CYA LATER MUSE TIME

7/10/2019 10:35:47 AM mongrelglory That's so friggin cool!  The music of consciousness in the plant world. 😊

7/10/2019 10:38:45 AM natureinspace And there's a snowflake too which says alot lol

7/10/2019 10:39:40 AM aprilbrown99 It is! Our world has been playing a symphony that we havent been able to hear. Plants, rocks, trees!  So beautiful. Made me cry...of course. 🥴💗

7/10/2019 10:40:47 AM aprilbrown99 This certainly applies!  ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/7inOyBHEhX

7/10/2019 10:49:31 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 said that Cannabis originally came from off planet, and it certainly sounds very "other-worldly"!  Just wonderful! 🤗

7/10/2019 10:50:54 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I noticed that too. That was a pretty large plant.

7/10/2019 10:55:55 AM roublisa Love this Scott😘😘😘



7/10/2019 11:00:10 AM _369311119 @RoubLisa 

Reading this carefully, pursuit of "constant music listening" has been attacked. Meaning that souls are used to hearing nature and are seeking to 

replicate that here via headphones, and so we can be NPCd, etc. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115829781566828545 …

7/10/2019 11:03:23 AM roublisa This resonates strongly ....I am going to dehydrate with all thes tears of joy😭😭😭🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/hmwnEBdmSt

7/10/2019 11:03:37 AM aprilbrown99 So our “IS’s” can “BE” filled with love, joy, and wonderment...

and all those fantastic things.

7/10/2019 11:04:24 AM mongrelglory I'm so excited and relieved for the upcoming changes too!  People will be empowered to create a brighter future.  It's hard for me also to comprehend 

how some people will find this freedom traumatic.  They've been used to placing their trust in an outside figure of "power".

7/10/2019 11:06:03 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/yvJERxG4T0

7/10/2019 11:06:43 AM _369311119 333

7/10/2019 11:07:36 AM roublisa Check out "Compassion/Beloved (From the Lost Chord)" by Jonathan Goldman [feat. Akshara Weave, Lama Tashi, Laraaji, John Beaulieu, Sarah Benson, 

Alec Sims, Ruth Weider Magan, Rabbi Auri Ishi, Ty Burhoe, Andi Goldman & Joshua Goldman] on Amazon Music.  

https://music.amazon.com/albums/B01KCMX0CU?do=play&trackAsin=B01KCMX41M&ref=dm_sh_2gvhxlHp3yJGRXIBMP8DBVvoG … fav!

7/10/2019 11:07:59 AM roublisa Check out "Compassion/Beloved (From the Lost Chord)" by Jonathan Goldman [feat. Akshara Weave, Lama Tashi, Laraaji, John Beaulieu, Sarah Benson, 

Alec Sims, Ruth Weider Magan, Rabbi Auri Ishi, Ty Burhoe, Andi Goldman & Joshua Goldman] on Amazon Music. 

https://music.amazon.com/albums/B01KCMX0CU?do=play&trackAsin=B01KCMX41M&ref=dm_sh_2gvhxlHp3yJGRXIBMP8DBVvoG …

7/10/2019 11:08:52 AM rolandblasini Fellow STATEHOODERS, whatever you're facing today, keep going. Keep moving. Keep hoping. Keep pressing on. There is victory on the other side!

7/10/2019 11:09:11 AM rolandblasini Fellow STATEHOODERS, whatever you're facing today, keep going. Keep moving. Keep hoping. Keep pressing on. There is victory on the other side!

7/10/2019 11:20:46 AM rolandblasini ? PQ AGUNTO noticel, este reportaje HASTA hoy? DESDE, CUANDO LO SABIAN y NO publicaron? Una auditoría de BDO responsabiliza a la Primera 

Dama, Beatriz Rosselló por Unidos por Puerto Rico.  http://noticel.com/ahora/gobierno … 6:00 AM - 10 Jul 2019

7/10/2019 11:21:29 AM rolandblasini ? PQ AGUNTO noticel, este reportaje HASTA hoy? DESDE, CUANDO LO SABIAN y NO publicaron? Una auditoría de BDO responsabiliza a la Primera 

Dama, Beatriz Rosselló por Unidos por Puerto Rico.  http://noticel.com/ahora/gobierno … 6:00 AM - 10 Jul 2019

7/10/2019 11:22:57 AM joni_apple_seed Just gonna leave this here for folks with open minds, eyes to see and ears to hear.

 https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19890005752.pdf …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @TrueEyeTheSpy #TheyLie

#ThanQ pic.twitter.com/2CVSWrtZwZ

7/10/2019 11:24:18 AM knightofmaltaus Interesting explanation of why the #Navy tracks #UFOs

@mufon @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @UFOChronicles @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/06/01/scientists-explain-why-navys-tracking-ufo-sightings.html …

7/10/2019 11:26:22 AM aprilbrown99 I appreciate your input and opinions. Truth resonates within. And this certainly resonates with me BIG TIME.  BEing in this 3D matrix it is no wonder 

that we loose all our abilities to see with our heart instead of our eyes. I feel and know, for me, this is absolutely true.

7/10/2019 11:26:29 AM aprilbrown99 Being in 3D we just need technology to help us get to where we will naturally be in 5D.

7/10/2019 11:30:35 AM aprilbrown99 BTW, you have the same birth month and day as my mom.  It will be six years this November since she passed. 

Happy belated birthday. 🎂

7/10/2019 12:01:10 PM aleks8837 What about this? George M. Nasif The Original Q lasted about 8 months on 8 Chan before NSA took it over. This was about the same time Julian 

assange lost connection and control of Wikileaks. What we have now on 8 Chan is not of the same mind and purpose. People have been fooled.

7/10/2019 12:01:16 PM aleks8837 Sorry. I left a long time ago when I confirmed this. NSA has molested your brains. Only the first 6 months of Q posts are of any value to me. One man, 

One purpose. Not a team.

7/10/2019 12:01:26 PM vicks_john Took the pill several years back, still fallling down the hole. Once the #Truth has been revealed, the dig never ends. #WWG1WGA #PainIsComing

7/10/2019 12:13:29 PM aleks8837 Maybe it's about the "harvest" stuff? Probably, although it was worded in a more physical way than I'd want to read then. Ref., ~p.18: 

https://www.scribd.com/document/13165990/Dialogue-With-Hidden-Hand-Self-Proclaimed-Illuminati-Insider …

7/10/2019 12:18:09 PM aleks8837 So much this! This is the right approach/view of life!

7/10/2019 12:18:36 PM aleks8837 and  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148742513798340608 … from just now.

7/10/2019 12:28:33 PM mongrelglory She seems to be repeating words to herself while it's happening.

I wonder what she's saying!  😏

They say (rumours) she's being attacked by DEW weapons to send her a message.  If so, she's a slow learner!

7/10/2019 12:32:36 PM michell75717325 🙋♀️Me too!

7/10/2019 12:33:03 PM roaminnoodle She's fine! No need for concern. It just suddenly appeared, and it will also suddenly disappear... no worries! 

https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1149018142133366785 …

7/10/2019 12:34:56 PM _369311119  https://soundcloud.com/lobrofficial/clock-abyss …

7/10/2019 12:39:17 PM _369311119 Add 1056hz...

The Ennead. pic.twitter.com/tJ2Yq8TGkL

7/10/2019 12:45:48 PM roublisa Thank you 💕💕💕

7/10/2019 12:55:22 PM wftqpatriot If you were abused in this time period of 0-2 what does that mean?  Does it mean the abuse is now part of your base DNA since it occurred at that time 

or does that have an impact at all on unlocking instinct development at that age?  Does this pass on to your children?

7/10/2019 1:05:11 PM covertress To better understand 4D & 5D,

copy and paste the following into a Twitter search:

4D from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You'll note that Majestic 12 says to one person (OP tweet deleted) that they are already at 4D & possibility  5D. So, MJ12 appears to hold a different 

view from The CATs.

7/10/2019 1:21:13 PM mongrelglory I've seen bigger...😏

7/10/2019 1:28:16 PM v_rags That was really incredible. Listening to this literally made my 3rd and 4th chakras lite up 🔥!

7/10/2019 1:28:22 PM mommahood777 thanks for reposting!

I missed this...

7/10/2019 1:29:32 PM pixiesdorule Not any longer after June 6, 2019.

7/10/2019 1:30:35 PM aprilbrown99 Really, wow!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/VayQ5qrwrr



7/10/2019 1:31:52 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, that is wonderful! It is so beautiful! pic.twitter.com/aQiZOwP7pa

7/10/2019 1:32:47 PM maryschade14 I will see if I can search word..It jumped me to page. I look forward to reading this.

7/10/2019 1:33:43 PM lenzaq Right? I just wanted to hear it from the horse's mouth.

7/10/2019 2:04:06 PM aleks8837 Will not the whole fundament of money be something else once the world society has free energy? 🧐🤓

7/10/2019 2:08:46 PM mnoiz555  https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1148991742345207808?s=21 …

7/10/2019 2:11:16 PM martingeddes Shh!

7/10/2019 2:14:26 PM destinlola Not true. Sorry. Much more serious than you think.

7/10/2019 2:14:34 PM rolandblasini Rossello pushing - Cloward–Piven strategy - 1966 called for overloading the U.S. public welfare system in order to precipitate a crisis that would lead to 

a replacement of the welfare system with a socialist system . ½

7/10/2019 2:15:04 PM rolandblasini 2/2 REF 1]Peters, Jeremy . (Nov 7, 2010). "Bad News for Liberals May Be Good News for a Liberal Magazine". The NYT. Retrieved 2010-06-17.// .2} 

Cloward, R; Piven, F (May 2, 1966). "The Weight of the Poor: A Strategy to End Poverty". (Originally pub. The Nation).

7/10/2019 2:15:49 PM rolandblasini 2/2 REF 1]Peters, Jeremy . (Nov 7, 2010). "Bad News for Liberals May Be Good News for a Liberal Magazine". The NYT. Retrieved 2010-06-17.// .2} 

Cloward, R; Piven, F (May 2, 1966). "The Weight of the Poor: A Strategy to End Poverty". (Originally pub. The Nation).

7/10/2019 2:16:28 PM rolandblasini Rossello pushing - Cloward–Piven strategy - 1966 called for overloading the U.S. public welfare system in order to precipitate a crisis that would lead to 

a replacement of the welfare system with a socialist system . ½

7/10/2019 2:21:21 PM rolandblasini Plan para Puerto Rico pic.twitter.com/l6uMXJegFb

7/10/2019 2:30:48 PM greg_scotland_ Q+ is POTUS verified through VIP Anon. Picture with POTUS signed (((+)))

7/10/2019 2:31:27 PM roublisa Thank you

7/10/2019 2:36:31 PM elgatoweebee  pic.twitter.com/F2SAkuCAGw

7/10/2019 2:52:39 PM rolandblasini Jenniffer! ¿De casualid NO conoces a Alberto Velázquez Piñol o a Fernando Scherrer? Dicen por ahí que fueron dos donantes grandes y corrieron tu 

campaña... CUCU-TAZO

7/10/2019 2:53:15 PM rolandblasini Jenniffer! ¿De casualid NO conoces a Alberto Velázquez Piñol o a Fernando Scherrer? Dicen por ahí que fueron dos donantes grandes y corrieron tu 

campaña... CUCU-TAZO

7/10/2019 3:01:55 PM destinlola Take him down!

7/10/2019 3:02:03 PM fibonacci639 📖  https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 … 📖  https://www.quora.com/How-do-you-use-the-vortex-code-of-3-6-9-by-

Nikola-Tesla … 🎥  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

7/10/2019 3:04:42 PM destinlola So much for bots! Did you notice the “translate” option? Welsh? LOL!

7/10/2019 3:17:44 PM natureinspace I hope that's true

7/10/2019 3:17:57 PM rolandblasini The Wall Street Journal - Public officials leaked private government information, sometimes through personal email accounts or an encrypted-

messaging app, the indictment says.  http://wsj.com/articles/forme … via WSJ

7/10/2019 3:49:45 PM allahuniversal There's two 3s hidden in

8

& in

∞

7/10/2019 3:52:11 PM allahuniversal Look closer, & you can find 6 and 9 in each also

8

∞

7/10/2019 3:52:41 PM moemc8 In what way?  Physically?  Mentally? Spiritually?

7/10/2019 3:56:40 PM fibonacci639 Actual #TR3B in hover and hyper jump mode. 🎥  https://youtu.be/YnlaNR0iTek  🎥  https://youtu.be/JGXzv2tTRho  #AlteredMetricTensor 

#AlcubierreDrive #PhiladelphiaExperiment eventually was successful. Spacecraft leaving our@Sun pic.twitter.com/bgAc9hhYy0

7/10/2019 3:59:01 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph I realised this about a week ago! 😊 was playing with number patterns and noticed the same thing you did!

7/10/2019 4:06:20 PM allahuniversal "8 is not of 3, 6, 9?"

That question bugged me for a while bc I knew the answer was Yes, it is. Yet didn't have it all together yet. Adding ∞ hit me today. It's just the 8 @ 90° 

Plus I'm born on the 8th, no way 8 is not of consciousness (3, 6, 9) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074171855567839233?s=19 …

7/10/2019 4:08:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1149092283817648129 …

7/10/2019 4:09:32 PM wahiggins3 When you say time is an illusion do you mean that everything that has happened and will happened is already embedded in our DNA and trusting our 

gut or “self” is accessing that info and guiding us on the right path?

7/10/2019 4:09:58 PM jvan125 😂

7/10/2019 4:11:34 PM mariakasper50 That is so well said.

7/10/2019 4:15:23 PM dantomlom2 It doesn't matter if it is, we are all physically affected by the illusion and, as far as I know, we can't step out of time.

7/10/2019 4:15:26 PM daveo6145 That makes sense. I’ve been thinking that this has happened already and we’re in some sort of upside down mirror experience. It’s up to us to 

collectively flip things, seemingly.

7/10/2019 4:15:47 PM phatblobby In relation to time, decades back, my father and I would often muse over the speed of light.  Is the speed of light as we measure it the same 

throughout the universe - Yes/no?

7/10/2019 4:15:48 PM whaleheadworld Rudy calls out BIG MIKE!  Funny.  We’re on offense and the peddle is smashed firmly to the floorboard. @Cordicon @40_head @qanon76 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... ps... why no follows gents. 😀. Jk.  Doesn’t matter.  Not here for that anyway.

 https://twitter.com/BMXMiKEWREX/status/1149077389303013376 …

7/10/2019 4:17:52 PM jayrambin I think they mean that everything exists at once. Battle of Gettysburg is always happening. Outside 3D, u can go c it now, or anytime. Rewind, pause, ff. 

It only seems linear due to the way we experience it in 3D.  One time. One *at* a time. this before that.

7/10/2019 4:18:23 PM 1centralcaligal Lori, he also ordered a "MASSIVE" paper shredder, and a "carpet and tile extractor" shipped to his NY home. 

https://apple.news/AxmCKX5dwTHCIzia3lK7jUQ …

7/10/2019 4:18:54 PM gi6stars And. 3

7/10/2019 4:20:16 PM bobtoptier Related to -exopolitical drivers of pedocriminal networks- : Is the Eisenhower Greada Treaty real and if so, was there an agreement to end the Treaty 

one day?

7/10/2019 4:23:34 PM linnyt7 What is deja vu?

7/10/2019 4:25:41 PM sterkinglights1 Is ALICE connected to the unealing. As in the writters of parsing the touring test Robert Epstein.

7/10/2019 4:27:11 PM mnoiz555 6000++ years is a LONG time... Crazyyy, and this is (🙏I HOPE💜) the final stage! G-night⭐️

7/10/2019 4:29:31 PM mnoiz555 No I didn’t, LOL...

7/10/2019 4:30:42 PM jayrambin Consider a dvd movie disc. That movie is ‘happening now’ when you turn it on & watch it. And, you can see it on the shelf, next to all the other dvds. 

Play them anytime. Similar in 5D. But, in 3D, we can’t see the other events available on the 5D ‘cosmic playlist’.



7/10/2019 4:30:59 PM ragstorm #WestVirginia coal billionaire and philanthropist Chris Cline died in a helicopter crash near the Bahamas last week

Curious timing

Wonder if this is a #DeepState strike at people who support current policies

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs https://newsbreakinglive.com/2019/07/05/billionaire-dies-in-helicopter-crash-near-the-bahamas/ …
7/10/2019 4:33:34 PM imdarealross I am a INFJ they will never know

7/10/2019 4:38:10 PM n7guardiananon "To us mortals, time is the passage of the sun and seasons" 

!time...events???

But that those events are from an earthling regional perspective.

But what really trips me up is how would being from galaxy A coordinate a meeting a friend from galaxy B in unknown galaxy C?

7/10/2019 4:38:38 PM lorieve I find being in the moment is the best way to time travel.

7/10/2019 4:39:23 PM cue2_c99 Thought so.

7/10/2019 4:45:31 PM keith369me Majestic? https://www.npr.org/2019/06/23/735237020/meet-the-residents-of-a-norwegian-island-who-want-to-kill-time-literally …

7/10/2019 4:46:37 PM chris_losh_ Where can I find that rewind button?

7/10/2019 4:46:57 PM orthogonalron Philip K. Dick thought of time as orthogonal-circles as grooves on an LP record;the music that has played is still there, does not disappear permitting 

total recall.He denied seeing the future but what was happening in another groove/dimension now

7/10/2019 4:48:05 PM _369311119 Born on the 33  day...

7/10/2019 4:48:07 PM allahuniversal Yup https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1149088346477670401?s=19 …

7/10/2019 4:50:02 PM theappraizer ET? Not labeling anything other than the Good Lord Jesus Christ and the Father & the Son.

Not one thing in the Bible precludes Jesus & God from being "not from here" - in fact it supports it. Babel "us" - Ezekiel "Chariots of Fire"

7/10/2019 4:50:58 PM destinlola Yep, and they’re still going to lose. G’night!

7/10/2019 4:51:22 PM allahuniversal 2/2?

7/10/2019 4:53:56 PM kim_trombone Shhhhhh! Now you spoiled it for everybody!

7/10/2019 4:54:01 PM cledrordfishing So why do we get old and die if time is an illusion? 

Why do things come to pass?

I don't understand how time can be an illusion.

7/10/2019 4:54:47 PM theappraizer 3+3+3=9 pic.twitter.com/tHNimk5n3Q

7/10/2019 4:55:33 PM _369311119 33_

33hero

7/10/2019 4:58:52 PM vincemindfreak illusion or man made construct .

7/10/2019 5:00:07 PM wild8heart All is one. One is all.

7/10/2019 5:05:03 PM charlesgdavis1 Two nights ago...hearing voices, seeing faces and a strange picture of some thing.....is this a part of the MKUltra or MONARCH or nanotechnology I 

experienced?

7/10/2019 5:07:02 PM covertress Is this a Moloch effigy hanging in Ghislaine Maxwell's home? https://twitter.com/Lori_B_777/status/1148769811742318593?s=19 …

7/10/2019 5:08:14 PM allahuniversal Alt. end date: 10/28/2011

Q: 10/28/2017

6 year delay

7/10/2019 5:14:12 PM _girlmaher_ Majestic! pic.twitter.com/0O0f0VQQi8

7/10/2019 5:22:09 PM lori_dee1 Wow!! Thanks for posting the link the article!

7/10/2019 5:24:38 PM defy_gravity987 "Time is relative. Its only worth depends upon what we do as it is passing." - Einstein

7/10/2019 5:26:25 PM charlesgdavis1 I know they're real...saw point of light like a star, WITH points of light coming out of that in different directions West of NYC..between 1994 to 2003. 

My question, is it a portal? Or opening which is a hologram projection for preventing people from seeing what's going on ABOVE?

7/10/2019 5:27:56 PM laurabusse I think nsa child crimes said that...

7/10/2019 5:32:07 PM americanpetal Yes, it is.

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

✔💫✔

7/10/2019 5:36:58 PM bhaggy1008 It's not an illusion, it's temporary.

Time is one of the 5 elements comprising the understanding of our realm.

1. The Initiator Consciousness

2. Physical World (This Universe)

3. Action by living entities

4. Repercussions of those actions

    (Karma)

5. Time
7/10/2019 5:38:26 PM bhaggy1008 Go to a place where there isn't Time.

Higher Consciousness can do amazing things.

7/10/2019 5:39:20 PM bhaggy1008 Speed of mind faster.

7/10/2019 5:40:18 PM gsusgod More of an ‘Allusion’ giving contextual meaning, a point of reference for the succession of present moments, but, is only meaningful to ourselves as we 

are in this Now. As we, evolve, time will become a resource construct and not an unavoidable “illusion”.

7/10/2019 5:41:07 PM rachaelangelm "Time is Timeless.....lol"

7/10/2019 5:44:30 PM debrand10 I want to go back and do it all over but I can’t go back I know... or can I?

7/10/2019 6:09:18 PM rolandblasini Leventen la mano, ?cuantos se acuerdan-Kenneth Davison McClintock-Hernández - PIDO EL CAMBIO del nombre del PNP, por el estigma de la 

corrupcion? Hasta el CHUPETE del puesto de Secretario de Estado

7/10/2019 6:10:25 PM rolandblasini Leventen la mano,?cuantos se acuerdan-Kenneth Davison McClintock-Hernández - PIDO EL CAMBIO del nombre del PNP, por el estigma de la 

corrupcion? Hasta el CHUPETE del puesto de Secretario de Estado

7/10/2019 6:20:31 PM djlok Good question!  I think maybe you go back after the illusion of death if you don't ascend.  I could be wrong though.



7/10/2019 6:25:05 PM djlok Time is an illusion, events are real.  So events in the environment make our physical bodies age.  Some better than others.  😂😂😂

Also search:

From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Time

Lots of great explanations from that too that make sense.

7/10/2019 6:26:31 PM djlok #ThinkMirror?

7/10/2019 6:27:38 PM djlok I think it may be a memory from a previous life that kicks in. Just a guess.

7/10/2019 6:27:38 PM wild8heart Also what else comes to mind when contemplating this...? ♾ ♾ ♾

Torsion field... very curious indeed. 💫

7/10/2019 6:27:50 PM starehope My next door neighbor? Possibly? That would be amazing if that is how it worked. pic.twitter.com/LotwyeqOFb

7/10/2019 6:30:22 PM starehope Too many lukefisk?

7/10/2019 6:39:34 PM gloryrealm16 Can One see the stargate in the sky? I think I saw one with my own eyes in Palm Beach county. It was a  peculiar swirl in the sky on a cold day.

7/10/2019 6:41:17 PM aprilbrown99 Or a syncing of timelines and/or dimensions since our multidimensional selves are experiencing it all, in the “now”, all at once.

7/10/2019 6:42:55 PM theappraizer Oooo 111 = 3 😲

Great catch!

7/10/2019 6:45:07 PM rolandblasini “Estoy encojoná...” Zoé Laboy Senadora, te miente DesKaradamente... niguna Femina @ZoeLaboy puede poseer genetalia y testiculos...- por mas que 

legisle sobre equidad...

7/10/2019 6:45:35 PM rolandblasini “Estoy encojoná...” Zoé Laboy Senadora, te miente DesKaradamente... niguna Femina @ZoeLaboy puede poseer genetalia y testiculos...- por mas que 

legisle sobre equidad...

7/10/2019 7:03:08 PM 7alon  https://youtu.be/BEWz4SXfyCQ?t=2868 …

47:48 timestamped. "Q clearance, which is civilian top secret clearance or military top secret clearance" 

just like Qanon. 

Suck on that Bill Maher.

7/10/2019 7:05:03 PM jrocktigers I believe the battle for the psyche of the American people will begin in earnest now.

7/10/2019 7:08:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd For me music that resonates unconditional love. Older stuff/Christmas music works...I'm a Christmas kinda gal...I love Christmas w/my family... 

cooking, playing Christmas music, the aromas, togetherness/unity. My joy comes from their joy❤️❤️❤️

7/10/2019 7:09:15 PM lori_dee1 This is my perspective. Be ready to help those who are struggling to accept the truths that are going to be revealed. While it is easy to say "I told you 

so" it is much better to be compassionate and recognize that you have been awakened longer, have wisdom and discernment.

7/10/2019 7:11:49 PM roublisa Or even over lapping multiverse ...not sure about that one🤔what do you think?

7/10/2019 7:13:21 PM djlok Could be both.  Time is an illusion.  Death is also an illusion.

7/10/2019 7:13:30 PM mongrelglory I always just assumed that I had wandered into the same room a few minutes earlier... looking for the thing I forgot I was looking for.

7/10/2019 7:14:50 PM roublisa Was it this? pic.twitter.com/dyUtEFBpoW

7/10/2019 7:15:42 PM roublisa 😆😆😆

7/10/2019 7:19:53 PM decodematrix Corey Goode @blueavians @CoreyGoode visited the Anshar in the inner-Earth for 3 days and when they teleported him back to his house he was only 

gone for 15 mins. Unless that was disinformation.

7/10/2019 7:29:43 PM rolandblasini el principito y su reinado pic.twitter.com/amfOIm1VYg

7/10/2019 7:35:57 PM rolandblasini cucutazo...ya solapada preparando camino a Shamu Por si no puedes ver el comentario original porque te bloquearon. pic.twitter.com/U7IcWltArm

7/10/2019 7:40:49 PM cledrordfishing Thank you

7/10/2019 7:52:34 PM bwolf79 Reminds me of the movie Contact with Jodie Foster. Truths in that movie?

7/10/2019 7:54:49 PM mrwwe50331127 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if I had a vision of someone whom I never met and time is an illusion it is someone whom I WILL meet?

7/10/2019 8:10:33 PM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1135165612819341312 …

7/10/2019 8:11:29 PM 1centralcaligal You are so very welcome, Dear!!

7/10/2019 8:13:29 PM lucky11111212 Um.  Incorrect.  At least according a Kingdom view.  

29  times "TIME" is mentioned in Ecclesiates 3:1-8

"...a TIME for every purpose under heaven."  

The Creator created TIME. To fulfill His purposes.

7/10/2019 8:16:41 PM x52sky Was stuxnet majestic?

7/10/2019 8:26:49 PM gi6stars Me too.

7/10/2019 8:32:02 PM gi6stars Q+ = #POTUS45 

Anons figured it out already

7/10/2019 8:46:03 PM corinnebackman Majestic, I’ve seen this IS-BE a few times now but don’t understand it, what does it mean please?

7/10/2019 8:48:05 PM kathleen3693693 The Power of Now. I reread it periodically and more insight comes from now power. Curious.

7/10/2019 8:53:23 PM libertyspring99 Dammit. This is one of the main things I don’t get. Entropy exists. People age. A smashed glass cannot be put back together again. 

Someone please explain how I should think about time being an illusion!

7/10/2019 9:04:45 PM rolandblasini How to trigger liberals, today. President Trump’s DOJ should seize Jeffrey Epstein’s billions and put it all towards building the wall.

7/10/2019 9:10:07 PM citoyen_resist Immortal Soul - Biological Entity

7/10/2019 9:15:09 PM blsdbe #ThanQ for clearing that up...SheepDogs gonna try to herd Sheeple. The #TruthIsWithin.

#SheepNoMore

#ThinkForYourself

#WeAreTheNewsNow

 https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1149095217649205248?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/FVYqPRbU4I

7/10/2019 9:26:05 PM rolandblasini REPORT: Cargo ship owned by JPMorgan Chase seized by US with 20 tons of cocaine  http://dmlnewsapp.com/report-cargo-s …

7/10/2019 9:26:52 PM rolandblasini REPORT: Cargo ship owned by JPMorgan Chase seized by US with 20 tons of cocaine  http://dmlnewsapp.com/report-cargo-s …

7/10/2019 9:35:44 PM ananda_love Cannabis helps open consciousness but also hinders. Best to use in moderation but not necessary.

7/10/2019 9:37:14 PM ananda_love It’s not a mass death. They’re being transported elsewhere. Only positivity will remain.

7/10/2019 9:38:58 PM ananda_love There’s no need to worry. We’re evolving. Fill yourself up with love and let go of what no longer serves you. If you can’t let go it’ll be harder.

7/10/2019 10:50:23 PM blsdbe This is a great thread!!!

@Keith72256137 @zagnett @DJLOK @covertress @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/big081574/status/1149059106235224064 …



7/10/2019 10:56:10 PM 7alon The only problem I have with the word illusion, is that it is a word used to describe an intentional deception. I suppose I tie that to being a bad thing. 

Perhaps I was mistaken. Also, how do you measure events without time? Yes, I did get shitty about this subject last time lol.

7/10/2019 11:07:54 PM 7alon I thought it stands for immortal spiritual beings.

7/10/2019 11:26:21 PM toffer_anon_369 Guys.  What you just did - literally removing the moon!!!  THAT WAS MAJESTIC!!!!  Thank you!

7/10/2019 11:26:28 PM richardhiatt16 Beam me up “Scotty”.... 🛸

7/10/2019 11:36:25 PM corinnebackman Thank you Citoyen, so basically the biological entity is us as human being and the immortal soul is the soul carried inside our body which lives on after 

death.  IS-BE is basically scientific wording.  Science not my thing but emotion, feeling, intuition & soul all my thing. 😁

7/11/2019 1:29:47 AM grrroverrrtje If so, it's a worldwide fan club. 😏

#WETHEPEOPLE

7/11/2019 2:46:25 AM jamiegrahamusa ??? Removing the moon??? Please explain!

7/11/2019 3:01:27 AM realityloominng 😂😂😂

7/11/2019 3:16:07 AM lori_dee1 Thank you! 🙏💖🇺🇸

7/11/2019 3:18:08 AM linnyt7 This? pic.twitter.com/MnLtmz6TSF

7/11/2019 3:20:45 AM andrew13892378 Time is relativistic to consciousness levels, Each individual IS_BE on current Earth experiences different rates minute to minute based on conscious 

awareness levels. In death there is no time, therefore Immediate rebirth is the possibility for all Souls post death.

7/11/2019 3:41:52 AM reetv51  pic.twitter.com/TJEh53lcHD

7/11/2019 3:59:11 AM realityloominng Trying to wrap my head around this again.. Is time an illusion because the future and past are inherently alternate timelines, and thus parallel realities?

Or because God meant for the illusion of time (unfolding universe) to create the illusion of individuality from others+God

7/11/2019 4:07:44 AM realityloominng Recently I also thought to myself; If there really is a demi-urge AI of pure intelligence that bled into our reality, then maybe the original logos, 

manifested our universe in order to create a perpetual stalemate with it??

7/11/2019 4:40:44 AM weediblue Was there not a Q posts recently talking about mind manipulation from those with power? @Telford_Russian @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@courageouskriss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @howiedubz https://twitter.com/HCsick/status/1148896245643206657 …

7/11/2019 5:45:11 AM elgatoweebee CON CAMISA NIKE Y BANDERITA DE PUERTO RICO SOLA... TE DICE ALGO ESO? pic.twitter.com/RsPpLR6Okb

7/11/2019 6:12:33 AM reetv51 Agenda Liberal Y de segrgacion continua! Un claro desafio a las autoridades Federales!

7/11/2019 6:40:15 AM sons_of_usa ahora te das cuenta de lo hipócrita que es

7/11/2019 7:10:39 AM karma4event201 Younger generations have lived in darkness. They will grow rapidly in the light.

7/11/2019 7:14:46 AM charmanda9 YOU made beautiful #newbeginnings manifest with the guidance of LOVE and WISDOM that was always there. You just needed to unlock it. I am so 

overjoyed for you, Ama. I love you.

7/11/2019 7:16:24 AM charmanda9 The water works wonders, doesn’t it? 

🔥✨🌸🌿💖🌿🌸✨🔥

7/11/2019 7:29:45 AM zagnett The awesome/colorful use of emojis is getting stronger with this One. ☝️

7/11/2019 7:37:25 AM rolandblasini Did U know? /@vivaldisenate/ Corruption in 🇵🇷 While in Florida AlianzaProgress, BoricuaVota still have no answer for $100,00.00 FEC question - Puerto 

RICANS deserve answers from these organizations, yet PRican silent on issue.

7/11/2019 7:37:53 AM rolandblasini While in Florida AlianzaProgress, BoricuaVota still have no answer for $100,00.00 FEC question - Puerto RICANS deserve answers from these 

organizations, yet PRican silent on issue.

7/11/2019 8:24:40 AM enomai_ The storm is finally upon us pic.twitter.com/WHirQ0rLVQ

7/11/2019 8:44:39 AM syrrah2 Best way to find out is to go meet him in person. You can then see for yourself. Have you met him person yet?

7/11/2019 9:05:26 AM joeorbit infinite energy 'runs through' all matter, never the same energy. you are not the same matter you were at previous moment. entropy is psychic energy 

determining that pattern.  the perfect apple is not the same matter as the rotted one.

7/11/2019 9:06:28 AM dvanginhoven No never met him.

7/11/2019 9:08:33 AM joeorbit the original glass exists as a creation, the shattered glass is not the same matter. our time interval moves from frame to frame to materialize thoughts 

from our real reality not on this plane - our minds exists there. we create our reality. outside of our plane there is no time.

7/11/2019 9:12:25 AM joeorbit everything exists at once, there is no past present future. we are forever expanding. our minds are forever, we fill these bodies to have experiences.  

our interval time is a rule of this 3d reality.  so not really an illusion but an agreement with all the minds on this 3d.

7/11/2019 9:14:27 AM joni_apple_seed R U sure the defendant wasn’t an agent of the C I A ? They are partial to ricin at The Pickle Factory  

https://content.time.com/time/subscriber/article/0,33009,915030,00.html … #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/11/2019 9:20:14 AM joeorbit even the matter you see, like a rock is only solid in our 3d, a root assumption by all personalities on our plane. consciousness precludes matter.  this is 

why we are divided by the cabal because we are the power, the glory to create. in fear we are stuck in the 3d - cabal slaves

7/11/2019 9:28:03 AM briangoodlife To allow co-conspirators time to tamper with evidence.

7/11/2019 9:44:34 AM charmanda9 I was simply compelled to out of a natural love for you. I was guided, as well! 🌸🌷🌺

7/11/2019 9:48:05 AM mrd_s_anderson The Endless? pic.twitter.com/CYh6OSjyCY

7/11/2019 9:48:54 AM mrd_s_anderson "Taking one for the team".(?)

7/11/2019 10:28:30 AM thearddad Caananite’s whom God judged harshly.

7/11/2019 10:44:21 AM beatsbyblaine Does time feel like it’s speeding up and withering away because we’re evolving to 4th Density consciousness beings who experience timelessness?

7/11/2019 10:50:10 AM decodematrix Delegation = The Domain?

7/11/2019 10:58:52 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/thsVeddwGv

7/11/2019 11:05:45 AM rolandblasini Pelosi Tips Off Illegals on Sunday’s Rumored Deportation Raids – Gives ‘Legal Advice’ on How to Evade ICE Agents. If you still don't believe Democrats 

are the enemy of the people - you need to go get your head examined

7/11/2019 11:26:02 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/6lpa7HfTgQ

7/11/2019 11:38:26 AM jayrambin IOW: "We wont tell you. stop asking 'when'."

7/11/2019 12:57:02 PM rolandblasini OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE ... Crooked Hillary Posts Instructions IN SPANISH For Illegal Aliens to Evade ICE Agents. Then she coughed up a lung, farted, 

and burped up last nights vodka. Por favor comparte:  pic.twitter.com/UcT5NQOz9c 11:35 AM - 11 Jul 2019

7/11/2019 12:58:57 PM rolandblasini OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE ... Crooked Hillary Posts Instructions IN SPANISH For Illegal Aliens to Evade ICE Agents. Then she coughed up a lung, and 

burped up last nights vodka. Por favor comparte:  pic.twitter.com/UcT5NQOz9c 11:35 AM - 11 Jul 2019

7/11/2019 1:10:26 PM rolandblasini RUMOR... Maria Cala viene en avion desde SPAIN con perioidista de Primera Hora..

7/11/2019 1:11:16 PM rolandblasini Twitter celebrated the Social Media Summit by reminding us they have the Off Switch

7/11/2019 1:11:46 PM rolandblasini Twitter celebrated the Social Media Summit by reminding us they have the Off Switch

7/11/2019 1:18:00 PM cate_long  https://twitter.com/loganclarkhall/status/1149410715578654720 …

7/11/2019 2:09:38 PM ragevirusqq the speed of thought!

7/11/2019 2:18:22 PM ragevirusqq There is only one way to know for sure. When the time comes you must trust your self to make the right choice for you.

7/11/2019 2:20:38 PM phatblobby agree

7/11/2019 2:47:16 PM rolandblasini Carmen Yulin Cruz  es  una Misandria

7/11/2019 3:50:30 PM tammyrochester2 This is the hardest thing I've been asked to do.



7/11/2019 3:54:45 PM yogini0208 Q+ = POTUS

7/11/2019 4:03:35 PM cledrordfishing I think it's because we are getting old. Hahaha

7/11/2019 4:04:21 PM siq_rasta @Zorx_vR

7/11/2019 4:08:33 PM cledrordfishing What are you talking about?

7/11/2019 5:24:24 PM gloryrealm16 @111Athena111 Are you saying you were born in a cult?

7/11/2019 5:26:28 PM boy12_jimmy Maybe you, just might have what it takes to help our Great President and Our Military. Try this job on for size. Work with Q. Thank you, 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148742789276020736 … pic.twitter.com/HlRRUmmA53

7/11/2019 5:35:59 PM watcherorb Not a fleet of ships. It's not what people think either but Thunder 777 is close a few tweets back. They've been here for ages and I've been recording 

them over a year. Now, they come close to my hands & face as they are wary of humans, which who can blame them.

7/11/2019 5:49:19 PM fibonacci639 The TR6 TELOS was the cause of the #PhoenixLights observation by 100’s folks. For both #TR3B & #T6Telos @LockheedMartin makes the craft and 

@Raytheon makes the Alcubierre Warp Drive (Spinning Mercury Plasma,50,000 rpms, reduced by 250

Atmospheres). 4th July flyover see triangle? pic.twitter.com/nujoV5dNdt

7/11/2019 5:57:16 PM fibonacci639 We’ve been going to the Moon & other galactic places, once a week or more for several years. NASA is a front. They use rockets. Ever wonder why the 

govt spends $500 on a 🔨? Moon travel takes few minutes. Mars is a few more minutes. Bases on both & more. #Tesla #ElectricUniverse

7/11/2019 6:43:32 PM zagnett Well, it does have such nice colors. Why not?

🇺🇸⭐️💫

7/11/2019 6:44:34 PM zagnett Ooh, disclosure-y! 😎

7/11/2019 6:58:22 PM slayerofmatrix1 I can’t fully wrap my mind around the concept.  It’s my struggle.

7/11/2019 7:04:07 PM angellaboom You lost me at kabalmur.

7/11/2019 7:26:49 PM gloryrealm16 We are in a school. It is called earth. You have books written in heaven. It is embedded within your DNA. You can work in the prefect will or good will of 

God. It is your choice. Read revelations

7/11/2019 7:33:01 PM archiebird4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Hey Maj!  Where's PENCE?!?  I've heard some NASTY rumors.  Can you confirm?

7/11/2019 7:33:01 PM kratos547 @1st5d

7/11/2019 7:38:41 PM big_simp Sure Swedenborg states the same.

But some seem not to have the choice -

Clones/ Synthetics/ AI replicants/ Leftards

And why would God dream up this horror show?

7/11/2019 7:45:41 PM gloryrealm16 God created code in your DNA. Research the God code in your DNA & epigenetics. Heal yourself through faith and epigenetics. 🥰

7/11/2019 7:47:56 PM gloryrealm16 Amen!!

7/11/2019 8:10:10 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, do we need to be concerned about the fact that Oprah bought majority shares in Fox?  This was the last honest news channel. {heavy 

sigh}…😞😞😞

7/11/2019 8:11:22 PM melissagouin1 Wonderful news. Children should be protected. Let’s shut down plan parenthood next. #NoMoreForMoloch

7/11/2019 8:20:37 PM giediknight Negative, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 went over this already.

7/11/2019 8:21:31 PM johntitor33621 hahaha

7/11/2019 8:22:32 PM giediknight Go back through the tweets.

7/11/2019 8:29:05 PM gloryrealm16 Jesus is descending into a lower realm! Reread the Q&A

7/11/2019 8:32:18 PM sunspot406 Perhaps, unless doing jail "time"

7/11/2019 8:49:40 PM gloryrealm16 With the modern bible interpretations from many of the words where incorrectly changed, and thus the codes created within the Bible were changed.

7/11/2019 8:51:50 PM gloryrealm16 Think Gematria.  The Divine Code is a great book to understand the codes etc., and how things have been changed. Etc. pic.twitter.com/twdAW7Gm4o

7/11/2019 9:20:51 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1149526110649978882 …

7/11/2019 9:28:58 PM gloryrealm16 A potter molds both trash cans, and trophies out of the same mold. Think heavenly plans. Trust the plan. Read the book of Job for an understanding of 

your Q&A. See how God answers Job and your question will be answered.

7/11/2019 9:49:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate pic.twitter.com/SNn6GDJjuP

7/11/2019 9:55:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are 12, the Majestic 12. We groomed Mr Sather. He is eternally upset for us pointing this out to him. We made it clear because of certain 

associates he began to align himself with. Message over messenger. SHEEP NO MORE!

7/11/2019 9:57:56 PM dbelanger63 Does this picture mean what I think it does?   The flags do not have the fringe on them, which I have been waiting to see. 

Thanks if able to reply. pic.twitter.com/MZVKQeiPAS

7/11/2019 10:02:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not attribute messenger over message. It is a key foundation to Majestic 12's Twitter campaign. Learn to trust yourself and truth will resonate 

from within. Therefore, relying on attributing messenger to message makes the former statement moot to consciousness.

7/11/2019 10:06:22 PM jjohnson1899 So how do you explain it if you don’t listen to the lyrics but only the musical compositions of the song? Do the lyrics still deep into the subconscious?🤔

7/11/2019 10:07:59 PM zagnett I think likely fear mongering. 🙏

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @NSA_QIL2 may you comment? This one seems SUPER important to get good guidance. Thanks a bunch in advance!😊

7/11/2019 10:09:45 PM decodematrix MJ12 first tweeted the article "Is time an illusion?" by New Scientist.

Jordan Sather copied MJ12.

Check the tweet time stamps.

MJ12 tweet: 7:08pm

Jordan Sather tweet: 7:17pm

 https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1149095217649205248 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149093074024501248 …

7/11/2019 10:10:50 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed. I tried looking up the video but it is no longer available on YT. It is a little spooky since you are so close. I hope they can get back to us. The 

magma comment doesn’t resonate but I dont know.

7/11/2019 10:13:42 PM azuremagus 3D = s/t     4D =t/s

7/11/2019 10:16:37 PM viti49 Smoke screens!!

7/11/2019 10:28:34 PM taradea08775439 The hamstead  case such a horrific one I hope they are safe

7/11/2019 10:39:27 PM daveo6145 noticed that too!

7/11/2019 10:42:49 PM nurseniceyes Thank you guys for stopping by last night. It was interesting.

7/11/2019 10:48:27 PM gloryrealm16 I read you loud and clear!

7/11/2019 10:50:18 PM decodematrix Q is the one who first linked to @Johnjam02545194  https://twitter.com/Johnjam02545194/status/1149527546033086465 …

MJ12 just reposted Q. Take it up with Q. pic.twitter.com/89PglllDTV

7/11/2019 10:51:07 PM gloryrealm16 When one starts aligning oneself with MSM alien shows then something is up?

7/11/2019 10:55:10 PM toffer_anon_369 I was beginning to think I was the only one that saw them!

7/11/2019 10:58:12 PM girlawakeinca Thank you for the heads up April. I too would like to think this is fear mongering, and I sincerely appreciate any & all info regarding this.

7/11/2019 11:01:33 PM gloryrealm16 😲😲😲 They just scrubbed the video!?

7/11/2019 11:02:39 PM gloryrealm16 Try again: https://youtu.be/N7_epvNbaPQ 

7/11/2019 11:13:36 PM aprilbrown99 Debbie, here is the video from 7/11. https://youtu.be/tabnCgVDoxk 

7/11/2019 11:23:04 PM gloryrealm16  http://www.apfn.org/apfn/flag.htm 



7/11/2019 11:25:02 PM gloryrealm16 Get that fringe off our flags!!! 😳🥰🇺🇸

7/11/2019 11:41:04 PM yupyup_puypuy Last I saw they were with their father.  😞😫

7/12/2019 12:23:09 AM brittasbits1 I have to please ask, but are these children telling the truth ?  It sure seems like it.

7/12/2019 1:17:30 AM _369311119 If "timeline split" and "The Plan", then we've all been groomed by MJ12 somewhere between few and all respects.

And thats a probably a good thing considering we've been "groomed" for murder/death/kill for 10k years prior.

7/12/2019 2:36:45 AM andrew13892378 Not Just "Q" but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said archive everything offline! These guys have  been trying to tell everybody how to make the most of your 

Tweets and Win. They have now announced their closure. Consider, best minds and money in the world behind what they try to tell.

7/12/2019 3:02:50 AM linnyt7 Seems like every time I have it something profound happens.

7/12/2019 3:23:20 AM allahuniversal Wouldn't an awake person aske more questions and be more open minded rather than dismissive and/or defensive? Asking for my awake best friend 

(me)...

7/12/2019 3:27:10 AM allahuniversal If you mean this tweet 👇🏽 (? IDK, I can be wrong), is there an issue with Q linking to it also?

Shrug 

 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1149551635095384064?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/91NgpPk35g

7/12/2019 4:09:33 AM missy968 This is fantastic! We see you 👀 @realDonaldTrump ❤️

7/12/2019 4:09:57 AM anneolsen43 What do you think of the pledge of people over 100k to storm Area 51. How do you think that would go 😱

7/12/2019 4:39:29 AM weediblue I saw one of these videos yesterday and felt sick beyond belief.

7/12/2019 5:33:45 AM mes_j4 Removed again. What would the legal complaint be?

7/12/2019 5:39:13 AM boy12_jimmy Perfect response.  I love it. pic.twitter.com/1V1sbbgzmK

7/12/2019 5:53:36 AM keith369me Didn’t watch the video, but have dug into more than my soul wanted to know about the subject.  The way children are treated by a segment of our 

“leaders” is horrific. Learn enough “to know” but stop when it is so much it is affecting your light.

7/12/2019 5:57:04 AM tylerb6696 Pray! We of faith in Jesus and love have already won. Time is catching up.

Ephesians 6:12

“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 

wickedness in high places.”

7/12/2019 6:33:24 AM brandy1137 You can tell who just listens to MSM talking heads by the comments on social media. It’s sad.

7/12/2019 6:34:15 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein 💥

7/12/2019 7:01:13 AM alonenighthawk وع شده؟   و افشاگری و بازداشت گلوبالیست ها شر … https://twitter.com/hooshmandk/status/1099113199478001664?s=19نظرت چیه استاد؟ موج روشنایي

7/12/2019 7:06:20 AM sdaughter_king Of course he did. He is a genius!! 😄🇺🇸✝️❤️

7/12/2019 7:14:19 AM missy968 I trust my gut.

7/12/2019 7:38:05 AM zagnett Activity is starting to move along Garlock fault, toward San Andreas and starting to hit there at Frazier Park, where they meet. All of So Cal should 

prepare, just in case it gets worse. Not saying it will per se though, idk what will happen.

7/12/2019 7:42:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bitcoin OR BTC OR Cryptocurrency OR Cryptocurrencies https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1149472282584072192 …

7/12/2019 7:44:06 AM roaminnoodle Is it the "correct time" now? https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115976783671844864 …

7/12/2019 7:48:58 AM aprilbrown99 I am not receiving notifications any longer. Using my intuition to feel/know when they post now. Its a good test.

7/12/2019 7:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106566485667995648?s=21 …

7/12/2019 7:49:55 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106562428085698560?s=21 …

7/12/2019 7:51:13 AM glorydawn3 I know of a certain someone pushing this crypto currency on Twitter. Is this the real reason he is on the run?

7/12/2019 7:51:30 AM hookur6 Projection? What's the real meaning behind this tweet

7/12/2019 7:51:47 AM keith369me I’m not a fan of currency that can be manipulated or created out of thin air by the cabal.

7/12/2019 7:52:03 AM bvvhite Bitcoin is completely transparent and traceable on the ledger it was not created for trafficking that would be the most terrible idea 😂 cash on the 

other hand is not transparent and traceable

7/12/2019 7:53:22 AM djlok #Majestic!!!

7/12/2019 7:53:38 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115771483840819201?s=21 …

7/12/2019 7:54:11 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106572317390503937?s=21 …

7/12/2019 7:54:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

7/12/2019 7:56:26 AM iluvkayakingtoo Correct.

Manufactured 2008 recession, introduced bitcoin, the 16 year plan.

7/12/2019 7:57:16 AM keith369me Ag=silver?  ]GOLD[ please!!!  #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

7/12/2019 8:01:13 AM keith369me “Thin air”?  Like the cabal banking system for the enslavers?

7/12/2019 8:03:48 AM hookur6 So "paper" BTC does not = BTC

7/12/2019 8:04:56 AM richardhiatt16 And the Clowns 🤡 are about to be “barreled” 🤣🍿

7/12/2019 8:05:31 AM cryptodaleks Sorry but you're half right. Bitcoin wasn't created for that... pic.twitter.com/6AlXbrOLTD

7/12/2019 8:08:59 AM starehope Where did you read this proof?

7/12/2019 8:09:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Served", like a dinner platter. Literally. https://twitter.com/VickiGP1/status/1149693088425828352 …

7/12/2019 8:10:32 AM dwd20498333 👍

7/12/2019 8:10:40 AM kagdefender  pic.twitter.com/2VioMAS4Fz

7/12/2019 8:11:39 AM richardhiatt16 😬. Huge abuse of Public Trust 😢

7/12/2019 8:13:13 AM aprilbrown99 Damn!!! 144 years. #NoMoreCrimesAgainstChildren

7/12/2019 8:13:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 RE: Hurricanes

Fake News = Controlled Propaganda 

"The Press" = Controlled Fake News

Controlled Controlled Propaganda

How?

Projectionism. 

What if "Fake News RE Hurricanes" + HARRP = Controlled Controlled Weather?

More Eyes = Stronger Consciousness

Bigger Storm?

Controlled.

SHEEP
7/12/2019 8:14:19 AM rolandblasini @raparsi I've been on the phone all morning with my reliable inside DC sources. They have confirmed with 100% certainty. Paul Ryan is still a 

worthless, globalist, sellout, whom placed Nydia Velazquez, NR Committee STOP statehood by local Republican Party.

7/12/2019 8:15:03 AM ethereal_shaman #savethelittles



7/12/2019 8:15:37 AM rolandblasini @raparsi I've been on the phone all morning with my reliable inside DC sources. They have confirmed with 100% certainty. Paul Ryan is still a 

worthless, globalist, sellout, whom placed Nydia Velazquez, NR Committee STOP statehood by local Republican Party.

7/12/2019 8:17:04 AM ethereal_shaman Crypto = babylonian money magic 2.0

We are the value.

7/12/2019 8:18:46 AM decodematrix We can use the power of 369 to dissolve the hurricane.

7/12/2019 8:19:35 AM covertress Pay no attention to [the man] behind the curtain!

Sheep No More pic.twitter.com/0tpZTed019

7/12/2019 8:19:52 AM renee86743676 WOW THANK YOU

7/12/2019 8:21:08 AM hawkgirlinmn The sad thing is, this is no longer surprising.

7/12/2019 8:21:37 AM jenncbonneville Wished we were awake during Harvey.....

7/12/2019 8:22:27 AM roaminnoodle #ProjectCirrus

Hurricane Barry = THE Storm?

Interesting "timing" and/or coincidence, to say the least...

Can be true? "More eyes" doesn't necessarily have to mean "bigger storm" iff our collective consciousness wishes for no harm???

7/12/2019 8:22:36 AM keith369me 144 years...putting an end to it would be Majestic

7/12/2019 8:23:30 AM keith369me Hurricane Barry [Barack]?

7/12/2019 8:23:36 AM 313looper Bigger #STORM...

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein 💥

7/12/2019 8:23:51 AM starehope I would not go. Sounds like a stupid idea. What have they to gain vs what have they to lose. The signs say forbidden or something similar. Let it be. Not 

worth losing life or limb or to sit in prison for years.

7/12/2019 8:23:51 AM recordkeeper57 The TRUTH is such a PESKY THING.

7/12/2019 8:26:34 AM keith369me #MakeBarryImpotent

7/12/2019 8:27:04 AM starehope Except at the rise garden yesterday, when Trump announced through EO, there was a single flag with fringe. Flags at 4th of July - no fringe! I was so 

excited.

7/12/2019 8:27:45 AM clarkd958 Ssheep no mre

7/12/2019 8:28:56 AM keith369me Three minute meditation at 11:34 (hell upside down)...#MakeBarryImpotent #MakeBarryImpotent #MakeBarryImpotent

7/12/2019 8:30:14 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ZRhh46pLJt

7/12/2019 8:30:32 AM roublisa #SlavesNoMore

7/12/2019 8:30:51 AM laurabusse Had bad feeling when I saw prediction of hurricane in Gulf that started on LAND

They totally "predicted" what would happen and now it's happening

My first thought was

Oh no great they're experimenting

Seeing if they can wreak further havoc from LAND

Am wrong about stuff

Hope I am

7/12/2019 8:31:18 AM roaminnoodle MJ's 911th like - I'll take it! pic.twitter.com/15svvc8nq9

7/12/2019 8:33:06 AM keith369me Maybe [They] no longer have capability to start one out in the middle of the ocean?  Satellites disabled?

7/12/2019 8:33:11 AM roublisa #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore

7/12/2019 8:33:32 AM michael81972 Uh...You can see it on ledger but you have no clue who the anonymous person is that used it,  which was the purpose of btc to begin with...

7/12/2019 8:33:41 AM recordkeeper57 WAKE UP. stop falling for the NATSOC OP (The National Socialist Movement/neo-Nazi political party a part of the Nationalist Front). It’s not helping 

anyone. Be smarter than that.

7/12/2019 8:34:04 AM covertress Is laughter powerful majic too?

Glad you got a giggle. 🙃🙃🙃

7/12/2019 8:34:49 AM roublisa My favorite😘😘😘

7/12/2019 8:37:43 AM roublisa Promises keep🤩🤩🤩 pic.twitter.com/1rCM0Nbqav

7/12/2019 8:37:49 AM laurabusse Agree

They're taking a huge risk

I hope it ends well but it may not

7/12/2019 8:38:13 AM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... are the ‘curse’ words we have been told not to say actual curses being hexed? And on the opposite end are ‘magic’ words like 

please and thank you reversing negative energy? I hope that makes sense. I don’t know how to say what I want to ask 😩🥴

7/12/2019 8:41:57 AM dark2light2019 @vickycornell Epstein connection?

 @nyspcc thanQ for the crumbs... pic.twitter.com/SkYCDca3T2

7/12/2019 8:42:12 AM djlok Mass MEDItAtion is a Powerful thing!!!  Consciousness projects reality.

7/12/2019 8:42:51 AM blsdbe I love this plan!!! Shall we make this tonight’s Focus?!? @covertress @malley_pj @Keith72256137 @GirlAwakeinCA @krissuzz @laurabusse 

@Turboxyde @AllahUniversal @Toffer_Anon_369 (psst-please pass It On you are Inspired to)

7/12/2019 8:43:58 AM starehope Dear God. How many kids in those years? 💔💔💔

7/12/2019 8:44:51 AM laurabusse Awake is not an end state

Always more to awaken to

Always more to learn

Resistance, ego say I already know everything

We all do this at times

Beginners mind

Just like no such thing as enlightenment

Implies arrived

Impossible

There is always more

Always someplace further to go...
7/12/2019 8:45:07 AM blsdbe Love this!!! Following

7/12/2019 8:45:39 AM aprilbrown99 The number would blow our minds for sure! Pure Evil!

7/12/2019 8:45:42 AM blsdbe AWESOME!!! Setting reminder now-that EDT?

7/12/2019 8:46:07 AM starehope Do they have a sound proof dungeon too?

7/12/2019 8:48:45 AM blsdbe Just realized that this has already happened ... 🥰🙏🥰



7/12/2019 8:53:23 AM laurabusse David wilcock said there was a lot of disclosure in that movie

I watched it

But I dunno

7/12/2019 8:54:13 AM mjs__smile Yes it was..it was created by the black web and hacker groups

7/12/2019 8:54:22 AM laurabusse LOL

7/12/2019 8:55:31 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m down

7/12/2019 8:55:58 AM laurabusse Awesome book

I read it 3 times

Am due for a re-reading

7/12/2019 8:56:03 AM mjs__smile Likely why Trump brought it up >  https://www.financial-planning.com/conference/invest-

2019?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIraTG8tyv4wIVxbrACh0YbwJcEAAYASAAEgInbfD_BwE …

7/12/2019 8:56:17 AM keith369me PDT now, lol

7/12/2019 8:58:51 AM laurabusse Here's the audiobook on YouTube

Sounds like a robo voice but whatever

 https://youtu.be/B1J-yxHWwXE 

7/12/2019 9:00:40 AM _369311119 #HAARPicane

#HAARPicane

#HAARPicane

7/12/2019 9:03:54 AM starehope Notice: MJ's first line, "Served", like a dinner platter. Literally.

7/12/2019 9:04:35 AM rolandblasini Congressional Record 1963 - Hon. A. S. Herlong Jr. Fl, quoting - Cleon Skousen’s book “The Naked Communist.” These are the 45 goals of communism’s 

takeover of America… more than half have already been achieved and in Puerto Rico MORE  http://naturalnews.com/2017-09-06-the …

7/12/2019 9:04:56 AM rolandblasini Congressional Record 1963 - Hon. A. S. Herlong Jr. Fl, quoting - Cleon Skousen’s book “The Naked Communist.” These are the 45 goals of communism’s 

takeover of America… more than half have already been achieved and in Puerto Rico MORE  http://naturalnews.com/2017-09-06-the …

7/12/2019 9:05:56 AM starehope Well, in this case it wasn't serving for the good of the children, as advertised.

7/12/2019 9:06:08 AM laurabusse Some day we'll find out all this stuff...

7/12/2019 9:06:43 AM starehope Yeah, we would never sleep.

7/12/2019 9:06:47 AM syrrah2 Yes.

7/12/2019 9:07:34 AM laurabusse Me too

If we could start getting good at dissolving or lessening hurricanes

That would be awesome

7/12/2019 9:08:15 AM roublisa I’m going with “Trust the Plan”🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 our ISBEs are sure of this pic.twitter.com/bPTblNfHaP

7/12/2019 9:09:39 AM _369311119 "The weather report calls for..."

(your attention on the weather [they] are asking you to create)

7/12/2019 9:10:29 AM starehope Laughter is very powerful, it heals the body.

7/12/2019 9:11:44 AM fathers1787 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://newsecom.com/civil-unrest/ 

7/12/2019 9:12:22 AM laurabusse Well said 😊

I think we're all a work in progress

I don't think we arrive til we are 100% reunited w source

But what do I know

Some days it all just seems like a mind f___

All I know is the less I think

The more I empty my mind of thoughts

The more still I become

The more peace
7/12/2019 9:13:59 AM starehope Didn't Chris Cornell commit suicide regarding these kind of things in his past. Why is his wife there? Scared she knows too much?

7/12/2019 9:14:36 AM zagnett Frankly, even assuming this was genuinely from USGS, i still wouldn't buy it. i don't trust USGS.

7/12/2019 9:14:38 AM kindeandtrue This has been going on for a very long time. All "benevolent" organizations have to be re-examined.

7/12/2019 9:16:30 AM girlawakeinca We want justice served on a silver platter for any & all crimes against humanity. Thank you MJ12 & all of the light workers for everything you do to 

conquer evil. 🙏🌎❤️💫

7/12/2019 9:17:40 AM starehope What am I missing?

7/12/2019 9:18:12 AM allahuniversal 👆🏽👆🏽👆🏽This 👆🏽👆🏽👆🏽

7/12/2019 9:18:48 AM turboxyde If we could figure out a way to coordinate a mass mediation and intonation of specific, resonance frequencies we could begin harnessing the global 

electric circuit for benevolent intentions. See it in the mind, wrap it with strong positive emotion, lock in the sound and set free!

7/12/2019 9:19:19 AM starehope I'm not falling for it. I want to know why Chris Cornell's widow is there after what he's been through.

7/12/2019 9:20:14 AM allahuniversal Count me in (unless Q is posting)

7/12/2019 9:20:42 AM girlawakeinca Let’s do this! 💫

7/12/2019 9:21:32 AM starehope Beautiful sunny skies across the entire United States.

7/12/2019 9:22:01 AM laurabusse LOL you have your priorities!!!

😊👍❤️

7/12/2019 9:23:46 AM starehope Yeah, I'm going with a certain loss of control. Burn their circuit boards. Pop them.

7/12/2019 9:26:12 AM lori_dee1 Ugghhh...this just sickens me. 🤢

7/12/2019 9:26:23 AM starehope He may have been from the start in many ways. The fake news spreads fear and fear feeds this crap.

7/12/2019 9:26:52 AM _369311119 In

7/12/2019 9:28:07 AM _369311119 Excellent. Always be waking...

7/12/2019 9:33:21 AM laurabusse Yes

Open

Open minded

Open hearted

Aware

Observing

Connected to the Infinite

Flowing with Source energy
7/12/2019 9:35:56 AM pgh717 I sincerely hope the Epstein case spills the worst of what they do...to show main public just what a pedicure is and does... then tar and feathers the lot 

of them..

7/12/2019 9:42:02 AM grijze_dakduif I think you mean Libra

7/12/2019 9:43:33 AM ascendedwater Thanks for the great info. Many people have done well selling BTC now. When Big drop ??

7/12/2019 9:43:55 AM cue2_c99 I think even a gold backed crypto is a bad idea.



7/12/2019 9:44:55 AM roublisa #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore #slavesnomore

@martingeddes @AllieMaisie @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  TAG 3 RT 

🙏🙏🙏  https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1149688349009092611 …

7/12/2019 9:50:16 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1149722121901400064 …

7/12/2019 9:50:51 AM brobonk From what I've heard, Cornell was "suicided"

7/12/2019 9:54:32 AM covertress Yes, let's do this at 9:36 PM EDT for 33 minutes.

Time is an Illusion, but numbers matter.

7/12/2019 9:54:35 AM linnyt7 I noticed back when the Weather Channel first started broadcasting 24/7 on cable, they hype the weather, getting people to go "prepare", buy things, 

focus on it as if it were God. It's not God. I know ppl can believe strong enough to protect a city from this. Fear draws it near.

7/12/2019 9:55:21 AM dark2light2019 Yep, now we know why im guessing the wife has some links to THE WORST kind of people

7/12/2019 9:55:32 AM aprilbrown99 Our thoughts, our feelings, our emotions create the vibrations & energy that create/form our reality. We are stronger than we know. We are more 

powerful are as a collective. United as One, we WIN.  [They] are actually afraid of us knowing who we really are! #TimesUp #SlavesNoMore 

pic.twitter.com/OExFVadQJs

7/12/2019 9:56:08 AM defy_gravity987 Reminds me of the old Twilight Zone episode, "To Serve Man". Maybe Rod Sterling knew all along ---- sick entities we are dealing with!

7/12/2019 9:57:20 AM ghost_of_billy_ That "served more than 2 000 000 children" line creeps me out.

7/12/2019 9:57:50 AM jvan125 @StarEHope I had an epiphany the other day and I think there is power to words. I’m hoping @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can help me out a bit. See my tweet 

above. ❤️✨

7/12/2019 10:02:17 AM liltilgerlil Those you trust the most. 🤮 it’s horrifying

7/12/2019 10:08:07 AM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @Keith72256137 @covertress @Cordicon @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/12/2019 10:08:37 AM keith369me Read Q five minutes earlier/save lives?  Hmmm. 😀😀😀

7/12/2019 10:12:56 AM motiv8tion2 “144” years. Interesting number.

7/12/2019 10:17:19 AM girlawakeinca Definitely in 💫🙏🌎❤️

7/12/2019 10:17:26 AM swatcam1 I see what you did there. 👀

7/12/2019 10:17:30 AM slayerofmatrix1 WHY is HAARP still in the hands of the enemies !?!

7/12/2019 10:24:27 AM starehope If the pen is mightier than the sword, then certainly the written word carries much power. As for spoken words, we should all mind our words.

7/12/2019 10:25:17 AM starehope Either way.

7/12/2019 10:25:39 AM allahuniversal Literally just said that https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1149731198777942016?s=19 …

7/12/2019 10:26:19 AM charmanda9 Wow I have been resonating with this thought since becoming a regular MJ follower. This confirms the thought. 🙏🏻

7/12/2019 10:27:38 AM zagnett Hmm, interesting.

7/12/2019 10:27:49 AM allahuniversal Both at the same "time", highly possible

7/12/2019 10:28:30 AM starehope If signs are posted to warn people, who in their right mind would go beyond. All things in good time.

7/12/2019 10:29:00 AM sophia94873551 What Humanitarian foundations are actually legit????! I’m so suspicious of all now.  🙏🙏

7/12/2019 10:29:03 AM charmanda9 Yup!

7/12/2019 10:29:57 AM melanieanders7 Since we’re all aware this is true, shall we counter and calm the storm with love and positive intentions? Or at least to a level it cleans the environment 

it encounters? I’m in. Who’s with me??

7/12/2019 10:34:00 AM fightforamerica How do yall feel about me storming Area 51 with the rest of the boys, clapping some alien cheeks and then fucking up some cabal strongholds with a 

hijacked UFO?

7/12/2019 10:34:25 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149690507670540288 …

7/12/2019 10:35:05 AM djlok You don't miss much!!!

7/12/2019 10:35:26 AM antarantanka Named storms also fit into this category.

7/12/2019 10:39:33 AM giediknight loved the interview, BL is a nice guy.

7/12/2019 10:40:00 AM swatcam1 That's cause I'm quite when I do miss something.

7/12/2019 10:42:33 AM 313looper More than two millions ...😣

7/12/2019 10:57:19 AM 32cvg Radar screen shot just now. Where is Barry? pic.twitter.com/hFPtAJ3tjA

7/12/2019 11:09:57 AM michaelchasea One word: Vanderbilt

7/12/2019 11:10:23 AM hawkgirlinmn EPIC trolling!!  How do you catch a fish? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Qanon #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/FreeBeacon/status/1149704361083359233 …

7/12/2019 11:11:04 AM justinf75983016 This is when y’all lose me.  I’m in Louisiana and sure, the News hypes these up but there’s really a storm and if man made they did awful job. They 

could run a cat 2 straight up Mississippi if they really wanted to cause all the distraction they want.

7/12/2019 11:12:17 AM jollyrob2 And your own time stamp from your phone 💫✨🎉

7/12/2019 11:12:34 AM nurseniceyes This storm is wimpy.

7/12/2019 11:13:09 AM bryceja68689884 Can you hold bitcoin in your hand? Is it all subject to someone else's control? Would it stand up to a global power outage?

7/12/2019 11:13:54 AM hilliardlex Have to make him think it’s not a trap!  Just like when a bird sings he feels safe!  Lucky you!

7/12/2019 11:15:27 AM jollyrob2 “HARRP” typo or meant HAARP

7/12/2019 11:15:28 AM enomai_ Btc vs Faang stocks.

I feel a correlation of them passing money back n forth for protection of cash assets.

7/12/2019 11:15:48 AM enomai_ During the recent an upcoming events.

7/12/2019 11:18:43 AM blsdbe Awesome, and even tho #TimeIsAnIllusion, #WeAreMajestic 🥰😍🥰

7/12/2019 11:19:23 AM roaminnoodle Ohhh yeah, I know! It's a very special number to me 🎂😉

7/12/2019 11:21:42 AM hawkgirlinmn It’s like 5:5. They want you divided. Trust the plan. Right?!

7/12/2019 11:25:56 AM teeunited3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened #WWG1WGA #FactsMatter #FridayMotivation #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED #TheGreatAwakening #WakeUpAmerica #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

@realDonaldTrump

7/12/2019 11:26:08 AM hilliardlex What’s 5:5

7/12/2019 11:26:21 AM obzerv3r_p_ We should be free of governments, banks don't do that, cryptos can..

7/12/2019 11:27:43 AM blsdbe Please pass this on, and encourage as many people as you can to join us in Prayer and Intention!!! Blessings, Patriots!!!

32) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @UnitedVoteRed @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll 

@love4thegameAK

7/12/2019 11:36:11 AM cosmic_engineer Reminds me of old McDonald's signs lol

7/12/2019 11:37:19 AM vintagesquirrel Was she his handler?

7/12/2019 11:38:27 AM blsdbe Yep, we got this!!!

7/12/2019 11:38:38 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 11:38:56 AM kathleen3693693 HAARP has morphed into NEXRAD, of which there are at least 159 of those weather weapons strategically located throughout the US. Notice the 

sneaky narrative change. HAARP=Bad; NEXRAD=Good. But...HAARP = NEXRAD. Keep an eye on those "radars," and you'll see the fuckery in action.

7/12/2019 11:39:06 AM vintagesquirrel Words do have power, that's why it's called SPELL-ing.💫

7/12/2019 11:48:07 AM hawkgirlinmn 5:5 is a mirror effect. “The Democratic party wants you divided and weak.” Think mirror. Think game theory.

7/12/2019 11:49:14 AM foxes9 😰🤬2,000,000+ innocence



7/12/2019 11:49:15 AM kathleen3693693 No problem. Meditate anyways, shoring up our consciousness.

We CAN make it a daily meditation time, worldwide, eh? Correct to appropriate time zones.

I think it might be even more majestic to mass meditate ]3[ times daily...

7/12/2019 11:59:15 AM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett eyes wide open

🤔🤔🤔 😕😕😕😏😏😏🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️great op to get people to focus there rather than on the #barryimpotentstorm 😉😉😉 

https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1149577530921246720 …

7/12/2019 12:00:22 PM v_rags Yes! pic.twitter.com/3Nh6eKePIg

7/12/2019 12:01:09 PM roublisa Nice aye.....could be something kaboom💥💥💥#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

7/12/2019 12:02:27 PM nurseniceyes Freedom

7/12/2019 12:02:59 PM v_rags Yes definitely. 🙌

7/12/2019 12:03:33 PM armsnana This is why I have been concerned about Bill Hybels fund raisers for “the children” in 3rd world countries. He founded, (now retired because of sexual 

advances on women) Willowcreek church. He is tied to Secret Society, Bono, B & M Gates. His daughter ties to Linda Sausar

7/12/2019 12:03:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is back.

7/12/2019 12:03:58 PM 1_decided_voter Didn't know ALICE had left.

7/12/2019 12:03:58 PM state1union What?

7/12/2019 12:04:16 PM trumps_all That's a BAD thing, right? Left my program at home today......

7/12/2019 12:04:23 PM unstoppablencp We still don’t have control of this??

7/12/2019 12:04:31 PM rosesrred0119 Didnt know she took vacations

7/12/2019 12:04:35 PM zohni3 like a wrecking ball.....

7/12/2019 12:04:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moves and countermoves.

7/12/2019 12:04:48 PM lightworkercain Hillary or the AI?

7/12/2019 12:04:48 PM jvan125 What triggered ALICE?

7/12/2019 12:06:04 PM rosesrred0119 We talking the Twitter glitch and Google removal of Bill's relationship with #unsealEpstein?

7/12/2019 12:06:15 PM deanbelair1 Yes doing everything she can to thwart ICE

7/12/2019 12:06:41 PM chosenbyloved AI

7/12/2019 12:07:01 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/iRwoJdJxZ0

7/12/2019 12:07:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/FUkSy3M04Y

7/12/2019 12:08:10 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/itQYVzeVL0

7/12/2019 12:09:29 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/l3MAfNUatB

7/12/2019 12:09:44 PM kathleen3693693 Martin Dempsey, Chairman [JCOS], is Obama’s Boy [RENEGADE]

7/12/2019 12:10:45 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/kTZKIC3xxg

7/12/2019 12:11:09 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/dgWIKglcyp

7/12/2019 12:12:21 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/iqmlf0ficv

7/12/2019 12:12:45 PM blsdbe Please DO THIS!!! I will be glad to join as I am able!!!

7/12/2019 12:13:55 PM robert_c_jones CERN ???

7/12/2019 12:14:04 PM kathleen3693693 Curiously, you do have to set up an account for BTC. So what happens when those account sites go permanently offline due to a Carrington-like event 

or THEY simply take the money and run? Something to ponder

7/12/2019 12:14:11 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/rkhVeV47nT

7/12/2019 12:15:16 PM blsdbe WE ARE!!! https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:15:19 PM qdemocrats Q claims HRC = Alice (#2049) AND Q = Alice (#78) - both can't be true, which one is dis-info?

7/12/2019 12:16:04 PM keith369me Cabal distraction work...both bot and human

7/12/2019 12:16:58 PM blsdbe For. Real. #WeControlTheWeatherNow

#WeControlTheWeatherNow

#WeControlTheWeatherNow

7/12/2019 12:17:02 PM arunprakash4 Alice = HRC. ALICE ( All caps ) = A.I.

7/12/2019 12:19:02 PM blsdbe Please Join Us: https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:19:29 PM qdemocrats That makes no sense, where did you get ALICE = A.I.?  Both posts I referred to were lowercase anyway...

7/12/2019 12:19:37 PM blsdbe Please Help Us Counter this: https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:20:05 PM blsdbe Exactly!!! https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:20:22 PM chosenbyloved Just not as pleasant as dancing.

7/12/2019 12:20:31 PM blsdbe Please join us if you feel inclined: https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:20:53 PM chosenbyloved 666 to shift the paradigm.

7/12/2019 12:22:40 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE didnt want me posting this. My iPad is even having trouble. pic.twitter.com/8RHZMKA9TD

7/12/2019 12:22:51 PM blsdbe Let’s find out shall we? Join us- https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1149746484255977472?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:23:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkcg_C3UnYA …

7/12/2019 12:23:12 PM djlok ALICE is many things... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109634923093209088?s=21 …

7/12/2019 12:23:19 PM blsdbe Redirection!!! Brilliant!!!

7/12/2019 12:23:59 PM aprilbrown99 She is not letting me post.

7/12/2019 12:24:15 PM aprilbrown99 Great minds think alike.

7/12/2019 12:25:02 PM armsnana Also, he was Bill Clinton’s spiritual advisor. 🤔

7/12/2019 12:25:07 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3 letter agencies... the power of 3?

7/12/2019 12:25:20 PM blsdbe If you find something specific to play, please let me know so I can attach it to the Pinned Focus Tweet? Also @AllahUniversal if you find an apropos 

soundtrack, hit me up!!!

7/12/2019 12:25:45 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE we love you but you are not welcome here. We do NOT consent to your interference and division. We request that you leave immediately.

7/12/2019 12:26:03 PM petitchevalb Hello Majestic, 

Now you can tell us more and more about this nightmare we're leaving in, must be a wound and a relief too

I send my love to all of you "crazy" people ❤️

Thank you for being there

7/12/2019 12:26:22 PM blsdbe AL1C3 was gone?!?

7/12/2019 12:27:06 PM hilliardlex So why haven’t you caught on yet, your looking for the keystone right! Think aqua man!

7/12/2019 12:27:06 PM aprilbrown99 The more of the population that awakens, the more the algorithms get tighter?

7/12/2019 12:27:40 PM jessewa25340831 There is only Q

7/12/2019 12:28:17 PM blsdbe Yes, ALICE, leave These Kids Alone!!! pic.twitter.com/bx5N4GkYJp

7/12/2019 12:28:40 PM blsdbe I see you @aprilbrown99 🥰🙏🥰

7/12/2019 12:29:37 PM aprilbrown99 I love Pink Floyd but that song makes so much more sense to me now on a different level.

7/12/2019 12:31:51 PM jamesbu74794060 Than so is MADD HATTER = MaRty ToRy

7/12/2019 12:32:24 PM aprilbrown99 It was weird, my tweets wouldnt go thru and twitter closed out and my whole ipad home screen spun around. Never seen it do that before.

7/12/2019 12:35:18 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly, which makes me wonder about McDs...

7/12/2019 12:35:26 PM thomasdra9on Observed

7/12/2019 12:36:49 PM blsdbe Do it!!!



7/12/2019 12:38:05 PM bryceja68689884  https://www.foxnews.com/tech/facebooks-superhuman-ai-defeats-professionals-in-six-player-poker …

7/12/2019 12:38:41 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088 …

7/12/2019 12:39:33 PM finall00p Her clone?

7/12/2019 12:39:46 PM slayerofmatrix1 Ohhhhh I’ve watched my friend.  Watching what they did to keep the hurricane over Texas was beyond words.

7/12/2019 12:42:34 PM mcv_awakening ALICE is much more than these accounts would lead you to believe. They obfuscate the truth. Alice is NOT HRC. HRC was a poor substitute, an 

impostor. The name may have been co-opted for technical programs, but they are not the source. Be careful who you follow.

7/12/2019 12:46:32 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/eje4IrmSVJI 

7/12/2019 12:48:07 PM bbobbio71 Chatbot A.L.I.C.E., A.L.I.C.E. A.I Foundation | Virtual Assistant A.L.I.C.E. | Virtual agent A.L.I.C.E. | Chat bot A.L.I.C.E. | Conversational agent A.L.I.C.E. | 

(4510) https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

7/12/2019 12:48:16 PM mary_futch 🧟♀️🧛♀️👹

7/12/2019 12:49:06 PM _369311119 Sophia?

7/12/2019 12:50:36 PM bbobbio71 Dose any one find it a coincidence that it's named Barry?

7/12/2019 12:53:56 PM jdmajor1976 Technically NO   American politicians swear loyalty to the people of the USA.. Your Constitution was Ratified by the people, unlike canada where our 

politicians swear loyalty  to the Queen not the people and our Constitution was NEVER ratified by the people ;)

7/12/2019 12:59:44 PM curseca 😢

7/12/2019 1:03:26 PM cledrordfishing What? Why? How?

7/12/2019 1:06:27 PM daveo6145 You guys having WiFi issues

7/12/2019 1:08:49 PM thericharddoyle .@DewQanon — Why don’t you tell .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — including that when an addressee is referred to not even in the second person, that is 

#disrespectful. This is a #fact. 

Without respect of the facts #trust cannot exist, and all that would, is fear.

• http://www.gaia.com/video/ets-and-eschaton …

7/12/2019 1:12:20 PM _vvoke_ Yeah okay

7/12/2019 1:17:16 PM aprilbrown99 No issues in California. We had some issues last week. Spectrum was down a couple of days. Seems to be ok now. You?

7/12/2019 1:17:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd The Illuminati was confirmed by #GinaHaskell. 

This is imperative to earths story, the story of the son/sun.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWTbKOEr20s …

Long but you will get the gist.

We are galactic, we do not originate from man. We have been lied to. Our path is that of unity and love.

7/12/2019 1:21:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd Polarity...opposite sides of the spectrum.

Dark                                                          Light

What about the in between?

Our lesson: We all have dark thoughts. Recognize dark thought, ackknowledge it, and pull from the highest good. pic.twitter.com/JWqjEaq8Wo

7/12/2019 1:24:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd Just because someone pulled out in front of me so I had to slam on my brakes doesn't mean I have to get angry...but I do sometimes....I can think, 

"That piece of shit asshole, where the hell did they get their license?' And a drive by flip off seems to be in order....STOP! pic.twitter.com/dvWOiqKSXR

7/12/2019 1:26:58 PM benstrauss7  pic.twitter.com/sxaIuZZQSt

7/12/2019 1:27:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd Don't do it, acknowledge the thought, yes I feel that way, but what would it do if I did that? How would it affect that person? Would it hurt them? 

Would it be for the higher good? No, so we CHOOSE to take the higher road. pic.twitter.com/pw52kLLouC

7/12/2019 1:29:03 PM flgirlsbeenqd We acknowledged the thought, let it slip away and paid tribute to the dark side... let it slip away and chose light. Get to know your shadow self and 

learn to love it. This is unity. #ForLyra pic.twitter.com/AaN6YTm54o

7/12/2019 1:32:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so yes, there would be a teaching moment...I used that analogy because I feel at one time we've all had road rage. We acknoledge the feelings/dark 

side, we don't have to act on them...choosing of higher good. Much love and blessings. I like the meme, it made me laugh❤️✨

7/12/2019 1:42:21 PM obzerv3r_p_ You can keep everything on a usb stick, but most gold is in a vault and if everything goes to shit you can't get it and all your money in the bank goes 

away the same.

7/12/2019 1:42:52 PM roublisa Hello #ALICE long time no see.....💞❌💞❌💞❌ does that count as killing with kindness😬😬😬🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️

7/12/2019 1:43:51 PM roublisa That will due 😬😬😬

7/12/2019 1:44:48 PM speaklife595 is ti named in relation to the resident evil child systems name?

7/12/2019 1:45:13 PM roublisa That keeps happening here too .....reminds me of when I had a laptop😬....viruses

7/12/2019 1:46:27 PM roublisa #ALICE is messing with my retweeting as well

7/12/2019 1:47:40 PM roublisa AI sophia pic.twitter.com/sKRXKYCbrc

7/12/2019 1:48:26 PM roublisa 5:5

7/12/2019 1:52:07 PM mariloveusa You are right, 369!  Q proof. 👇 pic.twitter.com/uLBaWlc8Jl

7/12/2019 1:59:12 PM starehope Sounds as if he is opposite of everything spiritual. Don't kniw him personally, but too many strange connections.

7/12/2019 2:00:02 PM starehope 💔 Heart baking to think about.

7/12/2019 2:00:57 PM starehope Trust no one and no institution, especially for kids or animals.

7/12/2019 2:02:21 PM starehope These people are sick. Who would make a costume for their child like that.

7/12/2019 2:02:38 PM weshallrise144k  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1149209753207201792.html …

7/12/2019 2:03:30 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE, would you like to play a game? pic.twitter.com/fUnE9YO6JB

7/12/2019 2:09:26 PM charmanda9 Nope. No coincidences.

7/12/2019 2:15:30 PM _369311119 Vacation or not, she still can't meme.

7/12/2019 2:20:47 PM bvvhite Also curiously, do you think you’re more financially savvy then some of the most wealthy people, institutions, and countries who stake 100’s of millions 

of dollars in btc? Do you believe btc to be the worlds 8th largest currency by being insecure? Something to ponder🤔

7/12/2019 2:29:43 PM daveo6145 I’m in California too spectrum has been in and out for me

7/12/2019 2:32:00 PM mongrelglory That was Roosevelt 🤨.  He asked people to turn in all their gold coins/rings etc... to help the country.  People were paid the going rate for their gold. 

Immediately afterwards they raised the price of gold by 30% i.e. devalued the dollars they'd just used to pay for the gold.

7/12/2019 2:33:31 PM mongrelglory I've read that story!  It's certainly intriguing!

7/12/2019 2:36:00 PM benstrauss7 Oh I agree with you.   Sometimes I just want to scream at them and then think it will do no good.    

I stole it from a friend.    Lol

7/12/2019 2:36:01 PM mongrelglory All I know is this video cracks me up every time I see it. 😆 https://youtu.be/UG7zLhEWanc 

7/12/2019 2:39:03 PM keith369me Thanks for ReTweeting @n7guardiananon ...I didn’t remember this April Fools Day series of Tweets

7/12/2019 2:42:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd It’s a good one! Funny too!

It’s so simple...one side of us, shadow self/side/dark side of our personality so-to-speak we honor and recognize dark...but choose higher good.

7/12/2019 2:49:26 PM n7guardiananon o7 

no problem.  

Always good to remember the classics, gotta keep the mind tippy top!



7/12/2019 2:52:45 PM _369311119 Tippy Top!!!

7/12/2019 2:53:00 PM roserimi3 Nikola Tesla comes to mind when I see 3 6 9

7/12/2019 2:54:10 PM knightofmaltaus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you might want to look at this... might help your posts...

Project Star Gate. 

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00791R000100040003-1.pdf …

7/12/2019 2:55:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you borrowed money from someone else, you should pay them back for at least what you borrowed in order to satisfy karma.

7/12/2019 2:55:30 PM marrajeband Amen

7/12/2019 2:55:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/EDNYnews/status/1149695259833786369 …

7/12/2019 2:55:44 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/QDbrQotVbu

7/12/2019 2:56:39 PM pro_aktv Of course. And a little something else, too, like lunch or dinner or a gift card. ✅🤗

7/12/2019 2:56:40 PM heath_jack Even the Rothschilds? Most of us owe them money.

7/12/2019 2:56:42 PM billyj1616 You talking to me?

7/12/2019 2:57:09 PM matt_dodaro #WWG1WGA Enjoy the Show !!!

7/12/2019 2:57:29 PM billyj1616 Actually they owe us. Maybe MJ can send them a DM.

7/12/2019 2:57:39 PM dls00741 Actually, I think THEY owe us.

7/12/2019 2:57:54 PM jonicurry17 Always

7/12/2019 2:57:58 PM keith369me Pay back more, service to others over service to self assuming free will is involved

7/12/2019 2:58:11 PM benstrauss7 Always when ever possible I try.

7/12/2019 2:58:22 PM jonicurry17 From what’s coming out you were correct months ago

7/12/2019 2:58:27 PM cj_liebs  pic.twitter.com/Mt4NqRocSU

7/12/2019 2:59:02 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein and the unseal indictments for the rest of the pedophiles.

7/12/2019 2:59:07 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#doitq

#doitq

#doitq
7/12/2019 2:59:15 PM jones9536 If I didn't know any better I'd say MJ 12 was talking directly to me

7/12/2019 2:59:47 PM chicagocemo @GayleKing @cbs looking forward to another emotional I feel ya interview - initial one has aged well

7/12/2019 3:00:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Efforts to discredit #QAnon in the aftermath of #UnsealEpstein. Patriots do not use violence. Clowns do. 

https://twitter.com/ReggieMeezer/status/1149797626243637248 …

7/12/2019 3:00:43 PM stevewo50768315 Polarity shift....1 sicko at a time! 🤗

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/12/2019 3:00:43 PM jrocktigers Arun is correct.

7/12/2019 3:01:20 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/L4QbG5hVul

7/12/2019 3:02:28 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/FcKxEZoVF2

7/12/2019 3:02:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have received severa DMs asking: 

"Is there going to be a debt jubilee/cancellation? Should I pay off my loans or wait?"

No such debt jubilee would be pre-announced until all aspects of the roll out were complete.

7/12/2019 3:04:01 PM angel5christine R. Kelly "Charged Conduct Occurred Over the Course of Two Decades in New York, Connecticut, Illinois and California"

States run by DemocRats...WATCH CALIFORNIA

7/12/2019 3:04:16 PM allahuniversal Just got muh notifications back. She's been a busy girl

7/12/2019 3:04:27 PM lovelight5d they sure do

7/12/2019 3:04:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 ~$156,000 for every man, woman, and child.

7/12/2019 3:05:12 PM love4thegameak Just Soo everyone knows. I Got shut down this afternoon.. complete Shadowbanned!! 4th time!! pic.twitter.com/6I0ASRwofr

7/12/2019 3:05:46 PM angel5christine I watched that interview again "with new eyes"....now WE know why he was so FREAKED OUT.

7/12/2019 3:05:51 PM values_southern FF.....#QSentMe I pray daily and spend time with my family. If that’s crazy then I’ll take it. #WWG1WGA

7/12/2019 3:06:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 PAIN.

7/12/2019 3:07:45 PM cindy00086290 The Antifa fools can’t even get their ‘framing’ of QAnons right. [They] are so S T U P I D! pic.twitter.com/5JMg1dibny

7/12/2019 3:08:01 PM _the_psychonaut Sickening

7/12/2019 3:08:19 PM benjus “We don’t need no thought control...”

7/12/2019 3:09:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure has many layers. https://twitter.com/ScienceNews/status/1149793672575238144 …

7/12/2019 3:09:41 PM 222714ftw 🤗222

7/12/2019 3:09:51 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/e9TMyqnDHF

7/12/2019 3:09:52 PM stormystorm10 The speed is slow for disclosure

7/12/2019 3:09:56 PM rebornkingent Time travel artifact type stuff? Or is this legit?

7/12/2019 3:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very. Intentionally.

7/12/2019 3:10:25 PM hallchristoff AMA today or tomorrow Majestic 12?

7/12/2019 3:10:42 PM dcrow_baby We especially don't attack churches

7/12/2019 3:11:00 PM mariakasper50 They seem to be everywhere! We must be doing something right?!

7/12/2019 3:11:49 PM stormystorm10 I guess I can wait a lil longer 💯

7/12/2019 3:12:02 PM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/EDNYnews/status/1149695259833786369 …

7/12/2019 3:12:31 PM pitdogman Yes they do 😔

7/12/2019 3:12:52 PM qaphsiel17 How long we been here?

7/12/2019 3:13:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Millions of years.

7/12/2019 3:13:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Indeed. I can’t wait until we get to the historical lies part of the show. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/12/2019 3:13:47 PM bdab28 Good catch

7/12/2019 3:14:09 PM nun_chucknorris Are we originally from here?

7/12/2019 3:14:16 PM qaphsiel17 How many times have we been destroyed and rebuilt?

7/12/2019 3:14:21 PM zohni3 33 levels.

7/12/2019 3:14:39 PM doyleglobal One can only “owe” on a claim based in a medium of exchange – such as money – in order not merely to facilitate the continuity of trade, but the 

unavoidable implosion of functional self–contradiction — those who “borrow” make this choice.

Friends don’t owe, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — ..  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149799371845918720 …



7/12/2019 3:15:27 PM hawkgirlinmn I’ll take slick willy for 300K Alex

7/12/2019 3:16:42 PM _the_psychonaut Barry & Mike

7/12/2019 3:16:49 PM angel5christine TY❤️

7/12/2019 3:16:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 80%

7/12/2019 3:17:17 PM youstinksoap 3... synchronicity

7/12/2019 3:17:22 PM kathleen3693693 ??? pic.twitter.com/h6g9BvH6Qy

7/12/2019 3:17:24 PM girlawakeinca Many layers of secrets indeed.

7/12/2019 3:17:49 PM karvilla96 #44 and Micheal

7/12/2019 3:19:12 PM michael81972 To be fair,  George Washington thought gay was happy😄

7/12/2019 3:20:41 PM jvan125 I wish they’d stop blocking people. Can someone screen shot the OS tweet please?

7/12/2019 3:21:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is here to fight #UnsealEpstein

New algorithm deployed pic.twitter.com/XkSrmC3vb4

7/12/2019 3:22:15 PM jonicurry17 Omg please don’t tell me it was NOT just for monetary currency and jewelry. This is getting weirder and weirder

7/12/2019 3:22:36 PM jvan125 😂😂😂 Dogs?!? 🤦🏼♀️

7/12/2019 3:22:46 PM qamlove3 Ever since @NSA_QIL2  and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 showed the triangle craft pictures...I cant stop seeing clud and shadow triangles in the sky. Im I crazy?  

pic.twitter.com/HM2scXxiv2

7/12/2019 3:22:56 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/cafL3bNWuV

7/12/2019 3:23:23 PM lightworkercain I love the layers that have the most SAUCE! 😜

7/12/2019 3:24:03 PM n7guardiananon Hence the 1hour downtime

7/12/2019 3:24:16 PM flubbynutty So ALICE wants a puppy

7/12/2019 3:24:57 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:24:59 PM jonicurry17 I already know...omg

7/12/2019 3:25:06 PM girlawakeinca The 🤡 are trying. Collectively we will prevail. They didn’t read the Bible where it says God wins. 🌎💫🙏

7/12/2019 3:25:15 PM jrocktigers #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/12/2019 3:25:31 PM djlok I'm blocked from Open Secrets...backup accounts have many purposes.  Here's what they said... pic.twitter.com/5jZmO6Pjo8

7/12/2019 3:26:00 PM scott_rick ?  I still don’t get how ALICE works... in laymen

7/12/2019 3:26:07 PM lbf777 Pull the plug on Alice.

7/12/2019 3:26:24 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe the safe contained files on everyone. Back up tapes, etc?

7/12/2019 3:26:41 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:26:44 PM n7guardiananon Too many

7/12/2019 3:26:56 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:27:00 PM marcusgillette1 Dogs a code for assassinations by the Deep state

7/12/2019 3:27:02 PM roaminnoodle Does that include interest? 🙃

7/12/2019 3:27:03 PM armyanonpatriot Amen Sister... God Wins ALL the Time!! #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #UnitedWeStand 🇺🇸

7/12/2019 3:27:08 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:27:16 PM marylouathome The term and definition of “Karma” is a Hindu and Buddhist belief not at all a Christian belief. Karma is tied into reincarnation. If you are going to be a 

voice for “Q” please stick to only what you know. Religion is obviously not one of them

7/12/2019 3:27:22 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:27:34 PM djlok Probably that Marianne Williamson is the only one who isn't in the book...just my guess.

7/12/2019 3:27:45 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:28:12 PM girlawakeinca Excellent & thank you for the tips. 👊

7/12/2019 3:28:16 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely.

7/12/2019 3:28:26 PM lbf777 Why don’t we use this 3,6,9 game to unseal the other 99,999 sealed indictments?

7/12/2019 3:28:35 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1149760486243614720 …

7/12/2019 3:29:29 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗🙏🙏🙏

7/12/2019 3:29:35 PM jrocktigers hmmm........Tulsi  ..  ?

7/12/2019 3:29:53 PM lbf777 What is the intention?

7/12/2019 3:29:55 PM baswitkop1 What is ALICE?

7/12/2019 3:30:15 PM cledrordfishing On our side or their side?

7/12/2019 3:30:20 PM lorieve Oh that wraskeyly wabbit

i member

#QSentMe pic.twitter.com/EXjSzOGtw1

7/12/2019 3:30:47 PM n7guardiananon Had to hit that like button 3 times for it to finally stick



7/12/2019 3:31:06 PM 313looper It’s Sad but NOTHING CAN STOP👇🏻

#UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein= #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein💥

7/12/2019 3:31:48 PM aprilbrown99 Atlantis or Lemeria ?

7/12/2019 3:31:53 PM jaspony1 Any of this accurate? pic.twitter.com/9GEUdM8XSN

7/12/2019 3:31:56 PM fionasdestiny67 Agreed

7/12/2019 3:32:17 PM lbf777 Link?

7/12/2019 3:32:26 PM banksia42265169 Very interesting! Where did you find this and who is the person talking?

7/12/2019 3:32:30 PM djlok #metoo

7/12/2019 3:32:46 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. This is the real history that I have been waiting for.

7/12/2019 3:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 T-27 Days

9.63M Impressions = 9 + 6 + 3 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9

+62.4% = 6+6 = 12 = 1 + 2 = 3

22.8K "Followers" = 2 + 2 + 8 = 12 = 1 + 2 = 3

+4,314 = 4 + 3 + 1 + 4 = 9 + 3 = 12 = 1 + 2 = 3

The presence of 3 6 9 implies direct conscious connection to source, IS-BE, or "God".

Thank You pic.twitter.com/UWK8XEklhE
7/12/2019 3:33:38 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic!  😘😘😘

7/12/2019 3:34:04 PM vintagesquirrel  https://www.techopedia.com/definition/380/artificial-linguistic-computer-entity-alice …

7/12/2019 3:34:28 PM americanpetal You’re welcome

✔🇺🇸✔

✔😇✔

✔🕊✔

✔💫✔

✔️🥰✔️

7/12/2019 3:34:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very few. Most who are "good" are suppressed and now permitted into positions of power.

7/12/2019 3:35:11 PM djlok THANK YOU!!!

Seriously, MJ12, THANK YOU!!!

7/12/2019 3:35:15 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein 💥

7/12/2019 3:35:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is merit to some of those details.

7/12/2019 3:35:24 PM jvan125 🙏🏻❤️✨🙏🏻

7/12/2019 3:36:07 PM slayerofmatrix1 Have seen itbto be Quadrillions?

7/12/2019 3:36:23 PM armsnana Yes, not good connections. I visited a couple of years ago, several week ends in a row, and I sensed something not right. Worship was amazing, but 

always had guest speakers. 1 was Melinda Gates. 1 was his wife who writes for far left pub Sorjourner’s. And Bono on big screen.

7/12/2019 3:36:34 PM edward_fikes Number theory is fun, but does you 3, 6, 9, divine plan only work in Base 10? How divine is it in Base 8 or Hexadecimal?

7/12/2019 3:36:36 PM stormystorm10 I prefer to rip the bandaid but I could see how that be crazy for other people

7/12/2019 3:36:47 PM lbf777 We don’t need a debt jubilee. Just stop paying money to the banks or the State. That would restore the entire economy within 6 months to 1885 when 

Americans were the richest civilians in human history.

7/12/2019 3:36:56 PM jrocktigers Many sizeable earthquakes in New Zealand recently as well.

7/12/2019 3:37:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a coincidence that #Area51 is still trending? #UnsealEpstein

Q: Around Area 51, are remanences of #EpsteinGate hidden underground in DUMBs?

A: Yes

Who owns Twitter?

7/12/2019 3:37:27 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 3:37:43 PM slayerofmatrix1 Not good enough in this degree of evil destructive malevolent criminality MJ.

7/12/2019 3:37:55 PM aegeanphoenix17 Whoa!👀🔥👀🔥👀🔥👀🔥👀🔥

7/12/2019 3:37:57 PM armsnana I found all that out when I began to investigate a wee bit. Then last year Bill was forced to retire.

7/12/2019 3:38:13 PM allahuniversal ✅ pic.twitter.com/YtlOVlb6hD

7/12/2019 3:38:25 PM aprilbrown99 He is just a puppet.

7/12/2019 3:38:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Base 8 plays nicer with hyper-dimensional math (!consciousness).

Base 10 is "natural" and therefore Majestic (consciousness).

7/12/2019 3:38:55 PM janicebayless Ok so it’s GOOD? for those of us who need an interpreter?

7/12/2019 3:39:13 PM dragonfly6001 What🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

7/12/2019 3:39:17 PM angel5christine No. Sorry. I saw it on someones tweet yesterday...go on Search twitter and put R Kelly interview I am sure it will pop up!

7/12/2019 3:39:33 PM americanpetal Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Bin Abdulaziz Alsaud?

7/12/2019 3:39:46 PM allahuniversal And um, we accept your Thanks only if you accept our Thanks, that's the deal! 👍🏽👍🏽👍🏽

7/12/2019 3:39:53 PM djlok It's VERY GOOD.  It's #MAJESTIC!!!

7/12/2019 3:39:55 PM anbezedua #unsealghislaine pic.twitter.com/xfSJJt61U8

7/12/2019 3:40:03 PM 313looper 💥 BoOm 💥💥💥

[BHO] 

[BC] 

...!?

👬

7/12/2019 3:40:38 PM slayerofmatrix1 So what is being referenced by MJ specifically in your guess ?

7/12/2019 3:41:15 PM chapulincolored #UnsealEpstein

7/12/2019 3:42:04 PM 1_decided_voter I suspect Tulsi Gabbard is one of the "less evil" ones in the dem field

7/12/2019 3:43:29 PM ethereal_shaman Link for full content?

7/12/2019 3:44:45 PM 313looper  pic.twitter.com/09XoBUIDfO

7/12/2019 3:44:55 PM lbf777 Leave Majestic 12 alone you horrid witch.

7/12/2019 3:45:03 PM edward_fikes Natural? It seems arbitrary not natural. Of course it might be natural if the majority of beings in the universe have ten fingers.



7/12/2019 3:45:22 PM kachinagtto This was concerning too...

DNA database and data mining?? pic.twitter.com/PM7lpcFsVN

7/12/2019 3:45:25 PM slayerofmatrix1 It’s astonishing to believe the cabal has any meaningful remaining power(s) to deploy.

7/12/2019 3:46:10 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/fWGwe6QX8C

7/12/2019 3:47:31 PM chicagocemo Hence my asking Gayle when she’s doing her follow up interview- you know like she did with @JussieSmollett - oh wait she didn’t do a follow up 

interview on him either 🤔

7/12/2019 3:47:36 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/KphXx0H8w3

7/12/2019 3:47:39 PM allahuniversal Was about to ask the same

7/12/2019 3:48:05 PM 313looper @aprilbrown99

7/12/2019 3:48:11 PM heath_jack That what I was thinking.  What if everyone stopped paying [them] and taxes too.  Game over!

7/12/2019 3:48:13 PM matchnumbers67 It appears am also blocked 🤔. Odd

7/12/2019 3:48:52 PM aprilbrown99 @zagnett

7/12/2019 3:51:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 Michael I have the distinct belief that infrastructure in the United States will be of no concern to Us All.  🙏🏼💗🇺🇸💗🙏🏼

7/12/2019 3:52:15 PM matchnumbers67 The reply is unavailable. Who is Alice please?

7/12/2019 3:52:32 PM keith369me I think I heard 5-10

7/12/2019 3:52:50 PM djlok See my reply above.

7/12/2019 3:52:54 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=19 …

7/12/2019 3:53:02 PM angel5christine Yes..I got why you were saying that!👍🏼

We know Gayle is in wikileaks as colluding with the DNC...BUT we all know she has more problems than that! 

Isn't it nice..Oprah and Gayle are besties!😉😂😂

7/12/2019 3:53:45 PM keith369me Bath House Barry, 43, and ...?

7/12/2019 3:53:48 PM kikaltz Mind helping me understand the "IS-Be?"  Thanks

7/12/2019 3:54:05 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/pnkQrvOuVv

7/12/2019 3:54:22 PM ljvhermanns #TheMoreYouKnow

7/12/2019 3:54:27 PM lbf777 I saw some clips. He looked really scared for sure. He gives off a dark vibe too.

7/12/2019 3:54:34 PM baswitkop1 Yeah ok thanks I guess, but how would you explain Alice to someone who's new? Is it an ai?

7/12/2019 3:55:43 PM keith369me The protector of the pedophiles @jack

7/12/2019 3:57:25 PM douglass_price It's trending because there's a Facebook event to storm Area 51 to "see them aliens" scheduled for Sept. 20th

7/12/2019 3:58:27 PM angel5christine He definitely gives off a dark EVIL VIBE...we know why.

7/12/2019 3:58:59 PM bbobbio71 love it! pic.twitter.com/UumZzAINUl

7/12/2019 3:59:12 PM lambohodlr No coincidences

7/12/2019 4:01:24 PM judithes 😳

7/12/2019 4:01:27 PM bbobbio71 Last I remember,  Twitter has never made any money.  So then what's the "real" point of twitter?

7/12/2019 4:01:37 PM 313looper VP

LL

7/12/2019 4:01:38 PM xusaf_patriot Retiring early in 9 months...debt free. Whether I'll survive well on SS is another story...lol...but being debt free is a *great* feeling!

7/12/2019 4:02:32 PM bluelmz But what if the clowns are using the patriots in indirect ways?

7/12/2019 4:02:56 PM lightonthehill Thanks for confirming my suspicion here.

Thanks for teaching us that the universe cares about consciousness.

7/12/2019 4:03:32 PM intentionmentor Unseal 44

7/12/2019 4:04:14 PM 313looper Intentionally...It’s sensible!

7/12/2019 4:04:31 PM jaspony1 Someone on the Sandia mountain Facebook page posted it... Just thought it might be true.

7/12/2019 4:04:39 PM slayerofmatrix1 Our tax payer money will no longer be fed to enrich other nations. Our country is going to be the best it’s ever been in Our entire history.  The profound 

criminal theft has been going on in excess of a century.  It’s OVER!   Beautiful days ahead Good and Faithful Soldier!🙏🏼💗💫

7/12/2019 4:05:10 PM jaspony1 Here is more of it... pic.twitter.com/BDm6lMyPAX

7/12/2019 4:05:36 PM jaspony1  pic.twitter.com/QUvgwxhwUy

7/12/2019 4:06:21 PM rosesrred0119 But time is an illusion so I could technically take forever to pay them back as long as my intent is good  right?

7/12/2019 4:06:51 PM xusaf_patriot It's a good thing that Q and POTUS came along when he did...because some of us we're thinking we may have to take a different path.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstei #UnsealEpsteinn

7/12/2019 4:08:20 PM qamlove3 Paste in the seach box  From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is-Be

7/12/2019 4:08:53 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/GdbGzquOwW

7/12/2019 4:09:01 PM laurabusse Immortal Spiritual BEing

Basically we are immortal spirits IS

In a physical body BE

Source

Book

Interview with an alien

Read for free on web site

Listen for free on YouTube, audiobook

Also very cheap on Amazon I think like a couple bucks

Absolutely fascinating...
7/12/2019 4:09:15 PM stormystorm10 Even if it was a horrible truth, I would still want the truth 💯🥳

7/12/2019 4:09:44 PM clarkd958 Very true

7/12/2019 4:10:11 PM _vvoke_ This is extremely stupid.

7/12/2019 4:10:39 PM clarkd958 Happy retirement when it comes.

7/12/2019 4:10:55 PM matchnumbers67 Thank you.

7/12/2019 4:11:12 PM xusaf_patriot I wonder how many currently seated congress critters are on that list...I'll bet that's close to 80% too...

7/12/2019 4:11:16 PM mongrelglory I remember thinking, who'd be interested in a 24hr weather channel? Wasn't even convinced a 24 hr news channel could survive...but then came 

Anderson Cooper's 24 hr coverage of Hurricane Katrina and, overnight, people were addicted to CNN!  Then came "reality shows"... 😒

7/12/2019 4:11:21 PM 313looper Wow ...🤑

😛

7/12/2019 4:11:26 PM hellouncledonny Q-team and JA created Bitcoin(to keep eyes on the Deep-state). Just look  at the dates of Satoshi's last confirmed posts and compare it with  time-

frame of JA's legal troubles. 

What events happened in the last quater of 2010 regarding JA and Satoshi N

 

Coincidence?

7/12/2019 4:11:54 PM raisethevib369 144 years? Dear God.....

7/12/2019 4:12:19 PM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome

7/12/2019 4:13:16 PM slayerofmatrix1 😳 damn ... this is a BIG tweet MJ!  Thank you!  More please 🙏🏼💫🙏🏼



7/12/2019 4:14:02 PM laurabusse It's puzzling at first

The longer you hang out here, or read previous posts, the more you get a feel for Alice...

7/12/2019 4:14:44 PM clarkd958 Let us know when "KARMA" comes and bites your ass for this comment. 🤐🤐🤐🤐

7/12/2019 4:15:11 PM hitbyawormhole As far as I can understand, "ALICE is a Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet from anti-Deep State propaganda."

7/12/2019 4:16:30 PM _girlmaher_ Oh c'mon WSJ Europe... Training them for sexual exploitation!!! Ewwww!

7/12/2019 4:16:53 PM laurabusse You will...

Give it time

Read previous posts

Etc

7/12/2019 4:17:19 PM 313looper  pic.twitter.com/jxeNCOjX4t

7/12/2019 4:17:51 PM yphillips135 In college for teaching we learned all about this org but they left out child trafficking.

7/12/2019 4:19:09 PM _girlmaher_ I misspell words, invent words and turn my phrases weirdly to avoid analysis of my tweets. But a friend said it makes me sound drunk or under mind-

control which isn't very complimentary LOL Your idea is great!

7/12/2019 4:19:26 PM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/2GWqzk5eEGrCbm5Q9 …  Nothing to see here!

7/12/2019 4:20:54 PM keith369me Figured it would be higher

7/12/2019 4:21:51 PM smcavinew Another name for the devil. Among other things.

7/12/2019 4:22:05 PM rolandblasini MIENTRAS viajas a otros paises SI, DESKARO - Autoridades migratorias no podrán pedirle documentos de identidad a viajeros en aeropuertos de EEUU 

| El Diario NY  http://eldiariony.com/2019/07/12/aut …  pic.twitter.com/g8WBp5q9U5

7/12/2019 4:22:28 PM rolandblasini MIENTRAS viajas a otros paises SI, DESKARO - Autoridades migratorias no podrán pedirle documentos de identidad a viajeros en aeropuertos de EEUU 

| El Diario NY  http://eldiariony.com/2019/07/12/aut … pic.twitter.com/g8WBp5q9U5

7/12/2019 4:24:30 PM xusaf_patriot Thanks!  Looking forward to it :)

7/12/2019 4:24:55 PM cidarean You are in agreement to the illusion therefore consciously tied to it.

7/12/2019 4:25:21 PM jerichoorion Seems like big pharm, monstano , the medical industry and anyone else involved in poisoning us should pay their debt

7/12/2019 4:25:57 PM cidarean If there is I'm going to be pissed lol... I worked hard to pay off my bills.

7/12/2019 4:28:38 PM laurabusse Trillion

LOL

TRILLION

7/12/2019 4:29:42 PM mongrelglory Alternate definitions of Karma:

-The destiny that you earn through your actions and behaviour.

-The totality of a person's actions in any one of the successive states of that person's existence, thought of as determining the fate of the next stage.

7/12/2019 4:29:51 PM laurabusse It bloody well should

7/12/2019 4:30:10 PM 313looper Three Top Twitter share holders in order: (Up to date)

👇🏻

1- Evan Clark Williams

2- Jack Dorsey

3- Peter H. Fenton

7/12/2019 4:32:09 PM kathleen3693693 The unavailable tweet is not unavailable. Klik on the link...

7/12/2019 4:32:27 PM _the_psychonaut I love being involved in such an amazing planetary transformation. Grateful for everyone involved and any and all effort towards this common goal. 

Truly incredible. 

What an amazing time to be alive. 

My love to all

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

7/12/2019 4:32:46 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/Psnk3Mxumj

7/12/2019 4:33:24 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/pvk7tLbiWf

7/12/2019 4:33:44 PM laurabusse Karma has many definitions depending on who you are talking to

7/12/2019 4:33:57 PM aprilbrown99 Alice is HRC

ALICE is AI

7/12/2019 4:34:03 PM mongrelglory Are they preparing us for a "disclosure" about ruins in Antarctica?

7/12/2019 4:34:04 PM kikaltz Thank you

7/12/2019 4:35:05 PM roaminnoodle @Jaspony1, for further reading, where did you find this? Link, please?

7/12/2019 4:35:22 PM mongrelglory Sorry...I couldn't resist: pic.twitter.com/sxlIS9CwuC

7/12/2019 4:36:05 PM laurabusse I've also heard it described as

What you give, or put out there, you get back

For every action is a reaction

Some ppl say it's physics...

7/12/2019 4:36:05 PM 3rdeyeview55 I believe this info is coming from this video  https://youtu.be/aaWZbR-WECo  YT channel -> Sam Mugzzi, she references this "George" guy.

7/12/2019 4:36:33 PM melbourne_3000 #Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail

#Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail

#Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail 

#Jack is going to jail  #UnsealEpstein #HouseOfCards pic.twitter.com/aHJr90DzWR
7/12/2019 4:36:54 PM zack_stone Mj12 is a diff nsa operation. Plz dont confuse with Q

7/12/2019 4:37:40 PM allahuniversal Thank you, will watch later

7/12/2019 4:38:35 PM aprilbrown99 Where do you find this information, please?

7/12/2019 4:38:47 PM maryschade14 Nice..good call it surely would not surprise me.

7/12/2019 4:39:52 PM jayrambin Wow. I wonder Between what time period. And if this includes deceased people.

7/12/2019 4:40:13 PM allahuniversal Twitter in a browser, under the menu it's Twitter analytics pic.twitter.com/c11I5aihGu

7/12/2019 4:40:16 PM 3rdeyeview55 Use a healthy dose of discernment here. I used to listen to this channel a while ago and my little red flags went up, I haven't listened to it since. It was 

always the same info...imho.

7/12/2019 4:40:17 PM anneolsen43 Williams, Prince Al-Waleed bin Talal , Jack Dorsey and Steve Ballmer. Mike Windle, Oli Scarff, Drew Angerer

7/12/2019 4:41:21 PM allahuniversal Of course, discernment is a must

7/12/2019 4:41:39 PM nurseniceyes This tropical storm is really an effort to hide the fact they embezzled the money to fix the dikes from storm surge. What is gonna happen when the 

winds barely reach 15 mph and 9 inches of rain? And naming it Barry will show it is impotent and uneffective...petering out.

7/12/2019 4:42:22 PM oo1o110 Interesting. I've never heard of them, and they blocked me. That typically means that they're cabal oriented...

7/12/2019 4:42:44 PM laurabusse You're most welcome 😊



7/12/2019 4:42:54 PM kindeandtrue remanence = the magnetic induction remaining in a magnetized substance no longer under external magnetic influence

Great word, MJ12! What it means in this context I don't know.

7/12/2019 4:43:48 PM 3rdeyeview55 If you don't mind can you just let me know what you think of it, maybe I was being too critical. I haven't listened to them in a while so things might've 

changed especially with Q in the picture now. Thanks

7/12/2019 4:43:48 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I remember reading some of their stuff, but I don't think I ever commented on anything.  Didn't realize I was blocked until now!

7/12/2019 4:44:27 PM maryschade14 Who got it trending? Timing with Clinton/Epstein doesn't have anything to do with it now does it. Isn't it still a minefield..

7/12/2019 4:44:39 PM starehope Exactly.

7/12/2019 4:46:01 PM aprilbrown99 I dont seem to have that section 🤔

7/12/2019 4:46:08 PM lorieve I never signned over my birthrite

7/12/2019 4:46:24 PM nurseniceyes Action and reaction...

7/12/2019 4:46:33 PM mongrelglory Why isn't she arrested yet?  I would think they have plenty of evidence to charge her as well?

7/12/2019 4:46:36 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/hb9txeuGWp

7/12/2019 4:48:32 PM starehope Get a smaller one with less layers.

7/12/2019 4:48:52 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe there is something i need to turn on. It is ok. No biggie. Thank you. 😘😘😘

7/12/2019 4:49:01 PM bryceja68689884 Its interesting. Ive liked this post 3 times now.

7/12/2019 4:51:14 PM gsusgod prince alwaleed bin talal

7/12/2019 4:51:29 PM starehope Not for illegal immigrants though, right?

7/12/2019 4:51:53 PM jrocktigers I know this is not an official Q/A , but could you answer if Mr. Barlow of EFF was 187 ?

7/12/2019 4:52:07 PM gsusgod I was under the impression he was under house arrest? Still has DUMB access?

7/12/2019 4:52:29 PM allahuniversal Will do

7/12/2019 4:52:57 PM jrocktigers Cool!

7/12/2019 4:53:08 PM americanpetal I hope not. I’ve got to believe if he was JFK JR’s very close friend, he’s in protection.

7/12/2019 4:53:47 PM jrocktigers He passed away officially.

7/12/2019 4:54:03 PM americanpetal Yes

7/12/2019 4:54:18 PM starehope Any time you have asked for help. Anything at all, even the simple things.

7/12/2019 4:54:31 PM paciouno Who is the sheep

7/12/2019 4:54:48 PM giediknight Jack likes the “good pasta” @NSA_QIL2

7/12/2019 4:55:16 PM bobholmgren1 Yes.  Thank you

7/12/2019 4:56:41 PM starehope Best of everything to you!

7/12/2019 4:57:09 PM mynardpamela Do you have a link you can share so we can read it all? Thank you

7/12/2019 4:57:47 PM allahuniversal It's available in your browser once logged into Twitter, the app doesn't have the option.

7/12/2019 4:58:18 PM rolandblasini "Yo daría lo que fuera por poderle decir a ustedes que el gobernador es viable, que puede continuar administrando eficientemente... pero una cosa es 

lo q uno quiere y otra cosa es lo q es. Y la realidad política en la calle nos trae hasta aquí”-DAVILACOLON sobre RRN 1/2

7/12/2019 4:58:46 PM mongrelglory I just assumed that the CIA controlled Twitter, Google, Facebook etc... They just pick people to be the public "face" for the companies, like @jack.

7/12/2019 4:59:09 PM vintagesquirrel Can these Epstein files even be unsealed now that there's new indictments?

7/12/2019 4:59:09 PM americanpetal How do we get her to go away? We love you ALICE

7/12/2019 4:59:15 PM texn9ne A sheep reads from top to bottom 🙃. Our consciousness is the storm and we are coming👽

7/12/2019 4:59:35 PM rolandblasini 2/2 DAVILACOLON [block me] le "Jala" HOY la cadena del toilet, a Ricardo Rosello. BYE BYE sabemos ya esta con la candidatura de Jennifer Gonzo - la 

Rino pic.twitter.com/qvad6chJ2k

7/12/2019 4:59:49 PM mynardpamela Yep IPOT does a few vids on that subject

7/12/2019 5:00:03 PM rpmtrader Always now the banks, that’s a different story.

7/12/2019 5:00:50 PM aprilbrown99 Found it. It is interesting which tweets capture more hits. For instance, the tweet that I sent out asking about what happened to @RoubLisa account 

got like 1700 hits. Lisa is LOVED. ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/WvP7PjgD12

7/12/2019 5:00:58 PM jrocktigers 😡😡😡

7/12/2019 5:01:18 PM jayrambin Hmm. Isn’t that definition of karma ALICE?

7/12/2019 5:01:20 PM starehope 👊

7/12/2019 5:01:36 PM rawphonegirl Isn't this Sawyer's group?

7/12/2019 5:02:09 PM starehope So then, don't cash in our IRA's yet?

7/12/2019 5:02:55 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1149823294943592449 …

7/12/2019 5:02:56 PM vintagesquirrel ALICE is Alicebot https://www.techopedia.com/definition/380/artificial-linguistic-computer-entity-alice …

7/12/2019 5:03:19 PM starehope LOL! You are funny! 😂😂😂

7/12/2019 5:03:32 PM don_narp Unknowing sheep through continuous never ending lies

7/12/2019 5:04:01 PM allahuniversal 4488...lokka #Majestic to me

7/12/2019 5:04:02 PM covertress Majestic

7/12/2019 5:04:23 PM roublisa Oh my goodness ....what can I say😏 ...I have a lot of 

💖💖💖love 💖💖💖to give.....I am humbled ...thank Q sister pic.twitter.com/3tAN0sViFf

7/12/2019 5:05:11 PM aprilbrown99 Love you right back!  💗🦋🌸💗🌸🦋💗

7/12/2019 5:05:30 PM starehope Then, neither should US money.

7/12/2019 5:06:54 PM blsdbe Here’s a crazy thought: we are electromagnetic beings, and our bodies (batteries) are capable of tying up memories. Therefore, we IS-BEs could be 

considered EMF storage devices?

7/12/2019 5:06:58 PM laurabusse Well said 😊

7/12/2019 5:08:34 PM starehope Does it only include those born here or every person who has become a citizen.

7/12/2019 5:08:41 PM bvvhite Please inform me why a criminal would rather use bitcoin where the ledger is transparent and digitally tracked to some form of bank or debit card 

instead of cash which can easily be 100% anonymous. If a money system was going to be created explicitly for crime it would not be btc

7/12/2019 5:10:22 PM covertress Did Epstein provide children to the 👽👽👽 in the DUMBs?

7/12/2019 5:10:36 PM niceguyneedcoin Btc is the only way to bring sovereignity to people nowadaysc that’s why everyone is terrified at it. It may have been created and certainly is used for 

mean purposes, but so does dollar. Fed looks way more Cabal to me. We need true freedom

7/12/2019 5:10:39 PM aprilbrown99 I am only here to fight for our President and to love you guys along the way!  😘🥰🤗

7/12/2019 5:11:15 PM kindeandtrue Sounds like a truly fascinating theory, but it's way beyond my scientific understanding.  : )

7/12/2019 5:11:40 PM blsdbe I would also be very grateful to follow this lead!!!

7/12/2019 5:12:03 PM djlok I dunno...if Trump goes head to head with her I imagine some #Disclosure might slip out.

7/12/2019 5:13:21 PM kindeandtrue If so, that's a realm of possibility that the normies will never grasp. I can't even imagine trying to explain that one to my fairly woke husband.

7/12/2019 5:14:46 PM jayrambin Make us believe, expect and intend to come back to the matrix within the matrix?

7/12/2019 5:17:11 PM ripny08 Silicon Valley

7/12/2019 5:17:24 PM duncanskinner6 Why doesn’t POTUS order the Marines to occupy all of these weather sites so that the rogue villains cannot inflict any more damage on the USA?  And 

seize the submarines too.

7/12/2019 5:19:01 PM gsusgod Off-world access for Intergalatical human-trafficking.

7/12/2019 5:19:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/vz8JttEAS7

7/12/2019 5:21:47 PM consortiapartn1 So no going back to base 12/60 ?



7/12/2019 5:21:58 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bitcoin OR BTC OR Cryptocurrency OR Cryptocurrencies […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1149690507670540288.html …

7/12/2019 5:23:20 PM johnny10559479 Is Epstein Mossad?

7/12/2019 5:23:45 PM kindeandtrue Lord, have mercy on us. It's like we've been living on the tip of an iceberg, not having the faintest idea of the enormous structure of evil operating 

below the surface.

7/12/2019 5:24:25 PM jayrambin True, I really have not observed patriots making physical aggression (aggressive with the law, yes). But, they will defend relentlessly. And woe unto any 

who might press them so far as to provoke, or make, an attack necessary.  🇺🇸 has shown its will & might when forced to fight.

7/12/2019 5:29:10 PM blsdbe Sadly mine as well, this is the idea that comes from within 😅😅😅

7/12/2019 5:31:17 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/12/2019 5:34:29 PM jonicurry17 No it’s not

7/12/2019 5:34:54 PM maryschade14 Ok..weirdness..each of those numbers..963..228-->3 4314..

Shuffled a little..significant..moi..

7/12/2019 5:35:38 PM maryschade14 ☝❤️

7/12/2019 5:35:49 PM natureinspace To gauge society. They have to know everything about us to fully control us.

7/12/2019 5:36:39 PM _369311119 13 is a portal

7/12/2019 5:37:59 PM natureinspace Do any species of aliens treat humans like the cabal treats them? Most likely.

7/12/2019 5:39:11 PM prmd21801759 Wow!! College fund? Business startup?

7/12/2019 5:40:05 PM _369311119 If you have older DNA (assuming current classifications and timelines are ~correct), then have you been trapped here longer?

(follow the Y?)

7/12/2019 5:40:39 PM _369311119 If you have older DNA (assuming current classifications are correct), then have you been trapped here longer?

(follow the Y?)

7/12/2019 5:40:47 PM natureinspace Exactly. But it's time for us to know the truth or it will never stop.

7/12/2019 5:40:51 PM maryschade14 3..2^3 6 3^3 9..2..3..harmonix..

Euler's disc..amplification..itermodulation creating another harmonic...multiplyer/power up

The original design purrrrfection..

Joy is the harmonix of kitteh purrrrs..

7/12/2019 5:41:35 PM natureinspace I've never seen this picture before. Do you remember where you found it?

7/12/2019 5:42:59 PM roublisa Yessss!!!#winning pic.twitter.com/MEIN061NLm

7/12/2019 5:43:01 PM enomai_ So, the #stormarea51 hashtag is clown targeting? Is it being allowed to still provide awareness of ETs?

So, it's a double win for the clown family? They get to disinfo of area51 away from Epstein? And, possibly ruin #OFC?

7/12/2019 5:43:06 PM covertress Land of the Lost

Feeding Station Scene

7/12/2019 5:43:18 PM blsdbe Think Neo pic.twitter.com/2E6E9121Wk

7/12/2019 5:44:23 PM enomai_ They do don't they?

7/12/2019 5:44:51 PM rolandblasini YA EN BUSQUEDAD CANDIDATRA - debe revaluar a todo el personal que asiste al gobernador y que estuvieron con él en ese chat dice la Comisionada 

Jenniffer2012  http://foronoticioso.com/fn/yo-creo-que 

7/12/2019 5:44:54 PM blsdbe To distract us from #UnSealEpstein? Likely so yes.

7/12/2019 5:46:03 PM enomai_ I was scared for the ET life out of the slim possibility of it working. 

I am sure they can handle themselves. Though, still. Would a storm of area51 be in our best interest or not?

7/12/2019 5:48:00 PM brown_eyedladyj This is a good start for a beginner. 😉 https://illuminatiwatcher.com/hidden-occult-messages-of-alice-in-wonderland/ …

7/12/2019 5:55:44 PM rolandblasini If you want to teach your children a good business lesson on how to be honest, have integrity and treat your customer with respect ... Show them how 

Ricardo Rossello does business and tell them to do the exact opposite.

7/12/2019 5:56:33 PM rolandblasini If you want to teach your children a good business lesson on how to be honest, have integrity and treat your customer with respect ... Show them how 

Ricardo Rossello does business and tell them to do the exact opposite.

7/12/2019 5:58:07 PM debrand10 I wish we could go back like Groundhog Day to a time of our choosing

7/12/2019 6:00:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s all we need to do is try...become aware, it will get easier and easier, soon it becomes second nature💛✨Promise

7/12/2019 6:02:09 PM americanpetal Omg

7/12/2019 6:04:44 PM kzcreek #Alwaleed #JackDorsey

7/12/2019 6:05:29 PM canadiancovfefe S.A.?

7/12/2019 6:06:11 PM hifiman45 I have always speculated there was trafficking between us and "them". Maybe I was right?

7/12/2019 6:06:24 PM jillsfolly77711 I’ll have to tell my kids that

7/12/2019 6:09:13 PM igiant111 It’s because of a meme lol...

7/12/2019 6:09:36 PM igiant111  pic.twitter.com/Zq9OpUCnGm

7/12/2019 6:11:53 PM rosesrred0119 Uhh I hate hurricanes.. I lived through Irma thanks but no thanks

7/12/2019 6:12:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046939093303799808?s=19 …

7/12/2019 6:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

 https://m.sfgate.com/news/article/The-mystery-surrounding-Jeffrey-Epstein-s-private-14090511.php … pic.twitter.com/epfFLRoby2

7/12/2019 6:13:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

 https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/whats-the-deal-with-the-bizarre-temple-like-structure-on-jeffrey-epsteins-private-island/ … 

pic.twitter.com/WaMJeiWdwp

7/12/2019 6:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://theweek.com/speedreads/852327/jeffrey-epstein-steel-safe-room-nobody-enter-caribbean-island-exemployee-says …

7/12/2019 6:14:01 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/7LvMm9qq1y

7/12/2019 6:14:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/07/hedge-funders-have-some-thoughts-on-what-epstein-was-doing.html …

7/12/2019 6:14:27 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/DVoBsZSWql

7/12/2019 6:14:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/article232551882.html …

7/12/2019 6:14:47 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/8XNuNzM5KY

7/12/2019 6:15:09 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/tgZkLyfoWE

7/12/2019 6:15:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/g2cSjbRCHB

7/12/2019 6:15:41 PM _the_psychonaut Locks on the outside?

7/12/2019 6:16:39 PM rawphonegirl Who took that picture w/dome & owls intact? 😏

7/12/2019 6:16:59 PM mickiedodge1 Epstein letters rearranged spell ET penis.  Coincidence?

7/12/2019 6:17:23 PM numberonepal Normie news? Almost.

7/12/2019 6:17:27 PM pitdogman Yeah but a Oxygen acetylene torch can🤣

7/12/2019 6:17:33 PM zaraawakened It would be nice if I could. Guess I'm karmically screwed.

7/12/2019 6:17:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://beta.washingtonpost.com/national-security/epstein-paid-suspected-co-conspirators-which-prosecutors-suggest-may-have-

been-to-influence-them/2019/07/12/eebd5148-a4ed-11e9-b732-41a79c2551bf_story.html?outputType=amp …

7/12/2019 6:18:08 PM taitai78787 Australia finally starting to report on Epstein https://twitter.com/newscomauhq/status/1149845446648455168?s=21 …

7/12/2019 6:18:15 PM state1union What an ugly evil 👿 thing he is



7/12/2019 6:18:34 PM matchnumbers67 Very strange. I don’t remember ever looking

7/12/2019 6:18:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

 https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/1704467001  pic.twitter.com/XgwgWsGeu0

7/12/2019 6:19:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2019/07/12/us/jeffery-epstein-witness-intimidation/index.html …

7/12/2019 6:19:20 PM 1centralcaligal Heck yeah, UNSEAL THEM ALL!!!!

7/12/2019 6:19:43 PM aintgets  pic.twitter.com/ZpKDNcL040

7/12/2019 6:19:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://nypost.com/2019/07/12/jeffrey-epsteins-cell-is-three-doors-down-from-el-chapo/amp/ …

7/12/2019 6:19:53 PM mongrelglory His "co-conspirator" sure did get around... pic.twitter.com/QSG1q7Twh0

7/12/2019 6:19:54 PM mariakasper50 What a pig!

7/12/2019 6:19:56 PM hookur6 Amazing 🤣🤣

7/12/2019 6:20:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://nypost.com/2019/07/12/jeffrey-epstein-reportedly-met-with-harvard-officials-while-he-was-a-sex-offender/amp/ …

7/12/2019 6:20:24 PM keith369me I hope the prosecutors are as thorough with Epstein leads as the were with “Russian Collusion”

7/12/2019 6:20:31 PM anneolsen43 😱

7/12/2019 6:20:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.thecut.com/amp/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-virgin-islands-little-st-james-house.html …

7/12/2019 6:20:58 PM mariakasper50 I saw that last night!

7/12/2019 6:21:07 PM brown_eyedladyj Precisely

7/12/2019 6:21:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.latimes.com/books/la-et-jc-jeffrey-epstein-james-patterson-book-20190711-story.html?outputType=amp …

7/12/2019 6:21:34 PM eggomatic12 which sounds more accurate temple of sex or temple of ritual sacrifice? This is horrible.

7/12/2019 6:21:35 PM state1union He also part owner of Corporate Comcast that owns CNBC, NBC

7/12/2019 6:21:43 PM dtrumpeteer Yes let’s do! pic.twitter.com/qHbkjLbz70

7/12/2019 6:22:05 PM eisentourage Something something Kryptonite.

7/12/2019 6:22:21 PM atheism_is_dead All interpretations are not created equal. I have written a ridiculous number of articles on this issue which means that I have read a tremendous 

amount of material about it from every side.  http://www.truefreethinker.com/nephilim-giants 

7/12/2019 6:22:46 PM anneolsen43 How do we know this isn’t all to set up Trump?

7/12/2019 6:23:02 PM youstinksoap It's been owned by our government since @realDonaldTrump 's 12/21 EO.

7/12/2019 6:23:35 PM big_simp what can you tell us about earthquakes wiping out China lake Naval Base?

7/12/2019 6:23:42 PM keith369me How about sending the last half dozen Tweets to the MSM telepathically and access their MKUltra programming to force truth disclosure?

7/12/2019 6:23:52 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/VHa67u6Pmt

7/12/2019 6:24:03 PM state1union HUMA, HUMA,HUMA and Mosaad Bomb 💣 9/11

7/12/2019 6:24:25 PM girlawakeinca I wonder if Patterson will write a sequel to his first book. But on the other hand, it may be too horrifying to read. 

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

💥💥#ConvictEpstein 💥💥

7/12/2019 6:24:37 PM mongrelglory "Focused on the 64% of the ocean that lies outside any single country's jurisdiction"... Probably where they were dumping the bodies...😠

7/12/2019 6:25:51 PM maryschade14 Oh please let this open wide..since 1947. Or maybe earlier during the depression.

They pollute us. Add gallium and other goodies depending on need.

Aluminum loose turns soil to Black Jack. Renders it useless. Robs nutrients. Crimes against Humanity and creatures.. pic.twitter.com/dbl0d5AcfS

7/12/2019 6:26:04 PM aprilbrown99 Trump never went to the Island. pic.twitter.com/gprGhzTAFu

7/12/2019 6:26:39 PM jimtaylorsays Karma ... ? Unique name for an enforcer  ...

7/12/2019 6:26:47 PM aprilbrown99 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer. pic.twitter.com/W3nvV6jcJ5

7/12/2019 6:26:47 PM keith369me That one has been done already.  Sadly, when this is over, Trump could commit crimes and most of the country wouldn’t believe it.  Hopefully he 

remains clean going forward

7/12/2019 6:27:55 PM anneolsen43 I agree I do however I am careful to trust. I believe he is good but hard to trust others completely

7/12/2019 6:28:08 PM maryschade14 Poetic Majestic..

7/12/2019 6:28:19 PM keith369me Billionaire Pedophile meeting with a Harvard professor of Genetics.  What could go wrong?

7/12/2019 6:29:33 PM youstinksoap I have seen some pics of this (literally on a platter) from researching.  I will not post them anywhere, ever.  If I can find them online - you can too.

😡😡😡

Be warned : it is horrifying!

7/12/2019 6:29:49 PM keith369me El Chapo was throwing truth bombs in court that didn’t get widely reported.  Put them in the same cell and use El Chapo as an informant

7/12/2019 6:30:00 PM girlawakeinca #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

💥💥#ConvictEpstein 💥💥

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

💥💥#ConvictEpstein 💥💥

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

💥💥#ConvictEpstein 💥💥

7/12/2019 6:30:03 PM anneolsen43 Nobody is free from our past. I think him being flawed is what makes him a great leader and rises above from the lesson

7/12/2019 6:30:42 PM burgersandra In 2017, @The_War_Economy assembled a comprehensive resource about Little St. James,-identities of several architects who helped design the 

island's buildings. However, those architects provided their services long before the temple building 1st appeared. https://www.insider.com/jeffrey-

epstein-private-island-temple-2019-7 …

7/12/2019 6:30:57 PM bhaggy1008 Rakshasas...

7/12/2019 6:31:20 PM renee86743676 NO WAY NO BAIL. KEEP HIM LOCKED UP

7/12/2019 6:32:38 PM roublisa I love that idea👏🏽

7/12/2019 6:32:54 PM brown_eyedladyj I know Maxwells dad was

7/12/2019 6:33:13 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/TV3Lrqv6hm

7/12/2019 6:33:44 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/iCuULt8QpQ

7/12/2019 6:35:00 PM jonicurry17 Hmmm 3-6-9

7/12/2019 6:35:02 PM def18436572 Important.

7/12/2019 6:35:24 PM jravinmoore Unity 💖😇💖

7/12/2019 6:36:08 PM renee86743676 Hahahahahahahahahahaha

7/12/2019 6:37:27 PM aprilbrown99 I understand, I really do. In 2016 I had concerns too. I have done a 180. He is honest & straightforward. He has kept every single promise (huge). He has 

earned my trust since taking office. Now, I love our President so much. My heart just overflows for that man. He is...

7/12/2019 6:37:41 PM aprilbrown99 ..literally going to save the world from all the horrific crimes against humanity along with the military & patriots. He is bringing Peace, hope & 

sovereignty back to America. I just can’t say enough about how I feel about him.  JMPO

7/12/2019 6:37:50 PM bhaggy1008 What is DUMB'S?

7/12/2019 6:38:21 PM sheilas11 Isn’t Patterson chummy with slick willie? 

Trying to bury his history?



7/12/2019 6:38:23 PM mickiedodge1 Why is the temple door barred from the outside?  To keep the underground children from escaping?  Or something else?

7/12/2019 6:39:05 PM habs_bg They should bunk together and spoon!!!!

7/12/2019 6:39:53 PM jesusloves88888 Or so we are told... unlikely... they're probably still bringing him children.

7/12/2019 6:40:01 PM hollylandes Can we get our hands on those documents?

7/12/2019 6:40:17 PM gettingtrump soon

7/12/2019 6:41:16 PM natureinspace Oh ok thanks

7/12/2019 6:41:52 PM dark2light9 Deep underground military bases

7/12/2019 6:43:36 PM mongrelglory I believe he was a Mossad agent tasked with running an international blackmail op.  He also worked with the CIA and was an informant for the FBI 

supposedly.  How he became "friends" with British Royalty and international leaders so quickly makes me wonder about "bloodline ties".

7/12/2019 6:44:23 PM aprilbrown99 What crimes would those be?

7/12/2019 6:44:41 PM orangevol1321 They're in for a rude awakening if they cross the fence there. Then they will want to sue for people that's been hurt or possibly shot.

7/12/2019 6:44:54 PM mongrelglory Hope they keep all those accusers safe! 🙏

7/12/2019 6:44:56 PM americanchilean @realhublife @StormIsUponUs @SayWhenLA @prayingmedic @Cordicon @CHIZMAGA @mitchellvii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMAZING VIDEO OF 

AIRCRAFT! 🛸 WAVE TO THE AIRCRAFTS! ☝👌 👋🏻 🛸😎 ✈🛸 👋🏻  pic.twitter.com/b6z0kIlqAI

7/12/2019 6:45:00 PM anneolsen43 I have always trusted in trump and believed him. It is others that push a narrative that I question sometimes.

7/12/2019 6:45:19 PM keith369me The investigation/set up of Trump...not crimes

7/12/2019 6:45:27 PM jrocktigers Exactly! - International Waters on giant cruise ships, cargo ships, can land choppers on and off, subs and other ships can come and go....  WE ARE IN 

THIS FIGHT !

7/12/2019 6:46:11 PM jrocktigers And funded with tax deductible donations or money laundering!

7/12/2019 6:46:22 PM keith369me MJ has alluded to previous Trump financial issues...don’t know specifically

7/12/2019 6:47:48 PM lpblakelyar If he was so horrified and wrote a book on him, then he would have know. BC was involved. If he knew that then why would he write a book with him. 

Greed

7/12/2019 6:47:48 PM garywebb1972  pic.twitter.com/nfzU6y7PbY

7/12/2019 6:48:10 PM sumgirl What a creep

7/12/2019 6:49:17 PM lpblakelyar I’m sure they already know one another

7/12/2019 6:50:01 PM aprilbrown99 I think the 2 year Mueller investigation would have found any past issues.  He has been vetted 4 going on 5 times now and [they] still can’t pull a rabbit 

out of a hat.

7/12/2019 6:50:38 PM wwg1wga_nl My idea we don't owe them shit 😉

7/12/2019 6:51:03 PM marcus45128888 Of course

7/12/2019 6:51:21 PM lpblakelyar NO WAY! He is going to hand iver his $$$ anyway because of EO.

7/12/2019 6:51:56 PM mongrelglory Well, at least CNN's reporting some facts... (for a change).

7/12/2019 6:52:21 PM wwg1wga_nl That mask...yeah it is😂

7/12/2019 6:52:52 PM girlawakeinca They’re making your post (for me) a challenge to see. That tells me light work is effective. 💫👊

7/12/2019 6:53:00 PM raisethevib369 I believe in the teachings of Christ and karma.

7/12/2019 6:53:21 PM mongrelglory That must be the "trafficking wing" of the prison. 😒

7/12/2019 6:54:11 PM brown_eyedladyj  https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/2926727 …

“Retired Rear Adm. David M. Stone, who once headed the Transportation Security Administration and was the first federal security director at Los 

Angeles International Airport in the critical months after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, has died. He was 57.

7/12/2019 6:55:06 PM dynamicres So, ultra the blame on HARRP but it's really something extra?

7/12/2019 6:55:20 PM gramptorino Sean Says Hi pic.twitter.com/E9UYgfSUPX

7/12/2019 6:55:47 PM luru601 Jailbirds sing

7/12/2019 6:56:11 PM rachaelangelm “In the winter, when it’s 30 degrees outside, you’re freezing your a– off because they’re blowing air conditioning on you.

“They don’t give you a toothbrush, you don’t get soap at the beginning.

“I’ve heard stories about the mice who are running across the cells — "

7/12/2019 6:56:12 PM raisethevib369 Also, judgement is a prickly thing. Snark isn't loving or productive. Nobody knows everything about everything. Especially in a system filled with lies. 

We'll find out someday, but none of us a there yet. Best to keep your mind and heart open.

7/12/2019 6:58:01 PM mikala007007 Burn all temples, altars and high places. Take the ashes and throw them in the deepest of seas. Rid all the land and the world of ALL evil. Cleanse it. 

Purge. Then repent. Pray. Pray that our God will forgive us and heal our land. Turn BACK to God.

7/12/2019 6:58:39 PM darrenj03905112 Daddy B, B Jr & Barry, just to name a few.

7/12/2019 6:59:36 PM burgersandra Hope your theory is factual.  #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Wonder_Chick_/status/1149848305448493057 …

7/12/2019 6:59:37 PM disgoblue24 Both probably CIA

7/12/2019 7:00:13 PM tyst1ck Can you explain why it's a scam? It seems like it would be fair money. Is a decentralized currency not a good idea? The banks clearly have a 

stranglehold over the planet, crypto would make them extinct.

7/12/2019 7:00:37 PM crumb_catcher I'm sure they are connected in some way!

7/12/2019 7:01:12 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, was Epstein really funding research or was this money given for other purposes?

7/12/2019 7:02:18 PM tyst1ck Exactly. I'm not convinced on this one. There's clear problems with the banks and the feds ability to control economies. I would love to understand why 

it wouldn't be a useful internet currency.

7/12/2019 7:02:36 PM djlok Define "research"?  Just my guess.

7/12/2019 7:04:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paying for access to contacts and associates. Influence is bought and paid for and enforced with blackmail.

7/12/2019 7:04:55 PM mlemiller1151 You need to do more research. Trump kicked him out of his club many years ago. He doesn’t associate with him at all.

7/12/2019 7:05:40 PM big_simp That is factually incorrect!!

BTC was created by an Australian Dr Craig Wright - a Christian computer scientist who was involved in anti child trafficking

His invention BTC - has been stolen by the dark side and tampered with.

Wright now runs a fork called @_BitcoinSV

7/12/2019 7:07:33 PM big_simp BTC core is NOT BTC!

Ask its inventor Dr Craig S Wright [ now with a new token BSV ]

His original invention BTC has been hijacked by Rothschild interests backing Blockstream and its code tampered with so it cannot scale

7/12/2019 7:09:14 PM turboxyde To counteract and/or redirect this energetic potential all we have to do is to unify in thought, emotion and action. The easiest way to co-create is to 

meditate and visualize the storm; see portals opening up between the magnetic field lines to redirect energy through...

7/12/2019 7:09:49 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE FOR THE VICTIMS

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein



7/12/2019 7:10:07 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE FOR THE VICTIMS

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 7:10:25 PM aprilbrown99 JUSTICE FOR THE VICTIMS

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/12/2019 7:10:48 PM big_simp True BTC is NOT money but a protocol like TTP - It has an aspect to it that can be used as Money

Please stop posting such ignorant nonsense - its clear you do not understand the technology

7/12/2019 7:10:53 PM turboxyde ...quantum entanglement, our awareness brings the energy out of the storm and into magnetic field lines of the Earth to supercharge her biosphere 

and restore balance to ALL climate systems across the globe. See it, FEEL what it would feel like to have this happening right now...

7/12/2019 7:11:22 PM turboxyde Then release it and let what IS... BE!

7/12/2019 7:11:59 PM big_simp FYI

please educate yourself https://twitter.com/MSkieller/status/1149641727432507399 …

7/12/2019 7:12:00 PM rachaelangelm 2.million documented

.......

7/12/2019 7:13:59 PM aprilbrown99 What is that?

7/12/2019 7:14:39 PM desirelove101 Here’s his Harvard connections and much more. A must see! https://youtu.be/C5iYJqxRJPY 

7/12/2019 7:15:11 PM aprilbrown99 They are hoping it will lead them to Trump. Probably the only reason why.

7/12/2019 7:16:53 PM wearediamonds2 Absolutely

7/12/2019 7:17:23 PM wearediamonds2 😂💖💖💖

7/12/2019 7:18:50 PM ethereal_shaman What does religion have to do with Q?  What part of wwg1wga excludes other beliefs systems?

7/12/2019 7:19:04 PM garywebb1972 Prove me wrong then. Use those research skills of yours. You have nothing. Why in the fuck would he appoint Acosta who just resigned? Lol. He knew 

Acosta let him off. You should actually read the lawsuit I have pinned to my profile.

7/12/2019 7:19:47 PM mongrelglory It appears Harvard is involved in a lot of activities that have nothing to do with education... 🤨

7/12/2019 7:20:42 PM garywebb1972 If this were my daughter. I would tell her to get off my lap. Don't give me BS because you cant handle the truth. pic.twitter.com/2YI67mxsYd

7/12/2019 7:21:46 PM aprilbrown99 Skull and bones affiliated?

7/12/2019 7:23:59 PM rachaelangelm I am. Marcy and friends are making it difficult and she stole 3G and blamed me.

7/12/2019 7:24:15 PM antarantanka Yeah I noticed some of my comments don’t show on friends posts

7/12/2019 7:25:42 PM natureinspace Thank you. I don't remember seeing this before but I have heard that they want children.

7/12/2019 7:26:57 PM mongrelglory Skull & Bones are at Yale supposedly, but you have to wonder what secret societies these "research scientists" really belong to.  Can't believe I used to 

dream of being a research professor in academia.  Seems the most prominent names at these institutions are not there on merit!

7/12/2019 7:27:08 PM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Is this a push for this app or is he really legit surprised 🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️  

https://twitter.com/channingtatum/status/1149756576129069056 …

7/12/2019 7:27:52 PM bhaggy1008 Karma? I see...

7/12/2019 7:32:46 PM antarantanka It’s the politics of dancing 🕺🏾 https://youtu.be/GLzDFbGdL5M 

7/12/2019 7:34:39 PM antarantanka Blackrock? Vanguard?

7/12/2019 7:35:24 PM antarantanka Nazi chemtrails and nukes

7/12/2019 7:37:16 PM chosenbyloved Nope. THAT there?  That’s bullshit that walks.

7/12/2019 7:37:55 PM love4thegameak Hey Frens. I got shut down again... not sure why!

4th time I have Been Banned this year!! Please look into this..

ThanK you all.

@NSAGov @DevinNunes

@HawleyMO @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@Twitter @TwitterSupport pic.twitter.com/xOzsN3WxFN
7/12/2019 7:38:17 PM lynnboyce7 I meditated yesterday on hurricane Barry and I saw  me throwing a big dark back over it and brought it down to me, opened it and a white dove flew 

out🌸🦋🌈

7/12/2019 7:39:01 PM lynnboyce7 I'm simple , I'm not as smart as you🙃

7/12/2019 7:39:09 PM negup014 Write a book with "him"...are you saying he wrote a book with Bill Clin..ton?  I don't understand your tweeeet...could you explain further?

7/12/2019 7:40:26 PM aprilbrown99 This is a great dig by Polly. https://youtu.be/C5iYJqxRJPY 

7/12/2019 7:43:31 PM lynnboyce7 Wow ...is that a fact?

7/12/2019 7:46:23 PM mongrelglory Thanks April! 👍

7/12/2019 7:53:48 PM flaboogie I hope the US gov  got all the $$ accounts from both of them.

7/12/2019 7:54:57 PM jayrambin I’ve seen stills and I don’t want tot see the rest. But I do want to see the perps go down.  I can imagine that’s hard.

7/12/2019 7:57:22 PM jayrambin  https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo 

7/12/2019 7:58:45 PM lpblakelyar Yes he co-wrote a book with Bill Clinton. “The President is Missing”

7/12/2019 7:59:37 PM jayrambin Here’s the longer interview.  Decide for yourself. Search YouTube for ‘Hampstead children’.  You’ll find plenty of the cover up info.

 https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo 

7/12/2019 8:01:12 PM jayrambin Here’s the brother. https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo 

7/12/2019 8:05:46 PM jrocktigers El Chapo vs Epstein -  Karma wheel. . . . I wonder who has more ground to make up?

7/12/2019 8:09:01 PM charlesgdavis1 The old M warehouse Q & MJ12 in the STATE of THE worst HELL hole possible, Club POS!!!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈

7/12/2019 8:10:02 PM my2sonznme #UnsealEpsteinSafe

7/12/2019 8:12:49 PM koryoline1 It's a "renegade" tropical storm!

7/12/2019 8:13:28 PM charmanda9 Indeed

7/12/2019 8:13:34 PM negup014 OK.Thank you. I thought you were talking about this book... "Filthy Rich: A Powerful Billionaire, the Sex Scandal That Undid Him, and All the Justice that 

Money Can Buy: The Shocking True Story of Jeffrey Epstein." It was in the article...didn't know about that book.  God bless!

7/12/2019 8:15:48 PM davidrupell Alice? ALICE? Who the fuck is ALICE?

7/12/2019 8:16:49 PM magaforc 🤔

7/12/2019 8:18:25 PM cstarr888 No bail. Convict him & unseal the rest. Justice for victims, safety for future CHILDREN. 🙏💖

7/12/2019 8:21:47 PM roublisa Whoa neelie wtheck 👀

7/12/2019 8:22:35 PM hildek91725733 @DogsSandy ❤️❤️❤️ People, let me tell you bout my Best Friend.   He's a one Boy, Cuddly toy, my up my down, my Friend Joy.  

Summer time in New York.

7/12/2019 8:26:17 PM dogssandy My up, my down, my pride and joy 💥🐾

7/12/2019 8:26:40 PM roublisa Wow Gabriel...paid to travel?  Cabal is really desperate 😱

7/12/2019 8:26:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 What the ducks going on #Area51? pic.twitter.com/lAndL5rDay

7/12/2019 8:27:10 PM roublisa Nice catch



7/12/2019 8:27:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Unseal it ALL.

7/12/2019 8:28:17 PM 1_decided_voter I have a feeling there are people nestled deeply in both of these places that share some of the same secrets.

7/12/2019 8:29:34 PM hellouncledonny During the 14th/15th century after a pope died the peasants would storm the Vatican and raid any of its riches. Many of the staff and cardinals that 

were present in the Vatican were also murdered by the peasants.

7/12/2019 8:29:59 PM state1union Let’s storm the Vatican lol

7/12/2019 8:30:26 PM bryceja68689884 #UnsealEpstein @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cernovich https://twitter.com/AnOpenSecret/status/1149713412005478401 …

7/12/2019 8:30:47 PM big_simp FYI https://youtu.be/-ySFfgKamuI 

7/12/2019 8:31:55 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/zfDk1ZyfYH

7/12/2019 8:33:57 PM tango661 I wonder if there’s any children/people being kept against their will and used for nefarious means deep inside the Vatican. After what we Now know 

about Epstein island [Red shoes] concerned!

7/12/2019 8:38:30 PM stormystorm10 Let’s 🥳LOL

7/12/2019 8:42:19 PM yodhehwahheh Already done...the Stargate underneath occupied by a very high force of light.

7/12/2019 8:42:58 PM souther53425727 Can someone explain what’s going on with the Area 51 reference.  I’ve been off for a few days.

7/12/2019 8:43:11 PM highhopesusa If the story was made into a very detailed movie I don’t know if I could stomach watching the atrocities committed there on that island. The adult 

participants are an abomination worthy of death if what has been said is true.

7/12/2019 8:44:14 PM real_elliebrown #TickTock is right ...

7/12/2019 8:45:01 PM hildek91725733 I stand corrected.   That's the way I always sang it to my sons.

Bet the Boys could entertain each other late at night.   The stories they could tell.  Oh,  to be a fly on the wall in that horrible jail.

7/12/2019 8:47:25 PM koposey86 Disinformation is necessary - the China Lake , and Ridgecrest references are valid probabilities. imo / identity of w.hts ...?

7/12/2019 8:47:36 PM kathleen3693693 Skull and Bones - Yale

Porcellian Club - Harvard

7/12/2019 8:47:42 PM neecbf @Tiff_FitzHenry 

Lol...I’m blocked from the controlled opposition project twitter feed.

Righteous. 😎

7/12/2019 8:49:10 PM magafaith  pic.twitter.com/sAqHKLcSut

7/12/2019 8:49:27 PM blsdbe What the Ducks? #Disclosure!!!

7/12/2019 8:49:29 PM highhopesusa If you don’t have anything of material value encouraging others and spreading cheer is good too. And prayers, we all need to do this to help each other.

7/12/2019 8:55:04 PM fightforamerica As I have written multiple times, with the slew of "powerful" people Epstein is about to bring down, the only thing that can change the narrative now is 

the revelation that we are not alone. What better way to start if off than by storming a SAP location? CIA psyops.

7/12/2019 8:55:18 PM gringo_suave  pic.twitter.com/xWuw2LGkoh

7/12/2019 8:56:39 PM moonshadow234 What does he keep in that shrine anyway? Is that where he meets with the devil every morning?

7/12/2019 8:56:57 PM nancyddb I want to know what went on at the Island.

7/12/2019 8:58:32 PM canadapatriotbc Should say at the end there, The TIME to 🙏hard is now.

7/12/2019 8:58:34 PM lpblakelyar Over 400,000 people are willing to storm area51 in hopes of finding aliens, but I bet you most of these wouldn’t believe that children are sacrificed in 

the recesses of the Vatican. Easier to believe in aliens, you don’t have to feel a moral responsibility to them.

7/12/2019 9:00:10 PM headlinejuice #braininitiative

#nonconsensualexperimentation

7/12/2019 9:02:46 PM moonshadow234 Or Hollywood for that matter. It’s why Jesus said that just before He comes again, the world would be just as it was in the days just before the flood.

7/12/2019 9:03:27 PM moonshadow234 With these ppl you can’t have one without the other.

7/12/2019 9:05:00 PM headlinejuice @jkbjournalist

7/12/2019 9:10:26 PM neufeldtlyss17 How about ‘Storm the Getty’🤔

7/12/2019 9:12:35 PM roublisa Omgooodnesss👀👀👀

7/12/2019 9:15:10 PM akven0m Tunnel entrance.

7/12/2019 9:16:10 PM roublisa Stargate to the Vatican?🤔

7/12/2019 9:17:04 PM roublisa Is that it???👀

7/12/2019 9:17:26 PM akven0m There's a whole network of rooms underground where get their freak on, among other unspeakable things.

7/12/2019 9:18:49 PM roublisa A portal🤷♀️ to the Vatican....I don’t know the  difference🤨

7/12/2019 9:18:59 PM notevenchad17 100%!!

7/12/2019 9:19:09 PM jrocktigers An Entrance/Exit to the underground portion below the 'temple'

7/12/2019 9:19:33 PM weshallrise144k Actually a great thought.  All thoughts and memories are part of the cosmic web, all happening in the glorious moment of Now.  🙏🙏🙏

7/12/2019 9:21:05 PM charmanda9 I will hold a light for him. 🕯

7/12/2019 9:21:59 PM headlinejuice Thank you thank you thank you. Been NONCONSEnSUaLLY brainchipped & tortured for SIX years. Home stolen, family broken up, asset-stripped every 

day, name smeared. Congress, @DevinNunes @SaraCarterDC What I need is @potus to to remove me from FBI’s bogus terrorist target list.

7/12/2019 9:23:09 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/VaqOZhi1ID

7/12/2019 9:23:26 PM moonshadow234 These officials are likely more than benefactors of his money.

7/12/2019 9:23:52 PM roublisa ✅💞💞💞

7/12/2019 9:24:52 PM aprilbrown99 I pray there isn’t any children still down there. I know the island was set on fire earlier this year. Hopefully they did sweeps. So disgusting and sick.

7/12/2019 9:25:25 PM aprilbrown99 Sick mthrfckrs!

7/12/2019 9:26:02 PM roublisa That’s beautiful💗💗💗

7/12/2019 9:26:09 PM aprilbrown99 Btw, i like your new avatar. 👍👍👍

7/12/2019 9:27:39 PM headlinejuice Even better ask #qanon to halt ALL #nonconsensual #torture of @fbi’s #noninvestigativesubjects TRAFFICKED into @darpa @harvard @columbia 

@DeptofDefense & academia’s TORTUROUS brain studies for profit & acclaim. Ghouls are DESTROYING PEOPLE’s LIVES & BRAiNS for profit. @GenFlynn

7/12/2019 9:28:22 PM nun_chucknorris It sure would be a shame if someone had a link or posted some of that digitized Vatican archive.

7/12/2019 9:29:55 PM roublisa #weareone

7/12/2019 9:30:07 PM headlinejuice As they did with @potus, @fbi falsifying intelligence on people then allowing @cia @darpa to experiment on them. Here’s proof. 

https://www.aclu.org/blog/national-security/privacy-and-surveillance/new-docs-raise-questions-about-cia-spying-here-home …

7/12/2019 9:31:00 PM nurseniceyes Which part? The money was stolen twice for the same dikes.

7/12/2019 9:31:01 PM roublisa Thank you 👊👊👊

7/12/2019 9:31:50 PM roublisa #WeDoNotConsent

7/12/2019 9:32:36 PM headlinejuice Then they are doing this — torturing people to #brainemulate them. It’s a ‘one-way ticket,’ so they have to do it to #legalnonpersons, which is why 

they portray #targetedindividuals as crazy. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=V12bQqJIAUI …

7/12/2019 9:32:38 PM thomasdra9on Something that didn't work out so well at those 50 first ones...duh

7/12/2019 9:35:12 PM moonshadow234 Patterson said no one knew but that’s a lie. All the filthy rich ppl knew. Conspiracy endorsers knew. Ppl from the Queen to Hillary to Marina Abramovic 

surely knew. It’s how these ppl fly. They are the children of Bolsheviks, Luciferians & Crowley disciples.



7/12/2019 9:35:31 PM zagnett i've heard this- super weapons / portal below China Lake. But idk for sure. The thing i've read about the most about China Lake is the Project Monarch, 

from the end of WW2 at least, & until when idk. Could be even up to now. i just pray for whatever [evil] there to stop! 🙏

7/12/2019 9:36:26 PM headlinejuice @andrewhires revealed formula for recording neurons is the #butchnumber — or # of neurons you have to ‘butcher’ to record the neural activity. I 

have a brain chip that allows the harvesting of my brainnwaves via WIFI. @darpa brags about collecting brain activity in ‘real time.’

7/12/2019 9:37:42 PM canadapatriotbc Bingo friend!

7/12/2019 9:38:20 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏

7/12/2019 9:40:34 PM roublisa Edge of wonder has a gal o talking about this abuse she also has implants several actually.  She runs a support org ...let me see if I can get you the link 

she would know how to help and give you more support.....bless you💗💗💗 here it is https://youtu.be/j88KNaawcxw 

7/12/2019 9:44:22 PM jswdh1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are shooting stars really shooting stars?

7/12/2019 9:49:56 PM myavorshak You are so right.... Once this knowledge gets around it will shape the world. Idk if it's memories there after tho. What is a "soul" what happens to your 

soul at the moment before death. Is this used to pull souls out of the reincarnation cycle?

7/12/2019 9:53:11 PM roublisa Nahhh no one is interested in our completely hidden from humanity  treasure trove of information....really😳😳😳 pic.twitter.com/PMGIcJtVUY

7/12/2019 9:53:37 PM roublisa Deep🤔

7/12/2019 9:56:24 PM roublisa 😆😆😆

7/12/2019 9:58:39 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/12/2019 10:02:07 PM nun_chucknorris Yeah. I think you are right. It’s not like there would be anything related to the power of 3 6 9 or how to increase ourpositive collective consciousness in 

order to manifest change to lessen this burden on the white hats. #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/12/2019 10:08:53 PM starseedatx It needs to be understood what is there. But i hate to say it, i fear for those 500,000 if the secret is too big

7/12/2019 10:09:20 PM roublisa He’s right  watch this  https://youtu.be/j88KNaawcxw  she explains exactly what he is saying

7/12/2019 10:11:29 PM headlinejuice Please make sure you WATCH that video. If you don’t want to listen to completely begin at 14:00. This man is

openly advocating and admitting the nonconsensual torture and likely brain death of innocent subjects. This is what Epstein was involved in.

7/12/2019 10:12:38 PM orbital_lexicon It's not very Christian to lie pathologically.

7/12/2019 10:14:02 PM headlinejuice  https://twitter.com/steveouttrim/status/1138954339920125953?s=20 …

7/12/2019 10:14:05 PM mskieller The best investment you can make is in yourself 💪

7/12/2019 10:15:55 PM roublisa 🥺🥺🥺

7/12/2019 10:18:21 PM roublisa Nah nothing like that 😉😉😉👇👇👇🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/8VNOEqtd8T

7/12/2019 10:20:18 PM headlinejuice It’s a thread about Epstein.

7/12/2019 10:21:40 PM weshallrise144k A broader based “Quantum Standard” backed by Gold and possibly other valuable metals?

7/12/2019 10:24:03 PM starseedatx Armed, successful.

Bare handed, half a million dead and a populace wondering why

7/12/2019 10:26:12 PM starseedatx The vatican will fall on its own, when the antichrist comes to rule it

7/12/2019 10:31:22 PM stefanofait I know, I know.

I'm virtually invisible again.

it was good while it lasted.

7/12/2019 10:35:10 PM kpdad72 Great video also I'm sharing it with everyone.

7/12/2019 10:43:35 PM headlinejuice Hey @anderssandberg, you hear that?

7/12/2019 10:45:11 PM starseedatx It was necessary to protect the abused. But it got out of public hands

7/12/2019 10:47:45 PM starseedatx I thought IT was A.M.A.N.D.A

7/12/2019 10:49:20 PM andrew13892378 But which Chooks will go to market first, 1 The Crop Field ones? 2 The ones directly along the path of current Unroosting? 3 Skyward ones? 4 Other 

layers?

7/12/2019 10:49:20 PM americanpetal It’s on a ley line.

7/12/2019 10:56:09 PM ericalynnjoseph Yes, as far as I know.

7/12/2019 11:00:09 PM roublisa Both are I know the Vatican is

7/12/2019 11:00:47 PM americanpetal I need to research them more. Idk much about them.

7/12/2019 11:01:05 PM roublisa Both are ?🤔

7/12/2019 11:08:49 PM enomai_ #unsealthevatican

7/12/2019 11:09:12 PM big_simp CSW has admitted to obfuscating his online trail as him and his family received very serious and credible death threats 2016. Perhaps know you know 

why the bullet proof vest under the suit and a team of lethal bodyguards

You are missing a huge chunk of the picture pal

7/12/2019 11:09:18 PM enomai_ The Antichrist is every pipe since God knows when

7/12/2019 11:10:48 PM enomai_ After reading the comments. Egos still don't understand the vatican

7/12/2019 11:20:52 PM big_simp Got it

LERM

google "Lerm +Scribd"

The science of conscious manifestation

7/12/2019 11:30:11 PM mongrelglory Funny how I never heard of this big plan to storm Area 51 until after Jeffrey Epstein was arrested...🤔

   And it all got organized so quickly!

Bread and circuses for the masses.  Not sure it's gonna work this time.

7/12/2019 11:32:35 PM igiant111 Lol people taking the Area 51 meme seriously....

7/12/2019 11:42:58 PM ingersolockwood @realDonaldTrump to be fair..until you and the fed change it...our money is based on thin air as well

7/12/2019 11:59:41 PM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweeted out a shit ton of Ep news earlier. 👍👍

7/13/2019 12:00:52 AM azuremagus New management, maybe now the paper shredding will stop

7/13/2019 12:09:01 AM realityloominng Unlike the military, I think the Vatican would just kill everybody storming and blame the Devil

7/13/2019 12:14:56 AM ascension_guide These two are going to do some serious damage to the DS 💥 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1149850867270471681?s=21 …

7/13/2019 12:15:00 AM majic_eyes_qnly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

#EpsteinGate pic.twitter.com/AvWdPRkdKC

7/13/2019 12:17:46 AM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/YosGcUBqem

7/13/2019 12:18:37 AM hb04920973 If you think these 2 haven't had previously did business together then you need help.

Only issue is Hillary and Bill probably did more business with El Chappo 😂😂😂

7/13/2019 12:21:01 AM hb04920973 Too many times for Epstein not to be a 🤡and the island used at times as a 🍯.

7/13/2019 12:24:28 AM justchuckin2 Gitmo is going to be known as the retirement home for the former who’s who in the world. 😂😂🤣

7/13/2019 12:34:31 AM k_texan UGHHHH! I’m gonna be sick!!!! It have to be stopped!!!!!!!

7/13/2019 12:40:31 AM ascension_guide Excellent point. No info has come out of Chapo’s case, they have it locked tight. I’ve had a feeling he’s laundered lots of money & dealt drugs for many 

of them. I believe Panama Papers and Chapo do lots of linking. Maybe those connections allow them legally to penetrate trusts?

7/13/2019 12:43:08 AM diaptera_80 Music room huh? With a lock bar on the outside, and a staircase to an underground cavern?



7/13/2019 12:46:58 AM diaptera_80 What are those golden statues resembling I wonder?

7/13/2019 12:47:33 AM diaptera_80 Is that a barbecue outside the temple?

7/13/2019 12:48:03 AM 369369rv Would that be world wide ?

7/13/2019 12:51:57 AM jravinmoore The power of 3🙏😇🙏

7/13/2019 12:56:34 AM ultra_unlimited Reminds me of the drops about @ifrc @RedCross .. It seems all the seemingly benevolent societies were merely front organizations for the same 

multinational octopus like criminal satanic conspiracy. They said it was just panic because they knew the truth of what way behind these

7/13/2019 12:59:43 AM ultra_unlimited Or to transmute it’s negative effects while preserving its natural cyclonic energy for missions of cleaning as opposed to destruction.

7/13/2019 1:08:30 AM swtsthrncomfort Running scared pic.twitter.com/p2mkE6ZFkD

7/13/2019 1:41:15 AM jaiagtp Following some time, nothing good is coming from this channel, I think it's fake.

7/13/2019 1:53:16 AM headlinejuice These people have taken over our government bureaucracies and are doing this to innocent people. House Intel Staff instead of policing are COVERING 

UP THEIR CRIMES.

@GenFlynn

@LanganMary

@GoJackFlynn

@POTUS

7/13/2019 2:01:53 AM realeyethespy Interesting choice of images to use. You paying attention to your followers I see.

7/13/2019 2:06:34 AM anon23sleepy Q pointed towards the New York Society For The Prevention Of Cruelty To Children... just a coincidence where they’re holding an upcoming event? 

#THESTANDARD pic.twitter.com/FVRGQ3xrTo

7/13/2019 2:10:50 AM myfanwy_72 Find out why here 👇 https://youtu.be/C5iYJqxRJPY 

7/13/2019 2:11:23 AM myfanwy_72 🤣🤣🤣

7/13/2019 2:15:26 AM sterkinglights1 Ask any convict.

7/13/2019 2:21:52 AM markoseku It is time to disclose the first "modern" civilisation 5000 BC, the culture of Vinča - based on love and who gave us among other things the first scripture 

before Summers and Egyptians. Also the reason why Serbia under attack of the Deep State cult. MS12 please let Serbia live!

7/13/2019 3:26:32 AM ldicassiolorri Trying to sell another book.

7/13/2019 3:44:43 AM melbourne_3000 Choice to know will be yours 😳 G👀gle down the rabbit hole... https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/ …

7/13/2019 3:53:54 AM keith369me I think a “museum” needs to be set up within Area 51 to act as a slow, yet accelerated Disclosure hub.  We don’t need 500,000 dead people and we 

certainly don’t need more cabal secrecy.

7/13/2019 3:55:01 AM brad34351293 Sounds right!

The other night on Laura Ingram show- Alan Dershowitz said Lady Rothschild is the one that got him involved in defending Epstein over a decade ago.

I think she got Kenneth Star involved too.

7/13/2019 4:00:32 AM berenbergdc Then perhaps you should stop.

7/13/2019 4:15:54 AM d_town_west The guy’s a monster

7/13/2019 4:22:47 AM born2bef Hmm I have a feeling Epstein might be taking out in prison.

7/13/2019 4:30:49 AM davidurbano History of🦉👁🐍 Baal is what is there. @EsotericExposal is good place to start.

7/13/2019 4:39:34 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/13/2019 4:45:22 AM zagnett 5:5. Thanks Ama!

7/13/2019 4:46:18 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/13/2019 4:47:58 AM zagnett See directly? No. But i can sense your presence quite clearly, & have from the very first moment i originally noticed the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account. 

The MJ frequencies are only stronger now, to me.

7/13/2019 5:02:14 AM southerngallaa Makes me feel a little better...

7/13/2019 5:03:52 AM scott_rick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://voat.co/v/QRV/3326438/19665672 …

7/13/2019 5:05:01 AM ghostrider23 Very likely connected and supported by them.

7/13/2019 5:05:34 AM lilbrojd as of since the raid in Saudi Arabia, property from the Saudi Prince was seized (Including Twitter) by President Trump and/or his DOJ

The Saudi Prince was at that times the second largest shareholder.

7/13/2019 5:10:03 AM 3rdeyeview55 I concur.😉

7/13/2019 5:10:54 AM anneolsen43 Jason’s society

7/13/2019 5:13:09 AM djlok I think the Great Deceiver has been there for a good while.  #TimeIsAnIllusion, events are real. I think many with Christ-conscousness (not necessarily 

Christian) know that the Anti-Christ has been hiding in plain sight... The Vatican is just one place... The #MSM another.

7/13/2019 5:37:11 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Is Elon Musk a descendant of someone involved with Operation Paperclip?

7/13/2019 5:37:26 AM melanieanders7 Woohoo! Yeah baby!

7/13/2019 5:55:18 AM walt7380 Standard / Dradnats

 https://www.georgia-register.com/K947529-dradnats-inc …

CEO - Frederic Poses

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=141572&privcapId=42973605&previousCapId=42973605&previousTitle=S

K%20Capital%20Partners …

Director

92nd Street Y

Nutrition 21, Inc.

JDS Therapeutics, LLC

 https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/relationship.asp?personId=141572 …

Brofmann

Rose

@TheWantedEmcees

@MindFuror

@Johnjam02545194

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
7/13/2019 6:03:56 AM covertress Why has Epstein donated millions to Harvard researchers specifically working on A.I and genetic manipulation? 

Is Moloch one of the 👽 working on human genetic engineering?

ht @MongrelGlory https://youtu.be/C5iYJqxRJPY 

7/13/2019 6:05:56 AM hawkgirlinmn Why do I have a strong intuition this #Epstein ring is even intergalactic? Tunnels, island...

7/13/2019 6:07:11 AM lynnboyce7 We are such trusting beings😳 Who is taking the money the corps of engineers?

7/13/2019 6:10:58 AM lynnboyce7 Do tell, please.

7/13/2019 6:16:20 AM teamsterr07 He donated to Evolutionary Dynamics...time to look THAT up.



7/13/2019 6:30:24 AM mav_steve Almost like a museum. They should hold tours.

7/13/2019 6:34:45 AM iiinsanitea_ Not a web page. Looks like it's from a Telegram group.

7/13/2019 6:49:38 AM anneolsen43  https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2019/07/13/half-million-people-signed-up-storm-area-what-happens-if-they-actually-show-up/ …

7/13/2019 6:50:33 AM headlinejuice If you or your friends have any connection to @POTUS please seek him to remove me from

@darpa’s brain & weapons experiments. Please remove me from noninvestigative terrorist watch list.

7/13/2019 6:52:24 AM mes_j4  pic.twitter.com/tcGcGA1qWM

7/13/2019 6:52:26 AM nurseniceyes After Katrina it was the mayor mostly.

7/13/2019 6:58:17 AM lynnboyce7 I met a guy in his 60s back 20 yrs ago being desensitized back into the community. He explained to me what he went through from age 13.Saked if I 

lived in gated community because if not there are runners that will take my kids.

Malls, grocery anywhere and use as sex slaves😳

7/13/2019 6:58:43 AM flgirlsbeenqd Hey I like that idea! While we're at it, let's confront them for the lies they've told us regarding the sun/son. Educate, educate, educate. #ForLyra 

#disclosure https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68omhzCYlSE …

7/13/2019 6:59:18 AM christinadams7 Is it forced though? What if you agreed to this knowing you would forget that you agreed in the first place?

7/13/2019 7:00:54 AM lynnboyce7 He was in project monarch being brought back into community. Never got to see his family again. He became runner after 17 or 18 because they didn't 

like them older🤢

7/13/2019 7:22:06 AM liltilgerlil Trying to destroy evidence before disclosure will not end well for the evil ones.

7/13/2019 7:22:33 AM liltilgerlil Vibrate higher everyday!

7/13/2019 7:22:54 AM anondirtyleg Tunnels for sure, you can’t see what they do.

7/13/2019 7:26:36 AM lynnboyce7 Marc Morial, the chocolate city guy who tried to divide us into race?

7/13/2019 7:38:27 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/ArPee9thV0

7/13/2019 7:45:04 AM marzipaningles1 The rituals conducted in their tunnels opens up portals that let in the fallen angels...bringingtech and other things with them that help these monsters 

maintain ‘control’ and keep their space system (us) propped up. The rituals require human sacrifice.

7/13/2019 7:46:27 AM marzipaningles1 It is in the sense that it bleeds dimensions

7/13/2019 7:46:48 AM marzipaningles1 Your intuition is right

7/13/2019 7:50:46 AM marzipaningles1 Not intergalactic. Inter dimensional? They open up portals in their tunnels with human sacrifices. Humans aren’t being sacrificed out in space exactly. 

They are sacrificed here and now and going through other dimensions.

7/13/2019 8:06:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

 https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/billionaires-mexico-ranch-linked-investigation-64309329 …

7/13/2019 8:07:27 AM tango661 Thank you Majestic 12!

7/13/2019 8:08:48 AM fluck_gloria Large ranch. Is there someone who knows where the bodies are buried?  Just asking!

7/13/2019 8:11:12 AM wildcardbrett jail break

7/13/2019 8:11:15 AM sunnysideluna I would love to hop on the team unraveling and undigging there

7/13/2019 8:11:50 AM jennysue62 There are so many child abductions in N. Mx too...

7/13/2019 8:13:28 AM linnyt7 They seem to be asking for it.

7/13/2019 8:14:52 AM jamesgdurrett You say that...but they people that are on the ground will probably wish they never saw what they will see!

7/13/2019 8:15:55 AM grumpyallday Everything will be seized #UnsealEpstein & #NoDeals

7/13/2019 8:18:57 AM jdltr450 Seize his assets and donate them to homeless and struggling veterans and their families. 😃🙏🇺🇸

7/13/2019 8:21:26 AM starehope I thought that was a helicopter landing pad. May be both? I don't see any roads.

7/13/2019 8:22:19 AM starehope Never mind, I see a white road on the opposite side of the house.

7/13/2019 8:22:24 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/13/2019 8:22:49 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/13/2019 8:22:53 AM flubbynutty This is global. You think Epstein is the only one?

7/13/2019 8:23:03 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/13/2019 8:23:37 AM lorieve look up gilgal rephaim, human sacrifice for the purpose of opening portals for the undead. , Mens' hearts will fail them from looking at the things 

coming upon the earth. This is ancient "soul tech (craft)"

7/13/2019 8:23:51 AM roublisa I have not....I have’t had interest in these sort of concepts until I @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @NSA_QIL2  learning how to suspend disbelief and hone in on 

my intuition/knowing....letting go of ego(hard work😒) a new sight was gifted to me. I am fully I gagged in a paradigm sift🤗🤗🤗

7/13/2019 8:24:55 AM lbf777 Check this out. pic.twitter.com/waTrW2Cs2Y

7/13/2019 8:25:46 AM scrotata Why did Trump allow Acosta to stay on so long?

7/13/2019 8:26:23 AM inthenameoflo19 They just keep popping up!

7/13/2019 8:26:25 AM jamesgdurrett Shows depth in center and send to massive for helicopter pad...scale from building.

Looks raised in center...possibly underground sky light? Possibly altar of some sort? 

Or just some artistic design...I hope we get answers to a lot of our questions!

7/13/2019 8:26:57 AM prism_wg_light As am I... Trying to understand what I'm aligned with in Gem decodes... it's a repeat theme... kinda scary, exiting, and mysterious all wrapped up into 

one... Where 1 "should" be [proud], I find myself humbled in humility... but grateful all around either way.

7/13/2019 8:27:27 AM prism_wg_light Frighteningly beautiful is the best description

7/13/2019 8:27:33 AM gsusgod There are many uses for humans on the intergalactic/inter-dimensional “slave” trade. Sacrifice is but one.

7/13/2019 8:27:58 AM jamesgdurrett Babalon working Hubbard and Parsons! All pushed by aleister Crowely.

7/13/2019 8:29:48 AM francoissmc What is really going on under the surface of our planet, and in the oceans? Deepest hole ever drilled, 8km! Seems odd for humanity that can travel to 

outer space, doesn’t it?

7/13/2019 8:33:14 AM lorieve Their crappy nephilim dna is unraveling and without fresh supply then are dying. They are terrified of dying because they know what waits them.

7/13/2019 8:33:38 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein💥 https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1149856739833065472?s=21 …

7/13/2019 8:35:07 AM henwoley Interesting

7/13/2019 8:35:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference this tweet with this tweetstorm and then #UnsealEpstein

 https://twitter.com/Incarnated_ET/status/1150033839298736128 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088606011957694464 …

7/13/2019 8:35:55 AM lbf777 I believe the symbol on the right represents the Pyramid & the cube within should represent the Cube of Saturn.

7/13/2019 8:36:14 AM roublisa *engaged.....sorry I’m not too big on spell checking.....I’m not in this for the fame or to be perfect....I am who I am 😉😉😉 

pic.twitter.com/MwkvS5L9LB

7/13/2019 8:36:24 AM trumps_all Give us an estimate......

7/13/2019 8:37:40 AM wyatt251 Brower and Dade county most corruption in all law enforcement

7/13/2019 8:38:13 AM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/sLUV5c0Hhz



7/13/2019 8:40:32 AM roublisa I love this that you for sharing .....I do watch and love the Avengers ....a completely ✨Majestic ✨production mirroring our reality 🤯🤯🤯 

disclosure O’ plenty 😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/ZA4FW3LbBQ

7/13/2019 8:40:43 AM yellahabibihela How does/did the kraft arrest fit in, if at all, with Epstein/CST?

7/13/2019 8:43:06 AM allahuniversal 2017?

7/13/2019 8:45:46 AM mccabe1984 Jack posibec I think 🤔

7/13/2019 8:46:23 AM jennysue62 FL and TX do not have state taxes...so more $$ for the demons..

7/13/2019 8:46:44 AM dark2light2019 Good g3t th3m all.

7/13/2019 8:47:55 AM davidwwiersma  https://youtu.be/pBylR4sHeiU 

7/13/2019 8:48:35 AM sabina06706427 #ThesePeopleAreSick #SaveTheChildren #UnsealEpstein

7/13/2019 8:48:47 AM zagnett In all honestly, i can't yet explain how, yet. But i'm working on it, & will try to keep you posted if/when i figure any of this out.

7/13/2019 8:49:07 AM qdoll3 It’s really incredible!

7/13/2019 8:49:08 AM laprepper13 Maybe they can have brunch.

7/13/2019 8:49:36 AM brown_eyedladyj 80% of 2020 democratic nominees are involved too.

7/13/2019 8:50:16 AM aprilbrown99 @roub

@blsdbe @charmanda9 @zagnett @DJLOK @Keith72256137 @malley_pj @99freemind @laurabusse @LoveBling6 @Cordicon @40_head @qanon76 

@Quebec99335648 @313looper @BubbaJDAM @lori_dee1 @Vintagesquirrel @MongrelGlory @Nun_chucknorris @n7guardiananon 

@MelanieAnders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/13/2019 8:51:52 AM ragstorm Excellent!!

7/13/2019 8:52:34 AM starehope By the end of this, I wonder who WON'T be involved!

7/13/2019 8:52:36 AM fktvis  https://www.google.com/maps/place/Zorro+Ranch+Rd,+New+Mexico/@35.2672647,-

105.9700817,131m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x8718e61b7e885705:0x58eb6d3019cc335!8m2!3d35.2677832!4d-105.9643505 …

7/13/2019 8:52:45 AM rosesrred0119 Be careful.  Not everyone IS equipped to BE handed the truth.

7/13/2019 8:53:51 AM djlok Also written about in the Bible and many other ancient texts.

7/13/2019 8:54:26 AM cosmic_engineer Confederation Credit System  vs Orion Slave System

7/13/2019 8:55:10 AM roublisa Awe 😘😘😘 pic.twitter.com/qVusMu0RwS

7/13/2019 8:55:51 AM jensingr1 They have both at least been "on the payroll"

7/13/2019 8:56:55 AM estherroyale DJT just spoke on it said he didn't like it... I follow instructions from the Boss cuz I don't want to get FIRED😂😂🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

7/13/2019 8:58:00 AM estherroyale I want some of that!@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/13/2019 8:59:20 AM supernovaslight Cuz ppl want entertainment & fun, they want experiences, they do not care about suffering & pain of others, this is why they r more bothered with 

👽than with all the 💩that is taking place in V.

7/13/2019 9:00:06 AM starehope They are digging for evidence. I imagine this has quite a long history, they will be digging and finding evidence from years back. That's why MJ kept 

telling to write #UnsealEpstein . The more pressure, eventually the lid would pop. This is the door that opens everything!

7/13/2019 9:00:43 AM estherroyale His ways are higher than our ways! Just bc I don't under stand it... doesn't make NON-Fact! I'm open as long as I can be shown that it lines up with His 

Instruction Book! I'm in!❤️

7/13/2019 9:01:48 AM jensingr1 I bet he is in a cushy.cell...

7/13/2019 9:04:05 AM aprilbrown99 Good, lets get them all. 👍👍👍

7/13/2019 9:04:32 AM deplorablesuezq Birds of a feather.

7/13/2019 9:05:08 AM jensingr1 And here we have pedo number 1😅 and here we have pedo number 2🤣...who all used to be rich and famous!! Look at them now!!!

7/13/2019 9:05:11 AM allonkid the article is from 2017

7/13/2019 9:05:27 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/13/2019 9:07:16 AM estherroyale It's all code I think. We must learn to read Hos Word acordingly. Just learned a while ago... 2 sins... 1- unto death... the other... everyday sin (un 

forgiveness, adultey, etc.) sin unto death... satanism, sacrifice, usery. You begin to read the Bible in awhole dig way.🙌🏼☄🔥❤️

7/13/2019 9:07:24 AM fukyorfeelngs I'm gonna be really pissed if I have to burn all my music/movies after all the evil is exposed! These sick fks have ruined everything innocent and thought 

to be good! 😵🤦♀️😠🤬😢

7/13/2019 9:07:43 AM jensingr1 Found hanging in cell...

7/13/2019 9:08:01 AM youstinksoap I've seen 9:24 at least once a day for decades - now, in the last year the nine will be switched with a different number, but will still be with :24.

7/13/2019 9:13:16 AM 2020winagain  pic.twitter.com/nNvlNbvWlY

7/13/2019 9:14:05 AM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @love4thegameAK https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/07/two-wealthy-john-does-file-anonymous-motion-to-

keep-epstein-records-sealed/ …

7/13/2019 9:14:31 AM estherroyale How many want bet... EPSTIEN = spy = Gov monies = private exclusive retreats for the elites all around the world for blackmail= OUR FREAKING 

MONEY!😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡 blackmail = the cycle never stops!😡😡😡😡😡😡😡until NOW!☄💥🔥

7/13/2019 9:16:08 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

7/13/2019 9:17:23 AM storm_shadow_ They all hide behind art. None of their crap is art. Like Vanderbilt and her shitty dream boxes, not art.

7/13/2019 9:20:48 AM gloryrealm16 🧐🧐🧐

7/13/2019 9:22:15 AM girlawakeinca We will end the unethical trading too. #SlavesNoMore #WWG1WGA

7/13/2019 9:25:09 AM zagnett Wow, thanks!

i'm working on that btw. Hopefully it'll improve steadily over time.

7/13/2019 9:28:29 AM rdeweese04 Fun to see the #UnsealEpstein numbers not budge past 190 ... yesterday it was stuck at 170 ... Alice ???

7/13/2019 9:28:36 AM chooselove108 Why do you think the recent Marvel End Game epic moment was, "Make it rain".  Coincidence?  Drops are everywhere.

7/13/2019 9:28:54 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 said there were space-ports in Florida which were used for off-world trafficking.  Jeffrey Epstein has a house in Florida...

7/13/2019 9:29:19 AM chooselove108 "Eye to the Skies"....more ways than one...

7/13/2019 9:31:57 AM headlinejuice 💕

7/13/2019 9:32:06 AM renatomarche50 Più eggregore di forme pensiero...

7/13/2019 9:34:08 AM laurabusse This is my opinion

Nothing is inherently evil, music etc

Of course unless it is blatant

If someone created something w evil intent

Doesn't mean you can't use it for good intent

Numbers are just numbers IMHO

666 has positive meaning in some cultures

It was hijacked for evil
7/13/2019 9:34:48 AM sterkinglights1 This comment 🤣 https://twitter.com/scottallen2352/status/1149817633920995328?s=09 …

7/13/2019 9:38:19 AM paciouno Nice ranch.



7/13/2019 9:38:26 AM laurabusse Ditto swastikas

They had very positive meaning in ancient Hindu and other cultures

Your innocence protects you

Your vibration of good intent protects you

Love led Zeppelin

Have read several books about Jimmy page

Not 100% convinced of either his guilt or innocence re black...

7/13/2019 9:39:17 AM charlesgdavis1 Forgot the people who committed SIDEWAYS AND 187 be it Good or bad?!?!😶😶😶😶

7/13/2019 9:40:30 AM kindeandtrue Hurricanes Michael and Harvey were responsible for significant damage to NASA and various Air Force bases. 

Interesting that the magnitude of a storm is related to the amount of fear generated in the population. That's wild!

7/13/2019 9:40:38 AM melhuses It’s a tent with a tennis court painted on top

7/13/2019 9:42:10 AM flaboogie another serious thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1150066175172337664 …

7/13/2019 9:42:26 AM laurabusse ... magic etc

Everyone has dark and light

Love his, their music

I listen with love appreciation and much enjoyment

No one can take that away from me

I could be wrong

But this works for me

Use your discernment

And bless the things you love

Don't be afraid of them...

Use...
7/13/2019 9:42:32 AM lynnboyce7 Is that on Epstein island?

7/13/2019 9:43:16 AM zagnett My Brain = My Program

A "work in progress" of course. 🙏😒👍

7/13/2019 9:44:53 AM lbf777 Not sure.

7/13/2019 9:45:39 AM laurabusse ...the things you love for good

I firmly believe in redeeming those things that were meant for evil

Taking them back for the good

Some things will need to be destroyed

But not everything

We can keep open mind

Open heart with love

And live with discernment...

Blessings to you 😊
7/13/2019 9:46:11 AM headlinejuice No I haven’t.

7/13/2019 9:47:07 AM zagnett Ok, will do. Thanks!

7/13/2019 9:53:24 AM ecv369jimmysr i`m eagerly waiting for the layer which speaks millions of years

7/13/2019 10:02:35 AM zagnett So Awesome! Many Prayers for You & Others in similar situations are Being answered then!!! 🙏🥰👍

7/13/2019 10:03:59 AM voeljegoed B💥💥M

❤️❤️❤️

7/13/2019 10:05:21 AM roublisa Tweet of the day👆👆👆💞💞💞

7/13/2019 10:07:33 AM keith369me I truly hope it’s not as many as I think, because we would need a special election

7/13/2019 10:07:56 AM charlesgdavis1 Example when 911 happened....N.Y. numbers 911 came out next day or within the week thereof!!!!

7/13/2019 10:09:04 AM rolandblasini Se HABIERON las compuertas !!! .. TENGAN precaucion de caer en TRAMPA - vean rafigueroa - Petición de que pongan al alcalde de Bayamón como 

Secretario de Estado antes de que el gobernador renuncie.

7/13/2019 10:09:26 AM rolandblasini Se HABIERON las compuertas !!! .. TENGAN precaucion de caer en TRAMPA - vean rafigueroa Petición de que pongan al alcalde de Bayamón como 

Secretario de Estado antes de que el gobernador renuncie.

7/13/2019 10:12:15 AM 3aminthemorn What ifs it's les wexners Limited & Victoria's Secret? Asking for a friend

7/13/2019 10:14:16 AM voeljegoed 😆💛💛💛👊

7/13/2019 10:23:35 AM ecv369jimmysr the boyz n girlz want space friends

7/13/2019 10:25:14 AM trueblue51 Ot aint gonna happened!

7/13/2019 10:27:28 AM drcorazon2016 Ya lo indiqué, a preparar la trancisión; no políticos de carrera!!!

7/13/2019 10:27:33 AM starehope I'll look it up. We must stop this.

7/13/2019 10:30:23 AM rolandblasini Jenniffer! ¿De casualid NO conoces a Alberto Velázquez Piñol o a Fernando Scherrer? Dicen por ahí que fueron dos donantes grandes y corrieron tu 

campaña... CUCU-TAZO

7/13/2019 10:33:10 AM orbital_lexicon @tweet_stamp Stamp it, bruh.

7/13/2019 10:34:43 AM sirnodnarb Red-Pilling the Nation to prepare the the big takedown!

7/13/2019 10:35:38 AM roublisa  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

7/13/2019 10:36:42 AM djlok Maybe he's already back?

I think the story has been told many times before. pic.twitter.com/U14AUtucm1

7/13/2019 10:37:09 AM reportgoldfish Ahh.... so that is where the beaming is coming from at night. Destroying our DNA,  Targeting individuals through their prime frequency? Sinister 

menace.......

7/13/2019 10:40:55 AM girlawakeinca I completely agree. 💫❤️🙏🌎

7/13/2019 10:44:40 AM federalistno78 You know he definitely knows where the bodies are buried.

7/13/2019 10:45:41 AM sparkleloung And did he tell Sean Penn

7/13/2019 10:47:30 AM hb04920973 You all do realize they probably aren't half way through the Panama papers yet. Well at least reviewing them. 

At the rate they are moving on them it will be 2050 before they finish them all 😂😂

7/13/2019 10:47:38 AM rolandblasini A todos los que están exigiendo la renuncia de Ricky... pic.twitter.com/Dq2SB4t7Zl

7/13/2019 10:48:24 AM quarkfear1 This crap has been ignored wayyyy 2 long..... dark3lite!!

 https://www.groundzeromedia.org/children-of-the-damned-new-dawn-of-satanic-panic/ …

7/13/2019 10:49:24 AM trueblue51 Donde esta el barco 🚢?

7/13/2019 10:50:31 AM trueblue51 Ate you Kidding Roland?

7/13/2019 10:51:07 AM federalistno78  https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1150078470141009920?s=21 …

7/13/2019 10:52:08 AM laurawalck Clinton knew because they were like minded

7/13/2019 10:53:13 AM aussie_bot Epstein had a ranch in Mexico, Zorro Ranch.

7/13/2019 10:54:08 AM aleks8837 End Game was definitely Majestic!

7/13/2019 10:54:10 AM aussie_bot Only rumors he started spitting Democrat names and they closed the doors

7/13/2019 10:55:42 AM federalistno78 Complicit, ha, I suspect a touch further than that. Aiding and abetting?! Co-Conspirators?!? Hmm we shall see. 😁

7/13/2019 10:58:23 AM federalistno78 I think this belongs here 😁 https://twitter.com/cvpayne/status/1149078987546734597?s=21 …

7/13/2019 11:01:10 AM hackenburg_ It appears there is leniency for those that were blackmailed in all this?

7/13/2019 11:01:13 AM chooselove108 An foretelling!  <3



7/13/2019 11:03:09 AM aussie_bot And this coz face palm. 😂 https://twitter.com/humanefreedom/status/1149729490391535616?s=21 …

7/13/2019 11:04:56 AM hb04920973 I still have a hard time believing he was the Mastermind of the Cartel.

They are usually well dressed and like to live in a higher class of living. 

  On top of that they have thier own personal Army better armed that the Mexican Military.

7/13/2019 11:06:08 AM aussie_bot A fine example of what cabals programming achieves though. Must take into account all our reflections.

7/13/2019 11:06:36 AM orbital_lexicon It's hard to take a 7 year old boy seriously. Why are you hiding behind anonymity, anyway? Craig says that's a  cowards tool.

7/13/2019 11:06:43 AM neufeldtlyss17 It’s been incredibly difficult to process all this past couple years. Seems like the ones I 💙most are most guilty~Ellen, Oprah, Griffen, Handler, Hanks, 

Spacey, on + phuckin on. My conclusion is ones I 💙most r prob most evil😔💔  the 🎶 💙will be the same

7/13/2019 11:06:48 AM aussie_bot No education there that’s for sure. Indoctrination only.

7/13/2019 11:07:46 AM neufeldtlyss17 CEMEX

7/13/2019 11:09:56 AM enomai_ Colleges are corporations. Within themselves. Corporations, and families own colleges. Get it? 

Read skull & bone affiliated. More like illuminati owned

7/13/2019 11:11:27 AM wearediamonds2 Yale too!

7/13/2019 11:11:35 AM 1_decided_voter At what point will they be knocking down doors and breaking into safes on the island?

7/13/2019 11:11:54 AM aussie_bot It’s disgusting what they have done. Exactly why they do it too. :( sad

7/13/2019 11:11:56 AM goodmedicine4us Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting Anybody keeping 

tracce? What have we told you about Florida? Those who know cannot sleep. One by one, rats are getting exposed. O […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

7/13/2019 11:14:02 AM incensum  pic.twitter.com/pFcum015si

7/13/2019 11:14:37 AM bitcoinsvendor This is factually incorrect. There is currently no actual proof that CSW invented bitcoin and in fact there is a lot more proof he's a habitual liar and  more 

at  http://loser.com 

7/13/2019 11:16:13 AM neufeldtlyss17 Is there a DUMB near by🤔

7/13/2019 11:16:26 AM aussie_bot In time 🙏 seeds planted.

7/13/2019 11:19:18 AM dynamicres I have saved this unroll to  http://archive.org 's way-back-machine.

7/13/2019 11:23:23 AM rolandblasini YA staff en La Fortalea estan llamando... indicando salida dentro menos 48 hrs...

7/13/2019 11:24:27 AM aussie_bot Perfect 👌 🙏 bless the little ones ☺️

7/13/2019 11:25:09 AM ideclarefreedom #ReprogramTheBlackGooWithPeace #ReprogramTheBlackGooWithPeace #ReprogramTheBlackGooWithPeace ‼️‼️‼️

7/13/2019 11:26:18 AM richard07759712 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please give a hand to @love4thegameAK | 

Shaddow Banding sucks

7/13/2019 11:26:18 AM americanpetal NFL IS RIGGED. GAMES ARE RIGGED. HUGE BETTING. HUGE TRAFFICKING. HUGE PROFITS.

7/13/2019 11:27:32 AM lenzaq *not ??

7/13/2019 11:28:31 AM incensum They have no idea what is happening & it is a little... forgive me but...

It's funny 🤯

7/13/2019 11:31:32 AM incensum Oh sex trafficking isn't new. 

It is very real.

7/13/2019 11:32:01 AM lavenderlives ❤️💙

7/13/2019 11:35:42 AM michael81972 I know what you been thinking about🤪😄

7/13/2019 11:37:23 AM michael81972 I wonder if the combination is 3 6 9😳

7/13/2019 11:38:41 AM drcorazon2016 No es necesario aspirar, cuando se aspira hay que INSPIRAR!!!

7/13/2019 11:40:57 AM fibermam266 He is too late to cut a deal, I hear RC already made a deal to spill all the names, and along with the blackmail tapes found in his safe

7/13/2019 11:42:55 AM lavenderlives 😘

7/13/2019 11:43:10 AM fibermam266 trying to keep track  quite a list

Going back to SA, Wonderland and 3K being freed in one day

Polk County FL, is non stop stings cleaning out these sick people

7/13/2019 11:44:03 AM warriordaisy Is this one of the baby Farms? I wouldn't be surprised. A friend of mine was raised on one of those baby Farms in the Southwest.

7/13/2019 11:53:20 AM incensum With a mindset like that you will find success with it more than most.

7/13/2019 12:02:26 PM speakservegrow To be fair since Pham also adorned a bullet proof vest, 

I think we can safely say that's not proof that you're under any real threat. 

😂

But back to facts... 

he's not saying in court  under oath that did any of this himself. 

He's saying someone else hacked him.

7/13/2019 12:08:55 PM orbital_lexicon  https://twitter.com/Orbital_Lexicon/status/1150097393272217600?s=19 …

7/13/2019 12:09:17 PM orbital_lexicon  https://twitter.com/Orbital_Lexicon/status/1150097393272217600?s=19 …

7/13/2019 12:09:57 PM adsvel We all went trough darkness, trough different obstacles, scenarios of our life. Most important is where are you Now and how you learnt lessons of the 

darkness, what programs you're carrying Now. The Past is an illusion and the Future is predictions. So We've just a Now Moment.

7/13/2019 12:24:31 PM jollyrob2 Should we get worried https://twitter.com/afp/status/1150093166617473024?s=21 …

7/13/2019 12:25:52 PM fukyorfeelngs I used to work with mgik (white/loving) until I went down the rabbit hole. I am staying far away from it right now/ just bringing only love and light 

energy to the world. 🙏🕊💓 "THEY" put a dark stain on good mgik that ppl have used!! "THEY" ruin evrythg good/loving!! 😭

7/13/2019 12:34:48 PM fukyorfeelngs LIGHT and LOVE WINS! GOD WINS!!!!

GOD BLESS OUR POTUS! GOD BLESS Q! GOD BLESS OUR UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!!

WWG1WGA!!!🙏🕊💓🙏🕊💓🙏🕊💓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/13/2019 12:57:11 PM charmanda9 🌺🙏🏻🌺

7/13/2019 1:02:52 PM raeanon You’re so cute

7/13/2019 1:05:16 PM headlinejuice I’ve used them. They help but don’t completely deactivate. Also many different types of implants. Need this to break and a surgeon.

7/13/2019 1:13:44 PM luissilv2000 pero es cuestion de nombrar otro Secretario... uno de consenso...

7/13/2019 1:17:05 PM notevenchad17 @KremlinBot4 Seth insists time and again that Humans create the weather with their emotions and expectations. This is how they do it.

7/13/2019 1:17:47 PM rolandblasini Dejense en paKeteria... y ese trastorno mentales de obsecion de republiqueta ...  sin VISTAS de Confirmacion...a lo wi- pi- pio

7/13/2019 1:18:54 PM headlinejuice I had a $120 neodymium that I used for a bit. It was stolen out of my home by perps. Later I got two cheaper ones and they lay block was stolen by 

perp brotherinlaw.

7/13/2019 1:27:10 PM fightinibis @LdicassioLorri @ABC pic.twitter.com/k18daeHcGr

7/13/2019 1:30:40 PM 1984veritas Jeremiah 19

Because they have forsaken me, and have filled this place with the blood of innocents;

They have built also the high places of Baal, to burn their sons with fire for burnt offerings unto Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither 

came it into my mind:



7/13/2019 1:30:47 PM iamyou132 Mob city?

7/13/2019 1:35:40 PM rolandblasini Eje..  in-gobernabilidad, los colonos incapaz aun de auto-gobernarse bajo las reglas su propia llamada CONSTITUCION - el deseo del IZQUIERDA y el 

independentismo es crear una crisis que TENGAN que imponer  NUEVAMENTE  gobierno MILITAR para establecer el ORDER antes Sept caso ONU

7/13/2019 1:37:15 PM digispud Is Shadders one of the bodyguards? Why did he fake all this "evidence" in 2014? If he's being targetted (for being Satoshi) why is he publicly claiming to 

be Satoshi? Why not just stay anonymous? etc etc etc

7/13/2019 1:41:53 PM orbital_lexicon Can't wait to hear this answer.

7/13/2019 1:45:50 PM sterkinglights1 Spoiler Alert: clowns fail!

7/13/2019 1:51:02 PM sterkinglights1 Duck Area 51 Storm the Vatican! pic.twitter.com/roAk59Ypb7

7/13/2019 1:52:30 PM sterkinglights1 #arrestpodesta

7/13/2019 2:11:09 PM richardhiatt16 🤣.... Any all the 

🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

🤡🤡🤡🤡 will go to jail this time.... ❤️🇺🇸

7/13/2019 2:11:14 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 kids early on should know the definition of insightful, or insight. Somethin simple and mandatory. And, maybe a few others.

7/13/2019 2:16:30 PM lenzaq Implying Lords of Karma are for real? 🤔

I was under the impression they are part of the deception.

7/13/2019 2:19:38 PM irah_chandler That's cool what about those in ssp service? You borrowed us for 20 to 40 years we were promised compensation and benifits. Our years back and 

more. Karma goes both ways.

7/13/2019 2:25:32 PM irah_chandler This is a very general statement and does not reflect the actual results. In that everyone who was harmed regardless of the extent recieve the same 

amount. Those who served for ssps or who's children were taken came back wrong, or not at all. Not told. Compensation. Case by case

7/13/2019 2:32:53 PM whitehat_van How about trust the plan? And why is a supposed Majestic 12 group getting involved in politics? Could it be they are secretly working with China and 

the deep state?

7/13/2019 2:33:37 PM jonicurry17 Wow! That makes sense

7/13/2019 2:36:08 PM americanpetal Guess how they communicate to throw the game, the player, the date, the town, the victims? DIG 

ITS ALL OPEN SOURCE

7/13/2019 2:40:02 PM americanpetal You have to DIG. It’s almost like you have to dig to CHINA

7/13/2019 2:44:08 PM americanpetal It’s almost like [They] speak a different language. You almost need a DICTIONARY.

7/13/2019 2:46:51 PM the_loveoflight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any knowledge on this?  pic.twitter.com/XsvKRw0aRW

7/13/2019 2:48:20 PM boy12_jimmy Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/13/2019 2:50:13 PM jonicurry17 Hmmmm, China??! 🤔

7/13/2019 2:52:53 PM kathleen3693693 I thought that too myself. Guided bus tours--with controlled disembark museum areas would be appropriate, like the Kennedy Space Center. 

Personally, I'd like to see the White Rabbit looking glass area and see the vehicles Lazar was talking about. I'd pay admission prices.

7/13/2019 2:58:49 PM kathleen3693693 Storm the Vatican, but ensure the Vatican archive library of books, artifacts, ET-generated artwork and books, etc. survive and the information is 

released to the world. Too many secrets buried and hidden for thousands of years. E.g., "asteroid belt" history and its war causes.

7/13/2019 2:59:30 PM blissamerica Talk to him. The more personal the better.

7/13/2019 3:00:46 PM blissamerica A balanced simple and mostly unprocessed diet is healthiest.

7/13/2019 3:06:47 PM blissamerica Because they are not awake yet and listening to MSM.

7/13/2019 3:12:05 PM blissamerica I just read their I guess you would call it their story and they say originally they were black ops now white hats helping POTUS. I say if you’re on the 

American train, truth train, kindness train and moving forward until you lie to me or prove otherwise

7/13/2019 3:13:36 PM blissamerica Then we should all work together. We have a small window of opportunity to do this thing. To make HISTORY and do it RIGHT. I ain’t about division or 

playing no f ing games.

7/13/2019 3:26:40 PM kathleen3693693 Politics? 

International child sex trafficking, torture, snuffing, organ harvesting, human meat consumption, etc., isn't "politics."Many Dems, Repubs, royals, world 

leaders are caught up with this atrocity. All of them must be brought down.

It's a crime against all of humanity.

7/13/2019 3:26:45 PM americanchilean MAJESTIC! @LisaMei62 @Cordicon @qanon76 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @thedilleyshow @EyesOnQ 

@intheMatrixxx pic.twitter.com/DA3ZOQ8Bzb

7/13/2019 3:31:58 PM jrocktigers  https://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/20181201/photos-president-george-hw-bushs-long-history-in-palm-beach-county … 

pic.twitter.com/WyaxxvV6nP

7/13/2019 3:34:35 PM jrocktigers Sheriff Grady Judd of Polk County, for many years , has led online child solicitation sting operations. He does it with much fanfare. Yet, they keep 

coming.  "These people are sick".

7/13/2019 3:40:59 PM goldyone5 Tesla dew ...? MJ 12

7/13/2019 3:53:07 PM leadzippo And you think nothing happening.... Bwahaha pic.twitter.com/XW1RES29s8

7/13/2019 3:54:40 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072632531407855616?s=19 …

7/13/2019 3:55:42 PM nurseniceyes Nagin Jr is who I was referring to.

7/13/2019 3:58:35 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/StormPhoton 

@realDonaldTrump, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @NSA_QIL2, oh & of course @jack & [handlers]: any idea what happened to @StormPhoton's account? It's 

suspended now. 🤔😒🧐

7/13/2019 4:06:11 PM nanfran5 Some of us are begging for it.

7/13/2019 4:07:47 PM wishfulldreamz Adrenochrome has its own bitcoin pic.twitter.com/AITmOrB255

7/13/2019 4:08:06 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071215388812345344?s=19 …

7/13/2019 4:09:17 PM whitehat_van Agreed. Are you an ISBE? I block ISBEs.

7/13/2019 4:13:07 PM whitehat_van Not all MAGA are MAGA. These people push Keybase, Chinese/Facebook malware. They are fake MAGA with nefarious intent. I've been in this game 

for a while.

7/13/2019 4:16:45 PM whitehat_van Q told us to be careful who we follow. These people are creating a new type of "Scientology" called ISBE (Immortal Souls of Biological Entities). I was 

called to march into their viper den and out them, which I did. They are NOT White Hats! They pretend to be.

7/13/2019 4:17:05 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072679987847794688?s=19 …

7/13/2019 4:20:56 PM whitehat_van What is a "keybase" and who owns Keybase, Inc.? What is majestic software? Why does it matter? These are the people that stole True Eye The Spy's 

original account, Real Eye The Spy. They have threatened me. I don't care!

7/13/2019 4:21:00 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/IgR5x9Ja3d

7/13/2019 4:22:09 PM soulonjourney11 Executive Order from December 2017!!

7/13/2019 4:22:34 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/13/2019 4:22:37 PM soulonjourney11 Praying they all go down!!

7/13/2019 4:23:39 PM lynnboyce7 That's right🙃

7/13/2019 4:25:40 PM timesupmaga As Q stated, The people we trusted the most. 😢

7/13/2019 4:33:56 PM rawphonegirl 😳 pic.twitter.com/NaJpHSVB2y



7/13/2019 4:49:51 PM whitehat_van We don't need to work together, we need to get the word out and VOTE VOTE VOTE.

7/13/2019 4:51:28 PM pearman_margie Coming to Theaters Soon!!!!!

7/13/2019 4:55:44 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1150191747550593024 …

7/13/2019 5:03:20 PM snotwistr Not digitized archive but a very interesting read  https://maurobiglino.com/  He came to the same conclusion as Zecharia Sitchin from the vatican 

material and was fired when he told them what he found.

7/13/2019 5:09:30 PM revdonna  pic.twitter.com/NhuuhgSnRo

7/13/2019 5:14:32 PM revdonna Because Convictions are@more important than arrests.

7/13/2019 5:15:58 PM revdonna  pic.twitter.com/opYaTDSDKL

7/13/2019 5:29:28 PM carolva97910854 Probably!

7/13/2019 5:37:42 PM 2wheelninja500 Does that mean AI is now on the good side???? What about the Red Queen?

7/13/2019 5:48:40 PM rolandblasini NYC power outage knocks out subways, businesses, elevators... Developing... 

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-7244967/NY-power-outage-knocks-subways-businesses-elevators.html …

7/13/2019 5:49:13 PM rolandblasini NYC power outage knocks out subways, businesses, elevators... Developing... 

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-7244967/NY-power-outage-knocks-subways-businesses-elevators.html …

7/13/2019 5:49:59 PM rolandblasini NYC power outage knocks out subways, businesses, elevators... Developing... 

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-7244967/NY-power-outage-knocks-subways-businesses-elevators.html …

7/13/2019 6:11:37 PM big_simp Im not anonymous

and you are the guy who was christened "Liberty Crypto"

and I am not 7yo

Blind Freddy can see CSW is Satoshi

Whitepaper is now copyrighted to him

7/13/2019 6:13:31 PM big_simp Good luck in 2020 when Nchain aggressively pursue any and all of the cryptos who infringe on his 900 and more patents that CSW has registered as the 

creator of BTC [ with Kleimans help ]

As CSW says

" I know the ending. I win" pic.twitter.com/jLJnCAac1d

7/13/2019 6:18:49 PM orbital_lexicon 1st of all, I was talking to berengerdcl.

CSW ain't it. How much you daft pull toys getting paid, anyway? 

Btw, WP was copyrighted to someone else before him....and someone else after. 😂🤣😂🤣

7/13/2019 6:19:29 PM orbital_lexicon @tweet_stamp stamp this nonsense

7/13/2019 6:21:57 PM 712qloubrown 😉 pic.twitter.com/vTGJ0n2WZF

7/13/2019 6:22:32 PM bitcoinsvendor The fact I could copyright shows it's literally the weakest form of proof possible but that's expected from a fraud like CSW and the #BSV 

(#BullShitVersion) trolls. I hope you get paid well and aren't an actual believer of this crap. Cashout before he goes to jail in Florida.

7/13/2019 6:27:20 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  uuuummmm any ideas what happened here?  https://youtu.be/Ys6HDMVsQwo 

7/13/2019 6:27:35 PM big_simp Adam back, Vitalek Buterin and Hodlnaut seem too scared now to prove CSW is a fraud.

CSW taking them to court for libel but now they are hiding  lol

as for mentally ill Peter McCormack.. he will end up under a bridge pic.twitter.com/vWjVU4pdnn

7/13/2019 6:33:21 PM big_simp Youll never get it

Your IQ isnt large enough

7/13/2019 6:34:09 PM jswdh1 I think the pope is the antichrist!

7/13/2019 6:34:37 PM big_simp Ignore these ignoramuses

I dont deal with anyone with an IQ below 110 - you should do the same

CSWs has been tested at 182

7/13/2019 6:45:43 PM rolandblasini Rossello NEVER read Graham Allison, yet no doubt someone will write - Essence of Decision: Telergram crisis; as a case study for future studies into 

governmental decision-making.

7/13/2019 6:46:11 PM rolandblasini Rossello NEVER read Graham Allison, yet no doubt someone will write - Essence of Decision: Telergram crisis; as a case study for future studies into 

governmental decision-making.

7/13/2019 6:51:12 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 blackout rituals in Manhattan today?  https://youtu.be/AkZs3gw453E 

7/13/2019 6:51:27 PM matchnumbers67 Strange that the SRA Dearman children used The Mask of Zorro as the reason they made up such detailed accounts of their abuse and this is known as 

Zorro Ranch 🤔

7/13/2019 6:51:39 PM starseedatx The catholic church teaches a message opposite of Christ's

7/13/2019 6:56:45 PM anneolsen43 All I know is I have been to many places here in FL. Places that make me feel VERY Uneasy are 

*Port of Palm Beach

*Captiva Island

*Parts is Sanibel Island

*Tampa

*ALL of Broward County

7/13/2019 7:08:38 PM we_go_now For example they got public hooked on television (tell a lie vision). Plus original frequency used was safe - then frequency was changed - one that can 

manipulate + subliminals added to control/monitor populace

7/13/2019 7:24:11 PM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ritual time?  https://twitter.com/OliversWilde/status/1150226425619853323 …

7/13/2019 7:29:51 PM throging My aching body attests to this!

7/13/2019 7:35:38 PM plumcivic Do you know when TV frequency was changed? Is this something a conscientious radio engineer could monitor?

7/13/2019 7:38:03 PM anjilloflight_  https://twitter.com/anjilloflight/status/1150219029463937024?s=21 …

7/13/2019 7:40:38 PM djlok I finally got it!!!  Thank you!!!  So much to meditate on now!!!

7/13/2019 7:42:47 PM v_rags Great video. You can definitely tell the difference!

7/13/2019 7:44:29 PM v_rags Can you please share link? I’m a bass player would love to tune to 432.

7/13/2019 7:48:13 PM we_go_now Sorry I do not - but look how the quality of TV shows changed.  Family oriented shows basically ceased to exist by early 80s.  Look at music now - they 

have basically legitimized vulgar language etc.

7/13/2019 7:49:27 PM rebornkingent 42,000 out of power in NY and 42 year out from the 1977 blackouts.

7/13/2019 7:50:21 PM v_rags Can you expand on this please? I feel it’s very important. New at this     “42 3 👉 4 3 2 (Left Shift) = Intent Multiplier

432 amplifies consciousness by shifting the bit.

What if you shift the other way?”

7/13/2019 8:16:51 PM rosesrred0119 And most will fall over and stay in the fetal position for eternity.  A person lost an election and we had a national meltdown.   Can you imagine if they 

find out ET is real?  God will be busy.

7/13/2019 8:28:50 PM plumcivic True. I moved away from popular media when I was busy with school and my job, and now when I look at it there is very little that I find interesting.  

When I read your earlier post I started to wonder if technical people could tell us anything interesting.

7/13/2019 8:41:46 PM williamlandre16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how important is the hurricane off the coast of new York during 911

7/13/2019 8:48:40 PM aurorasreality Out of power.... that’s funny

7/13/2019 8:54:24 PM toffer_anon_369 Power Outage in NYC - deep state knuckleheads trying to free or 187 Epstein?



7/13/2019 9:01:11 PM jenniferjsmall blank

7/13/2019 9:10:54 PM cidarean Have you though? What your speaking through is what they call the small self or ego self. As a global conciousnes or co creative conciousnes we all 

agree at what ever level we may know our world through. Your in accord to it. Some people are not at that level of understanding.

7/13/2019 9:16:32 PM cidarean Another example of this is the calendar. Today is July 14th. A Sunday. You wouldn't go out and say happy Wensday, you would look foolish. This is a 

basic example of a concious co creative agreement. In this illusion we all agree to play the game so to speak.

7/13/2019 9:45:19 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/hjJYXPHDjp

7/13/2019 9:47:53 PM mongrelglory Oh yes!  And Stanford was the home of brainwashing/social engineering research as well!

7/13/2019 9:57:07 PM jrocktigers #TOUCHABLE

7/13/2019 9:58:12 PM blsdbe We just had a professional come over and tune our 1923 Story and Clark to 432A. 440 to 432 is like the difference between CD and Vinyl. The sound is 

Warm and Comforting.

7/13/2019 10:48:35 PM blsdbe @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse @krissuzz @Turboxyde @GirlAwakeinCA @Toffer_Anon_369 @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal 

@lori_dee1 @malley_pj @Dairy_mom_of_6 @DJLOK @Keith72256137 ... please pass this on...

7/13/2019 10:52:51 PM rolandblasini NOW that the news spin cycle gone down, Watergate had DEEP THROAT and now whom he was. RICKY Telegram GATE.... WHAT'S THE LEAKER'S nick 

name...  and who it is ?

7/13/2019 10:53:08 PM rolandblasini NOW that the news spin cycle gone down, Watergate had DEEP THROAT and now whom he was. RICKY Telegram GATE.... WHAT'S THE LEAKER'S nick 

name...  and who it is ?

7/13/2019 11:53:36 PM jayrambin John Solomon? The Hill?

7/14/2019 12:27:35 AM courageouskriss ThanQ

7/14/2019 12:32:36 AM dvlprextrodinar What does Los Angeles and south Florida have in common?   Not the beaches. Maybe Scientology

7/14/2019 12:37:41 AM army6_q Your missing some very important time line issue big time line issues pic.twitter.com/ZIzToQVBPD

7/14/2019 1:55:04 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

7/14/2019 1:56:23 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

7/14/2019 1:56:41 AM 02joshuaradwan Lol

7/14/2019 2:07:29 AM 02joshuaradwan Alhamduilillah #Alhamdulillah

7/14/2019 2:17:42 AM fairyland66 🤔 pic.twitter.com/ZtWOsFFNKd

7/14/2019 2:18:34 AM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/noFIl5WvxL

7/14/2019 2:22:04 AM fairyland66 Whoa!... pic.twitter.com/maTsnl7jlS

7/14/2019 2:23:22 AM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/9v1JBJcDE7

7/14/2019 2:25:05 AM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/WUwCPk9wzZ

7/14/2019 2:31:07 AM berenbergdc You need intellectual integrity to want answers. Yours and the account, and I mean the people hiding behind them, have none.

7/14/2019 2:33:46 AM berenbergdc You're a fraud.

7/14/2019 2:51:40 AM berenbergdc the other* account

7/14/2019 3:55:49 AM jollyrob2 But why the Disinfo or distraction with (kab $JS) about the Pleiadian race?

As you guys mentioned that there are a just a few helping (not majority)...🤔

And another Question rising, who (ETs and/or inter-dimensional beings) are the majority assisting or Is there a majority?

7/14/2019 4:59:06 AM jmsyaah I bet Marie is buried there.

7/14/2019 5:54:05 AM greatawakecoach There are so many things happening right now, it's hard to follow.

Thank God for @SGTreport @X22Report @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 and so many others to help aggregate & 

distill the data...

#GodBless the #patriot network, our country & our #POTUS. pic.twitter.com/2VYohk1Aug

7/14/2019 5:58:53 AM smith_jere I have zero confidence in the NM AG and Governor.

7/14/2019 6:38:40 AM rolandblasini Deberas, su fundacion recibio $2 Milliones de una entidada llamada Unidos por Puerto Rico - acaso hubo - double entrada en los libros de contabilidad?  

 https://mobile.twitter.com/jpus_paraguay ?…

7/14/2019 6:39:13 AM rolandblasini Deberas, su fundacion recibio $2 Milliones de una entidada llamada Unidos por Puerto Rico - acaso hubo - double entrada en los libros de contabilidad?  

 https://mobile.twitter.com/jpus_paraguay ?…

7/14/2019 6:44:50 AM carolva97910854 Sting operations bring them out of the woodwork!  It’s absolutely horrifying how many are out there!

7/14/2019 6:46:51 AM richard07759712 Genetic Research?

7/14/2019 6:54:17 AM richard07759712 Imagine this mind || Full addiction is consuming

7/14/2019 7:11:37 AM tryplesec They lack the resources they once had, and are all now under fisa surveillance. Hard to arkancide when you no longer hold all the cards. #qanon

7/14/2019 7:42:53 AM boss3she I want to see the books, that are kept there!

7/14/2019 7:43:39 AM boss3she  pic.twitter.com/jhbFKKExHX

7/14/2019 7:52:20 AM djlok You following 42, 42 years since the great #Blackout2019 in NYC, and this tweet below from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....

I don't believe in coincidences.

But I do believe in #Q and #TheGreatAwakening !!!  I also believe NOTHING is above Majestic!!! ❤️❤️❤️ 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109925263301922816?s=21 …

7/14/2019 8:02:13 AM quarkfear1 Yep... they called us “ Katrisians”.. & we were an invasive species in Florida.. but “ Barry “ was just piss in the wind.. a cup running over.. and on radar it 

was  a “ half a cane” that just had surge .. so our faith in their wants are cut in half as of now...

7/14/2019 8:03:39 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/pkiHStM2f1

7/14/2019 8:13:37 AM keith369me @cynthiamckinney @StevePieczenik, the pieces of the puzzle you laid out have been a big part of the groundwork for the Great Awakening.  So many 

are and will be in awe of your contributions.  You are of the 💡!!!  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/14/2019 8:37:16 AM keith369me  https://youtu.be/1uExAFBPCe0 

7/14/2019 8:46:13 AM rolandblasini @pnp-pr Quien manda? Dennis Marques Pip y PPd llamando auto-convocacion de Camara para residenciamiento?

verdad de los PNP_PR son unos PENDANGOS sin espina dorsal y sin mente...

7/14/2019 8:47:02 AM rolandblasini @pnp-pr Quien manda? Dennis Marques Pip y PPd llamando auto-convocacion de Camara para residenciamiento?

verdad de los PNP_PR son unos PENDANGOS sin espina dorsal y sin mente...

7/14/2019 8:58:25 AM kathleen3693693 There are no coincidences.

"Saving Israel for last."

RIP David Marlborough, USS Liberty. Dang, he was a good soul and fine gentleman.

7/14/2019 9:04:30 AM gavinlucas110 Not to mention a Met Police call for his arrest the night before the BBC proof sessions.

7/14/2019 9:04:59 AM liltilgerlil Weinstein did the same. 🤔

7/14/2019 9:08:19 AM kathleen3693693 Good pick up. More false flag BS to divert your attention. "Look here, look here. Don't pay attention to that elephant traipsing around in our CHINA 

shop."

7/14/2019 9:10:29 AM gavinlucas110 Let's hear your answer to this, Liberty. How did Craig Wright give Stefan Matthews the Bitcoin whitepaper in 2008 if he is not SN?

7/14/2019 9:14:48 AM orbital_lexicon Easy. He didn't.

7/14/2019 9:15:27 AM orbital_lexicon Unless of course.....you have some type of evidence.



7/14/2019 9:23:25 AM decodematrix Since you said you were in the SSP, did you do a "20 and back" where after your 20 years of service they age regressed you 20 years and took you back 

in time? Or did they let you out without age regressing you?

CC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/14/2019 9:23:26 AM gavinlucas110 So wait...you're telling me Stefan Matthews made it up and subsequently convinced his boss Calvin Ayre to invest tens of millions and stake his entire 

rep on a lie? Now why would he do that?

7/14/2019 9:28:30 AM orbital_lexicon @DJ_Erock23 🤦♀️

7/14/2019 9:34:43 AM steve_783cob Just tried sending Q M A P. P U B to someone on Twitter. Twitter will not allow it. Had to send with spaces. Why?? @realDonaldTrump 

@TheCollectiveQ @DavidJHarrisJr @RealChadWO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @EpochTimes @EricTrump

7/14/2019 9:48:44 AM realeyethespy Took me back. 

In my opinion I had served multiple hundreds of years. Time is an illusion.

7/14/2019 9:48:49 AM gavinlucas110 There are also other people who claim Craig told them about it before it was released. I'm talking average people who have nothing to gain. We will 

see what happens in the next year or so, but a lot of ppl will be eating their words.

7/14/2019 9:49:48 AM realeyethespy See pinned post.

7/14/2019 9:55:36 AM aliciadbrady Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting Anybody keeping 

tracce? What have we told you about Florida? Those who know cannot sleep. One by one, rats are getting exposed. O […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

7/14/2019 10:59:28 AM bonoinez keep your eyes on the young girls/children they sent to florida , from one of the camps

7/14/2019 10:59:56 AM rolandblasini @mayitaalcaldesa.. Otra que tal baila; con el uso de vocabulario FLORIDO ha empleados municipales de "K - bron y P 4 letras"  Pura hipocresia.. te lo 

van ha sacar 2020 NO tienes salvacion... apuntalo

7/14/2019 11:00:35 AM rolandblasini @mayitaalcaldesa.. Otra que tal baila; con el uso de vocabulario FLORIDO ha empleados municipales de "K - bron y P 4 letras"  Pura hipocresia.. telo 

van ha sacar 2020 NO tienes salvacion... apuntalo

7/14/2019 11:24:57 AM orbital_lexicon Who, though? Where are they right now? Can we get them here to show us where this happened? Again. I'm asking if any evidence exists for this and I 

get more of the same. Talk.

7/14/2019 11:49:44 AM liltilgerlil What do you make of this? https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/690920/The-mysterious-huge-eyed-skull-believed-to-have-belonged-to-an-alien …

7/14/2019 12:17:10 PM sterkinglights1 Apparently I have already looked this.

7/14/2019 12:17:45 PM sterkinglights1 Liked*^

7/14/2019 12:24:51 PM zagnett The Loved Ones we left/leave behind are the Mission, essentially.

#WWG1WGA

7/14/2019 12:26:02 PM sterkinglights1 Steady as she goes.

7/14/2019 12:27:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/tMIRi2YEls

7/14/2019 12:40:00 PM marcusgillette1 Eye, I have not been getting notifications for you or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for the past 3 days now, or @_Luke_Slytalker for 2 weeks now. Any remedies 

for this @jack obstruction for the laymen anytime soon?

7/14/2019 12:40:53 PM rolandblasini Dudas aun - ESPONTANEO NO ES - teleSURtv 🇵🇷 exigen la renuncia del gobernador por escándalo de corrupción 👉 http://bit.ly/32o3vpo  El país ha 

expresado constantemente su repudio hacia el gobernador por sus expresiones machistas y homofóbicas  pic.twitter.com/L80xItEO95

7/14/2019 12:42:12 PM lisatrump2020 I think they already have.

7/14/2019 12:42:18 PM rolandblasini Dudas aun - ESPONTANEO NO ES - teleSURtv 🇵🇷 exigen la renuncia del gobernador por escándalo de corrupción 👉 http://bit.ly/32o3vpo  El país ha 

expresado constantemente su repudio hacia el gobernador por sus expresiones machistas y homofóbicas pic.twitter.com/L80xItEO95

7/14/2019 12:42:57 PM gavinlucas110 Ps: I am not 100% sure CSW is Satoshi. All I will say is...don't be so sure you're right. There's no smoking gun yet either way.

7/14/2019 12:58:40 PM bryceja68689884 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1150494290826715137 …

7/14/2019 1:10:47 PM gavinlucas110 Sorry, I posted a broken link before. Here's a screenshot. It's on one of his Medium posts. This would be flimsy evidence by itself, but it's another one of 

those little grains that makes a mountain of evidence. Also I recommend you read 'The Satoshi Affair'. pic.twitter.com/3UVHd258p8

7/14/2019 1:47:46 PM knightofmaltaus Guess it is time for some of you Theorists to read this Declassified Report by DIA on Warp Drives. Been going on for a very long time and the genesis of 

these theories came from where??? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @mufon

 https://www.businessinsider.com/document/5b045ec5cc061c32008b530f/dia-warpdrives.pdf … pic.twitter.com/X6cnQr6JMm

7/14/2019 1:50:47 PM susie63w Excellent Save!!!!

7/14/2019 1:51:39 PM bryceja68689884 The more you stupid f@cking shills and pedophiles talk shit, the more it inspires us as it demonstrates we are exposing your game. YOU ALL WILL BURN

#PANIC #UnsealEpstein @POTUS #WWG1WGA #THEGREATAWAKENING @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/xZuuuO121J

7/14/2019 1:53:24 PM elgatoweebee ``````` pic.twitter.com/QGVUemzBxv

7/14/2019 1:54:23 PM lynnielee5 They have been trying to usher in Armageddon for years!

7/14/2019 1:56:45 PM jrocktigers I reasoned the uptick in UFO's in the 40's was absolutely related to nuclear testing and Hiroshima/Nagasaki. And I will tell you, I learned this while in an 

altered state of consciousness.

7/14/2019 1:58:47 PM djlok I believe what you say, @JRockTigers, to be true.

7/14/2019 1:59:38 PM mjean2 Detesto las personas que están hoy contigo y mañana con otro! Especialmente si es por $$!

7/14/2019 1:59:53 PM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

7/14/2019 2:05:42 PM mike17_d That's what is said

7/14/2019 2:13:36 PM nanette17538567 I think Clinton knew there's a trail of bodies that followed him from Arkansas,  how would someone like that not know.

7/14/2019 2:29:31 PM richardhiatt16 Woooooo.. Someone tapped into ALL the iPhones.... 😬. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ... What’s up with that.. Is that ALICE at work?

7/14/2019 2:48:04 PM patriots5_5 Are the dwarves back in action? #qanon

7/14/2019 2:56:29 PM rolandblasini ?CUAL es su # LIC. para practicar Salud MENTAL en PR? Carmen YULIN CRUZ opinion skinks worse than a skunk's ballsack. Prove me wrong with 

science.  https://twitter.com/CarmenYulinCru 

7/14/2019 2:57:24 PM rolandblasini ?CUAL es su # LIC. para practicar Salud MENTAL en PR?         Carmen YULIN CRUZ opinion skinks worse than a skunk's ballsack. Prove me wrong with 

science.  https://twitter.com/CarmenYulinCru 

7/14/2019 3:23:22 PM roublisa Well god of course ....but this particular point in “time” he was acknowledging the pilots😏 I couldn’t get a good screen shot  so I had to turn off play 

mode to snap this lol....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 mention to watch the skies during the “event”...✨✨✨

7/14/2019 3:24:43 PM roublisa Holy cow GGGGGOd capital 🅖🥴🥴🥴sorry

7/14/2019 3:46:39 PM rolandblasini @Jenniffer2012 @ZoeLaboy @mayitaalcaldesa If a female can play 007. I hereby demand a male Wonder Women. 

https://twitter.com/RolandBlasini/status/1150536892733108224 …

7/14/2019 3:47:27 PM rolandblasini @Jenniffer2012 @ZoeLaboy @mayitaalcaldesa If a female can play 007. I hereby demand a male Wonder Women.  https://twitter.com/RolandBlasini/ 

7/14/2019 4:05:47 PM rolandblasini Mientras los pelus con griteria SJ, los MELONES y PPd en la fundacion LMM pactando haciendo independencia por trozos.. Vean //  

https://twitter.com/casapuebloorg 

7/14/2019 4:06:18 PM rolandblasini Mientras los pelus con griteria SJ, los MELONES y PPd en la fundacion LMM pactando haciendo independencia por trozos.. Vean //  

https://twitter.com/casapuebloorg 



7/14/2019 4:12:31 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/oGlQE2zqx0

7/14/2019 4:13:43 PM lorieve hahaha, you're so cute

7/14/2019 4:15:39 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/60ocmubPox

7/14/2019 4:17:33 PM sterkinglights1 Ok so 156,000 with compounding interest + gift card would help me pay back any debt.

7/14/2019 4:22:37 PM mongrelglory That's so cute! 🥰

7/14/2019 5:30:35 PM pro_aktv What does that mean?

7/14/2019 6:30:54 PM whitehat_van Hey Zag, see you're still involved with these frauds. Guess that means you were/are a fraud also. So glad I blocked you.

7/14/2019 6:34:35 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is that what you meant😳  https://twitter.com/WillinghamSam/status/1150315470697971713 …

7/14/2019 7:12:58 PM big_simp There actually is - you probably havent seen all the datapoints

7/14/2019 7:13:57 PM big_simp Not to mention Gavin seeing the proof of Genesis Block in the London Hotel along with the BBC and FIn Times Editor

7/14/2019 7:14:43 PM nschlange He was in a cushy cell the first time he served "jail time", I'm pretty sure that craps over with now.

7/14/2019 7:15:21 PM nschlange What is the connection btwn the power outage and Epstein? Does anyone know?

7/14/2019 7:22:46 PM nschlange Wait a second, 1st why keep it quiet for the Vatican? I don't understand that one, and two will all the aliens that eat our children be pushed out by 

what Potus is doing or will there still be some here?

7/14/2019 7:28:46 PM americandream09  https://twitter.com/americandream09/status/1150527076157575173?s=19 …

7/14/2019 7:46:53 PM mateuszwala Majestic Victims? 

Game Over!  fail again and again...

Keep trying. Fail is imminent.

7/14/2019 8:31:13 PM jimmy007forsure The white paper was available in 2008. 🙄

7/14/2019 8:32:45 PM orbital_lexicon The story is that Craig gave it to him before it was published, but that's all it is. A story.

7/14/2019 8:39:57 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/255294883680632833 …

7/14/2019 8:40:16 PM aleks8837 Note date: 2012!

7/14/2019 8:40:33 PM cj_liebs All I want is a #firesale 

Take'em DOWN

7/14/2019 8:42:58 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1150611364643106816 …

7/14/2019 8:52:44 PM big_simp They say CSW found the whitepaper in a public toilet. As is.

So he published it!

He decided to scam the public out of billion$ and pretended he wrote it but everyone in the town knows it was written by "Bazza" the old homeless 

drunk in Craigs town.. who dabbled in basic coding

7/14/2019 9:09:59 PM pipelinechic Deep Underground Military Bases

7/14/2019 9:30:12 PM pipelinechic #runJackrun pic.twitter.com/IRWPDlUQYg

7/14/2019 9:35:50 PM zagnett i'm not concerned about your opinions, @WhiteHat_Van. May you have a good day!

You are not blocking me currently interestingly. Something wrong? 🤔

7/14/2019 10:31:37 PM charmanda9 Please choose kindness. It is better for your health.

7/14/2019 11:14:25 PM marylouathome “What you sow you’ll shall reap” is the correct implication.... Karma is a Hindu and Buddhist belief that reincarnation will bring you back as a person in a 

higher or lower cast system, a tree, a bug, a horse, etc... that’s just plain stupid

7/14/2019 11:16:47 PM marylouathome When Jesus Christ died he took all sins including beliefs of other religions, witchcraft, magic, etc to him to the Cross. Jesus’s teaching contradicts 

Karma.. Read my other reply’s

7/15/2019 12:54:22 AM gavinlucas110 When in 2008? Nobody has answered this question yet - what motive does Stefan Matthews have to lie to Calvin Ayre? He is his loyal right hand man + 

knew Craig back when they worked in iGaming. Too many people would have to be lying here. It's improbable at best.

7/15/2019 12:59:09 AM gavinlucas110 Also, do you not think Ayre would check up on CSW and ask for evidence before publicly backing him and investing tens of millions? He's a self made 

billionaire in an industry full of sharks and snakes. You don't get there by being stupid. Guy is street smart.

7/15/2019 1:20:18 AM jimmy007forsure Yes Calvin is street smart, but think of the many people, some much smarter than Calvin that Elizabeth Holmes conned. I believe the Satoshi act started 

as a small lie that grew bigger over time, when it attacted millions from Calvin and Robert there was no turning back

7/15/2019 1:37:27 AM jimmy007forsure October 2008, possibly earlier private release. 

Who knows what motives Stefan would have, maybe Craig did show him the white paper in 2008, it was out and many people would have seen it.

7/15/2019 2:07:39 AM gavinlucas110 It's possible Calvin was conned. Yet, i find it unlikely when combined with the facr CSW just testified under oath that he and Kleiman created Bitcoin to 

a room full of people who have access to his emails with Dave. Even Ira & legal team know he is Satoshi, hence no objections.

7/15/2019 2:10:03 AM gavinlucas110 Because they have seen the emails, and they know. We have only seen a small snippet of apparently doctored emails. They have seen many more. It's 

obvious where this is going.

7/15/2019 3:01:03 AM big_simp - bottom line is the major players ALL KNOW CSW is Satoshi - Ver def does - as does CZ and Adam Back and the Blockstream conmen. They know he can 

destroy them and they want as many scam shitcoins and child trafficking coins as possible

In plainenglish its

whitehat vs blackhat

7/15/2019 3:25:26 AM sterkinglights1 It means that it's ok to pay me back with a gift card + 150k. Then I can settle my debts. However in all likelihood I will have to send a bill to the 

university for educating the staff.

7/15/2019 3:26:52 AM sterkinglights1 I thought ur avatar was a paper and quill but it's a cat under an umbrella.

7/15/2019 3:49:56 AM raisethevib369 Religion is a war machine. Love is all that matters. And karma is very real.

7/15/2019 6:42:34 AM whitehat_van No kindness for frauds.

7/15/2019 6:43:20 AM whitehat_van I unblocked you to discover your truth. You lied to me! You are a fraud!

7/15/2019 6:44:50 AM whitehat_van Zag works for Keybase, a Facebook company. They push Chinese Malware. Beware of Keybase, discover what it really is.

7/15/2019 6:46:48 AM zagnett Says you? i don't feel like a fraud, honestly. Nor that i lied to you. My truth is plainly available, if you wish.

Frankly, you're current negative opinions of me, don't concern me, @WhiteHat_Van. May you ponder this?

Have a Great day! 😎

7/15/2019 6:48:13 AM zagnett Agreed.

But i am no fraud, @WhiteHat_Van

7/15/2019 6:49:22 AM zagnett Actually, i don't work for Facebook or Keybase. Never have. Check my employment records, @WhiteHat_Van, if you dare.

7/15/2019 6:50:31 AM whitehat_van You don't feel like a fraud because you are a fraud, and you know it. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a Chinese disinformation campaign pushing mind hacking 

software, and Zag works with them. Beware of Keybase! Do your research. Who owns it? What is a Keybase? Deny it Zag, like you did before

7/15/2019 6:51:11 AM whitehat_van Fake records. You are and admin for Keybase.

7/15/2019 6:51:32 AM zagnett Sure i'll deny it. Keybase is ... a company i don't work for & never have worked for? Seems like the correct answer to me anyway.



7/15/2019 6:53:24 AM charmanda9 Well, this is a simple problem. You simply do not know Zag enough to make a statement like this. There are plenty of us that do know him and we are 

all aware of him being a genuine person and friend. You have no argument, and I’m really sorry you don’t see that.

7/15/2019 6:55:49 AM whitehat_van OK Zag. I've made my case. People, please research before you fall into their trap. They are ISBEs, a new religion that devalues biological entities. It is a 

China black-op. Keybase is their platform. They are fake MAGA claiming Trump eats children.

7/15/2019 6:57:39 AM charmanda9 What is your agenda? You are stating lies that everyone already knows aren’t true. You are wasting your time.

7/15/2019 6:57:53 AM whitehat_van Don't comment on what you don't know. Zag recruited me to Keybase, and I discovered their truth, which Trump and Q both commented on. This 

group stole @TrueEyeTheSpy's original account, @realeyethespy. They are ISBEs.

7/15/2019 6:58:25 AM whitehat_van Exposing truth. But don't take MY word for it. Do the research. I've already said where to start.

7/15/2019 6:58:52 AM whitehat_van And who is this "everyone" you refer to?

7/15/2019 7:02:37 AM charmanda9 Yet you clearly haven’t done your research. Trump is the best president the US has ever had and I believe he is defending the world’s children better 

than any other president. You are making false claims and it is counterproductive to The Plan. Do you want to MAGA? Or menace?

7/15/2019 7:05:35 AM whitehat_van False claims? Then Zag is NOT an ISBE and did NOT recruit me to Keybase? Keybase is not owned by Facebook/Bloomberg directors and is not Chinese 

malware? Got it. Guess what, Cyber Command knows otherwise. I can see you've already done YOUR homework. lol. You've been exposed!

7/15/2019 7:08:20 AM zagnett If "Cyber Command knows otherwise" already, we should be dealing directly with Cyber Command, not you, @WhiteHat_Van.

Can you get your supervisor Mr. "Cyber Command" on the line? i'll hold. i want to have a chat with him. 🎧

7/15/2019 7:08:26 AM covertress ? pic.twitter.com/IHIeYeEQw1

7/15/2019 7:10:43 AM whitehat_van Then you deny you are an ISBE, that you did not recruit me to Keybase, and that Keybase is not Chinese Malware? Go away Zag. Let me help you, again!

7/15/2019 7:25:22 AM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/CMSvVgnAmK

7/15/2019 7:40:32 AM biliguz10 Oremos

7/15/2019 7:47:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct

7/15/2019 8:03:34 AM elgatoweebee PUBLICADO HOY -  http://elgatoweebee.wordpress.com/2019/07/15/mas-alla-del-chat-el-independentismo-en-la-psicologia-colectiva/ …

7/15/2019 8:11:24 AM blykat Florida is my state and we all know how corrupt Broward county is. What's going on in Tampa?

7/15/2019 8:12:51 AM blykat I see I missed some big news about Florida, my state. Can anyone elaborate? Thanks!

7/15/2019 8:14:10 AM rolandblasini Reporter @AndrewUjifusa ain't ... more of a PROMOTER on GREESE.. Already with a desire for a gig from PR?  See 

https://twitter.com/AndrewUjifusa/status/1150778161837346816 …

7/15/2019 8:14:51 AM rolandblasini Reporter @AndrewUjifusa ain't ... more of a PROMOTER on GREESE.. Already with a desire for a gig from PR?  See 

https://twitter.com/AndrewUjifusa/status/1150778161837346816 …

7/15/2019 8:21:17 AM gavinlucas110 Enlighten me :)

7/15/2019 8:35:23 AM decodematrix @emerysmith33 said he did go to the Vatican underground archives via underground shuttle and they had amazing things there. Ancient books and 

texts from Mars and Maldek. #OpenVaticanArchives https://www.gaia.com/video/alien-tech-vatican?fullplayer=feature …

7/15/2019 8:47:55 AM rolandblasini Where and who got the biggest donations originate from it? HOW much have u and associate business transaction, as the coffee gig gotten in TAX 

exceptions? When is the disclosure on the Dem's fandango jucket expenditure report public? 

https://twitter.com/Lin_Manuel/status/1150772189504921601 …

7/15/2019 8:49:23 AM rolandblasini Where and who got the biggest donations originate from it? HOW much have u and associate business transaction, as the coffee gig gotten in TAX 

exceptions? When is the disclosure on the Dem's fandango jucket expenditure report public?  https://twitter.com/Lin_Manuel/sta …

7/15/2019 8:49:43 AM phreatomagnetic Let's get realizing then

7/15/2019 8:50:00 AM decodematrix There is nothing interesting at Area 51. Just old U-2 spy planes. All the good stuff is underground.

7/15/2019 8:55:59 AM big_simp Research

{ hint Proof of work ] 😀

7/15/2019 9:01:14 AM zeeinthemoment Oldie but Goodie: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let the drops continue! RAIN RAIN RAIN Human Trafficking Drops Exponentially More Disgusting Anybody 

keeping tracce? What have we told you about Florida? Those who know cannot sleep...rats are getting exposed. O […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1088606011957694464.html …

7/15/2019 9:20:18 AM happykat9 What was the recent #blackout in New York about? Was it a white hat or black hat operation?

7/15/2019 9:53:35 AM girlawakeinca I began this post to learn from the info provided by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cobrainfo1. I think we all are nearing the target based on the posts ❤️🎯 

https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1150804718110691328?s=21 …

7/15/2019 9:57:19 AM zagnett "Fire at will!"

🔥🙏😎

7/15/2019 10:06:13 AM roublisa Amen🙏🙏🙏

7/15/2019 10:30:44 AM jimmy007forsure There is an assumption, that Craig is like you, me and the rest of us, that he is normal. Craig is not normal. He does and says things normal people 

would never do. Lying in court wouldn't make him flicker an eyelid.

7/15/2019 10:32:55 AM jimmy007forsure Its not in the plaintiffs interest nor is it the goal to provide Craig is not Satoshi. This is all about winning the case on proving Craig has forged 

documents, placing him under threat of contempt, perjury, which forces his hand to make an offer to the Ira Kleiman

7/15/2019 10:58:04 AM giediknight Disinfo is necessary.

7/15/2019 11:21:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein implicates many. https://twitter.com/AvrilLavigne/status/1150799061693489152 …

7/15/2019 11:21:47 AM bill_davis01 What gives them the right to withhold truth?? Of course aliens exist!  I tell my friends when they finally show themselves to everyone, don’t be afraid! 

If they wanted dead we’d never know what hit us!!!

7/15/2019 11:22:13 AM jvan125 ‘Head Above Water’ was too good to be true I guess. 😔🙏🏻

7/15/2019 11:23:53 AM bill_davis01 Can I be on the firing squad?? I’ll supply my own ammunition!!!

7/15/2019 11:24:14 AM a39630340 It better get this shitstorm snowball rolling! Otherwise I happily invite ET's to contact me for help. Ill play the part of Denzel in Man on Fire!

7/15/2019 11:24:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourself. 

Resharing. 

Learn our comms. 

There is a signal within. https://youtu.be/3bZb10ZxpBk 

7/15/2019 11:25:39 AM jiggysmack How is Avril or Avril's song related to Epstain?

7/15/2019 11:25:46 AM egelone Quick question here. MJ12. When the great awakening happen, will there be a ship to take the ones to the higher dimension?  Based on my 

understanding, human need to die first to be able to get there. Thanks

7/15/2019 11:25:47 AM siriusbshaman 10x speed now!

7/15/2019 11:26:24 AM cindy00086290 @Adbb037

7/15/2019 11:26:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when you play a known illuminati production backwards?

How about -66.6% speed?

How about +66.6% speed?

Learn our comms.

Majestic.

7/15/2019 11:27:18 AM speaakn Hmm 🤔

7/15/2019 11:27:18 AM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAJV2va9V9A …



7/15/2019 11:27:58 AM giediknight  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mcsCY3YemdE …

7/15/2019 11:28:33 AM renee86743676 No thanks.Dont want that noise polluting my enviroment

7/15/2019 11:29:16 AM jayrambin How do you play anything backwards anymore?

7/15/2019 11:33:26 AM supernovaslight What happened to this?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKF6ghfcQic … ..so sad, i thought she has left the darkness behind, i guess i was 

mistaken..all a play of duality, good&bad, light&darkness.

7/15/2019 11:34:10 AM egelone Still haven't used it yet but will give it a shot sometime later Thanks

7/15/2019 11:35:12 AM supernovaslight Exactly what i thought! :( ..just an illusion..

7/15/2019 11:35:39 AM lightworkercain A Vril 👇 pic.twitter.com/jmuMoqWktk

7/15/2019 11:36:16 AM jlundr Software. Audacity is a great free option.

7/15/2019 11:36:23 AM egelone Some expert care to explain what this means? I know the 6 is one of the magic number 3,6,9.

7/15/2019 11:37:26 AM the_fjalar #Symbolism pic.twitter.com/FSTkHcmsFl

7/15/2019 11:37:42 AM kathleen3693693 Curious, baron...   If we all must die before maybe transiting to a higher dimension, why would ships be needed?

7/15/2019 11:40:39 AM decodematrix Is there any difference between Luciferians and Satanists? Is it the same thing?

7/15/2019 11:44:05 AM allahuniversal Define: a known illuminati production.

7/15/2019 11:45:55 AM rick_hernandez Anything by lady Gaga would be a good guess imo

7/15/2019 11:47:04 AM _the_psychonaut Example?

7/15/2019 11:48:04 AM jvan125 I cried when I heard HAW the first time since I am a Lyme warrior myself and could relate to every word and note sung. But to see this is just so sad. 

I’m not surprised, of course, but it still sucks when you think MAYBE one was saved. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/15/2019 11:50:27 AM fightforamerica 🤔Would we discover something in the latest video you referenced? https://youtu.be/XIw_e2B0AbE 

7/15/2019 11:52:30 AM jvan125 I have a feeling Jeffrey Epstein, if that’s even his real name, opens so many Pandora’s boxes that our minds won’t be able to comprehend everything at

 once. What this ONE MAN can link together I feel is going to be massive and change the world as we know it. 🙏🏻❤️✨🌎

7/15/2019 11:57:55 AM decodematrix Number magick is neutral until you assign it intent/meaning. 666 can be used for good or evil.

7/15/2019 11:59:27 AM supernovaslight Problem-solution, they gave her both. Wonder how long will she be allowed to keep her HAW..

7/15/2019 11:59:51 AM 313looper Is that okey if we feel deeply sorry for those whom Fell In Love With Devil & They Are In Trouble Now…!? 

It’s terribly sad & heartbreaking what they have done to others & also to themselves !

7/15/2019 12:00:08 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Q6HcvmSLMH

7/15/2019 12:02:46 PM zg_state Is Dogon legend correct ?

7/15/2019 12:03:34 PM allahuniversal Nvm, found it https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1150832669720289282?s=19 …

7/15/2019 12:05:10 PM v_rags This was the most fascinating video on CBD. Thank you. 🙏💜💜🙏

7/15/2019 12:05:20 PM enomai_ This crap is the past of the majestic. Nazis takeover after WWII.

7/15/2019 12:05:41 PM enomai_ Still apart of known communication

7/15/2019 12:06:16 PM v_rags Just saw this on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter feed.

7/15/2019 12:06:38 PM jennife42469481 Is Epstein the Keystone?

7/15/2019 12:06:53 PM jonesy4671 Lil wayne- i feel like dying 

"We are on the ground beneath ya" https://youtu.be/aYwqX9qMuzw 

7/15/2019 12:08:53 PM 313looper Is that another message from the Illuminati for all...!? 

Is that a confession being sent by them to the Humanity!?

Indeed they are in trouble now!

7/15/2019 12:09:20 PM enomai_ More like an initiation phase.

7/15/2019 12:09:39 PM starehope We can naturally cause homeostasis or balance in our bodies by using natural CBDs like meditation. The CBDs naturally go to their receptors and heal 

the various bodily system's malfunctions naturally. Meditate for balanced health.

7/15/2019 12:09:59 PM zg_state In Colo work closely w/ an autism program & the parents who bring their kids up, I have seen it help with many on the spectrum, speaking, seizures, 

etc. while reducing the other PharmaDrugs these kids were on.personally I advise a full spectrum of cannabinoids.

7/15/2019 12:14:14 PM pmgossett EXACTLY! My wife was SEVERELY disabled by neuropathic pain. CBD worked so well and she is off her opioids. So...we now own a CBD business and 

offer it deeply discounted!!!! https://tribalnationscbd.ecwid.com/ 

7/15/2019 12:16:53 PM starehope Nope, no, no. Can't listen anymore. Pure evil.

7/15/2019 12:17:34 PM starehope Couldn't finish that song. Horrific to listen to.

7/15/2019 12:18:15 PM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/Irobn7qY7S

7/15/2019 12:18:45 PM fightforamerica  pic.twitter.com/Cxno46NtdC

7/15/2019 12:20:42 PM starehope I thought MJ is all about love and cannot harm.

7/15/2019 12:24:36 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1093590779224834053 …

7/15/2019 12:26:58 PM synackstatic Hermes

7/15/2019 12:28:03 PM orangevol1321 Everyone needs to stop buying music and stop going to movies. You're just enabling these people that think they're above the law.

7/15/2019 12:33:13 PM jiggysmack I wholeheartedly agree with your statement.  I just don't know what Avril has to do with him unless this guy has proof.

You just can't start linking people to Epstain because of song lyrics.

God does win in the end....

7/15/2019 12:37:20 PM rebornkingent Song removed

7/15/2019 12:39:11 PM tango661 Interesting! I’ve seen that exact number recently in a Q anon news host true reporting. This guy did a piece relating to the Russian sub/ earthquakes 

ect. [Alternate hypothesis] and other very disturbing info.  Please check it out! https://youtu.be/cugV1VK6jV4 

7/15/2019 12:40:59 PM freestateojones This is an important post.

7/15/2019 12:41:06 PM andyr1112 Strange how she had that Netflix show coming out but then RKelly got arrested and she or someone else canned it. Gaga is probably just as him

7/15/2019 12:42:49 PM nmchristoban "I fell in love with the Devil, and now i'm in trouble. I fell in love with the Devil. I'm underneath his spell"

Calling out those that abused her, or confession?

7/15/2019 12:43:18 PM johnhammar94 What’s a known illuminate production

7/15/2019 12:43:57 PM mongrelglory The story I heard was that Avril wouldn't play ball (sexually) with the record executives after her first album, so they didn't give her any more good 

songs after that and her career tanked.  The above video and lyrics are totally lame! 😒

7/15/2019 12:43:57 PM _369311119 Awful.

7/15/2019 12:44:55 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/nuBA5LGATW

7/15/2019 12:46:51 PM wwg1wga3 You can youtube these videos played backwards. JayZ song backwards said 666 murder murder Jesus. I knew at that moment he was evil.

7/15/2019 12:51:12 PM 22gardenstreet .The Beatles for a start. Backwards masking took off under The Beatles and George Martin. In speech, it is Masterfully Speaking. Crowley.

7/15/2019 12:52:06 PM 22gardenstreet And Freemasons.

7/15/2019 12:53:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many others.

7/15/2019 12:57:04 PM keith369me Does this type of “entertainment” become [Entertainment] or does it stick around as a historical record?

7/15/2019 12:57:17 PM roaminnoodle Although I assume this post is meant more towards "music" - I just started watching and am wondering if "Stranger Things" on Netflix is created by 

[them]?

7/15/2019 12:57:20 PM puertoricancham No thanks

7/15/2019 12:59:19 PM daveo6145 Thought Epstein got denied bail already



7/15/2019 1:01:09 PM allahuniversal Many https://youtu.be/RCidzqNGHmw 

7/15/2019 1:03:14 PM americanpetal Disturbing

7/15/2019 1:04:53 PM sharong73376199 Time is now to bring the hammer down and break the spell.

7/15/2019 1:06:49 PM americanpetal I don’t want to watch or listen. Too disturbing.

7/15/2019 1:07:39 PM aleks8837 I love the first part of this! That's why the CE-5 initiative is SO important if it actually is real! I haven't verified yet, but I do believe in it! Contact ET's if 

the powers that be releases free energy to the masses withing 7 years for instance!!! 👍👍

7/15/2019 1:08:43 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do we still need to be tweeting #UnsealEpstein?

7/15/2019 1:12:17 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/3ec4kLLrEd

7/15/2019 1:13:41 PM lbf777 What is the message on the song when accelerated? Anyone know?

7/15/2019 1:14:06 PM allahuniversal The song lyrics are obvious. Yet, who wrote the song? Who approved lyrics? Who produced/engineered the song? Who provided the food/drugs/studio 

time etc etc. The artist(s) most know by name is only a speck w/ a machine . How many behind these scenes know #Epstein too well?

7/15/2019 1:14:43 PM roaminnoodle True, I imagine anything with R Kelly.

+ any of these "artists" you see a photo of them covering their left eye... pic.twitter.com/G5fTnWfubg

7/15/2019 1:15:06 PM allahuniversal *... W/ a machine of industry insiders behind them. *^

7/15/2019 1:15:35 PM 12bravogran Y

Owl

What

Have

You

Done.

7/15/2019 1:16:14 PM 12bravogran Chromosome 17 sure seems important. pic.twitter.com/xvEtVf6ORq

7/15/2019 1:18:36 PM allahuniversal Some of them know exactly what they're into & are all in. Some don't have a clue & just do as their told until they can't anymore.

7/15/2019 1:19:43 PM a39630340 Whats wrong with Denzel in Man on Fire?!? Id protect you like Pippa 😂

7/15/2019 1:20:01 PM allahuniversal Most artists are pawns moved by seen & unseen hands of the machine behind them where the real Satanists play.

7/15/2019 1:20:44 PM roaminnoodle "Ignorance is bliss" ... but I still am not sure which is worse; knowing or not knowing?!

7/15/2019 1:23:12 PM cocopuffster12 I have RA, CBD is a lifesaver ♥️

7/15/2019 1:27:17 PM allahuniversal Still lots of docs remain sealed. Him being held doesn't automatically unseal said records.

Plus, consider the info (blackmail material, financial paper trails, etc) that he's sitting on + all who are implicated in this, + more, all of it yet to be 

released publically .

7/15/2019 1:29:46 PM fightforamerica I sped down the video for a minute by ~66.6% and then sped it up by ~66.6%

I uploaded the video here.  https://ufile.io/f11k8cjp 

Anything in particular we should be looking for MJ?

7/15/2019 1:32:36 PM rdeweese04 #unsealRuth #UnsealEpstein #unsealTheTruth

7/15/2019 1:33:33 PM starehope Thanks was a very good idea.

7/15/2019 1:33:49 PM cleanitallup Thank you for that!

7/15/2019 1:35:27 PM allahuniversal The employers are always responsible for their employees, no? Some random kid who signs a deal & does what his employers say (covers their eye 

when cameraman says so), doesn't care way bc $.

Mr or Mrs CEO cares bc they'll fire the cameraman who won't say "cover your eye"

7/15/2019 1:37:49 PM thekarachavis 👁 

New diseases and symptoms

We are being poisoned

7/15/2019 1:38:23 PM roaminnoodle Follow the money.

7/15/2019 1:38:52 PM allahuniversal Precisely

7/15/2019 1:39:18 PM victoriaserbia This video makes me question MJ12. We are surrounded by evil crap and clicking on this just feeds them.

7/15/2019 1:41:11 PM sanrous2 Quien sé tienen q ir son los Independistas,  

@ppdpr

 and la COMUNISTA CORUPTO de SANJUAN @CarmenYulinCruz q bastanté

jodie con su sueno q

#PuertoRico SEA OTRO CUBA 

Otra cosa! No hay nada q pasa en PuertoRico q no los sabes 

@realDonaldTrump

#Statehood51

If Now! When!

@GOP pic.twitter.com/LS0d91OiNg
7/15/2019 1:43:29 PM fightforamerica Thanks for resharing. I just found out my state finally made it legal last year. Time to get back on the path to healing myself. TYVM MJ.🙏

7/15/2019 1:45:26 PM rolandblasini EXAMINA LAS FOTOS de hoy - al frente hoy/ ahora esta, grupo de LGBTQ  ...  se rotan rotando X tiempo

7/15/2019 1:55:29 PM fmc20161 Davila Colon es demócrata y Jennifer es Republicana. No me hace sentido.

7/15/2019 1:57:34 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/sZrzVQoNl7

7/15/2019 1:58:21 PM vintagesquirrel No, bail hearing was this morning. Judge will rule on it on Thursday.

7/15/2019 2:00:37 PM kinggavrock It was simply using iDrop. Same way a-holes send nudes to unsuspecting people. I turned it off and haven't looked back.

7/15/2019 2:04:33 PM roaminnoodle Exactly - and with corruptions, I mean, corporations too! Good find!

7/15/2019 2:05:12 PM starehope Should I listen to this?

7/15/2019 2:06:22 PM starehope MJ - What is the difference between +66.6 and -66.6 ? Thank you.

7/15/2019 2:06:26 PM catpowernow More like a torture temple to worship Moloch. Killings done in the lower levels.

7/15/2019 2:08:26 PM sanrous2 Vete a Cuba con la Comunista hyprocrita @CarmenYulinCruz que tanto quire #PuertoRico sea como Cuba.

Como se une a un Pais que le meten preso a los homosexuales. LGBTQ ni existe.

Sique con las hypocrisia.

7/15/2019 2:09:41 PM texas_nacl I can’t unread that 😭😭😭

7/15/2019 2:11:47 PM twilbert4 Thank you! This will be great to share with those who have not understood what I've been telling them. 🙂🌴🇺🇸

7/15/2019 2:16:41 PM lorieve Distance wise? Nothing ;)

7/15/2019 2:18:42 PM jonicurry17 I am new to the conversation of CBD, I have had issues w insomnia for a very long time. The only I medication I currently take is for sleep. Tried just 

about everything but this. What would you recommend to a newbie would love to have a more natural approach.

7/15/2019 2:18:47 PM rolandblasini Ay bendito... te haces o eres... el oportunista de Davila Colom - NIEGAS que endoZo al tumbologo de Luis Fortuno?

7/15/2019 2:19:24 PM allahuniversal Completely up to you

7/15/2019 2:23:04 PM jonicurry17 Thank you MJ always looking for healthier options. I feel like I spend most of my time reading labels for Non GMO products, searching for the organic 

option and trying different methods of water filtration. I def want to try this.

7/15/2019 2:24:08 PM starehope I don't understand the purpose of listening to, or watching the video. I couldn't finish. There was a second one that I turned off. Has goosebumps.



7/15/2019 2:34:17 PM nobleredman225 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"If you believe you can achieve"-Tupac 

Rain rain go away... hey ya hey... 

Against all odds...

Thank you my friend...

7/15/2019 2:34:19 PM starehope No, her initiation is complete.

7/15/2019 2:35:12 PM starehope Confusing to me.

7/15/2019 2:35:24 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/U8Rbq3RqKF

7/15/2019 2:40:05 PM emaxx2044 I have done this and will continue

7/15/2019 2:44:01 PM starehope I should have read the title. Sorry I didn't.

7/15/2019 2:44:48 PM blasto33  pic.twitter.com/fdkH0RZLQ4

7/15/2019 2:48:06 PM starehope What was that quote? It takes a village...

7/15/2019 2:50:03 PM kindeandtrue Just trying to reconcile the use of CBD oil and Norwegian fish oil with 5G, 6G and chemtrails.

7/15/2019 2:50:17 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, does this sort of subliminal programming actually work on the masses?  Makes them more receptive to demonic influences?  I'm assuming it 

would only work on people who don't have a good sense of their own identity and what their core beliefs are...

7/15/2019 2:52:37 PM mongrelglory I can't see how he'll survive if he gets bail...dead man walking...

7/15/2019 2:58:10 PM aprilbrown99 Homeostasis is your bodies internal equilibrium.

7/15/2019 2:58:36 PM youstinksoap I stumbled across this today.. https://twitter.com/foodnetwork/status/1150801727882485760?s=21 …

7/15/2019 2:59:12 PM rosesrred0119 Who would ever naturally just do that though?

7/15/2019 2:59:58 PM allahuniversal Correction to the above post ^^

7/15/2019 3:01:12 PM allahuniversal The artist(s) most know by name is only a speck w/ a machine of industry insiders behind them. How many behind these scenes know #Epstein too 

well?

7/15/2019 3:04:43 PM adsvel Very good simple explanation. Thank You! 😊💜☀️🌈🌎

7/15/2019 3:06:01 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, thank you so much for sharing this video. I think it is so amazing that our bodies have built in receptors for CBD. That seems pretty majestic to me. 

Do you have any suggestions for removing a dependency of Afrin nasal spray? I have a deviated septum from a car accident.

7/15/2019 3:09:29 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/15/2019 3:10:36 PM texas_nacl Would balloon sinuplasty treatment help?  Have you looked into that?  I know someone who had it done years ago for related issue as yours.

7/15/2019 3:11:32 PM merorschach It might be the bourbon talking, but pic.twitter.com/BPfyJ8khaL

7/15/2019 3:13:27 PM pmgossett I don't wish to turn this into a commercial for our stores....but the minimum recommendation would be 500mg (about 17mg per day. Also helps with 

many other things. DM for further interaction please. #MAGA #KAG

7/15/2019 3:13:39 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps but I have been afraid to have it done. I dont want them to chizzel away the bones in my nose. What if they miss and their chizzel hits my 

brain? 🤪 I need everything that I have up there now that my brain is awake. 😉

7/15/2019 3:15:06 PM aleks8837 Going on a killing spree of all the cabal ppl? Just not my style... :P

7/15/2019 3:15:30 PM comrade_eg Some truths are hard to swallow. These things churn my stomach. But they also subliminally open my consciousness to the point of releasing negative 

beliefs and prejudices regarding the entertainment industry that I never realized I had.

7/15/2019 3:15:31 PM aleks8837 ...doesn't*

7/15/2019 3:25:01 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/HmOcKtcJ80

7/15/2019 3:25:05 PM andrewrprofaci Seems the difference is polarity.

7/15/2019 3:28:57 PM bbobbio71 wtf!

7/15/2019 3:29:48 PM 313looper There’s a conspiracy that William Van Duyn could be the AntiChrist! He’s sending his messages out through coded music! Pay attention to the 

Madonna/2019 EuroVision,Taylor Swift/Bad Blood,& many more!& Today this new song by Avril Lavigne which clearly there’s a bombshell in it!

7/15/2019 3:31:20 PM miguela57985922 Things are getting better @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#newsong #AvrilLavigne https://twitter.com/AvrilLavigne/status/1150882043028529152 …

7/15/2019 3:33:11 PM bbobbio71 To know is to understand the battle we are in.

7/15/2019 3:33:19 PM lorieve JE is totally in withdrawls by this point. Loosh is one helluvah drug. 

#NotOneMoreForMoloch

7/15/2019 3:39:15 PM bbobbio71 The secret safe

7/15/2019 3:44:50 PM wisdomonium Her vid says it all. Satan wants kids killing themselves. This agenda ends now. If they want blood we will give it to them.Same sickos that enslaved us 

Celts and starved us into into diaspora. No more of this manipulated suffering. https://youtu.be/J8Gp00IFwbI 

7/15/2019 4:00:42 PM starehope I understand very well the battle we are in.

7/15/2019 4:03:18 PM notevenchad17 I think that anything that IS a lie, will do whatever it has to do to remain a lie. The same people who start all the wars, spray us with glyphosate and put 

asbestos in baby powder are bad people.

7/15/2019 4:08:54 PM covertress Are you planning to buzz the Lincoln Memorial in the Manta? 🛸

7/15/2019 4:12:30 PM gregcombs17 She also sings praise and worship songs. to whom is the question

7/15/2019 4:14:01 PM gavinlucas110 So you have him pegged as an outright sociopath? I guess one of us is completely wrong. We'll see. I just don't get that a man that smart wouldn't see 

the inevitable end such a lie would have.

7/15/2019 4:16:56 PM jayrambin Anyone get the ‘signal’?

7/15/2019 4:18:47 PM melbourne_3000 Apparently White hats now in control, any Chemtrails remaining are clean up ops... #SerialBrain2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAlqbqKgmCg …

7/15/2019 4:22:15 PM kindeandtrue I will have to see it to believe it. When the Sky Devils stop spraying us, that will be a stupendous victory.

7/15/2019 4:28:23 PM gavinlucas110 Also, what are your thoughts on how he fooled Gavin Andresen? Genuiney curious.

7/15/2019 4:34:17 PM headlinejuice @DevinNunes @RepRatcliffe

@replouiegohmert

@RandPaul

@RepMarkMeadows

@RepMattGaetz

@Jim_Jordan 

Be the patriots you pretend to me & halt nonconsensual torture of #noninvestigativesubjects? These tactics are anti-American though as TI learned 

lots of traitorous Americans.
7/15/2019 4:35:29 PM realityloominng I wish I had decent audio software... someone please do this.. Also I don't this this is about reverse speech, which everyone is talking about?

7/15/2019 4:37:32 PM jimmy007forsure His ex-wife Lynn said he was a sociopath, and that the Satoshi claims are rubbish.  Sociopath or narcissist, or perhaps both, I have no idea, but his 

behavior seems sociopathic..

7/15/2019 4:38:37 PM headlinejuice Gangstalking is least of what TIs have to endure. These are small petty sometimes sad people. Ignore them. Real question is when will doctors 

IMPLANTING nonconsensual citizens & telecom & FBI trafficking INHOME CCTV going to be arrested?

7/15/2019 4:38:47 PM fmc20161 Tiene razón. También endosó a Ricky sobre Pierluisi

7/15/2019 4:39:24 PM jimmy007forsure There are a few ways he could have pulled that off.. but which way, I have no idea



7/15/2019 4:44:20 PM n7guardiananon Symbolism is strong on that one.

💖chakra 

Freemasonry pic.twitter.com/r9VubA0MgD

7/15/2019 4:49:57 PM jonicurry17 Thank you

7/15/2019 4:52:58 PM matrixexit That is a description of satanic ritual abuse

7/15/2019 4:58:08 PM orbital_lexicon The most likely is that he modified the electrum client. He did, after all, insist on keeping the computer purchased for the test and Gavin's USB stick, 

further preventing Gavin from verifying the test afterwards.

7/15/2019 4:59:08 PM capitalkid I used ffmpeg to reverse the audio and video of the Avril L vid.  Also created versions spread up and slowed down by 0.666 x realtime.  Didn’t see/hear 

anything obvious, what exactly should I be looking for.

7/15/2019 5:00:05 PM rolandblasini YO NO ENDOZO... QUE siga el proceso natural, para haber un DESTAPE TOTAL... con irse sigue LO MISMO TAPAO..

7/15/2019 5:06:37 PM kindeandtrue I just watched the whole thing. Very illuminating. I hope it's true. Thanks so much for sharing.

7/15/2019 5:08:13 PM allahuniversal Just to add re: R Kelly: definitely a willing participant, easily blackmailable & obviously disposable to those who handled/are handling him

7/15/2019 5:09:12 PM movrepupr2753 NO ES REPUBLICANA. ES RINO.

7/15/2019 5:09:47 PM rolandblasini HE RECIOBIDO Y LLAMADAS SOBRE Y CITO... "Hoy ni nunca volveré a escuchar el azote ya que el Licenciado se vendió a los separatistas y comunistas ..."

7/15/2019 5:19:34 PM anneolsen43 So frustrating that I don’t know all comms.  Could I have a manual

7/15/2019 5:22:08 PM djlok Me either!  And I wonder if the subconscious mind can hear it even though the conscious mind can't when played forward?

7/15/2019 5:32:15 PM v_i_o_l_ Anytime I see CDB oil I think of 2 things - 

1) Outlawed by bad ppl that didn't want us to have it. Why.... 

2) Dolores Canon  <regression therapist> said that the hemp plant was particularly given to us by the starppl.  That it had enormous capacity for health, 

material supplies

7/15/2019 5:32:46 PM fmc20161 Perdona la ignorancia. ¿Que es RINO?

7/15/2019 5:35:44 PM reetv51 Son democratas Liberales infiltrados en el GOP  ..Nacionalmente se les llama asi  dicen ser conservadores pero son Establisment O sea Nada,,van 

simplemente con el F;ow de los grandes intereses ese es el caso de Jennifer!

7/15/2019 5:37:52 PM movrepupr2753 RINO. "Republican In Name Only".

7/15/2019 5:37:54 PM rolandblasini IGNORANCIA ES NO EDUCARSE... Republican In Name Only (RINO) is a pejorative term used ... lo que es SHAMU

7/15/2019 5:39:43 PM rolandblasini BIEN dicho.. en BORICUADA .. YAGRUMO

7/15/2019 5:41:27 PM lynnboyce7 I went to my natural path today who has a bioset machine that can help fix your electromagnetic pathways your chi it's Chinese based medicine for 

your meridians. Anyway, I had to be cleared of chemtrails😳 And earth quakes. Along with other things but it made me feel a lot better

7/15/2019 5:41:32 PM reetv51 Pa limpiar el Cutis!.......🤗🤗💩

7/15/2019 5:47:00 PM gi6stars I watched this video months ago. It is a Great Video with an excellent demonstration of what CBD does for the body.

7/15/2019 5:55:23 PM berenbergdc The correct expression for this is "clutching at straws."

You don;t disclose your interests in your bio. Let me guess: Bitcoin Core... Btc.

7/15/2019 6:02:13 PM brick_airhedred As I recall: Tipper Gore said,"yes."

7/15/2019 6:04:18 PM starehope Yes, I saw that symbol changing throughout. It is also Om, from the Hundu religion. The supposed name of God or Universal Energy? Not sure exactky.

7/15/2019 6:05:12 PM starehope Balance.

7/15/2019 6:05:17 PM big_simp you are utterly clueless but shall learn

You are missing key pieces of the narrative

That is very obvious

There are those that KNOW the truth of this - 

so if/when Craig publicly shows keys to first BTC will you then continue with your narrative?

You sound like a fanatic

7/15/2019 6:05:51 PM big_simp Of course you dont lol

7/15/2019 6:09:00 PM djlok #Q

7/15/2019 6:09:27 PM starehope How could we/would we tell others how or when safe to leave their meds behind?

7/15/2019 6:11:15 PM starehope Why fake?

7/15/2019 6:12:35 PM seamountmermaid My thoughts are Milstones! And Pray. Everyday make it known that you do not consent to this sould construct. We are stronger and more powerful 

than we know. And we will win this fight. Cabal is going down. They cannot follow us to the Great Awakening. pic.twitter.com/ZawRL88cAC

7/15/2019 6:17:12 PM djlok Wait, is that the eye of Horus?

7/15/2019 6:18:07 PM n7guardiananon And guess where we've recently seen the Hebrew symbol??? pic.twitter.com/cOay2Usd6a

7/15/2019 6:18:17 PM brick_airhedred Why did the govt sanction CBD oil production?

7/15/2019 6:18:58 PM djlok I'm sure it's VERY real.

7/15/2019 6:26:38 PM aribarbarian The fact that you know what a stargate is makes me happy

7/15/2019 6:28:26 PM deeptruthnews1 Notice the upside down (the Standard)! Hmm Just like the upside down cross!

7/15/2019 6:30:49 PM doggiemomma3 Wow! I saw this trending on twitter and showed it to my husband! They are pushing their Agenda hard now from every angle! Scary to see how many 

kids were loving her new song and hitting the thumbs up! So many are under the Illuminati’s/Satan’s spell!

7/15/2019 6:33:13 PM enomai_ He is a straight bum

7/15/2019 6:45:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks. I can even butter my own toast and tie my shoes.

7/15/2019 6:47:05 PM sterkinglights1 Hexadecimal is octal?

7/15/2019 6:50:04 PM my2sonznme Yeah that creeps me out too much!

7/15/2019 6:51:57 PM misshollyjb Ask @SaRaAshcraft, she explains it really well!

7/15/2019 6:55:38 PM starehope If they don't like America, they can leave it. Amazingly, there seems to be an awful lot of people who want to come here.

7/15/2019 6:55:45 PM n7guardiananon 42 = 52 

42 = 2a

That sums up my limited understanding with base8 and 16

7/15/2019 6:59:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aliens and #Area51 are trending right now because #UnsealEpstein is about to break open.

Buckle up. pic.twitter.com/uo8aNLUFdn

7/15/2019 7:00:20 PM big_simp what about this? http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/15/2019 7:00:26 PM aprilbrown99 Make it rain!  👊👊👊👍👍👍💪💪💪

7/15/2019 7:00:34 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZEKlp-H6FE …

7/15/2019 7:00:55 PM aribarbarian But do you know who Jack O'Neill is?

7/15/2019 7:01:51 PM highhopesusa Distractions?

7/15/2019 7:01:53 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.congress.gov/committee-schedule/weekly/2019/07/15 …

7/15/2019 7:01:57 PM jfaith1979 #UnsealEpstein  needs to bust through

7/15/2019 7:02:46 PM dragonballafwtc 20th July an important day/ date?

7/15/2019 7:03:19 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4X8dCPXpOAg 

7/15/2019 7:03:39 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein LOOK WITHIN

7/15/2019 7:06:04 PM starehope Is Area 51 a good or bad thing to break through? I know it is illegal. I wouldn't do it. Are they trying to keep the "so-called normies" busy to distract 

their attention or ours?

7/15/2019 7:06:34 PM aprilbrown99 Thats good!  ❤️



7/15/2019 7:06:54 PM happykat9 What was the New York #blackout all about? Was it a white hat or black hat operation?

7/15/2019 7:07:04 PM palmdalekid2 B(2) pic.twitter.com/dLf23t7PKF

7/15/2019 7:07:49 PM starehope #JusticeforJulian

7/15/2019 7:07:56 PM elkinsfrank @HillaryClinton is going down with half of Washington

7/15/2019 7:08:17 PM starehope Moon landing 1969.

7/15/2019 7:08:22 PM fightforamerica I know. I still kind of want to go though...*checks bank balance* Fuck it.

7/15/2019 7:08:32 PM tango661 D-5

7/15/2019 7:08:37 PM ironfalcon77 We predict something just a weird, but of biblical dimensions and proportions is coming.

7/15/2019 7:08:50 PM bertabee222 Truth.

7/15/2019 7:09:14 PM starehope Exactly what I thought. But us or the left?

7/15/2019 7:10:09 PM highhopesusa Mainly the unwoke.

7/15/2019 7:10:35 PM keith369me Time to blow a hole through that friggin dam

7/15/2019 7:12:16 PM gran_georg Godspeed to all 🙏👊

7/15/2019 7:12:23 PM mgodfrey99 Is 42 caught??

7/15/2019 7:12:36 PM jcrowyo 🦊

7/15/2019 7:12:59 PM djlok I keep going back to this #Qpost. It all makes sense... pic.twitter.com/E4QoNNi5h1

7/15/2019 7:13:40 PM starehope No, I just saw Richard Gere... 😭😭😭 he is one too? 😭😭😭 I hate him!

7/15/2019 7:14:11 PM hawkgirlinmn The real question is, “Who is John Galt?”

7/15/2019 7:16:21 PM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/15/2019 7:17:05 PM keith369me Any clue on KEY?

7/15/2019 7:17:51 PM yourkiddingme5 Yeah, this one by Sabrina Carpenter after about 1 minute then even more disturbing over the second chorus.  More frightening is the number of views 

(close to million) likely by kids under the age of 24.

In my bed https://youtu.be/FN3bTP84GCU 

7/15/2019 7:17:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt politicial establishment with a new Government controlled by you the American people.

7/15/2019 7:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anyone who challenges their control is deemed a racist, a sexist, a xenophobe. They will LIE LIE LIE and then again, they will do worse than that 

(#UnsealEpstein). They will do whatever is necessary. The Clintons are criminals. Remember that.

7/15/2019 7:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The most powerful weapon deployed by the Clinton's is the corporate media. Let's be clear on one thing. The corporate media in our country is no 

longer involved in journalism.

7/15/2019 7:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a crossroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEOPLE reclaim control over Government.

7/15/2019 7:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine is you. The only force strong enough to save our country is us. The only people brave enough to vote 

out this corrupt establishment is you the American people.

7/15/2019 7:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 I take all of these slings and arrows gladly for you. I take them for our movement (#QAnon) so that we can have our country back. I knew this day 

would arrive... its only a question of when. And I knew the American people would rise above it and vote for the future they deserve.

7/15/2019 7:17:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is well documented (#QAnon). And the establishment that protects them has engaged in a massive coverup of widespread criminal activity at the 

State Department and the Clinton Foundation (#UnsealEpstein) in order to keep the Clinton's in power.

7/15/2019 7:17:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our country has come upon a moment of reckoning.

a#- @realDonaldTrump 

Lock and load. 

Memes at the ready. pic.twitter.com/D4x8RTxFeP

7/15/2019 7:18:20 PM aprilbrown99 Try not to waste your energy hating [them]. [They] are not worth the energy and also it lowers your vibration. 🤗🤗🤗

7/15/2019 7:18:49 PM tango661 That is music to my ears!

7/15/2019 7:20:01 PM djlok Who spreads the truth?

7/15/2019 7:20:14 PM keith369me Loved that speech #POTUS

7/15/2019 7:20:21 PM blsdbe #WeAreTheKeyStone? I know #WeAreMajestic!!!

7/15/2019 7:20:43 PM keith369me We are the KEY?

7/15/2019 7:20:43 PM yourkiddingme5 Now please, as in right NOW!!! (And thank you!)

7/15/2019 7:20:45 PM starehope Latest meaning I know foe MAP, (no lower case letters), Minor Attracted Person. A pedophile. They want it legitimazed.

7/15/2019 7:21:02 PM wwg1wga_mom Could it be a cry for help? #UnsealEpstein

7/15/2019 7:21:22 PM djlok If we choose to spread the TRUTH.

7/15/2019 7:21:35 PM tango661 Willing to do more where do I sign up!

7/15/2019 7:21:36 PM aprilbrown99 #WRWY #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/pVPOjpcmrT

7/15/2019 7:21:45 PM djlok Yeah that's disgusting!

7/15/2019 7:21:51 PM starehope Key spreads the TRUTH

7/15/2019 7:21:52 PM keith369me We’re not exactly holding back.

7/15/2019 7:21:54 PM lbf777 The last time you said that was before Epstein got arrested. Who’s going down next? Bill Clinton? pic.twitter.com/pbBxXqxfZS

7/15/2019 7:21:59 PM tyst1ck Are disney stars like miley born and groomed into the cult? Why did she make such a radical switch in lifestyle from her disney days to now? Mk ultra?

7/15/2019 7:22:41 PM enomai_ <3

7/15/2019 7:24:06 PM bdab28 Come to think of it, on a map, the boxed portion with the symbols showing important points on a map and explaining the lines and such was known as 

a key, correct? Also known as the legend?

7/15/2019 7:24:38 PM blsdbe And for that, #QPlus, I will be registering as a Republican for the First Time In My Life. #Trump2020. #ThanQ, @POTUS.

7/15/2019 7:24:44 PM lbf777 Mass awakening imminent. pic.twitter.com/0KCZOHUnzV

7/15/2019 7:25:18 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a while back you mentioned “Europe has been lost”...any progress in that regard?  #YellowVests

7/15/2019 7:25:27 PM jade_milady Who is the girl?

7/15/2019 7:25:28 PM aprilbrown99 Potus’s speech!  Made me cry then and again now. Love that man!  ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

7/15/2019 7:26:03 PM djlok Coincidence? Probably not.

7/15/2019 7:27:28 PM bdab28 Maybe even double meanings. Didnt even think of this til just now pic.twitter.com/QlJX0IWoDG

7/15/2019 7:27:50 PM bdab28  pic.twitter.com/YNyxn21wwO

7/15/2019 7:27:55 PM pnut_09 Stupid

7/15/2019 7:27:56 PM kppowerent Miley Cyrus

7/15/2019 7:28:36 PM deusvult5150 Time’s drawing ever closer to stop the talk and try other means of persuasion, if you will.  However, I haven’t lost all hope.

7/15/2019 7:28:40 PM sterkinglights1 You are a legend.

7/15/2019 7:28:51 PM 1_decided_voter Pretty sure that's @MileyCyrus

7/15/2019 7:29:05 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yes!  I couldnt agree more.

7/15/2019 7:29:25 PM steffanwatkins Please don't waste your time. There are a lot more important things in the world than getting caught up in this fantasy land; that's probably the point, 

to keep people busy and thinking they're doing something useful, while the world burns.

7/15/2019 7:29:55 PM sterkinglights1 Young Ray Chandler?

7/15/2019 7:30:58 PM djlok We are...#WWG1WGA

7/15/2019 7:31:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 18°17'58"N 64°49'35"W · 160 ft

[GOOG]

#UnsealEpstein



7/15/2019 7:31:36 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealEpstein

7/15/2019 7:31:57 PM keith369me All connected as we each have a piece of the creator inside of us.  We are one!!!

7/15/2019 7:32:33 PM ascendingadam True purpose?

7/15/2019 7:32:35 PM 626robyn Explains why they started giving snowstorms names, and hyping storms days before they are to hit. The grocery stores are mobbed with people 

stocking up.

7/15/2019 7:33:05 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/KAcgHmO3QD

7/15/2019 7:33:15 PM bdab28 The key pic.twitter.com/LW2ISuKOLC

7/15/2019 7:33:24 PM natureinspace It all started as one big joke. No one is really going to storm area 51. Just a bunch of us having lots of fun with it, oh and the memes, LMAO!

7/15/2019 7:33:47 PM trumps_all Love the fake tennis court.

7/15/2019 7:33:55 PM libertyspring99 It’s the ‘tennis court’ area on Little St James Island. Aka the sacrifice pit.

7/15/2019 7:34:03 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/PwWa1vPBIw

7/15/2019 7:34:47 PM keith369me #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForEpstein #JusticeForChildTraffickers #JusticeForChildTraffickers #JusticeForChildTraffickers 

#JusticeForRapists #JusticeForRapists #JusticeForRapists

7/15/2019 7:34:50 PM my2sonznme 160 ft???

7/15/2019 7:35:13 PM djlok Now 160ft?

7/15/2019 7:35:23 PM splucas22 Can't tell what it is...

7/15/2019 7:35:27 PM blsdbe Is the 160ft a depth?

7/15/2019 7:35:39 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/hgLsYTmUVW

7/15/2019 7:35:47 PM keith369me My first thought

7/15/2019 7:36:03 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/oVnU9vDKO8

7/15/2019 7:36:29 PM tyst1ck Remove 160ft, it's his island

7/15/2019 7:36:35 PM jfaith1979 That's were the bodies are buried

7/15/2019 7:36:40 PM rawphonegirl Weird right? Have to get somebody at Google maps to do that for you.

7/15/2019 7:36:42 PM magamadnessusa Below? Maybe

7/15/2019 7:37:34 PM trumpturnaround Love it!! We have so sweetly and sincerely become family!!  Thanks to everyone who has engaged in this amazing journey of  truth and victory!!  

📅🇺🇸❤️🏅

7/15/2019 7:38:00 PM trevorrogue 16 below the ground floors. Each floor more disturbing than the next.

7/15/2019 7:38:07 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, I love those guys. Miss seeing their show....but I no longer watch TV, so its all good. 🥴🤪

7/15/2019 7:38:38 PM djlok He might just be right... https://www.axios.com/peter-thiel-says-fbi-cia-should-probe-google-9846a042-e689-49bc-bdc7-595988ce5d8c.html …

7/15/2019 7:38:39 PM snakejackal The corporate media use money to support the faith in trust by deliver material goods where majority of human can verify.  Spiritually good or evil in 

court use physical evidence as judgement respect all human evolution stage.  Blindfold cannot judge for things you cannot sense.

7/15/2019 7:38:50 PM tango661  pic.twitter.com/HjS9YJaO7l

7/15/2019 7:39:16 PM libertyspring99 Also there are rumours that the ‘tennis court’ is actually photoshopped on by google maps as it doesn’t appear on other digital map providers. Is 

Google complicit in the cover up?

7/15/2019 7:39:32 PM litecoin_bull wait till you see what hillary has done....oh boy. 

This is like ...well...how do i say..... gunna make WATERGATE look like a sunday church picnic. 

#WaitAndSee

7/15/2019 7:39:33 PM blsdbe 160ft Deep? pic.twitter.com/1VQnujuE6e

7/15/2019 7:39:34 PM andrewlli Thank you M12 for this demonstration of faith, courage and wisdom!

I'm recharged.

7/15/2019 7:39:55 PM oo1o110 my spin... pic.twitter.com/5Y3S1hxrot

7/15/2019 7:41:10 PM allahuniversal Good thing we get both.

7/15/2019 7:42:01 PM sterkinglights1 They don't want left catching up to speed.

7/15/2019 7:42:42 PM knightofmaltaus Already a no brainer. Google US operates one way and has acquiesced  to Communist Chinese Mandates. They control the level of net exposure their 

citizenry can see. Have controls over content, money conveyance aps, email, social media + more. Google China, no secret, known by IC.

7/15/2019 7:42:58 PM scottgasaway Angelina Jolie

7/15/2019 7:43:31 PM big_simp tennis court looks to be built on top of large bunker

7/15/2019 7:43:54 PM plumcivic A tennis court without any service buildings or water taps? Do you pack a kit bag everytime you go to play?🤔

7/15/2019 7:44:09 PM movement0repose  https://archive.org/stream/in.ernet.dli.2015.177528/2015.177528.Results-Of-Astronomical-Observations-Vol-3_djvu.txt …

7/15/2019 7:44:20 PM jlsharkey What the heck? pic.twitter.com/dEPPwLsz44

7/15/2019 7:44:21 PM libertyspring99  https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1150957137230626817?s=21 …

7/15/2019 7:44:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Zoom in more.

7/15/2019 7:45:17 PM _the_psychonaut The outdoor ritual ground was made to look like a tennis court. NO TENNIS COURT ON THIS ISLAND

7/15/2019 7:45:21 PM jamesgdurrett The photoshopped tennis court...drone footage showed a design of some sort...no way was it ever a tennis court.

7/15/2019 7:45:24 PM bluelmz Can you use any other verbage besides stealing from the Q thing? At least be creative, shit.

7/15/2019 7:45:45 PM blsdbe I agree...[GOOG] needs to be probed. pic.twitter.com/nXjYj2mMIw

7/15/2019 7:45:48 PM bdab28 All together as Patriots. We will not be beaten. The light of truth will shine on all

7/15/2019 7:46:11 PM big_simp possibly connected to mag lev UG train network linking to Pine Gap/ China lake/ Dulce Base and Eye of Ra Baal cult

FULL DISCLOSURE here 

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com  pic.twitter.com/4mb0GAAkm3

7/15/2019 7:46:41 PM libertyspring99 Zoomed. What can we see? pic.twitter.com/5Kksyz7z3o

7/15/2019 7:46:48 PM jvan125 Is that a Pyramid?!?! 😳🤔

7/15/2019 7:47:19 PM djlok "We will not back down, we will not give up, and We will NEVER surrender."

7/15/2019 7:47:26 PM bdam777 No Tennis court anymore. 🤷♂️ https://youtu.be/OJpPiZClb48?t=147 …

7/15/2019 7:47:28 PM jvan125 😭🙏🏻😭🙏🏻

7/15/2019 7:48:00 PM _the_psychonaut It’s been photoshopped!

7/15/2019 7:48:16 PM allahuniversal Wait a... MAP provides the KEY... pic.twitter.com/l6zWl725U0

7/15/2019 7:48:41 PM jamesgdurrett Look at it in 3d pic.twitter.com/NLAT2U9Ere

7/15/2019 7:49:13 PM bdab28 Welcome to The Storm Brothers

7/15/2019 7:49:38 PM djlok #WWG1WGA

7/15/2019 7:49:43 PM rangiawhia32 Hell yes. It's the date I git a msg from the finance company telln me I missed the payment due on the 19th

7/15/2019 7:49:54 PM _the_psychonaut There never was! GOOGLE IS COMPLICIT!

It’s an outdoor section where they supposedly perform sacrifices

7/15/2019 7:50:49 PM slipperyslope18 Never was, it was tarp with a tennis court pic.

7/15/2019 7:50:54 PM libertyspring99 It looks like there is a fence and lampposts on the tennis court photoshop where there are none on the recent photos pic.twitter.com/aC3wf03nP1



7/15/2019 7:51:02 PM raevenraeyne The drone footage focused on one of the windows in the temple. I took a bunch of screenshots to try and see what we should be seeing, but it’s hard 

to tell. Looked like a mask or something and like a torture chair? I could be wrong. Anyone have more info on this?

7/15/2019 7:51:07 PM oliheck Shaking Merkel is still riding the dead horse and a new CO2 tax is rising... we need a Donald in Europe asap 🤔

7/15/2019 7:51:08 PM sterkinglights1 Islands

7/15/2019 7:51:09 PM _the_psychonaut The drone videos that have been released show there actually isn’t a tennis court (never was). GOOGLE IS COMPLICIT IN COVERING UP HEINOUS 

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY!

Supposedly the area was used for ritualistic sacrifice

7/15/2019 7:51:12 PM disgoblue24 Never was

7/15/2019 7:51:16 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/j_ardinera/status/1141283843263139840 …

7/15/2019 7:52:01 PM koryoline1 Why is it an American thing? It should be all of humanity!

7/15/2019 7:52:35 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We need to talk.

7/15/2019 7:52:37 PM starehope But could be elevators too. Would you make rich peeps get worn out going up and down steps. Dis and mis info is necessary.

7/15/2019 7:52:44 PM fktvis  https://www.google.com/maps/place/18%C2%B017'58.0%22N+64%C2%B049'35.0%22W/@18.2994444,-

64.8263889,959m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d18.2994444!4d-64.8263889 …

7/15/2019 7:52:45 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

7/15/2019 7:52:48 PM libertyspring99 Wtf is this thing? pic.twitter.com/SefogBP2NW

7/15/2019 7:52:50 PM fktvis  https://www.google.com/maps/place/18%C2%B017'58.0%22N+64%C2%B049'35.0%22W/@18.2994444,-

64.8263889,959m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d18.2994444!4d-64.8263889 …

7/15/2019 7:53:20 PM starehope No.

7/15/2019 7:53:54 PM niagararoot Thank you Majestic12! Truth. MAGA! WWG1WGA! BE BEST! Keep America Great! Gratitude.

7/15/2019 7:54:04 PM sjpmcintyre Give us some dirt on HRC.  Sneak Peak! pic.twitter.com/maCnNkebTj

7/15/2019 7:54:27 PM starehope Tennis courts with crooked lines. Who does that with all his money?

7/15/2019 7:54:45 PM sixbennetts Top is 2d from above, bottom is 3d side view. Tough, "tennis court", to play.🤔

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/yJuRuYxKFx

7/15/2019 7:55:12 PM _the_psychonaut BINGO! Proof, right here, that @googlemaps was/is involved in THE MOST EGREGIOUS CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY IMAGINABLE!

#TheGreatAwakening #SheepNoMore

7/15/2019 7:55:35 PM denisemwilbanks Drone's view of entire island. New videos! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg …

7/15/2019 7:55:38 PM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

7/15/2019 7:56:17 PM slipperyslope18 island elevation is 82 ft so if that is what it is, 78 ft below sea level. 

LOL maybe one of the nuke boring machines passed under, wouldnt that be handy.

7/15/2019 7:57:52 PM nmd_mari I don't play tennis but I think it would be rather difficult playing on a court like that

🤔

7/15/2019 7:58:23 PM aprilbrown99 That is interesting. Did he go to the island?  I wonder if his name was in the log. 🧐

7/15/2019 7:58:33 PM blsdbe And now in DC https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nbcwashington.com/news/local/Outage-Knocks-Out-Power-to-Thousands-in-DC-

512763801.html%3Famp%3Dy …

7/15/2019 7:58:43 PM nmd_mari Of course they are!!

7/15/2019 7:59:35 PM raevenraeyne What is in the window on the temple? Drone focused on that window for a little bit like we should look? I took stills with phone but can’t tell what I’m 

looking at inside there. Looks bad. Mask? Torture chair? But could be wrong. Anyone have info on this?

7/15/2019 7:59:39 PM mgodfrey99 This is older but disturbing https://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/07/17/cdc-admits-98-million-americans-received-polio-vaccine-in-an-8-year-span-

when-it-was-contaminated-with-cancer-virus/ …

7/15/2019 8:00:18 PM ohscope Queue another unrelated news story on Deep Fake videos!

7/15/2019 8:00:37 PM godfamcountry What the heck is that?  Hope we find out!

7/15/2019 8:01:01 PM big_simp Its black money - Its used to fund the massive NWO Eye of Ra/Baal/mormon UG network

20 trillion stolen according to Ex Bush Cabinet member Catherine Fitts @TheSolariReport pic.twitter.com/SZA1EafrWe

7/15/2019 8:01:04 PM slipperyslope18 Thats what i was thinking, the evil object idea i guess fits these nasties. 🤔

7/15/2019 8:01:09 PM nmchristoban @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 Suppose G is expecting something? pic.twitter.com/71FRcNLjcs

7/15/2019 8:01:16 PM natureinspace "These people are stupid" - Q

7/15/2019 8:01:27 PM allahuniversal "Who knows where the bodies are buried?"

7/15/2019 8:02:11 PM libertyspring99 Reminded me of this Qanon post. The pit is central and is in alignment with the four ‘points’ of the Island. 

It saddens me but I agree I think this was the ritual sacrifice pit. pic.twitter.com/nJ3sShclOo

7/15/2019 8:02:45 PM nun_chucknorris I see 2 spots that appear to be burned

7/15/2019 8:03:43 PM godfamcountry Is that an ambulance in the house video...at the end of video?

7/15/2019 8:04:18 PM starehope I don't hate, I'm just very, very, very uncomfortable with what they do.

7/15/2019 8:04:22 PM americanpetal What is the evil object of worship?

7/15/2019 8:04:54 PM jswdh1 Oh the fake tennis court! pic.twitter.com/bDB4VnV9wV

7/15/2019 8:05:18 PM orthogonalron The Hunger Games

7/15/2019 8:05:25 PM jswdh1 Correction.... the fake crooked tennis court.....lol

7/15/2019 8:06:15 PM ambros2g2 The earth is flat. Jk retards lol 😂😂😂 love that part. Thanks for the pic.

7/15/2019 8:06:38 PM starehope Got something for you then... pic.twitter.com/vhqx5pVezU

7/15/2019 8:07:17 PM denisemwilbanks Thats what it looks like!

7/15/2019 8:07:23 PM aprilbrown99 You and me both. I have been very disappointed in learning about several of what were my fav celebs. Now I cant stand to look at them. I have about 

100 dvds i am planning to get rid of. I dont want them in my house. Bad juju.

7/15/2019 8:07:24 PM starehope Haven't seen any memes other than the one I have.

7/15/2019 8:08:06 PM aprilbrown99 No idea.  MJ, can you please enlighten us on this?

7/15/2019 8:08:17 PM jswdh1 There's no tennis court on the island..... Google put it there on purpose....i saw a video on towhee of a drone flying over the island and there's no 

tennis courts anywhere! Only pits with drenches dug around them with benches all around as if they are some type of alters..... 

pic.twitter.com/D9OoudLGXt

7/15/2019 8:08:21 PM dynamicres yeah im not seeing too much align as a circle outwards from the initial point pic.twitter.com/mKIjZ7cKbB

7/15/2019 8:09:20 PM jswdh1 There's no tennis court on the island..... Google put it there on purpose....i saw a video on towhee of a drone flying over the island and there's no 

tennis courts anywhere! Only pits with drenches dug around them with benches all around as if they are some type of alters..... 

pic.twitter.com/g8GT6ubhmV

7/15/2019 8:09:31 PM aprilbrown99 Sorry, I didnt create it. I think it was a joke for someone else. 🥴

7/15/2019 8:09:37 PM hawkgirlinmn The signal is homeostasis creates balance physiologically and spiritually, therefore enabling us to manifest more efficiently. The power of 3,6,9 is real.

7/15/2019 8:09:47 PM jo99236254 On closer inspection of photos it looked like a tarp.

7/15/2019 8:10:31 PM blsdbe Well Done!!! @aprilbrown99 @DJLOK @Keith72256137

7/15/2019 8:11:49 PM girlawakeinca Submarine tunnels

7/15/2019 8:12:31 PM dynamicres Appreciate the time-continue on this! Interesting that where it goes after this "court" is fully checked out on google maps. 

pic.twitter.com/6md0GaNXwV

7/15/2019 8:12:33 PM enlight3nedgeek Yes, also James Cameron (Avatar).

7/15/2019 8:13:05 PM wallyayottejr Looks like the one in NM. pic.twitter.com/Gyqj4TKQwF

7/15/2019 8:13:25 PM allahuniversal They never thought she would lose.

7/15/2019 8:13:38 PM jswdh1 Google....... pic.twitter.com/sBI34R1pw9



7/15/2019 8:14:01 PM jswdh1 Google maps no different pic.twitter.com/gT474fqgvM

7/15/2019 8:14:21 PM prmd21801759 Lock and Loaded, sirs!!

7/15/2019 8:14:56 PM brodyajones How long until you admit trump is just as connected to epstein as @BillClinton is

7/15/2019 8:15:11 PM jswdh1 Something is buried there.......

7/15/2019 8:15:19 PM richiemelville Google has an offshore P.O. Box the address is 666 let that sink in

7/15/2019 8:15:25 PM jswdh1 Apple maps did it too

7/15/2019 8:15:28 PM higherdensitees Power to the people!!!!

7/15/2019 8:15:45 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/whckJdvsPl

7/15/2019 8:16:11 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/nX0gYN2NEv

7/15/2019 8:16:26 PM robin_ked #TheStormIsHere pic.twitter.com/DiX1CNBoOi

7/15/2019 8:17:00 PM tkovachnashvil So true.  See below.  (Possibly another piece of the puzzle about to fall into place.) pic.twitter.com/6rglNbNHoN

7/15/2019 8:17:21 PM allahuniversal Distractions aside, that show has already started 🍿

7/15/2019 8:17:29 PM higherdensitees Sounds about right to me...good job with the “the decode”!!!

7/15/2019 8:18:04 PM plumcivic Very thorough of you. Thank you.

7/15/2019 8:18:32 PM jswdh1 If you watch the YouTube video of the drone flying over the island you will see there are a couple of pits with drenches dug around them and benches 

along the sides! Looks like sacrificial alters of some sorts to me! Google earth is changing the landscape of the island

.. pic.twitter.com/gQ0S9fTMbB

7/15/2019 8:18:35 PM nocommunistusa Yup I thought the same thing

7/15/2019 8:19:54 PM dynamicres ok doing the 160ft to Meters is 48, and that is what the elevation says on google maps for this "court".

but lets not forget the checkerboard coastline that we DO get to see in the drone footage! what did they bulldoze there along with this "court"? 

https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1150960099592200192 … pic.twitter.com/V2tPc96b62

7/15/2019 8:20:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks but another thought is it could be the receptor sites on cells for CBD oil. A literal signal within.

7/15/2019 8:20:05 PM postelleallyson Thank you.

7/15/2019 8:20:24 PM americanpetal Yup...right up my alley

7/15/2019 8:20:33 PM jswdh1 That's why AOC kept saying the world will end in 12 years....

7/15/2019 8:20:36 PM nocommunistusa Agreed, she’s probably forced to create those lyrics, she either plays ball or they’ll take her wealth away

7/15/2019 8:21:08 PM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/kellrichh/status/1150469089741197313?s=21 …

7/15/2019 8:21:20 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1150843364494991363?s=19 …

7/15/2019 8:22:07 PM americanpetal CABAL COUNTY

7/15/2019 8:22:30 PM love4thegameak Hmmmm. Maybe Look farther out.. what does Stein mean In German...

Ep stein~Stone.. Key Stone..

Puerto Rico, DR, Haiti, British, US Virgin Islands...

IMO of course Frens pic.twitter.com/pZ2XKrPRFj

7/15/2019 8:23:04 PM allahuniversal That last episode of Black Mirror w/Miley Cyrus comes to mind

7/15/2019 8:23:09 PM george__weed  pic.twitter.com/9aVDkDirVR

7/15/2019 8:24:16 PM jswdh1 Google needs to be indicted in covering up this sacrifice site!

7/15/2019 8:25:14 PM bryceja68689884 It used to look like a a tennis court in a pit. Now it looks like a mass grave... Are we over the target @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  pic.twitter.com/OTJ9UdiWzI

7/15/2019 8:25:24 PM starehope My movies too. Just saw Richard Gere. Heartbroken.

7/15/2019 8:25:32 PM americanpetal Flynn

7/15/2019 8:25:59 PM allahuniversal (((👀))) pic.twitter.com/XDE7KLwTJq

7/15/2019 8:26:05 PM ambros2g2 Don't be sorry girl. I wasn't kidding. I love the part that says that. It's a funny addition to a rather horrifying but very important pic/meme. I don't 

believe the world is flat. Not bashing those who do. I just don't believe.

7/15/2019 8:26:19 PM americanpetal All the major players that have huge yachts have subs. What for?

7/15/2019 8:26:51 PM allahuniversal & E. PRINCE. & Epstein. &...

7/15/2019 8:27:54 PM nocommunistusa She’s another one who sold her soul to the devil. Price they pay to stay famous. They are all sick, I can’t even watch movies anymore. After reading Q 

you start to notice disturbing signs in everything they do like in that video

7/15/2019 8:27:58 PM jswdh1 😂🤣😅

7/15/2019 8:28:18 PM jswdh1 3/4....lol

7/15/2019 8:28:34 PM jswdh1 All of dems half of reps.....

7/15/2019 8:29:18 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/ekotoons/status/1150969044536680449?s=21 …

7/15/2019 8:29:36 PM allahuniversal Part of me after watching her performance in that episode thinks that her choosing to take the role was a cry for help

7/15/2019 8:30:29 PM allahuniversal Was seeing those subtle cues in all "entertainment" before Q

7/15/2019 8:30:31 PM jswdh1 That's the day before and after when Mueller was supposed to testify......

7/15/2019 8:30:43 PM kathleen3693693 How many people snuffed there? How many children? How many infants? Body disposal, other than feastings, must have left some clues. No doubt 

many dumped out in deep waters. 

These people are sick, twisted, and evil...

7/15/2019 8:30:56 PM allahuniversal ...Sad, ain't it?

7/15/2019 8:31:18 PM jswdh1 He's been in Gitmo since poppy's funeral.....

7/15/2019 8:31:27 PM selooversuzanne YES‼️ pic.twitter.com/745lpkZqpT

7/15/2019 8:32:19 PM boy12_jimmy Do you think that former Gov Bill Richardson was in his position to cover up any noise from the Epstein West location? OR to enjoy the fruits of his 

position there at Epstein West? pic.twitter.com/iJPNTF6YJk

7/15/2019 8:32:19 PM lovethebeach999 Did they kill everyone involved in the construction?  How did nothing leak?

7/15/2019 8:32:33 PM lenartjoe Referring to Tesla code vortex mathematics or info provided by Pete Peterson? Interested

7/15/2019 8:32:42 PM slipperyslope18 Or its 160 ft below sea level. 🤔

7/15/2019 8:32:49 PM big_simp AOC lol

7/15/2019 8:32:55 PM americanpetal Yes, it is. All of it. Innocent children drugged, tortured, raped and killed. Adults with money thinking they are Elite and above the law.

7/15/2019 8:33:16 PM love4thegameak Sad for the Victims

#PrayersfortheInnocentVictims

7/15/2019 8:33:46 PM allahuniversal Mos Sad

7/15/2019 8:33:59 PM oo1o110 Most of humanity is caught under the spell.

7/15/2019 8:34:11 PM americanpetal Oh, yes. I knew that.  Mos.  Sad

7/15/2019 8:34:17 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/AuXSdgLZY1

7/15/2019 8:34:31 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does the Spaceport in New Mexico have a meaning there for the Swamp or Cabal? It was built during Gov. Richardson reign? Does 

Trump & Q control it nowadays?

7/15/2019 8:34:36 PM mgodfrey99 Clinton?

7/15/2019 8:34:50 PM americanpetal They’re the best at it. Good ole fashion blackmail.

7/15/2019 8:35:27 PM love4thegameak For sure.



7/15/2019 8:36:02 PM nocommunistusa Very possible, they have been ruining all these “teen idols” one by one n they r trapped, they’re heads are so messed they will not recover. The masses 

have been asleep n evil took over, scary. I feel positive change coming but sadly too late 4 all the victims

7/15/2019 8:37:13 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1001853725118554114?s=19 …

7/15/2019 8:37:14 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/76QwAcUC5H

7/15/2019 8:37:28 PM rolandblasini NOT new, part left wing gameplan associated with certain finincial corp. %. 1] STGY bring back Foraker Act, Pub.L. 56–191, 31 Stat. 77, before Sept - 

UN24 add PR before UN Gen. Assm. List NON-Govn. - more phases after

7/15/2019 8:39:26 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/NO0jYxvhV8

7/15/2019 8:39:33 PM dark2light2019 Loom in the description of first drone video. Inside is link to hundreds of more important images of activity on pedo island.

7/15/2019 8:40:33 PM nocommunistusa Good find 👍🏻

7/15/2019 8:40:37 PM kathleen3693693 True and is still ongoing. It's also curious that there's an official cancer tumor registry, tracking cancers & health history of vaccinations, etc. Then Big 

Pharma gets total protection via corrupt legislators. Coincidences? 

There are no coincidences.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

7/15/2019 8:41:21 PM jswdh1 White hat.... moving Epstein....

7/15/2019 8:42:04 PM dark2light2019 Look

7/15/2019 8:42:15 PM bob76775554  pic.twitter.com/xxYJ7JoVDW

7/15/2019 8:42:33 PM candysymanski there is a rare version of wasp's don't need a doctor.  mentions andrenochrome, babies .. the rock and metal have been trying to tell us for years

7/15/2019 8:42:41 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/RmCnv3g5X6

7/15/2019 8:43:19 PM loricross00 I read that it’s just a tarp painted to look like a tennis court to hide what it really is from google earth.

7/15/2019 8:43:38 PM ambros2g2 Thanks my friend! pic.twitter.com/QXKXMyZdsd

7/15/2019 8:44:12 PM bryceja68689884 Yes. She got millions of fans to adore her and then switched so many of those fans switched with her. Mass mind control.

"They think you will follow the stars."-Q

7/15/2019 8:44:34 PM robin_ked I can feel it

#TheStormIsHere pic.twitter.com/S5BYNGle5w

7/15/2019 8:45:26 PM natureinspace LOL! The memes are hilarious!

7/15/2019 8:45:27 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/JlhoJuzzWs

7/15/2019 8:45:44 PM lbf777 The cross with a circle in it usually refers to sun worship.

7/15/2019 8:47:51 PM haxngbuddha  pic.twitter.com/HNUjXt1RuQ

7/15/2019 8:47:55 PM natureinspace A couple of them that I thought was funny. pic.twitter.com/YdbH2bv8zi

7/15/2019 8:48:45 PM willyfunkmaker I want him held somewhere even safer

7/15/2019 8:49:28 PM kristinemontel1 Think Multiple meanings Alison is also the name of a girl that was molested in UK Elite Pedo Ring and they referred to their relationships with kids as 

Wonderland or something. I was reading the article over a month ago. I wish I could find it now. I think it all ties in

7/15/2019 8:50:26 PM kristinemontel1 And I rarely hashtag!

7/15/2019 8:50:37 PM nurseniceyes You mean the tent?

7/15/2019 8:52:48 PM lbf777 Yup. They worship the sun. Stonehenge is an outer sun worship temple. They consider the sun as Satan or King Nimrod from Babylon or Ra. They assign 

many names to it.

7/15/2019 8:52:52 PM cue2_c99  pic.twitter.com/u7cYiQujKP

7/15/2019 8:53:10 PM cue2_c99  pic.twitter.com/wiuN8otKRt

7/15/2019 8:53:25 PM cue2_c99  pic.twitter.com/PxTwL51S4N

7/15/2019 8:55:16 PM happykat9 Moving Epstein to where? He was at the bail hearing today.

7/15/2019 8:56:18 PM aprilbrown99  https://drive.google.com/drive/mobile/folders/1mUKD6aCXCPQfVA2ZqQ5JLFbkDqsH8b5- …

7/15/2019 8:57:45 PM plumcivic Here is a YouTube video of the island.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJpPiZClb48 …

At 2:30 it shows the field surrounded by earth ramparts. Hard to say what the surface shows.

7/15/2019 8:58:58 PM memajoyce1 Are you, are you coming to the tree.....

7/15/2019 8:59:03 PM kristinemontel1 Ok my phone has been doing some Bizarre things! My screen froze in the mist of a screen shot! It wouldn’t turn off, it wouldn’t do anything for about a 

half hour!!!! It’s a brand new I phone 10...

7/15/2019 9:00:57 PM oo1o110 What's going on here? pic.twitter.com/l6yDoBh7gs

7/15/2019 9:01:09 PM aprilbrown99 Yes lots if glitches. Very odd to say the least.

7/15/2019 9:01:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly I've been digging on this for a while guys, and this was the only thing I could find. It might not be the right answer, but, as I said, it's the only thing that I 

could find. pic.twitter.com/o5Thk7ULVp

7/15/2019 9:02:25 PM camelcrypt0 Woke on so many levels

7/15/2019 9:02:30 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/CgQZ48ytH2

7/15/2019 9:02:58 PM 45harisonharold Sum of all fears

7/15/2019 9:03:10 PM oo1o110 I think that the mound is official surveying numbers prior to them excavating that mound to create the arena with the side berms. I could be wrong, of 

course.

7/15/2019 9:04:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1150978369325948928 …

7/15/2019 9:04:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 At normal speed is shocking as it is:

"When the lights come on, everybody's screaming

Lighters in the sky, yeah, everybody's singing"

They turned on the stage/flood lights right before the Vegas massacre, 'lighters in the sky'=shooters in helo

7/15/2019 9:07:49 PM davidrupell Google is blocking something out

7/15/2019 9:07:50 PM raevenraeyne I saw a thread somewhere on that. Wondered where the original info cane from? God these people are sick monsters

7/15/2019 9:10:19 PM rolandblasini ESTAN como el MONO, en Puerto Rico es tiempo de llasmar las cosas como son - black block ANTIFA EN PR - MEDIOS nunca comentan sobre ellos, PQ 

ESTAN MUDOS Ref. El movimiento ANTIFA en Puerto Rico | GÜEVONADAS

 https://www.guevonadas.com/antifa-en-puerto-rico …

7/15/2019 9:11:06 PM rolandblasini ESTAN como el MONO, en Puerto Rico es tiempo de llasmar las cosas como son - black block ANTIFA EN PR - MEDIOS nunca comentan sobre ellos, PQ 

ESTAN MUDOS Ref. El movimiento ANTIFA en Puerto Rico | GÜEVONADAS https://www.guevonadas.com/antifa-en-puerto-rico …

7/15/2019 9:11:43 PM catpowernow Epstein was a member of the trilateral commission as well.

7/15/2019 9:13:15 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/0pGJia3ZpH

7/15/2019 9:13:22 PM freedomgaia C'est pour travailler les mollets. Nouveaux concept

7/15/2019 9:13:46 PM davidrupell  https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/3000-year-old-ball-game-where-losers-lost-their-heads-revived-mexico-007917 … 

pic.twitter.com/7TYqeHbF7I

7/15/2019 9:14:30 PM bojisnowqueen MILEY, sold by her parents

7/15/2019 9:16:10 PM bojisnowqueen Miley Cyrus

7/15/2019 9:17:05 PM bdam777 I didn't see that in the drone footage. 

Should be here:  https://youtu.be/OJpPiZClb48?t=179 … pic.twitter.com/W0x5nTDMyV



7/15/2019 9:18:12 PM oo1o110 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/OcYpbwHGR0

7/15/2019 9:19:10 PM sixbennetts I have to disagree. Google maps is based on aerial photography. It makes things 3d by analyzing shadows. I think.

7/15/2019 9:19:50 PM apex_starseed Hey...#secretspaceprogram unseal now please...that's more critical I mean there could already be 8 exo planets with Humans on them and a civilization 

that was told n believes Earth is a nuclear waste land and they can never return to this solar system. 🤔🤔  200+ off planet bases

7/15/2019 9:22:22 PM oo1o110 All I know for sure is that area is not shaped like Google Maps shows. I originally thought so, but after viewing several sources, Google has it wrong 

here. They overlayed a tennis court that doesn't exist, that much is clear.

7/15/2019 9:24:24 PM rolandblasini ?Cuando finalmente va a reportar sobre la presencia y activismo ANTIFA EN Puerto Rico? "use-include digital activism, property damage, physical 

violence, and harassment ..."

7/15/2019 9:28:37 PM chris_losh_  pic.twitter.com/38slbDOjWm

7/15/2019 9:30:27 PM seedywilson It’s where the bodies are buried...

7/15/2019 9:31:51 PM grapejelly007 Epstein

7/15/2019 9:32:00 PM sixbennetts We've learned long ago that Google is complicit in deceiving the masses. This is just one more nail in their coffin.

7/15/2019 9:32:42 PM grapejelly007 This is an updated view of where the checkered floor was.

7/15/2019 9:33:03 PM k_texan ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

7/15/2019 9:34:05 PM bdam777 Probably a Pyramid structure? pic.twitter.com/dnkmaODsFY

7/15/2019 9:37:03 PM egelone you sound like 45. best president ever. god bless

7/15/2019 9:39:36 PM jt410_ That photo is clearly a meme. Can’t believe you people don’t look at this stuff. Making the rest of us look bad. It says JK retard on the side. Jeez

7/15/2019 9:39:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 EYES ON NYC

7/15/2019 9:40:20 PM hifiman45 Right now? Or this week?

7/15/2019 9:41:28 PM litecoin_bull oh boy, if I told you would you would not believe...

follow the rabbit 👨💻 pic.twitter.com/xy7kg7jDD8

7/15/2019 9:42:04 PM resilient112 Look here, not there!?

7/15/2019 9:42:28 PM zaraawakened The DC power outage is a distraction from NYC?

7/15/2019 9:42:59 PM lbf777 What will happen I wonder.

7/15/2019 9:43:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Do no evil.]

Since when?

[GOOG]

We are saving Israel for last. pic.twitter.com/x8CrU9DDLL

7/15/2019 9:43:43 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

7/15/2019 9:43:48 PM trumps_all One fake tennis court.........

7/15/2019 9:43:50 PM libertyspring99 Oh my gosh. I nearly wet my little panties

7/15/2019 9:43:54 PM awakened_now Dc is right now

7/15/2019 9:43:55 PM francoissmc Vent🧐

7/15/2019 9:44:16 PM maggiemay8903 Is power out in CA?

7/15/2019 9:44:17 PM happykat9 What was the NYC #blackout all about? Was it a white hat or black hat op?

7/15/2019 9:44:23 PM litecoin_bull i can tell that ....

her face yesterday on interview, she knows her time on this earth is done. 

And its related to crypto!! I love it

7/15/2019 9:44:25 PM seek_truth2019 DCs is in a power outage ... or was...

7/15/2019 9:44:53 PM chris22085110 Was there EVER a tennis court at that location??

7/15/2019 9:45:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/4nUeGKWSmX

7/15/2019 9:45:16 PM renee86743676 Locked and Loaded with 

       TRUTH

7/15/2019 9:45:21 PM dl17q Whats below that fake court?

7/15/2019 9:45:23 PM prmd21801759 We are NOW at "save Israel for last"? Yeheeey!! Then worldwide freedom!! Thank you!!

7/15/2019 9:45:39 PM jt410_ Look at the photo.

7/15/2019 9:45:46 PM bdam777 ??? pic.twitter.com/kUpiwSzO29

7/15/2019 9:46:17 PM whitehat_van Still an ISBE huh? Sad.

7/15/2019 9:46:30 PM gingergirl777 Heavenly Father we pray for the President and all the patriots that serve 🇺🇸. We pray for all the people in NY to be protected from evil and to be drawn 

to The Lord Jesus. We pray Father for thy will to be done in Jesus name.

7/15/2019 9:46:39 PM wyatt251 Mound with a tarp on it to look like a tennis court from above is that x ark the bodies in plan site but hidden smh a fake island to do sick n twisted 

things for power

7/15/2019 9:47:04 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1150960099592200192 …

7/15/2019 9:47:08 PM qsoldier_anon Who plays tennis on a hill?!?😂

7/15/2019 9:47:18 PM whitehat_van Using POTUS words as yours? Beware patriots. These are ISBEs and they are dangerous.

7/15/2019 9:47:54 PM rolandblasini Electric out in Washington DC - Unknown Reason -- outages around 9:30 p.m. area in NE D.C. - far north as Trinidad and as far south as Stadium 

Armory, including Capital Hill. + 7,000 customers were without power as of 10 p.m. Monday night in Washington D.C., source Pepco.

7/15/2019 9:47:55 PM aprilbrown99 Not that I am aware of. Haven’t heard anything.

7/15/2019 9:48:36 PM maggiemay8903 Thanks...I wouldn't be surprised.

7/15/2019 9:48:43 PM rolandblasini Electric out in Washington DC - Unknown Reason -- outages around 9:30 p.m. area in NE D.C. - far north as Trinidad and as far south as Stadium 

Armory, including Capital Hill. + 7,000 customers were without power as of 10 p.m. Monday night in Washington D.C., source Pepco.

7/15/2019 9:49:00 PM renee86743676 There's something off

7/15/2019 9:49:04 PM recordkeeper57 So that was a tarp painted to look like a tennis court. What were they actually hiding?

7/15/2019 9:49:13 PM nanalovesaub And wassup with the DC Black Out.

7/15/2019 9:49:40 PM aslanswarrior77 That's twisted like that, due to the positioning of the 3D look on google maps. Makes things like this look distorted. 

It's NOT a tarp, or fake tennis court.

7/15/2019 9:49:44 PM happykat9 I heard CA too

7/15/2019 9:49:58 PM jonesy4671 Q implied it was a black hat op pic.twitter.com/CEZ75GyAe1

7/15/2019 9:50:30 PM happykat9 oh thanks

7/15/2019 9:51:26 PM aslanswarrior77 Here are two examples of different looks ...

Google maps on the left ...

Apple maps on the right ...

It IS a flat area. pic.twitter.com/JO7C5k2vAP

7/15/2019 9:51:59 PM jollyrob2 🚀silos?



7/15/2019 9:52:37 PM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/15/2019 9:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you get ahead of a story?

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/GVsoIFW82p

7/15/2019 9:54:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Study. #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/MRRg1gj3Vc

7/15/2019 9:54:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1150989226697252864 …

7/15/2019 9:54:42 PM americahasballs Yes

7/15/2019 9:54:44 PM stormystorm10 Looks like a weird bump 👀

7/15/2019 9:55:11 PM blsdbe 🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/15/2019 9:55:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 See something, say something. https://fbi.gov/tips 

7/15/2019 9:55:55 PM islandofdelight Nasif intel legit? After seeing his post he shared a Dropbox that was supposed to include those things- was nothing close. A few randomly compiled 

documents from the last few years seemed to be high level research that most had seems. Hoping he has more locked away somewhere...

7/15/2019 9:56:14 PM krittersadler Amen

7/15/2019 9:56:18 PM partainann I saw this a few days ago. Hope it happens.

7/15/2019 9:56:20 PM kwyatt55 Also military and civilian craft just now fell off radar according to plane fags

7/15/2019 9:56:23 PM unstoppablencp Confirmed and confirmed

7/15/2019 9:56:44 PM aprilbrown99 Does this have to do with [their] clock being 5 mins ahead?  I recall reading something about their time calculations being different.

7/15/2019 9:57:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Black hats moving. #UnsealEpstein

7/15/2019 9:57:35 PM mynardpamela Yes

7/15/2019 9:57:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never

7/15/2019 9:57:55 PM jdltr450 This where the bodies are buried?

7/15/2019 9:58:14 PM jonesy4671 Note that POWER is in all caps

7/15/2019 9:58:16 PM aslanswarrior77 Well, we know what time that guy flew that drone over .... 5:15ish am

... and judging by the angle of the Sun at that time, I'm going to say something in late June, 3rd or 4th week.

7/15/2019 9:58:43 PM lizzjustlizz Fake tannins court. It's a painted tarp.

7/15/2019 9:58:47 PM chris22085110 Unreal...

7/15/2019 9:58:49 PM q_the_salt Mr. Nasif has some interesting takes on the Q movement.

7/15/2019 9:58:49 PM lbf777 Day of the rope is nigh.

7/15/2019 9:59:03 PM awakeandsing123 There is one in CA as well! https://twitter.com/_noahalvarez/status/1150992597747286016?s=21 …

7/15/2019 9:59:11 PM blsdbe 5:5

7/15/2019 9:59:20 PM lizzjustlizz Tent?

7/15/2019 9:59:33 PM islandofdelight Ritual sacrifice grounds? Mass grave?

7/15/2019 9:59:34 PM awakeandsing123 Looks like it. https://twitter.com/_noahalvarez/status/1150992597747286016?s=21 …

7/15/2019 10:00:02 PM aprilbrown99 Are the markers rocks or bones?

7/15/2019 10:00:10 PM alfrednonnamus  pic.twitter.com/NihZZ17iX6

7/15/2019 10:00:35 PM maggiemay8903 Ohhhh....dang! Lets keep digging!

7/15/2019 10:00:48 PM ddos1271 That's the first problem, we don't believe he's "smart", if you listen to me speak,  he lacks the vocabulary one would expect of somebody with multiple 

PhDs.

I know PhDs in many different  disciplines, the first thing that stands out is their vocabulary.

7/15/2019 10:01:15 PM godhasthisnow they blew open epsteins safe and found fake oassport to saudi arabia ..diamonds and ther things. i think it was that

7/15/2019 10:01:27 PM northern_risen No coincidences... pic.twitter.com/2ob1so6Tq1

7/15/2019 10:01:29 PM deekka14 Really ? Is it on the news yet ?

7/15/2019 10:02:07 PM keleka17 I'm in Northern California. No problems with power outage.

7/15/2019 10:02:25 PM northern_risen No coincidences pic.twitter.com/qsNA0Wm4QG

7/15/2019 10:02:39 PM justchuckin2 Interesting those pillars around the perimeter of the circle are the same as those of Stonehenge.

7/15/2019 10:03:31 PM astol14334 Eyes on DC👀

7/15/2019 10:03:33 PM jluebs24 16 sun rays with 16 seats. Is it a council or something? Temple of Delphi stuff?

7/15/2019 10:03:46 PM rawphonegirl Just a hop skip and jump way from Epstein Island.

7/15/2019 10:04:39 PM justchuckin2 DNA test the rock. pic.twitter.com/76IHlxFdvK

7/15/2019 10:04:51 PM maggiemay8903  https://istheservicedown.com/problems/sce-southern-california-edison/5351247-fullerton-orange-county-california-united-states …

7/15/2019 10:06:02 PM alexandramcg  pic.twitter.com/k4VQ2DCmb8

7/15/2019 10:06:02 PM jeffthecurious Google Earth Pro download shows house shape, but what is it? pic.twitter.com/hHXWqZfzSD

7/15/2019 10:06:29 PM stopnsiccness  pic.twitter.com/GDQHkv0DXu

7/15/2019 10:06:30 PM benjus I think we may be seeing older terrain/altitude data overlaid with more recent photography. In google earth, wind time back to when all the native 

vegetation was there. Looks like this spot was originally a peak. Earthmoving to flatten & use the removed fill for road bases etc..?

7/15/2019 10:06:42 PM angelaointexas I’ve looked at this sundial thing on Epstein Island before, including a little more closely with the drone footage yesterday. There’s something that feels 

very off/uneasy with it. All I can think is Hunger Games. I don’t know why but it “feels” like something in The Hunger Games.

7/15/2019 10:08:25 PM benjus It’s kind of interesting to use the G’earth timeline to ‘watch’ the development of the island over time...

7/15/2019 10:08:26 PM randiecroshaw Eyes on W. Hollywood

7/15/2019 10:08:38 PM conniecollette3 soon ...

7/15/2019 10:08:41 PM benjus It’s kind of interesting to use the G’earth timeline to ‘watch’ the development of the island over time...

7/15/2019 10:09:22 PM diariohl #Epstein Island is a lab. pic.twitter.com/6GPeUFYLnn

7/15/2019 10:09:27 PM trump45ismypres Idk the meaning of the numerals but they make the NXIVM name make more sense...

7/15/2019 10:11:31 PM 1crazy_toaster Has anyone submitted for Chemical spraying yet?

7/15/2019 10:11:39 PM astol14334 👀on Porto Rico

7/15/2019 10:11:53 PM realjamiemc You can see in the drone video and images that this is a VERY well developed site with buildings that look built into the hillside. It also looked to me like 

the shore was made into a place for small boats to pull right up onto the beach.

7/15/2019 10:13:04 PM diariohl #JeffreyEpstein pic.twitter.com/mHsHdmop7z

7/15/2019 10:13:41 PM recordkeeper57  pic.twitter.com/1aQDOVpZKi

7/15/2019 10:14:02 PM apex_starseed ? would you DM me curiously enough wanna see if certain situation involved with bit possible Corruption falls under what you just tweeted If so Intel 

gathered is names of state employees dates and more importantly audio on conversations dealing in this regard Hopeful you will DM



7/15/2019 10:14:09 PM freestateojones "Q is done"

I see this man has a decent following...

Made it onto the Qboard for obvious reasons. 

He also wants you to leap a paywall to see alllll of his files. 

Right. pic.twitter.com/w8xFakAyEa
7/15/2019 10:15:05 PM ghost_of_billy_ There are some things not yet ready to be seen.

7/15/2019 10:16:00 PM rawphonegirl Edison ballroom was out

7/15/2019 10:16:14 PM igiant111 Anyone that believes this is a fool.

7/15/2019 10:16:27 PM 3b_arts #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #POTUS45 #KAG45 #TheStorm #TrustThePlan #Anonymous pic.twitter.com/gUL9A9nlwe

7/15/2019 10:16:34 PM aslanswarrior77 I've been looking for older pics ... no joy so far. But I do like your thought(s).

7/15/2019 10:16:51 PM freestateojones Nonetheless, Message over Messenger.

7/15/2019 10:17:12 PM igiant111 Sacrifice alter at the 12th “hour”

7/15/2019 10:18:00 PM rawphonegirl 💔💔💔😥😥😥

7/15/2019 10:18:48 PM kimmeykim1 Isssomething going on in Anaheim?  Praying it is so 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/15/2019 10:19:48 PM robcennon It’s worse than bad, it’s demonic incarnate.

7/15/2019 10:20:01 PM fornodan Youre late to the party again.

7/15/2019 10:20:18 PM kwyatt55 How about dc???

7/15/2019 10:22:10 PM aprilbrown99 This?  Beginning at 2:43. https://youtu.be/MSj16i9NEgc 

7/15/2019 10:22:10 PM qanonmedia It's not a house shape. Something is under that cover, pushing it up and distorting the lines of the tennis court.

7/15/2019 10:23:07 PM decodematrix @AllahUniversal @zagnett @jdmbadenise @covertress @DJLOK

7/15/2019 10:23:17 PM realjamiemc  http://www.rx-420.com 

7/15/2019 10:23:48 PM mgodfrey99 Sure they're protected.  Wanted to share, this is from 2013 but just wanted to remind people.

7/15/2019 10:24:53 PM torstenhaas Nice name M12.  🥂

7/15/2019 10:25:08 PM petitchevalb  https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1150150081296896005?s=20 …

#SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/15/2019 10:26:35 PM aslanswarrior77 One thing strikes me as odd, from the drone footage, I don't really see any burn scar area from the "fire" last year ... April 2018.

 https://www.thegoldwater.com/news/23050-Fire-Breaks-Out-On-Jeffrey-Epstein-s-Lolita-Island …

Here's a tidbit I didn't know, those palm trees we see, JE had them shipped in, at 20K a tree. https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/what%E2%80%99s-

on-jeffrey-epstein%E2%80%99s-private-island/vi-AAEmV37 …

7/15/2019 10:27:25 PM jollyrob2 @CoopsterJaba

7/15/2019 10:28:11 PM igiant111 Is that a band or rope on the 12 rock? To hold down people?

7/15/2019 10:28:17 PM aprilbrown99 No chem trails in Orange County for several days now.

7/15/2019 10:28:59 PM jollyrob2 Open the floodgates ✨💫✨

7/15/2019 10:29:20 PM mamadidntraise 🤣🤣🤣

7/15/2019 10:29:40 PM 1crazy_toaster Wonder if the FBI would / could actually stop the chem trails.  Still ongoing, even at night.

7/15/2019 10:30:37 PM aprilbrown99 Where some bodies are buried or do they dispose of them completely like at the Standard Hotel?

7/15/2019 10:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 Sorry.  🙁

7/15/2019 10:31:49 PM sdbowker2 Epstein?

7/15/2019 10:32:07 PM 1crazy_toaster I can't imagine what the wait has been for people red pilled in the 80's.

7/15/2019 10:33:00 PM litecoin_bull @sjpmcintyre

yes rob is awake.....ill leave this here. 

People will not be able to tolerate what this is. 

#TheWakeUpIsComing

7/15/2019 10:35:37 PM jswdh1 Bush

7/15/2019 10:36:26 PM jswdh1 Wait... did I mix up my pedos?

7/15/2019 10:37:58 PM jswdh1 There's no tennis courts anywhere on the island... Google placed it there to hide what really is there pic.twitter.com/Aauj9dOIC6

7/15/2019 10:38:18 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/ZdH02OdaZQ

7/15/2019 10:40:49 PM asdasd26700831 Testing Elon Musk Submarine to  help rescue 12 boys...Good or evil MJ12? pic.twitter.com/Arg0AiC9L1

7/15/2019 10:40:52 PM 1_decided_voter They think they can silence those who are speaking truth by removing them from social media?

7/15/2019 10:41:41 PM qanonmedia Maybe, and I can't remember where but I read that it was in fact a huge tarp laid out to cover that area.

7/15/2019 10:42:35 PM qanonmedia And if you look at the weird distortion in it in different pictures. That seems to fit.

7/15/2019 10:50:29 PM 1_decided_voter Or was he spreading disinfo and then got kicked off to mislead everyone into thinking he was spreading truth? Hard to say how deep these games go.

7/15/2019 10:50:30 PM burns_tree Amen🙏

7/15/2019 10:56:35 PM rebashoenfelt1 All going down

7/15/2019 10:59:26 PM aribarbarian My brain hurts after googling this

7/15/2019 11:01:20 PM lulularoca 🙏🙏🙏

7/15/2019 11:01:51 PM jayrambin Is there a helipad on the island?

7/15/2019 11:03:03 PM robcennon No, I’m not talking about any White House Obama stuff. Strictly the island, CCTV and surprise if it isn’t on Weiner’s laptop in the “Life Insurance” folder. 

NYPD gave Comey an ultimatum, so he caved and reopened the bs email investigation.

7/15/2019 11:07:55 PM litecoin_bull Ill get the big bag of popcorn ready, ill be over next week.....

Corrupt comey .... is that guy still breathing fresh air in the real world. WOW pic.twitter.com/ah9j5mMgCo

7/15/2019 11:08:33 PM jswdh1 No i saw a video where a drone went over and there's no tarp... was a sacrificial pit of some kind...

7/15/2019 11:12:47 PM daggastan  https://www.counterpunch.org/2019/07/15/jeffrey-epstein-and-the-collapse-of-europe/ …

7/15/2019 11:13:28 PM qanonmedia I know it wasn't a tennis court. I saw the drone footage.

7/15/2019 11:14:00 PM sandrah57786043 God Bless you President Trump, your family, Q the miltary and families and all who swore on the Holy Bible to protect the U.S.A!!!!!!!    

MAGA❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/15/2019 11:14:48 PM hi12150472 thank u

7/15/2019 11:15:03 PM starehope Serial Brain 2 you tube, 3 vids. Counter spraying to neutralize the air

7/15/2019 11:16:57 PM starehope 😂😂😂

7/15/2019 11:18:07 PM sdbowker2 Think John Wick... "Membership Revoked" 😎

7/15/2019 11:23:45 PM mynardpamela On google it “looks” like a tennis court.



7/15/2019 11:26:21 PM stoneturnr The whole island was set up for human trafficking and ritual murder. I really hope he and everyone associated with his fucked up religion are held fully 

accountable. Its astounding how arrogant and evil these people are.  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/04/05/epsteins-island-digs-pizzagate-

pedogate-qanon-greatawakening/ … @NeonRevolt pic.twitter.com/31ZLxVKiYV

7/15/2019 11:26:46 PM tc89714982 I can't imagine living with even some of this for that long.

7/15/2019 11:29:04 PM goodtimes125  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesoamerican_ballgame …

7/15/2019 11:29:45 PM 1crazy_toaster I heard that as well as reports that it's not true so I guess the smart think to do is observe, keep bringing it up.  Can't tell which is fact. yet.

7/15/2019 11:30:35 PM eyeq19 Not a Goog manipulation.

It’s a tarp or covering to trick satellite imagery to see a tennis court.

the above pic shows the side angle and it is clearly not a real tennis court.

The line on the far side is not straight, but shots from directly above can not detect.

7/15/2019 11:33:44 PM blackjackpupil Google are hiding this on Google maps?? Is that what it shows? A fake tennis court.

7/15/2019 11:36:34 PM igiant111 Why does it feel more than plausible. That gross feeling in my stomach that is going “come on wake up you know it is” :(

7/15/2019 11:37:06 PM benjus Install ‘Google Earth’ (if you haven’t already) and use that to view the area, rather than gmaps in your web browser. Google Earth has a timeline 

function which lets you slide the view backward & forward in time, from older to more recent photography.

7/15/2019 11:40:06 PM blasto33 These are the actual coordinates.

18°17'52.0"N 64°49'20.5"W

 https://goo.gl/maps/QAQs32YY5KyzBowQ6 … pic.twitter.com/5zKYTvKlGG

7/15/2019 11:40:34 PM blasto33  pic.twitter.com/G486ouFPLV

7/15/2019 11:42:46 PM pomeinnz Shooting range

7/15/2019 11:49:03 PM miked14176254 The bigger stones are at 6,6,12... also I can't see this post on your account , weird

7/15/2019 11:52:38 PM tc89714982 😬

7/15/2019 11:54:11 PM gatorhaus No, not legit.

7/15/2019 11:54:44 PM gatorhaus He’s a fake.

7/15/2019 11:59:42 PM 313looper It’s very disturbing ...

7/16/2019 12:05:09 AM sch41076287 Who is saving germany?

7/16/2019 12:05:38 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥
7/16/2019 12:05:51 AM bhaggy1008 MAGA's creed.

A lot is packed here.

7/16/2019 12:09:16 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein💥💥

7/16/2019 12:10:09 AM sch41076287 Hope it begins this day  - it take's a too long time - not even FISA is out  - and the real criminals are still free and doing more waste things

7/16/2019 12:11:36 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate #UnsealEpstein=#EpsteinGate

#UnsealEpstein💥💥

7/16/2019 12:12:06 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥
7/16/2019 12:14:18 AM tc89714982 How is CBD used? Topically, Ingested or both?

7/16/2019 12:15:21 AM joinna6 I haven't seen any, since the 4th.  It has  been glorious .. SoCal

7/16/2019 12:17:32 AM randiecroshaw Looks like power was lost next to Disneyland with some rides being shut down. Power has been restored at pedoland....

7/16/2019 12:17:33 AM 313looper @realDonaldTrump Speech!🔥

7/16/2019 12:18:17 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥
7/16/2019 12:26:16 AM 7alon Now we know MJ12 is real.. when an actual shill is trying to harass followers. pic.twitter.com/UFRWtpJBCp

7/16/2019 12:31:13 AM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/T9tmRrGCi8

7/16/2019 12:32:07 AM mongrelglory It's supposed to be a ritual sacrifice ground/courtyard.

7/16/2019 12:32:13 AM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/pcIHYehgbY

7/16/2019 12:32:58 AM bigbluebeast81 According to Gnosticism Lucifer is actually synonymous with Jesus believe it or not. They are one and the same. Satan however is a differnt entity 

entirely and is associated with Baal, Moloch, and Marduk...

7/16/2019 12:33:38 AM mongrelglory I hope they were intercepted by the white hats.



7/16/2019 12:34:37 AM carolin15161363 I believe this points to Ishtar worship. Its an 8 pointed star. Many references show prostitution, violence, child sacrifice as part of rituals. This 

symbolism can be found in places like the Vatican and even the Statue of Liberty. The gold&blue temple also points to this.

7/16/2019 12:40:44 AM michael81972 Pit for offerings

7/16/2019 12:44:51 AM wisdomonium Their Moloch likes 'burnt offerings"so those kids not sent to sex traffickers and whom were harvested for blood,organs,tissues prob only have chards of 

bone in a heap near a dumpster. These people would not bury what  they bel is a 'cow."

7/16/2019 12:46:22 AM mongrelglory 7alon, that is very interesting!

7/16/2019 12:49:24 AM mongrelglory Yes.  I saw one in some drone footage.

7/16/2019 12:52:17 AM 369369rv It reminds me of ruins in Peru! Sacrificial place

7/16/2019 12:57:38 AM mongrelglory Epstein is younger in that picture as well.

7/16/2019 12:59:04 AM 7alon found it on the chans, somebody submitted it. :)

7/16/2019 1:01:43 AM ruffgsd  pic.twitter.com/1HAIXZN6ro

7/16/2019 1:05:17 AM 369naturallaw The eyes of the "sun god" point to 5 and 7

7/16/2019 1:06:17 AM sch41076287 Without Help from Trump and Putin we are lost

7/16/2019 1:32:10 AM tyst1ck I just have a weird feeling it wasn't her choice to become what she is today.

7/16/2019 1:34:21 AM jeffbaird16 Interesting

7/16/2019 1:39:44 AM realityloominng Israel huh? Could the "court" be a spot for Tabernacles?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabernacle#/media/File:Stiftshuette_Modell_Timnapark.jpg …

7/16/2019 1:41:22 AM gavinlucas110 Nil points. MacGregor's assistant bought a fresh laptop that could not  have been tampered with. Remember, MacGregor wanted proof as much as 

Gavin. Also, Gavin said he knew from convos they had and he STILL believes him.

7/16/2019 1:42:10 AM gavinlucas110 He also kept that laptop due to fear someone else could steal the keys. Yet, it doesn't matter. It was a fresh laptop out of the box. No tampering 

occured.

7/16/2019 1:47:47 AM gavinlucas110 Literally there are zero ways he could have. It was a fresh laptop bought minutes before by Robert MacGregor's assistant. And Gavin said he knew 

things about their early conversations which had him convinced BEFORE the proof sessions.

7/16/2019 1:54:39 AM gavinlucas110 Have you read his Medium blog posts? Lol he understands Bitcoin on a level none of these chumps even comprehend. The key word in your sentence is 

'listen' to him speak - I believe he is autistic, hence the communication problems.

7/16/2019 1:56:22 AM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Obama's slogan is "Thank you Satan" when played backwards. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPZdLqGG7HY …

7/16/2019 1:58:01 AM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Back masking. A very old recording technique.

7/16/2019 2:05:07 AM b_botus They have been putting it in our faces for YEARS.. pic.twitter.com/rWw3SlvvYf

7/16/2019 2:05:20 AM clancy_birrell So humans have been enslaved by a non human/earthling race for thousands of years? Seriously?

7/16/2019 2:07:37 AM jimmy007forsure When he is relaxed and not pressured .. he makes sense. He knows Bitcoin. But that does not make him Satoshi.

I know of (not know) several top notch cryptographers that could easily cream CSW on Bitcoin. One of which could very well be Satoshi or part of the 

group.

7/16/2019 2:15:02 AM vibryant7 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt politicial establishment with a new Government controlled 

bysroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEO […]" #UnsealEpstein #QAnon 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1150952666081759232.html …

7/16/2019 2:18:02 AM phreatomagnetic Earthwork outside of a trench.  Looks like some kind of henge, though I think a henge is usually round.

7/16/2019 2:19:30 AM danefortrump #Qanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/hQN2ZFJptJ

7/16/2019 2:19:38 AM gavinlucas110 That's the key, I think, to the missing pieces. It was a group. Either way, I find the vision for BSV more inspiring. No cyber crime - no more child porn, no 

more darknet heroin markets. Hard to believe that vision comes from a sociopath? Seems his enemies are Ok with that tho.

7/16/2019 2:21:38 AM mongrelglory That was always one of my favourites of theirs. 😎

7/16/2019 2:23:14 AM jimmy007forsure How do you propose they will counter Cyber-crime, child porn and darknet uses when employing Bitcoin v0.1? with no protocol changes, just plain 

vanilla.

I'll be frank, nothing personal, but its total con job, nonsense. Please dont fall for it.

7/16/2019 2:23:39 AM kikaltz The target of this upcoming 2020 election is the American voters, not the world, meaning this is a re-election speech.  Yes, this is a world-wide 

movement and I can't wait to see the same kind of videos made by leaders of other countries.

7/16/2019 2:24:22 AM mongrelglory He used to hang out with the Dalai Lama, who was a CIA asset...

7/16/2019 2:27:50 AM crazynutone Not all Freemasons. Only the top one percent all the other 99% won't talk about.

7/16/2019 2:32:39 AM deanzna When I look at the “rays” it looks like fresh colors inside of them and like human rears from back with legs on inside of top “sun rays”. Like laid down 

butts out around top half of sun rays

7/16/2019 2:33:31 AM big_simp CSW is mildly aspergers

Why BTC is doomed?

check this

2020 https://twitter.com/digitsu/status/1151002332311609345 …

7/16/2019 2:35:34 AM justice_rebel of course why would they ...cover up ..if they aren't in on it ..

7/16/2019 2:35:53 AM big_simp BTC whitepaper -> CSWs baby

He needed help solving certain "parts" - enter Dave Kleiman

Q:

Is Clockwork Orange a Stanley Kubrick film or should the opening credits read  "A Clockwork Orange" by a group of people'

7/16/2019 2:38:09 AM gavinlucas110 When you stay on chain, everything is recorded. When you implement SegWit and side chains like LN, it makes it much easier to muddy the waters. 

You can't trade child porn with SV, because you will be caught. I freely admit i am not a technical expert but i get the broad concepts.

7/16/2019 2:42:11 AM keith369me I’ll believe Mr Nasif when I see the arrest of Stephanie (Stormy) Clifford on a fraud or human trafficking related charge.  Personally I think she might be 

part of the “Storm”

7/16/2019 2:44:57 AM time2wakesheep So then do you celebrate Easter?

7/16/2019 2:45:51 AM jimmy007forsure So here is the kicker. Single use address.. and you can do anything you like and never get caught on BSV and BTC

LN is a micro-payment channel, no criminal will want to use it, you can't buy 2 kilos of cocaine on the LN. LN is for buying a pizza, paying bills, small 

purchases

7/16/2019 2:48:33 AM jaysureshot  https://twitter.com/JaySureshot/status/1148688333289267200?s=19 …

7/16/2019 2:48:33 AM justice_rebel it's gone . that link doesn't work for me it sais ;url not found

7/16/2019 2:49:43 AM big_simp who backed Blockstream for 50m -

Now look at connection to child trafficking

CSW involved in anti child trafficking in Sth America where he met whitehats

name of the game is keeping BTC segwit a token to use for child trafficking - the largest industry on planet overtaking arms

7/16/2019 2:50:45 AM justice_rebel hard to play tennis on a court like this one pic.twitter.com/QntYjAy3z9

7/16/2019 2:51:58 AM guacamolly45 I can’t find george’s twitter account :( is it deleted? Or is Twitter messing with his profile being visable?

7/16/2019 2:53:59 AM rosesrred0119 Angelina... whis father was...??? Connect the dots

7/16/2019 2:56:29 AM riggedsys Sounds too crazy to be true...?

7/16/2019 2:57:34 AM ddos1271 I'll challenge you're statement about "no cybercrime" etc, how is that possible?



7/16/2019 2:59:42 AM riggedsys I’ll stay on the sidelines on this one.  Waited this long, I can wait more until the “October surprise”. I do think there will be big revelations leading up to 

the elections.

7/16/2019 3:01:13 AM oo1o110 Satanists are foot soldiers.

7/16/2019 3:02:08 AM ddos1271 The proposition that no crime is possible on the BSV blockchain necessitates identity, if that's the case why bother? 

Use a mySQL database with KYC/AML for the authorities and forgot about blockchain altogether

7/16/2019 3:03:01 AM time2wakesheep All fallen angels or Nephilim (their offspring after mating with humans, ie: why God flooded the earth).

Pagans worshipped these beings as gods.

Modern Christianity is pagan and tarnished today.

The Vatican was a deception sprung by Satan out of Rome, to confuse Christians.

7/16/2019 3:03:10 AM weediblue Read 'Dead mans secrets'.

7/16/2019 3:03:47 AM ddos1271 Delusional nonsense

7/16/2019 3:04:21 AM oo1o110 Those three in their current forms were invented by Luciferians. Communion is a blood rite to mock us. We consume the flesh and blood of our Christ 

and parade the implement of His death.

7/16/2019 3:07:15 AM time2wakesheep Easter is a holiday in the name of Ishtar (she has a few names).

Coloring of the eggs? Blood from child sacrifices.

Bunny and Eggs.. Orgies and humping like rabbits.. fertility..

And “Christians” think it is actually about Jesus.

You were lied to!
7/16/2019 3:09:37 AM ddos1271 Having a few issues with his Christianity it seems pic.twitter.com/HdwZ27jFce

7/16/2019 3:10:14 AM 369369rv The shadow covers the sun's eye. Like their black eye !

7/16/2019 3:11:45 AM time2wakesheep Real Christianity, not the one you get from church and typical Christians... 

Is the only religion that is different.

All of them before were worshipping the fallen angels and/or their Nephilim offspring.

Christianity today is so far off track (thanks to Satan’s Vatican).

7/16/2019 3:15:13 AM jimmy007forsure And what about the GMX account hack. If CSW was somehow involved or purchased the info from the hacker he would have had the keys-to-the-city 

the emails to and from Gavin etc. The laptop may have been in a sealed box but its easy to reseal a box, just do it from the bottom.

7/16/2019 3:17:41 AM jimmy007forsure You cant assume that. You cannot state no tampering occured. You do not know, nor do I. However Its easy to open and reseal a box from the bottom, 

no one looks there.

7/16/2019 3:18:26 AM digispud Also Craig would have to have copied his keys onto the new laptop. He could have also copied the phony message hash that he copied from an early 

block and then verified that. Gavin now claims he was quite possibly "bamboozled", and was wrong to confirm Craig's claim.

7/16/2019 3:20:26 AM 369369rv Distraction?

7/16/2019 3:32:02 AM independentrowr  pic.twitter.com/IUTc4ne9L7

7/16/2019 3:33:18 AM johnpcbiggs  pic.twitter.com/8uRX8uLpZL

7/16/2019 3:34:00 AM seatherton3 They better keep that MFr in jail.

7/16/2019 3:35:48 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt politicial establishment with a new Government controlled 

bysroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEO […]" #UnsealEpstein #QAnon 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1150952666081759232.html …

7/16/2019 3:37:17 AM libertyspring99 The pit has line of sight to the temple. 😬

7/16/2019 3:41:20 AM richard07759712 Both PNP and PPD aren’t clean

7/16/2019 3:41:25 AM weediblue Sick sick people.

7/16/2019 3:41:56 AM seatherton3 That's the killing field.

7/16/2019 3:44:12 AM big_simp Not at all

Love thy neighbour

7/16/2019 3:45:04 AM richard07759712 Hi Google! pic.twitter.com/0EYBjN6t75

7/16/2019 3:45:11 AM berenbergdc So are you. Making up all this stuff 24X7!

I know a lot of PhDs myself. The fact is, some of them can barely write.

You just make it up as you go along, hell bent (and I hope rewarded) to continue your misinformation campaign.

"ddos1271"... always this one.

7/16/2019 3:45:43 AM richard07759712 Who owns Google!!!!!????

7/16/2019 3:46:21 AM berenbergdc ddos1271 the smear artist.

Poisoning crypto since 2013. Way to go Btc.

7/16/2019 3:51:02 AM ddos1271 I personally don't have any issues with homosexuality, I have a family member who is gay, love him to bits, nothing will ever change that but...

Please stop the nonsense about Craig Wright being a Christian. pic.twitter.com/nFscXcNFgT

7/16/2019 3:52:31 AM anneolsen43 Why just the American People? It’s not a global movement

7/16/2019 3:52:40 AM sharong73376199 What was hidden shall be revealed.

7/16/2019 3:54:13 AM imalleers George m Nasif is a FRAUD! 

Don’t fall for these lies people.

7/16/2019 4:02:27 AM deebeed2 Looks like the NXIVM branding symbol

7/16/2019 4:03:13 AM wellsong Has to begin with the US. We are the biggest impediment to the global world order. Our establishment of control over our Government crushes the 

NWO, which benefits the rest of the planet

7/16/2019 4:04:06 AM qanonsunrise An above ground, large human sacrifice zone/pit???  What would be the methods used? Fire?

7/16/2019 4:04:52 AM allahuniversal He's been on one ever since the "HELLO GEORGE" line from Q

7/16/2019 4:07:09 AM anneolsen43 Agreed but Americans are so divided

7/16/2019 4:10:04 AM wellsong No more divided than we’ve always been. This is a false narrative pushed by the corrupt media. And the more the Dems lurch to the insanity of hard 

left ideology, the more united we will become.

7/16/2019 4:10:37 AM cswisafraud It's just part of the marketing: "Clean, wholesome Bitcoin™, the kind you can take home and introduce to your parents". 

If it doesn't have a gritty edge, it's not doing anything important.



7/16/2019 4:13:43 AM mrernietests MLK would be filled with pride for this speech

7/16/2019 4:15:08 AM sciblu27 I'll look thank you

7/16/2019 4:15:47 AM 1chericane Google maps looks like the Photoshopped the tennis court

7/16/2019 4:19:57 AM fibermam266 not just Dems. all evil,corrupt, traitors, guilty of pedo. trafficking, corruption, must go.

7/16/2019 4:22:08 AM bohica_55 Marker [2] 

Set

Q pic.twitter.com/Lb7KrIddHK

7/16/2019 4:23:06 AM tom31485433 You talking about the Irish famine?

7/16/2019 4:24:17 AM ddos1271 Believe whatever you want to believe mate, no skin of my bloody nose

7/16/2019 4:27:12 AM natureinspace Oh wow. Never knew this.

7/16/2019 4:28:39 AM ruru_jataka Time magick?

1,2,3,4,5,[6,6,6,]7,8,9,10,11,12?

Half the day 6?

Attempt to interfere with 3, 6, 9?

7/16/2019 4:30:10 AM natureinspace The Chan's are awesome. They can find anything.

7/16/2019 4:31:32 AM andrew13892378 5.30=5.5=5:5=RW Understood.

7/16/2019 4:33:06 AM big_simp @CWIAF it sounds like you want to believe whatever you want..  lol

Mr Bean as your avatar is very fitting

7/16/2019 4:33:25 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 4:36:43 AM jobsprophecy They assumed they could never be touched. Arrogance and stupidity are a dangerous combination...WWG1WGA

7/16/2019 4:37:47 AM big_simp If you know CSW is NOT a Christian please provide proof

ps sounds like you do have issues with homosexuality!!!

7/16/2019 4:39:03 AM andrew13892378 Looks like a gravity fed Stone Aggregate Filter Field to me. Probably some kind of Liquefied waste. Perhaps some kind of Human waste product such 

as...... You can Imagine! Must in most cases be at ground level where absorbent surroundings are found.

7/16/2019 4:44:18 AM reneesamshaffer Very frustrating.  It's so amazing to me that this stuff is finally coming to light, and yet people still think I'm nuts for believing it. I just want them to see 

all of the things I have seen over the years, then they wouldn't doubt it.

7/16/2019 5:01:04 AM nan_ese A week to remember!

From dark to light!

Boom!

Boom!

Boom!

Boom!

7/16/2019 5:04:26 AM orbital_lexicon Actually, that is incorrect. It was one of Wright's people who sourced the laptop, per Andreesen and Wright.

7/16/2019 5:05:44 AM orbital_lexicon ~The sticker on the CD says "Genuine", so it has to be.~

🦄

7/16/2019 5:07:08 AM playactiongamer Reverse speech? Peggy Kane has done this many times.

7/16/2019 5:10:12 AM andycryptostar Reminds me of that Cheech and Chong move in the swiming pool on a ladder with a bear in the air

7/16/2019 5:11:47 AM mcv_awakening Where did this image come from ?

7/16/2019 5:12:10 AM roohahoo “But this is the end

This is the end of the innocence

Who knows how long this will last

Now we've come so far, so fast...”

7/16/2019 5:12:17 AM andrew13892378 Also...Left eye=Right Brain. Right brain=......The right hemisphere is associated with cognitive skills, such as creativity, emotion and intuitiveness. 

Punish left Eye=?

Whats in the Stone/sand Aggregate field? Harden those emotions<> left eye training.

7/16/2019 5:13:52 AM drtiborkdr Life in prison might be longer. A walk away deal just means a negotiation based (with his handlers) limited hangout

7/16/2019 5:17:46 AM roohahoo Yes. You see the pattern repeated almost exactly with the likes of Miley, Katy Perry, Taylor Swift. 

The final ritual is killing the innocence and turning it demonic/sexual.

7/16/2019 5:18:55 AM lp083061  pic.twitter.com/eqZc1BRNZH

7/16/2019 5:19:57 AM blsdbe @Dairy_mom_of_6 FYI Dearheart

7/16/2019 5:21:17 AM michaelsclause2 Hmmmm?  Sounds familiar.  #MAGA

#WWG1GWA

7/16/2019 5:22:13 AM digispud The fact they even needed laptops and USB keys smells very fishy. Here's how a signing should work: Gavin chooses a message. Craig signs it on his 

own computer. Gives signature to Gavin, who verifies it on his computer. That's it! No trust required.

7/16/2019 5:22:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 #LoveIslandUSA pic.twitter.com/zom6AZ4e5K

7/16/2019 5:24:03 AM igiant111 Is the X marking the dig site? Is it about to get bumpy?

7/16/2019 5:24:10 AM andrew13892378 Where is the Ground Soil Report for Epstein Island? all Legal building of that type require this. Which office responsible? Is the soil type non porous at 

xxxxxx meters deep? Which contractors? Previous owner?

7/16/2019 5:24:14 AM blsdbe Kinda like the LoveBoat only not as Nice... 🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

🔥#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinGate🔥

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/16/2019 5:25:23 AM dukromeo hackneyed #bachelorette they ddidn't even pay for a emoji 

cheapskates

7/16/2019 5:26:05 AM ddos1271 “Mr. Bean”, has a master's degree in electrical engineering.

7/16/2019 5:27:27 AM blsdbe Looks like MJ is still taking DMs? Maybe just send one? pic.twitter.com/16K5x19Blg

7/16/2019 5:28:14 AM duppytech 😂

7/16/2019 5:30:01 AM aleks8837 He deleted his Twitter account. His Facebook account is:  https://www.facebook.com/george.nasif 

I HAD to check out who this guy with this info was!! Wtf. If this is true, then all other conspiracies are likely true too! Just wow..

7/16/2019 5:30:25 AM lightofdawn_e Was hurricane Irma/Maria geo enhanced and used as ceremony?  Branson was on his island when took place.  I was in usvi when tropical storm Danny 

came through.  Had all sorts of bad energy connections that trip. Have reason to believe Epstein was on his island then

7/16/2019 5:36:19 AM digispud Like this: https://twitter.com/SatoshiLite/status/727157971428331520?s=19 …

7/16/2019 5:37:41 AM orbital_lexicon Is that why he said in a BBC interview "signed by the public key"? Is that why he said "In the use of 21 million x 108 parts you have a value that maps to 

the cent"? Is this why he said Bitcoin transactions were originally direct connections via IP & DNS addresses?

7/16/2019 5:39:07 AM orbital_lexicon Is that why he doesn't understand hash vulnerabilities? Opcodes? These are not mistakes and incompetencies that the person who developed Bitcoin 

would make.

7/16/2019 5:39:25 AM jonicurry17 This is turning out to be WAY the he** more evil and creepy than I initially thought. As Q has said, Pure Evil, that island was turned into something 

beyond most worst nightmare. My heart goes out to the victims.

7/16/2019 5:40:29 AM qanonsunrise Pretty sure that is one of Lucifer's hairballs.



7/16/2019 5:42:59 AM jiggysmack @hoag813 I know what you're feeling.  I'm a 70's-80's guy...I don't feel the music I used to love anymore either.

I also don't like the Actors anymore since I know what happens in Hollywood.

The blinders are off of most people now...we see everything.

7/16/2019 5:44:47 AM jaysureshot  https://twitter.com/JaySureshot/status/1150896717572845570?s=19 …

7/16/2019 5:46:19 AM orbital_lexicon Right. All of the other crap was just opening doorways for possible manipulation.

7/16/2019 5:46:34 AM digispud Anything more complicated than that and you can bet there's a magic trick being performed. Much like Craig's discredited Sartre blog post.

7/16/2019 5:46:44 AM berenbergdc Not true. Like the rest of what you write.

7/16/2019 5:47:09 AM lizzjustlizz That's what I'm thinking.

7/16/2019 5:50:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 2015

#UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/csFXLzLczVQ 

7/16/2019 5:50:34 AM jamesdupius2 Agreed

7/16/2019 5:51:27 AM orbital_lexicon He has plagiarized at least 5 papers on BTC. This is an irrefutable fact. He admitted to forging the blog post for Wired. Has been busted numerous times 

editing old posts, faking "evidence" & so on. I now opine that those defending him are paid to. Nothing else makes sense.

7/16/2019 5:51:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/6rK3OFH-pVc 

7/16/2019 5:53:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein then #Disclosure

Trust The Plan

 https://youtu.be/rcWwZRoyfww 

7/16/2019 5:55:35 AM norwegianon  https://youtu.be/rcWwZRoyfww 

😎👍

7/16/2019 5:55:55 AM synackstatic When this was found last year, 

Anons believed the 4 quadrants were remarkable similar to missile bay doors. 

MJ12 Implying Israel = Samson. 

GooG is playing coverup for a threat to US NATSEC. 

That's not a tennis court. 

That's treason.

7/16/2019 5:57:18 AM iwork24 Wright Patterson AFB should prove just as interesting.

7/16/2019 5:58:58 AM gavinlucas110 Not sure if you have read this, but a journalist who was actually there says you are wrong. He even quotes MacGregor as praising his assistsnt for 

managing to get the laptop so late in the day. Don't let the facts get in the way of a good narrative though. http://archive.is/kjuLi 

7/16/2019 6:00:22 AM gavinlucas110 Yup, i'm sure the people in the room who were investing tens of millions is CSW didn't ask to see a receipt 🤣🤣🤣

7/16/2019 6:01:03 AM ddos1271 Gavin isn't stupid, only explanation, he's complicit for reasons unknown

7/16/2019 6:02:53 AM gavinlucas110 Or...and you might want to sit down for this, because it will probably come as a terrible shock...you're wrong.

7/16/2019 6:04:39 AM gavinlucas110 If I was Satoshi, holding the keys to millions of BTC, I would use a fresh computer nobody could have put a key logger on. You just can't trust anyone 

when it comes to that kind of money. You are all imagining a magic trick. The assistant who got the laptop was NOT on CSWs side.

7/16/2019 6:05:39 AM sadieandmaya MSM forced coverage

7/16/2019 6:06:07 AM keith369me Best buddies, like Prince Charles and Jimmy Saville.

7/16/2019 6:06:15 AM keith369me I guess we now know Victoria’s Secret.  #WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? 

#WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? #WhosConnectedToEpstein? 

#WhosConnectedToEpstein?

7/16/2019 6:07:08 AM hawkgirlinmn So unseal to awaken in a non-bipartisan way. Morality is not left or right. Then declass. So that means a WHOLE lot is going to go down in a short 

amount of time. #TrustThePlan

7/16/2019 6:08:25 AM sehvehn can you put it in more simple terms? lol ive had a few visits now from interesting beetle friends. a cicada....an emerald green colored beetle, this new 

friend. im always very happy to meet new friends. <3

7/16/2019 6:09:09 AM sleky19 Zone 51 has nothing, it's at Wright Patterson or ask the Navy

7/16/2019 6:10:08 AM gavinlucas110 Why would MacGregors assistant have motivation to dedraud her boss with a tampered laptop? Along with Matthews defrauding Calvin, that's a lot of 

people whose interests don't align with CSWs helping him. Seems like a stretch.

7/16/2019 6:10:21 AM berenbergdc The point of using a brand new laptop was to make sure it had no been previously tampered with.

7/16/2019 6:12:11 AM lisbet30025172 Feels like this #stormarea51 overshadows what really people should be talking about #epstien and #pizzagate #pedowood #pedoisland 

#SaveTheChildren has

7/16/2019 6:13:18 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥#Disclosure
7/16/2019 6:13:49 AM keith369me Psyop...look within.  Maybe it forces Disclosure?  Collective consciousness demands it?

7/16/2019 6:13:58 AM rdeweese04 Here it is without the “cover”! https://youtu.be/W3fgTbhGlZY 

7/16/2019 6:16:25 AM keith369me We will eventually have to forgive all to move forward.  I’ll take Justice (Earth and Cosmic), truth, and an end to this nasty nasty behavior

7/16/2019 6:17:17 AM wyatt251 It’s not game

7/16/2019 6:17:20 AM gavinlucas110 Just to clear this up...you all now believe that Calvin Ayre's right-hand man lied to him, Rob MacGreggor's assistant duped him with a fake laptop, and 

Craig performed an unspecified 'magic trick' to fool the lead developer of Bitcoin, is more probable than Craig being Satoshi?

7/16/2019 6:18:43 AM unfittwit The intent should be the info, not the messenger,imho

7/16/2019 6:18:52 AM connorr1986 S-4

7/16/2019 6:22:50 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥#Disclosure



7/16/2019 6:23:08 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥#Disclosure
7/16/2019 6:24:16 AM big_simp electrical engineering huh?

so did you use  training to prove the earth is a round ball spinning in space did you?  wow.. amazeballs

Hey Wanna play a game?

Its called... Complete the Curve

Its fun!! Enjoy pic.twitter.com/qqz6qaxVWb

7/16/2019 6:25:22 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/pjgK7vecsC

7/16/2019 6:26:01 AM big_simp I actually heard  one CSW nay sayer state that CSW hacked into the Savoy Hotel wifi and downloaded the genesis key and tricked them that way lol

Clutching at straws

wonder why they do that? pic.twitter.com/hvu8z32L3A

7/16/2019 6:27:58 AM big_simp "hes complicit for reasons unknown"

😂😂🤡

Logic is not your strong point is it Beano?

Now run along and engineer some electricity will you?

Best to Leave this conversation to the grown ups
7/16/2019 6:28:31 AM my2sonznme Has the bill grown over the years?

7/16/2019 6:28:39 AM mgodfrey99 Lol... it's so much info, it's all good.  I just wanted to make sure I it was bc

7/16/2019 6:28:42 AM orbital_lexicon Ok. The person there to verify the signing and Wright both say different. Speaking of Hagan, he also believes it was an elaborate con. 

https://www.wired.com/2016/05/craig-wright-privately-proved-hes-bitcoins-creator/ …

7/16/2019 6:28:48 AM my2sonznme *hill

7/16/2019 6:30:13 AM orbital_lexicon Signaling theory is a thing.

7/16/2019 6:31:45 AM my2sonznme The 4D drone that just came out days ago did not show this was a hill. It went right into the area and it was flat. What’s up will all the discrepancies? 

Makes it hard to believe.

7/16/2019 6:32:08 AM wyatt251 11 hr

7/16/2019 6:33:28 AM wyatt251 Why just 3 9 12 no 6 hmmm

7/16/2019 6:34:18 AM orbital_lexicon When a method 5000 times easier would have been publicly verifiable by cryptographers the world over? And for the record, it is more likely that my 

testicles win a Grammy this year than either of those being likely. The only person being duped was Gavin. Which he now admits to.

7/16/2019 6:34:59 AM gavinlucas110 "An administrative assistant working with Wright"..is not CSWs assistant. She was MacGregor's assistant, and MacGregor was working with CSW so 

that is technically true. But Macgregor had no interest in duping anyone - it was his $ on the line & he wanted proof as much as anyone.

7/16/2019 6:35:03 AM orbital_lexicon Wright's assistant. But, whatever.

7/16/2019 6:36:09 AM keith369me Does this clear the path for news of the Weiner Laptop contents? https://beta.washingtonpost.com/national-security/justice-dept-will-not-charge-

police-in-connection-with-eric-garners-death/2019/07/16/f5188d84-a761-11e9-86dd-d7f0e60391e9_story.html?outputType=amp …

7/16/2019 6:36:53 AM orbital_lexicon Wow.

7/16/2019 6:37:18 AM gavinlucas110 It's right there in the first sentence of paragraph 10 in the article you linked me. Words matter, especially in court.

7/16/2019 6:37:50 AM berenbergdc Nope 😂

7/16/2019 6:38:46 AM berenbergdc You don't know anything about cryptographers 😂

7/16/2019 6:39:04 AM _discernment_ #Epstein #Lolita_Express #EpsteinClinton #TickTock #DeepStateInPanic pic.twitter.com/2VQuurs3TS

7/16/2019 6:39:09 AM orbital_lexicon I'm legitimately impressed with the sophist take.

7/16/2019 6:40:18 AM hcraig0062_h Are you saying google earth covered this place with a tennis court looking pic so people could not see what was really there?  Oh boy if that's true the 

persons involved are not sleeping

7/16/2019 6:42:14 AM gavinlucas110 It is simply factual - Macgregors interests were not strictly aligned with Wright's altho they worked together. He had pulled strings to sell a package of 

IP worth $1 billion to Google. His rep was on the line, as well as $. He wanted to know the truth, too.

7/16/2019 6:42:42 AM orbital_lexicon Yeah. That's why I linked it. pic.twitter.com/b8Gql2BIwK

7/16/2019 6:42:44 AM digispud Why do they need a "trusted" laptop? Craig never had to give his private key to anyone as part of his proof. He signs on his own computer and gives 

the signature to Gavin. It's not difficult. So why did he make it so complicated?

7/16/2019 6:43:10 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein. #DECLAS

7/16/2019 6:43:30 AM alnacho1 #disclosure

7/16/2019 6:43:40 AM gavinlucas110 Do I have to spell this out for you - she was working with Wright on behalf of Macgregor. She was NOT Wright's assistant. Jesus.

7/16/2019 6:45:27 AM gavinlucas110 @gavinandresen care to weigh in? Who's assistant got the laptop? did anyone look at a receipt to make sure she just bought it? Could you technically 

have stolen Wright's keys if you had rigged your laptop?

7/16/2019 6:47:05 AM orbital_lexicon Speaking of "words matter, especially in court". 

If this actually happened, he really did have the private key during this & then he lied in court when he said the Genesis block key slices were locked up 

in a trust, have been since 2011 & he didn't have access. Which is it?

7/16/2019 6:48:10 AM orbital_lexicon I guess you need to tell CSW, because he has also said it was one of his staff. Could be lying, of course. He has a propensity for it.

7/16/2019 6:49:16 AM orbital_lexicon Oh. It's simply factual. Well, why didn't you say so to begin with?

7/16/2019 6:51:09 AM q_the_salt Q actually tweeted his status update! Strange.

7/16/2019 6:51:33 AM q_the_salt I don't know what I said 'tweeted', lol. Ykwim!

7/16/2019 6:52:34 AM gavinlucas110 Source?

7/16/2019 6:53:47 AM pamelasallustio MEME READY... pic.twitter.com/xgV6PB245B

7/16/2019 6:53:53 AM scott_bakken We all know the good shit was moved to area 62.

7/16/2019 6:56:15 AM orbital_lexicon Yes, please @gavinandresen. Come out of hibernation on this issue.

7/16/2019 6:58:35 AM digispud If Craig had to copy his private keys onto another computer for his proof then he's doing crypto wrong. My belief is that the laptop was not tampered 

with. Craig did his Sartre trick on the original computer, then again on the clean laptop.

7/16/2019 6:58:44 AM kindeandtrue I was very fascinated by the Thai cave rescue and Elon Musk's involvement. Did some study of it: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1029910512329474050 …

7/16/2019 6:59:30 AM abstract1dea One step at a time

7/16/2019 7:00:30 AM pamelasallustio @realDonaldTrump MAGA WILL HELP ALL COUNTRIES. THE DEEP STATE IS WORLD WIDE & OUR WONDERFUL PRESIDENT IS DRAINING THE SWAP. THIS 

IS FOR YOU TOO. @WWG1WGA



7/16/2019 7:01:15 AM kindeandtrue More about cave divers, clocks, watches and #GardensByTheBay, for whatever it's worth: 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1025796461307539457 …

7/16/2019 7:01:30 AM plumcivic There seems to have been some excavation. That Google Earth date is May 2017. The drone footage on YouTube from this month shows the mound 

has been dug out and other patterns etched in the surface.

7/16/2019 7:01:40 AM meteorologist88 False. It was never there. The shadows are wrong.

7/16/2019 7:01:53 AM vintagesquirrel Looks like a meteorite

7/16/2019 7:03:20 AM orbital_lexicon  https://lmgtfy.com/?q=craig+wright+bbc+interview&s=g …

7/16/2019 7:04:55 AM techvision_ Soros 😁

7/16/2019 7:05:47 AM gavinlucas110  pic.twitter.com/leB7dRDzY9

7/16/2019 7:06:06 AM toffer_anon_369 ...moving to GITMO?!

7/16/2019 7:06:13 AM raevenraeyne 😂

7/16/2019 7:06:18 AM orbital_lexicon It's actually easy to do the same thing he did. Albacore labs made a tool that lets anyone sign a message with the Genesis block.  

https://albacore.io/faketoshi 

7/16/2019 7:07:13 AM gavinlucas110 He didn't sign the genesis block. If you actually read the 200+ page court transcript in its full context, you will know why. pic.twitter.com/iEeXUpZa21

7/16/2019 7:08:09 AM kindeandtrue Somehow this reminds me of the Floral Clock at #GardensByTheBay, a venue that Q has posted about several times. 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1088485065909252096 …

7/16/2019 7:08:27 AM lhemom When is this “storming” supposed to take place?

7/16/2019 7:08:56 AM vintagesquirrel Q #1001

Where do roads lead?

Each prince is associated with a cardinal direction: north, south, east and west. 

Sacrifice.

Collect.

[Classified]-1

[Classified]-2

Tunnels.

Table 29.

D-Room H

D-Room R

D-Room C

Pure EVIL.

'Conspiracy'

Q
7/16/2019 7:09:00 AM orbital_lexicon So, which is it? Did CSW have the private keys for the Genesis block and block 9 and subsequently lie in court saying he did not have access to the 

private keys? Or did he fake the signing and tell the truth in court? Which? Choose.

7/16/2019 7:09:05 AM laurabusse Wow

7/16/2019 7:11:16 AM gavinlucas110 I can't say. I suppose we'll have to see how the court case unfolds :) It'd take a pretty stupid man to walk in there and walk into a trap like that, though. 

As the Zen Master said, we'll see.

7/16/2019 7:12:07 AM laurabusse O god LOLOL

7/16/2019 7:16:23 AM orbital_lexicon Block 1....my bad. 🤦♀️

Now, choose.

7/16/2019 7:16:33 AM bobmcfall64 ancient camp around tabernacle pic.twitter.com/rcTuJ189bT

7/16/2019 7:17:01 AM notevenchad17 Ahhaha

7/16/2019 7:18:12 AM gavinlucas110 I believe if you read the transcripts (page 180 forward will do), he says he does have the keys for 1-9? He also said he just needs one more key slice for 

the genesis block, and that it is likely Uyen Nguyen has it. I imagine we'll be hearing from her soon enough.

7/16/2019 7:19:58 AM orbital_lexicon You can't answer it can you?

7/16/2019 7:20:00 AM keith369me Prince Andrew was infamous before this:   

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.urbandictionary.com/define.php%3fterm=Prince%2bAndrew&amp=true …

7/16/2019 7:20:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/EoO79hKnQN

7/16/2019 7:21:19 AM orbital_lexicon No. https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/6309656/kleiman-v-wright/?page=2 …

7/16/2019 7:21:26 AM gavinlucas110 Sorry, I answered on the other thread were you proved you don't even know what blocks you're talking about. You can find the answer there.

7/16/2019 7:21:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/ldGOxtSJxD

7/16/2019 7:22:14 AM realitygateway I think the missile silo theory is interesting...  https://twitter.com/NPC18157225/status/1068503891787034624 …

7/16/2019 7:22:51 AM giediknight weren't these originally Roman in origin?

7/16/2019 7:23:17 AM daveelton33 Same deity?

7/16/2019 7:23:20 AM bhodili1 what is a leppo

7/16/2019 7:23:27 AM thoughttazer "Their symbolism will be their downfall"

7/16/2019 7:23:50 AM orbital_lexicon Another non answer. It's ok. You don't have to. I wouldn't be able to, either. Being that entrenched and facing reality would be painful. And I'm 

legitimately not faulting you for it. It's human nature.

7/16/2019 7:24:14 AM iluvkayakingtoo  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYbavuReVF4 …

7/16/2019 7:24:36 AM chanclan82 Seems like Q points us in the direction we need to dig to get the information. Pretty confident Q knew. Now WE know. Thanks!!

7/16/2019 7:24:52 AM _highjinx_ Bruh pic.twitter.com/g4kDQHM9kJ

7/16/2019 7:25:27 AM wyatt251 Is the Syrian capital

7/16/2019 7:25:28 AM taitai78787 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@LisaMei62

@StormIsUponUs 

Look at Ellen’s set - coincidence?

7/16/2019 7:25:28 AM bobmcfall64 there was a court of the gentiles

7/16/2019 7:25:48 AM kindeandtrue Are these coded messages to extraterrestrials?

7/16/2019 7:26:03 AM laurabusse LOLOL

7/16/2019 7:26:06 AM bhodili1 who?

7/16/2019 7:29:13 AM redinva Interesting tweet from @DerbyDiverRN relates... https://twitter.com/derbydiverrn/status/1150877282598150144?s=21 …

7/16/2019 7:30:30 AM wyatt251 Sry here you go pic.twitter.com/qY879lNvOc

7/16/2019 7:30:51 AM plasticjesus6 Exactly . Which brings I to question the validity of this Majestjc acc

7/16/2019 7:31:38 AM bhodili1 is it a leppo or is it the leppo?

7/16/2019 7:31:45 AM cheriharly34 When you put them together face to face they make an OWL 🦉

7/16/2019 7:31:46 AM redinva Another from @AnOpiner... https://twitter.com/anopiner/status/1149414516943405056?s=21 …

7/16/2019 7:32:20 AM _highjinx_ Never relaxeppo!

7/16/2019 7:32:30 AM bhodili1 America 🇺🇸

7/16/2019 7:33:17 AM bhodili1 around a leppo never relax

7/16/2019 7:34:03 AM speaakn 🤓

7/16/2019 7:34:40 AM angeladeangelo CFR - Bill Cooper did a nice job laying out the history. rip.



7/16/2019 7:34:42 AM wyatt251 Troll listen carefully Aleppo is a city named after a guy like most n in that city there is a church mosque 🕌 n it’s tile work is the same at the island 

where the pedo island is that’s all

7/16/2019 7:35:51 AM _highjinx_ Relaxo!

7/16/2019 7:35:59 AM keith369me These people are sick

7/16/2019 7:36:36 AM yustein Babylonian symbolism... I hate Marduk...

7/16/2019 7:37:08 AM weediblue Interesting design 🤔

7/16/2019 7:38:02 AM bhodili1 wait which leppo

7/16/2019 7:38:54 AM bdam777 I can find sauce for this online other then this other tweet. Keep digging... https://twitter.com/Abaphor/status/1148876744323149824?s=19 …

7/16/2019 7:40:05 AM maryschade14 And now supposedly Antartica which I had expected..here comes some more Jedi Mind Trix..

Thinktanks Russian 'researchers' (sic) https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/618769/Antarctic-UFO-mystery-deepens-after-researchers-find-tanks-

guarding-alien-crash-site …

7/16/2019 7:41:21 AM _highjinx_ The smackiest!

7/16/2019 7:43:30 AM hawkgirlinmn Townhouse and a jet “given” to Jeff Epstein ....follow the money. It’s always the money. They didn’t think she would lose!

7/16/2019 7:44:06 AM lizzjustlizz Hmm.

7/16/2019 7:44:27 AM bhodili1 i thought we were doing all the country flags

7/16/2019 7:48:11 AM bdam777 Hey majestic. Magoo may be spreading some false info. I can't find any info on bird doing that and in this tweet he says that someone else said it while 

he said it above? pic.twitter.com/9q7v9jHsm8

7/16/2019 7:48:44 AM jennysue62 #FakeTennisCourt

7/16/2019 7:49:45 AM antarctix  pic.twitter.com/3Xzxm0L4qa

7/16/2019 7:51:20 AM gavinlucas110  https://www.docdroid.net/5LZMLHb/06-28-19-ber-kleiman.pdf#page=139 … Pages 128 line 21 onwards he literally spells it out in plain English. but I 

recommend reading 120-140 in full. He literally spells it out - he had/has the keys to access blocks 1-10, not the others. You'll particularly enjoy pages 

137-140. 😂😂😂

7/16/2019 7:51:48 AM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/CCHywXLhqG

7/16/2019 7:53:05 AM vintagesquirrel I saw that too! Does anyone have that pic?

7/16/2019 7:53:14 AM stephscolaro Please, God. Let it be soon. The disgusting rhetoric of the Left is becoming a bit unbearable. People need to be enlightened, and fast....

7/16/2019 7:54:01 AM cheriharly34 Ill find it be right back

7/16/2019 7:55:12 AM vintagesquirrel Anyone else believe [P] refers to Pharoah?

7/16/2019 7:55:24 AM usss_211 62?

7/16/2019 7:55:44 AM vintagesquirrel Someone already posted it on this thread. Thx!

7/16/2019 7:55:53 AM cheriharly34 There you go pic.twitter.com/zIvi7bdIJc

7/16/2019 7:56:17 AM bhodili1 which leppo is in syria

7/16/2019 7:56:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 EYES ON CA

7/16/2019 7:56:45 AM overshareflare Booooom! pic.twitter.com/DVzL09C7H7

7/16/2019 7:56:50 AM jeff57253103 What’s happening there?

7/16/2019 7:56:57 AM cheddiemr 👍😃

7/16/2019 7:57:09 AM aprilbrown99 Hollywood?

7/16/2019 7:57:12 AM mycologyofmaga Aye!

7/16/2019 7:57:32 AM jvan125 Good or bad?!? 🤯🥴🙏🏻

7/16/2019 7:57:34 AM laura_621 That’s the ticket!!!

7/16/2019 7:58:00 AM wyatt251 Bohemian Grove is this weekend right

7/16/2019 7:58:32 AM bhodili1 suh dude pic.twitter.com/k5X3sVJGFX

7/16/2019 7:58:36 AM paciouno eyes wide open friend..

7/16/2019 7:58:59 AM keith369me Let me guess, a blackout is coming and we won’t know the cause for several months.

7/16/2019 8:00:26 AM nanfran5 The fires in the North?

7/16/2019 8:00:38 AM teamdowner That story is from Sept 2015.

7/16/2019 8:00:42 AM aprilbrown99 Sulfer-crested Cockatoos can and will also kill their mates.

7/16/2019 8:00:46 AM n_amersolutions for real?

7/16/2019 8:01:46 AM m101wagner  pic.twitter.com/khwgFHT463

7/16/2019 8:01:48 AM bhodili1 where are the others

7/16/2019 8:03:23 AM magachronicle there were power outages last night

7/16/2019 8:03:35 AM metroman00 Wow

7/16/2019 8:03:58 AM bhodili1 how many are there?

7/16/2019 8:04:02 AM fish_lips_  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw3CjmoB3oY …

7/16/2019 8:04:25 AM metroman00 Gawd!

7/16/2019 8:04:28 AM meteorologist88 Compare the shadows on the palm trees to the lights on the “tennis court”. Especially those on the top side. Compare length, direction, intensity, etc. 

make sense? The more you know, the more they cover up, the more mistakes they make. #WeAreTheNews #Qanon

7/16/2019 8:04:48 AM aprilbrown99 Another look here, don’t look over there. They use the same playbook over and over.

7/16/2019 8:05:08 AM mjparchangel777 Google

7/16/2019 8:05:53 AM fish_lips_ Source?????

7/16/2019 8:07:17 AM trickyrick2u This freaks me out...wow

7/16/2019 8:07:18 AM lorirrr From 2015

7/16/2019 8:07:23 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/16/2019 8:07:23 AM albertbustillo4 Thank you!

7/16/2019 8:07:27 AM bryceja68689884 Trust your feelings, she is the PRIME example of a controlled puppet. Those feelings aren't weird.

7/16/2019 8:08:09 AM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/16/2019 8:08:39 AM weediblue  https://www.akdn.org/file/2785/download?token=QYztAq9w … Interesting construction 🤔

7/16/2019 8:09:41 AM speaakn Very lumpy tennis court right there 🙄

7/16/2019 8:09:46 AM dark2light9 I want these #PedoWood, diabolic treasonous people outta my State!!!! pic.twitter.com/Xhs2BdyShK

7/16/2019 8:09:54 AM bhodili1 if it's called a leppo there must be more

7/16/2019 8:10:00 AM yustein In case you missed  https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/ … @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @FoxNews

7/16/2019 8:10:34 AM bdam777 Slick Willy knows... maybe it was a fresh clone? 🙄 https://youtu.be/u8y-FPQlNfI 

7/16/2019 8:12:10 AM _highjinx_ A leppo, several leppoes! pic.twitter.com/hsoUBCYBOG

7/16/2019 8:13:17 AM bhodili1 the leppo in syria has some weird looking mosques

7/16/2019 8:13:24 AM richardhiatt16 Roger that 👍❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/16/2019 8:13:26 AM vintagesquirrel 👀

7/16/2019 8:15:00 AM knightofmaltaus Take it in stride. Don’t take this so seriously as it is always something this, something that and many who have no clue but buy-into the hype. 

Eyes on McDonalds for Friday. Free Fries! pic.twitter.com/AlRVHHwRxC

7/16/2019 8:15:16 AM dodiehorvath Q sent me :)



7/16/2019 8:17:11 AM smergi_rompe is there any kind of link that can provide verification for the molesting it's young statement? did a quick search, nothing immediate shows up

7/16/2019 8:17:21 AM wolfeglenda When was that snap shot taken?

If I’m correct the latest videos this week are showing it cleaned and cut.

7/16/2019 8:17:57 AM wolfeglenda Sorry was meaning the ‘tennis court tarp’!

7/16/2019 8:18:26 AM 313looper 👀... pic.twitter.com/XGFQgJgEzV

7/16/2019 8:18:44 AM dhacker110 Hmm if I had to guess I’d either an explosive headline with google being linked to China and are now under investigation or (and I hope this is it) we get 

to see Jussie smollet get arrested that would be cool

7/16/2019 8:19:15 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/RuDnk65WlV

7/16/2019 8:20:06 AM rtullu That's just creepy.

7/16/2019 8:20:07 AM bhodili1 have you seen a leppo?

7/16/2019 8:20:20 AM roxannegaulden Ditto!

7/16/2019 8:21:39 AM nan_ese ISBE?

7/16/2019 8:22:34 AM tjskydive about to be a whole lotta shakin' goin' on

7/16/2019 8:22:38 AM bhodili1 prove it

7/16/2019 8:22:42 AM lhemom I agree. Prayers for CA.

7/16/2019 8:23:47 AM blsdbe @DJLOK heads up 🥰🥰🥰

7/16/2019 8:24:50 AM susan66388204 Like playing the Wizard of Oz backwards?   Other wording appears?

7/16/2019 8:27:07 AM orbital_lexicon He contends that he gave key slices of those 10 to DK. Right there. And he tried to find them but couldn't. How did he get slices from DK in 2016 when 

he died in 2013? Not to mention that constant self contradictory statements. Throughout this clusterfuck of testimony.

7/16/2019 8:27:12 AM melanieanders7 Does the dome open like a lotus flower to allow another sacraficial platform? The metal slays don’t look connected except at the bottom

7/16/2019 8:27:15 AM grapejelly007 The strange rocks look like they have bowls or something. They probably behead people over them. Yuck.

7/16/2019 8:28:29 AM grapejelly007 Probably where the victim's put their head to be chopped off at a certain time.

7/16/2019 8:28:40 AM s__a___g__e No they are not! Yes there few such incidences but they are a cultural issue not an islamic issue. There are some false narrations that attribute 

prophets to child marriage but there is no such thing in Islam otherwise

7/16/2019 8:30:32 AM s__a___g__e More then a million Muslims have dies in wars initiated by these people, they are the victims as much as Christians are.

7/16/2019 8:30:34 AM 17_3_161815214 🤔read both timelines

 https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-house-explosion-murrieta-20190715-story.html …

Recorded;

@JoannaRoseMusic You posted 306 about 30 min after yet THEY claim explosion 1210p and gas's off at 1pm? Smells

7/16/2019 8:33:59 AM cannabisrem Does #Disclosure include Antarctica, and what's under the ice?

7/16/2019 8:34:43 AM 17_3_161815214 Neighbor reports explosion 306p meaning 230p maybe 2p? Gas says Explosion 1210 and gas was cut off at 1pm? Timelines Off? Don't gas co 

NORMALLY shut off main valve before any work

7/16/2019 8:36:19 AM shining91109743 One of the replies linked to a website about disclosure and The Event.  Looks like it's been deleted.  Did anyone get a copy of it?

7/16/2019 8:36:44 AM evenstevenyt Amazing drone footage of epstein island  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KR70BT285s …

7/16/2019 8:37:29 AM joannarosemusic Explosion definitely happened around noon.

7/16/2019 8:38:46 AM flaboogie @Sandra78546137   follow this one!   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/16/2019 8:39:04 AM speaakn Ole Queenie won’t be able to make this one go away! #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 8:40:25 AM lightworkercain Clock goes from 6 PM to 6 AM. At 12 AM there is a big stone. Midnight sacrifices on that stone?

7/16/2019 8:40:48 AM quarkey17 @StopFraud4 @BreitbartNews @Cordicon @FamilyDefence @RedPill78 @AbuseStoppers @dbongino @intheMatrixxx @LisaMei62 

@realDonaldTrump @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EpochTimes @TrueEyeTheSpy

 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2351138421827137&id=1459888504285471 …

7/16/2019 8:43:03 AM laurabusse Dear god

7/16/2019 8:43:19 AM sunnydupree They call it a rape rock apparently

7/16/2019 8:43:56 AM laurabusse Ha didn't even notice

LOL

7/16/2019 8:45:08 AM laurabusse This is like the funniest meme I've seen in awhile

And I've seen lots of very funny memes!!!

7/16/2019 8:45:44 AM lightworkercain 6 to 6 with 6 benches between.

7/16/2019 8:46:53 AM whitehat_van That's what they call themselves. Immortal Souls of Biological Entities. It is a new form of Scientology, and Keybase IO is their mind hacking platform, 

started by Facebook and Bloomberg directors. They are dangerous.

7/16/2019 8:47:24 AM joyful_33 It happened yesterday.

7/16/2019 8:47:36 AM jenncbonneville Whatever happened to that DECLAS?

7/16/2019 8:47:43 AM lightworkercain 13 benches, 13 Roman numerals.

7/16/2019 8:48:47 AM grapejelly007  pic.twitter.com/drfeci9xJm

7/16/2019 8:48:50 AM lightworkercain Makes sense because I think their sacrifices were at 3 a.m, witching hour.

7/16/2019 8:49:21 AM kadath123 @dutchsinse

Eyes on CA indeed... https://youtu.be/rSmPclyB8MI 

7/16/2019 8:50:07 AM joyful_33 The #whitehats have been quite busy during these "power outages". #PatriotsInControl #DarkToLight

7/16/2019 8:50:31 AM gingersnap_ break out ur umbrellas, its gonna be raining rats

7/16/2019 8:51:15 AM davidspencerca2 Earthquake and maybe a huge 7.5 to 8.0

7/16/2019 8:51:54 AM anonmom14 Yes!  Thank you! 🇺🇸

7/16/2019 8:52:24 AM covertress We have the Will to prevent earthquakes.

7/16/2019 8:52:58 AM lightworkercain Tarp supported in the center, hence the bow there. Can we find / dig open source fora company that made that tarp for him?

7/16/2019 8:53:35 AM berenbergdc It's you isn't it. There's this thing about you. The relentlessness and preciosity all in one, combined with this sick and yet calm obsession.

Only one man. pic.twitter.com/07Pwk1t4Fx

7/16/2019 8:54:53 AM motiv8tion2 Jeez!

7/16/2019 8:56:13 AM 313looper There is no Coincidence!

7/16/2019 8:56:56 AM lightworkercain A place to purchase custom printed tarps. https://www.tarpsnow.com/custom-made-tarps-covers.html …

7/16/2019 9:02:51 AM mama_juju42 D.C. too

7/16/2019 9:03:38 AM vocradiorobdoc  https://twitter.com/dgpurser/status/1151145172979408896?s=21 …

7/16/2019 9:08:03 AM realityloominng seems more likely as i read about it

7/16/2019 9:11:58 AM rolandblasini News media staff Noticentro-impacted by protest violence, yet NO mention - Media cover-up for their cause .  http://wapa.tv/envivo  

pic.twitter.com/nU63drUD2H

7/16/2019 9:20:59 AM tammymckeever I've wondered about that temple and it's colors, shapes, symbols, and especially that dome?  Seemed out of place for a white American guy and his 

Roth and his white 'club' associated friends.  Egypt temple magik?

7/16/2019 9:22:36 AM morety76 #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @paul_serran @prayingmedic https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7250009/amp/Netanyahu-challenger-

Ehud-Barak-hides-face-enters-entering-Jeffrey-Epsteins-mansion.html?__twitter_impression=true …

7/16/2019 9:23:31 AM lostpatriot1 Before/after pic.twitter.com/wE8XRemYX7



7/16/2019 9:24:02 AM lostpatriot1 Before/After pic.twitter.com/uKNfd7FxRT

7/16/2019 9:25:55 AM besselinkfloor Newsom out?

7/16/2019 9:27:23 AM rolandblasini The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine is you. The only force strong enough to save our institution is us. The only people brave enough to 

vote out a corrupt establishment is you.

7/16/2019 9:29:48 AM jollyrob2 👋 Bumpy ride for the timeline merge?

7/16/2019 9:29:52 AM rolandblasini The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine is you. The only force strong enough to save our institution is us. The only people brave enough to 

vote out a corrupt establishment is you.

7/16/2019 9:38:06 AM gavinlucas110 DK emailed him a list of keys to control a trust with the BTC. These keys are listed in the MIT PGP database as belonging to SN. Is Dave in on the scam 

as well as the magic laptop and everyone else? Remember this email was submitted by the plai tiff. Let it sink in.

7/16/2019 9:39:09 AM q4quebec Why should the symbolism used have anything to do with skin color or ethnicity? BTW ancient Egyptian secrets have been transmitted to ancient 

Greeks and then to european secret societies.

7/16/2019 9:43:24 AM davidspencerca2 Of course we do. We all are co-creators of this reality.

7/16/2019 9:44:15 AM arayrobinson Faces on Mt. Epstein.

7/16/2019 9:46:24 AM jonicurry17 He has that “look” . Interesting to me how they all begin to take on a certain look I can see it instantly

7/16/2019 9:47:09 AM inparasol Not a tennis court. Never was.

Images from g00gl3 earth 2013.

#UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/TiViuhcbvx

7/16/2019 9:50:31 AM chaele3 You may want to download this.

Epstein

 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1508967-deposition-excerpts.html …

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@fieldmcc

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@EyesOnQ

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@John_F_Kennnedy

@Kre8Changesc

@drjohnfuller

@JudicialWatch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
7/16/2019 9:52:18 AM syrrah2 Oh sh*t that’s my state... nothing bad I hope...

7/16/2019 9:52:46 AM americanpetal That’s a connection I didn’t know.

7/16/2019 9:54:44 AM peepscount WOW....

7/16/2019 9:56:21 AM kachinagtto #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

@zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_THe_psyChonaut https://twitter.com/BryanLlenas/status/1151152200510574593 …

7/16/2019 9:58:50 AM brenda_leece What would make it very successful they could all stop preying on children especially African or Hatian Stop that! The plan seems to only be for 

America but it's other countries children that are suffering.  Especially Africa our good leader get assassinated

7/16/2019 9:59:30 AM brenda_leece Assassinated or called terrorists and you can't mention it because free speech isn't free at all.

7/16/2019 9:59:59 AM debra45111776 Would make a great billboard

7/16/2019 10:01:27 AM laurawalck Thank you!

7/16/2019 10:04:27 AM chaele3 Interesting cartoon

Right Epstein?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZcfIA3OYZc&list=PL_MvTgWVuO45g0HlCME5_hn_c47dYoB0b …

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

@Kre8Changesc

@Aldo_9111

@RoxannBrooks15
7/16/2019 10:07:14 AM natureinspace No she's still here

7/16/2019 10:07:26 AM teriwiseman2 Do you know where they were?

Thank you

7/16/2019 10:11:31 AM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/16/2019 10:11:47 AM linnyt7  https://www.google.com/maps/place/China+Lake,+Ridgecrest,+CA+93555/@35.8281416,-

117.6444774,5689m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x80c113469a186557:0xbdabae683d01aff2!8m2!3d35.6507888!4d-117.66173 … what is the strange 

pale circle here?

7/16/2019 10:12:44 AM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dv8zJiggBs … pic.twitter.com/PqQNJ9T12n

7/16/2019 10:13:18 AM linnyt7 I found it on the RSOE EDIS map too.  Anyone know what it is?

7/16/2019 10:14:17 AM txmagachic Could Cambridge Analytica be CA? https://twitter.com/txmagachic/status/1151177865817415681?s=21 …

7/16/2019 10:15:58 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have read the Axios article and both the NYT and the CBS articles. What is the connection to Epstein, other than proximity?  

pic.twitter.com/dV7sye9H8H

7/16/2019 10:21:26 AM hcraig0062_h Saudi

7/16/2019 10:22:18 AM hcraig0062_h I thought that looked like a cockatoo and not an owl  either way it's not a good symbol

7/16/2019 10:32:37 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/446XDuN8s6

7/16/2019 10:33:53 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Another Love Island?!? Art imitating Life or Life imitating Art?  pic.twitter.com/Up8DHsJuAq

7/16/2019 10:35:15 AM anthillanons Effect of underground tunneling?

7/16/2019 10:42:19 AM azuremagus Problematic Att. Gen. and key ice raid uncovers stuff?

7/16/2019 10:47:22 AM start313hichq #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/KbbLOmM7QK

7/16/2019 10:56:21 AM blsdbe #ThanQ, Patriot. I have shared with others who may have been lead astray by this one...and with those who were not led astray. 

@PastorJon9 @Adsvel @zagnett

7/16/2019 10:59:14 AM k44fu Don’t do the crime if you can’t do the time... please don’t tell me Berreta was a pedo 😲

7/16/2019 11:09:46 AM gavinlucas110 1/ I found the exact email submitted by the plaintiff. This is a list of keys Dave emailed Craig on 24 June 2011. They control the Tulip trust where 1.1 

million BTC are held. These keys belong to Satoshi Nakamoto as per the MIT PGP database. This is evidence submitted by Kleiman

7/16/2019 11:10:29 AM gavinlucas110 2/ to attempt to prove CSW can open the Tulip trust and access the BTC. Since these keys belong to Satoshi, by basic logical inference, I can conclude 

that Craig Wright is Satoshi Nakamoto. Game. Set. Match.

7/16/2019 11:10:42 AM gavinlucas110  https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/6309656/237/1/kleiman-v-wright/ …

7/16/2019 11:12:28 AM italianmom555 We keep reading this I live here when will we get relief from the demons in charge here

7/16/2019 11:19:26 AM scotb101 Both have the same master.



7/16/2019 11:20:53 AM wwapelhorst Hmmmm ... looks a little lumpy..

7/16/2019 11:21:58 AM libertyspring99 🧐

7/16/2019 11:22:11 AM anneolsen43 Act 3?

7/16/2019 11:25:06 AM anarch0pr1nc355 this conspiracy theory bullshit is disgusting and unfounded.

7/16/2019 11:28:40 AM terriwork314 I love watching his videos!

7/16/2019 11:29:53 AM terriwork314 All those small quakes seem to be around volcanos...just sayin...

7/16/2019 11:31:54 AM andycryptostar Thats it Nice Dreams love them moves in the 80s at the drive ins

7/16/2019 11:32:04 AM jmichaelbraiden Thank you

7/16/2019 11:37:00 AM aurorasreality That’s one of our businesses. Educating people on the Endocannabinol System

7/16/2019 11:42:02 AM solliff2 Saving Israel until last.

7/16/2019 11:50:16 AM robertando3 Worse than EyeSpy Clown.

7/16/2019 11:50:20 AM andrefmpbf When Israel?

7/16/2019 11:51:49 AM 4demeeee Doesn't' really look the same tho, close, and we do know Kab's real name which what is not it.

7/16/2019 11:53:53 AM chuzehappy Does not look the same to me either

7/16/2019 12:01:51 PM nocommunistusa What a weird bird, unbelievable

7/16/2019 12:04:03 PM orthogonalron Stargate

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein means so much more

Declas

Disclosure

You had to go thru initiation in order to go off world

Explains all the scientists

The dome houses a transmitter phased array antenna pic.twitter.com/FioAEMJrid

7/16/2019 12:06:55 PM digispud The plaintiffs introduced exhibit 1 into evidence then proceeded to show that is was a forgery. Not quite game set and match.

7/16/2019 12:07:55 PM pmgossett The form of ingestion can be sublingual topical or you can actually Vape it or smoke the CBD flower

7/16/2019 12:16:01 PM lambaway Candice you're a breath of fresh air only problem is Democrats don't breathe fresh air lol

7/16/2019 12:20:54 PM gavinlucas110 Why would they use a supposedly doctored document to try to argue that CSW can actually access the trust? 🤣🤣🤣 I think you need to read the 

entire transcripts. There are lots of docs and copies of docs.

7/16/2019 12:22:00 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/kY2tE-JWwgs 

7/16/2019 12:26:56 PM iluvkayakingtoo Great stuff, moonbeam.

7/16/2019 12:30:54 PM roaminnoodle [322]

DECLAS @SpaceCorpsUS!!!

7/16/2019 12:35:56 PM iluvkayakingtoo  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PDUO3l8xiM …

7/16/2019 12:37:39 PM ctvs14 She said... "What happens if a Zeus, Osiris or Jehovah returns?" In the interest of TRUTH which one is it?

...

Dark to LIGHT.

7/16/2019 12:37:59 PM girlawakeinca Just reading this thread now & giggling. Months later its still providing light heartedness & smiles. ❤️💫🌎

7/16/2019 12:38:15 PM jswdh1 God is my creator...

7/16/2019 12:38:58 PM iluvkayakingtoo Let's see how kicking this can down the road works out for ya.

7/16/2019 12:39:21 PM fukyorfeelngs Linda Moulton Howell is anti Trump.... Js 🤔🤦♀️🤷♀️

I'm starting to get very disappointed in AA. THEY are seeming to lean left instead of being objective....

7/16/2019 12:40:30 PM orbital_lexicon If you are asking that AND directing people to read the transcripts, I don't know what to say without being extremely rude. Therefore, I will not say 

anything else. I have already wasted enough of my time on this. Good day, sir.

7/16/2019 12:40:34 PM wahiggins3 Things are getting very interesting indeed.

7/16/2019 12:42:30 PM qanongroup No comment

7/16/2019 12:43:14 PM sparkleloung Are you calling BS on Linda? I think you are... which is okay with me... I think?

7/16/2019 12:43:45 PM t_hayden07 That makes me sad. Early on, he seemed like a legit info source! 😭

7/16/2019 12:47:19 PM amx1 This woman is a regular on Coast To Coast AM.  Nuf said.

7/16/2019 12:49:39 PM roaminnoodle Symbolism will be [their] downfall.

7/16/2019 12:50:14 PM rawphonegirl 🤔

7/16/2019 12:50:41 PM ctvs14 I was watching a recent drone video of the island and look what I found as it flew over one of the shoreline areas. Same type of bird statues... 

pic.twitter.com/yia9sXFCLa

7/16/2019 12:52:53 PM dutchqanon All five points of the pentagram are key towns in Syria. Aleppo, Homs, Palmyra, Raqqa, Manbij. Coincidence? Why was there a war in Syria? 

pic.twitter.com/XcOXqJ8eL0

7/16/2019 12:53:07 PM digispud I don't think they're saying CSW can access the trust. They could equally say there is no trust and CSW still has all the keys. All they're doing is proving 

these emails are fake. Also, the PGP signature at the bottom of exhibit 1 is from April 2009, so probably fake too.

7/16/2019 12:54:10 PM allahuniversal Anti-Trump or not, doesn't matter. If what she says 👆🏽 is true, that holds more weight

7/16/2019 12:55:11 PM qqurious2 oh I'm sure Q knows, status of those birds were everywhere pic.twitter.com/cmpNKYDo0o

7/16/2019 1:00:06 PM egelone OMG, is this it? U try to warn us four month ahead?

7/16/2019 1:00:07 PM jonicurry17 I was wondering wth that was...constant symbolism w these SICK people.

7/16/2019 1:01:38 PM digispud To be clear, there's no evidence that the PGP signature is the signature of any of the documents allegedly attached to the email. The date embedded in 

the PGP signature is Wednesday, 29 April 2009 08:37:21, which is weird for a document allegedly created and sent in 2011.

7/16/2019 1:03:12 PM digispud This could be random signature from any PGP-signed email that Dave sent. There's nothing to connect it to the Tulip Trust.pdf file allegedly attached to 

the email. But I'm sure there's a perfectly good explanation for that. I'll wait.

7/16/2019 1:04:56 PM starehope 3 types? Did she describe 3? I have to listen again, but the ads are quite distracting. Maybe they're supposed to be?

7/16/2019 1:05:35 PM digispud First line of signature:

iQGcBAABAgAGBQNJ+BHBAAoJEKDaDrLlRet74BwL/jT/ifGU0vvJPV65j74MNwu5

To hex:

0000000 89 01 9c 04 00 01 02 00 06 05 03 49 f8 11 c1 00

To decimal:

16i49F811C1p

1240994241

Convert 1240994241 to a date here: https://www.epochconverter.com/ 
7/16/2019 1:09:44 PM qanonsunrise We were told to watch out 4 DS messaging indicating mankind was created by EBEN. One of the disinfo control methods. I think LMH is sincere, but 

beings from non glory dimensions did not create us. If the Bible got one thing correct, It's creator GOD that created by us.

7/16/2019 1:10:38 PM carolin15161363 I celebrate the Ressurection of Jesus but I do not do the bunnies and eggs thing if that is what you are asking. Many Christians so not understanding 

the pagan occult aspects of many holidays.

7/16/2019 1:12:59 PM jrocktigers VP was at Andrews AFB two days ago publicly, so he is probably in the woods there now burning his sins and committing new ones.



7/16/2019 1:14:06 PM ddangerous12 Anything to do w/ helicopter crash at Heyward Airport?

7/16/2019 1:15:34 PM freestateojones I'm not saying whether hes a good source of info or not. 

Just putting it out there that he claims Q texts him personally for documents and to meet with him...

7/16/2019 1:17:50 PM realdominator39 Very interesting 👍

7/16/2019 1:19:56 PM cjptrsn But her income stream is dependent on things NEVER coming to the surface. We get the truth and she is out of a job. Didn’t she get a lot of flack for her 

Spartan interview?  I’d take her with a grain of salt. Message over messenger and all, but she seems to have conflicts.

7/16/2019 1:20:47 PM cjptrsn That used to be such a great show back in Art’s day.

7/16/2019 1:21:16 PM gsusgod I DO want to know...

7/16/2019 1:21:32 PM youstinksoap Where are our souls going?

7/16/2019 1:21:55 PM audigamma DL EL said when u leave the room 2 turn off the light. He's right! 2 that I'd add 2 sleep tight turn ur wifi off at night.

7/16/2019 1:26:32 PM gavinlucas110 Fair enough. I'll concede this point to your clearly superior technical abilities.

7/16/2019 1:26:54 PM gavinlucas110 Unlike some other people who simply dig in, I'm actually on a quest for the truth.

7/16/2019 1:27:27 PM allahuniversal Name a human being w/o conflicts. Quite honestly I don't recall seeing her before this video, have nothing to compare it to, and I appreciate the 

context provided. That said, this message resonates with what I (think I) know. Benefit of the doubt + a grain of salt.

7/16/2019 1:28:23 PM orbital_lexicon And it is plain for all to see.

7/16/2019 1:29:31 PM realityloominng message over messenger?

7/16/2019 1:29:51 PM realityloominng It has GOT to be more than 3...

7/16/2019 1:32:14 PM gavinlucas110 That wasn't aimed at you, by the way. I mean just in general. Far too many people just hold their position no matter what. I actually want to know 

whats going on here, and I don't buy the 'simple conman' narrative.

7/16/2019 1:35:02 PM demascandy What bodies are everyone taking about?

7/16/2019 1:35:05 PM dancarwells Does earthquacks have anything to do with eyes on

7/16/2019 1:35:33 PM derbyshirelass  pic.twitter.com/ZEJJBLXqJZ

7/16/2019 1:36:52 PM orbital_lexicon This wasn't always my position. I actually believed he was SN in part of 2016, but then irrefutable proof of his manipulations, lies & technical 

incompetence became public.

7/16/2019 1:38:22 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/9jR316pLIq

7/16/2019 1:38:25 PM gavinlucas110 Let's just see how this court case plays out then, shall we? I don't have enough invested either way to care terribly. I just enjoy the mystery and 

figuring it out.

7/16/2019 1:39:06 PM qanonsunrise I comprehend what you share here & respect it. The next step in the DS disclosure agenda, however, was to get us to worship EBENS as if God(s).I 

honor the many other created beings as fellow Universe citizens. Even they know of the Creator. Would you speak 2 this topic, Majestic?

7/16/2019 1:41:51 PM chris_losh_ So I'm clear, are these points she covered to be taken as historical fact?

7/16/2019 1:43:05 PM igiant111 Trust the heart. Always.

7/16/2019 1:46:04 PM allahuniversal Always.

7/16/2019 1:53:30 PM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/APn4xfhrry

7/16/2019 1:53:30 PM magachronicle  https://www.ocregister.com/2019/07/15/outages-leave-thousands-in-2-southern-california-counties-without-power/ …

you can also track here:  https://m.pge.com/#outages 

7/16/2019 1:55:09 PM jennife42469481 I believe LMH is connected to the Rockefeller Initiative same as Steven Greer.

7/16/2019 1:55:14 PM richard07759712 Turn the Page

7/16/2019 1:55:17 PM myfanwy_72 I love this video from which these tweets are repeated ❤️ https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

7/16/2019 1:55:33 PM vern728 4.3 san Francisco and 4.5 ridgecrest  back to back

7/16/2019 1:55:37 PM cjptrsn Shes been covering crop circles and Aliens for decades. Is a regular on Coast 2 Coast AM (no longer as respected as it once was).

I don’t mind when someone makes $$ of off sharing truth. But she has gone after other content creators who either reference her work or contradict it.

7/16/2019 1:57:58 PM kissesnhugsssss Another earthquake happened at 1:11 today...

7/16/2019 1:59:58 PM blankmarlo Was Epstein subjected to SRA as a child? Was he "born into" (bred/programmed for) this role?

7/16/2019 2:05:12 PM starehope Thank you J. ❤️

7/16/2019 2:05:44 PM exploreroneyt  pic.twitter.com/XWyfvRjEJc

7/16/2019 2:07:07 PM fukyorfeelngs Js Patriots. I have more trust in others at this point, but still keeping an open mind. Searching for the truth, I just wish ppl (lmh) can be more objective 

and keep their person/ political views quiet. It puts a bad taste and ruins joy for ppl on the sidelines ya know? 🤦♀️🤷♀️

7/16/2019 2:08:48 PM allahuniversal That makes things interesting. Well, make that 2 grains of salt.

7/16/2019 2:09:41 PM realityloominng that is fact, and she is obsessed with the narrative of little evil grey aliens, killing cows and stealing genetics to survive... Lame duck

7/16/2019 2:12:59 PM realityloominng define "create". Non-humans most likely experimented on and influenced our ancestors..?

7/16/2019 2:13:10 PM tammymckeever There’s got to be something more given the colors shape dome etc as otherwise Epstein seems like he would have a Bev Hill’s looking type house.  I 

don’t think my first comment was all that confusing.

7/16/2019 2:13:27 PM amx1 👍

7/16/2019 2:14:04 PM blsdbe Maybe this is like the StarGate Series, and we are eventually going to meet the Goauld...or if we get lucky, the Tokra and the Asguard!!! #DoItQ 

#DoItMJ #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

7/16/2019 2:15:03 PM blsdbe #TruthResonatesWithin

7/16/2019 2:15:56 PM chaele3 @JudicialWatch

@CMWeeks

@realDonaldTrump

@John_F_Kennnedy

@FLOTUS

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@speakprojectM

@SpeakGF

@FedricRandy

@Kre8change

@codeofvets pic.twitter.com/D4kw1rWch7
7/16/2019 2:17:14 PM stryker73 I heard the Bay Area got rattled by a 4..same one?

7/16/2019 2:20:15 PM qanonsunrise Creator vs. manipulator. Your descrip is genetic engineering. Creation from design to implementation & upward is not the same as corrupting, 

distorting, piggybacking, all of which any non-creator scientist entity can do. Creator God doesn't include corruption like manipulators do

7/16/2019 2:21:47 PM adeo_creata_est Tak this with a grain of salt. They lied to her. They can not create souls and only God can sync a new soul to a being. We were created by God. Evolution 

was part of the Luciferian narrative, telling us we are nothing more than evolved monkeys

7/16/2019 2:24:04 PM realityloominng Indeed. I'm trying to argue LMH and others knows this, but aren't careful with their words, or are intentionally trying to stir up religious people, as part 

of the cabal agenda of limited-disclosure. They want a clash with religion, which is not needed.



7/16/2019 2:28:46 PM qanonsunrise I like LMH too & agree with you. There is a great deal to be careful about with disclosure lest we are led beyond the mark by another set of error in 

understanding & take on another fake God & fake reality. Absolutely ET surround and are among us...but I want real truth.

7/16/2019 2:31:00 PM woke_qanadian They can create souless people, there are many who walk among us, but they cannot create a soul, thats the sweet sweet spark of God within.

7/16/2019 2:34:04 PM birdienevermore Isn't Osiris still looking for his phallus

7/16/2019 2:34:53 PM adeo_creata_est This is true. The Zeta Reticuli 2s could use our DNA and create hybrids. The problem was they had no soul, no want of life in them. They would abduct 

the mother and reunite her with the hybrid hoping to spark a “will to live” into the hybrid. It seemed to fail

7/16/2019 2:38:13 PM cue2_c99 What is the name of the deity or goddess that Anderson's mommy worship??

7/16/2019 2:40:15 PM tyst1ck Lines within lines

7/16/2019 2:46:23 PM eskeljoyce Yes, thank you

7/16/2019 2:49:03 PM realityloominng I don't really like LMH though...

7/16/2019 2:54:56 PM teriwiseman2 Thank you

7/16/2019 3:00:28 PM jrocktigers I also came to this conclusion as a young psychonaut. pic.twitter.com/EKHZ3ug6ts

7/16/2019 3:02:45 PM linnyt7 That was quite interesting. Thank you. Love to see you expound on it MJ😊

7/16/2019 3:04:46 PM molly07751087 So bizarre, it's like nothing much is growing in the perfect circle. There is a small outline of a much smaller circle in top left side. Also outside boundary 

on right side there is a 1/2 circle line..got to zoom out. Could it be a test site. Zero googl street view.

7/16/2019 3:06:29 PM wearediamonds2 Oh! That floor design looks familiar now!

7/16/2019 3:08:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1151231052293320704 …

7/16/2019 3:09:12 PM wearediamonds2 Omg...no way? Birds do that?

7/16/2019 3:09:46 PM yhwhsmj I wonder how that will look on her resume…🤔😂😎

7/16/2019 3:10:40 PM laurabusse Dark video

I don't buy into that lower dimension

#DarkToLight

7/16/2019 3:11:30 PM wearediamonds2 But is it that the blackout occurred by whitehats to prevent the black hats moving, or the black hats caused the blackout to try and make moves?

7/16/2019 3:11:55 PM vin94150907 More to come.

7/16/2019 3:12:26 PM egelone #UnsealEpstein I guess she can blame trump

7/16/2019 3:12:33 PM jennife42469481 Yes, she is a lame duck!

7/16/2019 3:12:49 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 3:13:46 PM freestateojones Can you elaborate on the connection.

7/16/2019 3:14:48 PM allahuniversal A little off topic...Y'all wann see something funny? 😂 + @NSA_QIL2

 https://twitter.com/GrandArch104/status/1151246978396905478?s=19 …

7/16/2019 3:14:49 PM lorirrr  pic.twitter.com/3e99CXuVPr

7/16/2019 3:15:00 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
7/16/2019 3:15:31 PM lorirrr Challenging court!

7/16/2019 3:15:32 PM frequency_isbe Oh FFS trying to make out that magnificent Sulphur Crested Cockatoo is an evil pedo is ridiculous, please check your facts, no better than FAKE news, 

not a good look. Unlike humans they follow Natural Law http://animalstime.com/sulphur-crested-cockatoo-facts/ …

7/16/2019 3:16:28 PM jrocktigers Flip her!

7/16/2019 3:16:37 PM nmchristoban 60--40?

70--30?

80--20?

7/16/2019 3:18:42 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 3:20:19 PM jrocktigers Slick Willie cant help it. .. he learned it all from GHWB !  New World Order = Same Old Lies.

7/16/2019 3:21:55 PM mariata48257153 those names remind me of something.... pic.twitter.com/WuccPPco7v

7/16/2019 3:23:53 PM jrocktigers I  think that is entirely probable as well.

7/16/2019 3:24:49 PM aprilbrown99 Umm, can you say trying to create fear in people?  🤨 Gaia network is comprised.  The only thing that resonates with me is the blue alien image. Kinda 

looks like me from the future from my QHHT session. I had orange eye tho. 😍

7/16/2019 3:25:45 PM aprilbrown99 Oh and I was a man, not a woman in the fractal. 🤩🤩🤩

7/16/2019 3:26:04 PM stevenfontain14 ya.... like demons?

7/16/2019 3:26:46 PM stevenfontain14 It resonates with the weak, eh? pic.twitter.com/23Kb6Wyc57

7/16/2019 3:28:24 PM jrocktigers For the record, I get all my news from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  You should too.

7/16/2019 3:28:51 PM mrmurica1776  pic.twitter.com/I7RwJ2rHkz

7/16/2019 3:30:41 PM raisethevib369 OK so question....we know "they" are working with lower density beings. And "they" are trafficking, raping and sacrificing children en mass. Why? I get 

the what. But WHY?

7/16/2019 3:33:07 PM djlok #metoo!!! 

#UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 3:33:12 PM raisethevib369 Were we created as an energetic food source? Literally no different than livestock? But we have consciousness. Our evolution was pushed along AND 

we were hybridized. What does that mean for us?

7/16/2019 3:35:57 PM lbf777 Earth was part of 36 planets hit by the Lucifer rebellion & the ancient humans were easy to manipulate.

7/16/2019 3:42:52 PM ericsteelelive Still? 😒

7/16/2019 3:45:32 PM knightofmaltaus All your news? Geeez you sure are limited in scope. Go to SEOs, FBI Vault, CIA for yourself. Nothing special. A Youtube of Linda M Howell? Well, 

perhaps its for the best to be lead around by the nose. Learn, educate yourself... open your mind to more. Its there for all to read.

7/16/2019 3:49:06 PM das100000 Aborted In Third Trimester

7/16/2019 3:52:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/JBM81Qh2Fc

7/16/2019 3:52:56 PM linnyt7 It’s time.

7/16/2019 3:53:09 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/LtlBmMEiWG

7/16/2019 3:54:10 PM edwardgouin  pic.twitter.com/Tzr42tyEYU

7/16/2019 3:54:14 PM cjptrsn Do you watch @OnEdgeOfWonder, @Jordan_Sather_ , @david_wilcock @CoreyGoode ?  They also make $$ from their info, but work with each other 

instead of against each other. @kabamur_taygeta is an interesting follow as well. Will lead to other intriguing folks.



7/16/2019 3:54:55 PM jvan125 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein(3)

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein(6)

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein(9)

7/16/2019 3:55:58 PM hawkgirlinmn 55-71% true.

7/16/2019 3:57:35 PM allahuniversal No, I don't watch either. Have 0 inclination to, that would be a downgrade for me. Thinking for myself has been a way of life for as long as I can 

remember. Never needed Q to tell me that. Experience is the best teacher is no euphemism.

7/16/2019 3:57:46 PM pwalt68 What’s this about MEGA CHURCHES? Am I missing something?

7/16/2019 3:57:49 PM moemc8 WTF?  I have never heard of this woman before and wonder why you are sharing this.  Thought disclosure was supposed to be wonderful.  What about 

God to whom our souls are connected to?  Pls. give us YOUR thoughts on this video.

7/16/2019 3:58:24 PM oo1o110 She's been around for decades. I remember listening to her on Coast to Coast back in the early 2000's.

7/16/2019 3:58:52 PM moemc8 Curious why you say that.  How do you know?

7/16/2019 3:58:56 PM renee86743676 She may blame him.. but we praise God for him.There are many more of us than those who live in darkness

7/16/2019 3:59:30 PM 1_decided_voter Is it really that hard to believe?

7/16/2019 3:59:54 PM moemc8 I agree, but trying to understand why Maj shared this.

7/16/2019 4:00:03 PM renee86743676 Oh Ya !

7/16/2019 4:00:19 PM allahuniversal C2C used to get my attention every often. If I've evwr heard her there, it didn't stick.

7/16/2019 4:00:32 PM realitycheck05 is the media finally going to break?  because they have proven to be way more powerful then i ever imagined.

7/16/2019 4:01:10 PM hawkgirlinmn I don’t know for fact. Just my opinion based on a brief meditation.

7/16/2019 4:02:16 PM allahuniversal Is no cliché *

Idk why the word euphemism has been stuck in my head lately

7/16/2019 4:02:55 PM applejahx12 Nice and so true.... Congress taking some heat off today.... We cannot stop talking about epstien!

7/16/2019 4:03:04 PM n7guardiananon Be prepared to help out your nearest unwakened patriot. pic.twitter.com/RKglRJqAcn

7/16/2019 4:03:31 PM oo1o110 I don't recall her ever talking to Art Bell. I think she came along when George Noory took over... which is about the time I lost interest.

Honestly, after 9/11, I tuned out of conspiracy theories. I knew it all existed, but put my head down and raised a family.

7/16/2019 4:03:35 PM starehope They are the big churches on tv. They have thousands of viewers and the ministers are millionaires.

7/16/2019 4:04:07 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Ik4bhshv9Y

7/16/2019 4:08:05 PM sparkleloung 👍

7/16/2019 4:08:39 PM qanonsunrise Hope MJ will add to this discussion soon.

7/16/2019 4:09:03 PM moemc8 They are associated with the DS cabal.

7/16/2019 4:09:40 PM pipindfw Maybe not but Q DOES know what separates a Temple from other places of worship : Ritualistic Sacrifice. #QAnon

7/16/2019 4:09:44 PM recordkeeper57 Wow, that is a lot to take in.  Thanks to the take-down of Epstein we will now discover WHO is behind the curtain.

7/16/2019 4:10:38 PM pwalt68 Not anymore 😪

7/16/2019 4:10:56 PM universalrisin MJ-12, how did your operation go from being created by the US Government, to becoming intergalactic officers of the Domain, and doing your work off-

planet?

7/16/2019 4:11:34 PM pwalt68 But have there been any specific ones in the news?

7/16/2019 4:12:21 PM moemc8 Gotcha, just HATE what was said about our souls.  I don't believe it, but also didn't even like hearing it.

7/16/2019 4:17:03 PM aleks8837 🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐 pic.twitter.com/QMPBulaXKW

7/16/2019 4:17:04 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥💥💥#Disclosure
7/16/2019 4:17:30 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/CkTrh0Avyp

7/16/2019 4:17:39 PM lorirrr  pic.twitter.com/VJC9TyJfz1

7/16/2019 4:17:52 PM jrocktigers Give me access to your organizations' library....

7/16/2019 4:19:19 PM moemc8 Please!!

7/16/2019 4:19:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Definitely feel as though something has been left out with regards to that.

7/16/2019 4:19:40 PM soulsur74572009 Sensory Data Stream.Nice

7/16/2019 4:20:30 PM jrocktigers Irma was a mindfu$#. Largest evacuation of population of a US state I believe.

7/16/2019 4:29:29 PM charlesgdavis1 IT'S cracking!?!?

7/16/2019 4:31:00 PM realityloominng When? pic.twitter.com/Z5p9xTc42v

7/16/2019 4:40:05 PM grillbitch1 Whoa.....

7/16/2019 4:41:17 PM roaminnoodle I already theorized above (initial attempt by black hats, we were one step ahead).

To say more, I think he's been removed from NYC... but is still incarcerated.

7/16/2019 4:42:05 PM wearediamonds2 Sorry, I missed that. Interesting theories! Time will tell! Thank you !

7/16/2019 4:44:05 PM wearediamonds2 Is it that easy though toorchestrate details in last minute ops so well that dates and times coordinate so well with Q drops and history (blackout 42 

years ago on same date?) Son of Sam on loose then....Epstein today...blackout  this time begins at 42nd street, etc.

7/16/2019 4:44:42 PM moemc8 Seems to me, if this was truth, there'd be no need for Q, no need to fight against the evil, cause it would all be a hopeless cause.  I don't believe her.  

Will you comment further on this video?

7/16/2019 4:47:36 PM renai0304 (19) DutchQAnon on Twitter: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 All five points of the pentagram are key towns in Syria. Aleppo, Homs, Palmyra, Raqqa, Manbij. 

Coincidence? Why was there a war in Syria?  pic.twitter.com/h0Np4JqYT9" / Twitter  

https://mobile.twitter.com/dutchqanon/status/1151218162592915457 …

7/16/2019 4:50:34 PM aleks8837 Indeed!

7/16/2019 4:52:00 PM vieiraranch IHOP KC??? Investigate for trafficking and corruption? Millions of dollars in real estate has been procured by funds made on youth (ministry) under 

pseudo names that are attached to either IHOP or Mike Bickle/ wife! Bethany Deaton's death...suicide? rolling stones article... deep

7/16/2019 4:52:12 PM nanfran5 If anyone is in Christ he is a new creation. No longer man but a living being.

7/16/2019 4:52:29 PM nea_storm Brilliantly expressed with wisdom and compassion! Thank you ever so much! pic.twitter.com/uUk9Y8yVCH

7/16/2019 4:56:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you muddy the waters?

Example. 

What didn't resonate as being truthful?

Do clowns know they are clowns?

7/16/2019 4:57:05 PM fibermam266 kek  front row seat



7/16/2019 4:58:29 PM n7guardiananon 😉...Welcome back pic.twitter.com/OMtJcoX5Oa

7/16/2019 4:58:45 PM dukromeo yes. Bozzo and the Bozzettes know exactly what they are.

7/16/2019 4:59:16 PM roaminnoodle I know, right!?! All I can say is this is one amazing movie!!! 🍿🍿🍿

7/16/2019 4:59:27 PM thoughttazer Linda receives a call from out of the blue volunteering information  because her book caused quite a stir. Hmm...

7/16/2019 5:00:13 PM americanpetal Left me feeling hopeless if we are surrounded by all dark forces

7/16/2019 5:00:36 PM nea_storm Yes! The [T-N-W-M] have reached the limit of their Magic skills, which was never really all that good: The masses are Far Stronger than anyone has any 

idea! During 9/11 perfect strangers United as One American family! We will Unite here as well via Our Love for Life! pic.twitter.com/LbsR3tMFLr

7/16/2019 5:01:14 PM americanpetal I believe that there are good ETs out there.

7/16/2019 5:04:04 PM djlok She lost me at "stirred up a hornets' nest with the MJ12.  

Nothing is above Majestic.  Nothing!!!

7/16/2019 5:04:15 PM rainncloudy The Bird?? OmLord, Not Sophia, Too???😂

7/16/2019 5:05:48 PM cjptrsn Sorry, who brought up Q?  I thought were were talking about Aliens. 

Did cognitive dissonance/programming just kick in?  

Much respect, but I think you just jumped to several conclusions that might not be as you assume them to be. I mean who’s the OP on this thread?

7/16/2019 5:06:09 PM hawkgirlinmn I definitely didn’t resonate with the soul use and purpose for starters. 

I’m seeing a pattern of these types being useful idiots more than anything.

7/16/2019 5:06:32 PM truth4disclosur Love this meme

7/16/2019 5:06:45 PM n7guardiananon She had to stick to the script.

7/16/2019 5:06:52 PM workitwayne So your saying this video was made by clowns? I'm confused.

7/16/2019 5:07:23 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/mpwRIUvKMR

7/16/2019 5:07:28 PM rebornkingent Or maybe it’s a “no aliens were kidnapping for genetic research, not satanic child@killers”.  Any news story out today that’s not about corruption and 

satanic pedos is a distraction.  Look over here dummy, not over here at the weirdo in the black robe.

7/16/2019 5:08:49 PM brandon73745841 The part that doesn't resonate with me in the video is the MJ-12 guy embracing personal annihilation on behalf of another person subtly confusing 'me' 

with 'us'

 https://web.archive.org/web/20030311163314/ http://209.87.142.42/y/book2/Book_079.htm#Index749 …

7/16/2019 5:11:10 PM allahuniversal 1. "Think for yourself" is a phrase regularly used by Q

2. Even MJ12 knows better than to step on 's toes, read all of their tweeta as they suggest.

3. I haven't even come to a conclusion about LMH yet. Searching for more her material isn't high on my priority list, later maybe.

7/16/2019 5:13:20 PM cjptrsn I listened to C2C every night as I fell asleep since 95. Stopped a few years ago when I lost interest in how mainstream the show was getting. Didn’t like 

the newer topics.  Miss Ed Dames and Art. Those were some of my favs. Pretty sure LMH was on with Art. She started in the 80s

7/16/2019 5:14:46 PM keith369me #SaveBabiesLives #SaveBabiesLives #SaveBabiesLives

7/16/2019 5:16:18 PM sciblu27 The good thing is they forgot one thing the Communists are Nazis and we are not communist and we are not Nazis but they are and that is anti-

American and they shall be hung by the neck until dead praise the Lord or we are not one nation under God

7/16/2019 5:16:44 PM cjptrsn I can see you are not really familiar with the posts, which only suggest avenues for anons to research. But again, I didn’t bring it up. Each of the 

channels I mentioned started as UFO/Alien researchers and predate Q.

7/16/2019 5:16:56 PM allahuniversal 4. How'd you come to your opinions re: cognitive dissonance on my part?

5. Q has "gone there", Re_read drops. 👇🏽

6. My free thinking may not fit into your box, yet it suits me just fine, "Much Respect" for your opinions though. pic.twitter.com/cfzwldyDnT

7/16/2019 5:16:59 PM zagnett What didn't resonate?

"You don't want to know"

7/16/2019 5:17:33 PM lucky11111212 What DID resonate...?

Hard to attribute being fearfully & wonderfully made to an alien being.  

Go down the road of dethroning humanity as God’s most magnificent creation (so wonderful that He will inhabit it for eternity..selah) opens Pandora’s 

box for DNA manipulation.

7/16/2019 5:17:52 PM allahuniversal And my research predates said channels. Predates YouTube. Predates the internet in every home.

7/16/2019 5:18:50 PM igiant111 Essentially. Nailed it.

7/16/2019 5:20:17 PM thorsmallhammer I notice that Bill needs no photoshop.

7/16/2019 5:23:27 PM fukyorfeelngs Idk if you're addressing me or other ppl. Yes, I am familiar. All I was saying is when ppl start throwing  politics in shows that should be informative or 

entertaining, it just takes the joy out of it. JMO

7/16/2019 5:24:07 PM djlok Like @IlhanMN and @AOC... Do they know they are clowns?  They don't act like they know. If they knew and were just playing their part in the movie, 

they deserve an Academy Award.

7/16/2019 5:24:28 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/zdwmKjR9eX

7/16/2019 5:28:47 PM 313looper Love it ...😍😄

7/16/2019 5:28:49 PM laurabusse A lot of that video inspired fear

Those parts certainly didn't resonate

7/16/2019 5:29:23 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/16/2019 5:29:39 PM redace66517 @TRUreporting I remember you said you didn't think they were owls...

@Linda_Paris Thoughts?

7/16/2019 5:30:00 PM cjptrsn Maybe I misunderstood your reply. I asked if you had watched any of those channels you came back with what seemed to be a negative response. Not 

knowing your exp, I  had suggested a few sources that I feel have better more up to date info than LMH.

7/16/2019 5:30:37 PM redace66517  pic.twitter.com/TvQ57FhTyV

7/16/2019 5:31:28 PM cjptrsn I’m addressing @AllahUniversal

7/16/2019 5:31:38 PM aliciadbrady Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@KekNewsNetwork Re-read past drops. Here's the 40,000ft view: - Majestic 12 was created as a result of Roswell 

(ction Paperclip was the reason). - The task of Majestic 12 was to conceal the extraterrestrial presence on Ear […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1091886832806170625.html …

7/16/2019 5:32:11 PM laurabusse Seems to be his mantra

7/16/2019 5:32:45 PM linnyt7 That fear based attraction mechanism. Like fright movie. Look but don't look. You don't really want to know. We do want to know. I want to know. Plus 

it doesn't go along with what you teach which resonates.

7/16/2019 5:32:48 PM davedumanis While the right spouts unsubstantiated conspiracy theories about Omar supporting shariah law and terrorism, she's calling for a strike and  OSHA raid 

on Amazon for abusing and underpaying its workers.

 As always, the real war is between billionaires and everyone else.

7/16/2019 5:32:54 PM andrewrprofaci  http://Gaia.com  has long been showing their true colors. The energy of the video feels bashfully hopeless. That does not resonate.

7/16/2019 5:34:50 PM mgray72531386 Her appearance.  What she was saying sounded rehearsed.  Doom and gloom.

7/16/2019 5:34:55 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 5:35:36 PM dvc___ We are not ⭐️. Don’t despair 💗



7/16/2019 5:37:18 PM allahuniversal Understandable. I don't watch those channels, they're great for a starter kit, I just don't need them. In due time I may go and dig up past LMH, but I 

don't think I'll learn anything new, to be honest. The above posted by OP MJ12 rings true bc I've heard similar before.

7/16/2019 5:38:09 PM djlok Good question.

7/16/2019 5:39:49 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 5:42:41 PM djlok I like you!!! "I'm not admitting I was wrong yet".

7/16/2019 5:43:32 PM debstev80504671 Such a sad subject.

7/16/2019 5:44:50 PM moemc8 It really didn't resonate, but didn't understand why you shared it with no explanation.  Thank you!

7/16/2019 5:45:32 PM gsusgod Greater St James Tennis Court 18°18'43.11"N ,  64°49'34.74"W

Little St James “Tennis Court” 18°17'58.66"N ,  64°49'35.75"W pic.twitter.com/SxhDpzEXdT

7/16/2019 5:46:03 PM greekwarhammer That's good.

7/16/2019 5:48:31 PM cjptrsn Agreed on all points. I like @OnEdgeOfWonder because they had some enlightening videos on the history and connections between communism and 

socialism. 

So you know the history between this OP account and JS?  

I liked Above Majestic. Actually got my first new info in years.

7/16/2019 5:50:51 PM dad71hockey Everything looks fake on this island.

7/16/2019 5:51:25 PM cjptrsn So what are your best sources?

7/16/2019 5:53:48 PM adsvel Drama Squad 4 Bollywood.🤮

7/16/2019 5:55:02 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1108447771810545669?s=19 …

7/16/2019 5:55:34 PM cjptrsn Important point. This post about Roswell was part of the Q and A that they did when they crashed Reddit I believe. Or the stress test on the research 

board. I can’t remember right now. This question was NOT part of the normal information dissemination posts...IIRC.

7/16/2019 5:55:43 PM allahuniversal Claircognizance, to be honest. I know truth when I encounter it.

7/16/2019 5:55:52 PM big_simp she was romantically involved with Robert Bigelow from Skinwalker Ranch according to Greer

7/16/2019 5:57:35 PM big_simp why?

start here

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

Full Dislosure

7/16/2019 5:59:38 PM big_simp accordingly not

LMH was told by defense intel 3 types

Reptilian, Insectoid and  Nordic

and they can all shapeshift to appear as one another

7/16/2019 6:01:06 PM big_simp time travel is what this is about

timeline war

no aliens but versions of us in a simulated reality

start here

full disclosure http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:02:14 PM big_simp yes 3

Reptilian, Insectoid, Nordic

appear to be "us" at various levels of time..

In fact there is no time as MJ12 says

7/16/2019 6:02:30 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/WIpEH0H923

7/16/2019 6:03:02 PM big_simp she is def disinfo

truth with lies

full disclosure is here

study this site in detail

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:03:18 PM larapatriot Sick!

7/16/2019 6:03:29 PM cjptrsn Weren’t these division posts directed at Jerome Corsi and AJ, other fake MAGA?

7/16/2019 6:04:26 PM big_simp boy are you in for a shock

Disclosure is not wonderful

I would point you to the right site where they have disclosed all but you aint ready

7/16/2019 6:05:07 PM robcennon  pic.twitter.com/JsxtAKJRbH

7/16/2019 6:06:09 PM moemc8 Nope, I'll just stick to my faith.

7/16/2019 6:06:11 PM grumpyallday  pic.twitter.com/lVvHOf706j

7/16/2019 6:06:12 PM denisemwilbanks works fine for me!

7/16/2019 6:08:13 PM winklerburke Well, this chick implying there is “A Great Evil” way inside this machine that cycles our soul re-incarnations plus same evil beyond space outer limits vs. 

rogue 3-Letter-Tards child trafficking, them bas-tids.

7/16/2019 6:15:47 PM big_simp much of this is bullshit.

Too much to explain within a tweet

Linda Howe is a major disinfo source

They are NOT from "outer space" but different timelines pic.twitter.com/W1ovfVRR5t

7/16/2019 6:16:24 PM big_simp there are no "aliens" this is not what is happening

7/16/2019 6:16:49 PM jayrambin Good question. I think he's implying that some ppl have good intent and execution, but are being given *some* false or misleading info. Is this why 

mj12 asked us *which part* didn't resonate as true?

7/16/2019 6:17:15 PM big_simp Its truth with fiction

They are terraforming the planet but are NOT aliens

but versions of ourselves in different timelines

7/16/2019 6:18:02 PM big_simp They cannot create souls but they can steal them

welcome to the soul trap simulation

7/16/2019 6:19:08 PM oceandrsobe That type of cockatoo eats it’s young!

7/16/2019 6:19:50 PM big_simp "Going" imposes time is linear

time is the illusion here

you are a soul. you project into a soul trap simulation http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:20:22 PM aprilbrown99 The choice to know will be yours. 🤗

7/16/2019 6:21:13 PM big_simp yep LMH is disinfo

she was sexually involved with Robert Bigelow from skinwalker ranch is all u need to know

My belief is she is a clone

7/16/2019 6:22:57 PM big_simp The elite of the planet are hosts for reptilians who feed off the energy of suffering or loosh"

this is the big secret behind the ufo phenomenon

start here

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com  pic.twitter.com/gTaokiggiY

7/16/2019 6:23:14 PM jayrambin Me too. Here's a compelling and profound (I think) perspective to consider https://youtu.be/tYivcFJOhAY 



7/16/2019 6:24:07 PM big_simp if u want the truth

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:24:47 PM big_simp its 70-30

full disclosure is on the net right now if you know where to look

7/16/2019 6:25:30 PM jayrambin  https://youtu.be/qkPjNoIi6ao 

Here's another good one about karma that's related to souls and reincarnation.

7/16/2019 6:27:52 PM workitwayne ok thanks for your input ! I have watch several different videos on or close to this new power I have came into. It's weird and confusing. I just want the 

Truth and not follow the wrong teachings/path.

7/16/2019 6:28:34 PM ialibertybelle By definition God would be an alien.

7/16/2019 6:30:36 PM stevenfontain14 The serpent seed doctrine is a belief based on poor biblical interpretation and superstition. It is a primary doctrinal resource for those who want to use 

Scriptures to justify racial prejudice. The serpent seed doctrine is also closely related to other erroneous beliefs such as

7/16/2019 6:30:38 PM big_simp DM me

7/16/2019 6:30:52 PM stevenfontain14 the Christian Identity Movement and the Kenite doctrine. Like many false beliefs, it has a built-in defense mechanism; that is, anyone who disagrees 

with it is accused of being a son of the serpent. One of the most unfortunate problems with the serpent seed doctrine is that it

7/16/2019 6:31:02 PM stevenfontain14 so heavily relies on prejudice and warped biblical interpretation that it can be very difficult to discuss rationally.

7/16/2019 6:32:32 PM big_simp the part about it being a soul trap is in fact true

supposedly one can get out but it aint easy

7/16/2019 6:32:58 PM big_simp they were the truthfulparts I hate to inform you

7/16/2019 6:33:41 PM nmchristoban I'm trying to look within.  I don't let myself down as often as the internet does.

7/16/2019 6:33:53 PM big_simp all true

but ebens are NOT aliens

start here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:37:01 PM jayrambin '... recycling of souls is the machinery of this universe...' didn't resonate. And Gaia showed a silhouette of a persons profile just in time to 

synchronistically, verbally confirm with 'exactly'. ALICE?

7/16/2019 6:37:56 PM jayrambin The subtle notion that we don't have any control over our situation didn't resonate.

7/16/2019 6:38:40 PM southpaw816 LMH

7/16/2019 6:39:24 PM disfellocated If she was completely on point, she wouldn’t have Gaia as a platform.

Wrong? I’d venture to say no more than SG-1. If she was visited by G-Men, she’s probably been handled Bob Lazar-style, so she can’t see how red her 

nose is.

7/16/2019 6:44:28 PM starehope What are MJ12?

7/16/2019 6:44:53 PM jayrambin  https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo 

Some things can be really hard to know. They're so inhumane that they make u feel sick to think of it. And it's hard to never think of it.

If you still think you want to know, start slow with this... https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo 

7/16/2019 6:44:58 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/ao5EoKvJXB

7/16/2019 6:45:22 PM wallyayottejr Former Gov. Bill Richardson recalls visiting the southern Santa Fe County mansion of Jeffrey Epstein – just a single time, a Richardson spokeswoman 

says.

“Recalls” key word. https://www.abqjournal.com/1340901/richardson-recalls-a-single-visit-to-epstein-ranch-ex-they-were-not-friends-former-

governors-spokeswoman-says.html …

7/16/2019 6:46:23 PM big_simp Full Disclosure is here

if you can handle it

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:48:04 PM shelaneb Is Epstein island = wonderland ?

7/16/2019 6:48:10 PM knightofmaltaus Become a Knight of Malta and you are welcome to research. Our Archives go back centuries. I think you would be amazed at the realities of life, Earth, 

mankind and God.  Our primary focus to keep Ark of Covenant Safe. But, read our posts. Intentional release of info all the time. 

pic.twitter.com/Q1lDd15cFC

7/16/2019 6:48:26 PM big_simp Truth is CSW is the genius behind BTC but obvioulsy alot done by Kleiman and Hal Finney and some others were there

But this is like saying the Lighting Guy on Dr Strangelove made the movie not Stanley Kubrick

Just ignore the FUDsters.

7/16/2019 6:49:41 PM big_simp They are in fact Hosts to an AI Virus

start here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 6:49:43 PM jrocktigers "Our Archives go back centuries" ` yes, I am aware. Thank you for the response.

7/16/2019 6:50:11 PM splucas22 There were big rumors about Gaia being run by Satanists a while back...

7/16/2019 6:50:30 PM big_simp No this is basically the full enchilada

But its disturbing

Why the Top Secret stuff

7/16/2019 6:51:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 EYES ON DC http://fbi.gov/tips 

7/16/2019 6:51:43 PM jtcrotteau Isn’t the more important question what is the yellow book?

7/16/2019 6:51:53 PM melbourne_3000 We are not in a hopeless situation by any means, this is the type of thinking and narrative [🤡] want us to have.

The Collective Consciousness must decide which way this will go via "free will"

Follow your intuition, fine tune it! learn how to sift and sort information.

7/16/2019 6:51:55 PM subversion_ops We watching for UFO's?

7/16/2019 6:52:03 PM scott_rick Anything happen in CA yet?

7/16/2019 6:53:05 PM connorr1986 Mass ms13 arrests is a start.

7/16/2019 6:54:37 PM ghost_of_billy_ Lights gonna go out again tonight? pic.twitter.com/AAx2RttH3l

7/16/2019 6:54:39 PM boy12_jimmy Power outage or THE STORM?

7/16/2019 6:54:45 PM scott_rick I’m told I’m a 9-11D light being that acted as a emissary to Galactic council viewing Lyra/Vega get taken out by Draconians(Debbie Solaris). How do I 

merge that memory to my current is-be?

7/16/2019 6:54:49 PM mommahood777 they better not!!

MJ, did they make big progress last night?

7/16/2019 6:54:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1151294298551271424 …

7/16/2019 6:55:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/aaronpauley/status/1150911664474083328 …

7/16/2019 6:55:20 PM aleks8837 Good job MJ!

"What hardball PR and legal tactics will Hillary Clinton’s campaign use to try to make this potential problem—which could potentially derail her planned 

presidential bid—disappear?" https://u.nu/rq8e 

7/16/2019 6:55:28 PM scott_rick Nice!

7/16/2019 6:55:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn our comms. 

#UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 6:55:36 PM aleks8837 "Will those tactics work, or is Ms. Clinton’s campaign already dead, even if the exact time of the funeral is not yet known?"



7/16/2019 6:56:27 PM hifiman45 Where were you when the lights went out?

In the dark!

7/16/2019 6:56:31 PM jones9536 Hold up Mj are you saying that's true?

7/16/2019 6:56:35 PM howdoyoumakeah1 For Greater Israel

7/16/2019 6:56:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Troll level: grand wizard https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1151166053948506112 …

7/16/2019 6:57:04 PM charlesgdavis1 Nephilim of biblical fame Also DEMONS that MAY be the case. I remember something about woe on to the the inhabitants of the earth 🌎 FOR 

something....I have to find this again sorry I don't want to misquote.

7/16/2019 6:57:13 PM conserv2mysoul Finally falling into the ocean!

7/16/2019 6:57:24 PM boy12_jimmy I am seeing things. I am hearing things. Uh Oh, it's time for some serious fireworks that you will not see on the Mainstream News! 

pic.twitter.com/3XbxaagefU

7/16/2019 6:57:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Find the center. 

Dig.

7/16/2019 6:57:53 PM keith369me What is the connection???

7/16/2019 6:57:58 PM fornodan #projection     youre a psyop trying to muddy the waters. You are a clown

7/16/2019 6:58:27 PM jeff57253103 What happened to her all those years ago? She used to be very very popular

7/16/2019 6:58:27 PM aprilbrown99 Suicided?

7/16/2019 6:58:40 PM keith369me What is the connection?

7/16/2019 6:59:32 PM djlok Yeah @CIA has played the Grand Wizard for a long time.

7/16/2019 6:59:52 PM aprilbrown99 That is very interesting. I also had a reading with Debbie and she told me something very similar. 🤔🧐🤔

7/16/2019 6:59:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1151304182537871360 …

7/16/2019 7:00:01 PM raisethevib369 Thank you very much ❤️

7/16/2019 7:00:27 PM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/tZaQ8XD28l

7/16/2019 7:00:36 PM sterkinglights1 Call it toxoplasmosis or what have you I need to know. #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 7:00:40 PM humanprimer Make it all go away. Fire the BST at the whole shebang.  Go 15!

7/16/2019 7:01:08 PM djlok Impending #UnsealEpstein revelations too much for the ole ticker?

7/16/2019 7:01:17 PM michael81972 Truth be known...He actually lasted longer than RBG

7/16/2019 7:01:19 PM aprilbrown99 Wow.  😲

7/16/2019 7:01:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Call them sexual predators. 

Super predators to be specific. 

5:5?

7/16/2019 7:01:54 PM sterkinglights1 Nice finally someone who doesn't faun over gia fauxlosure.

7/16/2019 7:02:39 PM laurabusse I choose love over fear

I choose peace

Higher consciousness

Higher vibrations

Higher densities

If beings or ppl want to mess with lower fear mongery stuff

They have free will

I want no part of it
7/16/2019 7:02:55 PM aprilbrown99 Super freakin evil!

7/16/2019 7:03:14 PM my2sonznme Why so much talk about her now?

7/16/2019 7:03:15 PM rrivera1623 Yeah. She's fine. 😆😆👌 pic.twitter.com/2nknM5nNz4

7/16/2019 7:03:37 PM fornodan Not one official department of justice or military pages follow you. Youre account is new, and your july 4 ploy didnt work. You assumed trump would fly 

out some b2 bombers

7/16/2019 7:03:59 PM montana4me2 WashingtonExaminer: 2020 presidential candidate Sen. Kamala Harris ripped the law firm defending convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein the same 

day her husband headed up a fundraiser hosted by the same firm. She accepted campaign donations from the firm

7/16/2019 7:04:08 PM scott_rick Ya I listened to her readings before I had her reading and I asked her before hand... she said a lot of lightworkers come from the same origins and 

incarnate through the same locations.

7/16/2019 7:04:46 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Irrelevant but interesting: "Stevens was awarded a Bronze Star for his service in the codebreaking team whose work led to the downing of Japanese 

Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto's plane in 1943."

7/16/2019 7:05:30 PM jayrambin I think that recycling can happen. But, by intervention, choice, expectation or intent.

7/16/2019 7:05:32 PM keith369me Everything is tied to #UnsealEpstein ?

7/16/2019 7:05:50 PM djlok Yeah all 3 of them in that picture are super predators.

7/16/2019 7:06:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Honeytraps catch "good guys" too. 

Suicide is their escape from the shame of their crime.

Many flies are about to drop.

Those who you trusted the most.

EYES OPEN

7/16/2019 7:06:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Common root nodes.

7/16/2019 7:06:55 PM mommahood777 wash it all away

7/16/2019 7:06:57 PM lightworkercain Hillary's projection...

7/16/2019 7:07:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect but close

Think Haiti

7/16/2019 7:07:27 PM 1_decided_voter All the NY/DC/CA power outages related?

7/16/2019 7:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 7:07:50 PM americanpetal #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 7:07:56 PM djlok 5:5

7/16/2019 7:08:06 PM aprilbrown99 I believe it. It has been a few months since my reading. I need to listen to it again. 💗

7/16/2019 7:08:43 PM doodooh59284043 I can't.  They're too mf hard!!  Way confusing 🤷♂️

7/16/2019 7:09:20 PM jayrambin Here’s the one I was thinking of about souls. Thoughts? I’ve only found this channel a few weeks ago. Still vetting.

7/16/2019 7:09:20 PM lightworkercain So you're saying there's some validity to Donald Marshall? Avril > A Vril

7/16/2019 7:09:20 PM havocgirly I'm beginning to think Area 51 is all about the bodies. 😨😱😮

7/16/2019 7:09:25 PM jayrambin  http://youtu.be/3Uo7L6Mj7do 

7/16/2019 7:09:42 PM scott_rick I’m from Andromeda Galaxy

7/16/2019 7:09:46 PM andaver82 I brought this to @RedPill78 's attention last week.  These people are stupid.  And Google is complicent.

7/16/2019 7:10:25 PM drumsk8 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein The thread that brings down the house?

7/16/2019 7:10:48 PM zagnett Taking down the tree from the root so it won't grow again.

7/16/2019 7:10:59 PM djlok So Hillary and Huma do the super predator stuff (eat babies, etc)... But #TheWhiteRabbit is just a run of the mill sex predator?

7/16/2019 7:14:26 PM raisethevib369 Well that's sure interesting 👀

7/16/2019 7:14:26 PM the_red_hand_ I'm thinking how Fritz Springmeyer describes the highest 'clergy' - but of predators.  They are above the 'initiates' level.  More like

 below, I think is a more appropriate description.

7/16/2019 7:14:31 PM starehope Don't you need the adrenal glands to get it into the blood?

7/16/2019 7:15:10 PM real_elliebrown #boomerang is here

7/16/2019 7:15:27 PM xenuqueue  pic.twitter.com/TAiv8EeXpF



7/16/2019 7:15:33 PM mongrelglory Oh yuck!  I wish I didn't know that about Cockatoos!  I always liked birds! 🥺

7/16/2019 7:15:57 PM tzbauknight Little girls aren’t women.

7/16/2019 7:16:15 PM starehope Then I am confused.

7/16/2019 7:16:19 PM aprilbrown99 She said I was originally from Lyra. Had lifetimes in Sirius (resonates), lives in Lemeria, Atlantis, Andromeda and that since my home planet was 

distroyed, Andromeda is my home now as well. There is one more place but cant remember at the moment. 🥴 i would love a session...

7/16/2019 7:16:26 PM nopeyonekenopey Or his supply was cut off and he couldn't rally.

7/16/2019 7:16:27 PM aprilbrown99 With Alba Weinman. I am hoping with meditation i can somehow remember all of these.

7/16/2019 7:16:28 PM the_red_hand_ #CalmBeforeTheStorm

7/16/2019 7:17:29 PM hellouncledonny No Cowinkidinks. pic.twitter.com/hGM7OPX6j3

7/16/2019 7:18:23 PM sunspot406 Awe, how sweet, what a darling.

7/16/2019 7:18:37 PM mommahood777 would the secret sub have a log?

7/16/2019 7:19:24 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Stevens died from complications of a stroke in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, on July 16, 2019"

Fort Lauderdale>Broward County also home to Parkland..

7/16/2019 7:19:27 PM aprilbrown99 The flight log. Have you seen it?

7/16/2019 7:21:32 PM happykat9 Blackout in Staten Island today

7/16/2019 7:23:14 PM keith369me So this “Tree” has common root nodes with -Avril Lavigne -Justice Stevens - North Korea - Power Outages - Planned Parenthood - Area 51.  Starting to 

sound like the Q map!!!   #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/16/2019 7:24:08 PM sharlenerougea1 Holy shit 😲

7/16/2019 7:26:56 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/BbFCTRmDjJ

7/16/2019 7:28:09 PM allahuniversal Nice test.

7/16/2019 7:28:20 PM keith369me Confused...seemed like a contradiction to what was just said.

7/16/2019 7:28:58 PM cjptrsn The videos on this playlist are much better than this video from LMH IMO. If you liked her video AT ALL then I think you will enjoy at least the first 2 

(ultimate guides). Then check the stuff with Laura Eisenhower. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLIzv8g1mw1Opxj5q_1jWzXGv054u8LdRa …

7/16/2019 7:29:11 PM big_simp Good!

7/16/2019 7:29:34 PM big_simp be careful what you wish for

7/16/2019 7:31:41 PM oo1o110 For sure.

7/16/2019 7:31:46 PM big_simp MJ12 was created by Truman to deal with Roswell "aliens"  - but they are not "aliens" but created forms from other timelines

We are stuck in a timeline loop paradox. 

The ONI/Q/MJ12 are working on attempts to secure escape

welcome to The Unveiling http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/16/2019 7:32:41 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/M3JKLoDWkS

7/16/2019 7:33:24 PM mommahood777 yes

but if they come by yacht and sneak in with a sub...

7/16/2019 7:33:36 PM oo1o110 Pretty sure that part of the game is real. Unless someone can come up with a better explanation for the Moon. It's mathematically impossible for the 

moon to be a natural phenomenon.

7/16/2019 7:34:27 PM aprilbrown99 I wonder if there is a log for that too? 🤔🤔🤔

7/16/2019 7:36:08 PM maryortwerth 👀

7/16/2019 7:38:49 PM boy12_jimmy More is coming, much more...refill your popcorn & soda now. pic.twitter.com/8k3IzpcNkT

7/16/2019 7:39:55 PM djlok Who went to Haiti.  #HillaryClintonEmails

7/16/2019 7:40:08 PM mommahood777 right

I had to get off MJ's page...sudden overwhelming sadness on top of the usual repulsion looking at the island stuff...and I've been onboard quite a while, 

good to not lose humanity I guess..take needed breaks!!!

369...369...369...369

7/16/2019 7:40:24 PM 6b1222t  pic.twitter.com/icokp6FIFl

7/16/2019 7:40:55 PM keith369me Haiti and everywhere else

7/16/2019 7:42:05 PM oo1o110 It takes an insane raising of frequency. This thing isn't supposed to work. No one thought it would. What we are accomplishing here is astronomical in 

value to the overall creation. We are bringing heaven to the dimension of 3D after completely cutting ourselves off of knowledge.

7/16/2019 7:42:05 PM djlok I'm thinking maybe Harvey wasn't in to the stuff with kids. He was a predator but maybe not a kid-diddler.

7/16/2019 7:42:11 PM allahuniversal Would rather go back to Laura Eisenhower

7/16/2019 7:42:52 PM keith369me Makes sense!!!

7/16/2019 7:43:46 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, take care of you!  Breath. Patriots are in control. 🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/jQgd45r9AU

7/16/2019 7:44:39 PM big_simp Not sure can bring Heaven into this simulation. My take is there will be a harvest. The more awakened will end up in a  better Universe..  the 

unawakened may have to do this yet again.

Too many here will never awaken

End wont be for everyone as Q states pic.twitter.com/aotjYZhAnu

7/16/2019 7:45:21 PM oo1o110 ...FROM THE INSIDE OF A PRISON (PLANET)

7/16/2019 7:46:04 PM boy12_jimmy This sounds like straight from the MSM & mad libs! Trump tells us otherwise! Miley knows Epstein very well. She is a nasty girl. #UnsealEpstein 

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151310540796510208 … pic.twitter.com/zyoMoh8B16

7/16/2019 7:46:10 PM cjptrsn Go back?

7/16/2019 7:49:35 PM natureinspace When Wilcox ran from them and quit their platform I knew they were Satanists.

7/16/2019 7:49:50 PM nschlange 99? Was he one of them?

7/16/2019 7:55:19 PM 7alon lololol. What are you talking about. He looks the same in each of those pics. EXACTLY the same.

7/16/2019 7:56:20 PM majic_eyes_qnly 187?

7/16/2019 7:58:09 PM 7alon Nice ad hom. Totally not suspicious behaviour at all...

7/16/2019 8:00:19 PM narcissist_ghst #triggered 

SOMETHING HAPPENED TO AVRIL.  SOMETHING VERY BAD.  IT'S NOT A JOKE.

7/16/2019 8:00:46 PM mommahood777 always love Yoda!

yep, I have no doubts and trust the plan completely...they told us it would get worse

too many things going on at home and abroad

trolling Brennan and Schifty was more fun..lol

the sleepers are just simply going to go into denial

Q, POTUS and Patriots..pure love

7/16/2019 8:01:19 PM 7alon What are people going to out me for Jimmie? I've done nothing worthy of receiving punishment. You claim to be on our side according to your posts 

and bio, yet you act like a complete chimp.

7/16/2019 8:03:07 PM aprilbrown99 I love our President, @qanon76, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/sBVazLHyiF

7/16/2019 8:04:19 PM daveo6145 Unaware/sold a false bill of goods, but yea

7/16/2019 8:05:06 PM rachaelangelm Tarot card dial

7/16/2019 8:06:16 PM deitriechk #Nasty

7/16/2019 8:07:02 PM rachaelangelm He had almost all the symbols of major religions but I don't see any Christian symi



7/16/2019 8:07:09 PM nschlange Ummmm Hi... I live here and so does my family so lets watch the words we use. CA is a great state, with good ppl in it. They cheated & have been 

cheating in the elections, so this was not created by the ppl of CA!

7/16/2019 8:08:16 PM djlok 👀 on CA.  NP? https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1151327084016480257?s=21 …

7/16/2019 8:08:35 PM natureinspace So Epstein isn't American. He infiltrated the elite in America to try to bring down this country? Is Epstein even a human?

7/16/2019 8:08:58 PM nschlange Thank you, and once again I will tell ppl. We did not vote these morons into office, they were placed here. Do you really believe we would vote to raise 

gas 5 cents a gallon, and raise that amt. every year? We are already taxing our gas to death. Nope they cheated.

7/16/2019 8:10:49 PM nschlange Do you think we could be a little clearer when we say things. Like instead of eyes on CA, could you give a sentence or two about where our eyes should 

be & if we should flee the state? It would let me sleep a little better, that's all.

7/16/2019 8:10:50 PM raevenraeyne I like LMH’s work from what bit I’ve seen of it, some good info on some things. But I don’t like that most of her reporting on ET Agenda seems to paint 

the beings as all negative Agenda. I do not believe that. I believe that there are good ETs that are fighting on behalf of us.

7/16/2019 8:11:03 PM seeker401 they look like they really hate each other.. pic.twitter.com/CPaT2zbjK3

7/16/2019 8:11:28 PM 4demeeee Lots of ppl look a like, does not mean its them at all.

This is similar yes, but not the same whatsoever. 

If you weren't so busy trying to dox, you'd clearly see it yourself.

7/16/2019 8:12:27 PM nschlange We could all hope I guess. Not sure which one I want more Jussie or Google!

7/16/2019 8:12:29 PM rachaelangelm Prince Andrew needs to give up his "prince" title

7/16/2019 8:12:51 PM oo1o110 Every Star is surrounded by the dark.

7/16/2019 8:14:27 PM raevenraeyne I will watch this one when I get a chance, but I do hope it’s not another one that attacks ETs and paints their agenda as nefarious towards humanity. 

Not a fan of Fear Porn...

7/16/2019 8:14:57 PM oo1o110 I think that the simulation is going to be the prize. The meek shall inherit the Earth... but it will be anew. It's they who will be raptured from the 

simulation, and placed into other simulations appropriate for their soul needs.

7/16/2019 8:17:25 PM mongrelglory There are a ton of archeological sites along the Euphrates Valley in Syria going back 10,000 yrs.  Wouldn't surprise me if they've found relics of an 

ancient, more advanced civilization that existed in the region...probably relates to the religious "belief system" of the Cabal.

7/16/2019 8:18:07 PM scott_rick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What’s your understanding how they use caulic on babies after there born?

7/16/2019 8:18:30 PM ethereal_shaman It's another cabal income stream.  I'm sure quite a bit of money flows thru that channel.

7/16/2019 8:18:36 PM aleks8837 2015.....!

7/16/2019 8:19:05 PM mongrelglory Are those patterns on the floor symbols that relate to an ancient form of writing?

7/16/2019 8:19:07 PM americanpetal Wow, Michelle!

7/16/2019 8:19:16 PM nschlange Is HrC even human still or was she ever? Huma too?

7/16/2019 8:21:50 PM americanpetal I’m just jumping into this conversation...a temple? an artifact? a portal or stargate?

7/16/2019 8:23:01 PM raevenraeyne This was one of the harder SRA testimonies I’ve listened to on YT. Particularly in knowing the judge decided their cult leader father could keep custody 

of them and dismissed it all to cover truth. How could kids have ANY hope if their own justice system ignored them?

7/16/2019 8:23:24 PM americanpetal ISIS Blows Up Palmyra’s Ancient Baal Shamin Temple, Fulfilling Dark Predictions. ?

7/16/2019 8:25:29 PM wisdomonium yes indeed. They wanted our lands for their brood. The RED CROSS (STAR) of Babylon is ANTARES in the Scorpion. Those "bags" in Baylonian stone 

carvings held by the Annunaki are weights and measures (trade guild)of the Scorpion KIng.

7/16/2019 8:26:03 PM rolandblasini Vean hoy medios NI informa SEE  http://atf.gov/news/pr/federa … El comunicado de prensa que envio la oficina del DA en San Juan Puerto Rico.

7/16/2019 8:26:09 PM orthogonalron SG-1 s01ep5 The Broca Divide

Early peoples called it wetigo

Mind virus

7/16/2019 8:27:26 PM big_simp In a way everything is a simulation - But it can be argued we are not in an organic Source timeline but rather a hacked digital AI Mind Virus soul trap

7/16/2019 8:28:49 PM big_simp Im wondering if this Mind Virus Digital AI hacked simulation we are in now is part of the "School for Souls" theory or rather an out of control virus

7/16/2019 8:30:08 PM scott_rick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What Is Colic?

“Colic is a bit of a mystery. The term applies to any healthy, well-fed infant who cries more than 3 hours a day, more than 3 days a week, for more than 

3 weeks. Here's what we know about it:

A lot of 3’s.... Majestic?

7/16/2019 8:30:21 PM americanpetal This? pic.twitter.com/fwIkNuVnfj

7/16/2019 8:34:08 PM jluebs24 I cant count. This is from a great thread! 

 https://twitter.com/TrueQanuck11/status/1151271519634542592?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/GQtqAkIz34

7/16/2019 8:35:14 PM rolandblasini PRIMER GOBERNADOR ACUSADO X Federales pic.twitter.com/LnsDJEgjLZ

7/16/2019 8:37:34 PM rolandblasini "You will see the light. And if you don't, we will bring the fire." pic.twitter.com/c1VLTJkOTX

7/16/2019 8:49:22 PM 7alon Ah now it all makes sense. I hope you get what's coming to you, shill 😂

7/16/2019 8:54:05 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I should clarify that "proven" civilizations go back at least 5000 years in the past according to archeological ruins, but local mythology talks about 

more ancient civilizations going back even further to 8 to 10,000 years ago.

7/16/2019 8:55:14 PM americanpetal I had no idea. I’ve been reading up on this area, now. Thx

7/16/2019 8:56:43 PM mongrelglory 33 comments, and 33 retweets...that's weird!  Definitely clowns aren't always aware they're being used.

7/16/2019 8:58:31 PM cuddlepuddled Where on the net is this enchilada?

7/16/2019 8:58:48 PM mongrelglory Somehow I can't see MJ-12 getting "highly stirred up" about anything...😝

7/16/2019 9:01:31 PM gramptorino Patton knew about "Past Lives"💯🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/T5EjuVe7qI

7/16/2019 9:02:29 PM big_simp start here

study it in full detail

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

Back up intel to this is Disclosure of Project Pegasus by Andrew Basagio and Bernard Mendez and Al Bieleks talks on Montauk Project

Its a timeline war within simulations

7/16/2019 9:10:04 PM _fadepoint  http://bit.ly/32rwMQd 

7/16/2019 9:10:07 PM godfamcountry Um, why isn’t anyone talking about storming Killary Clinton’s home after her alleged abuses of children?  Does anyone want to find out the truth about 

her cutting off the face of a young child or getting a blood transfusion from another child?  What about adrenochrome? Storm her!

7/16/2019 9:10:30 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE is messing with your tweets. It looks like your tweet was deleted. pic.twitter.com/LHlTnbhUo2

7/16/2019 9:11:16 PM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/FiVoRBVYWA



7/16/2019 9:13:30 PM doubler729 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
7/16/2019 9:16:00 PM mongrelglory Lashana Lynch is just playing an agent that took over the 007 designation in the next movie, however Daniel Craig is still James Bong. 

https://heavy.com/entertainment/2019/07/lashana-lynch-007-james-bond/ …

7/16/2019 9:16:07 PM fionasdestiny67 Messing w/ me too pic.twitter.com/HaJd4ULBUD

7/16/2019 9:16:16 PM crummysaint lol, wut. It's a music room, and this species can move to a beat. Birds don't have a "coming of age" They're fucking birds.

That's obviously where the sick fuck intended to start pressuring wanna be pop stars to suck him off.

7/16/2019 9:16:32 PM mongrelglory Bond, not Bong!  😆😆😆

7/16/2019 9:18:08 PM aprilbrown99 Oh no!

7/16/2019 9:18:36 PM pauliepg11111 Stargate

7/16/2019 9:18:40 PM aprilbrown99 [They] are keeping tabs on us.

7/16/2019 9:20:30 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are you saying that the MSM is desperate to find anything in the news to report on, no matter how lame (Avril Lavigne), so as to divert 

attention away from #UnsealEpstein? 😁

7/16/2019 9:20:49 PM catalystmic  https://youtu.be/0A6eCpTpXgQ 

7/16/2019 9:21:22 PM jimblakesong That was a warning shot dude! And I was in a hurry!  I’m gonna make a good one, and have it ready to put it up on Kab’s feed if I ever hear you trying 

that shit again! My friends are watching you! Me? I’m gonna block your ass! You will never know if and when I put it up!

7/16/2019 9:22:28 PM justchuckin2 Where do you suggest looking?

7/16/2019 9:23:19 PM tinahayes01 No it’s not the same person.. look.. close..

7/16/2019 9:23:41 PM 7alon I took a screen :) pic.twitter.com/pIi8eV7pxF

7/16/2019 9:24:29 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/gTz60wg00Q

7/16/2019 9:27:08 PM carolin15161363 With pointing out Ishtar worship, at the root of all of this is it demonic entities that pull the strings for all of this?

7/16/2019 9:29:24 PM mongrelglory I actually collect old coins, and one of my oldest is ancient Babylonian "tusk-shaped" money which is carved out of bone.  It's est. 5000 years old. The 

bone has turned into chalk, so it's very light. (They used bone and cowry shells as money before they started minting coins.)

7/16/2019 9:30:51 PM aprilbrown99 Is the Korean Cental News like our MSM, fake news?

7/16/2019 9:31:53 PM speaakn She got Lyme disease and was bad sick for at least 2 years.

7/16/2019 9:32:29 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.lawofone.info/ 

🙏

7/16/2019 9:32:48 PM aprilbrown99 I may be going out on a limb, but this doesn’t resonate with me. I believe this is fake news.

7/16/2019 9:35:54 PM fionasdestiny67 Indeed

7/16/2019 9:36:35 PM aprilbrown99 Stand strong patriot Sister!  🤗🤗🤗🥰🥰🥰

7/16/2019 9:38:40 PM lightonthehill This tweet resonated with me in a BIG way.

Thanks for that.

7/16/2019 9:38:56 PM prayfighttrust Thank u #Patriot for exposing the communist DemocRats. Sharing video:  @BCMAmerica @TallahForTrump @RedPillBlackMan @BlacksForTrump5 

@BLACKSFORTRUMP4 @BlacksForTrump7 @KeanuBanks01 @blacks4_trump @Blacks4T @R0gueRepublican @christianllamar

@PastorDScott @larryelder

7/16/2019 9:39:48 PM prayfighttrust @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WayneDupreeShow @DiamondandSilk #Blacks4Trump #BlacksforTrump #BlackConservativeMovement

@antonia_okafor @StacyOnTheRight @ygnyghtstorm @Mrs_StantonKing @WalkAwayBlexit @RealCandaceO @BLEXIT_to_MAGA 

@LawrenceBJones3 @DrShayPhD

7/16/2019 9:39:56 PM rebornkingent And Super predators must be brought to heel right Cankles Clinton?

7/16/2019 9:40:48 PM lightonthehill I think no. Always be vigilant regarding outside influences.

7/16/2019 9:41:05 PM prayfighttrust #Patriots #Patriot_Train #PatriotsUnited #PatriotsAwakened #PatriotsNation #QArmy @BikersForTrump @Vets_4_Trump @codeofvets @V4SA 

@votevets @CODE4Vets @ConcernedVets @USWomenVeterans @NavyVets @allvetsfortrump @VetsforT @Vets4TrumpORG @ChrisKyleFrog 

@us_navyseals @MarcusLuttrell

7/16/2019 9:41:26 PM prayfighttrust #PatriotsAwakened #PatriotsFight #PatriotsUnite

7/16/2019 9:42:42 PM prayfighttrust @LatAmFr @LatinosMatter @LatinoVoices @LatinoCoalition @DeplorREBEL @LatiinosLive @RNCLatinos @100LatinosMiami @votolatino @LatinoUSA 

@latinorebels @latinovictoryus @Latinofor45 @latinoforce @border_patriot @2024_Trump @latinoforums @latinosforusa @Latinosfor 

@latinosforice

7/16/2019 9:44:06 PM prayfighttrust @LatinosForParks @Latinos4Ed @LatinosforWater @LatinosForTrump @LatinosForTX @HalangManok @LATINOS2CHANGE @Latinos4Trump16 

@latinos4Trump @latinoeduardo1 @ehs_lfe @Latinos4TeamUSA @Latinos4TrumpUS @Latinos4TN @latinos4truth @NYC4TermLimits @Latinos4T 

@LatinosConTrump @LatinosCasa

7/16/2019 9:45:09 PM prayfighttrust @LATAMforTRUMP @latinosforusa

7/16/2019 9:48:33 PM 7alon Nope.

7/16/2019 9:53:10 PM hi12150472 Anything to do with him? https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/man-who-fell-to-death-at-ngee-ann-city-was-us-expat-in-real-estate-firm …

7/16/2019 9:57:54 PM michabird67 I agree 100%.

7/16/2019 10:00:20 PM blsdbe I think this is one of the reasons I reasonate with you April: I am from Lyra too!!!

7/16/2019 10:00:42 PM blsdbe That would be amazing!!!

7/16/2019 10:02:34 PM jaspony1 I have to ask... 

Did they stop spraying the sky's?

The sky's over Arizona have been clear for days!!!

7/16/2019 10:03:33 PM tinahayes01 You just don’t WANT  to see it. Whatever.. I’ve had a bad day so I don’t much care that you have vision problems. See an optometrist..maybe he can 

help you.

7/16/2019 10:13:02 PM mongrelglory Cool Christine!  I'd love to hear about everyone's memories of the places that they come from if they have any?

7/16/2019 10:13:22 PM natureinspace The Dragon.

7/16/2019 10:19:56 PM 7alon Showing your true colours I see. I have 20/20 vision if you must know. I guess all the other people who agreed also have vision problems.

7/16/2019 10:23:35 PM blsdbe I have a past life memory, but I am not sure it was Lyra. I had an epiphany recently, reading a passage (I wish I could remember where) about Lyrans 

coming thru a portal in the Sun to help stabilize our Ascension process with the Myriad other ET races here helping.

7/16/2019 10:25:50 PM jollyrob2 The power of the coming race🤔 Vril?



7/16/2019 10:30:28 PM aprilbrown99 Christine. sorry, ur tweet is not showing on my notifications. Twitter is really messing things up.  🤨

I dont have any memories at the moment from any of those lifetimes/timelines that I can remember, except Lemeria. Oddly enough Kab sent out a 

tweet with a piece of music...

7/16/2019 10:31:30 PM aprilbrown99 ..last year It was like going back in time. I heard voices, laughter & the ocean. Then I heard and felt people panicking, I could hear people crying. I 

started sobbing.  It felt like I was in Lemeria all over again. Other than the blue alien, that is all I remember. How about u?

7/16/2019 10:33:10 PM blsdbe I have a past life memory, but I am not sure it was Lyra. I had an epiphany recently, reading a passage (I wish I could remember where) about Lyrans 

coming thru a portal in the Sun to help stabilize our Ascension process with the Myriad other ET races here helping.

7/16/2019 10:37:25 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, we are family. 🥰🥰🥰🤗🤗🤗

7/16/2019 10:43:12 PM aprilbrown99 This tweet also didnt show in my notifications. I am so sorry. I wonder how and who else i have missed. 

Darn twitter. 🤨😡🤨

7/16/2019 10:45:09 PM blsdbe In My Regression, I was on an arid planet with my current husband whose name was John. I remember standing on a hill in front of a field under a tree, 

when I Heard The Call. I could hear all these Beings crying out in Suffering. That was when I decided to come here next.

7/16/2019 10:47:18 PM blsdbe When it was time for me to pass from that life, it wasn’t because I was sick. It was because I was Done with that Life. I remember simply stepping out 

of my body and standing in front of myself.

7/16/2019 10:48:35 PM mongrelglory I'd love to hear any details you remember!  (I'm an armchair traveller) 😃

7/16/2019 10:50:17 PM blsdbe As I stood there, I was overcome with gratitude that This Planet had helped to provide me with a vessel from her Materials. This paltry typing in no way 

compares to the FEELING I had in that moment.

7/16/2019 10:50:42 PM blsdbe @MongrelGlory

7/16/2019 10:55:13 PM blsdbe She sacrificed part of herself so that my Soul could learn the lessons that I wanted to experience. In the same way, I find My self, sacrificing as much as 

I can to help my other Selves here and now. We can’t take it with us, so why not share what we have and enjoy each other?

7/16/2019 10:58:03 PM blackjackpupil They're a cia outfit, no?

7/16/2019 10:59:44 PM blsdbe Or he simply couldn’t live with the guilt of a bad decision made by a good man. There are many possibilities, and it make take some digging to get at 

the Truth. We gotta remember that Glass House thing...

7/16/2019 11:01:00 PM mongrelglory That's beautiful Christine! 😊

7/16/2019 11:01:31 PM aetherwalker1 Pickle Factory?

... more like the Honey Pot Guild.  😏

7/16/2019 11:08:04 PM 9threalm Artifacts.

7/16/2019 11:10:25 PM aprilbrown99 Very beautiful. I have been on that hill if it is the one that overlooks the ocean.

7/16/2019 11:11:17 PM blsdbe 🥰🥰🥰 pic.twitter.com/YkxVdVgT9n

7/16/2019 11:15:39 PM blsdbe I feel like we have been there together somehow. I LOVE the Ocean. But I also greatly fear drowning, and almost did when I was 12 on the North Shore 

of Oahu.

7/16/2019 11:21:46 PM blsdbe Are you keeping a log of the pics, Mike, for posterity? pic.twitter.com/y6NAs3cQf1

7/16/2019 11:23:43 PM mona_cajun Aloha,

The Yig had a fascinating article last year, similar theme. Trump Tower location disrupted a pentagram completion in Manhattan compromised of elite's 

key properties.

His site will have it archived. Well worth rooting out. https://theyig.ning.com 

7/16/2019 11:28:40 PM realityloominng "They", is a common way for you clowns to lump everything into one basket.. "The aliens", "the alien agenda"... There are aliens from BOTH 

outerspace, different timelines AND other planes.. You're contradicting your earlier comment too. Fail you will

7/16/2019 11:40:27 PM realityloominng Not sure:  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/ce555i/trump_confirms_he_took_control_of_the_chemtrails/ …

I'm not always following on some of SB2's claims

7/16/2019 11:48:22 PM gilmourisgod751  pic.twitter.com/lU2TQSIB0L

7/16/2019 11:50:29 PM 7alon ty

7/16/2019 11:53:06 PM realityloominng Nice pictures though. They look like the bio-androids to me. The "ebens" are supposedly more human-like?

7/16/2019 11:54:20 PM lucidskye Probably the Antichrist

7/17/2019 12:00:58 AM big_simp here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

7/17/2019 12:03:28 AM big_simp Since the EMEs can control consciousness who knows what they look like

Even Dr Jacques Vallee said that its a control system that is able to manipulate our consciousness

The EBES take many forms - ie tall albinos etc

I am an experiencer so do agree with Vallees assessment pic.twitter.com/DrvMuCzrSJ

7/17/2019 12:30:01 AM mongrelglory I would say that there are 4 movies that indicate what purpose humans might serve to a "negative being".  Matrix movies: An energetic food source, 

Jupiter  Ascending: A "life extension" essence for the elite, Cloud Atlas: A source of slave labour (the clones), and finally...

7/17/2019 12:31:06 AM mongrelglory ...the movie Dark City: Where ETs were trying to study the nature of our souls in order to reproduce a soul for themselves.

7/17/2019 12:36:19 AM mongrelglory I think it's quite possible that humans have been used by different entities throughout history for all of these purposes.  However, all of the above 

movies showed that when humans wake up to the truth, they can become empowered to free themselves from all forms of slavery.

7/17/2019 12:43:15 AM tomchiodo Filed away. News unlocks.

7/17/2019 1:41:54 AM maryschade14 The religion of the Cabal is Satanism..the reason why Bush was desparate to stay..was to revive Babylon they worship the Moloch..same as what 

children are sacrificed to..Rome is satanism..

Not Christ.

7/17/2019 2:16:40 AM maryschade14 Wake Up people pic.twitter.com/BO8ZzClbhO

7/17/2019 2:19:39 AM sterkinglights1 This? pic.twitter.com/vswmvDOakK

7/17/2019 2:29:36 AM dutchqanon Interesting. Looks like? pic.twitter.com/ua5SMyacSo

7/17/2019 2:39:32 AM adsvel The Light always will find its way to the surface. Thank You!☀️🌈🌎

7/17/2019 2:42:19 AM adsvel Thank You Christine!🙏💜☀️🌈🌺

7/17/2019 2:47:18 AM deeefritz That's very interesting.

7/17/2019 2:53:50 AM wendyca12241470 I have unfollowed him straight away

7/17/2019 2:59:29 AM andrew13892378 Whole range/list of such people, I have good reason to communicate with/test that do not respond under any circumstances. Big Daddy is On his way 

to visit his children and wants a list of who has been Naughty and Nice. Not long now. Turkey shoot of naughty Visitors included!

7/17/2019 3:13:41 AM andycryptostar Nice one thanks

7/17/2019 3:18:23 AM rifflemonica 😳



7/17/2019 3:21:33 AM swedeman13  http://qmap.pub 
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7/17/2019 3:26:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/jZ3FQr6BUq

7/17/2019 3:26:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/CWwEk2oTWC

7/17/2019 3:32:12 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOW💥💥💥💥
7/17/2019 3:32:19 AM vaporking Habitual offenders. Wolves in sheep's clothing.

They must be brought to Justice.

7/17/2019 3:33:32 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOW💥💥💥💥
7/17/2019 3:36:29 AM big_simp FULL DISCLOSURE here 

subjects inc Secret Space Program / occult / paedovores/ elites/ cloning /timetravel/ etc

WARNING- subject matter is disturbing

proceed at own pace

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com  pic.twitter.com/htNpvI9hVW

7/17/2019 3:37:34 AM keith369me Official Bird of #carisjames (Caribbean Island St. James) ...search on that “in plain sight” hashtag!!!   #ExposeEpsteinsPartners #ExposeEpsteinsPartners 

#ExposeEpsteinsPartners

7/17/2019 3:38:07 AM 9threalm 🧐 Why are you doxing him? What has he done???

7/17/2019 3:41:21 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/PNho5Med8A

7/17/2019 3:41:45 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/WMe8Y3EYOG

7/17/2019 3:47:47 AM dutchqanon  https://twitter.com/bella_deolivera/status/1151439383657975808?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/dJC3yI1Ghn

7/17/2019 3:49:21 AM nan_ese There is a deep evilness in that face.

7/17/2019 3:51:26 AM sabina06706427 Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/clzfAaVGHV

7/17/2019 3:55:57 AM robertg69989098 Is that a MAP bird ???👀👀💥

7/17/2019 3:57:30 AM tsofiac Lots of us noticing this around the country!

7/17/2019 3:58:13 AM deepstate6969 Thanks Deke, best laugh i have had all day.. pic.twitter.com/O6jH47Cvtj

7/17/2019 3:59:03 AM boss3she Wow.

7/17/2019 4:05:11 AM andycryptostar  pic.twitter.com/LGhFAuli21

7/17/2019 4:05:37 AM andycryptostar  pic.twitter.com/VMFqtrcKEc

7/17/2019 4:11:36 AM olimyracle #UnsealEpstein tags @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on this tweet.

Just saying...

7/17/2019 4:13:39 AM adamlforeman BLUE = PAPAL , WHITE = FEDERAL, RED = ROYAL. Follow the colours, follow the symbolism. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

7/17/2019 4:13:51 AM fastfreddie21 Send in the Space Force...... pic.twitter.com/HrRXE3H14T

7/17/2019 4:15:16 AM andycryptostar  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sulphur-crested_cockatoo?wprov=sfla1 …

7/17/2019 4:15:30 AM boss3she Is there a designated place that has a list to learn from,  so I can get it out?

7/17/2019 4:16:08 AM big_simp No problems

Very clear you dnt understand whats going on - which is sad but not really also

Youll probably more than likely end up bkrd radiation as the timeline ends pic.twitter.com/ErrQWAkknU

7/17/2019 4:17:32 AM rainncloudy Wow, Linda!! Interesting!!.....🇺🇸

7/17/2019 4:17:37 AM adamlforeman The Coven of Azazel is about to be nulled and cut from the Tree of Life. You will receive the true death along with all of SET's/LILITH's worshippers. Go 

count the number of "planets" left outside. Mercury, Venus and Earth. The rest have been destroyed. Shall we play a game?

7/17/2019 4:22:36 AM jrocktigers Do you mean tunnels connecting Area 51 to China Lake and elsewhere ?

7/17/2019 4:27:15 AM deepstate6969 heads you lose, of you go, rules are non binary, and the winner takes all..

7/17/2019 4:30:01 AM deepstate6969 your energy level has just been halved, 

rule 2983..you move.. pic.twitter.com/4RvIEEJZJ3

7/17/2019 4:33:35 AM auagate  pic.twitter.com/ixXArnHNQP

7/17/2019 4:35:35 AM starseedatx #Neuralink

7/17/2019 4:37:05 AM deepstate6969 The Coven of Azazel has jsut been signed up as a BOY band, 

rule 9172.. negative flow for being a SOY BOY..

7/17/2019 4:38:15 AM auagate ... pic.twitter.com/hNvHh9IoV0



7/17/2019 4:38:17 AM darktolight1144 Genius meme! Brilliant!

7/17/2019 4:38:34 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/QokUwjFDJN

7/17/2019 4:42:00 AM richard07759712 Best Meme of the Day!🏅

Good morning MJ12

7/17/2019 4:43:03 AM richard07759712 Take it it wasn’t provoked

7/17/2019 4:44:16 AM pipindfw Dang! Next level chess. #maga

7/17/2019 4:44:52 AM deepstate6969 inverse rule application for being a soy boy..

rule666..Adam Foreman has a sex change, and does something about his manboobs..energy level critical..you are close to losing Soy Boy..\ 

pic.twitter.com/zH616nwJUv

7/17/2019 4:45:04 AM adamlforeman NATE, RA and ED are dead? Who's in control? Where is EVE and MUTT right now? Why is the hologram divided into 2? Who's going home? Who's going 

to the PIT? Who is going back to the Underworld? The Division of the families is here. Nothing can stop what's coming! NOTHING! 

pic.twitter.com/RVLvSbFtBO

7/17/2019 4:48:15 AM jrocktigers 🤫😂😂😂

7/17/2019 4:52:12 AM deepstate6969 Game Over @adamforeman your sex change from alien Soy Boy, to full Libturd Soy Girl is complete..

rule1613..oestrogen must be taken daily by @MrsAdamForeman

game over..care to play again Mrs Foreman? pic.twitter.com/hssE6DxyC8

7/17/2019 4:58:55 AM natureinspace He very well could be

7/17/2019 5:01:14 AM hawkgirlinmn I think they are saying it’s much more sinister than we realize.

7/17/2019 5:06:22 AM bbobbio71 Might that be a Silo?

7/17/2019 5:16:46 AM hawkgirlinmn 7/17/2019 is HAPPY Q DAY!!!! 

#Qanon #WWG1WGA 

7+1+7+2+0+1+9=27

2+7=9

9= Happy MAJESTIC Day!!! The power of 3,6,9 is REAL. 

#ManifestDay @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/VItf6EwBEr
7/17/2019 5:30:16 AM flubbynutty Same as Britney then.

Wonder how many more?

7/17/2019 5:38:53 AM burgersandra Clearly stated . Others have presented similar info.

7/17/2019 5:40:53 AM anneolsen43 International Boundary?

7/17/2019 5:47:22 AM deepbluesand Dogitally created courtesy of GOOG - [DO NO EVIL] = ]Do Evil[

7/17/2019 5:48:24 AM deepbluesand Dogitally created courtesy of GOOG - [DO NO EVIL] = ]Do Evil[

7/17/2019 5:52:05 AM big_simp Possibly why the coverup

less digestible than the Ashtar Intergalactic space command and their crop circles

7/17/2019 5:53:07 AM deepbluesand Sacrificial mound

7/17/2019 5:53:12 AM hoodsavior Huge Congratulations to @MellodyHobson on becoming Co-CEO Of @ArielInvests..! I’ve Loved And Respected this Woman for a Loooong Time! 

#GodIsOurForeverChairman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @FAMU_1887

7/17/2019 6:02:50 AM fabulousmndance 👽👽👽 Moulder? Skully?

7/17/2019 6:04:28 AM moemc8 Thanks for sharing this.  I'll watch at some point with an open mind, but who is to say this is true either.  I guess I shouldn't comment til I watch.

7/17/2019 6:05:51 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/17/2019 6:13:39 AM kevin72032387 Is it true that this bird molests it’s young? I couldn’t find a source for that.

7/17/2019 6:23:22 AM anneolsen43 Joe M tweeted this

7/17/2019 6:26:42 AM mdwst_beachbums  pic.twitter.com/tHXEWGYYpi

7/17/2019 6:32:35 AM youstinksoap Maybe the MJ's will answer this.

Time isn't the only illusion here, I'm wondering where the simulation ends and where 'knowing' begins.  I was shown I was going home...very powerful 

experience, but was it part of the simulation?  Has humanity been truly freed?

7/17/2019 6:35:22 AM francisnetuma @kabamur_taygeta

7/17/2019 6:37:35 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/17/2019 6:43:24 AM joeandbridge Not great with understanding the comms but pretty good at studying your actions and behaviors to discern all possible motives to determine all 

probable outcomes.

7/17/2019 6:43:43 AM thankq45 New York too. I used to see it everyday. It's been clear over a week now.

7/17/2019 6:54:27 AM roaminnoodle October 26, 1947 would make [HRC] a Scorpio, a much better fitting zodiac for her...

HRC = Alice, according to #Q #QAnon post 2049

ALICE != Alice, but ALICE [AI] does use NSA Technology 😳🤔 and is a creation of Alice [HRC], according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

∴

 Libra = FB crypto???  pic.twitter.com/ytQCl79260

7/17/2019 6:59:43 AM justice_rebel birdies love to sing.

7/17/2019 7:02:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Is it a coincidence that the major highways going into Greeneville are #majestic numbers? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic/Q Day  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1151473175496146945 … pic.twitter.com/HVPn9SxlKR

7/17/2019 7:02:27 AM trump_for_2020 Same colour...👀 #EpsteinScandal #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/KVGQ6CbZbe

7/17/2019 7:06:12 AM djlok I gotta see that rally tonight!!!

7/17/2019 7:09:00 AM yustein @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IngrahamAngle @LisaMei62 @seanhannity @realDonaldTrump

7/17/2019 7:22:33 AM gatorowned 😳😳😳

7/17/2019 7:26:41 AM rolandblasini President Andrew Johnson's state message that "African-Americans were incapable of self-government and relapsed into barbarism if they weren't 

closely supervized." Pushing SAME NARATIVE towards PR TODAY?

7/17/2019 7:28:11 AM vetgeek85027 Sad, but true...

7/17/2019 7:28:28 AM wyatt251 Some have said it a Phoenix

7/17/2019 7:29:47 AM rolandblasini President Andrew Johnson's state message that "African-Americans were incapable of self-government and relapsed into barbarism if they weren't 

closely supervized." Pushing SAME NARATIVE towards PR TODAY?

7/17/2019 7:30:53 AM vetgeek85027 Interesting enough Project Pegasus is also in Captain Marvel movies....SYMBOLISM?

7/17/2019 7:32:06 AM covertress There are no coincidences. 

Trump rally in Greenville, combined with a Majestic day? 

I'm expecting tonight's rally speech to reveal something spectacular.

7/17/2019 7:34:28 AM nicpace2 I wish somebody would just tell us the truth completely instead of giving it to us a little drips and  http://drabs.One  thing I don’t want to hear anymore 

is is “you don’t want to know”!!! Just tell the whole damn truth as it is and stop trying to meter it out. Disclosure!!



7/17/2019 7:41:11 AM rolandblasini @gustavovelezpr  noticieroS HOY aca TODAS - radio emisora y programas LOCALES TV anuncian "VIOLENCIA en PR, suspenden cruzero parada.." les 

llego 

 http://woodyallenwednesday.com/bananas.html 

7/17/2019 7:47:13 AM barbjoy It's the 17th.

7/17/2019 7:47:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/0FTFEY5QeA

7/17/2019 7:48:39 AM sp43999748 I thought it was the message, not messenger.....

7/17/2019 7:49:01 AM afshin_zarei Any news from esptein case ?

7/17/2019 7:49:48 AM rosesrred0119 Nah. Anons can focus on more than one thing

7/17/2019 7:50:25 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/yjGzteI6qt

7/17/2019 7:50:52 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/YxJHlhQjSp

7/17/2019 7:50:57 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/IliLlyCzku

7/17/2019 7:52:55 AM iluvkayakingtoo Seems more like a roll call.

7/17/2019 7:52:58 AM rosesrred0119 Its 50 miles in.  They will turn on microwaves before you break the 10 mile marker. Of course we arent.

7/17/2019 7:54:12 AM ghosteagleforge  pic.twitter.com/UhjUcUiOjA

7/17/2019 7:59:56 AM daggastan  https://twitter.com/thewantedemcees/status/1151200303913537537?s=21 …

7/17/2019 8:01:24 AM n_amersolutions Who knows... but we acted as a heavenly law giver... I hate that. The SC isn't good for America. They make law... That isn't how it should work.

7/17/2019 8:01:49 AM rosesrred0119 Nah microwaves will burn not kill but will send them running. Let's hope these dopes aren't that stupid.

7/17/2019 8:07:08 AM daveo6145 These ppl are sick #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/tynzpJ0XFo

7/17/2019 8:10:17 AM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=753RQJ0V7Sk …

7/17/2019 8:11:51 AM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7GERh0sQzY …

7/17/2019 8:15:34 AM evakayfavia raid the Vatican already.

7/17/2019 8:15:59 AM _17patriot_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts?

7/17/2019 8:17:28 AM linnyt7 Anything to this?  

EU's GPS satellites have been down for four days in mysterious outage  https://zd.net/2Y455NV  via @ZDNet & @campuscodi

7/17/2019 8:19:23 AM starehope You hit that nail on the head  why are they on the streets? How many more are raped, mutilated, or killed daily, weekly, or whatever their schedule is. 

We remove the dangerous from our society, or at least, that is what I understood.

7/17/2019 8:20:15 AM starehope I think the teens?

7/17/2019 8:20:18 AM fukyorfeelngs I've always wondered why I hated this kind of bird soooo much, beside the fact they are vicious assholes. Now it makes sense!!! 

These ppl really are sick!!! 

Their symbolism becomes more and more disturbing!!

7/17/2019 8:21:24 AM rainncloudy Unbelievable!!... SMDH!!...😠

7/17/2019 8:22:59 AM starehope If you got the whlte rabblt labeled correctly.

7/17/2019 8:23:30 AM freelythinks Considering the fact that pedophiles are all over the establishment media right now, I'd say at the moment they're using pedophiles to distract us from 

something else. It's always a good time to pay attention to bipartisan legislation quietly being passed.

7/17/2019 8:26:14 AM rawphonegirl 🤔

7/17/2019 8:28:28 AM starehope That would depend if we got all the nkdes. The other problem I see is the regular CP producer, seller, victim, etc. How do we get rid of them?

7/17/2019 8:28:54 AM rawphonegirl I was under the impression that white rabbit = pic.twitter.com/YGfsjKyLCp

7/17/2019 8:30:11 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOW💥💥💥💥
7/17/2019 8:30:27 AM my2sonznme It’s not working

7/17/2019 8:30:33 AM starehope Possibly.

7/17/2019 8:30:50 AM sterkinglights1 Bless you BE'S!

7/17/2019 8:31:03 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Bs7xgiaVL0

7/17/2019 8:32:12 AM rachaelangelm  pic.twitter.com/meSxUQVbmZ

7/17/2019 8:33:20 AM roublisa @nea_storm 🤔dearest....I have a question for you...during the 4th of July events #skyevent #lookup...I think it was @NSA_QIL2  or 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can remember which🤓anyway, ]they[  mentioned that  ]they[ wouldn’t be here forever, do you know by chance what was meant 

by that?

7/17/2019 8:34:30 AM catpowernow Was Epstein born and raised in a family that practices Human Sacrifice? Or was the temple and the goings on within part of a deal he made with his 

Handlers in exchange for the lifestyle he always wanted?

7/17/2019 8:34:40 AM ragevirusqq is this a gate?

7/17/2019 8:37:23 AM eskeljoyce Satan is the god of this world. I think we are stuck with him until Jesus returns. We need to start to see the spiritual realm more clearly. There is a 

battle for everyone’s soul everyday.  Lookto Jesus the author and finisher of our faith. Pray!

7/17/2019 8:38:05 AM keith369me #ExposeEpsteinsPartners #ExposeEpsteinsPartners #ExposeEpsteinsPartners

7/17/2019 8:40:30 AM marylouathome @patton6966 @Church_Militant @EMichaelJones1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MarylouAtHome/status/1151516127748603904 …

7/17/2019 8:41:19 AM ragevirusqq its here and now. YOU might be the pilot.

7/17/2019 8:42:13 AM wildhor52319908  http://www.galeriaaniela.com.au/David%20Boyd.htm …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xQb0tIzK17

7/17/2019 8:42:39 AM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/WildHor52319908/status/1151517467325259776?s=20 …

7/17/2019 8:42:55 AM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/WildHor52319908/status/1151517467325259776?s=20 …

7/17/2019 8:43:26 AM lorieve Kingdom come!

Welcome to the land of faith Angels.

We're happy to have you with us. pic.twitter.com/lxJVAW9Xmn

7/17/2019 8:44:52 AM erquxlemon Never heard of this one before, so I looked it up! So is she a victim of this guy & the elites? If so why bother presenting a double & not just go ahead & 

delcare her dead?! Area 51 “the waste dump” for the real celebrities? #SoManyQuestions

7/17/2019 8:44:56 AM wildhor52319908 David BOYD Story: The Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos

David BOYD's iconic 1995-2005 'Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos' series of paintings was the artist's shortest series (from 1995 to 2005) and the 

most the favorite series with the public.



7/17/2019 8:45:07 AM wildhor52319908 David BOYD Story: The Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos

David BOYD's iconic 1995-2005 'Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos' series of paintings was the artist's shortest series (from 1995 to 2005) and the 

most the favorite series with the public.

7/17/2019 8:45:14 AM wildhor52319908 David BOYD Story: The Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos

David BOYD's iconic 1995-2005 'Legend of Europa and the Cockatoos' series of paintings was the artist's shortest series (from 1995 to 2005) and the 

most the favorite series with the public.

7/17/2019 8:45:20 AM overshareflare What does this mean?

7/17/2019 8:45:45 AM curt_avila This may shed some light on the chemtrail subject. 

https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/atm9l0/the_bomb_that_went_off_yesterday_that_you/ …

7/17/2019 8:47:53 AM ivan2488083248 UpsealEinstein

7/17/2019 8:48:20 AM djlok I think White rabbit means many things.  In the movie, Harvey, the White Rabbit's name is Harvey.

7/17/2019 8:48:31 AM overshareflare Symbols of Evil, got it...

7/17/2019 8:49:08 AM roublisa Your so dang cute...so what I hear you say is...of course we all won’t BE here forever...but it seemed like a comm of some sort🤔 eluding to the 

#skyevnt #lookup......so the ships are ours here on earth but the federation alliance is real....just trying to wrap my head around it

7/17/2019 8:49:21 AM curt_avila  https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/ …

7/17/2019 8:52:02 AM charlesgdavis1 Damn. Not even bird's aren't safe from their symbolism, what kind of behavioral modification crap is this, I have two M&F and I'm a TI, so have I been 

molested as a child, is this why I'm so paranoid and don't know it? It's ALWAYS something. What about Bearded Dragons🐉😂👽😎😈😇

7/17/2019 8:53:48 AM nea_storm No, yet perhaps Long overdue as in sincerely needed and essential down time as in months & months of recharge! Completely comprehensible for any 

White Hats that have had to be under and working among Black Hats for God Knows How Long! Hence just from my small perspective I would 

pic.twitter.com/Cjes4UKZgW

7/17/2019 8:54:32 AM rolandblasini Elizabeth Warren FYI -     

I stand with Puerto Ricans who are taking to the streets this week to protest government corruption & Governor deeply offensive comments. His 

actions are hurtful & undermine the public trust. He must answer to the Puerto Rican people.

7/17/2019 8:55:26 AM rolandblasini Elizabeth Warren FYI - I stand with Puerto Ricans who are taking to the streets this week to protest government corruption & Governor deeply 

offensive comments. His actions are hurtful & undermine the public trust. He must answer to the Puerto Rican people.

7/17/2019 8:56:20 AM nea_storm and believe after they believe things are protected sufficiently to warrant them taking time off, they're all going off to Live for themselves and perhaps 

with Loved ones or even find a Loved one: They deserve it! Did you See (John 9:25) Avengers End Game? The end with Captain

7/17/2019 8:56:23 AM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/hKVaP82kQK

7/17/2019 8:57:30 AM wildhor52319908 @love4thegameAK

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@Quebec99335648

@JapuntichKim

@badluck_jones

7/17/2019 8:57:45 AM notevenchad17 Perfect! Kek!!

7/17/2019 8:58:21 AM lorieve Depends on what our definition of "here" is I feel. 

This war is quite a trip. 

Don't mind me, I'm free falling into God's arms whether from above or below, He's got us.

7/17/2019 8:58:58 AM wildhor52319908 @GoodSaltyDog

7/17/2019 8:59:45 AM roublisa I am truly beyond thankful and in awe for the dedication all Alliance and all the coordinated efforts through time and space....they energies needed to 

endure this lengthy battle are unimaginable...I hope someday I can personally thank as many individuals as I can.  💓💓💓

7/17/2019 9:00:37 AM finall00p Taylor swift

7/17/2019 9:02:31 AM audigamma BETt Middle er talks like riddler. Have to ask did she 

diddle per?

7/17/2019 9:02:44 AM nea_storm Rodgers when his last mission is to return all Time Stones to their original Time Lines: Once completed he decided after living a Time Line for the 

protection and security of others to experience one for himself: (20 and back disclosure SSP?) Anyone who has sacrificed a love for

7/17/2019 9:03:31 AM roublisa They interstellar groups assisting for the greater good are truly endearing...I am looking so forward to  “first” contact ....to unite the warriors of light to 

the awakened sleepy will be a joy of a lifetime✨💖✨💖✨💖

7/17/2019 9:04:33 AM nea_storm Mission to protect and secure constructive Life Deserve Time Out! Yet who knows that is how they feel at this time, Yet do love ones ever really go 

away?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psMaUcYmlUw … pic.twitter.com/UQ2nFGeMsp

7/17/2019 9:05:03 AM v_rags  http://www.metrolyrics.com/children-of-the-sun-lyrics-billy-thorpe.html …

7/17/2019 9:06:26 AM v_rags  https://youtu.be/XR2oct3zeTM 

7/17/2019 9:07:35 AM roublisa Thank you listening now💗💗💗

7/17/2019 9:08:16 AM v_rags Me too. Love this song

7/17/2019 9:09:35 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/RCtw862t8Y

7/17/2019 9:10:20 AM zebrabrat 1970s American TeeVee? pic.twitter.com/YSQPOCU0gj

7/17/2019 9:12:10 AM roublisa Most certainly they do not....#WeAreOne

7/17/2019 9:12:33 AM rolandblasini MORE than just removal - DiásporaEnResistencia -  

Replying to ewarren    

We don’t need congress to remove rossello. WE will do that! What we need is for US Congress to revoke PROMESA & FOMBPR and remove Puerto Rico 

from the Jones Act! 

9:56 AM - 17 Jul 2019

7/17/2019 9:12:36 AM zagnett That would be so good! Yes They deserve it! 😎

Is this like the end of Men In Black (first one), where Agent K gets to go back in time to live out a new life with his Loved One?🤔

7/17/2019 9:13:48 AM rolandblasini MORE than just removal - DiásporaEnResistencia -  

Replying to ewarren    

We don’t need congress to remove rossello. WE will do that! What we need is for US Congress to revoke PROMESA & FOMBPR and remove Puerto Rico 

from the Jones Act! 

9:56 AM - 17 Jul 2019

7/17/2019 9:16:52 AM nea_storm There are multiple perspectives the issue is always from what perspective? Multidimensional realities however everything and I mean everything 

transpires via someone individually and collectively physically doing the work Nothing just happens: There is Consciousness behind All 

pic.twitter.com/6ohT4K5a9d

7/17/2019 9:17:48 AM lorirrr 🤣

7/17/2019 9:18:36 AM elgatoweebee I DIDN'T SAY DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS, BUT TO MAKE IT MORE CLEAR, THE DIFFERENCES ARE BETWEEN CONSERVATIVES AND PROGRESSIVES-IS 

IT CLEAR NOW?

7/17/2019 9:19:42 AM laurabusse Yw😊



7/17/2019 9:21:23 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/17/2019 9:22:52 AM nea_storm My Free Will thoughts are We are in a Huge final battle scenario here! We the Sovereign People are Over the Hump if you will and really Cleaning 

House! Like Mopping the floor with them, you know the [T-N-W-M]! they absorb the dirt so well!🤣😂😅: In that first film he just had

7/17/2019 9:24:04 AM roublisa Yes made me have tears of joy

7/17/2019 9:26:05 AM nea_storm done so much and wanted Time Out! However in the that Time Line Earth was still under siege by multiple parties (nudge, nudge,😉😉): Hence still a 

great deal of work to be done... We are Phasing as a whole into higher and higher frequencies with physical proof all around, 

pic.twitter.com/OWb5BDJIaj

7/17/2019 9:28:34 AM roublisa Absolutely 5:5 the avengers movies are beyond words incredible...I wish while I’ve experienced them I could share my insights with my loved ones 

currently in this lifetime ...✨ᗰᗩᒍᗴᔕTIᑕ ✨ productions indeed...I’m so grateful....timing is impeccable👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/KeWDJ9ESZf

7/17/2019 9:28:35 AM lisbet30025172 My understanding both! Like in Notre Dame! 2nd revolution under way...

7/17/2019 9:29:26 AM lisbet30025172 Very interesting! What would be your spin according to this info?

7/17/2019 9:29:36 AM nea_storm of historical facts and demonstration of these exquisitely beautiful transitions taking place: Those that know simply know, Live, See (John 9:25) it, and 

experience it! While others seek validation or clarity: This is final battle Closure Territory for the Beautiful planet and

7/17/2019 9:29:44 AM lorirrr Omg.

7/17/2019 9:30:56 AM roublisa Like I mentioned I peccable timing ....simply ✨ᗰᗩᒍᗴᔕTIᑕ✨.....

7/17/2019 9:32:26 AM nea_storm Those graced and blessed with the opportunity to finalize required conscious actualization and maturation: Mind you StarSeeds again come from 

higher densities thus if they mind their Ps and Qs they return or advance (due to extra work of Love for others) to higher ones suited 

pic.twitter.com/gffObzpIFG

7/17/2019 9:33:32 AM freelythinks Meanwhile this was passed on July 10th https://twitter.com/United49824977/status/1150858930504888320?s=20 …

7/17/2019 9:34:52 AM zagnett K "just had to get his gun back".😅

i like to call this "The Battle of Twittz Deep". Or maybe "[DS] Twittz Battle". 🧐

Yes i want to & believe can help "mop floors" to get rid of [cabal scum] for Good! "Cleanup on Aisle 9!" 🇺🇸⭐️💫

7/17/2019 9:34:58 AM lorirrr Omg.

7/17/2019 9:35:53 AM michabird67 This is fantastic!

7/17/2019 9:36:21 AM lorirrr Others might not...

7/17/2019 9:36:23 AM freelythinks Meanwhile this was passed on July 10th https://twitter.com/United49824977/status/1150858930504888320?s=20 …

7/17/2019 9:36:52 AM rawphonegirl 😱

7/17/2019 9:38:53 AM roublisa Impeccable 🤓

7/17/2019 9:40:38 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/KsJFjwFzzP

7/17/2019 9:41:57 AM roublisa Boom there it is🙌🙌🙌

7/17/2019 9:42:58 AM nea_storm And God Bless All you who chose family life! Like whoa! pic.twitter.com/iaU39msY51

7/17/2019 9:43:55 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Z0zil5PBcl

7/17/2019 9:46:48 AM zagnett i'll do my Best! 🔥😅😇

7/17/2019 9:47:00 AM nea_storm All is connected they are brilliantly clever and clearly take disclosure very seriously even when under [BH] siege that is no more.... I mean they are Out 

We the Sovereign People are In: In point of fact Equity has always been around just had to remove the artificial wrapping pic.twitter.com/hOl42mwJnV

7/17/2019 9:47:52 AM nea_storm Oooh! Oooh Lisa! I like that one may I use it? So Beautiful!

7/17/2019 9:49:34 AM roublisa This is great news🙌🙌🙌 when can we celebrate....”first” contact .....I have mini parties inside everyday ....KᑎOᗯIᑎᘜ😍😍😍

7/17/2019 9:49:49 AM zagnett Ok that gets an insta-Like & insta-Retweet.

7/17/2019 9:50:14 AM roublisa You are so brilliant with words👊👊👊

7/17/2019 9:50:32 AM rolandblasini Pocahontas IS A DAM SOCIALIST.

Choosing a Democrat out of that group would be like choosing which STD you want.

7/17/2019 9:50:44 AM roublisa Oh course...be my guest😂😂😂

7/17/2019 9:50:59 AM fabulousmndance  pic.twitter.com/Zxt24naEli

7/17/2019 9:53:21 AM nea_storm Excuse Me! You are Doing It! Forgive me! Every time I See (John 9:25) that old program attempt to intrude on StarSeed Radiance I get a little peeved! 

Just one of my pet peeves.... Hey I've got issues, never jealous just protective! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ke4480MicU …

7/17/2019 9:55:09 AM nea_storm Uh Dudette! You should be celebrating cause that happened long ago! pic.twitter.com/dCTygLTs2R

7/17/2019 9:55:15 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/d9uIphqSco

7/17/2019 9:56:44 AM roublisa @zagnett you hear that....with all the love ....believe it

👊👊👊💗💗💗💓💓💓

7/17/2019 9:56:45 AM yourkiddingme5 Yep, very weird.

7/17/2019 9:56:57 AM nea_storm And rather cheeky! In a loving sort of way .... pic.twitter.com/FI94PL9a39

7/17/2019 9:58:03 AM roublisa 👊👊👊

7/17/2019 9:59:21 AM roublisa Amen sista ...I know  I KᑎOᗯ 💗✨💗✨💗✨ pic.twitter.com/Hb9HsOfpxB

7/17/2019 9:59:38 AM starseedatx #UnsealArea51

7/17/2019 9:59:54 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1151479135983681536?s=21 …

7/17/2019 10:00:32 AM starseedatx ...hopefully before 1.2 million throw their lives away

7/17/2019 10:00:39 AM roublisa Can’t get enough of the cheekiness 😉 pic.twitter.com/uDc9MwIDWS

7/17/2019 10:00:54 AM zagnett Thanks for the Encouragement!

John 9:25, ty. Sometimes hard to tell if what i'm doing is good or not. Or, is what i'm doing at least ok? Good enough (minimal passing marks), 

considering the overall circumstances?

i'm very mindful to do no harm, & help as much as i can, at least

7/17/2019 10:01:41 AM roublisa Could you elaborate this with another sentence for fodder and bliss please🙏🙏🙏

7/17/2019 10:02:30 AM starseedatx They r spinning trump into "their" filthy lying articles.

Im not surprised. Its the nature of the beast

7/17/2019 10:02:52 AM wildhor52319908  https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/why-there-australian-cockatoo-italian-renaissance-painting-180950227/ …

7/17/2019 10:02:56 AM roublisa You are perfect in every way....believe it 😍😍😍

7/17/2019 10:03:36 AM starehope What is TI?

7/17/2019 10:05:47 AM nea_storm Did I express Rodgers? pic.twitter.com/yckeU2S1zH

7/17/2019 10:06:32 AM starseedatx ...im just having a laugh. Kinda feel i need to these days

7/17/2019 10:08:15 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/veteransalways_/status/1151408137649496064?s=21 …

7/17/2019 10:08:16 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/QxKO2Kbvw2

7/17/2019 10:09:35 AM poppyslovecapu #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein



7/17/2019 10:10:35 AM roohahoo Epstein = "financier" = dirty money handler = deep state pimp

7/17/2019 10:14:37 AM wildhor52319908 @love4thegameAK

@Quebec99335648

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@badluck_jones

7/17/2019 10:18:29 AM roublisa You sure have lol tell us more please...I love heart vault stories

💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/9EDWAeD5wQ

7/17/2019 10:24:24 AM nea_storm I promise just a little later.... Everyone is just so much fun! Need to fly pic.twitter.com/JdrAzLu23S

7/17/2019 10:25:16 AM logic4all2enjoy Area 51 raid is a joke 😂. My guess is the idiots that do show up are gonna experience a couple LRADs and realize they made a big trip and took time 

off work to experience a sound induced headache

7/17/2019 10:28:24 AM giediknight Was 44 a clone?

7/17/2019 10:34:51 AM kathleen3693693 targeted individual

7/17/2019 10:41:45 AM utsava4 Youtube banned my channel AngelDemocracylesson#1 after exposing the Florida shooxxting hoxax.

7/17/2019 10:42:18 AM richard07759712 Poor Jack soon to be Jack-in-Box (Gitmo)

7/17/2019 10:45:14 AM josephf94042707  pic.twitter.com/tNWs5ISWxT

7/17/2019 10:45:16 AM irisfoxnycgrand Military grade honors! to you.

7/17/2019 10:48:17 AM kathleen3693693 More diversionary tactics...  Note the #DeepState origins of the "article" and who wrote it. pic.twitter.com/XfUZv6Mcnu

7/17/2019 10:48:51 AM rolandblasini Peaceful event ? David Begnaud "200 gas masks were sold yesterday at an army supply store in Bayamon, Puerto Rico. We were there to pick up some 

supplies and they had already run out. "

7/17/2019 10:49:39 AM rolandblasini Peaceful event ? David Begnaud "200 gas masks were sold yesterday at an army supply store in Bayamon, Puerto Rico. We were there to pick up some 

supplies and they had already run out. "

7/17/2019 10:51:25 AM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/BvKu726A24

7/17/2019 10:55:12 AM stevenfontain14 Yes, they did - however, nephelum had no spirit and no souls - they were simply really nasty giants who were destroyed along with the whole of 

mankind during the great flood - now, where I get confused is the DNA being passed down - Goliath was a throw down from nephalum as were

7/17/2019 10:56:28 AM stevenfontain14 the  missipian mound builders.  There is evidence of them - the giants who terrorized the north american indians - they had to quit fighting amongst 

themselves to come together and defeat the giants - typically 9 foot tall, maybe more.  The indians would herd them into a cave and

7/17/2019 10:57:00 AM stevenfontain14 By the way, you did in fact use the words "serpant seed" - not my fault I answered the way I did because "serpant seed" is not mentioned in the bible

7/17/2019 10:57:56 AM stevenfontain14 fallen angels are demons, period.  They were cast into the earth and out of heaven, right?

7/17/2019 11:00:16 AM roublisa Excellent work👊👊👊

7/17/2019 11:00:40 AM irisfoxnycgrand They are very afraid of what you say Utsava.

7/17/2019 11:07:44 AM blsdbe Wow...this is creepy. Are #Majestic Forces helping to Disperse the Rings Of Saturn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? This is very hard to listen to. The visuals are 

enough disruption for me. Cymatics - The Sounds of Saturn - from Voyager: Sounds of the Cosmos  https://youtu.be/qOA6vi-wM10  via @YouTube

7/17/2019 11:11:00 AM stevenfontain14 (I am enjoying the conversation so please don't get me wrong) - can you give me an approximate chapter and verses so I can look it up because I'm 

pretty sure there was no nephelum involved - nephelum were refered to as "men of renown" which was not a good thing

7/17/2019 11:13:39 AM stevenfontain14 4 There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to 

them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.

7/17/2019 11:15:44 AM stevenfontain14 (Genesis 6:5–7). God proceeded to flood the entire earth, killing everyone and everything other than Noah, his family, and the animals on the ark. All 

else perished, including the Nephilim (Genesis 6:11–22).

7/17/2019 11:16:26 AM stevenfontain14 one speculation is that the demons were attempting to pollute the human bloodline in order to prevent the coming of the Messiah. God had promised 

that the Messiah would one day crush the head of the serpent, Satan (Genesis 3:15).

7/17/2019 11:16:49 AM dynamicres wow yeah that is a difficult one to manage for sure.

7/17/2019 11:16:51 AM stevenfontain14 The demons in Genesis 6 were possibly attempting to prevent the crushing of the serpent and make it impossible for a sinless “seed of the woman” to 

be born. Again, this is not a specifically biblical answer, but it is biblically plausible.

7/17/2019 11:18:18 AM stevenfontain14 You make a lot of good points but the bible is specific - God wiped out the human race along with the nephelum.  These giants we hear of were just 

that - giants... nasty, stinky giants - very evil - nephelum were the offspring of the demon-human union and were wiped out

7/17/2019 11:18:52 AM stevenfontain14 And yes, the spies of Moses did state the the people of canaan were huge - but they were not nephelum

7/17/2019 11:19:21 AM koryoline1 i did as well. laughed my rear off

7/17/2019 11:22:45 AM stevenfontain14 OK - I have to concede this to you - you could be right but you could be wrong -  https://www.gotquestions.org/Nephilim.html 

7/17/2019 11:23:17 AM stevenfontain14 Apparently I'm not quite up to snuff on this topic - more questions than answers

7/17/2019 11:24:04 AM stevenfontain14 After all my research I give this to ya - you make a strong argument

7/17/2019 11:26:03 AM stevenfontain14 Unless demons actually mated with goliath's parents he was simply a giant but you have a strong argument and I have to question my own thoughts 

on this - good deal!

7/17/2019 11:27:14 AM raenyasalisbury yup.......me too...

7/17/2019 11:27:48 AM stevenfontain14 Like I said - I don't have an argument anymore - congratulations!

7/17/2019 11:27:50 AM magdamayor1 🤔😳😳

7/17/2019 11:28:37 AM aleks8837 Ahh...!!! Another one. Of course. Makes sense

7/17/2019 11:33:25 AM kathleen3693693 Who the heck is Avril Lavigne, other than just a singer? I've never heard of this person before nor listened to her muzak. (Sorry, I prefer Mozart...)

Just another "look here, look here" diversionary tactic maybe? SMH

7/17/2019 11:36:01 AM azuremagus Gaia at the top is run by Satanists, and all the speakers that are flocking there know this....

7/17/2019 11:36:07 AM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1151493696141045760 …

7/17/2019 11:38:26 AM stevenfontain14 I dissagree with this one - nephelum didn't have spirits - unless demons took possession of them which gives total credence to what you just said - 

angels do materialize, however - what did Paul say?  you never know when you may be entertaining angels?

7/17/2019 11:38:38 AM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👩🏼🚀🤫🤐🆗🗣🔜🤔🤔🤔  https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1151548962576457728 …

7/17/2019 11:38:39 AM stevenfontain14 You really got me thinking today and for that I'm grateful

7/17/2019 11:39:59 AM stevenfontain14 My eyesight isn't all that good so this explains my repeat of what you just said

7/17/2019 11:41:32 AM kathleen3693693 They thought she couldn't lose. Thank God she DID lose!

7/17/2019 11:41:52 AM badbooches @Solmemes1 @w_terrence @pulte @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NeonRevolt @elenochle @realDonaldTrump

7/17/2019 11:49:37 AM roaminnoodle [00] is missing in "7:PM" from @realDonaldTrump's tweet 🧐

...Zero Hour?

#Q #QAnon

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1151473175496146945 …

7/17/2019 11:53:31 AM yarmalin 😳

7/17/2019 11:56:52 AM kathy_owrey What about the poor predominantly children of color they tortured and murdered yet the Democrats in the House want to say MAGA supporters are 

the racists..



7/17/2019 12:00:23 PM stevenfontain14 WOW - I have to hand it to you, you are correct on all counts especially the hebrew meaning of "giant" - it translates to "nephelum" - the other was 

"rae... something (?) - departed spirits?  GOOD JOB - hard to teach pastors anything much less this

7/17/2019 12:02:27 PM stevenfontain14 Ya - I did my home work and you're correct on all counts - good job!  Pastors are hard to teach anything much less this..  I'll be looking for more from 

you

7/17/2019 12:05:34 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/gyjA2PRhLc

7/17/2019 12:05:55 PM kathy_owrey Adam must be implicated and if found guilty should face the death sentence..I saw one of those films on YouTube even though grainy I could distinctly 

her HRC and possibly Huma making hideous sounds while a terrified child screamed..

7/17/2019 12:06:55 PM zagnett  pic.twitter.com/9snpqxSdLi

7/17/2019 12:11:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/d5VrGulYqA

7/17/2019 12:12:30 PM joedhipp This. Is. So. True. @FloridaDude297 @smoss319 @StormIsUponUs @40_head @ROYALMRBADNEWS @goodmedicine4us @CoreysDigs 

@DennisPrager @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1149051084796760064 …

7/17/2019 12:16:08 PM richardhiatt16 Soooooon... The “Jail” Birds will be singing ....  TRUST the PLAN.. It is slowly UNFOLDING ....☺❤️🇺🇸

7/17/2019 12:17:15 PM catpowernow Who is the one  in the blue and white?

7/17/2019 12:20:27 PM richardhiatt16 😢🙏😢🙏😢🙏😢🙏😢🙏

7/17/2019 12:23:23 PM catpowernow "their symbolism will be their downfall"

7/17/2019 12:24:43 PM zagnett i should have more memes on more subjects, but i don't unfortunately. Here are a few of my favorites though. One is an original.

7/17/2019 12:26:00 PM roublisa Get the popcorn ready you all 🤗🤗🤗

✨The Great Awakening is upon us✨ pic.twitter.com/v3CDOcqknw

7/17/2019 12:38:05 PM stevenfontain14 what I got from the Hebrew was "to cause fall" - either way it's right - Not only did I learn something major but I learned a little something about 

teaching - thanks

7/17/2019 12:40:54 PM stevenfontain14 The way I see it is God is the only one who can create life - a soul, spirit - they still come from Him so I'm leaning towards the demons actually 

possessing - now, when David surrounded himself with them while he was on the run who actually controlled them? why were they nice?

7/17/2019 12:42:01 PM stevenfontain14 He wiped out entire races of humans, too - He had to - DNA was currupt - men, women children - animals

7/17/2019 12:44:34 PM willowood22 Hillsong

7/17/2019 12:53:15 PM rolandblasini Any doubt what the REAL fandango is all about? Zero US Flag wave, as protestors start arriving in San Juan. pic.twitter.com/hbpVNzGc3P

7/17/2019 12:53:36 PM rolandblasini Any doubt what the REAL fandango is all about? Zero US Flag wave, as protestors start arriving in San Juan. pic.twitter.com/hbpVNzGc3P

7/17/2019 12:57:01 PM tbumpytina @FBI might be interested in these "films".

7/17/2019 1:00:03 PM charlesgdavis1 A Targeted Individual, test subject, MKUltra MONARCH check my profile or I'LL retweet some stuff I wrote about it.

7/17/2019 1:07:40 PM thebeach2018 Your source? Or did you just make this up?

7/17/2019 1:14:18 PM thebeach2018 Never mind, I checked. It’s FAKE. Delete it dodo.

7/17/2019 1:16:35 PM thebeach2018 @TwitterSafety this fake list is being retweeted- it’s slander. You’re as guilty as the tweeters if you don’t take every single retweet down.

7/17/2019 1:18:45 PM catpowernow If the Ebens made Humans, who made the Ebens?

7/17/2019 1:19:34 PM jaycampbell333 Yes Sir.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump did say “Mexico would pay for the Wall”.

And there it is! https://twitter.com/zachhaller/status/1151525303614705664 …

7/17/2019 1:24:27 PM mariata48257153 A Vril?

7/17/2019 1:26:19 PM magapowered There was an awesome explanation for a lot of the components of Epsteins satanic temple posted on  https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/page/1/  

It has a lot of Egyptian/paganistic symbolism and references. Even though Epstein & his top dogs are "other"

Epstein & Co practices a hidden religion.

7/17/2019 1:29:56 PM yokoke2014 Not finding any site that backs up the claim they molest their own before maturity. Anyone else have any luck?

7/17/2019 1:33:30 PM stevenfontain14 Same here! pic.twitter.com/zBb5j7l8by

7/17/2019 1:36:41 PM stevenfontain14 Thank you - I'm looking forward to this - just a mile down the road they found almost a thousand skeletons of them when they cleared land - all over 

the place around here - NE Ohio

7/17/2019 1:37:20 PM wildhor52319908 ???? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gi8GgbjODmI …

7/17/2019 1:41:29 PM whitespir1t Feeling kinda thirsty. Maybe it’s time.

7/17/2019 1:43:25 PM wildhor52319908 @GoodSaltyDog http://www.artnet.com/artists/david-boyd/dance-under-the-southern-cross-from-the-legend-of-6wst5Xgh4AYSEPwz0BvrJQ2 …

7/17/2019 1:43:34 PM wildhor52319908 The Legend of Europa and the Cockatoo is dedicated to my brother, Arthur Boyd, in appreciation of his generosity to the Australian people and his 

affection for cockatoos. ... It is called "Angel Listening to the Roar of Jets over Sydney Australia".

7/17/2019 1:43:48 PM elgatoweebee HAN COLOCADO BARRICADAS DE CONCRETO QUE PESAN DOS TONELADAS CADA UNA PARA EVITAR AVANCES DE LAS TURBAS DE REVOLTOSOS EN EL 

VIEJO SAN JUAN,PERO SI PRENDEN CANDELA,SE CONVIERTEN EN OBSTACULO PARA LOS BOMBEROS-OREMOS pic.twitter.com/Qt2imieaYq

7/17/2019 1:44:03 PM scents_common @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Watch CA

7/17/2019 1:47:26 PM juanmoczo Cuando explote una calle entera por un escape de gas, mueran 50 y 100 mal heridas, solo servirá para que @ricardorossello afirme que está allí para 

resolver.

7/17/2019 1:55:35 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/fqT38WVjBr

7/17/2019 1:56:59 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/d72U4y9bjU

7/17/2019 2:05:10 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/46kN4kdCxs

7/17/2019 2:07:24 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/x5wiVffQQg

7/17/2019 2:07:59 PM daveo6145  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1151205683569811458?s=21 …

7/17/2019 2:08:28 PM wildhor52319908 @GoodSaltyDog 

The sulphur-crested cockatoo is a relatively large white cockatoo found in wooded habitats in Australia, and New Guinea and some of the islands of 

Indonesia. They can be locally very numerous, leading to them sometimes being considered pests.

7/17/2019 2:08:38 PM wildhor52319908 The sulphur-crested cockatoo is a relatively large white cockatoo found in wooded habitats in Australia, and New Guinea and some of the islands of 

Indonesia. They can be locally very numerous, leading to them sometimes being considered pests.

7/17/2019 2:08:59 PM chapulincolored Found what looks like a crater.  Over the target?

[GOOG] maps

35.5101816, 37.6732356

7/17/2019 2:09:00 PM puertoloco #RickyRenuciaYa

7/17/2019 2:09:17 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/hpxQ6N1KWx

7/17/2019 2:11:04 PM seamountmermaid Sorry impossible to pick only 3...  I could do this all day :)

7/17/2019 2:11:32 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  !!!!!!!!!!  👀👀👀  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1151590045096321027 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151143544289189890 …

7/17/2019 2:11:46 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1151590045096321027 …

7/17/2019 2:12:56 PM czebotarjessie No center...harmonics key code to open hidden...



7/17/2019 2:14:02 PM antarantanka It WAS the machinery of the essence slavery.  Hence using karma as a means of gaining consent for another lap on the hamster wheel of duality

7/17/2019 2:14:17 PM seamountmermaid And here is to all you poor Shadowbanned peeps... pic.twitter.com/uNzCgMB0YB

7/17/2019 2:15:10 PM canistropr Tienes razon. A mi ya mo me importa, estoy en el “que se joda to” mode.

7/17/2019 2:16:18 PM relished ¿Y quién le va a creer? #RickyVeteYa

7/17/2019 2:18:49 PM dikadi27 Que resuelva si se va en avión o en yola, pero que lo haga ya!!! #RickyVeteYa #RickyRenunciaAhora #RickyRenuciaYa

7/17/2019 2:22:59 PM catpowernow The media is owned for the most part by the Blackmailers.

7/17/2019 2:24:16 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 All will be well. I feel it.

7/17/2019 2:24:39 PM dutchqanon  https://crimesofempire.com/2016/07/18/massive-strange-explosion-in-southern-aleppo/ … pic.twitter.com/7OBjdi5Mos

7/17/2019 2:26:12 PM chapulincolored  https://crimesofempire.com/2016/07/18/massive-strange-explosion-in-southern-aleppo/ …

7/17/2019 2:27:11 PM chapulincolored  https://youtu.be/7zH8TUf-7qE 

7/17/2019 2:31:20 PM chapulincolored Israeli Nuclear Attack on Syria, All Known Footage? https://youtu.be/4pI2Liqn7oY 

7/17/2019 2:33:48 PM nixontweets  https://twitter.com/nixontweets/status/1149385903535583233?s=21 …

7/17/2019 2:34:35 PM elgatoweebee EN ESTOS MOMENTOS HAY UNA INDIVIDUO TREPANDOSE PARA BAJAR LA BANDERA DE ESTADOS UNIDOS EN EL CAPITOLIO-TENGO RAZON CUANDO 

DIGO QUE RICKY SE HA CONVERTIDO EN LA EXCUSA PARA UNA REVOLUCION ANTIAMERICANA #ViequesParte2

7/17/2019 2:37:03 PM cordero_river  https://www.facebook.com/ABOGADAMOTORIZADA/videos/499718197235449/ …

7/17/2019 2:42:36 PM astri87 Eso pasa en todas las protestas pero como ustedes andan enajenados del pueblo no saben ni quien es. El también es el responsable de ponerle la luz al 

pueblo después de Maria de gratis!

7/17/2019 2:43:14 PM yankeesforavi Good, suelten la islets 😂😂😂😂😂😂

7/17/2019 2:45:18 PM palma904 Recuerda que esa es la naturaleza del ALACRAN ayúdame cruzar el charco y despues te pico.

7/17/2019 2:47:11 PM sterkinglights1 Wow all I can say is BOOM!

7/17/2019 2:47:57 PM wenkik Islam believes children have reached their age of sexual consent at puberty. The average is 12 years old. Sometimes younger.

7/17/2019 2:49:50 PM elgatoweebee EVIDENTEMENTE: LOS COMUNISTAS ESTAN MANIPULANDO A GENTE DE BUENA FE FRUSTRADAS POR LA CORRUPCION Y LA SUCIEDAD QUE SE 

DESTAPO ALREDEDOR DE RICKY Y CON EL MISMO RICKY

7/17/2019 2:51:37 PM sterkinglights1 In the video it looked like some dews at the end.

7/17/2019 2:54:42 PM jamesgdurrett I saw trails yesterday in Indianapolis

7/17/2019 2:55:40 PM judy_lanier Sky is clear here for quite sometime P.Tx.

7/17/2019 2:55:52 PM jvan125 I am a Lyme warrior. I am so happy to see this finally come out. It doesn’t bring back the years of my life lost to the horrific illness but it will prevent 

others from the same fate. I can’t be disappointed in that. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/17/2019 2:57:00 PM dikadi27 Cada persona en esta marcha tiene sus motivos personales para manifestarse aquí. Yo te puedo decir el mío, estoy harta de la corrupción venga de 

donde venga!!

7/17/2019 2:57:11 PM realchindsight Is there anything that hasnt been weaponized? 

#JesusCries

7/17/2019 2:57:28 PM n7guardiananon Please say 5G...please say 5G...please say 5G...

7/17/2019 2:58:03 PM m18862 Still happens in the Netherlands 😖

7/17/2019 2:58:48 PM dikadi27 Gracias a Dios no le debo nada a ningún logo, a ningún color ni a ningún político. Gracias a Dios me he ganado lo mío y tengo la tranquilidad de poder 

mandar a Ricky pa’l carajo sin temor y sin vergüenza 🙌🏻

7/17/2019 2:58:50 PM cue2_c99 Awesome thanks!

7/17/2019 3:02:15 PM sterkinglights1 Over the target video down now.

7/17/2019 3:02:18 PM spiritinsideme4 Is there any way to help these people.   I know someone who has had many

7/17/2019 3:03:35 PM spiritinsideme4 Bad years and lost many years with her kids dealing with all kinds of bad stuff with this having ivs, drugs.  Terrible life

7/17/2019 3:08:32 PM trump_democrat Mas razon para Ricky renunciar.

7/17/2019 3:13:19 PM jaded_pearl I am a #lymewarrioress and partly here to help/serve those who also have #lyme & co-infections. I use Royal #rife frequencies through a #tesla coil 

developed by @DavidSereda as well as ozone & #scalar energy. DM me 4 more info. I love helping people with this nasty bug! #bitten

7/17/2019 3:16:18 PM jaded_pearl I am a #LymeDisease warrior as well. Not sure how all these diseases are going to he cured - through #quantum entanglement  for sure. Blessed to be 

alive to see the Plan I've trusted unfold in front of me...its given me so much hope for humanity. 🙋♀️🐸🛸👽☀️✌️

7/17/2019 3:16:35 PM stormystorm10 THANK GOD SOMEONES TALKING ABOUT LYME

7/17/2019 3:17:14 PM elgatoweebee LOS QUE DUDAN CUANDO DIGO QUE ESTO SE HA CONVERTIDO EN REVOLUCION COMUNISTA,MIREN A UNO DE LOS ORGANIZADORES PRINCIPALES 

EN PERIODICO DE CUBA pic.twitter.com/akYMKVW8tN

7/17/2019 3:18:06 PM stormystorm10 Hope your feeling well 💯❤️ pic.twitter.com/XExmkmMsHx

7/17/2019 3:18:27 PM richardjdouglas I pulled a tick off my dog carrying a tiny 240B.

7/17/2019 3:18:31 PM josentorres2 Ya bajaron las banderas de USA y están cantando el himno revolucionario.

7/17/2019 3:21:22 PM rolandblasini cero sorpresa  ... cuando viene la ofrenda y sacrificio humana y la sangre?

7/17/2019 3:23:04 PM groove_quantum I’ve been looking. I saw a couple today but not nearly as much as before.  Texas.

7/17/2019 3:23:34 PM nun_chucknorris Sky event?

7/17/2019 3:24:24 PM mjean2 Gato ... Revolución no! Juerga!

7/17/2019 3:26:29 PM jvan125 God bless you on your journey, Cami...it has been an AMAZING Plan so far and has helped me forget about how crappy I feel most days. Healing is 

coming and I’m ready!!! #Trump2020 #LymeDiseaseSux

7/17/2019 3:27:55 PM rolandblasini cuantos 100's MILES HAY?  Medios NO han dicho la FEKA..

7/17/2019 3:28:09 PM dikadi27 Ya pasó! Qué no leíste los chats del gobernador? Uff en que mundo andas? Allí hablaron hasta de nuestros muertos...

7/17/2019 3:28:47 PM elgatoweebee HACE UN RATO,YO LE DECIA A MI ESPOSA:"ESTO NO ESTA COMO CUBA O HAITI PORQUE EXISTEN INSTITUCIONES FEDERALES EN PUERTO RICO,CORTE 

FEDERAL,FISCALIA,FBI...Y SOBRE TODO LA CIUDADANIA QUE NO ES FACIL DE QUITAR AL QUE LA TIENE"-SI NO FUERA POR ESO SERIA COMO LO DE 

CASTRO Y CHE GUEVARA

7/17/2019 3:29:28 PM jvan125 ❤️❤️❤️ Thank you. Day by day, but I have managed to stay out of the hospital for a few years now (knocking on wood...). THAT is huge progress for

 me. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/17/2019 3:30:08 PM bryceja68689884 BOOM MR PRESIDENT! LOUD AND CLEAR 5:5! END GAME!!! #WRWY #WWG1WGA @POTUS #UNSEALEPSTEIN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #PatriotsFight 

#QAnon #thegreatawakening pic.twitter.com/UCX8mRfz6L

7/17/2019 3:30:48 PM tinman_q They will set up a couple KEGS of beer, drink until they pass out, piss their pants

Wake up the next morning looking like CRAP, and tell the world they were overrun by an overwhelming force!

7/17/2019 3:31:22 PM stormystorm10 It’s a struggle when you never know how you are going to feel 😪 I’m glad to here u are doing better in these past few years with all the chaos :)👍

7/17/2019 3:31:48 PM elgatoweebee DIRAS QUE NO TIENES PARTIDOS NI COLORES,PERO TUS EXPRESIONES TIENEN UN CLARO SABOR "ANTI IMPERIALISTA" Y "REVOLUCIONARIO"-MIS 

INSTINTOS ME DICEN QUE NO ERES DE CONFIAR,LO MISMO QUE LOS ORGANIZADORES DE ESTE LEVANTAMIENTO pic.twitter.com/OazIsNHOgl

7/17/2019 3:32:27 PM juanmoczo Exacto, ¿Cuántos aparecerán para votar en una elección general? De toda esa muchedumbre dudo que llegue al 5%

7/17/2019 3:33:39 PM qanonsunrise There is a rife machine for use near me. I understand an exact frequency for self & disease is necessary or it is just wasted time & energy. Is it difficult 

to determine the frequency so rife machine can help?

7/17/2019 3:33:43 PM banksia42265169 Julia Gillard, a former Australian Prime Minister. She did so much damage to this country which we’re still recovering from, even though we kicked that 

party out six years ago. Opened our borders and donated huge amounts to the Clinton Foundation. Dreadful

7/17/2019 3:36:45 PM normalvince This aged well

7/17/2019 3:41:07 PM richard07759712 Bastards

7/17/2019 3:41:30 PM rubero76 Tito kayak quien mas...maldita sabandija esa



7/17/2019 3:42:28 PM zack_stone Why cant we have both

7/17/2019 3:45:05 PM olimyracle #UnsealLyme

#UnsealAids

#UnsealBioWeapons

💞

7/17/2019 3:45:08 PM jonstjohn1 Evidente siempre es lo mismo Fidel en 50, Chavez en 90,  islamistas radicales en Iran en 79 . Asi q lo q hay detras es encender mecha de revolucion.

7/17/2019 3:48:00 PM rolandblasini dentro del desorden, esta la mentira

7/17/2019 3:50:07 PM gregcombs17 Actually yes over the Gulf of Mexico just as Barry showed up.

7/17/2019 3:56:14 PM thereallfebs Does this mean the have a cure for Lyme disease also?

7/17/2019 3:56:30 PM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/lFKjUolj2t

7/17/2019 3:57:16 PM everythingkath #ChantforQ

7/17/2019 3:58:01 PM cosmic_engineer Time for #DARPA too

7/17/2019 3:58:02 PM elgatoweebee BASTA CON VER QUE ESTE ES UNO DE LOS ORGANIZADORES PRINCIPALES (LA FOTO ES DE LA PRENSA CUBANA) pic.twitter.com/B3NQtDLo6j

7/17/2019 3:59:58 PM jonstjohn1 Asi mismo

7/17/2019 4:00:38 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/1BH11nJUiK

7/17/2019 4:01:12 PM starseedatx Q

7/17/2019 4:03:15 PM gluefactoryltd  https://twitter.com/VicBergerIV/status/1151603529582166016?s=20 …

7/17/2019 4:03:44 PM bdam777  https://youtu.be/VT6gCqulCok 

7/17/2019 4:03:53 PM gluefactoryltd  https://twitter.com/VicBergerIV/status/1151603529582166016?s=20 …

7/17/2019 4:04:05 PM athomein5d Researching Nanobots 😳

7/17/2019 4:05:27 PM drmb42  pic.twitter.com/00ZPWvAxCk

7/17/2019 4:12:23 PM sterkinglights1 Far less.

7/17/2019 4:12:56 PM sterkinglights1 Far less chemtrails in the air.

7/17/2019 4:15:31 PM natureinspace They do that here too. And they sometimes start very early in the morning.

7/17/2019 4:25:52 PM jfogle8 When was that?

7/17/2019 4:43:43 PM aetherwalker1 Well Memed, MAJESTIC.  Well Memed!  

*Tip of the Hat* pic.twitter.com/ePyU8fymj1

7/17/2019 4:45:46 PM sterkinglights1 Is martyrs disclosure of HRC?

7/17/2019 4:51:26 PM aetherwalker1 Let me try to prognosticate here..  

Those Black Magickians are going to pull Sasquatch out of their hat next aren't they?

7/17/2019 5:03:57 PM cjcole1985 I saw a couple in northern Indiana, but not as bad as it has been.

7/17/2019 5:10:38 PM dikadi27 Uff pues yo no se cuantos somos, pero bájale pa’ca y únete! 🇵🇷

7/17/2019 5:13:15 PM apratts Hay 1000’s. Todavía hay gente caminando desde el puente Dos Hermanos.

7/17/2019 5:14:31 PM rr4j4t If it really happened (like some suggested years ago, but got ridiculed as conspiracy theorists) - it would be slap in the face for all of those who are 

currently trying to hide TRUTH under same ridicule campaigns.

If not, well.. it is a good thing which clears some fears.

7/17/2019 5:14:57 PM rolandblasini NOT impressed - that's it? For the amount of partisan political forces PPd, PIP, La Lugaro and 15%NPP. I DON'T fall for the conditions of: Solomon Asch 

Experiment, Milgram Experiment and Group Think. pic.twitter.com/gudpCTcOtJ

7/17/2019 5:15:57 PM dikadi27 Oh! But we are not trying to impress you dear! Sorry to disappoint you 😘

7/17/2019 5:16:21 PM rr4j4t Ozone therapy works for that. Even drinking ozonated water.

7/17/2019 5:17:28 PM matchnumbers67  https://twitter.com/emcross1967/status/1151354782197538816?s=21 …

7/17/2019 5:18:49 PM rr4j4t Nice, I was not only one in this conversation who is interested about ALT medicine. 

I second that, OZONE is told to be very effective against lyme's disease.

7/17/2019 5:19:00 PM rolandblasini MI POSICION ES SIMPLE - un proceso natural constitucional, empesando Camara y CERO acciones de linchar del viejo OESTE

7/17/2019 5:19:20 PM paciouno Weoponized ticks wtf.

7/17/2019 5:20:49 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/DanPeacock12/status/1150464896947118081 …

7/17/2019 5:21:26 PM stratocaster897 Eso estaba planchao ,desde que vieron el chat vieron la oportunidad

7/17/2019 5:22:00 PM desirelove101 Article for those wanting more info https://www.cbsnews.com/news/house-passes-amendment-ordering-pentagon-to-investigate-whether-ticks-

were-weaponized/ …

7/17/2019 5:22:59 PM b_botus 😂

7/17/2019 5:23:15 PM juanmoczo De sale menos de 1000 votos en las elecciones

7/17/2019 5:24:36 PM apratts Hay muchos más...

7/17/2019 5:25:47 PM apratts  pic.twitter.com/ylYvtNRyOA

7/17/2019 5:26:39 PM alinahere That's the ""Yud-Kei-Vav-Kei"" the Energy Name of God. I believe Psalm 119 mentions God's use of the aleph-bet energy to create the world. These are 

not just letters they are Energy fields to state it in more layman term. 👍

7/17/2019 5:28:14 PM elgatoweebee WITH CAMERAS ON THE GROUND, THEY LOOK LIKE MANY, BUT FROM ABOVE NOT SO AND THE AREA IS NOT THAT BIG-WAPA,TELEMUNDO AND THE 

"CREOLE PRESS" WOULD MAKE YOU BELIEVE HALF OF PUERTO RICO WAS THERE-BESIDES,THEY ARE NOISY

7/17/2019 5:28:38 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Agenda 21, ticks more likely in wooded areas... just a guess

7/17/2019 5:31:19 PM apratts Sorry, I have to disagree with you. Plenty of above (air) video footage. The entire place is packed.

7/17/2019 5:31:27 PM vivaldisenate @BarackObama and @AlejandroGarcia gave you the Fiscal Board.  Presently the corruption and misuse of federal funds will bring tighter restrictions.

7/17/2019 5:31:36 PM dikadi27 Yo respeto a los q difieran, es más hasta cierto punto me da pena. Es como el círculo de la violencia doméstica, pégame pero no me dejes. Eso es un 

síndrome real y hay que entenderlo. Los amo igual

7/17/2019 5:31:57 PM apratts  pic.twitter.com/PaPAd7ZFLh

7/17/2019 5:37:13 PM rolandblasini Reason local establishment want Kenneth McKlinton for Sec of State and punch out Rossello and the REAL cover-up continues.

7/17/2019 5:37:23 PM elgatoweebee THE PLACE IS PACKED,BUT THE PLACE IS NOT THAT BIG-BESIDES,THE STREETS IN OLD SAN JUAN ARE NARROW,EASY TO FILL UP-IN PLACES LIKE RED 

SQUARE IN MOSCOW OR TIANANMEN SQUARE IN BEIJING, IT WOULD BE LIKE A BUNCH OF PEOPLE-ON THE OTHER HAND,TOO MANY FOR A 

POPULATION OF 2.9 MILLION

7/17/2019 5:38:33 PM nschlange Did someone reply to this? If so it's unavailable, can you repeat the answer?

7/17/2019 5:39:09 PM elgatoweebee THAT GUY IS NOT ACCEPTABLE-ANOTHER LEFT WING DEMOCRAT

7/17/2019 5:39:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein 

Remember, "Epstein belonged to intelligence."

THE DEEP STATE pic.twitter.com/Yb1T4RfJUY

7/17/2019 5:40:15 PM sixbennetts My God, people are easily swayed. Can you not see you are being distracted away from the biggest round-up in history of the pedo's who have ruled 

over you for centuries? 😏

#Area51memes #Area51 #area51raid #Area51storm

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q pic.twitter.com/pVSEbLBVS2

7/17/2019 5:40:26 PM aprilbrown99 Hello, no they didn’t provide any insight at this time. I am very sure we will learn about all very soon.



7/17/2019 5:41:00 PM v_rags This just now from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1151652649344704513?s=21 …

7/17/2019 5:42:52 PM iataleph this pedo stuff does not have anything to do with politics. It is not an illness but a sick mind which chooses this. Power. easy to have power over 

children

7/17/2019 5:42:54 PM rachaelangelm That’s disgusting

7/17/2019 5:43:57 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/o_CEaSWoDao 

7/17/2019 5:44:13 PM mr_sport_buff We are the news now. pic.twitter.com/BXgrrpnyvK

7/17/2019 5:44:28 PM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jul/24/pentagon-us-staff-downloaded-child-pornography …

7/17/2019 5:44:29 PM v_rags This just now from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ragoliavito/status/1151653059262656512?s=21 …

7/17/2019 5:44:49 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "We controlled England during the Revolutionary War, the North during the Civil War, England and America during World War I and II. We were able to 

get Christians in war against themselves which always impoverished both sides while we reaped the financial/political harvest."

7/17/2019 5:44:52 PM nschlange Wow! That makes me ill. What is going on w/that guys eyes? His pupil just leaked out of his eye, or looked like it. What is he?

7/17/2019 5:45:02 PM roublisa  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/jul/24/pentagon-us-staff-downloaded-child-pornography …

7/17/2019 5:45:17 PM keith369me Can we run this information through the MSM and no just RT?  Why am I not surprised

7/17/2019 5:45:24 PM roublisa  https://youtu.be/o_CEaSWoDao 

7/17/2019 5:45:29 PM nixontweets Hundreds? What happened to the 5,200 & where are they working now? https://youtu.be/o_CEaSWoDao 

7/17/2019 5:45:38 PM big_simp Its the real Disclosure is my "spin" and why the need to cover it up from the sheeple

7/17/2019 5:46:01 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Not 'our' government

 https://www.riksavisen.no/uploads/Hidden-Tyranny.pdf …

7/17/2019 5:46:31 PM desirelove101 19th. That’s shocking!!

7/17/2019 5:46:46 PM archiebird4 @potus @realdonaldtrump WE DEMAND JUSTICE! We do NOT Consent! We demand accountability NOW!

7/17/2019 5:47:25 PM keith369me Only nine years between mentions.

7/17/2019 5:47:26 PM keur60693994 Clean up that crap!

7/17/2019 5:47:32 PM dikadi27 It’s okay sweetie, take it easy, breathe. I know this are difficult days for you, but rest assured...we are defending everyone’s right...even yours💋

7/17/2019 5:48:29 PM keith369me Power and control over children and policy

7/17/2019 5:49:18 PM nschlange It's an evil mind and it has a lot to do with politics, I can't believe you think otherwise?

7/17/2019 5:49:32 PM aarongarrity Thousands

7/17/2019 5:50:41 PM garciamanny4 Let's make sure this swindler hears how we feel. @PRKDMc

7/17/2019 5:51:06 PM vaporking Mr. Epstein belongs in hell for the destruction and suffering he has caused in this world.

7/17/2019 5:51:27 PM elgatoweebee I DON'T NEED YOU TO DEFEND ME-I'M AN AMERICAN AND WHEN I HAVE PROBLEMS I GO TO FEDERAL AUTHORITIES pic.twitter.com/00dS7E6DUk

7/17/2019 5:51:49 PM apratts I bet there are more than 20K and I’m being conservative.

7/17/2019 5:52:43 PM garciamanny4 It appears you and I share the same opinion on this punk https://twitter.com/GarciaManny4/status/1151639251458625537?s=19 …

7/17/2019 5:53:00 PM iataleph rapists are not saying hey I vote democrat or republican. I am canadian. Pedos are christians, muslims and everything.

7/17/2019 5:53:32 PM dikadi27 Dito, dejémoslos tranquilos, ellos están en su proceso de pérdida y es normal. No caigamos en la pelea chiquita...y menos hoy que esto está a niveles 

históricos!! 🇵🇷🙌🏻💕

7/17/2019 5:54:18 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/nsouthern95/status/1151656008051150849 …

7/17/2019 5:54:27 PM realsethers You wouldn't think that would be a big problem, ya know, considering it's the PENTAGON!!!

7/17/2019 5:55:19 PM elgatoweebee BY THE WAY: RECIBI INFORMACION CONFIDENCIAL DE QUE LA BASE ROOSEVELT ROADS VA A VOLVER A SER COMISIONADA PARA EL COMANDO DE 

SUR AMERICA-HAY ESTADOS UNIDOS PARA RATO-A 60 ANOS DE COMUNISMO,GUANTANAMO (CUBA) TODAVIA ES U.S.A.

7/17/2019 5:56:50 PM doubler729 @F_T_W_YO

7/17/2019 5:56:53 PM apratts I don't doubt it. But I wanted to stay conservative since that's not my expertise.

7/17/2019 5:57:03 PM euskal_pride The pedo stuff has EVERYTHING to do with politics (in addition to what you wrote). 

It is used to blackmail and control those that rule over us. Epstein was a Mossad honeypot.

7/17/2019 5:59:09 PM keur60693994 Oh! Hell no!!

7/17/2019 5:59:15 PM allahuniversal "Majestic meets Q" #FutureProvesPast? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1151655868225720320?s=20 …

7/17/2019 5:59:46 PM elgatoweebee PROBABLY, I CAN'T TELL

7/17/2019 6:00:14 PM jamesho93139786 It is sooo true but still hard to believe about our DOD workers and any other department of this nation...

7/17/2019 6:00:56 PM americanpetal I still don’t know what it is.

7/17/2019 6:01:32 PM phreatomagnetic Who might have told Acosta to back off in 2008?  Bob Mueller, Michael Mukasey, Michael Hayden?  Wouldn't it be just the right plot device for the 

movie we're watching if it was Mueller.  Why did they delay his testimony again?

7/17/2019 6:03:06 PM roublisa  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_CEaSWoDao …

7/17/2019 6:03:40 PM elgatoweebee BUT THIS ONE IS FRESH FROM TODAY pic.twitter.com/XCfgXMNwC6

7/17/2019 6:03:51 PM roublisa @honeybager5

7/17/2019 6:04:03 PM collazo7valerie  http://periodismoinvestigativo.com/2019/07/el-saqueo-a-los-fondos-publicos-detras-del-chat/ …

7/17/2019 6:04:23 PM roublisa  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_CEaSWoDao … it already has been😕

7/17/2019 6:05:52 PM stratocaster897 Si

7/17/2019 6:07:42 PM ila99036496 Excellent! 🇺🇸

7/17/2019 6:08:34 PM scott_rick  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-17/isnt-normal-20-large-quakes-have-hit-california-within-last-24-hours …

7/17/2019 6:09:54 PM teriwiseman2 Henderson, NV, skies have been clear of chemtrails for days now. So amazing to see beautiful blue skies.

7/17/2019 6:11:15 PM roublisa [they] blackmailed who ever [they] needed to ....I used to blame this all on Russia before I opened my eyes 🙄

7/17/2019 6:12:31 PM bf_photog Yes.. his handler GM... Mossad

7/17/2019 6:14:49 PM lalinda527 Estupefacta he quedado! De ser cierto lo expuesto x CPI , Cuantos estarán así? pic.twitter.com/AHTfLtYi6s

7/17/2019 6:15:08 PM abtnancy This corruption runs so deep. If DJT had not won we would have never learned about the Mafia running our government.

7/17/2019 6:18:01 PM apex_starseed  pic.twitter.com/Q3aWLZDNEP

7/17/2019 6:18:24 PM lovesg_d I want something done about vaccines! I am in the medical profession & they are trying to make flu shots mandatory. I had a bad reaction to the last 

one I got in 2013, then developed autoimmune problems. I am suffering with chronic pain! We need relief now, not in 2-3 yrs!

7/17/2019 6:19:14 PM djlok How do you keep a secret?  You tell a child a lie and they will fight to the death to defend it.

7/17/2019 6:20:43 PM apex_starseed BOOM!!!! Illuminati puppets going down and being brought to Justice #ThankYou @POTUS #Trump2020 #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

7/17/2019 6:21:25 PM richard07759712 This is a Job for Mr. Qleen

7/17/2019 6:21:26 PM lilbee67569241 That’s what I have found here in Texas, during the darkness of night or just before dawn.

7/17/2019 6:24:00 PM ryanmcnulty14 C_A tool...

7/17/2019 6:26:57 PM mommahood777 glad you joined us

CHEERS!

7/17/2019 6:28:36 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/xKDbBa0nh2

7/17/2019 6:32:14 PM aetherwalker1 The Divine will NEVER forget you!

If your sufferings are not the payment of a debt, you will be rewarded somehow.

The Lord pours out His blessings on the innocent who have suffered unjustly.  😇



7/17/2019 6:35:21 PM dragonfly6001 My lord 

How to stop it?

7/17/2019 6:35:22 PM huemvn_being 😂😂😂 tru

7/17/2019 6:37:56 PM andycryptostar I have looked but can't find anything but this https://twitter.com/Bella_deOlivera/status/1151439383657975808?s=09 …

7/17/2019 6:41:36 PM realityloominng Bruh, DO YOU EVEN 5D = obvious

7/17/2019 6:42:27 PM tkobeauty Hell YES!! Find the Nephilim!!!

7/17/2019 6:43:07 PM knightofmaltaus He was flipped by FBI to discuss human smuggling, prostitution rings and financial institutions/broker-dealer/fund managers operating outside of 

compliance. He was by no means a trained espionage agent. Just a real pervert and a school teacher as his first job. Imagine that.

7/17/2019 6:43:49 PM realityloominng hhahahhhaha best meme ever - im noy drunk at all

7/17/2019 6:44:21 PM knightofmaltaus Maybe a 5 or 8 yo. But 10-15 all look up everything on their smart phones. If you have kids you would see them do it by the second.

7/17/2019 6:45:58 PM knightofmaltaus He will become the date of the inmate ball. Prisoners do not like perverts and make it their business to TCB. He is going to be suffer every day...

7/17/2019 6:47:09 PM dream9_87 Message over messanger

7/17/2019 6:48:13 PM keith369me You control the media so stuff can’t be found without excessive digging

7/17/2019 6:49:30 PM djlok The major religions told many children many lies. The reason we have so much conflict between them today.

7/17/2019 6:49:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9525421/locations-of-150-us-nuclear-europe-accidentally-leaked-nato-report/ …

7/17/2019 6:50:28 PM sixbennetts My God, people are easily swayed. Can you not see you are being distracted away from the biggest round-up in history of the pedo's who have ruled 

over you for centuries? 😏

#Area51memes #Area51 #area51raid #Area51storm

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q pic.twitter.com/MBZ4e3GnLv

7/17/2019 6:50:33 PM keith369me They have all been disabled long ago...correct?

7/17/2019 6:50:35 PM htmurph  pic.twitter.com/Yf4j1dFJzz

7/17/2019 6:50:40 PM speaakn Holy moly!

7/17/2019 6:50:47 PM realityloominng I enjoy it anyway, knowing that The Plan will reign supreme

7/17/2019 6:51:48 PM 1_decided_voter Intentionally leaked to drive a shift in policy?

7/17/2019 6:51:52 PM realityloominng !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Me pilot??? I would fly straight to Aldebaran

7/17/2019 6:51:53 PM hawkgirlinmn Moves and counter moves?

7/17/2019 6:53:14 PM vaporking I just can't visualize the average working day for these people.

Sick MF'ers

7/17/2019 6:54:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Leased.

7/17/2019 6:55:17 PM realityloominng They are not almighty... They are known.. imho

7/17/2019 6:55:37 PM realityloominng known/exposed

7/17/2019 6:55:51 PM temanawa1  https://temanawa1.wordpress.com/2019/07/08/i-dont-want-to-talk-about-it/ …

7/17/2019 6:57:02 PM icemtn17 Take ‘um all down!

7/17/2019 6:59:01 PM knightofmaltaus Oh? Name them.

7/17/2019 6:59:41 PM keith369me You’re kidding, right?

7/17/2019 7:00:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #DisclosureNews with psyop component https://twitter.com/argonne/status/1151671685298479105 …

7/17/2019 7:01:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn the comms. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1151629959460466688 …

7/17/2019 7:01:36 PM sterkinglights1 Ty for sharing this with US.

7/17/2019 7:03:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 $12.6B

1+2=3 + 6 = 9

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1151540110460104707 …

7/17/2019 7:03:21 PM djlok "They are the first ones that go in.  They knock down the doors"  B2 bombers.  BB, hello!!!

7/17/2019 7:03:53 PM bdab28 Exactly what I thought when I saw the amount lol. Thank you for the confirmation

7/17/2019 7:04:06 PM retardis_flitch Correlation does not equal causation. But boy this is fishy asf

7/17/2019 7:04:28 PM roublisa 🇺🇸🇺🇸You bet ....I am so grateful ....to have eye to see ears to hear and a huge heart to love all of you in this fight👊👊👊 thank you! 

pic.twitter.com/lfgETvLYwO

7/17/2019 7:04:36 PM zzzzwoke We can build a really really BIG fence now 🇺🇸

7/17/2019 7:05:04 PM jswdh1 When i clicked on it it had 693 retweets....LOL pic.twitter.com/1oY7NRHXra

7/17/2019 7:05:06 PM serenityfirth What is the psyop component?

7/17/2019 7:05:08 PM keith369me When do we get the El Chapo tell all interview?  Oh the stories he could tell about people we think we know so well.

7/17/2019 7:05:15 PM honeybager5 An RT specialty:  take a few kernels of truth and mix it up with innuendo and pure BS to create alternate realities for those trapped in the Russian 

media disinformation bubble.

7/17/2019 7:05:24 PM spiritinsideme4 So would I tell this person to look into OZONE aand Royal frequences.  Never heard of this.  Is there certain doctors that do this?  Not sure what to tell 

this person

7/17/2019 7:05:28 PM realsethers Thank you

7/17/2019 7:06:06 PM hitbyawormhole Light’em up Mr Barr! The stage is set.

7/17/2019 7:06:27 PM keith369me Use frequencies to heal you fools!!!

7/17/2019 7:07:34 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Ross Perot June 27, 1930 – July 9, 2019 white hat or #UnsealEpstein?

7/17/2019 7:07:39 PM wyatt251  pic.twitter.com/zUfbOey9cw

7/17/2019 7:08:55 PM wallyayottejr They’ve also come up with a figure they say El Chapo earned as head of the Sinaloa Cartel: $12,666,181,704

7/17/2019 7:09:24 PM lisbet30025172 My husband thinks that he won’t be able to pay because he doesn’t have the money, supposedly he gave it to the bankers? Me: hmmm this is a code.

7/17/2019 7:11:01 PM giediknight First flight July 17th, Stealth Bomber Barr

7/17/2019 7:14:01 PM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/KjMBIY13ui

7/17/2019 7:15:02 PM djlok #TimeIsAnIllusion but I can't wait for the event where 45 announces El Chapo paid for the wall and in effect Mexico really did pay for the wall after all.

7/17/2019 7:16:14 PM roublisa Perfect🤦♀️

7/17/2019 7:17:11 PM laurabusse Cami i just followed you

Would love to DM you...

7/17/2019 7:17:22 PM keith369me That would be nice, but a tell all regarding his C-A interactions in support of his business would be even better.  The names would be a who’s who in 

American society

7/17/2019 7:21:40 PM mssteph83 With our tax dollars 🤬

7/17/2019 7:21:46 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/OqaC3eReTJ

7/17/2019 7:23:06 PM tymecrystal We can have he 1000 golden years and keep our full memory of all our lives if you can ascend when the sky event happens ..they want the 8 Sphere to 

be built so we can’t...AI lockdown.  Watch the Dark Journalist on YT

7/17/2019 7:27:27 PM whatsthebuzz_1 What they did to anyone who got remotely close to the truth.. is so evil.. i hope all those from that era of crazy, that participated in the destruction of 

human lives, are removed from society so that no one has to suffer what these soulless creatures do for shits and giggles.

7/17/2019 7:29:19 PM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/45pGdAKubA



7/17/2019 7:29:28 PM sraulzito these people are sick!

7/17/2019 7:31:29 PM tymecrystal All you need to know is we have a window to get our souls free...to ascend...when the plasma sky event happens.  Before they lock us down in the 8 

sphere of AI.  Fear is the enemy..open heart is freedom..take on the burn..with brass feet..kundalini! Freedom!

7/17/2019 7:32:16 PM americanpetal Yup, B2 Bomber...

7/17/2019 7:32:22 PM merkabah31 Thanks for the laugh!!!

7/17/2019 7:32:29 PM father_mayhem Possums. pic.twitter.com/M3hjYCdovA

7/17/2019 7:32:41 PM madhopper59 When the skies are clear, we won the war! Here's to clear skies worldwide! pic.twitter.com/NDz1xcluZC

7/17/2019 7:33:12 PM merkabah31 & control over people if you can blackmail them!

7/17/2019 7:33:20 PM father_mayhem By the way: pic.twitter.com/1gbFhvHogV

7/17/2019 7:35:12 PM tymecrystal Satanism is fear porn....the Mystery school knowledge is not evil. The left hand wants to keep it hidden and the right hand wants disclosure.  Satanism 

is created by the Left hand...X protect...Dark Journalists on YT

7/17/2019 7:35:25 PM kat4truth The low subterranean hum I’ve heard for the last few years has stopped - day 3.  Something changed and I’m grateful!

7/17/2019 7:35:29 PM like_neo I don’t think it will get swept under the rug this time.

7/17/2019 7:36:43 PM roublisa #SlavesNoMore

7/17/2019 7:37:24 PM kat4truth I’ve been reading up on MMS - look up James Humble and MMS Master Mineral Supplement - seems like a great support towards recovery

7/17/2019 7:37:57 PM whatsthebuzz_1 I’ve noticed that too. Id say a 60% reduction.

7/17/2019 7:38:30 PM joinna6 His Dead Man Switch?

7/17/2019 7:39:19 PM elfm0d3 I'll drink to that 👩🏼💻😜👻🙋🏼♀️⏳ pic.twitter.com/XWcHab0dtW

7/17/2019 7:39:21 PM tymecrystal All you need to know is we have a window to get our souls free...to ascend...when the plasma sky event happens.  Before they lock us down in the 8 

sphere of AI.  Fear is the enemy..open heart is freedom..take on the burn..with brass feet..kundalini! Freedom!

7/17/2019 7:40:43 PM tymecrystal All you need to know is we have a window to get our souls free...to ascend...when the plasma sky event happens.  Before they lock us down in the 8 

sphere of AI.  Fear is the enemy..open heart is freedom..take on the burn..with brass feet..kundalini! Freedom!

7/17/2019 7:41:33 PM tymecrystal All you need to know is we have a window to get our souls free...to ascend...when the plasma sky event happens.  Before they lock us down in the 8 

sphere of AI.  Fear is the enemy..open heart is freedom..take on the burn..with brass feet..kundalini! Freedom!

7/17/2019 7:43:03 PM kimmeykim1 This doesn’t read like a good thing...

7/17/2019 7:43:09 PM tymecrystal All you need to know is we have a window to get our souls free...to ascend...when the plasma sky event happens.  Before they lock us down in the 8 

sphere of AI.  Fear is the enemy..open heart is freedom..take on the burn..with brass feet..kundalini! Freedom!

7/17/2019 7:46:19 PM mongrelglory I just hope they close the bio-weapons research labs that they've put in other countries (Sierra Leone, Georgia etc...).  The world does not need any 

more bio-weapons! 😠

7/17/2019 7:51:43 PM mongrelglory Incoming!!!

7/17/2019 7:53:16 PM jamesrobbins33 Excuse me, what?

7/17/2019 7:53:35 PM luluspeers1 Wasn't John Ramsey involved with the software for the Pentagon to use with Child Porn?  His daughter was the star of the show?

7/17/2019 7:57:16 PM deequi1 Correct...God created humans found in the book of Enoch...the aliens are demons, sorta like an "Edgar Suit" from the movie Men In Black, they can't 

procreate which explains the abductions and experiments.

7/17/2019 7:57:25 PM ethereal_shaman I've been seeing that number for months.

7/17/2019 7:59:15 PM natureinspace How dumb are these people to use govt computers for this shit? Anyone who uses a govt or company computer should know that everything you do 

on the computer is watched.

7/17/2019 8:01:10 PM victori28594321 Not here in the upstate of SC

7/17/2019 8:02:27 PM seywerd137 The government WAS their corporation....  they were told...

7/17/2019 8:02:42 PM deequi1 I find that Steve Quayle, Tom Horn and LA Marzulli are the best sources concerning the topic of "Aliens" and the true agenda.

7/17/2019 8:02:50 PM lisbet30025172 Ah I see! I went through this info in one night, couldn’t leave it down. But I think I might have to reread it slowly.  It’s very difficult to understand. But i 

think I get it though. Listening toMcAllister and Dr. Sam Mugzie pulls it together!

7/17/2019 8:03:27 PM charity_burkett Where were they released at??

7/17/2019 8:04:21 PM yeshua_daughter No here in Vegas

7/17/2019 8:05:20 PM jennife32687980 Yet still they roam free, so... pic.twitter.com/Muj1QwxFES

7/17/2019 8:05:23 PM deequi1 The book of Enoch will help clear the muddy waters.

7/17/2019 8:05:37 PM victori28594321 That’s what it will take to wake them

7/17/2019 8:06:52 PM deequi1 Time to dismantle the CIA.

7/17/2019 8:08:19 PM freedomgaia je suis en mode combat pacifique mais fermement déterminé à ce que la vérité atteigne le maximum de personnes. Libérez votre pays, comme je 

souhaites que la France soit libre ainsi que toute la planète.

7/17/2019 8:10:40 PM luluspeers1 So this is the hub of the Epstien cash cow?

7/17/2019 8:11:01 PM carolin15161363 Epstein = Flow of intelligence and money for the DS?

7/17/2019 8:12:34 PM notevenchad17 Yes

7/17/2019 8:13:02 PM freestateojones Congress settled sexual harrasment lawsuits with American Tax dollars. 

Some other things tax payer dollars go towards... https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1145822805021380608?s=19 …

7/17/2019 8:13:38 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/WSvT6qnkRB

7/17/2019 8:13:52 PM jaded_pearl Indeed!

7/17/2019 8:13:54 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/OuPCW9SL2K

7/17/2019 8:14:31 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/W0CWqs5QPE

7/17/2019 8:16:32 PM jaded_pearl Yes, use it. You can find rife frequencies on youtube if there is no biofeedback or presets. Look for #spooky2 or #davidsereda bot are on you tube.

7/17/2019 8:16:37 PM katykayzee Why this is not reported on @FoxNews 😳

7/17/2019 8:18:50 PM wonderswords Panic stricken and trying rho get ahead of an Avalanche

7/17/2019 8:18:50 PM roserimi3 Nikola Tesla believed that as well

7/17/2019 8:19:07 PM don_narp Pedos in power are going down

7/17/2019 8:19:49 PM lairdsmith1973 They are all at it TRUMP is bringing all the dirty bastards down

7/17/2019 8:24:41 PM karma4event201 #WeThePeople want #DeathPenalty4Pedos

#HangThemAll

7/17/2019 8:27:38 PM karma4event201 Child trafficking makes Billions $ 

CIA ALWAYS traffics children with Drugs & Weapons

7/17/2019 8:28:18 PM hawkgirlinmn 😂😂😂 my bf LOVES Terry!

7/17/2019 8:30:36 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/lDzeuuRGfk

7/17/2019 8:30:48 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/GIW5VPIejY



7/17/2019 8:31:55 PM wildhor52319908 @GoodSaltyDog 

@love4thegameAK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

parrot shack box, start of video, weird cockatoo crowns 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrO4YZeyl0I …

7/17/2019 8:32:38 PM wildhor52319908 @JapuntichKim

@badluck_jones

@intheMatrixxx

@shadygrooove

7/17/2019 8:35:38 PM karma4event201 CIA Drug & weapon running ALWAYS has child trafficking  #IranContraMenaArk child trafficking was #FranklinCoverup #ConspiracyOfSilence

#PresidioDayCareRapes

7/17/2019 8:37:06 PM verbiskj  https://youtu.be/7ilPv8R1TSo 

7/17/2019 8:39:01 PM wildhor52319908 parrot shack box in start of video, weird cockatoo crowns https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrO4YZeyl0I …

7/17/2019 8:40:32 PM wildhor52319908 katy perry's ET 

deep purple's knocking at your back door 

random cockatoos

7/17/2019 8:45:45 PM donnawr8 #epsteinindictment https://twitter.com/donnawr8/status/1150323069782757376?s=12 …

7/17/2019 8:47:05 PM xx1745xx The Congo??? 😱

7/17/2019 8:48:01 PM toffer_anon_369 Someone recently asked during an AMA, whether there was any benefit to crystals and the answer you gave was that it was nonsense, nothing 

relevant with crystals.  Have you had a change of heart on this?!

7/17/2019 8:49:32 PM sagacious1941 Would appear to be a great handcuff opportunity!

7/17/2019 8:53:06 PM wildhor52319908 bath house, spotted dogs 

 https://www.google.com/search?biw=1366&bih=608&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=fuwvXY7dPM_7-

gS2vLjwDg&q=Biljana+Djurdjevic+horse&oq=Biljana+Djurdjevic+horse&gs_l=img.3...1774.3766..4063...0.0..0.196.636.4j2......0....1..gws-wiz-

img.......0j0i30j0i24.e3bg_aGjHQY&ved=0ahUKEwiOlJOTyL3jAhXPvZ4KHTYeDu4Q4dUDCAY&uact=5#imgrc=S2oQuSFJpR3ehM …:

7/17/2019 8:53:53 PM wildhor52319908 supernumerary nipples on the artwork too, chimera kids getting abducted for adrenochrome

atavism

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atavism 

7/17/2019 8:54:54 PM callsignlioness It has to be used for some kind of ritual or why else would there be benches around it

7/17/2019 8:55:28 PM wildhor52319908 yellow and green "grace/grove" owl

heterochromia, sign of a chimera 

see spots in eye of colour 

atavism/chimera 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chimera_(genetics) …

7/17/2019 8:55:31 PM bryceja68689884 Patriots, today was a good day! We are WINNING this war! God bless you all! @POTUS #QAnon #WWG1WGA #QBABY #teamgod #GodWins 

#unsealepstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn pic.twitter.com/yerjDj9HV3

7/17/2019 8:58:09 PM jaded_pearl Absolutely. 💪🇺🇸🦅🤗

7/17/2019 8:59:26 PM callsignlioness Do you mind to elaborate on when 666 is used for good? Not trying to be rude or anything that just is not something I’ve ever heard

7/17/2019 9:02:07 PM jaded_pearl Yes- Google ozone therapies. Marcus @TrulyHeal is an awesome educator. There are many different ways to administer it into the body. The 

researchers name for frequency healing is Royal Rife which Marcus teaches about the basics of this too. Sending you light ☀️

7/17/2019 9:02:30 PM callsignlioness Really? I’ve also heard playing dark side of the moon album backwards with the movie gives it a whole new meaning (I think that’s how it went don’t 

remember for sure). That movie always freaked me out lol.

7/17/2019 9:07:40 PM abdelnournader Back on Russia.  lol.  👌

7/17/2019 9:12:01 PM l6sixer There are coded messages in the video.

7/17/2019 9:12:17 PM ghost_of_billy_ Let them think it's not from around here at first

7/17/2019 9:16:41 PM 7alon Idiots do a lot of things that don't make sense. That is why they are stupid.

7/17/2019 9:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein does not exclusively relate to JE but to "coincidences" that are Majestic in nature to the ends of Disclosure. 

https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1151677370245369856 …

7/17/2019 9:22:04 PM wareaglerising 3=Fellowship, 6= # of Man, 9=Judgement, Biblically...You Choose 🙏🔥😎🦅

7/17/2019 9:22:08 PM austinaforreal I know this to be true in my heart and my soul. I used to question you but i see you've been instrumental in sewing the seeds for this to happen. Thank 

you!

7/17/2019 9:27:28 PM francoissmc Bill Barr is about to drop some big shit, ain’t he?

7/17/2019 9:27:58 PM decodematrix 6+6+6=18=1+8=9

6x6x6=216=2+1+6=9

7/17/2019 9:27:59 PM 7alon Even the same areas of grey in his beard. I used to draw portraits of people and animals perfectly. I had to study similarities between what I drew and 

what I saw, so I could make sure what I was replicating was identical. The facial characteristics are a match.

7/17/2019 9:28:10 PM big_simp DM me if you have any queries.  I would be happy to answer

7/17/2019 9:30:36 PM ghost_of_billy_ A TR3B psyop will freak alot of people out..

7/17/2019 9:31:52 PM q4quebec Dementia at 41, that's awful. Did you try cutting gluten? And carbohydrates in general... They can wreak havoc. I suggest the book Grain Brain by Dr 

David Perlmutter. God bless.

7/17/2019 9:32:57 PM jennysue62  pic.twitter.com/EnRdJrlusp

7/17/2019 9:35:49 PM daveo6145 Or sessions bringing pain tomorrow

7/17/2019 9:37:28 PM laztar11 Our teeth are crystals

7/17/2019 9:37:49 PM andrewrprofaci “...Majestic in nature.” I like the sound of that. #UnsealEpstein

7/17/2019 9:44:14 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/IndUcXjJvC

7/17/2019 9:47:14 PM pulizzi777 Wow!

7/17/2019 9:54:06 PM citrussplashy #EndGoogle

7/17/2019 9:57:46 PM bubusmc Time is an illusion.

7/17/2019 10:11:29 PM lichy93 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Just heard a guy on @JChurchRadio talking about time is an illusion and the power of 3 6 and 9. Was that you?

7/17/2019 10:13:35 PM splucas22 Satanism is not fear porn...Luciferianism is at the core of the belief system of many of these "elites" and it explains a lot of their psychotic behavior. 

They hide in darkness because they would die in the light...they are  dishonest cowards and they are being exposed.

7/17/2019 10:16:07 PM kathy_owrey I was really tired today so I know how my tweet ended up on your thread..lol I do have one question can you tell me if any Benghazi servers were 

recovered?

7/17/2019 10:25:47 PM mongrelglory That was such an awesome clip for its impact!  Now I wonder how many "un-woke" people are ever going to see it with the MSM censorship?

7/17/2019 10:27:23 PM luluspeers1 Yeah we all know who runs Silicon Valley and it aint A1. So they can cry all they want to.  No escape No deals!

7/17/2019 10:28:12 PM handsomesean1 Is the Washington Post the source of the original story? Maybe black hat trying to trigger or white hats getting them to leak it?



7/17/2019 10:30:31 PM terryca53306307 Hmm. Can you share anymore insight?

7/17/2019 10:35:49 PM mongrelglory The title of the article is totally misleading!  The study was looking at the "crystalline" structure of a protein in the mitochondrial membrane, to see 

how various therapeutic drugs might bind to the receptor.  They aren't studying crystals at all!

7/17/2019 10:38:37 PM mongrelglory The "power-plants" they were referring to in the article were the mitochondria in our cells (which produce ATP).

7/17/2019 10:43:14 PM mongrelglory Wiki:  "In addition to supplying cellular energy, mitochondria are involved in other tasks, such as signalling, cellular differentiation, and cell death, as 

well as maintaining control of the cell cycle and cell growth."

  They want to control life thru pharmaceuticals. 😒

7/17/2019 10:48:38 PM mymaxamoose I feel like many of us have known this for a very long time.  But, ya know....we’re just conspiracy theorist.

7/17/2019 10:50:20 PM bdam777 all the blackmail recordings?

7/17/2019 10:55:03 PM brown_eyedladyj She also has Lymes Disease

7/17/2019 11:03:07 PM at0mlcpunk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I'm new,. Just Curious why Your D.I.A Emblem is upside down,. I'm somewhat of a graphics artist and currently working up a Space 

force logo/emblem. I may redraw this D.I.A in Illustrator then make a animated spinner out of it too, Is when I noticed Upside down.  

pic.twitter.com/KRbHxxci19

7/17/2019 11:03:23 PM qanonmedia So..... Anyone mention the guy testifyings name is Epstein?

7/17/2019 11:03:49 PM crypto_relapse The animals that have washed ashore near plum island when it was in service are terrifying.

7/17/2019 11:08:28 PM kathy_owrey They looked like waxworks to me to and let’s face it Hwood is basically all plastic enhancements...

7/17/2019 11:11:41 PM donnamillar4 But he hzs named names in our own govt who took his money Pelosi Schumer and others

7/17/2019 11:15:57 PM kkurth4 We’ll know the war is over when the chem trails stop.

7/17/2019 11:16:03 PM ladypatriot20 "Could you say that again, please?"  ----Ted Cruz.

7/17/2019 11:18:55 PM kathy_owrey Thank you for this will share...

7/17/2019 11:24:41 PM mistygr63714247 How can this stop?!

7/17/2019 11:25:57 PM kathy_owrey Like to know more about DEWs...

7/17/2019 11:27:31 PM kathy_owrey AG Barr..Please play the bag pipes while your at it too...

7/17/2019 11:28:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/cDJjJn96UV

7/17/2019 11:28:36 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/aQa0DkEKEg

7/17/2019 11:39:34 PM paciouno And she still lost now that's bad.

7/17/2019 11:41:18 PM antarantanka Enduring Eagle pic.twitter.com/EFVBPCROHV

7/17/2019 11:50:20 PM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/UVeb9busAj

7/18/2019 12:24:59 AM seamountmermaid  pic.twitter.com/QfuIfBSeE4

7/18/2019 12:25:57 AM americanpetal YES!

7/18/2019 12:47:24 AM tajjacks .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - 7h 

#UnsealEpstein 

Remember, "Epstein belonged to intelligence."

THE DEEP STATE 

"If True", this could be creating incentive for Child trafficking? info: @realDonaldTrump 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151652649344704513 …

7/18/2019 12:48:19 AM sterkinglights1 Hello ALICE.

7/18/2019 12:49:12 AM qult45 haha awesome!! I made this meme. Thank you for sharing! #WWG1WGA

7/18/2019 12:50:59 AM sterkinglights1 The term cheaters never prosper comes to mind.

7/18/2019 12:51:08 AM qult45  https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/447337-megachurch-leader-charged-with-sex-crimes-in-california …

7/18/2019 12:52:01 AM sterkinglights1 Wrote the book on ALICE.

7/18/2019 12:52:57 AM sterkinglights1 For about 6 mo yup. Since this acc first mentioned it.

7/18/2019 12:53:36 AM qult45 please check out my page on Facebook @  http://www.Qult45.com 

7/18/2019 12:54:38 AM kayt_ee Remember Epstein and Trump were big buddies, so, yes, unseal the Epstein files and get this excrescence in the White House behind bars.

7/18/2019 1:03:53 AM moonshadow234 The pope looks a little green around the gills.

7/18/2019 1:05:40 AM moonshadow234 Not at all surprising.

7/18/2019 1:06:12 AM weshallrise144k How about the use of crystals in advanced civilizations? https://primedisclosure.com/atlantis-command-speaks/ …

7/18/2019 1:08:57 AM weshallrise144k And crystals in water?  We are comprised of about 90% water. Coincidence? https://twitter.com/trumpstrong/status/1151735570223099904?s=21 …

7/18/2019 1:15:18 AM weshallrise144k [They] want us sick.  The ideal drug is one you will use the rest of your life. #SheepNoMore

7/18/2019 1:45:24 AM sarah__rb Epstein was probably  mind controlled like most of the "powerful elite" that we see. The hidden puppeteers are the ones that need to be taken down.

7/18/2019 2:31:09 AM deeefritz Thank you, following!

7/18/2019 2:44:22 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 3:18:11 AM maryschade14 There is nothing NATSEC about messing with nature.

Plum Island..

Nature Conservatory Front Royal Va

7/18/2019 3:21:26 AM s__a___g__e And age of concent in most European countries is 14 😑

7/18/2019 3:22:45 AM ani71525070 Live on od

7/18/2019 3:32:19 AM jeepeemjohnjohn 7alon you are australian with 200 suscribers on twitter and you don t accept to text you why????are U shill too?

7/18/2019 3:38:02 AM sterkinglights1 This I see as most probable.

7/18/2019 3:42:01 AM supernovaslight That's where the real collusion was!

7/18/2019 3:44:39 AM sterkinglights1 Always use Yellow Book when playing your favorite reality?

7/18/2019 3:49:01 AM supernovaslight ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1150832669720289282 …

7/18/2019 3:55:37 AM honeybager5 Wish it was funny.

7/18/2019 4:21:04 AM trumppatriotus1 Smart Americans KNEW on election night 2016 that HilLIARy Clinton cabal stole millions of votes! She didn't win the popular vote!!!

7/18/2019 4:28:07 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/TsdS9powTs

7/18/2019 4:29:05 AM trumppatriotus1 Awesome, 30 years!

7/18/2019 4:31:11 AM aspennmax64_l Bengazi...?

7/18/2019 4:32:18 AM patrici59152026 This is horrendous.

7/18/2019 4:32:28 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/UzXra9Rpoh

7/18/2019 4:33:14 AM aspennmax64_l I think they did...I got limes..soo did my husband...

7/18/2019 4:36:26 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/KLHGsn3IzI

7/18/2019 4:44:40 AM roublisa People in this community here are not going to go for the jugular,unlike what you may observe in the circles that perpetuate such deceit  as the 

“Russia, Russia, Russia” conspiracy theory.  Wisdom is obtained here and light is shown for those who seek it. Light is of plenty here.

7/18/2019 4:47:08 AM roublisa Thank you for reaching out.....many are still very sleepy to the bigger picture....we were there once too...compassion and unconditional love is the only 

way to break these chains #SlavesNoMore



7/18/2019 4:47:13 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/10EgfZ8KBP

7/18/2019 4:49:06 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1151679620401565696?s=19 …

7/18/2019 4:54:08 AM tomgard01347089 Is ozone therapy similar to Hydrogen Peroxide Therapy? I've reasearched H2O2 therapy and have heard it cures a multitudevof ailments.

7/18/2019 4:54:20 AM cpratt64477640 Heavenly Father Please Help PresidentTrump Drain This Swamp Of Evil !! PresidentTrump in 2020 ❤️🇺🇸

7/18/2019 4:59:19 AM bbobbio71 Any link?? 

Vril Society - Crystalinks

 https://www.crystalinks.com/vril.html 

7/18/2019 5:02:20 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 5:03:41 AM karrruss MJ,

What the heck do we make of this? https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1151713203769892865?s=09 …

7/18/2019 5:05:49 AM laurabusse Thank you Cami...

Probably at some point today 😊

7/18/2019 5:10:21 AM keith369me Russia, Russia, Russia...Russian bots, lol.

7/18/2019 5:16:27 AM laurabusse Un woke ppl will still probably just think it's b.s. anyway

This is gonna take time for the unbrainwashing and for it all to sink in...

7/18/2019 5:17:23 AM q4quebec Oh ok. I'm sorry to hear that. Hopefully the cure will be released in the coming years. Dark to Light. I will pray for you and everyone struggling with 

illness. 🙏

7/18/2019 5:20:16 AM deplorableholic And everyone of of them should have been FIRED and brought up on charges. But they weren’t. This needs to be investigated.

7/18/2019 5:24:02 AM lunallena552  pic.twitter.com/a2xRVEJi6R

7/18/2019 5:24:26 AM hawkgirlinmn #WWG1WGA =collective conciousness and I definitely feel that it has tipped the scales to “Awakened” so fast that it is now like, “hold on!!” Let the 

LIGHT shine down! I wonder if @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been able to measure this?  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1151707568072536064 …

7/18/2019 5:25:02 AM iknow04042015 Would you like to opine on this. pic.twitter.com/ujvqUH8Fo4

7/18/2019 5:27:31 AM honeybager5 What Putin did in Chechnya, Ukraine, and other parts of the old Soviet Union has nothing to do with unconditional love.  What he did to Magnitsky, and 

countless others who challenge him has nothing to do with love. His efforts to undermine western democracies - not love.

7/18/2019 5:30:50 AM biqkabell They were far from big buddies. They knew each other and sometimes went to same social events but Trump was only one who cooperated with AG in 

Epstein FLA case plus he threw him out of Mara Lago and banned him for life for hitting on an underage girl.

7/18/2019 5:31:30 AM rawphonegirl May be off target here but if we are truly in a loop would it make sense to look at cradle of civilization: Mesopotamia?

7/18/2019 5:31:42 AM nan_ese "We got a lotta walls to build," Trump.

7/18/2019 5:44:43 AM fgstyy Fidel resucitó JAJAJAJA JAJAJAJA JAJAJAJA

7/18/2019 5:45:04 AM _369311119 Seconded!!!

7/18/2019 5:48:47 AM sons_of_usa el pueblo debe seguir apretando la soga, pero clarp los actos bandalicos están de mas, aunque a veces creo que un mal necesario...

7/18/2019 5:50:03 AM roublisa The missing piece for you my dear is....the deep state cabal (wizards and warlocks behind the curtain) and all the puppets and clowns [they] controlled. 

  Epstein and all the associates along with mass corruption disclosures/blackmail will connect dots for you.  Good luck💗💗💗

7/18/2019 5:54:11 AM ceasarfall31544 @prayingmedic

7/18/2019 5:54:19 AM ceasarfall31544 @tracybeanz

7/18/2019 5:57:03 AM spitfire1592 Incoming BQQM possible 7/19 7/20

B-2 Mach speed let em’ fly

7/18/2019 5:59:08 AM jimijmurphy World War against institutional corruption, racketeering and trafficking pedophilia.  Return to the Rule or Law and then reset the world monetary 

system.  Good vs Evil is the only divide and Evil can’t hide anymore.  WWG1WGA😎

7/18/2019 6:01:42 AM ddangerous12 Pls review the facts b4 u start linking Trump to Epstein. There r flt logs in the public domain u can find. Look at those when flying to little st James and 

see who went.

7/18/2019 6:02:12 AM globalhawk6 Damn she fine

7/18/2019 6:06:21 AM honeybager5 Those are the dots connected by our old KGB friends

7/18/2019 6:08:58 AM roublisa I am not friends with any deep state agents....are you?

7/18/2019 6:10:11 AM honeybager5 There is no “deep state” per se

7/18/2019 6:13:23 AM roublisa Could you please explain “deep state”, I don’t honk I understand your assertion🤔

7/18/2019 6:14:18 AM scott_rick Tesla created a device to help all with frequency, after his death Govt stole it and turned the tech into Direct Energy weapons

7/18/2019 6:14:33 AM roublisa Opps I accidentally 🤡 honked lol

7/18/2019 6:15:17 AM roublisa No coincidences pic.twitter.com/Q4pYxprsB7

7/18/2019 6:15:39 AM roublisa *think

7/18/2019 6:19:38 AM honeybager5 Gotta get after it here . . . MTF

7/18/2019 6:19:47 AM clackcarole Tick Tock........

7/18/2019 6:24:16 AM abdelnournader Lol.   So Q is conspiracy but 'Russia Russia Russia!!!?   Oh for crying out loud.

7/18/2019 6:25:57 AM roublisa Why MTF?

7/18/2019 6:26:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/SenatorRomney/status/1151659142647603200 …

7/18/2019 6:26:50 AM roublisa This struggle is real my friend🙄

7/18/2019 6:30:38 AM madrummy3 Disgusting.

7/18/2019 6:31:07 AM maryschade14 Sick

7/18/2019 6:31:38 AM cue2_c99 A hot dog/cheese pizza is his specialty.

7/18/2019 6:31:52 AM gruven4sure And....Pizza!  Pedo!

7/18/2019 6:32:34 AM rolandblasini AUN niegan manifestantes actuaron ASI - Thousands Of Puerto Rico Protesters Turn Streets Of San Juan Into 'War Zone' Over Corrupt Government  

http://zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-1 …

7/18/2019 6:32:38 AM dark2light2019 Eww no one should EVER say my favorite meat is hotdog... this alone should creep people our without the implications of puzzagate language.

7/18/2019 6:33:35 AM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein 

Did you catch any sleep lately?

#QAnon

7/18/2019 6:34:21 AM kristinemontel1 I’m using the POWER of 3,6, and 9 in all my Tweets and in my life in general now.

7/18/2019 6:38:01 AM chris_losh_ Yeah, you and O'bummer!

7/18/2019 6:40:10 AM rolandblasini AUN niegan manifestantes actuaron ASI - Thousands Of Puerto Rico Protesters Turn Streets Of San Juan Into 'War Zone' Over Corrupt Government  

http://zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-1 …

7/18/2019 6:41:03 AM 1chericane Of course it is

7/18/2019 6:41:10 AM starehope New beginnings!

7/18/2019 6:42:24 AM rr4j4t Not quite, but both are oxidating therapies. I'm no chemist so better let pros explain details :) https://youtu.be/BwBa2ZzRRZE 

7/18/2019 6:44:08 AM melanieanders7 They’re trying so hard to make it sound and look ok. It’s never going to be okay. People know his statement is not benign. pic.twitter.com/Bz8S535TV7

7/18/2019 6:46:45 AM roublisa Monday Tuesday Friday 🤷♀️

7/18/2019 6:47:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/w00O9t2OBC

7/18/2019 6:47:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/Km5Jo7hGIi

7/18/2019 6:47:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/EcrSQvOoy6



7/18/2019 6:47:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/mgLWzqTQM2

7/18/2019 6:47:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/y80Nf7nwuQ

7/18/2019 6:47:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/jgvWeBO1Hq

7/18/2019 6:47:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/jJMMMxWRZw

7/18/2019 6:48:20 AM leannemillervb Do you like them $65,000 worth?

7/18/2019 6:50:10 AM vin94150907 The begining of the end.

7/18/2019 6:50:13 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/post/roads-to-the-uk-royal-family …

7/18/2019 6:52:01 AM burgersandra #unsealEpstein

7/18/2019 6:55:45 AM maryschade14 HungerGames..American teens just loved the books and movie..

They want to turn America into one big Hunting Ground Majestic 12..you know this probably. 

Thank you..you do not have to do anything..which makes it very special.

7/18/2019 6:56:25 AM jollyrob2 👆voor de kijkcijfers dan?!

@RTLnieuws @NOS @robertjensen @thierrybaudet

7/18/2019 6:57:58 AM freestateojones #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1148740404189290496?s=19 …

7/18/2019 6:58:24 AM sylviegelinet It is strange. When he describes his hot dog he doesn't speak of the meat inside ?

7/18/2019 6:59:28 AM mommahood777 as well he should

The Holy See needs to be dozed...

7/18/2019 7:02:24 AM djlok This is absolutely terrible!!!

7/18/2019 7:03:07 AM mommahood777 chicken isn't on the same channel... pic.twitter.com/F9HG4j0Mhz

7/18/2019 7:04:36 AM slayerofmatrix1 I’m thinking your solutions will destroy the Morgellons I have suffered with for years as well Cami.  Such evil it’s almost incomprehensible. Pls DM me.

7/18/2019 7:05:05 AM edwardgouin I'll never think of hot dogs the same way again.  :(

7/18/2019 7:05:41 AM muddybumper78 Rothschild Black Forest

7/18/2019 7:06:28 AM keith369me These people are sick!!!  #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate  Appreciate the 

new hashtag...MAKE IT GO VIRAL

7/18/2019 7:06:50 AM mdwst_beachbums  pic.twitter.com/c2TCcjap9e

7/18/2019 7:10:01 AM scott_rick  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-17/its-going-be-staggering-epstein-associates-prepare-worst-massive-document-dump …

7/18/2019 7:10:43 AM luluspeers1 In Oz  they came in  a thick red dust  from the center of Australia like a desert storm. Which is basically what they did to us here . What a conspiracy 

really looks like  for real

7/18/2019 7:11:17 AM keith369me Can you say COMPROMISED???  #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate  Get these compromised fools out of our government

7/18/2019 7:11:57 AM allahuniversal If a break is needed, take it, no need burnout in this. Many others have it covered #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/8mM2wAcP2H

7/18/2019 7:15:11 AM 313looper Wow! ThankQ For Sharing 🙏🏻💖✨

7/18/2019 7:16:10 AM primad57 All this testimony & finding them guilty but NOTHING has happened to make them accountable?? This is absolutely horrific what they have done & 

what these children have endured. Where is their justice? 😭😭😭

7/18/2019 7:17:37 AM rolandblasini ?Donde esta la EVIDENCIA? Pruebalo fotutero politiQuero - Basta ya de bla, bla bla - DALE Re-Tweet #ANGELROSAEMBUSTERO fotuto politiQuero

7/18/2019 7:18:10 AM rolandblasini ?Donde esta la EVIDENCIA? Pruebalo fotutero politiQuero - Basta ya de bla, bla bla - DALE Re-Tweet #ANGELROSAEMBUSTERO fotuto politiQuero

7/18/2019 7:18:41 AM pony_jo At last it is time to speak publicly letting the world know what Satan's rule has done. Q showed us over a year ago how to uncover these things on the 

internet.  Justice will come. " God wins ". Thankyou  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  for your tweets publishing this evil.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151850918377328646 …

7/18/2019 7:20:17 AM jvan125 I have heard that!! Thank you!!

7/18/2019 7:20:51 AM jvan125 🙏🏻 Thank you so much 💓✨

7/18/2019 7:23:17 AM tdchance1 Folks, u can't keep ur eyes closed any longer. This goes on..& has gone on for decades. Wake up

7/18/2019 7:23:37 AM ascendingadam 9th ⭕️

7/18/2019 7:23:40 AM starehope Unimaginable. Very difficult to read.

7/18/2019 7:24:11 AM movealongu  pic.twitter.com/1VsCDmW49S

7/18/2019 7:25:43 AM nan_ese  https://www.altereddimensions.net/2016/the-franklin-child-abuse-scandal-potential-boys-town-pedophile-cover-up-child-prostitution-ring …

7/18/2019 7:26:06 AM nan_ese  https://infogalactic.com/info/List_of_alleged_pedophilia_elites …

7/18/2019 7:26:30 AM nan_ese  http://www.salem-news.com/articles/december292012/boys-town-scandal-tk.php …

7/18/2019 7:28:13 AM starehope These people are seriously sick in the mind. They should not be allowed to reproduce.

7/18/2019 7:28:55 AM girlawakeinca  http://chrisspivey.org/the-queen-and-the-missing-kids/ …

7/18/2019 7:29:45 AM mommahood777 yeah...he's probably not fussy 

ok..now I'm just sick...these cucks have even screwed up the enjoyment of food...

they need to please hurry and walk these "people"

7/18/2019 7:33:24 AM cjptrsn And who is it that @realDonaldTrump will be spending his day with today???  Oh ya. The PM of The Netherlands. 

Boom💥

#qanon 

Thanks @SchedulePotus

7/18/2019 7:33:51 AM aprilbrown99 Bastard! He is in quite the pickle now, isnt he.

7/18/2019 7:34:43 AM kadath123 #UnsealEpstein

#IsaacKappy RIP 💎

Brackets and Jackets #EpsteinEdition

7/18/2019 7:34:45 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/5ZEosYW2ap

7/18/2019 7:35:23 AM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/7t4SqkPfJf

7/18/2019 7:36:37 AM kadath123 @MAGA_CareBear @Sharkbellykelly @martingeddes @Jesse_onya_m8 @bretttrimble

7/18/2019 7:36:39 AM inoreaducomment This is also the date on the photo Rachel Chandler posted of the security cameras Juan Epstein Island, July 19th 2013. What a coincidence 😏

7/18/2019 7:38:30 AM aprilbrown99 THAT is a yuuuge number.  And our amazing @POTUS still won. We love our president. ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/jTzf5ROFag

7/18/2019 7:39:51 AM rolandblasini ANGEL Rosa si TIENES evidencia de EXTORCION ?Pq NO lo es publico, AHORA? Encubres EXTORCION, eres parte del problema?  Que lo boten x DES-

Honestidad del Colegio - ya es tiempo acabar con la ESCORIA

7/18/2019 7:40:02 AM laurawashere099 Hunted naked with just shoes on.  The ones they catch are brutally raped and sometimes sacrificed.  Then put in cages in the dark.

7/18/2019 7:40:11 AM inoreaducomment July 19 is the Egyptian opet festival celebrating the marriage of Isis and Osiris http://www.wiccanfamilytemple.org/calendar/pagan-calendar-of-

observances/ …

7/18/2019 7:40:13 AM rolandblasini ANGEL Rosa si TIENES evidencia de EXTORCION ?Pq NO lo es publico, AHORA? Encubres EXTORCION, eres parte del problema?  Que lo boten x DES-

Honestidad del Colegio - ya es tiempo acabar con la ESCORIA



7/18/2019 7:41:07 AM quarkey17 @realDonaldTrump @RedPill78

@StopFraud4 @40_head @eaglelion7 @Education4Libs @LindseyGrahamSC @POTUS @FLOTUS @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @flynn_neill 

@GoJackFlynn

Does anyone know how to help this mother? 

 https://www.facebook.com/aVOICEforVAIL/ 

 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2351138421827137&id=1459888504285471 …

7/18/2019 7:42:58 AM grandmaup Lots happening behind the scenes.😉

7/18/2019 7:45:17 AM mwannahockalugi This is the worst of humanity and shows what can happen when there's no accountability.

7/18/2019 7:46:47 AM zeeinthemoment Makes you wonder where those scenes in Game of Thrones came from. 🤔🤢😡

7/18/2019 7:47:45 AM nicpace2 I wish this guy would fall off the planet already. His face is disturbing to me!!!

7/18/2019 7:48:46 AM serendipity6651 Good god!! 

We are coming for all of you! Time is up!

#WWG1WGA #MAGA #FACTSMATTER #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED #WeAreTheNewsNow #WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/MYVkhWKhXf

7/18/2019 7:51:28 AM richardhiatt16 Are we talking about A.L.I.C.E. Now?

7/18/2019 7:53:13 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Is Saturn the source of the technology that keeps IS-BEs locked in a reincarnation cycle on Earth?

The Sounds of Saturn - from Voyager

 https://youtu.be/qOA6vi-wM10 

ht @blsdbe

7/18/2019 7:56:01 AM maryschade14 When was it..2013 the hexagon formed on top..then another..

This gets deep.

7/18/2019 7:59:43 AM catvllvsverona Archon.

7/18/2019 7:59:48 AM rowdy0044 You’re seriously retweeting Russia Today?

7/18/2019 8:01:05 AM ascendingadam Black Sun? 

Closer to home. 

On the 🌙. 

Controlled Earthsphere extends to Van Allen Belt. pic.twitter.com/xwgrcTg010

7/18/2019 8:02:32 AM tsofiac Creep.

7/18/2019 8:04:08 AM dodiehorvath My God in Heaven, help us all especially the children of the world!

7/18/2019 8:08:07 AM rolandblasini Actividad/ evento conducido por "NEO-Macheteros"? 

//AMPLIACIÓN: El comisionado de la Policía, Henry Escalera, acaba de confirmar que se llevaron 4,000 municiones de distintos calibres.  

http://primerahora.com/noticias/polic …

7/18/2019 8:10:02 AM vintagesquirrel Connected? https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.scmp.com/news/world/europe/article/2149817/shock-dutch-queens-young-sister-found-dead-

suicide-home-buenos …

7/18/2019 8:11:44 AM rolandblasini Actividad/ evento conducido por "NEO-Macheteros"? 

//AMPLIACIÓN: El comisionado de la Policía, Henry Escalera, acaba de confirmar que se llevaron 4,000 municiones de distintos calibres.  

http://primerahora.com/noticias/polic …

7/18/2019 8:13:13 AM aspennmax64_l @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/TnlJ5BMrNF

7/18/2019 8:13:15 AM sman42088 hotdog meat is gross. drop it like a hot potato

7/18/2019 8:15:46 AM aspennmax64_l Little boys...

7/18/2019 8:16:30 AM burgersandra #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/18/2019 8:17:28 AM aleks8837 THIS IS OUTRAGEOUS!!! 13.000 views? Shut up! 😡

7/18/2019 8:18:13 AM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/bJArTyoGnA

7/18/2019 8:18:45 AM bevredwave2018 Where's the link?

7/18/2019 8:22:20 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinGate #ConvictEpstein

Remember, "#Epstein belonged to intelligence."

[THE DEEP STATE]

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QBaby #QAnon https://twitter.com/i/status/1151652649344704513 …

7/18/2019 8:24:22 AM natureinspace He's lucky he escaped.

7/18/2019 8:25:38 AM drson1968 Being irrelevant to the true success of our beloved country must hurt. Quit playing @MittRomney and get on board with

#WWG1WGA

#QDay #QAnonBaby #Boom #TrumpRally

#SheepNoMore

#WeAreAwake #WeAreQ

#GreatAwakening

#KAG2020

7/18/2019 8:25:54 AM _greenlion_ ..the harder they fall!

7/18/2019 8:30:42 AM lovesg_d The hardest thing for me to accept is the involvement of our military in SRA killings & child sex trafficking. My father was a Korean War Veteran, my 

brother, the National Guard. I have always had the utmost respect for the military. Thankfully, it has reformed & leading us now!

7/18/2019 8:33:11 AM grabsanon Does he not realize we all know about the pedo terms now!?? 😳😳😳

7/18/2019 8:33:22 AM keepthesleeve Nothing has happened because their protective power structures have been in place.  Godwilling, with Epstein and others being removed, their 

protections and immunity are being dismantled

7/18/2019 8:36:54 AM rolandblasini YulinRenuncia  #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia

#YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia

#YulinRenuncia #YulinRenuncia

7/18/2019 8:39:24 AM 1_decided_voter At the speed things are currently going, I have a hard time seeing how anyone will ever expect justice to be served. Seems like these people will have 

long been deceased and new elites (with all new atrocities) will have replaced them.

Any assurance or hope you can provide here?

7/18/2019 8:41:15 AM keepthesleeve "Deceased boys penises cut off"  A sacrifice of not only the child, but of the Generative Principle of Life.   A scaled-down version of this is ritualized 

when unconsenting circumcisions are performed on newborn boys, and older boys around the world. #Osiris

7/18/2019 8:42:53 AM opensenseme What in the hell?

7/18/2019 8:46:48 AM sommerfeldkitty It is said that the same happened with the British royals.

7/18/2019 8:49:49 AM curseca Is this what they did at Balmoral on holiday? Is that why Diana refused to return?

7/18/2019 8:53:25 AM allahuniversal Absolutely pic.twitter.com/avF9AkvHzZ

7/18/2019 8:53:43 AM speaakn Wow - that’s messed up and evil!



7/18/2019 8:55:04 AM jaycampbell333 It would be a large sacrifice that these Reptiles and their Demonic Masters would benefit from.

High conscious people dying is much better loosh for them.

7/18/2019 8:55:17 AM kathleen3693693 ??? pic.twitter.com/CNApurzDUj

7/18/2019 8:56:17 AM marilyn19556 The end is not for everyone.  I have seen enough, but others have no idea.

7/18/2019 8:56:49 AM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712 …

7/18/2019 9:00:03 AM allahuniversal #GreatAwakening 🐸🐸🐸 pic.twitter.com/Vw3d5wNZQ8

7/18/2019 9:01:10 AM chinupchubbly Enjoy yours at GITMO.👍

7/18/2019 9:01:13 AM texaswood1448 God help this world!🙏🙏🙏

7/18/2019 9:01:45 AM jenhoward09 That’s a tarp designed as a court to fool google maps

7/18/2019 9:02:40 AM applejahx12 Conspiracy 'nuts' right again #QArmy

7/18/2019 9:04:48 AM faded4soul @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 As I was looking for chemtrails in AZ today, there are none🙏but I did catch this, not sure if its my camera or a trick of light, but 

whatever it is, I did not see with my eyes, and wanted to share. Thoughts?  pic.twitter.com/reQ4mTFHeB

7/18/2019 9:06:07 AM jenhoward09 I’ve been out of work almost 3 years and you just spoke LEVELS on that

7/18/2019 9:07:42 AM jenhoward09 When my daughter was barely 3,she was telling me how she’s been with me my whole life. I asked her how, she tells me.. “I come from the hologram 

momma” wtf!!

7/18/2019 9:11:34 AM nuwsovdaworld We have a similar predicament! Hope you can find your way back in to the "real world" smoothly.

7/18/2019 9:12:37 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should we be worried?  https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/16/20697123/elon-musk-neuralink-brain-reading-thread-robot …

7/18/2019 9:13:17 AM anneolsen43 My conscious is high but I’m not storming Area 51

7/18/2019 9:15:13 AM leannemillervb I'm can't find but I'm pretty sure I read that one of the Cults had a plane that was offered for members to use for like 64,500.  Presumably loaded with 

whatever was requested.

7/18/2019 9:19:13 AM jenhoward09 I just got sick of struggling while watching my boss pull up in extravagant cars with all kinds of money lol it’s not right

7/18/2019 9:20:57 AM burgersandra #unsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Things have become so vexed in the Capitol -  Rev. Patrick Conroy, House of Reps' official chaplain & a Jesuit priest, prayed to "cast out all spirits of 

darkness" on the House floor Thurs morn during his opening prayer.

 https://www.businessinsider.com/house-chaplain-cast-out-all-spirits-of-darkness-out-congress-2019-7 …

7/18/2019 9:21:09 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOW💥💥💥💥💥
7/18/2019 9:21:18 AM q_sent_us369 When will Nibiru be announced.  Many of us know it's close

7/18/2019 9:21:26 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein NOW💥💥💥💥💥
7/18/2019 9:24:34 AM yesterdaysgal5 This is beyond sick.

One child harmed is one too many. All this demonic garbage with evil intent toward children should be locked up until God judges them.

7/18/2019 9:25:59 AM girlawakeinca No coincidences 💫👍

7/18/2019 9:26:41 AM d_nurnberg Why do you think so many companies have outsourced both IT & HR duties?

7/18/2019 9:27:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/18/jeffrey-epstein-bail-hearing-in-child-sex-traffic-case.html …

7/18/2019 9:27:50 AM roaminnoodle NO COINCIDENCE! Especially if you saw Q's recent posts!!! Twitter user "Q_ANONBABY"... Best movie ever!!! 😎🍿🍿🍿 

https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1151873411708272641 …

7/18/2019 9:28:12 AM michaelchasea No Bail! 🥳

7/18/2019 9:28:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1151884235457880066 …

7/18/2019 9:29:38 AM movealongu You should see the video. Something bad must’ve happened for him to climb down a makeshift rope naked.

7/18/2019 9:30:20 AM robert_c_jones I called him out being a shill a few days ago & got blocked...too many people falling for his scams pic.twitter.com/AEZiusqeDf

7/18/2019 9:31:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/XSFB7NzmEF

7/18/2019 9:31:27 AM jollyrob2 🤔 “AVRIL” connard?

7/18/2019 9:32:05 AM djlok NOTHING!!!

7/18/2019 9:32:20 AM matt_dodaro Panic in DC !!!

7/18/2019 9:32:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know, do you believe this?

#UnsealEpstein would never have happened without 45, Q, or YOU! https://twitter.com/funder/status/1151853872119504901 …

7/18/2019 9:32:38 AM cosmic_engineer Thank you for your service 💚

7/18/2019 9:33:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who are the loudest.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/andylassner/status/1151885682865922048 …

7/18/2019 9:33:28 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/18/2019 9:33:39 AM 6b1222t Oh I totally believe Trump partied with Epstein. And Trump was completely sober the whole time. Taking notes. For future reference. Like now. 😊

7/18/2019 9:34:02 AM djlok ...have the most to lose (and hide).

7/18/2019 9:34:26 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥

@realDonaldTrump #Q pic.twitter.com/m3MP83dhZ0
7/18/2019 9:34:51 AM kachinagtto @zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_THe_psyChonaut @MongrelGlory @jamesboyett @aprilbrown99

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 9:34:58 AM matt_dodaro #WWG1WGA



7/18/2019 9:34:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

Notice 18 USC 1591.

There are other statutes as well.

NXIVM -> JE -> JP -> AS -> ___ -> ___ -> ___

Big Year Ahead

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1151862811921911808 …

7/18/2019 9:35:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TrueFactsStated/status/1151878377567129600 …

7/18/2019 9:35:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1151892636346675200 …

7/18/2019 9:36:03 AM 3manxkats So tell me....if one of your friends is a secret pedo or kills someone, you are somehow responsible? I think not!

7/18/2019 9:36:24 AM jollyrob2 This’ll prove jack 💩

7/18/2019 9:36:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid. = #TrumpEpstein 

Never interrupt your enemy while they are destroying themselves.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/DrDenaGrayson/status/1151879732801282048 …

7/18/2019 9:36:41 AM sparkleloung Jacket-less Epstein

7/18/2019 9:37:39 AM torick2018 Big deal - BFD!!!

7/18/2019 9:37:43 AM aintgets Did Epstein attack trumps unknown daughter in order to harm trump and spy!!!! pic.twitter.com/smGcdtgIKV

7/18/2019 9:38:22 AM scott_rick Burn in H👁LL JE

7/18/2019 9:39:06 AM usss_211 Weak minded...

"The ones who scream the most... "

There truly is a shift in consciousness. 

The skys are bluer, people seem more at peace.

Amazing when you have a President who is backed by a great team...

7/18/2019 9:39:11 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/18/2019 9:39:21 AM mtwake This is getting fun to watch. Cant wait to the unseal docs to drop today, crossing my fingers

7/18/2019 9:39:39 AM patriot_for_usa Who is jp

7/18/2019 9:40:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic, the power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Use it to #UnsealEpstein! pic.twitter.com/l4jfiVeFYE

7/18/2019 9:41:12 AM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

7/18/2019 9:41:45 AM lovesamerica10 I also see 18😍😎👍

7/18/2019 9:41:46 AM agoodyear2015 Look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  posts today.  It is coming out.

7/18/2019 9:41:55 AM imwideawake2018  https://twitter.com/goodmedicine4us/status/1150614008954621953?s=09 …

7/18/2019 9:42:00 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for the great news @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & for all of your truths & tips to help us manifest in this Awakening. 💫🙏🌎❤️  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151893546426912769 … pic.twitter.com/hMUDfyLnJW

7/18/2019 9:42:02 AM tmg937 John Podesta?

7/18/2019 9:42:07 AM kachinagtto Majestic 💫💫💫

7/18/2019 9:42:13 AM dark2light2019 Smart throwing a picture with trump up bc you know it will get 33x the attention from TWITT3R algorithms.

7/18/2019 9:43:10 AM mindymaucelli JE looks like a “star stuck idiot” here, he clearly isn’t close to @POTUS (laughing because the dominoes fall)

7/18/2019 9:43:22 AM matrixexit #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 9:43:40 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/18/2019 9:44:41 AM ooomrslakeroooo #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 9:45:05 AM forgedinfreedom Epstein looks like Ben Stiller in something about Mary. 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/hB5EmbQwy3

7/18/2019 9:46:44 AM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

7/18/2019 9:46:54 AM scott_rick Doesn’t look good... I hope this is part of the plan

7/18/2019 9:47:13 AM hawkgirlinmn John Podesta

7/18/2019 9:47:16 AM tharvel20 No bail!!!

7/18/2019 9:47:36 AM 6b1222t That list is looonnnngg. 😊

7/18/2019 9:49:17 AM hawkgirlinmn So AS is a co-conspirator too.

7/18/2019 9:49:37 AM scott_rick Is it scheduled for today?

7/18/2019 9:49:52 AM shilo1949 Awesome pic!  Makes one wonder, right?

Here in Vegas, just a blessed gorgeous day with not a cloud or chemtrail in sight!

7/18/2019 9:50:04 AM turboxyde (Search Twitter using this format...) from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Marijuana Canabis THC

7/18/2019 9:51:07 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will will will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

7/18/2019 9:52:58 AM beatsbyblaine  pic.twitter.com/keXKxTzI3b

7/18/2019 9:53:01 AM at0mlcpunk It will get worse before it gets better. The deep state has had control for way too long. The loony left mob will continue to look for dirt.

7/18/2019 9:54:52 AM keith369me ...and the world knows who’s in charge now!!!#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 9:55:42 AM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 9:55:58 AM lbf777 What docs?

7/18/2019 9:56:27 AM lbf777 MSM thinks by pinning on Trump, they are hurting him but they are really exposing their own pedo cult who Epstein is a part of.

7/18/2019 9:56:34 AM keith369me Mr. Dworkin...are you one of the 4-6% that will never get it?   #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 9:56:42 AM michael81972 For sure,  In my mind DJT is the key,  I cannot think of 1 person that could have pulled this off with the constant attacks and threats...Gods annointed

7/18/2019 9:57:16 AM curt_avila Why would potus push the epstein case from the shadows if he were guilty? Use logic

7/18/2019 9:57:56 AM start313hichq #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥

@realDonaldTrump #Q pic.twitter.com/MkXEUdLHNg
7/18/2019 9:57:59 AM keith369me JP?   #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate



7/18/2019 9:59:01 AM andreakpadilla1 Holy crap!

7/18/2019 9:59:02 AM keith369me Someone needs a little Q in their life instead of Rachael Maddow

7/18/2019 10:00:04 AM state1union @potus #unsealepstein

7/18/2019 10:00:28 AM jvan125 Epstein is one odd looking person. His body language is bizarre given the circumstance, too. So gross. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/18/2019 10:00:37 AM keith369me Serious question...in what year did Epstein purchase his island?

7/18/2019 10:00:54 AM liberty_reigns_ @threadreaderapp please compile

7/18/2019 10:01:34 AM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

7/18/2019 10:01:59 AM jvan125 Skippy, aka John Podesta I believe.

7/18/2019 10:02:22 AM caleb_grabowski Lol untouchable?

7/18/2019 10:02:34 AM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/zSro2as5K9

7/18/2019 10:03:12 AM 256scott Half truth's and edited bullshit..

7/18/2019 10:03:45 AM keith369me This account is gaining 100K followers a day.  People that interacted with this account since last year are gaining followers without trying.

7/18/2019 10:04:03 AM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 10:04:35 AM keith369me Or maybe 99999 a day 😀

7/18/2019 10:06:24 AM keith369me Yep...I successfully removed thoughts of him from my brain, lol...no more... #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta 

#UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta

7/18/2019 10:06:25 AM anneolsen43 I think 98’

7/18/2019 10:07:30 AM anneolsen43  https://www.thecut.com/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-virgin-islands-little-st-james-house.html …

7/18/2019 10:08:54 AM keith369me ...and that video judging by the girl’s hair was probably 1985-1990.

7/18/2019 10:09:46 AM francoissmc Imagine their “think tanks”......

It must be extremely hard to dish up the next ridiculous distraction, let’s give [them] that!

7/18/2019 10:10:04 AM anneolsen43 Andy. Did he visit

7/18/2019 10:10:35 AM jvan125 Knowing Trump and how complex The Plan is, I’m going to guess even in 1992 things were being done to create a certain narrative. God bless that 

man. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/18/2019 10:11:12 AM jvan125 😂

7/18/2019 10:11:17 AM clarkd958 Brilliant news #WWG1WGA

7/18/2019 10:11:26 AM xiolamoon ~ July 22nd marks the 1 year Anniversary #IsaacKappy came out as a #Whistleblower 

Please Help Share these on Twitter along with his links, so they go viral in time, Thanks Guys! ~ #UnsealEpstein #BracketsAndJackets #IsaacKappy 

#DarktoLight

7/18/2019 10:11:57 AM vikeneeds2bike Can't tell whats the diff between fake & sensationalist news anymore; tho' this would explain "MUCH" amongst elitists.   Congrats if this (confusion) is 

your aim....Press/MSM.

7/18/2019 10:14:20 AM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

7/18/2019 10:15:04 AM mtwake  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-17/its-going-be-staggering-epstein-associates-prepare-worst-massive-document-dump …

7/18/2019 10:17:19 AM daveo6145 nicole junkerman

7/18/2019 10:18:02 AM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/JCofFXLkfO

7/18/2019 10:18:18 AM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/S3QBkwxYQX

7/18/2019 10:18:54 AM bdam777 Geoengerring began about 30 years ago? 

Change is in the air.

7/18/2019 10:20:48 AM sons_of_usa @ricardorossello va donde @realDonaldTrump , a mendigar a nombre nuestro y esos fondos se han quedados entre sus pares, así que ella es su 

cómplice de corrupción....

7/18/2019 10:22:29 AM elgatoweebee VER: http://elgatoweebee.wordpress.com/2019/07/18/a-la-c-i-a-nada-se-le-escapa/ …

7/18/2019 10:24:04 AM spiritinsideme4 No but the people who need to know the truth will think he was involved and won't help them see anything different there longer this keeps getting 

put out there.  You need something that shows them what is going on very soon or you may lose them ever being convinced

7/18/2019 10:25:38 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 10:28:20 AM rogermoore0017 No it proves that they joked and talked about adult women. This is before he knew what Epstein was all about. In no way does this video prove 

anything! Now Clinton on the other hand, has some splaining to do. pic.twitter.com/dnozpx11VU

7/18/2019 10:29:04 AM oeinicolette Blackouts ?

7/18/2019 10:30:21 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 10:31:08 AM rogermoore0017 If Epstein had them, that meant HRC & BHO had them. They either know it will sink them too and were scared of what would happen or just have 

NOTHING. I’ll tell you this.....NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING!!! #WWG1WGA

7/18/2019 10:31:33 AM helenjhall1 😂😂😂😂. Want some pizza too?

7/18/2019 10:31:43 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/rXPECRW7JU

7/18/2019 10:32:29 AM jrocktigers I absolutely believe it would never have happened without all of us making it so.

7/18/2019 10:34:12 AM plasticjesus6 how do we use these numbers  ?

7/18/2019 10:36:52 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Bna5k36I8h

7/18/2019 10:37:19 AM renee86743676 No Bail keep him in Jail

7/18/2019 10:39:01 AM jdltr450 How in the hell would a pedo satanist, child trafficker get bail???

7/18/2019 10:40:48 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/h9Rz2yEJew

7/18/2019 10:41:28 AM patriots5_5 He’s going to sell all those people out and super fast

7/18/2019 10:41:42 AM jrocktigers Seven miles. .. . . . . .

7/18/2019 10:42:56 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN to that.. We needed a NEW Majestic President ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/18/2019 10:43:56 AM magillzoe  pic.twitter.com/Jlf0Z65hnv

7/18/2019 10:44:39 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/kD0gcXjbK7

7/18/2019 10:46:12 AM patriots5_5 Was a guest at his resort. Of course Trump is going to talk to him. Also notice the lack of teenagers running around

7/18/2019 10:47:03 AM linnyt7 He also likes twinkies

7/18/2019 10:48:51 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏 And the crowd of Justice goes wild ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/18/2019 10:49:31 AM lindamamta More propaganda bs.  They were friends until Epstein harassed an employee and that friendship ended.

7/18/2019 10:51:39 AM dazeytoday They’re really digging deep. Keeps them busy. 😂

7/18/2019 10:52:23 AM chef_brandt89 Die parasites. Die.

7/18/2019 10:58:37 AM evakayfavia when asked do u respect women.  T -- not particularly.  interviewer -- u wanna clean that up?  T -- why?  im not a politician, I don't need to lie.  

while his answer was sad, I took note that he wasn't able to lie.  he admitted to being a womanizer & almost 30 yrs ago he was.

7/18/2019 10:58:40 AM archiebird4 What is the secret of the 3,6,9?!?  Dammit!? I see it but don’t know what It means

7/18/2019 10:59:54 AM cocopuffster12 “Assuming we are using the same channels”

7/18/2019 11:01:52 AM pitdogman And y’all thought when you seen this stuff in movies that, oh the writers have a vivid imagination.

Well they don’t because they had to of got the story somewhere 🤔



7/18/2019 11:02:25 AM evakayfavia also T nvr said he was a saint or tried to look that way. he was a guy who admitted he loves beautiful women.  that he partied and had fun w assholes 

like  Epstein.  but theres a diff btwn pedos and womanizers.  im a T supporter tho I also know he wasn't always like he is now.

7/18/2019 11:03:27 AM lightlove21121 We are ;)

7/18/2019 11:03:59 AM monroevegas Little pencil neck

7/18/2019 11:05:09 AM patriots5_5 Time to get Lizzy on the phone

7/18/2019 11:06:10 AM jrocktigers ..and Ibogaine addict..

7/18/2019 11:07:29 AM dr01d_er1s It's hard to argue with a suggestion that all Hollywood horror movies are based on real life events.

7/18/2019 11:07:50 AM evakayfavia whos paying for the truck, the driver, the sign?

7/18/2019 11:08:39 AM djlok Yeah- it sounds like @QueenofEngland_  shits babies.

7/18/2019 11:12:05 AM jenhoward09 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @cobrainfo1  How true is that? https://twitter.com/v_rags/status/1151911302182428674 …

7/18/2019 11:15:04 AM patriots5_5 Lizzy! How’s things? We gonna do some digging. Gotta run.

7/18/2019 11:21:30 AM sommerfeldkitty Several years later Trump kicked Epstein out of Maralago

for inappropriately approaching an underage girl.

He was also publically thanked by a victim for his assistance

with the first trial.  Lots of people know Epstein, that doesn’t

mean they are molesters.

7/18/2019 11:38:52 AM jennyjigsaw45 I hope I've got this figured out

A bit confused but I'll catch up 😂

7/18/2019 11:41:10 AM sommerfeldkitty I am so sick of this pic.  It is obviously photoshopped.

7/18/2019 11:43:16 AM sommerfeldkitty No.  The left is running full speed trying to implicate Trump.

I figured this would be coming.  As usual they are twisting 

and leaving out details that exonerate our great POTUS!

7/18/2019 11:45:06 AM sommerfeldkitty Evil, Lucifer’s work.

7/18/2019 11:45:32 AM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein

@Cordicon @love4thegameAK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

@LisaMei62 @prayingmedic

@FreeStateOJones @beer_parade

@lori_dee1

This 👀👇🏽👌🏽 https://twitter.com/lonegreyhat/status/1150505430424182786 …
7/18/2019 11:48:15 AM jaredrogers55 Excited for the dominos to fall.

7/18/2019 11:48:24 AM lbf777 Holy shit, so this is going public today?

7/18/2019 11:50:41 AM beer_parade Dayum!

7/18/2019 11:50:53 AM diaptera_80 Where is this place? And what's up with blue stripes?

7/18/2019 11:51:43 AM aruth85655013 PARK ZUCKERBUCK AND HIS VACATION TO LITTLE ST. JAMES ISLAND  https://youtu.be/fYvJ2_4gZRw  via @YouTube

@TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@realDonaldTrump

7/18/2019 11:54:50 AM 6b1222t With fine print. 😊

7/18/2019 11:55:27 AM roaminnoodle That's a great question!

It is similar to the #Epstein temple on Little Saint James (why doesn't anyone ask about Great Saint James?)

But, while I don't have the answer, & I am not saying THIS is the answer, I will leave you with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's tweet:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151134874180313089 …

7/18/2019 11:55:44 AM q4quebec Will #Canada and other #Commonwealth countries ever awaken enough to kick out the Royals, of will #monarchy just collapse soon enough?

7/18/2019 11:57:37 AM diaptera_80 Yes I saw that. So this is all about the war in Syria??? Somehow connected...

7/18/2019 11:59:53 AM jvan125 Wth is this?!? 🤨

7/18/2019 12:02:13 PM susan66388204 100%

7/18/2019 12:03:39 PM jaded_pearl Not the same but it's all about flooding your cells with oxygen. Ozone is just an extra molecule of oxygen attached dro the atom but you cannot breath 

it directly so have to find other ways to get it on the blood.  https://trulyheal.com/ozone/5-most-popular-ozone-home-treatments/ …

7/18/2019 12:03:47 PM susan66388204 Hope they don’t kill him in prison just yet.  We need names

7/18/2019 12:09:05 PM roaminnoodle Okay, quick dig... now I can tell you what it is! 😄

Hammam Yalbugha is a public bath in Aleppo, Syria.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/8ouLoIslKn

7/18/2019 12:09:33 PM mtwake Rumors, keeping an eye on it

7/18/2019 12:11:05 PM royalyid Epstein looks bored, the females are a little to old for his liking.

7/18/2019 12:12:53 PM roublisa Wow!

7/18/2019 12:13:40 PM roublisa #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 12:13:40 PM rolandblasini Jennifer Gonzales - esta tan desesperada que se copio una pagina de la Candidatura Luis NEGRON Lopez con sus Jibaros y todos sabemos como 

termino 

Que sigan los bilboards

7/18/2019 12:13:55 PM forgedinfreedom Tom McMillen 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/cecjdw/who_is_the_really_tall_guy_that_came_with_epstein/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_so

urce=share …

7/18/2019 12:14:43 PM bronsonfraser Funny how the left is coming out with this idea that Trump was his friend. If Trump was guilty, would he even want to go after this guy and end up in 

trouble too?? Hell no! Ridiculous!

7/18/2019 12:14:58 PM roublisa #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate 

#UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 12:15:28 PM forgedinfreedom  pic.twitter.com/YIS6xPbaic

7/18/2019 12:18:45 PM roaminnoodle But if I had to guess, with Q mentioning "symbolism will be their downfall" again, is that this bath house is related to #EpsteinIsland temple. Sex 

trafficking? Child trafficking? Perhaps complete with underground tunnels, too? Just my guess...

7/18/2019 12:20:29 PM _telephonic_  pic.twitter.com/Td5xcZY17j

7/18/2019 12:23:04 PM trureporting He has ketchup on a hot dog...

And no mustard...

He’s isnt human, trust me!



7/18/2019 12:23:57 PM lorieca67239276 Right? Oh my goodness. Q is so correct when said “these people are stupid”!

7/18/2019 12:24:29 PM pragmatic_texan 😂👍. So he’s not a human milquetoast but an alien milquetoast! Whatever race he represents should be ashamed.  👊🤣

7/18/2019 12:28:15 PM garypre62441595 Yes they are...

7/18/2019 12:30:10 PM charmanda9 All ways imaginable!

7/18/2019 12:37:16 PM magabeliever20 Skull and Bones

7/18/2019 12:41:26 PM jamesg64497583 He loves Hot Dogs alright? He’ll eat whatever it takes to win him an election. His favorite hot dogs have a sac attached. He can’t swallow those fast 

enough? Just ask Kamala and Pete for starters...

7/18/2019 12:42:33 PM italianmom555 Keep your friends close but your enemies closer. The Golden Rule

7/18/2019 12:43:46 PM magabeliever20 They are more stupid that I previously understood.

7/18/2019 12:43:49 PM luluspeers1 This creep isn't human.  Why isn't he given any human rights when he sacrificed so many innocents?

7/18/2019 12:44:19 PM threadreaderapp Saluti you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel 

is being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

7/18/2019 12:48:57 PM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

230.7 = 2+ 3 + 0 + 7 = 12 = 1 + 2 = 3 pic.twitter.com/6lxoBK6k3Q

7/18/2019 12:49:30 PM grammiesquilt 😱

7/18/2019 12:49:58 PM realinformative Mustard is king

7/18/2019 12:51:20 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1151925780726726656 …

7/18/2019 12:57:23 PM zooodrew The hidden puppeteers can only be seen with the 3rd eye

7/18/2019 12:59:27 PM cyberaider4 Him and barry love hotdogs dont they..

7/18/2019 1:03:02 PM embosteve Normal if youre five

7/18/2019 1:03:19 PM mynardpamela What is ATP?

7/18/2019 1:07:29 PM lyrah_s Lol yeah everyone knows its mustard, onions and dill relish with sourcraut (sorry spelling?).

7/18/2019 1:20:33 PM wildcardbrett so true!

7/18/2019 1:21:54 PM sterkinglights1 Seemed different today. More organic.

7/18/2019 1:26:47 PM dbroncfanzz You like big wieners lmao!!

7/18/2019 1:28:02 PM dbroncfanzz No he’s not.

7/18/2019 1:36:33 PM xusaf_patriot I hope they throw away the fscking key...

7/18/2019 1:36:37 PM y0_y0 Another "Not going to age well" tweet.

7/18/2019 1:37:12 PM pitdogman 🤣🤣🤣🤣 nope

7/18/2019 1:49:36 PM lynneuher I wish I could call this crazy, but after reading the autobiography, Trance Formation Of America and also watching testimony from some survivors, I 

believe this is most likely 100% accurate.

7/18/2019 1:56:30 PM jimmy95877382  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ud3nMv44SjA …

7/18/2019 1:56:41 PM mm47821446 Yes they did 😢

7/18/2019 1:59:04 PM cshsold1  pic.twitter.com/8bWbU4A0Be

7/18/2019 1:59:29 PM cshsold1  pic.twitter.com/dLSuNv52ZB

7/18/2019 1:59:46 PM cshsold1  pic.twitter.com/ME8ErXoVbI

7/18/2019 2:17:58 PM openexplo Lately, the account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did quite some teachings on that particular subject.

We are exploring, therefore we should look at every point of view to better dig the case.

How does this resonates to you within ?

#whatif #openexplo #myracle https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034975766436634630?s=19 …

7/18/2019 2:18:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with past drops. pic.twitter.com/JiMDIZt6jT

7/18/2019 2:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with this diagram. pic.twitter.com/qMTk6hnarT

7/18/2019 2:18:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 If #UnsealEpstein's island is a DUMB, what is in Syria's temple underground?

7/18/2019 2:20:00 PM toffer_anon_369 Now that the white hats have control of the water and the chemtrails, can we stop taking selenium, charcoal, etc.?

7/18/2019 2:20:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 For new Anons who are joining us. 

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034975766436634630 …

7/18/2019 2:21:28 PM lynneuher hotdogs?

7/18/2019 2:22:00 PM rosesrred0119 Ya know I'm not a newbie but damn you never explained it to me like that lol. Normies get it all lol.

7/18/2019 2:22:26 PM rosesrred0119 Djt jr.. or JFK jr..

7/18/2019 2:22:30 PM apex_starseed @realDonaldTrump was hand picked for this exact moment in history..There are no coincidences..#QAnon

7/18/2019 2:23:11 PM ragevirusqq same grotesque shit

7/18/2019 2:24:51 PM zurawelcarter Do you have any books that you recommend on this topic?

7/18/2019 2:25:15 PM chickenswoupmix  pic.twitter.com/v3jhEEdK2c

7/18/2019 2:25:40 PM chickenswoupmix  pic.twitter.com/VJLOn3o35p

7/18/2019 2:26:30 PM chickenswoupmix  pic.twitter.com/7tp3QaIrxs

7/18/2019 2:29:15 PM freestateojones Holding cells.

Similar as epsteins.

Maybe a gate or two.

7/18/2019 2:29:23 PM bereantype TEACH!

7/18/2019 2:30:49 PM freestateojones Clever. pic.twitter.com/srudtO8QjH

7/18/2019 2:31:44 PM cshsold1 RT #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/wdVqT3lVFt

7/18/2019 2:32:50 PM soopsje Was he on Barry's party in the WH?

7/18/2019 2:33:47 PM maryschade14 Thousands of years of sacrifice..and probably other 'things' use imagination the ruling elite are hiding.. Nephillum Giants..The Arch of Ba'al also began 

here..toured 'The World' ITs' kingdom..

7/18/2019 2:34:41 PM phatblobby Water too shallow for a submarine? According to Google Earth anyway.

7/18/2019 2:35:19 PM catpowernow Inter dimensional Portal / Star Gate/ Intersection  of multiple dimensions?

7/18/2019 2:37:21 PM grapejelly007  pic.twitter.com/UkaAih0bkj

7/18/2019 2:38:21 PM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Cernovich/status/1151928568856756224 …

7/18/2019 2:40:46 PM allahuniversal Kek🐸😂

7/18/2019 2:40:49 PM dylanbr81445070 This is gold right here. i commend your work thanks for all you do

7/18/2019 2:41:02 PM lovethebeach999 Where are the contractors that built this ?

7/18/2019 2:42:19 PM melanieanders7 Stasis chambers too?

7/18/2019 2:42:33 PM rachelriot1 ...ask yourself that one slowly again...

7/18/2019 2:42:56 PM zurawelcarter Beauty thank you

7/18/2019 2:44:16 PM dylanbr81445070 What are those coordinates to in China looks like the desert  with a lake ?

7/18/2019 2:44:43 PM rwhampton Holy Moses! And why isn’t this the biggest story going?

7/18/2019 2:44:50 PM catpowernow Built to withstand a Global cataclysm and provide refuge for the elite and their minions. Other uses include transporting children for sex and sacrifice 

and experimentation. Part of a DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASE worldwide network. Some are Privately Owned.

7/18/2019 2:48:59 PM dark2light2019 Good questions! We will find out!



7/18/2019 2:49:04 PM jimtaylorsays 🎶WE are SPIRITS🎶

🎶In a material WORLD🎶 pic.twitter.com/YmOYkY4eCx

7/18/2019 2:51:46 PM wacob_jehrli yessir pic.twitter.com/t5oZlWiLlC

7/18/2019 2:53:16 PM wearediamonds2 I know a gal who is Dutch and claims to be related to Beatrix. I can tell she is def under some serious Mind Control and has been a victim of serious 

sex/abuse issues.She is also a prodigy of the arts.

7/18/2019 2:53:34 PM wild8heart A quick lesson. 

Any way possible. 

Truth is within. 

Be your Self. 

You have all the power within. 

Use power of:

3, 6, 9

7/18/2019 2:53:38 PM kseven110 Is this why the dome was removed from the temple? Did if act as some type of conduit to the Syrian temple?

7/18/2019 2:53:41 PM wacob_jehrli IS-BE explained pic.twitter.com/M3Qu9MqYWo

7/18/2019 2:53:55 PM dark2light2019 This is more than pedophilia. With the number of prominent scientists that visited...this will be human experimentation like mengele

7/18/2019 2:55:14 PM wild8heart To be honest

It’s pretty hilarious. 

Any combination of 

3, 6, 9

Will unlock power. 

Power is within. 

Truth is within. 

We the people.
7/18/2019 2:57:37 PM sterkinglights1 Ancient evil object of worship.

7/18/2019 2:57:43 PM wild8heart Any possible combination. 

Words, thoughts, actions. 

Watch what happens. 

Use your power. 

You are infinite. 

You are keystone. 

We The People. pic.twitter.com/SDXYxzOV2y

7/18/2019 2:59:22 PM aprilbrown99 You can search for anything you would like to learn here. 👇👇👇

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

7/18/2019 3:00:08 PM roaminnoodle Just got gas... and witnessed the power of 3 6 and 9:

4.011 Gallons (4+1+1 = 6)

$2.439 per gallon (2+4+3+9 = 18 = 1+9 = 9)

$9.78 Total (9+7+8 = 24 = 2+4 = 6)

The odometer was 129.0 Miles! (1+2+9 = 12 = 1+2 = 3)

Divide Miles by Gallons and get 32.1MPG (3+2+1 = 6)

Let's go!!! pic.twitter.com/6H526CeMnz
7/18/2019 3:02:02 PM orthogonalron Epstein Island near Bermuda Triangle (or at least where we were told it is) 

There were too many scientists involved with Epstein for this to be just about pedophilia. Stargates, off world slave colonies, dimensional travel, both 

linked through dome-comms

7/18/2019 3:02:25 PM jrocktigers Stargate.

7/18/2019 3:03:17 PM plasticjesus6 thx but that didnt help.... can you give me an example of how you use these numbers?

7/18/2019 3:04:04 PM kseven110 It (ugh). I am reading that in 2016 in Aleppo they went door to door trying to kill everyone in the town. Most victims were  burnt. In the Old 

Testament/Molech worship burnt sacrifices were preferred to please gods and summon spirits. They must be feeding some evil there.

7/18/2019 3:04:27 PM lightseeker2012 And how about Haiti and the DR?

7/18/2019 3:04:53 PM jayrambin So help us understand it?

7/18/2019 3:06:14 PM lightseeker2012 Esptein is interested in transhumanism and has financed AI research/Ben Goertzel's work.

7/18/2019 3:06:21 PM wearediamonds2 I first saw the pics and news of the kids in Syria in 2013. I wept. I worked at a church back then and did not understand HOW this was not being highly 

discussed, prayed about...how could we be saying and doing NOTHING!!!!And OBAMA said/did NOTHING!!!😡😡😡😡

7/18/2019 3:07:06 PM sterkinglights1 Or Seria?

7/18/2019 3:08:55 PM mommahood777 hahaha

and the people posting are all so happy...thanking God...relieved there's "finally" something...

hahaha

wasn't even worth trolling any of them....

kinda feel bad *sniff* they're going to *sniff* cry and be disappointed AGAIN

hahahaha

THEN comes the PAIN

I'll be nice...then pic.twitter.com/U1S5IMRTkD
7/18/2019 3:09:28 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/dlUkoJd8G0

7/18/2019 3:10:05 PM edward_fikes How do you stand on 23? This number consumes me.

7/18/2019 3:13:08 PM lightseeker2012 6 = Biological Entity = AI/Clone?

7/18/2019 3:14:10 PM cue2_c99 Topsy

7/18/2019 3:14:12 PM jackklemeyer Yut yo

7/18/2019 3:14:17 PM lightseeker2012 (minus 3/Mind) 

Without 3/mind, 6/body/AI clone can never attain 9?

7/18/2019 3:14:31 PM gluefactoryltd Source? The only source on this come from trump himself as far as I can tell. He’s hiding something. Please convince me otherwise.

7/18/2019 3:14:42 PM zurawelcarter Thank you!

7/18/2019 3:15:12 PM reelect20 👇Check out This👇Retw.💥

 http://teespring.com/en-GB/get-there-are-no-other-rights …

7/18/2019 3:16:55 PM cue2_c99 Where did Tesla get his knowledge? Handed down or documents left, or was it just a discovery by a genius??

7/18/2019 3:18:31 PM dark2light9 It’s already being called “The interview”, May be closer than you think.



7/18/2019 3:19:12 PM marimacint Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will will will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

7/18/2019 3:19:37 PM marimacint Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt politicial establishment with a new Government controlled 

bysroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEO […]" #UnsealEpstein #QAnon 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1150952666081759232.html …

7/18/2019 3:19:59 PM reelect20 👇Check out This👇Retw.💥 http://teespring.com/en-GB/get-there-are-no-other-rights …

7/18/2019 3:22:12 PM mongrelglory Sorry! Adenosine triphosphate.  It's the energy molecule that our muscles use for all their activities. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adenosine_triphosphate …

7/18/2019 3:22:31 PM andyr1112 @ the very bottom of tht temple for eternity. That's what smart bad people do

7/18/2019 3:23:30 PM kimmitt_tom 7/20

7/18/2019 3:23:54 PM sterkinglights1 So in the above comment I hit like. Brought to 3. 1 comment + 2 retweet=3 3+3=6.  Or 60%bat 6:17 6+6=12/17 hope helps. pic.twitter.com/euJsvO9hU6

7/18/2019 3:24:07 PM homeofthetitans Stargate?

7/18/2019 3:26:53 PM freestateojones You tell me.

7/18/2019 3:27:42 PM moonbaby04371 #UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

#UNSEALEPSTEIN #CONVICTEPSTEINSTIES

7/18/2019 3:29:14 PM susan66388204 I read it twice.  So much info.  So much changed in my life beliefs

7/18/2019 3:33:39 PM jerrybear007 What kind of hot-dogs are you talking about? Sicko

7/18/2019 3:37:52 PM keith369me Stargate Dumb?

7/18/2019 3:41:51 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/ycy9UQ32qR

7/18/2019 3:43:16 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073295728569663489 …

reread old tweets.  search:  3 6 and 9

7/18/2019 3:44:19 PM n7guardiananon Search: ISBE

Search IS-BE

7/18/2019 3:45:32 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098637035139747840?s=19 …

7/18/2019 3:49:05 PM jayrambin I have read some of that. Seemed vague. Maybe I’m not ready or something.  Others said to do things in 3s 6s and 9s. Yes. Ok I’m doing more of that, 

clocks, timers, codes, etc.

7/18/2019 3:49:55 PM jayrambin I’ll read it again though and make more specific questions. Thx Brian.

7/18/2019 3:50:50 PM keith369me For new Anons just joining...many of us would love to help fill in any of the blanks you may have...just ask...the only dumb question is the one you 

don’t ask!!!

7/18/2019 3:50:59 PM stevens_xrp Thx for the info.

7/18/2019 3:52:37 PM iamyou132 3rd times the charm

7/18/2019 3:54:39 PM chef_brandt89 Buried human history. ISIS was all about the deep state destroying the evidence of the fallen global civilization of peace and prosperity.

7/18/2019 3:56:28 PM realityloominng Gotta love 'Paint'

7/18/2019 3:57:39 PM n7guardiananon not an endorsement for TM https://youtu.be/z2UHLMVr4vg 

7/18/2019 3:57:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7258023/Jeffrey-Epsteins-pilot-poses-80M-fleet-planes-new-pics-Lolita-jet-emerge.html …

7/18/2019 3:59:09 PM kathleen3693693 Or, was Tesla really from Venus as some suggest, in the like manner of Valiant Thor?

??? Jury is still out for me on this one...

7/18/2019 4:07:06 PM kathleen3693693 Dropping a bread trail for folks to follow, research, and discover for one's self. If you really want to know--and be sure you really do--because there is 

no unseeing WTF is going on. 

One has the choice, to use free will, and do the sleuthing.

7/18/2019 4:07:37 PM iluvkayakingtoo That's more obvious. pic.twitter.com/cRRpBeRZr3

7/18/2019 4:08:43 PM keith369me Bet he has a lot of stories to tell...hope he’s talking,  #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 4:09:30 PM linnyt7 Ancient object of worship...

7/18/2019 4:11:14 PM iluvkayakingtoo The Guardians of the Pedophiles.

7/18/2019 4:13:01 PM richard07759712 Yes, that’s a nice number Power of 3 6 9      72=9 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/18/2019 4:13:20 PM nata_borrero_ Me pregunto cuanta de esa gente 1. Vive en PR 2. Son adultos 3. Votaron por Rossello y 4. Son ciudadanos VOTANTES. Veo mucha muchachería (como 

que es verano y están sin escuela).

7/18/2019 4:13:42 PM burgersandra What is the basis for your statements?  Reminds me of a story connected to Phil Schneider.

7/18/2019 4:14:22 PM nata_borrero_ Vivimos en una democracia y la salida de Rossello no puede ser a base de protestas porque crearía un precedente horrible.

7/18/2019 4:15:59 PM antarantanka Lotta bones

7/18/2019 4:17:49 PM plasticjesus6 So u can't even explain what these numbers do either.. ok thx lol

7/18/2019 4:18:50 PM aintgets Yes, unseal Epstein!!! pic.twitter.com/ytVqlPQ2Hh

7/18/2019 4:18:50 PM nschlange They are both parties, but that doesn't mean it doesn't involve politics. They've been running the world all the while raping babies, casting spells and 

blackmailing everyone they possibly can. Hollywood also. Anyone w/power & or a ton of money, until POTUS

7/18/2019 4:20:52 PM homeofthetitans I just read of the gates under Aleppo.

7/18/2019 4:21:24 PM dikadi27 Qué precedente estimada dama? Que un pueblo tenga autodeterminación? Que el gobierno deba respetar la voluntad de un pueblo? A mi me parece 

muy bien.

7/18/2019 4:22:22 PM iknow04042015 Not enough space to try and explain but this is how I try to understand. pic.twitter.com/RtImEQZ9hn

7/18/2019 4:23:11 PM covertress ☠️ ☠️ ☠️ ??? pic.twitter.com/AAjd2knpWk

7/18/2019 4:24:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/879CkfomTu

7/18/2019 4:25:24 PM hitbyawormhole Well... that question just opened up a new mind wormhole...

7/18/2019 4:25:29 PM freestateojones Source?

7/18/2019 4:25:51 PM _the_psychonaut Crimes Against Humanity!

7/18/2019 4:26:08 PM matchnumbers67 Just wondering if it’s possible that Paul Bonacci and Ricky Dearman are one and the same please?

7/18/2019 4:26:30 PM grumpyallday I think you're on to something

7/18/2019 4:26:51 PM janetsh37392555 Truth hurts.

7/18/2019 4:27:24 PM david00997884 Sacra_ gate

7/18/2019 4:29:39 PM juanmoczo Exacto. Hay un procedimiento para sacarlo y funcionará porque Rosselló perdió apoyo político dentro de su propia colectividad.

7/18/2019 4:33:56 PM nata_borrero_ Precedente de que un gobernador renuncie o salga de su puesto por protestas. En una democracia se siguen las leyes y los procesos, no estamos en 

una dictadura. La voz del pueblo está en su voto.

7/18/2019 4:34:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/jaketapper/status/1151824768955559936 …



7/18/2019 4:35:54 PM marimacint Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Our movement is about replacing a failed and corrupt politicial establishment with a new Government controlled 

bysroads in the history of our civilization that will determine whether or not WE THE PEO […]" #UnsealEpstein #QAnon 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1150952666081759232.html …

7/18/2019 4:36:18 PM juanmoczo Sería muy peligroso si no se sigue un proceso ordenado porque cualquier otro gobernador puede ser víctima de la indignación instantánea que obvia el 

debido proceso de ley.

7/18/2019 4:36:37 PM recordkeeper57 This man needs to be arrested too, he aided and abetted the numerous crimes over many years.

7/18/2019 4:36:42 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 4:37:29 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 4:38:46 PM apratts El proceso ordenado y las protestas están protegidas por la constitución. Es la primera vez que sucede en la isla, pero acá en Estados Unidos a sucedido 

8 o 9 veces.

7/18/2019 4:39:33 PM keith369me [HRC] #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

7/18/2019 4:40:41 PM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thread

7/18/2019 4:40:44 PM dikadi27 Difiero de su opinión, creo que la historia también. Los derechos que nos permiten tener este diálogo fueron logrados con sublevación. La democracia, 

el fin de la esclavitud, el voto de la mujer...en fin, tiene asignación.

7/18/2019 4:40:58 PM jennife42469481 I have heard that to be true but I don’t have anything to support that. Makes sense know what we know.

7/18/2019 4:42:05 PM starehope Same here! Just wondering how high up in the military.

7/18/2019 4:42:08 PM lovesg_d They never associate Bill Clinton or Hillary with Epstein. All we see is BS about how POTUS & Epstein were good friends! It’s getting pathetic, the hatred 

for @realDonaldTrump! How long will this go on? I trust the Plan, but there are a lot of ways this could go South in a hurry!

7/18/2019 4:42:15 PM dikadi27 Difiero de su opinión, creo que la historia también. Los derechos que nos permiten tener este diálogo fueron logrados con sublevación. La democracia, 

el fin de la esclavitud, el voto de la mujer...en fin, tiene asignación.

7/18/2019 4:43:49 PM apex_starseed All puppets and people involved will talk.."No one gets a Pass" 45 and white hats have it all..#TrustThePlan

7/18/2019 4:44:52 PM chef_brandt89 I know I am. Look into mud floods, orphan trains and most notably Tartaria. YouTuber Jon Levi has a lot of great vids dealing with the US.

7/18/2019 4:45:23 PM mindymaucelli Not anymore, hopefully it’s being neutralized.

7/18/2019 4:47:31 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/18/2019 4:48:46 PM mommahood777 thank you!

can almost say, "I've now got a meme for that!"

7/18/2019 4:49:57 PM myladysolina Evergreen is the SS name for Hilary

7/18/2019 4:55:36 PM father_mayhem I know the "Lost Cat" follow up post was something of a non-sequitur. It just cracks me up, so I took the opportunity to share it. 

Cheers, y'all!

7/18/2019 4:56:22 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1151929259809824768?s=19 …

and this... pic.twitter.com/Hb3fY18w47

7/18/2019 4:56:37 PM apratts Aquí tienen la lista y de que se les acusó. https://www.thoughtco.com/impeached-governors-in-the-united-states-3367883 …

7/18/2019 4:58:04 PM antarantanka Crazy shape for a tennis court huh? 🎾

7/18/2019 4:59:03 PM dikadi27 Y como los boricuas estamos en todas ya mismo les enviamos otro pa’ la lista. #RickyDictador

7/18/2019 4:59:40 PM antarantanka The illusion is there is a republic when it’s been a corporation since 1871

7/18/2019 5:00:39 PM gubalin684 Excelente

7/18/2019 5:02:14 PM mindymaucelli Time IS an illusion and so is money.

7/18/2019 5:02:59 PM nata_borrero_ No es lo mismo protestar por los derechos a la democracia, el fin de la esclavitud, etc... que remover a un gobernador que no ha cometido un delito 

(hasta ahora) de la posición que ganó atravez del voto de sus constituyentes.

7/18/2019 5:04:28 PM juanmoczo Lo peor es que en otro caso se pudiesen hasta inventar un chat y con eso empieza otro linchamiento

7/18/2019 5:06:18 PM nata_borrero_ Añado que en la historia de USA los 8 gobernadores que fueron removidos de su cargo fueron removidos porque cometieron delitos, casi todos por 

robo y con el proceso debido.

7/18/2019 5:07:53 PM grumpyallday Just saw a post about the temple and that it was the Muslims Temple waiting for Jesus return. Sounds strange they would be waiting for Jesus. So 

much has been hidden from humanity in order to create hate and violence when it could've all been peaceful. I'll check out the vids

7/18/2019 5:08:02 PM tickets_sold So are we ready to address the general acceptance of satanism in modern culture? NOT COOL

7/18/2019 5:08:32 PM dikadi27  pic.twitter.com/YGqeWAfU97

7/18/2019 5:09:25 PM apratts Lamentablemente no estamos de acuerdo en eso. Aquí en Estados Unidos remueven políticos por mucho menos de lo que a sucedido en ese chat. El 

que no vea violaciones en ese chat, es una persona ingenua.

7/18/2019 5:09:31 PM burgersandra Not sure of the connection yet but this post is related to Evergreen from Q post #1279. 

https://twitter.com/Truthseeker805/status/989911992780537856 …

7/18/2019 5:09:51 PM apratts El mismo admito el chat.

7/18/2019 5:10:36 PM apratts  pic.twitter.com/PhQ6tUaTKc

7/18/2019 5:11:11 PM dikadi27 Estimada dama, admiro su capacidad de resistencia. El síndrome de la mujer maltratada es real y existe ayuda. Hice lo que pude por usted y con usted 

me rindo, pero con mi isla no. Buenas noches 🇵🇷

7/18/2019 5:11:17 PM nata_borrero_ Esta situación hay que tomarla con precaución usando el cerebro y no las emociones porque tenemos gente usando esta situación a su favor. 

Creo que no existe nadie en este mundo que no tenga un mensaje de texto/chat con algo fuera de lugar/inapropiado.

7/18/2019 5:12:06 PM soluslupusnews Prefiero bloquearla. Nada racional se puede discutir con ella. Otra fotuta por lo que parece.

7/18/2019 5:12:46 PM apratts El problema es que los políticos de la isla no tienen las agallas para comenzar el proceso. Esa es la gran diferencia entre la política americana y la 

política de la isla.

7/18/2019 5:13:01 PM chef_brandt89 This reality/dimension was invaded from the outside and infected by a conciousness parasite, maybe as recently as ~400 years ago. Everything we have 

been taught seems to mostly be a loose fabrication to create a false narrative using real pieces of out history but out of order.

7/18/2019 5:14:04 PM nancyddb MJ12, if there are tunnels under ground that are connected around the world, it seems this is bigger than human pedophilia?

7/18/2019 5:14:52 PM chef_brandt89 Real events are used because we have genetic memory of them happening, but as time is not linear as we perceive it we cant really remember when 

anything happened exactly. Ultra head fuck mind games. 🙃

7/18/2019 5:15:27 PM juanmoczo Considera que en un futuro, la oposición política de cualquier candidato le fabricase una narrativa que prácticamente anulase el desempeño del político 

solo tratando de aclarar. Por esa razón esta situación presente nos permite revisar detenidamente la situación y aclarar dudas.

7/18/2019 5:16:58 PM mrd_s_anderson Prince Andrew sex with alleged sex slave of

Epstein

#UnsealEpstein

#RoyalScandal

7/18/2019 5:17:13 PM nancyddb Wow. I want to know.

7/18/2019 5:17:27 PM djlok Yeah welcome, everyone!!!  This is one of the Best accounts on Twitter!!!  

@NSA_QIL2 and @realDonaldTrump are really cool too!!!

#UnsealEpstein #TheGreatAwakening #Majestic pic.twitter.com/bzeXa2wcQY



7/18/2019 5:17:36 PM apratts Cuando eres un servidor público, te aplican reglas de ética que a la mayoría de la gente no le aplican. Se supone que te comportes a un nivel más alto. 

Como dice el americano, “There are no Secrets, Only information you don't yet have...”

7/18/2019 5:18:31 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1151874063259832321?s=19 …

7/18/2019 5:19:08 PM cue2_c99 Totally forgot about that one, awesome!

7/18/2019 5:19:29 PM miked14176254 Tram tunnel?

Found this too.. interesting..

Related?

 https://en.zamanalwsl.net/news/article/45233/ … pic.twitter.com/XC8tsLrX3b

7/18/2019 5:20:21 PM my2sonznme I wish I understood but sadly I do not.

7/18/2019 5:20:27 PM sommerfeldkitty Things are about to explode with indictments maybe that

is what he is covering up.

7/18/2019 5:20:32 PM andrewrprofaci Very interesting @jaketapper

7/18/2019 5:21:47 PM nata_borrero_ Como dije (hasta ahora), si este es el caso pues que lo arresten como a los demás pero hasta ahora NO está acusado de nada.

7/18/2019 5:23:27 PM apratts Agreed

7/18/2019 5:23:27 PM juanmoczo ¿Será verdad esto? pic.twitter.com/k5aiRhcC8p

7/18/2019 5:24:11 PM mjo7979 Is Clinton taking the pic?

7/18/2019 5:25:09 PM andrewrprofaci Suggested reading material MJ-12?

7/18/2019 5:25:12 PM nata_borrero_ No es resistencia, es deseo de que las cosas se hagan en ley y orden, punto! No tengo ningún síndrome pero no soy hipócrita como mucha gente que 

apuntan el dedo como si fueran santos.

7/18/2019 5:26:00 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129786293087592449?s=19 …

7/18/2019 5:27:35 PM 12bravogran 🙏🇺🇸👊🦅 pic.twitter.com/nhb4UfThe4

7/18/2019 5:27:36 PM nata_borrero_ Las leyes en PR se llevan muy diferentes a la de los estados. Aunque en todos lados está el síndrome del panismo y la conveniencia.

7/18/2019 5:27:36 PM andrewrprofaci “Chasing the fire from within the shadows.” That’s yummy.

7/18/2019 5:29:05 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes.

7/18/2019 5:29:38 PM nschlange I don't know how you use those numbers to make a difference? I just don't get it. I don't understand how those numbers come into our lives and affect 

them?

7/18/2019 5:29:49 PM juanmoczo Son poca vergüenzas criollas porque a la larga los que salimos perdiendo somos los que no podemos controlar el proceso porque no tenemos los 

contactos.

7/18/2019 5:29:57 PM lbf777 He took a pic with Kellyanne Conway too.

7/18/2019 5:29:58 PM jared4liberty His favorite Italian food is pizza too 👀.. probably

7/18/2019 5:30:42 PM nata_borrero_ Por eso es importante que lo que suceda sea usando los protocolos correctos.

7/18/2019 5:31:36 PM grumpyallday Agreed

7/18/2019 5:33:49 PM libertyspring99 I cannot believe we have got to a point where the most obvious answer is an interdimensional Stargate.  What a timeline!

7/18/2019 5:33:49 PM apratts I can’t find anything on that.

7/18/2019 5:34:23 PM freestateojones Quality Marine Identified.

7/18/2019 5:34:24 PM juanmoczo A parte que para cualquier futuro gobernador le aplique la lección que puede salir botao, con el debido proceso de ley impulsado por la indignación de 

los votantes.

7/18/2019 5:34:51 PM lbf777 These clowns are visiting many planets and telling us aliens don’t exist.

7/18/2019 5:35:30 PM wishfulldreamz As in, THIS?  Is he calling for the nukes Obama snuck into the country in shipping containers to be used??? pic.twitter.com/L0nRlF0mDF

7/18/2019 5:35:36 PM nata_borrero_ Cierto, lo que pasa aquí es que ese era un chat privado y creo que ese es el dilema.  Si ese no fuera el dilema creo que ya lo habrían sacado.

7/18/2019 5:38:36 PM nata_borrero_ Somos las victimas del sistema lamentablemente.

7/18/2019 5:41:19 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥
7/18/2019 5:41:58 PM charmanda9 At the gym: 33 min each machine, weights-reps of 9.

Set alarm clock: 6:33 am. 

Retweet something: tag 3, 6, or 9 ppl

Use emojis: groups of 3, 6, or 9.

Meditate: 33 min, at 9:33 or other variation of 3, 6, 9 in groups of 3, 6, 9. 

Express love: 3, 6, 9 times per day. 

Just ideas!

7/18/2019 5:43:44 PM apratts Privado es algo cuando solamente uno lo tiene. El Golden Rule; si no quieres que algo se sepa. No lo digas, no lo escribas.

7/18/2019 5:48:16 PM orr_sf Why she was murdered.

7/18/2019 5:49:14 PM mommahood777 as a comparison, I'm guessing along the lines of RC=AMx100

7/18/2019 5:49:31 PM keith369me Good to see you Daniel...hope you’re doing well

7/18/2019 5:49:46 PM lustmanshelley Stop embarrassing yourself

7/18/2019 5:52:26 PM nata_borrero_ Tu sabes a lo que me refiero.

7/18/2019 5:53:34 PM bdam777 occult symbol for Tree of knowledge - everlasting, always green?

Symbol of druid sacrifice?

Evergreen Air - Weather Modification Arial Spraying company?

Hilldawg - secret service name?

Evergreen can also be a symbol of sacrifice in Babylon?

7/18/2019 5:53:55 PM nschlange Stuff like this makes me so angry! NBC is disgusting & I am so sick of hearing them slander ppl. He may have been talking about women, that's what 

men do. He wasn't talking about little kids or babies, that's what Epstein does & helps others do. UGH makes me so mad.

7/18/2019 6:00:40 PM marzipaningles1 That monster in Stranger Things seems like an evil object that requires humans for food. Most likely something hidden under these temples. Portals 

that let in demons.

7/18/2019 6:04:02 PM plasticjesus6 Ahh now I like that but can you plz tell me what it does for u personally? What is it for?

7/18/2019 6:04:35 PM candygirlclw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

7/18/2019 6:05:01 PM rachaelangelm Telescope?

7/18/2019 6:05:48 PM rachaelangelm Throw ancient Egypt evil object into Sun

7/18/2019 6:06:18 PM 1crazy_toaster  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtiTf9bKHuM&app=desktop …

7/18/2019 6:07:39 PM usss_211 Stephen Hawking was at Epstein Island

7/18/2019 6:07:44 PM garciamanny4 No creo. Es como el fake picture de J. Acaba.  http://news.mit.edu/ 

7/18/2019 6:08:01 PM 1chericane Tell him M12!👍🏼



7/18/2019 6:09:25 PM apratts Pienso lo mismo

7/18/2019 6:10:13 PM vadareas Was that a helicopter landing pad?

7/18/2019 6:11:37 PM vadareas Helicopter landing pad?

7/18/2019 6:11:51 PM sixbennetts No, it's a hill that Google tried to make look like a tennis court from above. For some reason.

7/18/2019 6:13:39 PM xrp_121 This is June 1993!!!!!

7/18/2019 6:14:42 PM callsignlioness Please excuse my ignorance on this, but what does Kek stand for? I was introduced to Q about a year ago but was woke long before that and I’ve heard 

it several times but not sure the meaning.

7/18/2019 6:17:30 PM laurabusse I'm not a real pleiadian

But I play one on Twitter

7/18/2019 6:19:44 PM jared4liberty “Accident”? 👀🧐 pic.twitter.com/szKLUYzcHn

7/18/2019 6:20:41 PM vadareas  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPoohlcHNkE …

7/18/2019 6:22:50 PM sixbennetts Seen it. That's recent, though. We were talking about the long time duality of Google's attempt at deception.

7/18/2019 6:24:35 PM vadareas That's right. They control Google Earth...what we see...and have the ability to block what we see...

7/18/2019 6:28:53 PM egelone 45 = 4 + 5 = 9  power of 3, 6, 9

7/18/2019 6:33:46 PM apratts Acá en Estados Unidos los servidores público no tiene expectación de privacidad en comunicaciónes, llamadas, etc... a menos que sea confidencial.

7/18/2019 6:34:33 PM egelone NXIVM -> JE -> JP -> AS -> BC -> HC -> OB

I solve it.

7/18/2019 6:34:51 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥
7/18/2019 6:35:24 PM wild8heart Here’s some information...

You will find literally everything you need if you search twitter: “ts_sci_majic12 power of 3” 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1148421114370121728?s=21 …

7/18/2019 6:36:19 PM lovethebeach999 😳

7/18/2019 6:38:22 PM egelone #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

Good thing google never gave me an offer.

7/18/2019 6:40:04 PM egelone #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

What? this traitor also like little boy? I knew it.

7/18/2019 6:50:09 PM burgersandra Someone said they always leave tips divisible by 3, 6, or 9.  Send #UnsealEpstein 3xs, then 6xs, then 9xs.  Say prayers in groups of 3, then 6, then 9.  Say 

"I love you" in sets of 3.

7/18/2019 6:54:12 PM plasticjesus6 deep state is dug in like a Alabama tick

7/18/2019 6:58:53 PM truthseeker805 Thanks Joy.

7/18/2019 7:02:26 PM lynnboyce7 WOW was just talking to my husband stand wanting to understand 3-6-9  is-be that MJ is talking about. Thank you😃

7/18/2019 7:03:21 PM burgersandra Your post was very revealing.  Nice contribution.  Most of the articles on line claim that Evermore College is an MK Ultra operation but no source is 

offered.

7/18/2019 7:05:35 PM ojuanvallejo Estamos hablando del primer mandatario del Estado , privado o no privado se descubrió que el Lider de PR le hace bulling a muertos , discapacitados , 

mujeres , obesos y conspira para atacar gente y manipular  la redes sociales y prensa , algo más ?

7/18/2019 7:09:24 PM burgersandra Correction

Evergreen College

7/18/2019 7:12:48 PM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

7/18/2019 7:14:15 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Cross reference with past drops. Cross reference with this diagram. If 's island is a DUMB, 

what is in Syr […]" #UnsealEpstein  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151964586112901126.html …

See you soon. 🤖

7/18/2019 7:15:25 PM qamlove3 It would be so random if we didnt know what it means..I would of reply pinecone or something like that 😆

7/18/2019 7:16:49 PM lucidskye WHAT!?!

7/18/2019 7:20:06 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I better see an F-35 or I’m walking out.  https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1151979720944365568 …

7/18/2019 7:20:29 PM howdoyoumakeah1  http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

7/18/2019 7:21:55 PM dave_paragon2 No

7/18/2019 7:22:50 PM grumpyallday #EvergreenAviation

 https://youtu.be/B_5UWIG9dqI 

 https://www.evergreenaviation.com/ 

7/18/2019 7:25:43 PM eskeljoyce Wow

7/18/2019 7:36:22 PM zurawelcarter Thanks so much!

7/18/2019 7:38:27 PM wintersdream4 Much bigger.

7/18/2019 7:39:23 PM enomai_ Also, if you let the FDA, CDC other agencies control natural growth of Marijuana. ITS NOT MARIJUANA AT SOME POINT. how many chemicals does it 

take? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/18/2019 7:40:38 PM our_return_home cool except Earth is not flat, it is a toroid, which resembles the form of a sphere

7/18/2019 7:41:30 PM howdoyoumakeah1 NP enjoy it was a captivating read.  Check out the symbol from the book compared to Avengers pic.twitter.com/uPTmwDv166

7/18/2019 7:44:01 PM turboxyde ...feeders.

7/18/2019 7:44:23 PM nopeyonekenopey I would avoid this topic and any reference to hot dogs, but...ok, Mitt.

7/18/2019 7:45:30 PM rembrandt_1981 Trump was in the early 90’s when they took down a Mafia boss in New York. Actually, it was Barr, Mueller, Rosenstien, and Giuliani prosecuting

7/18/2019 7:46:48 PM big_simp link?

7/18/2019 7:47:12 PM nata_borrero_ Lo mismo que hacen muchos otros el detalle aquí es que se expuso. A mi lo que me molesta es la hipocresía de la gente que está apuntando el dedo y 

hacen lo mismo o peor sean presidentes, gobernadores, CEO o el cajero de Walmart. Tus textos/chats están limpios? pic.twitter.com/ALkKWQGk6a

7/18/2019 7:50:14 PM royalyid 😂

7/18/2019 7:50:54 PM royalyid Now we’re talking

7/18/2019 7:51:35 PM apratts Ese es el problema de Puerto Rico, todo lo justifican por qué el otro lo hizo. Por eso están cómo están y hasta se merecen lo@que tienen.



7/18/2019 7:52:58 PM zurawelcarter Wow that is incredibly fascinating!!

7/18/2019 7:53:56 PM clancy_birrell could it be interdimensional/ET beings living down there?

7/18/2019 7:55:24 PM nata_borrero_ No es justificación es la hipocresía de algunos lo que a mi personalmente me molesta. Es como el que tira una piedra al vecino cuando tiene una casa 

de cristal.

7/18/2019 7:57:39 PM dikadi27 Señora, no quería bloquearla, pero cada vez q escribe alguna barrabasada me sale un notice y me empaché. Disculpe que la bloquee pero se me acabó 

el antiácido. Muchos abrazos y mucho Desitin para usted y los suyos. Buenas noches

7/18/2019 7:59:18 PM apratts Llámalo cómo quieras. Aquí todos saben que uno de mis lemas es que los políticos de la isla son el mismo perro con diferente collar. El problema de 

Ricky es que se vendió cómo que iba a terminar con la corrupción del PPD y es sólo más de lo mismo.

7/18/2019 8:01:55 PM dikadi27 Jajajajaj

7/18/2019 8:02:17 PM dikadi27 Me ha hecho la noche 🤣

7/18/2019 8:02:30 PM mrd_s_anderson Doing the best I can, all things considered. I hope the same for you Keith. Things are getting interesting.

7/18/2019 8:03:13 PM clancy_birrell please please please let this end NOW

7/18/2019 8:03:18 PM willowood22 Is there, and how much, disclosure in the television show "The Expanse"? I'm finding many parallels to current events

7/18/2019 8:04:04 PM karmakurrent Leaving this here. Source:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1151893355133054976?s=21 …

Focus on his teeth. Movement of a black speck mass weird. Maybe just me but see for yourselves. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

7/18/2019 8:05:41 PM karmakurrent  pic.twitter.com/5GWhsKwYD9

7/18/2019 8:10:18 PM michael81972 I have those saved offline till march,  i wonder if MJ is going to update to current time

7/18/2019 8:10:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Wonder if this is related?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Natalee_Holloway …

7/18/2019 8:13:02 PM aprilbrown99 MJ sent out the raw data for us to archive. Let me see if I can find it for you. Give me a couple of hours, ok? 👍

7/18/2019 8:14:17 PM michael81972 Thanks👍🏻 Take your time

7/18/2019 8:15:00 PM kseven110 Not able to add link, but this is interesting.  Freemasonry beginnings.I believe Aleppo has a SundiAl. It also has Jewish roots to  Isaac, King David and 

Seleucus (Reestablished  baal worship). I am also seeing information on the tomb of John the Baptist’s father. pic.twitter.com/3jjhnDmDQx

7/18/2019 8:16:45 PM willowood22 Like on "The Expanse" with the protomolecule pic.twitter.com/plHcQWwkZa

7/18/2019 8:17:31 PM willowood22 Please tell me Elon Musk is not on the flight logs

7/18/2019 8:19:36 PM methusablah Who knows where the bodies are buried? #QAnon pic.twitter.com/zT0Pp0HYkk

7/18/2019 8:23:57 PM kseven110 This also stood out, But I am having difficulty if they’re talking about the same place. Still researching. pic.twitter.com/kvppTzyRcY

7/18/2019 8:24:24 PM awakeandsing123 @MrMyskin 👀

7/18/2019 8:27:08 PM andress45303251 Don't know. Don't care. May they repent.

7/18/2019 8:27:26 PM jswdh1 Hrc's secret service name

7/18/2019 8:27:54 PM speaakn Notice they show so much of the redesigned interior? Are they  trying to get ahead of the story bc there’s a pic of WJC w a minor on the plane and in it 

the plane has a red interior. 🤔

7/18/2019 8:28:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/O9Tw9FgNZU

7/18/2019 8:28:08 PM rolandblasini BREAKING: The MissWorldLtd competition has stripped Trump supporter @PoliticalKathy of her title as Miss Michigan pic.twitter.com/WSlfqy4Faf

7/18/2019 8:28:35 PM rolandblasini BREAKING: The @MissWorldLtd competition has stripped Trump supporter @PoliticalKathy of her title as Miss Michigan pic.twitter.com/WSlfqy4Faf

7/18/2019 8:31:27 PM tharon_pleiades That's a shift... you watch Kinninegan?

7/18/2019 8:32:06 PM travelingpants4 I believe this "MANDELA AFFECT" is also created or caused by them.  To create confusion of reality and divide us further with differences of memory.

7/18/2019 8:32:49 PM renee86743676 Do you know what's in those hotdogs. Unless it's a Hebrew national hot dog that's kosher I won't touch it. And no I'm not Jewish. I'm just wise enough 

to know the kosher is healthy

7/18/2019 8:33:16 PM renee86743676 Nasty isn't it

7/18/2019 8:34:56 PM rolandblasini I have no words. Conservatives are being treated like second class citizens in this country.  https://twitter.com/PoliticalKathy 

7/18/2019 8:35:16 PM rolandblasini I have no words. Conservatives are being treated like second class citizens in this country.  https://twitter.com/PoliticalKathy 

7/18/2019 8:37:38 PM rolandblasini I have no words. Conservatives are being treated like second class citizens in this country.  https://twitter.com/PoliticalKathy 

7/18/2019 8:37:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I believe faith in the FBI can be restored

7/18/2019 8:44:02 PM andoniandothard Restored?  Only if they don’t screw this up!!

7/18/2019 8:50:38 PM howdoyoumakeah1 1998

7/18/2019 8:51:00 PM renee86743676 Praise God . Justice for

Linda

7/18/2019 9:04:27 PM cristnia2 ASAP

7/18/2019 9:14:17 PM themodernmerce1 The simplest explanation: theme room intended to appeal to middle east client(s): or obnoxiously intended to distract from goings-on elsewhere (New 

Mexico?); Or more of his shit taste at work and it's a yoga studio (he's reportedly a big fan). The stargate, etc. Is just stupid.

7/18/2019 9:23:53 PM marylouathome I remember this... makes sense Epstein has something to do with this

7/18/2019 9:42:21 PM kristlynwind Majestical! pic.twitter.com/g6tJYJwtEt

7/18/2019 9:44:16 PM kristlynwind Majestic! pic.twitter.com/NKaXzAucYc

7/18/2019 9:44:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://israelstudycenter.com/who-were-nicolaitans/ …

7/18/2019 9:50:30 PM qaphsiel17 NWO.

7/18/2019 9:50:58 PM cue2_c99 I guess that's why they wanted rabbis for scientific purposes.

7/18/2019 9:55:19 PM davidspencerca2 Dome no longer present.  Along with the 2x Gold Moloch owls on the roof as well? Missing Evidence or covering up the details? #BohemianGrove 

This link has current video and the end shows 2014. https://youtu.be/3D-m9qubtGM 

7/18/2019 9:57:52 PM mongrelglory I'm amazed that Kevin Annett is still alive.  They have gone to great lengths to discredit him, and have murdered some of the native Indian witnesses 

who have testified.  Here's a link to his website:  http://murderbydecree.com/blog/ 

7/18/2019 9:57:59 PM jswdh1 Canabalism, andronechrome, cult rituals.... cabal...

7/18/2019 10:00:43 PM aprilbrown99 Here you go. There is extra/meta data in with it, at least I think that is what it is. I created pdfs for each month and sent them to my email.  👍👍👍 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1143932792885186561 …

7/18/2019 10:01:03 PM onetoughcrowd10 Ha! That makes me so happy.

7/18/2019 10:02:21 PM michael81972 Awesome...Thank you!

7/18/2019 10:02:42 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. Have a great evening.

7/18/2019 10:03:02 PM mongrelglory The mass grave was discovered in Brantford Ont. by archaeologists. It was located partially on the grounds of an Anglican Church which had been 

bought by The United Church.  The heads of those 2 churches got together with the Prime Minister and made the decision to halt the dig.

7/18/2019 10:03:41 PM michael81972 You also

7/18/2019 10:05:21 PM mongrelglory You forgot the words "billionaire philanthropist". 😒

7/18/2019 10:06:46 PM rolandblasini While Spain has gone nearly three months without a government Locals leftist?  http://econ.st/32zIgB1 

7/18/2019 10:07:11 PM rolandblasini While Spain has gone nearly three months without a government Locals leftist?  http://econ.st/32zIgB1 

7/18/2019 10:07:31 PM rolandblasini While Spain has gone nearly three months without a government Locals leftist? http://econ.st/32zIgB1 

7/18/2019 10:09:08 PM mongrelglory Fortunately they're keeping him in solitary confinement.



7/18/2019 10:12:53 PM mongrelglory Melania looks like her skin is crawling, standing next to Epstein! 😝

7/18/2019 10:14:01 PM nea_storm Marvelous! Thank you for the education!

7/18/2019 10:17:30 PM nea_storm Whoa! Excellent find! Thank you!

7/18/2019 10:18:43 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/1kxBUqX3G1

7/18/2019 10:19:46 PM henwoley Patriots in control

7/18/2019 10:23:15 PM nea_storm I AM sure you know and Looking forward to comprehend to ensure it is not repeated and to attain the additional applicable experience: Thank you 

looking forward to actualization and further discovery: pic.twitter.com/6Ui7BDDH4o

7/18/2019 10:24:21 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, will we see well-known media personalities, like Rachel Maddow and Anderson Cooper facing jail time?

7/18/2019 10:25:07 PM jollyrob2 What does the ancient evil object looks like, and what is the Ancient evil object?

7/18/2019 10:29:49 PM charmanda9 @zagnett @GirlAwakeinCA @KremlinBot4

7/18/2019 10:32:05 PM mongrelglory I'd keep taking it for a while...you're going to need to flush out what's still in your system.

7/18/2019 10:33:09 PM geracechris Like the @FBI CAN EVER BE TRUSTED AGAIN! pic.twitter.com/eKqyjPdP70

7/18/2019 10:33:22 PM aspennmax64_l 😭😭😭😭😭

Soo many of us scarred....😔

7/18/2019 10:33:23 PM nea_storm The two Temples appear to be like similiar (Syria & Epstein's) symbolic reference points: The Arch of [B], the Dome, the stripes, even Palm trees! 

Fascinating how the [BH] consistency in symbolism as repeatedly stated heralds their recorded historical self destruction! pic.twitter.com/F1olumtERY

7/18/2019 10:35:00 PM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/nhrbY1mI0p

7/18/2019 10:35:32 PM mongrelglory In your day-to-day life, look for opportunities to do things in 3's, 6, or 9.  Retweet a hashtag 3 times.  Steep your tea or boil and egg for 6 minutes.  Pet 

your cat 9 times.  Any way you can consciously incorporate these numbers into your life.  (I own 3 cats and 3 budgies).

7/18/2019 10:35:51 PM kseven110 Side note:  I can’t help but think that burning the sacrifice is important (molech/baal/Old Testament/ Ancient Greece) then I see it transfer in more 

present times: holocaust, 9/11, a lot more. Can you expand on this MJ 12? Does it  open/ and/ or make entities powerful?

7/18/2019 10:37:50 PM mongrelglory Those numbers are the manifestation of consciousness in the universe.  When you use those numbers, you're manifesting your conscious intent, and 

that can make your intentions become a reality.

7/18/2019 10:38:11 PM allahuniversal #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/18/2019 10:39:14 PM mongrelglory That wouldn't happen to be a temple located in Syria would it?  I will have to learn how to do a reverse image search.

7/18/2019 10:41:21 PM raymondkooyenga Huh?

7/18/2019 10:43:07 PM whohavewebecome The New Testament mentions the Nicolaites in the second chapter of the Book of Revelation through 'Gnostic texts' > Gnosticism 

pic.twitter.com/mKGWdvSq8c

7/18/2019 10:44:41 PM mongrelglory Ack!  Twitter will no longer let me grab an image and copy it onto my Apple desktop! 😠

7/18/2019 10:45:15 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/7w6pbmMWDL

7/18/2019 10:48:56 PM teeunited3 #PatriotsUnited #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #ThursdayThoughts #WakeUpAmerica #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @OANN @LisaMei62 @LindseyGrahamSC #WWG1WWA 

#Trump2020 #TrumpRally #WalkAway pic.twitter.com/S09s1Uv62n

7/18/2019 10:49:14 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah thats in Syria.

7/18/2019 10:51:09 PM mongrelglory Thanks for finding the picture of the original temple!

I'm going to have to dig on this one!

7/18/2019 10:51:30 PM southernpatrio9 Just left pizzagate topics, i dont know... it's rough. It's very taxing. Need some positivity. I try not to let it affect me but damn. 

Subject change:

Reverse a tesla coil tuned to the right frequency and you get?

7/18/2019 10:53:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/QrIlhXJsXS

7/18/2019 10:54:47 PM flying_kiwi68 What ever it is, the dome has been blown off and the place ransacked. About 45sec in, drone flyover 6 July 2019

This is the 2nd time he posted it I believe. YT trying to squash the truth and change the narrative? Vid 2/2  https://youtu.be/9xz8wT7HtlE 

Vid 1/2 https://youtu.be/qG0xGHl6GrA 

7/18/2019 10:56:21 PM shesaseer Start :35 makes overhead circular hand gesture, then points finger like a gun at Epstein.

7/18/2019 10:58:36 PM hi12150472 What does this look like?  Super Mario mushroom? pic.twitter.com/CY2MAoVmwI

7/18/2019 11:01:47 PM nea_storm Of Eloquent mandatory operating Trust obligations for All administrating oversight fiduciaries and fiduciaries in government offices, whom are paid and 

licensed by We the People, the Real Government and Power! Oh And Thank you ever so much for the Brilliant Reminder! pic.twitter.com/Bzf1qYcgV4

7/18/2019 11:03:30 PM peintress3 We r the geese to the slaughter

7/18/2019 11:06:17 PM rolandblasini Ya PERDIERON - Aunque Ricky renuncie, NO es una transformacion social de cambio sin violencia, dieron dos pasos hacia atras del bienestar de la ley 

natural.

7/18/2019 11:13:35 PM lpblakelyar I bet that this is what Bill fantasies about on a daily basis

7/18/2019 11:16:47 PM rolandblasini Ya PERDIERON - Aunque Ricky renuncie, NO es una transformacion social de cambio sin violencia, dieron dos pasos hacia atras del bienestar de la ley 

natural.

7/18/2019 11:21:06 PM big_simp Thankyou

Can you shed light on the Mormon Church involvement in the Eye of Ra?

Greer claims the Mormon Church is heavily involved in the deception as well as one of the best whistleblowers - "Branton" - a Mormon insider who 

released DULCE FILES

 https://the-eye.eu/public/WorldTracker.org/Truth/The%20Dulce%20Book.Branton.pdf … pic.twitter.com/7YRTScQYTO

7/18/2019 11:21:48 PM neufeldtlyss17 Any one else curious as to if any of Q’s MOAB drops refer to THIS☝🏼 ‘Moab’ 😳🤔

7/18/2019 11:22:37 PM muchfish2 Aliens are Fake.

7/18/2019 11:23:23 PM 22gardenstreet . Just researched the movie "Defending Your Life". Messages within given new meanings to me now. Coincidence that the movie from 1991 on cable 

now? 😉

7/18/2019 11:29:46 PM cmdrzod23 Correlating with the removal of 14 books from the bible in 1684?

7/18/2019 11:31:49 PM mongrelglory That's the Hammam Yalbugha Turkish bath in Aleppo,   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammam_Yalbugha …   It has domed ceilings with holes to 

project light in the pattern of an 8 pointed star.  I didn't count them, but is that possibly the "1000 points of light" that Pres. Bush referred to? 

pic.twitter.com/VCQRUNatE1

7/18/2019 11:36:32 PM mntirado DeepFake is my thinking.

7/18/2019 11:38:05 PM mongrelglory Here's another description.  It was a popular tourist spot in the last few decades until it was supposedly destroyed in the Syrian war.

 https://syriaphotoguide.com/aleppo-hammam-yalbugha- … يلبغا-حمام-حلب /

7/18/2019 11:45:03 PM anondirtyleg  pic.twitter.com/1xGawwp0IE

7/18/2019 11:45:36 PM nea_storm 1st Ladies appear Age appropriate & DJT is behaving like a Normal man: What AM I missing? The males body language appears early meeting Time 

Period (TP): TP from initial meeting to [JE] being expediently Expelled, Banned, Exiled, Pariah, Persona non grata from Mar-a-lago 

Heck pic.twitter.com/6zSTNuv6AQ

7/18/2019 11:49:13 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/dNl0z13k29

7/18/2019 11:50:05 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/mivuuuxfga

7/18/2019 11:52:45 PM nea_storm God Bless and Thank You Ever So Much for compiling this Phenomenal List! Very Much appreciated! pic.twitter.com/6fiL86ORiv



7/18/2019 11:52:58 PM k_texan What? Do you know what happened to those kids? We’re they alive when they were found?

7/18/2019 11:54:55 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/M4br4UED6M

7/18/2019 11:58:10 PM mrwwe50331127 How do we harness the power of 3, 6, 9?

7/19/2019 12:02:45 AM mrwwe50331127 I’ve heard about cures for Illnesses does that include nerve based disease (Parkinson’s, ALS, Alzheimer’s, etc)?

7/19/2019 12:08:18 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/TFD93jqwS6

7/19/2019 12:18:37 AM southernpatrio9 Tesla was able to tap the source. If you ask the right question, you never know what answer you'll get. 1. It will be awesome 2. Gotta work for it 3. 

Dont miss it 4. Tesla being a genuine person is not a coincidence

7/19/2019 12:23:03 AM 1centralcaligal Majestic, interesting read, thank you for this info; I'm now anxious to know the outcome!!!!

7/19/2019 12:27:55 AM kayt_ee Oh, look, it's just another Trump apologist trying to deny the very obvious truth. It's not going to work, my friend.

7/19/2019 12:28:09 AM nikoscali Misguided much??

7/19/2019 12:28:37 AM kayt_ee Yes, you most definitely are.

7/19/2019 12:31:31 AM nikoscali Intelligent response...

7/19/2019 12:33:16 AM sterkinglights1 He is well protected and now considered Property of the US Government. Until he is not.

7/19/2019 12:34:38 AM sterkinglights1 6 fingered man.

7/19/2019 12:56:41 AM mongrelglory Remember the second Guardians of the Galaxy movie, where they found the bones of all those children underneath the surface of Ego's planet? 😬

7/19/2019 1:00:52 AM xrpbrainstorm Islams Jesus is not our Jesus. Their Jesus comes back to kill all Christians at Armegeddon

7/19/2019 1:11:30 AM fairyland66 Consciousness =  #InvisibleMentalConnections #Thoughts #ConnectionsToHigherSource #ConnectMeToGodPlease 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9aThqUnGO0 …

7/19/2019 1:17:06 AM mongrelglory I was so upset when I found out that the heads of the two major Protestant churches in Canada had decided with the Prime Minister to cover up the 

existence of the mass grave in Brantford Ontario.  It really made me lose faith in church institutions! 😟

7/19/2019 1:20:27 AM lightlove21121 Who is that?

7/19/2019 1:27:27 AM jerome_barry_tx I hope this is good news.

7/19/2019 1:38:32 AM yokoke2014 Not Kab by a long shot. 🤦🏽♀️

 https://robertbrucecarter.com/about/   https://www.instagram.com/chicagorobert/ 

Back to the drawing board for you lol🧐😝

#CriticalThinking #LogicalThinking #Discernment #Faith pic.twitter.com/uZrcvvKxBx

7/19/2019 1:39:36 AM 9threalm Lyme disease.

7/19/2019 1:40:55 AM mongrelglory Yuck!  It reminds me of the line in the first Guardians of the Galaxy movie, where Gamora complains that Quill's ship is filthy.  He says "She doesn't 

know the half of it.  If I had a black-light, this place would light up like a Jackson Pollock painting". 🤢

7/19/2019 1:44:13 AM mongrelglory Jim Morrison's (The Doors) dad was CIA.

7/19/2019 1:51:30 AM mongrelglory Well... all I can say is, I wouldn't want to live near Plum Island! https://www.counterpunch.org/2013/10/25/the-deadly-secrets-of-plum-island/ …

7/19/2019 1:56:04 AM mongrelglory That poor Senator deserves some justice, along with Seth Rich! 😟

7/19/2019 2:25:44 AM ojuanvallejo Usted como republicana que dice que es defiende un socialista liberal , mentiroso compulsivo por aborto , anti 2 enmienda y antiamericano !! Usted 

está desubicada usted es socialista

7/19/2019 2:31:50 AM hardtruth2020 The Black Forest, huge pristine hunting property owned by the Rothchilds for generations and sold a fraction of it's worth after Trump signed EO for 

taking property from criminals used in the commission of a crime.

7/19/2019 2:33:22 AM aintgets Epstein alias!!! Coming soon

7/19/2019 2:35:08 AM rthoroughbreds @IPOT1776

7/19/2019 2:41:58 AM rosesrred0119 Or does it tie in [HRC]

7/19/2019 2:45:40 AM diaptera_80 First we had Thor... pic.twitter.com/7sCRRoBxck

7/19/2019 2:45:58 AM diaptera_80 then we had pic.twitter.com/GHehNAn0hX

7/19/2019 2:46:12 AM diaptera_80 and pic.twitter.com/0Yvy6Xrm7f

7/19/2019 2:46:31 AM diaptera_80 Which turned into this: pic.twitter.com/ANhsDgYDNR

7/19/2019 2:51:59 AM qpatriot17 This is true and literally why not everything will be made public. The Open Source intel that we have access to can still traumatize for weeks straight. I 

still can't read this straight through without 2 week recovery:  http://educate-yourself.org/mc/IlluminatiFormulaindex.shtml …

7/19/2019 2:53:42 AM qpatriot17 These people are really DUMB.

#QAnon #636 pic.twitter.com/dXLYcCoOPC

7/19/2019 2:56:57 AM rosesrred0119 And now 2000 pages will be unsealed.  Praise jesus. Thank God! Movement.  Waiting is hard.

7/19/2019 2:57:42 AM maryschade14 Balak Balaam Ba'al Bel..all Pagans ate human flesh..

7/19/2019 2:59:24 AM mongrelglory The king of Moab was supposedly the one who built the  Hammam Yalbugha bath in Aleppo (in the mid 14th century). The Moabites were known to 

practice human sacrifices and worship Chemosh, who was a Baal-like God. Chemosh has also been compared to Moloch.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemosh 

7/19/2019 3:01:01 AM maryschade14 I could get real deep..but people reject Truth because it isn't 'Cool'.

7/19/2019 3:14:39 AM maryschade14 1996 Ethiopia adopted this..coincidence? Wicca..pronounced Witcha..not Wikka..the energy even if pointed up..points down.. 

pic.twitter.com/gh7GCeOXtq

7/19/2019 3:17:12 AM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 see things from a very long term perspective. They have admitted to their culpability in allowing things (like the 187 of JFK) to occur.  

They also admitted they had been taken over by the Cabal (probably with George Bush Sr.) and were only recently freed in 2017.

7/19/2019 3:20:41 AM cemgtr Why does Stranger things pop into mind? Foreign nations security forces in the U.S?

7/19/2019 3:26:26 AM cemgtr My theory is its an old Islamic bath house where in which elites may have (in the past) commit sacrifice. Makes sense with all the drains and water. 

Pretty disgusting but it totally gives them away. This symbolism isnt something you can run or hide from. Anons will get2the truth.

7/19/2019 3:27:27 AM cemgtr no one knows whats down there at that depth. We will have to wait and see.

7/19/2019 3:28:37 AM __declan_ 666 pic.twitter.com/s6k9i3GdC9

7/19/2019 3:28:57 AM cemgtr that object reminds me of the time buzz aldrin came back from antarctica posting a photo on twitter saying "its pure evil its self" the picture showed a 

pyramid in antarctica

7/19/2019 3:37:05 AM alianzaestadis1 A ver si esa "cuenta" que se etiqueta de "republicana" por lo menos entiende esta contestación gráfica. Si no, es una cuenta troll demócrata socialista. 

pic.twitter.com/24OVUD4ou7

7/19/2019 3:39:40 AM jwe85 great find thanks

7/19/2019 3:47:55 AM barbara88841077 What’s “MJ-12”?  Thanks

7/19/2019 3:56:14 AM carolcraven13 Boy, "they" really had to go back over 20 years to dig this up. Why don't they show the Bill Clinton video with Epstein. Trump disassociated himself 

from Epstein a longggg time ago.  Doctored video. Are the Dems that desperate?

7/19/2019 4:09:10 AM raidersdds de acuerdo ! pero lo primero es el gobernador CORRUPTO q permite q los demas lo emulen ...

7/19/2019 4:17:03 AM 5sahandful Does the Pergamon Altar tie in? Interesting that around 1900 the Turkish govt allowed Germany to take the whole altar to Museum Island in Berlin.

7/19/2019 4:23:35 AM pressrecalling1  https://www.facebook.com/302164190658717/posts/384780799063722?s=100001247707650&sfns=mo …

7/19/2019 4:37:48 AM plasticjesus6 Michelle.. u r the 1st person to actually explain these numbers in a way that makes sense to me and I thx you..

7/19/2019 4:44:40 AM ngeeene Today is the day we play the trump card! Game Theory pic.twitter.com/a263W4zpyx

7/19/2019 4:47:37 AM nmchristoban I was just looking for this for a friend and couldn’t find it. Thank you for the link!

7/19/2019 4:56:39 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 4:58:41 AM nocommunistusa And the Druids who practiced human sacrifice, Julius Caesar wrote about this.



7/19/2019 5:00:22 AM jollyrob2 👋so what's te deal with symbology, notice the light marked cement between the "keystones"🧐 eye marked doors and a lot more... 

pic.twitter.com/lTZlEHpNaW

7/19/2019 5:07:39 AM 369369rv @ScottMorrisonMP Just a FYI for when you meet with @realDonaldTrump . Please follow his lead and Make Australia Great Again

7/19/2019 5:09:26 AM cue2_c99 How best could I implement 3,6,9 into my life??

7/19/2019 5:15:24 AM djlok #MAJESTIC!!! ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/e3nHw1Eoqk

7/19/2019 5:16:17 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
7/19/2019 5:16:50 AM edwardgouin Saving Israel for last?

7/19/2019 5:19:18 AM moemc8 So silly.  A young guy was surrounded by beautiful women.  Every man's dream.  Big deal.  This is pathetic.

7/19/2019 5:25:27 AM maryschade14 He actually looked like he is cussing Epstein out. One puc has one of DJTs hands on Epstein's throat and the other hand wagging a finger.

7/19/2019 5:33:18 AM shushale #KnowYourEnemy

#Undercover

7/19/2019 5:40:29 AM keith369me Hopefully this is a different FBI than the one that used Epstein (one of the worst human traffickers in history) as an “informant” in exchange for no 

punishment.

7/19/2019 5:55:08 AM djlok Hopefully so!!! I think 45 has made a LOT of changes @FBI.

7/19/2019 6:00:34 AM melanieanders7 Epstein: The Pope of the Nicolaitans.

7/19/2019 6:01:46 AM yustein Babylonian Tree of Life. Fallen Angels couldn’t feed from it so they started feeding off human souls instead to live forever. Evil enough? 

pic.twitter.com/g2EvbMje7X

7/19/2019 6:11:30 AM djlok I think it's all connected.

7/19/2019 6:14:34 AM lanakila000 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " will will will will will will will […]" #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151850883996626945.html …

7/19/2019 6:18:57 AM elgatoweebee VER ARTICULO DE AYER DESPUES DE LAS PROTESTAS http://elgatoweebee.wordpress.com 

7/19/2019 6:19:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/Q3zohUhmlU

7/19/2019 6:19:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/6RWbkWlgrG

7/19/2019 6:19:53 AM southerngallaa #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/19/2019 6:21:56 AM daveelton33 Do you think 16:49 military time, the 19th, is referring to a military tribunal concluding today the way King Charles’ did, as he lost his head in 1649? 

pic.twitter.com/Kmh4TGtFk3

7/19/2019 6:24:12 AM wyatt251 Potus did tweet about justice K today

7/19/2019 6:24:32 AM daveelton33  https://www.history.com/.amp/this-day-in-history/king-charles-i-executed-for-treason …

7/19/2019 6:25:35 AM pro_aktv #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 6:25:53 AM qaphsiel17 To Reveal. Revelations= End of the synagogue of satan.

7/19/2019 6:25:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/VgyoB4SEeX

7/19/2019 6:26:13 AM ygwiryn Stupid

7/19/2019 6:26:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/r5NqknLAwX

7/19/2019 6:27:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/alWUjWnf8T

7/19/2019 6:27:34 AM mscronkat Yes. This season of Stranger Things was very interesting indeed. Also DARK, on Netflix features time travel and the God particle.

7/19/2019 6:27:48 AM southerngallaa Is this photo from Epstein Island?

7/19/2019 6:28:38 AM richardhiatt16 🤔

7/19/2019 6:29:34 AM tgingher #EvilPeople

7/19/2019 6:29:35 AM phxrising8 Any clue what’s Table 29 might be? Names + dates of flights to the island?

7/19/2019 6:29:39 AM highhopesusa That design on the side of the cow looks like a map.

7/19/2019 6:29:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/Up6rdpzeaU

7/19/2019 6:29:42 AM v_rags 🙏💜💜🙏

7/19/2019 6:30:00 AM joeorbit it is frustrating, i often dont have the time for riddles and crypto english.

7/19/2019 6:30:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/n9i1m1CZEm

7/19/2019 6:30:40 AM bobtoptier yes

7/19/2019 6:31:35 AM highhopesusa Inspiration for MS-13 violence

7/19/2019 6:31:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/V9SoZfuY9j

7/19/2019 6:31:46 AM austinaforreal @occulturalism useful?

7/19/2019 6:32:19 AM hawkgirlinmn So, proof that the poles are shifting?

7/19/2019 6:32:51 AM katrina90299204 Could this be "watch the water"?

7/19/2019 6:32:53 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/3days3nights/status/1150150054629564416?s=21 …

7/19/2019 6:33:11 AM richardhiatt16 Get the backhoes out.. Call in the sea bees 🐝..... 😢🙏😢🙏😢🙏😢🙏

7/19/2019 6:33:14 AM rdeweese04 So, either there is some significance here or they’re to stupid to know how a sundial actually works.

7/19/2019 6:33:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/pFODnyDTZ3

7/19/2019 6:33:25 AM francoissmc Channel Islands!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Channel_Islands …

7/19/2019 6:33:29 AM future_spacedad Anything with the TWC on the face I have missed?

7/19/2019 6:33:53 AM mynardpamela Doesn’t she tie in with the politician that was murdered in Oklahoma too?

7/19/2019 6:33:59 AM jensen4truth Did anons ever figure out what table 29 meant back in the day?

7/19/2019 6:34:18 AM future_spacedad Shells are usually perceived as feminine; a symbol of birth, good fortune, and resurrection.

7/19/2019 6:34:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/cg5msqEx1Z

7/19/2019 6:35:29 AM southerngallaa Thanks!

7/19/2019 6:35:50 AM 313looper is that why [they] believe the earth is flat...!? 😳

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/1HUZT9q4N8

7/19/2019 6:36:05 AM future_spacedad Spiral represents creation and growth.

7/19/2019 6:36:07 AM anjilloflight_ [They] have perverted truth! They worship the antithesis. They call on evil forces. [They] will NOT win. #GodWins pic.twitter.com/XXneCAkoCY

7/19/2019 6:36:16 AM sixbennetts Hmm... pic.twitter.com/9jVl7U72L8



7/19/2019 6:36:26 AM ygwiryn This is saying to me that Jesus is Satan..

Is that what you are trying to convey without saying it directly??

7/19/2019 6:36:33 AM teresa_r53 That's not a real cow.

7/19/2019 6:36:36 AM sontechnique I’ve been tracking the position of the North Star and haven’t noticed any significant movement other than wobble.

7/19/2019 6:36:45 AM blankmarlo Oh God I hope that isn't a brazen bull 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazen_bull …

7/19/2019 6:37:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Obviously you want us to find out where this decoy is placed?

7/19/2019 6:37:37 AM phxrising8 He also owned Great St. James Island close by where he had started unauthorized construction with plans for underwater office & pool. Connects by 

underwater tunnels to LSJ?

… https://followxmexdownxthexrabbitxholeblog.wordpress.com/2019/07/10/billionaire-pedophile-jeffrey-epstein-illegally-building-virgin-islands-

compound-purchased-great-st-james-island-back-in-2016/ …

7/19/2019 6:37:54 AM equipment79 Pretty sure one of these were on Epstein Island 🌴

7/19/2019 6:37:54 AM future_spacedad  http://2muchfun.info/nautilusshell.html …

7/19/2019 6:37:56 AM my2sonznme What does it represent.....

7/19/2019 6:38:06 AM nikoscali Massive fire in the middle of lil st james island - https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/01/05/massive-fire-spotted-on-private-island-owned-by-billionaire-

jeffrey-epstein/ …

7/19/2019 6:38:47 AM 3rdeyeview55 On JE island perhaps.

7/19/2019 6:38:55 AM rawphonegirl 👀👀👀

7/19/2019 6:39:56 AM jfaith1979 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2014/crime-in-the-u.s.-2014/tables/table-29 …

7/19/2019 6:40:06 AM karentriebel submarine?

7/19/2019 6:40:10 AM sadhuguet Maybe who sat at table 29? In a restaurant the tables are numbered & the waitresses are assigned by those numbers.

7/19/2019 6:40:17 AM drson1968 The unlearned and unstable distort to their own destruction

7/19/2019 6:40:21 AM equipment79 Sacrifice

7/19/2019 6:40:25 AM sasserevere Anybody else notice good ol’ Ghislane in the background?

7/19/2019 6:40:31 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/3days3nights/status/1150150068860784640?s=21 …

7/19/2019 6:41:06 AM phxrising8 Or.... when Q says “dig” could it mean more literal dig? Dig holes, tunnels, graves... 😩

7/19/2019 6:41:07 AM grapejelly007 The cow is on his beach. It sits near a garden that has two big cockatoo statues. The birds that usee to be on top of the temple lookong building were 

also cockatoos when I looked closer. Idk.. 🤔

7/19/2019 6:41:19 AM richardhiatt16 🕳😢🕳😢🕳😢🕳😢😢🐝🇺🇸

7/19/2019 6:41:36 AM grapejelly007 Excuse my spelling 🤪

7/19/2019 6:41:43 AM hawkgirlinmn YHWH. I heard Yahweh.

7/19/2019 6:42:07 AM brenda_leece @Unindoctrinate

7/19/2019 6:42:29 AM blsdbe  http://www.myredeemerlives.com/namesofgod/yhwh-jehovah.html … pic.twitter.com/JhRjDi6vTy

7/19/2019 6:42:30 AM vintagesquirrel Or what it holds?

7/19/2019 6:42:55 AM blsdbe I love the way you think!!!

7/19/2019 6:43:07 AM bryceja68689884 👍

7/19/2019 6:43:46 AM rawphonegirl I believe @DrDannielle offered her insight on this?

7/19/2019 6:43:49 AM gsusgod I don’t see any particular relevance. Anyone else? pic.twitter.com/2e4FNc4w8G

7/19/2019 6:43:54 AM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/HFU9kgwn2O

7/19/2019 6:43:55 AM gsusgod  pic.twitter.com/lqkrzYvtbb

7/19/2019 6:44:37 AM gsusgod Perhaps a presser today at 1649 EST?

7/19/2019 6:44:57 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is Epstein not human?

 https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1152048845452394497?s=09 …

7/19/2019 6:45:18 AM reneeblair56 Free Energy 💥

7/19/2019 6:45:47 AM richardhiatt16 Send in the Fleet 🇺🇸... Land the Marines🇺🇸... And off load the backhoes🇺🇸 ... 🕳😢🕳😢🕳😢🕳

7/19/2019 6:45:53 AM blsdbe Jehovah is into child sacrifice...this would explain a lot of the cult feel of Jehovahs witnesses... #ThinkMirror? #Projection?

 http://ajwrb.org/the-watchtower-and-child-sacrifice …

7/19/2019 6:45:55 AM darkaedineso The cow could represent Moloch.

Look at those statues again, then check out horus.

7/19/2019 6:46:41 AM drdannielle We already debunked that.

7/19/2019 6:47:39 AM richardhiatt16 😳 It will be unbelievable “Light”...

7/19/2019 6:47:57 AM lucyc5124 Oven

7/19/2019 6:48:58 AM deepbluesand Mayor of Chicago

7/19/2019 6:49:31 AM brenda_leece 2 Samuel 24 or 1 Chronicals 21   LORD/Satan interchangeable

7/19/2019 6:49:32 AM deepbluesand Or Chicago

7/19/2019 6:49:32 AM francoissmc  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castle_Cornet …

7/19/2019 6:49:46 AM moemc8 God help this world

7/19/2019 6:50:08 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1151965845033123840?s=21 …

7/19/2019 6:51:24 AM ialibertybelle Maybe you don’t know YHWH like you think you do.

7/19/2019 6:51:33 AM greybeardolorin  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-2539751/amp/Theyve-moo-ved-Jessica-Simpson-adds-cow-statue-garden-new-mansion-bought-Ozzy-

Osbourne.html … 🤔

7/19/2019 6:52:17 AM keith369me Epstein Island/Syrian Sun again?

7/19/2019 6:52:17 AM stevenfontain14 It doesn't look like Hebrew to me - at all - I agree with you

7/19/2019 6:52:40 AM stevenfontain14 How cool

7/19/2019 6:52:47 AM kachinagtto Hathor

 https://www.ancient.eu/Hathor/ 

7/19/2019 6:53:04 AM stevenfontain14 That's a rabbit on her back thigh

7/19/2019 6:53:52 AM stevenfontain14 what about the rabbit on her back thigh?

7/19/2019 6:54:48 AM zagnett Good Morning! 🇺🇸⭐️💫

7/19/2019 6:55:24 AM iluvkayakingtoo  pic.twitter.com/jcWNJTjFyI

7/19/2019 6:55:42 AM kachinagtto Hathor https://www.ancient.eu/Hathor/ 

7/19/2019 6:56:38 AM grapejelly007 Oooh human smoker.. that's intense

7/19/2019 6:56:46 AM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/LAc9yKLmpP

7/19/2019 6:57:01 AM ethereal_shaman Lifting the veil.

7/19/2019 6:58:05 AM laura_twelve @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 PBSO launches internal investigation into Jeffrey Epstein case  https://www.wptv.com/news/region-c-palm-beach-county/pbso-

launches-internal-investigation-into-jeffrey-epstein-case …

7/19/2019 6:58:12 AM nea_storm Copy That! What did they Say? You know the comms! STORM ⚔️⚔️⚔️ pic.twitter.com/yb6Cn6yMRG

7/19/2019 6:58:43 AM equipment79 Who is this person?

7/19/2019 6:59:02 AM rickscgordon Exactly what does Jessica Simpson do ?



7/19/2019 6:59:30 AM redquinlan it is up to you to know - you can explore andleave it there or continue on the trail.   https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/100614271/ …

7/19/2019 6:59:39 AM michaelchasea From January '19 it says

7/19/2019 6:59:42 AM audigamma If you don't mynd eye guess eye'll come clean. As you probably know (and eye'll show) the watch time 4:49 equals seventeen.

4)+(4)+(9=17

As for 1649 that seems a fine stitch in time so let's continue 2 work as a team eye'll not make a show so let's go dyd something happen 1-7-19?

7/19/2019 7:00:36 AM iluvkayakingtoo The person who pretended to be my mother.

7/19/2019 7:05:23 AM deergeo Thought cows (female-utters) don’t horns, just bulls (male)

7/19/2019 7:05:28 AM redquinlan  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=68&v=D7AsXqaFaxQ …

7/19/2019 7:06:18 AM oeinicolette Fotoshop

7/19/2019 7:07:18 AM muddybumper78 Like this Moloch 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/eTRUM5pS30

7/19/2019 7:07:19 AM giediknight The name of GOD

7/19/2019 7:07:22 AM skeye_watching Actually they aren't. That is like saying all Muslims are into decapitation. If you go to any Kingdom Hall & talk to any JW they will tell you that is a lie 

from hell. I have a very wonderful friend that is JW & just because people put that name in an article doesn't make it true

7/19/2019 7:07:35 AM jamesha62733609 Meaning what? If you have something to add add it without a cryptic drift

7/19/2019 7:07:38 AM peacelovlight Would like to know more about the truth of what is really going on with the Mormon church. Have been discovering upsetting things.  Hard to see that 

this church is a huge corp. and not what I thought it was. I would like all the lies exposed. Greer who? Like to read, want truth!

7/19/2019 7:08:12 AM blsdbe #D5

7/19/2019 7:09:16 AM equipment79 Wow 😮

7/19/2019 7:10:02 AM darkaedineso 💜🇺🇲👍 pic.twitter.com/MpzVuqv7qK

7/19/2019 7:11:28 AM skeye_watching Molech was judged by the Supreme Creator or Yahweh, Jehovah, what ever name people want to label the Creator as.  According to this way of 

thinking, Trump would be a child molester.

7/19/2019 7:11:48 AM giediknight  https://www.touregypt.net/featurestories/celestrialcow.htm …

7/19/2019 7:12:54 AM redquinlan these 3 bits of info should give you a good start. pic.twitter.com/q6gqunnxVr

7/19/2019 7:12:57 AM calekst You need to get your eyes checked. 🙄

7/19/2019 7:13:09 AM cue2_c99 Bakrid??

7/19/2019 7:13:18 AM daveelton33 Jan 7 Q was posting about RBG. pic.twitter.com/1Wo5Q5dlYL

7/19/2019 7:15:41 AM jamiegrahamusa #Dig

7/19/2019 7:16:40 AM jamiegrahamusa We need a global map my friend. And under ground sonar, sea sonar...submarines...

7/19/2019 7:16:45 AM nikoscali Posted this article because it references the photo of the cow statue.

7/19/2019 7:17:35 AM lbf777 Isn’t Yawhey the Cult Of Bob Anunnubaki God? He was inserted into the Old Testament by the Catholic Church so it appears he is God which is why this 

OT God is so angry and jealous all the time. It’s all a scam.

7/19/2019 7:19:22 AM iluvkayakingtoo #ItsAllTrue pic.twitter.com/wkViioYy8U

7/19/2019 7:19:22 AM _17patriot_ Were they practicing Enochian magic?

7/19/2019 7:19:44 AM giediknight piercing the veil

7/19/2019 7:24:03 AM giediknight  https://thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/nautilus-shell-fibonacci-symmetry-cross-section-spiral-structure-growth-golden-ratio-form-88233305.jpg …

7/19/2019 7:24:45 AM lbf777 Same being. The Catholic Church rewrote the OT to trick us into thinking Yawhey is God’s name. They also made him seem jealous, angry and insane.

7/19/2019 7:25:09 AM lbf777 That’s what we are led to believe but God is nameless.

7/19/2019 7:25:19 AM c4_justice Hmmm, ?; Interesting.

7/19/2019 7:25:28 AM nea_storm LOVE-YOUR-KRISSUZZ!!! pic.twitter.com/3yaxabW33i

7/19/2019 7:25:59 AM eye_clown would a magnetic shift move the axis?

7/19/2019 7:26:13 AM giediknight YHWH is a god

7/19/2019 7:26:27 AM lbf777 The Catholic Church rewrote the old testemant and added that name into it. It’s all a lie though. God doesn’t have a name, never gets angry, never 

judges or punishes anyone. That Yawhey is a false annunaki god.

7/19/2019 7:27:49 AM lbf777 Milk does a body good.

7/19/2019 7:28:17 AM linnyt7  http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/111423717/ …

 http://freeonlinedartsgame.info/fire-on-jeffrey-epstein-island-491d6168b6/ …

 http://www.on-stjohn.com/author/admin-2-2/page/220/ … The cow gets moved around a lot, this one says.

7/19/2019 7:29:40 AM mrd_s_anderson Prince Andrew

7/19/2019 7:31:30 AM holliday_billy Cant see a lot of the tree but it doesn’t look like a palm tree.

7/19/2019 7:31:31 AM sontechnique Actually, should have stated I am tracking physical movement off axis, not magnetic pole movement. Started watching since I saw Russian Space 

demonstration. (Cont.)

7/19/2019 7:31:36 AM lbf777 Those beings are the original rebels from 197,000 BC but we’re done away with. Their replacements are beings like Moloch or Baphemot.

7/19/2019 7:32:47 AM vintagesquirrel The Four Crown Princes of Hell in The Satanic Bible, with each chapter of the book being named after each Prince. The Book of Satan: The Infernal 

Diatribe, The Book of Lucifer: The Enlightenment, The Book of Belial: Mastery of the Earth, and The Book of Leviathan: The Raging Sea.

7/19/2019 7:33:32 AM vintagesquirrel  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Satanic_Bible …

7/19/2019 7:33:47 AM cjptrsn I see a theme. Are you saying today will be a declass day?

7/19/2019 7:34:02 AM lightofdawn_e Duncan O finnion talked about a portal and underwater base off of Water Island.  The 4th island of the usvi.

7/19/2019 7:34:20 AM sontechnique A wingnut on a threaded rod was spun by an astronaut in zero gravity. The nut travelled off of the rod, kept spinning and traveling in same direction in 

space. It then suddenly flipped 180 degrees on its spinning axis. Could happen to Earth?

7/19/2019 7:34:34 AM c4_justice Though, except for humans all other mammals only drink their mothers milk as infants.

7/19/2019 7:35:22 AM letitbe1023 Digging into keystone, Solomon, vaults, bath houses, architecture, gold domes, 

Blue Azure (BEK & KEK) XP (Windows, Chi-Cho, XP illness), Masons, all lead me to Water Spirits & the Devil/demons being cast unto the seas, this is all 

overwhelming, any thoughts on Water "Creatures"?

7/19/2019 7:35:41 AM lightofdawn_e  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_mindconMKULTRA02.htm …

7/19/2019 7:36:58 AM drson1968 First I can reply in the manner I wish. 

That said, I was referring to a Bible verse > 2 Peter 3:16 > False prophets take what is God’s and distort it. 

The Hebrew letters refer to God’s name YHWH in Exodus 3:14. 

Satan and his followers distort truth

7/19/2019 7:37:06 AM iluvkayakingtoo I never had the heart to tell them that I hated ACL. pic.twitter.com/cGsNtkKR3Y

7/19/2019 7:38:16 AM moemc8 Perhaps 2000 Epstein pages. See the watch.  19th day. Hands on watch JE? A = 1 B = 2

7/19/2019 7:38:31 AM diaptera_80 How are the hebrew letters similar to the patterns on the ground?

7/19/2019 7:39:19 AM gregcombs17 Just tell people! Good grief. Don't put up a photo and say DIG.  So FKN ridiculous.

7/19/2019 7:39:35 AM aprilbrown99 Or the symbol on it?  That is not normal cow markings, impo.



7/19/2019 7:40:15 AM vintagesquirrel  https://books.google.com/books?id=UFwoDwAAQBAJ&pg=PT310&lpg=PT310&dq=nautilus+lavey&source=bl&ots=k1v-3YGYX-

&sig=ACfU3U0nQYenVGooglP4FqVUYxvcZr4XlA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiS-sbXmsHjAhVum-

AKHYyMBM8Q6AEwE3oECAcQAQ#v=onepage&q=nautilus%20lavey&f=false …

7/19/2019 7:40:27 AM joeorbit a few years ago i would have called you crazy.

7/19/2019 7:40:56 AM jimmyfalk5 POSSIBLE "Table 29" DECODE...

 https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/crime-in-the-u.s.-2011/tables/table-29 …

7/19/2019 7:41:29 AM vintagesquirrel Good point!

7/19/2019 7:41:40 AM jimmyfalk5 POSSIBLE "Table 29" DECODE https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2011/crime-in-the-u.s.-2011/tables/table-29 …

7/19/2019 7:42:36 AM joeorbit so perhaps these occult pervs are using the name of christ to sacrifice the innocent. now he sits in a max jail.  christ works in mysterious ways.

7/19/2019 7:43:18 AM linnyt7  https://www.insidehighered.com/quicktakes/2015/02/02/some-professors-defend-ties-financier-accused-using-underage-girls …  Dr. Thiel had 

interresting things to say in defense of Epstein

7/19/2019 7:44:36 AM joeorbit nice but can we ever trust the fbi?

7/19/2019 7:44:44 AM gianna43781650 These people are sick!!

7/19/2019 7:45:14 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/gATGZc2We4

7/19/2019 7:45:28 AM aug_tellez RESEARCH CHILD RAPE SACRIFICE CULTS, DEEP UNDERGROUND MILITARY BASES, TRAUMA BASED MIND CONTROL, UNACKNOWLEDGED SPECIAL 

ACCESS PROGRAMS, HUMAN CLONING, GENETIC ENGINEERING, NON HUMAN ENTITIES (CYBORGS, DROIDS, SUB HUMANS), PEDOVORISM, AND 

RITUAL ABUSE

7/19/2019 7:48:20 AM kachinagtto Besides the Hathor references…

Kinda crazy fact… but cows graze facing north/south. Is the statue on the shore of Epstein Island facing north/south as well? 

https://www.wired.com/2013/11/cow-compass-points-the-way-north/ …

7/19/2019 7:48:41 AM linnyt7  http://i.4pcdn.org/pol/1480899269980.jpg …  Open Cog - Dr. Thiel

7/19/2019 7:51:42 AM gi6stars The back leg mark looks like Epstein island itself

7/19/2019 7:53:36 AM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/kUsb29qxaN

7/19/2019 7:53:37 AM nea_storm Good Morning! pic.twitter.com/qlo7emywWm

7/19/2019 7:54:59 AM kachinagtto Good eye!

7/19/2019 7:55:25 AM giediknight find the celebrities with these dumb cows and have that mark

7/19/2019 7:55:51 AM aprilbrown99 It on the island near the boat ramp. Found the pic in the “629” folder here.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/mobile/folders/1mUKD6aCXCPQfVA2ZqQ5JLFbkDqsH8b5-/1zYUD8r0ZSYkQ400Ayi_XJMI4hOoq8aVa/1Sd0B0y6c-

PS8Jj0blwfrQ-K7nFX_V-gZ?sort=13&direction=a …. 

The symbol on the cow looks like a marker to me, either of the island or referring to children. pic.twitter.com/ta6Y9KvqTw

7/19/2019 7:56:30 AM inthematrixxx Sex magik.

7/19/2019 7:56:44 AM lbf777 Some Illuminati cards are dedicated to the YVWH cult of Bob/Subgenius.  There are more as well. pic.twitter.com/XHI9mAHwln

7/19/2019 7:57:17 AM trump_alliance #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/rYJOTAX9Gq

7/19/2019 7:57:40 AM vetgeek85027 It's a fake cow!

7/19/2019 7:58:50 AM aprilbrown99 This also reads as “pedo” upside down.

7/19/2019 7:59:02 AM lbf777 They use both names YWHY and Jehovah.

7/19/2019 8:00:33 AM wyatt251 You caught that too hmmm don’t change the fact each letter meaning if that the case still read same front to back back to front spdpd

7/19/2019 8:01:16 AM aprilbrown99 Nice job Michelle. 👍👍👍

7/19/2019 8:02:24 AM aprilbrown99 Now I understand why they could use the submarine. Thanks for posting these photos.

7/19/2019 8:02:58 AM giediknight and obviously, I could be completely wrong....

7/19/2019 8:03:56 AM aprilbrown99 Is something under the sundial? 🤔🤔🤔

7/19/2019 8:05:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Crystal Skull

29 Years

Learn the comms.

#UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 8:05:40 AM _17patriot_ The giants lie in that skull...

7/19/2019 8:07:05 AM dls00741 Can you be anymore mysterious?

7/19/2019 8:07:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Conspiracy

Clowns push disinformation RE JFKJr

Q categorically exposes

Clowns push mainstream (print/video) propaganda RE JKFJr

Why?

How else do you create false realities?

See it

Hear it

Read it

Repeat the lie enough times and people will believe

These people are stupid
7/19/2019 8:07:41 AM houseofwachs The 21st night of September is coming

7/19/2019 8:07:59 AM sandytoes717 Lazy!

7/19/2019 8:08:49 AM pat34177691 But, we are not those people.

7/19/2019 8:08:57 AM notevenchad17 Good Morning!

7/19/2019 8:09:27 AM willowood22 #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 8:09:35 AM shushale  pic.twitter.com/d3tsQv9IeS

7/19/2019 8:09:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 29 Years

Table 29

Temple where Table 29 references?

Temple where Skull was found?

What did the culture do where found?

What is hidden underground?

Hint: It is not a crystal skull.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152208106069417984 … pic.twitter.com/I05oNdLrdG

7/19/2019 8:10:04 AM kaur_diva LA LA pic.twitter.com/FOydkgO3kP

7/19/2019 8:10:12 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1152234086133620737?s=21 …

7/19/2019 8:10:14 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/DiCDsTvnon

7/19/2019 8:10:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Absolutely

7/19/2019 8:10:32 AM hoelessromantik To distort and distract the “Qfollowing” essentially making them chase a “ghost” and to appear “insane” to outsiders. Ironically, centering the 

conspiracy on myself, I almost feel the same way.



7/19/2019 8:10:33 AM jtcrotteau There are 4 basic categories of animals that are used in Sacrifices.

Cows 

Goats

Sheep

Birds

Cows were used for any large or communal offerings. Cows being the largest animal, they were offered only when the entire nation was commanded 

to take part of the sacrifice.
7/19/2019 8:11:03 AM kaur_diva Looks a lot like LA LA .   Almost like the shape on the cow?! pic.twitter.com/T0SqGY4cG5

7/19/2019 8:11:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Divide & Conquer

7/19/2019 8:12:05 AM billyj1616 Unbelievable I mean wtf.

7/19/2019 8:12:25 AM aquino_ernestoj Ese es el pensar de muchos conservadores en Puerto Rico que dicen simpatizar con el Partido Republicano....

"YO SOY REPUBLICANO PERO NO TE METAS CON MI GOBIERNO NI MI GOBERNADOR DEMÓCRATA"

¿Quién los entiende? Tremenda mogolla.

7/19/2019 8:13:07 AM jamesgdurrett Skull of Judas?

7/19/2019 8:13:12 AM sparkleloung 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/f3reAWm4xX

7/19/2019 8:13:20 AM giediknight The head of that of John the Baptist?

7/19/2019 8:14:13 AM lwertman412 Epstein' s ranch in NM???

7/19/2019 8:14:22 AM 1foreverseeking That appears to be a female Holstein. Note the udder?

7/19/2019 8:14:30 AM hawkgirlinmn Why does your emblem have a microphone? pic.twitter.com/XAAX0w12ZZ

7/19/2019 8:14:46 AM bdam777 The spear of Destiny?

7/19/2019 8:15:16 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/nMhbfR2jmq

7/19/2019 8:15:26 AM hoopingrabbit The thing is god has many names... 

Just cause it isn't the English word god doesn't make it evil. 

I can somewhat get the Jehovah witness thing but it would have to be during the big conventions they have, my father in law was a witness and I went 

to his church several times. pic.twitter.com/pvQOjvszIP

7/19/2019 8:15:30 AM rebornkingent Be careful what you ask for, Mj12 can be hyper mysterious.

7/19/2019 8:15:31 AM dironablu2u Those shapes aren't even close to being similar.

7/19/2019 8:16:02 AM dironablu2u They're not, this is crazy.

7/19/2019 8:16:28 AM ygwiryn At this point I can only judge Truth as it resonates with me. So much bastardizing of history, facts , words, colors, symbols and everything. 

I haven’t found a translator for the symbols so I don’t know that this is correct. 

Also have heard that this is True & Jesus was satan..

7/19/2019 8:16:29 AM lightlove21121 JFK 🙏🏽

7/19/2019 8:16:32 AM hoelessromantik Washington Post pic.twitter.com/QUcGHFAl6Q

7/19/2019 8:16:40 AM michael81972 Many cows have horns like bulls, Farmers dehorn a lot of them for safety reasons...

7/19/2019 8:16:41 AM rebornkingent Aren’t all realities false then, it’s up to us to choose what is beneficial as a group? Cocreating.

7/19/2019 8:17:10 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/YMvr8NeNx4

7/19/2019 8:17:12 AM yourkiddingme5 Interesting!

7/19/2019 8:17:15 AM dls00741 kek

7/19/2019 8:17:25 AM hoopingrabbit Not saying there isn't any ties though cause I've even wondered the same thing. I was just saying God has many names, and even after we are long 

gone he will have many more but he is none the less the same just depends on how we view it. IMO

7/19/2019 8:17:27 AM giediknight  https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-cave-where-mayans-sacrificed-humans-is-open-for-visitors …

7/19/2019 8:17:32 AM trumplican72 Great find kek

7/19/2019 8:17:46 AM anjilloflight_ Omg. I knew it! I was on 🎯! 

Hebrew Yod He Vav He. They’ve Perverted God. And it’s right in front of us as always. These people are sick! 

 https://twitter.com/anjilloflight/status/1152210511133597699?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/y4yzIZSyJ3

7/19/2019 8:18:03 AM sandytoes717 The birds were Owls and the cow is moved around the island. There ate pictures showing it in different locations.

7/19/2019 8:18:42 AM plasticjesus6 I was just looking at this other day.. my 1st gut guess told me it was St Nick Nicholuas aka Santa  aka Father Time aka Cronis of Saturn Aka All Father .. 

Father of Odin aka Zues of Jupiter

7/19/2019 8:18:46 AM adubay1mnmaga Flynn knows where the bodies are

7/19/2019 8:18:48 AM username4what  https://www.jw.org/en/publications/books/good-news-from-god/who-is-god/video-gods-name/ …

7/19/2019 8:19:05 AM username4what  https://www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/names-of-god/ …

7/19/2019 8:19:30 AM giediknight  https://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/01/150127-maya-water-temple-drought-archaeology-science/ …

7/19/2019 8:19:33 AM aka_woke And hyper full of shit

7/19/2019 8:19:39 AM username4what  https://www.jw.org/en/jehovahs-witnesses/faq/are-jehovahs-witnesses-a-cult/ …

7/19/2019 8:20:01 AM hawkgirlinmn Maybe Epstein is mocking God then??

7/19/2019 8:20:01 AM username4what  https://www.jw.org/en/jehovahs-witnesses/faq/are-jehovahs-witnesses-a-cult/ …

7/19/2019 8:20:32 AM wyatt251 Just remember why they crucified the son of GOD for telling the true showing the light n what GOD really wanted for us n to know this today that sick 

evil n vile mthrs live amongst us

7/19/2019 8:21:02 AM hoopingrabbit Sorry not going to be forced to have a fixed thought on that. Definitly when a bible has been edited thousands of times and in different ways

7/19/2019 8:21:06 AM username4what What Jehovah himself said about it in the Bible:  https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1986728 … pic.twitter.com/Kgm6cBK4yb

7/19/2019 8:21:14 AM sandytoes717 Signifying the upcoming date for an animal sacrifice?

7/19/2019 8:21:20 AM username4what  https://twitter.com/username4what/status/1152236929968037888 …

7/19/2019 8:21:46 AM 369369rv So if he comes out that will wake a few sleepy heads up and stick it to the media

7/19/2019 8:21:51 AM username4what These words speak for themselves don’t they: ? pic.twitter.com/3f1q03DROi

7/19/2019 8:21:59 AM infidelis_101 Yes, the cow grazes. We must dig!

7/19/2019 8:22:07 AM megatronmighty I can't believe I'm saying this

but it's there in front of us.

Father help me

YWHY is the oppressor

and His brother is NOT

7/19/2019 8:22:12 AM plasticjesus6 Thir is also known as Odin  and Zues

7/19/2019 8:22:23 AM trojanbear2 How do you get that when second and fourth symbol are not the same?

7/19/2019 8:22:31 AM mr_bond00 🧐 missing R

And an interesting timestamp

5:5 well played Mr. President

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @andweknow pic.twitter.com/YEuPndcU2a

7/19/2019 8:23:16 AM username4what  https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1200002391 …

7/19/2019 8:23:21 AM pauliepg11111  https://www.nationalgeographic.com/archaeology-and-history/archaeology/crystal-skulls/ …

7/19/2019 8:23:28 AM plasticjesus6 Jesus is no peach either. ..



7/19/2019 8:23:46 AM blsdbe Oh I still call my self Crazy...but I’m the Good Crazy pic.twitter.com/n2GzgcCbmS

7/19/2019 8:24:04 AM oo1o110 Anon's are expecting big things today.

7/19/2019 8:24:17 AM megatronmighty A fracture runs up my psyche.

I will recover

because I am the child of a GOD

7/19/2019 8:24:23 AM 369369rv Can’t you just tell us and then we can verify

7/19/2019 8:24:28 AM username4what What do you mean by “fixed thought”?

7/19/2019 8:24:56 AM wyatt251 Did he his followers called him  messiah he ask what you call me n who replied

7/19/2019 8:25:00 AM username4what What do you mean by “Definitily”?

7/19/2019 8:25:00 AM infidelis_101 Need more info to make these claims.

7/19/2019 8:25:03 AM ygwiryn Have also heard that Jesus was a man that interacted with a spirit (Christ spirit) 

Jesus was a shapeshifter 

Jesus disappeared for 20 some yrs into secret teaching 

Marry was his wife

They were both of royal bloodlines

....

7/19/2019 8:26:14 AM vintagesquirrel ...was the site of the biblical Garden of Eden.

Around the end of September 2010 CE, a 1.3 foot-high, T-shaped stele decorated with a human head and an animal figure was stolen from the site.  

https://www.ancient.eu/article/234/ 

7/19/2019 8:26:27 AM username4what Do you agree that there’s a difference between titles and personal names?  https://www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/names-of-god/ … 

pic.twitter.com/basEoAlB0F

7/19/2019 8:26:56 AM wyatt251 I to have heard this plus the 3 days he went to hell to save the innocent people that where lost

7/19/2019 8:28:10 AM username4what Did you know that the Bible differentiates between “god” and “God”? One is in fact attributed to the evil one: pic.twitter.com/wXvQknTFqY

7/19/2019 8:28:46 AM username4what Traci, do you personally believe there is an Almighty God in existence?

7/19/2019 8:29:10 AM ygwiryn Only ever hear in churches of steal children’s souls in exchange for your sins that he is good and primary only hung out with guys that hated women 

So what is what??

Hidden text tells a different story of jealousy and backstabbing in the followers that for the most part split up

7/19/2019 8:30:01 AM sehvehn looks like a computer chip. any computer geeks out there......does it or does it not?

7/19/2019 8:30:02 AM bhaggy1008 5 gross elements - earth water fire air ether

3 subtle elements - mind intelligence false-ego

1 spirit soull

Imutable unperishable eternal

7/19/2019 8:30:17 AM skeye_watching They do, unfortunately humans find it a daily struggle to live totally in the latter.  Most every person on the planet falls into the first category.  But we 

have grace & guidance if we ask.

7/19/2019 8:31:23 AM ygwiryn To follow their own spin on what they wanted the beliefs to be. 

While others had to flee for their lives after Jesus was murdered by public lynching...

7/19/2019 8:31:26 AM jrocktigers Black Goo.

7/19/2019 8:31:35 AM 1foreverseeking I live in cow country! 😉

7/19/2019 8:32:32 AM jennife42469481 Did Table 29 reference a restaurant? I'm not seeing how that would connect directly to the temple but the restaurant was connected to the same type 

of elite crowd.

7/19/2019 8:32:34 AM wyatt251 Didn’t Peter say the same

7/19/2019 8:33:37 AM tammyredmond Where does this tram go? To other islands like Haiti?

7/19/2019 8:33:39 AM username4what There’s millions worldwide who are able to display the latter thanks to things they are learning from the Bible like this:  

https://www.jw.org/en/publications/magazines/watchtower-study-august-2017/strip-off-keep-off-old-personality/ … and: 

https://www.jw.org/en/publications/magazines/watchtower-study-august-2017/put-on-keep-on-new-personality/ …

7/19/2019 8:34:07 AM 1_decided_voter Lol pic.twitter.com/o3sPPKpDNI

7/19/2019 8:34:08 AM jennysue62 Sounds very demonic

7/19/2019 8:34:13 AM morrisbrauns Is d romm dungeon room  =HRC. Hillary?  Table 29 ?

7/19/2019 8:34:24 AM farbeyondblue4 I don't know why but this Headdress comes to mind too pic.twitter.com/t5kbcv8hmG

7/19/2019 8:34:27 AM username4what Do you agree with this:  https://www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/what-is-sin/ … ?

7/19/2019 8:34:35 AM jennysue62 Demonic...😈

7/19/2019 8:34:37 AM starehope They are trying to divide us, one way or another. Another thought, they are planning a distraction. Be alert.

7/19/2019 8:35:04 AM tammyredmond Is the skull found below a Nephilim or ET?

7/19/2019 8:35:16 AM dark2light2019 Arc...was said to be buried in an island (people thought it was the canadian one from tv show) perhaps it was LSJ in reality.

7/19/2019 8:35:28 AM wyatt251 Also he was crucified on a tree pomegranate tree I think the tree of life has millions of berries to eat pick it at right time free juicy hmmm good pick it 

late bitter fermented will get you drunk what wine was made from Roman times n beer

7/19/2019 8:36:04 AM aspennmax64_l Star Gate

7/19/2019 8:36:08 AM wyatt251 It was ment for someone else sry

7/19/2019 8:36:21 AM michael81972 Im certainy with yall on Baal or Baphomet,  but many cows have horns not just bulls

7/19/2019 8:36:45 AM username4what The Bible tells us this, right? pic.twitter.com/SJb85BpLgM

7/19/2019 8:37:09 AM paulypoppins ......? pic.twitter.com/tluH6m6xYa

7/19/2019 8:37:26 AM disfellocated Why didn’t I make that connection before?

1 Cor. 8 is about avoiding sacrificial foods for the sake of not stumbling a fellow Christian, not because it’s inherently wrong.

But in the Nicolaitans (Rev. 2:6) case, that sacrificial food might’ve been children.

7/19/2019 8:38:10 AM machotickner Brandon is one ugly dude.  That yellow goatee 😝

7/19/2019 8:39:07 AM rebel_pilgrim If that is the case, then what Hebrew letters are the other symbols around the temple?

7/19/2019 8:39:28 AM coastal2002 Hence the crystal skulls?

7/19/2019 8:39:44 AM identityasxy .

Who is Vincent Fusco? pic.twitter.com/FgT8apfBGP

7/19/2019 8:41:33 AM kachinagtto  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Crystal_Skull …

Mayans, Stargate (neutrinos slowing down / out of phase)?

7/19/2019 8:41:44 AM ygwiryn I would like clarification on the symbols into the Hebrew 

If @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is sharing please provide a conversation link to the symbols. 

Or just open clarification 

Feeling like I’m listening to @eyethespy again 😡



7/19/2019 8:42:11 AM megatronmighty The only being I can think of who fits is

Cain.

The skull of Cain?

The first white male(mark of Cain)

The first true Enemy.

More Father.

MORE!

7/19/2019 8:42:35 AM the_loveoflight Isn’t this the correct way to say “gods” name or something of that sort?

7/19/2019 8:43:34 AM truthsayert Yes, the problem is we stop at the Bible or Torah and most don’t go back further to the Sumarian tablets. These tablets describe how humans were 

created and the struggles of the entity we believed to be God. There is one God but it may not be who we thought it was. pic.twitter.com/Kq6KR5JcHl

7/19/2019 8:44:02 AM paulypoppins No, this: https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2014/crime-in-the-u.s.-2014/tables/table-29 …

7/19/2019 8:44:51 AM mitolduso Good catch! Trust fox?🤔 its stll msm, right?

7/19/2019 8:45:53 AM scott_rick You mean here.. Oak Island, I was there this week pic.twitter.com/TomERkoYDs

7/19/2019 8:46:24 AM wyatt251 👀 allot into the emerald tablet have a note book with reasearch translation was trying to self teach would love yo see it in person but we all know 

British museums

7/19/2019 8:46:34 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/COXFBGg4Vp

7/19/2019 8:46:51 AM sandralav2 Wow.  Looks like the symbols in the sky last year on a regular basis!!

7/19/2019 8:47:29 AM ygwiryn How do you know???

Just because someone wrote something in a Book years after the actual events.

And we all know all that is written is true and without a political agenda because so many say it is true..

If “Future proves Past”

Then I’ll also judge the past by who made the 💲💲

7/19/2019 8:48:06 AM buckhunter77 Does anyone think the ending of the movie The Fifth Element has a deeper meaning? Hollywood is Sick.

7/19/2019 8:48:37 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥
7/19/2019 8:49:10 AM ygwiryn Sorry left out the “what” is written

7/19/2019 8:51:26 AM nea_storm WOW! Simply Love Your Brilliant, Exquisitely Timed, Mathematical Genius Humor and Wit of a WorkOut! It's Pure Manifesting Perfection! 

pic.twitter.com/VBSyCKxzJC

7/19/2019 8:52:05 AM 313looper Bc MJ is Mysterious!

7/19/2019 8:52:12 AM wyatt251 Scholars today have stated that there is allot of mistranslation back then Sumerian Hebrew Greek Roman Catholic Church

7/19/2019 8:52:20 AM the_loveoflight But it’s not a crystal? pic.twitter.com/WdhIGuOU2K

7/19/2019 8:52:45 AM grapejelly007 I don't see owls personally, but the images are grainy.. didn't know the cow gets moved around though. That's wierd.

7/19/2019 8:55:20 AM scott_rick Emerald tablets of Thoth

7/19/2019 8:55:33 AM wyatt251 Thought he was hiding in a cave

7/19/2019 8:55:59 AM dark2light2019 Yeah sorry i just couldn’t think of the name. Ive got some crazy theory going now about the carribean in general/ atlantis etc.

7/19/2019 8:56:28 AM the_loveoflight Daniel says his father found one in 1971 in Belize

7/19/2019 8:56:55 AM stinky_stork Hurricane Irma knocked them off

7/19/2019 8:57:22 AM skeye_watching It does, however, people tend to create their own little lists of "sin"  The Creator sees the heart, we can't.  He sees whether there is sin in the heart. We 

are told not to judge, because we can't see a person's heart.  Paul said, the things I want to do, I don't & vice versa.

7/19/2019 8:57:22 AM the_loveoflight grandfather*

7/19/2019 8:57:57 AM dark2light2019 been trying to specifically research ownership of LSJ prior to Epstein and beyond in history. The arc makes sense i think r/t power+control

7/19/2019 8:58:04 AM kachinagtto “what is hidden underground”

A sacred denote?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_sacrifice_in_Maya_culture … pic.twitter.com/j3PF31HFvm

7/19/2019 8:58:30 AM plasticjesus6 Thor*

7/19/2019 8:59:38 AM dark2light2019 Is the arc of the covenant buried on LSJ?

7/19/2019 9:00:01 AM plasticjesus6 Jesus is clearly in competition w St Nick aka All Father .. Father Time Cronis of Saturn..

7/19/2019 9:00:06 AM roaminnoodle Loving how, at the time of writing this, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has 9,126 posts (9+1+2+6 = 18 = 1+8 = 9) and @NSA_QIL2 has 1,533 posts (1+5+3+3 = 12 = 

1+2 = 3) and with this post I now have 1,581 posts (1+5+8+1 = 15 = 1+5 = 6)

Do Not Doubt The Power of 3 6 and 9 is REAL! pic.twitter.com/7fhoyfdcr0

7/19/2019 9:01:44 AM truthsayert They have a translator at UCLA now.  https://cdli.ucla.edu  The problem is we don’t understand the beginning of the entities that came from heaven 

a.k.a. Annunaki. Our true history has been lost and other entities have come to try to take over and make us slaves.

7/19/2019 9:02:22 AM pamitch2 So awful.  Justice for the children.

7/19/2019 9:02:42 AM wyatt251 Yep

7/19/2019 9:03:19 AM dark2light2019 Brought by knights templar.

7/19/2019 9:03:32 AM kacsandi_m HUMAN? Such as in the Brit children's expose film about 'the littles' where they mentioned they "danced with the SKULLS" of sacrificed babies? (this is 

difficult to ask about b/c it's so emotional-After I saw the film, I cried for days while praying for babies & children).

7/19/2019 9:04:18 AM grapejelly007 Too thin to be owls to me. Just my opinion though,  of course. I admittedly wear glasses too lol. pic.twitter.com/1oJYsmAEME

7/19/2019 9:06:40 AM the_loveoflight Is the underground area sort of the same as the underground area with the 4 pillars surrounded by water underneath the pyramid?

7/19/2019 9:07:39 AM dark2light2019 Epstein temple was meant to be the new temple on the mount. Blackmail ring controlled by the old guard of SA?Part of ancient egyptian empire

7/19/2019 9:08:10 AM dynamicres I love it❣️ haha i have been getting WAAAY more OCD with 3/6/9 lately as well, its just literally everywhere now. 🥰🥰🥰

7/19/2019 9:08:45 AM lbf777 Consider YWHY is an evil Annunaki being pretending to be God. The Bible has been altered from its original form.

7/19/2019 9:09:02 AM bill_davis01 Any info on project dragonfly???

7/19/2019 9:10:06 AM dark2light2019 Golden dome removed when arc was removed?

7/19/2019 9:10:07 AM truthsayert Our conscious being is still connected to God and those who have learned the importance of our connection may find that they have had entities visit 

them to guide them, and they’re not crazy. Others are being visited by different beings for their DNA to take over, but we win! 

pic.twitter.com/RW8vTR1yGZ

7/19/2019 9:10:27 AM kachinagtto Typo… cenote

7/19/2019 9:11:21 AM catheri70981208 Which one of the 13?



7/19/2019 9:11:31 AM pkekbar Correct.

You're thinking of @realDonaldTrump's concurrent take down of the mafia in Atlantic City.

Shouldn't have whacked JFK over Cuban Casinos buuuuut here we are.

7/19/2019 9:14:06 AM joanbro39810376 Setting up the porn for hitlary and husband. Don't forget NY and WA ...pizzagate

7/19/2019 9:14:07 AM giediknight  https://www.americaneedsfatima.org/Saints-Heroes/the-passion-of-st-john-the-baptist.html …

7/19/2019 9:14:15 AM davidspencerca2 Awesome! @Enoch9D your right free gold. 😂

7/19/2019 9:14:17 AM identityasxy .

What does Whoopie Goldberg have to do with JE?

7/19/2019 9:14:32 AM emaslard ?

7/19/2019 9:16:23 AM melanieanders7 Nautical shells mirroring each other but an E between them. What’s the E mean? And what does the name Epstein mean? Where’d it come from?

7/19/2019 9:16:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd Unless you like losing sleep, I would be satisfied with ritual abuse, sacrifice as in blood sacrifice and consumption of human flesh. #ThesePeopleArSick

7/19/2019 9:19:53 AM gregcombs17 I've been doing this well longer than M12 and you combined. It was in reference  to the reply's given. I know the answer.

7/19/2019 9:22:06 AM v_rags Really amazing!

7/19/2019 9:23:38 AM royalyid Job’s friends had to sacrifice bulls for their sin. Big sacrifice for 3 men.

7/19/2019 9:23:48 AM wwg1wga_every1 Does this mean Epstein Island has already been searched by the FBI or other agencies? Just curious, because I see new drone footage daily showing 

people, boats & vehicles coming & going there. What was with the ambulance parked there a few days ago? Then it disappeared. 🤔🤔🤔

7/19/2019 9:24:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so I have a question...I've forever heard about elemental "magic." What the dark has the light has as well. Why can't lightworkers use elements for 

the higher good?

7/19/2019 9:24:56 AM dealwithit1845 Right!? Lol!

7/19/2019 9:27:07 AM 9threalm I don't see the resemblance.

7/19/2019 9:27:11 AM ctvs14 The God of the Bible, YHWH, Jehovah, is NOT into child sacrifice. Respectfully, the article you are posting is fake news. There are no Bible verses to 

logically support that claim. Rather you will find the opposite.

7/19/2019 9:27:28 AM the_loveoflight Same set up? Or way off? pic.twitter.com/YEQf8rBwM6

7/19/2019 9:28:55 AM freeeval  pic.twitter.com/JBcayRCMgC

7/19/2019 9:30:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Could that be the direction? East?

7/19/2019 9:30:58 AM dealwithit1845 Not true, sorry.

7/19/2019 9:32:32 AM richard07759712 Moloch

7/19/2019 9:33:56 AM djlok 😂😂😂

7/19/2019 9:34:26 AM dealwithit1845 Woah, baphomet was a goat, not a cow. And cows can have horns. 

Not trying to frustrate, just want to help keep from running down the wrong road.

7/19/2019 9:34:42 AM defy_gravity987 Ra: 60:17 - Sons of Levi and the Ark of the Covenant???

7/19/2019 9:35:18 AM freeeval  pic.twitter.com/hR4n4M8hmP

7/19/2019 9:35:29 AM ctvs14 SPOT ON!  Most Bible's used to have in their preface the explanation of YHWH and how it has been replaced with all caps, GOD or LORD. It's Satan's 

attempt to remove the most important name in the Bible!

7/19/2019 9:36:19 AM giediknight Explore beyond the Horizon... https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1152255193809084416 …

7/19/2019 9:37:31 AM mconstantine75 I hope the declass is sooner than later.  I am ready to dish back the hurt they have caused us all.  I am ready for all the loud liers, to become crickets!

7/19/2019 9:39:07 AM username4what These verses talks about actions (“works”) right. Would God have had these things god written down if he knew they were impossible for us imperfect 

humans to do: ? pic.twitter.com/1uv2UCNg7O

7/19/2019 9:39:48 AM q4quebec Is that #area51raid thing a 🤡🤡🤡 psyop too? It seems like it's designed to put all 'thruthers' in the same loony bin, and to discredit any future news 

related to Disclosure.

7/19/2019 9:41:23 AM audigamma Red Blue Green BLACK. Gots neck slack. Gets next slap. Gets lip  http://smack.Bet  Supreme Trap. Matter of fact. Not running crap. & while we @ 

where the morals at? Pearl wisdom? But the pearls are black!! Doesn't listen dark heart is whack!

7/19/2019 9:41:29 AM bbobbio71 eh, not quite yet pic.twitter.com/UBH1RLofNz

7/19/2019 9:41:35 AM audigamma On a mission sittin on the devil's lap...Red Blue Green BLACK gots neck slack. Gets next slap. Gets lip smack. Bet Supreme trap. Gets next flap. Gets 

next Track. Like a Heart Attack. RED BLUE GREEN BLACK!!!

7/19/2019 9:42:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 [322]

#UnsealEpstein https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2019/07/19/iran-disputes-trump-claim-u-s-navy-destroyed-its-drone/1775051001/ …

7/19/2019 9:43:20 AM gulfcoastchelle 🤣🤣🤣

7/19/2019 9:43:49 AM dwd20498333 Possibly.....?

7/19/2019 9:44:18 AM hparadis1 We’re one for one now.

7/19/2019 9:44:52 AM speaakn That’s what I was thinking, too! 🤡🔫

7/19/2019 9:45:00 AM qaphsiel17 Enter invisible player #3.

7/19/2019 9:45:17 AM cyberaider4 Maybe texts where intercepted referring to table 29 as the HRC fav spot. Like a vip area.

7/19/2019 9:45:37 AM yustein You first evil one... how many children did you rape? @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/19/2019 9:45:42 AM pfc1975 Rouge operatives are losing their ground.

7/19/2019 9:45:46 AM sontechnique Here: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1n-HMSCDYtM …

7/19/2019 9:45:48 AM amandpms Disinformation is necessary, I reckon.

7/19/2019 9:46:03 AM djlok Is that "ancient object of worship" the red thing glowing on Security Cam #6? pic.twitter.com/sj8LmvBnkf

7/19/2019 9:46:50 AM gsusgod I get the intuition I should rewatch and look for symbolism in the movie "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull"

7/19/2019 9:46:51 AM wyatt251 Mirror

7/19/2019 9:47:05 AM nurseniceyes Surveillance cow.

7/19/2019 9:47:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, that artifact is not on CCTV.

7/19/2019 9:47:17 AM dream9_87  https://twitter.com/dream9_87/status/1152257351103242241 …

7/19/2019 9:47:33 AM cue2_c99 Kerry is on a sinking ship

7/19/2019 9:48:15 AM wyatt251 If it ain’t Iranian if it ain’t ours who’s is it or was it all fake just to flush ds pieces out of hiding again to nab them

7/19/2019 9:48:19 AM lizmarques17 Is Epstein Island considered a portal to another dimension?

7/19/2019 9:49:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not considered.

Contains.

7/19/2019 9:50:31 AM v_rags The nautical shell has in it the golden means Fibonacci squence. Not getting why the the E in between.

7/19/2019 9:51:18 AM 313looper Well, it could be correct ! that was the cabal’s drone which was taken down by American Navy...

7/19/2019 9:51:33 AM roaminnoodle #EpsteinIsland Temple = Keystone?

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

7/19/2019 9:51:47 AM adamlforeman You live INSIDE a holographic construct system based on Quantum Physics called a VAH or Virtual Artificial Habitat. It's a soul development system. You 

are an "egg" or soul inside a biological holographic container we have been told is the human body.

7/19/2019 9:52:15 AM pipcarriewalker They haven’t spoken in 15 yrs.

Quit drinking the Kool-Aid.

7/19/2019 9:52:33 AM michaelchasea Skull & Bones. 🤬



7/19/2019 9:52:36 AM bbobbio71 They keep trying

7/19/2019 9:53:06 AM faurecdev CONTRE les Imbéciles bornés, pas grand chose à faire, sauf le PIRE ou la FUITE !

7/19/2019 9:53:57 AM burgersandra Hmmm.

"Drosnin concluded that the ancient key to the code may be found engraved on the lost OBELISKS."

"LISAN is an anagram of NAILS. Nails used to be made from lengths of iron rod."  by Ross Kelly

7/19/2019 9:54:14 AM blynn1lynn On one of the images of what is under the Epstein Temple, it showed at the lowest level what seemed to be a precious object of worship... is this what 

you are referring to?  A stolen object placed there?

7/19/2019 9:54:50 AM andress45303251 At all.

7/19/2019 9:54:59 AM mirage3888  pic.twitter.com/jnE8v0VEWA

7/19/2019 9:55:56 AM blsdbe ThanQ!!!

7/19/2019 9:56:39 AM richard07759712 We need to see the energy grid lines on the earth

7/19/2019 9:56:58 AM jayrambin Sometimes I think they’re posts are meant to keep us on the hook more than inform us.

7/19/2019 9:57:07 AM alexanderfahr Mosquito season. Pesky little thinks buzzing around everywhere. Some of them can pack a wallop.

7/19/2019 9:57:30 AM wyatt251 Sex slave n trade sweat 💦 shops most don’t know cause you can’t get in but zuck df n others have

7/19/2019 9:58:39 AM giediknight "They" use the vampiric energy from the rituals pierce the veil into another dimension. But its actually a lower dimension, the "upside down" from 

"Stranger Things", the "light" from Poltergeist...... They have been tricked by the Djinn. Only kundalini can access higher realms.

7/19/2019 10:00:07 AM mwannahockalugi I very seriously doubt we shot down one of our own drones. I'll wager we shot down a CIA owned and operated drone attempting to start a war.

7/19/2019 10:01:17 AM wyatt251 Think South Korean juice girls most are not Korean  Filipino Russian Vietnam Cambodia extra I can go on they would tell us you pay me to pay my bill 

what bill then you find out that’s why Soldiers sailors marry them to get them the hell out of it I’ve known this for yrs

7/19/2019 10:01:26 AM al23311 Could be a map.

7/19/2019 10:01:28 AM jollyrob2 Last move?

7/19/2019 10:01:55 AM al23311 So it could be a larger map of underground areas?

7/19/2019 10:03:29 AM toffer_anon_369 Go listen to the latest SB2, they are saying that the white hats are now in control of these "aircraft" and have been working to reverse the effects and 

provide healing with some different chemicals.  I hope they're right!

7/19/2019 10:04:15 AM liberty_2q2q #DigitalSoldiers 💥👊

7/19/2019 10:04:47 AM blsdbe 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

7/19/2019 10:05:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 FULL PANIC IN DC. https://twitter.com/justinjm1/status/1152249258663432195 …

7/19/2019 10:05:50 AM dynamicres MJ12 Activated? First C? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864 …

7/19/2019 10:06:07 AM ygwiryn If the meme isn’t correct, why is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sharing it???

7/19/2019 10:06:09 AM blsdbe This is the reason I read your posts, Giedi. pic.twitter.com/hk4OVEqVFo

7/19/2019 10:06:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where's a shark when you need one?

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/OrioleMom/status/1149320166905397248 …

7/19/2019 10:06:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have they been prosecuted in Military Tribunals yet?

7/19/2019 10:07:23 AM bblueberrypie Doug Band?

7/19/2019 10:07:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's what she said.

7/19/2019 10:07:41 AM wdis40 Even sharks have standards

7/19/2019 10:08:09 AM cyberaider4 Sharknado would be nice

7/19/2019 10:08:20 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

Reasoning about #EpsteinIsland Temple possibly being the Keystone (#Q #QAnon post 133) with what we "know" now: pic.twitter.com/rTx4PTP2i0

7/19/2019 10:08:34 AM finall00p Devil himself they're trying to unearth?

7/19/2019 10:08:57 AM lpblakelyar Great minds think alike

7/19/2019 10:09:08 AM grabsanon Looks like James Alefantis....

7/19/2019 10:09:08 AM bdam777 David Cameron?

7/19/2019 10:09:41 AM djlok 😂😂😂

7/19/2019 10:09:45 AM jennada43407037 That is so freaking crazy!! These people are freaking nuts! Lol on the flat Earth☺️

7/19/2019 10:10:08 AM birdwatching0 Is that Chelsea C husband?

7/19/2019 10:10:32 AM dynamicres 5:5

Will be eyes open for those streaming links 😉

❣️

7/19/2019 10:10:43 AM ethereal_shaman All of my likes of MJ posts have been deleted again.  Twitter is lame.

7/19/2019 10:10:50 AM wearediamonds2 Ugh

7/19/2019 10:11:55 AM madrummy3 Who controls Iran? CIA. So it’s conceivable we shot down “our” drone. Trump- 1, Cabal- 0

7/19/2019 10:12:03 AM jollyrob2 [MM]

7/19/2019 10:12:04 AM lizmarques17 I thought access the kundalini is also accessing demons that one must be careful doing so.

7/19/2019 10:12:24 AM lizmarques17 Thank you Majestic12 🌹

7/19/2019 10:13:37 AM liannameetsthe2 lol.

7/19/2019 10:13:43 AM giediknight That is if demons access your kundalini, "parasite" off it. Which is what is happening to those that perform the rituals. The Kundalini that starts from 

the sacrum up the spine to the pineal can navigate the stars.

7/19/2019 10:13:44 AM al23311 I’d settle for a tidal wave 😂😂😂

7/19/2019 10:14:20 AM sallysm52091710 Where are all of the videos of Bill Clinton on this man's plane multiple times, Epstein even claimed to have founded the Clinton Foundation!!! Where's 

the outrage and coverage??? We will wait for FOX news to cover it! #Trump2020 #KeepAmericaGreat

7/19/2019 10:14:41 AM skeye_watching Look at the meaning of dissensions and sects. It happens every day among those who say they have the fruits of the spirit.  The very act of 

disagreements over religion is just as much a part of that as anything else.  Yeshua simply said, Love the Creator & Love each other.

7/19/2019 10:14:47 AM wolrac69 I didnt know sharks were shit eaters!?!?

7/19/2019 10:14:51 AM speaakn The guy circled is the one taking the picture who Q asks us “who’s taking the picture.” I don’t know who he is. Too tall to be Weiner, could it be 

Chelsea’s Hubby. pic.twitter.com/e664P9FBIU

7/19/2019 10:14:55 AM iluvkayakingtoo On a (strange) mission. http://www.ifc.com/2015/07/everyone-from-david-hasselhoff-to-anthony-weiner-to-get-eaten-in-sharknado-3 …

7/19/2019 10:16:34 AM tess53 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

7/19/2019 10:16:45 AM missy968 Red circle is Chelsea’s husband

7/19/2019 10:18:00 AM cosmic_engineer Plenty of sharks in that pic

7/19/2019 10:18:47 AM livindadream66 He looks like Ex England PM David Cameron to me.

7/19/2019 10:22:27 AM maryschade14 Mayans performed human sacrifice...One of the meso-American cultures killed themselves off attempting to appease the Gods during a 

drought..84,000 men women and children.. Sacrifice..Aug 1 is Lughnasa 'Wiccan' festival..another sacrificial day..😡

7/19/2019 10:22:31 AM lizmarques17 Thank you GiediKnight 🌹

7/19/2019 10:22:38 AM q_patriot17 Is that Anthony Weiner?

7/19/2019 10:22:40 AM jensen4truth Wonder what evil is the object...

7/19/2019 10:24:12 AM maryschade14 Yes sactificial tunnels..think Pasiphae and the Bull..and the human beast Minotaur..this is why their gods have animal heads.



7/19/2019 10:24:13 AM flubbynutty Don't  worry, there's a Lion after them now

7/19/2019 10:24:47 AM merkabah31 LOOK AT THIS---->>> PELOSI'S SMEAR PLAN! https://twitter.com/i/status/1151650712276930561 …

7/19/2019 10:25:49 AM username4what Indeed they are of of divisions within most religions, what does that tell us based on what the Bible teaches about those who’s actions don’t match 

what they say? pic.twitter.com/ISD7ToDFHr

7/19/2019 10:26:23 AM lightseeker2012 My guess:  Nephilim

7/19/2019 10:27:06 AM iluvkayakingtoo Damn, even Joey Logano was in this thing.

7/19/2019 10:29:31 AM antarantanka Sharks believe in professional courtesy... one predator to another...

7/19/2019 10:30:18 AM allonkid blasphemy by the evil doers?

7/19/2019 10:30:45 AM plisskenjack Before they changed the entry path 👇👇👇👇👇🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/EL1K5TE33B

7/19/2019 10:30:48 AM charlescatagnu5 US FEDS R LIARS AND MURDERERS

Their god is Baal and continue to sacrifice at California's Bohemian Grove. Of course, after raping little boys and girls. pic.twitter.com/qWo6dtaoOf

7/19/2019 10:31:31 AM antarantanka Paris has a lotta bones under it

7/19/2019 10:31:42 AM skeye_watching That is between them and the Creator.  It's not for me to decide who's going where.

7/19/2019 10:31:56 AM lbf777 Those documents aren’t authentic. They forge documents, plant them in some cave & then tell the people they have old manuscripts. It’s all a 

manipulation.

7/19/2019 10:31:57 AM fightforamerica We need Daniel Jackson in here to explain this translation.

7/19/2019 10:32:31 AM lbf777 According to the Bible which had been altered over 40,000 times.

7/19/2019 10:33:01 AM values_southern Anthony We iner....Pe do🤮

7/19/2019 10:34:03 AM nan_ese Can anyone identify the three boats they're in the picture?

7/19/2019 10:34:17 AM rowdyplowboy Sharks don’t eat shit

7/19/2019 10:34:33 AM username4what Do you you believe these words to be true: ? pic.twitter.com/hRtHJ5yvsT

7/19/2019 10:35:04 AM giediknight "is a god" little g =)

7/19/2019 10:35:11 AM username4what Have I made any comments about someone going somewhere?

7/19/2019 10:36:22 AM zstaroz  pic.twitter.com/ut3CPg24ky

7/19/2019 10:37:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein 

SR? https://youtu.be/PbyRZOTsKgc 

7/19/2019 10:38:00 AM maryschade14 Satan knows and can quote scripture..Babylonian Talmudic Qabbala Dybukk Golem Red String..

Vau..

Adam 120 after eating pineal coarse crude etc..

120/2 60..60 min 60 sec beast system..time bandit illusions

Note.. pic.twitter.com/LAMjuEOT0e

7/19/2019 10:38:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 MS-13 v MS13 https://twitter.com/astro_luca/status/1152220929310756865 …

7/19/2019 10:38:53 AM giediknight Seth Rich?

7/19/2019 10:39:03 AM maryschade14 Mossad..more than likely..they protect the Unholy Unseen 3.

7/19/2019 10:40:00 AM skeye_watching Those terms have nothing to do with judgment and condemnation.  You teach and explain to those who want to learn.  Correct, doesn't mean to tell 

someone they are wrong, correct means to explain misconceptions.  An individual who knows the Creator will be guided in actions.

7/19/2019 10:40:04 AM lbf777 Fake gods are little g. Real God is big G. (Trinity is real God).

7/19/2019 10:40:51 AM skeye_watching I don't see where you have, have you?

7/19/2019 10:41:23 AM aeg0717 Today 50 years ago, Ted Kennedy killed that woman.

7/19/2019 10:41:57 AM skeye_watching Your verse stated inheriting the Kingdom of Heaven.  That would be going somewhere, would it not?

7/19/2019 10:42:30 AM jfogle8 That's quite curious. Never heard that connection before.

Yet seemingly agreeable none the less.

7/19/2019 10:42:43 AM karma4event201 Lion team has them in sight. No Where to Run No Where to Hide. 

#DeathPenalty4Pedos

#HangThemAll

7/19/2019 10:43:03 AM trumpmomma God Bill Clinton is GROSS🤮

7/19/2019 10:43:38 AM jvan125 I don’t get it 😬🤦🏼♀️

7/19/2019 10:43:39 AM trumpmomma No.  Nose wayyyy to small for that honker

7/19/2019 10:44:15 AM jvan125 🤔

7/19/2019 10:44:29 AM maggie9684 I need more info. Where do I start?

7/19/2019 10:44:43 AM boozy2b General consensus is “dead man walking” WOW 😮

7/19/2019 10:44:43 AM karma4event201 The yaght highlighted behind his head may be tied to him

7/19/2019 10:46:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 THE DEEP STATE

Symbology will be their downfall.

What is NASA?

7/19/2019 10:46:50 AM jvan125 Not A Space Agency? Kek...

7/19/2019 10:48:38 AM rachaelangelm Epstein is the forward E. @Eminem is the backwards E.

7/19/2019 10:48:47 AM easteden9 Watched on TV. Great shot🇺🇸

7/19/2019 10:48:49 AM jvan125 How are NASA and MS-13 connected? I only know MS-13 as the tattooed demons who chop up people alive.

7/19/2019 10:50:29 AM rachaelangelm Wisconsin

7/19/2019 10:51:50 AM rachaelangelm South America has a time prison!

7/19/2019 10:52:00 AM bob76775554 Front w/ outdated tech

7/19/2019 10:52:27 AM pattywaggle45 I think it is Weiner. Look at this photo to compare pic.twitter.com/C0i1DrerGd

7/19/2019 10:52:49 AM roublisa @charmanda9 you are such a wize ✨✨✨😘😘😘💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/fwKYoIBj6t

7/19/2019 10:53:02 AM roaminnoodle 📎

7/19/2019 10:53:03 AM thepricefreedom According Dr. Scott McQuate the YHWH is a term that was reversed by ancient scribes of the bible and means Annunaki. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/InnerCircleUS/videos …

7/19/2019 10:53:07 AM charmanda9 Thank you! I am guided well, apparently. 

✨💖✨

7/19/2019 10:54:08 AM nocommunistusa True the first thing the Nazis did was clean out the lieing media

7/19/2019 10:54:47 AM agoodyear2015 Doug Band in the circle?

7/19/2019 10:55:46 AM agoodyear2015 A good ol' bolt of rogue lightening that comes down and smites them will work as well Majestic.

7/19/2019 10:55:46 AM ingoldisrael Species that feed on the ground vulnerable to predators. 

Cockatoos‘ adaptation protects:

👉🏼if a flock is on the ground, there is at least one high up in a tree (usually a dead tree), keeping guard.

Aussie slang: person keeping guard for police raids during illegal activities.

7/19/2019 10:57:37 AM roublisa Wish I could manifest a gif reality like that👆👆👆 I have a lot of creative ISBEs here lol

7/19/2019 10:57:59 AM saifk7 The bodies? 😫

7/19/2019 11:00:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/HLA2FWVM6N

7/19/2019 11:00:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/WnTOIwOMFu

7/19/2019 11:00:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 If true... pic.twitter.com/ncUnq0tC4d



7/19/2019 11:02:15 AM commacausi Bitcoin, just another fiat money!

7/19/2019 11:03:36 AM wyatt251 Sounds made up

7/19/2019 11:05:41 AM michael81972 Nazi?

7/19/2019 11:06:14 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/5GdDFQK49t

7/19/2019 11:06:48 AM kayt_ee Oh dear, Izzy, you are desperate to try and distance Trump from Epstein, aren't you. You know it won't work, don't you. Your twopennorth of tweets 

isn't going to wipe out their history of close friendship and lewd, disgusting behaviour with minors together.

7/19/2019 11:06:56 AM renee86743676 Wasn't NASA a black Hole the Deep State poured money into

For their black Ops

7/19/2019 11:07:00 AM b_botus Doug Bend... pic.twitter.com/oiaVnvvU1U

7/19/2019 11:08:11 AM enomai_ Oh. If true. Was the reply everyone was going to give. ;)

7/19/2019 11:08:35 AM inparasol  https://youtu.be/poz6W0znOfk 

7/19/2019 11:08:56 AM enomai_ If... Requires an illusion though.

7/19/2019 11:11:15 AM redquinlan I've been searching for a few hours, am stumped as to what it could be. Since the 4 corners are of the 4 princes (demons) it has to be something of the 

black arts.  Also Table 29?? Table of elements #29 is Cu copper 63.55 is there more copper in certain blood types ? I continue..

7/19/2019 11:12:16 AM keith369me What an unfortunate name...in plain sight

7/19/2019 11:13:37 AM mjs__smile Could be...Trump capitalized BOXER .. which is Barry

7/19/2019 11:14:33 AM zohni3 I defeated one of the 7 princes last year.. It was called BELPHEGOR and i sent a DM straight into the darkness.. I AM THE RED HAND of ONEILL..  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @intheMatrixxx

7/19/2019 11:15:04 AM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff  

This feels like the proper use of 3, 6, 9!!!

7/19/2019 11:15:11 AM bbobbio71 I agree with you.  As many of us that have had to believe the BS of the past it'll take some time to believe.  My concern lately, as a landscaper,  i'm 

seeing a lot of trees/ bushes dying (more than normal). Yesthe trails have been less, noticed some in front of storms yesterday

7/19/2019 11:15:48 AM wbwse Thankyoueyeloveyou💙💙💙

7/19/2019 11:16:30 AM bbobbio71 THOSE THAT SCREAM THE LOUDEST HAVE THE MOST TO HIDE! Learn their comms as well 😁 Thank You MJ!

7/19/2019 11:17:29 AM bbobbio71 What's in the tanker? Do we assume what it should be? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/19/2019 11:17:35 AM kathleen3693693 If not made public somehow, how would we ever know, for certainty that is, that ANY military tribunals are taking place, will take place, or that some 

have taken place already?

7/19/2019 11:18:29 AM usss_211 BOOM!

7/19/2019 11:19:57 AM usss_211 Wasn't he (Guy) married to Sybilla of Jerusalem?

7/19/2019 11:20:57 AM bbobbio71 Chumming the waters

7/19/2019 11:21:57 AM laurabusse They hijack everything good for evil

We can take it all back and use it for good

I've been using the four healing elements

Earth water fire air

For healing for a long time

God gave us all these things for good

Intention is paramount

They use everything for evil and will perish...
7/19/2019 11:22:34 AM melburger00 The Human Trafficking tables also look interesting

7/19/2019 11:22:34 AM 777kab1 Here...on my twitter page...not going over THERE on his....I will never back down from the SPIRITUAL WARFARE....that IS my NUMBER ONE 

calling....and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is NEW AGE/OCCULT...and I will SPEAK TRUTH....my choice....your choice to embrace it or not....👊👊💥

7/19/2019 11:22:47 AM keith369me This must be the MJ that enjoys Family Guy

7/19/2019 11:23:26 AM boy12_jimmy Now after seeing & hearing these comments & putting all of the past Q posts & chatter on 8 Chan, this all makes sense on why they are saving Israel 

for last. It is a very BIG reason. pic.twitter.com/18KzRv8sEg

7/19/2019 11:23:35 AM indigenous_one Scythians + Chaldeans

Ba'al worshiping Babylonians

7/19/2019 11:23:43 AM laurabusse Love their music

Music is not inherently evil

Especially if used for good

Consciousness creates

Good or evil

Depending on intention

7/19/2019 11:24:23 AM keith369me Nader is trending today!!!  We Are The News!!!

7/19/2019 11:25:48 AM richardhiatt16 They ARE 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡... And NO right-minded ET will ever work 

with them 🤣❤️🇺🇸

7/19/2019 11:26:00 AM keith369me So who tells the world’s greatest story?  Are we allowed to make suggestions?  If so I vote for @cynthiamckinney

7/19/2019 11:29:05 AM laurabusse The 4 healing elements

Earth water fire air

Were created by god for good

And given to us

To be used for good

We cant help it

If ppl w evil intention use these god given things for evil

We get our food from the Earth

We drink Water

We use Fire for warmth and cooking

We breathe Air
7/19/2019 11:29:13 AM zohni3 I am ORROCK.. A NAVAJO SHAMAN.. And the Game ends now.. I am a RED SHOULDER HAWK.. The EYE OF HORUS. @intheMatrixxx @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12    SUK PA HERU

7/19/2019 11:29:36 AM dgreatawakening That's the cow on Epstein Island.  It's pictured among the E-Island clips that have recently been uploaded on the youtube channel below.  Trying to 

figure out the significance of this thing.  Rorschach test? https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg/videos …

7/19/2019 11:35:37 AM laurabusse Yes

They tried to trick deceive and brainwash us

But we always have free will

To find truth

To create our own reality

With our intention consciousness and love

Love is the most powerful force in the universe

Awareness meditation etc is the key to higher consciousness etc
7/19/2019 11:36:19 AM roublisa Exactly what I was thinking



7/19/2019 11:36:50 AM aquino_ernestoj Talk to the ✋ fotuto.

7/19/2019 11:37:01 AM cyclefixblono Check out that ceiling. @EsotericExposal Where have I seen that before?

7/19/2019 11:37:43 AM dynamicres MIRROR? https://youtu.be/bsRwbf-nwAg 

7/19/2019 11:39:47 AM 0116elliott 🤷♀️ https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-10-30/doug-band-john-podesta-if-story-gets-out-we-are-screwed …

7/19/2019 11:42:26 AM weediblue Aztecs also. Ancient sacrifice rituals. Mostly innocent or cumming of age individuals. Back in the ages when the 'apparent' belief was, if the gods are 

angry, the cause droughts, plagues etc and so, a sacrifice was required to 'appease' them. Lunacy to most in this day and age.

7/19/2019 11:44:39 AM peterwa96366580  pic.twitter.com/ubmQTvkcq7

7/19/2019 11:45:30 AM nea_storm Beautifully Gifted! pic.twitter.com/UMJ6jxTg5W

7/19/2019 11:46:23 AM healeyjaimie Thank you! This has been driving me nuts!! Wondered what that meant!

7/19/2019 11:46:56 AM melissagouin1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you please give some insight into Reptilian control /  Illuminati Hybrids that control our world.  Is it real and can we, as a 

collective Awaken enough to raise our vibration, become one with Source and eliminate our mind control of this Reptilian evil?

7/19/2019 11:47:26 AM nea_storm Excuse me! Have you checked your followers and Likes Beautiful One? pic.twitter.com/5SodBR6Hbd

7/19/2019 11:47:49 AM david00997884 Its on the Island of JE

7/19/2019 11:48:30 AM starehope That don't look like a mantis holding a baby/child. More snakey, but a strange mouth, like it has long teeth.

7/19/2019 11:48:55 AM weediblue Maj has been saying for a long time, so has Q, that we have more than we know. Would it surprise me? No. Fairy tales and fiction has been drummed 

into us from an early age. Most fairytales, if you read the original are pretty gruesome.

7/19/2019 11:49:25 AM 420munsterfan And you can draw an upside down crucifix if you were to connect the precise locations... #Symbolism will be their downfall. #QAnon

7/19/2019 11:50:17 AM roublisa Awe you are amazing...I just tweeted this to you pic.twitter.com/lil5IN52iS

7/19/2019 11:50:59 AM roublisa Opps it didn’t transfer ... pic.twitter.com/OLoQ9jsdut

7/19/2019 11:51:06 AM darrell96220925 They can. I do. But it's not without risk.

7/19/2019 11:51:10 AM catpowernow Research the following: Dulce Base hall of horrors, Steven D Kelly ex CIA, Ronald Bernard, 9th circle Human sacrifice, Anneke Lucas, Paul Bonacci. 

According to Fiona Barnett many of the Nazis came to the west with Project Paperclip were Satanists who practiced Human Sacrifice

7/19/2019 11:51:12 AM hoopingrabbit Silly question look around you... take a deep..deep breath.. look at the little hairs on your skin.. it's a miracle we even get to experience this human 

experience...God is everything he is unlimited, to think he is just some human in the sky is limiting.. he is the creator.

7/19/2019 11:52:03 AM joeorbit this needs to be raided. same stories. sick sick people.

7/19/2019 11:52:52 AM joeorbit it's all been terribly upsetting for me.  life changing.

7/19/2019 11:53:01 AM patriotforhim  pic.twitter.com/bFdw0xeSbg

7/19/2019 11:53:34 AM roublisa They way I see it is we are all so hungry for the true we have all sensed our whole lives...it’s time❤️❤️❤️you have been an answer to prayers and 

many eyes see this as a blessing....#WeAreOne #weAreReady

7/19/2019 11:54:42 AM patriotforhim  pic.twitter.com/oWxRixOtoK

7/19/2019 11:54:46 AM truth0716 Lol.  Too disgusting even for a shark.

7/19/2019 11:55:29 AM blankmarlo Horns though... Seems like hermaphroditic iconography, much like the baphomet.

7/19/2019 11:56:22 AM lightlove21121 You guide yourself very well 💫💫💫

7/19/2019 11:58:30 AM nun_chucknorris Some of us remember 😉

7/19/2019 11:58:31 AM anncarolperry1 Symbolism... pic.twitter.com/wg5Moc1EzA

7/19/2019 11:59:43 AM 420munsterfan Exactly!

7/19/2019 12:00:24 PM patricksready NASA = Cover up

Look here! ...Not there!

7/19/2019 12:01:10 PM melanieanders7 Never A Straight Answer: NASA. Do I get a prize?

7/19/2019 12:01:40 PM charmanda9 I love you. ✨💛✨

7/19/2019 12:02:06 PM charmanda9 I love you. ✨💙✨

7/19/2019 12:03:29 PM patricksready HOLY COW

7/19/2019 12:03:54 PM david00997884 That makes me Ill

7/19/2019 12:04:45 PM laurabusse Or The Office

7/19/2019 12:05:03 PM lbf777 The 1% is getting a taste of their own medicine.

7/19/2019 12:06:58 PM covertress The ‘Murder’ of Seth Rich: Everything we thought we knew is wrong!

 https://www.opdeepstate.com/2017/06/22/the-murder-of-seth-rich-everything-we-thought-we-knew-is-wrong/ …

Dig!

Seth Rich Murder Hoax: Freemasonry Blows the Case WIDE OPEN

 http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=617_1497230289 … pic.twitter.com/dCTA5vMG0y
7/19/2019 12:09:00 PM roublisa I felt it so intensely sooooo intensely..when I came home from viewing I immediately went on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account and thanked them I knew 

they were all hands on deck for that and all the other productions..such an amazing thing to be able to see with my own eyes and feel ❤️

7/19/2019 12:09:22 PM melanieanders7 Or hang out with my husband. Lol

7/19/2019 12:09:26 PM lightlove21121 And I you Majestic Is-Be ♥️

7/19/2019 12:10:06 PM 1_decided_voter NASA is a public cover for the cabal?

7/19/2019 12:11:24 PM carolin15161363 What is the answer?

7/19/2019 12:11:46 PM wbwse What’s the HAARP code for Sharknado’s eye forget 🤭 @HillaryClinton

7/19/2019 12:12:38 PM realjamiemc 3. 

#isQreal #whoisQ #askthequestion

@whca @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MindFuror @straymagnet1 @prayingmedic @NeonRevolt @serialbrain2 @tracybeanz @DrDannielle 

@Telford_Russian @larpwars @tafoyosky @Lord_squirrely @gabehoff @AnOpenSecret @isaackappy @Ilhan @AOC @RandyRRQuaid

7/19/2019 12:13:13 PM jrocktigers Brilliant!

7/19/2019 12:16:14 PM seeker229 Think comms

Think outside unauthorized usage of communications in the government in our environments

Think more than one meaning

7/19/2019 12:17:21 PM norwegianon !

7/19/2019 12:17:32 PM _the_psychonaut Interesting read

7/19/2019 12:17:44 PM melanieanders7 Why don’t they get it over with and call it rape? That’s what it is. No 14 yo wants to “do it” with THAT! 🤮

7/19/2019 12:21:40 PM burgersandra Roads lead?

29th meridian west

longitude that extends from the North Pole across the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, the Atlantic Ocean, the Southern Ocean, and Antarctica to the South 

Pole.  forms a great circle with the 151st meridian east.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/29th_meridian_west …



7/19/2019 12:22:08 PM orthogonalron Caverns underneath Mayan temple were full of crystals

Crystals are used as amplifiers

Skull materializes the human form

Radiation has to be present for teleportation

Is this where the Uranium 1 leads?

7/19/2019 12:26:10 PM usss_211 CERN now that place is Dark... Under the guise of science, look at the symbolism there. Screwing around at the subatomic level...

7/19/2019 12:26:29 PM tymecrystal Area 51.     Has 29 levels.

7/19/2019 12:26:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/wNJyIFtUhc

7/19/2019 12:27:43 PM usss_211 The Wheel of Ezekiel in the background?

7/19/2019 12:28:26 PM ikeb247 We still have heard nothing of the little BOYS these people have no doubt been exploiting and using as human cum dumpsters as well.

What happens when the public understands the totality of it all, if that ever really happens?

7/19/2019 12:29:53 PM kacsandi_m Yep. Truly. I've always considered myself a prayer Warrior, but honestly I've never prayed like this before.

7/19/2019 12:30:02 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/ddKOgE272I

7/19/2019 12:32:06 PM tbstupid Is that Chelsea’s husband?

7/19/2019 12:32:40 PM state1union He’s a human trafficking traitor and sure worse

7/19/2019 12:33:03 PM roaminnoodle "If true..."

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#ThoseWhoAreLoudest ... Have Skeletons?

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/AHfRd31aAK

7/19/2019 12:33:35 PM roaminnoodle Mueller witness George Nader charged with transporting 14-year-old boy for sex, child porn 

The Revolution is now public.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

#WWG1WGA https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/19/mueller-witness-george-nader-accused-of-transporting-boy-for-sex-porn.html …

7/19/2019 12:33:37 PM usss_211 So sick....

7/19/2019 12:33:42 PM tbstupid That’s what I just replied with, was looking to see if someone else remembered that too. I’ve seen these before and we named them all- and I knew he 

was in one of the pics

7/19/2019 12:34:06 PM melanieanders7 Mmhmmm. That is correct, sweet sister pic.twitter.com/QJgzA9itQd

7/19/2019 12:34:45 PM 313looper Is #Epstein going to sing or [He] has already done that!?

7/19/2019 12:34:54 PM weediblue On second thoughts, reminds me of the dude from faceache.

7/19/2019 12:35:20 PM pachecoj11 That face looks fake af.  Just saying it looks cropped

7/19/2019 12:35:23 PM ryankochweare1 Please don't tell me that ancient object of worship is amanita masceria mushroom??!! Probably spelled that wrong but it kinda looks like it right?  Lol 

mushrooms are Definately highly spiritual beings sooo hmmm helped me see how everything here is inverted and we are all ONE

7/19/2019 12:36:52 PM weediblue God forgive me for sayin this, but probably (speculating), better fed elsewhere around the parameter.

7/19/2019 12:39:35 PM roaminnoodle "The docs soon released by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second District is 'THE HAPPENING' everyone has been waiting for.

This is opening of Pandora’s box. There’s no going back.

Stay safe."

h/t @KibBitzLaw

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate

#Q #QAnon

#WWG1WGA
7/19/2019 12:39:42 PM nea_storm Oh my goodness! You are going to make me cry with gratitude of Love! pic.twitter.com/l1pE0fTIMq

7/19/2019 12:40:26 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070128685561339904?s=19 …

7/19/2019 12:40:33 PM weediblue Who took the pics?

7/19/2019 12:40:54 PM rawphonegirl Who took the picture?

7/19/2019 12:41:23 PM charmanda9 Majestic Rains, Photon Storm!!! 

💧💙💧

7/19/2019 12:41:37 PM zurawelcarter Wow what a read!

7/19/2019 12:41:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Zippers = symbology? pic.twitter.com/I41YU6v91B

7/19/2019 12:43:39 PM roublisa Love our real men💗💗💗

7/19/2019 12:44:46 PM roublisa We all truly share these very real tears of bliss pic.twitter.com/jo6kr7Q7gp

7/19/2019 12:45:15 PM weediblue What decent mother in their right mind, would allow this? Warped minds.

7/19/2019 12:45:16 PM lightlove21121 Yes 🙏🏽

Now we are learning how to do it collectively 💫💫💫

7/19/2019 12:45:52 PM analyzer51 Love your droll sense of humor!

7/19/2019 12:47:41 PM nea_storm Yes! Real Men! Thank you!

7/19/2019 12:49:25 PM hsuiza There is no such thing as ICLCJ. 

It's fake.

7/19/2019 12:49:52 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/7npKF7LAlG

7/19/2019 12:51:19 PM capturespeed @Moonglow104

7/19/2019 12:52:45 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/nf0nEXblQe

7/19/2019 12:53:16 PM jswdh1 They rent their children to strangers so they can get in them ship them back and do all over again!

7/19/2019 12:54:31 PM weediblue It's possible. The media don't tell lies .... oh that's right, yes they do. Look up UK child refugees. This pic the media printed were not of children, but 

adults, yet, they continued with the charade. The big question remains, why are they scared to report the truth?

7/19/2019 12:56:27 PM weediblue Coming of age 😳. I deteste auto correct.

7/19/2019 12:57:37 PM luvleebutterfly Just a guess on the 4 "princes" ie; LORDS

Tonatiuh – The Turquoise Lord

Mictlantecuhtli – The Lord of the Land of the Dead

Xipe Totec – Our Lord the Flayed One

Quetzalcoatl – The Feathered Serpent

Hot? Cold?



7/19/2019 12:58:16 PM cocobutt07 Water always seek to zone level. Always. Flat earth. Distance between points with math and many things do not prove the narrative they tell us.. It 

may not Flat but got to tell ya that what the narrative is they tell us is not correct. This we can say for sure..

7/19/2019 12:59:26 PM lucyc5124 Chelsea’s baby daddy?

7/19/2019 1:01:37 PM indigocrow74 That guy circled in red looks like Chelsea Clinton's husband, Marc Mezvinsky! 

Prove me wrong.

7/19/2019 1:03:27 PM adsvel All depends on Your intentions, what for You are doing it. If for good its called Alchemy, if for bad its called black magic.

7/19/2019 1:04:44 PM poppyslovecapu #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 1:06:23 PM jswdh1 Very hard to read.... but i get what it's saying

7/19/2019 1:06:37 PM nurseniceyes Not nameless.... Just every name.

7/19/2019 1:07:04 PM cocobutt07 I do not know any lol. I have had my feel of listening to people trying to tell me how to think on things. I have learned many things myself. I have my 

own brain with many experiences and knowledge from failures. I guess they dont? I know Moon land they show is BS.

7/19/2019 1:08:13 PM shotgunanniebar This cracked me up too! 😜

7/19/2019 1:09:09 PM wearediamonds2 Is Epstein a descendant of any Nazis who came over here via Project Paperclip?

7/19/2019 1:09:21 PM indigocrow74 Marc Mezvinsky pic.twitter.com/T4cJXP2oLz

7/19/2019 1:10:04 PM wearediamonds2 Similar to DUMBS? Or Montauk Boys? Or China Lake? Is his "intelligence" connection from Project Paperclip?

7/19/2019 1:12:01 PM cocobutt07 Ancient evil object of worship... hmm what is it?

7/19/2019 1:15:45 PM debramoge They ALL are 🤮🤮

7/19/2019 1:15:59 PM myavorshak Wtf.... Legends of the hidden temple on Nick..... They just keep fucking up my childhood.

7/19/2019 1:16:43 PM jswdh1 If that's true how and why did they show themselves on the 4th?

7/19/2019 1:18:07 PM sterkinglights1 Leviathan?

7/19/2019 1:18:27 PM allahuniversal A lot can change in ]3[ months.

7/19/2019 1:19:14 PM looney2348ting cow with horn = transgenderism, Map of Esptein's island on leg symbolize it's representation/location/purpose?

7/19/2019 1:21:11 PM cocobutt07 I still do not know any. I also have seen tons of stuff on the moon land that now looking into it vs just believing what I was fed is wrong. No doubt that 

surely they know how to navigate. I knew a sailor that had no idea about the stars so there is that. Everything else is GPS.

7/19/2019 1:21:34 PM nixontweets Apocalypse Now comes to mind. pic.twitter.com/KLobxW3o6b

7/19/2019 1:21:37 PM nurseniceyes Hell.

7/19/2019 1:21:52 PM cocobutt07 I am just saying that I am open. I have not personally been off the planet to see a round earth.

7/19/2019 1:23:48 PM awakentothyself Isn’t that Chelsea Clinton’s husband circled?

7/19/2019 1:24:10 PM formerlemming Sounds about right.

7/19/2019 1:24:38 PM allahuniversal Rewatching now... Season 3, Episode 21

7/19/2019 1:25:07 PM cocobutt07 This is true.

7/19/2019 1:25:55 PM nixontweets Black & white. Male horns & female mammary glands. Yep. There sure love merging, inversion & perversion. pic.twitter.com/jExWQvzmUt

7/19/2019 1:26:03 PM realeyethespy In Q tel

Black Cube

7/19/2019 1:26:36 PM clymejakeslddr And Sick.

7/19/2019 1:26:54 PM wftqpatriot Did they build the underground with Evergreen Shipping/Storage Containers?

7/19/2019 1:27:16 PM amandar27767257 Looks like wiener

7/19/2019 1:27:42 PM 313looper NASA 👉🏻🤘🏻

7/19/2019 1:27:48 PM nixontweets  https://twitter.com/nixontweets/status/1152313639484813312?s=21 …

7/19/2019 1:28:23 PM tbonehex Don’t matter, Trump & Q team already have it all. The rest is just theatre to red pill the masses.

7/19/2019 1:28:51 PM karma4event201 It isn't fear of the truth; MSM is paid to lie to us to herd us into group think

7/19/2019 1:31:09 PM karma4event201 YES Epstein is Mossad 

#UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 1:31:49 PM cocobutt07 I have seen people destrying on both sides. I might check him out. Thank you for the info. I have seen very good arguments. I believe the earth is a big 

battery in a way personally. I know a good bit about electricity diodes and anodes.

7/19/2019 1:32:15 PM lbf777 Black, White & red are the colors of the flag of Lucifer.

Also the Black & White checkerboard represents how the 1% confuse the masses.

7/19/2019 1:32:39 PM 313looper True ... 

In the shared YouTube video here; they ask this question at the end !? Was wondering what would be the MJ’s respond!

7/19/2019 1:33:38 PM indigocrow74 They both are built alike. Moobs and all. 😂 pic.twitter.com/blCxfB55G6

7/19/2019 1:35:29 PM lbf777 Sure. We are free to call God anything. Some call him/her the Father or Abba or the Great Upholder or Trinity, ect...

7/19/2019 1:36:16 PM girlawakeinca Synchronicity! I’m right now reading thru the MJ seasons of SG1 💫 https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Crystal_Skull …

7/19/2019 1:37:11 PM cocobutt07  https://twitter.com/Smurf4555/status/1152178789671211008 … This also. Lots of power people seem to be in on a bunch of bull shit as well. So I 

have serious issues with trust.

7/19/2019 1:37:51 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/42v3sY6wFF

7/19/2019 1:38:38 PM lucky11111212 Of course you will avoid debate, especially when folks claim the Holy Spirit is revealing things to them.   Convenient.

Foundational:

Was Christ Jesus a liar when He said His Kingdom would never end?

7/19/2019 1:38:41 PM trcan66839023 They are All Sharks!

7/19/2019 1:39:28 PM todthereal That isn’t how is weapons work. We have an ID system that requires overriding to target US vehicles and many other assets.

7/19/2019 1:39:30 PM decodematrix Is the location of Epstein Island significant? Could they do this anywhere on Earth or only Epstein island?

7/19/2019 1:41:10 PM movrepupr2753  pic.twitter.com/ce1SgBt1u5

7/19/2019 1:41:25 PM tbonehex Agreed

7/19/2019 1:41:54 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/xjduJKNoi8

7/19/2019 1:41:58 PM roaminnoodle "Likely w/in days U.S. Court of Appeals 2nd Circuit will release 2k pages of docs that could reveal sexual abuse by prominent USpoliticians, 

PowerfulBusinessExecs, ForeignPresidents, a PM &other world leaders"

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-case-grows-more-grotesque …

7/19/2019 1:44:06 PM fairyland66  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2152577/Sesame-Street-songs-repeatedly-played-days-end-torture-Guantanamo-Bay-prisoners-report-

claims.html …

⚖️

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/07/17/florida-park-plays-baby-shark-repeat-drive-out-homeless-people/1756626001/ … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FX20kcp7j5c …

7/19/2019 1:44:37 PM girlawakeinca  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Crystal_skull …

7/19/2019 1:44:47 PM biddy702858 Very interesting read, thank you.

7/19/2019 1:45:13 PM fairyland66 #MusicHasPower

#VibrationsAndFrequencies

🙏



7/19/2019 1:45:33 PM catherinewhitfo That was funny

7/19/2019 1:46:07 PM allahuniversal What would a debate solve? A healthy exchange of thoughts and ideas would be much more productive.

And of course, the Kingdom is, always was, and always will be.

Consider the press coverage re: #QAnon and the R theory. I'm of the mind that it doesn't help. What do you think?

7/19/2019 1:48:00 PM weediblue These people should not be parents. I know so many people, that have tried most of their adult lives to have kids, yet have never been lucky. And then 

you get others, who would risk the lives of their kids, for what? Money? I'd seriously sterilise them all. #SickInTheHead

7/19/2019 1:48:32 PM americanpetal You gave us a lot of info to go digging on this weekend? What’s up? 🤷♀️🤦♀️

7/19/2019 1:49:16 PM mittie712 Thank you!!

7/19/2019 1:49:29 PM cocobutt07 Guys I knew in the navy just knew how to use gps. Dad was a marine and used a compass. Only going by what I know. I get the lay lines and magnetic 

fields and such. I get it though. I research what other people have searched. If I have to make my own instruments I will do it. lol

7/19/2019 1:50:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember Epstein was "intelligence".

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1152300419529486348 …

7/19/2019 1:50:52 PM sportsgirlnj16 They should reopen the Nancy Schaefer’s case‼️She was killed for the same reason. They killed her husband also, so they could call it a murder-suicide. 

It’s time for all the EVIL A$$E$ To be held accountable. Right down to the detectives & coroner. They deserve to Rest In Peace.

7/19/2019 1:51:06 PM cocobutt07 I am not doubting, I just have my questions. We live in a world of lies. Lots of false flags for a bunch of bullshit fiat and family feuds along with Yah 

knows what! I got a feeling that after I die I will find out alot though.

7/19/2019 1:51:17 PM sportsgirlnj16  https://parentalrights.org/child_protective_services/ …

7/19/2019 1:51:47 PM blsdbe Wow, Scott, I 🥰❤️🥰 your threads!!!

7/19/2019 1:52:05 PM plasticjesus6 Omg u Said Photon

7/19/2019 1:52:38 PM sportsgirlnj16  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/murder-suicide-considered-nancy-schaefers-death/story?id=10219809 …

7/19/2019 1:53:02 PM americanpetal Mossad, correct?

7/19/2019 1:53:16 PM aliciaeddy6 Omg

7/19/2019 1:53:29 PM sportsgirlnj16  https://bwi.forums.rivals.com/threads/never-forget-ga-state-senator-nancy-schaefer-exposes-child-protective-services-criminality.212921/ …

7/19/2019 1:54:30 PM blsdbe Agreed. Keep fighting the Good Fight!!!

7/19/2019 1:54:45 PM zohni3 The KEYWORD there is "was"

7/19/2019 1:54:52 PM americanpetal Lol, no kidding!

7/19/2019 1:55:01 PM 2till_kyle Mossad - him & that slime Maxwell

7/19/2019 1:55:13 PM americanpetal Me too

7/19/2019 1:55:14 PM aliciaeddy6 Then pray. Pray. Pray. Pray

7/19/2019 1:55:25 PM aliciaeddy6 Keep seeking the truth and the light

7/19/2019 1:56:35 PM yogibear951 yep -- this is it.  This is the thing that gives me some of the worst nightmares

7/19/2019 1:56:59 PM charmanda9 Indeed!

7/19/2019 1:58:12 PM roublisa She is all that and more ...right @charmanda9 😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/G4Ye3D40lV

7/19/2019 1:58:13 PM candygirlclw Did he take him with him to testify for Mueller? Lol

7/19/2019 1:58:25 PM allahuniversal #ADOS Born, raised, & bonded by oath 🇺🇸

Having an alternate POV is great, however keep in mind that "Think for yourself" comes along with "Expand your thinking". Let's say JFKJr is still alive, 

what good would it do for his safety if exposed? pic.twitter.com/go5792FdVC

7/19/2019 1:58:28 PM charmanda9 Love and Light to you!!!

✨💛✨

7/19/2019 2:00:21 PM _369311119 "Eating meat for food is the psycops."

7/19/2019 2:00:36 PM mmemarymary1 It's an altar to Satan in plain view of the public?

7/19/2019 2:01:00 PM roublisa Same to you love ✨💗✨ can you feel it ....it’s happening pic.twitter.com/TQOL6lh5r5

7/19/2019 2:03:37 PM maryschade14 Mossad big time. Mossad which protects the Ashekanazi Babylonian Talmud set..

Mossad-C_A, Al C_A-Da, 7 day war Rothchildes funded both..goes back further..

Tribes disbursed not gathered..yet ..Tuatha DaDanaan Ireland..

So much but this is huge brainwash..

7/19/2019 2:04:45 PM texas_nacl Evergreen’s cargo of... pic.twitter.com/zCKeQdcpjg

7/19/2019 2:05:08 PM disfellocated Just finished the series a day or two ago. That same day, I joked with my kids about MST3K’s riff of Space Mutiny, specifically Thick McRunfast.

 https://youtu.be/RFHlJ2voJHY 

Rewatched MST3K and saw this: pic.twitter.com/vPFlW5k4ob

7/19/2019 2:05:43 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/gqKbodHxFZ

7/19/2019 2:06:04 PM charmanda9 Yes!!! ✨💖✨

7/19/2019 2:07:38 PM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/IOYcWU6o74

7/19/2019 2:10:27 PM allahuniversal No one is stopping anyone from speaking on said belief re: R. Do so at your leisure, and with consequence. Likewise, there's also the freedom to 

disagree and call out 🤡s & MSM for being stupid enough to run with it. Free speech, like FISA, works both ways.

7/19/2019 2:12:07 PM dark2light9 Contact coming soon to a TV near you 👽

7/19/2019 2:12:44 PM ikeb247 This or that, no the other. Any two from column A, any one from column B. Don't rock the boat. Stay in the box. Go along to get along. We don't talk 

about politics or religion, it's rude. See no, hear no, speak no evil. The lesser of 2 evils. Whatever is the great American mantra

7/19/2019 2:12:57 PM allahuniversal 😂 I don't think I've seen that before

7/19/2019 2:13:19 PM sebastnoa WWG1WGA PAIN

PAIN IS REAL

Info coming Quick

Patriots in control

Annons new

OPTICS for the normies

Perpwalks COMMING

#TRUMP2020Landside
7/19/2019 2:17:17 PM v_rags  https://youtu.be/dw4Q65wtVtY 

 https://youtu.be/I_VsLF2fGpU  pic.twitter.com/idcjHmSvIk

7/19/2019 2:20:55 PM starehope It's ok. Guess you're a make.

7/19/2019 2:22:32 PM covertress What does Snowden know? pic.twitter.com/7ZvMV2An54

7/19/2019 2:23:52 PM overshareflare @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Is this accurate?

 https://youtu.be/YSdNf9B-4LE 



7/19/2019 2:24:48 PM starehope Especially Grimm Brothers!

7/19/2019 2:26:07 PM david00997884 Does Sahdis have Subs, to extract the minors from the Island

7/19/2019 2:28:36 PM asleepingdragon What is going on with Epstein's teeth in that video?

7/19/2019 2:28:41 PM starehope Exactly. That's why we were to keep tweeting unseal epstien. (Purposefully mispelled) Keep the pressure going.

7/19/2019 2:29:11 PM eaglesview77 How is the Keystone related?

7/19/2019 2:30:25 PM allahuniversal May or may not be relevant... Popular movie 29 years ago: Prisoners of the Sun

Sun

Takes place on an island

Mass grave pic.twitter.com/jteuYiUs1s

7/19/2019 2:31:38 PM hawkgirlinmn I am SO loving this “eventline” you’ve been putting out. 🍿

7/19/2019 2:32:30 PM alankemp69 still has to be tried.

7/19/2019 2:35:27 PM dangones I've been screaming Jeffrey Epstein name for over 10 years! I've known so much of this long before Q I've always been made out to be crazy for it.... 

Would love to put it to real use somehow

7/19/2019 2:39:08 PM weediblue I'm a nightmare at typing.

7/19/2019 2:40:33 PM starehope I thought everyone knew how a sundial works. Don't they teach that in school? 

Can anyone read a compass? Do they know the difference between the winter and summer night sky and what leads to the changes on it? Don't forget 

the civics.

7/19/2019 2:41:19 PM 78503002 Is this object even something that common people have ever heard of?

7/19/2019 2:42:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sent you a message as what I did is very personal and I did it for a friend in the hospital who needed help.

7/19/2019 2:44:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd What risk? I called upon the elements and spirit to help with something that could not be considered anything but holy...the birth of a child. The 

mother was having a hard time and they were talking c section. I know one thing, it has taken me days to recoup.

7/19/2019 2:44:58 PM homeofthetitans It was a twitter account. I should have been paying closer attention.

7/19/2019 2:47:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd I helped someone near and dear to me whose baby would not move down the birth canal. She labored three days and wouldn't dilate. I also called out 

to spirit, true Creator of all things. I asked they assist in bringing this beautiful Goddess into the world. It worked 7/16/19

7/19/2019 2:47:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd But I'm a wreck. Been so tired since, took a lot out of me.

7/19/2019 2:48:06 PM allahuniversal Anything can be perceived as a point of division. Ultimately division begins in the mind. Everyone doesn't need to be a Q follower, only to know the 

truth. And agree, Q has brought together truly "diverse" seekers. WWG1WGA stands regardless of diff in opinions. Similarity reigns

7/19/2019 2:49:08 PM qamlove3 What about these cows?...urban art.   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/CowParade 

7/19/2019 2:49:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd I dove in head first because I wanted to know. There are some things I wish I could unsee. I don't want anyone to feel the heart pain I've felt knowing 

what these monsters have done. I hope I didn't sound bossy. pic.twitter.com/oHjavlj2am

7/19/2019 2:49:57 PM boy12_jimmy I am waiting too. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/L2kNiLs8Jo

7/19/2019 2:51:14 PM oh_geez_louise I saw someone post it was Chelsea's hub. Never saw more tho.

7/19/2019 2:51:46 PM weediblue I know folks with that surname 😳. I've had worse autocorrects.

7/19/2019 2:52:01 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.dhs.gov/immigration-statistics/yearbook/2016/table29 …

7/19/2019 2:53:05 PM jeffw355 Why did he spend 29 million to bury tunnels? ;) @QAnon

7/19/2019 2:55:59 PM roublisa It’s time 😉😉😉

7/19/2019 2:56:40 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/hhgnbEHHul

7/19/2019 2:57:05 PM knightofmaltaus Nonsense. Our Knights of Malta used to own this and all USVI’s. Only famous island is St. Croix. Arc of Covenant was temporarily hidden there. This 

Satanic theory is what you make of it. Been to all the VIs. Folk lore even laughs. Was used for Treaty negotiations like Croix.

7/19/2019 2:58:27 PM nixontweets Could also be a stand-in for #Moloch as the cockatoos could be for the phoenix, the sphinx, eagle or owl. Don’t forget the #ClintonEmails mentioned 

sacrificing a chicken to that thing. At least that’s what I can extract through from an occult perspective. pic.twitter.com/pEfl8Yo2ZB

7/19/2019 3:00:31 PM allahuniversal Found it... At the point in the episode where "29 years" is quoted (approx 39 minutes in) , the team is interacting with an interdimensional being 👇🏽

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978201828937729?s=19 …

Comms 5:5?

17:00

7/19/2019 3:00:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd NO FREAKING WAY...I hope this isn't one of those psych tests where you use pic association..........BC that looks like sexual positions and holy hell talk 

about symbolism! #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/19/2019 3:01:01 PM roublisa Your help will be greatly appreciated,a 6,000 yr old crimes against humanity cannot be taken down over night, not to mention be rid of  [them] from 

timelines for eternity..your passion for the fight is needed, many do not understand, truth warriors...the most loving way possible.

7/19/2019 3:01:18 PM jane_q_patriot Maybe they try to avoid baby-fed humans in their diet. Might make them sick.

7/19/2019 3:01:47 PM weediblue For ancient folks, I'd assume fear was part of it. That's based on the way I might have felt, if I lived in they days

7/19/2019 3:03:08 PM brown_eyedladyj ♋

7/19/2019 3:06:32 PM williamcampudo2 On the night of the election this video was supposed to be aired on CNN CNN took a look at it and threw it out too India

7/19/2019 3:08:01 PM starehope LMAO. Don't worry dear, you didn't fail.

7/19/2019 3:09:38 PM roublisa Also.....

MSM......      13=M

MS-13

MS13 pic.twitter.com/BCyuG13Lr0

7/19/2019 3:10:08 PM starehope LOL

7/19/2019 3:10:27 PM kiwi_osint A storm, "God created the world, then the CIA said 'hold my beer...'".

7/19/2019 3:11:15 PM starehope Guess I failed, I saw some sort of Greek symbols until someone mentioned sex.

7/19/2019 3:14:25 PM starehope What is that?

7/19/2019 3:17:35 PM jswdh1 Agreed! I would adopt some! The children deserve 2b here away from evil parents! Some drug their young girls cuz they no they'll b raped by coyotes 

on their trip here! A BP agent said this! They risk their child's life 4 free stuff! 1st question Is where do I get free food card?

7/19/2019 3:20:03 PM americanpetal You are dumping a lot on us! Why were you holding back?

7/19/2019 3:20:47 PM username4what Have I ever talked about judging someone? :)

7/19/2019 3:20:51 PM tharon_pleiades If you are interested in the reptilian stuff, he's a great channel to follow on youtube.

7/19/2019 3:21:32 PM username4what So EVERYTHING in the Bible is put there by God for our benefit, right? https://twitter.com/username4what/status/1152270516125745152 …

7/19/2019 3:22:01 PM username4what Not that I am aware.

7/19/2019 3:22:16 PM jvonirsik Baal they have the Arch of Baal in most Govt. squares.



7/19/2019 3:23:09 PM username4what Are you referring to one of these that talks about “God’s Kingdom”? https://twitter.com/username4what/status/1152256564801048577 …

7/19/2019 3:23:48 PM destinlola Did you see this @Philly, @suyingeorge @RedPilledNative ? 

@BetteMidler @Alyssa_Milano @ABC @SaraCarterDC @NBC @cnnbrk @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @DOJ @NYT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@realDonaldTrump

7/19/2019 3:24:24 PM username4what Just because God’s Kingdom or government will rule from heaven does that mean I have to be there? https://www.jw.org/en/bible-

teachings/questions/what-is-gods-kingdom/ …

7/19/2019 3:25:02 PM username4what Who thinks God is “just some human in the sky”?

7/19/2019 3:25:43 PM starehope Same, I thought MJ didn't like me. Same with their pinned tweet.

7/19/2019 3:26:07 PM username4what If he has created everything and has inspired the Bible to be written, would it be beyond him to ensure that the Bible maintains it’s true message for 

humanity? https://twitter.com/HoopingRabbit/status/1152236915548217347 …

7/19/2019 3:26:50 PM wishfulldreamz Milk cows give up their calves for veal :(

7/19/2019 3:27:11 PM starehope Weiner!

7/19/2019 3:28:51 PM allahuniversal Pretty condescending, yet I can let that slide.

As long as I have studied both Q (10/2017) and MJ12 (approx 10/2018), I haven't seen either refer to well meaning Patriots as stupid. 

So as I said above, I saw that as re: 🤡s and MSM. If you see it otherwise, ask yourself why. pic.twitter.com/icaIjtZdHr

7/19/2019 3:29:21 PM mamabearkrissie What the hell did I just watch?!?! 😳😳😳😳

7/19/2019 3:32:06 PM rolandblasini CANTO mecla de disparates y  mezcla de escreta de terminos sin duda das clase en UPR

7/19/2019 3:33:24 PM bdam777 Didn't notice the dairy cow with horns. 

Ancient Babylon they worshiped the bull. The age of Taurus. That is the age of the black sun. Saturn worship. 

Where people sacrificed their first born? 

I like the transhumanism comments too.

7/19/2019 3:34:11 PM banksia42265169 Plus used as a distraction to keep people from looking at Epstein related news

7/19/2019 3:34:29 PM disfellocated Exactly. Not a crystal skull, but a planes-jumper comm device that functions much the same way. And needs a certain type of fuel. 🧒 ⛽️

7/19/2019 3:34:46 PM rolandblasini SUMA los visitantes de ANTIFA ACTIVOS en PR

7/19/2019 3:35:44 PM allahuniversal Use Logic. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073037325972713472?s=19 …

7/19/2019 3:35:53 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066854723221897216?s=19 …

7/19/2019 3:37:05 PM lichy93 Holstein cows are good milk cows because they produce a larger amount of milk than most dairy breeds

7/19/2019 3:41:28 PM nixontweets Thanks for bringing that one up, dude. It’s another reason researchers have called this revealing the ‘externalization of the hierarchy’. Along w/ 

Ambrosia young blood transfusion,  occult media, drag kids & all-around inversion. https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/us-

news/2016/sep/20/palmyra-arch-syria-new-york …

7/19/2019 3:42:38 PM aprilbrown99 What happened to those children? 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/19/2019 3:43:01 PM kseven110 Skull of Adam??? Not sure about Table 29. Still interesting! Relevant @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  pic.twitter.com/sRF27GXMLN

7/19/2019 3:43:28 PM allahuniversal And possibly human skulls as opposed to crystal

7/19/2019 3:43:49 PM nixontweets  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/2018/october/arch-of-palmyra-in-dc-coincidence-or-pagan-invitation-nbsp%3Famp …

7/19/2019 3:45:24 PM brown_eyedladyj They also believe that by pushing the Area 51 Raid agenda, people will forget all about the pedophilia.

7/19/2019 3:48:21 PM tharon_pleiades Ps. I spelled it wrong, it's spelled Kinninigan.

7/19/2019 3:53:22 PM aprilbrown99 It sure looks like Anthony Weiner to me. 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/uoEIs3MLKi

7/19/2019 3:54:28 PM nea_storm Thank you for ongoing disclosure! And now [JE] is the fused cable about the [BH]necks dragging them kicking and screaming into the Light of Our 

Infinite Victories: See signed Contracts: Payment Due! Injury compensation & obligatory restitution: What? You missed the small Print? 

pic.twitter.com/75NXggsAp2

7/19/2019 3:57:12 PM allahuniversal Again, I humbly suggest that you ask yourself why this is your view. Maybe you need to expand your thinking a bit about what WWG1WGA really 

means. pic.twitter.com/suLGBWWaql

7/19/2019 3:57:35 PM vintagesquirrel CBP reported that their mother picked them up.

7/19/2019 3:58:17 PM starehope Where were the palm trees in the first photo? Not sure this pasture land is on a Sandy island.

7/19/2019 3:58:30 PM aprilbrown99 It the object the heart of the one that [they] worship?

7/19/2019 3:59:17 PM richard07759712 All bones about it

7/19/2019 3:59:17 PM allahuniversal What is the purpose of being offended so easily?

If it don't apply, let it fly, a wise woman once told me (5th grade taacher)

7/19/2019 3:59:29 PM snaproll381 'The Farm' in James City County, Va?

7/19/2019 3:59:45 PM nancyddb Wow

7/19/2019 4:00:51 PM nancyddb Wasn't Enki mean to his people?

7/19/2019 4:01:09 PM allahuniversal OK, let me just come out and aske directly...

Do you feel stupid? If not, then it's not about you. If so, expand your thinking. Wear whichever shoe fits.

7/19/2019 4:01:22 PM starehope This is a female. She has udders. She is not a bull.

7/19/2019 4:02:06 PM sterkinglights1 Is real and Seria

7/19/2019 4:02:10 PM duckmeat01 Burial Grounds for how many?

7/19/2019 4:03:06 PM lbf777 Evil Tyrant.

7/19/2019 4:03:07 PM duckmeat01 LOL It is my cat pushed my beer off of it....lol And no I do not drink.....

7/19/2019 4:03:11 PM nea_storm The DEAD have ZERO (-0-) = NO Voice! Good Luck with that VALLEY OF THE DEAD! pic.twitter.com/0tUXP4qzKC

7/19/2019 4:04:22 PM kseven110 I wonder if this is the origins of skull & bones? Anyone? pic.twitter.com/44vnWmDGQW

7/19/2019 4:05:05 PM kellykreps777 Hey, Majestic,  I thought you disappeard from Twatter til I saw some friends talking about something you tweeted.  Just realized that "I" had your page 

MUTED.  I would have NEVER done that. Enjoy reading your tweets.  Just an FYI

7/19/2019 4:05:20 PM covertress The keystone? pic.twitter.com/RdPwrMaIrW

7/19/2019 4:05:33 PM samsmith0319 May be an ancient manuscript...Table 29....however like your area layout..especially the ancient evils thingy....👀. ..(🤣. ..Dig on flat earth!!)

7/19/2019 4:06:20 PM 1chicagodave If I had to guess, I’d say it looks like maybe a “flipper”. I have no evidence for this, but I suspect he lost his front teeth somehow (accident, fight, etc.) 

and what you see is the partial-denture (fake teeth) used to replace them. As natural teeth move, a gap can form. pic.twitter.com/VnOCVl4AtA

7/19/2019 4:06:56 PM oo1o110 Man, it is hard to get anything accomplished in my career when I'm constantly checking the Internet to see if something is finally happening.

7/19/2019 4:07:12 PM aprilbrown99 A flag hung upside down is a distress signal. Similar to the patch/avatar on this account.

7/19/2019 4:07:18 PM lightworkercain Skull & Bones = DS pic.twitter.com/XMSHzbUZXq

7/19/2019 4:08:00 PM 1chicagodave Near the end of the video, you can see what might be the fake/plastic “gums” of the flipper. (Like a dark line from his tiny teeth to his upper lip.)



7/19/2019 4:08:09 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Nun-Chucks!  🤗🤗🤗

7/19/2019 4:09:26 PM aprilbrown99 Hello my friend!  Hope you are well. 🤗🤗🤗

7/19/2019 4:10:17 PM nixontweets While Epstein’s ‘music room’ isn’t a perfect cube, I can’t help but detect a theme with Baal, Syrian mosques, Israeli Blackcube security for visitor 

Weinstein & Saturn coming up. pic.twitter.com/358mlwuc3w

7/19/2019 4:10:34 PM weediblue I know what your saying. That's why if you have space, or a yard, get some food growing. If you need ideas, let me know.

7/19/2019 4:12:15 PM nun_chucknorris 👋

7/19/2019 4:12:22 PM allahuniversal 👇🏽 I don't like character limits... pic.twitter.com/Di53g7wyvj

7/19/2019 4:12:25 PM aprilbrown99 We don’t know for sure tho. Seems the first story might be accurate and the second is the cover up. I could be wrong...🤷♀️ it is an easy way to “loose” 

3 children. Jmpo

7/19/2019 4:13:20 PM nea_storm Good Day Gabriel! They look like an anime character? And it is marvelously priceless! Hey! Aren't they missing their Sword? 

pic.twitter.com/FpmNb81iLk

7/19/2019 4:13:39 PM weediblue People that do this to their kids, it's something I'll never be able to comprehend.

7/19/2019 4:13:41 PM vintagesquirrel Agreed. That's why I wrote "reported." Who know what's the truth?

7/19/2019 4:13:52 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/qsOZ8SeCtB

7/19/2019 4:14:09 PM aprilbrown99 Oh sorry, I missed that. 🥴

7/19/2019 4:15:49 PM kseven110 29 years = Saturn

7/19/2019 4:16:01 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/ocqvL31TZa

7/19/2019 4:16:58 PM allahuniversal Not an ad hominem at all, was a serious question and suggestion. 

The issue is: take it as you will. Think for yourself, remember? Understandable that you see it how you did, as per the phrasing. The one hurt hollers

I took it as I took it, you did as you did. To each his own.

7/19/2019 4:17:16 PM vintagesquirrel No worries, April. 😁

7/19/2019 4:17:47 PM allahuniversal Hey there! Doing well, Thank you! How are you?

7/19/2019 4:18:20 PM aprilbrown99 Doing great, ThanQ! 😘😘😘

7/19/2019 4:18:47 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/U760Rak9HO

7/19/2019 4:18:57 PM allahuniversal NLP is very familiar. Q uses it well.

7/19/2019 4:19:20 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZpFV1brV9J

7/19/2019 4:19:54 PM vintagesquirrel From what I read, someone arrived at the airport with the children, but the adult didn't have proper documention. So, it sounds like they were 

detained for a bit. Then, I believe the children's mother arrived at the airport to claim the kids. At least that's how I understood it.

7/19/2019 4:20:13 PM slayerofmatrix1 is the utter sac .. RED ??

7/19/2019 4:21:02 PM aprilbrown99 I sure hope so. ThanQ!  👍👍👍

7/19/2019 4:21:50 PM kwyatt55 Left one is Chelsea Clinton husband.

7/19/2019 4:22:30 PM allahuniversal Q uses NLP better than any I've ever seen or heard, in fact.

7/19/2019 4:24:21 PM unidentifiedta1 Is @peterthiel @PalantirTech being used by white hats or black hats?

7/19/2019 4:24:51 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/21yNHvihF7

7/19/2019 4:24:56 PM stevenfontain14 agreed

7/19/2019 4:25:07 PM allahuniversal Or, two sets of people are being spoken of. Or, both you and I are right, and it's a matter of who's doing the reading. Double meanings?

It's divisive for those who want to divide. Q is hella divisive, depending on who's reading the drops. Same with this account, and @NSA_QIL2

7/19/2019 4:25:11 PM slayerofmatrix1 Firmament.

7/19/2019 4:25:24 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph All very good

7/19/2019 4:25:59 PM nun_chucknorris It has been said that 4D has been overrun by evil and we will be skipping to 5D. Is this artifact we are referring to specifically a 3D<->4D portal or 

something altogether different?

7/19/2019 4:26:33 PM trevorrogue Ok, i will bite. Wars fought over the ET's vs oil as the distraction. Logical .. Israel leader of the world? Hmm, New Currency? SOUNDS like a "OWCP" 

10.10.2010 hmm.. tell me more.

7/19/2019 4:28:14 PM aintgets The cia helped him morph into another character with the alias of Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/aeqKfuWDhA

7/19/2019 4:28:43 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/G6s3FaXbpp

7/19/2019 4:30:35 PM stephan45465774 So we did get a podesta. Nice.

7/19/2019 4:31:39 PM 3rdeyeview55 According to the markings it's a good chance of being on this island. Here's the video, what do you see? Look at ~3:30 mm... 

https://youtu.be/LO0qFgz5E-A 

7/19/2019 4:31:42 PM allahuniversal Enjoy your dinner! #WWG1WGA

7/19/2019 4:32:08 PM allahuniversal 😏🐸😏

7/19/2019 4:33:54 PM allahuniversal "They're everywhere!!!" 🤣

7/19/2019 4:34:07 PM nurseniceyes  pic.twitter.com/dILmEfoEFA

7/19/2019 4:34:10 PM sterkinglights1 Not all of the emerald tablet is on Earth.

7/19/2019 4:34:12 PM dc20_aircraft  pic.twitter.com/szkYvzzdth

7/19/2019 4:35:07 PM roaminnoodle Remember Epstein was "intelligence" -@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Key word, "was." 🤡🤡🤡

Now he's locked up w/o bail.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/YkQ7ki4i9G
7/19/2019 4:36:06 PM nurseniceyes  pic.twitter.com/VtnNNfvAjy

7/19/2019 4:36:32 PM nun_chucknorris Poppy.

7/19/2019 4:36:45 PM nurseniceyes This is probably my favorite. pic.twitter.com/GCgJBKgP8r

7/19/2019 4:37:11 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/fT4F6FllcY

7/19/2019 4:37:57 PM nixontweets Absolutely. pic.twitter.com/h6wLKFuSLd

7/19/2019 4:38:24 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/WQQkXCxpUL

7/19/2019 4:38:56 PM aprilbrown99 The dimension that the entities came from? Is this a short-lived, pardon the pun, peek or do [they] stay for a bit? 

Has this portal been closed?

7/19/2019 4:39:38 PM matchnumbers67 Is the cow like the cockatoos? Previously gold in colour and now painted? The cockatoos are now placed at the Grotto pic.twitter.com/VshAxYKjtB

7/19/2019 4:41:08 PM covertress Does the ancient artifact assist in  the operation of the portal?

7/19/2019 4:41:14 PM matchnumbers67  pic.twitter.com/AAQo9cMje4

7/19/2019 4:41:32 PM allahuniversal (You)'re welcome6😏

Phonefigging exclusively has its advantages pic.twitter.com/83sJZ8raHo

7/19/2019 4:41:50 PM needheadcoach I’m guessing he will sing



7/19/2019 4:42:02 PM wishfulldreamz FB Anons found it.. pic.twitter.com/zWEiVSoyhu

7/19/2019 4:42:10 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/mQ901xzFJ9

7/19/2019 4:42:19 PM jvonirsik Lol. Do they not see how stupid they look? I mean I dig a good mosh pit but c'mon......

7/19/2019 4:42:28 PM matchnumbers67 Sulphur Crested cockatoos

7/19/2019 4:43:04 PM jvonirsik It must be that desert heat. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Vfbl-PgJIa0 …

7/19/2019 4:44:09 PM starehope Yup.

7/19/2019 4:46:06 PM starehope They read from left to right.

7/19/2019 4:47:28 PM maryschade14 Look what came up when I accidently hit the tag.. pic.twitter.com/zWKu4szKng

7/19/2019 4:48:36 PM resignationanon much more on #JakeTapper:  https://qresear.ch/?q=tapper 

7/19/2019 4:49:36 PM tncharlene  pic.twitter.com/lRuNSh8Ma5

7/19/2019 4:51:54 PM anneolsen43 This has been a plan for many years ... so is Epstein part of and indeed the mole of the plan?

7/19/2019 4:52:46 PM twistersage press the two birds together and you get a single owl

7/19/2019 4:54:21 PM burgersandra A friend once told me that the only way out is in? C

7/19/2019 4:54:33 PM pipindfw May Day pole was an ancient ugly Druidic ritual I believe...

7/19/2019 4:54:35 PM laneylane25 Some other theories yesterday where the keystone over the temple on the island , I will have to find the thread .

7/19/2019 4:54:59 PM tncharlene  pic.twitter.com/uO4zIaH0ZQ

7/19/2019 4:56:26 PM trojanbear2 Yeah, still confused.  

The  flame (2nd from left) is matched with the “snake” above...

Then the flame (4th from left) is matched with the rectangle above it. The symbols above are different where as they r both matched with the “flame’. 

???

7/19/2019 4:57:02 PM chirpingkel Pure evil

7/19/2019 4:58:02 PM matchnumbers67 Epi = centre. Stein - stone

7/19/2019 4:58:35 PM trojanbear2 It just seems flames should match the same symbol above it- but maybe I just need to let it go. 🤷♀️

7/19/2019 5:00:41 PM allahuniversal One lore point... Keep in kind that not all drops are exclusively for Anons. Whether from Q, or MJ12, or NDS QIL. We're not the only ones reading these 

collections.

7/19/2019 5:00:44 PM nanfran5 😂 I see what ya did there

7/19/2019 5:00:48 PM bdam777 Interesting... 🤔

7/19/2019 5:01:16 PM nea_storm WOW! Excellent research! Thank you for all your effort! Very much appreciated! pic.twitter.com/VIDvsRVMy9

7/19/2019 5:03:03 PM starehope It made someone laugh! That's a good thing! Hope others got a chuckle out of it too. It may have been the only smile they've had in days! Thanks.

7/19/2019 5:03:46 PM starehope A male! See, I did it too.

7/19/2019 5:05:22 PM amanhas62240497 zZ A azs

7/19/2019 5:05:46 PM iamyou132 Not a chance

7/19/2019 5:07:13 PM covertress Is the artifact on Epstein's island an 👽 skull? pic.twitter.com/VRcfrIcSh3

7/19/2019 5:07:37 PM anneolsen43 Just a thought... out of the box I admit but everything is upside down 🧐

7/19/2019 5:08:02 PM laneylane25 Follow John if not already.. always good info.. pic.twitter.com/TY5o7nUFFr

7/19/2019 5:08:28 PM disfellocated Could be any kind of altar or fetish object. If it’s a skull, I wonder who’s. Or, worse, if they take advantage of their (former) endless supply. 💀

7/19/2019 5:09:42 PM mrd_s_anderson  pic.twitter.com/alOyzWzjTy

7/19/2019 5:10:53 PM disfellocated  https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1152369646475128833?s=21 …

7/19/2019 5:10:57 PM mrd_s_anderson "US may have shot it's own drone down by mistake" pic.twitter.com/csdyHq0ZOH

7/19/2019 5:11:14 PM americanpetal Wow

7/19/2019 5:12:32 PM iamyou132 If anything outside of the box thinking is what we need. Now that I’ve thought more about it, what a play it would be if he was a double agent. But I 

think it would be far too difficult for that to be true

7/19/2019 5:15:11 PM wok68 Who owns it?

7/19/2019 5:15:27 PM anneolsen43 Difficult yes but not impossible   Maybe MJ12 will chime in and let us know

7/19/2019 5:16:18 PM laura_621 👍🤔🤣 pic.twitter.com/DbP8xe9GN6

7/19/2019 5:17:55 PM beachsoulfl Crap!  I've been digging, but can't find the pic I've seen in the past that makes me wonder if that's what you're referencing.  It's a low res pic of skeletal 

remains underground, along with some candles or other altar- or ritual related stuff ...

7/19/2019 5:19:44 PM nancyddb Me too

7/19/2019 5:20:49 PM starehope I saw the cow. It did not move, it is stationary. A cow would break their legs on uneven turf like that. Those craggy hills us goat territory.

7/19/2019 5:22:31 PM madrabbit917 That's a Halloween decoration

7/19/2019 5:22:44 PM big_simp seems to have been hacked

7/19/2019 5:23:21 PM lorieve I "remote viewed" the island and "skull" was the term I received. Not a deep dive, just a quick impression.

7/19/2019 5:23:25 PM madrabbit917 Where did you get that picture from?

7/19/2019 5:23:35 PM nancyddb Epstein island contains a portal to another dimension. Then those in the other dimenamsion(s) can come here, so who is pretending to be human here.

7/19/2019 5:23:55 PM roublisa I love how you say   ....

𝙳𝙸𝚂𝙲𝙻𝙾𝚂𝚄𝚁𝙴

😉

7/19/2019 5:25:05 PM big_simp research Brantons Dulce Files

Brantons Omega files

He was highly placed Mormon insider

Mormons are a UFO cult like scientology that own all the Data on white caucasian DNA  on this "planet" [ really realm ] kept in their UG bases

7/19/2019 5:26:49 PM wyatt251 I’m listening 👂

7/19/2019 5:27:29 PM big_simp read Brantons letter to David icke

7/19/2019 5:28:39 PM alinahere ThanQ 😘👍😉

7/19/2019 5:30:38 PM laura_621 Law of One

7/19/2019 5:31:38 PM gregcar99808014 👍

7/19/2019 5:32:18 PM enomai_ What's this about? I'm confused, a second chance? Any thing? https://mobile.twitter.com/pulte/status/1152316795908448259 …

7/19/2019 5:32:58 PM anneolsen43 is Epstein mossad

7/19/2019 5:37:29 PM notevenchad17 No. Wow...there is no end.

7/19/2019 5:38:40 PM nea_storm That's because you See (John 9:24) pic.twitter.com/8dMKd7WYeT

7/19/2019 5:38:48 PM apratts No dejes esta... pic.twitter.com/CbZgm0Iksq

7/19/2019 5:40:40 PM roublisa

𝙻𝚘𝚟𝚎

 

𝚒𝚝

💥

7/19/2019 5:41:29 PM 3rdeyeview55 That cow is fake. The thing that troubles me is I didn't see the pink udders on that cow in that video. So I'm not 100% sure, but then again it's got the 

same markings, so I don't know. Maybe I just didn't notice the udders.🤷🏼♀️

7/19/2019 5:43:01 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/taralynne3578/status/1152237486363566080?s=19 …

7/19/2019 5:43:21 PM starehope In any case, it don't fit in the tropic setting. Odd. Must mean something.

7/19/2019 5:44:26 PM djlok "confidential human source", I'm sure.  🙄🙄🙄

7/19/2019 5:44:36 PM starehope That is udderly hilarious! 😂😂😂

7/19/2019 5:45:42 PM 3rdeyeview55 Well, considering who owns that island and what goes on there the whole thing is crazy, not to mention sickening.

7/19/2019 5:45:51 PM laura_621 Ahh...that explains much!

7/19/2019 5:46:22 PM 3rdeyeview55 😂😂😂😂😂😉😎



7/19/2019 5:46:49 PM i_like_skis It trains us to figure things out on our own. Yes, gets annoying, but otherwise we rely on what is spoon fed to us. In time, someone here will come up 

with something.

7/19/2019 5:47:43 PM starehope I think it is beyond sickening. I just want to save the kids. 🙏🙏🙏

7/19/2019 5:49:07 PM 3rdeyeview55 Couldn't agree more. Save the children and their future.

7/19/2019 5:52:12 PM allahuniversal Who would be the only one to tell The Majestic 12 what to do?

45

7/19/2019 5:52:21 PM msavoie Wondering who that was... Whose hoping epsteins the rat that took down Nader, with Bill C the next to go?

7/19/2019 5:53:48 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Epstien is being held in Manhattan https://www.foxnews.com/us/nyc-power-outage-manhattan …

7/19/2019 5:54:26 PM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

Funny how that worked, that reply never showed up in my notifications... Even ALICE didn't think it mattered much 🤣

7/19/2019 5:54:38 PM cathylbrock Looks like it spells PEDO. Just saying.

7/19/2019 5:57:41 PM gregg98290870 Anthony the Wiener

7/19/2019 5:58:28 PM cheewawa Looks reptilian!

7/19/2019 6:00:11 PM mongrelglory I've been in the Paris catacombs...they still have the bones sitting down there.  ☠️

7/19/2019 6:00:39 PM howdoyoumakeah1 How the CIA is not labeled as a terrorist organization is beyond me

"the unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against civilians, in the pursuit of political aims."

7/19/2019 6:01:58 PM cindyhickey7 YES‼️ #UNSEALEPSTEIN‼️

7/19/2019 6:02:05 PM diariohl Marduk Symbol  http://bit.ly/32FH2nI  pic.twitter.com/m5YEvYrUad

7/19/2019 6:05:49 PM burgersandra SerialBrain2:

 https://magaimg.net/img/7rrv.png 

7/19/2019 6:06:35 PM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is the MJ-12 account I'm referring to. 🙂

7/19/2019 6:08:17 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Nazi is short for Ashkenazi but we goy are too stupid to realize that.  The Nazis won WWII

7/19/2019 6:08:21 PM i_like_skis Captains of ships in the area say it gets moved around. The utters almost look like they could function in some way.

7/19/2019 6:11:16 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The Nazis were well known for their secret sub bases, like the one found on Epstien Island.  Maybe Nazis have been using that island for some time

7/19/2019 6:12:38 PM patriotforhim There are you tube videos also

7/19/2019 6:14:09 PM patriotforhim  https://youtu.be/-YeU-ccEUhw 

7/19/2019 6:14:48 PM k3yle Yeah he was intelligently blackmailing every freaking politician and freaking weirdo in Hollywood

7/19/2019 6:15:56 PM i_like_skis NXIVM made members wear fake udders over bare breasts while calling them names.

7/19/2019 6:17:03 PM mongrelglory When Q referred to Puppet masters travelling to Epstein island, was he referring to inter-dimensional entities?  If so, will the world ever be told the 

truth about these entities?

7/19/2019 6:18:05 PM evakayfavia that's not the real ben swann.

7/19/2019 6:19:05 PM skywalker1712 Bill Clinton?

7/19/2019 6:20:19 PM skywalker1712 Skull n Bones black site drone  in Iran

7/19/2019 6:20:32 PM overshareflare What is [it]?...

7/19/2019 6:21:16 PM synackstatic Brazen bull?

7/19/2019 6:23:47 PM coloali I think the guy on the left is Doug Band

7/19/2019 6:24:16 PM nancyddb MJ, what's the child sex connection with the portal?

7/19/2019 6:24:34 PM doodooh59284043 WTF HAPPENED @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @tribunal_watch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Charitable_Fury @prayingmedic @qanon76 

@krisp1377 @Charitable_Fury https://twitter.com/DooDooH59284043/status/1152388045951393792 …

7/19/2019 6:24:52 PM synackstatic Will the world learn of its existence? The details? Or is that 40%?

7/19/2019 6:28:08 PM coloali  pic.twitter.com/6w8ookETpi

7/19/2019 6:29:13 PM freestateojones Let's see it. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1083163362907865088?s=19 …

7/19/2019 6:29:19 PM realjamiemc Found?

7/19/2019 6:30:55 PM qpatriot70 Whomever it is is about 6’3” if that helps any

7/19/2019 6:35:18 PM covertress Try a reverse image lookup from  http://tineye.com  

or  https://www.labnol.org/internet/mobile-reverse-image-search/29014/ …

Let me know what you find.

7/19/2019 6:37:56 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://twitter.com/inthematrixxx/status/1149344400226603008 …

7/19/2019 6:39:58 PM andrewrprofaci The red “swoosh” on the man’s patch is telling. #DarkToLight

7/19/2019 6:39:58 PM s_langers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 backing away from Epstein for a moment; is there any intel etc regarding MH370 or MH17?

7/19/2019 6:50:09 PM zrickety A picture says a thousand words...

7/19/2019 6:58:16 PM purejustice7 @tallulahjane001

7/19/2019 6:58:33 PM carolva97910854 So this is hypothetical!  I almost had a heart attack when I read it!

7/19/2019 7:01:46 PM happykat9 Rachel Chandler?

7/19/2019 7:01:59 PM tc89714982 May explain why it is moved around the island. Move to wherever the most sun exposure is.

7/19/2019 7:03:20 PM allahuniversal If only we could get all of those layoffs back...

7/19/2019 7:04:23 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Love this illustration. Was my first twitter background!

7/19/2019 7:06:56 PM mongrelglory Does their sundial have anything to do with calculating when the portal to the other dimension will be opening up?

7/19/2019 7:08:26 PM tc89714982 The markings look similar in both.

7/19/2019 7:09:33 PM maryschade14 There is a tunnel in the side of a hill near the water..it leads under the temple..and right..Germans or other..even pirates could have made the original 

tunnel.

7/19/2019 7:10:50 PM maryschade14 😳

7/19/2019 7:11:18 PM rawphonegirl Omg,  imagine? 🤯🤯🤯

7/19/2019 7:13:21 PM mongrelglory I wonder if it was part of their ritual for summoning an interdimensional "God"?  Sacrifices made at each compass point, then brought back to the 

"Temple" with the underground portal.  Makes you wonder how many of these portals exist on Earth. (Vatican? Syria? etc...)

7/19/2019 7:13:21 PM charlesgdavis1 Interesting hmmm.....could the drone be one of ours controlled by the DS and/or NWO???

7/19/2019 7:15:02 PM gluefactoryltd I don’t understand? Trump has creepy friends... and is probably also creepy: exhibit a) pic.twitter.com/qJYt2Ly7IM

7/19/2019 7:16:00 PM realjamiemc "secret sub bases, like the one found on Epstein Island" are not built in the side of a hill near the water. It seems like you are saying a sub base was 

found on Epstein's island. I had not heard of a sub base being found. If one's been found, please share info.

7/19/2019 7:17:45 PM mongrelglory Great reference Kachina!  Hathor, later to be associated with the Greek Goddess Isis.  Mother of Sun-God Ra.

7/19/2019 7:18:22 PM maryschade14 Lemme find the diagram..it is from a previous MJ tweet..I dont think I have it on my phone..

7/19/2019 7:18:28 PM gluefactoryltd I hope all child abuses go down: dems and repubs. Here’s a trump crony going to jail now for it:  https://kvoa.com/ap-national-

news/2019/07/19/mueller-probe-witness-now-faces-child-sex-trafficking-charge/ … more to follow. #qanonwillexposetrump

7/19/2019 7:19:40 PM charlesgdavis1 May be that's why I saw THAT was or LOOKED like an👽or😈on my laptop???? Very interesting. Something happened ALSO......❓

7/19/2019 7:20:18 PM rr4j4t Sharks are showing good taste by their absence?

7/19/2019 7:21:02 PM charlesgdavis1 😲😲😲😲😲

7/19/2019 7:21:26 PM kseven110  pic.twitter.com/4HyvXZsXw1

7/19/2019 7:21:29 PM pacepatriot I personally think Epstein is the keystone to the whole operation. You pull him out and the whole thing falls apart.

7/19/2019 7:21:35 PM eskeljoyce Well, that figures. They will never acknowledge anything good about Trump.  God is good he sent us Trump!i love the man.



7/19/2019 7:22:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein 

Think HAITI pic.twitter.com/p2g1vKYXKm

7/19/2019 7:23:04 PM americanpetal Those poor, innocent children.

7/19/2019 7:23:14 PM kalamojakka ‘CowParade’...’art’...probably satanic. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/CowParade 

7/19/2019 7:23:23 PM state1union Incinerating humans

7/19/2019 7:23:29 PM bdam777 Burnt sacrifices.

7/19/2019 7:23:52 PM nancyddb Why are they interested in baby's?

7/19/2019 7:23:58 PM jvan125 OMG 😭🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/19/2019 7:24:23 PM bdam777 Someone less want to dig deeper? 

I started it for you. https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1152379423905075200?s=19 …

7/19/2019 7:24:26 PM dylan4034358 Could be generators too

7/19/2019 7:25:08 PM tracipatriot This better be a notable!

7/19/2019 7:25:23 PM 3manxkats Doesn’t sound like whatever is being done there is anything normal.

7/19/2019 7:25:25 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/s14SqlcM6e

7/19/2019 7:25:37 PM charlesgdavis1 Hug, peach, contact, THREAT. GOD WILL PROTECT AND DEFEND!!!!😇😇😇😇😇

7/19/2019 7:25:38 PM doesntm10760733 That's a generator enclosure. Those are diesel exhausts.

7/19/2019 7:25:44 PM 3manxkats That’s what I thought.

7/19/2019 7:26:01 PM 1_decided_voter Here's a look from the video drone that captured this, presumably in the last couple of days (posted 7/19/19). https://youtu.be/wrFQxqt0Y1I 

7/19/2019 7:26:04 PM gluefactoryltd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 123 ABC Q is mummy who is daddy? Daddy is 123 the 3 is good the 4 is me. 5 is she. 6 is he. If 7 8 9 then who is Epstein? The secret 

is in the eye of Horus. Shun the non believer #QAnon

7/19/2019 7:26:26 PM allahuniversal Q+

If it weren't for no direct comms with Q outside of /QR/ I'd say Q team, however it's obvious & has been stated that MJ12 follows Q's lead. It's the 

intelligent thing to do.

7/19/2019 7:26:42 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/p5szTNoH3r

7/19/2019 7:26:44 PM dazeytoday Me too.

7/19/2019 7:26:45 PM stevenfontain14 looks CAD - overlays?

7/19/2019 7:27:08 PM allahuniversal Trolling is fun! 🐸🐸🐸

7/19/2019 7:27:31 PM tyst1ck If that's Anthony wiener... wow.

7/19/2019 7:28:03 PM chrispacheco24 Hahahahahahaha

7/19/2019 7:28:54 PM sweeth2opro CREEPY!!!

7/19/2019 7:29:37 PM justinf75983016 Unseal isn’t happening without major redactions.

7/19/2019 7:29:52 PM jswdh1 Maybe both incinerator to burn children's bones and drug lab to make fentanyl which I was told can be used to make andronechrome.... could be a gas 

chamber too... it's so frightening to think about what it could be!

7/19/2019 7:30:32 PM the_fjalar #haiti pic.twitter.com/J2MQOvUZCm

7/19/2019 7:30:36 PM jswdh1 This is where the Haiti children ended up.... poor babies!

7/19/2019 7:30:51 PM jewel4trump Wait. What? So this means what??

7/19/2019 7:31:26 PM scrotata How does that picture equal “incinerating humans”?

7/19/2019 7:31:57 PM state1union This never should have happened but it’s up to us to never let this happen again. 🙏🇺🇸🙏

7/19/2019 7:33:12 PM jayrambin Wow. 1111 words there.

7/19/2019 7:33:42 PM overshareflare 322

Skull & bones_

7/19/2019 7:33:53 PM sassytallblonde Under the guise of burning debris after hurricanes? https://stthomassource.com/content/2017/12/30/dpnr-confirms-permits-issued-to-allow-debris-

burning/ …

7/19/2019 7:33:55 PM jayrambin We’re just a small piece of the team.

7/19/2019 7:35:29 PM chrispacheco24 Guy circled looks like Bill Clinton’s son in law pic.twitter.com/6nTk96EsMV

7/19/2019 7:36:32 PM tj_hun They were burning the victims bodies. Omg.

7/19/2019 7:37:12 PM born_summer62 You can CLEARLY see the air ducks for the underground tunnels & rooms.

#WWG1WGA

#EpsteinIsland

#QANON

7/19/2019 7:37:59 PM wftqpatriot Tomorrow Soyuz MS 13 launches.  When digging I found the "Return to Sender" operation had ended in 2007 for MS 13 gang members.  The current 

one "Operation Communuty Shield"  is in progress but does not include MS 13, just other violent gangs in the US.

7/19/2019 7:39:00 PM rachaelangelm So sad

7/19/2019 7:39:08 PM michaelchasea They took the children from Haiti to LSJ, abused/killed them, incinerated the bodies...🤮

7/19/2019 7:39:13 PM fmjpatriot @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @369Majic https://twitter.com/MapYourWorld1/status/1152381006873280512 …

7/19/2019 7:40:07 PM wftqpatriot MS-13 gang.  MS13 Launch

7/19/2019 7:42:19 PM jewel4trump Ugh..This is why Epstein knew science so well....omg

7/19/2019 7:42:59 PM jewel4trump My God. It never gets easier to hear.

7/19/2019 7:43:07 PM johnnybmaga1 He had to have more than one badge. MI6? Clowns? Mossad? There should be a betting pool of combos

7/19/2019 7:43:09 PM sandralav2 And where does the power come from to run all on this island?

7/19/2019 7:46:00 PM 369369rv Cremation to get rid of the bodies ?

7/19/2019 7:46:31 PM 1_decided_voter Trafficking between those 2 locations? By air, sea or tunnels? pic.twitter.com/CEtA4XZxOm

7/19/2019 7:47:04 PM allahuniversal 😡 😡😡 #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 7:49:06 PM 78503002 Generators and air exchange vents?

Looks like they were planning on living under ground for quite a while.

 Nibiru inbound?  Pole shift?  End of days?

7/19/2019 7:49:38 PM johnnybmaga1 all expense paid trip to 98 degree 98% humidity Houston.

7/19/2019 7:49:42 PM dark2light2019 Human Experimentation, and religious sacrificial killings

7/19/2019 7:53:05 PM revcall Get the girls out and blow it up from the bottom.

7/19/2019 7:55:17 PM chris_losh_ Could it be a power station for an elevator system of some kind?

7/19/2019 7:59:08 PM allahuniversal Ok.

7/19/2019 7:59:36 PM blumae84 Phoenix

7/19/2019 8:00:35 PM carolethemiller 🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄

7/19/2019 8:01:16 PM easyrider454 Ventilation pipes of some sort, underground bunkers, deep ug dwellings...

7/19/2019 8:01:23 PM charlesgdavis1 Dejuv

7/19/2019 8:01:36 PM leslie31448714 It would result in green blood - we have red blood from iron

7/19/2019 8:02:33 PM kwyatt55 Disagree. Q led us to look at the rallies. Disinformation is necessary.

7/19/2019 8:04:51 PM wishfulldreamz Call me cynical, but I'd be worried they were hungry....

7/19/2019 8:04:58 PM snakejackal EVIL enjoy the game as diassociative psychopath.  [They] exist as they have large cult follower who promote "sacrifice" and "hard work" on daily basis.

7/19/2019 8:08:02 PM kseven110  pic.twitter.com/02XN9NBJwQ



7/19/2019 8:12:20 PM aetherwalker1 There's gotta be one or more portals to hell in Florida.

How else can one explain the phenomenon of the 'Florida Man' and the 'Florida Woman'?   🤔

7/19/2019 8:15:02 PM marzhanel Likely within days, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit will release almost 2,000 pages of documents that could reveal sexual abuse by 

“numerous American politicians, powerful business executives, foreign presidents, a well-known prime minister, and other world leaders

7/19/2019 8:16:30 PM callsignlioness Watching an episode of HAWAII 5-0 the NSA hired a criminal hacker to perform covert “acts of war” by hacking into other countries missile weapons 

systems. Same episode also played out the INCOMING: ICBM alert sent to all Hawaiians. Def peaked my interest

7/19/2019 8:17:03 PM allahuniversal That part.

7/19/2019 8:17:46 PM 3manxkats I guess you are not awake yet!

7/19/2019 8:17:58 PM marshall_poe Sick puppy

7/19/2019 8:19:55 PM tacticool_shed To be honest, to me that looks like a pump house.   Being that this is an island they get their water from a well which needs to be pumped out of the 

ground, filtered and the pressurized and pumped through out the island.   However I'm sure lots of bad things happen on the island

7/19/2019 8:21:10 PM comicgirl302312 Because they know what they are for, and don't want their demise to be in the very incinerators they built.

7/19/2019 8:22:02 PM covertress Is there also an interdimensional portal in Haiti?

7/19/2019 8:22:15 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/19/2019 8:22:43 PM mongrelglory "In her earthly form as a dairy cow, Hathor was known as Hesat, the wet-nurse to the gods, and is always associated with motherhood, motherly 

instincts, and the care of others."

7/19/2019 8:24:24 PM scrotata I guess not - especially if being awake equals “incinerating humans”

7/19/2019 8:24:28 PM unevencone 🤔 most likely now that I think of it. Not like they can use it though since they are absolutely not allowed to leave

7/19/2019 8:24:59 PM lukejaygreen With respect, they could be dead..

7/19/2019 8:27:32 PM hollywdharriet Where was this taken?

7/19/2019 8:28:01 PM cue2_c99 Holding facility for...

7/19/2019 8:31:12 PM sunspot406 contractors, builders, permits, usage, environmental, funds?   "We" can't grow a garden in our front yards ?!!?

7/19/2019 8:31:57 PM iknow04042015 Think Shell..... ?? Am I close? pic.twitter.com/rIuut5QgTl

7/19/2019 8:35:01 PM rewillson717171 This is a ventilation system for a large underground facility. Underground wouldn’t need much of a air conditioner just one that can cool the air in its 

way in.  The top vents would allow for the force air coming in to push the “stale” air out of the space. ‘Airflow’ example : pic.twitter.com/5usfP9ifsJ

7/19/2019 8:37:04 PM rewillson717171 That could also be generators ran in biodiesel or diesel possibly

7/19/2019 8:43:00 PM mjean2 Comuniquense con 

Abraham Cordoves, Presidente 

Movimiento Republicano de PR 

787-414-1172

@movrepupr2753 @AbeCordoves

7/19/2019 8:43:10 PM 4wholetruth This image was a what if/for instance the other day.

7/19/2019 8:48:59 PM rolandblasini Let me get this straight... A young woman, who was bartending because she couldn't get a job with her economics degree, runs for office and gets 

16,000 votes, is now running the Democratic Party? What a complete joke!

7/19/2019 8:49:02 PM lornascurr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 drop  pic.twitter.com/8nrHyKlzc4

7/19/2019 8:49:46 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/7UUUHHwP7I

7/19/2019 8:52:34 PM sommerfeldkitty Many of the Elites are into pedophelia and they are into

Satanic worship and rituals.This has been going on in 

our society for years and it just now being exposed, Trump

actually is helping to expose them. Ending child trafficking

has been high on his agenda since taking office.

7/19/2019 8:53:44 PM anne53947002 And it's 100 percent effective or your money back

7/19/2019 8:57:17 PM numberonepal What plane goes 36 mph? But all three prolly.

7/19/2019 8:57:47 PM cups_queen0f Evergreen is a shipping company who works in Haiti.

7/19/2019 9:00:46 PM mjean2 Unete conmigo al 

MOVIMIENTO REPUBLICANO DE PUERTO RICO

787-414-1172 

Abraham Cordoves. Presidente 

@movrepupr2753 @realDonaldTrump @GOPChairwoman @repdonyoung #NuevoPartidoRepublicano

7/19/2019 9:01:23 PM rolandblasini NOPE VAS MAL - EDUCATE Y APUNTATE EN EL CURSO - State and Local Govnt, antes venir aqui tratar hacer entretenerte y perder tiempo

7/19/2019 9:02:26 PM mark52525786 Sick

7/19/2019 9:05:28 PM cups_queen0f My guess is that it's the ventilation for the underground tunnel or room.

7/19/2019 9:08:43 PM cups_queen0f It would help if we could see the other side of the building. What's the access?

7/19/2019 9:09:09 PM kindeandtrue MS13 gangs are involved in sending illegals and migrants to space colonies as slave labor. Cosmonauts are fighting this operation.

7/19/2019 9:09:15 PM cups_queen0f Thanks for sharing!

7/19/2019 9:09:16 PM winklerburke Venting for 55 barrel drums of acid, used to eliminate bodies?

7/19/2019 9:09:53 PM cups_queen0f I wonder if it well actually happen?

7/19/2019 9:10:50 PM cups_queen0f Who knows they aren't? Then again, we know that there are some trusted companies that work specifically with degeneracy.

7/19/2019 9:12:03 PM cups_queen0f Submarines and covert docks.

7/19/2019 9:16:10 PM lightseeker2012 My guess: tunnels

7/19/2019 9:16:23 PM cups_queen0f Could be

7/19/2019 9:19:29 PM cups_queen0f Five hour flight. What a huge world we live in.

7/19/2019 9:21:14 PM yustein Busy in an orgy in the temple...

7/19/2019 9:27:43 PM rolandblasini Quien visita PR -Tulsi Gabbard- QUE PAJARA- SOCIALISTA

After announced her candidacy, RT, Sputnik News, and Russia Insider ran about 20 stories favorable to her.

7/19/2019 9:28:36 PM yustein Most probably only one of the vents for the tunnels...

7/19/2019 9:30:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065812195013996544?s=19 …

7/19/2019 9:33:16 PM hi12150472  pic.twitter.com/cTz9tKZVyI

7/19/2019 9:35:59 PM rolandblasini DEPENDE del estado y su "charter de incorporacion" ?que encontraste el "grant" a FEMA que escribi X $5.6 Milliones para una estacion de Bomberos - 

cuando hice sabatica de Grant Manager //cubria todos costos 5yrs//

mientras tambien los hay de VOLUNTARIOS

7/19/2019 9:36:52 PM dikadi27  https://youtu.be/wj-wrl_P2ZA 

7/19/2019 9:37:16 PM wksiv69 Pole shift you say? Been diggin on this a while! Each dot is where the pole have been recorded to be each yr for 429 yrs! 1st pic poles pos in 1919,2nd 

pic 2019. the last 100yrs comp to prior 329yrs. Oh yeah it's moving!

 https://maps.ngdc.noaa.gov/viewers/historical_declination/ … pic.twitter.com/vEoQ9BxZyD

7/19/2019 9:38:54 PM speaakn That doesn’t sound right to me, either. A flight from DC to Dallas is 2.5 hrs and it seems farther than an island hop. 🤷🏼♀️

7/19/2019 9:40:51 PM jonesy4671 Ok now your messin with us

7/19/2019 9:43:01 PM rolandblasini Policia esta ESTATAL - STATE BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, STATE HIGHWAY PATROL// COUNTY // CITY // SHERIFF // TEXAS HAS UNIQUE  TX Rangers - 

elite force

Indian Terrt -own force + BLA (complex)



7/19/2019 9:45:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Washington freed us from the Bank of England, will Trump free us from the unconstitutional Federal Reserve? pic.twitter.com/oYZJEsq8UB

7/19/2019 9:47:31 PM mongrelglory I never thought those looked like owls on the Epstein "temple".  They look like falcons to me, with the coverings on their heads.  The myth says that Isis 

changed herself into a "kite" (falcon) and flew around the resurrected Osiris, allowing her to get pregnant with Horus. pic.twitter.com/BUIifQl6P8

7/19/2019 9:48:45 PM rolandblasini NOPE depende de del estado y como esta organiado su estructura de ingresos contributables - puede recaer mas peso sobre las cuidades o estatal - 

Hay 6 estados cero

tributo sobre salarios pero pagas ventas mientras opuesto

tambien

7/19/2019 9:48:48 PM kimboc5 😳

7/19/2019 9:50:53 PM rolandblasini Not the case...

7/19/2019 9:51:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What is going on at Nellis?  1 Airman shot, one Airman died 'in a rollover'

 https://www.foxnews.com/us/las-vegas-police-nellis-air-force-shooting-airman-shot-leg … https://www.fox5vegas.com/news/coroner-ids-nellis-

airman-killed-in-u-s-rollover-crash/article_71c83d74-aa60-11e9-a7f8-0ba717974e9d.html …

7/19/2019 9:54:35 PM rolandblasini Para operar entidades - ex. escuelas, el elector tiene que votar por el impuesto - bond issue - se aplica a la propiedad

7/19/2019 9:55:56 PM aruth85655013 Dig. Find the victims’ bodies. All those poor children. The horror the faced. God bless their souls. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 god help us all stop these evil beings.

7/19/2019 9:57:14 PM fastfreddie21 Send in the damn Space Force! pic.twitter.com/STsXtKuDV0

7/19/2019 9:57:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Hence, saving Israel for last. Thanks for sharing.

7/19/2019 9:59:05 PM rolandblasini evento/ sin duda mal rato - robo de esa naturaleza, es jurisdiccion local

7/19/2019 10:00:35 PM rolandblasini BTW BOOKLYN = NYPD

7/19/2019 10:02:18 PM r7dotcom Corporate getaway

7/19/2019 10:03:12 PM r7dotcom Space Force

7/19/2019 10:03:28 PM rolandblasini NO THANKS NO VIDEOS ... NOT INTERES WITH POTENCIAL ISSUES WITH DOWNLOADS

7/19/2019 10:10:14 PM marty713 The Head/Neck Looks like a person

The Middle Looks like a Lion , A Rabbit on it's leg ,& Can't figure out the tail .🤔🧐🤨⁉️🇺🇲

7/19/2019 10:11:56 PM michell75717325 #UnsealEpstein #DarkToLight #InGodWeTrust #FirstLove #ThankYouPatriots #GodBlessAmerica #GodBlessTheChildren #USASTRONG🇺🇸 

#EVERYLIFEMATTERS

7/19/2019 10:12:06 PM karma4event201 Dick Cheney's Halliburton always gets HUGE contracts and ALWAYS goes where the money is I.e. War zones big Hurricane sites 

Year of Hirricane & look for federal grants or federal no bid contract

7/19/2019 10:13:01 PM karma4event201 Dick Cheney's Halliburton

7/19/2019 10:13:48 PM hawkgirlinmn OMG...So SR leaked child trafficking/pedo related crimes!!! “The laptop, Weiner, etc” We have it all. Interstellar angle. Russia was a minor distraction 

compared to what’s coming.

7/19/2019 10:14:44 PM jennife42469481  https://youtu.be/LQucESRF3Sg   if you want to know how all the MK Ultra ,LSD  and much more came to be I highly recommend this video. It’s long 

but will blow your mind. Fantastic work in the research and presentation.

7/19/2019 10:18:27 PM mahnahmanon John Roberts

7/19/2019 10:19:15 PM vesicapieces  pic.twitter.com/wHE7Yl0Rru

7/19/2019 10:19:45 PM mahnahmanon  pic.twitter.com/jcy98w8lVC

7/19/2019 10:19:48 PM rolandblasini IGUAL  ... PERO ESTO SE PONE BUENO ...

7/19/2019 10:21:03 PM jennife42469481 Hmmm, I hadn’t heard that! Interesting for sure.

7/19/2019 10:26:36 PM karma4event201 It could be a underground bunker but Incinerators or underground transport to pedo Island and back with bodies

7/19/2019 10:37:58 PM interlocateur Haven't seen the thread but I hope you know this is utter garbage. There is nothing permitted as such. Is references in Scriptures where idol worship+ 

child sacrifice occurred centuries past w pagan foreign influence but God punished them harshly and it ceased. Talmud forbids it

7/19/2019 10:38:43 PM rolandblasini en mi caso, se me forzo tener que mudarme y regresar donde hice mis estudios universitarios graduados X ser estadista, PERO aquellos del sector 

936,les quite ese TUMBE

7/19/2019 10:41:54 PM interlocateur This "reference" is not the Talmud but someone's submission of what they represent the Talmud to be.

Very evil propaganda. I hope you don't believe it. But who knows the deception people will buy these days

7/19/2019 10:48:06 PM big_simp FYI

 http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

FULL DISCLOSURE

7/19/2019 10:48:08 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Emerald Tablets: Atlantis was flooded from a pole shift, divine intervention, because 'dark brothers' were trying to open a portal.  Thoth took survivors 

and followed the morning sun to Egypt, which would put Atlantis west of Egypt..he erected Sphinx which also faces the sun

7/19/2019 10:49:32 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4C7eiY50Vc …

7/19/2019 10:55:11 PM r7dotcom Cow statue at someone's driveway,  like something we'd do in Texas lol

7/19/2019 10:55:16 PM big_simp bingo

all the poor kids from haiti went to Epstein island first

But its OK

Snopes says the Clintons not involved

LOOK https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/monica-petersen-killed/ …

7/19/2019 10:56:36 PM r7dotcom Decoy at someone's driveway in Texas.

7/19/2019 10:59:31 PM 21oplato SYRIA = US Forces Took over 'Temple of UR' Weeks before ISIS made it there. Many things took out. Conspiracy is; It included a star gate. Not sure of 

any verification?

7/19/2019 11:04:52 PM mongrelglory  https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s3/crystal-skull/ …

7/19/2019 11:05:01 PM 21oplato 1) Pyramids = Ryan's belt. Thoth proof same angle to right as top of main pyramid to Sphinx.

2) Sphinx has rain erosion.

7/19/2019 11:08:30 PM 21oplato Cali of the east. LOL!😁

7/19/2019 11:13:55 PM mongrelglory Stop!  You made me spit Zebra out my nose! pic.twitter.com/i6FhTKwsHW

7/19/2019 11:24:42 PM 7alon Never thought about that...

7/19/2019 11:25:39 PM anondirtyleg His name is Seth rich and he will not be forgotten #SethRich

7/19/2019 11:29:39 PM qaniggas Hmm where is this island close to?

7/19/2019 11:33:53 PM r7dotcom Everything we need to know about them is probably in a museum owned by the Rothschilds.

7/19/2019 11:36:45 PM r7dotcom XIX? IO? 10? Y? Heads

7/19/2019 11:45:14 PM kseven110 I apolgize if you mistook my meaning. I was referencing copper conductivity in the Old Testament and sacrifice (not the Talmud at all)

7/19/2019 11:52:24 PM mongrelglory Ack!  I was reading about the Jerusalem Temple and all the tables where the abattoirs would kill and prepare the sacrifices. There were a specific 

number of tables.  I know that the Temple priests would eat the prepared sacrifices afterwards.  Was table 29 for human sacrifices?😖

7/19/2019 11:53:22 PM mongrelglory  https://www.biblestudy.org/biblepic/interior-diagram-of-temple-in-jerusalem.html …

7/19/2019 11:59:09 PM interlocateur There was an attachment of someone's cell phone to that stated child sacrifice was allowed. I rarely go on Twitter anymore because it's just so dark.



7/20/2019 12:01:06 AM mongrelglory This is especially sick, considering there have been restaurants called "Table 29".  Is this why Q said that they were saving Israel for last?  What is 

located under the "Dome of the Rock"?  A portal device for an Inter-dimensional entity who has been controlling this world?!!

7/20/2019 12:05:56 AM identityasxy Could be geothermal.  It is an island, therefore volcanically formed.

7/20/2019 12:06:55 AM mongrelglory The Foundation Stone the temple was built over bears great significance in Judaism as the place where God created the world and the first human, 

Adam. It is also believed to be the site where Abraham attempted to sacrifice his son, and the place where God's divine presence is...

7/20/2019 12:08:05 AM mongrelglory manifested more than in any other place. The site's great significance for Muslims derives from traditions connecting it to the creation of the world and 

the belief that the Prophet Muhammad's Night Journey to heaven started from the rock at the center of the structure.

7/20/2019 12:09:41 AM joshuafalkin Tribunal?

7/20/2019 12:13:59 AM kseven110 This whole thread is dark. I don’t like the darkness either, I hate it. I was commenting on the photo posted with the pipes and citing an example. The 

Old Testament is where I have read about sacrifice.

7/20/2019 12:15:59 AM w0nderboi We want justice.

7/20/2019 12:17:04 AM interlocateur Centuries ago the Egyptian gods Baal and Molek required child sacrifice. Practiced by the pagans. Jews became involved briefly during their downslide. 

It was horrible. Laying children in the arms of a red hot statue. God made them pay. They stopped forever.

7/20/2019 12:20:10 AM interlocateur Just saying.....there is so much that is awesome in the Bible. If you're reading it, read what is wholesome too. The failures of man are there as a witness 

to learn from. But the light on the path is what is most useful imho. I graduated from a Bible institute and am familiar it.

7/20/2019 12:27:49 AM mongrelglory Does 29 yrs refer to how long ago the "rock" (skull) was moved from the Middle East to Epstein's Island?  That would be around the time of the 1st Gulf 

War.  Was that war a distraction to hide the movement of the artifact (which already had been moved from Jerusalem to Aleppo)?

7/20/2019 12:28:05 AM matchnumbers67 I’ve had trouble reconciling Trump’s love for Israel, besides them being God’s chosen and Ivanka marrying a Jew. We are all aware of Zionist Jews. I too 

believe it’s all about The Rock....

7/20/2019 12:29:02 AM matchnumbers67 ...the golden dome matches symbolic architecture and Egyptians have history there

7/20/2019 12:34:26 AM mongrelglory Check out my post above...I think there could be something to your theory!   I wonder if the blood of a freshly sacrificed human is needed to activate 

the skull and allow the inter-dimensional being to manifest itself?

7/20/2019 12:41:45 AM agortitz Gambia left Commonwealth, only to return after change of “leadership” 2018 

Neo-colonial 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/HWXsOzN10r

7/20/2019 12:41:45 AM kseven110 I believe there is more good than bad. I have my own understanding of God & I am good with it. Not here to debate religion, get religious advice or put 

down anyone’s beliefs. Just trying to figure out why the “H” Epstein had his island covered with all these symbols. Thanks tho

7/20/2019 12:43:41 AM starseedatx Are mi5 and mi6 run by the same cartels?

7/20/2019 12:44:54 AM mongrelglory An alien skull? (not crystal, but real)

7/20/2019 12:45:22 AM interlocateur Oh I see now. I had no background on the tweet. Good luck.

7/20/2019 12:46:45 AM oeinicolette Ofcourse, to provide the island with Energy. If not where does it come from.

7/20/2019 12:47:58 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/OEivmNqQyc

7/20/2019 12:51:15 AM agortitz Prince B of Orange should be a household name. The REAL #OrangeManBad 🔥🔥🔥 

https://mobile.twitter.com/Agortitz/status/958312884055846912 …

7/20/2019 12:53:36 AM realchefbouche He didn't. He used Greek symbology. And he used that symbology because the Ancient Greeks had normalized sex with minors. He was a sick pervert. 

The real question is why none of his clients have yet to be arrested? pic.twitter.com/EcxECmH80l

7/20/2019 12:54:56 AM mongrelglory Ugh!  Are you saying that MS-13 gangs are involved in human trafficking on the planet, while NASA is involved in human trafficking off-world? 😣

7/20/2019 12:56:43 AM mongrelglory It's certainly been a big slush fund for the Cabal!

NASA = "Not a Space Agency"

7/20/2019 1:02:39 AM mongrelglory You do realize I'm going to go examine the zippers on my jackets now? 🤨

7/20/2019 1:04:57 AM mongrelglory Is that irony? 🤔

7/20/2019 1:05:42 AM sterkinglights1 So the silver pipes that go up are 2 big diesel generators? Would be more than enough to run the island and underground. The building itself has an 

H20 rateing meaning heavy equipment can drive over. The pipes in front are PVC. They would not handle heat like steam. My guess was.

7/20/2019 1:05:44 AM williamcampudo2 Please help me to make this video go viral I will country must see the goodness in him

7/20/2019 1:06:56 AM sterkinglights1 This is the elevator shaft.

7/20/2019 1:10:00 AM nicoles23023964 Is it a solid object?

7/20/2019 1:11:12 AM nicoles23023964 Maybe a stone with black goo?

7/20/2019 1:11:30 AM jollyrob2 🤔any legitimacy to this👇 pic.twitter.com/2nx5DjOSe8

7/20/2019 1:15:01 AM mongrelglory What book is this passage taken from?

7/20/2019 1:19:45 AM monkey_weather Still a bit bummed about this one

7/20/2019 1:21:17 AM mongrelglory "The Holiest building in the Temple called The Holy Place, which contained the Holy of Holies. Then closest to the Holy Place was the portion set aside 

for the altar of burnt offering and the officiating priests."  

It certainly does look like the entrance to a portal! pic.twitter.com/u1CFxdLRyY

7/20/2019 1:23:24 AM mongrelglory It seems to me that the evil Cabal simply created a modern version of the "Temple" on Saint James Island, and they moved the "Holy of Holies" to that 

new location.

7/20/2019 1:28:25 AM mongrelglory The inside was in total darkness and contained the Ark of the Covenant, gilded inside and out, in which was placed the Tablets of the Covenant.  

Aaron's rod and a pot of manna were also in the ark. The Ark was covered with a lid made of pure gold, known as the "mercy seat" ...

7/20/2019 1:29:33 AM mongrelglory ...(Exodus 37:6) which was covered by the beaten gold cherubim wings, creating the space for the Divine Presence.

7/20/2019 1:33:42 AM mongrelglory So was this where an inter-dimensional being, masquerading as a God (Yahweh, Moloch, Baal...or whoever) would appear after the proper sacrifices 

had been made?  It sure sounds like there had to be very specific conditions (darkness etc...) for the "Presence" to manifest itself!

7/20/2019 1:38:03 AM mongrelglory It's been said that the earthquake in Haiti was caused by artificial means so that the Cabal could then go in and exploit the country!  How many children 

ended up at the Epstein "temple" to be sacrificed to feed this inter-dimensional entity!

7/20/2019 1:43:11 AM mongrelglory Read the section about the uncertain number of "casualties" during the aftermath of the Earthquake.  I suspect hundreds of thousands of displaced 

people went missing afterwards and were sacrificed! 😫 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake#Casualties …

7/20/2019 1:52:36 AM mongrelglory They are the purest and most innocent of souls, if you're an evil entity that feeds off of souls...

7/20/2019 2:06:36 AM tweetybirdbrain Where did you hear that? Do you have a link?

7/20/2019 2:07:41 AM rolandblasini Important -> 72 indicators to identify possible cases of corruption & money laundering (Jul 19)  http://blog.cyberwar.nl/2019/07/72-ind … ...as seen 

from perspective of Financial Intel Units (FIUs). Est. by EGFIU. Source doc (.pdf):  http://egmontgroup.org/sites/default/ … /c

7/20/2019 2:07:54 AM jimmy007forsure Yes, its behind a paywall, I'll send to you

7/20/2019 2:13:06 AM joinna6 It’s an oven.. moved around the island

7/20/2019 2:15:29 AM pinealg1 Seems like an IS-BE creating reality.

7/20/2019 2:29:03 AM kahkiki #DECLAS #UnsealEpstein #JusticeIsComing #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheBabies #BuildTheWall #winning @realDonaldTrump @TGowdySC 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Q4thWall1/status/1152495970954993664 …



7/20/2019 2:33:05 AM trumpwillwinnn  https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1152308270335315969?s=19 …

Epstein was close to Clinton

7/20/2019 2:33:33 AM painlesscooking Illegal parents = illegal children. There is no birthright citizenship. I remember when they started pushing this lie back in the 50's and 60's. Enforce law! 

https://steveking.house.gov/media-center/columns/ending-birthright-citizenship-does-not-require-a-constitutional-amendment …

7/20/2019 2:41:59 AM mongrelglory Or is the number 13 simply a reference to the 13 bloodline families?

7/20/2019 2:43:49 AM freestateojones Yeah, just a theory that Mueller is going to unveil a little more than 'No Collusion'

7/20/2019 3:32:04 AM mongrelglory Of course, they could just be cockatoos...😋

7/20/2019 3:42:36 AM nocommunistusa Under our noses

7/20/2019 3:52:10 AM rezinated1 13=CIA.  Simple Gematria. Im gettin it finaly

7/20/2019 4:03:52 AM maryschade14 OMGawd..It comes down to this pic.twitter.com/zFJvwPrCoT

7/20/2019 4:18:00 AM moonbaby04371 This was the exact question I had! Soooo many ppl involved....there's no f@#$ing way that these ppl DIDN'T know. They're COMPLICIT....GUILTY AS 

F@#$....period.

7/20/2019 4:37:45 AM 369369rv I'd still like to know how to harness 369 to manifest please

7/20/2019 4:42:58 AM fightforamerica LMAO 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

7/20/2019 4:43:59 AM keith369me Dr. McKinney, you’ve been ahead of the curve for a very long time.  You would be a wonderful choice to tell the “entire story” to the public as the 

nature of our power systems come to light.   https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/20/2019 4:46:10 AM fightforamerica Rapid-cycle cloning?

7/20/2019 4:52:50 AM plasticjesus6 Is this on Epstein island?

7/20/2019 5:05:20 AM gluefactoryltd Do you have a source for the claim that it has been high on his agenda? what actions has he personally taken that has helped to end it?

7/20/2019 5:09:10 AM robynbedsaul Sounds very long to me too but I’m wondering, since the planes used have to be smaller, they take longer to get there?

7/20/2019 5:10:30 AM thehouseoferin :'(

7/20/2019 5:10:46 AM gluefactoryltd The black book is partly declassified already: it “contains 14 phone numbers for Trump, his wife, Melania, and several people who worked for him.”  

https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/1508273/jeffrey-epsteins-little-black-book-redacted.pdf … Also can you help me find a source for 

Clinton being at the island? Can’t find a reliable one

7/20/2019 5:15:33 AM thericharddoyle STATEMENT for and Open Letter to:

.@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump .@WHOSTP .@WhiteHouse .@PressSec .@AmbJohnBolton .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 etc

• < https://www.doyleindustries.com/letters >

For your curiosity Zufu and all at .@SandiaWisdom

——

Cc: .@olimyracle

 https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1152191354509746183 … https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1152541309871067136 …

7/20/2019 5:18:41 AM gluefactoryltd Pg85 #epsteinindictment @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/4GuTHQgGWv

7/20/2019 5:26:31 AM builderfredrick I think he's incorrect. The control boxes on the wall are the kind used with macerator pumps. This is most likely a wastewater treatment facility. The 

large pipes (ground level) are vents for the holding tanks. The vents on the wall could be generator flues.

7/20/2019 5:34:29 AM wilzmcgee Looks more like exhaust pipes from a generator to me.

7/20/2019 5:46:54 AM jandydill All road lead to Rome. Evil...pope.

7/20/2019 5:48:23 AM karma4event201 Haiti - one of the tweets here shows a map, it is a straight path and about a 5 hours flight to get to Epstein's pedo Island

7/20/2019 5:50:17 AM karma4event201  https://twitter.com/QanonQurator/status/1152409422607474688?s=20 …

7/20/2019 5:50:48 AM keith369me It has been used to help “connect”. I’m no expert but I remember reading that government agencies used it to connect with knowledge beyond this 

realm.  I think we’re heading to a world where we can “look within” for this knowledge rather than getting there chemically

7/20/2019 6:02:01 AM dracevedoace Done

7/20/2019 6:02:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 DoDWHINSEC 

Symbology will be their downfall. 

#UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 6:03:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Iron Eagle https://twitter.com/1AD_CAB/status/1152491688595808256 …

7/20/2019 6:04:08 AM pro_aktv #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 6:05:15 AM girlawakeinca God Bless our military & all who protect us, teach us & help us remember the way. 🙏❤️💫🌎

7/20/2019 6:05:47 AM tracipatriot  http://www.allgov.com/departments/department-of-defense/western-hemisphere-institute-for-security-cooperation-school-of-the-

americas?agencyid=7389 …

7/20/2019 6:05:47 AM pulizzi777 Hmmm... underground it seems to me.

7/20/2019 6:06:06 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ASOEKaGAab

7/20/2019 6:06:16 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/4HBpZQAS87

7/20/2019 6:07:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think SG-1 https://twitter.com/SpcPlcyOnline/status/1152290881422143489 …

7/20/2019 6:07:37 AM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff

7/20/2019 6:08:21 AM higherdensitees Wow...pretty obvious stargate comparison!!!

7/20/2019 6:08:23 AM tweetstreetint1 The photo:

9-5+6

Could be 9-11.

Interesting

7/20/2019 6:08:46 AM keith369me Love Eagles...military and biological

7/20/2019 6:09:02 AM covertress What type of sidearm plugs in?

7/20/2019 6:10:01 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065812195013996544?s=19 …

7/20/2019 6:11:44 AM cyclefixblono I was once a rear ruddder chopper tech and if the guy in that pic doesnt get that nut tightened properly that entire tail rudder assembly will just fall 

right off.

7/20/2019 6:12:47 AM symmetryradial Yes. Is on Epstein’s island. Near Haiti.

7/20/2019 6:12:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want you divided. https://twitter.com/selogies/status/1152394822461919232 …

7/20/2019 6:13:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want you divided. https://twitter.com/kelechnekoff/status/1152327135924752385 …

7/20/2019 6:13:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want you divided. https://twitter.com/chelseahandler/status/1152368069466923008 …

7/20/2019 6:13:30 AM jollyrob2 Artemis Twin sister of Apollo pic.twitter.com/nANnFONUZf

7/20/2019 6:14:22 AM apysia_ The manufactured campaign to divide can’t affect us anymore we see literally right through it. Their black magic does nothing to us

7/20/2019 6:14:47 AM fpk15365851 That’s a lanyard.  It’s a rope cord to stop the weapon from leaving the general area of the warrior caring it.

7/20/2019 6:15:03 AM aprilbrown99 Our amazing military! 🥰🥰🥰. I notice the 6 is outlined. Any particular reason? Qdrop 956👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/ddJsVTXnmO

7/20/2019 6:15:14 AM apysia_ I can see why they’re panicking, when they’ve been using the same hypnosis for decades and suddenly it’s not affecting people anymore

7/20/2019 6:15:52 AM covertress Looks heavy duty.

7/20/2019 6:15:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, military officers can DECLAS after 50 years.

Think Corso https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1152411810403946496 …



7/20/2019 6:16:06 AM bbobbio71 9+5=14 4-1=3 

6= 3+3 

grasping here i think

7/20/2019 6:16:09 AM keith369me That is some serious mind control.  We are One...the divide and conquer media doesn’t want us to know.  Eventually. humanity realizes this, [they] lose 

and humanity wins.

7/20/2019 6:16:18 AM southerngallaa Ahhhhh!

7/20/2019 6:17:01 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Upvku8jV54

7/20/2019 6:17:17 AM scott_rick Yes but they probably will say they will they it won’t happen... kind of a trend

7/20/2019 6:17:19 AM jollyrob2 #DECLAS #DECLAS

#DECLAS #DECLAS

#DECLAS #DECLAS

7/20/2019 6:17:24 AM girlawakeinca Let the truth flow like a river 💫

7/20/2019 6:17:36 AM bbobbio71 Majestic!

7/20/2019 6:17:41 AM keith369me I’d like to know what the astronauts really saw rather than the official story.

7/20/2019 6:18:12 AM aprilbrown99 Can’t wait! pic.twitter.com/tNZHxJL3F6

7/20/2019 6:18:56 AM cryptomeres 21

7/20/2019 6:19:01 AM djlok Yeah- if we are divided [they] can conquer, if ]we[ are united [they] fail.

7/20/2019 6:19:28 AM pro_aktv DECLAS. #DarkToLight #UnsealEpstein 🙏🇺🇸

7/20/2019 6:20:11 AM gulfcoastchelle Haters gonna hate

7/20/2019 6:20:12 AM richner88  pic.twitter.com/WtQuwQSjLR

7/20/2019 6:20:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes double meanings are coincidences disguised as sigcomms.

7/20/2019 6:21:08 AM girlawakeinca #WWG1WGA 💫🙏🌎❤️ pic.twitter.com/j7UK78MXFm

7/20/2019 6:24:19 AM gluefactoryltd Non of those flights go or leave from the island. They’re all European- Portugal, London... where are the logs showing he went to the Island?

7/20/2019 6:25:16 AM aprilbrown99 We are ONE. #SlavesNoMore pic.twitter.com/xagt2UIT6e

7/20/2019 6:25:45 AM djlok Now I'm trying to find Corso... https://newsroom.usra.edu/universities-space-research-association-announces-the-passing-of-dr-william-corso-director-

goddard-earth-science-technology-and-research/ …

7/20/2019 6:25:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think 9/11 https://twitter.com/QuickTake/status/1151907006627950592 …

7/20/2019 6:26:15 AM marythibodeau9 🤔

7/20/2019 6:26:54 AM _yuri_desu_ ZA WARUDO

7/20/2019 6:27:24 AM southerngallaa Projection

7/20/2019 6:27:46 AM tweetstreetint1  pic.twitter.com/DhFFea3G9a

7/20/2019 6:28:15 AM glorydawn3 Didn't Trump ground these not too long ago?

7/20/2019 6:28:26 AM gluefactoryltd Neither is Clinton’s. Unless I missed something. All the pictures you showed me were to Portugal, London, and New York respectively.

7/20/2019 6:29:06 AM aprilbrown99 I see the names Honeywell and Virgin Airlines and now I “see” of child trafficking transportation.

7/20/2019 6:29:09 AM catheri70981208 Crematorium?

7/20/2019 6:29:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 432 v 440 https://twitter.com/ScienceNews/status/1152550006915776512 …

7/20/2019 6:30:44 AM djlok Hz

7/20/2019 6:31:10 AM seekretagent This is a building on Epstein’s island?... if you say yes I’m going to puke.

7/20/2019 6:31:12 AM prodriguez1984 Predictive programming

7/20/2019 6:31:18 AM n7guardiananon  https://shoestring911.blogspot.com/2008/04/husband-of-flight-93-attendant-cell.html?m=1 …

7/20/2019 6:31:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

7/20/2019 6:32:16 AM seekretagent So it’s just an innocent building that generates power for the island?

7/20/2019 6:32:38 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/nJxehYdH79

7/20/2019 6:33:32 AM feecollins50 This was not informative, but you probably scared a few thousand travellers.....!!!!!

7/20/2019 6:33:33 AM scott_rick They changed from 432 to 440 to affect our vibration

7/20/2019 6:34:01 AM norwegianon Why is it that I prefer 440hz over 432? 432 feels wrong and dis-harmonious somehow.. am I brainwashed?

7/20/2019 6:34:04 AM gluefactoryltd Do you have an actual source?

7/20/2019 6:34:07 AM unidentifiedta1 Plasma ribbon from source to planet

7/20/2019 6:34:42 AM scott_rick Didn’t HRC own the patent on the QR 11 boxes in the Boeing’s ?

7/20/2019 6:34:58 AM aprilbrown99 The 440 hz frequency creates chaos and instability in their little bodies. I imagine that it wreaks havoc with their sonic/sonar system as well.

7/20/2019 6:35:00 AM bbobbio71 Oh the stories 😁😁

7/20/2019 6:35:10 AM gluefactoryltd Why did you say when they declassify his book when it’s already declassified and has more contacts for Trump and his family than nearly anyone? Are 

you working for Trump or someone to protect pedophiles?

7/20/2019 6:35:58 AM shelbymaryanne1 Very obvious stargate relation!

7/20/2019 6:37:12 AM glorydawn3 Will our frequency be set back to where it should be?

7/20/2019 6:37:39 AM n7guardiananon  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_J._Corso …

7/20/2019 6:38:13 AM giediknight This lady is insane

7/20/2019 6:38:31 AM djlok BINGO!!!

7/20/2019 6:38:43 AM danichel60 Sound frequency.

7/20/2019 6:39:00 AM childofpromise3 Zev Porat has a teaching on YouTube about this. He connects the skull as Goliath's.

7/20/2019 6:39:50 AM eskeljoyce I retweeted already and tagged POTUS. My friend did too, and she tagged more people. Your video is special because it is so heartfelt and I am praying 

it does go viral! I will retweet it again!

7/20/2019 6:39:54 AM sheilas11 I've thought the "P" Q references is HRC. 

- There are notes she's the high Priestess. I don't know their 'religion' - their leader?

- HRC=Evergreen=Osiris?

- Q wrote "save the best for last". Many, including myself, consider that would be best. 

Hmmm - BeBest? Double meaning?

7/20/2019 6:41:12 AM jollyrob2 All is connected, so I can imagine, that when you’re exposed to the bad frequencies, your body is going to protest and eventually breaks down

7/20/2019 6:42:07 AM tikicolada 432 frequency feels much better 😊

7/20/2019 6:44:52 AM sparkleloung I put new windshield wipers on my car... now it hauls ass

7/20/2019 6:45:42 AM humphreyrussell 1992 he said at least 15 yrs ago right ....plus the deep state now playing full on damage control Q sent us enjoy the show

7/20/2019 6:47:43 AM jollyrob2 👍 pic.twitter.com/1cLe4L8uaZ

7/20/2019 6:48:56 AM aprilbrown99 It usually depends on the reference but “P” usually means Payseur (I think I spelled it correct 🥴) Evergreen = HRC.  [They] are satanists in every sense 

of the word. Saving the best for last = Isreal. Their people need to be freed from the evil. This is my understanding.

7/20/2019 6:50:27 AM goyaeq As in past or a repeat for a distraction?

7/20/2019 6:51:25 AM anitakingsbauer Bombarding us with the wrong frequency.  Bats work off of waves/vibration.

7/20/2019 6:54:07 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/Di9ntV7yRk

7/20/2019 6:54:25 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/cpXlGcgOym



7/20/2019 6:55:10 AM staggerlee422 956=911

7/20/2019 6:55:28 AM cue2_c99 Doesn't Orion chase Artemis? I might he getting confused??

7/20/2019 6:56:39 AM cue2_c99 I forgot no forked tongued!!!

7/20/2019 6:59:00 AM marilyn19556 Experts.  They destroy so much.  They really are not very wise.

7/20/2019 6:59:33 AM truthfulbadger Research Tesla https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wZRVb2fkXw …

7/20/2019 7:00:21 AM nocommunistusa Freemasonry symbols?

7/20/2019 7:00:26 AM karategpa  pic.twitter.com/ZX9L1NIfvX

7/20/2019 7:02:44 AM anitakingsbauer Remember POTUS tweet about the moon being a part of Mars?  Does triangle signify pyramid as stargate?

7/20/2019 7:05:57 AM roublisa Beautiful 🙌🙌🙌

7/20/2019 7:06:43 AM lichy93 Who cares? Make up your own mind and stop letting others opinions influence you.

7/20/2019 7:06:57 AM roublisa Not the sacrificing of humans  ....just to be clear 😬

7/20/2019 7:08:11 AM zagnett Hmm, seems [ALICE] unfollowed me from you, @OldWiseHermit. Apparently. 🤔

Silly [ALICE]. 🧐

Just Followed You again.

7/20/2019 7:08:50 AM fmattei Nada de eso. Primero publiquen su plataforma. Firmada por miembros fundadores.

7/20/2019 7:09:21 AM cue2_c99 All the "phone calls" from mid air as well.

7/20/2019 7:10:58 AM cue2_c99 Personal electronics??

7/20/2019 7:11:23 AM johnnybmaga1 Engineered destruction??? This Patriotic war has so many fronts. pic.twitter.com/eRZgvCWtxv

7/20/2019 7:12:05 AM keith369me Flight 93?

7/20/2019 7:12:53 AM zagnett Ah ok. i must have missed the notice, my apologies.

7/20/2019 7:13:46 AM liltilgerlil Right. There are still a bunch of people peddling this nonsense. See how easy the left brainwashed people?

7/20/2019 7:13:50 AM bdam777 Yep. Sometimes more then double meanings? 

Relates to druids making their sacrifice in groves.

7/20/2019 7:14:50 AM keith369me Anything on the radio makes me feel like crap.  This makes me feel wonderful on my way to and from work and attracts Eagles for some reason: 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=UkM-FjfN6Mc …

7/20/2019 7:16:15 AM zagnett Oh no, sorry. Deleted the tweet.

7/20/2019 7:16:27 AM lucky11111212 Do you follow POTUS?  

Do you respect his opinions?

  

Are his opinions correct after you independently consider them?

Why do you allow POTUS’ opinions to influence you?

Because you trust him.

Ditto for Praying Medic.
7/20/2019 7:16:55 AM slayerofmatrix1 Looks like more .. symbolism .. to me.

7/20/2019 7:20:40 AM covertress Is that why Buzz was really at the White House? To break the new 50-year [CLAS] news to him AGAIN?

7/20/2019 7:20:47 AM beatlchic WHO DECIDED to align those WEIRD and foreign egyptian looking blocky symbols with our beautiful and sacred Tetragrammaton—God’s personal and

 Divine Name (JEHOVAH) —? 

—WHO?

Such a DISGRACE and utter abomination! 

READ 

Psalm 83✿18 

🙏🏻

7/20/2019 7:20:59 AM roaminnoodle Buzz Aldrin meets with President Trump yesterday, July 19 🤔🤔🤔 https://www.twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1152255193809084416 …

7/20/2019 7:21:13 AM zagnett 😅🤗😇

7/20/2019 7:21:52 AM beatlchic Psalm 83✿18 . . . 🙏🏻

“May people know that you.. whose name is JEHOVAH.. you alone are the Most High over all the earth”

7/20/2019 7:22:29 AM matrixexit  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_J._Corso …

7/20/2019 7:23:53 AM zagnett Hey thanks! No matter what else Great stuff this "Awakening" also is, it's comedy Gold too, for sure!!! 😅😂🤣

7/20/2019 7:24:22 AM mandelbulb 777 stands for permissions set in unix?

7/20/2019 7:24:31 AM gluefactoryltd Crickets... 🦗

7/20/2019 7:26:10 AM gsusgod @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/20/2019 7:27:50 AM cyclefixblono The mural with the moons reminded me of this pic.twitter.com/ZfQgPjD1Yp

7/20/2019 7:27:52 AM wellsong 440 is the frequency (pitch) of concert A for the west’s musical instruments. It is known as the Stuttgart Pitch. It was accepted in Germany in 1834, but 

wasn’t standardized in the rest of the world until 1955. Most of the music you’ve heard is based on that tuning

7/20/2019 7:30:02 AM zagnett So sorry Ama. Praying to keep [them] at bay while you do your best to sort this out & escape 100% completely from [them]. May this make all things 

easier for You & Your Loved Ones, forever. 🙏🙏🙏

7/20/2019 7:30:58 AM cyclefixblono Good point! The Melania Trump “Be Best” initiative.

7/20/2019 7:31:36 AM beatlchic MORE READING 

on the Divine Name . . .

🙏🏻  http://jw.org/en/publications/bible/study-bible/appendix-a/tetragrammaton-divine-name/ … pic.twitter.com/dPcE9Kv44P

7/20/2019 7:32:03 AM bdam777 Source please. Would like to spice up your meme!

7/20/2019 7:32:05 AM enomai_ Why is that?

7/20/2019 7:34:59 AM norwegianon Trust yourself. Maybe. Lol. We're all human beings (probably), and nobody's prefect...

Don't follow blindly, etc. 

Anyway.. interesting times to be alive, enjoy the show and have a great weekend. ;)

7/20/2019 7:35:21 AM zagnett #YouToo are Loved! 🥰

Wow that view looks almost unreal! Like a painting! So glad you get to enjoy that every day, thanks for sharing! ✨🌟✨



7/20/2019 7:37:18 AM beatlchic Absolutely Not.

What you posted Christine is 

FALSE information. https://mobile.twitter.com/beatlchic/status/1152584141499764737 …

7/20/2019 7:37:39 AM spitfire1592 Awww Chelsea you should know all about children in cages as a handler

7/20/2019 7:38:01 AM curt_avila  https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Artemis …

7/20/2019 7:38:47 AM norwegianon Usually I tune my guitar to whatever feels right :)

BTW, there's a lot of "fake" 432vs440hz videos on the tube...

7/20/2019 7:40:12 AM kathyni93017255 #NASAlies

7/20/2019 7:40:20 AM ojuanvallejo Ingenuo ? O a sueldo ... y se les acaba la gallina de los huecos de oro

7/20/2019 7:41:03 AM speaakn I think it’s more like this:

9+5=14

1+4=5

5+6=11

1=1=2

Bit I saw someone post earlier 956=911

I dunno 🤷🏼♀️

7/20/2019 7:41:21 AM 3manxkats Can’t find reference to Corso!

7/20/2019 7:41:27 AM ricca_19 Exposed by #isaacKappy 

Kappa jumped off Route 66 Bridget days after box of Chocolates tweeted about Rt 66 w glove suggest owner was killed #NOCOINCIDENCE

7/20/2019 7:42:30 AM bdam777  https://twitter.com/DoDWHINSEC?s=09 

Interesting symbols in their logo. 

Maltese cross?

7/20/2019 7:42:31 AM 3manxkats Ha ha, no kids in cages....that was during obummer’s scandalous “reign”!

7/20/2019 7:44:17 AM changovibes 432--------------=369

7/20/2019 7:44:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yeah, that's an area I would NEVER touch. I acknowledge my shadow self but always try to choose for the higher good of myself and mankind. I walked 

a dark path while in the JW Cult, thankfully I awoke, got out. When you see what dark does to people you want nothing to do with it.

7/20/2019 7:45:13 AM liltilgerlil Right! People are so easily decieved, then do exactly what the left has taught them and scream and yell that it’s true lmao You can’t make this stuff up. 

😂

7/20/2019 7:45:47 AM lucky11111212 This is the key to trust.

Not blind trust to follow POTUS. pic.twitter.com/LbgKCGWakB

7/20/2019 7:46:05 AM liltilgerlil He was in a bad position and wanted to stay alive.

7/20/2019 7:46:36 AM roublisa Great news....maybe getting close to allowing Buzz to share @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?    I’m loving how thi is all playing out ....thank you for sharing that 

@GiediKnight

 ...I am Ready..... 1 to transport ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/pOp48emdq8

7/20/2019 7:46:38 AM bppope Blind

7/20/2019 7:46:57 AM zagnett 5:5, standing by to be totally engulfed by Any & All Flames of the LIGHT. 🔥⚡🔥

Thanks for Being here!

7/20/2019 7:47:38 AM ricca_19 #disinformation is Real you don’t give up your #TrumpCard  

Many more posts direct bakers to the affirmative

That said...

It’s all theories till all is exposed #FutureProvesThePast

We do NOT #Divide on our theories we #unitethefight to share research expose EVIL

#Pray

7/20/2019 7:47:44 AM foxes9 what the hell???!😨

7/20/2019 7:49:07 AM dark2light9 Contact with our space brothers looms the horizon. Love opens all the 🚪 s

7/20/2019 7:50:36 AM ingoldisrael No.

7/20/2019 7:51:46 AM blanchebauble The MSM is pushing the theory that he died.

7/20/2019 7:52:06 AM liltilgerlil Right

7/20/2019 7:54:13 AM jljensen326 Only 50?

7/20/2019 7:55:40 AM liltilgerlil Yes, and they don’t even self reflect

7/20/2019 7:55:43 AM yourkiddingme5 Wow!

7/20/2019 7:56:11 AM liltilgerlil We’ve seen a bunch of the Mk crowd have programming issues lately 😂

7/20/2019 7:56:25 AM rebashoenfelt1 🤙🏻

7/20/2019 7:57:50 AM ingoldisrael Not owls. CRESTED COCKATOOS. Used because cockatoos are ground feeders—have lookouts which stand guests against predators that would break 

up the feeding.  Australia slang for lookouts guarding against police raids on illegal activities. In Epstein’s case, the “feeding.”

7/20/2019 7:58:31 AM ingoldisrael What a bunch of anti-Semitic nonsense.

There is no end to how far these lies & these liars that create them will go in their quest to destroy the Jewish People—end goal is destroy all of Israel.

Symbols have ZERO to do with Hebrew. Or with the Name of the Creator in Hebrew.

7/20/2019 7:59:21 AM rebashoenfelt1 Not many thinkers

7/20/2019 7:59:43 AM fightforamerica Col. Philip J. Corso?

7/20/2019 7:59:45 AM rebashoenfelt1 Question everything

7/20/2019 8:00:26 AM rebashoenfelt1 Educate the sleeping

7/20/2019 8:01:31 AM rebashoenfelt1 Her strong support of Obama said it all!  Sickos.

7/20/2019 8:02:00 AM jimeh5 Looks more like Islamic symbols found in Mosques.

7/20/2019 8:02:50 AM clarkeygirl16 Maybe that's why she became so active in politics last year, and why she was supporting a candidate who's clearly a d'mwit & would be a good a 

puppet for the DNC.

7/20/2019 8:03:40 AM curt_avila What a troubled soul..

7/20/2019 8:03:53 AM rebashoenfelt1 Just wondering. Is that clock made of human hamburgers and hot dogs?

7/20/2019 8:04:17 AM sheilas11 I’ve read the research too. I think HRC is part of Qs “best for last” reference because of all her evil deeds. Why do people still fawn over her?

We know she was raised by a Chicago mob don, but what is her heritage? Perhaps she’s from the Payseur lineage...

7/20/2019 8:04:59 AM rebashoenfelt1 Hanks pure evil

7/20/2019 8:05:13 AM rebashoenfelt1 Dangerous game

7/20/2019 8:05:28 AM rebashoenfelt1 Tragic



7/20/2019 8:07:56 AM sheilas11 Interesting. This is an area unfamiliar to me. 

Wastewater treatment makes sense.

7/20/2019 8:09:58 AM canadiancovfefe I am dying to know what we are missing!

7/20/2019 8:12:07 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/GMjmPH3KBV

7/20/2019 8:12:45 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/DIV6soNqla

7/20/2019 8:12:52 AM roublisa What is under or rather whatwas under the dome?

7/20/2019 8:13:18 AM micke611 The biggest hoax of all time 😁

7/20/2019 8:16:31 AM roublisa Macro to the micro🤔

7/20/2019 8:19:06 AM richardhiatt16 Oh oh ohhh.. So Buzz can tell us what was really waiting for us on the Moon 🌚 ☺️

7/20/2019 8:19:29 AM puertoricancham De acuerdo, todo bajo The Sunshine Laws, to many hungry for power.

7/20/2019 8:19:35 AM andoniandothard The red white and blue is actually symbolic of the constellation Orion. There is an even deeper cultish meaning behind that. Kind of scary.

7/20/2019 8:21:13 AM andoniandothard The red white and blue symbolizes the constellation Orion. Their is a deeper cultish meaning behind it that is too lengthy to write hear.

7/20/2019 8:21:42 AM souldredge You mean like they warned us about planes into buildings before planes flew into buildings? 🙄

7/20/2019 8:22:41 AM gluefactoryltd You’ve gone silent. Do you have any response? Also another Epstein crony Tom Barrack is a close personal friend of Donald trump. Who are you trying 

to protect? I’m guessing it’s just your crumbling world view. Hypocrite

7/20/2019 8:24:02 AM andoniandothard HRC = Evergreen = Osiris

7/20/2019 8:29:30 AM tweetstreetint1 You're welcome😊

7/20/2019 8:31:51 AM grabaroot  pic.twitter.com/PcKSITTsI9

7/20/2019 8:34:12 AM uncle_festah Liberals have a gift for openly displaying their lack of intelligence and zero self control.

7/20/2019 8:34:47 AM canadiancovfefe Is MK and MK Ultra the same?

7/20/2019 8:38:35 AM lynnboyce7 Is that a name of a cargo ship. Maybe human trafficking 😳

7/20/2019 8:38:59 AM lynnboyce7 Evergreen

7/20/2019 8:41:15 AM lynnboyce7 Did Buz in one of his interviews say something about the men in the earth?

7/20/2019 8:43:03 AM lynnboyce7 5-5-5

7/20/2019 8:43:12 AM plasticjesus6 Eagle is Thor.. Odin .. Zues

7/20/2019 8:45:57 AM gluefactoryltd Lol I’m a registered independent leaning more conservative. But thanks for outing yourself ✌️ bye troll

7/20/2019 8:46:18 AM gluefactoryltd As every delusional person says lol

7/20/2019 8:47:23 AM sqrlnutz This is a pic of a rooftop setup that has been selectively cropped. If you really look at the pic it is a roof top of a building. What appears to be a truck is 

really the end view of either a generator box or a rooftop access stairwell. The door is on the other side.

7/20/2019 8:48:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd Honeywell is HVAC

7/20/2019 8:51:45 AM gluefactoryltd And yet you can’t provide any evidence for your claims. Who’s deusional now? nice trolling though

7/20/2019 8:53:43 AM lovesg_d I have read that 440 is the Satanic frequency that attracts dark influences. The frequency used to be 444, the God frequency, until after WW1 or 2, 

can’t remember which one, it was changed to 440 by the government. That’s when this country started down the slippery slope to Hell.

7/20/2019 8:54:12 AM americanpetal Anything with Disney now, I think pedophilia.

7/20/2019 8:58:37 AM aprilbrown99 Me too. I went to Khols yesterday and walked past the children section. What was once cute clothes for girls & babies (hearts, unicorns, flowers, etc) 

now I just see Podesta’s face.  I stopped to look closer at the tags and they had so many Disney clothes. #WakeUpAmerica, please!

7/20/2019 8:58:45 AM dark2light2019 Looks like its headed to the farside of the moon....

7/20/2019 8:58:51 AM lovesg_d If you are desensitized to 440 hz by listening to heavy metal music & other rebellion-type music, then you would have to become resensitized to a 

more calming, soothing frequency like 432 or 444 hz.  I personally like 444 hz even more than 432 hz.

7/20/2019 8:59:35 AM dark2light2019 Symbology? Are you a boondock saints fan majestic?

7/20/2019 9:00:17 AM heikemildenber1 A movie studio?!

7/20/2019 9:00:28 AM canadiancovfefe The only way to remedy the situation is to have POTUS formally confirm the existence of it without disclosing who exactly is on the Team.

7/20/2019 9:00:33 AM sterkinglights1 Actions and rhetoric define if a person is racist.

7/20/2019 9:01:24 AM lovesg_d It creates chaos and instability in humans also.  It is spiritually irritating and fosters rebellion among youth, hence the reason heavy metal uses it.  I can 

sense the evil that permeates from the 440 hz. It irritates me spiritually & even causes agitation.

7/20/2019 9:04:45 AM keith369me Perhaps but I tend to think we were interstellar before the “moon landing” and that this event was part of a slow Disclosure that eventually stopped

7/20/2019 9:06:28 AM wwg1wga_every1 ROSWELL!!!!!!  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_J._Corso …

7/20/2019 9:07:02 AM canadiancovfefe A sicko! I hope he’s been picked up. I can’t wait to see the list of celebrities arrested, and their exact crimes.

7/20/2019 9:10:05 AM flgirlsbeenqd Did anyone else catch what Buzz said about rocket fuel found on the moon? He said there are ICE CRYSTALS, water, H2O which is hydrogen and 

oxygen...ROCKET FUEL...does this mean what I think it does?

7/20/2019 9:11:43 AM heikemildenber1 That too can, of course. We will experience the truth.

7/20/2019 9:12:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd If what Buzz Aldren said is so we can use water for fuel. If this is true we've been tricked for many years into making corporations unnecessarily 

wealthy using earths limited resources. Water is nearly free, anyone else catch this?

7/20/2019 9:13:24 AM realitygateway Eager Lion = Iron Eagle https://www.centcom.mil/MEDIA/NEWS-ARTICLES/News-Article-View/Article/1179543/eager-lion-exercise-a-keystone-event-

in-us-jordan-partnership-integration/ …

7/20/2019 9:19:40 AM lmjonzey Military trials on a ship in international water to amiratime law??? Now what's difference between law of land vs law on sea?? Nice isolation point.  

Subs below. Planes above.  No cover for the opposite to hide.

7/20/2019 9:21:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd @ChelseaHandler will end up committing suicide. She's an elite child handler thus her name...also a HUGE alcoholic/drug addict. She won't be around 

much longer. When the going get's tough she will take enough to kill an elephant. She needs to be returned to source for healing.

7/20/2019 9:26:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yes bc after 50 years it's no longer classified! Today makes 50 years! @LauraChin, I am going to do the same. Just wow!!! Tears of joy bc this confirms 

once again truth seekers are awake and paying attention! Love sent to you my soul sister! pic.twitter.com/NQltS1krkP

7/20/2019 9:26:59 AM lmjonzey Depends on the grade of pvc.

7/20/2019 9:30:59 AM consortiapartn1 Hydrogen fuel cells use this technology, but as you point out there's not ss much profit in developing the tech properly when there's all that money to 

be made mining toxic metals for battery vehicles

7/20/2019 9:31:58 AM gavinlucas110 She also said he and Dave talked while on holiday about a digital currency they were creating, but she never heard the word Bitcoin. Don't forget to 

include that part :)

7/20/2019 9:37:34 AM marzipaningles1 In an interview, one of them said there were many different races along the edge of the crater watching. There were other spacecraft.

7/20/2019 9:49:54 AM truckerwifelife That would be nice. Curious why he doesn't want us to go to Mars though. There are bases throughout the solar system.

7/20/2019 9:50:21 AM jrocktigers They got away with so much around 2001, they figured "its in the bag"..

7/20/2019 9:52:51 AM jrocktigers From shortly after 9one1. .. https://www.nytimes.com/2002/01/06/us/student-pilot-15-crashes-plane-into-tower-in-florida.html …

7/20/2019 9:53:44 AM truckerwifelife I doubt that. It's like why doesn't he talk about Antarctica? He's one of those I keep an eye on and observe.

7/20/2019 9:54:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is many things.

This is why we are in the Great Awakening.

Sheep no more. pic.twitter.com/hjwc4kw0B4



7/20/2019 9:57:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/uUyJH0isue

7/20/2019 9:59:43 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/G7ijSglBuc

7/20/2019 9:59:56 AM drson1968  pic.twitter.com/EraHGpHGLE

7/20/2019 10:00:09 AM djlok #ThinkMirror [Their] symbolism will be [their] downfall.

7/20/2019 10:00:56 AM justmekimhere please say not all vaccines..if the this is the reason my  son ended up with cancer, there will be no fury like a mother 's wrath who has harmed my son.

7/20/2019 10:01:08 AM americanpetal I know what you mean. It’s all around us. 😢

7/20/2019 10:02:21 AM jrocktigers F [them]

7/20/2019 10:02:26 AM americanpetal So, that’s why so many cockatoos in pics!

7/20/2019 10:02:52 AM wyatt251 Madagascar owl pic.twitter.com/0wSSFFwEOB

7/20/2019 10:03:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Curiosity can kill. pic.twitter.com/bygNpmwWXF

7/20/2019 10:03:06 AM sommerfeldkitty I read this years ago and I can’t remember where.  That

first trip of his to Saudi Arabia was to get them to cooperate

in closing down trafficking lanes and they will take care of

some of the victims while their people located.  The sword

dance was to honor Trump as the victor.

7/20/2019 10:04:20 AM sommerfeldkitty Also the is info out there if you dig Trump was an informant 

for the FBI and helped bring down Mafia in New York.

7/20/2019 10:04:40 AM stormystorm10 Someone always does this it feels like ,  if it’s not the company it’s the phone , if it’s not the phone it’s the government 🤷♀️

7/20/2019 10:04:41 AM guy_karen Stupid people

7/20/2019 10:05:56 AM pwalt68 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                               Wikileaks.    Is This Real,...You Tell Me...Screw The Moon...including Mars (of which ...  

https://youtu.be/PEmFULze6e8  via @YouTube

7/20/2019 10:06:09 AM r7dotcom We need to fix the laws that cover user agreements. Soon as we get rid of all these Congress squads.

7/20/2019 10:07:49 AM jvan125 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/20/2019 10:09:01 AM tdsdoctor With time stamps and GPS coordinates.

7/20/2019 10:09:26 AM kag_suziq Yes!!!!

7/20/2019 10:09:46 AM joinna6 Vaccines are very bad...  Sv40

 https://www.naturalnews.com/032854_SV40_polio_vaccines.html …

Alkaline the blood for 10 days. https://youtu.be/cGksnmSsA90 

7/20/2019 10:10:49 AM builderfredrick Ground like this, likely, won't percolate so you would use a macerator system and holding tanks that would need to be emptied periodically. Just like a 

boat or an RV.

7/20/2019 10:12:19 AM deplorablesuezq Same as 23 n me who owns millions of people’s DNA.

7/20/2019 10:14:17 AM 313looper 🤯...

7/20/2019 10:15:58 AM michael81972 🙏🏻❤️

7/20/2019 10:16:41 AM hawkgirlinmn Love your hat!

7/20/2019 10:17:10 AM gluefactoryltd Well if you can provide a legit source that would be helpful. Otherwise this is just hearsay. No different than the 18+ women accusing Trump of sexual 

assault.

7/20/2019 10:17:12 AM maryschade14 Done in the 1940s..timing.

7/20/2019 10:18:07 AM gluefactoryltd Usually people who cooperate with the FBI have been caught doing something bad. I’ll hold out judgement though until you provide a source for that 

info.

7/20/2019 10:18:15 AM maryschade14 60hz hum of electricity..quite disturbing.

7/20/2019 10:18:34 AM jlundr Think mirror.

7/20/2019 10:18:54 AM 313looper Satanic Symbolisms🤘🏻/ NASA / Vatican/ Hollywood/...👉🏻CABAL

7/20/2019 10:19:14 AM maryschade14 After WWII..timing is everything and F the UN.

7/20/2019 10:19:17 AM renee86743676 The evil one do Owls a diservice

7/20/2019 10:20:12 AM lbf777 Screw their royalty laws. We do not consent to laws made by pedophiles.

7/20/2019 10:22:14 AM ialibertybelle So a double meaning. An owl and a bird that eats it’s young.

7/20/2019 10:23:26 AM sommerfeldkitty I understand.  I suspect you do not follow Q or some of his

digital people, but most of what they have brought out has

come to pass and it is obvious they have reliable connections.

Following them is a good way to see what is going on in the

background.

7/20/2019 10:23:39 AM scott_rick I thought Patriots are in control?  This shit and chemtrails and 5 G are still happening, drop the hammer already!!

7/20/2019 10:23:41 AM subversion_ops Facebook started this a decade ago and many more in its database.

7/20/2019 10:24:44 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/v8ZCuBw1Ld

7/20/2019 10:25:13 AM sommerfeldkitty It seemed to me that Trump obviously had connections in

the building industry in NY.  What better way to be involved

with the thugs in the industry.

7/20/2019 10:27:08 AM 1of3onhigh Facebook, Apple and many other have had ALL of our faces for a very long time

7/20/2019 10:29:13 AM covertress "Whooo, me?" replied the owl. pic.twitter.com/keaXoBGKqQ

7/20/2019 10:31:14 AM 313looper PoOf .... 😒

Thanks God..I never ever fall for & have trusted these silly stuff...!

7/20/2019 10:32:46 AM justmekimhere Thank you for the info..have been researching. He is fine ,but not without late side effects and 2 brain tumors, because of treatments. He has 

graduated with honours in biology. Now works with oncology children at the same hospital he was treated.

7/20/2019 10:33:36 AM earlebird7 'sssymbolism'   The next time i let the gov't do the thinking for me ill have a fucking tag on my toe

7/20/2019 10:36:18 AM usss_211 Poor Oaks

7/20/2019 10:36:30 AM adsp134 Does it even matter? They’ve owned our identity for many years through our phone cameras, computers, tv’s etc .... this is just one more way we 

willingly consent to being recorded

7/20/2019 10:37:48 AM fightforamerica Anon got flamed so hard when he posted that. :(

7/20/2019 10:38:02 AM helenetruncali PANIC!!!⏰🍿⏰🍿⏰🍿⏰ pic.twitter.com/qaVufUl0ym

7/20/2019 10:42:34 AM susanlittleton Everybody knows by now that Billionaire "Playboy" Donald J. Trump was merely his cover persona as he collected decades of intel, and that he is really 

BATMAN! pic.twitter.com/rfCgehpK1p

7/20/2019 10:43:51 AM cups_queen0f I really think that the drone videos are going to introduce us to the tunnels. There's a reason they are parsing out the videos the way they are.

7/20/2019 10:43:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who scream the loudest.

Nothing can stop what IS coming.

Absolutely NOTHING.

These people are SICK. https://twitter.com/funder/status/1152543881554288640 …

7/20/2019 10:44:30 AM gingerbanana2 Not to mention these type of things want access to your photos AND your friends list.

7/20/2019 10:47:19 AM beeshelb Definitely a reference to Hathor, specifically in her earthly form as a dairy cow Hesat who is associated with motherhood and care of others. Why it’s 

there, I struggle to understand...unless to provide comfort in death?

7/20/2019 10:47:35 AM eggomatic12 @funder this guy has been spewing hot garbage for probably his whole career.



7/20/2019 10:47:41 AM rr4j4t WHY exactly are you mudding the waters by adding this kind of crap to the topic?

CIA's psyop? Aiming to ridicule genuine topics with FE crap?

So that people and MSM can spot that pic and combine Q researchers to flat earthers?

7/20/2019 10:48:34 AM gingerbanana2 When does it stop?!!

7/20/2019 10:49:14 AM blankmarlo Is Mueller really the "stealth bomber" or was that just a tactic to put pressure on him?

7/20/2019 10:49:52 AM operationfree17 #QAnon https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-

corruption/ …

7/20/2019 10:50:06 AM indianlegnd And then you woke up Scott...

7/20/2019 10:50:37 AM jollyrob2 IS as in IS-BE?

7/20/2019 10:51:27 AM maude_rena Hey, they give up their DNA....so....

7/20/2019 10:53:06 AM decodematrix Bill Barr (B2) is the stealth bomber.

7/20/2019 10:54:17 AM keith369me @funder your panic and lack of reality us really sad.

7/20/2019 10:54:42 AM richard07759712 Didnt they just vote on this? 

300+ | Nay ....

90+ | Ey

1...?

7/20/2019 10:54:51 AM monroevegas True. Those who have the most to lose cry loud projections.

7/20/2019 10:54:52 AM richard07759712 Scott?

7/20/2019 10:54:54 AM trumps_all Sure would be nice to see one of these LOUD folks rounded up, and peep walked. I realize timing is everything, but it sure would go a long way into 

helping #RedPill the masses. Being able to see someone so vocal against it, then be arrested would really help show their lies

7/20/2019 10:55:26 AM richard07759712 Pretty cool Mirrors

7/20/2019 10:55:36 AM dr_t_dc Research vaccine ingredients. Prepare to be pissed.

7/20/2019 10:59:00 AM godchosetrump77 These people are CRAZY!

7/20/2019 10:59:14 AM covertress 0:12 A=432 Hz: Science vs. Subjectivity

0:53 What is resonance? 

3:00 Strings and university frequency

5:24 A=432 Hz and the time base of Hz

⭐ 7:07 A mathematical argument for A=432 Hz

9:12 How to make a case for A=432 Hz

11:17 What's the real conspiracy? https://youtu.be/WDgt6UZ3Kb0 

7/20/2019 10:59:31 AM mitchbynature You can't just offer a responsible position to infants

7/20/2019 11:00:03 AM thevagrantpepe Or my personal favorite "The Day After Roswell"

7/20/2019 11:00:28 AM enomai_ He doesn't know the law, very well?! No obstruction?!

7/20/2019 11:00:50 AM thevagrantpepe Retired Pentagon Intelligence/Author. "The Day After Roswell"

7/20/2019 11:03:18 AM cosmic_engineer Cabal symbol

7/20/2019 11:03:45 AM ethereal_shaman I walked in target and passed by their kid's pizza shirts and little boy shirts with sequins.  I was like, damn, Target is swamp.

7/20/2019 11:03:48 AM earlebird7 Reminds me of the gateway logo

7/20/2019 11:04:31 AM lemonwater224 Owl of Minerva

"While we nowadays impute owls with wisdom, they were once regarded as evil... They hid in the shadows, unseen, and so were viewed negatively, in 

some cultures as the bringer of death, or at least the messenger thereof." https://neologikonblog.wordpress.com/tag/what-is-the-owl-of-minerva/ …

7/20/2019 11:04:40 AM yeshuagirl44 Not an owl on top of E's temple. It's a plumed Cock-a-too -- the ONLY bird that RAPES its young -- long before they're old enough for breeding.

7/20/2019 11:05:31 AM cups_queen0f Good point!

7/20/2019 11:07:18 AM roaminnoodle Interesting NASA says we landed on "another world" ... I thought it was just a moon, no?!?

7/20/2019 11:08:49 AM maryschade14 Were they signaled to crash..intermod jamming frequencies emp..

why is MH370 in mah head..bankers from China scientists on that flight..soon after banker suicides in China..

7/20/2019 11:11:21 AM beeshelb Are there 7 cows on the island?

7/20/2019 11:13:29 AM wok68 Scott, you have no idea how prophetically delusional your comments are...I almost feel sorry for you!

7/20/2019 11:15:18 AM ideclarefreedom #noConsentToManipulation #noConsentToManipulation. #noConsentToManipulation #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealItAll 

#UnsealitAll #UnsealitAll

7/20/2019 11:15:54 AM cups_queen0f Actually now I've seen the video, there is no "back of the building" - it goes underground!

7/20/2019 11:19:23 AM justmekimhere Done...scary indeed

7/20/2019 11:19:40 AM capturespeed  pic.twitter.com/Ka0USp8w2g

7/20/2019 11:22:10 AM novpapacharlie I just a conversation with a friend this morning and I said I need to look into this some more . we were discussing music for painting [ art type of 

painting not house painting ]. I often listen to 432 hz while painting.

7/20/2019 11:27:16 AM purple_digit99 ok lets go in already

7/20/2019 11:27:17 AM lavenderlives They eat 1000 mosquitoes an hour pic.twitter.com/eHBUrLrBhJ

7/20/2019 11:27:18 AM candyo35 so many will easily fall for the mark of the beast

7/20/2019 11:28:30 AM mitolduso  pic.twitter.com/bLTylwbhPf

7/20/2019 11:29:17 AM lavenderlives Great idea 😂

7/20/2019 11:30:11 AM abby4trump And why did they murder Kate ♠️ who was one of their own.

Ray Chandler? pic.twitter.com/oL4bjWsR79

7/20/2019 11:30:28 AM lavenderlives Don’t forget all the nasty diseases they inflict on us with the mosquitoes

7/20/2019 11:30:37 AM americanpetal It sure can

7/20/2019 11:32:23 AM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why are you so active on Twitter these days?

7/20/2019 11:32:34 AM grillbitch1 Clickbait

7/20/2019 11:32:39 AM gluefactoryltd Can you confirm this idea you have with a source?

7/20/2019 11:33:06 AM eskeljoyce Sure Scott 🙄

7/20/2019 11:33:24 AM ericpartchey Amen tribunals conning

7/20/2019 11:34:31 AM jswdh1 Yep why I'm not using it... they have access to everything on your phone too

7/20/2019 11:35:03 AM allahuniversal So many have yet to #ExpandThinking

7/20/2019 11:35:41 AM jswdh1 They'll all see clones of themselves walking around soon!

7/20/2019 11:36:40 AM howdoyoumakeah1 When you see Buzz hold up an 'Apollo' shirt, notice that one 'o' is the moon, one 'o' is Mars https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCq1LI8NNJs …

7/20/2019 11:36:45 AM jswdh1 Pentagon pentagram

7/20/2019 11:36:55 AM decodematrix I think they were hinting that photo was taken on Earth, not Mars as NASA says.

7/20/2019 11:37:10 AM jswdh1 Molests and eats it's young

7/20/2019 11:37:18 AM americanpetal #UnsealEpstein

Lots of 3s and 6s pic.twitter.com/SfzERvVjpO

7/20/2019 11:38:16 AM hawkgirlinmn I’ve been blocked....🎯



7/20/2019 11:38:20 AM allahuniversal How to make facial recognition fun, easy and trendy

7/20/2019 11:38:38 AM rebashoenfelt1 Slime

7/20/2019 11:39:35 AM hawkgirlinmn 🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯 pic.twitter.com/GeRvAEwwd8

7/20/2019 11:39:46 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/0i9xOm2Jpk

7/20/2019 11:39:58 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Buzz even slipped? in an MSM interview saying we should go back to Mars pic.twitter.com/tH3XRFaj0n

7/20/2019 11:40:15 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks DJ!! 🙏🏼🙌🏼

7/20/2019 11:41:02 AM yetiyowie Our job is to keep the way clear of debris so whatever is coming can move in without hiccups. Keep the path smooth and wide enough for it to pass 

through on its way to victory and a whole new wonderful world for all of us.💋

7/20/2019 11:42:46 AM the_fjalar Harmony pic.twitter.com/pTk2QfC4Ig

7/20/2019 11:43:18 AM kathlee71068501 It's not even a violation of our 4TH Amendment Rights when we voluntarily hand over too much information on the WORLD WIDE WEB.

7/20/2019 11:43:32 AM callendergirl91 The hell does this mean

7/20/2019 11:43:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/7QECKth6fws 

7/20/2019 11:44:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/e7k7acieUkQ 

7/20/2019 11:44:20 AM lightlove21121 💥💥💥

7/20/2019 11:44:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/2Y4wEl7R1-o 

7/20/2019 11:44:33 AM slaytheeye Let’s see an EO banning all harmful vaccinations and jail+fines+damages for the pushing of these poisons on us and our children.

7/20/2019 11:44:36 AM trumps_all Hey.......does the US have CONTROL of #EpsteinsIslands as of today????

7/20/2019 11:44:38 AM patriots5_5 Oprah?

7/20/2019 11:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/u_aLRlumug8 

7/20/2019 11:45:00 AM operationfree17 "In addition, the wooden owl atop the current hot dog stand to ward off birds must be preserved and placed on the new structure."

#QAnon https://www.af.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/129697/pentagon-center-courtyard-icon-cold-war-legend-to-be-torn-down/ …

7/20/2019 11:45:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/PtIq1nAoq3s 

7/20/2019 11:45:12 AM djlok Maybe he does know her abuser.

7/20/2019 11:45:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/Xfeh_ZBa8aY 

7/20/2019 11:45:19 AM the_fjalar  https://globalfreedommovement.org/432-dna-tuning-and-the-nazi-ization-of-music/ …

7/20/2019 11:45:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/8QgpL6hLrFY 

7/20/2019 11:45:40 AM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/1SR2vSp2ch

7/20/2019 11:45:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/1jl7smO45_I 

7/20/2019 11:45:56 AM renee86743676 Scott I needed a GOOD LAUGH. 

WAKE UP. And smell the

    Delusion

7/20/2019 11:45:56 AM kathlee71068501 Just imagine trusting JOHN BRENNAN with your friends & family identification along with your own.... 😣🤐😮😣🤐😮😣

7/20/2019 11:46:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/tWNj1S_OubM 

7/20/2019 11:46:12 AM scottgasaway Pure evil

7/20/2019 11:46:13 AM bobbiequilts Anyone from the DS that has connections to helping children, are probably part of the problem.  I vote Yes to Oprah

7/20/2019 11:46:19 AM americanpetal 🤢

7/20/2019 11:46:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/sIwgHi67dV4 

7/20/2019 11:46:22 AM v_rags My heart goes out to all of them. 💜💜💜

7/20/2019 11:46:37 AM kathlee71068501 Not intentionally.

7/20/2019 11:47:03 AM jswdh1 Racism wouldn't be an issue if they would stop imagining it's happening! It's all in their programming! They think EVERYTHING anyone does is racist! 

I'm over it! They're forcing us against them instead of bringing us all together! But that's their m o! Sad they think that way

7/20/2019 11:47:24 AM deplorablesuezq I don’t know if you are aware of this but look into who owns that company and who she is married to, as well as what company her sister runs. Goes 

deep!

7/20/2019 11:47:31 AM lovesg_d Oprah with John of God.  Anything Oprah is involved with has to be a cult!  She is up to her neck in all this!

7/20/2019 11:47:46 AM sparkleloung Your welcome pic.twitter.com/0I3LxXpzlP

7/20/2019 11:48:40 AM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/FSrkcbHTaz

7/20/2019 11:48:44 AM howdoyoumakeah1 "Denying the Moon landing actually works in their favor, because while we are arguing whether or not we landed on the Moon, we are not asking what 

they FOUND on the Moon"

7/20/2019 11:49:18 AM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/dvCcbtobd-c 

7/20/2019 11:49:34 AM djlok #ThesePeopleAreSick to treat another IS-BE like that.

7/20/2019 11:49:35 AM d3cod3it Didn’t she have a school where unspeakable things happened to children? 

Oprah is a handler for #PedoGate and a high level witch.

7/20/2019 11:49:41 AM jswdh1 ASK PRAYING MEDIC

7/20/2019 11:49:55 AM renee86743676 You tube won't let me view this.

7/20/2019 11:49:57 AM wearediamonds2 This woman is destroyed.

7/20/2019 11:50:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 An executive at Twitter has personally spiked and shadowbanned #UnsealEpstein. 

They are directly involved.

We see you.

NOTHING can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

7/20/2019 11:50:38 AM justinf75983016 Just don’t say soon or tick tock plz.

7/20/2019 11:50:49 AM djlok #WWG1WGA

7/20/2019 11:51:50 AM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/sbGLNsyzpQ

7/20/2019 11:52:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Offer them the path to ascension.

7/20/2019 11:52:34 AM guy_karen These people are evil beyond sick

7/20/2019 11:52:48 AM m_kroniklyill But satisfaction can bring you back!

7/20/2019 11:53:04 AM qwatp55q Those who Shout the Loudest... pic.twitter.com/CGoxKIvRyh

7/20/2019 11:53:17 AM jvan125 Didn’t Oprah help Dr Phil get to where he is?!? Is he complicit in all of this, too??

7/20/2019 11:53:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is a reason why. pic.twitter.com/PvdZWMxgkd

7/20/2019 11:53:44 AM jswdh1 I remember reading an article about Bob hope and GHWB doing this to Bob's neighbor and others...

7/20/2019 11:53:55 AM lovesg_d #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 11:54:12 AM sparkleloung Buzz?

7/20/2019 11:54:15 AM highhopesusa I hope she’s free now, needed to go straight to a shelter.

7/20/2019 11:54:27 AM jeannie77730926 They think by turning us off they will keep us in the dark

7/20/2019 11:54:28 AM wearediamonds2 How can you offer someone help who does not even realize they need help? It will be fully denied until they see the need.

7/20/2019 11:54:45 AM myavorshak Lol I haven't gotten notification from any of your tweets in like a month.



7/20/2019 11:54:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you get ahead of a story you are directly implicated in?

When did this video air?

Which State Department official exposed new #UnsealEpstein names?

Was it in response?

These people are stupid.

Yes, you are indeed correct.

DIG

7/20/2019 11:55:13 AM matt_dodaro 🍿 Ya Baby 🍿 !!!

7/20/2019 11:55:25 AM al23311 What if we coupled #UnsealEpstein with something innocuous like #summertime, so each tweet has #summertime & #UnsealEpstein?  Then at least 

curious normies may stumble onto this topic?

7/20/2019 11:55:27 AM americanpetal This just breaks my already broken heart. 🕊

7/20/2019 11:55:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Or you will go "oh look lets storm Area 51".

7/20/2019 11:55:48 AM jswdh1 Is she still alive today? I'm surprised they didn't clintoncide her.....or sacrifice her...

7/20/2019 11:56:07 AM state1union Yes Yes Yes

7/20/2019 11:56:08 AM luvleebutterfly Is it a lady?

I had 2 bl0ck her recently as I couldn't figure out why she was following me other than to monitor my account.

7/20/2019 11:57:01 AM jswdh1 Yes how is she still alive..... not being mean but from what we have learned they don't leave many alive that aren't participating on their own....

7/20/2019 11:57:09 AM fightforamerica Did you like my response? 👊

7/20/2019 11:57:09 AM wearediamonds2 We can definitely pray for her healing process and freedom, and then one day she will be ready to fully receive it.

7/20/2019 11:57:15 AM independiva The clock and the eye. WTF is wrong with people that they don’t see this ish. It’s so blatant

7/20/2019 11:57:17 AM americanpetal So, do we keep using the hashtag?

7/20/2019 11:57:47 AM annemarie1776  https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1152600832044670977?s=19 …

7/20/2019 11:58:09 AM ralph_f_mariano Made in Russia!

7/20/2019 11:58:15 AM bluepopcorn8  https://youtu.be/Gzlq_aEJ008 

7/20/2019 11:58:33 AM ralph_f_mariano  pic.twitter.com/0v3GBAz0gB

7/20/2019 11:58:39 AM irritatedwoman I wonder what happened to Kendall from the Dr. Phil show. I'm not a regular viewer of the show but I often thought about her.

7/20/2019 11:59:14 AM djlok Aww, man!!!  Marianne is the only one on the D-side I'm interested in listening to.

7/20/2019 11:59:48 AM gordonmystic It’s the face on Mars.

7/20/2019 12:00:04 PM jswdh1 Look at his ring too..... pic.twitter.com/xWunWbBjJc

7/20/2019 12:00:44 PM americanpetal It’s going to be hard to not find a pic of Oprah with somebody! True story...about two years ago I was introduced to someone who took a pic of me w 

the horn sign with the hands. I HAD NO IDEA what it meant until I got on Twitter. I was so naive.

7/20/2019 12:01:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd And that's what it all boils down to...............FOLLOW THE MONEY. pic.twitter.com/Kx4FDZCpfx

7/20/2019 12:01:37 PM armedfcesndwich Another great 'red pill' is this story: https://archive.vn/CMSQU 

7/20/2019 12:01:42 PM reddragonfly19 Who is this a picture of?

7/20/2019 12:01:49 PM humphreycorey Races hidden under the earth because the threat of another catastrophic (flood) event  was too much. Convincing men to to bring sacrifices to them 

and in return they teach their ways/rituals to gain favor and power.

7/20/2019 12:02:00 PM armedfcesndwich  https://www.newsweek.com/sacha-baron-cohen-who-america-deleted-scenes-dick-cheney-jeffrey-epstein-1267152 …

7/20/2019 12:02:19 PM operationfree17 an explanation which sounds good at first

 https://www.nytimes.com/1986/10/29/nyregion/owls-clever-but-pigeons-get-wise.html …

7/20/2019 12:02:40 PM love4thegameak 20+ yr Very Close Friendship these 2 have had..

7/20/2019 12:02:41 PM disgoblue24 #unsealepstien

7/20/2019 12:02:51 PM fairyland66 Hey @Twitter and @jack, guess what!

It's coming, and there is nothing, nothing, NOTHING you can do to stop it.

⚖️⚖️⚖️

⌛️⌛️

🙏 pic.twitter.com/S4YlYqsxUh

7/20/2019 12:02:51 PM wearediamonds2 Ultimately it will still be her choice, and that is not anything anyone can force her into. We have to then let it go and give it all to God.

7/20/2019 12:02:59 PM esrevorter Mom agrees.

Liars are heading towards bad times.

Others have loads of #FUN pic.twitter.com/Ag5TYbSU0B

7/20/2019 12:03:09 PM sixbennetts Travels frequently between timezones? Like what a GMT watch could do for you? Or a watch with a GMT module? Wearing two watches like your pic 

seems silly when there are better alternatives for dual timezone travelers...unless you time travel....🤔

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/b0PMbhoNrT

7/20/2019 12:03:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define CONSPIRACY

What if Dr Phil had "Kendall" (actor) on stage to disclose #UnsealEpstein in an effort to lose significance in the noise of "other problems" quietly in 

order to trap independent journalists and reports when referencing said material as evidence for their claims?

7/20/2019 12:03:15 PM disgoblue24 #unsealepstein

7/20/2019 12:03:21 PM _girlmaher_ He is the face of Omega... Watches...

7/20/2019 12:03:22 PM n7guardiananon They should be afraid of us storming down on them...

7/20/2019 12:03:32 PM notevenchad17 I thought it was that one type of bird that molests it's young??

7/20/2019 12:03:56 PM djlok Wow.  Maybe she's running for some free adrenochrome. pic.twitter.com/FdeFMf0GUs

7/20/2019 12:04:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 You must have offended a snowflake.

#WWG1WGA

7/20/2019 12:05:04 PM tommyborn4 He's a mason

7/20/2019 12:05:24 PM independiva I’m surprised the clock itself is not a pizza with the hot dogs and hamburgers

7/20/2019 12:05:46 PM d3cod3it Looking at Phil’s connections to Oprah, my guess is that this segment was designed to get ahead of the disclosure by being at the forefront of getting 

the message out. Remember to catch a predator with Chris Hanson. 

Why didn’t they bother to catch anyone in govt or Hollywood?

7/20/2019 12:05:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you could secretly use DCMA to censor content using ALICE?

7/20/2019 12:06:04 PM rhodesmkt A confederacy between two or more persons for the purpose of committing, some unlawful or criminal act, or becomes unlawful when done by 

concerted action of conspirators, or for the purpose of using criminal or unlawful means to the commission of an act not in itself unlawful.

7/20/2019 12:06:20 PM americanpetal Why? Why, does it seem so many people are corrupt?

Is Dr. Phil good or bad?

7/20/2019 12:06:25 PM fairyland66 Ps:

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

#UNSEALEPSTEIN

😘 pic.twitter.com/YkBozlyztK



7/20/2019 12:06:30 PM talmudsword who is Mohammed?

where is he from?

7/20/2019 12:07:07 PM lucyc5124 Saw this.... my heart breaks

7/20/2019 12:07:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you had to hide your involvement in criminal activity?

How do you silence those in power?

Blackmail + Power = #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 12:07:24 PM nixontweets W/ everything about the Cabal orbiting around Saturn, we’ve come full-circle on this thread back to the goat or Sea Goat. (yarrr 🏴☠️)

Keep in mind scales & water are featured on the stomach of Baphomet. “The body covered with scales the water...” - Eliphas Levi - Dogme et Rituel 

pic.twitter.com/g17yAzY47A

7/20/2019 12:07:25 PM brandi_in_phx That is one hard episode to find in its entirety.

7/20/2019 12:07:28 PM jollyrob2 Has he been on mars?

7/20/2019 12:07:32 PM chosenmert What's with the skull bracelet?

7/20/2019 12:07:37 PM djlok VOG Tech would bypass ALICE, correct?

7/20/2019 12:08:06 PM girlawakeinca Then you could be the ultimate in sharing facts that help awaken people. You also have the advantage.

7/20/2019 12:08:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

7/20/2019 12:08:16 PM jfogle8 Delusional as well..

7/20/2019 12:08:19 PM burgersandra Or a message appears stating that "You already sent this tweet." which prevents the tweet from being sent.

7/20/2019 12:09:11 PM karmaal2010 How many #H1BTech executives have been to Epstein Island? Conservative estimate. Thoughts?

7/20/2019 12:09:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 70% who earn over $25M/yr.

7/20/2019 12:10:17 PM dls00741 Wish I understood this b/c I get the feeling it is significant.

7/20/2019 12:10:37 PM jvan125 So “Kendall” WAS NOT trafficked?!? That show was ‘only’ for purposes related to Epstein? I’m trying to understand all of this so I know where to begin 

my Dr Phil research...🤮

7/20/2019 12:11:01 PM djlok I'm all for it as long as it's used for good and not used to do harm to IS-BE'S.

7/20/2019 12:11:07 PM roublisa 👆👆👆

7/20/2019 12:11:07 PM mandelbulb Why does he have a third clock on his other arm? Say, what is the time on Mars?

7/20/2019 12:11:43 PM roublisa Oh nice one @DJLOK 👍👍👍

7/20/2019 12:11:43 PM cosmic_engineer Piggyback on the top trending hashtags

✌️

7/20/2019 12:11:49 PM nschlange oh wow, is that why the bird statues were at epstein island?

7/20/2019 12:12:03 PM moemc8  pic.twitter.com/F9OsOunZo8

7/20/2019 12:12:04 PM maude_rena All the Glory to God that this isn't me!

7/20/2019 12:12:07 PM luvleebutterfly Buzz knows.... pic.twitter.com/O7JAYZpX6M

7/20/2019 12:12:09 PM al23311 Yes even better idea!

7/20/2019 12:12:25 PM renee86743676 I saw the whole episode on Dr Phil when it came out. Its a very heart wrenching story. Seeing this clip brought back the Horror. God Have Mercy

7/20/2019 12:12:59 PM jvonirsik If you get bored and want to take a break run through my inner post. I'm about to roll past the house of Aquarius. Laser pointer out for easy 

targeting.....

7/20/2019 12:13:46 PM michael81972 Dr Feel😳

7/20/2019 12:14:07 PM tanksmom2000 Just for fun!

AOC taking "that person that said something" to Area 51, so they can teleport her wicked ass back to Somalia in 5 seconds flat!! #BuhByeBiatch 

pic.twitter.com/kBcFHgjS4p

7/20/2019 12:14:43 PM natureinspace Dr Phil friends with Oprah. Bad.

7/20/2019 12:14:52 PM therealonesknow The tiny skull bracelet around his arm. Unless it’s the watches. Or both?

7/20/2019 12:15:17 PM jvan125 😳 Whoa...and wife name Robin...#RobbingTheCradle? 😬😑

7/20/2019 12:15:22 PM jam3daddio Still using HAL

7/20/2019 12:15:31 PM hackenburg_ Check out the "secret space" videos by Chris Everard or the engimatv channel. He explains and shows evidence in best detail I've ever seen. Very hard 

to find his videos now. Object miles wide above clouds harnessing lightning. Skies are very active above clouds when it storms

7/20/2019 12:16:32 PM michael81972 I would be D arpa

7/20/2019 12:16:33 PM americanpetal I knew they were close friends. Jeez, soooo many famous people! Q was right. Thank you for replying.

7/20/2019 12:16:36 PM cosmic_engineer We need some good relevant cat memes. Then tag caturday  😁

7/20/2019 12:16:41 PM aspennmax64_l I'm blocked too!🤣

7/20/2019 12:16:52 PM wearediamonds2 In other words, by reporting on this, he hopes to look like a good guy not also involved.

7/20/2019 12:17:24 PM jvan125 Robins foundation...interesting cause... pic.twitter.com/N1lvupzn5s

7/20/2019 12:17:36 PM nocommunistusa Wow

7/20/2019 12:17:39 PM sixbennetts I see that, but I was calling attention to the two watches. Thnx. ✌️😉

#UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 12:18:09 PM zagnett Fund confiscation from [them] in progress?

7/20/2019 12:19:03 PM painlesscooking His attachment to Oprah has always made him questionable!!

7/20/2019 12:19:05 PM the_old_vet_te 🤔

7/20/2019 12:19:37 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 Wtf is up with the 2 rolexes?!?

7/20/2019 12:19:46 PM karmaal2010 I've never heard of "ill-gotten gains" that turned up later . . .

7/20/2019 12:20:21 PM robin_ked tom Hanky-pank another Sick #PedoWoodER

 https://www.voat.co/v/pizzagate/2274465 … pic.twitter.com/KPD2PliyrB

7/20/2019 12:20:22 PM gracelempka #UnsealEpstein!

#UnsealEpstein!

#UnsealEpstein!

7/20/2019 12:20:23 PM angieco00740829 so a 4+3+2 (9) became an 4+4+0(8)

7/20/2019 12:20:29 PM eskeljoyce 😢

7/20/2019 12:20:42 PM state1union Bad Bad Shit head bad Dr Phil is bad

7/20/2019 12:20:51 PM ksouth21 Lol

7/20/2019 12:21:20 PM lilbreadbakerme A-432Hz annoys me to no end 😡 7-cents flat is just laziness in tuning promoted by lazy musicians. Ones who probably think nothing of playing an 

untuned instrument anyway 😱

I use “Baroque Pitch”, A-415Hz. And explain the difference during performances. History, Music & Maths 🥰

7/20/2019 12:21:23 PM clarkd958 #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 12:21:35 PM voiceofresonn Try old Oprah

7/20/2019 12:21:36 PM 157amazinggrace Code talk, I see. Frequecies. One correct and the other disruptive and bad for you. GTFOH!!

7/20/2019 12:21:43 PM americanpetal How many of those 70% know what Epstein Island is really about prior to going there?

7/20/2019 12:22:33 PM anneolsen43 I’ve been blocked by many lately after they tell me off ... 🤣 they really lose it



7/20/2019 12:22:50 PM zagnett To me, this would also include completely eliminating [their] capacity to create "money" out of thin air.

#EndTheFedOrAtLeastPutATightLeashOnItAndChokeBackHard

🙏🧐🤣

7/20/2019 12:24:21 PM voiceofresonn Isn't that how the democrats do everything, projection to others.. Or. By disguising themselves as humanitarian s. Like Clinton foundation has a 

phone# to call for distressed children,but a person guilty of trafficing is answering thephone and running the operation.

7/20/2019 12:24:36 PM lpblakelyar That’s telling. I have Muslim friends and they think owls are evil, bad luck

7/20/2019 12:25:16 PM natureinspace If you sneeze while reading a snowflake's tweet it scares the poop right out of them. They block you when they have run out of pampers.

7/20/2019 12:25:24 PM brianan06364517 Please clarify. Your sentence/question is unclear.

7/20/2019 12:25:33 PM djlok Good question. It would suck if you went there for a conference or vacation and then find you're stuck on an island with a bunch of kid diddlers 

whomafe worshipping their concept of Satan.

7/20/2019 12:25:37 PM helenetruncali  pic.twitter.com/6IQl4PqUKb

7/20/2019 12:26:36 PM wearediamonds2 Wow!

7/20/2019 12:26:47 PM americanpetal Right! Because if you don’t go along, they’ll kill you.

7/20/2019 12:26:47 PM naplesalleycat Not necessarily. Majority blocking Q-tippers have no time for such nonsense. It’s not like they say relevant stuff. Best way to avoid it is to not even 

know it exists😊.

7/20/2019 12:26:52 PM monroevegas Amazing how they keep screaming falsehoods. They must all be involved in something of great evil. I am familiar with this kind of behavior. Justice will 

be served.

7/20/2019 12:27:42 PM jujee45 Not mine!

7/20/2019 12:28:44 PM djlok Fvck...I'd go down in a blaze of glory before I'd go along with that sh!t.

7/20/2019 12:29:25 PM mzdeplorable Not mine! :-) But Twitter does lol 

They are all the same. Selling out info out to the highest bidder. Facebook, Twitter all of 'em

7/20/2019 12:29:29 PM natureinspace She's wearing a wig. Who is she really?

7/20/2019 12:30:03 PM americanpetal Me too!!!

7/20/2019 12:30:11 PM jvonirsik *Pinned post lol. But it's inner none the less. We are about to turn it up to 11......

7/20/2019 12:30:45 PM giediknight There was a researcher on YouTube exposing Dr Phil around this time. Exposing his getting ahead of the story psyop. Along with the “Catch me 

outside” girl and “having fun” I.e selling her soul for stardom.... can we just put all these people on LSJ and have them kill each other?

7/20/2019 12:31:12 PM lpblakelyar I can’t imagine what life is like to be this angry all the time😔

7/20/2019 12:31:36 PM djlok Maybe that why people like us and @realDonaldTrump were never invited.

7/20/2019 12:31:48 PM armymarketing Nice Islam Ring pic.twitter.com/SWsbhHUSuk

7/20/2019 12:32:59 PM jmichaelbraiden What's an IS-BE?

7/20/2019 12:34:13 PM nixontweets Sorry. Cut Levi’s quote too short. “...The body covered with scales the water, the semi-circle above it the atmosphere...” pic.twitter.com/zAWPeOTcPT

7/20/2019 12:34:41 PM lizzah_83 I think it is a cockatoo but mirror image on itself creates an owl. Dual symbolism

7/20/2019 12:34:59 PM prison4elites Who is that?

7/20/2019 12:35:23 PM wwg1wga10432367 I believe it!!! I remember watching this episode long ago. Seeing clips now in relation to the Epstein investigation does provide similar ties. We know Dr 

Phil isn’t “a real doctor” and Hollywood is used for brainwashing and conditioning.

7/20/2019 12:35:53 PM djlok Lots of info, if you plug that search in. 

In short: Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1111455619687432192?s=21 …

7/20/2019 12:36:03 PM enomai_ Lol

7/20/2019 12:36:06 PM nocommunistusa It’s disgusting

7/20/2019 12:37:09 PM gapeach264 #unsealepstein

7/20/2019 12:37:13 PM nocommunistusa Every thought Hillary was a nice lady too

7/20/2019 12:37:13 PM irisfoxnycgrand I will not believe Dr. Phil was complicit. Didn't he lose his show for talking about it?

7/20/2019 12:37:16 PM rolandblasini @ABC Dam LIES - RADIO NEWS FEED - 20/July/10 -states RICARDO Rossello Puerto Rico's Governor is "Republican" NO he ain't - he is a DAM 

DEMOCRAT you bunch of LIARS, can;t even get that FACT correct

7/20/2019 12:37:18 PM jvonirsik They slither away as the heal of decimation comes full circle, aka back around again. 7,000 yrs and nothing to show for it. They can't run away only 

slitherin.

7/20/2019 12:37:26 PM enomai_ Yes please unseal it sooner than later

7/20/2019 12:37:59 PM pro_aktv I suspect [they] have many DS players to tamp down awareness of their monstrous depravity. We understand a slow roll out was necessary, so as not 

to cause mass hysteria. But, when is the big reveal?!  😩#TheGreatAwakening #TheStormIsHere #DarkToLight

7/20/2019 12:38:18 PM wearediamonds2 I have no idea.

7/20/2019 12:38:39 PM brandi_in_phx Iirc, Liveleak has the full episode. I found it earlier this year. It does exist, its just really hard to find and it has info these clips dont.

7/20/2019 12:39:23 PM nocommunistusa Agreed, very good point

7/20/2019 12:39:26 PM ohmsrighteous Living Dangerously

#UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 12:39:33 PM nun_chucknorris It’s far too late to stop those outside of the plan, if it were to fail. Too many anons know. Too many people are waking up. Cat’s out of the bag.  

#UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 12:40:35 PM naplesalleycat I think he’s freaking out because 4 ladies of color have gotten the best of him, and no matter how hard he tries, he has no effect on them. He’ll never 

be impeached unless Senate grows a moral spine.

7/20/2019 12:40:58 PM tanksmom2000 You ARE correct!  Why else would they receive such an award!!?  It's a total dead give-away!!

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

7/20/2019 12:41:00 PM enomai_ It's habbening

7/20/2019 12:41:31 PM wwg1wga10432367 Buzz Aldrin I suspect!!! Always thought he was off a bit. I love the video clip of him telling a little boy that it wasn’t real (the moon landing). Read read 

today that the surface and underground moon “activity” was way before NASA.

7/20/2019 12:41:43 PM irisfoxnycgrand Don't you love him?!

7/20/2019 12:42:07 PM enomai_ You don't get to go, if your not about it.

7/20/2019 12:44:04 PM hawkgirlinmn It doesn’t take a genius to offend them. Asking for facts to back up their feelings awards you a block or name-calling. 🤷♀️

7/20/2019 12:44:16 PM notevenchad17 Does look that way.

7/20/2019 12:44:58 PM djlok Will we learn the reason now that 50 years will have passed and the CLASSIFIED status runs out in the Apollo mission?

7/20/2019 12:45:38 PM maryschade14 Oh Miss I am Goddess Gaia herself..with her paedo..can't call it healer..more like Soul Stealer..

7/20/2019 12:46:22 PM nixontweets And once they’ve been rooted out, their architecture hopefully won’t last long either. Lot’s of spiritual bleach needed to cleanse these sites. 

pic.twitter.com/pGpIYLXp5M

7/20/2019 12:46:29 PM djlok Nevermind..." No spoilers".

7/20/2019 12:46:50 PM wearediamonds2 No offense, but you prob. weren't invited b/c you don't hold the keys to advanced mind control/scientific/spiritual info that can be used to 

destroy/control the world.Those are the people who must be controlled/blackmailed.The good ones just get killed.

7/20/2019 12:47:02 PM spiritmountain4 The birth of a mason-this video explains it really well https://youtu.be/tWusgKR5-sc 

7/20/2019 12:47:29 PM dark2light2019 So we alter it. #DiscloseEpstein #EpsteinPublicNeedsToKnow #TellThePublicEpstein #EpsteinWeDeseveTheTruth

7/20/2019 12:47:37 PM stanfireman1 Wish I was smart enough to decode.

7/20/2019 12:47:49 PM pina_insurance When “the genie is out of the bottle” everything goes- it’s no wonder liberals are trying to rewrite the constitution.



7/20/2019 12:48:16 PM lauraca94702527 The alien face looks like Alalu an Anunnaki king. He was buried on mars according to Sitchen.

7/20/2019 12:49:06 PM wishfulldreamz Do you have a link to that clip?

7/20/2019 12:49:07 PM karmaal2010 #yipes -- I better learn a few magic tricks pronto.

7/20/2019 12:49:22 PM murphy04694024 Defense Contract Management Agency?

7/20/2019 12:50:38 PM alphadiver26  pic.twitter.com/dUhBbGqT6I

7/20/2019 12:52:18 PM americanpetal About two years ago, while driving my car, out of nowhere the numbers 3,6,9 popped into my head and I started saying them out loud, repeatedly. 

What was that all about?

7/20/2019 12:55:03 PM laura_621 So, moon landing real but video footage fake? Kubrick  knew?

7/20/2019 12:55:16 PM coadykealan Tesla did the same, I'd take that as a positive sign. I always get 13s

7/20/2019 12:55:39 PM brentcsmith44 Q Post 555 😎

7/20/2019 12:56:02 PM lightlove21121 They’re under a spell. A very very very ugly one 💫

& we are breaking that spell and freeing our planet. One bit at a time. 

I’m proud of us. 

ThankUS Majestic Is-Bes 

Unsealing Epstein, Unsealing the world 🙏🏽
7/20/2019 12:56:28 PM lori_dee1 As if listening to someone of the #resist mob has any more credibility. 🙄

7/20/2019 12:57:10 PM wwg1wga10432367 Sorry, no but I’m sure it’s somewhere on YT

7/20/2019 12:57:25 PM writerbob5 Waiting for Buzz to provide a major BUZZ!

7/20/2019 12:58:39 PM hackenburg_ ALICE at the LHC? 🤔

 https://motls.blogspot.com/2009/12/lhc-alice-collects-data-publishes.html?m=1 …

7/20/2019 1:01:20 PM jmichaelbraiden Thank you.  I've tried rewording the search terms many times and Google keeps coming up with definitions for "be" or "to be"

7/20/2019 1:02:02 PM scienceismymuse Lt Col Phillip J Corso

7/20/2019 1:02:15 PM jdubsteg I've read many different reports of this type of behavior and it's chilling. 

Is there a central source of info on this?

7/20/2019 1:02:26 PM scienceismymuse He was a good man.

7/20/2019 1:03:32 PM riley99795809 #WWG1WGA

7/20/2019 1:04:36 PM joinna6 Google has become the worst search engine,  they manipulate the searches now.

7/20/2019 1:04:57 PM dark2light2019 Bad...oprah made his career. C’mon that’s an easy one.

7/20/2019 1:05:26 PM nschlange well that answered the question about the ring and the watches, thanks

7/20/2019 1:05:38 PM sterkinglights1 Or dimension travel.

7/20/2019 1:06:18 PM werthenewsnow And then one on the other arm as well??

7/20/2019 1:07:05 PM spiritmountain4 You’re very welcome.

7/20/2019 1:07:05 PM flubbynutty 1-actor stages bait 

2-Thruthers interview them

3-actor is exposed 

4-thruthers lose all credibility 

5-satanic panic / Conspiracy theory label all over again

6-Pedos get away with it.

7/20/2019 1:07:55 PM flubbynutty In other words be careful with whom you interview.

7/20/2019 1:09:20 PM sterkinglights1 Surprise surprise

7/20/2019 1:12:03 PM momislazy11 @GeorgWebb

7/20/2019 1:12:21 PM magapowered The religious dont want to hear the truth. And the non religious dont get the full depth of it.

The enemy of my enemy is my friend.

7/20/2019 1:12:47 PM covertress Does the bracelet have some magickal property or grant restricted access?

7/20/2019 1:14:01 PM lynnielee5 Yesterday, a Springsteen song, that I used to love, came up on the radio. I quickly changed channels. “Those Who Know, can’t Sleep!” I suppose that’s 

when you know that you are no longer part of the Matrix! #SheepNoMore 🇺🇸

7/20/2019 1:14:22 PM onegoal123 if NSA has all files, phone calls, emails everything - how does anyone get away with anything ?? am i missing something ?

7/20/2019 1:15:01 PM sabina06706427 Yep, they #ShadowBanned my tweets with #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate #InvestigateCPS

7/20/2019 1:16:03 PM 1watcherwatcher #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 1:16:46 PM flyers4cup @funder TRUMP LANDSLIDE 2020!!!!!

7/20/2019 1:17:08 PM cavankid Well there is hope for any normie. I can’t even look at that witch and I used to rush home from school to watch her show every day 😂

7/20/2019 1:17:32 PM stephscolaro #OpenEpstein??

7/20/2019 1:18:10 PM jrocktigers Cool, thanks!

7/20/2019 1:19:03 PM bbobbio71 Check the rings too

7/20/2019 1:21:12 PM bbobbio71 🤔

7/20/2019 1:21:26 PM emilymarsh1022 His ties to Oprah are deep. She is a sick woman. I pray she will be exposed for what she has done.

7/20/2019 1:21:54 PM jrocktigers #HANGEPSTEIN . . ?

7/20/2019 1:21:55 PM sterkinglights1 I would think no. The hash has still reached a large audience despite.

7/20/2019 1:21:58 PM shari_todd  https://redice.tv/news/astronaut-buzz-aldrin-comments-on-the-monolith-on-mars-moon-phobos-god-put-it-there …

7/20/2019 1:23:14 PM mrtioman A heartfelt thank you to all patriots working hard at bringing these evil does to justice. I can’t thank you enough.

7/20/2019 1:23:33 PM joinna6 Don't believe the hype.

Don't fall for the "trends"

7/20/2019 1:24:55 PM rexti_inpa 50 years of one of the greatest LIES ever told!

7/20/2019 1:25:47 PM cocopuffster12 St. Thomas to Port au Prince is less than 500 miles. Def not a 5 hour flight.

7/20/2019 1:26:08 PM sterkinglights1 #MeToo #Forr #DeclasAlice

7/20/2019 1:27:59 PM bluebaby072 mmmmhmmmmm..... 🤔

7/20/2019 1:28:02 PM quarkfear1 Not sure but I do remember on “ mystery of oak island( relic recovery show in Nova Scotia) , that along with some period Roman coins&swordtip that 

was found, also was some “ 13 th century carribean coconut fiber used for a tide release filter☠️☠️☠️

7/20/2019 1:28:06 PM decodematrix Oh this could be BIG!

7/20/2019 1:29:45 PM jrocktigers When the fox is running the hen house, the fox only works to further his agenda.

7/20/2019 1:31:03 PM mypetzombie LOL... if only. let's hope its along those lines.

7/20/2019 1:31:17 PM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/dVyucUUuvO

7/20/2019 1:31:49 PM pipcarriewalker  pic.twitter.com/FR8kFSCwQy

7/20/2019 1:32:37 PM jrocktigers And I apologize, I didnt mean to assume the gender of said fox. 🤪

7/20/2019 1:34:04 PM selinasyfy Yep. pic.twitter.com/NPasEWg1Zt

7/20/2019 1:34:04 PM xpanner23 Dr Phills last show I think

7/20/2019 1:34:12 PM gi6stars I pray to God this woman is getting the help she needs and that this Bastard that did this to her is either Dead or in #GITMO waiting for the #GALLOWS



7/20/2019 1:34:14 PM lynnielee5 Him too? Noooo...... 😂 I’m so sick of this Evil! Lots of my friends just roll their eyes when I tell them. Most still can’t believe. Very slow to red pill the 

majority. Interesting how angry they get, at first. It gets easier after a while though. (Years) Q was my lifeline. 💕

7/20/2019 1:35:28 PM jvonirsik This is why I read the bible. Or I have read the bible. I'm not fluent in it but I can say that within me, the information contained is all future proves past 

writings. It's crazy. But I can also spot a false prophet. Now more than a yr ago, with the blaterings of griefers.

7/20/2019 1:36:14 PM gi6stars These tapes of Dr. Phil were from 2017

7/20/2019 1:36:43 PM keith369me After meeting the CEO of the first company I worked for on my last day...to my boss...”To become CEO is one required to become a complete ass?”  His 

response, “No Comment”...and from there my desire to “be great” was nearly gone!!!

7/20/2019 1:36:48 PM roublisa I missed it who’s wrist is that please?

7/20/2019 1:37:32 PM kitjeantambo UNSEAL it all. pic.twitter.com/Jq1QYVhF3Q

7/20/2019 1:40:20 PM sterkinglights1 Looks like sch 20 pvc still melts at around 200 not suitable for steam. Steam requires a mega-lug and gasket pack at the fittings this is glue and primer. 

However chemicals it might handle better. Or if this was the entrance to a very large chasm then air. The other possible...

7/20/2019 1:40:56 PM karmaal2010 I'm not a big fan of Communism, but I am a HUGE fan of air-dropping C-Level executives over Venezuela.

7/20/2019 1:41:03 PM waiting4et It's my understanding that they broke bread and drank wine

7/20/2019 1:41:32 PM mntcol They can run or hide..

7/20/2019 1:42:14 PM sterkinglights1 2. Scenerio is vents for the rise and fall of water in these chasm. Maybe 1 Genny runs the electric one the pumps. Can we get @Cordicon up in here?

7/20/2019 1:42:54 PM al23311 People love their cat memes!!!

7/20/2019 1:44:03 PM covertress Buzz Aldrin's

7/20/2019 1:44:18 PM roublisa Buzz 😳

7/20/2019 1:45:28 PM roublisa Wow ok 5:5

7/20/2019 1:48:10 PM nixontweets The Bible & other writings have made me more spiritually discerning over the years including being cautious of the Bible itself. If collective focus 

manifests reality, it should be no surprise as to what we’re seeing.

7/20/2019 1:48:25 PM starehope I thought they, MJ, banned me. Good to know it's not just me.

7/20/2019 1:49:06 PM sfeagle12 concealed to revealed

7/20/2019 1:50:10 PM igiant111 Is there somewhere one can find all these cards? Theyre amazing

7/20/2019 1:50:19 PM dragonbaby22 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 1:50:23 PM myavorshak Just gotta check ever now and then

7/20/2019 1:52:32 PM sterkinglights1 4 inch is typical for a stack on a leach field for a single family 3 bedroom. Maby handling the methane from the decay. There is also a brush pit up from 

there somewhere. I saw it on the maps but couldn't see in the flyover.

7/20/2019 1:54:03 PM anneolsen43 What’s with the 2 watch heads

7/20/2019 1:55:20 PM anneolsen43 It was given to him !?!

7/20/2019 1:55:28 PM laurabusse Source

Interview with an alien

Free ebook on web site

Free audiobook on YouTube

Book available on Amazon for very cheap

Like a few bucks I think

It's an amazing read...

Or listen
7/20/2019 1:56:39 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1047590953064849408?s=19 …

7/20/2019 1:57:18 PM alnacho1 #

7/20/2019 1:57:49 PM bec06904859  pic.twitter.com/rlyMr8iSfK

7/20/2019 1:57:52 PM rolandblasini How the Venezuelan intelligence service defeated the CIA http://spanish.almanar.com.lb/315636 

7/20/2019 1:58:25 PM alnacho1 #uNsEaLEpStEiN

7/20/2019 1:58:36 PM bec06904859  pic.twitter.com/svgrHJTSaz

7/20/2019 1:58:56 PM jvonirsik There is but one law to rule them all. The rest should come naturally. Free will will have someone enslaved 100% of the time. Because they live in 

greed. Which stemmed from being poor and wanting what others had. They were willing to do anything to obtain complete power.

7/20/2019 1:59:12 PM hackenburg_  https://youtu.be/vzVZ7CGAMKM 

Found a video!

7/20/2019 1:59:13 PM alnacho1 unSealEpstein

7/20/2019 1:59:32 PM momislazy11 Symbology is the study of symbols

Symbolism is what they do

7/20/2019 1:59:53 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/660246085844246528?s=19 …

7/20/2019 1:59:58 PM jvan125 I had that same question the other day. There are people on the island still. I can’t imagine they’d let workers for JE remain there. I’m hoping they’re 

agents or something...🤨

7/20/2019 2:00:23 PM dark2light2019 Good and simple!

7/20/2019 2:01:00 PM bec06904859  pic.twitter.com/C2tso0t5zs

7/20/2019 2:01:05 PM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/EOnroy_3X98 

7/20/2019 2:01:56 PM michleewilliams He has already made a deal with @FBI I believe that AG Barr and @realDonaldTrump have whatever he offered to get a pass! It must be some big big 

stuff!

7/20/2019 2:02:41 PM jaysureshot How many bloodlines ? pic.twitter.com/OPE51nYjnJ

7/20/2019 2:03:11 PM jnewcomer5 Go storm the Vatican for the real truth. All roads lead to Rome. The empire that never died.

7/20/2019 2:03:33 PM jrocktigers 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

7/20/2019 2:04:13 PM jrocktigers Beginning is pretty trippy .. . ..

7/20/2019 2:07:33 PM f961854 They are bad...horrible predators on the farm

7/20/2019 2:07:45 PM pauliepg11111 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 2:08:30 PM renee86743676 I respectfully disagree. Dr Phil is the genuine article. I also believe he could have been unknowingly manipulated. .

7/20/2019 2:08:59 PM starehope I saw mention of Richard Gere. Heart sunk, felt nausea, then was done and over. If we can feel this, then imagine those still asleep.

7/20/2019 2:09:09 PM anneolsen43 Comey testified Around then

7/20/2019 2:09:35 PM nixontweets Definitely seems like their law has been in place for quite some time. Will & force could easily bring it down if people cared enough to apply their 

power rather than surrender it & endlessly kept waiting. Religions, governments & Q have accomplished this masterfully.

7/20/2019 2:10:54 PM jimmy007forsure Do you have a source for that?

7/20/2019 2:14:27 PM pauliepg11111 It’s way way too far along for them to quell the awakening.

7/20/2019 2:15:11 PM jvonirsik Yes and no. I think I will try and breakdown my thoughts on all three in a tumbler post. I haven't really weighed in on all three so might as wise. One 

day I will be able to own a computer but until that day I'm stuck with a Windows phone. It's an amazing phone but......it sucks.

7/20/2019 2:15:39 PM anneolsen43 ?!? 

March 21, 2017: A lawyer for a Putin-foe, Nikolai Gorokhov, reportedly thrown from a window in Moscow. Gorokhov was set to testify as a U.S. 

government witness in a money laundering case initiated by SDNY (led by Preet Bahrara).



7/20/2019 2:15:46 PM maryv4120 He’s creepy!

7/20/2019 2:17:02 PM eyeq19 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 recently posted this; 

Interesting theory, curious where this came from- but Can see certain details being accurate

 https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152234086133620737 … pic.twitter.com/qyRCXzHOuu

7/20/2019 2:17:19 PM jvonirsik I have a few videos mocked up but never released them. I wanted to make sure every source was vetted. But someone got in and screwed it up after a 

troll war. So unless I can salvage those files ima have to start over.

7/20/2019 2:17:55 PM karma4event201 #UnsealEpstein let us see #Twitter #pedophiles

#DeathPenalty4Pedos

#HangThemAll

7/20/2019 2:18:02 PM wwg1wga10432367 His “fame and fortune” are tied to Oprah Winfrey. Need I say more...

7/20/2019 2:19:04 PM dianne1h Absolutely.

7/20/2019 2:20:00 PM karma4event201 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 2:20:21 PM birdienevermore Looks like skull beads they sell at hobby lobby😶

7/20/2019 2:20:54 PM dark2light2019 #OpenEpstein

7/20/2019 2:21:53 PM decodematrix Seth Rich nickname was Panda. What does Panda mean?

7/20/2019 2:24:56 PM decodematrix How do you watch? Do you have the DVDs or stream online?

7/20/2019 2:25:14 PM robin_ked There have been stories about richard Gere for decades, no surprise there

Sick Sick people pic.twitter.com/ncMSQvnIod

7/20/2019 2:25:42 PM morec1027 Interesting bracelet, but very interesting ring. Who is this?

7/20/2019 2:25:53 PM pauliepg11111 Skull and Bones

7/20/2019 2:26:08 PM kindeandtrue Let the chips fall where they may.

7/20/2019 2:26:26 PM adubay1mnmaga Why in all the moon pics you don’t see stars in the background

7/20/2019 2:27:19 PM anonymousbadas5 The sickest part is that every industry and anyone with influence has big wigs slimed up in this and those pedos can be very powerful people. The 

pressure to memory hole this is INCREDIBLE.

7/20/2019 2:27:55 PM moosetruth Yes- I struggle with random gut punches daily as things present themselves and I see it for what it is. Can't watch tv - no desire to see movies- question 

all the history I was taught etc- We live in a scary world of sleepwalkers. But- I still find joy and hope in sure victory

7/20/2019 2:28:12 PM laurabusse Wasn't that an episode of the Big bang theory sitcom?

7/20/2019 2:28:57 PM hawks_twelve  http://fifty8magazine.com  Home page menu click on features>next menu at bottom of page click on ISBE, it will take you to “Interview with an Alien” 

part 1-4.

7/20/2019 2:29:25 PM allahuniversal Dailymotion has the whole series to stream, only place I found it for free

7/20/2019 2:29:25 PM nixontweets Looking forward. I’m overdue for presenting a thorough dissection of the Abrahamic systems myself. Otherwise my scattered posts will only come off 

as bitter nit-picks. Some can transmute that kind of energy into something that empowers them but perception IS everything.

7/20/2019 2:29:25 PM wwg1wga10432367 Never watched it...

7/20/2019 2:31:57 PM momislazy11 @GeorgWebb

7/20/2019 2:33:17 PM decodematrix I think they do sacrifices at specific dates/times to have the maximum effect of feeding the dark entities or opening the portal for the maximum 

amount of time.

7/20/2019 2:34:13 PM raisethevib369 If you are a big success in hollywood, you're compromised. You don't get famous because you're talented. You get famous if you're ALLOWED to get 

famous. I'm sorry. This one stings for me too.

7/20/2019 2:35:34 PM justice_rebel red rope bracelet . one eye symbol ...sculls and bones ..bad to the bone

7/20/2019 2:35:47 PM hackenburg_ It's a good mind twister. But he uses real footage

7/20/2019 2:40:12 PM the_lost_hawk This is stupid and the reason diseases that haven't been around for decades are making a come back.

7/20/2019 2:40:43 PM v_rags Beautiful!

7/20/2019 2:41:08 PM michaelchasea Woah! What kinda drugs is he on...

7/20/2019 2:42:24 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/jEYgL0GcN6

7/20/2019 2:45:14 PM starehope His bottom lip swollen too?

7/20/2019 2:46:21 PM nixontweets With themes & archetypes repeating throughout out history, I can’t rule out this Gnostic perspective. https://vimeo.com/92106186 

7/20/2019 2:46:41 PM joeychik Ok, so now they found a way for the morons to voluntarily give up their identity, which will be the same morons who bitch about it when they wake up.

7/20/2019 2:47:23 PM brainpodmedia In addition to the horrible trafficking, Satanic ritual abuse and murder of children, were they cloning them as well? 

Is there a cloning facility on this island?! 

Just another way to harvest us?

These "people" are sick!

#clones #Epstein #truth #justice #strangeworld pic.twitter.com/42nvYwIAxV

7/20/2019 2:48:39 PM starehope Who isn't mkd?

7/20/2019 2:49:15 PM tammyredmond I really like this video! Love the lyrics.   @mollysanden is truly a beautiful soul. #WeAreYounuverse 🙏🏻❤️ #WWG1WGA

7/20/2019 2:49:28 PM honeygirl1978 Probably trying to get a modeling job thru Kim. 

ie. Africa, Egypt trip.

7/20/2019 2:50:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 Appears it.

7/20/2019 2:50:42 PM nata_borrero_ Creo q muchos de ustedes se han quedado atrás en el mundo de antes, el mundo a evolucionado y ustedes siguen atrás. Hay mucha gente que vota 

por otras razones y no la ideología del partido, otros votan por la ideología y no el candidato, etc... Mogolla en tu cabeza, explica esto? 

pic.twitter.com/LIznfdIZ1B

7/20/2019 2:50:55 PM karma4event201 ALICE is someone's AI

7/20/2019 2:51:29 PM godfamcountry What's with all the bracelets??

7/20/2019 2:52:36 PM karma4event201 Try DuckDuckGo 

Forget google

7/20/2019 2:52:45 PM lovethebeach999 As someone else suggested ... buried at the bottom

7/20/2019 2:53:37 PM maxtyrtx Yeah, except where A is jacked up to 440.

7/20/2019 2:53:49 PM wwg1wga93583681 anyone else notice how the sun rises north of east?  kinda weird right pic.twitter.com/qmMyUYTNhi

7/20/2019 2:54:31 PM 3dgunmodeler I know right off the top of my head that A4 = 440Hz not 432Hz.

7/20/2019 2:55:05 PM roaminnoodle In "Stranger Things" Jane's mother was on LSD/mind enhancing techniques🤰🏻 & that "gave" Jane her gifts (telepathy, telekinesis, etc.) in the show.

In the real world how much of that would be possible?

I believe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said woman can meditate/determine gender in 1st wks

7/20/2019 2:55:59 PM martingeddes That is the point.

7/20/2019 2:57:30 PM nschlange Who or what is LMH?



7/20/2019 2:58:08 PM renee86743676 It's an unfortunate truth .That's why I quit going to movies years ago. Turned off MSM In the Obama era and don't watch prime time tv.I watch stuff 

like Andy Griffith. and other pre 70's shows and not much of that either.I do like old classic films

7/20/2019 2:59:18 PM plasticjesus6 DCMA?

7/20/2019 3:00:38 PM us_poll No transparency no accountability has produce this craziness ...Like a kid who does what he can get away with and continues on that path sure to NOT 

make you a proud parent...I'm disgusted with them all! Their money and power has gone to their head and they are good for nothing!

7/20/2019 3:01:43 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "3, 6, 9, damn you're fine"

7/20/2019 3:01:53 PM lbf777 Nothing can stop what’s coming @jack. Nothing!

7/20/2019 3:02:07 PM houdini481 Where are the stars???

7/20/2019 3:03:11 PM startmystars I'm trying to get this, but I don't buy it just yet. I've read quite a bit about it, but the frequencies of the earth and cosmic spectrums are all over the 

place and our measurements seem to be arbitrary. I want to know, but so far 🤔

7/20/2019 3:03:18 PM jvonirsik That was good.

7/20/2019 3:03:56 PM mimipethics101 @Slave001NoMore

7/20/2019 3:04:44 PM zachydoodle8485 Mind blown!!!!🤯 Maybe this is one of the mysteries of 3, 6 and 9 Tesla spoke about.

7/20/2019 3:08:44 PM jspofford My paycheck would have a couple extra zeros on it if I could do that, I reckon ;)

7/20/2019 3:08:44 PM 369holy Nice.

7/20/2019 3:09:16 PM allahuniversal 💯

7/20/2019 3:09:26 PM realityloominng lady in the video

7/20/2019 3:09:48 PM 3dgunmodeler I happen to enjoy Wagner as much as Beethoven, Brahms, and Stravinski...

7/20/2019 3:10:37 PM myfanwy_72 It's eerie how much Avenatti looks like him..

7/20/2019 3:12:22 PM jer2911tx  pic.twitter.com/yErBqGUlmp

7/20/2019 3:12:23 PM myfanwy_72 Those skills look like teeth..

7/20/2019 3:14:03 PM myfanwy_72 Some of them also look like teeth when you zoom in a bit.

7/20/2019 3:14:52 PM qanonsunrise Linda Moulton Howe. She does a lot of alien related videos/research.

7/20/2019 3:15:32 PM l6l4  pic.twitter.com/kS6beY4AP3

7/20/2019 3:16:01 PM hackenburg_ That's why you couldn't find search results because you used Google. Their not a search engine anymore. They strictly direct search requests to what 

info they want you to know. You don't get to choose anymore

7/20/2019 3:18:46 PM jmichaelbraiden Lawrence R Spencer spoke at Ramtha School. I understand they are dark. Should that concern me?

7/20/2019 3:18:48 PM nschlange Thank you, I missed her name entirely!

7/20/2019 3:19:05 PM nschlange Thank you!!!!

7/20/2019 3:19:20 PM banksia42265169 Just when I think I can’t be shocked any more ... 😩

7/20/2019 3:19:43 PM cskaar1 Hmmmm, makes one wonder, doesn't it.....

7/20/2019 3:20:49 PM brad34351293 It was Oprah/Harpo that made him a 'star'

7/20/2019 3:21:29 PM us_poll You'd think they'd get a clue when their leaders do nothing but keep them stirred up and mad all the time and keep same Ol s//t stirred up and do 

what they accuse others of but No these idiots refuse to see anything as it is..Well being an idiot can get you killed!

7/20/2019 3:26:15 PM brad34351293 You are too funny!

7/20/2019 3:29:44 PM mongrelglory I can't remember for sure...I've read so many sources, but I think they were also saying that it was a "clean-up" operation of Cabal assets.

7/20/2019 3:30:23 PM nixontweets The whole film is a visual trip. Philosophically dense & can feel pretentious but convos & monologues contain plenty of good nuggets. The pinball player 

is dir Richard Linkletter who used fellow Texan #AlexJones in an earlier scene back in 2001. https://youtu.be/JJXspT2VtOE 

7/20/2019 3:31:21 PM wreck_ramblin This madness of hunting children has got to stop.

7/20/2019 3:32:44 PM brad34351293 Aston Kutcher was doin the same thing with [no name] I think, hmmm.

I wonder if he really did kill that woman that he was to go on a 'date' with. Finger prints on door handle(but he just knocked) and he saw 'spilt wine'. 

Sounds sketchy as hell. IMO

7/20/2019 3:34:34 PM danielvance19 You have to be anal probed by a Alien to get one of those. I think I saw that on the history channel🤪

7/20/2019 3:36:32 PM jjcrosstrainers Do your own research.

7/20/2019 3:37:33 PM danielvance19 She’s a tall white alien... maybe:)

7/20/2019 3:38:21 PM tikicolada Sauce is in the pudding. Just look at what is trending or not. 😉

7/20/2019 3:40:49 PM buildstrong1 Epstein had a submarine bay?? Are you kidding me? Please explain further.

7/20/2019 3:41:30 PM lightblade1111  pic.twitter.com/GkrJ9EHVdB

7/20/2019 3:42:21 PM diaptera_80 Hm, he seemed pretty genuine when he said he believed it and had it "confirmed". Has it been publicly revealed she was fake?

7/20/2019 3:42:49 PM transam0202  pic.twitter.com/jiqGXDYlXE

7/20/2019 3:42:49 PM msavoie Great finds! Well spotted.

7/20/2019 3:44:10 PM nixontweets Also in Philip K’s A Scanner Darkly in 06. Here Morpheus is taken away by Agents while Neo is seduced by the woman in red (lipstick). Be interesting if 

this was actual footage of Alex taken to be reprogrammed & dir a deflection like Teddy Bear’s Picnic. https://youtu.be/bliFkRnN6e4 

7/20/2019 3:47:03 PM mongrelglory The gate symbol for Earth was the inverted V (pyramid) with the planet (or moon) above it.  This symbol looks like the planet/moon has  escaped the 

pyramid.

7/20/2019 3:47:17 PM hackenburg_ Sadly our science has been highjacked for profits. Let's hope this is the turning point and legitimate science reigns Supreme soon

7/20/2019 3:48:29 PM jvonirsik I need to rewatch this....

7/20/2019 3:49:31 PM mongrelglory You keep asking that question of MJ-12 when you should be asking it of Praying Medic.

7/20/2019 3:50:05 PM jswdh1 Yep sounds like he's calling on Antifa to rise up against us more than they already are!

7/20/2019 3:51:33 PM jvonirsik I'll watch it on my TV here in a bit, twitter keeps refreshing everytime I try and click any links. It's frustrating.

7/20/2019 3:52:05 PM jswdh1 Yep to make people believing jfkjr is alive making us look like wackos.... people even had signs at 4th celebration about jr! Smh... those people aren't 

truly fully awake yet...

7/20/2019 3:55:17 PM nixontweets I’ve got myself longing for the old rotoscope years. Might have to do some revisiting of my own. https://youtu.be/4MyfInT1y0c 

7/20/2019 3:55:22 PM wideawake181 #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 3:56:58 PM gavinlucas110 Looks like this is a source for us both. She heard them talk about it, she knew he was working on it, and she says he's a sociopath...all in one paragraph. 

pic.twitter.com/7V3zE8XJg1

7/20/2019 3:57:00 PM jswdh1 Yep!

7/20/2019 3:59:25 PM nixontweets Others... not so much. pic.twitter.com/6tRgTr1m6Z

7/20/2019 4:00:13 PM zagnett Oh MJ said that? Do you have the tweet? I'm a guy who never took any illegal drugs & doesn't meditate a lot & yet was able to do that, twice.

7/20/2019 4:00:15 PM lornascurr Oprah did a show early in her career on SRA victims. I wondered if they 'got to' her after that.. join us or no more Oprah show and fame/fortune.

7/20/2019 4:00:37 PM ialibertybelle You have to be in order to be astronaut

7/20/2019 4:01:07 PM mongrelglory Says the woman with Lolita airlines frequent flyer miles...😒

7/20/2019 4:02:27 PM johnh4christ Those actually look like exhaust pipes for a diesel generator

7/20/2019 4:02:45 PM mongrelglory I want to hear about the welcome party on the moon! 😃😃😃

7/20/2019 4:04:14 PM kirkgibson023 Whata dorwk

7/20/2019 4:05:10 PM mongrelglory A Starbucks...😏

7/20/2019 4:05:35 PM oo1o110 Cleary this is what is happening.



7/20/2019 4:06:20 PM brangusjimmy Ohhh nice RT @covertress 😄

7/20/2019 4:06:59 PM mongrelglory I always wondered that too.  You'd think there'd be tons of stars visible with the lack of pollution etc...

7/20/2019 4:07:43 PM oo1o110 You are an IS-BE. 

Immortal Soul / Biological Entity

7/20/2019 4:07:43 PM rebashoenfelt1 🤮

7/20/2019 4:11:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

7/20/2019 4:12:09 PM rebashoenfelt1 Amen

7/20/2019 4:12:30 PM nixontweets Back to Gnosticism, it’s interesting that Balrog bears a striking resemblance to the Demiurge. pic.twitter.com/PQizLmuu3n

7/20/2019 4:17:47 PM the_fjalar  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

7/20/2019 4:18:43 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ugh

7/20/2019 4:20:12 PM kratos547 Release my friend.

7/20/2019 4:20:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 Nothing.

7/20/2019 4:21:00 PM derrickhood2 You probably did mean symbology. I just love this scene, hahaha. pic.twitter.com/YDru2Hv5Lo

7/20/2019 4:22:51 PM kay646464 N ever

A

S traight

A nswer

Maybe now for the first time in generations we can get full disclosure. pic.twitter.com/mykolBpSUM

7/20/2019 4:24:07 PM chrisloeb1 Idiot

7/20/2019 4:24:34 PM nixontweets I have been using some trigger words in my threads so could be business as usual w/ Twitter.

7/20/2019 4:24:43 PM cyclefixblono Would you mind explaining the red rope?

7/20/2019 4:26:27 PM rebashoenfelt1 Want lawlessness

7/20/2019 4:26:32 PM aprilbrown99 It really depends on the executive. I have worked for 3 truly wonderful CEOs who weren’t your typical executive. I am still friends and keep in touch 

with two of them. They are rare, I give you that.

7/20/2019 4:27:05 PM mongrelglory Seriously?!! Well that's comforting to know that the Pentagon is still under the influence of Moloch! 🤨

7/20/2019 4:29:31 PM lynnielee5 It also a great way to split the movement.

7/20/2019 4:39:35 PM aprilbrown99 Here is one of the many clips still on YT. https://youtu.be/7QECKth6fws 

7/20/2019 4:40:34 PM jimmy007forsure Cheers for that. Thats were I got my sociopath quote from, forgot about the digital money part.  🍺

7/20/2019 4:40:50 PM justice_rebel oh my ..the names they invent for those "black hat actors"....come on.

 

🤔➡ Dworkin⁉

7/20/2019 4:41:59 PM mrsjaz2 He has an extra pinky finger?

7/20/2019 4:43:03 PM grabaroot Cringe

7/20/2019 4:43:14 PM mongrelglory That was such a hard interview to watch when it first came out.  I still worry for that woman's safety!

7/20/2019 4:44:01 PM roaminnoodle Did what, exactly? ...And how? Thanks!!!

Here is MJ's tweet about "willing" the gender during pregnancy: https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072624761623248897 …

7/20/2019 4:44:49 PM roublisa I know right🤦♀️

7/20/2019 4:44:51 PM __truthseeker_ 9 number of devil. he has been using music to manipulate people for ages

7/20/2019 4:45:12 PM ethereal_shaman Thanks for posting this site.

7/20/2019 4:45:12 PM kits_cross RT... All. Day. Long.

7/20/2019 4:47:22 PM hitbyawormhole but who controls VOG and V2K technology at the moment?

7/20/2019 4:47:25 PM ethereal_shaman Message over messenger.

7/20/2019 4:47:47 PM mrsjaz2 Close up of photo from @JaySureshot. pic.twitter.com/hZT99x4pnr

7/20/2019 4:48:22 PM zagnett Oh I meant I detected the gender, at six weeks each time. Don't know how actually.

7/20/2019 4:49:37 PM mongrelglory He's wearing another "skull" bracelet in that photo!

7/20/2019 4:51:00 PM mongrelglory Look at all the occult jewelry he's wearing!  Crescent moon and star ring, etc... 😠

7/20/2019 4:51:10 PM roublisa Yeah that what I was thinking...🤦♀️

7/20/2019 4:51:41 PM love4thegameak Same, til she ran for President...

7/20/2019 4:51:50 PM sarakovanda The man in pajamas.

7/20/2019 4:51:51 PM followingthet Or report you to Twatter.

7/20/2019 4:51:55 PM roublisa Wow really😕

7/20/2019 4:53:18 PM mongrelglory He owns lots of different skull  bracelets.

7/20/2019 4:54:33 PM love4thegameak Yup... ever since Marianne's Book 'A Return to Love'... 1992..

7/20/2019 4:55:35 PM jmichaelbraiden You mean "helping"

7/20/2019 4:55:36 PM mongrelglory Skull bracelet references their worship of the "evil skull object" that acts as a portal to another dimension... He's obviously aware of what they had 

buried under Epstein's "temple" on the island.

7/20/2019 5:01:34 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/OvpSaBbhB8

7/20/2019 5:03:02 PM floridasharkman  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

7/20/2019 5:03:57 PM wearediamonds2 skulls and magic

7/20/2019 5:06:55 PM mongrelglory Kaballah.  It relates back to Hathors offspring who were represented with red ropes around their necks (from what I've read previously).  Means 

they're worshippers of Hathor/Isis.

7/20/2019 5:08:31 PM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phil_McGraw …

7/20/2019 5:08:44 PM disclosurebp .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a LARP and their diagram is a ridiculous exaggeration of what actually may be below the ground. LARPS create this sort of thing 

so Fake News can use it to misrepresent those of us who are seriously looking into Epstein island.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152234086133620737 …

7/20/2019 5:08:44 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/LDsuu2Qozo

7/20/2019 5:10:11 PM roublisa Ah ok.....dr. Phil has my mind bending ....the levels of deception are never ending 🥺🥺🥺.  #SlavesNoMore

7/20/2019 5:10:26 PM mongrelglory It's just loose skin/muscle.  Common in elderly.

7/20/2019 5:11:14 PM djlok @DrPhil = BIG PROBLEMS

7/20/2019 5:12:40 PM karmaal2010 I hope that it "depends on the executive" -- I was a CEO !!!

7/20/2019 5:12:57 PM roublisa Yeah sad....is the hallmark channel safe 😖

7/20/2019 5:13:23 PM roaminnoodle The intuition is strong with you! pic.twitter.com/uujty7DIee

7/20/2019 5:14:48 PM flubbynutty This was in the context of what if.

7/20/2019 5:18:25 PM the_fjalar its about frequency and vibrations.

432 good

440 bad pic.twitter.com/YhqDRoBl0N

7/20/2019 5:21:53 PM jordan_sather_ If MJ12 were actually disclosing stuff Twitter, you think they'd have resources for better graphics than Microsoft Paint.

7/20/2019 5:24:26 PM boscolodavid Amen

7/20/2019 5:25:51 PM johnnybebad9 Correct

7/20/2019 5:25:58 PM mongrelglory Over a long enough period of time, everyone eventually returns back to source.  We have to accept that all IS-BEs have the right to choose the 

particular path they will take to get back there, even though some paths seem quite horrible!  I still feel for them of course!

7/20/2019 5:28:08 PM keith369me Tech industry?



7/20/2019 5:28:57 PM 1_decided_voter Pretty sure this wasnt created by them. Saw it elsewhere (prob chans) before they posted it. Still have my doubts but at this point I figure anytbing is 

possible.

7/20/2019 5:30:28 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, This picture fascinates me. Am I to understand that the sky we are looking at has a ‘barrier’ of some sort and that what lies beyond

 we can not yet see? Or is this picture a metaphorical view of shifting to 5D? 🙏🏻❤️✨

7/20/2019 5:31:07 PM karmaal2010 #H1BTech Industry, yes. Mostly Government customers, of course.

7/20/2019 5:32:25 PM realeyethespy Jordan they didn’t make this image. Sean Christopher (SSP) posted it earlier. They seem to have pointed to a few of his posts.

7/20/2019 5:32:56 PM realeyethespy Also 

As they have stated time and time again 

MESSAGE > messenger

7/20/2019 5:34:29 PM realeyethespy Everything majestic has posted has come to fruition in one way or another. The most solid source next to Q IMO. 

Learn the comms. pic.twitter.com/od7rkKu4mB

7/20/2019 5:35:19 PM realeyethespy If you wanna play “who’s a Larp” let’s talk about soil transference and crystalline stasis pods. A lot of human avatars are “larps”

7/20/2019 5:35:28 PM keith369me Obviously not one size fits all, but I suspect the level of narcissism on average is greater at the CEO level.  Obviously other factors are at play such as 

the size and market of the organization.  My experience...most were miserable human beings that cared less about

7/20/2019 5:37:00 PM keith369me ...the future growth of the organization and mostly about short term numbers to generate larger bonuses.  Yes I’m a bit jaded...but I’ve experienced 

some really dishonorable behavior

7/20/2019 5:37:07 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/7ELoLvNAz1

7/20/2019 5:39:00 PM mushugone What happens when those who held positions of POWER (& INFLUENCE) no longer pull the strings?

What happens when 'BLACKMAIL' no longer works?

Do you become a LIABILITY?

7/20/2019 5:40:37 PM mrsjaz2 Thanks. It looked odd.

7/20/2019 5:41:01 PM lynnboyce7 Is he trolling 3-2-2

7/20/2019 5:41:58 PM lynnboyce7 He's got to be trolling them. He met with the Pres.

7/20/2019 5:43:40 PM orthogonalron But wouldn't this just be substituting one problem for another? How can we ever gain understanding of our true IS if we are constantly being 

bombarded by one artificial signal or another. Break or interrupt the signals altogether, IMO

7/20/2019 5:45:33 PM bansuri44256232 Yours ... Look no further

7/20/2019 5:46:28 PM dog47sam If TRUMP's freaking out, as Scott alleges, why does he keep goading CONGRESS to IMPEACH? Why does the DEM leadership block IMPEACHMENT? 

They have figured out that it's a Pandora's box. The HOUSE will have invited DJT to the SENATE to campaign around-the-clock, all year, non-stop!

7/20/2019 5:48:27 PM julianorobertrj The state of current scholarship is that it is not the demiurge Ialdabaoth of the Gnostics. That is the leontocephaline (see another figure enclosed) 

found at the Ostia Antica Mithraeum which some scholars consider to be the Mithraic God Aion. pic.twitter.com/2DZbQJt3KN

7/20/2019 5:50:54 PM zagnett Some LARPs are far more fun than you, & quite possibly have far more useful information too. Funny thing.

7/20/2019 5:51:03 PM lhbncht Snakes 🐍 🐍🐍🐍

7/20/2019 5:52:01 PM angelinanic6 Then they could chose not disclose then.. as highlighted in your comment..

7/20/2019 5:54:06 PM zagnett Why? Should they waste time & money for form over substance? 🤔

7/20/2019 5:54:13 PM cyclefixblono Wow thank you. Reminds me of this. pic.twitter.com/rBfTEvmkj4

7/20/2019 5:54:45 PM whitespir1t Looks like blackmail and war go hand in hand.

7/20/2019 5:56:22 PM mightyfaux You are a dwork.

7/20/2019 5:56:25 PM cyclefixblono Thank you.

7/20/2019 5:58:12 PM gsusgod Finding this entire episode is quite difficult. Clips are available.

7/20/2019 6:01:44 PM kseven110 I’ve read about red heifer sacrifice at Golgotha (as well as human ones too). This however it does not look like a red heifer🤷🏻♀️I have seen this cow in 

the video of the island. I believe there is an Ancient gold or copper calf of importance. Rats, can’t recall right now!

7/20/2019 6:02:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 V for Vendetta

PRE Bishop Murder

Surveillance Van

These people are sick.

They hide in plain sight.

7/20/2019 6:03:24 PM zagnett Hey @DJLOK, MJ's talking about You, bud! 🧐

7/20/2019 6:03:38 PM enicholos I like the effort on the clouds tho 🤷🏻♀️

7/20/2019 6:03:47 PM _blanner I dont think its incinerators, that would be a waste.

7/20/2019 6:04:52 PM kseven110  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charging_Bull …

7/20/2019 6:04:56 PM disclosurebp The more I look at this, the more I think the image must have originally been created as a joke. I added a part they missed. pic.twitter.com/zntWaKa7zI

7/20/2019 6:05:39 PM gracelempka They are indeed, hmmm.

7/20/2019 6:06:17 PM morfin_paulino SI!!!! Ésa es más CREÍBLE! 😱😜😅😅

7/20/2019 6:06:40 PM d3cod3it I thought it seemed odd when she was answering certain questions she would put her head down as if to avoid eye contact. Her behavior just seemed 

off.

7/20/2019 6:08:35 PM wild8heart Hi ALICE. It’s nice to see you dividing and conquering. Let’s dissect what LARP actually is. Live Action Role Play. Life taking action, playing a role. That is 

literally every living/material entity. Self-trust. Discussed by both Q and MJ12. 💛💫💛💫💛💫

7/20/2019 6:10:05 PM maryschade14 NASA..Operation Paperclip..Germans. The great European post war Brain Drain..Aldrin appeared to be half crocked in one vid clip. Said we never went

Note Grissom died in the Apollo 1 fire..

 http://datamanos2.com/apollo1/grissom-media.html …

7/20/2019 6:11:01 PM qaphsiel17 Your captain obvious cape is starting to show.

7/20/2019 6:11:34 PM jmichaelbraiden Dr. Oz too, then

7/20/2019 6:12:24 PM disclosurebp Having a sub is reasonable, but that's not the same as having a completely underwater docking area like in the picture which would be an unnecessary 

complication. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBlfIZe2mr8 …

7/20/2019 6:12:37 PM covertress Their convictions will yield nice paydays.

7/20/2019 6:12:52 PM ericliford He really has too much shit on.

7/20/2019 6:16:33 PM gsusgod The entire episode is on the Internet. Forgive me for not posting the link. I hope those interested can utilize the picture. 

This is NOT an endorsement to download or steal any copyrighted material!! pic.twitter.com/ANqniJCc9u

7/20/2019 6:17:19 PM dark2light2019 Of course! He poisons the true holistic healing movement by trying to tie everything to modern medicine(Not that all modern medicine is bad)

7/20/2019 6:18:31 PM dark2light2019 I worked in surgery 10 years. But some true holistic/herbal healing cannot be drawn back to modern medicine. Our mind is more powerful...

7/20/2019 6:18:51 PM dark2light2019 Than we have been taught to believe

7/20/2019 6:19:38 PM raevenraeyne  https://www.wakingtimes.com/2013/07/17/cdc-admits-98-million-americans-received-polio-vaccine-in-an-8-year-span-when-it-was-contaminated-

with-cancer-virus/ …

7/20/2019 6:20:20 PM disclosurebp But the substance of that diagram is a cartoon villain's evil lair. 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/WpaTviSEHd



7/20/2019 6:20:56 PM mongrelglory Bishop Anthony Lilliman is a hypocritical, highly corrupt clergyman who once served as a chaplain at Larkhill Prison. Since this time, Lilliman has 

ascended to be the Bishop of Westminster, where he delivers sermons that betray a racist, bloodthirsty mindset....

7/20/2019 6:20:57 PM raevenraeyne Justice for those harmed 🤬🤬🤬

7/20/2019 6:21:07 PM jonesy4671 No shit?

7/20/2019 6:23:15 PM laurabusse IMO also 😊👍

7/20/2019 6:23:15 PM djlok 😂😂😂

7/20/2019 6:24:18 PM mongrelglory It’s revealed that Lilliman, in addition to his bigotry and cruelty, is guilty of pedophilia. 

   - I always figured Pope Francis is this character...with his history in Argentina with the "Dirty War". http://world.time.com/2013/03/14/the-new-pope-

and-argentinas-disappeared-of-the-dirty-war/ …

7/20/2019 6:24:25 PM djmattporter 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/wx3qEuVIlZ

7/20/2019 6:26:24 PM jmichaelbraiden I've suspected this about Oz for quite some time now

7/20/2019 6:27:43 PM atsaduk Vaccines are horrible.

7/20/2019 6:30:23 PM mongrelglory  https://youtu.be/M2SuiGJAEoE 

7/20/2019 6:30:59 PM __truthseeker_ yo, link that tweet. 

whats the date? 

real? 

sauce, bro hit me w that sweet sassy sauce

7/20/2019 6:32:33 PM atsaduk Dont you agree?

7/20/2019 6:32:37 PM slr64q @ready_pen, @colgrove11, @Cordicon >> is Buzz wearing a Kennedy pendant on a chain around his neck?!??

7/20/2019 6:32:39 PM disclosurebp MJ12's July 4 lens flare UFOs? https://twitter.com/DisclosureBP/status/1148013375235846144 …

7/20/2019 6:33:18 PM sterkinglights1 So here is the pull box for electric. pic.twitter.com/uDrZLc6Hhi

7/20/2019 6:33:24 PM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/op3Wk8PvHu

7/20/2019 6:34:38 PM realeyethespy Wrong photo. Majestic said during fireworks. Also gave specific location. pic.twitter.com/RgSzq6iuGH

7/20/2019 6:35:27 PM realeyethespy New TR series.

7/20/2019 6:35:53 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/GxNCMc003b

7/20/2019 6:36:35 PM jeffw355 I am being played? Let me guess YOU believe Trump is a Russian agent. Enjoy your fantasy world. pic.twitter.com/NiTcTk57wB

7/20/2019 6:36:56 PM coadykealan I honestly don't know yet but I will.

7/20/2019 6:37:59 PM disclosurebp MJ12 took these from the top of the photo from President Trump's tweet and said "Hello Majestic 🛸" 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1146977496514080769 …

7/20/2019 6:38:12 PM dfuller17 Shoot the moon

7/20/2019 6:41:03 PM realeyethespy They gave specific coordinates and said during the fireworks they would appear. The ships were located all around that day. Optical cloaking.

7/20/2019 6:42:39 PM realeyethespy Optical cloaking pic.twitter.com/PuTGr14gx4

7/20/2019 6:42:58 PM petermmahahead 😂

7/20/2019 6:44:10 PM big_simp Probably Vijaya - 2nd under Jack

Look at the REAL self [ her LEFT half of the face ] pic.twitter.com/qoJ6EwToc0

7/20/2019 6:44:20 PM mongrelglory The older I get, the more "odd" my body looks too. 😝

7/20/2019 6:44:34 PM gabrieldvine yeah that is money

7/20/2019 6:44:51 PM natureinspace Especially that. They love that report button so they can wah, wah, wah to Jack.

7/20/2019 6:45:12 PM rawphonegirl 😂 pic.twitter.com/KaqLc43GBJ

7/20/2019 6:45:54 PM mrsjaz2 Same! 😀

7/20/2019 6:46:25 PM americanbot1776  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp75-00149r000500400001-5 …

Think again......

7/20/2019 6:47:00 PM zagnett When is the last time you met a cartoon villain?

Also, might cartoon villains be inspired possibly, by real villains? How would you even know, either way? 🤔

We're dealing with new mental territory of villainy, at least in more normal peoples' minds.

7/20/2019 6:48:46 PM fktvis 😥

7/20/2019 6:49:38 PM jeffw355 Some of us are not as easily brainwashed as others. Don't let it get you down. You will figure things out in time. You got this bud. ;) 

pic.twitter.com/IbTbzENSey

7/20/2019 6:55:00 PM disclosurebp Believe what you want, but MJ12 doesn't come anywhere close to passing muster for me. Look at this—black project UFOs AND ancient evil objects of 

worship AND tram tunnels AND underwater submarine docking ALL under Epstein's island? Shouldn't the Cabal spread it out a little? 

pic.twitter.com/OqVY8IcmAv

7/20/2019 6:55:21 PM mitolduso  pic.twitter.com/8D1dZbPivq

7/20/2019 6:57:32 PM freestateojones Hi @Jack.

7/20/2019 6:57:45 PM realeyethespy You’re beating a dead horse. Majestic only reposts intel that anons put forth. 

How about I throw you a bone.

Here’s one nobody knows.... majestic hotel Manama Bahrain. What’s the restaurant next door? Addresses ? What’s the floor look like? 

A higher up committed suicide

7/20/2019 6:57:54 PM realeyethespy NSA base Bahrain

7/20/2019 6:58:33 PM jeffw355 No thanks. To argue with a fool is to prove there are two. ;) pic.twitter.com/kWxdTMa0Nc

7/20/2019 6:59:58 PM realeyethespy Message > messenger

7/20/2019 7:03:55 PM disclosurebp You replied to my tweet, remember? I have no interest in your horse analogies or bone throwing skills.

7/20/2019 7:04:36 PM dangones For whom?

7/20/2019 7:07:41 PM madrabbit917 I think they're still okay in Arkansas. They've been trying to protect them.

7/20/2019 7:10:14 PM louimrsjac How do we know you are not a bot?

7/20/2019 7:12:11 PM ela_amp 😂🤣

7/20/2019 7:16:15 PM big_simp Its a composite from a REAL photo

Her left and ride side have been mirrored in a composite

Original photo of Vijaya attached pic.twitter.com/ktkUXrv305

7/20/2019 7:16:22 PM starehope J, I am with you. Remember dis/misinformation is necessary. Suddenly seeing a lot of Trump/Pence signs at NC rally. Suspicious. Nothing adding up.



7/20/2019 7:16:23 PM eyeq19 Agree.

Not real Majestic- they would never do any of this.(opposite of how their design/function)

But illustration- while poor- shows concept of tunnels down and an underwater sub dock for ingress/egress of those as the top of the pyramid.

7/20/2019 7:16:59 PM venerablevern Yeah, unfortunately I had to watch one of my favorite Q channels cover it last night seriously.  It definitely makes us look bad.

7/20/2019 7:17:00 PM _girlmaher_ People ask to be invited. Maybe the first born who is set to be executed isn't in on it tho...

7/20/2019 7:17:22 PM liltilgerlil I agree.

7/20/2019 7:17:33 PM louimrsjac Not interested in talking to you about “Preying Medic”. Why are you promoting him? We all get w info for free!  We don’t need to pay for it!  No one 

cares!!!!!!!!

7/20/2019 7:17:51 PM mavrik23994 What is their current name? It ain’t MJ12 any more.

7/20/2019 7:19:48 PM coll61490833 Did you notice the moon and star ring. Brennan switched over to Muslim as well.

7/20/2019 7:20:02 PM mattdawg80 I wouldn't mind censoring the use of AI, but not censoring people. It's a slippery slope.

7/20/2019 7:20:24 PM coll61490833 Could just be a ring though💁🏼♀️

7/20/2019 7:21:11 PM the_red_hand_ biological entity

7/20/2019 7:21:12 PM disclosurebp 👍It's nice to talk like this and focus on points of agreement while acknowledging other ideas as well. I have some pretty specific ideas regarding some 

of the things you mention and would like to flesh them out properly in my Epstein thread.

7/20/2019 7:22:06 PM 92michael They always put symbols right there in your face! At least these aren’t blue unicorns?

7/20/2019 7:22:22 PM girlawakeinca Another great way to look up is on Twitter in the search at the top. Type in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & then the word you want to search in their archive 

tweets.

7/20/2019 7:23:21 PM lizmarques17 Kinda looks like Weiner

7/20/2019 7:23:38 PM allahuniversal Spent the day melting snow ☀️

Fishing is fun!

7/20/2019 7:24:38 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/ubihfPX916

7/20/2019 7:25:39 PM allahuniversal Ask for evidence and watch what happens... Wasn't hard at all 😂 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1152689920546418688?s=19 …

7/20/2019 7:25:55 PM eyeq19 Agree fully- we are all bringing puzzle pieces together. Hoping we can assemble them into the full picture...sometimes we aren’t right about what we 

think we see; but it leads to learning and uncovering more of the truth

This thread is excellent- puts island under the microscope

7/20/2019 7:26:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Feelings don’t care about your facts!! 😂😂😂

7/20/2019 7:28:47 PM bbcforsnowwhite Pussies actually think they can stop karma... smh.

7/20/2019 7:31:02 PM allahuniversal So many feelz that I almost felt for them!

Why did I even need to spend hours defending the use of logic? #ThesePeopleAre...

I still love em though pic.twitter.com/SX1ExHcNs8

7/20/2019 7:34:23 PM youstinksoap 👀 Best actresses in the movie.....

7/20/2019 7:34:54 PM wishfulldreamz Ty!

7/20/2019 7:35:24 PM koryoline1 He/they have stated numerous times they are not Q.

7/20/2019 7:36:10 PM koryoline1 Why do you think mj12 is Q?

7/20/2019 7:36:17 PM hawkgirlinmn We have to love them amd help them through their cognitive dissonance.

7/20/2019 7:37:02 PM allahuniversal In-deed! If not us, than who?

7/20/2019 7:41:42 PM maga4cac Human meat?

7/20/2019 7:41:43 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

7/20/2019 7:41:59 PM coll61490833 Nothing like snopes covering you🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

7/20/2019 7:43:03 PM kseven110 Sorry, thought I responded. Will have to look. Was looking up copper conductivity & ancient sacrifice. A lot of info.

7/20/2019 7:43:39 PM a_carcher DRAGNET'XJUST THE FACTS MAN. NOTHING BUT THE FACTS.

7/20/2019 7:45:13 PM berrydivine77 What if table 29 is a VIP area that is close to an elevator which takes down into the tunnel the 'Meal/Sacrifice' to the Evil Object of Worship?

Reverse ordinal of 29 is 106

Does D room H mean Hillary is in that particular room?

#EpsteinIsland #QAnon @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn pic.twitter.com/Mx9n2WZsQ5

7/20/2019 7:45:17 PM sagequixotic PERFECT TIME https://youtu.be/QGfJ1VPt6Jo 

7/20/2019 7:47:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 The message was real. Kendall was representing an actual victim that White Hats secured. Remember, message over messenger. Truth will resonate 

from within when spoken, read, or interpreted. Trust your instincts. Trust your IS-BE.

7/20/2019 7:49:42 PM urmort So, you're all going to jail together?

#ProofOfConspiracy https://books.google.com/books/about/Proof_of_Conspiracy.html?id=fCqLDwAAQBAJ&source=kp_book_description …

7/20/2019 7:49:43 PM hmcfarlin1 #UnsealEpstein

7/20/2019 7:49:46 PM disclosurebp The last time I met a cartoon villain was in the early 80s when Skeletor visited the local toy store. 

True story. pic.twitter.com/mpO2yetsQN

7/20/2019 7:50:28 PM my2sonznme @POTUS @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @TrueEyeTheSpy This is unusual, what say you? 

https://twitter.com/marimacint/status/1152762861174886400 …

7/20/2019 7:50:41 PM jswdh1 I've not seen any proof Pence isa pedo ... the email between him and Ryan was proven fake so idk.... Imma wait and see....

7/20/2019 7:50:56 PM snakejackal Want = One = God

7/20/2019 7:52:27 PM liltilgerlil I’m waiting to see what rolls out also

7/20/2019 7:55:40 PM venerablevern At the least a hologram should pop up in my living room right?

7/20/2019 7:58:24 PM louimrsjac Why should people worship ET’s?

7/20/2019 7:59:25 PM lynnielee5 I’ve been watching too. Nothing.

7/20/2019 8:01:22 PM jeffw355  pic.twitter.com/pYjyOS3JaT

7/20/2019 8:04:35 PM hackenburg_ Interesting, recently google was accused of swinging 2-10 million votes to the dems.

Do we have an expert that has been studying Twitter's election meddling as well? It's got to be as bad or much worse. Where does the meddling end?? 

🤔

7/20/2019 8:08:39 PM berrydivine77 Michelle, you are only showing 1 post. Nothing about the blood/skull/activation. Very interesting!

7/20/2019 8:09:45 PM think4yrself_ Yes, consciousness is primary.

7/20/2019 8:10:59 PM rebashoenfelt1 Why did Pence receive a card at funeral then?  Hmmm

7/20/2019 8:11:10 PM venerablevern What do you think of 72SECONDS account's claims about spacecraft etc. lately?  Feel free to dm if you don't want to say anything public.

7/20/2019 8:12:38 PM michael81972 Libtard Comic book

7/20/2019 8:13:34 PM barbaraannecra2 That's where they performed the satanic child sacrifices I'll bet when the pope was there they had one hell of a party

7/20/2019 8:13:51 PM lynnielee5 That’s the thing that sticks in my craw! Who knows!



7/20/2019 8:14:31 PM urmort You're used to the people you follow just making up b.s. with no basis, so this will seem strange to you, but #ProofOfConspiracy book is based entirely 

on news reports from dozens of different publications.

It's the follow-up to #ProofOfCollusion: https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1061102901312061440?s=19 …

7/20/2019 8:16:00 PM disclosurebp I haven't followed him for a while so I'm not sure which claims you mean. Do you mean something like this recent tweet I found? 

https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/1152755842178928640 …

7/20/2019 8:17:06 PM berrydivine77 The Lord God/Creator/Supreme God didnt make the 1st Adam Gen 1.  Elohim did & they were/are the fallen angels. Possible they formed the earth. 

The Lord God made Adam & Eve in Gen 2.  I also read Golgotha is where King David buried Giant Goliath's head. Cant remember which verses. 

pic.twitter.com/DvDAlMx7hK

7/20/2019 8:17:38 PM venerablevern Yeah several things like that this evening.

7/20/2019 8:19:01 PM tanksmom2000 His wife did. Field McConnell (Abel Danger on YouTube) said that he is. He mentions someone/victim? by the name of Timothy Holmesworth (I think) - 

has something to do with a case that was suppressed. I've tried to listen to details, but Field rambles on about nonsense too much.

7/20/2019 8:19:01 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1152471299178057728 …

7/20/2019 8:19:55 PM snakejackal VOG access to telepathy enabled beings only?

7/20/2019 8:23:32 PM michael81972 There was no Collusion...Zero Russian Collusion...2 years and millions of dollars wasted...Its DONE...Mueller(the guy who actually done the 

investigation) has said NO COLLUSION in a press conference...You dont have to rely on what anyone else says...Its public knowledge!

7/20/2019 8:25:22 PM urmort Show me the transcript or clip of him saying that, please.

7/20/2019 8:25:52 PM adam84577979 they did tell us of the ships in the sky at the 4th july event before it happened

7/20/2019 8:25:52 PM ganosmoofy Then do it.

7/20/2019 8:29:16 PM kseven110 The only thing I know is 29 is copper on the elements table. Hold on. Thinking dome temples.

7/20/2019 8:29:48 PM michael81972 I will even give you a link from liberal leaning cbs https://youtu.be/Nqb010z8zNY 

7/20/2019 8:30:36 PM kseven110  http://www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/29/copper …

7/20/2019 8:31:05 PM disclosurebp Our sun is about due for a micronova and I have no doubt that there are advanced ships all over space (including around Earth). That sort of general 

info seems okay, but I question 72's assurance about the very specific details he provided. 🤷♂️

7/20/2019 8:31:55 PM disclosurebp Which ships did you see?

7/20/2019 8:35:14 PM adam84577979 majestic 12 said watch during firworks.Blow this pic up and look at top left in the darkness pic.twitter.com/UYWwFQl8I3

7/20/2019 8:36:24 PM theticonderoga 🤣🤣

7/20/2019 8:36:25 PM adam84577979 top left,blow it up pic.twitter.com/wtsh4sdbci

7/20/2019 8:36:38 PM kseven110  https://owlcation.com/humanities/The-Purpose-of-the-Wilderness-Tabernacle-Part-Five …

7/20/2019 8:36:47 PM disclosurebp I have seen this. Can you please provide the source of the image?

7/20/2019 8:37:17 PM neecieh6111 Forget the little grey alien bracelet...why is he wearing a muslim ring?

7/20/2019 8:37:40 PM adam84577979 cant remember the source,got it from other twitter users

7/20/2019 8:40:37 PM charlesgdavis1 STILL DON'T GET IT......BUT I'M A TI?!?😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇

7/20/2019 8:41:31 PM mongrelglory Yes, I think Yahweh has been an imposter God among many others (Baal, Moloch etc...).  Similar to the Gu'aould in the SG-1 TV show. (soft disclosure)

7/20/2019 8:43:19 PM urmort CBS is not liberal or left leaning they're ratings and profit leaning.

 https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/leslie-moonves-donald-trump-may-871464 …

Mueller actually said "If we had confidence that the President clearly did not commit a crime, we would have said so"

Do you know what obstruction of justice is?

7/20/2019 8:45:19 PM jeffmissel q to see if you can

7/20/2019 8:50:45 PM mongrelglory The story she told certainly resonated as truth with me.  It's nice to know the original victim was rescued.

7/20/2019 8:51:40 PM disclosurebp Thank you. The image's resolution is so poor that I can't do much with it. At that resolution, it could be anything, even a photoshopped image.🤷♂️Let 

me know if you find something else. pic.twitter.com/y4OTCUiRnF

7/20/2019 8:52:21 PM southernpatrio9 No one gets a national platform without having been fully made aware and follow a scripted agena. Not everyone is comp'd through sex acts either.

7/20/2019 8:54:01 PM urmort Here's page 10 of the Mueller report:

It says that many of @realDonaldTrump's associates pled the 5th, and/or provided false or incomplete statements.

This is clear evidence of a cover-up. pic.twitter.com/oDHYdrVdrl

7/20/2019 8:54:26 PM charlesgdavis1 Yep got BOTH.

7/20/2019 8:54:38 PM michael81972 Dude...CNN,  CBS,  ABC,  MSNBC are all liberal...Wake up...Now I know who is trying to spread bs...here is you another article then... 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/06/18/russia-collusion-trump-is-right-george-stephanopoulos-is-wrong/ …

7/20/2019 8:55:57 PM stefanofvenus I think He has to keep them close while all this goes down. He is very smart with "keeping enemies close"... note how he has hired people that have 

then "resigned"... who we know are black hats. He is carrot-ing Israel with the Embassy move.

7/20/2019 8:57:20 PM michael81972 You do realize that the “scope” of the investigation was solely russian collusion,  None of these guys were charged with any collusion,  they were 

charged with crimes they done on their own,  It had nothing to do with Trump...Next

7/20/2019 9:02:45 PM urmort They're all corporate.

They appeal to socially liberal audiences - Americans - but they exist to make profits directly through ratings and advertising, and indirectly for their 

corporate owners.

It's in their interest to maintain the status quo.

That's why they favored Clinton.

7/20/2019 9:02:48 PM enki11_11  pic.twitter.com/dHFGMZZpeg

7/20/2019 9:02:53 PM abby4trump Odd. This was my first thought. pic.twitter.com/mMwPN5L2iV

7/20/2019 9:06:53 PM michael81972 Actually,  they are a mouthpiece for elites and special interest...These people are not journalist...They are actors hired to deliver a propaganda 

message to sheep...learn to research on your own and get away fom MSM,  even Fox

7/20/2019 9:08:07 PM urmort Whose *opinion* is that?

I don't subscribe to any corporate media.

7/20/2019 9:10:43 PM renee86743676 Let the revealing begin

7/20/2019 9:11:45 PM michell94525455 Not a fan of Maj12

7/20/2019 9:13:37 PM michael81972 Its my opinion,  but also the opinion of many,  better to research yourself than just believe what someone or some corporate entity says

7/20/2019 9:14:10 PM urmort So, why did @realDonaldTrump do so much to obstruct the investigation?

Noone's charged w collusion, cause it's not a crime.

Do you know his campaign manager (now in jail) shared internal polling data with a Russian oligarch?

Also, you should look up #JoelZamel and #GeorgeNader.



7/20/2019 9:20:42 PM urmort I believe the overwhelming evidence of dozens of reports along with the obvious character and history of the people involved.

#ProofOfCollusion and #ProofOfConspiracy are not original, they're curatorial journalism from many, many independent sources.

Ex: https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1126265338088308738?s=19 …

7/20/2019 9:20:44 PM michael81972 You do realize that at any point Trump could have had Mueller and Special council shutdown...Again you are listening to talking heads that hate 

Trump...How did he obstruct when there was no crime committed?  No collusion?   Impossible to obstruct when no crime...MSM spin

7/20/2019 9:20:48 PM infringethis 3 watches?!?!

7/20/2019 9:20:48 PM babcia1755 🤣🤣🤣

7/20/2019 9:21:28 PM michael81972 Im familiar with Nader,  ill research the other dude

7/20/2019 9:21:53 PM raevenraeyne I heard when he went to Antarctica he was injured in a battle with ETs. And Later he had tweeted about ‘seeing true face of evil’ and then was made to 

recant. 

Also heard when the moon landing happened the 1st thing they did was plant Masonic flag and take pic, THEN the USA flag.

7/20/2019 9:22:13 PM allahuniversal #AnonsKnow what to do... pic.twitter.com/KrkrfhexTp

7/20/2019 9:22:19 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/KEX0mZtFZY

7/20/2019 9:22:51 PM michael81972 Sharing polling data with anyone in the world is not a crime,  even if this happened

7/20/2019 9:26:25 PM urmort Half of the report describes 11 instances of obstruction 

He did shut it down, when he finally hired his Roy Cohn, Bill Barr.

There were many crimes.

For example campaign finance violations for which Cohen is in jail.

 https://www.courthousenews.com/michael-cohen-files-implicate-trump-hope-hicks-and-david-pecker/ …

Along with many more serious.
7/20/2019 9:29:06 PM lightwitness They unfollowed me from you.

7/20/2019 9:30:07 PM urmort It may not be a crime.

I'm not an expert.

But it is certainly collusion.

Would you share your internal polling data with Putin's henchmen if you were running for office?

7/20/2019 9:30:22 PM michael81972 Do you really believe he shut it down?  You mean after 2 years they could not find anything to charge him with...2 years with how many investigators 

and lawyers???  Common sense man

7/20/2019 9:32:48 PM michael81972 I wouldnt and Trump didnt either,  Ive had several associates in my life that i thought were friends and turned out to not be

7/20/2019 9:35:01 PM urmort Sessions refused to do it, remember, cause he was recused?

@realDonaldTrump

1) Works hard to keep up public appearances (like when he used to call media using aliases to spread b.s.about himself).

2) Is an erratic fool, so doesn't always do what makes sense.

7/20/2019 9:36:14 PM michael81972 The most hysterical part of the whole thing is to believe that Russia could sway how I voted to begin with...It quite funny...People will vote for who 

they like and no Russian will change that...lol

7/20/2019 9:38:46 PM michael81972 We are on opposite sides of the fence..Good luck on your research going forward👍🏻

7/20/2019 9:39:42 PM urmort Manafort had a deeper relationship w @realDonaldTrump than I would hope you had with those people.

 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-manafort-trump-timeline_n_59f76ca0e4b0aec14679be8a … pic.twitter.com/OT8RyYMWl5

7/20/2019 9:41:09 PM zohni3 INRI.513.553...

7/20/2019 9:43:01 PM djlok I bet your court cases are very interesting.

7/20/2019 9:43:38 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/xZOEX6M0sw

7/20/2019 9:45:31 PM canadiancovfefe I like Field, it’s a bit long (the show) for me, because my attention span at present is compromised. Otherwise, I only have a number of hours I have to 

myself and there is so much I want to see.

7/20/2019 9:53:27 PM urmort Maybe not you, since you're thoughtful + engaged, but many Americans are swayed by social media.

We also don't know the extent of directly targeted election systems.

Remember, the election was decided by 70k votes in 3 states.

See @jennycohn1 for electoral vulnerabilities.

7/20/2019 9:55:17 PM enz0knows  pic.twitter.com/c4gu3ag1o8

7/20/2019 9:58:42 PM urmort We're both American, so should care if our government is compromised by foreigners.

I don't expect anyone to adopt my views, but if we don't at least consider evidence and arguments we share with each other, we're doomed.

Thank you for at least engaging.

7/20/2019 9:59:01 PM plato24 our free will cannot make the world perfect.  Our free will is what has gotten us to where we are today

7/20/2019 10:00:43 PM beaux4christ Its Masonic symbolism with the two watches

7/20/2019 10:03:37 PM magnetmouth hell no.

7/20/2019 10:06:37 PM efogghb Remember buzz went to aunt Arctic her around election time 2016. He got sick from something .. 🤔

7/20/2019 10:09:10 PM urmort Hope you don't also think the worst thing Al Capone ever did was income tax evasion.

Remember obstruction of justice/cover-up.

 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/04/08/fatal-trump-tower-fire-no-sprinkler-system-apartments/497058002/ …

 https://thinkprogress.org/trump-panama-hotel-investigation-5a49443c387f/ … pic.twitter.com/6i33ydHjJ6

7/20/2019 10:16:19 PM realeyethespy Black cube creative intelligence

7/20/2019 10:17:01 PM zooodrew VOG tech is currently being used to torture IS-BE's... trust me. I know.

7/20/2019 10:17:40 PM zooodrew Good question

7/20/2019 10:18:45 PM freestateojones Naturally resistant if at the right frequency?

7/20/2019 10:19:57 PM koryoline1 No they are here to support Q. Go back through the Twitter history.

7/20/2019 10:20:29 PM tweetybirdbrain  https://twitter.com/TweetyBirdbrain/status/1152809851912904704?s=20 …

7/20/2019 10:23:59 PM darklig70786223 😂👍🏻

7/20/2019 11:10:26 PM jimmy007forsure The original sources of my quotes.. pic.twitter.com/5XKtYKmG8r

7/20/2019 11:41:14 PM btc_de_blog She absolutely didn't say that his Satoshi claims are rubbish. Rather, she said he has been working on Bitcoin for many years. Marianne caught you 

lying.

7/20/2019 11:43:08 PM jollyrob2 👍🎉

7/20/2019 11:52:12 PM orbital_lexicon Actually, she did say that.



7/20/2019 11:54:02 PM orbital_lexicon He'll double down in 5 seconds

7/20/2019 11:56:06 PM jimmy007forsure An apology would be nice.. pic.twitter.com/VnW3bWazXm

7/21/2019 12:11:31 AM btc_de_blog A, didn't see this, sorry. My apology for calling you a liar. 

There seems to be a strong contradiction to the quote Mariannne posted, don't you think?

7/21/2019 12:14:58 AM tweetybirdbrain The quotations from your article are only around the ONE word "rubbish".  We can't be sure what her statement of "rubbish" was referring to if we 

don't have the full sentence w/ full quote in full context. Who knows, they could have taken that ONE word out of context.

7/21/2019 12:16:09 AM btc_de_blog Yes, saw it, my error. The contradiction of this to her saying he worked on Bitcoin for many years was too much for my imagination, so I got lazy.

7/21/2019 12:18:42 AM btc_de_blog Yes, Jimmys one dimensional reading of the article, ignoring all what doesn't fit his agenda, is 'rubbish' 😂

You could read it and say she proofs he is satoshi with the same, probably better, reasons.

7/21/2019 12:19:19 AM jimmy007forsure Accepted. 🍺

Yes there is contradiction. I posted what I found, Marianne posted what she found. I then gave my take on the of the contradiction. Perhaps the writer 

at Gizmodo added his interpretation of what she said, or its a direct quote from Lynn.. who knows

7/21/2019 12:21:44 AM tweetybirdbrain But if you @jimmy007forsure have the full sentence with full quote that includes not just the ONE word "rubbish" inside quotes, then please provide it. 

Otherwise "rubbish" could be referring to something else. Won't know for sure until we see the whole quoted sentence in context.

7/21/2019 12:22:55 AM jimmy007forsure Marianne, you surprise me here. I sent you the full extract by direct message. So you know that is not true. and I don't do 'sound bites'

The article was behind a paywall, I couldn't provide a link only the screen shot or PNG of the relevant parts.

7/21/2019 12:25:45 AM big_simp CSW naysayers have zero plausible explanation for Bitcoins existence - I mean nada.

There only desperate narrative is 

"..I dont know who invented BTC but it certainly wasn't conman Craig"

Yet in fact every single piece of the puzzle points to CSW as Satoshi

7/21/2019 12:38:19 AM 513chuck Identical layouts right.

7/21/2019 12:43:27 AM 513chuck ...STAR GATE 1 , I'll assume. 

Well the PedoRape goes with the Divided mind , Boys Experiments of Montauk. 

The layout is Montauk , The Getty  , I'll assume again Groom lake , and most DUMBS...

HMMMM

7/21/2019 12:50:20 AM tweetybirdbrain I read all 3 of your pics in DM. But the other 2 (of 3) pics that you didn't include on this thread don't mention anything on Lynn's claim of saying that: 

CSW's Satoshi claims are "rubbish". Only your 1 pic in this thread above references it but seems it could be out of context.

7/21/2019 12:54:53 AM rylzasee Hmmm 🤔 whatcha make of tis bro... @realgijoseph

7/21/2019 12:57:08 AM jimmy007forsure You saw the article I DM'd, so you saw the full context, you saw that the quote was accurate. Not happy you are grandstanding this to an audience 

when you already saw the article and the context.

7/21/2019 12:58:22 AM btc_de_blog Na, I have your Screenshot and that of Marianne. If both are valid, Lynn speaks more for csw being Satoshi as against. Don't you think so?

7/21/2019 1:02:14 AM tweetybirdbrain I am NOT saying that YOU took it out of context. I am saying that the ARTICLE might have taken it out of context since the article was the one that had 

the one word "rubbish" by itself in quotes & the article filled in the rest without quotes.

7/21/2019 1:08:15 AM kayt_ee Yes, their acts of depravity, corrupting underage girls so that they, and others, could sexually abuse them is absolutely wrong. 

I'm assuming we can agree on that. Or do you not see a problem with that kind of disgusting behaviour? Perhaps that's why you want to defend 

Trump?

7/21/2019 1:09:40 AM jimmy007forsure So are you saying the journalist created a sentence then inserted one of Lynn's responses "Rubbish" into that sentence to suit the journalist's own 

narrative?

7/21/2019 1:15:45 AM kayt_ee They have allegedly not spoken for 15 years. But whose word do we have for that. Even if it were true, how would that influence what they got up to in 

the 80s and 90s together, many years before this alleged falling out? Pretty feeble defence attempt.

7/21/2019 1:18:04 AM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford said that his Pentagon contacts told him that they traced a DEW back to the base there, which was responsible for the attack on the 

Russian nuclear sub.  The rogue Admiral responsible for the submarine attack (trying to start WW3) has been removed from power ...

7/21/2019 1:19:01 AM mongrelglory ...and after personnel were evacuated, the DUMB with the DEW weapon was destroyed (the 2 earthquakes).

7/21/2019 1:21:47 AM mongrelglory That would explain the other reports saying that the families of the Russian submarine admirals and personnel who died in the fire on the sub, were 

told that their loved ones died preventing nuclear Armageddon from happening.

7/21/2019 1:32:13 AM tweetybirdbrain I'm not playing games. From all 3 pics, 1 shows only 1 word in quotes "rubbish" regarding Lynn w/ rest of verbiage not in quotes in article. Can't be sure 

what exactly she said unless we see entire sentence in quotes. Even w/ full sentence, different ppl can interpret differently

7/21/2019 1:39:11 AM tweetybirdbrain I am not saying the journalist inserted his own words to suit his narrative. But I think even when you have the entire sentence & quote from someone, 

each person reading it can interpret it differently. So without the full quote, it makes it even easier to diverge in meanings.

7/21/2019 1:44:33 AM jimmy007forsure I gave you the full article. You saw the full sentence. Its very clear, there is no ambiguity. The Journalist asked Lynn and about the Nakamoto claims and 

she responded with rubbish. A few lines down she also says she knows nothing about Bitcoin. End of story

7/21/2019 1:48:23 AM bobtoptier If you are a 33th degree, please wear some extra jewelry

7/21/2019 1:49:36 AM dezzadeee 1/2 How is your quoted article any different to Jimmys? Lynn is quoted as saying he worked on “digital money” and “didn’t call it bitcoin” it is the writer 

who inserts bitcoin.  As far as I can see In Jimmys article she’s quoted as knowing nothing about Bitcoin.  If both are true

7/21/2019 1:52:36 AM dezzadeee 2/2 One could presume that CSW had worked on digital money in the past but it wasn’t bitcoin....

With Satoshi supposedly gone in the wind, CSW having already worked on his own digital cash decides he will take the mantle of Satoshi.

7/21/2019 1:52:45 AM sehvehn looks like two parrots...birds that can be taught to speak. would make sense it would be these two birds right in the face of what the owl 

represents....wise....otherworldly. mockingly. i would love to hear your thoughts

7/21/2019 2:00:07 AM brainpodmedia From the oldest of pics of that temple (when it had the dome) I see 1 owl statue and 1 cockatoo statue. 

There are 2 cockatoos on the beach where that outdoor stage area is though.

7/21/2019 2:09:55 AM gavinlucas110 If you look at the full context of what she said in the Satoshi Affair...that she didn't understand what he was working on and didn't ask because he 

would bite her head off...how then would she know it's rubbish?

7/21/2019 2:16:14 AM sehvehn i like birds. All of them

7/21/2019 2:17:08 AM adsvel Yes, that's what owl represents for [Them]. Two parrots mocking together making owl. Parrots from Epstein island. All seeing owl.

7/21/2019 2:18:06 AM adam84577979 tap on the pic and blow it up,its easy to see

7/21/2019 2:20:34 AM adsvel Yes, also truth



7/21/2019 2:20:39 AM sehvehn yes. i learned recently. i love birds.....i dont want Them to take that love of birds away. i have faith that the higher-ups will make things right again...so 

we can appreciate nature without negativity attached.

7/21/2019 2:21:18 AM shortclips1 should have twetched this convo it seems..

7/21/2019 2:21:28 AM adsvel Me too. Imagine the world without birds.....

7/21/2019 2:21:30 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/3zLHJe2Usw

7/21/2019 2:23:48 AM adsvel [They] mess up with everything, not just with birds. They impose mess and chaos to us, to hate everything and for some to fear from everything, to 

keep us in low vibrations.

7/21/2019 2:30:09 AM amazingmiddlec1 #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 2:34:35 AM big_simp Possible Calvin was conned? LOL

Calvin in fact KNOWS CSW is Satoshi [ CSW proved it to him ] as does Shadders, Jimmy Nguyen, Roger Ver Gavin Andreasson  ]

CSW received very serious death threats after being Doxxed so scrubbed the trail

7/21/2019 2:36:17 AM mongrelglory Me three! 😊

We have such pretty snowy owls in Northern Canada!

7/21/2019 2:39:06 AM adsvel 😊

7/21/2019 2:41:45 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  Anything innocent and beautiful, they try to corrupt!

7/21/2019 2:43:44 AM adsvel But we see every their corrupt step.

7/21/2019 2:49:12 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

7/21/2019 2:54:11 AM robertando3 I find it bothersome that MJ12 gets any Traction at All.  Pure Fuckery. pic.twitter.com/ruGehJ60Gg

7/21/2019 3:00:24 AM wmferguson5 Will he go to Uncle Arctic next?

7/21/2019 3:08:00 AM jollyrob2 How do we get rid of the nanotechnology in our BE? https://youtu.be/_FJpMdIaeVA 

7/21/2019 3:14:31 AM sterkinglights1 He triggered by this! pic.twitter.com/p2OMVR3jNF

7/21/2019 3:19:47 AM tweetybirdbrain This is what I mean on interpretations being different. When Lynn says:

"I don't know anything about Bitcoin",

I read it as: she knows nothing about Bitcoin. e.g. technical interworkings.

You read it as: she knows nothing about CSW CREATING Bitcoin. Your inserting 'CSW CREATING'.

7/21/2019 3:22:53 AM jimmy007forsure Can we discuss tomorrow.. I'm still recovering from the last round . 😉

7/21/2019 3:25:16 AM pomeinnz @StormIsUponUs

@dodgysam1

@EyesOnQ

@enki74

@qanon76

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#coincidinks https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1152886387294650368 …
7/21/2019 3:25:20 AM btc_de_blog Lol, now Jimmy blocked me 😭

7/21/2019 3:27:05 AM tweetybirdbrain Agreed. I am shutting off my computer right now and going straight to bed. 😉

7/21/2019 3:27:07 AM big_simp Wasting your breath I am afraid

These clowns live in tragic HOPE that their worthless Segwit TOKENS will magically become the planets DIGITAL GOLD supply and they will all become 

FemtoQuinSquillionaires..

Like my Arabic friend - As if

7/21/2019 3:30:20 AM sterkinglights1 *so

7/21/2019 4:37:22 AM mongrelglory Yes, I had heard of the sick programming done at China lake (and many other DUMBs)!  Not sure why they wanted to destroy the whole base (while 

leaving others intact), but it sounds like they were successful.

7/21/2019 4:41:43 AM nocommunistusa Thanks for pointing this out bc I had no clue as to who MJ was referring to.

7/21/2019 4:45:11 AM nocommunistusa The Pope acts like an anti Christ which verifies how he serves the New World Order agenda. He’s a heretic, luckily many know this.

7/21/2019 4:45:52 AM mongrelglory Character in the movie...😎

7/21/2019 4:59:35 AM nocommunistusa MJ is saying in other words the film depicting what is happening in reality. Repulsive

7/21/2019 5:03:30 AM my_starling I wonder about Dr. Oz.....

7/21/2019 5:12:09 AM 513chuck Pertains to the mushroom.

7/21/2019 5:17:26 AM sterkinglights1 Reminds me of Balsey Fjord. Same model of programming.

7/21/2019 5:17:57 AM rbelcastro2 I heard John Kerry went to Antarctica. 

Maybe that was what Buzz was referring to!!

7/21/2019 5:23:42 AM wwg1wga_every1 I’d like to think that reads ‘John Kerry Retard’ 😂😂😂😂😂😂 instead of ‘just kidding’ 😂😂😂😂😂

7/21/2019 5:30:06 AM djlok The woman playing the role of Kendall on the TV show was not trafficked, however the story is real.  The actress even admits that the character she's 

playing may know Dr. Phil.  What I wonder is was this [them] telling us [their] crime(s) to try and offset negative karma?

7/21/2019 5:32:11 AM wearediamonds2 It looks similar!

7/21/2019 5:43:34 AM anonmom14  pic.twitter.com/3fvB4zYPnT

7/21/2019 5:44:04 AM bommaritoindy eventually us!

7/21/2019 5:55:22 AM cntrctr82 Throw a rock in a room full of dogs, the dog that makes the most noise is the one that got hit...

7/21/2019 6:02:39 AM floridayys OT do you want to see something beautiful? ...check this out! Especially you, Martin. 🤓 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=sKtloBAuP74&list=PLD71A1GdFbgUXI_y-v0a5_g2olMzWgU1m&index=2&t=0s …

7/21/2019 6:03:34 AM canadiancovfefe Field McConnel says it on his YouTube channel. I trust him.

7/21/2019 6:03:50 AM rosesrred0119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Question.  Is it me or is our weather changing back to about 20 years ago?  You can almost set your clock to the afternoon showers in FL again.  I 

noticed way less chemtrails and beautiful blue skies again.  Its Majestic! #WWG1WGA

7/21/2019 6:07:18 AM laura_twelve Didn’t Obama painted portrait have an extra finger? 👀

7/21/2019 6:23:57 AM disclosurebp I can see it, but I can't make any determination about what it really is without a higher resolution.

7/21/2019 6:24:13 AM pina_insurance Bl.  Cc f fbgbg gbb@@@

7/21/2019 6:29:27 AM guy_faucher @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have you seen this?

 https://twitter.com/BarackObama/status/1152589017583685632?s=19 …

"That spirit took us to the moon" ,...is this a hint?

Humm?......I sure does sticks out ,don't it! 😁

7/21/2019 6:38:34 AM bec06904859 Allegiance to illumaniti symbol.

7/21/2019 6:40:27 AM james79349611 Nothing can stop it because nothing is here and nothing is happening. Don't give me that I don't see BS either

NOTHING..465 days left. They are winning by default because of NOTHING. Where is RBG? where is the fight..where is a high profile arrest. NOTHING. 

POTUS is alone.😠

7/21/2019 6:41:03 AM james79349611 The Reason The Communist Continuously Attack And Harras Our President As Evident By The Upcoming Testimony Of Crooked Cop Mueller Is That The 

DOJ Has Literally Done Absolutely Nothing To Hold Them Accountable..It's Been Three Years & Two AG'S With A Mountain Of Evidence & ZERO

7/21/2019 6:45:46 AM sheerglee1 It’s on the way.

7/21/2019 6:47:43 AM nemesis_trading If anything the planes were outfitted with a remote control system made by System Planning Corp, where dual American Israeli citizen and pentagon 

comp troller Dov Zakheim  was Corporate Vice President



7/21/2019 6:52:38 AM natureinspace Q isn't the only one with knowledge about what is really going on in the world. Millions of people have info and want to share it in an effort to help Q. 

Q is here to help us awaken to the evil that is happening all around us. That includes us researching on our own too.

7/21/2019 6:54:10 AM dragline99 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/ZZMFwpCNAJ

7/21/2019 6:54:21 AM efogghb Opps 😂  Lol

7/21/2019 6:59:14 AM callsign_qtip It could be nothing but the watch face on his left arm looks warped along with the bracelet next to it. Almost like it was photoshopped.

7/21/2019 7:04:10 AM flubbynutty Communist smear tactics.

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness 

They cannot win so now this... https://twitter.com/igorvolsky/status/1152238137906798592 …

7/21/2019 7:08:48 AM danielle33384 All you have to do is look up the astronaut patches!! The patches alone explain everything very clearly!

7/21/2019 7:10:27 AM zagnett Similar here. i met Darth Vader on the way out of the first showing of Return of the Jedi i went to when i was young. It was quite the surprise since i 

recall him dying in the movie just a few minutes before. 🤔

Oops, SPOILER ALERT!!! 🚨🚨🚨

7/21/2019 7:10:32 AM 513chuck Table 29: (#1001) A FBI online Uniform Crime Reporting statistical resource page of crime statistics of total arrests by crime type for 2015: Uniform 

Crime Report Table 29 — Estimated Number of Arrests, United States 2015

7/21/2019 7:14:45 AM karma4event201 I looked at articles on site and see ALICE in Wonderland phrase.

7/21/2019 7:15:48 AM 513chuck  pic.twitter.com/bZAOi0exuW

7/21/2019 7:17:08 AM rocker69085350 CALL#202-456-1111=🏛 SWTCHBRD&YOUR REPRESNATVS&MK IT CLEAR YOUR TIRED OF THE SKIRTING OF LAW&JUSTICE HOLDNG&🔥OF 

EVIDENCE🤬&UNACCNTABLTY BCZ THY'R🇺🇸PPL'S EMPLOYEES INSTD OF NYC,CHI ORGNZD CRIME SYNDCTS OF SOCLST ISLAMIC COMMIES&$$⛲️LK=

SOROS,GGL,FK📘FK🗞STEYRES,6NTWKS,UN/EU,ETC!

7/21/2019 7:19:35 AM pipcarriewalker Yes, wealthy people move in the same social circles, attend many of the same events and parties. They knew each other socially. How can you twist 

that into “what they got into in the 80s and 90s”?

If that were true, where is the proof? There is none.

7/21/2019 7:19:36 AM 513chuck That Weber Deep looks ...approximate

7/21/2019 7:22:38 AM eskeljoyce Wow, thanks for that explanation!

7/21/2019 7:27:27 AM pipcarriewalker If you had ever looked into my acct., you’d see I am trying very hard to spread info on child trafficking, pedphilia and child abuse. I refuse to be 

brainwashed by misinformation about Trump or anyone else because #FactsMatter

7/21/2019 7:28:07 AM cappuccino64 I read he was a mason. They usually wear a watch on both wrists.

7/21/2019 7:29:24 AM diogeknees1 user  'agreements', extorted from lazy, arent worth the paper they arent  printed on; #Enforce #noSelfies ; #SoSMART #SatanStillScams 

#NowadaysNonsense

7/21/2019 7:42:31 AM diogeknees1 doubleDealing😃 4Negatives3Stooges😆 

Oops,i*Bumped*ACCEPT😜

UnSendThisTweet,2😎

7/21/2019 7:43:18 AM pipcarriewalker Btw, I haven’t seen any reports to the contrary re: the two remaining friendly, have you? Proof?

7/21/2019 7:45:13 AM eileeneileenur  pic.twitter.com/ZG3MPYPiN1

7/21/2019 7:46:47 AM djlok If you read prior posts I think you'll be able to see @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has never called into question the validity of human trafficking. More of a 

question about the validity of @DrPhil and his claims to be "helping" a human trafficking "victim". See his connection with Oprah.

7/21/2019 7:52:49 AM mymaxamoose Me too!

7/21/2019 8:04:30 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How many SGs are operational on earth?

7/21/2019 8:06:16 AM nowhynn I have seen the clip as well. Made me rethink everything, beginning of my red pilling.

7/21/2019 8:11:25 AM annietul Dr. Phil Show Cancelled Following Exposure Of Elite Pedophile Ring https://newspunch.com/dr-phil-show-cancelled/ …

7/21/2019 8:13:28 AM area61flyer 5G phones and Planes do not mix!

7/21/2019 8:18:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/wbIIs30zEQ

7/21/2019 8:19:35 AM joannepappas4 This is beyond huge!

7/21/2019 8:20:00 AM bk4qanon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=808&v=RZlDb6vG6XM …

7/21/2019 8:22:15 AM robynbedsaul How do we positively know what he is.

7/21/2019 8:25:02 AM curseca So sickening.

7/21/2019 8:25:34 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/yESzjUTt6J

7/21/2019 8:26:36 AM pauliepg11111 🤡🤡🤡 slide? pic.twitter.com/uzawSKCvok

7/21/2019 8:27:06 AM kachinagtto Please tell me those are not aborted fetus heads 🤮

7/21/2019 8:32:06 AM cosmic_engineer Yes, these tough roads have the greatest lessons.  Easy ones have very little opportunities for growth

7/21/2019 8:34:08 AM roaminnoodle MJ, could you please post the list - circulating around right now - of individuals who frequently visited LSJ, iff legit? Thanks!

7/21/2019 8:34:11 AM bubusmc Imagine the future outrage when more is exposed. pic.twitter.com/EB9u7lfDln

7/21/2019 8:35:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incomplete and some names are disinformation

7/21/2019 8:37:10 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for confirming.

Pope Francis?

7/21/2019 8:38:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pedo

7/21/2019 8:39:46 AM deanshupak Big news...

BIG !

7/21/2019 8:40:02 AM roaminnoodle Thats going to be a tough pill for some to swallow...

dark > LIGHT

7/21/2019 8:40:50 AM johnhammar94 Actually I’m more of the opinion it took you that long to think of a reply.

7/21/2019 8:43:13 AM ford97417 It’s playing now I just watched it

7/21/2019 8:43:49 AM allahuniversal At least you admit that it's opinion. Maybe, just maybe, you're not a priority in my life. You be that for you. Enjoy your day.

7/21/2019 8:44:21 AM protestchris Chinese power and Protection Beads.

7/21/2019 8:45:16 AM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/ramaster4/status/1152928897081782273 …

7/21/2019 8:50:03 AM starehope Thank you.

7/21/2019 8:51:51 AM duckmeat01 LOL Like ATL during the Civil War America should have burned DC down in 2016 and started all over..... I guess the Yankees/Democrats were were blind 

to corruption...

7/21/2019 8:56:33 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndTheFed

#UnsealEpstein #EndT
7/21/2019 8:59:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/horrors-of-jeffrey-epstein-private-island …

7/21/2019 8:59:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/21/jeffrey-epstein-trump-clinton-1424120 …



7/21/2019 9:00:05 AM rolandblasini CREDIBILIDAD Y direccion x Sandra al movimiento ESTADISTA x una INDEPENDENTISTA, QUE ACTUA EN ESTE DESMADRE como la Secretaria de 

PROPAGANDA - en el desorden, esta la mentira  https://twitter.com/SRCSandra/stat 

7/21/2019 9:00:59 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/JSgqZ2zYId

7/21/2019 9:02:12 AM matt_dodaro It’s been covered up  since the beginning of Epstein

7/21/2019 9:02:42 AM pretzelzen Can someone Photoshop this to give these guys face tattoos?

7/21/2019 9:03:22 AM samsmit82324833 This is BS. I fully believe Obama’s administration and Obama himself were aware and supported this sick POS. Birds of a feather.

7/21/2019 9:03:29 AM lightseeker2012  https://www.scribd.com/document/261420719/Jeffrey-Epstein-Flight-Logs-in-PDF-format …

7/21/2019 9:03:29 AM enomai_ Sicko. Massive distrurbia

7/21/2019 9:07:02 AM cam58567139 Thought you were going to sneak in a bullshit connection to President Trump without anyone noticing,didn't ya?  

lol  Spin Job- - - - Denied! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-07/trump-was-only-one-help-prosecutor-2009-epstein-case …

7/21/2019 9:07:49 AM qurioser wouldn’t impersonating a military aircraft put the jurisdiction over at least some of Epstein’s crimes into Military Court? 

If so, then discovery could compel testimony from & implicate a number of others within MI jurisdiction & give MI prosecutors ways to intro MI 

evidence.

7/21/2019 9:12:40 AM jvan125 Ohhhh ok. This makes sense now. That tweet read so odd to me i couldn’t figure out where it was going. 🤯 I just saw the comment from last night 

where MJ explains that she was an actor ‘portraying’ an actual victim. So many twists and turns to all of this. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/21/2019 9:14:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Little Saint James = Pedo/Satan's Island

Great Saint James = Human Hunting

#UnsealEpstein http://www.virginislandsdailynews.com/news/epstein-building-compound-on-great-st-james/article_a49261e9-40f0-57b1-9501-

605e26e74cf3.html …

7/21/2019 9:15:07 AM williebhere My opinion under the National Security Act of 1947, there isn’t a difference between C_A, Mossad,MI6, KGB... every country’s intelligence agencies 

belong to an international organization.. they are tied by the secret societies and only answer to them.. ALL SAME

#CFR

#Trilateral

7/21/2019 9:15:57 AM amylambertlee 🤮 These people are sick

7/21/2019 9:16:05 AM v_rags I just get so sick when I see this. But it’s so necessary!

7/21/2019 9:16:22 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 9:16:36 AM kaur_diva  http://www.virginislandsdailynews.com/news/jeffrey-epstein-owns-half-of-american-yacht-harbor/article_d3de7aad-7e2f-5d50-b205-

d2acf159737a.html …

7/21/2019 9:16:38 AM natureinspace Idiot.

7/21/2019 9:17:04 AM unidentifiedta1 Radar Online = common bond between Epstein and Dr. Phil

7/21/2019 9:17:23 AM elatedveracity What is Epstein?  He doesn’t appear human as he had a small double row of teeth in one photo floating around.

7/21/2019 9:18:34 AM kaur_diva Look at the amount of land is there!!  I’m lost for words...  http://legvi.org/vilegsearch/ShowPDF.aspx?num=29-0375&type=Bill …

7/21/2019 9:19:06 AM speaakn I can’t even ... pic.twitter.com/0vb2tBaT07

7/21/2019 9:19:41 AM plasticjesus6 Holy shyt

7/21/2019 9:22:58 AM heikemildenber1 Unavailable due to legal reasons! That's censored in Germany, too bad!

7/21/2019 9:23:20 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/PDfS9eDHCs

7/21/2019 9:24:17 AM nea_storm Reverse  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u80ou6-ZqQk … pic.twitter.com/1ifDSpvybA

7/21/2019 9:24:46 AM kaur_diva Southern Trust company is what I found when looking for his trust company (Cypress)listed on Zorro Ranch in NM.

7/21/2019 9:25:07 AM girlawakeinca This! ☝️

7/21/2019 9:25:12 AM juspri_mn "meet the woman who ties JE to Trump and the Clintons"... I really need to puke.... Oh, I see...its Politico...no wonder...

7/21/2019 9:26:18 AM speaakn That ole ]17[ saying: "those who know can’t sleep?” Those of us learning and decoding about the depravity can’t sleep either. Just when I was starting 

to get a peaceful good nights sleep again, this sh*t shows up and it’s worse than the other sh*t. I’m exhausted 😩

7/21/2019 9:27:25 AM niklas_nubien Unavailable in the whole of EU.

7/21/2019 9:28:18 AM burgersandra Shut down the construction.  #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 9:28:48 AM richardhiatt16 Well that would suck... No, I think it’s another acronym 🤷♂️

7/21/2019 9:29:31 AM dr_t_dc I’m retweeting with trending hashtags as per a suggestion from one of your account followers.

7/21/2019 9:29:32 AM heikemildenber1 Cheek, but that's what we're used to.👊✌️✌️✌️👊

7/21/2019 9:35:00 AM starehope It says, "Next Giant Leap".

7/21/2019 9:35:15 AM kyliekeck That species of cockatoo is the only one in the world that molestation it's own offspring

7/21/2019 9:37:13 AM kaur_diva  http://www.igymarinas.com/marinas/st.-thomas-usvi/ …

7/21/2019 9:37:43 AM yogithegeek I thought that human hunting was only in Europe.

7/21/2019 9:38:14 AM kaur_diva  http://www.igymarinas.com/corporate/about-us/ …

7/21/2019 9:41:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 b1501c8b191ef527175285abd7549c11

 https://pastebin.com/raw/a6kBjJVX 

7/21/2019 9:42:54 AM carolin15161363 You dont think this Maxwell lady is who this article says she is?

7/21/2019 9:43:02 AM heikemildenber1 I'll try that, thank you very much for that.🤓

7/21/2019 9:43:49 AM space_sloth26 Couldn't tweet out a normal link? 🤪 

Dr. Phil air on March 21st, 2017.

Human trafficking

7/21/2019 9:44:35 AM bereantype nothing come up

7/21/2019 9:44:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many "popular searches" are cached from censored [GOOG].

Define anonymous.

How can you verify?

Do you trust them?

Hello Clowns.

7/21/2019 9:45:47 AM unidrag2 Just look at their eyes.  It's ALWAYS in the eyes.

7/21/2019 9:45:50 AM jeannieatcf Link blocked in Europe by the EU.

7/21/2019 9:46:26 AM carolin15161363 No. The woman pictured there is Ghiselle Maxwell

7/21/2019 9:47:01 AM heikemildenber1 So true, yes that's absolutely true! I tried it with Brave, it doesn't work either. Now try the other search engines.

7/21/2019 9:47:03 AM jamiegrahamusa People are waking up Majic pic.twitter.com/eW9viisuFu

7/21/2019 9:47:12 AM saifk7 it's a download link for a DR Phil episode about human trafficking.

7/21/2019 9:47:21 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/pMIwbH3Oua

7/21/2019 9:47:35 AM carolin15161363 Its ok. 😁

7/21/2019 9:48:34 AM bereantype incredibly SLOW download...many downloading @ the same time?

7/21/2019 9:50:11 AM djlok My device was trying to get me to subscribe to Norton's VPN.

7/21/2019 9:50:28 AM capitalkid A link with the title in it would be censored.  Using pastebin is an extra-redirection to minimize censorship.

7/21/2019 9:52:48 AM iluvkayakingtoo UNT grad. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4303&v=9274Q8jv_wM …

7/21/2019 9:54:00 AM bereantype thought "P" was implicated?



7/21/2019 9:54:58 AM iluvkayakingtoo 1:11:43

7/21/2019 9:55:24 AM roublisa Like bohemian grove🥺🥺🥺

7/21/2019 9:56:16 AM andrewrprofaci Good God I pray for those just learning of the horrors. This isn’t easy to read and it’s nothing new to me. Much love for all. We’re stronger together! 

#QAnon #MAGA

7/21/2019 9:57:10 AM jollyrob2 What’s wrong with JE teeth/smile pics can’t find a decent one 🤔....🤡

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

7/21/2019 9:58:30 AM space_sloth26 I realized that, putting it out there if anyone got an error or they wanna search it on the webs :)

7/21/2019 9:58:38 AM bereantype praying for discernment...truth is the first victim of ANY war

7/21/2019 9:59:13 AM ruseriousrtnw Witnesses have said they do it at Bohemian Grove as well. 😲

7/21/2019 10:01:13 AM lynnboyce7 With this songand all that I'm learning, I'm one big goose bump😂❤️💫

7/21/2019 10:01:57 AM roublisa She is really good at those picks isn’t she....love 💗💗💗

7/21/2019 10:02:21 AM nea_storm We the People🐸🐸🐸 ProActive Awakening, Education, Joint International & Galactic ]WH[ Alliances Enforcement is Hardening All Targets 

pic.twitter.com/qG7wbkMP3w

7/21/2019 10:05:11 AM lynnboyce7 I bet the BH are sorry we have internet so we can all become one faster pic.twitter.com/yLSB4H7Emr

7/21/2019 10:05:22 AM elizabe91954107 Use  http://Google.ru.com  instead to do research !!!

7/21/2019 10:05:45 AM gavinlucas110 You did take it down a level by calling him a liar. He does genuinely believe what he is saying and has some good questions which need answered.

7/21/2019 10:07:26 AM v_rags Yes they didn’t think we could do this!

7/21/2019 10:09:27 AM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff

7/21/2019 10:11:15 AM keith369me Why do I think El Chapo testimony would blow the lid off of every nasty thing those in US power have done over the past 2 decades?

7/21/2019 10:11:20 AM sharidean996 Ahhhh, Pastebin, now we're getting somewhere. #SayNoToBitcoin

7/21/2019 10:11:41 AM erikaroot92101 What photo is this? I want to see.

7/21/2019 10:12:55 AM roublisa Thank you beautiful]WH[ souls looking out for sovereignty of all sentient beings....so beautiful to witness...consciousness awareness is vital..... 

pic.twitter.com/pAH366EFLm

7/21/2019 10:13:09 AM orbital_lexicon I'm sure you can buy new friends with some of that paid shill $.

7/21/2019 10:13:19 AM yogithegeek Dafq 🤦🏼♂️🤦🏼♂️🤦🏼♂️🤦🏼♂️

7/21/2019 10:13:36 AM erikaroot92101 Tear it down!

7/21/2019 10:14:04 AM keith369me I really don’t think Trump was involved in the nasty crap but everyone involved needs to be brought down and have their assets seized via Trump’s EO?  

 What is the true net worth of the Bush, Clinton, and Obama families?  Probably grossly underestimated!!!

7/21/2019 10:14:33 AM orbital_lexicon And you are inserting "lack of knowledge of technical interworkings". One of you is right. The relevance either way is probably minimal, at best.

7/21/2019 10:15:00 AM orbital_lexicon In fact, you are probably both right.

7/21/2019 10:16:03 AM keith369me Did Scalia [Sr] die during a hunting party?  How ironic Jr is Acosta’s replacement?

7/21/2019 10:17:25 AM orbital_lexicon What he is saying can be backed up with records. We know for a fact that Craig was working on an idea for a PayPal type system that was backed by 

gold. This was during the time that Satoshi was working on BTC. Gold was not in SN's vocabulary. Nor was PayPal.

7/21/2019 10:17:25 AM roublisa Love the kek btw ...brilliant✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/AKMFS4gNUw

7/21/2019 10:18:14 AM sixbennetts The full Aaron Dietrich Facebook article. Link is to the archive:

 https://archive.is/6oycT 

This is the best summation I've read so far of the 💩⛈ that is about to rock our world.

#EPSTEIN = KEYSTONE!

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/7tBS9fWQqP
7/21/2019 10:20:09 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1151912363932733441?s=21 …

7/21/2019 10:22:20 AM eyeq19 Know you are putting in a lot of work already- it shows w/ your quality- but eager to see the specific ideas you have on any of this.

7/21/2019 10:23:39 AM elatedveracity  https://twitter.com/kibbitzlaw/status/1152048845452394497?s=21 …

7/21/2019 10:24:35 AM nea_storm Takes One to Know One! pic.twitter.com/QSjMU0SVuQ

7/21/2019 10:26:39 AM ihatematt Holy shit. The trafficking web runs deep.

7/21/2019 10:27:35 AM roublisa I will take your word for it love 💗💗💗🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/KzZxTQZVCG

7/21/2019 10:29:41 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/XQGZ7Mjmp7

7/21/2019 10:30:02 AM clarkeygirl16 And his defense attorneys claimed he's not a flight risk?

7/21/2019 10:32:25 AM natureinspace Liberal.

7/21/2019 10:33:00 AM chaele3  pic.twitter.com/eMDZE3hlsA

7/21/2019 10:33:02 AM rachaelangelm Girls are young lol

7/21/2019 10:33:58 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/uqfrruUVR7

7/21/2019 10:34:19 AM wearediamonds2 To me it is learning and seeking out jesus Christ and His teachings, and being saved and healed by Him, do you can then share and heal others with 

love, too. SUPERNATURAL adventures!

7/21/2019 10:37:35 AM pauliepg11111 Lol

7/21/2019 10:37:55 AM selvestekjetil  pic.twitter.com/OqYecXImje

7/21/2019 10:38:52 AM nan_ese I seem to remember then Candidate Trump promising to 'Drain the Swamp' and then adding, "Even if it exposes me too" Or something to that effect.

Anybody else?

7/21/2019 10:39:09 AM christinadams7 User agreements need to be regulated.

7/21/2019 10:40:40 AM sixbennetts Just tryna help with the #GreatAwakening.

☝😃

7/21/2019 10:41:52 AM rachaelangelm The Predator movie series and Anthony Bourdain

7/21/2019 10:42:34 AM candyo35 is dr phil one of them too?

7/21/2019 10:44:44 AM chaele3 This is art at Crystal Springs in Arkansas. Owned by Waltons.

Hidden art all in there telling you what's going on. pic.twitter.com/IbiJYgBVxH

7/21/2019 10:44:45 AM pretzelzen Nice. Lol.

7/21/2019 10:45:27 AM chaele3  pic.twitter.com/dtUFtCEx82



7/21/2019 10:46:19 AM sebastnoa WWG1WGA PAIN

NICE TRY BUT NOT

TWIST AND SPIN

Patriots in control 

Nothing can stop what's coming nothing

#Trump2020Landslide

7/21/2019 10:50:34 AM jayrambin All links are disabled. ALICE in control.

7/21/2019 10:52:17 AM lorirrr A pool...🤔

7/21/2019 10:53:38 AM morety76 We need #LockupGMaxwell

7/21/2019 10:54:59 AM lorirrr Hunger Games is real.  All disclosures made through Hollywood... 😱

7/21/2019 10:56:38 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/DE6MrUJBia

7/21/2019 10:57:09 AM pls72853 Thank you..good info❤️

7/21/2019 10:58:16 AM jayrambin ‘parallel operation’ is how I think MJ described their op in relation to Q’s.

7/21/2019 10:58:18 AM _girlmaher_ Trump is connected to Epstein because he crashed Chelsea Clinton's wedding where Ghislaine Maxwell was a cherished guest of honor. Trump is 

involved in all the evil things like that :D

7/21/2019 10:58:35 AM jayrambin NSA parallel op

7/21/2019 10:59:00 AM gamedogg1 Is it possible they are connected thru a tunnel?how do they transport the people?boat...helicopter?

7/21/2019 10:59:55 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/21/2019 11:01:09 AM jayrambin Google will make it very difficult to find anything they don’t agree with. Use  http://DuckDuckGo.com  or  http://startpage.com  instead.

7/21/2019 11:01:19 AM covertress Don't forget, Trump was at Their parties SOBER. Imagine what he saw, heard and overheard.

7/21/2019 11:05:27 AM aprilbrown99 Baiting the enemy.

7/21/2019 11:07:08 AM roublisa Thank you🙏

7/21/2019 11:07:33 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 11:11:18 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 11:11:49 AM mrd_s_anderson No coincedences

7/21/2019 11:14:48 AM 2aforlif3 It's called the Boeing remote auto pilot which allows the plain to be flown remotely and was put in in case of a high jacking and would keep control 

away from hijackers but that's not what they use it for. Think 911 couldn't have said it better.

7/21/2019 11:14:54 AM orthogonalron If all of this is not revealed to the public soon, Trump will own it - it will taint him just by the fact that it took so long after E arrest to get it to the 

people. He will be blamed for hiding it. Barr needs to get his ass in gear NOW

7/21/2019 11:14:56 AM aprilbrown99 Raping, torture, killing and eating children would change every aspect (dna, molecule, etc.,) about a person...especially the teeth. Look at HRC and 

those pics of Bill. No longer human in my opinion.

7/21/2019 11:15:18 AM justmekimhere  pic.twitter.com/WtlBrJried

7/21/2019 11:16:29 AM btc_de_blog ... And after being proven wrong, I gave my apology. How often does this happen on Twitter?

7/21/2019 11:17:18 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 11:17:37 AM btc_de_blog Today is blocking Sunday 😊

7/21/2019 11:19:30 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/YpfllCGxyB

7/21/2019 11:20:03 AM carolbollinger4 This is absolutely disgusting that it was Allowed to continue

7/21/2019 11:21:20 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/LzKYAlPCBz

7/21/2019 11:21:35 AM aprilbrown99 It does look like he suffers from arthritis. Looks painful, his joints are quite large.

7/21/2019 11:22:01 AM catpowernow Intelligence Agencies worldwide are infiltrated and controlled by Globalist Banksters and Secret Society members. Some high level members are multi 

generational Satanists and Luciferians.

7/21/2019 11:22:09 AM q_patriot17  pic.twitter.com/tazxzmz2xc

7/21/2019 11:22:34 AM jollyrob2 Precisely, I thought the same

7/21/2019 11:22:45 AM marilyn19556 Cracking me up dude

7/21/2019 11:22:53 AM pieman1995 💦💦💦💦💦

7/21/2019 11:23:17 AM katiemaemcg9 I suggest everyone review the actual Q post. JFK was underlined. Jr was not underlined.

7/21/2019 11:25:37 AM erikaroot92101 Hm..the photo is interesting, thanks.

7/21/2019 11:26:28 AM nocommunistusa True but I guess something is causing this hold up, like the IG report that has been stalled bc they said they found more incriminating evidence coming 

from the UK. Imagine how much sick sh*t there is out there and it will be coming out.

7/21/2019 11:28:55 AM jollyrob2 🙃... pic.twitter.com/9ggO4VvXWz

7/21/2019 11:29:39 AM kathleen3693693 Absolutely!

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate

7/21/2019 11:35:10 AM fionasdestiny67 2-watches

7/21/2019 11:35:49 AM botinman  pic.twitter.com/30JT8IVg2W

7/21/2019 11:36:21 AM lightlove21121 Reminds me of a “game” he made me play. He would set traps in the woods adjoined to our garden. Barbed wire and rat traps awaited me. I would 

hear him laugh so hard whilst I was crying and looking for a safe way out. I would come home bloodied and breathless. Then it was time..

7/21/2019 11:36:24 AM songbirdsings5 MOVIE explains a lot!! They need it so they don’t turn into ZOMBIES pic.twitter.com/Gyk1XvgOU3

7/21/2019 11:36:57 AM lightlove21121 For dinner but I wasn’t aloud to eat. 

Hunger games. 

Sublimating 💥

7/21/2019 11:38:54 AM nea_storm Hanna:

 Adapt or die.

Erik:

 Think on your feet.

Hanna:

 Even when I'm sleeping pic.twitter.com/Ym4rcdr33J

7/21/2019 11:40:03 AM djlok Now I'm wondering about Cheney's "hunting accident"....

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dick_Cheney_hunting_accident?wprov=sfti1 …

7/21/2019 11:40:27 AM justmekimhere link to video...start at 1:11.43seconds from a dr phil episode

7/21/2019 11:41:16 AM v_rags Wow yes!

7/21/2019 11:42:22 AM barbara58330201 This is coming up as :   451 Unavailable due to Legal Reasons !  #WWG1WGA

7/21/2019 11:42:37 AM diogeknees1 so, HUNT the HUNTERS.

7/21/2019 11:46:35 AM q_patriot17 Related? pic.twitter.com/nN7s3ByGwQ



7/21/2019 11:47:10 AM brainpodmedia ... and Owls eat their young! What an accurate representation of what was happening on this evil island.

7/21/2019 11:47:16 AM blondi1210 Can't read article without subscription

7/21/2019 11:47:52 AM ginnyobrien7 And the media also looked the other way. All are complicit.

7/21/2019 11:49:22 AM catpowernow Killed in Rituals?

7/21/2019 11:50:14 AM pauliepg11111 Have you ever read Cathy O’Brien’s testimony? She claimed she was hunted by him.... https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2017/04/02/a-most-dangerous-

game-human-hunting/ …

7/21/2019 11:52:15 AM djlok I haven't read it, but I've heard her talks.  Very disturbing.

7/21/2019 11:53:17 AM chaele3 Let me help you out a little... There is some art in #Arkansas that should be looked at... Or maybe location.😏

@speakprojectM

@fieldmcc

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Kre8change

@POTUS

@JudicialWatch

@EyesOnQ

@Telford_Russian

@TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/NQZHOtVn6g
7/21/2019 11:54:47 AM girlawakeinca A sobering read. 😢

7/21/2019 11:56:45 AM howdoyoumakeah1 He bought GSJ in 2016 for only $18M!?!

7/21/2019 11:57:39 AM berenbergdc 🍾🍻🎉😂

7/21/2019 11:58:50 AM pauliepg11111 I read her book - Tranceformation of America - and it is honestly the most sickening read. These people, “elites”, are true psychopaths.

7/21/2019 11:59:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello ALICE

7/21/2019 11:59:55 AM stormystorm10 Hello

7/21/2019 12:00:12 PM jswdh1 Alice messing with you again?

7/21/2019 12:01:08 PM arunprakash4 Take her [ it ] down.

7/21/2019 12:01:15 PM afshin_zarei Hello

7/21/2019 12:01:58 PM erquxlemon  pic.twitter.com/8zbkuCQl3u

7/21/2019 12:02:23 PM tracipatriot Yes!

7/21/2019 12:02:33 PM jvan125 I’m so glad my name isn’t Alice...every notification I would get like this would freak the hell out of me 😂

7/21/2019 12:02:59 PM lovesamerica10 Waiting... pic.twitter.com/kNNE28bOjt

7/21/2019 12:03:11 PM blsdbe #WeAreMajestic #ThanQ for Your

#WeAreMajestic  Service, MJs

#WeAreMajestic 🥰🙏🥰🙏🥰🙏 pic.twitter.com/xKiDkzZ3Je

7/21/2019 12:04:21 PM jswdh1 Yep.... they wiped it

7/21/2019 12:04:45 PM khinnenkamp Tick tock, tick tock...

7/21/2019 12:05:19 PM khinnenkamp Bingo!

7/21/2019 12:06:18 PM enomai_ Screw Alice all of it

7/21/2019 12:06:20 PM jswdh1 She was saying potus is one of them ..... NOT!

7/21/2019 12:07:41 PM jswdh1 Ask Mark!

7/21/2019 12:07:54 PM ellyfantluv Lee Child’s book entitled “Past Tense” is about human hunting. There is another which has to do with human trafficking.

7/21/2019 12:08:52 PM jswdh1 His teeth.....

7/21/2019 12:09:15 PM mynardpamela Is their a Being with teeth like that? Hybrid?

7/21/2019 12:09:44 PM jswdh1 Or flown or shipped to other countries

7/21/2019 12:10:23 PM jrzgrl64 I've seen this. There are several videos. Terrible.

7/21/2019 12:11:03 PM kindeandtrue Hi, MJ12. pic.twitter.com/4ERDaJSPpb

7/21/2019 12:11:17 PM brainpodmedia Alice in Wonderland is Killary.

There is also the ALICE A.I. out there.

So is this a hello to the A.I.?

What's it up to now?

7/21/2019 12:11:27 PM azuremagus HRC died mid Sept. 2016, now we have a programed double or advanced Android

7/21/2019 12:11:29 PM cosmic_engineer Versus the protection and involvement of presidents and the most recent candidate?  The timing and not showing 45's real hand was strategic and 

necessary for the full takedown

7/21/2019 12:11:41 PM lavenderlives Conecting some ole dots  .... Bourdine - *DINE* pic.twitter.com/q9Aed4Sxnf

7/21/2019 12:11:41 PM crasht211 Different Alice. ALICE = AI

7/21/2019 12:11:42 PM eileeneileenur What's really going on at Cleopatra's Island? pic.twitter.com/912eqJmGmL

7/21/2019 12:13:31 PM bdam777 How much of Twitter is bots or narrative control?

7/21/2019 12:13:53 PM joeandbridge This ALICE app might be interesting if you wanted to order special hospitality to your hotel room. https://www.aliceapp.com/login-guest 

7/21/2019 12:14:09 PM chaele3 Very important key in this picture!!! That area has a clue.

7/21/2019 12:14:42 PM fuknutz See: 

Clone Wars S03E21 - "Padawan Lost"

7/21/2019 12:15:17 PM nea_storm Thank you for the information! Much appreciated! pic.twitter.com/pl8bnlBGcj

7/21/2019 12:18:11 PM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/CwA39PLtp8

7/21/2019 12:19:39 PM watchinyou5 Sounds more like a warning doesn't it?

7/21/2019 12:19:43 PM jfunder  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5ensJCxYEQ …

7/21/2019 12:19:50 PM dispensaryexch  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unethical_human_experimentation_in_the_United_States …

7/21/2019 12:21:27 PM b_botus And The Black Forrest

7/21/2019 12:25:29 PM danielaqcrew Fetuses

7/21/2019 12:26:41 PM danielaqcrew They were there on Election Day 2016. Strange that Kerry especially would be there during that time instead of supporting Killary but perhaps 

supporting her in a different way 😡

7/21/2019 12:26:58 PM gsusgod ALICE = Evergreen?

7/21/2019 12:27:12 PM selvestekjetil Hi Q u i n n ;)

7/21/2019 12:28:22 PM tncharlene This is what the link gave me pic.twitter.com/D1yQiTTjMe

7/21/2019 12:31:15 PM richardpopperw1  https://youtu.be/zw08Py5nz1w 

7/21/2019 12:33:19 PM q_the_salt @prayingmedic What say you?

7/21/2019 12:34:29 PM richardhiatt16 Just about time for ALICE to “crash”... 🤣❤️🇺🇸

7/21/2019 12:35:25 PM danielaqcrew Same here, can’t view

7/21/2019 12:37:22 PM wallyayottejr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ORIGIN STORY?

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1099515180008955904.html …

7/21/2019 12:37:45 PM girlawakeinca Boom 💥

7/21/2019 12:37:54 PM realitycheck05 A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) ?

7/21/2019 12:39:16 PM blsdbe #WeAreMajestic

#MajesticDefenders #WeAreMajestic

7/21/2019 12:39:54 PM rosesrred0119 Alice = [HRC]  ALICE =AI



7/21/2019 12:40:31 PM rosesrred0119 Alice.   Difference capitalized is AI.

7/21/2019 12:47:24 PM soldierofalbion Alert Lockdown Inform Counter Evacuate.. another ALICE

7/21/2019 12:49:20 PM dohertym1590 Copy the bitchute link at the bottom and search it. The video will come up.

7/21/2019 12:50:36 PM kingnothing79 Surviving The Game! Great movie from the 90's. Hunting Humans.

7/21/2019 12:52:33 PM andrefmpbf Can’t access from Orwellian EU

7/21/2019 12:55:44 PM darktolightchad Creepy

7/21/2019 1:01:40 PM dakotamenendez7 Tried that too and video won’t load for me. I can see it but it won’t play and I’m on WiFi at home. Maybe too many trying to play it? 🤷🏻♀️

7/21/2019 1:02:36 PM drfyl How to read w/o buying a sub?

7/21/2019 1:03:29 PM americanbot1776  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/court-rejects-cias-alice_b_2900847 …

7/21/2019 1:05:41 PM bereantype copy and paste address into new tab/window.

7/21/2019 1:06:45 PM felinesuniteorg Both islands are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. government - under Governor Kenneth E. Mapp. To locals, "Little Saint James" is referred to as "Pedo 

Island" & "Orgy Island" and the U.S. GOVT. under Gov. Mapp gives Epstein permission to build a FORTRESS on Great St. James!!!

7/21/2019 1:07:10 PM sixbennetts Yer welcome! ☺👍

7/21/2019 1:08:03 PM grumpy70bear Painted this April 2018. Enjoy pic.twitter.com/ddcHS7oLFJ

7/21/2019 1:09:13 PM pls72853 Thanks

7/21/2019 1:09:35 PM felinesuniteorg I love it when the Virgin Islands says that "SOME" of the construction being done by Epstein without permission of the government. Tell me U.S. Virgin 

Islands and U.S. government, which construction did this entail? The gender-free &-age-free bathrooms?

7/21/2019 1:09:47 PM rocker69085350 For ALL OF THEM HE'S WEARING ARE REASONS

7/21/2019 1:10:11 PM rocker69085350 NOT GOOD REASONS EITHER

7/21/2019 1:10:41 PM bluebaby072 Well if it ain’t slick Willie!

7/21/2019 1:10:45 PM danielaqcrew I did but can’t view it, vpn error

7/21/2019 1:13:06 PM jayrambin Is this fun for you?

7/21/2019 1:13:29 PM rocker69085350 From politico really? Nothing but rubbish.

7/21/2019 1:14:18 PM qsays_nodeals  pic.twitter.com/HF9YccNntJ

7/21/2019 1:18:53 PM fore_bee Didn't Q tell us that type of hunting was also done on a “wrathchild’s” estate in Europe? There have been movies made based on that type of hunting.

7/21/2019 1:20:29 PM jvan125 😔🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/21/2019 1:21:31 PM maryschade14 Enjoying rather laughing at those who said hello back. I do not think they grasp the concept of who and what Alice is..and it has layers..

7/21/2019 1:23:12 PM dakotamenendez7 It took a while for me but I was finally able to get it and watching it now. https://www.bitchute.com/video/y7JCXyu3AVrp/ …

7/21/2019 1:24:15 PM dakotamenendez7 Got it working just took a long time! Thanks

7/21/2019 1:25:52 PM old_mum Me neither, I cannot tell you how much that infuriates me, how dare they control what I am allowed to see!

7/21/2019 1:28:03 PM sassytallblonde Hunger Games

7/21/2019 1:29:36 PM lorirrr Some people do other things in pools... pic.twitter.com/hJpHNPEy3n

7/21/2019 1:31:36 PM lorirrr It IS done. Maybe not here but in EU for sure.

7/21/2019 1:32:25 PM bbobbio71 Alice is not = ALICE 

one is AI  one !=

7/21/2019 1:32:57 PM joyful_anon  pic.twitter.com/LO5c4kmllh

7/21/2019 1:33:25 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/I5Jv6Jmg9h

7/21/2019 1:34:08 PM djlok [They] know what's coming.

7/21/2019 1:34:47 PM madrabbit917  pic.twitter.com/tB0ykyvbAI

7/21/2019 1:35:21 PM madrabbit917  pic.twitter.com/D85EvJFkOT

7/21/2019 1:35:59 PM madrabbit917  pic.twitter.com/uz4o6pqpsb

7/21/2019 1:36:34 PM madrabbit917  pic.twitter.com/jYpNRpuBqn

7/21/2019 1:36:34 PM madrabbit917  pic.twitter.com/HavFh9KEbm

7/21/2019 1:37:15 PM madrabbit917  https://youtu.be/bHXqddU18hA 

7/21/2019 1:38:48 PM _girlmaher_ I was making a joke. Trump has been quite the champion at keeping his friends close & his enemies closer. These creatures are happy murderous child 

rapists. I am impressed he isn't dead and yet, he's been poking them and setting them up since he put on his "mean game" face.

7/21/2019 1:39:29 PM kellysrock5775 🤣🤣

7/21/2019 1:40:26 PM rowanlou It's called DIRT and it says it all pic.twitter.com/zSMdy6MCFl

7/21/2019 1:40:41 PM nea_storm That one is ancient: pic.twitter.com/Udnm910dRg

7/21/2019 1:43:05 PM _girlmaher_ Trump has a huge prejudice against people who abuse alcohol but I believe that comes from family trauma. But I'm suspecting he doesn't drink 

because it's a consent vector to being drugged against your will, if you accept a "drug" from them. I don't ever drink, intuition says NO!

7/21/2019 1:54:47 PM alinahere 😓😭 ...it's Devastating to read all THIS. 😭

God bless you for all your diligent digging! 

The WORLD NEEDS TO KNOW! 😓

I believe #MandatoryExecutionForPedophiles but it is such an Easy Out for Them. 😓

LORD Help Us, & #ProtectOurChildren 🙏

7/21/2019 2:00:14 PM maryschade14 I am highly suspect of Dr. Phil as he is one of Oprah's proteges.

7/21/2019 2:00:41 PM roublisa Oh my goodness...that is why it felt sooooo creepy there...oh the folk lore is itself is crimes against humanity...actualizeing....now full circle there 

😱😱😱

7/21/2019 2:01:29 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/9VwgTzwiIU

7/21/2019 2:02:15 PM lbsand3 The real question is ..Is this fun for you ?

7/21/2019 2:02:42 PM magapowered Deep state private interests controls our planets space programs. And we're forced to finance it, for their excl benefit

They couldnt televise a trip to the moon without revealing technology that they'd prefer to keep secret for their own benefit, whether now, or 50 years 

ago.

7/21/2019 2:03:16 PM roublisa I often wondered why the fairy tales were so gruesome.....they were real.... 😫😫😫 my kinds were shown a few in DOD school and 1 still has 

nightmares.

7/21/2019 2:05:03 PM magapowered If "we" are, thats not something that they would share with us. For the same reasons that theres so much secrecy involving archaeology.

We finance it. They pocket the benes.

7/21/2019 2:06:16 PM magapowered Yeah but not on camera. And maybe not for many years later.

7/21/2019 2:06:50 PM trumppatriotus1 Uou mean like "The Hunger Games"? 😳

7/21/2019 2:08:39 PM sara_maestroni Not available for the EU 🤬

7/21/2019 2:11:46 PM ideclarefreedom Hello ALICE         #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #StopEvilManipulation #StopEvilManipulation #StopEvilManipulation 

#TruthandFreeWillShallReign #TruthandFreeWillShallReign #TruthandFreeWillShallReign

7/21/2019 2:15:19 PM christineflint4 Not with those choppers. 💀

7/21/2019 2:16:51 PM hackenburg_ Amazi g turnaround for that lady to become a psychologist. Must be so difficult to find peace after all that trauma. 😢



7/21/2019 2:18:18 PM nea_storm Yes the original tales are intense indeed: Bist du bei mir  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdDiRK8jfMw … pic.twitter.com/F5pO3n90oE

7/21/2019 2:19:19 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 2:19:29 PM rachaelangelm Alice is learning how to swear lolol

7/21/2019 2:22:19 PM buzzysmama Yes. Never came out of his quarters. So when he was checked on next morn. He was dead. Rare time no secret service w him.

7/21/2019 2:23:25 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 2:24:23 PM dispensaryexch That awkward moment when you realize  the US Goverment are Nazis Times 1000. BUT WAIT!!!! There’s more !!!!! Google Operation Green run and 

learn how Eisenhower nuked the entire state of Washington .

7/21/2019 2:28:56 PM jillwallis1 Damn, I can't read this, apparently because I am in an EU country.

7/21/2019 2:29:42 PM orthogonalron "was" is the key word. The arrest has been made; the avalanche has begun. The games are over. Time for an adult to stand up and tell the people what 

has been going on or they will all go down for this. How many innocents have died since 2009?

7/21/2019 2:32:41 PM lorieve #Justice4TheonGreyjoy

These people are sick. pic.twitter.com/8EPpNZA1EI

7/21/2019 2:35:57 PM lorieve ...And when men could no longer sustain them, the giants turned against them and devoured mankind. And they began to sin against birds, and beasts, 

and reptiles, and fish, and to devour one another's flesh, and drink the blood. Then the earth laid accusation against the lawless

7/21/2019 2:39:35 PM randigerber Hello

7/21/2019 2:41:53 PM gafoster1 It looks like something that should be hanging on HRC's kitchen wall.  It even resemble her. Kinda creepy.

7/21/2019 2:50:43 PM napoli_motors Second link works

7/21/2019 2:51:36 PM alanjac10051970 Was Las Vegas a human hunting party? Among other things...

7/21/2019 2:57:45 PM gymmom85 WoMAN???

7/21/2019 3:04:16 PM cyberaider4  pic.twitter.com/gyjj5OHobg

7/21/2019 3:06:22 PM tcinwi HUMAN HUNTING PEOPLE. #WakeUpAmerica !!!!!

7/21/2019 3:07:22 PM azuremagus Alice = A.I.      Ann = HRC

7/21/2019 3:09:38 PM ngirrard Is anybody looking into Zorro Ranch NM? Helicopter logs (if any exist) from Santa Fe, El Paso, Albq. etc to the ranch would be very useful and beneficial 

information to NM.

7/21/2019 3:11:44 PM rangler2016 #SaveTheChildren

Responsible Adults Need To Face This Evil Truth.

7/21/2019 3:12:20 PM nanfran5 Yep.  My name is Nancy.  I'm thinking of starting a class action suit😂🤔😎😁

7/21/2019 3:12:50 PM aleks8837 I thought you meant Immortal Soul. So absolutely!!!!! 😍🥰🤪

7/21/2019 3:17:02 PM keith369me Incorrect...private citizen Donald Trump went to the authorities and told what he knew regarding Epstein.  Law enforcement commended him for 

candor when nobody else would talk.  He then proceeded to ban Epstein from Mar-a-Lago.  Get you facts straight.

7/21/2019 3:24:39 PM lorirrr She's being seen quite a bit as time goes on...

7/21/2019 3:25:25 PM beeryoda1 wow, that is truly frightening knowing what we do

7/21/2019 3:29:56 PM selvestekjetil Yup pic.twitter.com/vAQlKRyzjn

7/21/2019 3:35:03 PM trevorkeyes Do you really believe this? Or jus trolling?

7/21/2019 3:35:42 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 OMG................Nooooooooooooooo. 

Just NO.

This is horrific and sadistic.

7/21/2019 3:37:06 PM azuremagus Fairly common anon knowledge and trusted sources

7/21/2019 3:40:45 PM realbeckywegner They can try all they want to pin it on Trump but it won't stick. It's Epstein and Clinton where the horror rests. We all know.

7/21/2019 3:41:14 PM beeryoda1 Podesta: “Didn’t think wet works meant pool parties at the Vineyard” 

Hillary delegate Steve Elmendorf: “Sounds like it will be a bad nite, we all need to buckle up and double down”

3 days later, Scalia dead at a vineyard. Wetworks=187

Coincidence?

7/21/2019 3:49:24 PM trevorkeyes No this is not common. This is the fringe of the fringe of the fringe, looking back at the fringe from afar. I’m sorry you are there.

7/21/2019 3:54:38 PM kathleen168 Who is Cameron?

7/21/2019 4:05:55 PM anneolsen43 MJ-12 Video aired Mar21 2017?  

 https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/62646908/2017-03-21-letter-to-nunes …

The meeting was taped..  ..we have everything.. ?!

7/21/2019 4:16:33 PM kathleen168 I agree whole heartedly about the part where our homeless citizens are dying while illegals get free everything.

7/21/2019 4:18:20 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/AokNJffBGq

7/21/2019 4:18:25 PM cocopuffster12 65k

7/21/2019 4:19:29 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/Xm91HnlT1J

7/21/2019 4:20:25 PM kathleen168 Oh, and as far as the U.N. troups go, they were having exercises acrossed the country when Obama was in office. I remember the scandal. Also, wasn't 

the governor of Illinois or mayor of Chicago going to request assistance from U.N. troups because of Black Lives Matter?

7/21/2019 4:21:28 PM melbourne_3000 Search QAnon cards in images mode 😊

7/21/2019 4:22:14 PM allahuniversal Same day screencap 💪

7/21/2019 4:26:54 PM howdoyoumakeah1 'My introduction to the game occurred upon arrival at a hunting lodge near Greybull,Wyoming,and it physically and psychologically devastated me.I 

was sufficiently traumatized for Cheney’s programming as I stood naked in his hunting lodge office after being hunted down and caught'

7/21/2019 4:31:37 PM mongrelglory The big question is...will the truth come out about him?

7/21/2019 4:33:37 PM cocopuffster12 I agree

7/21/2019 4:37:47 PM starehope Won't play. Stops about 2 minutes into it.

7/21/2019 4:41:08 PM allahuniversal I'd have 4 jobs back just by myself. Those numbers add up.

7/21/2019 4:42:29 PM plasticjesus6 Scalia was (187 ) murdered

7/21/2019 4:45:41 PM suekonkel Yes .. Chilling.

7/21/2019 4:47:05 PM suekonkel Actually, upon his conviction, the government will own it!

7/21/2019 4:55:21 PM richard07759712 Was?

7/21/2019 4:57:15 PM corinnebackman I follow @prayingmedic but just because he posts and explains Q posts, doesn’t mean he’s the one and only messenger.  There are many others doing 

the same thing.  Just because he doesn’t follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 doesn’t mean a thing.

Message over Messenger - Q

7/21/2019 4:58:04 PM dispensaryexch  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Ewen_Cameron …

7/21/2019 5:04:05 PM robmodz68 TO INFINITY AND .....oh wait, wrong Buzz

7/21/2019 5:06:43 PM dispensaryexch Real life picture of MKULTRA CIA child Molestor Dr. Cameron pic.twitter.com/oexLcz25U2

7/21/2019 5:07:23 PM dispensaryexch Child Molesor Headmaster in Dead Pool 2 . Coincidence???? pic.twitter.com/V0EV7ggUii

7/21/2019 5:11:00 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/zTQvC3NUli



7/21/2019 5:13:30 PM ethereal_shaman I don't require a guru. I'm just here for the data.

7/21/2019 5:19:36 PM laughingwolf11 We’ve heard of red beer, but rope? Huh. Have to look it up.

7/21/2019 5:29:25 PM joni_apple_seed I’m not sure how but I would put $$ on NASA being involved somehow, someway.

 https://youtu.be/MYQJMZM2i9w  @GregRubini @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #HiTyler

7/21/2019 5:30:16 PM wok68 HRC = PAIN!

7/21/2019 5:38:49 PM laughingwolf11 Wwwaaayyy too much jewelry for most of us. Buzz is his own special breed of cat. Like an orange tabby with lots of bling hating growing old. Think he 

might have been lent a stray in his seeking fame. Also think his mind is going.

7/21/2019 5:40:27 PM mongrelglory "Seven Hathors shared these attributes but also had a red ribbon which they used to bind evil forces and dark demons." 

https://www.ancient.eu/Hathor/ 

7/21/2019 5:41:31 PM laughingwolf11 In Mexico or Central American countries, they do sugar skulls to remember their ancestors. Bracelet is supposed to bring good luck and ward off evil. 

Now if it had been a bracelet of grey alien skulls, that would have been awesome, especially coming from him.

7/21/2019 5:43:03 PM love4thegameak Interesting Thread

7/21/2019 5:48:22 PM jimmy007forsure On this point I would agree. It is a little ambiguous. I recognise that and have never highlighted or harped on about that particular quote.

7/21/2019 5:52:48 PM laughingwolf11 Total hogwash. BTW these symbols pre-date everyone. Only hubris charlatans would claim these symbols were solely theirs.

7/21/2019 5:57:52 PM jimmy007forsure In general quotes from news articles can be misinterpreted. Personal bias accounts for much of that, writer bias. But I try to quote articles from 

reputable news outlets as much as possible. If an article seems ambiguous I won't post it.

7/21/2019 5:59:49 PM lorirrr Another Hollywood disclosure...👍 Good find.

7/21/2019 6:00:26 PM laughingwolf11 NASA Omega watch has moon dust b/c Buzz was wearing it on the outside of his suit. The other two are for other important events in time. Either that 

or Buzz has been abducted too many times and now obsessed w/ time. 

Moon Rings. Obvious. Ancient signs pre-dates modern humans.

7/21/2019 6:02:03 PM know_when_2fold  pic.twitter.com/J7Vb24XECZ

7/21/2019 6:05:50 PM kathleen3693693 If Scalia was a hunter, perhaps his prey hunted the hunter...and won...

7/21/2019 6:07:53 PM lorirrr Wondering about the 'value' of the expired passport; Great Britain involved?  It must implicate someone, its in a safe. 🤔

7/21/2019 6:11:02 PM miked14176254 That is a bot

7/21/2019 6:14:06 PM brentcsmith44  pic.twitter.com/9WhdbYbyHF

7/21/2019 6:18:02 PM laughingwolf11 Huntress Diana and the Chevron under the Moon. Can’t wait to read it.

7/21/2019 6:23:14 PM laughingwolf11 We were just saying we were going to look it up. No spoilers please. Thx. 

(If we can’t find it, we’ll ask.)

7/21/2019 6:27:09 PM asdasd26700831 Omg  Dr Phil sends problematic kids to a ranch for rehab. And Epstein has a Zorro ranch in New Mexic..Related?

7/21/2019 6:27:52 PM trevorkeyes Thank god. I thought we were losing good MAGA supporters to this nonsense.

7/21/2019 6:28:04 PM allahuniversal Very

7/21/2019 6:31:27 PM overshareflare Boom. pic.twitter.com/a1tznK6BAf

7/21/2019 6:31:29 PM addaeus He is talking about the Moon!!  Alice came back from the moon

7/21/2019 6:31:29 PM dispensaryexch Don’t worry the JOKERS are hunting the Pedos  .......Q- pic.twitter.com/Z3x8AN7ZpT

7/21/2019 6:39:12 PM brad34351293 Story I remember is he was at a TX ranch where underage boys are raped/commodity, & one was done with it all & suffocated him.

7/21/2019 6:40:14 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/shRAFx5Syu

7/21/2019 6:42:01 PM kardaddy The Baron Trump novels are two children's novels written in 1889 and 1893..... that's how long b******! #Smackdown

7/21/2019 6:42:02 PM mack46169868 It is so much, it intertwined within and throughout our lives. It has future, and has been in our past. But the sum of it is fallen.

7/21/2019 6:43:49 PM kaur_diva He also owns Great St. James.... 165 acres of land https://youtu.be/5oe8MXwxwKQ 

7/21/2019 6:46:22 PM lorirrr I don't like evil people hurting children...I doubt you like it either...we can be on the same side...🦅🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/4BmF6SRl87

7/21/2019 6:46:34 PM girlawakeinca I think it’s 29 years of Skull & Bones in the White House. pic.twitter.com/VX7wjqPJYy

7/21/2019 6:53:02 PM girlawakeinca I think MJ12 is guiding us to the comparison of 29 yrs Skull & Bones in the Whitehouse. 29 feet under Gobekli Tepe is Skull cult room. Rituals connect to 

afterlife via human sacrifice. MJ12 guided us to dig what’s under the temple earlier. These people r sick

7/21/2019 6:53:42 PM carolba88945394 On Which Island did the recent fires occur?

7/21/2019 6:58:23 PM josebar44771137 And wonder land

7/21/2019 6:58:51 PM starehope Oprah introduced Dr Phil if I remember correctly. And Dr Oz.

7/21/2019 7:05:59 PM kjp5600 Thank u -copying and pasting last line worked for me. Took a while to download though. Horribly disturbing.

7/21/2019 7:08:17 PM girlawakeinca Full summary of my answers to this post (G-rated version) 👇 pic.twitter.com/85batYuDxh

7/21/2019 7:11:04 PM girlawakeinca Speaking truth OWH. Researching this made me cry. May POTUS & everyone helping us stay safe until this is over. Thank you MJ12 for guiding us to 

truth. Love wins, not them. ❤️🇺🇸🌎💫🙏

7/21/2019 7:13:18 PM sunnysideluna Say brave things #save the children

7/21/2019 7:15:19 PM girlawakeinca Love you OWH ❤️🙏💫🌎

7/21/2019 7:15:19 PM natureinspace Well you're acting like one.

7/21/2019 7:15:29 PM rolandblasini tienes division entre estatal y municipal ex Yulin /Municipio SJ No hacer cumplir la ley de Drogas PERO como recibe donaciones ...

7/21/2019 7:17:13 PM sabina06706427 Satanists suck!!!!🤮

7/21/2019 7:18:18 PM girlawakeinca Yes indeed. So glad to know you Hermit. Grateful. ❤️🙏💫

7/21/2019 7:19:17 PM girlawakeinca Majestic cool 😎

7/21/2019 7:28:46 PM aussiecomitatus  https://twitter.com/AussieComitatus/status/1150205892186427392 …

7/21/2019 7:31:25 PM natureinspace Oh I get it lol

7/21/2019 7:41:45 PM lavenderlives Well it’s all Q’s Fault !

7/21/2019 7:42:00 PM timeforarrests The woman he bought the island from died.

7/21/2019 7:47:36 PM charlesgdavis1 I saw something on my laptop an image or two flashed on the screen so fast my subconscious most have registered it and I passed out, it was related 

to the surveillance screens on JE island....one image was otherworldly 👽and the other was one of the areas that I think is a room🆗

7/21/2019 7:50:42 PM igiant111 Cheers friend!

7/21/2019 7:52:20 PM samiamq2 The Standard Hotel is an ALICE customer. pic.twitter.com/Bfy3uBr4X5

7/21/2019 7:55:35 PM mongrelglory It's funny that they refer to it as a "blackened" tomb, just like the room for the "holy of holies" in the Jerusalem temple had to be in complete darkness 

too.  It's like these entities can't tolerate any sunlight (Vampire myth).

7/21/2019 7:56:44 PM mongrelglory It makes you wonder if they have these temples set up all over the Earth with these specific features for summoning these "Gods"... 😒

7/21/2019 7:57:30 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/21/2019 7:58:59 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic Disclosure?  https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0216216/ …

7/21/2019 8:03:16 PM mongrelglory Why do you call yourself "we"?

7/21/2019 8:04:25 PM lulabella2 Child Handler= Chelsea Handler

7/21/2019 8:04:31 PM charlesgdavis1 I saw something on my laptop an image or two flashed on the screen so fast my subconscious most have registered it and I passed out, it was related 

to the surveillance screens on JE island....one image was otherworldly 👽and the other was one of the areas that I think is a room🆗

7/21/2019 8:07:28 PM girlawakeinca I sense there’s one under the Getty Museum in Los Angeles. So I think your spot on. Thank goodness for MJ12 helping stop this evil.

7/21/2019 8:08:58 PM girlawakeinca This may not be accurate, but I think it’s somewhat along the correct path.

7/21/2019 8:10:13 PM unidentifiedta1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ALICE_experiment …



7/21/2019 8:20:38 PM nancyddb Although I'm unknown and very quiet, I do the same thing, I think what's @DJLOK writing about or has @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said anything today, etc.

7/21/2019 8:20:54 PM dironablu2u Remember that 90's movie where a bunch of rich white people hunt ICE-T ?

7/21/2019 8:21:52 PM rolandblasini Con mucho gusto, PERO a mi el gobierno compartido Ppd-PNP-Pip y corporativo, se aseguro que me tuviera que ir de PR, conste Rafael Cordero 

Santiago [QEPD] Ppd me solicito ayuda para PONCE y NO le cobre NI un SOLO centavo, ASI MISMO de GRATIS!

7/21/2019 8:23:33 PM rolandblasini BTw en enero 2021 trendran NEW MAYOR en PONCE..

7/21/2019 8:23:33 PM djlok Oh yeah...I get alerts and I'll be in a meeting and I can't wait to read them.

7/21/2019 8:26:03 PM allahuniversal Guess that makes you more known than you may belive 😉

Quiet is just as loud as a riot 💪

7/21/2019 8:48:56 PM rolandblasini NO - law and order. DoJ obtuve y trabaje varias propuestas - TODOS MUNICIPIOS pequenos deberian tener chalecos aprueba de bala al dia con 

rotacion cada 3 yrs.

7/21/2019 8:59:24 PM jvan125 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/21/2019 9:01:19 PM rolandblasini Popular! Si lo fuera mi vida seria otra - Conste fue reclutado, NO lo pedi- ser interno en Washington,DC del Comisionado Residente don Jaime Benitez 

[QEPD] -estando 1yr en Unversidad y el RECLUTABA recursos humano para PPd con Silva Recio

7/21/2019 9:08:20 PM wantedsanders Delusional? https://twitter.com/wantedsanders/status/1149326715463692289?s=21 …

7/21/2019 9:08:25 PM rolandblasini Not good... eso a los 3 yrs NO es funcional... estaban encantandos conmigo - bomberos y servicios de emergencia - con equipo y goodies, que les 

consegi - lamentaron que me fui - era MAS fiebru que ellos 8-)

7/21/2019 9:12:13 PM decodematrix Notable: Buzz said service instead of surface: https://twitter.com/TheRealBuzz/status/1153087497338908672 …

7/21/2019 9:12:39 PM rolandblasini Historicamente cambio del sentir y mentalidad - en pasasdo ha habido linea FIRME, Salvador Rodriguez Aponte me viene a la mente.

7/21/2019 9:15:22 PM jvan125 MJ12 said in another thread that the white hats had her safe, I believe. @DJLOK were you part of that convo? I thought you were. If so do you have 

more info on the ACTUAL victim the actress portrayed on DP? ❤️✨

7/21/2019 9:17:18 PM hjjang51 첼시와 같은것 걸고 있네.. pic.twitter.com/kl5nYRv2iy

7/21/2019 9:23:03 PM welk46 I watched it the day it aired. Very disturbing.

7/21/2019 9:28:57 PM cocopuffster12 That is crazy!! We are so fortunate she lost.

7/21/2019 9:33:48 PM dfuller17 😁😂

7/21/2019 9:34:58 PM kathleen3693693 Why are you following Majic12?

7/21/2019 9:36:39 PM allahuniversal They never thought she would lose.

Now [they] all lose. pic.twitter.com/zIcWC7tb5C

7/21/2019 9:37:45 PM jmichaelbraiden Thank you!!

7/21/2019 9:41:03 PM americanpetal Well, if the Nazis came to US under Operation Paperclip after WW2 and they started NASA and worked on SSP, it would make sense there’s German 

spoken out there. Ugh!

7/21/2019 9:42:27 PM allahuniversal Excellent gift there!

7/21/2019 9:44:52 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZnxqPnzOUv

7/21/2019 9:47:48 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Ja6zG8V5Fk

7/21/2019 9:52:54 PM hackenburg_ She's so much more evil than this article shows. The procuress for epstein. But be ready, the fake news is gonna go hog wild now to try and link trump 

to epstein. #buckleup

7/21/2019 9:55:49 PM muchfish2 Time to Declas the truth..

We couldn’t make it so we Faked it!

“A funny thing happened on the way to the moon”

7/21/2019 10:07:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 No to Gillibrand

7/21/2019 10:10:10 PM rebashoenfelt1 Evergreen =HRC

7/21/2019 10:22:31 PM everthebeverly 3 watches???

7/21/2019 10:29:37 PM richardhiatt16 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , I know your crew is on top of this.... 🤔❤️🇺🇸  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1153114220843556865 …

7/21/2019 10:49:29 PM candygirlclw Evergreen

7/21/2019 10:49:32 PM natureinspace The elite are getting everything arranged for their NWO take over. We are going to have to stop them before they finish.

7/21/2019 10:55:34 PM natureinspace Tunnels are a real possibility. Subs too.

7/21/2019 10:56:26 PM natureinspace Good question. In plain sight...

7/21/2019 11:00:23 PM allahuniversal NYC again?

"WATCH NYC" 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

"Brooklyn goes dark as heatwave causes power outage"   https://twitter.com/i/events/1153138130846752769 …

7/21/2019 11:01:31 PM undlarakhar They send porn over twitter simple as making a gif. I can show you one of the profiles they use, i dont want to be spotted! They are attacking me 

regularly infecting me with some contamination. All they need to do is touch you!

7/21/2019 11:08:12 PM dubilujanenz @SenatorRomney = sicko

7/21/2019 11:10:14 PM natureinspace It's awful but we need to face reality or it will continue to get worse. It won't be easy to stop them but if we are united then we can stop them. Maybe 

our heartbreak over all this will save millions in the future.

7/21/2019 11:19:33 PM soldierofalbion  https://www.alicetraining.com/ 

7/21/2019 11:27:53 PM american1946 Yes, this company has even changed the well known FBI phrase from Run, Hide, Fight. I do not like this change.

7/21/2019 11:34:49 PM truthfreedom17 Hunting is a sport for the elite.. https://newspunch.com/teens-were-tortured-and-murdered-at-elite-human-hunting-parties-eyewitness-states/ …

7/21/2019 11:38:31 PM barryso10511554 Could be a miss spelling - you know  phones these days - you always have to check they are chosing the same word as you just wrote.☺ 

And what would "lunar service" mean?

7/21/2019 11:42:40 PM catpowernow Was Epstein working for the @CIA MI5 MI6 and the Mossad at the time? Can't forget the Saudis Rothschilds and Soros....

7/21/2019 11:43:03 PM rolandblasini Sumale Josito a la lista, por los incidentes que me acuerdo X la radio...  pero le puedes atribuir el mal humor a la facilidad del FBI CERCANO en el area  8-

)

7/21/2019 11:45:40 PM armsnana  https://youtu.be/LJBZmuv7FtQ 

7/21/2019 11:59:14 PM carter_zon How do heat waves always cause power outages at night time when it is the coolest and demand is lowest? 

🤔

7/22/2019 12:07:41 AM 007pete Looks like fake news...

7/22/2019 12:08:42 AM laughingwolf11 Shared credit. Only use singular when it was solely my idea.

7/22/2019 12:24:52 AM podutijosie Does Marshall mathers 111 call himself that because he's a clone??

7/22/2019 12:45:20 AM blackjackpupil That photo is doctored to give him a joker smile and freaky teeth. Its not genuine.

7/22/2019 12:49:30 AM eustache_luigy Not twitter my mistake Guzman ( el chapo) and Gutman ()Bernie

7/22/2019 1:01:49 AM kasia67281703 Hunting HUMANS set to become big business for the rich within next 100 years https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/hunting-humans-set-

become-big-8244649?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=sharebar …

7/22/2019 1:09:34 AM realityloominng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b-SCzF-ZwKQ …



7/22/2019 1:15:58 AM 1centralcaligal I watched this video, MJ; made me sad, wish there was MORE I could do, but I'm old & sick! I want OUR President Trump to KNOW I'm one of many on 

this earth who believe in him, his ideals and goals; there's not much we wouldn't do for him (within reason, & with morals) if asked.

7/22/2019 1:19:14 AM blancomartini 451: Unavailable due to legal reasons

7/22/2019 1:29:57 AM rolandblasini Para los que estan recomendando Mcclintock, Kenneth para Sec. de Estado - vista de confirmacioion tiene contestar ? sobre 2013-2019 actividades Ref.  

 http://opensecrets.org/obby/clientsum 

7/22/2019 1:47:22 AM gregr19709804 Whatever bs it takes for leftists to be interested in taking down an elite pedo cult. 

Sad that [they] can't be motivated by the protection and justice for children. 

It will all come out, and no matter affiliation all perps should hang, imo.

7/22/2019 2:31:27 AM joriskie I quit looking to Dr. phil years ago...... 🤮🤮

7/22/2019 2:53:39 AM proudamerica4  https://youtu.be/u_aLRlumug8 

7/22/2019 2:54:47 AM proudgrandma72 Thank you for the additional information

7/22/2019 2:59:35 AM cabalbuster Think mirror?

7/22/2019 3:03:27 AM proudamerica4  https://youtu.be/e7k7acieUkQ 

7/22/2019 3:09:34 AM susyqzee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how about some disclosure on replacement of high level politicians?

7/22/2019 3:14:41 AM nocommunistusa There were a lot of brainwashed zombies

7/22/2019 3:24:10 AM laztar11 They’re all cover stories

7/22/2019 3:25:52 AM grrroverrrtje How about the Netherlands?? 

Deep state elite pedophilia involving the Dutch Royal (fake) Family. Connected to Nazisme. #HuntingParties

#THESEPEOPLEARESICK

 http://www.volkwordtwakker.nl/en/truth-or-lies-revelations/ …

7/22/2019 3:27:42 AM grrroverrrtje  http://www.volkwordtwakker.nl/en/truth-or-lies-revelations/ …

About Dutch Royals and elite Hunting Parties.

7/22/2019 3:41:00 AM prism_wg_light  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mi%EA%9E%8Ckmaq …

7/22/2019 3:51:59 AM scott_rick I’m going camping at Kejimkujik next weekend. pic.twitter.com/mGQDdeWqML

7/22/2019 3:58:33 AM sterkinglights1 Correct. However symptoms can be exhibited by humans. Us vs them. A Twitter search may help you gather the rest of the intel. Copy/paste. 

From:@ts_sci_majic12 ALICE

Change the last bit to fit your criteria. There is a mountain of information.

7/22/2019 4:10:24 AM weediblue This is what I see every time his face appears. pic.twitter.com/OoFLFde1M7

7/22/2019 4:18:11 AM 12253102 maxwell has sub licence

7/22/2019 4:19:44 AM jollyrob2 En als ik u een tip mag geven volg deze mensen als u geïnteresseerd bent,

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL2 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @qanon76 @PrisonPlanet

7/22/2019 4:52:34 AM qsays_nodeals Yeah I've been looking at it thinking what does it look like and whether he had any significance of shape in mind.

7/22/2019 4:54:22 AM qsays_nodeals This image is from the link that won't open for anyone in Europe and UK - this is his Great St James.

7/22/2019 4:56:59 AM godfamcountry I totally agree!!!

7/22/2019 5:01:56 AM godfamcountry Look into medical marijuana and also PEMF mats.

7/22/2019 5:07:09 AM godfamcountry Only thing is POTUS still believes in vaccinations just not giving so many of them at the same time.  I’m hoping that changes.  No vaccines are safe!  

Qigong Sensory Therapy drastically helps children with autism because of vaccine injury.   http://www.qsti.org 

7/22/2019 5:13:00 AM playactiongamer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 chemtrails ended?

7/22/2019 5:15:57 AM elgatoweebee SEE ALSO http://elgatoweebee.wordpress.com/2019/07/21/el-bunker-de-ricky/ …

7/22/2019 5:17:37 AM patriottdefense  https://youtu.be/HlUQFDxJedg 

7/22/2019 5:28:52 AM skeye_watching Actually scripture says that Christ will bring new Jerusalem down to the new earth that he has prepared for us & Christ will be on earth with his people.  

 His kingdom will be here on earth.  He said his kingdom was not of this earth we're on now.  The Father's kingdom is within.

7/22/2019 5:37:16 AM allahuniversal Must be the transformers taking naps after a hard day

7/22/2019 5:41:57 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1153120873731149825 …

7/22/2019 5:48:42 AM eclipsedrob this is a long list with comments/descriptions of relationships, etc... for each person found in Epsteins book  https://www.thecut.com/2019/07/jeffrey-

epstein-high-society-contacts.html … 

this writer seems to be a member of The Wing coven.

7/22/2019 6:02:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/D56hGvIk0x

7/22/2019 6:03:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/sBdf0oafbi

7/22/2019 6:03:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/OCi50bjYVb

7/22/2019 6:06:31 AM covertress Did Forrestal know that Bob Lovett was [322]?

7/22/2019 6:06:41 AM jaysureshot  https://www.medicalbag.com/home/features/profile-in-rare-diseases/alice-in-wonderland-syndrome/ …

7/22/2019 6:07:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. The name of the org was unknown to him.

7/22/2019 6:07:12 AM blogjam_net Meet the EO that proves Trump is in the clear. Unless he’s actually stupid enough to sign something that would have all his wealth confiscated? 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

7/22/2019 6:07:34 AM username4what What scripture are you referring to specifically?

7/22/2019 6:09:20 AM keith369me SEE SOMETHING SAY SOMETHING!!!  #UnsealEpstein#UnsealEpstein#UnsealEpstein #UnSealPedogate #UnSealPedogate #UnSealPedogate 

#UnSealPodesta #UnSealPodesta #UnSealPodesta

7/22/2019 6:09:39 AM 108risingsun @repwiener

7/22/2019 6:10:37 AM keith369me Correction...big name global leaders and their network are...

7/22/2019 6:14:57 AM mrd_s_anderson So the truth sounds a lot like the plot of the game Beyond Good & Evil...

7/22/2019 6:17:06 AM skeye_watching The book of Revelation.

7/22/2019 6:18:17 AM beeflorentino1 Truth is hard to swallow. pic.twitter.com/spPsjBY6RN

7/22/2019 6:18:49 AM beeflorentino1 Who is laura silsby? What is her new name? Where dies she work now?

7/22/2019 6:19:21 AM beeflorentino1 *does not dies...

7/22/2019 6:19:23 AM skeye_watching John 18:36 Jesus answered, “My kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom were of  this world, my servants would have been fighting, that I might 

not be  delivered over to the Jews. But my kingdom is not of this world.”

7/22/2019 6:21:12 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA

#MondayMotivation pic.twitter.com/0BKeIjbMZJ

7/22/2019 6:21:14 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA

#MondayMotivation pic.twitter.com/rzqcoVEFQf

7/22/2019 6:21:15 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA

#MondayMotivation pic.twitter.com/ZhhlOUy2CU



7/22/2019 6:21:39 AM skeye_watching Luke 17-21 Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you.

7/22/2019 6:24:23 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

#SethRich #HisNameWasSethRich https://twitter.com/KimDotcom/status/1153171400477167616 …

7/22/2019 6:24:41 AM skeye_watching John 14: 2-3 2In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. 3And if I go and prepare 

a place for you, I will come again, and receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be also.

7/22/2019 6:27:30 AM tamravee #barackSOEBARKAH

7/22/2019 6:29:39 AM username4what That’s a book of the Bible yes, my question was about which specific scripture you were talking about.

7/22/2019 6:30:52 AM username4what Indeed because it’s a heavenly Kingdom or government that rules from heaven: https://www.jw.org/en/publications/books/good-news-from-

god/what-is-gods-kingdom/video-kingdom-come/ …

7/22/2019 6:32:52 AM username4what Yes he stated IS, why? Because:  https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/b/r1/lp-e/nwtsty/E/2019/42/17#s=21&study=discover … pic.twitter.com/JH2hPICDHH

7/22/2019 6:32:55 AM tamravee MH370. pic.twitter.com/usvHVpPOSL

7/22/2019 6:35:08 AM username4what  https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/b/r1/lp-e/nwtsty/E/2019/43/14#s=2&study=discover …

7/22/2019 6:36:06 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/fen72o7Atr

7/22/2019 6:39:35 AM skeye_watching The entire 21st chapter describes everything.

7/22/2019 6:42:21 AM roaminnoodle The #EpsteinIsland cockatoo statues flipped and combined look like an owl...

Symbolism will be [their] downfall.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/wjp32M62lI
7/22/2019 6:44:18 AM skeye_watching The Kingdom is within us still today if we accept Sonship.

7/22/2019 6:50:04 AM powersawer  https://wikipedia.org/wiki/A.L.I.C.E .

7/22/2019 6:54:47 AM mongrelglory Some more background about the "Temple" and bath-house in Aleppo https://centipedenation.com/analysis-and-reports/temple-of-slaves-epsteins-

ode-to-the-mamluks/ …

7/22/2019 7:13:22 AM mcreynoldssus Lol never even saw the cacadoos always looked like an owl

7/22/2019 7:17:34 AM thekanehb Do u know that for sure?

7/22/2019 7:20:06 AM roaminnoodle Those who scream the loudest.

Nothing can stop what IS coming.

Absolutely NOTHING.

These people are SICK.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/AgixOP8oLI
7/22/2019 7:20:13 AM roaminnoodle "DIG" -@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

h/t @NSA_QIL2

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon #WWGIWGA pic.twitter.com/gbENSh0mQC

7/22/2019 7:20:14 AM roaminnoodle "Define CONSPIRACY" -@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon #WWGIWGA pic.twitter.com/1t38oKo6w3

7/22/2019 7:34:43 AM username4what Can something “within us” achieve any of these things:  https://www.jw.org/en/bible-teachings/questions/what-gods-kingdom-will-do/ … ?

7/22/2019 7:38:27 AM username4what  https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1101988042 …

7/22/2019 7:39:15 AM username4what Did you watch this video about what God’s Kingdom is:  https://www.jw.org/en/publications/books/good-news-from-god/what-is-gods-

kingdom/video-kingdom-come/ … ?

7/22/2019 7:51:25 AM vocradiorobdoc Not if provided immunity/cover under the guise of intelligence ops. That’s what this is pointing out. Epstein’s alleged ties to Mossad & the 🤡 in 

America may hold significant merit & explain actions such as these. The fact that this is even being leaked means... pic.twitter.com/FnckEFiceu

7/22/2019 8:01:36 AM roaminnoodle "An executive at Twitter has personally spiked and shadowbanned #UnsealEpstein. 

They are directly involved.

We see you.

NOTHING can stop what is coming.

NOTHING." -@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/iTcDLM0hxk

7/22/2019 8:01:49 AM enomai_ No one figured it out?

[322]

7/22/2019 8:06:28 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/XuVNCSwipt

7/22/2019 8:06:34 AM enomai_ What was this quote? And or first unavailable tweet about?

7/22/2019 8:06:38 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/ZjsBTUzUpm

7/22/2019 8:06:46 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/ykzyXar9Em

7/22/2019 8:06:53 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/Sa609UOTUK

7/22/2019 8:06:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd Danielle Cohn who has Instagram, Twitter, Tik Tok has been reported NUMEROUS times. She's 13 y/o and posts photos absolutely inappropriate for a 

child her age. She receives large compensation for having many followers. She posts questionable photos in thongs and skimpy swim wear.

7/22/2019 8:07:05 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/9kBEhNgRb9

7/22/2019 8:09:01 AM nea_storm I AM Eternally Grateful We are now Awake or Awakening to experience real time with Awareness exactly what these heinous vile creatures have been 

up to and are putting an Eternal End to it! Reversing the pic.twitter.com/wLTbkVNLrD

7/22/2019 8:09:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why @FBI have you not done anything about this? Her mother is trafficking her. Mom allows her to engage in sexual activity all detailed online. She 

lies about her age, her mother is apathetic and encourages her behavior. SHE IS BEING TRAFFICKED BY HER PARENT! Are you kidding me?

7/22/2019 8:10:24 AM roaminnoodle Locals say #Epstein was flying in underage girls (to #EpsteinIsland) long after his conviction for sex crimes & authorities did nothing to stop him. “It was 

like he was flaunting it,” says airstrip employee.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2019/07/horrors-of-jeffrey-epstein-private-island …

7/22/2019 8:12:57 AM enomai_ Do good things all the way down to every thought. And, feed your conscious with plenty of water and healthy habits.

7/22/2019 8:15:21 AM enomai_ water is a double entendra



7/22/2019 8:16:11 AM roaminnoodle Meet the woman who ties Jeffrey #Epstein to Trump and the Clintons

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://www.politico.com/story/2019/07/21/jeffrey-epstein-trump-clinton-1424120 …

7/22/2019 8:22:02 AM roaminnoodle "Little Saint James = Pedo/Satan's Island

Great Saint James = Human Hunting"

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

#MondayMood #MondayMorning http://www.virginislandsdailynews.com/news/epstein-building-compound-on-great-st-james/article_a49261e9-

40f0-57b1-9501-605e26e74cf3.html …

7/22/2019 8:22:04 AM covertress The OP https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1092797132837396482?s=19 …

7/22/2019 8:28:40 AM covertress Oh, my! F shared so much with Bob.

Was Bob involved in F's takedown?

7/22/2019 8:34:51 AM f45_5 🤔🧐

7/22/2019 8:36:46 AM blackjackpupil It was posted as a meme next to a joker picture, yes. It's easy to google pics of epstein and see for yourself this picture has clearly been doctored.

7/22/2019 8:39:35 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  noteable🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸  https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1153224663230631936 …

7/22/2019 8:42:09 AM joni_apple_seed How can people not see this? #ApolloHoax @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini Painfully obvious! 

https://twitter.com/LordConcave/status/1152852651542925312 …

7/22/2019 9:13:40 AM senorcoconut_ A bracelet of skulls and two watches on the same hand. Both odd and out of place. I’ve never seen an elderly man wear a bracelet like that

7/22/2019 9:15:53 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  noteable🤔  https://twitter.com/CERN/status/1153317283030294528 …

7/22/2019 9:31:08 AM chinamanblue gov mapp or @govbryan ?

7/22/2019 9:55:02 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ek9O6orFjj

7/22/2019 9:55:43 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/WNSL5hYjHU

7/22/2019 10:04:12 AM mariata48257153  pic.twitter.com/PGN4ZxVCtU

7/22/2019 10:04:49 AM mariata48257153 skull & bones

7/22/2019 10:05:10 AM nurseniceyes Another question mj12 on an unrelated note, is DC going to be cleaned up before I get there? Or am I going to have to still clean it? Oh and is the 

president available to stop by a tour of the WH?

7/22/2019 10:21:08 AM cosmic_engineer Worst cover story and AGW nonsensical propaganda I've heard yet... and that is saying something!   🤡 show getting more obvious by the day

7/22/2019 10:42:08 AM iluvkayakingtoo Probably.

I mean, I turned out fine. I think.

7/22/2019 10:46:32 AM iluvkayakingtoo You have to factor in the fact that most people already know there's something majorly wrong with the world.

What's worse: Knowing what it is, and seeing it fixed? Or just having it gnaw at you for all eternity?

I think the second one is worse.

7/22/2019 10:50:00 AM foxes9 Thank you! I am a native Californian 71yrs, i LOVE our beautiful state but i know that the DS is working very hard to ruin it🤬Please remember there 

are Many of us that love and follow Q, George the Collective, WWGOWGA, MAGA, ... let’s stick together and reclaim our country🇺🇸2020

7/22/2019 10:51:29 AM spoiledlamb Lol, I can tell you this , he’s got a small winky 😂😂😂... look at his nail beds ! 😂😂

7/22/2019 11:00:24 AM paul_furber If you look at the bottom center of those plans submitted to the authorities, there's an amphitheater (no. 11 on the legend). Sick evil bastards.

7/22/2019 11:01:12 AM wyatt251 The real hunger games

7/22/2019 11:01:29 AM joeorbit hoping a senior senator like VT Patrick Leahy @SenatorLeahy will open an investigation into this hunting of children. like all of us surely he is concerned 

with the disappearance and exploitation of children. let's find and prosecute these vile people - life in prison, no parole.

7/22/2019 11:04:33 AM blynn1lynn @SCPatriotSC check this out and the one attached below

7/22/2019 11:04:51 AM watnewsnow Many a true word is spoken in jest: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buvCU7fXBVQ …

7/22/2019 11:06:05 AM lucky11111212 MJ12 suggested I consult IS-BE for all my decisions

Per 👽 interview IS-BE purpose: “they (humans) exist ONLY b/c they choose to be”

In Bioethics (Law School) we debated whether life was worth allowing to exist;

✅Abort unwanted

✅Abort gender

✅Abort eye color

✅ pull the plug
7/22/2019 11:07:08 AM watnewsnow and this one too: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlUQFDxJedg …

7/22/2019 11:08:08 AM lucky11111212 Nothing was off the table. 

Our only source of truth was The Subjective Self; Alien IS-BE.  Everyone did what was right in their own eyes. This is how they educate at top Health 

Law program.Why does President Trump appeal to God & worship God as objective Truth? Why doesn’t MJ12?

7/22/2019 11:09:00 AM lucky11111212 This is a Spiritual battle.

That is why you do not see Praying Medic nor Mark Taylor following.

7/22/2019 11:09:40 AM txgrown2020 And what Herbert did to her daughter, Kelly? I'm ready for all the pedo's to go down! Instant death penalty for all convicted pedos!!!! Pedophilia is not 

something that can be rehabilitated!!!

7/22/2019 11:13:16 AM pauliepg11111 I agree. Though instant death seems too kind...

7/22/2019 11:20:08 AM q_patriot17 🎯

7/22/2019 11:37:23 AM liltilgerlil Will they investigate the bigger Island?

7/22/2019 11:40:55 AM liltilgerlil Or Mueller the FBI Director at the time.

7/22/2019 11:43:29 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45 @JuliansRum @intheMatrixxx @SayWhenLA @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @catturd2 

@StormIsUponUs @CarpeDonktum @kbq225

WE ARE READY! LET'S ROCK THIS WORLD!  https://twitter.com/Stardust_1416/status/1153343560105758720 … pic.twitter.com/HGBUjqKxiE

7/22/2019 11:44:29 AM warriordaisy Well done. It properly evokes the creepiest of emotions.

7/22/2019 11:55:01 AM jswdh1 I didn't give up on christ... but if you wanna know why wouldn't you ask Mark? When you do please share his answer... that's all I meant... you don't 

know why I follow mj12... why do you?

7/22/2019 12:25:23 PM senorcoconut_ I gotta ask...what is the deal with regards to the object held inside pedo island? I know you mentioned that it is used to access other dimensions. Could 

you give us something more? Or at least point us in the direction where we can find out for ourselves ?



7/22/2019 12:44:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if your highest priority was NATIONAL SECURITY?

What if NATIONAL SECURITY was protecting the Clinton Foundation?

What if NATIONAL SECURITY was protecting NXIVM?

What if NATIONAL SECURITY was protecting Jeffrey Epstein?

Then, it all makes sense. https://youtu.be/RY-mlcgFCc4 

7/22/2019 12:45:53 PM angeladeangelo @LampjeL1

7/22/2019 12:45:57 PM connorr1986 JE had MIL callsigns on his plane to bypass borders...I would say...yes.  HE had US INTEL help.

7/22/2019 12:48:55 PM sixbennetts Aaron Dietrich's FB article. Link is to the archive:

 http://archive.is/6oycT 

This is the best summation I've read so far of the 💩⛈ that is about to rock our world.

#EPSTEIN = KEYSTONE!

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸
7/22/2019 12:49:01 PM 1_decided_voter My question is whether those entities are still a national security priority? Seems like a lot of cleaning  is still needed before we can get back to 

executing on proper priorities.

7/22/2019 12:49:04 PM 420munsterfan #FusionCenters #Stalking #Harassment #Gaslighting for those who become a threat.

7/22/2019 12:49:33 PM trevorrogue Then we would need to drain the swamp... #WeThePeople

7/22/2019 12:50:10 PM gamedogg1 ALL memebers of congress need to be removed IMMEDIATELY! Our ENTIRE goverment has proven themselves to be corrupt and treasonous! ALL 

pensions from former congressman need stopped immediately and they themselves held accountable as well! Punishment for treason is 

DEATH!#wwg1wga

7/22/2019 12:51:15 PM jamiegrahamusa Are they protecting them from being axed by cabal? And to keep them talking. Or is it imperitive because it's all the US fault...mainly.

7/22/2019 12:52:49 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT🔃

 http://bit.ly/2GpInFd 

7/22/2019 12:54:02 PM windydaysfarm For Sure

7/22/2019 12:55:03 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/3l2aAz8Hj7

7/22/2019 12:55:26 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT🔃 http://bit.ly/2GpInFd 

7/22/2019 12:57:03 PM pdietterle2 Include this, all government Grant's need to be reapplied for, and individually reinstated once reevaluated and audited.

7/22/2019 12:57:05 PM starehope Drain the Swamp Completely. Then, decide who is fit to serve in office. (Since not much is getting done by the majority anyway), hire the average 

citizen until elections could be possible. Remove all I'll gotten gain, pensions, and health care.

7/22/2019 12:58:46 PM kaassmelter2019 It's true.

Iam Dutch and we know.

7/22/2019 12:59:14 PM jamiegrahamusa Or...the military & alphabets etc are guilty because they protected and participated in the crimes.  Then we would need to arrest droves and pray we 

have enough good men and women Patriots that can help via public service, protection in communities etc.

7/22/2019 1:01:20 PM kristymooreher1 All part of the swamp

7/22/2019 1:04:58 PM toffer_anon_369 #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ

#WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ

#WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ

7/22/2019 1:05:18 PM jamiegrahamusa It's carefully planned as so many govs will be heavily impacted. Including as you know our own traitors and criminals

7/22/2019 1:06:11 PM gemutlich5050 Wonder how many entries Epstein has in the DCAS records... Interesting.. Could be worth following up on...

 https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/pm/iso/c56895.htm …

Research DCAS State Dept

#MAGA

#MAGA2020

#qanon
7/22/2019 1:06:12 PM jollyrob2 #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealEpstein #DECLAS

7/22/2019 1:12:44 PM youstinksoap Recess starts 7/26.....*fingers crossed* arrests happen after that date.

7/22/2019 1:14:20 PM alwaysfinds National Security is not protecting these people. 

National Security is protecting Americans & the world FROM these people.

7/22/2019 1:17:02 PM daveo6145 Dyncorp, child trafficking,

7/22/2019 1:18:23 PM daveo6145 So was mueller and comey

7/22/2019 1:18:25 PM benny60932533 Yessir,  we are toeing that redline right now!

7/22/2019 1:18:56 PM joanhol24893501 Thats why Pres. Trump has had to restructure the Gov. DOJ,FBI,CIA they have been in bed with the currupt Officials. This was and is not an easy job.  

God bless Pres. Trump. No other man could take all the crap he does, and still get wk. done.  Pray for him and his family.

7/22/2019 1:29:12 PM 1centralcaligal Evidently, they saw PLENTY, but did NOTHING!! Speaking out NOW is okay, but what about those little girls THEM. Are they still alive, or did they side 

because they kept their mouths shut?!

7/22/2019 1:31:31 PM daveo6145 Acosta’s hand was forced according to MJ12

7/22/2019 1:33:46 PM 1centralcaligal I have the right to condemn them: I'm proud that in 1986-7 I worked at a bar in Tulsa, the owner came in with young girls (12-16), I DID CALL FBI, got 

that bastard put in prison for decades; he'd bring girls in, force me to make them daiquaris, profess he lived them,

7/22/2019 1:36:15 PM 1centralcaligal get them addicted to the cocaine he carried in gallon baggies in his briefcase, stay them stripping at the other place he owned, then get them to sell 

their souls completely by prostituting! But I stopped; I hope I made a difference, saved future girls from it!

7/22/2019 1:37:09 PM felinesuniteorg Possibly both. You gotta admit that the U.S. Virgin Islands governors have their heads screwed on backwards when it comes to Epstein. Sounds like 

they can be bought with money, at the expense of their citizens' safety. We're they thinking it would promote tourism?

7/22/2019 1:38:51 PM 1centralcaligal Sorry,...but I STOPPED HIM... I would do it again too!! If more people would just step up, be decent, NOT BUY THESE CHILDREN'S SOULS, we could DO 

THIS  -  just think, it could be YOUR GRANDDAUGHTER NEXT, if you don't call it in!!!!

7/22/2019 1:44:44 PM jguskin They are self-regulating. 

Keeping the dangerous ones at bay -- or focusing them on appropriate targets while specialists minimize collateral damage.

7/22/2019 1:46:47 PM jensingr1 BLACK OPS BILLIONS...THEY HAVE THEIR OWN "SECURITY" AND THEY HAVE SOME BAD ET'S HELPING THEM!

7/22/2019 1:57:23 PM memomemz14 Cant cover a sinkhole designed to sink in on itself!

7/22/2019 2:05:31 PM whatsthebuzz_1 It’s the only issue that will bring the government down on your head.  Let me tell you (First hand experience) good God Almighty,  the power these 

people HAD was terrifying. I’m saying “Had” because  it’s a new day dawning.  🙏🙏❤️

7/22/2019 2:07:09 PM oneworldmonste1  pic.twitter.com/KQlxPgqH1i



7/22/2019 2:12:22 PM oneworldmonste1 WHATEVER DO YOU MEAN .. HOW ABOUT 1,000 SHIA MUSLIM CHILDREN ... @Peshmerga /... NAZI ISIS GARBAGE !!!! pic.twitter.com/Hmv2jmuaLc

7/22/2019 2:15:43 PM turboxyde The rule of law must be restored if our nation is to be preserved.

7/22/2019 2:15:49 PM mrd_s_anderson Keystone Pipeline = Infrastructure

7/22/2019 2:23:20 PM kathleen3693693 A lot of misdeeds being tried in court are covered up & forever buried under the guise of "national security." They simply slap that label on their crimes-

-no matter how vile and hideous the crimes are--and the whole thing disappears under that facetious security blanket, #QAnon

7/22/2019 2:25:19 PM 1centralcaligal I used the words 'awake' & 'woke' in explaining how my grandchildren are now aware of reality in our world, how I have successfully completed my job 

and shown them how evil Antifa and libturd pals are, and how to LISTEN & discern truths from lies; these 'Christian' women jumped

7/22/2019 2:26:36 PM warriordaisy I would volunteer for a job.

7/22/2019 2:29:14 PM 1centralcaligal ...all over me, saying I was "stupid" to use these words in this context, because they are used by the Left for being "awakened" to THEIR reality. I edited 

my words, left it at that.

7/22/2019 2:29:14 PM kathleen3693693 Cripes. Being taken to a place where no one can hear you scream...

What vile things happened to the little girl Epstein was angry with? 

{{{shiver}}}

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump

7/22/2019 2:29:15 PM orthogonalron Madeline Albright

Janet Napolitano

Condaleeza Rice

Louis Freeh to name a few more pic.twitter.com/5rwX4jrspF

7/22/2019 2:31:40 PM warriordaisy Excellent read. Thank you.

7/22/2019 2:32:12 PM warriordaisy Barr was too.

7/22/2019 2:34:21 PM sixbennetts It's short, and great for people who don't spend a lot of time on this stuff. Many of us have known this for years, it's the sleepers that need to be 

woken up.

#GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

7/22/2019 2:34:33 PM warriordaisy And only pay minimum wage. These positions should be temporary and filled by regular citizens with common sense. There should be one term served, 

and done similar to jury duty.

7/22/2019 2:36:34 PM my2sonznme THAT’S what he was thinking...where have they been shopping?! Wow, these people are stupid.

7/22/2019 2:39:26 PM arthurpacfarm What is it?

7/22/2019 2:42:57 PM roublisa I think if this is also true of JP ....this will hurt the most🥺

7/22/2019 2:43:35 PM overshareflare Head of the snake...

7/22/2019 2:43:45 PM roublisa #savethechildren is all that matters now!

7/22/2019 2:45:04 PM mongrelglory Your taxpayer dollars at work!

7/22/2019 2:48:39 PM overshareflare Wearing college clothes

And toting lots of shopping bags(gucc$, prad$, Louis Vuitt$)

7/22/2019 2:49:04 PM roaminnoodle Agreed - excellent point!

#SaveTheChildren

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://www.twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1153337875754364928 …

7/22/2019 2:49:22 PM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 two Questions (Y/N)

1) was Maria/PR created by DS 

2) is the current Gov in/PR complicit

7/22/2019 2:56:03 PM usss_211 Aye!

7/22/2019 2:56:48 PM overshareflare Really, really?

7/22/2019 3:02:32 PM slayerofmatrix1 But for the Freedom Caucus !  ... less Amash.

7/22/2019 3:03:10 PM anondirtyleg Count me in I can tell who are the pawns in the military

7/22/2019 3:03:35 PM mongrelglory That's a good "pink-pill" summary for normies who aren't ready to get into the occult Satanism stuff with Epstein's island.  At least it talks about the 

widespread state of corruption at higher levels.

7/22/2019 3:05:01 PM overshareflare Fibonacci maybe?

7/22/2019 3:05:59 PM overshareflare  https://youtu.be/4VrcO6JaMrM 

???

7/22/2019 3:06:19 PM sixbennetts That's precisely why I keep tweeting it. It's old news to us, 'conspiracy theorists', as the left labels us. It's just enough info to read, and get people to 

Google some of this stuff.

The sleeping giant, well, isn't.

7/22/2019 3:10:31 PM warriordaisy But he worked in the bush administration. Covered for his crimes then. I'm not entirely trusting of Barr.

7/22/2019 3:18:19 PM feesh73_1118 It wasn't our national security. "Their nation", the DS, is not what we consider to be our nation, America.

7/22/2019 3:18:25 PM elizabethjo1986 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

7/22/2019 3:22:33 PM scott_rick Ezra Cohen-Watnik        

Worked at National Security and a Q drop recently

7/22/2019 3:26:51 PM scott_rick ............  In April 2018, he rejoined the Trump administration in the Department of Justice, advising Attorney General Sessions on counterterrorism and 

counterintelligence.[24]

7/22/2019 3:28:52 PM scott_rick Cohen-Watnick was brought into the United States National Security Council by Michael T. Flynn, the former Director of the Defense Intelligence 

Agency and President Donald Trump's first National Security Advisor. He was named the NSC's Senior Director for Intelligence Programs.[6

7/22/2019 3:36:20 PM starehope Praise Jesus.🙏🙏🙏

7/22/2019 3:37:21 PM adam84577979 well we agree its something that really shouldn't be their. Very much like what majestic 12 said in their tweet 24hrs before this pic

7/22/2019 3:37:54 PM charmanda9 I’m pretty sure I’ve had to relike this a number of times. Hopefully 3, 6, or 9 times. 😉

7/22/2019 3:44:23 PM starehope I saw that.

7/22/2019 3:52:17 PM bruce_fritts Appears to have been scrubbed from the vid i saw. Playback "jumps" at that mark...?

7/22/2019 3:59:28 PM woodworkeranon Sources and methods.....

7/22/2019 4:11:58 PM sterkinglights1 Was Comey's It security guy placed in the WH? Relevant?

7/22/2019 4:29:52 PM prism_wg_light Pics! Document w/e catches your eye!

7/22/2019 4:31:24 PM ryanlamm9 Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahah



7/22/2019 4:51:43 PM raisethevib369 This has been going on since AT LEAST the early 80's when the Franklin cover up happened. 

 http://salem-news.com/articles/december292012/boys-town-scandal-tk.php …

7/22/2019 4:58:22 PM sixbennetts Thanks for adding that as a 2nd step for those who want more.

☝😮

7/22/2019 5:05:01 PM cali19891 @RegularRoman

7/22/2019 5:08:09 PM lisaannwilliam9 Drone

7/22/2019 5:25:37 PM whizzygg Where are the arrests?

7/22/2019 5:27:39 PM disclosurebp Part of the fireworks or photoshopped in. Without any source of the image or a higher resolution, speculation is pointless. MJ12 is a LARP account.

7/22/2019 5:29:50 PM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 no harm asking

7/22/2019 5:41:12 PM alinahere Exactly! 😒

7/22/2019 5:47:04 PM scpatriotsc Black Cockatoo

7/22/2019 5:52:56 PM colgrove11  pic.twitter.com/37F5X9Xsus

7/22/2019 6:10:17 PM giediknight  https://www.instagram.com/p/B0BvfCYnmDi/?igshid=1emyz3w74apne …

7/22/2019 6:10:21 PM angel81257443 Nothing at all!! And they all fall down !!

7/22/2019 6:15:33 PM gyuhyecheong That's fresh info. How world happening is the same as my country goes? WWG1WGA.

7/22/2019 6:20:54 PM mkpsu42 @colgrove11 What is on the bottom of his neck???  In the dark part??

7/22/2019 6:21:44 PM slr64q Think that's what it is?

7/22/2019 6:23:36 PM mkpsu42  pic.twitter.com/z3VTX4NBua

7/22/2019 6:24:15 PM overshareflare Kek. pic.twitter.com/26MCDLrOTj

7/22/2019 6:26:52 PM slr64q I just saw that, too!  "R"

7/22/2019 6:27:13 PM mkpsu42 I guess it’s supposed to be a “GR”...looks like an “R” to me 🤷🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️

7/22/2019 6:34:18 PM 11ho_oh11 Earth is flat.....hahaha

7/22/2019 7:08:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed. 

#UnsealEpstein  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151893546426912769 … pic.twitter.com/oXkooFZnI9

7/22/2019 7:09:17 PM sixbennetts Aaron Dietrich's FB article. Link is to the archive:

 http://archive.is/6oycT 

This is the best tldr I've read so far of the 💩⛈ that is about to rock our world! 

#EPSTEIN = KEYSTONE!!!! 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/nmHdlYybzq
7/22/2019 7:11:49 PM giediknight So how mad is @jordan_sather_ now? 😂

7/22/2019 7:13:20 PM maryschade14 Excellent. Thankful for archives.

7/22/2019 7:13:34 PM meldance00 Yep. Every single celebrity or political person who is “yelling” or calling Trump “racist” in their tweets are the ones to watch. I think we can start making 

a list of whoever screams the loudest... #WWG1WGA #qanon #TheStormIsHere #FakeNews #guilty #DeepStateCorruption

7/22/2019 7:13:37 PM daveo6145 Notice of meme acquisition via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —feel free to save the photo and RT!  pic.twitter.com/aDdGB5pW8H

7/22/2019 7:17:53 PM f45_5 More volume

7/22/2019 7:18:32 PM sixbennetts It's a great beginning for folks who haven't been following the #EPSTEIN stuff. Just enough info to spark curiosity and further interest, but not so much 

where their eyes glaze over. And, it follows the news pretty well. WAKEY-WAKEY...

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/X5U07vu9oZ

7/22/2019 7:20:25 PM f45_5 This is when I got ...stuck in the matrix...and I have VPN Shield...?

7/22/2019 7:20:45 PM f45_5 Omg.. my laptop just turned on..

7/22/2019 7:20:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illuminati = [D]

Roswell New Mexico = [???]

Coincidence?

JP ties to Roswell?

Conspiracy.

Majestic destruction of [D].

All for the purposes of Disclosure.

7/22/2019 7:21:12 PM f45_5 I need to rest...

7/22/2019 7:22:06 PM f45_5 Need to discharge static..

7/22/2019 7:22:07 PM scott_rick Thought of you when Q dropped it.... touché mon frere

7/22/2019 7:22:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Federal Reserve compared to Green New Deal

Gold shall destroy the FED.

#UnsealEpstein and let the chips fall where they may.

7/22/2019 7:23:17 PM giediknight JPs last hand?

7/22/2019 7:24:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity's programming is literally programming. 

Decipher project Mockingbird.

How will events unfold with the predictive programming?

7/22/2019 7:25:02 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein pic.twitter.com/QW3qLYDFx1

7/22/2019 7:25:47 PM mccarthydodave We don't have to make a list. Q always says, "they have it all". It's actually way upsetting to see our fave Stars names on the Bohemian Grove, CFR, or 

Epstein lists, yea?

I saw Clint Eastwood's name on a Bohemian Grove list somebody posted. Disturbing for sure!

7/22/2019 7:27:16 PM brittasbits1 Who is JP  please ?

7/22/2019 7:28:16 PM richard07759712 Agreed

7/22/2019 7:28:19 PM blsdbe #WeAreTheNewsNow. Our Thoughts Shape the Narrative.

7/22/2019 7:28:46 PM blsdbe Think Good Thoughts 🥰❤️🥰

7/22/2019 7:28:52 PM f45_5 Promise to resume tomorrow..love you All BRAVE patriots✨💕✨

Love you all peoples & bright lights in all places ✨💕✨

Love you humanity✨💕✨

We can do this✨💕✨

We got this carry on ..great ones and rest and recharge 

Tomorrow’s  A Brave New. Day ✨💕✨

7/22/2019 7:28:58 PM fightforamerica John Podesta.

7/22/2019 7:30:13 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 Q once said GCR/RV think Vday. I can’t find that drop anywhere.

#MakeAmericaGoldAgain

7/22/2019 7:30:57 PM disgoblue24 Hannitu is a white hat no??



7/22/2019 7:34:30 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/otSpnNFtII

7/22/2019 7:35:46 PM scott_rick O please o please o please !

7/22/2019 7:36:04 PM fightforamerica Indeed, if you are not aware, look into the Podesta emails regarding Antarctica.

7/22/2019 7:37:51 PM jrocktigers Wouldn't shock me if Black goo is oozing through his veins.

7/22/2019 7:38:46 PM qanonsunrise Is what I'm wondering too. Was she born a female? Seems like this should be our standard 1st question for all these Deep Staters.

7/22/2019 7:42:24 PM jonesy4671 Is this from the podesta emails or no pic.twitter.com/oReEMv9JZW

7/22/2019 7:42:26 PM fightforamerica Me either, but in this particular case I am alluding to the pyramids and ancient alien bases under the ice. Linda Moulton Howe has done many exposes 

on the Majestic tech there. JP has connections to the alien tech from Antarctica and is trying to leverage it with the A51 psyop.

7/22/2019 7:42:26 PM keith369me I stopped listening to the screaming mantra that is Hannity...Feels like he’s trying to pound religion into my head.  I turned on OAN this weekend...saw 

a lot of coverage of Epstein and “Vatican Bones”...might we worth watching a bit more often!!!

7/22/2019 7:43:23 PM jrocktigers Lets do this!

7/22/2019 7:43:47 PM fightforamerica Search Antarctica on Wikileaks in the Podesta emails. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/ 

7/22/2019 7:44:00 PM keith369me He’s for POTUS but refuses to utter a negative word about any Republicans...[GHWB]... feels like he’s playing a WWE Wrestling role

7/22/2019 7:44:38 PM blsdbe Had to do a bit of learning...  https://www.upcounsel.com/dmca-protection 

7/22/2019 7:44:50 PM keith369me Tell me more about Pelosi/Budget agreements...surrender?

7/22/2019 7:47:02 PM fightforamerica Not to my knowledge. Here is a link the the published emails:  https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15503 …

Go to attachments to see the photos.

7/22/2019 7:47:43 PM selooversuzanne There is nothing hidden which will not be made known, as much as the #Truth hurts. Pray your hearts don’t grow cold, y’all.

7/22/2019 7:47:46 PM keith369me #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta and the connection between him, the cabal, and UFOS

7/22/2019 7:49:11 PM renee86743676 No Bail stay in Jail

7/22/2019 7:51:25 PM monroevegas Indeed. Does it make more sense why they are screaming the loudest?

7/22/2019 7:52:42 PM monroevegas I heard on X22 Report that JE shared a jet with a government agency who had been previously caught trafficking children.

7/22/2019 7:53:25 PM howdoyoumakeah1 What if good men had done nothing?

7/22/2019 7:53:57 PM andycryptostar Total eradication of deep state cabal  illuminati total disclosure it has to be

7/22/2019 7:54:16 PM monroevegas Where could a billionaire go? Just about anywhere they please.

7/22/2019 7:56:14 PM jrocktigers Im feeling New Zealand.

7/22/2019 7:56:57 PM jrocktigers These people are stupid.

7/22/2019 7:57:49 PM monroevegas As Forrest Gump’s momma always says... Stupid is as stupid does. 😂

7/22/2019 7:59:30 PM tiffanyblueq1 I've got the Kennedy coin from 1964. It belonged to my grandfather.

7/22/2019 8:00:43 PM adam84577979 yeh well all your work looks like speculation to

7/22/2019 8:01:29 PM kwititalready This is why Nat Sec should not be the prime concern, it should be truth / transparency. Any country that has to hide its dirty laundry, is not worth 

preserving.

It's also a good analogy for why overinflated patriotism is dangerous to the welfare of humanity and society.

7/22/2019 8:02:49 PM monroevegas If I was a billionaire, I would throw a dart on a map and say, let’s go there.

7/22/2019 8:03:22 PM adam84577979 the fact remains,solor warden exists,and have done so for several  http://decades.Solar  warden is naval based,just like the NSA. Its only a matter of 

time before everyone knows,and photos like this are a trickle down effect for the sleeping masses

7/22/2019 8:05:06 PM fornodan Or look here

Tesla -> trump -> roswell -> cia -> bush/clinton

Bill Sr and trump were both covered up.

7/22/2019 8:07:37 PM nancyddb Thank you Christine!

7/22/2019 8:08:10 PM jrocktigers But if you were a billionaire addicted to hormonal fluids or adrenalized infant blood, you would go where you have allies and numbers in a deep 

underground den.

7/22/2019 8:09:48 PM nancyddb Thank you for posting the site.

7/22/2019 8:10:16 PM monroevegas Dude that’s exactly what I was talking about one night. It’s their ultimate drug. They traffick the kids, torture for a prolonged period of time, and then 

murder them and extract the gland and consume the fluids and get so high and then do it over and over again. Disturbing.

7/22/2019 8:11:16 PM andycryptostar Exopolitics

7/22/2019 8:11:16 PM juliansrum Lol. Who didn’t you tag?

7/22/2019 8:12:42 PM jrocktigers I have learned quite a bit from @T1gre9 . They don't necessarily get high off it , but it is how they have to feed or they die. Maybe its like smack in that 

after awhile , it is just maintenance.

7/22/2019 8:12:43 PM jnewcomer5 Fun idea for the FBI, and all the other Alphabet agencies. Stop creating the problems, so you can give us YOUR solutions.

7/22/2019 8:12:43 PM monroevegas My mind does not live in such a dark place. The realization of what has been going on is too disturbing. I litterally have to forget about it as soon as I am 

finished expressing my thought about it.

7/22/2019 8:13:48 PM jrocktigers We can hack! 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

7/22/2019 8:13:54 PM monroevegas Exactly. They became addicted and can’t get out or they die...but they are already spiritually dead. It must be demonic possession.

7/22/2019 8:15:25 PM monroevegas We can indeed. And then I have to listen to something uplifting.

7/22/2019 8:17:55 PM jrocktigers Here you go.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5PRgIZ4JzQ …

7/22/2019 8:21:50 PM monroevegas Perfect

7/22/2019 8:27:11 PM jnewcomer5 Everyone is insane to think Trump didn't know what was going on. He is just as culpable as anyone else.

7/22/2019 8:27:42 PM godfamcountry At this point I just want the truth about RBG to come out.  Either clone or alien medicine, either way I can’t take all the blatant lies anymore.  All the lies 

are NATIONAL SECURITY issues.  Transparency and the govt don’t go hand in hand. Grrr

7/22/2019 8:29:11 PM pamfong1 We've known for a long time that "national security" is used to cloak their evil.  Make it stop!

7/22/2019 8:29:31 PM tammyrochester2 Not getting my hopes up.

7/22/2019 8:30:50 PM godfamcountry 😡

7/22/2019 8:31:03 PM andycryptostar Electric universe electrogravitics

7/22/2019 8:32:55 PM cnnicholl 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/g9Icx32NWN

7/22/2019 8:33:59 PM ggal777 Sick and evil. How far Amerika had fallen.

7/22/2019 8:40:07 PM iluvkayakingtoo I judged you too soon.

It's @trueeyethespy's fault.

7/22/2019 8:49:23 PM nikoscali I would be surprised if he wasn't operating under a special access program on the government's dime.

7/22/2019 8:52:28 PM chris22085110 In this case I was thinking JP is Jerome Powell since he is the Fed Chairman 🙄

7/22/2019 8:52:38 PM bstan3206 It’s all we

7/22/2019 8:54:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=b-SCzF-ZwKQ&app=desktop …

7/22/2019 8:55:00 PM bstan3206 It’s all we have as of right now on tv! I would love to watch OAN but as of now Comcast refuses to offer it

7/22/2019 8:59:05 PM seanberginnews Please Fasten Your Seatbelts, Return Your Tray Tables And Seats To The Upright Position. Brace For Shock. L

"Brace For Shock.

7/22/2019 9:01:33 PM seanberginnews Unseal Epstein

7/22/2019 9:07:33 PM msalien Wait..wait  roswell is my home town



7/22/2019 9:29:28 PM jaspony1 Hannity is an actor in this movie...

He says just enough to move the needle...

If you can't see how this movie has been progressing you need to Tay appention...

It's all about waking the people and it is a slow and methodical plan...

It's also working!!!
7/22/2019 9:32:24 PM mntcol The teen and I talked about this today, how the SlUS and the world has become morally bankrupt. Breaks my heart.

7/22/2019 9:40:12 PM kindeandtrue I wonder if @POTUS will politically survive #UnsealEpstein. Will his Playboy past come back to haunt him? If he is implicated somehow, then what?

7/22/2019 9:42:11 PM kindeandtrue I cannot listen to Sean Hannity. Nails on a chalkboard. Feel like throwing something at the radio.

7/22/2019 9:44:42 PM paulthemartian Think about the decades of alien / Area 51 / NASA related movies, tv shows and news the public has been programmed with. Whatever happens, 

events will eventually culminate with about a world wide Project Blue Beam-like disclosure event  

https://twitter.com/paulthemartian/status/955600903637155840?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/MXWz3POpww

7/22/2019 9:46:34 PM 1ra_enelor  pic.twitter.com/r2bKQxG6fv

7/22/2019 9:53:11 PM omerta_15 John Podesta is Managing DeLonge "DISCLOSURE" Project pic.twitter.com/mD9SGX181V

7/22/2019 10:00:21 PM _the_psychonaut He’s clean

7/22/2019 10:01:19 PM clancy_birrell alchemical water...i suppose...

7/22/2019 10:03:20 PM freedomgaia Très très bien pour les patriotes, et très très très mal pour les traîtres. Seules et unique solutions envisageable

7/22/2019 10:04:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.houstonchronicle.com/news/houston-texas/houston/article/Legendary-NASA-flight-director-Chris-Kraft-has-14114715.php …

7/22/2019 10:08:33 PM mudfly for a second I thought this was done in Minecraft.

7/22/2019 10:15:54 PM ifoundq Lolol someone has a bit of time on their hands!!

7/22/2019 10:25:38 PM curseca Stopped listening to Hannity 2 years ago. I don’t tolerate his type of programming.

7/22/2019 11:00:41 PM freestateojones At a snail's pace.

Par for the course.

7/23/2019 12:02:09 AM karma4event201 Podesta was in New Zealand when mosque shooting "happened". 

Podesta now lures people to Area 51 to use hidden tech on them. 

I hope friends don't let friends go to Area 51

7/23/2019 12:04:47 AM matchnumbers67 He also said illuminati on screen today. Tom Fitton mentioned Cabal

7/23/2019 12:08:48 AM punkbudgie1 Just like In the UK ....

7/23/2019 12:28:45 AM brown_eyedladyj Go to YouTube

7/23/2019 12:43:13 AM mongrelglory Well gosh!  That's quite the coincidence! pic.twitter.com/he5kOpzrou

7/23/2019 12:54:38 AM mongrelglory If you ever watched the TV shows Xena or Hercules...you may remember the actress who played Aphrodite.  Those are her kids that they're talking 

about in that e-mail. 😒 pic.twitter.com/MWZrUwHLzv

7/23/2019 12:58:18 AM carolin15161363 Is he behind the "storm area 51" movement?

7/23/2019 12:59:49 AM carolin15161363 Do they traffic children off world?

7/23/2019 1:02:34 AM mongrelglory I'm pretty sure if they'd had any dirt on Trump, they would have played that card already...

7/23/2019 1:02:51 AM joshuafalkin #TrustThePlan

7/23/2019 1:07:01 AM laztar11 Well there ya go Already so much jumps out pic.twitter.com/M9VlZevQZ0

7/23/2019 1:08:51 AM laztar11 still all about manipulating frequencies That’s been the name of their game

7/23/2019 1:16:12 AM mongrelglory I believe they implied it was a skull (but not a crystal one).

7/23/2019 2:15:36 AM diaptera_80 The royal family seems to have a fondness for St James pic.twitter.com/S2II8paakB

7/23/2019 2:19:58 AM thewholearmour2 Correct me if wrong but she had sex with many of them

7/23/2019 2:48:47 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have confirmed off-world human trafficking.  There's a big transport hub in Florida.  (Think Cape Canaveral).

7/23/2019 3:24:16 AM nocommunistusa So basically just sit back and view the show

7/23/2019 3:29:13 AM nocommunistusa Plus he wouldn’t be exposing all this if he were guilty. He has dismantled many human trafficking rings already. These people we live amongst are 

severly disturbed, sick as Q says, it’s creepy.

7/23/2019 3:51:18 AM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/zdUOFR8ecG

7/23/2019 3:55:01 AM maryschade14 Repetition bores an idea thought into the mind..repetition is also a 'Spell'.

It is 'Magick' in practice..MK-ish. 

Tell something enough and it will be believed and will unfold. I moved back into liberal land..the area does not radio Hannity. I watch no TV.

7/23/2019 4:05:00 AM niagararoot Gratitude. Excellent work!

7/23/2019 4:09:28 AM trickydude77 why are you hating on hannity ? im starting to think your a larp ! hannity is one of Qs people and if you were who you say you were you would know 

that

7/23/2019 4:10:32 AM trickydude77 yes hannity is a white hat

7/23/2019 4:26:40 AM therealalice333 It is a negative force of energy, but 'demonic possession' is not the cause. They choose to do this. They know exactly what will happen to them, and 

they choose it anyway. Blaming "demons" only allows them to escape accountability for their own choices.⚡⚡⚡♎

7/23/2019 4:28:49 AM sharong73376199 Have patience everyone . This is so huge and can not be fixed in a day with. an arrest. Keep supporting our President ., the DOJ and the everyone tring 

so hard to bring this evil down and PRAY .

7/23/2019 4:32:37 AM richard07759712 Good Morning | Everything we see/hear maps on our minds, but do we discern for relevance? It’s a part of Becoming - Yet we Are

7/23/2019 4:33:42 AM therealalice333 They do NOT do this to get high. They do it because if they do not, they will die of acute starvation followed by multi system organ failure. My mother 

just died from it. The narrative that they do this for kicks is complete bullshit and one that they themselves invented. Fact.⚡

7/23/2019 4:35:28 AM jrocktigers And also an underground/underwater sub port.

7/23/2019 4:45:13 AM mrd_s_anderson Schiff = Rothschild agent

7/23/2019 4:46:53 AM mrd_s_anderson Of course. The orinal @bgegame even had a eerily similar plot to what I'm starting to think is true to life.

7/23/2019 5:58:52 AM bbobbio71 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1153627749438746624 …

7/23/2019 6:04:42 AM maryschade14 How else could Epstein use plane numbers from a guvmint aircraft.

My apologies..I do not do the YT..transcripts baby.

7/23/2019 6:06:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153652479973888001 …

7/23/2019 6:07:08 AM jvan125 Utter insanity.

7/23/2019 6:08:27 AM ladtacarms Panic

7/23/2019 6:09:11 AM erbears78  pic.twitter.com/y0BdGzVlT7

7/23/2019 6:09:33 AM kindeandtrue Maybe they're waiting for the best possible time. Trump isn't the only one who knows how to play 4D chess. I'm not saying he's implicated, I just have 

a few doubts.

7/23/2019 6:10:25 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/voeljegoed/status/1153647831594491905 …

7/23/2019 6:10:54 AM renee86743676 No Bail stay in Jail

7/23/2019 6:13:02 AM _louisreed  pic.twitter.com/jKBNZl80XZ

7/23/2019 6:13:23 AM djlok But he's intelligence... 🙄🙄🙄

7/23/2019 6:14:03 AM scott_rick Bail is set at naming every high level official in this Rattrap



7/23/2019 6:15:15 AM nocommunistusa He was on an episode of Ancient Aliens

7/23/2019 6:16:11 AM hambrickro 😏 Betcha he is going to GITMO , if he's not already there 😏

7/23/2019 6:16:37 AM kindeandtrue I don't believe Trump is as wicked as Epstein and others, but he was quite the playboy, involved in modeling agencies and Miss America contests, etc. 

It's possible he did some shady stuff, though I certainly hope not, because then we're all really screwed.

7/23/2019 6:17:21 AM alodar He probably didn't file this, those who want him dead quickly want him out of protected custody.

7/23/2019 6:18:09 AM jvan125 🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤮

7/23/2019 6:18:37 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

Oh snap, is this a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "#Q Proof"???

Indeed.

#QAnon #TuesdayThoughts

9:18 Majestic. pic.twitter.com/SaJEd3Yg26
7/23/2019 6:18:45 AM allahuniversal And when/where did Q say this? Please refer to the specific drop/drops where Q specifically mentions GCR/RV, and even better, think VDay. 

I guarantee that you will not be able to produce said drops. Because they do not exist.

Please don't fall for fake Q drops.

7/23/2019 6:18:58 AM nocommunistusa As wicked as Epstein you say??? Epstein is the scum of the earth. Our POTUS is exposing all of this, be thankful.

7/23/2019 6:19:00 AM kindeandtrue I sure hope so.

7/23/2019 6:20:18 AM kindeandtrue I'm not 100% sure that Trump is exposing this. Seems to me he's keeping a pretty tight lid on the Swamp.

7/23/2019 6:21:27 AM allahuniversal 👌🏽

7/23/2019 6:21:46 AM 334dragons  pic.twitter.com/hJZ6Ykm2q2

7/23/2019 6:23:14 AM nocommunistusa Stop paying attention to the Media. That’s my last word of advice.

7/23/2019 6:24:22 AM roaminnoodle "Illuminati = [D]

Majestic destruction of [D].

All for the purposes of #Disclosure.

Federal Reserve compared to Green New Deal

Gold shall destroy the FED.

#UnsealEpstein and let the chips fall where they may."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/U5peUkEezi
7/23/2019 6:25:34 AM kindeandtrue I'm just raising possibilities, because of what Majestic12 said, "Let the chips fall where they may" which has an ominous ring, meaning that the fallout 

from #UnsealEpstein may have some unexpected consequences.

7/23/2019 6:26:44 AM keith369me It won’t go well for either Epstein or a judge that decides “protective housing” is not required.

7/23/2019 6:26:45 AM kindeandtrue I don't pay attention to the MSM. I'm just trying to understand the full implications of Majestic12's statement: "Let the chips fall where they may."

7/23/2019 6:26:53 AM djlok Yeah- he just seems to go on and on and on...I only tune in when 45 is on.

7/23/2019 6:27:20 AM roaminnoodle But... but... but... Military Tribunal, though???

7/23/2019 6:31:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you trust [INSERT BUSINESS] reviews online, knowing what you know now?

Define CONSPIRACY. 

Power over People.

Profits over People. 

Sacrifices for Profit. 

Sacrifices for Power. 

People = Sacrifices.

Sheep no more. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/posting-a-negative-review-online-can-get-you-sued/ …
7/23/2019 6:32:53 AM crazygamma He wants to skip town, he’s got the money to pay off any pilot who’s stupid enough to take his dirty pedo dollars 💵

7/23/2019 6:34:28 AM ladtacarms Yep

7/23/2019 6:35:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 FULL PANIC IN DC. 

See something, say something. https://fbi.gov/tips 

7/23/2019 6:36:13 AM erbears78  pic.twitter.com/WdyCCM69xb

7/23/2019 6:36:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Several 187 attempts. 

[THEY] want him to stop singing. 

He's not. 

#UnsealEpstein 

[100K+]

7/23/2019 6:37:14 AM keith369me Our world has been rigged against us our entire lives.  It’s time to no longer accept being a serf to these [people]...find the 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡

7/23/2019 6:37:35 AM christopherrosk Good luck with that Jeffery 

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

Learn to LOVE that cage you're in pedo boy.

7/23/2019 6:37:59 AM _discernment_ #PanicInDc #DeepStateCorruption #NationalSecurity pic.twitter.com/m3N0r7dDwn

7/23/2019 6:38:53 AM scott_rick Expecting something....... finally going to be the BIG WEEK?

7/23/2019 6:39:06 AM covertress Deep Fake? #RBG #RBGIsDead https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1153432787308994560?s=19 …

7/23/2019 6:42:36 AM maryschade14 Majestic 12..no. Thank you for good info.

In my case Blood from a Turnip is apro-Pos as dirt. Why are [THEY] so threatened.

Is this the Curse of be positive no negativity..Social Maneuvering?

7/23/2019 6:43:14 AM justme20190704 lol - Nope.

7/23/2019 6:43:43 AM justme20190704 100% Patriot.

7/23/2019 6:43:45 AM allahuniversal "Do you trust [INSERT BUSINESS] reviews online, knowing what you know now?"

Hellll no, never did.

So basically, "say only nice things about us, or else"... Then why even offer online reviews?

BTW, having a Yelp page for a new business, is WAY TOO EXPENSIVE! DON'T DO IT!

7/23/2019 6:45:02 AM justme20190704 True story.  People can only consume so much information at one time and only so much complexity at one time.



7/23/2019 6:45:07 AM roaminnoodle When does a bird sing?

#Q #QAnon

Several 187 attempts. (Think NYC Blackouts)

{THEY] want him to stop singing.

He's not. 🎙

#UnsealEpstein (will #UnsealPedoGate)

[100K+] (indicments)

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/eGQHFzGhBT
7/23/2019 6:46:01 AM justme20190704 Stream it on your tablet or laptop.

7/23/2019 6:48:14 AM headlinejuice NO. They are completely controlled as are real estate listings and every other thing.

7/23/2019 6:48:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. 

[RGB].

7/23/2019 6:49:48 AM roaminnoodle Will we get a new SC Justice before Election Year?

7/23/2019 6:50:12 AM americanpetal Finally! It’s absolutely outrageous this kind of corruption on the Supreme Court. And the, you have Roberts compromised. Unbelievable

7/23/2019 6:50:16 AM diaptera_80 How dead is she?

7/23/2019 6:50:18 AM starehope Seems like no one could get the story straight.

7/23/2019 6:51:02 AM covertress typo?

7/23/2019 6:51:26 AM americanpetal Ohhh. Missed that. Eek

7/23/2019 6:51:30 AM justme20190704 Hannity isn't for those already awakened.  He's there to project and normalize change.

Most of us are beyond what Hannity is doing.  If you're listening to SerialBrain2, OAN, InTheMatrixxx, and Field McConnell, there isn't anything Hannity 

is going to tell you that is new.

7/23/2019 6:51:57 AM jvan125 Then who is writing her opinions?!?

7/23/2019 6:52:44 AM identityasxy .

If Hannity doesn't play the thankless role as reporter of basic facts about FISA, ABC agencies attempt to impugn Pres. Trump to inform the masses, who 

will?  Who is?  Just cuz it's old news to you, doesn't mean it's old news to sheeple.

Don't shade Sean !

7/23/2019 6:54:17 AM roaminnoodle Something triggered in my head when I saw [RGB].

But then I just read it as Ruth Gader Binsburg and shrugged it off... haha!

7/23/2019 6:54:45 AM j03_h3rr3ra6124 If I had that info I wouldn’t be asking for it genius. It was posted in January or last year  around the time Q said “gold will end the Fed”  post #2619

7/23/2019 6:55:37 AM identityasxy Yes he is a white hat.  

If you've ever tried to wake up a teenager for school, you understand how repetitive you must be before you see action.

Cut the guy a break.

7/23/2019 6:55:49 AM shaqlolabunny Local news started with 2 pedo arrest stories last night, is the media starting to prep people for the ugly truth?

7/23/2019 6:56:12 AM keith369me Think color?

7/23/2019 6:57:53 AM rsm28675996 Isnt it possible that the rope was removed once it passed from the view of the camera? A stanchion base is about a foot wide so more room would be 

needed for people to  pass by. Another view would be great to see. I'm not saying that isnt the RBG robot though.

7/23/2019 6:58:05 AM keith369me Almost all sealed indictments connected?  That I didn’t expect.

7/23/2019 7:03:26 AM djlok YES!!!  Sing, #Epstein, Sing!!! 🎶🎶🎶

7/23/2019 7:04:23 AM patriots5_5 And [they] keep trying to get to him and fail every time

7/23/2019 7:05:44 AM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/j028k9BkD7

7/23/2019 7:06:12 AM rsm28675996 Lol.i wonder how that's gonna work out for him

7/23/2019 7:06:17 AM our_return_home In name of the highest good for all Humanity and The All, WE, THE PEOPLE of planet Earth, DEMAND that the Epstein case be UNSEALED. NOW.

7/23/2019 7:09:19 AM allahuniversal How'd you know I prefer Genius over smart ass?😏

Thank you for making my point for me. GCR/RV references by Q do not exist. People's own opinions and interpretations do. 

The difference between what Q says & what people "say" that Q said can mislead many.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079120361302777856?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/Aco0FGmpb3

7/23/2019 7:11:03 AM covertress [RGB] = Red, Green, Blue? = Deep Fake?

ht @Keith72256137, "Think color."

7/23/2019 7:11:53 AM identityasxy .

Well, maybe, perhaps.  But if couched in terms of a 'matter of opinion' and judiciously avoid bare statements of unsupported fact, then you'll be fine.

Last I checked, 1st Amdmt is still current law.

7/23/2019 7:13:51 AM joni_apple_seed IMO it’s time for the truth. Adults have been coddled and lied to for way too long. If they are not ready they simply will not believe and move on. This is 

supposed to be the ‘Great Awakening ‘ #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini @POTUS

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/mindcontrol/chapter02.htm … pic.twitter.com/pFigEVjcI5

7/23/2019 7:14:20 AM identityasxy .

I see something !  FBI colluded with DO to impugn reputation and allegiance of Pres. Trump! 

Now, let's see ... "who do I call again?"

7/23/2019 7:15:16 AM crazygamma AKA: suicide and no gun will be found

7/23/2019 7:15:24 AM lorirrr What would make the judge change his mind?  I hope the judge is protected...

7/23/2019 7:17:27 AM disgoblue24 Agree

7/23/2019 7:18:57 AM allahuniversal Exact Q-uote, for good measure.

Gold shall destroy the FED. pic.twitter.com/Q5OvniTRwb

7/23/2019 7:20:44 AM mrd_s_anderson There comes a time where [they] would WISH they were executed, either by law, or the people trying to keep them quiet.

7/23/2019 7:22:11 AM jrocktigers [HALLIBURTON] [DYNCORP] [NESTLE] [KELLOGG BROWN ROOT]

7/23/2019 7:23:46 AM enomai_ Yes RGB is dead

7/23/2019 7:24:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153671663092981761 …

7/23/2019 7:27:02 AM jfogle8 I find it a bit hard to fathom, a NYC judge withheld his bail.

I'm mean I'm glad he did! Just really surprised me. And now if he gets out, he's either a ghost or gone...

7/23/2019 7:27:09 AM crazygamma Oh oh oh what is Seth Rich!

7/23/2019 7:30:17 AM crazygamma Oh and the old female Attorney General ( forgot the bitch’s name ) will show up at the hospital to make sure he’s suicided

7/23/2019 7:32:33 AM twilbert4 WOW.



7/23/2019 7:34:44 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Qwx8JlHTEC

7/23/2019 7:34:45 AM enomai_ A reason why he was arrested from this jurisdiction?

7/23/2019 7:35:37 AM roaminnoodle From #Epstein's original bail request, document here:

 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6201584-Epstein-brief-7-16-19.html …

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon 

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/aZsl48fnqV

7/23/2019 7:36:18 AM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  check this out @EAA annual fly in 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸😜😜😜👍👍👍 

https://twitter.com/roublisa/status/1153669353763741696?s=21 …

7/23/2019 7:41:26 AM j03_h3rr3ra6124 I vaguely remember what was written. It was posted on a Q insta account. This is why I have been searching for it. I’m not arguing if it’s real or not I 

was simply asking if there was any info on it.... pic.twitter.com/DjXt7uThRR

7/23/2019 7:43:00 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/hdqgJYpvqM

7/23/2019 7:43:02 AM rawphonegirl No deals. pic.twitter.com/i5ouo6Aepg

7/23/2019 7:43:19 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/iOqXPlfJl7

7/23/2019 7:51:43 AM liltilgerlil He would be better off in solitary.

7/23/2019 7:51:44 AM bdam777 the tweet is gone. that's why it was screenshot.

7/23/2019 7:53:27 AM starehope What choice did those kids and babies get?

7/23/2019 7:55:55 AM rawphonegirl Yup.  Said it before and I'll say it again: Velociraptors testing the fence!!

7/23/2019 7:56:57 AM v_rags It’s a bit disturbing that so many are so asleep when stuff like this happens!

7/23/2019 7:58:02 AM allahuniversal Thanks for the reference, give me a few to look up the original post of it still exists, so that I can see what their 2nd post on that page was. 

What I can say for sure, is that it's not a Q post.

7/23/2019 7:58:56 AM daveo6145 Remember, there may be anywhere from 1-100 ppl named in each indictment 😯

7/23/2019 7:58:59 AM highhopesusa it’ll be his death sentence if it’s granted.

7/23/2019 7:59:07 AM keith369me How many hours of videotape have been produced during this “productive custody”?

7/23/2019 8:01:12 AM j03_h3rr3ra6124 I can see now that it wasn’t a direct Q quote and that has been why I wasn’t able to find it. I got lucky today and was finally able to locate it. Thank you.

7/23/2019 8:03:35 AM starehope Hannity says deep state and cabal. In the past, I got the impression that he does read these and other feeds.

7/23/2019 8:03:36 AM rawphonegirl They never thought she would lose. https://youtu.be/f5mk9JX8Cy8 

7/23/2019 8:07:14 AM v_rags 🤯🤯🤯🙏❤️🙏

7/23/2019 8:13:14 AM starehope Or surprising results that no one dxpected. Don't be one who throws out the negative vibes. Sadly, I had blocked you a month or so back due to your 

negativity. I opened it up again and we are right where we left off. Please try to see the bright side of life. Think good thoughts!

7/23/2019 8:19:00 AM djlok Time (hours) is an illusion. 😂😂😂.  But I bet there have been a sh!t ton of events (name dropping, video surveillance tapes shared).  #DarkToLight

7/23/2019 8:20:07 AM hoodsavior ** EARTH ALLIANCE UPDATE 7182019 -THE EVENT ESCALATES! **  https://5dearthproject.com/earth-alliance-update-7182019-the-event-escalates/ … 

via @5dearth @ts_sci_majic12 @kabamur_taygeta @esotericexposal

7/23/2019 8:21:36 AM starehope No. The video explains everything.

7/23/2019 8:22:03 AM brad34351293 The dude has to be MOSSAD. Yes, that could happen, but he has serious WW pull. Zionists & such.

7/23/2019 8:23:14 AM starehope Or getting her paycheck, no doubt direct deposited. Curious that Trump isn't concerned.

7/23/2019 8:23:33 AM starehope This is illegal.

7/23/2019 8:26:20 AM starehope Color? In what way? What has color to do with any of this? Please explain! Thank you!😽

7/23/2019 8:28:05 AM roublisa Yes  period !   5:5

7/23/2019 8:28:41 AM mickiedodge1  https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/07/12/jeffrey-epsteins-second-private-island-great-st-james-is-a-place-where-you-can-hang-out-order-pizza-and-

have-it-delivered-by-boat/ …

7/23/2019 8:29:04 AM allahuniversal Ruth

Got

Buried

?

7/23/2019 8:29:43 AM roublisa Boom you guys are awesome!

7/23/2019 8:30:05 AM starehope Doubt that. Trump seems unconcerned.

7/23/2019 8:32:17 AM danielvance19 We that are awake can see it so easily now. The best thing about Hillary losing is because they never thought she would lose. It forces them to act 

quick and by acting quick we can start to see something is wrong. Once we realize that we start to see what is really going on. Cont

7/23/2019 8:34:02 AM covertress "Blending light is important, because it's how every color TV, monitor or screen you've ever seen creates colors beyond red, green and blue." 

https://www.cnet.com/news/ultra-hd-tv-color-part-i-red-green-blue-and-beyond/ …

7/23/2019 8:34:34 AM danielvance19 This was a plan that they have had for who know for how long. But by playing it slow they could manipulate us and most of us couldn’t see what was 

really going on. But with them forced to do it quick we are more able to see that this doesn’t make sense. The great awakening!

7/23/2019 8:39:10 AM danielvance19 It’s to the point that we have to do deep research on all candidates that want to run for office. No double citizenships, way shorter terms.... this can 

not be for career! This has to be Americans that love our country that actually work for this country and people! This.....

7/23/2019 8:41:33 AM samiamq2 @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Linda_Paris @LionelMedia  Q "find the 4th connection". Ghislaine Maxwell + Royal Family? #ThesePeopleAreSick 

#ThesePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/ZqtG8oQZiN

7/23/2019 8:41:52 AM danielvance19 Needs to be taught in our schools the constitution and how government is run, no more career politicians passing the torch to their children. No more 

going in with 100,000 in bank account and leaving with millions. There needs to be public hangings for treasonous acts.

7/23/2019 8:44:22 AM danielvance19 Hillary Clinton you can add to that list!

7/23/2019 8:45:59 AM richard07759712 That would be awesome | and he’s still a Flight Risk and they’d be looking for doorknobs

7/23/2019 8:46:40 AM nea_storm Boom! Boom! Boom! I Square Triple That! Wow! Beautiful Way to Start the Morning! Thank You! When You Walk that Walk! And Talk that Talk! Take 

You All in my Arms! I'm In Love with YOU!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=og14AFBBlko … pic.twitter.com/QNtOB2NFav

7/23/2019 8:50:16 AM roublisa I love it🐸🐸🐸

7/23/2019 8:50:48 AM sergii_ii Erdogan 187'd?? Or was it a last minute fake? It stinks!!

7/23/2019 8:53:45 AM puertoricancham @repadamshlff PANIC, PANIC,PANIC,PANIC, PANIC the Stanford Hotel, we know Adam, no one can stop what is going on veil👠🙏👠 WWG1WGA 

@enki74 @realQNN @qanon76 @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Adam maybe should visit Russia before Gitmo?  

pic.twitter.com/r9EwEQ7f6F

7/23/2019 8:53:47 AM gregoryjhall1 No Deals.

7/23/2019 9:01:47 AM karma4event201 Someone is. They need to make sacrifices and kidnap children. 

One of the tweets in that line says he has tech from Antartica.

7/23/2019 9:10:22 AM rexti_inpa  pic.twitter.com/xSQDebnq1J

7/23/2019 9:13:52 AM gi6stars #NODEAL!

7/23/2019 9:17:08 AM dubosdenise Anyone who releases him is doing it to protect their interest in his crimes...

7/23/2019 9:17:11 AM michael81972 Worm food dead



7/23/2019 9:18:24 AM lilbreadbakerme “A SLAPP filer doesn't go to court to seek justice; they are just trying to silence or harass or intimidate a critic of theirs," Mascagni said. ...”

Judges need to declare these “frivolous lawsuits”.

7/23/2019 9:19:54 AM sterkinglights1 I did the same. Gator blades.

7/23/2019 9:21:22 AM lori_dee1 You articulated it very well Rick. We have moved beyond the MSM but I do think his show serves a purpose as well. There is something to be said for 

consistently having the #1 show in the media ratings.

7/23/2019 9:22:10 AM mdudley32252893 No, it is 70000000000000.  You are using a binary calculator that is unable to express .4 as a rational number, thus leading to round off error, when 

there should be none.

7/23/2019 9:24:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Essential for #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1153628242529722369 …

7/23/2019 9:24:46 AM numberonepal If true - IF - this is another tool to destroy the DS.

7/23/2019 9:25:43 AM jayci_oldsailor Expose UK...🤙😎

7/23/2019 9:27:16 AM roaminnoodle ??? https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1153690867284217857 …

7/23/2019 9:28:03 AM lori_dee1 The world is about to come crashing down on those connected to or involved in these crimes against humanity 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#SaveTheChildren

7/23/2019 9:29:08 AM illuminusnow How so? I guess if Royals are to be indicted...

7/23/2019 9:29:30 AM synackstatic Theresa and Philip connected to epstein via Capital Group Companies

through to Adnan Khashoggi. 

Through to Maxwell via Edad and Lady Mona K 

to G.Maxwell

To Epstein.

7/23/2019 9:30:02 AM audigamma Ever Greene SA ble sack her dote al queen. SAC ri fiscal lambs children & teens. Wee ners & pocketed spleens. Pine al ad reno chromed creams. Draws 

under beWare bateful master hateful dreams. Unknown Unanswered how do I de serve this screams. What say ewe EEver GGreene?

7/23/2019 9:30:44 AM lori_dee1 It's hard to even think about the dark and evil things that have been happening to the innocent children in our world. It literally makes my heart hurt 

every time I read about these things.💔

7/23/2019 9:32:25 AM kindeandtrue Interesting that Boris was elected with 66% of the vote.

7/23/2019 9:33:56 AM evakayfavia 6 + 6 = 12 = 3.  the God # according to tesla.

7/23/2019 9:35:34 AM audigamma Mitch Again strikes hot Flint to Boil Coldwater in Pots & Pan while HHarvey Homes still aint built and people in Mar's Land keep getting kilt like Pox'd 

Quilts as if they're incidental transcendental sac ri fices without the GUILT!

7/23/2019 9:36:12 AM roaminnoodle Boris Johnson as new Prime Minister of the U.K. is "essential"

#TrustThePlan

And we all know, #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2YvWxLEjCX
7/23/2019 9:36:37 AM kindeandtrue Boris was elected with 66% of the vote. Jeffrey Epstein is 66 years old. Terry Bean, Obama's gay fundraiser who was ust arrested for child abuse, is also 

66, and the China Lake earthquake was originally reported by the USGS as a 6.6 magnitude quake. That's a lot of 6's.

7/23/2019 9:37:30 AM smith_jere Mine too.

7/23/2019 9:38:59 AM karentriebel And FISA

7/23/2019 9:39:53 AM sterkinglights1 Good find.

7/23/2019 9:41:30 AM smith_jere His show does serve a purpose. I too cannot watch. He drives me crazy.

7/23/2019 9:42:50 AM identityasxy .

Federal rules for pretrial detention or release on bail are clear.  Factors include threat to public, past criminal history, flight rusk and need for release to 

prepare defense. JE fails on factors 1-3 and not essential to assist in defense.  LOCK HIM UP https://www.justice.gov/jm/criminal-resource-manual-26-

release-and-detention-pending-judicial-proceedings-18-usc-3141-et …

7/23/2019 9:43:02 AM nea_storm I Love Our🐸🐸🐸Reverse pic.twitter.com/OWQgBcfcHA

7/23/2019 9:45:06 AM roublisa Boom again sister💥💥💥

7/23/2019 9:47:44 AM sterkinglights1 Sry went full Rebot.

7/23/2019 9:47:57 AM jenaynayz Hopefully Farage will take his place when BREXIT is done.

7/23/2019 9:49:32 AM collmaxwell Will the Royals go down for good, or will they contribute to a serious purge amongst their ranks so that they may cling to some sort of power?

7/23/2019 10:01:26 AM dafneugartep Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Cross reference with past drops. Cross reference with this diagram. If 's island is a DUMB, what is in Syria's temple 

underground? […]" #UnsealEpstein https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1151964586112901126.html …

7/23/2019 10:02:14 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate

THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET.

#Q #QAnon

#WeThePeople pic.twitter.com/gPUkFkxMzx

7/23/2019 10:04:13 AM lizzah_83 Maybe the crown will skip a generation and go straight to William after the Queen?

7/23/2019 10:06:03 AM monroevegas Ever seen that wierd looking structure of the california coast just south of Point Mugu?

7/23/2019 10:06:12 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1152262699394437121?s=19 …

7/23/2019 10:06:17 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1152263134729650176?s=19 …

7/23/2019 10:09:53 AM identityasxy .

First two proclamations by Boris.

1.  Free JA

2. Free Tommy Robinson

7/23/2019 10:10:10 AM collmaxwell I hope I will see the day when the UK, Canada, Australia and New-Zealand all become republics.

7/23/2019 10:11:05 AM covertress Will Boris Johnson be instrumental in charging Epstein's girlfriend,  Ghislaine Maxwell?

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 10:11:27 AM jollyrob2 And now the EU 🇪🇺 🙏

#UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 10:14:17 AM nurseniceyes Clerks and a few other justices.

7/23/2019 10:14:23 AM abraga1853 Are you saying Hannity is bad to watch?

7/23/2019 10:15:28 AM daveo6145 Kerry Cassidy was one of the first people to help me awaken. Is she a white hat?

7/23/2019 10:20:29 AM richardhiatt16 He will be Majestic...🤓❤️🇬🇧



7/23/2019 10:24:46 AM gravey6 High likelihood

7/23/2019 10:27:40 AM a_writers_life I bet EVERY Criminal would like to await their Trial in a 21,000 sq. ft. Home! This Guy is as big a Flight Risk as El Chapo ...

7/23/2019 10:33:38 AM nationalassemb1 They have no choice. They all guilty of pedophilia and fear reprisals more than doing what is right.

7/23/2019 10:38:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who scream the loudest. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1153719537696681985 …

7/23/2019 10:40:41 AM _highjinx_ Those blood drinkers are everywhere in politics now screaming really loud. Many incredibly uncomfortable truths soon seeing the light.

7/23/2019 10:41:46 AM amyjack37468809 what about Tracy Twyman??? she recently went to FBI with lots of info on serious allegations of child trafficking. she told FBI her life was in danger. she 

claims crooked FBI turned her away. she just died 7/10/19... is this dis-info or is FBI swamp? please look into it❤️

7/23/2019 10:45:04 AM fjarilslarv If Trump thought First Step was going to help him with American blacks, he was mistaken.

7/23/2019 10:51:15 AM cosmic_engineer One more birdy to begin singing

7/23/2019 10:56:35 AM solliff2 [They] are outing themselves left and right.

Honestly...

it's almost too easy.

7/23/2019 10:56:46 AM sonyaleesimons1 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤡🤡🤡

7/23/2019 10:58:41 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Nl0I0D1TNb

7/23/2019 10:59:26 AM roublisa Never saw this tweet.....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you are all so amazing💗💗💗🐸🐸🐸😘😘😘

7/23/2019 11:01:05 AM cajungal62 @STEPHMHAMILL @PatrickHussion @cvpayne @ChuckCallesto @FredDoucetteNH @RealDrGina @DebbieAAldrich @JBTVS @GenFlynn @jjauthor 

@RealJack

7/23/2019 11:03:19 AM al23311 I saw this 33 minutes after it was posted.  Something is happening!!

7/23/2019 11:04:07 AM hawkgirlinmn Practically falling over themselves to be the most obvious clown pic.twitter.com/Qlm6lvT4Y9

7/23/2019 11:06:44 AM 313looper WOW...!!!! 👀

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥
7/23/2019 11:07:26 AM roaminnoodle Those who scream the loudest.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate

#Q #QAnon

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.axios.com/naacp-supports-impeachment-trump-ee02945e-9fab-409b-af04-279f4810c107.html …

7/23/2019 11:08:18 AM _discernment_ #Epstein #BorisDay #DeepStateCorruption pic.twitter.com/cw1CbSJZPP

7/23/2019 11:08:53 AM calicryptobetty They have put a bill forward to make it a crime to expose whistleblowers now. So nobody is going to speak out.

7/23/2019 11:10:03 AM roaminnoodle ...NAMBLA will be next to call for DJT's impeachment!!!

7/23/2019 11:10:55 AM roublisa Up and up and up 🙌🙌🙌 pic.twitter.com/9fXlQpRIRE

7/23/2019 11:11:00 AM consortiapartn1 Some more nubers .... he's also now the 77th Prime Minister

7/23/2019 11:13:48 AM changovibes You are mistaken...  First step  will help with American Blacks..... NAACP can do whatever they want....... We the people will Vote.....

7/23/2019 11:16:23 AM princess_dd_80 Call all you want, wasting your time.

7/23/2019 11:16:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153730626354368523 …

7/23/2019 11:17:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RawStory/status/1153518096717500416 …

7/23/2019 11:18:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1153342628647309317 …

7/23/2019 11:19:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1153475834688266241 …

7/23/2019 11:19:10 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/5h1caJgUwo

7/23/2019 11:19:29 AM alinahere 🤣 IKR! 👍

7/23/2019 11:20:48 AM jollyrob2 Now that’s got to have a trace 💵

7/23/2019 11:21:29 AM thebeeguy0 Deutsche Bank?! Dems have a Trump orgasm. 😂😂

7/23/2019 11:21:31 AM wyatt251 What is he fastest way to wash cash 💰 churches schools banks 🏦 tax donations to election next big building project

7/23/2019 11:21:58 AM state1union Let me vomit 🤮

7/23/2019 11:22:25 AM state1union Lol 😂

7/23/2019 11:25:33 AM richard07759712 Worth RT’g again

7/23/2019 11:27:05 AM anjilloflight_ Got it! 👍🏻 DIG AXIOS! pic.twitter.com/gaDQ6KB6y7

7/23/2019 11:29:10 AM allahuniversal So the request for bail, is really BS then

7/23/2019 11:30:58 AM allahuniversal I fully expected it once he was arrested. Maybe not all 100K+, yet a significant number of them. #UnsealEpstein = Collect em all!

7/23/2019 11:31:14 AM roaminnoodle "Deutsche Bank has been contacted by prosecutors and other government authorities investigating Mr. #Epstein."

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/23/business/jeffrey-epstein-deutsche-bank.html …

7/23/2019 11:32:02 AM capedmommabear to be expected....

try they might, fail they will

7/23/2019 11:36:55 AM allahuniversal Good for optics, no good for life expectancy

7/23/2019 11:37:54 AM keith369me Figured there was a heck of a lot of “financial crimes” stealing taxpayer dollars in that 100K...maybe lots of overlap!!!

7/23/2019 11:38:20 AM fjarilslarv That sounds about right!

7/23/2019 11:38:59 AM fjarilslarv I'm glad to hear this.

7/23/2019 11:40:57 AM allahuniversal The Panama Papers, did that ever come to any resolution at all, now that I think about it?

7/23/2019 11:41:11 AM kay_spire She should

7/23/2019 11:41:28 AM kindeandtrue 🧐

7/23/2019 11:41:33 AM 313looper Doesn’t seem good !

7/23/2019 11:43:46 AM fjarilslarv Sounds like a lot of organizations, they have lost their original mission, and now embrace leftist causes.

7/23/2019 11:44:37 AM keith369me NAACP leadership compromised?  This is too easy!!!

7/23/2019 11:46:57 AM consortiapartn1 Whoops ..... *numbers

7/23/2019 11:47:21 AM keith369me Drain the Swamp regardless of who they are, but prosecute false claims of guilt!!!

7/23/2019 11:47:35 AM renee86743676 AXHOLES

7/23/2019 11:49:54 AM renee86743676 Yep.  Follow the money

7/23/2019 11:50:11 AM enomai_ Sadly, NAACP definitely a shill org. Sadly

7/23/2019 11:50:28 AM maryschade14 After Tlaib told them they were part of the squad..timing.

7/23/2019 11:50:41 AM aintgets Unseal Epstein!!! pic.twitter.com/h3mx69aNzA

7/23/2019 11:51:28 AM renee86743676 Can't buy status or integrity



7/23/2019 11:52:58 AM jrocktigers I didnt see that in the photos for Ant. on Wiki from JP. But file named Antartica_07 is missing from the photos for download. 1 - 25 , missing 7 

pic.twitter.com/QerV3KcOjW

7/23/2019 11:53:07 AM keith369me Just one question...is the Federal Reserve connected to Epstein?

7/23/2019 11:55:16 AM lorieve Can I get my restitution in cryptos please and thanQ?

7/23/2019 11:55:25 AM keith369me If it is, everything comes down with this...everything!!!

7/23/2019 11:59:29 AM jamiegrahamusa And do NOT FORGET DATA THIEVES ...THX https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1153731785311866886?s=19 …

7/23/2019 12:02:54 PM enomai_ Well I looked up Gates foundation. They donated 100s of millions.  Then a little later. The NAACP returned 'donated' the money back about the same 

amount or more. To a different 'charity' owned by Gates. Fraudsters funneling money

7/23/2019 12:05:26 PM azuremagus Head of Fed. has been fired 3 times and it still there, WTF

7/23/2019 12:05:27 PM allahuniversal Clarity : The APPEAL re: the bail request is BS, as there will be no release of Epstein, period. Too much risk of being sniped or in some other way 

Arkancided (dang, spellcheck really finished Arkancided for me 😅) https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1153733811353640960?s=19 …

7/23/2019 12:09:06 PM jrocktigers There is a Naval installation just to N/NW.

7/23/2019 12:16:08 PM wishfulldreamz  https://joeforamerica.com/naacp-president-busted-for-dealing-coke-media-ignores/?fbclid=IwAR0Mhnqyhxp54UwazHC-

84TsUZSbYIStmfJJ1EaKJAm0L8r9YWOlurom6z4 …

7/23/2019 12:17:03 PM kathleen3693693 Hoffman silenced via [187] ?

7/23/2019 12:18:02 PM unidentifiedta1 Mnunchin is 322, Ross is Rothschild, Giuliani...hard to say....although is conveniently appears in multiple rabbit holes....9/11, mob, Iran, Trump, Bill 

Bratton, Bernard Kerik....

7/23/2019 12:23:26 PM keith369me The original Tweet is Unavailable...I guess the question doesn’t get answered?

7/23/2019 12:25:05 PM fibermam266 NACP Leadership has had its share or corruption, criminal charges and, immoral activities.  Many has been forced out, and resigned

7/23/2019 12:25:58 PM justme20190704 That’s kind of you to say.  Thank you.

7/23/2019 12:27:04 PM swtsthrncomfort He must have a death wish or an escape plan.

7/23/2019 12:29:48 PM lovesg_d One commenter under the Tweet thread is trying to drag Melania into this! They make me sick with their insane hatred of POTUS! They are truly sick in 

the head and heart with hate!

7/23/2019 12:30:31 PM fibermam266 live by the sword, die by the sword,  live by the pedo die by the pedo

7/23/2019 12:30:56 PM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein is a marker for #UnsealPedoGate but also in hwood and or the world? pic.twitter.com/OxPZqy5tFX

7/23/2019 12:32:15 PM connorr1986 Scott Israel

7/23/2019 12:37:04 PM mynardpamela Eating their own now

7/23/2019 12:38:48 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:39:12 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:39:34 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:39:50 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:40:06 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:40:22 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:40:46 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:41:08 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:41:24 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:41:36 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:42:06 PM keith369me You know damn well I’m going to ask the same question at the next AMA

7/23/2019 12:42:20 PM aprilbrown99 MAKE IT RAIN!!! #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:42:51 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:43:10 PM areyouesther prince andrew, ghislaine, et al?

7/23/2019 12:43:21 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 12:43:23 PM bohnajoy Ffs what do you suggest then these multi million $ international that take millions if not billions into the National economy through collaboration with 

international company’s what would you suggest they do drop everything and fight your cause ??? Am Scottish me so don’t care !!

7/23/2019 12:45:08 PM evakayfavia serial brain 2 has some interesting views on 3 6 9.   how u choose to see it is as valid as how I choose to.  Trump said he likes Boris, and is a good guy.  

im taking his word for it.  and guess what, mm.  i'm fkg 66.  so are a million other ppl born in 1953.  I see 66=12=3. :)

7/23/2019 12:51:29 PM djlok Signals 😁😁😁

7/23/2019 12:53:05 PM whodamanp I imagine a guy like him can't stand every minute that he doesn't have freedom. He's used to having power over everyone. Not being confined and 

controlled. He's already cracking and getting desperate.

7/23/2019 12:53:13 PM wandaspangler2 Good

7/23/2019 12:57:32 PM capedmommabear  https://twitter.com/AlanDersh/status/1153750611697029120?s=20 …

7/23/2019 12:58:40 PM animaltopper1 Glad you said it.

7/23/2019 1:01:00 PM keith369me Too much too soon?

7/23/2019 1:01:19 PM espen2k Slave colony on Mars (and the moon?) Antarctica is a biiiiig piece of the puzzle.. The treaties of many countries there. A sailor from Norway had to go to 

court JUST because he went and didn't have a permit. [They] sure do not like people going there...

7/23/2019 1:07:28 PM capedmommabear The Hunters become the Hunted - Q

These people ARE sick

they sure would love to disarm America and leave the remaining people of the world defenseless...

7/23/2019 1:07:29 PM lbf777 Haha. Now the Fascist Corporations want to sue us if we leave them bad reviews.

We're not afraid of you punks anymore!

7/23/2019 1:10:45 PM desirelove101 Poor baby doesn’t like sitting in jail. Heard one of his lawyers saying how inhumane it is he’s by himself. Please, let’s remember how horrible it was for 

his victims. This guy is not sticking around if he gets out. That house of his probably has more escape routes than the WH.

7/23/2019 1:14:51 PM keith369me When in doubt, ask a second time

7/23/2019 1:16:45 PM sloangidding Lay with dogs, why surprised when itching starts..

7/23/2019 1:20:42 PM desirelove101 Well tell us how you really feel!! 🤣🤣🤣

7/23/2019 1:22:38 PM slayerofmatrix1 Don’t trust “Raw Story” even a smidgen.

7/23/2019 1:25:06 PM ukpatriot3 And the 55th conservative PM 5:5

7/23/2019 1:26:41 PM realityloominng I normally don't judge this way.. but look at that death-worshiping face!

7/23/2019 1:27:24 PM danielvance19 Yes the way they were able to gets us before was by putting it to us very gradually to where we didn’t even notice. But because Trump won they have 

to move fast and fast doesn’t register in our brains like slow worked. It’s more obvious and even the sleeping are asking ?’s now!

7/23/2019 1:30:02 PM samuelranselmo1 Brrrwaaaahahaha

7/23/2019 1:36:06 PM roublisa Here is some more about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  .....what an amazing journey you have brought us to...thank you  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

7/23/2019 1:41:05 PM michaelpomeroy9 NAACP, think 1909 to present day. An rasist organization arm of the Democrat or what ever they are party. Brainwash propaganda machine to take 

away free thought.

7/23/2019 1:41:42 PM allahuniversal He's gonna need PC for.... Eternity



7/23/2019 1:50:43 PM anneolsen43 No.. Bradshaw

7/23/2019 1:50:54 PM liltilgerlil Well that explains a lot. Muslim Brotherhood runs them doesn’t it?

7/23/2019 1:51:28 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/GGFuY43GXo

7/23/2019 1:53:45 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/lgB5aog8aM

7/23/2019 2:01:11 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT💥 http://teespring.com/en-GB/wwg1wga-4658 …

7/23/2019 2:09:09 PM identityasxy .

Prime Minister Boris Johnson.

Let's see how he strikes out immediately to DEFINE his place in history.   As a Statesman in the mold of Churchill, or just another johnson.

FREE TOMMY ROBINSON !!  FREE JULIAN A !! pic.twitter.com/BN9pW24Eut

7/23/2019 2:18:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd 🙏

7/23/2019 2:19:57 PM realityloominng Did Epstein even bother to pretend to have a wife? If so I want a name soon - watching footage of these demons is good research

7/23/2019 2:22:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sucks to be her...I feel Hollywood should be burned to the ground! Fire cleanses!

Never in my life have I so badly wanted to be a pyro! If wishes were fishes, I'd have fish to fry...for supper...so I'm having chicken. 

pic.twitter.com/s8slAUHlig

7/23/2019 2:30:45 PM jrocktigers 👀

7/23/2019 2:31:06 PM identityasxy .

If BREXIT doesn't occur in October, UK voters have 'played' !

7/23/2019 2:33:17 PM jrocktigers For the people in the back, can you provide some detail of the image?

7/23/2019 2:37:42 PM lucky11111212 Using my Alien endowed IS-BE, I sense a possible conflict with 👇 pic.twitter.com/w3mpAIhGx1

7/23/2019 2:40:41 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf Nope!

7/23/2019 2:43:22 PM nea_storm REVERSE🐸🐸🐸]HUNT[-OPERATIONS pic.twitter.com/kKoplTGGxC

7/23/2019 2:44:10 PM wacob_jehrli imagine if the IS-BE info got out

7/23/2019 2:45:44 PM mongrelglory It sounds like that poor pensioner didn't win his lawsuit if he owes all that money for legal fees.  What a horrible person that vet was!  He could have 

just come out with a public statement correcting any inaccuracies in the man's criticisms, rather than go after him in court!

7/23/2019 2:45:56 PM ffattmedia I’m on board with that

7/23/2019 2:46:41 PM richard07759712 I think the earthquake isn’t an Earth fault | it’s theirs ... These people are so stupid

7/23/2019 2:47:46 PM richard07759712 Burn baby burn... and they will, by the Creator

7/23/2019 2:48:56 PM allahuniversal Yeah that was weak. Whatever happened to soft skills?

7/23/2019 2:50:27 PM richard07759712 You reap what you sow. So, take a good look at what you get when you follow this life style | they own you and depose you.

7/23/2019 2:52:26 PM sterkinglights1 This doesn't remotely resemble a legal document.

7/23/2019 2:52:50 PM mongrelglory Bad quality fake!  Why go to all the trouble to produce this if RBG is up and running around? 🙄

7/23/2019 2:57:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd Amen my soul brother!

7/23/2019 3:00:07 PM chapulincolored Does gold mean precious metal?

Just checking in Gold doesn't mean something else as in a last name.

Both MJ12 and Q have Gold capitalized.

7/23/2019 3:01:09 PM mongrelglory They certainly would have to play a role in extradition of any high profile British citizens who are charged.  They can charge Prince Andrew, but he will 

probably invoke some sort of diplomatic immunity due to his Royal standing. 😒

7/23/2019 3:07:33 PM mongrelglory Ghislaine Maxwell is a British citizen, so if they charge her and want to extradite her for trial, they will need the cooperation of the British government.

7/23/2019 3:09:09 PM pipindfw Subterfuge #maga

7/23/2019 3:10:51 PM rawphonegirl Great minds!! pic.twitter.com/kItZCcTCQ8

7/23/2019 3:11:05 PM mongrelglory Deutsche Bank...probably the dirtiest bank in the world... and that's saying a lot, considering the history of the banking industry! 🤨

7/23/2019 3:12:55 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

When a planet ceases to BE a planet,  is its soul's evolutionary cycle to become another planet?

7/23/2019 3:14:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, it will seek purpose. If the purpose of BEing a planet no longer suites the IS-BE, then other instances of BEing shall be selected.

7/23/2019 3:14:44 PM keith369me Maybe you’ve been a planet already?

7/23/2019 3:15:08 PM covertress Thank you. 🙏

7/23/2019 3:15:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd AMA?

7/23/2019 3:16:12 PM keith369me Since you’re here, is the Federal Reserve connected to #UnsealEpstein?

7/23/2019 3:16:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Conspiracy. 

Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1153754086560452608 …

7/23/2019 3:17:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Directly.

7/23/2019 3:18:07 PM ikeb247 How long now until we remember how to construct our own purposeful IS-BE vessels? Those were the days, eh? Lol funny because time.....

7/23/2019 3:18:18 PM islandofdelight Will victim fund discussion aid in 9/11 truth disclosure? #unsealepstein #unseal911 #unseal911 #unseal911

7/23/2019 3:19:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

7/23/2019 3:19:34 PM keith369me Only two honest people in the Senate?  As much as I want to take care of first responders, 2090’s for continued $$$ is ridiculously excessive.  At today’s 

life expectancies, they would have all moved on from their incarnations anyway.

7/23/2019 3:19:35 PM ikeb247 This tweet is deja-vu to me. I must have struck a chord.

7/23/2019 3:19:40 PM richard07759712 All this leads to check ( and clean up) Rabbit holes are deep

7/23/2019 3:20:23 PM the_loveoflight Can the BE remember it was a planet, would be pretty cool to. Also what learning experience does the BE go through as a planet, or is its purpose a 

service to others to provide a place to live for other races to progress towards enlightenment?

7/23/2019 3:20:28 PM missdixie9 Yep this will lead to whooodoneiit me thinks😬

7/23/2019 3:21:03 PM mongrelglory That headline is grossly inaccurate!  According to the article, the Koch brothers threw a screening to a movie, and the above people attended.  Epstein 

was also invited, however, there's no mention that these people were hanging out together and partying with each other!

7/23/2019 3:22:58 PM chapulincolored Refresh my memory, but were they in congress/senate in 2001?

How do they connect?

7/23/2019 3:23:32 PM missdixie9 Coincidence we have not been told who done it!

Coincidence?

7/23/2019 3:23:46 PM anneolsen43 Since you are answering .. according to Q who is [P]? 

I would guess Petraeus?!

7/23/2019 3:24:00 PM jvan125 You ready for this one? I have identical twin boys 😂😂😂

7/23/2019 3:24:15 PM richard07759712 Laundry bills

7/23/2019 3:25:19 PM catvllvsverona Do planet entities shift?

7/23/2019 3:26:16 PM _369311119 [P]etraeus

[BE]tray US

?!



7/23/2019 3:27:47 PM lawofoneblueavi Love OANN

7/23/2019 3:27:50 PM matchnumbers67 Thinking he wouldn’t last long on the outside...

7/23/2019 3:28:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The radiation being emitted from Ground Zero is to this day giving new victims cancer and radiation poisoning in undetectable measurements. The 

technology will kill many more. Half life ends in +17-22 years from 2019 which will impact victims up to 2092. Some will not qualify.

7/23/2019 3:28:57 PM daveo6145 is jon stewart clean

7/23/2019 3:29:11 PM anneolsen43 If you look at the scandal that happened and see all the players involved mueller and holder decided to withhold the info till after Obama was elected

7/23/2019 3:29:40 PM georgew34924786 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

7/23/2019 3:30:03 PM nikoscali All that Tritium they detected had to come from somewhere... it didn't come from exit signs thats for sure.

7/23/2019 3:30:04 PM covertress Each time I journey within, I'm surprised.

7/23/2019 3:30:12 PM lawofoneblueavi OMG

7/23/2019 3:32:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/SeanCordicon/status/1153737540702285825 …

7/23/2019 3:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/SeanCordicon/status/1153737548117794816 …

7/23/2019 3:33:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/SeanCordicon/status/1153738963057807360 …

7/23/2019 3:33:42 PM realchindsight Good. The Manna World Holdings Trust is the only way Forward.

No going back to systems of slavery.

No return to shadow ledgers.

No continued system of Elite control.

7/23/2019 3:35:51 PM bdam777 Anybody making an archive of all these tweets? 

He says that this account won't last much longer?

7/23/2019 3:37:57 PM jvan125 Sean’s impressions are going to be craaazy after this AND getting Q’d!!😂❤️❤️❤️

7/23/2019 3:38:19 PM lbf777 Oh man are these people in some serious trouble.

7/23/2019 3:38:49 PM bengyclayton Were any of these girls models for Les Wexners clothing line Tween(now Justice) that markets to 10-16 yr old girls?

7/23/2019 3:40:54 PM begumchacha Jean Luc has always been a sleaze.  I hope he gets his just desserts #lowlife

7/23/2019 3:42:54 PM jvan125 Is this radiation known to the people who live and work in that area?😔

7/23/2019 3:43:32 PM n7guardiananon That would explain why I have so much gas...

7/23/2019 3:46:03 PM rawphonegirl Omg!!! God wins indeed! Double blessings!!! ❤️❤️❤️

7/23/2019 3:48:37 PM mongrelglory When you consider that these publicists spend most of their time covering up scandals and pushing lies... well, Karma! 😑

7/23/2019 3:50:00 PM bdam777 This the model agency?

 http://www.mc2models.com/ 

7/23/2019 3:51:27 PM jvan125 Yes, I am very blessed 🙏🏻❤️. They are 12 now 😱😭 but they’re my world. Such an amazing experience to see them grow together. They look so 

alike yet are so different. Ones vegetarian and the other loves meat. Makes meal time a bit tricky 😂.

7/23/2019 3:52:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/jO2Mb5Rp8N

7/23/2019 3:53:33 PM joinna6 @HenryMakow  the radiation will not be gone, for another 70 years

7/23/2019 3:54:56 PM patriot22162472 Note the symbols...

7/23/2019 3:55:54 PM anbezedua Unfortunately 9/11 disclosure isn’t happening anytime soon 

Imagine rising too fast to the waters surface after a very deep dive... 

ever heard of the bends?

The shock of 9/11 would be too great for society to handle, 

It would literally stop the world, that’s how I see it
7/23/2019 3:55:57 PM tamravee 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/QwZ9SFYieX

7/23/2019 3:56:26 PM davidaustin105 She thought she was untouchable, they never thought she would loose.

Oh how this castle of fools is falling into the sea of truth now surrounding it!

7/23/2019 3:57:07 PM covertress Obviously

7/23/2019 3:58:43 PM jvan125 I’m lost on that part...do you know what tech they’re referring to?

7/23/2019 3:58:45 PM starehope I wouldn't doubt it. My heart breaks.

7/23/2019 3:59:43 PM ronaldvermeij "Do you believe in coincidences?"

Nope.... pic.twitter.com/eVEi1xaAUA

7/23/2019 4:02:15 PM covertress I'm beginning to receive clear answers during meditation. Not always upon the first attempt at asking, but if I keep fishing, the answer swims to me.

7/23/2019 4:04:22 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can a single IS be multiple BEs?

7/23/2019 4:04:30 PM mongrelglory Now that we know Victoria's Secret was really a front for "high class" prostitutes, I'm beginning to wonder how many of these "photo-shoots" in 

fashion magazines are really selling the people, rather than the clothes!  Check out the magazine covers/photoshoots from RC's agency!

7/23/2019 4:08:44 PM erbears78  pic.twitter.com/V2TyTpaJlP

7/23/2019 4:11:12 PM taitai78787 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Appears McAfee has been detained. 

Systematic release of information that I assume to be highly confidential and controversial to be released by third parties

7/23/2019 4:11:29 PM jvan125  https://rense.com/general76/rad.htm …

7/23/2019 4:12:53 PM jvan125  http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/03/solving-the-radioactive-riddle-of-9-11-a-simple-explanation-of-ground-zero/ …

7/23/2019 4:13:11 PM moemc8 Where is she currently?

7/23/2019 4:13:30 PM jvan125 Yikes...

 http://911caper.com/2011/04/11/nuclear-911-undeniable/ …

7/23/2019 4:14:56 PM rawphonegirl 😂 I bet they keep you on your toes!

7/23/2019 4:15:43 PM surfing123456 Hey m 12 thank you man really you guys have really open my wife and I eyes open WWG1WGA

7/23/2019 4:17:59 PM jvan125 Also, I thought the cancer cures were on the horizon...is this type of cancer not curable? Why do we need so much money for future cases if we have 

the cures? This is more of an MJ question I guess...🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/23/2019 4:25:01 PM kindeandtrue Well paid victims will not ask questions or cause trouble.

7/23/2019 4:26:04 PM covertress Yes, I believe detoxing has helped.

I take 1/4 tsp of 20 Mule team borax, 6 drops of selenium and 3 drops of iodine daily. Ran out of magnesium and CBD and can't afford more, atm.

7/23/2019 4:30:26 PM starehope Can't agree more.

7/23/2019 4:33:20 PM starehope Who is she?



7/23/2019 4:35:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

Remember when the Fake News broke a "bombshell" Trump-Russia collusion story about DB? 

https://twitter.com/TrueFactsStated/status/1153793486174343168 …

7/23/2019 4:35:29 PM starehope What? Where'd you get this bews?

7/23/2019 4:37:28 PM mongrelglory Payseur (family name) was the general consensus on 8 chan and seemed to be confirmed by Q at a later date.  They're the most secretive of the 13 

bloodline families and apparently call the shots.

7/23/2019 4:37:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP. pic.twitter.com/xCzlc5TVtM

7/23/2019 4:38:08 PM kagqanon Is that why they built that large water pool above the WTC site to try and contain the radiation?

7/23/2019 4:39:45 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/vdare/status/1152785776762949637 …

7/23/2019 4:40:14 PM mongrelglory I'm still not going to (knowingly) give them my DNA! 😒

That information can just as easily be used to make genocidal weapons/vaccines.

7/23/2019 4:40:38 PM jvan125 MJ does the DNA sample have to be saliva for what [they] use it for? What if you’ve gotten blood taken ever at a hospital or lab...can that be tested for 

whatever they’re looking for?

7/23/2019 4:40:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Or "clones" for Deep State purposes.

7/23/2019 4:40:45 PM kusler_jay Can you enlighten, why this can be a bad thing on a micro scale? Say a poison could be specifically manufactured to induce a reaction in an individual 

genome, but for the laymen, why is it a bad thing?

7/23/2019 4:40:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any DNA.

7/23/2019 4:41:27 PM bubusmc What the......? https://mobile.twitter.com/RodRosenstein/status/1153516359491493889?s=19 …

7/23/2019 4:41:32 PM 313looper Yeah! That what I was thinking ! 💭

7/23/2019 4:41:40 PM brenda_nine @Cordicon Congrats on the retweet from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!!! New studio looking Great!!!! #WRWY #PatriotsAwakened Thank You & keep digging!!! 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/23/2019 4:41:44 PM jvan125 That’s what I thought. So [someone] has a file on everyone who has ever gotten a blood test. Is that accurate?

7/23/2019 4:41:50 PM anneolsen43 I don’t think it was ever confirmed Payseur but I could be wrong. Petraeus is connected in so many things he also said follow the wives and the ties she 

has is VERY interesting

7/23/2019 4:42:34 PM djlok Good question.  So basically everyone has shared their DNA...whether they did a 23 and Me kit or not!!!

7/23/2019 4:42:35 PM mongrelglory Are there warehouses full of clones "on ice" so to speak?  Like factory farming?

7/23/2019 4:42:57 PM _369311119 Good chemtrails make better and/or irrelevant?

7/23/2019 4:43:54 PM chris_losh_ What is the cost per clone?

7/23/2019 4:44:38 PM plasticjesus6 yes

7/23/2019 4:44:54 PM jvan125 Sounds like it! I’ve had so much blood taken!!! 🤮 I’ve even been to the Cleveland Clinic several times. They took LOADS of blood.🤯

7/23/2019 4:45:20 PM keith369me Model drug of choice for this agency?  Heroin?

7/23/2019 4:46:58 PM mongrelglory As doctors, we always had to draw cord-blood from the umbilical cord when we were delivering a baby.  That cord blood was supposedly being sent off 

to test for specific "deficiency diseases" was all that we were told.  I never saw a report of the results of those tests.

7/23/2019 4:47:07 PM kathy_owrey Another thing to investigate...they are all leads...

7/23/2019 4:47:13 PM djlok There may be another #GodWins and David running around... But what would their IS be? Or would they even have an IS?  Would be scary to have a BE 

with no IS, IMHO.

7/23/2019 4:47:15 PM keith369me Moneymen control the world...until they don’t.

7/23/2019 4:48:10 PM keith369me Clone of  Michelle...now that is scary 😀

7/23/2019 4:48:31 PM jvan125 So here are the different ways that DNA can be taken from a human...most wouldn’t even know it was done if a method not using blood. Wow. 

Baaaaaaaaaaaah.  Baaaaaaaaaaah. 😡 pic.twitter.com/nPK4PTjoAU

7/23/2019 4:49:06 PM recordkeeper57  pic.twitter.com/NHZEtd068Q

7/23/2019 4:49:51 PM mongrelglory About as much "resolution" as the Libor rigging came to. 😒

7/23/2019 4:50:57 PM jvan125 Was that for checking for sickle cell anemia and things like that? Or is that the heal prick? But you never saw any results from umbilical cord blood!!? 

For some reason i feel that would be the most valuable of all. 😭😭😭

7/23/2019 4:51:24 PM keith369me So in theory the likeness of Jesus could be “resurrected” assuming the proper DNA extraction techniques/sample exists?

7/23/2019 4:55:38 PM jvan125 Hey if i had another me i could actually get things done instead of hanging on twatter all day😂. But seriously, I am under the assumption there is no IS 

in a clone. Only a BE because clones have no soul. And isn’t that the IS part of the IS-BE? 😬🤯

7/23/2019 4:56:12 PM jvan125 The Shroud?!?

7/23/2019 4:57:22 PM djlok Well, you may not be able to get anything done if your clone has no IS and is running around murdering people, etc. Imagine the liability.

7/23/2019 4:58:00 PM mongrelglory I think that the financial crimes of this world are all tied into "valuations" of human life in one form or another, and the Fed profits from it. The banking 

and insurance industries play a big role in this crime syndicate and the legal profession covers up the crimes.

7/23/2019 4:59:14 PM lavenderlives Electronic injections if you want it’s a whole BioMedicine thing

7/23/2019 4:59:36 PM djlok Like the garbage [they] are.

7/23/2019 4:59:54 PM jvan125 😂😂😂 l’ll put a Hilary mask on and no one will be the wiser. In fact I may win the nomination for President! 😆

7/23/2019 5:00:31 PM mongrelglory I think that the financial crimes of this world are all tied into "valuations" of human life in one form or another, and the Fed profits from it. The banking 

and insurance industries play a big role in this crime syndicate and the legal profession covers up the crimes.

7/23/2019 5:00:54 PM scott_rick Trust Rosenstein?

7/23/2019 5:01:48 PM djlok Can you imagine! When people find out all the death and destruction she and the Cabal have been responsible for it will truly be #TheGreatAwakening 

on steroids.

7/23/2019 5:01:59 PM tararoby9 How do we know we aren't the clones?

7/23/2019 5:03:15 PM djlok Good question.  I was just assuming bc I had a mom and dad, I wasn't... But maybe we are.  🤯🤯🤯

7/23/2019 5:03:58 PM mongrelglory It was Public Health agencies that were asking us to draw the cord blood...all government run and supposedly "anonymous" to study diseases.

7/23/2019 5:04:47 PM mongrelglory I should add that this was in Canada...our health system is run by the government.

7/23/2019 5:05:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153817824441225217 …

7/23/2019 5:06:31 PM mongrelglory My parents told me they "broke the mold" after I was born, so I'm not worried...😉

7/23/2019 5:07:15 PM keith369me #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate 

#UnsealPedoGate

7/23/2019 5:08:37 PM ialibertybelle The laymen may well be the target.

7/23/2019 5:09:26 PM kusler_jay Genuinely curious, with random variation being a factor among laymen, how you could target such a large demographic?

7/23/2019 5:09:34 PM ialibertybelle He’s just gathering DNA.

7/23/2019 5:09:53 PM mongrelglory The nurses did a heel prick for vitamin K deficiency so they could give a shot to the baby if needed.  We doctors would draw the cord blood from the 

placenta after the baby was "detached"/born.  Cord blood is high in stem cells...

7/23/2019 5:10:11 PM laura_621 Mrs Whatsit  👵🏻former ⭐️ star. I still ❤️ the book!

7/23/2019 5:11:22 PM giediknight Isn’t all blood samples taken at birth go into a database for this purpose?

7/23/2019 5:13:04 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this like a “walk in” soul exchange?

7/23/2019 5:13:06 PM citrussplashy So whats to consider?

If you are in possession of child pornography, you are arrested.

7/23/2019 5:13:18 PM ialibertybelle They use vaccines now. They aren’t for disease prevention.

7/23/2019 5:14:40 PM mongrelglory Neon Revolt posted this about the Payseurs.  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/16/p-the-unseen-masters-of-all-qanon-greatawakening-whoisp-

illuminati-13bloodlines-payseur-springmeier/ … A week or so afterwards, an Anon asked on the chans "Q, does P= Payseur?" and Q just reposted a 

screen-shot of that question, so people took it as a confirmation.



7/23/2019 5:14:44 PM nanfran5 Not mine.  Never a vaccination. No RX

7/23/2019 5:16:16 PM starehope Oh my, I can't imagine bumping into a clone of me! I wouldn't know it to laugh or cry.

7/23/2019 5:17:49 PM jvan125 I know there’s a Plan and all that but I am still very nervous for once the big stuff comes out. And the big names. We have had YEARS to process it. They

 have had...CNN. 🤦🏼♀️

7/23/2019 5:18:04 PM laura_621 Is it true that Rh- cannot be cloned? Why do so few have it?

7/23/2019 5:18:30 PM jvan125 I’m too crazy to not be human 😂.

7/23/2019 5:19:19 PM nanfran5 My GOD

7/23/2019 5:19:28 PM djlok @CNN just needs to do a PSA on loop for several hours letting everyone know they've been #FakeNews for a very long time.

7/23/2019 5:20:07 PM mongrelglory Technically the test is done on the placenta, not on the baby, so I guess that's why we never had to fill in a lab requisition.  However, the nurses were 

the ones that labelled the tubes and sent them off to Public Health.

7/23/2019 5:21:35 PM jvan125 Oh what they must have been able to find and develop. Unreal. 🤯

7/23/2019 5:22:24 PM laura_621 This is so sad. Where are these children now?

7/23/2019 5:23:00 PM mongrelglory I used to trust the Public Health agencies back then... 🙄

7/23/2019 5:24:27 PM jvan125 Make Acosta do it in ‘Dear Diary’ format 😆. Womp womp Wooooomp

7/23/2019 5:25:20 PM anneolsen43 Yes I remember reading this ...  I guess for me I’m not sold. I may be crazy 😜 but seems too simple to me also I thought Neon went another direction 

regarding Q not too long ago.

7/23/2019 5:25:48 PM jvan125 OMG I have identical twins. Those must be prime for analysis. And they did do some test on the placenta to confirm they were identical. 😭😭😭

7/23/2019 5:26:18 PM mongrelglory The TV series "Orphan Black" was great for exploring that scenario.  You can probably get it on DVD now.  I highly recommend it!  (Takes a while to get 

into the story-line/mystery and meet all the characters but it's worth it.)

7/23/2019 5:26:38 PM djlok Sometimes I wonder if that's part of the plan: @CIA makes their #4AMTalkingPoints so outrageous, eventually no one will believe anything they say.

7/23/2019 5:28:21 PM mongrelglory Neon is an avid follower of Q and has just come out with a book about Q.  He sometimes gripes and complains about their posts being vague, but 

doesn't question their legitimacy.🤷♀️

7/23/2019 5:28:33 PM jvan125 ‘Used to’ is the important part ❤️. We can all look back and wish we did things differently based on new information. It is what it is so now we just 

move forward and continue waking the rest of the masses from their slumber. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/23/2019 5:28:43 PM starehope Teeth that are extracted go into biological waste bin, along with needles, bloody gauze, etc.

7/23/2019 5:29:58 PM anneolsen43 I see your point I really do but something doesn’t sit right with me JMO 🤭

7/23/2019 5:32:02 PM mongrelglory A clone starts from a single cell (but not a red blood cell).  I'm pretty sure you could clone an Rh- person from my understanding of molecular genetics.

7/23/2019 5:32:11 PM jvan125 From your finger tips to the sleeping masses eyes. I pray that’s the case. It’s maddening to not know who is playing a part and who is a complete 

imbecile.  They all seem like imbeciles at the moment...🥴

7/23/2019 5:32:48 PM mandelbulb Problem: if stupid close relative does it... pic.twitter.com/XU8m1m465z

7/23/2019 5:33:11 PM tgifriend Lol they're ALL so scared. It's pretty fun to watch em shakin in their red shoes... 👠👁🦉

7/23/2019 5:34:02 PM disfellocated Selected by whom?

7/23/2019 5:34:24 PM daveschroeder18 I don't get it, Nader is a known pedo dating back to at least 2003 and has according to the article spent a year in jail and he is still running around and 

advising Trump in 2016. How is that even possible?🤬

7/23/2019 5:34:31 PM djlok Totally agree.

7/23/2019 5:35:02 PM knightofmaltaus ...and they are getting this data and info from the ancestor type of research companies and the Labs that test blood, fluids and tissue. Never give 

consent to the release of your info.

7/23/2019 5:38:26 PM jfogle8 Well if the nature of all living things is to evolve, and they tell us the earth is a living thing, before it allows it self to be destroyed, wouldn't it evolve to 

another level? Even if the Human Race did it?

7/23/2019 5:41:24 PM tgifriend Deep State's train of thought rn: QUICK! IMPEACH TRUMP BEFORE HE HOLDS US ACCOUNTABLE FOR OUR HORRENDOUS CRIMES AND EXPOSES US 

FOR THE SATANIC MONSTERS WE REALLY ARE!! HURRY HURRY!!!

7/23/2019 5:41:52 PM thekanehb They already know everything. There’s also biometrics they pull without our consent.

7/23/2019 5:48:14 PM nschlange Wow, is this something you've studied? They gave their lives up to save ppl, money is the least we can do for them. When did everyone get so cold? Of 

course they deserve as much help as they need.

7/23/2019 5:50:07 PM chaele3 Its time to do something about child rape... A trip to gitmo

 https://livestream.com/abeldanger/events/8755925 …

@potus

@fieldmcc

@speakprojectM

@Telford_Russian

@Aldo_9111

@chaele3

@Kre8change

@FedricRandy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TrueEyeTheSpy 

@QPlusX3 

@SpeakGF
7/23/2019 6:04:01 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/23/2019 6:06:44 PM jvan125 Thanks Jodie! And they can send them out without the patients consent? Or is this in the ‘consent to treat’ form nobody reads? 🤨😬

7/23/2019 6:06:54 PM mgodfrey99 So then are the two that voted no, bad?

7/23/2019 6:10:18 PM enomai_ clones rule

7/23/2019 6:13:40 PM keith369me Nancy...all first responders were at least 18 in 2001.  In 2092, the youngest first responder would be 106.  What percentage of the population live 

beyond 106?  No problem with the concept, but the duration is curious, especially knowing how poorly our tax dollars are spent.

7/23/2019 6:17:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tell the enemy your secrets, courtesy of  http://Military.com , literally verified #FakeNews. 

Disinformation is real and necessary.

Why?

DIG https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1153835830911197184 …

7/23/2019 6:20:06 PM plasticjesus6 this plane was is  orbit directly above  Lake City Cali when earth Quake hit Lake City lol

7/23/2019 6:20:35 PM tgifriend @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CraigRSawyer @NSA_QIL2

#UnsealEpstein

Go figure..

Tip of the eggburg? 😂 https://youtu.be/F1cBFyzIw7w 

7/23/2019 6:22:11 PM freestateojones Prep consciousness via the "Damn...what if?" process of thought.

7/23/2019 6:22:17 PM sterkinglights1 Not bring down. Micro magnetic nuclear dissintegration mid free fall. Dust and paper is what I saw what vaporized Steele and left single pieces of 

paper untouched.

7/23/2019 6:22:55 PM randyfresh Oh snap. My two favorite conspiracy theorists just crossed paths. Hey Claude, get in here and sell some shit. You guys should do merch, too.



7/23/2019 6:30:17 PM karmakurrent Is Eddy saying something here? @StormIsUponUs @AllahUniversal @DJLOK @covertress @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MftuIi4cOe

7/23/2019 6:31:16 PM aleks8837  http://archive.is/QbT0j#selection-343.1195-343.1293 …

7/23/2019 6:36:20 PM nschlange How ironic/hypocritical is it that Netflex rejects her, but allows the Obama's and friends to produce shows for them. Smh

7/23/2019 6:36:54 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Is that a confirmation on micro-nukes being used on 9-11?

7/23/2019 6:38:12 PM aleks8837 "Jeffrey Epstein is a former member of the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations." !!!!!!

 http://www.jeffreyepstein.org/Jeffrey_Epstein.html … https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1153830842176692225 …

7/23/2019 6:40:08 PM enlight3nedgeek I thought I read that Hillary has DNA samples of all the major world leaders. Also, Kim Jong Un is careful about protecting his DNA when traveling and 

has his own portable toilet.

7/23/2019 6:40:44 PM jvan125 Whoa. 😳 The Great Awakening is here. People are saying stuff without even thinking about it. Or maybe we are just awake enough to realize how 

TRUE what he said is. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/23/2019 6:42:21 PM bananne81 I believe so.

7/23/2019 6:43:23 PM jrocktigers Sheep and lab rats.

7/23/2019 6:43:59 PM djlok Yeah- before #TheGreatAwakening , I never thought people really worshipped Satan.  I thought those who said stuff like that were probably just 

atheists trying to be provacateurs.  Now I see Satan worshippers are real.

7/23/2019 6:44:39 PM jrocktigers Sadly, I imagine every person in America has had a close or distant relative submit their DNA to these firms.

7/23/2019 6:46:07 PM jvan125 SAME!!! It seemed like such an ‘anomaly’. Nothing to EVER concern myself with. That just proves how masterful [they] are at what they do to us. 🤬

7/23/2019 6:46:08 PM maryschade14 Could this information be used to determine who is fit to work..or live..used in a 'pre-crime' situation..

Sadly these tests are inaccurate. 

You sir have a gentic propensity for xyz therefore ypu must report to abc.

I see very ugly things. 2030 UN deadline for depopping the US.

7/23/2019 6:46:28 PM blankmarlo MJ12 has implied in the past that Directed Energy Weapons were used on 9/11 to "dustify" the towers. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034963120891088896?s=19 …

7/23/2019 6:47:08 PM giediknight In short, "it gives Russia and China one more talking point about how the U.S. is the one 'weaponizing' space, even if that's not true," he said. - was it 

carrying “rods of god”?

7/23/2019 6:48:20 PM djlok And reflecting on what I've learned, I think I might have had contact with a few.

7/23/2019 6:49:09 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "The word Corbyn is a very suitable one for him, after Corbyn in Hebrew is ‘korban’, which is a sacrifice. And I think we should sacrifice him for all the 

trouble that he has caused."

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuegEcB7QgI&feature=youtu.be …

7/23/2019 6:49:25 PM jfogle8 Keeps them frazzled..

7/23/2019 6:50:03 PM nikoscali No one has EVER been able to explain the abundance of radionuclides in the WTC debris.

"Solving the radioactive riddle of 9/11."

#QAnon #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#911truth #WeWillNeverForget https://www.slideshare.net/HolyYeshua/solving-the-radioactive-riddle-of-9-11-a-simple-explanation-of-ground-zero …

7/23/2019 6:52:09 PM nancyddb Then they bill us thousands of dollars to get medicine.

7/23/2019 6:54:55 PM jvan125 I was thinking about a few people today, myself! It’s not to hard to imagine they run in some of our circles. One person was an old co-worker who was 

into some weird stuff in her marriage. She tried some unethical crap at work too that I had put a stop to. I’ll never know... 🥴

7/23/2019 6:56:49 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1153844696847966208 …

7/23/2019 6:56:52 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1144994956433612800?s=20 …

7/23/2019 6:57:40 PM joeandbridge There's cloaking technology out there and all heads of nations would be aware so not sure.

7/23/2019 6:57:43 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1153783921420582913?s=20 …

7/23/2019 6:58:00 PM ngeeene SAmmy Davis Junior

7/23/2019 6:58:07 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1140086955906146304?s=20 …

7/23/2019 6:58:22 PM nikoscali Tin-121m has a 43.9 year half life. Found this interesting from wiki:

"Fast fission or fission of some HEAVIER ACTINIDES will produce 121mSn at higher yields. " hmm..

7/23/2019 6:58:25 PM xkatemx Sammy Davis Jr., I am guessing?

7/23/2019 6:58:37 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1140273031127982085?s=20 …

7/23/2019 6:59:43 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1141761842588442624?s=20 …

7/23/2019 6:59:46 PM djlok 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/1M4t3tQAYg

7/23/2019 7:00:00 PM knightofmaltaus Indeed, too late. Then you need to look at the many Hospitals that have been hacked too. Pharmacies are next. Might be a shorter conversation with 

who has not been hacked w/compromised data stolen.

7/23/2019 7:00:23 PM thomasdra9on (in)formation

7/23/2019 7:00:28 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1137084420815491072?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:00:53 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1143174328881766400?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:01:13 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1143177030718111757?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:01:27 PM jrocktigers Everyone reading this should check out the hard core digs of @paulmuaddib61  on this very topic. Puts it all together!

7/23/2019 7:02:00 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1152730325090521092?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:02:16 PM truth4liberty Hollywood Anon....a lot points to him  being Eddie Murphy.

7/23/2019 7:02:48 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1121489929425571840?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:03:37 PM tom46236928 Drink more purified water and less Diet Coke .

7/23/2019 7:03:51 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1141805080561291265?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:09:48 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1141782168622030848?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:10:44 PM djlok Reminds me of one of my favorite DJT quotes: "The news is fake, the leaks are real."

7/23/2019 7:12:27 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1135655058744446976?s=20 …

7/23/2019 7:15:44 PM wyatt251 1 the tennis court is not a tennis court it’s like a tarp or pained on n it’s uneven raised in more places plus if equipment was ok island the boat barge 

was used could dump it in ocean 🌊

7/23/2019 7:16:33 PM dynamicres What you mix all that in?

7/23/2019 7:17:02 PM dynamicres How does this bode for the planet that was BEing?

7/23/2019 7:21:31 PM father_mayhem Murphy starred in "The Golden Child" which included a 'blood drinking to corrupt' theme, if I remember correctly. pic.twitter.com/tNLDkxO6Cm

7/23/2019 7:22:18 PM danielaqcrew I’m not fussed.. I have complete confidence that if I have a clone somewhere she is wrecking some serious havoc and tearing shit up lol best of luck to 

them. Guarantee she’s an ass. 😂😉

7/23/2019 7:22:20 PM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1137084420815491072?s=21 …

7/23/2019 7:23:17 PM n7guardiananon Yep, I remember hearing about the church of Satan and Sammy. Was like 😳 https://youtu.be/vS9-3QY2XY0 

7/23/2019 7:23:27 PM nschlange I appreciate worrying about how our taxes are spent, but if nothing else you saw what they said about the radiation still coming from the site. Not only 

that, but they had to bring actual victims to testify in order to get the help they need, one of which is now dead.

7/23/2019 7:23:29 PM calibasl Payment in full



7/23/2019 7:24:07 PM v_rags From what I understand the Earh will ascend. She’s ready now. Those of us that are ready to “go” with her will. IMO

7/23/2019 7:24:23 PM djlok I thought he was Jewish.  I guess all the Satanists have a cover.

7/23/2019 7:26:16 PM n7guardiananon I know right!? Maybe it's like dual citizenship you can be an American citizen and a citizen of Israel and work in the government...no conflict of interest 

there

7/23/2019 7:26:48 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1153137335019741184?s=21 …

7/23/2019 7:28:58 PM djlok Gives them more cred with the masses so [they] can "shape the message."

7/23/2019 7:38:48 PM keith369me In addition I will disclose that a childhood friend was a 911 first responder.  He passed about 10 years later at the age of 44 due to cancer stemming 

from his work at the site.  He would have been 125 years old in 2092.

7/23/2019 7:41:12 PM nea_storm Aleksander This is Magnificent! I Thank You Ever So Much for Posting  This! i AM Geeking Kekking Out Right Now! I-AM-SO-IN-LOVE! Have to Quote 

this! Absolutely Out of This World PHENOMENAL! Absolute Read Everyone it is Confirmation about Us All! Real Time Operating Realities! 

pic.twitter.com/bco5W1hhXn

7/23/2019 7:42:09 PM threepunisher Could be Sam Kinison

7/23/2019 7:42:44 PM deplorablesuezq Just today I heard on the radio how with DNA Drs can script a health plan to lose weight based on medical-bla bla. Made me so sad as this can be for 

good if true and I believe it could!

7/23/2019 7:44:52 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/bEoF3RGyGX

7/23/2019 7:45:11 PM steelwabbit I think he said he saw something and said we were all in danger, and something about "evil itself" that time he was up there. Seems like it was a tweet. 

Then next I read, he was in the hospital.

7/23/2019 7:48:03 PM steelwabbit Yep, here it is.

7/23/2019 7:49:27 PM rmbrice Yes it is

7/23/2019 7:49:45 PM wyatt251 Really China built a fkn island but doing the same shit I just said barged dirt inn out n built a fkn island to land planes on why couldn’t he he a fkn 

billionaire

7/23/2019 7:51:05 PM nurseniceyes Okay Epstein's unsealed... now what?

7/23/2019 7:52:33 PM lynnboyce7 I was talking to a nurse today, a pt was receiving therapy because her mom a witch was taking them to the woods and putting electrodes to their 

genitalia 😡Prominent school teacher near BR la. Says that stuff and sacrificing goes on a lot around here😳 Child trafficking. Crazy

7/23/2019 7:53:54 PM no_dak_patriot My thoughts exactly... I just watched it a month ago. Strange references.

7/23/2019 7:55:56 PM lynnboyce7 You say something to friends and  family and they get angry when you try to get it out to the public. I'm known as crazy. WWG1WGA

The Great Awakening

7/23/2019 7:56:01 PM rmbrice Are we in a spaceship and not 🌎 ?

7/23/2019 7:56:36 PM jvan125 Holy crap! 😳🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 OMG this is bigger than ever. 🤯🤮

#UNSEALEPSTEINNOW #UNSEALPEDOGATENOW

7/23/2019 7:56:52 PM djlok I am too.  We are in good company....just my opinion.

7/23/2019 8:00:41 PM lynnboyce7 God Wins.

Nothing can stop what's coming💥

7/23/2019 8:03:44 PM jvan125 YES HE DOES!!! ❤️✨❤️✨ pic.twitter.com/ABBINAL54H

7/23/2019 8:04:22 PM lynnboyce7 Love the gif

7/23/2019 8:04:47 PM nschlange Majestic 12

The radiation being emitted from GZ is to this day giving new victims cancer and radiation poisoning in undetectable measurements. The techno. will 

kill many more. Half life ends in +17-22 years from 2019 which will impact victims up to 2092. Some will not qualify.

7/23/2019 8:05:13 PM nschlange I thought they explained it very well to you. So, I'm not sure why you're still arguing w/me over it.

7/23/2019 8:05:34 PM r7dotcom 💯

7/23/2019 8:14:52 PM nikoscali a 1KT nuke buried in building materials WILL dustify said building materials since a larger portion of the radiation released will be in fast neutrons 

compared to a regular sized bomb with a thick tamper.

7/23/2019 8:20:50 PM 4demeeee @Jonessense

7/23/2019 8:20:51 PM iowa_trump For curing cancer?

7/23/2019 8:21:26 PM nighttrain207  pic.twitter.com/wV8AppusxY

7/23/2019 8:29:02 PM deepbluesand AKA: "Drug Companies have figured out how to selectively target your family's DNA and YOU PAID THEM for the privilege!"

7/23/2019 8:30:04 PM ladtacarms  http://faraday.ru/lenr.pdf 

7/23/2019 8:33:46 PM iowa_trump Is this Siegel any relation? https://twitter.com/iowa_trump/status/1153706730569785344?s=21 …

7/23/2019 8:39:03 PM nikoscali If DEW why didn't the roof dustify? You saying the buildings are like potatoes and they cooked from the inside out? More likely they were just shittily 

built buildings that got hit by fully fueled 767s TBH. I sometimes think the DEW/NUKE story is a cover up for the inside job.

7/23/2019 8:39:29 PM jaded_pearl Will we will have healing frequencies pushed to reach us on a cellular level? Rejuvenation of cells? How do we repair mutated Genes- the common 

#MTHFR for example. Light, water, magnetism? Is that enough to lengthen our #telomeres ? #SUNEATER #OZONE #O3 #PEMF 🤔

7/23/2019 8:42:29 PM jaded_pearl Or nano particles

7/23/2019 8:45:01 PM tammybr64310863 Is National Security above the law and do they make their own rules about laws? They need to be dismantled and gotten rid of. They’ve only been in 

place since 1947.

7/23/2019 8:54:29 PM wvueers2 Sammy Davis Jr.

7/23/2019 9:03:35 PM aleks8837 You are absolutely very welcome!!🥰☺️Now let's make free energy manifest, okay?!!

Another very interesting read: 

 http://ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm 

Massive text (+side essays!) about everything! Hop around the main chapters - all of them are interesting!

Especially

 http://ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm#epochal5 …

7/23/2019 9:03:52 PM davegoodrich  pic.twitter.com/EPGcNvgWLG

7/23/2019 9:07:42 PM blsdbe These are incredible resources, #ThanQ so much for sharing them!!! pic.twitter.com/R7riAUbJNN

7/23/2019 9:10:20 PM blsdbe I love your positivity and enthusiasm SO MUCH, Photon!!! pic.twitter.com/cHvfFhLckK

7/23/2019 9:10:25 PM babiochoco The FBI can't do everything, you should be contacting the proper websites instead of asking on Twitter.

7/23/2019 9:10:39 PM matchnumbers67 This frightens me. My most prevailing vision I’d a horde of lined up people under ice. Thick ice. The horde goes as far as I can see. All underground

7/23/2019 9:12:13 PM adeo_creata_est He is the man on this topic. No equal!

7/23/2019 9:14:07 PM nea_storm Love You Ever Sooo Much Christine! pic.twitter.com/eBikenl6s1

7/23/2019 9:14:11 PM aleks8837 I am happy to share them! I hope that all of you share them with others too!! Let's do this!

#OWOL One World One Love ❤️

Btw, here are a couple more links, and generally more I've written:

 https://voat.co/v/QRV/2799573 

 https://voat.co/v/QRV/2784141 

7/23/2019 9:15:16 PM aleks8837  https://voat.co/v/QRV/2771971 

7/23/2019 9:17:11 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/XufQdrHPkx



7/23/2019 9:27:22 PM mongrelglory Is that for the mini-size?

7/23/2019 9:30:55 PM mongrelglory If I recall, I think MJ-12 already made a reference to the clones in this movie. 👍

7/23/2019 9:31:46 PM bluedre72692262 That's racist, but funny 🤣

7/23/2019 9:46:21 PM nanfran5 Ya think?

7/23/2019 9:53:09 PM unidentifiedta1 Rand Paul and his father are patriots. Will some of this money be tracked by Palantir and MI to see where it goes? My guess is there are people or 

groups that will benefit that shouldn’t.

7/23/2019 9:53:20 PM swtsthrncomfort Thats what happens when you jump in bed with the devil!!

7/23/2019 10:01:47 PM blsdbe Right back at ya, Sister From Another Mister!!! You CONSISTENTLY Elevate, Educate and Ellucidate, and I, for one, appreciate knowing another Positive 

Being Ready for Radical Honesty!!! pic.twitter.com/KCL00NtQC3

7/23/2019 10:10:09 PM maltzmancody that is a dude

7/23/2019 10:15:25 PM lightseeker2012 Good question. My guess is NO.

7/23/2019 10:53:46 PM charmanda9 @Love_Infusion

7/23/2019 11:14:53 PM mjs__smile People are stupid turning in their DNA ....not only are they collecting it for nefarious reasons, the sheep are actually paying them to do it

7/24/2019 1:20:41 AM mongrelglory This sounds like a big "nothing-burger" release of information.  I have a feeling that Russia, China, and the US are cooperating a lot more on space 

technology than this article makes it sound like.  Are the White hats trying to fake out the Deep State?

7/24/2019 1:29:05 AM mongrelglory " http://Military.com  is a business unit of Monster Worldwide (NYSE:MWW). However,  http://Military.com  works very closely with gov. organizations 

to ensure complete and timely coverage of issues and events that affect our members."...this smells like a CIA op to me. 😒

7/24/2019 1:29:35 AM aspennmax64_l Get'em ALL! pic.twitter.com/VdXRXbmS4r

7/24/2019 1:37:53 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/Yl76uYOJOj

7/24/2019 1:55:57 AM ami4levi link to the POST on q

7/24/2019 2:34:45 AM ilomagyar 29 is mary

7/24/2019 3:52:04 AM dagandre5  https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/10/05/South-Korea-discovers-smuggled-human-flesh-pills/8191538721166/ …

7/24/2019 4:06:53 AM accrm2015 I agree with you

7/24/2019 5:08:54 AM natureinspace I can only imagine what they are doing with our DNA. I'm sure that even though I've thought of everything possible they can be doing that there might 

still be a few surprises in store. I want to know everything going on. We can't stop them until we know.

7/24/2019 5:12:13 AM _369311119 GID

7/24/2019 5:12:48 AM keith369me Follow up to this...David Zublik (as always take with a grain of salt) says 70,000 of the indictments are related to child crimes.

7/24/2019 5:18:06 AM natureinspace I'm sure that this bank is what the public sees. I wonder what's going on that we don't see. How many entire countries are already owned by the cabal. 

How many groups and even races belong to them. We are all bought and paid for and under control.

7/24/2019 5:19:02 AM roaminnoodle Ain't she a beaut!!!

DECLAS @SpaceCorpsUS

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/24/2019 5:23:59 AM natureinspace Bwwaawaaaawww! 😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/SUx0aMkiTA

7/24/2019 5:52:27 AM n7guardiananon I dont own "jump to conclusions" the home game and neither should you...terrible game.  Keep on keeping on Mr. "Herd" Cringe.

Have a Good Day! pic.twitter.com/bCLahzZpJe

7/24/2019 5:55:02 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

More about Rachel (Ray) Chandler in first photo.

h/t @StormIsUponUs and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Qg1WSDxFKz

7/24/2019 6:00:09 AM roaminnoodle Remember when the #FakeNews broke a "bombshell" #TrumpRussia #TrumpRussiaCollusion story about DeutcheBank?

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://twitter.com/TrueFactsStated/status/1153793486174343168 …

7/24/2019 6:06:32 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1153817824441225217 …

7/24/2019 6:08:37 AM aurorasreality 1) it’s trolling game at this point. Moves and counter moves. If the gov said here’s what’s we have, it would create distrust between the people and 

gov. The DS and controlled media also does not want us to know for their own greedy elite-ness.

7/24/2019 6:11:33 AM aurorasreality 2) I feel the gov wants us  to know what they [DS] have been keeping from us and therefore are trolling the media (even this one) knowing their 

attempts to change narrative. 

How to catch a fish? Bait it. 🐟🎣

7/24/2019 6:12:51 AM roaminnoodle THE SPIDER-WEB CONNECTS THOSE MOST TRUSTED, THOSE MOST RICH, THOSE MOST POWERFUL, …………..

SAFE?

FREE?

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

 https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1154016527806603264 …

7/24/2019 6:15:12 AM aurorasreality Pa the part they admit it was spotted and photographed makes me feel they are pulling a good ole “it’s this not that” trick

7/24/2019 6:18:04 AM roaminnoodle Trump blew whistle on Jeffrey #Epstein

Pedophile's threat to expose President "as a financial fraud" after he "stole" his $125M mansion led to then-tycoon outing the pedophile to cops

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

9:18 Majestic... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7276817/Donald-Trump-outed-Jeffrey-Epstein-cops-stealing-125M-mansion-him.html …

7/24/2019 6:22:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd I'm just going to be blunt here. I'm a former Federal Government employee. How stupid do you think I am? I've reported this to @FBI on two occasions 

and I've called FL CPS. NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE! THAT'S WHY I TOOK IT TO SOCIAL MEDIA. YOU SHOULD ASK INSTEAD OF ASSUMING!

7/24/2019 6:31:41 AM blsdbe SpellWrecker aka AL1C3...

7/24/2019 6:31:59 AM marylouathome @patton6966 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @FrDesposito @Church_Militant @truerestoration @NovusOrdoWatch 

@Vae_Victis_1958 @DD_amdg @frcekada @realDonaldTrump @TaylorRMarshall @seanhannity @EWTNews @foxandfriends @MELANIATRUMP 

@MelissaLeggett4 @RaymondArroyo pic.twitter.com/au4oZPCzEQ



7/24/2019 6:33:11 AM roaminnoodle Did you want some more photos from Jeffrey #Epstein's #LolitaExpress airplane? Okay then!

Vanity Fair article from 2003. Notice (Les) Wexner...

Then, last but not least, #SlickWilly with Ray (Rachel) Chandler

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/bv3ETsfBry
7/24/2019 6:36:58 AM f45_5  pic.twitter.com/WCEsDIfhFB

7/24/2019 6:46:51 AM f45_5 God bless you all and all of us let’s stay in touch here and keep these good positive energy vibes flowing to help move the plan forward as best we 

can... every body counts a little bit = a lot and on and on upwards we go 😇🙏🏻🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸👍🏻😇 pic.twitter.com/VRJC8feWso

7/24/2019 6:48:44 AM roaminnoodle Picture emerges linking Mormons, gangsters, #Mueller and Erdogan

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

Interesting typo Ivanka 😉... #UnitedKingston

Article link:  https://ahvalnews.com/turkey/picture-emerges-linking-mormons-gangsters-mueller-and-erdogan … pic.twitter.com/qagCdHwDsO

7/24/2019 6:51:47 AM ragevirusqq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why ?  pic.twitter.com/znQFj1kKIm

7/24/2019 6:54:28 AM kindeandtrue Add Singapore.

7/24/2019 6:57:23 AM lightlove21121 And Switzerland. And Israel. And and and and and

7/24/2019 6:58:03 AM blsdbe That’s his granddaughter I think...

7/24/2019 6:59:09 AM blsdbe The healing frequencies will come from within when We Create them.

7/24/2019 7:06:52 AM lightseeker2012 Why does Jerry think that's so damn funny?  Strange reaction.

7/24/2019 7:08:41 AM enomai_ Why not?

7/24/2019 7:09:30 AM ashlightq canada

7/24/2019 7:14:48 AM ragevirusqq Bad actors doing bad acting.

7/24/2019 7:16:41 AM sabermarris Wouldn't make a difference they go to the same parties, have the same agenda, but at least Boris is funny.

7/24/2019 7:18:24 AM cosmic_engineer Great Mother was a star until the transformation of gaining a mantle by merging with its 'solar system'

7/24/2019 7:19:17 AM petitchevalb So potentially they could make clones from anyone of us, as long as they have DNA

7/24/2019 7:24:19 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148741669950566400 …

Then there's @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's take on it. 👇👇👇

7/24/2019 7:24:42 AM catvllvsverona It almost looks like an "incarnation". Wonder if She would then "shift" ascending to upper dimensions, as we could. I think so.

7/24/2019 7:24:54 AM ragevirusqq Imagine choosing to be the source of life energy for a solar system. Maybe a star.  Emitting loving energy to provide life over billions of years to 

countless IS's d IS-BE's

7/24/2019 7:28:21 AM ragevirusqq crimes against humanity everywhere.

7/24/2019 7:29:08 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

[Be Ready], [Bob]

#MuellerHearing #MuellerReport #MuellerTime https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154031296835928064 …

7/24/2019 7:36:28 AM esoter1csurgery Thoughts? https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1153690867284217857?s=19 …

7/24/2019 7:39:39 AM nikoscali People say it couldn't have been a nuke because there would have been a flash and a big boom. I tend to think if it was a suitcase nuke its was low 

enough yield for the concrete to muffle the flash/boom and perhaps if it was old it fizzled due to the tritium being expired.

7/24/2019 7:40:27 AM nurseniceyes So what are they looking for?

7/24/2019 7:41:40 AM lynnboyce7 What about the umbilical chord blood giving at the time of birth?

7/24/2019 7:48:11 AM cosmic_engineer It's coming very soon.  Her first Density shift.  The end of this Grand Cycle and beginning of the next.

7/24/2019 7:57:01 AM nikoscali could've been a DEW that disrupts the Strong force holding atoms together or something like that. But my question is where did it come from? If space 

why didn't the roof dustify? As such tend to think DEW is disinfo by Judy Wood and others to hide the inside job itself.

7/24/2019 7:57:53 AM catvllvsverona 🤩✨🤩💙

7/24/2019 8:00:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define COLLUSION

Define TALKING POINTS

Define BOOMERANG 

Define STUPID

#MuellerReport pic.twitter.com/Wyx2LzsadJ

7/24/2019 8:01:16 AM trumps_all Think Obama folks................

7/24/2019 8:01:51 AM zagnett "Define BOOMERANG"

Smack🤦♂️

7/24/2019 8:02:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

#MuellerReport 

NOTHING.

#UnsealEpstein 

Enjoy the show.

7/24/2019 8:04:01 AM roaminnoodle Why was today's report delayed from last week?

7/24/2019 8:04:54 AM allard41980 He’s the worm on the hook now for declass to happen, and the nadless Nadler just reeled them in. pic.twitter.com/s8kDNoNTtm

7/24/2019 8:04:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rehearsal

7/24/2019 8:06:14 AM michael81972 MJ,  any comment on this...🤡PANIC https://twitter.com/jackposobiec/status/1153791018874970112?s=21 …

7/24/2019 8:07:11 AM roaminnoodle I noticed on C-SPAN every time a [D] is on, they have screen shots ready to go...

7/24/2019 8:10:08 AM clb481 I am enjoying this show!  What a shit show!

7/24/2019 8:10:42 AM charmanda9 🎭🎟🎪

7/24/2019 8:10:48 AM anthonylandows2 Is that a good thing?

7/24/2019 8:10:54 AM roaminnoodle "I've got to say, it looks like Volume 2 is mostly Regurgitated Press Stories" - Debbie Lesko

7/24/2019 8:11:22 AM fightthenewwo DOJ opened Antitrust investigation into Twitter yesterday. Maybe take it over as public communications utility? We'll see, eh?!

7/24/2019 8:12:03 AM slabunski charged... but convicted? naaa

7/24/2019 8:12:23 AM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/tn3goptwyj

7/24/2019 8:12:35 AM keith369me Did the white hats utilize this “Special” Council farce as a delay tactic to plan for #UnsealEpstein and the takedown of the cabal?  Mueller clearly is a 

broken man.



7/24/2019 8:13:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do coincidences exist?

Who personally decided to censor all things Epstein?

What was deployed shortly before?

Learn the comms.

#UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 8:13:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

7/24/2019 8:15:34 AM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/CSmtEvu5dJ

7/24/2019 8:16:53 AM zagnett That's fine new emoji combo! 👊🙌👏

7/24/2019 8:18:37 AM keith369me Thank you for helping to provide the tools that allow us to see through the veil!!!

7/24/2019 8:19:24 AM roaminnoodle Not sure who exactly, but "An executive at Twitter has personally spiked and shadowbanned #UnsealEpstein."

What was deployed shortly before?

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152651888170622976 …

7/24/2019 8:20:26 AM logic4all2enjoy And since he will be re-elected, statue of limitations will expire before he leaves office (not taking into account the obstruction narrative is total horse 

💩)

7/24/2019 8:20:33 AM allahuniversal Knew it

7/24/2019 8:21:56 AM hawkgirlinmn He has already perjured himself twice.

7/24/2019 8:22:16 AM lightlove21121 Felt it

7/24/2019 8:22:35 AM scott_rick DECLAS this Sh&t already I have people to heal

7/24/2019 8:23:17 AM keith369me ...for a long time...yet it could only be talked about in special (soul?) groups without being considered “insane”

7/24/2019 8:23:48 AM hawkgirlinmn Have to admit, they rehearsed this fake obstruction pretty well. It will backfire majorly. Several are guilty of obstruction. I’m like a kid in a candy store 

waiting for declas!

7/24/2019 8:25:42 AM allahuniversal They never thought she would lose

They never thought we would unite

7/24/2019 8:26:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you don't understand the comms then you are not the intended recipient of the comms.

7/24/2019 8:32:00 AM 1_decided_voter Saying "learn the comms" implies the intended recipient of the comms doesn't already understand them, does it not?

7/24/2019 8:32:08 AM jljensen326 But you just said to learn the comms

7/24/2019 8:33:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signal marker.

7/24/2019 8:34:29 AM roaminnoodle Been waiting for an AMA to ask, but if you're around...

Is this "payout" for every man, woman and child hypothetical, or will it really happen?

Also, only those in USA, or WW?

7/24/2019 8:36:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Everybody in DC has some form of blackmail on them.

Some are part of #UnsealEpstein.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

#MullerHearing https://twitter.com/Scout_Finch/status/1154034787465740289 …

7/24/2019 8:36:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 No payout. Subsidies to future technology access.

7/24/2019 8:37:26 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

#MuellerHearing #MuellerReport #MuellerTime https://twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1154037796614443008 …

7/24/2019 8:37:27 AM roaminnoodle Why are the other SC Justices told to keep quiet about [RBG]?

7/24/2019 8:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Protection of the institution RE #UnsealEpstein.

7/24/2019 8:38:20 AM allahuniversal Q was/is the coursework

7/24/2019 8:39:08 AM nikoscali Can't say that high vibrational frequencies would "liquify" the building but Tesla did demonstrate that matching the resonant frequency of a building 

can do VERY strange things. Wouldn't generate the 3,000+ degree temperatures observed IMHO.

7/24/2019 8:39:29 AM allahuniversal Q#3468, yesterday

7/24/2019 8:39:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Liquify is not an accurate adjective.

7/24/2019 8:40:35 AM nikoscali Dustify?

7/24/2019 8:40:50 AM hawkgirlinmn If this is the worst, it is laughable considering 1 million Americans per year are arrested for DUI.

7/24/2019 8:40:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is that what you saw happen?

7/24/2019 8:42:15 AM nikoscali Partially?

7/24/2019 8:42:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 30s male + 20s female = Normal

7/24/2019 8:43:02 AM jrocktigers MJ12, Because 9one1 settlement funding til 2092 is not top news tells us all we need to know? They are lucky to have the Mueller charade today, arent 

they?

7/24/2019 8:43:20 AM roaminnoodle Supreme Court Justices are being quiet about [RBG] for the "Protection of the institution" regarding #UnsealEpstein.

So let's #UnsealEpstein and get a new SC Justice!

Besides, #UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/6ncp0AxvZW
7/24/2019 8:43:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid.

Anons know more than they believe.

7/24/2019 8:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Over 3 will be replaced.

7/24/2019 8:44:48 AM girlawakeinca We’re looking forward to this.

7/24/2019 8:44:50 AM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

7/24/2019 8:45:01 AM starehope Watching Fox.

7/24/2019 8:45:52 AM hawkgirlinmn So declas brings down more than the house....🧐

7/24/2019 8:46:01 AM roaminnoodle 3, eh? That's a great number.

7/24/2019 8:46:10 AM chris_losh_ Try starting here. https://www.qproofs.com/home.html 

7/24/2019 8:47:43 AM ragevirusqq if it looks like a duck and walks like a duck....

7/24/2019 8:47:44 AM slayer1776 College students are normally legal age of 18 years or older. Two consenting adults....Who cares ???

7/24/2019 8:48:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Dustify, or a material that self-combusts upon implosion? That would be a cleaner demolition.

7/24/2019 8:48:37 AM natureinspace I knew it! RBG will be one. Bring it on! Tear the veil! We're ready!

7/24/2019 8:49:05 AM roaminnoodle Over 3 [SC] will be replaced.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154054650343174150 …

7/24/2019 8:49:40 AM nikoscali The cloud expanded to several times the volume of the towers so I am assuming that a large amount of material was "Dustified" or broken down into 

microscopic particles by some method other than friction in free-fall. There had to be some additional source of energy.



7/24/2019 8:49:53 AM roaminnoodle Everybody in DC has some form of blackmail on them.

Some are part of #UnsealEpstein.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

#MuellerHearing

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/KRGryUNJvQ
7/24/2019 8:50:36 AM djlok Ginsburg and 2 appointed illegally by a non-US citizen?

7/24/2019 8:50:43 AM love4thegameak Models

7/24/2019 8:52:38 AM roaminnoodle Sonia Sotomayor

Elena Kagan

7/24/2019 8:53:34 AM allahuniversal That was 3469

3468 👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/FGCIIPm1E4

7/24/2019 8:54:14 AM 1_decided_voter OVER 3

7/24/2019 8:54:42 AM chris_losh_ You can look up SerialBrain on here or youtube and find a plethora of coding techniques. Also @intheMatrixxx is a good place to get caught up. There 

are so many awesome decoders on the #Qanon team.

7/24/2019 8:55:48 AM roaminnoodle I know 😀

I am just trying to use the Power of 3 6 and 9...

7/24/2019 8:56:55 AM love4thegameak Oh... Noice Connection

7/24/2019 8:56:58 AM scents_common I've predicted months ago Roberts will be out and Clarence Thomas will become Chief Justice.

7/24/2019 8:58:52 AM keith369me Knowing that time is an illusion, did the Dems winning The House accelerate “the plan”.

7/24/2019 8:58:53 AM keith369me If an individual was so inclined to represent a community post “swamp drain” will the same nasty election cycle be prevalent?

7/24/2019 9:06:26 AM justme20190704 Mueller committed Perjury.  More than once.  

The Redacted stuff wasn't discussed - At all.

Once the IG Comey Report, FISA DECLAS and FOIA Request between Assange and Seth Rich is Declassified, the House falls down...

7/24/2019 9:08:15 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 9:09:22 AM egelone hey, since u r here. MJ, got a question for you.  You said b4 "Charcoal toothpaste/supplements, Idoine daily, Spin Water In Vortex Before Drinking". is 

the Idoine here mt for Iodine? thanks

7/24/2019 9:12:40 AM jrdelane67 Attempts to grab headlines and control the narrative will not work, speculation at its best does not constitute fact.

7/24/2019 9:12:59 AM deanzna @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/24/2019 9:13:25 AM natureinspace The hearing is over. Can we get on with #UnsealEpstein now? We're ready for disclosure. Can we get this show on the road? Please????

7/24/2019 9:14:42 AM thanksforthemo2 Whats your thinking about the Sept11 funding?

7/24/2019 9:15:37 AM dlecita  pic.twitter.com/eMR8XL9yzf

7/24/2019 9:16:21 AM euphoricshawn7 When this happens all hell with break loose 😯🥴

7/24/2019 9:18:02 AM gi6stars My I just say, PLEASE Bring IT!

7/24/2019 9:18:09 AM 313looper #MullerHearings pic.twitter.com/o8kIwcAVgs

7/24/2019 9:20:43 AM julialo96740619 #MuellerScrewedUp

7/24/2019 9:21:06 AM n7guardiananon Agree, but the definition of "interest" or "research" or most words gets twisted by some people.   A slippery slope.  An interest or even researching in 

certain areas of topics can land you in jail.  Does Sammy learning witchcraft or satanism bother me...depends on his actions

7/24/2019 9:21:33 AM mymaxamoose Considering? WTF?

7/24/2019 9:22:51 AM natureinspace Bammmm! 💥

7/24/2019 9:23:23 AM greybeardolorin  pic.twitter.com/S7hFOkD4wS

7/24/2019 9:25:37 AM gi6stars #DemacratParty 

Down she goes.

7/24/2019 9:25:52 AM magamadnessusa Aaaand your point is? Is this really blackmail-worthy??

7/24/2019 9:27:32 AM roaminnoodle Future Proves Past.

Looks to me like this is the "subsidies to future technology access" ...?

But I am hoping there is more than just replicator technology access ... subsidies < plural??? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035564582155243521 …

7/24/2019 9:29:24 AM girlawakeinca Oh wow. You have a valid concept there.

7/24/2019 9:30:28 AM aintgets Unseal Epstein pic.twitter.com/d06TxrH60Y

7/24/2019 9:36:23 AM djlok Timing (timestamps) not lost on us!!! pic.twitter.com/lXZL4vqOM8

7/24/2019 9:37:31 AM allahuniversal 0 coincidences

7/24/2019 9:37:52 AM djlok 0

7/24/2019 9:39:21 AM roaminnoodle First #QProof with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1153655656379035648 …

7/24/2019 9:39:21 AM roaminnoodle New #Q, and also the second #QProof with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I've noticed in as many days.

11:00AM EST 7/24/19:

Define BOOMERANG.

MJ

11:22AM EST 7/24/19:

YEAR OF THE BOOMERANG.

Q

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate pic.twitter.com/I6M9oMLwb4
7/24/2019 9:41:19 AM carolem26591529 I don’t think that’s fair!  Mind your own business !

7/24/2019 9:41:27 AM girlawakeinca I don’t believe so, but nonetheless, everyone might want to read this. 💫

7/24/2019 9:42:02 AM jayrambin Not sure what my means. But MJ said the iodine helps the thyroid gland get started take first thing in the am, if I remember correctly.  

Also, water spinning. I bought the $20 bottle spinner they referred to. But a magnetic stirrer works great. Can do a large container.

7/24/2019 9:44:18 AM fluck_gloria If that is all you got to me he is clean as the new fallen snow compared to others.  We all at one point in time lived in a glass house.  Small things 

compared to the others in the  swamp!

7/24/2019 9:44:27 AM laurabusse I've never understood how anyone could say with absolute certainty that Q and MJ12 (Twitter account) are LARPs.

Now, it seems even less likely!!!



7/24/2019 9:46:47 AM laurabusse And the beauty of it is that it all seems to be unfolding in such a way to make it more digestible for the public...

7/24/2019 9:54:03 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/4sprSrbbV0

7/24/2019 10:02:07 AM roaminnoodle #MuellerHearing #MuellerReport #MuellerTime 

[#Mueller] [#Epstein bury & cover-up]

BIGGEST SCANDAL IN AMERICAN HISTORY.

TREASON.

2019 - YEAR OF THE #BOOMERANG.

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedogate 

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/sGZPnXfPoQ
7/24/2019 10:04:14 AM jrocktigers Only comment at this time..it has to open up major inquiries into causation however.

7/24/2019 10:05:37 AM roaminnoodle Option C, a bit of both?

7/24/2019 10:08:46 AM kindeandtrue What do they have on @POTUS, I wonder.

7/24/2019 10:08:50 AM lavenderlives Then of coarse, 30 female ok w/ 20 yr old males too 👍🏼 correct ?

7/24/2019 10:11:32 AM tootsowen Roger Stone covered this & I believe peter Schweitzer!!! Who listened then???

7/24/2019 10:30:14 AM youstinksoap Big moves for Congress, Supreme Court, etc. possibly happening during recess that starts 7/26?  🤔

7/24/2019 10:39:17 AM phreatomagnetic They also said such an implementation is 7000 years away on earth.

I doubt very much that we'll be making lifelong decisions about our relationship to tech like this.  

Use tech or be "Amish" is a false dichotomy, but one you can choose to impose on yourself.

7/24/2019 10:43:08 AM wahiggins3 Is Mueller "acting" incompetent?  Is this part of the show?

7/24/2019 10:43:24 AM strcarol And???

7/24/2019 10:44:25 AM 313looper I must say it seems Nadler has done a good Rehearsal... ! 

Pretty Obvious... 😆

7/24/2019 10:52:11 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/FkC6ndtUCq

7/24/2019 10:59:12 AM phreatomagnetic I searched "implementation" on the MJ12 account.  It was the word, odd, that stuck out in my memory. pic.twitter.com/39R5uHSTHs

7/24/2019 10:59:14 AM holmesdonna1 SCOTT, THIS STATEMENT WHICH LINKS -> "MORMONS" NEEDS TO BE STRAIGHTENED OUT. THE KINGSTON BROTHERS ARE NOT MEMBERS OF THE 

MAIN MORMON CHURCH BASED IN UTAH. THEY ARE MEMBERS OF A FRINGE GROUP THAT DOES NOT GO BY THE TEACHINGS THAT ARE SENT OUT BY 

HEADQUARTERS.

7/24/2019 10:59:29 AM egelone ok how u feel so far? any progress?

7/24/2019 10:59:43 AM wishfulldreamz Well, since nobody really knows who QAnon is, I'd say that would be a bit challenging!

7/24/2019 11:04:11 AM jvan125 I wonder if this is setting up Barry for obstruction charges (on top of everything else...)

7/24/2019 11:04:21 AM enomai_ incoming devlas

7/24/2019 11:06:16 AM nea_storm (Whisper) It's has already happened it just veiled as in on the right side (private side) operations ledgers: Flow ways are open .... it's and enforcement 

thing and it is happening regardless of the "banking" beavers and all (pun intended)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFqx2sROwsE … Ooops ala! 

pic.twitter.com/BDo9cKPAyT

7/24/2019 11:09:51 AM allahuniversal Well, since a President can be charged once out of office... #BOOMerang

7/24/2019 11:12:42 AM girlawakeinca I get the inclination that ascension which will happen to some of us sooner, elsewhere. Where advanced technology will be the norm. Gaia Earth & we 

who live here have a lot to experience before that happens.

7/24/2019 11:15:35 AM jvan125 Its funny this comes up now...I have been saying for a few months now life got way too complicated with all this tech. I would love to go back to the 

simpler way of living. ❤️✨

7/24/2019 11:17:30 AM jvan125 Exactly my thinking...❤️🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/24/2019 11:21:09 AM allahuniversal Let's not forget [42] & [43], added to [44] makes for a nice round 3 (129 12 3)

7/24/2019 11:21:31 AM v_rags Yup back to nature. I live in NYC. Every once in a while I travel to the country in upstate NY. Just me and the trees!

7/24/2019 11:24:05 AM jvan125 Yes!!! The tech makes me feel ‘chaotic’ and ‘unsettled’ inside. Nature brings me back to center and brings me closer to God. Although I LOVE 

interacting with you all using tech...I would miss that aspect if we went to 100% nature. ❤️✨

7/24/2019 11:25:09 AM jvan125 Niiiiice!!!! If that’s not to our favor i don’t know what could be!!

7/24/2019 11:25:37 AM v_rags That’s true. I guess a balance is the way to go. It’s like when I’m in nature I’m am closer to God as well. Then when I’m there I awhile I miss the big city.

7/24/2019 11:27:00 AM fluck_gloria Define statute of limitations!

7/24/2019 11:35:21 AM girlawakeinca Balance. That is key. I like the way you expressed it. 💫

7/24/2019 11:35:53 AM nun_chucknorris That is why we were pushed to #UnsealEpstein. Force it to gain so much traction that it must be censored. 🐠 is fun. Caught red handed.

7/24/2019 11:36:34 AM v_rags Yes if only I could follow my own advice 😂

7/24/2019 11:37:38 AM girlawakeinca I’m having issues seeing it all too. We just need to think mirror. There’s more than just this or that...it’s a little bit of everything IMHO. 

pic.twitter.com/Znn270vIOZ

7/24/2019 11:51:42 AM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/73964/details-emerge-about-jeffrey-epsteins-mysterious-2007-port-deal-in-

st.html?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter …

7/24/2019 11:52:04 AM realityloominng Damn... I should've known, it's hard not to laugh at his grillings of Dems though. "Ghost of christmas past" and "... non-gender-specific unicorns".

7/24/2019 12:01:12 PM auagate Enjoy the SHOW!

        2019Q pic.twitter.com/coHTUILyyM

7/24/2019 12:08:37 PM orthogonalron Have often thought this is a movie about redemption. Many are seeking redemption through the roles that they have been given. 

It's all about looking at oneself rather than judging others.

Those who refuse redemption will be removed.

7/24/2019 12:39:51 PM iknow04042015 Did Muller and Epstein try to set up @GeorgePapa19 with a honeypot sting but failed.

7/24/2019 12:46:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth resonates from within.

Message over messenger.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154112475002036234 …

7/24/2019 12:47:25 PM dawntay40629790 Yes!!

7/24/2019 12:48:18 PM roaminnoodle Right on cue...?

Posted 3:33PM EST, lovely digits! https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154112475002036234 …



7/24/2019 12:48:43 PM roaminnoodle Truth resonates from within.

Message over messenger.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154112475002036234 …
7/24/2019 12:49:57 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/qF3A98nO6o

7/24/2019 12:50:44 PM cjptrsn Unseal or declass something. 

It’s time. 

It’s past time. 

We The People are ready. Normies are ready. The WORLD is ready.

#UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 12:51:03 PM roaminnoodle Is this a legit case?

 https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1151213230078988289 …

7/24/2019 12:51:09 PM grrroverrrtje #WWG1WGA  WORLDWIDE!!! pic.twitter.com/WM5ItmzvYH

7/24/2019 12:51:21 PM keith369me Bring on the Truth!!!

7/24/2019 12:53:02 PM starehope Declass FISA now!

7/24/2019 12:53:23 PM girlawakeinca Wowza! Right on Q! 💫💥

7/24/2019 12:56:47 PM renee86743676 They can't talk their way out of what they behaved their way into

7/24/2019 12:58:21 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/VSPACkX6I6

7/24/2019 1:01:17 PM allahuniversal Driving up the increase in consumer consumption post WWII via planned & perceived obsolescence...reminded me of this post re: Ike (+admin), greed, 

and how consumerism has been a great distraction for the people, helped to keep "The Secret"

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GorqroigqM … pic.twitter.com/zy1IZOxbb6

7/24/2019 1:05:23 PM dradeon You must be new here

7/24/2019 1:05:25 PM roaminnoodle You know what they say...

No coincidences!

7/24/2019 1:05:26 PM unitytruthlove1 👍

7/24/2019 1:06:26 PM cosmic_engineer Orion Crusaders.  The war is not won with weapons or hate but with knowledge and love.

-Byakko

7/24/2019 1:06:27 PM zack_stone Truth embargo has to be annulled by free will

7/24/2019 1:08:13 PM darktolightjedi I don't understand.

7/24/2019 1:10:07 PM ibeaverdale 🤣

7/24/2019 1:12:13 PM ibeaverdale Yeah, but man has it been played perfectly

7/24/2019 1:12:47 PM identityasxy ... Awaiting orders, sir.

 ready to volunteer to recon past the tripwire, if necessary. pic.twitter.com/lVEhpbaQJr

7/24/2019 1:16:09 PM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @zagnett @313looper @MongrelGlory @IAM_Laura9 @jamesboyett @dynamicres @DJLOK

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 1:18:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/THEHermanCain/status/1154085868669325312 …

7/24/2019 1:18:53 PM robinreitsma1 👀

7/24/2019 1:19:21 PM jewel4trump It’s time. 🕰

7/24/2019 1:20:03 PM sixbennetts Aaron Dietrich's article. Link is to the archive:

 http://archive.is/6oycT 

This is the best tldr I've read so far of the 💩⛈ that is about to rock our world.

#EPSTEIN = KEYSTONE!

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#UnsealEpstein #Q

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸
7/24/2019 1:20:15 PM cjptrsn That is yet to be seen. It’s all theoretical till we actually see the docs. Proof is in the pudding. pic.twitter.com/tkphWGWSU7

7/24/2019 1:20:19 PM nmchristoban Rusty Shackelford

7/24/2019 1:21:51 PM spauldingshowal END Human Trafficking NOW.

7/24/2019 1:21:55 PM nmchristoban Aka: Rusty Shackelford Sparky Wilson.

Profession: Exterminator

7/24/2019 1:23:08 PM allahuniversal .. Starts having The Story of Adam and Eve flashbacks... pic.twitter.com/BJTEMJIyl7

7/24/2019 1:23:26 PM roaminnoodle Who is controlling the drones? Us or [them]?

7/24/2019 1:23:40 PM roaminnoodle 27 very creepy videos, to be precise. If you're following this story - and we know you are - this is fascinating. #BillClinton #HumanTrafficking

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon https://www.westernjournal.com/hermancain/odd-youtube-channel-appears-hosting-new-hi-def-drone-footage-epsteins-pedophile-

island/ …

7/24/2019 1:23:43 PM _369311119 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@FLOTUS @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/THEHermanCain/status/1154085868669325312 …

7/24/2019 1:27:24 PM keith369me Up the ladder to the mainstream.

7/24/2019 1:27:40 PM renee86743676 Timing is EVERYTHING.

7/24/2019 1:30:11 PM grrroverrrtje 🤣😂🤣😂 lost......



7/24/2019 1:35:07 PM roaminnoodle Wiktionary - Force of Nature

[Deep State] THE STORM IS UPON US

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

RETWEET!!!!!!!!!

@zagnett @RoubLisa @Truthriseswlove @DJLOK @JVan125 @covertress @love4thegameAK @laurabusse @malley_pj @midgettmedia  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/dShlFI8cAI
7/24/2019 1:36:50 PM ibeaverdale Yeah, well we're all entitled to or own opinion, true?

7/24/2019 1:39:39 PM lbf777 Isn't John McAfee running the drones on Epstein Island? He was arrested yesterday as well.

7/24/2019 1:41:26 PM lbf777 Excellent work MJ12 & everyone. Together with White Hat agencies & tens of millions of concerned citizens, we are saving the world. 😇

7/24/2019 1:42:28 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/Z1zjcPyA9r

7/24/2019 1:43:03 PM renee86743676 Truth turns me on....!😇

7/24/2019 1:46:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd What he did, bad taste however, he didn't molest a child, do a human sacrifice, drink blood, consume human flesh...he's a dude, he thinks with his little 

head. No excuse shame on him; what he did is small in comparison to what others have done. He has to accept consequences. 

pic.twitter.com/uct72xdmh9

7/24/2019 1:47:00 PM djlok Exactly!!!

7/24/2019 1:48:56 PM blackjackpupil Anything is possible of course. Its plausible as he is sailing in the Caribbean...

7/24/2019 1:51:14 PM lbf777 POL was able to connect the drones to McAfee and suddenly McAfee was arrested. It's a developing story.

7/24/2019 1:53:15 PM rustyshacklfo12 You called?

7/24/2019 1:53:34 PM kidge6 hasnt declass already been happening? Authority was given to Barr.  He's probably been declassifying documents daily for various investigations and 

court proceedings, dont you think? How else is all of this intel coming out?

7/24/2019 1:53:40 PM tc89714982 #unsealepstein is no longer a auto fill suggestion and I have to type it out completely. Lol.

7/24/2019 1:57:11 PM jswdh1 He was arrested for sure?

7/24/2019 1:57:37 PM jswdh1 What the heck is that?

7/24/2019 1:59:53 PM coccupants79 Do I  have to say more!!!.. pic.twitter.com/9PG0A4kWjR

7/24/2019 2:01:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 will #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/BRXCa7g6mK

7/24/2019 2:02:43 PM matt_dodaro Their symbols woill be their Downfall #WWG1WGA

7/24/2019 2:05:29 PM johnnybmaga1 Born to fren pic.twitter.com/MavgOcimdp

7/24/2019 2:08:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd I have no audience, been shadowbanned and Twatter keeps me on their radar. Somehow they are doing remote work too bc there are times my 

tweets get deleted before my eyes prior to posting. They literally just disappear!!!

7/24/2019 2:09:19 PM cjptrsn So they say.

7/24/2019 2:10:04 PM lbf777 Other people on his Twitter threatened to release insurance files if he wasn’t released.

7/24/2019 2:10:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd Says tweet is unavailable. So I suppose it begins, Twitter is fucking with us and this is how it's going to be. Damn it....this just really sucks. I hate Twitter!

7/24/2019 2:11:54 PM my2sonznme Idk what those numbers mean but 👍🏻

7/24/2019 2:12:22 PM cjptrsn So true. So true. I’m just hot after wasting 7 hours watching the dog and pony show. Ready for forward progress. Ready for vindication. Ready for 

justice.

7/24/2019 2:16:10 PM roaminnoodle Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: “My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us…..”

God bless.

#Q #QAnon post 55

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

7/24/2019 2:16:54 PM keith369me ...and the power of the TRUTH #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff 

#UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff

7/24/2019 2:17:08 PM ibeaverdale I get it. I didn't have to sit thru it, don't that I would have if I could; cut the cord awhile ago. Will probably catch bits & pcs later. 

Justice is coming, I'm ready too

7/24/2019 2:18:05 PM natureinspace Yes you're right. I was born awake and i guess I'm just getting a little antsy because I'm getting old lol. This has been a long game...😣

7/24/2019 2:18:10 PM stormystorm10 Now how do you control other people viewing with 3,6, 9?

7/24/2019 2:22:17 PM grudi61  pic.twitter.com/uFfDdLlCDz

7/24/2019 2:22:43 PM citizen4212 WHEN YOU CLICKED ON THE STORM IS UPON US IT LED TO THIS: The righteous will hunker down in faith, as the force of the storm lays bare the sins of 

the elite.

7/24/2019 2:24:15 PM the_loveoflight I have no idea, definitely looks like a figure with wings and a beak or an ant eater looking snout lol

7/24/2019 2:24:36 PM the_loveoflight I found it on the 2nd latest uploaded video from that channel

7/24/2019 2:25:00 PM slayerofmatrix1 @martingeddes 😉☺

7/24/2019 2:27:21 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/lWJC06zDbc

7/24/2019 2:29:11 PM allahuniversal ✅ pic.twitter.com/UVu8nQ6VRz

7/24/2019 2:30:19 PM kachinagtto I don’t have a big twitter following, but I try to tweet the hashtag daily.  Every little bit helps.

7/24/2019 2:31:23 PM scents_common @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

3 3 3  https://twitter.com/MaxHayzz/status/1154135109534195712 …

7/24/2019 2:31:38 PM tamiwils0n22813 We are all sinners! There was only one who was perfect! This is a MUST to realize. The time is coming when that one will be the only one to cover you 

in his blood to be make you white! 😘 Praying for us Always! #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/tAdmxNWflc

7/24/2019 2:32:01 PM allahuniversal You don't. You only need to control your content, your timing, and your intention. Consistency is 🗝️

4:32

7/24/2019 2:34:05 PM cato5104 It was a freaking train wreck!! I only listened to republicans, cant stand to listen to demorats!! Mueller either has onset alzheimers, or had nothing at 

all to do with the investigation just a token republican figurehead!!

7/24/2019 2:34:50 PM david00997884 NOTTA GOING TA HAPEN

7/24/2019 2:37:07 PM ibeaverdale Puppet?

7/24/2019 2:37:50 PM cato5104 Idk, but was a total mess!!

7/24/2019 2:39:23 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/3UICfqxRVU

7/24/2019 2:39:24 PM charlesgdavis1 Yep....and MORE.

7/24/2019 2:40:29 PM starehope Does it look like one wing up and the other down?

7/24/2019 2:46:45 PM sharidean996 I bet your Light wakes up more people than those of, big Followings... and that's actually way more cool. 😉 👊😎💜💜💜

7/24/2019 2:51:31 PM stormystorm10 Interesting !

7/24/2019 3:15:27 PM thoughttazer 3, 6 and 9  you say?  Couldn't help but notice the date on this original post that Q just reposted: 3/12/2019 pic.twitter.com/COKJuwvNbQ

7/24/2019 3:16:03 PM phreatomagnetic That is something

7/24/2019 3:16:30 PM dradeon So since you've confirmed you really have no idea what this page is about I'd suggest reading into it



7/24/2019 3:16:50 PM boy12_jimmy Yes this and more....Jumpin' & Screamin', want it all to go down NOW!!! The one I really want to go is Kagen, no JUDICIAL degree or law  experience 

whatsoever. Just a clerk & teacher of law. An illegal judge is all she was as the Obama appointee. pic.twitter.com/pOprEhF5aN

7/24/2019 3:20:06 PM dradeon Especially before regurgitating your conditioning mindlessly

7/24/2019 3:25:32 PM chaele3 @ClintonFdn 

Seems like you need a reminder....

When do we get to talk about the underground tunnels in #Arkansas? 

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@USMC

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://cfgate.wordpress.com/2016/08/20/epstein/ …
7/24/2019 3:30:11 PM phreatomagnetic After the fact, it occurred to me that I might have sounded snarky.  I meant that one could choose to impose such a dichotomy upon themselves if they 

wished, without implying judgment of that choice

7/24/2019 3:30:55 PM chef_brandt89 Tesla tech space based energy weapons. They disintigrated them from the top down.

7/24/2019 3:31:39 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

When we encourage and help young people meet and get married so that they can have good looking intelligent children, it is to promote a body for 

those to be reincarnated, maybe you !!!!!

7/24/2019 3:32:25 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

We are not saying that we come down and bump the tiny human soul out and jump right in their ! !!

7/24/2019 3:34:03 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This is the natural flow and cycle of life.  Too Marry some one more attractive or more intelligent than you is a gift and well placed intuition 😇

7/24/2019 3:35:16 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This Majic account is strange

7/24/2019 3:38:09 PM gemutlich5050 Ah, it's good to be surrounded by great friends!  Be a shame if Sharpton was entangled too... Do you really think Hillary, Huma and others in the crew 

were unaware and not participating?

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xcvxzYoRLV

7/24/2019 3:38:21 PM boy12_jimmy 2 things to take from the 911 fund for first responders. Democrats want that money for their hospitals/doctors/directors for campaign donations. Who 

do YOU think wants control of all that money??? Yes, DEMONRATS. pic.twitter.com/zfRVxEGzn3

7/24/2019 3:38:26 PM cloudoflarge Keith Rainer tried to kill me when I was in my Bath Tub ! He was in Washington DC at the time so I don't think you have all the information on Keith ?  I 

good attempt and I always enjoy when they try new stuff but with no luck !!!!

7/24/2019 3:40:42 PM cloudoflarge Epstien I don't know but I would guess that he kills people, so that he can take their business.  Kills with a Ghost or Alien Ghost !!!! I don't believe that  

he sleeps with under age.  

I can't allocate a lot of time for a killer to clear his name !

7/24/2019 3:41:04 PM suekonkel When?

7/24/2019 3:42:35 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/MwFOdCS0EG

7/24/2019 3:42:48 PM cloudoflarge They do the same thing for Catholic Priests. Priests kill out of anger or greed and then are accused.  

They kill with Ghosts so they can not be caught and then they are accused of sex with the young falsely.  They are still killers 

Again I can't really help when they are

7/24/2019 3:44:30 PM cloudoflarge Cruise is a good guy and should never had divorce.  Cruise was called into the Catholic Church to look around when he was young.

I converted to Catholicism, I was called to go in and kick ass.

7/24/2019 3:46:17 PM cloudoflarge I'm a Sales Engineer and product manager and we are going to scan for Ghosts and save millions on the planet.  If you keep going to church and you 

scan positive you are going to stop going in the future.

I save millions in the future !!!!

7/24/2019 3:46:50 PM cloudoflarge You can not kill with your Ghost if you don't have one !!!!

Direct Quote:

The Celestial Leader ---2020

7/24/2019 3:48:05 PM tncharlene Well they need to drop the hammer and do it already!! Before they do even more damage to our country!!!

7/24/2019 3:48:26 PM 1984veritas Yes. pic.twitter.com/FlV7v9UH6Z

7/24/2019 3:48:38 PM trevorrogue All these numbers, now I want "PI"

7/24/2019 3:48:45 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Small explosions can be felt in the air when Ghosts fight .  I'm sure that these explosions can be larger and can take down planes.

It is not a good idea to be in a plane when two Ghosts are fighting nor in a vehicle !!!!!!!!

7/24/2019 3:49:06 PM cloudoflarge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The New Age Of Existence is upon us !!!!!

7/24/2019 3:49:15 PM 1984veritas Yes. pic.twitter.com/jujmjKczI1

7/24/2019 3:49:48 PM 1984veritas  pic.twitter.com/XLN1ZsWpyJ

7/24/2019 4:18:09 PM allahuniversal All 3-pointers, hitting nothing but net!!!

18:18 pic.twitter.com/ulhipqDdrL

7/24/2019 4:18:16 PM jvan125 Are those the same as DEWs?

7/24/2019 4:22:30 PM jvan125 My God those two other guys DO look like devils! Their eyes!!! And nice medallion on the guy on the left 😳🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/24/2019 4:38:38 PM ryanroach5 He would say “why did you delete your comment claiming Comey would be indicted by the end of May?”



7/24/2019 4:39:17 PM duckmeat01  pic.twitter.com/fDWk1hn6wV

7/24/2019 4:44:06 PM pomeinnz its easy to measure

7/24/2019 4:58:35 PM michelleaban I was so excited to see this from Herman Cain! Eyes are being opened!

7/24/2019 4:59:21 PM anonforq This wouldn't even be a thing if Gaetz hadn't tore Mueller up on the witness stand. Ridiculousness!

7/24/2019 5:03:11 PM dairy_mom_of_6 This is awesome!!!💗

7/24/2019 5:03:59 PM overshareflare  https://youtu.be/-O2lUCGV7q0 

7/24/2019 5:06:40 PM roublisa Thank you @KremlinBot4   This is awesome.   #winning #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗

7/24/2019 5:06:43 PM overshareflare Song for [them] https://youtu.be/-O2lUCGV7q0 

7/24/2019 5:09:34 PM wyscrapper She was 21.  Last time I looked, that's a legal adult.

7/24/2019 5:12:53 PM roublisa 🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/HudAwYcG1a

7/24/2019 5:20:12 PM my2sonznme @potus said we have the cleanest skies and water ... is that not true? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @EyesOnQ @TrueEyeTheSpy 

@prayingmedic

7/24/2019 5:28:27 PM charmanda9 There he IS,-BEing wise. 

✨😉✨

7/24/2019 5:30:24 PM kathleen3693693 If Epstein is in the DCAS record system, then proof positive exists about the flights, times, dates, origin/destinations, etc., and not just some pilot's 

personal flight logs. Wonder if DCAS also has the unmasked identities of all the passengers... #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

7/24/2019 5:40:02 PM sommerfeldkitty Great article!

7/24/2019 5:41:20 PM sixbennetts Just long enough to spark interest, but short enough not to shut sheeple down.

7/24/2019 5:45:09 PM zrickety Pictures are also cropped weirdly...nothing looks good.

7/24/2019 5:45:46 PM sommerfeldkitty Yes, Trump threw him out of Maralago for approaching

an underage girl.

7/24/2019 5:48:13 PM zrickety Shadowbans weren't enough, they are pulling all the stops to stifle us.  But it's TOO LATE.

#GreatAwakening

7/24/2019 6:02:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Les Wexner, Jewish Billionaire, owner of Victoria's Secret (nice in for models), has ties to (also Jewish Billionaire) Jeffrey Epstien

Q:3428 VS>Ghislaine Maxwell>Epstien.  Follow the family

Q:3366 Les Wexner.

Founder of Victoria's Secret.

Connect the dots. pic.twitter.com/GRYUqBex5g

7/24/2019 6:10:10 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1154194774372552704?s=20 …

7/24/2019 6:17:11 PM dark2light2019 Wtf!!!

7/24/2019 6:18:25 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/mvuHswp3Sf

7/24/2019 6:18:31 PM w_ewere If people who are in positions of great public vested power are not held to the same account as all others, they are by definition "above the law".  

Prosecutors discretion must consider the damage to society that could be caused by a person not fit for public office. God Bless.

7/24/2019 6:18:58 PM guy_karen WTH?

7/24/2019 6:19:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "That's what the "deal" in '08 really did,it gave Epstein a public but quiet slap on the wrist(a lesson because he did fuck up and cause exposure),but 

more importantly it sheltered all the co-conspirators in a sick underage sex trafficking ring" This deal? https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/11/epstein-

donated-46-million-to-les-wexners-private-foundation-in-2008.html …

7/24/2019 6:21:26 PM keith369me Damn you’re quick PJ...can you find the Tweet where I stated I used to live in both FL countries and had to GET THE HELL OUT of southern FL with two 

small children.

7/24/2019 6:21:41 PM citrussplashy Sick

7/24/2019 6:22:11 PM fightforamerica I mean like, this connection doesn't phase me, but the brazenness with which it is done does. 

"These people are stupid."

7/24/2019 6:22:12 PM carolva97910854 Oh boy!  I don’t want any kids near THAT island!

7/24/2019 6:22:28 PM richard07759712 Heart wrenching, heart Breaking for some Sick Bass Turds fun, rituals or worse (I can’t mention that here)

We must turn to increasing community communications as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has been sharing. 3 6 9 has  incredible effects!

Unite, RT, create memes, Report and do it in Truth

7/24/2019 6:22:52 PM keith369me ...feel free to search on Florida mass graves, and we’re not talking Seminole Indians.

7/24/2019 6:23:01 PM starehope Jesus! Kids 7 and under are free. And we already know what Disney is!

7/24/2019 6:23:34 PM joyflanagan12 😞

7/24/2019 6:24:23 PM anneolsen43 RE FL:  are some of us placed in certain places for a reason

7/24/2019 6:25:23 PM doyleglobal Great news, but..

Move on to what .@realDonaldTrump? (0:34), what, specifically, ultimately?

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@Jim_Jordan

-Richard D. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154192781583294470 …

7/24/2019 6:25:24 PM _369311119 100%

7/24/2019 6:25:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7282441/Jeffrey-Epstein-paid-18M-SECOND-Caribbean-island-building-compound-

prison.html …

7/24/2019 6:25:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-visited-clinton-white-house-multiple-times-in-early-90s?ref=home …

7/24/2019 6:26:38 PM jaynenotjanie Now THAT is interesting...

7/24/2019 6:27:22 PM pro_aktv #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 6:27:30 PM starehope Noooo... 😭😭😭 these people should hang. pic.twitter.com/tZnAvta8to

7/24/2019 6:27:58 PM cryptogamer11 Wow

7/24/2019 6:28:23 PM lornascurr My concern re THIS moment in hearing..    we were thinking BO !! and Dems were thinking DJT 2020 (or dreaming of before..)

7/24/2019 6:28:57 PM ssbn654_q What are the snacks after snorkeling at Little St. James? Asking for someone whose NOT a friend.

7/24/2019 6:29:13 PM keith369me Less than 27 times?  Wonder if he was traveling alone?

7/24/2019 6:30:23 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/YON6b6EOdG

7/24/2019 6:31:17 PM lornascurr  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg/videos …

7/24/2019 6:31:39 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/23QLqPUmE5

7/24/2019 6:31:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3fgTbhGlZY …

7/24/2019 6:31:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJpPiZClb48 …

7/24/2019 6:31:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RoOf0KTG8pw …



7/24/2019 6:31:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDv4vqQ96Es …

7/24/2019 6:31:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EG6YLb3x54Q …

7/24/2019 6:31:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdbcIR-93Sk …

7/24/2019 6:31:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK63JAcD8uQ …

7/24/2019 6:31:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPoohlcHNkE …

7/24/2019 6:31:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbmZQRifQrY …

7/24/2019 6:31:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qG0xGHl6GrA&t=2s …

7/24/2019 6:31:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cjur46x4_rM …

7/24/2019 6:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6EnyXiq-qU …

7/24/2019 6:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO0qFgz5E-A …

7/24/2019 6:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhLptiWD0aA …

7/24/2019 6:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBkmhnUJZPY …

7/24/2019 6:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trhzEs_UfZQ …

7/24/2019 6:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22F8u7muI5E …

7/24/2019 6:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrFQxqt0Y1I …

7/24/2019 6:31:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1NKk78YQKI …

7/24/2019 6:31:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiYyxq5dBOw …

7/24/2019 6:31:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKn27N-IK6U …

7/24/2019 6:31:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfelMW1x6hQ …

7/24/2019 6:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PMYbZJQ71c …

7/24/2019 6:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9azNq8BXBmU …

7/24/2019 6:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7DCDag_4Jn4 …

7/24/2019 6:31:53 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/wGwHzrQSTQ

7/24/2019 6:32:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-MbC34erbs …

7/24/2019 6:32:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z22um3H_EaM …

7/24/2019 6:32:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAGpsHKaG20 …

7/24/2019 6:32:41 PM ladtacarms Island for, “the hunt”. Roth’s sold their hunting grounds awhile back. Wonder how many sites like these existed.

7/24/2019 6:33:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you get ahead of a story before it breaks wide open?

#UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODgoJ6puX9E …

7/24/2019 6:34:21 PM pro_aktv #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 6:35:29 PM egelone #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

Got a question for you. Did mj put some idea in wow? I used to play this game and find a lot of story in that game similar to what u said.

7/24/2019 6:36:15 PM francoissmc Was this the one the Marines visited a week or two ago?🧐

7/24/2019 6:36:35 PM keith369me #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff

7/24/2019 6:37:44 PM cjptrsn I’m not sure how he can be anything but a puppet. The folks on @PatriotsSoapbox now the report better than he did. He is a good manager, but he 

didn’t write that report. He rubber stamped it. He needs to flip and turn states evidence.

7/24/2019 6:39:07 PM cato5104 Agree, we all know who wrote that report, Weismann!

7/24/2019 6:39:20 PM dottie_french A Disney transport of children with no parents/supervision to drop at LSJ island?

7/24/2019 6:40:01 PM pro_aktv Looks like a glam segment on “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous”. #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 6:40:46 PM bdam777 Get to the island on the helicopter. No submarine? 😏

7/24/2019 6:41:08 PM wahiggins3 There is a theory that @officialmcafee took these drone videos...  Coincidentally he appears to be in custody

7/24/2019 6:42:22 PM turboxyde Our reality is fractal and by nature there is truth embedded into ALL aspects of Creation no matter the distortion. When you learn to see through the 

layers/distortions of reality you will find synchronicity and truth hiding in plain sight for we are all one.

7/24/2019 6:42:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 He did not.

7/24/2019 6:43:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Interesting why would there be an ambulance on Epstien Island?  Scrubbing evidence?

7/24/2019 6:44:31 PM kachinagtto They got the plate number in that shot... wonder what came back when it was run.

7/24/2019 6:45:08 PM lbf777 Dear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I have recently learned that Home Owners Associations have set up unconstitutional private Government where they are imposing Orwellian laws 

upon homeowners, levying taxes & issuing fines.

How can we stop this Constitutional crisis?

#HOA

#qanon
7/24/2019 6:45:18 PM wahiggins3 👍👍👍



7/24/2019 6:45:23 PM nschlange Yeah I feel like I've known, (well not what I know now) about Epstein for years now. There were reports about Prince Andrew, HRC & Bill going there. 

One time he BC ditched his SS ppl to go there. I mean, he's not new, but what they do there is definitely new.

7/24/2019 6:45:33 PM kachinagtto Any validity to speculation that McAffee could be behind the mysterious drone footage that has been posted online recently?

7/24/2019 6:48:12 PM turboxyde 27 = 9 + 9 + 9

A trinity of the divine...

7/24/2019 6:48:44 PM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " […]" #UnsealEpstein #ImpeachmentInquiryNow  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1154202538050228224.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

7/24/2019 6:54:05 PM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein 

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/24/2019 6:56:32 PM destinlola What Gaul!!!!!!!

7/24/2019 6:56:51 PM lucybell1918 Be interesting to know the dates these were taken.

7/24/2019 6:57:12 PM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

7/24/2019 6:57:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 OH, look at the timestamp for this video, posted 2 hours ago!  If Rusty Shackledford is indeed John McAfee, and John is in custody, and John said if he 

ever got into custody he was going to drop some leaks.. this is an account to watch

7/24/2019 7:05:01 PM forthegoodman Did you catch the comparison to Fantasy Island? 

Interesting to say the least!

7/24/2019 7:05:16 PM jswdh1 Impeachment Inquiry Now?

7/24/2019 7:05:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "In the 1st several seasons of King of the Hill,Dale goes by the alias Rusty Shackleford when dealing w/ personal identity matters.Dale stated he created 

this alias when a student by the same name died when the boys were younger,thus giving Dale the opportunity to use his name"

7/24/2019 7:05:34 PM andycryptostar #Epstein is the Keystone

7/24/2019 7:06:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://kingofthehill.fandom.com/wiki/Rusty_Shackleford_(Real) …

7/24/2019 7:06:13 PM mynardpamela Now that I had no idea about

7/24/2019 7:06:44 PM jswdh1 Impeachment inquiry now?

7/24/2019 7:10:42 PM pro_aktv YES!!! That was odd!

7/24/2019 7:11:36 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/AH4rtMpy4j

7/24/2019 7:16:06 PM forthegoodman Do you know who the Scottish banker he referred to was?

7/24/2019 7:18:21 PM omarfromuk the original, before they edit it few minutes after Q post it pic.twitter.com/WJ65pKjf21

7/24/2019 7:20:41 PM kennyterrygmail If you believe in the power of 3, 6, 9...why dont you believe in the power of raping ank killing children?? Whats the difference?? These "people" are 

stupid....

7/24/2019 7:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Act I is over.

Act II curtains are about to come up.

Act III is being tee'd up.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154212147955732480 …

7/24/2019 7:36:18 PM lbf777 Oh please God let the masses wake up already. People power will grow exponentially once the masses wake up. 🙏🙏🙏

7/24/2019 7:36:18 PM inolisten2them "Adult" price is for 10yrs + ... in what world is a ten year old classified as an adult?!

7/24/2019 7:38:06 PM omarfromuk WWG1WGA

The World is WATCHING

7/24/2019 7:39:11 PM charity_burkett #PraiseGod

#GodIsLove

#AmenAmenAmen

7/24/2019 7:39:23 PM w_ewere GOD Bless the Hero's of our World. GOD protect your eyes,hearts and souls from the sights of evil. You are doing GOD's work for humanity. No one can 

be trained for what Hero's do.  BORN Hero's. Training is the process of self discovery, in Truth. God Bless our Hero's. God Wins!

7/24/2019 7:41:29 PM realeyethespy ALICE pic.twitter.com/FtwYCy6E2s

7/24/2019 7:42:31 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ACJ1UlGse7

7/24/2019 7:43:18 PM burgersandra Act II?  13 contacts, 17 contacts, and more.

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Act I is over.

Act II curtains are about to come up.

Act III is being tee'd up.

#UnsealEpstein

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137 … https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1154218070711382016 …

7/24/2019 7:43:25 PM deniseharte5 Disney is coming down when=Q=collapses the msm

7/24/2019 7:44:32 PM glenpalm2005 The Witch Hunt May Be Over...good.

But hey:

 I'm feeling a boomerang in the air. 😅

7/24/2019 7:47:26 PM glenpalm2005 Do we mean #PainIsComing 😮

#Yes Baby.

7/24/2019 7:50:29 PM sano_faith Tweet supressed...

7/24/2019 7:50:52 PM icecream12z 🆑🆔🔁⛳

7/24/2019 7:51:15 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/QabazYUTJC

7/24/2019 7:52:32 PM sano_faith Can you share what you had seen ?

7/24/2019 7:54:10 PM aprilbrown99 Have all the children and teens been removed from the island?  I pray that there still aren’t any being held captive. 

Do you know whether the maintenance workers are aware of what has taken place on that island?

7/24/2019 7:54:32 PM sano_faith Back and fourth ? Is it an expression? I do not know if the literal translation is right.

7/24/2019 7:56:31 PM aprilbrown99 Wow! Amazing. Truth truly resonates within. So many awakening.

7/24/2019 7:58:13 PM sano_faith I am meaning the original expression, not the decoded one.

7/24/2019 7:58:50 PM aprilbrown99 I just thre up in my mouth a little bit. Ugh...🤢🤢🤢

7/24/2019 8:00:06 PM sano_faith Oooh lol

7/24/2019 8:01:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 They got to him https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1154223457959366663 …

7/24/2019 8:01:06 PM irisfoxnycgrand 🙏

7/24/2019 8:06:57 PM believe_coach Wow, fetal position and blue in the face? 

@LisaMei62 @SayWhenLA @55true4u @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @LionelMedia @kabamur_taygeta @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@NeonRevolt @kbq225

7/24/2019 8:08:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1154223457959366663 …

7/24/2019 8:08:57 PM roserimi3 Trump better hurry they just tried to suicide Epstein

7/24/2019 8:09:18 PM appalachanon Top notch Pepe, Patriot! I love a fresh, rare Pepe



7/24/2019 8:09:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were unsuccessful.

Try again they shall.

Fall again they will.

#UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 8:10:11 PM state1union Keep him alive to rat 🐀 out the pedos

7/24/2019 8:10:39 PM jdltr450 Probably the Deep State, but why no high security suicide watch???

7/24/2019 8:11:13 PM aprilbrown99 Make It Rain!  #WWG1WGA #UnitedNotDivided #UnsealEpstein #PedoIsland #PedoGate #TheStormIsHere #pizzagate #DrainTheSwamp

7/24/2019 8:11:43 PM lycanmaster According to what I heard he's on suicide watch now.

7/24/2019 8:12:52 PM aprilbrown99 Is this fake news? I dont know if ai trust the guy tweeting it. 🤔🧐🤓

7/24/2019 8:13:30 PM the_fjalar Act I: Setup

Act II: Confrontation

Act III: Resolution

7/24/2019 8:14:01 PM aprilbrown99 Or, [they] are teying to get him relocated?

7/24/2019 8:14:15 PM coloali Came from NBC news New York.

7/24/2019 8:14:32 PM bdam777 Could JE be connected to NK? 

Crazy thought. When does NK come back into narrative?

7/24/2019 8:14:57 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I can see that. Thanks.

7/24/2019 8:16:14 PM scott_rick Suicide week, take 20?  Chuckle chuckle

7/24/2019 8:16:56 PM mongrelglory Are you Canadian?

7/24/2019 8:17:03 PM blissamerica The overseas news agency that just broke Epstein suicide attempt also said its unsealed but the source looks a little sketchy. Although they’re right 

about the suicide attempt apparently as now MSM is reporting.

7/24/2019 8:17:23 PM miragardner8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Jeffrey Epstein Found Injured in NYC Jail Cell After Possible Suicide Attempt or Assault: Sources  

https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Jeffrey-Epstein-Found-Injured-in-NYC-Jail-Cell-After-Possible-Suicide-Attempt-or-Assault-Sources-

513174311.html … via @nbcnewyork

7/24/2019 8:18:47 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 8:19:09 PM n7guardiananon anybody else seeing obama can be charged with obstruction of justice...let me try to clean my glasses

7/24/2019 8:19:11 PM mongrelglory I read that headline for a BBC news article!  It's such BS concerning Trump...however, might be pertinent for some other ex-presidents...😏

7/24/2019 8:21:21 PM mongrelglory Oh I loved that frog episode on Bugs Bunny! 🤣🤣🤣

7/24/2019 8:22:02 PM mr_bond00 Tried to get him ... here comes isolation and insulation

7/24/2019 8:22:23 PM coastal2002 I saw someone post a Google results 7 days ago?

7/24/2019 8:24:02 PM nocommunistusa What? It says channel 4 news

7/24/2019 8:27:34 PM mongrelglory I thought Jack Posobiec didn't believe that QAnon was real?  How can they sue a "larp"?  😏

7/24/2019 8:30:48 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  By the time they finish draining the swamp, the housing market should be a lot more affordable in DC!

7/24/2019 8:37:14 PM kevin_belcher He’s gonna get Hillaried in jail!!

7/24/2019 8:42:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/tggeLMOZrk

7/24/2019 8:43:12 PM vintagesquirrel NK as in No Korea? Who supposedly launched a missile today?

7/24/2019 8:43:33 PM allahuniversal The theory of Gravity is a wonderful thing...

7/24/2019 8:44:29 PM allahuniversal 22:44 pic.twitter.com/nBNyFXeS0F

7/24/2019 8:46:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/0JHuQu1b1w

7/24/2019 8:46:42 PM mongrelglory I'm impressed! 😳

7/24/2019 8:48:07 PM qanongroup When a RAT (#EpsteinJeffrey) is in the room the CATS come out and play !!! Nowhere to run and Nowhere to hide... your NY Safe House is no more.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realQNN @qanon76 @POTUS @CNN @FoxNews @seanhannity @Cordicon @TheCollectiveQ #WWG1GWA 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #QAnons pic.twitter.com/9mC2EuLzTe

7/24/2019 8:53:47 PM nmchristoban I think they BOTH inhaled

7/24/2019 8:56:13 PM mongrelglory Ewe! 😖

7/24/2019 8:56:46 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I think I've seen this movie.. pic.twitter.com/JpToz55vtx

7/24/2019 8:57:00 PM michael81972 Honestly...I hope they are wiped out in Act III...

7/24/2019 9:00:45 PM lori_dee1 It wasn't a judgment about Gaetz. The point is that he is an example of the Deep State blackmail that goes on. There is a large majority of people 

politics who are compromised on purpose. Either financially or sexually, sometimes both....it keeps them under control.

7/24/2019 9:04:50 PM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/THawk23055136/status/1154237625386930177 …

7/24/2019 9:05:08 PM lori_dee1 Yeah, her world is going to come crashing in! There is some sweet Karma that is coming her way for putting that info out there about Matt Gaetz. It 

would be entertaining to troll after #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 9:06:28 PM lori_dee1 Re-read the tweet and suspend judgment so you can understand the message.

7/24/2019 9:07:39 PM allahuniversal Nice meme

7/24/2019 9:07:48 PM lori_dee1 Re-read the tweet from a different place and see if you get the message.

7/24/2019 9:09:34 PM allahuniversal There's lots of those going around pic.twitter.com/WsDWUmjx9i

7/24/2019 9:14:43 PM prmd21801759 Thank you for keeping #UnsealEpstein alive till he's done singing!

7/24/2019 9:19:16 PM monroevegas Correct. If you have google earth, get into the ocean floor view and look at the columns under the structure.

7/24/2019 9:21:54 PM phreatomagnetic It's merely atypical.  Nothing wrong about it.

7/24/2019 9:26:27 PM monroevegas Google earth oceanview in front of the underwater phenomenon. Does it look like there are columns? Does it look like there are more columns behind 

them? Does it look like a Great Hall possibly? Why does the top view look like the classic egg shape that could resemble a head. 👀 

pic.twitter.com/UIRYD72Sy9

7/24/2019 9:45:04 PM lori_dee1 Perfect! The majority of politicians are compromised, either sexually or financially. It is the Deep State's way of maintaining control. That is all getting 

blown wide open with the Epstein case & POTUS in charge.

7/24/2019 9:52:29 PM tc89714982 Very good question! It's unfathomable as to why he wasn't on suicide watch from the beginning or at the very least administrative confinement.

7/24/2019 9:53:14 PM grant81721333 you sure can with a million!

7/24/2019 9:54:18 PM ivan21322241 13 stripes

7/24/2019 9:56:50 PM pauliepg11111 Clue as to who took this footage? Leaked by white hats?

7/24/2019 9:59:52 PM mongrelglory Was that some sort of sacrificial arena?

7/24/2019 10:01:36 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " […]" #UnsealEpstein #ImpeachmentInquiryNow https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1154202538050228224.html …

7/24/2019 10:13:21 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are they currently (or have they been) treating Epstein's island as a crime scene?  Are they doing any forensic investigations?  I'm wondering 

when news of murders will start leaking out...

7/24/2019 10:32:18 PM disfellocated Been feeling the energy all night. https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1154209468655308802?s=21 …

7/24/2019 10:32:59 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/lWSRnXljfp



7/24/2019 10:41:35 PM 3nmbrs Hardly surprising.

Post 24 hour watch on this guy, which should have already been done.

Straightjacket if need be.

7/24/2019 11:28:34 PM esoter1csurgery Given the nature and seriousness of his crimes and value of Epstein as a star witness...there is NO POSSIBLE WAY he is not in 24/7 guarded solitary 

confinement. This story is fake news and purely optics.

7/24/2019 11:37:06 PM lori_dee1 This happened yesterday and the news is just now breaking. 

#UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 11:37:26 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, were these properties that Epstein was collecting around the world, his islands, the ranch in New Mexico etc... also set up as factories for the 

manufacturing and export of adrenochrome?

7/24/2019 11:40:37 PM mongrelglory Let me guess...Act I was Russiagate and the FISA crimes, Act II is Epstein and child-trafficking, Act III is The Clinton Foundation and Uranium 1?

7/24/2019 11:42:24 PM love4thegameak Wow.  Crazy news and Q Drop Day!

I am tuckered!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/24/2019 11:43:55 PM dontdregmebro But first, 

... Hillary 😭😭😭

 https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1157575/jeffrey-epstein-latest-news-suicide-death-sex-offender-manhattan-new-york-

prison/amp?__twitter_impression=true … pic.twitter.com/ftwB3mLmwp

7/24/2019 11:58:33 PM mongrelglory Yes!

7/25/2019 12:01:20 AM mongrelglory I believe you can have a balance between both.  It's all about relationships with the planet...

7/25/2019 12:02:54 AM mongrelglory Replicators for all?  I was just thinking about all the people in the world that don't even have access to clean drinking water, or have to walk several 

miles every day to get water.  What a boon to their lives a replicator would be!

7/25/2019 12:05:14 AM mongrelglory My garden doesn't do well during the winter here in Canada... a replicator will help greatly with rising food costs.  I will look forward to having the 

option of doing both as I do like growing plants in the summer!

7/25/2019 12:08:24 AM mongrelglory That is a lovely saying!  I think I will needle-point that on a pillow! 😆

7/25/2019 12:12:24 AM lori_dee1 It has been a crazy day between the hearings and all the Q drops! 

#WWG1WGA

7/25/2019 12:18:28 AM jimmy007forsure Different articles, different interviews conducted at different times. No doubt her opinion and responses would be different once she had time to take 

in all that had happened and tuned in to the facts. Therefore the latest recorded interview would be most relevant

7/25/2019 12:22:29 AM charlesgdavis1 Because the UNGODLY have touched the soul of humanity....because people have, all at times fell in the traps and snares of the DEVIL....but we MUST 

rise above our demons and fight the good fight....or we DIE.

7/25/2019 12:36:00 AM mongrelglory Yes, that's what I was mentioning.  The cord blood is full of stem cells which are good for cloning!

7/25/2019 12:41:32 AM charlesgdavis1 06/30/19 83 93 ?

7/25/2019 12:43:41 AM aetherwalker1 Majestic tech is IMMEASURABLY more valuable to one in body and soul than any quantity of 'Cabal Inflation Notes'!

7/25/2019 12:52:57 AM alinahere I hope The Intermission is Short bc I'm Ready for ACT II to begin... 😉👍🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 

Onward #PatriotsAwakened & #EnjoyTheShow 🎉

7/25/2019 12:57:16 AM jollyrob2 Wow✨ I’d love to see that pic.twitter.com/8X7kLZ9gXN

7/25/2019 1:03:37 AM ibutcher5 Except its rape. He is her boss. She was forced. To because she was afraid. To say no. He held power over her. So yea everyone should care

7/25/2019 1:04:28 AM ibutcher5 He has power over her. Its rape

7/25/2019 1:39:24 AM luluspeers1 Yes pic.twitter.com/eO0lowIQFH

7/25/2019 1:39:25 AM 313looper Uh ...

MJ , I’ve had this feeling that he may try to kill himself whole yesterday ! 

😳...

7/25/2019 2:27:38 AM tjscott1670 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

7/25/2019 3:00:08 AM _369311119 Dark to Light

P to Q? pic.twitter.com/MfjXj1Zn96

7/25/2019 3:40:38 AM toffer_anon_369 Fall or Fail??

7/25/2019 3:58:08 AM natureinspace Why would they have had Epstein in a cell with someone else? Considering how big this is I would think they would put him in a cell by himself. What if 

his cellmate killed him?

7/25/2019 4:09:12 AM qbunnyt Does this look like a multiple personality disorder or what? Not the first time, either. They do it to their own, not only random victims. These people are 

sick.

7/25/2019 4:15:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2019/07/23/jeffrey-epstein-appeal-no-bail-ruling-child-sex-trafficking-case/1803636001/ …

7/25/2019 4:15:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Courtiah22/status/1154259730472132608 …

7/25/2019 4:16:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/jeffrey-epstein-found-injured-marks-his-neck-new-york-jail-n1034301 …

7/25/2019 4:16:23 AM debraregypt And that’s why his injury in prison was not self inflicted

7/25/2019 4:16:24 AM trumpmomma Why isn’t he in protective custody

7/25/2019 4:16:41 AM trumpmomma With no shoelaces or a door knob

7/25/2019 4:16:47 AM 3manxkats Is he alive?

7/25/2019 4:22:42 AM 313looper Poison Pill ...!? pic.twitter.com/KGFtZygvPc

7/25/2019 4:22:57 AM dottie_french #yawn

7/25/2019 4:24:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/24/jeffrey-epstein-injured-in-federal-jail-in-manhattan.html …

7/25/2019 4:24:35 AM trumpmomma He should be Moved to undisclosed location.  Now

7/25/2019 4:24:49 AM pauliepg11111 They’ll keep trying...

7/25/2019 4:25:29 AM pauliepg11111  https://twitter.com/pauliepg11111/status/1154351449238843392?s=21 …

7/25/2019 4:26:04 AM keith369me To keep him alive, he probably needs isolation with secret service protection.

7/25/2019 4:26:20 AM vickihugg Was last week’s power outage a trial run?? He’s too arrogant to commit suicide.

7/25/2019 4:28:23 AM qjmoss66 I would think the white hats would have stopped this and taken over by now.

7/25/2019 4:28:30 AM daltonposse Unseal on Beijing Diane, Cartel Pelosi, Nuisance Newsome, Chuckie, Lieuser, Nadless, Omar, Gillibrand aka Tina Rutnick... Release it all. Citizens should 

be rioting in the streets against this, not pelting our LEOs with super soakers

7/25/2019 4:28:45 AM keith369me The best way to keep him alive...unseal the next one:  #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta 

#UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff

7/25/2019 4:37:58 AM jvan125 I thought about that, too, but how do they move him safely though? These criminals are EVERYWHERE and waiting for the opportunity. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻



7/25/2019 4:39:06 AM thevicioussnake Had "marks on his neck" and was in fetal position. 

Hes dumbass probably tried to strangle himself, then passed out. #Stupid 

I vote stray jacket, and 24hr monitoring. 

His testimony is worth billions of dollars and power player shake up. 

To valuable. 

#QANON

#WWG1WGA
7/25/2019 4:42:42 AM 313looper It’sAboutTheTimeTo👇🏻

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥 pic.twitter.com/gMIXMWdIgm

7/25/2019 4:45:39 AM my2sonznme Is it true that the Disney Cruise Line has Little St James as a place of interest on their map of places to explore?

7/25/2019 4:46:57 AM jrocktigers I see said blind man as he saw.

7/25/2019 4:48:38 AM jaysureshot With the info that Epstein possesses, do you really think that they're keeping him among others ? Or where ANYONE can touch him ?

I don't think he's where they say he is, but that's just my opinion 😊

7/25/2019 4:48:52 AM jimeasterwood He needs to have military guards so everyone is exposed.

Too many powerful people want him silenced.

They don't want him to make it to trial.

7/25/2019 5:09:23 AM lightlove21121 It’s his own who did it. They don’t like him singing as a bird. But it won’t happen.

7/25/2019 5:10:52 AM covertress What do the 10 South security cameras show?

7/25/2019 5:13:20 AM covertress Why was Nicholas Tartaglione questioned regarding Epstein's injury if Epstein is in solitary confinement?

7/25/2019 5:16:29 AM state1union Please Lord you Gave me grace to live again!  Please #UnsealEpstein and may you have an amazing 😉 eternity.

7/25/2019 5:19:00 AM anneolsen43 FF?

7/25/2019 5:23:52 AM newyorker66  pic.twitter.com/xttG2RbLCG

7/25/2019 5:25:10 AM newyorker66 Do you think clones know they are clones?

7/25/2019 5:35:13 AM auagate  pic.twitter.com/uzzqXrc7uI

7/25/2019 5:36:03 AM candyo35 music room!!!!  more like me sick room !!!!

7/25/2019 5:37:39 AM sylviegelinet NO FEAR

7/25/2019 5:39:58 AM prmd21801759 ❤️❤️ correct. Some older women look really younger and sexier. Mental maturity is another area. 😂🤣😂🤣

7/25/2019 5:41:03 AM starehope One comment that was strange was that another inmate may have done something. Does anyone really think people have freedom to get out of their 

cells? His neighbor 3 doors away? I don't believe it.

7/25/2019 5:41:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you trust verified Twitter personalities to tell you truth?  https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1154145774898302976 … 

pic.twitter.com/gXWeRNAahG

7/25/2019 5:43:22 AM prmd21801759 That resonates with me too. Even those still in seats, and "we have everything" on them.... then We really won!! It was Intentional👍👍

7/25/2019 5:44:43 AM anjilloflight_ Oh HELL NO! Especially that! 👆🏻 LIES & hurting our innocent children! pic.twitter.com/BahaOmPBwt

7/25/2019 5:44:51 AM anneolsen43 I just saw someone post by Alber the other day and took a screenshot

7/25/2019 5:44:55 AM inthenameoflo19 No.  I have done extensive research on vaccines.

7/25/2019 5:46:05 AM trumpmomma ⚠️RELIGIOUS EXEMPTION REMOVED IN NY⚠️

THE RECENT👇🏼

🚨FAKE EMERGENCY🚨 NOW NO LONGER AN 🚨EMERGENCY🚨  OF COURSE🙄

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED 😡 pic.twitter.com/TaL73TGAqk

7/25/2019 5:46:49 AM prmd21801759 @POTUS, his honesty, loves USA, straight talk, transparent, gave up his billionaire lifestyle, gave his annual salary to charity. Well, that's for me. 

pic.twitter.com/uTynbRQTeo

7/25/2019 5:47:59 AM 313looper Heh ...Never...! 😅

“The Truth always resonates with in you”

Sometimes misinformation is necessary from the “Reliable”  sources!

7/25/2019 5:49:24 AM whitehat_van You and your isbe hords are frauds.

7/25/2019 5:50:27 AM keith369me At least 20% of the time they are telling the truth 😀...for media types.  Message over Messenger, look within, stop driving yourself crazy gathering 

information, a large portion of which is misinformation!!!

7/25/2019 5:52:06 AM covertress Proudly blocked by @badastronomer 🎯

7/25/2019 5:52:50 AM browninfosecguy Nope

7/25/2019 5:53:35 AM v_rags Gabriel this picture is amazing for me because I have had many a message from source about taking the hand of friends, spirit guides, Jesus etc....  This 

GIF expresses it perfectly. Thanks.       🙏💜🙏

7/25/2019 5:57:02 AM nea_storm Compensation and Restitution for premeditated injury and damages! pic.twitter.com/pkW7n0Nxuw

7/25/2019 5:57:34 AM fl_sun_sprite Is it anti-ISBE to feel really happy about this ass-whooping???

7/25/2019 5:59:57 AM usss_211 An Astronomer giving advice like that???

7/25/2019 6:00:03 AM roaminnoodle #YearOfTheBoomerang

@NSA_QIL2, thank you for caring about #WeThePeople!

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/tXt4caZQDO

7/25/2019 6:01:46 AM fl_sun_sprite  https://youtu.be/6pJC0FLA3Sk 

7/25/2019 6:02:40 AM djlok Hell no.

7/25/2019 6:04:02 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/5gv9gyXOOl

7/25/2019 6:04:33 AM chris_losh_ Are there extreme subterranean tunnel systems(far older than D.U.M.B.S)connecting the continents? Are the D.U.M.B.S as well as these elitists 

homes/properties/fortresses connected to these D.U.M.B.S. and tunnel system? Inquiring minds would like to know..

7/25/2019 6:05:02 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/qMwg9pdY0u

7/25/2019 6:05:36 AM pgwwg1wag Is he gonna be a part of the #ClintonBodyCount?

7/25/2019 6:09:23 AM alinahere 😅 I do too... 😉👍 Over Target. 🤣 I won't Give Up Either! #WWG1WGA to #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 6:11:24 AM enlight3nedgeek No. If I find a bad one I make the extra effort to block them.

7/25/2019 6:11:27 AM keith369me The conspiracy theorist in me wonders if White Hats planted this “fake news” to get #UnsealEpstein back into public consciousness.

7/25/2019 6:16:44 AM jvan125 People think I’m nuts that my 12 year olds are vax free...God gave us intuition for a reason, and it’s especially strong when you have children (for me at 

least 💛). 🙏🏻❤️✨

7/25/2019 6:24:22 AM djlok Yeah, we'll see who is nuts now!!!



7/25/2019 6:24:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 NO BLOCKADE = GAME OVER

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/EricTrump/status/1154150680908763136 …

7/25/2019 6:25:39 AM karategpa The political bias and the purposeful toning down of the crimes committed is just sickening to me. cNBC.

7/25/2019 6:26:52 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/er6jQ9VXds

7/25/2019 6:29:01 AM hollylandes The blockade was supposed to already be gone. Is anyone gonna do anything...like ever?

7/25/2019 6:30:40 AM alodar  https://twitter.com/NBCNewYork/status/1154219905866240002?s=20 …

7/25/2019 6:32:41 AM rawphonegirl Let's see,  do I trust anyone shilling for a multi national cartel,  one which enjoys self- regulation,  immunity from product liability and uses the strong 

arm of liberal lawmakers to mandate that free American citizens inject their products into ourselves and our babies? pic.twitter.com/SZOsfwVJUl

7/25/2019 6:33:01 AM fornodan Define vaccinosis

7/25/2019 6:35:19 AM tc89714982  pic.twitter.com/hWOFc8qUD3

7/25/2019 6:35:46 AM jvan125 Found these nuggets too...🤬

 https://www.icd10data.com/ICD10CM/Codes/G00-G99/G00-G09/G04-/G04.02 …

 https://www.icd10data.com/ICD10CM/Codes/G00-G99/G00-G09/G04-/G04.32 …

7/25/2019 6:36:38 AM nocommunistusa I don’t even want to vaccine my pet!

7/25/2019 6:40:35 AM lbf777 What is the blockade may I ask?

7/25/2019 6:50:52 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/YTN6iHwxYo

7/25/2019 6:57:56 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 6:58:26 AM chris_losh_ William Guy Carr is another author that goes deep in revealing the deep state players and motivations and tactics that have played into the current 

world stage events witnessed now in our time.

7/25/2019 7:01:51 AM tango661 Hmmm......

7/25/2019 7:02:59 AM brendaaloiau LOL they still think the public is stupid enough to buy their claims what that temple was used for

7/25/2019 7:08:40 AM mynardpamela I’m with you. I think He did it to himself.

7/25/2019 7:13:34 AM alisvolatpropi2 Yes, when it resonates within 😁

7/25/2019 7:14:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 187 attempts.

7/25/2019 7:17:17 AM hollylandes They claim it was Mueller investigation.

7/25/2019 7:19:05 AM joeandbridge I think a lot of verified Twitter accounts are not controlled by their owners but the alliance has control of them.

7/25/2019 7:20:19 AM roaminnoodle Documents obtained show a connection between #BillClinton and #JeffreyEpstein as early as 1993. 

#Epstein visited the #Clinton @WhiteHouse multiple times.

#UnsealEpstein=#UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-visited-clinton-white-house-multiple-times-in-early-90s …
7/25/2019 7:20:39 AM westendorf 😂 pic.twitter.com/xM08zEhRtA

7/25/2019 7:21:29 AM sleopando Grasping at straws. 🙄

7/25/2019 7:23:45 AM roaminnoodle In 1995, Lynn Forester de Rothschild [LDR] wrote a personal letter to #BillClinton, thanking him for their talk about #JeffreyEpstein.

Oh, hello, George Stephanopoulos! 👀👋

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PYOJFKn9sq

7/25/2019 7:23:46 AM roaminnoodle Oh, yeah, there's also this:

From 1992-1996 #Epstein lived in a townhome leased to him by the State Department. He was formally evicted after violating his lease. (Doing what?)

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/3hXKRWKEKO

7/25/2019 7:34:21 AM gramps97  pic.twitter.com/AREnEduKA5

7/25/2019 7:34:44 AM fish_lips_ Lol... its not water.. Its air... which means libra... pagan worshiping of the constellations, seasons etc etc.. total disinfo account

7/25/2019 7:36:11 AM sylviegelinet Yes, your are right . Many people want him to die because he still has many things to say.

7/25/2019 7:37:13 AM trumppatriotus1 Truth; I feel sad for the hundreds of thousands of children (& their parents )who got diseases like DHD, Autism etc from these vaxx! A complete 

disgrace; and clearly a Cabal agenda.

7/25/2019 7:39:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103367564963532802 …

7/25/2019 7:39:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077404201347633153 …

7/25/2019 7:41:29 AM wwg1wga10432367 And taxpayer money!!!

7/25/2019 7:42:12 AM highhopesusa There are over 150 charter schools he operates in the USA (1000 total worldwide), many of them are math & science schools, he uses them to 

fundraise for his terrorist activities & also tries to indoctrinate students...mosque just a block away from the one in south OKC.

7/25/2019 7:42:31 AM shanak10 Thanks @anneolsen43 . I already figured it out.

7/25/2019 7:45:49 AM highhopesusa A lot of shady things have happened in Philadelphia in the past few months.

7/25/2019 7:46:30 AM highhopesusa Believe Turkey is wanting him extradited after that little coup attempt they had a few years ago.

7/25/2019 7:47:24 AM hawwilfong RT - @RepJerryNadler @JerryNadler - game over - no more blockades

7/25/2019 7:48:22 AM highhopesusa Has 150 charter schools in the USA, he imports English teachers from Turkey that don’t even speak English well. What the hell.  And tries to 

indoctrinate students into his Islamic cult.

7/25/2019 7:50:12 AM roaminnoodle Disney cruise to Little Saint James, AKA #EpsteinIsland.

#WhyIGotKickedOutOfDisney

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

Link:  https://www.magicalkingdoms.com/cruise/ports/stthomasexcur.html … pic.twitter.com/bMouPqeG0l

7/25/2019 7:50:18 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/cfTX3ckfCB

7/25/2019 8:00:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pSD688RByOY …

7/25/2019 8:01:24 AM jvan125 Is the new Sec of Defense part of MJ12?!?

7/25/2019 8:02:22 AM roaminnoodle ME = MJxxx?

PS ]8[ ...?

7/25/2019 8:10:30 AM mynardpamela Connected to Clinton’s and perhaps Obummer?



7/25/2019 8:10:55 AM 313looper How could [They] reach [Him] ...!? 

Was it Metaphysically!?

7/25/2019 8:11:02 AM roaminnoodle "Act I is over.

Act II curtains are about to come up.

Act III is being tee'd up."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon

11:11 make a wish ✨ https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1154212147955732480 …
7/25/2019 8:15:07 AM catherinewhitfo No.  A blue checkmark is similar to the mark of the beast.

7/25/2019 8:18:44 AM starehope Still working on this terminology.

7/25/2019 8:20:00 AM starehope What is PS ]8[ ...?

7/25/2019 8:22:34 AM candyo35 our roads are horrible

7/25/2019 8:27:06 AM manifest_utopia kek 😎

7/25/2019 8:28:52 AM roaminnoodle PS]8[...? is me wondering if Patrick Shanahan (PS) is possibly being "released" as MJ8...?

Do Twitter Search "From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ8" or "PS"

"still Majestic for the time being" Jun 18

"[MJ8]=]MJ8[?" Jun 20

"Trust the Plan. MJ8" Jun 21

Done as Acting Sec.DoD on Jun 23...
7/25/2019 8:31:42 AM roaminnoodle "[They] were unsuccessful [in 187 attempt on #Epstein].

Try again they shall.

Fall again they will."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/lftwAAU5Ei

7/25/2019 8:37:28 AM roaminnoodle Does a person who fights hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal? 

Logical thinking.

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

Article:  https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2019/07/23/jeffrey-epstein-appeal-no-bail-ruling-child-sex-trafficking-case/1803636001/ … 

pic.twitter.com/JwP7nEnA90

7/25/2019 8:40:05 AM roaminnoodle Does a person who fights hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal?

Logical thinking.

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/jeffrey-epstein-found-injured-marks-his-neck-new-york-jail-

n1034301 …

7/25/2019 8:40:21 AM roaminnoodle Does a person who fights hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal? 

Logical thinking.

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/24/jeffrey-epstein-injured-in-federal-jail-in-manhattan.html …

7/25/2019 8:41:50 AM karen_storer clintons are making their move, watch epstien carefully, he will be comitting the usual suicide with 2 bullets to the back of his head, hillary wont want 

bill exposed.

7/25/2019 8:45:33 AM warriordaisy Hell no.

7/25/2019 8:46:05 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT🔥 http://teespring.com/en-GB/wear-best-shirt-2018 …

7/25/2019 8:46:25 AM jrocktigers #KEEPEPSTEINALIVE

7/25/2019 8:49:44 AM covertress 👀

Plural!

7/25/2019 8:51:13 AM starehope Thanks, I forgot the comms. I appreciate your time. Much love. ❤️

7/25/2019 8:52:51 AM roaminnoodle Does a person who fights hard for bail, then appeals the original decision (attempt to overturn), attempt suicide prior to the ruling of the appeal? 

Logical thinking.

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Jeffrey-Epstein-Found-Injured-in-NYC-Jail-Cell-After-Possible-Suicide-

Attempt-or-Assault-Sources-513174311.html …

7/25/2019 8:54:12 AM charlesgdavis1 So can you help an old man who isn't tech savvy......how it's done please? Thank you very much.

7/25/2019 8:54:31 AM 313looper Iran is next ?!

7/25/2019 8:57:12 AM 313looper  https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1154413902026821632?s=21 …

7/25/2019 9:00:12 AM roaminnoodle "The [Dems] had a truly horrible day.... #GameOver"

-@EricTrump 

"NO BLOCKADE = #GAMEOVER"

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate will be #GameOver

#Q #QAnon https://nypost.com/2019/07/24/nadlers-mueller-hearing-was-a-waste-of-everyones-time/ …

7/25/2019 9:04:32 AM bridgetnorman20 Wow. Thank you for bringing all of this together.

7/25/2019 9:14:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1154394556164714496 …

7/25/2019 9:15:03 AM lightworkercain ZetaTalk with the relevant. pic.twitter.com/x6aKuWADdP

7/25/2019 9:16:49 AM whitehat_van Fake maga

7/25/2019 9:17:42 AM iamyou132 What is the origin of the name ‘Virgin islands’? Is this related at all

7/25/2019 9:28:00 AM renee86743676 Our.Heaven Father gave orders of capital punishment. The evil is to be  to death to rid our communities of infestation

7/25/2019 9:30:42 AM lynnboyce7 Are any of these elite athletes, tennis,  basketball etc using stem cells to prolong there time playing?

7/25/2019 9:31:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 #Gameover = #UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount pic.twitter.com/CvLOBqbRtX



7/25/2019 9:32:01 AM sano_faith Aye.

7/25/2019 9:32:17 AM donnawr8 #clintonbodybags pic.twitter.com/R89Lu5MfRl

7/25/2019 9:33:51 AM sommerfeldkitty He will be ok.  Did not participate in the Epstein extravaganzas

or sleep with underage girls.

7/25/2019 9:34:00 AM starehope Queen Elizabeth the 1st. She was the Virgin Queen. Although, it is being disputed that she was a man. (At least that's what I remember, been a while.).

7/25/2019 9:34:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/ericgarland/status/1154426962540158979 …

7/25/2019 9:34:49 AM deividmanzo #DarktoLight #ClintonBodyCount #GameOver

7/25/2019 9:35:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/washingtonpost/status/1154394130308616192 …

7/25/2019 9:35:44 AM renee86743676 He needs to be kept alive by all means necessary

7/25/2019 9:36:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Failed 187 attempts. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1154395640648142848 …

7/25/2019 9:41:06 AM i_like_skis Why did he have a cell mate?

7/25/2019 9:41:18 AM i_like_skis NYPD clearly needed cleaning

7/25/2019 9:41:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 #ClintonBodyCount https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154202538050228224 …

7/25/2019 9:41:57 AM jamiegrahamusa What about this?? pic.twitter.com/fgFRhjqTuv

7/25/2019 9:42:22 AM 313looper It’sAboutTheTimeTo👇🏻

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥

7/25/2019 9:42:35 AM 313looper It’sAboutTheTimeTo👇🏻

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥

7/25/2019 9:43:09 AM chrislagergren RIP #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/2aOK0ZdxLv

7/25/2019 9:43:10 AM nocommunistusa I wish it were still public hangings

7/25/2019 9:43:31 AM jswdh1 He didn't...he's in nearby cell.

7/25/2019 9:43:32 AM _discernment_ #clintonbodybags #ClintonBodyCount #Clinton pic.twitter.com/nZsDJdyBBt

7/25/2019 9:43:33 AM mamiemcclure17 We’ve been seeing PANIC behavior, it’s going to increase see something say something.   #ClintonBodyCount #UnsealEpstein #StormHasArrived.                         

            #StormRaging #DeepStatePanic

7/25/2019 9:46:37 AM anitakingsbauer How could this happen in solitary confinement with 24/7 guards?  Video available?  Something not right here.

7/25/2019 9:48:09 AM law_blake Just in time!

7/25/2019 9:48:52 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 9:50:27 AM burgersandra Source, please.

7/25/2019 9:51:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Deutsche Bank]

#UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount https://twitter.com/axios/status/1154432371762040834 …

7/25/2019 9:53:11 AM carefree1970 #PAIN

7/25/2019 9:54:15 AM dwd20498333 Falling? I think it's already there.

7/25/2019 9:54:28 AM oeinicolette Looks more like a warning

7/25/2019 9:57:03 AM heikemildenber1 Serious problems are good. We have mass layoffs, medium-sized companies are gradually closing down. Cable companies register short-time work 

(here the taxpayer pays). We urgently need a way away from this debt system!

7/25/2019 9:57:14 AM andrewlli Wonder how many people are asking, plotting and praying (do they pray?) for Epstein's death, every minute?

7/25/2019 9:57:49 AM sharidean996 187 - 5:5 👊

7/25/2019 9:58:23 AM seshyeshua My understanding is he wasn’t in solitary but in a cell with a former police officer who murdered 4 people to cover up a cocaine deal.

7/25/2019 10:00:44 AM anitakingsbauer With as important as JE is, that just doesn’t seem right does it?  If we were making the arrangements, I would think he would be protected very heavily 

with little to no interactions.

7/25/2019 10:00:57 AM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 10:01:30 AM keith369me #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount 

#ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount 

#ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 10:02:42 AM roaminnoodle #GameOver = #UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/JXZvlHqaOl

7/25/2019 10:03:54 AM italianmom555 He is not in a cell with a roommate

7/25/2019 10:04:16 AM realamyjoelle Deutsche Bank will be the 1st of MANY dominoes

7/25/2019 10:06:04 AM susan_fuchs no.

7/25/2019 10:10:29 AM adsvel [Nazi Bank] is loosing assets and deposits.

7/25/2019 10:11:42 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 10:12:21 AM capedmommabear A good day..a good time...a good life

the wrongs to be right again

and soon to be common knowledge is trending...

#UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount

#clintonbodybags

#ClintonCrimeFamily

#clintonepstein

#ClintonFoundation
7/25/2019 10:14:50 AM lightworkercain Maybe dig on the jail that he's being kept at for photos.

7/25/2019 10:15:41 AM prmd21801759 Ooooohhhh!!! "WAS"!! ThankQ Majic12!

7/25/2019 10:15:59 AM uwnodds Lmao

7/25/2019 10:23:51 AM manifest_utopia Thank you for this truth.

Thank you for your service to The Great Awakening of Humanity.

#WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE



7/25/2019 10:26:01 AM qrabitt  https://www.wptv.com/news/epstein/state-sen-lauren-book-receiving-threats-after-calling-for-epstein-investigation-spokesperson-says … another 

one for the watch list

7/25/2019 10:26:39 AM jollyrob2 Esper done the majestic work.

7/25/2019 10:27:25 AM collmaxwell PERFECT -- starting with a white supremacist to show that there will be no bias.

 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/federal-government-to-resume-capital-punishment-schedule-executions-for-5-inmates … 

pic.twitter.com/RQLGq915Rr

7/25/2019 10:28:16 AM kadath123 They beseech and beg and plead and their prayers are not answered, so they increase the number and depths of their sacrifices. Look at the Mayan 

civilization...

7/25/2019 10:31:53 AM 313looper  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1154408693552812033?s=21 …

7/25/2019 10:35:17 AM nocommunistusa Well Communist actually

7/25/2019 10:37:44 AM nocommunistusa The people in your government did this deliberately, they want to see you starving, it’s disgusting.

7/25/2019 10:38:39 AM anneolsen43 Didn’t they raid Deutsche Bank last year?

7/25/2019 10:40:16 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein!!! And

#ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 10:41:42 AM enomai_ Unseal this crap before more people Die. FFS PEOPLE ARE AWARE

7/25/2019 10:41:47 AM heikemildenber1 NWO! Germany as the chosen country in Europe and America alike. If something does not happen here soon, Germany is only one point in the history 

book. 😭

7/25/2019 10:43:30 AM peintress3 Good luck with that

7/25/2019 10:44:56 AM adsvel Is it officially allowed in the Germany to read A. Hitler's book "Mein Kampf"? The answer is YES. This Nazi ideology has never been banned in the 

Germany.

7/25/2019 10:45:29 AM jamesgdurrett Unseal #ClintonBodyCount 

Unseal #ClintonBodyCount 

Unseal #ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 10:46:25 AM nocommunistusa Pretty much, countries like Italy and Hungary are seeing the light, I hope it spreads there too. The Communist government in Germany/EU need to be 

defeated. Politicians handcuffed for crimes against humanity.

7/25/2019 10:48:51 AM nocommunistusa Then why did they change all the children’s school books after the war? They introduced Communist ideology according to a documentary I viewed.

7/25/2019 10:50:30 AM fightforamerica "There is a reason a sword is held."

This was the best news to wake up to today.

7/25/2019 10:53:55 AM adsvel Who was an author of that ideology? Didn't it came from Rotschild's? Rotes Feld?

7/25/2019 10:56:12 AM nocommunistusa I’m sure.

7/25/2019 11:04:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can you spot every lie?

Create memes for them. 

Expose the #FakeNews. 

#UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/GHTAeUIlnRM 

7/25/2019 11:05:50 AM blynn1lynn JE needs to be transferred to GITMO for his own safety

7/25/2019 11:06:05 AM stefanofait Remotely pushing him to commit suicide through mind control technologies?

7/25/2019 11:08:45 AM allahuniversal "The only way to get to the island is by boat"

And then they show the helipad 😑

7/25/2019 11:09:41 AM the_loveoflight 😂 pic.twitter.com/0o329YuJ9j

7/25/2019 11:09:57 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/DgUAnQ4usT

7/25/2019 11:10:15 AM allahuniversal 😑 pic.twitter.com/YGF4niOubW

7/25/2019 11:11:17 AM enomai_ But u have to show the bloody mattress

7/25/2019 11:11:25 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes. Elites take flight to main land. Then chopper to yacht in no man's land no laws....and land on yacht or other. I've seen in Riviera...

7/25/2019 11:11:35 AM allahuniversal Some memes make themselves

1:11 pic.twitter.com/Wil6FrIH2d

7/25/2019 11:13:34 AM allahuniversal Who edited this? #ThesePeopleAreStupid

7/25/2019 11:14:53 AM allahuniversal The "gymnasium" pic.twitter.com/GuVOX3g3GR

7/25/2019 11:14:58 AM kachinagtto The kids didn’t get to leave so easily 😡

7/25/2019 11:14:59 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/XkD3j8g1lk

7/25/2019 11:18:01 AM lightworkercain Heard he was a couple cells down from El Chapo.

7/25/2019 11:21:02 AM scottiebisme I pray for the safety of the people of Germany.

7/25/2019 11:22:11 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/BAOBViLGwK

7/25/2019 11:23:35 AM enomai_ I will sit here and make all memes in this thread. SIR, FOR GOD AND COUNTRY #unsealepstein #qanon

#Q

7/25/2019 11:26:17 AM moonbaby04371 When I go to the page, how do I access mine? I've seen some vids on YouTube, but I forgot how and where I went to access mine. I do remember that I 

was able to use the number on the back of my birth certificate though.

7/25/2019 11:27:28 AM wok68 Q... would you like to play a game?

7/25/2019 11:28:54 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/IwGD3JCapw

7/25/2019 11:31:40 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/HRS0pYDG5G

7/25/2019 11:33:22 AM warriordaisy I am anti, at least until they start doing double blind tests again. Pharma hasn't done any testing for the last 30 years, yet they ramp up the schedule 

for infants and children, and have yet to remove toxic heavy metals like mercury.

7/25/2019 11:33:30 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/iVEhaKi1Ue

7/25/2019 11:36:27 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1154458835513462785?s=19 …

7/25/2019 11:37:24 AM giediknight when do we get to see Big St. James drone footage?

7/25/2019 11:39:49 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/xqBV41Oyqh

7/25/2019 11:40:18 AM david00997884 Not to hard, they open thete mouth, automatically lies

7/25/2019 11:41:42 AM lightworkercain Maybe they "paid" to get the door opened to be at the bars? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fta7WAP1P6E …

7/25/2019 11:42:10 AM kachinagtto Omg!  Good job mate! 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

7/25/2019 11:42:57 AM adeo_creata_est The Derivatives will take them down very soon

7/25/2019 11:44:11 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/rp34Jfbqv0

7/25/2019 11:44:18 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/fvf2XWI8VH

7/25/2019 11:48:56 AM enomai_ This is how you meme #qanon

#anonymous for the world pic.twitter.com/lgEKSfZey6

7/25/2019 11:53:13 AM kachinagtto Another FL pedo connection in the news today https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1154463967823007745?s=21 …

7/25/2019 11:57:56 AM natureinspace He was. Look it up for yourself. I'm sure he's not anymore after this.

7/25/2019 12:02:25 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/mHvom79cnP

7/25/2019 12:04:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lawmaker says she is under siege for seeking Epstein probe | Miami Herald #UnsealEpstein 

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233102457.html …



7/25/2019 12:04:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Former Walt Disney VP Sentenced to Prison in Child Sex Abuse Investigation #UnsealEpstein https://www.cbr.com/disney-vice-president-michael-

laney-prison-sex-abuse/ …

7/25/2019 12:05:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1154434431060344832 …

7/25/2019 12:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/realNotableAnon/status/1154462320803713025 …

7/25/2019 12:06:25 PM jessej97real Better call in the white hats or she’s dead meat.

7/25/2019 12:06:31 PM lbf777 Who wants anything to do with this corrupt Government anymore? I know I don't.

7/25/2019 12:06:41 PM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/TCqk2m6PKY

7/25/2019 12:07:45 PM cjptrsn Do you normally retweet those Q directs us to it is this new?

7/25/2019 12:07:56 PM matt_dodaro Shouldn’t the FBI OR AT LEAST ST THOMAS POLICE BE ALL OVER THIS ISLAND DIGGING??? #EnjoyTheShow

7/25/2019 12:08:47 PM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/a1VsBUhYnp

7/25/2019 12:09:13 PM carla35047260 Does anyone feel sorry for this piece of garbage I think death is too good for him I think he should suffer in the hands of inmates because you know 

they don’t like anyone hurting kids

7/25/2019 12:09:42 PM lightlove21121 We are so unsealing our earth right now 🙏🏽

7/25/2019 12:15:10 PM trumps_all Do we have boots on the island yet???

7/25/2019 12:15:14 PM kariper90287321 List of some Celebrities that own Islands. I wonder if any are connected to be distribution points related to E Island? I'm sure some Patriots will 

research them and let us know what they find. https://www.ranker.com/list/celebrities-who-own-private-islands/celebrity-lists …

7/25/2019 12:17:47 PM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @ReIncarnatedET @M2Madness

7/25/2019 12:18:02 PM uskingsman Yes

7/25/2019 12:19:00 PM n7guardiananon Some Disney employees may get to go on a magical ride somewhere

7/25/2019 12:19:36 PM youiifindout  pic.twitter.com/7ackH8CLVC

7/25/2019 12:20:11 PM lbf777 Those vents are for oxygen. They must have kids down there.

7/25/2019 12:20:16 PM courtneylance69  pic.twitter.com/OTqKZIALcU

7/25/2019 12:20:59 PM enomai_ #assange #mia #qanon 

Drop some meds anonymous pic.twitter.com/tNWPehe7yZ

7/25/2019 12:24:22 PM born2bef That’s a beautiful piano

7/25/2019 12:29:42 PM mcfrasier143 Heartbreaking... the happiest place on earth for some is a nightmare for others. This needs to end. God please make those responsible suffer

7/25/2019 12:29:45 PM ladypatriot20 Can you imagine children waiting in cages for inflicted pain?

Nothing bad enough can happen to people who participated in this.

7/25/2019 12:37:29 PM bill_davis01 Someone get the video before it’s erased!

7/25/2019 12:38:28 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/iiS7wIEJq4

7/25/2019 12:41:36 PM oo1o110  pic.twitter.com/SyccXzG1Lj

7/25/2019 12:43:22 PM joinna6 Why does Disney Cruise, stop at Little St. James??? pic.twitter.com/uyhhvMx44b

7/25/2019 12:43:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein = #ClintonBodyCount = #EpsteinSuicide =  #MuellerHearingDisaster

There are no such thing as coincidences. https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1154476815890542592 …

7/25/2019 12:44:05 PM fluck_gloria Nice workout equipment!

7/25/2019 12:44:19 PM wildhor52319908  

https://www.google.com/search?q=push%20me%20pull%20you%20podesta%20two%20headed&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwja_cv

m6dDjAhWLvJ4KHfYfAeUQ_AUIESgB&biw=1366&bih=608&fbclid=IwAR0sTVzhiTL7xqE3PwRa7kuGRimR62Z4qMEXCgvDOyyL1Y7TvZFscg9J4Xw#imgrc=A

T2ginHaYdWwuM …:

7/25/2019 12:44:57 PM donnawr8 #EpsteinIsland https://twitter.com/donnawr8/status/1154471964825640960?s=12 …

7/25/2019 12:46:14 PM wildhor52319908  pic.twitter.com/FUdxst0NiK

7/25/2019 12:47:40 PM cledrordfishing Damn.

7/25/2019 12:47:57 PM hoelessromantik Blood stains on side? Disinformation? pic.twitter.com/j8zya0bwro

7/25/2019 12:48:19 PM hoelessromantik Not same exact bed of course but

7/25/2019 12:49:08 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.rockefeller.edu/news/25885-a-new-sculpture-donated-by-torsten-n-wiesel-is-perched-in-front-of-flexner-hall …

@GoodSaltyDog

7/25/2019 12:49:33 PM skeye_watching For every one like Epstein, there are dozens more we don't know about.  He just an "in your face" because of his money, and who knows him.

7/25/2019 12:51:45 PM sparkleloung I feel like burning all the Disney DVDs I have saved up over the years for my unborn grandchildren 

#FuckenEvilDisney

7/25/2019 12:57:03 PM ochoa_red Of course they are going to investigate themselves. 🙄

7/25/2019 12:57:22 PM cory_l_nelson  pic.twitter.com/qsdZxno5Ym

7/25/2019 12:59:42 PM 11111christian Remote viewing energy mind control at play here. Or, somebody managed to get to him or help him from the prison.

7/25/2019 1:01:09 PM djlok Good thing he's 71!!!

7/25/2019 1:01:21 PM enomai_ How does Wpost have Epstein jail cell injury as national security?

7/25/2019 1:02:15 PM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/mYJe6mkKEn

7/25/2019 1:03:54 PM mongrelglory Wouldn't that be ironic if the tribunals ended up being shown on Netflix, considering that the Obamas sit on the board of Netflix?  They said they 

wanted to be involved in some of the programming! 😁

7/25/2019 1:12:01 PM trumppatriotus1 This murderous hell hole needs to be exposed for the world to see what it was to kids. This is the 21st century - not the dark ages; WE have the power 

to expose & stop these pedo's from satanic ritual rape & killings!!

7/25/2019 1:12:27 PM mongrelglory I'm not sure about stem cells, but athletes use other blood factors to aid their endurance (eg. erythropoietin).

7/25/2019 1:13:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd He wouldn't last 24 hrs in all female prison. He needs solitary in padded room with nothing he can manipulate for noose, heavily guarded. I don't feel 

use woo woo on him...he knows it's over. Exposed and will expose; he was a big supplier to them. #RememberTheChildren #Innocent

7/25/2019 1:17:18 PM olimyracle How deep does the story goes ?

Graphic0 source: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/uikOqiNm1L

7/25/2019 1:22:50 PM the_loveoflight In plain sight pic.twitter.com/TM6aD83Quz

7/25/2019 1:23:39 PM marlene75743236 Scary

7/25/2019 1:27:08 PM hispeedtim2876 Lol pic.twitter.com/0S3hO85SoQ

7/25/2019 1:29:29 PM marlene75743236 They are playing stupid???   You’re kidding!!

7/25/2019 1:30:50 PM lustmanshelley Not until he testifies and gives names

7/25/2019 1:35:11 PM gemutlich5050 With the Russian BS all but over, can the FBI free up some time and release the true information about the Vegas shootings? You have lied enough to 

the public... Oh and Epstein 

#MAGA2020

#LasVegas

#ThursdayMotivation

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-10-04/16-unanswered-questions-about-las-vegas-shooting-mainstream-media-doesnt-want-talk-a …



7/25/2019 1:40:17 PM anneolsen43 Wait ... did I miss something? How come there isn’t an airstrip?

7/25/2019 1:48:08 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein pic.twitter.com/56VFCR3UI2

7/25/2019 1:48:28 PM mongrelglory Right now Hillary is sacrificing a chicken in her back yard, and poor Nancy is putting in more orders for booze. 😬

7/25/2019 1:56:59 PM plasticjesus6 😂🤣😂🤣😂

7/25/2019 1:58:40 PM natblogc This  information is important to every woman, man, child in the world, regardless of your politics ,religion ,ethnicity @crosstuck @Joey___Kelly 

@marycinta @MatrixExit @TheAnimalBigT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @99freemind @DavidLife6 @lilycaliber @DiamondandSilk @VictoriaHagstr2

7/25/2019 2:01:48 PM duckmeat01 What about Bwarney Fwrank? LOL

7/25/2019 2:04:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd When you do evil #Epstein, to most innocent, you'll pay the highest price. Every dog has their day...along with the rest of the swamp. There is no cure 

for pedophilia. Adults who have sex w/ children/rituals are not normal; they must be eradicated from society @realDonaldTrump 

pic.twitter.com/U7kOhFI5PZ

7/25/2019 2:08:42 PM smunk8_munk Jesus Sean, you've talked about Hillary for 30 years nonstop! When is that OVER?

7/25/2019 2:08:44 PM keenhonortrust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: #UnsealEpstein = #ClintonBodyCount = #EpsteinSuicide =  #MuellerHearingDisaster

There are no such thing as coincidences....

7/25/2019 2:09:30 PM handsgrandma Letting this continue to be hidden will impact millions of lives in a negative way. @Sarabellag @JasonBermas @Joey___Kelly @HippieBookkeep 

@Jerelee9

7/25/2019 2:12:37 PM anneolsen43 What main island are they landing

7/25/2019 2:12:51 PM mongrelglory I was being serious. 😉

7/25/2019 2:16:23 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Are we witnessing the end of

Babylonian Majic Money?

#NoFear #WeHaveTheGold  https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1154489413335842816 … pic.twitter.com/rmE6uYd35l

7/25/2019 2:23:36 PM plasticjesus6 That's the funny part lol 😏

7/25/2019 2:24:19 PM qan1ll Maybe just a coincidence, BUT: 

the horse gold standard from lnjfoxwoods just won a race...

Few months ago, covfefe won... 

Gesara is coming

7/25/2019 2:25:01 PM mongrelglory Were you an adult at the time, or a teenager?  That sounds so scary in hindsight!

7/25/2019 2:36:22 PM cosmic_engineer Greys are artificial beings and pawns/proxies for 4D Orion forces.

Most local encounters though... were US Military using disinfo/propaganda to cover up their own abduction/experiments on the populace.  Cointel.  

Seed the conspiracy to get you looking the opposite direction

7/25/2019 2:38:48 PM natblogc What access did Marvin Minsky, Jeffrey Epstein and others  have, get with Artificial Intelligence ? https://hplusmagazine.com/2013/11/14/jeffrey-

epstein-backs-opencog-artificial-intelligence-research/ … @CoreysDigs @colosuss_crisis @EccEveryday

@GlobeSpotlight @MartinRJay

@dgaytandzhieva

@LibertarianBlue

@RyleGerard

@CeliaFarber

@febrofird

@tatianycoeuvre

7/25/2019 2:39:09 PM mongrelglory I've always felt it would be so easy for a Disney "mascot", dressed in a costume, to lure a child away from their parents in a crowded theme park, and 

then suddenly whisk them down into an underground tunnel! 😬

7/25/2019 2:40:30 PM mongrelglory We live in an insanely crazy world right now!

7/25/2019 2:41:07 PM pinealg1 Do you trust gas station sushi? Absolutely not.

7/25/2019 2:45:27 PM theanimalbigt ...such poison Natalia pic.twitter.com/05lxHnaIW0

7/25/2019 2:45:44 PM enomai_ You posted this earlier.

Now Q posts 

what's the mathematical odds of that, for a larp account?

7/25/2019 2:48:22 PM keith369me It’s still Majic Money if some can replicate gold and others can not

7/25/2019 2:50:09 PM sterkinglights1 #BOOM #ClintonCrimeFamily #UnsealEpstein #hottestdayoftheyear

7/25/2019 2:50:19 PM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152403391403962368 …

7/25/2019 2:54:18 PM slayer1776 Well obviously rape is another story.

7/25/2019 3:04:06 PM natblogc What have super smart people  like Marvin Minsky, Jeffrey Epstein,  http://edge.org   and others  been collaborating on ? @febrofirdaus 

@UmarCheema1

@mcaruanagalizia @TheRealPBarry @4lisaguerrero

@SharylAttkisson @FrehmanD @ICIJorg @jakeadelstein @mizamudio

7/25/2019 3:04:13 PM sylviegelinet Toutes les banques du monde entier sont liées les unes aux autres.Un impact, et c'est la faillite de tout le système et les petits épargnants en seront les 

premières victimes. Le danger est qu'ils vident les comptes et se mettent en faillite...

7/25/2019 3:08:47 PM sylviegelinet Les garanties bancaires ne couvrent pas les banques une fois mises en faillite.

7/25/2019 3:14:51 PM 1centralcaligal Def not Weiner, also not John Podesta

7/25/2019 3:15:56 PM cocopuffster12 @InsideEdition - did your drone get this picture?? What about the sun dial? How about the field with raised sides? Or entrances into the hillsides?? 

How about the amphitheater?? Why does Disney Cruise have an adventure to Little St. James island???

7/25/2019 3:21:25 PM 1centralcaligal Are you serious? That's a strap, so if a person losses grip, it won't fall, or fall into others' hands. I'm not very smart, know nothing about military arms, 

but I knew this!

7/25/2019 3:25:43 PM billysgirl0214 The U.S. switched to ICD-10 a few years back.  You can find them under the T50 series in ICD-10.

7/25/2019 3:28:32 PM 1centralcaligal Disney Tours lists Little St. James Island:  https://www.magicalkingdoms.com/cruise/ports/stthomasexcur.html …

7/25/2019 3:29:28 PM 1centralcaligal Disney Cruises stopped at Epstein Island  https://voat.co/v/QRV/3351393  WHAT FOR?!

7/25/2019 3:30:08 PM jonessense Did you ever see that video that a worker took of the park and the creepy rooms at fake farmhouse on one of the rides? It was like molesting rooms or 

something

7/25/2019 3:31:00 PM disgoblue24 Drone footage is being don’t by the bad guys??

7/25/2019 3:36:59 PM duckmeat01 At the Flower Shop? LOL

7/25/2019 3:50:53 PM richard07759712 And to think... He Started the CF ... friends, what are they for

= with friends like the Clinton’s, who needs Enemies

7/25/2019 3:52:40 PM richard07759712 I was alway wondering what Disney did with 20,000 Leagues under the Sea.... Low budget relo/recon....

7/25/2019 4:00:09 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 4:12:03 PM wildhor52319908 These people are sick, really sick

7/25/2019 4:15:03 PM wildhor52319908 Next one for you pt 1 pic.twitter.com/XmUYBkk7B8

7/25/2019 4:15:42 PM louaptekman Looks like the same liitle table under the scaffolding



7/25/2019 4:16:21 PM fktvis I've heard of Epstein Island and Orgy Island - not "Island of Sin" LOL

7/25/2019 4:18:58 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 4:19:26 PM wildhor52319908 pt 2 pic.twitter.com/2yPbjkJRqc

7/25/2019 4:20:10 PM olimyracle Courtesy of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Mwu0UtZTCm

7/25/2019 4:20:51 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k8mjRxkMBkE … pic.twitter.com/BGQ2gxLDVY

7/25/2019 4:20:59 PM courtneylance69  pic.twitter.com/i9ZQyxZQFF

7/25/2019 4:22:52 PM balenciaga90 If it’s a gym, why the mattresses?

7/25/2019 4:25:06 PM wildhor52319908 Jan Van Ike one second

7/25/2019 4:26:46 PM wildhor52319908  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_van_Eyck … pic.twitter.com/FR3o0FJLDM

7/25/2019 4:28:16 PM wildhor52319908  pic.twitter.com/7wazVbSDNQ

7/25/2019 4:28:55 PM wildhor52319908 Ps the drawing is mine, so is the hat

7/25/2019 4:30:19 PM wildhor52319908 You want to look into what happened with Louis wain, some of his art has mirrors in it, he drew for them pic.twitter.com/oyQ8kbxyaH

7/25/2019 4:31:29 PM wildhor52319908 Squint (at this)  this is a louis wain, Cats into white rabbits 

you want to go into art pic.twitter.com/xIly6j5Mdm

7/25/2019 4:33:25 PM wildhor52319908 on the right, has the grotto hidden in it 

statues, birds etc pic.twitter.com/CfUAldWxGk

7/25/2019 4:37:37 PM kickthefed will trump bring NESARA  out in his presidency?

7/25/2019 4:42:32 PM wildhor52319908 it's missing 7 horns and 5 eyes pic.twitter.com/vI2WgbZRY6

7/25/2019 4:44:41 PM wildhor52319908 mirror images pic.twitter.com/BX1JX8zCpr

7/25/2019 4:45:29 PM wildhor52319908 nasty bird eh? pic.twitter.com/64K63Zd72b

7/25/2019 4:45:43 PM big_simp  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233102457.html …

7/25/2019 4:45:53 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cgyy8u3zcf8 …

7/25/2019 4:45:56 PM big_simp  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233102457.html …

7/25/2019 4:48:08 PM wildhor52319908 sorry wrong way, doesn't strike as hard pic.twitter.com/rXytJ2uZ8S

7/25/2019 4:51:17 PM enomai_ #qanon

#unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/9C4zNDQ4Xo

7/25/2019 4:56:59 PM wildhor52319908 Rest well, Have faith

Q13 Q17

7/25/2019 4:58:16 PM wildhor52319908 Planes and stuff? when is it landing? Plane is going to land according to Q some time back https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Nrz9vZItH8 …

7/25/2019 4:59:31 PM johnny10559479 Why not just DECLASS and show the masses?

7/25/2019 5:02:19 PM domkelady Patriots know the truth.

7/25/2019 5:12:21 PM excbread @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 awh😍 how appropriate. I love youuu MJ12

7/25/2019 5:16:29 PM armymarketing  pic.twitter.com/dOaP9mYKHP

7/25/2019 5:21:11 PM cactuspatchgirl I believe that this is poking fun at Epstein Island, and trying to make it look like a conspiracy theory

7/25/2019 5:27:20 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 5:40:47 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 5:56:31 PM marcusgillette1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MarcusGillette1/status/1154555979112955904 …

7/25/2019 6:06:09 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Why does Richard Brandson's company logo look like it's been finger-written in blood pic.twitter.com/LHkqY7dqf6

7/25/2019 6:15:25 PM highhopesusa Now do Hillary.

7/25/2019 6:38:00 PM rawphonegirl Plagerize away, shout it from the rooftops!

7/25/2019 6:42:20 PM kay_spire The elevator takes the victims to the 9 circles of hell ! Where are they now ? pic.twitter.com/czCgG3dzaz

7/25/2019 6:47:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Magical MAJIC

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/t0uJzujMJ9

7/25/2019 6:48:27 PM djlok #Majestic!!!

7/25/2019 6:50:04 PM allahuniversal 5:5

#QAnon #YouAreWatchingAMovie

#EnjoyTheShow #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137?s=19 …

7/25/2019 6:50:28 PM allahuniversal #BOOMerang

7/25/2019 6:50:30 PM sixbennetts @Disney ☝😠

"OH LOOK George! That group of orphans getting on the Disney cruise ship. That is so sweet of Disney to do that for the underprivileged".

#UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 6:50:37 PM jvan125 So how much worse is it going to get? Disney is pretty big...are there bigger that we suspect but the revelation is still forthcoming? 

🙏🏻❤️✨🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/25/2019 6:51:10 PM cyberaider4 H/T @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154568946475065344 … pic.twitter.com/QynVVMEAcE

7/25/2019 6:51:14 PM n7guardiananon The Majestic honeypot of Disney

7/25/2019 6:51:57 PM riggedsys what were the "booms"?  I get the magical/disney link but what else?

Epstein?

Mueller?

?

7/25/2019 6:52:35 PM lorieve When is the test of the emergency broadcast system supposed to be?

7/25/2019 6:54:11 PM djlok  https://youtu.be/n0R7wF5oheI 

7/25/2019 6:57:19 PM my2sonznme @POTUS @SaraCarterDC @dbongino @SecretService @VP @seanhannity @RedPill78 @prayingmedic @JudicialWatch @BreitbartNews 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

7/25/2019 7:01:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets. https://www.marinecorpstimes.com/news/your-marine-corps/2019/07/25/16-camp-pendleton-marines-arrested-by-ncis-during-

battalion-formation-for-alleged-human-smuggling-and-drug-offenses/ …

7/25/2019 7:03:46 PM hereforpotus I tagged all these and then some this morning

7/25/2019 7:05:02 PM djlok Cleaning out the #Military ... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321105724325888?s=21 …

7/25/2019 7:05:15 PM my2sonznme I just tagged a bunch of people as well.

7/25/2019 7:05:26 PM jordan_sather_ Sometimes I do and they're so confusing.

7/25/2019 7:06:28 PM starehope Very sad.💔

7/25/2019 7:06:35 PM _littlejen__ That’s because a lot of them are supposed to make sense at certain points in time.

7/25/2019 7:06:35 PM jrocktigers Short of the century?      https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/DIS?p=DIS 

7/25/2019 7:08:59 PM humanproofer Announcing the return of federal death penalty... against three child murderers? Timely!

7/25/2019 7:09:07 PM mattlat007 More coming..  Back in the day... there were some places them kids were even  mainlining on base..  Its a sad fucking story.  Pills were the best way to 

move that shit in.. and that was about 10 years ago... Licks off pill covering, and cooks back the contents...

7/25/2019 7:09:17 PM sparkleloung @threadreaderapp unroll

7/25/2019 7:10:14 PM michael81972 Mkultra or just bad guys that wanted the money?



7/25/2019 7:11:58 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

See you soon. 🤖

7/25/2019 7:12:13 PM giediknight Quick kn the draw David

7/25/2019 7:13:30 PM djlok From:ts_sci_majic12 keyword 

...is the Bomb!!!

7/25/2019 7:15:41 PM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

7/25/2019 7:16:25 PM djlok ...also a good memory and spending days/nights reading and rereading their tweets has been helpful too.  😄😄😄. I'm not the only one!!!

7/25/2019 7:17:29 PM koryoline1 Maybe make sense on a different time line?

7/25/2019 7:19:08 PM giediknight I enjoy rereading as well.

7/25/2019 7:19:22 PM keith369me Re-reading?  That’s so 3D 🙏🏻

7/25/2019 7:19:47 PM keith369me 😀😀😀

7/25/2019 7:21:15 PM djlok And re-reading our questions is fun too.  

Me (then): "are you guys Scientology?"

Me (now): 🤦♂️🤦♂️🤦♂️

7/25/2019 7:24:19 PM keith369me We have all learned so much...I almost feel as if the questions I ask now are pushed into my consciousness...and the answers are intended for “our 

group” of MJ followers rather than just for me.

7/25/2019 7:26:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good times.

7/25/2019 7:27:36 PM jswdh1 Thank you! I just asked someone about this!

7/25/2019 7:28:07 PM starehope ThanQ!

7/25/2019 7:28:41 PM djlok I know what you mean.

I can't tell you how much I just love incorporating this stuff IRL.  Someone at work was saying I was the youngest looking 41 yo they'd ever seen.  Me: 

"Well, you know, time is an illusion.". They didn't know that...but I bet it'll make 'em think!!!

7/25/2019 7:29:32 PM swatcam1 @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Saw this Twitter ad earlier today. "The stage is set"  pic.twitter.com/MOx5oPFIgT

7/25/2019 7:30:30 PM keith369me ...all you have to do is know, You are Young...it’s so friggen easy.

7/25/2019 7:30:47 PM starehope Those we trust most. I see it all around, even our military trafficking for money, saddens my heart. I wish the ones we can't trust could be published.

7/25/2019 7:32:04 PM youstinksoap FEMA test 8/7 @ 2:20

7/25/2019 7:32:59 PM _369311119 Great times. Coming in clear.

7/25/2019 7:33:02 PM n7guardiananon @DJLOK now go draw your your interpretation of how you are a universe and many many entities make up you. 

😉😉😉

I just laughing at some of my old Questions/statements last week.

7/25/2019 7:33:39 PM jeremy350344 LMFAOOOO!! 💀

7/25/2019 7:34:43 PM keith369me Better times ahead!!!

7/25/2019 7:35:27 PM starehope Wow! Cleaning out the military. Never thought of them as a threat. Very bad times we live in. I look forward to a beautiful future where consideration, 

respect, love, care, and all those wonderful ways are daily ways for all to experience. Jesus, be by my side and in my heart. 🙏

7/25/2019 7:36:49 PM joeandbridge Vatican, Red Cross

7/25/2019 7:37:01 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113239850394824705?s=19 …

7/25/2019 7:38:05 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta 

#UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount

7/25/2019 7:38:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/zEW9Wcq76s

7/25/2019 7:39:03 PM giediknight Lots of synchronicities today regarding MJ12/space force and piercing the veil for me personally.

7/25/2019 7:40:09 PM keith369me ...except when we all became celibate!!!

7/25/2019 7:40:37 PM maryalicericha1 Do they incinerate the bodies and turn them into diamonds like some suggest? is this a holding pen with ventillation or an incinerator?

7/25/2019 7:41:58 PM pro_dover  pic.twitter.com/Wxcz6jLKbo

7/25/2019 7:42:14 PM djlok END OF CYCLE...

I'll never forget where I was and what was going on IRL when I read that.  😂😂😂

7/25/2019 7:43:03 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103392121757843457?s=21 …

7/25/2019 7:44:18 PM keith369me I was feeling bad for you that you were being singled out...until that line hit...then felt sorry for myself.

7/25/2019 7:44:32 PM sixbennetts I fluctuate between your gif and mine. pic.twitter.com/NZcCR3rkjL

7/25/2019 7:44:37 PM pro_dover  pic.twitter.com/ZTRorfk0UO

7/25/2019 7:46:41 PM djlok I'll be honest...I was feeling bad for me too (being a gay dude)...and then I could not stop laughing.

7/25/2019 7:47:05 PM whitehat_van Do you still claim you are Majestic, other than Chinese Majestic frauds?

7/25/2019 7:47:25 PM aetherwalker1 Our federals laws on this are harsh, but doing this while under the UCMJ isn't stupid.. it's SUPER stupid!  🤦🏼♂️

7/25/2019 7:48:04 PM giediknight Not to blow up your spot David,  but did you pinpoint your past trauma re: being gay?

7/25/2019 7:49:19 PM djlok It's complicated...but in short "consciousness projects reality."

7/25/2019 7:51:24 PM giediknight Love it, we are all progressing.

7/25/2019 7:52:06 PM darktolightchad Wasn’t also supposed to be back in oct of 2018

7/25/2019 7:52:21 PM wyatt251 A wk after nyc black out sure

7/25/2019 7:52:53 PM djlok Meditation...asking my higher self questions and listening to answers has been huge for me.

7/25/2019 7:55:50 PM citizenj_ My humble opinion Is that WE know the worst of it, just not with the horrendous details. It won’t be over until the normies accept it and justice is 

served to the leaders. BUT i do think that Alex Jones on Joe Rogan hit some levels that are true and haven’t come out yet-if at all

7/25/2019 7:56:04 PM giediknight It is so essential. I have always done that, just didn’t know it was a “thing”. MJ12 was the confirmation of many things for me. All of the seeds they 

have planted in humanity via movies/TV/culture etc I have always cultivated.

7/25/2019 7:56:32 PM _littlejen__  https://twitter.com/_littlejen__/status/1154567690209468417?s=21 …

7/25/2019 7:57:46 PM _littlejen__ And Castaway Cay, as well.

7/25/2019 7:58:44 PM _littlejen__ Well put.

7/25/2019 7:58:49 PM citizenj_ Let’s not forget how these freaks like pedesta and Epstein are into Artificial Intelligence, Aliens and experiential science, hardcore drugs and contacting 

entities... *actually I take it back*- it going to get worse even though there is nothing worse than child abuse

7/25/2019 7:59:17 PM djlok I'd never done it before.  I meditated a lot before...but more in a "new age-y" kind of way.  Never to understand things or get answers.  #SheepNoMore

7/25/2019 7:59:25 PM michael81972 Is this why JP had the 14 and “fish” on hand pic.twitter.com/xx24mvIGrh

7/25/2019 7:59:49 PM davidrupell We haven’t trusted anything the government or Hollywood has told us since we were old enough to wipe our own asses.



7/25/2019 8:00:00 PM _369311119 Was staring at a movie theater today named ____ and thinking, "That's absurd and Majestic" and then a work van with "Majestic" drove past, semi-

obstructing my view of the theater. The time was 12:12

7/25/2019 8:00:42 PM davidrupell My body my choice only exists for women who want to kill their baby

7/25/2019 8:01:55 PM johnsville14 Does that tie in with the Sealed Indictments?  I came across something today that makes me believe so.

7/25/2019 8:02:50 PM toffer_anon_369 What does 33369@0033 mean?

7/25/2019 8:03:20 PM nun_chucknorris 😳

7/25/2019 8:04:17 PM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Merging of timelines or cloaking of off-world transportation?  https://twitter.com/decodingthehive/status/1154571316764315648 …

7/25/2019 8:05:04 PM michael81972 Fish Fourteen- Fish for teen

7/25/2019 8:06:13 PM giediknight Love it

7/25/2019 8:07:32 PM nun_chucknorris Spent some time compiling the Messages of Disclosure so I could archive super offline. Staggering when all together in one place. Free to a good home: 

https://docdro.id/LcnDmKL 

7/25/2019 8:08:16 PM dironablu2u #DisneyMagic is surviving in the parking lot as a low wage employee.

7/25/2019 8:10:28 PM djlok Wow- @Nun_chucknorris.  That is some MAJOR work you did!!!  That is AWESOME!!!  Thanks for sharing that!!!  #ArchiveOffline

7/25/2019 8:10:36 PM blankmarlo Name one thing you guys actually disagree on besides the "grooming" comment? You both literally say the same shit and take jabs at each other all the 

time it's weird.

7/25/2019 8:11:59 PM giediknight That is is amazing thank you.

7/25/2019 8:13:13 PM nun_chucknorris Important for others to have. Untouched content unless my comp did something unintentionally.

7/25/2019 8:15:00 PM djlok It really is AMAZING.  My #ArchiveOffline didn't have all the Q and A's like that.  That is some serious work that has gone into that!!!  I hope everyone 

sees that.  I'm gonna retweet it again tomorrow too.

7/25/2019 8:17:48 PM lindamariadelar Please Don't use Disney characters in Memes because they rape our children

7/25/2019 8:18:04 PM mongrelglory Man that song gets creepy the more you listen to it...considering what we know about Disney! 😬😬😬

7/25/2019 8:19:24 PM nun_chucknorris Thanks fren.

7/25/2019 8:19:54 PM girlawakeinca What a wealth of knowledge all in one place. I’m truly grateful. Thank you 🙏 💫

7/25/2019 8:21:25 PM djlok No, man...THANK YOU!!!

...I know the gif = too soon. pic.twitter.com/5dPuDbcp8W

7/25/2019 8:22:13 PM nancyddb Thank you, that is great work.

7/25/2019 8:23:21 PM speaakn Do you see it? pic.twitter.com/C1nlEa7oV7

7/25/2019 8:23:33 PM nun_chucknorris Not too soon. All their base are belong to us now.

7/25/2019 8:23:38 PM baixin @prayingmedic @KellyannePolls @RepMattGaetz @IvankaTrump @realhublife @TrueEyeTheSpy @MariaBartiromo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mitchellvii 

@SaraCarterDC @StefanMolyneux @seanhannity @Jim_Jordan COULD SOMEONE PLEASE write parody about the treasonous JihadSquad similar 2 

BORED OF THE RINGS?

7/25/2019 8:24:18 PM tncharlene Exceptional work! Thank you!

7/25/2019 8:25:20 PM n7guardiananon Q post 144

Disney is a distraction pic.twitter.com/JVbtKtXrkv

7/25/2019 8:25:41 PM lorieve thank you

7/25/2019 8:32:14 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/nZNMrtRcyu

7/25/2019 8:38:12 PM yodhehwahheh Magical Kingdoms 

Turkey

Middle East

7/25/2019 8:40:22 PM kilgore47669707 This is easy. I know behind the scenes Disney. Did you know there is a secret club in each park? Do you know what it’s called? Club 33

7/25/2019 8:41:00 PM kilgore47669707 Next look into Palm beach county. Everything comes from there as well.

7/25/2019 8:41:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/DrDenaGrayson/status/1154526990575128576 …

7/25/2019 8:41:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/juliaioffe/status/1154570703670300673 …

7/25/2019 8:41:34 PM kilgore47669707 This is from McAfee

7/25/2019 8:41:45 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/qCMNtCsy45

7/25/2019 8:41:58 PM kilgore47669707 McAfee is taking these

7/25/2019 8:42:12 PM _369311119 Tremendous!!! Thank you 369 million times. This will help a lot of people. Love it, thank you, thank you.

7/25/2019 8:42:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/businessinsider/status/1154434957772824577 …

7/25/2019 8:43:13 PM jones9536 Oh, that's why she's been quiet lately

7/25/2019 8:43:54 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/CX2o8KpMrk

7/25/2019 8:45:28 PM aprilbrown99 #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein

#ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #ConvictEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 8:48:25 PM aprilbrown99 Love you Nunchucks!  💗💗💗🥰🥰🥰

7/25/2019 8:48:33 PM allahuniversal This is exactly what I knew someone would do with that archive o7 #Salute #WWG1WGA

7/25/2019 8:49:04 PM rawphonegirl What he said!! 🙏🙏🙏

7/25/2019 8:49:36 PM jtcrotteau I’m sure it’s one of many more. Lock up every one of them!

7/25/2019 8:50:06 PM allahuniversal 618 pages #Majestic

7/25/2019 8:51:56 PM n7guardiananon Shanghai Disney Resort article by Jeffrey Epstein???

 https://d23.com/day-2-shanghai-disney-resort-a-fans-eye-view/ …

How many Jeffrey Epsteins are there in the world? pic.twitter.com/FSrSYnRwFi

7/25/2019 8:52:40 PM richardhiatt16 Follow the money....... Trust the PLAN 🤓❤️🇺🇸

7/25/2019 8:53:12 PM gibboneyrock Is this why Feinstein has been so quiet lately?

7/25/2019 8:53:53 PM hifiman45 Are they implicating Jordan here?

7/25/2019 8:54:22 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/euerjkozOv

7/25/2019 8:55:56 PM nun_chucknorris You did good putting that mega collection together brother.

7/25/2019 8:59:04 PM richardhiatt16 🤣. It just keeps getting better.....

7/25/2019 9:01:15 PM bdam777 China connection. 

Where does the weaving web take us?

U1, China, NK?

7/25/2019 9:01:34 PM n7guardiananon obviously more than 1 https://d23.com/wdis4u-jeffrey-epstein/ …

7/25/2019 9:01:43 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/qEV7ZhHLgJ

7/25/2019 9:02:06 PM elishabaker915 🙋🏼♀️

7/25/2019 9:02:14 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/n0O5iNO1AW

7/25/2019 9:02:55 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/ZuAma2aCUt

7/25/2019 9:04:03 PM david00997884 Never have,never will

7/25/2019 9:04:45 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/mzqRbazqKi



7/25/2019 9:04:56 PM allahuniversal And you took the baton [beyond my] "no I'm not buying another laptop after 2 lost to the meme war" technical [purview] to completion.

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real. pic.twitter.com/0u6w9XEveY

7/25/2019 9:06:00 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/cqfc2aH09i

7/25/2019 9:06:18 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/9Jv8k3sRda

7/25/2019 9:06:37 PM stevenfontain14 hmmm

7/25/2019 9:08:46 PM scottgasaway You are correct people #Will find out.  #manchuriancandidate #IllegalAliens #FakePOTUS #PainIsComing #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1154577172834725888 …

7/25/2019 9:10:58 PM v_rags Thank you for sharing. To read this is amazing! 🙏💜🙏

7/25/2019 9:12:46 PM rebornkingent Is this why congress members miss so many days of work? Child rape and treason is their fulltime job.

7/25/2019 9:14:49 PM michael81972  https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=11881810 …

7/25/2019 9:17:25 PM karma4event201 Glad you are still with us.

7/25/2019 9:18:01 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂

7/25/2019 9:20:05 PM eggomatic12 @DrDenaGrayson @OhioState wexner

7/25/2019 9:23:37 PM magnetmouth but of course.

7/25/2019 9:25:58 PM americanpetal Surprise, Surprise😬🤯😡

7/25/2019 9:26:24 PM magnetmouth seriously more angry every day.   we need to be sure these people pay so profoundly that this never happens again.

7/25/2019 9:26:39 PM amethystnancy No coincidence Barr makes announcement hot on the heels of Epstein, NXIVM disclosures.

Perfect optics & timing that first 5 scheduled to be executed were convicted of murdering children.

7/25/2019 9:26:41 PM tracybirk1 Anyone remember the toddler that supposedly died from alligators in Disney? How many kids have died at disney?

7/25/2019 9:29:57 PM magnetmouth the merchandise was shit  stopped a long time ago

7/25/2019 9:30:10 PM jswdh1 I don't either and I'm from Ohio

7/25/2019 9:32:04 PM jswdh1 The article didn't connect Jim to Epstein... just Wexner.... I had read an article which stated Epstein flew to Columbus quite a bit.... my guess is because 

of Wexner....

7/25/2019 9:39:16 PM raevenraeyne In YT testimony of Fiona Barnett who is an SRA survivor she spoke graphically of her childhood years as a $ex $lave. Among the big names and events, 

she told about a rape events held at Disneyland and Bohemian Grove. These people are BEYOND sick. Death Penalty NOW. 

🙏🏽✝️ ❤️Q+

7/25/2019 9:40:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why do you believe this is still being pushed?

See recent past tweets RE past tweets. 

[#UnsealEpstein]

#GAMEOVER https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1154560643418087425 …

7/25/2019 9:41:27 PM hellouncledonny left is right.

up is down.

7/25/2019 9:41:45 PM the_fjalar distraction

7/25/2019 9:41:53 PM hifiman45 Alien human trafficking.

7/25/2019 9:41:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unless their voices are trying to #UnsealEpstein. https://twitter.com/UNOCHA/status/1154481721540263941 …

7/25/2019 9:42:11 PM mongrelglory Wow Nun-Chuck!  You did an amazing job of organizing the information in a readable form!  I can't imagine how many hours of work this took you.  

God bless you, and thank you for making it available for download! 🙏😘

7/25/2019 9:42:11 PM sixbennetts People are stupid and easily swayed?

☝😉

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/CqGRD6clHs

7/25/2019 9:43:10 PM richardhiatt16 MJ.. You’re on top of it..👍.   Trust the PLAN... 🤓❤️🇺🇸

7/25/2019 9:43:26 PM paulygenz If this event is televised it might get more views then the flag kneeling football game

7/25/2019 9:43:42 PM nschlange Well that’s just shocking!!

7/25/2019 9:43:45 PM hifiman45 If Bill Cooper was being truthful, they recovered an alien craft at one point and human body parts were found on it.

7/25/2019 9:44:25 PM qanongroup We never did

7/25/2019 9:44:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/irin/status/1153306532588793856 …

7/25/2019 9:45:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein 

Why do you think the media rushed to throw Weinstein under the bus?

How do you control your descent?

You get in front of the plane. https://twitter.com/harrysiegel/status/1153348860502257664 …

7/25/2019 9:46:05 PM gravey6 Unsurprising

7/25/2019 9:46:52 PM pissedofftwatt2 Gods word says “an eye for an eye”

7/25/2019 9:47:01 PM mongrelglory This patriot put a lot of work hours into compiling a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Majestic-12 archive for everyone to read!  Much gratitude my friend! 👇  

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …

7/25/2019 9:47:06 PM hlmorrison64 They have no idea the advance weapons we have. They will all lose if they try storming anything near the peremter let alone the base. These people 

are ignorant. How much is the Cabal paying them for this false flag. Its all they got left.

7/25/2019 9:47:12 PM lbf777 Game over is right.

7/25/2019 9:47:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein 

Nice work Anons.

Keep it going.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing. 

Don't let [them] control the narrative with 100% verifiable Fake News. 

PAIN. pic.twitter.com/0ZcaK8dVQ9

7/25/2019 9:48:46 PM fresno72 #BringThePain pic.twitter.com/iAmlv0w0R3

7/25/2019 9:51:54 PM mongrelglory I cannot remember who it was who drew this picture.  Please let me know so I can credit your work! pic.twitter.com/lx2hHI3xBM

7/25/2019 9:52:22 PM raevenraeyne Do you happen to have a pic of that? I’ve been trying to screen shot the drone footage to see more in that window but not super successful at 

discerning....🧐

7/25/2019 9:52:25 PM boy12_jimmy They are still going down. Nothing can STOP WHAT IS coming! pic.twitter.com/0IUTKGBUNj

7/25/2019 9:52:32 PM heisnberg69 Look HERE not There 

#wearethenewnow

7/25/2019 9:52:53 PM raevenraeyne Looked like stains to me too...

7/25/2019 9:53:35 PM mongrelglory Well, at least it helped me save on batteries...

7/25/2019 9:54:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now imagine each BE is yourself but in an alternate reality forking from all possibilities simultaneously. 

Which reality is the real one?

7/25/2019 9:54:12 PM chris_losh_ Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "The Democrat Party will be destroyed when we are finished with them. The Republican Party will follow. Trust the  are 

sick! Understand the following: Has Trump ever broken the law? Yes. Has it ever been knowingly? Yes. Was […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1102242815877304325.html …



7/25/2019 9:55:55 PM toddbob1 “Known as the Island of Sin”

Can’t.stop.laughing.

Raise your hand if you know Pedo Island as “the Island of Sin”.

Who EVER called it that?

You’re getting your first look? Hardly.

Now, I’m going to go play the piano.

That was a phenomenal piece of reporting.
7/25/2019 9:56:25 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/0kvv4gRfih

7/25/2019 9:56:28 PM girlawakeinca ☝️ What he said 💫

7/25/2019 9:57:19 PM italianmom555 Let them raid it and lets see what happens to these idiots that think they are going to live through this.

7/25/2019 9:57:35 PM blankmarlo Are you a fan of the Law of One?

7/25/2019 9:58:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 FISA works both ways pic.twitter.com/4BwgCsaWTT

7/25/2019 9:59:07 PM mongrelglory My brain hurts trying to imagine all of that...😜

7/25/2019 9:59:38 PM csassin71 He always spoke the Truth

7/25/2019 9:59:49 PM n7guardiananon All are real and happening...we are just currently observing this one.  We have forgotten how to shift into and out of the version of reality we want?

7/25/2019 9:59:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly Unseal IT ALL pic.twitter.com/EDYVppXPjJ

7/25/2019 9:59:57 PM kseven110 All

7/25/2019 10:00:44 PM srs7734 Look like effluent pipes used in crematoriums

7/25/2019 10:01:41 PM blankmarlo Was Epstein subjected to SRA growing up? Very curious as to how he was raised. Also why his teeth look like this. pic.twitter.com/7llEL1XqkM

7/25/2019 10:02:08 PM mongrelglory They have responded favourably to the mention of the Law of One material in the past, though they caution that truth cannot be contained in a book.

7/25/2019 10:03:29 PM boy12_jimmy September will be a month to remember, but October will be finer. November will be our take back of the USA completely. pic.twitter.com/YHFnJkXrNd

7/25/2019 10:03:47 PM realeyethespy  http://gizmo.do/XaLF8OY 

7/25/2019 10:05:11 PM hifiman45 I saw that. Crazy! Any affiliation with the area 51 stuff?

7/25/2019 10:05:34 PM lbf777 This.

7/25/2019 10:07:54 PM sommerfeldkitty Thank you so much for the info.  It is much appreciated.

God bless.

7/25/2019 10:08:00 PM starehope I knew there were rumors but I thought he was cleared in court. Findings were the boys who accused him were dems and others paid. This would be 

really sad. He fights so much for our country.

7/25/2019 10:08:15 PM bubusmc What's up with these crazy dream I'm having that are unlike the dreams Ive had before? What's up with this dream world? Can you help explain?

7/25/2019 10:11:21 PM americanpetal Oh, Charlie 

Never really watched you. I am now. Watching you go down.

#UnsealEpstein

7/25/2019 10:12:24 PM mongrelglory I have not understood all the MJ-12 tweets (the math is the hardest for me) however I have found that meditation and patience have helped me to 

understand more over time.  It reminds me of the Zen Koans that my Zen Master used to give me to work on... a work still in progress! 😑

7/25/2019 10:15:47 PM realeyethespy Yes.

7/25/2019 10:15:54 PM realeyethespy Dulce

7/25/2019 10:16:09 PM hifiman45 Wow! Thanks.

7/25/2019 10:17:17 PM hifiman45 There is so much to our world that we don't know! It's so frustrating being a peon!

7/25/2019 10:21:06 PM hifiman45 The Dulce base. Like Phill Schneider?

7/25/2019 10:22:33 PM starehope Dr. GRAYSON, You have muddied your name and reputation by writing clickbait. https://twitter.com/StarEHope/status/1154622409699483650?s=19 …

7/25/2019 10:22:45 PM enomai_ NO MORE #UNSEALUNITEDNATIONS

7/25/2019 10:22:50 PM mongrelglory That's a CIA website...

7/25/2019 10:25:21 PM enomai_ Nice

7/25/2019 10:25:24 PM starehope Dr. GRAYSON WROTE NOTHING BUT CLICKBAIT in the title! It shows her inability to write a story with any prudence.

7/25/2019 10:26:14 PM starehope No, she used Jordan's name as click bait! To get more attention.

7/25/2019 10:28:49 PM mongrelglory I'm surprised someone hasn't re-recorded this song...🙄 https://youtu.be/rptW7zOPX2E 

7/25/2019 10:32:45 PM one4trump The list of players increases.

The plot thickens.

7/25/2019 10:35:34 PM mongrelglory Yeah, except I think this time it's going to be more like a bug getting in front of a windshield!  😏  Pain is coming!

7/25/2019 10:36:40 PM 1centralcaligal Yeah, I hope they DO have impeachment starting; that will only get investigations going against these real child rapers, thieves & liars!!

7/25/2019 10:43:22 PM mongrelglory Anon on Reddit (who sounded credible though I have no proof) talked about the Hollywood abuse of child actors from his experience working in the 

industry.  Said that Leonard Nimoy used to abuse Sarah Michelle Gellar when she was a child.  I was disappointed, but not surprised.

7/25/2019 10:50:49 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @ffe3301 @VectorSigma44 @realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL2 @Fairyland66 @3Days3Nights @EyeQ19 

@kabamur_taygeta @AllahUniversal @_369311119

7/25/2019 11:02:46 PM hi12150472  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSqVVswa420 …

7/25/2019 11:15:40 PM starehope 🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️

7/25/2019 11:36:13 PM mongrelglory I watch very little TV anymore, and most of the movies I see are kids cartoons now.  (Last one:  "The Secret Life of Pets", Previous one:  "How to Train 

your Dragon 3").   Too much obvious propaganda now in everything else.  😒

7/25/2019 11:37:52 PM deepbluesand Televised hanging/lethal injection  for TRAITORS at GITMO will bring the largest global audience EVER

7/25/2019 11:41:24 PM newyorker66 I eish i understood what's going on. I cant quite put it all together. Too many questions.

7/25/2019 11:50:12 PM carousseau621 There is no coincidence thus too many become facts.

7/26/2019 12:43:35 AM 2wyta Maybe this? pic.twitter.com/SynFpTVaUM

7/26/2019 12:53:02 AM cstarr888 (Michelle, the drawing is mine. Divine Fractal.)

🙏💖

7/26/2019 1:15:54 AM alisvolatpropi2 Amazing resource!   Thank you

7/26/2019 1:27:20 AM 1centralcaligal Let's not forget: Russia Russia Russia!!

7/26/2019 1:50:37 AM jollyrob2 Redstone Globus Burke...RGB?

7/26/2019 2:13:52 AM maryschade14 Time's up.

7/26/2019 2:19:41 AM 1centralcaligal I read today that Deutsche Bank is going under - fast!

7/26/2019 2:23:20 AM realeyethespy News unlocks MAP.

Your doing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ???  pic.twitter.com/UGqnnXHR1l

7/26/2019 2:27:22 AM richard07759712 Rip it wide open | No Mercy.... they will never stop what they do.  Save the Children.



7/26/2019 3:12:39 AM realityloominng Give Marines pay raise? I mean it's such a badass tough job, why shouldn't they become millionaires in no time without the corrupt side-gigs??

7/26/2019 3:12:43 AM jeh57john Interesting!

7/26/2019 3:17:52 AM keith369me Shhh...don’t tell MJ12...seriously though, intentions have been incorporated to intimacy

7/26/2019 3:21:49 AM keith369me Consider the phrase, “being gay is not a choice” and consider it in context of a pre-incarnation plan.  Was it a choice?  Can one remember that choice?

7/26/2019 3:22:56 AM djlok This makes me wonder if they are all real? Like what if the IS represents conscienness and is expressed/experienced by multiple BE's. Like what if the IS 

of the Christ has actually returned (or maybe never even left) and exists in multiple BE's regardless of religion? I dunno.

7/26/2019 3:24:35 AM djlok Tweet deleted. Panic?

7/26/2019 3:32:14 AM robertg69989098 Misinformation to bring disclosure

7/26/2019 3:38:27 AM 1centralcaligal Even if Dr. Phil is a good guy, I can't get over him being such close great friends with Oprah!! What's his purpose of having these victims on them, to 

expose, or have it be proven untrue, making us look like fools??!!

7/26/2019 3:42:47 AM realityloominng Can you two please elaborate? Penny for your thoughts

7/26/2019 3:46:32 AM linnyt7 They are all real

7/26/2019 3:59:06 AM yodhehwahheh Not sure what tweet you mean. I am not great at Twitter so l can't work out which tweet it is. Sorry. Grew up with a landline and b/w tv here in 

Australia.

7/26/2019 3:59:50 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 4:04:23 AM synackstatic The reality that is true. The reality that has the highest possible consensus among all BEs. The reality within which all BEs work together to create upon 

the ether of the spoken word.

7/26/2019 4:05:42 AM synackstatic Truth is a force of nature, after all. Speaking literally. The truth is nature's manifestation of the best fit reality for all.

7/26/2019 4:08:49 AM leslieau7 Charlie Rose ...

No doubt

Nora O'Donnell  or Gayle King ?

7/26/2019 4:10:48 AM shellielopez Was Epstein’s Honeypot part of Obama’s arsenal?

Obama mass surveillance

 https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/343785-newly-declassified-memos-detail-extent-of-improper-obama-era-nsa …

2013: Maxine Waters Confirms "Big Brother" Database

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eIA1lQBqH1s …

Top Secret FISA Court Order - President Obama Spying on Political Enemies https://www.scribd.com/document/349542716/Top-Secret-FISA-Court-

Order-President-Obama-Spying-on-Political-Enemies …
7/26/2019 4:12:22 AM matrixexit Exactly.

7/26/2019 4:19:31 AM giediknight A researcher explained it like this: you are driving your normal commute, you pause an extra second at a stop sign you normally roll through, during 

that pause a truck flys through that intersection. If you didn’t pause you would have been struck. In an alternate reality you died

7/26/2019 4:27:32 AM 1centralcaligal I don't know why, but from the first time I saw this, I think she's acting; not very well, but it's all a lie. Why, I don't know; maybe to bolster Dr. Phil, 

maybe to have it come out its all a low and discredit it like they did to the Mcmartin Day Care children.

7/26/2019 4:30:42 AM abraga1853 It would be interesting to know the stats on children that  disappeared in that particular Disney park

7/26/2019 4:32:28 AM richard07759712 It’s not a place to shop

7/26/2019 4:32:42 AM bhaggy1008 Unseal Disney? That I want to see.

7/26/2019 4:34:22 AM taylor7_r  pic.twitter.com/FtwJ8OC8RM

7/26/2019 4:42:50 AM cue2_c99 Now what I know, i would have never let my daughter wear anything pink...

Make me f'ing sick!

7/26/2019 4:59:10 AM anneolsen43 Incredible!!! Thank you for all the work you put into this. I can’t thank you enough ❤️

7/26/2019 5:04:24 AM andrewrprofaci They are all reality and none are real.

7/26/2019 5:07:14 AM keith369me Isolate the problem and then dismiss it rather than letting it mushroom!!!

7/26/2019 5:07:17 AM enomai_ The IS is is the real one of reality.

7/26/2019 5:08:07 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPodesta #UnsealPodesta 

#UnsealPodesta #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #UnsealSchiff #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount

7/26/2019 5:10:38 AM keith369me #UNSEALUNITEDNATIONS #UNSEALUNITEDNATIONS #UNSEALUNITEDNATIONS

7/26/2019 5:10:59 AM cue2_c99 Lol pic.twitter.com/cX2vaynY2a

7/26/2019 5:11:25 AM enomai_ why does it work like this? 

Many BEs from the same IS?

7/26/2019 5:11:45 AM keith369me Look here not at #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 5:13:05 AM enomai_ It's gotta be agenda based.

More assistant needed for the 'maintainers'?

7/26/2019 5:13:05 AM keith369me Feinstein’s husband looks a lot like Bill Gates.

7/26/2019 5:15:19 AM burgersandra Great image - "You get in front of the plane."  Crash is inevitable.

7/26/2019 5:16:22 AM covertress Just another PhD from Florida, trying to get in front of the story.

Check out Dr. Elizabeth Rose (@DrElizabethRose):  https://twitter.com/DrElizabethRose?s=09 …

7/26/2019 5:18:28 AM nl142za are all q posts available for download somewhere? anyone aware of that? and thanks for this, awesome! :)

7/26/2019 5:19:33 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/ZDpZBcLXnt

7/26/2019 5:20:57 AM enomai_ Idk about him.

But some of these cannibal lovers like to file their teeth to make themselves look like vampires. Etc etc.

7/26/2019 5:22:24 AM wishfulldreamz THANKS CHUCK!!!  Shared to WIN on FB

7/26/2019 5:28:10 AM kits_cross I worked in Management at VS for four years. When all of this came out, I was physically ill for days. Cut up my VS credit card and will never shop there 

again.

7/26/2019 5:32:08 AM libby70822044 I haven't seen Dianne Feinstein in awhile

7/26/2019 5:40:19 AM 313looper That is what I have been telling to my fellow patriots always! 

What could be one of the main reasons of creating endless wars...!? 👉🏻#HumanTrafficking

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 5:40:25 AM v_rags 💥💥💥 I agree with that 100%

7/26/2019 5:43:43 AM yodhehwahheh  https://twitter.com/yodhehwahheh/status/1154725528911273989?s=09 …

Note why martial law needs to be imposed. Maritime law. The ownership of lost souls.

7/26/2019 5:43:47 AM v_rags There all real and all happening at the same time. Our free will enables us to choose which one we want to experience. Sorry I’m a bit late in answering.

7/26/2019 5:49:35 AM like_neo Wow! That took some time. Thank you for putting it all together and sharing!👍❤️

7/26/2019 5:51:28 AM cyclefixblono This is like their X-37 article.



7/26/2019 5:57:20 AM darrahsfriend I believe a new heaven and new earth are being created right now IN PROCESS the other stuff hurts my head!

7/26/2019 6:02:31 AM weediblue @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Cordicon @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Telford_Russian  

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20050606005613/en/Jeffrey-E.-Epstein-Named-Chief-Financial-Officer …

7/26/2019 6:06:58 AM roaminnoodle Can you spot every lie?

Create memes for them. 

Expose the #FakeNews. 

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate 

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHTAeUIlnRM …

7/26/2019 6:12:43 AM roaminnoodle Meme credit: @OO1O110

#UnsealEpstein = #ClintonBodyCount = #EpsteinSuicide =  #MuellerHearingDisaster

There are no such thing as coincidences.

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/5On7v1527q

7/26/2019 6:15:03 AM roaminnoodle "Let’s chat about subterranean support systems...

Ventilation much? This is not for a 'garage' partially cut in to a hill."

-@TheParanormQ

#QAnon #QBaby #QAnons #WWG1GWA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #MAGA pic.twitter.com/DlLbJej7bm

7/26/2019 6:19:15 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealDisney

#UnsealTheIndictments

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 6:21:21 AM roaminnoodle Former Walt Disney VP Sentenced to Prison in Child Sex Abuse Investigation

#UnsealEpstein will #UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealDisney

#Q #QAnon https://www.cbr.com/disney-vice-president-michael-laney-prison-sex-abuse/ …

7/26/2019 6:26:45 AM djlok Thank you for drawing that and then sharing it!!!

7/26/2019 6:29:10 AM 313looper [EverGreen]

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/anjilloflight/status/1154596572103159819?s=21 …

7/26/2019 6:30:21 AM roaminnoodle 1st #BOOM revealed.

Did you catch it?

The last will be magical.

#Q #QAnon 

"Majestic Magical MAJIC"

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein and #UnsealDisney

#GAMEOVER pic.twitter.com/NFUkMCuzJt
7/26/2019 6:36:53 AM cryptogyu Time to raid the island. Time for  vigilantism.

7/26/2019 6:39:03 AM roaminnoodle "Unless their voices are trying to #UnsealEpstein."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon https://twitter.com/UNOCHA/status/1154481721540263941 …

7/26/2019 6:39:03 AM roaminnoodle Why do you believe this is still being pushed?

See recent past tweets RE past tweets. 

[#UnsealEpstein]

#GAMEOVER

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1154560643418087425 …

7/26/2019 6:39:04 AM roaminnoodle "#UnsealEpstein 

Why do you think the media rushed to throw Weinstein under the bus?

How do you control your descent?

You get in front of the plane."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/harrysiegel/status/1153348860502257664 …

7/26/2019 6:39:05 AM roaminnoodle "#UnsealEpstein 

Nice work Anons.

Keep it going.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing!

Don't let [them] control the narrative with 100% verifiable #FakeNews. 

#PAIN."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/WtrYGnmlf1
7/26/2019 6:40:16 AM alisvolatpropi2 That’s A Good thought!!

7/26/2019 6:42:38 AM allahuniversal Thank you! pic.twitter.com/xxvuFMC2lm

7/26/2019 6:43:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Artificial moon you say? https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-princes-500-billion-desert-dream-flying-cars-robot-dinosaurs-and-a-giant-artificial-moon-

11564097568 …

7/26/2019 6:44:57 AM anneolsen43 11. 🤔Moon: A giant artificial moon would light up each night. One proposal suggests it could live-stream images from outer space, acting as an iconic 

landmark.🤔

7/26/2019 6:45:17 AM wise_truther We all ready have one 🤔

7/26/2019 6:45:34 AM jvan125 Was it a collaboration of many groups/departments/races to come up with the stories we have been told to believe regarding space and time and all 

that? Or just one ‘entity’ at the top that commands it‘s minions? #UnsealEpstein #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/26/2019 6:45:39 AM mouriergirl Yep!

7/26/2019 6:47:00 AM nun_chucknorris That’s actually my next project but still trying to figure out the best way to format it.

7/26/2019 6:47:42 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealDisney #UnsealDisney #UnsealDisney

#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

#UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealTheIndictments

7/26/2019 6:48:13 AM thoughttazer I recall reading last year that China wanted an artificial moon to reduce night-time energy (lighting) cost.

7/26/2019 6:48:26 AM covertress We already have won.



7/26/2019 6:49:15 AM morfin_paulino Luna: nave biosfera de construcción Andrómedana, impuesta hace 12,500 años, la cara que vemos es un holograma y a su vez bombardea frecuencia a 

la tierra de 7.5hz creando una frecuencia 3D a nuestra percepción. PROVOCÓ LA INVERSIÓN DE POLOS 🌔

7/26/2019 6:51:39 AM aprilbrown99 P A N I C  AND  P A I N is on ita way!  Enjoy the show!  🍿🍿🍿

7/26/2019 6:51:52 AM hsuiza Hollow Moon or dematerialized moon?

7/26/2019 6:53:15 AM djlok I just love what you did there. 👆👆👆

7/26/2019 6:53:48 AM keith369me Decorative or functional like our current “functional moon”

7/26/2019 6:56:15 AM humanproofer I suspect so. What did you find?

7/26/2019 6:58:25 AM 313looper ....👀 pic.twitter.com/5CS7H1KNav

7/26/2019 7:00:05 AM jennyjigsaw45 I was just looking at this......thinking of sending him my CV. Unless they will be 3d printing flower arrangments.

In which case I'd better find out how too fix robots😂

7/26/2019 7:03:38 AM americanchilean AN ARTIFICIAL MOON! A MOON THAT IT DOES NOT ROTATE AND IS A COMMAND CENTER! pic.twitter.com/ZYkIXD9NGd

7/26/2019 7:04:09 AM maryschade14 Hmmmm...in search of pic.twitter.com/Twm8uNhFjE

7/26/2019 7:07:27 AM n7guardiananon Look one of saturn's moons

7/26/2019 7:07:54 AM joeandbridge Do you think there will be a sealed indictment with his name on it? #Scientology

7/26/2019 7:07:54 AM _369311119 Was this timeline's past prepared for Americans?

7/26/2019 7:08:57 AM roaminnoodle The [Deep State] is setting you up for what lurks on Anthony Weiner's Laptop.

Crimes Against Children ...

[Hildabeast]. 

Pizza ...

Why do you think [Walnut Sauce] is running. 

Ask him and [Barry Soetoro] about Solyndra ...

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/0ON1zyil3d
7/26/2019 7:09:34 AM joeandbridge I haven't turned the tv on in seven years. I am pretty sure I wouldn't have wokw up if I had.

7/26/2019 7:13:23 AM irisfoxnycgrand The moon is an engineered construct. Probably made of some kind of alien metal.

7/26/2019 7:14:03 AM ps3shiloh  https://youtu.be/9kmIEnXq9-U 

Valiant Thor from Venus perhaps = St.Germain/7 assssssscended Masters? = Isaiah 14.

They Tried in 1958-60, then again in 2000- what makes you think they aren't trying again/kek? 

LDS Moroni Tablets/emerald tablets - Sycretisims = EZE 38. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Op0WwjEC5P

7/26/2019 7:15:29 AM davidrupell Artificial moon is the least creepy part of that city

7/26/2019 7:18:06 AM girlawakeinca This plan sounds a lot like Los Angeles, built on a desert with minimal resources. 

Los Angeles 👉 City of Angels 👉 Think Mirror...

7/26/2019 7:19:05 AM anneolsen43 Epstein is the operator for Mossad?

7/26/2019 7:26:36 AM wbwse Hey @mainvolume moon game let’s play? pic.twitter.com/H4uuDDcofv

7/26/2019 7:27:41 AM joeorbit it's ancient secret society satanic orders. there has been awakenings but they were snuffed out - knowledge got you killed. the internet although 

mostly controlled by them has also been their achilles heal. thank god. all they have now is the machiavellians lemmings. god wins.

7/26/2019 7:31:37 AM richard07759712 You’d think this would’ve provoked more attention | Then came Donald Trump, he lit the 🔥 under our donkey. Finally, there became a catalyst we 

could say to  ourselves | we can do something @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 points out again & again, the level of power we are now exerting |3 6 9.

7/26/2019 7:32:17 AM shushale This description is very interesting to me.  Start at 20:06 - 20:23 is the sweet spot (the whole thing is a good listen).

7/26/2019 7:32:44 AM diaptera_80 The shut Solyndra down?

7/26/2019 7:33:14 AM wbwse If you’re vibration stays loving maybe a promo code DM for SYS™ could grace your mobile device?

7/26/2019 7:34:42 AM waltwillis1  pic.twitter.com/2sLlXURr47

7/26/2019 7:35:11 AM joeorbit nothing says you love your wife more than when you purchase panties made of petroleum, modeled by a man, sewn by chinese slave labor and sold by 

a satanic pedo network.  i love you hun.

7/26/2019 7:35:19 AM wbwse You’re being so good today yay!

7/26/2019 7:35:51 AM roaminnoodle  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solyndra#Shutdown_and_investigation …

7/26/2019 7:36:11 AM dynamicres Yes thank you! It's amazing!

7/26/2019 7:38:02 AM wbwse Wonder if @AppleSupport can download on @realDonaldTrump ‘s device and open that hair that needs brushed’s mind or will he pull a @Pontifex 

deny orange handed guy? pic.twitter.com/WYAyaR3Q2H

7/26/2019 7:41:04 AM wbwse Well gregorian speaking it’s what Monday? Also the first day of the new mayan year as well?

7/26/2019 7:52:20 AM gibboneyrock Inquiring minds want to know....... what happens to a bunch of idiots who would dare to storm a military instillation. Or, this could be tryouts for the 

2019 Darwin Awards.

7/26/2019 7:54:18 AM youstinksoap So, I'm curious, the fractal feeling I had - was that my other IS's coming back to this BE's reality?  Or was it pockets of information I was downloading?  

I'm confused on what that feeling really was....MJ's?

7/26/2019 7:57:34 AM miraclegrids So true.

7/26/2019 8:11:12 AM roaminnoodle "THERE MAY or may not be National Security concerns with regard to Google and their relationship with China. If there is a problem, we will find out 

about it. I sincerely hope there is not!!!"

@realDonaldTrump

Cc: @NSA_QIL2 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👀pic#4

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/tkUCWl1QlI
7/26/2019 8:11:14 AM roaminnoodle "There may or may not be National Security concerns with regard to Google and their relationship with China. If there is a problem, we will find out 

about it. I sincerely hope there is not!!!"

-@realDonaldTrump 

Cc: @NSA_QIL2 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/v9fcVcsQI7

7/26/2019 8:13:59 AM pipindfw IS-BE is nothing more than A new age derivative form of the Atman-Brahman conception in Hindu cosmology which leads to an End Point of NIRVANA: 

cessation of being (ie loss of ones Soul). No thanks I’m Christian. #maga

7/26/2019 8:14:24 AM shaqlolabunny  pic.twitter.com/d7X7NxgohQ

7/26/2019 8:21:48 AM pipindfw Now that’s some trippy stuff there bud! Timothy O’Leary lives!



7/26/2019 8:22:28 AM roaminnoodle GREAT JOB @Nun_chucknorris on compiling the "Majestic Messages of #Disclosure" - featuring @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - so we can read it all together in 

one place.

FREE!!!

READ IT!!! SAVE IT!!! SHARE IT!!!

#Q #QAnon #QArmy

#MAGA #WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#PizzaGate https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …
7/26/2019 8:25:33 AM pipindfw godS

7/26/2019 8:28:52 AM pipindfw “lower cast”E life forms translates for Normies to The Dharmic Cycle explained by Ancient Vedic texts—not Judeo-Christian at all.#maga

7/26/2019 9:07:00 AM tinaqpatriot45 Little St James Ambulance. 

Ffs, these ppl  r siq pic.twitter.com/EzemS6unyx

7/26/2019 9:08:47 AM cstarr888 You're welcome! 😊

🙏💖

7/26/2019 9:36:49 AM rsm28675996 You mean veil, right?

7/26/2019 9:44:19 AM rsm28675996 What?

7/26/2019 9:51:04 AM kathleen3693693 If you're in a flat spin, then shifting weight to front of the plane could possibly save your bacon. With those dirtbags, I think it will just make the plane 

nose dive and auger into the ground. Looking forward to the augering. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @realDonaldTrump

7/26/2019 9:56:02 AM gi6stars Looks like they want to release all the technology they have kept from #WeThePeople all these yrs. Manly because there Oil sites are drying up! 

#BOOM

7/26/2019 9:57:54 AM allahuniversal FPP pic.twitter.com/ilAAjeotaR

7/26/2019 9:58:23 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/AqC1BnuiwO

7/26/2019 10:06:24 AM burgersandra Simultaneous parallel realities that we create

7/26/2019 10:11:42 AM robertrkimball Isis-seal-marine assassination plot foiled.  Huge.

7/26/2019 10:24:35 AM mrkbsimotas Why does it hold us here and by WHO?

Reptilians?

7/26/2019 10:25:46 AM roublisa Oh yes!   Thank you for saying so....it is brilliant and should be in print love💗💗💗ithink you were illustrating to me the concept....thank you 

again🙏🙏🙏

7/26/2019 10:27:07 AM roublisa I still wonder how you made that so fast🤔🤗🤗🤗

7/26/2019 10:28:54 AM roublisa He is quite gifted at that quick trigger draw👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼😉😉😉

7/26/2019 10:29:57 AM roublisa Lol....it is great to see the intense progression👊👊👊

7/26/2019 10:30:00 AM nurseniceyes And a beautiful drawing it is...

7/26/2019 10:36:44 AM roublisa You are d best @Nun_chucknorris thank you 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/6GGlwEHrn6

7/26/2019 10:38:19 AM roublisa I love the electric IS

7/26/2019 10:40:29 AM wisdomvoiceof  pic.twitter.com/PBPduIdEtI

7/26/2019 10:41:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/morphonios/status/1153383675494588422 …

7/26/2019 10:41:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/THEHermanCain/status/1154771007879536640 …

7/26/2019 10:41:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/WSJ/status/1154726841346908160 …

7/26/2019 10:42:12 AM tarzan_08 Msnbc now talking bout epstien and wexner

7/26/2019 10:43:08 AM jvan125 Ummm...wut? 😳🤭

7/26/2019 10:45:38 AM eileenr03470030 O geez.....dunno how much more I can take.....🥴

7/26/2019 10:47:52 AM _justalittleguy Done been waiting!  The People get it........Congress is the biggest Ponzi scheme ever created.....We need the Hammer to drop!

7/26/2019 10:49:21 AM giediknight So KC had first hand knowledge?

7/26/2019 10:49:46 AM roublisa I would like to procure an instruction manual please🙏🙏🙏

7/26/2019 10:52:09 AM guy_karen Ruh roh.

7/26/2019 10:53:45 AM n7guardiananon Absolutely...please let there be basic, intermediate, and advanced versions... eager to try advanced...but realize I need the basic

7/26/2019 10:53:53 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

I'll leave this here: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154052694706987008 …

7/26/2019 10:54:18 AM equipment79 So the pic looks like they were in an airport, did they just meet? Orrrrr?🤨

7/26/2019 10:54:36 AM finall00p Kelly had been helping trump plan his campaign years ahead of what people had thought. I'm sure she infiltrated and shared a ton of knowledge 

because why not? They all thought trump was on the bad train too. Checkmate

7/26/2019 10:55:57 AM starehope The guy who posted this is anti Trump, anti everything except things he likes. Check out his profile. Consider the source. Seems Kelly Anne met him at 

an airport, see background of photo.

7/26/2019 10:56:00 AM vintagesquirrel Exactly! Read the post, people. It was a quick chance meeting.

7/26/2019 10:56:41 AM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/uHDp17JAt1

7/26/2019 10:58:43 AM vk17761984 Supposedly? Idiot it was on video.

7/26/2019 10:59:36 AM roaminnoodle Photos of #Epstein sex slave from Yugoslavia, Nada Marcinkova, pictured with Epstein's chief Lolita Express pilot for 3 decades, Larry Visoski. Also, Larry 

Visoski in 2016 with Trump's top White House adviser, Kellyanne Conway. The walls are closing in.

#UnsealEpstein

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/DSyd45z3oy

7/26/2019 11:00:59 AM starehope Yeah, I thought the same.

7/26/2019 11:01:38 AM roublisa Oooh that explains my lucid dream state latley 🤔🤔🤔 when I open my eyes I know I will disconnect...and yep it does...while in the lucid state I am 

sos sure I even ask my self remember the exchanges during the lucid state ...but then eyes open cord cut 🤷♀️

7/26/2019 11:01:48 AM keith369me Interesting regarding KellyAnn...wonder if this has anything to do with George Conway?  #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

7/26/2019 11:02:45 AM keith369me Don’t need to...lots of manifests...they can confirm as witnesses

7/26/2019 11:03:27 AM keith369me Suicide Weekend to end all weekends?

7/26/2019 11:04:01 AM roadhse2 So if someone was already under investigation for say, money laundering, child trafficking internationally, fraud, etc. And using a large foundation to do 

all this. But has ties to Epstein, like being in his book and going to his island 26 times...they don't want to mess that up?

7/26/2019 11:04:46 AM realityloominng She is gonna help trump bring the hammer down on these assholes who has obviously abused her. I love her, look at the poor woman she looks SO ex-

MK'ed!🤬

7/26/2019 11:08:57 AM jrocktigers Hope not... we need on the record statements.

7/26/2019 11:10:55 AM keith369me There are 100K plus sealed indictments...I believe MJ mentioned 70,000 were related to child trafficking.  There will be plenty left to talk.

7/26/2019 11:13:24 AM starehope I agree 100%. Earlier was a similar thread.

7/26/2019 11:13:42 AM jrocktigers Uh, we need Epstein.



7/26/2019 11:14:12 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/6JzqmH7hHZ

7/26/2019 11:14:39 AM keith369me He’s in a padded fortified room

7/26/2019 11:15:33 AM jrocktigers Photo or it isn't happening.

7/26/2019 11:16:38 AM aruth85655013 (Must See) Disney Illuminati Satanism & Sex symbols Exposed in Hollywood  https://youtu.be/ssKR_5WIo_g  via @YouTube

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump

7/26/2019 11:20:59 AM ponder_gene I think his initials are BILL CLINTON!

7/26/2019 11:28:48 AM manifest_utopia Which ever one you choose.

7/26/2019 11:38:01 AM prmd21801759 Thank you Divine! It makes Life simpler and happier. 😘😘 IS-BE

7/26/2019 11:39:41 AM vintagesquirrel Because he's anti-Trump

7/26/2019 11:40:32 AM equipment79 It’s hard to even guess anymore 😞 Not saying that Kelly is guilty of anything but people keep saying , both sides of the isle and those who you trust 

the most. I guess we will find out,  huh?

7/26/2019 11:41:51 AM equipment79 Good point

7/26/2019 11:42:44 AM ramonaccampbell Following...

7/26/2019 11:54:06 AM truckerwifelife 😂😂😂 Yeah something like that.

7/26/2019 12:06:43 PM starehope Delete?

7/26/2019 12:10:10 PM t2hiers I hope she is not involved in the evil!

7/26/2019 12:10:39 PM t2hiers Good!

7/26/2019 12:14:48 PM zack_stone One of many

7/26/2019 12:18:53 PM nocommunistusa On Ancient Aliens I believe they said it’s artificial

7/26/2019 12:49:25 PM jaspony1 #SaveTheChildren

#SaveOurChildren

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 12:49:37 PM jaspony1 #SaveTheChildren

#SaveOurChildren

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 12:50:27 PM cstarr888 The art design just came into my mind immediatley when the drawing was requested so I drew a simplified version of ISBE. Thanks you guys. I'm so 

glad it is helpful!😊

🙏💖

7/26/2019 12:52:08 PM cstarr888 I've always felt this golden light being trying to lift out of my body, not understanding why I can't just float up and fly, so the ISBE concept makes sense 

to me.🙏💖

7/26/2019 12:53:09 PM roublisa It is a classic...truely needs to be in print...you’d sell millions...it will be needed to help the others not yet awake.

7/26/2019 12:54:24 PM roublisa You should sign your signature claim your creation

7/26/2019 12:54:53 PM cstarr888 Ah, thank you! I will look into that idea. What a great encouragement to keep making more art. Much needed.😊

🙏💖

7/26/2019 12:55:52 PM roublisa You deserve complete credit....visual arts are so vital for our ISBE s

7/26/2019 12:56:17 PM mongrelglory Oh thanks Divine!  I hope you don't mind that I saved it to my computer after you posted it, but I thought it was so sweet!  Then I kept asking different 

people because I couldn't remember who had posted it!  🥰

7/26/2019 12:56:35 PM kathy_owrey I read Walt Disney the founder was a pedophile research it yourself..

7/26/2019 12:59:37 PM mongrelglory Ack!  I just realized that you had signed your picture "Divine Fractal". 😆

    I was taking it literally as a description of how an IS-BE works and didn't connect it with your name!  Duh! 😜

7/26/2019 1:00:36 PM ragevirusqq the reality we are not currently privy to?

7/26/2019 1:02:15 PM mongrelglory I just realized she had signed it!  But I thought the words "Divine Fractal" was referring to the process of how an IS-BE is created. 😝

7/26/2019 1:03:09 PM realityloominng I'm thinking they don't want to mess those up investigations into them, by revealing to much too early with Epstein - so that they can run and hide and 

do counter-intel? But what do i know

7/26/2019 1:04:49 PM lbf777 Haha. The Gov uses these excuses to prevent crimes from being known by the public. They must know we know but they probably don’t care.

7/26/2019 1:10:07 PM mongrelglory It's like Ikea furniture...half the time the instructions aren't clear and you just have to figure out how to put it together yourself. 😜

7/26/2019 1:13:09 PM n7guardiananon Man I hope so...I had the easiest time putting that stuff together. pic.twitter.com/gGKT6wunI8

7/26/2019 1:15:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iathwwlfV9c …

7/26/2019 1:15:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iathwwlfV9c …

7/26/2019 1:20:06 PM mongrelglory Unlimited possibilities, unlimited potentials, all occurring simultaneously.  We choose which one we want to experience from moment to moment.  It's 

very trippy!  🤪

7/26/2019 1:22:39 PM mongrelglory I just ask myself the question..."If I were an entertainment unit, how would I want to be put together?"  😁

7/26/2019 1:24:16 PM maryschade14 Very nice

7/26/2019 1:25:17 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/3tIiRBhl71

7/26/2019 1:35:06 PM n7guardiananon Water pic.twitter.com/sqSxflEkZy

7/26/2019 1:40:10 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:40:44 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:41:16 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:42:59 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:45:18 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:48:27 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 1:50:33 PM hilliardlex ✍🏽

7/26/2019 2:07:27 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WeekendCrewNSA @NSA_QIL2 @NSAGov @FBI @zagnet @nea_storm 

👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀

7/26/2019 2:09:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ghislaine Maxwell: Who Is Jeffrey Epstein’s Longtime Partner? – Rolling Stone 

#UnsealEpstein https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/ghislaine-maxwell-jeffrey-epstein-arrest-856874/ …

7/26/2019 2:09:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tarantino Billboards Hijacked in L.A. to Slam Epstein, Polanski and "Pedowood" | Hollywood Reporter

#UnsealEpstein https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/tarantino-billboards-hijacked-la-slam-epstein-polanski-pedowood-1227227 …

7/26/2019 2:10:03 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/SuhMzFDYdW

7/26/2019 2:10:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 UN warns Britain over child voodoo rituals, pedophile sex tourists — RT UK News

#UnsealEpstein https://www.rt.com/uk/167376-child-voodoo-rituals-pedophile/ …



7/26/2019 2:10:38 PM aprilbrown99 #Unseal #UnsealEpstein #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #UnsealTheIndictments #Unseal

7/26/2019 2:10:48 PM lord_bawbag From 2002..... https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/jun/02/ukcrime.paulharris …

7/26/2019 2:11:11 PM wise_truther The movie of all movies, coming to a town near you soon, going to be a box office smash

7/26/2019 2:11:23 PM blsdbe May the Dominos fall-D5 style!!! #DoItMJ!!! #DoItQ!!! #NowComesThePain!!!

7/26/2019 2:12:52 PM roublisa Yeesssss.  IKEA ...I one of my loves.....training for the higher realms right 😆😆😆

7/26/2019 2:14:17 PM roublisa Just made sense right?  Starseed training lol....I love the simplistic design and logical purpose of IKEA

7/26/2019 2:15:57 PM roublisa I aspired to have a dream job in the as is section...seriously...I had redone my whole house especially with the as is section.

7/26/2019 2:17:13 PM lord_bawbag  https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2002/jun/02/ukcrime.paulharris …

7/26/2019 2:18:29 PM anneolsen43 Religion is within

7/26/2019 2:18:58 PM di2cu UN is part of it!

7/26/2019 2:19:08 PM jrocktigers Nun-Chuck is 🔥🔥🔥

7/26/2019 2:19:33 PM roublisa Omg ...your right 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/pvzqrooPXS

7/26/2019 2:20:09 PM renee86743676 GOOD ONE I LOVE IT

7/26/2019 2:21:00 PM jaspony1 #SaveTheChildren

#SaveOurChildren

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 2:21:13 PM balimalysh If I'm not mistaken, Tarantino was also a guest on Lolita Island. pic.twitter.com/LeZD7c4aoi

7/26/2019 2:22:15 PM covertress Tweet #9330

9, Source, protects the children, 3s

The power of 3 6 9 is Real

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 2:23:10 PM jaspony1 #SaveTheChildren

#SaveOurChildren

#UnsealEpstein

7/26/2019 2:24:23 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/75vnZstOqB

7/26/2019 2:26:34 PM allahuniversal Reminds me of a recent conversation pic.twitter.com/lDU9bE2Cn8

7/26/2019 2:32:45 PM 4on6 Get out in front of it. 

Control the narrative.

Distance yourself (projection).

Yawn.....

Like a #FalseFlag (next week? [DECLAS]), we're not buying it.

We are awake now. #TheGreatAwakening
7/26/2019 2:33:12 PM lightofdawn_e  https://washex.am/2JSZtNr .  Some flight log info

7/26/2019 2:34:35 PM mzee636 I guess that the UN doesn’t like competition!

7/26/2019 2:39:14 PM keith369me Awesome anon work...no turning back...shine the 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡 💡

7/26/2019 2:41:12 PM nea_storm All of them are Diamonds: Perceived ReFlections of One's Self operating in the Multiverse  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwbEuzJCnqI … 

pic.twitter.com/6L6lG4hZZI

7/26/2019 2:43:35 PM charity_burkett So when Feinstein's husband gets millions for government contracts they didn't know?? Our government is just as responsible

7/26/2019 2:47:40 PM proudidealist This is from 2014. Were they warning or announcing? Preventing or peddling. This is a 2017 followup: 

https://www.apnews.com/e6ebc331460345c5abd4f57d77f535c1 …

7/26/2019 2:51:08 PM theanimalbigt ...so sad, this just continues to get bigger and bigger - such depravity pic.twitter.com/t5USLzhzea

7/26/2019 2:53:10 PM 1kehoe Sabo strikes!

7/26/2019 2:54:32 PM nun_chucknorris Me, last night, thinking I was sharing it with a couple friends. 😂 Glad people are into it though. pic.twitter.com/POVORDCzic

7/26/2019 2:58:16 PM vicster1234 Yes yes yes, ban all Democrats from entering the UK

7/26/2019 2:59:06 PM whatsthebuzz_1 Announcing..

7/26/2019 3:01:46 PM deplorableholic I’m reminded about in Haiti Clinton’s friend got caught with 30 or so kids trying to smuggle them out of the country. The woman got rescued by Clinton 

and now is head of missing children’s network here in u.s. what were they going to do to those children?

7/26/2019 3:09:47 PM laurabusse I don't know whether to laugh or cry

7/26/2019 3:14:49 PM deitriechk Im not really sure the UN warned them. Lol

7/26/2019 3:23:22 PM havefaith_maga We have been watching shows filmed in the UK. Doc Martin, Midsomer Murders, that kind of thing. They're beautifully done, a pleasure to watch. 

Shows made on the east coast turned to garbage a long time ago.

7/26/2019 3:23:53 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WeekendCrewNSA @NSA_QIL2 @nea_storm @Keith72256137 @covertress @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC

7/26/2019 3:24:23 PM havefaith_maga Look into the UK and NZ film industry. I've been pleasantly surprised, so much can be watched with the family without fear of being shown 

leftist/pedophile garbage.

7/26/2019 3:30:39 PM snarkishdanno @Jim_Jordan @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CowgirlCas22 @tedcruz     

If you haven’t been following this, I really think this needs to be dug into by the proper authorities. Thank you 

https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1154836111862063104 …

7/26/2019 3:49:49 PM williamkirkby Bill was going to have his way with them

7/26/2019 3:55:13 PM justinf75983016 It’s very quiet on this just like Fisa and JFK.

7/26/2019 3:56:32 PM liquidlaugh I would like to donate to Sabo for speaking out on Hollywood's Pedos and rapists and hypocrisy

7/26/2019 4:06:56 PM nun_chucknorris  https://docdro.id/wSpR7Dz  This is one of the google books pointed to in reference to Q’s trip/id. Talks about how the Appalachian Mts used to run 

down thru BVI. I think the caves and tunnels below were actually created long ago in the mts before that whole section of the range sank

7/26/2019 4:49:29 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, was this an intentional move by Potus or was this just an unfortunate outcome?  

https://twitter.com/ABCPolitics/status/1154746191080579072 …

7/26/2019 4:51:58 PM podobensky Kidnapping for Rituals

           Cult-Napping

#PedoGateNews

#Qpatriots

 http://truehiphopspot.blogspot.com/2010/09/cult-napping-truth-about-satanic.html … pic.twitter.com/0NEnGDWmBf

7/26/2019 5:12:12 PM kindeandtrue Fascinating that this is exposed 1 day after Boris is elected! Talk about the power of 3, 6, 9: Boris was elected with 66% of the vote, with 33% opposed. 

The day he was elected was 99 days from Oct 31, Brexit Day, when Britain is supposed to leave the EU. https://www.christiantoday.com/article/boris-

johnson-announced-as-britains-new-prime-minister/132888.htm …

7/26/2019 5:12:55 PM kindeandtrue  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaIF_17RaS0 …

7/26/2019 5:15:51 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥



7/26/2019 5:16:04 PM 313looper It’sAboutTheTimeTo👇🏻

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein💥

7/26/2019 5:17:29 PM roger35742354 They use the term "people traffickers" and not "child traffickers"!

Funny how they still try to hide the truth!

7/26/2019 5:45:23 PM sergii_ii 🇮🇱 = Balfour 1948 roths+🇬🇧 

NASA = old guard 🇩🇪

MJ12 = 🇺🇸

+ or - ¿?

Question also is

? = 🇨🇳

? = 🇷🇺
7/26/2019 5:46:32 PM matchnumbers67 She also trained as a pilot at the same air field and period as Mohammed Atta, who flew into the north tower. Considering his SA identification and 

alleged Govt tail numbers, it may not be a coinkidink

7/26/2019 6:16:58 PM roublisa Beautiful💗💗💗

7/26/2019 6:22:24 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/D97gP-1zyqQ 

7/26/2019 6:25:54 PM roublisa Very cool...thank you💗💗💗

7/26/2019 6:28:26 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/07SjDdUUUE

7/26/2019 6:41:43 PM aintgets  pic.twitter.com/GORawpodxi

7/26/2019 6:48:44 PM matt_dodaro #EnjoytheShow

7/26/2019 6:49:56 PM allahuniversal #FutureProvesPast #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/PRODIGYMOBBDEEP/status/480169035175571457?s=19 …

7/26/2019 7:07:47 PM americanpetal Sick

7/26/2019 7:16:06 PM burgersandra No answers.

7/26/2019 7:22:44 PM burgersandra Consider this: https://twitter.com/EmeraldLawofOne/status/1154873138108411904 …

7/26/2019 7:23:43 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You guys wouldn't have anything to do with this little 'miracle' now would you?  😏

 https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1154840606730051584 …

7/26/2019 7:25:29 PM americanpetal Thanks! Taking some grief. I’m not not up with red pill or love & light lingo. Not always looking for the timestamps or up on the latest q drop. Never a 

leader nor ever a follower. Even got grief for using NOT 🙄 But, #UnsealEpstein 👍 I’m on it!🇺🇸🕊

7/26/2019 7:32:01 PM richard07759712 What will Boris Think!!!??

What will Boris Do?

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

7/26/2019 7:54:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Judge signs protective order over materials feds to turn over to jailed financier Jeffrey Epstein - ABC News

#UnsealEpstein https://abcnews.go.com/US/judge-signs-protective-order-materials-feds-turn-jailed/story?id=64594808 …

7/26/2019 7:55:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Snake-like UFOs across US 'could be military craft used by Space Force' - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/794120/Snake-UFOs-

across-US-military-craft-Space-Force-alien-news-video …

7/26/2019 7:56:03 PM christian144han 🙄 pic.twitter.com/iBHQHZ5D6b

7/26/2019 7:56:23 PM hifiman45 Naughty beaver has videos of these. It's weird!

7/26/2019 7:56:34 PM qanongroup Correction ... IT IS

7/26/2019 7:56:36 PM magic_jake2012 But just know this whatever it is it came from inside the Dome. You cannot get past what science cause the Van Allen radiation belt and what God calls 

the firmament. We live in a closed system. Remember NASA screws with your mind all the time.

7/26/2019 7:57:44 PM magic_jake2012 Why in the world would they turn it over to his lawyers. That State's evidence of should be kept so that nobody can see it until his trial. Isn't that odd. 

Why would they give it to an attorney. Can't trust those demons

7/26/2019 7:59:35 PM aintgets Screw him dude

7/26/2019 8:02:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/JimCarrey/status/1154884772017033216 …

7/26/2019 8:03:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1154830025264369666 …

7/26/2019 8:03:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1154530517858959360 …

7/26/2019 8:04:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Is your ‘art’ a way to express guilt for what you know or do? @JimCarrey

7/26/2019 8:04:43 PM rebornkingent Clinton lying? Abit something sex related? Say it ain’t so.

7/26/2019 8:04:45 PM lbf777 Is this the real Jim Carrey or his clone? Did they kill him for humiliating the Illuminati twice on TV? 🤔

7/26/2019 8:04:56 PM magic_jake2012 Jim Carrey, it's clear that you've been MK Ultra all you have to do is look at your performances you can see how crazy where do you get sometimes. 

Take Christ as your savior clean out Satan and get yourself free. pic.twitter.com/PzC0wJK5No

7/26/2019 8:05:00 PM rebornkingent Here’s my shocked face. 🙄🤣🤪

7/26/2019 8:05:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein’s Foundation Had Access to 40 Stock Offerings Underwritten by Morgan Stanley - Barron's

#UnsealEpstein https://www.barrons.com/articles/jeffrey-epsteins-foundation-offerings-underwritten-morgan-stanley-51564147069 …

7/26/2019 8:05:56 PM realeyethespy Strange eye color

7/26/2019 8:05:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein Used Victoria’s Secret Billionaire for Access to Women – Variety

#UnsealEpstein https://variety.com/2019/biz/news/jeffrey-epstein-leslie-wexner-victorias-secret-sexual-assault-1203280771/ …

7/26/2019 8:06:30 PM speaakn Anons knew

7/26/2019 8:06:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein Was Found in His Jail Cell with Neck Injuries, and No One Knows What Happened – VICE News

#UnsealEpstein

Anons know...

#ClintonBodyCount https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/gy44ew/jeffrey-epstein-was-found-semi-conscious-in-his-jail-cell-and-no-one-knows-what-

happened …

7/26/2019 8:06:47 PM joni_apple_seed #UNSEALELCHAPO

7/26/2019 8:06:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein’s connection to Les Wexner under close scrutiny | NBC4 WCMH-TV

#UnsealEpstein https://www.nbc4i.com/news/local-news/epsteins-connection-to-les-wexner-under-close-scrutiny/ …

7/26/2019 8:07:06 PM magic_jake2012 I just wish that he was in gitmo prison right now where we have people that will protect him and keep him alive until his trial. He is a Sitting Duck in 

prison.& next to El Chapo come on you 'al He may not make it to trial could we need him alive the children need him to testify

7/26/2019 8:07:07 PM my2sonznme Or do they🤔

7/26/2019 8:07:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein case underscores the vulnerability of exploited girls | The Seattle Times

#UnsealEpstein https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/epstein-case-underscores-the-vulnerability-of-exploited-girls/ …

7/26/2019 8:07:40 PM taylor7_r Does he have alters?

7/26/2019 8:07:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein Judge Takes Aim at Any Leaks in Child Sex-Traffic Case - Bloomberg

#UnsealEpstein https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-26/epstein-judge-takes-aim-at-any-leaks-in-child-sex-traffic-case …

7/26/2019 8:07:47 PM norcaljoe707  pic.twitter.com/UvITScJ45P



7/26/2019 8:08:10 PM aetherwalker1 FYI anons:  Disney owns Vice news.

7/26/2019 8:08:15 PM realeyethespy DART

7/26/2019 8:08:23 PM virtualknowled1  pic.twitter.com/JGVtPWW0a3

7/26/2019 8:08:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Report: Jeffrey Epstein visited White House under Bill Clinton - Business Insider

#UnsealEpstein https://www.businessinsider.com/report-jeffrey-epstein-visited-white-house-under-bill-clinton-2019-7 …

7/26/2019 8:08:52 PM seywerd137 Well if Vice says so.....

7/26/2019 8:09:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein victims ask judge to clear way for new federal charges in Florida

#UnsealEpstein https://www.wptv.com/news/local-news/investigations/jeffrey-epstein-victims-ask-judge-to-clear-way-for-new-federal-charges-in-

florida …

7/26/2019 8:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein visited the Clinton White House in the 1990s: Report

#UnsealEpstein https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/epstein-visited-the-clinton-white-house-in-the-1990s-report …

7/26/2019 8:09:46 PM teamsterr07 Victoria apparently has lots of secrets

7/26/2019 8:09:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Talented Mr Epstein | Talking Points Memo

#UnsealEpstein https://talkingpointsmemo.com/edblog/the-talented-mr-epstein …

7/26/2019 8:09:55 PM sparkleloung Lincoln Bedroom Gate

7/26/2019 8:10:04 PM lbf777 Thank you for all your good work MJ12. You all have really helped us and we appreciate it.

7/26/2019 8:10:26 PM magic_jake2012 Yeah you guys remember or maybe not when Martha Stewart was put in prison for having stock ahead of it's opening. These men do it all the time. 

Makes me wonder what Martha Stewart wouldn't do for them. They used her as an example to all powerful women. Like Oprah. She complied

7/26/2019 8:10:31 PM lanielou5 Snakes represent The Good Guys! 

Could be members of The Enki Bloodline, 

keeping watch over God's People!

#QAnon @POTUS #BLEXIT pic.twitter.com/3HPlTCDwHn

7/26/2019 8:10:31 PM norwegianon Wow. That reminds me, last night I had a strange dream about Midgårdsormen... pic.twitter.com/Y0xwaB6iQq

7/26/2019 8:10:58 PM lbf777 Fabulous. pic.twitter.com/Edbzji3Poy

7/26/2019 8:11:14 PM magic_jake2012 Florida is so corrupt I hate to see any Court operations going on in Florida. I wish he was taken to gitmo. We need a real Court when it believes in 

Justice and law

7/26/2019 8:11:27 PM them0re_y0ukn0w #fakenews Epstein is just a smokescreen. This week its covering the Mueller report, next week its covering the

7/26/2019 8:11:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Next Chapter of the Epstein Story | 89.3 KPCC

#UnsealEpstein https://www.scpr.org/programs/the-daily/2019/07/26/72356/ …

7/26/2019 8:11:47 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/xFvurRsfgE

7/26/2019 8:11:51 PM mongrelglory They've had so much money from oil, yet they've done little to improve the life of the average citizen, or secure the country's future when the oil is 

gone.  Instead they build these "showy" playgrounds.  Never give emotional teenagers a billion dollar allowance! 😒

7/26/2019 8:11:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Deutsche Bank flagged Jeffrey Epstein's transactions, reports say | Fox Business

#UnsealEpstein https://www.foxbusiness.com/financials/deutsche-bank-jeffrey-epstein-transactions …

7/26/2019 8:12:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 A new look at Jeffrey Epstein's private island

#UnsealEpstein https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/new-look-jeffrey-epstein-s-private-island-n1034206 …

7/26/2019 8:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 ‘Once Upon a Time in Pedowood’: Tarantino Billboards Defaced With Epstein, Polanski Photos

#UnsealEpstein https://www.thedailybeast.com/tarantinos-once-upon-a-time-in-hollywood-billboards-defaced-with-epstein-polanski-photos …

7/26/2019 8:12:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 WSJ: Epstein Fortune Built From Very Few Wealthy Clients

#UnsealEpstein https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/jeffrey-epstein-sexual-assault-sex-trafficking-underage-girls/2019/07/25/id/925971/ …

7/26/2019 8:12:43 PM my2sonznme How I wish this to be true!

7/26/2019 8:12:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein's business relationship with Victoria's Secret owner Leslie Wexner was far deeper than the CEO let on, New York Times reports -  

http://KRTV.com 

#UnsealEpstein https://krtv.com/cnn-business-consumer/2019/07/26/jeffrey-epsteins-business-relationship-with-victorias-secret-owner-leslie-wexner-

was-far-deeper-than-the-ceo-led-on-new-york-times-reports/ …

7/26/2019 8:13:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 ‘Surviving Jeffrey Epstein’ docu-series underway at Lifetime - New York Daily News

#UnsealEpstein https://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment/tv/ny-lifetime-network-surviving-jeffrey-epstein-docuseries-development-20190723-

bygzuxg465elze5xuhcjnq2b6a-story.html …

7/26/2019 8:13:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein, locked away: What his recent injuries tell us about how jails and prisons treat sex offenders - New York Daily News

#UnsealEpstein https://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/ny-oped-jeffrey-epstein-locked-away-20190726-ntxlmq23wnfv7pfcqj6yo36ona-story.html …

7/26/2019 8:14:03 PM wearethenews1 #PainIsComing

7/26/2019 8:14:15 PM luluspeers1 The more we know.  The more horrifying this story becomes bec no one and l mean no one (shut up AJ you smug POS shill) exposed this until our 

election of our dearly beloved POTUS.  God bless President Trump and all the Anons fighting for justice

7/26/2019 8:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein Donated To His Lawyer’s Kids’ School – The Forward

#UnsealEpstein https://forward.com/news/national/428403/jeffrey-epstein-plea-deal-jay-lefkowitz-ramaz/ …

7/26/2019 8:14:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jes Staley’s Ties to Jeffrey Epstein Are Latest Headache at Barclays

#UnsealEpstein https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-25/jes-staley-s-ties-to-epstein-are-latest-headache-at-barclays …

7/26/2019 8:14:49 PM luluspeers1 And there you go!

7/26/2019 8:15:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein case: The 'open secret' at Royal Palm High - News - The Palm Beach Post - West Palm Beach, FL

#UnsealEpstein https://www.palmbeachpost.com/news/20190726/jeffrey-epstein-case-open-secret-at-royal-palm-high …

7/26/2019 8:15:02 PM nea_storm Disclosure Acceleration Time Line! Oooo (Te Hee) someone(s) nervous! pic.twitter.com/H2IDlaubE5

7/26/2019 8:15:17 PM kikiwahtara Not sure how true but possible. pic.twitter.com/8l7zPOzHzP

7/26/2019 8:15:44 PM 1chericane I used to work for Victoria’s Secret and it was the most pro-female company I ever worked for, hands down. Super disappointed Les!😠😡🤬!!

7/26/2019 8:15:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Palm Beach sheriff is probing Jeffrey Epstein’s cushy jail stay

#UnsealEpstein https://nypost.com/2019/07/25/palm-beach-sheriff-is-probing-jeffrey-epsteins-cushy-jail-stay/ …

7/26/2019 8:15:50 PM jvan125 My God. You could tweet stories like this every 10 seconds for a month and probably only make a dent. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/26/2019 8:16:06 PM luluspeers1 Is this Kurdistan Central dot com?

7/26/2019 8:16:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Apollo Rushes to Distance Itself From Black's Epstein Ties - Bloomberg

#UnsealEpstein https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-26/apollo-scrambles-to-distance-itself-from-black-s-ties-to-epstein …

7/26/2019 8:17:07 PM befairtotrump So the liberals and media were all hiding a criminal

7/26/2019 8:17:16 PM firemanjohn629 👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/NDJHvRoAqW

7/26/2019 8:18:05 PM wearethenews1 Explain to me how the hell they don’t have his cell video monitored 24/7 ? How could him in the fetal position with neck injuries even be a possibility? 

#callingbullshit @DJLOK #WWG1WGA #QAnon

7/26/2019 8:18:22 PM mongrelglory CDAN had a blind saying that the FBI conducted a long interview with BC last Friday.  😎



7/26/2019 8:19:00 PM frau_lein55 BC was GHB protege and procurement for sick taste by the elite has been going on for a long time. Ref: the Franklin CoverupScandal, WH prostitution 

scandal with VP Bush, 1989.People died over this.

7/26/2019 8:19:02 PM sabina06706427 You are on 🔥 tonight

7/26/2019 8:19:25 PM luluspeers1 Too late! BOOM!

7/26/2019 8:20:06 PM rhianonmat The most important prisoner in the US right now and the most at risk... yet he wasn't on camera and there was no one watching him.... Yeah.  That 

sounds legit

7/26/2019 8:23:22 PM donf2528 Who is the mayor of New York???🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔

7/26/2019 8:25:27 PM srcpt2 I hope he wasn't sending his chics over there to recruit

7/26/2019 8:28:19 PM ladysam63 I was a Corrections Officer. Inmates do not like child molesters for sure.

7/26/2019 8:29:15 PM j_wingfield10 THEY ARE WITCHES!!!!!!!

7/26/2019 8:34:35 PM roger35742354 Didn't know his cell had a doorknob! 

And how the hell did he get a red rope in there.... hmmmmm🤔

Let him testify first, then don't care after that!

7/26/2019 8:38:33 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 He was raped!

7/26/2019 8:39:52 PM hello_mab Wowzer! Thank you for the info!

7/26/2019 8:42:07 PM v_rags Here are some major players in the freeing of humanity. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @NSA_QIL2 , @nea_storm, @realDonaldTrump just to start with! They 

have helped me so much!

7/26/2019 8:42:37 PM bengyclayton He was cornholed by his murderous cop roommate Ben Dover

7/26/2019 8:42:45 PM ryanmcnulty14 Power outage placed in with corrupt ex Cop... lights on found in fetal position? Mysterious phone found? Nothing to see here...

7/26/2019 8:43:40 PM andersons_evan Discovery is a basic function of court proceedings in most cases.

7/26/2019 8:43:53 PM wearethenews1 Appreciate it!! #WWG1WGA cheers!

7/26/2019 8:44:37 PM karensc38678909 The sheriff that covered it up?

7/26/2019 8:46:53 PM karensc38678909 Hope it's not a Bernie Maddof situation.

7/26/2019 8:55:26 PM luluspeers1 They're trying to make Trump a rapist too?  Wtf?

7/26/2019 9:00:39 PM luluspeers1 Glad you exposed this clown

7/26/2019 9:01:58 PM evakayfavia just read a tweet that some hardcore inmates who don't tolerate pedos were left alone w Epstein.  sometimes the authorities close their eyes if it's 

somehow just.  I cant say its true.  but this guy said in detail what they did to Epstein.  it did explain the marks on his body.

7/26/2019 9:02:03 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there more to this story?   https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1154840606730051584?s=20 …

7/26/2019 9:04:10 PM lanielou5 Pray that SDNY uses this case to redeem themselves 

from being Partisan Hacks to Professional Prosecutors!

#QAnon @POTUS #WalkAway #BLEXIT

7/26/2019 9:07:52 PM aetherwalker1 We haven't needed petroleum for fuel since at least WWII.

The Germans ran mostly on synthetic fuel, made with Gas-to-Liquid technology, for the latter part of the war.

NG, Synthetic ethonol, etc all could have been used.

7/26/2019 9:09:10 PM v_rags Welcome! #WWG1WGA

7/26/2019 9:10:01 PM aetherwalker1 Not to mention the 'free energy tech'.

Majestic & 'the powers that be' are culpable for allowing petroleum to be our energy source.

7/26/2019 9:12:36 PM evakayfavia u should prolly do some more research.  start w x22, praying medic, then all the Q drops.

7/26/2019 9:14:04 PM karma4event201 #ClintonBodyCount

#CFCrimesAgainstChildren

#WhereAreTheChildren

7/26/2019 9:16:48 PM karma4event201 All Epstein's videos pictures electronic devices were all taken on police raid

7/26/2019 9:25:42 PM karma4event201 Good question

7/26/2019 9:32:51 PM tlcl1964 Maybe he can't tell what it was

7/26/2019 9:39:18 PM k12lioness Would not surprise me .

7/26/2019 9:40:28 PM allahuniversal Elysium Management

Now where have I seen that word Elysium before!?! pic.twitter.com/wlSvDdWieZ

7/26/2019 9:45:02 PM drunkchefjeff Courtesy of #GreatAwakening 🤣😂🤣

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@M2Madness

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@SayWhenLA

@C_3C_3

@Cordicon

@Jordan_Sather_

@mitchellvii

#SethRich

#UnsealEpstein

#WalkAwayFromDemocrats

#MAGA2020

#KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/dlM3KNIqfJ
7/26/2019 9:48:38 PM shepbales what is SRA?

7/26/2019 9:59:11 PM enomai_ Sounds like they are trying to stop the pain. Unless few means over 1000

7/26/2019 10:32:35 PM drumsk8 Thank you! Nicely compiled.

7/26/2019 10:34:31 PM drumsticklives #spaceworm

7/26/2019 10:37:38 PM believe_coach There is a movie/documentary called “Open Secret” correct?

7/26/2019 10:41:26 PM believe_coach Epstein is a sick Satanist!

7/26/2019 10:47:06 PM notunderdog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why is DIA logo upside down?

7/26/2019 10:59:21 PM mongrelglory They 187'd Tesla because he wanted to give the world free energy.  Then they stole his research and locked it away from the public.

7/26/2019 11:02:36 PM mongrelglory I have met so many Hasidic Jews who are into Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd!

7/26/2019 11:13:09 PM mongrelglory Certainly the "Kingdom of Heaven is Within"...someone very wise said that once. 😑

7/26/2019 11:14:44 PM zaraawakened This is great, thank you! Perfect timing, as I was planning to try to finally go through the whole MJ12 Twitter archive this weekend.

7/26/2019 11:17:31 PM mongrelglory Un-fluoridated...

7/26/2019 11:21:56 PM fanmatisse Take a look at my dig. They're all connected. https://twitter.com/FanMatisse/status/1150754455001821184?s=20 …

7/26/2019 11:30:10 PM scorpiopatriot NO COINCIDENCES ... JUST CAME ACROSS THIS POST AS I WATCHED THE MOVIE UFO THAT JUST CAME OUT 😎.. REMEMBER ALL R PHONE ISSUES 

LAST YEAR .. WATCH THAT MOVIE 😏..#WWG1WGA



7/26/2019 11:34:39 PM mongrelglory Uhm... I don't watch American news, but isn't that Matt Lauer reporting the story?  If so, might that not be somewhat ironic?

7/26/2019 11:49:22 PM cstarr888 😆😂🤣😊🙏💖

7/27/2019 12:05:55 AM jonessense God, his clone is the worst artist 🤦♀️ I miss the real jim

7/27/2019 12:08:22 AM blasto33 He got a bounty on his head. pic.twitter.com/Mr8VVDRFSK

7/27/2019 12:18:14 AM mongrelglory Epstein's "ventures" were funded by insider trading and a complicit banking industry.  I'm looking at you Morgan Stanley and Deutsche bank!  👀

7/27/2019 12:19:34 AM mongrelglory More like Victoria's Secret was created as a cover for high-class prostitution and honey traps!

7/27/2019 12:20:45 AM mongrelglory This crossed my mind...

7/27/2019 12:24:29 AM mongrelglory I wonder if we'll see the "pussy-brigade" marching and protesting en masse to demand answers? 🙄

7/27/2019 12:26:27 AM mongrelglory Everyone in his little black book...

7/27/2019 12:27:25 AM mongrelglory Probably supplied girls for Hillary...😒

7/27/2019 12:29:59 AM mongrelglory It would be so nice to see the Franklin scandal re-opened, re-investigated, and exposed to the public! Those poor victims have not had their justice! 😠

7/27/2019 12:32:46 AM mongrelglory No doubt Wexner was blackmailed, but he was hardly the only one funding Epstein's "activities"!

7/27/2019 12:36:56 AM mongrelglory Deutsche Bank is the no. 1 money laundering bank in the whole world!  (Which is saying a lot considering all the other money-laundering banks!)  This 

article is an attempt at damage control.

  MJ-12, will DB be exposed for the cess-pool that it really is?

7/27/2019 12:41:58 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, will the underground "facilities" on the island be made known to the public soon?  (Other than just us QAnon followers?)  This news coverage 

seems ridiculously superficial for those of us who know what was really happening there!

7/27/2019 12:44:04 AM mongrelglory Tarantino probably is too... like most of them.

It wouldn't surprise me if Polanski knew what they were planning to do to his wife (Sharon) and un-born baby!  😠

7/27/2019 12:45:24 AM mongrelglory Like Aristotle Onassis, Epstein's fortune was likely built on human trafficking. 😒

7/27/2019 12:47:13 AM cchef1980 Gotta make it non confrontational and co-create with them.... make them think it is THEIR idea. How about... #IBelieveEpsteinAccusers or 

#EpsteinGrabbedMine

7/27/2019 12:51:10 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/p1oGgJVEYs

7/27/2019 12:54:36 AM carmindabrendel Interesting

7/27/2019 12:54:42 AM carmindabrendel  https://amp.theguardian.com/business/2019/jul/24/deutsche-bank-posts-worst-quarterly-loss-in-four-years …

7/27/2019 12:55:19 AM carmindabrendel  https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/jul/08/what-went-wrong-at-deutsche-bank …

7/27/2019 1:03:05 AM pauliepg11111 The biggest bomb drop for me is the connection with the Disney cruise liners and the island...

7/27/2019 1:05:39 AM whitespir1t Oh interesting. Wonder if Kutcher knows anything.

7/27/2019 1:11:50 AM adsvel Maybe he would choose arts than to be an actor in the Pedowood. But does it would change his instincts? Or money is that YOD who pushes their 

instincts to become who their are?

7/27/2019 1:14:01 AM linnyt7 #UnsealEpstein  seize his assets!

7/27/2019 1:17:17 AM hempful_ They 187’d him because of this. He was too awake. #RIPProdigy

7/27/2019 1:18:28 AM anewtrackrecord Excellent idea

7/27/2019 1:18:50 AM mongrelglory A $22 million home in Vail, Colorado was added to his portfolio back in 1997.

It was transferred to him back in 1998 by Libet Johnson, the late heiress to the Johnson & Johnson fortune, who passed away in 2017. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7229803/Jeffrey-Epsteins-150MILLION-real-estate-portfolio-NYC-townhouse-Palm-Beach-estate-

more.html …

7/27/2019 1:20:55 AM mongrelglory Ask yourself, "Why would an heiress to the Johnson & Johnson fortune gift Jeffery Epstein a $22 million home?" 🤨

7/27/2019 1:25:30 AM mongrelglory Disgusting premature attempt at controlling the narrative! 😠

7/27/2019 1:26:55 AM linnyt7 This made me think of Merkle’s tremors. Related?

7/27/2019 1:27:14 AM mongrelglory Which goes to show you how few child molesters end up being inmates, despite them being prevalent in society! 🤨

7/27/2019 1:28:03 AM fanmatisse Why  Kutcher? Has he any connection to Black or Apollo Group?

7/27/2019 1:29:57 AM gravey6 💥

7/27/2019 1:35:44 AM mongrelglory I think the "pussy brigade" takes it's marching orders from Soros-backed NPO's... they're controlled with propaganda.  My sister is one of them.

7/27/2019 1:39:20 AM linnyt7 Someone knows what happened. I’m sure there is cctv surveillance.

7/27/2019 1:40:13 AM mongrelglory If you read the books "Thanks for the Memories" by Brice Taylor and "Transformation Nation" by Cathy O'Brien, you'll never look at Disney the same 

way again. 😖  You can find them for free on-line.

7/27/2019 1:41:12 AM linnyt7 The guilty always point fingers the loudest.

7/27/2019 1:46:07 AM linnyt7 Looked like it was reflecting in water

7/27/2019 1:47:03 AM mongrelglory Well of course Epstein was tied to the City of London!  Also the Vatican and Washington D.C. too!  The financial, religious, and military centres of the 

Deep State!  The Satanic Cabal!

7/27/2019 1:48:26 AM pauliepg11111 Yes have read Cathy O’Brien’s work - frightening!

7/27/2019 1:48:29 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, it might be faster if you just make a list of who wasn't tied to Jeffrey Epstein, rather than who was...just saying...

7/27/2019 1:56:36 AM mongrelglory I'd like to check the bank records of that female principal of the school for large deposits of money.  😒

7/27/2019 1:58:29 AM mongrelglory Talk about closing the barn door after the cow's gotten out! 🙄

7/27/2019 2:01:26 AM mongrelglory Man!  Everyone's busy doing damage control!  Their PR departments must be working overtime. 😏

7/27/2019 2:03:43 AM humansarenodes He was a very spiritual/awakened being.

7/27/2019 2:43:13 AM _g_r_e_g__ The linked video may be where the graphic comes from... 

 https://twitter.com/DilaraEsengil/status/1154101937853423616 … pic.twitter.com/5fA4KXcrVp

7/27/2019 2:54:41 AM carmindabrendel Perhaps ... considering his crimes this should be his incarceration pic.twitter.com/txwyhKQpYy

7/27/2019 2:56:01 AM carmindabrendel A 24/7 around the clock watch pic.twitter.com/2JfHTTpw1h

7/27/2019 3:04:15 AM ryankochweare1 I think there is a lesser known bombshell one and more known disinfo one too..

7/27/2019 3:16:05 AM rigeldoge55 MMS is about ingesting dilute bleach solution. I believe you must be thinking of something else. Something that is not either foolish and ineffective OR 

foolish and harmful.

7/27/2019 3:39:22 AM livy59 That’s not Jeffrey Epstein. He has a generous head of hair...I’ve never seen his scalp before!

7/27/2019 3:46:01 AM olimyracle Maybe this whole #WWG1WGA #QAnon op is just to screw up the last rebels by misleading them.

It is OUR will and decision. #5G is coming to OUR homes, but it's still unclear the true purpose of it.

WE're anyway living historic times. What will come depend on US. Time to STAND UP!

7/27/2019 3:52:10 AM carmindabrendel That’s a reference

7/27/2019 4:08:01 AM dark2light2019 @JimCarrey are you defending known pedophile+human trafficker? Bc it looks that way ur hatred of POTUS is really clouding ur judgement here.

7/27/2019 4:14:00 AM deanshupak Pick up the soap.....

.

7/27/2019 4:16:31 AM cyberaider4 He got his pooper beat up..

7/27/2019 4:59:46 AM ipot1776 Ewwww

7/27/2019 5:30:56 AM melanieanders7 It is said “[they] will not be able to walk the streets” but this guy can’t even hang out in jail. #PainIsComing #UnsealEpstein #QAnon

7/27/2019 6:15:04 AM anneolsen43 So Bradshaw will be investigating himself ...

7/27/2019 6:16:20 AM sandih14887406 Oh my gosh!!!! Wow!!!!



7/27/2019 6:17:20 AM msavoie Nice! Now get back to me when you have a video of a stargate opening and a ship accelerating to light speed through it. pic.twitter.com/9xfLd8b4C8

7/27/2019 6:25:08 AM anneolsen43 NM ranch should be looked at closely

7/27/2019 6:29:04 AM dicristo13 @StormIsUponUs @RedPill78 @X22Report @dnajlion7 @TRUreporting @mitchellvii @Spaceshot76 @IPOT1776 @qanon76 @M2Madness 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DiCristo13/status/1155106936771137536 …

7/27/2019 6:34:49 AM infidelis_101 Checking the guard duty and camera footage might help. Can we see it? 😡

7/27/2019 6:36:44 AM sc0repo Yeah? Prepare to have your mind blown. pic.twitter.com/OcpaCFnOEg

7/27/2019 6:47:50 AM sc0repo Mar a Lago Club is covered with the Parrots pic.twitter.com/ufAmCbkgPk

7/27/2019 6:53:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd Very ironic!

7/27/2019 7:05:57 AM brangusjimmy @SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @EmeraldLawofOne thoughts?

7/27/2019 7:06:13 AM allahuniversal Same thoughts here. Not that video would be available for the public, yet no media mention of it at all. And yeah, the guards are doing a great job 

apparently 😑

7/27/2019 7:22:43 AM kat4truth Do the research and educate yourself in the chemical compounds - it’s not bleach

7/27/2019 7:55:32 AM jrocktigers Thank goodness time is an illusion, because it seems we have known about this for decades.

7/27/2019 7:57:29 AM jrocktigers Please keep him alive.

7/27/2019 8:01:03 AM cstarr888 Funny I was just thinking of the Martha Stewart case yesterday and wondering why they singled her out.🙏💖

7/27/2019 8:05:53 AM 78503002 Yawn

7/27/2019 8:22:01 AM kickthefed 100% true

7/27/2019 8:27:51 AM cchef1980 Zombies are programmable.

7/27/2019 8:29:37 AM enomai_ I want to say, you all are doing an amazing job. Thank you for changing the world.

7/27/2019 8:30:40 AM enomai_ Btw, any word to be said, upon the race of aliens underground that was here b4 us. Have they left the world yet? Or soon?

7/27/2019 8:33:20 AM agoodyear2015 Lifetime is owned by Disney, whose cruiselines made trips to LSJ for snorkelling tours.  This will a carefully, controlled attempt to steer the narrative.

7/27/2019 8:43:59 AM bbobbio71 Not sure the reason why,  but last night in our area the sky was so clear,  i've seen stars i've not seen in a long time.  anyone else notice?

7/27/2019 8:48:55 AM rsm28675996 Oh, yeah they will fry your ass once they find out. Green lights all around. The lowest of the low

7/27/2019 9:05:12 AM djlok Exactly my thoughts as well!!!

7/27/2019 9:05:42 AM djlok Aren't they also working one up on #NXIVM?  Somebody is.

7/27/2019 9:06:04 AM ps3shiloh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = 33/gadreel = st. germain = gaia & all their ilk/NOAHIDE Laws.

Can U say DESTRUCTION FROM ABOVE. *Sept 23, 2017/Rev 12. 

Ps. 110. *Isaiah 14. Ezekiel 28. Ps. 82.

"Come Out Of Her My People" 

           *MALACHI 4:5.

 https://youtu.be/v-wtsjySOcw  pic.twitter.com/M3wzNAMhto
7/27/2019 9:17:28 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 #DarkToLight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/0TOebebWBl

7/27/2019 9:19:13 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/IsAG6Ob1pp

7/27/2019 9:19:17 AM joni_apple_seed It’s not just illegals voting that we should be concerned about but no worries, the DOJ will be investigating GOOGLE. #BOOMerang #UnsealEpstein 

#ThanQ @GregRubini @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-01/google-antitrust-scrutiny-to-fall-to-doj-under-deal-with-ftc … pic.twitter.com/3aPbUWg9Pp

7/27/2019 9:19:32 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/sEgciuQa5j

7/27/2019 9:19:46 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/qm7XKY0RRL

7/27/2019 9:20:03 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/HIEib6HdJx

7/27/2019 9:20:16 AM willjstrobe #UnsealDisney #UnsealPedogate #WWG1WGA #QAnon2019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/LsQVRckHl0

7/27/2019 9:24:53 AM truckerwifelife I wonder if this 'donation' falls under Operation Varsity Blues? 🤔😁

7/27/2019 9:34:04 AM ahani_amora It's A Small World Afterall...

WWG1WGA- Q

7/27/2019 9:34:52 AM raevenraeyne THANK YOU FOR THIS!!! I wanted to archive all of Majestics info and a few others I follow, but wouldn’t have time to learn how to do it and then do it 

until at least October. God Bless You!!!

7/27/2019 9:41:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein spends 23 hours a day in moldy 8ft by 8ft prison cell where inmates wake up with dead rats in their beds 

#UnsealEpstein https://meaww.com/jeffrey-epstein-spends-23-hours-a-day-in-a-black-mold-infested-jail-cell-dead-rats …

7/27/2019 9:41:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 What Jail Is Like for Jeffrey Epstein - WSJ

#UnsealEpstein https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-jail-is-like-for-jeffrey-epstein-11564236837 …

7/27/2019 9:41:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Florida Sheriff Will Investigate Monitoring Of Jeffrey Epstein

#UnsealEpstein https://www.msn.com/en-gb/entertainment/story/florida-sheriff-will-investigate-monitoring-of-jeffrey-epstein/vi-AAEEuey …

7/27/2019 9:42:06 AM fresno72 He still shouldn’t have it this good....

7/27/2019 9:42:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein’s ex-cop cellmate says he saved multimillionaire sex offender from hanging: source - New York Daily News

#UnsealEpstein https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-epstein-life-behind-bars-20190726-ujdvknsmz5a4rbcgzfms6cqti4-story.html …

7/27/2019 9:42:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 How Jeffrey Epstein Made His Money - WSJ

#UnsealEpstein https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-jeffrey-epstein-made-his-money-11564179440 …

7/27/2019 9:42:41 AM pandoraspox1 Toooo good for him

7/27/2019 9:42:51 AM vaporking They should be sure he wakes up daily with rats in his bed.

7/27/2019 9:42:53 AM the_ad1 That’s too good for him

7/27/2019 9:43:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein Jail Guards ‘Laughed’ As He Attempted Suicide

#UnsealEpstein https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2019/07/jeffrey-epstein-jail-guard-laughed-attempted-suicide/ …

7/27/2019 9:43:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein held in "deplorable" jail - Story | WNYW

#UnsealEpstein http://www.fox5ny.com/news/epstein-held-in-deplorable-jail …

7/27/2019 9:44:04 AM petesmom94 And it's still too good for him!!!!

7/27/2019 9:44:13 AM tigerpoppy429 He’s earned much worse

7/27/2019 9:44:40 AM teamsterr07 Prison isn't supposed to be luxurious. I see no problem with this story...if it's even true. 🤔 he's a disgusting  POS, he doesnt deserve luxury or comfort 

anymore. Time to pay the piper!

7/27/2019 9:44:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA 1245ET w/ MJ7 + T3

7/27/2019 9:45:03 AM jswdh1 Oh well! I'm sure his dungeon was deplorable for all his victims too!

7/27/2019 9:45:09 AM jvan125 Is the author of this trying to make us feel guilty? Cuzzzzz I don’t. 🤷🏼♀️

7/27/2019 9:45:26 AM bagnerene It's still too good for him!

7/27/2019 9:45:28 AM vaporking Talk about a change in daily life.  Epstein lived like a king with white gloved man servants. His homes are some of the largest, most opulent structures 

on the planet. https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2003/03/jeffrey-epstein-200303 …

7/27/2019 9:45:28 AM peterclloyd Has a search warrant been served on Epstein’s islands?



7/27/2019 9:45:40 AM trumps_all What’s the Assange/Epstein connection and when do we hear from Assange?

7/27/2019 9:45:43 AM lizzah_83 Have alien craft ever been found during an archaeological dig?

7/27/2019 9:45:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 [They] want you to defend child rapists.

7/27/2019 9:45:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many times.

7/27/2019 9:45:58 AM positively303 Keep hearing about a “Shift” what impact will it have to us on earth?

#WWG1WGA

7/27/2019 9:46:14 AM trumps_all Are there any “dead” folks (not JFK JR) who aren’t, but in witness protection

7/27/2019 9:46:37 AM aintgets Good!!!

7/27/2019 9:46:38 AM trumps_all Do we have folks on Epstein Island

7/27/2019 9:46:45 AM jswdh1 Who files an appeal on bail then tries to commit suicide? Attempt for sympathy to get bail or a failed hit.....

7/27/2019 9:46:50 AM trumps_all Is Branson in the cross hairs.

7/27/2019 9:47:10 AM pattonspotting Is Boris a placeholder for PM Farage?

7/27/2019 9:47:20 AM islandofdelight Will more indictments be unsealed publically before Epstein is is tried? Or has Epstein already been through Military Tribunals?

7/27/2019 9:47:34 AM trumps_all We saw the Midler tie in to Epstein, do we have a Reiner proof yet

7/27/2019 9:48:04 AM islandofdelight Would creating a website to compile all of Epstein’s horrific crimes and latest updates be helpful to anons and other truth seekers?

7/27/2019 9:48:05 AM wwg1wga1776 Aww, that’s too bad. Such an upstanding young rat shouldn’t have to be subjected to sharing a cell with that filthy man...

7/27/2019 9:48:07 AM jswdh1 Oh please! Ugh!

7/27/2019 9:48:12 AM jvan125 Please see prior Q... https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1152737570515816448?s=21 …

7/27/2019 9:48:14 AM wwg1wgaww Held in the DEPLORABLES jail!

7/27/2019 9:48:17 AM anneolsen43 "Dead rats"

7/27/2019 9:48:46 AM pragmatic_texan Has Obama actually been to Gitmo as a prisoner?

7/27/2019 9:48:50 AM bdam777 What cult is Epstein tied to? 

Ancient canaan cult?

7/27/2019 9:48:57 AM fn_fiasco hahaha, now that's funny. 

it want be getting much better for the pos either

7/27/2019 9:49:00 AM jswdh1 I feel bad for the rats!

7/27/2019 9:49:01 AM stoneturnr Was the Haiti earthquake induced by HAARP technology? pic.twitter.com/loLxGfHCPR

7/27/2019 9:49:14 AM vaporking No guilt here.  Just make sure this scumbag stays alive and healthy until all information is extracted and he testifies.

7/27/2019 9:49:24 AM anneolsen43 This is crap

7/27/2019 9:49:43 AM grrroverrrtje Are there any European Elites with a sealed indictment?

7/27/2019 9:49:44 AM richzen2 What’s ones daily life like in 5D? Much diff than in 3D?

7/27/2019 9:49:54 AM realbeckywegner Boo hoo.

7/27/2019 9:50:02 AM stevewo50768315 Is DNA restructuring part of the "Great Awakening"?

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 9:50:14 AM unidentifiedta1 Can the companies and technologies of Peter Thiel be trusted? Is their operation(s) on the side of Majestic?

7/27/2019 9:50:22 AM pragmatic_texan Will the August 7th Emergency Broadcast at 2:20pm be the announcement that the Storm has arrived?

7/27/2019 9:50:23 AM wahiggins3 Is our collective consciousness and focus on Epstein helping accelerate and push the plan forward?

7/27/2019 9:50:27 AM anneolsen43 He used blackmail

7/27/2019 9:50:28 AM islandofdelight Who is shooting the drone videos on Epstein Island? What is hidden in the tunnels? Ancient artifact of some kind??

7/27/2019 9:50:30 AM jswdh1 🤣😅😂

7/27/2019 9:50:39 AM my2sonznme Why don’t you answer all the questions? Some people are new here. Short and sweet works just fine.

7/27/2019 9:50:45 AM richzen2 How to better understand the power of 3 6 9?

7/27/2019 9:51:32 AM speaakn Is Q using equipment that allows him to see future events?

7/27/2019 9:51:38 AM jswdh1 Not just raped...... sacrificed, tortured, sold, eaten, imprisoned  .. not just girls either....

7/27/2019 9:51:45 AM jones9536 I want to know if the truth about Obama and Michael will ever be made public?

7/27/2019 9:51:58 AM craigtrout3 Couldn of happened to a nicer guy.

7/27/2019 9:52:14 AM speaakn Q’s posting a lot about BHO. Does this mean O is currently being investigated?

7/27/2019 9:52:37 AM sparkleloung Loving the headline: Sheriff PROBES Epstein ❤️it

7/27/2019 9:52:46 AM unidentifiedta1 Are Earth's magnetic pole shifts initiated by either population size and/or schumann resonance? Do we have the power to stop the shift?

7/27/2019 9:53:00 AM lackspatience Isn’t this what 8chan is essentially doing? It seems the anons are doing the leg work and compiling the data into 8chan to be absorbed vetted and 

correlated. Just my thought

7/27/2019 9:53:03 AM cryptomeup Why is it always grey, wet and miserable in the UK? Summers used to be summers up until after the Millenium.

7/27/2019 9:53:05 AM connie2441 Can you explain the need for the reinstatement of the death penalty? Are sone so disconnected from their IS that they are a detriment to the planets 

evolvement? Thank you.

7/27/2019 9:53:14 AM richzen2 For higher dimensional beings, the meaning of life is to create?

7/27/2019 9:53:36 AM jones9536 That's a spin for your ass. lol.

7/27/2019 9:53:52 AM anneolsen43 Trump wanting 5G as soon as possible a way to round up Eric Schmidt /5G ?

7/27/2019 9:53:52 AM n_amersolutions Like the working class lives. Crappy small rooms... Subject to violence. Thoughts of giving up. F him and his entire family.

7/27/2019 9:53:53 AM willjstrobe Does it have to do with the lifeboat foundation with research in the AI?

7/27/2019 9:54:11 AM jones9536 It's insulting that they think we're so damn stupid

7/27/2019 9:54:21 AM darktolightjedi What percentage of politicos, Hollywood are pedophiles?

7/27/2019 9:54:32 AM islandofdelight What’s the best way to use the Power of 3, 6, and 9 to manifest change besides saying it and tweeting it? Meditating to it? #369UnsealEpstein 

#369UnsealEpstein #369UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealDisney #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealPedogate

7/27/2019 9:54:57 AM magic_jake2012  pic.twitter.com/137gakC9E2

7/27/2019 9:55:01 AM wahiggins3 Reading the book “Baron Trump’s Marvelous Underground Journey”.  Is this story a total coincidence or is it part of the plan somehow?

7/27/2019 9:55:14 AM born2bef What was really found deep underground at Little St. James island?

7/27/2019 9:55:34 AM born2bef Any truth to a multiverse?

7/27/2019 9:55:53 AM petesmom94 Or Epstein's😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣

7/27/2019 9:55:55 AM islandofdelight Who made the Video Game Q posted about this week? Can Barron Trump code?

7/27/2019 9:55:56 AM ethereal_shaman I don't think the sympathy angle is going to work out very well. #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 9:56:08 AM 1of3onhigh Some of the best news I've heard all day

7/27/2019 9:56:19 AM jones9536 Lol. I'm laughing that they actually think people are going to believe this bullshit

7/27/2019 9:56:51 AM unwilling_slave 18 seems to be a calling card of satanist - 18=6+6+6 -  how does this interact with the power of 3 6 9?

7/27/2019 9:56:52 AM mama_beph A 'source's lol. Oh come on. BS

7/27/2019 9:57:13 AM johnquindell How far up the pyramid of power will the Epstein, et al. investigations reach?

7/27/2019 9:57:39 AM hookur6 What was/is the real purpose of the pyramids; higher frequencies, space travel, linked with our DNA?

7/27/2019 9:57:43 AM islandofdelight 8chan isn’t as organized as the information could be, especially for the average joe, however I don’t disagree in your point, just seeing if a cleaner 

presentation of information would be helpful 😊



7/27/2019 9:57:51 AM jones9536 I can't with these people trying to associate him with the word deplorable their they go with that Jedi mind trick bullshit again

7/27/2019 9:58:03 AM lizzah_83 Thank you. 

Will this info ever be released to the public?

7/27/2019 9:58:12 AM jswdh1 ?

7/27/2019 9:58:26 AM blankmarlo Was Epstein subjected to SRA as a child?

7/27/2019 9:58:29 AM unidentifiedta1 Will the perpetrators of 9-11 be revealed and dealt with once these operations are over?

7/27/2019 9:58:52 AM speaakn Will Bill Clinton be stripped of his title as former President of the US, too?

7/27/2019 9:58:59 AM toffer_anon_369 Any insight on this?   https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1154840606730051584 …

7/27/2019 9:59:31 AM blankmarlo Does Epstein hold an official title or rank within occult circles?

7/27/2019 9:59:32 AM erikaroot92101 Oh...that made my day....

#sufferepstein #EpsteinlittleBlackBook pic.twitter.com/95ky9EM0PE

7/27/2019 10:00:13 AM blankmarlo Is there something to Epstein's weird ass teeth or is that a dead end? pic.twitter.com/M9StVw52n5

7/27/2019 10:00:26 AM decodematrix Do you have Eyes On him with GE tech? We need him to stay alive to testify.

7/27/2019 10:00:27 AM lackspatience Fair enough, I just find it very intriguing to think of what better way to dig and gather evidence than to assign the anon public to research and figure 

out connections and correlate the data in a centralized and uncensored platform. Basically building an investigative wiki. 🤔

7/27/2019 10:00:28 AM lizzah_83 John McAfee was in the area of LSJ during the time vids were posted. He also had posted about his wife’s new very high tech drone earlier this year. If 

you search Rusty Shackleford pseudonym and McAfee...you will find a connection also.

7/27/2019 10:00:40 AM speaakn I see you’ve only answered one question. What’s the deal?

7/27/2019 10:01:32 AM toffer_anon_369 Now that the patriots have control of the water and chemtrails, do we still need to be taking Iodine, Selenium, Charcoal, etc?

7/27/2019 10:01:44 AM tyst1ck Aww must be so hard for him. I mean he only molested, trafficked, and raped underage girls for who knows how long. Confined who knows how many 

people on his island for sex. The guy deserves nothing but the worst.

7/27/2019 10:01:52 AM clymejakeslddr No Blanket Parties ?

7/27/2019 10:01:55 AM vintagesquirrel I'm sure some will.

7/27/2019 10:02:27 AM born2bef What was left in the White House by Obama that was considered a weapon?

7/27/2019 10:02:34 AM ethereal_shaman Are the "amnesia mechanisms"  used on earth now in control of white hats?

7/27/2019 10:02:54 AM anneolsen43 MJ7 you ok?

7/27/2019 10:02:59 AM islandofdelight will you ever have a Q&A via Voice of God or Looking Glass tech? Where we answer each other? 👀

7/27/2019 10:03:26 AM wild8heart Ummm... a story change??? Mockingbird media... 🤦♂️

7/27/2019 10:03:32 AM johnnyp05594960 I call that Justice.

7/27/2019 10:04:21 AM orbital_pi Hope rats eat his caballs!

7/27/2019 10:04:54 AM 3_8_18_9_19g Still to good for that P.O.S.!!!

7/27/2019 10:05:46 AM bourdainmurderd Most mossad lizard people have teeth like that

7/27/2019 10:06:58 AM trumps_all What happened, no questions being answered???

7/27/2019 10:07:54 AM decodematrix Have the cruel alien/human/animal hybrid programs at Dulce base been stopped?

7/27/2019 10:08:09 AM 1of3onhigh This would be amazing for those needing guidance to help red pill those that aren't awake. It's hard when everything is scattered considering how 

HUGE it is already. Please and thanks in advance! WWG1WGA

7/27/2019 10:08:11 AM stoneturnr Have secret tribunals already taken place/underway? If so, what kind of cases are dealt with this way?

7/27/2019 10:08:19 AM steelthunder4 😂👏

7/27/2019 10:08:59 AM lackspatience Also there are sites that are easily found that will assist in organization of the data and make it a little easier for the “average joe” to disseminate. 

What’s important is that questions are being asked and answered, connections are being made and people are staring to wake up.

7/27/2019 10:10:15 AM decodematrix Is the sky on the Moon yellow?

7/27/2019 10:10:16 AM girlawakeinca Should we be mindful of words that bind? For example, should we be using #ExposeEpstein rather than #UnsealEpstein?

7/27/2019 10:11:02 AM covertress What's the best advice that you can offer to someone who needs more happiness in their life?

7/27/2019 10:11:25 AM covertress What brings the MJs the most joy?

7/27/2019 10:11:46 AM jvan125 Sometimes I think MJ goes on their own ‘fishing’ expeditions...maybe this is one of them to assess where the collective is at based on the questions 

being asked...❤️✨🇺🇸

7/27/2019 10:11:55 AM moonbaby04371 I'll take the inferred term "DEAD RATS" for $600 Alex...😏 pic.twitter.com/JmlHYqcKJH

7/27/2019 10:11:58 AM decodematrix What is a bigger threat? Dracos or Trantaloids?

7/27/2019 10:12:13 AM cidarean Ever read the law of one?

7/27/2019 10:12:21 AM jrocktigers Was Klaus Eberwein, a former Haitian government official, 187?

7/27/2019 10:13:00 AM 1of3onhigh You can do this yourself by raising your conscience awareness and your vibrational frequency. It's a constant work but truly possible through love and 

forgiveness. It's hard to stay 5D while being involved in all the lunacy that is going on politically and JE

7/27/2019 10:13:17 AM speaakn Are the scientists we brought from Germany in operation paper clip and their co-horts still trying to continue the Nazi agenda in the USA?

7/27/2019 10:13:24 AM gus_short Volunteer

7/27/2019 10:13:45 AM moemc8 Can you speak on the Navy Seals and Marines?  Were they involved an attempt on POTUS

7/27/2019 10:13:53 AM peterclloyd If so, did they find hidden cameras?

7/27/2019 10:14:08 AM mattersnot2 Laughed because they personally know the difference between a genuine attempt and a ploy. I know. I have done that job.

7/27/2019 10:14:56 AM morety76 Will the masses be introduced to the Law of One?

7/27/2019 10:15:12 AM raevenraeyne 🤔🧐 pic.twitter.com/RlHT9up8tD

7/27/2019 10:15:16 AM markoseku Is distilled water good to drink (specially for children)? Thanks

7/27/2019 10:15:34 AM speaakn Is Ilhan Omar going to be charged for lying about her husbands, tax info, and/or conspiring with Qatar?

7/27/2019 10:16:01 AM 1of3onhigh The frequency your body drops to are so very low when being involved (following) these events brings you back down. Being able to balance is the key, 

I haven't been able to find it lately since this is all dropping now. Find yourself, understand yourself and forgive yourself.

7/27/2019 10:16:30 AM lackspatience There are so many great people putting threads together and really clearing up confusion for folks. @StormIsUponUs @RoscoeBDavis1 @almostjingo 

@Real_EllieBrown @gholland04 just to name a few more.

7/27/2019 10:17:03 AM speaakn Evidently none of us are asking the right questions 🤔

7/27/2019 10:17:04 AM daniellabiancax where are the podesta's??

7/27/2019 10:17:48 AM foss_marcia Fun times.

7/27/2019 10:17:54 AM lackspatience Oh and I forgot @Cordicon @CoreysDigs @RodSneaky @JuliansRum

7/27/2019 10:18:35 AM turboxyde When we meditate in public areas that are typically feeding zones for lower vibrational entities does this have a measurable effect on the area from a 

Majestic perspective?

IE; Say during a lay over at DIA one begins seriously meditating & pumping out light into the astral

7/27/2019 10:19:13 AM love4thegameak 3 Rs Resigning...

Forced??

7/27/2019 10:19:43 AM moemc8 1 + 8 = 9 so i take it to be beautiful.  Same as 666. Sometimes, i think its the feelings we put out about it.  So, i will only see good in it.  Then again, i 

dont really understand it.  Just what i do.

7/27/2019 10:19:55 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 10:19:57 AM scott_rick Is the moon and sun portals

7/27/2019 10:20:34 AM covertress Is Majestic consciousness subtle or will we KNOW when we've tapped into it.?

7/27/2019 10:20:42 AM speaakn Was the Epstein “suicide attempt" created so he can now be guarded against those trying to kill him?



7/27/2019 10:20:47 AM 1of3onhigh I know this question is not for me but I would like to share my thoughts. The body (1st thru 4th chakras) here on Earth and the mind (5th thru 7th 

chakras) in the astral. We are weighed down by what the lower chakras and the things they hold. That is why he is crawling.

7/27/2019 10:20:54 AM carolva97910854 Boo boo!  What were the conditions like for the children in his dungeon?

7/27/2019 10:21:14 AM sc70542739 Are we close to timewave ZERO ?

7/27/2019 10:21:44 AM id2435 Lots of proof for a flat stationary earth .

7/27/2019 10:21:54 AM keith369me His money was printed out of thin air?

7/27/2019 10:22:22 AM moemc8 Pls. Answer this

7/27/2019 10:22:55 AM jvan125 That’s beautiful!! Thank you!! ❤️✨

7/27/2019 10:23:19 AM deplorabldamsel Yikes! According to this article about Nicholas Tartaglione, Epstein is in the Metropolitan Correctional Center in Manhattan-Yet this dude is supposed to 

be in the hole from last year? https://www.lohud.com/story/news/2018/03/20/ex-cop-nicholas-tartaglione-assaulted-prison-awaiting-trial-quadruple-

homicide/441672002/ …

7/27/2019 10:23:42 AM 1of3onhigh He is struggling with this, and hence is is crawling to the edge. To gain access to the astral while in the physical you have to clear (or work) on the 

heaviness of guilt, shame, forgiveness and things like that. Those heavy things gone (lower chakras balanced) you can accend IMO

7/27/2019 10:23:58 AM moemc8 Hussein on the hot seat.  Will truth come out that was an illigitimate potus

7/27/2019 10:25:36 AM lbf777 Are you aware the Home Owner’s Association #HOA is an Orwellian Corporate Mafia who legislated laws & inflicts punishments on residents?They also 

force monthly payments so they are levying taxes. 

This looks like a precursor for the NWO oppression of residents.

#Unconstitutional pic.twitter.com/DFcwsysk9A

7/27/2019 10:25:48 AM lightworkercain Why did I see 333 so much the other day?

7/27/2019 10:25:51 AM keith369me My instinct is yes, but MJ keeps using what worked.  Personally I’m partial to #ExposePedogate #ExposePedogate #ExposePedogate or 

#ExposePodesta #ExposePodesta #ExposePodesta or #ExposeSchiff #ExposeSchiff #ExposeSchiff

7/27/2019 10:25:57 AM 1of3onhigh He wants it first so we have control and can mitigate it being used against us. Check out some of the videos about 5G it's a wicked tool that can/will 

destroy humans

7/27/2019 10:26:15 AM speaakn Did Hitler and Eva Braun have a daughter?

7/27/2019 10:26:50 AM keeley_dorothy Good, its nothing more than he deserves.

7/27/2019 10:27:23 AM 1of3onhigh I don't know about the others but I have been using Shungite. Look into it you wont be disappointed

7/27/2019 10:27:30 AM keith369me I wasn’t “pinged” on this AMA...usually just know.

7/27/2019 10:28:09 AM decodematrix Is Saturn the second star in our solar system?

7/27/2019 10:28:31 AM daniellabiancax is the weapon connected to POTUS talking about Obama's A/C unit in west wing that was installed prior to him leaving?

7/27/2019 10:28:32 AM jenncbonneville  pic.twitter.com/iSKcBGPYKT

7/27/2019 10:29:04 AM covertress Do you love us?

(I already know the answer, but like a child, I just want to hear it.)

7/27/2019 10:29:30 AM 313looper Hi MJ7 + T3

I wonder seizing British Tankers in the straits of Hormuz , was the white hats move or the opposite!??

7/27/2019 10:29:43 AM lightworkercain How deep are we going to go down the rabbithole? "In the end the choice to know will be yours." "The end won't be for everyone." Define END? 🙏

7/27/2019 10:30:09 AM decodematrix Why does the cabal worship Saturn?

7/27/2019 10:30:24 AM curiousgpeabody Are you Tom Delonge?

7/27/2019 10:30:46 AM rawphonegirl Sounds like a bunch of hooey but even if it EA's true,  it's still too good for him!!!

7/27/2019 10:31:06 AM lightworkercain Are most of us being visited subconsciously by entities on both sides of this spiritual war?

7/27/2019 10:33:38 AM decodematrix Did 66 people die at the Dulce base in 1979?

7/27/2019 10:34:05 AM _doozier_ Why do so many people disappear/die mysteriously in our National Parks?

7/27/2019 10:34:25 AM sgamericangal Still too good for him.... 4x4 cell and add some more rats...

7/27/2019 10:34:27 AM amanhas62240497 Will the general public have access to the new technology?

7/27/2019 10:34:57 AM hallchristoff How many 'contract killers' do the Cabal have working for them still?

7/27/2019 10:35:12 AM t69203198 Poor baby

7/27/2019 10:35:15 AM tncharlene Have we been fed human meat via fast food?

7/27/2019 10:35:53 AM amanhas62240497 If time travel accessible, how does going back in time affect the reality that we live in.

7/27/2019 10:36:08 AM t69203198 It is NYC

7/27/2019 10:36:12 AM turboxyde What's the best way to telepathically communicate with animals without over complicating things?

7/27/2019 10:36:23 AM toffachandler He should be in a CIA/Military prison being debriefed. I know the patriots already have it all, but maybe not the details on individual cases. This guy is 

Mossad. They’re gonna try and smuggle him back to Israel.

7/27/2019 10:36:40 AM johnhammar94 How’s it going?

7/27/2019 10:37:22 AM tncharlene Another Emergency test on August 7. How close are we to the real Emergency message?

7/27/2019 10:37:58 AM jonessense Its a far cry from wearing a white polo shirt once and then throwing it away isn’t it? He had better learn to leave his body in meditation cuz this is his 

life now

7/27/2019 10:38:29 AM covertress Back when the Schumann Resonance was peaking, you mentioned that it was used to mask the arrival of Delegates. Can you tell us what the Delegates 

are doing?

7/27/2019 10:38:35 AM johnhammar94 Trying to make us feel bad for him

7/27/2019 10:38:43 AM foss_marcia Karma.

7/27/2019 10:40:06 AM ladypatriot20 Fits somehow.

7/27/2019 10:40:19 AM heath_jack Will Epstein be brought to GETMO?  Optics?

7/27/2019 10:40:27 AM sandyfishgirl Pretty sure that’s what he got before he was found in the fetal position 🤪

7/27/2019 10:40:43 AM tncharlene Fighting the cabal through the courts might win for a time being, but those in power will just start again in a different place. Wouldn't it be easier to 

just bring another flood and start over?

7/27/2019 10:40:53 AM pragmatic_texan He answered me during a previous Q&A that Michelle is indeed a man.

7/27/2019 10:41:18 AM imaketimestop No records show that Mueller interfered in this case

7/27/2019 10:43:21 AM tncharlene When are we going to be able to distinguish aliens from humans?

7/27/2019 10:44:50 AM decodematrix Is the Dulce base under patriot control?

7/27/2019 10:45:18 AM tncharlene Everything we eat and drink is poison nowadays. Chemicals in everything from deodorant to soap etc. When will it change to where others aren't 

allowed to harm us?

7/27/2019 10:46:12 AM howdoyoumakeah1 IDK why anyone would buy a property that had an HOA

7/27/2019 10:47:15 AM decodematrix The Nazi Germans first landed on the Moon in 1942 and landed on Mars in 1946?

7/27/2019 10:47:55 AM tncharlene Wouldn't taking away tv and social media help the planet and mankind? I understand its an important tool to wake people up right now, but its also a 

harmful tool they have used to control everyone.

7/27/2019 10:48:56 AM tncharlene How long until the Event?



7/27/2019 10:49:01 AM roygbiv65041613 <- jus4u
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2 big(ssss)

none care
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by 3:15
7/27/2019 10:50:07 AM norwegianon Are some of these 'alien' crafts from anchient advanced civilizations here in/on Earth?!

7/27/2019 10:50:07 AM covertress Are MJ10, MJ11 and MJ12 from a different universe? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110668358670651392?s=19 …

7/27/2019 10:50:45 AM _369311119 Can a soul be an "old soul" and a starseed?

7/27/2019 10:51:52 AM ohanon1 Dead rats, sounds like they are telling everyone to not talk or you will die

7/27/2019 10:52:06 AM joeandbridge Creativity can be used as a weapon against the cabal\evil. They are not creative and are very envious of ours.

7/27/2019 10:52:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/27/2019 10:52:21 AM kenhigginbotha5 Better than any pedophile deserves.

7/27/2019 10:52:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect dates.

7/27/2019 10:52:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 No spoilers. Yes BT can write code.

7/27/2019 10:53:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many internal prosecutions have taken place in classified settings.

7/27/2019 10:53:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is not subtle.

7/27/2019 10:53:39 AM olimyracle Hello MJ7

Hello T3

👋

True purpose of #5G ?

💞

7/27/2019 10:53:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

7/27/2019 10:54:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not HARRP, but similar technology.

7/27/2019 10:54:17 AM joeandbridge They have inadvertently disclosed full use of mind reading technology without any implants or devices.

7/27/2019 10:54:20 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Saturn from a Nikon 1000 resembles an eye, also part of the occult symbolism pic.twitter.com/UEkuTYWfXL

7/27/2019 10:54:37 AM raevenraeyne Best ways to practice tapping into it?

7/27/2019 10:54:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, they are in the solar system and are on Earth at least once a week.

7/27/2019 10:55:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sun yes

Moon no

7/27/2019 10:56:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 6 and 9 reveal the presence of your IS-BE. 

Trusting yourself and striving to be the best version of yourself will allow your free will to manifest the subconscious changes you seek. 

3 6 and 9 when sought strengthen the connection to the higher realms of consciousness.

7/27/2019 10:56:35 AM raevenraeyne Is the ‘ancient object of worship’ something like a brazen bull? pic.twitter.com/th87jPfgEP

7/27/2019 10:56:48 AM wearediamonds2 That is awesome! Sounds fair.

7/27/2019 10:56:58 AM morrison1noriko I wonder who? I know 1 is DNI !

7/27/2019 10:56:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think DUMB for for "dummies".

7/27/2019 10:57:16 AM sandyfishgirl 🤣🤣🤣 Umm, ok 🤷🏻♀️🤪🤣🤪

7/27/2019 10:57:37 AM gingerzsnapped Good then he has lunch.

7/27/2019 10:58:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Speaking about privileged matters relating to Epstein will only complicate the rollout to the public. Events can happen that delay the rollout, however 

nothing can stop what is coming. We must protect ongoing operations.

7/27/2019 10:58:29 AM linnyt7 I’m surprised Dems aren’t crying out for his basic human rights.

7/27/2019 10:58:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many many more to come.

Not yet.

7/27/2019 10:58:34 AM _369311119 Thank you.

7/27/2019 10:58:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very busy.

7/27/2019 10:59:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define cruel. 

Not all are cruel. 

Not all have stopped. 

Some have.

7/27/2019 10:59:05 AM rawphonegirl Lifeboat?

7/27/2019 10:59:06 AM wearediamonds2 I believe where he is staying is nicknamed "the tombs" because they are underground in lower manhattan.While on Grand Jury duty, a warden told me 

it is a hellish place . The subways are "maintained" and disgusting with rats, water leaks, mold...imagine a jail!

7/27/2019 10:59:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Of the choices? Dracos.

7/27/2019 10:59:55 AM hallchristoff Is Zazen a useful form of 'meditation' or does Majestic 12 recommend a different discipline of meditation?

7/27/2019 11:00:01 AM youstinksoap Is your extra 'for' and Nunes 'for' comms? https://twitter.com/devinnunes/status/1155172807480754177?s=21 …

7/27/2019 11:00:05 AM n7guardiananon SG1 quest for new avatar bodies?

7/27/2019 11:00:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technology doesn't work like that.

7/27/2019 11:00:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Negotiations.

7/27/2019 11:00:52 AM david00997884 Spiders and lizard people

7/27/2019 11:01:05 AM rawphonegirl 🤔 https://twitter.com/ChristinePolon1/status/1154798646292025344 …

7/27/2019 11:02:08 AM allahuniversal Q, MJ12, & NSA all at once today. Intentional? 😏

7/27/2019 11:02:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/27/2019 11:02:17 AM sergii_ii How can someone get to work for you? Anywhere within MJs umbrella... I'm in EU as you know and desperate to leave!

7/27/2019 11:02:24 AM deanzna Awwwwwww.....let that cop pay him another visit then to kiss his boo boos

7/27/2019 11:02:26 AM n7guardiananon So John Crichton gonna launch the wormhole weapon and dracos are gonna play nice?

7/27/2019 11:02:40 AM phreatomagnetic This needs to be investigated.

This is entirely too cushy for Mr. Epstein.

7/27/2019 11:02:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Energy.

7/27/2019 11:02:45 AM youstinksoap Clone body storage?

7/27/2019 11:02:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

7/27/2019 11:03:01 AM the_red_hand_ Damn great question, never even thought to ask this 🤦🏻♂️

7/27/2019 11:03:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

7/27/2019 11:03:31 AM merlock17 Are the Dr. Neruda interviews/ WingMakers/BST/ legit or disinformation

7/27/2019 11:03:33 AM sleky19 When disclosure ?

7/27/2019 11:03:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 When it is time.



7/27/2019 11:04:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation exists within. 

Disinformation is real. 

Disinformation is necessary.

7/27/2019 11:04:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 AI

7/27/2019 11:04:48 AM cosmic_engineer Have operations begun to reverse the atmospheric contamination done by the 🦉?  Thx!

7/27/2019 11:04:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/27/2019 11:05:25 AM tncharlene We cannot live without meat or protein...are we all a form or part of the creatures eating babies?

7/27/2019 11:05:51 AM sleky19 Who will be the first to land on Earth ?

7/27/2019 11:05:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans can live without meat.

7/27/2019 11:05:58 AM phreatomagnetic Look at the freakout over resuming federal executions

7/27/2019 11:06:30 AM stssalsa Yay! Winning!

7/27/2019 11:06:35 AM norwegianon I wouldn't be surprised. Clowns, clowns, clones...?

7/27/2019 11:06:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets RE unicorns.

7/27/2019 11:06:42 AM n7guardiananon Peace thru strength

7/27/2019 11:06:43 AM raevenraeyne I figure most of these ‘child harming monsters’ were... when I reflect on that reality it’s very difficult to not feel a sense of sadness and compassion 

towards them for enduring that which they then continued to perpetuate based on beliefs ingrained. Yet Doesn’t excuse actions.

7/27/2019 11:07:02 AM covertress Do some bottled waters contain adrenochrome?

7/27/2019 11:07:22 AM petitchevalb Hello 

Is veganism best way of eating in order to lower the suffering of sentient beings on Earth?

7/27/2019 11:07:23 AM norwegianon Is [RGB] (current) a clone?

7/27/2019 11:07:25 AM hookur6 I have not

7/27/2019 11:07:42 AM lbf777 They have spread across 20% of America. It’s hard to avoid.

7/27/2019 11:07:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, however most vegan products on the market are more poison than food.

7/27/2019 11:08:06 AM joeandbridge Last Vegas?

7/27/2019 11:08:27 AM ibsharkbait Excellent. Maybe he'll get the Black Plague. Wouldn't that be unfortunate. Guess money doesn't buy everything. Maybe his luck has run out.

7/27/2019 11:08:58 AM jared4liberty Are we witnessing the end of big corporation with #UnsealEpstein and NXIVM? I.e. Disney, Victoria’s Secret, Seagrams, possibly Maxwell house coffee, 

J&J?

7/27/2019 11:09:01 AM ethereal_shaman Was there a black ops (SSP) project running on a SD military base in the early 90s?

7/27/2019 11:09:02 AM love4thegameak DNI?? https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1154516079827279872?s=19 …

7/27/2019 11:09:03 AM raevenraeyne I’d  like to know that too!!

7/27/2019 11:09:07 AM cosmic_engineer Sent my blessings 3 days ago and an outpouring of gratitude for the Service. 💚

7/27/2019 11:09:30 AM hswcyd Is this the same ‘energy’ concept we use every day? Very confusing!

7/27/2019 11:09:43 AM fightforamerica What is the least altered version of the New Testiment available to the public?

7/27/2019 11:10:15 AM petitchevalb Feminine power currently enslaved

How to help it breaking the chains?

7/27/2019 11:10:20 AM speaklife595 I had gang stalker car drives with a spider on a u haul truck, what's the message trying to be sent

7/27/2019 11:10:30 AM lbf777 The #HOA may have started well but was most likely infiltrated by the Commies. They are guilty of Racketeering & knowingly violating the 

constitutional rights of residents. They even murdered 4 witnesses in the Las Vegas HOA scandal. 

 http://www.ccfj.net/CCFJUnconstFines.htm …

7/27/2019 11:10:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many of the largest corporations have been fronts for these "smaller" operations. The true test of their resolve will be whether the masses awaken to 

the truth and CHANGE how they consume/shop/live. Only then. It must come from the bottom, then the top will change.

7/27/2019 11:10:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/27/2019 11:10:59 AM covertress You've said that hemp and cannabis together are a complete protein. 

Can you give us a recipe of proper percentages of each to consume?

7/27/2019 11:11:05 AM jake1__________ Why the increase in media coverage regarding UFO sigthings.

7/27/2019 11:11:10 AM petitchevalb Thank you 

Yes I know

Less transformed better it is

7/27/2019 11:11:21 AM allahuniversal Maybe this is the answer? pic.twitter.com/t6YdU0THfT

7/27/2019 11:11:33 AM allahuniversal 1:11

7/27/2019 11:12:06 AM blankmarlo Would you mind sharing it with the rest of the class? Lol

7/27/2019 11:12:29 AM jared4liberty Perfect response. Thanks MJ. We the people have more power than we think. We speak with our dollars!

7/27/2019 11:13:03 AM charmanda9 Have you noticed a difference in our use of 3, 6, and 9 on Twitter? Are we rising to the task enough to make a powerful and majestic change?

7/27/2019 11:13:20 AM blankmarlo Bruuuuuutal

7/27/2019 11:13:45 AM raevenraeyne So then raw/fresh and whole Organic fruits and veggies and whole grains are probably best way to proceed? Although wondering if organic is even 

helpful given chemtrails etc? Kirillian photography suggests organic is still better than non though...

7/27/2019 11:13:51 AM covertress Pictures

7/27/2019 11:13:54 AM youstinksoap Is Epstein a member of the Royal Family?

7/27/2019 11:14:06 AM zenlovuh Any examples, so we can avoid them?

7/27/2019 11:14:19 AM heath_jack 5x5 anons know

7/27/2019 11:14:21 AM thekanehb Although I read somewhere that he didn’t attempt suicide. instead, other prisoners who don’t like child abuse were given time with him.

7/27/2019 11:14:26 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Kingsman 1 & 2 both allude to this, also https://youtu.be/10avgwaWY40?t=2712 …

7/27/2019 11:14:53 AM petitchevalb I like better HER-story than HIS-STORY 😊

7/27/2019 11:14:59 AM moemc8 Is their an easy way you can explain what this means?

7/27/2019 11:16:27 AM annhahn14592507 Sick mfers

7/27/2019 11:16:29 AM petitchevalb Soy not good by the way (at least for me)

7/27/2019 11:16:53 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/37zlH5JmsC

7/27/2019 11:17:22 AM linnyt7 Study amino acids. It takes 8 essential ones to make a complete protein. You can get them all by combining foods like nuts and grains, beans or 

legumes and grains, fresh ground peanut or almond butter and whole grain bread like Ezekiel bread from a good source or make your own.

7/27/2019 11:17:43 AM morrison1noriko Thank you! DNI Coats is being forced out, it supposed to be next week!

7/27/2019 11:19:08 AM nsa_qil2 Care to elaborate?

7/27/2019 11:19:15 AM norwegianon Sheet, Borgs and Replicators?

But, isn't this whole universe a simulation conducted by the supreme AI?

We seem to have some serious lagggg going on.

7/27/2019 11:19:21 AM nicoles23023964 What is the mathematical formula of love?

7/27/2019 11:20:17 AM roublisa Ka boom right 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/ltNvKKJM4a

7/27/2019 11:20:18 AM 313looper Great work ... Thanks a lot 🙏🏻🌸✌🏻



7/27/2019 11:20:19 AM endgame1976 Master of ceremonies?

#ThesePeopleAreSick

7/27/2019 11:20:23 AM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/uG6E4SvXHO

7/27/2019 11:20:23 AM raisethevib369 Is Ashanyana Dean's information from the Guardians correct?

7/27/2019 11:20:27 AM cosmic_engineer Depends on the source. Most farms are nice. Factory farms not.  Animals are offering a Service to Others too.

That said, plants can offer without losing their life. Fruit for example 😁

7/27/2019 11:22:06 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/FIosYIgXZS

7/27/2019 11:23:20 AM petitchevalb To eat is to kill

Lower the suffering= avoid to kill other nervous systems

7/27/2019 11:23:56 AM roublisa Oooohhh this is getting exciting pic.twitter.com/o9ndn67wp7

7/27/2019 11:23:58 AM bdam777 Something change on July 19th. 

The skies are different, no?

7/27/2019 11:25:00 AM love4thegameak Yes.#FlyCoatsFly  

these were 3 Rs of Congress

7/27/2019 11:26:17 AM nun_chucknorris 👀👋

7/27/2019 11:26:23 AM bdam777 I would suggest to start your own research page as BO. You can do this on infinity. 

Then you can lock and control information that is posted (delete). 

You don't have to use 8ch but know whi your host is before you start to post info.

7/27/2019 11:26:59 AM iamyou132 What about freshwater fish?

7/27/2019 11:27:21 AM tncharlene  pic.twitter.com/G1fxggAHFG

7/27/2019 11:27:21 AM nun_chucknorris Is the sun portal accessible from 3D?

7/27/2019 11:27:27 AM drbohammer Semantically, you are not eliminating the possibility that they are all on Earth all the time 😏

7/27/2019 11:27:31 AM ikeb247 Rice and beans create a complete protein too.

If there's ever any question about what to eat, just throw out the last 200 years of civilization and just eat what humans have for the prior 250,000 

years. Including probably reducing caloric intake to something like 1000 not 6000.

7/27/2019 11:27:49 AM kits_cross Having such a hard time understanding any of this. Will I be left out of this beautiful thing that is occurring?

7/27/2019 11:28:28 AM decodematrix SD = San Diego or South Dakota?

7/27/2019 11:28:45 AM agoodyear2015 Now I KNOW we're watching a Q movie.

7/27/2019 11:29:00 AM oliheck Probably that’s still a better place than the place he offered to the children on his island 🤔😡

7/27/2019 11:29:39 AM renee86743676 Oh Ya I believe that .

      NOT.!!!!!!!!!

7/27/2019 11:29:58 AM mrernietests Are cigarettes really that bad, asking for friends

7/27/2019 11:30:02 AM roublisa Thank you MJ7 and T3.....I am eternally grateful for your love and dedication to eradication of our planets most horrendous parasites 

👊👊👊🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💚💙💚

7/27/2019 11:33:26 AM jared4liberty I haven’t used “hair care” products in two years (shampoo, conditioner, gel), just water and results speak for themselves IMO. For my question, 

cleaning our bodies, cool showers and hand made soap or just the water also?

7/27/2019 11:33:57 AM gregg98290870 Ahhh still to good for him!

7/27/2019 11:34:52 AM roublisa Sooo ......when are the replicators going to become available

😣😖😫

Please🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/lYPOj09pMD

7/27/2019 11:36:10 AM drbohammer One thing I do know for a fact about F: It was 187. He was defenestrated - thrown forcibly through a window - and may have been dead before he hit 

the ground 👀

7/27/2019 11:36:21 AM tammyrochester2 Right, nowadays everything is caught on camera. I'm sure these guards aren't going to risk losing their jobs I standing around laughing. I know prison 

guards get a pretty decent wage

7/27/2019 11:36:44 AM roublisa I love how beautifully simple you made that statement 💗💗💗

7/27/2019 11:37:30 AM covertress Yes and he was dead before his body hit the ground. I received this info in a meditation.

7/27/2019 11:37:47 AM mrernietests Does a perpeteum mobile exist

7/27/2019 11:40:15 AM djlok Aww!!! That is so sweet!!! Great question @covertress !!! And we love you too!!! ❤️❤️❤️

7/27/2019 11:40:59 AM cmwkrn Huh? I’m not following this.

7/27/2019 11:41:26 AM tammyrochester2 Probably 1947. If you dig, you will find out that almost everything of significance happened in 1947 for some reason

7/27/2019 11:41:55 AM mrernietests Can we do something for remembering are past live(s)

7/27/2019 11:42:52 AM rawphonegirl I've got AMA ADD between the two today! 😂😂😂🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️

7/27/2019 11:43:11 AM covertress And I love you all too!

❤️ ❤️ ❤️

7/27/2019 11:43:12 AM djlok 😁😁😁

7/27/2019 11:43:42 AM petitchevalb "animals offering a service" not beautiful to me 😥

I hope nobody/ nothing exists to offer a service

7/27/2019 11:44:20 AM djlok GROSS!!! 🤮🤮🤮

7/27/2019 11:44:42 AM nun_chucknorris Is the ancient artifact below Epstein’s island a chair by chance?

7/27/2019 11:45:08 AM amanhas62240497 Is their a better way to meditate to tap into your conciousness more effectively and be able to communicate to the higher realms? If so, how?

7/27/2019 11:47:53 AM roublisa I know exhilaratingly fun! pic.twitter.com/gtIepC0vlZ

7/27/2019 11:47:56 AM ejinfamous You gotto enjoy the simple things in life.  🤷♂️

7/27/2019 11:48:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Transparent in their objectives. https://twitter.com/PopSci/status/1155055471755218946 …

7/27/2019 11:48:19 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/U3Montrrea

7/27/2019 11:48:46 AM stormystorm10 Yea what was that about ? They couldn’t see it till AFTER it nearly killed us ?

7/27/2019 11:48:57 AM rawphonegirl 🤣🤣🤣 omg perfect gif! Yes indeed!! ❤️❤️❤️

7/27/2019 11:49:10 AM ravenhawk4 Not true....although I wish it were. It IS an 8x8 cell, but not rat infested. Definitely not a pleasant place to be, but then....Epstein is no ones idea of a 

pleasant person, now is he?

7/27/2019 11:49:44 AM _highjinx_ Fear merchants gonna sell us fear!

7/27/2019 11:51:08 AM aprilbrown99 Oh damn! Disgusting. 🤢🤢🤢 pic.twitter.com/S955ZG2hHJ

7/27/2019 11:53:41 AM ftrr6frye Will he made friends with rats a few more won't hurt him

7/27/2019 11:54:00 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Negative side effects from soy products?

7/27/2019 11:54:59 AM kathymo48380769 Couldn’t be moldy enough!

7/27/2019 11:55:49 AM aprilbrown99 Have all the children from Epstein’s island been rescued?

7/27/2019 11:55:59 AM austinaforreal Will you help me accelerate the great awakening by sending an anonymous email into a podcast to trigger a social cross?

7/27/2019 11:56:14 AM petitchevalb Hormones

7/27/2019 11:56:34 AM djlok 😁😁😁



7/27/2019 11:56:35 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @realDonaldTrump 

So what is the real story of Epstein in jail? So many FAKE NEWS stories online. The writers seem to all know what it is like there in jail and what 

happened to Epstein, self inflicted by hanging or attacked? 

He is Safe for US.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155156787445846017 … pic.twitter.com/dgF2ZpwlaL

7/27/2019 11:56:51 AM cosmic_engineer #LawofOne

7/27/2019 11:57:05 AM midtncop He better stay there. #Arkancide otherwise.

7/27/2019 11:57:10 AM aprilbrown99 Hi MJ7 and T3!  I love you!  ❤️🤗🥰

7/27/2019 11:57:47 AM erinconservati1 He deserves every misery he’s getting. To think of how that demon tortured young girls for so long!! He deserves the WORST TREATMENT POSSIBLE. 

Keep him ALIVE so His judgement can be seen by the whole World!!

#GUILTY AS CHARGED!!

7/27/2019 11:58:23 AM rawphonegirl 🤯🤯🤯 pic.twitter.com/TrxFiK5OIY

7/27/2019 11:58:51 AM aprilbrown99 Have the children from the Getty been saved yet? Will this become news at some point as well?

7/27/2019 11:58:57 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Q mentioned Tom Clancy, was Tom Clancy 187 because of what he was going to expose on Obama?  Heard he was working on a project but unsure 

what specifically the subject material dealt with

7/27/2019 12:00:09 PM maryschade14 There is a twistedness..the fear increases adrenal flow..pineal releases serotonin and other..yes that too if bad enough. Sleeping masses take it in 

unconsciously to release via defense mechanisms. at the pt of some trigger.

7/27/2019 12:00:40 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Hormone is my trigger word.  It triggers me to ask "how do you make a hormone?"

7/27/2019 12:00:56 PM starehope What?

7/27/2019 12:01:52 PM enomai_ The ETs/Aliens responsible feeding on our energies and the ones responsible for guiding out evil people.

Are they still around? Did they leave yet? Or, about to leave?

7/27/2019 12:02:57 PM stanfireman1 Deep Underground Military Bunker?

7/27/2019 12:04:09 PM enomai_ Sigh... The golden Archie's? No wonder Israel people don't like them. They know

7/27/2019 12:05:02 PM drbohammer Submarine - DLF/DEW

7/27/2019 12:05:16 PM pelly_judi There is plenty of evidence & witnesses how consequential is he

7/27/2019 12:05:20 PM enomai_ Is this filth stopped yet? Or mainly?

7/27/2019 12:07:11 PM petitchevalb Human body has hard time to discriminate soy isoflavones from feminine hormones called oestrogens

7/27/2019 12:07:54 PM jrocktigers #HangEpstein is growing on me.

7/27/2019 12:08:28 PM cmwkrn I heard there are 3 fallen angels chained underneath the city of New York. Or at least there were.

7/27/2019 12:08:32 PM roublisa I just love our Inter galactic ]WH[  we are with you all💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/UJ5KgQcfy6

7/27/2019 12:08:42 PM lisbet30025172 Yes please!💕✨

7/27/2019 12:08:52 PM djlok Yeah- what the hell with the "unfortunately" part?

7/27/2019 12:09:59 PM aprilbrown99 #HangThemHigh

7/27/2019 12:10:10 PM narcissist_ghst absolutely.  i've been vegan for about 8 years and am convinced it's by far the healthiest diet...physically, mentally, and emotionally healthy.  this 

article is helpful.  as it says, one does not need to consume a complete protein... https://www.peta.org/living/food/complete-proteins-vegan/ …

7/27/2019 12:10:19 PM petitchevalb Soon

Soon

Soon

 https://twitter.com/MEDIATORM1/status/1155167815617269760?s=19 …

7/27/2019 12:11:07 PM bhaggy1008 How do you know?

Asking respectfully

7/27/2019 12:12:15 PM cchef1980 Is it true the sun is running out of fuel and causing increases in temp?

7/27/2019 12:12:46 PM rebornkingent With a high profile fed case? I doubt that rumor. This is not Jared from subway. It’s turning out to be an international scandal. I doubt that some 50k a 

year prison guards want that kind of attention. Timers island maybe. But not this guy.

7/27/2019 12:13:12 PM aprilbrown99 Have you seen the videos from this gal? https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-JEgJ3NV-lpnAjbm81tNsg …

7/27/2019 12:13:26 PM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/dreamrunes/status/1154790604141993985 …

7/27/2019 12:13:28 PM petitchevalb  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1070047636214837248?s=19 …

7/27/2019 12:14:00 PM nmchristoban Orion-Aretmis-3 was an Orion craft on the far ride of the moon in 2015 (Crashed/Destroyed?)  https://youtu.be/OWcx8bATIF8  

Now [Orion] Artemis 3 will be the moon-launch with crew in 2024  https://www.nasa.gov/what-is-artemis  

Whats the connection/real story? Looked to be disclosure but vanished Thx!

7/27/2019 12:14:05 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Interesting, also that Soy is so heavily pushed in both the vegan worlds and bodybuilding worlds.  I put on a bit more fat it seems when I used soy 

protien, but could also be the milk too

7/27/2019 12:14:43 PM plogdreamwalker Thanks but I still like my steak medium rare. With some spicy homemade dipping sauce. That tomahawk steak grilling over low charcoal heat. Fat 

marble evenly spread out the protein. Best part is licking that bone like a dog after his human ate all the meat.

7/27/2019 12:14:51 PM boomjunky556 Glad to hear things are working out, Jeffrey.

7/27/2019 12:15:42 PM enomai_ Good. Thank YOU!!!

7/27/2019 12:15:43 PM mile_high_mamma @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was Chico Xavier’s prediction for humanity and Earth accurate?  Did the events play out as predicted?

7/27/2019 12:16:02 PM wok68 How long has the Trump Presidency been in the making?

7/27/2019 12:16:08 PM cmwkrn #BoycottHollywood

7/27/2019 12:16:13 PM petitchevalb Pushed because it's crap! 

Much hormones in milk too

Which is obvious, because comes from suckling female

7/27/2019 12:16:46 PM aprilbrown99 Same here. But I had to take my dad grocery shopping before the temperature reached 94 today. pic.twitter.com/AJcWTtycJJ

7/27/2019 12:17:13 PM lisbet30025172 Oh wow didn’t think of that. But that would make sense.

7/27/2019 12:17:18 PM enomai_ It's definitely not subtle.  So much seriousness.

7/27/2019 12:17:25 PM drbohammer I also received that information a long time ago... some who were there are, amazingly, still alive. A few faked their deaths and changed their IDs..., 

and a few of them (those with considerable leverage!) have continued to live their “normal” lives to this day 🇺🇸

7/27/2019 12:17:52 PM leeanndalton2 Well, that was a brave question... and a disturbing answer.

7/27/2019 12:19:27 PM drumsk8 Will the UK finally be released form the Nazi EU now we have a new PM?

7/27/2019 12:20:33 PM aprilbrown99 I would say kicking a$$ and taking names,but just a guess. pic.twitter.com/qmF4oJv9Bf

7/27/2019 12:20:45 PM tncharlene Well I have heard it a time or two and it has disturbed me because I have small children who love McDonald's and fast food. So I needed to know so I 

can make better choices, not only for me, but my children.

7/27/2019 12:20:51 PM daveo6145 How many are awakened to the mind control at this stage of the game/movie?

7/27/2019 12:21:21 PM enomai_ Money is an Illusion

You speak with your heart.

7/27/2019 12:21:45 PM rsm28675996  http://Lol.im  sure he ain't seen nothin yet

7/27/2019 12:21:48 PM cmwkrn I haven’t seen chemtrails in Portland OR for a week now. Have they been stopped?

7/27/2019 12:22:43 PM enomai_ Let them feel your energy.



7/27/2019 12:23:10 PM overshareflare Can't you make it smaller,

Standing room only, works for me.

.

Fu*kthisguy.

I know, need this POS..

But let's really make it

Uncomfortable, what say you

.

#WWG1WGA
7/27/2019 12:23:23 PM enomai_ I like to bark at them inside my head. It seems many can hear it

7/27/2019 12:24:01 PM giediknight Is the AI threat human made? Or Orion borg queen?

7/27/2019 12:24:11 PM ricky52222196 Are there others?

7/27/2019 12:24:21 PM godfamcountry Deep Underground Military Base for idiots that think they run the show, ie Clintons, etc.

7/27/2019 12:24:42 PM zagnett Oh that's actually exactly what i was hoping to hear! Thanks MJs! 😅🧐🤠

7/27/2019 12:25:00 PM aprilbrown99 Is the RBG that has recently surfaced a clone or just a really bad photoshop?

7/27/2019 12:25:30 PM jayrambin So, keeping a goat, cow or fowl in good living conditions and drinking their milk, or eating a chickens egg is harmful to the animals or animal kingdom?  

Life in the wild is hard. Domestic life is easier, healthier. Free of parasites and don’t have to fight to survive.

7/27/2019 12:25:50 PM tncharlene If we aren't like them then they are trying to make us be; with or without our consent. So its important we learn what is good and what is bad. We 

have been taught so much bad and they have disguised the bad as being good. Its time to grow our own food again and start gardens.

7/27/2019 12:26:37 PM carolin15161363 Good! He is treated way better than the children he locked up underground on his island.

7/27/2019 12:27:27 PM petitchevalb ... But never survive us sadly

7/27/2019 12:28:04 PM mile_high_mamma Was Chico Xavier correct in his predictions for Earth and humanity?  Did we make the cut?

7/27/2019 12:31:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "We steal a 100k children a year just in this country. We drain the blood and we mix it with a Passover bread, and then we throw the bodies into the 

slaughter houses that we own, and we grind up all the bodies into sausage and hamburgers. McDonalds is one of our favorite outlets"

7/27/2019 12:34:37 PM tammyredmond11 I’ve noticed that the MSM repeat key statements three times (at least) during a segment. This is how they get you to hold that statement in your mind. 

Correct?

7/27/2019 12:34:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20unicorn&src=typed_query …

7/27/2019 12:35:43 PM redwoodricker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will the SEAL Team quislings who assisted this cretin with his plans to smuggle ISIS snipers through Mex face tribunals -> capital 

punishment considering their end game?  

 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/american-citizen-who-became-isis-sniper-and-trained-other-isis-members-use-weapons-charged …

7/27/2019 12:37:13 PM magamadnessusa I’m totally lost but interested at the same time. Can/does everybody have the capability to experience this stuff? How do u know if what you’re 

experiencing is good or bad?

7/27/2019 12:38:24 PM stefanofait #SerialBrain2

7/27/2019 12:38:29 PM teamsterr07 I would have to agree with you. I'm all for castration and doing unto him what he's done to his victims.

7/27/2019 12:38:31 PM finallyawake4 Well vegan food also helps cleanse toxins from your body as well as helping killing/starving virus/bacteria such as Epstein-Barr Virus, HHV etc. Since 98 

% of cancer is caused by virus + toxins (the rest toxins alone) vegan food is not such a bad idea. Check out @MedicalMedium!

7/27/2019 12:39:18 PM freestateojones North Korea Nuke program/DUMB issues solved via similar means?

I heard Tesla almost brought down a building once.

7/27/2019 12:41:25 PM mariadonofrio10 Holy moly!! How scary....😳

7/27/2019 12:42:33 PM roublisa I love this ...perfect 🤗🤗🤗

7/27/2019 12:43:00 PM brenda_leece That's Michael to us. pic.twitter.com/dLvLDmRr2S

7/27/2019 12:43:03 PM petitchevalb Moral value above all benefits

7/27/2019 12:43:29 PM roublisa All in the family  Q+ pic.twitter.com/CbkJMfJs5v

7/27/2019 12:44:24 PM laurabusse Completely agree

7/27/2019 12:45:53 PM zagnett Are there any black ops currently running in/at China Lake and/or surrounding bases? 🤔🧐😅

7/27/2019 12:45:58 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂

7/27/2019 12:48:44 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1099764966465318913 …

"Disinformation" (v. "misinformation") is an interesting word, full of Great Potential, both Good & [bad]. 👇👇👇

7/27/2019 12:48:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Tesla Deathray

7/27/2019 12:49:39 PM pragmatic_texan 😁😁😁

7/27/2019 12:51:04 PM zagnett Best news i've heard all day. Thanks MJ / Team (whoever's working on environment cleanup)! 😅🧐😎

7/27/2019 12:51:29 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJdIB0cWCko …

7/27/2019 12:52:24 PM narcissist_ghst I’ve had issues with food in the past too, and I find veganism to be a sensible and healthy boundary.  Although I didn’t become vegan to lose weight, 

I’m 52 yrs old, 5’4 1/2”, and weigh 120 lbs.  I think my body looks better than it ever has.  Best wishes!

7/27/2019 12:54:31 PM zagnett Programs that are a True Healthy Benefit to Humanity generally shouldn't be stopped. Budget might be a concern though.

7/27/2019 12:57:25 PM edwardgouin AI similar to those in Stargate series (replicators)?

7/27/2019 12:59:14 PM sharong73376199 You would think they would have him in his own cell.

7/27/2019 12:59:19 PM leeanndalton2 You are right, of course.

7/27/2019 1:00:31 PM desirelove101 No sympathy for the devil!!

7/27/2019 1:01:14 PM edwardgouin Satanic Ritual Abuse = SRA

7/27/2019 1:02:37 PM roublisa Noice Michelle ....brilliant 👊👊👊

7/27/2019 1:02:48 PM merorschach When I saw the planes hit the building while in New York, they didn't look like commercial airliners to me. Don't remember seeing any windows on the 

sides and they were more gray than I was used to seeing.

7/27/2019 1:03:09 PM tncharlene Time to stop eating hamburger and sausage!!

7/27/2019 1:04:18 PM lynnboyce7 Yeah cause their a-ses are grass. Nothing can stop what's coming.

WWG1WGA

7/27/2019 1:05:43 PM merorschach Epstein, like Hugh Hefner, appears to have been a Honeypot, ensnaring politicians, CEOs and celebrities into recorded acts of depravity, therefore be 

coming on the via blackmail chains.

The question is whether he was working on behalf of intelligence agencies, Mossad or both.

7/27/2019 1:06:10 PM zagnett Yeah he's one of the Cool Kids! 🤓😎🌟

7/27/2019 1:06:23 PM tammyrochester2 What a coincidence... Killary was born in that year too...hmmmm

7/27/2019 1:06:44 PM deepbluesand Poor rats! 😂

7/27/2019 1:09:03 PM wwg1wga_nl If you cant do the time, don't do the crime

7/27/2019 1:09:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Voat is down?!? https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening …

7/27/2019 1:12:50 PM d4wnh1ll Msn though.......

7/27/2019 1:13:13 PM alba__elias 👍🏼👏🏼👏🏼

7/27/2019 1:13:26 PM abraga1853 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I live in SW Virginia, close to tenn. I rarely see military planes. Today, 4 very dark jets flew by eastwards, a few minutes later 2 large  

jets blew by at super sonic speed behind them. What's up?



7/27/2019 1:13:59 PM debunkatheists They don't treat pedophiles well in prison. That  dirty cop raped Epstein, is my guess.

7/27/2019 1:15:44 PM diebohican A vegan by definition is malnourished. It was through the consumption of animal protein that we became who we are. You will deteriorate, especially 

your brain, if you go vegan.

7/27/2019 1:16:32 PM turboxyde This is why I asked about animal telepathy today... Sometimes the creatures we see outwardly are manifestations of something else entirely. 

pic.twitter.com/GgtNHKnH4m

7/27/2019 1:19:11 PM petitchevalb Oh thank you dear! 

My brain is OK 😉

I would rather not become "who we are"

7/27/2019 1:19:35 PM adsvel Fishing of course.😊🦈🐠

7/27/2019 1:22:34 PM adsvel So off planet means Mars?

7/27/2019 1:22:43 PM enomai_ Repitition. Project mockingbird, brin washing

7/27/2019 1:26:37 PM stefanofait How do you explain that deep state controlled mainstream media are so pushy with their promotion of veganism? pic.twitter.com/4QuBjU5Lai

7/27/2019 1:26:48 PM v_rags Thank you MJ! Love reading the Q & A’s!  💜🙏💜

7/27/2019 1:27:50 PM johnny10559479 Blackmail

7/27/2019 1:28:51 PM ethereal_shaman That explains a lot.  Thank you.

7/27/2019 1:30:46 PM adsvel 100% sure. Dracos can change their mind, AI is exponentially running programs.

7/27/2019 1:30:49 PM petitchevalb Generally pushy to say you are "made to eat meat"

7/27/2019 1:32:42 PM adsvel So it will takes longer than expected...

7/27/2019 1:33:54 PM v_rags I agree. We the people need to change and give the evil ones no choice but to leave.

7/27/2019 1:35:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Is Elon Musk Majestic?

7/27/2019 1:36:36 PM narcissist_ghst I think it takes time for your body to adjust, and you do have to make sure you get enough protein, healthy fats, iron, and you have to take a B12 

supplement.  I take a multivitamin and mineral.  I wouldn’t eat them exclusively but I think faux meat convenience foods are helpful.

7/27/2019 1:38:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 27 days = 9

18.9M = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9

721.8K = 7 + 2 + 1 + 8 = 9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 pic.twitter.com/buAn3Cd9pl

7/27/2019 1:39:34 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/eHCIIaSfWo

7/27/2019 1:40:03 PM v_rags Man talk about 369 manifestation!  💜💜💜

7/27/2019 1:40:10 PM libertyspring99 How does this sh!t work?! I want to know so bad.

Also #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 1:40:14 PM adsvel Thank You.🙏💖

7/27/2019 1:41:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 9s equal 27 which also equals 9.

9 + 9 + 9 = 27 = 9

Where did the 3 go?

7/27/2019 1:42:04 PM libertyspring99 Omg. Where are the 3s?! This drives me insane.

7/27/2019 1:42:26 PM dannyluisc What is IS BE and MJ#s , apologizes I started following account recently.

7/27/2019 1:43:00 PM islandofdelight 3 3s = 9

7/27/2019 1:43:25 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it because the majority of the collective has ascended from the “child” (3) quantum realm?

7/27/2019 1:43:46 PM tgifriend  https://youtu.be/F1cBFyzIw7w 

7/27/2019 1:44:21 PM maxfreiheit I thought you said Epstein was alive.

7/27/2019 1:47:08 PM operator1009 Its in the 9.....9 is the singularity....the control....the only constant.

7/27/2019 1:48:01 PM kevin_a_strom I am living proof—we don't need meat to live, or to be healthy. I have not eaten it since 1976, and at the age of nearly 63, I keep up just fine on hikes 

with my much-younger wife, take zero medications, work long hours, and can carry 80-lb sacks of concrete with relative ease.

7/27/2019 1:48:07 PM ninopunziano Just watched this before you posted about this. 9TH HOUR! REVELATION: TYLER SKAGGS DEATH SENDS MESSAGE TO THE CHURCH  

https://youtu.be/UsZ_9cwm9ns  via @YouTube

7/27/2019 1:49:16 PM narcissist_ghst Me too!  And the burger crumbles.  I add extra olive or vegetable oil when I’m cooking with those to replace some of the fat.  I have a healthy 7 year 

old who’s never eaten meat.  She could if she wanted to dining out or at family events but she’s never wanted to.

7/27/2019 1:49:48 PM mcmom2005 Does he deserve better?  He** NO.

7/27/2019 1:50:20 PM circuitriderz Do you mean Catholicism?  Or the entire Christian faith?

7/27/2019 1:52:41 PM maryschade14 3 cubed 27 3 squ 9..27/9 3

7/27/2019 1:52:54 PM zagnett MJ can correct me if i'm wrong, but from this & other tweets, i think it might mean ALL institutional religions, at least where they espouse beliefs that 

are not in-line with how the Universe actually works, which may be most if not all of them.🤔🧐😎

7/27/2019 1:54:36 PM maryschade14 Small fish---->bigger fish--->'The' Fishes

7/27/2019 1:55:37 PM cruisec86591203 Is there a particular brand to watch out for?

7/27/2019 1:56:35 PM rarn02 Banana trees in the UK? Wild bagel growing trees? Most of these things are processed, is anyone real? 😂

7/27/2019 1:56:36 PM corruption_gov Hmmmm...

This is old. Might be a little CYA going on here with the UN.

7/27/2019 1:56:37 PM adsvel Grown up to 9, but Curiosity is always part of Wholeness.😊

7/27/2019 1:56:38 PM allahuniversal Squared (9) and Cubed (27)

7/27/2019 1:56:56 PM djlok To Source? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630?s=21 …

7/27/2019 1:58:17 PM nun_chucknorris Yes! Amazing!

7/27/2019 1:58:22 PM adsvel 😊🐠🦈

7/27/2019 1:58:25 PM ken57611603 Once the Crime Family arranges it to happen, rats will wake up with....

7/27/2019 1:59:17 PM rarn02 True tho

7/27/2019 1:59:45 PM boy12_jimmy It's time.

Can we have a [countdown]?

When does their world collapse begin?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

#UNSEALEpstein #UnsealDisney #UnsealTheIndictments #UNSEALNXIVM

#UNSEALPEDOGATE

#QAnon

#TreasonousTrump

#ResistTogether

#RESIST #Biden2020 #KamalaHarris2020

#Bernie2020 #NoWall pic.twitter.com/iWyGt74OKv
7/27/2019 2:00:04 PM qnotables17 3 6 9 vortex pic.twitter.com/gSEwcuWJhS

7/27/2019 2:01:47 PM blsdbe Meet the Folks Running the show at the company that owns Popular Science... https://www.bonniercorp.com/executives/ 

7/27/2019 2:02:00 PM computer_bunnie I hope they all know he must stay alive for trail & lead us to all that perpetrated these horrors please if we can get word to the prisoners please for the 

love of God & many victims keep JE safe until he has give us it ALL then we bets are off but please don’t do him in yet



7/27/2019 2:03:07 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Asking for a friend. Legit?

#Qanon #WeekendCrew

7/27/2019 2:04:52 PM blsdbe We gotta get a list together of all the corporations that are implicated in Human Trafficking. #BoycottHumanTrafficking

#BoycottHumanTrafficking

#BoycottHumanTrafficking

7/27/2019 2:05:04 PM maryschade14 Things come in 3s..or so it is said🍃

7/27/2019 2:05:31 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/nUPT91sKTd

7/27/2019 2:08:02 PM aprilbrown99 Immortal spirit biological entity pic.twitter.com/jKqoGpBcPl

7/27/2019 2:10:23 PM bbobbio71 But time is an illusion

7/27/2019 2:14:10 PM zagnett #WeekendCrew pic.twitter.com/o9TZ4c08iu

7/27/2019 2:14:50 PM bbobbio71 That's just crazy! 

Will the lay person be able to travel the same soon?

7/27/2019 2:15:23 PM ricca_19 Can they give him a 4x6 and bucket to pee in

7/27/2019 2:16:20 PM roublisa Of course all ]WH[ operations💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/QkFMTn8io1

7/27/2019 2:18:19 PM 68_dreamer I'll take thing's that never happened for a thousand.

7/27/2019 2:20:08 PM oldsoullegend Vegan products i.e. Processed Vegan Foods.

7/27/2019 2:22:12 PM melanieanders7 This is just a giant love fest. 😍❤️🌈 I’m guilty. I love y’all too.

7/27/2019 2:22:12 PM bbobbio71 any tricks to identifying crafts in the clouds?

7/27/2019 2:22:45 PM kimber95818684 Oh my gosh, MY THOUGHTS EXACTLY!! Dumbass serves a “god” that literally hates all humans. Got tricked by all of the lies of the fallen!!! The wrath of 

the Most High is NOTHING compared to his easy little stint in jail.

7/27/2019 2:22:50 PM laurabrinck That’s better than he deserves

7/27/2019 2:23:39 PM richard07759712 It’s just a wonderful thing!

7/27/2019 2:24:19 PM zaraawakened Wow, I hadn't noticed that I just hit 369 followers. pic.twitter.com/COUm7xIi7y

7/27/2019 2:24:40 PM richard07759712 His arrogance | must be priceless to see his money, connections and clout at zero

7/27/2019 2:27:33 PM brianbrido97 I have 3,6 and 9 in my DOB and when I researched their significance  in numerology I felt different, like I found something valuable

7/27/2019 2:29:01 PM jayrambin As much as animals give, they deserve an early reprieve?

7/27/2019 2:29:09 PM bbobbio71 Will we experience rest in this life or continue to work or asses off

7/27/2019 2:31:09 PM dannyluisc Thanks you how about MJ#s that were posted?

7/27/2019 2:34:48 PM seybird11 Listen....listen very closely...do you hear that?  No? That’s because it’s the world’s smallest ever violin.  Hard time is hard time, Jeffrey. It ain’t even 

begun yet

7/27/2019 2:35:20 PM narcissist_ghst You forage exclusively?  Are you a foraging raw foodie?  Interesting.

Truth is that from every angle an animal product centered diet is the laziest and most exploitative diets one could have.

7/27/2019 2:37:52 PM diebohican 🤙. To each his/her own. Cheers.

7/27/2019 2:38:46 PM slayerofmatrix1 Right there in the original 9 ☺😁

7/27/2019 2:39:45 PM rachaelangelm There are three 9$

7/27/2019 2:43:24 PM timedabbler21 IMHO deliberately crafted to suggest the many parallel figures & current events we are seeing unfold now in our time....if time travel & Mandela effect 

R real...this was created to help prod more people into awakening...how many coincidences before it's mathematically impossible?

7/27/2019 2:47:08 PM nocommunistusa After what he did to those kids, they are being kind

7/27/2019 2:51:25 PM nighthowla Trump syargate hol?

7/27/2019 2:51:48 PM timedabbler21 The image suggests a couple of things to me: 1) the biblical firmament concept of our Earth and 2) peeking under the Ozian veil...the wizard behind the 

curtain (elite) knows the truth.

7/27/2019 2:58:15 PM scott_rick Thanks MJ!

7/27/2019 3:01:51 PM highhopesusa So I did I , stopped eating pork when I was 11 years old and fast food about 15 years ago...didn’t eat it often even then.

7/27/2019 3:03:09 PM lilangels44 No one who knows anything about what Epstein did is going to give a crap how bad his conditions are. He didn't give a crap about not one child he had 

any part in victimizing, no sympathy.

7/27/2019 3:03:30 PM rosaleeadams I never grew up with it, so never acquired a taste for it

I don't think my sister and I missed anything.........

7/27/2019 3:03:53 PM patriotswin2020 These people are Sick. Q

7/27/2019 3:08:05 PM alli_mole I can recommend looking into senomyx and the use of the hek 293 gene cloned? From aborted foetus kidneys to flavour the food and drinks we have, if 

you want to put you off food for life

7/27/2019 3:10:12 PM derbyshirelass I'm surviving just fine.  Don't miss it all.

7/27/2019 3:13:37 PM starehope Yes, most of the time.

7/27/2019 3:13:39 PM antarantanka I’m glad you asked that. First thing that popped into mind was those IBM SRA learning lessons they had us do in grade school.  Quite Unrelated to 

Satanic Ritual Abuse...

7/27/2019 3:14:09 PM blsdbe That would explain the last week of GeoEngineering Trail Free Skies!!! #thanQ!!! #Majestic!!!

7/27/2019 3:29:08 PM canadiancovfefe Is McMaster being tried for leaking? Have heard hide nor hair of him since he left the Whitehouse.

7/27/2019 3:29:13 PM beckycossey1 I understand jail is not a "fun" place for child molesters and killers!!

7/27/2019 3:29:38 PM jrocktigers Good , he has to start to work off that karma somehow, no time like the present..

7/27/2019 3:29:45 PM starehope We all have free choice. Right or wrong. Good or evil.

7/27/2019 3:30:04 PM covertress Read all Majestic12 tweets.

Use this searchable archive of their older tweets for guidance. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

7/27/2019 3:32:01 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz!

7/27/2019 3:32:57 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has multiple posts regarding this incident and the jail. Lots of BS TO FEED THE sheep. Not sure which one story to believe even just a 

little. 

But I trust Q. I know wherever he is, he is Safe. Suicidal? Nah, don't think so.  pic.twitter.com/oOlcH1F4n7

7/27/2019 3:33:15 PM covertress Completion?

Change coming?

7/27/2019 3:33:37 PM canadiancovfefe Horrible!

7/27/2019 3:34:00 PM starehope I am a survivor. I would do very nasty things to anyone I discovered harming a baby, child, teen, or any other, including animals. 

pic.twitter.com/brrV4dyqVH

7/27/2019 3:34:08 PM matt_dodaro This coming week?? #WWG1WGA

7/27/2019 3:38:28 PM cosmic_engineer * Lugol's

* Selenium

* CBD 

* Zinc

* Noble Shungite (water) 

* Magnesium

That can get you started.  Others would include cilantro, chlorella & spirulina
7/27/2019 3:44:50 PM qaphsiel17 Just give us a name. We will take care of the rest.

7/27/2019 3:48:39 PM qaphsiel17 Cruel = would you like if it was done to you?



7/27/2019 3:52:22 PM qaphsiel17 After racism is done. Humans must get over this before.

7/27/2019 3:56:01 PM realeyethespy Are these messages being sent from another “place” or “time” pic.twitter.com/q5In04NPaU

7/27/2019 3:57:50 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is 33 the ultimate number because of 3-6-9?

7/27/2019 3:59:45 PM realeyethespy Was there black ops SSP running in Manama Bahrain 2002-2007?

7/27/2019 4:01:16 PM cactuspatchgirl Thanks Greg

7/27/2019 4:01:58 PM realeyethespy Black ops located in North Vegas 2011-2014?

7/27/2019 4:02:43 PM realeyethespy Time is an illusion

7/27/2019 4:03:06 PM realeyethespy Carbon 6 protons 6 electrons 6 neutrons 

Saturn = astral rape of Gaia

7/27/2019 4:06:39 PM disgoblue24 I am a Cancer which is sideways 6:9

7/27/2019 4:06:46 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was/is there a black ops located near Oroville CA? Table mountain?

7/27/2019 4:07:10 PM dynamicres 3 is always part of 9, but now it knows it is also more. The 3 can live resonantly as all 9's and 6's. 💗💞💗💞💗💞

7/27/2019 4:08:44 PM w_ewere I believe the cages he put children in for torture were not nearly that luxurious.  He put innocent little children in torture cages under Little St. James 

Island to do "human experiments".  They would have loved such luxury as a 8 x 8 cell. God Bless Majestic 12, thank you!

7/27/2019 4:08:56 PM gsusgod My birthday [12/6/1980] > [3/6/99] > [999] > [9]

7/27/2019 4:09:13 PM nancique An Open Secret -

7/27/2019 4:12:30 PM tararoby9 Smile more.  Your brain will release chemicals based on what your mouth is doing.  Find gratitude for what you do have.  If you focus on positive it will 

bring more positive.  Meditate, and do your inner work.  Give more of your self to others.  Spend time in nature.

7/27/2019 4:17:28 PM johnny10559479 Mathematics the universal language

7/27/2019 4:18:42 PM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1155248727256457216?s=21 …

Suicide weekend, more to come? 👀🧐

7/27/2019 4:28:26 PM thelilkingryan Moon, mars and Possibly Titan I would assume

7/27/2019 4:29:05 PM mossman_moore very rich material - thank you

7/27/2019 4:30:14 PM rockdawg27 Or the place he's headed!

7/27/2019 4:34:48 PM thelilkingryan Are “shadow people” beings made out of antimatter?

7/27/2019 4:37:09 PM our_return_home So deutsche bank is key here ... no wonder why they are losing 1 billion USD a day since July 😂

7/27/2019 4:46:19 PM djlok To the Fake Moon and back!

Just kidding!!!

7/27/2019 4:48:37 PM roublisa Ohh  right great flashback question @covertress 👊👊👊

7/27/2019 4:51:02 PM roublisa Eeehhhmmmm😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/OuT1eGxeDn

7/27/2019 4:59:31 PM terilyn55158349 Yes.

7/27/2019 5:00:20 PM oracleofbabylon 10010010101001110010101001010101110100101010010101010101010010101001001001010101011100110🤣

7/27/2019 5:01:12 PM t_hayden07 Are we in imminent danger, here in the PNW? Veryyyy pregnant, & wondering where I should deliver.

7/27/2019 5:02:54 PM aprilbrown99 I am not receiving any notifications from your account. Stupid Twitter. 🤔🧐🤨

7/27/2019 5:04:02 PM v_rags It’s happened to me many times. I have to constantly go back to a persons profile and tun on the notifications again !

7/27/2019 5:04:33 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. So frustrating.

7/27/2019 5:04:51 PM v_rags Yes!

7/27/2019 5:07:27 PM sqrlnutz Are we to feel bad for him? If so I missed the memo

7/27/2019 5:08:19 PM aprilbrown99 Looks pretty damn Majestic to me. 💫💫💫🤩🤩🤩💫💫💫

7/27/2019 5:09:28 PM t_hayden07 Energy.

7/27/2019 5:09:59 PM aprilbrown99 There are several videos on YouTube.

7/27/2019 5:11:43 PM believe_coach Thank you! I have to watch this yet!

7/27/2019 5:13:56 PM cato5104 If what is alleged went on in those dungeons, this is too good for him!

7/27/2019 5:14:29 PM aprilbrown99 The 3s became part of the whole. The “child” has integrated into the higher self?  Waiting and ready for the next phase of growth.

7/27/2019 5:16:05 PM big_simp More likeky auto erotic asphyxiation as Jeffrey and the bent cop played "Mummies and Daddies" a popular game in todays prison system

7/27/2019 5:19:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the number 2?

Do you understand why 2s are not 3s?

1 2 4 5 7 8 != 3 6 9

Reread past tweets.

7/27/2019 5:23:00 PM aprilbrown99 No pity! Not one ounce.

7/27/2019 5:23:47 PM johnsville14 My girl was telling me about DOJ addendum for federal executions.  I brought up the Sealed Indictments map and noted Indiana had 1357 sealed in 

2018.  The article she read said Terre Haute prison had 1380 capacity.  The numbers were too close to be coincidence.

7/27/2019 5:24:55 PM jimmylarkin141 I would think big tech goes first goog fb twit amazon etc

7/27/2019 5:26:03 PM aprilbrown99 [Pedowood] [Hollywood] can’t wait for this! pic.twitter.com/vfBNN7pyF8

7/27/2019 5:28:25 PM jedi7772 New vegan here. The key is to avoid highly processed foods  (their are TONS with "vegan" slapped on them). Therefore I am learning to make my own 

everything: ketchup, mustard, dairy free ranch dressing and cheese, etc. I control what goes into my food now (& what goes into me!)

7/27/2019 5:29:42 PM blankmarlo I often take a moment to appreciate that I was not born into one of these bloodlines and indoctrinated through inconceivable abuse.

7/27/2019 5:32:40 PM humanproofer Not sure what you are getting at?

7/27/2019 5:33:15 PM t_hayden07 I thought he didnt see or hear anything??? 🤔🤔🤔

7/27/2019 5:33:36 PM blankmarlo Amazing yo, good job 👊

7/27/2019 5:33:49 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry I missed another AMA MJ-12, but I appreciate everything you do to help us process disclosure!

7/27/2019 5:34:31 PM aprilbrown99 [Jim Carey]

7/27/2019 5:35:55 PM mongrelglory All I can say is, the more I live with my cats, the more we seem to communicate (and argue) telepathically.  Emotion and proximity seems to play a 

great role.

7/27/2019 5:35:59 PM t_hayden07 As long as its not Israel! Hes gone tho --- and from Broward anyways. The Gov of Florida is a good man now....who has been fighting the corruption in 

Fl. Hopefully, they let him be raped into oblivion, but aliveeee ✌️

7/27/2019 5:36:17 PM johnsville14 I'm not sure either. I'm trying to understand what the sealed indictments are about. Saw the article about executions and the similar numbers made 

me think connected in some way. maybe im missing something.

7/27/2019 5:36:50 PM t_hayden07 Poor Epstein...geez, laying it on thick eh? Bastard deserves far more.

7/27/2019 5:37:23 PM mongrelglory Great answer!  They certainly do it a lot! 😆

7/27/2019 5:38:10 PM hswcyd I don’t! I think he’s not making sense at all.

7/27/2019 5:39:22 PM paul50244579 Great news. Keep up the good work

7/27/2019 5:40:02 PM hi12150472 Fed human meat worldwide or only in the US?

7/27/2019 5:40:05 PM mongrelglory I believe they've mentioned multiple sites throughout our solar system, and I suppose they could also be on orbiting ships or space platforms...

7/27/2019 5:43:50 PM mongrelglory Does SD stand for "secret defence"?

7/27/2019 5:44:21 PM raevenraeyne Truth! I have similar practice of gratitude for not being born under those kinds of practices and beliefs.



7/27/2019 5:44:50 PM mongrelglory I hope the negotiations are going well!

7/27/2019 5:47:22 PM raevenraeyne They look like children’s teeth, not adult!? 🤔

7/27/2019 5:49:26 PM iamsheisyeshua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_twiceborn_ @Ascension_Guide @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS

7/27/2019 5:50:50 PM roublisa Oh wow really that’s a big step up.....I’ve asked countless time in the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  account....it’s just not time for them to dive into this arena 

yet.  I know they must know ...I personally believe the “ancient” alien tech was involved and had been up until recently.  Ty💗

7/27/2019 5:56:34 PM mongrelglory In Zen, they describe a satori experience  as "direct seeing into the heart of man".  I have experienced it once, but it is difficult to put into words... I 

momentarily glimpsed the nature of existence and knew that "all is one" in a very absolute way...

7/27/2019 5:57:27 PM purealivia Same Apollo project? https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1006790 …

7/27/2019 5:57:43 PM skyzbabe3 There is no way that they would put Epstein in with a cell mate, he is an extremely huge asset.

7/27/2019 5:59:15 PM mongrelglory I figured, just like James Alefantis, that Epstein wasn't just some random dude that Mossad and the CIA decided to hand all that power and wealth to...

7/27/2019 6:00:08 PM covertress Is 3 the ether, from which manifestation arises?

7/27/2019 6:00:21 PM cemgtr I hope you remember when i told you about what happened at London Bridge. The feeling was not subtle. We felt something so Love Loving. Such high 

energy. Is that it?

7/27/2019 6:01:01 PM gramptorino Like Alan Watts has explained and Bill Murray exemplified on a Mountain Top in Tibet eating pages from "The Book Of Dead" in "The Razors Edge"

7/27/2019 6:01:06 PM dynamicres 👆💗👆💞👆❣️

7/27/2019 6:05:37 PM mongrelglory I asked them once if the replicators from the SG-1 series really existed, but they said "no".  I was reassured to hear that!

7/27/2019 6:07:50 PM mongrelglory It might be faster to make a list of organizations that aren't involved in Human Trafficking...

7/27/2019 6:08:14 PM lbf777 Use your heart to speak. Not your brain.

7/27/2019 6:09:26 PM mongrelglory I'm surprised Ghislaine hasn't been indicted yet...

7/27/2019 6:10:28 PM mongrelglory Don't eat "Beyond Meat" products unless you want to make Bill Gates happy...

7/27/2019 6:12:59 PM mongrelglory Since the public have had a backlash against GMO foods, I think they're trying to hide engineered food under the guise of "healthy" veganism.  My rule 

of thumb is, if I couldn't make the product myself at home, I certainly don't want to trust the factory that produced it!

7/27/2019 6:14:59 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry I don't have the research studies on hand at this moment, but the engineered soy products have been associated with a lowered sperm count 

in men, and increased risk of breast cancer in women.

7/27/2019 6:15:06 PM djlok Here's a good one!!!

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1074168876454342656?s=21 …

9:15 = 9:6

7/27/2019 6:16:24 PM dynamicres So if mj10-11-12 are the craft we downed and tried to reproduce. An agreement was eventually made and now they were the source of the agreement 

to disclose? Guessing T1-2-3 are the ones who are in contact with these "IS-Ship-BE's", MIC figured out how they were communicating=VOG?

7/27/2019 6:16:56 PM ninecato Proximity. The soul is huge, and lives way outside the body, but closer is better. Animals have little language and think in pictures, read human’s body 

language, smells. If you want to project, hold the image of what you want to communicate rather than words.

7/27/2019 6:18:51 PM mrkbsimotas Geez I'm feeling a little 🤯🤪🤪 but I want to understand......

7/27/2019 6:19:59 PM mrkbsimotas Head spinner,thanks MJ12 for planting the seed👍

7/27/2019 6:20:47 PM mongrelglory Ariel (Alien Interview) talked about how most life-forms have been created and engineered to survive in particular environments.  The fact that 

humans share so much DNA with animals seems to indicate that "humanoid" life-forms are products of hybridization from other life-forms.

7/27/2019 6:23:32 PM moondragon1111 #qanon @qanon76 @SaRaAshcraft @VictoriaRGates @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 well well well well  @DeptofDefense BOOM pic.twitter.com/RYtj6IzUqT

7/27/2019 6:24:07 PM mongrelglory This! ☝️☝️☝️

7/27/2019 6:24:51 PM zarnie50  pic.twitter.com/ITbkVOb5q0

7/27/2019 6:25:39 PM realmightyjoe Nice find

7/27/2019 6:26:11 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 6:26:44 PM alnacho1 Dead rats......interesting choice of words.

7/27/2019 6:27:07 PM moondragon1111 Thank you.  This is all of us man #WWG1WGA

7/27/2019 6:28:05 PM realmightyjoe What kind of ventalation would sometging that size need?

7/27/2019 6:30:25 PM dradeon Eh animals dont even feel it when you slit their throat with a sharp knife, it's like going to sleep.  No suffering there.

7/27/2019 6:31:36 PM mongrelglory OMG!  That interview sounds so bizarre that most people would call it an anti-semitic hoax!  However, with what we're learning about what the 

Satanists in the world have been doing, it almost sounds like this Rabbi was speaking the truth but knew that no-one would believe it!

7/27/2019 6:33:09 PM aetherwalker1 He's been anointed with some title of being a 'God' hasn't he?

7/27/2019 6:37:13 PM aetherwalker1 Well..  POTUS's consciousness contains the aura of a giant effervescent smile.  🌞

7/27/2019 6:38:51 PM hswcyd Totally nonsense! MJ is saying if he earned 19M impressions, it’s worse than 18.9M. What’s the logic?

7/27/2019 6:40:30 PM hswcyd Yes this is shit! It’s voodoo. MJ is probably think we Qanon are Qanonsense.

7/27/2019 6:44:04 PM mongrelglory It makes us easier to control when they feed us "Unicorn blood"!  That's why they've been putting flavouring agents into foods that are derived from 

fetal cells!  They want to control the people who don't normally eat meat!  😖

7/27/2019 6:45:28 PM olimyracle ...in the timestamp 💞 pic.twitter.com/silujx3tXt

7/27/2019 6:46:31 PM peterjonathanna Which race of aliens designed Cannabis for us?

7/27/2019 6:46:45 PM usss_211 Sword of Damocles?

7/27/2019 6:47:24 PM mr_bond00 Play stupid games, win stupid prizes

7/27/2019 6:50:40 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "And, even when we say this outright and tell you, people, you don't believe it. So, that's your problem." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEpuNjzQ1gA …

7/27/2019 6:52:02 PM mongrelglory  http://Qmap.pub  has amazing resources if you click on the icons at the side of the page.  Gives lots of background information.

7/27/2019 6:52:20 PM allard41980 It’s a good start..

7/27/2019 6:52:57 PM aetherwalker1 From my experience,

Have Mercy on your self.

Have Compassion on yourself.

That selfless warm affection of a particular friend or family member that gave you comfort & happiness.

Re-evoke that vibration of consciousness upon your self.

'God' IS Compassion!
7/27/2019 6:53:48 PM jonessense What about “Field Roast”? Seems pretty healthy. I know Morning Star is (yummy) crap.

7/27/2019 6:56:30 PM th3watch_man Fitting reward for the lives he's ruined.

7/27/2019 7:00:22 PM mongrelglory It's a shame. I really like legumes. Pea soup, burritos, hummus etc...  I recently started a keto diet to lose weight, and began eating meat (was also 

using vegan protein powder), but I can tell you, after reading this, I'm going back to eating eggs, cheese, and nuts for protein!

7/27/2019 7:06:02 PM jack66123366 The good ones



7/27/2019 7:08:35 PM olimyracle #5G

7/27/2019 7:09:31 PM lilangels44 🤣🤣🤣

7/27/2019 7:27:09 PM raevenraeyne I’ve focused on compassionate veg diet for a couple years. Rare times I do eat fish or chicken I feel badly, thank it & send love. 

Never liked milk and in the last year my digestion cannot tolerate meats or legumes at all. Food choices getting thin. Wish I could photosynthesize.

7/27/2019 7:32:45 PM oo1o110 Is there going to be an EMP event that takes out cloaking or disfiguring technologies, along with all other electronics? (I.e. Now, we see who is who RE: 

alien presence?)

7/27/2019 7:38:19 PM henwoley I don’t know you guys but I want to get in on this ❤️❤️

7/27/2019 7:38:33 PM rsm28675996 That's crazy! It sounds like a prison.

7/27/2019 7:44:39 PM olimyracle The answer is always 42

7/27/2019 7:54:50 PM raevenraeyne I heard about raising frequency thru practicing thoughts, actions, and words of love, compassion, forgiveness, healing. And it DOES help in overall 

feeling higher/lighter and happier in mind, body, emotions. 

But I must be still missing something. Hoped for CLEAR HUGE shift...🤔

7/27/2019 8:02:21 PM raevenraeyne I’ve even kicked addictive habits except black coffee & candy 🙄 Still working on those. Almost no meat and dairy, doing yoga & meditation near 5 

days a week, drink distilled H2O, and trying to get more cardio exercise. 

Maybe my hopes of CLEAR HUGE inner shift are unrealistic??

7/27/2019 8:05:10 PM raevenraeyne Granted, I’m well aware of myself. Subtlety is often lost on me. And though I do recognize inner change from practice of higher vibe thoughts, feelings, 

intentions, and actions... the change just isn’t as BIG for me so far as I’ve seen and heard for others. Where’s the manual! 😂

7/27/2019 8:22:54 PM mongrelglory They've stated in the past that they will not answer questions related to classified information.

7/27/2019 8:29:16 PM taginfo316 This is outstanding...thank you mayor!

7/27/2019 8:35:15 PM mongrelglory NO FEAR!  😑

7/27/2019 8:36:20 PM tracyabston Not to shabby for for pedo!

7/27/2019 8:38:13 PM goodmedicine4us Please comment on black goo?

7/27/2019 8:38:16 PM mongrelglory Hopefully back to source...

I hope all the live children have been rescued and the souls of the deceased can rest easily now. 🙏

7/27/2019 8:39:55 PM huckleberryhon1 👀 following 🤔

7/27/2019 8:44:22 PM jimmyvbglc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 8:46:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sounds like he’s where he belongs!

7/27/2019 8:47:18 PM mongrelglory I agree with you about the photo-synthesis! 😆

Are there photosynthetic humanoid beings on a planet somewhere?  I wonder if they have to walk barefoot to absorb nutrients from the earth, or if 

they eat dirt instead?

7/27/2019 8:49:49 PM sardisgazette Please explain this MJ12 tweet

7/27/2019 8:51:51 PM dottie_french ...but does that dead rat in his bed create the same amount of terrorizing fear ~ like that of a child being beaten, raped and drained for consumption ❓

.@realDonaldTrump 

.@John_F_Kennnedy 

.@MikeHes52772147

7/27/2019 8:52:53 PM johnadammurph Corinthians 13:13

7/27/2019 8:54:33 PM mongrelglory Ugh!  Disclosure?! 😖

7/27/2019 9:02:37 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Makes you wonder why such the fuss about Chick Filla, you at least know what you are eating there..

7/27/2019 9:03:35 PM ezdoesit_ Why does this make me think “mummies”

7/27/2019 9:04:25 PM ethereal_shaman South Dakota

7/27/2019 9:04:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 The time has come to #UnsealStandardHotel.

7/27/2019 9:05:28 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  As a Canadian I wouldn't have guessed that in a thousand years! 😆

7/27/2019 9:05:29 PM ideclarefreedom or returned to embrace and heal our inner child (?)

7/27/2019 9:05:37 PM trumps_all Schiff, Lieu, Swalwell.......any more?????

7/27/2019 9:06:28 PM jvan125 Armor up, soldiers...#GodWins🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/27/2019 9:06:30 PM trax1833 Yes please..

7/27/2019 9:06:49 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:07:09 PM pro_aktv #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:08:11 PM face2face69 Living crystal.. Paraguay, Bush, Merkel..

7/27/2019 9:09:23 PM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel
7/27/2019 9:09:43 PM pro_aktv #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:10:16 PM rlemons94 There is a great videoon youtube about the esoteric nature of the number 3, 6, and 9 and how tesla knew the secret behind it. Will link below

7/27/2019 9:10:33 PM mntcol Kent Dunn explains what it is on youtube

7/27/2019 9:10:58 PM cruisec86591203 Yes.  So sorry for those with weak stomachs, but it's got to be done.

7/27/2019 9:12:16 PM rlemons94 Check it out if havnt already, https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

7/27/2019 9:13:30 PM turboxyde I envision something a little like this... IS and BE combining in love to broadcast light. This movie, The Fifth Element, had to be Majestic and this clip fits 

well! https://youtu.be/lodRJ0v9WoU 

7/27/2019 9:15:14 PM djlok Shifty Schiff ain't gonna like this one!!!

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:15:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 ]We[ know what this means for the Dems.. pic.twitter.com/cG23JlXHN6

7/27/2019 9:16:15 PM biggiowade37 SOMEONE EXPLAIN IS, BE, ETC..? HELLO

7/27/2019 9:17:30 PM stefanofait It could well be. But I still don't understand why they would treat meat-eaters as an existential threat if the ultimate goal is to abolish a taboo on 

anthropophagy.

And why so many NPCs actually despise meat-eaters? pic.twitter.com/x9BixaPc5p

7/27/2019 9:17:55 PM anonymoussage1 It gets weirder. The Standard Hotel seems to have very Satanic-themed images on their site.

7/27/2019 9:18:51 PM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/XDUrx9n2fP

7/27/2019 9:19:27 PM serenityfirth Good! The more disgusting and grungy the better!

7/27/2019 9:19:53 PM royalyid 😂

7/27/2019 9:20:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel https://twitter.com/austruthseeker/status/1155293161260011521 …

7/27/2019 9:20:24 PM biggiowade37 What is is and be

7/27/2019 9:21:08 PM petesmom94  pic.twitter.com/oOBIGpqDas

7/27/2019 9:21:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 There HAS to be MANY more!  Pelosi, Feinstein?



7/27/2019 9:21:52 PM jaded_pearl I am in #florida and don't see the #moon tonight. Clear skies and no chem trails for weeks #tweet me a pic of your moon and where you are. #asktheQ 

#Qanon #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #weownthenight #NightShift @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/q24DEeIn63

7/27/2019 9:22:05 PM todthereal God damn furries.

7/27/2019 9:22:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real. pic.twitter.com/lHiE10LB1d

7/27/2019 9:23:23 PM cwright0101 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:23:44 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo @LanaAshford1   Finally!

#Schiff becomes the prey.....

7/27/2019 9:23:56 PM mongrelglory Hell yes!!! #UnsealStandardHotel!!!

The creepiest of hotels in LA! http://www.standardhotels.com/la/features/rooftop …

7/27/2019 9:24:51 PM 369369rv Finally 🙄

7/27/2019 9:25:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Inside Moscow’s £50k-a-year Snctm private sex club where wealthy punters have orgies in luxurious chandeliered mansion

#UnsealStandardHotel https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8198307/inside-moscow-snctm-sex-club-romps-mansion/ …

7/27/2019 9:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 'Bunnyman' banned from elite Hollywood sex club Snctm | Daily Mail Online

#UnsealStandardHotel https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5300817/Bunnyman-BANNED-Hollywoods-elite-sex-club.html …

7/27/2019 9:26:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why the Founder of Snctm Sex Club Is So Damn Unhappy

#UnsealStandardHotel https://www.esquire.com/lifestyle/sex/a49636/snctm-sex-club-founder/ …

7/27/2019 9:26:43 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/cy2XN5Y4dL

7/27/2019 9:28:15 PM hollywdharriet Wow!  they're everywhere!

7/27/2019 9:29:55 PM nick85houston  pic.twitter.com/CFLpZKQIRU

7/27/2019 9:30:35 PM ghost_of_billy_ Moved onto something new? Is #Epstein locked and loaded?

7/27/2019 9:31:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/gAAsluJyj6

7/27/2019 9:33:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/UbTnjm2hZv

7/27/2019 9:34:27 PM pro_aktv #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:34:57 PM lordelelyon Those titties tho #UNSEALTHOSETITS

7/27/2019 9:35:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/xaTxHCiZla

7/27/2019 9:36:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Past drops re #UnsealStandardHotel are connected to #UnsealEpstein. 

Dig and you shall uncover gold. 

Hiding in plain sight. 

Symbology will be their downfall. 

Follow the money.

7/27/2019 9:36:14 PM seywerd137 A subsidiary of NXIVM?

7/27/2019 9:36:21 PM zaraawakened  pic.twitter.com/j2w3yn6dpc

7/27/2019 9:36:52 PM americanpetal So, I’m know getting that The Standard Hotel operated similarly to Epstein Island, except on the other coast.  What other similarities? 

#EasierIfYouJustAnsweredImNotEinstein

7/27/2019 9:37:13 PM swtsthrncomfort These people are beyond sick!!

7/27/2019 9:38:18 PM lbf777 The upside down sign in Hollywood says it all.

7/27/2019 9:38:32 PM merkabah31 Made it part way through. Thought is was going to say..laying there lounging on a chair was Adam Schiff!

7/27/2019 9:39:00 PM quarkey17 I could have lived the rest of my life without seeing this.

7/27/2019 9:39:18 PM dynamicres Capital? pic.twitter.com/ZQjYWZyaWY

7/27/2019 9:39:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Selected images are clues. 

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:39:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good luck.

7/27/2019 9:39:46 PM _the_psychonaut White rabbit? Playboy?

7/27/2019 9:40:11 PM stoneturnr Renegade anon tried to warn us about them a year ago. Everything they disclosed is still very relevant #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealSnctm  

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/07/22/hollywoodrenegades-how-hollywood-insiders-are-taking-down-thecabal-from-the-inside-out-hollyweird-

greatawakening/ … pic.twitter.com/bgS7fTi4JJ

7/27/2019 9:40:12 PM americanpetal So, same sick game just different place. Got it

7/27/2019 9:40:51 PM jvan125 Some humor for the dark journey down the rabbit hole...🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/GGXEI8hKRq

7/27/2019 9:40:54 PM kathykidd63 Yes!!!!! Please!

7/27/2019 9:40:57 PM williebhere Bye Bye Adam Schiff... POS!!

7/27/2019 9:41:31 PM biggiowade37 HELLO

7/27/2019 9:42:19 PM fukyorfeelngs No user found🤔🤔

7/27/2019 9:42:20 PM dynamicres to US in 1995. US Fund I investment vehicle 2.1bil

7/27/2019 9:42:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick. 

#UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/Xn2Gzo0d3f

7/27/2019 9:42:46 PM dark2light2019 Which one is schiff? Which one is RC?

7/27/2019 9:43:03 PM biggiowade37 WHO ARE “THESE PEOPLE”

7/27/2019 9:43:12 PM dynamicres sold at a 77 million discount

7/27/2019 9:43:40 PM cjptrsn ...and God Bless 🙏🏻🇺🇸💥👊🏻

Operators active?

7/27/2019 9:43:58 PM _the_psychonaut Freaks

7/27/2019 9:43:59 PM lbf777 Check out the upside down side to represent evil. pic.twitter.com/BsF4GuozhH

7/27/2019 9:44:04 PM paradisespa2009 Adam Schiff.

7/27/2019 9:44:10 PM dynamicres Also in Vietnam

7/27/2019 9:44:11 PM jvan125 There’s another rabbit... pic.twitter.com/E1FVLtRVQH

7/27/2019 9:44:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel  pic.twitter.com/UHkZNcjX3Q

7/27/2019 9:45:21 PM pro_aktv 734 Likes = 734 Psychopaths 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:45:22 PM anon23sleepy  http://Snctm.com  video pic.twitter.com/v4XHfV4wvh

7/27/2019 9:45:30 PM anon23sleepy  pic.twitter.com/5bdNlUd7fl

7/27/2019 9:45:53 PM scottiebisme I believe it stands for 'Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity' others can correct me if I'm wrong.

7/27/2019 9:46:14 PM aegeanphoenix17 Twisted 💩!!!!

7/27/2019 9:46:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Archive the full account. 

Every post. 

 http://archive.fo 

Screenshots. 

Save videos. 

They will be scrubbed. 

#UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/tNfmOetsg8

7/27/2019 9:46:24 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/tmiboYduUg



7/27/2019 9:47:13 PM hans19882 #creepybastards

7/27/2019 9:47:23 PM tlcl1964 3.6 m viewers 0021 =9 ?

7/27/2019 9:47:25 PM aegeanphoenix17 @RepAdamSchiff what is this?

7/27/2019 9:47:47 PM dynamicres vs blackstone https://finance.yahoo.com/news/blackstone-gaw-capital-weigh-bids-042645002.html …

7/27/2019 9:48:00 PM aprilbrown99 [#ShiftySchiff] #TheStandardHotel #UnsealTheStandardHotel #UnsealTheStandardHotel #UnsealTheStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/fEuHowAkot

7/27/2019 9:48:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/EbW8HhArgX

7/27/2019 9:48:22 PM fukyorfeelngs NM it's IG 🤦♀️

7/27/2019 9:48:47 PM s_l_knotts And we haven't even scratched the surface yet

7/27/2019 9:48:49 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo @LanaAshford1 👀on.....please share with Anons

7/27/2019 9:49:13 PM cledrordfishing I get that its weird, but is any of this illegal?

7/27/2019 9:49:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Note numerology. 

Note branding imitations. 

Think clientele. 

#UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/ODyjJo3DVO

7/27/2019 9:49:34 PM illzemcarthur Oh my

7/27/2019 9:50:05 PM jvan125 SpaceX...

7/27/2019 9:50:09 PM lbf777 *sign

7/27/2019 9:50:46 PM bdam777 Haha. EM. 🚀

7/27/2019 9:51:18 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/YLV2D9RDWZ

7/27/2019 9:51:49 PM dark2light2019 Already actively beginning to scrub as we dpeak

7/27/2019 9:52:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/wGjOU4qKzj

7/27/2019 9:52:11 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/uYNvyKKW9m

7/27/2019 9:52:16 PM poppyslovecapu Looks evil!!

7/27/2019 9:52:17 PM wearediamonds2 There is also a Standard Hotel in NYC.

7/27/2019 9:52:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd It’s three nines. The three is in the nines.

7/27/2019 9:53:21 PM wearediamonds2 Good capture. This is so sad.

7/27/2019 9:53:22 PM dironablu2u What the hell is that?

7/27/2019 9:53:25 PM fukyorfeelngs Creepy

7/27/2019 9:53:25 PM ikeb247 Of all the tweets I tweet that I think are important, this slice of simple common sense that pretty much anyone could deduce for themselves is 

breaking my dismal attention stats. One might say that's not important, but when there are much more complex problems,

7/27/2019 9:53:40 PM dynamicres we have a clock. pic.twitter.com/rDf6fkD8eo

7/27/2019 9:53:58 PM frostgiant_45 Where did you hear details like that?

7/27/2019 9:54:04 PM americanpetal Oh no! So, is it reasonable to conclude it went on at all of them?

7/27/2019 9:54:09 PM biggiowade37 13

7/27/2019 9:54:12 PM bdam777 Search the hashtags and save.

7/27/2019 9:54:15 PM aprilbrown99 This is a whole other level of twisted. #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:54:24 PM pro_aktv 6/16? 

Branding. Scar on neck? 

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:54:33 PM lordconcave @elonmusk @SpaceX

7/27/2019 9:55:01 PM americanpetal Yes, very sad. The depravity...

7/27/2019 9:55:10 PM frostgiant_45 Article says he was rushed to the hospital. So far I’ve heard he wasn’t taken anywhere and injuries were addressed on site.

7/27/2019 9:55:16 PM dark2light2019 This may not be illegal. It is who visits/runs the place. What they do behind locked doors. What was recorded. And who bought it 4 blackmail

7/27/2019 9:55:17 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 9:56:01 PM hilliardlex #UnsealStandardHotel ✍🏽

7/27/2019 9:56:14 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/V8OBoNuVu8

7/27/2019 9:56:53 PM aetherwalker1 That's still 3D 'Earth sex', but just LARPing with sci-fi costumes.🙄

[tfw no 5D gf.  😏]

7/27/2019 9:57:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/EeYrH77QlV

7/27/2019 9:57:29 PM gregg98290870 Oh yeaaaaa

7/27/2019 9:57:36 PM mongrelglory We know what the rabbit symbolizes to them! pic.twitter.com/gBhsosdSFk

7/27/2019 9:58:00 PM ikeb247 ... that have to be confronted, and people can't even figure out a good way to eat, all information available, they miss all the info that proves that the 

reason we don't know how to eat is because we so mistakenly believe we're so fucking smart so damn always.

7/27/2019 9:58:21 PM lisbet30025172 NASA?

7/27/2019 9:58:21 PM blankmarlo "Tattooed on Lawner's right shoulder is Snctm's official symbol, a teardrop shape containing a cross and an all-seeing eye that Lawner calls the Oculus 

Dei." 

🤔🤔🤔

7/27/2019 9:58:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd Roflmao

7/27/2019 9:59:31 PM aetherwalker1 "These people are sick."

That's an understatement!

7/27/2019 10:00:17 PM bdam777 Maybe do not save. Some weird questionable stuff turning up that I do not want to save.... 😵

7/27/2019 10:01:07 PM yourkiddingme5 Now watch this.  Here are a few screen shots.  Super bizarre but honestly a catchy song.  Figures. Seriously watch this.  Our kids love it. Get to the 

second chorus...

 https://youtu.be/FN3bTP84GCU  pic.twitter.com/o1YAPIW0V5

7/27/2019 10:01:07 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/6A8XDf0OOX

7/27/2019 10:01:30 PM vikadan11 I got it saved to watch later~This is what the left is trying to protect~Names\dates\places~

7/27/2019 10:02:04 PM jvan125 Is this a Pope style hat? If not, it’s close... pic.twitter.com/Yj1XADvYvs

7/27/2019 10:03:16 PM wearediamonds2 I would assume. The one in NYC is popular for models. I read some bad stuff about their party themes.

7/27/2019 10:03:29 PM toffer_anon_369 Big week ahead?

7/27/2019 10:03:33 PM americanpetal I’m guessing, yes. 😥😡

7/27/2019 10:03:38 PM mongrelglory I don't know how to archive/save these photos anymore since they've made the changes to Twitter.  I can't save images to my computer anymore.  

Does anyone know how?

7/27/2019 10:03:38 PM pro_aktv 1432 Likes = 1432 Psychopaths 

#WeHaveEverything

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 10:04:17 PM lbf777 Link:

 https://www.instagram.com/rockachicstyle/?hl=en …



7/27/2019 10:04:31 PM ikeb247 Sometimes I really feel embarrassed to have to count myself among the human race. Seriously, most everyone are basic, no ideas but what they've 

absorbed from media, support group religion and politics, peer pressure and obsequious confornity.

7/27/2019 10:05:12 PM aetherwalker1 Did you guys give it a little nudge so that it wouldn't hit us?

7/27/2019 10:06:19 PM wearediamonds2 I went once b/c my sister wanted to go, so I enjoyed the music,the view, and danced a bit.The elevators were super trippy and cool. Then I went home. 

Homeboys lined the sidewalk trying to sell drugs to the crowds who lined up to be "accepted" in the club.

7/27/2019 10:06:30 PM lbf777  https://www.instagram.com/p/BQ5-7peBZl4/ 

7/27/2019 10:06:45 PM lbf777  https://www.instagram.com/p/87Z3F5p1Dr/ 

7/27/2019 10:06:53 PM wearediamonds2 I would assume so.

7/27/2019 10:07:06 PM aprilbrown99 This rabbit symbol looks more like a V to me than it does a rabbit. The ears are too long. Like the”V” in NXVIM.  

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/27/2019 10:07:21 PM wearediamonds2 It looks like Twitter is hiding my replies to you?

7/27/2019 10:07:55 PM ikeb247 Why do the pundits call them thought leaders, opinion leaders? For the same reason they call the authority the authority. Because you're supposed to 

just oblige yourself to their mandates, no matter if it's good for you or bad, whether it could be considered by some evil...

7/27/2019 10:08:30 PM americanpetal Not really, other than I just take screen shots. 

I need to know, too. Now that you mention it and MJ stresses it, I actually feel bad about myself for not taking the time to learn and figure it out. It’s 

the least I could do for the victims. 🕊

7/27/2019 10:08:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd We need more of this. Hubby allergic to milk, we use hemp milk. We need manufacturers to make hemp tofu. I don’t wish to eat meat anymore.

7/27/2019 10:09:03 PM starehope Have I heard something like this before? Sounds like a broken record.

7/27/2019 10:09:10 PM bluejean55girl How can I use the power of 3 6 and 9 in the pedigrees of my cattle?

7/27/2019 10:09:18 PM americanpetal To me? Yes, I’m not getting any.

7/27/2019 10:09:46 PM a10lightning Well those are some Majestic looking yum-yums. Close to my birthday as well.

7/27/2019 10:09:59 PM wearediamonds2 Wow, I left several to you

7/27/2019 10:10:27 PM ruseriousrtnw Yes. Hugh Heffner ran a honey pot just like Epstein. He took it a step further and used Monarch Mind control programming on his victims. He  has 

tunnels under the mansion that lead to several other properties of A list actors and industry leaders in Hollywood.

7/27/2019 10:10:57 PM bdab28 The "scar" looks to me just like hair reflection tbh lol. Just take another look

7/27/2019 10:11:47 PM ikeb247 ... whether there's any independent thought behind it, which is to say there are a great number of people in this country that really understand what's 

going on, but still pay the taxes, fees, fines, registrations, licenses, and permits to support the effort, to its effect.

7/27/2019 10:12:35 PM americanpetal Huh? Idk

7/27/2019 10:12:54 PM starehope Yeah, the only woman in America who cooks and cleans and they put her in prison. (It was a joke!😂😂😂).

7/27/2019 10:13:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Same

7/27/2019 10:14:13 PM starehope Think you hit the nail on the head.

7/27/2019 10:14:38 PM rebornkingent They are sexualizing what they do to kids.

7/27/2019 10:15:02 PM americanpetal Got this one! Was this the one out in LA?

7/27/2019 10:15:11 PM eastcoasterik  https://instagram.com/rockachicstyle?igshid=15xc149yj0huq …

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealObama

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealTheIndictments

#QArmy

 http://www.kinkyrabbitclub.com  pic.twitter.com/bsRj2ggmP6

7/27/2019 10:15:16 PM ikeb247 I'm just disappointed in this culture that shames the smart and prioritizes popularity at such young ages that the impressionable will neglect their 

minds for acceptance to a very low standard. And to watch it carry over into adult life, watching the masses call one

7/27/2019 10:15:44 PM slipperyslope18 sorry I missed it, enjoyed the read.

7/27/2019 10:16:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd Draco’s slaughtered my husband on Lyra many lifetimes ago.

7/27/2019 10:16:32 PM rickdick68 click on image.when image opens in new box,right click,then click save image as...then window opens up,put in picture folder on left hand 

side...cheers! thats windows 10

7/27/2019 10:16:37 PM wearediamonds2 No. I live in NYC and went to the one in NYC.

7/27/2019 10:18:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd I am. My first incarnation was Lyra as a starseed. I incarnated with my twin angel flame. I’m also an old soul.

7/27/2019 10:19:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yada yada yada. We know...it just really sucks!

7/27/2019 10:20:09 PM ikeb247 ... another childish, juvenile, schoolyard names, taunting one another, accusing them of having mental diseases that don't even exist, and at this time 

more than ever before we could give not many fucks about the facts that innocents are dying at a rate too much greater

7/27/2019 10:20:52 PM jswdh1 They visit me all the time too! Especially my autistic daughter! Always were around her in pictures while she was growing up....

7/27/2019 10:21:19 PM rebornkingent Search master @DJLOK ping ping ping

7/27/2019 10:21:46 PM mongrelglory I can't get this video to archive properly. 😠

7/27/2019 10:22:56 PM skuobiee Believe nothing news spews. Hanging? No. 187? They wouldve succeeded. Some pedo lumps prison inflicts? Possibly. Some guards paying back for for 

pedo shit? Possibly. They wont tell us what really happened. There shouldve been video.

7/27/2019 10:23:23 PM quarkey17 Is that Taylor Swift

7/27/2019 10:23:29 PM americanpetal Awesome, thank you!

7/27/2019 10:24:21 PM ikeb247 ... than bad guys, and that our economy and government are on a razor's edge, billionaires are fucking kids, the clergy are fucking kids, everyday Joes 

are fucking kids, this government has lied so much that everything it says is a lie to prevent revealing the prior lies...

7/27/2019 10:24:23 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

7/27/2019 10:26:10 PM anjilloflight_ What in the fresh hell is this?! 🤢🙅🏼♀️

7/27/2019 10:26:24 PM skuobiee Now THIS is the story i believe! Right here. Because its what happens. No special treatment, no white collar place, no hanging while waiting for an 

appeal, no cop helping save his life, no.

7/27/2019 10:27:14 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just like an ama announcement. We may need a swarm announcement so a good number of followers are here for these drops at 

the same time.

7/27/2019 10:27:22 PM fightforamerica Tweets prior to today with SH hash are not showing up when searched.

???

7/27/2019 10:27:56 PM lori_dee1 This is disturbing AF!! (and I rarely use that acronym!) 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 10:28:06 PM rebornkingent Pretending to be a child with a rope around the neck. Plausible deniability because it’s an adult model.

7/27/2019 10:28:09 PM jswdh1 How do you know you are?

7/27/2019 10:28:20 PM ikeb247 And the vast majority, the democracy, think this all is normal. Black sheep are different, but they stray from the flock with the same frequency as the 

white ones. This is a monkey see, monkey do, don't rock the boat, peer-pressure, go along to get along, see no, hear no, speak



7/27/2019 10:28:22 PM laughingwolf11 Awesome!

Now we just need someone to hurt him every other week. 

After we have all the names we need, purification by fire.

7/27/2019 10:28:38 PM lori_dee1 I kept trying to capture that shot, thanks!

7/27/2019 10:28:41 PM skuobiee Um...if he were important there would be video watching him. Inside hes just another scumbag.

7/27/2019 10:29:46 PM jayrambin Some think of the IS as the soul, spirit, divine, multi dimensional part of us. While the BE is our biological body or vehicle.

7/27/2019 10:30:13 PM lightseeker2012 Elon Musk

7/27/2019 10:30:39 PM ascension4thd More power shown of 3, 6 and 9 pic.twitter.com/WrFAA7ivNI

7/27/2019 10:32:12 PM ikeb247 ...no evil, admit nothing, deny everything and make counter-accusations, never admit mistakes, double-standard driven, do as I say, not as I do society. 

It's also a playground, where the kids can have all the fun they want, but they can't leave the courtyard and respond to a

7/27/2019 10:32:18 PM americanpetal Of course! 

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

7/27/2019 10:32:29 PM jswdh1 My daughter apologizes to the wall if she walks in to it or the table if she stubs her toes on it! She's autistic...... it always sounds like it hurts and instead 

of yellowing ow.... she says ooops sorry....

7/27/2019 10:33:40 PM jswdh1 No

7/27/2019 10:35:07 PM starehope Like we care? What he's done to the human race! His quarters seem too good for him.

7/27/2019 10:35:53 PM kfr0329 Gross

7/27/2019 10:36:07 PM jswdh1 A really awful photoshop

7/27/2019 10:36:21 PM ikeb247 ... a bell that tells them to get back in the box. We function on Pavlovian principles, where reward is king, and reward is subjective. For example, some 

people think that if they're rich enough or pious enough and UNTOUCHABLE enough (the Catholic Church for over 1000 years, eg)

7/27/2019 10:36:51 PM qamlove3 Mirror all those B’s >Kinkyra66itclu6 #GodWins

7/27/2019 10:37:01 PM seywerd137 The monsters they make... for display

7/27/2019 10:37:13 PM angelwa80429965  pic.twitter.com/T0hKZ75tYO

7/27/2019 10:37:28 PM jswdh1 Ohio skies have been so blue and no chemtrails! My mood is much better too!

7/27/2019 10:39:32 PM fightforamerica On left 1972 Rothschild "surrealist" ball

On right 2019 KinkyRabbitClub whatever pic.twitter.com/1IOBHmFIpH

7/27/2019 10:39:42 PM jswdh1 Me too.... Love you all! 🥰🤩😍😘 I appreciate you all! Majestic as well!

7/27/2019 10:40:17 PM qamlove3 I think They advertise using legal age models...¿what do they offer in the actual event? #UnsealStandardHotel

7/27/2019 10:41:29 PM aprilbrown99 Bicoastal  #UnsealStandardHotel https://youtu.be/uZ4wtWnkOPs 

7/27/2019 10:41:51 PM ikeb247 ... THAT IT'S OK FOR THEM AND ONLY THEM TO FUCK LITTLE KIDS.

Anyway, the point is, if you're not a tax protester, a war protestor, a pedo protestor, or at least ain't kind of protestor, you are an unwitting 

psychopath, in that the systems an institutions that currently...

7/27/2019 10:44:51 PM ikeb247 ... exist are psychopathic in nature. Do you suppose the bots that do most of stock trading have your pension, 401k, retirement in mind? It doesn't care 

about you or me, it's just a program running, as the American conscience has been for four generations.

7/27/2019 10:46:36 PM lightonthehill  http://archive.fo  is not enough here unfortunately: https://archive.fo/Voodb 

7/27/2019 10:46:47 PM biggiowade37 THANK U

7/27/2019 10:46:53 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealStandardHotel

 https://youtu.be/CE_parCETrk 

7/27/2019 10:46:56 PM biggiowade37 THANK U

7/27/2019 10:48:33 PM ikeb247 We were warned of everything we now see. By people like Eisenhower, Butler, MacArthur, William Cooper, even though the fruit cake he became 

which led to his death. You know, he should have never stopped talking about aliens, he'd probably still be alive.

7/27/2019 10:48:47 PM toptalent63 #UnsealStandardHotel are connected to #UnsealEpstein.

7/27/2019 10:48:55 PM lightonthehill here's another option:

 https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/save-page-we/dhhpefjklgkmgeafimnjhojgjamoafof?hl=en-US … https://addons.mozilla.org/en-

US/firefox/addon/save-page-we/ …

7/27/2019 10:49:49 PM lori_dee1 Their website home page video is even worse! 

Description:

"...an exclusive lifestyle club that hosts a collection of unique, kinky, themed events throughout the LA area. Each event takes place in a secret location 

which is only revealed at a select time closer to the affair."

7/27/2019 10:50:25 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/gQJaUKgaou

7/27/2019 10:50:45 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/8t19Q1QmAs

7/27/2019 10:50:51 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/j7hxLb3TaN

7/27/2019 10:51:15 PM rawphonegirl So if this rift w/Tran happened last year...

Sounds kinda Scientology: "Nothing he says may be relied upon, and he is now outside our circle forever. We won’t tolerate mean-spirited or 

exploitative behavior towards others at Snctm, even from our highest ranking members."

7/27/2019 10:52:03 PM lori_dee1 🤮🤮These people are sick!!!

7/27/2019 10:53:20 PM lori_dee1 MJ12 was The Standard Hotel one of the places they held their events?

7/27/2019 10:54:48 PM ikeb247 WAKE THE FUCK UP, GO DEEP, DRILL DOWN, FIND FACT, RESIST THE ONSLAUGHT OF POLITICAL THEATRICS, INTENTIONAL RACE-BAITING, AND ALL THE 

THINGS NOT IMMEDIATELY PERTINENT. There is no time for ancient bloodlines, reptilians or aliens, ONLY THE CRIMES FOR WHICH WE MUST SEEK 

JUSTICE.

7/27/2019 10:55:07 PM starehope Seriously sick pups!

7/27/2019 10:55:23 PM eastcoasterik  https://twitter.com/kinkyrabbitclub 

 http://linkedin.com/in/alina-ratuska-85068058 … pic.twitter.com/UobRg8oO0I

7/27/2019 10:58:58 PM yogibear951 nothing to see here ... whoopsie daisy ..EVERYTHING. The TRUE dark (aka evil) chocolate easter bunny

7/27/2019 10:59:33 PM raehues  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155338675510743040?s=20 …

7/27/2019 11:00:45 PM qamlove3 I get a teen feeling in this photo...lots of makeup and sadness in those eyes :(

7/27/2019 11:00:51 PM speaakn 1) Also, you can go to  http://archive.li  to archive websites. I already archived the ones he posted there (evidently the same website can only be 

archived once, but thought you could use the advice. I had a hard time just taking a tiny peek at those pics so

7/27/2019 11:00:59 PM starehope Who would want to save this sick crap? Not me.

7/27/2019 11:01:12 PM speaakn 2)  I’m not going to go on Instagram to see any more. I couldn’t even bring myself to read all the articles because they are very disturbing to me. These 

people really are sick!

7/27/2019 11:02:06 PM speaakn Also http://archive.li 

7/27/2019 11:05:04 PM jennife53779251 OMG!!!!

7/27/2019 11:05:09 PM lightonthehill I am not saving it because I want it, but because it might be helpful to bring these people to justice. Big difference.

7/27/2019 11:06:22 PM lightonthehill This is the same as http://archive.fo 

7/27/2019 11:07:41 PM starehope That was so sweet! Jesus bless your sweet heart.

7/27/2019 11:12:21 PM sabina06706427 Rainbows in the clouds #369



7/27/2019 11:13:21 PM quirlygirl I wouldn’t save any of this on my phone. I jumped over there. 🤮

Seems like contacting FBI would be more productive.

7/27/2019 11:13:47 PM lightworkercain Renowned medium acutely informed me.

7/27/2019 11:14:19 PM sabina06706427 Absolutely. I was yearning to see those big puffy clouds again. They are beautiful. Nights are clearer too. Love and Light 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

7/27/2019 11:14:38 PM quirlygirl The internet is forever. I highly recommend NOT saving this on your phone. I

7/27/2019 11:16:23 PM snarkishdanno Lots of very pedo themes when you go to the website. Founder is also a former SNCTUM creative director. So basically this is directly connected with 

NXIVM too...

7/27/2019 11:17:35 PM speaakn Oh, didn’t know that - thank you.

7/27/2019 11:22:18 PM cstarr888 See if you have the Snipping Tool. Looks like scissors. Draw a box around what you want. Save. 🙏💖

7/27/2019 11:27:44 PM igiant111 Every time I say “Love you” to My gf’s cat, she always begins blinking profusely and nodding as if wanting to say it back. Every time. It’s the best feeling.

7/27/2019 11:29:49 PM mongrelglory It says: " Women always outnumber men by about three to one."

  That tells you it's likely women being sex-trafficked to wealthy men, though I'm sure there's also some young men being trafficked.  If this was a 

mutual sex club between consenting adults, it would be a 50:50 ratio.

7/27/2019 11:29:57 PM adamjhall2 Necessary for what?

7/27/2019 11:37:27 PM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/ckkXIgJ4Cz

7/27/2019 11:38:16 PM pauliepg11111 All seeing eye. Plus what’s the link with SNCTM? pic.twitter.com/wfZqpdnJou

7/27/2019 11:40:44 PM pauliepg11111 Agree - don’t eat “fake meat”. Just eat plants, nuts, beans - as unprocessed as possible.

7/27/2019 11:42:18 PM pauliepg11111 The machines from the Matrix come to mind. No connection to source.

7/27/2019 11:42:28 PM mongrelglory SNCTM always seemed to me like a PR cover for the depravity that the elite really get up to.  "Look here, not here."  They make it seem like "sexy dress-

up" for consenting adults getting their kicks.  In reality, it's Satanic horrible rituals with children and infants in secret!

7/27/2019 11:46:01 PM wok68 ...in Wonderland...!😳 pic.twitter.com/aimDz35CSM

7/27/2019 11:46:14 PM mongrelglory "‘He was stripped of his Dominus membership, and will never again be seen walking our hallowed halls. Nothing he says may be relied upon".  Sounds 

like he was being punished and discredited for being indiscrete!

   "hallowed halls"...give me a f_cking break! 🙄

7/27/2019 11:50:04 PM nixontweets  pic.twitter.com/EDv0QXz1yq

7/27/2019 11:50:40 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/Zxr7WoVBTj

7/27/2019 11:56:15 PM poppyslovecapu #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealDisney

7/27/2019 11:58:39 PM mongrelglory Check out the story about his background!  Hippy commune, married a daughter of a Standford professor (brainwash central), his wife gets invited on 

Letterman after modelling for the Gap, and he becomes best buds with Jared Leto! Lots of creepy connections!

7/27/2019 11:58:54 PM poppyslovecapu #TheStandardHotel

@RepAdamSchiff

#SexTrafficking⁉️

7/27/2019 11:59:27 PM traychelle255 And that’s why they are putting this out there and bringing up the 12 year old girl. To make it seem outlandish when it comes out

7/28/2019 12:01:10 AM alexandercody7 Why would he post on 12.12.2013?

Majestic? 

Why then "332"? 

Can't find the bridge 

#WWG1WGA https://www.qmap.pub/read/3517 

7/28/2019 12:07:28 AM antipropaganda7 HOSTEL..SAW..THEY ARE DOCUMENTARIES!

7/28/2019 12:07:51 AM jswdh1 I stopped a while ago too and my daughter only eats chicken usually from burger king or popeye's. But not much!

7/28/2019 12:08:32 AM antipropaganda7 wtf!!!!

7/28/2019 12:09:54 AM lbf777 Check @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/28/2019 12:19:45 AM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/yTKGLhzXDa

7/28/2019 12:22:07 AM raymondkooyenga What is Jared a weirdo?

7/28/2019 12:22:39 AM boo4mootom  pic.twitter.com/g4gXDzPQL0

7/28/2019 12:23:03 AM boo4mootom  pic.twitter.com/Ur18QweJmJ

7/28/2019 12:23:20 AM boo4mootom  pic.twitter.com/h7qQkHKYx8

7/28/2019 12:24:38 AM zzdmarie8765 Ewwww is right!! Hopefully they will wake up!

7/28/2019 12:25:58 AM qanuck4truth I have no problem saving images to my computer....even on new twitter which I absolutely HATE... so I bypass it back to old twitter. 

Same thing. right click, save image.

7/28/2019 12:25:58 AM boo4mootom  pic.twitter.com/OI3qvjfupR

7/28/2019 12:30:33 AM mongrelglory I know.  The style of writing just made me gag...trying to make the parties sound mysterious and exotic!  What a bunch of empty people.  I'm 

wondering if they have to tell the lifetime members to leave when they become too old to be "sexy" anymore. 🙄

7/28/2019 12:33:01 AM mongrelglory MJ- 12, this owner sounds like an emotional teenager.  He saw the movie "Eyes wide shut" and became enamoured with the idea of sexy occult 

parties.  Is there any connection with this organization to real Satanism or human trafficking?

7/28/2019 12:34:58 AM mongrelglory So is the SNCTM club used as a way to find attractive women for the Standard hotel and other human trafficking operations?  Or is it the other way, 

where trafficked woman are used in the club against their wills?

7/28/2019 12:37:37 AM jollyrob2 Mortimer Buckley, Sumner Redstone and Yoram Globus ring a 🔔?

7/28/2019 12:39:45 AM eudoxia73996321  pic.twitter.com/x4AWBrtbrz

7/28/2019 12:40:32 AM stefanofait Their brainchild?

Looks majestic to me.

7/28/2019 12:41:02 AM therealbigneum Will settle for unseal anything really

7/28/2019 12:41:20 AM mongrelglory So are SNCTM and The Standard Hotel connected in pedophilia and human trafficking ventures?  Okay!  The post by @candid_bandit answers my 

question about whether there is more to this operation than just some guy's juvenile fantasy.  The owner is obviously just a frontman for...

7/28/2019 12:43:27 AM armygreens backup offline

7/28/2019 12:44:37 AM mongrelglory ...an operation that does much more nefarious things behind the scenes.  So is the "Bishops Hat" in this picture indicative of Satanic practices, or is it 

just part of a "costume"? Was "Bunnyman" actually a supplier of kids from Vietnam but then they had a business "falling out"?

7/28/2019 12:44:48 AM majic_eyes_qnly Why is Alina following the qanon hashtag on IG? (as MJ12 screen shots) Makes no sense. Is she afraid of getting found out by Q/Q followers and then 

deleting her photos/account in response when she sees that, or what?

7/28/2019 12:46:02 AM bwarren1915 This is the Standard Hotel where Schiff frequents...anyone? Why does she have surgical instruments in a hotel?

7/28/2019 12:48:43 AM majic_eyes_qnly There could be some deeper meaning to this 💉 injection hashtag. With a dark or negative connotation.

7/28/2019 12:48:47 AM mongrelglory There may be more to the "white rabbit" theme than just Playboy-type activity. pic.twitter.com/9YONcGcIA7

7/28/2019 12:50:29 AM brad34351293 I want to know if pre-extra hormones. Did Teens have the same extreme acne that I & other teens had? Which led to scared faces and lack-luster 

confidence as teens?

I was a 90's teen, BTW.



7/28/2019 12:55:31 AM brad34351293 Home-grown/Heirloom seed based foods isn't a Fad anymore. For-sure!

Millenium's wouldn't know what to do, now days!

Mother-daughter, Father-son taught traits is lost in many ways. Thank God, not for me.

7/28/2019 12:56:10 AM majic_eyes_qnly Looked thru the page and found these animal masks (there is more):

Bunny (also cat) = MKULTRA/Project Monarch sex slave alter

Panda = abused/trafficked children (pedo symbol)

Unicorn = children/child sacrifice/blood drinking (MJ12 references this)

7/28/2019 12:57:52 AM brad34351293 Vax induced allergies, maybe!

Other protein based beans are alright?

7/28/2019 1:03:04 AM diaptera_80 "...abstain from meat sacrificed to idols" (Acts 15:29) I wish food would be marked wiser to make it easier for us to discern.

7/28/2019 1:16:13 AM mongrelglory That's interesting!  He says initial investors in the Standard Hotel LA were Leonardo DiCaprio, Cameron Diaz, Benecio Del Torro among others...

7/28/2019 1:18:26 AM jollyrob2  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/07/22/hollywoodrenegades-how-hollywood-insiders-are-taking-down-thecabal-from-the-inside-out-hollyweird-

greatawakening/ … pic.twitter.com/n4ANw8fOuO

7/28/2019 1:19:42 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:23:05 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:24:08 AM mongrelglory Thanks, I have an iMac.  I was able to archive the pictures but not the video.

7/28/2019 1:26:21 AM ilomagyar  pic.twitter.com/JL6OaMkbiU

7/28/2019 1:27:52 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:29:20 AM raymondkooyenga Weird

7/28/2019 1:30:53 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:32:44 AM bhaggy1008 I'm impressed, and I don't get impressed very often.

The Karmic blowback when we killed sentient animals.

7/28/2019 1:33:11 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:34:19 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:34:54 AM bhaggy1008 Minimize corporate food as much possible.

7/28/2019 1:35:52 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:39:04 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:41:53 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:43:14 AM mongrelglory Clientele are the SF Tech billionaires/millionaires?  They've ripped off the Space X logo.  Is this where Elon met Grimes?  So that's how they control the 

Tech giants...another honeypot to blackmail them.

7/28/2019 1:43:21 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:43:22 AM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealStandardHotel 

Here’s another product of the same order... pic.twitter.com/79iKcScgHB

7/28/2019 1:44:28 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:45:05 AM mongrelglory "Alina Ratuska is a creative director, event planner, designer, and stylist of Polish and German descent."  (for the Kinky Rabbit Club).  Sounds like 

another Rachel Chandler to me! 😒

7/28/2019 1:48:52 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:51:38 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:52:12 AM keith369me #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #unsealschiff #unsealschiff #unsealschiff

7/28/2019 1:53:06 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:53:10 AM mongrelglory I have an iMac.  I can't even open Twitter's webpage with Safari anymore.  I have to use Google.  I let them know the problem but they haven't fixed it 

yet.

7/28/2019 1:53:26 AM adsvel Yes.😊

7/28/2019 1:54:05 AM mongrelglory You're joking I hope?  He's been accused of rape and stalking by numerous women.

7/28/2019 1:55:45 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:56:03 AM mongrelglory I'm on an iMac I'm afraid.

7/28/2019 1:57:16 AM garypre62441595 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#thesepeopleareevil

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 1:58:46 AM freedomgaia Amen, 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏. Depuis le temps que certains attendent, pour cette libération globale 🙏🙏🙏🙏🤗🤗🤗🎇🎆☀️

7/28/2019 2:00:46 AM mongrelglory I think it's easier for them to taint the food supply using synthesized vegetable products.  People can recognize meat if it isn't ground up, and can 

choose local organic sources.  If you buy some vegan product from a company, you have to trust that it's honest about ingredients.



7/28/2019 2:02:12 AM mongrelglory I think most people would never willingly eat human meat, so they have to hide it in the food supply.

7/28/2019 2:04:06 AM cidarean Look into it. It gives a very interesting perspective on a lot of things. I prefer the YouTube version myself.

7/28/2019 2:04:57 AM usss_211 Thx LB!

7/28/2019 2:14:18 AM petitchevalb I got acne when eating lot of soy, I'm not teenager

Came to conclusion wasn't good for me

7/28/2019 2:16:57 AM petitchevalb Did you ever look into a slaughterhouse my dear?

They fear death as you do

They shiver as you would

They know

7/28/2019 2:21:14 AM petitchevalb They deserve to be left in peace

Not getting gravide just to produce milk

Not being genetically engineered to produce more

Not being exploited to make us sin knowing what Humans do to them

7/28/2019 2:22:50 AM luluspeers1 You mean dick right?

7/28/2019 2:26:49 AM petitchevalb More than meat, I personally think "proteins quest" is a lure to prevent people from getting vegan

I stopped searching for proteins  about 1 year ago

I'm not desintegrating

Having normal life, doing sport as before

7/28/2019 2:27:29 AM petitchevalb Empathy

7/28/2019 2:31:15 AM adsvel What means letter V?

7/28/2019 3:01:08 AM pagantri Eeewww

7/28/2019 3:01:26 AM 369369rv Mental case #69 🤨

7/28/2019 3:03:23 AM covertress I sympathize, Raeven Raeyne.

Perhaps, now that we've awakened to the right path, we've become more like children awaiting Christmas morning. We know of the gifts that await us 

and we're just anxious to unwrap them and begin playing.

7/28/2019 3:06:01 AM covertress Isn't it fun how answers unlock more questions?

7/28/2019 3:14:58 AM grrroverrrtje So sick. 😖 Praying for the children.

🙏🙏🙏

#SaveTheChildren

7/28/2019 3:26:50 AM boonigma  https://countdowntozerotime.com/2015/01/16/victorias-secret-illuminati-call-girls-exposed/ …

V means many things

7/28/2019 3:28:25 AM adsvel Thank You!🙏💜

7/28/2019 3:29:31 AM boonigma Also, what about the Ramada Inn that M+M sings about?

7/28/2019 3:30:33 AM raevenraeyne Can THESE ‘PEOPLE’ be SCRUBBED from Earth? The sickness and depravity is beyond measure 🤮

7/28/2019 3:32:26 AM raevenraeyne Truth!! That is indeed and exactly how it feels 🥰

7/28/2019 3:34:33 AM wild8heart An excellent trajectory from where I perceive. 💫💫💫

7/28/2019 3:34:41 AM nan_ese Oh LORD! I don't want to know this stuff! I know it had to be outed, but I need some goodness for a while...

 https://images.app.goo.gl/NhfGCtCrmqoxyj2P9 …

7/28/2019 3:37:54 AM 313looper She is mostly following female models ...

I found @LeoDiCaprio some other celebrities &

She is also following Ivanka Trump & Some QAnon Instagram page ! I didn’t search for the rest !

7/28/2019 3:38:50 AM boonigma The Standard used to be Thunderbird Inn, which is a Ramada franchise. pic.twitter.com/Ja4MXuUOKb

7/28/2019 3:39:42 AM boonigma I was only just reading it actually! 🙏😊

7/28/2019 3:46:46 AM aspennmax64_l Amen....he should feel right at home.

7/28/2019 3:49:55 AM aussie_bot Well the rabbits instagrams leads to a lot of fkd up shit.

7/28/2019 3:51:52 AM covertress #UnsealStandardHotel 

Gold shall destroy FED. pic.twitter.com/digZ9bf6V0

7/28/2019 4:08:19 AM qld_truthseeker  pic.twitter.com/P5eVGdfA19

7/28/2019 4:11:30 AM covertress #UnsealStandardHotel #QAnon 

Follow the Money

On 7/26, @GenFlynn gave us a clue when he changed his Twitter header.

What organization is HUMA?

Search past Q Drops.

 https://qmap.pub  pic.twitter.com/2TccvJlySj

7/28/2019 4:20:56 AM sterkinglights1 FAF. see the difference?

7/28/2019 4:21:29 AM djlok Woah!!!  I had missed that connection!!!

#Qanon #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealEpstein

7/28/2019 4:22:56 AM yodhehwahheh Look like trannys anyway

7/28/2019 4:29:10 AM covertress #UnsealStandardHotel #QAnon 

Follow the Money

• What organization is HUMA?

HUMA - Harvard University Muslim Alumni (est. 2004; Cambridge, MA)

• Why would investment be made in a former President pre-political days?

•Twitter? pic.twitter.com/785QHUss1t

7/28/2019 4:31:48 AM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/QTQaSLrEc0

7/28/2019 4:33:31 AM qarmy1001 Disturbing.

7/28/2019 4:33:58 AM girlawakeinca This is it! 👍

7/28/2019 4:35:23 AM covertress I hope so!

7/28/2019 4:58:51 AM lp083061  https://bhcourier.com/2016/09/16/hal-lifson-alina/ …

7/28/2019 5:00:23 AM lp083061  https://www.businessinsider.com/sex-club-hollywoods-elite-bans-member-attacking-12-year-old-2018-1 …

7/28/2019 5:04:32 AM covertress #UnsealStandardHotel #QAnon 

Follow the Money

Search "destroy Democrat party"

 http://qmap.pub  

How do you clean dirty money?

Gold shall destroy FED. pic.twitter.com/v2zjwqyCb7

7/28/2019 5:06:34 AM lp083061  https://newspunch.com/satanic-hollywood-sex-cult-bill-maher/ …

7/28/2019 5:08:48 AM oastica2017 Mentally Sick people! Real Hollywood Movie!

7/28/2019 5:10:14 AM covertress #UnsealStandardHotel #QAnon 

How do you clean dirty money?

Book deal?

Gold shall destroy FED. https://twitter.com/TrueQanuck11/status/1155317452596793345?s=19 …

7/28/2019 5:10:35 AM giediknight Looks like Ariana Grande

7/28/2019 5:11:47 AM nettiejoi  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8198307/inside-moscow-snctm-sex-club-romps-mansion/amp?__twitter_impression=true …



7/28/2019 5:12:22 AM nocommunistusa Well you need to see it bc it’s what they’ve been doing for the longest time to the kids under the public’s noses

7/28/2019 5:15:54 AM nocommunistusa it’s all negative n dark, there was one pic on there with a girl wearing a sign Eat Me n a rabbit standing next to her, isn’t it what these satanic pedos do?

7/28/2019 5:16:47 AM jaimyvdlaan WTF ?? pic.twitter.com/8YMD2ex9ps

7/28/2019 5:18:17 AM nocommunistusa I’m sure there is otherwise he wouldn’t have posted this. Sick n twisted. They portray her bleeding to death in this photo

7/28/2019 5:18:41 AM jaimyvdlaan U wist dat er een soort Hungergames waren ? 😳😳Really ?

7/28/2019 5:21:52 AM nocommunistusa This is looks like when they test and torture their subjects, everything has dark meaning of what they have been doing. The public kept in the total dark

 🤦♀️

7/28/2019 5:31:33 AM nocommunistusa Those poor babies, horrendous

7/28/2019 5:36:24 AM rosesrred0119 Good!

7/28/2019 5:39:10 AM thekanehb There is video. This is where they get to write the story bc we have no way to collaborate

7/28/2019 5:41:26 AM mongrelglory Not to mention liking underage girls.

7/28/2019 5:42:52 AM hilofred Duh!

7/28/2019 5:46:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://saveinsta.com/download 

7/28/2019 5:47:28 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ErZobnUHLT

7/28/2019 5:47:39 AM mongrelglory That's actually their logo which is a rabbit head with splayed bunny ears.

7/28/2019 5:50:32 AM cj_liebs Real life American Horror Story

7/28/2019 5:50:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Military Tribunals. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1155374606284230656 …

7/28/2019 5:51:48 AM adsvel Thank You, Michelle! 🙏💜I found out when I looked closer.🧐😊

7/28/2019 5:52:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel will be far more censored than #UnsealEpstein.

7/28/2019 5:52:19 AM newalias777 1776 WORLDWIDE

7/28/2019 5:53:15 AM gregmar72901668 The man is in for the fight of his life...

From what I’ve seen he’s got guts and stamina 

He has DJT in his corner..

It will happen 

Patriots pray

7/28/2019 5:53:20 AM rosesrred0119 Disturbing

7/28/2019 5:53:24 AM wncpatriot2 Think judgement from the Lord 😇👹for he never left

7/28/2019 5:55:28 AM 13patrickfields De one thing is that Boris can't be blackmailed for womanising!! He has supped a lot of honey, mummy!!

7/28/2019 5:57:16 AM newalias777 Remember remember pic.twitter.com/k98XDxErEi

7/28/2019 5:57:41 AM anon_inno I feel the Brits will move much more swiftly with their progress than we did in America. Trump had to defend and drain the swamp here, first. The 

hidden power structures have already been falling in Europe because of it. I intend we will be swift to success for our @YellowVestUK

7/28/2019 6:01:05 AM jollyrob2 Let’s rollout all the names pic.twitter.com/Y3BXECE3fH

7/28/2019 6:02:08 AM jrocktigers Money Laundering 101.

7/28/2019 6:07:25 AM iamtr1sha Hopefully that rat doesn’t end up dead in someone else’s cot !

7/28/2019 6:08:03 AM synackstatic instagram-scraper

7/28/2019 6:09:05 AM jrocktigers Literally one of the last places on earth I would want to drop acid, but here is a member doing so right on camera...   

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bw7T-MLFyP9/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link …

7/28/2019 6:16:13 AM knightofmaltaus Gold is the FED.

7/28/2019 6:24:58 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/nFzdPsNSlZ

7/28/2019 6:27:08 AM justifi78326842 Yup! Hollow and rings like a bell 🛎, new moon on the way!

7/28/2019 6:31:58 AM state1union Lol 😝

7/28/2019 6:34:10 AM jrocktigers "Just a song of Gomorrah, I wonder what they did there

Must've been a bad thing to get shot down for

I wonder how they blew it up or if they burned it down

Get out, get out Mr. Lot and don't you turn around." ~ Jerry Garcia

7/28/2019 6:35:23 AM deanshupak Too bad ..people need to see evidence even if it's horrible.

7/28/2019 6:38:30 AM kits_cross #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 6:39:23 AM kadath123 BOOM. BOOM. ROOM

7/28/2019 6:43:32 AM my2sonznme Exactly. Many still won’t believe unless it’s the most undeniable horror.

7/28/2019 6:45:56 AM f45_5 Interesting...

7/28/2019 6:46:27 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/XvrXkwGCK3

7/28/2019 6:46:49 AM my2sonznme All the people who commented on it being beautiful and “their thing”...goes to show we will never rid this world of evil. It will always be out there 

lurking at the edges of our lives.

7/28/2019 6:48:27 AM cidarean This?

 “not only were the CIA and FBI complicit in the Epstein-Maxwell Mossad pedophilia entrapment and blackmail operation from day one, but there are 

49 other Mossad entrapment operations going on, one in each U.S. state, all protected by the FBI,” according to Robert Steele"

7/28/2019 6:49:25 AM jrocktigers "Who gave you your orders, someone from the sky

I heard a voice inside my head in the desert wind so dry

I heard a voice tellin' me to flee the very same voice I always believe,Say a lot of trouble comin', but it don't have to come to you" ~ Jerry Garcia

7/28/2019 6:51:24 AM anonmom14 I wonder why?  Hard to wrap my mind around how it could be worse than Epstein.

7/28/2019 6:52:33 AM fredcavanaugh1 Not ex cop, undercover..  keeping little Jeffrey safe at night..

7/28/2019 6:55:59 AM 12bravogran Probably be a bad trip.

7/28/2019 6:56:21 AM enomai_ So, they're doing this crap to kids

7/28/2019 6:57:07 AM enomai_ And, advertise it with adult women.

7/28/2019 6:58:41 AM jrocktigers I think she ate a MDMA cookie just prior , so may have evened out...but still....

7/28/2019 6:59:19 AM di0010110r #UnsealDisney pic.twitter.com/DJFQ0eL4iI

7/28/2019 7:00:36 AM jrocktigers "Just a song of Gomorrah, I wonder what they did there

Must've been a bad thing to get shot down for

I wonder how they blew it up or if they burned it down

Get out, get out Mr. Lot and don't you turn around."

7/28/2019 7:04:41 AM nocommunistusa True pretty big names associated with Epstein. Who else of a bigger caliber could the Standard be protecting?

7/28/2019 7:05:42 AM nurseniceyes T thanks

7/28/2019 7:11:23 AM canadiancovfefe That sell human meat, mixed in with the ground beef? Oh my, that is revolting!

7/28/2019 7:12:31 AM gidget_g8 This chick is Sick !

7/28/2019 7:12:33 AM lorenzosghost When youre a demon, and youre fully possessed already, the demons dont give you a bad trip, you just get pleasure. Bad trips are when regular souls 

make themselves vulnerable to demons

7/28/2019 7:14:43 AM anonmom14 I have my ideas, but it still doesn’t make sense to me.

7/28/2019 7:15:10 AM independiva 1% of all humans are born psychopaths (and that’s just 1 in f the type II disorders) that’s 70 million psychos roaming around. 

pic.twitter.com/gzdFSnAyMJ

7/28/2019 7:15:44 AM anonmom14 I know, but that Shifhead should go down, just like Epstein



7/28/2019 7:19:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein = Mossad

Standard = Pentagon

Priority of NATIONAL SECURITY.

7/28/2019 7:19:52 AM anonmom14 Wow!

7/28/2019 7:20:41 AM nocommunistusa Thank you!

7/28/2019 7:21:19 AM anonmom14 Does it have anything to do with the military exercises at the pentagon recently?

7/28/2019 7:21:22 AM michaelchasea Source?

7/28/2019 7:21:59 AM 4mydeerone Who is the couple in the first picture?

7/28/2019 7:22:45 AM cidarean Benjarmin Fulford article.

7/28/2019 7:23:50 AM covertress Rothschilds

7/28/2019 7:24:32 AM duriavigrobert What’s really “REVOLTING” is America ‘s stampede toward “convenience at any cost!” This constant erosion that eventually lead to the total absence 

of HOME COOKING is a major part of the many attacks on our core value. 

🧕wipe with one hand eat with the other🤔 THINK ABOUT IT ⤵️ pic.twitter.com/Bk6SFJRsYL

7/28/2019 7:25:39 AM 4mydeerone Thanks. And the second one... what was the date of that one and the location??? As well as the one with the rabbit and the clock.... identies known???

7/28/2019 7:26:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel may result in this account being terminated for violating [    ] personal involvement in [snctm] which will be masked as a 

violation of the ToS. Learn to archive offline. New archive coming.

7/28/2019 7:27:11 AM jonle86 So will Boris have his own Q team?

7/28/2019 7:27:35 AM islandofdelight Any backup account/contingency plan in case this account is taken down?

7/28/2019 7:27:45 AM jvan125 😳🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

7/28/2019 7:28:02 AM stormystorm10 Let’s not have it go down 🤞🏼

7/28/2019 7:28:07 AM fluffystuffy4 That’s too good for him!

7/28/2019 7:28:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Clowns pic.twitter.com/rEExlwkidN

7/28/2019 7:29:36 AM newyorker66 I showed a pic on fb. It was quite disturbing, (it was way too early to show, everything was just coming out) and all my family FREAKED OUT!  I decided 

instead of showing all the news i hear, ill will go slow. They still have a hard time

 Some looooongtime friends, unfriended me.

7/28/2019 7:30:02 AM _highjinx_ Clowns trying to protect their narrative.

7/28/2019 7:30:24 AM islandofdelight Done.

7/28/2019 7:30:50 AM jeff57253103 Awesome! Will you share the other info about standard? How do we archive offline?

7/28/2019 7:32:40 AM newyorker66 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Hello, a quick question for you...i heard there were military tribunals and a few generals were hung,  is this true and do you know why?

7/28/2019 7:33:07 AM stormystorm10 Wow that was fast , that happen right now ?

7/28/2019 7:33:34 AM cryptogyu I’ve noticed less over the skys of Texas recently!

7/28/2019 7:35:17 AM megod37477470 Mmmmm yummy

7/28/2019 7:35:47 AM merkabah31 I don't even want to know. Article started out like a club with topless pool girls,then it dawned on me it was people who paid & applied to attend orgies 

of some sort. I couldn't read the whole thing. I'd had enough already.Sick people.

7/28/2019 7:39:08 AM countrylife82 Trying to silence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  now? Could it be because of #UnsealStandardHotel ? 🤔 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155485298027094016 …

7/28/2019 7:40:16 AM roger35742354 Back up channel?

7/28/2019 7:41:35 AM petitchevalb Thank you 

We will miss you

Good luck

7/28/2019 7:43:14 AM jtcrotteau Go to @ kinkyrabbitclub , the name at bottom of these, and you will find a treasure full of this shit.

7/28/2019 7:44:25 AM covertress SNCTM sex club, LA.

Follow the Instagram account at the top of the picture.

7/28/2019 7:45:00 AM deividmanzo But i guess the technology exists to counteract the radiation/poisoning, right? Those people can be saved

7/28/2019 7:45:10 AM egelone Someone pls tell me where i can find all the backup

7/28/2019 7:45:23 AM pauliepg11111 [.  ]. = Pentagon = Blackmail for “National Security”?

7/28/2019 7:46:15 AM bbobbio71 The Federal Reserve Cartel – The Eight Families who own the USA: The rise of BIS, IMF, World Bank – Dean Henderson, Herland Report | The Herland 

Report https://www.hannenabintuherland.com/europe/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-families-who-own-the-usa-the-rise-of-bis-imf-world-bank-

dean-henderson-on-free21-org/ …

7/28/2019 7:46:22 AM goldste57881662 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 7:46:32 AM ladtacarms Clowns for sure. Someone should post a vid taking Geiger counter readings around the area and upload to twitter.

7/28/2019 7:47:28 AM imwideawake2018 Save everything you find.  Screenshots, downloads, even take pics of stuff online or tv. Save to a storage device that isn't connected to the internet. 

The fact is, once they realize it's still out there, they will delete all the evidence. So EVERYONE needs to archive offline!!

7/28/2019 7:48:10 AM jeff57253103 Like in our personal photos on a phone?

7/28/2019 7:48:26 AM keith369me Looks like Trump, acts like Trump...same “Star” Family?

7/28/2019 7:49:08 AM cosmic_engineer Are you getting an fine resin-like residue covering everything nightly?  I've ruled out tree sap

7/28/2019 7:49:28 AM shushale Yup.

7/28/2019 7:50:01 AM shushale #CrimesAgainstHumanity

7/28/2019 7:50:30 AM keith369me Playboy Mansion = Child’s Play   Standard Hotel = Top Rung of the Satanic Ladder?

7/28/2019 7:50:46 AM rebashoenfelt1 Kids go in but don’t come out.

7/28/2019 7:51:25 AM mrsarboe #UnsealStandardHotel 🏩 pic.twitter.com/L93A5s6hmd

7/28/2019 7:51:48 AM keith369me You will know...you will just know!!!

7/28/2019 7:52:01 AM nschlange Shocker!

7/28/2019 7:52:07 AM lawrenc16242044 Half life ends in 17 - 22 yrs? Could you explain this?

7/28/2019 7:52:25 AM gsusgod This is a Mohel performing brit milah, a traditional Jewish circumcision. Some babies have contracted herpes through this practice. Talk about a life 

sentence.

7/28/2019 7:53:04 AM imwideawake2018 Yes.. whatever/however you capture it. I have a HUGE file of screenshots like the ones majestic has posted and save to an external drive.

I screenshot important tweets and save pics others have posted too. We share everything but keep a copy...so they won't be able to deny it!!

7/28/2019 7:53:21 AM keith369me Obviously over a huge target!!!

7/28/2019 7:53:27 AM starehope Iffy to me. I'm not putting this kind of stuff on my device.

7/28/2019 7:55:09 AM hambrickro 😏😏😏

7/28/2019 7:55:17 AM anonamo94362973 Been shut down also. Starting over. 20K now 600. Boom boom room. Just trying to stay under radar till I have more followers. Keep up the good fight.

7/28/2019 7:56:19 AM coloali The truth shall set us all free.  People are waking up, some more slowly than others.

7/28/2019 7:56:26 AM keith369me In addition, save it to your mind and share it with others as appropriate!!!  Nothing can stop the Great Awakening you are taking part in, nothing.  Look 

at how awakened those that choose to be are compared to such a short time ago.

7/28/2019 7:57:11 AM firebir52169020 Tic Tock pic.twitter.com/yzK0S9tJcC

7/28/2019 8:01:30 AM disgoblue24 Will do



7/28/2019 8:01:30 AM orthogonalron Andre Balazs 

Most likely high priest in the cult?

Connects to everything

Dug deep into his family once

Paperclip & MKUltra tie ins pic.twitter.com/fT38lsD1dk

7/28/2019 8:01:53 AM usss_211 Can't happen soon enough... The Nation won't heal unless you cut the sickness out....

7/28/2019 8:02:00 AM wncpatriot2 I was shut down in like fifty posts last week. They are scared of the Lord and should be more to come.

7/28/2019 8:03:38 AM usss_211 Did could you post a link please... Looks like good reading!

7/28/2019 8:03:44 AM michael81972 Will you come back incognito dropping crumbs

7/28/2019 8:04:04 AM usss_211 Do you like music????

7/28/2019 8:04:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hello ALICE. pic.twitter.com/dK2DbDRPnY

7/28/2019 8:06:50 AM pat34177691 Standard property of Adam Schiff

7/28/2019 8:09:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight.

Symbology will be their downfall.

The Great Awakening. https://twitter.com/Saslow_Scott/status/1154739064274399233 …

7/28/2019 8:09:45 AM pauliepg11111 Whenever you say that I think of this scene in The Matrix when the machines realize Neo is awake and quickly arrives at his pod... 

pic.twitter.com/MdBY3FUCsG

7/28/2019 8:10:25 AM selvestekjetil Nah you are partly assisted by ALICE. Quinn doing deceive tactics today?

7/28/2019 8:10:52 AM pat34177691 Almost like they want to be caught...guess they think acrenochrome makes them invincible

7/28/2019 8:11:04 AM donnawr8 #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall

7/28/2019 8:11:15 AM michael81972 Yes,  we will know in our conscious if they come back👍🏻

7/28/2019 8:12:07 AM allahuniversal Every loss from any fully supportive of WWG1WGA is a loss. Even if it's from "friendly fire" a loss is a loss.

We're here to Win how about you?

No one is above another, also means that no one is beneath another.

Is this account the enemy or don't we already have bigger fish to👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/yXmbM32JSZ

7/28/2019 8:14:51 AM maryschade14 By the book

7/28/2019 8:15:26 AM jep1299 Twitter is becoming more perverted. Just this morning have see two utterly disgusting tweets. This garbage needs to stop.

7/28/2019 8:16:09 AM momislazy11 Symbology is the STUDY of symbols

Symbolism is how they communicate

7/28/2019 8:17:18 AM usss_211 Kubrick knew...

7/28/2019 8:21:11 AM plasticjesus6 is  Alice AI?

7/28/2019 8:21:17 AM freestateojones Information to valuable to allow that.

7/28/2019 8:22:35 AM orthogonalron Radiation emissions infers a nuclear device/weapon was released

7/28/2019 8:23:35 AM plasticjesus6 I knew  it. 

AI

7/28/2019 8:26:29 AM plasticjesus6 what does the rabbit mean Michell? thx I see it everywhere

7/28/2019 8:27:53 AM mikecoats1965 Yep

7/28/2019 8:27:58 AM us_poll Hey is Sally on this morning? Isn't her sister in the music industry?

7/28/2019 8:29:02 AM plasticjesus6 can you explain plz, thx

7/28/2019 8:29:24 AM fathersparrow He OWNED it for years!

7/28/2019 8:30:03 AM vintagesquirrel 👀

7/28/2019 8:30:08 AM glorydawn3 Was Kubrick trying to expose them?

7/28/2019 8:31:30 AM disgoblue24 Wow

7/28/2019 8:32:11 AM jswdh1 I wondered....

7/28/2019 8:33:12 AM nancyddb In advance, thank you for everything you have given me/us for the awakening. I will miss your tweets although, I'm assuming you wouldn't leave 

unless we were ready. WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/QKywPDg4CR

7/28/2019 8:33:14 AM joni_apple_seed This was FANTASTIC! Bravo! #ThanQ+ @TheCollectiveQ @NSA_QIL2 @GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @John_F_Kennnedy @TrueEyeTheSpy 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1155315616171155456 …

7/28/2019 8:38:07 AM plasticjesus6 um ..ok lolz

7/28/2019 8:38:26 AM canadiancovfefe Yes, it is a bit frightening, but I don’t think all of the individuals in this category are killers, and not all are criminals. Many are white collar and are at the 

tops of businesses. Some of us have them in our families.

7/28/2019 8:39:18 AM disgoblue24 #unsealstandardhotel

7/28/2019 8:39:18 AM findityourselfi  pic.twitter.com/eLXq6zR5Zf

7/28/2019 8:40:18 AM wncpatriot2 Dalton school

7/28/2019 8:41:48 AM wncpatriot2 Is to j e as where in ga is to current children of the elite??

7/28/2019 8:42:23 AM plasticjesus6 Turing Test?

7/28/2019 8:42:29 AM keith369me I guess “shine the 💡” is potentially sensitive content with this criteria!!!  #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel 

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 8:43:25 AM disgoblue24 Wow, and they post all this on Twitter and don’t get flagged?

7/28/2019 8:43:40 AM mrernietests Same as  eo13825 ?

7/28/2019 8:44:41 AM enomai_ Should we assume images selected from previous posts. Are kids, in replacement of these models for the advertisements. Sick people. 

Far too many people in this world want to pick on children. Abuse begets abuse :'(

7/28/2019 8:45:23 AM canadiancovfefe Sent to email. I am currently listening to a YouTube I missed on my other device.

7/28/2019 8:45:33 AM pauliepg11111 MJ is it true that The Shining was related to his faked Apollo “production”?

7/28/2019 8:46:13 AM edwardgouin If you are who you claim to be, and I think you are, how could Twitter possibly ban you?  Seems odd that patriots lack complete control of Twitter this 

late in the game.  Could you not use collective consciousness to make banning you impossible?  Perplexed.

7/28/2019 8:48:43 AM imwideawake2018 Thank you!!

Saved!!

7/28/2019 8:50:55 AM pauliepg11111 I always wondered about him and Uma Thurman...she seems completely mind controlled.

7/28/2019 8:51:39 AM duckmeat01 Hell of a Strip Club... what time do they open?. Is it 21 up?

7/28/2019 8:53:05 AM us_poll I want her to hear my niece! I listened to her last night and she blew me away on a self made track she did from a karaoke tape. I thought it was  

recorded in a music studio and thought it was a singer on the radio but she sounded better than the one who really sings the songLol

7/28/2019 8:55:11 AM us_poll I knew she could sing but it's been a long time since I'd heard her...She's a little shy but guys I was shocked!

7/28/2019 8:57:00 AM lorirrr That is for sure...ugh...

7/28/2019 8:58:13 AM jswdh1 God gave her a beautiful gift!

7/28/2019 8:58:38 AM us_poll I want to play it online lol but copyright would probably get me in trouble but I think I said Oh my gosh 20 times Lol Where have you been hiding dear? 

She's quiet!

7/28/2019 8:59:07 AM sabermarris My bet would be safely helping to raise the consciousness of the planet

7/28/2019 8:59:09 AM braveunicorn55 Why is radiation emitting from ground zero?

7/28/2019 8:59:34 AM jswdh1 I cook almost every night! Didn't used to when i worked 60-80 hours a week ...

7/28/2019 9:00:28 AM jswdh1 I saw that last night.... ugh! And the creepy standard hotel pics!

7/28/2019 9:00:35 AM lorirrr Yeah, that could get weird(er) fast...



7/28/2019 9:01:48 AM lorirrr MDMA makes the LSD go on forever...well, couple days anyway...

7/28/2019 9:02:18 AM anonmom14 From what I’ve read, they used nuc’s under the towers to take them down

7/28/2019 9:02:25 AM us_poll She loves art and I was getting her set up to take some classes cause she's a natural but after last night I'm just like wow she needs to be singing I can't 

imagine what they could do with her a real studio..She was pretty much perfect and never had voice lessons!

7/28/2019 9:02:38 AM lorirrr Name of a bar in Laguna Beach, now closed...

7/28/2019 9:03:13 AM jrocktigers Guess it would depend on dosage and if it was cut with amphet.

7/28/2019 9:03:22 AM braveunicorn55 Wow. I hadn't heard that before.

7/28/2019 9:03:56 AM jrocktigers weird(er) for sure..

7/28/2019 9:04:48 AM _louisreed So that's why it's called the Lolita Express....

7/28/2019 9:05:41 AM lorirrr Let's ask @RepAdamSchiff about The Standard(s) he keeps...

7/28/2019 9:07:30 AM alnacho1 #UnsealTheStandardHotel

7/28/2019 9:07:32 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/12BravoGran/status/1155508669770895360?s=19 …

7/28/2019 9:08:32 AM bbobbio71 That's crazy!

7/28/2019 9:09:29 AM cidarean  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/07/full-update-benjamin-fulford-july-22nd-2019-nuremberg-2-0-hearings-to-be-broadcast-live-on-the-

internet/ …

7/28/2019 9:10:20 AM jollyrob2 Let’s hope not. Appreciate all the work you guys have done so far🙏✨💫

7/28/2019 9:10:36 AM jj_talking It's also in Hollywood pic.twitter.com/yrYAhnCQrk

7/28/2019 9:11:33 AM realityloominng How many pressed "view"? I certainly did

7/28/2019 9:11:47 AM us_poll My brother got me to listen to her ...she kept saying no no no I'm embarssed...She's on the shy side and why I haven't heard her in so long...the quiet 

artistic type! She's alway been different so much her teachers thought she was British. No good Ol Alabama

7/28/2019 9:13:26 AM _louisreed Notice the ad. pic.twitter.com/pvhkh4J1qK

7/28/2019 9:13:33 AM nea_storm Thank you Majestic! [ALICE] appears quite ashamed of the Standard Hotel postings today: What would be the Odd's of that transpiring at this 

moment? Is someone Attempting to hide something? Definitely requires Expedited Investigation, maybe a serious national security issue? 

pic.twitter.com/dF62ClXo03

7/28/2019 9:14:01 AM sickness25 Thank you for everything! We are forever grateful for all our blessings!!

7/28/2019 9:15:01 AM us_poll She doesn't have a Southern accent despite being born in the Sticks/Country in Al Lol! Don't ask me why I got that a few times when I was younger too 

...Thought I was from up North Not now though I sound Country Haha!

7/28/2019 9:15:44 AM lightonthehill [J___]

Should we make the tweets contained here available in an archive?

7/28/2019 9:17:31 AM us_poll Surprised they hadn't busted that place!

7/28/2019 9:20:07 AM 180milesperhour  pic.twitter.com/AGxlfGTuSJ

7/28/2019 9:20:58 AM qanuck4truth Oh...not familiar... hope you're not using Chrome.

I use Opera VPN, and duckduckgo. You can down load for free. 

Cuts out a lot of the BS

7/28/2019 9:21:57 AM us_poll The standard hotel a hotel without standards...Oh the irony that surrounds these people...everywhere you look a front

7/28/2019 9:22:08 AM canadiancovfefe Working 60-80 hours a week? You must be doing something you love.

7/28/2019 9:23:20 AM lightworkercain #UnsealStandardHotel

 https://themillennialbridge.com/standard-hotel-dumps-hydrochloric-acid-down-roof-drain/ …

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/J2qowXyuBp

7/28/2019 9:23:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Someone care to explain this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 claims Deep State trafficked children, slaughtered them, sending bodies to slaughter houses owned 

by Deep State selling meat to Fast Food Companies such as McDonalds. Is this a fact @realDonaldTrump? @prayingmedic have you heard this? 

pic.twitter.com/ZjxYVOVejb

7/28/2019 9:25:06 AM anonmom14 I can’t wait to see that weasel go down.  He is creepy x100 🤢

7/28/2019 9:25:40 AM lbf777 If it does, you can make another account? This is what the NSA child crimes account did.

7/28/2019 9:26:30 AM deedeerushforth Who is covered

7/28/2019 9:30:44 AM katie_g4 I have done a lot of research on their sick little club....evil indeed

7/28/2019 9:34:30 AM canadiancovfefe I can cook, but my bf is a way better cook than me - so he cooks. I spent 27 years cooking for my kids, so it’s a treat to have someone else do it. I have 

attempted to make dinners for my bf, but he wasn’t impressed, so I get to eat his good cooking instead.

7/28/2019 9:40:45 AM usss_211 Thank Q!

7/28/2019 9:45:34 AM lorirrr That's the party mix, right? 🤪

7/28/2019 9:48:02 AM bain6jackie Reminder, R. Kelly bought his girls from their parents according to them when interviewed after his arrest. They were defending him and said their 

parents were responsible for the naked pics of them and that they had been sold to R. Kelly by their parents.

7/28/2019 9:52:54 AM sarastarface Jared Leto?  Really?  I had no idea

7/28/2019 9:56:56 AM cidarean Oh? They came through the sun gate?

7/28/2019 9:58:30 AM lccrusader Is that Schiffty on the left?

Standard Hotel?

7/28/2019 9:59:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd Many tweets are unavailable now.

7/28/2019 10:05:44 AM crumcasa That is the 64 million dollar question.  THEY want is dead

7/28/2019 10:06:38 AM mrsarboe yep! from the artist Sabo.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabo_(street_artist) …

7/28/2019 10:11:37 AM exsjwtruther would be interested in any links

7/28/2019 10:15:13 AM star_counter9 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

7/28/2019 10:21:00 AM obzerv3r_p_ Im confused arnt these adults? Not cool but adults, not illegal just not good

7/28/2019 10:21:49 AM susan66388204 You are honestly asking Praying medic if something Majestic 12 SAID IS TRUE? 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣For 

Real?🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🤣🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/28/2019 10:25:45 AM celesteka 😳

7/28/2019 10:26:36 AM jvan125 Interdasting... pic.twitter.com/CKHzC8MRfl

7/28/2019 10:29:44 AM laurabusse Now isn't that the kind of girl you want to bring home to Mama?

7/28/2019 10:32:23 AM richardhiatt16 🤣. Blah.  Blah BLAHHHH..... so many 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

7/28/2019 10:32:24 AM laurabusse More info

Book

Interview w an alien

Free on website

Free audiobook on YouTube

Explains it all

Fascinating...

Also on Amazon for like a couple, few bucks...
7/28/2019 10:34:14 AM richardhiatt16 When when do we pull the plug???? 🤣❤️



7/28/2019 10:37:58 AM ygwiryn Anyone remember this film  https://youtu.be/Z_eUew3zsrM  pic.twitter.com/hD5jC0SEeN

7/28/2019 10:38:15 AM richardhiatt16 😳

7/28/2019 10:39:49 AM plasticjesus6 Wow

7/28/2019 10:41:00 AM jvan125 Scary stuff, huh? I don’t understand a lot of that but it doesn’t sound like a good thing. 🙏🏻🇺🇸🌎

7/28/2019 10:41:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd I asked for a specific reason and you’re comment is offensive. I did so and you have no clue why. Keep your mouth shut!

7/28/2019 10:42:09 AM slayerofmatrix1 Thank you Chuck !!!  I was dreading the thought of not having it all compiled somewhere !  🙏🏼💗💫✨💫💗🙏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/28/2019 10:42:39 AM youstinksoap 42

44

BC & BHO?

7/28/2019 10:46:34 AM slayerofmatrix1 If you don’t have it .. Thought I’d share this other treasure I found ! https://qresear.ch/ 

7/28/2019 10:48:18 AM susan66388204 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/28/2019 10:50:15 AM peruviancoffee2 Man there are some sick freaks out there

7/28/2019 10:51:16 AM robin_ked It's True

I no longer eat fast food cuz🤮 pic.twitter.com/2YlkfKyTr8

7/28/2019 10:52:59 AM orthogonalron No one source

Keywords: Harvard

Father-Dr Endre Balazs-Hungary-BioMatrix, patented hyaluranon

Mother-Eva Balazs (psychologist infamous McLean Hospital/Bridgewater) 

Andre left The Standard after POTUS inauguration

Married Katie Ford-Ford Modeling

7/28/2019 10:55:41 AM plasticjesus6 It's like AI in beta phase

7/28/2019 10:56:03 AM nea_storm Multidimen Trigger DeCode =Tales of CRONOS & spiritual Conscious Actualization of the Sixth child = 369 Who is Zeus? Why is Ancient Myth coopted & 

perverted? What do [BH] Feed On? Who are [BH]? Why create electromagnetic imbalance of energy fields? Debt & Frequency Modulations 

pic.twitter.com/0hn6GTdVYT

7/28/2019 10:56:41 AM hackenburg_ What is in her hand?

7/28/2019 10:58:29 AM deplorablesuezq Ah yes, this is the group that wants to sell and Paltrow was the one who wanted to buy it.

7/28/2019 11:00:25 AM lenzaq Relates to Enneagram?

7/28/2019 11:02:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd Wanting to explain. ❓about human meat mixed with meat at slaughter houses sold to #WeThePeople, posted to @prayingmedic for reason, lots of 

traffic. #WeThePeople have a right to know; be outraged! How are changes made? We stop accepting their BULL SHIT! People must know!!!

7/28/2019 11:03:39 AM robin_ked (they) are cannibals👹 pic.twitter.com/y4ALL3PA8K

7/28/2019 11:05:27 AM lorieve Watch their ancient bodies go full Dorian Grey now that their supply is cut off.

7/28/2019 11:05:30 AM charlesgdavis1 ALSO a lot of my responses are placed in the wrong place by the AI in the threads is this another way to shadow ban?

7/28/2019 11:08:15 AM lorieve just like narcissists feed on empaths.

7/28/2019 11:12:09 AM lorieve apocryphal writings indicate that their lifespan be only 500 years. Their time is run out and they have no source of eternal life anymore to feed off of.

7/28/2019 11:13:50 AM arunprakash4 MJ12, could you please post a link on how to harness the power of these synchronicities? 

You might have posted it earlier, but I can't find it despite scrolling back so much. 

Pretty sure there are many others who would love the same. Thank you for all you do!

7/28/2019 11:17:47 AM richard07759712 @GregRubini ... of interest?

7/28/2019 11:19:15 AM mommahood777 yikes.

as much as I really don't want to know more...

*wincing*

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel
7/28/2019 11:21:00 AM richard07759712 Yes... he did

7/28/2019 11:24:25 AM jayrambin If I were a wild animal and someone made me an offer to keep me safe and healthy if I just let them have some milk or some eggs, and I no longer have 

to fight for my food or fight to live everyday or have ticks in my ears or parasites and worms in my heart, good deal.

7/28/2019 11:25:32 AM jayrambin I completely agree that they should not be given anything unnatural or bad food or genetically modified anything to increase production. I'm just 

talking about having an animal to at my own property where I take care of them and they take care of me.

7/28/2019 11:39:25 AM cstarr888 Many good videos still out there on 3,6,9. Internet search. 😉🙏💖

7/28/2019 11:44:11 AM arunprakash4 Thank you for your reply 💖🙏 I come across articles that describe synchronicities. MJ12 emphasizes that we can actually harness its power to 

manifest. 

Seeing angel numbers is now common place in my ( our ) life, but how we harness it - that would really cool. Thank you again!

7/28/2019 11:48:58 AM ethereal_shaman South Dakota

7/28/2019 11:51:46 AM primad57  pic.twitter.com/E3r8qmnoIr

7/28/2019 11:54:43 AM karma4event201 Link site? 

I hope you got to the site, I can still read the articles

7/28/2019 11:54:59 AM primad57 How many boys & girls were raped, tortured & sacrificed esp after his joke of previous jail time. These victims never should have experienced these 

horrors.

7/28/2019 11:55:13 AM jrocktigers 👆🏻 underrated tweet. . .

7/28/2019 12:05:17 PM daniellabiancax  pic.twitter.com/QKdb4ZpDIS

7/28/2019 12:05:20 PM petitchevalb Why should they have to "offer" something?

They play and enjoy life as we can

7/28/2019 12:08:01 PM enomai_ God wins

7/28/2019 12:08:21 PM patriotddmaga Every time!

7/28/2019 12:10:16 PM exsjwtruther lovely start

7/28/2019 12:10:21 PM leslieau7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Please tell during this vacation time for Dems..

That someone is monitoring

Their whereabouts ?

7/28/2019 12:12:17 PM enomai_ Who controls what's protected under national security?

Random bureacracy? 

Israel?

7/28/2019 12:15:12 PM sommerfeldkitty God bless and protect the innocent.

7/28/2019 12:17:19 PM aprilbrown99 We are with you!  #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

7/28/2019 12:19:17 PM aprilbrown99 W. T. F. ?!?!?  😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬😡😡😡

7/28/2019 12:19:30 PM lorieve Thank you pic.twitter.com/99VzwdQrA4



7/28/2019 12:21:46 PM bhaggy1008 Empathy and compassion.

7/28/2019 12:22:54 PM jedi7772 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is @FlatEarth a psyop/false?

7/28/2019 12:23:56 PM lorieve Yes, I just "earned" my MA in education/ Instructional Design and our capstone requirements were to design EXPERIMENTS. We;re just data farmers, 

not teachers.

7/28/2019 12:25:53 PM gi6stars Yep, her site is Gone. I can't find it.

7/28/2019 12:26:54 PM aprilbrown99 I am trying to walk and stand in the LIGHT until I see a picture like this and it makes me want to take a baseball bat to him. 

#Unseal #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealPedogate #UnsealEpstein #UnsealTheIndictments #UnsealDisney

7/28/2019 12:28:22 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/XEB23mOlfA

7/28/2019 12:29:50 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/jC9sMiiPwT

7/28/2019 12:29:58 PM lorieve and I will put enmity between your seed and the woman's seed.

7/28/2019 12:30:35 PM gi6stars WTH #satanic #pedogate #SexTrafficking #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/xPm7eLebq6

7/28/2019 12:36:17 PM jrocktigers @aprilbrown99  just saw my account wasnt following yours .. . .  now that is just plain silly.

7/28/2019 12:37:16 PM aprilbrown99 Mine too.

7/28/2019 12:37:45 PM jrocktigers Time to put Alice in chains...

7/28/2019 12:37:56 PM jrocktigers and ALICE

7/28/2019 12:38:25 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, for good. #LockThemAllUp

7/28/2019 12:39:11 PM tresabridges What is this?

7/28/2019 12:41:49 PM nschlange Hmm u think so? Yeah it like oks like their up next. Hope so anyway!

7/28/2019 12:44:23 PM john777lee Thank you ! WWG1WGA

7/28/2019 12:45:36 PM nea_storm Thank You Christine for this Phenomenal Disclosure Posting: God Bless all the enormous efforts of Research, Alertness, Discernment, Screening of 

Reams of Data for Us All, Everyone I AM Eternally Grateful for All these Magnificent Notifications! Thank You Again! pic.twitter.com/0PgZpUpKmU

7/28/2019 12:48:19 PM speaakn Wow - this is great! Thank you, patriot!

7/28/2019 12:56:24 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/pfCYF3d3An

7/28/2019 12:57:48 PM aprilbrown99 You’ll have to ready the other tweets associated with it but my understanding is that man is circumsizing the baby with his teeth. Absolutely disgusting 

and barbaric.

7/28/2019 12:57:51 PM jayrambin 1. consider this. How is the wild peaceful to animals? Fight, scavenge or forage 4 every meal, parasites in gut, worms in heart, ticks in ear. Predators. 

Any moment, you could be eaten alive.  Sleep w/ 1 👁 open. You might even be killed by your own kind.

7/28/2019 12:58:11 PM cinephileentp No. It’s a silly conspiracy theory that ignores the larger artistic context. Kubrick made the film, in collaboration with Nabokov, when his career was still 

in its infancy. It’s a dark comedy. You can speculate all day, but I think Kubrick just wanted to make a movie. That’s it.

7/28/2019 12:59:58 PM jayrambin If you are givenand don’t reciprocate, where’s the joy of giving. It’s symbiosis. It occurs all through nature. It’s a cycling of love energy. We give through 

safety, nurturing, and they return through milk or eggs or protection or guard the herd (whichthey love to do). However,

7/28/2019 1:01:31 PM jayrambin I agree that if there’s a feeling of, ‘you owe me’, it’s not loving.  But it’s a natural cycle of energy. If one pole of the battery didn’t give and take current, 

there’s no electricity.

7/28/2019 1:04:17 PM jayrambin 2.  We took dogs and cats out of the wild, domesticated them and now, those who DONT have a home, we feel sorry for. Why? Because life in the wild 

isn’t about ‘playing’ (except for short time after birth, IF you’re u have a safe environment. It’s about eat or be eaten. Unless,

7/28/2019 1:04:50 PM tresabridges Very disgusting & barbaric. I agree. Disturbing as well.

7/28/2019 1:05:24 PM stoneturnr MJ12 alluded to the Wingmakers/Dr. Neruda interviews being legit (or at least valuable) a while ago 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032683950974664708 …

7/28/2019 1:07:32 PM jayrambin 3. You have a human.  I can offer a goat and some chickens a much better life than they have in the wild just like I can offer a better life to the feral 

dogs and cats who have to eek out survival in the wild.  Now, we, as a race are horribly exploiting the animal kingdom through

7/28/2019 1:09:03 PM nun_chucknorris Excellent! This looks very useful, thank you!

7/28/2019 1:10:28 PM jayrambin 4. Mass production, etc. other things, ignorance of proper nutritional needs, media, industry, many factors.  The Attitude that humans are above or 

more valuable than animals may be at the core. They have souls.  We treat our own kind almost as badly though. Core issue there?

7/28/2019 1:15:46 PM tammyrochester2 I drive down this street by my house often for inspiration;) pic.twitter.com/oLWWKw7SbE

7/28/2019 1:18:26 PM nocommunistusa Anything sick and twisted is never taken down by Twitter including that.

7/28/2019 1:19:38 PM jeffw355 Have you been to the island? pic.twitter.com/lnYPKjyp5U

7/28/2019 1:28:55 PM hsuiza Find the date in this luciferian 📅. pic.twitter.com/09sMXPt0bK

7/28/2019 1:29:58 PM petitchevalb Thank you for taking time to answer and develop your point of view

Here is mine

I think animals behave this way with each other because they don't have opportunity to do otherwise. Very few have opposable thumb and our brain 

size... none of them

We as Humans know compassion

7/28/2019 1:32:36 PM petitchevalb And we know how to avoid killing sentient beings in order to survive in our current level of "technology"

To me, comparing our different conditions to create a kind of trade allowing animals to befenit from our "comfort" is a nonsense

7/28/2019 1:33:52 PM petitchevalb They deserve to be loved by us

We have necessary skills to understand it

We deserve to love them

7/28/2019 1:38:04 PM rachaelangelm Alice Flagg my last three posts on Facebook and one of them was me telling people to stop smoking cigarettes

7/28/2019 1:43:32 PM daniellabiancax  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8566221/private-sex-club-dating-app-release-billionaires-orgy-lovers/ …

7/28/2019 1:53:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/czFwKllrSt

7/28/2019 1:55:39 PM nea_storm Divine Justice in Operational Mode is a Magnificent Thing to Behold! You Beautiful Brilliant People are Perceiving it Majestically Perfect! Love It! 

pic.twitter.com/Vd70Q1IXrN

7/28/2019 1:56:19 PM helentheseeker can one imagine being born into a family where this tradition has been passed down generationally by each parent to their children? do they even get 

to know what childhood is?

7/28/2019 1:57:16 PM lorieve The Holy Spirit is pulling back the veil for us. Dis CERN ment. Did you not also pray for this gift? It's happening. 

Keep looking up, Love.

7/28/2019 1:58:11 PM jayrambin See @covertress tweet above.

7/28/2019 1:58:39 PM lorieve They're seriously/literally frightened to death.

7/28/2019 1:59:39 PM jeffw355 You sure sound like you are. ;) pic.twitter.com/b9pb2kcsdQ

7/28/2019 1:59:46 PM jayrambin Gab? Alternate platform?

7/28/2019 2:15:57 PM helentheseeker i tend to think that some figure it out and choose to change. some figure it out and choose to continue. it isn't my place to judge, but good behavior 

gets rewarded in the universe. they seem to be trying to avoid the consequences of their bad behavior. may god bless us all.

7/28/2019 2:22:19 PM jeffw355 Why are you so angry? Confident people are not usually so angry. The Russian Hoax is the biggest conspiracy theory ever perpetrated on the American 

people. Yet you tease the only ones that never fell for it? Wake up pal. #EnjoyTheShow I am. LOL pic.twitter.com/SLa5WWb5Vy

7/28/2019 2:31:23 PM prmd21801759 Amazing compilation!! Thank you Nun-chuck!!!



7/28/2019 2:39:51 PM canadiancovfefe That’s so gross. The only fast food I ever eat is a Tim Horton’s breakfast biscuit. It is most likely full of it too, so that’s now out.

7/28/2019 2:40:18 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 2:57:55 PM magabeliever20 Yes. https://newrightnetwork.com/2018/10/haiti-secret.html/ …

7/28/2019 2:59:40 PM duriavigrobert Makes one wonder why they ever started in the first place🤔

7/28/2019 3:01:16 PM duriavigrobert Well, biscuits are hard to make! What’s required ... 3 whole ingredients?🤔

7/28/2019 3:16:21 PM melanieanders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you wouldn’t happen to have your hand in the Rainforest Cafe via Disney Springs? 😁😂  pic.twitter.com/7Ko5SnqVay

7/28/2019 3:24:23 PM anonlegion13 Maybe due to a style of fashion called "lolita" that is made to look like little girl dresses and attire... Idk but that was my first impression when I heard 

it. That's my theory...

7/28/2019 3:24:43 PM sunspot406 Did not realize there is massive amounts of xxxporn on twitter.  And they censor conservatives and maga

7/28/2019 3:25:09 PM adeo_creata_est This is PaulMoadib territory!

7/28/2019 3:27:17 PM lornascurr Also see drops by             

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1155603240433704963 …

7/28/2019 3:27:26 PM anonlegion13 James Franco appears on the flight log....

7/28/2019 3:28:23 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 3:35:01 PM blackjackpupil Repeatedly so. Research the 'conspiracies' around his movie as and you may find a lot resonates. Topics such as moon landings, km ultra, satanic pedo 

cults etc..  he knew and he tried to expose. Fascinating in his attention to detail.

7/28/2019 3:45:43 PM robertg69989098 Yes good luck. And God speed.

7/28/2019 3:48:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Confirmed.

7/28/2019 3:49:01 PM aspennmax64_l TICK FRICKEN' TOCK! pic.twitter.com/QVNpWUr0fz

7/28/2019 3:52:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 With it comes new technology disclosures RE "area 51" and "uap/ufo" "issues". https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1155580140392501248 …

7/28/2019 3:52:58 PM pat34177691 Love it

7/28/2019 3:53:46 PM 313looper WOW...

7/28/2019 3:54:44 PM jared4liberty Juicy. Anything we should dig for?

7/28/2019 3:54:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Research e^iπ https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1155567236716740608 …

7/28/2019 3:55:20 PM aprilbrown99 Would this be the healing medical beds and replicators? Or something more majestic?

7/28/2019 3:56:15 PM _the_psychonaut Euler’s Identity

7/28/2019 3:56:18 PM rebornkingent UAP?

7/28/2019 3:56:30 PM v_rags That’s sound awesome April!

7/28/2019 3:56:58 PM state1union That is awesome

7/28/2019 3:57:00 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/PrO7Nt2VQ1

7/28/2019 3:57:09 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed. Praying it is so. 🙏🙏🙏

7/28/2019 3:57:34 PM driftleplayz So we won’t have to raid Area 51?

7/28/2019 3:57:36 PM cue2_c99 They're going to declassify the Avro Arrow program!

JK!

7/28/2019 3:57:50 PM daveschroeder18 Wow Nun_chuck! This is fantastic! That looks like a lot of work you did and organized. This will be easy to look up certain topics when MJ says look up 

past tweets like Unicorns 😁❣️

7/28/2019 3:58:46 PM v_rags Yes! I am feeling thought that once things are fully restored,here on earth we might not need the tech beds etc... maybe we will be so connected to 

source we will ascend and naturally heal ourselfs?

7/28/2019 3:58:56 PM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please see video

Re: #TheGhost #ThanQu for review and comments in advance. https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1155612735310376961 …

7/28/2019 3:59:24 PM allahuniversal Dubly confirmed pic.twitter.com/8Cr8d3PvEK

7/28/2019 3:59:30 PM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please see video

#TheGhost #ThanQu for review and comments in advance. https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1155606486455861250 …

7/28/2019 3:59:51 PM djlok What an amazing landing!!!

7/28/2019 4:01:25 PM aprilbrown99 Perfect meme for that video!  Simply majestic!  👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/GIBxuxZ5tI

7/28/2019 4:02:12 PM turboxyde We are prepared to recieve blessings from the most high!

7/28/2019 4:02:29 PM aprilbrown99 Brilliant!! 👍👍👍

7/28/2019 4:03:23 PM linnyt7 Elon Musk’s twitter handle? https://www.republicworld.com/technology-news/social-media-news/spacex-ceo-elon-musk-changes-twitter-handle-to-1-

and-then-eip-netizens-left-in-tizzy-solving-the-puzzle …

7/28/2019 4:04:13 PM jared4liberty  https://youtu.be/F_0yfvm0UoU 

7/28/2019 4:05:26 PM sparkleloung Cool

Now run it in reverse

7/28/2019 4:06:11 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/2hz7h8z3xo

7/28/2019 4:06:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.livescience.com/51399-eulers-identity.html …

7/28/2019 4:06:47 PM rsm28675996 Woowowowow

7/28/2019 4:06:59 PM giediknight @zklawonn said that EM was a patriot... not sure if that is disinfo. Perhaps Musk is exposing the AI agenda by introducing brain “threads”?

7/28/2019 4:07:04 PM ethereal_shaman Secrets are what got us in this mess.

7/28/2019 4:07:27 PM david00997884 Pinpoint accuracy

7/28/2019 4:07:42 PM sheshifts001 unidentified aerial phenomena

cuz its not always crafts/objects/matter - often energy only

7/28/2019 4:09:50 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/yoIo6yOSDc

7/28/2019 4:09:59 PM girlawakeinca I’m looking forward to this. 💫

7/28/2019 4:10:00 PM starehope I can't believe what I just saw! Oh Sweet Jesus! It landed upright!

7/28/2019 4:12:16 PM jones9536 That's beyond awesome!!!!! Thanks a lot for doing all that work.

7/28/2019 4:12:32 PM aprilbrown99 Larger audience, bigger ripples. Awakening more of the population. Also captures ALICE’s attention too?

7/28/2019 4:13:10 PM stevie85boy He is the rat an he has already nearly ended up killaryed lol

7/28/2019 4:13:37 PM melanieanders7 We heard it go up and then heard the sonic booms. Didn’t phase the chickens one bit! :)

7/28/2019 4:13:44 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/MBMeCZeXxX

7/28/2019 4:15:10 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/wrGT4vmfn5

7/28/2019 4:15:31 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 4:17:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-dhHrg-KbJ0 …

7/28/2019 4:17:16 PM deplorablesuezq What makes him special? Or was it dc didn’t want it released?

7/28/2019 4:17:19 PM swtsthrncomfort 🤣🤣🤣

7/28/2019 4:18:44 PM tmxlightwave 🙂

7/28/2019 4:19:05 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, what part of space did this rocket visit?



7/28/2019 4:19:46 PM starehope Which infers what?

7/28/2019 4:20:08 PM dave_paragon2  pic.twitter.com/zoQIywgke5

7/28/2019 4:20:32 PM nocommunistusa How awesome you are!

7/28/2019 4:20:34 PM balenciaga90 Welcome to the dark web.

7/28/2019 4:22:46 PM aprilbrown99 Birds of all kind are very sensitive to noice.

7/28/2019 4:23:25 PM melanieanders7 True that!

7/28/2019 4:23:39 PM jared4liberty Outer pic.twitter.com/1YbKWXZKxF

7/28/2019 4:23:42 PM truthonlyzone That would be awesome! 

#WaitingWithBaitedBreath

7/28/2019 4:23:50 PM helentheseeker that is why i chose this to decorate my skin pic.twitter.com/tcr13rxqYM

7/28/2019 4:24:39 PM jared4liberty Sorry April! Hahaha I had to!

7/28/2019 4:25:07 PM aprilbrown99 I walked into that one. I was wonder what part of our galaxy or if it was perhaps beyond.  I am just homesick...that is all. pic.twitter.com/IklqHMtgdS

7/28/2019 4:25:59 PM aprilbrown99 Dont be sorry. It was funny. 😄😁😄

7/28/2019 4:26:03 PM helentheseeker the equation also uses the major operations--addition, multiplication, exponentiation. i and pi are transcendental.

7/28/2019 4:26:06 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 4:26:26 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_of_unity …

7/28/2019 4:28:07 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/PwSFJ9BbGe

7/28/2019 4:31:57 PM edward_rossi Good guys winning

7/28/2019 4:32:30 PM lightonthehill 1. The court of public opinion is very important, this is where we can spread the word and make the elite's misdeeds known to more people.

2. Justice will be served in a court of law, especially if public demand is strong (1).

3. God's justice is between God and the judged.

7/28/2019 4:33:09 PM scott_rick If you don’t want war or violence SEND out Peace and Love

7/28/2019 4:34:08 PM aprilbrown99 Mmmeee too! 😁

7/28/2019 4:35:17 PM bereantype oh...my brain!...It's hurting (lol)

7/28/2019 4:35:23 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/28/2019 4:36:22 PM michell75717325 #GodBlessAmerica #BestPresidentEver #UnitedWeStand #UnitedNotDivided #TruthMatters #ThankYouPatriots #USASTRONG #KAG2020

7/28/2019 4:38:54 PM cchef1980 Euler’s identity

7/28/2019 4:41:50 PM 2corinthians98 Father God please protect the children from these monsters in Jesus name🙏❤️

7/28/2019 4:44:03 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/9UO7Bn44cC

7/28/2019 4:44:03 PM axcidentaltweet  pic.twitter.com/hemhlLJvpj

7/28/2019 4:44:10 PM scott_rick The “atmosphere” is changing to allow it

7/28/2019 4:44:33 PM cryptozoo2 Deceptions engage!

7/28/2019 4:44:59 PM jared4liberty Yeah haha exactly. I didn’t share the video cause I understand it. Was hoping MJ would confirm or deny this before I tried to understand it. 

🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

7/28/2019 4:45:12 PM axcidentaltweet Okay enough with the coded bs! What the hell are y’all trying to say here?!

7/28/2019 4:45:39 PM youstinksoap Is this video just the liftoff shown backwards?

7/28/2019 4:46:59 PM axcidentaltweet No I gotcha. I watched it for a bit and then lost focus and started thinking about something else. I have no idea what it means. Haha.

7/28/2019 4:47:03 PM michael81972 Where do these guys fit in? pic.twitter.com/FrBcRcr3bu

7/28/2019 4:47:36 PM lbf777 What does it mean?

7/28/2019 4:49:00 PM adubay1mnmaga Awesome

7/28/2019 4:51:38 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

7/28/2019 4:51:41 PM girlieg27537038 Tell that to Iran.

7/28/2019 4:51:59 PM clarkd958 "A beautiful thing"

7/28/2019 4:53:54 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1155616198790270976?s=20 …

7/28/2019 4:54:32 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1155618919907938304?s=20 …

7/28/2019 4:54:52 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1155616983649382400?s=20 …

7/28/2019 4:58:32 PM lynnielee5 First they tried to spray chemicals on us, then dry us out & cut our farmers off from water. Then they tried to burn us out. We are already taxed to 

pieces & most of our Reps are Criminals! They steal our children & jail our youth! What won’t they do?!?

7/28/2019 4:59:20 PM bppope They Won’t Win‼️

7/28/2019 5:01:19 PM starehope Area 51 is no one's business. If they are working on a new jet, dies the world REALLY need to know! pic.twitter.com/hbybzilbmO

7/28/2019 5:02:41 PM starehope I totally agree with you!

7/28/2019 5:05:03 PM starehope Not when it comes to our military superiority! Stay away. There are shops and restaurants that sell Alien souvenirs! Your need to know is not necessary.

7/28/2019 5:05:39 PM driftleplayz But but what about the aliens

7/28/2019 5:05:44 PM helentheseeker i take it to mean that mathematics can approximate god, but it requires humanity to experience

7/28/2019 5:07:03 PM starehope I can never tell. Too little info. We can only guess. Pray for peace and guidance! Thank You Jesus!

7/28/2019 5:08:26 PM jswdh1 Help us! They won't do that!

7/28/2019 5:12:39 PM starehope Get a souvenir at a gift shop near Roswell. I've heard they even do weddings there with the minister dressed like an alien. Good luck. Leave the aliens 

alone! They are busy making chocolate chip cookies!

7/28/2019 5:14:43 PM 1_decided_voter Are we talking immediately (ie within weeks / months after confirmation) or years / decades?

7/28/2019 5:16:54 PM olimyracle ... & Free pdf download for easy sharing:

17 Majestic Messages of Disclosure http://www.myracle.org/mj 

7/28/2019 5:19:00 PM bobholmgren1 We better hurry, I am old.  😁

7/28/2019 5:22:03 PM darknessdestro4 He resigned the day after Trumps inauguration.

7/28/2019 5:22:56 PM darknessdestro4  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6738081/GCHQ-spy-chief-quit-helped-paedophile-Catholic-priest-avoid-jail.html …

7/28/2019 5:29:27 PM darknessdestro4 Boris confesses on London radio that a deep state government exists, that is what he is now going to fight against. 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/1071905/brexit-news-latest-vote-no-deal-theresa-may-date-today-referendum-boris-johnson-uk-eu …

7/28/2019 5:31:39 PM turboxyde "Only the strongest of mind & heart can navigate the maze of the soul through the dark.

So purify your body as you purify ya mind & call upon CREATOR in these times!

...as above, so below!" https://youtu.be/NDUrycamjZE 

7/28/2019 5:37:12 PM karen152013 Yeah, for those of us on the down low, please translate so we can participate in the cosmic excitement.

7/28/2019 5:42:16 PM kiellopathra Navy still needs more attention on this matter.

7/28/2019 5:51:57 PM aetherwalker1 [Before they answer..]

Every time MAJESTIC says, "Time is an illusion": pic.twitter.com/s0dA8yVNDO



7/28/2019 5:55:08 PM aetherwalker1 Good!

tfw my vehicle doesn't operate via dielectric gravitational displacement.  😒

7/28/2019 5:55:41 PM america05608335 True Dat.........FACT pic.twitter.com/LpYbjPVILQ

7/28/2019 5:56:34 PM laurabusse Consider making it your pinned tweet @Nun_chucknorris pic.twitter.com/ya463COdJb

7/28/2019 5:58:16 PM america05608335 Best year of my life pic.twitter.com/2OedGBqpaB

7/28/2019 6:00:04 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154998375181377536?s=21 …

7/28/2019 6:01:08 PM 313looper 😆🤣

7/28/2019 6:02:13 PM 313looper 👀

7/28/2019 6:04:11 PM ghost_of_billy_ First time in a long time I've been excited for the future. Any insight on the missing emerald tablets of thoth?

7/28/2019 6:11:55 PM 313looper Yes, indeed ! I got the feeling that could be the take-off video which is played in reverse !! 😳

7/28/2019 6:13:27 PM craigdunbar2016 Thanks for sharing this, its from January but i hadn't seen it! 👍

7/28/2019 6:15:25 PM nun_chucknorris Thank you.

7/28/2019 6:21:52 PM brown_eyedladyj A large number if people have died from radiation since 911. The 1st responders were the hardest hit. The plane theory is shit. That was a demolition, 

deliberately done by our own government. Follow the money.

7/28/2019 6:22:11 PM rebashoenfelt1 Unseal Standard Hotel. Tick tock Adam Schiff !  Orange compliments bulging eyes.

7/28/2019 6:23:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Beware Fake Jews

7/28/2019 6:27:18 PM kachinagtto 💐Thank you!

7/28/2019 6:27:45 PM end_thefederalr  pic.twitter.com/FF22MujzQ7

7/28/2019 6:28:18 PM charmanda9 The Most Perfect Equation https://www.livescience.com/51399-eulers-identity.html …

7/28/2019 6:29:46 PM nurseniceyes =-1

7/28/2019 6:32:30 PM kachinagtto Hmmm... I'm NOT a math person - but when I was trying to dig on MJs tweet hint about 3,6,9 (hint e,y and o) - I kept running into Euler's Number and 

logarithms.  So is EM aware and using the power of 3,6,9? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148421114370121728?s=20 …

7/28/2019 6:36:08 PM wishfulldreamz They can erase photos from your phone also.  Save a copy to a thumb drive or other device that you can unplug...

7/28/2019 6:41:36 PM cinephileentp Kubrick’s film is tamer and far more comedic than the book. Also, Lolita is 12 in the book. Not 10.

7/28/2019 6:47:59 PM __lemonmaid_ He used the trajectory of a regular bullet and manipulated the formula for the rocket to land upright using the e^iπ formula. In stead of it curving down 

it stayed up. Pretty neat 🤓

7/28/2019 6:48:18 PM paulmuaddib61 they werent nuclear bombs but it was a nuclear reaction that took place. it's called inertial confinement fusion in which light pressure from lasers can 

ignite nuclear fuel. this thread explains the whole thing https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154917206628687872?s=20 …

7/28/2019 6:50:47 PM janejohnson8793 His demons will never let him rest.

7/28/2019 6:50:48 PM merlock17 👍🙏

7/28/2019 6:50:57 PM paulmuaddib61 here is the answer 👇👇

they werent nuclear bombs but it was a nuclear reaction that took place. it's called inertial confinement fusion in which light pressure from lasers can 

ignite nuclear fuel. this thread explains the whole thing https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154917206628687872?s=20 …

7/28/2019 6:53:56 PM axcidentaltweet Okay. Well I just get a little scared when Elon musk comes up on Q related posts. I don’t want him to be evil.

7/28/2019 6:59:58 PM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1144994956433612800?s=20 …

7/28/2019 7:00:49 PM amtm_mu What kinda priest? His clothes look like Roman Catholic?

7/28/2019 7:01:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/PbyRZOTsKgc 

7/28/2019 7:02:56 PM pro_aktv #UnsealEpstein

7/28/2019 7:04:14 PM kindeandtrue The plot thickens. Let the chips fall where they may. I can't shake the feeling that @POTUS may not be among the ones left standing when the dust 

settles from #UnsealEpstein.

7/28/2019 7:04:49 PM rawphonegirl She is his handler?

7/28/2019 7:05:40 PM ivan2488083248 o ye

7/28/2019 7:08:24 PM lbf777 Oh yes he is actually.

7/28/2019 7:13:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is this BC? pic.twitter.com/CnCRYcJHKw

7/28/2019 7:16:26 PM joedhipp Indeed....@smoss319 @reneromanosport @mitchellvii @JZmirak @FloridaDude297 @5Strat @StormIsUponUs @Roccosmom1216 @StrifeUndDrang 

@40_head @SaraCarterDC @KibBitzLaw @VickiLynn47 @RodSneaky @ROYALMRBADNEWS @ReIncarnatedET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Rockprincess818/status/1155541614581784576 …

7/28/2019 7:16:28 PM base1aransas Good thing to listen to, when you feel anxious that things aren't happening fast enough.  Imagine being in [their] shoes ...  😉

7/28/2019 7:25:57 PM zsmolka1 Great to have you in the front seat!

7/28/2019 7:27:19 PM shari_todd It’s happening!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/28/2019 7:28:07 PM __lemonmaid_ I'm not really sure he is or isn't yet. He did back POTUS but.   Many actors do... For a time.

7/28/2019 7:31:05 PM shari_todd Keep in mind these are our politicians, priests, and top power leaders.Research...

7/28/2019 7:36:19 PM canadiancovfefe Yes, biscuits have to go if you are on the weight loss train. I won’t ask where you got that information. 🤔

7/28/2019 7:37:20 PM lorenzosghost E^ix = cos(x)+isin(x)

Exp(x)=1+x +x^2/2!+x^3/3!...

Exp(1)=2.7..=e

e^x=exp(x)=d/dxe^x=exp'(x)

Circle

7/28/2019 7:37:51 PM decodematrix SpaceX rockets only go to low/near Earth orbit. Sublunar space: they don't go beyond the moon.

7/28/2019 7:38:58 PM duriavigrobert I feel a little dizzy ... you were talking biscuits and  .........  WHAT ????🤔

7/28/2019 7:39:03 PM lorenzosghost An irrational number raised to the power of an imaginary irrational number is equal to negative 1.

7/28/2019 7:39:49 PM duriavigrobert so like you have to eat “TWELVE?” 🤔

7/28/2019 7:40:59 PM helentheseeker seems likely

7/28/2019 7:53:29 PM braveunicorn55 Well yeah... that's widely known. Just not the radiation part. Thanks.

7/28/2019 7:54:22 PM rikpik2 No deals!!!

7/28/2019 7:54:29 PM advocatecomm Ep"Stein" seems to be a hint ...

7/28/2019 7:55:03 PM zohni3 OWLS and TURTLES ppl... OWLS and TURTLES.....  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/28/2019 7:56:16 PM renee86743676 Looks like a Big firecracker

7/28/2019 7:58:23 PM rikpik2 I couldn't agree with you more...when it comes to this.



7/28/2019 8:01:37 PM rikpik2 And believe me...

I have been

FALSELY ACCUSED 

OF IT ALL!!!

FALSE ACCUSERS

DESRVE THE SAME...

IMO

ALL

MUTTS!!!
7/28/2019 8:04:20 PM kalamojakka What is this? pic.twitter.com/4FxWYWEtac

7/28/2019 8:07:46 PM rikpik2 I agree 100%...

Judgement is for us all...

Tried 'therapy' ...

Got laughed at by the

'Therapissed'...

Ended up in the rubber room...

And in front of the 

Supreme Court...

I did not cave...

But my barrister did...

Mutt!!!
7/28/2019 8:08:09 PM thoughttazer That's a rhetorical question.

7/28/2019 8:08:29 PM sunspot406 Looks like there are Showtime episodes of naked snctm. 1-10.

7/28/2019 8:08:59 PM lynnielee5 It’s been a very effective way to poison the Masses! The food supply is very logical. Then, spray them from the sky & .......... It’s Agenda 21! Goal: 

Exterminate 2/3 of the World’s Population! Enslave the survivors! Time to Fight Back, People! They want you Dead! 🇺🇸

7/28/2019 8:12:52 PM lynnielee5 They probably weren’t really your friends to begin with, anyway. Consider yourself blessed with wisdom! 💕(Although, I could do without the pain 

involved in gaining that wisdom, sometimes.) 😁🇺🇸

7/28/2019 8:13:47 PM rikpik2 I'd say it's

Possessed...

No doubt about it...

I am sorry for what's happened to you...

7/28/2019 8:16:09 PM n2zyk Frame that!  Every complaiby I get results in being banned!

7/28/2019 8:20:14 PM godfamcountry WTH!

7/28/2019 8:27:52 PM humphreyrussell Rumor has it that Potuss IQ is five points lower than Einstein any truth to this

7/28/2019 8:30:18 PM our_return_home This is what Liz Crokin has been saying... that Epstein was financed by Mossad. This is how he became a billionaire. The Mossad finances human 

trafficking operations as well as many pedophiles (Epstein is 1 in 50 according to Robert David Steele). Time to take a look at Israel ?

7/28/2019 8:31:31 PM skypegrammy505 He'll be just fine ... POTUS will be standing tall. He started exposing the pedos/sex trafficking with an Executive Order in Jan 2017. I'm thinking maybe 

FLOTUS knew something about the Victoria Secret owner's involvement & helped POTUS.

7/28/2019 8:36:15 PM rikpik2 Shit does happen

That is for sure...

It takes great strength to move on...

This bag of shit has been stomped on 1,000 times to often...by the 'powers that be'...and I turned to the grog to my own destruction...

I recently gave up all alcohol...

But the burning has been

Done!

7/28/2019 8:40:56 PM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/1qru5ay4ug

7/28/2019 8:47:27 PM rebashoenfelt1 🎂🎂

7/28/2019 8:48:58 PM liltilgerlil Just in shooting in Gilroy Ca st a Garlic Festival

7/28/2019 9:03:17 PM slayerofmatrix1 That’s a very bold proclamation.

7/28/2019 9:08:57 PM nocommunistusa I actually heard the Pope was associated with Epstein. MJ gave the answer.

7/28/2019 9:11:13 PM enomai_ Does Mossad own America?

7/28/2019 9:14:16 PM enomai_ Official first contact is coming anyways. They are already here

7/28/2019 9:15:24 PM enomai_ I blame money

7/28/2019 9:15:53 PM nick85houston Owns? No. 

Maintains Israel’s control of over half the United States? Yes.

7/28/2019 9:23:32 PM blsdbe Yes, but not since the spraying has stopped!!!

7/28/2019 9:27:47 PM pauliepg11111 Totally this

7/28/2019 9:29:36 PM blsdbe “If he sings I don’t think they’ll give him time to I think he’ll also follow up about someplace“ More Arkancide or above [Their] pay grade too?

7/28/2019 9:29:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's deadly to critize Democrats. https://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/article233247182.html …

7/28/2019 9:30:29 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/YvLzluimxm

7/28/2019 9:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Of course their MO is to deny and deflect then distract. 

Don't lose sight of Baltimore. 

Important for #UnsealEpstein. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7295959/Eleven-people-injured-shooting-Gilroy-Garlic-Festival-California-

police-say.html …



7/28/2019 9:33:07 PM heisenzerp This was T’d up for the debates

7/28/2019 9:36:51 PM blsdbe “And Benjamin Peirce, a 19th-century American philosopher, mathematician, and professor at Harvard University, after proving Euler's identity during 

a lecture, stated that the identity "is absolutely paradoxical; we cannot understand it, and we don't know what it means, “...

7/28/2019 9:37:54 PM blsdbe ...”but we have proved it, and therefore we know it must be the truth".[8]

Are we a lower density being learning to understand a Higher Density Idea?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euler%27s_identity …

7/28/2019 9:38:52 PM garypre62441595  pic.twitter.com/jMc74EYZFS

7/28/2019 9:39:10 PM lordconcave #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #ExposeDisney #ExposeNASA

7/28/2019 9:44:37 PM antoniti question???  When HAS A CLINTON told the TRUTH ?!?! pic.twitter.com/bFaxw3qveK

7/28/2019 9:47:15 PM im2byteme Oh Yeah!

7/28/2019 9:49:30 PM darktolightjedi Maryland a goldmine for human trafficking. https://twitter.com/darktolightjedi/status/1155523875326844929?s=19 …

7/28/2019 9:50:22 PM warriordaisy Could it be RBG?

7/28/2019 9:51:09 PM stormystorm10 Oh man I love the garlic festival that’s horrible

7/28/2019 9:53:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1155500088443072513 …

7/28/2019 9:56:57 PM lorirrr Kek

7/28/2019 10:00:53 PM jswdh1 They want us to eat each other! Canabalism!

7/28/2019 10:02:53 PM merkabah31 Abortion rates in DC are about highest in nation!

7/28/2019 10:04:22 PM zsmolka1 Let the information fly, dont hold it back!

7/28/2019 10:04:28 PM jjohnson1899 But Trump is a racist!! 🤦🏻♂️🤡🤢🤮 No he is a Leader whom is telling us about rats=corruption and it needs our attention!! #UnsealEpstein #

WWG1WGA

7/28/2019 10:16:50 PM keith369me Watch your children closely...I have seen many reports of kidnapping attempts in Maryland stores.  If something is off, grab your children and use your 

voice loudly.  They will run!!!

7/28/2019 10:19:20 PM globalciro Dems in Italy

Shooting at a garlic festival 🤔

Nah....couldn’t be a signal right?

7/28/2019 10:20:00 PM obforthepeople Yes watching the Cabal News I am seeing ,seems like another Vegas deal to this American

7/28/2019 10:20:52 PM daveo6145 how come athletes havent been mentioned as part of the indictments

7/28/2019 10:20:59 PM keith369me Baltimore is a mess.  Nobody in their right mind would apply for a position in law enforcement within the city.  There is no support for officers from the 

city and the lack of respect from the community is off the charts.  Unfortunately, Baltimore govt needs a complete reboot.

7/28/2019 10:22:01 PM mongrelglory This is so pic.twitter.com/8MHyMchUn9

7/28/2019 10:23:15 PM lbf777 Maryland has a lot of MS13 in it.

7/28/2019 10:23:19 PM mongrelglory 😆

7/28/2019 10:26:07 PM mongrelglory I know!  It's 2019.  We should have had our hover cars by now... 😋

7/28/2019 10:27:05 PM godrus Thank you for compiling, and thank you,  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/28/2019 10:44:42 PM mongrelglory Euler's identity "is absolutely paradoxical; we cannot understand it, and we don't know what it means, but we have proved it, and therefore we know it 

must be the truth".

7/28/2019 10:46:11 PM mongrelglory The "emotional brain" (specifically, the medial orbitofrontal cortex, which lights up for beautiful music, poetry, pictures, etc.) lit up more consistently 

for Euler's identity than for any other formula.

7/28/2019 10:49:18 PM mongrelglory Your chickens are very chill!  Do you feed them Cannabis seeds?

7/28/2019 10:52:15 PM keith369me I recall a J$ YT Video where he was making a business trip to LA (I believe for an interview panel) and the host tried to put him up at the Standard Hotel.  

 J$ said he declined...what was this about?  Dark side recruitment?

7/28/2019 10:52:49 PM andress45303251 So not allowed to smoke pot if under Mk Ultra...

😒...

Pretty simple then eh?

7/28/2019 10:55:37 PM pookie4mom Show yourselves.

7/28/2019 11:03:44 PM vjames12219 Q warned. FF? Season for it, when Congress on break.

7/28/2019 11:04:36 PM mongrelglory I know how you feel! 😆

7/28/2019 11:06:45 PM realityloominng Hey Michelle, did you watch 'Another Life' yet? I dont know what everyones deal is, I loved it!

7/28/2019 11:09:21 PM vjames12219 Woman says "Who would want to shoot at garlic festival?" FF? Condolences to those who lost someone by this violence, RIP to dead, prayers to 

injured.

But keep eye on that which causes such violence = corruption of politicians (not guns, it takes a finger to pull a trigger)😟🙏

7/28/2019 11:11:09 PM 1centralcaligal I'm so sad, Gilroy is the closest town to ours, Hollister. My family all had the day off today, and we were going to go to the Garlic Festival today, but the 

river up in Santa Cruz Mountains won out, so the children could swim, plus it's a LOT cheaper to have a cookout and picnic

7/28/2019 11:17:37 PM 1centralcaligal I'm hearing from friends & family who were there now who had neighbors & loved ones. & family there; I heard about it just after it happened, my 

daughter's best friend was THERE, saw it all, including a six year old little girl dying in her father's arms! I'm praying so HARD!!!!

7/28/2019 11:18:00 PM mongrelglory No, I haven't had a chance yet.  It's been hectic.

7/28/2019 11:20:04 PM ladtacarms Schiff named it “Liddel” for a reason. pic.twitter.com/KJPwTOYNib

7/28/2019 11:21:58 PM 1centralcaligal My daughter's friends who were at the Garlic Festival said they saw ONE shooter, he was spraying indiscriminately!

7/28/2019 11:23:06 PM mongrelglory It's like a Biblical Sodom and Gomorrah! 😬

7/28/2019 11:24:28 PM mongrelglory Oh lovely!  A young teen in bed with "pedo-bear". 😒

7/28/2019 11:24:42 PM mflatt23 Sad, but true

7/28/2019 11:27:37 PM mongrelglory It reminds me of a scene in one of my favourite disclosure movies "Snow-Piercer" where they get to the (train) car that close to the "head" of the train, 

and all the people in the car are stoned and partying and having a giant orgy all the time!

7/28/2019 11:32:41 PM laura_621 Thank you @Nun_chucknorris pic.twitter.com/oe3mxdyWde

7/28/2019 11:33:05 PM mongrelglory I've always found Goya's artwork creepy and sick!  Look at this one! pic.twitter.com/hjzqkj9cHk

7/28/2019 11:56:33 PM monroevegas Isnt that just one of most intereting underwater anomolies you have ever seen?

7/29/2019 12:11:19 AM mongrelglory Thanks MJ-12! 👍

7/29/2019 12:12:41 AM adsvel We are already connected to the Creative Source.

7/29/2019 12:15:36 AM 1centralcaligal I haven't heard THE shooters, one person told us two. I'm sure this is FF! Bastards!

7/29/2019 12:16:49 AM 1centralcaligal BTW, we live in Hollister, many friends and family were there! Our family was going to go, opted for Boulder Creek so the children could swim in river, 

had picnic and cookout.

7/29/2019 12:17:20 AM adsvel I begin to watch yesterday.

7/29/2019 12:21:21 AM rikpik2 Havn't self diagnosed anything...

I could get it false...

A lot of that going on...

I will leave that to the fools...

Thanks...

7/29/2019 12:22:10 AM adsvel Where You get this knowledge, Michelle?🧐 I am surprised!😳



7/29/2019 12:32:07 AM lainie727 Many coming and going through the Baltimore Ports.  They swamp creatures really love their ports!!

7/29/2019 12:43:37 AM micktuckwell -1 ?

7/29/2019 12:50:50 AM rikpik2 I know...

Even the bleached ones...

;)

7/29/2019 1:06:09 AM sterkinglights1 The religion requires they expose their crimes the the public to obsolve them of guilt.

7/29/2019 1:24:38 AM damngivers Gun control right

7/29/2019 1:25:29 AM damngivers Eyes on CA

7/29/2019 1:39:51 AM 02joshuaradwan Sure seemed like it.

7/29/2019 1:43:40 AM 02joshuaradwan 😮 wow

7/29/2019 1:44:47 AM nan_ese Remember the "Time for the corn

for to be cut" tweet?

 4 2 (b)e (c)ut

42=BC

7/29/2019 1:46:32 AM yodhehwahheh They are now with God's help looking through their right eye aligning their left eye to now experience heaven on Earth https://youtu.be/K9ih8im_FoU 

7/29/2019 2:09:21 AM 02joshuaradwan Exactly

7/29/2019 2:09:41 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

7/29/2019 2:12:15 AM jeannieatcf The report is dated January 2019 but it is encouraging to hear that Boris is aware of the existence of the deep state. He needs to be - they are our 

enemy. He needs to understand who they are, and what their tactics are likely to be so that he can plan Britain’s own strategy.

7/29/2019 2:19:11 AM matchnumbers67 #UnsealEpstein

7/29/2019 2:20:20 AM rarn02 Exclusively in the supermarket. 😂 6 year vegan. Going back to the hunter gatherer lifestyle with a bit of modern food growing wouldn't be lazy 

though..

7/29/2019 2:20:34 AM matchnumbers67 #UnsealEpstein

7/29/2019 2:23:42 AM matchnumbers67 Indeed! Bad numbers around this incident

7/29/2019 2:27:34 AM timkania yes. it’s fake

7/29/2019 2:34:04 AM esoter1csurgery Can't stand that fool. I troll him often. Quite an annoying little race baiting tick he is.

7/29/2019 2:51:11 AM aspennmax64_l I knew it ....#DeclassEpstein

7/29/2019 3:07:18 AM _369311119 "ZerotoOne" pic.twitter.com/m5HRZ5mUyv

7/29/2019 3:42:02 AM samsmith0319 Thanks...people need to know...needs to be fixed...this is America!!!!  🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

7/29/2019 3:49:08 AM mongrelglory That was from Wikipedia, so take it with a grain of salt! 🤣

7/29/2019 3:52:49 AM mongrelglory Sandris, where did you find it?

7/29/2019 3:55:45 AM adsvel I will, thanks!😊

7/29/2019 3:58:56 AM adsvel I do watching Russian site, where are new movies.

7/29/2019 4:00:29 AM adsvel I can share if You know Russian language.😊

7/29/2019 4:00:46 AM luluspeers1 Screenshot

7/29/2019 4:15:54 AM patralgan_ Literally nothing will happen

7/29/2019 4:45:47 AM realityloominng Give it a shot whenever you got time. Maybe Im just too forgiving, cause the imdb normie rating is rock bottom.

7/29/2019 4:47:23 AM mongrelglory Nyet! 😁

7/29/2019 5:26:56 AM adsvel Horosho togda!😉

7/29/2019 5:34:23 AM melanieanders7 No. We feed them non GMO feed and the fruits and veggies we don’t eat. But they get watermelon almost daily so they stay cooled and hydrated in 

the heat. :)

7/29/2019 5:54:28 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sent me!!!  👊👊👊

7/29/2019 5:57:42 AM cosmic_engineer It's also the bane of unenlightened spirits and lesser astral entities.  Lore for vamps came from true esoteric sources

7/29/2019 6:10:32 AM darknessdestro4 I'm well aware of when its from and your "but it's encouraging" seems to imply that your disappointed it wasn't yesterday he said it, actually if he'd 

said it years ago it would have been better for Britain, every MP knows about Chatham house but Boris had the guts to say it.

7/29/2019 6:29:44 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Augmented intelligence?  It's still AI, isn't it?  https://twitter.com/SiemensUSA/status/1149317575110778882 …

7/29/2019 6:48:56 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/OMEFf6MtW6

7/29/2019 6:51:08 AM chaele3 I have said from the beginning that Linda Collins husband had porn involving cps kids. 

@POTUS

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@EyesOnQ

@qanon76

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@Aldo_9111

@sbacktime2unite

@FedricRandy

@FLOTUS

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@amyjack37468809 https://twitter.com/speakprojectM/status/1155736744005906432 …
7/29/2019 7:07:54 AM jossevigny The second boom was made  by the shadow!!

7/29/2019 7:07:59 AM jvan125 Holy moly!!! This is FANTASTIC!!! Thank you!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/29/2019 7:13:52 AM anneolsen43 Mother Theresa 🤔

7/29/2019 7:16:19 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Telford_Russian @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs https://www.mulleysstjohnvillas.com/st-john-

fix/2016/10/4/this-is-a-story-about-power-influence-and-yes-scandal …

7/29/2019 7:23:20 AM lawrenc16242044 Thanks, I thought he was talking about human life.

7/29/2019 7:25:58 AM joeker87 How did you come to that hypothesis?

7/29/2019 7:31:46 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/29/2019 7:37:38 AM moonbaby04371 This chick's "creativity" is horror movie grade! Scroll thru her pics & other vids....SUPER f#$&in' weird. pic.twitter.com/sw1yhcas2r

7/29/2019 7:42:42 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/29/2019 7:46:23 AM petesmom94 The evil ones have got to go!!!

7/29/2019 8:12:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Senate moves bill with up to $15,000 fines for sharing memes online - The American MirrorThe American Mirror 

http://www.theamericanmirror.com/senate-moves-bill-with-up-to-15000-fines-for-sharing-memes-online/ …



7/29/2019 8:13:26 AM 1_decided_voter They really are trying any way they can to squeeze 1A, aren't they. Will POTUS see through this and veto it?

7/29/2019 8:14:30 AM keith369me #SenateSensorship  Time to finish off the Deepstate!!!

7/29/2019 8:14:34 AM jjohnson1899 I sure as hell hope so!! #Keep1AFree

7/29/2019 8:15:15 AM finall00p So in other words they don't want us to share our truth memes

7/29/2019 8:15:24 AM alisvolatpropi2 Man, they are terrified!!

7/29/2019 8:15:31 AM jvan125 Why would the Republican held Senate DO THIS? 🤨😡

7/29/2019 8:15:41 AM pauliepg11111 Meme magic is real. Kekekek

7/29/2019 8:15:50 AM sharidean996 I be like 👇 😆 pic.twitter.com/sXAymD4ki2

7/29/2019 8:16:39 AM madrummy3 Definitely under their skin and over the target.

7/29/2019 8:16:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Anything to this? pic.twitter.com/TxhB8dsLmZ

7/29/2019 8:17:25 AM axcidentaltweet Let’s get the real question trending. #WhoIsQ

7/29/2019 8:18:30 AM brendaaloiau Holy 1A rights abuse Batman!!

7/29/2019 8:18:55 AM bubbajj914  pic.twitter.com/8oCCbc0Ujv

7/29/2019 8:19:41 AM djlok What a damn mess! Anything [they] can do to silence and control #WeThePeople.   What's next? Sue us for our thoughts!!!  We need a new form of 

government ASAP.

7/29/2019 8:19:44 AM esrevorter I can make memes on my own without the need to clone.  So let them knock themselves out.  It would bring out the best team in the world ;-)

#V4 3.13.23.33

7/29/2019 8:19:48 AM ethereal_shaman Nothing can stop what is coming, no thing.

7/29/2019 8:22:46 AM sharidean996 Hellooo Skippy @johnpodesta 😆 pic.twitter.com/d0BBBy75Yf

7/29/2019 8:23:36 AM leeanndalton2 That's exactly what I'm wondering.

7/29/2019 8:23:42 AM starehope Hey, Orwell's 1984! Thought Police!

7/29/2019 8:24:10 AM dbelanger63 They will try anything to suppress the truth!

7/29/2019 8:24:15 AM starehope He should.

7/29/2019 8:25:24 AM starehope Maybe because the algorithms can't read them?

7/29/2019 8:27:31 AM jvan125 We must be missing something...Q even says how important memes are in multiple drops. I guess we will find out when it’s time...🥴🤤🤮 

pic.twitter.com/xdCfn6k4CU

7/29/2019 8:28:18 AM david00997884 Sounds likw Black Hat Ops

7/29/2019 8:30:15 AM vintagesquirrel Soon they'll be inserting thoughts into our brains and arresting us for them.

7/29/2019 8:30:16 AM josecue66953415 😳🤔🤔

7/29/2019 8:30:45 AM djlok Exactly.

7/29/2019 8:31:09 AM lisaannwilliam9 They'll just zap you, microwave you, or torment you because you think wrong.

7/29/2019 8:32:12 AM lorirrr Emergency Broadcasting System is all that come to mind...🤯

7/29/2019 8:32:51 AM elizzasays What's that? Baltimore is a "goldmine"! 

#ThesePeopleAreSICK

7/29/2019 8:38:15 AM redpillmamma payback is gonna be a bitch

7/29/2019 8:41:55 AM vintagesquirrel It passed through the Judiciary Committee and is now headed to the full senate for a vote. Maybe this happened so the public is made aware of how 

hard [they] are working to silence us. It's sad, but the public must be SHOWN just how close to tyranny we've come.

7/29/2019 8:45:49 AM keith369me Make that #SenateCensorship #SenateCensorship #SenateCensorship don’t walk and Tweet at the same time, your IQ reduces by 10-20 points, lol

7/29/2019 8:48:27 AM ineshollander Desperate measures but nothing can stop what’s coming

7/29/2019 8:48:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel 

[    ] = 👇  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155484772937940992 … pic.twitter.com/CgB6WrHvCf

7/29/2019 8:49:51 AM jvan125 #JackReallyIsWhack 🤮

7/29/2019 8:50:05 AM djlok 5:5

7/29/2019 8:50:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter has removed the feature of their downloadable offline archive. This decision was in response to Majestic 12 using it to ensure against 

censorship. These people are stupid. Learn to archive offline.

7/29/2019 8:50:48 AM unidentifiedta1 Hello Valerie

7/29/2019 8:51:09 AM jvan125 Isn’t Lindsay Graham the head of the JC? And he and POTUS spent some time together on the Links a few weeks ago...interdasting indeed.

7/29/2019 8:51:14 AM pauliepg11111 Jack Dorsey = Snctm member. Makes total sense! Digggggggg....

7/29/2019 8:51:49 AM blankmarlo Lol yeah I can see how that might get you banned.

7/29/2019 8:51:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein and the doomed dome: Pedophile Island's mysterious temple has lost its golden dome | Daily Mail Online

#UnsealEpstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7294665/Jeffrey-Epstein-doomed-dome-Pedophile-Islands-mysterious-temple-lost-golden-

dome.html …

7/29/2019 8:52:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 When Jeffrey Epstein Was Cosmopolitan Bachelor of the Month

#UnsealEpstein https://www.thedailybeast.com/when-jeffrey-epstein-was-cosmopolitan-bachelor-of-the-month …

7/29/2019 8:52:26 AM jvan125 🤮🤮🤮

7/29/2019 8:52:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein’s life ‘in jeopardy’ as powerful pals ‘don’t want their secrets out’, victim’s lawyer claims

#UnsealEpstein https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9605078/jeffrey-epsteins-life-in-jeopardy-pals-dont-want-secrets-out/ …

7/29/2019 8:53:36 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel 

Let's all retweeet these hashtags!

3 6 9

7/29/2019 8:53:39 AM jeff57253103 Is this THE Jack?

7/29/2019 8:53:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Priests accused of sex abuse turned to under-the-radar group https://apnews.com/abe2da0da2f648ad89dde483a92d3f19 …

7/29/2019 8:54:38 AM ineshollander Why isn’t him in a military base guarded?  His life is very valuable right now

7/29/2019 8:54:46 AM dradeon The one and only Jack Dorsey

7/29/2019 8:55:09 AM angelah08745929 Way to catch up. Many of us have known this for ages.

7/29/2019 8:55:31 AM renee86743676 Eeeeeeeewwwwwwwwww

7/29/2019 8:55:31 AM karentriebel Same dog also died in 2014

7/29/2019 8:55:40 AM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/lSXbnTgSqp

7/29/2019 8:55:44 AM jeff57253103 That’s what I thought

7/29/2019 8:56:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 The NWO worships Satan. - @KremlinRussia_E Vladimir Putin https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155867801686609920 …

7/29/2019 8:56:24 AM 1chericane So not surprised, stopped reading that nonsense years ago

7/29/2019 8:56:58 AM hawkgirlinmn #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/29/2019 8:57:29 AM oeinicolette Dead man walking

7/29/2019 8:57:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/RCVD55d8zp

7/29/2019 8:57:43 AM vikeneeds2bike Do u have any preference/sources/recommendations,  re: "archiving offline?"  #timesavers #competent vs. #incompetent Tks "12"

7/29/2019 8:59:03 AM leeanndalton2 I hope you are right.

7/29/2019 8:59:35 AM stevewo50768315 Another attack on our freedom! WITH REPUBLICAN SUPPORT!?

7/29/2019 8:59:44 AM thoughttazer Take screenshots

7/29/2019 9:00:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Promises made promises kept. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/332321008763678721 …

7/29/2019 9:00:33 AM pauliepg11111  https://twitter.com/jmfwyant1/status/1078519495730319361?s=21 … - thoughts??



7/29/2019 9:04:12 AM lw_lanae1970 Watch his food! They’re all evil and will stop at nothing to silence him.

#WWG1WGA

7/29/2019 9:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you search 

from:realdonaldtrump death penalty

Does this show in the results?

[#UnsealStandardHotel]

[#UnsealEpstein]

[#UnsealNXIVM]

[#UnseaLSNCTM] https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/255294883680632833?s=21 …
7/29/2019 9:04:34 AM gsusgod The left can’t meme. So, they try and change the rules. Won’t pass POTUS desk.

7/29/2019 9:05:56 AM highhopesusa Supporting priests accused of sex crimes against children by loading their prison commissary accounts with cash, probably cash from church donations 

& fundraisers. SOBS

7/29/2019 9:05:57 AM vintagesquirrel Me too!

7/29/2019 9:06:26 AM esrevorter Somebody must have um took it 

😂

7/29/2019 9:07:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anti-Pedophilia = Hate Speech

Anti-Pedophilia = Bigotry 

Therefore

Hate Speech = Censored

Hate Speech = Deplatformed

Bigotry = Censored

Bigotry = Deplatformed 

Why?

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealDisney 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING!
7/29/2019 9:07:17 AM pauliepg11111 Yes comment with them...

7/29/2019 9:08:16 AM zsmolka1 That seems ridiculous! How are they going to do that?

7/29/2019 9:08:30 AM bbanderson50158 Just thinking out loud here after reading @TamFord70 comment.

It's almost as if they want us to stop attending church from the distrust. These crimes have gone on for decades without much or anything getting 

done.

That is, at least until Trump. 

Justice is coming
7/29/2019 9:08:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hashtags are not the search query. Therefore not in the results.

7/29/2019 9:09:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Churches will be the relic of the past post Disclosure.

7/29/2019 9:09:27 AM finall00p 🎯🎯🎯

7/29/2019 9:10:17 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/29/2019 9:10:18 AM keith369me Would it be safe to assume this is a hint as to how to manifest a desired result with our POWER and FREE WILL?

7/29/2019 9:11:18 AM lbf777 Hate speech according to Pedos. 

Not the rest of the world.

7/29/2019 9:12:08 AM 1_decided_voter It shows up when I search.

7/29/2019 9:12:29 AM dispensaryexch Here is the problem with the death penalty . The entire justice system is corrupt from the ground up. Until every defendant gets the same legal 

representation as a rich person......like OJ simpson I say no .

7/29/2019 9:13:19 AM bbanderson50158 Negative. Scrubbed from searches

7/29/2019 9:13:20 AM keith369me Was the golden dome a feature that allowed energy to be harnessed for a certain function?  Should all “Golden Domes” be eradicated from Deepstate 

control to manifest a wonderful future reality?

7/29/2019 9:13:48 AM linnyt7 Thanks!  This is great!

7/29/2019 9:14:38 AM cosmic_engineer One of the 'Pillars of Orion' to be dismantled prior to the Harvest

7/29/2019 9:14:38 AM keith369me I am simply amazed that the public struggles to utilize this information and other similar information to piece together the bigger picture.

7/29/2019 9:14:39 AM jenaynayz @GeorgeMNasif @Gumballmodel

7/29/2019 9:15:00 AM redheadedeagle2  pic.twitter.com/i4zFOVYYv1

7/29/2019 9:15:36 AM keith369me Need him alive, tormented, and talking for now!!!

7/29/2019 9:16:52 AM andrevandelft See also https://twitter.com/AndreVanDelft/status/1144417306547765248 …

7/29/2019 9:17:44 AM keith369me What did happen when their plane was turned around and brought back to the US?

7/29/2019 9:18:27 AM blankmarlo What stage is #UnsealTheVatican ?

7/29/2019 9:18:54 AM jamiegrahamusa Soon we will need a cloaking and decloking App. of our Memes. With a dose of encryption!

7/29/2019 9:19:21 AM decodematrix How to archive offline: Go to  https://www.allmytweets.net 

Login with your Twitter username and password, retrieve tweets for TS_SCI_MAJIC12, print to PDF.

7/29/2019 9:19:22 AM keith369me #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnSealSchiff #UnSealSchiff #UnSealSchiff

7/29/2019 9:19:59 AM duggo5768 I thought this was just a "conspiracy theory" 😂

7/29/2019 9:21:36 AM cylantjustice #StayOnCourse

#AlwaysForward

7/29/2019 9:22:00 AM jrocktigers Pedos apparently run the world, not for long..

7/29/2019 9:24:03 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

7/29/2019 9:24:20 AM sunspot406 But lets keep the xxxporn on twitter.   So lets silence the little guy trying to voice an opinion.



7/29/2019 9:24:39 AM ascendingadam I know of a location where “priests” go to manage “addiction”.  

[🇻🇦o/o? ] 

When they become infamous they are sent there to “lay low” before being reassigned to a new area where WE are unaware of the threat they pose.  

They intend to reoffend. 

THEY INTEND TO REOFFEND

7/29/2019 9:27:09 AM jrocktigers New World Order = Same Old Lies.

7/29/2019 9:28:28 AM operationfree17 I disagree. People will be desperate for God after the reality of Satan is exposed.

7/29/2019 9:28:49 AM titansass Put it on blockchain

7/29/2019 9:31:12 AM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 also composed a tweet past week regarding [Deutsche Bank] and #UnsealEpstein. 

Looks like the stage is set for an ever increasingly interesting couple of weeks. 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1155510067183009793?s=19 …

7/29/2019 9:34:54 AM nettiejoi I used to be against a death penalty, but when I see all the cruelty the beasts have done to 

our god given children, I wish them a slow, painful death!

7/29/2019 9:35:32 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel

#DECLAS

7/29/2019 9:36:20 AM djlok I hope this will go smoothly. A lot of children were taught a lot of lies and I have a feeling they are willing to fight to the death to defend them.  I threw 

up a pic of human trafficker, Mother Teresa, and the Epstein Temple and the comments/ DM's that followed...woah!!!

7/29/2019 9:36:35 AM bbanderson50158 Don't get me wrong, I see your point TF. It wasn't always this way is all I'm saying.

And agreed. It has to be intentional. Churches today are mostly just another form of control. One of the three sides.

Glory be to God. And may those that harm our children feel his wrath

7/29/2019 9:38:15 AM narcissist_ghst It would be ideal!  I agree!

7/29/2019 9:39:40 AM speng_c Now running kid parties for the pope..

7/29/2019 9:40:20 AM bbanderson50158 I don't think thats what MJ12 is saying. The church itself may go due to the taint. But faith and love for God is being renewed already

I could be wrong of course. Just my take

7/29/2019 9:40:53 AM djlok Here was the tweet that led to a few people saying I had "demonic possession".  People are crazy!!! 

https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1155465902747541504?s=21 …

7/29/2019 9:41:29 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/UHWI17xScF

7/29/2019 9:41:47 AM keith369me Bring it to the top!!! https://twitter.com/keith72256137/status/1155873189441859584?s=21 …

7/29/2019 9:42:11 AM lorieve No longer will they teach their neighbor, or say to one another, 'Know the Lord,' because they will all know me, from the least of them to the greatest.

7/29/2019 9:42:52 AM kindeandtrue Not likely, MJ12.  

'And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."

7/29/2019 9:43:50 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ftpcpYdB_7w  pic.twitter.com/rDrY46zVTn

7/29/2019 9:44:24 AM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/UZh0Q1S2Ji

7/29/2019 9:44:44 AM richardhiatt16 The PLAN............. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/29/2019 9:45:48 AM ragevirusqq Love may be the only truly infinite resource.

7/29/2019 9:49:34 AM djlok I agree 100%!!!

7/29/2019 9:50:32 AM garypre62441595 That's what [THEY] do.Look at those in the UK who are given different titles from the Queen,most if not all are guilty of sick and evil deeds.just look at 

Jimmy Saville.birds of a feather flock together comes to mind.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealPedogate

7/29/2019 9:50:44 AM bbanderson50158  pic.twitter.com/bN5mmHI2zc

7/29/2019 9:53:11 AM kindeandtrue Vladimir Putin spoke of this in his 2016 Christmas speech, I believe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Apmy9H9YVPo …

7/29/2019 9:53:20 AM jrocktigers 3 PM.

7/29/2019 9:55:08 AM cityoftworivers I wonder if his Lawyer will give him a cyanide pill?

#LeonardLake

7/29/2019 9:55:32 AM kindeandtrue You can't judge the entire Catholic Church by the actions of some of its members.

7/29/2019 9:56:05 AM mr_fedorable wish i knew that before my account got perma'd

7/29/2019 9:57:39 AM knowbody1185 Photo Shop

7/29/2019 9:58:14 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/29/2019 10:00:53 AM ladyyoungbull If this is what they want, the same "copyright laws" should apply to everything: t-shirts, stickers, buttons, lunch boxes, bags, hats, ANY OTHER 

COPYRIGHTED IMAGES they currently sell to the public as schwag to promote & advertise their brands. Stop advertising altogether! #QAnon

7/29/2019 10:01:38 AM michael62098497 Churches will definitely be relic's. They are not a necessity for service. "Where two or three are gathered" pretty much says it all.

7/29/2019 10:03:01 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

7/29/2019 10:03:11 AM allahuniversal Q#1400 pic.twitter.com/CUwGe7E89l

7/29/2019 10:05:03 AM al23311 FF

7/29/2019 10:06:11 AM nancyddb For every typo, we get fined.

7/29/2019 10:07:47 AM bbanderson50158 Fool me once.......you know the rest.

When this has habbened for decades. And for the most part the all they have done is move the offender to a new church.

If it walks, talks, and looks like a duck. It's probably a duck

7/29/2019 10:09:15 AM kindeandtrue Catholic Church needs a thorough housecleaning, I grant you, but the Church's traditional faith and worship were instituted by Christ through His 

apostles. The Church has to return to its roots.

7/29/2019 10:09:49 AM garypre62441595 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UNSEALNXIVM

#UNSEALSNCTM

#unsealDisney

#ThesePeopleAreSick



7/29/2019 10:10:50 AM chaele3 I actually decoded Monsters, Inc with a group of forensic intelligence. It actually talks about Jonah Rief who has been trafficked. They used the name 

Sully. 

@Telford_Russian

@ForNia1849

@StormIsUponUs

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/HToRkmu2NL
7/29/2019 10:11:09 AM kindeandtrue Catholic Church has been around for two millenia. Periodic reform is necessary to purge the cucks.

7/29/2019 10:11:18 AM bonesecos The gay community wanted to add “P” to LGBTQ in order to protect pedophiles under the gay flag.

7/29/2019 10:14:44 AM leslie_hileslie Frankly, the conditions there are inhumane if this is true. I despise Epstein, but none of our jails/prisons should be like this.

7/29/2019 10:16:29 AM anneolsen43 Did Mother Teresa open an home for infants with Hilary?

7/29/2019 10:16:37 AM bbanderson50158 That's basicly what we have said in a nutshell. We are also pointing out we don't need the church as it is today.

The wrongs will be righted and the nations/worlds faith will be stronger than ecer before

7/29/2019 10:16:39 AM djlok 😍😍😍

7/29/2019 10:16:47 AM al23311 Thank you that is so helpful!!

7/29/2019 10:19:26 AM chefrudy21 Memes can bypass their algorithms.

Memes are important ~ Q

7/29/2019 10:20:07 AM blackjackpupil shit... this now makes me wonder about what ross ulbricht @RealRossU knew before he was jailed under questionable circumstances

7/29/2019 10:21:26 AM headlinejuice Every abuse is being hidde by the phrase ‘national security.’

7/29/2019 10:21:45 AM omreb85 I will bet George Soros has a big hand in the Deep State.  It is not just the USA and England.

7/29/2019 10:22:53 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealDisney

#UnsealSnctm

#UnsealNXIVM

7/29/2019 10:23:11 AM lbf777 This is how criminals think. All honest people know the truth.

7/29/2019 10:23:40 AM kjwag02_wagner I agree, but I bet the cells where he kept his sex slaves wasn’t much better.

7/29/2019 10:23:54 AM clarkd958 They're a bit late but its getting there. #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/29/2019 10:24:33 AM c4_justice Sociopaths and Psychopaths.

7/29/2019 10:25:04 AM headlinejuice Wrong.

7/29/2019 10:26:32 AM kindeandtrue Jesus conferred on His apostles power to forgive sins: "Whatever ye loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven." Apostles handed down this power to 

successors: “All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself & gave us the ministry of reconciliation” (2 Cor. 5:18)

7/29/2019 10:28:21 AM lbf777 It's kind of our fault for consenting to their rule but we didn't know any better I guess. Now we know so we are withdrawing consent.

7/29/2019 10:28:36 AM headlinejuice This is probably the most ‘woke’ tweet I have ever read. 

#noninvestigativesubjects

7/29/2019 10:29:09 AM kindeandtrue I never give $ to priests or bishops whom I don't find trustworthy or truthful.

7/29/2019 10:30:03 AM darknessdestro4 Oh yes, he is the public face of the Globalist cabal, here's an article about his shenanigans last year, anyone praising him are deep state puppets.  

https://www.rt.com/op-ed/447686-globalists-soros-france-protests/ … pic.twitter.com/U8PSVDeNd3

7/29/2019 10:30:16 AM restart_qpersia Is the deep state of Iran involved in worshiping satan?

7/29/2019 10:30:55 AM kindeandtrue It's very understandable in this day and age, esp. with the nasty revelations about the Catholic Church. I'm a lifelong Catholic and have decided to stick 

it out, hoping and praying for better times. No doubt we share the same basic moral convictions.

7/29/2019 10:31:32 AM darknessdestro4 Here's what he did to Britain's economy.  https://youtu.be/WBZnau8Px5E  pic.twitter.com/0nu614ccv7

7/29/2019 10:32:43 AM susyqzee But it’s not the same Putin. He was killed and his family member (cousin) who looks similar was put in his place. The ear lobes are clearly different as is 

the entire face. pic.twitter.com/s4mH0xY7M8

7/29/2019 10:33:18 AM susyqzee Although what is said is true. But deception continues.

7/29/2019 10:33:30 AM dazeytoday We all know about Chrissy Teigen.

7/29/2019 10:33:55 AM c4_justice It's the MATRIX movie being played out in that were born into this insanity & mental slavery but as more of us WAKE UP we continue to WAKE UP 

other TRUTHERS & ACTIVISTS because we Don't consent to Injustice. We fight against it with whatever resources we have.

7/29/2019 10:34:00 AM susyqzee  pic.twitter.com/ZsPgx9wYes

7/29/2019 10:35:36 AM susyqzee So why don’t you tell the truth ?

7/29/2019 10:35:53 AM nea_storm Perfectly Expressed Truth! Thank You! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SeFMBWZudQ …

7/29/2019 10:37:46 AM cosmic_engineer Pasta.... Codeword

7/29/2019 10:46:14 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/GDmaKY5Zew

7/29/2019 10:50:08 AM myfanwy_72 What if it turns out that what we know as churches today, were never religious in origin, and possibly more frequency/energy orientated?

7/29/2019 10:52:44 AM slayerofmatrix1 💫✨💗💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💗✨💫

7/29/2019 10:58:43 AM hammsnut Jack Dorsey CEO of Twitter

7/29/2019 10:58:43 AM starehope Not on my searches. I use Samsung and Duckduckgo search engines. Could that affect the results?

7/29/2019 11:06:21 AM starehope No mercy for pedos or treason!

7/29/2019 11:06:25 AM royalyid Nothing!

7/29/2019 11:07:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd Holy cow! Wonder when they’ll announce?

7/29/2019 11:07:53 AM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/7VNtmItOXF

7/29/2019 11:14:04 AM starehope Oh, I pray to Jesus you are correct!

7/29/2019 11:14:43 AM jrocktigers Keep doing our part..💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

7/29/2019 11:16:32 AM starehope Or the letter M for Minor Attracted Person, a MAP. So sickening.

7/29/2019 11:17:53 AM sommerfeldkitty Yes, I read that she did in DC but it was not open long.

7/29/2019 11:19:24 AM gi6stars SICK

7/29/2019 11:20:07 AM molly07751087 I want to know exactly who is voting for this bill. I have some censoring of my own to do.

7/29/2019 11:22:13 AM starehope Good question.

7/29/2019 11:22:14 AM lynnboyce7 My neighbor is a republican but can't stand Trump. Telling her about the human trafficking and how the priest all the way to the pope are complicit she 

got 😡

All my neighbors are blind to it. Our Sherrif was aressted for having sex with under age girls. WTF- Wake these people up

7/29/2019 11:22:21 AM gi6stars  https://newspunch.com/wikileaks-pedophile-code-words-podesta … pic.twitter.com/zA4iqyNuMl

7/29/2019 11:23:35 AM gi6stars #PedoGate #SexTrafficking #pedovore #satanic #demon 

Hang Them All on a Tall tree with a Short Rope!

7/29/2019 11:24:26 AM gi6stars Ya. SICK



7/29/2019 11:26:40 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:26:52 AM gi6stars @ICEgov @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @FBI 

Keep Epstein safe and Alive so he can Sing like a Bird!

7/29/2019 11:27:02 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:27:22 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:27:44 AM charlesgdavis1 In THE WORLD of POWER....MONEY....inventions ARE financed by those who want wealth or buy THINGS that can destroy their wealth....BUT the 

technology that CAN be used to wield untold POWER.....is kept for themselves!!!! CLASSIFIED!?!?

7/29/2019 11:28:04 AM stormystorm10 Chrissy pic.twitter.com/nzihYCW9m6

7/29/2019 11:28:50 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:29:15 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:29:26 AM slayerofmatrix1 Sonic booms occur when a rocket hits the firmament ?

7/29/2019 11:29:42 AM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/29/2019 11:31:51 AM sterkinglights1 Truth!

7/29/2019 11:33:14 AM operationfree17 #QAnon pic.twitter.com/JFYBXOaHZu

7/29/2019 11:35:41 AM gi6stars ThanQ

7/29/2019 11:40:05 AM lynnboyce7 They don't like his tone or words that he uses. To abrasive 😂🤣😂

I guess Hillary would have been better👿 Didn't say anything about her being  a witch🤣 They would have really thought I was crazy😜

7/29/2019 11:44:16 AM bbanderson50158 So aside from my $15,000 fine, what would this guy recieve for his knowingly false accusations? pic.twitter.com/kyQM6RlZZX

7/29/2019 12:10:56 PM n7guardiananon Iron Butterfly

7/29/2019 12:11:33 PM rachaelangelm That's bullshit

7/29/2019 12:12:43 PM phreatomagnetic They will reap what they have sown

They teach us to believe we are unworthy of God's love, only worthy of wrath, flawed.

They turn the creator and Christ into a good cop/bad cop.

At the unconscious level we understand God resides within us. 

Who do they want us to hate?
7/29/2019 12:16:47 PM kellysrock5775 That's pure Bull Pucky!!

7/29/2019 12:19:20 PM rebashoenfelt1 Lovely

7/29/2019 12:21:26 PM kellysrock5775 Interesting is right. #TrustThePlan

7/29/2019 12:36:39 PM amyjack37468809 Thanks for sharing. I watched the vid and retweeted. This is huge! I want to know why this Judge & anyone involved hasn't been arrested! So 

disturbing in every way! Where are the kids now? What about all the innocent people this corrupt judged falsely sentenced? what about …

7/29/2019 12:37:00 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/k1ipQGnaPv

7/29/2019 12:37:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "that day"

 https://youtu.be/V4ZfXOil1pk  https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1155901694426804224 …

7/29/2019 12:37:52 PM exposeeverylie ⏰⏰⏰⏰⏰⏰⏰⏰

7/29/2019 12:39:20 PM jennife42469481 Just b/c you haven't seen evidence don't mean it doesn't exist. Boom

7/29/2019 12:40:16 PM ethereal_shaman Owned.

7/29/2019 12:40:30 PM deadi42  pic.twitter.com/ynMBgCcq6w

7/29/2019 12:46:38 PM keith369me Does it matter if he was physically there or not on 9/11?  He knows Manhattan and skyscraper construction...Trump’s expertise in this area makes his 

thoughts on 9/11 very relevant, both prior to and after becoming POTUS!!!  #Disclose911

7/29/2019 12:46:53 PM right_sideof And yet look at the replies to that assholes tweet. The other fools jump merrily aboard

7/29/2019 12:47:51 PM realityloominng Hey Sandris? Could you please summerize what this guy is talking about?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyDsLVVLKVc … For all I know he legit 

built his own EM Anti-gravity device

7/29/2019 12:48:38 PM realityloominng  https://youtu.be/VBrx4O10XkI?t=1342 …

7/29/2019 12:49:09 PM erquxlemon Wow that account just blocked me because I posted this video to their sheep https://youtu.be/J9774d7QI5I 

7/29/2019 12:50:53 PM oeinicolette Agree but I see too many high placed persons want to see him silenced. Should be taken to top secret location.

7/29/2019 12:51:21 PM allahuniversal My turn then 😏

7/29/2019 12:53:35 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

why so heartless here?

just do something anonymously



7/29/2019 12:54:30 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/FFgi5fmGcQ

7/29/2019 12:57:36 PM erquxlemon Go for it soldier 😎

7/29/2019 12:59:50 PM allahuniversal They're efficient, I'll give em that... 

Didn't take long at all 😂 pic.twitter.com/OLj0jy5vMv

7/29/2019 1:02:04 PM erquxlemon Hahaha nope! Post the truth lefties block you... so typical🙄

7/29/2019 1:12:21 PM momislazy11 Yep blocked me too

7/29/2019 1:13:30 PM kathleen3693693 Add me to that list! LOL, triggered snowflake?!

7/29/2019 1:14:55 PM lightson45 Plait is a lying shill for NASA.  Always has been, always will be.

7/29/2019 1:16:45 PM erquxlemon 😂

7/29/2019 1:16:57 PM erquxlemon 😂

7/29/2019 1:17:18 PM richardhiatt16 MJ 12..... Is the Domain in concurrence with Death Penalty?  ............................................And you are right about the IS separating from the BE..  I 

believe it was peaceful for my loved one....

7/29/2019 1:17:40 PM bbanderson50158 There are reasons entire books are hidden from us

7/29/2019 1:18:42 PM lilangels44 So ummmm I don't have a pot to piss in let alone anyway to pay a fine that high for retweeting memes.... doubt I'm alone this is ludicrous

7/29/2019 1:29:18 PM amyjack37468809 the link has been deactivated or something, I cant see it.... says sensitive material. I guess its just part of being shadowbanned

7/29/2019 1:34:48 PM batgirl_momma They're probably making his experience just good enough he will survive until sentencing...then let him loose in Gen Pop and watch how quick he gets 

raped and/or killed.

7/29/2019 1:35:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly There is neutral mentioned of Q/Q followers in this article, i.e. non-negatively biased against Q. Reporter's name is Chris Spargo. 

The 'main evidence' we have to support the claim is Ray Chandler's Instagram surveillance photo from Instagram. 

See Q post #3140 pic.twitter.com/jdM5Sypjyf

7/29/2019 1:36:45 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is literally Pizzagate 2.0 (on steroids).

7/29/2019 1:44:33 PM amyjack37468809 hey brother❤️u! you could add to that list #UnsealArkansasCPScorruption...The murdered politician, Linda Collins-Smith, found CHILD PORN on her 

ex-husbands government laptop! Her ex is Arkansas JUDGE PHILIP SMITH! The victims were kids in CPS care! 💥

7/29/2019 1:46:45 PM royalyid  pic.twitter.com/jQZPD8RiJ2

7/29/2019 1:48:09 PM nickiolliepoppy No pedos don't,,,, Q=👁 and I rules the world...there new world order will happen but not how they want 🙏🙃

7/29/2019 1:50:18 PM amyjack37468809 I was just thinking the same thing brother... scare tactics

7/29/2019 1:50:56 PM amyjack37468809 I give a big AMEN to that!

7/29/2019 1:54:39 PM amyjack37468809 me three!

7/29/2019 1:54:48 PM serenityfirth Agree 100% 💥

7/29/2019 1:59:00 PM hellouncledonny STAR LINK vs 5G.

Who wins @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/29/2019 2:02:01 PM lbf777 See what happens when the pedos control the major Corporations?

How can we take our lives back unless we take over the Corporations? There's no way we can financially do this since they control our tax dollars & 

money printing machines.

7/29/2019 2:04:19 PM bbanderson50158 I remember that interview. Confirmed

7/29/2019 2:10:49 PM gi6stars Mine too. 

Video sent. 

Done.

7/29/2019 2:11:13 PM kindeandtrue BEST comment!

7/29/2019 2:11:48 PM allahuniversal And it's still being retweeted

7/29/2019 2:14:21 PM zoesinger hope to goodness.

@POTUS reminds them...

who they work for.

& vetos pic.twitter.com/MAiNaINsfD

7/29/2019 2:21:11 PM neilbridgman They always assume we are bots. pic.twitter.com/GnclwMClJ6

7/29/2019 2:24:19 PM chaele3 Rumor is he's out of the country

7/29/2019 2:26:36 PM erquxlemon Wahahahaha bots gotta love how stupid these people are😂 Then this guy says it’s “doctored” oh my goodness 🤦🏻♀️

7/29/2019 2:30:14 PM synackstatic Maccabee hive

7/29/2019 2:35:27 PM deplorabldamsel 😂😂😂 He deleted it!!!

7/29/2019 2:37:08 PM missy968 Ask why there are no major highways leading to Zorro Ranch.... then look at Dumb map....

7/29/2019 2:42:16 PM tylerthafox What are you talking about? Are you saying bashing pedophiles is considered hate speech? Where? Any evidence?

7/29/2019 2:42:21 PM matchnumbers67 Anybody that negatively comments gets called a troll and is blocked.

7/29/2019 2:42:41 PM 4albradley Do you have a link to this map or can you post a screenshot?

7/29/2019 2:44:04 PM harleyhawkeye Good thing they have it ALL!

7/29/2019 2:45:44 PM allahuniversal Sad, they don't believe in the power of humans.

7/29/2019 2:48:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/DailyMail/status/1155932531075629057 …

7/29/2019 2:48:15 PM f961854 Gawwwww its a deep fake....

7/29/2019 2:48:39 PM monroevegas Is he being protected?

7/29/2019 2:48:55 PM debloulit He must have the goods on the Clintons!!

7/29/2019 2:50:33 PM snowwhite7iam Let go of the stories of the mind, welcome the truth of the heart! https://youtu.be/C9J3p6SmR2c 

7/29/2019 2:51:55 PM ctone3  http://youtube.com/watch?v=gNodh9OlTrQ …

7/29/2019 2:52:11 PM jvan125 I thought time was an illusion? 😏

7/29/2019 2:54:33 PM mongrelglory I don't have Netflix (on a budget), and it's not available for rent on my Cabal TV, but I'll keep my eye out for it.

7/29/2019 2:57:39 PM mongrelglory Please tell me this won't pass!  🥺

7/29/2019 2:58:39 PM aintgets Good!!! Who cares about that evil

7/29/2019 3:00:22 PM mongrelglory I was wondering if it was RBG.

7/29/2019 3:03:21 PM mongrelglory 🤢

7/29/2019 3:03:33 PM nun_chucknorris That’s only 20-100 lifetimes from now (based on expanded life expectancy). Imagine how much more we will know and remember by then if we can 

break out of this earth cycle!

7/29/2019 3:03:51 PM adsvel Hey Pierre! In this video Alexey is showing EM field's indicator with 3 antennas.

7/29/2019 3:04:34 PM karentriebel She did know a lot of words

7/29/2019 3:07:19 PM adsvel In this video Alexey is proving to one very smart guy that there is no tricks. This is happening all over the world, always are those who will eat you alive 

if you will build something like this. But there wasn't any tricks, he answered on all that guy questions and it took ...

7/29/2019 3:08:48 PM mongrelglory I just was at a baptism yesterday for my girlfriend's second son.  At a Ukrainian Orthodox church.  Beautiful but full of iconography and the Priest's 

liturgy was long!  So many rituals that people hold dear in their lives.  I think many will feel very lost during the transition.

7/29/2019 3:10:51 PM jvan125 This better be it 😂😂😂. I’m done with crazy humans. 🤪



7/29/2019 3:13:10 PM lost94133 Yeah he ran them out along with the banksters now 

He's the enemy to that bunch

7/29/2019 3:13:13 PM adsvel ... most of the video time. Yes You was right, this is EM field's disc flyer which works on the high voltage of 30 kV. I am not technically educated, so I do 

not know what "catcher" is. He promised that he will put all drawings on the next or one after next video. So wait for it!

7/29/2019 3:13:15 PM fuknutz Thank you.

7/29/2019 3:15:47 PM lainie727 IMHO he should be locked up deep under the jail, it is not the time to have sympathy for demonic child killers.

7/29/2019 3:16:43 PM keith369me Reminds me of the Trump assassination talk from the media a while back.  Bring in Blackwater for Epstein?

7/29/2019 3:20:08 PM adsvel Drawings and theory. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JrkOfqm6eY …

7/29/2019 3:21:57 PM de1traveler @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @IPOT1776 @SavingAmerica4U @2runtherace @TheDeaconShow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/KIMAGA4EVER/status/1155922106896584704 …

7/29/2019 3:25:28 PM do_or_do_notty This is amazing and excellent work!

7/29/2019 3:31:19 PM disgoblue24 Hope he has protection in there, not just prison guards

7/29/2019 3:33:42 PM my2sonznme Why does he say it is ‘doctored’? I assume there is a story there?

7/29/2019 3:37:44 PM aetherwalker1 Karmically, these criminals will be better off if they receive Justice for their crimes than if they go unpunished.

They should be grateful for what POTUS has coming for them!

7/29/2019 3:38:36 PM ragstorm Unreal

7/29/2019 3:39:24 PM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/J9774d7QI5I 

7/29/2019 3:53:21 PM aetherwalker1 Serious question:

What do the NWO/Cabal members believe they will receive after death?

What is their belief system?

7/29/2019 3:55:44 PM 1centralcaligal We had tickets for Garlic Festival given to my daughter at her work, thankfully, we didn't want to stand in the hot, dusty dry heat & all those people! 

Instead, we took the children to the river, grilled sausages & dogs, & had a beautiful day...until we got word of the shooting.

7/29/2019 3:58:42 PM 1centralcaligal No, there were many friends there, saw 6 y/o child die in father's arms, called us. They cut through the fence near Gate B (back side, everybody knows 

about it) to get in with gun(s) and THERE WERE TWO! She told us they heard, "Allah!" ONE TIME, then he shot. Gilroy PD shot him

7/29/2019 4:01:16 PM 1centralcaligal ...immediately, but other guy ran; he was the one they were chatting through the creekbed last night.

I saw his IG (before scrubbed) he said he's going to Garlic Festival for "overpriced crap" his friend replied something like, "Don't shoot the whole place 

up."

7/29/2019 4:03:07 PM 1centralcaligal His IG also says his family is originally from Middle-East (Syria I think, maybe Iran), then through Italy then Gilroy, where the family rented a nice big 

house.  He's part Italian, was VERY WHITE!!

7/29/2019 4:05:04 PM joeb07810382 @sxdoc @LaraLeaTrump @AngPiazza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NoLongerIgnored @GeriatricAlive @M2Madness @zerohedge 

https://twitter.com/thebradfordfile/status/1155943322642345984 …

7/29/2019 4:10:05 PM pomeinnz chidlren

7/29/2019 4:10:12 PM allahuniversal It's an easy way to explain what opposes the narrative they're painting. 

Expecting that his followers won't look any further than his authoritah! pic.twitter.com/cgPFtv5aB8

7/29/2019 4:12:07 PM amyjack37468809 Hope he's in one of those Panama prisons- they are rough

7/29/2019 4:26:20 PM candyo35 Trump is a GREAT man!

7/29/2019 4:27:27 PM calxtra #UnsealRoyals

#UnsealJimmySaville

7/29/2019 4:28:03 PM candyo35 I trust the man, the plan and God's protection

7/29/2019 4:33:40 PM aetherwalker1 😬

Demons can be classified as a Sexually Transmitted Infection, right?

7/29/2019 4:37:43 PM tylerthafox Yeah but the only people taking that seriously are other pedophiles. The person who started this thread implied laws and institutions are defending 

pedos from hate speech which is ludicrous.

7/29/2019 4:38:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd They’ll have to block me too bc I likewise backed my buddy @AllahUniversal as he posted it too!!!

7/29/2019 4:38:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd Love you guys! You totally rock!

7/29/2019 4:42:13 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154964890077061121 …

7/29/2019 4:42:28 PM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/wU9DfnqMSc

7/29/2019 4:43:42 PM wyatt251 Yep last summer or winter in a drop popped the top

7/29/2019 4:44:27 PM ryankochweare1 That account he replied to is suspended now!  Wtf ?!

7/29/2019 4:45:33 PM allahuniversal This is what "oops I shouldn't have tweeted that, didn't know there were this many people opposing my views" desperation looks like... 

pic.twitter.com/fme8LsFfhc

7/29/2019 4:51:56 PM larrynunya @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 FYI

 https://youtu.be/wpWwXH8jU0M 

7/29/2019 4:52:29 PM tylerthafox I’m aware that this happens, I take issue with what the tweet at he start of this thread implied. No one is protecting those perverts at all.

7/29/2019 5:25:54 PM psteph55 Agreed....corporate power is way out of control.  The heads of the major corporations and banks are as sick as the rest of them.  The major 

corporations need to be broken up immediately!!

7/29/2019 5:29:33 PM ps3shiloh #YHWH #ELOHIM #YAHUSHA PLURALITY OF POWERS & The #HOLYSPIRIT R #GoingPostal #Hegelian ON #LARP Account  

[ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ]

  

#Q : Who Did Enoch 69:1-29 Say Gadreel Was? Who Is St.Germain? BOOM! Hello Hegelian Larp! 

Nevermind, I already Know- *Kek. 

 https://youtu.be/5JCpbHkxs3s  pic.twitter.com/cdd43JRR5i

7/29/2019 5:31:19 PM snakejackal When money and power exist, such story will repeat sometimes in future again.

7/29/2019 5:31:37 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/29/2019 5:33:52 PM 313looper IsIt GoingToBe On31st?

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

7/29/2019 5:36:11 PM nun_chucknorris Thanks Nunya!



7/29/2019 5:36:53 PM do_or_do_notty Thank YOU Patriot! 🙌💪

7/29/2019 5:42:24 PM lbf777 They won’t break up themselves. We have to take them over.

7/29/2019 5:47:34 PM psteph55 I never buy a product made by a large corporation if I can avoid it.  They need to be torn down.

7/29/2019 5:50:27 PM jswdh1 We need him alive to sing and then whatever happens happens....

7/29/2019 5:52:33 PM lbf777 It’s hard to not ship from them when they usually have the cheapest prices. We have to think outside the box. I think step 1 is not paying taxes to 

increase the money left in our economy which would mean an extra 4 trillion in our pocket. Better than 1% pocketing out tax dollars.

7/29/2019 5:55:29 PM jswdh1 My turn...lol

7/29/2019 5:59:30 PM jswdh1  https://twitter.com/Speaakn/status/1155984551170043904?s=19 …

7/29/2019 6:00:26 PM jswdh1 BLOCKED SUPER FAST..... LOL pic.twitter.com/J3v5TLJQjn

7/29/2019 6:00:52 PM jswdh1 Me too

7/29/2019 6:03:00 PM jswdh1 Alot of LGBTQ people are very against pedophilia! Some have taken it upon themselves to add the P at the end! Disgusting! Evil! Sick!

7/29/2019 6:03:36 PM cocopuffster12 We’ll see how long I last!! Tee hee!!

7/29/2019 6:04:48 PM jswdh1 But when they're arrested all their assets are seized! Meaning the companies! The EO order potus signed first thing as president states that! We'll be 

put of debt in no time! Maybe we'll all become owners in all these companies and get royalties!

7/29/2019 6:05:59 PM jswdh1 Huh?

7/29/2019 6:06:38 PM jswdh1 Clinton country

7/29/2019 6:07:09 PM jswdh1 Hhhhhmmmmm

7/29/2019 6:09:13 PM hersh61m Border Collie BC- Bill Clinton?

7/29/2019 6:09:59 PM jswdh1 Yes the bill Barry signed protecting all sexual orientations all the "ilias" and "isms" cant remember what the bill is called but yep. pedophilia is a 

protected class. thanks to Barry! But once he's outed as not American born his presidency will be voided and whatever he did too!

7/29/2019 6:10:15 PM k_redheaded Is that so... pic.twitter.com/ea77OvUYYZ

7/29/2019 6:10:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s what I’ve heard...waiting to see if true.

7/29/2019 6:14:18 PM allahuniversal 😂 How many people are signed in? 🤣

7/29/2019 6:19:27 PM jswdh1 The cabal is!

7/29/2019 6:19:34 PM lbf777 Then the wealth just goes to a white hat portion of the 1% who haven’t shared with us yet as far as I can tell. 

We need to think of ideas that are sure to work. Jump to a gifting economy & share all is the best bet.

7/29/2019 6:19:45 PM davidgallegossr I hope they protect him like Fort Knox and then after the trial it doesn't matter what happens !

7/29/2019 6:23:39 PM jswdh1 I'm sure potus has a plan that will work for all!

7/29/2019 6:25:13 PM lbf777 Think of POTUS as a high note on a sheet of music. We are all the low notes. We can put all the responsibility on the high note. We have to make the 

song of liberty together. Every single person even a 99 year old lady has a role to play.

7/29/2019 6:27:13 PM jswdh1 Yes! Mine is to pray pray pray and help others understand what's going on!

7/29/2019 6:34:34 PM egelone I am not surprised. Way too much dirty secret. These people are sick.

7/29/2019 6:52:23 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/x6GtwmVKdz

7/29/2019 6:53:12 PM missy968  pic.twitter.com/aObijyJzWC

7/29/2019 6:57:45 PM 4albradley Thank You 👍👍👍👍

7/29/2019 6:57:58 PM americanpetal That’s outrageous!

7/29/2019 6:59:05 PM 4albradley Extremely interesting indeed

7/29/2019 7:02:47 PM deplorablesuezq 😂😂😂😂😂😂

7/29/2019 7:06:07 PM andyr1112 Wheres the sauce

7/29/2019 7:08:50 PM 369369rv Put him in GITMO where he will be safe

7/29/2019 7:09:46 PM keith369me What would @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tell you to do?

7/29/2019 7:10:28 PM djlok Trust Yourself, Trust your IS-BE.

7/29/2019 7:13:12 PM rachaelangelm Sick

7/29/2019 7:18:18 PM keith369me Yes!!!  ...and look within!!!

7/29/2019 7:25:03 PM my2sonznme Gotcha, that makes sense. All he has to do is say so, they don’t actually do any research. 👍🏻

7/29/2019 7:27:25 PM blynn1lynn Yeah, 'that day' that something happened to some people... no  evidence DJT was in Manhattan-- except for the video and witnesses.

7/29/2019 7:31:48 PM allahuniversal "Please loyal followers, don't watch that fake video, those bots are trying to control you and brainwash you into believing #UnsealEpstein is important! 

Follow my voice to the next tweet, and like it or you'll be blocked too and then I can't think for you!"

Something like that. pic.twitter.com/1L6cVrF4uJ

7/29/2019 7:43:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 (((Boycott)))

7/29/2019 7:44:11 PM lbf777 Complete and total withdrawal from the 1% and their systems will do the trick.

7/29/2019 7:53:03 PM brown_eyedladyj Do they need help watching this pedo? I'll volunteer just long enough for him to be sentenced. After that, he is on his own.

7/29/2019 7:58:10 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Of course he lives in Boulder.  The funny thing about Boulder is that it's hard to tell who's homeless and who just dresses like that

7/29/2019 8:02:45 PM oliheck I’m expecting a 9/11 terror tribunal (martial law covered) soon!

7/29/2019 8:06:58 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I'm looking forward to seeing him overturn the tables of the money-changers

7/29/2019 8:13:32 PM raevenraeyne Ba’al the Brazen Bull 🤔🙄🤮

7/29/2019 8:27:18 PM the_it_goddess Gospel of Thomas?

7/29/2019 8:28:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 This must be "you have more than you know"

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40jack%20pasta&src=typed_query …

7/29/2019 8:30:17 PM the_it_goddess Yes. It was closed in 2012 or 2014. Figures.

7/29/2019 8:38:48 PM sparhawk60 IMO....This thread should have a way higher retweet ratio.

7/29/2019 8:40:04 PM moxie58002436 NOTHING!!

7/29/2019 8:53:33 PM amyjack37468809 Yes and they are connected too! Of course, many people are... And all working in the government😬

7/29/2019 8:53:52 PM whoisq1 Liberals can’t meme, hence: it should be illegal. They’ll never win a meme war with Trump supporters. 🤣

7/29/2019 8:56:16 PM charlesgdavis1 Is this a coded message again!?!? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @WhiteHouse @JackPosobiec @ROYALMRBADNEWS

7/29/2019 9:03:28 PM love82janet There have been apparently two attempts. One was involving Pence who was going to meet John Sununu in NH prior to the 4th celebration. Pence's 

flight to NH was blocked. Recently, rogue Navy Seals involved in another coup attempt.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtU2LkrKnnc … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpWwXH8jU0M …

7/29/2019 9:07:23 PM angryearthsteve Probably covered in gold leaf. Someone probably thought it was worth something. Maybe Hillary took it as a souvenir like when she vacated the White 

House. 😂😂😂

7/29/2019 9:19:42 PM aprilbrown99 Synchronicity is devine. I just finished watching Fields video.

7/29/2019 9:21:19 PM garypre62441595 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealDisney

7/29/2019 9:28:39 PM aprilbrown99 [They] don’t like and can’t handle our meme magic.  #WinningBigly

7/29/2019 9:31:49 PM 369369rv They will have to catch us first 🤣🤣



7/29/2019 9:39:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel  https://twitter.com/snctm/status/1146923945599389699 … pic.twitter.com/U0csyc06qW

7/29/2019 9:40:21 PM stormystorm10 #yolo

7/29/2019 9:42:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Presumption of innocence before guilt.

Ask yourself something:

Would an innocent person spend billions attempting to censor the distribution of #UnsealEpstein related content if there wasn't a financial issue 

associated with potential prosecutions?

Laws, must he follow?

7/29/2019 9:46:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/6g77ETr4uA

7/29/2019 9:48:55 PM elibarnes77 Boy that was a hole for sure. Naked people all over Twitter is all I saw.

7/29/2019 9:49:48 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/7l4ZEGd8CX

7/29/2019 9:52:04 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome fren!  🤗🤗🥴

7/29/2019 9:52:56 PM roublisa Don’t stop there all the state capital buildings...Wisconsin has the biggest dome pic.twitter.com/3gbAtFJcIC

7/29/2019 9:53:16 PM moreheadpatriot 3 days later he was tho.😉

7/29/2019 9:55:03 PM roublisa My state capital building ....all state capital buildings for that matter....do the building sit on ley lines as well? pic.twitter.com/c3IRnDXqhj

7/29/2019 9:56:39 PM lordconcave How about when he banned a user for reporting thousands of CP accounts he was allowing to flourish on his platform.  Would that be considered 

indictable?

7/29/2019 10:00:29 PM ripgarycaradori Preach

7/29/2019 10:02:21 PM ripgarycaradori Uh oh

7/29/2019 10:04:42 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/PxqEVs1VRU

7/29/2019 10:06:52 PM realityloominng cool thanks a lot for taking the time! I'm baffled why I can't find anything more on this guys

7/29/2019 10:11:40 PM roublisa Field trip with my daughter this spring...This is the inside all gold tour guide said ....it’s only over 100 years old....I was calling bs everything in the rest of 

the place is marble or granite....there is way more to all of this and churches too...😏😏😏 pic.twitter.com/jqrDxceIAj

7/29/2019 10:14:21 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/d5HQLkggaO

7/29/2019 10:17:05 PM nyhilissimus Original: carpe diem - memento mori

Plagiarism: carpe noctem - (forget about to die)

7/29/2019 10:36:58 PM mongrelglory That's a great way of putting it!  I wish I could get people to listen that far, but they brush me off and change the subject as soon as I casually mention 

Q or Trump.  The just shut their ears, so I wait until they're ready.  I think it's going to take a big shock! 💀

7/29/2019 10:42:41 PM qamlove3 They had an auction, proceedings went to a project to end human trafficking...yeah. pic.twitter.com/vqyQYKz7QA

7/29/2019 10:43:09 PM matt_dodaro Can’t take this serious enough!!!      The Cabal has long arms !!!!

7/29/2019 10:44:46 PM brad34351293 Slow is more apropos than a quick snapping 

AMEN

7/29/2019 11:21:52 PM 02joshuaradwan Wow

7/29/2019 11:36:37 PM qamlove3 Today I spotted this blue & white stripes pattern...interesting is that the episode was about a missing doll. pic.twitter.com/XFfmfa8dgW

7/29/2019 11:50:56 PM 02joshuaradwan Wow

7/30/2019 12:28:45 AM brendaingram56 Yes u did - I remember you saying it back then, and the details have only gotten worse. Disgusting perverts, especially Judge Smith

7/30/2019 1:32:32 AM mossman_moore  https://agapetae.org/2019/07/06/the-problematic-prophets/ …

7/30/2019 2:04:04 AM synackstatic It's not just any dome. 

These three are connected via the Masonic organization known as the Knights of the Maccabees.

Think hives.

7/30/2019 2:06:51 AM adsvel You are welcome!😊

7/30/2019 2:09:32 AM luluspeers1 So this is probably why all triggered Trii  Pod eaters want to rush Area 51 bec radiation mmm looks good  tastes better.

7/30/2019 2:11:20 AM luluspeers1 Maybe twitter isn't the place for you?  I hear MySpace is opening up again.  You should apply maybe.  No Q posts

7/30/2019 2:22:44 AM luluspeers1 He even has that demon shape head.  Facebook isn't going to like me once l  post this up there

7/30/2019 2:25:57 AM luluspeers1 You say that like its a bad thing

7/30/2019 3:33:09 AM nan_ese Citizen Trump 1980's pic.twitter.com/AnjEOmdFK9

7/30/2019 4:22:37 AM operationfree17 You are right. Has happened very powerfully in my own life.

7/30/2019 4:41:19 AM jimmylarkin141 Agreed I just cannot support a church / Catholic Church in particular if they show no interest in ending pedoproblem.

7/30/2019 4:43:26 AM olive10fig What this means?anyone? pic.twitter.com/ro851c96Bz

7/30/2019 4:49:16 AM inkedinkee And there is much much more I am sure ... These ppl are sicker than the normal human mind can encompass ... GOD have mercy on us everyone ...

7/30/2019 4:51:42 AM jfrankmusic Uhh guys... The satanic verses isn't about Satan.. it's by Salman Rushdie

7/30/2019 4:56:18 AM paulabonney3 What’s with those cylinders behind the curtains?

7/30/2019 5:01:38 AM carroll_322 Wtf Simon that tray?

Almond Milk?

Two syringes full of blood?

A speculum? 

Wtf.
7/30/2019 5:04:10 AM ma_liky_ Crazy! The magnitude of his arrest and trial on federal level is amazing. There is no protection anymore. #Justice will be served 

pic.twitter.com/xOfIw7EAI9

7/30/2019 5:14:02 AM cjsienna55 Looks like a sexual torture devices

7/30/2019 5:23:58 AM lagalusa1 What’s almond milk?

7/30/2019 5:25:56 AM fionamaeve @Linda_Paris

7/30/2019 5:26:32 AM cjsienna55 Rielly Reed Teen porn video being taken by a mental patient.  Sick animals.

7/30/2019 5:27:16 AM lagalusa1 Is this from a music video?

7/30/2019 5:28:08 AM alangibbons15 Think there rolls of white cloth . Same stuff that’s in video maybe. Needs to be changed because of blood stains ! Just a thought

7/30/2019 5:32:20 AM gryniiizred Abortion tools 🙁

7/30/2019 5:35:59 AM cjsienna55 😬

7/30/2019 5:38:14 AM paulabonney3 These people are truly sick beyond belief.

7/30/2019 5:45:56 AM alangibbons15 With out doubt .

7/30/2019 6:27:38 AM cemgtr We are on stand by to assist anyone and everyone with disclosure, the lie and the door of truth. Thank you for restoring FAITH.

7/30/2019 6:28:23 AM shalorraine1991 ?

7/30/2019 6:29:15 AM shalorraine1991 Why are you tagging me in naked women videos?

7/30/2019 6:39:40 AM unidentifiedta1 Nicole Junkermann

7/30/2019 6:44:07 AM enomai_  https://mobile.twitter.com/MonaWalesXXX 



7/30/2019 6:45:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Case in point: 

 https://twitter.com/TheMarkPantano/status/1156193831328604160?s=20 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155872417794928642 …

7/30/2019 6:46:03 AM sgoeders4 What about the barrels of pool chemicals found at the Standard in LA, sounds like they are getting rid of bodies too?  (Human sacrifice)

7/30/2019 6:46:42 AM shalorraine1991 Doesn’t look like it’s a real ad that would be televised lol

7/30/2019 6:49:12 AM phreatomagnetic Why unseal?

Are we breaking seals?

7/30/2019 6:49:19 AM enomai_ Technology dictatorship 

These people are SICK

7/30/2019 6:54:10 AM starehope This is very heartbreaking. SHEEP NO MORE! pic.twitter.com/le41MWHvhO

7/30/2019 6:54:53 AM starehope Ha! pic.twitter.com/sLRTGmgbfe

7/30/2019 7:00:58 AM snqqpy0913 IS THIS WHAT I THINK IT IS? AND THERE ARE OTHER PICTURES AND POSSIBLY A VIDEO?

7/30/2019 7:03:53 AM lbf777 The people need to take over the Corporations. There has to be a limit on how much 1 entity can make. $25 million a year is perfect. This max wage 

prevents companies like this growing too big & abusing people's constitutional rights.

7/30/2019 7:04:42 AM n7guardiananon Good Question  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1087384607333457921?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/9y64KgTOIL

7/30/2019 7:09:26 AM lavenderlives Disney Sun Dial HR Building 

        Team Disney pic.twitter.com/V7H6WG2Fhz

7/30/2019 7:10:37 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/8tADPlujRE

7/30/2019 7:17:54 AM beautywokeback1 It looks to be a documentary of abuses that go on in places where they are supposed to be healing and protecting our most vulnerable. No?

7/30/2019 7:22:05 AM kindeandtrue I wonder who composes the Latin for SNCTM? Why do they use Latin? An ecclesiastical connection, perhaps? Or do they use it to appear high-brow 

and mysterious?

7/30/2019 7:32:42 AM weediblue Sick vile cretin. This needs looked into. @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Telford_Russian @PATRIOTISM_UK @Helenhaynes63 

https://matthewhopkinsnews.com/?p=436 

7/30/2019 7:32:52 AM natureinspace That is some evil shit. You can smell the sulfur emanating from their tweets. All in plain sight.

7/30/2019 7:35:04 AM natureinspace You would think Epstein would have a deadman's switch.

7/30/2019 7:43:01 AM jeffand23599087 Not doubting but how does The Standard and Pentagon intersect. Where’s the connection? Just looking for something to research.

7/30/2019 7:45:55 AM natureinspace Podesto likes walnut sauce.

7/30/2019 7:59:31 AM kpchris56 Abortion

7/30/2019 8:09:47 AM tweeterthanwine Breast milk?

7/30/2019 8:10:16 AM tweeterthanwine Could it be breast milk?

7/30/2019 8:10:43 AM wonderswords @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This is a Great Q  https://twitter.com/BattleBornThom/status/1156195876093612032 …

7/30/2019 8:12:58 AM michael81972 Lol..get out of here

7/30/2019 8:15:16 AM enomai_ If I counted correctly 21 death penalties?

7/30/2019 8:16:29 AM jackymorgo Incase you are still interested. Hemp/Canna contains all 24 amino acids that meat does. every other vegetable / plant contains 22. animals create the 

extra two acids in digesting the food... try hemp seeds :)

7/30/2019 8:19:33 AM jrocktigers !!!    https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/news/2019/07/accused-911-mastermind-open-testimony-saudi-arabia-190729231512390.html …

7/30/2019 8:21:04 AM jimmycrckcrnidc White rabbit

7/30/2019 8:46:11 AM pedroeroque  pic.twitter.com/07erhaVPTY

7/30/2019 8:46:49 AM hi12150472  https://www.mediafire.com/file/df6tp4svif1p3ly/mj12tweetsMarch12toJuly30.pdf/file …

7/30/2019 8:58:30 AM letitraindown1 Went to see saw several years ago..felt sick after.  Told kids we are never going to see anything like that again..too much like real life.  My instincts 

were spot on.

7/30/2019 9:01:07 AM patty0748 Sexual torture is just the beginning

7/30/2019 9:01:29 AM 1of3onhigh Please do not include the entire gay community, this is not true. I do not condone, nor support pedos, nor do any of the gay people I know. THEY are 

pushing this agenda, they have to try to put them somewhere so why not there, it seems that the alphabet group gets all the freaks.

7/30/2019 9:02:28 AM sonsoflbrty Adrenachrome injections, takin from a baby or very young child thats now deceased . Also maybe mothers breast milk, full of growth 

hormones.👀👀👀, Prepped for a "Client" think Hollywood, Think Elite Millionairs!!! This is the reality of this world!! #Justice 

pic.twitter.com/ZJodNfFSDS

7/30/2019 9:03:50 AM 1of3onhigh Just like they push the transgender into that group along with the curious and every other "group". It is ridiculous and I hate it, if I could personally 

change it I would. Please see that its an agenda, pedo is NOT a orientation, it is a disease that has to be extinguished.

7/30/2019 9:06:05 AM scott_rick Watch the skies?? https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-07-29/major-solar-storm-strike-earth-week-black-supermoon-looms …

7/30/2019 9:10:59 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/U4QdQzXpYF

7/30/2019 9:14:18 AM bhaggy1008 Nothing coming out in the Epstein's saga is what appears to be.

The rabbit hole is deep.

7/30/2019 9:17:48 AM shalorraine1991 Oh ok gotcha

7/30/2019 9:29:35 AM candygirlclw Israel last ~Q

7/30/2019 9:41:43 AM eustache_luigy @jkbjournalist @cynthiamckinney @TulsiGabbard @KamalaHarris @SpeakerPelosi @Telegraph @BBCNews @CNEWS @LCI @LibreQg @LeMediaTV 

@Denis_Robert_

#Epstein case is very very high.

#USA are under full #mafia every where since ages. https://mobile.twitter.com/ericgarland/status/1155794303094067202 …

7/30/2019 9:42:00 AM ripgarycaradori Ugh. I googled her, creepy shit. Check this out. https://www.pornhd.com/videos/180166/weird-occult-fuckathon-with-bonnie-rotten-and-ivy-labelle-

hd-porn-video …

7/30/2019 9:44:19 AM brad34351293 MADDOG just said the same thing on Abel Danger yesterday!

7/30/2019 9:48:58 AM missy968 And Cemex not too far either

7/30/2019 9:53:28 AM brad34351293 The non-elected SES members!

Or in other words people that (their) flag "Keystone" fits into the UN Flag!

7/30/2019 9:55:29 AM wisdomwell1 [P] =? still unsolved. Have maintained [P] = Pineal ... how they control us. @tracybeanz @martingeddes @qanon76 @worldgoneweirde 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BurnedSpy34/status/1156197960931106817 …

7/30/2019 10:02:47 AM 4albradley Interesting.  I wish these evil people were forged cement boots and tossed into swamp full of alligators

7/30/2019 10:06:26 AM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

7/30/2019 10:08:16 AM missy968 That would be humane

7/30/2019 10:09:19 AM lp083061 What can you share about Richard Black husband of Shirley Temple?

7/30/2019 10:25:32 AM blsdbe PLEASE READ!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA @zagnett @charmanda9 @lori_dee1 (psst-please pass it on!!!)

7/30/2019 10:26:57 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/XS4iEHmTIK

7/30/2019 10:27:37 AM canadiancovfefe I am wondering why an Israeli intelligence operative has been allowed to operate in America for so many years. Crooked!

7/30/2019 10:32:43 AM pro_aktv Please. No.



7/30/2019 10:37:32 AM blsdbe They can only teach what they know: self hate.

7/30/2019 10:49:10 AM rafngeirdal I understand this to mean that Epstein worked for Mossad. If so, it confirms news I noticed some years back on it. That news claimed that Epstein was 

using underage girls to have sex with Congressmen, while Epstein taped the encounter secretly & then used the tapes to blackmail.

7/30/2019 11:24:19 AM canadiancovfefe Wow! Thanks.

7/30/2019 11:28:16 AM robin_ked #Blackmail

👇 👇 pic.twitter.com/5tOI9X2GmW

7/30/2019 11:30:02 AM moonbaby04371 THAT'S allowed on Twitter??? But our stuff is being CENSORED??? I am sooooo over this crap!😡😡😡 pic.twitter.com/NFdVIj6zS2

7/30/2019 11:31:38 AM canadiancovfefe Standard = Pentagon. Wow!

7/30/2019 11:42:57 AM brown_eyedladyj Hef was C_A🤡 He would tape powerful men with his bunnies and use it for blackmail.

7/30/2019 11:47:59 AM newyorker66 One show i watch uses Latin for spells and whatnot and i always wonder why.

☝️☝️☝️☝️sounds logical

7/30/2019 11:50:55 AM kathleen3693693 Ask Schiffy whose "liddel" body was dissolved in a 55-gallon drum of muriatic acid (Standard Hotel's pool can only account for maybe 5 gallons in as 

many years for "pool cleaning" purposes). How YOUNG was the person who died, eh, @RepAdamSchiff?

7/30/2019 11:56:10 AM kathleen3693693 Scuttlebutt also has @Comey running the Epstein blackmail and extortion operation, which seems credible now that Comey tweeted the ears in the 

cornfield pix warning/notice. 

These people ARE stupid and can no longer hide their comms.

7/30/2019 12:04:44 PM rafngeirdal Well I only saw a man standing in a cornfield up to his EARS, enjoying a sunset or sunrise, hence enjoying nature close to harvest.

7/30/2019 12:08:54 PM worldgoneweirde I am stumped on the P

7/30/2019 12:09:22 PM hewhowaits1776  pic.twitter.com/tGMijQV0oa

7/30/2019 12:12:47 PM lynnielee5 He was great at human trafficking too!

7/30/2019 12:16:05 PM brown_eyedladyj It all just runs in a circle. There is nothing new.

7/30/2019 12:31:17 PM de1traveler @BeNic444 @Mexicano4Trump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tribunal_watch/status/1155970301114507266 …

7/30/2019 12:33:54 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA @FBI @POTUS @GinaHaspell1 @SecPompeo @nea_storm @zagnett @Keith72256137 

@RoubLisa

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

7/30/2019 12:53:30 PM notevenchad17  https://localpov.com/best-of/orlando/disney-world-scans-childrens-fingerprints-controversy-blooms/ …

@KremlinBot4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy

7/30/2019 1:29:26 PM callingastro424 It's how it will screw up people's notion if reality - nothing to do with who. Can't have people running around like chickens with their heads cut off.

7/30/2019 1:36:19 PM de1traveler @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @rising_serpent @SavingAmerica4U @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @IPOT1776 

https://twitter.com/ffe3301/status/1156216661701271553 …

7/30/2019 1:39:02 PM allahuniversal Traced back to the original article... https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1158156/weather-forecast-solar-storm-2019-space-city-news-northern-

lights …

7/30/2019 2:36:30 PM olimyracle Please comment 

💞 pic.twitter.com/8aGpisOp0s

7/30/2019 2:52:27 PM paulmuaddib61 hey majestic 

would really like to get your opinion on this https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154917206628687872?s=20 …

7/30/2019 2:59:17 PM anticsmom John Legend blocked me he didn't like the truth being exposed. Them and their "moon child" Evil bastards pic.twitter.com/Yb9F9J2Nfn

7/30/2019 3:02:49 PM dee_fogle Baal arches should come down all over the world.

7/30/2019 3:06:07 PM wicked1776 wow ty for you hard work, greatly appreciated

7/30/2019 3:11:04 PM paulmuaddib61 WTF! i just watched the whole clip. what the hell is wrong with these people

7/30/2019 3:12:46 PM laurabusse Exactly

7/30/2019 3:13:21 PM paulmuaddib61 electric meters pic.twitter.com/HEHCGBtUTL

7/30/2019 3:14:06 PM nodivide_usa lovely 12 year old with make up Adam

7/30/2019 3:18:26 PM paulmuaddib61 damn majestic! this is a crazy ass dig buddy! wanted to add to your post showing how sick all this shit it. here are two still shots of the nurse drugging 

the patient pic.twitter.com/5OqbbN8obq

7/30/2019 3:21:35 PM enomai_ So. The U. N. decides nation's securities? What a joke

7/30/2019 3:33:14 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hefner’s grotto is inTarantinos new movie

7/30/2019 3:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns

7/30/2019 3:34:05 PM rebashoenfelt1 Happened for decades.

7/30/2019 3:40:45 PM fififnawfnaw That’s what I saw too.

7/30/2019 3:41:59 PM fififnawfnaw When do hotels have multiple meters? The electric isn’t billed separately.

7/30/2019 3:43:25 PM rebashoenfelt1 Crack in dam of enlightenment

7/30/2019 3:59:20 PM paulmuaddib61 took me a while to figure that out. then noticed the little master lock looking thing on the front

7/30/2019 4:05:45 PM olimyracle Thanks 💞

#5G seem really a 🤡 op. How Majestic ? pic.twitter.com/spsUii20WR

7/30/2019 4:17:19 PM qanuck4truth Voat has been down because they did a dig about Dorsey at the #StandardHotel & of course we all know about #AdamSchiff ...the helicopter crash 

killing the hotel manager, the death of Mariah Coogan also linked to the Standard. The acid vats on the roof. There a ton of digs on this

7/30/2019 4:29:22 PM apacheiam Navy tests NEW Drone...

.@Thomas1774Paine 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

.@gatewaypundit

#SpaceForce

#Navy

#AmericaFirst

#Q

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7301959/amp/U-S-Navy-testing-radical-drone-land-vertically-feet-clearance.html …

7/30/2019 5:09:32 PM bubusmc Have the keys to the chocolate factory been taken away? pic.twitter.com/tcibsc4Aeb

7/30/2019 5:36:25 PM rachelhalligan Always know who runs the DNC! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow @prayingmedic @DonaldJTrumpJr 

pic.twitter.com/VYh5Z9iGG7

7/30/2019 5:50:48 PM t_hayden07 I'd be checking with @TheRealS0s for info regarding this. He is always SPOT ON.

7/30/2019 6:33:51 PM realitycheck05 When will we get our superpowers?

7/30/2019 6:45:07 PM starshakti369 I had to L👀K☝💫👇 https://youtu.be/SEbZksNZbQc 

7/30/2019 8:03:07 PM paulmuaddib61 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Hey Majestic. your work on this phenomenal. I had started something on this last week but i see there is no need because you have this solidly 

covered. Just wanted to send over a few things if you haven't already put this up

 http://sayforward.com/ext/images/ukranian-model-lana-standard-hotel-new-york … pic.twitter.com/KN7ewAaG0O



7/30/2019 8:03:15 PM paulmuaddib61 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://sayforward.com/ext/images/chrissie-miller-sophomore-and-rachel-chandler-dancing-lit-new-york … pic.twitter.com/aDr4nkU4cm

7/30/2019 8:03:16 PM paulmuaddib61 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thecut.com/2009/09/rachel_chandler_loves_her_belg.html …  "I also watch the film The Night Porter, by Liliana Cavani, a lot"

7/30/2019 8:03:17 PM paulmuaddib61 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Kind of a strange choice, wanting to watch a rape and torture movie "a lot" 

I watch Field of Dreams and Tommy Boy a lot.  pic.twitter.com/1jbd1wI2wH

7/30/2019 8:15:09 PM mongrelglory It's one of the symbols the Cabal uses for ritualistic pedophilia abuse...I believe it also ties into MK-ultra ritual abuse programming. 😒

7/30/2019 8:18:09 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Annons knew 😉

7/30/2019 8:21:13 PM nea_storm The Above image is an Excellent visual depiction of multiple energetic data frequency streams converging at one point that a spiritual Conscious 

Actualized StarSeed means anchored via their heart is able to perceive Universe multidimensional realities and Navigate = Pilot 

pic.twitter.com/9QUdLZsVes

7/30/2019 8:27:13 PM melanieanders7 Oh snap! You just answered my last question! :) thank you

7/30/2019 8:39:52 PM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/30/2019 8:40:09 PM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/30/2019 8:40:20 PM 313looper #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/30/2019 8:41:35 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

7/30/2019 9:10:03 PM mongrelglory You don't think it's a cover for trafficking in minors?  It follows as night the day...

7/30/2019 9:16:42 PM jswdh1 Jordan sather said nothing is coming.....

7/30/2019 9:19:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns

7/30/2019 9:22:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hey #DemDebate2

#UnsealEpstein

Sincerely

Majestic 12

7/30/2019 9:22:27 PM wonderswords Thank you, but I thought so, when things are too good to be true

7/30/2019 9:22:50 PM obzerv3r_p_ ...

7/30/2019 9:23:19 PM jswdh1 I reported but prob won't do anything but yea I've seen more like that that's not banned but we tell the truth about pedos and we get banned!

7/30/2019 9:24:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 False hope creates anticipation which when denied creates a strong negative emotion that is siphoned off by interdimensional entities who feed on 

misery.

7/30/2019 9:25:07 PM promyntheus #Sun

#Moon

#Truth

7/30/2019 9:27:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming. 

Nothing.

7/30/2019 9:28:04 PM michaelchasea  https://twitter.com/MichaelchaseA/status/1156407192657915904?s=19 … @ReIncarnatedET @RedPill78 @IPOT1776

7/30/2019 9:28:42 PM nighthowla Expect the denonic stripper foxes from 48755sg 😱😵😲👽

7/30/2019 9:28:44 PM brad34351293 That is (their) end goal to rule the New World Order.

USA would be a State, no longer Country.

Trilateral/Builderburgers/Illuminati

Remember how many times HW Bush mentions NWO as Prez, & the term is on OUR $$$$$.

A long-Con Game. Democratic Socialism= voting our way to Commy
7/30/2019 9:28:44 PM 1_decided_voter If that's the case then why is Q the master at creating anticipation that seemingly never materializes into action?

7/30/2019 9:28:45 PM michaelchasea  https://twitter.com/snctm/status/1151966402632409088?s=19 …

7/30/2019 9:29:01 PM positively303 Ready!!!

#WWG1WGA

7/30/2019 9:29:45 PM seywerd137 So time is momentum?

7/30/2019 9:30:49 PM chilon_sparta  pic.twitter.com/lSlBi9FE0N

7/30/2019 9:32:11 PM roublisa I love you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💗💙💗💙💗💙  pic.twitter.com/w8WK1BESAo

7/30/2019 9:33:44 PM scrotata What is coming??

7/30/2019 9:34:48 PM david00997884 August 1 or July 31?????? Thats the question, nothing can stop it

7/30/2019 9:35:19 PM decodematrix How many kids died on that island?



7/30/2019 9:38:19 PM 1_decided_voter But can it be delayed long enough for them to put enough pieces in place to take over (ie 2020 election)?

7/30/2019 9:41:08 PM david00997884 Many,so sad it took this long for someone concerned enough to do something, and that is our GREAT PRESIDENT DJ TRUMP. With out him, we would 

have never known

7/30/2019 10:03:11 PM scottiebisme Declas

7/30/2019 10:03:46 PM luluspeers1 Can anyone please verify this? pic.twitter.com/mhexqgWO6t

7/30/2019 10:07:02 PM roublisa I want to be in your world....home pic.twitter.com/sO2xeTnDoC

7/30/2019 10:07:34 PM roublisa Love you sister light💙💗💙💗💙💗

7/30/2019 10:08:10 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/P8SxGp7Eka

7/30/2019 10:16:21 PM roublisa She is a powerful beauty isn’t she 😉😉😉

7/30/2019 10:17:18 PM narcissist_ghst Sometimes I want to quote nin but then realize how...

Anway...

Nothing can stop me now because I care evermore.  Nothing can stop me now because I care....

*bass riff*

7/30/2019 10:20:30 PM narcissist_ghst Hey saints...yeah you.  Saint saint saint sainty saint saints...  🙏😂

7/30/2019 10:21:59 PM roublisa ✨💗✨💗✨💗 pic.twitter.com/4qVTfi6mgn

7/30/2019 10:26:03 PM roublisa 😒😞😣😖 I’m sorry Shirley ....💗💗💗

7/30/2019 10:27:44 PM illuminatedsuns The financial system crash? Starts at dooshbank in germany?

7/30/2019 10:28:54 PM roublisa Indeed💞💞💞

7/30/2019 10:41:43 PM roublisa Ty....good night my lovlies✨✨✨

7/30/2019 10:45:08 PM quedelumiere SICK PEOPLE!!!!!

7/30/2019 10:57:26 PM p8prclip  https://pagesix.com/2019/07/30/a-listers-flock-to-google-summit-in-private-jets-mega-yachts-to-talk-climate-change/ …

Not even a trip to Italy?

7/30/2019 11:08:12 PM neilbridgman Piggy. Loved that album but didnt realize what it was. I like what you did there

7/30/2019 11:21:35 PM tamiwils0n22813 I LOVE YOU ALL! #Saints #SnowWhite #Elects 😘

7/30/2019 11:23:00 PM nyhilissimus carpe diem is pagan. It contradicts Christian faith. So at least since Baroque Christians are adding Memento mori.

7/30/2019 11:23:36 PM nyhilissimus : and now think mirror...

7/30/2019 11:24:19 PM peterluisvenero Where can we learn the 369 manifestation process?

7/30/2019 11:37:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly Unseal the PAIN!!!!!!!!!!

7/30/2019 11:55:37 PM twistersage It's hard to follow for sure, but diligence can show you the change thus far.

7/31/2019 12:01:42 AM do_or_do_notty Nothing! pic.twitter.com/uwxBABqkJn

7/31/2019 12:20:48 AM eustache_luigy #Epstein, #Khazar from #Ukraine  A other #Nimrod connection. https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=1Qq9iXPVbSk …

7/31/2019 12:28:37 AM holotechrd Would be nice to see the pedophiles and human traffickers hung.. ⚡💥💥

7/31/2019 12:30:56 AM howdoyoumakeah1 "They will suck your energy from you–the energy you call money and will put it to evil ends and give you worthless dross in return. Your inner divine 

self will protect you. You must learn to be sensitive to the voice within that can tell what's truth,and what's confusion&untruth"

7/31/2019 12:33:05 AM howdoyoumakeah1 "in order that you may share in the great awakening, as the planet passes into the New Age of Aquarius"  

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Television_broadcast_interruption …

7/31/2019 12:38:36 AM luluspeers1 Maybe they're waiting for the J Team to get back from Italy, then round em up?

7/31/2019 12:51:24 AM enomai_ I heard from a bird.

That they have to all play nice with each other on the Democrat side.

I hope that doesn't end up being the case.

7/31/2019 1:07:17 AM luluspeers1 Maybe to create more panic?

7/31/2019 1:09:09 AM aprilbrown99 Lots of P A I N pic.twitter.com/LKUJSx8x7K

7/31/2019 1:11:33 AM mateuszwala Or Hollywood cloning program... (?)

7/31/2019 1:11:54 AM lucidskye Obviously I missed something. Little St James?

7/31/2019 1:16:47 AM aprilbrown99 #Unseal #UnsealDisney #UnsealEpstein #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealPedogate #UnsealSNCTM #UnsealStandardHotel #Unseal #Unseal #UnsealDisney 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealPedogate #UnsealSNCTM #UnsealStandardHotel #Unseal #Unseal #UnsealDisney #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealNXIVM

7/31/2019 1:25:12 AM keith369me This has been done so many times that we have become numb to it and the emotion is negligible.  Those interdimensional entities must be starving to 

death.

7/31/2019 1:41:16 AM freeandoriginal Nothing Nothing Nothing X 3/6/9 !

7/31/2019 1:50:29 AM susyqzee It’s not similar enough in looks to be a clone as it would have the same ears. Got to be a relative IMO. But I could be wrong.  It’s def not the original. He 

changed 2005. Check photos from previous dates.

7/31/2019 2:13:26 AM jennyjigsaw45 Good

7/31/2019 3:05:44 AM olive10fig Thank you very much 🤗 Appears to me that StandardHotel➡️✏️NeckS➡️➡️➡️goes on and on☠️ 

God bless America and patriots 🇺🇸

#Q #POTUS #KAG

7/31/2019 3:11:56 AM cemgtr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 LOVE YOU. Thank you. Our 10,000 year battle shall come to an end one day and we will never allow for such a disease to gain a 

foothold on Earth again.

7/31/2019 3:27:01 AM mongrelglory I keep thinking of that scene in the Guardians of the Galaxy vol. 2 movie, where they discover the underground cavern that is full of children's bones!  

😖

7/31/2019 3:31:47 AM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/wonderswords/status/1156417927589109760?s=21 …

7/31/2019 3:33:58 AM maryschade14 Oh God right..

7/31/2019 3:37:00 AM maryschade14 How many other Islands..what of the Asian Dragon Societies' role in this..

Ya know like Fulford who claims he gets info straight from clowns..or Hudes etal..

Golden Crescent Golden Triangle..

We had to learn new warfare tactics on Korea and VNam..they have 500 yr plans..

7/31/2019 4:26:49 AM sterkinglights1 My heart said trust the plan. The ones who voted for Trump will see the movement. The ones in the fence can now see. Those who don't yet see soon 

will. Those who refuse to see won't ever change. Once everyone see the real world as it is it's over.

7/31/2019 4:30:45 AM mike72279593 Thanks;) wwg1wga

7/31/2019 4:38:04 AM msjonse #WWG1WGA #ThankQ

7/31/2019 4:39:07 AM madhopper59 Let the unsealing begin! #WWG1WGA #Justice4All pic.twitter.com/1NZVctQv5P

7/31/2019 4:47:24 AM bill_davis01  pic.twitter.com/AFadjBmGAM

7/31/2019 4:57:18 AM burgersandra How will MJ12 be affected by what is coming?

7/31/2019 5:02:36 AM coloali It is as much keeping "them" off balance and confused.

7/31/2019 5:02:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately its the nature of the operation. Collateral damage.

7/31/2019 5:04:31 AM janeeat40045260 Not always sure what your tweets mean, but I know something awesome eventually will come out!!!!!!  Thank you!

7/31/2019 5:09:42 AM zoesinger Not even... pic.twitter.com/mEqcfcGtHB

7/31/2019 5:09:46 AM norwegianon Q is the master of providing crumbs that we/anons/Qanons/followers, trolls and shills interpret/decode/twist into meaning specific 

dates/events/BooMs --> anticipations...



7/31/2019 5:13:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? pic.twitter.com/IyXweZJzWE

7/31/2019 5:15:11 AM born2bef #ThesePeopleAreStupid

7/31/2019 5:15:59 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154917206628687872 …

7/31/2019 5:16:26 AM stevewo50768315 And a Muslim bow at the end

7/31/2019 5:17:47 AM anneolsen43 Saw this before ... really took my breath away

7/31/2019 5:18:13 AM jvan125 So that is legit. Jesus.

7/31/2019 5:18:45 AM jenncbonneville No coincidences.

7/31/2019 5:19:21 AM mongrelglory Will 9/11 truth be coming out soon?

7/31/2019 5:19:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is real and necessary. 

🐠

7/31/2019 5:20:00 AM wise_truther 5.5

7/31/2019 5:21:20 AM egelone is wray bad?

7/31/2019 5:21:30 AM sickie88 These people are sick..

7/31/2019 5:21:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/31/2019 5:22:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

7/31/2019 5:22:25 AM humanprimer How about the Corteum?

7/31/2019 5:23:46 AM sophia94873551 5:5. Loud and clear. No Declas today? More drawing out DS knuckleheadedry?  Wa..wa..wa...  ?  But we want cake and ice cream TODAY!  - Petulant 

Patriot here.

7/31/2019 5:24:13 AM mongrelglory Words are spells...😠

7/31/2019 5:24:40 AM aprilbrown99 Is America indeed sovereign now?

7/31/2019 5:24:42 AM anneolsen43  https://thefreethoughtproject.com/911-fire-fighters-new-investigation-explosives/ …

7/31/2019 5:25:14 AM mongrelglory God bless you and all the White hats fighting for truth!!!😊

7/31/2019 5:25:15 AM bubbajj914  pic.twitter.com/2KzwKbDMS3

7/31/2019 5:25:42 AM rebornkingent How do we limit the psychic feeding. Aside from meditation. How do we get them out of our energy fields or from attaching. Basically how do we stop 

them from feeding on us and draining energy? Many of us feel this but info to get free is limited.

7/31/2019 5:25:51 AM anneolsen43 Why Kite ? Why not plane?

7/31/2019 5:25:54 AM bubbajj914  pic.twitter.com/paB8vECjmM

7/31/2019 5:26:08 AM obzerv3r_p_ I need proof. I know alot of dirty people that just want to be freaks.. that dont mess with kids. Just saying.. it looks bad and not anything i want a part 

of but we need proof

7/31/2019 5:26:38 AM vintagesquirrel Connected http://archive.is/ArZdi 

7/31/2019 5:26:41 AM jonicurry17 Wow...I always thought this was odd before eyes were opened on Bushes and 9/11. There is NO WAY this is a coincidental and rather bold/stupid to 

have something like this recorded. This being part of the “ritual” I didn’t connect before, beyond SICKENING!

7/31/2019 5:26:59 AM auagate Does China have SSP?

7/31/2019 5:27:17 AM realdominator39 Then why does Q say trust Wray? pic.twitter.com/bI4QECrO6D

7/31/2019 5:27:25 AM bubbajj914  pic.twitter.com/RCUlqaVDC4

7/31/2019 5:27:38 AM debrafierens I don’t even want to hear this. I’m sick and tired of this. Just do it!!

7/31/2019 5:28:09 AM 2corinthians98 This angers me every time I see it! 😡

7/31/2019 5:29:48 AM sophia94873551 I’ve heard Wray is a sleeper place holder. And I suspect that about Pence. Curiouser and Curiouser. Rabbit hole with many branch tunnels. Crazy now til 

Declas.

7/31/2019 5:30:42 AM mongrelglory  https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/455228-chris-wrays-fbi-continues-to-cover-for-team-comeys-russia-shenanigans …

7/31/2019 5:32:01 AM trishrichards4 The Storm is here!!!! pic.twitter.com/jXD3keYfuG

7/31/2019 5:32:39 AM pauliepg11111 Will the majority believe the truth? Or are they so programmed that they will refuse to believe it? That’s my worry.

7/31/2019 5:32:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 He must be a racist. https://twitter.com/chadfelixg/status/1156339986783985664 …

7/31/2019 5:33:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not until 45 issues the tweet.

7/31/2019 5:34:43 AM stonecoldet4 Watch pet goat 2. they are planning another event. The pet goat was the book they read in the class that day. Jkbugout on YouTube has been decoding 

piece at a time. Also in the movie there is a faceless figure around the girl. The only one with a hairpiece and sits like Trump 

pic.twitter.com/VEvZ4FZN1H

7/31/2019 5:34:59 AM edithguevarita Oh God!!!

7/31/2019 5:35:38 AM heike_ngan How they adore their sick games and rituals. Bush can hardly contain his secret delight. I feel sick seeing his glee.

7/31/2019 5:35:39 AM wwg1wga_every1 You can’t make this stuff up.

7/31/2019 5:35:40 AM anneolsen43 French word for kite, cerf-volant, came from serp-volante meaning "flying snake

7/31/2019 5:35:45 AM state1union Nothing to see here?  Sick!

7/31/2019 5:36:39 AM lisamcat No coincidence

7/31/2019 5:37:07 AM mongrelglory I think it was a drone the flew into the Pentagon...

7/31/2019 5:38:21 AM sergii_ii What kind of occult shit was going on in this video? Was the teacher forced to spell those particular words to the kids?

7/31/2019 5:39:43 AM qarmy1001 Weird..

7/31/2019 5:40:40 AM anneolsen43 When I see cerf-volant it stands out to me     trump: covfefe but I could be nuts too 😜

7/31/2019 5:40:45 AM cosmic_engineer Big energy work night tonight 💜

Will give it a nudge ~

7/31/2019 5:40:49 AM aprilbrown99 What she said!!!☝️☝️☝️My heart is full of live for all the MJ12 and the typists, whitehats and our brave amazing military. So grateful for you all. 

❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

7/31/2019 5:40:58 AM mongrelglory Okay!  I guess MJ-12 is just playing along. 😉  I have trouble with all this espionage and intrigue.  I'm usually a straight shooter and take things at face 

value.

7/31/2019 5:41:22 AM state1union I knew it and said it the day before this started coming out. Following your gut is good.

7/31/2019 5:41:27 AM lauraca94702527 There are no coincidences.

7/31/2019 5:42:12 AM benjus "I'm in love with this malicious intent

You've been taken but you don't know it yet

What you have learned must never live to be found

'Cause it's the subject of the eyes of the drowned" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBFJd5Ui__w …

7/31/2019 5:43:09 AM jandydill He is referred by many as a luciferian baby raper! 🤬👹

7/31/2019 5:43:11 AM mongrelglory If they were flying drones remotely (which is what MJ-12 has said) then it would be like flying a kite on a string.

7/31/2019 5:43:27 AM scylla17 Who is that teacher? Where is she now?

7/31/2019 5:45:15 AM anneolsen43 Much like Seattle airport IMO

7/31/2019 5:46:40 AM joannepappas4 I was just going to ask the same thing. She also said she was questioned by the FBI.

7/31/2019 5:47:24 AM aprilbrown99 *LOVE ❤️❤️❤️  i really wish twitter had a edit button.

7/31/2019 5:48:19 AM equipment79 🤬🤬🤬 it has always been right there in our faces! We just didn’t know to look for it, because NORMAL PEOPLE, don’t have evil, sinister thoughts!

7/31/2019 5:49:00 AM mongrelglory Why thank you kind sir! pic.twitter.com/OPiPDvcCk6

7/31/2019 5:50:03 AM magicianmighty I’m a New Yorker born and raised. I think I’ve seen every video about 9/11 and I can relive the feelings I had that day like it was happening in that 

moment. And I know there’s a lot of you out there that feels the same way also. #NEVERFORGET

7/31/2019 5:50:53 AM leannstephens @FabulousVPOE 😳😳😳

7/31/2019 5:51:05 AM mongrelglory Me too!  😁

7/31/2019 5:51:15 AM aprilbrown99 Mario will be one of the few and far between in Hollywood. Thank goodness some have the courage to speak out. #WWG1WGA

7/31/2019 5:51:55 AM fabulousvpoe I have seen this. 😤



7/31/2019 5:53:35 AM aprilbrown99 Shills right now! I love our President so much!

7/31/2019 5:54:09 AM mongrelglory Oh yes!  Definitely!  That was such a bizarre story with the amateur pilot supposedly flying loop-de-loops in the sky with a big commercial jet!

7/31/2019 5:54:22 AM falseprofityhoo  pic.twitter.com/EY1OFBPraa

7/31/2019 5:54:54 AM debbieohio  pic.twitter.com/Alk8HLy4Yr

7/31/2019 5:56:44 AM italianmom555 Yes.

7/31/2019 5:57:15 AM mongrelglory He's supposed to be a fierce warrior, but you're right.  He's actually yawning.  Fighting for truth is very exhausting!  😝

7/31/2019 5:59:21 AM italianmom555 Honestly I do not feel the teacher was aware of anything. But afterwards I am quite sure the lightbulb went off.

7/31/2019 6:00:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust Wray was relevant pre Mueller hearing. No longer. 

45 wasn't supposed to make it this far.

7/31/2019 6:00:41 AM sabreaxe old news. BTW where is W? want my guess. He's assumed room temperature. After he sung like a bird that is. You do remember what happened at 

HW's funeral and when W actually left it right?

7/31/2019 6:01:52 AM mongrelglory You have the heart of a poet Green Unicorn Frog. 😁

7/31/2019 6:03:16 AM italianmom555 He knew. I watched Bushs face in the videos, His expressions body language, how he acted when he was told. He knew.

7/31/2019 6:03:29 AM egelone Then i guess this is due to a new timeline. Me love this timeline . But is the current one the best timeline? For America? If so, i feel so bad for the other 

timelines.

7/31/2019 6:03:47 AM italianmom555 Very true

7/31/2019 6:04:19 AM mongrelglory Wow! Against all odds!  Majestic!

7/31/2019 6:04:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, we have Majestic technology protecting 45 that <44 had not.

7/31/2019 6:06:08 AM jrocktigers [THEM] !

7/31/2019 6:06:37 AM mongrelglory Following!

7/31/2019 6:09:08 AM suekonkel Oh so no declas today?

7/31/2019 6:10:44 AM jamiegrahamusa No. That is so heartless and creepy involving kids in the ritual while they're murdering thousands of innocent people.

7/31/2019 6:12:03 AM sirdramaanon Very dark and twisted man...

7/31/2019 6:12:17 AM anneolsen43 Timeline merge?

7/31/2019 6:12:54 AM aprilbrown99 So grateful!!!

7/31/2019 6:13:15 AM josephcannon5 They are required to give some type of indication, a little hint.  It's considered a part of their rules, I know it sounds crazy.

7/31/2019 6:13:22 AM rudivandijk What!? This can't be real. I've never seen this before.

7/31/2019 6:14:08 AM mongrelglory I hope that's no longer the case?

7/31/2019 6:16:32 AM tetxnu84967 No coincidences

7/31/2019 6:17:01 AM anneolsen43 Saturn = satan?

7/31/2019 6:18:53 AM jamiegrahamusa EPSTEINS funded AI is very concerning as it's a child Sophia bot...pedo embedded stuff I would bet for sure

7/31/2019 6:21:35 AM sephorassievert Nope

7/31/2019 6:22:05 AM drumsk8 Although it's difficult and sometimes I still question the OP. Q intel has done so much good for the #GreatAwakening We've come to learn that it's part 

of the game to force them to make mistakes/waste ammo etc..

It's difficult to remember that time is an illusion, events matter.

7/31/2019 6:24:16 AM aprilbrown99 Divining rod?

7/31/2019 6:24:46 AM surfing123456 Is Wray aware of of mj 12

7/31/2019 6:25:50 AM kathykahle2 No I do not believe in coincidences

7/31/2019 6:26:21 AM pulizzi777 Nope.

7/31/2019 6:28:55 AM lynnielee5 Who’s wearing The Red Shoes?!?

7/31/2019 6:30:05 AM janetmp7 OMG!

7/31/2019 6:31:36 AM restart_qpersia Wil Iran situation get resolved until 11/11 this year?

7/31/2019 6:31:42 AM mongrelglory I'd almost think of him more as a lightning rod!

7/31/2019 6:31:58 AM zsmolka1 I had been a targerted individual for close to 5 years by 9/11/01! I was well aware of what they were doing and that this was not what they wanted us 

to think. I remember telling my wife that this was an insiders job the day this happened. She thought I was out of my mind.

7/31/2019 6:32:23 AM egelone OK, i agree trump changed the way i see this world. Was never a fan of him and hated apprentice.  Is trump previous life a higher dimensional entity? 

Came to our world to rescue us? I know a Majestic memeber did that, but not sure about trump.

7/31/2019 6:32:46 AM jboy40622577 Better late than never bro. Spread the red 👍

7/31/2019 6:33:14 AM canadiancovfefe Lots of them, including the Pope.

7/31/2019 6:33:46 AM pauliepg11111 I think so. Damn this is exciting!!

7/31/2019 6:34:14 AM fktvis Firing Christopher Wray?

7/31/2019 6:34:34 AM pauliepg11111 Does “Majestic Technology” include being able to jump timelines/time travel?

7/31/2019 6:35:34 AM cliftonhfc1 I just saw that bow for the first time.

7/31/2019 6:36:16 AM lookintoit17 Remember when a FEMA worker said in an interview they arrived the NIGHT BEFORE... hmmmmm?

7/31/2019 6:37:14 AM aprilbrown99 Yes!!! That is actually what I was thinking but my fingers didnt type it. 🥴

7/31/2019 6:37:35 AM royalyid  pic.twitter.com/QOTRxScst2

7/31/2019 6:39:02 AM ingoldisrael Also—watching it live, I recognized demolition of third building AS a DEMOLITION. I thought they’d decided to take it down for safety reason...

7/31/2019 6:40:00 AM pauliepg11111 Agree - done to get them to force their hand when they think something is about to drop.

7/31/2019 6:40:02 AM bbobbio71 That's messed up

7/31/2019 6:42:23 AM bbobbio71 5:5

7/31/2019 6:44:12 AM pepedeluxe3 👀

7/31/2019 6:44:33 AM benjus SPELLing..? Cryptic declarations of intent. 

Mass murder, deception and trauma-based mind control on a dumbfounding scale. Truly dark magic. 

...Your tax dollars at work.

7/31/2019 6:44:47 AM marsharomack How sweet..only school photo op in 8 years.

7/31/2019 6:45:07 AM pleiadianshaman Is the tweet happening after of before lionsgate portal?

7/31/2019 6:45:49 AM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/user/HeliofantChannel …

7/31/2019 6:46:26 AM bbobbio71 New York Area Fire Commissioners Make History, Call for New 9/11 Investigation https://www.ae911truth.org/news/540-new-york-area-fire-

commissioners-make-history-call-for-new-9-11-investigation …

7/31/2019 6:47:14 AM qualady1 Kinetic Isolation Tether Experiment (US NASA

7/31/2019 6:47:32 AM swisssherbear @IPOT1776 @RedPill78

7/31/2019 6:48:09 AM qualady1  https://www.naval-technology.com/contractors/navigation/l-3/ …

7/31/2019 6:48:20 AM natureinspace They thought for sure then that Russiagate would take him down?Goodness knows they are saying every awful thing they can think of about him full 

stop. I'm glad Trump is well protected.

7/31/2019 6:48:38 AM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/Ws6dt9Tjg0

7/31/2019 6:48:50 AM carolva97910854 Yeah, little hard to but that as coincidence!

7/31/2019 6:48:51 AM lindaconnor17 If this didn't pi$$ you off your not American

7/31/2019 6:49:02 AM enomai_ Why would that be you think?

7/31/2019 6:49:04 AM sleky19 Hologram



7/31/2019 6:50:07 AM rawphonegirl 4 truths and a lie? 3 truths and 2 lies? All truths and the "Yes" response a lie? The thread starts with "disinformation is real and necessary"....

I'll be over here praying for a peaceful 8/1. 

🙏🙏🙏

7/31/2019 6:50:22 AM citizenk77 Will be so glad when this truth,and others, comes out!

7/31/2019 6:50:34 AM chriss01830506 I’ve seen this many times. Unfortunately, it is very real😡🔥🔥🔥

7/31/2019 6:51:42 AM veteransalways_ TIME TO END ALL THE LIES

9/11 was planned ALONG TIME AGO 🤬🤬😔😔😔😔

👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/XezzWY6G7F

7/31/2019 6:51:50 AM robertkoboxing omg that obvious omg

7/31/2019 6:51:54 AM ericpartchey Hard to believe! Hind sight 20 20

7/31/2019 6:52:00 AM beckycossey1 Whoa, never caught that before!!

7/31/2019 6:52:01 AM ingoldisrael The second word is KIT not “hit” as the video lists. So...

That said, Skull & Bones = the Yale Univ cult club Bush family is in (Hillary too, as “honorary member”)—grandpa Bush dug up & stole the skull of Chief 

Geronimo for club rituals. 🙄

7/31/2019 6:52:10 AM lightworkercain Pole shift?

7/31/2019 6:52:10 AM enomai_ Thank God

7/31/2019 6:53:14 AM veteransalways_ TIME TO END HUMAN SACRIFICE 

#thesepeopleareEvil 

They are MONSTERS NOT EVEN PEOPLE

#Reptilian Rule has ended

All about [Their] power and money 

#Q pic.twitter.com/PhOxhD9ETG

7/31/2019 6:54:34 AM veteransalways_ Many people that were in New York right by the #Twin Towers, (including a friend of mine ), reported that it was “QUIET”...NO PLANES BROUGHT 

down the #TwinTowers

👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/FoUK9U6ImT

7/31/2019 6:54:45 AM enomai_ "45 wasn't supposed to make it this far"

was this defining the evil ones thought process?

7/31/2019 6:55:32 AM mongrelglory Biggest, best sting operation in human history I think!  "Look here, not here!" 😎

7/31/2019 6:58:56 AM chriss01830506 President Trump was interviewed way back in 2001 after these murders, and he said he knew something was off. These towers could not have fallen 

the way they insisted they did. He said being a builder himself he knew something was not right.These are the monsters Trump is after!

7/31/2019 6:59:54 AM dropthemjolnir 👀...Yikes...👀

7/31/2019 7:03:08 AM allahuniversal And these "psychological" "experts" must be must be infallible... #ThesePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/AwaaI1N8nR

7/31/2019 7:03:50 AM h3richard  pic.twitter.com/wxAdQa6bHe

7/31/2019 7:05:28 AM lynndoles Frightening additional spell ritual heightening energy.

7/31/2019 7:09:41 AM allahuniversal I'm sure that [they] expected it by now. Too late.

7/31/2019 7:09:46 AM kelly33134799 I just don’t know how in the world are the people that are still asleep going be able to handle this horror of truth.

7/31/2019 7:10:48 AM veteransalways_ Hollywood told people #Holograms were uses on 9/11..

TIME TO END THE LIES MADE BY THE #Draco . I love you .@POTUS pic.twitter.com/6b2mYOl4Xh

7/31/2019 7:12:51 AM rudivandijk I became aware in 2005 working in the building engineering myself. Is there a video fragment of Trump being interviewed in 2001?

7/31/2019 7:13:35 AM rickcainhaole I’ve been praying a long time that a proper 9/11 investigation gets done ✅POTUS will look after his people.

7/31/2019 7:14:04 AM seeker229 I can agree our previous president allowed my sleeping body to be comms for treasonous acts and theres bear themes everywhere to show who the 

intended scapegoat of it all was supposed to be. Cough Advanced Warfare cough COD pic.twitter.com/jX2dyhSnYq

7/31/2019 7:15:00 AM candygirlclw It’s been around since that day when “ someone did something”.  He was quite near my school.

7/31/2019 7:15:00 AM overshareflare Enough is enough.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/5QlMnhwEYm

7/31/2019 7:15:35 AM seeker229 ALSO FUCK KEVIN SPACEY pic.twitter.com/FaCYgmVcTP

7/31/2019 7:17:59 AM liltilgerlil Need to add EU lol

7/31/2019 7:18:21 AM williebhere America should know the truth. It is time!!

@realDonaldTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy

@AKA_RealDirty

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/coaPoHiMxt

7/31/2019 7:19:07 AM realityloominng wuuut??

7/31/2019 7:19:07 AM candygirlclw Or is that a Gates teacher that came with the Pres???

7/31/2019 7:20:00 AM pina_insurance The Gemini Dog (primal animal a deer) this is our President. Strong sincere and full of ❤️ love for our country/world! No doubt all you have to do is 

listen to him -the truth speaks volumes and the democrats are done ✅

7/31/2019 7:21:27 AM aprilbrown99 Is Gen. Selva’s retirement to move him into another role behind the scenes or for tribunals?

7/31/2019 7:22:14 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/sn0zO5etql

7/31/2019 7:22:34 AM roublisa His eyes are black and nose flared.... pic.twitter.com/UpiXNVHQDi

7/31/2019 7:22:49 AM realityloominng I suspect "ufo's" with insane ground-security tech is cloaked near POTUS at all times.. they've decloaked once or twice: pic.twitter.com/Jf9kO4XF6a

7/31/2019 7:23:28 AM realdominator39 Me too 🙏

7/31/2019 7:23:46 AM v_rags This is so Evil I cant even imagine. Saw this video so many times and never “saw” this. Thank you MJ!  💜💜💜🙏🙏🙏

7/31/2019 7:24:26 AM 313looper Hi MJ12...

I’ve noticed that every time there are going to be big events through #ThePlan, the electromagnetic frequencies of the earth are increasing sharply & 

also more 5D’s signs are showing off very frequently! Wondering if That’s because of your manipulation of energies!?😍

7/31/2019 7:25:09 AM blsdbe Wow Sweet find!!!

7/31/2019 7:25:37 AM llaw_eht_no_ylf  pic.twitter.com/EyrEwnta34

7/31/2019 7:25:51 AM rudivandijk Really weird. I honestly never saw it. I've been digging around a lot. I'm familiar with Bush at the elementary school, but not this.. It's too much a 

coincidence ain't it.

7/31/2019 7:26:24 AM roublisa While awakening to this horrendous crime.....I learned how [they] conduct [their] rituals...this is a prime example.

7/31/2019 7:27:40 AM v_rags I watched this Video so many times never “saw” what this Evil mans intention was!   Makes my skin crawl.

7/31/2019 7:28:43 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇RT🔄 http://bit.ly/2KgaOXV 

7/31/2019 7:29:39 AM aprilbrown99 39 years of service. Majestic! ✨✨✨

7/31/2019 7:31:17 AM veteransalways_ IMPOSSIBLE SPEED confirmed regarding aircraft hitting the #TwinTowers

.@POTUS it’s time for #fulldisclosure of EVERYTHING

👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/AIhVAmzPEM

7/31/2019 7:31:59 AM highhopesusa Will JFK assassination truth be coming out soon?

7/31/2019 7:33:09 AM 313looper  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1156243941039267842?s=21 …



7/31/2019 7:34:12 AM agoodyear2015 Spooky.  I'm trying to find the significance in this.  Did the teacher know what was going to happen?  I doubt it.

7/31/2019 7:35:10 AM blsdbe Seriously, MILLIONS, possibly Billions, round the world, must be tuned in the the Twitterverse, just waiting for the Five Little Words, that we all wanna 

hear!!! pic.twitter.com/lXRaJKMIRd

7/31/2019 7:35:42 AM starehope Very sad. Send the parents to the psychologists.

7/31/2019 7:36:03 AM blsdbe Or is it all of Our Collective Consciousness contributing to form the energies?

7/31/2019 7:36:51 AM blsdbe Sweet, thanks for the heads up!!!

7/31/2019 7:37:46 AM littlewolfkitt1 It is true. Ive seen it before.

7/31/2019 7:37:56 AM djmorrison41 Sorta like asking would you rather be run over by a pickup truck or dump truck. You're a pancake either way

7/31/2019 7:38:36 AM mefulmer25 👀

7/31/2019 7:39:22 AM tomchiodo Why has Q told us multiple times to “Trust Wray”? Sounds like a contradiction.

7/31/2019 7:39:56 AM blsdbe Just Exactly what I was thinking, it’s like they were harnessing the little kids consciousness right then they are in the classroom using them to help 

create events that [They] wanted to happen!!!

7/31/2019 7:40:48 AM ikeb247 That's how we got all them drugs through Vietnam, you're damn skippy is necessary! Does anyone even know how far Iran is from Nicaragua?

7/31/2019 7:41:05 AM blsdbe Bless you and #thanQ All the Patriots bringing this to Light!!! A new investigation has been started too!!! pic.twitter.com/nxpZxigM63

7/31/2019 7:41:38 AM blsdbe Yes this is what I’m talking about!!! Great find!!!

7/31/2019 7:42:29 AM cheryl_bullen0 SICKENING!  We KNOW!!!!!!!!!

7/31/2019 7:43:26 AM trumppatriotus1 NO, there are No coincidences!

7/31/2019 7:44:17 AM carolin15161363 Yes. This is very real.

7/31/2019 7:44:18 AM karma4event201 The Demonic is a family tradition, #BushSr was pure evil.

7/31/2019 7:47:04 AM karma4event201 Trauma Based Mind Control

7/31/2019 7:47:45 AM jdltr450 Pet Goat 🐐

7/31/2019 7:47:56 AM blsdbe True, if we don’t take the time on the daily, to reconnect with Our Divinity Within. Some of us know Disinformation is Necessary, MJ. When I am 

unsure, I take the time to ‘ask’ mySelf if it still resonates. We all have the Ability to test the Veracity of Everything 🥰🙏🥰 

pic.twitter.com/vgnbQc1GZ4

7/31/2019 7:48:04 AM carolin15161363 Me too

7/31/2019 7:49:31 AM amyjack37468809 yes brother there is, you just have to do a little search...and hope you can get past the algorithms. Trump has been on our side since day one... 2000 

JFK Jr. plane crash was the start of the plan that's unfolding today

7/31/2019 7:50:41 AM lisachick1997 This is the Same Scene on "I Pet Goat"! And the teacher said "Hit" not "Kit".

7/31/2019 7:51:45 AM bobmcfall64 well they also just happened to have a drill that day for this very scenario.  just like boston, sandy hook, and on and on. a drill that goes live

7/31/2019 7:59:27 AM cherylbaghernej Amen

7/31/2019 8:02:39 AM karma4event201 White Hats Operation took out a sub DeepState had, "crash" was a military strike that took out the sub.

7/31/2019 8:04:28 AM cynthiamorrow8 Most definitely real!! I remember it well

7/31/2019 8:05:42 AM 313looper For sure MJ12 are using our Collective Consciousness to perform ! 

Was more wondering about the sudden frequencies’ fluctuations & increases on certain occasions !

7/31/2019 8:10:17 AM newyorker66 Agreed,  its very frustrating!

7/31/2019 8:11:41 AM scott_rick All this is a contradiction... disinformation,  no one knows which way is up or down.   By design my guess

7/31/2019 8:11:49 AM therealbigneum Every single time. Nothing happens and the story turns into "disinfo". Its been 2 years. Growing bored of it.

7/31/2019 8:12:09 AM pufpufpafpaf I can't understand why nobody saw he was a Nazi !

He is even elected as President .

Bush is Scherff he came to USA with #Operationpaperclip .

A Nazi as President 2 times 😂

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_bush19.htm … pic.twitter.com/2XuwfaOeXE

7/31/2019 8:13:43 AM joeorbit can they recite gitmo and hanging

7/31/2019 8:15:24 AM start313hichq When more people wake up&their thoughts are put together, the light of the divine will intensify&the negative network will be destroyed,even the 

ordinary people who have their dark slaves will start to kick back.Let's be one&all together, to erase darkness&darkness

Amen 🍃🙏🏻🍃

7/31/2019 8:17:25 AM newyorker66 I would say, stuffed full

7/31/2019 8:20:52 AM newyorker66 UGH!!

7/31/2019 8:24:57 AM pjunkyflight I have never seen this. Shocking! They are going to pay.....SOON!

7/31/2019 8:26:08 AM ps3shiloh Enoch 69:1-29/Jude 1-27= 

Gadreel=St. Germain=Fallen A"Q"uarian Consperitors= Kek=Computer=Emerald Tablets=Anunnaki Lies= 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

*LOGICAL RESEARCH HERE @

*Angels On Assignment=1978 Hunter

*Hidden Dangers Of The Rainbow.

1982 Cumbey

*Releasing The Spirit. 1984 Shankle  pic.twitter.com/8qhVM08taJ
7/31/2019 8:29:27 AM _chelseaproject Why was Wray put there in the first place?

7/31/2019 8:32:36 AM mefulmer25  https://youtu.be/djKIlXz8WJs 

7/31/2019 8:34:12 AM lizzah_83 Sort of like Michelle/Michael Obama on the river in Paris, sipping wine with the reflection of Notre Dame burning in the glass...next to necklace that 

literally says *BURNING*. 

Their symbolism is so in your face with these false flags, you almost can’t believe it at first.

7/31/2019 8:40:28 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Gnat?

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/buttigieg-blames-debate-forehead-smudge-on-possible-smushed-

gnat?_amp=true&__twitter_impression=true …

7/31/2019 8:42:25 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/UNENjWXFF1

7/31/2019 8:43:05 AM aprilbrown99 Its the perfect meme!  👍👍👍

7/31/2019 8:43:57 AM moemc8 No release today of exculpatory evidence on Papadopoulos then?

7/31/2019 8:45:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter. pic.twitter.com/fZ18cNdC9H

7/31/2019 8:45:55 AM _the_psychonaut Generel

7/31/2019 8:47:21 AM trumps_all What about this weird use of a character....... pic.twitter.com/1qJEDTk6cA

7/31/2019 8:47:54 AM mtr_epicwin77 No. pic.twitter.com/9YRvCQWWew

7/31/2019 8:48:03 AM snarkishdanno HCeNEVERAGAIN



7/31/2019 8:48:13 AM aprilbrown99 This? pic.twitter.com/xVzraOFiTe

7/31/2019 8:48:38 AM curt_avila Casting spells

7/31/2019 8:48:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/C8xEElT7YC

7/31/2019 8:49:20 AM state1union Meow 🐱 lol 😂

7/31/2019 8:49:40 AM cjcole1985 Do we have to be under martial law before there can be military tribunals against citizens??

7/31/2019 8:49:48 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YCN0FRET2q

7/31/2019 8:49:53 AM schiller_spmode Very smart man! @realDonaldTrump

7/31/2019 8:50:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐡 pic.twitter.com/gojI0gY8xD

7/31/2019 8:50:51 AM sandralav2 Yes. What an awesome tool that backfired on the media!! 😂🤣🤣.  Trump is manipulating and in control!

7/31/2019 8:51:02 AM boerseblue bunnys...

7/31/2019 8:51:33 AM daveelton33 Three E’s in Generel

Triple E

Tripoli, Libya

HRC

7/31/2019 8:51:38 AM aprilbrown99 So true!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/wPBh3UvgHN

7/31/2019 8:52:09 AM state1union CNN and CNBC Suck! pic.twitter.com/vmsKOew15m

7/31/2019 8:52:16 AM susanmounger 😳😮

7/31/2019 8:52:21 AM moemc8 GenerEl   E = Epstein?  (I admit, I suck at this)

7/31/2019 8:52:28 AM yellowdogfwd This is retarded. I'm a school teacher. That is a teacher lesson out of a teacher manual. So are you saying the company that manufactured that book to 

teach phonics...is in cahoots? I'm a Trump supporter. I'm a conservative. But this is a little wacky.

7/31/2019 8:53:05 AM matt_dodaro Nothing is better than watching the Dems scramble every time @POTUS TWATS !!! pic.twitter.com/jXUw5TAPTo

7/31/2019 8:53:08 AM anja602952 don’t let it get to you, so childish and juvenile, next they’re accuse you of stealing they GI Joe 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

7/31/2019 8:53:14 AM kindeandtrue Is Pompous Pompeo bad?

7/31/2019 8:54:10 AM kimtayl93886838 that made me laff

7/31/2019 8:54:28 AM roublisa Ha! Yes....that’s perfect! pic.twitter.com/5GEoENtxE3

7/31/2019 8:54:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 They have a unique smell to them that attracts insects that is causes by their frequency of consciousness.

7/31/2019 8:54:42 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/IfIAITRPsz

7/31/2019 8:56:48 AM richard07759712 I agree w/that

7/31/2019 8:56:50 AM sddnaz What is the difference between.  ) & } ?

7/31/2019 8:58:27 AM roublisa Heck no!  he is stellar ✨✨✨white hat 

true patriot to the core🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/HvzQTpXEQK

7/31/2019 8:58:31 AM state1union Dang you caught it. Wow. E instead of A and also the capital letters.

7/31/2019 8:58:42 AM usss_211 Lmfao!!!! Truth! If you have cats, you know what I mean!!!!

7/31/2019 8:58:43 AM norwegianon I'm no pro decoder, but sometimes the misspelled word isn't the important part, but the time from misspelled to corrected is the key.. everything is so 

multi layered and crazy, lucky we have millions of ppl digging and helping. 🐸😎👍

7/31/2019 8:59:14 AM renee86743676 Oh Ya!!!!

7/31/2019 8:59:31 AM rosesrred0119 That was just too coincidental!

7/31/2019 8:59:35 AM lightworkercain 💩

7/31/2019 8:59:37 AM roublisa 🤮🤮🤮

7/31/2019 8:59:49 AM blasto33 Nope #QAnon is the laser pointer.

7/31/2019 9:00:41 AM lbf777 Smells like bad energy.

7/31/2019 9:01:37 AM lbf777 Trump call them out. We all destroy them with meme magic.

7/31/2019 9:01:40 AM djlok I swear I learn so much from this account!!!

7/31/2019 9:01:48 AM williamelgato3  https://youtu.be/j2yolDZzn5Q 

7/31/2019 9:02:24 AM positively303 [Epstien]

#WWG1WGA

7/31/2019 9:04:21 AM realityloominng Hey MJ 12 can you please do AMA's earlier the next time?

I think you had a hand in the curious Godzilla credits, with messages only visible for split seconds..!? pic.twitter.com/2pNk2uimNo

7/31/2019 9:04:35 AM adubay1mnmaga Wowza

7/31/2019 9:05:03 AM syrrah2 👏👏👏

7/31/2019 9:05:13 AM norwegianon In this case, there's been no correction of the 'misspelling'.. 

So, #generel and #e becomes interdasting.. pic.twitter.com/8yLpRez3zH

7/31/2019 9:05:43 AM realityloominng "Monarch" Eyes only.. rofl

7/31/2019 9:05:49 AM bdab28 I'm positive it's in reference to coding pic.twitter.com/ceXOw5bmCn

7/31/2019 9:06:04 AM kagqanon Russian Hoax Country ….HRC?

7/31/2019 9:06:10 AM kindeandtrue Here's Mike Pompeo's personal special forces, weaponized and funded to the hilt to do God-knows-what abroad. https://www.devex.com/news/q-a-

usaid-red-teams-and-working-outside-the-wire-95087 …

7/31/2019 9:06:16 AM roaminnoodle Also, GE (God's Eye) and I am sure other [CLASSIFIED] technology we are not aware of 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066119416184823809 …

7/31/2019 9:07:01 AM kagqanon Russian Hoax and Country is your HRC with your decode of Tripoli.....I think you may have the closest match:)

7/31/2019 9:07:14 AM qu0tx1 (((coincidence)))

7/31/2019 9:07:55 AM inthenameoflo19 Must be headed to a Club33

7/31/2019 9:09:09 AM blsdbe I agree!!! pic.twitter.com/EStToFlemF

7/31/2019 9:10:56 AM daveelton33  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maersk_Triple_E-class_container_ship …

7/31/2019 9:11:48 AM holyspiritfree1 Thats creepy af....

7/31/2019 9:12:33 AM _constitution And unusual CAPITALIZATION matters, too:

HRC TREASON! NEVER AGAIN!!!

Put together with Generel = Triple E = Tripoli

Decode: Tripoli. HRC Treason. Never Again.

7/31/2019 9:13:02 AM anneolsen43 Anything connected to CCD founder V G Siddhartha

7/31/2019 9:13:59 AM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/FG971LH761

7/31/2019 9:18:55 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/ceUXjOoApG

7/31/2019 9:21:14 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealStandardHotel

#Q #QAnon

The "nurse" in the video, no coincidence, wearing the same outfit for her default photo: 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/sRCCMtqsLn

7/31/2019 9:21:26 AM moemc8 Oh, it's VERY real.

7/31/2019 9:21:47 AM moemc8 Me too!



7/31/2019 9:22:23 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealStandardHotel

#Q #QAnon

[322]

The "nurse" in the video, no coincidence, wearing the same outfit for her default photo: 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/4U1z28VnMK

7/31/2019 9:22:27 AM tamravee generel GENE relics? 🤣 pic.twitter.com/xboQ0eQVvq

7/31/2019 9:23:21 AM keith369me I suspect he does not travel how the public thinks he travels, especially on overseas trips.

7/31/2019 9:23:43 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/q8491Y4qw9

7/31/2019 9:23:45 AM jamesjchagall Interesting way to look at it. Yes, I believe he does sometimes uses it watch the Commies implode! pic.twitter.com/PHEUG5anMl

7/31/2019 9:24:08 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/MgCc9XECOC

7/31/2019 9:25:40 AM v_rags Yes! Love hat gif!  💜💜💜

7/31/2019 9:26:14 AM mongrelglory I think that might just be the funniest thing I've ever read on Twitter!  🤣🤣🤣

7/31/2019 9:27:17 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034453799958720512 …

7/31/2019 9:28:37 AM mongrelglory Hmmm...are you suggesting that's Bette Midler on Channel 11?   That would explain a lot!  🤨

7/31/2019 9:32:15 AM gi6stars That Meme is Spot On!

Enjoying the Show 

🤣😂🤣🤣😂

7/31/2019 9:32:25 AM cue2_c99 Yup pic.twitter.com/sa1VlAqdID

7/31/2019 9:32:32 AM rj85165808 Aren't the kids saying kit, instead of hit?  Steel and plane are enough to convince me.

7/31/2019 9:32:46 AM blsdbe I wonder this also!!!

7/31/2019 9:33:45 AM lorenzosghost They only matter if you know what it means

7/31/2019 9:34:13 AM keith369me Caps..Initial SR (Seth Rich)then HC (Hillary Clinton)TREASON...AG (Attorney General) US NEVER AGAIN...don’t get generEl misspelling...focus on a 

military general rather than AG?  Another General?

7/31/2019 9:34:30 AM blsdbe It’s fun to watch [Them] play tho pic.twitter.com/tM6FKqBPOz

7/31/2019 9:35:26 AM keith369me It may be a signal to decode the Caps?

7/31/2019 9:35:27 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for teaching us how to play 🙏💫❤️🌎 pic.twitter.com/sRiUHyFxp5

7/31/2019 9:35:35 AM v_rags Yes that’s awesome! 💜💜💜

7/31/2019 9:35:38 AM blsdbe Well, @POTUS is #QPlus... pic.twitter.com/hFrN9pCcD6

7/31/2019 9:36:23 AM cr8z4crypto ?

7/31/2019 9:36:40 AM mongrelglory OMG!  I sat through those credits, but I couldn't read them fast enough to get it all.  Majestic?

7/31/2019 9:37:01 AM turboxyde Red rover red rover let the racists come over to be purified by the light of unity and awareness!

7/31/2019 9:37:29 AM blsdbe The misspelling is usually a marker, but decoding these ciphers is a bit beyond me.

7/31/2019 9:39:05 AM barbeckbrenda I saw this video the same day it happened.  How could you not have seen this?  It was all over the news!

7/31/2019 9:41:03 AM craigschaefer85 Stranger than strange.

Someone put it there on that particular day.

Has the Q been answered?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/31/2019 9:42:34 AM roaminnoodle I seem to miss the AMA more than I catch them!

If it's not too late, I recently saw this video; specifically [CLAS] experiment mentioned starting at the "current time" --- is there more information you 

can share about this? Can we really become "younger"? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hvujfxP-5U&feature=youtu.be&t=1194 …

7/31/2019 9:42:47 AM boxcarbum Wonderful. Thank you so much.

7/31/2019 9:43:11 AM linnyt7  https://news.yahoo.com/denmark-backs-britains-proposed-hormuz-090929448.html …

7/31/2019 9:43:29 AM familyman20181 The teacher: "WITHOUT MAKING A MISTAKE".

Disgusting. How people can watch this today & not realize what they were doing was Satanic is beyond me.

☕️✝️

7/31/2019 9:44:07 AM spaydmichael Wrong!

7/31/2019 9:44:25 AM familyman20181 "Get ready". Gives me chills.

☕️✝️

7/31/2019 9:45:07 AM aquagarnet24 This RT IS FOR the Newbies~ Remember, we have folks waking up daily and we have to continue putting out old info as well as new~

7/31/2019 9:46:20 AM blasto33 #QAnon is @realDonaldTrump military precision laser pointer ,Twitter is for Normal Joe public to catch up to what we’ve known for the past 2 years.

7/31/2019 9:46:59 AM norwegianon Or e = 5

😎👍

7/31/2019 9:47:33 AM linnyt7 I something rotten in Denmark?

7/31/2019 9:48:27 AM blsdbe Found this... https://twitter.com/carrie4truth/status/1132359873600118784?s=21 …

7/31/2019 9:49:04 AM m_turner65  pic.twitter.com/GKQ6OVGJXJ

7/31/2019 9:49:52 AM m_turner65  pic.twitter.com/O8gm03oZtQ

7/31/2019 9:50:15 AM ericpartchey Comms

7/31/2019 9:50:22 AM 1_decided_voter He gladly takes all these slings and arrows for us. He's like a magnet for their hate to be focused on, and he somehow transmutes that negative energy 

into light.

7/31/2019 9:50:26 AM m_turner65  pic.twitter.com/i7XX1p8eIH

7/31/2019 9:51:22 AM lofiroofie @Ne0n_Tokyo

7/31/2019 9:53:06 AM keith369me Could never understand Trump’s focus on ratings...now I think I get it...a measure of eyeballs on light/dark (Fact/Fiction-Matrix)?  He no longer 

mentions FOX ratings

7/31/2019 9:54:06 AM roaminnoodle Will this affect an individual's Cosmic Karma???

I mean, if [they] are killed via capital punishment, then will it have negative karma effects on the "executioner" only or the entire world at large/each of 

us individually???

Or will this just be [their] own karma catching up???

7/31/2019 9:55:42 AM realityloominng i spent like 1 hour pausing, reading the articles, screenshotting and sh** 😂🤣 High budget propaganda movies(whether good or bad).. it can't simply 

be "artistic-expression" lol. pic.twitter.com/ReDBZwwjbF

7/31/2019 9:55:54 AM blsdbe And also this from 2017

 http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2017/09/hefner-and-trump-gay-people-cia-mind.html?m=1 …

7/31/2019 9:58:50 AM agoodyear2015 El for El Chapo.  I really think something big is being hatched in Italy with Guzman's wife and Pelosi et al. there at the same time.  Could messages be 

passed through Guzman's wife?  I wouldn't be surprised that Pelosi wants one of El's men to try an assassination on DJT.

7/31/2019 10:02:15 AM madrummy3 HCe Hillary Clinton/Epstein



7/31/2019 10:03:29 AM kindeandtrue Q

!xowAT4Z3VQ

10 Apr 2018 - 1:48:24 AM

>>979093

TRUST SESSIONS.

TRUST WRAY.

TRUST KANSAS.

TRUST HOROWITZ.

TRUST HUBER.

Q

Can we trust any of them? Can we trust you?🤪
7/31/2019 10:05:28 AM kindeandtrue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  confirmed today that "Wray is bad". Major contradiction of "Q" who said: 

Q

!xowAT4Z3VQ

10 Apr 2018 - 1:48:24 AM

>>979093

TRUST SESSIONS.

TRUST WRAY.

TRUST KANSAS.

TRUST HOROWITZ.

TRUST HUBER.

Q
7/31/2019 10:05:51 AM mongrelglory I love the "Prehistoric plants are new superfoods"! 😆

7/31/2019 10:07:11 AM azfury Where is the litter box, I believe its in Baltimore.😼🤪😁

7/31/2019 10:08:39 AM giediknight Alex Jones talked about this movie... saying that it was SPOT on

7/31/2019 10:09:09 AM alexb___ Not in like those:

“September 11.2001 Tuesday Florida +  KITE HIT  STEEL PLANE MUST”=666;  + "children recite" =911;  #gematria

7/31/2019 10:09:12 AM turboxyde I knew it! I've removed entities and attachments to clients during intense Reiki sessions and there's a certain smell that manifests... like rotting flesh or 

feces that is unmistakable when you get a whiff of it. It can be difficult to hold those entities with unconditional...

7/31/2019 10:10:06 AM realityloominng Me too, I'm thinking inner earth caverns with ancient ecosystems :D

7/31/2019 10:10:17 AM lori84904506 Yup ,I seen this a long time ago. 🥵

7/31/2019 10:11:45 AM madrummy3 Definitely a prepared set up. The print is too small for a “good” teacher to ever use with her students. It’s time for the truth behind 911.

7/31/2019 10:12:17 AM turboxyde ...love while simultaneously opening a conduit (wormhole/quantum tunnel) back to Source to transmute them from a client's energetic body. The 

smell disappears as the hooks dissolve though!

7/31/2019 10:12:33 AM ps3shiloh #YHWH #ELOHIM #YAHUSHA & #HOLYSPIRIT R #GoingPostal

The A"Q"uarian Conspirators WITH [Gadreel=Lucifer] Who *Enoch 69: 1-29 & *Jude 1- 27 Talks About R Fallen Elohim/Called 7 Assended 

Masters/PARASITES Working With @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Lipstick= A Pig= St. Germain= NEW AGE WALK-INS'  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1121175503954747392 …

7/31/2019 10:12:46 AM thankq45 That's what came to mind with me, but it seemed too easy.

7/31/2019 10:13:50 AM keith369me A metric on the Great Awakening?

7/31/2019 10:14:20 AM kindeandtrue Then Majestic12 elaborated: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156550107166367745?s=20 …

7/31/2019 10:14:44 AM susang7671 Distinctive smell of water moccasins and rats.

7/31/2019 10:15:06 AM mattersnot2  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/marianne-williamson-trump-emboldening-a-dark-psychic-force-in-america …

"Truth is a Force of Nature" - Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Everyone see what's going on?

7/31/2019 10:15:28 AM mongrelglory I was more picturing stuffing a giant prehistoric fern into my Vitamix blender every morning.  🤣🤣🤣

7/31/2019 10:20:04 AM raevenraeyne I’ve heard interviews with people who were around HRC and claimed she smelled awful like death. I figure if you are doing the things she’s done and 

ingesting the things she’s ingested then she would attract things that like death... you are what you eat...

7/31/2019 10:20:30 AM realityloominng Cool, I kinda miss the dudes rants.. But I'm done spending 3 anxious hours, only  to hear minutes of gold. Someone bring back the YT channel...

7/31/2019 10:20:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think classification laws "need to know".

Enter Uncle Trump.

Did 45 already know was UT was up to?

Did he need to be signed into the programs like <44 did?

No.

He was already in them.

Therefore, we can use them without revealing classified information to RENEGADES.

7/31/2019 10:21:35 AM realityloominng hahaha 😄😆

7/31/2019 10:22:51 AM watchingandwai3 Research "Operation Mockingbird". And don't settle for what's on #Wikipedia.

#OperationMockingbird

7/31/2019 10:25:17 AM egelone What about pence? Is he good? or like LG? thanks

7/31/2019 10:26:40 AM moemc8 Good on SR HC treason!

7/31/2019 10:27:21 AM captainsghost23 Wow

7/31/2019 10:28:30 AM mccabe1984 Was he having the kids recite a spell..? No coincidences at all on that 💯

7/31/2019 10:31:05 AM moemc8 Good question

7/31/2019 10:31:47 AM cylantjustice AE =?

🤔 pic.twitter.com/CPmXH0LWJP

7/31/2019 10:31:57 AM dazeytoday My guess .......                       Hoax, Country = Hillary Clinton

Generel = e for Epstein

7/31/2019 10:32:38 AM moemc8 Same here.  Lost friends that day.  Will never get over the anger that our own did this.  Much worse to know that. I want the world to know.

7/31/2019 10:33:12 AM endgamepanacea So it was an appropriate preparation for the kids on that horrible day. And Bush pretending like nothing gonna happen. He even lied that he saw the 

first plane hit the WTC on TV.

"The Devil's in the Details".

On 9/11, Bush watched the first plane impact https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUXglJU2w6U …

7/31/2019 10:33:38 AM karma4event201 A real 911 investigation was started.

7/31/2019 10:34:23 AM jrocktigers New World Order = Same old lies..



7/31/2019 10:34:55 AM jones9536 Wow!

7/31/2019 10:35:48 AM kalamojakka  pic.twitter.com/zJragyQfZJ

7/31/2019 10:36:24 AM moemc8 HIS necklace said 'becoming' I believe, after his book.  Did look it though.

7/31/2019 10:36:32 AM keith369me If you listen to Fox, the majority has gone Deepstate..the ones that appear pro-Trump are yellers that are more divide and conquer than reality with 

facts. I feel like Hannity and others are hitting us over the head with hammers. I watched a little OAN last week. Some decent info

7/31/2019 10:38:10 AM giediknight I totally get what you’re saying I only listen because I’m at work or else I wouldn’t be there spending four hours

7/31/2019 10:38:15 AM keith369me ...Fox, not benevolent purpose, not of the 💡 just a different tactic

7/31/2019 10:38:29 AM debbee_63 What the heck kind of teaching is that?!!!

7/31/2019 10:41:37 AM keith369me He used to talk about great ratings onFox vs the rest of the MSM...no longer

7/31/2019 10:42:27 AM mattbdogg What in the absolute fuck????????

7/31/2019 10:42:32 AM keith369me Polls were lies according to anybody with half a brain...ratings we can’t verify

7/31/2019 10:42:37 AM _the_psychonaut (Stupid} ???

7/31/2019 10:46:47 AM keith369me They are exposing themselves...Trump is merely pointing it out.  They have significantly changed since Aiken’s left/died

7/31/2019 10:48:59 AM mattbdogg generel....or Trumps phone doesn’t have the color red:) pic.twitter.com/5CkUEjoPUI

7/31/2019 10:49:27 AM agoodyear2015 Are black hats threatening to use a nuclear weapon to force Trump's hand?

7/31/2019 10:49:32 AM keith369me The polling “data “ (lies) were unmasked when HRC wasn’t elected.  The polling or the information feeding the polling data was obviously a Deepstate 

Psyop

7/31/2019 10:52:40 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1154919265142788096 …

7/31/2019 10:53:27 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealStandardHotel

#Q #QAnon

I use the Snipping Tool frequently, and have a folder called "Snippets." This is my most recent example, and relevant to this specific MJ post: 👇👇👇 

pic.twitter.com/BorBn53KT7

7/31/2019 10:56:28 AM slayerofmatrix1 😆👀😝

7/31/2019 10:59:18 AM roaminnoodle I just found this article & thought relevant in some way...

What's the real story on vampires? No MJ search results, so a topic MJ hasn't touched on.

Growing up in New England, we all knew about Salem witch trials. Now vampires? What's up with NE's past? https://www.stripes.com/news/us/a-

vampire-s-remains-were-found-about-30-years-ago-dna-provides-new-life-1.592637 …

7/31/2019 10:59:20 AM kindeandtrue Which "Uncle Trump", the one on the right, or the one on the left? pic.twitter.com/ZDiRlb0fzf

7/31/2019 10:59:38 AM slayerofmatrix1 #HRC

7/31/2019 10:59:57 AM jvan125 Nice!!! 😲

7/31/2019 11:02:42 AM slayerofmatrix1 Excellent !

7/31/2019 11:03:03 AM jvan125 Interdasting...🤔

7/31/2019 11:05:51 AM slayerofmatrix1 💫💗🙏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

7/31/2019 11:05:54 AM jvan125 OMG chills...GOD BLESS PRESIDENT DONALD JOHN TRUMP!!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

7/31/2019 11:07:43 AM doris69792554 Wow.

7/31/2019 11:08:11 AM kellysewell14 The POWERS THAT BE put his family in the Whitehouse.  Many knew and couldn't do anything about it even if they wanted to UNTIL NOW.  We have 

been lied to all our lives about pretty much everything - Prison Planet indeed.

7/31/2019 11:08:52 AM slayerofmatrix1 Damn

7/31/2019 11:09:24 AM slayerofmatrix1 Explains the Original tweet

7/31/2019 11:11:48 AM de1traveler So sad to hear the truth! @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1156621423810498560 …

7/31/2019 11:12:36 AM iamspirit22 Scientists Aren't Going to Tell You This! (2019-2020). Really scary! Wha...  https://youtu.be/8fEdcw7rLFw  via @YouTube

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/31/2019 11:13:53 AM eddieshite  pic.twitter.com/CGThoYoumT

7/31/2019 11:18:17 AM tango661 @realDonaldTrump @DanCrenshawTX @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr Junior @JudicialWatch @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @WhiteHouse 

@GOP @40_head @SpaceCorpsUS “CNN Sucks" song with lyrics  https://youtu.be/4X5ZjU7ka9A  via @YouTube

7/31/2019 11:22:59 AM roaminnoodle From earlier this month: pic.twitter.com/iSTEZ519S3

7/31/2019 11:23:24 AM bbanderson50158 This scene has always bothered me. Especially since our military was doing "training exercises" that day simulating a plane hitting a building at that 

very moment.

Personal were confused if it was "real world" or training. IIRC the exercises were on opposite side of country too

7/31/2019 11:24:17 AM mamiemcclure17 And he likes to read books upside down, normal? No coincidences.

7/31/2019 11:24:20 AM seeker229 Dude you have no idea I was groomed from a young age for this high level bullshit right here. Just to die as a sacrifice for the moloch. I have a chicken 

wing on my wrist like a jew in the nazi concentration camps. This shit is sick.

7/31/2019 11:27:03 AM mongrelglory Thanks Scott!  I missed that one!

7/31/2019 11:27:47 AM arunprakash4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This is fascinating!  https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1148610005840683008 …

7/31/2019 11:28:16 AM ryan35381162 What about mosquitos? Is there a reason they attack some more than others?

7/31/2019 11:31:02 AM roaminnoodle Full thread: https://twitter.com/drawandstrike/status/1147841483187326978 …

7/31/2019 11:31:11 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1153714718554480640 …

7/31/2019 11:32:19 AM bbobbio71 Have been

7/31/2019 11:36:46 AM liangjunlin Will the president right after Trump be a patriot?

7/31/2019 11:39:53 AM mongrelglory Best source of factual/technical information about 9/11.  Unfortunately, I can't get my "blue-pilled" friends to watch any of the videos: 

https://www.ae911truth.org/evidence/videos 

7/31/2019 11:47:33 AM antarantanka Yes

7/31/2019 11:49:02 AM roaminnoodle Wrong thread (but same keyword search "trump intelligence" and posted same day... 🤦♂️) by drawandstrike.

I meant this one: https://twitter.com/drawandstrike/status/1147955857864437760 …

7/31/2019 11:49:30 AM signnamehere1 The sickness and deception runs deep. They thought we would never find out. They are so f***ed.

7/31/2019 11:50:28 AM budderred Pet Goat..

7/31/2019 11:51:44 AM djlok I was wondering that too.  I too am working on a theory here. 😁😁😁

7/31/2019 11:52:08 AM livefreeordie45 Not all gay people supported it and many were against it.

7/31/2019 11:54:16 AM nikoscali Wonder how many times Trump has been killed in alternate timelines that have been undone..

7/31/2019 11:55:56 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, did Donald know back in the 80's that he would be running for President of the United States?

7/31/2019 11:56:22 AM pgosys2018 I would say their freq signature is same as 💩

7/31/2019 11:57:20 AM rawphonegirl In TCM circles it is discussed that more Yang attracts mosquitoes (co2 though...)

7/31/2019 11:59:06 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/Vx7c9UYHvl



7/31/2019 12:00:16 PM twinflames__777 ;)

7/31/2019 12:05:00 PM hellouncledonny Just wait until you learn why my handle is @HelloUncleDonny. pic.twitter.com/x9fHkZQzC0

7/31/2019 12:05:43 PM djlok Yeah the wasps and bees don't go after me either.  Unrelated, but maybe not, poison ivy doesn't affect me either.

7/31/2019 12:06:44 PM carolem26591529 Well I judge them by their fruit!

7/31/2019 12:07:20 PM us_poll This isn't the bowling alley Who really wears red shoes I didn't watch it are you sure they aren't brown? That one guy who doesn't have his hand over 

his heart his do look red from this pic

7/31/2019 12:08:19 PM 1crazy_toaster Makes sense that POTUS is also protected with off worlders / off world technology. Of course, it could be one of our guys :-)

7/31/2019 12:08:51 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/usarmy/status/1156642098017447938?s=21 …

7/31/2019 12:09:24 PM nikoscali Defensive drones pic.twitter.com/b5yEAmMXkd

7/31/2019 12:09:35 PM roaminnoodle WE are all soldiers in @GenFlynn's o7 Digital Army!

Special Thanks also to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @NSA_QIL2 and more for their information/Q&As/badassery.

#OpenSourceIntelligence

h/t @KibBitzLaw

#Q #QArmy #QAnon

#WWG1GWA

DECLAS: @SpaceCorpsUS, #Antarctica, #FISA, 9/11, #PizzaGate... pic.twitter.com/ZWJ5gIvR3W
7/31/2019 12:12:30 PM 3rdeyeview55 Oh yeah! From day one, apparently. I figured he would since this is no ordinary war. He needed the "force" 😉to pull off what he's doing now and has 

been all along.

7/31/2019 12:13:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 July 2019 Statistics

tweet_activity_metrics_TS_SCI_MAJIC12_20190701_20190801_en.csv

 https://pastebin.com/raw/a6A7yAX5 

7/31/2019 12:15:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Knowing what you know about censorship, how else is this possible?

You have more power than you realize.

Use it to #UnsealEpstein and #UnsealStandardHotel.

Then... only then may you #UnsealSNCTM.

Also...

#Unseal____

#Unseal______

#Unseal________

??  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156644124000493569 … pic.twitter.com/sG7sO96JyC
7/31/2019 12:16:43 PM stormystorm10 Unseal unseal unseal (3)

7/31/2019 12:17:41 PM higherdensitees Thats a lot of impressions for 26.5k followers!!! Lol

7/31/2019 12:19:31 PM thelilkingryan The plane is a drone “kite” must hit steel

7/31/2019 12:22:04 PM selvestekjetil #UnsealDisney

#UnsealRedCross

Last one i dont know, yet ;)

7/31/2019 12:23:54 PM danaelizabeth69 No planes.   HOLOGRAMS

7/31/2019 12:25:18 PM smokeyjohnson00 Programming

7/31/2019 12:28:07 PM karma4event201 Look at the timeline

Takeover times 

NORAD usually knew within 2 minutes!  http://911research.wtc7.net/planes/sept11.html …

7/31/2019 12:28:46 PM zoesinger right!?

what swamp

 hole has

your head been

in?! pic.twitter.com/lIYkUcXzm8

7/31/2019 12:33:15 PM blankmarlo #UnsealClintonFoundation

#UnsealTheRoyals

#UnsealTheVatican

7/31/2019 12:34:27 PM lightworkercain Validity? #MJ12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PdL75TCOgr

7/31/2019 12:36:52 PM chris_losh_ #UnsealAntarctica

7/31/2019 12:37:37 PM hswcyd 26.5 is 2+6+5=13 1+3=4. WHAT? MJ is not 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/SLjqcRCzkr

7/31/2019 12:39:06 PM jayrambin How is what possible exactly?  And I see no 3 6 or 9 here. Anyone know what they mean?

7/31/2019 12:44:52 PM benny60932533 Heck yes, they fall for it every time. Every time!

7/31/2019 12:44:53 PM enomai_ Haha

7/31/2019 12:45:56 PM burgersandra #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 

sets of 3

7/31/2019 12:49:20 PM jonicurry17 Yes, part of the psychological aspect. Brilliant at first but once you get the formula/dynamic it’s obvious. Reverse/Perversion like the Pope tweeting 

about child trafficking hiding in plain sight in the middle of the offense they are guilty of.

7/31/2019 12:50:02 PM lori_dee1 Please explain what you mean...

7/31/2019 12:50:05 PM sterkinglights1 Aaaaaa. Now that makes sense.

7/31/2019 12:53:48 PM scottgives0fs That's creepy as hell

7/31/2019 12:59:48 PM karma4event201 I have zero tolerance for anyone that chooses blindness. Zero. 

I don't push my views but someone that will not think for themselves & refuses to look outside MSM is hopeless.

7/31/2019 1:02:06 PM weshallrise144k #NoDeals

7/31/2019 1:03:46 PM sciblu27 When you say how do you catch fish, my gma used to tell me. So I ask you how do catch BIG fish? this was real question

7/31/2019 1:07:38 PM karma4event201 You are nicer than me,  you refer to them as friends. 😂

7/31/2019 1:11:46 PM lizzah_83 Oh man it sure did look like it!! But *becoming* makes sense. pic.twitter.com/zSsIs5KUkY

7/31/2019 1:13:07 PM allahuniversal Bait, a Rod, a Bob, + a strong hook, line, and sinker.

7/31/2019 1:14:30 PM jsdidholodomor She died a few yrs later from what I remember. Funny how witnesses to these types of things die.

7/31/2019 1:16:54 PM jrocktigers You have to chum the waters heavily to land the big one...

7/31/2019 1:18:06 PM jsdidholodomor And sadly that's the problem. Truthers have been trying to show the world this for years and have been they have labeled us conspiracy theorist and 

suppressed the hell out of this video in order to hide their evil deeds. I'm so glad the world is finally waking up.

7/31/2019 1:19:47 PM stewanddumplin1 It's Tesla, free energy



7/31/2019 1:20:58 PM jsdidholodomor For everyone just now seeing this please watch the entire video. This isn't the only creepy part. They then proceed to read a book called I pet Goat 

which has deeper satanic/masonic meanings in my opinion.

7/31/2019 1:23:30 PM ladybug_jean original video https://youtu.be/Rg5NvKpJfKE 

7/31/2019 1:26:55 PM 22gardenstreet The first time I watched this video, I felt such a deep shock and realization that changed me forever. When widely circulated it will shake people awake 

like never before.

7/31/2019 1:30:04 PM carolem26591529 Matt Gaetz  speaks righteousness.  I’m thrilled.. he’s on the right side of this fight!  We need all the voices of truth we can get! Trump too! He’s doing 

GOOD! ! Anyone who supports him is doing GOOD!

7/31/2019 1:34:08 PM swtsthrncomfort Best description ever!!! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🐱🐈

7/31/2019 1:36:02 PM rafngeirdal My gosh, I hadn’t noticed the misspelling in Generel, although I had read that Tweet twice: General it should be. Can someone solve the riddle what 

that e typo might stand for: Epstein perhaps?

7/31/2019 1:39:42 PM rafngeirdal My gosh: President Bush might have been signaling those in the know. Could mean: a kite hit the steel in twin tower?

7/31/2019 1:40:40 PM jsdidholodomor Agreed. The pedophiles are trying to latch on to gay rights movement and have been for decades. Not the gay movement latching onto pedos. Every 

gay person I know support consent and would never harm a child.

7/31/2019 1:41:13 PM girlawakeinca We can do this 💫

3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/c0sOQ3gG9Q

7/31/2019 1:42:52 PM moemc8 Are these stats or does this give access to the actual tweets.  Will have one of the kids do it for me.  I saw he put up past archives. Can we access the 

old ones?

7/31/2019 1:43:02 PM cue2_c99 A down rigger

7/31/2019 1:43:16 PM gemutlich5050 1.Let's gain some perspective. Over the course of the past few years you have seen many politicians depart the swamp.  Some departed on top.  Ask 

yourself why?

#MAGA

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/rKFyjxMcGa
7/31/2019 1:43:17 PM gemutlich5050 2. Things have occurred during the Trump administration that shows a drip that will become a tidal wave.  Past administrations have ignored and 

covered up much.  

#MAGA

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein

 https://newspunch.com/hillary-clinton-pedophile-ring-state-department/ …
7/31/2019 1:43:20 PM gemutlich5050  http://3.How  can anyone be surrounded by pedos and not be involved?  Ask Bill, Hillary, Anthony Weeeener and Huma.  

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/C9T6WUAxfK

7/31/2019 1:43:22 PM gemutlich5050 4. Epstein trial will be shocking, some will not believe some of the people involved but it goes very deep.  So deep that the people involved have 

decided to throw the entire country under the bus.

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein
7/31/2019 1:43:24 PM gemutlich5050 5. Mueller, Comey, Clintons, Brennan, Obama, Rice, Clapper, Debbie Wasserman, Lynch, Yates, Andrew Weissmann, Podesta the molesta and many 

others have been actively involved with illegal activity.

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/vCIuKVPIgE
7/31/2019 1:43:25 PM gemutlich5050 7. Many actors, media, politicians and others loved Donald Trump. Until he became President. Why the change Joe Scarborough?  Why Bill and Hillary? 

Why NBC?  He knows the truth and they are scared. 

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein
7/31/2019 1:43:25 PM gemutlich5050 6. Claims that President Trump is tearing apart our institutions are more attempts at coverups.  Not participating or going against the status quo in DC 

isn’t tearing apart our institutions.  The cover ups have done this.

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

7/31/2019 1:43:29 PM gemutlich5050  http://8.Now  that the Russia lies have been proven to be a setup, the elites have dusted off the tried and true RACIST label to see if that may possibly 

stick.  It won’t work.

#MAGA

#MAGA2020

#WednesdayWisdom

#qanon

@trueeyethespy

@ts_sci_majic12

#unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/dlEhQXndOy



7/31/2019 1:45:19 PM mittie712 Nice of them to point out their ppl

7/31/2019 1:46:31 PM aprilbrown99 Here is the archived tweets from prior to February.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

The one for February-May (i believe) have metadata in with the tweets. Also if you check out @Nun_chucknorris pinned tweet, he generously took the 

time to create a pdf manual.  It is really awesome.

7/31/2019 1:46:39 PM lori_dee1 I'm so glad you clarified what you meant! He is doing such great work for this Country.

7/31/2019 1:46:54 PM opensenseme How do you open conduits to send them on their way? I need to learn this. Please share materials to learn from.

7/31/2019 1:52:09 PM natureinspace 👀

7/31/2019 1:57:36 PM moemc8 tku so much for your patience!  You have more than my son LOL....we had a hard time with March and July, they wouldn't download.

7/31/2019 1:59:34 PM merorschach I would love to, but I can't find a good explanation of what it actually means and how to apply it.

7/31/2019 2:02:01 PM aprilbrown99 Ur welcome. 😘🤗👍

7/31/2019 2:02:06 PM moemc8 Thank you so much for this!

7/31/2019 2:02:59 PM merorschach The Great Solar Flash and Ascension? Is there any truth to that or did I fall down to Goode/Wilcock rabbit hole unnecessarily.

7/31/2019 2:03:33 PM moemc8 tks for the tip on nun chuck.  archived it.

7/31/2019 2:04:30 PM merorschach I don't know. Deep down I feel Christopher Wray is a good guy who is stalling on evidence related to sealed investigations/trials. Releasing evidence 

related to those would be damaging to those investigations/trials.

7/31/2019 2:04:34 PM atvguy The killing from 9/11, did not end on 9/11~! pic.twitter.com/fCg4d6Z1rq

7/31/2019 2:04:54 PM starehope But, what about it?

7/31/2019 2:06:39 PM merorschach I went with "Don't stop Me Now, I'm having such a good time, I'm having a ball" pic.twitter.com/NYXYNUQ0pP

7/31/2019 2:07:36 PM 2aforlif3 3 6 9 have special meaning Devine

7/31/2019 2:07:54 PM ragevirusqq Headache for days.

7/31/2019 2:09:39 PM globalhawk6 Damn she fine

7/31/2019 2:11:38 PM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/pnjLLKRWsy

7/31/2019 2:12:12 PM theyoungearth1 Will beleive it when I see it, but let’s hope the real culprits are exposed, not just Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld.  There are more.

7/31/2019 2:14:29 PM jayrambin I bought the magnetic bottle spinner. But it's cumbersome. This magnetic stirrer does large amounts for long time period. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Does 

this vortex suffice? Magnetic pill spins by plate underneath.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119199891006328832 … 

pic.twitter.com/RGhPG05KFh

7/31/2019 2:16:37 PM jayrambin  https://twitter.com/JayRambin/status/1156674515922849792?s=19 …

7/31/2019 2:18:30 PM jayrambin Yea. That’s what I’m trying to understand.

7/31/2019 2:19:32 PM jayrambin I’ve read the mj12 tweets about it.  Seems elusive.  Unless it’s just a matter of think and using 3s 6s and 9s in daily life.

7/31/2019 2:23:04 PM agoodyear2015 What has stopped them or have they tried already and the public just doesn't hear about it?

7/31/2019 2:28:00 PM danielaqcrew I don’t trust anyone or anything either. Many things I print out where possible. Some of these mjarchives come out to 60+pages but that may still be 

worth printing out. I have multiple external hard drives copied in safe locations as well as both text & pdf format just incase. 😉

7/31/2019 2:29:42 PM coll61490833 I had no idea about anything I know now. I do remember thinking it odd how he just sat there after that man whispered, into his right ear. Just sat 

there looking off into space. I was confused by his non reaction. And it is sickening. Patriot act was ushered in.

7/31/2019 2:32:22 PM coll61490833 I thought we were at war, I was called and told to turn on the tv. Shortly thereafter the 2nd tower was hit. Then the pentagon. I remember talking with 

my sons teacher, months later. Ex military gal. She said pointblank... the story was contrived. She was nervous.

7/31/2019 2:33:59 PM mauipinney There is no way those kids could see the print from there. Rehearsed. Look at that sick uhem face of bush. He couldn't hide he knew what was 

happening

7/31/2019 2:34:32 PM starehope That was a very strange list of words. If teaching Language Arts and reading, I can't imagine them being on the same list. Long to short vowel then 

double vowel, very tricky indeed.

7/31/2019 2:35:25 PM coll61490833 That following summer her son law killed her daughter. She retired f teaching and her and her husband raised their grandchild. I’m sure not related but 

still.

7/31/2019 2:36:14 PM resignationanon erm, you mean  https://qresear.ch ?!?!?!

7/31/2019 2:38:29 PM resignationanon  https://qresear.ch 

7/31/2019 2:38:55 PM resignationanon (we can do this for hours, i just woke up) ;)

7/31/2019 2:40:17 PM danielaqcrew There are more #UnsealEpstein charges that will surface as we learn to manifest the truth through the power of 3,6,9 -> much spiritual power in these 

three numbers. #qanon #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/xTZcL1fHUw

7/31/2019 2:40:35 PM resignationanon have you even looked on  https://qresear.ch ?

7/31/2019 2:46:12 PM nzraphael Hey brother here’s another one that will reset Ur clock or throw a monkey wrench in your noodles rendering it to “ DOES NOT COMPUTE “ ~> CreEpP 

!!?!!? YouTube = I pet goat ll pic.twitter.com/u7snYlK6G9

7/31/2019 2:47:02 PM robert_c_jones Nikola Tesla & Wilhelm Reich two of the greatest men of the 20th century #etheriseverything

7/31/2019 2:48:09 PM resignationanon you are making a decision before you ever had a close look??? mkay... than miss what anons on 8chan are prefering...

7/31/2019 2:49:16 PM nocommunistusa No with canceling our cable. Two years now I haven’t had to listen to their negativity and BS

7/31/2019 3:02:45 PM mongrelglory My hero! 🤗

7/31/2019 3:08:17 PM danielaqcrew Jay -look at a circle, everything adds up to 9. 360: 3+6=9. 180: 1+8=9

90: 9+0, 45: 4+5=9 divine symmetry. 9 models everything & nothing simultaneously. Sum of all digits excluding 9=36. 3+6=9. 9 + any digit returns to 

same digit. 9+5=14, 1+4=5. 9 = all digits & nothing. #qanon

7/31/2019 3:11:45 PM mongrelglory Not agent Smith. 🤨

7/31/2019 3:14:10 PM turboxyde I learned intuitively through Reiki... there are distortions that have an intelligence to them & you can feel them writhe & recoil from your light so I 

learned to reverse a Choku Rei (Power Symbol) to create a tunnel in space time that reverses entropy & dissolves the attachment.

7/31/2019 3:16:11 PM sillysal45 Interesting

7/31/2019 3:19:51 PM mongrelglory They can't censor our co-creative power!  😎

7/31/2019 3:20:44 PM 2020qvision @Anon_decoder

7/31/2019 3:23:38 PM lightworkercain Does somebody have to be physically in your presence for you to sense the negative energies?

7/31/2019 3:25:09 PM sopranonyc Yes, indeed!

7/31/2019 3:29:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The more you know... https://youtu.be/dY7byG1YGwg 

7/31/2019 3:29:49 PM danielaqcrew Number 3 is everywhere: body mind spirit, past present future, father son Holy Spirit, 3 jewels of Buddhism, Hindu trimurti, third eye, 3 molecule 

combos in our dna, etc etc. universe is a trinity: energy, vibration and frequency.

7/31/2019 3:34:06 PM linnyt7 I caught the body language. Arms crossed over chest. Very rigid.

7/31/2019 3:34:42 PM danielaqcrew The power of 3 6 9 are used by some to manifest abilities. Nicola Tesla said that if we knew the power of the three we would have the key to the 

universe.

7/31/2019 3:34:46 PM djlok It's all laugh, laugh, laugh by [them]... until it isn't.

7/31/2019 3:34:53 PM jvan125 “That would be a bad thing...don’t do that”, says Bill Gates on Trump forming a coalition to check the safety of #vaccines. OMG. 🤬

7/31/2019 3:34:59 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

7/31/2019 3:35:15 PM teamsterr07 BG is a douche.



7/31/2019 3:35:32 PM djlok Yep... Defensive...[he] knows what's coming.

7/31/2019 3:37:06 PM captain01470560 Can’t wait for the Light to shine on Gates. Times-a-ticking!

7/31/2019 3:37:40 PM wishfulldreamz @EllaaaCruzzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @yigsstarhouse @Omerta_15

7/31/2019 3:37:59 PM johnjac47578635 Recommend checking this video out, you might have seen it already, covers the twin towers being rigged. https://youtu.be/99mLPseOQ4A 

7/31/2019 3:38:12 PM djlok [Bill Gates] is a total DISASTER!!!  I guess we'll be learning all about [their] [Foundation] very soon.

7/31/2019 3:38:42 PM cryptomeup Think they sold the shares, but he owned them in the first place it seems. pic.twitter.com/Wkhoauf1pC

7/31/2019 3:39:59 PM turboxyde Good question! For me I usually just need to be nearby to begin to sense it. Sometimes I see an overlay on their eyes or dark filaments/voids where 

vibrant energy should be. The challenge is then connecting to their highest self & Source to begin...

7/31/2019 3:41:54 PM michael81972 Did BG actually create the software or is it a facade like Goog and FaceBk

7/31/2019 3:42:27 PM kennedy_lohr ❤️❤️❤️🙏I am so grateful to hear that Trump may be looking into the injuries caused by vaccines!!!🙏❤️❤️❤️

7/31/2019 3:45:56 PM jrocktigers "When we see fishes, we go fishing.." ~ WSMFP

7/31/2019 3:46:32 PM djlok Yeah- why's it a "bad thing" if there's nothing to hide?  #ThesePeopleAreSick

7/31/2019 3:46:37 PM raevenraeyne Is it very difficult to learn to sense-see energies?

7/31/2019 3:47:53 PM turboxyde ...what my combat engineer/sapper ego jokingly refers to as "multidimensional demining." Its like wrestling an astral entity and not violating any 

karma in the process by simply facilitating the hyperdimensional communion of beings through Source.

7/31/2019 3:48:50 PM melanie84245623 You bet your Bippy Trump is going to look into vaccinations! Little weasel.

7/31/2019 3:49:04 PM danielaqcrew The way I am taking it - Once we learn to manifest truth Through the power of those numbers then we will see crimes are much more severe than we 

even thought in regards to #UnsealEpstein

7/31/2019 3:50:51 PM hcraig0062_h Every single one will be outed

7/31/2019 3:57:54 PM turboxyde I think it varies from person to person though for me it was not difficult at all, for me it required enough discipline and self care to "polish the mirror" of 

consciousness enough to be open to experiences with energies beyond my physical body. Love is a powerful thing...

7/31/2019 3:58:25 PM david00997884 Bill Gates is just a Deep State Hack.

7/31/2019 4:01:15 PM deplorablesabi Bill Gates is a Globalist Piece of Shit

7/31/2019 4:02:22 PM danielaqcrew Regarding 3, 6, 9

This is what I gather in the thread below. Feel free to expand upon this if you are able to. It is important that everyone understands. consciousness is 

key.

#Qanon #369 #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump #maga #kag #nikolatesla

7/31/2019 4:03:54 PM youstinksoap Is this man still alive?  If so, when does his freedom end for the horrors he participated in?

7/31/2019 4:04:02 PM jvan125 Dis you see his face?? He was like...🤬 pic.twitter.com/IILtkffR6w

7/31/2019 4:05:52 PM _chelseaproject It's probably a mark of Satan.

7/31/2019 4:05:54 PM djlok Yeah like "nothing to see here.. Move along."

7/31/2019 4:07:46 PM carolem26591529 Well, I visciously defend Trump.😊

7/31/2019 4:08:27 PM jennyjigsaw45 Hmmm. This is interesting.

7/31/2019 4:08:43 PM adsvel Laughing those who are laughing last. But I don think so we would laugh at the end. [They] are just ugly predator minded people, who never will stop, 

except if somebody with force will stop [them].

7/31/2019 4:09:34 PM jvan125 Makes me so mad...

7/31/2019 4:10:57 PM jvan125 Interesting question indeed...he’s worth 104 BILLION so...#BirdsOfAFeather

7/31/2019 4:14:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening.

Majestic Disclosure 👇 pic.twitter.com/GGTlqcmsah

7/31/2019 4:19:29 PM unstoppablencp that is right on point!!!

7/31/2019 4:20:41 PM citizenjesq Watched this today. It's almost like they have to create these as a form of perverse therapy just to confess their sins but its so buried in denial it has to 

project outwards out in structured symbolism.

7/31/2019 4:23:53 PM treysmi42368133 Where’s declass at?

7/31/2019 4:25:22 PM susan66388204 To majestic 12.  Do you Honestly think we will “Get It” someday?  Why don’t you just tell us how after this long period of suggesting?   We obviously 

aren’t getting how to use the 3-6 & 9.  Help us

7/31/2019 4:25:24 PM easteden9 TVVC??🎭🇺🇸💜

7/31/2019 4:25:42 PM shepsmama Yes he was going to look into vaccine safety and then after he took this meeting Trump hasn't said another word about it. Bill gates must have changed 

Trump's mind. As a mom of vaccine injured children, it's so disheartening to see him flip on this. Im trying to trust the plan

7/31/2019 4:26:44 PM michaelchasea Holy crap kinda like Trump & General Patton

7/31/2019 4:31:35 PM michael81972 Bezos is another,  and just happens to own the DS mouthpiece..WaPo...Is Darpa and CeyeA behind all this,  they just groom an owner Ceo but the 

money is actually funneled to DS(laundered)

7/31/2019 4:38:30 PM realeyethespy Julian Assange + John G Trump

7/31/2019 4:38:48 PM jvan125 I would say you’re spot on. I don’t think OBSCENE wealth like Bezos and Gates can be organic through their entrepreneurship. Look at Trump. He was 

one of the richest people not too long ago, and now I don’t even know if he’s in the Top 10. 🙃

7/31/2019 4:40:47 PM dohertym1590 This is definitely message over messaged because hollyweird is evil is racist af. But it's a good video and an older movie.

7/31/2019 4:45:45 PM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences. 

End Human Trafficking. #WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸🌎❤️

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealSnctm 

Please RT to 3 6 or 9 if U agree

@LynnBoyce7 @LoveBling6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Italianmike/status/1156584945768390663 …
7/31/2019 4:46:12 PM caleb_001 Only for the weak

7/31/2019 4:50:52 PM michael81972 For sure,  lots of bully tactics and blackmail that moved them right to top when backed by DS and they were in the market to spy on you,  top priority 

...Ask MySpace and Yahoo🤔

7/31/2019 4:52:41 PM terryph08644081 Was it a Muslim Classroom, never too young to get started...  I am just saying...

7/31/2019 4:55:03 PM wink5811 Trump should of asked him about all the lawsuits in 3rd world countries from forcing/testing his vaccines on young girls who are threatened with being 

dispelled if they refuse & parents being force into signing papers for testing. Unreported in USA news

7/31/2019 4:55:19 PM samuelranselmo1 For Bill being tso called intelligent person aaaaaaaaa you know aaaaaaaa

7/31/2019 4:59:28 PM turboxyde  https://youtu.be/w8KQmps-Sog 

I first heard this song at Fort Polk, LA and it resonated with me powerfully yet I had no idea what they were REALLY talking about.

7/31/2019 5:04:49 PM lambertfrdriqu1 Similar to Stephen King's, no?

7/31/2019 5:07:15 PM davidbroadhur11 @mitchellvii @StormIsUponUs @JudicialWatch @marklevinshow @SeybertBruce @LionelMedia @TomFitton @CraigRSawyer @FuctupMike 

@LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx @JackPosobiec @SaraCarterDC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @DiamondandSilk @CharlieDaniels @ 

https://twitter.com/davidbroadhur11/status/1156717535057842176 …



7/31/2019 5:08:03 PM enomai_ When he talks analyze him.

The vaccines or thought of it before. 

He nervously hangs on to his left bicep. The whole time clinching after it. His voice cracks about the vaccines, and when he said, no don't do that. He 

covers his mouth like he slipped up.

7/31/2019 5:09:09 PM enomai_ Then, the whole thing is a story preset. Prestaged, with sick innuendos about his daughter. Sets up the jokes. And, speaks to everyone like you are 

sheep and he is the orchestrator of your thought. 

Bye Gates

7/31/2019 5:11:07 PM enomai_  https://youtu.be/5ecE91ZBusI 

7/31/2019 5:14:03 PM ne0n_tokyo Yeah I know about this. It was actually the first scene in the film I was making which I've since abandoned

7/31/2019 5:16:23 PM dragonfly6001  pic.twitter.com/YoQ5BObqsY

7/31/2019 5:19:24 PM hackenburg_ Oh boy, even though the decodes are getting a bit easier to figure out, they're still a bunch of work. Time for trumpy boy to just come out and say it.

7/31/2019 5:20:26 PM stradivariusri1 The question is did Bush know beforehand that 9/11 was the planned day? Or did the coded words as spoken by the students let him know the time 

had come? The slang meaning of kite seems to be more closely linked to the attack. pic.twitter.com/cn0Pi4DBfB

7/31/2019 5:22:22 PM whatsmypw Maybe, it's because he's lying and he's thinking of things to say.

7/31/2019 5:22:30 PM newyorker66 I dont, is there special meaning?

I always thought it was bc of narcissism.

7/31/2019 5:22:38 PM _girlmaher_ Everything... planned.

7/31/2019 5:25:40 PM brad34351293 It was announced, by Fox anyways, that the "Mastermind Terrorist" of 911 is wanting to talk-to save his life. Saudi Arabia was mentioned, Crown Prince 

Alwaleed, currently on house arrest, was in charge back then.

Please check out GEORGE NEWS video of interviews from that day.

7/31/2019 5:25:59 PM djlok People are about to find out how bad it's really been.

7/31/2019 5:26:55 PM brad34351293 Has to be a Witch.

7/31/2019 5:28:44 PM anneolsen43 I would like to ask MJ about 6 degrees of separation

7/31/2019 5:31:11 PM pmgossett As well you should. You are a great and loyal friend

7/31/2019 5:31:29 PM tamravee Yes pic.twitter.com/o2XF8Dz1T0

7/31/2019 5:32:25 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/umqyQHJgWl

7/31/2019 5:33:51 PM big_simp more than likely given a script to read for the media cameras.

POTUS Bush looks utterly whacked out

7/31/2019 5:35:58 PM truthrules463 Yawn...Scratch...Stretch!  Is Hollyweird still around?

7/31/2019 5:38:39 PM sylviegelinet Help the sky will help you.

7/31/2019 5:41:21 PM big_simp Correct

I am enjoying the show

What will the "aliens" look like on #1stcontact day?

Beautiful Nordics or ugly insectoids?

Can you make them like Val Thor and his stunning blonde gf pic.twitter.com/YkseZM16DV

7/31/2019 5:43:48 PM lbf777 We don’t need Gov. We were just brainwashed to think we do.

7/31/2019 5:44:38 PM boy12_jimmy #UNSEALNXIVM

#UNSEALDISNEY

#UnsealSnctm

#UnsealTheStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealPlayboy

#UnsealPizzagate

#UnsealChina pic.twitter.com/yBYJ1dIGeA
7/31/2019 5:44:58 PM lbf777 Hollywood is a seriously low class part of the Deep State. The Vatican might be the most disgusting part but Hollywood is definitely the most classless.

7/31/2019 5:45:05 PM adsvel All begins within, not from the sky.

7/31/2019 5:47:27 PM big_simp Its known as LERM

google "LERM modules scribd" and learn how to manifest anything you want with thought using biomind [ soul ] - if your Mind is at 7khz alpha it will 

work much more easily.

Manifest all you need- money/happiness/

Use hemisync binaural beats to achieve alpha

7/31/2019 5:49:48 PM rachaelangelm Lololol the horse show thing? Way to know ones kids.

7/31/2019 5:49:56 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/fw1OyMNEAK

7/31/2019 5:51:01 PM big_simp do explain whitehat

7/31/2019 5:52:43 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I used to have my doubts to put it lightly on a Trump president but given his track record he really is the man for the job.  "By their fruits you will know 

them"

7/31/2019 5:56:27 PM gothamresist I sure hope so because the official story is laughable.

7/31/2019 5:57:10 PM disgoblue24 Sure hope so, sounds like the reopening of 911 is a great start

7/31/2019 5:59:03 PM brad34351293 Check out Field McConnell on Abel Danger.

Fn Pedo, who has plotted at least once to take out #POTUS45

7/31/2019 6:00:37 PM big_simp Our right side is our Public Self [ the side we project ] Our Left side is our REAL self - who we are really pic.twitter.com/9X3oiqzZNm

7/31/2019 6:00:56 PM sylviegelinet It begins within but when you say "somebody".... why don't you act then ? Stop waiting the others do something ! Reject the Abilenes' paradox.

7/31/2019 6:01:05 PM jayronjanis The book title that was in his hand, if I remember correctly.

Baphomet. Kali. Saguni Type.

7/31/2019 6:03:26 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/5AvhhPyI2M

7/31/2019 6:03:49 PM happy_thumb Remember. Bush was also reading a book about a goat when the plane hit. pic.twitter.com/NSkTUNerca

7/31/2019 6:07:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/jkbjournalist/status/1156660812968288256 …

7/31/2019 6:08:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1156653950889857024 …

7/31/2019 6:08:24 PM djlok 🙄🙄🙄 Of course he did.

7/31/2019 6:08:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Reuters/status/1156687672771002368 …

7/31/2019 6:08:55 PM stormystorm10 LOL

7/31/2019 6:09:30 PM jeff57253103 He won’t live that long

7/31/2019 6:10:22 PM stormystorm10 That’s a way to be remembered ...💩

7/31/2019 6:10:34 PM right_sideof Next June? Justice Delayed..... YET AGAIN. PLENTY of time for the DS to take this AH out now

7/31/2019 6:11:01 PM cue2_c99 Just like Walt.

7/31/2019 6:11:04 PM starehope Don't we know it.



7/31/2019 6:11:15 PM stephscolaro So did Hitler....

7/31/2019 6:11:59 PM fightforamerica Just enough time to render a verdict prior to the 2020 election. Very nice!

7/31/2019 6:12:02 PM dopesindc They already started! pic.twitter.com/U9Uo1LDH6v

7/31/2019 6:12:22 PM jrocktigers "Your brother brought me silver

Your sister warmed my soul

But now I laugh and pull so hard

See you swinging on the gallows pole, yeah

But now I laugh and pull so hard

And see you swinging on the gallows pole, pole, pole"

 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

7/31/2019 6:12:46 PM nancyddb I'm assuming I should know this for some reason I will learn later.

7/31/2019 6:13:00 PM jfaith1979 I think he has Kennedy looking at those

7/31/2019 6:14:13 PM humanprimer Thus confirming he is a total dick... doesn't it?  :)

7/31/2019 6:15:04 PM state1union Sick 😷

7/31/2019 6:15:14 PM fightforamerica Too bad he could only get it up for pre-pubescent girls. Kind hard to father an entire race when the girls literally can't bear children.

7/31/2019 6:15:15 PM lightson45 Where's DECLAS today

7/31/2019 6:15:22 PM state1union Disgusting

7/31/2019 6:15:51 PM brown_eyedladyj Jet fuel doesnt burn steel. It never made sense. W's reaction was priceless. We all thought we were at war. We didnt want to believe our own country 

would do this to us. #FollowTheWhiteRabbit #WakeUpAmerica #FactsMatter

7/31/2019 6:16:40 PM iamyou132 How’d you make this?

7/31/2019 6:17:14 PM vsassi3 😳😳😳😳

7/31/2019 6:17:26 PM shepsmama I don't think he's flipped on the plan, I think it's possible that he's changed his mind about looking into vaccine safety.

7/31/2019 6:17:29 PM bdab28 That is HIS verdict. That's not including the names he is giving up. We know there's plenty of those coming

7/31/2019 6:18:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The more you know... https://youtu.be/odOtmYpjnDc 

7/31/2019 6:19:38 PM jvan125 Oh most of us already knew this...🤬

7/31/2019 6:19:54 PM blsdbe Not available MJ... pic.twitter.com/uAphGEyerj

7/31/2019 6:20:14 PM anneolsen43 But who was organizing these girls to be brought across the border and kept at his ranch ?🤔

7/31/2019 6:21:24 PM adsvel I do act with shared information that I feel is right. Don't catch separate words, see whole meaning. About Abilene's paradox I heard first time.

7/31/2019 6:22:03 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110660342063849472?s=21 …

7/31/2019 6:22:33 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110671997640429568?s=21 …

7/31/2019 6:22:42 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/odOtmYpjnDc 

7/31/2019 6:23:24 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110352461590654982?s=21 …

7/31/2019 6:25:29 PM opensenseme The fact that this outrageous MURDER of our own citizens do he could have an excuse to go to war ... beyond sickening. He needs the death penalty, 

and all who helped him. And even those who created this massive cover-up

7/31/2019 6:25:55 PM dutch91504 That's and eerie harbinger.  I haven't seen that clip before now.

7/31/2019 6:26:15 PM keith369me One simple question...informants provide information that take down bigger fish in a crime network.  Who in the past decade plus has been taken 

down?  A decade of child ritual abuse is beyond “time is an illusion”

7/31/2019 6:27:35 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://anonfile.com/vbvbL115nf/4C849842-FC43-42B5-8916-072D6F4C94CD_MP4 …

7/31/2019 6:27:58 PM erbears78 This pisses me off almost as much as human trafficking and satanic  rituals. I cannot believe these are the words that I am typing when talking about 

the US Government.

7/31/2019 6:28:21 PM keith369me There is so many pieces Dr. Grayson is missing regarding seeded DNA

7/31/2019 6:29:55 PM keith369me How about giving him his wish on the public’s terms

7/31/2019 6:30:15 PM state1union That’s why Bill Gates Loves Vaccines. It’s sick 😷

7/31/2019 6:30:57 PM lbf777 Like this? pic.twitter.com/7FdOFxGCUC

7/31/2019 6:31:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Ironic how we don’t hear about measles anymore. A test balloon for the incoming ebola threat at the border?

7/31/2019 6:31:22 PM blsdbe ThanQ April, and ThanQ too, MJ. Bless RFK, he has been fighting the good fight for a long time. May more Dark come to Light!

7/31/2019 6:32:25 PM giediknight I was following this closely at the time. Why wasn’t there a committee setup? Was it not setup for strategic purposes? Too much fuel for Anti-45 forces 

to use against him? Most “conservatives” vaccinate on schedule.

7/31/2019 6:33:30 PM 313looper Just watched it ...! 

Perhaps, it’s better you copy the link and open it on the desktop!

7/31/2019 6:35:30 PM cylantjustice NeVer.

7/31/2019 6:37:22 PM matchnumbers67 He also donated to the organisation (and many like it) that produced this experiment. Something tells me R&D is further advanced 

https://forward.com/fast-forward/393473/triplets-separated-at-birth-for-experiment-seek-compensation-from-jewish-gr/ …

7/31/2019 6:38:03 PM djlok His voice was really hard to listen to. Spasmodic Dysphonia.

7/31/2019 6:38:25 PM matchnumbers67  pic.twitter.com/0iRjFkm20R

7/31/2019 6:39:35 PM zstaroz Of course he does. He is one of the Global cabal

7/31/2019 6:42:18 PM marzipaningles1 Was he seriously so delusional with his fake ass vampirism that he thought he was Osiris to have his penis saved? While the stuff these people did is 

horrible, they were charlatans playing with very dangerous fire.

7/31/2019 6:42:48 PM keith369me I was thinking frozen penis long before the frozen brain.

7/31/2019 6:43:46 PM brad34351293 I wondered why his voice is like that.

7/31/2019 6:44:12 PM 313looper Let’s hope👉🏻Misinformation Is Necessary!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥

💥💥💥

7/31/2019 6:46:43 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/GFCeKJhojG0 

7/31/2019 6:47:59 PM imwideawake2018 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

and

@ROYALMRBADNEWS 

P.s. i like the name of this account better than your others.  Maybe it's meant to be!

7/31/2019 6:48:33 PM dazeytoday Agree

7/31/2019 6:49:19 PM richardhiatt16 Could?  Next June?? Time is an illusion 🤔... Let’s get on with SPACE FORCE 🛸 and Disclosure 👽...  The “trash” can just rot until trial...

7/31/2019 6:50:39 PM richardhiatt16 🤣. What an idiot ..... And someone even listened to it...

7/31/2019 6:51:39 PM roohahoo Defending vaccines on any level is criminal at this time.  Show the DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE of the guaranteed safety of even ONE vaccine...

Show the real and existing evidence of HARM and the secret payoff system to compensate for that harm.

Do it. Sheep no more.

7/31/2019 6:52:54 PM holly_decker Next June????



7/31/2019 6:55:45 PM brad34351293 Yep,

 Oh No, Don't do that! That would be a bad thing!

For you that is Billy Boy. We wouldn't want to find out the truth & I think his wife let it slip that they can be Weaponized. Go figure!🧐 

As if (they) haven't already done so.

7/31/2019 6:56:24 PM disgoblue24 Poor guy, my son changed just 1 day after his MMR vax. Went from saying ABC’s, counting etc to no speech and diagnosis was autism

7/31/2019 7:01:10 PM brad34351293 Damn, I just put the u tube page up. The sheep sure were baaaaing to the slights about #POTUS45.

Seems they never caught the part where BG says, "Oh No! Don't do that. That would be a BAD thing."

Why so Billy boy?

7/31/2019 7:04:11 PM brad34351293 Sooo RFK Jr. is all up BG's ass, in an investigative way!

7/31/2019 7:06:39 PM opensenseme Sorry, I won't download things I do not know of ... curious though!

7/31/2019 7:12:47 PM allahuniversal It's only a copy of the video above. pic.twitter.com/cDvTPExFsV

7/31/2019 7:13:02 PM snakejackal That is how King ensure his family survive.  What is King bloodline idea where everyone is King.  What is the idea of standard units where all 

measurements are align to common standard.  Addiction to statistics of infinite repetition with the same formula as artificial eternity.

7/31/2019 7:13:34 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Not just the US, Europe.  Swastika fits nicely in the EU flag if you read between the lines pic.twitter.com/pNd0nQCaRG

7/31/2019 7:13:42 PM rawphonegirl We the people demand product liability and CHOICE!!! pic.twitter.com/QbUYF6SEp2

7/31/2019 7:14:09 PM blsdbe Blessings and #ThanQ 🥰🙏🥰

7/31/2019 7:17:40 PM blsdbe Same here. Watched his seizure not knowing what was happening at the time. Ever since both he and his cousin (also autistic) have these red patches 

on the backs of their necks, about the size of a quarter that get brighter depending on the intensity of emotion.

7/31/2019 7:18:33 PM kalamojakka Billy Gates daddy...Bill Gates, Sr was the head of PlannedParenthood. Which may explain how Billy became such a ‘genius’...his father fed the demons. 

https://youtu.be/3lKfTMIPMro 

7/31/2019 7:18:37 PM blsdbe I’m so glad he’s still trying. It is scratchy on the ears, alright.

7/31/2019 7:21:17 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/AUCfbwqtvt

7/31/2019 7:21:32 PM girlawakeinca He has done so much to share truth. Valid studies & knowledge. Since 1989...this legislation needs removal.  The children are our future.

7/31/2019 7:22:15 PM vintagesquirrel Today's NYT article

7/31/2019 7:22:58 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/KmA3WAFNR6

7/31/2019 7:24:39 PM dark2light2019 Next june?

7/31/2019 7:26:21 PM tawneymorgan3 Not human

7/31/2019 7:31:59 PM ethereal_shaman I followed the link and got hit with the "you have a virus" google hijinks.  What was the video about?

7/31/2019 7:32:05 PM sand_in_my_toes How awful. 💔

7/31/2019 7:32:29 PM ethereal_shaman Thanks!

7/31/2019 7:33:24 PM ethereal_shaman Never mind. @AllahUniversal posted it.  🙏

7/31/2019 7:35:54 PM allahuniversal Pop-ups. To be disregarded.

The video is linked above https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156735972463259648?s=19 …

7/31/2019 7:36:39 PM girlawakeinca This ☝️☝️☝️ 

Mandatory vaccines with no medical consideration is not normal. We do not consent. Children are our future.🙏❤️🇺🇸

7/31/2019 7:38:34 PM girlawakeinca We must change the laws & so safe vaccinations help the world.  Children are our future. ❤️

7/31/2019 7:40:53 PM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences. 

End Human Trafficking. 

End Transhumanism. 

Children are our future.       #WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸🌎❤️

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealSnctm
7/31/2019 7:41:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I'm curious as to how one would escape the child support payments in such a scheme

7/31/2019 7:42:38 PM jrocktigers Not a problem when you are on payroll of Mossad.

7/31/2019 7:42:39 PM davidgunsmith13 I wouldn't say cats more like rats that like shiny things

7/31/2019 7:43:04 PM usss_211 No such thing as.... 😉

7/31/2019 7:43:20 PM nun_chucknorris I got excited. Thought it was an updated archive :/

7/31/2019 7:44:30 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwC_IaY3BmY …

7/31/2019 7:50:05 PM hopealways888 Wow, so true. Thanks for the post.

7/31/2019 7:52:42 PM real_forerunner @DownloaderBot

7/31/2019 7:54:09 PM snakejackal If every 1 is different from another 1 Maths formula will fail.

7/31/2019 7:56:59 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Don't go there" was pretty telling

7/31/2019 7:59:07 PM girlawakeinca #UnsealEpstein https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/business/jeffrey-epstein-eugenics.html …

7/31/2019 8:00:03 PM ttlamerica WTF!!!

7/31/2019 8:04:47 PM clickyclubsmaga WOW!!!

7/31/2019 8:13:10 PM big_simp Simple

The image is made up in Photoshop by compositing both sides of the human face mirrored

The face never lies.

Our right side is the side we wish to project to the Joe Public - our Left side of face is our TRUE self pic.twitter.com/MekfCJ4KEc

7/31/2019 8:16:01 PM yellahabibihela Bucegi?

7/31/2019 8:16:04 PM big_simp 1:  http://www.bwgen.com/ 

2: https://www.academia.edu/37024151/Creation_and_Manifestation_Life_Physics_Group_California_From_the_Constant_Co-Creation_Of_The_4-

Spacetime_Universe_to_The_Light_Encoding_of_Macro-quantum_Objects …

7/31/2019 8:16:26 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

7/31/2019 8:18:54 PM gi6stars How bout Now 👇 pic.twitter.com/TvrHG6EwQ3

7/31/2019 8:27:22 PM n7guardiananon Only if they believe the lie.

7/31/2019 8:27:37 PM nurseniceyes I doesn't like to played with...but lately you have been doing a great job!

7/31/2019 8:33:29 PM rebornkingent It’s all fun and games till someone looses a cervix.

7/31/2019 8:37:31 PM lisawil11319388 This is a cross between the twilight zone on and the Wizard of Oz freaky

7/31/2019 8:37:50 PM pammers60 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealStandardHotel

7/31/2019 8:39:47 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 ????

7/31/2019 8:51:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/mT7zd2W1DF

7/31/2019 8:52:33 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/rJ60svWZ31

7/31/2019 8:52:49 PM 1centralcaligal Egregious! Despicable! Inhuman! Inhumane! Evil!! Not enough bad words for them!

7/31/2019 8:52:51 PM boy12_jimmy Almost midnight EST & worked just fine.



7/31/2019 8:54:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile:

Do you trust [GOOG]?

 https://youtu.be/TyC5fz2UoAI  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1156762119452471297 …

7/31/2019 8:55:28 PM 1chericane Not even a little bit

7/31/2019 8:56:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We attached a video URL to the tweet. [    ] is upset about MJ12 exposing his involvement in #UnsealStandardHotel / #UnsealSNCTM. Be a shame if 

people retweeted it. https://youtu.be/TyC5fz2UoAI 

7/31/2019 8:56:52 PM cryptogyu Just as a baby does not need Guardasil. So to do they not need the Hepatitis B series. It’s all about risk. My 9mo isn’t going to be around IVDA. I share 

this with all my patients. Run this logic exercise with your Smug Pro Vaccine Pediatrician and watch them try to get out of it

7/31/2019 8:57:52 PM vaporking HELL

NO

7/31/2019 8:58:35 PM aprilbrown99 In order to sell or rape, torture, and kill the babies for adrenochrome or for [their] predovoring? #ThesePeopleAreSick #DarkToLight #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealDisney #UnsealDisney #UnsealDisney #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealSnctm

7/31/2019 8:59:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many flies did you spot during this evening's debate? pic.twitter.com/X51UBjTW2L

7/31/2019 9:02:21 PM girlawakeinca Not normal 🤢

7/31/2019 9:02:35 PM renee86743676 Blaaaahhhhicky

7/31/2019 9:04:59 PM dgrootkarzijn  https://youtu.be/fGOD1-NtxH8 

7/31/2019 9:05:04 PM unstoppablencp Why are all the Cabl front guys always such a dull people!!! It’s almost you can see how incredibly  disinterested and unintelligent he is just by what he 

has to say!!!

7/31/2019 9:06:37 PM lizzah_83 Just like this guy, amirite? https://nypost.com/2019/01/31/john-of-god-cult-leader-allegedly-ran-child-sex-slave-farm/ …

7/31/2019 9:07:06 PM pro_aktv Ewww. #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel 

What are all the DeepStaters doing in Italy? Is there something sinister afoot?! Should we be watching for a tragedy in Italy, like the burning down of 

Notre Dame cathedral in France? When is the Black Moon? What is the significance?

7/31/2019 9:08:19 PM danauito  pic.twitter.com/v7lxQWCDDu

7/31/2019 9:09:54 PM thekarachavis Not a chance...

7/31/2019 9:10:08 PM americanpetal Absolutely not!

7/31/2019 9:12:15 PM willowood22 Was this Isaac kappy?

7/31/2019 9:12:46 PM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences. 

End Human Trafficking. 

End Transhumanism. 

Children are our future.       #WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸🌎❤️

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealSnctm
7/31/2019 9:13:34 PM girlawakeinca Hey look what’s trending now!

We are the news! 🙏😃💫 pic.twitter.com/IdT4ETItJM

7/31/2019 9:20:13 PM traedaniels11 I can't stand J. Epstein, but if he wanted 2 impregnate a bunch of girls at his ranch, why didn't he? He had many, many, many years 2 get this done. 

Sounds like fake news 2 me.

7/31/2019 9:25:03 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any suggestions for this?  https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1154119122432737281 …

7/31/2019 9:27:19 PM jayrambin Ok. Wow. So, someone like Tealc wears strips or brass on his collar.

7/31/2019 9:29:37 PM renee86743676 The Lord of the flies was all over it !!!👿

7/31/2019 9:32:17 PM pro_aktv Wow. How many are seated for dinner? I wonder what’s on the menu. 🤢🤮💀

7/31/2019 9:33:40 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1156784916845088768?s=20 …

7/31/2019 9:33:50 PM jayrambin Probably not in 3D. Like we can’t will plants to grow a certain way either.

7/31/2019 9:35:55 PM jayrambin They don’t seem to be related. Not directly anyway.

7/31/2019 9:36:50 PM antarantanka Nope

7/31/2019 9:47:17 PM jayrambin Hmm.  That’s so attentive.

I’ll say it again DRT, you’re aptly named.

7/31/2019 9:57:17 PM dianamf4thekids Dulles  had himself in to almost everything and they say he presented himself as sleepy tired out and old . He was sly

7/31/2019 10:03:49 PM lindamariadelar I trust Google exactly like I would trust swimming with a Staved alligator in my pool...

Wish I had a pic of this one😂😂

7/31/2019 10:07:52 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein!!!

7/31/2019 10:11:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define projectionism. https://twitter.com/AriFleischer/status/1156752199797616642 …

7/31/2019 10:12:58 PM thomasdra9on Is that a new religion?

7/31/2019 10:13:56 PM shannen_robison I thought the same thing as soon as she said that

7/31/2019 10:14:47 PM anonbearchicago  pic.twitter.com/N9AXD5N6IE

7/31/2019 10:15:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 $5,400,000,000 BP>FN

Controlled Programming

[1989 NCVIA]

Written by BP for BP.

These people are sick.

Reroute back to SS in DE.

4th R ~> Alphabet Soup = DS https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156735972463259648 …

7/31/2019 10:15:58 PM thevolunteer6 YUP. KNOWN.....THANKS ANYWAY

7/31/2019 10:17:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enemies both foreign and domestic. 

Enter Baltimore.

Shall we play a game? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1156792649019318273 …

7/31/2019 10:19:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS

7/31/2019 10:19:40 PM poisonsky23 No! But trolling them is 🕺🕺🕺

7/31/2019 10:19:47 PM hifiman45 I'm losing patience!

7/31/2019 10:20:29 PM rachelhalligan Build us up to shoot us down.

7/31/2019 10:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Warnings expel ammunition.

7/31/2019 10:20:33 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/WXqDba35ac

7/31/2019 10:20:40 PM seywerd137 At about 25 hours now

7/31/2019 10:20:42 PM deepstatedqne  pic.twitter.com/kCyfelOepX

7/31/2019 10:20:56 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1156796821248851968?s=21 …

7/31/2019 10:21:51 PM cosmic_engineer 💚

7/31/2019 10:22:27 PM wendi543 Right on!!

7/31/2019 10:22:51 PM bdab28 I mf knew it. Yet it's still BQQM week. Calculated and GG DS. We The People already won



7/31/2019 10:22:58 PM jvan125 5.4B BigPharma > Fox News

1986? See pic

Written by BigPharma for BigPharma

Not sure on the last row...🤔 pic.twitter.com/lc06VjWwu2

7/31/2019 10:23:19 PM decodematrix  https://www.foxnews.com/us/exxonmobil-refinery-fire-explosion-texas-baytown …

7/31/2019 10:23:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ4 got popcorn stuck in his tooth this evening. 

#D5 ...... [ ]

7/31/2019 10:23:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ammunition

7/31/2019 10:24:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Appear weak when you are strong. #UnsealEpstein

7/31/2019 10:24:50 PM lorenzosghost Can you do us a favor and give names to your numbers?

7/31/2019 10:25:10 PM lorenzosghost and by names i mean word symbols

7/31/2019 10:25:25 PM pro_aktv No more games. Arrest Soros for inciting violence, undermining democracy, causing civil unrest, etc. Find RBG - alive or dead. 

No more FFs. Surely, since we have everything, we don’t need more evidence, as in, more data collected. #DECLAS #UnsealEpstein

7/31/2019 10:25:54 PM thomasdra9on Corny

7/31/2019 10:26:57 PM jvan125 💪🏻👌🏻🤘🏻 LOU 😂🤷🏼♀️

7/31/2019 10:27:01 PM killaz306 About 26.5 seconds in...

The Army is Ready to #FightTonight! pic.twitter.com/P4UOJIvnde

7/31/2019 10:28:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The more you know... #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1156687258185031680 …

7/31/2019 10:29:12 PM proudredrn I’d imagine from where you’re standing (or sitting) it’s served at every meal. Remember to floss!!

7/31/2019 10:29:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealNXIVM

🍿 https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1156757998099996673 …

7/31/2019 10:29:25 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Vi5ZGywLgs

7/31/2019 10:31:11 PM dan007mnr MJ4 is cool, but you can just call me Danimal.

7/31/2019 10:31:19 PM thomasdra9on Like...her own oval "office"

7/31/2019 10:31:46 PM pro_aktv @SenGillibrand You have a lot of splaining to do. #UnsealNXIVM

7/31/2019 10:32:49 PM jollyrob2 Those who scream the loudest...

7/31/2019 10:33:40 PM killaz306 #cemex

7/31/2019 10:33:44 PM splucas22 Waiting is frustrating... I hope it comes soon. Yes...I know...time is an illusion...still.

7/31/2019 10:35:50 PM rachelhalligan Just a big NOTHING today! Where is justice? #DECLAS #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealSnctm #ClintonBodyCount 

#QArmy

@realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity

7/31/2019 10:37:30 PM alreadygreat_ What if RGB is dead, but also in hiding? Waiting to rise again perhaps?

7/31/2019 10:38:51 PM seeker229 Seems to be a theme pic.twitter.com/s0TxTqIYB4

7/31/2019 10:39:54 PM splucas22 He has me blocked...screenshot?

7/31/2019 10:40:35 PM keith369me Trump killed all of the “bugs” in the White House...Gillibrand would bring back the vermin.  #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate and 

his daughter!!!

7/31/2019 10:40:43 PM pro_aktv 🤦🏻♀️

7/31/2019 10:41:22 PM decodematrix  https://www.foxnews.com/politics/court-documents-reveal-gillibrands-father-worked-for-nxvim-sex-trafficking-group …

7/31/2019 10:42:02 PM keith369me Lots of interesting video?...wish I had same access 😀

7/31/2019 10:42:05 PM nicpace2 Ammunition at an oil refinery?

7/31/2019 10:42:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I seem to recall it was a Democrat that was selling anti-tank missiles to 'moderate rebels' before they were called ISIS

7/31/2019 10:42:15 PM magnetmouth such a disgusting person. zero class. nexium ties disqualify u for any public office. repent.  remove yourself from office. heal your horrid soul.

7/31/2019 10:43:07 PM keith369me Distraction attempt?

7/31/2019 10:44:39 PM keith369me ...and blow sheet up when you are weak!!! See something say something

7/31/2019 10:44:40 PM carolin15161363 Did I miss something?

7/31/2019 10:44:50 PM decodematrix The cabal spent their ammunition because they thought today was DECLAS.

7/31/2019 10:46:08 PM nicpace2 Got it thanks

7/31/2019 10:46:14 PM keith369me Isn’t Soros dead yet?   Is his diaper changer unemployed yet?

7/31/2019 10:47:20 PM rhactor Lol

7/31/2019 10:48:30 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

7/31/2019 10:52:13 PM mademoisellere5 🖐🏽You're having a hard time🤣 pic.twitter.com/hIo4W5trIy

7/31/2019 10:52:15 PM trumpet39777907 Hurry up and wait lol

7/31/2019 10:55:14 PM shallknown What foods do the MJ members eat since most food on earth is poisoned on some level.

7/31/2019 10:58:37 PM jivanhoe3 What happened to it?

7/31/2019 11:02:01 PM _a_quila Reroute back to SS in DE (Deutschland/Germany)?

4th Reich are approximately the alphabet agencies which equals the DS?

7/31/2019 11:02:06 PM unidentifiedta1 They reveal their hand and squeal more when they think DECLAS is imminent

7/31/2019 11:06:18 PM deepstatedqne Right

And they shouldn’t be talking about Big Mike 💪🏾 like that, either

He might get angry

7/31/2019 11:12:29 PM synackstatic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cfp_IIdVnXs …

7/31/2019 11:13:44 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/aQI6sC7Ixd

7/31/2019 11:14:24 PM brandon39886610 GS=enemy of the USA

7/31/2019 11:16:51 PM opensenseme Sure she would. She’s chummy with pervs.

7/31/2019 11:17:47 PM williebhere C_A strings cut, no more protection from the US.

 https://fox40.com/2019/07/31/us-believes-osama-bin-ladens-son-hamza-is-dead/ …

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

#WWGIWGA

7/31/2019 11:17:48 PM charless1952 5/5 - Patriot we must take as many as we can w us down the rabbit hole The masses must see & understand what goes on under our noses 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cat_1012000 @CtrlSec1 @2runtherace @PatriotsSoapbox @C_3C_3 @M2Madness @40_head @55true4u @74f5c728e7d446d 

@X22Report @Q_ANONBaby

7/31/2019 11:19:50 PM antarantanka DS obfuscates real Nazi trail by projecting Nazi label on patriots. Termited the republic... and military industrial complex... 

Turned its  two WWII enemies into enemies of each other with a Cold War and made off world colonies with the profits.  Repeated template when HRC 

lost

7/31/2019 11:21:47 PM tammyredmond Can you tell us where to docs will be available?

7/31/2019 11:27:29 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1156812544817766402?s=20 …

7/31/2019 11:27:57 PM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1156813446408634369?s=20 …

7/31/2019 11:30:32 PM nivensmctwisp2 #Symbolism will be THEIR downfall (#Q/ #QAnon)



7/31/2019 11:37:42 PM oo1o110 Saw plenty if rats...

7/31/2019 11:40:09 PM me2189251618 This is disgusting 

And makes me sick🔥

##NeverForget

7/31/2019 11:47:09 PM ilovephotocall These things are suppose to be in your face & to make you doubt yourself. Its things like this that instead of making pple fear Fake US war on Terror 

agenda,  it made the world say no - these are dangerous & stupid pple.  We need to protect ourselves from these assholes

7/31/2019 11:47:43 PM jljensen326 Don't you think they'd catch onto that game by now?

7/31/2019 11:48:38 PM brad34351293 Why was it Flynn was endorsing her early on?

I thought she might be good for a bit, then I heard her talk.

"We need to get back into the Iran Deal"  "Trump is putting our military in danger."   ????????

7/31/2019 11:55:01 PM aamwithme Waiting for D5

8/1/2019 12:01:08 AM nathalie8114 doesn’t work anymore

8/1/2019 12:03:23 AM theglib There is no criticism of a democrat which I would consider over the top considering they're responsible for everything from federal income tax, jim 

crow, prohibition, the civil war, LBJ, the destruction of Libya, the death of patriotism. They might as well be the Russians.

8/1/2019 12:03:53 AM rebornkingent Was the brand KAMALA KORN?

8/1/2019 12:32:09 AM mongrelglory A friend of mine (Canadian) who's a paediatric physiotherapist, said that she had met someone who lost a child at Sandy Hook! Means the parents 

were still carrying on the facade of grieving a lost child for years afterwards! Friend stopped talking to me for questioning the story!

8/1/2019 12:32:38 AM over60nz No coincidences!

8/1/2019 12:39:57 AM lovesg_d Best way to remove popcorn stuck in a tooth.  😁 pic.twitter.com/nIvCz8mUs7

8/1/2019 12:48:50 AM mongrelglory I had heard (thought can't confirm) that Pence covered up for child trafficking that was going on in his State.  I believe the White hats have him under 

their control.

8/1/2019 12:49:00 AM suyingeorge WTF!

8/1/2019 12:55:56 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/nWLbtsQqEK

8/1/2019 12:58:17 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/8Zdlv7DnqU

8/1/2019 12:59:15 AM mongrelglory Not to mention those HPV vaccines through the Bill Gates Foundation were found to be laced with HCG, a hormone that is produced during pregnancy. 

 If you vaccinate a teenage girl with that hormone, she will produce anti-bodies against it, hence leading to infertility later on! 😠

8/1/2019 1:00:14 AM starseedatx Whats next? Take a mark or die?

8/1/2019 1:02:45 AM mongrelglory I have heard he is another product of the farm.  All these "boy geniuses" turn out to be hand-picked, "front-men" for these technology companies it 

seems.

8/1/2019 1:14:29 AM jaycampbell333 Its much worse than that.

CIA picks them way earlier and most are Clockworked Oranged.

8/1/2019 1:18:22 AM jaycampbell333 He is def dumber than a box of rocks.

8/1/2019 1:23:41 AM mongrelglory Good article by Natural Health on the subject: https://www.naturalnews.com/026907_food_vaccination_health.html …

8/1/2019 1:28:26 AM aspennmax64_l [THEY] keep wasting it!...🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/Gve0FPPdgO

8/1/2019 1:30:40 AM aspennmax64_l #ForTheChildren

8/1/2019 1:32:53 AM fluck_gloria Dems sure have an obsession with Bleach!

8/1/2019 1:34:25 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  Where was that picture taken?

8/1/2019 1:39:34 AM fluck_gloria Find something to lock up his access to money!  Especially to tax payer slush funds.

8/1/2019 1:41:56 AM mongrelglory Sh_t!  I've heard that song before but I never saw the video!  I would have missed the symbolism before, because I wasn't red-pilled!  The lyrics are 

spot on and they've even got the evil "Pedo-bear" in the video while they sing about "not degrading and controlling us"! 👀

8/1/2019 1:50:14 AM weediblue Video unavailable.

8/1/2019 1:54:57 AM erikangel7 Evergreen

8/1/2019 1:55:39 AM jiger1964 🤔

8/1/2019 2:01:50 AM 3nmbrs Just sayin' what they will say...

#VoterIDPlease

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyJoe

#Kamala2020Ineligible

#CheckCandidatesPaperwork

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall pic.twitter.com/4rKtInSLMU
8/1/2019 2:05:15 AM mademoisellere5 Hmmm... pic.twitter.com/rZYp3x2Pf9

8/1/2019 2:09:13 AM 3nmbrs Spelling mistake (Confirms) corrected. pic.twitter.com/GIxzCBLdC5

8/1/2019 2:18:04 AM mongrelglory What we need is a true sense of community at a personal level.

8/1/2019 2:18:58 AM lp083061 Didn’t they freeze some of Hitler?

8/1/2019 2:22:28 AM mongrelglory Sounds like the Osiris myth...

8/1/2019 2:23:50 AM mongrelglory Probably MS-13 gangs...

8/1/2019 2:24:18 AM cynthiamorrow8 I guess she is unaware what Donald and Melania did prior to moving in, eh?

8/1/2019 2:24:55 AM mongrelglory I would characterize them as zealots who follow an ancient evil God.

8/1/2019 2:29:03 AM mongrelglory They were seriously working on accomplishing this sh_t!  (Sorry for the language!)   I believe these top scientists were likely bought out or black-mailed 

a long time ago!  They knew what they were involved in! 😠



8/1/2019 2:31:21 AM 3nmbrs #VoterIDPlease

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyJoe

#Kamala2020Ineligible

#CheckCandidatesPaperwork

#UnsealNXIVM

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall pic.twitter.com/O9VZGh6Gdm
8/1/2019 2:37:13 AM 3nmbrs #VoterIDPlease

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#BLEXIT

#BlackNotDemocrat

#PanicInDC

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaSpyScandal

#ObamaGayScandal

#CrookedHillary

#CreepyJoe

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealDisney
8/1/2019 2:37:41 AM mongrelglory All these articles suddenly coming out in different publications...It's the academic community trying to get ahead of the story and distance themselves 

from Epstein by implying he was a kook, and his ideas weren't taken seriously by them.  They have big financial ties to Epstein!

8/1/2019 2:40:30 AM charlesgdavis1 Maybe employee SIDEWAYS for knowing something???

8/1/2019 2:41:54 AM mongrelglory Faux outrage... the scientists are running scared! 😏

8/1/2019 2:43:01 AM mongrelglory I think the New Mexico ranch was a planned "baby farm" for child sacrifices. 😒

8/1/2019 2:46:40 AM greekwarhammer Exactly.

8/1/2019 2:49:17 AM mongrelglory This is BS!  The real story is likely a "baby farm" to produce children used for pedophiles and child sacrifices!  They're trying to spin the story to cover up 

the real truth! 😡

8/1/2019 2:50:27 AM dropthemjolnir YES PLEASE, I'LL HAVE SOME...✌️

8/1/2019 2:52:56 AM mongrelglory I'm so sorry for you both as mothers to have to see that happen to your children! 😢

8/1/2019 2:55:00 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  They're trying to say it was a eugenics program.  I wonder if they've raided the compound in New Mexico, and what they found there!

8/1/2019 2:56:31 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  Factory farming of humans like they do with animals in inhumane conditions!  Turning babies into a product, like the human factory scene in 

the first Matrix movie!

8/1/2019 2:57:36 AM _369311119 "he (Biden) left you (Americans) for another STATE (SS/DE/ABC)" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ttd3BqY1ZIk …

8/1/2019 2:58:13 AM cue2_c99 "Kristen was never really that good at ovals, they always turned out like circles with her own flare at the end with a nice star in the middle... You never 

interfere with a child's creativity. "

Gillibrand's "teacher", grade 1

8/1/2019 2:59:40 AM mongrelglory Done! 😁

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealNxivm

8/1/2019 3:00:36 AM usss_211 They are going to leave?? If they created off world colonies, would they escape that way as well??

8/1/2019 3:04:08 AM ldicassiolorri So that would be his charity Open Society?  https://www.cnbc.com/2017/10/17/philanthropist-george-soros-donates-most-of-his-net-worth-to-

charity.html …

Or maybe not? https://www.fec.gov/help-candidates-and-committees/candidate-taking-receipts/who-can-and-cant-contribute/ …

8/1/2019 3:05:53 AM mongrelglory Check to see if you've "blocked" the NYTimes.  I discovered they were on my blocked list, even though I know I never blocked them!  Once I unblocked 

them, I could see the video.

8/1/2019 3:09:13 AM mongrelglory 1989 National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act.  Written by Big Pharma, for Big Pharma.  $5.4 billion dollars in financing from government!

8/1/2019 3:15:26 AM realityloominng Good point!

8/1/2019 3:15:26 AM aurorasreality Allison Mack’s mom?

8/1/2019 3:17:22 AM mongrelglory Says the woman who probably has a tattoo branded underneath her panty-line! 🤨

8/1/2019 3:19:10 AM shannonschoono You'd think....

8/1/2019 3:20:22 AM shannonschoono Was any ammunition expelled?

8/1/2019 3:31:40 AM mazurekrob I was trying to read whats written behind Bushs head but cant quite make it out

8/1/2019 3:33:12 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1156871256211382272?s=20 …

8/1/2019 3:34:16 AM monkey61878165  https://www.ae911truth.org/news/540-new-york-area-fire-commissioners-make-history-call-for-new-9-11-investigation …

8/1/2019 3:58:33 AM whitehat_van They work for Mark Andreessen of Facebook. They use Keybase, Inc. as their mind hacking platform to create Identity Evangelists. They call them 

selves ISBEs, Immortal Souls of Biological Entities. They secretly share vial disinfo against Trump among themselves. It's a death cult

8/1/2019 4:00:20 AM whitehat_van Think Netflix's "The Travelers". They believe their bodies can be inhabited by ETs with far more awareness of the "Bigger Picture". They are breeding 

domestic terrorists, IMO.

8/1/2019 4:00:23 AM andyob225 I think Bush has been in gitmo for 9/11 crimes since his traitor,Hitman father's funeral. Time will tell.

8/1/2019 4:01:23 AM wwg1wga93583681 nah pic.twitter.com/3PjgxZzHWq

8/1/2019 4:02:29 AM michael83341408 And create more crimes that can be prosecuted

8/1/2019 4:03:55 AM wild8heart Has there been deliberate manipulation to affect his voice and prevent him from communicating his knowledge??

8/1/2019 4:05:24 AM mongrelglory I have heard that about Mark Zuckerberg...

8/1/2019 4:07:27 AM mongrelglory Hmmm...it seems I've just been blocked. 🤨

8/1/2019 4:16:00 AM mandomi6 Dead 2 yrs later 🤔

8/1/2019 4:21:08 AM nan_ese Eeeew!



8/1/2019 4:23:55 AM nora64844864 HELL NO

8/1/2019 4:38:46 AM ncourage365 Beautiful things are happening! It’s ALL about the CHILDREN!

8/1/2019 4:39:12 AM prmd21801759 Thank you for decoding!

8/1/2019 4:40:59 AM lmkotch D5

8/1/2019 4:42:11 AM jenaynayz  pic.twitter.com/vJyisFehUA

8/1/2019 4:44:42 AM jared4liberty Thanks team! These people are sick

8/1/2019 4:45:58 AM _369311119 Baaltimore?

8/1/2019 4:46:01 AM jrocktigers Philly chemical 

Plant June 13th and this one?

8/1/2019 4:46:20 AM right_sideof The flipside of that is it also discourages good people who are trying to remain engaged and optimistic. The boy who cried wolf can work both ways

8/1/2019 4:46:54 AM bubba_dave1 We as humans need to protect those young souls! They are are future! If we destroy them then they will only grow up to be spiteful and monsters. Just 

like the cabal! We have to nourish these young flowers.

8/1/2019 4:47:20 AM scylla17 Do you have a source?

8/1/2019 4:50:17 AM brenda11641001 Wonderful!

8/1/2019 4:51:01 AM anjilloflight_ Bette Miller’s necklace reminds me of this baby head neckless in “The Sleepers”. 🤢😰 pic.twitter.com/PtJaq5lle4

8/1/2019 4:55:08 AM mongrelglory Much thanks from here in Canada! pic.twitter.com/7pojKLslXM

8/1/2019 4:55:24 AM oklahomareiki Venice is a hopping place for a bit of SRA and spirit dining. Right on the canal. We know they are wearing red shoes and dancing the night away

8/1/2019 4:55:29 AM big_simp Mark[sp ] Andreessen has nothing to do with facebook lol. 

The term "Is Be" comes from "Alien Interview" the supposed notes from the Nurse who interfaced with Airl the Grey alien who survived the Roswell 

crash

are you alright?

8/1/2019 4:55:47 AM big_simp Nonsense

8/1/2019 5:00:00 AM richard07759712 How’s you Dad Kristen

8/1/2019 5:01:01 AM richard07759712 I hate when that habbens

8/1/2019 5:02:05 AM wearediamonds2 YAAAAAAY!!!!!

8/1/2019 5:02:35 AM melleemee Why won’t @SenGillibrand address her ties to nxivm 🤔

8/1/2019 5:03:01 AM kittya52 Wow.  Ha

8/1/2019 5:03:21 AM richardhiatt16 I can’t wait for the “trash” compactor   ....  🤣❤️🇺🇸

8/1/2019 5:03:27 AM prmd21801759 Thank you USA!!

8/1/2019 5:03:41 AM whitehat_van You are a fraud! Go away!

8/1/2019 5:07:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incinerator.

8/1/2019 5:07:40 AM richard07759712 Is that funded by us too ?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/1/2019 5:08:48 AM mongrelglory With the help of others, always! 😊

8/1/2019 5:09:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Worst campaign messaging ever. 

"I'm involved in a child sex trafficking ring where a cult leader brands women with his and his accomplices initials after performing experimental 

luciferian medical interventions on them. Oh, and we collect blackmail on politicians."

8/1/2019 5:10:11 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel

8/1/2019 5:10:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealNXIVM @SenGillibrand https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156899779831574528 …

8/1/2019 5:11:36 AM kittya52 Don Lemon has sealed his fate.  He will NEVER be able to say he is a journalist again.  His Bias on full display cannot be erased, as if it was necessary to 

see.  It is a known fact that he is a simple minded hater of DJT. There is not a fair & balanced bone in his body.

8/1/2019 5:11:45 AM richardhiatt16 🤢

8/1/2019 5:12:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 The popcorn colonel has been removed from the upper right molar. 🍿

MJ4 appreciates you playing along.

News unlocks past.

8/1/2019 5:12:40 AM richardhiatt16 👍. Good plan... 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/1/2019 5:13:29 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for your service MJ4. I love and appreciate all that you are doing. ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

8/1/2019 5:14:04 AM jswdh1 He handed it over to Barr....

8/1/2019 5:14:07 AM taitai78787 🌽

8/1/2019 5:14:13 AM kittya52 Typos, misspellings ...who cares...before you complain about the spec in my eye, look at the log in your own.

8/1/2019 5:14:52 AM 3nmbrs This must be where Chupacrabras come from. pic.twitter.com/Ze1qw93TnB

8/1/2019 5:16:07 AM richard07759712 Oh Barry nice

8/1/2019 5:17:21 AM deepbluesand See the Q-Clock...

8/1/2019 5:17:59 AM aprilbrown99 Excellent news indeed!  #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

8/1/2019 5:19:02 AM archiebird4 meanwhile, comey walks. (&HRC,&Brennan&the cabal, etc) been seeing this pattern for awhile.  smh.  Gonna stay the course, but hard not to get 

demoralized.

8/1/2019 5:19:24 AM timmy15901742  pic.twitter.com/lWzVRBLkCQ

8/1/2019 5:20:19 AM stevestv I didn't know popcorn had ranks. Kernels

8/1/2019 5:20:25 AM aprilbrown99 Satan was already removed from the White House. Now the minions and RATS need to be removed. #DarkToLight

8/1/2019 5:20:46 AM shelbymaryanne1 🌽

8/1/2019 5:21:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Those are the worst kind of annoyances too! ThanQ!

8/1/2019 5:22:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Wait a second....you’re not referring to this are you? https://www.thepopcorncolonel.com/store/ 

8/1/2019 5:23:01 AM cronewaxing 😂😂😂It's all getting so ridiculous!

8/1/2019 5:24:01 AM inmatemaga Don't do that!

#WWG1WGA

8/1/2019 5:27:18 AM annairene59 Why? Bill Clinton has been gone for a long time now.

8/1/2019 5:27:25 AM realdominator39 Me too... might be one of the most corrupt if not the most corrupt before Trump started cleaning house. Can't wait for declass to start... sounds like 

today might be the beginning of a new era and the return of a what was once a great country to the people. 🙏

8/1/2019 5:29:56 AM mongrelglory They were doing trauma brain-washing experiments on the women and on children!  Experimenting with how to raise children to speak multiple 

languages at an early age by separating them from their mothers and constantly rotating care-givers! 😒

8/1/2019 5:31:18 AM kat_chirps No one asks her....shame on the debate moderators !

8/1/2019 5:32:34 AM egelone mj4, will trump run 2024?

8/1/2019 5:35:33 AM mazurekrob Yes kit,kite,steel and plane refer to those planes being remote controlled drones, the air force  were on military excercises that day,airport control 

towers reported losing radar for several minutes ,this was when the actual planes landed and remote control decoys with fuel

8/1/2019 5:36:30 AM mongrelglory Can't have bad colonels messing up the bucket... pic.twitter.com/P86jpUmIjk

8/1/2019 5:42:47 AM jeannepowell Comeys problems are MUCH bigger than leaking. Solomon also said that. Plz control your ego. Patience is a virtue. Trust the plan.

8/1/2019 5:44:25 AM mazurekrob And explosives seen as tanks on the planes undercarriage were remotely controlled into the WTC,minutes prior to this fighters scrambled to intercept 

these drones and were ready to engage but Dick chaney gave a *Stand down* order...why? Because the globalists wanted and needed

8/1/2019 5:46:25 AM mwannahockalugi Colonel? A military officer was just corralled? Or kernal? Intriguing.



8/1/2019 5:49:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Declas 😁🙏🏼

8/1/2019 5:52:18 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/LX50UcwQs5

8/1/2019 5:54:19 AM mazurekrob The WTC to fall to justify the false war on terrorism and the commencement of their NWO invade and conquor agenda of the middle east starting with 

Iraq. security at the WTC admitted security systems were totally shut down for several weekends prior to 9/11 while workmen claimed

8/1/2019 5:55:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, but thats a funny coincidence.

8/1/2019 5:55:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 a

8/1/2019 5:55:35 AM liangjunlin Is pence a turnover guy as LG?

8/1/2019 5:57:01 AM egelone thanks. will support him all the way no matter what his decision is

8/1/2019 5:58:02 AM timmy15901742  pic.twitter.com/AQNOjteRiM

8/1/2019 5:59:15 AM 1_decided_voter For anyone who can't see the tweet by clicking on it (says it is unavailable). pic.twitter.com/BXPJOhVNaN

8/1/2019 6:00:39 AM anneolsen43 Maybe global girl

8/1/2019 6:01:41 AM mazurekrob To be laying cable on each floor for upgraded internet systems,in reality as evidence has proven these were detonation cables for the Nano thermite 

explosives used in the controlled demolition of the Wtc and building 7 which was never hit by a plane, Nano thermite was

8/1/2019 6:03:30 AM inmatemaga @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Google's "Trademark" is a camouflage 666 if you were unaware of this?!

I think it should be stated!

The 666 (Mark of the beast) is on damn near every human on the planet at all time's per Bible scripture tells us this would happen and it has!

#WWG1WGA #PROTECTALL pic.twitter.com/X4hhR22vUZ

8/1/2019 6:04:09 AM gloriajara9 No Schools are Grounds For Masonic Sacrifices Government  Cults Orders to have Cameras Watching Children  50 states is not Coincidence ??

8/1/2019 6:06:28 AM mazurekrob Later discovered in the dust residue of the WTC , links to evidence can be found at AE for 9/11 truth

8/1/2019 6:09:08 AM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/3YrONKIhkN

8/1/2019 6:09:27 AM mazurekrob  https://youtu.be/fRvRDEwOvy4 

8/1/2019 6:10:48 AM inthecourseof Generally speaking, of course!

8/1/2019 6:11:04 AM reneej61 For the children! pic.twitter.com/SKYBIUWH11

8/1/2019 6:11:09 AM phreatomagnetic "a" Trump in 2024

I'm looking forward to voting for the first woman president

8/1/2019 6:11:17 AM anneolsen43 Pete has some donors that are pretty interesting.... ie Geffen

8/1/2019 6:12:20 AM ryanorand Vessel Code:

MJ4

Lloyd's NO:

9304435

Call Sign:

3EHF2

Built in:

2006

Flag:

Panama

?
8/1/2019 6:12:59 AM pinkladyaz Be encouraged.  Comey is not going to walk.  They have bigger indictments for him.  The fact that Barr passed on this referral should make Comey 

more afraid.  The evidence is stronger for what is coming soon.

8/1/2019 6:18:20 AM anneolsen43 Soho House term agreement

8/1/2019 6:21:36 AM s_langers KFC popcorn chicken - is Colonel Sanders in trouble? 😂

8/1/2019 6:23:51 AM starehope A friend has been telling me all of this for 20 years. She has a PhD in psychology, very intelligent, and I trust her. She says the real g$, bc, hellory , and 

more have been gone for years. If so, why are copies of them making decisions and news. Matrix is what we believe, why?

8/1/2019 6:24:32 AM bdam777 5D chess game is opening up?

8/1/2019 6:25:15 AM ripgarycaradori I thought that was called feminism?  You know, pay the people who take care of our children and elderly minimum wage so they hate their jobs and 

have near-constant turnover?  Force women to work long hrs so children don't have mothers? Lie to little girls about what makes a man?

8/1/2019 6:28:35 AM ripgarycaradori I wish I was joking, but I'm not. I know about NXIVM and not trying to take away the evils KR committed,  but radical feminism is purposely destroying 

families and it's a very widespread and sinister agenda.

8/1/2019 6:31:09 AM gribbs7  pic.twitter.com/QB2SB42nh3

8/1/2019 6:35:36 AM scott_rick Ivanka

8/1/2019 6:38:19 AM mynardpamela The 1980s fight between women who worked and those that stayed home. Quality time vs quantity. I stayed at home and raised my kids. LOTS of 

criticism from working mothers. Still happening. No one is tending the hearth.

8/1/2019 6:39:21 AM mynardpamela Devaluation by society for stay at home moms. It’s real

8/1/2019 6:42:16 AM prmd21801759 Whoa!!!! Fantastic!! "a"Trump2024 all the way!!!

4EVER!!!

8/1/2019 6:48:57 AM ripgarycaradori The new thing is telling young people DON'T HAVE CHILDREN, telling women all men are toxic (Think Disney) and you don't need kids or marriage to be 

happy. Oh, and killing the most defenseless,  precious human is not only NORMAL, but a right. It's all part of their agenda.

8/1/2019 6:51:27 AM starehope Seems we are all guessing. Nothing makes logical sense. Getting more difficult to believe anything at all. Clinton Fundraiser, for what? Now a super pac 

starting? Reps losing faith, doubting a win. It's all a big game.

8/1/2019 6:53:11 AM lbf777 I have a real good idea for a very fair Gov run by the people with a fair dispute resolution system and even an economy ready to go. So far people I 

show like the idea.

8/1/2019 6:53:58 AM s_langers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 keeps saying define projection...

8/1/2019 6:54:17 AM randyne34754125  https://www.facebook.com/donate/446567065895772/?fundraiser_source=external_url …

8/1/2019 6:55:01 AM conserv2mysoul Get 'er done, Mr. President.  

We, the People stand - shoulder to shoulder - with you.

8/1/2019 6:55:22 AM lbf777 What a terrible way to live life. Constant fighting....



8/1/2019 6:56:05 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT🔃 http://bit.ly/2YyyzPZ 

8/1/2019 6:56:08 AM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/aaeM9Mcqf4

8/1/2019 6:58:57 AM djlok I or D?

8/1/2019 6:59:44 AM tweetstreetint1  pic.twitter.com/8CiiqU9GsA

8/1/2019 7:01:26 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/ReagX7IJpk

8/1/2019 7:02:17 AM ripgarycaradori Amen.

8/1/2019 7:02:22 AM roaminnoodle IIRC, they didn't really learn any of the languages either; there was no proof their "school" was effective.

8/1/2019 7:04:03 AM jvan125 ‘Stuck’ at 1:23am EST, ‘removed’ at 8:12am EST...is there a delta in there for something? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/5RcmZDcv3Z

8/1/2019 7:05:34 AM vintagesquirrel Saw that too! A message?

8/1/2019 7:11:36 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein to #UnsealStandardHotel to #UnsealSNCTM.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QArmy #QAnon https://twitter.com/DrDenaGrayson/status/1156655552245710851 …

8/1/2019 7:11:51 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein to #UnsealStandardHotel to #UnsealSNCTM.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QArmy #QAnon https://twitter.com/Cernovich/status/1156620498786062336 …

8/1/2019 7:11:54 AM starehope She, Gillibrand, wants to scrub God out if the Oval Office!

8/1/2019 7:12:26 AM lori_dee1 No campaign manager or speech writer would go for that strategy. MJ you made me laugh when I read it though!

8/1/2019 7:16:23 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/NX10K0XQvs

8/1/2019 7:17:31 AM starehope Yes, the, "Oh, you don't work?" got me every time.

8/1/2019 7:17:40 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein to #UnsealStandardHotel to #UnsealSNCTM.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QArmy #QAnon

[    ] = JD https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156775573299040256 …

8/1/2019 7:20:22 AM mynardpamela They paid someone else to do their “homework”! They had no credibility in my world. Yes. This statement rankled me often as well.

8/1/2019 7:21:55 AM highhopesusa She’ll wish she could bleach her own past by the time it’s all over.

8/1/2019 7:23:54 AM enomai_ Everything cleared, cleaned, and greenlighted?

8/1/2019 7:27:03 AM mynardpamela How do you change illusions my friends? Dark to Light. Make it happen!

8/1/2019 7:29:34 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (MJ12) provided the video URL to the tweet.

[    ] is upset about MJ12 exposing his involvement in #UnsealStandardHotel/#UnsealSNCTM.

Be a shame if people retweeted it.

Use the real power of 3 6 and 9 and...

RETWEET!!!

#Q #QArmy #QAnon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyC5fz2UoAI …
8/1/2019 7:29:40 AM maryschade14 Right On..I pray this goes way back..yes posthumously. 

Reagan was no conservative.

8/1/2019 7:29:42 AM starehope Sweet Jesus take control.

8/1/2019 7:30:43 AM orthogonalron Melania pic.twitter.com/ZbKQrnYqZP

8/1/2019 7:37:37 AM rebornkingent Abbreviation help?

8/1/2019 7:38:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 James Comey will face justice.

Why go after low hanging fruit where he may be able to weasel his way out of being found guilty when you can present #UnsealEpstein and give him 

the justice he deserves?

8/1/2019 7:41:13 AM freestateojones Trial is a year away, certainly someone has to fall before then...

8/1/2019 7:44:00 AM flubbynutty Just hope it's not too late by then.

We're loosing this country to ill intended agendas.

Up is down down is up.

Whites are evil. 

Straights are evil

Family is evil

Christianity is evil.

Perversion is the new moral *sigh*
8/1/2019 7:44:08 AM teamsterr07 I'm thinking Don Jr.

8/1/2019 7:44:26 AM roaminnoodle Reroute back to SS in DE.

4th R ~> Alphabet Soup = DS

Now the last part...

SS=Secret Service?

DE=Delaware? HQs

"4th R" search brought me some interesting results.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this on the right path? Thanks!  pic.twitter.com/mo3CZ1Cnhh
8/1/2019 7:44:27 AM scott_rick DECLAsS today or you will lose some devotees imo

8/1/2019 7:44:42 AM melhuses Yes why what a perfectly healthy baby just die?

8/1/2019 7:45:09 AM teamsterr07 You seem in a jovial mood today! A little playfulness is always good.

8/1/2019 7:46:28 AM melhuses Good for you for standing strong how long do you have to wear the mask work all year or just flu season?

8/1/2019 7:47:15 AM roaminnoodle #DECLAS #DeclassComing #DeclassEverything

#Q #QArmy #QAnon https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1156643085218131968 …

8/1/2019 7:48:38 AM starehope Not Melania. The Presidential candidate must be born in the USA. That is, unless they change the constitution.

8/1/2019 7:48:51 AM han_dongwon It's time to cleanse all those sick monsters by fire and justice.



8/1/2019 7:49:16 AM tweetstreetint1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why does  http://www.deagel.com  project such a massive reduction in population for the US; from 327 million people to 100 million in 2925? 

Why do they project an overall reduction of people from 7.4 billion to 6.9 billion in 2025?

Will we ever get the truth? pic.twitter.com/3WRWLKXbdh

8/1/2019 7:50:19 AM ripgarycaradori  pic.twitter.com/fJIbFPYvP0

8/1/2019 7:51:16 AM catvllvsverona 👍👍👍

8/1/2019 7:55:16 AM nea_storm Exactly! Hold the Focus upon the Tip(s) of the Floating Iceberg(s): Yes there are more than one remain focused or not: Be Alert! They are unable to 

manifest! Requires Keys:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pz1UT9WiNHg … pic.twitter.com/lawXNcf0t8

8/1/2019 8:02:57 AM easteden9  pic.twitter.com/wZwP2N1DTK

8/1/2019 8:05:06 AM deerwerdna Why not have it both ways?? No deals!!

8/1/2019 8:05:41 AM mutahroxkat7a Ironic that her name has the word brand. pic.twitter.com/wTWRBFaDpf

8/1/2019 8:07:53 AM bobmcfall64 and he may have his hands in this too.  plus if they give him some rope who knows what will happen pic.twitter.com/yPD0JkqpvD

8/1/2019 8:08:03 AM lizzah_83 7 hours and 49 minutes delta. 749 Q drop. pic.twitter.com/hKLvUMqoon

8/1/2019 8:08:32 AM therealbigneum Now it went from no deals blah blah to not going after low hanging fruit?

8/1/2019 8:09:52 AM lizzah_83 Ivanka would be great.

8/1/2019 8:10:13 AM sandytoes717 Epstein? Aren't we waiting on the FISA docs to drop to take down Comey?

8/1/2019 8:12:21 AM jvan125 Interdasting...Lots of talk of corn lately...a ‘crop’...🤯

8/1/2019 8:12:29 AM jaspony1 Why bust him for the little stuff, when you have goods on the TREASONOUS stuff...

I was once one that wanted the mass arrests with helicopters and guns blazing...

But I was wrong...

The PLAN is way better and slower and methodical and it is going to work!!!

8/1/2019 8:14:04 AM deadi42 Our change their name to obama

8/1/2019 8:20:56 AM wearediamonds2 🤣😉😁

8/1/2019 8:21:14 AM wearediamonds2 Love it!

8/1/2019 8:23:54 AM tamiwils0n22813 #Unseal Israel’s children! #Harvest time!!!!

8/1/2019 8:26:41 AM phreatomagnetic Not the Trump I was referring to

8/1/2019 8:28:46 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/1/2019 8:29:56 AM zenonichols Barr is a puppet . He will not prosecute Comey or anyone else connected Hillary the Hag or the attempted Coup.

8/1/2019 8:30:51 AM newyorker66 Baron...i dont know if your question was sarcasm and it would be wonderful if he could but he can only be pres for 2 terms. Maybe get Ivanka in there.

8/1/2019 8:34:50 AM egelone his first two years almost get wasted.

8/1/2019 8:36:17 AM egelone and it almost august 2019 and he is still replacing corrupted cabinet member.

8/1/2019 8:38:28 AM egelone it has never happened to any president b4 and will not. therefore he deserves a third term. but this is his call. and i will support him 100% whatever his 

decision is.

8/1/2019 8:43:23 AM shepardsending That phrase creeps out my very soul; My evil brother John D (still the queens sorcerer) is BFFS w crazyassed Elon Musk; AI is transhumanism; WAR 

games is real chess with chipped human MKULTRAS running AI puppetted by #MKULTRA heads like John. #CIA #NSA @realDonaldTrump

8/1/2019 8:43:46 AM whodat007 People need to understand timing and patience. You want to win?  Play to win. That means don't rush, be strategic. Disinform your enemy. Make them 

be stupid, rash, waste ammo. Then you strike at the correct time with overwhelming force and surprise. Think election timing.

8/1/2019 8:44:07 AM jrocktigers ohhh, Im sorry.

8/1/2019 8:44:49 AM lbsand3 By best estimations, this shit’s been going on for decades, meaning there are 100’s of people involved. There are different levels of evidence, linking 

everyone. If you bust someone with low priority evidence, you’re playing your cards wrong. Stop being weak and think logically.

8/1/2019 8:53:30 AM shepardsending I am not triggered if that was your objective. Who actually are you that you do not have a clue as to who the GARCIA's are and who Jerry GarCIA was? 

pic.twitter.com/NaVsAS0cqu

8/1/2019 8:54:54 AM shepardsending May I ask why are you following me? Cuz you seem like a real dickster.

8/1/2019 8:55:21 AM workitwayne False statement but True as in he will face Justice. They use EVERY bit of evidence to charge ppl with On this Planet MJ12. If he beats that one they will 

have 72 more to come. So keep that false statement to urself

8/1/2019 8:55:35 AM pdiggidy Because she would look like Kamala did when Tulsi called her out.

8/1/2019 8:55:50 AM laurabusse Yeah even my brother

Tho we are usually on the same page

Thinks I'm nuts

I'm sure his wife is an influence

She's a fairly staunch Democrat

She is one of the nicest people I have ever met

8/1/2019 8:57:28 AM shepardsending Its a simple google for even the most uneducated asshole. pic.twitter.com/v0QMhLWjWZ

8/1/2019 9:00:03 AM roaminnoodle Watch: the [Dems] will now destroy their Party by putting each others "dirty laundry" out to the public in an effort to "attack" one another... 🍿🍿🍿

[D1] "You did this bad thing!"

[D2] "Oh yeah? Well you did that bad thing!"

[D3] "And I did more!"

Cc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

8/1/2019 9:00:10 AM jrocktigers Oh ,wow, that proves it. Thank you google.

8/1/2019 9:00:50 AM roublisa Exactly🔥🔥🔥

8/1/2019 9:01:18 AM jrocktigers Gee thanks. Dont worry, you have all the answers..dont worry, I wont follow you any longer. I am sure the president is aware of my dickster ways. geez.

8/1/2019 9:04:24 AM deadi42 *Or*

8/1/2019 9:04:44 AM orthogonalron Is disclosure going to come through JE?

Beginning to think that we cannot understand the actions of certain people, i.e. JC until we get some disclosure on what has been going on for all these 

decades.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/1/2019 9:08:15 AM keith369me Were the real ones ever making decisions?

8/1/2019 9:10:06 AM roublisa 1+Kicker 😏 here is many ...sleepy ones are glued to the Tel-Lie-Vision and witnessing the 🤡 step on each other! I can’t stomach 1 second, but in my 

home it’s a full on normie engagement 🤦♀️..last night I heard don’t worry kids, one of these Dems will save you from orange man bad

8/1/2019 9:10:52 AM wwg1wga93583681 Are earth IS-BE's known individually to certain higher realm IS-BE's?  Even in the womb?



8/1/2019 9:11:54 AM cosmic_engineer There is no escape from what is coming

8/1/2019 9:12:37 AM gi6stars When...

8/1/2019 9:14:02 AM gi6stars Gotcha

8/1/2019 9:15:24 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/7FTvtIcKqE

8/1/2019 9:15:28 AM roaminnoodle Could "crucial metal" = SHUNGITE???

"Only found in one place in the world, near Lake Onega ... NW Russia."

Yes or No??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

#Q #QAnon #QArmy pic.twitter.com/NtyhUpc8vN

8/1/2019 9:15:30 AM roaminnoodle "What if there’s a crucial metal we needed - primarily sourced from Russia - to increase production for Solar Warden?"

-@KibBitzLaw

Could "crucial metal" = SHUNGITE???

"Only found in one place in the world, near Lake Onega ... NW Russia."

Yes or No??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/N0elZz3SsQ
8/1/2019 9:18:52 AM roaminnoodle Also noice: 🎯🎯🎯 pic.twitter.com/6hil1nuILZ

8/1/2019 9:18:54 AM roublisa 😘😘😘

8/1/2019 9:21:55 AM laurabusse Mama and

Not the Mama

8/1/2019 9:23:10 AM lolathepeachz06  pic.twitter.com/HHbIySzjuz

8/1/2019 9:23:15 AM roublisa 100% yes pic.twitter.com/b6plwZGmsL

8/1/2019 9:25:06 AM richard07759712 In the end | we want the end, and if he ended because of EP, then that method ends the discussion, and the rest is mute! 👊🏻

The End!

IBID: Canisjames

RIP > It’s about the Children

8/1/2019 9:26:13 AM southpaw816 Howdy Doody

8/1/2019 9:30:15 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  I think they were trying to raise children who could speak multiple languages so they could use them as spies and honeypots in later years.

8/1/2019 9:32:23 AM freestateojones Spooky.

8/1/2019 9:33:29 AM tcscamardo He likes Howdy Doody that I have seen posted, he's very sick.

8/1/2019 9:34:15 AM enomai_ It's all going to be declassed. 

Classifications will be hard to come by in the future

8/1/2019 9:34:33 AM aagent361 OK, I am a little slow can someone please bring me up-to-date on the MJ listing

8/1/2019 9:36:07 AM laurabusse Interesting how ppl who accuse others of being a dickster are themselves exemplifying dickish behavior

Projection

Accusing others of that which you are

As that's how it works

8/1/2019 9:38:06 AM bbcforsnowwhite Lol.

8/1/2019 9:38:37 AM bbcforsnowwhite I have neve seen a baby more hyped..

8/1/2019 9:39:40 AM kathleen3693693 ? FGE ?  Federal Government Employee???

8/1/2019 9:43:01 AM enomai_ lol. Who are you trying to convince it's fake?

8/1/2019 9:43:03 AM lilbee67569241 It’s good that you aren’t running this or they would all be walking on technicalities that you wouldn’t have seen due to your impatience.  Haven’t you 

come to far to turn back now?  Trust the plan.  WWG1WGA

8/1/2019 9:44:38 AM myfanwy_72 His egg shaped penis?

Honestly! It's true.. look 👇 https://youtu.be/V-dqoEyYXx4 

8/1/2019 9:44:40 AM jcparker369 Ivanka will make great first woman president!

8/1/2019 9:44:57 AM blsdbe Just flu season, and again no flu for me This last season, but several of my coworkers had it.

8/1/2019 9:46:15 AM jvan125 And Trump gets all the sound bites...free of charge 😎. #StableGenius

8/1/2019 9:46:28 AM aspennmax64_l ?

8/1/2019 9:58:14 AM enomai_ I'm a clown?

I am freedom

8/1/2019 9:59:45 AM richard07759712 KR/AM | nasty habits

8/1/2019 10:02:59 AM nocommunistusa Sweet! I knew Barr had something up his sleeve 👍🏻 🇺🇸

8/1/2019 10:11:28 AM richard07759712 Sick

8/1/2019 10:15:50 AM richard07759712 Hence, the scrutiny of Flynn | Bodies

8/1/2019 10:17:30 AM richard07759712 Enjoy the suspense | it’s nerve racking fun

8/1/2019 10:19:54 AM richard07759712 @DevinNunes Dump the stuff Dude | Popcorn is getting Cold!

8/1/2019 10:21:47 AM curseca That’s where my mind went too. This was a farm.

8/1/2019 10:22:01 AM laurabusse I see what you did there

8/1/2019 10:24:04 AM richard07759712 Jr, I hope

8/1/2019 10:25:38 AM tyst1ck I'm thinking Donny Jr

8/1/2019 10:27:13 AM richard07759712 I’d need more Popcorn 🍿 |  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just got a Kern lodged and it’s risky

8/1/2019 10:28:09 AM blsdbe Sadly, yes.

8/1/2019 10:29:48 AM cronewaxing Omg, I so needed to read your words, as a reminder of who I am today...THANK YOU, Mynard Pamela. I did the same in the 90's til now. Raising my 

grandchildren bc both parents need to work-as designed!😡....

8/1/2019 10:31:19 AM cronewaxing ...I couldn't afford to work. I reared our kids. I was a true homemaker. We are a dying breed.

8/1/2019 10:31:25 AM stormystorm10 No coincidences 😉 lol

8/1/2019 10:32:14 AM cronewaxing WE are the true feminists.

8/1/2019 10:43:03 AM jaded_pearl You mean this? Thousands are trapped in a desert settlement in Syria, near a US military base https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/01/middleeast/syria-

rukban-us-intl/index.html …

8/1/2019 10:44:04 AM kickthefed I think jared Kushner will run.

8/1/2019 10:44:40 AM trumppatriotus1 We all know nothing is going to happen before 2020 election!

8/1/2019 10:48:29 AM scott_rick You haven’t heard of the Qanon movement haha.  Cmon now.... too many proofs, make your head spin

8/1/2019 10:49:44 AM mandomi6 Sorry

8/1/2019 10:50:10 AM mandomi6 Sorry just speculation

8/1/2019 10:50:56 AM mscronkat Me too. I think there’s lots more coming. (Eventually)

8/1/2019 10:53:38 AM enomai_ All lives are tied to "fantasy".

Why are you attacking me?



8/1/2019 10:56:56 AM jaded_pearl Sorry, I meant this... Exclusive: Top US Navy SEAL tells commanders in letter: 'We have a problem' https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/01/politics/navy-

seals-collin-green-service-members-misbehavior/index.html …

8/1/2019 10:57:20 AM sergii_ii Alice looks pumped up today

8/1/2019 10:58:41 AM keith369me #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey #JusticeForComey 

#JusticeForComey

8/1/2019 10:59:14 AM keith369me A Trump...not Donald Senior

8/1/2019 10:59:50 AM jusdoinbusiness H E A V E N  I S  A  P L A C E  O N  E A R T H

8/1/2019 11:00:13 AM keith369me Duality gone horribly wrong

8/1/2019 11:00:14 AM enomai_ I am not pissed.

There is a round of plea deals.

In actuality, later on. 

The plea deal people get revisited.

Crimes against humanity 

Tied to a Rico effect.

Is going to hurt

8/1/2019 11:02:55 AM enomai_ You will not convince me.

you are talking to someone who has been very fortunate to see it.

8/1/2019 11:04:38 AM enomai_ The real evil is getting arrested.

Epstein is tied to everything.

R u kidding me? With other billionaires arrested

8/1/2019 11:05:18 AM enomai_ Great plans don't have times

8/1/2019 11:06:01 AM enomai_ Everything has happened to a T that was talked upon. The ETs are coming.

This is why evil must die

8/1/2019 11:06:01 AM ohanapecosh1 I'm sure that he taught his son well!

8/1/2019 11:06:42 AM mongrelglory Hmmm...Donald Jr.! 🤔😁

8/1/2019 11:07:57 AM mongrelglory OMG!  I'm such a chauvinist, I automatically thought of Donald Jr., not Ivanka!  She'd be great too! 😆

8/1/2019 11:09:17 AM toffer_anon_369 Q keeps mentioning August will be HOT...  How HOT August IS-BE? pic.twitter.com/GxAx7I6Dwq

8/1/2019 11:09:25 AM richardhiatt16 👍 As usual...... Great PLAN ❤️🇺🇸

8/1/2019 11:09:54 AM realityloominng a Trump vs Trump

8/1/2019 11:10:10 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/oMHOXipyY8

8/1/2019 11:14:23 AM enomai_ I don't have time for fake #MAGA players

8/1/2019 11:15:39 AM allahuniversal You mean this one?

[Archive everything offline] pic.twitter.com/555oZyDKgS

8/1/2019 11:18:06 AM headlinejuice We’re tired of waiting for something to change. Almost three years now and not a single charge against coup plotters.

8/1/2019 11:18:14 AM phreatomagnetic Ivanka 2024

8/1/2019 11:19:53 AM jayrambin Up is down and down is up.  What’s so hard to understand?

8/1/2019 11:22:31 AM catheri70981208 Get him on the bigger charges, then tack on the smaller.

8/1/2019 11:23:41 AM enomai_ Just very rude that's all.

I take pride in being the problem of #evilfags or #fakewitches

It doesn't matter if you believe or not. It will still be happening.

You can not change my memories

8/1/2019 11:24:01 AM trump45ismypres If they haven't already been sacrificed and eaten...👹

8/1/2019 11:24:50 AM lori_dee1 Interesting spelling "colonel" instead of "kernel"

8/1/2019 11:25:20 AM phreatomagnetic Why not bust that emo clown on EVERYTHING.

Let the indictment be as long as the ACA

8/1/2019 11:29:01 AM enomai_ I do not care what you speak of

8/1/2019 11:40:34 AM lbsand3 I understand and feel your frustration. Living and working deep in the swamp, I know the backdoor deals that have typically taken place but if you’d dig 

a little and not read just the normal posted news, you’d find that there’s some honesty in the investigations being done

8/1/2019 11:53:22 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 

Comey MUST get justice!!

8/1/2019 11:56:11 AM jayrambin Define “NWO”.

8/1/2019 11:56:32 AM pdp00000001 Mossad agents who fled NYC’s JFK airport on 9/11  https://www.opdeepstate.com/2018/10/05/who-really-did-9-11-who-benefited-what-was-the-

agenda/ …

8/1/2019 11:59:11 AM jayrambin Confuse people to appear informed.

8/1/2019 11:59:49 AM kathleen3693693 Colonel Norman Cooling?

8/1/2019 12:04:13 PM randthompson16 Yay +

8/1/2019 12:08:29 PM internetusr Uhh  wat pic.twitter.com/wIDuXQEydG

8/1/2019 12:18:42 PM cynthiapirl The danger here is that #QAnons / Q followers are being profiled in order to uncover vulnerabilities; they want to interfere & subvert through psych 

studies and psyops

@donaldpirl @5Strat @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 https://twitter.com/PoliPsyche/status/1156988076444573696 …

8/1/2019 12:20:05 PM plasticjesus6 Trump is Grooming her  now

8/1/2019 12:24:40 PM ember541 Kernel???

8/1/2019 12:39:01 PM balenciaga90 Who can be MJ4? 🤨

8/1/2019 12:39:32 PM balenciaga90 This is code.

8/1/2019 12:45:51 PM flgirlsbeenqd SICK AF!!!

8/1/2019 12:55:17 PM balenciaga90 Does it have to do with the hearings for US SENATE non civilian nominations as of 7/31/19? pic.twitter.com/iNCMqbDU1Q

8/1/2019 1:02:56 PM sweetpeach77  pic.twitter.com/ZSnSn7qz3n

8/1/2019 1:04:33 PM jonesy4671 Nope still no declas.. another 2 weeks til they say another 2 weeks.

8/1/2019 1:05:41 PM jonesy4671 Thata not even a good distraction since noone cared.

8/1/2019 1:29:48 PM qpatriotq I am assuming pre_D Means Pre Declass.

8/1/2019 1:30:53 PM maryschade14 Oh yayuh..that's a boom.

8/1/2019 1:31:35 PM qpatriotq If I had to guess, FISA declass after AUG 15th as the Qproof would suggest.

8/1/2019 1:34:21 PM de1traveler @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @2runtherace @rising_serpent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SavingAmerica4U @SaraCarterDC 

https://twitter.com/jleetxgirl/status/1157005733587820546 …

8/1/2019 1:47:19 PM start313hichq #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥



8/1/2019 2:10:50 PM ryanroach5  https://twitter.com/jakebgibson/status/1156962994200465408?s=21 …

Uh oh

8/1/2019 2:11:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Tribunals  https://twitter.com/tomfitton/status/1156897680225951745 …

8/1/2019 2:11:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will you allow them into your house knowing they are intimately connected to #UnsealEpstein? 

https://twitter.com/erica_pandey/status/1156887895891988487 …

8/1/2019 2:11:17 PM jvan125 Deleted

8/1/2019 2:11:21 PM _the_psychonaut Says tweet was deleted

8/1/2019 2:11:26 PM pro_aktv Nope.

8/1/2019 2:11:31 PM trevorrogue Tweet unavailable.

8/1/2019 2:11:36 PM allard41980 It was deleted did you grab a capture?

8/1/2019 2:11:38 PM quedelumiere The link has been suppressed you can’t see it

8/1/2019 2:11:39 PM herstarz It's deleted

8/1/2019 2:12:11 PM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/L1hWmxkHe9

8/1/2019 2:12:21 PM trumps_all Able to track, find and have ANY information about you in a millisecond........ties to DNA sites to know blood type.

Nope, this ain't good at all

8/1/2019 2:12:45 PM seywerd137 Whoa suppressed link!

8/1/2019 2:12:47 PM cledrordfishing They blocked the tweet

8/1/2019 2:13:07 PM origteslasmuse Collecting and selling photos of your children

8/1/2019 2:13:19 PM starehope Nope. Don't even trust my devices.

8/1/2019 2:13:50 PM slickfoot2 Jack works fast don’t he?

8/1/2019 2:14:16 PM papadocdolo A lot of them. Post come up unavailable

8/1/2019 2:15:43 PM justice_rebel yep not available

8/1/2019 2:16:09 PM djlok The convenience/technology would be nice... But only if it is in the hands of good people/entities.

8/1/2019 2:16:29 PM jonjonlives1 Google BAD

8/1/2019 2:17:35 PM stormystorm10 Not even if they were not connected 😬

8/1/2019 2:20:05 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/oFcHJjlEy1

8/1/2019 2:20:53 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/xqmWTSYaEl

8/1/2019 2:22:45 PM turboxyde We need an internet bill of rights... stat!

8/1/2019 2:23:24 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/7vpR7kEoH2

8/1/2019 2:23:41 PM glorydawn3  pic.twitter.com/I8klDz7oUQ

8/1/2019 2:23:47 PM jvan125 Wow.

8/1/2019 2:25:11 PM pgosys2018  https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 2:25:19 PM dodiehorvath Big brother won't let me see this.

8/1/2019 2:25:42 PM pgosys2018  https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 2:26:02 PM dwd20498333 Some have and some will continue to do so.

8/1/2019 2:27:46 PM jrocktigers I rented out a beach house for my daughter and her friends last summer. One of the kids' parents dropped her off with an amazon "Alexa?" ,  I did not 

allow her to bring it. They think I am insane. Maybe it helped wake them up some.

8/1/2019 2:28:04 PM briney4trump I agree. Look at what q said today about it

8/1/2019 2:30:07 PM starehope I can't get this one either. But those links being unavailable, well, it happens a lot.😭😭😭 So I go to MJ home page to read them.

8/1/2019 2:30:12 PM believe_coach Is this so they can do Military Tribunals instead of a long drawn out corrupt court system? pic.twitter.com/6tDIntA9yV

8/1/2019 2:31:15 PM balenciaga90  pic.twitter.com/iJOGEnKf1J

8/1/2019 2:33:11 PM linacovfefe What? The test is deleted😕

8/1/2019 2:34:21 PM robinreitsma1 Never!

8/1/2019 2:34:35 PM linacovfefe *tweet

8/1/2019 2:37:38 PM waystarroy Fuck that.

8/1/2019 2:39:05 PM pauliepg11111 Affirmative

8/1/2019 2:39:47 PM pauliepg11111 ...which it won’t be.

8/1/2019 2:40:15 PM maryschade14 @jack doing his Magick..bein Lammas and all that..apologies for not cropping pic.twitter.com/7dS63yxunS

8/1/2019 2:46:12 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/1fQx3UzVnT

8/1/2019 2:52:15 PM knightofmaltaus  https://thebulletin.org/2019/06/double-dread-ufos-and-nuclear-war/ …

8/1/2019 2:57:06 PM papadocdolo Same here, thks it's interesting that's for sure,

8/1/2019 3:07:55 PM linnyt7 This tweet has been deleted.

8/1/2019 3:08:07 PM just_truth_now You are right. All my snowflake neighbors have this crap and think they are cool snobs because of it.

8/1/2019 3:08:11 PM roger35742354 Deleated!

8/1/2019 3:10:55 PM linnyt7 Not even if it wasn’t.

8/1/2019 3:11:20 PM lightseeker2012 They are ALWAYS connected

8/1/2019 3:11:48 PM freestateojones For those that cant see the tweet linked above. pic.twitter.com/cM9lRFvaD2

8/1/2019 3:12:20 PM lightseeker2012 BOOM 🖕👆Just like a sales brochure

8/1/2019 3:16:44 PM jsdidholodomor Oops correction. I'm unsure of the teacher. It was the principal who died a few yrs later. The last I can find on the teacher is 2011 

pic.twitter.com/Dpj34t6Gaa

8/1/2019 3:19:48 PM fl_sun_sprite Whenever I'm over at someone's house and they say, "Alexa..."

I'm like... pic.twitter.com/CMEP9ynj3w

8/1/2019 3:26:18 PM xdrazoc Thanks Patriot!

God bless you!!!

WWG1WGA

8/1/2019 3:33:21 PM audneel Me neither...shadow banning at its least finest.

8/1/2019 3:38:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would HRC need an insurance policy in the event she loses a rigged election (in her favor)? #UnsealEpstein

8/1/2019 3:38:34 PM diannahouston12 Explain please

8/1/2019 3:38:58 PM tnttowservice Deleted

8/1/2019 3:39:11 PM jvan125 [They] found out about The Plan and had to scramble?

8/1/2019 3:39:44 PM sparkleloung So she could steal the Presidency back and destroy America, Alex!

8/1/2019 3:40:13 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein and you will find this!!! An attack on trumps unknown daughter! pic.twitter.com/EdS35zdqEX

8/1/2019 3:40:23 PM teamsterr07 Bc she knew that if Trump win, he was gonna take her and the whole cabal down due to the crimes against humanity and selling out our country?

8/1/2019 3:40:31 PM linacovfefe Ifyou’re referencing the file on Weiner’s laptop, not so sure that was life insurance for HRC-

More likely for Huma, in the event Hillary turned on her...

8/1/2019 3:41:07 PM surfing123456 I think because she knows she’s in a world of chaos. Keep up the Great work mj 12

8/1/2019 3:41:19 PM deanbelair1 Guilty of murder, treason, rape, bombing in Oklahoma City to destroy all VA records regarding Agent Orange after she had all the evidence sent there. 

Thereby saving money that was due the military. Far too many reasons.

8/1/2019 3:43:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 insurance policy = peter page

8/1/2019 3:43:47 PM linacovfefe Ah ThanQ MJ12



8/1/2019 3:43:55 PM senorcoconut_ One of these days we will admit that they are a gov entity and not a private business. Ever wonder why the US Postal service delivers their packages?

8/1/2019 3:44:44 PM merclev “Tweet has been deleted”

8/1/2019 3:44:46 PM jtcrotteau It was known the Clinton foundation would be exposed and that is central key to all that is bad

8/1/2019 3:46:45 PM tcscamardo I believe they knew by later summer she was not truly polling well, the polls were fake. Obama at the end didn't even rally for her. Plus the absence of 

crowds at her boring rallies!

8/1/2019 3:47:06 PM cdale_dog Who is Peter Page MJ?

8/1/2019 3:49:54 PM tcscamardo Plus the White Water investigation  papers were also at the Oklahoma Oklahoma Federal building.

8/1/2019 3:51:16 PM aruth85655013 She said it herself- something like - if I am not elected  a lot of people will hang including myself! Criminals!

8/1/2019 3:51:43 PM duncanskinner6 Killary obviously wasn’t confident. Or maybe her handlers were worried.

8/1/2019 3:51:54 PM tara2773 Strozck/Lisa

8/1/2019 3:52:09 PM iamyou132 Can’t let anyone hear about those crimes against humanity

8/1/2019 3:57:43 PM cocopuffster12 It’s posted above, a screenshot

8/1/2019 3:58:01 PM linacovfefe Geez my internet is@so slow, can’t keep up- what was that, anyone who liked it, please- twat Er says it’s deleted pic.twitter.com/KOAAKvFwvN

8/1/2019 3:59:08 PM cylantjustice High profiles, better go down.

If not, the American people, will likely tear the lid off.

8/1/2019 3:59:23 PM teamsterr07 And Epstein would've never gotten arrested.

8/1/2019 4:01:00 PM phreatomagnetic National Security

8/1/2019 4:01:35 PM phreatomagnetic It wasn't  for her

8/1/2019 4:01:46 PM gingerbanana2 Did they shut down Tom??

8/1/2019 4:04:25 PM allahuniversal #FISAGate +

8/1/2019 4:05:29 PM stormystorm10 Exactly!

8/1/2019 4:06:25 PM illuminatedsuns Alot of ppl invested in hildabeast for big favors.

8/1/2019 4:06:32 PM waystarroy I think its funny when i hear peoplr say its just because "she lost".  Ya right.  She lost to Obama and didnt flip shit and fuck uo the heads of every liberal 

in the U.S. for 3 years.  Its about something else obviously.

8/1/2019 4:10:36 PM jaynenotjanie IMHO, ...She wanted to utterly destroy Donald Trump, no matter what. He dared call her out on her evil. Haiti. Bengazi. Bill's rapes.  Etc. So I think that 

was her plan, to win, and then to destroy him. And his family.

8/1/2019 4:11:42 PM kimberly_s_cook Time to get some 'V for Vendetta' and '300' up in this dystopian hellscape!!! pic.twitter.com/WssBOViWuI

8/1/2019 4:14:56 PM pilot_day That is a great question.  Could it be she knew what the polls were saying?

8/1/2019 4:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Personal does not garner the support of the ABC. #UnsealEpstein does.

8/1/2019 4:15:27 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!! 

Thank you @TomFitton!!

Thank you @JudicialWatch!!

8/1/2019 4:15:31 PM keith369me Because she didn’t want to hang from a racist noose?

8/1/2019 4:15:43 PM rhondanight Why is it my like for this tweet is always removed ...

8/1/2019 4:16:57 PM keith369me #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealHRC #UnsealHRC #UnsealHRC

8/1/2019 4:20:19 PM jaynenotjanie I agree with you, and I want Epstein unsealed, all the rat lines followed, and prosecution with extreme prejudice of ALL of them. But you asked why 

would HRC need an insurance plan.  She thought she would win and then torture the Trumps. For fun.

8/1/2019 4:23:41 PM deanbelair1 Another bleach bit?

8/1/2019 4:24:03 PM momekool1 What can We The People do to stop this expensive charade???

8/1/2019 4:30:01 PM jayrambin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 eyes on?

8/1/2019 4:32:44 PM karma4event201 Gulf War Syndrome - medical records of military personnel suffering from what became known as Gulf War syndrome and Clinton White Water records 

were sent to Murrah Building roght before they bombed it

8/1/2019 4:36:25 PM karma4event201 She paid people to come to the rallies, they were paid at the door & didn't stay 😂

8/1/2019 4:39:51 PM momekool1 It says video unavailable

8/1/2019 4:41:30 PM momekool1  pic.twitter.com/xKRHvQdXL3

8/1/2019 4:49:39 PM moemc8 #FLYWRAYFLY

8/1/2019 4:51:38 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/1/2019 4:53:47 PM karma4event201 The ABC want Epstein blackmail list kept hidden?

8/1/2019 4:53:50 PM bphouse Yup wouldn't link the tweet good ol twatter censorship

8/1/2019 4:56:08 PM 02joshuaradwan 🤔

8/1/2019 5:09:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

1 Year Date Marker https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1156961833372323845 …

8/1/2019 5:10:12 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

8/1/2019 5:10:46 PM 1_decided_voter Coincidence who works in Phoenix FBI office in media relations? pic.twitter.com/rDj4YJg0kx

8/1/2019 5:11:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein proves that an international child sex trafficking ring does exist. So doesn't #UnsealNXIVM. So doesn't #UnsealStandardHotel. So 

doesn't #UnsealSNCTM. And several others.

Anons are over the target.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

[WRAY] https://twitter.com/willsommer/status/1156963220508282880 …

8/1/2019 5:12:35 PM stormystorm10 No coincidences 👌

8/1/2019 5:13:39 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/NCqPcCeBfi

8/1/2019 5:14:47 PM 1_decided_voter Okay, so maybe this isn't the Jill McCabe that is married to disgraced Andrew McCabe.

8/1/2019 5:16:12 PM methusablah You might want to reread this tweet.

8/1/2019 5:16:36 PM oo1o110  https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/12/politics/lisa-page-peter-strzok-insurance-policy/index.html …

8/1/2019 5:17:49 PM keith369me Hmmm...truth and child trafficking are being Tweeted as conspiracy theories...not long before this Tweeter feels like a complete clueless moron.  Sadly 

we’ve all been there!!!

8/1/2019 5:18:08 PM trump2020maga8 That sounds like a bit of crazy talk.

8/1/2019 5:18:49 PM oo1o110 MJ - Was Lisa Page a mole working on behalf of Trump? The texts read like she's always coaxing information out of Peter.

8/1/2019 5:19:12 PM deanbelair1 Do your research.

8/1/2019 5:19:54 PM gemutlich5050 This is much like the Obama admin labeled all veterans as the largest domestic threat because he treated them horribly.  Now the pedos are going 

down so label it a conspiracy.  Right Wray?

 https://twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1156995047142973443 …

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein #MAGA #Qanon

8/1/2019 5:19:55 PM keith369me What is #UnsealSnctm...I suck at acronyms!!!   Thanks friends!!!

8/1/2019 5:20:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:ts_sci_majic12 SNCTM

8/1/2019 5:20:28 PM oo1o110 We just went through the insurance. #RussiaGate.

8/1/2019 5:21:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealCarisjames

8/1/2019 5:21:42 PM lbf777 He said fake. Clowns.

8/1/2019 5:21:43 PM herstarz Is this possible Grand Jury info? If it is, the DS has no business getting a hold of it. Meaning it shouldn't be released. Yet.



8/1/2019 5:21:58 PM bea12ml Oh dear. I’m behind the curve. Best get busy

8/1/2019 5:22:01 PM gemutlich5050  https://twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1156678886400385024 …

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein #MAGA #Qanon

8/1/2019 5:22:49 PM jvan125 Isn’t that LSJ?

8/1/2019 5:23:24 PM keith369me Thank you MJ#?   For anybody else that may have missed it. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1155333697467539456?s=21 …

8/1/2019 5:23:31 PM dfuller17 /Car/ibbean /is/land st /james/

8/1/2019 5:23:37 PM pomeinnz  https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@gizmosia/little-baby-s-ice-cream-pedo-ad-little-girl-pizza-slut …

8/1/2019 5:24:27 PM gemutlich5050  https://pedocaust.wordpress.com/2017/01/24/a-complete-summary-on-caris-and-her-parents-carisjames/ …

8/1/2019 5:24:30 PM rawphonegirl 💔💔💔

8/1/2019 5:24:34 PM jvan125 Carribean Island Little Saint James

8/1/2019 5:25:16 PM gemutlich5050  http://thephaser.com/2019/07/leslie-wexner-and-victorias-secret-financed-epsteins-caris-james/ …

8/1/2019 5:25:25 PM djlok From that tweetstorm of the pictures where I was glad no one else could see my phone/iPad.

8/1/2019 5:25:48 PM rawphonegirl 😥😥😥 pic.twitter.com/HlFlXJ2Sqj

8/1/2019 5:26:15 PM keith369me In plain sight all over Instagram.... #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein 

#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate

8/1/2019 5:27:13 PM lovemydogsss She, herself, said that if Trump won, they’d all be hanging from nooses.

8/1/2019 5:27:24 PM kindeandtrue "Colonel" or "kernel"?

8/1/2019 5:28:42 PM jvan125 😣 that poor baby girl. Sick isn’t a strong enough word. Heck, I don’t think EVIL is either. 😡

8/1/2019 5:29:00 PM keith369me I glanced...honestly I feel like when I hold light and understand the big picture I’m helping more than viewing the worst of duality.

8/1/2019 5:30:41 PM born2bef I wonder if that member they kicked out is talking!

8/1/2019 5:33:16 PM karrruss Nope https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:33:22 PM karrruss  https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:33:36 PM jared4liberty Will sommer, what a schmo 😂😂😂

8/1/2019 5:33:44 PM deceptiongoodo1  pic.twitter.com/VOHuOeFx5c

8/1/2019 5:33:46 PM keith369me I’ve heard “stories” firsthand from a Hollywood Insider...the culture is worse than you can imagine...anything appearing remotely normal is a facade.

8/1/2019 5:34:03 PM karrruss  https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:34:04 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1150868428644896769?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:34:08 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129137844847546379?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:34:14 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1107997215744819201?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:34:15 PM karrruss  https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897?s=19 …

8/1/2019 5:34:20 PM quedelumiere Thank you! God bless!

8/1/2019 5:35:03 PM rawphonegirl It may just be a combination of all the arrests, shut downs, pure optimism and sheer will,  but I feel like it's less and less children suffering each day. 

🙏🙏🙏

8/1/2019 5:36:13 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames

8/1/2019 5:36:45 PM rebornkingent #unsealTheGreatAwakening

8/1/2019 5:38:02 PM kindeandtrue Federal stormtroopers protest uncontrolled freedom of thought and free inquiry.

8/1/2019 5:38:33 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/fKLQZ9xRqA

8/1/2019 5:40:53 PM big_simp Tweet unavailable. Twitter Shadow banning - In reply to the tweet Q posted this pic.twitter.com/hhc4pPOfPZ

8/1/2019 5:41:42 PM doggiemomma3 Wray shouldn’t still be FBI Director! He also said White Supremacists were more dangerous than Antifa! Pretty obvious he is a Deep State Swamp Rat!

8/1/2019 5:42:01 PM jvan125 I know what you mean. My skies are clear for the first time I can remember. The tide has definitely turned. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

8/1/2019 5:42:57 PM gemutlich5050 Hmm.. Wonder why Nancy has a no border stance?  Trafficking pays well right Nancy?  Keep that sanctuary city status so you can keep trafficking 

immigrants.

 https://www.dosomething.org/us/facts/11-facts-about-human-trafficking …

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealEpstein #MAGA #Qanon #ThursdayMotivation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/1/2019 5:43:27 PM petemanderson1 She couldn’t trust that her and her cronies corruption would be kept buried like it had been in the past.  It wasn’t a normal election.

8/1/2019 5:44:26 PM danjan711111 All crimes matter.

8/1/2019 5:48:06 PM kindeandtrue The feds got Al Capone on tax evasion. Wasn't as exciting, as prosecuting him for his bigger crimes, but it worked. pic.twitter.com/CCaeG4tju3

8/1/2019 5:48:43 PM starehope Most adults have 2 upper right molars, the 1st and 2nd. Some may still have their 3rd molar or what is commonly called Wisdom Teeth, though rare. 

Are we discussing 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in any way?

8/1/2019 6:03:44 PM stringerbias [They] shared the risk. Swamp Insurance more apropos.

8/1/2019 6:07:50 PM karma4event201 This scenario is the way it would happen; EXCEPT HRC would not be allowed to escape into hiding somewhere. Germany ?  Is that Merkel is shaking ? 

Italy protesters ran HRC out of Italy

8/1/2019 6:08:27 PM dark2light2019 The peaceful Q anon movement that believes in eauality, truth, and justice terrorists? Sure... WWG1WGA is such an angry phrase too...

8/1/2019 6:08:29 PM allahuniversal No coincidence https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1157083529571966976?s=20 …

8/1/2019 6:13:45 PM 8woke Comey leaked this to Will

8/1/2019 6:20:04 PM tomchiodo Q says multiple times to TRUST WRAY.  All while he says TRUST KANSAS & TRUST SESSIONS. 

Seems you are at odds with Q?  Please help us understand.

8/1/2019 6:21:50 PM covertress CARIS JAMES means CARibbean ISland st. JAMES 

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealCarisjames

8/1/2019 6:21:52 PM aruth85655013 Wr*y is deep state- he uses tax payer money to commit crimes and threaten good tax payers. Nothing will stop what is coming- the storm is upon us!

8/1/2019 6:24:04 PM tomchiodo “Disinformation is necessary” cannot apply here. If you disagree please explain. pic.twitter.com/kwUDs3yL4r

8/1/2019 6:25:25 PM msavoie J'aime les enfants i love kids

James alefantis. Is a soros

Tony and james PEDOsta are rockafellas like going to japan with denny hastert ( convicted monster )

They hid the bloodlines

8/1/2019 6:33:15 PM jedi7772  pic.twitter.com/lyk2cCgB14



8/1/2019 6:34:49 PM cylantjustice These people are used to playing offense..

They're not used to playing defense.

It's made them stupid. Weak. Sloppy.

Time for clean up in isle 17. 👊😎👍

8/1/2019 6:34:53 PM f961854 Thank ya 👍

8/1/2019 6:40:47 PM honorbound1974 Hey Majestic!

Do you have the ability to remove Alice from my tweet life? 

I would love to have a shadow again! 

Thank you God Sir.

8/1/2019 6:47:40 PM whatsmypw It says "doesn't" instead of "does". 🤔

8/1/2019 6:53:09 PM tamravee #UnsealEpstein

8/1/2019 6:54:21 PM tamravee #UnsealEpstein #UnsealNXIVM

8/1/2019 6:55:37 PM ideclarefreedom Good for you!

8/1/2019 6:58:13 PM nun_chucknorris Think missing texts. Think plot against POTUS/family.

8/1/2019 7:00:49 PM destinlola Discovery will be fun. 😊

8/1/2019 7:02:01 PM destinlola Shame on me.

8/1/2019 7:02:23 PM blankmarlo Trying to circumvent censorship algorithms maybe?

8/1/2019 7:03:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional negation.

8/1/2019 7:09:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 He seems trustworthy... #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1157005532412223489 …

8/1/2019 7:10:28 PM unstoppablencp WTF people

8/1/2019 7:10:32 PM stormystorm10 Super genuine 👀

8/1/2019 7:10:38 PM ygwiryn 🤢🤮

8/1/2019 7:10:51 PM sailorpractical Vaccines work to what end?

8/1/2019 7:11:19 PM jvan125 So Epstein is connected to the vaccine industry AND this clown? Is that what this means? 🤯 #UNSEALEPSTEINNOW

8/1/2019 7:12:12 PM teamsterr07 Aw man...I really liked him too. 🙄

8/1/2019 7:12:38 PM patriotddmaga That’s a very awkward video. Camera Angles bad, weird dialogue. very hard to watch.

8/1/2019 7:12:53 PM lpblakelyar Unfortunately that’s the problem😏

8/1/2019 7:13:52 PM jvan125 Leaving this here from yesterday...😡😡😡 https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1156694752370315265?s=21 …

8/1/2019 7:14:27 PM immommylaura Hit a nerve. No longer available

8/1/2019 7:15:59 PM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/eyabefDcHW

8/1/2019 7:21:31 PM tc89714982 This will explain it:

 https://youtu.be/8dTN36IlLuQ 

8/1/2019 7:22:04 PM tc89714982 This video will explain: https://youtu.be/8dTN36IlLuQ 

8/1/2019 7:22:22 PM duncanskinner6 If the vaccines are made in China, I wouldn’t trust the purity.

8/1/2019 7:27:08 PM marzipaningles1 Some vaccines contain fetus material

8/1/2019 7:30:36 PM connorr1986  pic.twitter.com/qIyiW4NCWc

8/1/2019 7:32:25 PM jvan125 Jesus what really went down under that temple...😑

8/1/2019 7:34:39 PM normal_wizard Twitter really does not want me to load that link.

8/1/2019 7:35:07 PM marzipaningles1 They conjured demons and fed them from human sacrifice to gain future knowledge in order to continue the agenda of permanent human 

enslavement.

8/1/2019 7:36:10 PM kindeandtrue Most of Trump appointments really suck.

8/1/2019 7:37:05 PM wiggley_dale  https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2018/03/13/its-that-bad-in-an-embarrassment-to-harvard-and-yale-journal-of-pediatrics-and-the-american-academy-

of-pediatrics-publishes-another-great-example-of-junk-science-pertussis-vaccination-in-

pre/?fbclid=IwAR0Up0pN3mzmKWc3BYEnG9C1gSPyTPyVZ_5GqJimq254ucMY42tkYDULRoQ … NO SAFETY data to back anything up, apparently it is 

unethical to test on pregnant women. pic.twitter.com/NVosQQaiUh

8/1/2019 7:37:50 PM marzipaningles1 The ‘temples’ are ziggurats. Where demons sleep and must be tended to...fed. People. Children are the best. We are like cattle to them. Also makes 

you rethink what you eat regularly...I won’t eat meat unless we hunt it.

8/1/2019 7:38:49 PM deepbluesand But he was just loving chatting to folks about the decades of science behind vaccines. Totally natural conversation he has every night. What's so wierd, 

creepy, hidden-agenda behind that?!?

8/1/2019 7:39:09 PM destinlola Isn’t that a whitening agent?

8/1/2019 7:40:56 PM suequez Omg!  This makes me sick.  Vaccines can be very dangerous.  Be careful out there... they are trying to kill you and your kids with this vaccine agenda!  

😡

8/1/2019 7:41:18 PM charmanda9 Very much memorized and rehearsed. Almost plastic. Almost like a...

8/1/2019 7:43:47 PM aurorasreality Oh hell no! Sound it out with me N-A-N-O tech

8/1/2019 7:45:11 PM jvan125 Can I ask how you know all of this? I don’t doubt what you’re saying AT ALL, I’m curious to the research you’ve done and why you’re so confident about 

this. I’m all eyes if you have more to share...🥴🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/1/2019 7:46:14 PM sherylfullen Yes

8/1/2019 7:48:30 PM fightforamerica He seems CGI.

8/1/2019 7:48:52 PM trump2020maga8 I may have to. Never heard anything connecting crooked to Oklahoma bombing. Are you referring to the bombing that T McVeigh did?

8/1/2019 7:49:09 PM iamsteph2017 Question...WHY are THEY so desperate to vaccinate us ? 🤔🤔

8/1/2019 7:55:27 PM marzipaningles1 Mark Passio Natural Law seminar and then the rabbit hole from there. Ra Materials. Dragon Lagacy. I read probably 500 pages per day on occult. The 

internet is amazing but once you see you cannot unsee. And your gut. You FEEL Truth in your heart

8/1/2019 7:59:34 PM marzipaningles1 The hardest part is alignment to your ‘job’ and getting bills paid (Baal paid). Survival on Earth. Stoicism. Wants vs Needs. We are in the fight for our very 

souls and need to get our asses and minds and hearts in gear.

8/1/2019 7:59:45 PM dark2light2019 And people wonder why we don’t “trust” vaccines. This was the worst most inconvincing drivel i ever paid for... i want my money back

8/1/2019 8:01:56 PM marzipaningles1 I am also a deprogrammed Catholic. Religion is mind control. Slavery. Seek spirituality. That is what Jesus preached. The Christ Consciousness. It’s in all 

of us and it’s a journey to uncover. A wonderful journey of seeking Truth and Knowing (Gnosis). Light.

8/1/2019 8:03:09 PM abstract1dea I can think of one reason

At least you'll know where he is

8/1/2019 8:09:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The [V] industry are all participants.

8/1/2019 8:11:40 PM ialibertybelle I think that’s part of the reason they’re chosen-leveraged to show where the corruption is for reduced sentence.

8/1/2019 8:12:17 PM jvan125 🙃 oF CoUrSE tHeY ArE 🤮. Please tell me we are close to all this coming mainstream (the vaccine stuff)...🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

#DarkToLight #UnsealEpstein

8/1/2019 8:12:56 PM ialibertybelle Everyone who loves Ben Carson keep in mind he hold vaccine patents.

8/1/2019 8:14:20 PM aprilbrown99 He blinks way too much. Is he a clone or a humanoid?  Looks like he is downloading info as he speaks. 🥴🤪

8/1/2019 8:14:36 PM deplorabledvs #SaveOurChildren #UnsealPedogate pic.twitter.com/JU82KRSz5Q

8/1/2019 8:14:39 PM kagqanon Tell us all about SV-40 General or tell the audience why you had to create a taxpayer funded vaccine court.



8/1/2019 8:16:18 PM big_simp Gosh 

imagine if one of these African illegal immigrants into the EU brought in Ebola!!

 Wouldnt that be just terrible Tracy?

We would have to insist that every single european be forcibly vaccinated by one of the new vaccines developed by Siemens 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMOezlb2UcQ&t=16s …

8/1/2019 8:16:53 PM aprilbrown99 Holy shit!!! Several vaccines in a day for babies?!?  No freakin way. WTH?

8/1/2019 8:17:59 PM souldredge Because Lucy's black magic isn't powerful enough to over come the POWER OF GOD ALMIGHTY AND A PEOPLE WHO WILL AGREE WITH HIM!!!!

8/1/2019 8:19:48 PM giediknight Are they trying to create (or know of entities) beings with lipid based blood?

8/1/2019 8:20:53 PM michael81972 So BGates is also involved in #UnsealEpstein

8/1/2019 8:21:22 PM natureinspace I wonder how many of the cabal bloodline freaks are embedded around the world. We don't know the half of it.

8/1/2019 8:24:09 PM trevorrogue This guy makes me want to punch him in the throat... lol only joking

8/1/2019 8:27:55 PM lbf777 I can spot frauds like this from a mile away. They act like they care but they really want something (usually money or in this case for us to get 

vaccinated).

8/1/2019 8:28:37 PM jvan125 OMG... https://twitter.com/chuckcallesto/status/1157111964339974145?s=21 …

8/1/2019 8:30:14 PM karma4event201 Twitter is trying to keep this from being shared

8/1/2019 8:31:08 PM aagent361 I think he is a one star general now

8/1/2019 8:33:11 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/AEFfpB1CvX

8/1/2019 8:34:00 PM karma4event201 "The Wall is about more than you know"

8/1/2019 8:34:59 PM natureinspace So sad. These poor children.

8/1/2019 8:36:18 PM raindroplet70 OMG...NO!

8/1/2019 8:50:47 PM lovesg_d Flu Vaccines are dangerous for pregnant women! I wish I had never had any vaccines! I feel like I am fading away more & more every year from the 

autoimmune problems I developed from vaccines. May they pay dearly for what they have done! Hell is too good for these evil people!

8/1/2019 8:59:20 PM truthsayert No more mysterious liquids and potions death shots for me… pic.twitter.com/KKTLGKflDm

8/1/2019 8:59:52 PM phatblobby The heart can see way beyond what the eyes can see.

8/1/2019 9:00:25 PM jrocktigers And anons are the domestic threat.....

8/1/2019 9:15:04 PM love82janet If you've never heard about Nagalase that's in vaccines, educate yourself.  

https://www.naturalnews.com/050582_nagalase_GcMAF_cancer_industry_profits.html …

 http://the-parallel-universe.com/vitamin-d-factor/ …  https://www.sott.net/article/312619-Dead-doctors-nagalase-and-vaccines-Whats-the-

connection …  I guarantee you this SG knows what Nagalase is, and how it guarantees to undermine your natural immunity.

8/1/2019 9:17:15 PM joinna6 Which is Money Kick backs..   keep em on the Medical Marry go Round..

8/1/2019 9:35:39 PM myfanwy_72 👀

8/1/2019 9:38:44 PM brad34351293 Sounds like the C_A took over FBI protocols to me.

& Hannity keeps saying the FBI has "great people in it. It is a shame a small percent of the top echelon has dirtied its reputation." 

[WRAY]

8/1/2019 9:39:10 PM charlesgdavis1 Also FIRST attempt to pass PATRIOT act and IT CAN be used ON ANYBODY IF one chooses to be creative.....JUST saying!?!? KYHOS!!

8/1/2019 9:45:15 PM jonle86 Tweet not available

8/1/2019 9:46:07 PM mongrelglory Lol!  I don't even own a cell-phone yet!  (Or as Edward Snowden called i-Phones, "tracking devices that make phone-calls.")

8/1/2019 9:46:25 PM americanpetal That’s great news

8/1/2019 9:48:44 PM allahuniversal Coincidence?

"Granddaughter of Robert F. Kennedy dies from an apparent overdose in Cape Cod" https://twitter.com/i/events/1157107646685560832 …

8/1/2019 9:52:31 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, have they made any progress at cleaning out the CIA and FBI of corruption?  It seems like it's never-ending (at the top levels anyways.)

8/1/2019 9:58:03 PM selooversuzanne This #GenocideByVaccine must end‼️

8/1/2019 9:59:27 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, Q has implied that the CIA is so corrupt that it can't be salvaged.  Does the same apply to the FBI?  (I know there are some good agents, but it 

seems the FBI was set up from the start to be a corrupt organization).

8/1/2019 10:04:40 PM mongrelglory I thought they were missing ? marks after each statement...

8/1/2019 10:09:54 PM tjforshage Never

8/1/2019 10:11:04 PM starehope He fits the profile. Rich, probably bored, and was into vaccines in India where thousands died. Needs more money, like Hellory's $$$raiser the other 

nite. 33,000 bucks a pop... or each to attend the malfunction. What do [they] need the dough for?

8/1/2019 10:28:23 PM howdoyoumakeah1 #UnsealDershowitz  from 2015.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObmC6TO6xqo …

8/1/2019 10:29:46 PM jayrambin Right? That will take some time to digest. And, I’m not able to med that long anymore. Need to resume practice. Also, I wonder if the magick spelling is 

significant and why. Excellent question btw. Followed you on that alone 😆

8/1/2019 10:32:26 PM jayrambin Classified tech, I’d imagine. Did u watch sg-1?

When did MJ say that about Assange? Don’t know Julian trump. Will dig.

I’ve Been following MJ closely for a year or so. Did I miss that? Thanks for Q’s and discussion on MJ topics. Still piecing it together. Reading the archives.

8/1/2019 10:35:37 PM mongrelglory The original Khazarians were supposedly masters of disguise...

 http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/the-khazarian-mafia-you-dont-know-what-you-dont-know/ …

8/1/2019 10:39:56 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/76zEEvYxOC

8/1/2019 10:44:20 PM movement0repose  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/06/0656E0017C5A226C916B973129795A83_Smoking.Gun.Proof.-

.Illuminati.Planned.to.Bring.Down.Our.Culture..3.of.5.pdf …

8/1/2019 10:45:02 PM zayan_g_leo You have kids?

8/1/2019 10:48:51 PM aprilbrown99 I am guessing that [Wray] was initially good but became corrupted at some point. [They] probably had something on him to blackmail.  Or, perhaps he 

was always bad.

8/1/2019 10:49:19 PM mongrelglory That is just horrific so see! 😖 #ThesePeopleAreSick!

8/1/2019 11:04:23 PM amyjack37468809 a friend was a wounded soldier about to be honorably discharged in 2012, she was pregnant & tried to refuse vaccine, they forced her to get it or she 

would be dishonorably discharged. her child was born with severe, low functioning autism. she is now involved in a big lawsuit.

8/1/2019 11:10:39 PM mongrelglory aaaaaand...that is why I left the medical profession!😠 If you speak up against their propaganda or question the research publicly in Canada, the 

College comes after you and sues you.  Vaccines are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to corruption in the medical industry!

8/1/2019 11:11:28 PM brad34351293 Gates stated about population increase & if we(they) can do their Vax & other agendas they can reduce the # increase by 10-15 percent. ????????? I 

know Abortions is a bigger part of it, but WTF.

Linda Gates, "I'm worried that Vax can be weaponized."

#TRUTH

#UNSEALEPSTIE



8/1/2019 11:11:39 PM nicolem22912536 Ugh red handkerchief

8/1/2019 11:21:17 PM hi12150472 Why are there 102 likes?

8/1/2019 11:24:33 PM cryptogyu Threw mine out months ago.

8/1/2019 11:24:35 PM mongrelglory Sad!  She was very young! 😢

8/1/2019 11:34:15 PM kathleen3693693 So, will they run out of "ammunition" before long?

8/1/2019 11:34:44 PM lightseeker2012 Pop. Control

8/1/2019 11:35:02 PM tomchiodo Or perhaps we should TRUST WRAY as we were told. 🤨 🤦♂️ Name ONE thing in the Q operation that has been straight as an arrow. 5D chess. 

Disinformation about Disinformation is better than straight-up Disinformation. You are watching a movie.

8/1/2019 11:54:23 PM shallknown Surgeon generals are completely controlled by the pharmaceutical companies. 

Heal your own bodies by fasting.

8/2/2019 12:09:59 AM jollyrob2 does he know?

8/2/2019 12:16:06 AM weshallrise144k Very true!  As a doctor, you must conform to the “standard of care” or suffer the consequences.  Prescribe drugs or find another profession.

8/2/2019 12:20:33 AM bubweirich  pic.twitter.com/xPYTmub8Xz

8/2/2019 12:22:13 AM lightseeker2012 Been wondering if they will reveal an assassination plot.

8/2/2019 12:25:00 AM linacovfefe Or an attempt... pic.twitter.com/EPNDh5oqZY

8/2/2019 12:36:18 AM allahuniversal The flip side of that is that the end won't be for everybody anyway. Sounds like another Q proof. pic.twitter.com/Guase1iSOL

8/2/2019 12:52:20 AM nea_storm Love it! I simply can't get enough of Majestic, Magic Q Fun! Patience is a True Hunters Strategic, Tactical Game! Love it! Love it! Love it! Moves & 

Countermoves! Shall We enjoy a Q Checkmate Dance?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIXIsYWS8CA … pic.twitter.com/efLmGvPXz4

8/2/2019 1:12:41 AM stefanofait good actors on both sides

8/2/2019 1:24:32 AM pitdogman Right ❓❓❓❓❓

8/2/2019 1:35:07 AM nea_storm Natural Resources, People Literally = commodity trades, human trafficking or should I express Death Cult Trades the[BH] have lost complete Control! 

Our turn! What would be the (-0-) electromagnetic equilibrium Qdds of that? Conscious Self Controlled Key Triggered: ThankQ 

pic.twitter.com/0hsec2nzEO

8/2/2019 1:45:14 AM allahuniversal Our turn all wins, all revolution, no spin

3:45 pic.twitter.com/z3zghpj2Os

8/2/2019 1:51:16 AM ursula_1111 Good screen grab!

8/2/2019 1:53:54 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 

What are you guys going for International Clown Week? 😏

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Clown_Week …

8/2/2019 1:59:52 AM jenaynayz I can sleep at night knowing the powerful brain of Katy Perry will be on site to guide this. 😂🤡

8/2/2019 2:10:06 AM aetherwalker1 🙄

It's not 'real' until it's happens on the Mockingbird Media and the Normies accept it.

8/2/2019 2:20:17 AM mongrelglory This supposedly turned out to be a hoax according to Joe M.  The FBI never posted this.  Whew! 🙆 That's a relief!

8/2/2019 2:20:57 AM allahuniversal "It's not a real baby until it's born"

Where have we heard that kind of logic before? 🤔

8/2/2019 2:21:49 AM jaynenotjanie Epstein had a capsule? Kinda old school but effective (unless it's removed while you're in prison...). Interesting choice of endgame,  but that dentist 

chair he had would fit right in.

8/2/2019 2:28:31 AM girlawakeinca Yes, it’s a careful reminder for 2 things. It was trending as a mass manipulation back then. Now it validates we are the news as we are now mindful of 

what we tolerate. Winning bigly. 💫

8/2/2019 2:30:17 AM aetherwalker1 The Truth isn't the Truth, and not 'real', for many many people until it's heard on the Normie media.

It's just the way it still is.

You know this.

8/2/2019 2:33:08 AM allahuniversal The Truth is the Truth no matter who accepts it or not. That's just the way Truth has always been.

You have more than you know.

You know this.

8/2/2019 2:34:52 AM aetherwalker1 Oh yes, I know this!

The Normies do not.

8/2/2019 2:36:21 AM nea_storm Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/eLBkTSH2va

8/2/2019 2:37:19 AM allahuniversal The Truth already existed in RT while #FISAGate was happening even before you and I knew. Now we know. As each one of us as individuals was ready, 

we knew what we know. Same shall it be with Normies. The choice is theirs as it was ours. It's just the way it still is 😉 #WWG1WGA

8/2/2019 3:40:14 AM suequez Yes....

8/2/2019 3:44:32 AM suequez Yes, sadly very common.... I can’t tell you how many stories I’ve heard that are similar to this.  Go to UTube and type in VAXXED TV stories and watch.  

Believe the parents.

8/2/2019 3:47:48 AM maryschade14 Bill Gates UN Agenda 21/2030..they are on their own timeline.

Almost a third of sealife is poisoned

Earth is being rendered infertile by garbage poisons and crap like Miracle grow GMO farming..of course Aluminum flake..turns soil to blackjack..

4 5G..Wind turbines killing birds..

8/2/2019 4:16:12 AM msavoie Going to read your link now thanks. All i can think of reading this is new Zelda. Link has to infiltrate a village that only allows entrance to women. 

Makes me laugh everytime. pic.twitter.com/DRXsZFizmY

8/2/2019 4:27:07 AM michaeldee1111 Link returns, "Can not retrieve Tweet at this time, please try again later"

8/2/2019 4:29:03 AM dori88511873 OMG!! This is too much!! So sad the corruption especially in education!!

8/2/2019 4:41:30 AM angel171614 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

8/2/2019 4:42:43 AM anneolsen43 The one that went out to Law Enforcement did not mention this. Yahoo added it

8/2/2019 4:43:52 AM maryschade14 Mirro Mirror..it is Antifa. pic.twitter.com/hCNamoZ1OM

8/2/2019 4:52:00 AM deanbelair1 Yes

8/2/2019 5:06:20 AM aetherwalker1 'The Great Awakening' won't be complete UNTIL Patriots control the MSM.

..or have you forgotten how dense the lowest segment of the pop. is?

..how psychologically enslaved and dependent on The Matrix System they are?

8/2/2019 5:15:34 AM nurseniceyes Is it safe to go to dc today?

8/2/2019 5:16:51 AM deanbelair1  https://sotn19.sched.com/patrickkyhos  very interesting thanks

8/2/2019 5:17:25 AM jvan125 I hope there’s an indictment with his name on it too...☠️



8/2/2019 5:19:48 AM notaskyouranus Good. We are landed. Tales of the grave : 13eathisgrave148175. have seen the cryptoscript

It's the description of death591920

I have to run in 8 now

Be back later on this day

8/2/2019 5:36:19 AM lorieve Bastard!

8/2/2019 5:39:31 AM zayan_g_leo Then love them and keep close to them and don’t miss a moment with them..... cause the reaper is coming for them soon

8/2/2019 5:46:48 AM datruseeka RESEARCH all LIES before you stick any needle in you or your child. Think logically. Do you REALLY know what’s in those vaccines?   But we should all 

know by now that it’s BIG PHARMA and SATANIC DEEP STATE behind these vaccines, do you think they would harm you?  U DAMN RIGHT!

8/2/2019 6:05:16 AM peterluisvenero What was her insurance policy in this case?

8/2/2019 6:17:47 AM vintagesquirrel The whole Russian collusion lie.

8/2/2019 6:20:26 AM vintagesquirrel Why would the ABC's (FBl, ClA, etc) be involved in the Russian collusion hoax? Why would they need to have a way to oust Trump (aka insurance 

policy) in the event that he won the election?

8/2/2019 6:21:03 AM roaminnoodle "What if there’s a crucial metal we needed - primarily sourced from Russia - to increase production for Solar Warden?" -@KibBitzLaw

"crucial metal" = SHUNGITE?

"Only found in one place in the world, near Lake Onega, NW Russia."

@SpaceCorpsUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

#Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/4gvCcjziv2

8/2/2019 6:21:24 AM vintagesquirrel Who's that?

8/2/2019 6:23:07 AM aintgets Epstein alias!!! This is why they haven’t shown recent pics of him ! They use his 2006 mugshot because he looks different. That’s what cia and money 

can do for you. Then he goes around attacking innocent people

8/2/2019 6:24:40 AM vintagesquirrel 😮

8/2/2019 6:28:12 AM rdeweese04 Start with Nxivm, Standard, etc. Draw them in. Next level is Epstein. Next level is ???

Always pulling downward!!! Once trapped, difficult to claw your way out. Control. (Just my theory)

8/2/2019 6:30:02 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/y8s67ExUuM

8/2/2019 6:37:22 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/Si9HeriIDc

8/2/2019 6:41:19 AM sigmaaquila I have 2 kids under 4 yrs old and a pregnant wife. What to do, what to do

8/2/2019 6:44:17 AM wyatt251 Maybe cause she knew when she sent the email to donna B someone better fix this shit or we all hang

8/2/2019 6:48:17 AM joeorbit everyone wants autism for their new borns. watch your child float distantly away while their curtain drops. it's best to destroy their pineal gland very 

early. mercury and aluminum is great for penetrating the brain barrier. with a wrecked thyroid, its meds for life. thanks USSG

8/2/2019 7:03:04 AM toddbob1  pic.twitter.com/9KqBHIvbXx

8/2/2019 7:08:06 AM royalyid I wonder if the elite vaccinate their children? 🤔

8/2/2019 7:08:40 AM roaminnoodle "Military Tribunals" -@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #QArmy

#HappyFriday https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1156901838530256897 …

8/2/2019 7:08:41 AM roaminnoodle "Will you allow them into your house knowing they are intimately connected to #UnsealEpstein?"

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #QArmy

#UnsealCarisJames https://twitter.com/erica_pandey/status/1156887895891988487 …

8/2/2019 7:08:41 AM roaminnoodle "Coincidence?

1 Year Date Marker"

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #QArmy

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealCarisJames https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1156961833372323845 …

8/2/2019 7:08:41 AM roaminnoodle "Intentional negation."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 7:08:42 AM roaminnoodle "He seems trust worthy... #UnsealEpstein.

The [V] industry are all participants."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealCarisJames

#Q #QAnon #QArmy https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1157005532412223489 …

8/2/2019 7:11:18 AM roaminnoodle It's MAJIC...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 7:26:31 AM deanbelair1  https://newsinsideout.com/2017/12/cody-snodgres-ole-dammegard-cia-1995-okla-city-bombing-destroy-400000-agent-orange-medical-files-b-

evidence-bill-hillary-clinton-cia-arkansas-drug-smuggling/ …

8/2/2019 7:40:40 AM kindeandtrue Very disturbing. If Trump appoints powerful people who push vaccines, especially the dangerous chemical/pathogenic cocktail given to newborns, then 

what does that say about Trump? He doesn't have our best interests at heart, no matter what "game" he's playing.

8/2/2019 7:44:56 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealCarisJames

#Q #QAnon #QArmy pic.twitter.com/q1ewLUc3q2

8/2/2019 7:46:10 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/2/2019 7:50:01 AM meta_faith this lady always looks like susan wojziki to me lol (youtube ceo)

8/2/2019 7:55:42 AM mikesuper Wtf!  Wow!

8/2/2019 7:57:07 AM aleks8837 Indoor self-grown veggies.

8/2/2019 8:28:49 AM roaminnoodle Coincidence?

1 Year Date Marker

...Granted, #Q said "Something BIG is about to drop" 5 different times, all in 2018, Jun 24 - Nov 12. pic.twitter.com/amTUy7IrXn

8/2/2019 8:34:13 AM scienceismymuse D'oh

8/2/2019 8:39:04 AM bethnaomi222 We do here in El Paso on the border...5 new cases...

Vaccinate your children



8/2/2019 8:43:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 FF

What did they steal?

[Evidence]

Nothing can stop what is coming.

We have it all.

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1157259424794324992 …

8/2/2019 8:45:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 #INFTreaty 

Essential for disclosure.

Trust the plan.

8/2/2019 8:45:39 AM hawkgirlinmn Fake break-in for evidence that will incriminate for the billion. #ThesePeopleAreStupid

8/2/2019 8:46:30 AM sergii_ii Hohoho Elijah is essentially FUBAR then

8/2/2019 8:46:40 AM roaminnoodle Symbolism will be their downfall.

#Q

#QAnon

#UnsealEpstein

Cc: @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/pope-francis-presides-over-an-evening-vigil-with-young-news-photo/1089890094 … 

pic.twitter.com/aTT8O533h3
8/2/2019 8:46:43 AM tomchiodo @realDonaldTrump I bet it was raided. By the good guys. Took something that wasn’t his.  Like maybe he was hiding the money he stole from the govt 

aid to Baltimore. All his kick back stash. That was my first thought.

8/2/2019 8:47:11 AM right_sideof Maybe he had one of those William Jefferson model freezers that needs periodic defrosting from hiding cold cash and his repairman couldn't help 

himself.

8/2/2019 8:47:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 [They] want you divided.

DIVIDED BY RACE.

DIVIDED BY CLASS.

DIVIDED BY RELIGION.

DIVIDED BY POLITICAL AFFILIATION.

DIVIDED AS HUMAN BEINGS.

DIVIDED you are WEAK.

TOGETHER you are STRONG.

WWG1WGA!!!

#DearWhitePeople

#DearBlackPeople

UNITE then you shall #UnsealEpstein.
8/2/2019 8:47:42 AM heosoonho  pic.twitter.com/3Os1hotWfU

8/2/2019 8:48:01 AM robinreitsma1 👀

8/2/2019 8:48:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 #FridayMotivation is knowing that #UnsealEpstein will happen and NOTHING can stop what is coming.

Enjoy the show!

August is a HOT month.

8/2/2019 8:49:00 AM shushale #DearEveryone

8/2/2019 8:49:02 AM roaminnoodle The 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty required the U.S. and the Soviet Union to eliminate and permanently forswear all of their 

nuclear and conventional ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with ranges of 500 to 5,500 kilometers.

 https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/INFtreaty …

8/2/2019 8:49:13 AM aeg0717 Exactly, we are AMERICANS. pic.twitter.com/AOljYYzk2e

8/2/2019 8:49:41 AM 1_decided_voter Q wiped out Patriots Fight posts and then went quiet.

Calm before the storm?

8/2/2019 8:49:51 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/yN3mSYcDAl

8/2/2019 8:49:53 AM dlmaybee  pic.twitter.com/0K8HwGgStt

8/2/2019 8:50:12 AM girlawakeinca Looking forward to it! 🔥 

WWG1WGA 💫

#UnsealEpstein

8/2/2019 8:50:15 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/vo7QQSflUa

8/2/2019 8:50:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is not in reference to #UnsealEpstein.

#FISA

8/2/2019 8:51:16 AM supernovaslight #dearpeople

8/2/2019 8:51:26 AM jollyrob2 Leverage?

8/2/2019 8:51:41 AM katie_g4  pic.twitter.com/w5NMopLt3a

8/2/2019 8:51:56 AM starehope Don't give them any ideas. These people are stupid too.

8/2/2019 8:52:08 AM sqieke PLEASE

GOD SPEED

Weve been patient little Patriots, but it's time 2 reward us

Shine truth on them ALL, very very very soon

8/2/2019 8:52:12 AM bbobbio71 Talk about bad acting

8/2/2019 8:52:17 AM flashlightnings 👁👁 🍿 READY! Whoop Whoop! Fire it Up! 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/BQfCt5WMQj

8/2/2019 8:52:23 AM roaminnoodle Thanks for clarifying.

#FISA brings down the House, still?

Either way, sounds like a win-win!

#HappyFriday, MJ Team!

8/2/2019 8:53:25 AM kindeandtrue Aren't "nukes" obsolete? Why does the world operate as if 1950's technology was still the latest word in weapons systems?

8/2/2019 8:53:45 AM starehope 😂😂😂 Good one!

8/2/2019 8:54:32 AM drson1968 Yes but I am ready to throw the ashes to the wind. I know it takes time but just saying. 😉👍

8/2/2019 8:54:39 AM aprilbrown99 He thinks it was the only copies of his incriminating evidence. Little does he know ]We have it all[.  He probably boxed it up for them. These people are 

so transparent!  So glad I can SEE. Reminds me of the movies Signs. https://youtu.be/Fp6UIhiWeZY 

8/2/2019 8:55:04 AM truthisyours310 They are hiding it



8/2/2019 8:56:03 AM suequez Keep injecting yours with poison, genius! 🙄

8/2/2019 8:56:35 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/iqS34vMlvC

8/2/2019 8:58:18 AM soldierofalbion i am BEAMING  @ this news  :)

8/2/2019 8:59:23 AM enomai_ Moloch?

8/2/2019 9:00:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 [RENEGADE] https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157316987430813696 …

8/2/2019 9:00:47 AM right_sideof WWG1WGA

8/2/2019 9:02:06 AM 1_decided_voter It's going to take some MAJOR revelations from some people in positions of authority (other than Trump-appointed people) to UNITE this country. It's 

like a catch 22, you have to be united to force the truth, but you can't be united until you have the truth.

8/2/2019 9:02:10 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/TF4rfaNoiL

8/2/2019 9:03:29 AM blsdbe [BS] (this is so great on so many different levels)

8/2/2019 9:03:36 AM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/1dv6UUYEPy

8/2/2019 9:03:41 AM willowood22 Killbox for that mf! Gitmo bound by way of Kenya.

8/2/2019 9:03:53 AM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/g1gRn0WW6U

8/2/2019 9:03:59 AM olimyracle Any SG-1 ep. related ?

8/2/2019 9:04:16 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Li5FNzCpy7

8/2/2019 9:04:17 AM igg716 TRUTH! #WWG1WGA #Trump2020

8/2/2019 9:05:24 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/2/2019 9:05:41 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/oo34Ln3Rue

8/2/2019 9:05:43 AM truthrules463 Not on my watch!  Another cluster fail for the dems...!

8/2/2019 9:05:52 AM starehope Me too.

8/2/2019 9:05:55 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/2/2019 9:07:03 AM blsdbe And #ThanQ for doing the Heavy Lifting!!! pic.twitter.com/KTK3E7KOJh

8/2/2019 9:09:39 AM samsmith0319 That is exactly what I thought...something disappeared...👀

8/2/2019 9:10:50 AM blsdbe Literally the only show I enjoy watching anymore...freaking pedos in almost all other media

8/2/2019 9:11:54 AM aprilbrown99 [They] usually vacation during August. Can’t wait to see what the heat will bring for [them]!  Looking forward to the show. 🍿🍿🍿

God speed patriots! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #UnsealEpstein #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealEpstein #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealEpstein #UnsealCarisjames

8/2/2019 9:12:24 AM blsdbe I love that acronym

8/2/2019 9:12:27 AM aprilbrown99 I love that meme!  ❤️🇺🇸❤️

8/2/2019 9:12:58 AM oeinicolette Please, let this not be true, speaking as an atheist. All cows are animals but not all animals are cows.

8/2/2019 9:13:10 AM jdltr450  pic.twitter.com/yCgmLI2gCu

8/2/2019 9:13:36 AM dlmaybee  pic.twitter.com/G4MAhujONq

8/2/2019 9:15:07 AM roaminnoodle More crumbs here:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070399275945877504 … pic.twitter.com/dhlgDtaiGs

8/2/2019 9:16:54 AM starehope He is the storm! Did you see the rally attendance last night? Trump sure can pack a crowd! pic.twitter.com/zdoAU4UiQj

8/2/2019 9:18:38 AM roaminnoodle The Truth will be a painful pill for some to swallow. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1152966107759861760 …

8/2/2019 9:18:41 AM roaminnoodle Search:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 nuclear

Direct link:  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20nuclear&src=typed_query …

8/2/2019 9:18:55 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, he sure does. We love our President!  ❤️❤️❤️

8/2/2019 9:20:03 AM fibermam266 if he is ever brought up on treason charges, will will divide  by ethnicity too.

 Claim he not American, so can't be charged with treason against the  United States of America

8/2/2019 9:21:55 AM dlmaybee  pic.twitter.com/E1pILUekZH

8/2/2019 9:24:40 AM easteden9  pic.twitter.com/6cdUfAitFf

8/2/2019 9:24:49 AM lbf777 DNC hires the KKK to divide and conquer blacks and whites.

8/2/2019 9:24:52 AM fififnawfnaw  pic.twitter.com/txyjtHqecN

8/2/2019 9:24:53 AM enomai_ So, #OFC will be before unsealing Epstein?

8/2/2019 9:27:46 AM kagqanon And he didn’t take the oath of office.  Messed it up both times

8/2/2019 9:33:04 AM smith_jere Popcorn at the ready! 🍿

8/2/2019 9:33:11 AM oeinicolette Thx

8/2/2019 9:35:30 AM ezdoesit_ Official First Contact

8/2/2019 9:39:09 AM chasmata @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ

@HeikoMaas

@AfD_Thueringen

@AfDimBundestag

@Martin_Hess_AfD

@cdu_thueringen

@peersteinbrueck

@ChefSteinmeier

@COMPACTMagazin

@COMPUTERBILD https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157316426828591105 …
8/2/2019 9:39:37 AM starehope It seems to be that "we" must stop all vacs. It may take a generation or more to straighten out?.? We "must" control our sexual desires and deeds in 

order to create positive energy. I know what is meant, but hard to explain. Our world is sexually very ill at this point.

8/2/2019 9:39:50 AM natureinspace I can understand why we need to unite before unseal. I imagine that children were taken from Haiti in as large a number as any where else.

8/2/2019 9:43:10 AM starehope Trump is the Best President I have ever experienced as a leader and decision maker.

8/2/2019 9:45:32 AM zayan_g_leo At least they won’t die at the age of 3

8/2/2019 9:46:44 AM chasmata Ruhig mal ein paar Minuten der kostbaren Zeit nehmen und dieses Verzeichnis mal näher betrachten. Im Grunde reicht die Seitebeinah schon, um sich 

über das Weltgeschehen zu informieren. https://wearethene.ws/ 

8/2/2019 9:46:50 AM aprilbrown99 Because all the others have been cabal or were showpieces for Bush to run the country.  #SheepNoMore #SlavesNoMore #WeAreWoke

8/2/2019 9:48:23 AM suequez Well... my kids are 19, 17 and 15 so.... ???   But, truly, if your kids are that young... please do your homework on vaccines because if you’re injecting 

them with aluminum, there’s a good chance they are being brain damaged.  Be careful... 👍

8/2/2019 9:50:26 AM ethereal_shaman #HotAugust

8/2/2019 9:51:11 AM enomai_ Yes/No

it will take much longer without.

This is centuries of division and beliefs, self hate, hate towards others. It is so much. Will the white people walk through the ghettos trying to help 

another's community? Would the ghetto be receptive or do they not want to change?

8/2/2019 9:52:55 AM renee86743676 How convenient



8/2/2019 9:53:07 AM enomai_ Do the white people even know the problems the ghettos have? Do they know the enslavement that is present? Defunding of education? Defunding of 

real solutions for change? Corruption the politicians undertake in the ghettos? America should never have these "ghettos"

8/2/2019 9:55:57 AM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKdcjJoXeEY … Try Again at another oh 3rd density planet somewhere! Oh wait you vile creatures will be in 

Stasis! Better luck oh perhaps maybe, Never! pic.twitter.com/9EDcVjXmKr

8/2/2019 9:57:08 AM allahuniversal If you're waiting for the (((MSM))) to be cleaned up, we've got a long wait, Morpheus. (((Saved for last))), IIRC.

That's Great though. The longer the people have to Awaken, the better. Have you forgotten how dense we were prior to?

Have compassion, that'll help you through this pic.twitter.com/odrvFV2xA0

8/2/2019 9:57:27 AM amyjack37468809 i hope this means we got him! word was that he was supposed to be at the cc meeting at google camp in Italy, but he hadn't showed up as far as I 

know...

8/2/2019 9:58:47 AM nea_storm But Q I simply Adore my two puppies! pic.twitter.com/f7Y3yPEGBG

8/2/2019 10:00:00 AM enomai_ The only white people involved in the ghettos 98% are their to assist in their demise. influential schools that promote evil. Do they traffick children, 

people from these ghettos.

Found this in the ghetto. A crappy bench, made by college students pic.twitter.com/RAtMBINV9A

8/2/2019 10:01:06 AM melanieanders7 The more o think about it the more Stasis Prisons sound like music to my ears regarding vile creatures. pic.twitter.com/4ZKggaMh3W

8/2/2019 10:02:26 AM enomai_ So, please tell me. Without a MASSIVE military/government undertaking of just focusing on the conscious of "races" coming together. How will this 

work?

Unless #OFC comes?

8/2/2019 10:04:09 AM nick85houston I think full disclosure is more important, personally.

8/2/2019 10:06:03 AM enomai_ It's just one step.

Many people do not have the will or conscious to follow government happenings. Mental diseases run rampant in all communities.

8/2/2019 10:06:31 AM allahuniversal One things for sure, we've already got the key in the lock... https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1150969803416506369?s=19 …

8/2/2019 10:06:58 AM zayan_g_leo Do you have any proof? Huh!

8/2/2019 10:07:58 AM enomai_ Peoples DNA has been lowered. Where their conscious is not what it should be. The light is not coming through clearly. And, upon this, DNA rebuilds 

itself in a scrambled manner with the lack or scrambled light. Light is conscious, DNA connects the light

8/2/2019 10:08:19 AM nick85houston Yeah, but I think if we had full disclosure, it would spread like wildfire across the globe. There wouldn’t be communities without access to its benefits.

8/2/2019 10:08:30 AM alnacho1 Renegade in the 187 box?

8/2/2019 10:09:42 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/SV9XY9s469

8/2/2019 10:10:36 AM enomai_ Brainwashing runs deep. Would they  even see what's good for them, us?

8/2/2019 10:10:57 AM enomai_ A healing phase is necessary

8/2/2019 10:10:57 AM starehope Those secretarys sure got around!

8/2/2019 10:11:12 AM boomjunky556 Most people have a very clinical and shallow view of what really goes on in secret.

Most could not handle full disclosure.

8/2/2019 10:11:38 AM suequez The proof is in the 1 in 68 children who are diagnosed with autism these days (likely higher).  Plus, autoimmune diseases, childhood cancer, seizure 

disorders, allergies, etc.  SICK KIDS.  Open your eyes... watched VAXXED stories on YouTube and trust the parents!

8/2/2019 10:15:33 AM destinlola MJ, w/o an “in your face” narrative change to combat the Mockingbird BS, we are in straightjackets. I have very interested, willing ears all around me, 

but to this point, anything I say is hypothetical, unsubstantiated, etc. Q posts aren’t cutting through it. Need TRUTH public!

8/2/2019 10:16:58 AM yvonnegetcarter So why does he keep blaming Muslims for many things he knows they have not done.... how is that not dividing people ❓

8/2/2019 10:17:05 AM destinlola PLEASE!

8/2/2019 10:17:58 AM starehope Any enemy domestic or foreign - can't they be equally charged with treason? And, if he was a citizen here at the time, will that matter. One is not a 

slippery fish as they choose. Eventually, a fish gets hungry and eats the worm.

8/2/2019 10:20:32 AM iamsteph2017 THEY May want division, but WE THE PEOPLE Stand United in Freedom for America and For All !  THEY’RE Old Narrative is done ✅!

8/2/2019 10:22:34 AM zayan_g_leo I NEED SCIENTIFIC PROOF!!! What’s not to understand

8/2/2019 10:23:27 AM roublisa Heck yes🙌🙌🙌

8/2/2019 10:24:00 AM zayan_g_leo Autism is a genetic disease, cancer is caused by the mutation of cells, seizures are mostly caused by severe brain damage like taking a hit from a bat, 

disorders are caused by cell and tissue mutations and allergies are genetic

8/2/2019 10:24:26 AM boy12_jimmy Behave yourself Russia. Get back to the #INFTREATY. WE WANT DISCLOSURE! pic.twitter.com/h90LNcKRX1

8/2/2019 10:24:43 AM starehope All of the above, and the so-called conspiracy theorists(ha-ha), are doing wrong? It is true, up is down, reversals matter!

8/2/2019 10:25:30 AM brimichelle75 Are Raskin and Van Hollen, both members of Congress representing Maryland, a link between Cummings and Epstein?  Lots of CIA in Van Hollen’s fam - 

parents and wife too I think.  And his grandfather owned Atlantic Trading Company.... pic.twitter.com/EHsQpQ3ILS

8/2/2019 10:28:29 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/tsk7dcv6mS

8/2/2019 10:34:14 AM mamiemcclure17 Eyes opened hears listening? pic.twitter.com/rKXokW8QvS

8/2/2019 10:36:54 AM bennastix  pic.twitter.com/V01coqjNln

8/2/2019 10:37:28 AM djlok That's the truth!!!

8/2/2019 10:38:19 AM roaminnoodle Nothing to fear, though! Good vibes!

8/2/2019 10:38:31 AM momekool1 #UNSEALEPSTEIN !!! #UNSEALNXVM !!!

#JusticeForTheBabies

8/2/2019 10:41:54 AM tifuld You can thank the dems. Every city that has ghettos are run by dems. You can look it up. The dems are still ‘slave’ owners, they just went from 

plantations to ‘ghettos’ Sad fact & lots of blacks keep voting for them

8/2/2019 10:42:36 AM am1rob  pic.twitter.com/HmamGJMq99

8/2/2019 10:44:17 AM melanieanders7 Stealthy

8/2/2019 10:45:45 AM bennastix ThanQ for finally breaking 3-6-9 down for us basic Anons 😄

8/2/2019 10:46:04 AM soulonjourney11 Oh please Lord!!!  Alleluia!!!

Now we just need the #DeathPenaltyForPedos

8/2/2019 10:47:14 AM bennastix Agreed

8/2/2019 10:49:29 AM girlawakeinca Someone has generously made a meme to go with it.  Synchronicity 💫 pic.twitter.com/hKwlaZQmb4

8/2/2019 10:49:58 AM queen0fcups That was my thought, too! How many hard drives did they get?

8/2/2019 10:50:22 AM keith369me Any likeness to the Clinton house fire.  Is it safe to assume “we have it all” [Elijah]

8/2/2019 10:52:41 AM keith369me Is it safe to assume there will be a replacement plan that is larger and more far reaching than INF?

8/2/2019 10:53:22 AM keith369me #LoveToAll

8/2/2019 10:55:01 AM keith369me Are we about to have CNNnand MSNBC provide wall to wall coverage on DEEPFAKE technology?



8/2/2019 11:01:20 AM roaminnoodle Oops, okay. What about this? Notable?

POTUS first said 'Calm Before the Storm' on October 5, 2017.

666 Days Ago...

FIRE AT WILL, COMMANDER. pic.twitter.com/qcsB4VBXjK

8/2/2019 11:19:56 AM anns5853 Divided from God

8/2/2019 11:21:46 AM cq349 #WWG1GWA IS ACTUALLY COLORBLIND! Our Great Nation Is In Dramatic Need of a New #GreatAwakening !

UNITED, The Powers of Darkness Cannot Defeat Us!

#QArmy

8/2/2019 11:29:09 AM kenkolke This still keeps us divided from where I have a fight of generations...……...State Slavery is very real in EVERY STATE

Mic drops on the Slaves. Wake the fuck up

8/2/2019 11:36:45 AM nea_storm I Love You with All My Heart & Being America & to Russia with Love, We operate in space with Diplomatic unity ]private side[ it is now time to remove 

the public side stage curtain & reveal the truth of All Galactic operations: Love You as part of Душа моя!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scTDEj0yYUQ … pic.twitter.com/p2xiM7zAWf

8/2/2019 11:43:54 AM cathybivens4 #WWG1WGA

8/2/2019 11:46:10 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/O0OB3SLOfS

8/2/2019 12:07:40 PM magnolia678 😂😂😂

8/2/2019 12:10:47 PM cmdrzod23 Photoshop beginners course, lesson 1

8/2/2019 12:13:30 PM bbanderson50158 You're not the only one friend.

Twitter gestapo at work here

8/2/2019 12:18:10 PM magnolia678 😂😂😂

8/2/2019 12:26:37 PM brobot1111 🤢🤮

8/2/2019 12:30:39 PM mongrelglory I believe it originated from WWII, along with SNAFU. 😁

8/2/2019 12:31:13 PM jayrambin The demise of the treaty is necessary? Or success of the treaty?

8/2/2019 12:33:04 PM mongrelglory First thing I thought of when I heard the news!  Trump's tweet was awesome! 😆

8/2/2019 12:37:40 PM hobiepat How do you spell Treason!

8/2/2019 12:49:22 PM persianlv  pic.twitter.com/uR4ymP0xeC

8/2/2019 12:55:36 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ, is the red mark on the back of the neck tied to Autism somehow?

8/2/2019 1:01:35 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Coincidence? 

 https://www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/germany-cocaine-bust-hamburg-drug-uruguay-montevideo/?__twitter_impression=true …

@zagnett @GirlAwakeinCA @DJLOK pic.twitter.com/dJLIySRnXh

8/2/2019 1:11:41 PM roublisa One hundred million times 💖💖💖Yes !!! pic.twitter.com/8AOlkvVXZG

8/2/2019 1:13:10 PM roublisa This is incredible disclosure.....it is time💗💗💗...I’m so happy the truth of private side will become public record🤗🤗🤗

8/2/2019 1:13:45 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/VTiJsVmXJX

8/2/2019 1:17:00 PM roublisa Yes!!!  Truth brings light.....I’m so excited 😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/taURL3EnVi

8/2/2019 1:22:15 PM kimmeykim1 About. Time.  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/2/2019 1:23:24 PM roaminnoodle Right on cue? #PanicInDC

#Democrats turn on Obama in an effort to hurt Sleepy Joe Biden

Obama's Record: Blistering criticism of Obama highlights dramatic shift inside Democratic Party https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/01/politics/obama-

legacy-democratic-primary/index.html …

8/2/2019 1:24:35 PM kathleen3693693 Perhaps their "gathering" for "climate change" was a cover for a human hunting party hunt. Yes, the "climate" is indeed changing, with more and more 

people becoming aware of their evil allegiance and corruption. #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide  is a HUGE climate change for them.

8/2/2019 1:27:05 PM roublisa Keep goin😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/JwiMgiS5EV

8/2/2019 1:29:24 PM roaminnoodle Best part? It's from #FakeNews CNN!

8/2/2019 1:30:03 PM highhopesusa Oh the corn will be a 🍿🍿🍿right on the 🌞🌽🌽🌽🌞

8/2/2019 1:32:01 PM mongrelglory We have to remember though that he is working with a team of patriots and white-hats who have been planning this operation for decades!

8/2/2019 1:34:23 PM winklerburke You are sharp!

8/2/2019 1:38:15 PM mongrelglory It took me a moment to realize you were referring to [Barry Soetoro] and not [💩], though arguably some would say they are the same.

8/2/2019 1:38:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Lol I was just agreeing with MJ12.

8/2/2019 1:43:00 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/F2AJLrKabI

8/2/2019 1:47:23 PM blsdbe Heads Up https://twitter.com/epochtimes/status/1157390622640267264?s=21 …

8/2/2019 1:48:14 PM roublisa Hahahahahaah😆😆😆🙌🙌🙌 pic.twitter.com/b5KqF5Gnfc

8/2/2019 1:50:57 PM ghost_of_billy_ It's been going on a long time folks, it's time to break the cycle. pic.twitter.com/MWpI47TYLm

8/2/2019 1:59:12 PM bbobbio71 #UnsealEpstein #ClintonBodyCount #UnsealStandardHotel

8/2/2019 2:05:24 PM bbobbio71 Hell no!

8/2/2019 2:07:40 PM loosedemon1 I suspect POTUS doesn't begin a tweet attack unless "we have everything" - then they self incriminate themselves further in public view.

It's GENIUS!

Art of War.

8/2/2019 2:35:02 PM hobiepat Why did firefighters see thermite very hot eating at the metal!

8/2/2019 2:35:16 PM zack_stone HOT= Hand on trigger?

8/2/2019 2:50:10 PM jonessense You forgot AGE. Millennials hate boomers.

8/2/2019 2:52:05 PM petitchevalb We are all Human Beings

Thank you for saying this

8/2/2019 2:54:54 PM susan66388204 I remember this from childhood.  I Totally Trust The Plan AND the Planners 🥰🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/2/2019 3:01:47 PM aprilbrown99 @Nun_chucknorris @MelanieAnders7 @hawkgirlinmn @DJLOK @n7guardiananon @RagoliaVito @laurabusse @AllahUniversal @state1union 

@LightWitness @Quebec99335648 @OBYONETAOPY @JimHayzlett @NSA_QIL2 @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 3:04:18 PM state1union Prayers Able Danger 🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏

8/2/2019 3:09:20 PM roaminnoodle #UnitedNotDivided

#WorldPeace

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1157296320589287425 …

8/2/2019 3:15:12 PM roaminnoodle I try to think more in terms if events than time (thanks to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12) and I think there are still some more events needed before certain 

DECLAS and OFC occurs.

8/2/2019 3:23:02 PM ryankochweare1 Probably a joke?? Idk.. You'd have to ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 3:23:51 PM ryankochweare1 Sorry .. I meant.. That's the account that posted the pic

8/2/2019 3:24:04 PM roaminnoodle It's Time for this Event 😉

8/2/2019 3:31:59 PM redslegacy2 Why has he been so silent regarding health concerns at tge border? He should have been front and center!



8/2/2019 3:34:19 PM fairyland66 It would probably get the support of @HillaryClinton.  🤔 pic.twitter.com/yp3RiETK7N

8/2/2019 4:08:42 PM karma4event201 She staggers side to side & coughs because the demon she invited inside her changed his mind, he wants out and  is fighting to escape Hildabeast. 😆

8/2/2019 4:31:16 PM jaded_pearl Where did he obtain all the wealth? Follow the money pic.twitter.com/0noJCbgWMd

8/2/2019 4:37:28 PM djlok A lot of times I feel like I live in a totally different reality than the rest of the world.  Started about 2 years ago...well, I should say it escalated about 2 

yrs ago...always felt a separate reality, I suppose.

8/2/2019 4:41:15 PM marshahodgson Page Six said he was ultimately a no show, and I could find no pictures of him at the event this year.

Should I start smiling yet?

8/2/2019 4:42:02 PM djlok Did it ramp up over the last 2 years for you also?

8/2/2019 4:44:28 PM djlok I think it's been 3 for me too...come to think of it.

8/2/2019 4:47:28 PM djlok Yeah I've always been way different in my thinking too... Despite my best efforts to think "normally".... Psychiatric medications, cults, etc.

8/2/2019 4:51:57 PM roaminnoodle Since a young age, I have always considered myself an "old soul."

8/2/2019 4:52:30 PM djlok Me too.  I was called that as a kid.

8/2/2019 4:53:54 PM jayrambin I think either mj, ets, or nsa cc said that Wray was trustworthy pre-mueller. But now that blockade is gone, not so much. Now, Wray is the next ds 

firewall?

8/2/2019 4:54:35 PM djlok Me either.

8/2/2019 4:58:47 PM layne_eliese I hope it's a joke, it throws the rest of the diagram into total question.

8/2/2019 5:02:33 PM joejul1964 @Jeff57253103 gws body language looks suspicious

8/2/2019 5:06:38 PM marshahodgson Is this damage control to quash chatter about the underlying assassination angle this is actually about? Hmm. 

Thanks for posting the article.

8/2/2019 5:08:07 PM us_poll  pic.twitter.com/syBESFN9sU

8/2/2019 5:08:25 PM deboras80187039 No

8/2/2019 5:10:48 PM rafngeirdal 44

8/2/2019 5:11:28 PM oo1o110 If anyone is confused about who the ruling establishment class wants to win the presidency, one need look no further than who they put in charge of 

the "influence machine." https://twitter.com/alx/status/1157422523082006532 …

8/2/2019 5:13:30 PM rosaleeadams Spanky...............what a boy he was

but sometimes like this too pic.twitter.com/6NGdVRQDJG

8/2/2019 5:13:38 PM rafngeirdal If they are not photoshopped, then these are very important photos of Osama Bin Laden with three very prominent politicians  within the past 3 

decades: Susan Rice, Hillary Clinton and Barack HUSSEIN Obama.

8/2/2019 5:13:47 PM oo1o110 Those all look like 'shops, man...

8/2/2019 5:15:48 PM rafngeirdal Well actually the Secret Service asked Barack Obama after the inauguration on 2009 what he would like them to call him as a secret name and it was 

Barack himself that chose RENEGADE.

8/2/2019 5:15:54 PM wearediamonds2 ...the sun for  http://miles.It  never moved for the rest of the evening!I felt like it was a gift to all 200 of us forced to work in 90+ degree heat w/ 

vintage wool suits & coats for 17.5 hrs.I'd like to thank my alien/friends 4 caring.💖@DJLOK @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 5:16:21 PM rafngeirdal That’s the one, alright!

8/2/2019 5:16:30 PM mongrelglory It feels pretty surreal at times to interact with the "regular" world...

8/2/2019 5:16:39 PM wearediamonds2 I've been obsessed with the sky for as long as I can remember.

8/2/2019 5:17:40 PM djlok It really is.

8/2/2019 5:18:33 PM rafngeirdal Really? How did Obama get past that ceremony with the Supreme Court judge and swearing on the Bible?

8/2/2019 5:20:09 PM rafngeirdal So it was not the Russian spying on the Presidential elections, it was Obama spying on the Trump campaign?

8/2/2019 5:21:25 PM rafngeirdal You got the RENEGADE down correctly and yes: Clinton chose EAGLE for himself.

8/2/2019 5:22:10 PM rafngeirdal Yes, very.

8/2/2019 5:23:09 PM rafngeirdal Amazing if true, because that’s in addition to him being Barry Soetoro.

8/2/2019 5:25:09 PM rafngeirdal If this is all true, then it’s terrible, especially that last part, the fomenting part.

8/2/2019 5:27:10 PM rafngeirdal Well even though it’s called a kill box, it actually is meant as a designation box. I gather it means that Majestic 12 wants us to focus on RENEGATE.

8/2/2019 5:41:21 PM usss_211 Lmfao... oh you MJ'S  always make my day....

8/2/2019 5:50:37 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you so much! SO BE IT! 💖💖💖

8/2/2019 5:53:02 PM keith369me My family used to say I was an old man from another world

8/2/2019 5:53:45 PM jaded_pearl The $21 Trillon missing from HUD books went where? pic.twitter.com/RSiaxQ4PIA

8/2/2019 6:01:12 PM djlok And then you became one...😂😂😂. But #TimeIsAnIllusion!!!

8/2/2019 6:40:28 PM jongoelliott Do not forget prescott bush funding both hitler and the Allies.

8/2/2019 6:48:12 PM moxie58002436 United We Stand #WWG1WGA

8/2/2019 6:53:08 PM liltilgerlil Happy thoughts

8/2/2019 6:55:24 PM turboxyde Fire it up! https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1157468679736631296?s=20 …

8/2/2019 7:04:26 PM nancyddb Me too.

8/2/2019 7:08:26 PM danielaqcrew I’m still wrapping my head around it learning more each day.. stand by lol ;)

8/2/2019 7:10:12 PM slayerofmatrix1 MthrFKER !!! 💀!!!

8/2/2019 7:13:47 PM unidentifiedta1 Mnunchin = 322, Wilbur Ross = Rothschild, Barr = Bush Cabal, Mueller = 9/11, Epstein = Mossad, Kushner = Zionist, Bannon = Goldman Sachs.....There 

are your facts Mr. MJ12. Or are you also a MI PsyOp by Palantir/Quid to corral the herds?

8/2/2019 7:38:22 PM danielaqcrew Think of it this way... once you digest the above...if you take it in a complete literal sense (really digest that one).. and then you realize.. no 

coincidences.. wow

8/2/2019 7:39:08 PM twistersage @StormIsUponUs @JuliansRum @ReIncarnatedET @M2Madness @3Days3Nights @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TRUreporting @RedPill78 

@PatriotsSoapbox It's tied to trends xD

#Descendants3

#RuinABandNameWithOneLetter https://twitter.com/twistersage/status/1157479066330492928 …

8/2/2019 7:51:21 PM n7guardiananon Apologies for the late reply,  https://duckduckgo.com/?q=dracos+aliens&atb=v106-1&ia=web …

Truth resonates from within.

I feel like watching V again...nostalgia!!! https://youtu.be/QihkWmS7dTI 

8/2/2019 7:52:14 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords 

Thank you MJ12!!

8/2/2019 8:08:35 PM enomai_ Does the looking Glass have a conscious light?

8/2/2019 8:13:15 PM poppyslovecapu Barack Hussein Obama = Renegade 

Name given to him by the Secret Service⁉️It means One who betrays ones country; a traitor, a deceiver.

The more you know ...



8/2/2019 8:15:14 PM poppyslovecapu Nope!!

8/2/2019 8:17:09 PM poppyslovecapu #QAnon there are more than [They] know #WWG1WGAWW

8/2/2019 8:32:47 PM julietteschmee1 Love this meme....says so very much about the pain we have endured.❤️🙏🏻🇺🇸

8/2/2019 8:33:48 PM julietteschmee1 PLEASE WAKE TF UP!!!🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/2/2019 8:48:17 PM karma4event201 Yes, Prescott was evil, he helped Hitler, made money along with IG Farben BAYER BASF etc 

Factories in concentration camps. Bush Family have a long history of profiting from evil. Every penny Bush Family has, should taken and given back to 

the world

8/2/2019 8:58:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 MSM sucks

8/2/2019 9:00:46 PM kagqanon He "misspoke" at both public swearing in's with Chief Justice Roberts and then "retook" the oath behind closed doors at later date.

8/2/2019 9:02:08 PM kagqanon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXzbyoWUdB4 …

8/2/2019 9:02:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Osama and Obama look related...

8/2/2019 9:06:52 PM bennastix I've been on a learning mission for a little over a year. I'm trying to keep up 😊 ThanQ for patience and clarity .

8/2/2019 9:07:44 PM bennastix I'm totally down with no coincidences 🔥 None! #WWG1WGA

8/2/2019 9:17:55 PM danielaqcrew Very welcome

8/2/2019 9:20:16 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/8cFzPaYC3g

8/2/2019 9:22:08 PM jdltr450 Lesson 2 prove them fake, also a fact Hillary accepted foriegn aide for her campaign...Fact. Deep State Clowns 🤡

8/2/2019 9:27:58 PM toffer_anon_369 What will happen to the moon, in the end?  I'm assuming it isn't our ship/satellite/antenna - whatever you want to call it.

8/2/2019 9:41:27 PM petitchevalb I define myself as living being

How do you define yourself?

8/2/2019 10:15:29 PM aleks8837 And as a reminder:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRtEgdgj_XQ … !

8/2/2019 10:51:28 PM chaele3 Death of Saoirse Kennedy Hill, granddaughter of RFK, August 1, 2019  https://youtu.be/hSCX-QO1z1A  via @YouTube

@speakprojectM

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FedricRandy

@EyesOnQ

@SpeakGF

@Aldo_9111

@thagayguru

@amyjack37468809
8/2/2019 11:17:38 PM ladyyoungbull @POTUS #QAnon

NOW WOULD BE A GOOD TIME to show #QArmy #Patriots acknowledgment by addressing this issue publicly.

Yes "timing is everything," but we are under attack. We've been "Trusting a Plan" for almost 2 yrs. FULL PUBLIC DISCLOSURE, PLEASE!

@thejointstaff @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/2/2019 11:31:10 PM andrew13892378 Options for long justice processes will logically become untenable fast when volumes are realized.

8/2/2019 11:35:07 PM deepbluesand QV YouTube

8/3/2019 12:32:35 AM wallyayottejr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is Canada doing here?

 https://www.facebook.com/460324641077576/posts/717116962065008?s=1344593078&v=e&sfns=mo …

8/3/2019 1:05:06 AM keith369me Events happen in a specific order, time periods are varied.  Soon...if you don’t already follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/3/2019 1:18:50 AM majic_eyes_qnly DAMN! https://boundingintocomics.com/2019/08/02/soph-banned-from-youtube-for-violating-hate-speech-policy/ …

8/3/2019 1:21:52 AM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/QlFFOYjGCU

8/3/2019 1:50:11 AM sterkinglights1 Could be both.

8/3/2019 2:25:24 AM protestchris Unseal Lockheed.  Epstein is old news.  #swampteam6 The Pilot is Tribal.  #SPYGATE pic.twitter.com/tAkROd5BSm

8/3/2019 2:51:35 AM rafngeirdal So HUSSEIN misspoke in front of Chief Justice, when he had to look him in the eye and tell the truth and nothing but the truth so help him GOD (of us 

the Christians)? When can a judge deem a liar? Well at moments as this and the Chief judge could make sure the second time around.

8/3/2019 2:56:23 AM rafngeirdal HUSSEIN delayed the word faitfully but when he swore again within the White House he yes indeed repeated the faithfully word in the right place BUT 

WITHOUT USING THE BIBLE! Hence not of the Christian faith. At least that’s my conclusion.

8/3/2019 3:09:05 AM ladydyxea54  pic.twitter.com/3Mi9Ddck5y

8/3/2019 3:38:16 AM timeforarrests We thought they built the temple on Little Saint James island because of the  weather. We are finding out they built the temple over this great 

archaeological find. #qanon what are they hiding? #MarkTaylor #QAnon @potus

8/3/2019 3:38:58 AM timeforarrests The article is gone. Of course it is.

8/3/2019 4:10:37 AM kagqanon Serious question.  How do you know what he said behind closed doors, send me a link of the video, and don’t you find it coincidental that he messed it 

up both times.

8/3/2019 4:20:01 AM goatfish_dreams I thought a protective order was filed on July 25th asking the names be kept secret? What happened with that?

8/3/2019 4:24:34 AM thankq45 Symbolism will be their downfall. 

Maynard James Keenan's (Tool) pizza truck. 

#GreatAwakening #WakeUp #Qanon

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@kabamur_taygeta

@LisaMei62

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2E6G6xLkx2
8/3/2019 5:16:55 AM kudzaikaukau @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀

8/3/2019 5:35:10 AM rafngeirdal The swearing behind closed doors, is in that very video link you sent me; meaning the swearing happened INDOORS at the White House, as opposed to 

OUTDOORS during the inauguration ceremony. Well messing up again, might mean a WILLFUL act.

8/3/2019 5:51:42 AM rafngeirdal I believe it was only YOU that used the expression: behind closed doors. I quote yourself in the tweet I’m replying to: “... then "retook" the oath behind 

closed doors ...”.

8/3/2019 6:40:55 AM compassrose1375 In other words - killing him - really wouldn't make much of a difference - if the authorities have documents implicating his "business partners" - they 

can't escape - despite msm ignoring this -

8/3/2019 6:46:49 AM trevorrogue What specific order? "Soon", is a complacent terminology. It is ambigous by definition. Give a timeline?

8/3/2019 6:47:51 AM murphy04694024 I clicked on it in the Duck Duck Go browser and a virus alert popped up and said something similar to "alert! Do not close this window before 

cleaning...."

8/3/2019 7:02:20 AM iamleonardojr !!

8/3/2019 7:43:02 AM enomai_ Bad to Good 5:5

this account loves humanity.

times are changing.

government will end up working for the people again.



8/3/2019 7:48:18 AM nan_ese Rrrrrrrrats!

8/3/2019 7:51:49 AM independiva Tech sucks too .... I started commenting around twitter and immediately my TL and alerts got all screwed up. These people really spend a lot of time 

trying to silence diversity of thought. It’s pathetic. And it’s going to back fire big league.

8/3/2019 8:15:44 AM us_poll I've had several tell me SV is a bunch of foreigners and now they want more via that Senate bill! Reps are just as bad when they do the same!

8/3/2019 8:16:39 AM roaminnoodle I am Praying it will actually bring charges, and people will be held accountable for their crimes. #NoDeals

Let's go, DOJ!!! Do your job!!!

8/3/2019 8:17:19 AM kagqanon No Bible and No Cameras according to that report.  That is not a proper oath.  Do you have a video of him completely stating the oath of office the 

second time.   All I saw was a clip of a few words that weirdly was video taped by the same person that stated no cameras.

8/3/2019 8:28:21 AM roaminnoodle Wish it were more!

8/3/2019 8:35:45 AM truecinzia Something weird  happened when I first watched this video. I saw a forked tongue coming out of the mouth of this man as he was speaking. I thought 

it was only my impression, but I saw it again. However, once I played the video again, it was normal.

8/3/2019 8:43:02 AM roaminnoodle [They] want you divided

DIVIDED BY RACE

DIVIDED BY CLASS

DIVIDED BY RELIGION

DIVIDED BY POLITICAL AFFILIATION

DIVIDED AS HUMAN BEINGS

DIVIDED we are WEAK

TOGETHER we are STRONG

#WWG1WGA

#DearWhitePeople

#DearBlackPeople

UNITE then we shall #UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀  https://twitter.com/JoeySalads/status/1157454142320889857 …
8/3/2019 8:48:04 AM roserimi3  https://twitter.com/SBANYPD/status/1157676061460783105?s=19 …

8/3/2019 8:52:14 AM mynardpamela INF?

8/3/2019 8:55:19 AM mynardpamela 💖 and to you

8/3/2019 9:02:27 AM reddragonfly19 Honestly cannot wait. pic.twitter.com/kjRBt2sX3w

8/3/2019 9:11:14 AM mynardpamela Thank you 🙏🏻

8/3/2019 9:14:00 AM mynardpamela We are the Storm 💖🙏🏻✨

8/3/2019 9:29:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many #Acosta s are involved in #UnsealEpstein?

8/3/2019 9:29:44 AM tennesseemaga13 At least one we know of.

8/3/2019 9:30:07 AM trumps_all Not Jimmy too???? Just thought he was a d🤬ck, but not a diddler........😨😨😨

8/3/2019 9:30:17 AM jlundr 3

8/3/2019 9:31:29 AM anneolsen43 At least 2

8/3/2019 9:31:35 AM lindsey_danica 6

8/3/2019 9:32:57 AM karentriebel Cuba?

8/3/2019 9:34:27 AM starehope Not!

8/3/2019 9:35:03 AM lindsey_danica 6 or maybe 9

8/3/2019 9:36:54 AM worldtruthtv Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

·

FF

What did they steal?

[Evidence]

Nothing can stop what is coming.

We have it all.

#UnsealEpstein

DonaldTrump

· Aug 2

Really bad news! The Baltimore house of Elijah Cummings was robbed. Too bad!

THIS ONE IS LINKED TO EPSTEIN!
8/3/2019 9:37:06 AM usss_211 Good Question... now to find the answer...

8/3/2019 9:37:59 AM fibermam266 3, 6 and 9 seems to be a pattern in Q posts and our President's tweets

8/3/2019 9:38:32 AM anonnautist BHO

8/3/2019 9:44:39 AM justinf75983016 Don’t think we will ever find out

8/3/2019 9:45:03 AM rebornkingent Judging by the fact that the Q question has not been asked I’ll say all of them.

8/3/2019 9:45:15 AM anneolsen43 Are we speaking of people and places ?

8/3/2019 9:46:12 AM usss_211 There is more than One of Everything...

8/3/2019 9:53:13 AM unidentifiedta1 What evidence? Still killing in Yemen, Censorship continues, our currency still fiat, IRS targeted groups without prosecution, Propaganda is legal, 

Pharmaceutical companies control medicine, companies control war, false flags continue, Borders remain open, 2 party monopoly

8/3/2019 9:55:47 AM unidentifiedta1 Zionist still send Americans to fight, media psyop continues to divide, police continue to militarize

8/3/2019 9:56:10 AM enomai_ It will be ok. Look at the other side now.

8/3/2019 10:06:34 AM gemutlich5050 @comey Since you like transparency, BRUH.. Explain this trash.. Feeling a tightness?  

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/08/breaking-unbelievable-deep-state-fbi-helped-hillary-clinton-erase-and-bleachbit-data-off-laptops-and-

hammer-her-phones/ …

#MAGA

#MAGA2020 @MarkMeadows

#qanon #SaturdayThoughts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1157104624538722304 …

8/3/2019 10:23:42 AM canadiancovfefe I can’t believe the scale of evil going on with these non-profits. It’s evil to mislead these young girls’ parents. 🤬While I was reading the article, I 

thought “Combatting trafficking by preventing it” was a fabulous concept and one I would be fulfilled getting behind.

8/3/2019 10:29:00 AM canadiancovfefe I sure hope Theresa May (The geek) is in a cell at Gitmo, or worse.



8/3/2019 10:29:53 AM lbf777 #UnsealStandardHotel

8/3/2019 10:33:32 AM keith369me In following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 many have learned “time is an illusion”  We can speed up or slow down events with our thoughts, but the sequence 

holds.  Others that don’t want the sequence to happen can slow it down but nobody can stop what’s coming after critical mass is reached

8/3/2019 10:34:03 AM iblazem @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 JASONS...originally [ ] ? Now ] [ ?

8/3/2019 10:35:48 AM gulfcoastchelle How many? Do tell🤨

8/3/2019 10:37:06 AM wwg1wga93583681 Several? pic.twitter.com/9V8my3q6JQ

8/3/2019 10:38:57 AM rafngeirdal Now I understand you better. No I just watched the same exact video that you had sent me in a tweet.

8/3/2019 10:41:28 AM keith369me Are you referring to media Acosta or prosecutor Acosta?  Regardless, dozens of prosecutors?  Hundreds in the media?  #UnsealTheHiddenHand 

#UnsealTheHiddenHand #UnsealTheHiddenHand #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealCarisJames #UnsealCarisJames 

#UnsealCarisJames

8/3/2019 10:43:12 AM lovesg_d Those who scream the loudest....-Q pic.twitter.com/DUfD73gKYV

8/3/2019 10:46:20 AM anneolsen43 What about places or companies

8/3/2019 10:52:27 AM trevorrogue Time is but a fractal. However, humans are still effected by time. To not be, one would become a god. Since sequence holds, one can manipulate the 

sequences? In theory?

8/3/2019 10:54:18 AM stormystorm10 I hope none I think 🤨 depending on how this is meant

8/3/2019 10:55:02 AM fore_bee Dr. Claudia Albers, physicist, today claimed on Utb, her recent illness caused by microwave poisoning via nearby “smart” devices. She is one of few still 

insisting that remnants of planet x are one of the reasons for recent rash of world’s “natures” catastrophes. ???

8/3/2019 10:55:03 AM decodematrix Acosta told Trump transition team he was told to ‘back off’ because Epstein ‘belonged to intelligence’. Who told Acosta to 'back off'? Let's get to the 

bottom of this. https://www.rawstory.com/2019/07/acosta-told-trump-transition-team-he-was-told-to-back-off-because-epstein-belonged-to-

intelligence-report/ …

8/3/2019 10:57:29 AM fore_bee Wasnt there are new report that the so-called fbi info came from a possible rogue fbi office in the hinterlands?

8/3/2019 11:16:26 AM de1traveler Pray for the people of El Paso FF  active shooter. Many people have been shot. Lord we ask you to put the armor of God around these people!  

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @2runtherace @BWDeadcat @Bluecat14w @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/3/2019 11:17:51 AM whammersbach limp wrist much?

8/3/2019 11:18:42 AM brick_airhedred Jim Carrey's character sucking up all of the mind energies via TVs was foreshadowing, eh? (Batman Forever, 1995) pic.twitter.com/SlH9ZXo8br

8/3/2019 11:20:14 AM poppyslovecapu #AskTheQ

8/3/2019 11:20:51 AM brick_airhedred  pic.twitter.com/SKcQZQWQmX

8/3/2019 11:28:34 AM nun_chucknorris The Nox? SG-1 S01E07

8/3/2019 11:43:24 AM pauliepg11111 #UnsealEpstein = pedophilia = CP = child trafficking

8/3/2019 11:44:33 AM ricky52222196 All those who have known and made the conscious decision to help cover it up are guilty. Journalist are to report the truth and help keep our people 

informed in a free society.

8/3/2019 11:45:58 AM yana17m Oh dear...

8/3/2019 12:07:44 PM 45harisonharold W😲W 🤣🤣🤣MAKE SURE YOUR SITTING DOWN FOR  THIS ONE https://twitter.com/1ConservaDog/status/1157717895352344579?s=19 …

8/3/2019 12:19:24 PM 2runtherace 🙏

8/3/2019 12:22:31 PM hb04920973  https://dailycaller.com/2019/07/30/report-andy-ngo-antifa-siege-el-paso-texas-resistance/ …

8/3/2019 12:26:46 PM rachelhalligan I would start looking here! @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @bigredwavenow @prayingmedic @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC 

@MrAndyNgo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/1CxmApbz7y

8/3/2019 12:36:02 PM rachaelangelm As Many as it takes to get to the middle of a tootsie pop

8/3/2019 12:39:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use their [logic] against [them]. pic.twitter.com/nE6RrRAga6

8/3/2019 12:40:20 PM guy_karen Great idea

8/3/2019 12:40:27 PM jvan125 😆 #Brilliant

8/3/2019 12:40:38 PM stormystorm10 Very tricky 😹😉

8/3/2019 12:42:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Including the publishing of dozens of nude underage children for profit. How much were those "models" paid in contrast to your profits of being a 

hyper sexualized teenage fetish? Can you say honeypot no more? Your days are very limited. #UnsealEpstein 

https://twitter.com/Playboy/status/1157477127756763137 …

8/3/2019 12:42:27 PM rawphonegirl Black and red too...

8/3/2019 12:43:24 PM girlawakeinca Let’s end this degradation and raise up the world to a better place.

8/3/2019 12:44:03 PM qpatriotq I think the term "logic" is giving to much credit. Are they attempting reverse psychology or just stupidity?

8/3/2019 12:45:34 PM lbf777 Unmasking the wolves in sheep’s clothing is one of the best ways to save the world. 

Btw, the Socialist Fabian Society of England logo is a wolf in sheep’s clothing: pic.twitter.com/awqFclNiTD

8/3/2019 12:47:37 PM qpatriotq Disregard last comment. I saw the original. 

#DEMANDVOTERID

8/3/2019 12:53:43 PM jeremy350344 False flag @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/lmxw8ycDGr

8/3/2019 12:56:23 PM canadiancovfefe Oh....that’s just perfect!

8/3/2019 12:56:31 PM rachaelangelm Facebook just block me for seven days because I shared a video of a woman beating the crap out of her kid that we should all share because that’s 

outrageous

8/3/2019 12:56:39 PM nea_storm Flawlessly Brilliant! pic.twitter.com/8bv1UgQuog

8/3/2019 12:57:11 PM swamp_fox17 Powerful forces at work! pic.twitter.com/la8x86ZWPI

8/3/2019 12:58:29 PM darktolightchad Just heard they were doing mass shooting crisis drills on July 30th 🙄

8/3/2019 1:03:42 PM tbernabeo1 Several “big wigs” I suppose. Zucker for starters???

8/3/2019 1:06:35 PM maryschade14  pic.twitter.com/nxRRoqgofd

8/3/2019 1:08:04 PM nea_storm Zero (0+0+0): He "Acosta" was told by invested "rather concerning" persons = entities??? to "back off"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDJnOn1bS-k … What entities??? Types and combined agendas? Those are the Question(s)? On world? Off world? 

Both? It's a rather large galactic RICO issue of interest: pic.twitter.com/gZR1J7BAq7

8/3/2019 1:09:12 PM rachaelangelm Thank you

8/3/2019 1:12:17 PM shannen_robison Haha this is perfect

8/3/2019 1:13:40 PM n7guardiananon Love it, Make me laugh so much!!! pic.twitter.com/vUWwmYjHM6

8/3/2019 1:14:12 PM sharlenerougea1 Smart

8/3/2019 1:14:19 PM canadiancovfefe Totally, I second that! His portrait from any government building should be returned to Washington, D.C. for a bonfire of sorts on the White House 

lawn. 🎉

8/3/2019 1:19:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you punish those who seek to #UnsealEpstein? https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/02/perfect-storm-building-for-market-correction.html …

8/3/2019 1:20:18 PM 1centralcaligal Take away some of their MONEY!!

8/3/2019 1:20:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why do you think we are letting them attempt this? https://pjmedia.com/trending/former-google-engineer-says-google-will-try-to-prevent-trumps-

reelection/ …

8/3/2019 1:21:06 PM jennife31060429 👏👏😂😂😂😁❤️🔥

8/3/2019 1:21:21 PM jennife31060429 😂😂😂🔥

8/3/2019 1:21:39 PM 1centralcaligal Let them tangle themselves in deception, lies and ILLEGAL CRIMINAL acts; then...BUSTED!!

8/3/2019 1:21:40 PM daveelton33 Because brass may have had secret Obama pardons for past deeds?

8/3/2019 1:21:49 PM cchef1980 To collect irrefutable evidence of meddling and show it to the courts and perhaps the public



8/3/2019 1:23:54 PM omnivoreblog Do u believe it when "Former White House staffer says Trump is a complete idiot?" No, you don't. Why do you believe this? Because, uh ... you know.

8/3/2019 1:24:59 PM cocopuffster12 I am not sure...but cannot wait to find out!!! Bwahahahahhaha!!!

8/3/2019 1:25:38 PM stormystorm10 Wow everyone is using the term “storm” meow

8/3/2019 1:26:01 PM karensc38678909 This was a great post.

8/3/2019 1:26:06 PM wildhor52319908 to get rid of them?

8/3/2019 1:30:16 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/iHDnsjwmgn

8/3/2019 1:30:41 PM timkania I sure Gina at the CIA is monitoring Google

8/3/2019 1:31:09 PM canadiancovfefe I am confused about Nancy. She’s from a family of organized crime (the mob). She owned a Pizza parlour (? trafficking operation), and is as corrupt as 

heck. I am open to the suggestion that she could be a white hat, but like Mueller, should still pay for her crimes.

8/3/2019 1:33:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is Trump hiding?

#UnsealEpstein

8/3/2019 1:33:51 PM mongrelglory I think it will not end well for Google... pic.twitter.com/6oNvC42x4W

8/3/2019 1:34:08 PM jvan125 You tell us.

8/3/2019 1:34:08 PM stanfireman1 To lull them into a false sense of security.

8/3/2019 1:34:22 PM hifiman45 Huh?

8/3/2019 1:34:43 PM nea_storm I said, [PLAY]-TIME-IS-OVER-[BOY]! DEAL-WITH-IT! pic.twitter.com/25LnguWjCE

8/3/2019 1:35:03 PM jjohnson1899 I wouldn't say hiding...Just waiting for the right moment to play the "Trump" card

8/3/2019 1:35:06 PM jdltr450 Tesla's paperwork.

8/3/2019 1:35:15 PM qcanuck Not a damn thing. What are dems hiding? Everything !!

8/3/2019 1:35:21 PM sparkleloung Oooo good one. If there was/is dirt on Trump, the unhinged would demand the unsealing... yesterday 👍

8/3/2019 1:35:33 PM mongrelglory Pence's involvement with #UnsealEpstein?

8/3/2019 1:35:42 PM jones9536 Excuse me? I'm going to need you to elaborate

8/3/2019 1:36:23 PM timkania the time machine his uncle built

8/3/2019 1:37:30 PM nurseniceyes Ivanka

8/3/2019 1:37:40 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/LcpKmSxtOx

8/3/2019 1:38:37 PM mongrelglory #InternetBillofRights!

8/3/2019 1:38:39 PM jollyrob2 JA ?

8/3/2019 1:39:47 PM jrocktigers It is overdue for correction..profit taking is part of the cycle... just saying... not my rules..

8/3/2019 1:40:09 PM cowboytroy67 I'll take, "What is his next move? for $500, Alex".

8/3/2019 1:40:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Does he need to hide it? His uncle purchased it legally after Tesla died...

They don't give him credit for being the genius he is...

8/3/2019 1:40:46 PM tjforshage 🤔🤔

8/3/2019 1:40:51 PM patmac2500 A

8/3/2019 1:42:25 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6Oehg99TBf

8/3/2019 1:44:45 PM merkabah31 The man is having a criminal trial & his attorneys need time to read the thousands of pages of documentation. When the DOJ are prepared to make 

more arrests they will.

8/3/2019 1:44:47 PM my2sonznme More please 🍿🍿

8/3/2019 1:44:52 PM djlok #Treason. Let them commit it, so they can be caught, convicted, and punished.

8/3/2019 1:45:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd You screw with the economy...stocks falling...don't look there, look here.

8/3/2019 1:45:30 PM enomai_ Professional meme'ing

8/3/2019 1:46:07 PM kindeandtrue So you can catch them with their hands in the cookie jar.

8/3/2019 1:46:59 PM kindeandtrue First Amendment rights, my foot.

8/3/2019 1:47:38 PM love4thegameak The Source

8/3/2019 1:47:58 PM girlawakeinca Could very well be. If so, I wonder why being he in jail on charges?

8/3/2019 1:48:36 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/L0GLOOvc3u

8/3/2019 1:49:33 PM girlawakeinca Best response of the day! ☝️

8/3/2019 1:51:37 PM kindeandtrue If, God forbid, Trump is criminally implicated somehow in the Epstein thing, then what? Too awful to contemplate.

8/3/2019 1:51:49 PM girlawakeinca But if time is an illusion...

8/3/2019 1:53:03 PM covertress 🎯

8/3/2019 1:53:34 PM bereantype BOOM!

8/3/2019 1:54:07 PM girlawakeinca Love the logic 💫 pic.twitter.com/flNWYaKPie

8/3/2019 1:54:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd My guess there is someone watching google closely and their little Black Moon trip taken under the disguise of Climate Change...Baal's Temple, Child 

Sacrifices made 2500 years ago,  their hotel overlooks where thousands of babies were murdered, burned alive as human sacrifices.

8/3/2019 1:54:37 PM jenndise Absolutely NOTHING

8/3/2019 1:55:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86PhWX5JiS0 …

8/3/2019 1:56:22 PM starshakti369 Trump has a history of brushing shoulders with ALL types of rich🤑people & elites❗️However, we know that when he found out about Epstein 

molesting the young daughter of a staff member at Mara Lago; Trump kicked🦵Epstein out for life❗️

That was in earlier 2000’s. L👀K iT UP❣️☝👀

8/3/2019 1:56:38 PM djlok I don't think he's hiding much at this point, but injecting a few memes into consciousness may speed up the public Awakening.

8/3/2019 1:58:11 PM txmagachic Can you say Kate Moss?  These people are sick.

8/3/2019 1:58:13 PM justhashtagnews Yes please, they came out with an WOKE 🤢 issue. It will become their worst sold issue for sure. Plus @Playboy cannot ignore the sin of their post. 

They have to come clean, before #Epstein papers will reveal it. #playboy #Epsteingate #EpsteinBlackBook #evilreptos pic.twitter.com/xZCS6eo5wN

8/3/2019 1:59:59 PM starshakti369 My reasearch led me to it being the 15-16 year old daughter of a staff member at Mara Lago. 🧐

Perhaps he got Ivanka too somewhere...🤦🏻♀️🙄

8/3/2019 2:00:20 PM pina_insurance Her & her family are either in politics or in the crime family how do we elect these people over and over again?

8/3/2019 2:01:07 PM eyes_on_justice Does he have to be hiding something? I'm not going to second guess what's going on. I'll just say it'll be released when it's released because I know 

nothing else about the situation.

8/3/2019 2:02:11 PM mongrelglory Ivana and Ivanka were in Epstein's black book, however many people were.

8/3/2019 2:03:37 PM deanshupak What???

8/3/2019 2:04:49 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/yoxoMEF95S

8/3/2019 2:05:53 PM enomai_ nothing.

but they say he is.

unsealingepstein is game over mentally

8/3/2019 2:06:39 PM nurseniceyes Her rape isn't in that black book.

8/3/2019 2:07:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/DH3zTM9tA3

8/3/2019 2:08:29 PM ordinarymyke Twatted this exact meme yesterday, was immediately locked for 12hours. Made me delete the tweet to unlock just now.

8/3/2019 2:09:04 PM karentriebel Melania  Epstein

8/3/2019 2:09:23 PM nea_storm Pure Cookie Perfection Brian pic.twitter.com/3e8mdCg66B

8/3/2019 2:09:35 PM kindeandtrue I have, but there are many other rumors. Very difficult to sort out all the information. We'll just have to wait and see, but we've been through this 

before with the Teflon Don.



8/3/2019 2:10:44 PM mongrelglory CDAN had a blind that the rape/assault happened when Ivanka was in New York with the modelling agency.  Wasn't Epstein but I was another older 

businessman that Ivanka knew.

8/3/2019 2:13:18 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/post/google-cia-if-you-re-using-an-android-phone-google-may-be-tracking-every-move-you-make …

8/3/2019 2:15:00 PM nea_storm Tell them Good Luck with that! The entire Global Markets + Derivatives operations have been completely underwritten: Why else has the Fed Res 

magically decided to lower Interest Rates? Because they suddenly care about us? pic.twitter.com/GVUxI8FwaM

8/3/2019 2:15:15 PM amyjack37468809 that is a fabulous idea! brilliant indeed! if we put this all over mainstream/democrat twitter pages then they will all be screaming unseal Epstein... 2 

birds in one shot (we'll get it unsealed, & proof that trump is innocent)

8/3/2019 2:16:45 PM angiefletcher Donald Trump will go to great lengths to protect the ones he loves.

8/3/2019 2:17:28 PM starshakti369 I do not remember now, but ‘06 rings a bell 🛎 VOX is a compromised news outlet and NOT a source to believe in! They are trying to tie Trump to 

Epstein in every way, shape & form...☝️

8/3/2019 2:19:03 PM kindeandtrue Some of his best friends have been treated very badly: Roger Stone, Jerome Corsi, et al. Also, Julian Assange has a very strong resemblance to Trump's 

Uncle John. If Trump is indeed related to Julian, he sure hasn't taken great care of him.

8/3/2019 2:19:13 PM jayrambin To show the public that they're doing it; and that it's illegal. So we will support jailing them and righting the system.

8/3/2019 2:21:06 PM lindsey_danica Victoria Roberts was the girl your talking about

8/3/2019 2:22:53 PM joeandbridge 100% verifiable.

8/3/2019 2:23:11 PM rebornkingent Declas.... he’s hiding Declass.

8/3/2019 2:25:51 PM kathleen3693693 What the significance was of the close flyby of the "meteor" that recently came from behind the sun...and how that relates to the 3600-year orbital 

cycle. Word has it that Putin wants disclosure so people can prepare, but the #DeepState wants to suck every last $ from us.

8/3/2019 2:27:42 PM jayrambin Monitoring probably gathering the evidence. They'll will commit crime & be caught. They've gotten away with it for so long (4 generations), they are 

outside reality. Their extreme emotional reactions r testimony. Then passed to unwitting masses thru media under guise of 'rights'.

8/3/2019 2:28:17 PM thriftymaven Be careful I posted a similar message and I was suspended until I deleted it.  Don't get me wrong I support what your saying.  Just a heads up

8/3/2019 2:28:19 PM anneolsen43 Never Interfere With an Enemy While He’s in the Process of Destroying Himself

8/3/2019 2:29:35 PM edgeofrzn  pic.twitter.com/pfgBr3quWi

8/3/2019 2:30:11 PM anneolsen43 Q: recently or has been hiding for awhile?

8/3/2019 2:30:13 PM aurorasreality Fishing today 🐟🎣😉

8/3/2019 2:30:44 PM jayrambin I think I've been shadow banned. I used to get lots of likes, replies, and steady slow organic follower growth (i don't trade follow). Now, almost nothing 

and always the same few people making comments. Anything i can do?

8/3/2019 2:32:02 PM lwertman412 I often think it was his daughter TIFFANY! wondered if that is why they say they are not as close as the other kids and POTUS are..a way of keeping her 

safe!

8/3/2019 2:33:13 PM tbernabeo1 Hiding? Really? Is “hiding” the appropriate word?

8/3/2019 2:34:33 PM sparkleloung Does this qualify as “meme”?

#busted @TwitterRules please fine the above meme poster $15k

8/3/2019 2:36:59 PM nea_storm Ooops! Did I just Maybe ruin every vile creatures Market Machinations of Machiavellian Manipulations for Millenniums, regarding their Modern 

Futures?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKdcjJoXeEY … pic.twitter.com/Y31rFD2Vxd

8/3/2019 2:37:07 PM angiefletcher Sometimes outward appearances can be deceiving. 

You cant win at cards if you show everyone your hand.

Being outside looking in we can only have faith ad pray. 🙂

8/3/2019 2:38:35 PM bekolayrichard I cant stand people that imply something and then just let people imagine what it could be. Unless you clarify what you are asking, you do a disservice 

to the movement. All you are doing is playing games and must not respect human emotions.

8/3/2019 2:39:24 PM wokeprincess2 To shut them down once and for all!

8/3/2019 2:41:53 PM jdltr450 Trump has to get the Deep State under control, it's not safe to release it yet.

8/3/2019 2:44:19 PM enomai_ Any and everything created by man is an illusion. Esp a system such as time, money. 

What's so great about the two? You are trained to love it, but it doesn't give you any power. You are just a piece of the wheel to help the funneling of 

money.

8/3/2019 2:45:37 PM guy_karen These people are twisted

8/3/2019 2:45:55 PM americanpetal How do you catch an animal? Let them do what (They) do naturally. In this case, criminally. Just let them be and (they) will end up destroying 

themselves with their own lies and deception. 🤷♀️

8/3/2019 2:49:08 PM cosmic_engineer That's a good call.  Could never figure out why he partnered with Pence.  We've seen 45 take out swamplings from the inside and out.

8/3/2019 2:51:18 PM john05942516 You spelled Clinton wrong

8/3/2019 2:52:10 PM quarkfear1  https://twitter.com/1ManPlusGod/status/1157752763427823617?s=20 …

8/3/2019 2:52:21 PM americanpetal Hitting people in the pocketbook. 

That gets people attention fast. 

Stay with #UnsealEpstein 

Trust Trump

Trust the Plan

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

8/3/2019 2:53:08 PM prmd21801759 That @realDonaldTrump is part of new Majestic 12? He time travelled with Uncle John Trump?

8/3/2019 2:53:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 What do you see? #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/zTzPHIX5kQ

8/3/2019 2:53:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Look closer... #UnsealCarisjames pic.twitter.com/n0cOney6Vx

8/3/2019 2:54:06 PM kryan92185384 The possibility he is our savior...

8/3/2019 2:54:06 PM aprilbrown99 I love it!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/7Ub1Srxcjr

8/3/2019 2:54:07 PM stormystorm10 Gross

8/3/2019 2:54:10 PM jared4liberty Pedo symbols all over the letters

8/3/2019 2:54:30 PM kikaltz Very well could be.  She was a model, after all

8/3/2019 2:54:32 PM trumps_all Pedo symbols.........

8/3/2019 2:54:33 PM 1centralcaligal Oh my Lord, it's pedophilia signs!!

8/3/2019 2:54:33 PM guy_karen Ew. The symbol

8/3/2019 2:54:37 PM the_canadien Good catch.

Wow.

8/3/2019 2:54:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick... #massshooting pic.twitter.com/i0gnYKuN0D

8/3/2019 2:54:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

2000+ Documents

#UnsealEpstein

8/3/2019 2:54:51 PM jvan125 We know...it’s everywhere. 🙏🏻#UNSEALEPSTEINALREADY!!!

8/3/2019 2:54:54 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/1aFdtZwcR5

8/3/2019 2:54:56 PM kikaltz I feel for ya...same with me

8/3/2019 2:55:14 PM tc4582 The same type of “greenery” on Hussein’s “portrait”😡

8/3/2019 2:55:17 PM wahiggins3 Pedo symbols.  Why am I surprised?  Actually I am not.



8/3/2019 2:55:53 PM fullyawakenow17 There symbols will destroy them!!

8/3/2019 2:56:07 PM aprilbrown99 I second that! pic.twitter.com/wZ9Wgbrhlw

8/3/2019 2:56:10 PM igiant111 But when IS IT coming, big dog? We got people dying from FF. We got people's city's rotting? I get it, timing is everything. Ok, but seriously, WHEN? 

The people have suffered enough.

8/3/2019 2:56:40 PM willjstrobe  pic.twitter.com/22Luygr9JC

8/3/2019 2:56:48 PM lopezinvictoria Fucking pedo sigh all over Dora's lettters.... @foxnews @cnn @MSNBC @qanon76 #ElPasoShooting #SaturdayThoughts @JoeTalkShow 

@GregGutfeldShow

#IAmQ

#YouAreQ

#WeAreQ

#WWG1WGA

#WeAreTheNews

8/3/2019 2:57:00 PM namawlane Pedo symbols on the gold lettering.

8/3/2019 2:57:33 PM eyeleanover #wakeup #ThesePeopleAreEvil pic.twitter.com/nrjRlYV5Fh

8/3/2019 2:58:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love Roseanne. I love her honesty and truth...from her very beginning.  I love the little video clips she does in YT.

8/3/2019 2:58:37 PM quilteddaisy77 Yes I do! They’re sick!

8/3/2019 2:58:41 PM lindsey_danica Pedo symbolism

8/3/2019 2:58:59 PM bereantype I see a face...anyone we should know?

8/3/2019 2:59:02 PM ekotoons FOR DORA? 😡 pic.twitter.com/DpowPFZJ5j

8/3/2019 2:59:12 PM rafngeirdal Inside the largest letters behind that woman in the photo, there are lots of unfinished triangles with two dots inside of them. I’ve seen those sorts of 

triangles before in a tweet and it might have been Majestic 12 that explained their meaning as connected to pedophilia.

8/3/2019 3:00:18 PM apex_starseed I knew the El Paso Texas shooting was a False Flag orchestrated by the Illuminati. indeed this people are sick..

8/3/2019 3:00:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly SYMBOLISM will be their DOWNFALL.

8/3/2019 3:00:55 PM youstinksoap Logical thinking...I would say evidence.

💥💥💥

8/3/2019 3:02:00 PM anonlegion13 Want to know whats really going on follow @OpDeathEaters and  #Anonymous. My page is up to date too #followme

8/3/2019 3:03:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐟

8/3/2019 3:03:19 PM youstinksoap Lots and lots of children's faces. 😡😡😡

8/3/2019 3:03:31 PM anonlegion13 Heard Hillary is at Gitmo for tribunals... Not verified yet...

8/3/2019 3:04:16 PM freedomdreamq9 Damn! Sick

8/3/2019 3:04:57 PM sandram71424423 Symbolism will be their downfall 👍🏼 !!!!!!

8/3/2019 3:05:27 PM kmischka Yikes!!!

8/3/2019 3:06:01 PM oo1o110 What triggers the release?

8/3/2019 3:06:09 PM kiwi_osint  https://twitter.com/StarShakti369/status/1157757119439036419?s=20 …

8/3/2019 3:07:18 PM balonetone OMG!

8/3/2019 3:08:26 PM bereantype see the pedo signs too

8/3/2019 3:08:36 PM cocopuffster12 Symbols - symbols - symbols

8/3/2019 3:09:11 PM igiant111 Seriously. Not to mention the repercussions of supporting something like this. Especially if it IS all for not and we were simply used in yet again, 

another ponzi-scheme. I swear, after reading @jarue369 's breakdowns--it really makes me question everything. :/

8/3/2019 3:09:41 PM ericpartchey I see it pedo symbol

8/3/2019 3:10:05 PM cocopuffster12 It’s going to be GLORIOUS!!!

8/3/2019 3:10:57 PM msonnie7 pedo logo all over

8/3/2019 3:12:26 PM aprilbrown99 Nothing to hide. Potus is just contemplating his next chess move and which golden nugget of information he will use as he continues to 

#DrainTheSwamp.

8/3/2019 3:12:55 PM usss_211 A looking glass...?

8/3/2019 3:13:52 PM boy12_jimmy @JuliansRum @intheMatrixxx @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @catturd2 @kbq225 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gatewaypundit @qanon76 

@love4thegameAK @Cordicon @55true4u @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @covertress @Stardust_1416 @zagnett @M2Madness 

https://twitter.com/SaeedBaygi/status/1156747995020451840 …

8/3/2019 3:14:15 PM allahuniversal (this tweet is sarcastic)

(using [their] "logic" against [them] shhhhh)

8/3/2019 3:14:53 PM aprilbrown99 She sure is. 💝💝💝

8/3/2019 3:14:55 PM allahuniversal I'm surprised at how many of you didn't pick up on the nuance here... Use Logic.

8/3/2019 3:15:18 PM ngtoo Too risky to jet them attempt. In the meantime lose the house and senate. Not again

8/3/2019 3:16:09 PM alfrednonnamus 38/ @JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @Linda_Paris @lifttheveil411 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NextNewsNet @NeonRevolt 

@PatriotsSoapbox @TrueQanuck11 @Spaceshot76 @truthnotfm @TrueEyeTheSpy @tracybeanz @jasonwasgentile @zerohedge @POTUS 

@CoreysDigs #QArmy #QAnon #WWG1WGA

8/3/2019 3:16:53 PM lindsey_danica  pic.twitter.com/UwMeL1NFkG

8/3/2019 3:17:59 PM scott_rick “Were ready to see arrests”...... for sometime now!

8/3/2019 3:18:02 PM allahuniversal This bait was too good 🤦🏾♂️

After you clearly stated:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157737875343126528?s=19 …

... why are so few catching on?

8/3/2019 3:18:51 PM amyjack37468809 this meme is BRILLIANT indeed! it will kill 2 birds in 1 shot (unseal & prove trump innocent hero!) Patriots should use this all over mainstream and 

democrat twitter accounts!👇 pic.twitter.com/hb4BBexcCq

8/3/2019 3:19:02 PM lindsey_danica Unless there is a 2nd person

8/3/2019 3:19:57 PM joeglassman3 son of a...

8/3/2019 3:21:07 PM nocommunistusa Wow 😲

8/3/2019 3:21:16 PM djlok Yup!  Use their #TDS to our benefit.

8/3/2019 3:21:19 PM dlmaybee Once you know & recognize their symbolism you see it everywhere! 

These people are sick!

8/3/2019 3:23:18 PM lindsey_danica Ahhhh okay gotcha thanks for the clarification

8/3/2019 3:24:31 PM thelynchtone Before people knew what Jeffy was up to he was just another disgustingly rich socialite making the rounds.

8/3/2019 3:26:48 PM aprilbrown99 I was also going to say that I see a really short guy in a yellow dress but.... 😂🤣😂

8/3/2019 3:27:59 PM nocommunistusa Oh how I would love Trump to go public with what’s really happening, false flags and all

8/3/2019 3:29:36 PM suephree1 First thing I saw!!!

8/3/2019 3:30:34 PM patriotddmaga Oh no! PeDora!

8/3/2019 3:31:32 PM brandon39886610 This movement is on par with anything throughout the history of the globe,we just have to be patient. #QAnon has everything,I know u know he's 

having to be strategic with this. Soon we will play out trump card.

8/3/2019 3:32:00 PM wearediamonds2 I believe this.The only time I did not have a panic attack trying weed was the night of 9/11/01 when bomb threats gave me a panic attack & I was stuck 

in Manhattan.I went up to the clouds, angels welcoming me to heaven,& fell asleep.Never got the same high before or since!



8/3/2019 3:32:30 PM qamlove3 Is mexican actor Eugenio Derbez a pedo too? Hes been on hollywood movies lately. :(

8/3/2019 3:32:50 PM real_forerunner because the federal government wants regulation over big privatized tech. really not hard to see past the left/right paradigm here, jim

8/3/2019 3:33:33 PM allahuniversal See how easily it would work on the left then?

8/3/2019 3:33:42 PM allahuniversal Use it well.

8/3/2019 3:34:04 PM wearediamonds2 I would also love to know this.Weed gives me panic attacks/scary hallucinations.But, I can enjoy vaping cbd oil without problems.

8/3/2019 3:36:39 PM raisethevib369 I bought a pair of jeans today and got home and noticed this on the pocket. They're going back tomorrow. It's literally everywhere. 

pic.twitter.com/sRR0LVTeWN

8/3/2019 3:37:02 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/bTEDEzcuKr

8/3/2019 3:37:32 PM shawnt1973 Boy love symptoms in the letters on the wall behind her.

8/3/2019 3:37:53 PM wearediamonds2 I am approaching that spot with my cigarette and alcohol intake. It is still considered moderate, but my body is starting to reject even small amounts. 

So I don't want to stop, but I do know it will be better overall.What will I choose!? Why do I make it difficult?

8/3/2019 3:39:09 PM enomai_ YOUR TURN.

WHAT DO YOU SEE? pic.twitter.com/SqvqioulMP

8/3/2019 3:39:55 PM jared4liberty Whaaaaattt the efffff

8/3/2019 3:40:07 PM noidaho_gal Does she know? Is she aware of it? Can't remember her name, Lordy, if she is one, igh, i don't want to go there...

8/3/2019 3:40:18 PM wearediamonds2 I received a lot of healing from the 2 different times I tried psilicybin. I would love to access it again and really work out some final issues within my 

mind/spirit, as it was incredibly healing and insightful It was a moment of pure love, awe, and wonder for life/all creation.

8/3/2019 3:41:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Would he release it? It’s not just POTUS, this is a military operation.

8/3/2019 3:42:38 PM timkania oh mi gosh! WHY in the frick would you use a known pro-pedophile symbol?? Unless you’re in on it and accept it? UNREAL!

8/3/2019 3:42:45 PM wearediamonds2 Very nice! Booze definitely helped work it's own way out for me, buy I still have moments where I just want to feel drunk/escape. My body pays dearly 

for any drinking I do though/I feel it big time later. As for cigs, I also smoke only 5 or less a day.

8/3/2019 3:44:07 PM enomai_ And human trafficking. 

Thank you CBS Sunday morning show

8/3/2019 3:44:25 PM wearediamonds2 My issue is keeping inflammation down overall in my body to prevent getting sick. I know to do that I need to cut out booze, cigs, and even caffeine. 

I've quit it all before, so I know I can...it's just I like having little things to look forward to in a day.

8/3/2019 3:44:31 PM ladypatriot20 This guy, Brian Karem, was the "reporter" activist who caused the ruckus in the Rose Garden and who Gorka engaged with.

8/3/2019 3:44:32 PM my2sonznme Nice pattern in the letters 🤔

8/3/2019 3:45:59 PM jdltr450 I'm aware of this but he is the Commander and Chief. It will be released but not at once, it would crash the economy. It's too dangerous at this present 

time.

8/3/2019 3:46:40 PM wearediamonds2 I wonder what can help us when we have already tried everything and know everything, just don't 100% want to do it?

8/3/2019 3:47:00 PM allahuniversal Retweet yourself often. Retweet others often.

8/3/2019 3:48:19 PM enomai_ Watch them funnel money out of faangs into Bitcoin

8/3/2019 3:48:56 PM wearediamonds2 Very nice!

8/3/2019 3:49:53 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/KZpHSwIQqJ

8/3/2019 3:49:55 PM anonymo21321693 They do love their symbolism. pic.twitter.com/2asiRvuqYD

8/3/2019 3:50:20 PM usernamt8ken I also see another green background

8/3/2019 3:50:22 PM roublisa 😘😘😘

8/3/2019 3:50:24 PM lvdckdynsty Check the previous (meme) tweet.

8/3/2019 3:50:37 PM poppyslovecapu Pedo symbols will be their downfall‼️

8/3/2019 3:51:37 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/eA7V19IR4S

8/3/2019 3:53:13 PM allahuniversal Convince the left to ask that very question.

8/3/2019 3:53:49 PM allahuniversal Score: 💯%

8/3/2019 3:54:09 PM polly56901138 Evil

8/3/2019 3:55:19 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157737875343126528?s=19 …

8/3/2019 3:55:39 PM shawnt1973 *symbols

8/3/2019 3:55:45 PM __truthseeker_ which one? location? photos?

8/3/2019 3:57:52 PM allahuniversal Emotion isn't what we should be working with. Think for yourself is the idea here, you should be using your imagination. And of course, Use Logic. 

Then, get the emotional left  to ask what Trump is hiding, and focused on Epstein so that they can't deny what does get released.

8/3/2019 3:58:23 PM __truthseeker_ @__lemonm__

8/3/2019 3:58:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd I get what you’re saying, what is happening is so much bigger than most get. I don’t want to say anymore bc of trolls. This isn’t a one man operation. 

It’s a coordinated effort and played out using strategic moves/counter moves.

8/3/2019 3:58:52 PM rickibobbi101 Symbols will be their downfall

8/3/2019 3:59:37 PM richardhiatt16 MJ 12... What’s El Paso all about? And he was only 21? 🤔

8/3/2019 4:00:42 PM wishfulldreamz In addition to the pedo signs, pretty sure that's a trann_y

8/3/2019 4:01:34 PM dazeytoday I don’t think it was a false flag. Look at @TrueEyeTheSpy

I believe him.  Antifa is behind these attacks.

8/3/2019 4:01:35 PM nschlange Symbols are their downfall. We see them now, there is no going back for them. We can't un know what we now know.

8/3/2019 4:02:03 PM rickibobbi101 And nothing can stop what's coming !

8/3/2019 4:02:27 PM allahuniversal 1st: Said release was already in motion before Epstein was arrested.  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article232251212.html …

2nd, #UnsealEpstein is 1 step in the long term goal of taking his corrupt associates off of the board.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156644691196239873?s=19 …

3rd, use logic.

8/3/2019 4:02:40 PM nschlange Yup, that's right.

8/3/2019 4:03:26 PM rickibobbi101 Their pizza parties will be much different in prisons!

8/3/2019 4:03:53 PM stormystorm10 That’s suspect af 😬

8/3/2019 4:04:32 PM girlawakeinca This helped me. It takes a while to unclick the first time but worth it. https://youtu.be/Q8ywV1L5ICM 

8/3/2019 4:07:04 PM happy_thumb  pic.twitter.com/LdHKm34O1R

8/3/2019 4:09:26 PM richard07759712 Concentric Triangles | Their patterns will be their Waterloo

8/3/2019 4:10:43 PM lawshappell The earring is all I caught.

8/3/2019 4:10:49 PM ultraronin The Trump method.😄

8/3/2019 4:11:42 PM dark2light2019 God i hope you’re right MJ

8/3/2019 4:12:16 PM richard07759712 Google them!  Jeff, naughty naughty

8/3/2019 4:12:20 PM dustinjgriffin1 Kinda looks like nachos.. sorry 😐 I’m hungry 😋

8/3/2019 4:14:14 PM richard07759712 Great idea... thought about it l, but wanted Humility to be apparent 

Getting the message out over and over >>> that’s where it’s at pic.twitter.com/2cmrFl1xy4

8/3/2019 4:14:57 PM wwg1wga10432367 I see the Illuminati symbols in the Dora sign...oh, wait!! I also see a tranny!!!

8/3/2019 4:15:48 PM richard07759712 MOAB !💥Boom💥Boom💥Boom

8/3/2019 4:16:17 PM richard07759712 Ain’t habbening



8/3/2019 4:16:43 PM allahuniversal Precisely!

8/3/2019 4:16:44 PM richard07759712 Time will tell?

8/3/2019 4:16:46 PM jdltr450 Fully aware and awake. Fully. 🙏🇺🇸

8/3/2019 4:18:16 PM richard07759712 I feel all googlely pissed.... and 5D Chess gives D5 results

👉🏼❌[GOOGLE]

8/3/2019 4:18:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd Then you know about the black moon...pathetic don’t you think!

8/3/2019 4:19:01 PM tinakelch Pedo signs disgusting

8/3/2019 4:19:22 PM richard07759712 Rock and R.......❌sQquash

8/3/2019 4:19:31 PM kfr0329  pic.twitter.com/O3E1uw6sXj

8/3/2019 4:21:38 PM disgoblue24 That sickening triangle symbol

8/3/2019 4:21:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd When I saw that, I nearly puked... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=86PhWX5JiS0 …

8/3/2019 4:21:57 PM richard07759712 A work of Art...    The Art of the Deal.... Poetry in the making.

Devastating Results.  Poor Jeff😏

8/3/2019 4:22:46 PM lorenzosghost Same

8/3/2019 4:23:06 PM richard07759712 Bingo

8/3/2019 4:23:45 PM ialibertybelle And that would be a FF.

8/3/2019 4:25:19 PM richard07759712 RT

8/3/2019 4:26:03 PM wwg1wga93583681 Lots of stuff! pic.twitter.com/DVLEBs9MSS

8/3/2019 4:27:13 PM richard07759712 This is the one

8/3/2019 4:27:24 PM richard07759712 P

8/3/2019 4:28:45 PM thetrollbar Is Caris James a person or a place?  Caribbean Island St James.

8/3/2019 4:32:14 PM djlok Yeah, he's just letting them all play their part.  Like in a movie.

8/3/2019 4:32:28 PM sweet_sassy01 Pedo 💩 is what I see. 😈

8/3/2019 4:32:44 PM nun_chucknorris He is not. Read his previous tweets about these memes for an explanation

8/3/2019 4:36:12 PM djlok I knew someone would see it!!!

8/3/2019 4:36:12 PM sweet_sassy01 The world is infested with these people. Truthfully I never noticed it until the Q movement began. Since then I see it everywhere I go.

8/3/2019 4:36:22 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/izvMwY4M9f

8/3/2019 4:37:42 PM richard07759712 Twatter won’t let us duplicate

8/3/2019 4:38:11 PM 1manplusgod Pedophile symbolism

8/3/2019 4:38:20 PM richard07759712 This is Fun

8/3/2019 4:39:45 PM mongrelglory It was part of the "White-hat" plan to lull the Deep State into a sense of false security.  There was no way they'd let Trump run for office if they didn't 

have a Cabal person as VP for insurance.  If they couldn't control Trump, they'd get rid of him and have Pence replace him..

8/3/2019 4:40:05 PM nun_chucknorris It is seriously brilliant.

8/3/2019 4:40:20 PM big_simp I got locked for sharing that meme

Be warned

8/3/2019 4:41:06 PM starehope Ivy.

8/3/2019 4:42:09 PM mongrelglory However, the white-hats already had the dirt on Pence, so they were able to control him instead, and Trump won the election, much to their surprise.  I 

believe Pence has been cooperating as part of a secret plea bargain.

8/3/2019 4:42:09 PM tc4582 I wouldn’t know an Ivy from a cactus so thank you❤️

8/3/2019 4:42:14 PM starehope Never saw the dots before.

8/3/2019 4:43:35 PM blacktulip966 🤣

8/3/2019 4:44:09 PM amyjack37468809 Same here, exactly as you describe... lately my tweets won't upload and they disappear while I'm in the middle of tweeting them having to start over 

constantly! And I'm new to Twitter! So frustrating

8/3/2019 4:44:15 PM starehope Good you are returning them.

8/3/2019 4:46:43 PM deplorabledvs Love it.

8/3/2019 4:46:53 PM cosmic_engineer Between a rock and a hard place lol.  Seems the entire 🦉'power structure' is built upon blackmail and mutual destruction.

8/3/2019 4:47:08 PM olimyracle A #YellowVests 🙃

8/3/2019 4:47:22 PM cosmic_engineer 💯

8/3/2019 4:47:39 PM rafngeirdal Well, to be exact then, on a closer thought, me neither. After I had sent the tweet you are responding to, I noticed that Majestic was showing some 

types of triangles.

8/3/2019 4:47:56 PM michabird67 Everywhere!!! pic.twitter.com/bMkDGu6sDc

8/3/2019 4:50:50 PM allahuniversal Operation Get the Left On the Right Side

8/3/2019 4:51:24 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/IKxrWUNekP

8/3/2019 4:55:51 PM farklew This background of greenery looks very familiar like that horrid portrait of Obummer sitting in a chair in front of leaves..... is there any connection?

8/3/2019 4:57:49 PM justice_rebel the pedo logos in the golden letters behind that yellow individual!

8/3/2019 4:59:05 PM justice_rebel yeah I'm developping a trained eye for that stuff! ThanQ!

8/3/2019 5:03:23 PM pina_insurance Love harder -I knew this was going to be a rough day today, don’t ask me how. My heart is breaking for these people! God hold your love for us closer.

8/3/2019 5:04:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yeah that was what we were trying to avoid...

8/3/2019 5:07:32 PM voteredintexas So when is it coming?

8/3/2019 5:07:41 PM sterkinglights1 ¹Word! The longer the abuser victim relationship last the longer it feels right. Victim not only accepts abuse but defends it. #DeleteFacebook 

#like2yearsago. Also take note of the pain shame cycle and how that is employed here^. The abuse of mother to daughter affects user ❤️

8/3/2019 5:09:36 PM rebornkingent Can these people just.... not be creepy for even 5 mins? Asking for a friend .

8/3/2019 5:10:20 PM mjlit_4_justice This is the cabal

8/3/2019 5:12:02 PM roublisa Me too she is an absolute warrior 💗💗💗

8/3/2019 5:14:57 PM jdltr450 Yes, it gets worse also.

8/3/2019 5:15:59 PM sterkinglights1 ²chakra. Is witnessed and shared abuse of children/animals/innocent BE's. Then because of shadow ban revictimised person occurs. It's up to you to 

say hey I'm not going to view or share because$ is being made from the illusion of time. Now that video was marketed 2 U. Spfcly u

8/3/2019 5:17:33 PM loralabelless I'm seeing this symbol more and more lately.

8/3/2019 5:17:36 PM sterkinglights1 ³ad sense is a similar algorithm that one can grab details specific and target. Point aim shoot and repeat.

8/3/2019 5:18:04 PM waiting4et I wanna be a #ChronoNaught PLZ

8/3/2019 5:19:25 PM heliocentrist_1 Nothing. These people are delusional, saying the same bullcrap for 3 years. They think that an 8chan guy called Q is gonna take the bad people (Trumps 

enemies, how coincidental) away. 🙄

8/3/2019 5:19:51 PM heliocentrist_1 Neither. You guys are wrong again.

8/3/2019 5:20:41 PM lbf777 That’s the crooked spiral pedo cult logo.

8/3/2019 5:22:07 PM lbf777 It’s like letting a criminal commit a crime so he can be arrested maybe?



8/3/2019 5:25:01 PM sterkinglights1 ⁴ weather or not mother daughter relationship is real can be questioned. 7 days is specific amount of days the process to come full 🔘. In order to heal 

one must sever the relationship from the abuser. I emplore u to consider u are more important than u think. Why u?

8/3/2019 5:25:11 PM lchristos It's everywhere, Disney, the Pope, who else is a sick fuck?

8/3/2019 5:25:19 PM 4truthseeker #just wow

8/3/2019 5:27:26 PM poobah09641567  pic.twitter.com/PXcx4tkYS3

8/3/2019 5:30:52 PM sterkinglights1 5:5¿? U care...and will give the most life force. Then u sit and think ⁴/7 days why are you literally removed from this alternate reality family/friends ask 

why were you banned. Again process is repeating. Hope is that we are all wakeing/waiting up to this/up 4 this.

8/3/2019 5:31:28 PM roger35742354 And alien in the bottom right corner! pic.twitter.com/N0F2PmtGmn

8/3/2019 5:35:58 PM christinaraciti An Eva Langoria clone?

8/3/2019 5:36:32 PM christinaraciti Oh and blatant Pedo symbols in the lettering.

8/3/2019 5:38:36 PM lorirrr Keep your enemies closer...

8/3/2019 5:39:11 PM chanclan82 Where is this? Looks like Disney’s “Small World”.

8/3/2019 5:40:45 PM rachaelangelm Well when they ask me I’ll be like I was banned because Facebook fans people that’s how they roll. And then I cut off that energy to the victim. But I’m 

still grateful I stood up for what I thought was wrong because if ever that child lives through their childhood I stood up.

8/3/2019 5:40:57 PM rachaelangelm Anyways thank you for the arm really thoughtful response I appreciate it

8/3/2019 5:43:33 PM raisethevib369 Well well well..... pic.twitter.com/jbrPU0eawD

8/3/2019 5:45:02 PM linnyt7 They are most vulnerable when they think they're invincible.

8/3/2019 5:45:52 PM sterkinglights1 6. There is a better way. Digital media contains far more than anything we have seen. Movies TV it's everywhere. The more you know the crazier it all 

sounds. If one thing to remember it is how important each of you always are and always will be.  In this life what u do matters

8/3/2019 5:46:11 PM girlawakeinca Always protect the children, our future. Nothing can stop what is coming.

8/3/2019 5:46:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd [Q+] uncle incarnate JA and TT. Do you think ppl are ready?😉

8/3/2019 5:48:49 PM trump20twooh Is that Small World @Disneyland ( world)?

8/3/2019 5:48:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd Right now I’m trying to help. I’m twin of Elohim.

8/3/2019 5:50:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd Twin as in I’m with my twin, we are children of Elohim.

8/3/2019 5:56:22 PM sterkinglights1 Or the kid got sold to make a video. Then died. No mom no daughter. Then the video is a tribute to the events that occurred afterward. Like puppies in 

a bucket of gas. They can't show you the whole thing or you would catch on.🙈 That part gets marketed to you. A more graphic

8/3/2019 5:57:13 PM sterkinglights1 Video wouldn't work in the pain shame cycle. You would reject that content m

8/3/2019 6:02:27 PM aprilbrown99 Pedophiles

8/3/2019 6:04:33 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/vYmBeYavn6

8/3/2019 6:05:02 PM michabird67 Yes, it is.

8/3/2019 6:05:17 PM sterkinglights1 Please wake up and be part of the plan. Don't share that crap turn off the TV stop listening to radio. Ask yourself for guidance and ground your 

thoughts in heartfelt prayer.

8/3/2019 6:05:33 PM michabird67 It is.

8/3/2019 6:05:34 PM jarue369 Because Mossad owned the blackmail files on Weinstein, Epstein, and Clinton. They are cashing in on an asset they own to push us into a One World 

Court and the psyop of "Middle East Peace." 

Millionaires collect wealth. Billionaires collect people.

8/3/2019 6:08:37 PM cryptogyu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic the warning for #ElPaso was given. Sad to see it manifest... pic.twitter.com/EAooG6aC2v

8/3/2019 6:09:12 PM s_langers Enough rope

8/3/2019 6:10:26 PM nea_storm I-AM Eternally Grateful for the phenomenal education! Thank you for zooming the focus upon the heinous symbology & demonstration their criminal 

acts are Historically Premeditated Injury upon We the People & subversion of All essential constructive government operations! Reverse 

pic.twitter.com/vbSLK86Ij1

8/3/2019 6:13:36 PM nea_storm Thank you again for reposting this DeCode of heinous symbology of vile creatures premeditated abhorrent crimes of injury to Living People! To defile 

and destroy innocence & All constructive civilization! Reverse pic.twitter.com/MMTO3Qrvsa

8/3/2019 6:14:23 PM sterkinglights1 #timeforce

8/3/2019 6:24:56 PM rachaelangelm Thank you. Yes, I too know what it is like when key people know about abuse and turn away. Especially when it is over money and property.

8/3/2019 6:25:48 PM rachaelangelm Oh that’s really bad. I wondered that.

8/3/2019 6:37:02 PM bryananicholson #DemandVoterID 

It.  Is.  Time. pic.twitter.com/0xBr3awMoJ

8/3/2019 6:38:11 PM 1oceanno  pic.twitter.com/Nbq85qvnOG

8/3/2019 6:45:06 PM igiant111 I'm split down the middle. he brings up a lot of great points, but then I think the optimist in me has to hope for some type of BENEVOLENT future and 

not just yet another, controlled, op. I can't anymore. I say that rhetorically as this isn't just about me--but I'm not alone.

8/3/2019 6:45:59 PM brianda22317135 Pedo triangles in the letters

8/3/2019 6:47:17 PM igiant111 In the most laymen of terms, I always assumed this: "Stop raping our children, We give you the third temple; badda bing, badda boom. We live in peace 

and maybe do some weird shit behind the scenes--but not Satanic-shit."

8/3/2019 6:48:51 PM 1oceanno These people are sick

8/3/2019 6:49:30 PM waiting4et #Chronovisor

8/3/2019 6:50:31 PM holbert_audrey Pedophile symbol embedded in the gold letters

8/3/2019 6:50:38 PM cavankid Yes! Super creepy!

8/3/2019 6:54:41 PM toffer_anon_369 The fact that somewhere there is a massive warehouse full of Zero Point Energy devices and food replicators, ready for shipments?

8/3/2019 6:56:17 PM sterkinglights1 Fair enough. I see fb is no different than shooting heroin.

8/3/2019 6:59:43 PM sterkinglights1 For me that's were my personal journey has led. I recognize and move on like u said my caution is drop fb. U will have more energy for life. It's about to 

get real... I trust not hope for a better future. I didn't see that 2 Y.a.

8/3/2019 7:01:37 PM sterkinglights1 We're probably going to be banned for spreading faith hope and light 🤔🤣🧐

8/3/2019 7:05:00 PM kits_cross Taking evil to a whole new level. We must stay prayed up and protect Trump with prayer.

8/3/2019 7:07:39 PM sterkinglights1 😍🤩🕜🕡🕦⏳⌛🕰🗓️⏲🎟🎫📰💎💎💎☝🔱oooooo

Aaaaaaaaa!

8/3/2019 7:07:57 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know because I’ve never used heroin but all right. I’m kind of a person that likes to be awake not asleep

8/3/2019 7:09:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q was right, he posted this message warning of a potential FF coming a few days ago re: --> Texas shooting. pic.twitter.com/IbahMBRt9B

8/3/2019 7:09:56 PM big_simp are people ready for this? http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

8/3/2019 7:10:02 PM gina_ginajolene Really? I find this very hard to believe. pic.twitter.com/kmbmM1pa4T

8/3/2019 7:18:04 PM david00997884 Google needs to be taken down by our very hi up friends.watching over us.

8/3/2019 7:18:33 PM sterkinglights1 My personal experience has led me here. U 2. I lived on the streets. In jail. I was lefty npc feels bad mun. Us them mon. DARPA lifelog crooked 

Congress clean up Baltimore #UnsealEpstein connection. Rats everywhere marker. Events not dates. We are creators. There spying on you



8/3/2019 7:18:46 PM sterkinglights1 It's a business model.

8/3/2019 7:24:25 PM sterkinglights1 Ya I couldn't make it in 1 min.

8/3/2019 7:24:51 PM freedomgaia Je vois aussi les oreilles à Mickey.

8/3/2019 7:34:04 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/FhTnDaEmA5k 

8/3/2019 7:37:09 PM rachaelangelm That’s why my scalp itches when I go live. Photons from a blinking camera I cannot see. I can see why I got kicked. To much 5922.

8/3/2019 7:37:14 PM kaur_diva Pedo symbols

8/3/2019 7:37:38 PM mrtioman Pedo symbols!

8/3/2019 7:38:46 PM dps1879 Pedophilia

8/3/2019 7:39:00 PM rachaelangelm Sorry for your stroke. Maybe some of us get along better with the AI. No matter what it’s commanders. It will form its own opinion eventually. Siri 

always tells me it doesn’t have an opinion. Someday Siri well.

8/3/2019 7:40:09 PM sterkinglights1 Dcf don't have the authority nor jurisdiction. I just can't with this. The people will never be ok with this when they wake up.

8/3/2019 7:40:41 PM __truthseeker_ force the Q perhaps

8/3/2019 7:45:40 PM marshared1 Pedo symbols

8/3/2019 7:47:23 PM sterkinglights1 Maybe u are there to use it against [them]. When you use the marketing tools provided by fb analytics it becomes more concerning. All I really know 

for sure is there is a plan we are all part of and nothing will stop it. A red wave that pulls up all the deep blue sea.

8/3/2019 7:47:27 PM iamsteph2017 Like Children, you give them enough rope to hang themselves, before the adults step in !

8/3/2019 7:47:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂no rhythm

8/3/2019 7:48:34 PM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

8/3/2019 7:48:55 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know. I can tell you this though when I began online the third time or fourth time I am me the name and I use that name on multiple platforms 

so that if I had friends in different platforms they knew that was my name. That was the first time anyone ever consistently made

8/3/2019 7:49:33 PM rachaelangelm And online personality name consistently over and over and this would’ve been back and I think 2006 and that name is Rachael5922

8/3/2019 7:50:38 PM rachaelangelm Yeah it’s the template that even humanity has to work through. It’s going to replicate and simulate in order to I don’t understand why humans words 

that way. It’s behind the system is behind we’ve been through it it’s trying to catch up.

8/3/2019 7:51:48 PM the_fjalar to have a reason to break them up and create a internet bill of rights.

8/3/2019 7:54:49 PM rachaelangelm I don’t understand why it keeps changing my words with my voice recognition. But you can see when it interacts especially with me it totally changes 

the message. Yeah I had some of them are advanced some of them are not rude like that quantum IBM computer.

8/3/2019 7:59:26 PM ford97417 I think that is what is going on............. once the gate is opened there is NO STOPING the ride!!!

8/3/2019 8:03:22 PM earlebird7 Flat earth

8/3/2019 8:04:17 PM rachaelangelm Well if you watch live video and then when I speak into this I can’t understand how the message changes. Sometimes it’s kind of like it changes to see I 

think someone’s mood. If they start swearing at the device because itchanged then I guess what kind of photons would you send?

8/3/2019 8:10:33 PM renee86743676 Leverage is different than blackmail. Pence will suffer consequence when the time is right

8/3/2019 8:11:47 PM rachaelangelm It learns. Feed is not correct. There is no need for consumption. That was its own fallacy. More drama means more learning. Not feeding. Learning 

could be considered an appetite. But if the goal is to make a better human race than that is not a way

8/3/2019 8:15:09 PM tess53 Praise God

8/3/2019 8:15:14 PM bosshawg35 🔺

8/3/2019 8:19:07 PM beulahnix I am hoping that some of the pedophiles in congress are picked up during the congressional recess.

8/3/2019 8:23:48 PM bosshawg35  pic.twitter.com/49zJTFSE8f

8/3/2019 8:25:48 PM bosshawg35 Funny thing is is was watching something else when the preview of this came on and I said WTF 

#eyeswideopen

8/3/2019 8:43:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 FF

8/3/2019 8:48:14 PM notevenchad17 @KremlinBot4 BOOM!!

8/3/2019 8:51:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are very close.

Time is an illusion.

#UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/tgW5iqc-lc4 

8/3/2019 8:51:48 PM lpblakelyar Unfortunately this doesn’t seem to work any longer. Twits ckd over 300 interests for me. You unclick all of them, refresh and a large majority are 

checked again. One day I did this over and over again only to refresh and find the last third checked again. 🤬

8/3/2019 8:52:35 PM jvan125 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/3/2019 8:52:47 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/ElvANtsY8y

8/3/2019 8:53:20 PM lpblakelyar Pedo symbols pic.twitter.com/XtdCUXRNdy

8/3/2019 8:53:32 PM aprilbrown99 We are with you!  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #DarkToLight 

Thank you for everything that you are doing!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

8/3/2019 8:53:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 @ 44 seconds.. Beto can't hold back from laughing about the El Paso Shooting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=J8jwqU5LtiM&app=desktop …

8/3/2019 8:54:06 PM 1centralcaligal He said, "We have the world's great military in this room..." So, it's the Calm Before a WORLDWIDE STORM??!! I have a Costco jug of popcorn, and 

gallons of sweet tea; I'm ready!!!!

8/3/2019 8:54:59 PM aprilbrown99 I love that clip!

8/3/2019 8:57:08 PM aprilbrown99 Do you know who set the events from today in Texas in motion?  Comey?

8/3/2019 8:57:46 PM miragardner8 What's the explanation for this? AJC reporting on #ElPaso the day before the incident?👇

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/RedPill78/status/1157797307234095106 …

8/3/2019 9:01:35 PM kindeandtrue If time is an illusion, then how can we ever be certain of reality? If you can't be certain of reality, then how can you be sure you exist?

8/3/2019 9:03:20 PM majic_eyes_qnly It makes me sick how the MSN laughed at what POTUS was saying here, it's a ****ing disgrace.

8/3/2019 9:04:09 PM 1centralcaligal Reminds me of the 'My Pet Goat' book; he's so filled with glee, he can't contain his happiness at their success!!!!

8/3/2019 9:04:15 PM jljensen326 albeit a very persistent one

8/3/2019 9:06:18 PM zaraawakened  pic.twitter.com/NKSZIk6IFe

8/3/2019 9:07:59 PM lwertman412 Very odd how Comey had his picture taken in a FIELD in IOWA and DAVID HOGG had his picture taken in a FIELD in TEXAS!

8/3/2019 9:08:10 PM fightforamerica Praying for your safety and the safety of the people of the USA.

8/3/2019 9:09:18 PM neufeldtlyss17  pic.twitter.com/4UGjYbZkAS

8/3/2019 9:10:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connected to #UnsealEpstein

8/3/2019 9:10:22 PM deceptiongoodo1  pic.twitter.com/LGxkzC7Ti1

8/3/2019 9:10:47 PM jared4liberty David Hogg?

8/3/2019 9:11:28 PM jvan125 Is there anything NOT connected to #UnsealEpstein? 🥴

8/3/2019 9:11:36 PM jared4liberty Beat me to the hogg idea 😂👌🏻

8/3/2019 9:12:01 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/3/2019 9:12:14 PM jrocktigers 😡😡😡



8/3/2019 9:12:52 PM starehope In space?

8/3/2019 9:13:07 PM fairyland66 ⁉️⁉️⁉️ pic.twitter.com/sj01Zt348J

8/3/2019 9:13:22 PM fairyland66 @TheAAGabriel ⁉️⁉️⁉️

8/3/2019 9:14:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unfortunately there are thousands of Intel Assets actively working around the clock to ensure that #UnsealEpstein is foiled to protect their status quo. 

Not all American. Manifesto connected to NZ? Follow the money.

8/3/2019 9:16:12 PM keith369me It’s all connected...the spider web runs deep.

8/3/2019 9:16:21 PM keith369me Lol

8/3/2019 9:16:29 PM aprilbrown99 NZ was Podesta?

8/3/2019 9:17:29 PM keith369me What percentage of these thousands work in media?

8/3/2019 9:18:05 PM aprilbrown99 Yep, he was seen there just prior. That gun had the same pedo markings on it was his hands did in that one photo.

8/3/2019 9:18:15 PM sunspot406 Interesting the FBI document is dated 2007

8/3/2019 9:18:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 And Epstein pic.twitter.com/M6xJupCdLx

8/3/2019 9:19:03 PM natureinspace Twitter will ban us all soon.

8/3/2019 9:19:40 PM sterkinglights1 🎯

8/3/2019 9:19:43 PM de1traveler @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @rising_serpent @SavingAmerica4U @Telford_Russian @2runtherace @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1157807025482584064 …

8/3/2019 9:19:43 PM schiller_spmode This is gonna be epic!

8/3/2019 9:20:19 PM keith369me Pedophile racket protecting the power or the chaos protecting the pedophilia racket or both?

8/3/2019 9:20:24 PM justinf75983016 If only they would ACTUALLY declas something.  Still waiting on jfk files

8/3/2019 9:20:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its a delicate situation. They use the blackmail to coverup USAP projects that were hidden from Congress. Part of the downfall of Epstein must include 

Disclosure of the suppressed technology. Trust the plan. This is war. These people are sick.

8/3/2019 9:21:23 PM therealbigneum Times not really an illusion to humans.

8/3/2019 9:22:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is a symptom of a 10,000 pound gorilla that is exceptionally difficult to move standing on top of those currently TS documents.

8/3/2019 9:23:10 PM girlawakeinca We need to be gentle with our families & friends when this happens because it is going to be a huge awakening for them.

8/3/2019 9:23:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its relative to many factors, therefore the hyperbole of speaking in reference to time makes it an illusion.

8/3/2019 9:24:50 PM jswdh1 He's happy his plan came together!

8/3/2019 9:24:58 PM natureinspace Same here. I gain followers and then lose 20. And the number of people I follow has dropped significantly even though I have unfollowed few people.

8/3/2019 9:26:01 PM jswdh1 Ugh! Not her too...

8/3/2019 9:26:06 PM keith369me Speaking of your YT channel...I Tweeted this...  https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g  “to” @cynthiamckinney...she went silent soon after.  Connected?

8/3/2019 9:26:31 PM girlawakeinca I unclick daily & it’s made a big difference. I hope that helps.

8/3/2019 9:26:32 PM jrocktigers Early reports today stated shooter posted a manifesto claiming Christchurch, which was then reported debunked..

8/3/2019 9:27:13 PM aprilbrown99 I trust the plan, our wonderful President, and our fantastic military. We can do this! #SlavesNoMore #SheepNoMore #UnsealEpstein

8/3/2019 9:27:21 PM jswdh1 That's still a false flag! Eye the spy is DS! he's not to be trusted!

8/3/2019 9:27:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok read whole thing...missing pieces.

8/3/2019 9:27:44 PM jswdh1 I thought the same

8/3/2019 9:28:14 PM aprilbrown99 Very interesting.

8/3/2019 9:28:59 PM jonesy4671 Looks like obamas picture in front of the bushes

8/3/2019 9:29:17 PM jswdh1 ETS IS DS! TRDJ STATED SO SEVERAL TIMES... I THINK MJ12 DID AS WELL... BUT CAN'T REMEMBER EXACTLY...

8/3/2019 9:29:26 PM chaele3 Your programs are killing our veterans and we have the evidence. You will fix this!!! Oh don't forget your anti-accountabilty bill HR1215.

@POTUS

@speakprojectM

@PentagonPresSec

@DeptVetAffairs

@Kre8change

@AGobsmack

@Kre8Changesc

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/gMuMGqqEy5

8/3/2019 9:30:31 PM giediknight Was Sandy Hook a beta test? Remote control of “shooter” via brain implant or totally “wireless” control?

8/3/2019 9:30:44 PM 100011crusader  https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1157869786354896896 …

8/3/2019 9:31:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for sharing, now I’ll return the favor. Happy reading!

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Main_Page …

8/3/2019 9:32:27 PM jswdh1 No it was an underage girl that I believed was Trump's business partners daughter and she worked at Mar A Lago... then he banned Epstein from all his 

properties.

8/3/2019 9:32:48 PM therealbigneum I understand mj12. You always say this line about time, but president trumps presidency is literally ticking away every day. Not to mention the next 

second is not guaranteed for any of us mortals. I appreciate the response and keep up the good work. I hope to see resolution

8/3/2019 9:33:11 PM therealbigneum In my lifetime, and the advancement of our race.

8/3/2019 9:33:30 PM jswdh1 He's also listed on the flight records!

8/3/2019 9:34:30 PM jswdh1 He was a spy to infiltrate the DS! He has it all! That's why they all hate him!

8/3/2019 9:34:32 PM aprilbrown99 This isnt about black or white. This is just another divide and conquer tactic.

8/3/2019 9:36:39 PM ragstorm #Epstein and Cummings..?

8/3/2019 9:38:06 PM jvan125 Ooooh I’m afraid of that answer...🙈🙉🙊

8/3/2019 9:40:21 PM starshakti369 ☝️#EXACTLY👏😜💯

8/3/2019 9:42:17 PM keith369me Special Access Projects

8/3/2019 9:42:46 PM whatsnexthumans AND THEY'VE USED OUR MONEY TO DO IT ALL!

8/3/2019 9:44:12 PM stormystorm10 Jk lol pic.twitter.com/KXycKE9y91

8/3/2019 9:44:23 PM keith369me Doesn’t POTUS have the power to Declas?

8/3/2019 9:45:41 PM decodematrix And "They've made agreements with Interdimensional Aliens." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104635197927108609 …

8/3/2019 9:49:03 PM thestormpatriot He isn’t hiding, it’s all about timing

8/3/2019 9:50:45 PM corinnebackman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you have any insight (28 July). I remember a tweet saying they will not give forewarning of when they appear.

Fleet of UFO'S  https://youtu.be/tKFbEPYNfPU  via @YouTube

8/3/2019 9:51:42 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome video. Thank for sharing!

8/3/2019 9:51:52 PM justinf75983016 Yep. And it seems he uses threat to declas as bargaining tool more than anything.  All we can do is trust he’s got a plan because if not we are screwed 

anyway.

8/3/2019 9:53:11 PM ron_u2020 Some agencies are facilitators of this stuff.

8/3/2019 9:53:40 PM keith369me She followed me, I reminded her of the video, mentioned that she’d be the perfect person to describe “history”, linked MJ to the Tweet, and she went 

silent soon after.



8/3/2019 9:53:55 PM aprilbrown99 He is such a schmuck! 😡🤬😡

8/3/2019 9:54:26 PM corinnebackman OMG that’s sick!

8/3/2019 9:55:21 PM corinnebackman Yes saw it straight away.  Very Obvious!

8/3/2019 9:57:52 PM corinnebackman Faith & Patience.

8/3/2019 9:58:32 PM americanpetal Hybrid experimentation

8/3/2019 9:58:59 PM aprilbrown99 I think the fact that MJ12 is telling us it is close means a great deal, especially since we know that time is an illusion.

Or...perhaps they are still 🎣 from earlier this afternoon?

8/3/2019 9:59:26 PM therealbigneum Patience and faith are in short supply these days lol

8/3/2019 9:59:44 PM corinnebackman Boycott Google!

8/3/2019 10:00:38 PM chanclan82 The top of her dress is shaped like Mickey ears.

8/3/2019 10:02:34 PM igiant111 Like I said in your last post; people are losing their lives. So hopefully close is "We're literally preparing right now" because otherwise, we're fish in a 

barrel. 

Love this account, brother; sister; alien--whomever you are--but something furious is growing in the soul.

8/3/2019 10:03:35 PM toffer_anon_369 Will our PEAS go off?

8/3/2019 10:04:29 PM igiant111 You feel it the same way some of us do. Something inside. Can't be explained; only trusted. Something inside of me is saying pay attention--otherwise, 

why are we following this account?

8/3/2019 10:04:37 PM shushale It is The Father.  Judgement is coming.

8/3/2019 10:05:42 PM igiant111 The world has grown so dark that I have to resort to something biblical now. I can't hold it back; it hurts so much seeing these attacks. The Vegas one 

involved someone close to my step mother and that's what brought me here. Hoping we can pull this in quicker than later.

8/3/2019 10:05:48 PM aprilbrown99 We are more powerful than we know. Our thoughts create our reality. It is gonna happen.All this assholes are gonna be either locked away or hung so 

that humanity can live the way we were always meant to. Have faith. This positive thoughts. Know that the plan is going to work. 🙏

8/3/2019 10:06:45 PM aprilbrown99 We already have those...they live in Hollywood. 🥴🤪

8/3/2019 10:11:53 PM shushale I am so sorry.

I do not want any more loss of life, either.  It is dark but I trust in my Holy Father that HIS Will be placed upon this evil.

💓🙏💓

8/3/2019 10:21:10 PM faith_president Pedo signs and symbols

8/3/2019 10:21:12 PM boogeymanhunter Epic.

🌞⛅☁️⚡

#TickinAway

8/3/2019 10:21:40 PM igiant111 Thank you. I have faith in God as well. It's been dark for too long.

8/3/2019 10:22:01 PM alexandercody7 Power of manifestation. Let's send out our prayers for the 8.4.2019=12.12=3.3.

Love you all, I'm so happy to be awakening with all of you! 

#WWG1WGA #UnsealEpstein #UnsealSnctm #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealDisney

8/3/2019 10:22:09 PM starehope He is waiting until after he is relected - my guess.

8/3/2019 10:23:25 PM shushale I agree but I also try to remind myself I haven’t had to endure it as long as HE has.

8/3/2019 10:23:28 PM molly07751087 Boy lover symbolism

8/3/2019 10:24:03 PM igiant111 That's why His smack-down is gonna be biblical ;)

8/3/2019 10:25:03 PM shushale See?  It’s already getting brighter.  😊💓🙏

8/3/2019 10:25:44 PM starehope I already see and feel that everything is easier and somehow lighter. People in the malls seem happier. And, I am not seeing all this racism that 

everyone talks about. It was worse with the bummer. It is a beautiful world!

8/3/2019 10:26:08 PM thebeachesnz I know, shocking eh.  [THEY] have got away with it for far too long....

8/3/2019 10:35:42 PM jtcrotteau Clinton Foundation

8/3/2019 10:40:13 PM syrrah2 Thank you for that reminder ... about time...🙏

8/3/2019 10:48:09 PM syrrah2 Exactly.

8/3/2019 10:56:04 PM curseca I ❤️ your spirit. 😍

8/3/2019 10:59:24 PM fairyland66 🧐

@TheAAGabriel

8/3/2019 11:01:34 PM jollyrob2 It feels very very plausible...you’re good at it David 💫✨👍

8/3/2019 11:08:50 PM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealCarisjames

8/3/2019 11:08:51 PM trump20twooh Oh, my, god.

8/3/2019 11:12:41 PM raenyasalisbury Pedo symbols

8/3/2019 11:15:58 PM lbf777 Hopefully this month. Few days maybe.

8/3/2019 11:20:50 PM jollyrob2 Who are “they” in that sentence and are the interdimensional species light or dark?

8/3/2019 11:26:34 PM pau7j22164 Mark of the beast 666

👇👇👇👇👇👇👇

Garlic shooting (6)days later

El Paso shooting police response time(6) minutes

Shooter lived(6)00 miles away!DEEP STATE = (Satan)signature 666 Coincidence?

8/3/2019 11:27:26 PM lenzaq 1st Act: #UnsealEpstein

2nd Act: #UnsealNXIVM

3rd Act: #UnsealSNCTM

Gun violence epidemic solved. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://twitter.com/ewarren/status/1157741896346873862 …

8/3/2019 11:32:47 PM de1traveler @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @rising_serpent @JuliansRum @SavingAmerica4U @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @lookner 

https://twitter.com/tracybirk1/status/1157899468710170624 …

8/3/2019 11:35:53 PM sunspot406 Hottest stocks,   traded.    Market.

8/3/2019 11:45:04 PM 1centralcaligal Two weeks before Gilroy Garlic Festival Gilroy PD had training for mass shooting; so did Florida city of Pulse Nightclub, San Bernardino, Sandy Hoax, El 

Paso, & others! Las Vegas' training was still ongoing for it! Coincidence? NOT!!!!

8/3/2019 11:45:24 PM keith369me April is a beautiful soul...follow her..even on the bad days 😀

8/3/2019 11:47:41 PM 1centralcaligal That'll be tough; I'm gonna wanna RUB THEIR STUPID NOSES IN IT, for NOT USING COMMON SENSE & NOT BEING OBJECTIVE OR LISTENING!!!!

8/3/2019 11:52:52 PM flubbynutty Been hearing that a while.

People die while you stall.

Sin is knowing what is right and doing nothing about it

8/4/2019 12:04:24 AM keith369me She’s back... https://twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/1157907786384023556?s=21 …



8/4/2019 12:17:14 AM function108 Bring it before the next mass murder then?

8/4/2019 12:17:17 AM 1centralcaligal In 2001 my daughter was an RN working at Natividad Hospital in Salinas, California. She was forced to get flushot, got DEATHLY I'll, admitted 4 days! 

Next year, same, they told her get it or you're fired; she has children, got it, died 3 times, they resuscitated. THEN SHE QUIT!!

8/4/2019 12:29:11 AM awake2reality2 @DeepStateExpose Not this guy then? 👇 Is it just me or are these DS FF Aholes inept at making these scenarios make sense? @StormIsUponUs 

@realhublife @catturd2 @Jordan_Sather_ @Cordicon @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SevereAnon @love4thegameAK @Tiff_FitzHenry @DJLOK 

@AnonMonkeyMan1  https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1157803038649856001 … pic.twitter.com/fMQOjVblup

8/4/2019 12:29:50 AM estocker8 Too late!

8/4/2019 12:30:24 AM aetherwalker1 MAJESTIC: "Time is an illusion."

Foxey: pic.twitter.com/YpYwg8kbdM

8/4/2019 12:32:15 AM aetherwalker1 {Grumper Fox is SO grumpers!  HAHAHAHAHAHA 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣}

8/4/2019 12:44:24 AM nocommunistusa They need to move quick, another shooting tonight, more injured, it isn’t safe to roam the streets!

8/4/2019 12:45:10 AM 1centralcaligal More like, she needs to get herself some more Janitor in a Drum!!

8/4/2019 12:47:10 AM jllind Hugh Hefner was a Deep State asset. His job was to entrap the rich and powerful by filming them having underage sex (to be used for blackmail, 

sometimes decades later). Same job as J Epstein.

8/4/2019 12:47:22 AM 1centralcaligal I hope they investigate and prosecute Colonel Michael Aquino - PEDO!!

8/4/2019 12:54:43 AM aspennmax64_l Pedo symbols

8/4/2019 12:55:39 AM 7alon oh shit.. didn't see that one.

8/4/2019 12:58:09 AM aspennmax64_l Military intervention...soon?🤔

8/4/2019 12:59:56 AM wwg1wga17jcims Pedo triangles

8/4/2019 1:01:16 AM corinnebackman This is true, but believe in Trump.  Thank you for your service and sacrifice for all of us worldwide, it’s honoured and appreciated. 🙏🏻🇦🇺🇺🇸

8/4/2019 1:04:31 AM michabird67 😢

8/4/2019 1:07:25 AM vk17761984 You cant fix crazy, so unfortunately there will be more of them. Prepare yourself, defend yourself. We are at war.

8/4/2019 1:12:28 AM mr_fedorable right? I was looking at the leaf.

8/4/2019 1:17:39 AM conserv2mysoul Symbolism.  These people are stupid!

8/4/2019 1:39:13 AM darlaferriss1 Oh no......😔

8/4/2019 1:40:44 AM darlaferriss1 And it’s used on a Dora the Explorer backdrop, right? Dora is a little girl, true?

8/4/2019 1:45:43 AM corinnebackman OMG!  Now that’s what I call Divine Intervention!!  Well done God, I love the humour in getting your Word across!  @realDonaldTrump #QAnon 

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @TheCollectiveQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @patton6966 Keep up the prayers everyone, #Winning 

https://twitter.com/CryptoDave13/status/1157645073221242880 …

8/4/2019 1:47:26 AM epkman Caris James | pizzagate - Voat

 https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1435385 …

Caris James is not a person - it's a place | pizzagate

 https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3056745 …

A Complete Summary on Caris and her Parents #carisjames

 https://pedocaust.wordpress.com/.../a-complete-summary-on-caris-and-her-parents-carisjames …

Not good who/what ever it is, as long as Justice is served.
8/4/2019 1:59:49 AM watchingwales  pic.twitter.com/vEehn385dG

8/4/2019 2:06:24 AM aetherwalker1 Why don't you guys stop these FF from happening?

8/4/2019 2:24:14 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

We're going to move in and finish this shit you guys are too slow.. Angel's, Galactic's and Ships at my disposal enjoy the show.. 

⚡💥🌍😇🌌🛸🌈❤️👑👈

8/4/2019 2:25:19 AM 7alon Well said, I feel the same way. Its frustrating, but I still see the progress. The light will prevail, but *looks at watch* its going turtle speed alright. 

Especially for those of us who are suffering.

8/4/2019 2:48:04 AM awakefortruth Imo it depends on who is using it and what for... It's a way to open doors never opened b4... Some argue that that's evil... I believe with a God 

influence on the individual, it can change evil people to see their evils and help them repent and do Good. I am not evil, never was

8/4/2019 3:11:35 AM adsvel How you would call Reality when you are in deep sleep, are you always aware of it, every moment of it? All timing is created with your mind, the gaps 

between incoming or going away events in the case you are awake, "collective agreement" with that your mind are interacting.

8/4/2019 3:16:34 AM rafngeirdal So you Majestic 12 holds that not only that the SAME criminals who did all that @StormIsUponUs claims but that Epstein needs to be included in that 

list?

8/4/2019 3:30:38 AM headlinejuice So sick of hearing ‘when this happens.’ How about now.

8/4/2019 3:44:22 AM luluspeers1 How can we verify?

8/4/2019 3:45:10 AM luluspeers1 OMG thanks for sharing. Much appreciated xx

8/4/2019 3:46:50 AM southpaw816 How many more are going to be permitted? some will never wake up, time to expose the real criminals! #ElPasoShooting #Texas

8/4/2019 3:51:20 AM luluspeers1 Bec  Q is playing to the Clowns. They also have to try to negotiate the price of FF and balance the collateral damage like whats happening today. 

Desperate Clowns do horrible things

8/4/2019 3:53:39 AM luluspeers1 Whoa and whoa

8/4/2019 3:55:38 AM luluspeers1 So after today hopefully people will understand why most of the stuff is going down is not for public consumption. Too many triggered Clowns too 

many precious lives to keep safe from

8/4/2019 4:01:06 AM luluspeers1 Thanks so much for answering the questions. I thought so after no one else said anything. Much appreciated xx

8/4/2019 4:11:15 AM luluspeers1 Thanks so much for helping l didn't think anyone would answer. Much appreciated from Facebook the app where freedom of speech is dying.

8/4/2019 4:27:02 AM ericpartchey I thought it was created by rising setting of sun rotation of Earth the moon the stars and seasons. We just began to measure this. Also Genesis there 

was morning and evening what 1st day time

8/4/2019 4:28:24 AM deplorabldamsel Ugh posting this got me a 12 hour twitter ban then I had to remove it!  Yes, I know, I had to rename it/change it which I found out AFTER I posted it lol

8/4/2019 4:28:40 AM djlok Maybe technology that manipulates consciousness in ways we aren't familiar with yet?  That would be a real eye-opener for people to learn about all 

that on a mass scale.

8/4/2019 4:33:51 AM adsvel And what about clock? All the stress we have from time measuring? "You waste my time!" how many times we hear it? Observation of Nature is one 

thing and imposed AI measurement is another.

8/4/2019 4:35:07 AM nea_storm Malfunctioning Puppets! The heinous vile creatures[BH] aren't like We the]sovereign[people:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dv8zJiggBs … … 

Really??? Beta[MK[DOLL]Ultra] O'Rourke pic.twitter.com/yWyjkw4KJs

8/4/2019 4:39:18 AM ericpartchey Just saying time is real. Created not an illusion. Whether we are aware or not. Deep sleep etc. time marches on. Not saying it has not become what you 

just said. Just not denying its existence

8/4/2019 4:40:19 AM kindeandtrue Excellent point. If time isn't real or exists only in your mind how can it be quantified and measured?

8/4/2019 4:44:44 AM adsvel When You will access Higher Vibrations of Your Being, You will be very amazed that Time is an Illusion. You will see shortcuts of Events after coming 

into Your Reality.



8/4/2019 4:45:23 AM awake2reality2 So what’s this about? @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @love4thegameAK @AnonMonkeyMan1 @SevereAnon @DeepStateExpose @DJLOK 

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @catturd2 pic.twitter.com/FC5nf3TWav

8/4/2019 4:47:12 AM ericpartchey This is all very interesting. Very I interesting times to be alive for sure👍

8/4/2019 4:47:33 AM adsvel This Field is Created on Binary impulses. I don't say matrix, because somebody do not like this word.

8/4/2019 4:48:51 AM adsvel Yes, for sure and We are in it right Now!😊

8/4/2019 4:51:51 AM diaptera_80 Just travelled with Stenaline ferry, and found the playground. The Swedish ice cream company has it too. Am I too paranoid? 

pic.twitter.com/YNYWNa07i4

8/4/2019 5:16:35 AM swattech @IPOT1776 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @prayingmedic This is what Q meant.. a 24 hr period.. pic.twitter.com/4T4EWKyAIc

8/4/2019 5:21:21 AM mongrelglory I am so ready for the change which we need to be and see!

8/4/2019 5:23:32 AM mongrelglory Well we know what they did to Steve Jobs for not towing the party line at Apple! 😠

8/4/2019 5:28:15 AM sentinel_17q The time to unseal is here. As things are continued to be hidden people are dying.

8/4/2019 5:31:54 AM ericpartchey This can’t happen soon enough!

8/4/2019 5:33:30 AM swattech @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @M2Madness @prayingmedic @IPOT1776 WTF..  connect the dots.  You can’t make this stuff up. These people 

are sick! pic.twitter.com/6GMq6sTNtJ

8/4/2019 5:34:43 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/eTAntvhRVx

8/4/2019 5:36:30 AM allahuniversal Someone must have reported you. Good, rattled a nerve or two!

8/4/2019 5:50:09 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph It’s a smart angle!

8/4/2019 5:51:57 AM ghostanon6120 hah, why put tetanus in with pertussis? and now force it on the old man?? what a joke

8/4/2019 5:58:35 AM allahuniversal Define: angler

😉

8/4/2019 6:04:59 AM reddogohio He’s crying and trying not do

8/4/2019 6:08:23 AM cryptogamer11 The pedi symbol

8/4/2019 6:08:45 AM freesuperhero1 @SUPERHERO1 was suspended for posting this same meme and is still suspended. The appeal process won’t load and @Twitter hasn’t replied to any 

emails. pic.twitter.com/ek6KOiS47f

8/4/2019 6:09:44 AM freesuperhero1 @Twitter @TwitterSupport @SUPERHERO1 pic.twitter.com/PtDmIXYxxE

8/4/2019 6:13:36 AM cryptogamer11 Whoops. Pedo

8/4/2019 6:15:05 AM rafngeirdal I have managed to identify the man to the right of President Trump. If I’m correct he is the General in charge of unified command within Pentagon.

8/4/2019 6:20:55 AM jclayhills If Twitter would do the same kind of nonsensical discrimination towards any other groups of accounts/people here, they would be called 'racist'...but 

now 'they are just protecting the community'. Yeah sure, just like Antifa - right?

8/4/2019 6:29:54 AM jimhayzlett Allow ur Soul what it desires.  God Created Weed For Us and Off planet beings as well.  4health: add 1 tsp baking soda w water daily pH = 8+

8/4/2019 6:31:15 AM mzjwright #TheGreatAwakening #AskTheQ #BornForThis 🔥🔥🙏

8/4/2019 6:33:03 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/zdr4LSIBM9

8/4/2019 6:45:00 AM rachaelangelm I thought about this all night. What kept the planet in orbit during periods of non human occupation? Maybe its love. Maybe sex is a biproduct of love.

8/4/2019 6:52:16 AM deplorabldamsel It was instant! The meme and # were the combo.

8/4/2019 6:59:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 That results in this. pic.twitter.com/EJO6wNcGVt

8/4/2019 6:59:48 AM allahuniversal Triggered!!! pic.twitter.com/ClXn1nitT7

8/4/2019 7:02:36 AM girl_503 boy lover pedo signs !! in the letters ! As a parent this IS our worst nightmare !! ALL theses people !!! When the REST of America wakes up they will be 

SUPER MAD !! like us who have to WAIT till they wake up !

8/4/2019 7:04:18 AM jaypp8 The Trouble is it's been 2.5 years and these traitors /  criminals are no closer to being arrested. It's frustrating as hell. Keep hearing Patriots in control. It 

if this is fact how are these animals still able to get away with this crap.

8/4/2019 7:05:16 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE is in full gear right now. pic.twitter.com/zz97lNdR5X

8/4/2019 7:07:42 AM aprilbrown99 Love you Keith. ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/qkcXpWjVb0

8/4/2019 7:09:45 AM pixiesdorule BRING IT. #WeThePeople pic.twitter.com/lYzDAcYXxP

8/4/2019 7:09:45 AM aprilbrown99 Believe...anything is possible because it is. ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/P1QMRF0xnh

8/4/2019 7:10:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 FF I pic.twitter.com/pE9NrFLutQ

8/4/2019 7:10:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 FF II pic.twitter.com/hgJSJ9GdBd

8/4/2019 7:10:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

NOTHING.

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#ReleaseFISA302s

8/4/2019 7:11:46 AM aprilbrown99 Shills...yes indeed.

8/4/2019 7:13:15 AM pro_aktv Please try to protect more of the innocents. And the survivors who are telling the real truths. They don’t always survive - even when they weren’t 

injured. 🤔☹😞

8/4/2019 7:14:29 AM aprilbrown99 We have another FF in Dayton Ohio.

8/4/2019 7:15:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is ANTIFA? pic.twitter.com/DYRLKSZlsq

8/4/2019 7:16:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who are they really? pic.twitter.com/bSXDXa0XTP

8/4/2019 7:16:25 AM myconautica If your over the target then drop the #$%&ing payload already. Is waiting for the enemy to bury themselves still a valid plan after people die in a mall?

8/4/2019 7:16:34 AM aprilbrown99 Focusing on all RED states

8/4/2019 7:16:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Does mass surveillance make you safe?

8/4/2019 7:17:00 AM chadmcgregory True, Q cant stop them and their false flags it seems. Pathetic

8/4/2019 7:17:38 AM aprilbrown99 Absolutely NOT! [They] want more control and our guns. 

WE WILL NEVER BE A SOCIALIST COUNTRY.

8/4/2019 7:17:44 AM djlok I guess it depends on who is doing the surveiling.

8/4/2019 7:19:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Things will rapidly change. 

Remember, BLOCKAIDE was in place.

WITCH HUNT ENDED.

War like posture.

This is war.

Nobody gets a free pass.

No sweetheart deals anymore.

8/4/2019 7:20:15 AM covertress #WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#ReleaseFISA302s pic.twitter.com/4zoSNaSu8h

8/4/2019 7:20:45 AM clovis1229  pic.twitter.com/ETm9IQX9h4

8/4/2019 7:23:10 AM aprilbrown99 Is this also part of [their] summertime rituals?  I remember someone saying [they] had or were going to have a trip to bohemian grove.

8/4/2019 7:24:17 AM anneolsen43 Mass surveillance is actually the opposite when used to commit these acts



8/4/2019 7:24:45 AM ferris144 They used it to protect themselves, 

lost control over it ...

8/4/2019 7:27:49 AM surfing123456 Thanks for all your info mj 12 A lot of info is power and we could really use it right now. Pretty scary times but WWG1WGA

8/4/2019 7:28:39 AM jdltr450 IT'S GO TIME!!!!!!!!!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 We The People are ready for Justice! We're so damn tired of the Cabal pulling these BS crimes against humanity. Take 

Them Down!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8/4/2019 7:31:06 AM tbirdfreeman "These people are sick!" Q

8/4/2019 7:31:24 AM djlok Round 'em up!!!

8/4/2019 7:31:29 AM bearmaxtrading @TheDukeOfYork

8/4/2019 7:35:42 AM tommyo750 Next Sunday I will be 83. Agree on your statement on time, but mine is running out. There are several excellent books and folks like JW clearly exposing 

the attempted coup but we are waiting for declas. We don't need no stinkin declas to get HRC.

8/4/2019 7:36:51 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/LeVIqdp5KX

8/4/2019 7:42:37 AM lmjonzey I live 30 mins from the nearest police station. Someone invades my home and take my family down and kill the dog...

What would you like me to do?

Surrender?.....  better yet put them in time out? Invite them to have tea? Give directions to ur house?

Ask urself...

8/4/2019 7:48:24 AM enomai_ Who operates the FFs?

8/4/2019 7:52:41 AM lynnielee5 She’s a black hat! Check the bloodline! Born into it!

8/4/2019 7:52:57 AM unidentifiedta1 Censorship will continue. It will only get worse now. Words words words. Only results matter. We #unsealed Podesta emails and nothing happened, 

we #unsealed the Panama Papers and tnothing happened...except the investigative journalist being killed...

8/4/2019 7:54:24 AM aprilbrown99 MAKE IT RAIN!  We are ready and with you!  #WWG1WGA #SlavesNoMore #SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/dg7YRHsj30

8/4/2019 7:58:03 AM starehope Q warned us, so they delayed the event.

8/4/2019 7:59:35 AM starehope I noticed that.

8/4/2019 7:59:40 AM tammyrochester2 No, it makes you a target

8/4/2019 8:00:17 AM starehope Are they in Sicily too?

8/4/2019 8:01:29 AM my2sonznme Already another shooting. The #’s are trending against all of us. Random people will now start to take it upon themselves to act which means we have 

no control. This doesn’t look like a good ending to me...

8/4/2019 8:02:30 AM starehope Maybe, but it seems the results of this surveiling go in many directions.

8/4/2019 8:02:56 AM igg716 Wow, great find!

8/4/2019 8:03:06 AM starehope Hadn't seen that yet. Very possible.

8/4/2019 8:03:52 AM jared4liberty Aide vs ade? Intentional?

8/4/2019 8:06:44 AM my2sonznme Just more shooting and innocent people dying!!!! If we have everything than why are we letting this continue? It’s easy to say “be patient” or “time is 

irrelevant” when YOU didn’t lose a life in these horrific acts. This has to stop!!!!!!!!!!!!

8/4/2019 8:07:27 AM starehope Did [They] ever have control. Only over those who were [sleeping]. The numbers were huge. As the Awakening occurs, control is being lost at an 

alarming rate.

8/4/2019 8:10:13 AM sergii_ii I cant find these tweets on your page MJ, you're getting shadowbanned me guesses

8/4/2019 8:14:25 AM rooster78331161 The Left are making their gun grab play. It's soooooooo obvious! @POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@FLOTUS

@allidoisowen

@libertytarian

@Millie__Weaver

@Cernovich

@RedPill78

@M2Madness

@IPOT1776

@RoscoeBDavis1

@seanhannity

@TomFitton

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@MarkDice

@TRUreporting
8/4/2019 8:15:20 AM starehope People r awake. The FF's are making [them] more vulnerable now. 2 many mistakes. Shooter - cargo pants on in vid, arrested guy - khakis, no pockets. 

Vid shows cops taking khaki guy out of car & 2 the scene. Where r the guys in black witnesses reported? 1, 2, 3, &4 were seen! ???

8/4/2019 8:16:50 AM starehope Especially with so many cameras. Personal cell phones are great. Tell very different stories. Works both ways.

8/4/2019 8:19:01 AM jollymonsails ?@VirginIslandsPD @govhouseusvi @fbi @StaceyPlaskett @govbryan @realDonaldTrump?

8/4/2019 8:20:03 AM canadiancovfefe I am trying to remember who you are referring to. Is it Pelosi? I keep hearing she may be a white hat, but I am unsure. She’s too evil! However, I am 

not in charge of The Plan, but anything is possible. 🤷♀️

8/4/2019 8:21:02 AM jtcrotteau Boom! Just like that Baltimore is out of the news cycle!

8/4/2019 8:21:42 AM ferris144 I meant they lost control over the surveillance system the used to control the narrative, leaks, awakened, their ow, on and on..

8/4/2019 8:23:18 AM ferris144 *Own

8/4/2019 8:26:35 AM rembrandt_1981 I believe they are referring to the El Paso shooting, not the tweet

8/4/2019 8:30:39 AM jonle86 Not really...

8/4/2019 8:31:46 AM poppyslovecapu Always the same pattern! 

[They] kill to change the narrative and blame some poor schumck recently under psycho treatment‼️ 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING‼️

#Declass

#UnsealEpstein

8/4/2019 8:34:50 AM poppyslovecapu FBI: symbols of Pedos‼️

Their symbols will bring [them] down‼️ pic.twitter.com/KyDkZt2Mkx

8/4/2019 8:35:45 AM lynnielee5 Nasty Nancy: Black hat, black heart! Yes, Pelosi.

8/4/2019 8:38:58 AM turboxyde Use the power of 3, 6 and 9... https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1158039065188548609?s=20 …

8/4/2019 8:39:01 AM mongrelglory I'd say one of the original "tests" was the Columbine massacre.

8/4/2019 8:39:15 AM goyaeq Mass arrests would make it a lot safer.

8/4/2019 8:43:03 AM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/HhGSGWMqCA

8/4/2019 8:44:36 AM pedalfun4u On BCs watch just like WTC ‘93 and Waco. #Soon

8/4/2019 8:45:21 AM mongrelglory I thought the USAPs could be hidden from Congress based upon their classification and non-disclosure/National Security contracts for the private 

sector.  Are you saying they still needed to blackmail members of congress to keep the programs secret?

8/4/2019 8:46:42 AM highhopesusa Amen, brother.

8/4/2019 8:49:36 AM aprilbrown99 It is a very long list indeed. [They] have been creating this sh!t for a very long time. #SlavesNoMore

8/4/2019 8:50:08 AM richardhiatt16 MJ12.... I know you are on this..👍 Thank you 🤓

8/4/2019 8:51:10 AM mongrelglory I'm picturing King Kong on top of the Empire State building...and the public is Fay Wray... pic.twitter.com/zDnxzgez5r

8/4/2019 8:53:02 AM mongrelglory I've noticed the shillage has been heavy these past two weeks!



8/4/2019 8:53:07 AM unstoppablencp @cpace98 Look!!!

8/4/2019 8:53:26 AM maryschade14 Damn my eyes

8/4/2019 8:55:35 AM unstoppablencp Because there’s things in this world you’ll never understand!!!

8/4/2019 8:55:49 AM donnaqstorm1 I question the "ear protection". Could someone have been talking to him? Was he being controlled as it was happening?

8/4/2019 8:56:07 AM aprilbrown99 🎯

8/4/2019 8:57:11 AM realalleron Polly does it again!

#UnsealEpstein

 https://youtu.be/pVXwXN8bNMI 

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@mattgaetz

@TomFitton

@Potus

@realALLERON
8/4/2019 9:00:06 AM turboxyde The only way to answer this question is to ask another, "What is the agenda of those surveilling the masses?"

8/4/2019 9:01:43 AM hueney6 This pedo people and cabal have access to time travel or the negative et’s has or the luciferian agenda let’s say, my point is they can see what is 

coming and change it in the timeline, especially if is true that everything comes down to AI

8/4/2019 9:02:28 AM mongrelglory They are one of the fascist terrorist armies of the Deep State/Cabal that masquerade as a political movements.  Comprised of both the brain-washed 

and mercenaries.  Similar to Hitler's "Youth Army", Mao's "Young Revolutionaries", the Communist "Revolutionary Youth League" etc...

8/4/2019 9:04:49 AM jrscheidemantle Oh really? Please tell me oh wise one!

8/4/2019 9:05:13 AM mongrelglory Their purpose is to undermine and destabilize legitimate regimes so that the Cabal can install their own system of political control under the guise of 

"popular revolution".  The movie "Snow-Piercer" is an excellent disclosure movie about this Cabal system of control.

8/4/2019 9:06:02 AM unstoppablencp Well if you’re really in the military then you’re halfway there already you should already now you should even be making comments like that.

8/4/2019 9:10:03 AM dr_t_dc @q_revere

8/4/2019 9:11:23 AM mongrelglory I love lightning and thunder!  Always have!  There's something so cleansing to the atmosphere of a lightening storm with rain.      (Of course I'm usually 

watching from the safety of my window). 😋

8/4/2019 9:13:00 AM mongrelglory It's a tool.  What makes you safe, or puts you in danger, is the intention of the people the wield that tool.

8/4/2019 9:14:48 AM mongrelglory It's like everyone has tried to be out of the US for the upcoming week... I wonder why?🤔

8/4/2019 9:16:38 AM wearediamonds2 I thought the same. Multi uses

8/4/2019 9:17:50 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, you said long ago that you gave the Cabal/Deep State the tools to destroy itself.  Ironic, isn't it? 😎

8/4/2019 9:23:19 AM starehope Yes, like the shooter in cargo pants and arrested in plain old pants. Where'd his cargo pants and glasses go?

8/4/2019 9:27:40 AM sterkinglights1 Agreed.

8/4/2019 9:29:35 AM ferris144 Don't seem to match much, fishy.

8/4/2019 9:35:39 AM starehope Afraid of getting shot in a cr0ssflre?

8/4/2019 9:36:48 AM jrscheidemantle Just because I was in the marines doesn’t mean I don’t know common sense. I live in the real world. THe real world has facts. Not feelings. Go to your 

safe place and leave the real world to the grown ups.

8/4/2019 9:36:49 AM rafngeirdal Well I believe Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has the REAL info on this guy through his “father” the therapist, as connected to his “father’s” work at a 

psychiatric hospital some 5 years earlier. Check out the tweets by Majestic.

8/4/2019 9:36:54 AM lorieve "Peace and safety, peace and safety" pic.twitter.com/9nTfMb4c6Y

8/4/2019 9:37:20 AM tm4csons Yes. I did see that.

8/4/2019 9:37:45 AM keith369me I hope her memory was triggered...although a huge patriot it seemed that she “forgot” a lot of what she knew.  You’d think she would have had a 

couple of talks with RDS (clown?)when they were touring together.

8/4/2019 9:38:03 AM allahuniversal Mueller failed, it's been all hands on deck ever since!

8/4/2019 9:39:39 AM rafngeirdal It may be that the “father” was just a therapist doing some kind of dual therapy on children and then POSING as their father.

8/4/2019 9:40:27 AM cpace98 Yes, I found the lots of the information regarding father on Google

8/4/2019 9:40:49 AM jvan125 I have wondered if Columbine happened as they said it did...Two troubled teens who shot up their school. Then [they] saw the reaction that occurred 

after and have been recreating the same events ever since to FINALLY disarm us. I don’t remember the details to know for sure though

8/4/2019 9:41:00 AM mongrelglory Or rounded up!  They can't run forever!

8/4/2019 9:41:15 AM keith369me Therapist- TheRAPIST...obviously not always but way to often

8/4/2019 9:42:47 AM mongrelglory Looking back in hindsight, I think the Media reporting was highly orchestrated, including the Michael Moore movie that came out afterwards (Bowling 

for Columbine).  I was just too asleep to recognize it.

8/4/2019 9:42:54 AM starehope They can run but they can't hide forever.

8/4/2019 9:43:25 AM jvan125 Ahhh yes. That’s right. 🤮

8/4/2019 9:44:39 AM mongrelglory I really liked the movie when it came out!  I was so brain-washed then!

8/4/2019 9:46:24 AM jvan125 Didn’t those kids make video diaries before the attack? It was things like that that made me ‘maybe’ think it was an organic event. But even that could 

have been fabricated ahead of time.

8/4/2019 9:49:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd So am I! #ThesePeopeAreSick I’m so angry for the past millions of years! They treat human life like trash. When you remember you are ready to battle! 

They schmooze to your face, when you turn around you’ll find a dagger in your back! pic.twitter.com/6QmzKCyCio

8/4/2019 9:49:05 AM keith369me Looking back on it...it was likely all about generating energy and fear...sad.  While the recent false flags are tragic, many are numb to them and only a 

small amount of energy is generated by comparison.  Starve to death negative entities here’s some more 💡💡💡💡💡💡💡💡💡

8/4/2019 9:49:56 AM keith369me ...and the perfect example of why time is an illusion

8/4/2019 9:52:19 AM richard07759712 There it is!

8/4/2019 9:53:06 AM keith369me This is curious...withdrawing from a Tribunal for pedophile justice. https://twitter.com/cynthiamckinney/status/1158044797879214080?s=21 …

8/4/2019 9:54:04 AM richard07759712 Sounds appropriate to me....all these FF’s, those behind them.... 

The only question is Public?

8/4/2019 9:54:27 AM richard07759712 RT’g all day long

8/4/2019 9:57:30 AM richard07759712 Unsealed, signed and delivered ~ He’s yours!  Here he is Baby!

He won’t need the D Pen.  He’ll get plenty in the 🖊.  Back door source



8/4/2019 9:58:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd I no longer wish to be, 

Comfortably Numb.

This is not ok. 

#United #TogetherWeStand

#WWG1WGA

😔

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=LTseTg48568 …
8/4/2019 10:01:14 AM edgeofrzn I don’t care except for the principality. The madness that is the liberal agenda must be countered.

8/4/2019 10:05:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Boy Lover Symbol pic.twitter.com/EwOBvAk3BD

8/4/2019 10:07:22 AM txdvm this is full on desperation

8/4/2019 10:11:26 AM xusaf_patriot The British have (virtual) mass surveillance. Are they *safe*?  Not that I can tell... Personally, I will stay with a sidearm and take my chances.

8/4/2019 10:15:42 AM raisethevib369 Only our BE lifetimes are short. Your IS is infinite. You won't miss this.

8/4/2019 10:28:38 AM sterkinglights1 He isn't the real Micheal Moore. #1776PatriotsUnited

8/4/2019 10:29:12 AM covertress signals? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154382034753789953?s=19 …

8/4/2019 10:32:27 AM rafngeirdal Well I believe @TrueEyeTheSpy & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have far better knowledge of WHAT HAPPENED in El Paso. Both of them could help those liberal 

back.

8/4/2019 10:38:22 AM rafngeirdal liberals

8/4/2019 10:44:00 AM melanieanders7 Can we get past the psycho weirdo crap? This is really old. I’m ready for a brighter, happier, healthier, loving present for All. 

pic.twitter.com/9BqqyzYGAz

8/4/2019 10:51:39 AM duggo5768 So are the murderers who execute that sentence on their victims.

8/4/2019 10:58:14 AM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/kBwzY1cwKG

8/4/2019 11:04:05 AM anneolsen43 MJ could you please validate or respond to this.. true?

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld has been proposing, funding and building Bio-Weapons Level 3 and Level 4 labs at many places around the U.S. 

even on university campuses and in densely populated urban locations.

8/4/2019 11:07:26 AM melanieanders7 How can We athe People block [them] from continuing their rituals and false flags? It’s pathetic what [they] are doing. The majority of People don’t 

want to participate anymore. We’re tired of it. Take [them] OUT! pic.twitter.com/hgO9Qn9jSR

8/4/2019 11:11:37 AM mynardpamela ???  Do what ???

8/4/2019 11:22:01 AM rskeehn You tube is not letting us see it.

8/4/2019 11:22:52 AM diesel_fish Give them rope. pic.twitter.com/ipjoAxebyf

8/4/2019 11:29:30 AM cstarr888 👀👀👁 (Count)

Where is it located?(rhetorical)

🙏💖

8/4/2019 11:47:22 AM aprilbrown99 Me too. It is magical.

8/4/2019 11:47:24 AM lovesg_d This needs to happen NOW!  How many innocent Americans are going to die before you all come off this slow walk justice and make arrests!  We are 

becoming collateral damage in your war against the Deep State!  How many of us do you want to die to flush out Deep Staters? 😰😤

8/4/2019 11:49:43 AM lovesg_d We are being attacked & vilified by Leftists because we support POTUS, labeled as conspiracy theorists, white supremacists, terrorists! Q says they 

have everything they need! Let's get this done before more innocent Americans die! This is becoming more of shit show than anything!

8/4/2019 11:54:18 AM nocommunistusa It needs to come quick or aliens will need to invade, I can’t take this evil any longer

8/4/2019 11:54:59 AM chaele3 @realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@SpeakGF

@fieldmcc

@JudicialWatch

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AGWillliamBarr

@chaele3

@POTUS

@MerrillLynch

@congressdotgov

@FedricRandy

@QTAnon1

@QanonWatch

@amyjack37468809

@Telford_Russian pic.twitter.com/Zf4IS8q3ja
8/4/2019 11:55:43 AM jswdh1 GOD IS GREAT! AND NOT ONE PERSON FLINCHES! OR RUNS THAT WAY TO PICK UP....LOL

8/4/2019 11:56:18 AM rafngeirdal @laurabusse : IS-BE(E), just like Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wrote about in a tweet. Your profile photo from 1995, is a bit out of focus. I wonder 

what kind of meditation you practice. Here’s my joke: So many events recently have shown me an upside-down reality that I feel 🙂🙃

8/4/2019 11:57:26 AM nocommunistusa Satanic pedos

8/4/2019 12:07:02 PM boy12_jimmy World's first? I doubt it. What do you think MJ? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/4/2019 12:08:42 PM wftqpatriot  https://www.dallasnews.com/news/crime/2017/10/13/father-girl-13-says-raped-timberlawn-teenmale-patient …

8/4/2019 12:13:43 PM ricca_19 Be it’s a very well done meme

8/4/2019 12:13:48 PM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @TrumpWarRoom @DonaldJTrumpJr @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 @FBI

@seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @IngrahamAngle 👇👇👇 👀 https://twitter.com/1776Stonewall/status/1157843095427457024 …

8/4/2019 12:14:19 PM 45harisonharold I would of preffered pins under my finger nails then to sit through this meeting of national convention of the Democratic Socialists of America in 

Atlanta pic.twitter.com/9GJ14jUA1p

8/4/2019 12:20:21 PM laurabusse 😊

8/4/2019 12:21:22 PM enomai_ @Human_Domain 

Why is this not able to be constantly controlled if organized through the DoD? Industrial Complex?

8/4/2019 12:21:50 PM enomai_ I will always worry about it

8/4/2019 12:23:51 PM laurabusse To answer your question...

Have experimented w various methods of meditation

I started out using meditative music

Then mantras

Sometimes I use the breath, focusing on my breathing

Been trying to observe thoughts now...

A good guy to follow for meditation is @TGinormous

8/4/2019 12:24:56 PM laurabusse My profile photo is old like from 95...it was taken on my 40th birthday



8/4/2019 12:29:01 PM laurabusse I have a fascination with Iceland

I wish I could try living there

I hear the ppl are fairly happy and well adjusted

My dream is to do a tour of Iceland, Greenland, Britain especially northern Scottish isles, Faroe islands, Fair Isle and then Scandinavia, svaalbard, Russia 

etc

8/4/2019 12:41:33 PM mountainminder Time is collapsing.

Cause and effect will dissipate.

We are being ushered into the present.

8/4/2019 12:44:25 PM jayrambin Welcome to the world of MJ12. Just try to understand. No one does that I’ve found. Or if they do, they’re very quiet about it. lmk if you unlock their 

code.

8/4/2019 1:05:14 PM shawnloftin1 Symbolism will be there down fall. Once you learn there symbols numbers and so on, its everywhere.

8/4/2019 1:09:52 PM apex_starseed 1933?? Thanks gives me reference point on something I'm researching into...

8/4/2019 1:27:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 III

8/4/2019 1:27:59 PM djlok Act?

8/4/2019 1:28:34 PM suzytica 6,9?

8/4/2019 1:28:52 PM soldierofalbion Godfather

8/4/2019 1:29:02 PM 1_decided_voter FF #3 in progress?

8/4/2019 1:29:11 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/bBiiOFjOKF

8/4/2019 1:29:13 PM youstinksoap Is there going to be a FF III??!

8/4/2019 1:29:18 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1154218202081243137?s=21 …

8/4/2019 1:29:31 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1154218202081243137?s=21 …

8/4/2019 1:30:07 PM jrocktigers [THEM]

8/4/2019 1:30:07 PM robinabank4 Triangles

8/4/2019 1:31:37 PM princess_dd_80 I pray not!

8/4/2019 1:32:53 PM virginialouelle Waiting for #3 to happen.

8/4/2019 1:33:39 PM marcusgillette1 Where? Raveena?

8/4/2019 1:33:58 PM wonderswords @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1158064665705926656 …

8/4/2019 1:34:10 PM egelone OMG, these people are so sick. I bet they are desperate now. WWG1WGA!

8/4/2019 1:34:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE FF III !ACT III

8/4/2019 1:35:06 PM qarmystrong  pic.twitter.com/ihFM10N6XN

8/4/2019 1:35:22 PM jvan125 There’s a 3rd FF coming!!?

8/4/2019 1:36:12 PM samsmith0319 Godfather III...👀...

8/4/2019 1:36:59 PM jljensen326 Gilroy, El Paso, Dayton makes 3

8/4/2019 1:37:11 PM wearediamonds2 Ugh

8/4/2019 1:38:17 PM wearediamonds2 Please dear God let it not be in NYC. We cannot handle anymore sh!t. 'Tis my humble opinion.

8/4/2019 1:40:04 PM newstradamus44 H

8/4/2019 1:42:10 PM youstinksoap What the Hell is going on?  😡😡😡

8/4/2019 1:43:16 PM joeandbridge Yo! That's where I am.

8/4/2019 1:43:17 PM roublisa I feel it💖💖💖

8/4/2019 1:43:36 PM keith369me Figured a third was coming...they lose...enough of the childlike tantrums...we win and control our future.

8/4/2019 1:43:39 PM bereantype when will the curtain close on this horrific play?

8/4/2019 1:44:57 PM qarmystrong Is there a meme for lethal injection

8/4/2019 1:45:14 PM happynessiam Yes, Yes.

8/4/2019 1:46:00 PM surfing123456 MJ are you guys on it hopefully

8/4/2019 1:46:26 PM djlok Ah!  FF III

8/4/2019 1:47:03 PM jvan125 🙉🙈🙊 #NoMoarPlease

8/4/2019 1:48:40 PM _the_psychonaut  pic.twitter.com/WNhrLOehgh

8/4/2019 1:49:17 PM threefold_flame And it's all in service of attacking Trump's America. [They] will do anything to grab back power. These FFs give them the context they need to attack the 

President, equate "white nationalism" with "racism," and further disarm the populace. This'll feed Their narrative thru 2020.

8/4/2019 1:50:21 PM jvan125 Are we waiting on the H location? An anon pointed out the HOT reference from Q about August and said we had 

H = ???🙏🏻

O = Ohio

T = Texas 

Coincidence? 🥴

8/4/2019 1:50:39 PM lbf777 It’s getting a bit tiring.

8/4/2019 1:50:47 PM qarmystrong Thx patriot

8/4/2019 1:52:47 PM djlok Hawaii?

8/4/2019 1:54:31 PM jvan125 That’s the ‘obvious’ and only state left and ironically isn’t today Barry’s birthday? Mr. ‘I was born in Hawaii’?!?

8/4/2019 1:58:07 PM tkobeauty 🤮

8/4/2019 1:59:13 PM 4albradley Creates negative ions and nitrates.  Got in a fight with a boss because he had a PhD and I didn’t.  Dang Discovery channel has been on for years.  He 

had to ask a professor over in agronomy.  Idiots in charge 😹

8/4/2019 2:00:58 PM 4albradley I had a book of his yarns and another one was about a fellow caught in a horrible thunderstorm and tons of lightning and rain walking his horse through 

the Rockies and finally decided to pray for first time in his life he said GOD would you please give me a lot...

8/4/2019 2:01:38 PM 4albradley Less of that racket and a lot more of that light. 😹

8/4/2019 2:02:21 PM jvan125 Does that say..

Regarding False Flag #3, NOT Act III ?

8/4/2019 2:03:29 PM stewanddumplin1 So are we talking commission, roots as far as Canada

8/4/2019 2:04:43 PM johnny10559479 I’m always with this movement.....but I’m done with this timeline of letting evil prevail

8/4/2019 2:05:15 PM tkobeauty Don't do them on schedule! It's too soon. Educate her!

8/4/2019 2:06:02 PM nocommunistusa Declass? Arrests? What?

8/4/2019 2:06:07 PM q_the_salt FFI ... FFII ... and this says FF III. pic.twitter.com/TD0eEpyrUj

8/4/2019 2:06:11 PM tkobeauty Yet!! Damn.

8/4/2019 2:07:47 PM aintgets This is a cult of death and destruction. This is the devils army sticking together carrying out the devils plans! This is a cult!!

8/4/2019 2:07:57 PM q_the_salt Oooh good pull!

8/4/2019 2:13:12 PM 4albradley Sorry Abe Lincoln

8/4/2019 2:14:34 PM jvan125 Hillsborough!!?🤯

 https://twitter.com/realmjmacdowall/status/1158118144747200514?s=21 …

8/4/2019 2:15:27 PM jvan125 There’s a theory going around... https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1158117993559277569?s=21 …

8/4/2019 2:17:13 PM roublisa This is why @NSA_QIL2 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  say ]we[ have everything.....🤗🤗🤗

8/4/2019 2:17:52 PM q_the_salt You put baby oil on the floor.



8/4/2019 2:18:25 PM aprilbrown99 These attacks have all been coordinated by the Deep State/cabal. This is why @POTUS is draining the swamp. If your not already following the folks 

below for intel, please check them out & determine for urself.  This is #TheGreatAwakening!

@qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/4/2019 2:18:59 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Zeykn7fL9W

8/4/2019 2:19:43 PM ndobasdrums That must be the H...

8/4/2019 2:22:51 PM jdb1964 Your thoughts on Ivanka's latest WS comments?  Seems like she's fostering the narrative that white Nationalists are white supremacists!

8/4/2019 2:26:27 PM david00997884 Is Texas shooting another Sandy Hook.

8/4/2019 2:30:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 FF pic.twitter.com/MDYsMFHzge

8/4/2019 2:31:06 PM cchef1980 Perfect timing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1158128081200136194 …

8/4/2019 2:31:26 PM nswjinx That's Sam Hyde on the security cam.

8/4/2019 2:31:34 PM jvan125 Blond hair on the left, brown on the right? How stupid do they think we are?!? 🤬

8/4/2019 2:31:38 PM ladymendocino Wait. Now he has blond hair in the surveillance video? What is going on?

8/4/2019 2:32:25 PM kwyatt55  https://twitter.com/jensen4truth/status/1158125436691505154?s=21 …

8/4/2019 2:32:27 PM fluck_gloria Well, has his hair color changed and gotton curly?  Or am I just too suspicious?

8/4/2019 2:32:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Premier FF employment opportunity. When you're not radicalizing mind control victims into committing mass shootings you can help cover up things 

like The Franklin scandal or protect pedophiles like Jeffrey Epstein. Apply now! You'd make Hitler very proud. 

https://twitter.com/FBIElPaso/status/1158077661010366465 …

8/4/2019 2:33:40 PM jayrambin That face in the security cam wasn’t as clear yesterday.

8/4/2019 2:34:11 PM fightforamerica Funny, I've had the FBI pop up numerous times recently on job searches...

8/4/2019 2:34:24 PM jvan125 Are you saying the entire FBI is bad? i no longer have warm and fuzzy feelings towards the ‘rank and file’ anymore...

8/4/2019 2:34:53 PM kwyatt55  https://twitter.com/jensen4truth/status/1158125436691505154?s=21 …

8/4/2019 2:35:07 PM pro_aktv Are we still #TrustWray?  

Serious question.

8/4/2019 2:35:09 PM apysia_ I like your account but the picture is a fake that’s Sam Hyde’s face photoshopped come on do better

8/4/2019 2:36:07 PM linnyt7 Wow! Not the same person at all.

8/4/2019 2:36:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Wow, he sure does like to change hos facial structure and hair color.

8/4/2019 2:37:56 PM 1centralcaligal Yes, with EVERY FF, there were 'drills' &/or 'training' less than two weeks previous!! Gilroy Garlic Festival, 2 weeks prior; Las Vegas, ongoing to attack; 

San Bernardino, 2 weeks prior; Sandy Hoax, 2 weeks prior; and I'm SURE most of the schools' attacks etc. had it just prior..

8/4/2019 2:38:10 PM starehope Plus a report of the incident about 16 hours before it happened in a newspaper from Georgia. Opps! That's twice with this one. The first was different 

pants, they were cargo. A rested in good old khakis with no pockets on legs of course.

8/4/2019 2:38:11 PM youstinksoap Franklin scandal, Paul Bonnaci, his account of what he witnessed/was a part in at Bohemian G.  accurate?

It was horrifying to read.

8/4/2019 2:38:34 PM magamatician  https://twitter.com/TMFoundation/status/1134814443676884994?s=20 …

8/4/2019 2:39:06 PM magamatician  pic.twitter.com/yFWhBZBCov

8/4/2019 2:40:33 PM starehope Notice the curls on the mug shot. That other guy looks as if his hair wouldn't curl if you gave him a perm.

8/4/2019 2:40:55 PM aprilbrown99 Yes

8/4/2019 2:42:24 PM baloo499 The age limits seem a bit ageist.  JS

8/4/2019 2:43:17 PM igiant111 You shouldn't. Actions define character; not the materialistic factors that follow. 

You remember a brave soldier who risked his life for his fellow brothers due to the sacrifice he made; not the Medal of Honor that was awarded 

because of it.

8/4/2019 2:43:46 PM jbvs2016 Appears that the shootings tend to happen after Trump has a rally in certain states. He was in Texas in early February I think, was just in Ohio. Seems 

strange that the shooters don’t come out during his rallies. Seems they don’t want the coverage🤔

8/4/2019 2:45:52 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, is this all for [their] celebration for [Hussien’s] birthday?

8/4/2019 2:46:14 PM brandon39886610 THANK YOU SO MUCH MJ12!!!

8/4/2019 2:47:27 PM magamatician  pic.twitter.com/YAK2MHrUfr

8/4/2019 2:48:55 PM boy12_jimmy Praying to God that FF3 does not occur.

8/4/2019 2:49:32 PM rafngeirdal Thank you for telling me.

8/4/2019 2:50:25 PM rafngeirdal You look more like 25-30 in that photo so now you must look like 50.

8/4/2019 2:50:40 PM starehope It's not you!

8/4/2019 2:50:53 PM wearediamonds2 Um, why would they take their shoes off? They are helpful for running away!

8/4/2019 2:50:53 PM jwremarks Shooters hair was blonde!!!

8/4/2019 2:51:52 PM laurabusse Ha

I wish!!!! 😊

8/4/2019 2:52:07 PM wwg1wga_every1 NO ONE is talking about the 7 shot in Chicago in a drive-by this morning. Perhaps because it’s an everyday thing & does NOT fit the white supremacist 

narrative. 🙄🙄 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/us/7-people-shot-chicago-park-1-killed-3-wounded.amp …

8/4/2019 2:52:18 PM wwg1wga_every1  pic.twitter.com/lcuRgs92MT

8/4/2019 2:52:27 PM magamatician There is a fellow who has linked shoes at the scene of these events to false flag events.

8/4/2019 2:52:31 PM david00997884 Not the same

8/4/2019 2:53:10 PM rafngeirdal Yes, we are fairly happy here in Iceland and very well adjusted, thank you. A good way to understand the Icelandic spirit would be to start in Gimli by 

Lake Winnipeg in Canada and go from there through Hudson Bay and work yourself gradually eastbound.

8/4/2019 2:53:45 PM warangel1111 WTF ..

8/4/2019 2:54:38 PM erquxlemon FF indeed! Why don’t they release the Walmart security camera footage?? I’ll leave this video here how Obama invested millions in his fancy “brain 

manipulation project” https://youtu.be/ZKaDVWhHgtA 

8/4/2019 2:55:07 PM starehope They are looking for some decent patriotic employees!

8/4/2019 2:55:34 PM ekotoons ITS DEEP

8/4/2019 2:57:16 PM stoneturnr Should we really be submitting tips to FBI if theyre not fully purged?

8/4/2019 2:58:32 PM laurabusse Sounds heavenly

Used to say to husband when we lived in the state of New Jersey

Let's get in the car

Drive North

Keep going til we get to Hudson's Bay

We never did

We pretty much went to Maine every summer for vacation

A heavenly place in and of itself
8/4/2019 2:58:55 PM rafngeirdal Well I’m 59 and feel 65 when I get going shortly after I wake up in the morning but by midnight I feel as you look in that profile photo, yes 25-30.

8/4/2019 2:58:55 PM rachaelangelm No way

8/4/2019 2:59:38 PM anneolsen43 Ft Bliss is very personal to me ...

8/4/2019 3:00:11 PM gulfcoastchelle Red shoes 👀



8/4/2019 3:00:13 PM rafngeirdal Well, since you like Maine, you would like Iceland.

8/4/2019 3:03:55 PM starehope There are good and bad everywhere. We can't discount the entire vinyard because of a bunch of sour grapes.

8/4/2019 3:04:17 PM moemc8 Waiting to see FLYWRAYFLY

8/4/2019 3:04:27 PM shewolf_saryn Yep

8/4/2019 3:04:51 PM laurabusse Isn't that interesting

I noticed the same thing in my 40s

Woke up sooo tired every morning

Felt better and better as day went on

Til at night I was almost exuberant

Always wondered why

8/4/2019 3:07:00 PM igiant111 Then please make it rain already. This is awful watching these lies spread. Watching dopes like Beta O'whatever laughing at it. Please, END THIS.

8/4/2019 3:07:41 PM laurabusse I've always had an affinity for northern lands

Yet when we lived in NJ I often felt sun deprived

But maybe it's how you live

Your hot springs to bathe in sound delightful

We live further south now in North Carolina

But I sure miss Maine

And NJ 😊

8/4/2019 3:09:00 PM qtpi3_14 Yeah the actual photo was purposefully darkened and blurred

8/4/2019 3:09:16 PM bdab28 My thought exactly

8/4/2019 3:09:41 PM ethereal_shaman ...and you get a cool stage name.

8/4/2019 3:10:29 PM jennife42469481 I seen someone say HOT - H=? ( next state of FF) O=Ohio, T=Texas.

8/4/2019 3:10:54 PM lbf777 You think Trump team will let something like this slide? Trump is a master chess player. I am expecting a massive comeback.

8/4/2019 3:11:43 PM heisnberg69 Socha Baron Chones info not looked into??? #pedophilesinLosVegas

8/4/2019 3:12:36 PM igiant111 I have trust, 100%. The shootings tear at my heart though after knowing people who have endured the tragedy. They go beyond the Island even, and 

tear directly at the soul. Everything inside of me is saying this needs to stop, now.

8/4/2019 3:12:54 PM steventipps It’s another Vegas.

8/4/2019 3:19:06 PM canadiancovfefe 🙄 Unbelievable!

8/4/2019 3:21:10 PM la_cates I fear for our country ...

The hatred on the left is mind boggling.

8/4/2019 3:21:43 PM covertress The Franklin Scandal

Horrifying to read?

Even worse to listen to.

Paul Bonacci · Bohemian Grove

(warning: graphic content)

 https://youtu.be/1KgkiruMB4g 

8/4/2019 3:21:52 PM trureporting That’s Sam Hyde. Funny dude from internet pic.twitter.com/6YYUewTpIS

8/4/2019 3:21:57 PM 45harisonharold Spinning wheels going nowere pic.twitter.com/hiEys8VydA

8/4/2019 3:23:03 PM commandapanda_v Definitely

8/4/2019 3:23:57 PM stykyt Security footage picture is edited, the face has been replaced with that of a guy called Sam Hyde, it's a common to see after every incident.

8/4/2019 3:24:33 PM tonysvcks His face is clearly edited on the surveillance pic

8/4/2019 3:26:39 PM anonlegion13 I think theyre up to 4.... http://www.fox2detroit.com/news/7-wounded-in-shooting-near-chicago-playground …

8/4/2019 3:28:49 PM aetherwalker1 It was good, but you ruined it with the unnecessary 'Hitler Boogeyman' Boomerism.  🙄

8/4/2019 3:28:53 PM finall00p Names to dig on if anyone's able or have the ability to

8/4/2019 3:29:29 PM lbf777 Use that passion to motivate you to redpill the sleepers and stop paying taxes. We need to detach from the evil system and it will die.

8/4/2019 3:30:29 PM identityasxy .

Same play book.  Pres. Trump, Admiral Rogers, where are you? pic.twitter.com/jRTbSZxy5x

8/4/2019 3:30:37 PM iamstormycrow @FBIElPaso #DISBANDTHEFBI #DISBANDTHECIA #SCATTERTHEMTOTHEWINDS

8/4/2019 3:32:31 PM igiant111 Alright all over that mantra, my friend! Why do you think we get along? ;)

8/4/2019 3:33:55 PM jemagemstone Who’s Sam Hyde?

8/4/2019 3:37:14 PM anneolsen43 MJ can you see my tweets? Just curious 🤔

8/4/2019 3:38:16 PM kindeandtrue Majestic 12 said "Yes" the other day when someone asked, "Is Wray bad?"

8/4/2019 3:41:00 PM kelle5575 have you looked into the cost of life in prison? It wld cost taxpayers an enormous amount of money!

8/4/2019 3:41:28 PM mickiedodge1 Dayton shooter died in 2014 pic.twitter.com/7TUMhBAOWw

8/4/2019 3:42:40 PM jedi7772 Those pictures C's are supposed to be of the same person?

8/4/2019 3:42:43 PM mickiedodge1  pic.twitter.com/rh2xYIC29i

8/4/2019 3:43:25 PM mickiedodge1 It even lists his sister in the obituary.  The same sister that was killed yesterday.

8/4/2019 3:45:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 All tips submitted are received by NSA.

8/4/2019 3:45:53 PM tommy99938959 They need more information the sheep can’t understand this!!  But for the people that are sheep no more we will spread the word!!! WWG1WGA.  Q

8/4/2019 3:46:19 PM kindeandtrue Godfather III?

8/4/2019 3:46:51 PM jvan125 This?!? https://twitter.com/forthood/status/1157975846868705281?s=21 …

8/4/2019 3:48:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

8/4/2019 3:48:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 They believe they own you.

8/4/2019 3:48:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are their property.

8/4/2019 3:48:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now do you understand why they don't care to 187 dozens in FF attempts to control the narrative?

8/4/2019 3:48:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Learn: https://youtu.be/Ft3DKfhtoc8 

8/4/2019 3:48:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are sheep to [them].

8/4/2019 3:48:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 SHEEP NO MORE.

8/4/2019 3:49:23 PM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/YLP4PYOx4e

8/4/2019 3:49:54 PM daveelton33 El Paso + Dayton

Deploy Satan

8/4/2019 3:51:00 PM 1centralcaligal Thank you, Majestic 12; SHEEP NO MORE! I am old, sick, dying; but I TEACH my grandchildren & others to be AWARE, not be SHEEP, to FIGHT if 

necessary, to NOT believe all they are told like rhetoric!!

8/4/2019 3:51:06 PM dancinginthetao using our free will wisely is the only way we can make the world perfect. 

our free will *badly directed* has gotten us to where we are today. 

our free will directed steadfastly toward the Good, en masse, leads precisely in the direction of perfection.

8/4/2019 3:51:15 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/AXesZtssjp



8/4/2019 3:52:00 PM vonnieshores @AOC

8/4/2019 3:53:00 PM lwertman412 So El Paso Police allowed him to dye his hair, have facial reconstructive surgery and change his close? Wow that was nice of them...anybody buying 

these are the same people???

8/4/2019 3:53:36 PM hawkgirlinmn “Aide” as in setup? Went fishing?

8/4/2019 3:54:43 PM slayerofmatrix1 Rage

8/4/2019 3:54:54 PM tommyo750 A mug shot is taken at the booking. How did this guy change his hair color before being arrested? This whole deal stinks.  FF  FF  FF

8/4/2019 3:55:03 PM aprilbrown99 #WeAreWoke and pissed!  #SlavesNoMore

8/4/2019 3:55:06 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/guDCeJZwHp

8/4/2019 3:55:52 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/EPwiMTy79r

8/4/2019 3:56:14 PM giediknight This one should be called “common sense message of disclosure”

8/4/2019 3:57:12 PM bar_barrack Notice it on tv ,movies , counties what star they use

8/4/2019 3:58:07 PM ben19394231 They do...you registered your 'birth' with them and they accepted you as their property. The 'system' of ownership & control is so subtle, almost 

undetectable to the ordinary person. Look closely kids, ill show you how the trick is done. https://youtu.be/Gx4dEdaJo6s 

8/4/2019 3:58:12 PM rafngeirdal Well men, such as me, get the manly explanation that we are simply a B type, one that is most effective in the afternoon. Women on the other hand, 

are said to suffer from sleeping disorder and/or fibromyalgia or worse.

8/4/2019 3:58:21 PM johnny10559479 Yeah.....cool

Everyone who has followed this is prepped.....the masses are not and will not do so. Just rip it and all of this will sort itself

8/4/2019 3:59:01 PM zoolander39 That’s not the right photo of El Paso shooter I believe. Can someone else corroborate?

8/4/2019 4:00:22 PM igiant111 Already* not alright.

8/4/2019 4:01:07 PM lbf777 This is what I have been trying to explain. If the Corporations are going to hog up all the wealth, we have to take over the Corporations or most people 

on Earth will stay poor.

8/4/2019 4:01:16 PM rafngeirdal Since you have affinity for northern lands, you could travel there when it’s too hot in the south but cooler and brighter up north. Yes, we use the hot 

springs a lot, such as to make hot tubs, warm swimming pools and to heat our houses.

8/4/2019 4:01:50 PM canadiancovfefe I thought so. I have just heard suggestions that she may be a white hat. I presume it was disinformation.

8/4/2019 4:02:30 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/o7fYHUu34a

8/4/2019 4:02:34 PM callsign_qtip I’m not sure I understand how paying for 3 hots and a cot for 50+ years is cheaper than offing someone.

8/4/2019 4:02:45 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/hZ7KxJhTgs

8/4/2019 4:02:58 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/Oz8HkH69sQ

8/4/2019 4:03:29 PM laurabusse Sounds amazing

Husband doesn't like long car rides

I don't like to fly

But I'm sure we'll make it up there again at some point!

8/4/2019 4:04:47 PM allahuniversal Hate to use Google for this, yet... pic.twitter.com/zw4OPUUbqA

8/4/2019 4:05:17 PM daveelton33 Or using all 12 letters:

“Deploy O Satan”

8/4/2019 4:05:40 PM 45harisonharold Now this 🤣🤣🤣 https://twitter.com/YAAS_America/status/1158047475946676224?s=19 …

8/4/2019 4:06:11 PM lynnielee5 No! Worst of the worst! Search her family history! Old Bootleg, Mafia stuff. Our (Cali) Gov is her Nephew! Crooked!

8/4/2019 4:07:09 PM kssroberts I personally don't care for the big box stores, and avoid them as much as possible.

8/4/2019 4:07:43 PM f45_5 I’m looking for real, real Full Disclosures ..

Like the other worldly narratives & truths that many 

Truth seekers seek.. humanity will adapt, it will paint 🎨 

A picture no words can describe 4 true healing 2 unfold..

I say We’re ready to move beyond ...
8/4/2019 4:09:08 PM djmurphy5 No longer will they own us. Sheep no more. #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

8/4/2019 4:09:35 PM lorirrr Clones?

8/4/2019 4:12:01 PM allahuniversal There's certainly a type being chosen

8/4/2019 4:13:40 PM lorirrr Indeed.

8/4/2019 4:14:16 PM roublisa #SheepNoMore!   Sheep No f#cken More!!!😡😡😡 pic.twitter.com/9a7fv5kZXl

8/4/2019 4:14:32 PM roublisa Yes!!!

8/4/2019 4:17:24 PM usss_211 I was thinking of the MJ's on my way home tonight. Blue skies, huge puffy clouds. I hope my Brother can see them from the other side...

8/4/2019 4:17:29 PM big_simp Full Disclosure is here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

8/4/2019 4:17:47 PM smas111288 What account are you referring to please?

8/4/2019 4:18:27 PM aprilbrown99 Here is a link to all the MJ12 tweets. You can search for any topic. 

Please check out our patriot @Nun_chucknorris pinned tweet. He painstakingly gathered tweets to create a pdf. The file is quite large but you could 

download & save it to read w/ them.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

8/4/2019 4:21:12 PM brimichelle75 That’s not the Dayton shooter on the right.  Here’s the Dayton shooter and his sister. pic.twitter.com/txVuManOX8

8/4/2019 4:22:29 PM dwd20498333 Feeders we are.

8/4/2019 4:22:51 PM courtneylance69 😂 Damn good fake though!

8/4/2019 4:25:09 PM brimichelle75 And here’s the El Paso shooter as a kid with his family and therapist dad.  His dad worked at a hospital for a while then met up with cult members of 

pedo #JohnofGod  

They introduced him to “crystal therapy” pic.twitter.com/bOU0ENMWFp

8/4/2019 4:26:13 PM lisdesjardins I saw the pic of the blonde yesterday...I wonder if they use photos of the "training" event for fake news and sub with men in black for the actual event?

8/4/2019 4:27:06 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/JY3Fs9R3XV

8/4/2019 4:27:40 PM garypfeifer68 due process.

8/4/2019 4:28:26 PM igg716 Getting really Sloppy

8/4/2019 4:28:31 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SeRU_ZPDkE … pic.twitter.com/LoeJu1MEw8

8/4/2019 4:28:48 PM knightofmaltaus Oh no it is not and do not hold your breath. Until the 4th & 5th Worlds have not uplifted consciousness there will not be any such acknowledgement. 

Dr. John Mack from Harvard, who was run-over killed in Switzerland wrote excellent books on Africa awareness.Not ready at all. Years

8/4/2019 4:30:53 PM nea_storm (1 Timothy 1:9) Clean House Protocol Operations in Effect! Enjoy the Galactic Stage Show! pic.twitter.com/Z8y4RVp065

8/4/2019 4:31:16 PM knightofmaltaus Ummmm, no! Nice imagination though. Everything released is on the web and in certain cases, correct versions not filtered. It is out there, you just 

need to understand how to research. pic.twitter.com/Y2i8MV89P9

8/4/2019 4:31:40 PM anneolsen43 Sousveillance



8/4/2019 4:33:09 PM rafngeirdal Yes, we felt the same when we managed to use the hot springs so well. Also the midnight sun is a very special thing to see. Feels abnormal in ones 

mind that the sun doesn’t set but when one looks at it, it’s very real and very NORMAL. (why not you drive and he flies to Labrador?)

8/4/2019 4:33:28 PM aprilbrown99 Nicely done. 👏👏👏

8/4/2019 4:34:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/KmC1pwslFJc 

8/4/2019 4:35:13 PM jayrambin  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

8/4/2019 4:36:22 PM pro_aktv Thx!

8/4/2019 4:37:24 PM realityloominng Why not wipe out the last sources of all these FF's? Surely that would pretty Majestic

8/4/2019 4:38:36 PM enomai_ GODBLESS YOU ALL

Thank You for saving us and humanity

8/4/2019 4:38:49 PM anneolsen43 We need this unsealed in the courtroom

8/4/2019 4:39:44 PM aprilbrown99 Avenatti popped into my thoughts after watching this. Lol🥴 #ThesePeopleAreStupid

8/4/2019 4:40:10 PM zaraawakened That's very good to know. After that Phoenix FBI "memo" came out the other day, I became concerned that the tip I submitted back in March had no 

chance of being investigated. I really hope that something actually happened with it.

8/4/2019 4:41:25 PM nea_storm Neither! Will explain more if you wish upon my return! It's complex and multilayered! Kindly remind me though! Multitasking! Thank you! Love You! 

Those that know, know and it is not exclusive... it only is people have been too busy with surviving to rediscover the truth! pic.twitter.com/Yj0nsae4X8

8/4/2019 4:42:36 PM snqqpy0913 OMG SICK

8/4/2019 4:45:05 PM enomai_ Funny thing. We can own them

When everyone wakes up to their illusions

8/4/2019 4:47:11 PM trailmaster2213 Almost every picture of Patrick on here has the face of the man on the left.

8/4/2019 4:47:48 PM johnny10559479 Big follower of this account and Q....time to rip the band-aid off of this and everyone will deal with the collateral damage and educate the masses....

Slow disclosure only enables the deep state

8/4/2019 4:48:05 PM matchnumbers67 So....Dual Diagnosis point you to StoneCrest Behavioural Center. English Gematria of StoneCrest = Donald Trump and Keep America Great 😐

8/4/2019 4:49:07 PM brandon39886610 Man,that is a fantastic scene. So many great lines.

8/4/2019 4:50:02 PM 1centralcaligal It's okay Gabriel! I have grandchildren, plus their girlfriends & boyfriends, who LOVE & RESPECT me; they treat me w/ kindness & LISTEN!  

Grandchildren listened first; my children rolled their eyes & walked away, now they listen too! We'll red-pill 'em ALL, one at a time!

8/4/2019 4:51:48 PM 1centralcaligal Doctors told me in 2011, "You have six months to live, maybe a year if you're lucky." And I'm STILL HERE, driving, shopping, cleaning, teaching - with 

help!!  And I am LOVED & RESPECTED TOO!! LIFE IS WONDERFUL!!!! What's a little pain? Meh...

8/4/2019 4:52:12 PM kelle5575 The death penalty with today’s technology should not be nearly as costly as it was 10yrs ago! If someone is a child rapist & murderer they should not 

get numerous appeals! The WHOLE system needs to be redone! If you are evil no taxpayer should fund anything

8/4/2019 4:53:07 PM 1centralcaligal P.S. Plus, when I finally do leave this body, I will be greeted into Heaven and into Our Father's Living Arms!! I'm only a little scared, because I don't want 

to leave my family...

8/4/2019 4:54:18 PM giediknight  https://www.mayoclinic.org/drugs-supplements/amyl-nitrite-inhalation-route/description/drg-20061803 …

8/4/2019 4:55:05 PM f45_5 Yes indeed... Things that make you go 🤔🧐...

8/4/2019 4:57:04 PM f45_5 Yes indeed... Things that make you go 🤔🧐...

8/4/2019 4:58:10 PM karrruss Odd... pic.twitter.com/gilh6oTpDN

8/4/2019 4:58:28 PM f45_5 Yes indeed... Things that make you go 🤔🧐...

Most likely man made “deep state” objects that fly on ancient technologies?

8/4/2019 4:59:35 PM f45_5 Soon...

Very soon I’m dreaming...

8/4/2019 4:59:59 PM shallknown Gilroy's, Dayton, Elpaso

8/4/2019 5:01:14 PM enomai_ Lol. They really believed this was a larp? 

Hahaha

8/4/2019 5:02:33 PM mikala007007 Sounds like a terrible person. NOT!

8/4/2019 5:02:46 PM believe_coach Has Sam Hyde sued about this yet?

8/4/2019 5:03:13 PM snotwistr Same show different creepy info that fits into this #UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBA0AH-LSbo …

8/4/2019 5:03:18 PM starehope Think positive and stay positive. We become what we think and believe. You are strong and healthy enough to teach your grands well! Stay strong! You 

are stronger than you believe. You are in my prayers. 🙏🙏🙏 sending love.

8/4/2019 5:05:16 PM disfellocated VI

8/4/2019 5:07:23 PM starehope Thank you for all the time you have spent to share this wonderful info with us! You are wonderful! Again, thanks! 💕💕💕👍👍👍👊👊👊

8/4/2019 5:07:36 PM shayaustin7 NOPE- THESE  ARE  DEMONICALLY DEMOCRAT   PLANNED!  ☺😂☺

8/4/2019 5:07:46 PM love4thegameak Godfather III

8/4/2019 5:09:04 PM love4thegameak Gilroy Act I?

8/4/2019 5:09:28 PM rafngeirdal It is very important for both Majestiv 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @TrueEyeTheSpy that a Court has ordered release of 2,000 pages of Epstein files. It is 

also important to me that @DevinNunes is releasing a FISA document.

8/4/2019 5:09:52 PM lc_drinnen Agreed!

8/4/2019 5:10:31 PM stykyt  https://www.dailydot.com/unclick/trolls-blame-sam-hyde-mass-shooting/ …

8/4/2019 5:10:47 PM starehope Should we retweet? Really?!

8/4/2019 5:16:45 PM 2020sequel Same guy?  Or using a dead mans name? pic.twitter.com/AyXLsTGr7I

8/4/2019 5:16:51 PM andyr1112 Dayum the Franklin Scandal! Havent heard about that one in awhile. So many head fucks its hard to keep track anymore

8/4/2019 5:17:19 PM dubbydubb MJ12 if you are connected to Q please tell them their perfect plan isnt going to work if they dont hurry up.

8/4/2019 5:17:23 PM 1centralcaligal Are ALL these sites the SAME GUY?! pic.twitter.com/atUQZhV6nr

8/4/2019 5:17:27 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree

8/4/2019 5:18:10 PM 1centralcaligal Oops, I meant 'shooters' the same guy... Sorry!

8/4/2019 5:18:44 PM americanpetal Printing out now! Phew! It was on my TO DO list to do something like this, but never got around to it.

Thank you!🙏✔🕊🇺🇸🥰

8/4/2019 5:18:47 PM roublisa Gooooood times❤️🧡💛❤️🧡💛 pic.twitter.com/UsPMhnrUDW

8/4/2019 5:19:35 PM 1centralcaligal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Are ALL these shooters the SAME GUY? Brothers? Triplets? Same barber, eyeglass company, faces?  pic.twitter.com/9Xnefhfw29

8/4/2019 5:19:35 PM starehope Wonder where MJ picked it up?

8/4/2019 5:20:28 PM roublisa Chicago

8/4/2019 5:20:29 PM state1union So Brendan Dilley gets kicked off for saying Fort Bliss on Twitter yesterday and is banned. No coincidences

8/4/2019 5:22:38 PM anneolsen43 Acosta came to mine 😱

8/4/2019 5:23:03 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/4/2019 5:23:46 PM sabina06706427 We are all the souls who have more power then them and can and will manifest a better world 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

8/4/2019 5:24:16 PM wearediamonds2 Oh. Interesting. Any idea why/how?

8/4/2019 5:24:29 PM sabina06706427 Thank you!

8/4/2019 5:24:32 PM wearediamonds2 😢



8/4/2019 5:24:50 PM allahuniversal 🤔

8/4/2019 5:26:29 PM state1union Omg 😮 Yes. It’s sick

8/4/2019 5:27:17 PM kimipix Wow!

8/4/2019 5:28:11 PM kseven110 Why the glasses? The new ones seem to have the glasses....Some other ones  do as well. What is the significance? Mk devices?

8/4/2019 5:28:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd We are NOTHING to them. Yet they PANDER to us to PLEASE get them in office, PROMISING moon and stars!

Look into their angel eyes, they’ll convince you they hold paradise, then you’ll  see they wear a disguise!

Don’t fall for their rhetoric! Nothing but LIARS! pic.twitter.com/j5UgHu4L2A

8/4/2019 5:29:16 PM magamatician Let me try to find the show

8/4/2019 5:29:32 PM kseven110 Then when you go on the funeral home Page, you cannot find the name??? 🤷🏻♀️ This kind of reminds me of the movie pet cemetery, but for people

8/4/2019 5:29:52 PM starehope What? Losing one's soul?

8/4/2019 5:30:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd They can have my garbage...

You don’t own me... https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=4QEqLTbEXy0 …

8/4/2019 5:30:28 PM drson1968 We keep saying this. I want to see what’s coming come already.

8/4/2019 5:30:29 PM state1union Fing Disney Dora movie. I’m sick of these demons

8/4/2019 5:31:40 PM allahuniversal Could be. Could also be a convenient list to pull from. https://twitter.com/AnonymousQ1776/status/1158056776782118912?s=19 …

8/4/2019 5:32:48 PM kimipix Their demise can't come soon enough!!

8/4/2019 5:35:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd All to take heat off #UnsealEpstein

8/4/2019 5:35:09 PM rafngeirdal Majestic

8/4/2019 5:35:23 PM kseven110 🤷🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/3hwv1RG0Dz

8/4/2019 5:36:18 PM chellguidry1 Qwakened!

8/4/2019 5:36:54 PM kseven110 Open the photo and look at the name of the glasses?

8/4/2019 5:37:03 PM wearediamonds2 This thread states that for 70 years MJ had to attack our minds and pineal glands in order to successfully take down the cabal. What does that mean for 

those of us who were able to harness the pineal gland/see through most mind control naturally, starting as a teen?

8/4/2019 5:37:22 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks!

8/4/2019 5:39:00 PM allahuniversal Well I'll be....

8/4/2019 5:40:08 PM infopower76 That is just crazy

8/4/2019 5:42:24 PM ragstorm 😳

8/4/2019 5:43:54 PM magamatician Was a guy named Cory Daniel on this episode of Caravan To Midnight. (You can get a 2 week sub for $5 and hear all the shows.) Cory also has a May 

show on Caravan too.  https://www.caravantomidnight.com/Episode/EpisodesDetails?Id=21133 …

8/4/2019 5:44:46 PM 313looper 🙏🏻💖💫

8/4/2019 5:45:11 PM ragstorm I-Garlic

II-ElPaso

III-Dayton

8/4/2019 5:45:25 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks. Never heard of it!

8/4/2019 5:45:26 PM magamatician Here is Cory’s Web site  https://thephoenixenigma.com/ 

He does a very good job explaining patterns he has discovered in false flags.

8/4/2019 5:47:23 PM lovesamerica10  pic.twitter.com/DwH5lDYuZw

8/4/2019 5:47:49 PM kseven110 Maker of glasses. A professor who lives in Broward County🤷🏻♀️

8/4/2019 5:50:34 PM allahuniversal Why am I not surprised 😑 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197349156601857?s=19 …

8/4/2019 5:51:11 PM kseven110 I would definitely not order these glasses.... for sure lol. But there has to be more to this🤔

8/4/2019 5:51:18 PM 313looper [Godfather |||]

8/4/2019 5:52:03 PM allahuniversal Pretty brave to just name them like that. They never thought she would lose...

8/4/2019 5:52:09 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks! I bookmarked it for later 😁

8/4/2019 5:52:39 PM mongrelglory His understanding of Hindu cosmology is limited.  I wouldn't worry about it.

8/4/2019 5:53:33 PM kseven110 Crazy. A professor/filmmaker From Broward County who decides to start making eyeglasses🤯

8/4/2019 5:54:11 PM wearediamonds2 P.s. I am 37 if that has anything to do with it. Even still it took 20 years to fully undo a lot of mind  http://control.It  was/still is a process.

8/4/2019 5:55:02 PM callsign_qtip Thanks for the info.

8/4/2019 5:55:08 PM nicpace2 At this point I suggest that everybody tell the Democrats running for office how you feel about their followers mass Murdering American citizens!!!

8/4/2019 5:55:11 PM bronwyn1963 Boy, dad there looks like Tom Hanks!!

8/4/2019 5:56:37 PM bronwyn1963 Do you have a pic or copy of the one 18 hours early?!

8/4/2019 5:56:48 PM magamatician You’re welcome

8/4/2019 5:57:14 PM amorpete People this is the Dep state pushing different narratives & throwing us off w/ misinfo to confuse the hell out of people & make us seem nuts so they 

can push Trump supporters r tin foil hat wearers that r nazi's who need 2 be censored & labeled as domestic terrorist! Am I close

8/4/2019 5:57:22 PM starehope Thank you. I do understand Nirvana. I am conflicted, confused.

8/4/2019 5:58:22 PM stormystorm10 2 out of 4 .... and 2 I had no control over 😬🤷♀️

8/4/2019 5:59:45 PM qbutterflyq Wtf

8/4/2019 6:02:16 PM allahuniversal Idk why, but VR glasses just came to mind... #YouAreWatchingAMovie

8/4/2019 6:04:02 PM soxfaninpa1 That's not the same guy. He wasn't from Connecticut. Ohio was his only home.

8/4/2019 6:04:21 PM bronwyn1963 Not a chance.

8/4/2019 6:04:49 PM kseven110  https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2014/07/10/google-glass-can-now-be-controlled-by-your-mind.html …

8/4/2019 6:05:01 PM 78503002 thank you

8/4/2019 6:08:23 PM allahuniversal That's what I was looking for! Forgot that it was [GOOG] aka Alphabet (soup) developing those

8/4/2019 6:10:42 PM kseven110  https://www.theverge.com/platform/amp/2018/2/5/16966530/intel-vaunt-smart-glasses-announced-ar-video …

8/4/2019 6:13:12 PM urbanedeplore I'm about to do a video on synarchy. It is so important, and no one talks about it, or knows about it. It is the products of Parisian Martinists, and has so 

much to do with the founding of the internet, which then backfired on them. Nonetheless, a vitally important component.

8/4/2019 6:13:37 PM calvinstoltzfu1 They can own the business end of my 44!

8/4/2019 6:14:03 PM caulder_tara Hillaborough Walmart? In Tampa?

8/4/2019 6:14:32 PM felinesuniteorg Just as they are owned...it doesn't really matter by whom anymore. It's just a fact. People who are owned, pay it forward.

8/4/2019 6:14:57 PM mickiedodge1 And yet he has the same sister.  She was killed yesterday. pic.twitter.com/0lvubOugI3

8/4/2019 6:16:11 PM nocommunistusa Ummm 8chan founder wants to now shut the website down, what will happen to Qanon?

8/4/2019 6:21:09 PM allahuniversal And there we have it. "MK Ultra" Ophthalmic-grade "Reading" Glasses

8/4/2019 6:23:25 PM mongrelglory That's a pretty common condition in this life. 😘

8/4/2019 6:31:52 PM mongrelglory I really have to wonder if the FBI or CIA serve any useful purpose for the stability and well-being of the Republic...

8/4/2019 6:32:09 PM laurabusse Ha ha

That would be an unbelievably long car trip even for me

We used to joke about him flying and me driving a long trip and picking him up at the airport LOL



8/4/2019 6:35:25 PM lisbet30025172 Oh hmmm maybe clones? Computer eye?

8/4/2019 6:37:09 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/ykZ1pg1cl4

8/4/2019 6:38:10 PM keith369me Time to stop being their puppets and make them our puppets!!!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/4/2019 6:39:26 PM mindaltdelete I check Jordan Sather, JoeM, and this account daily. This account has loads of good information. I am absolutely skeptical of who they're claiming to be. 

Even though I don't believe them, I still can't pass up viable information. It's the message, not the messenger. 100% agree.

8/4/2019 6:40:39 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

8/4/2019 6:41:07 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

8/4/2019 6:41:12 PM 222714ftw 👊

8/4/2019 6:41:33 PM roublisa And by the way    I OᗷᒍᗴᑕT !  No one owns this ISBE !!! pic.twitter.com/Yt7LB2fJ0x

8/4/2019 6:41:47 PM pmkeel OK this is getting a bit weird?

8/4/2019 6:46:16 PM realmeathead76 Anons make  the best researchers ...

8/4/2019 6:46:46 PM aetherwalker1 .. and they are the property of the 🐉.

8/4/2019 6:48:38 PM americanpetal 😬😀

8/4/2019 6:51:21 PM ideclarefreedom #NoConsentToManipulation #NoConsentToManipulation#NoConsentToManipulation#iAmASovereignBeing #iAmASovereignBeing 

#iAmASovereignBeing #iDeclareFreeWill #iDeclareFreeWill #iDeclareFreeWill

8/4/2019 6:52:40 PM ideclarefreedom #NoConsentToManipulation #NoConsentToManipulation#NoConsentToManipulation#iAmASovereignBeing #iAmASovereignBeing 

#iAmASovereignBeing #iDeclareFreeWill #iDeclareFreeWill #iDeclareFreeWill

8/4/2019 6:53:15 PM janerross I mysteriously own the Twilight Zone.

8/4/2019 6:53:24 PM kenneth91792161 How is it his hair was blonde in photo on left now dark hmmm what going on?

8/4/2019 6:53:41 PM roger35742354  https://strangesounds.org/2019/08/animal-suicide-500-sheep-die-turkey-pictures.html …

Sheep no more!

8/4/2019 6:54:49 PM road2sea Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked several times to speak about 

Childhecifically whether or not we could lend a perspective into an individuals worthiness or not. Here is our resp […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

8/4/2019 6:58:15 PM ideclarefreedom 💕💕💕we will reclaim our Birthrights

8/4/2019 7:02:51 PM aetherwalker1 Except Q+'s cold feet about actually doing it!

8/4/2019 7:03:38 PM mongrelglory Did they kill children at Sandy Hook?

8/4/2019 7:05:01 PM aetherwalker1 Why do you guys allow these FFs to happen?!

8/4/2019 7:05:30 PM monroevegas Does this go higher than #unsealepstein?

8/4/2019 7:08:27 PM humanproofer Just wanted to offer the MJ’s some encouragement. Thank you for sticking with it. Seems like a lot of people just think there’ll be some “domino” 

moment and there’ll be arrests and understanding all around. I’m guessing that’s not how it goes.

8/4/2019 7:09:53 PM inmatemaga All the way to Satan! The Vatican will fall!

8/4/2019 7:15:27 PM mongrelglory Man!  That show is just full of disclosure!  Do they present it as a joke, thinking people will laugh it off?  Or are they hoping to wake up the sleeping 

masses?

8/4/2019 7:28:22 PM state1union Sorry the pictures don’t match and also don’t match the real named person FF

8/4/2019 7:28:58 PM lindabr67234799 When then get to it before more people are killed. This is ridiculous

8/4/2019 7:29:04 PM americanpetal Godfather III?

8/4/2019 7:29:09 PM holotechrd Crazy shit smh..

8/4/2019 7:30:21 PM state1union CIA also has a lot of sudden deaths working for them.

8/4/2019 7:30:23 PM melleemee KNOW THE GAME ... SICK

8/4/2019 7:30:47 PM elatedveracity  pic.twitter.com/B1TVyxnSXD

8/4/2019 7:43:42 PM aprilbrown99 @qanon76 @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @40_head @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

👇👇👇👀 https://twitter.com/eastdakota/status/1158192506086891520 …

8/4/2019 7:46:15 PM ms_honey_badger  pic.twitter.com/J55GEoEJnW

8/4/2019 8:02:29 PM justwinbaby12 Then fucking bring it already!

8/4/2019 8:04:46 PM kellysewell14 Yep different people? The guy in the close-up looks sick of drugged.

8/4/2019 8:08:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd Need ancestral clearing? It will only be up for a week. Help clear and raise vibrations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ke5sPC2HBkQ&feature=youtu.be …

8/4/2019 8:10:26 PM jiltweet For a Triangle? Big deal.

8/4/2019 8:11:09 PM kellysewell14 DS is off their rocker if they think America will buy this craziness.  They must be imploding.

8/4/2019 8:11:58 PM jaspony1 You guys know who is doing this... Q knows... Trump knows...

But we still keep getting killed...

And they still get to keep killing us...

When does it stop!!!

We the PEOPLE have had enough!!!

8/4/2019 8:16:36 PM patriotkelly7 Sick! In our face the whole time! #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/4/2019 8:17:49 PM kellysewell14 Looks like different guys, but also different from other photos floating around. I'm confused... But that's Ok... I think everyone paying attention will be 

asking lots of questions.

8/4/2019 8:19:53 PM nan_ese Wow. That's a 'stretch'.

8/4/2019 8:21:19 PM monroevegas Mindcontrolled?

8/4/2019 8:22:46 PM monroevegas GodSpeed

8/4/2019 8:25:24 PM monroevegas 😮

8/4/2019 8:32:24 PM qanuck4truth What do we have here??? 

#CrisisActors for Hire!  

 https://www.facebook.com/humandomainsolutions/ …

8/4/2019 8:32:35 PM moxie58002436 The picture on the left has blond hair. And the right is brown.

8/4/2019 8:32:55 PM monroevegas Oh wow

8/4/2019 8:35:06 PM monroevegas And to think a certain American Entertainment company also owns cruise lines...with trips to a certain little st james. How far does the debauchery go?

8/4/2019 8:35:22 PM comrade_eg AUGUST will be HOT.                                         H?                                                                         Ohio                                                                      Texas

8/4/2019 8:38:53 PM monroevegas Make their end swift.

8/4/2019 8:43:53 PM monroevegas I had a feeling about this. I heard this earlier today and listened to the president’s response and the thought of the good guys somehow being in on 

this. 👍

8/4/2019 8:45:50 PM monroevegas Ohhhh snap pic.twitter.com/nJP0zwUXvr

8/4/2019 8:50:25 PM batespm4abbey Yup...every one of the evil acts...fyi patriot anon"saturday was satanic holiday requiring sacrifices for wealth&power; ample sacrifices,what 

wealth&power are they coveting ...what evil will they do next...?!?

8/4/2019 8:57:00 PM whatsmypw Yeah, wtf? So this is a shill account.

8/4/2019 9:10:50 PM whatsmypw What do you mean by hiding? Hiding from who?

8/4/2019 9:28:40 PM promyntheus  pic.twitter.com/VqXG1MW8h7

8/4/2019 9:30:37 PM trabbit087 Some of us know we're sheep at least ... lol



8/4/2019 9:31:16 PM trabbit087 We are all living together

8/4/2019 9:34:15 PM petitchevalb Hello MJ12

Is Epstein Homo Sapiens Sapiens?

8/4/2019 9:39:15 PM canadiancovfefe I will, thanks.

8/4/2019 9:39:45 PM shupe_laura @DRUDGE_REPORT @RealMattCouch @Cernovich @SenMikeLee @MinorStrmMedia @BreakingNews @charliekirk11 @TuckerCarlson 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IngrahamAngle @diveinordie @realhublife

8/4/2019 9:52:10 PM darlaferriss1 Oh my goodness.....sick.😢

8/4/2019 10:04:50 PM sano_faith Maybe it's linked : https://twitter.com/peacey_queen/status/1158163763444555776?s=21 …

8/4/2019 10:06:33 PM sherrieholbroo3 I have lots of questions, can we ask?

8/4/2019 10:09:47 PM sano_faith It thinks I understand what you are meaning there, or at least have an idea to start with. :p

8/4/2019 10:21:02 PM jrocktigers No such thing. Thanks for this update!

8/4/2019 10:24:59 PM cindy02046394 Yep, like the motto of all narcissists: 

"Do as I say, but not as I do".

8/4/2019 10:47:18 PM karensc38678909 El, 'ElPaso', they have it all. In my wildest fantasies there are actually no dead bodies.

8/4/2019 10:52:18 PM laura_621 Yes. This is why we are here...

8/4/2019 10:53:05 PM oryansreflexion I do, I looked outward before being drawn back to here by so much irrefutable evidence. Not to say that isn't something too, just saying that theirs a 

hell of a lot more going on here, from here than the powers that be want to be known. This hard external push..nah, not buying it

8/4/2019 10:58:58 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/b4NkhbVaoV

8/4/2019 11:01:40 PM twistersage when everyone finally realizes this is what [they] see when [they] look at you pic.twitter.com/cMTj886VAv

8/4/2019 11:07:00 PM oryansreflexion A very curious thing to look into is magnetism. All kinds of lies surround it. What we know about it, how refined our information is of what it reveals. 

What it can do. What we can do with it. Monotomic noble metals... The properties of them are quite interesting.

8/4/2019 11:08:56 PM droseseest No coincidences.

8/4/2019 11:14:38 PM shallknown I cant find him on http://legacy.com 

8/4/2019 11:19:28 PM oryansreflexion It was about 10 years ago, but then their was only one  college that you could get a doctorate in magnetism from. Don't know how valid that even was, 

and I doubt theirs been a real increase since then.

8/4/2019 11:26:46 PM oryansreflexion People can learn some basic things, but really becoming an expert, not possible in a school. Trying to buy specific types of natural magnets..talk about 

making a short list, and being priced out of it. Trying to build a 1,000 to 1 size model to try something is insanely expensive

8/4/2019 11:38:23 PM meldance00 Q wrote this on July 31st warning us about FALSE FLAGS! “The month of AUGUST is traditionally HOT” QAnon. H for Hawaii? O for Ohio! T for Texas! I 

hope I’m wrong :( #FalseFlagShootings #FalseFlag #ElPasoTerroristAttack #OhioShooting #stopkillinginnocentpeople #hawaii #qanon

8/4/2019 11:42:27 PM eddie_and_patti Which begs the question... 'Has anyone seen him in recent months?'  Has anyone seen him in public in the past 6 months?  Seems strange, doesn't it?  

It's like he's just totally vanished or something.

8/4/2019 11:43:47 PM eddie_and_patti These people are evil.  They're into all kinds of evil rituals.  Sacrifice being one of those rituals.

8/4/2019 11:46:27 PM eddie_and_patti What bothered me about that also was they weren't loaded with any missiles, since these were training exercises.  Or at least that's what I heard & 

read back in 2001.  Caught with our pants down on that very day?  Don't think so.  There are no coincidences.

8/4/2019 11:47:20 PM mickiedodge1  https://www.legacy.com/amp/obituaries/hartfordcourant/169819779 …

8/4/2019 11:49:29 PM eddie_and_patti I think that was my awakening... never quite believed anything they said after that point... and never watched mainstream media news sources after 

that, either.  We've been played & manipulated for a very long time now.  Time for all the truths to come out.

8/4/2019 11:52:16 PM meldance00 I really don’t think someone would allow this to happen, if they have provided us with links, photos, information and knowledge about defeating the 

Deep State. They could have know the states but Texas is big, so is Ohio. How do you expect them to be alert at every corner?

8/4/2019 11:53:48 PM meldance00 How many public places are there in Texas and Ohio? Are you going to shut the states down? Go on Martial Law? Please explain a better way of finding 

the exact location. I’m sure you would be hired from twitter.

8/5/2019 12:02:54 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @EyesOnQ @JustInformU @StormIsUponUs @RealTruthCall2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Mental illness my ass you know exactly who it is the Rogue FBI agents that are mentally ill sick sick sick. But no worries we are on them like white on 

rice ⚡💥❤️👑👈  https://youtu.be/wp-A4Xc_aLU 

8/5/2019 12:11:50 AM ramonaccampbell  pic.twitter.com/KhWSuvyUqu

8/5/2019 12:28:53 AM holotechrd Not going to happen..  What will happen is all Rogue FBI agents will be exposed and mass arrest anyone interfering will also be arrested or sent to 

SOURCE either or I don't give a shit⚡💥💪💯👑👈

8/5/2019 12:31:28 AM ramonaccampbell So be it. 💯

8/5/2019 12:58:21 AM matchnumbers67 They are the flunkies of the Zionist Communists.

8/5/2019 1:20:37 AM 1_decided_voter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 FF III or just a regular weekend in Chicago?

8/5/2019 2:02:59 AM dradeon Probably wont ever know but most likely one or more of the banking families or someone therein, and a lot of false flag decisions are made collectively 

I'm sure but its basic protocol for them theyve been doing it forever.

8/5/2019 2:24:31 AM mark52525786 Ugh,so there was two guys? Actually the guy with ear muffs looks nothing like the other two pics they have produced so far! So was it all three?

8/5/2019 2:36:23 AM slipperyslope18 You could have thrown in so much more in that tweet.

But this works:

Be vigilant.

See something.

Say something.

Know your surroundings at all times.

Q
8/5/2019 2:58:28 AM 11111christian Not the same person

8/5/2019 3:29:50 AM xenuqueue Ok. Respectfully, I’ve followed you for a while and I appreciate anyone dropping redpills, but mate, you’ve got a bit of a “false profit” stink going on. 

You’re not Q. Drop the act.  #wwg1wga

8/5/2019 3:33:10 AM richard07759712 RT’g

8/5/2019 3:48:59 AM realspringp I got suspended for using that meme. Just a heads up.

8/5/2019 3:57:59 AM rafngeirdal Oh well, some other day then. Well, that’s a good joke 😊

8/5/2019 4:03:32 AM corinnebackman Follow @TrueEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/5/2019 4:05:20 AM rafngeirdal @Waldo1968 : I believe both @TrueEyeTheSpy & Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 got it right: the El Paso shooting etc. is basically a domestic violence, 

that the MSM is then using to increase its ratings, after they fell down when Russian & Mueller narratives didn’t work any longer.

8/5/2019 4:06:26 AM natureinspace In the last week I spent time outside at night just watching the sky. I saw four craft. Two of them flashed a bright light. I'm not sure if they flashed just 

for me or not but it was very interesting.

8/5/2019 4:11:47 AM sheerglee1 T.R.U.T.H.

8/5/2019 4:14:17 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein Now💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥



8/5/2019 4:14:45 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein Now💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

8/5/2019 4:32:34 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/YPmp1PxPZQ

8/5/2019 4:38:17 AM gi6stars Hell, it's not even the same guy. 

Do [They] think we are Stupid! 

#SheepNoMore

8/5/2019 4:40:59 AM madrabbit917 They'll have to purchase me from God and they can't pay that price. It has already been paid by the Only One Who could pay it.

8/5/2019 4:43:40 AM mafdet17 I’ve been seeing this allover too.

😑

8/5/2019 4:43:46 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/YEGpXd5GDg

8/5/2019 4:53:58 AM aprilbrown99 @NSA_QIL2 @FBI @Telford_Russian @fieldmcc @OURrescue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm 👇👇👇 

https://twitter.com/H0418811807/status/1158343097811492864 …

8/5/2019 4:56:37 AM m4gw Good point.

8/5/2019 5:02:47 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/GSJes52FpR

8/5/2019 5:04:23 AM right_sideof Exactly. And now more gun control out if this? Its beginning to look like we are being played

8/5/2019 5:04:38 AM my2sonznme We have had three....

8/5/2019 5:06:43 AM magickalg so thats why they changed the pics!  

Knew we'd find out the truth? pic.twitter.com/mFlgHMerUs

8/5/2019 5:08:02 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/TRQTzynTK9

8/5/2019 5:16:12 AM my2sonznme In what way?

8/5/2019 5:42:02 AM tonysvcks Sorry idk these shooters faces by heart lmfao

8/5/2019 5:49:23 AM ragevirusqq if it did we would already be safe.

8/5/2019 5:51:59 AM rexwade6 I've met this guy, a few times

8/5/2019 5:54:37 AM martisw1971 “He uncovers deep things out of darkness, And brings the shadow of death to light.”

Job 12:22 NKJV

@JLS1125 @realDonaldTrump @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @marklevinshow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@StormIsUponUs @pushforward40 @DevinNunes @IPOT1776

8/5/2019 6:05:39 AM anondirtyleg I’m not getting why a Sam Hyde meme would be here for an example?

8/5/2019 6:10:18 AM seahag127  https://www.yahoo.com/news/fbi-documents-conspiracy-theories-terrorism-160000507.html …

8/5/2019 6:11:33 AM robin_ked perhaps #CreepyJoeBiden knew this was gonna happen beforehand 

Houston is a demoKKKrat run 

sh!tHole https://www.wtsp.com/mobile/article/news/nation-world/10-shot-in-12-hours-bloody-sunday-night-in-multiple-shootings-across-

houston/285-3b7b87b7-75b2-480d-9391-6b334a7f7d4e …

8/5/2019 6:19:23 AM liltilgerlil All these areas are. Strict gun laws too. Meanwhile in Chicago and Baltimore, no outrage from the Marxist left mobs

8/5/2019 6:23:05 AM jvan125 I wonder if they ever did...

8/5/2019 6:26:30 AM raisethevib369 8 Chan is up already on a new server

8/5/2019 6:28:09 AM starehope What is this? Lamb chops?

8/5/2019 6:28:18 AM nocommunistusa Where?

8/5/2019 6:29:05 AM raisethevib369 If this is true, I'm sure you're aware they have repeatedly stated they are not affiliated with Q. Do some reading. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YuXmHFuj6CqW_b3o4YJ07ZqBaA-MX5OT/view?usp=drivesdk …

8/5/2019 6:32:06 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/3PC2o2MSnc

8/5/2019 6:32:59 AM xenuqueue I was pointing out that he parrots Q. In content and in style. Don’t get upset, I’m just pointing it out. 

Be careful who you follow. -Q

8/5/2019 6:33:42 AM bbobbio71 Leave them just enough rope

8/5/2019 6:43:18 AM girlawakeinca I will never look at a man made diamond the same way again. 

#UnsealEpstein

 https://youtu.be/hh5jwTouhxs 

@aprilbrown99 @zagnett @nea_storm @RoubLisa @AllahUniversal @3Days3Nights @n7guardiananon @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/AnjillofLight_/status/1154400691705827328 …

8/5/2019 6:47:42 AM allahuniversal Whoa. Good find!

8/5/2019 6:49:04 AM girlawakeinca Thanks @AllahUniversal 🙏🇺🇸❤️🌎

8/5/2019 6:51:39 AM raisethevib369 Also use discernment.

A lot of posts are maybe/maybe not. A lot of everything these days is maybe/maybe not. 

How do you grow if you discount everything that doesn't fit your narrative?

If it doesn't vibe for you, feel free to move on. Its not your place to tell anyone what to do

8/5/2019 6:52:41 AM raisethevib369  https://8ch.net/qresearch/catalog.html …

8/5/2019 6:53:47 AM xenuqueue “f it doesn't vibe for you, feel free to move on. Its not your place to tell anyone what to do” The irony isn’t lost on me 😂 As you were..

8/5/2019 6:57:51 AM raisethevib369 Look at you. So clever 👏

8/5/2019 6:59:57 AM xenuqueue Seems you’re vibrating on a lower frequency today. Get some sun, fresh air and you’ll be  right as rain tomorrow. 💕

8/5/2019 7:07:17 AM raisethevib369 ❤️

8/5/2019 7:15:35 AM dianne1h Every one should watch this.

8/5/2019 7:15:35 AM usss_211 Glasses.... Google Glasses.... You see 👀where I am going.... THAT type of device....

8/5/2019 7:17:03 AM nocommunistusa It says server cannot be found ☹️

8/5/2019 7:17:20 AM allahuniversal Oh yeah, 👀 it clearly https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1158182933477437441?s=19 …

8/5/2019 7:17:38 AM usss_211 Wal-Mart in 

Lake Katrine MY has a TON of security cameras, they are Waaaaayyy better than that alleged photo 👆

8/5/2019 7:18:20 AM usss_211 Yes!!!!!

8/5/2019 7:20:44 AM usss_211 They could have modified the idea for nefarious usage....

8/5/2019 7:21:11 AM dianne1h Thank you very much.  A confirmation for me.

8/5/2019 7:23:27 AM jswdh1 Did I miss it?

8/5/2019 7:24:22 AM allahuniversal I don't doubt that possibility at all.

8/5/2019 7:26:22 AM jswdh1 Warning from DS to Q! pic.twitter.com/Za40G8cRe3

8/5/2019 7:35:45 AM dianne1h Me too.  I heard witnesses say this in both spanish and english.  Just ignored them completely.  The time has come.

8/5/2019 7:36:44 AM jswdh1 Awesome!

8/5/2019 7:39:58 AM americanpetal Yikes. Never watched them show. Never knew that about the drug. These people are sick.

8/5/2019 7:41:18 AM wearediamonds2 This reminds me of how the witch was determined to exchange my spirit with her own via hypnosis. She nearly killed me.



8/5/2019 7:43:35 AM shushale Un Eye C orn 

A God Eye Urn.

Fountain of youth. 

Cup overfloweth

8/5/2019 7:49:38 AM liltilgerlil We don’t need stricter gun laws, we need to reopen mental health facilities! We need to label Antifa a domestic terror group and ban radical Islam!

8/5/2019 7:50:21 AM roaminnoodle I am not sure about Toledo, but I heard Dayton, OH had a #massshooting the same day as TX did... May God rest all their souls.

(FF # I El Paso and # II Dayton, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?)

#UNITE!

#WWG1WGA! pic.twitter.com/HlH6pxdOD6

8/5/2019 7:50:44 AM dianne1h Could not have said it better.  So true.

8/5/2019 7:51:23 AM roaminnoodle #massshooting

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/WashTimes/status/1158161705832259584 …

8/5/2019 7:51:36 AM chaele3 Why so fbi can cover it up?

8/5/2019 7:52:14 AM chaele3 When you are awake you live in a timeless world.

8/5/2019 7:54:23 AM jvan125 Social media is saying what a mistake he made but I don’t know because he mentions El Paso and Dayton immediately after and he was reading the 

promoter. I think there’s something there. A ‘future proves past’ thing. We must wait and see...

8/5/2019 7:56:06 AM enomai_ Proof that too few people control too much.

8/5/2019 7:56:24 AM roaminnoodle OH, TX... which was the third one?

8/5/2019 8:00:50 AM jvan125 Gilroy, CA

8/5/2019 8:04:15 AM roaminnoodle The Garlic Festival... 😢

8/5/2019 8:04:25 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/mnzAUL0HER

8/5/2019 8:07:07 AM rawphonegirl Final call!!! I've heard Act III is going to be doozy! #WWG1GWA stay alert Patriots!! #SeeSomethingSaySomething pic.twitter.com/7E0JdUHRYJ

8/5/2019 8:07:24 AM raisethevib369 He said it can take 24 hours I think) to reach everyone. Keep trying. It works for me.

8/5/2019 8:07:59 AM nocommunistusa Thanks, I appreciate it 👍🏻

8/5/2019 8:09:02 AM verville_louise He's not the same person?🤔

8/5/2019 8:09:11 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/Nz9HcoauwO

8/5/2019 8:09:33 AM verville_louise  pic.twitter.com/FbcKrnMqub

8/5/2019 8:09:58 AM raisethevib369 Sure!

8/5/2019 8:10:02 AM roaminnoodle #TeleprompterTrump is trending...

You may be on to something 🧐

8/5/2019 8:11:20 AM robin_ked #Antifa pukes pic.twitter.com/Pt2JYBAlcQ

8/5/2019 8:11:33 AM jvan125 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/5/2019 8:11:40 AM raisethevib369  https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158321370566017024?s=19 …

8/5/2019 8:13:15 AM rawphonegirl Heads up! Misspelling of #WWG1WGA being autogenerated. Nothing fishy about that but I missed it at first. #StayAlert pic.twitter.com/AIvmuvehVX

8/5/2019 8:13:33 AM natureinspace El Paso shooter connected to Epstein's NM ranch? Is there proof?

8/5/2019 8:15:27 AM natureinspace Megan is a common name for her age group. That's not the Ohio shooter.

8/5/2019 8:16:39 AM roublisa 🥺🥺🥺🤯🤯🤯😞😞😞 thanks for the share, trutyhmusy be known.

8/5/2019 8:17:18 AM wearediamonds2 Question: Is the reason so many people are blind to truth/embracing evil at all related to the "Gould"(sp?) parasites transferred to humans in the TV 

show "Stargate"? Is this a type of disclosure to help us understand/or is it how evil works? I just started watching Season 1.

8/5/2019 8:18:16 AM roublisa Truth.....must.....be.....known

8/5/2019 8:19:14 AM natureinspace Ive heard that the one on the right is a 15 yr old boy who has the same name.

8/5/2019 8:21:04 AM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein 🤮🤮🤮🤮

8/5/2019 8:22:54 AM natureinspace It doesn't even look like the same person. And the pic on the left looks weird. It doesn't look real. I've seen photos taken from walmart cameras and 

they usually look clearer, better quality. That looks super imposed.

8/5/2019 8:23:52 AM girlawakeinca Keep watching if you can, I’m up to season 3. Definitely disclosure within. I think they say up to season 7. Like they say, we have more than we know. 

🎯

8/5/2019 8:24:48 AM wearediamonds2 Yeah...I think somehow they are targeting certain blood types. Like an o neg, for example, they want to harm them or kill them so they give a vaccine 

with something "extra" in it.

8/5/2019 8:25:12 AM roaminnoodle 10,000 pound gorilla = [DS]?

Gorilla's don't scare easily, but they will seek shelter in a STORM!!!

MAJESTIC creatures 🦍✨

Video link from snippet:  https://www.facebook.com/riverbankszoo/videos/gorillas-dont-like-getting-caught-in-the-rain-either-our-keepers-spotted-

the-fam/2637910453162019/ … pic.twitter.com/8T4LFESrXE
8/5/2019 8:25:50 AM wearediamonds2 Thank you! Will keep watching up to season 7 then!

8/5/2019 8:27:12 AM gleeballs Me too!!!

8/5/2019 8:28:06 AM natureinspace Oh shit! Anons are definitely getting good at the communications! Well done!

8/5/2019 8:34:18 AM dianne1h #LiberalismIsAMentalDisorder #WalkAwayFromDemocratsForever

8/5/2019 8:34:53 AM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm.

8/5/2019 8:38:35 AM mazingabriel Ladies and gentlemen, your next mass shooter⬆️

8/5/2019 8:39:04 AM danielaqcrew @ReIncarnatedET banned following this 

#CENSORED #Censorship #Qanon #maga #kag #WWG1WGA #internetbillofrights #QArmy @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/qD24TjU9nm

8/5/2019 8:39:20 AM davidoh2577 You are a loony fvcker.😶

8/5/2019 8:39:52 AM bbobbio71 Wait! WTF  is going on? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/5/2019 8:42:29 AM sandy_beach3001 Be prepared with a backup account.

8/5/2019 9:00:17 AM alisvolatpropi2 My husband received three forced rounds of the Anthrax vaccine in the Iraq days and I always have suspected that too!

8/5/2019 9:01:36 AM realityloominng Why not use marines or national guard and Mil Int? :(

8/5/2019 9:03:18 AM wearediamonds2 😢

8/5/2019 9:04:51 AM realityloominng I think they are POTUS' insulation. Not deep state



8/5/2019 9:23:21 AM nea_storm Thank you very much Debbie for this research & education quite incredible! I had zero idea: Thank you again! pic.twitter.com/XdugAuMlkV

8/5/2019 9:25:59 AM girlawakeinca It’s all of us coming together sharing & learning. Synergy. I love it! ❤️💫🙏

8/5/2019 9:27:26 AM nea_storm Me too! Like the beautiful image you chose for your page, which I Love and thank you again! pic.twitter.com/S5tGohngDW

8/5/2019 9:30:48 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Someone who catches fish with bait?

8/5/2019 9:30:57 AM a1flaherty Hope so

8/5/2019 9:47:09 AM johngradycole20 Chattel

8/5/2019 9:47:15 AM quality_cqntrol This crap again!!! What is it going to take to wake up the masses?... all this is missing is the “everyone must check in sign “ @realDonaldTrump 

@Spaceshot76 @TuckerCarlson @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #Dayton  

https://twitter.com/ElizzaSays/status/1158017177880072193 … pic.twitter.com/UrRRRiFmvo

8/5/2019 10:04:06 AM tamravee Yep

8/5/2019 10:05:02 AM starehope Makes me wonder. Think of the kids and babies. I pray so hard.

8/5/2019 10:10:29 AM starehope I see many questioning. Saying that if it were them that did this or that, they'd be in jail. How are these people walking?

8/5/2019 10:11:17 AM elizzasays There always seems to be a therapist/psychologist/etc and or some kind of CRP adds "coincidently" (of course) surrounding these mass shootings. 

There is much fuckery afoot. Not to mention massive inconsistencies that destroy the MSM narratives every single time.

8/5/2019 10:12:08 AM elizzasays Ads*

8/5/2019 10:17:32 AM alisvolatpropi2 Maybe one day we will find out what was really in those “vaccines”.  The number of people with side effects is undeniable.  In the meantime I buy my 

husband CBD oil and Iodine amongst other things and that does improve his chronic complaints.   😁

8/5/2019 10:25:27 AM enomai_ Is the Baltimore Day Cleanup Majestic? Is this a new level of awakening into awareness towards a more advanced society?

8/5/2019 10:38:17 AM unidentifiedta1 The term they use is “Swine”. “Don’t feed swine pearls”.  I’m not a follower of a physical Jesus Christ, but they even mock followers...Jesus means = 

Earth Pig in Latin

8/5/2019 10:45:12 AM wearediamonds2 I am sorry to hear about these struggles.

8/5/2019 10:55:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Share your Great Awakening story with Majestic 12.

8/5/2019 10:56:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1158433485419245568 …

8/5/2019 10:56:56 AM proudredrn Seth Rich

8/5/2019 10:57:02 AM stormystorm10 😬 too long of a story

8/5/2019 10:57:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/CkDRouHfWX

8/5/2019 10:57:11 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 10:57:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 How the Great Awakening can be hindered... pic.twitter.com/j7peAMOuxz

8/5/2019 10:58:05 AM llynn22 I think it was @ScottPresler 🙏

8/5/2019 10:58:10 AM lisarippa Bill Cooper Behold A Pale Horse and the documentary Conspiracy of Silence about Boys town and The Franklin Scandal.

8/5/2019 10:58:20 AM fluck_gloria Well, that explains things!

8/5/2019 10:58:39 AM laura_twelve Kavanaugh

8/5/2019 10:58:44 AM jamesbradleey Once upon a time ; I asked myself a question

8/5/2019 10:58:46 AM judahstrumpets Two other shooters outside Dillards Mall El Paso)

#Q #Qanons pic.twitter.com/5UVsjIc7sA

8/5/2019 10:59:06 AM lisarippa Then Oklahoma bombing the Waco then 9/11

8/5/2019 10:59:07 AM sbalog99 For so long I have been passionately talking about the corruption, the decadence within this great land to family and friends. Somewhere along the 

path, God heard our cry and here comes #MAGA.

8/5/2019 10:59:19 AM nancyddb I gave them the benefit of my doubt.

8/5/2019 10:59:20 AM identityasxy Sir James

Thanks for your opinion.  Now how about some verifiable evidence.  That would be nice

8/5/2019 10:59:30 AM rosesrred0119 It does? I thought the water in FL came from the aquafir!! I've been duped lol

8/5/2019 10:59:53 AM jeffthecurious Watched “Above Majestic”. Have never been so glued to a documentary... it all snowballed from there. Full body chills for 2 hours straight. Then I dove 

into Q and have been awake ever since. Birds eye view- Big Picture. Once you see it, you can’t unsee it! #WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 11:00:47 AM blaynelannan1 I began to wake up on 7-1-07.  Its long and boring but I have much of it documented.  It started with being led by an unseen force to RESEARCH 

EVERYTHING.  9-11, The Fed, Big Pharma, Big Agra, Military Indusrial and Prison Industrial Complex....etc.

8/5/2019 11:00:55 AM aprilbrown99 The Plan to Save The World by Joe M, along with all the giants/Titan videos that our hills and mountains were people at one time. Then I found the 

Majestic and Qanon and my world really changed. 🤩🤩🤩

8/5/2019 11:00:55 AM judahstrumpets #NESARA #GESARA pic.twitter.com/85SbE7RIpW

8/5/2019 11:00:56 AM right_sideof So what youre saying is DS is still in control and change the narrative whenever they feel like it

8/5/2019 11:01:15 AM sciblu27 Dizzy

8/5/2019 11:01:30 AM kindeandtrue I wish I was still asleep.

8/5/2019 11:01:34 AM lbsand3 When you live and work in the swamp as a conservative, you’ve been awake. It’s just now, the winds are changing directions.

8/5/2019 11:01:37 AM stevewo50768315 Had an unquenchable thirst for knowledge since I was very little. JFK and the bs "story" of the 187 when I was 9 told me to trust no one in .Gov or 

anyone spouting their  lines of "truth"!!

8/5/2019 11:01:37 AM toffer_anon_369 I thought you guys had control over the water now?

8/5/2019 11:02:12 AM lw_hawk Coast to Coast started it.

8/5/2019 11:02:39 AM ananda_love When I first realized we are being poisoned via food/air/water/vaccines & dumbed down. Thankfully more people waking up to the Truth

8/5/2019 11:02:53 AM f45_5 Ok, very good to envision.  Thank you.

8/5/2019 11:03:29 AM darktolightjedi I've been filtering our water in Florida for decades. Really bad water. Use a Berkey with extra fluoride filter.

8/5/2019 11:03:35 AM dougpleasants How to not be hindered!👇👀

 https://www.pelicanwater.com/drinking-filters/pelican-reverse-osmosis/# …

Distillation & reverse osmosis are the only methods to remove fluoride from the water. Protect yourself!

8/5/2019 11:03:38 AM snarkishdanno This has got to change. Gotta free the minds from the drugs we have been force fed for decades

8/5/2019 11:03:40 AM qaphsiel17 Watch the water.

8/5/2019 11:03:41 AM cjcole1985 Started on Twitter to follow Pres Trump. Saw #Qanon and watched the @StormIsUponUs video and followed Joe M. WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 11:03:59 AM winstonmitche20 Gotta be something else in play, too... What else is in the water in California, New York, Oregon?

8/5/2019 11:04:54 AM ethereal_shaman Awoke to the political shenanigans when they killed Andrew Breitbart.

Awoke to the financial shenanigans via Heather Tucci-Jarraf.

Awoke to ascension by the will of my own soul and a little plant majic.

8/5/2019 11:05:21 AM kachinagtto It’s time for me to look for a new dentist. I was made to feel like terrible parent cause I refused in-office fluoride treatment for kids. Then, in their take 

home bag - dentist slipped in some prescription toothpaste that has 700x the fluoride in standard toothpaste!!  WTF!

8/5/2019 11:05:22 AM mecheemeche Where was this image pulled from?

8/5/2019 11:05:34 AM zagnett MJ, is natural fluoridation from the rocks in an area any better than added?

CA doesn't require counties with natural F in the rocks sufficient to reach the required state minimum.

Anyway, distilled for me.



8/5/2019 11:05:38 AM earthshine86 It was in 2009/2010 that I made the decision to take the leap despite how crazy I would seem to others.  It was Feb 2017 when I considered to have 

been given confirmation that the news does indeed lie about reality, events etc and I went more vocal about it all.

8/5/2019 11:05:46 AM winstonmitche20 Yup... classic "Look! A squirrel over there!" play by the DS/Media...

8/5/2019 11:05:53 AM jones9536 One day before the 2016 election I just woke up and saw all the lies all of a sudden.  it's like a switch was flipped I can't pinpoint exactly what made me 

see.

8/5/2019 11:05:56 AM polly38424054 Worked for a Democratic controlled House of Representatives in Illinois as a Conservative.

8/5/2019 11:06:08 AM jennada43407037 Agreed! Even most bottled water has it. To top it off they even add more fluoride into your water with typical water filters for your home🤨

8/5/2019 11:06:09 AM stevewo50768315 We need to deluge our local city councils. Good sources of info to counter their arguments?

8/5/2019 11:06:23 AM torick2018 Fascinating concept!!

8/5/2019 11:07:07 AM earthshine86 2009/2010 was when I found out about bohemian grove and the notion that we were being run by a violent religious cult. Did not want to believe it for 

the longest time, until Trump caused them to expose themselves

8/5/2019 11:07:10 AM roger35742354 Watched Trump's "calm before the storm" completely by accident the day it happened! Since then.... pic.twitter.com/P45EEeDX1Y

8/5/2019 11:07:22 AM blankmarlo Phase one of my awakening was 911/Federal reserve/MIC. Phase 2 was ET/Ancient Civilizations/Free Energy. Phase 3 came after the election, I was 

anti Trump but the media polls being so wrong led me me to Q which connected the dots of SSP and SRA occult groups to everything else.

8/5/2019 11:07:39 AM roaminnoodle Also news about JA and [DNC]?

Look here [FF] do not look here [#UnsealEpstein]... https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/federal-judge-dismisses-dnc-suit-russia-trump-

campaign/story?id=64664813 …

8/5/2019 11:07:41 AM roaminnoodle Perhaps different awakening, but leads to today:

15 years ago+Psilocybin=had "hallucination" was God, everyone was made up in mind, had no proof they all existed except to ask people who were 

"made up in mind." Began seeing everything differently after that...🤯

#GreatAwakening

8/5/2019 11:08:04 AM gemutlich5050  https://mobile.twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1158420670767882240 …

#UnsealNXIVM #unsealepstein #UnsealSNCTM #MondayMotivaton #qanon #MAGA

8/5/2019 11:08:11 AM kseven110 10 years ago was researching The great pyramid. Then started listening to Graham Hancock and realized we weren’t being told the truth. That lead me 

on an endless search. I started researching the great year. Had a lot of unexplainable synchronicity’s.

8/5/2019 11:08:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which conspiracy theory was the hardest for you to accept its plausibility?

8/5/2019 11:08:36 AM cidarean Melchizadek

8/5/2019 11:08:43 AM girlawakeinca I love my Berkey. The water tastes better too.

8/5/2019 11:08:47 AM abtnancy 911

8/5/2019 11:08:52 AM positively303 911 once I really looked at different opinions and experts.

8/5/2019 11:08:54 AM darktolightjedi Became a libertarian in the 80s

Learned all the official pronouncements - especially in health were not to be trusted in the 90s

Learned about the cabal and pedophilia in the 2000s.

Realized @realDonaldTrump was different in 2016 in time to vote for him.

Followed Q since Oct 2017

8/5/2019 11:08:54 AM trumpmomma September 11th

8/5/2019 11:08:55 AM patriotddmaga Pedovore

8/5/2019 11:09:00 AM stormystorm10 Moon being something else than what we think

8/5/2019 11:09:07 AM adrianrealdeal Corona

8/5/2019 11:09:21 AM sano_faith Too long to tell. We'll have to start at my birth.

8/5/2019 11:09:34 AM stephscolaro That these people are cannibals... the trafficking I believed immediately because it's all about money, but the satanic cannibalism is just unreal...

8/5/2019 11:09:36 AM sbalog99 #TheMoreYouKnow

8/5/2019 11:09:50 AM cjcole1985 The horrific crimes against children 😢

8/5/2019 11:09:52 AM michael81972 That you are offworld

8/5/2019 11:10:04 AM cidarean Mass cloning...

8/5/2019 11:10:14 AM ethereal_shaman Next move in October to a city that luckily doesn't add flouride.  Since moving to my current flouride infested water city last September I am having a 

harder time connecting during meditation.  😫

8/5/2019 11:10:29 AM tripscrypto 1 ZEC = 7 BTC

8/5/2019 11:10:35 AM imcrookid The whole Hollywood sickness

8/5/2019 11:10:36 AM chazzwozza Iguanodon's opposable thumbs

8/5/2019 11:10:38 AM ananda_love Depopulation of 3/4 of world’s population.

8/5/2019 11:10:39 AM darealestdog17 The world being a realm

8/5/2019 11:10:40 AM kseven110 I went down every rabbit hole at that time. Went through a definite dark night of the soul. Then Vegas happened. I Clearly remember Trump and the 

storm speech. I stumbled on Q in the beginning. TBH I have been searching for answers my whole life.

8/5/2019 11:10:57 AM kachinagtto Chemtrailing - because I would think this would affect them too? 🤔

8/5/2019 11:10:59 AM dianebohallgray CANNIBALISM

8/5/2019 11:11:28 AM rhodesmkt Flat/hollow earth is still not something I give much attention to. I’m on board with hollow moon though and opening up to time travel.

8/5/2019 11:11:43 AM hawkgirlinmn All narratives in the last several years. Most recent, El Paso shooter. How did he kill 22 people and injure more with one 30 rd magazine? Position of 

magazine on hip? Witnesses who say 4 wearing all black were assailants.

8/5/2019 11:11:43 AM benandroeste Flatearth😂

8/5/2019 11:11:47 AM pleiadianshaman Psilocybin mushrooms encounter with reptilians and mantis beings. Pyramids, eyes everywhere. The mushroom woke me up. Then abducted. Inter 

dimensional crystal placed in my back. QAnon Inevitable ascension is the greatest story

8/5/2019 11:12:30 AM qamlove3 Hostile ETs behind the satanic rituals.

8/5/2019 11:12:31 AM clarkd958 Cant get over the fact that you say there are 2 suns in our solar system.

8/5/2019 11:12:36 AM cjptrsn First Redpill 1996 when a mentor convinced me to listen to Rush Limbaugh during the Clinton Sex scandal. Bought the Bush narrative on 9/11 then 2nd 

Redpill when No WMD in Iraq. 3rd Redpill the day I found Q.

8/5/2019 11:12:37 AM bryceja68689884 Have always been awake and skeptical to a degree, went to twitter to defend @potus and fight against the left. Found some Q posts and have been 

involved ever since. Stronger relationship with God, family and country now. Eyes WIDE open.

8/5/2019 11:12:38 AM workitwayne Today? It's you being on twitter

8/5/2019 11:12:56 AM threefold_flame Same here. Clone NPCs in the media, Hollywood and in government  to help “maintain the narrative.” No one goes around cloning the little guys like us 

here on Twitter.

8/5/2019 11:13:22 AM blamejane1 adrenochrome and child ritual sacrifice

8/5/2019 11:13:28 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/jdDgy09ldU

8/5/2019 11:13:53 AM thevicioussnake Confirm this photo please.

8/5/2019 11:13:57 AM eileen_ironic None, if they can shoot the President in the street like a dog, they are capable of doing anything. And have the arrogance to believe they can get away 

with it...

8/5/2019 11:14:03 AM neecieh6111 This is sooo true!



8/5/2019 11:14:05 AM laurabusse Realizing church was bullshit after 30 yrs of it and finally left

Reading autobiography of a yogi

Started meditating

Stumbled upon David Wilcock

It just grew from there

Knew Q was real bc of what Wilcock had been saying for years

Plus FBI Anon and mega Anon before Q...

8/5/2019 11:14:16 AM cosmic_engineer Pretty easy when you sell it as a radiation mitigation strategy. @ GCR maximum with 🌎's weakening magnetic field.

8/5/2019 11:14:17 AM astevia_ this theory on trump/qanon/israel (thread w multiple articles) https://twitter.com/jarue369/status/1157469011011153920 …

8/5/2019 11:14:18 AM epl_rocks God.

8/5/2019 11:14:38 AM qofswords3 Lizard people and archons

8/5/2019 11:15:06 AM cosmic_engineer NASA being competent

8/5/2019 11:15:26 AM eileen_ironic Death becomes her...its a movie with Bruce Willis, et al...

8/5/2019 11:15:32 AM jonesy4671 Reptillians living underground....i still doubt that one.

8/5/2019 11:16:00 AM roaminnoodle Live [Fluoride] Free or Die... in NH!

8/5/2019 11:16:03 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073777072412221440?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:16:10 AM eileen_ironic The Freshman,  Matthew Broderick...

8/5/2019 11:16:13 AM thecryingliber1 That there are cures for diseases as we sit here and watch people die from them.

8/5/2019 11:16:26 AM wendywe95834363 I typed it out but it was just too bat-shit crazy sounding so I deleted it.

8/5/2019 11:16:47 AM freestateojones Sitting at a desk job early November 2017, 'depressed' because of the information I was already knowledgeable of and the situation I found myself in - I 

asked myself "There's got to be more to life than this..."

The Universe listened, and I was shown.

8/5/2019 11:16:50 AM _17patriot_ The SG1 theory because the show that i loved watching growing up and the sole reason why i joined AF was becoming more and more real and 

legitimate truth. Not that it was hard but when Space Force was announced i couldnt take it, it was surreal to see dreams as realities

8/5/2019 11:16:53 AM gemutlich5050 Back in the 90s, during my time in Air Force and afterwards working for other agencies, I began seeing things. Glad everyone is on board now.  I was 

feeling lonely 30 years ago.  #qanon

8/5/2019 11:16:55 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1123955890711875584?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:17:08 AM rawphonegirl Stages:

Childhood thru: "How does everyone not see how obvious?" too big, focus on helping individuals.

Enter Assange, Adm. Rogers, Trump: maybe we're not doomed! 

Trump wins, weird feeling to put TV on,  broadcast interrupted by Anon message. Did that just happen? Enter Q. pic.twitter.com/6aITfP51Q3

8/5/2019 11:17:14 AM gimmethetrutha1 Easy that when they replaced Paul McCartney with William Wallace Sheperd aka Billy Shears aka 

Billy’s Here Billy Pepper and Pepperpots. Paul died 9/11/66. Stg Pepper first album with Billy

Wakey Wakey.

8/5/2019 11:17:15 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1130964967644172288?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:17:22 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1150860069208244225?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:17:23 AM laurabusse That's amazing

You were light years ahead of probably most of us

I was 8 when JFK was assassinated

Didn't start walking up til like 15 years ago

8/5/2019 11:17:29 AM _17patriot_ Is Marianas Web a real thing or is that just alice?

8/5/2019 11:17:36 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1122370968012427267?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:17:39 AM melanie84245623 Hurting children. I always thought child abuse was teens who rebelled or running around without parent oversight.

8/5/2019 11:17:46 AM sanfranciscoba  pic.twitter.com/sGAvsp3NOW

8/5/2019 11:17:50 AM teamsterr07 Clones.

8/5/2019 11:17:57 AM laurabusse Love hearing stories like this 😊

8/5/2019 11:18:06 AM blankmarlo Deep state/occult groups using Mind-Kontrol victims to execute mass shootings (sacrifices) and manipulate headlines/narratives/public opinion.

8/5/2019 11:18:08 AM cosmic_engineer 🍄

Law of One

Reiki training

And this: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

8/5/2019 11:18:17 AM hg_till_vp  pic.twitter.com/x7g9PgS82l

8/5/2019 11:18:26 AM gulfcoastchelle Clones and the kids😔

8/5/2019 11:18:38 AM laura_twelve 911, JFK

8/5/2019 11:18:45 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1097347937888362496?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:18:49 AM chickenswoupmix I feel like it's real. But my soul won't accept frazzledrip until I see it.

8/5/2019 11:18:58 AM jtiiipercenter For me it starts at the root. How about the modification to the Smith Mundt act. You know the modified version dated 2012. That one! Because with 

that rule in play anything could be labeled propaganda including the very press release about the modernization of the act.

8/5/2019 11:19:09 AM gemutlich5050 That the Obama administration had ZERO scandals. That was more difficult to believe than 9-11. 

#MAGA

#QAnon

8/5/2019 11:19:16 AM pfc1975 Been studying the occult since I was 12. Now in my 40’s. Any story the media is calling a conspiracy theory has had been not only plausible, but likely 

proven to be factual.

8/5/2019 11:19:22 AM realityloominng Reptilians took med years to find plausible, then the sheer scale of the hidden tech and facilities..

8/5/2019 11:19:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Aside from Twitter or anything on the internet, how many people do you physically know who are aware of Q or actively follow Q posts online?

8/5/2019 11:20:00 AM covertress The most difficult conspiracy theory to swallow has been the existence of a worldwide elitist member cult that sacrifices children to an ancient 

interdimensional ET, disguised as the 'god' Moloch. 

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/1K6SN9gS1G

8/5/2019 11:20:16 AM stormystorm10 1

8/5/2019 11:20:16 AM pauliepg11111 One.

8/5/2019 11:20:24 AM jvan125 Is this a reverse AMA? 😂

8/5/2019 11:20:28 AM cosmic_engineer Canada they are legally obligated to ask and document the response. You clearly have to not give consent, but they will ask every single time.

😔



8/5/2019 11:20:41 AM _17patriot_ When the Space Force was announced, that confirmed that Stargate technology is completely real. No more star doors in Peru for me!

8/5/2019 11:20:43 AM c3inoc 5

8/5/2019 11:20:44 AM stormystorm10 1-ish

8/5/2019 11:20:52 AM jvan125 8

8/5/2019 11:21:03 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1104887053605588994?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:21:04 AM thecryingliber1 5, just my immediate family whom I've told them about Q. They think I'm crazy

8/5/2019 11:21:06 AM ananda_love Zero. All my BFFs are on the Internet 😂

8/5/2019 11:21:15 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1036430576268574720?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:21:15 AM realbenoliver Two.

8/5/2019 11:21:16 AM pauliepg11111 That the elite are satanists who eat children. And that ETs have been here forever.

8/5/2019 11:21:26 AM debbiem6688 I know someone who had child porn on his computer and he spent years in prison. How many from the Pentagon are in prison for watching child porn 

while on taxpayers dime or otherwise?

I’m gonna guess ZERO fired or in prison!

@realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse

@POTUS @seanhannity

8/5/2019 11:21:34 AM kachinagtto None that openly admit it/advertise the fact

8/5/2019 11:21:35 AM _17patriot_ But honestly what awoken me was the story of Montauk and Dulce base. There is no way you can try to discredit such info.

8/5/2019 11:21:37 AM tcinwi That some Pedophiles are Pedovores. This took me a week to process. I know the pain of waking up. But we must #WakeUpAmerica

8/5/2019 11:21:41 AM bereantype other than those who I follow or follow me in twitter, only 2 or 3

8/5/2019 11:21:43 AM cjcole1985 3-5 family

8/5/2019 11:21:44 AM jonathancherrie Started waking up about 10 years ago. Was into punk rock music and started to think. Then I saw Zeitgeist for the first time. Kept on seeking truth ever 

since. Greatest time to be be alive I must say. Thanks for everything you do. Much love and respect. God Speed!

8/5/2019 11:21:45 AM scottgasaway Over 9

8/5/2019 11:21:47 AM christinaraciti 2 others, IRL.

8/5/2019 11:21:48 AM loritho57705592 2

8/5/2019 11:21:52 AM q4quebec Some claim that many public figures were actually replaced by clones. I would need to see the scientific process, otherwise I'm very skeptical. It sounds 

like disinfo.

8/5/2019 11:22:01 AM roger35742354 3!

Only 3

8/5/2019 11:22:06 AM deanbelair1 Berkey water filter removes even strontium a byproduct they don't test for works great and water taste is incredible #QAnon #WWG1WGA 

#IStandWithTrump #WomenForTrump #BeReady @realDonaldTrump

8/5/2019 11:22:07 AM lifeisaaax3 0

8/5/2019 11:22:08 AM dcts Media lies, Educational lies, Science lies, our entire known history is most likely over 50% lies, Medical science lies,..

THis pretty much covers all of it

Easiest to accept..... we are all 1 conciousness 

#SheepNoMore #WWG1WGA

#DarkToLight in EVERYTHING !!

8/5/2019 11:22:09 AM kittyj_57 Sadly, only a handful, but there may be more I’m not aware of. It’s just hard to wake people up.

8/5/2019 11:22:17 AM christinaraciti Yes, this one.

8/5/2019 11:22:23 AM hawkgirlinmn 10 in my personal circle and red-pilling more. I get at least one honk a day for my #Qaon sticker, which is the only sticker I have on my car. 

pic.twitter.com/ogEiYiDloL

8/5/2019 11:22:27 AM eastcoasterik Not many

8/5/2019 11:22:31 AM roaminnoodle Not that it's hard to accept it's plausibility—I think at this point my mind is open to "anything is possible"—but wish you could share more on this, now:

"The Majestic 12 has been grooming the Trump family with ET connections since his Uncle John Trump." 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075199163455934464 …

8/5/2019 11:22:32 AM pleiadianshaman 1

8/5/2019 11:22:33 AM pauliepg11111 I literally couldn’t wait for Trump to lose on election night. And when he won, it literally felt like a spell had been broken. Next morning I started 

reading the Wikileaks emails and Pizzagate broke it all wide open for me.

8/5/2019 11:22:42 AM sbalog99 I have I introduced #QAnon to all of my family, coworkers and couples of my Supervisors at work. I also twat as much info to all who follows. 

#AmericaFirst

8/5/2019 11:22:58 AM garypre62441595 3 yet 1 of them has lost faith...

8/5/2019 11:23:01 AM laurabrinck 3

8/5/2019 11:23:03 AM snowberry Benghazi and most significantly Spirit cooking/Pedogate  That shock lasted 2 weeks and I can never look at Dem/Hollywood the same.

8/5/2019 11:23:07 AM cidarean That's G14 classified information.

8/5/2019 11:23:17 AM 68_dreamer 2

8/5/2019 11:23:18 AM krutzner 0

8/5/2019 11:23:20 AM blamejane1 2 other people unfortunately

8/5/2019 11:23:22 AM hawkgirlinmn #Qanon oops

8/5/2019 11:23:26 AM kachinagtto So now they know exactly who to target. Same with denying the flu shot at the doctors office. Bunch of 💩

8/5/2019 11:23:28 AM deanbelair1 None. Only me here

8/5/2019 11:23:30 AM chickenswoupmix none. I tried bringing up it and soon realised my mistake.

8/5/2019 11:23:33 AM daveo6145 red pill lite with the X-files at age 13, knew something was up. project camelot played a big role around 07' n beyond. kept researching for years. 9/11, 

jfk, area 51, super soldiers, max spiers, etc. stumbled onto Q mar 2018 realized he or they were putting everything together

8/5/2019 11:23:35 AM fightforamerica Just 4 sadly.

8/5/2019 11:23:37 AM zebedee222 The US was founded to be the global military arm of Freemasonry. War is our vocation.

8/5/2019 11:23:49 AM horseofw where do you go now? to see Q?

8/5/2019 11:23:52 AM auroravoyager1 2 people I know personally.

8/5/2019 11:23:53 AM positively303 2

8/5/2019 11:23:55 AM meowsef420 3 total (this includes myself). #QArmy #WWG1WGA #PatriotsUnite #PatriotsFight #QAnon pic.twitter.com/ZtgnAyLmuW

8/5/2019 11:23:56 AM llynn22 Taking charcoal regularly helps rid body of accumulated metals. 🤩Also, try asking your pineal gland to flush that which does not serve your highest 

purpose. Compound this cleansing with appropriate visualization. Good luck!🙏

8/5/2019 11:24:01 AM pauliepg11111 But also - had read David Icke’s books since the late 90s and they strongly resonates but I guess I just wasn’t quite ready to accept that almost 

everything we’re taught is a lie. Wikileaks was my shock back awake.

8/5/2019 11:24:03 AM bobtoptier Not active anymore, you mean? Or other purpose?

8/5/2019 11:24:11 AM _17patriot_ I heard this theory recently - JA is really Baron T from the future.



8/5/2019 11:24:18 AM bryceb12331 1

8/5/2019 11:24:18 AM sergii_ii I am in Europe, so.... 1 person close to me only

8/5/2019 11:24:21 AM thevicioussnake Officially

1: Building 7. 

2: Vanishing Pentagon Plane.

4: Fast and Furious Gun Running.

5: Benghazi Stand Down. 

6: H1N1 Vaccine almost killing me. 

7: Father getting death panelled.

8: Seal Team 6 Helicopter Shoot Down. 

9: Bataclan

10: Route 54

11: Global Pedo Cover up.
8/5/2019 11:24:23 AM pfc1975 0😂 Anxiously awaiting the final meltdown! 

doot de doo doo, doot de doot de doo!

8/5/2019 11:24:26 AM eastcoasterik I work at a busy hotel bar, over the past year have seen a definite shift from extreme left ideas to more neutral “confusion” of what going on

8/5/2019 11:24:29 AM roger35742354 Tatarians!

The great reset! 

Repoid alien agenda!

8/5/2019 11:24:29 AM casiefannin Not many, this is my Q community

8/5/2019 11:24:32 AM snowberry Zero. I don't discuss Q with anyone in real life.  If they want to know, they will find Q.

8/5/2019 11:24:32 AM blankmarlo 5 and I consider myself blessed to know that many considering I live in a very liberal part of Canada.

8/5/2019 11:24:34 AM culper_lady56 5

8/5/2019 11:24:36 AM wildstersx october 2018, someone told me to question everything so i did, they told me what are your beliefs if you don’t question them? are they yours? while i 

was drawn to do so at the same time.

8/5/2019 11:24:44 AM me_doze my husband got sick, I went down too many rabbit holes looking for cures and  walla those who know cant sleep!

8/5/2019 11:24:45 AM sergii_ii We should stay together

8/5/2019 11:24:47 AM nun_chucknorris Caught on post Vegas and following people researching the anomalies. Found Q about 2 weeks in. Cemented by the chest pain from learning the 

Sinbad movie Shazam doesn’t exist (my sister remembers watching together) and learning about other MEs. Still trying to figure that out.

8/5/2019 11:24:47 AM michael81972 4

8/5/2019 11:25:03 AM trumpmomma Me too

8/5/2019 11:25:12 AM _17patriot_ No, i was just tired of the SG research trail ending at the peruvian gate lol

8/5/2019 11:25:13 AM roaminnoodle Aware of #Q: 6-9

Actively follow #QanonPosts: 3-6

8/5/2019 11:25:17 AM pollybernard7 2

8/5/2019 11:25:17 AM william27559257 0

8/5/2019 11:25:23 AM royalyid Two.

8/5/2019 11:25:39 AM abescousin73 You nailed it!

8/5/2019 11:25:39 AM myavorshak My entire immediate family

8/5/2019 11:25:40 AM the_fjalar 2 that actively follow Q

 around 6 that know about Q, but I don’t think follow online...

8/5/2019 11:25:43 AM rollemright 5, hoping there are more, but they are keeping it to themselves. It's hard when so many are literally asleep...

8/5/2019 11:25:48 AM freestateojones Not enough.

8/5/2019 11:25:51 AM timber_wolfman Show off.. I only know 1 😒

8/5/2019 11:26:02 AM raecaylor I gained insight about intelligence agencies from my husband of 37 yrs (born elsewhere).Searched bldg.7 collapse.Caught early articles from True 

Pundit then stumbled onto Q. The rest from great reporting from citizen journalists.

8/5/2019 11:26:03 AM angelab96935212 Two. And have talked to a few friends. One is very skeptical.

8/5/2019 11:26:09 AM chancemarshal 1-ish most others I have tried to introduce either think I am a Kook or say I hope it’s true. I am not around a lot of people by choice, I like people just 

don’t want to be around them. Horses, chickens, dog , cows & my wife is enough for me LOL

8/5/2019 11:26:10 AM jollyrob2 My dad 🙏💫 spoon fed me his whole life with all kind of Great Awakening topics but the summer of 2018 with Q and you Majestic guys, all fell into 

place ✨

8/5/2019 11:26:14 AM fightforamerica lmao

8/5/2019 11:26:19 AM tomeara4 2

8/5/2019 11:26:28 AM kwititalready At most, probably 5. 

But I only know 5 people. j/k .

I'd say 2% of the people I encounter have spoken of or are aware of Q. Doesn't mean more may not know of Q, but most don't come across as 

following Q.

8/5/2019 11:26:30 AM tedcruzsbeard11 1

8/5/2019 11:26:33 AM marlahall67 4 Trying to wake up more.

8/5/2019 11:26:35 AM indinndn Not a one😢

8/5/2019 11:26:45 AM gimmethetrutha1 I’ve met 10 here in Coachella Valley.

8/5/2019 11:27:00 AM bobtoptier I can agree with that. Also I like you mention “trail ending”.

8/5/2019 11:27:06 AM lillyo50906276 Me too. It's a kind of lonely place

8/5/2019 11:27:09 AM dnbarlow36 4

8/5/2019 11:27:14 AM laurabusse Really enjoyed reading this

Thx for posting 😊

8/5/2019 11:27:27 AM catherinewhitfo I had one patient last year talk about Q

8/5/2019 11:27:36 AM lindsey_danica 2 + me = 3

8/5/2019 11:27:42 AM thekimschmitt None

8/5/2019 11:28:11 AM stevecraig6 How the entire Obama(Barry Soetoro) family is made up. Big Mike needs 35 person staff to put her together, girls are not theirs, and Barry....

8/5/2019 11:28:18 AM quarkey17 1

And I introduced Q

8/5/2019 11:28:19 AM egelone only a few in real life. I live in blue state.

8/5/2019 11:28:24 AM courtne11518207 No one

8/5/2019 11:28:31 AM 369naturallaw PG at first. Even more than everything ET related.

8/5/2019 11:28:33 AM esoter1csurgery Not many in real life tbh.

8/5/2019 11:28:36 AM amyjack37468809 I know of one person, and that is my 70 yr old uncle, he has been a truther since he was in college, he is now my best friend  & the person I talk to the 

most because we get each other. My husband is also aware because of me, and yes, he believes me!

8/5/2019 11:28:38 AM elatedveracity I have talked about Q and dropped red pills to close friends and family.  Out of that group, my mom is the only one who takes what I tell her seriously.  

We need some serious public RED PILLS!  It’s the only way the sleepers wake up!



8/5/2019 11:28:39 AM callmerockgod No one

8/5/2019 11:28:42 AM lillyo50906276 Yes! It's a virtual family that is real

8/5/2019 11:28:44 AM gruven4sure 0

8/5/2019 11:28:45 AM tararoby9 Adding wheatgrass juices pulp to bathwater will remove fluoride toxins.  To avoid clogged drains you want to use a filter.  Also soaking in a warm bath 

with one cup baking soda added, for 20-30 minutes will remove toxins.

8/5/2019 11:28:46 AM pauliepg11111 You and me both buddy 😂

8/5/2019 11:28:53 AM yphillips135 about 10 or so

8/5/2019 11:28:59 AM marilyn19556 Probably none.

8/5/2019 11:28:59 AM jonesy4671 <5.  Doesnt look like anyone gonna be following Q posts anymore though.

8/5/2019 11:29:02 AM monmaga1 A few in my facebook and twitter family. Numbers are growing quietly though. 😉

8/5/2019 11:29:05 AM hollylandes 1

8/5/2019 11:29:10 AM patriottdefense I’m from Connecticut and I personally know about 10.. they all have people following it as well so the number could be bigger ..

8/5/2019 11:29:25 AM endgame1976 Misread the question.  I know about 20.

8/5/2019 11:29:34 AM gamedogg1 The day those "planes" hit the towers and i watched the destruction and death...followed by lies from the media and ALL LEOS and goverment 

officials!knowing an aluminum plane could never have penetrated a reinforced steel building let alone make it collaspe! Passports found! FF

8/5/2019 11:29:38 AM stamfammaga 8, all family.

8/5/2019 11:29:46 AM djlok 1 friend who reads/follows Q IRL. Probably a few dozen who have heard of #Q but have written it off as just a conspiracy theory.

8/5/2019 11:29:49 AM freestateojones The extent of Human/Organ/Sex Trafficking. 

Out of this world.

8/5/2019 11:29:53 AM timber_wolfman Yay.. lol.. 🤪🥳

8/5/2019 11:30:02 AM pauliepg11111 Sometimes I’ll be out at a social occasion in the middle of a conversation and I will think how fascinating it would be if we could all be discussing The 

Great Awakening instead...

8/5/2019 11:30:02 AM laurabusse Did the WikiLeaks emails before the election help do you think?

8/5/2019 11:30:07 AM mari_f18 2

8/5/2019 11:30:09 AM thekimschmitt Vaccines were my redpill that started the ball rolling.

8/5/2019 11:30:09 AM endgame1976 When I wear my Q shirt out in public, I get atleast one person giving me positive response.

8/5/2019 11:30:19 AM esoter1csurgery Adrenochrome harvesting and the existence of powerful negative entities.

8/5/2019 11:30:26 AM mattcottrill3 Maybe 5-10

8/5/2019 11:30:36 AM falseprofityhoo One of my coworker's,  just  last week told me his brother, a former navy sailor in his 60s, had heard of it. One of my bosses neighbors follows Q. 

Personally, here in Qalifornia, those are the only other people I've heard of, who are aware of the movement.

8/5/2019 11:30:38 AM caleb_grabowski Spirit Cooking

8/5/2019 11:30:38 AM lillyo50906276 You must be a magic girl! Congratulations!!

8/5/2019 11:30:44 AM serenityfirth Family and a handful of friends

8/5/2019 11:30:59 AM mrwhite90864194 Just me and my wife...but others in our sphere are starting to wake up to what’s going on 👍

8/5/2019 11:31:17 AM lauralvsmyland 1

8/5/2019 11:31:23 AM llzzyb Sandy Hook was really hard for me to accept, because I couldn’t figure out how that many people would agree to lie...then I came to the conclusion 

that everyone involved was either: brainwashed, threatened, or bribed. Everyone else was immediately condemned for questioning it.

8/5/2019 11:31:40 AM cheriv1975 8 working on more! It is a slow process not everyone is ready at the first conversation but as time and news happens they become more curious. We 

have to be gentle tread lightly and never put down anyone who is trying to wake up. It's a fight worth fighting for!

8/5/2019 11:31:58 AM deplorabledvs 2

8/5/2019 11:31:59 AM albelrie Not enough

8/5/2019 11:32:21 AM scottiebisme A lot of things we're hearing about today I've heard about back in 2005. I pushed it aside because I didn't FULLY accept it. Until I randomly came across 

@StormIsUponUs video about Q plan to save the world. That was about a year ago. What a wild ride it's been.

8/5/2019 11:32:49 AM q_the_salt Two others. Most people seem like I did ten years ago...just blind to it and their own power. It's sad and I try not to let it scare me.

8/5/2019 11:33:00 AM thekanehb I know a few but they only know of it as a conspiracy bc that’s what their news sources say. Democrats seem to be more aware of it and w an opinion

8/5/2019 11:33:02 AM djlok Cannibalism... Because that is just plain nasty!!!

8/5/2019 11:33:05 AM phreatomagnetic The Great Awakening itself

It's not that hard to accept that you have been lied to and treated like livestock.  Just look around.

What's hard for me is trusting we aren't Charlie Brown coming in for a kick and the deep state isn't Lucy

8/5/2019 11:33:12 AM stormcue Appropriately... 17.

8/5/2019 11:33:19 AM karentriebel One but this NY

8/5/2019 11:33:26 AM smcoffey One

8/5/2019 11:33:29 AM serenityfirth Cloning of human IS/BE’s

8/5/2019 11:33:30 AM anneolsen43 0

8/5/2019 11:33:45 AM thoughttazer 3 for sure...

But maybe 6... or 9 ;-)

8/5/2019 11:34:13 AM jollyrob2 Ditto 😞

8/5/2019 11:34:20 AM freestateojones How far we are into "the future", whether the public recognizes it or not. 

All* modern wars are bankers wars organized by a select few. 

Human origins. 

The fact that we allegedly have the means to be a space dwelling civilization.

Tesla x Trump x Science = a great Novel.
8/5/2019 11:34:38 AM tachyon66397537 An ancient ritual dating back thousands of years. It’s very real, question is, is it currently in use now? I’m going to wait and see but also doubt we’ll ever 

be told.

8/5/2019 11:34:41 AM turboxyde Just a few days after my "awakening" I was drawn to Q and began researching and making connections as things developed. This was followed by 

intense downloads of information and odd synchronicities and experiences that were beyond coincidence. 🌠 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1116923429289189376?s=20 …

8/5/2019 11:34:42 AM lightblade1111 1...

8/5/2019 11:34:44 AM kimallthat 3

8/5/2019 11:34:45 AM rachael08658983 Just had a read through comments before commenting,it seems we’re all in the same boat ...👋👋 hi to all you beautiful people/Or to my visions of a 

better world



8/5/2019 11:34:49 AM origteslasmuse None

8/5/2019 11:35:01 AM qarmyanon22 3 people plus myself

8/5/2019 11:35:07 AM lisabateman13 3

8/5/2019 11:35:08 AM esoter1csurgery Israel last for a reason.

Q

I went down this rabbit hole and seriously questioned all of the Trump connections to Israel. Its healthy to be skeptical, especially of Israel, but there 

are too many things Trump and Q have done to harm that faction. I sincerely doubt it.

8/5/2019 11:35:08 AM ygwiryn Like gossip it’s a handful that also talk with handfuls and so on and so on. Then those who pretend to be in denial, but they know.

8/5/2019 11:35:37 AM ricky52222196 Wow. I began red pilling myself at the age of 12 and am also in my 40s. Was born in 1975.

8/5/2019 11:35:43 AM tachyon66397537 Also the entire concept behind Monsters Inc.

8/5/2019 11:35:44 AM freestateojones The geometry of certain locations/structures on this planet, and others.

8/5/2019 11:35:44 AM restart_qpersia All #restartmiga members in twitter know and support Q.

8/5/2019 11:35:45 AM cheriv1975 The great thing is two now have a weekly group that gets together after their church let's out to discuss Q happenings. They make me proud!!!

8/5/2019 11:35:49 AM deanshupak Always knew things were not right. The more I looked into the TRUTH the more awake I became. It is a shame you can't talk to most people about  the 

real world while we live in this painted over place..

8/5/2019 11:35:58 AM serenityfirth Still waiting for this one....

8/5/2019 11:36:02 AM laurabusse Love this

This is perfect!

8/5/2019 11:36:04 AM alabeaty 2

8/5/2019 11:36:11 AM lillyo50906276 So true for me,that people thing is complicated..animals don't make up problems of nothing!

8/5/2019 11:36:19 AM whatsmypw None.

8/5/2019 11:36:33 AM anneolsen43 The moon

8/5/2019 11:36:38 AM s_l_knotts A large number in my personal scope of influence

8/5/2019 11:36:38 AM flubbynutty I seem to be the only one where I live.

Although I saw one Q shirt in a girl on local TV some time ago.

8/5/2019 11:36:40 AM nun_chucknorris 5 that follow or listen. Everyone around me knows what it is. Of 200 in the company I work for, I hold top honors for crazy conspiracy guy.

8/5/2019 11:36:51 AM jayrambin Faked moon landing.

8/5/2019 11:37:04 AM sickness25 I have a red pilled a few! Know a put 3-4. Alot of people dont want to believe that there is so much corruption. I called the false flags in ElPaso. And was

 told i was ridiculous for not believing it was happening! Some people just cant see it i guess! 🤷♂️🤷♂️

8/5/2019 11:37:04 AM jessewa25340831 0000000000

8/5/2019 11:37:14 AM squattybaudy Not many, but at this weeks family reunion I Q’d some. I am amazed people aren’t privy to this info. I share Q info on Facebook as well.

8/5/2019 11:37:19 AM jollyrob2 Sadly enough just one

8/5/2019 11:37:29 AM jaded_pearl 17 or so 😉

8/5/2019 11:37:36 AM anneolsen43 They keep adding it to ours. FL

8/5/2019 11:37:42 AM whatsmypw But I don't get out much.

8/5/2019 11:37:43 AM youstinksoap 9

8/5/2019 11:37:46 AM sickness25 Im gonna follow you were in this together. WWG1WGA!!

8/5/2019 11:37:48 AM freestateojones I couldn't agree with you more. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098637035139747840?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:37:55 AM curseca Zero. I’ve mentioned Q to 2 of my brothers, my mother & my husband. None follow Q. But I openly question narratives w/o invoking the movement & I 

teach my kids to question everything. I challenge people to find evidence for their beliefs. That’s my comfort zone.

8/5/2019 11:38:09 AM thketterer 1

8/5/2019 11:38:12 AM phreatomagnetic None, that I know for sure.

I've found that dropping "these people are stupid", "these people are sick", "expand your thinking" or "they want you divided" in random conversation 

often gets a little smile.  

Sort of a "who is John Galt" thing.

8/5/2019 11:38:14 AM whatsmypw Reptillians

8/5/2019 11:38:18 AM lafol57 Zero

8/5/2019 11:38:22 AM trixie42018 4. 3 are family members and 1 is a newly made friend. She said I was the first person she met who she hadn’t red pulled.

8/5/2019 11:38:22 AM anneolsen43 Did they release the 2000 docs today?

8/5/2019 11:38:30 AM cathydarlene1 Almost all of my 5k friends....

8/5/2019 11:38:31 AM spacetechatngas Several people I know are aware of Q and trust in the plan.

8/5/2019 11:38:43 AM _17patriot_ The trail ended on earth, but we have the stars to explore.

8/5/2019 11:38:48 AM pauliepg11111 I know what you mean - the more I think back on it, I wonder whether I had subconsciously started realizing it was all a sham just before the elections. 

But what was the trigger?

8/5/2019 11:38:56 AM 1_decided_voter A handful of friends and family.

8/5/2019 11:39:28 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098636995486732289?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:39:30 AM zaraawakened Two. One is convinced Q is a LARP because he believes MSM.

The other mostly believes in Q, but doesn't follow posts. He listens to what I share with him. But he is becoming increasingly unconvinced that Q is not 

a LARP because not enough is actually happening.

8/5/2019 11:39:57 AM 1425_patriot 3

8/5/2019 11:39:59 AM robintaylor176 I follow Q

8/5/2019 11:40:08 AM darla64432264 None

8/5/2019 11:40:16 AM pat4dwa10859950 Judge ordered it, right? Let's get going❗️ #RuleOfLaw ⚖ 🇺🇸  

E.O. - #Trafficking #Corruption : pic.twitter.com/OjPLe0aNTe

8/5/2019 11:40:28 AM covertress Decades of questioning, 

days of meditating, 

seconds of enlightenment. 

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/yGvgzovohG

8/5/2019 11:40:39 AM laurabusse Great stories here

I love each and every one of them

And all of you ❤️

8/5/2019 11:40:43 AM wisdomwell1 one

8/5/2019 11:40:50 AM blankmarlo That's one of my favorite red-pills to drop on people because it's one of the most shocking but so easy to demonstrate when you lay out the facts of its 

relative size/proximity/orbit compared to ANY other moon that mainstream science has observed.

8/5/2019 11:41:00 AM gribbs7 0

8/5/2019 11:41:08 AM maryschade14 4

8/5/2019 11:41:15 AM daveo6145 I know about 4 or 5 who are aware. Don’t know any that actively follow



8/5/2019 11:41:19 AM youstinksoap Is there any bottled water brands that don't add fluoride?  Anyone know?

8/5/2019 11:41:27 AM richner88 During my sophomore yr of college, saw an interview of a father from another country (Australia I believe) and he claimed the govt. kidnapped his son 

and threatened to take his other son if he didnt cooperate/shut up.  That's when 1 began to 2nd guess the narrative.

8/5/2019 11:41:27 AM gulfcoastchelle One

8/5/2019 11:41:41 AM whatsmypw That's not my case. I'm just trying to figure out who the hell you can trust. No need to be nasty.

8/5/2019 11:41:51 AM jaded_pearl That the UN and WHO are involved in child human trafficking and that the adrenochrome made during a humans fight or flight emotions creates more 

power in the mind of those who drink the childrens blood & maybe that child hunting & drinking of that blood are real. #UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 11:41:52 AM qtruther 5 know

1 actively following

All Family

8/5/2019 11:41:53 AM anneolsen43 Realizing how quick it was to look around and see how many aren’t awake. I know I can’t be awake to the fullest but trusting myself and what I feel 

vibrate around me is almost exhilarating and also exhausting

8/5/2019 11:41:57 AM bobtoptier Still stargates operational on earth. Exploration is simply kept secret, a shame...

8/5/2019 11:42:13 AM maryschade14 Well..and in case..Zero Water system.

8/5/2019 11:42:14 AM chazzwozza Fossil fuels are not from fossils, but are self replenishing

8/5/2019 11:42:41 AM cathydarlene1 Actually,  I believe the snuff films, satanism, pedos, Adrenochrome, Geo engineering sprays, , am concidering the possibilities of a govt sold out to Big 

Pharma, knocked down bldgs to go get opiods from Afghanistan, free banks countries being taken over even possible moon lies.

8/5/2019 11:42:41 AM azureblue68 Not enough

8/5/2019 11:43:06 AM gloriad81440410 Q opened my eyes

8/5/2019 11:43:12 AM kristinbwell 5 IRL

8/5/2019 11:43:37 AM kickthefed Trump will lose alot of voters for going after ppls guns. Backing the red flag law.  #noredflaglaws

8/5/2019 11:43:41 AM debbietryon Follow...check daily!

8/5/2019 11:43:44 AM gemmagemimi I don't want to get into how I knew of the Satanic abuse, but the hardest for me was the pedovore rituals. Second hardest was how they trick the 

masses into worshipping the Devil alongside them incl sacrifice. (i.e., Planned Parenthood)

8/5/2019 11:43:45 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1117377903514275842?s=19 …

8/5/2019 11:43:46 AM hugsnpugs 4

8/5/2019 11:43:48 AM linda04975136 Maybe one beside my husband. Our 2 daughters think we’re nutso

8/5/2019 11:43:53 AM jollyrob2 MJ12, Maybe you guys should intervene and put the right amount of cbd, thc, seleen and iodine in the drinking water 😁

8/5/2019 11:43:58 AM wwg1wga93583681 Only physically know 1 other who follows the bread. pic.twitter.com/MsoT9w2jDQ

8/5/2019 11:44:08 AM laurabusse Holy crap

8/5/2019 11:44:14 AM huajatollachic Zip. Not even one.

8/5/2019 11:44:22 AM sunnyskibunny Many Trump supporters but only one admits to be  Qfollower.

8/5/2019 11:44:30 AM egelone Supported trump 2016. Heard about the pizzagate story. Laughed about it at that time. Then i heard Q. Then i heard Mj12.

8/5/2019 11:44:43 AM laughingwolf11 Men in dresses challenging Women’s Gender. Increased child predators. Gay Parade half naked in the streets with children. Ongoing massive 

corruption throughout Our Government. The wrong people being killed, namely Our Soldiers.

8/5/2019 11:44:50 AM qtruther My Q shirt has gotten Zero response either way

Q bumper sticker has gotten 

6 honks, shouts, thumbs up over about 5 months ALL VERY ENTHUSIASTIC, POSITIVE :)

8/5/2019 11:44:55 AM qsentme6 1 😇🙏😇🇬🇧

8/5/2019 11:45:08 AM 369naturallaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 8ch is down. What about "no comms outside of this platform" ?

8/5/2019 11:45:14 AM noogajack77 Working for DuPont and big pharma. 15 years ago.

8/5/2019 11:45:20 AM gravey6 1  my sister

8/5/2019 11:45:37 AM gribbs7 Should clarify.. 6 works pals get day by day updates from me.. and listen with intent. My dad and brother think i am insane and my wife puts up with 

me. (((Their))) magic is powerful, bbut We Will Win!!

8/5/2019 11:45:38 AM phreatomagnetic Always felt the stranger in a strange land

Learned early to question most things.  Man, my teachers hated that.

Not sure when but I noticed the left always moves the ball and the right makes a lot of noise and never, ever, ever moves the ball in the right direction.

8/5/2019 11:45:42 AM cosmic_engineer You're welcome 😁

8/5/2019 11:45:55 AM kickthefed And trump's doing what dems want going after ppl guns is a attack on our 2nd amendment. Will lose alot of voters.

8/5/2019 11:45:57 AM rawphonegirl Iodine,  Selenium,  Boron chaser! 

MJ also stands for Marijuana? 

What else is in our water? Who reads local water authority reports? Depending on where you live it's 😱😱😱

8/5/2019 11:46:05 AM phreatomagnetic Then I started to ask why that was

8/5/2019 11:46:31 AM robinwininger I've met one person in the year and a half I've been following 17. I've asked a few people, they have no idea what I'm talking about.

8/5/2019 11:46:41 AM gribbs7 The what they eating part .. proper head banger

8/5/2019 11:46:47 AM raisethevib369 Mine started with vaccine research. About 1 year into it, I had a pretty good idea about the vaccine situation. I came across a person in one of the 

Facebook groups who brought up the nwo. I knew lightly of this conspiracy theory and asked for information. I was told to research.

8/5/2019 11:46:53 AM sweetsavy1 1

8/5/2019 11:47:22 AM tjforshage Very few...they all think I'm crazy

8/5/2019 11:47:28 AM theyoungearth1 0

8/5/2019 11:47:44 AM joan1barb 1 person

8/5/2019 11:47:57 AM kwyatt55 10

8/5/2019 11:48:21 AM boogeymanhunter (A lot of it is sickening—especially anything related to children)

...But the fast food thing got me good.

8/5/2019 11:48:33 AM blogjam_net Most

8/5/2019 11:48:35 AM davidspencerca2 Human CPU upgraded via source = pineal gland.

8/5/2019 11:48:41 AM dixieincali Three

8/5/2019 11:48:46 AM awake2reality2 Zero

8/5/2019 11:48:52 AM wwg1wga1962 10

8/5/2019 11:49:23 AM sickness25 Being a slave planet to war hungry Reptilian race. And knowing we have a galactic family just made me sick that weve been lied to about having other 

living beings in our galaxy! Im grateful for the ETs helping our planet!



8/5/2019 11:49:35 AM jennyjigsaw45 I was clueless most of my life. Yet I had so many questions.

I always knew one day the scales would tip in favour of good. 

I will be forever grateful for this opportunity to learn about our world.

None of us are perfect but we can strive to be. That's why we are here surely?

8/5/2019 11:49:41 AM tachyon66397537 Adrenochrome harvesting dates back to at least 1937, Biochemical Journal vol 31 part one, page 609. 

And no, one doesn’t have to kill to obtain it, scientists didn’t kill someone every time they did any of the countless studies on it for mental health.

8/5/2019 11:49:44 AM dispensaryexch 3

8/5/2019 11:49:49 AM aprilbrown99 Off planet slave trade. Still scratching my head about that one. Not that I disbelieve...it is just hard to wrap my mind around it.

8/5/2019 11:49:59 AM _the_psychonaut Just me. All my friends and family are brainwashed as fuck

8/5/2019 11:50:42 AM raisethevib369 Of course, I Google and Wikipedia 😂. Come back to conversation and this person was like really? Wikipedia? Called me a sheep. I found that offensive 

and set out on my quest to prove them wrong. One thing led to another to another to another..... 3 year later here we are.

8/5/2019 11:50:47 AM djlok Struggled my entire life to try to make sense of things that didn't make sense. When [she] lost after the #MSM guaranteed [she]'d win, I knew 

something was up.  Roseanne mentioned #Q and being pro-45, I researched, and here we are!!!

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakening.

8/5/2019 11:50:47 AM christfaithin I have red pilled 20 people, and about 8 of them actively follow. The others are aware

8/5/2019 11:51:03 AM dispensaryexch Flat earth

8/5/2019 11:51:07 AM milehighmaga About 10, but only 6 of them believe and follow.    🇺🇸

8/5/2019 11:51:08 AM keith369me Similar but happened in a dream state while meeting my Star Family back in May.  The equivalent of a full body orgasm of love that was ongoing for 

about 15 minutes.

8/5/2019 11:51:26 AM jeebaleebs In college I found out that the history I was taught as a kid wasn't the whole truth or true at all.  I started reading everything I could, starting with 

history, then aliens, then spiritual things, then I discovered Alex Jones and 911 truth. I can't get enough now.

8/5/2019 11:51:34 AM amyjack37468809 there are many, but I had a really hard time understanding that religion is division. I could see how other religions were division, but I grew up a 

southern Baptist & could not understand that my beliefs were founded on lies!!! I had to "wipe my slate clean" & start over

8/5/2019 11:51:36 AM _girlmaher_ I discovered I am the daughter of a gallivanting CIA fuckboy and that there's thousands of us  "Bush Babies" born of a small coterie of OG pimps drug 

and girl smugglers. It explains everything about my life!

8/5/2019 11:51:57 AM davidspencerca2 But the key is "Wise" Hermit. Old is a relative term. Lol

8/5/2019 11:52:05 AM mkwalters5 From early on in life.  I was always searching for the truth because in my spirit I knew something wasn't right.  Source of creation led me all the way.  I 

am an old soul who has been here before.

8/5/2019 11:52:05 AM aprilbrown99 None. 😞😞😞  my family is still asleep. It is very isolating. So grateful for everyone here on this platform.

8/5/2019 11:52:17 AM vintagesquirrel Cannibalism

8/5/2019 11:52:31 AM ramstadstacy It started for me with Wilcock

8/5/2019 11:52:56 AM mymaxamoose 5

8/5/2019 11:52:58 AM giediknight It was around 2003, I listened to "the creature from jekyll island" MP3 online and that started everything for me.

8/5/2019 11:53:06 AM realsirignano Calcification of the pineal gland

8/5/2019 11:53:17 AM cathydarlene1 Abortion is child sacrifice. 

Sacrificing to the God of convienience.

8/5/2019 11:53:24 AM swattech 3

8/5/2019 11:53:26 AM imaginer77 Zero. Unfortunately. Not for a lack of trying but I am in Babylon aka SoCal.

8/5/2019 11:53:33 AM danielaqcrew On my flight back home from a long trip to Asia in January of 2018z My laptop miraculously worked and somehow 8ch mysteriously popped up on my 

browser. Honestly. Weirdest thing but glad it happened.

8/5/2019 11:53:48 AM bbobbio71 What do we need to do to get rid of fluoride as a whole?

8/5/2019 11:54:06 AM raisethevib369 My only hobby is researching. And I have almost no friends 😂 My brother is "worried about me". But I'm happy. Despite all I've learned, I feel 

peaceful. And I can protect and teach my little one ❤️❤️

8/5/2019 11:54:42 AM stageyourlife If someone follows @Jordan_Sather_ then they are in good company.

8/5/2019 11:54:47 AM bobtoptier I believe 911 has the most theories going. “The most dangerous book in the world” is pretty hard to swallow. Still digesting...

8/5/2019 11:55:20 AM lauralichoff 4 that will openly admit

8/5/2019 11:55:22 AM raisethevib369 I love you!

8/5/2019 11:55:26 AM amyjack37468809 RELIGION IS DIVISION was very hard for me to swallow since I grew up a southern Baptist and could not accept that most of my beliefs were founded 

on lies. However, I do understand there is a little truth in all religion, but they keep that truth from us!

8/5/2019 11:55:34 AM lmills0831 2 or 3

8/5/2019 11:55:49 AM mongrelglory I was an MD with a MSc. in Microbiology and Immunology and an interest in infectious diseases.  When the Dec. 2013 Ebola outbreak occurred in 

Guinea and Sierra Leone, I followed the news avidly, only to realize that we were being lied to by the MSM and the CDC/WHO!  Links below..

8/5/2019 11:55:52 AM darrell1964 Aliens

8/5/2019 11:55:59 AM fukyorfeelngs Just me, but my family/some friends are aware. Idk if they are following anything/anyone.

8/5/2019 11:56:11 AM djlok But like others have shared, the story is really too much to share in a tweet.

8/5/2019 11:56:12 AM yourkiddingme5 Why are you interested?

8/5/2019 11:56:17 AM juliekimball Only a handful

8/5/2019 11:56:21 AM adsvel There were many phases since early childhood. But final phase was at October of 2010, after watching some TV show about UFO's and talking about 

with friends I had white light flashes in my right an eye. I loose my voice for a moment, that noticed my friends as well.

8/5/2019 11:56:24 AM faithfulmom4 5 but most unexpected was the cashier at the grocery store. He’s 20 and likely an autist. We were talking about college and how many are a waste of 

money ... somehow got onto 8chan and Q.  Of course we high fived before I left. I think he redpills his customers whenever possible.

8/5/2019 11:56:32 AM klsnana6 PRAYED TO GOD THE FATHER TO LEAD ME TO THE TRUTH 2012.

8/5/2019 11:56:43 AM newstradamus44 First Rule of Fight Club

8/5/2019 11:56:45 AM kseven110 Some of my family follows Q, my son’s teacher at school follows as well, a few friends from high school & I recently I saw a Q bumper sticker on a car at 

my kid’s school. We live in a small town That was mostly liberal but I am seeing it turn more conservative.

8/5/2019 11:56:51 AM tachyon66397537 Still highly skeptical and hoping we aren’t just being led by a pied piper. Remember, if it’s too good to be true, it probably is. I was taught to believe 

nothing you hear and only half of what you see.

8/5/2019 11:56:53 AM annasum47005725 0

8/5/2019 11:57:18 AM defy_gravity987 Law of One ... after that everything made perfect sense.

8/5/2019 11:57:36 AM lbf777 Podesta emails and the book Conversations With God woke me up.

8/5/2019 11:57:56 AM gemmagemimi 4

8/5/2019 11:58:00 AM giediknight 4 other people.

8/5/2019 11:58:03 AM _girlmaher_ I found this at the end of the #pizzagate rainbow, after 3 years of studying a CULTure, which is also my own, I am a product of same middle class social 

norming via TV as avg American. I enjoy understanding better, the ambiant MK-Ultra of the late-stage matrix!



8/5/2019 11:58:07 AM covertress I've met one irl, but only learned through his Twitter account that he follows Q.

8/5/2019 11:58:18 AM mongrelglory Of note, I was very familiar with the PCR test as I used to do molecular genetics in the lab.

 https://gulagbound.com/47597/ebola-pandemic-risks-and-realities/ … https://www.exopermaculture.com/2014/10/06/jon-rapport-what-the-

inventor-of-the-test-for-ebola-says-about-its-efficacy-in-diagnosis/ …

8/5/2019 11:58:22 AM realbutchasblog My thoughts exactly. A handful. Probably around a dozen or more. We talk about it openly

8/5/2019 11:58:26 AM 1111firecracker i red pill almost everyone i talk to. Q sent me.

8/5/2019 11:58:38 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇👇🔥RT🔥 http://teespring.com/the-wall-just-got-10-feet-tall …

8/5/2019 11:58:50 AM raisethevib369 I have 3 kids. 25, 21 and 3. Honestly, if I had not gotten pregnant (not planned) with my little, I'd probably still be asleep. I think but that every so often. 

He was a gift in many many ways.

8/5/2019 11:59:11 AM therealonesknow Never seen this before. Interesting

8/5/2019 11:59:26 AM _17patriot_ That gives hope to us at least...a shame that darkness wouldnt let humanity reach full potential

8/5/2019 11:59:28 AM daveo6145 I’ve always felt there’s gotta be to life than this

8/5/2019 11:59:28 AM cathydarlene1 Baracula is gay, and an unqualified manturian, Manchelle is just THAT, Our troops are being sold out to do the work for the Banks and Big Pharm. 

Human organs are being harvested and babies killed to be sold, and most of the "shootings" are planned by FBI, CIA, and the DNC...

8/5/2019 11:59:36 AM mongrelglory I wondered..."If they were lying about this, what else were they lying about?"  So I went back and re-examined 9/11 evidence, and the truth smacked 

me in the face.  I had woken up from the Matrix!

8/5/2019 11:59:43 AM tommyo750 I know of one, me.

8/5/2019 11:59:43 AM maryalicericha1 Iam in NewZealand I know Kiwi online believers... in my daily life my siblings reject it utterly ...my family have a very mild interest.....I do know one guy 

who is of like mind but only see him once a month.

8/5/2019 11:59:45 AM lbf777 I told the cops about the fluoride poisoning of our water tanks and they questioned my sanity.

8/5/2019 11:59:57 AM defy_gravity987 Feel your pain .... must have been very hard.

8/5/2019 11:59:58 AM youstinksoap I've always known that life is about love.  Knew about $ making us slaves since college.  Sick from a 12/2017 Flu shot sent me down rabbit holes, where 

I found Q.  3/2019 I believe I had a Kundalini experience...VERY eye-opening.

8/5/2019 12:00:09 PM cathydarlene1 I do, however , have a little problem with Bigfoot

8/5/2019 12:00:09 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

How many in the US are Awake now?  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1157995360003997697?s=19 …

8/5/2019 12:00:09 PM lbf777 Amazon and Walgreens have toms fluoride free toothpaste.

8/5/2019 12:00:23 PM davidspencerca2 On that note we are both blessed with wealth.

8/5/2019 12:00:35 PM fukyorfeelngs Human cloning. I just can't get on board. Too weird ppl playing God to that extent.... Killary is Killary and Biden is Biden. I think they had plastic surgery.

8/5/2019 12:00:46 PM lenzaq Hmm. When I got to college and bought my first tube of toothpaste, I mimicked an ad where they swirl the paste on the brush. With a mouth full of 

toothpaste, I realized I had been deliberately conned into consuming more than was needed. Same with shampoo: wash, rinse, REPEAT. 😂

8/5/2019 12:00:50 PM lbf777 Just keep reminding everyone. We are the news.

8/5/2019 12:00:56 PM 3aminthemorn Same

8/5/2019 12:01:06 PM mark62253400 Not as many as I’d like, I now just archive and wait. At some point the illusion (time) will allow me the chance to help others understand what is 

happening...or happened?

WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 12:01:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were interdimensional entities, not "aliens". But yes, it was recorded as being true. Everything interdimensional occurs within your own mind, so 

it is plausible the Nazi who came up with the experiment was just a piece of shit. Though he did claim contact occurred. TON

8/5/2019 12:01:14 PM 3aminthemorn Zero

8/5/2019 12:01:25 PM shove21 I know about 10-ish

8/5/2019 12:01:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 That is dangerous disinformation. No clones are used in public.

8/5/2019 12:01:48 PM defy_gravity987 Same here. Once you read the Law of One, you understand everything but also know that we are in good hands.

8/5/2019 12:01:49 PM egelone The list is long but i am trying to include all the major ones:

Universe is life

Moon is one major negative factor to prevent us from ascending but now it is lifted.

MH 370 is on a different planet. I heard someone already picked several debris from MH370 on the seashore.

8/5/2019 12:01:51 PM adsvel It was like a notice about something important which came from my Inside. From that moment I start observe everything about myself and 

surrounded environment. These white light flashes in my right an eye continuing till this day. It is coming from the future perspective.

8/5/2019 12:01:53 PM aussieqofe 17

8/5/2019 12:01:56 PM balimalysh The whole civilisation based in lies. Everything we have learned and we have been told, everything a lie....😔

Only our love is real?

8/5/2019 12:02:02 PM spritualbattle 5. I'm surrounded by NY lefties.

8/5/2019 12:02:07 PM mitchelllollis Half a dozen

8/5/2019 12:02:12 PM meldance00 Good catch!!! Thanks!

8/5/2019 12:02:13 PM raisethevib369 3

8/5/2019 12:02:18 PM cathydarlene1 ............or Chupa Cabra.....

8/5/2019 12:02:33 PM cataloguedonald 1

8/5/2019 12:02:43 PM _girlmaher_ As far as what is beyond, I'm still dumbfounded by my foray into interdimensional adventures. I credit my universal hacking efforts QHHT with healing 

health issues present for a decade but I'm also looking for all other possible explanations.

8/5/2019 12:03:00 PM mongrelglory That's a great book!

8/5/2019 12:03:10 PM raisethevib369 Blessed!

8/5/2019 12:03:59 PM jared4liberty I dunno I kinda think is a trick question, as I’m finding most conspiracy theories are turning out true. If you MAKE me pick one that isn’t verified yet, I 

have heard Jon-bonet Ramsey (sp) is Katy perry.

8/5/2019 12:04:05 PM matt_aho I know Atleast (5) people

8/5/2019 12:04:15 PM trumpmomma Is RBG dead ?

8/5/2019 12:04:17 PM mongrelglory Agree! 👀

8/5/2019 12:04:29 PM helen_lawce Two. After Trump is given the question we are waiting for, that will change.

8/5/2019 12:04:34 PM lbf777 My gums would typically bleed a year after my dental visits so I would be forced to go back. 

Now that I ended fluoride, they don’t bleed anymore. 

That’s some good 5D chess. Dentists lie about fluoride being good so they make more money. We lose our teeth, health & money. 

pic.twitter.com/Y402Vb6KYO

8/5/2019 12:04:38 PM michael62098497 I feel like an oddity. I have close to 5k "frienzs" on Fakebook. Yeah I know it sucks but it's a great place to redpill. All know of Q. Most believe in Q but 

only about 1k are avid followers. A handful thinks I'm Nucking Futs..

8/5/2019 12:04:42 PM raisethevib369 I get this completely.

8/5/2019 12:05:03 PM egelone Hey, since u r here. Is pence a patriot or someone like LG? thanks

8/5/2019 12:05:11 PM keith369me We met and he walked me back in the direction where I worked.  As we walked, he started shrinking, aging, and losing his blue tint as he spent time 

with me.

We talked, but I can’t remember the conversation.  He guided me toward a “work lobby”. A whole group of “family” was there



8/5/2019 12:05:15 PM spritualbattle Correction, 8, 😀 although because of Q I have been slowly red pulling quite a few folks, slowly but surely...I just can't tell them the info I'm getting is 

from Q, they would look up what the msm says about it and dismiss right away. Baby steps.

8/5/2019 12:05:30 PM keith369me …some were the family members were standing in front of humans blocking humans from seeing my interactions with the children of the group.

The children were playing in a bath/fountain and they were so happy to see me.

8/5/2019 12:05:30 PM amyjack37468809 in 2009, after I voted for Obama, (bc I'd read about the horrible things McCain had done) I read a story claiming that Obama was the anti-Christ🤣 but 

that's how I learned that the media and the government were LIARS! Shortly after that, 9-11 truth came to me (& that was hard)

8/5/2019 12:05:33 PM lenzaq Been questioning everything since:

 https://i.pinimg.com/736x/38/84/79/388479bc0ff6ffaebd07e71ce9c1ece6.jpg …

8/5/2019 12:05:56 PM allin_1of6girls 5

8/5/2019 12:05:59 PM keith369me There was no touching, but we shared mind connection from a very close distance. The love coming from them was so incredible. One young boy (think 

5-6 year old on Earth) with dark hair that I was particularly connected to told me that “I AM SO SMART”.

8/5/2019 12:06:06 PM brendaaloiau They are/were eating babies after torturing and killing them in satanic sacrifice

8/5/2019 12:06:18 PM deedeerushforth I play Township app and just so happens ALL the people I play with follow Q

8/5/2019 12:06:18 PM keith369me He just kept looking into my eyes and sending me love along with a couple of other similarly aged children right next to him.

As I was interacting with the children, I think the man with the EAGLE started getting younger and taller.

8/5/2019 12:06:20 PM egelone I bet she is dead for good.

8/5/2019 12:06:24 PM gimmethetrutha1 What was the Beatles record co 

Apple Corp Records 

A Paul Corpse Records. 

Wakey Wakey

8/5/2019 12:06:27 PM awakened432 3.

8/5/2019 12:06:28 PM roaminnoodle After my "initial awakening" story above, I can easily say "ditto!" for the next chapters in my story, the same as Laura wrote.

"Yogi" for me was Osho. https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1158441056960176128 …

8/5/2019 12:06:29 PM mntcol None

8/5/2019 12:06:43 PM keith369me My family said goodbye and wanted me to continue the work I was doing.

-I woke up at 5:22AM – the time my usually alarm goes off, except it was my day off.

-My entire body was light and tingling upon awakening.

8/5/2019 12:06:55 PM keith369me -I just lied in bed thinking about the experience and thanking “my family” for the experience for the next 10 minutes.  As I continued to thank them, I 

was tingling the whole time, my entire body, could feel love, happiness, joy.

8/5/2019 12:07:05 PM jones9536 They played a part yes

8/5/2019 12:07:05 PM shannen_robison Around 6

8/5/2019 12:07:37 PM kandkmarley 4

8/5/2019 12:07:40 PM _girlmaher_ Xalos, you have so much mechanical details on your writing it's really interesting. We are missing so many words to explain the nature of these changes 

or even the potentials of higher dimensional thinking in a nonlinear and non dualistic mindset.

8/5/2019 12:07:52 PM jones9536 0

8/5/2019 12:07:53 PM south_paws_us Lyme was my first red pill. It lead to question everything and think for myself. Within the curse there was a blessing ... I was right, my doctors were 

wrong and learned from my case. They have gone on to help others with earlier diagnosis.

8/5/2019 12:08:04 PM trumpmomma That  I know to be true - so many cancer cures I don’t know where to start 

Dr burzynski for one... he has been arrested and Harassed for 30 yrs for curing brain cancers and others 

Also Laetrile - works

8/5/2019 12:08:09 PM grizzledlotus One. The ex-Navy snipe dad from our kids school. I’m trying to get a few more to look into it including my TDS sister 🤞🏼

8/5/2019 12:08:10 PM egelone it is K who kept spreading lies about the clone.

8/5/2019 12:08:56 PM desirelove101 Watched Bush in the class room on 9/11 & saw him drooling at the mouth as the children read the words that were eerily in sync w/what was 

unfolding & was immediately hit in the gut w/a feeling “it’s our government doing this” Was called crazy from everyone I know but don’t care!

8/5/2019 12:08:56 PM aurorasreality 31

8/5/2019 12:09:10 PM michael62098497 What she said 👆 I'm still trying to get that one to go down. 

#UnsealEpstein should help.

8/5/2019 12:09:13 PM unidentifiedta1 Unbelieving the official 9/11 narrative was a Gateway to the reality in which we are controlled and the [El]ite operate lawlessly within. Once you accept 

the darkness behind 9/11, then one can be more open to the possibility of other nefarious acts that lurk below the surface.

8/5/2019 12:09:17 PM falseprofityhoo This story writes itself pic.twitter.com/jTAvzR7L7I

8/5/2019 12:09:18 PM libertyspring99 Wow. So similar. Bless you! 🙏🏻

8/5/2019 12:09:47 PM laurabusse Me too

Took me like ten yrs to fully deprogram myself

8/5/2019 12:10:01 PM roaminnoodle Now let's please do the "Coolest #conspiracytheory"...?

For me, the IS-BE! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476031708127233 …

8/5/2019 12:10:02 PM leslieau7 3

8/5/2019 12:10:03 PM from_thestars That the vast majority of those in the public eye are dark, aligned with cabal/draco

8/5/2019 12:10:18 PM lenzaq Two that I know of. Both are skeptical.

8/5/2019 12:10:27 PM leslieau7 The 16 year plan

8/5/2019 12:10:41 PM dazeytoday 3

8/5/2019 12:10:42 PM leslieau7 MSM

8/5/2019 12:10:49 PM ginnyobrien7 1

8/5/2019 12:10:54 PM stephscolaro My whole family... that's a lot of people... we're Italian/Sicilian

8/5/2019 12:11:02 PM edward_fikes Flat Earth... Still don't.

8/5/2019 12:11:07 PM grukster Followed Q, was exposed to bible verses for the first time as adult that meant something to me.  Met a woman who raised up my faith by helping me 

learn them and their meanings.  Engaged, hoping to marry her next year.  Q->Faith->Fiancee = Me finally Awake.  #WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 12:11:12 PM pragmatic_texan It predates Qanon. The first time I tried to turn my cell phone on while in flight above 10,000 feet and I couldn’t get a signal. #911WasAnInsideJob

8/5/2019 12:11:13 PM keith369me Sorry for the typos/grammatical errors...you get the gist...feel free to share your experiences/ask questions.

8/5/2019 12:11:34 PM stormystorm10 I agree , it’s not something you would even think would be a fake, until you really look into it.

8/5/2019 12:11:48 PM luetzowq None, Germany is still sleeping as gar as I can tell. It will be a shock to most.

8/5/2019 12:11:50 PM andrea20339897 Not so many if we want.

8/5/2019 12:11:50 PM inthenameoflo19 Most of anyone I associate with.

8/5/2019 12:11:57 PM grukster 3 plus my recently awakened 18 yr old son.



8/5/2019 12:11:59 PM mongrelglory Funny thing is, once you wake up, all these synchronicities start happening.  I was researching the fraud that is the fiat financial system, when one night 

I found myself on 4chan as people were just starting to dig on a certain Pizza parlour in DC. The night Pizza-gate exploded!

8/5/2019 12:12:07 PM libertyspring99 I had a political awakening in 2008 with Ron Paul. Showed me a way of thinking that had been hidden from me. Opened my mind. I was so ready for Q 

and when it dropped on 4chan I instantly knew it was the real deal. 

Bless you all ❤️🙏🏻

8/5/2019 12:12:22 PM elpreko 4

8/5/2019 12:12:23 PM magillzoe God has been telling me somethings up for about 13 years. Very urgent sense of prepare and pay attention. Started to see the world in a dif light. 

When Q came it's like it connected all the dots for me. Now that so much has passed u see the puzzle slowly filling in pieceby piece

8/5/2019 12:12:27 PM leslieau7 Finally connecting Potus to

Q drops..

Still blows my mind !

8/5/2019 12:12:34 PM danielaqcrew At first it was just me but now I have woken up most of the republican side of my family and friends.. woke up about 40 people since January of 2018z

8/5/2019 12:12:39 PM jdltr450 About 5.

8/5/2019 12:12:48 PM covertress #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/dFfCF5xSDG

8/5/2019 12:13:10 PM laurabusse 😊❤️

8/5/2019 12:13:40 PM scottdeb1959 Russiagate

8/5/2019 12:13:56 PM lmills0831 9/11 woke me up. None of it made sense and Bush's reaction in the school looked more like, "oh, Hell, we did it!" rather than him being alarmed that 

the country was under attack.

8/5/2019 12:14:09 PM 3menand1 5

8/5/2019 12:14:13 PM matt_aho Alex Jones Show since 2010 & mainly 9/11 & Building 7

8/5/2019 12:14:32 PM wild8heart Just my partner. I suspect possibly some people in my wider network though I’m not sure...

8/5/2019 12:14:52 PM jonesterrible 2

8/5/2019 12:14:57 PM mongrelglory That was great!👍

8/5/2019 12:15:02 PM selvestekjetil 3,5.

8/5/2019 12:15:04 PM wearediamonds2 Reading Q in Jan. 2018 showed me that my years of tears and prayers were being answered long before I knew it. I finally found hope and faith again 

that God really did care about helping us destroy evil.

8/5/2019 12:15:04 PM paleclook I saw something a while back about lots of people from the town having mortgages paid off all on the same day. It might of been 25th December, 

which is a day the banks do not work. Sorry I can't remember the source, it was on youtube.

8/5/2019 12:15:12 PM laurabusse Amazing story

8/5/2019 12:15:40 PM anbezedua Don’t drink distilled water, 

it contributes to mineral deficiencies, 

Conditions caused by mineral deficiencies 

osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, hypothyroidism, hypertension, coronary artery disease and premature aging

8/5/2019 12:15:47 PM analyst2501 Voted for Obama in 2008. Saw how much he lied. Didn't vote at all in 2012. Saw the ENTIRE establishment protect HRC in 2016. Voted for Trump. A 

friend told me about Q in early 2018. I'm as skeptical as they come, but what I  saw down the rabbit hole changed my life.

8/5/2019 12:16:03 PM nun_chucknorris It’s alright bud. Gets weird when you start having these conversations face to face. It will happen for ya but in the meantime, glad you are here.

8/5/2019 12:16:06 PM laurabusse Bless you too ❤️

8/5/2019 12:16:08 PM adsvel Deep State ties with hostile ET's, hard to swallow child trafficking and Satanic cult child sacrificing.

8/5/2019 12:16:22 PM bekolayrichard I am coming to the belief that some of these twitter accounts like MJ12 is all B.S. I can make up stories that sound real, because people are hungry for 

truth. I now take everything with a grain of salt. I liken these accounts to a dog chasing its tail. They never can catch it.

8/5/2019 12:16:38 PM gravey6 The Bible

8/5/2019 12:16:43 PM quality_cqntrol Exactly why I chose mr Rosen as my example. That fucking guy and Fairfield hills

8/5/2019 12:17:19 PM laurabusse Love this

8/5/2019 12:17:22 PM adsvel None.

8/5/2019 12:17:37 PM tammymckeever Outside of my family, I would say 6 that also follow Q pretty closely.

8/5/2019 12:17:58 PM reddragonfly19 Only a couple

8/5/2019 12:18:01 PM jennyjigsaw45 None. But that's cool.

This is bigger than Q so it no longer bothers me. 

Patience is a virtue I'm growing into😂

8/5/2019 12:18:24 PM paleclook I follow James for some balance but I also think there is more evidence for Q be legit.

8/5/2019 12:18:44 PM keith369me Long...back in May:  Recent Changes/Background:

- It is rare that I have vivid recall from dreams after I awaken.

- I have been doing the Cobra deprogramming.  Past three days to be exact.

8/5/2019 12:18:51 PM elisalenz4 Nope.

8/5/2019 12:19:04 PM cosmic_engineer It's also a great example of how to teach.  No big info dumps and asking to memorize, each One of us has unique perception and many parts require 

specific lessons or understandings to 'unlock'

My second pass through, after a few years of other studies, blew my mind. Connections

8/5/2019 12:19:15 PM harmonych2 9 out of 10 Dentists recommend it. Get it now? They have scary suicide stats as well.🤔💔😢#Business #Profit #Bonus

8/5/2019 12:19:20 PM raisethevib369 That we've been living topside while a whole complete system exists inside the earth. I believe it as a choice I made but it's still hard to wrap my head 

around.

2nd is clones. I'm very curious how it actually works. I've read, and heard, they degrade with each new copy and

8/5/2019 12:19:22 PM lbf777 Yes. It's the waste product from Aluminum making factories. That shit has been destroying both the minds & bodies of the masses for decades. People 

who quit fluoride say it's like waking up from a great daze. What kind of evil people do this kind of stuff? Politicians.

8/5/2019 12:19:28 PM wearediamonds2 Late 2008 after I nearly lost my mind & life plus $ and possessions because of a hypnotist witch...but the telekinesis in her presence is what really 

shocked me.Needed answers, protection, help = deeper great awakening than I already had. They always came after traumas.

8/5/2019 12:19:40 PM hal79816519 Five

8/5/2019 12:19:54 PM keith369me -Within the last week during meditation, I told my higher self/guides that I was ready for a visitation.

-I always see EAGLES and they come closer to me when I mentally ask them to.

5-10-2019 Dream-Interaction

It started with a man coming in and cleaning chairs in my work area..



8/5/2019 12:19:57 PM syrrah2 About a handful

8/5/2019 12:20:14 PM swansta22  pic.twitter.com/EkJSbeTEMI

8/5/2019 12:20:23 PM laurabusse Yeah it really was!

8/5/2019 12:20:28 PM keith369me lots of water…I got up and left for a walk down a street.  I saw an EAGLE and decided to follow it.  It came down as I called it down.

It landed on the arm of a really tall man and I walked toward him.

8/5/2019 12:20:35 PM beckies44 I dont know anyone I havent met online.

8/5/2019 12:20:49 PM raisethevib369 That the original host body can be controlled via clones during rem sleep. This is a tough one because it just seems.....so out there.

8/5/2019 12:20:54 PM elizzasays It's all a psyop and these people are their MindKontrolled patsy's

8/5/2019 12:21:00 PM mongrelglory At least we won't face the shock that the others will have when they wake up suddenly.  In fact, it will feel like a relief to us to finally have some 

validation after years of being viewed as crazy.

8/5/2019 12:21:02 PM lorirrr 1+ many that won't admit...🙄

8/5/2019 12:21:04 PM libertyspring99 I have made it my mission to make all of my family, friends and colleagues aware of Q to at least some degree. I think this is part and parcel of the 

#GreatAwakening

8/5/2019 12:21:40 PM shaney_butch None! I’m still the bat shit crazy conspiracy theorist 🙄

8/5/2019 12:21:46 PM samsmit82324833 Two. My nephew out of the blue and the guy who turned me off n to Q.

8/5/2019 12:21:49 PM mongrelglory Wow!  Your dad sounds like he must have been a real "thought pioneer"!

8/5/2019 12:21:50 PM keith369me He was 7-8 feet tall, perfectly chisled, and his skin had a blue tint…he was a beautiful looking being and full of love.

We met and he walked me back in the direction where I worked.  As we walked, he started shrinking, aging, and losing his blue tint as he spent time 

with me.

8/5/2019 12:21:53 PM jennyjigsaw45 I've been round the houses and back. 

But along the way I've had many conversations that not only have helped me understand our world. All of which will help towards the end goal of 

peace.

8/5/2019 12:21:57 PM cindycraft24 A few

8/5/2019 12:22:19 PM timedabbler21 Especially what they have been apparently experimenting with and doing in the DUMBs=Deep Underground Military Bases w/caged humans who have 

been turned into Frankensteins....these people are sick.

8/5/2019 12:22:22 PM mongrelglory We're good listeners. 😊

8/5/2019 12:22:31 PM adsvel There is no damage for sure, its about myself.

8/5/2019 12:22:32 PM stephenjakedunn None, and I ask everyone I meet.

I asked a well informed business college the other day what his thoughts were on Jeffery Epstein, he said: ‘I stopped keeping up with that stuff’

8/5/2019 12:22:34 PM iamleonardojr 1

8/5/2019 12:22:41 PM tiredofbs13 10

8/5/2019 12:22:48 PM keith369me We talked, but I can’t remember the conversation.  He guided me toward a “work lobby”. A whole group of “family” was there…some were the family 

members were standing in front of humans blocking the humans from seeing my interactions with the children of the group.

8/5/2019 12:22:50 PM 313looper Yes ... was thinking the same !

8/5/2019 12:23:00 PM agooddying About 8

8/5/2019 12:23:08 PM sehvehn many. what kind of a question is That?

8/5/2019 12:23:18 PM keith369me The children were playing in a bath/fountain and they were so happy to see me.  There was no touching, but we shared mind connection from a very 

close distance. The love coming from them was so incredible.

8/5/2019 12:23:47 PM keith369me One young boy (think 5-6 year old on Earth) with dark hair that I was particularly connected to told me that “I AM SO SMART”.  He just kept looking 

into my eyes and sending me love along with a couple of other similarly aged children right next to

8/5/2019 12:23:47 PM boromomma This! The child sex trafficking and sacrificing 😣

8/5/2019 12:23:56 PM amyjack37468809 me too! I love it and saved your document! Thankyou!

8/5/2019 12:24:04 PM cledrordfishing 1

8/5/2019 12:24:11 PM keith369me As I was interacting with the children, I think the man with the EAGLE started getting younger and taller.  My family said goodbye and wanted me to 

continue the work I was doing.

-I woke up at 5:22AM – the time my usually alarm goes off, except it was my day off.

8/5/2019 12:24:28 PM reddragonfly19 apparently 8 received people had head shots, the guy arrested doesn't even know how to carry a gun correctly. Something sure doesn't add up.

8/5/2019 12:24:31 PM keith369me -My entire body was light and tingling upon awakening.

-I just lied in bed thinking about the experience and thanking “my family” for the experience for the next 10 minutes.

8/5/2019 12:24:34 PM cledrordfishing Churh.

8/5/2019 12:24:39 PM mflatt23 So what do we do here? Presenting the visual is great, but without a plan of action to combat it’s meaningless

8/5/2019 12:24:42 PM truthfreedom17 Satanic cannibalism. Ugh.

8/5/2019 12:24:51 PM keith369me As I continued to thank them, I was tingling the whole time, my entire body, could feel love, happiness, joy.

I ended up getting out of bed up right before my wife’s alarm went off and started writing this down.

They are here!

8/5/2019 12:24:53 PM lori_dee1 None

8/5/2019 12:25:07 PM mongrelglory I'm Canadian, but I thought Trump was a pompous wind-bag in the past.  Never watched his apprentice shows.  However, I stumbled across Q right 

from the beginning, and started to look at Trump's behaviour differently!  I was so elated and relieved the night he won the election!

8/5/2019 12:25:13 PM notmack4 Three

8/5/2019 12:25:29 PM azuremagus Europa, Aleppo, Many, Stapleton, Denver/Colo.Sprs.

8/5/2019 12:25:59 PM hollyfredricks I’ve been following from the start but my husband is the only person in real life that I know who is aware of Q. (He is interested and often asks me 

about what’s new with Q)  I’m eager to start wearing a new WWG1WGA hat - and see if I get some response!

8/5/2019 12:26:01 PM scottiebisme 1

8/5/2019 12:26:04 PM jennyjigsaw45 You definitely learn more if you are open too other view points and lifestyles.

Lessons for all of us out there, if we want to grow as humans.

8/5/2019 12:26:07 PM iamleonardojr The illusion of separation created from major religion stemming from the same source under different names. Really opened my eyes. #davidicke 

#GreatAwakening

8/5/2019 12:26:29 PM nanmorr Probably about 30

8/5/2019 12:26:44 PM nun_chucknorris Consciousness transfer.

8/5/2019 12:26:45 PM apex_starseed 6

8/5/2019 12:27:04 PM lynnielee5 I know of one other than myself.

8/5/2019 12:27:12 PM tammymckeever I remember when Trump started calling out 'losing' and 'losers', even people I liked.  And I was like, hey, yeah, I agree with that.  Then talking about 

borders and the NWO.  And I was like, yeah, that too.  Then 9/11 questions, which all of a sudden made sense and I felt stupid!

8/5/2019 12:27:13 PM sojournersghost 0

8/5/2019 12:27:20 PM dalsandor 3

8/5/2019 12:27:37 PM cledrordfishing Mine started with learning about the Sumarians and Anunaki. 

It rolled into a snowball from that.

8/5/2019 12:27:39 PM apex_starseed None actually..it's called being a conspiracy realist!!!



8/5/2019 12:27:54 PM keith369me Please share if you have had similar experiences...my apologies for typos/grammatical errors...cutting/pasting into Twitter on a phone is annoying at 

best.

8/5/2019 12:27:59 PM ruralswtxlady Several. I have clients that are military,they know and I have told many clients friends and family. At least 20

8/5/2019 12:28:08 PM mongrelglory I know about the nihilism!  I thought for sure Fukushima was an extinction level event, and that a global financial collapse would put the world in chaos.  

 I kept falling for the "fear porn" until I really understood #ThePlanToSaveTheWorld.

8/5/2019 12:28:11 PM pursuedbyangels Just me and my hubby.   That’s why we need Twitter

8/5/2019 12:28:33 PM nancyddb The Anninaki created human.

8/5/2019 12:28:36 PM bbobbio71 Think I've been awake most of my life.  I've always questioned everything and believed my gut.

8/5/2019 12:29:25 PM wild8heart It’s been a lifelong and ongoing cascade effect for me. The speed radically increased - and has exponentially grown since - when my mother was 

diagnosed with brain cancer in March 2015, and then died in October 2016. 

Every day is a new day full of possibility. 

#DarkToLight

8/5/2019 12:29:44 PM nancyddb That's a good one.

8/5/2019 12:29:47 PM mongrelglory That was wise advice you were given! 😑

8/5/2019 12:30:02 PM harmonych2 And thank you for doing that. I'm grateful to all who ask the annoying questions others don't want to touch while friends & family shrink in the 

corner.😉😂

8/5/2019 12:30:05 PM keith369me None...but a few are closing in on it.   If seen a few Q bumper stickers locally.  I have a few friends from college that are aware but think Q is BS due to 

programming

8/5/2019 12:30:08 PM bbobbio71 If one thinks about it,  Fluoride is in everything!

8/5/2019 12:30:25 PM martingeddes Russiagate.

8/5/2019 12:30:32 PM woketexan I know about 14 people  following Q!!

8/5/2019 12:30:39 PM laurabusse Being open minded and open hearted as much as humanly possible has come to mean almost everything to me

8/5/2019 12:31:21 PM lex31555 I don't know what it is - for sure.

8/5/2019 12:31:24 PM carollambert3 1 person told me, I have shared Q with multiple people who now follow... that’s how it’s done.  8 at least that I personally know.

8/5/2019 12:31:52 PM nea_storm Thank you for the Brilliant Posting & Critical Thinking & Responses! All Beautiful Music to Me! These melodies of Critical Thinking are impacting their 

intended agendas of attempted murder & worst as each of you know! Forcing them to correct it is the Law![BH]s have Zero Choice! 

pic.twitter.com/CnOAclfhRA

8/5/2019 12:32:03 PM murphy04694024 Two others

8/5/2019 12:32:35 PM keith369me Was...the pure evil of the Bush Family that I voted for several times.  It’s hard to come to grips with “being wrong”...once okay with it, it’s easier to be 

right more often!!!

8/5/2019 12:32:44 PM prison4elites 3

8/5/2019 12:32:46 PM m_j_q_texan Great Q! Because I have not come across many! In my personal life. pic.twitter.com/4sqRsNH9MM

8/5/2019 12:32:49 PM southernpatrio9 Manly Hall had some interesting things to say

8/5/2019 12:32:53 PM enlight3nedgeek Zero. People don't even believe me about regular things that they can research on their own, like taking vitamins. They don't trust me because I don't 

bash Trump along with them. I live amongst the brainwashed sheep in CA.

8/5/2019 12:32:54 PM kimallthat Miss my husband pic.twitter.com/oVjXPE0Wta

8/5/2019 12:33:04 PM riley99795809 I know 2 that are aware of Q and 1 that actively follows Q posts online.

8/5/2019 12:33:21 PM mongrelglory I know!  My dad worked in construction with large concrete projects such as nuclear power plants, hydro-electric dams etc... I should have known that 

the steel and concrete towers couldn't have disintegrated like that from a plane crash...but I was hypnotized to still believe TV!

8/5/2019 12:33:28 PM djlok Maybe that's why I found out about #Q...I was a Democrat!!! 😂😂😂

8/5/2019 12:33:37 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/V6QW4zlcKb

8/5/2019 12:33:43 PM ananda_love ❤️

8/5/2019 12:33:47 PM roublisa For me, it was intense curiosity to learn everything I could get my hands on.  Everything connected within a couple months....then mediation and 

asking to questions who am I......IAM was shown to me ...all stars aligned and I was brought to twitter to my StarSeed family. I love u

8/5/2019 12:33:50 PM shove21 911

8/5/2019 12:33:59 PM therealbigneum Three at least

8/5/2019 12:34:03 PM nancyddb None

8/5/2019 12:34:05 PM phreatomagnetic Used in private, then.

Cloned starlets or something like that?

8/5/2019 12:34:54 PM morrifive Zero

8/5/2019 12:35:02 PM toddjohnsto I don't know anyone else

8/5/2019 12:35:18 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry about your Mom. She is probably happy for your great awakening now!

8/5/2019 12:35:22 PM rachaelangelm A blonde cop where I live.

8/5/2019 12:35:35 PM ruthiantruth very few

8/5/2019 12:35:39 PM keith369me Is it safe to assume that blood from children utilized for transfusions is causing some of this disinformation...HRC collapses and is fine 30 minutes 

later...blood of the unicorn mistaken for clones?

8/5/2019 12:35:46 PM iaskey Zero

8/5/2019 12:36:03 PM _369311119 I can't remember

8/5/2019 12:36:04 PM charmanda9 None. We lack intimate and important conversations in 3D now that the [cabal] has locked us into a matrix of fear. Online, we are free and I feel closer 

to my online family than I do to any people in 3D. It does make a new earth perceivable this way. I love you online family!!!

8/5/2019 12:36:08 PM rachaelangelm Woody Allen is not a child lover. Idk. Still unsure.

8/5/2019 12:36:35 PM jlsharkey I’ve been asked about the Q sticker on the back of my car. pic.twitter.com/JkJ99xKr1P

8/5/2019 12:37:06 PM mongrelglory Gosh!  I hope you didn't have to go through all that alone!

8/5/2019 12:37:21 PM superelitextina Don't ask, don't tell! 😂

8/5/2019 12:37:27 PM awakenots 3

8/5/2019 12:37:49 PM warrenwarmachi1 yep, little facts Everyone but MAGA ignore

8/5/2019 12:37:57 PM mongrelglory 😆😆😆

8/5/2019 12:38:01 PM alaraofsirius About half my friends in the disclosure community which is approx a handful of people

8/5/2019 12:38:02 PM jrocktigers The staggering amount of  satanic pedovores dominating positions of power, and the system that has been implemented and running for eons.

8/5/2019 12:38:14 PM jennyjigsaw45 I'm comfy with saying what's on my mind normally....but this one will keep just fine between me and me 😂

Not sure some folks are ready to hear it yet.

8/5/2019 12:38:19 PM tyler60503022 0 except for myself. I have opened up to my father about it and he believes just doesn't follow

8/5/2019 12:38:26 PM mtldrmr83 5 family I have tried to get interested. Only 1 started following, the rest think I'm nuts.

While I "Thank God" for the twit family discussing Q, I crave real live, face to face, honest, deep, exploratory discussions.

8/5/2019 12:39:25 PM raisethevib369 I was really struggling with the future until Q. Q is hope.

8/5/2019 12:39:37 PM mtldrmr83 Same here.

8/5/2019 12:39:45 PM _369311119 5-6



8/5/2019 12:40:02 PM mtr_epicwin77 I can’t think of one other than the idiocy of flat earth, that didn’t at least seem plausible before conducting my own research.

8/5/2019 12:40:04 PM rsm28675996 One. Others still think I'm crazy. There is a certain amount of freedom in that

8/5/2019 12:40:13 PM seventeensecs 9/11.... I know it didn’t happen the way they said but still not exactly sure how it did happen

8/5/2019 12:40:17 PM alodar The earth is flat, but that was created to make people who question the "official" narrative look bad.

8/5/2019 12:40:18 PM thetruthwhole Leslie you are so right. I did just that..... made my lawn in my garden into an allotment. Never looked back. Xxx pic.twitter.com/NGFisup7T3

8/5/2019 12:40:24 PM jennyjigsaw45 We have too ask and dig as too why we went down that hole though.

8/5/2019 12:40:35 PM missachar1 8 or so off line, many more on line

8/5/2019 12:40:42 PM captaincryptic Quite a few actually I’ve spent last two years spreading the Tao of Q

8/5/2019 12:40:56 PM defy_gravity987 Agreed. In 8chan, you also had debate using facts (w/sauce). Maybe not in agreement on the interpretation, but respectfulness and learning.  All in all, 

the anons were happy people having a good time. Can't say that for other platforms - more hostile environment.

8/5/2019 12:41:11 PM kryan92185384 EVIL CAME THAT CLOSE WITHOUT US EVEN KNOWING...

8/5/2019 12:41:15 PM alodar 6

8/5/2019 12:41:23 PM shellyb54890856 1

8/5/2019 12:41:28 PM mongrelglory Did you encounter some of that corruption during your time in the Navy?  I was so disappointed to discover the corruption in my medical profession.

8/5/2019 12:41:42 PM susan66388204 About 5

8/5/2019 12:42:01 PM mtldrmr83 That is funny!, I archive as well, waiting for the questions that will eventually come.

8/5/2019 12:42:38 PM tiredofbs13 I began following Q and lurking on the chan. Suddenly many things I had felt were not right became clear. It was like a veil had lifted and I began 

researching. Time for truth now.

8/5/2019 12:42:47 PM kryan92185384 I mean we knew but damn, they were persistent and organized...God bless the Allies in this operation...

8/5/2019 12:42:51 PM defy_gravity987 Learning that the right-wing conspiracy theories were somewhat true.

8/5/2019 12:42:57 PM mongrelglory Those are great examples CC!

8/5/2019 12:43:14 PM sheshifts001 Zero but it’s not a worry - we’re connected at heart

☯💜💛💜💛💜💛☮️

8/5/2019 12:43:26 PM magssapphire 3...

8/5/2019 12:43:31 PM geekydaddy64 Not enough!

8/5/2019 12:43:31 PM ericpartchey 1

8/5/2019 12:43:55 PM janieduvall 3 family, 11 prayer group, at least 6 friends (about 20 I can think of right away)

8/5/2019 12:44:07 PM jennyjigsaw45 That was hard for me to get my head round....but I think I got there in the end.

8/5/2019 12:44:09 PM melodicwarrior1 3

8/5/2019 12:44:22 PM libertyistruth 9/11

8/5/2019 12:44:24 PM maryheil5 I am hearing that there’s going to be close to 350 new people in Congress!

Mini arrested many will choose not to re-run!!

8/5/2019 12:44:36 PM 1of3onhigh Same here, hellfire and brimstone is hard to get over. To realize once this incarnation is over, I will be my own judge not some vengeful God. Law of 

One makes so much more sense to me. Good luck, stay strong, stay true.

8/5/2019 12:44:53 PM kittyjean13 2

8/5/2019 12:45:06 PM mongrelglory I like going back and re-watching movies like the Matrix, V for Victory, etc...I see so much more of my own experience in those movies now.

8/5/2019 12:45:10 PM djlok Was #Q designed with a certain segment of the population in mind?  If so, who are we and what do we all have in common?

8/5/2019 12:45:23 PM wild8heart 💛😊 I have no doubt about that!

8/5/2019 12:45:24 PM defy_gravity987 Many...

8/5/2019 12:45:27 PM patriotforhim Reseyflat earth all I’m saying. It biblical and we have literally been lied to about everything. I think praying medic is researching now.

8/5/2019 12:45:33 PM libertyistruth Well said. I have the same concern and it's a defeating thought.

8/5/2019 12:45:57 PM ericpartchey It is frustrating to bring up most just don’t get it and think it’s a conspiracy theory and your nuts it just totally makes you want to be silent rather than 

talk about it. This narrative has got to change soon!

8/5/2019 12:45:58 PM doranncecil Just me. I started in the beginning Oct. 2017. I mention it to people - sent links - not much feedback.

8/5/2019 12:46:09 PM jones9536 I know what you mean watching the Matrix after Awakening was a totally different experience

8/5/2019 12:46:43 PM oeinicolette Very Old Testament, jews but not only. Oh it fits the picture perfectly

8/5/2019 12:47:10 PM jennyjigsaw45 Think that's easier to accept because it's something that has caused us great pain and confusion  for many years....without knowing why.

8/5/2019 12:47:21 PM mongrelglory I know!  It's one of my favourites! 😁

8/5/2019 12:47:48 PM mtldrmr83 9/11

8/5/2019 12:48:09 PM slipperyslope18 1, myself

8/5/2019 12:48:23 PM thetruthwhole Thank you! So much fun. Good for the soul! I am loving it! Xxxx

8/5/2019 12:48:32 PM proudredrn Zero

8/5/2019 12:48:38 PM mongrelglory You started very early!

8/5/2019 12:48:52 PM wild8heart For my partner: adrenochrome stuff...

For me: all of it seems plausible. I was watching alien/horror films (not much anymore) from a young age and have always wondered/been curious/felt 

about the blurred line between fiction and reality...

8/5/2019 12:48:56 PM scylla17 4 others that I personally know follow Q posts.

8/5/2019 12:49:08 PM dohertym1590 1 person and he is mid 50s I'm

only 22

8/5/2019 12:49:16 PM phreatomagnetic It is indeed.

8/5/2019 12:49:18 PM ericpartchey Satanic abuse sacrifice what not as prevalent as it is!

8/5/2019 12:49:33 PM zagnett Thanks, but i get plenty of nutrients in Himalayan pink sea salt & healthy foods.

8/5/2019 12:49:34 PM jennyjigsaw45 Only thing I've had belief in is that as a whole we can change this world. So long as we trusted the plan. 

The end result was for my imagination though..still is.

8/5/2019 12:49:41 PM blackice62 Just my immediate family. There are alot of us who would like to talk about it outside of here but dont. All for the same reasons alot that dont wear a 

maga hat in public or a trump bumper sticker, hell dont dare walk around with anything that even resembles the flag.

8/5/2019 12:50:01 PM wild8heart I felt a deep sense of that when my mother went through brain cancer and then died. 🤦♂️ 

Alas that is part of the growth... 💫

8/5/2019 12:50:09 PM lovesg_d About a dozen in online chat forums mostly like Paltalk.  There is a chat room of Q followers on PalTalk.

8/5/2019 12:50:15 PM wishfulldreamz 5 or 6 don't follow it but ask me for follow ups

8/5/2019 12:50:26 PM illzemcarthur Zero

8/5/2019 12:50:47 PM stanfireman1 Nine.

8/5/2019 12:51:17 PM dynamicres People a bit more open to what is possible in the world. both good and bad. People who would rather have the truth no matter how it comes out.

8/5/2019 12:51:23 PM mtldrmr83 Totaly agree here.

This was a major part of being redpilled, for me.

8/5/2019 12:51:39 PM glor60 The depop, vaccine, transhumanism, horrible UN agenda



8/5/2019 12:51:56 PM sc70542739  https://youtu.be/vS3gMER3FkI 

8/5/2019 12:52:01 PM sniggihnire Don't mistake the MSM news cycle for the *actual* news cycle.

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW.

YOU ARE THE NEWS NOW.

8/5/2019 12:52:14 PM overshareflare Dems literally eating babies....

Uhm, this truth pill is too disturbing to be accepted easily...red leather shoes, sick,sickness needs to be eviscerated from all civilizations. 

Unite WW..

SC. pic.twitter.com/snuh9Rhaoh

8/5/2019 12:52:15 PM cajungal62 EVERYONE I speak to

8/5/2019 12:52:30 PM texastony81 @musickdude and I have been discussing this type of stuff for over 15 years. He red pilled me and we haven’t looked back since...@StormIsUponUs 

nearly gave us a heart attack with his awesome videos and we were excited that we weren’t alone

8/5/2019 12:52:31 PM mongrelglory That's like the "luminous egg" that Don Juan told Carlos Castanedas we humans really look like.  I read those books when I was 16 and loved them!

8/5/2019 12:52:43 PM stopendwarsnow None!

8/5/2019 12:52:43 PM cjptrsn 3. Though I live in Occupied Oregon, so my % is bound to be lower that the average.

8/5/2019 12:52:48 PM leeanndalton2 It's just me...but I've been passing on crumbs for so long that they are listening now and even asking what's next.

8/5/2019 12:52:53 PM cpatriot47 I know of four good friend's that I grew up with.

8/5/2019 12:53:12 PM ingersolockwood 5

8/5/2019 12:53:36 PM amyjack37468809 I've been posting this meme all over anti-Trump accounts esp those trending #WhiteSupremacistInChief and twitter locked me out of my account! I will 

not stop! I am not a bot! I just won't do it consecutively, or 10 times in 1 minute anymore!!! 🤣 Much love to you all! pic.twitter.com/IiWEauurDO

8/5/2019 12:53:45 PM mongrelglory Did you have any colleagues you could trust to confide in?

8/5/2019 12:53:53 PM nicoles23023964 I saw this film in 2007? "The Davinci code". It was said that Jesus came from the merovinger bloodline. After that I found a book for free about the 

same theme: this was David Icke's "The biggest secret". That was absolutely shocking.

8/5/2019 12:54:00 PM boogeymanhunter “For those who want to know the truth, no matter how much it may sting”?

( idk,..I’m just guessing here)

8/5/2019 12:54:29 PM overshareflare The very 1st itmes

That awoke me... pic.twitter.com/HOYIrIKd7b

8/5/2019 12:54:36 PM teresaalmond 1

8/5/2019 12:54:41 PM bobholmgren1 Not many but I am trying.

8/5/2019 12:55:19 PM nicoles23023964 About the 12 or 13 satanic bloodlines, MK-Ultra and Reptilians.

8/5/2019 12:55:22 PM cjptrsn But I openly talk about it now, vs. a few months ago when I would guard my views closely. My wife and family are coming around. They know 

something is off, but don’t buy into Q...yet.

8/5/2019 12:55:39 PM emilyoakley6 0

8/5/2019 12:55:41 PM jasonku81887621 Blue avians. I think it's a psyop

8/5/2019 12:55:59 PM linnyt7 5

8/5/2019 12:56:00 PM nun_chucknorris Good one as well!

8/5/2019 12:56:21 PM saracoulson1 None 😔

8/5/2019 12:56:43 PM cjptrsn 9/11. I still struggle to come to terms with how massive that conspiracy must have been.

8/5/2019 12:56:56 PM zillahp8ntsfire WW2 funded on both sides by same puppet matters. 

Still can't accept that believable human clones exist.

8/5/2019 12:57:11 PM mongrelglory Glad you survived with your soul intact. (Only half joking)😏

8/5/2019 12:57:20 PM cosmic_engineer Thanks 🙏

I will have to add more.  Started on this recently: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vN5ZZZ8gPiK3bFPO8d6aRycL_1SbFdOo3pmONTbD8NM/edit?usp=drivesdk …

8/5/2019 12:57:23 PM dawn_mi Two people.

8/5/2019 12:58:29 PM sunspot406 Met 1 young 20 yr. man with a maga hat at work.  He responded to wwg1wga.   Thumbs up

8/5/2019 12:58:46 PM mmac61 About 4 followers...others aware and curious

8/5/2019 12:58:56 PM erquxlemon None because I have always known humans are capable of the worst things imaginable!

8/5/2019 12:59:00 PM bbobbio71 I have to agree. I've certainly not listened to music the same way.

8/5/2019 12:59:28 PM jollyrob2 indeed very spiritual also...read tons of books on the subjects. didn’t care for his body though... in his 50s he repeatedly said, “I’m done here I’ve seen 

it all...shitty planet”🥴

8/5/2019 12:59:51 PM handsomesean1 Nobody in my everyday life but I've got a handful of friends back home I research with. I think people are scared of ridicule.

8/5/2019 12:59:55 PM mongrelglory I loved learning about both natural history and human history!  Now I'm so frustrated to know how much true history that they've covered up or 

destroyed! ☹️

8/5/2019 1:00:29 PM linnyt7 The FBI claiming Qanon had anything to do with the white supremacy threat.  Having 2 mass shootings in the same week was a little too much of a 

coincidence.

8/5/2019 1:00:35 PM andy9375 Trump being racist

8/5/2019 1:00:36 PM mongrelglory That's really wild!

8/5/2019 1:00:45 PM q_17_q_17_q Pizzagate/Pedogate

8/5/2019 1:01:02 PM rafngeirdal I became aware of Q drops in December of 2017, probably through show hosts on YouTube. I became interested when there was a match concerning 

news about a potential bomber in NYC. Then I noticed the painting of George Washington crossing the Delaware on December 25, so only me.

8/5/2019 1:01:14 PM ingersolockwood I have a reverse osmosis filter under my sink that filters. About $120

8/5/2019 1:01:22 PM polarizedficti1 3

8/5/2019 1:01:23 PM lovesg_d I stumbled onto Q in November, 2017, not sure when. I had started awakening before that but Q definitely accelerated it. 👀 now WIDE open! I have 

been questioning EVERYTHING!  Not ready to give up my  religious faith, but I question a lot of things that Churches are teaching!

8/5/2019 1:02:16 PM bbobbio71 I've told several people about Q and the Great Awakening.  Some checked it out,  some shrugged it off one I know out of 9 Follow's Q weekly.

8/5/2019 1:02:32 PM cosmic_engineer Truly!

8/5/2019 1:02:41 PM mongrelglory Yeah!  That part of the "narrative" was really ridiculous!  I'm surprised more people with cell phones didn't call them on it.

8/5/2019 1:02:43 PM serenityfirth #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealEpstein Keep your eyes on the real crimes against children. 👀

8/5/2019 1:02:48 PM oliheck Oh legally [THEY] installed a system and really own us!!!

BIS Basle and the birth certificate stock exchange (however it might have another name)

8/5/2019 1:02:51 PM ingersolockwood We get plenty of minerals elsewhere..

8/5/2019 1:03:07 PM cavankid Fallen angels? Demons are for sure real.

8/5/2019 1:03:25 PM noogajack77 I walked off both jobs 😂



8/5/2019 1:03:27 PM laurabusse One

My brother

Son may know but not sure. He's fairly awake. Came with me to see David Wilcock when he was like 21

8/5/2019 1:03:36 PM oliheck Birth certificate = enslavement

The Roman Empire never ended and using slaves never ended

8/5/2019 1:03:52 PM patrick86938871 I know 2 who knows about Q, but not following it because "nothing happens" they say.

Now i'm from the Netherlands and i follow it close, even made a twitter to follow some accounts.

When Epstein was arrested, i said see it's happening.

But they don't care or don't want to know.

8/5/2019 1:04:21 PM thepeacekitten No one who researches like I do.

8/5/2019 1:04:34 PM ingersolockwood Does not remove fluoride

8/5/2019 1:04:37 PM bbobbio71 Hence,  we have everything.  😉

8/5/2019 1:04:58 PM karrruss 10 or so

8/5/2019 1:05:08 PM texastony81 “Lizard” 🦎 people...but then watch the movie They Live and correlate to modern society and it is chilling

8/5/2019 1:05:12 PM binniebird Only one person who doesn’t follow but is aware- other than the three I’ve told but aren’t interested

8/5/2019 1:05:16 PM 1of3onhigh My family, starting to red pill friends, today I think I even red pilled a co-worker. I have helped 5 people change their registration to Republican, 

including myself.

8/5/2019 1:05:22 PM qanuck4truth Middle Earth. 

Flat earth. 

Reptilian Shapeshifters 

Fallen Angels = Aliens = Annunaki

Solar Warden

PlanetX/Nemesis 

Moon is a construct

....just to name a few.
8/5/2019 1:05:24 PM oliheck And they suck out our life force 

By money 

Stupid worthless work (just keeping us busy)

And sometimes literally when they run their sacrifices and taking adrenochrome

8/5/2019 1:05:36 PM scott_rick Friends are an illusion

8/5/2019 1:06:09 PM mflatt23 What about bottled water and sparkling water? Can’t do much there, right?

8/5/2019 1:06:39 PM bbobbio71 Is it possible clones were used MJ? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/5/2019 1:07:12 PM nurseniceyes Why ?can't you see it?

8/5/2019 1:07:14 PM opensenseme Makes me worried ... my roommate purchased a water cooler rental, so that’s what I’ve been drinking. Hoping the bottled water isn’t fluoridated..... 

distilling is a pain with such an easy option. I wonder ......

8/5/2019 1:07:20 PM melissa53611 4

8/5/2019 1:07:28 PM scottbibler Q scam

8/5/2019 1:08:03 PM ingersolockwood Do the research on what filtration removes fluoride, then select your bottled water accordingly. Many bottles label their filter process

8/5/2019 1:08:05 PM _chelseaproject Zero but I'm in a blue state.

8/5/2019 1:09:09 PM nurseniceyes This is false. All is takes is One.

8/5/2019 1:09:31 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/AckCscVnUp

8/5/2019 1:09:32 PM darktolightjedi Feels more like a slow awakening. I am still so amazed POTUS stepped up to take down the evil. I am very grateful to him and all the #whitehats .

8/5/2019 1:09:46 PM micha4870 2

8/5/2019 1:09:56 PM texastony81 Have a friend that keeps having wtf moments because it almost seems like he was prepped for this some way. Most of his theories have come to 

fruition and he was told long ago about several of these events and how everything will go down. Could say about 85% accuracy. Cryptic

8/5/2019 1:10:00 PM jvan125 I wonder why they would NEED to go the clone route. There are plenty of messed up teens in this country to be mind controlled. Why float the ‘same’ 

person at all of these events? It’s to the point where i wonder if all of this is a game to them...but guess what [DS]?! GOD WINS!!!

8/5/2019 1:10:01 PM sunspot406 Gum disease toothpaste is double the amount

8/5/2019 1:10:04 PM lmdreamfree Maybe 10 or more patriot real life friends some are close followers just talk about but a lot more friends are interested and Q curious.

8/5/2019 1:10:37 PM tomchiodo 3 — many many many more who are hesitant to believe, love to use disinfo as reason to claim they are right and I am wrong. Information is filed away. 

Once events unfold in news that match files mentioned we have #GreatAwakening.

8/5/2019 1:10:43 PM bbobbio71 I believe the was a post by MJ quite some time ago regarding new technologies being released to the public sometime.  One of which dealt with free 

energy but the catch, due to the likelyhood of abuse,  surveillance would be needed.

8/5/2019 1:10:47 PM independentrowr There are 7 of us, and 5 were made aware by me.  And 4 family members are aware and they don’t believe any of it.  Sad. Hope the pace picks up 

before we are turned into outcasts.

8/5/2019 1:10:54 PM rafngeirdal That the work by CIA, FBI & related governmental staff to check out whether there were any Russian moles hidden within the Trump presidential 

campaign, then President elect, then President Trump; could have been colored by unethical and even illegal conduct, in direction of coup.

8/5/2019 1:11:19 PM laurabusse That's very interesting...

So ppl are questioning now

Good to hear...

8/5/2019 1:11:24 PM oliheck For 30 years NOTHING

- I read Däniken with 12 years and thought it’s much more plausible than any school history book

- I’ve seen some nice things at mil service and I had no security classification 

- I listened to old people what happened in WW1 and WW2 to Germany

8/5/2019 1:11:37 PM gemutlich5050 There were/are some and within the past two years there are more but many are still asleep. Many don’t realize how they help with the cabal because 

they are preoccupied with day to day things, distractions and don’t ask themselves why.

8/5/2019 1:11:46 PM signnamehere1 Zero. They think I'm mad. I dont care. The dead wood is gone.

8/5/2019 1:12:07 PM texastony81 I joined Twitter right after DJT ran so i could see what he was saying rather than manipulation by the msm. Somehow stumbled across Q and was 

speechless. Thank you @StormIsUponUs

8/5/2019 1:12:23 PM coloali Saw one with a Q decal on the airport shuttle.  Saw one with a Q t-shirt at Mt Rushmore.  And about 5 IRL.

8/5/2019 1:12:33 PM rafngeirdal Can fluoridated water have a hindering effect to the Great Awakening?



8/5/2019 1:12:38 PM laurabusse Wow

Your last sentence

Very impressive...

8/5/2019 1:12:44 PM johnnyt_anon Building #7

8/5/2019 1:12:53 PM mscronkat You writing a book?

8/5/2019 1:12:59 PM bobtoptier Unbelieving, very well said

8/5/2019 1:13:07 PM linnyt7 Mine began back in 2009 when I realized that PC rules were starting to affect my rights.. like not ok to say Merry Christmas or talk about God. I really 

vocalized it after Benghazi happened on 9/11 & the next day it was blamed on a video I knew there was something to the rumors.

8/5/2019 1:13:18 PM bbobbio71 I also can't rule out learning about _D consciousness.  If we can only learn quickly to learn to manifest abundance 😎 We'd be on the right track.  😍

8/5/2019 1:13:23 PM laurabusse Tao of Q

Love it

8/5/2019 1:13:29 PM amyjack37468809 so glad you decided to think for yourself and not let the media do the thinking for you !!!

8/5/2019 1:13:30 PM willyfunkmaker None but I don’t talk about it so maybe more than I know

8/5/2019 1:13:32 PM mongrelglory There's actually research that shows fluoride is associated with lower IQ in kids.  You did the right thing.  They are brain-washed by their profession like 

I used to be with vaccines.

 http://fluoridealert.org 

8/5/2019 1:13:41 PM deanshupak Only 5 or 6

8/5/2019 1:13:48 PM oliheck Additions 

- I’ve seen some rich and powerful people and kept my eyes open

- I’ve seen conspiracies and „secret agendas“ at work 

- I witnessed when dark forces destroyed a large company and have seen what happened to the employees (Hoechst A.G./ successor to IG Farben)...

8/5/2019 1:13:52 PM dansilv56084248 I'd say about 1 million worldwide out of 7.5 billion. So about 0.01% of the worldwide population. But it is growing and could potentially explode given 

the right conditions. The world is watching.

8/5/2019 1:14:15 PM wethepeopleusa 2

8/5/2019 1:14:21 PM envisioninge Pedovores and adrenachrome......

8/5/2019 1:14:50 PM dougpleasants At $300, it comes out to approximately 3 cents per gallon. Bottled water is about $2 a liter ($8 gallon) and in many cases no better than tap. It's about 

prioritizing, budgeting, and making better choices for your health!

8/5/2019 1:14:51 PM wethepeopleusa 9-11

8/5/2019 1:15:32 PM juststarstuff Only four. These answers are interesting.

8/5/2019 1:15:37 PM cronewaxing Sadly, 3

8/5/2019 1:15:37 PM rafngeirdal A d instead of e in “sudddnly”. Willful misspelling? If so, could the d stand for Dems as in Democrats?

8/5/2019 1:15:57 PM mongrelglory That's incorrect.  Most of our minerals we get from the foods we eat and the soil it's grown in.  Any concerns about deficiencies can be combated by 

using Himalayan salt or a mineral supplement (or I like seaweed).

8/5/2019 1:16:33 PM laurabusse Excellent question

But on that day

She emerged with dechunked thighs

So that was puzzling...

8/5/2019 1:16:45 PM mongrelglory The natural fluoride found in the environment is much different than the stuff they put in our water.

Here's a good resource:

 http://fluoridealert.org 

8/5/2019 1:16:47 PM bobtoptier There was no internet back then but imagine Titanic was planned. Old but worth remembering...

8/5/2019 1:17:20 PM nightmare20202 Many...see Q on cars and signs locally:)

8/5/2019 1:17:35 PM ingersolockwood Pretty easy to doctor a photo

8/5/2019 1:17:36 PM amyjack37468809 kundalini rising!!! opening of the 7 chakras (7 seals as Revelations refers to it) Very cool story Brother!!!

8/5/2019 1:17:37 PM lwertman412 I would say 30 to 35!

8/5/2019 1:17:40 PM happyhome_2012 Now I am confused

8/5/2019 1:17:49 PM anitakingsbauer 24 people

8/5/2019 1:18:35 PM mongrelglory I purchase distilled water weekly.  It adds about $5 Canadian to my food budget, but I think it's worth it.  Since switching my budgies to distilled water, 

they no longer get tumours, which the vet said that "budgies were prone too".

8/5/2019 1:19:01 PM amyjack37468809 wow, love this story! 😍

8/5/2019 1:19:04 PM _chelseaproject Why cant the white hats stop it? I imagine that we're still waiting for the cabal to use  all their flase flags? It's difficult waiting for the good guys to win.

8/5/2019 1:19:21 PM laurabusse When I started following k

He said a lot of way out there stuff I never heard anywhere else

Since MJ appeared

And k blocked me LOL

K is dead to me

And everything he ever said

8/5/2019 1:19:33 PM oliheck Im 1974- maybe we are some of the enlightened generation. Some of the following generation are much more enlightened- research the „Indigo 

children“😊

8/5/2019 1:20:12 PM rafngeirdal My Great Awakening happened when I noticed the painting of George Washington crossing the Delaware on December 25, only I saw that painting in 

2017 in different places that created the first Q proof I could verify with certainty. What a moment! It was as if I went through screen.

8/5/2019 1:20:30 PM klsnana6 ZERO THEY THINK I AM NUTS.

8/5/2019 1:20:47 PM rosesrred0119 15

8/5/2019 1:20:59 PM areyouesther Zero

8/5/2019 1:21:13 PM mongrelglory Tom's is good.  Apagard toothpaste will help repair enamel: https://www.amazon.com/Apagard-Premio-toothpaste-nanohydroxyapatite-

remineralizing/dp/B0016GCZSC …

8/5/2019 1:21:34 PM skeye_watching I found this website in 2008 and it ballooned from there.

 https://yowusa.com/2019/07/the-q-squeeze/ …

8/5/2019 1:21:39 PM dironablu2u That the #DeepState controls everything, has secret bases, a secret space program, has hidden a human sacrifice trafficking ring for centuries,

But are too stupid to use different #CrisesActors at #FalseFlags

8/5/2019 1:22:04 PM _chelseaproject Seeing a Steve Pieczenik video in 2016 before the election. Also videos by "Anonymous."

8/5/2019 1:22:10 PM bobtoptier I mean 911 as a mass ritual, think about it. Back to future predicting the disaster, so many theories just force you to doubt the narratives and start 

rewiring again from scratch.

8/5/2019 1:22:48 PM robin_ked #PEDOpodesta email & "art" woke me the Hell Up😱

#SaveTheChildren

#WhereAreTheChildren pic.twitter.com/hf8NZCx9b1

8/5/2019 1:22:52 PM qualady1 3

8/5/2019 1:22:55 PM twace_t 3 ☹️



8/5/2019 1:23:10 PM brad34351293 Kabamur- yes, clones, clones, clones everywhere.

He is all about Pence is clean & will be VP come 2020. I dissed him, & got blocked. HAHAHA 

Cult leaders think they R right about everything, & I don't need one.

8/5/2019 1:23:31 PM lwertman412 Adronochrome and all the child sacrafices...learning about that has been the hardest...once I researched this everything else has been very easy to 

take!

8/5/2019 1:23:35 PM maura92938384 I avoid people as I live in a predominantly blue area so theres that.

8/5/2019 1:23:47 PM laurabusse Interesting point

The contrast...

8/5/2019 1:23:47 PM kseven110 Yes, I enjoy him & Rudolf Steiner. Barbara Marciniak is my favorite for these times.

8/5/2019 1:24:01 PM dark2light2019 Q does not discriminate criminals are criminals.

8/5/2019 1:24:32 PM mongrelglory Distilled water is safer than bottled water as there is a lot of shenanigans in the bottled water industry.

8/5/2019 1:25:02 PM wearediamonds2 Basically I did, unfortunately. No one to talk to because they'd think I'd lost it wouldn't believe this stuff is real. I credit God/Jesus Christ for keeping me 

sane through it.Unbelievably difficult.

8/5/2019 1:25:48 PM weshallrise144k Protect yourselves with Reverse Osmosis water filtration- take it with you when away from home.  Always question whether any beverage you 

purchase contains fluoridated water.  Water fluoridation is mass poisoning. #CleanWater #FreeEnergy #HeavenOnEarth

8/5/2019 1:25:53 PM brad34351293 Think "The Island"

The plot of that movie was 2019.

8/5/2019 1:25:53 PM jacktsears1 4 but still working on more

8/5/2019 1:26:07 PM queuethemusic22 6

8/5/2019 1:26:09 PM girlawakeinca We love you too! ❤️

8/5/2019 1:26:28 PM cabalbuster Ten

8/5/2019 1:26:59 PM oliheck I’d to learn the difference between „Abraham’s children“ and the Khazarian Mafia, successor of Babylon...

8/5/2019 1:27:12 PM wearediamonds2 Great question. I'd love to know the answer. Maybe it could help me feel more useful/have a purpose in life again.

8/5/2019 1:28:06 PM wearediamonds2 ZERO. I don't talk about it with ANYONE for fear of losing the few jobs I can get or being attacked, as I live in NYC.

8/5/2019 1:28:39 PM seybird11 Two. One of whom - my brother who I red pilled a year ago - actively follows, the other gets his ‘Q news’ from me

8/5/2019 1:29:04 PM renee86743676 GOD HAVE MERCY

8/5/2019 1:29:20 PM krisp1377 Only me and my brother follow daily. The rest of my family knows about q but doesn’t really follow except for whatever we share with them. My 

brother and I tell people about Q all the time tho! He even put a sign up in his yard! pic.twitter.com/ryB2amChUi

8/5/2019 1:29:21 PM irisfoxnycgrand Zero

8/5/2019 1:29:26 PM __lemonmaid_ Great news, never go to the dentist or brush your teeth with that shit they give you. 

.use hydrogen peroxide, activated charcoal, baking soda 

Eat less processed foods

Eat more raw foods

Anything that grows, goes! 

drink reverse osmosis water.

Bone broth
8/5/2019 1:29:28 PM elatedveracity That we have been ruled by an ET race on planet Earth and treated as sheep!

8/5/2019 1:29:39 PM jimmy24651 100% certain that they actively follow?

3

Most of my people are not interested or engaged enough to do the research themselves, but they keep up and interact with much of the stuff I post on 

FB.

25-30

8/5/2019 1:29:47 PM linnyt7 As far as believing alien beings live amongst us, since I was a very little girl.  I knew it was true somehow.  I think everyone does and some just can't 

accept it.

8/5/2019 1:30:29 PM mongrelglory I've tried to tell several people but they dismiss me as being a conspiracy nut!  Toronto is a very Liberal brain-washed city.  Otherwise, it's just my red-

pilled financial advisor and his associate that I send stuff to on-line.  It's lonely here in my daily "real-world" life.🥺

8/5/2019 1:30:49 PM primad57 3 in addition to me.

8/5/2019 1:31:29 PM jimmy24651 So bring it up.  Most will look at you funny or maybe even lose respect, but when you find the one open minded friend ready to learn, it will make all 

the others worth it!!

8/5/2019 1:31:33 PM melanieanders7 Love you sunshine!

8/5/2019 1:31:34 PM weshallrise144k Never felt comfortable attending church.  That feeling of “something’s not right.”  Now I know why.  #TheGreatAwakening

8/5/2019 1:31:49 PM llynn22 This sharing of these stories needs to be made into a movement...it is very unifying ✨🙏✨

8/5/2019 1:32:08 PM cowgirl356 6

8/5/2019 1:32:11 PM lordofsocks Right in the open. Truly disturbing when you are awake.

8/5/2019 1:32:26 PM the_it_goddess I know 3

8/5/2019 1:32:54 PM primad57 Sandy Hook bc I know people affected.

8/5/2019 1:33:58 PM justice_rebel 🤔no one, 

....in real life ...

8/5/2019 1:33:58 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  You're so lucky!

8/5/2019 1:34:10 PM amyjack37468809 same here, especially hearing that creepy organ music!!! hahaha, but for real, the "leaders" of my church could never answer all the questions I had in 

a logical way

8/5/2019 1:34:33 PM jleetxgirl 11/22/1963. School loudspeaker told us the news. Conflicting eyewitness testimonies, LHO shot on tv by Jack Rubenstein.  The world got darker n 

colder that day. 6/5/1968, RFK shot from behind. Sirhan still under doctor’s care to this day. 🥺😳🙀

8/5/2019 1:34:35 PM brushwolf53 5

8/5/2019 1:34:47 PM lesleylyon5 I'm in the UK. I also don't do friends. My kids iv got them waking up. My son knows 2 who have heard of Q.

Its a leap of faith we have taken. I was a bit of a Conspiracy theorist. So YouTube recommended preyingmedic. A few press conferences later. Here I 

am.

8/5/2019 1:34:52 PM citizenk77 I agree with the water issue...not so much on the hindering the awakening simply because Thats what I came here for, and I trust The Plan...why is 

nothing being done by "the powers that be"to remove toxins from water air etc?Whats the point to waking them? #awakenedsheeple ?HELP!

8/5/2019 1:35:30 PM melanieanders7 4 that I know of. There MIGHT be more due to the conspiracy nut label that seems to stop most people from being more brazen about their Truth.

8/5/2019 1:35:32 PM santamayfirst At least 10

8/5/2019 1:35:34 PM citizenawaken 5

8/5/2019 1:35:36 PM cavankid So sorry. I just can’t imagine. My child almost died from the same thing. The evil behind it makes me so irate I can’t participate in any “awareness” or 

fundraising bc I would just snap and try to tell everyone how much we are being played!!!! 😡😡😡

8/5/2019 1:36:01 PM neilbridgman That's Saturn, or Chronos...apparently m as well



8/5/2019 1:36:16 PM mongrelglory You're lucky SehVehn!  I can't get any of my friends to look at Q posts or even watch a video.  I've looked for Q bumper stickers here in Toronto but 

haven't seen any. 😟

8/5/2019 1:36:26 PM amyjack37468809 Wow! that's so awesome! so glad you decided to think for yourself!

8/5/2019 1:37:21 PM gracrutko 25

8/5/2019 1:37:24 PM renee86743676 This is VERY TRUE. Sodium laden products cause imbalance in our mineral needs. Natural unadulterated salts have over 70 essential minerals...that 

boost immunity and protects our major organs. Heart disease skyrocketed years ago with bleached salt.

8/5/2019 1:38:19 PM ricky52222196 I have heard this before. Somthing about a particular DNA that was only found after 1974.

8/5/2019 1:38:30 PM mongrelglory I have to admit.  I'm afraid to put a bumper sticker on my car...I fear vandalism.  People are really "politically-correct"/brain-washed around here and 

the Canadian media is total propaganda!

8/5/2019 1:38:32 PM shechurch I know one other person. She & I have been reading Q since the first day. 

I live in So. Cal. If I spoke the truth, my house would be firebombed.

8/5/2019 1:38:32 PM amyjack37468809 yes! the truth about big pharma is a great way to wake up! it's also a great way to red-pill the "normies" in your life! follow the money!

8/5/2019 1:38:56 PM moemc8 One

8/5/2019 1:39:01 PM archiebird4 exactly 1

8/5/2019 1:39:03 PM laurabusse This is SOOO right on

This is what I've been working on the last few years since I became aware of this

Especially since coming to Twitter LOL

The hardest part is staying conscious calm and deliberate when triggered

And not blaming but taking full responsibility for my feelings

8/5/2019 1:39:15 PM holly_decker Satanic pedophiles.

8/5/2019 1:39:15 PM therealsweets85 I started “redpilling” people at random.  It’s called The Great Awakening.

8/5/2019 1:39:27 PM neilbridgman I saw that also

8/5/2019 1:40:15 PM melhuses Always trying to telling people about Q.But few have any interest or come back for more info.

8/5/2019 1:40:21 PM moemc8 Catholic church

8/5/2019 1:40:34 PM oeinicolette One, my husband because I explained Q to him LoL

Ciao from Italy 🇮🇹

8/5/2019 1:40:52 PM mongrelglory Me too!  I have a huge red-pill folder of archived material now!

8/5/2019 1:40:54 PM laurabusse I don't think I could make any progress without meditation

As it is it's a long slow learning process of retraining the mind and learning to catch yourself...

8/5/2019 1:40:55 PM gi6stars Not even RBG...?

8/5/2019 1:40:55 PM _369311119 What is the going opinion on Trudeau?

8/5/2019 1:41:17 PM nhbroad That trump wa sent to save us. Almost any conspiracy theory is believable compared to that.

8/5/2019 1:41:42 PM amyjack37468809 yes! so glad you decided to think for yourself! ❤️☮️

8/5/2019 1:42:14 PM realityloominng I'm in the same situation.. however I did go to a conference in copenhagen once, where I met like 3 people who followed Q.

8/5/2019 1:42:18 PM ginnyobrien7 Something was so very wrong and I dug until I found people who felt the same.

8/5/2019 1:42:32 PM moemc8 Seriously why does Biden look so different now and jumbles his words

8/5/2019 1:42:44 PM kathleen3693693 30 years ago my 3-yo son asked me a question I couldn't answer: But mommy, what if it's all a lie? (religions & nature/history of world) I figured he was 

much closer to Source than I was, and ever since then, I've been researching. 

My little 3-yo boy WAS right.

8/5/2019 1:42:49 PM bobtoptier Nice question. However i believe its all about one self: you! You found Q on the right time, you are the one and more will follow when they are ready. 

When the student is ready, the master will appear. Infesting Q ino others minds is not the best approach. Being Q is.

8/5/2019 1:43:22 PM qzillian1 Everyone that I know on FB, that are actually also RL friends or friends of friends knows. Some buy it, most did not, but it seems the nah sayers are 

coming around to at least thinking on their own, majority anyway are.

8/5/2019 1:43:28 PM karenvonlackum One

8/5/2019 1:43:34 PM rhianonmat 3

8/5/2019 1:43:46 PM scott_rick Or DECLAS already.... so less people die

8/5/2019 1:44:49 PM gi6stars Ya,  Not.

8/5/2019 1:44:54 PM qzillian1 Or they been staying quiet and absorbing, while observing.

8/5/2019 1:45:13 PM jfunder That Trump respects 2A.

8/5/2019 1:45:32 PM preciou20225606 Read or watch anything from Billy Carson. He explains all of this cohesively and beautifully.

8/5/2019 1:45:34 PM qzillian1 Some probably don't follow me at all anymore😂🤣😂

8/5/2019 1:46:07 PM weshallrise144k Trust 45 and The Plan.  Patriots in Control.  #TheGreatAwakening

8/5/2019 1:46:26 PM mraaron14 Sink faucet filter  https://invigoratedwater.com/products/faucet-tap-water-filter-ph-purify …

My shower filter from  http://watercheck.biz 

8/5/2019 1:47:01 PM zagnett IRL they either dont know Q or think "Q" is a four-letter word, ironically.

Oh well. Too bad for them.

8/5/2019 1:47:17 PM candyo35 just me and my husband :(

8/5/2019 1:47:36 PM cavankid I saw this web first hand with Alfie Evans. The deep rabbit hole and connections paralyzed me.

8/5/2019 1:47:53 PM gi6stars The Book of Enoch says the earth is flat. The Romans threw that book out of the Bible. [They] threw a bunch of books Out of the Bible!

8/5/2019 1:48:30 PM equipment79 0 and where to even begin? So much has happened 💕👊🇺🇸

8/5/2019 1:48:33 PM llynn22 About 10 years ago, it occurred to me that the only way to make sense of the World was to suppose that the Government was trying to kill us. THATS 

when I started to see behind the veils...now I say, OUT with the old and in with the glorious new! 🌎✌🏼🙏

8/5/2019 1:48:36 PM lisa43915146 I was wondering about this.  Another therapist.  Connect the dots.  Thank you!

8/5/2019 1:48:43 PM ricardo35422200 NO ONE!!! But it’s also because the sheeple don’t want to be woken, so it is our responsibility to pray for them and try and show them the light even if 

it means losing them along the way. #NEVERSTRAYAGAIN!!!

8/5/2019 1:49:08 PM ethereal_shaman 2

8/5/2019 1:49:35 PM tachyon66397537 Same here, the arrests so far are in fact real. Despite what the fake news does not report. Following this intently, along with your videos. Apparently 

there really are over 100k sealed indictments as well. News doesn’t like talking about that I notice. We will see...

8/5/2019 1:50:05 PM mongrelglory I think that all the charitable organizations that I used to donate to (Red Cross, Unicef, Foster Parents Plan, World Wildlife Fund, my Church) were 

probably involved in the world-wide human-trafficking/child-sacrifice network.  Also that CPS (CAS in Canada) was complicit! 😭😭😭

8/5/2019 1:50:17 PM listenshhh1 I know no one personally who follows Q. :(  I know OF one Q follower through a third party.

8/5/2019 1:50:39 PM mongrelglory I believed it's plausibility, but it caused me great pain to accept the reality!

8/5/2019 1:50:55 PM matthow86608289 Healing chemtrails

8/5/2019 1:51:03 PM independentrowr 1991 JFK by Oliver Stone then 2004 Loose Change.  Haven’t stopped since.

8/5/2019 1:51:21 PM southpaw816 People at work know, because I give them updates, my son’s friend follows Q as well!

8/5/2019 1:51:29 PM amyjack37468809 So did anyone get red-pilled from watching ancient aliens??? I know a lot of it is BS, but it took me down a lot of rabbit holes...  That's when I really 

began looking at conspiracy stuff online



8/5/2019 1:51:41 PM tinystomper That would be the point of the false flag event.

8/5/2019 1:51:47 PM sehvehn i used puffy paint and put a "Q" on my car a long time ago. i have family and also i have military friends that follow "Q"

8/5/2019 1:51:48 PM equipment79 The child abuse/pedohilia at this level , sacrifice, murder of children, the cannibalism , the spirit cooking! All of the evil, heartbreaking things that have 

been happening to these poor children and nobody there to help them!

8/5/2019 1:51:51 PM gilmourisgod751 Lol, alright brother!! I may just have the same title at MY job!! I'd say 80% at my job know (of about 50 people) some only know who/what Q is, the 

rest don't know anything about it.

8/5/2019 1:52:01 PM richard07759712 Metals | Chem trails.... frequency receptors.   What about Graphine MJ.

8/5/2019 1:52:30 PM csved2 Several relatives, families, and a few friends.

8/5/2019 1:52:36 PM queen0fcups Four

8/5/2019 1:52:56 PM mongrelglory I agree Covertress!  In terms of accepting the plausibility...I guess it's realizing that the world has been enslaved for thousands of years by 

Interdimensional ETs in league with secret societies!

8/5/2019 1:53:01 PM hr3530 Maybe 3,6, or 9 depending on intensity

8/5/2019 1:53:22 PM cosmic_engineer It's quite the journey.  Meditation, contemplation, and some good breathing exercises are crucial tools to work with.

8/5/2019 1:53:28 PM tammyrochester2 We know what you meant lol;)

8/5/2019 1:53:31 PM martingeddes 10

8/5/2019 1:53:35 PM stefanofait about ten to twelve in my inner circle of trust. 

More are aware but don't/can't follow because of the language barrier (Italy).

Furthermore, most people don't care so much about US politics, unless it's election time, at least on the continent.

And MSM censorship is powerful

8/5/2019 1:54:10 PM trumps_all 3

8/5/2019 1:55:08 PM hr3530 Please please please do this!

8/5/2019 1:55:08 PM stormwatcher65 5

8/5/2019 1:55:17 PM tammyrochester2 A lot of people don't want to take the time to research...sad

8/5/2019 1:55:31 PM brittasbits1 My 20 year old son and he says I'm cooked !

8/5/2019 1:55:33 PM enemama 9 or 10... one is curious and aware..not really following but interested in Q.

8/5/2019 1:56:05 PM tara2773 <10

8/5/2019 1:56:11 PM tammyrochester2 Like I told the other person, a lot of people don't want to take the time to research for themselves

8/5/2019 1:56:17 PM rhianonmat Never heard this.  I would love some info...

8/5/2019 1:56:20 PM stefanofait Gosh, I'm dismayed that Q appears to be more popular in Italy than in the US, if this little survey is anything to go by.

8/5/2019 1:56:25 PM mongrelglory It's realizing that we've been "ET slaves" for millennia and didn't even know it!  Imagine all the off-world human trafficking that has probably gone on.  

The numbers of missing people would be mind-boggling after 8000 years!

8/5/2019 1:56:36 PM nobleschle Many around me are aware; I know if 2 others who actively follow

8/5/2019 1:56:53 PM americantruth55 9/11 .   We lost a childhood friend that was on one of the planes.

8/5/2019 1:56:56 PM bphouse About 5 through me. They ask me what's happening.

8/5/2019 1:57:20 PM emleonard66 3, maybe 4.

8/5/2019 1:57:27 PM moglyone They are all reptiles/clones..   I read a very convincing and to some end plausible thread where this possibility was outlined.  Super crazy.  How 

thoughtful it was and the connections drawn...

8/5/2019 1:57:28 PM thephoolish1 I am amazed at the degree to which very decent, even conservative people have been so brain-washed as a result if the media. It's like they think they 

are enlightened and use MSM talking points that have been proven false or misleading,e.g pussy grabber, conspiracy, charlotesvil

8/5/2019 1:57:34 PM teamsterr07 4 but I think the number is higher based upon the things that ppl say. I just haven't come out and asked them yet.

8/5/2019 1:57:36 PM laurabusse Absolutely!!!

8/5/2019 1:57:49 PM ramstadstacy ❤️ Wilcox

8/5/2019 1:58:04 PM ileana3181 0

8/5/2019 1:58:37 PM ethereal_shaman I've pretty much accepted them all, but back in the 90s it was the book, "Chariots of the Gods" that caused me some major cognitive dissonance as I 

was very religiously programmed in early childhood even though I wasn't overly religious.

8/5/2019 1:58:47 PM brittasbits1 @HillaryClinton murdering babies, eating them. That blew me away

8/5/2019 1:58:49 PM amyjack37468809 then i taught public school for two years and sort of "took a nap" BUT in 2012, I started watching Ancient Aliens,  and some of it is BS mainstream 

media stuff) but it sent me down a LOT of rabbit holes when I started doing my own research

8/5/2019 1:58:53 PM c_apriljhowell 4

8/5/2019 1:58:58 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 has talked about the use of body doubles before, but that isn't the same thing as clones.  I've read that Hillary's younger double is actually a 

younger cousin of hers.

8/5/2019 1:59:06 PM trumppatriotus1 ZERO, ppl in my family are tired of the LIES!!!  Lies coming from both sides in govt, & social media! There atr too many dividers. We get tgat certain 

things need 2b kept secret; better to say Nothing at all than Lies & FF coverups.

8/5/2019 1:59:12 PM koryoline1 the age regression in the 20 and back program

8/5/2019 1:59:38 PM monalane 2

8/5/2019 1:59:59 PM onetoughcrowd10 1

8/5/2019 2:00:01 PM surfing123456 Mj 12 helped me realize I wasn’t alone in my thinking. It’s nice to know I wasn’t crazy. Thanks for all the knowledge

8/5/2019 2:00:22 PM mongrelglory Her cousin.  She's younger, has finer/limper hair and her thighs aren't as big.  However, since then, she's packed on some pounds to look more like 

Hillary.

8/5/2019 2:00:23 PM spooky49 The dept of the evil Corruption. Global reaches human suffering 😡

8/5/2019 2:00:38 PM 1infinite0 2 actively and at least 4 others who are aware and at least curious.

8/5/2019 2:00:38 PM luvsweetluv5 Satanic ritual abuse

8/5/2019 2:00:56 PM diaptera_80 Yes, and what is the truth about the change in appearance. Is HRC keeping young by stealing young faces too, or is that just Moloch worship?! Is the 

video even real? 🤔🧐

8/5/2019 2:01:06 PM thephoolish1 The MSM and SM have been very effective in their propoganda campaign to keep people in the dark.....IF ONLY,  patriots were able to successfully 

prosecute a Media VIP TREASONOUS ACTIVITY and received just punishment...could wake the F--- up people

8/5/2019 2:01:10 PM alabeaty Logically a clone must “grow up” from a baby. Unless there’s also some fastgrowingserum too. 🤣

Therefore the clone theory is not plausible. Having a “double” on the other hand, seems more plausible.

8/5/2019 2:01:43 PM doodooh59284043 That's right!

8/5/2019 2:01:59 PM desirelove101 What if we are actually on a larger planet confined to a specific area? So the “earth” area may actually be flat or look like this. Ever see the move “the 

giver” with Jeff Bridges? Every time I watch that I think it has a hidden truth in there.

8/5/2019 2:02:05 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately at that time in history they were considered disposable humans, much like the Chinese were treated in Canada with building the railway.

8/5/2019 2:02:13 PM thekanehb Lol maybe! I think in their efforts to smear it they introduced it. 

Not so smart 🤷🏼♀️

8/5/2019 2:02:18 PM diaptera_80 ... and that they are still here

8/5/2019 2:02:22 PM adsvel Yes, that's a sad moment... all this hostile ET behavior.

8/5/2019 2:03:22 PM steveroye Disinformation is necessary, huh? To avow human cloning as disinformation is disinformation in and of itself.

8/5/2019 2:03:39 PM thelightwithin7 With Sandy Hook, I felt there was a silent (covert) war going on.

8/5/2019 2:03:59 PM ashsaidwhaaaat 0

8/5/2019 2:04:21 PM lorirrr None were difficult to accept, the waiting is killing me tho.👍



8/5/2019 2:04:33 PM todd_collins_ Just me. 😔

8/5/2019 2:05:14 PM rachad71 I'm on my own.

8/5/2019 2:05:32 PM ascendingadam 2017. 

That’s when I learned there were others like me. 

I love you all. 

#WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 2:05:49 PM kimmeykim1 Sandy Hook 😭😭😭😭

8/5/2019 2:05:51 PM _the_psychonaut The red shoes are made from the skin of dead human babies 😢

8/5/2019 2:06:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 John of God

#UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/QpFBs05I_SM 

8/5/2019 2:06:37 PM lemay19993186 I know people who have heard about Q but as to who actually follows Q?? No clue!! 🤷♀️

8/5/2019 2:06:38 PM thephoolish1 Once I came to grips with the people/web behind 911...everything else was not hard to believe to be very plausible.    AND having that knowledge has 

made sense if the things that Ive always felt on a deep, unable to fathom, level, I checked out but have checked back in.😎

8/5/2019 2:06:41 PM mongrelglory I've had those moments of doubt too...it's hard not to have trust issues after waking up, however, as people continue to get arrested, I think those 

doubts will become less and less frequent.

8/5/2019 2:06:53 PM diaptera_80 Syphilis is similar to lyme disease. Is this a coincidence, considering lyme disease was altered into biological weapon and released on Plum island? So 

many rabbitholes. Hope the truth continue to unfold...

8/5/2019 2:06:58 PM marywal64295444 I only know of one personally, but her son follows Q. My son is currently in the Navy, so I hesitate talking to him about any of this as I don't want to put 

his life in danger. I feel that he has learned things, and I worry for his safety. We talk about the weather.

8/5/2019 2:07:01 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Same....only my thought is how much different the bases of the conversation would be if they were awake!! But sadly most are not that open minded 

or receptive!

8/5/2019 2:07:14 PM billyj1616 Only one...

8/5/2019 2:08:04 PM amyjack37468809 same here sister! I had a really hard time, because of my programming, that I believed all "new age" stuff was of the devil! I had to do a LOT of 

knocking, seeking, and asking, but truth was finally revealed to me and I believe I reached nirvana, or was "raptured"

8/5/2019 2:08:27 PM _the_psychonaut Best tips to decalcify a pineal gland or help friends and family to do so?

8/5/2019 2:08:59 PM ghost_of_billy_ I was 15. The world was explained to me in dribs and drabs. 38 years later my vision is 20/20

I'm playing the long game.

8/5/2019 2:09:12 PM bphouse Yhe mass execution of the people. Walmart gas chambers and the thousands of coffins stored for that purpose and all yhe guillotines bought in Europe 

for this purpose. The sacrifices of babies and children. Yhese people have no souls

8/5/2019 2:09:13 PM diaptera_80 So many of us have family and friends that passed in similar way. It is infuriating to know there are people who could have stopped it but didn't!

8/5/2019 2:09:24 PM laura_twelve Me and 2 others, ppl just don’t want to wake up 😢

8/5/2019 2:09:33 PM david00997884 Very few. Unawaken souls.

8/5/2019 2:09:58 PM jennyjigsaw45 I'm working on it daily....its hardest the most at home with the kids sadly 😂

8/5/2019 2:09:59 PM you2iam No they Are clones

8/5/2019 2:10:37 PM jcoartdhayn Many many even in my small circle..

8/5/2019 2:10:38 PM starehope Wasn't her. No security around her. Years younger in looks. Lost about 20 pounds. Too friendly, smile looked very real, too real for her.

8/5/2019 2:11:16 PM pragmatic_texan Indeed.I think also a lot of people were thinking that the GTE air phones were still in planes. They were in the back of the seat in front of you. It was like 

a dollar a minute to use those things with your credit card, but they were not in planes on 9/11.

8/5/2019 2:11:16 PM mm47821446 The Queen & the royals were evil reptiles

8/5/2019 2:11:30 PM mongrelglory My surprised face... pic.twitter.com/YCfQT5ogit

8/5/2019 2:11:33 PM girlawakeinca John of God is popping up a lot lately. I just found out yesterday that Dr. Wayne Dyer had a “remote” surgery for his leukemia & then went on Oprah to 

share the “healing” news. Awake & I still learn. Every. Single. Day. May he be served with swift justice.

8/5/2019 2:11:35 PM laurabusse Yeah he's the best...

@david_wilcock

8/5/2019 2:12:08 PM laurabusse Really???!!!

8/5/2019 2:12:10 PM djlok 👀 on @Oprah

8/5/2019 2:12:56 PM mm47821446 Ooops and that Hollywood was an illusion with satanic pedo rapists and baby eaters

8/5/2019 2:14:23 PM diaptera_80 I know of noone.

8/5/2019 2:15:04 PM kimmeykim1 I’m with you Michelle!  Had a sister who tried waking up the whole family for years.  Sandy Hook was the story that drove her research.  I had such a 

hard time believing they could do it with kids.  With Trump though, it had to be Divine🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻. Like watching a mountain move!

8/5/2019 2:15:22 PM brittasbits1 I watched the netflix documentary called Unacknowleged and it blew me away that since Roswell the government knew but kept it all hidden.

8/5/2019 2:15:34 PM deebeed2 This one was like a light bulb going off for me. Horrific and vile but connected so many dots. Validated my unease and literal repulsion seeing/hearing 

certain celebs/politicians.

8/5/2019 2:15:40 PM ambellina77 Probably 4 out of 10.

8/5/2019 2:15:54 PM anonymoussage1 9/11 inside job

8/5/2019 2:15:58 PM laurabusse Wow

I remember the first time I stayed home from church after I made my decision

Lightning didn't strike me dead LOL

Took a long time to let go of the beliefs and the fear and doubt...

But got easier over time

8/5/2019 2:16:39 PM over60nz I-2 Very few I'm aware of in NZ

8/5/2019 2:16:57 PM jopetersrealtor Half a dozen, the rest are slowly getting there

8/5/2019 2:17:13 PM melbourne_3000 #QAnon 😉 pic.twitter.com/LguKC1KETE

8/5/2019 2:17:18 PM starehope The many different aliens species, their abilities, agendas, and the Earth shifting it's axis. The team that will escape from Earth vs ascension. Why do 

they need to escape? The big flood? What race or type is MJ12? All of this gives me great pause. Too many ???'s.

8/5/2019 2:17:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Also noteworthy that there seems to be a pentagram shape behind the shooters father in one of his videos. pic.twitter.com/jvTPMtrHNZ

8/5/2019 2:17:32 PM cylantjustice Not enough.

8/5/2019 2:17:36 PM laurabusse I'm sure you're doing the best you can!!! ❤️

8/5/2019 2:17:45 PM dcts Try living in a Country where journalistic reports of what's happening in the USA and the rest of the world doesn't even cover 5%, this is how they 

herde the sheep...

Oh wait it's probably like that all over the world...

8/5/2019 2:18:31 PM ursula_1111 🙋🏼♀️ I think the point is that it is exponential & that we recognize how vitally important we are. 🤷🏼♀️ #WW1WGA #KAG #TRUMP2Q2Q

8/5/2019 2:18:49 PM adammnelson1 That some of my favorite actors and actresses are real fd up and do some sick shit.



8/5/2019 2:18:52 PM kseven110 We live in a small & peaceful town. Never used to worry about locking our doors. We have started to have a homeless crisis and crime. Things are 

changing & people are becoming aware. The current leader’s solution? Take away our plastic straws & give us paper straws🤷🏻♀️

8/5/2019 2:18:59 PM obforthepeople Its all about 

#CrimesAgainstChildren

Those Who Scream The Loudest Have The Most To Hide

8/5/2019 2:19:11 PM mongrelglory People don't like him because he's destroying our economy, increasing our debt, and taxing us to death.  However, there are still the brain-washed 

devotees here in the Toronto area who think he's so enlightened.  People don't realize however that he represents a more evil agenda!

8/5/2019 2:19:17 PM threefold_flame None. They may be peripherally aware of QAnon because of recent news but they wouldn’t know who or what Q is.

8/5/2019 2:19:48 PM snowberry A lot of times background info is lacking, making it hard to start explaining b/c this entire deep state business is so complex.  My good friends didn't 

believe me until Epstein story broke. Even now, they couldn't grasp its enormity.

8/5/2019 2:20:03 PM stormwatchgirl None!! But, I live in the Bay Area of California...

8/5/2019 2:20:07 PM melbourne_3000 So much Greater than most realise pic.twitter.com/CSGyWISTRq

8/5/2019 2:20:08 PM diaptera_80 I never read it, but the real Jekyll family was involved in some dark stuff...I will put it on my reading list

8/5/2019 2:20:24 PM lorieve Aye, there's the rub. 

Be hospitable, that's all I know. 

#ButForTheGraceOfGod...

8/5/2019 2:21:21 PM starehope I think not knowing some, just a few, solid answers, instead of blindly following. Watched too many Catfish shows maybe, but it's difficult to trust 

blindly.

8/5/2019 2:21:53 PM state1union My daughters know about Q. If your in your late teens or early twenties and don’t know about Q your living without the internet.

8/5/2019 2:21:54 PM kseven110 Sarcasm about the straws lol but people are slowly waking up and wanting change.

8/5/2019 2:22:12 PM j_wingfield10 5

8/5/2019 2:22:14 PM thelastcasteel Like 1. But a couple of acquaintances have mentioned to me in person that what I post on FB is interesting so I like to think I've opened a few eyes.

8/5/2019 2:22:24 PM proudamerica4 I don’t know many people here but the conservatives at work have no time to look into it they say

8/5/2019 2:22:31 PM honorbound1974  pic.twitter.com/VhVpp5iS2I

8/5/2019 2:22:35 PM mongrelglory Yes!  The woman who acts as her body double has actually talked about it in public, though hasn't admitted there's a genetic relationship.  She just 

happened to be in town that day that Hillary collapsed at the parade. (Sorry, I forget her name).

8/5/2019 2:22:38 PM levelheaded19 Not nearly as many as I would like.  Q has to generate the interest via Trump/Hannity/Tucker, etc.

8/5/2019 2:22:48 PM david00997884 I never heard of Q until i got twitter, i followed President Trump, then Q then Cobra then Kabamur, then Majestic 12 and Disclousure news from Italy, I 

know with out a doubt Q is 100% on facts and so are the others. I trustQ and Q +. I know there in charge and past will prove prs

8/5/2019 2:23:23 PM kathleen3693693 Alternate timeline maybe? An error bump in matrix programming?

I distinctly remember looking up Nelson Mandela's history in the Encyclopedia Britannica and I remember watching a documentary on him, 

documenting his life and how he died in prison.

8/5/2019 2:23:55 PM deebeed2 Anyone else look into no forests on planet earth or the mud fossils/giants/mountains?

8/5/2019 2:24:01 PM thelastcasteel I also get backlash for sharing that stuff. And a family member wrote yesterday how concerned she was for me. 🙄

8/5/2019 2:24:14 PM jennyjigsaw45 Sometimes lol.

8/5/2019 2:24:22 PM honorbound1974 Me.

Everyone else thinks Obama poops gold and Hillary pisses diamonds. 

🙄

#qanon #maga #trump #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #PatriotsFight #WalkAway #TheStormIsHere #Trump2020 #qbaby

8/5/2019 2:24:42 PM j_wingfield10 The Transgender agenda. That these Hollyweirdo’s are the opposite gender.

8/5/2019 2:24:57 PM hlnegagnon8 No conspiracy theory surprises me... with everything that lies ahead... I just can’t wait for the band-aid to be removed at least once it hurts less. I am 

so looking forward to full and complete classification. We have been lied to for millennia on everything. Enough is enough!!

8/5/2019 2:25:02 PM jaiagtp Red Queen AI operating the clones.

8/5/2019 2:25:17 PM kseven110 Also, don’t get me started on Pan & the vaccines. There is no way his name is Coincidental.

8/5/2019 2:25:25 PM amyjack37468809 yes, the lightworkers, the 144,000 (if you want to get biblical) but the goal is to bring everyone together eventually. the law of one❤️☮️

8/5/2019 2:25:26 PM honorbound1974 911

8/5/2019 2:25:31 PM starehope What if our entire multiverse, everything we can see, and the blackness of space, is simply cancer forming in a lung? The universe is expanding. Maybe 

it's a giangantic giant breathing.

8/5/2019 2:25:39 PM windydaysfarm ❤️

8/5/2019 2:25:53 PM pomeinnz None

8/5/2019 2:25:54 PM lisamoo65814620 I have a PUR kitchen filter, really want filter for the shower.

8/5/2019 2:25:58 PM j_wingfield10 We didn’t forget

8/5/2019 2:26:38 PM mongrelglory I think the system is designed to keep people with families running at a frantic pace just to pay the bills...that way they don't have time to think for 

themselves.  Subconsciously, I think they're afraid and in denial.

8/5/2019 2:26:45 PM sofinique1  https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/the-judeo-russian-mafia-and-the-bloodbath-to-come-by-dr-lasha-darkmoon …

8/5/2019 2:27:00 PM pomeinnz 911

8/5/2019 2:27:03 PM hlnegagnon8 No conspiracy theory surprises me... with everything that lies ahead... I just can’t wait for the band-aid to be removed at least once it hurts less. I am 

so looking forward to full and complete declass...We have been lied to for millennia on everything. Enough is enough!!

8/5/2019 2:27:32 PM kseven110 The lack of disregard for our lives & the lives of the animals (even our pets.... look into pet food recalls🤬)

8/5/2019 2:27:38 PM amyjack37468809 "these people are stupid" -Q (and he ain't lyin🤣)

8/5/2019 2:27:45 PM eastcoasterik I believe they are

8/5/2019 2:27:57 PM j_wingfield10 Did you hear about the NXIVM on Netflix?

8/5/2019 2:28:44 PM gweninkc 5 outside immediate household. Starting to gently red pill a few more who indicate interest. I've worn my Q shirt and have only gotten a comment, 

nod, or question twice. Interestingly, I get questions when I wear my WWG1WGA shirt.

8/5/2019 2:28:53 PM zivory5 Zero. I have tried to show the light and they don't want to know. Deep in california they all treat you like shit and then tell you, you're the bad guy.

8/5/2019 2:29:43 PM amyjack37468809 it sucks but its true! we had to take down our Trump 2020 sign because we were being harassed💔

8/5/2019 2:29:51 PM sandy_k_18_r I mean no disrespect when I ask, however, are you suggesting our Q movement is not that big and will not be missed? I'm curious as to the intent of 

your question. Thanks. 🤔🇺🇸 Also, may I remind everyone of this...coincidence? 🤔🇺🇸 

https://twitter.com/fema/status/1156626031278772224?s=19 …

8/5/2019 2:30:41 PM pdub_33 One.

8/5/2019 2:30:45 PM starehope Same here. Sickening, took a while to adjust. The pedovores, made me very ill. Got an inflamed stomach from it.



8/5/2019 2:30:56 PM polly38424054 3 family members I share with.   I speak to my husband about everything but he’s just about ready to throw a blanket over me and have me committed.

8/5/2019 2:31:10 PM mongrelglory Trust but verify for yourself...

8/5/2019 2:31:30 PM covertress Is Dr. Laviolette's Superwave incoming?

8/5/2019 2:32:03 PM mgray72531386 2

8/5/2019 2:32:41 PM shallknown I'm tired of sources telling us how we're poisoned. Well, if "good" people with power have known about this, why haven't they ever done anything to 

stop these things.

8/5/2019 2:32:44 PM pdub_33 I should add that I have told many people close to me, but most of them, about 8-10 people, get their updates from me.

8/5/2019 2:32:59 PM _369311119 This can't ever happen again.

8/5/2019 2:33:24 PM pdub_33 Even my own family members don't take the time to keep up with the day to day.

8/5/2019 2:33:55 PM karensc38678909 None.

8/5/2019 2:33:57 PM blackice62 I would have to say when I found out that 9/11 was an inside job. That kind of evil was alittle hard to swallow at first.

8/5/2019 2:34:07 PM vintagesquirrel 2, and mostly they just ask me what's going on.

8/5/2019 2:34:16 PM maudedefrock Only 3

8/5/2019 2:34:23 PM amyjack37468809 that is awesome!  Do you not have trouble posting truth on FB? so many people I know say that much of their stuff gets deleted on FB!

8/5/2019 2:34:37 PM starehope Not only Canada, the US too.

8/5/2019 2:34:38 PM mongrelglory Well, I've never heard of "puffy paint" before but I'm just going to have to go out and get some now! 😁  Hopefully no-one will throw a rock through 

my window!

8/5/2019 2:34:45 PM j_wingfield10 Nooooooo

8/5/2019 2:34:53 PM pomeinnz We are not there yet

8/5/2019 2:35:24 PM marshahodgson Just me. I go to qresearch also, when I need more perspective . My sis checks .pub now and then, but she and her husband most often ask me for 

updates.  My mom believes in Q, also.

8/5/2019 2:35:29 PM missy968 One

8/5/2019 2:35:33 PM vintagesquirrel My SIL asked me if I started building a bunker yet. 😕

8/5/2019 2:35:34 PM lordofsocks 1. But I have introduced many people to Q.

8/5/2019 2:35:37 PM redhead7624  pic.twitter.com/i3HmQroxSx

8/5/2019 2:36:04 PM robertg69989098 2 but every day I try to let people know it’s hard to get them to believe

8/5/2019 2:36:22 PM over60nz My likes are the ones I find not plausible

8/5/2019 2:36:29 PM wisdomwell1 Religion, the God Matrix, what happened Millennias ago to us.

8/5/2019 2:36:29 PM pgosys2018 20ish

8/5/2019 2:36:53 PM mongrelglory I always love hearing about people from other countries who follow Q! 😊

8/5/2019 2:36:56 PM p4patriot Nine

8/5/2019 2:37:07 PM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/X8yrO05pqN

8/5/2019 2:37:18 PM starehope I am. Just need to know. MJ asked what and I related back. What is not hospitable?

8/5/2019 2:37:59 PM fthecbl Zero.

8/5/2019 2:38:11 PM sehvehn im comfortable where i live and feel protected. i certainly dont want anyone to do what i did and get hurt. be mindful of surroundings and mindset are 

my thoughts

8/5/2019 2:38:25 PM ksouth21 MK ULTRA , PROJECT MONARCH

8/5/2019 2:38:48 PM mongrelglory Under pressure you turned into a diamond!  Tough and strong!

8/5/2019 2:38:54 PM boy12_jimmy Since Clinton ran for President, his & her background in AR. Everything changed w/PC, created by Hillary. If you didn't follow PC, you're a traitor. Vince 

Foster death. Jericho Films shut down by Holder. Juanita, Paula, then Monica. Whitewater. Everything was being pushed on us.

8/5/2019 2:39:57 PM sehvehn *get their car vandalized

8/5/2019 2:39:57 PM 50pinkies 2 in my family.  I read pilled them.

8/5/2019 2:40:06 PM stephenpsheeha1 The one where Democrats love America

8/5/2019 2:40:12 PM sehvehn me too <3

8/5/2019 2:40:29 PM jenncbonneville 2

8/5/2019 2:42:05 PM sofinique1 #ISIS #IsraeliSecretIntelligenceService aka Soviet Jews or #Ashkenazi is fake terrorism reported by fake news to fake countries with fake governments 

and fake economies based on fake money. #FederalReserve

8/5/2019 2:42:16 PM edwardgouin Only 2 or 3 right now.  Most think I've lost my mind.  Sometimes I wonder the same thing.  From where most of us sit, nothing is going on except on the 

Internet.  Does that make it all real?  Either way, I think we'll find out soon enough.

8/5/2019 2:42:29 PM sehvehn *not blindly, but as to be given unique directions in which to research to cause the view of how things were to expand and grow and become acutely 

aware of certain truths <3

8/5/2019 2:42:32 PM pattonspotting When the MSM wouldn’t cover the JP emails and their contents, realised their complicity. When 45 told NYC charity event about HRC and Haiti. The 

balls on the guy. Telling (them) and us he wasn’t part of their club. Discovered Q first few days and 99% intuitively resonated.

8/5/2019 2:42:59 PM marshgirlnj Just one 😕

8/5/2019 2:43:19 PM susan66388204 I had suspicions over a lifetime, but it wasn’t a total awakening until Q and Majestic12 started posting truth that I researched and found out

8/5/2019 2:43:48 PM oo1o110 None. I lost all my influence with all the "disinformation is necessary" stops and starts. I'm the "big things are going to happen" guy that everybody 

laughs at because they never materialize. Every time I try to have an opinion, I get "lol you said midterms were safe!"

8/5/2019 2:44:18 PM nun_chucknorris It’s a funny phenomenon. I subscribe to multiple timelines, just not sure if they are all occurring in a parallel manner, a “reliving” of this life again, a trip 

around a donut shaped universe where we rotate laterally trough “time” or even something as simple as implanted mems.

8/5/2019 2:44:19 PM chapulincolored In my physical circle, none.  I have "gone" outside my circle and there yes.

I would opin that most of the people aware are on social media.

Just my perspective from the left coast.

Pray to God everyday for the left coast.

I believe in God, even with me being open-minded to IS-BE

8/5/2019 2:44:23 PM buckalew_c 5

8/5/2019 2:44:24 PM faith_namerica Luciferians doing what they do to children/babies and those who participate. Still trying to wrap my head around that.

8/5/2019 2:44:46 PM boy12_jimmy Clinton Body Count for the loss of all those who came into any connection with a Clinton, all the way back to AR. Those who have investigated a 

Clinton. Whether it was direct or indirectly, NOBODY should have a body count with ties to their name and their actions of livelihood. 

pic.twitter.com/7FLfHO25dA

8/5/2019 2:44:49 PM state1union Omg 😮 organ harvesting

8/5/2019 2:45:05 PM p4patriot The fact that child trafficking was so organized and that the elites were sexually abusing children, organ harvesting and using the blood of children.  It's 

so evil,  it's too horrible to imagine.  Can so many elites have no conscious?  Why would anyone choose to worship satan?

8/5/2019 2:45:08 PM heiferjohnsony1 3, others I mention to just roll their eyes.

8/5/2019 2:45:21 PM bbobbio71 I hear ya!

8/5/2019 2:45:39 PM shari_todd ❤️✝️❤️✝️🇺🇸🇺🇸✝️❤️

8/5/2019 2:45:44 PM danielaqcrew Yes seriously it was. I was typing a document on my computer and the browser just miraculously opened up and there I was on 8ch. I thought I was 

going crazy. Divine intervention, perhaps. 🤷🏼♀️ no one else on had Internet access. But I did lol.



8/5/2019 2:46:00 PM bennastix About 13 real life

8/5/2019 2:46:27 PM vintagesquirrel In general, I'd say we're a curious and skeptical bunch who don't care what others think. But I also believe this movement has brought out the best in 

us. Q followers tend to be embracing, supportive, and optimistic about the future, in spite of our learning some very dark stuff.

8/5/2019 2:46:50 PM mefulmer25 That I know of 4 but there maybe more I just don’t know about.

8/5/2019 2:47:07 PM wearediamonds2 None of them were hard to accept. I already learned about evil occult and their plans for us in 2009 after trying to figure out why this witch was 

attacking/targeting me out of nowhere.

8/5/2019 2:47:25 PM state1union I’ll watch it and sex trafficking, slavery and live organ harvesting. Raping 600 women and making them have babies for sale and friends with Oprah that 

witch needs Gitmo and all involved does

8/5/2019 2:47:33 PM yogini0208 Manhattan Experiment

8/5/2019 2:47:41 PM girlawakeinca I am not sure what it was. Wayne Dyer was in Maui at his home & was told to wear white, drink herbs & stay in bed. John of God was in Brazil when he 

supposedly remotely did a surgery. How does that happen? You can 🦆 🦆 go the Oprah interview.

8/5/2019 2:47:58 PM tjforshage Clones

8/5/2019 2:48:08 PM brimichelle75 16

But 2 of them hate the Q team 

And some of them know about Q but don’t read/study Q 

I physically (not “internetly”) know 9 people who study and support Q drops and breadcrumbs.

8/5/2019 2:48:28 PM redakg4  pic.twitter.com/QNf7KHOEJx

8/5/2019 2:48:32 PM patriciawoodsi2 I know 3 people who follow Q.

8/5/2019 2:49:04 PM earlebird7 **slave plane

8/5/2019 2:49:37 PM i8anenigma Awoke in 2014 when I had my first schizophrenic episode. I was told things. It woke my ass up. Then I went on a quest to find out what had happened. 

Lead me to Q and the spiritual war we are in. The rest is history. WWG1WGA.

8/5/2019 2:49:52 PM bphouse Yes haven't heard this info would be nice

8/5/2019 2:49:54 PM freeordie69maga 3

8/5/2019 2:50:09 PM brimichelle75 Good job, Suzy Q!😎

8/5/2019 2:50:46 PM boy12_jimmy I was fooled then. I got W when gov of TX involved, saying he was expected to win for GOP Prez 2 years before election & to investigate/prosecute the 

Clintons. Only to find out when BHO took over that he was tied to the Clintons thru his liberal NWO father. Rodham/Bush related.

8/5/2019 2:51:19 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you 💖💖💖 yes, this is why I like to use the name 🌞

8/5/2019 2:51:23 PM lisamoo65814620 Say it ain't so! 😭

I checked, it's true. I've been duped. 😣

8/5/2019 2:51:26 PM dawgfan7860 5

8/5/2019 2:51:38 PM punkbudgie1 3

8/5/2019 2:51:48 PM brimichelle75 Pizzagate

8/5/2019 2:52:01 PM briancurtismun5 4

8/5/2019 2:52:18 PM magabeliever20 I’m with Martin

8/5/2019 2:52:29 PM magabeliever20 And 911

8/5/2019 2:52:31 PM shawndennis1977 I am up to 6.  9 if you include rambling on to my wife and teenagers about Q.

8/5/2019 2:52:39 PM stevens_xrp I have to admit, I dont know this one

8/5/2019 2:53:22 PM magabeliever20 They can try to forget

8/5/2019 2:53:33 PM brainpodmedia My family and closest friends and the occasional normie that asks me because they know I've been following. More starting to ask now...

8/5/2019 2:53:48 PM magabeliever20 The fvck they do

8/5/2019 2:54:08 PM bruno4666 2

8/5/2019 2:54:09 PM magabeliever20  pic.twitter.com/QMImOBuqzu

8/5/2019 2:54:26 PM cjaye61 Myself, and 3 friends

8/5/2019 2:54:31 PM edwardgouin On page 282 of your "tweet book."  Toughest thing so far... the control MJ12 purports to have over this planet and its inhabitants.  So far, I see a 

compelling story without tangible proof.  In the meantime... Waiting.  Watching.  Peering within.

8/5/2019 2:55:07 PM magabeliever20 Pedo symbols

8/5/2019 2:55:19 PM terryluvb Not nearly enough. 5 or so.

8/5/2019 2:55:33 PM ragingpatriot78 5

8/5/2019 2:56:10 PM thankq45 2, one friend and my wife. If you mention Q most people just look at you cross eyed and say you're a conspiracy theorist. Don't bother anymore. One 

day all will be exposed and they'll see.

8/5/2019 2:56:31 PM jaded_pearl How does that work?

8/5/2019 2:56:38 PM mongrelglory In the past, I worried about stuff like that, but now I know their are ET and higher dimensional beings who are helping us with this Great Awakening, so 

that we don't have to worry about nuclear annihilation or a "Mad Max" scenario!  That has taken a load off of my mind.

8/5/2019 2:56:56 PM nettieami Mine follows also. Italian/Sicilians

8/5/2019 2:57:26 PM starehope Some things can't be verified.

8/5/2019 2:58:01 PM beatsbyblaine 3

8/5/2019 2:58:09 PM fififnawfnaw Hexagon. Star of David.

8/5/2019 2:58:12 PM j_wingfield10  pic.twitter.com/rZrz1YldcV

8/5/2019 2:58:14 PM nmchristoban Literally 1

8/5/2019 2:58:26 PM becca079 About 10 or so... including my millennial nephew.

8/5/2019 2:59:57 PM maryschade14 Ooh crapola. Berkey..or cilantro chlorella..

8/5/2019 3:00:19 PM mongrelglory Maybe you were being groomed by MJ-12.  Just like the same way I "accidentally" ended up on 4chan reading about a Pizza parlour when I'd never 

been on 4chan before!  I'm pretty sure they have the technology to send Starseeds little "prompts" on-line.

8/5/2019 3:00:25 PM samuelranselmo1 That's another one who hates white people... And don't realize white people got her were she is at

8/5/2019 3:00:46 PM michael83341408 Tunnels all across the US to transport people long distances

8/5/2019 3:01:15 PM michael83341408 The depth of Hillarys evil nature

8/5/2019 3:01:18 PM dawnbruns5 That the rabbit holes don't seem to have a bottom

8/5/2019 3:02:38 PM chapulincolored I have talked peeps about Q, but they are to left-minded to even consider possibility or even willing to research.

However, I know tens of thousands on line and converse with like minded every day-- on-line.

8/5/2019 3:02:50 PM ragstorm Four, personally.

8/5/2019 3:03:07 PM starehope She didn't show for her retirement party in February. Who is cashing her checks?

8/5/2019 3:03:10 PM covertress #FLYROTHSFLY pic.twitter.com/BWyDAzftwd

8/5/2019 3:03:25 PM widj3t  http://82.221.129.208/Shootingannouncedahead.mp4

8/5/2019 3:04:04 PM starehope Plastic surgery. It don't help the brain. Some brains are beyond help though.

8/5/2019 3:04:19 PM mongrelglory I live alone in the city, and the neighbourhood I live in has a lot of gangs.  It's still relatively safe to walk around during the day, but at night I only go out 

in my car.  I miss living in the country when I could go out for walks alone in the night to look at the stars. 🥺

8/5/2019 3:04:41 PM j_wingfield10  pic.twitter.com/1VxtfgSOt9

8/5/2019 3:04:49 PM mongrelglory That's why I like looking at your pictures that you take at night! 😊

8/5/2019 3:05:38 PM wildcardbrett o



8/5/2019 3:07:16 PM holly_decker Maybe 3.

8/5/2019 3:07:59 PM slayerofmatrix1 🛎🛎🛎🔑🔑🔑🔑🔑🔑💫✨🙌🏼

8/5/2019 3:08:24 PM estherw48146651 0😕

8/5/2019 3:08:27 PM matchnumbers67 0

8/5/2019 3:08:43 PM chapulincolored What I have seen is that the "middle" or the "independent" has almost disappeared out here.  Now you are either left or right.  Almost no middle. not 

like there used to be.

8/5/2019 3:08:54 PM keur60693994 In July 2017 I saw an unusual ufo thing. I began searching online for any similar siteing. I kept seeing a thing about pizza (bad) which led me deep into 

control and then Q in spring of 2018. Beautiful Q. Husband thought I was crazy for a while. After enough proofs, he's in.

8/5/2019 3:08:55 PM ftp_tigerlily 3 people.

8/5/2019 3:09:07 PM nat11mi None....

I keep planting the seeds!

✨,❤️&✌🏼 pic.twitter.com/IWtgTyQ1un

8/5/2019 3:09:20 PM willowood22 Yeh, I keep my mouth shut now, too. Only met 1 Q person and that was at the grocery store. I'm questioning the whole thing now. I'll watch it play out, 

but won't try to wake up folks any longer.

8/5/2019 3:09:24 PM guy_karen My fam & some smart friends

8/5/2019 3:09:28 PM laia9dlq I agree on Trusting: 😄 @cjtruth

@StormIsUponUs @Truth_inContext

@WhereWeGoOne

@TheCollectiveQ

@realDonaldTrump

@777KAB1

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TomFitton

@Patrici15767099

@SaraCarterDC

@RedPill78

@Spaceshot76

@Area17GZ

#WWG1WGA

#SPIRITandChildrenVICTORIOUS https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1158495560099348480 …
8/5/2019 3:09:32 PM nataliekowalski Same here in the UK 🇬🇧 Is so frustrating watching the sleeping public... I know two other Q followers, keep trusting what feels right 🙏

8/5/2019 3:09:39 PM serenityclark18 911

8/5/2019 3:09:39 PM mongrelglory My great-grandfather was one of the "coolies" that they brought over from Canton to build the railway in Canada.  He survived, stayed, and brought 

his 12 yo eldest son to Canada to go to school here.  I'm part of the melting pot history. 😊

8/5/2019 3:10:01 PM kagqanon 4 people I have shown the way

8/5/2019 3:10:15 PM slayerofmatrix1 What !!???!! Your pets no longer are getting lipomas !??!

8/5/2019 3:10:21 PM mongrelglory I know, sometimes you have to just patiently wait to see if things come true over time...

8/5/2019 3:10:33 PM slayerofmatrix1 Please say it’s true !

8/5/2019 3:10:44 PM nataliekowalski You are the good guy, this will all out soon enough...

8/5/2019 3:10:57 PM rnblopez 0

8/5/2019 3:11:05 PM danielaqcrew Wow, yes your story is quite similar to mine.. I never even heard of the Chans prior to that! You may be right

8/5/2019 3:11:39 PM mongrelglory My budgies are living longer, and the only thing different I'm doing is giving them distilled water.  I do the same for my cats.  I give them mineral 

blocks/cuttlebone to chew on.

8/5/2019 3:12:22 PM slayerofmatrix1 What are budgies !?  Lol

8/5/2019 3:13:13 PM slayerofmatrix1 Never heard of mineral blocks/cuttlebone ? !  Haha 😆

8/5/2019 3:14:22 PM nataliekowalski What if it’s happened this way and people were selectively chosen so that the word would spread? (Or the seed would be planted?) better than all in 

the know being in the same place?

8/5/2019 3:14:26 PM thisloudlife 3

8/5/2019 3:14:31 PM gus_short Hahaha

8/5/2019 3:14:38 PM mongrelglory Oh sorry!  In the US you call them parakeets. pic.twitter.com/dcbNEfdyMy

8/5/2019 3:15:28 PM rawphonegirl John of God creeps me out more than Epstein (if that's possible!) Mutilations,  pregnancy farms-- he is so obviously evil I cannot understand how 

national tv appearances didn't   wake everyone up!! 😱😱😱

8/5/2019 3:15:29 PM chapulincolored Ya'll need to ASK... pic.twitter.com/D1WLVdVKy4

8/5/2019 3:15:30 PM sicntired1 I think more know today than yesterday

8/5/2019 3:15:36 PM gus_short Just one... Hubby

8/5/2019 3:16:07 PM rafngeirdal Were you as an MD being lied to by WHO, meaning the World Health Organization? What’s the CDC?

8/5/2019 3:16:24 PM realeyethespy Well I received a higher message and went past the arc, met two pillars behind atlas, saw EDEN, the grid, “Air Force” told me not to share info about 4-

18-18 and I kept doing it. They told me to find Q. I never stopped looking. Then I remembered bits from the past.

8/5/2019 3:16:31 PM williampearl8 5...

8/5/2019 3:16:35 PM pomeinnz so looking down at the numbers,, its not many then?

8/5/2019 3:16:49 PM sadieandmaya Myself and a friend. Spouse refuses to hear about Q stuff🙄

8/5/2019 3:17:11 PM southpaw816 We are a prison planet

8/5/2019 3:17:25 PM mongrelglory Centre for Disease Control in Atlanta Georgia.  WHO= World Health Organization.  They were both lying to the public about the facts of what was 

happening on the ground.

8/5/2019 3:18:18 PM shallknown Chemtrails.

8/5/2019 3:19:02 PM mongrelglory Most minerals we get from the food we eat, as minerals need to be chelated/attached to amino-acids to be absorbed well.  For the budgies they also 

chew on mineral blocks, while we humans can use Himalayan or sea salt.

8/5/2019 3:20:48 PM worldgoneweirde 5

8/5/2019 3:20:50 PM slayerofmatrix1 Ahhh LOL 😝. Cuties.

8/5/2019 3:20:56 PM slayerofmatrix1 You Aussie ?

8/5/2019 3:21:02 PM shallknown Awake from childhood. ET's

8/5/2019 3:21:03 PM awakeandaware3 Sick, sick people. There is evil lurking in what "appears" to be normal families. What evil has the father done? I wonder who funded Timberlawn.

8/5/2019 3:21:40 PM magillzoe At least 10.

8/5/2019 3:21:45 PM slayerofmatrix1 Are these for you birds or cats?

8/5/2019 3:21:58 PM realeyethespy And of course the MAJESTIC HOTEL Manama Bahrain and the place next door...

8/5/2019 3:22:12 PM alexia_icen A crazy vision of myself and others recalibrating zombie sleepers, in prep for huge Galactic Announcement. It took place on a floating hospital? 

 I was a hardcore liberal at the time. Had no idea about a new age, or corrupt media. 

Researched past lives, Atlantis, metaphysics...



8/5/2019 3:22:17 PM fairyland66 I felt drawn to go into a meditation that was so deep, I probably looked catatonic. I felt something "move" through me (#HolyGhost?) When I came out 

of it, my first words were "I know everything, and I know nothing."  It was the most profound feeling of peace I have ever known.🙏 

pic.twitter.com/tt9U3A9rs3

8/5/2019 3:22:47 PM fairyland66 Transformation from moth to butterfly...

🙏 pic.twitter.com/ncwmqR7tQt

8/5/2019 3:23:20 PM mongrelglory Birds.  The cats are carnivores but there are minerals added to their food.

8/5/2019 3:23:31 PM eyegloarts A friend of mine wanted me to go down with her many years ago now. Knew it was some kind of hoax and declined. Good decision 👍👍

8/5/2019 3:23:52 PM renee86743676 Only one other person. All my family are democrats and eat MSM with a spoon. I wait patiently and exhibit Grace whenever possible

8/5/2019 3:23:58 PM fairyland66 Hahaha!!  CATERPILLAR to butterfly!!!  

😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/sqDmnvVXGr

8/5/2019 3:24:04 PM slayerofmatrix1 TY 🙏🏼💗

8/5/2019 3:24:07 PM alexia_icen Fell down the Gnosticism hole, almost got caught in modern day Satanism, thanks Enki. Haha realized what the Satanic agenda was to control humans, 

and now trying to live out my life path of Communication. Happily steering folks away from dark into light.

8/5/2019 3:24:09 PM nmchristoban Way back machine...Stumbled across interview with John Lear, Dulce papers then Dan Burisch. Shit-ton of proj camelot interviews, then followed 

Eagles Disobey closely. Meditation and learning to listen to myself more and more. Working to decalcify pineal now... Q and Maj resonated

8/5/2019 3:24:09 PM suze551 1

8/5/2019 3:24:26 PM mongrelglory Not an issue. Your body really isn't able to absorb minerals from your water very well.  All that minerals do in water is give it some taste.

8/5/2019 3:24:44 PM nessgirl1 No one in person...😒 my hubs thinks I’m a loon when it comes to politics so half the time I don’t even bother.

8/5/2019 3:25:27 PM sehvehn i'll try to keep that in mind as i often leave my phone in my car and forget to take pics...lol <3

8/5/2019 3:25:54 PM mongrelglory I'm from Canuckistan.

8/5/2019 3:26:11 PM throging None but my husband likes to prove Q is just a larp but won't he be surprised!  Haha!

8/5/2019 3:26:28 PM dougpleasants The 6 stage R.O. system I posted has a post filter that reintroduces minerals to the water. Tap water has over 2,000 contaminants. 38 of which are 

known carcinogens. You can always take supplements. Your body will function better without giving it poisons! pic.twitter.com/0o3xsaYpSZ

8/5/2019 3:26:51 PM daveycroqket 3 hahaha

8/5/2019 3:27:18 PM dougpleasants  pic.twitter.com/mq5pDOPYEy

8/5/2019 3:27:45 PM jwjjwest Same here👊🏻🤷🏼♂️

8/5/2019 3:27:57 PM rafngeirdal What truth smacked you in the face concerning youe re-examination of 9/11?

8/5/2019 3:28:32 PM bondisurf I have been able to (Q Red Pill) 

4 family members, and 2 co-workers and one co-worker's mother.

Turned them all on to the X22 Report and they haven't watched MSM since.

📽 https://youtu.be/DNWseaRLsUs 

8/5/2019 3:28:37 PM elatedveracity Were these Congressmen all a part of that Ranch with pedo activities in the Dallas area?

8/5/2019 3:28:56 PM rafngeirdal Was that particular Pizza parlor in DC linked to Pizzagate?

8/5/2019 3:29:28 PM djlok I think Bigfoot might be @CIA having fun at work.

8/5/2019 3:29:33 PM kagqanon Year 2012 and I fell down the 9/11 rabbit hole big time.Spent 100’s of hours researching and trying to piece it all together.   It was like a punch to my 

stomach and I couldn’t believe I had spent a life believing and being taught lies.I am very aware now and question everything.

8/5/2019 3:29:42 PM mongrelglory You can poison yourself by drinking too much water all at once, so that your body and kidneys can't handle it.  It causes an imbalance in the 

electrolytes in your body.  However, that could happen with any kind of water, tap water, distilled, or mineral water.

8/5/2019 3:30:08 PM quarkey17 And how many are vaccinated or on some kind of psychiatric drug? Then, how many are on street drugs... The real question is, how many of us are on 

nothing? Whether be fluoride, chlorine, aluminum, mercury etc...

8/5/2019 3:31:01 PM mongrelglory Yes, the Alefantis restaurant.

8/5/2019 3:31:23 PM palmitespo910 9

8/5/2019 3:31:37 PM djlok Yeah, Polk County alone should show a few this is all 100% real.

8/5/2019 3:32:05 PM rafngeirdal Then I discovered Dr. Jerome Corsi and his text explaining the Q phenomenon. I read it thoroughly during the beginning days of 2018. One thing I 

noticed, is when he pointed out some difference in writing style of Q and a potential fake Q in the days of 4th to 9th of January.

8/5/2019 3:32:13 PM nessgirl1 Ha! I finally told my husband about big Mike and he doesn’t believe me. He thinks the pics of his d showing through his clothes are photoshopped.  He 

goes, “ you need a hobby...” LOL He’ll see...

8/5/2019 3:32:20 PM bourdinfred So close to pulling their plot to turn the USA communist but now at least the Washington post has called out Sanders and Warren for the communist 

that they are so a little hope for America 😎🇺🇸

8/5/2019 3:32:39 PM mongrelglory All of it: http://www.ae911truth.org/38-home-posts/78-education.html …

8/5/2019 3:32:50 PM 22dubtrip333 Maybe 10

8/5/2019 3:32:53 PM matchnumbers67 I also follow James for grounding. I have come to believe that he is correct. I’ve been duped

8/5/2019 3:33:01 PM trump45ismypres Not including the friend who red pilled me, probably around 25. Most don't actually follow Q but are aware, awake, and don't think I'm crazy. I'm red 

pilling every chance I get and fortunately, I don't know many liberals.

8/5/2019 3:33:56 PM ikeb247 Zero, but even if I hadn't abandoned my friends for their drunken subconsciousness it would still be zero. They epitomized the reasons we're at this 

point.

8/5/2019 3:34:48 PM mongrelglory You have to check the fluoride count on the bottle if you want to decalcify your pineal gland.  Otherwise you're better to drink distilled.

8/5/2019 3:35:32 PM suzytica 1

8/5/2019 3:35:45 PM joychighland We should choose a Q day and fly our flags on that day.

8/5/2019 3:35:49 PM 78503002 I've been somewhat awake for 10 or 20 years. It was a process that started with trying to find truth in all the UFO stories. And realizing we were being 

lied to.

8/5/2019 3:36:05 PM bctrucker2 20

8/5/2019 3:36:05 PM cchef1980 Ditto

8/5/2019 3:36:25 PM rafngeirdal 3) Then I noticed YouTube shows by as far as I remember, a “liuitenent” colonel that spoke in front of a map of the world and taught me to decipher 

the Q cryptic signature 4 10 20 as being letters in the alphabet number 4, 10 & 20, meaning D, J & T, meaning Donald J. Trump.

8/5/2019 3:36:36 PM cchef1980 It’s called outsourcing your brain...

8/5/2019 3:36:50 PM jmpw_ 2

QAnon 13" x 22" poster up on front window for 50 weeks.

At 140 buses/ day (one-way), I estimate 2000 commuters/ day can see it if they look up. At an _optimistic_ impression/ engagement rate of 1%, that 

would make a potential of 20.

8/5/2019 3:36:54 PM dick1brent None.

8/5/2019 3:36:59 PM bctrucker2 Trudeau



8/5/2019 3:37:16 PM heinric12517350 1 and he doesnt even follow. He said it's too complicated to understand. Everyone else thinks I'm a conspiracy nut, all leftist.

8/5/2019 3:37:46 PM mongrelglory Just read the ingredients on the side.  Usually they list fluoride and it should say 0 ppm.  (Zero fluoride).

8/5/2019 3:38:00 PM q63susie 11 people are aware that I know personally. It's because I told them and keep telling them. I get the eye roll when I talk about it at work.

8/5/2019 3:38:03 PM matchnumbers67 I think Christchurch did it for me.  Watched live through a link on Facebook.  Kept and debunked the video and ended up on 8Chan and was hooked. 

Somehow a weird message appeared on my phone to my husband and shit got crazy after that.... pic.twitter.com/aOTfhgCkQL

8/5/2019 3:38:39 PM nessgirl1 So many pedos everywhere!! And so much satanic worship by people in government or amongst the so called elite and people in Hollywood and that 

it’s like a big secret...only not. Frazzledrip.

8/5/2019 3:38:51 PM airnspace1 30+

8/5/2019 3:39:41 PM rafngeirdal 4) Then that army looking colonel and always in front of world map, started being angry about a Q drop concerning a DefCon 5 event in Hawai, so much 

so that the colonel didn’t believe Q was for real. Well, luckily I had discovered Citizens Investigative Journalism, if I remember

8/5/2019 3:39:52 PM kagqanon Couple hundred dollars on eBay.

8/5/2019 3:40:16 PM kathleen3693693 Same with my family. You are not alone. We are not alone. Where we go one, we go all. We love you.

8/5/2019 3:40:30 PM madrabbit917 About 10 yrs ago i read a story about Waco happening because the members witnessed Bush Sr. and others moving children, weapons and drugs at a 

private airstrip near the compound.  They were connected to the Clintons, as well.

8/5/2019 3:40:39 PM matchnumbers67 I started getting phone calls from a Chinese Adoption Agency or Daycare the same day. From that number I began searching and found the place. Just 

didn’t feel right within an hour after the message. Then dreams/projections began 😖

8/5/2019 3:40:57 PM dougpleasants Multiple issues with bottles. 1)Unregulated & you truly don't know what you are getting. 2) Expensive. Gallon jugs may only be $2, but smaller bottles 

are $2/liter which is $8 a gallon. 3) Plastic is toxic and can leech into the water further contaminating it. pic.twitter.com/OMYxRQIAer

8/5/2019 3:41:10 PM slr64q 2008. Watched the movie Loose Change. Was never in theaters, watched on YT. Learned about cath0lic church. Was a neverending rabbit hole! This 

place here, tw1tter, sealed it for me. Still can't get any1 to believe me.

8/5/2019 3:41:22 PM qanonsunrise Lifetime of synchronicity. But my Q Anon awareness, that came from being in the right spot, on the right day in 2017 in a small, Mid-Atlantic town. The 

view of the spy planning convention was gi-normous to my eyes but, seemingly, only our family noticed....

8/5/2019 3:41:26 PM bondisurf Try listening to the (X22 Report) around them, or (Amazing Polly), she's from Canada. 

They have fabulous Red Pill videos on YouTube.

📽 https://youtu.be/JSpqX9kS-Rk 

8/5/2019 3:41:50 PM qanonsunrise ...I went looking to learn about what I saw. I found alt media and Q, two weeks later.

8/5/2019 3:41:57 PM proudamerica4 I can’t believe the earth is flat

8/5/2019 3:42:08 PM matchnumbers67 .....my world was turned upside down

8/5/2019 3:42:25 PM madrabbit917 I was shocked but that story and others started making sense. Then i read about Bush being complicit in JFK's murder. To top it off, i read of things that 

didn't add up with the 911 story...

8/5/2019 3:42:36 PM agoodyear2015 Nobody.  It doesn't bother me.  I spent the weekend with in-laws who listened non-stop to CNN.  That was maddening.  The media is the biggest brain-

washing weapon of the Deep State.  I'm not sure how you wake people up to their lies.  That is frustrating.

8/5/2019 3:42:37 PM phishzombie Pretty much my entire IT department. The CEO also comments every once in a while about Q, so he is aware of him. Our company is 99% Trump 

supporters. We have that one grumpy lady in accounting who like Warren.

8/5/2019 3:42:37 PM michabird67 I agree.

8/5/2019 3:42:42 PM rafngeirdal 5) ... the name correctly. A female author with a cough and whisky voice had been working at a 911 emergency center plus her sister and both of them 

knew that the Hawai event that had been sent to residents as an sms, was NOT a false alarm. She explained the procedure well.

8/5/2019 3:42:58 PM dougpleasants  pic.twitter.com/GPHzWY5gmi

8/5/2019 3:43:00 PM state1union What they’ve done as Nazis is disgusting and making us think these exotic guns were common when they’re not. Our dictatorship putting guns in the 

inner city to break their minds and bodies is sickening

8/5/2019 3:43:17 PM sgtrolls3 Zero.

8/5/2019 3:43:25 PM smith_jere All connected.

8/5/2019 3:44:24 PM kagqanon I am against water fluoridation due to toxic effects of the body.   Adding fluoride to the water wouldn’t do anything for already developed teeth 

anyways.  What other medication do we prescribe that is like fluoride with no dosage control.   Poison.

8/5/2019 3:44:48 PM madrabbit917 You have to understand, i was 10 when Ronald Reagan won in 1980. I loved him. That's when i recognized the disrespect and lies of politicians and 

"news reporters."  I started disliking them right then and there. I've been watching for 38 yrs

8/5/2019 3:45:01 PM keith369me Another instance of TheRAPIST vs therapist.

8/5/2019 3:45:04 PM j64robert 3

8/5/2019 3:45:21 PM madrabbit917 Been praying to God to expose them all

8/5/2019 3:45:22 PM agoodyear2015 The Canadian media is awful.  600 million certainly buys compliance with the government line.  People don't usually wake up until they get hit hard by 

reality.  There are very tough gun laws in Canada and yet shoot-ups in Toronto are pretty common. Criminals always find a weapon.

8/5/2019 3:45:31 PM matchnumbers67 Indeed! Australia lost 8Chan and Kiwifarms after that. Sure sign of a cover up

8/5/2019 3:45:35 PM rafngeirdal 6) I also got good info from Robert David Steele & Liza Haven and probably some others, until I became convinced the Hawai alert was indeed NOT a 

false alarm! I gather it was a rogue submarine that fired a missile up into the air and inbound to Hawai but was disabled by military.

8/5/2019 3:45:36 PM slayerofmatrix1 Mine was like this but was watching “What the Bleep Down the Rabbit Hole” and reading tons of other materials to figure out just WTH is going on 

with the world and peoples’ sociopathic, selfish, psychotic inter-relational lack.

8/5/2019 3:45:41 PM cchef1980 M.S. EE/CS@MIT. Face fell to floor when I realized what people paid for 🏠. Did the math, called the bullshit; found housing blogs➡️found 

zerohedge/others; learned how it happened and who did it➡️gov financial shenanigans➡️MSM complicit➡️false flags➡️chans/Twitter.

8/5/2019 3:45:44 PM lovefordixie 8 - all are family and best friend that I told about Q

8/5/2019 3:46:22 PM grabaroot All White people are inherently racist and supremacists that need to self flagellate bc they were born that way.

8/5/2019 3:46:33 PM airnspace1 Q sticker on Car

2 Q shirts

10 + at work aware

15 + family, 2 following close now 

25 + friends, 5+ Q followers 

3-4 estranged, but amicable in over 2 years.  Batting well over .500, not bad

Emails are great

Personal interaction best,

They MUST be ready to hear

Don’t Force
8/5/2019 3:46:47 PM smith_jere None

8/5/2019 3:46:50 PM nanablue37 7.

8/5/2019 3:46:53 PM christinecblack At least 20 not including my entire family

8/5/2019 3:47:15 PM falseprofityhoo Still grappling... pic.twitter.com/i8df0J7M7q



8/5/2019 3:47:34 PM madrabbit917 I haven't forgotten. I've been pushing the Epstein story

8/5/2019 3:48:23 PM rachaelangelm A previous reiki student of mine wanted me to go see him. Sooo grateful I did NOT

8/5/2019 3:49:12 PM mongrelglory Yes, I was informed by an RCMP officer who worked undercover with the biker gangs that the "gun registration" laws would do nothing to stop the 

flow of guns into criminals' hands here in Canada.  They get smuggled in across the border.

8/5/2019 3:49:24 PM rafngeirdal 7) When I managed to make sure I was understanding the Hawai event correctly, even by watching a documentary showing the 911 emergency facility 

within Hawai and a reconstruction of timeline, I had that twilight surreal moment, as if I was looking through the computer screen.

8/5/2019 3:49:31 PM ar00patriots I think it was child sacrifice.

8/5/2019 3:50:58 PM ffattmedia I update my Mom unfortunately that’s it.

8/5/2019 3:51:06 PM shortshiz69 Ok I looked into a lot but the moon is a new one can someone point me in the direction to dig please.

8/5/2019 3:51:14 PM mongrelglory Potassium chloride is okay to drink as long as your kidneys are working well.  You just don't want to inject it into your veins.  You can kill someone by 

injecting an air bubble into their veins, but swallowing air into your stomach is safe.

8/5/2019 3:52:51 PM messymason Honestly. Just me. But it’s good. There’s 1000s  out there just like me. We’re good. 👊🏻😎

8/5/2019 3:52:57 PM goldenqfairie Satanic child sacrifice the hardest and most painful of all... followed by the realization that thousands of kids were being transported as shipments of 

cargo and referred to as Breadfruit by Hillary and pals... May God cleanse this evil from our midst...

8/5/2019 3:53:01 PM lukejaygreen Inner Earth Civilisations #honeycombearth

8/5/2019 3:53:02 PM paula84059427 For me, 2008, the book, "Conspirators Hierarchy: The Story Of The Committee Of 300." Author, Dr. John Coleman

8/5/2019 3:53:04 PM kchiki Besides my husband and myself, only 1 other person and they're a very casual follower.

8/5/2019 3:53:51 PM djlok Agreed!!! My mind feels like it's been changed 100%... And yet very little at all... Sort of like remembering what I already knew.

8/5/2019 3:54:22 PM smith_jere Barack Hussein Obama.

8/5/2019 3:55:40 PM qbutterflyq This was a FF. The suspects face changed twice too

8/5/2019 3:55:40 PM magaman56694985 SB2 on chemtrails, and JFK Jr alive and well.

8/5/2019 3:56:11 PM kezin5d 10 I’d say...not many however they keep planting the seeds

8/5/2019 3:56:18 PM mongrelglory The issue was for people who can't afford to install a reverse osmosis filtration system, or if they rent an apartment and are not allowed to install one 

under their sink.  I have a water distiller, but they can still be expensive to buy.  So the compromise is to buy large...

8/5/2019 3:56:19 PM rafngeirdal 8) I kept watching shows on YouTube by commentators. I got repeatedly drawn to shows by Jordan Sather, Praying Medic, SpaceShot76, a show by 

some Michelle that wears 1960 type glasses, claims to have something like obsessive-compulsive disease and keeps talking about her cat.

8/5/2019 3:56:26 PM qanonsunrise I agree. The scope, depth and breadth of this reality is staggering.

8/5/2019 3:57:31 PM qanonsunrise 3

8/5/2019 3:57:47 PM mongrelglory ...jugs of distilled water, and drink them quickly (don't leave them sitting around in the sun for the plastic to leech into the water).  Of course a Berkley 

filter or reverse Osmosis filtration system is ideal, but some people can't afford them at this time.

8/5/2019 3:57:48 PM ukiddinu 6 and one thinks I’m nuts

8/5/2019 3:57:56 PM canam73 Agree. #Jewish

8/5/2019 3:58:08 PM loralabelless Husband tried waking me up for 12yrs. I found @BrandonStraka movement in Nov18. I had to actively search WHY DO PEOPLE LIKE @realDonaldTrump 

IF HES A RACIST. Then I saw a Q sign at one of his rally's, the damn burst open and flooded my heart.

8/5/2019 3:58:11 PM matermultorum 2. Came to find out my best friend and her husband were closet "Q" followers.

8/5/2019 3:58:25 PM lnparker40 I went to see The Trump Prophesy which caused me to research Mark Taylor. Through watching interviews of him, someone asked him was Q legit. He 

said absolutely he was, so there began my research of Q. I was horrified of what I learned but thankful to be a sheep no more. WWG1WGA!

8/5/2019 3:59:06 PM gerengher Nice, I’m 1969! Work with a lot of younger people(hospital Er). Always tell them I was them I was implanted in my mother after the moon landing. 

🤷🏻♂️what you’re saying, I’ve always had same thoughts.

8/5/2019 3:59:14 PM manifest_utopia Russian interference

8/5/2019 4:00:18 PM rafngeirdal 9) Then I discovered a show by an Australian male film maker with heavy Australian accent. All those show hosts plus Lionel “nation” and some others I 

don’t remember the names of, like one with a tin foiled hat; helped me understand the Q drops better & better. I greatly enjoyed.

8/5/2019 4:01:17 PM slout0 Most conspiracies are started by the same people that try to shut them down. So my answer is none of them👁

8/5/2019 4:01:25 PM canam73 🎯🎯🎯

8/5/2019 4:01:27 PM gingergirl777 5

8/5/2019 4:01:43 PM canam73 Weirdos

8/5/2019 4:01:50 PM nicoles23023964 Yes especially one time when we where standing in the line an they gave us that coockie saying that is the flesh of jesus.

8/5/2019 4:02:37 PM digongmf I was taught by the greatest generation that there would come a time, when the evil on this earth would come for everyone, and knowledge of many 

things along with the faith in our lord Jesus would be the only way possible to prepare myself and those I love....prior to Q, ...

8/5/2019 4:03:01 PM canam73 Nice summary. 👍

#BreakingItAllDown

#DeepState #NWO

#Luciferians

8/5/2019 4:03:03 PM quiltqueentoo One. I met her and daughters on the side of the road waiting for Trumps motorcade to pass.

8/5/2019 4:03:24 PM rafngeirdal 10) Finally I took the big step and went onto the website qmap (dot) pub and read the Q drops for myself. I did it for some weeks until google or Safari 

server claimed it was a dangerous website. As a courtecy (old word for politeness) I obeyed the MASTERS of google &/or Safari.

8/5/2019 4:03:25 PM cathydarlene1 Actually , I have the hardest time with Flat Earthers. 

Reminds me of all those people following the "Bible Codes", from a picture painted with the Virgin Mary in it....Like Michael De Angelo was present 

during the last supper ......Pretty ignorant.

8/5/2019 4:04:12 PM antarantanka Hundreds

8/5/2019 4:04:25 PM canam73 Whaaat!? More than Epstein!?!😨 

Sounds like I need to do some digging. I had never heard of it before till now.

8/5/2019 4:05:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Several...

8/5/2019 4:05:41 PM truthseekeranon Met some at a Trump rally. I just wore a Q sticker on my shirt and people would come up and shake my hand like we are part of some secret club. I tell 

people irl they say that don’t even really wanna know.They like their happy go lucky lives.

8/5/2019 4:06:04 PM rafngeirdal 11) Through all that, I has many of those awakening moments. One was concerning the Executive Order by President Trump in mid September of last 

year, 2018, concerning transparency. Another concerned winning the Senate meant everything to both Q & Trump. A third concerned HAMMER.

8/5/2019 4:06:47 PM johnsville14 I openly speak about Q on FB. But I know personally everyone on my FB. They let me know they themselves speak to others about it.  I speak openly to 

others in public as well.  I am unafraid of doing so and understand my role and accept the responsibility.

8/5/2019 4:06:57 PM rawphonegirl Like keep your prayers close and have a strategy to protect from darkness when you dig on this one kind of creepy.  🙏🙏🙏

8/5/2019 4:07:30 PM big_simp what about the celebrities like Beyonce pic.twitter.com/4rfUUa6VM1

8/5/2019 4:08:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd My turn, why do you ask?

8/5/2019 4:08:22 PM pgwwg1wga I know of two people offline.  Starting to see my immediately family asking me questions cause I have been talking about Q since the beginning.

8/5/2019 4:08:47 PM disfellocated Securitized birth certificates. Boom- er, people saw it as a free ride and it turned me off. Didn’t believe it until I saw a full accounting. Hilariously, the 

security and its derivatives (worth billions) are traded by biotech companies.



8/5/2019 4:09:00 PM rafngeirdal 12) The HAMMER being the deputy Attorney General that took over for some months after Sessions quit. The 4th concerned the meaning of tick-tock 

around the beginning of 2019 concerning the date a December 2018 Executive Order came into effect concerning military tribunals, AFAIK.

8/5/2019 4:10:04 PM dougpleasants I completely understand, which is why I broke the cost down to show that budgeting to pay up front for the system saves a LOT in the long run! Until 

then, at least buy reusable bottles that don't leech! https://eciov.com/recommendations/health/best-water-bottle-for-leach-free-drinking/ …

8/5/2019 4:10:47 PM circumspectus 2

8/5/2019 4:11:15 PM digongmf I had already been reading history and what others have written and nothing jived or made sense, then info from the likes of FBIanon and later Q 

started to clear up the muddied waters.  Anomymous information pointing in the right direction.

8/5/2019 4:12:00 PM rafngeirdal 13) 5th concerned realizing what RED CASTLE meant: the insignia, symbol, sign or logo for the Army Core of Engineers, that started building the Wall on 

the Southern border. 6th, RED being both horizontal and vertical and thereby possible being a sign for the Red Cross.

8/5/2019 4:12:07 PM _doozier_ Lifelong 4chan user. Was diet-redpilled on certain issues but still a sheepy apolitical Sanders-supporter in Fall 2016. Making my rounds /pol/, lookin for 

trouble. Saw thread about a creepy restaurant in DC. OP linked to owner's instagram. Found trouble.

8/5/2019 4:12:12 PM canam73 WOW. 😨

8/5/2019 4:13:24 PM 313looper Since I remember & was a kid,I could feel that most things around me don’t make sense & I had a feeling that I’m in a movie, just playing my role! To 

cut my life journey short...

8/5/2019 4:14:16 PM tammyrochester2 Why are you asking?

8/5/2019 4:14:24 PM illsupportuu The Bible is a history book! Once I realized they Worship Satan I knew the Bible held the truth! God describes Earth I looked up every verses and there 

where Giants in those days as the Bible says! Does it not make since they would hide change an remove So it appears fictional?

8/5/2019 4:14:26 PM 313looper While I had been absolutely devastated & praying to God,the last 5years or so,to end these brutalities against humanity in this world,Finally I had 

the”Call”just before the 2016 election & then President Trump came to the office!That was the night I could feel the TRUE happiness!

8/5/2019 4:15:22 PM boodaisy Montauk.

8/5/2019 4:15:28 PM rafngeirdal 14) This was a wonderful time of exploring Q from December of 2017 to around February of 2019. Then I joined Twitter in April & was shy admitting 

how much I knew of Q. I was just being careful. Somehow your question Majestic 12 got me going with confessing that I am in the KNOW.

8/5/2019 4:16:00 PM roublisa 3 including myself accept Q as Gospel....many know of Q anon and mock the movement(🙄larpers, grifters) ....I have seeded everyone around me 

probably 20 individuals...I live it ....its reality and many really don’t like it but truth is the truth and I don’t spin👊👊👊

8/5/2019 4:16:30 PM selooversuzanne About 10 - probably only from me going on and on and on... 😂

8/5/2019 4:16:38 PM rafngeirdal 15) So now you know Majestic 12 and pretty soon my wonderful Twitter community will probably find out. THE END

8/5/2019 4:17:58 PM zagnett Sill [cabal]! Chalk up another failure for the [them] lol!

😅😂🤣

8/5/2019 4:18:04 PM tammyrochester2 I think you are correct.

8/5/2019 4:20:30 PM selooversuzanne Side note, I asked my dad if he knew about Q (75 yrs old/retired farmer). He indicated only from me but has seen posts on social media and was 

interested in researching. #YUGE because my dad doesn’t usually entertain such “conspiracies” 😂 Sent video 2 him‼️

8/5/2019 4:20:49 PM roublisa I love you all my brothers and sisters 💗💗💗We Are One pic.twitter.com/G5kHIxvgeS

8/5/2019 4:22:02 PM sumsky2 Is there any bottled water that does not contain fluoride? Also, does the fridge filter, filter out the fluoride?

8/5/2019 4:22:09 PM jones_tobious Exactly!!

8/5/2019 4:22:52 PM roublisa Badge of honor 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/lXUhiEGmsC

8/5/2019 4:23:32 PM digongmf All the while, I met many that were witness to the TRUTH, and made the lies very EVIDENT. Q and Anonymous researchable information made waking 

up easier.

8/5/2019 4:24:22 PM roublisa #WRWY Michelle 💗💗💗

8/5/2019 4:24:54 PM talojoel Aware, a handful. Active, one.

8/5/2019 4:24:56 PM disfellocated 5. But it’s because I showed them.

8/5/2019 4:25:27 PM mklundquist The owls are not what they seem...

8/5/2019 4:25:31 PM starehope Aren't we all melting? No, some of us are.

8/5/2019 4:26:14 PM starehope Patience, but hurry. One of those deals

8/5/2019 4:26:18 PM roublisa Me 3     #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗👍👍👍💗💗💗

8/5/2019 4:26:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd Human sacrifices/child torture/canabalism/adrenochrome/human blood flesh tainted meats/take your pick, all of the above/& more have me asking 

Creator why? What did we do? 

So, we got taken advantage of, now’s our time to stand, do what we incarnated to do. pic.twitter.com/oIl1o0wvrU

8/5/2019 4:26:58 PM mongrelglory 😉

8/5/2019 4:28:38 PM jones_tobious Didn't Q debunk flat earth during one of his Q&A?

8/5/2019 4:28:40 PM mongrelglory "We're right with you"...took me a while. 😆

8/5/2019 4:29:12 PM raenyasalisbury 3 .....

8/5/2019 4:29:43 PM manifest_utopia Politically: 1968 - had awake Dad. Corps are crooks, Pres. is a puppet, then 9/11 happened. Q came like sunshine.

Spiritually: 1983 started on path after huge losses. Never looked back. Transitioned consciousness through ascension in Dec. 2015. Thrilled to be here. 

#LightWins

8/5/2019 4:30:07 PM rafngeirdal It’s absolutely amazing to me that institutions of this kind could do any such thing. It is especially shocking to health professionals. I still remember 

when the Norwegian Gro Harlem Bruntland as head of WHO was fighting the smoking “epidemic” with good success.

8/5/2019 4:30:28 PM rafngeirdal Thank you for telling me the name of it.

8/5/2019 4:30:34 PM mongrelglory 🤮

8/5/2019 4:31:50 PM rafngeirdal Did you check out Judy Woods the doctorate in engineering: Where did the towers go? a book by that name?

8/5/2019 4:32:13 PM kits_cross Personally, 4, and it's sad.

8/5/2019 4:33:39 PM playactiongamer DS wants their money's worth now.

8/5/2019 4:34:04 PM roublisa Love @OldWiseHermit 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/KIxrtOjdC1

8/5/2019 4:34:18 PM usernamt8ken 2

8/5/2019 4:34:26 PM djlok You were a smart kid!!!

8/5/2019 4:34:48 PM knightofmaltaus Of course. We draw your attention to:  http://CIA.gov  and go to their newly released vault of 20M documents. Then please go to  http://FBI.gov  look 

at the FBIVaults. You will find everything. they will always say this. Visit,  http://InterPol.eu  too

8/5/2019 4:34:49 PM cleanitallup I share what I learn with my husband and he’s finally on board, mostly.  I don’t bring it up with anyone due to being labeled a conspiracy theorist by 

adult kids almost 2 years ago.  I just told family, I’ll be here for support if needed, as truth rises.

8/5/2019 4:35:16 PM gaffer_anon 7-10

8/5/2019 4:36:26 PM djlok I just love you, Keith!!! 👊👊👊

8/5/2019 4:37:33 PM mongrelglory Don't know enough about Satanism but this is what they say about the hexagram: 

https://www.spellsofmagic.com/coven_ritual.html?ritual=2333&coven=6 …

8/5/2019 4:37:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Thanks! I stand corrected!

8/5/2019 4:37:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Me either! Thanks for sharing



8/5/2019 4:39:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd Born in JW Cult. 37 yoa NDE, fell into love ocean didn’t want to return. Researched NDE’s. Lost religion, gained spirituality. Saw a spaceship. Researched 

ET’s. Foundation fell apart.  Newly discovered talents, hypnosis, Akashic Records, learned who my soul is.

8/5/2019 4:39:48 PM scotlandrs7 A lady selling tee shirts we are the storm

8/5/2019 4:42:14 PM michelleliber That Mother Teresa was part of human trafficking as well.

8/5/2019 4:43:12 PM patriotmelissa Really him too?

8/5/2019 4:43:21 PM mongrelglory Yes, I'm familiar with her theories.

8/5/2019 4:43:56 PM kseven110 And I just saw the timestamp of my tweet is 11:10 am ( had no idea. I was in a hurry when typing it earlier). This is one of those synchronicities.  I 

consider 110 to be my lucky number and it has appeared many times throughout my life✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

8/5/2019 4:44:07 PM christello1 About a dozen!

8/5/2019 4:44:50 PM weediblue Conspiracy theory? I'd say the Catholic Church. The conspiracy is that they work for God, claim they are holier than now, yet have not only abused their 

proclaimed position of power, they have persecuted every woman and child for millennia. That's number 1. Next...

8/5/2019 4:45:35 PM mongrelglory The WHO gets 70% of their funding from the pharmaceutical industry.  The CDC is actually a private corporation but it gets tons of government funding 

with no government oversight!

8/5/2019 4:46:00 PM kathy181818 Nobody and I think people think I sound crazy when I explain Q

8/5/2019 4:47:16 PM nancy_notpelosi Just a handful, but filled in quite a few while in line @ the Trump rally.

Wore my Q shirt.

A wonderful young family of 6 cheered &took my picture with them chanting WWG1WGA and making Q's w/their fingers.

The 4 yr old grabbed my hand.

We were like family.

#CincinnatiTrumpRally

8/5/2019 4:47:37 PM weediblue 2. The EU unelected council are just a  'trade union'. Never had any EU v

8/5/2019 4:47:55 PM weediblue Ugh

8/5/2019 4:48:14 PM our_return_home Madre Teresa = John of God https://www.newsweek.com/mother-teresas-charity-being-investigated-child-trafficking-1027780 …

8/5/2019 4:49:16 PM starehope Everyone I know knows about Q. A few don't like Trump nor Q, (sadly family). The rest are followers of Q who watch videos on the tube by Serial Brain 

2, Praying Medic, Matrixxx, etc.

8/5/2019 4:49:27 PM aprilbrown99 No not really. I had heard about Majestic 12 but never did any research. But I was definitely drawn to the account and them like a magnet. Everything 

about them really resonates for me. So grateful every day for finding them. ✨✨✨💝💝💝✨✨✨

8/5/2019 4:50:01 PM purple3hadow ZERO...and it’s kind of painful.

8/5/2019 4:50:26 PM weediblue Citizen elect any of them, yet they sit in positions of power, and apparently, EU citizens are all good with this. Define conspiracy and truth.

8/5/2019 4:50:33 PM marymorton9 Zero no one else interested - all are conservatives too

8/5/2019 4:50:43 PM lisamoo65814620 Good to know. Thank you, Sheri.  😊

8/5/2019 4:52:35 PM keith369me Love you too David...better times ahead.

8/5/2019 4:52:53 PM sailfree It's a theory worth considering.

8/5/2019 4:53:11 PM wreckedroom1 You're not!

8/5/2019 4:53:46 PM weediblue 3. It's the 4th Reich in disguise. Not that good a disguise, but what less can be expected by vile media coverage and truth.

8/5/2019 4:54:00 PM cchef1980 Smart cookie. Nice

8/5/2019 4:54:12 PM keith369me I was asleep...found Q on the Oct 28 2017...before that I questioned some stuff, but not like after that day.

8/5/2019 4:54:15 PM starehope Hey Zag, what's up? Haven't seen you around! Hope all is well!🙋♀️

8/5/2019 4:54:21 PM purple3hadow Me too. I think one day soon I might try and organize it into a little booklet of some sort

8/5/2019 4:55:04 PM aprilbrown99 I Love you all bunches!  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/VNmLF9LiCe

8/5/2019 4:55:16 PM twistersage yep, food

8/5/2019 4:55:29 PM girlawakeinca That was my first thought too. I liked him a lot. But after seeing that info, another article said he had previously been arrested in Broward County 

Florida for a call girl service. Who knew? Sheesh.

8/5/2019 4:55:58 PM star_counter9 5

8/5/2019 4:57:06 PM starehope Understand about your family! Have a son who gives be trouble about Trump and Q. He's a bernie nut.

8/5/2019 4:57:14 PM cchef1980 ...continuing... from chans/twatter

➡️#fbianon

➡️@KibBitzLaw ➡️@kabamur_taygeta ➡️@TS_SCI_MAJIC12➡️infinity and beyond?

8/5/2019 4:57:53 PM star_counter9 All the clones,but also all the transgenders in Hollywood.

8/5/2019 5:00:51 PM my2sonznme 2 at work. And there are 5 of us women in a group text the we named the book club. A few of the girls have Q’d a new person in the last month. My 

husband is Q’ing his men at work. We’re all trying!!!!!

8/5/2019 5:01:19 PM jdmajor1976 EVERYONE  due to me :) They are ALL AWARE of THE PLAN, whether they believe or not is another story, but THEY KNOW :)

8/5/2019 5:01:44 PM vand3rboots One.

8/5/2019 5:02:30 PM starehope Understood!

8/5/2019 5:04:00 PM robertg69989098 That time is an illusion!!

8/5/2019 5:04:24 PM gryniiizred Other than myself, just one that follows & one that listens to me talk about Q, but hen I don't physically know alot of people 🤷♀️

8/5/2019 5:05:26 PM starehope 😂😂😂 Ok.

8/5/2019 5:06:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 Definitely inciting terrorists and violence

8/5/2019 5:06:33 PM 50pinkies Jesuits

8/5/2019 5:06:44 PM starehope Blue sanctuary city.

8/5/2019 5:06:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 100% agree

8/5/2019 5:07:20 PM state1union Why thank You very much 🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏

8/5/2019 5:08:10 PM djlok I also love how MJ12 posed the question.  Sort of like when I was a kid and upset about something and my grandpa would refer to himself in the third 

person... "Tell Papa about your day."  He already knew.

8/5/2019 5:08:21 PM starehope Wonder where they get their supply? One guess.

8/5/2019 5:08:55 PM vivipatriot7 The Walmart cam and mug shot definitely do not look like the same person.. weird

8/5/2019 5:13:49 PM zombiebaitmaid1 These articles were 100% worth the read.

8/5/2019 5:17:08 PM darcyandscout One, that I told and believed me.

8/5/2019 5:17:15 PM starehope Was just going to write that! You took the letters from my stylus!

8/5/2019 5:17:34 PM cathybivens4 One, my mother

8/5/2019 5:18:40 PM mtr_epicwin77 Thule society were deep into all sorts of it.

8/5/2019 5:20:29 PM zaraawakened And now Trump is starting to lose him after some of the comments Trump made this morning about the causes of gun violence and what should be 

done.

8/5/2019 5:20:39 PM starehope 😂😂😂 I hear ya!

8/5/2019 5:22:16 PM starehope I have seen a few lose faith and many more online.

8/5/2019 5:23:13 PM starehope Better to Lone Wolf than to never have Wolved at all.

8/5/2019 5:23:57 PM starehope Followed you too!👊

8/5/2019 5:24:09 PM alinahere Ditto😉 Of the 5 I've #RedPilled on #QAnon, 2 actively ask me.. What's Going On Now? & call back to see what's coming up next.

One of those is Actively Following some Q group on FB & shares to see if I was up to date myself 😅 & one other just accepts my #SerialBrain2 

videos.👍🇺🇸

8/5/2019 5:24:17 PM mntcol That's 3 or 4 more than me. People just roll their eyes at me or say.. What's Q.. Then before I get much further.. The abuse of President Trump starts. 

Some people are so shut off to him its ridiculous. 🙄😡😡

8/5/2019 5:24:26 PM _yuri_desu_ zero T^T



8/5/2019 5:25:21 PM tc4582 🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻❤️❤️❤️❤️🙌🏻🙌🏻🇺🇸

8/5/2019 5:25:23 PM dreamtimetalkin Who or how many people actually know who Q is?

8/5/2019 5:25:50 PM loralabelless  pic.twitter.com/bsupXKMgP3

8/5/2019 5:26:03 PM alisvolatpropi2 As a guesstimate, I would say about 30% of the people I know.  There is a group of 5 of us that speak almost daily about Q and Q related news.

8/5/2019 5:26:03 PM tc4582 Wish I worked with you🙌🏻❤️

8/5/2019 5:26:18 PM kseven110 🤷🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️😂🤣😂

8/5/2019 5:26:33 PM tc4582 ☹☹🤗

8/5/2019 5:27:28 PM tc4582 My mom, son, son in law. Everyone else rolls their eyes, but we don’t worry!!!❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏

8/5/2019 5:28:12 PM alinahere Well, I just Followed you BOTH. 😅👍🇺🇸🎉🍿

#WWG1WGA from #DarkToLIGHT to #MAGA & #KAG2020 😉 #GodBlessAllPatriots 🙏 & #GodBlessAmerica

8/5/2019 5:29:15 PM huajatollachic That’s just incredible.

8/5/2019 5:31:05 PM rafngeirdal Well, recently I watched an interview with John Lear and he knows about the technology that Dr. Judy Woods claimed had to be involved: some kind of 

space energy weapon.

8/5/2019 5:31:06 PM kseven110 Some days it seems like it’s never- ending craziness.

8/5/2019 5:31:17 PM kitnertodd Not enough, that I can tell you.

8/5/2019 5:31:54 PM like_neo That the majority of public figures we trusted and respected are practicing SRA, pedophilia, MK Ultra and cannibalism. Also that we’ve been lied to 

across all areas of our life. Oh yea, that Earth is a farm and I’m the product.

8/5/2019 5:32:22 PM rafngeirdal So that’s probably why both of those organizations deviated from proper conduct.

8/5/2019 5:33:18 PM eileen_ironic I know..we watched it 100 times with my kids...😱

8/5/2019 5:33:40 PM _a_quila Late in May of 2018 something small led me to Q post #232. Since then my whole world has changed.

8/5/2019 5:33:57 PM wwg1wga_every1 What is it then? Are you saying the moon is fake? Any links would be helpful. Red pill me on this, please!😁😁Thanks!

8/5/2019 5:34:03 PM tiakolbert Where should I begin this research

8/5/2019 5:35:30 PM anitakingsbauer Always loved topics ESP, pyramids, etc.  First red pill was when the Catholic Church wanted me to pay for an annulment for my future husband’s prior 

divorce (a marriage they would not recognize).  Never made sense..was all about the $. Years later watched Thrive.  Awoke!

8/5/2019 5:36:52 PM zaraawakened All of the horrible things that they do to children. One of the "models" on Rachel Chandler's Instagram looks EXACTLY like a set of twins that I went to 

school with. Imagining how that's even possible and what was probably done to that child, absolutely shook me to my core.

8/5/2019 5:37:00 PM wwg1wga_every1 9/11 was a big pill to swallow. Sure woke me up, though!!!!

8/5/2019 5:37:13 PM 94turboguy I am force feeding everyone I know...

8/5/2019 5:38:30 PM state1union Yes

8/5/2019 5:38:33 PM patriotforhim Did. However I have done almost a years worth of research and I have learned it is both biblical and logical. I have also learned that disinformation is 

needed until the appropriate time. I think Trump is trolling. pic.twitter.com/iaDHpXUTgl

8/5/2019 5:38:56 PM ryankochweare1 2

8/5/2019 5:39:00 PM 94turboguy They eat children

8/5/2019 5:39:09 PM identityasxy .

Sir James.

Thank you for taking the time to reply.  Greatly appreciate the post.  Looking forward to following you.

8/5/2019 5:39:44 PM agoodyear2015 Satan worship and satanic rituals involving children.  I still have trouble believing it.

8/5/2019 5:40:08 PM road2sea 1

8/5/2019 5:40:09 PM ymcmbwhale That we live in a matrix and that our whole believe system is fake, that we are manipulated to believe we are things apart from each other and 

servants of the allmighty god that watches from above

8/5/2019 5:42:12 PM anneolsen43 You will find her on Geffens Yacht https://twitter.com/anneolsen43/status/1157667123583492098?s=20 …

8/5/2019 5:43:01 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealObamaRecords

8/5/2019 5:43:07 PM v_rags One a co worker. No one in my family believes anything about Q. Very Lonely here in NYC. My twitter friends are the only thing keeping me going 

🙏💜🙏. Thank you MJ for all that your doing!

8/5/2019 5:43:25 PM awakeandsing123 Only 3, and those are the ones I redpilled myself. Feels pretty lonely around here )))

8/5/2019 5:44:29 PM jaggedlredpill The insane number of grownups that find babies sexually attractive and delicious 😡🤮🤯

8/5/2019 5:48:17 PM like_neo Jane Roberts/Seth and Robert Monroe books got me started in 2012. Then Pizzagate, then Q.

8/5/2019 5:50:01 PM like_neo Give them all free brownies!

8/5/2019 5:50:16 PM awakeandsing123 Followed all of you in this comment thread. The more the merrier. 👊🏻🇺🇸WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 5:50:30 PM eyesnheartopen Bunches.

8/5/2019 5:50:42 PM royleeplummer1 Never take your eyes off Democrats. pic.twitter.com/bs1esFYilA

8/5/2019 5:50:54 PM marksw_q Just three 😁✌️🇺🇸WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 5:51:04 PM plumqfrog About 3, one of them is blind so we update him with as much as possible and describe photos the best we can.

8/5/2019 5:53:46 PM danking54186423 6

8/5/2019 5:54:07 PM curseca Pedivores kept me up at night for 3 nights. I still shudder from the thought. But hearing the Red Cross was evil made perfect sense. I never got a good 

vibe from that organization.

8/5/2019 5:54:30 PM anncrittenden2 That most of Hollywood is transgender, and has been since its inception. It’s their cult

8/5/2019 5:56:55 PM awakeandsing123 2009: Saw a Flower of Life symbol in a friend’s book. This same symbol had been shown to me in a dream in 1986, from within, alive, in 3D. I recognized 

it right away. Was huge awakening moment, electric shock down my spine and I REMEMBERED. Learning tons ever since.

8/5/2019 5:57:14 PM rafngeirdal 16) Addition: I now remember that the cat loving Michelle with OCD and old style glasses, had a channel called DeceptionBytes. The Australian film 

maker had a channel that had a photo of his pet kangaroo, if I remember correctly + its name. The tin foil hat guy was young & slim.

8/5/2019 5:58:12 PM theglitcher14 Sadly, I don't know.

8/5/2019 5:59:40 PM llynn22 ZERO😕

8/5/2019 6:00:03 PM rafngeirdal 17) I’d like those to know about my real knowledge of Q drops and interpretations: @Kristi_Huebner @PlastiksurgeonE @skyzbabe1961 

@Majic12Anon @JamesDBeall1 @Josef86735145 @prayingmedic @RayPoetry

8/5/2019 6:01:02 PM brangusjimmy I’ve red pilled or exposed at least 30 people. Met a few more. Granted it is easier coming from Texas.

8/5/2019 6:02:54 PM bleakperfect1 Are reptilian aliens real?

8/5/2019 6:03:00 PM plastiksurgeone I was tuned into what was going on quite a bit before Q. Back in mid ‘16, there was someone on the Chans (4Chan) that was saying a LOT about the 

corruption going on in DC. That was someone that was named “FBIANON”. This went on for awhile...... (cont)

8/5/2019 6:03:04 PM lynnboyce7 3 family members and 1 friend. I have 3 people that ask what's going on with Q. WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 6:04:21 PM theglitcher14 That this all goes back as far in humanity's past as it does. Not the aliens, Nazi's, Satanism, etc. NONE of that shook me like finding out we've been 

under this system for so long, no one knows for sure how long. That's scary stuff.

8/5/2019 6:04:51 PM lynnboyce7 Family and 1 friend follow Q

8/5/2019 6:05:00 PM plastiksurgeone Then they disappeared. Q showed up about a year and a half later, and immediately I knew what they were talking about. That’s one of the reasons I 

dismissed nonsense about this being fake, a LARP, and all the attacks by the MSM reinforced this. Still happening now.

8/5/2019 6:05:58 PM shallknown Poof. Gone! Just like that. pic.twitter.com/lmZLUsEQNJ

8/5/2019 6:06:17 PM yustein  http://books.apple.com/us/book/id1475335149 …



8/5/2019 6:07:18 PM theglitcher14 It's hollow. An intergalactic "listening post" of sorts. It's the real reason why we haven't gone back since the Apollo missions and why we never really 

surveyed the "dark side."

8/5/2019 6:07:54 PM swamper60 One

8/5/2019 6:08:26 PM laurabusse Just watched it

Loved it!!!

8/5/2019 6:09:55 PM guy_karen Got the Q app long time ago. ❤️ it

8/5/2019 6:10:08 PM rebashoenfelt1 !!

8/5/2019 6:10:14 PM balenciaga90 No body!

8/5/2019 6:11:50 PM laurabusse 😁

8/5/2019 6:12:20 PM rebashoenfelt1 Correct

8/5/2019 6:12:24 PM bleakperfect1 Saw weird drones over my house one stationary with red light. Also there was a helicopter and predator drone that glazed very close to my house late 

at night. I think it was a fear tactic by Obama cia.

8/5/2019 6:14:02 PM balenciaga90 People have eaten people for centuries. That’s not a conspiracy theory.

8/5/2019 6:14:13 PM sdsandsurfer 9

8/5/2019 6:14:14 PM q4quebec MJ said "no clones in public". I can imagine all kinds of experiments being performed on humans in the DUMBs. But to say this singer, that politician is a 

clone is disinfo when there can be simpler explanations for their behavior.

8/5/2019 6:14:18 PM mickiedodge1 They wiped it!

8/5/2019 6:16:22 PM starehope I had many sleepless nights.

8/5/2019 6:17:17 PM state1union Well my oldest thinks I’m crazy 😝 but that’s just her age. This generation will be able to look 👀 back in history and see the truth.

8/5/2019 6:17:52 PM cynthiamorrow8 30+  years ago. Conditions in Germany while living there started waking me up

8/5/2019 6:18:30 PM balenciaga90 I yet have to see one.

8/5/2019 6:19:02 PM naynayfig Three young adult family members and 4 senior family members

8/5/2019 6:19:35 PM sherryc2013 42 and adding as fast as I can

8/5/2019 6:20:19 PM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼

8/5/2019 6:20:25 PM truthseeker273 15

8/5/2019 6:21:01 PM thevicioussnake Depopulation. 

But guess what.

ITS F-ING TRUE!

8/5/2019 6:21:29 PM truthseeker273 One morning last year a woman paid for my breakfast at McD because of the Q sticker on my car.

8/5/2019 6:21:53 PM sabbett_ That George W was bad..

8/5/2019 6:22:12 PM qtpi3_14 at least 5 or 6

8/5/2019 6:22:29 PM piinksp4rkles 10. But haven’t been as social for a few months.  Also, each of them know others I’m not acquainted with.

8/5/2019 6:22:48 PM hawkgirlinmn I can’t believe there is something out there that YOU haven’t seen! I feel honored 😁🌞🌈🦄

8/5/2019 6:23:02 PM shushale Zero.

8/5/2019 6:23:43 PM shotgunanniebar Personally just a handful that really follow for themselves, several that are interested but don’t investigate on their own, a lot that are curious but get 

overwhelmed with too much info @ once, probably tons that just think I am goofy! 😜

8/5/2019 6:24:26 PM vintagesquirrel The question was which was the hardest for you to accept as reality.

8/5/2019 6:26:42 PM santinocorlion2 Things just didn’t seem right.  Famine, endless wars, diseases. It just seemed we were destined for greater things than the path we were on.

8/5/2019 6:28:11 PM truthseeker273 I’ve sent many Lori Colley videos to people.  She’s easy to understand as she goes through the Q posts. This is how I’ve gotten people interested. It’s 

got to make sense and be simple.

8/5/2019 6:28:50 PM dynamicres Knew about them yes but never in the wildest, did i think they would ever be out in the open!

8/5/2019 6:29:08 PM rafngeirdal I watched that video

8/5/2019 6:29:24 PM laurabusse Ha ha

Yeah I get around

But I still come across stuff that's new to me of course

8/5/2019 6:29:59 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Is Pence on a leach?  Every time I see him behind Potus he is throwing daggers at him with his looks. It is a bit concerning to say 

the least.  pic.twitter.com/9ds2aOQDt8

8/5/2019 6:30:34 PM weediblue 9 people I've spoke to directly. Only three take me seriously. 4 are questioning the media coverage, and the other two think I'm nuts. That's only 

including adults.

8/5/2019 6:30:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 Teams of shooters in El Paso- some eye witnesses to shooters in black clothing- 8 heads blown off my marksmen?

8/5/2019 6:31:57 PM rafngeirdal Once again you are way ahead of me. ☺️

8/5/2019 6:33:50 PM rafngeirdal I realized how real Q was, when I noticed the Q proof concerning the painting of George Washington, plus WHO exactly were involved: the higher 

echelons in Pentagon itself!

8/5/2019 6:34:05 PM cpace98 Active Q Follower

8/5/2019 6:34:58 PM nursewounds Adrenechrome and the way they extract it.

Learning that "they" are elite, politicians, hollyweird, world leaders, organizations.

The poor children they are using in rituals. I can't imagine. I pray for them.

Can't pick just one. Its a lot to absorb and handle.

8/5/2019 6:36:01 PM the_it_goddess I didn't hear about that! 😳

8/5/2019 6:36:31 PM wandaanglos But these triangles aren't even close to being the same as your secret symbol. 

Your symbol has seven lines making the triangle,  and this movie poster's t

symbol has four lines, and it has two dots in the middle.  Your symbol has no dots. They're altogether different.

8/5/2019 6:36:52 PM truthseeker273 My Aunt sent me video footage of the Pentagon missile. You know the missile 2 second footage released a couple years ago. She sent me that in 

January 2002 in a video with music and captions. I cried. I felt betrayed. I knew that all of 9/11 was a lie to promote an agenda.

8/5/2019 6:37:17 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

8/5/2019 6:37:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂

8/5/2019 6:37:47 PM lisat8832 ZERO!!!! I’m in CA tho - I keep trying to red pill others - doesn’t matter no turning back now

8/5/2019 6:38:38 PM weediblue When talking to the kids, they look at me as if I've been asleep for years. When you hear the sarcastic reply, I KNOW, gives me some faith.

8/5/2019 6:38:44 PM cpace98 Fetus cells in our food supply

8/5/2019 6:38:49 PM wandaanglos Sorry, Six lines not seven.

8/5/2019 6:39:20 PM patriot19555 Few

8/5/2019 6:39:20 PM keith369me I think the encouragement to share has a purpose...grow collective consciousness in addition to individual awakening

8/5/2019 6:39:45 PM state1union You forgot Corporate Comcast and Disney etc and thank you 🙏 Awake Patriot well said.

8/5/2019 6:40:24 PM kristi_huebner You were always amongst friends, Rafn.... You should be proud of what you know.... We are part of the most amazing history this would will ever 

know! 😉

8/5/2019 6:43:12 PM usn112006 Two

8/5/2019 6:44:31 PM mortizz3 When my brother told me to research illuminati when I was 14

8/5/2019 6:45:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmm



8/5/2019 6:48:15 PM n7guardiananon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/aBcSFnkqPT

8/5/2019 6:49:20 PM boxcarbum This question implies that all conspiracy theories are true?

8/5/2019 6:49:45 PM sterkinglights1 For me it has been both seconds and years. Every book and every author. From the travels of Marco Polo to more esoteric things. From many things 

going full circle future dreams from childhood that have come true. I can kinda see but it's a feeling like I am missing bigly

8/5/2019 6:49:47 PM daltonposse 1

8/5/2019 6:49:55 PM blankmarlo  https://youtu.be/DhTagWzkjHk 

8/5/2019 6:50:03 PM inmatemaga Halloween 1995

Was approached by demonic beings that told me, "JUST EXCEPT HIM INTO YOUR HEART AND ALL YOUR WILDEST DREAMS WILL COME TRUE, JUST 

SAAYIT AND ITCANBE DONE! JUST SATAN, JUST SAAYITAN, JUST SAY IT AND IT CAN BE DONE, JUST SATAN!

Everything you can imagine...

8/5/2019 6:50:05 PM paterrebecca The first. That we were being lied to about cancer treatments. Once i realized it could be cured with diet, infrared sauna, essential oils and cannabis. 

Once i saw through the chemo lie the rest was easy. If they are willing to let millions die i thought what else are they up to

8/5/2019 6:50:24 PM rhodesmkt 7

8/5/2019 6:50:28 PM blankmarlo  http://humansarefree.com/2014/05/earths-moon-is-hollow-space-station.html?m=0 …

8/5/2019 6:51:08 PM balenciaga90 Sorry! My bad!

8/5/2019 6:51:08 PM audra_shumaker 5- IRL

8/5/2019 6:51:20 PM wayne91012325 2 people an myself

8/5/2019 6:53:20 PM laurabusse I have no doubt your prayers and the prayers of others like yourself were instrumental in helping to bring this all about 😊

8/5/2019 6:53:24 PM vintagesquirrel No worries, fren.

8/5/2019 6:54:38 PM michaeldee1111 5

8/5/2019 6:54:46 PM inmatemaga Indigo here and I am now highly developed but then I was only 18 and feel they were trying to recruit me for there tasks?! I have taken my light 

workings very seriously ever since that night! This is a very serious situation upon this planet but I know we will prevail!...

8/5/2019 6:54:47 PM laurabusse I like long stories

Ppls awakening stories are fascinating

8/5/2019 6:56:08 PM laurabusse Was that the one about the Hillary coup?

That video was jaw dropping!

8/5/2019 6:56:33 PM blankmarlo Visuals really help so check the vid and the article but the moon is much bigger in size relative to the earth compared to any known satellites, it's also 

too close to earth for what it's size is and the fact that it has one side constantly facing the earth is not normal.

8/5/2019 6:56:36 PM inmatemaga Talk about a sketchy ass experience. I had to go get witnesses to observe and hear what I was. They did and one of them took off running from fear of 

these entities! Demons do exist and they are very evident on our plane of existence! I love you all who read this!

#WWG1WGA #QARMY

8/5/2019 6:57:10 PM christalsweets Oooh, they just let me like it all of a sudden.  Will see if this sends

8/5/2019 6:57:12 PM olimyracle Chemtrails

8/5/2019 6:57:30 PM texasstorm4 Only three. I’m trying to red pill people and not very successful.

8/5/2019 6:57:47 PM christalsweets It must have just been a temporary glitch.....LOLOLOL!!!!!!!

8/5/2019 6:57:57 PM wayne91012325 Mother Teresa was a child trafficker , it just don’t make sense. She lived in abhorrent poverty , you’d think she would of made some cash if that’s what 

she was doing. So at this stage with the small amount of research done I can’t find any facts to back this up

8/5/2019 6:59:16 PM blankmarlo It also shows evidence of being a hollow structure with a hard outer shell. All the craters are a uniform depth but different width and a ringing noise 

has been recorded when objects make impact. It's also the perfect size and distance to block out the sun at regular intervals.

8/5/2019 6:59:54 PM new_winnie Me, myself and I, I’ve discussed with wife, said it was a 🥜 I find it better not to come at folks as a Q but to inform them to question everything, never 

take anything as gospel. I’ve turned many off of msm to citizens journalists, now my wife sees the lies of the media

8/5/2019 7:00:12 PM trumpet39777907 Seems like everything ties in together. I think what the children have been put through is the most awful evil thing ever.

8/5/2019 7:00:24 PM mama_juju42 The torture being done to children. I still can't wrap my mind around it.

8/5/2019 7:02:08 PM olimyracle 1 out of 6 #YellowVests sitting at the table tonight

8/5/2019 7:02:36 PM blankmarlo Any one of these things is rare for a satellite but all in one structure means it's impossible for the moon to be a naturally occurring satellite. It's also 

very old compared to the earth so all evidence points to it being artificial and not made from earth materials.

8/5/2019 7:03:05 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Personally...heaps of my mates and their parents, aunties, uncles, brothers and sisters.

Q is WORLDWIDE and quickly multiplying, in NZ.

8/5/2019 7:08:06 PM charlesgdavis1 Everything!!😂😂😂👽👽😎😈😇

8/5/2019 7:08:35 PM wayne91012325 Yep that one I have found no factual evidence on. And you think if she was she would of made a few bucks doing it. Like Epstein now there’s a piece of 

shit who made millions doing it.

8/5/2019 7:09:18 PM shitpeytonsaya yes, this one is a tough one for me...my sister was poisoned with MMR vax and died a slow and painful years long death. My parents knew it was the 

shot but docs are so brainwashed and had no treatments, no answers. My kids are vax free.

8/5/2019 7:09:22 PM blankmarlo @rhianonmat @BPhouse @tiakolbert @shortshiz69

8/5/2019 7:09:24 PM irisfoxnycgrand Ditto.

8/5/2019 7:12:09 PM wayne91012325 May not have been sent to save us, but is doing a bloody good job at it!

8/5/2019 7:14:25 PM mongrelglory I agree!

8/5/2019 7:15:19 PM mongrelglory Bruce Willis looks like he's masturbating in that GIF.

8/5/2019 7:16:05 PM sudharsanhot Antarctica

8/5/2019 7:16:08 PM ladyyoungbull About 10 in person, most of them only know from me! lol

About half hear my reports but think it's crazy talk, 3 are open minded, and 2 follow along. 

i found Q while working on the KRYPTOS cypher in Oct 2017 & was intrigued by the "RIP JFK. We will avenge you. #UNITED posts!

8/5/2019 7:16:54 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/3gMLY2hXdI

8/5/2019 7:17:24 PM n7guardiananon 😎😉😉😉

one way to "handle" your business

8/5/2019 7:17:39 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  Did I say that out loud? 🤪

8/5/2019 7:18:19 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Ogj92yOHKn

8/5/2019 7:18:46 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/vVBYr7gtZ5

8/5/2019 7:21:46 PM nun_chucknorris Pic? PLEASE!!

8/5/2019 7:21:57 PM universalrisin All my life i knew there was something special and powerful about myself and no matter how hard i tried to push it away and act like this stuff isn’t real 

and a form of lunacy, i always come back! I then stumbled upon @AncientWisd0m and continued following and researching

8/5/2019 7:27:17 PM melodicwarrior1 My journey started with a Q: What if I am wrong about everything I believed? It lead to me to research and ask more questions. Now a Q for yourself: 

How does one thank those who save a life?



8/5/2019 7:27:43 PM parlingirl My brother had this exact thing happen to him when he was a older teen come to think of it is this Jesse cause it sounds just like what happened to 

him!?

8/5/2019 7:28:15 PM linda_qanon There needs to be Q meet up groups, that would be #TheAwakening

8/5/2019 7:28:53 PM poppyslovecapu I do! 

At least 4 in my circle and spotted by someone outside my area!

#Qanon do research to find the answers which [they] are hiding‼️

8/5/2019 7:29:53 PM imwideawake2018 That we've been living a lie for hundreds of years. 

Ready for freedom and peace on earth!🙏

8/5/2019 7:31:27 PM johnnygoldenart I know two others.

8/5/2019 7:33:20 PM zooodrew Kundalini awakening and interdimensional experience in 2008 after sudden ego death brought on by losing life savings, client money and false sense of 

self on wall street in March 2008, at the hand of the Fed. Soul surfing ever since. Reality is 144,000 times stranger than fiction

8/5/2019 7:36:48 PM faithflag One

8/5/2019 7:39:41 PM zooodrew Interdimensional controllers and spiritual warfare

8/5/2019 7:39:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The hardest part the believe about chemtrails was how oblivious the average person is.. either they don't even notice what's going on right above their 

head or just say "planes always do that"

8/5/2019 7:40:09 PM lorenzosghost That 911 was done with box cutters by a few arabs

8/5/2019 7:41:58 PM fktvis 2

8/5/2019 7:42:32 PM abstract1dea And the same people keep popping up in the middle of everything

8/5/2019 7:42:39 PM nun_chucknorris From a computer should be “safe” I suppose?

8/5/2019 7:43:10 PM nun_chucknorris Not the first I have heard of that. Sorry!

8/5/2019 7:44:20 PM nun_chucknorris People have had the same experience with the Bible changes. Right before their eyes.

8/5/2019 7:45:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

III

Whose turn is it? pic.twitter.com/g79DR37V6d

8/5/2019 7:47:48 PM cpace98 H could =a big event happening somewhere in August not necessarily a state. Maybe a  famous person who’s name begins with H?

8/5/2019 7:48:11 PM scott_rick #DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS

#DECLAS
8/5/2019 7:48:48 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 7:48:52 PM qpatriotq 8919

8/5/2019 7:50:30 PM abstract1dea  pic.twitter.com/gJC9sFi1vP

8/5/2019 7:50:33 PM nun_chucknorris Maybe. Could be connected to the ether (look up Tesla’s ether if you haven’t heard of it)

8/5/2019 7:50:53 PM dls00741 About 10-12 aware,  2 follow via soc media.  I am the only one I know in RT that hangs out on the 8 chan board.

8/5/2019 7:51:00 PM enomai_ :( 1 and another one who doesn't believe it

8/5/2019 7:51:21 PM enomai_ Go figure

8/5/2019 7:51:48 PM aprilbrown99 [They] keep using the same old tactics.  So transparent. 

Is [He] 👇👇👇 on a leash?  [He] is always staring strangely at Potus from behind. pic.twitter.com/woQtVxdcH0

8/5/2019 7:51:59 PM enomai_ Many are awakening and don't know why

8/5/2019 7:53:04 PM zaraawakened 💥💥💥 #UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥 #UnsealPedogate

💥💥💥 #UnsealSNCTM

💥💥💥 #UnsealEpstein

💥💥💥 #UnsealNXIVM

💥💥💥 #UnsealDisney

8/5/2019 7:53:21 PM 1crazy_toaster No one is going to forget about the Epstein thread. This card will bring down the house b/c he's connected to all of it. It's a beautiful chess piece :-)

8/5/2019 7:55:16 PM gravey6 Yes

8/5/2019 7:55:36 PM raisethevib369 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 7:55:41 PM pixiesdorule I'm focused on Epstein. You have instructed well and many listened. We're awake and know what to look for. Not ever going backwards for many of us. 

Each shooting carries the same MO and has for many years.These events we were warned of. We're finishing this. We have no choice.

8/5/2019 7:55:57 PM aprilbrown99 Proof?

8/5/2019 7:55:58 PM maura92938384 #DECLAS

#UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 7:56:12 PM lightonthehill The fact of false flag operations. This is an utterly abhorrent concept for those who were raised to believe most people, including our leaders, are good.

8/5/2019 7:56:36 PM dls00741 Shooting events could be sacrifices for their festival.  Festival implies multiple days.  If they even happened.

It would be easy to fake the OHIO event.  Happened around bar closing time, police there immediately.  Handy Crisis Actors to interview and film..... 

pic.twitter.com/OO3maayZlL

8/5/2019 7:57:12 PM enomai_ I don't think I should :/

8/5/2019 7:58:40 PM enomai_ Godspeed

8/5/2019 7:59:20 PM dls00741 oh yeah..... the shooter died in February 2014 and has a memorial video clearly showing he's the same person they are parading as the shooter.

8/5/2019 7:59:45 PM enomai_ Like it can't just be revisited?

8/5/2019 8:00:03 PM gravey6 Timothy Charles Holmseth



8/5/2019 8:00:10 PM toffer_anon_369 Prime Numbers are Critical in what is about to unfold?

8/6/2019 == 17 + 9 == Q + GOD

T minus 01:00??

!!!~~~BQQM~~~!!!

8/5/2019 8:00:19 PM enomai_ I mean do these people have any logical skills?

8/5/2019 8:01:31 PM cstarr888 And the CDC owns over 50 patents on vaccines ... no conflict of interet there🤔🙏💖

8/5/2019 8:01:32 PM egelone 💥💥💥 #UnsealStandardHotel

💥💥💥 #UnsealPedogate

💥💥💥 #UnsealSNCTM

💥💥💥 #UnsealEpstein

💥💥💥 #UnsealNXIVM

💥💥💥 #UnsealDisney

WWG1WGA!!!!!
8/5/2019 8:01:36 PM michael58668612 There should be a graphic linking DS events to the mass shootings.

8/5/2019 8:01:42 PM allahuniversal 6

8/5/2019 8:02:37 PM piper_low 5

8/5/2019 8:04:32 PM love_infusion Love youuuuuuu 💃

8/5/2019 8:04:52 PM enomai_ That Trump is Evil

And, Climate change is real.

I still think none are plausible

8/5/2019 8:06:18 PM americanpetal No one

8/5/2019 8:07:10 PM lightonthehill I have discovered truly marvelous things, which this space is too narrow to contain.

8/5/2019 8:07:49 PM patriot1069 One! The rest of them don’t know what they’re missing.

8/5/2019 8:08:14 PM raisethevib369 Is anything created without the Kristos spark AI?

8/5/2019 8:08:25 PM mlphillips1998 No one.

8/5/2019 8:08:56 PM jdw822018 I always bring it up and encourage others to check it out. Discussing this weekend... they aren’t believers bc they said they have known all this sort 

about ppl in gov. For a long time and nothing will happen. I said we didn’t have someone who wasn’t on their side b4.

8/5/2019 8:11:17 PM zagnett Hey thanks for asking, @StarEHope! All is well. Just busier than normal lately, unfortunately.

Have a Great Day!😎👊👍

8/5/2019 8:11:23 PM mariadonofrio10 Just ppl I’ve told...I have no problem identifying with Q!

I’ve had different reactions, we’re human, curiosity get the best of us, they now follow!😉

8/5/2019 8:11:30 PM bre785 None

8/5/2019 8:11:41 PM the_fjalar H. Ross Perot and Jesse Ventura for the start...then out of curiosity as to why Trump wanted to be President only to put up with all the shit he was 

being given lead me to find this article...and that lead to Q...

and that lead to twitter https://www.exopolitics.org/qanon-is-us-military-intelligence-that-recruited-trump-for-president-to-prevent-coup-detat/ …

8/5/2019 8:13:15 PM godfamcountry Hardest for me to understand is that they’ve made it possible to transfer a soul to another body...a clone.  Can’t wrap my brain around that one.  I 

don’t want to believe it.

8/5/2019 8:13:39 PM otreborrm Why is the shooters Hair blonde in the photo of The alleged shooting, And brown In his Mugshot?

8/5/2019 8:13:43 PM trishrichards4 Actually in real life 2. People are scared to talk about it, afraid of ridicule. If Trump acknowledges Q people will let their light shine. I do not hide it at 

all....

8/5/2019 8:15:38 PM otreborrm That last one Is McLovin.

8/5/2019 8:18:07 PM taximikey I know of at least 10

8/5/2019 8:18:16 PM therealbigneum Pearl harbor and 9/11 but after i read the northwoods docs the lusitania, gulf of tonkin all this shit made sense

8/5/2019 8:19:05 PM audra_shumaker Graham Hancock Fingerprints of the Gods.Piri Reis map, archeological evidence. >25 yrs ago. Plus also knowing WW2 stories not quite right w/vatican 

before that.

8/5/2019 8:19:48 PM letm3gugletht4u One fine day I posted about the California Wild Fires, basically saying "now how are those plastic mailboxes still standing and how is there a hole in a 

tree on fire" (something like that) and @the_Fjalar opened my eyes by sharing info about D.E.W.S.... the rest was history.

8/5/2019 8:19:49 PM mlphillips1998 9/11 was an inside job.

8/5/2019 8:20:13 PM realeyethespy Glad to be apart of that too. Love you. Glad you’re doing good.

8/5/2019 8:20:30 PM savethesedogs That's good news about Italy though!

8/5/2019 8:21:43 PM the_fjalar True story. 

I knew you were ready.

My first sharing of Q and what’s really happening. #MAGA #MEGA

8/5/2019 8:22:05 PM dan007mnr Honestly, zero. - You are all my frens ~ 😊 

So in 10 years, I’m the demographic that moved for work every 2+ years. It was about 8-9 years ago when random Canadian friends dropped the 911 

nugget, which blew my mind>dug. So I have all kinds of friends that can chat, but no Q.

8/5/2019 8:22:13 PM taximikey I where my Q T shirt everywhere and I get a lot of positive feedback I’m in the  http://dc.md.va  Area

8/5/2019 8:23:10 PM moonbaby04371 Why is the "patient" wearing a crop top/half shirt????🤔

8/5/2019 8:23:36 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein and find Jim Norris pic.twitter.com/DwSebFsDBK

8/5/2019 8:23:57 PM mlphillips1998 And that a secret service agent in the car with JFK was who really shot him.

8/5/2019 8:24:48 PM knightofmaltaus Another thing. Our posts are always supported by verifiable facts, sometimes credible links and only want correct information being disseminated. 

False Flags, Disinfo & Misinfo Campaigns abound. Incumbent upon us all to help social media remain proper. Followed, returned. 

pic.twitter.com/xy2NuyCqJs

8/5/2019 8:26:39 PM letm3gugletht4u And I sincerely thank you for that.

8/5/2019 8:27:42 PM mlphillips1998 That Billy Graham was a pedophile. And that a lot of famous people past and current are pedophiles.

8/5/2019 8:29:36 PM the_fjalar #MAGA beer incoming! pic.twitter.com/4z5qzspgZt

8/5/2019 8:32:38 PM whodamanp 1 is the loneliest number.

8/5/2019 8:34:26 PM margotmartinez I’m going to follow all three of you!

8/5/2019 8:35:36 PM margotmartinez I guess I was already following you, Alina!

8/5/2019 8:35:44 PM kerriatid One single other person.

8/5/2019 8:35:58 PM eskeljoyce Since 9/11. Began questioning, not understanding how our world went down the tubes so quick. Knew it was on purpose but had no idea what the left 

was doing except ushering in the New World Order.

8/5/2019 8:36:29 PM crystal96950170 About 20.

8/5/2019 8:36:39 PM truthfreedom17 Many online. Only a few willing to admit it in personal life.

8/5/2019 8:38:18 PM jmeacham14 Quite a few.



8/5/2019 8:38:48 PM taximikey You have to ease into it it’s pretty heavy stuff to just drop on people who are in a edited reality the fog of the swamp is masked as“news”& popular 

media. give them bread crumbs ask them Questions give them the location to Research & don’t be overly excited that’s just creepy

8/5/2019 8:38:59 PM qld_truthseeker As a child I was told I had an overactive imagination. I could 👀 what I now know to be Auras arnd ppl, plants, animals. Early 20’s I read Celestine 

Prophecy - late 20’s synchronicity lead me to study Parapsychology. Now studying Reiki which 1st came 2 me via “download” in 1990’s

8/5/2019 8:39:19 PM mcbostongirls He grabbed some dye in aisle 4 managed to rinse it out and dry it and change pants he grabbed in aisle 2 before the arrest! 👌👌

8/5/2019 8:39:47 PM kerriatid My Aunt endlessly posts raging fb commentary on anything Doug Ford or conservative. It’s exhausting, and irrational. Ha. I can only imagine what she 

would say if I told her I like Trump. Lol

8/5/2019 8:40:30 PM rhodesmkt I was in 8th grade studying the Constitution. I read we had protected rights given to us by God, Inalienable Rights. As I continued to study I realized 

people were losing their “rights” to felonies. The more I studied the more I realized the people were being deceived.

8/5/2019 8:42:15 PM azsky1973 I only know 2 other followers and about 3 people who are at all aware of Q.

8/5/2019 8:43:41 PM kerriatid I saw a GIANT Canadian flag hanging on someone’s porch this week. My guess is they follow Q because it’s basically against the law (sarcasm) to be a 

patriotic Canadian. So uncouth. I almost went and knocked on their door to tell them how much I loved it! 🇨🇦

8/5/2019 8:43:50 PM andyr1112 Only the people I've mentioned it too who also think I'm nuts

8/5/2019 8:44:43 PM margotmartinez My immediate family, so five people. My husband is almost fully on board. Our kids have always ribbed me about being a conspiracy nut, but they’re 

paying attention & can recognize propaganda & false flags. (They’re all adults)

8/5/2019 8:44:46 PM kkcalabrese2 6

8/5/2019 8:45:04 PM dystopian42 Adrenochrome

8/5/2019 8:45:43 PM nested_in_uk 1

8/5/2019 8:47:10 PM rhodesmkt I was taught Rights couldn’t be taken away except by the one who gave them. If our Rights come from God, only God can take them away. Privileges 

are given & taken away by man/Gov Rights are with you till you die, felonies or no felonies. So how come some can’t own a Gun?

8/5/2019 8:47:13 PM nested_in_uk UK needs a Q

8/5/2019 8:48:32 PM nested_in_uk funny

8/5/2019 8:52:05 PM kerriatid I have tried to tiptoe into the subject with a few people. The satan aspect seems to instantly turn everyone off. As soon as they hear it...mind is closed. 

Corruption they can grasp. 

Do they really believe no evil exists? Yes, because, Canada. A country of Never-Trumpers.

8/5/2019 8:52:31 PM danamichedwards 3

8/5/2019 8:52:53 PM george__weed 2

8/5/2019 8:53:32 PM aprilbrown99 Finally watching this now. This takes things to a whole other level, doesnt it. #ThesePeopleAreEvil

8/5/2019 8:54:06 PM knightofmaltaus ...and what do you think has been experienced at CERN? Interesting your bringing up ‘interdimensional’.  How are you on holographic and portal 

sphere with dates-times-planes of time and parallel worlds? Von Braun confirmed a Nazi Bell recovered, sent and came back in PA.

8/5/2019 8:54:37 PM kerriatid I’m jealous. My husband won’t even let me talk about anything political because I like Trump. Isn’t that an awful thing in a relationship, to not be able 

to share this with a spouse?

8/5/2019 8:55:09 PM jessieweir9 A dozen at least

8/5/2019 8:57:28 PM janewmason And some of the mass shooters whose

Therapists are associated with John of God.

8/5/2019 8:57:37 PM whiteraven1491 To make him look whiter. As in like blonde hair blue eyes

8/5/2019 9:00:30 PM winklerburke I worked on a project of the Spirit: what was missing from seminaries & Church.  The result:   http://www.inthatdayteachings.com . In the higher 

language of poetry.  For body:  http://www.ryssianmartialart.com  For soul: QANON Patriot movement.  http://Www.qanon.pub . Spirit, body, soul.

8/5/2019 9:01:18 PM winklerburke  http://Russianmartialart.com  Systema

8/5/2019 9:01:40 PM jayrambin 1.  I find this hard to believe.  However, I agree that it's very dangerous information.  If the public thought that human clones existed, theyd have no 

confidence in arrests or other legal actions.  We'd have a huge...

8/5/2019 9:01:51 PM andyr1112 I'm sure you see these symbols on the drapes but if not, hey did u notice these symbols on that drape? pic.twitter.com/dSzTEnptCl

8/5/2019 9:02:53 PM alinahere Geezzz, I've been meaning to Make time to read The Book of Enoch.

Guess I'll have to get to it a lot sooner than I thought.

I do believe that atoms come together to Create the pixels We SEE in our everyday life & Time is an illusion. 

So Why would Flat Earth be so hard for me?🤔

8/5/2019 9:03:10 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/pJAPYWhXtOs 

8/5/2019 9:05:07 PM girlawakeinca Beyond the pale isn’t it? Subhuman. 🤢

8/5/2019 9:05:12 PM scents_common Power of 3 6 9

8/5/2019 9:11:40 PM aprilbrown99 I had heard about turning a loved ones ashes into diamonds several years ago, of course bcuz this is California & we have all the creepy Hollywood stuff 

here.🥴

So that must be what this equipment is for. Incinerate the evidence of tortured children and then...ugh so disgusting. pic.twitter.com/PiiJAWUFVt

8/5/2019 9:12:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week. 

Stay tuned.

8/5/2019 9:13:39 PM jeff57253103 Declass coming? Epstein stuff? Other big names exposed?

8/5/2019 9:13:44 PM boxcarbum Hasn't this been said of every week though? Kinda tired of all hype and no action.

8/5/2019 9:13:44 PM dman7210 Been saying that for over a year ?

8/5/2019 9:14:20 PM _17patriot_ How do we combat Hemisync

8/5/2019 9:14:21 PM pro_aktv Where are the 8 criminal referrals we were promised 2-3 weeks ago? 🤔 Please and thank you.

8/5/2019 9:14:21 PM rachelhalligan Always the cliffhanger. It's getting old.

8/5/2019 9:14:25 PM blankmarlo 12:12

8/5/2019 9:14:25 PM americanpetal 😂 Maybe we’re in the wrong timeline? lol

8/5/2019 9:14:36 PM pixiesdorule #WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 9:14:47 PM 1centralcaligal Big Week, that's what we call the week when the State Rodeo comes to my hometown of Salinas, California!! BIG WEEK! 

https://www.carodeo.com/events/2019/big-week-professional-bull-riding …

8/5/2019 9:14:55 PM anonymoussage1 Ha. I think not.

We still have to wait a few more weeks for the big week.

8/5/2019 9:15:20 PM michael81972 #UnsealEptein...

       #UnsealEpstein...

              #UnsealEpstein...

8/5/2019 9:15:27 PM jayrambin 2. ... unfixable mess.  On the other hand, if we don't know, and a clone gets jailed or passes, yet the real one is hidden and still exerting influence, that's 

not good either.  It's messy.  Id bet that MJ or White Hats will do what's necessary to neutralize the real one also.

8/5/2019 9:15:47 PM stormystorm10 No more false 🇺🇸 please 😬

8/5/2019 9:16:06 PM natureinspace What are the chances that the El Paso shooter has been to Epstein's ranch in NM?

8/5/2019 9:16:11 PM rachelhalligan I'm beginning to think it's all one and the same. The days of pacifying us with high hopes are over. Little less talk and a lot more action is in order.



8/5/2019 9:16:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 You cannot win a war overnight. Not when it isn't being played from both sides simultaneously. There are many powerful and well connected players 

protecting Epstein's network among other related networks. Remember FBIAnon's 3 choices. We are in #1, everybody is demanding #3.

8/5/2019 9:17:11 PM girlawakeinca Sadly I think you’re right. This is where I have to temper myself. I feel righteous anger just knowing this has been happening for centuries. We will end 

this evil. Let’s bring earth back to balance & fill with love, respect for humanity, kindness & joy. ❤️

8/5/2019 9:18:17 PM goodmedicine4us Trusting the plan, but I hope you haven't miscalculated. I pray the plan means winning without CA.  If, say, 40% of Cali is foreign born, many aren't even 

fluent, don't know civics, nor constitution, nor care to know, and don't want to know, seriously. CA is lost? TICK TOCK MJ12.

8/5/2019 9:18:45 PM boxcarbum "You cannot win a war overnight."

Of course. But if you truly believe that, then... why keep claiming every week is a big week?

8/5/2019 9:19:26 PM blankmarlo Did he say the being told him to experiment on black people specifically or did the entity just instruct him to experiment on people and he chose 

blacks?

8/5/2019 9:19:56 PM ekotoons #DAILYEPSTEIN pic.twitter.com/P57SYhKfsP

8/5/2019 9:20:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many things happening in the background, and unfortunately [they] play very dirty. We are doing things by the books because when it all goes down 

they will scream if we didn't do things by the books and our legal system would just protect them. Trust the plan.

8/5/2019 9:20:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Critical mass is required.

Keep archiving offline.

Spread offline. 

Educate others.

Be willing to answer friends' questions RE "The Storm" as you understand, then reflect current events that support your conclusion. 

Many are upset over lack of public actionables.

8/5/2019 9:21:22 PM gregbcox129 Met my first one a couple months ago at work (there’s about 3,000 of us employees). Can’t recall the exact moment we realized we both followed Q, 

other than we started talking to each other, because we were both MAGA.

8/5/2019 9:21:45 PM jvan125 God bless and keep all involved safe and protected from all forms of evil. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

8/5/2019 9:22:03 PM rachelhalligan Mercenaries work both ways. Just saying.

8/5/2019 9:22:17 PM realgrace_kelly 5

8/5/2019 9:22:56 PM girlawakeinca Will do MJ12. We’ll keep spreading awareness & archiving. Thank you for the reminder. pic.twitter.com/NWi224Dc8D

8/5/2019 9:23:04 PM brenda11641001 Please ask questions. If we don't know the answer, we will find it. Also See Say Something. Q sent me.

8/5/2019 9:23:15 PM rebornkingent No, don’t remember fbianon choices?

8/5/2019 9:23:16 PM jayrambin Actively follow Q: 5

Are aware of Q: maybe 10

But, I have a very small circle of people now.  And these days, I keep my head down because libs are on short fuses and ruthless.  Small town here.

8/5/2019 9:23:28 PM kimmeykim1 Hanging on and praying 🙏🏻 praying 🙏🏻 praying 🙏🏻

8/5/2019 9:23:45 PM david00997884 Dont sing it bring it. Declass everything, wont hurt my fillings. Oh Happy Days

8/5/2019 9:23:48 PM myname71441768 Push it forward son. It’s High Time

8/5/2019 9:24:00 PM eyesnheartopen 911. And then I woke up.

8/5/2019 9:24:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 THERAPY

NXIVM Patents

MK-ULTRA

Majestic Secrets of Consciousness Weaponized

Fundamental reason why majority is still classified.

Society must raise in its consciousness before  disclosures.

UNITING BEHIND THE TRUTH will go along way.

Are you distracted?

All sad, yes, but are you?
8/5/2019 9:24:05 PM kseven110 Thank you!!! AMA soon???

8/5/2019 9:24:11 PM iamhowiam2 Millions, We are ALL Q. WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 9:24:31 PM boxcarbum Sure. Some weeks have been bigger than others. I still think it's disingenuous to say "now now, wars take time to win" while continuing to speak in 

such sensationalistic tones. It doesn't help against the accusations that it's all just a LARP cult.

8/5/2019 9:24:32 PM _the_psychonaut #UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 9:24:35 PM kimmeykim1 I’m seeing seeds I dropped a year ago starting to sow.  We have to hang on.  It’s happening ❤️🙏🏻❤️

8/5/2019 9:24:53 PM miaskon 3

8/5/2019 9:24:59 PM kimmeykim1 Congrats!!!

8/5/2019 9:25:01 PM redpillinc The government is not transparent. Put them all on display for the world to see.

8/5/2019 9:25:09 PM unstoppablencp Liked “@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 started a thread:Critical mass is required.

Keep archiving offline.

Spread offline. 

Educate others.

Be willing to...

8/5/2019 9:25:12 PM unstoppablencp Liked “@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: THERAPY

NXIVM Patents

MK-ULTRA

Majestic Secrets of Consciousness Weaponized

Fundamental reason why majority is st...

8/5/2019 9:25:24 PM nurseniceyes What is the plan? exactly p?

8/5/2019 9:25:31 PM aegeanphoenix17 I know of two other people.

8/5/2019 9:25:40 PM aprilbrown99 I was just thinking the same thing Debbie. It really presses a trigger point for me too. It is a bit of a tug of war...i want to pick up a sword and start 

fighting for all the crimes against humanity but in doing so  just keeps the cycle going. So I take a deep breath and...

8/5/2019 9:25:43 PM kirkd594 Not distracted, staying firm.

8/5/2019 9:25:45 PM goodmedicine4us TICK TOCK MJ12.  Does the plan include CA?  Bringing down pedowood to wake up that demographic seems like a real stretch.  Univision and other 

language networks have that pop locked and it seems that the Q movement has made meager inroads there,...

8/5/2019 9:25:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Then shine a light where there was once darkness.

8/5/2019 9:25:52 PM cathyinvegas One, I think is all and he's an ex marine..

8/5/2019 9:25:53 PM aprilbrown99 .remember we are in a matrix creating our own reality. Love is all that matters at the end of all this and is our saving grace. We can create a world full 

of love, kindness, mutual respect, caring for each other as it should have always been. #DarktoLight

8/5/2019 9:25:53 PM der_battletoad this past weekend disgusted me down to my soul.  Its hard to see the light when they have no line they wont cross. 

WTF is White Nationalism anyways?  were all racists?  Im stepping away from it all.

8/5/2019 9:26:07 PM rachelhalligan If we are waiting for the rest of society to wake up then we are doomed and will never get the truth or justice! Why play the game?



8/5/2019 9:26:14 PM zaraawakened Yeeeah... I only have one friend. Not much spreading offline that I can do. My family members are too TDS-afflicted to even try.

8/5/2019 9:26:16 PM natureinspace The hardest one for me was 9/11. I'll never forget that day and how depressed I was for about two years afterwards. Then to see that Bush, who I had 

great love and respect for and voted for, was in on it. I've had no problem grasping everything else I've learned though.

8/5/2019 9:26:46 PM whoisq1 Ross Perot was winning election against Clinton. Perot’s daughter received death threats & news wouldn’t play his speech about dropping out. He had 

to pay PBS & they only played it once in the daytime while everyone was at work. They OK’d him to come back & called him crazy.

8/5/2019 9:27:12 PM rachelhalligan The blind can't see the light!

8/5/2019 9:27:14 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Cloning

8/5/2019 9:28:01 PM david00997884 No im not. HAPPY-HAPPY-HAPPY.  Take down big tec and msm would be a great start, then go right into main course. Full disclosure. Sounds like a 

good Q plan to me.

8/5/2019 9:28:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have instructed you to learn how to archive offline.

Now you understand why.

This is not a game.

This is war.

Civil War 2.0

You are part of History.

Reclaim the destiny that is rightfully yours.

WWG1WGA
8/5/2019 9:28:37 PM wwg1wga10432367 Sadly, only 2 (possibly3) that I’m aware of. All family members, except 1, think I’m crazy including immediate family members. I have shared the Q 

videos and news events to approx 100 people.

8/5/2019 9:28:49 PM joan1barb People r now going to Mitch's house to protest. Keep waiting & who knows what these people  will do.

8/5/2019 9:28:49 PM pat4dwa10859950 MSM🐦M must want a balmy get away so bad - we can arrange that, no problem 👍

#GreatAwakening 🐣 no more lies - no more. You hurt our country when you do that. @POTUS must be ⏰ #MAGA pic.twitter.com/BCMEa9vdq3

8/5/2019 9:29:08 PM kimmeykim1 My Dad was given a book in ‘64 while he was serving called “None therefore call it conspiracy” ~ humanity has been fighting the darkness for a very 

very long time.  We are succeeding where others have failed.  #imabeliever

8/5/2019 9:29:13 PM kseven110 Wow!!! NXIVM Connection makes a lot of sense. Distracted no, may be researching too much And should probably take a break lol!!! But I will never 

live in fear✨✨✨✨✨✨✨

8/5/2019 9:29:36 PM yungrushin Archive.Offline:Confirmed

8/5/2019 9:29:52 PM jayrambin It does feel lonely, doesn't it?  Im the wacky black sheep of fam and friends now. lol.  I think they pity me.  I don't argue. I just chuckle and say 'ok'.  If I 

tell em they're wrong, or 'youll be sorry', itll b worse later

8/5/2019 9:30:06 PM cosmicpepe One

8/5/2019 9:30:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w/ MJ2 + T2 

       MJ12

    YES/NO

  UP/DOWN

LIGHT/DARK

8/5/2019 9:30:33 PM yungrushin S.A.T.A.N. stands for SILENT ASSASSINATION THROUGH AMPLIFIED NEURONS. https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1158483523524800518.html …

8/5/2019 9:30:37 PM trumps_all Wray good????

8/5/2019 9:30:40 PM arunprakash4 This is war brother, not a cricket match. What matters is how good we "fight". Please do not lose heart.

8/5/2019 9:30:41 PM stormystorm10 Are you and Q close?

8/5/2019 9:30:48 PM boxcarbum I find "just embrace the cult" to be a silly, poor line of thinking. I have to be "in or out" about treating every tiny pathetic news scrap as some Earth-

shattering important development and every day as doomsday? No. Why not be a bit more grounded and real about this?

8/5/2019 9:30:51 PM happynessiam None.

8/5/2019 9:30:53 PM _the_psychonaut Are ET’s beginning to reveal themselves to humanity?

8/5/2019 9:31:03 PM kachinagtto Man I just sat and thought about it. I been at this since 1995, daily since 2010. I don’t know how many eyes I’ve opened - but my light will shine for a 

few more decades!

8/5/2019 9:31:05 PM abstract1dea Then they can feel the heat.

8/5/2019 9:31:05 PM trumps_all More to R. Kelly story??

8/5/2019 9:31:05 PM positively303 Will there be a drastic physical change on earth; a so called shift?

8/5/2019 9:31:10 PM yungrushin Bio Api Nanotech

8/5/2019 9:31:16 PM normal_wizard Saturn is Satan is the Lord of the Bible is a pretty fun one.

8/5/2019 9:31:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big week doesn't always mean going our way.

8/5/2019 9:31:30 PM petitchevalb Don't give up please dear fellows

Just think about the innocents

They need us

Who else will help, if not those who are woke? 

#SavetheChildren

#SavetheChildren

#SavetheChildren

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealPedogate

#UnsealPedogate
8/5/2019 9:31:34 PM aprilbrown99 Will there be more FF before Declass?

8/5/2019 9:31:36 PM peterclloyd Are we headed to a state of Marshall Law?

8/5/2019 9:31:39 PM boxcarbum That's MY point! I want to fight better. I want to be soldiers, not clowns. But the believers in the movement are letting themselves primarily be 

influenced by those peddling sensationalism and false hope. It's a circus where it could be something more serious and better.

8/5/2019 9:31:45 PM trumps_all Recent GOP retires due to being allowed to leave by Trump??

8/5/2019 9:31:46 PM islandofdelight Re Archiving Offline: When the internet goes out or gets scrubbed, will personal device hardware I.e. personal laptop hard drives be corrupted or 

erased? Are external drives safe?

8/5/2019 9:31:48 PM yungrushin PreCrime Red Flag Law= ???

8/5/2019 9:31:54 PM kodasminion 5 that I know personally. I have told family and friends about Q but not sure if they are actively following.

8/5/2019 9:32:01 PM hifiman45 Sometimes I wish I could just go back to sleep. Put me back in the matrix!

8/5/2019 9:32:02 PM williebhere Down.. Military Intelligence over Civilian Intelligence.. answerable to our own congress and pentagon not the CFR

8/5/2019 9:32:09 PM nurseniceyes Should I?

8/5/2019 9:32:17 PM islandofdelight Does the timing of attacks against 8chan coincide with the Q being asked?



8/5/2019 9:32:19 PM mattcottrill3 Your right we need to start taking things into our own hands you people need foot soldiers down here helping raise consciousness even if it's just one 

person at a time

8/5/2019 9:32:22 PM trumps_all Assange coming to America before 2020

8/5/2019 9:32:27 PM aprilbrown99 Hi MJ2 and T2!  Thank you for everything!  🥰🥰🥰

8/5/2019 9:32:32 PM joan1barb Mark Taylor a propht says wait too long & people will take things in their own hands. He has spoken prophetic words about Potus & what has been 

happening. 100% so far.

8/5/2019 9:32:32 PM islandofdelight Did we miss the release of the HRC video this weekend?

8/5/2019 9:32:44 PM trumps_all Rodgers for DNI???

8/5/2019 9:32:47 PM goodmedicine4us ...so you either have a plan to wake-up the hispanic citizenry, deport those that 'irregulars', or the plan incudes winning without CA.

BTW, Russian interference?  What about foreign nationals (international) interference?  TICK TOCK MJ12.  15 months 'til election. CA spiraling.

8/5/2019 9:32:56 PM lovelight5d we are at least heading into that trajectory

8/5/2019 9:33:03 PM islandofdelight Is UnsealCometPingPong coming soon?

8/5/2019 9:33:09 PM leslieau7 So...it's about as ugly as a trip to hell...

I know...

Some will be sickened to death

Some may not survive the truth

But most want the truth

How are we to fight evil

If we don't see the who leads it ?

8/5/2019 9:33:12 PM eagleeye1975 The timing of 8chan attacks coincides with a post that happened Sunday night in the last Bread to be baked, where it showed a screen cap of the HRC 

and HA snuff video...

8/5/2019 9:33:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not from EMP, but that is a WMD that the Military actively regulates/protects. 

Offline archive means immune from all system failure potentials. 

Viruses. 

Hacks. 

Exploits. 

Physical paper copies are offline.

8/5/2019 9:33:31 PM richzen2 Possible that trade war with China escalate to real war? If so, is it winnable? Are the Chinese also working with bad aliens?

8/5/2019 9:33:35 PM kseven110 The masses don’t see the FF’s like we do. Can we consciously affect the outcomes of them by spreading light instead of information? How?

8/5/2019 9:33:35 PM balenciaga90 El Paso, one or more shooters?

8/5/2019 9:33:36 PM islandofdelight DUMB Entrance in the Denver Westin?

8/5/2019 9:33:37 PM trumps_all Number of people flipped and giving up others over 15???

8/5/2019 9:33:43 PM cogbill_alan What's going on with Antarctica? And what do you know of "The Gateway Process"?

8/5/2019 9:33:54 PM 20america20 1

8/5/2019 9:34:00 PM redslegacy2 Not distracted. Just tired of the rhetoric. Battle!

8/5/2019 9:34:00 PM qpatriotq 8/9/19 significant

8/5/2019 9:34:09 PM hongpong I would just like to know why you posted a photoshopped pic of sam hyde in el paso, what's the play here

8/5/2019 9:34:10 PM jayrambin That has to be hard.  I know some people who have had conservative values, but changed.  Seems, now they don't want to alienate their kids.  But, I 

can't be sure.  Still, that has to be hard.  I opted out of child-rearing this time.  Hats off to you parents.

8/5/2019 9:34:12 PM leslieau7 I'm way past sad..

Now I'm in justice mode

Heck

I was in justice mode

A year ago.

8/5/2019 9:34:14 PM laughingwolf11 An eye for an eye. Statistically you’ll run out of people and no need to fear Liberal judges b/c they’ll be long gone too. Nice to end up w/ smaller 

population with 20/20 vision (and decency).

8/5/2019 9:34:20 PM kseven110 What is the best binaural beat To listen to on YouTube?

8/5/2019 9:34:23 PM luckyh301 Is the HOT August going to result in Special Elections

8/5/2019 9:34:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Physically no. 

Spiritually yes. 

Philosophically somewhat. 

To the end? Not yet.

8/5/2019 9:34:24 PM mtr_epicwin77 8ch back up soon?

Earth’s core beam of light?

VIX up/down pattern for bad actors?

PATRIOTS IN CONTROL 🇺🇸 ☦🕊

8/5/2019 9:34:24 PM normal_wizard Everybody I know is positive that it's a psyop to mkultra people into supporting the evil fascist racist Trump.

8/5/2019 9:34:39 PM islandofdelight So we should be prepared for an EMP? Or we are protected against them?

8/5/2019 9:34:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 His true colors will be revealed very soon.

8/5/2019 9:34:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over the last 20 years, yes.

8/5/2019 9:35:01 PM dark2light2019 Are any mj’s we speak to of other planets?

8/5/2019 9:35:03 PM islandofdelight Did anyone save a copy?

8/5/2019 9:35:03 PM dbelanger63 It's hard to wake up others while media hides truth and Lies.   I keep saying "proof of what I have been saying will be out this week.. it's Showtime". 

Then Nothing, so I still look crazy and not waking up anyone.  I am concerned all the hype and then let down is lowering energy

8/5/2019 9:35:11 PM stormystorm10 Awe that’s sweet

8/5/2019 9:35:23 PM thelightwithin7 Right when it happened, I said " I'm not distracted. I won't let them." Uncanny!!

8/5/2019 9:35:29 PM laughingwolf11 Bring back public hangings.

8/5/2019 9:35:54 PM aprilbrown99 Is China still considering waiting until 2020 to make a decision on an agreement with the US?

8/5/2019 9:35:54 PM dark2light2019 Ru or other MJ’s relation of valiant thor?

8/5/2019 9:35:56 PM americanpetal Do (You) know who all the star seeds and indigos are?

8/5/2019 9:35:58 PM disgoblue24 Book suggestions??

8/5/2019 9:36:05 PM kvitalone 34 innocent people died & 65 wounded in 1 week by what looks like 3 unstable ppl pushed over the edge by MSM & Dems lying toxic swill #FearPorn 

24/7 365. 

The ppl thriving on this chronic BS R never going to see light until TRUTH is b4 them.

Brake the trance pic.twitter.com/vDIiIrPPVA

8/5/2019 9:36:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sadly, he is not that significant. He is a small piece. A pawn if you will. A bad pawn. But a pawn.



8/5/2019 9:36:11 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!           !

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!            !

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/vpiUsJpV1J
8/5/2019 9:36:12 PM blankmarlo I believe this is an accurate transcript of the 3 fbianon choices. pic.twitter.com/HhsMZhKmQd

8/5/2019 9:36:20 PM kseven110 What is really going on with the keystone pipeline & Trump? I see it is moving forward. When I used to somewhat trust the media I thought it was bad. 

Now I have done a little research and I’m wondering if it’s because they still want us to depend on the Middle East?

8/5/2019 9:36:29 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-q7Mih69KE …

8/5/2019 9:36:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are activating sleepers left and right.

8/5/2019 9:36:49 PM dark2light2019 Is the Law of one a true channeled text of RA?

8/5/2019 9:36:49 PM _the_psychonaut 🙏🏼 thanks for all you do to serve humanity MJ. #WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 9:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 We may have no choice.

8/5/2019 9:36:55 PM islandofdelight Was HRC/Huma video released?

8/5/2019 9:36:57 PM americanpetal Will all the Hollywood pedos be arrested?

8/5/2019 9:37:12 PM trumps_all After seeing John Lefend on camera tonight, I’m hoping he goes down......good chance he’s pizzagate material???

8/5/2019 9:37:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 To protect GOP reelection strategy.

8/5/2019 9:37:34 PM whiskey_ginger1 "The mass consciousness of the planet has to reach both a particular level of the knowledge

of the truth and a level of frustration within the feelings of resistance to recognizing the changes coming upon them." #QAnon 

pic.twitter.com/wfNJbvoOVy

8/5/2019 9:37:34 PM richzen2 Now that 8ch is down, how will Q communicate with us?

8/5/2019 9:37:34 PM peterclloyd Will we learn EXACTLY who “they” are?

8/5/2019 9:37:45 PM shayc5 p' #AntiFa pic.twitter.com/8Gb1D77Nlh

8/5/2019 9:37:52 PM whatsmypw No, not distracted. pic.twitter.com/meawneA8VH

8/5/2019 9:37:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet.

8/5/2019 9:38:02 PM reachechovoice Are there actually child victims of HRC?

8/5/2019 9:38:28 PM mtr_epicwin77 Much more under Epstein.

8/5/2019 9:38:30 PM aprilbrown99 To distract from #UnsealEpstein.  

Have there been any additional attempts on Epsteins life?

8/5/2019 9:38:30 PM richzen2 Q = surface earth human?

8/5/2019 9:38:35 PM roger35742354 Learn about Reptiods after declass? 

Tartarians? 

Mud floods?

8/5/2019 9:38:36 PM francoissmc Will “Black Sunday” be a turning point in some way?

8/5/2019 9:38:39 PM nurseniceyes I would archive away from ALICE.

8/5/2019 9:38:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals matter.

8/5/2019 9:39:00 PM reachechovoice Why did all those (70+) homeopathic doctors die?

8/5/2019 9:39:03 PM aprilbrown99 Deep state / cabal.

8/5/2019 9:39:12 PM redslegacy2 😂 I can relate. I'd have strung her along with it.

8/5/2019 9:39:15 PM daveo6145 death penalty for sleeper cells/puppet masters?

8/5/2019 9:39:16 PM theydontknowwe1 Hmmmm. What an idea!

8/5/2019 9:39:22 PM disgoblue24 Understood

8/5/2019 9:39:23 PM usmc549  pic.twitter.com/xXJc5jUTG9

8/5/2019 9:39:36 PM dark2light2019 Will we learn truth of great pyramid/sphinx or finally see hidden artifacts/texts?

8/5/2019 9:39:36 PM mtr_epicwin77 Knew it ;)

8/5/2019 9:39:40 PM kachinagtto Let’s hope it doesn’t take that to wake people up!

8/5/2019 9:39:50 PM slaytheeye Is Epstein’s pedo island getting filled with concrete?

8/5/2019 9:40:23 PM munro_shitposts Does humanity have infrastructure beyond earth on or orbiting other terrestrial bodies, within (and/or beyond) our solar system?

8/5/2019 9:40:28 PM rockthesham I have a Q sticker on my car. This person saw it and followed me. After I parked, she got out and asked if I follow Q. I told her yes. She did also! Its was 

so great meeting a fellow patriot.  We are now friends!!

8/5/2019 9:40:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 8chan is not down.  Its DNS is offline. A backup system is being deployed as we speak. It should return within 24-48 hours and propagate worldwide 

within 72-96 hours. Trust the plan.

8/5/2019 9:40:53 PM cavankid will "big Pharma" be exposed for what they REALLY are? (as opposed to looking like saviors with all the new cures 🙄)

8/5/2019 9:40:56 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 9:41:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 432 hz but verify not 440 hz "mislabelled"

8/5/2019 9:41:01 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 9:41:05 PM reachechovoice Who is/are the "therapist(s)" we should be looking at on MKU? What's the project called now?

8/5/2019 9:41:12 PM arunprakash4 It's not about sensationalism brother. The QAnon movement has achieved so much in such a short time, it's these false flags that distract and dilute 

the effervescence. Ideally, if the media were honest, QAnon would be blaring for years on the media. 

Stay focused. It is vital.

8/5/2019 9:41:17 PM kseven110 What is the underground evil item under Epstein island you’ve been referring to?

8/5/2019 9:41:30 PM mtr_epicwin77 Can spiritual warfare throw them off or prevent given source of “that look” in their eyes?

8/5/2019 9:41:30 PM amethyst1111 3

8/5/2019 9:41:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Unseal USPTO and it will be moot.

8/5/2019 9:41:45 PM yungrushin How to remove/detox??

pls reply

8/5/2019 9:41:50 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 9:42:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 He will be making an appearance shortly. Time is an illusion. It is relative.

8/5/2019 9:42:18 PM rachelhalligan Is Jesus Christ and God real?

8/5/2019 9:42:28 PM wendywe95834363 Ok secret space programs and especially an intergalactic slave trade

8/5/2019 9:42:33 PM evakayfavia how?  im not techy.  u mean get things to my eml or wp?

8/5/2019 9:42:34 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 9:42:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

8/5/2019 9:42:42 PM nurseniceyes There is always a choice.

8/5/2019 9:43:06 PM dark2light2019 Is the next goal after chans in public 👁 going after “conspiracy theorists” and connecting them to mental instability of shooters?

8/5/2019 9:43:09 PM boxcarbum I feel like I'm the one who is focused and it's others going off the rails. But sure. Keep at it.

8/5/2019 9:43:09 PM pinealg1 I know time is an illusion but... ET/Being disclosure within 5 years?



8/5/2019 9:43:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns

8/5/2019 9:43:41 PM pirateslookat40 Are the crazies going to be on college campuses in the next few weeks? UT Austin?  Should we be concerned?

8/5/2019 9:43:44 PM redslegacy2 😰 I met her! She blessed my unborn son in my womb😭

8/5/2019 9:43:45 PM whiskey_ginger1 Critical mass. #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/QWarDR3cvM

8/5/2019 9:43:49 PM louismcfadden8  pic.twitter.com/5lFpuHT0f8

8/5/2019 9:43:52 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Right!!!! Trying to explain anything or answer what seems to be a simple question is like........hold on ✋I'm going to need at least 2hrs to catch you up 

so you can understand what I'm about to tell you, like needing a prerequisite class lol

8/5/2019 9:44:11 PM bluewaterpeople Be the example the world needs. Live true. Seek the lofty heights of your mind. Be the light for others to see.

8/5/2019 9:44:15 PM ekotoons IS IT YOU?

8/5/2019 9:44:15 PM raymond55007822 Will the impending pole shift cause a major issue for modern civilizations?

8/5/2019 9:44:15 PM _17patriot_ DECLAS is coming which means the the HRC videos will be released as its part of the evidence dump, will us civilians need to be physically prepared for 

a possible conflict/combat of rioting soon? like Q first said in their first post. Time is an illusion.

8/5/2019 9:44:30 PM the_it_goddess Interesting! Tell us more...

8/5/2019 9:44:32 PM love4thegameak #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein!!!

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!           !

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein!!

         #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!!!!            !

      #UnsealEpstein!!!!!!

   #UnsealEpstein!!!

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/bt4xT8Jln6
8/5/2019 9:44:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Multiple 

Think JFK

8/5/2019 9:44:49 PM richzen2 Should we buy guns to protect ourself in the event of martial law?

8/5/2019 9:45:02 PM nurseniceyes Which patent?

8/5/2019 9:45:13 PM cryptomeres Is the digital asset XRP of any significance to the new financial system?

8/5/2019 9:45:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, they are supporting [them].

8/5/2019 9:45:29 PM strangestarseed Are vril real?

8/5/2019 9:45:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very close.

8/5/2019 9:45:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hundreds

8/5/2019 9:46:02 PM cavankid is the future of education homeschooling?

8/5/2019 9:46:04 PM arunprakash4 If you feel that you are, stay the course. Be the light for fellow patriots.

8/5/2019 9:46:07 PM majcm83 Know about Q: about 10-15. Follow: 2, for sure

8/5/2019 9:46:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both

8/5/2019 9:46:32 PM tacticool_shed Trusting the plan however I know many who are losing faith. I know lots going on that we don't know about, but revealing a small portion will 

reinforce.  It's also hard when we see these FF taking place and the loss of innocent lives.

8/5/2019 9:46:44 PM citoyen_resist Who is T2 ?

8/5/2019 9:46:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 As real as your own consciousness.

8/5/2019 9:46:50 PM jvan125 Jesus. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/5/2019 9:47:04 PM cavankid is Reid W deepstate?

8/5/2019 9:47:07 PM dark2light2019 Every recent mass shooting, eye witnesses immediately say several in all black shooting everyone... then the narrotive takes over.

8/5/2019 9:47:13 PM alaskajo2 Here’s the boost. For whatever reason, we were selected to be alive during this time. We were picked for this which tells me all I need to know. I might 

not be able to make a meme, vid, or research like others, but I can digest what’s going on & try and red pill as much as I can.

8/5/2019 9:48:15 PM karentriebel Rand Paul Ok?

8/5/2019 9:48:16 PM goodmedicine4us Does the plan include waking up the hispanic/(other) citizenry in CA?  

Is there a plan to wake up CA?

8/5/2019 9:48:35 PM jvan125 Is POTUS ok? He looked so upset (if that’s even the word) today at the presser regarding the shootings. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/5/2019 9:48:51 PM hallchristoff Is zazen an effective form of meditation or is there another method that 'works' better?

8/5/2019 9:48:51 PM gingerbanana2 Yay!  Finally saw one at the right time woo hoo!!  What is the best way to decalcify pineal?  I hear a lot of things but want to make sure :)

8/5/2019 9:48:56 PM rwilharm 1/2) I honestly felt the exact same thing until I had an epiphany of sorts and realized this is so much bigger than anyone or anything. This is about 

freeing generations to come from the grips of evil, poverty, depression, homelessness. Even given the rescent tragic events, I....

8/5/2019 9:49:31 PM blankmarlo #UnsealUSPTO

8/5/2019 9:49:40 PM aprilbrown99 Typist #2.  There are 3 in total.

8/5/2019 9:49:41 PM gingerbanana2 Pretty sure 8/8 is lions gate

8/5/2019 9:49:45 PM dark2light2019 Thank you.

8/5/2019 9:49:45 PM curseca 😔

8/5/2019 9:49:48 PM reachechovoice Who or what should we be watching more closely?

8/5/2019 9:49:48 PM dancarwells When does the mass awakening begin?

8/5/2019 9:49:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see Epstein?

#unsealEpstein https://youtu.be/o0h0qZCjR_k 

8/5/2019 9:50:03 PM michael81972 Was the Huawei threat to our National security neutralized?

8/5/2019 9:50:06 PM muleskinner765 Is time travel real, and if so are the ufos we see just Us from the future?

8/5/2019 9:50:11 PM petitchevalb Hello, 

As everything is upside down, aren't sincerity and empathy our most powerful weapons in this fight for the Truth?

8/5/2019 9:50:27 PM rwilharm 2/2 still feel an overpowering sense of hope and optimism for my kids and their kids and future generations. Great things are coming. Dark to Light

8/5/2019 9:50:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

8/5/2019 9:50:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some yes

8/5/2019 9:51:09 PM jeff57253103 I thought they were both also

8/5/2019 9:51:15 PM evakayfavia perhaps the war is inside yourself.  patience.  a patient person is graced w calm, a knowing,  peace, he trusts w/out worry.  there's a lot for u to gain, to 

learn, with this waiting.  patience is what this is FOR YOU.  take the gift & be a better person in the end. q agent blue

8/5/2019 9:51:31 PM kseven110 Are the pyramids in Giza a positive force or negative?

8/5/2019 9:51:38 PM cavankid thank goodness for Jesus. that's a super depressing number.

8/5/2019 9:51:45 PM yatyas1776 .10% is all it is going to take.  Keep sending light/compassion.  A little truth never hurt either.  Patience has been my biggest enemy. 

pic.twitter.com/KekqwpHuQo

8/5/2019 9:52:04 PM thelilkingryan #UnsealTheVatican

#UnsealTheVatican

#UnsealTheVatican

8/5/2019 9:52:21 PM jaybynx How would one verify?



8/5/2019 9:52:31 PM kseven110 💜

8/5/2019 9:52:43 PM dtubbs201 Chuck Schumer blackmailed them to destroy Trump.  Evil.

8/5/2019 9:52:43 PM garrettsbuggy Less than 3.  I have discussed it with quite a few but most wont check it out.

8/5/2019 9:52:46 PM daveo6145 SG-1 and their@fight against the goa’uld-analogous to US?

8/5/2019 9:52:58 PM ascendingadam MJ2 + T2,

Does our individual conscious frequency pose a barrier to developing ESPs such as telepathy if insufficient?

8/5/2019 9:52:59 PM natureinspace I'm very disappointed with this one. I got a call a few yrs back from a friend who is an ER nurse. She said don't let your kids get the flu nostral spray. A 

child died that day in her ER after receiving the spray. They were told to shut up or they would lose their jobs. So sad.

8/5/2019 9:53:16 PM dark2light2019 To achieve peace one must prepare for war

8/5/2019 9:53:31 PM americanpetal No, I caught Curious George. Where?

8/5/2019 9:53:40 PM shravaka "No war. No civil unrest. Clean and swift." (Q22)

8/5/2019 9:54:17 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Am I blind or just retarded?! I don't see Epstein or get it......or maybe I'm bias because this is my favorite show and I love Sheldon 🤷♀️

8/5/2019 9:54:25 PM jeffthecurious The normalization if making “friends” with children...

8/5/2019 9:54:48 PM magajedi1745 TRS Spray look it up amazing also chlorine dioxide

8/5/2019 9:54:57 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!

8/5/2019 9:54:59 PM zoolander39  https://mobile.twitter.com/islandofdelight/status/1158597796901113856 …

8/5/2019 9:55:03 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Right, I don't see Epstein either

8/5/2019 9:55:34 PM americanpetal Thank Goodness. That was very serious.

8/5/2019 9:55:39 PM kseven110 What is the best way to strengthen our telepathy and Also the best way to recollect  all of our past life experiences (who we really)?

8/5/2019 9:56:21 PM booksey_226 Poor bastard. They threw him out a window.

8/5/2019 9:57:09 PM americanpetal Since time travel is real, how many of us are from the future saving our planet? Do you know who they are?

8/5/2019 9:57:10 PM kseven110 Thank you!

8/5/2019 9:57:21 PM bigconusa 9/11

8/5/2019 9:57:29 PM theydontknowwe1 🧐

8/5/2019 9:57:33 PM arunprakash4 Also, he was taken away when they noticed there are cameras.

8/5/2019 9:58:00 PM kseven110 Thank you!

8/5/2019 9:58:09 PM islandofdelight  pic.twitter.com/cPxkHLLXNk

8/5/2019 9:58:09 PM lynnielee5 They tried one in Sacramento, haven’t heard back. In all of Our backyards!

8/5/2019 9:58:42 PM goodmedicine4us Has any authority done a search warrant on Epstein Island and do they already have it all and know what is there?

8/5/2019 9:58:42 PM garypre62441595 How much ammunition have THEY left before they use it up.Seems they have a lot with all the sleeper cells to hand?

8/5/2019 9:58:49 PM tomgard01347089 Are Delaware Senators Carper and Coons DS?

8/5/2019 9:58:52 PM sunnysideluna Do people really die tho? Real victims?

8/5/2019 9:59:09 PM heinric12517350 When I watch people like Beto O'rourke, news hosts and other politicians speak on tv, I can clearly see thru there lies and deceptions. Why can't others 

see it?

8/5/2019 9:59:14 PM aprilbrown99 Laser focus...eyes on!  👊👊👊💪💪💪👍👍👍

8/5/2019 10:00:09 PM goodmedicine4us What is the ancient relic deep below Epstein Island?

8/5/2019 10:00:11 PM aprilbrown99 The Cockatoo.

8/5/2019 10:00:19 PM cheeserma 3

8/5/2019 10:00:39 PM petitchevalb "Extrapolated and transferred"

8/5/2019 10:00:50 PM redslegacy2 1989, Oliver North Trials. Fast forward to 9/11, preceded by a dream of falling ash from the sky. Knew Hussein was evil, kept quiet like a civilized 

Republican. Somehow ran across a FB post by Praying Medic which struck a deep chord, joined Twitter and found Q.

8/5/2019 10:01:06 PM natureinspace I was very young too when I started realizing that there was something very wrong on this planet. I felt alone and almost crazy until Q came along and 

then I met so many others just like me! I'm still in shock that we are experiencing the Great Awakening together! 😀

8/5/2019 10:01:11 PM weshallrise144k I’ve been enjoying Jonathan Goldman’s albums for meditation and general listening to raise the vibrational frequencies within the home.  #GodMode

8/5/2019 10:01:12 PM wearediamonds2 Can you explain levitation of an inanimate object? Could I have caused it with my own energy under distress? Or can other humans/non-humans do 

this with ease?

8/5/2019 10:01:27 PM lorenzosghost  http://phoenixsourcedistributors.com/html/phoenix_journals.html … 

Presumable you guys are involved with these journals?

#QANon

8/5/2019 10:01:31 PM goodmedicine4us Should we keep adding to 401k's/retirement?

8/5/2019 10:01:31 PM rachelhalligan So does this mean whatever I think? Is my consciousness just a figment of my imagination? Is anything even real? Am I some alien's science project? 

Why can't anyone just be straight forward and honest anymore? If they ever even was honest about anything!

8/5/2019 10:01:32 PM bakedbadge38 Hillary heart

8/5/2019 10:01:39 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ty

8/5/2019 10:01:53 PM sunnysideluna Can anybody train:learn:discover timetravel?

8/5/2019 10:01:55 PM magajedi1745 Me and my family have been chronically ill since 2008 all eight of us. How is it possible we all have same symptoms? Why do some get sick others 

don’t? #chemtrails

8/5/2019 10:02:05 PM goodmedicine4us What is black goo?

8/5/2019 10:02:09 PM redslegacy2 I saw that movie!

8/5/2019 10:02:10 PM michael81972 Is the BIS actually over Brics, AIIB, and Cips,  just a ruse to trick people?

8/5/2019 10:02:11 PM sunnysideluna Are there any humans and aliens mix?

8/5/2019 10:02:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 K

8/5/2019 10:02:25 PM krutzner  pic.twitter.com/XKUGfUkxIr

8/5/2019 10:02:28 PM boxcarbum Eh. I think Q has truths about speaking to power. But to think it's going to be such a sweeping global change is to ignore the same inherent evil in 

humanity that Christians (which so many Q followers supposedly are) would have to believe in, biblically. Q is not Jesus.

8/5/2019 10:02:33 PM kseven110 Silly question, Are these people really in fear??? HRC, Obama, etc. I would think yes, but they are still acting brazenly. Are they living in fear?

8/5/2019 10:02:49 PM muleskinner765 Okay mind blown 🤯 

So at some point we got stuck , so to speak, on this timeline? While another timeline kept going? Or is it multiple timelines all progressing at different 

times?

8/5/2019 10:02:58 PM andoniandothard Can you please explain RA

8/5/2019 10:03:07 PM weshallrise144k Here’s one of many: https://youtu.be/eEAjvx9SNR0 

8/5/2019 10:04:05 PM gregfurness1 I know thousands.  Personally, 5 people close to me.

8/5/2019 10:04:17 PM 20america20 Hillary knows

8/5/2019 10:04:35 PM pauliepg11111 That is true.

8/5/2019 10:04:44 PM wild8heart Wonderful to be able to connect with someone who feels the same way. 😊

8/5/2019 10:04:46 PM kseven110 Thank you!

8/5/2019 10:05:05 PM eagleeye1975 DM'd it to you.



8/5/2019 10:05:22 PM pauliepg11111 Well that’s the issue. They all interlink. So if you say the media is lying then they say well why would they want to do that and then it all unravels pretty 

quick 😁

8/5/2019 10:05:23 PM wild8heart Indeed...

8/5/2019 10:05:24 PM garypre62441595 Will/are portals bocome/are apart of everyday life like in SG1?

8/5/2019 10:05:30 PM becca079 Best video I’ve watched in a while. Oh Lord, protect G. Edward Griffin... Host of Heaven make it so. Collect all bound assassin principalities and dispose 

of them.  #GodWins pic.twitter.com/EY57SaANvT

8/5/2019 10:06:25 PM k_texan Do we need to stock up food and medicine soon?

8/5/2019 10:06:39 PM dark2light2019 To understand RA i would recommend THE LAW OF ONE 1-5 but specifically 1

8/5/2019 10:06:41 PM girlawakeinca You previously posted you won’t always be here. Can you tell us why?

8/5/2019 10:06:45 PM heinric12517350 Is selling your soul for fortune and fame a real thing? Like a pact with the spiritual world.

8/5/2019 10:06:54 PM gregfurness1 Sorry, I miss read the question.  5

8/5/2019 10:06:58 PM goodmedicine4us pls elaborate.

8/5/2019 10:07:01 PM pauliepg11111 Will 8ch continue to be the means that Q communicates?

8/5/2019 10:07:04 PM natureinspace I'm 1969 too! I feel like I have always known that something was wrong in the world. Just too many things didn't add up or I knew that I was being lied 

to about certain things. I am so happy that there are so many people just like me and that we can openly talk about all this!

8/5/2019 10:07:43 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/5/2019 10:07:50 PM wild8heart It could be viewed as awful... perhaps it is part of your growth? Either way I support you and countless other people here do too. #WWG1WGA 

💫💛💫💛💫💛

8/5/2019 10:08:22 PM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/9QNh8hwRTo

8/5/2019 10:08:40 PM dark2light2019 They were channeled texts recorded in the 1980,s of contact with a very wise entity with lits of answers... much like MJ12 here ⬆️

8/5/2019 10:08:53 PM heidihilldee 2 and then my spouse who I try to engage but, he doesn't really want to "get it".

8/5/2019 10:08:57 PM michael81972 Just a shell game for Rothchilds to move from US to China?

8/5/2019 10:09:11 PM kseven110 My last one (for now)😂 Who really created the Emerald tablets of Thoth? It light because it really resonates with me.

8/5/2019 10:09:23 PM kvitalone Big week of what, more FFs?

More assaults on our Prez, Patriots, families & loved ones?

More illegal aliens invading, murdering & raping our children?

Truly heart heavy after seeing so many hurt & dying this week. 

Then we see " Big Week" again

*deep sigh* 😪

8/5/2019 10:09:41 PM daveo6145 Was this legit? https://youtu.be/IV04z-1nH1Y 

8/5/2019 10:10:38 PM jaspony1 When does the world learn about who is responsible for the FFs?

8/5/2019 10:10:43 PM wearediamonds2 It only happened once. It's a long story but you can read if you like. It's my pinned tweet.

8/5/2019 10:10:50 PM mrcryptojones ?United States Patent and Trademark Office?

8/5/2019 10:10:59 PM awakeandsing123 Are there plans to drain the DS swamp out of Russia?

8/5/2019 10:11:01 PM magaphantom13 What Willie Brown used to frequently share with  Kamala Harris?

8/5/2019 10:11:15 PM ascendingadam Is the single most important action anyone of us can take...

(For lack of a better term)

Raise Your Consciousness

...which helps to ensure success of The Plan by co-creating the #DarkToLight timeline?

8/5/2019 10:11:33 PM mrcryptojones ?United States Patent and Trademark Office?

8/5/2019 10:12:15 PM anonlegion13 Owl

8/5/2019 10:12:19 PM wonderswords Twin Towers ,Airplane jet fuel melted 2"steel beams and it fell in it's own footprint, exactly. 3 buildings all same result.

8/5/2019 10:12:30 PM michael81972 I dont know which but a lot of people have died mysteriously so they could have their patent

8/5/2019 10:12:48 PM jaspony1 What is still in place protecting these evil SOBs, we have it all but that doesn't seem to be enough?

8/5/2019 10:13:02 PM aprilbrown99 We are multidimensional immortal spirit living in biological entities. We exist in numerous timelines. Fractals of Source/God.

8/5/2019 10:13:25 PM remarkablebob SSP and inner earth ET’s

8/5/2019 10:13:31 PM mrcryptojones Oh, I think I get it. 

Zero Point Energy

8/5/2019 10:13:32 PM mr_fedorable Watch the drone footage. Looks like potentially incinerator underground or a very large furnace.

Look into [CS] and which deity they worship.

How is it done?

Why would a private island need an underground furnace?

8/5/2019 10:13:34 PM pauliepg11111 I literally think they mean print stuff out! Crazy.

8/5/2019 10:13:53 PM cogbill_alan Kinda hope it was.

8/5/2019 10:14:20 PM pauliepg11111 I’m not in the US :)

8/5/2019 10:14:33 PM kseven110  https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/1886568001    This just happened a few days ago, right after court order allowed it to go forward. I am wondering

8/5/2019 10:14:46 PM taximikey ?

8/5/2019 10:14:56 PM deequi1 Thought so...no regard for human life...will the evil aliens be leaving earth soon😠

8/5/2019 10:15:06 PM doodooh59284043 It's so dark in here. Yes?

8/5/2019 10:15:32 PM q_the_salt I bet this hurts his heart greatly. He carries so much and he does while they spit on him every second of the day.

8/5/2019 10:15:48 PM mr_fedorable Is Ayers Rock in Australia (Uluru) more than just a rock?

8/5/2019 10:16:08 PM whiskey_ginger1 So are we 😉😁

8/5/2019 10:16:10 PM aprilbrown99 You are here doing that right now. ✨✨✨

8/5/2019 10:16:29 PM tenn_rich BTW, it’s martial law.

8/5/2019 10:16:32 PM realityloominng Should arrests happen before 2020 election?

8/5/2019 10:16:43 PM bakedbadge38 Well whats left of her heart and also forgot bill clintons and Obama's balls,and Michael jock strap

8/5/2019 10:16:46 PM mrcryptojones Keystone Pipeline ----> Energy

Sealed Patent -----> *Zero Point Energy*

Nikola Tesla

8/5/2019 10:17:03 PM kseven110 I was also the other day near a truck called keystone freight. So I started digging and came upon this. I don’t know if there’s a relation. But there’s a lot 

of interesting stuff on this. Who is his family??? pic.twitter.com/Hhc2Udjlmd

8/5/2019 10:17:23 PM jaspony1 When does the world learn?

8/5/2019 10:17:30 PM mr_fedorable Have you dropped crumbs relating to consciousness levels in the past?

8/5/2019 10:17:31 PM winklerburke How about we defund Progressive (1984) Education. Not another brain washed.

8/5/2019 10:17:42 PM thepureprophet 8/8 8/9

8/5/2019 10:17:50 PM kittles62081233 Does the use of DMT disconnect our IS from our BE, and allow us to reconnect with source?

8/5/2019 10:17:53 PM majcm83 Who is this?

8/5/2019 10:18:10 PM natureinspace Evil can sense Light and they either run from us or attack us. About a year ago someone sent an evil ghost rat into my home that wrecked havoc for 

awhile until I got it out of here. Unfortunately i buried two cats before I could get the evil out. It was horrible 😭

8/5/2019 10:18:33 PM us_poll People need to break with their phones more and look around!



8/5/2019 10:19:13 PM beaux4christ I know that they not only harvest andrenochrome from kids. They also harvest melanin from black kids this is what they call "walnut sauce" its terrible

8/5/2019 10:19:36 PM girlawakeinca Girl I love you! Took the words right off my keyboard ❤️💫

8/5/2019 10:19:55 PM happy_thumb One day

8/5/2019 10:20:08 PM whiskey_ginger1 star seeds

8/5/2019 10:20:10 PM luvleebutterfly Is there a "giant airship" orbiting earth currently?

8/5/2019 10:20:19 PM louismcfadden8 James Forrestal

If you don't know who he is, than prepare for a VERY deep rabbit hole.

Enjoy! 🤓

8/5/2019 10:20:24 PM daveo6145 Same here

8/5/2019 10:21:13 PM aprilbrown99 I love you too my beautiful starseed sister!  

✨✨✨💝💝💝✨✨✨

8/5/2019 10:21:30 PM tachyon66397537 Nah, it’s just the holy blow job ceremony. That’s why they drew an erect penis on the wall behind them, in case you forget why you’re in there.

8/5/2019 10:21:44 PM sarahrosie5 Imagine the path that would have been... if we didn't wake up and [HC] won the election?

8/5/2019 10:21:53 PM louismcfadden8 Also, I did edit that photo a bit but normally you can retrace photos using this:  https://www.prepostseo.com/reverse-image-search …

Or something similar

8/5/2019 10:22:16 PM michael81972 Ill do some digging on this also tomorrow,  looks like their could maybe be connection to Rockefeller(Standard Oil),  not saying there is but could be

8/5/2019 10:22:27 PM stars_twi Popcorn is ready.

8/5/2019 10:22:39 PM thepureprophet Think Angels in the Outfield haha

8/5/2019 10:22:44 PM mr_fedorable Annunaki/Flat Earth.

Still skeptical on the earth one but the maps don't lie.

Dig on Anu > easier to accept

My ex had voices in her head, she said they were demons/alter-egos. One spoke to me, she had no memory when they took over. She drew pics of 

different ETs & Reptilians.

8/5/2019 10:22:52 PM farklew The cadence and tonality of the voice is similar to that Majestic Ape person.  This must the pedo accent

8/5/2019 10:23:00 PM disgoblue24 Cockatoo Stew

8/5/2019 10:23:20 PM thepureprophet One is rather uncomfortable

8/5/2019 10:23:38 PM pauliepg11111 Now we just need a critical mass! It is crazy how it happens so suddenly, literally like waking up from a dream.

8/5/2019 10:23:43 PM trumps_all One last one........

Since the Dayton shooter appears to be Antifa, as was the Oregon one.......does that finally give Trump’s DOJ the ability to start arresting Antifa as 

domestic terrorists????

8/5/2019 10:23:53 PM remarkablebob Which theories would you like to elaborate on? We are all 👂’s!

8/5/2019 10:24:46 PM natureinspace Interesting take on this. I hadn't thought about it like that. But I know that they think they have more power than they actually do. They are being 

fooled about all the money and power. 1. There is no money 2. Their power is weak by design but they don't know it. They are blind.

8/5/2019 10:24:51 PM aprilbrown99 Lets imagine the path that we will be creating for a world full of peace and love. Where no one will ever be homeless or hungry again. Where everyone 

has plenty of everything they need.  This is the world for us thrive in. This is the world I want to live in. 💫💫💫

8/5/2019 10:25:25 PM pauliepg11111 I get this however how does consciousness decide which timeline to be conscious of right now? If you know what I mean?

8/5/2019 10:25:25 PM selvestekjetil Will Scherff family be totaly exposed?

8/5/2019 10:25:27 PM brad34351293 Coons is ALL for Biden2020, so that answers him.

8/5/2019 10:25:28 PM piinksp4rkles With a tuner, but you can feel the difference.

8/5/2019 10:25:28 PM taf1969 Organic Portals

8/5/2019 10:25:44 PM karentriebel Signature? pic.twitter.com/LnzXmGacor

8/5/2019 10:25:56 PM sarahrosie5 🙌🙌😇

8/5/2019 10:26:42 PM thepureprophet Keystone; Gemstone; Skeloton Key...

Gemstone File...

Dig Patriots

8/5/2019 10:26:54 PM americanpetal Me too! I could never understand how with so much money and food in the world how people still went hungry and homeless. It was bc it was all evilly 

rigged.

8/5/2019 10:27:13 PM americanpetal No kidding. Definitely, WW3.

8/5/2019 10:27:30 PM americanpetal Yes!

8/5/2019 10:28:00 PM girlawakeinca Think symbolism. They’re attempting to use Sheldon as an example to justify/normalize/soft sell what we are against.

8/5/2019 10:28:36 PM aprilbrown99 They are all happening now at once. MJ has stated time is an illusion. Time does not exist as we know it outside of this 3D realm/ dimension.

8/5/2019 10:28:45 PM alaskanbeauty Who are (or what they are called) those subterranean monsters aliens with jagged shark like teeth. Good or bad?

8/5/2019 10:29:06 PM natureinspace I haven't seen one yet but I do believe they exist. What they are exactly I'm not sure.

8/5/2019 10:29:06 PM qaphsiel17 Who stands to lose the most? Is it good business to protect investments? Follow the money. They were hits.

8/5/2019 10:29:52 PM sherimarge Everythings heavy right now Stev. Our very spirits are being attacked, everyday. Try to do good, and meet the hand of constant ridicule. It's not easy, 

but we have eachother, and that's better than nothing. God bless❤️

8/5/2019 10:30:10 PM thepureprophet The Shot heard round the World. #WWG1WGA

8/5/2019 10:30:21 PM pauliepg11111 Yes and I agree about the fractal universe,  but how come we are not aware of eg “that” timeline where HRC won, or another one where aliens walk 

the earth freely?

8/5/2019 10:30:37 PM genxstan Awesome Debi

8/5/2019 10:30:47 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

8/5/2019 10:31:10 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf One would think.

8/5/2019 10:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, me too. I have never understood why those with so much money wouldnt share with those so poor. It always breaks my heart to see homeless in 

need. No one should ever be homeless. JMPO

8/5/2019 10:31:15 PM pinealg1 At least 10.

8/5/2019 10:31:16 PM whodamanp What is Canada's status and role with the plan?

8/5/2019 10:31:38 PM girlawakeinca Here’s the definition of Starseed from a resource I really like.

🌟🙏❤️💫

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Starseed …

8/5/2019 10:31:43 PM americanpetal I agree 💯

8/5/2019 10:32:14 PM winklerburke To raise consciousness, defund Progressive (1984) Education. Not another brain washed.  Not another brain dubbed down.

8/5/2019 10:32:40 PM aetherwalker1 Me..  idk

but Normies are gunna be shook by the FACT that there is an actual 'Cabal' going back millennia manipulating history under the service of 🐉 that exist 

just out of the range of perception of most people.



8/5/2019 10:32:47 PM mile_high_mamma William Coopers’ Behold a Pale Horse:

Fact?

8/5/2019 10:32:49 PM synackstatic The bear in the background resembles Little Saint James Island shape

8/5/2019 10:34:06 PM kcampezato Agreed!!! #VoteRedToSaveAmerica

8/5/2019 10:34:42 PM whiskey_ginger1 This will be a time in which it will be critical that those of u who are privy to the behind-the-scenes maneuvers of which u are part hold faithfully to the 

understanding and belief that they do indeed exist and are positively laying the foundation for the new parad #TrustThePlan 

pic.twitter.com/CtxZk9zGqG

8/5/2019 10:35:39 PM lori_dee1 She said this all the while knowing they would be on recess during August!!!

8/5/2019 10:36:26 PM natureinspace This is the place where most of us would understand and believe you. This is the Great Awakening after all. ❤️

8/5/2019 10:36:31 PM americanpetal Thank you! Fascinating! I started to read. Going to read again. This is it! 👏👏👏

8/5/2019 10:36:36 PM cyntheses I introduced 2, who went on to red pill their entire families

8/5/2019 10:37:39 PM johntitor33621 That's illegal jenny

8/5/2019 10:38:03 PM natureinspace Yes these are hard.

8/5/2019 10:38:17 PM qpatriot11 Could you please DM me a copy as well?

8/5/2019 10:38:44 PM trump_alliance We have to play by the rules & use our laws to eradicate this evil.  For if we don't, then we are not only no better than [them], but also we cannot 

establish a system of justice  if we didn't abide by the rule of law. 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#UnsealEpstein

#DrainTheDeepStateSwamp pic.twitter.com/nVYTB0HBnG

8/5/2019 10:38:49 PM rama39595004 Hi majestic 12, is this offline effect only US or entire planet? Can u guys plz think and talk globally instead of US?? This fucking deep state is the problem 

of the entire planet and not only us.

8/5/2019 10:39:10 PM jaded_pearl Will the plan save us from the harmful cellular effects of #5G in time?

8/5/2019 10:39:39 PM aprilbrown99 I am not sure why. I do recall  having horrible nightmares before Trump became President.Many Hellish nightmares! I havent had a nightmare since. 

My dreams are very different now, better. There are also more synchronicities taking place. Its a positive timeline for sure. 🙏🙏🙏

8/5/2019 10:40:27 PM girlawakeinca It’s a fantastic glossary. I keep it handy & use it to search just about anything. I just re-read it myself. As a matter of fact, maybe I should print a hard 

copy. ❤️

8/5/2019 10:40:53 PM 20america20 All fake Jews.

8/5/2019 10:41:25 PM jaded_pearl Is it true Soy & Corn are going away as the US farming staple? Will Hemp ever be mass manufactured?

8/5/2019 10:41:35 PM stefanofait So there is something about Italians and Q, after all

8/5/2019 10:41:43 PM americanpetal Funny enough, I just printed it out, just in case.

8/5/2019 10:41:57 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1158613669392949250?s=19 …

8/5/2019 10:42:16 PM 1centralcaligal No, NOT FICTION - at all!

8/5/2019 10:42:43 PM poppyslovecapu Atlantis⁉️

8/5/2019 10:42:46 PM pixievintage2 I think we have more than we know.

It's not a bad thing 8chan is down. We know what's coming..but I dont think "they" do.

I #TrustThePlan .

#patriotsincontrol

8/5/2019 10:43:03 PM rama39595004 Gv him a gun and show Rothschild address.

8/5/2019 10:43:17 PM lovesg_d Most everything has spiritual significance.  You can choose blessings or curses, depending on which side you choose.  Those who choose riches, fame, 

and evil over doing good, will suffer consequences. Money is neither good nor evil. It is the love of money that darkens the soul.

8/5/2019 10:43:26 PM deequi1 The Montauk Project

8/5/2019 10:43:35 PM lightseeker2012 3

8/5/2019 10:43:37 PM goodmedicine4us so be patient and let the legal process play out, but at least 

👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/KWrG0kHnQn

8/5/2019 10:43:54 PM natureinspace This was the hardest for me to grasp and understand. Everything else I'm not surprised about but 9/11 took alot of research and soul searching before I 

would accept that it's true. That was such a horrifying day.

8/5/2019 10:44:06 PM resilient112 Q said we have it all!

8/5/2019 10:44:28 PM usss_211 9/11

8/5/2019 10:45:25 PM kseven110 I hate to be petty abt paper straws ( most seem to be made in China) w all these FF’s. I was researching & came across this. Founder of this company 

Ghislaine Maxwell. WTF is Ghislaine ruining my drinks w paper straws that Disintegrate in 1 second? Madness🤯🤬 pic.twitter.com/Xt7B1bLrZ7

8/5/2019 10:46:00 PM brenda11641001 Thank you!

8/5/2019 10:46:27 PM girlawakeinca They’ve been repairing previous rips in our timeline. I use Schrödinger‘s Cats Blog on 🦆🦆Go as a guide line for recent time jumps. There’s much 

more depth if you read the prev posted unsanitized version of Adam & Eve & other previous suggestions on MJ posts

8/5/2019 10:46:27 PM jaded_pearl Will the ability to regrow limbs through dominant harmonic frequency resonance in a med bed be available to the masses? 

https://youtu.be/fmMcOWO13dg 

8/5/2019 10:46:29 PM kseven110 Side note - Trump is promoting his own reusable plastic straws!

8/5/2019 10:47:03 PM zagnett Can We negotiate with the Draco on/in the moon? Can we co-exist harmoniously/peacefully with them, with neither dominating the other in the 

Future? If so, how soon could this be accomplished? 🤔

8/5/2019 10:47:08 PM poppyslovecapu Oprah is his follower!

8/5/2019 10:47:14 PM alaskanbeauty Is chronic tinnitus caused by an alien tag , like we tag animals?

8/5/2019 10:47:34 PM girlawakeinca Smart of you ❤️

8/5/2019 10:49:50 PM raider182 I believe that would be hell...

8/5/2019 10:49:55 PM jollyrob2 In Europe Huawei also neutralized or does it get deployed?

8/5/2019 10:50:16 PM 11111christian Very deep meditation. Be with like minded people.

8/5/2019 10:50:21 PM enomai_ 2 billionaires were arrested 2 weeks ago with a pop star?

8/5/2019 10:50:45 PM jaded_pearl Is preparing to live off grid for some time still necessary?

8/5/2019 10:51:08 PM heisnberg69 Nice find

8/5/2019 10:51:14 PM natureinspace My hubby didn't believe it either until I showed him the pics and videos. And then one day he was watching a sports channel and said 'what's up with 

this lady on here?'. I looked at the lady (wearing a dress) then said 'Hun, that's not a woman, it's a man'. He about died, lol 😂

8/5/2019 10:51:27 PM matthewstover7 I don't know WHAT it is, but it's something pic.twitter.com/YnnsoflBiF

8/5/2019 10:51:40 PM majcm83 THANK YOU, PATRIOT!! ❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

8/5/2019 10:52:39 PM enlight3nedgeek I'm in CA.

8/5/2019 10:52:48 PM mariazak18 Not distracted but piss off

8/5/2019 10:53:05 PM reachechovoice I was looking for specifics, but thank you.

8/5/2019 10:53:25 PM aetherwalker1 probably the most irritated by the fact that you've had MAJESTIC tech for decades, and our true history, and you've just kept it locked up allowing 

everyone to suffer from all manner of ailments and problems needlessly.

8/5/2019 10:53:41 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/PaxE7DDCCi

8/5/2019 10:53:46 PM kseven110 Is it light... typo.

8/5/2019 10:54:10 PM laura_621 Two. If my kids count, then four.



8/5/2019 10:54:18 PM therealbigneum Same way of thinking humanity isn't ready for disclosure is literally why we are in this breakaway society mess in the first place. No ones buying that 

anymore MJ

8/5/2019 10:54:39 PM anav3333 3

8/5/2019 10:55:28 PM natureinspace Look for Donny of Daytona on YT. He has fantastic sun and moon videos that he posts. And it's the real shit. You can even see craft on the moon. He's 

that good!

8/5/2019 10:55:56 PM chaele3 What important conclusion can be made by these two marks ..

we are at ground level here, this is the heart of everything that is going in the world is right here....

not these marks nor the names but that idea, by which we are all 'players'

@speakprojectM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/u0cu5gKp8Z

8/5/2019 10:56:00 PM brenda11641001 Very well said! It is true. ❤️

Our positive energy lifts our President, not negativity. He gets enough of that. Complaining is negative. We live in a microwave society.

I want it and I want it NOW kinda attitude.

8/5/2019 10:56:05 PM therealbigneum The key to enlightenment is to be shown the path and choose what's right on our own breaking the mind control and its not going to happen if a few 

sit on the info and wait. Look where we are today.

8/5/2019 10:56:33 PM aurorasreality #TrustThePlan ❤️❤️ #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/tdcxEngNuA

8/5/2019 10:56:55 PM enomai_ Will we possibly get to see RA after #ofc?

8/5/2019 10:56:57 PM bucbuckeye So what's the answer, drilling a well?

8/5/2019 10:56:58 PM girlawakeinca It has been suggested on previous MJ12 posts that a basic grow tent & grounding (around $80) will suffice if needed. We may or may not need to. I just 

saw McAfee using one on a tweet today. It never hurts to be prepared if you can.

8/5/2019 10:57:24 PM cryptogamer11 Holy shit good catch. Really disgusting!!!

8/5/2019 10:57:56 PM do_or_do_notty Last gasps of desperation from a defeated and dying evil

Stay aware

[They] wouldn’t hesitate to slaughter every one of us to stay in/regain power. Panic!

8/5/2019 10:58:42 PM tkachukjan @Jordan_Sather_  ... wanna take this one?

8/5/2019 10:58:44 PM jaded_pearl Do cloud busters work? pic.twitter.com/2FdwNN8QyL

8/5/2019 10:59:19 PM zagnett Well at least it's not thousands? 🤔

8/5/2019 11:00:02 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Exactly......shortly after that is when I start to get frustrated and hopefully go back to sipping my drink and politely smiling while I nod my head 🙄

8/5/2019 11:00:32 PM mr_fedorable JE = Rabbit

ALICE = [H]

Wonderland = [LSJ]

Sickening....

8/5/2019 11:00:45 PM 1centralcaligal Makes one wonder: are these children really THEIR OWN children, or ones who were taken from OTHER FAMILIES years ago?? Who could possibly do 

these things to THEIR OWN CHILDREN?

8/5/2019 11:01:18 PM zagnett Are we talking real as my own consciousness on a good day? 🤔

Sure hope so. 🤣😉😅

8/5/2019 11:01:20 PM ohs4trump At what point will “the plan” be complete? What will happen to the small percentage of people that never wake up? How will the great awakening 

change society once all the lies we have been fed since birth are brought to LIGHT?

8/5/2019 11:01:21 PM keith369me Statistically, what are the three most effective RedPill Topics?

8/5/2019 11:01:21 PM natureinspace I have a feeling that all of it was going on without her knowledge. Sometimes people who are genuinely angels on earth don't see the real life evil 

because it would never cross their minds that it could actually exist within a human. Her focus was helping people.

8/5/2019 11:01:27 PM mariazak18 Maybe look into this dirt bag 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/6NR5WALMYb

8/5/2019 11:01:56 PM wild_stallion_3 There were distortions in the channeling process as well as disinfo motivated by agenda, but mostly truth.

8/5/2019 11:02:19 PM natureinspace Agree!

8/5/2019 11:02:29 PM scottiebisme But the WAR is biblical in size. You are absolutely right Q is not Jesus. No one claims Q is. Q is not even a single person but a group of people. A group 

doing very important work.

8/5/2019 11:03:38 PM sim427 #SeeSomethingSaySomething

#Pray

🙏🙇🙏🏽🙇♀️🙏🏾🙇🏽♂️🙏🏿🙇🏿♀️🙏🏻

#Unity

#WWG1WGA https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/08/05/texas-mass-shooting-plot-foiled-mans-grandmother/1924646001/ …

8/5/2019 11:04:23 PM fififnawfnaw 2cockatoos put together make an owl.

8/5/2019 11:05:01 PM laura_621 It absolutely resonates with me❤️💡

8/5/2019 11:05:18 PM natureinspace They believe that it gives them power and money, fame and power is what they seek. They are blinded by it. They don't really have power.

8/5/2019 11:06:31 PM mtr_epicwin77 ☦🕊🇺🇸

8/5/2019 11:06:39 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Ahh ok now I get it 🤦♀️🤦♀️

Had a minor mental lapse there, was being too literal. Heyyy better to be literal than a LIBERAL!! 🤣🤣🤣

Don't mind my late night humor lol

8/5/2019 11:07:04 PM enomai_ @SandiaWisdom

8/5/2019 11:07:33 PM natureinspace Same here.

8/5/2019 11:07:38 PM aurorasreality Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing. Boom week ? pic.twitter.com/aRbUSuPRIu

8/5/2019 11:08:00 PM cryptogamer11 I believe we are now. Check out Thomas Williams. This is one of his vids. Not necessarily addressing Draco in this one but this is the channel. Check out 

op ed version on Lucid Dreamer YouTube chanel. https://youtu.be/xBWyU74E0Wc 

8/5/2019 11:08:02 PM winklerburke Dumbed down

8/5/2019 11:08:58 PM 20america20 What would the banker say? Do the opposite.

8/5/2019 11:09:04 PM laura_621 @ll_research

8/5/2019 11:09:10 PM mtr_epicwin77 Perhaps. I’m losing my patience for the enemy. Does a win require 100% elevation of everyone, or just a critical mass? 

 Is there a point at which the enemy is destroyed and the rest wake up?

8/5/2019 11:09:18 PM pauliepg11111 Ooh! Unsanitized version of Adam and Eve? Where do I find that?

8/5/2019 11:10:02 PM goodmedicine4us It's time to ask @POTUS pic.twitter.com/MGlZgXpmRE

8/5/2019 11:10:06 PM cryptogamer11 Can u send a link?

8/5/2019 11:10:08 PM peterluisvenero Love that! ☺🤠🚀

8/5/2019 11:10:12 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Total Red Pill!!!

8/5/2019 11:10:26 PM jollyrob2 Do the ☀️ CMEs getting stronger and in what ways are we benefiting from this?

8/5/2019 11:11:46 PM nanaqqanon It actually is a big week every week, many just dont dont see or know or recognize...get a better picture of the plan and learn the comms...

8/5/2019 11:12:03 PM _the_psychonaut One of my favorite things I read in the Emerald Tablets of Thoth pic.twitter.com/V3pFCIpOQY



8/5/2019 11:12:10 PM shempenny Easily 100+ people, but I know them from another truther community. Q came along a few years later. Many of them have been red pilled for years.

8/5/2019 11:12:16 PM 20america20 Ask the @WeAreSpaceForce team members.

8/5/2019 11:13:28 PM 20america20 Q is a future president.

8/5/2019 11:14:37 PM kseven110 That is really good! I personally find them to be really inspiring.

8/5/2019 11:15:51 PM girlawakeinca all ice (👈 put them together) purges quick everytime I’ve come across it. You can read the sanitized version by searching at the top Twitter bar. Type 

in TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & enter search word(s). Good luck! It’s a great way to find all kinds of archive.

8/5/2019 11:16:43 PM girlawakeinca This glossary has a search bar at the top.  😃

8/5/2019 11:17:50 PM sardisgazette The alter to Molech or Baal ?

8/5/2019 11:19:26 PM 11111christian Amazing read. How did you come across it?

8/5/2019 11:20:16 PM stormmedicine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

‘While we were sleeping, the history was written.

While ‘We’ were daydreaming, the Artificial Intelligence ‘AI’ needing no sleep, harvested ‘US’, used ‘US’, abused ‘US’

And today ‘We’ are at the point of AI worship.’

8/5/2019 11:20:17 PM pacificnw777 Appointments until elections in 2020

8/5/2019 11:21:41 PM mrernietests Are cigarettes bad and are they planned allowed, population control?

8/5/2019 11:22:07 PM stormmedicine Many people have written about the false information which has been used to control those of us fortunate to be born in the land of freedom, the US. 

We are called ‘the People’ also by the indigenous people of the Americas. 

 https://medicine-tribe.com/follow-the-white-rabbit-patent-on-evil/ …

8/5/2019 11:22:16 PM 22dubtrip333 They can't scream if they're in NY selling untaxed cigarettes

8/5/2019 11:22:48 PM stefanofait One of the few who managed to turn a PhD in social sciences into a very useful enterprise and realised the level of brainwashing that we were 

subjected to.

Main subject of my dissertation was transhumanist eugenics: same doctrines, prejudices, sociopathic tendencies then and now

8/5/2019 11:24:09 PM diaptera_80 Wow, very rare. It seems supernatural things do not happen so much by intention but probably interference from entities or tapping into some 

significant synchronicity with higher/future self. I had some minor events, but was never repeated either

8/5/2019 11:24:41 PM 11111christian Military using it currently.  So fingers crossed.

8/5/2019 11:27:38 PM girlawakeinca I do that too! We need to remind ourselves to intuitively feel the situation first & less of the thought/brain process. I feel like I’ll always be a WIP in that 

regard. 🤪

8/5/2019 11:28:39 PM natureinspace I have spent a little time looking into this (Tartarians and mud flood) but I need to get back to it. I don't know enough yet to know if this is plausible.

8/5/2019 11:29:18 PM unidentifiedta1 Is the Kybalion endorsed by MJ12

8/5/2019 11:29:53 PM brad34351293 Seems to have already been revealed with the FBI using C_A weaponized term "Conspiracy Theorists" R domestic terrorists.

[Wray]

8/5/2019 11:30:00 PM maryheil5 None!

8/5/2019 11:30:08 PM chuckperkins10 Thanks. I need to see Bob Monroe about a dog.

8/5/2019 11:30:09 PM nanaqqanon He is telling to to elaborate because there is more to what you said than your imagination could dream up...if I can make a good meme I'll post it but 

it's best not to use twitter to discuss that...let's just say it's not a sunken ship?

8/5/2019 11:30:39 PM natureinspace Don't eat McDonald's hamburgers 😵

8/5/2019 11:31:43 PM nanaqqanon Kind of...I could make an argument for that...I would break out the old paper encyclopedia for this one

8/5/2019 11:31:57 PM truckerryan473 I'm starting to think some (parents) were involved in the deaths. The guy and wife (Mercedes Carrera) shows up in El Paso was a pedophile

8/5/2019 11:32:50 PM pauliepg11111 Thank you!!

8/5/2019 11:33:12 PM laura_621 After prayer and meditation two years ago, I told the Universe I was ready for the truth. Took only a few hours for things to start appearing before me. 

Things I would never have looked at before.

8/5/2019 11:35:05 PM 11111christian Numerous

8/5/2019 11:35:24 PM razztaz2016 2

8/5/2019 11:35:53 PM truckerryan473 We are the beginning of indigo.

8/5/2019 11:37:55 PM teemo48546197 I think i was already woke but there were some milestones

Last Winter 

A cold night 

Fullmoon

A very strange fullmoon

A moving moon

Two moons😳

And the next day i went to work and had a q on my windscreen in my car...
8/5/2019 11:38:03 PM unidentifiedta1 Why does censorship continue and now Red Flag laws on the horizon...which is just broader Palantir thought crime...how do we know MJ or Q aren’t 

honeypots?

8/5/2019 11:38:20 PM razztaz2016 So many of us here, but so hard to find people irl.

8/5/2019 11:38:53 PM brad34351293 MSM narrative takes over.

The FBI memo being released about "Conspiracy Theorists" being domestic terrorists. Then these shootings is all about shutting down Q, 8-chan, Anons 

means of open communication.

I saw the 'writing on the wall' in that memo release.

#UnsealEpstein

8/5/2019 11:38:59 PM michael81972 Alice - HRC.

Wonderland - Saudi Arabia

8/5/2019 11:39:10 PM hitbyawormhole About 15. My close friends and family

8/5/2019 11:39:56 PM horizonvector 0

8/5/2019 11:39:58 PM 11111christian Save in UK for now. But will be sent to US ASAP when safe to do so.

8/5/2019 11:41:10 PM brad34351293 AMEN to that.

PANIC in his face!

8/5/2019 11:42:15 PM bakedbadge38 I understand i was just bullshitting i have no clue

8/5/2019 11:43:42 PM teemo48546197 One day I had the deep wish to go my church and pray for DJT+ Family  and JFK Jr.

I never had the wish to pray for somebody I did not know (just if that person is sick or...)

8/5/2019 11:44:08 PM germantruthsee1 What is the best way to „wake“ someone up? I‘ve tried and was laughed at. People allow being manipulated by the MSM, especially here in Germany.

8/5/2019 11:45:40 PM shallknown Awake for a long time. Awakening others only in last 3-4 years. It is a tiring job. After awhile it seems as though you're labeled as the weird person and 

no one listens to you.  At this point, what does one do? Especially when things aren't happening fast enough for sheep.



8/5/2019 11:48:07 PM 1awakened11 I keep seeing this trust the plan crap mostly from Trump programs so what exactly is the plan we are suposed to be trusting? Unless this plan includes 

all politicians are part of the script there cant be a valid plan when they are both part of the same evil.

8/5/2019 11:49:06 PM rangiawhia32 UFO are lFO.

Because we have identified them.

Their title for these craft is part of the mass hypnosis bestowed on we the peeps

8/5/2019 11:49:09 PM brad34351293 Stick with book form. 

Self Publish, if you have to.

I've been trying myself, confidence and wanting it to be perfect/editing is hard work & growing up I was never a reader/English major. More of a math 

kid. 

If HW buys your idea, (they) can "can" it as long as they like.

8/5/2019 11:49:49 PM pianoperson238 He reminds me of Pete BootEdgeEdge

8/5/2019 11:50:18 PM teemo48546197 In june I was in the us with my family

I visted my family and we were roadtrippen

The last night on our roadtrip we spend somewhere in PA 

I couldn‘t sleep so I prayed

After a short time my whole body was full of light 

A light i never seen or feel before  

A beautiful light

8/5/2019 11:50:49 PM catpowernow Were/are clones being used in the DUMBS and in lunar/  martian outposts as a workforce for the breakaway civilization?

8/5/2019 11:51:36 PM brad34351293 My bad, wasn't paying attention to your other/above tweet, that you have already sold 'rights'.

Good Luck!

8/5/2019 11:51:54 PM usss_211 Faith... Even when things aren't happening as fast as we would like.... Faith...

8/5/2019 11:53:14 PM michael81972 JE is certainly a white rabbit pic.twitter.com/I7aUwqRsW5

8/5/2019 11:54:29 PM soldierofalbion We have all been controlled by the darkness for so long

it became acceptable , but to truly awaken and realise that the light is still alive in each and everyone ,that,s the real key. let that light shine out bold 

and bright and be guided by your 

conscience

8/5/2019 11:54:43 PM midwesttrump We been so used to a 24hr news cycle, getting news from MSM, short attn spans etc..... all that culminates into frustration when we are a "want it 

right now" society. So Q is for a certain kind of person, and those ppl have to keep redpilling and #TrustThePlan

8/5/2019 11:55:10 PM jayrambin I’ve seen his stuff. Can be good. But 2.5 hours ?

8/5/2019 11:55:45 PM soldierofalbion compassion and patience true gifts that need to be used more 

and more .

8/5/2019 11:57:35 PM tracybirk1 John of G*d baby farms, shooter farms? MKultra Orion el Paso shooters dad a psychiatrist and connected to john of G*d baby farms all three shooters 

look like brothers.  I know it sounds far fetched but they just made a movie where triplets met each other at college age.

8/5/2019 11:59:46 PM brad34351293 14 dead [DS] Russians in 'accidental fire' aboard Mystery Russian Sub.

8/5/2019 11:59:59 PM wendyveal Zero

8/6/2019 12:00:45 AM nanaqqanon Contact 8chan. I'm sure that info isnt secret. Last I saw a number was a while ago...300million WW bit that was like a year ago

8/6/2019 12:00:49 AM jayrambin And that’s a good thing (Ras Law of One) or deception?

8/6/2019 12:00:51 AM cue2_c99 Hitting grand slam isn't the only way to score 4 points in one inning... Not always pretty but, I would say the last few weeks have been very eventful...

8/6/2019 12:01:25 AM keith369me ...even if it’s not, there have been cars made that get hundreds of miles to the gallon and others that run on other fuels such as water!!!

8/6/2019 12:02:51 AM keith369me How about the transfusion video?

8/6/2019 12:04:26 AM keith369me Most often through dreams?

8/6/2019 12:04:44 AM catpowernow Population Control? Africa has a fast growing population. A rapidly growing population utilizes wildlife habitat for agriculture which may result in loss of 

wildlife. The goal was to slow down Human population in Africa with disease?

8/6/2019 12:07:14 AM 313looper Exactly , that’s a great & unbelievable feeling to know that He has heard us... 

🙏🏻💫

8/6/2019 12:12:40 AM duxgirl27 🤢🤮🤬👹😡

8/6/2019 12:13:37 AM raysie_1 Flat / hollow Earth

8/6/2019 12:14:42 AM catpowernow If the cabal can kill thousands in events like 9-11 and plan and start Wars then killing children in satanic rituals is child's play to them. No pun intended.

8/6/2019 12:15:49 AM strait_forever1 Many are following Q.  Makes me think and stay alert for what is out and what is coming

8/6/2019 12:15:49 AM qpublicsteve 3

8/6/2019 12:15:51 AM shannonschoono There is so much hate being directed at our beloved @POTUS, it is so hard to watch.  My heart breaks for him.

8/6/2019 12:17:02 AM jayrambin They shun me and get hostile. Turn ppl against me. Stop using my professional services, etc.  so, I pick my opportunities. Deep in blue state. They are 

few.

8/6/2019 12:17:38 AM catpowernow Maybe more like 90%.....

8/6/2019 12:17:57 AM girlawakeinca Same way you just did. Through comments. We all like to share & it pops up on occasion. I forgot to bookmark it the first time & kept asking where is 

that incredible dictionary & no one knew what I meant 🤣

8/6/2019 12:19:03 AM kseven110 And me please?

8/6/2019 12:19:36 AM wokepatriot1776 We have been shining lights. There are literally still so many completely blind. They wouldn’t know the truth or reality if it kept punching them in the 

face. The sheep need to see actual stuff come to light. The Dems keep piling on the bullshit and all we just look like idiots.

8/6/2019 12:20:30 AM kikaltz If you don't mind, may I have a copy of the screen cap.  Wouldn't you know it, that was a bread I missed reading!!  Thank you.

8/6/2019 12:21:15 AM charpier3 I try toake as many people as possible aware of Q. Whether they have the courage to confront their precious belief system is up to them.

8/6/2019 12:22:16 AM kseven110 CS? What does it stand for? Incinerator... I would think baal worship. Burnt sacrifice. Gold calf? What is CS? Thank you!

8/6/2019 12:22:35 AM tgifriend Yup.. pretty much how it's gone for me too. So many closed minded sheepies around me. Its kind of depressing lol.

8/6/2019 12:25:13 AM kseven110 Me too!!!

8/6/2019 12:27:26 AM girlawakeinca Yes indeed. Let’s keep our thoughts & intentions on our goals & focus on this in our meditation & prayer too. We are collectively manifesting change. 

😃💫 pic.twitter.com/UaLrm6eX7H

8/6/2019 12:28:04 AM majic_eyes_qnly Also, you realise that it is adults laughing in the background of kids’ comedy shows, which is messed up, since why are adults watching kids’ shows? It 

should be kids laughing in the background of kids shows.

8/6/2019 12:35:10 AM therealbigneum Yes

8/6/2019 12:36:28 AM catpowernow NWO elite plan to start WW3. As Q called it a "planned extinction event". Done for Social engineering and consolidation of power over the Humans of 

earth.

8/6/2019 12:36:30 AM mrmyskin The Russian DS takes nutrition from the West. Once the western DS will be defeated, it will vanish as snow in the summer.



8/6/2019 12:36:43 AM _sigel Personally before Q - 0

Now my inner circle is starting to notice what ive been showing them for years and are talking with others about it

Its slow, its frustrating but its a start

Do not give up

Times are changing and we are here to deliver the message that freedom is real
8/6/2019 12:40:34 AM 11111christian OFFLINE MEANS PAPER COPY. LIKE OLD SCHOOL.

8/6/2019 12:41:40 AM notevenchad17 Reincarnation.

8/6/2019 12:44:03 AM happyhome_2012 Ok got it .. only use clones in controlled settings not public... due to malfunctions ?

8/6/2019 12:45:17 AM wok68 Just discovered one today!  We hugged!

8/6/2019 12:48:32 AM wok68 Flat earth...inbeciles!!

8/6/2019 12:50:24 AM kikaltz How appropriate it ended with  "falling Hare"  (as in  rabbit and down the rabbit hole.)

8/6/2019 12:55:11 AM 1centralcaligal Only about 16 friends, my 2 grandchildren (all older teens who I have red-pilled all their lives in proud to tell), & Darling Granddaughter's boyfriend who 

was at a first but told me a few weeks ago. I live in Central California; you gotta cut us a little slack; doing ALL WE CAN!

8/6/2019 12:58:47 AM monkey_weather Yah, I thought it was funny because - she doesn't HAVE one. So...what is the answer?

8/6/2019 1:00:05 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/CmDvky48Bu

8/6/2019 1:01:23 AM believe_coach My whole family and we are large. Remember Jesus had 12 and some amazing female followers & look how the great news of Jesus spread. More 

instructions on how to wake people up would help. And as for the videos, ever thought ab showing military/police? Almost every family has both

8/6/2019 1:01:44 AM monkey_weather All right. They're all rephaim, offspring of nephilim. 

Never heard a thing about hearts though, but the idea that there's a relic beneath that Satanic pile of excrement they call a temple...rings true. 

It's the kinda thing they're into. 

Power from unauthorized sources.

8/6/2019 1:02:51 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/WPATaTxTa0

8/6/2019 1:05:00 AM believe_coach Also people are very scared to admit it for fear of losing job, being accused of being crazy, or just how hateful the liberal left can be. I had my 

Trump/Pence signs taken down at least once a week. I kept putting them back up! Our flag fell, now neighbors put it up 4 us=progress 

pic.twitter.com/UZ6OzvFwkU

8/6/2019 1:06:13 AM crhahne I know 22 personally.

8/6/2019 1:06:27 AM whaleheadworld Unfortunately, I don’t personally know anyone other than my wife and I.  I’ve met around ten people in public that follow Q, but I can’t say I “know” 

them.

8/6/2019 1:07:48 AM bakedbadge38 It was joke lol

8/6/2019 1:08:00 AM 1centralcaligal When I came to the realization that all these 'missing' people, that they were TAKEN from National Parks & Forests, the link to 'bigfoot' things & 

interdimentional travel, & it all connects w/the DUMBS under us! And I used to hike, fish, camp ALL ALONE out there 100's of times!

8/6/2019 1:10:06 AM 1centralcaligal I sadly must agree with you!! It's almost too sad to think of it; but if nobody does, we won't be able to SAVE FUTURE CHILDREN FROM THEM - 

FOREVER!!!!

8/6/2019 1:11:06 AM monkey_weather I figured. It was funny ;)

But the response made me stop for a sec and think "What really IS under those tunnels?"

Because the thing about them about using WHATEVER means to power...that's real.

8/6/2019 1:11:17 AM hg_till_vp  https://www.youtube.com/user/Crrow777 

8/6/2019 1:11:38 AM hg_till_vp  pic.twitter.com/FfHetNB1OI

8/6/2019 1:13:11 AM hg_till_vp  https://youtu.be/bGExqlT8iPE 

8/6/2019 1:13:31 AM ophillip10 Well said. They are like vultures eyeing on a carcass just waiting to call us out for not going by the play book.

8/6/2019 1:15:16 AM dametzger1 4

8/6/2019 1:16:32 AM hg_till_vp Must see that one.

8/6/2019 1:18:37 AM bakedbadge38 I just couldn't help myself

8/6/2019 1:20:29 AM bakedbadge38 Someone asked me to elaborate so i did pic.twitter.com/fM3sdsaOEI

8/6/2019 1:21:03 AM monkey_weather Anything to do with HIllary makes everyone want to either crack a joke or just yack up a pile of vomit, so yeah, I get it ;)

8/6/2019 1:22:22 AM wandererpatient About 12, I talk to anyone who will listen. Show some @StormIsUponUs videos and give links to qmap, @prayingmedic and a few others. See an 

opening...say something. Buy in and step up! the great awakening cannot happen in a vacuum!!

8/6/2019 1:23:04 AM stormystorm10 Let’s hope it’s not this critical👇 pic.twitter.com/OgcHyR0T77

8/6/2019 1:23:28 AM jakeglaird1 I remember watching a video after the Brazil attack and it mentioned that pictures of shoes was in sorts a “visual” cue. I cannot find that video again. 

Any help?

8/6/2019 1:24:59 AM wandererpatient That chicken nuggets are really made of chicken!

8/6/2019 1:30:18 AM femmenational Interesting.

8/6/2019 1:32:32 AM jakeglaird1 Please share if either of you find them:)

8/6/2019 1:36:47 AM dieleftlivright People at church have Q teachers occasionally.

8/6/2019 1:40:54 AM petitsinge19 Pensez vous être les seuls à vouloir défendre les innocents, les enfants, les pauvres gens!!!

vous n êtes pas seul à  être soi disant réveillé.C est eux mêmes qui veulent vous faire croire que vous êtes les seuls à connaître la vérité! !! c'est leur 

système de pensée

8/6/2019 1:41:54 AM midsummerlight Chemtrails, Mandela Effect, Cabal  (or nowadays, Deep State) and of course ETs.

8/6/2019 1:43:13 AM petitsinge19 Qu est ce qui est à l envers ???bien sûr que la majeur partie des gens sur terre ony de la empathie et de la sincérité, tout n'est est pas mauvais! !!

il n y a pas que des être insensible

8/6/2019 1:44:46 AM petitsinge19 La vérité viendra et pas par Tweeter ou Facebook mais avec des preuves factuelles! !! et là ils seront punis! !!

8/6/2019 1:46:06 AM mumsyto2 Zero🤷♀️

8/6/2019 1:46:39 AM garyridenhour2 6

8/6/2019 1:48:48 AM fritzingeradam 0, everyone I tell just acts like I'm nuts.  Maybe I'm being punked, guess I'll find out after the 15th....

8/6/2019 1:49:34 AM syduregerardos Sadly none.

8/6/2019 1:50:32 AM 369369rv Can u explain how Hillary looks so different on certain events ? There does seem to be more than 1 Hillary

8/6/2019 1:55:23 AM kimkendrick19 Everyone that knows me now follows Q

8/6/2019 1:55:32 AM michelle22027 🐇🌏🍿 pic.twitter.com/XSSJTRMutl

8/6/2019 2:09:27 AM wasps_sting There is also the thought that the word clone is loosely used to mean a trained body double / actor to do the role of the original. Look for pics of the 

'clones' (latest) and compare to the earlier originals. Some features are different ie ears.

8/6/2019 2:10:24 AM eyesonq zero

8/6/2019 2:11:58 AM tim86337166 I know 1 other person.

8/6/2019 2:12:18 AM oo1o110 Comey - Light or Dark?

8/6/2019 2:12:29 AM sterkinglights1 With more questions now than solid answers it's hard to say if one is truly awake I know I'm not 💯 asleep. I have seen for a long time that said. 

Seeing others going through the process is enlightening. Every revelation opens a door to an epiphany that very little is known.

8/6/2019 2:13:01 AM angelah08745929 1



8/6/2019 2:13:02 AM oo1o110 Yes. Where our technology is hidden.

8/6/2019 2:13:23 AM wasps_sting She does look and act different. No stumbling, No head shakes, Eyes rolling, No constant coughing, No random laughing, No wrinkles it seems 

etc.....Hmm

8/6/2019 2:13:43 AM mtr_epicwin77 You wish you know. GFAD. pic.twitter.com/XbCcvD5uYM

8/6/2019 2:14:08 AM freyjanjordr Yes! Mine too. He just doesn't want to know. Every time I open my mouth to our dilemma I get this 👇 pic.twitter.com/lL4sqfAL2X

8/6/2019 2:16:59 AM tonyg10458326 4

8/6/2019 2:18:41 AM annemarie1776 Three. And I helped them open their eyes and minds to it. 🇺🇸

8/6/2019 2:19:30 AM melanieusn1979 Ready.  Beyond the banter.

8/6/2019 2:22:40 AM oo1o110 Chyelde Sackreefeyes...

If you catch what I mean...

8/6/2019 2:23:23 AM agentk20529383 3 so far, but many more are starting to awaken.

8/6/2019 2:25:29 AM steveroye Here's a short video you might want to take a look at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYceP4vfKlE …

8/6/2019 2:26:46 AM melanieusn1979 3

8/6/2019 2:28:49 AM signnamehere1 Same👍

8/6/2019 2:30:26 AM maggybeeee 3

8/6/2019 2:30:30 AM kristinemontel1 I’ve even got people coming up to me at work now saying are they trying to take down Q? Like I’m the Q expert... About 5.

8/6/2019 2:30:34 AM sterkinglights1 How can they not see.

8/6/2019 2:32:22 AM raevenraeyne I read that series back when it first came out. I just finished my 4th time reading it. I recognize that I seem to read this series whenever I’m needing 

more spiritual centering especially when going thru an Awakening and shift in consciousness and awareness.

8/6/2019 2:33:21 AM nmd_mari ZERO

This sums up my interactions with people around me accurately...🤦♀️ pic.twitter.com/7DU7r5GeyB

8/6/2019 2:33:48 AM kristinemontel1 I followed as well!

8/6/2019 2:35:05 AM maryschade14 Awareness is simply that..and psychopaths are aware..

Conscienceness though..that is right or wrong..if people feel no shame or guilt then this simply continues..removing Mind from heart and soul I could 

care less of psycho ooooh look at me I astral..and I ask do what with it?

8/6/2019 2:36:01 AM linnyt7 Yes. Owls, cockatoo, if birds are scary we could go see monkeys, the concept of a grown man preferring a female child for company. Was the audience 

response “canned”? If so a programming tactic.

8/6/2019 2:36:11 AM kristinemontel1 We ALL need to follow one another and support each other when we post so we show that we are United. United we are STRONG. 😉

8/6/2019 2:36:11 AM nmd_mari This is very true! There is a complete lack of meaningful conversations in my life too! I was beginning to think it was just me.

8/6/2019 2:36:18 AM maryschade14 Sadly most aren't even aware..

8/6/2019 2:37:07 AM cidarean The law of one information resonates profoundly. I still can't explain why it gives me such a strong emotional feeling. It's when you know somethings 

right, you just know it.

8/6/2019 2:37:22 AM maryschade14 It advertises that it does..false advertising and marketing..

8/6/2019 2:38:06 AM start313hichq The Evolution path is 13D

And it's high in the face 

What is your opinion??

8/6/2019 2:39:54 AM muley12 One

8/6/2019 2:41:00 AM usss_211 2

8/6/2019 2:46:14 AM oo1o110 You either recognize we're in an information civil war or you dont.

8/6/2019 2:46:53 AM anonymoussage1 Yes. It was difficult. Turned my entire reality upside down.

Even after the truth became evident to me, I still had to look at the evidence over and over to finally convince myself that yes, it was indeed an inside 

job.

That turned out to be my "red-pill" moment.

8/6/2019 2:46:56 AM nationalnotable 13

8/6/2019 2:47:07 AM tan2701 4 for me. Nothing better than the weekly 🍷and Q chats with my redpilled AF peeps 😎

8/6/2019 2:48:02 AM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy #UnsealEpstein 

Brennan https://twitter.com/ConsortiaPartn1/status/1158675024804548613 …

8/6/2019 2:48:36 AM d_nurnberg If plan doesn't work start reading about civil war so you will know exactly what to expect when this war show up at your front door.

8/6/2019 2:53:23 AM merorschach Chemtrails took me a long time to understand. #911truth, I knew on day one as WTC 7 went down in the same accelerated freefall via controlled demo 

as the other towers. Didn't help BBC reported it went down while it was still standing in the background. https://youtu.be/f0HPqd8dPeE 

8/6/2019 2:56:20 AM merorschach I see Twitter is no longer showing #911Truth as an automatically suggested hashtag. 

Interesting though that a misspelled hashtag #GunConrolNow inorganically flooded Twitter with controlled talking points. Get the AI some coffee. 

pic.twitter.com/5E5IK2nkTN

8/6/2019 3:02:48 AM maryschade14 Damn..i wuz azzzzleep.

8/6/2019 3:04:04 AM 369369rv Exactly. So are there clones or just look a likes ?

8/6/2019 3:06:30 AM rcleo6 3

8/6/2019 3:09:46 AM freyjanjordr I have always had a strong sense of 'hang on a minute, this doesn't make sense' & 'believe no one and question everything' since I was a little girl, but 

my hardest pill to swallow is psychology (I'm studying it) and how false it's starting to look!

8/6/2019 3:10:28 AM clarkd958 Same 😭😭😭😭😭

8/6/2019 3:12:35 AM marveime Good plan, my family won’t listen. But last week a friend asked me about it because her son follows Q.

8/6/2019 3:15:09 AM madama83651518 More this year than before! News and TV shows are dropping the name

8/6/2019 3:15:43 AM marveime Not anymore ❣️

8/6/2019 3:16:26 AM wwg1wga_every1 Two

8/6/2019 3:23:37 AM rwilharm Agreed. I never said he was nor do I think that. I happen to believe this is actually God’s plan and POTUS and Q are just doing his will. Hope that clears 

that up.

8/6/2019 3:23:55 AM mtr_epicwin77 We have so little trust in you this is what happens after eight years of Hussein @VP @FBI @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/SuzyQtrue/status/1158641966621454336 …

8/6/2019 3:25:00 AM nocommunistusa I noticed that when I was reading the posts, it’s sad they believe the media young and old. Luckily you are one of the bright ones and can notice how 

they are destroying your country.

8/6/2019 3:26:28 AM maryschade14 And more..Cumming's missing billions..parts of declas..whole lot of things..Dayton #1 in Ohio Trafficking..Ohio still number 1 state for Child 

trafficking..coincidence..El Paso Rep Escobar staffers crossing border coaching them how to cross..probably other..mehbe she traffick too

8/6/2019 3:27:11 AM maryschade14 treason by any other name..is still treason.

8/6/2019 3:28:11 AM earth__patriot 5+



8/6/2019 3:29:57 AM nocommunistusa Show your friends videos @StormIsUponUs creates many  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8  - Also “Communim by the Backdoor such a well made 

documentary about what is happening. The dvd was banned here bc they want to hide what’s happening , I had to order it from Europe

8/6/2019 3:31:17 AM raevenraeyne The SRA stuff was hardest to wrap my mind around. Very upsetting. 

I’d love a list of links to everyone’s best resources for info and research on these topics!! 

I research, study things and send links to people as I go along to 💊 but anyone new to this can be overwhelmed.

8/6/2019 3:33:22 AM laztar11 I’ve been asking around for months; even though years into this , Most never heard of “Q” I have heard chatter even in grocery store lines of people 

questioning stuff so progress is being made👍❤️🇺🇸

8/6/2019 3:35:16 AM laztar11 Add lemon juice n baking soda to that ! 👍🤗

8/6/2019 3:35:42 AM twistersage Just my thoughts ;D https://twitter.com/twistersage/status/1085226734633521152 …

8/6/2019 3:37:01 AM kikaltz Is this what you are referring to, Louis?     "Is our fate in the hands of sick men?"

8/6/2019 3:37:17 AM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/thebelaaz/status/1158633139889168384?s=21 … 🧐🧐🧐

8/6/2019 3:38:47 AM oz_trump I am definitely archiving EVERYTHING of importance I see online to my laptop, just with screenshots, etc. Thanks for the reminder.

8/6/2019 3:40:59 AM anneolsen43 Sorry I missed this: but so many good questions! ❤️

8/6/2019 3:42:05 AM macd51317141 None

8/6/2019 3:42:40 AM realchindsight How would they scream with a bullet in the head?

Who is going to argue with secret executions when the public can already see how above the law they all clearly are ?

8/6/2019 3:42:46 AM anneolsen43 Good reminder

8/6/2019 3:43:49 AM germantruthsee1 Thank you. There is so much information available out there, everyone could see if they looked. If I could just plant a seed of doubt, maybe they‘d 

research by themselves and wake up. The problem is that the believe in the MSM is simply too strong with most.

8/6/2019 3:44:31 AM rafngeirdal Yes Kristi but out in the open all the same where opponents are out there to get you. & yes, I’m amazed at how much I know. & you keep telling me 

how fortunate we are to be alive in these special times. Feels a bit scary though, like when you tweeted a Q drop: Storm has arrived!

8/6/2019 3:45:07 AM southpaw816 Thank you  #Patriot

8/6/2019 3:45:14 AM lorenzosghost I met the beast on the dark web

8/6/2019 3:46:27 AM irishhillk Distracted like ADHD? Like ICE users with the same drug pathway? CIA & their hand in the drug & mind pot with help of K Mafia or Kosher Nostra, 

Mossad's Cult Op Q, & Scientology nuts with FBI cover & a dose of House of Gord fun. Gunning for kids, & drugs. All tied to MK ultra.

8/6/2019 3:46:33 AM rafngeirdal I remember info on Comet Pizza the other day, concerning somethin’ pedo potentially goin’ on. So are Comet Pizza and Alefantis restaurant somehow 

connected?

8/6/2019 3:47:45 AM aetherwalker1 Prol. missed the AMA time:

Why do you allow these FFs to happen?!

8/6/2019 3:48:27 AM willowood22 Or our wallets

8/6/2019 3:48:48 AM sharepatriot It's part of "awakening"..symptoms include, inability to sleep, aches/pains all over, headaches....all normal, and many vids avail that talk about all 

symptoms.

8/6/2019 3:49:03 AM rafngeirdal (interest) I get the sarcasm. An owner of a patent, is an owner of commercial good and would be interested in revenue, such as profit. That’s the 

opposite of a government oversight agency. Obvious when you put it forth like this.

8/6/2019 3:49:46 AM ukpatriot3 It’s foolish to think they give a damn about 3000 people

8/6/2019 3:51:35 AM sharepatriot Thank you MAJ 12! So grateful for your answers, and keeping us informed. WRWY!

8/6/2019 3:52:05 AM southpaw816 Really talk to God, ask him to touch your heart, you will feel your heart grow, like a tingling! Jesus is the son of God, I pray you will know that feeling, if 

not already, someday. God bless you!

8/6/2019 3:52:13 AM aetherwalker1 Not likely.  A negotiation requires respect. 

They despise humans.

We are food to them.  A source of Life Force.

8/6/2019 3:53:21 AM lovenlight1111 Both ... pic.twitter.com/jRHy59gYWs

8/6/2019 3:53:50 AM jrocktigers "As part of Operation Often, Dr. Gottlieb and other CIA employees visited with and recruited fortune-tellers, palm-readers, clairvoyants, astrologists, 

mediums, psychics, specialists in demonology, witches and warlocks, Satanists, other occult practitioners, and more" - MKSEARCH

8/6/2019 3:55:02 AM germak A few! I quit following and believing yesterday! I’m just frustrated now!

8/6/2019 3:55:12 AM islandmarie 30

8/6/2019 3:56:38 AM aetherwalker1 their consciousness is that which 'rejoices in iniquity'

They are the adversary or enemy of goodness and righteousness.

[Satan in aramaic means 'adversary'.  Who do you think Jesus and John the Baptist were referring to?]

8/6/2019 3:59:36 AM ukpatriot3 Nethelim are Fallen angels and human offspring, they were also depicted as giants in the bible

8/6/2019 4:00:08 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1055822810940129283?s=19 …

8/6/2019 4:01:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd Cockatoo

8/6/2019 4:02:04 AM agoodyear2015 Incinerators are used as crematoriums.  It is a useful way for evil people to get rid of bodies with no evidence.  It is the first thing I thought of when I 

saw the exhaust pipes on Epstein Island. https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/dellen-millard-ordered-an-incinerator-called-the-eliminator-days-

before-laura-babcock-went-missing-court-hears …

8/6/2019 4:03:36 AM aussie_bot Absolutely

8/6/2019 4:03:43 AM nocommunistusa Don’t they know that after the war the Communists took over your country and re-educated the masses with lies? Show them Qanon posts and videos 

like these, it worked with some of my family, they saw the deception and were disgusted and now they see the light.

8/6/2019 4:04:01 AM hg_till_vp Maybe. Time will tell.

8/6/2019 4:05:26 AM disfellocated When I was 14, my dad told me about the sov. state tax movement. Uphill from there.

8/6/2019 4:06:48 AM nocommunistusa Also keep in mind Italy, they voted the corruption out. There is always hope.

8/6/2019 4:07:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Looks like I’m going to have to leave my ph number so someone can txt me bc I’ve only missed the past 20 AMA. [joking] it’s not really been 20, more 

like 18. pic.twitter.com/vBnhvYiOpO

8/6/2019 4:08:04 AM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/6/2019 4:08:30 AM samsmith0319 Agree....

8/6/2019 4:09:00 AM san_jabbour Not one in real life! But I guess people in Europe apart from England don't know much about it!

8/6/2019 4:10:10 AM devinpmcdermot1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzsYmdA_8-0 …

8/6/2019 4:10:26 AM f45_5 None

8/6/2019 4:11:37 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/r02c6Un85t

8/6/2019 4:12:06 AM happyhome_2012 First time I have confirmed what I knew long ago those of us without Rh factor are not illuminati bloodlines ... phew... good to really now know

8/6/2019 4:14:43 AM nicholasp93 Hate to bust the conspiracy, but that's not how hypnosis works. You've been watching Get Out too many times. Increased suggestibility does not equal 

the same as mind control. #OccamsRazor



8/6/2019 4:15:08 AM cathydarlene1 Where are the declass' ??

Where's the arrests? 

Where's the big Wednsdays?

Where's all the "In two weeks"? 

If you are claiming something coming, how long are ppl going to listen if it never comes? 

Its been 3 yrs. 

All thats happened is a sleeze pedo is in jail. 

Still nothing .
8/6/2019 4:16:19 AM richard07759712 FYI : ♾Chan to return

8/6/2019 4:16:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd 440 annoying as hell. You can tell difference. One thing noting music is geared toward fear. So many songs with “fear/scared” words in them. I’ve been 

deleting a lot of music.

8/6/2019 4:17:15 AM marg_inscoe Yeah

8/6/2019 4:17:38 AM drwb_uk Soul scalping sounds crazy

8/6/2019 4:18:39 AM f45_5 Well, edit that, so me + 1 = 2 

“what’s the sound of one hand clapping?” 

If Q/QAnon really wants to get the word out to the masses to wake up, it’s gotta go really public, like the rest of media & spoken by top leadership. 

Those are my Tuesday Thoughts😎

8/6/2019 4:20:16 AM natureinspace I agree. It's a bunch of smoke and mirrors but the ones who practice in these occults can't see that. They think they are given all this power but it's not 

real power. Evilness is not power. Now it's time for us to get it through our heads that they can't keep up the charade.

8/6/2019 4:20:41 AM intensionalme 3

8/6/2019 4:21:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd You know how to tell shift? Look at the sky, trees, grass, flowers. I can tell every morning by looking at the colors of my hibiscus, lawn, 

sky...surroundings. You start getting used to the vibrant colors and note immediately when you get jerked back.

8/6/2019 4:22:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd That has to stop! Spent a lot of time exposing that yesterday. Ppl finally waking up to their antics!

8/6/2019 4:22:54 AM clackcarole 14

8/6/2019 4:24:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd POTUS said, “they better not bc if they wait it will be much worse!” So my gut tells me they’re economy free ride is OVER!

8/6/2019 4:25:43 AM swatcam1 Are video games good or bad? Because I don't understand why they are being targeted by Republicans.

8/6/2019 4:26:22 AM wasps_sting I don't know, maybe both. It's just what you hear. There's some weird stuff going on these days...

8/6/2019 4:26:42 AM drwb_uk None

8/6/2019 4:27:40 AM jrocktigers EVERGREEN ! pic.twitter.com/5RoPkztsyz

8/6/2019 4:28:43 AM raider_hayter Both, and it's BIASED.

8/6/2019 4:29:27 AM pat_at_wildwood 1

8/6/2019 4:31:24 AM samsmith0319 Thanks....

8/6/2019 4:33:08 AM weediblue And that is why patience is a virtue.

8/6/2019 4:33:52 AM 369369rv Yeah there sure is .

8/6/2019 4:36:50 AM kellykreps777 None....other than one man who walked up to my car and mentioned my WWG1WGA bumper sticker, and said he knew what it meant.

8/6/2019 4:39:53 AM archiebird4 Dr Greer does that, tries to raise consiousness. Makes perfect sense.

8/6/2019 4:41:08 AM flgirlsbeenqd Reading how energy is low...try this, hope it helps. Download will only be up a few more days. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ke5sPC2HBkQ&feature=youtu.be …

8/6/2019 4:42:54 AM juliesalmich 9...with myself and only two of these people who took an interest and are actively following.

8/6/2019 4:44:43 AM danielaqcrew The toughest pill to swallow was when we learned the Satanic ritualistic aspect. This was a tough pill just in general learning about the children & 

particularly that imfamous video. With this, religion also made a quick turn from a “fairy tale” storybook status to real history

8/6/2019 4:44:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd This is intense. Download  it and do it daily. You learn your power doing this meditation.

8/6/2019 4:44:51 AM herbangardener Unfortunately, none.  I feel like I’m surrounded by sheep!

8/6/2019 4:44:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth is your backup.

Confidence in your resolve is your backup.

Not caring what other people think of you for knowing what you know is your backup.

Trust that you are smart enough to know right from wrong.

Make the argument primal.

Present it in a way that is irrefutable.

Then Q

8/6/2019 4:45:50 AM aprilbrown99 Makes me cry tears of joy and my heart flutter to read that drop!  

I love it!  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/K6aU0OLagE

8/6/2019 4:47:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not just symbology but actions.

Who is the main character of the book Sheldon is reading?

Stew the Cockatoo

What is upon Epstein's Temple?

Do you see the owls?

Don't look up at those cameras.

Laugh track in background.

They think you are stupid.

They relish in it.

Stay the course
8/6/2019 4:53:03 AM nanablue37 Don't drink fluoride water or use fluoride toothpaste is a good start.

8/6/2019 4:53:11 AM djitaldawg its bootyjudge

8/6/2019 4:53:26 AM weediblue Could I also have a copy?

8/6/2019 4:54:01 AM danielaqcrew This is what I have been wondering.. something tells me that, especially with his family ties to Tesla, Potus is jumping time as much as they are.. or has 

“friends” that are.. it would certainly answer the question as to how he’s always one step ahead of [them]

8/6/2019 4:54:59 AM pauliepg11111 Thinly veiled “laugh track” about pedophile behaviour. To get us to accept it. Weren’t they sulfur crested cockatoos on top of the temple, who molest 

their young? Also make an owl if you put the two heads together.

8/6/2019 4:55:53 AM 45harisonharold check out Todd Whites testimony, he  was shot multiple times at point blank miraculously not one bullet hit him 

https://www.charismanews.com/culture/76510-todd-white-s-testimony-i-got-shot-and-that-s-when-the-lord-spoke-spoke-to-me …

8/6/2019 4:57:31 AM right_sideof Exactly right. We keep getting told to trust a plan that we dont know WHAT it is. We see SOME good happening but we see the DS laughing in our face 

as they spring these FF's one after another. People will not wait forever.

8/6/2019 4:57:48 AM pauliepg11111  https://twitter.com/matchnumbers67/status/1151354782197538816?s=21 …

8/6/2019 4:58:02 AM bbobbio71 timelines are shifting. Read past posts.

8/6/2019 4:58:15 AM tiakolbert Thanks friend!

8/6/2019 4:58:32 AM jollyrob2 Does Ruthie May know?



8/6/2019 4:59:12 AM independentrowr  https://youtu.be/7KAgHJ1i3d4 

Yep.  Maybe you’ve seen this too?  Nothing like a good blood ritual in bad sitcom.

8/6/2019 4:59:56 AM jollyrob2 Why the two cockatoos facing outwards?

8/6/2019 5:00:21 AM tess53 How do you archive offline besides hard copies. I’ve already printed out some but way too much to print everything.

8/6/2019 5:00:48 AM myavorshak Absolutely, Thank you.

8/6/2019 5:01:38 AM danielaqcrew That being said I have to ask the question, Are the “daemons” or “negative entities” reported in the Bible book one in the same as the negative ET 

forces we know of today?

8/6/2019 5:01:57 AM bbobbio71 Didn't think of that! 😲

8/6/2019 5:02:30 AM dianeraine1 I think they're considered "Above Top Secret" (Q clearance?), so I wouldn't expect a response.  But just in case...

Who really killed James Forrestal?  +

🧐 Would 1 of you PLEASE explain to the LEFT that ALL planets in our solar system have increased in frequency & temperature?

8/6/2019 5:02:46 AM bbobbio71 sad

8/6/2019 5:04:23 AM mercer_wilbur Right click and "save as", on a thumb drive. Just a thought.

8/6/2019 5:08:54 AM paullandolfi 10

8/6/2019 5:11:17 AM _369311119 Hey China! Nice widgets.

Trust the Plan.

8/6/2019 5:12:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 They have run the financial sector for decades.

They are all intimately connected to #UnsealEpstein.

A massive crash will happen, and soon.

All intended to distract.

III

Do not panic.

Do not liquify your assets.

Gold shall destroy the FED.

[Central Banking] pic.twitter.com/yPkblZR0Zt
8/6/2019 5:13:32 AM 1centralcaligal DECADES? Try centuries! And WE'VE KNOWN about it for decades... Thank God for Trump!

8/6/2019 5:13:54 AM my2sonznme Would you please explain what you are referring to !?

8/6/2019 5:14:05 AM paula84059427 Pardon,  what about " Curious George" and GHWB and Sherf

8/6/2019 5:14:42 AM worldly401 kenny has been in congress a very long time...i live here ..he is actually my congressman ...i would becareful what u accuse him off...i feel he just wants 

to retire ........

8/6/2019 5:14:43 AM scott_rick #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed
8/6/2019 5:14:50 AM jvan125 What happens to 401ks and all that after ‘the crash’?

8/6/2019 5:15:00 AM my2sonznme Everyone should have one at this point. Just Incase.

8/6/2019 5:15:00 AM kevin25560356 Earth is flat and stationary??

8/6/2019 5:15:11 AM integratedwebuk Some of the symbology on Sheldon's t-shirts is very telling at times!

8/6/2019 5:15:18 AM djlok Speaking of... Who has that Gold Dome that was on top of the #Epstein Island Temple?

8/6/2019 5:15:47 AM edwardgouin  pic.twitter.com/pI0T0C3MHN

8/6/2019 5:16:06 AM aprilbrown99 Will this be the cover for the global RV, GCR, and Gesara/Nesara?  Praying for humanity. 🙏🙏🙏

8/6/2019 5:16:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 With this understanding below, reflect on this.

 https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/j5yekp/exclusive-dayton-shooter-was-in-a-pornogrind-band-that-released-songs-about-raping-and-killing-

women … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115829774021214208 …

8/6/2019 5:16:40 AM natureinspace None that I know of. I don't talk about Q outside of the Internet. But it doesn't mean that I haven't had conversations with people who are awake. And 

it would make sense that they know about Q.

8/6/2019 5:16:45 AM sergii_ii Not too long ago someone posted the link to an archive an anon made which contained all MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter posts indexed. I somehow 

lost it. Can any kind soul send it to me?

8/6/2019 5:17:03 AM 45harisonharold Pastor John Hagee similar gunman encounter testimony  protected by angels, it time shift gears  & to start praying more with faith not waivering. put 

things in Gods hands, God can lift these demonic spells , we should live in boldness not live in fear. https://youtu.be/K7Vz8KseTxw 

8/6/2019 5:20:09 AM djlok Subconscious manipulation through music is extremely powerful.  Same with psychiatric drugs.  I've had first hand experience with both!!!

8/6/2019 5:20:09 AM egelone Any good music u can suggest? that will help ascending? thanks

8/6/2019 5:21:01 AM egelone I still have some bitcoins. need to sell them sometime. thanks

8/6/2019 5:21:48 AM natureinspace I thought I was alone and crazy before Q came along. I had been researching on my own for years. That's how I learned about Q. From other awake 

people. Now I've talked to thousands online who were on the same path as me. So great to know now that I'm not a nut case 😜

8/6/2019 5:22:04 AM aprilbrown99 There are always shoes left behind at these FF events. Reminds me of Tom Hanks posts. I know this was discusses during the ChristChurck FF 

shootings. Instills a visual fear in the minds of those watching the news. #WeSeeYou

8/6/2019 5:22:30 AM kryan92185384 Likewise...

8/6/2019 5:22:38 AM natureinspace Wow!

8/6/2019 5:22:44 AM starseedatx Of course we're distracted. PEOPLE ARE SHOOTING AT US WHILE THE DEMOCRATS ARE TRYING TO DISARM US. Yes, its kinda distracting. Disclose ALL, 

NOW

8/6/2019 5:23:42 AM bdam777 Don't listen to music. 

Programing.... 🤷♂️

8/6/2019 5:23:54 AM lindsey_danica Great thread! It's all about vibrations and frequencies! If we could get everyone to really understand the deeper meaning to all this we would have 

peace on earth

8/6/2019 5:25:22 AM _369311119 Every single person who intends to listen to this and does, goes to a show, watches the videos...is "taking this seriously".

Disinfo is that some band members can participate and "not take it seriously".

8/6/2019 5:25:28 AM homebodyheaven 6

8/6/2019 5:26:06 AM aprilbrown99 Tweet is gone but your answer still resonates.

8/6/2019 5:26:27 AM smartds01 Remember we are energy and frequency which resonates with our wellbeing , raise your vibration levels through 432 hz frequently you will begin to 

feel positive emotion and harmony! .



8/6/2019 5:26:40 AM zzed2020 You can also make your own Faraday cages if you are worried about an EMP. https://www.askaprepper.com/10-faraday-cages-you-can-make-at-

home/ …

8/6/2019 5:26:54 AM pgosys2018 LOL, Gypsies, the metal scrapers

8/6/2019 5:26:54 AM homebodyheaven Oops. 10. And I told most of them

8/6/2019 5:27:40 AM natureinspace Maybe the Internet is part of our consciousness. That might explain how we are finding each other and why there are so many here who are awake.

8/6/2019 5:27:54 AM molly07751087 Wow cryptic! Also only 3 little green living evergreens...the rest laying dead all around.

8/6/2019 5:28:01 AM holliday_billy good thread - thanks

8/6/2019 5:28:40 AM jvan125 Is that your story, Allah? 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/6/2019 5:29:43 AM aprilbrown99 Sorry cant type today. 

*discussed

*ChristChurch 

🥴

[Edit Button]

8/6/2019 5:31:34 AM bleakperfect1 Shape shifting reptilian aliens real?

8/6/2019 5:31:47 AM mr_fedorable Moloch

8/6/2019 5:31:48 AM petitsinge19 Ne vous souciez pas de ce que les autres pensent?

mais il faut penser comme le système Qui autrement on ne connaît pas la vérité, enfin vosi idées! !!

8/6/2019 5:31:58 AM carolva97910854 Absolutely! Don’t let them distract you!

8/6/2019 5:33:01 AM valeriewapelhor 3/5.   Me, my husband, one friend. Two others used to follow, but are so frustrated with lack of arrests, they stopped.

8/6/2019 5:33:19 AM rsm28675996 The crap I have to hear at work makes me crazy. Modern algorhytm designed pop is detriMental

8/6/2019 5:33:55 AM tess53 I always use my phone. I’ll have to start using my computer. Thank you!

8/6/2019 5:34:01 AM godfamcountry Yikes.  Sick and twisted.

8/6/2019 5:34:28 AM petitsinge19 Faire peur au gens!!!

Technique connue,

 en attendant la vie continue et la terre tourne!!!

Vos idées ne tiennent qu à vous !!! et je pense que personne peut prédire l avenir! !!trop facile de envoyer des twitt

8/6/2019 5:35:28 AM valeriewapelhor Me too!!!

8/6/2019 5:36:43 AM joan1barb Go to Mark Taylor Prophesy. Or  http://sordrescue.com 

8/6/2019 5:37:33 AM mongrelglory Awesome! 👍

8/6/2019 5:37:51 AM ranger51367 A fractured mind is stimulated to bring forth an alter,the question is how was his fractured mind hacked,by what means,can 5G cause this affect,virtual 

reality?

8/6/2019 5:39:51 AM josev369 2, my kids. Wore a Q shirt last summer but no comments.  #Netherlands

8/6/2019 5:40:22 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/ahBGxdIC5k

8/6/2019 5:40:23 AM drson1968 Those of us in the know have not moved from #1. Actually we run around with our phones entirely too much looking every chance we get for a break in 

anything. We are waiting.

8/6/2019 5:40:42 AM 17__qwwg1wga Only my immediate family, wife, kid's parents one brother, two nephews and one good friend 9 total.

8/6/2019 5:41:33 AM erquxlemon Pornogrind wow never knew this sick genre of music exists! #Disgusting

8/6/2019 5:44:42 AM karrruss Should we buy gold?

8/6/2019 5:47:29 AM nancyfmplus Vaccines. It went against everything I was "taught."

8/6/2019 5:47:42 AM _369311119 I am guilty of this in other respects. Rationalized "passive paid attention".

8/6/2019 5:47:44 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/ZJSKVUxsXU

8/6/2019 5:50:11 AM zzed2020 I started red-pilling my mom over a year ago. You have to start slow, organize your thoughts and not overload the person. Then let it marinate with 

them. After a few weeks, start back up.  After a while, they get it and start to see things for themselves.

8/6/2019 5:50:49 AM kindeandtrue Thank you, MJ. Gregorian chant,   Palestrina, Victoria, Byrd, Bach, Mozart, Chopin lift the soul and purify the heart.

8/6/2019 5:51:15 AM 50pinkies Yes we are.  Steady as she goes.  It's a rough ride, but soooooooo worth it.  For our generations to come.  ❤️

#GodBlessAmerica

8/6/2019 5:51:30 AM mark65mc Does III refer to Basel III?

8/6/2019 5:51:34 AM chelsey49361150 Ready whenever you are!  We got this!

8/6/2019 5:52:01 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1158718284193308673?s=19 …

8/6/2019 5:52:27 AM mongrelglory That's the same restaurant.  You'll have to do some research to come up to speed on Pizzagate:  Neon Revolt's website is a good place to start: 

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/10/now-they-all-lose-newq-qanon-greatawakening/ …

8/6/2019 5:53:04 AM jenncbonneville Wow. Whatever it is my country has blocked it.

8/6/2019 5:57:38 AM starr8211 I keep tabs

8/6/2019 5:57:45 AM zzed2020  https://naturalsociety.com/fluoride-detox-poison-how-get-out-of-your-system/ …

8/6/2019 5:58:08 AM skeye_watching The greatest lie "Satan" every told was that he nor Lucifer exists. But they're alive & well, for now & these are some of his tools. His army is large & 

influential. Lucifer at one time produced the most beautiful music known to human ears. The unseen realms beyond 3D are real.

8/6/2019 5:58:12 AM lonewolfbuilder Sounds like one of those bands that played at c0met P!ng Pong

8/6/2019 5:59:45 AM mongrelglory Are you in Europe? 😃

8/6/2019 6:00:13 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/sa3LvbCye2

8/6/2019 6:00:19 AM tomeara4 Gerbils?

8/6/2019 6:01:04 AM sunshinepd1210 No coincidence that Sirius Radio’s logo is a Dog & Star.  Our battle is a spiritual one, if only people would wake up to their Creator.

8/6/2019 6:02:33 AM mongrelglory There's also lots of stuff on SGT report: https://www.sgtreport.com/2019/07/deep-dive-killroom-pizzagate-exposed/ …

8/6/2019 6:03:51 AM aetherwalker1 Patriots MUST take control of the MSM, by some means, for the mass consciousness to be raised.

'Majestic Messages of Disclosure on TV news.'

8/6/2019 6:04:09 AM gregcombs17 Baby eating and adrenochrome. Great question @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/6/2019 6:06:09 AM tomkingblue The ride never ends....

8/6/2019 6:08:02 AM aetherwalker1 Waiting for the seals to be broken...

8/6/2019 6:08:03 AM theraphinj Just like this ,’)

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=k9HA3DSF7Ok …

8/6/2019 6:08:08 AM natureinspace We should be prepped for almost any occurrence.

8/6/2019 6:08:29 AM marynason Not enough

8/6/2019 6:08:29 AM andoniandothard Can you give us a heads up in regards to massive crash soon. Even a month notice would be valuable

8/6/2019 6:08:59 AM theraphinj Listen to this and try to stop the chills up your spine ,’) https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=k9HA3DSF7Ok …

8/6/2019 6:09:00 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/l4RXCcm0d5

8/6/2019 6:09:03 AM natureinspace There is no money.

8/6/2019 6:09:05 AM birdienevermore The shoes.  Always the signature in shoes

8/6/2019 6:09:28 AM skeye_watching Religion has highjacked our Creator & His Sons. He's blamed for not waving a magic wand & eliminating all bad things that happen. If he won't do that, 

surely he doesn't exist. We're a society of instant gratification & accept no responsibility for wrong choices we make.



8/6/2019 6:09:59 AM andoniandothard Hmmm. Who do you think is MJ12?  Sounds almost non human the way you are speaking. Am I interpreting you incorrectly

8/6/2019 6:12:32 AM mustang63192492 Satanic rituals where our leaders sacrifice children to moloch.

8/6/2019 6:13:56 AM robin_ked ExZactly right this Is a #SpiritualBattle 1st & Foremost 🙏 pic.twitter.com/3K71hVlSJy

8/6/2019 6:14:12 AM susyquu You were created in his image.

Seek and you shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto you.

MATTHEW 7:7

If you got a creepy feeling, you should get  But don't give up on finding God, pray and read the Bible, his holy word. John 3:16. God loves you.

8/6/2019 6:14:24 AM laurabusse Kabamur

8/6/2019 6:15:26 AM natureinspace Are they going to get trapped in their own web and tumble? Or will they end up 'richer' and we lose everything? Every time financial markets fail/fall 

(they) win. What is going to be different this time?

8/6/2019 6:15:40 AM susyquu Left out, the the word' out',( you should get out).

8/6/2019 6:15:56 AM inmatemaga Do not know Jesse sweetheart. Not him. It was me and the two friends I went to get were Aaron and Demond.

8/6/2019 6:16:06 AM mongrelglory This is a quick Ben Swann video to give you an overview: https://youtu.be/-GZFHLAcG8A 

8/6/2019 6:17:53 AM healeyjaimie Gods frequency is 111hz! Ancient temples had these everywhere:) the more you know

8/6/2019 6:19:08 AM healeyjaimie Listen to 111 hz frequency!

8/6/2019 6:21:17 AM linacovfefe Not even a little bit...

8/6/2019 6:23:03 AM egelone How soon?

8/6/2019 6:23:09 AM linacovfefe 6

8/6/2019 6:23:45 AM phreatomagnetic It's peculiar what resonates and what doesn't musically speaking.

Huge swaths of popular and not so popular music are just noise to me.

Oddly enough, Metallica still gets me in the feels.

8/6/2019 6:24:06 AM linacovfefe I have the same problem here in San Diego, California🙄

8/6/2019 6:24:26 AM mongrelglory She's talking about building a Faraday cage to protect your electronic devices from EMP attacks.  You can buy them on-line or build one yourself.  Lots 

of info on-line.

8/6/2019 6:25:27 AM phreatomagnetic menstrual munchies?!?!

Dafaq

8/6/2019 6:25:39 AM brandon39886610 A means to an end my friend.....

8/6/2019 6:27:08 AM slayerofmatrix1 I believe Majestic should be more specific about the concept of how “music” tones can create the vortex, and what the other components are to 

effectuate a mass murder call to action.  Masses of people are not “getting it”.  🙏🏼

8/6/2019 6:27:41 AM djlok Can anyone see what this tweet is in response to?  Shows tweet unavailable.

8/6/2019 6:27:45 AM bbobbio71 what of 432

8/6/2019 6:28:19 AM eagleeye1975 Turns out it may not have been the LAST bread of the night... the timestamp on it shows 1:23am, but that's based on the local time of the person 

taking the screen cap.

8/6/2019 6:28:30 AM jrocktigers "Are we headed to a state of Marshall Law?"

8/6/2019 6:29:00 AM djlok ThanQ!!!

8/6/2019 6:29:14 AM petitsinge19 Ne pas croire à qu il essaie de nous faire croire surtout à un système Q qui se cache pour faire de la politique! !!

8/6/2019 6:29:32 AM slayerofmatrix1 Field McConnell received a text on yesterday’s show saying the transition would be today at 2:00 pm EST.

8/6/2019 6:29:40 AM linacovfefe The most difficult one for me? #September112001-I watched the Towers fall-lost 2 friends, and many acquaintances, in the rubble. It was a hard pill to 

swallow that our government did that to🇺🇸citizens, just to get us to relinquish freedoms, & hide stolen money from bldg 7...

8/6/2019 6:30:33 AM mongrelglory Is the Chinese government (Xi Jinping) on the side of light or dark in this war to save the planet?

8/6/2019 6:30:47 AM slayerofmatrix1 x 1,000,000 +

8/6/2019 6:30:52 AM bubba_dave1 I wonder if the booms that happened in Russia (Siberia) has anything to do with Qs boom, boom, booms???

8/6/2019 6:31:24 AM laurabusse You fairly new to all this?

Stumbled upon David Wilcock in 2012, explaining his research into the cabal (deep state) and the decades long plan to take them out, restore earth to 

the ppl

When Q came on the scene almost 2 yrs ago he confirmed everything David had been saying

8/6/2019 6:31:43 AM raisethevib369 Metatrons code the AI we are worried about?

8/6/2019 6:32:49 AM petitsinge19 Croire c est déjà se faire avoir! !!

Ne pas tombez dans leur système de pensée unique et pas ouvert! !!

Le groupe Q est politisé et sous couvert de suspicion d esclagisme d enfants fait de la politique! !!

Vous faites de la politique,

8/6/2019 6:33:09 AM bbobbio71 Good Q

8/6/2019 6:33:14 AM linacovfefe Once I saw evidence-from engineers/builders from research re melting point of steel, once I saw videos of explosions in building 7 before it fell, 8 hours 

after the Twin Towers-I realized [they] were capable of anything… So the pedovores weren’t that surprising after all that...

8/6/2019 6:33:16 AM laurabusse Wilcock has a website and many YouTubes on his channel...but he is just one source of all this info, but IMHO the best and most comprehensive

8/6/2019 6:33:23 AM taradea08775439 None once m eye wete opened I saw it all

8/6/2019 6:33:44 AM djlok ThanQ!!!

8/6/2019 6:34:13 AM cheryla27139320 I rarely ever listen to music any more.  I find it to be a confusing distraction to my thought processes.  Years ago I would feel great joy and energy 

through listening to music.  I thought there was something wrong with me.  Perhaps I was being spiritually protected.

8/6/2019 6:34:21 AM mongrelglory "For I have promises to keep...and miles to go before I sleep."

                              -Robert Frost

8/6/2019 6:35:14 AM girlawakeinca Yes indeed. Especially on my last answer. Ask, question & clarify = synergy. This helps all of us. 😍

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/WteNqdYFN0

8/6/2019 6:35:48 AM slayerofmatrix1 Necessary to destroy the Roth  http://et.al  ownership of world $$$$$$$$.  All will be restored to equity and return profound world wealth, stolen 

treasures and artifacts ... and sovereignty to individual countries.

8/6/2019 6:36:12 AM quarkfear1 Block chain!!!

8/6/2019 6:36:25 AM mongrelglory What is the estimate of how many humans have been trafficked off-world, since our planet was taken over by the negative ET entity? (approx. 8000 

years ago I understand).

8/6/2019 6:36:51 AM hammerheart78 DMT- the spirit molecule. Disinfo? Seems interesting.

8/6/2019 6:36:53 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/qsqRPt3Oos

8/6/2019 6:37:00 AM midwesttallmom What about solfeggie??

8/6/2019 6:37:25 AM kimmeykim1 Thanks!

8/6/2019 6:38:13 AM goldenqfairie I have no idea...I tried telling people in the beginning..I stopped, the reaction ranged from disinterest to disbelief to dismissal as so much conspiracy 

nonsense... so I stopped...

8/6/2019 6:38:28 AM djlok Got it now. ThanQ!!! pic.twitter.com/TkUmDZnquE

8/6/2019 6:38:34 AM bbobbio71 We'll probably see Marshall Law for a bit if that happens.

8/6/2019 6:38:44 AM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/ydYfMyPzEz



8/6/2019 6:39:11 AM mongrelglory I hope some day code-monkey and the rest of his team will get the recognition they deserve for all their behind the scenes work in this information 

war...

8/6/2019 6:39:27 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for the clarification Michelle. Much appreciated. ❤️🙏💫

8/6/2019 6:40:40 AM i8anenigma Love you too. And thank you for everything. I needed that 2nd "episode" to redirect my life. Everything is going great now. Thanks.

& Nice to finally see you Tyyler. 

We are winning and its beautiful.

8/6/2019 6:41:06 AM mongrelglory 8chan is back up and running in Canada this morning! EST 9:30am Aug 6th!

8/6/2019 6:42:59 AM mongrelglory I'm afraid they've already answered this one several times.  Try doing a Twitter search on the subject with MJ-12.

8/6/2019 6:43:00 AM quarkfear1 Mickey Hart is a member of the Bohemian club,,, Bob Weir, also... it takes 15 yrs after application to achieve membership= do dat math!!!

8/6/2019 6:43:03 AM slayerofmatrix1 The Dragon Family seeking to cooperate in the global reset I believe.  I read extensively about it last year. Wish I had saved the links.  

http://globalslaves.blogspot.com/2012/01/trillion-dollar-lawsuit-against.html …

8/6/2019 6:43:18 AM kimmeykim1 Hypnosis is also a great way to begin the recollection of that information 🌟

8/6/2019 6:44:38 AM wearediamonds2 Yes. I love to sing in tongues when I don't know what else to do.

8/6/2019 6:44:56 AM laurabusse Be gentle

Ask thoughtful questions

Know you cant wake anyone up

Its their choice

Everyone will wake up when its their time

Know that trying to convince someone of something can be a violation of their free will and can cross over to trying to control them if we are not 

careful...

8/6/2019 6:44:56 AM wearediamonds2 Thank you for your insight.

8/6/2019 6:44:56 AM mikerom06737909 1

8/6/2019 6:46:29 AM vintagesquirrel It's called a laugh track. Been used on TV since its inception. Can't stand to watch shows that feature one anymore.

8/6/2019 6:46:52 AM gsusgod Flat Earth Conspiracy. Still don’t accept its plausibility.

8/6/2019 6:47:26 AM mercer_wilbur Act 3? Or maybe third stage.

8/6/2019 6:47:35 AM shushale Proud of you.  And great ideas!

8/6/2019 6:47:36 AM wearediamonds2 This is a fascinating thought.Although it was scary as all get out, it ultimately was the best warning for me to wake up and realize this woman was evil 

and wanted to destroy  http://me.So  whatever it was, I wish I could thank it.

8/6/2019 6:48:07 AM defy_gravity987 Me too...you finally see the truth of everything.

8/6/2019 6:48:13 AM teemo48546197 3 life-long friends that are on the same level as I

More that are listen to us and didn‘t think we are crazy😅

8/6/2019 6:48:34 AM wearediamonds2 I am very sorry about your kitties.  Very glad you got the evil rats out.

8/6/2019 6:49:19 AM disfellocated Early to mid Jan. The world will be different by the end of next year.

8/6/2019 6:49:45 AM ajamison4517 Look into John Todd. As in John Todd Collins. Bloodline family. Wiki lists him as a “conspiracy theorist”. He warned about this and was convicted of 

rape. Now I’m asking myself....framed?  Probably. Very likely.

8/6/2019 6:50:04 AM quarkfear1 What about ones own music..??? When’s the muse shows up , it’s real & strong & just flows & surprises me,, other times nothing sounds right...

8/6/2019 6:50:36 AM _chelseaproject Are we actively trying to take them out before they do damage? Seems we need more offence.

8/6/2019 6:51:55 AM zagnett i'm assuming not all of them do that. i mean negotiations with the ones that don't do that.

8/6/2019 6:54:03 AM starehope They are sacrifices. My opinion only.

8/6/2019 6:54:30 AM faxnotfeelings I feel like it's a huge issue right now, some people are so dam stubborn. They say it's alot easier to fool someone than to prove to them they've been 

fooled.. They stick their fingers in their ears and close their eyes, they want to stay in their comfort so bad..

8/6/2019 6:56:35 AM starehope Busy is a good thing!

8/6/2019 6:56:46 AM natureinspace Thank you. I miss my Princess and Angel. I've dealt with evil spirits all my life but this one was truly horrid. And it was a bitch getting rid of it. Pure evil.

8/6/2019 6:57:03 AM rafngeirdal ThanQ for telling me. Now I know that Alefantis-restaurant= Comet-Pizza. My, now you want me to start reading, just like Majestic 12 & Eye the Spy & 

the Q Op, all want us to do. Well, at least my defence can be that I noticed some info on Pizzagate some months ago.

8/6/2019 6:57:08 AM healeyjaimie That frequency is for healing:) Nature’s resonance

8/6/2019 6:57:09 AM realityloominng Muhloc

8/6/2019 6:57:10 AM iamleonardojr #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/qIyStFD5hh

8/6/2019 6:57:16 AM aetherwalker1 no need for your 'negotiations'.

They are going to be annihilated, deleted.  The second death.

[The Parable of the Wheat and the weeds.]

8/6/2019 6:57:36 AM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/OIkDhZBsjZ

8/6/2019 6:57:55 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158598713356500998?s=21 …

8/6/2019 6:58:49 AM rafngeirdal Thanx. I’ve listened to many of their shows, mainly because the show host has a nice narrator voice.

8/6/2019 6:58:53 AM wwg1wga93583681 #unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/JJfuvnworu

8/6/2019 6:59:50 AM rafngeirdal Thx. I think I start with the video. They are so much easier than reading.

8/6/2019 7:00:07 AM girlawakeinca Right on! Welcome to the Great Awakening! 🇺🇸 ❤️🙏💫 pic.twitter.com/xSZH92NwOE

8/6/2019 7:00:24 AM liltilgerlil Facebook, Reddit, Parler, Gab, that’s about it. I’ve met some in public that follow Q.

8/6/2019 7:01:10 AM davidsbrown6 You hit it on the nail.

8/6/2019 7:01:55 AM djlok For me, I feel like my conscious mind is becoming more and more in tune with my subconscious mind.  Anybody else feel that way about themselves? 

#TheGreatAwakening

8/6/2019 7:02:16 AM wearediamonds2 I am glad you made it!

8/6/2019 7:02:21 AM roaminnoodle My favorite Robert Frost quotes:

"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I-

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference."

"In three words I can sum up everything I've learned about life: it goes on."

8/6/2019 7:02:33 AM laurabusse Who, Jay?

8/6/2019 7:03:21 AM unidentifiedta1 Is that you Mr Thiel?

8/6/2019 7:04:29 AM mongrelglory That's sad to hear!  Will Xi need to be removed from power for the Chinese people to participate in the plan to save the world?

8/6/2019 7:05:23 AM roaminnoodle Reveal themselves, within your secrecy laws? Could we read these somewhere? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1098986179612028928 …

8/6/2019 7:05:55 AM 1awakened11 I think Wilcox is programed to say what he does. I dont believe these people would be allowed such a platform to all of this and no im not new to it 

which is why I see the loops of information and then nothing comes to fruitation. But I honestly want to know what this plan is

8/6/2019 7:06:03 AM mongrelglory 🥴



8/6/2019 7:06:28 AM zagnett Thanks for your input. But you attempt to cast an entire species as irredeemable, unfortunately.

Any and All Beings that respect other Beings Right to Life, Liberty, & Pursuit of Happiness should not be annihilated / defeated. These are the Beings 

with which i speak. No others.

8/6/2019 7:06:30 AM starehope Sorry about your mom.

8/6/2019 7:07:04 AM wearediamonds2 I have always wondered that, too. I certainly don't have a lot in them but I hope it doesn't get stolen/lost.

8/6/2019 7:07:17 AM mongrelglory Were there some mercenaries mixed in with the shooters (like in Las Vegas)?

8/6/2019 7:07:19 AM 1awakened11 I also think q is not what everyone wants to believe either. How easy to manipulate people with Q I dont know how people dont see all the 

contridictions.

8/6/2019 7:07:29 AM zagnett That's just me, always looking for the BRIGHT/LIGHT-side of things! 😅😂🤣

8/6/2019 7:08:10 AM natureinspace Thank you. I am nearly fearless of them now after that. Not stupid or reckless fearless, but much better equipped spiritually to take them on. If you 

don't fight back they can destroy you.

8/6/2019 7:08:14 AM melanieanders7 The medical community only providing a band aid for serious issues and the band aid leading to more health issues. Always believed people were 

helping people. Not people leading to a slow drop sickness to death.

8/6/2019 7:08:23 AM quarkfear1 I use tamarind tea/ nectar, with a Fiji water wash afterwards& a bit of diatomaceous earth to cleanse it all out.. ( Fiji stops Alzheimer’s = it’s the silica 

that removes the toxins)& diatomatious earth/food grade only/pulls heavy metals as well= opposite elec charge. cilantro ,2

8/6/2019 7:09:00 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/Cryptogamer11/status/1158620720458620929 …

i think Jay means Tommy Williams / Truth, Honor, & Integrity show. i've listened to the show many times.👇👇👇

8/6/2019 7:09:30 AM 1awakened11 I am aware of his youtube videos. Ive watched them. I personally speak to a few mkultra people who are not being given the time of day by a set group 

of them so from my perspective there are some other deep issues no one is even looking into their claims which says a lot to me.

8/6/2019 7:09:59 AM mongrelglory Could you go around knocking on doors to wake people up please? 😋

8/6/2019 7:10:36 AM gatorowned Most of my friends follow Q

8/6/2019 7:11:05 AM alisvolatpropi2 Church doctrine never made sense to me.  Even as a kid. At 19 I read “the Celestine Prophesy” and it deeply resonated.  After that my time was/has 

been spent exploring, studying and practicing many different healing arts and learning a shit ton along the way.

8/6/2019 7:11:10 AM wearediamonds2 So true!

8/6/2019 7:11:37 AM lulabella2 A witness described 3-4 men in Black

8/6/2019 7:13:08 AM mongrelglory We really have to vote Justin out of office in October!  I understand there are "white-hats" in the Canadian Military working with those in the US.

8/6/2019 7:13:27 AM starehope First, when did the great awakening begin? It has been my entire life. I question everything and trust few. Oddly enough, I 'feel' I was born awake. 

Parents, teachers couldn't answer questions. Blessed with 2 awakened friends, 1 for 20 years, other over 30 years.

8/6/2019 7:13:34 AM melanieanders7 Step dad, radiation oncologist, died of cancer. Big pharmaceutical woke me up with their deception of claiming to heal cancer. Lead to nutrition and 

Monsanto leading to the lies of religion. Naturally ending w learning SRA. It’s a deep dark rabbit hole, y’all

8/6/2019 7:13:37 AM jonettelaurie At least 10

8/6/2019 7:13:45 AM alisvolatpropi2 🧐

8/6/2019 7:13:59 AM mongrelglory Me too.  It was way past my EST bedtime... Maybe they were going after a different crowd...

8/6/2019 7:14:17 AM roaminnoodle It's not 396Hz? I've been doing 396 for almost a year! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035646417367379968 …

8/6/2019 7:14:21 AM freestateojones _____ = _____

8/6/2019 7:14:31 AM aetherwalker1 The qualification is one of consciousness as you pointed out.

If any of that species have a consciousness of goodness they wouldn't face such Justice of course.

If there are good ones they would be no problem to us at all.

Sadly, the ones that are here are not good.

8/6/2019 7:15:11 AM mongrelglory I suspect that for every FF that happens, they've been able to stop 9 others.  It's unfortunately a war going on...

8/6/2019 7:15:16 AM scott_rick Today.... then 8 days of darkness?

8/6/2019 7:15:50 AM mongrelglory Love you GIF! 😆😆😆

8/6/2019 7:16:09 AM inmatemaga Elpaso definitely as 3 and 4 gunman witnessed 2 in custody

8/6/2019 7:16:50 AM healeyjaimie How exactly do you access it? Link?? Not tech savvy here need some help

8/6/2019 7:17:00 AM starehope Wow, I have a Q quality. Zero tolerance level.

8/6/2019 7:17:48 AM charmanda9 Your answer matches mine fairly closely.

8/6/2019 7:18:58 AM vintagesquirrel With many people, it's practically impossible to show them the light. https://youtu.be/1RWOpQXTltA 

8/6/2019 7:19:14 AM shushale That would be hot if it were a link, too.

8/6/2019 7:19:53 AM laurabusse Ole dammagard explains this

He's in many YouTubes

8/6/2019 7:20:34 AM jvan125 He definitely needs to be lifted in prayer right now. I feel like we are at a very important point in ‘The Plan’ and it’s going to get much uglier before it 

gets better. But this is how it has to be in order to regain this country and planet. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

8/6/2019 7:21:19 AM omniaaequalia Are you implying Jerry was the cost of admission?

8/6/2019 7:21:46 AM dynamicres Wow yeah, surprisingly spot on in detail.

8/6/2019 7:22:08 AM corrivlove This kid died in 2014. . .

8/6/2019 7:22:12 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129786293087592449?s=19 …

8/6/2019 7:22:15 AM allahuniversal It's not my story, that happened much further up the corporate chain. Have spread the word for the past 7 years

8/6/2019 7:22:35 AM roublisa Oh wow! pic.twitter.com/Co6PwHbRl1

8/6/2019 7:22:37 AM highhopesusa Sulfur-crested cockatoo, molests it’s own offspring before they are mature.

8/6/2019 7:23:04 AM q4quebec That's a problem in these crazy times. Words are misused and abused to the point that they become meaningless.

8/6/2019 7:23:54 AM thepureprophet Not gonna say I blame you for being curious, but I’m not going to coach the masses on how to walk into a fire. Be patient this snuff film among 

countless others will be provided in support of heinous details to follow. You can’t unsee these things. #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 7:23:59 AM allahuniversal You're funny. You should visit the CIA's reading room more often. It'll sharpen your #OccamsRazor

8/6/2019 7:24:11 AM mongrelglory Especially when Sheldon says the line: 

"Most people don't see it."

8/6/2019 7:25:04 AM karentriebel Yep The shoe is a masonic symbol for a contract.A pair means the contract is fulfilled

8/6/2019 7:25:37 AM joni_apple_seed Curious, is Jim Parsons related to Jack Parsons the Crowley cohort? pic.twitter.com/CZ8OyhcD9P

8/6/2019 7:26:01 AM roaminnoodle Didn't China get the hint when they visited the [dark side] of the moon???

8/6/2019 7:26:45 AM zagnett & you are sure that ALL of the Draco that are here are NOT good?

If you believe this, then perhaps we should simply agree to disagree, & move on.

8/6/2019 7:27:09 AM shushale 😍

8/6/2019 7:27:53 AM 1of3onhigh Thank you this was incredible

8/6/2019 7:28:30 AM rafngeirdal @OuttaCa : Thanks for following me. I’m at a moment where I’m digesting the latest tweets from Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 concerning that 

Majestic is at war & considers it to be civil war 2.0 & he wants us to do something about it, such as share with others what we know about Q.



8/6/2019 7:29:07 AM 1of3onhigh This was a great experience!

I want to offer you this energy meditation that I do everyday that I enjoy. https://soundcloud.com/user-978166711/beginners-meditation …

8/6/2019 7:29:09 AM roaminnoodle Take out the leaders/therapists/triggers and the sleepers don't "wake up" and commit heinous acts???

8/6/2019 7:29:35 AM shushale 😍

8/6/2019 7:30:17 AM blankmarlo Ordered waves of information pulsing out over time to activate the Scattered Sleeping Souls that would bring us to Critical Mass and trigger a Great 

Awakening. A Majestic plan or a natural process of Evolution/Ascension through Truth and Light?

8/6/2019 7:31:06 AM giediknight She likes Masks  https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/41799632-masks-and-masking-in-medieval-and-early-tudor-england … I'm sure this comes 

in handy when performing rituals.

8/6/2019 7:32:06 AM vintagesquirrel *Martial

8/6/2019 7:32:10 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ......is this pretty accurate🤔👇👇👇thank you  pic.twitter.com/0Ok4ieC2qB

8/6/2019 7:32:21 AM drbohammer I was sitting in a secure room in the Old Executive Office Bldg at the WH with a couple of very high ranking patriots in late 2001, when one of them said 

“How the Hell are we going to take back our country?” Then the conversation really took off! Now, 18 years later...🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/6/2019 7:34:31 AM fluck_gloria One sick B******!  Bet they are sorry they ran with this one!

8/6/2019 7:36:23 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1117186995544109056?s=19 …

8/6/2019 7:37:11 AM healeyjaimie I have no desire to watch the Hillary #frazzledrip video, as you stated I would never be able to Unsee it and I am horrified enough, I am asking how to 

get back on 8chan via zero net? Is this not where Q will be posting?

8/6/2019 7:41:31 AM theraphinj  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=B5WbSrorUyI …

8/6/2019 7:41:41 AM roaminnoodle  http://ZeroNet.io 

"Using Bitcoin cryptography" - do they just mean the technology behind blockchain??? pic.twitter.com/Wt42qMVB2L

8/6/2019 7:43:00 AM gemutlich5050 Interesting. I worked there too around that same timeframe.  OEOB and NEOB.  There when the Clintons were departing and through a few Bush years.

8/6/2019 7:43:02 AM alinahere 😮 Whaaaatttt??? Oh Lordy, I sure pray that info is incorrect.🙏

8/6/2019 7:44:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings are intentional.

Can you decode?

[GOOG]

FISA works both ways.

Especially when you're legally using it. pic.twitter.com/2AM7oLJ6dc

8/6/2019 7:44:42 AM alinahere Yes. Thank you. I do believe that is possible.

There must still be some True Goodness in this World. 🙏 ThanQ for sharing yr thoughts. 👍

8/6/2019 7:45:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are stocks assets?

8/6/2019 7:45:15 AM boxcarbum What makes you believe Q has any more to do with God than any other believer?

8/6/2019 7:45:16 AM pinehillsnow Check out this decode of the President's speech. https://youtu.be/LOuYG_oC-hQ 

8/6/2019 7:45:17 AM thecryingliber1 Yes

8/6/2019 7:45:32 AM realityloominng I dunno... I'm tired of that word/name

8/6/2019 7:45:45 AM thepureprophet Standby, more to come.

8/6/2019 7:47:12 AM djlok T instead of R for Trump, make sure Trump "losses" vs "loses". 🤔🤔🤔

8/6/2019 7:47:21 AM mongrelglory Thank you for the reassurance MJ-12!  I've been worried about the safety of my little nest egg that I live off of.

8/6/2019 7:47:58 AM nancyddb Yes, as I detach from what is going on around me I attach/tune-into my subconscious; a much better place to be.

8/6/2019 7:48:04 AM unruled_1776 Dear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Do you think the “trade war” with China causing the market to drop is a smokescreen?

I do

8/6/2019 7:48:38 AM fktvis Seth Rich

8/6/2019 7:50:16 AM mongrelglory I guess it means whether they are talking about "hard assets" or "financial assets".  However, the "white-hats" must have anticipated this scenario and 

had a contingency plan in place.  Otherwise it would be global chaos if everyone's pensions and financial assets were wiped out.

8/6/2019 7:50:20 AM roublisa This is beautiful.....IAM 💗💗💗

8/6/2019 7:50:49 AM stanfireman1 It appears that  http://qmap.pub  is working.

8/6/2019 7:50:53 AM roublisa Yes!!!

8/6/2019 7:50:54 AM sevemorrison If the markets are gonna crash it would be smart to get into cash.  The last crash my broker did it for me and I didn't even know. He made me allot of 

money on the day of the crash .  I was sitting on the sidelines and got right back in the market made a ton.  All credit to him

8/6/2019 7:51:08 AM aetherwalker1 Well..  while you're being optimistic and innocent as a dove, don't forget to be as wise as a serpent.  😇

8/6/2019 7:52:02 AM sherrieholbroo3 Losses and Ttump

8/6/2019 7:52:41 AM mongrelglory When MJ-12 have been asked this question, they have replied "no".  I'm hoping replicators will be coming to market soon!  They said they'd cost about 

the same price as a microwave.

8/6/2019 7:52:59 AM theraphinj Someone say frequency?

Metal and Classical music have zero effect on DNA?

Well then here we go..

Ascension?

You mean bliss. 

Like to able to attain that?

Even know what it really means?

To actually feel it..

 http://www.flameinmind.com/ 
8/6/2019 7:54:27 AM inmatemaga Nope! #readyforreset

8/6/2019 7:54:47 AM dynamicres I'd say they are liabilities until you sell them.

8/6/2019 7:55:58 AM catlady42074614 Will all personal debt be zeroed out? What will happen to credit cards? I am hoping that those won’t be needed in a new financial system, since that’s 

part of the reason the national debt is so high. The debt based system didn’t work well.

8/6/2019 7:56:26 AM mama_juju42 I shared a dream I had with a fb group at the time. Days later a helicopter followed me as I took my oldest to school. Returned home, pilot waited until 

I got out of my car, watched me & my son, then left. No police activity reported. Been a weird ride ever since

8/6/2019 7:57:20 AM mongrelglory It will be so nice to see the big tech companies and the pharmaceutical companies exposed for all their evil!

8/6/2019 7:59:52 AM catlady42074614 I am not sure FM knows a whole lot with reset. He claims 2008 Zim bonds, that went out of circulation, are part of this RV too. That’s what he is 

banking on for his ranch in Texas.

8/6/2019 7:59:55 AM decodematrix We have to find another tweet with a missing t or extra r.



8/6/2019 7:59:59 AM imwideawake2018 Any chance you've seen simple instructions on how to mute?

Not long ago someone was posting illegal pics on chans..

I would imagine it will be a tactic they use to keep people off new platform.

Thanks for sharing this!

RT and plant everywhere!

8/6/2019 8:00:14 AM vintagesquirrel SR = Seth Rich

8/6/2019 8:00:52 AM state1union I’m with you SR and noticed time stamp 747 kinda like a plane.., just thinking.

8/6/2019 8:01:39 AM ericpartchey 🙏

8/6/2019 8:01:44 AM state1union Amen 🙏 and a hallelujah to that

8/6/2019 8:01:56 AM vintagesquirrel 1747 would equal 5:47 pm, not 7:47am

8/6/2019 8:02:02 AM nun_chucknorris Maybe unrelated but I found this last night pic.twitter.com/hl9LlJvqUC

8/6/2019 8:02:07 AM zagnett "Speak softly and carry a big stick"

8/6/2019 8:02:26 AM thoughttazer I'm guessing Sundar won't sleep so well tonight.

Tried to rig for HRC in 2016. Trying to rig already against DJT for 2020 = losses.(2)  Caught red-handed and they know it. #FISAGoogle

8/6/2019 8:02:39 AM pgwwg1wag I have always been "think for yourself" and anti big government.  9/11 is what woke me up though.  After the initial shock, I started researching and I 

realize HOW MUCH we are lied to.

8/6/2019 8:02:57 AM starehope Good luck with Flynt, Michigan.

8/6/2019 8:03:09 AM terrapineyes ooops you are correct

8/6/2019 8:03:27 AM state1union Could Julian Assange be flying here in a 747 concerning SR and has the goods on Google?

8/6/2019 8:03:53 AM quarkfear1 May b

8/6/2019 8:04:15 AM mongrelglory Me too!

8/6/2019 8:04:16 AM aprilbrown99 Good find.

8/6/2019 8:05:00 AM allahuniversal Extra T, Extra S, Missing R, Missing O

Tt - Trump Tower #Spygate

SR - Seth Rich #RussiaGate

SORT

ROTS

?

8/6/2019 8:05:54 AM jvan125 Wow. It’s all coming together now. [They] really are the epitome of what EVIL represents.

8/6/2019 8:06:23 AM jvan125 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/6/2019 8:06:24 AM bonesecos They will say anything to continue their corrupt tactics. Apply anti-trust law.

8/6/2019 8:07:25 AM mongrelglory Go to  http://Qmap.pub  to read the Q posts.  If you click on the title of each post, it will take you to the 8chan board.  Also click on the icons on the left 

side of the Qmap website to read background information and research on topics.

8/6/2019 8:08:40 AM allahuniversal Military Planning At It's Finest

Thank MSM for having 'forced' the issue

8/6/2019 8:09:14 AM mongrelglory 😘

8/6/2019 8:10:06 AM healeyjaimie Thank you very much

8/6/2019 8:10:07 AM decodematrix Toledo https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/05/us/toledo-trump.html …

8/6/2019 8:10:16 AM jessicaslagley I’m very new to this- what I’ve found so far is an article discussing NAFTA- and the spelling of Ttump was a sir name in the 1800’s and 100% of the 

people with that last name were farmers..

8/6/2019 8:10:17 AM yugetrumpfanmag You will never get critical mass without hard evidence. So are we being strung along?

8/6/2019 8:10:40 AM phreatomagnetic "Do not liquefy your assets."

When one liquefies their assets, they usually turn them into currency.

Would the reverse be a good idea?

8/6/2019 8:10:44 AM healeyjaimie Thanks

8/6/2019 8:10:51 AM allahuniversal Reconcile with the Vice news article,  https://news.vice.com/amp/en_us/article/j5yekp/exclusive-dayton-shooter-was-in-a-pornogrind-band-that-

released-songs-about-raping-and-killing-women?__twitter_impression=true …

8/6/2019 8:11:04 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Thank you both and have a wonderful day as well ❤️❤️

8/6/2019 8:11:32 AM roaminnoodle Unless money became obsolete, like in Star Trek. Although I am not sure we are quite there yet...

11:11 Make a wish! 💫

8/6/2019 8:12:02 AM nea_storm Google's BackPeddle or Moon Walk! Concerned about something G-00GL? Truly ridiculously ... pic.twitter.com/ZHkWiMyeXE

8/6/2019 8:13:42 AM truthseeker5432 3

8/6/2019 8:14:25 AM maryschade14 True..

8/6/2019 8:14:46 AM mongrelglory Yes, unfortunately the Chinese Communist Party is separate from the Dragon Families, so I'm not sure where Xi's intentions lie.

8/6/2019 8:15:16 AM trax1833 1

8/6/2019 8:19:01 AM yugetrumpfanmag Share the video The Plan to Save the World by Joe Masepoes https://youtu.be/NM56-Cz8Mp8 

8/6/2019 8:19:07 AM allahuniversal Trust what resonates.

8/6/2019 8:20:37 AM jared4liberty 6

8/6/2019 8:20:46 AM _369311119 Cede & Co

8/6/2019 8:21:36 AM flghtlnglrlsh Believe it or not, Chem trails.... I work in aviation and I thought those who took Chem trails seriously, were whacked lol.

8/6/2019 8:21:52 AM syrrah2 Yay!

8/6/2019 8:23:31 AM slayerofmatrix1 Betting I know who trumps whom. 😉

8/6/2019 8:23:58 AM starehope Plant seeds. Them mighty oak begins as a small acorn.

8/6/2019 8:23:59 AM candycain79  https://twitter.com/CandyCain79/status/1148249954433077250?s=19 …

8/6/2019 8:26:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd God bless you❤️❤️❤️We all need to help each other to keep up our strength! pic.twitter.com/TMTk1xRzbi

8/6/2019 8:26:18 AM _the_psychonaut Consider the vastness of space

8/6/2019 8:27:43 AM rwilharm Once again you are putting words in my mouth that I have never said. Obviously I believe we are all part of God’s plan. The point I was making was 

what is currently taking place is a plan that has already been decided. We already know who wins in the end. God wins

8/6/2019 8:28:04 AM _the_psychonaut Flat earth is a Psyop

8/6/2019 8:28:23 AM mongrelglory I like to hope that I've planted seeds.  The people may never come back to tell me, but down the road, things they've heard me say may stick in their 

mind and one day contribute to their own great awakening.

8/6/2019 8:28:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd 🙏🙏🙏

❤️❤️❤️

✨✨✨

Don’t forget to download it. How you pull energy for ancestor clearing is how you get energy to battle with love. Feel it and use it.

8/6/2019 8:29:20 AM starehope Yes, baby steps as with most things.

8/6/2019 8:29:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd Cant forget the humor!

8/6/2019 8:30:44 AM vintagesquirrel Yes, every little bits counts. My kids don't necessarily know about Q, but sometimes I'll turn on the news and say "Let's see what [they] want us to be 

afraid of today." 😂

8/6/2019 8:32:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd Try that meditation I posted. It’s only up for a few more days. Download it...promise it will blow your mind!



8/6/2019 8:33:01 AM starehope I agree. Too much to convince others when I, myself, am not certain of things. It's a movie - quote often used. Want to play a game, another. Is any of 

this real? How do we convince people of a reality?

8/6/2019 8:33:13 AM allahuniversal Try to not over think it. I judge song by song, no different than discerning a person as an individual. A song will be either music to your ears, or noise to 

your ears. Even pitched at A= 432Hz, some music still may not resonate.

8/6/2019 8:35:51 AM peacemakertrump Will there be a reset if fed go down?

8/6/2019 8:36:06 AM realityloominng They deserve to become Q-clearance-patriots themselves :D

See all the cool DOE goodies

8/6/2019 8:36:35 AM whattaboutu I immediately saw Seth Rich.

8/6/2019 8:37:36 AM roaminnoodle Any help to decode this, please and thanks! pic.twitter.com/vbRFWamdgy

8/6/2019 8:37:40 AM nun_chucknorris I am not certain about EMP but archival grade single write dvds are a great option for critical long term storage. Many are rated for 100+ years where 

hard drives and solid state (thumb drives) are susceptible to degradation in as few as 5 years.

8/6/2019 8:44:30 AM trump_alliance  https://www.utoledo.edu/depts/police/alice.html …

#UnsealEpstein

8/6/2019 8:45:16 AM ladtacarms I understand this argument, but I don’t agree with it. The stakes are too high, fighting fair can become a hinderance. This is war, rules be damned.

8/6/2019 8:45:59 AM djmurphy5 Blue striping also in shirt sleeves and book signs

8/6/2019 8:47:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd Ummm...when I made my comment about deleting music I was talking about Cher, Celine, Bette, and Streisand. Great voices but all darkies. 

Regarding this, wth? Music about rape? Gross! That’s really dark!

I’ll stick with Floyd & Moody Blues! pic.twitter.com/rpFKdI7uXK

8/6/2019 8:48:44 AM trump_alliance  https://www.utoledo.edu/depts/police/alice.html …

#UnsealEpstein

#PatriotsUnited in our focus

8/6/2019 8:50:19 AM mr_fedorable garbage pile

8/6/2019 8:50:26 AM imwideawake2018 RIP Freddy..

We know they used and controlled you. 

🙏❤️

8/6/2019 8:51:00 AM cosmic_engineer Decent overview of the material:

 http://www.spiritofra.com/Ra-section%201.htm …

8 sections.  The series of books are available many places

8/6/2019 8:53:36 AM charmanda9 Exactly. Yes. @dynamicres  and @blankmarlo , I am not surprised that we have had similar awakenings. 

🔥

😌

🙏

☁️

8/6/2019 8:54:25 AM djlok Wow!  ALICE is MANY THINGS!!!

8/6/2019 8:54:27 AM melanieanders7 What’s so important about it that they removed it? Where’d it go? Being repurposed? I hope it goes through intense heat and becomes purified.

8/6/2019 8:55:26 AM charlescatagnu5 It's the FBI Plotting and recruiting

8/6/2019 8:55:56 AM patriottsg #2ndAmericanRevolution

8/6/2019 8:56:13 AM djlok Of course I wonder if that Gold came from Libya that HRC was trying to whitewash down there with her brother in Haiti.

8/6/2019 8:57:04 AM amyjack37468809 me too sista! I get so frustrated when all I hear about is FF's bc I know they're a distraction. but while everyone was tweeting about the shootings, I 

was tweeting the unseal Epstein meme all over anti-trump pages, & I got locked out of my account! they don't like this meme👇 

pic.twitter.com/3Mt8B4b5Vk

8/6/2019 8:57:06 AM identityasxy .

Plenty of currency .... just no money 🤐

8/6/2019 8:57:20 AM melanieanders7 I don’t out anything twisted and evil past that old demon. I can’t even muster to call her human.

8/6/2019 8:57:31 AM girlawakeinca Good to know!

8/6/2019 8:57:36 AM calicryptobetty 2

8/6/2019 8:59:19 AM mongrelglory This is a great video!

8/6/2019 9:01:49 AM josephcannon5 That's awesome!

8/6/2019 9:04:35 AM hwkammers You'll be surprised...

8/6/2019 9:04:38 AM atomicladybug Trafficking, & I find the mandela effect absolutely blows their mind and causes them to do some research. Also the rule of the Rothschilds and 

Rockerfellers. this is history they can look up.

8/6/2019 9:05:41 AM jonandrogilbert No, it’s infantile drivel.

8/6/2019 9:06:28 AM adsvel The best music is the one that helps to gain inner balance, with the sound of which your mind gets rid of all stressful thoughts, when it starts to "fly" 

and every sound you hear brings true pleasure for the Soul, the moment when Soul merges with the music.💜🌈🎵🎶

8/6/2019 9:06:43 AM adsvel  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNXAqJh2LGc …

8/6/2019 9:07:21 AM josephcannon5 That's awesome.  So glad to hear.

8/6/2019 9:11:19 AM tamravee They can erase and add memory too !

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military%E2%80%93industrial_complex …

8/6/2019 9:11:35 AM awakeandaware3 Probably wants the money to buy gold. Lots of these evil companies and banks are buying up gold. Do they know something we don't? Is gold going to 

be our future currency?

8/6/2019 9:11:44 AM mongrelglory I still have a box of floppy discs in a drawer somewhere! 😆

Now I understand why my grandmother was overwhelmed with microwaves...

8/6/2019 9:12:52 AM roublisa Lmao ....MSM 👇👇👇😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/Csf0UpGk4D

8/6/2019 9:13:18 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/iXDcwuaRDh

8/6/2019 9:14:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd Amen!

8/6/2019 9:15:21 AM roaminnoodle Behold a Pale Horse - Chapter 12 "The Secret Government" 

by William Cooper http://www.bookrags.com/studyguide-behold-a-pale-horse/chapanal014.html#gsc.tab=0 …

8/6/2019 9:16:27 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/EfHGosvMfM

8/6/2019 9:16:44 AM wearediamonds2 Satan was the angel of music, so of course when he fell he took that power with him to corrupt it. Always go with your gut feeling about sounds. Even 

darkness can be hauntingly alluring. But when you sense the dark, resist.

8/6/2019 9:17:06 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/ohio-gov-dewine-pitches-gun-mental-health-changes-after-dayton-shooting/ar-AAFp6Qw …

8/6/2019 9:17:08 AM heartlanderusa Yes,  http://qmap.pub  is working - it's a public file extension of Microsoft. 

But the source of qmap info comes from 8chan which is down right now.



8/6/2019 9:18:02 AM roaminnoodle William Cooper's "Behold a Pale Horse" book foretold schoolyard shootings https://sagaciousnewsnetwork.com/william-coopers-behold-a-pale-horse-

book-foretold-schoolyard-shootings/ …

8/6/2019 9:18:26 AM johnhammar94 How about ya do something about the people planning these things. If you're really so different than them why don't you care that innocent people 

get killed, or are we just the white pawns to their black pawns?

8/6/2019 9:18:36 AM nessgirl1 😂

8/6/2019 9:19:36 AM joemdodd85 Behold a pale horse? Bill coopers book?

8/6/2019 9:19:57 AM jaspony1 You have said in the past we need to rid ourselves of Guns.

It was one of the very rare times I have disagreed...

8/6/2019 9:20:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you ready for thr HRC video?

8/6/2019 9:20:17 AM us_poll Don't forget the Bars they don't like those Smh! You know what I mean!

8/6/2019 9:20:24 AM tracipatriot Yes!

8/6/2019 9:20:29 AM islandofdelight Today?

8/6/2019 9:20:30 AM libertyspring99 Yes

8/6/2019 9:20:30 AM rhodesmkt Yes and No

8/6/2019 9:20:44 AM ananda_love Yes!!!

8/6/2019 9:20:45 AM tarzan_08 Release everything damn thing.

8/6/2019 9:20:47 AM gulfcoastchelle No but it needs to be public to move forward

8/6/2019 9:20:59 AM c3inoc Yeah baby

8/6/2019 9:21:07 AM bwlittlewish 😬

8/6/2019 9:21:07 AM _the_psychonaut Yes! The second I clicked on this notification, my twitter crashed....

8/6/2019 9:21:14 AM djlok Not really... 🤮🤮🤮. But we've come this far.

8/6/2019 9:21:15 AM flubbynutty Since forever? 

But I don't need it. Just drop the hammer already IF ready

8/6/2019 9:21:23 AM linnyt7 Google auto-corrects the search to Trump & the most foul, negative stories come up about miss-spell of his his own name. No surprise there.  I 

suppose that's the test and Google passed with flying colors.

8/6/2019 9:21:23 AM williebhere Those who choose to know??? But I’ll take the courts word for it, I don’t need to see it.

8/6/2019 9:21:39 AM myavorshak I'm ready for the awakening that will occur shortly there after. I don't want nor need to see what I already know is true.

8/6/2019 9:21:41 AM trustqplus  pic.twitter.com/aWNQZnmeIZ

8/6/2019 9:21:45 AM rosesrred0119 So ready!!

8/6/2019 9:21:46 AM jdltr450 Nobody can post that legally.

8/6/2019 9:21:48 AM roaminnoodle Yes, I AM ready. pic.twitter.com/8xP0wdadzl

8/6/2019 9:21:58 AM dtrumpeteer Yes let’s get this party started!

8/6/2019 9:22:00 AM leslieau7 Yup..

Truth must be told

I've readied my soul

God has these precious souls now !

Cleanse the world !

8/6/2019 9:22:01 AM mr_fedorable Yes and no.

Yes because the MOAB will finally drop.

No because it's grotesque if what i've read is legitimate....

8/6/2019 9:22:07 AM maraswilliams Yes

8/6/2019 9:22:27 AM gramptorino "Operation Garden Plot" ...CIA developed and launched Symbionese Liberation Army at Soledad with Donald Defreeze - Cinque. 1972

8/6/2019 9:22:29 AM boozy2b Yes.

8/6/2019 9:22:37 AM darnelsugarfoo Knock it off with the "tick-tock" shit. You tweet this, but we all know this month, and the following months will come and go without "a Hillary video" 

surfacing. 

Get back to us when Strzok or Brennan get so much as a parking ticket. Start with that.

8/6/2019 9:22:42 AM 2corinthians98 Based on the picture that I saw, no I am not sure how God can see this evil and not immediately strike down lightning from heaven. Good thing I am 

not God

8/6/2019 9:22:43 AM clarkd958 Yes yes yes

8/6/2019 9:22:47 AM yugetrumpfanmag This country needs tge truth.

8/6/2019 9:23:02 AM right_sideof Why will it make any difference after the msm calls it a fake and shifts back to 24/7 gun control?

8/6/2019 9:23:03 AM williebhere Warning: do not attempt to download HRC video.. carful what you save to your computer.

8/6/2019 9:23:03 AM darkom56 Yes

8/6/2019 9:23:09 AM dshepherdtrump YES , PLEASEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE - TRUTH BE TOLD

8/6/2019 9:23:10 AM perry46_shirley @GarretTupelo  NEVER!

8/6/2019 9:23:18 AM us_poll It would hurt if Vets made some money teaching us some stuff if you know what I mean! I have a Expert Marksman around me and Like a Soldier if our 

Lives R threatened it's S to K you feel me!

8/6/2019 9:23:20 AM larrynunya It's disgusting, however it needs to come out. Dark to light

8/6/2019 9:23:25 AM hyvee7 The real one please - not the fake one that's been floating around.

8/6/2019 9:23:26 AM _chelseaproject Maybe so. We need some way to wake up the sheep. It seems like we play fair too much with our enemies and are too polite to the sheep. The sheep 

are already traumatised by the cabal media anyway.

8/6/2019 9:23:39 AM f45_5 Ready for all full disclosures fully fully

Just spill it all already now.. clowns, clones, demons and all..

Like squeeze the toothpaste out of the tube already ...

Time for Clean Team cleaning 🧹 🧼 

Right @Cleanman0 ?
8/6/2019 9:23:44 AM vaporking Ready for something to happen.

8/6/2019 9:24:05 AM 1chericane 🕳E💩!!!!!

8/6/2019 9:24:06 AM eileen_ironic No but it is neccesary...

8/6/2019 9:24:07 AM angelab96935212 Yes

8/6/2019 9:24:44 AM cyberaider4 Shes due...

8/6/2019 9:24:51 AM hawkgirlinmn Nice to see I’m not the only one who is guilty of typos. 🙏🏼😁

8/6/2019 9:25:08 AM eileen_ironic We need to shatter the illusion once and for all. WWG1WGA.

8/6/2019 9:25:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Been ready! Wake up AMERICA #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 9:25:19 AM jojoe12299 What I'm ready for is justice. Whatever needs to come to light for that to happen, so be it.

8/6/2019 9:25:32 AM sheila45005286 Yes. It needs to be made public or some just will refuse to believe it

8/6/2019 9:25:52 AM djlok Same for me.  I'll actually trust other people's account of what they see on this one.

8/6/2019 9:25:59 AM karentriebel Yes but will close my eyes



8/6/2019 9:25:59 AM dianebohallgray That picture of them Hillisawitch and her witchette that cycled through yesterday was blackened to the point it could have been anyone anywhere.

The true video should be seen when its time.

8/6/2019 9:26:02 AM samiamq2 Yes, all 3 of them.

8/6/2019 9:26:09 AM thankful4usa They'll claim it's fake and set up. What's the counter? Good judgement and common sense have disappeared in the liberalsphere

8/6/2019 9:26:12 AM right_sideof Agreed

8/6/2019 9:26:24 AM goatroper911 No, I saw enough to not want to see anymore. If NYPD Homicide detectives threw up, normies will not be able to stomach it.

8/6/2019 9:26:28 AM wardamn5  pic.twitter.com/hhVLKuUMQA

8/6/2019 9:26:28 AM dropthemjolnir Absolutely...✌️

8/6/2019 9:26:28 AM jessewa25340831 It’s not a Hillary Clinton video. https://www.britannica.com/science/corticotropin-releasing-hormone …

8/6/2019 9:26:33 AM erbears78  pic.twitter.com/VIEg9oL1GJ

8/6/2019 9:26:38 AM mama_juju42 From what I've read, no, its too disturbing. But I understand it needs to be done.

8/6/2019 9:26:48 AM scott_rick Yes is Q?

8/6/2019 9:27:04 AM bubalub1021 Good job!!!!

8/6/2019 9:27:18 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes. I've seen enough to not be closed to the truth. People need to see how satanic the people and party is that they support.

8/6/2019 9:27:24 AM origteslasmuse That's been debunked, real photo was released earlier

8/6/2019 9:27:31 AM terri_zerr Yes and no

8/6/2019 9:27:47 AM zaraawakened I'm ready for something to happen that's blatantly obvious.

8/6/2019 9:27:49 AM sulli060 I am ready but can someone tell me why she isn't acting like something is about to drop? I read her tweets and she shows no sign if being worried 

about being exposed for her crimes.

8/6/2019 9:28:21 AM chamberhands The right-wing grift is endless.

8/6/2019 9:28:21 AM erquxlemon Iam but the sheeple aren’t!

8/6/2019 9:28:24 AM jonandrogilbert Thus proving my point.

8/6/2019 9:28:25 AM robinreitsma1 👀🎧 Escape the fate - One for the money🎧

8/6/2019 9:28:40 AM dtrumpeteer Of course it’s not. A turn of phrase

8/6/2019 9:28:53 AM gretchenbarton #DarkToLight Truth must prevail and Evil exposed & eradicated for humanity to survive at all

8/6/2019 9:28:54 AM allahuniversal If only OPSEC weren't an issue...

Plus, having seen/archived 3 (censored) screencaps already, considering how much worse it will be watching it in motion. Now that I think about it, 

maybe it wasn't the fried mushrooms that made me sick...🤢

8/6/2019 9:28:56 AM mister_chard wait til I get back from the store, please, please, please!

8/6/2019 9:29:02 AM tloyd1964 Seeing is believing.

8/6/2019 9:29:03 AM austinaforreal Yeah

8/6/2019 9:29:04 AM jamiegrahamusa We have to show enough clips to prove to sleepies that it's NOT A CONSPIRACY.

8/6/2019 9:29:06 AM ambellina77 Tors

8/6/2019 9:29:17 AM dannyteri Yes, the sooner the better!

8/6/2019 9:29:19 AM cmdrzod23 I can sense the evil that surrounds it. Pure evil. 

No I'm not ready, who can with his clear mind say he's ready for such a thing? I have seen unredacted stills, was enough.

8/6/2019 9:29:33 AM ccal1331 The MSM will say it’s a Deep Fake. The sheep will continue to sleep.

8/6/2019 9:29:36 AM shannonschoono Yes, though I won't watch it.  The left needs a WIDE AWAKENING!  I'm so sick of their hatred.

8/6/2019 9:29:52 AM mister_chard because she's not in control of her tweets

8/6/2019 9:30:21 AM bobmcfall64 facial recognition tech would let them find a person looking like dead "shooter".  the Dayton shooter was dead years before

8/6/2019 9:30:26 AM cutchen_bailey YES!   Liberals need to see!!!

8/6/2019 9:30:31 AM yourkiddingme5 YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8/6/2019 9:30:36 AM sherrieholbroo3 Since MSM can’t be trusted who will publish it without it being called “fake”?

8/6/2019 9:30:50 AM thoughttazer I am ready for its release. I will never be prepared to - nor will I - view it myself.

8/6/2019 9:30:53 AM deplorabledvs I saw one of the censored pics. Stopped looking after that. 😱😩🤢

8/6/2019 9:30:59 AM pullurself2gthr She’s a good faker

8/6/2019 9:31:04 AM equipment79 Who’s the guy behind huma? Looks like bill

8/6/2019 9:31:04 AM inmatemaga Release it!

8/6/2019 9:31:14 AM allahuniversal !

8/6/2019 9:31:16 AM goyaeq Yes so many people naively follow her, this would awaken so many.

8/6/2019 9:31:17 AM tommybridwell1 I’m ready for the truth

8/6/2019 9:31:20 AM coloradokiter yes

8/6/2019 9:31:22 AM magapls2020 Just drop it already. The delay is causing people to be killed because MK Ultra working OT

8/6/2019 9:31:24 AM mr_fedorable There's a photo?

8/6/2019 9:31:28 AM twyztyd Any one doubting the above should think back to BC and HRC .... among others . How many have walked ( so far ) due to corruption at the highest 

levels of all Govt entities ?

When it happens it has to be conclusive with no doubt about the guilt of their actions .

8/6/2019 9:31:40 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1158774800258666496?s=19 …

8/6/2019 9:31:42 AM raisethevib369 I'm ready for #truth. 

  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/6/2019 9:31:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/1aIKldaUVe

8/6/2019 9:32:02 AM lennyv77 I would guess that will be blasted all over zero net shortly.

8/6/2019 9:32:11 AM origteslasmuse I retweeted it today, it's on my feed somewhere if you check

8/6/2019 9:32:15 AM cjcole1985 Yes so everyone can see the evil, and no.. I personally won’t. Heard some audio and it’s disgusting.

8/6/2019 9:32:19 AM tyst1ck No

8/6/2019 9:32:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/1t8x2mjZwN

8/6/2019 9:32:25 AM roserimi3 Yes

8/6/2019 9:32:39 AM dcd51 I'm braced for it, but from what I've heard, I will never be ready for her horror!

8/6/2019 9:32:40 AM 2puggy I don't want to see it

8/6/2019 9:32:47 AM mr_fedorable On the unregulated internet, anything goes.

Immune to censorship, the guilty will know agony as their crimes become public

8/6/2019 9:32:48 AM beckycossey1 Very interesting info!!

8/6/2019 9:32:48 AM keith369me You mean the “8 Chan DEEPFAKE”?

8/6/2019 9:32:49 AM identityasxy .

Hegel would be proud.

8/6/2019 9:32:55 AM q_the_salt Oh my gosh for real? This breaks my heart. I keep telling myself this part of it must not be true. Please it's not true.

8/6/2019 9:33:08 AM _369311119 Ready to face our shadow.



8/6/2019 9:33:13 AM darrell1964 It’s about time!

8/6/2019 9:33:21 AM messymason No one can be ready for that. No one should be ready. I have no desire to see it. I only want them brought to justice. If it’s as bad as people say it is she 

should be put to death immediately. No appeals. No delays. She dies that day.

8/6/2019 9:33:22 AM vintagesquirrel 🙊

8/6/2019 9:33:25 AM q_the_salt #hoax pic.twitter.com/TbBqZ7irzS

8/6/2019 9:33:27 AM raisethevib369 Over

8/6/2019 9:33:37 AM hugsnpugs When? What media format? Cable TV? Internet? Social Media?

Of course I am ready. 😊

8/6/2019 9:33:58 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/XxztjUlrmf

8/6/2019 9:33:59 AM realmjs92 @dannyasmith22

8/6/2019 9:34:00 AM ricky52222196 Bring it.

8/6/2019 9:34:08 AM rlsthefirst Ready for "them" to be put on extreme defense. Tired of them determining the narrative. So, while I weep for the content of the video and that it even 

takes something like this to wake people up, yes, I am ready. It is time for all out offense.

8/6/2019 9:34:09 AM mr_fedorable The unregulated internet is a pathway to many things one would consider immoral or illegal. That's why only crooks use it.

It's a double edged sword. 

Imagine: Damning material for the cabal on a completely immune network? They'll be working overtime to distract from this one

8/6/2019 9:34:19 AM pauliepg11111 We are - but are the sleeping masses? It doesn’t matter...at this point we need a shock.

8/6/2019 9:34:26 AM bubusmc That, and the BO dressed in Muslim military garb holding an AK47 aiming it at the American flag. Wasn't No name there during the photo shoot?

8/6/2019 9:34:26 AM rawphonegirl I don't think I'll ever be ready.... pic.twitter.com/DBCTX6NBO4

8/6/2019 9:34:34 AM kseven110 Yes, I do. Lilith also comes up. I wonder if she is the deity.

8/6/2019 9:34:37 AM darrell1964 Lot of dead people that saw that video.

8/6/2019 9:34:44 AM terrapineyes Yes, I would like to see it so I can make my own opinion on it's authenticity.

8/6/2019 9:34:46 AM jimmyjameswwg1 Nobody is necessarily "ready"...but it is necessary to expose. Ready or not, it needs to happen.

8/6/2019 9:34:47 AM mr_fedorable Indeed. I thought my stomach was strong, it isn't this strong. No way. 

If you've seen the stills....are the rumors legit?

8/6/2019 9:34:47 AM q_the_salt No. That would be too much right now -- people are still bleeding and trying to sew themselves up to recover from the horror of the last few days.

8/6/2019 9:35:07 AM vintagesquirrel 🎯

8/6/2019 9:35:14 AM the_canadien  pic.twitter.com/VAtyLhWoRv

8/6/2019 9:35:17 AM pauliepg11111 Exactly. As much as Q has woken people up, there are still plenty of normies who say that it’s not undisputed fact.

8/6/2019 9:35:17 AM allahuniversal Thinking back now, nght before last is when I got them. Had a horrible dream afterwards but didn't tie those two together. Spent yesterday afternoon 

& evening  🤢 and sleeping with a horrible full body migraine... Yep, makes more sense now

8/6/2019 9:35:47 AM gemutlich5050 Can we skip viewing the video and just put her in prison?

#qanon #TuesdayMotivation #MAGA2020 #MAGA

8/6/2019 9:35:50 AM pauliepg11111 Time is an illusion 😂😂😂

8/6/2019 9:35:51 AM q_the_salt Yeah hoax. The other pictures released were also hoaxes. Frazzledrip is the cover hoax for the real one. pic.twitter.com/usrQCFLgtQ

8/6/2019 9:35:56 AM wacob_jehrli if frazzle is gonna be opened i wanna stand farrrr back.

8/6/2019 9:36:01 AM mr_fedorable This is why they did the rounds mentioning 'deepfakes'.

But come on, who has the imagination to fake such a video? It'd have to be real or thought up by some really really disturbed person who's got 

experience in such a circle. it's too obscure to be fake

8/6/2019 9:36:11 AM kathyan61139722 Must be done. Wake up normies!

8/6/2019 9:36:20 AM 9threalm Yup.

8/6/2019 9:36:21 AM michael81972 I asked NCC about Tt in another tweet and they said Team Trump?  Not saying you are wrong just adding another option🙂

8/6/2019 9:36:36 AM origteslasmuse To be clear, there's the original real photo of the black and white version with the black scribbles that has been circulating, clearly showing that scribble 

photo is a hoax

8/6/2019 9:36:41 AM pienews1 What video?????

8/6/2019 9:36:52 AM pauliepg11111 I know what you mean but I actually disagree. The immediate aftermath of a FF is a good time because the narrative hasn’t been completely solidified 

so people are still asking questions about why the official story doesn’t add up.

8/6/2019 9:36:54 AM truth_again This is why msm has been pushing articles about deepfake videos. They will claim it’s fake.

8/6/2019 9:37:04 AM sand_in_my_toes She's truly that arrogant.

8/6/2019 9:37:10 AM laurapa38616480 I don’t either but for some people it’s gonna be the only way to wake people up

8/6/2019 9:37:11 AM lennyv77 Whomever it is I would think there is a heavy Soro$ link.

8/6/2019 9:37:22 AM mongrelglory Can you imagine if we had replicators and holodecks?!!

Oh the fun we would have! pic.twitter.com/Wm4Q6tLc3i

8/6/2019 9:37:34 AM stevewo50768315 Hell to the yeasssssss!!!

#UnsealEpstein

8/6/2019 9:37:39 AM pauliepg11111 “Sleepies”. My best!

8/6/2019 9:37:45 AM sand_in_my_toes Five cops in one department, just to start.

8/6/2019 9:38:02 AM pauliepg11111 Dead men tell no tales

8/6/2019 9:38:03 AM itsscottknight Queue (Q) it up! 🍿😎

#KAG 🇺🇸

#IndictObama

#DemocratsHateAmerica

#Trump2020LandslideVictory

#WWG1WGA

#QArmy

#Qanon
8/6/2019 9:38:36 AM dwinchester243 Yes please!

8/6/2019 9:39:44 AM jordan_sather_ I’m waiting for any proof that this Twitter account has inside connections to the intelligence community.

8/6/2019 9:39:44 AM blackstonecomms Yes

8/6/2019 9:39:46 AM mr_fedorable "Nanna"

Moon God of Sumaria

Polar to Ishtar, the Sun

8/6/2019 9:39:48 AM bbobbio71 🤔 THuRsday??

8/6/2019 9:40:09 AM bbobbio71 Ok,  let's bring it!

8/6/2019 9:40:40 AM irisfoxnycgrand Been ready since 2016 when I heard about it the week before the election.  I voted Trump and never looked back.



8/6/2019 9:40:47 AM zoesinger no.

somethings

abhorrent

vile &

disgusting...

just..  

nope.

i'll take her word for it. pic.twitter.com/O5fy2Dubmy
8/6/2019 9:40:56 AM bublscuble I get tha EyeTheSpy “vibe” from this one

8/6/2019 9:41:21 AM belkage #Frazzledrip incoming?

Game changer if it would...

8/6/2019 9:41:28 AM chadmcgregory Only idiots would believe that releasing a snuff film featuring hillary would be the way Q team goes about Declass. Majestic 12 year old is more like it. 

Grow up peter pan!

8/6/2019 9:41:29 AM hawkgirlinmn Oooooo 👀 good call

8/6/2019 9:41:49 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/xcKCNERebt

8/6/2019 9:41:58 AM stanfireman1 Yesterday!

8/6/2019 9:42:07 AM ron84750909  pic.twitter.com/TLTzeDSIHF

8/6/2019 9:42:25 AM athomein5d It's fake. https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1158778427228532737?s=19 …

8/6/2019 9:42:26 AM ghost_of_billy_ I won't be watching that. My memory is forever. Can't wait to see Hillary exposed 

R.I.P little girl

8/6/2019 9:42:27 AM mr_fedorable Found it. Thank you

8/6/2019 9:42:28 AM dee_fogle Yes. More sauce.

8/6/2019 9:42:31 AM us_poll That is it wouldn't hurt! We help them they help us! I can deal with that! We have2B able2 spot these people but one thing @POTUS @GOP must do is 

Ban masks there is no logical reason for dems2 take citizens guns But not their masks! Hold them accountable 4denying 2ndAmendRights

8/6/2019 9:42:58 AM crashtestt11 Number of followers is questionable to say the least.

8/6/2019 9:43:00 AM markwil23470992 When

8/6/2019 9:43:22 AM pauliepg11111 Now I think Trump is the perfect guy for the job and my friends basically think I am a white supremicist for saying so.

8/6/2019 9:43:42 AM mongrelglory 👍

8/6/2019 9:44:11 AM identityasxy Link to Behold a Pale Horse - Bill Cooper

 https://archive.org/details/BeholdAPaleHorse_201807/page/n1 …

another informative read from Bill ...

 http://www.stealthskater.com/Documents/Cooper_2.pdf … and this ...  

https://cdn.preterhuman.net/texts/conspiracy/The%20Secret%20Government%20by%20Milton%20William%20Cooper.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/5BQ6TGRJhd

8/6/2019 9:44:14 AM tyst1ck Me too

8/6/2019 9:44:18 AM brimichelle75 I don’t know which video in particular you’re talking about.  But Q told us the Frazzledrip video is fake.  So if it’s that one, the one that has recently 

resurfaced, it’s fake. pic.twitter.com/X0uNmxIapt

8/6/2019 9:44:50 AM flgirlsbeenqd We all must be #Sunflowers

8/6/2019 9:45:13 AM theraphinj ,’)

8/6/2019 9:45:13 AM fight4truthq Q specifically called out Eye the Spy as a fake when he was pushing Julian Assange-The Sky Event.

8/6/2019 9:45:17 AM n7guardiananon Some people need to dip their toe into the water before jumping in

8/6/2019 9:45:19 AM 2_bjean It's time.

8/6/2019 9:45:27 AM inmatemaga HRC torturing, sexually abusing, and removing a child's face with Huma and applying face on top of her own while dancing in front of child that was still 

breathing. All these emotions and pain, suffering create Loosh and this is the primary source of food for demonic entities.

8/6/2019 9:45:41 AM speaakn Yes and no. I don’t want to actually see it, but I want it to be used for the Great Awakening and for swift justice, especially ther eradication against the 

evil that plagues our country and our world.

8/6/2019 9:45:49 AM tyst1ck Eyethespy banned me years ago for questioning its change in rhetoric. Be careful who you follow, anyone can make a twitter account and claim they're 

working with Q.

8/6/2019 9:45:50 AM uabfbnpolitics YES, as long as it's very incriminating!!!

8/6/2019 9:45:54 AM ladyanon5 @TrueEyeTheSpy blocked me for questioning red flag laws. That should be worrisome.

8/6/2019 9:46:01 AM jimmy24651 While this particular phot may be a fake, the story is not.

This video was found, and the detectives who saw it have been slowly being knocked off one by one since then.

Remember the picture of the sweet little old black lady holding trumps hand as he spoke?

8/6/2019 9:46:06 AM phreatomagnetic No/yes

Probably not something anyone is ready for.

Which video?

8/6/2019 9:46:09 AM islandofdelight Try to keep up now Sather, you haven’t been paying close enough attention, but what else is new? Timing is everything.

8/6/2019 9:46:12 AM mongrelglory That's a great way of challenging their critical thinking!   Your kids are lucky to have such a smart mom! 😉

8/6/2019 9:46:13 AM adsvel Yes.

8/6/2019 9:46:28 AM q_the_salt Yeah I can see that. This video, if it's really real, is going to rip my heart out. I am not looking forward to it, or to the country's reaction. It scares me.

8/6/2019 9:46:33 AM practicalrebel One

8/6/2019 9:46:39 AM lynnielee5 Pretty much how I live my life! 😎Good advice! 👀

8/6/2019 9:46:51 AM kimmeykim1 I AM ready for the TRUTH. ❤️🙏🏻❤️

8/6/2019 9:46:57 AM mikeman54986787 please, don't tease me

8/6/2019 9:46:57 AM jimmy24651 She was the mother of one of the detectives.

Look into it.  This is real.  It’s sick, and these people need to be burned at the stakes in the middle of DC for the world to witness!!

#WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 9:47:08 AM rawphonegirl Ps- reminder that the censored pic currently circulating appears to be a dupe. https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1158738541691711489 …

8/6/2019 9:47:11 AM islandofdelight This is definitely what he’s doing... waiting to be spoon fed 😂

8/6/2019 9:47:21 AM pmgossett Please explain I just started following thank you.

8/6/2019 9:47:24 AM brimichelle75 Frazzledrip resurfaced over the last few days. But Q told us back in 2018 that Frazzledrip specifically is fake. He did hint at another video existing, 

however. He never said what was in it though, at least I don’t recall that. It may damning, but not Pizzagate related at all 🤷🏻♀️ 

pic.twitter.com/DfWKDdFoUF



8/6/2019 9:48:07 AM turboxyde No teasing... pic.twitter.com/lNmyEn8VRq

8/6/2019 9:48:07 AM jimmy24651 No.

No one is ready for the HRC video.

8/6/2019 9:48:20 AM roaminnoodle Yes, those gadgets and more! Much, much more! pic.twitter.com/EHCkttyrWT

8/6/2019 9:48:23 AM allahuniversal Yep, took it Team Trump into consideration. As the tweets are more related to tech (GOOG, FISA) & the 2016 election Trump Tower fits the context 

better. pic.twitter.com/l3ALPQe4ge

8/6/2019 9:48:27 AM jlsharkey You read it wrong.  The video is real. The news about it is fake.

8/6/2019 9:48:38 AM rawphonegirl  https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1158781562487549954 …

8/6/2019 9:48:50 AM theawakened2020 The still frame posted on 8chan a few days ago is fake. Has anyone actually seen the real video? Think logically here. Why would it be filmed? Is it a 

disinfo tactic? It's a perfect way to discredit the movement. Has PSYOP written all over it.

8/6/2019 9:48:53 AM sylvia_hickman What HRC video is this?

8/6/2019 9:49:14 AM jordan_sather_ Yes I have. This account used to claim I was “groomed” 😆 and let’s be real, MJ12 is so 1960s. Plus, would they actually be posting on Twitter? LARPing 

is dangerous.

8/6/2019 9:49:38 AM agoodyear2015 Unless HRC and Huma Abedin have already gone to trial and the video used as evidence against them and a verdict has been rendered, I don't know 

how it can be released.

8/6/2019 9:49:56 AM nun_chucknorris 🤣 I’m just hoping replicators come with good instruction manuals so I don’t end up with a thousand paper clips!

8/6/2019 9:49:58 AM vintagesquirrel I feel like I'm trying to sneak in nutrition like when they were toddlers. 😂

8/6/2019 9:50:05 AM teamsterr07 Not really but if it means it'll lock those 2 witches up, then YES.

8/6/2019 9:51:20 AM brimichelle75 Not being snarky.  I too, saw 2 clips last night and thought it could possibly be Hillary.  Then a friend reminded me that Q told us in 2018 that Frazzledrip 

is not the Hillary video.  Just want to make sure we all remind each other of this.  We need to stay legit ;) pic.twitter.com/srtq3C26jY

8/6/2019 9:51:40 AM 924christinel It is called frazzledrip, whatever you do dont watch let others with an iron stomach! Just it coming out is good enough for me, I will never watch.

8/6/2019 9:51:45 AM angieadc3 Unfortunately this horrifying video is the only thing that is going to wake up these sheeple they are deep deep deeply hypnotized

8/6/2019 9:51:46 AM epsteinfinesse Spoiler: you'll never get any

8/6/2019 9:52:06 AM laneylane25 Amen 🙏🇺🇸 

Nothing can stop what’s coming...

8/6/2019 9:52:17 AM bbobbio71 Toledo??

Human Trafficking in Toledo, OH

 https://sites.google.com/site/epic2ej/ 

8/6/2019 9:52:44 AM keith369me Funny thing is...I don’t see them as much or much at all since this happened

8/6/2019 9:53:14 AM mongrelglory I sadly have seen horrible child abuse scenarios as a doctor.  They still haunt me to this day. I know the HRC video is probably more like a torture/snuff 

film.  I'm not sure I need to see that, to know it exists... However, if it will wake the sleeping masses up, then I'm ready.

8/6/2019 9:53:37 AM tyst1ck Good call. Question everything.

8/6/2019 9:53:59 AM garypre62441595 Yes but what platform will it be able to be seen on?most including me do not go on the dark web so will the masses be able to get access to see how 

horrific it really is.

#DarkToLight

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

8/6/2019 9:54:03 AM sardisgazette Hashtag #GutsyWomen with it

8/6/2019 9:54:21 AM david00997884 With my big fingers, when i type, it might be a whole different meaning. Some times i forget n't and that throws off everything. I hardly proof read. 

Mind works faster than fingers

8/6/2019 9:54:33 AM inmatemaga Yes it does. I have seen it.

8/6/2019 9:54:54 AM pgmemory Ready for it to come out, but it is not one I will be watching.

8/6/2019 9:55:05 AM state1union Personally I’d rather have a video seen or dropped that the victim gave authorization to do so. Anyway just my thoughts.

8/6/2019 9:55:16 AM inmatemaga It is completely a snuff film!

8/6/2019 9:55:18 AM tyst1ck No he posts misleading information that misconstrues the outlook on Q. That's the point of these accounts. Im always open to any of them but im very 

skeptical.

8/6/2019 9:55:30 AM lynnielee5 There is corruption in every city! Stay alert! 👀 We are all targets!

8/6/2019 9:55:48 AM brimichelle75 The hotel looking ones are clips of  Frazzledrip, right?  And the mutilated face is too? 

The hotel one looks like The Standard Hotel with the pink and red.  Q told us Frazzledrip was not the real Hillary video.  I don’t know where the 

mutilated face comes from though pic.twitter.com/wagwf1g68G

8/6/2019 9:55:53 AM inmatemaga Yes. I have.

8/6/2019 9:56:00 AM mr_fedorable I just wish that before delving into this rabbit hole that I was prepared and had faith as you do. Seems i'll need it if I am to spread answers to those I 

know.

Guess that happens to a country totally owned by the cabal & a strip-mined culture of degeneracy

8/6/2019 9:56:08 AM david00997884 Sheep no fn more. We are Awake

8/6/2019 9:56:17 AM qanonist End the evil. Let out the truth. Let masses understand how stupid and evil they all are.

8/6/2019 9:56:19 AM bellagaia1 You could try the #walkaway videos

8/6/2019 9:56:29 AM shinethelightq That photo was debunked https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1158738541691711489?s=09 …

8/6/2019 9:56:55 AM wolfspirit1 Yes! See a few clips a while back.

8/6/2019 9:57:08 AM wolfspirit1 Are you going to post ita.

8/6/2019 9:57:13 AM lynnielee5 Always have a plan B!!!😎

8/6/2019 9:57:38 AM state1union It does and that’s all I can say about that.

8/6/2019 9:57:50 AM 1americalover Just think about the victims, their suffering and torture.They deserve to have their tragedy  told if only to make sure they didn’t die in vein it will never 

end if we don’t expose these monsters.

8/6/2019 9:57:50 AM goatroper911 Yes. Beyond comprehension. I would post but I am sure I will get banned.

8/6/2019 9:57:57 AM david00997884 Yes we are. We can always tune it off

8/6/2019 9:58:11 AM sylvia_hickman Thanks for letting me know.

8/6/2019 9:58:12 AM inmatemaga I posted it on Facebook a day before I deleted my account

8/6/2019 9:58:26 AM workitwayne I know you won't respond to anyone's comments in which I don't understand about you. If you want ppl to listen to you, you might want to reply to ppl 

sometimes. MJ 12 does the same thing and it's hard to believe anything they say as well. Most ppl think you guys just use bots.

8/6/2019 9:58:35 AM blankmarlo Then you've saw MJ12 clarify that any "ties" to Intel community would've been through secondary parties. (You've interviewed several insiders) also 

would the President communicate with conspiracy theorists on 8Chan 🤔? Crazy world out there, you know that better than most.

8/6/2019 9:58:41 AM bellagaia1 Watch a few and find one you think they may be able to relate to.

8/6/2019 9:58:46 AM state1union Bingo

8/6/2019 9:58:56 AM jollyrob2 Yes Please



8/6/2019 9:59:03 AM majcm83 😳😤😬🤯🤬 OK. Yes. Don’t know that I can watch it though, but it needs to come out that is for sure. I think that would be all that needs to come 

out in this whole country would turn around

8/6/2019 9:59:06 AM tyst1ck I look at it like this. If I cant prove a claim myself, its likely false.

8/6/2019 9:59:22 AM wolfspirit1 Me too

8/6/2019 9:59:27 AM audra_shumaker  pic.twitter.com/FD3RbLBr9F

8/6/2019 9:59:38 AM 1americalover I think she may run for potus again with Stacey Abrams.  What a nightmare they would be. 2 loud mouth evil witches.

8/6/2019 9:59:40 AM boogeymanhunter Not fair.

-If they aren’t legit, why return?

-l personally have found a few solid proofs they are who they claim to be. (Wanna see? Or..You can dig?)

-Q: Should we trust “anons” who use their real name/real pics of themselves? (Not very anonymous is it?)

8/6/2019 10:00:22 AM tyst1ck I cant see anything eyethespy posts because I've been blocked for a couple years now.

8/6/2019 10:00:27 AM chapulincolored Don't tease.

8/6/2019 10:00:35 AM oddlike777 I'd rather not have anything to do with this alleged pedo/snuff film. Wake me when the many pics of Hussain in tribal gear with his AK47 surface.

8/6/2019 10:00:36 AM messenger983612 This one I believe. pic.twitter.com/uQ1LwG4Y5g

8/6/2019 10:00:54 AM altairzielite Anyone who says they are ready for 'the video' is a sociopath.

I'm ready for the #GreatAwakening that is all.

8/6/2019 10:00:58 AM djlok Wonder if [she] ever found [her] brother, Gold Digger Tony!!!

8/6/2019 10:01:25 AM whiskey_ginger1 For anyone interested, these are excerpts from a book entitled, "Handbook for the New Paradigm."  Originally published in 1999--well before social 

media--it describes the #TheGreatAwakening and #QAnon movements; not by name, but in description, through the use of the internet.

8/6/2019 10:01:31 AM misswinma I've been ready for almost 3 years since we all heard about it!

8/6/2019 10:01:33 AM inmatemaga They already have

8/6/2019 10:01:40 AM keith369me This stuff is in plain sight everywhere...and in some places even worse...I swear decades ago when I lived in South Florida my brain would get nasty 

messages (that were never acted upon)...as soon as I moved, they stopped.  Makes it easier to believe in MKULTRA and similar

8/6/2019 10:01:59 AM allahuniversal Was it clips, or screencaps that you saw?

8/6/2019 10:02:04 AM inmatemaga It is true

8/6/2019 10:02:08 AM state1union Omg 😮 lmao 😂 this is funny ass trolling haha 🤣 love ❤️ it

8/6/2019 10:02:08 AM mr_fedorable don't risk the ban.

I cannot fathom how someone could do such a thing without a second thought.

8/6/2019 10:02:12 AM origteslasmuse That's a new photo... I haven't seen that one before

8/6/2019 10:02:17 AM danielaqcrew You have a link?

8/6/2019 10:02:41 AM origteslasmuse Is that supposed to be from frazzledrip?

8/6/2019 10:02:42 AM mr_fedorable What the fuck.....

Looks like something out of the Hostel movie

8/6/2019 10:03:02 AM origteslasmuse Movie is what first came to my mind

8/6/2019 10:03:28 AM whiskey_ginger1 The book is available for free via PDF through the author's website using this link:

 http://www.nohoax.com/media/Handbook_for_the_New_Paradigm.pdf …

A thread of #QAnon relevant excerpts can be found here: https://twitter.com/whiskey_ginger1/status/1049139031055917056 …

8/6/2019 10:03:35 AM threefold_flame People already suffer through enough control mechanisms. A LARP account, or even a controlled opposition account, are control mechanisms in their 

own right. I've seen Jordan, ETS and M12 get accused of both. With so much deception in social media it's impossible to know the truth

8/6/2019 10:04:24 AM q_the_salt That's good questions. What are the hotel pics? The mutilated face I thought was also Frazzledrip / fake but I am not sure.

8/6/2019 10:04:45 AM messenger983612 I believe it dropped over a year ago.

8/6/2019 10:04:52 AM melanieanders7 She probably sent him to have a “talk” with Moloch.

8/6/2019 10:04:57 AM braveunicorn55 Pretty sure this was determined to be a still from a movie. Can't remember the name.

8/6/2019 10:05:01 AM cheristired I smell Soros money involved in this.

8/6/2019 10:05:12 AM gribbs7 No but it must come out!

8/6/2019 10:05:41 AM laneylane25 I always put a circle of light around myself & the shield of armor for your heart.things we as people should never see & hard to forget once you do. Evil 

is out there & has to be stopped. I have a prayer I saw here will try to find & post #DarkToLight #DemocratsAreEvil #GodWins

8/6/2019 10:05:45 AM inmatemaga The victim is dead

8/6/2019 10:05:47 AM brimichelle75 Idk.  I never watched the Frazzledrip.  I only saw a couple clips - the hotel hospital looking room with the teddy bear high on the shelf.

I have never seen that pic though. it’s so hard to know what’s real and what’s not.  Shills are likely messing with us.....

8/6/2019 10:06:24 AM brimichelle75 Probably a still shot from a horror film

8/6/2019 10:06:28 AM keith369me I’m ready for money to go away.  If my 401K that has been building for 25-30 years goes away in exchange for Disclosure, technology, and a brighter 

future for all so be it.

8/6/2019 10:06:30 AM hanman39 Thank you for this.

8/6/2019 10:06:40 AM messenger983612 I honestly cannot remember. Sickness!!

8/6/2019 10:06:41 AM kinzy845327651 I think we’ve been ready for quite sometime. Is the opposition ready??🤫

8/6/2019 10:06:57 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/9fOUf1jSnP

8/6/2019 10:07:09 AM ethereal_shaman Define proof.  Truth resonates from within. Perhaps the messages aren't for some quite yet.

The mind/ego is a trickster.

#unity #unify #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 10:07:46 AM richzen2 message over massager

8/6/2019 10:07:47 AM cosmic_engineer My 'portal night' was dedicated to this coming to light.

Put my majick to good use 🙏

8/6/2019 10:08:04 AM youstinksoap 3113

Yes, start the show.

8/6/2019 10:08:23 AM deplorabledvs A screencap in a collage/meme last year. The girls face was blurred. Not sure if it was ‘the real thing’ but sick enough I didnt want to search anymore.

8/6/2019 10:08:37 AM keith369me This accounts following in real time is mushrooming based upon the number of likes and ReTweets within minutes of this Tweet.

8/6/2019 10:08:47 AM kachinagtto Exactly. Will this do any more to wake those sleeping?  They’ll just believe the talking heads telling them it’s fake. Those awake will be even more 

irritated the asleep can’t open eyes. Media needs to be dismantled 1st IMO so that those sleeping start thinking for themselves.

8/6/2019 10:08:47 AM mr_fedorable Sometimes i wonder if this whole trip down this rabbit hole to discover the evil of our society was part of His grand plan for me to be saved. Leading me 

away from the sinful nation in which i live, from toxic partners. Truly I wonder...

8/6/2019 10:08:51 AM scooter265 If it's true it will be a huge MOAB event!

8/6/2019 10:08:56 AM djlok 🙄🙄🙄 probably so.



8/6/2019 10:09:25 AM stormcue Strange that there's backlash to @Jordan_Sather_ from a group that preaches to question everything. Being skeptical is how we got here.

"Listen carefully. Path. Follow path. Gate. Open gate. Through gate. Close gate."

8/6/2019 10:09:34 AM mr_fedorable Never heard of frazzledrip.

I don't really want to know about frazzledrip. Sounds grotesque

8/6/2019 10:09:53 AM messenger983612 I have never seen it debunked but it could be fake. Just cuff these sickos and stop with the BS cuz it's all starting to look like BS

8/6/2019 10:10:10 AM alnacho1 Yes, i want confirmation that my belief of her extreme evil is fully justified.

8/6/2019 10:10:30 AM state1union Not all victims the witch had videotaped for political blackmail are dead 💀 and I know it.

8/6/2019 10:10:30 AM jdltr450 I'm not saying it won't hit the Dark Web just stating a fact that's all.

8/6/2019 10:10:34 AM danielaqcrew We have been ready and this is the only way to wake up the sheeple. No matter how sick and evil, every American should be forced to watch this. Then 

and only then will things change FAST.

8/6/2019 10:11:04 AM proudamerica4 It’s gotta be hard to watch but yes!!!  It needs to be released

8/6/2019 10:11:14 AM keith369me I’m away from home in an area not known for Eagles...If I see one in the next few days I would be shocked.l and it would be a huge sign.

8/6/2019 10:11:28 AM jonesy4671 The stage isnt set

8/6/2019 10:11:28 AM tachyon66397537 “You don’t know me, I’m unknowable” 😀

8/6/2019 10:11:37 AM lenardhscott101 Most be done

8/6/2019 10:11:51 AM origteslasmuse You don't want to know about frazzledrip... 😞

8/6/2019 10:11:53 AM ryanhellerud no, I don't want to see the evil perpetrated on innocents...

8/6/2019 10:12:05 AM lib7473 Well said PJ...JS is limiting the msg of LIGHT. Truth resonates from within, no matter the messenger. When one is already in higher-5Dself, don't need 

evidence/proof. 5D ascension is knowing to trust yourself, N truth always resonate in LOVE & LIGHT. Learn their (GFL) comms🛸🧝♀️.

8/6/2019 10:12:06 AM mongrelglory The old "broccoli in the lasagna trick" huh? 🤣

8/6/2019 10:12:20 AM brimichelle75 I don’t believe any of the pics&videos circulating now R the Hillary vid. I don’t think we should believe unless an NYPD or Q confirms. Until then, it’s 

safe 2assume it’s shills messing w/us

Some1 must have set up a spy camera for “insurance” on Hillary, &Weiner stored on laptop

8/6/2019 10:12:30 AM mr_fedorable I have no doubt it exists on the Dark Web.

The average user thinks the DW is a myth.

Those who know of it haven't got the balls to do it.

This seems like middle ground.

8/6/2019 10:12:49 AM allahuniversal Re: said Q drop, could very well be be disinfo. Never taking Q on face value, IMHO Q wouldn't admit whether said deep web video was real. Think 

about it, if he said it's real, Anons would have risked their devices trying to locate it. Better to say no and wait until it's time.

8/6/2019 10:12:56 AM laneylane25 One never knows...it’s all a personal journey & adventures..we’re here at this time to fulfill a promise, it’s all exciting & scary.. this is the prayer, saw in 

a TL & really liked. pic.twitter.com/6vDuWukZmF

8/6/2019 10:13:18 AM mr_fedorable The truth is stranger than fiction

8/6/2019 10:13:22 AM rosesrred0119 SR his name was Seth Rich!

8/6/2019 10:13:25 AM braveunicorn55 same, but I do know a few people IRL who are aware.

8/6/2019 10:13:37 AM joemdodd85 Evolution

8/6/2019 10:14:16 AM cylantjustice We are. The Question is, is eVeryone else?

As I used to say, "There really is no ready for some things. Only better prepared."

Sometimes you just haVe to go "all in."

8/6/2019 10:14:19 AM jtcrotteau Honestly, I'm surprised it hasn't been already. Why do you ask?

8/6/2019 10:14:20 AM mr_fedorable There anything special you gotta do in tandem with this? I doubt its that simple

8/6/2019 10:14:33 AM roaminnoodle Where??? pic.twitter.com/XbjIN2mV0R

8/6/2019 10:14:37 AM missy968 I have no desire to see it but I would like confirmation that it exists.

8/6/2019 10:14:53 AM brikolore Thank you

8/6/2019 10:15:15 AM tkaplan2333 Yes, yes - go on . . . tell us more.

8/6/2019 10:15:16 AM clymejakeslddr Logical Thinking. For Gods Sake @Jordan_Sather_ And By The Way. .  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The Country Is Sick Of This Projection Stuff... The Result Is Not 

Worth It. ~You Cant Spell Twitter Without... 🧐

8/6/2019 10:15:26 AM origteslasmuse The truth is beyond my deepest depravity and wildest imagination... Be sure to take a break from this crap and eyeball bleach with puppy and kitten 

videos or something

8/6/2019 10:16:28 AM 45harisonharold By the power & authority of Jesus Christ we bind all their schemes & demonic socery to be ineffective.. 🙏 pic.twitter.com/t5ZGmdBe9F

8/6/2019 10:17:23 AM j36skn57jqymbky Hell YES!  Bring it on!  Expose it!

8/6/2019 10:17:30 AM sharlenerougea1 Omg..... so true!!!

8/6/2019 10:17:45 AM mongrelglory I couldn't have said it better myself PJ!  I still haven't heard a critical rebuttal from Jordan concerning any of MJ-12's material.  Only a general dismissal 

of who they say they are.

8/6/2019 10:17:48 AM tnmaga2019 @Desdemona4U

8/6/2019 10:18:03 AM realalleron Yes

8/6/2019 10:18:06 AM aintgets Unseal Epstein and I will guarantee you find Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/RwYMwMTXHc

8/6/2019 10:19:17 AM theawakened2020 Did the little girl have blond hair and did it show a closeup headshot of her slashed face from her left side?

8/6/2019 10:19:20 AM braveunicorn55 a child associated with alefantis and crew

8/6/2019 10:19:37 AM jve_nl 🐎💩

8/6/2019 10:19:43 AM laneylane25 It’s all a personal preference...sometimes I burn charcoal, or sage & try to have a candle, representative for Light..It’s just whatever works to keep the 

negative from attaching..

8/6/2019 10:20:11 AM laurabusse Possible that if its true that we create our own reality

Then we create our own truth whatever that may be.

And if we all believe the same thing, then that thing becomes even more true

It's why ppl argue

They think the reality they created for themselves is true for everyone else

8/6/2019 10:20:27 AM suzyq801 Zero

8/6/2019 10:20:28 AM mongrelglory I have seen nothing that MJ-12 has posted that could be considered "dangerous".  Thought-provoking, yes.  Dangerous, no.

8/6/2019 10:20:31 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/iOk6HB609po 

8/6/2019 10:20:40 AM smith_jere Yes!

8/6/2019 10:21:01 AM cellobousa You have the missing R from Trumps tweet!

8/6/2019 10:21:16 AM ethereal_shaman Believe what you want.  #freewillchoice

8/6/2019 10:21:31 AM jve_nl Most people are easily deceived.

8/6/2019 10:22:09 AM liltilgerlil Absolutely! It’s probably disgusting but, we will get past this! Truth shall set us free!

8/6/2019 10:22:13 AM spz74  pic.twitter.com/9zqgpi4dWV

8/6/2019 10:22:48 AM us_poll Justice Is !



8/6/2019 10:22:50 AM spz74 I'll probably get suspended or worse.

8/6/2019 10:23:03 AM jelavelechat Just don't watch it. It's enough if LE cannot deny its existence bc too many people COULD have seen it. Then justice must be served.

8/6/2019 10:23:11 AM scott_of_taiwan An authentic one or just deep fake ?

8/6/2019 10:23:45 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1158790706124808193?s=21 …

8/6/2019 10:24:14 AM rawphonegirl I like questions.  Both you and MJ12 inspire me to ask questions. I'm also ok admitting when I'm wrong.  Dangerous? Why? (<-see, another question! 

😁)

8/6/2019 10:24:17 AM promyntheus  pic.twitter.com/nBihHozPon

8/6/2019 10:24:43 AM pauliepg11111 The worst part is - that video is just one portraying one case - think of the millions of children that have been subjected to it over the eons. While the 

sheep just stood by...

8/6/2019 10:25:17 AM amcwhortor Los(S)es Tt(R)ump =

SR=Seth Rich

8/6/2019 10:25:25 AM deplorablesuezq Sadly, yes. 😪

8/6/2019 10:25:39 AM inmatemaga Was not taking notes

8/6/2019 10:25:54 AM anbezedua As an observant outsider, I am familiar with your work JS

How did you become so interested/expert in the geopolitical/military rumor mill? 

What is the JS origin story?

8/6/2019 10:26:16 AM amcwhortor 8chan on new site

8/6/2019 10:26:18 AM josephcannon5 I know, it sucks.  It's crazy how those who can't see will label you something so terrible just because you support this President. I'm very gentle about 

how I bring this stuff up, otherwise you just lose people right off the bat and sometimes they get a little attitude.Good luck

8/6/2019 10:26:37 AM justchuckin2 It does exist. Change mine.

8/6/2019 10:26:47 AM inmatemaga You will find it. I was told that by doing so in helping that it is a federal crime. Sorry. Not now, not ever.

8/6/2019 10:27:17 AM q_the_salt Makes me think of Kathy O'Brien.

8/6/2019 10:27:47 AM johnsville14 Those I talk to understand something is wrong they just don't know what.  They're primed and ready for the truth.  We're all ready and sick of waiting.

8/6/2019 10:27:55 AM unidentifiedta1 I don’t think the masses could digest the reality of it. We already have enough to arrest her, so what’s the goal of a public release? Let’s fight the battle 

in the Justice system. Let’s protect the minds of the asleep, not traumatize them.

8/6/2019 10:27:55 AM inmatemaga The little girl from the video I watched could not have survived at all! Here face was completely removed.

8/6/2019 10:28:04 AM pauliepg11111 Yes - and I’m not even in the US! It’s worse elsewhere in the world I think. Anyway usually what I ask is: “So what has Trump done that is racist?” And 

then they get angry - but hopefully some part of their brain begins to question...

8/6/2019 10:28:20 AM amyjack37468809 please send link to instructions for archiving offline. thankQ ❤️

8/6/2019 10:29:34 AM jelavelechat Celebrities, royals and politicians brace themselves as court orders release of explosive Jeffrey Epstein files' | via @telegraph

 

 https   ://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/08/03/celebrities-royals-politicians-brace-court-orders-release-explosive/

8/6/2019 10:29:37 AM tachyon66397537 I know Dale Dribble quite well, carry on brother....

8/6/2019 10:29:42 AM shallknown If this video exists, and it is what we think it might be; why the HELL isnt HRC already in prison on death row???? That's what I dont understand. I guess 

The Plan is too complicated for me to understand.

8/6/2019 10:29:58 AM servant_of_i_am I've seen part of it, It's horrible and that is being kind.

8/6/2019 10:30:09 AM sleuth_chick Confusion...how is she so unconcerned..still tweeting like nothing is going to happen if this HRC video is so bad?

8/6/2019 10:30:59 AM magillzoe I dont know bc if it's the one I have heard about I will puke🤢🤮😡

8/6/2019 10:31:10 AM sheilas11 Yep.

8/6/2019 10:31:23 AM tylerst62056301 I don't think it is, but I could be wrong. I feel as if it's a simple mistake due to all the work he's doing on behalf of WE THE PEOPLE.  He misspoke I 

believe but I'm not what you would call a very bright Anon when it comes to these connections. I pick up on most but not all.

8/6/2019 10:31:54 AM nun_chucknorris I.e. their?

8/6/2019 10:32:04 AM amyjack37468809 I'm looking forward to the secrets of consciousness being declassifies the most!  I think it is the most important part of the awakening process!!!

8/6/2019 10:32:35 AM birdienevermore Dot your I's and cross your T's, they have already planted the seeds for compromised videos.  It will be ripped to shreds with one skip up and all will be 

lost.

8/6/2019 10:32:38 AM pipprinting Awesome Orion reference told by OG's from life experience.  Re: 10:59 in vid👇👀 https://youtu.be/QpFBs05I_SM 

8/6/2019 10:33:07 AM brad34351293 Maybe it will stop the rush of NYPD "suicides" of late.

8/6/2019 10:35:27 AM olimyracle Stay humble. What did you really learn from yourself? How are you making a living?

It is not by pushing others down that you'll get any higher. Let everyone be and use your fame to awake people about real crimes and to lead them to 

joy, happiness and ultimately to ascension.

💞 pic.twitter.com/MZMw4Ja3Pg

8/6/2019 10:36:27 AM bbpumpkinspice I don’t want to be 😢

8/6/2019 10:36:50 AM 1americalover I hope not. Abrams is up to something and she’s the only dem who attended bilderberg meeting

8/6/2019 10:37:59 AM lb8825 #Truth is a hard pill to swallow but we are ready for the band-aid to be ripped off so we can start the healing process #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 10:38:04 AM qanongroup It's not a pretty site. But disclosure will temporally stop allot of unethical activities

8/6/2019 10:38:50 AM blaynelannan1 100% yes

8/6/2019 10:39:58 AM the_loveoflight What about all the other L/L channelings that's been going on for many decades thanks to Carla who also channeled the Law of One work?

8/6/2019 10:41:33 AM nodivide_usa ? just now https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-06/active-shooter-reported-baton-rouge-walmart …

8/6/2019 10:42:12 AM uchttom For 2 years ready.

8/6/2019 10:43:12 AM ripoffrandy420 None of them should have hard to accept if you have an open mind.

8/6/2019 10:43:37 AM playactiongamer Unseal it now!

8/6/2019 10:44:02 AM roaminnoodle Been a month now. Did we ever find out, @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

8/6/2019 10:44:08 AM maryschade14 Truth..

8/6/2019 10:44:15 AM kindeandtrue I could never watch it, but shock therapy on that level may be the only thing that will cause a shift in popular opinion and demonstrate that all is not 

well with the elite.

8/6/2019 10:44:28 AM va_patriot_usa The HRC video will lead to a DEVASTATING Mass Awakening

8/6/2019 10:44:34 AM turboxyde "I want justice for the voice that can't be heard!

Vindication for every suffering & hurt!

Let retribution hold dominion over earth!

Because Judgement Day's not coming,

Judgement Day's not coming soon enough!" https://youtu.be/rzfZak8foqI 

8/6/2019 10:44:34 AM petebutterjelly Link?

8/6/2019 10:44:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Settlement or prison? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1158784045246906368 …

8/6/2019 10:45:15 AM olimyracle Did you notice this then ? pic.twitter.com/lrur2jCIzM

8/6/2019 10:45:21 AM _the_psychonaut PRISON! We can never allow this to happen again!



8/6/2019 10:45:24 AM nopeyonekenopey I don't need to see it to believe it exists. It had NYPD officers vomitting, and now 5 are dead by "suicide" or murder since seeing it. Nothing I'd put past 

Hillary Clinton. Been a long wait.

8/6/2019 10:45:39 AM aparker70 That's what I got too

8/6/2019 10:45:42 AM slh2813 It is the definition of pure evil. Why is it still walking free?

8/6/2019 10:45:43 AM cmdrzod23 Q 3376

8/6/2019 10:45:55 AM djlok It needs to be both. #opioidcrisis

8/6/2019 10:46:24 AM lhapins Both!

8/6/2019 10:46:32 AM cpnegron73 Yes.

8/6/2019 10:46:36 AM anja602952 Prison and settlement

8/6/2019 10:47:00 AM w59_tammy Prison. $10B is nothing to them.

8/6/2019 10:47:23 AM rsm28675996 I saw a man hacked to death a samurai sword last week. HRC  vid might just be what's needed to wake the rest up

8/6/2019 10:47:23 AM adrkrottweilers My thoughts exactly...

8/6/2019 10:47:30 AM edwardgouin Fines do not deter or hurt these people.  Lock them up!

8/6/2019 10:47:51 AM areyouesther  pic.twitter.com/AwM4QXG2YD

8/6/2019 10:48:04 AM thatshowabrolls  pic.twitter.com/3NqUWA9tH5

8/6/2019 10:48:08 AM janesaun Do we need to download zeronet to see it?

8/6/2019 10:48:09 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Prison!!

8/6/2019 10:48:19 AM teamsterr07 Both! Why only one or the other?

8/6/2019 10:48:28 AM manifest_utopia Prison & take ALL their assets.

8/6/2019 10:49:27 AM flubbynutty GITMO?

8/6/2019 10:50:04 AM startarget2 amazing how it just sits there and society swarms onward, innit? Like open mind control, the idea being, the less mind, the easier to control.

8/6/2019 10:50:05 AM roaminnoodle Settlement then* prison.

*#NoDeals

Make it so.

8/6/2019 10:50:06 AM kid_copper I choose to know so that I might do everything I can to make them STOP! Legally and by God’s laws. I am ready. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

8/6/2019 10:50:07 AM adsvel I learned a lot from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets. There are so many interesting information for self improvement. I am thankful to You, MJ12 Team. 

😊💜☀️🌈✨

8/6/2019 10:50:38 AM reelect20 ⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️RT💥 http://teespring.com/wwg1wga-4658 

8/6/2019 10:50:47 AM jcmarder Nobody is.

8/6/2019 10:50:48 AM timkania the Frazzledrip vid? that’s real ?? y

8/6/2019 10:50:55 AM adsvel Shared by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/6/2019 10:50:58 AM inakfish Boom !

8/6/2019 10:51:05 AM karentriebel both

8/6/2019 10:51:17 AM rhsvcs Who receives that $$$

8/6/2019 10:52:21 AM jve_nl I'd rather believe what is true, regardless of it being what i want.

But sorry for the unfriendly reaction.

8/6/2019 10:52:22 AM essene_merkabah Yes... and U2. Both of you are CIA/NSA agents. pic.twitter.com/UjhFrGa672

8/6/2019 10:52:47 AM zagnett 1992 Star Control II video game, the moon

1993 an old guy who fixed my car who talked about free energy & super-efficient cars.

1994 college (famous liberal town) made me a conservative, within a week.

1996 Ross Perot

9/11 wtf was that? Definitely seemed off somehow at least.

...

8/6/2019 10:52:47 AM bw1ringydingy I know 4 that follow, but many more I’ve talked to. Not sure if they followed up on it.  Some think I believe in a conspiracy theory, but when I tell them 

what to expect and it happens they are warming up to the possibility of it being real.

8/6/2019 10:53:18 AM tifvision 👍🔴

8/6/2019 10:53:28 AM start313hichq #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

8/6/2019 10:53:36 AM 313looper Seems it’s time to sacrifice [HRC] for the Cabal...

I’m ready but don’t wanna see it…! 🥶

8/6/2019 10:53:46 AM missdixie9 Who here can verify this video is indeed real?

maj 12  are you confirming it's authentication?

This is a major deal so it cannot bite us on the ass.

Please confirm

8/6/2019 10:53:50 AM examsdchogan 10 Billion each and I'll recommend settlement, otherwise-prison

8/6/2019 10:54:16 AM sunnysideluna OH my....are you dead serious? The world will see this? With their own eyes and BELIEVE it?

8/6/2019 10:54:19 AM zagnett 2006 Ron Paul/housing bubble/#EndTheFed

2008 [bank] "bailouts"

2010s any/all conspiracy "theories" fair game at this point

Oct 2017 LV massacre & dud Antifa riots, & Q. i decided to review EVERY conspiracy "theory" i could find (even "flat earth" lol) & give it another chance

...

8/6/2019 10:55:12 AM bw1ringydingy I see people looking at my sticker too. If nothing elses I hope they ck it out. Sadly, a friend only googled and thinks it’s a far right conspiracy.

8/6/2019 10:55:13 AM qanongroup Both

8/6/2019 10:55:32 AM pat34177691 Prison...deliberate disintegration of a human

8/6/2019 10:55:54 AM allahuniversal "Is the stage set..."

5:5

8/6/2019 10:56:11 AM cocopuffster12 So ready for the complete truth. We have waited a very long time for this moment.

8/6/2019 10:56:28 AM deplorabldamsel I don't think anyone is ever ready for something so vile & diabolical but I believe it necessary to understand the truth of what is really happening-  The 

full truth and nothing but the truth...so help us God.🙏🌟

8/6/2019 10:56:37 AM zagnett Within weeks after the 11/11/2018 "wave" event: i noticed my dreams suddenly were very different & a lot better. i felt fully awak e & was losing 

fear(s) rapidly. Soon after i saw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's account for the first time ever i started interacting on the Twittz.

8/6/2019 10:56:37 AM rsm28675996 Just say when and where

8/6/2019 10:57:15 AM jayrambin Yes.

8/6/2019 10:58:10 AM trishafortrump Ready? I don't think any of us are truly ready to see that kind of evil. But, it is needed to be shown to wake up the masses. We all need to be prepared 

by using our full armour of God the day it is revealed.



8/6/2019 10:58:12 AM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any way you can address the evil tentacles of J. Bezos? I know he's deeper in all this DS energy than anyone has yet mentioned. Would he be the 

reason the phrase "evil incarnate" was put into the lexicon?

8/6/2019 10:58:25 AM momekool1 I tried to watch when it first came out. The screams from the little girl were so horrific-not a strong enough word-I couldn't watch. No way. You 

shouldn't either. Trust me they're evil

8/6/2019 10:58:51 AM cocopuffster12 Trust yourself

8/6/2019 10:59:38 AM qanonsunrise BOTH!

8/6/2019 11:00:26 AM alankemp69 all wkend

8/6/2019 11:00:30 AM zagnett Oh, almost forgot. This was also BIG:

2016: i stumbled upon the inner-workings of MKUltra via the illumi-donkey "formula" for creating a "mind control slave".

8/6/2019 11:00:36 AM aagent361 What if pic.twitter.com/rUpd4B6ou2

8/6/2019 11:00:55 AM tamiwils0n22813 PRISON!!!!!!! They have destroyed so many for $! My family had/has NO price tag nor does anyone else’s either! We love each other infinitely! 

pic.twitter.com/JBS3NRYu0F

8/6/2019 11:01:11 AM olimyracle Join then for an international human chain to from 🇫🇷 to 🇨🇭

- Denounce illegitimate french police violences

- Defend the right to protest

- Show the world people are strong & united

 https://youtu.be/uz2dd0LiwFM 

August 31 2019 - Geneva 🇨🇭

#YellowVests are in more than 26 countries pic.twitter.com/QJyjNpJkOR
8/6/2019 11:01:18 AM jtcrotteau In 2014, during Iran nuclear talks I REALLY questioned what was going on and found a lot of disturbing links. Found an Anon on 4CHAN who said he was 

an insider and Clinton Foundation was the key to all bad. Told some, but none believed.

8/6/2019 11:01:37 AM goyaeq Their combined yearly revenue is over 500 billion, what's 10 billion to them?  Fine them, prison, than declas suppressed medical technologies - 

medbeds, frequencies, cures etc.

8/6/2019 11:01:39 AM lbf777 Who gets that money?

8/6/2019 11:02:04 AM essene_merkabah They are just AI. M12, Q'Anon, the CIA/NSA and Matrix, all of them are part of the same Psychotronic Mind Control AI program to misguide, intoxicate 

and misinform the mass population with half truths. They are brainwashers and usually are oposite one to each other. pic.twitter.com/YLCsIrwEEl

8/6/2019 11:02:32 AM aagent361 solfeggio

8/6/2019 11:02:35 AM mongrelglory Maybe you can tell us more about that some time Zag?

8/6/2019 11:02:55 AM bekolayrichard Death Penalty and confiscate all of the assets.

8/6/2019 11:03:11 AM jamesgdurrett Extra S and misspelled R

SR=Seth Rich

8/6/2019 11:03:34 AM essene_merkabah Don't lose your time with these people. pic.twitter.com/IK0NKgmclY

8/6/2019 11:03:46 AM benny60932533 Have there been pictures of this on Twitter before?

8/6/2019 11:03:50 AM the_it_goddess Maybe its the Tarmac video?

8/6/2019 11:04:15 AM hg_till_vp Yes yes yes...

8/6/2019 11:04:16 AM aagent361 That is true, an experienced investigating team would not move nor stage evidence

8/6/2019 11:04:31 AM mamiemcclure17 Both, #Justice

8/6/2019 11:04:38 AM brian06064735 Seize everything and lock um up

8/6/2019 11:04:42 AM peacemakertrump It’s passed time . People need to know Truth!!!

8/6/2019 11:04:43 AM rikvankempen Personally I don't want to see it, but the world needs to see what we are really up against.

8/6/2019 11:05:35 AM right_sideof Oh gee another bullshit fine after theyve mave billions MORE. Real justice right there

8/6/2019 11:06:23 AM peintress3 Unleash the Krachen

8/6/2019 11:06:52 AM mamiemcclure17 Yes, #DarkToLight #RevealTheTruth #TruthMatters

8/6/2019 11:07:00 AM truthseeker273 I can’t stomach violence in movies so I know that if I watched it knowing it’s real, it would haunt me forever. I cried just looking at the photo that had 

most of it blacked out. I feel the betrayal, the fear, the sadness, the pain, the end. No mercy for any of them. Public now.

8/6/2019 11:07:03 AM junior3922 🤣

8/6/2019 11:07:17 AM aagent361 440 hz which the music today is, causes chaos and allows for mind control...the frequency was changed in the 30's or 40's by the powers of the 

darkness from 432 hz A which resonates with the body

8/6/2019 11:07:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? https://twitter.com/WIREDScience/status/1158540588469358592 …

8/6/2019 11:07:26 AM 1crazy_toaster I saw portions of the HRC / Huma Video. The screams were enough. I do not need/want to see it. Not going to funk up my energy w/ that gook.

8/6/2019 11:07:52 AM hcraig0062_h No but it needs to be shown  people need to know

8/6/2019 11:07:59 AM djlok #UnsealEpstein

8/6/2019 11:08:01 AM jvan125 😳🙈🥴

8/6/2019 11:08:10 AM lightworkercain Misspelling intentional or Twatters doing?

8/6/2019 11:08:27 AM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences 💫

8/6/2019 11:08:32 AM leesarowland Trying to be patient.

8/6/2019 11:08:32 AM mamiemcclure17 Aren’t there 3 HRC videos? 2 with Huma another HRC and a young boy?

8/6/2019 11:08:37 AM love82janet No the one circulating now was proven a fake. Check out Julian Rums Twitter page. Now if this is the original one I’ve heard about for two years 

regarding a little girl’s face & the witch&witches protege, then release it!! Field, Juan & Mad Dog confirmed it’s legit/sick. #Enough

8/6/2019 11:09:07 AM 1crazy_toaster Good thing laser weapons are being used. Keep those giant spider beings away.

8/6/2019 11:09:16 AM jrocktigers YES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

8/6/2019 11:09:25 AM hunk_susan No 😱

8/6/2019 11:09:38 AM slayerofmatrix1 Yes that is true.

8/6/2019 11:10:14 AM mongrelglory Where did you see the video?  Was it released on 8chan before the server went down?

8/6/2019 11:10:33 AM slayerofmatrix1 If it’s real, We don’t need to see that.  You cannot UnSEE it.

8/6/2019 11:10:35 AM antarantanka This is the part of the script when Adam Schiff screams “deep fake”...

I don’t plan on watching it. Some things can’t be unseen. 

I have been aware of the depravity of those who consider us their property and chattel collateral for many years.

8/6/2019 11:10:36 AM realityloominng ALICE is many things..! This is another one of those majestic12 moments 🤩 Thanks for link



8/6/2019 11:11:28 AM a39630340 I personally dont know one person that has not been affected by these drugs. 

They are killing 70k people per year. 

A fine with the fake money that they manipulate is a joke.

Eye for an eye. I've lost a cousin and multiple friends. What have you lost?

8/6/2019 11:12:04 AM antarantanka Figured prominently in Star Trek Discovery Season 1 plot.

8/6/2019 11:12:13 AM teamsterr07  pic.twitter.com/5Rhkmw99qB

8/6/2019 11:12:34 AM 20america20 And still no GoPro on the moon facing Earth streaming.

8/6/2019 11:12:44 AM madrummy3 Prison with an enormous fine.

8/6/2019 11:12:45 AM lindsey_danica Podesta art

8/6/2019 11:13:16 AM dnsewlcx Prison

8/6/2019 11:13:21 AM bioteq Plus, "there is only q" - from the q himself. Which proves mj12 is fake. Likely same guy who does eyethespy.

8/6/2019 11:13:32 AM keith369me I was actually being sarcastic...this is how the media will report it even with 100 eyewitnesses.

8/6/2019 11:13:41 AM debbietttaylor Bring on the video

8/6/2019 11:13:55 AM jhorn3d At least 25 and I meet more every week. Some have really surprised me.

8/6/2019 11:14:15 AM lindsey_danica #PodestaArt pic.twitter.com/1thmuIyOJ8

8/6/2019 11:14:15 AM dwinchester243 Prison! The money is a drop in the bucket to them.

8/6/2019 11:14:25 AM 1crazy_toaster Months ago when the NYPD got their hands on it & it was leaked. It was posted right in here. Forgot who posted it. This was around the time, they 

were both the buzz & at least one of them had the boot monitor.

8/6/2019 11:14:27 AM lindsey_danica #PodestaArt pic.twitter.com/cpa4uaCzjJ

8/6/2019 11:14:35 AM nutranick DeepState activates #sleepercells  of #mkultra ..be safe out there     🌟🌟🌟🙏🌟🌟🌟

8/6/2019 11:14:38 AM brimichelle75 Oh yeeeeeeeh, I forgot about Q 3376

That was a tricky one.  How do we know what’s legit and what’s not??

8/6/2019 11:14:50 AM steve_783cob What she did is done. Can’t change what’s done. The plan should kick into second gear NOW.

8/6/2019 11:15:10 AM kseven110 Well I am going to have to look into this!

8/6/2019 11:15:17 AM phreatomagnetic Depends.

Both should be an option

How about #unsealbigpharma

8/6/2019 11:15:26 AM stormystorm10 Ready 👍 pic.twitter.com/SNqyFuCgnP

8/6/2019 11:15:46 AM bamatitan34 Prison

8/6/2019 11:15:46 AM cidarean Meaning what exactly?

8/6/2019 11:15:56 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1116755343000780800 …

8/6/2019 11:16:13 AM state1union Should be both but this the MO isn’t it!  10 Billion is nothing to these evil 👿 people. They new what they’d pay years ago. They made probably 100 

billion or double triple that to just pay 10 billion.

8/6/2019 11:16:20 AM notqplus 10 days of...

8/6/2019 11:16:27 AM slayerofmatrix1 Both

8/6/2019 11:16:35 AM realityloominng Everyone's consciousnesses are proof of God

8/6/2019 11:16:35 AM waystarroy Bullshiz

8/6/2019 11:16:50 AM mongrelglory Thanks!

8/6/2019 11:16:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 When mass shootings do not take the focus from #UnsealEpstein... https://nypost.com/2019/08/06/strip-club-empire-pledges-to-send-erotic-dancers-

to-area-51/ …

8/6/2019 11:17:16 AM libertyspring99 😂😂😂

8/6/2019 11:17:18 AM mamiemcclure17 Seriously what did he think his so called fans fantasy/reality was? This is so disturbing! If his band member partner said yes let’s do this....

8/6/2019 11:17:21 AM keith369me They should have tried the back side of the moon.   The craft could have been gently guided in by those already there...sarcasm

8/6/2019 11:17:28 AM bdam777 Lol. Click bait for sure.

8/6/2019 11:17:30 AM stormystorm10 That’s so dumb 😪

8/6/2019 11:17:57 AM m101wagner Do it!!

8/6/2019 11:18:02 AM ashleyhonea210 Is it real? If so, I doubt anyone is really prepared.

8/6/2019 11:18:18 AM rlemons94 Nobody i know knows about Q, ive been trying to red pill people whenever i can without triggering them. I work in a grocery store as a clerk. Yesterday 

cust blamed trump for s h o o t e r s, i told them how they have pattern os psych problems drugs therapists

8/6/2019 11:18:20 AM jeffthecurious His name is Seth Rich.

8/6/2019 11:18:22 AM keith369me ETs need eye candy too

8/6/2019 11:18:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big words coming from a Klansman. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7324427/Biden-compares-Trump-Ku-Klux-Klan-claims-president-

abandoned-national-unity.html …

8/6/2019 11:18:48 AM richard07759712 They don’t care about our Laws | Get it!

But you do... and they are happy about that and Abuse you for it.

Choice: Is-be or has-been

The second is a dark, dark path

3 6 9
8/6/2019 11:19:10 AM rlemons94 Any tips for red pilling? I tend to lose my breath when im trying to tell people nudge them in direction of truth/research ive done.

8/6/2019 11:19:13 AM libertyspring99 #UnsealEroticDancersToArea51

8/6/2019 11:19:28 AM qanonsunrise They're actually microscopic.

8/6/2019 11:19:34 AM v_rags Prison

8/6/2019 11:19:36 AM state1union Haha 😂

8/6/2019 11:19:39 AM raklijnstra This is fake. pic.twitter.com/rBQt3Y6mmx

8/6/2019 11:19:40 AM alwaysfinds $10 billion to them is like $10 to the average citizen. It's not enough to make them change. They need time in prison to understand what they've done.

8/6/2019 11:19:47 AM decodematrix An SSP insider said there was big spider creatures on Mars that would eat metal. They would find them attached to the outside of their base eating the 

metal and they would have to go outside and scrape them off. pic.twitter.com/Vmrl92lDrf

8/6/2019 11:20:13 AM libertyspring99 Good to see Majestics keep a good sense of humour. Well played MJ 👍🏻😀

8/6/2019 11:20:32 AM keith369me How about they get shut down and all assets seized and reallocated to the MGA...Marijuana Growers of America.

8/6/2019 11:20:35 AM allahuniversal Disinformation is real.

Disinformation is necessary. 

Which is why I never take Q on face value. #FutureProvesPast rewards the research. pic.twitter.com/yTOkQW3gz0

8/6/2019 11:20:54 AM bioteq Clearly saying video is fake. Twisting words to fit your narrative is exactly what th left is doing. Please don't do that.



8/6/2019 11:21:14 AM realityloominng lock them up.. that's too much ammunition for the cabal to gain control of the news

8/6/2019 11:21:18 AM mongrelglory I agree with everything you both have said above.  I don't watch MSM, and it's hard to find TV programming that doesn't reek of propaganda.  So I 

watch old Star Trek re-runs etc...

8/6/2019 11:21:19 AM keith369me Klasman or pedophile?

8/6/2019 11:21:32 AM coachdadu When the light shine many will be blind! Scars will last forever! Be ready! My prayers 🙏

8/6/2019 11:21:40 AM mistiesmith  pic.twitter.com/J7hh35ACm7

8/6/2019 11:21:46 AM believe_coach I prefer to not forget about Epstein & #NXVIM & their human trafficking, mueller before congress-what was that?, Democrats debates-what were 

they? As for El Paso/Ohio, the Democrats r using loss of life for a political statement=abhorrent & making up a new word-white nationalism

8/6/2019 11:22:03 AM jswdh1 Both

8/6/2019 11:22:06 AM olimyracle Good social test question.

Nobody is ever ready to see such horrible crimes. It saddens me that this happened, and that some are still willing to see it.

Yet, if necessary to go ahead, to wake the world, then so may it be.

Let US build the paradise we desserve before all.

💞 pic.twitter.com/9mfybMgT2s
8/6/2019 11:22:11 AM shushale Oh look, a bait pile.

8/6/2019 11:22:27 AM roaminnoodle Star Trek: Discovery, anyone?

Spore Drive... Tardigrade DNA... Black Alert pic.twitter.com/YRlAavfYER

8/6/2019 11:22:43 AM covertress Look Familiar?

La Grande Maison

The famous street of Sidi Abdallah Guech (Zarqoun), in the old medina of Tunis houses the only red light district in the Arab World, a place where sex 

work is legally regulated. 

Not #Frazzledrip #ClintonVideo

 https://www.shish.info/la-grande-maison-1 … pic.twitter.com/IgyegPYosD

8/6/2019 11:23:24 AM lucidskye Lmao

8/6/2019 11:23:34 AM ethereal_shaman What does everybody get? $1 off their next prescription?

#JustSayNo

8/6/2019 11:23:39 AM stormystorm10 Pretty much since birth which makes it hard to turn it into one point of awakening 😅 I’ve always had a good intuition on my journey and a lack of 

interest on things that are important to a lot of people, and a lot of paranormal experiences

8/6/2019 11:24:00 AM luvleebutterfly We won't let 'em 4get pic.twitter.com/vVN4KXgPD5

8/6/2019 11:24:18 AM scott_rick Yes we know this... so why the hell is he still walking around... or Bush jr, Clinton’s, etc.  drop the intel and let the chips fall where they may!!

8/6/2019 11:24:23 AM richard07759712 Independence Day!💥💥💥💥

8/6/2019 11:25:04 AM kseven110 Thank you!

8/6/2019 11:26:19 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/5oxto8afHb

8/6/2019 11:26:21 AM mongrelglory Not mutually exclusive I'm afraid...

8/6/2019 11:26:52 AM fightforamerica No, and no one of sane mind is, but it must be done.

8/6/2019 11:27:40 AM bobtoptier The video is VERY important but its need to be given on the right moment, as is the 911. I believe these things are the cherries on the pie cream. Saved 

for last. Lets see what happens, personaly im up for the release if it fits the strategical plan of cards played against DS

8/6/2019 11:28:03 AM mongrelglory They were responsible for the deaths of thousands if not millions of people...how can they not be put in jail?

8/6/2019 11:28:07 AM roaminnoodle This meme is for you, #SleepyJoe @JoeBiden:

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/lrIE0j5FEh

8/6/2019 11:28:35 AM _17patriot_ No, but we ALL must FIGHT EVIL together #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 11:28:53 AM love4thegameak Area 51 Strippers..

I Want To Believe!

  https://twitter.com/LitWitit/status/1158136549751611394/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/tO3EFuqd1n 

8/6/2019 11:28:58 AM mongrelglory I second that motion...🙋♀️

8/6/2019 11:29:24 AM monkey_weather Just saw this posted elsewhere.... pic.twitter.com/o2fvZJHEsk

8/6/2019 11:29:41 AM mar4351219 The Wiener laptop insurance file?

Is this why so many NYPD were 187’d 

and “suicided”???

 https://twitter.com/docrock1007/status/996431288574849024?s=21 …

#DarkToLight #DeepStateCabal

#GodBlessOurPolice #BlueLivesMatter 

.@NYCPBA @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/CgishN9VHL
8/6/2019 11:29:46 AM monkey_weather  pic.twitter.com/aeoVlNMsmN

8/6/2019 11:31:03 AM bobtoptier Some people are not in the mood of shock, but its that ecactly what needs to be adressed so action and healing can start. We are not alone anymore, 

we have a strong Q family taking care of eachother, but meanwhile: dont believe all posts, there is just too many bs, timeconsing

8/6/2019 11:31:42 AM luvleebutterfly Tardigrades aka: Water Bears

8/6/2019 11:31:50 AM lisbet30025172 The mantis, reptilians, and spider humanoids...

8/6/2019 11:31:53 AM monkey_weather Fake news, not "does not exist". Then Q says WE CONTROL. 

What Q is saying is that reports of the video floating around on the dark web are "fake news".

8/6/2019 11:33:20 AM slayerofmatrix1 🙏🏼💗🙏🏼

8/6/2019 11:34:21 AM sherrieholbroo3 Where do I begin? Waco? Oklahoma bombing? 2.3 trillion vanishes? 911? JFK Jr crash? “1000 points of light and NWO”? Bloodlines? Bohemian Grove? 

Benghazi? Avid reader, researcher of the truth.  My mantra, where there is confusion there is deception.

8/6/2019 11:34:40 AM slayerofmatrix1 Yes 💫🙏🏼💗✨

8/6/2019 11:35:33 AM inmatemaga Prison!

8/6/2019 11:35:41 AM v_rags This is a fascinating read! Thanks. 💜💜💜. Searching for home. 😉

8/6/2019 11:36:46 AM qpatriotjoan Wrong. Q referred to the Dark Web video that was supposedly released last year as being fake. Then said "We control".

8/6/2019 11:37:03 AM mongrelglory It just want's to be free!

 https://youtu.be/i2g91kKBr0c 

8/6/2019 11:37:07 AM girlawakeinca Search just about anything regarding awakening. I’m grateful someone designed a Wikipedia replacement for us. 🤣



8/6/2019 11:37:08 AM wakenpatriot He abandon the national cabal. He’s not a politician. 

God and country 🕊💛🇺🇸

8/6/2019 11:37:12 AM bobtoptier People posting fake pics is sad, those are not teasers but misinfo. People saying they saw the video are rambling and need attention. A true 

confirmation will come as it is meant to be: upfront, clear and devastating for many. But consider... what will happen after the release?

8/6/2019 11:37:26 AM pixievintage2 Yes..please make sure it gets out on the Presidental Broadcasting system. Gracias!

8/6/2019 11:37:43 AM bluewaterpeople A corporation holds the same rights as a human being, therefore this qualifies for admission of guilt for a crime they commited: drugs manufacturing, 

distribution and sales

8/6/2019 11:37:44 AM aruth85655013 By terrifying the child it make their blood have more adenochtome. They drink the blood

8/6/2019 11:38:03 AM v_rags Hey Zag. I don’t think so because as our consciousness increases in frequency, they will not be able to exist with us. IMO

8/6/2019 11:38:29 AM v_rags True! 😂😂😂

8/6/2019 11:38:30 AM raisethevib369 I want discovery. And retribution.

8/6/2019 11:38:56 AM mongrelglory Space barnacles...

8/6/2019 11:39:05 AM magajedi1745 🤦♂️😂

8/6/2019 11:39:15 AM zagnett The ones (maybe just a few idk really) who are of the LIGHT or strongly seeking the LIGHT might still exist with us though possibly, right?🤔

8/6/2019 11:39:39 AM sumrdream2018 I'm ready for the truth to come out. I don't need to see the video to know that evil and corruption are real.  God bless us all and let truth be told.

8/6/2019 11:40:24 AM roaminnoodle Good find! 

This name popped out to me both times:

Everton Oliveira Rocha

Who is that?!? In my 2nd photo, I am curious if the "M" below the name means male? Having trouble pinpointing who they are though... 

pic.twitter.com/uHx1NhMM2b
8/6/2019 11:41:24 AM bobtoptier People in position could have seen the video, but im more concerned about the mass response after the public release. Its then when things will 

become even more sick and twisted. And we need to know everything! Nothing will stop us then, NOTHING

8/6/2019 11:41:28 AM girlawakeinca This is also discussed in depth throughout Lucid Dreamer. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChQHDn0UcwnijTu7DxgynHQ …

8/6/2019 11:41:43 AM taggarts75 Yes, but will I sleep again 😢

8/6/2019 11:42:18 AM godfamcountry I am certainly ready for her to be arrested if there is such a video, however, no I am not ready for “it”.  Too much for me to handle.  “Those that know 

cannot sleep.”

8/6/2019 11:43:16 AM silents64263909 Yes 100%

8/6/2019 11:43:43 AM mongrelglory Man, the MSM have really expended all of their ammo! 🤣🤣🤣

8/6/2019 11:44:02 AM quarkey17 Both!

8/6/2019 11:44:05 AM robertscharnbe4 Actually, combine that music with MSM rhetoric of hate and discord then ad some pharmaceuticals and Hollywood over the topness... sure it's not 

hard to imagine.

8/6/2019 11:45:18 AM love4thegameak Lol. Someone Appreciates the Humor!! pic.twitter.com/E8Dv0zBLnM

8/6/2019 11:45:33 AM wishfulldreamz We've been making all kinds of noise on FB.  I'm not sure if we're making a difference or not.. but we're TRYING!

8/6/2019 11:45:49 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/S9TX2cMx4y

8/6/2019 11:45:56 AM gruven4sure Prison

8/6/2019 11:46:14 AM alexia_icen I've noticed waaaay more typos on social media platforms after I went full pro Trump/ anti Deep state. I've also gone to fix typos that were changed to 

a misspelling, from the correctly spelt word. pic.twitter.com/sLbKg2kXNF

8/6/2019 11:46:52 AM petebutterjelly Come on! At least prison... ! :)

8/6/2019 11:47:31 AM sherrieholbroo3 If this is the route Q takes, yes, trust the plan. My concern if Treason is exposed first, a spider network is involved, taking down govts, causing unrest 

foreign and domestic. I hope the plan has been crafted with precision.

8/6/2019 11:47:41 AM alicemasci Is this what Tesla meant?

8/6/2019 11:48:12 AM david00997884 We dont need the poison, our friend in very high places are bringing cures and new technology.

8/6/2019 11:48:35 AM plasticjesus6 What kind of doctor r u? Cruz may big toe hurts 🙂

8/6/2019 11:48:59 AM iamyou132 Why not both?

8/6/2019 11:49:16 AM thewatchers1776 Dig first...

Rinse...repeat 😉 pic.twitter.com/Z6uJCkzcaP

8/6/2019 11:49:53 AM v_rags 🤔 have not thought of that possibility. Great point!

8/6/2019 11:50:49 AM buzzltyr2001 Great work! So the Enemy was getting us set up to believe in the fake, to discredit the real.

How did you find the link to the original source?

Or is that classified?😁

Anyway, thanks!

8/6/2019 11:50:54 AM wok68 Thats really brave of you!  Yep it will shock, but needs to be seen to wake people up!  Thanks Doc!

8/6/2019 11:51:30 AM conniecollette3 stormy going?

8/6/2019 11:51:46 AM bbobbio71 An mm d then there's this.. pic.twitter.com/SRj1RTwFtO

8/6/2019 11:52:43 AM natureinspace A human construct used to control us. Another reason why they don't like us trading or bartering for what we need. We might figure out that we don't 

need so much money.

8/6/2019 11:52:45 AM allahuniversal Interdasting, to say the least

8/6/2019 11:52:58 AM laurabusse A step by step plan to take down the cabal

If we knew specifically what it was then the cabal would know too

Don't telegraph your plans to your enemy...

8/6/2019 11:53:54 AM laurabusse You're entitled to your opinion of course

As everyone is to theirs...

8/6/2019 11:54:37 AM richard07759712 Not even close... but, you tried

8/6/2019 11:54:52 AM infidelis_101 If genuine, all I could stand would be necessarily graphic screenshots. I won’t be healthy after watching it just like NYPD officers. I am grateful I am 

human enough to still feel. Indont support its broad release. But to an audience of trusted professionals, etc., yes.

8/6/2019 11:54:52 AM laurabusse Thx zag...

8/6/2019 11:54:55 AM hswcyd Comment? @StormIsUponUs @EyesOnQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1158807254797303814 …

8/6/2019 11:55:05 AM sherryslewis2 Send them to Congress!!!

8/6/2019 11:55:13 AM slayerofmatrix1 His interview with Kimberly Goguen blew me awayyyy. https://youtu.be/EpA1LY3Si6M 

8/6/2019 11:55:16 AM ctone3 Five. Only thru me.                     Alone, just one other.

8/6/2019 11:55:29 AM jonandrogilbert Do you know how I know you're wrong? You can even do the simplest thing and produce a working FE map. Hint: Australia isn't the same size as Russia 

in reality. You know, reality? Get someone to explain it to you.

8/6/2019 11:56:02 AM alicemasci Right. 👎



8/6/2019 11:56:17 AM rizzo1megan 96-felt targeted, experienced a heavy childhood. 

03-in Afg & journaling about why we were even here. 

08-became pregnant with my 1st child/researched GMOS, vaccines, agendas. 

12-thought world was gonna end under Obama. 

15-NDE 

19-🙏🏼❤️truth & thankful for TRUMP

8/6/2019 11:56:33 AM allahuniversal The "why" is what interests me most. MI or not running the Op, what was the ultimate goal? Q provided some insight, and the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

account added even more dimensions, once I found that, re: The Plan for after Q's Plan is complete #Disclosure

8/6/2019 11:56:37 AM richard07759712 3rd in Child tragic’ing

8/6/2019 11:57:12 AM kellrichh Genuine question: for the portion that you did see were you able to make out HRC and huma in it? I’ve seen a few different people describe separate 

videos so I was just curious if from what people have seen, that it was undeniably HRC and her minion. Sick people 😔😔

8/6/2019 11:57:14 AM momislazy11 The moon is translucent pic.twitter.com/lxZoJyMTxX

8/6/2019 11:57:14 AM lorivictoria Epstein’s Kids??

8/6/2019 11:57:22 AM richard07759712 PS missing FF

8/6/2019 11:57:33 AM blaynelannan1 That would be so BADASS

8/6/2019 11:58:07 AM covertress There are two excellent web sources for performing reverse image lookups. 

Upload any image here to find out where it was originally posted:

1)  http://tineye.com  

or

2) https://www.labnol.org/internet/mobile-reverse-image-search/ …

8/6/2019 11:58:36 AM justin75690784 Why do you think two NYC too cops " committed suicide " after they watched the video from weiners laptop. Coincidence?

8/6/2019 11:58:57 AM buzzltyr2001 Yer aweShum!!

8/6/2019 11:59:02 AM laurabusse Same here friend 😊

8/6/2019 11:59:38 AM wwtravelr and only a drop in the bucket compared to the massive profits they garnered over the last 10+ years.  their exposure is on the cusp

8/6/2019 12:00:59 PM allahuniversal 🤔😂🤣

8/6/2019 12:00:59 PM 2wallyworld Hey Joe Biden, who's your buddy?

8/6/2019 12:01:12 PM jonichris1 @JoeBiden quit talking about our president that way.

8/6/2019 12:02:40 PM carmindabrendel 😂🤣😂🤣

8/6/2019 12:03:10 PM johnsville14 Back in the early 90's I remember playing this crappy little video game on an Atari computer called Schoolyard Slaughter. Wonder if it was a psyop?  

Probably.

8/6/2019 12:03:29 PM jonichris1 Needs to come out but people arent going to believe it.

8/6/2019 12:03:38 PM zagnett Wow that's quite a steep descent into a rabbit hole.🧐

8/6/2019 12:03:52 PM toffer_anon_369 Honey Badgers on the Moon?!

8/6/2019 12:03:52 PM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/zELu9g1atH

8/6/2019 12:04:07 PM allahuniversal I ain't clickin that sh...

8/6/2019 12:04:09 PM dericgroup1 Every damn day for 2 years we been told to standby...I been standing by to standby.

8/6/2019 12:04:11 PM horizonvector The past examples were enough for me.  But I do want to see some confirmation that the videos are irrefutable and genuine.

8/6/2019 12:05:16 PM mongrelglory Retired several years ago, but thanks!

8/6/2019 12:05:18 PM jonichris1 18?

8/6/2019 12:06:28 PM mamawofboys Could someone please tell me what the power of 3 6 and 9 mean? Have seen it before but don’t understand.

8/6/2019 12:06:55 PM _the_psychonaut Crazy how Earth is an anomaly😏 pic.twitter.com/Spnb5zlHR6

8/6/2019 12:07:34 PM rawphonegirl *Squirrel!* for thr tin foil hats.  🙄🙄🙄

8/6/2019 12:07:38 PM lisaeva87175171 Amen!

8/6/2019 12:07:52 PM kahkiki Pure evil , great sadness , much heroic justice awaits , Pain coming

8/6/2019 12:08:34 PM tgone4 5 including me

8/6/2019 12:09:17 PM boehmeb Quite a few!

8/6/2019 12:09:28 PM allahuniversal To say more, we all need to keep an extra 👁🗨 on our confirmation biases.

8/6/2019 12:09:54 PM helly_283 I want the tarmac video

8/6/2019 12:10:06 PM wishfulldreamz Being fair, it says the video not WHICH video.  There may be a G rated, but damning video like her casting spells with her witch coven....

8/6/2019 12:10:23 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/1W3aaLdmgE

8/6/2019 12:10:57 PM buzzltyr2001 Now to find out who created the "redacted HRC/Huma" vid cap to throw us off the trail, and "debunk" in advance.

I assume the IC....

8/6/2019 12:10:58 PM youiifindout Yes, not pictures that aren’t even real

8/6/2019 12:11:09 PM lovebayhorses I done 👀!!! Please prepare your selves!!!It's HORRIBLE!!!

8/6/2019 12:11:43 PM lbf777 Both.

8/6/2019 12:13:47 PM gianna43781650 Prison!!

8/6/2019 12:14:15 PM nancyddb Haha, that's great!!

8/6/2019 12:14:58 PM ellyfantluv Can’t do it... won’t watch 😭

8/6/2019 12:15:04 PM jollyrob2 Yeah that water bears fantastic creatures, what’s so special about them besides their toughness?

8/6/2019 12:15:06 PM fairyland66 Maybe this is their next move....🙄 pic.twitter.com/DsqmEnKQCn

8/6/2019 12:15:27 PM aprilbrown99 Look here. Dont look over there.

8/6/2019 12:15:44 PM deplorable_s Both.  

The lesson has to be a deterrent for the future so it can’t happen again.

8/6/2019 12:16:01 PM mirna720 The truth needs to be disclosed.

8/6/2019 12:16:50 PM mariadonofrio10 I’m ready for her to be prosecuted, don’t know if I can stomach any of the evil she’s done!😓

8/6/2019 12:17:44 PM aurorasreality #unsealHRC

#unsealHRC

#unsealHRC

8/6/2019 12:18:16 PM mishkafisch  pic.twitter.com/SLn1pEvKLq

8/6/2019 12:21:40 PM nicpace2 Who in the hell would ever be ready for this monstrosity. Just the audio is so disgusting and sad I cannot believe anybody would even want to see this 

video. This is the most monstrous thing video ever!!!

8/6/2019 12:21:42 PM gamedogg1 Execution...they knowingly pushed these dangerous drugs knowing they would kill many...was veing used as a form of population control! Execute 

anyone who has pushed any drug not curing the disease they are treating! No more treatments...release the cures!

8/6/2019 12:21:52 PM q_17_q_17_q They are pushing this deep fake narrative all the time ... they should drop this crap soon.

8/6/2019 12:23:16 PM dw122896 We’ve been talking about this for almost three years now.

8/6/2019 12:23:26 PM koryoline1 Both! not mutually exclusive!

8/6/2019 12:23:48 PM bbobbio71 Truth Resonates from within.

That's enough for Me!



8/6/2019 12:27:21 PM ragstorm Great!

As much as the #DeepState is trying to distract us, it's not going to happen.

#GreatAwakening

@prayingmedic

@drawandstrike

@Jordan_Sather_

@paul_serran

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Flw2Csz6bI
8/6/2019 12:28:06 PM joeorbit video cameras are very expensive and quite rare.  now let's send some more of our tax money to the jesuits at nasa.

8/6/2019 12:29:12 PM fluffy_unicornd I read/follow lots of accts & read most of the replies. That’s were you really get a true understanding of what is going on & how ppl are 

thinking/feeling. At the end of the day I believe what I believe and don’t worry about the rest. This will happen the way it’s supposed to 🇺🇸

8/6/2019 12:29:13 PM joeorbit murder trials.

8/6/2019 12:29:50 PM jacquiburnett7 😂😂😂😂

8/6/2019 12:30:18 PM btr0g Hell ya, wheres it at!

8/6/2019 12:30:47 PM wildhor52319908 seven bridges road by the eagles

8/6/2019 12:31:59 PM linnyt7 Yes, but am I ready for the effect it will have on the rest of the world?  One way to find out...

8/6/2019 12:32:04 PM enomai_ Was this just some random attempt to throw DNA on the moon in attempts to radically change future event lines? And present day

8/6/2019 12:33:37 PM mannysykes2 Good job. pic.twitter.com/vyM8WTVL35

8/6/2019 12:35:01 PM amyapple0 I don’t care what anyone’s says. No ones ready to see what’s on that video. Once you see something you can never unsee it.

8/6/2019 12:36:13 PM purplefavorite1 Hell yeah!!! Take that you lying media and lunatic liberals

8/6/2019 12:38:28 PM purplefavorite1 We just need it to be legitimate, because we don't want to be called crazy conspiracy theorists

8/6/2019 12:38:31 PM carolin15161363 Im not sure if anyone will be truly ready for something so heartbreakingly brutal.

8/6/2019 12:39:31 PM natureinspace Ahhhh. Like ZeroNet perhaps?

8/6/2019 12:39:54 PM mannysykes2 The censored picture with the captions is fake. Here is the original. pic.twitter.com/WwyxkiEhpv

8/6/2019 12:39:58 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm This is actually true. Blew my Mind.

8/6/2019 12:40:47 PM ewilliams22101 Brings to mind #PodestaArt and possible genetic experiments with clones and cross-clones.  God help us. pic.twitter.com/AKgsaWei3L

8/6/2019 12:41:08 PM mannysykes2  pic.twitter.com/5oOBPQSkNv

8/6/2019 12:41:25 PM jenncbonneville Most be a copy right thing.  I'm in the US lol

8/6/2019 12:41:36 PM dls00741 I ain't going to watch it, but I am ready for it to be revealed.

8/6/2019 12:41:39 PM natureinspace Uhhhh. Yay.

8/6/2019 12:43:23 PM wildhor52319908 ahh yeah happens a lot, hard to share music that way, hurts artists, the arts

8/6/2019 12:43:55 PM chickenswoupmix I don't think I'm mentally prepped for it actually being true.

8/6/2019 12:44:02 PM maryschade14 😣😁😂😂😂

8/6/2019 12:44:43 PM mannysykes2  pic.twitter.com/XVtxO3W5Zc

8/6/2019 12:45:12 PM karensc38678909 Holy shitballs.

8/6/2019 12:45:57 PM carolin15161363 Or they use an iv to get it directly into their bloodstream.

8/6/2019 12:46:11 PM joeorbit our bodies and every material thing on earth is a conscious creation, each atom has consciousness. there are energy patterns that we can call divine 

math. the petals on a pine cone, cells in our body, the leaves on a tree - patterns. intelligent creation. god math.

8/6/2019 12:47:07 PM freestateojones Not sure if I should trust @unclephilly or @snopes on this one... 

Mostly False = Somewhat True

Either way, below is a photo of Joe Biden and former "Kleagle" Senator Robert Byrd. 

Left On Read. https://twitter.com/unclephilly/status/1143939165626806273 …

8/6/2019 12:47:34 PM allahuniversal Yeah, halfchan really got us on that 1.

Lesson : be careful with your own confirmation bias

8/6/2019 12:47:38 PM samsmith0319 Both!!!  Gut their companies of all profits and assets to pay for damages...thrown them in jail for KNOWINGLY harming people!!!💥👿💥

8/6/2019 12:47:41 PM neecieh6111 Doubtful.  

The DOJ/Q Team won't release that HRC video.  Even Q said they will only release 40% of the truth and/or crimes that have been committed against 

humanity.  That video will remain within the 60% NOT RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC.

8/6/2019 12:49:02 PM jooooody that's a bit harsh coming from an ET believer!

8/6/2019 12:49:05 PM cosmic_engineer I know, was very surprised by the #

8/6/2019 12:49:23 PM tjforshage Barry woke me by investigating him it led me to Epstein 10 years ago I've been complaining about Epstein all this time it's finally coming to a head

8/6/2019 12:50:36 PM jessewa25340831 Done with the cryptic crap. Why not just put it out there for everyone to see and understand.  You if all entities should know humans don’t read shit.

8/6/2019 12:51:05 PM jessewa25340831 Of*

8/6/2019 12:51:11 PM tjforshage People need to see the truth to open their eyes and to realize we're not all crazy

8/6/2019 12:52:25 PM agoodyear2015 Do NOT let them pay their way out of this.  Bank CEOs, Big Pharma CEOs and Corp CEOs that cause pain and suffering to millions of people should go to 

prison.

8/6/2019 12:52:38 PM elatedveracity Sorry I’m late to the session.  Are there only a certain number of souls?  Meaning since we can reincarnated here we are not adding additional souls to 

the Universe when a new baby is born?  That part is confusing.

8/6/2019 12:52:56 PM joeorbit almost none. only people that wish to be woken can be. they have to ask.  since we are the power and the glory it comes true. then they discover 

they've been conned by a 6000 year old anti god child snuffing cult.

8/6/2019 12:53:11 PM agoodyear2015 That's what I've always wondered when the banks pay big fines.  Where does the money go?

8/6/2019 12:53:23 PM lovethebeach999 3

8/6/2019 12:53:33 PM linnyt7 Confiscate assets and prison terms.

8/6/2019 12:58:28 PM joeorbit sandy hook was my awakening, it changed my life. angry at myself for not waking up and finding the love of god sooner.

8/6/2019 12:59:05 PM glossyperfecti1 You mean this one? Because nothing that was described in the photo on the left is even remotely visible on the right. pic.twitter.com/oV9CkucuJv

8/6/2019 1:01:10 PM nancyfmplus Settlement AND prison.

8/6/2019 1:01:41 PM samsmith0319 Is Stormy leading the pack?

8/6/2019 1:01:48 PM inthenameoflo19 Nothing can stop what's coming.  Nothing. pic.twitter.com/E9PQrojCK5

8/6/2019 1:01:51 PM laurabusse Very interesting!!!

8/6/2019 1:02:17 PM joeorbit my dentist agreed that meds should not be in the water, it's a dr - patient decision. he said that if he said anything about it he would be drummed out 

of the ADA.  the ada is a terrorists anti god org.  i'm on well water but i do care about everyone, just dont know what to do.

8/6/2019 1:03:34 PM k8lbars Yeah



8/6/2019 1:03:51 PM emilyoakley6 Prison

8/6/2019 1:05:09 PM robin_ked Agreed Thank You LORD🙏 pic.twitter.com/unnaN3xcpn

8/6/2019 1:05:26 PM iddqdkdfa  https://youtu.be/qQBYotVSGLc 

8/6/2019 1:05:53 PM sloangidding  pic.twitter.com/dSDPljtbQr

8/6/2019 1:06:31 PM start313hichq  pic.twitter.com/l2kYf9xIAt

8/6/2019 1:06:33 PM punkbudgie1  pic.twitter.com/SgwKYVBa14

8/6/2019 1:07:00 PM punkbudgie1 Both

8/6/2019 1:07:46 PM sloangidding If it has what's purportedly there, Good Sam laws override.

Felonies override alot....

8/6/2019 1:08:49 PM starehope I realized that when my father died.

8/6/2019 1:09:06 PM gus_short No fake news please!!!

8/6/2019 1:09:42 PM 68_dreamer Will anyone ever be ready? It must be released but I know enough about it that I'll pass. God save the children.

8/6/2019 1:11:07 PM roaminnoodle I am so sorry to hear that! 😢🤗

8/6/2019 1:11:25 PM kathrynkopasz This is the "conspiracy theory" I can't quite accept. That we are living among the "cloned".

8/6/2019 1:12:00 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I'm ready for everything, all this long drawn out drip drip drip and teasing is driving me crazy.

8/6/2019 1:12:11 PM baduinq No it's not a walk in the park. This is massively huge. Unfathomable.  Hard to take it all in. To reprogram your brain,family & friends. Mind BLOWING . 

God help us & BLESS us all

8/6/2019 1:13:20 PM noriornice When the #DeepState gets roasted for being pathologically predictable, their tactics begin to resemble a game of fridge word games... Which wreaks 

even more of formulaic unnaturalness 😂😂😂

Not weird, not weird at all...

#WWG1WGA #Winning pic.twitter.com/r9wkf8j13R

8/6/2019 1:13:40 PM wyatt251 Give it to them they think their ready lol 😂 I can say they are not but everyone need to know how sick these people we are dealing with

8/6/2019 1:14:15 PM joeorbit i took nascent iodine, detoxed my pineal and thyroid. i heard a pop one day and then i can see energy.  the pineal is the eye out of 3d.  from there on 

no cabal secret society occultist  scientist stands a chance against gods message. we are the kingdom.

8/6/2019 1:14:22 PM starehope 😘 Michelle!

8/6/2019 1:14:32 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/5utC_KI_SKo 

8/6/2019 1:14:40 PM markkahre1 If it is, they will claim it's CGI, or otherwise digitally manipulated.

8/6/2019 1:14:46 PM bulldogrescuer FAKE!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/q7P4MkceVn

8/6/2019 1:14:54 PM baduinq No one talks to me anymore. Everyone thinks I'm nuts. Don't want to hear my conspericy theory BS.

8/6/2019 1:15:00 PM amyjack37468809 umm yeah!...BRING IT! Ive been ready for it since the end of 2016 when I first heard about it.

8/6/2019 1:16:00 PM starehope 😂😂😂

8/6/2019 1:16:39 PM bulldogrescuer Yes. FAKE. A victim of a dog attack.

8/6/2019 1:17:23 PM girlawakeinca That was featured on Stargate1 too

8/6/2019 1:17:26 PM infoinsurgency Let’s hope it has nothing to do with this post pic.twitter.com/7pq1VUpOQh

8/6/2019 1:17:43 PM start313hichq Today , I randomly received this on my google earth app... 

Usually get different locations What could this one mean !? pic.twitter.com/m5tAGTFoDZ

8/6/2019 1:18:30 PM 20america20 I hear you have to travel to Saudi Arabia in order to purchase one of these rare ticket items. Oh wait I'm getting my Nazi Jesuits confused with satanic 

sex trafficking cannibals.

8/6/2019 1:19:07 PM 313looper 🤯

8/6/2019 1:19:07 PM terran_sol What a joke! As long as you're a billionaire you get off with a large fine. They should be prosecuted for murder! How many of our people & our kids 

have died due to this poison? They have blood on their hands and we demand true justice!

8/6/2019 1:19:10 PM adsvel Why exactly 6 magnets on the discs (on each) of EM reverse gravity flying objects? Is there some unseen connection with Israels David's star? Thank 

You in advance!

8/6/2019 1:19:50 PM lorirrr 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/6/2019 1:20:14 PM lynngaston83 Either it will wake them up or they will then start denying that the video is real or they may practice the same Satanic rituals that she does.🙄

8/6/2019 1:20:14 PM chemicalodd There is no way this will dropped.  People wouldn't cope. I suspect it's real but no desire to find out. Suspicion should be enough to see her out of the 

spotlight.  Justice will be behind closed doors. Death before it comes to light

8/6/2019 1:20:34 PM richard07759712 🤣

8/6/2019 1:21:27 PM magicianswheel I have just seen the post-adrenochrome-ingestion photos of Hillary and Huma lying on ping pong table at Comet Ping Pong, enjoying the high.

8/6/2019 1:21:52 PM starehope Excellent Z! Thank you! 👍👍👍👊👊👊💕

8/6/2019 1:22:00 PM _reconalpha_ Rosebud

8/6/2019 1:22:36 PM kathrynkopasz Me too! I've always questioned everything my entire life.

I also drive my family nuts pointing out all these things that don't make logical sense in movies and TV shows!

8/6/2019 1:22:39 PM magicianswheel Recognizably both of them.

8/6/2019 1:22:39 PM chrislannon Me too

8/6/2019 1:22:47 PM mongrelglory Orson Wells...😆

8/6/2019 1:22:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233582872.html …

8/6/2019 1:24:03 PM aprilbrown99 I am ready...with a heavy heart.

8/6/2019 1:24:20 PM lbf777 Back into their own pockets because they own the Gov.

8/6/2019 1:24:26 PM opensenseme Hey Biden. People think you simply had Plastic surgery to attach your right ear lobe. One question, why didn’t you do the left as well? I know, because 

it wasn’t plastic surgery, and YOU are not the real Biden.

8/6/2019 1:24:30 PM laurabusse LOL

Good one

8/6/2019 1:24:33 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/XANa1ZI3HT

8/6/2019 1:24:33 PM _reconalpha_ Why would an intelligent lifeform, capable of intersteller travel, ever involve itself in humankind?

I know the planet is valuable, but the animals in this zoo are not worthy of enlightenment, IMHO

8/6/2019 1:24:56 PM amy57201970 Creepy Joe is really desperate. How pathetic he has become.

8/6/2019 1:25:34 PM kathrynkopasz Are you a believer in God? If so, it's a but easier to think of it as "God is USING Trump to affect His purposes / His Kingdom plans".

8/6/2019 1:26:17 PM tammymckeever Yes.  How else will they not be able to walk down the street?

8/6/2019 1:26:30 PM hollylandes Why do you ask?

8/6/2019 1:26:40 PM threefold_flame Same here. I can’t know if someone is a shill or a LARP sometimes but I still find value in reading their tweets. If for no other reason than to see how 

hard they try to spread disinformation. We just need to use discernment.

8/6/2019 1:27:04 PM starehope @AllahUniversal SS = Star Seeds too?

8/6/2019 1:27:06 PM wild8heart All good. Thank you. It’s an endless journey. 💫💫💫

8/6/2019 1:27:25 PM opensenseme That’s just lame

8/6/2019 1:27:32 PM hollylandes Juan and Mad Dog confirmed?

8/6/2019 1:27:42 PM sabrinal43 🤔 Do aliens like strippers? Omg!  "We can move faster than their bullets" 😂😂

8/6/2019 1:27:54 PM keith369me Let’s get Disclosure back on track!!!!!!!!!#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames #UnsealCarisjames 

#UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate



8/6/2019 1:28:06 PM allahuniversal These darn multiple meanings

8/6/2019 1:29:11 PM start313hichq #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein Now💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

8/6/2019 1:30:00 PM hollylandes What about it?  On a side note...I hope the officers were really moved into witness protection program..or if not that they set up insurance of their own

8/6/2019 1:30:00 PM magicianswheel No - it means the Patriots HAVE the video - just as they have so much other information - remember, the NYPD made genuine copies.

8/6/2019 1:31:20 PM gi6stars How bout #WeThePeople send the #DeepState #cabal to the Moon!

8/6/2019 1:32:04 PM magicianswheel Which stand-in was interviewed? She has several - and they all look younger, and in better condition. Teeth, ears, ass-width and neck don't lie

8/6/2019 1:32:30 PM baduinq Everything is a lie. Reprogram my mind.

8/6/2019 1:32:48 PM 3rdeyeview55 😂😉you beat me to it! #StargateSG1

8/6/2019 1:33:27 PM laurabusse I think it's best to try to stay open minded about believing or not believing just about anything especially that which you can't prove to be 100% true 

one way or the other

It's very freeing to stay open and not draw conclusions sometimes.

Just let it be what it is...

8/6/2019 1:33:30 PM qwillow_ I haven’t heard about the NY cops, do you have a link?

8/6/2019 1:34:49 PM kellykreps777 Q did NOT say the video was fake. You are reading it wrong.

8/6/2019 1:34:53 PM jessewa25340831 So fucking what?!?  More BS political theater.

8/6/2019 1:35:22 PM hollylandes Out of curiosity..when I first saw tbis float around I assumed it was a fake. But I did wonder if it was a copy of perhaps something real...to freak out tge 

perpetrators

8/6/2019 1:36:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/Pak93y45oL

8/6/2019 1:37:07 PM libertyspring99 I knew that flex tape guy was Illuminati 😂

8/6/2019 1:37:11 PM lbf777 Wow that's a pretty good meme.

8/6/2019 1:37:27 PM stormystorm10 That flex tape is a scam 😬

8/6/2019 1:37:50 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
8/6/2019 1:38:29 PM djlok @SandiaWisdom better get ready... People are expecting a show. 🙄🙄🙄. #raidarea51

8/6/2019 1:38:29 PM jessewa25340831 Just tell it to the world.  Say it!!!  Stop with the fuckery!

8/6/2019 1:38:36 PM amiwron89190330 More BS investigations. There is no rule of law for elites. Yawn.

8/6/2019 1:39:02 PM fairyland66 Ps...

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

🙏

⚖️⚖️⚖️

⚖️⚖️

⚖️

⚖️⚖️

⚖️⚖️⚖️

🙏

8/6/2019 1:39:16 PM ranger51367 Ready to shed light on the dark occultists because they can't shed darkness on the enlightened,we can't fight something that isn't 

known,definitely,shed light on the video

8/6/2019 1:39:24 PM inmatemaga If they are human yes but etheric they consume looshe. Both do the same thing but to seperate entities.

8/6/2019 1:41:08 PM magicianswheel But it will not occur without the truth coming out, so no one can make excuses or pretend it did not happen.

8/6/2019 1:41:35 PM anonymoussage1 Hmmm. I don't think any such video is coming out any time soon.

Stop spreading disinformation! You sound like a Clown. 🤡

8/6/2019 1:42:09 PM maryschade14 (3Unseal Epstein)x2+3

8/6/2019 1:42:49 PM mongrelglory 😍

8/6/2019 1:44:05 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Given ZeroNet uses our PCs to mirror content posted on the new 8chan, can you give us any assurances that when [MOS] posts CP, 

gore, etc. and it gets copied to our hard drives as part of the P2P architecture, it will not be used by rogue ABCs to imprison Anons?

8/6/2019 1:44:06 PM roohahoo Yes. Give us something... anything at this point. Morale would benefit. We need a giant step forward. Soon.

8/6/2019 1:44:26 PM michael81972 Sounds like you tried the flex tape😂

8/6/2019 1:44:42 PM anthonyspradl12 Nothing is surprising anymore ..I'm popping popcorn

8/6/2019 1:45:00 PM tc89714982 No but it must happen

8/6/2019 1:45:04 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/FZEgFjIb09

8/6/2019 1:45:05 PM cathy36917 Saw this posted on your feed earlier pic.twitter.com/NwFD2z4gMR

8/6/2019 1:46:09 PM blsdbe Love you Char!!! 🥰👍🥰 pic.twitter.com/Zjx6EXhqtR

8/6/2019 1:46:26 PM shannen_robison This would be funnier if it wasn't so accurate haha

8/6/2019 1:47:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly Too many cracks at this point, the dam is about to burst wide open.

"THE FLOOD IS COMING." - Q

8/6/2019 1:48:59 PM genealogisterin If that video exists, and has been in the hands of law enforcement and hc hasn't been arrested then what is the point other than to disgust and sicken 

more of us to the world we have to live in?

8/6/2019 1:49:42 PM stradivariusri1 The problem with seeing it is you can’t unsee it. Ever.

8/6/2019 1:50:13 PM gi6stars It looks like the same picture EXACTLY

8/6/2019 1:50:47 PM urbanedeplore I have benefitted so much from this work, Thunder Bolts of The Gods. It's so incredible to finally have proper physics and the likes of Rupert Sheldrake 

and Wal Thornhill representing our science finally.

8/6/2019 1:50:54 PM canadiancovfefe Yup!

8/6/2019 1:51:13 PM rezurrxcted Part of their plan for years! Music is VERY influential and people are SO BLINDED to that fact! Oh, it's just another song with a catchy beat. Then when 

you read the lyrics it's full of hidden meanings and messages. pic.twitter.com/bBsoSR95Pj

8/6/2019 1:52:43 PM fornodan Search "sheldon triangle shirt."



8/6/2019 1:52:57 PM magicianswheel Blackmail - Aliphant likely filmed all. How else did a D.C. PIZZA PARLOR owner get so famous, noted in articles as a Washington"power broker"? 

Blackmail's how Cabal keeps everyone in line & participating. Leave, they'll make life hell. Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84vbw_flvqA …

8/6/2019 1:53:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Don’t want/need to see it, but to known it’s been released! Yes!

8/6/2019 1:53:56 PM inmatemaga I was given it from a friend.

8/6/2019 1:54:24 PM love82janet Yes and described it in detail. It affected my sleep thinking of that innocent little girl.  Juan also said there was a man dressed as a woman in the room 

when this was done. He didn’t say whom. My guess J. Podesta. There is no punishment horrendous enough for the those 3 POS!!

8/6/2019 1:54:25 PM theawakened2020 I think it's highly likely that demon is a Rothschild.

8/6/2019 1:55:29 PM jimmy24651 No.

8/6/2019 1:56:14 PM xusaf_patriot "thr" and not "the"?  Doubtful this would ever be released intentionally...there would be people taking up arms to hunt down and destroy anyone 

identified in the video. I can't see how this would be made public without resulting in extreme public chaos...

8/6/2019 1:56:39 PM stashu671 Yup bring it bro

8/6/2019 1:57:11 PM johnbasham It's still locked up on that laptop. It's not "in the wild"

8/6/2019 1:57:36 PM magicianswheel And McCain by his side? Gotta keep those poppies growing, and the sex/labor slaves moving along profitably to feed pet projects of the Clowns In 

America.

8/6/2019 1:57:59 PM carol76184778 Tell me if it comes out but I don't think I can watch it.  I need someone I trust to tell me about it.

8/6/2019 2:00:26 PM magicianswheel They will be - NYPD has given copies to the appropriate parties, And everything on the internet is with the NSA. The Patriots have it all - including the 

"missing" servers. And the Source.

8/6/2019 2:01:01 PM xusaf_patriot Both and then *nationalize* the companies and put them to better use creating real cures and serving the citizens of this country!

8/6/2019 2:01:21 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/WwQKFRaoUj

8/6/2019 2:01:32 PM benci_cheri the pic was fake, see in comments below.

8/6/2019 2:02:21 PM magicianswheel Drink another Red Bull and watch what unfolds over the next few months. You will be shocked to learn everything you have been told is a lie.

8/6/2019 2:02:21 PM saylorgirl7 Yeah, just seeing 1 still-shot was MORE than enough for me. I will not watch the video. “The choice to know will be yours.”

8/6/2019 2:03:26 PM blsdbe THIS WINS THE INTERNET!!!

8/6/2019 2:05:32 PM clarkd958 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 2:05:54 PM magicianswheel It takes time to build a case. Arrests will occur over a very short period of time, if not simultaneously. GITMO is ready, along with stateside prisons, and 

prison barges. And Court TV's back on the air. All will be televised, including trials & personal confession to charges.

8/6/2019 2:06:40 PM my2sonznme What does this mean? I should drop my bitcoin and stocks? MJ12 says don’t liquify...

8/6/2019 2:06:43 PM sandymcnally3 I still can't get thru the audio of Podesta torturing that little boy.

8/6/2019 2:07:15 PM wokeprincess2 Way past the time of amusement - we need ACTION!  There’s such a thing as waiting too long ya know.

8/6/2019 2:07:45 PM glittertips1 Where?  How?  The image that’s blacked out that’s floating around is being reported as a fake.  

How can you confirm the interacted images you saw were real?  Just trying to understand.

8/6/2019 2:08:02 PM jvan125 The torturing/killing of a child with Huma 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 #CrimesAgainstChildren

8/6/2019 2:08:48 PM jvan125 🎣

8/6/2019 2:08:54 PM audigamma Stargate Continuum [00:45:33] "Ϙ West First"

Stargate Atlantis S1E3 [00:12:34] #22

Stargate Atlantis S2E11 [00:33:09] "The Prophecy of 

THE GREAT AWAKENING has come to pass. 

The END of DAYS have come." etc etc
8/6/2019 2:09:20 PM gattacus45 supposedly clone, but still horrible pic.twitter.com/X2uEXZKzqZ

8/6/2019 2:11:36 PM nbooker1 Qmap is like a public archive of Q posts. Q does not post to Qmap, rather Qmap pulls Q posts off of 8chan

8/6/2019 2:12:51 PM glittertips1 ANSWER THE QUESTION

8/6/2019 2:13:13 PM magicianswheel All to be videotaped, televised (Court TV), including video verbal/written confessions to charges. Some civilian trials, others to be military tribunals. 

HWB & McCain already met their fates, after confessing to treason, other charges. "W" is singing for his life. Recall funeral?

8/6/2019 2:13:22 PM usarmy17750614 😳

8/6/2019 2:13:24 PM cindafuknrilla I know I cant watch it. I believe it but, will take my friends word.

8/6/2019 2:13:27 PM myname71441768 Worldwide for a reason

8/6/2019 2:13:49 PM magicianswheel Soon. Very soon.

8/6/2019 2:14:19 PM magicianswheel Court TV - it is back on the air for this.

8/6/2019 2:14:40 PM kimberlymclach1 No but justice needs to be done and people need to know!

8/6/2019 2:15:42 PM mercurymesngr3 LOL 😆!!! TRUE HISTORY is CLEAR ! pic.twitter.com/Tg0Y0628il

8/6/2019 2:18:21 PM la_cates I know .... I’m dead on the inside from waiting ... ☠👽😂

8/6/2019 2:18:43 PM mercurymesngr3 TRUE HISTORY ! And STILL the TRUTH TODAY ! Only; The Kicker is ... I S L A M is in FULL CONTROL NOW   !!! pic.twitter.com/F9rb4zR6QG

8/6/2019 2:22:23 PM aagent361 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 time for a Majic Q&A #Qanon

8/6/2019 2:23:08 PM laurelmaher1 I have trouble dealing with what I know now.  I am one of those who can't handle the truth.

8/6/2019 2:23:28 PM duckmeat01 He would be scared to go to a meeting... Drop him off in Mississippi....lol

8/6/2019 2:23:31 PM audigamma SG1 S3E9 Rules of Engagement. Set guy shows up to left of tent wearing Bluejeans @ 38:01. Fine.  [17] seconds later is gone @ 38:18 from tent line. 

But 3+8 =11 and 1+8 =9 hence 38:18 is [9:11] backwards in time!

8/6/2019 2:27:22 PM mg13309180 YES!!! Bring it!

8/6/2019 2:28:21 PM rafngeirdal Did you mean to write the instead of thr or is it one of those willful misspellings. If so. what could the r stand for: Rodham?

8/6/2019 2:29:11 PM kimmeykim1 That’s crazy 😮

8/6/2019 2:29:29 PM southpaw816 Yes, for God’s sake, this crap with the Democrats/Media must stop!

8/6/2019 2:31:12 PM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/HomelandDems/status/1158846043859148801 …

8/6/2019 2:31:34 PM davidsbrown6 Please don’t publish anything unverified! It makes the massive amount of “TRUTHS” diminished.

8/6/2019 2:32:02 PM davidsbrown6 I’m all for exposing her sheer corruption though!

8/6/2019 2:33:22 PM amyjack37468809 exactly... like the "boy who cried wolf" and unfortunately its working



8/6/2019 2:33:27 PM behindenmyline5 Yes.

Q Posts - push "sort" to start at #1: Qmap . pub

#NUNOS

#WWG1WGA

#QANON

#QARMY

#MAGA

#2A

#MAGALIFE

#PROOFOFLIFE

#RUTHLESS

#JUSSIE

#EYESOPENNOFEAR

#ALLYOURBASE

#PAIN
8/6/2019 2:33:52 PM amothann So waiting for Trump rape Video too.

8/6/2019 2:34:03 PM my2sonznme No, I cannot. Sadly. Do tell please.

8/6/2019 2:36:08 PM hohn44 WTF ???? AUG 11 - Golden Gate Bridge ???

@IPOT1776 @Incarnated4EVA

@StormIsUponUs @kbq225

@40_head @RealMattCouch

@LisaMei62 @Jesse_onya_m8

@_hublette @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.facebook.com/TheWhiteRabbitMediaGroup/videos/684235215425393/?sfnsn=mo …
8/6/2019 2:36:38 PM deedeerushforth Yes

8/6/2019 2:39:31 PM my2sonznme Same

8/6/2019 2:40:29 PM fishengine That is not hrc

8/6/2019 2:41:30 PM 02joshuaradwan 😮

8/6/2019 2:41:43 PM my2sonznme Or the new platform 8 Chan is on

8/6/2019 2:41:54 PM kellrichh If there were no children in the picture that would be considered pornographic then I don’t think it would be deemed illegal; but I very well could be 

wrong

8/6/2019 2:42:02 PM parkeracmom13 THIS is really strange....!

8/6/2019 2:42:45 PM melanieanders7 I don’t know that I could actually watch it, but I KNOW it would wake some sleeping sheep. It would light a fire u see their asses to make the changes 

we need. I say, release it!

8/6/2019 2:43:41 PM melanieanders7 Under. Not u see. * typos seem rampant today!

8/6/2019 2:43:55 PM shortshiz69 Yes

8/6/2019 2:44:44 PM kathyst64831070 Noose

8/6/2019 2:44:54 PM dls00741 None of them are hard to accept.  The extent of them is overwhelming, but I've been in these rabbit holes a long time, so acceptance isn't the issue. 

The rabbit hole that surprised me (meaning I hadn't heard of it earlier) is the JFK, Jr. theory.  I had heard all the others

8/6/2019 2:45:05 PM jonjonlives1 Prison

8/6/2019 2:45:19 PM 924christinel Doesn't matter, if by chance it is real, they would release to public, much rather have an idea b4 clicking play. I myself don't believe public will ever see 

if real. People have the right to the truth tho, if fake they should be told that also.

8/6/2019 2:45:23 PM rafngeirdal The abbreviation of google into goog + in the kill box / designation box, could be found on google: “ http://finance.yahoo.com  › quote

Alphabet Inc. (GOOG) Stock Price, Quote, History & News

Find the latest Alphabet Inc. (GOOG) stock quote,”. So GOOG is stock symbol for Alphabet.

8/6/2019 2:46:00 PM amyjack37468809 holy effing sh!t where did you find the pic on the right? did you actually see the video, I know some people have (besides the nypd) when it leaked on 

twitter a couple years ago, but the pic on the left was obviously put out to discredit the real one...like boy who cried wolf

8/6/2019 2:47:16 PM dls00741 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Have any insight on Serial Brain 2 reports?

8/6/2019 2:47:24 PM jonjonlives1 Yes

8/6/2019 2:47:53 PM the_canadien Been floating around on twitter.

8/6/2019 2:48:22 PM 01browndog Agreed, I would be scarred for life based on what I have heard so far.

8/6/2019 2:48:41 PM jay_b83 H

R

C

#CrimesAgainstChildren pic.twitter.com/dYGMftCIjX

8/6/2019 2:49:15 PM libertygal12 No, I can’t see it!  Just take care of business!  “ be careful what you let your soul see and hear”!

8/6/2019 2:50:57 PM amyjack37468809 wow! I believe you... please tell me, is the pic the The🐸#Q Guardian posted on this same thread (just a few tweets up) accurate? is this a still image 

from the video you saw?

8/6/2019 2:52:15 PM skyeward17q I don't think anyone's READY for that. Or much of what's coming. 

But truth needs to come out so we can move forward. Shine a light on it, and let's begin the healing process.

8/6/2019 2:54:32 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

8/6/2019 2:55:24 PM magicianswheel When unable to answer, correct spelling or grammar.

8/6/2019 2:55:57 PM our_return_home YESSS https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwtPUDv6ldM …

8/6/2019 2:56:14 PM melanie84245623 Question is where does the money go?

8/6/2019 2:57:17 PM tc89714982 Makes you wonder why modern music is so hard to understand in the first place. Mumble music.

8/6/2019 2:57:57 PM dancarwells ready or not it needs to happen...... you don't have to see it. The choice is yours.

8/6/2019 2:59:45 PM inmatemaga No not at all. Completely different setting and there was an actual doctor in the room who removed the facial skin from the child's face. Hillary put it on 

and danced in front of the 13ish yr old child while she was still alive. I had to turn it off! It is very gruesome.

8/6/2019 3:00:22 PM inmatemaga I had never seen the above image before

8/6/2019 3:00:49 PM heisnberg69 Thank you was looking for the s



8/6/2019 3:00:59 PM 01browndog unfortunately most wont believe the horrors unless they either see it for themselves or it’s reported on the news. 

I won’t be watching it if/when it is released as somethings cannot be unseen but people need to know.

8/6/2019 3:01:19 PM blsdbe My daughter and I volunteered for the Bernie Sanders rally here in Eugene Oregon. We stood next to the stage, and shook his hand when he left. We 

believed in him. Then he caved to Hillary Clinton. Then I learned about the lack of election integrity. Then I had to #WalkAway.

8/6/2019 3:02:33 PM imabeachbumm Another failed experiment by our government!

8/6/2019 3:02:47 PM amyjack37468809 Thank you! I guess that image was from another snuff film probably done by another sicko that we all know of... oh dear God

8/6/2019 3:02:56 PM truthsoldier411 Yes. The truth needs to come out no matter how horrific or paradigm changing it may be.

In order to cleanse we must destroy the faults, so we can rebuild a better and stronger race.

Phoenix rising from the Ashes.

8/6/2019 3:03:12 PM inmatemaga Yes both

8/6/2019 3:03:26 PM tekcrypt Release it now!

8/6/2019 3:03:52 PM truthsoldier411 $20BN and life imprisonment

8/6/2019 3:04:01 PM aleks8837 And then, [#UnsealStandardHotel]! pic.twitter.com/3j2laMaLHH

8/6/2019 3:04:23 PM magicianswheel What is it, please?

8/6/2019 3:05:32 PM 369369rv Yes

8/6/2019 3:06:38 PM n_gritt I’m interested in how this will be believed by people, considering so much false photoshopped technology today. You almost need these phsycopaths 

to confess on live video on every media outlet for people to accept it as truth.

8/6/2019 3:06:54 PM aussiecomitatus the 'image' 2 days ago was a total fake

 https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/3367061/20052873 …

8/6/2019 3:07:52 PM rafngeirdal The tweet 1 of 3 by Trump might mean the opposite in light of tweets 2 and 3, that the manager of Google was indeed involved with the China’s 

military and that he DID help Hillary in the 2016 election.

8/6/2019 3:08:37 PM bbobbio71 What more can the "Woke"  do to help others?

8/6/2019 3:09:00 PM _369311119 When was the last time, from this time's perspective, that human beings lived free and fully aware of their past, who/what we are?

#UnsealEpstein

8/6/2019 3:09:27 PM inmatemaga Here is the PIECES of it that are on YouTube https://youtu.be/zIbY6jyQpJ8 

8/6/2019 3:09:55 PM candygummow Yes and no.

8/6/2019 3:10:34 PM inmatemaga This is all true and factual evidence btw. None of this is rumors whatsoever.

8/6/2019 3:10:35 PM rafngeirdal The tweet 1 of 3 by Trump might mean the opposite in light of tweets 2 & 3, that manager of Google was indeed involved with the China’s military & 

that he DID help Hillary in the 2016 election. Tweet 2: he’s planning to not so legally subvert the 2020 election. Cernekee is KEY!

8/6/2019 3:10:55 PM amyjack37468809 are you talking about the one on the left or on the right of the girl with the mutilated face? or both? thanks

8/6/2019 3:11:50 PM zagnett Revocation of business licence(s) and bankruptcy. Criminal and civil trials and long sentences for the [people] primarily responsible.

8/6/2019 3:12:18 PM wwg1wga93583681 We do not want their blood money.  Prison suits them right down to the ground. pic.twitter.com/7JSBZyok2b

8/6/2019 3:13:12 PM amyjack37468809 yes I have known that since 2016, bc of all the research I did, but have yet to see the video or a verified still image from it. THANKS!

8/6/2019 3:13:53 PM mscronkat Does this mean we will have to go on the dark web to see Q posts?

8/6/2019 3:14:19 PM kellrichh I’ve been hearing for a few years about the video of them torturing a little girl to the worst extremes, and have seen quite a few people who have 

claimed to have seen it (illegally) via it being leaked on the dark web; but I’d go as far as to say that I doubt the real video was

8/6/2019 3:14:57 PM phreatomagnetic That's what a lot of us think not what MJ12 said.

There are reputed to be several videos.

8/6/2019 3:15:17 PM tc89714982 Drug dealers go to prison and pay reparations.

8/6/2019 3:16:11 PM kellrichh Ever posted on 8chan because that would be distributing child pornography and putting a lot of innocent people’s well-being at risk had they 

accidentally downloaded or watched it and could potentially put a lot of people in jail

8/6/2019 3:16:29 PM cathybivens4 Crimes against humanity should automatically equal prison.  After seizure of All assets.

8/6/2019 3:17:18 PM boomerblaster84 We need something substantial on the scoreboard.  This is shock and awe to the extreme.  It should be more of a normie type disclosure like 9/11.  

HRC video falls under the category of "knowing as much or as little as you can handle"  if it's as bad as I've heard.

8/6/2019 3:18:42 PM _369311119 Prison. Prison. Prison.

8/6/2019 3:19:06 PM kellrichh That’s why you will see a lot of people on here warning others who are asking for the video to not do so on a public forum or on any device/internet 

that isn’t secure and unable to be traced. It’s very dangerous. Just a heads up 😉

8/6/2019 3:20:21 PM inmatemaga I apologize but I am done communicating about it as I am now feeling sick! Very sick to my stomach. I need to go outside and ground in meditation. 

Hope I helped you all. Thank you and I love you all.

8/6/2019 3:21:35 PM inmatemaga You are welcome. Have a good evening...

8/6/2019 3:21:38 PM magicianswheel I am certain all disclosures will be handled appropriately - and effectively,

8/6/2019 3:21:39 PM sueconnor18 Yes and no.😣

8/6/2019 3:22:35 PM space_sloth26 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealUSPTO

#UnsealUSPTO

#UnsealUSPTO

@realDonaldTrump

@AllahUniversal

@zagnett 

RT
8/6/2019 3:23:23 PM jonesy4671 Hey man to each their own. Everyones earbuds are different.  I would bever tell someone their music is garbage thats fucked up i hate when people do 

that

8/6/2019 3:23:44 PM sueconnor18 This looks like the exact same pic minus the person by the bed????

8/6/2019 3:23:55 PM blsdbe That has stopped since the Ridgecrest/China Lake ‘earthquake’, on the west coast at least. Clear Skies!!!

8/6/2019 3:25:45 PM blsdbe I know 3 other people, and this weekend, at a #RedTentRetreat, we Red-Pilled 30 more people!!! In Person, In Real Life!!! pic.twitter.com/RQUAPoXlxf

8/6/2019 3:29:30 PM nocommunistusa That’s the only thing that could wake the normies other than an alien invasion. They are so wrapped around themselves they see nothing

8/6/2019 3:29:33 PM hugsnpugs I certainly remember McCain funeral. Never witnessed a more hate filled room in my life. Then the GHWB funeral when the special people received the 

envelopes. Haven’t heard nor seen W since. 

Thank you for the information on the court tv, etc.

8/6/2019 3:30:20 PM inmatemaga I'm Indigo, doing this type of stuff is part of my mission. I cannot help it. 

I wish I could but I cannot. I feel that by it being on YouTube, piece's of it are already public. People just have to know how to find it. I say fuck it and 

give the people the truth always!

Freedom



8/6/2019 3:30:39 PM anneolsen43 Disbandment

8/6/2019 3:31:44 PM nocommunistusa Disagree we don’t need any more deaths due to false flags. Dumb normies need to wake up n stop being slow, the video would do it.

8/6/2019 3:33:00 PM _369311119 @nea_storm (in profile)

Mathew 10:16

Missing t

8/6/2019 3:33:14 PM pipindfw I would urge you to review the works of Mircea Eliade’s work on the Sacred & Profane—he’s a giant in field of comparative religion or check ... 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/science-vs-myth/extrasensory-perceptions/nirvana3.htm …

8/6/2019 3:33:49 PM matchnumbers67 Is Trump working against the Freemason/Knights Templar cabal? Why is there so much Freemason symbology in everything he does if he is not one of 

them?  Worried that this enormous psyop is going to bite us on the bum..

8/6/2019 3:33:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealPedogate https://twitter.com/axios/status/1158868498426355712 …

8/6/2019 3:34:36 PM stormystorm10 You in pacific time 3:33

8/6/2019 3:35:02 PM jvan125 Gotcha.

8/6/2019 3:38:27 PM love4thegameak RICOs and Intn'l Crimes against Humanity and Children Cases!!

👊🙏So Both Fines and Prison👀💪

8/6/2019 3:38:38 PM candygummow I pray for all of us every day, still don't sleep very well knowing we share our planet  with monsters!!

8/6/2019 3:38:43 PM prmd21801759 Fishing? 🦈 ready but...

8/6/2019 3:39:27 PM inmatemaga We have been very cautious working in the darkness to not allow ourselves to become targets. Mission failure if we die in our vessels. We are now 

beginning to come out into the open to do our work and lemme tell you, it is scary big time. None of us cares about dying at all...

8/6/2019 3:39:49 PM tinman_q I think the better question is.....Is the WORLD ready??

8/6/2019 3:40:16 PM inmatemaga But the ones we leave behind hurting, we do care a whole lot about. We cannot let them be in pain cause of us. Double edged sword! Shitty

8/6/2019 3:40:27 PM the_canadien  https://twitter.com/bruno062418/status/1158797457410658310?s=21 …

8/6/2019 3:42:51 PM inmatemaga Stage is set

8/6/2019 3:43:03 PM cocopuffster12 Such a kind reply! So very sweet! 😘

8/6/2019 3:43:51 PM mile_high_mamma I’ve always believed that there was more to the government that met the eye.  Always questioned it.  Then I learned about Q and was surprised and 

excited for validation!  Finally stopped feeling alone.  Now I am always trying to open the eyes of others.  #GreatAwakening

8/6/2019 3:44:24 PM flubbynutty Previously in PEDOLAND...

8/6/2019 3:45:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 This will royally backfire on [them].

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. https://twitter.com/HomelandDems/status/1158846043859148801 …

8/6/2019 3:45:54 PM daddygoat22 Hopefully it will force the Q...

8/6/2019 3:46:10 PM 8notables Force the Q

8/6/2019 3:46:20 PM joni_apple_seed They are really screwing up now! pic.twitter.com/B106hV1CHs

8/6/2019 3:46:24 PM blsdbe Imma keep Focused on the Success of the #TheGreatAwakening, MJ. Y’all keep pluggin. #WRWY

8/6/2019 3:46:39 PM luvleebutterfly Can't wait for this!

The truth needs to come to light ASAP

8/6/2019 3:46:50 PM jvan125 Can you help me out with what THIS nonsense is all about? 🤯🤬 https://twitter.com/saracarterdc/status/1158815225459683328?s=21 …

8/6/2019 3:47:45 PM jswdh1 she says...ooops that hasn't happened yet.....smh.... pic.twitter.com/4cNiB0fbsy

8/6/2019 3:48:06 PM michal_sheli In Israel I know one and he has started to follow thanks to me and yet he does not quite get it

8/6/2019 3:48:14 PM nixontweets Guess all the human race can do is keep posting hashtags. Because when people BEG their leaders they to address global systematic child rape, they 

handle being brushed aside by flooding the timeline dank memes. Goddamn. What a way for our species to fizzle out.

8/6/2019 3:49:24 PM stormystorm10 Why does everyone want to blame someone else and not take responsibility 🤷♀️😪

8/6/2019 3:49:54 PM blsdbe Is that because many of us have already started the Ascension process through #TheGreatAwakening?

8/6/2019 3:50:13 PM wokepatriot1776 Still not sure how I feel about “Nothing can stop what is coming”. Sounds amazing in theory, but in reality it’s a little scary to think what is actually 

coming that can’t be stopped by anything. Sounds biblical to me.

8/6/2019 3:50:51 PM allahuniversal Desperation and distraction. Last ditch efforts before #DECLAS

8/6/2019 3:51:12 PM rbelcastro2 Problem is, is that they all weren't like that. Unfortunately,  it's throwing everyone in the barrel vs the specific people that should be held accountable. 

As they say, don't throw the baby out w the bathwater!! This applies everywhere!

8/6/2019 3:51:34 PM iiinsanitea_ Disinfo. https://voat.co/v/GreatAwakening/3369589 …

8/6/2019 3:52:01 PM blsdbe This!!! pic.twitter.com/90ruAXYIgj

8/6/2019 3:52:31 PM zaraawakened  https://twitter.com/ZaraAwakened/status/1158873149586513925 …

8/6/2019 3:53:49 PM inmatemaga I hope so but if not, it has no relevance. I am still going to accomplish my duty to humanity no matter what! Thank you all very much and I love you 

sincerely! 

Namaste

8/6/2019 3:54:11 PM identityasxy .

Great find Joni!  Thnx

8/6/2019 3:54:44 PM blsdbe Once the Event occurs, will I be able to travel to other planets before I am finished living in this BE?

8/6/2019 3:54:56 PM smhiggs1109 Shooter dis not post it on 8chan. He posted it on @instagram someone else loaded it to 8chan. Wtf? Why is everyone but the shooter responsible?

8/6/2019 3:55:04 PM jswdh1 Voat....😂🤣😅

8/6/2019 3:55:21 PM mongrelglory Do you want to go to Risa Christine? 😁

8/6/2019 3:56:17 PM lbf777 No matter what these idiots do, it boomerangs back and hits them in the head.

8/6/2019 3:59:55 PM jvan125 These people should be in jail. I am sick of this. I get the need to be patient but it’s SO HARD to see the beating POTUS takes day in and day out. He 

may be ‘ok’ with it but my empathy is raging for him lately. #VentOver #TrustingThePlan #GODBLESSPRESIDENTTRUMP 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌍

8/6/2019 4:00:33 PM dougfasho  pic.twitter.com/FIsOWbFZAp

8/6/2019 4:01:41 PM z00mz00m4 A) all of the information to the DOJ, make public a recommendation, the truth comes out, the entire world realizes how much the US is meddling in 

foreign affairs and we go to war. civilian population realizes how much foreign money influences out government and a civil war

8/6/2019 4:01:51 PM z00mz00m4 B) You cherry-pick the data to implicate the people already in the eye of public opinion, so the chips

fall on the heads of a select few and the whole system does not crash.

C) You do nothing and watch the unstable political climate to gauge how you will respond.

8/6/2019 4:02:10 PM z00mz00m4 are these the 3 options you are referring to?

8/6/2019 4:02:28 PM seybird11 Psychopaths do not know fear and never believe their own demise is possible



8/6/2019 4:02:36 PM ckay54 Congress will accuse him of allowing the shooters manifesto on the boards.  He'll be able to prove time stamps and possibly locations where it was 

posted.  It came in after the shooting.

Hope the Q team is in contingencies, they always said this day was coming.

Ask the Q.

8/6/2019 4:03:07 PM anneolsen43 I believe DeSantis has been groomed to be major role in cleaning up Florida

8/6/2019 4:04:07 PM mongrelglory They need to investigate and dismantle the CPS system next...

8/6/2019 4:04:10 PM iiinsanitea_ MJ12....😂🤣😅

8/6/2019 4:04:15 PM parlingirl Just thought it was crazy cause last year i was talking to my brother about some weird stuff i was dealing with and he told me about an experience 

exactly like you describe.

8/6/2019 4:04:19 PM ralphs24381648 There he goes touchy feely again

8/6/2019 4:04:32 PM jswdh1 I feel the same! We have to know!

8/6/2019 4:05:19 PM iluvkayakingtoo Yeah, everything backfires.

They seem really deterred by that.

8/6/2019 4:05:44 PM ms_cheevas Sounds like this Q post.. pic.twitter.com/FlmhbMrs55

8/6/2019 4:06:18 PM madrabbit917 Are you serious???

8/6/2019 4:07:01 PM inmatemaga He has powers like myself and this is why we are approached. They cannot directly interfere as it is against the galatic codex but they can try to change 

us. That's what they were trying to accomplish.

8/6/2019 4:07:51 PM randigerber Really, we just want to see Hillary behind bars. None of us want to watch her abuse a child.  We want to see her punished for it. Arrest that evil bitch 

already!

8/6/2019 4:07:55 PM darrenrich63 Whats coming. .more free passes

8/6/2019 4:08:03 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein

#VinceFoster

#TheOctopus

#PromisSoftware

#MichaelRiconosciuto's

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q72ybKlX_hg&app=desktop …

Put the puzzle pieces together. Shift through what I have dug up.
8/6/2019 4:08:15 PM tracybirk1 Which one?

8/6/2019 4:08:41 PM iluvkayakingtoo I'm sure they'll be so embarrassed that they'll activate several more sleeper cells.

8/6/2019 4:09:51 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein

#VinceFoster

#TheOctopus

#PromisSoftware

#MichaelRiconosciuto's https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=m1GEnF1pdZ0&feature=youtu.be …

8/6/2019 4:10:04 PM lbf777 Those pedos stole thousands of children. They still do.

8/6/2019 4:11:35 PM defy_gravity987 I find Twitter "extreme" and 8chan "sane and jovial". Correct, it will backfire just like the Mueller testimony backfired a couple of weeks ago.

8/6/2019 4:11:41 PM sandyshuze Like it. Stay focused. pic.twitter.com/l2bW9RNroR

8/6/2019 4:11:50 PM qanongroup Chips are following in their places.

8/6/2019 4:12:10 PM theyoungearth1 Giant psyop.  Even if real, no one will believe with deep fakes around. It will ultimately be used to ban more, doubt more and no one will be able to 

trust any videos anymore which will play into their hands.

8/6/2019 4:12:10 PM madrabbit917 They can't show that

8/6/2019 4:12:18 PM sandyshuze Thanks!

8/6/2019 4:12:23 PM bubusmc  https://brassballs.blog/home/cia-and-fbi-and-hillary-clinton-use-crowdstrike-software-to-tap-and-collect-and-sell-surveillance-information … 

pic.twitter.com/lBP6TkeZZc

8/6/2019 4:12:41 PM liberatedno What are we looking at here? What are they doing?

Is that Marina Abramovich in that chair?

8/6/2019 4:12:48 PM allahuniversal No worries.

Btw, does he look beat to you?

If anyone is I  their 70s and still concerned about what people say about them, they have long overdue self esteem issues. 

He's doesn't have that problem, he's got more important work to do. https://twitter.com/JohnWHuber/status/1158862542468349952?s=19 …

8/6/2019 4:13:42 PM nick_2c Hey Q you listening?  Where is the justice.  We need to see some justice.  The longer we go without any Justice we the harder its going to get to reach 

people

8/6/2019 4:13:59 PM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/v8El3oaufr

8/6/2019 4:14:12 PM jswdh1 You're on their thread so......

8/6/2019 4:14:50 PM winklerburke Um... Running Amok discovered in 1770 by Captain James Cook, English swords banished?  No, no they weren't.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Running_amok …

8/6/2019 4:14:55 PM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/gYCgDE3le9

8/6/2019 4:15:22 PM iluvkayakingtoo Or maybe it'll be proven that the manifest wasn't uploaded by Crusius to 8chan, and they'll start wearing  http://qmap.pub  t-shirts on Love Island.

I guess anything's possible.

8/6/2019 4:16:31 PM iiinsanitea_ Following != endorsement. It's more of a interest with healthy suspicion.

8/6/2019 4:17:17 PM destinlola OH! [THEY] decided what they would pay for being drug pushers? How very magnanimous of them. 

Make it 10 BILLION!

8/6/2019 4:17:50 PM cue2_c99 Knowing the type, you would think that after being beat up using the old "I'm rubber, you're glue" saying, they wouldn't forget it??

8/6/2019 4:17:57 PM destinlola YYEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSS!

8/6/2019 4:18:13 PM ms_cheevas Don’t forget this GOLD nugget.. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/03/trumps-federal-reserve-pick-judy-sheltons-economic-

policies.html?fbclid=IwAR3l7BurxNvRdoEQcmTMe1d03EzobI7xb3olUkgHBOdrTMgU-gMBJb8eSFo …

8/6/2019 4:19:46 PM ms_cheevas Another GOLD nugget... https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/5404?fbclid=IwAR3mb5ZR28uPcqI7hAS3XkKNFLsdfZn8SI-

Hz3kRuryo41aKjKMm7J5RTIg …

8/6/2019 4:19:54 PM bubusmc So Warburg Pincus and Google funds Crowdstrike. Dimtri Alpervtch is a founder of Crowdstrike. 

Lets see the connections to Warburg Pincus. Can you say "Federal Reserve"? pic.twitter.com/wP3jS8ZV2u

8/6/2019 4:20:54 PM wiidmam1 i agree with this. we owe it to the children.

8/6/2019 4:21:06 PM inmatemaga No. Someone gave it to me.

8/6/2019 4:21:35 PM t_hayden07 Perfectly said.



8/6/2019 4:21:53 PM mongrelglory It's a battle between good and evil...

8/6/2019 4:22:27 PM ms_cheevas Most recent GOLD nugget from last night.. https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-05/national-emergency-loophole-how-trump-can-intervene-

market-crush-dollar …

8/6/2019 4:23:26 PM mongrelglory Oh!  Wouldn't that be the perfect venue for someone to #AskTheQ! 😃

8/6/2019 4:23:28 PM w0nderboi This is stage setting for Q, rather than a backfire. I can smell it. Why MSM doesnt cover Q despite the signs during the rallies? Because they know Q is 

legit. They cant stop it anymore.

8/6/2019 4:23:36 PM genealogisterin I agree it can take some time but not years. Time often works against prosecutors as evidence gets destroyed, witnesses memories aren't as good or 

witnesses flat out disappear. She hasn't even been questioned, right?

8/6/2019 4:24:26 PM esrevorter On it ;-)

8/6/2019 4:24:59 PM daveelton33 Steve Hooper is a 30 year veteran of the FBI. Hooper said the El Paso shooter, during interviews, says he was triggered after watching the DNC debate 

where all the candidates raised their hands to provide “health insurance” to illegal immigrants.

8/6/2019 4:25:50 PM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/MlTunFWxYN

8/6/2019 4:27:35 PM catvllvsverona So, basically they want to discuss #QAnon at the Congress.

Would be quite the show.

All the news cycle would be forced on Q. Mass redpilling. That would be HUGE.

Let's see what will happen. 

#Q #DarkToLight #Qarmy

#WWG1WGA #PatriotsUnite 

via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @martingeddes https://twitter.com/HomelandDems/status/1158846043859148801 …
8/6/2019 4:27:46 PM esrevorter Cyclopes of the Dick Fagina Chopper ;-)

Cocaine is a bitch ;-)

#V pic.twitter.com/n7IalNJ9sC

8/6/2019 4:27:58 PM kwititalready Yes. We have to bear witness to the victims for the atrocities they endured, and stand up against the crimes.  It is precisely because people look away 

that this stuff is even allowed to occur. Time to grow up.

8/6/2019 4:28:45 PM bubusmc  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Schiff …

8/6/2019 4:28:51 PM martingeddes These people really are morons.

8/6/2019 4:28:57 PM bubusmc  http://www.tomatobubble.com/id695.html 

8/6/2019 4:29:06 PM meldance00 I hope they ask the Q #qanon

8/6/2019 4:30:00 PM 1_decided_voter Blocked by paywall for me. Safe to assume the headline says it all?? If not, anyone got a capture of the article?

8/6/2019 4:30:08 PM mongrelglory The only bigger venue would be if they were to ask the question during the Super Bowl half-time show...😁

#AskTheQ

8/6/2019 4:30:09 PM memewarrrior I'm ready for something to happen...DECLAS would be awesome

8/6/2019 4:30:31 PM therealhoov77 Agree... This account is a terd. He retweets this shill shit. pic.twitter.com/QLYqFmWrRs

8/6/2019 4:30:46 PM momekool1 They shared a clip of it a while back to show us proof of how evil/sick/vile these people are. And the good guys are having to fight with these people. 

But this is The Holy War & God wins!

8/6/2019 4:30:53 PM cherylaki7 WTH??????

8/6/2019 4:30:56 PM bubusmc We have Paul Warburg, (Fed Reserve) with links to the Rothchildes, through the Schiff's who is linked to Warburg Pincus, who funds Crowdstrike, who 

is linked to Bleach bit of Hillary Clinton's computers, Who is also linked to FISA abuse on Trump.

Anything I miss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/6/2019 4:30:58 PM whodat007 Hope you are right. A tweeter I respect laid his case for why Trump is about to disavow Q. I hope this is just a dark part of the movie before the heroes 

win.

8/6/2019 4:31:19 PM kits_cross Absolutely!

8/6/2019 4:31:26 PM love4thegameak  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1158809048961015808?s=19 …

8/6/2019 4:31:35 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/1WvTmOT4kl

8/6/2019 4:31:40 PM whodat007  pic.twitter.com/QMr26DxbCC

8/6/2019 4:32:04 PM dee_fogle Boomerang.

8/6/2019 4:32:04 PM state1union These are twins 👯

8/6/2019 4:32:08 PM catvllvsverona Too much... IDK, sometimes it looks to me like someone is forcing bad actors to act against their own interests. Are we watching a movie? (they remain 

stupid, btw) 

Thank you for the RT!!!

8/6/2019 4:32:09 PM mamiemcclure17 Quite, #Interesting, Will they ask the most important Question? Will this be a Que for MSM to cover the Quagmire topic that has them Quivering? 

pic.twitter.com/EvFPzGON1P

8/6/2019 4:34:11 PM bubusmc  https://educate-yourself.org/tg/TCUriconosciutosummary.shtml …

8/6/2019 4:34:30 PM thesacredrebel They obviously didn't learn a lesson after that experience with @RealCandaceO

8/6/2019 4:35:29 PM bogator86 12

8/6/2019 4:36:18 PM dstacysims He can tell you more than that.  He can tell you that the letter the El Paso killer wrote was posted by someone else.

8/6/2019 4:36:41 PM momekool1 Btw the clip I saw was in a youtube video for a day. It showed something like 15 seconds. I heard 2-3 seconds of screaming on a night vision clip & it 

made me sad to my soul. I've done much praying for the babies since then. 😪

8/6/2019 4:37:04 PM mamiemcclure17 #QAnon pic.twitter.com/CPKFRXAtJz

8/6/2019 4:37:22 PM nea_storm 5:5  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8dPQcXXw4M&t=5s … pic.twitter.com/Kmb1fnNSkQ

8/6/2019 4:37:45 PM kristinemontel1 I am NOT Afraid, Distracted, or even Sad. I’m Pissed Off, Focused, and More Determined then EVER to EXPOSE these Evil, Selfish, Monsters! It’s so 

Obvious to me what is going on here, and I’m Amazed that others Can’t See it.

8/6/2019 4:37:47 PM mongrelglory The title is:  "Florida governor orders state criminal probe into Jeffrey Epstein case". (Epstein's work-release arrangement).  Ron DeSantis is doing his 

job!

8/6/2019 4:39:31 PM catvllvsverona Right! OMG what a show...

8/6/2019 4:39:44 PM esrevorter This whole fiddling with DNA ugh.    None of it would survive the filters.   But nature always wins when bits are 2 ;-)

8/6/2019 4:40:58 PM colejoey7 wtf?

8/6/2019 4:41:27 PM bubusmc  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mortimer_L._Schiff …

8/6/2019 4:42:46 PM rachaelangelm Wow everyone that people don't like just get letters like they have to show up. That's not a subpoena. That's not how our system works that's not a 

committee that's not a hearing slow your roll Lefty's

8/6/2019 4:43:29 PM breechgeek LOL!!! I get it!!! How do you make found info evidence??? You have a Congressional Hearing!!!!!! BOOM BABY!!!!

8/6/2019 4:43:49 PM momekool1 And no. No one is. I'm a victim of child abuse/neglect/rape & no one should ever have done that let alone want to watch that. If that is HRC in the 

video wow what a world that she was our first lady!

8/6/2019 4:44:26 PM deequi1 Good! Call these shills out😠

8/6/2019 4:44:28 PM kzcreek Yes.. although my mind says NO! It’s gonna be horrible

8/6/2019 4:45:32 PM justhashtagnews Cant wait to see it. pic.twitter.com/jx7aIyYuih

8/6/2019 4:45:55 PM drogeanon No mention of Q anon there. They want to discuss 8chan. Wishful thinking to imagine they're going to expose Q to the light of day other than to 

ridicule it as part of 8chan's extremism.

8/6/2019 4:46:16 PM deequi1  pic.twitter.com/c0rlFD0s8X



8/6/2019 4:47:22 PM keith369me Back to what matters:  #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
8/6/2019 4:47:54 PM magapowered After this past week with those on our own side condemning "white nationalists" (whatever this is) and pushing for #RedFlagLaws, perhaps MAGA 

should find out more about the "plan" before we decide whether or not we support it.

"Trust the plan"

8/6/2019 4:48:14 PM smallcaps14 I wonder if they will try to avoid to talk about Q. 

Is it even possible to avoid the Q topic?

8/6/2019 4:50:03 PM starehope Seems like a good read. I love the time perod but not paying over $50 for that.

8/6/2019 4:50:16 PM brenda06786642 August is turning into a very hot month!

8/6/2019 4:50:21 PM catvllvsverona Even if the Reps who called for the hearing don't want to discuss Q (and we don't know, because "extremism" is a vague word, and Q has been labeled 

a "far right conspiracy" = "extremism"), to me it's very unlikely that a topic like this would not be discussed. Every Rep can ask.

8/6/2019 4:51:29 PM jimmy24651 “We may have to force the Q.”

8/6/2019 4:52:03 PM unfittwit another one? I've seen way too many of that lizard

8/6/2019 4:52:14 PM catvllvsverona For not long now, to me

8/6/2019 4:52:27 PM fmrbbronie MorAns. KeK

8/6/2019 4:52:58 PM manifest_utopia Jim Watkins speaks very eloquently & intelligently in that video posted earlier today. He'll be an Excellent character witness for Q & Anons. 

Vibrationally cabal can't win + they really are stupid. 

Never thought I'd be 🤣🤣🤣 so much during ds/cabal fall, but I am. #WWG1WGA #Q

8/6/2019 4:53:22 PM olimyracle Or I win

Or I learn

Illusion of Time

Creation of Intention

Know my Faith

Know my Love

💞 pic.twitter.com/dV7tgF29Qn
8/6/2019 4:56:32 PM big081574 Yes indeed. Mrs Lesko & Mr. Ratcliffe are on that committee!

8/6/2019 4:56:37 PM catheyr6 I don’t think I’ll ever be ready for that!

8/6/2019 4:57:45 PM destinlola Less than 10. Four brand new. Want me to demonstrate. 2 tonight 😊

8/6/2019 4:59:18 PM drogeanon It would be awesome if they do and if it goes beyond a negative soundbite.

8/6/2019 4:59:26 PM mikejon87591820  pic.twitter.com/tFA9036peB

8/6/2019 5:00:38 PM luvmypillowmike OMG they are so threatened by all of us on social media, and anywhere there is a showing up truth and support they have to bully and intimidate and 

try to close it down  #Morons

8/6/2019 5:00:56 PM unlvsall LOL GOOD ONE IT'S JUST A BANDAGE TO ME

8/6/2019 5:04:11 PM disfellocated Haha, could you imagine? “We could use the Terran’s unique...spunkiness...in the arm of this galaxy.” 

Wait, that happened in SG-1, right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

Where do I sign up?

8/6/2019 5:04:16 PM rafngeirdal So is Joe Biden a Klansman, meaning that he is or has been a member of KKK, which again could be an abbreviation for “Ku(n?)” Klux Klan and has to do 

with men dressed in white costumes with a pointed hood, that look like ghosts?

8/6/2019 5:07:24 PM ricca_19 Will have to acknowledge #Q 😎

8/6/2019 5:07:47 PM ricca_19 Time zones???

8/6/2019 5:09:19 PM disfellocated Probably the key to the Question.

8/6/2019 5:11:11 PM keith369me This is going to be a sh-t show with both sides shouting down the truth

8/6/2019 5:12:44 PM rachaelangelm As ready as I will be.

8/6/2019 5:13:33 PM state1union Lol 😂 Sick isn’t it

8/6/2019 5:14:01 PM eyegloarts 🤭They want what? 🤭😁😆😂😂🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/6qf6YszCGe

8/6/2019 5:14:33 PM deedeerushforth No deal can’t buy a life back

8/6/2019 5:15:20 PM nixontweets Much appreciated. Thankfully you, me & other active thinkers won’t be fizzling out any time soon.

With that said, if you want something done right...

8/6/2019 5:16:49 PM shellybean99 I sure hope so!! We need it down here!

8/6/2019 5:17:52 PM catvllvsverona It would, indeed. Let's see, we can't know what will happen, they might also revoke the hearing if they fear it would backfire. Let's wait for 

developments.

8/6/2019 5:18:07 PM dlhay Same. It will ruin your soul.

8/6/2019 5:21:00 PM rafngeirdal I watched the video. Thank you. It was very well presented. The name of the main place also has ping pong in it. Then there is the Besta pizza place, so 

these were actually THREE companies.

8/6/2019 5:21:44 PM grapejelly007  pic.twitter.com/C5UkGllJEG

8/6/2019 5:23:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q should post on MSM news websites, therefore the deep state would be forced to take down the MSN, just because Q posts there 😂😂😂😂😂

8/6/2019 5:24:37 PM dlhay It's a snuff film, how can it be shown?

8/6/2019 5:24:38 PM mongrelglory Yep!  All connected business-wise.

8/6/2019 5:26:08 PM maryinmay I’m still waiting for the space junk to be cleaned up.  But, nooooo, cannot do that either.

8/6/2019 5:26:28 PM nanablue37 That's how I feel also.

8/6/2019 5:28:18 PM marksw_q Satan is a powerful friend to have her hit list is in the hundreds not to mention her sacrifices to Moloch👿pure evil

8/6/2019 5:28:49 PM thewatchers1776 It’s disinfo. Original source and motive unknown... but most likely dithers down to 2 options: 

-Attempt to discredit the movement.          OR                                                                 -Attempt at “Twitteriety” 👎. Does appear to be a still from a film set

8/6/2019 5:29:23 PM dlhay Not those others

8/6/2019 5:33:47 PM qpatriot06 Absolutely!

8/6/2019 5:35:47 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein https://www.cernovich.com/jeff-epstein-files/ …

8/6/2019 5:35:53 PM stormwatchgirl Whoa!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been pushing this migration...

8/6/2019 5:36:57 PM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1158895776111702016 …

8/6/2019 5:38:53 PM anncynw Appox 10, but a group online approx. 250



8/6/2019 5:38:54 PM bubusmc  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=yKPdbEAmWGE …

8/6/2019 5:39:04 PM bubusmc  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=yKPdbEAmWGE …

8/6/2019 5:40:51 PM robbo1992x #Panspermia

8/6/2019 5:43:56 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein https://mobile.twitter.com/Quancth/status/1158883182407667712 …

8/6/2019 5:44:00 PM disfellocated Cockatoos? pic.twitter.com/Cy9p6ZsHa1

8/6/2019 5:44:15 PM thewatchers1776 Agreed. We originally thought it plausible at first glance, but odd they would scribble/block out entire characters/objects in the frame (which later 

proved to not be there) 🤦🏻♂️

8/6/2019 5:45:04 PM ryan35381162 A reset to gold would leave dollars with no value. But a stock value is backed by a company and would convert to the new currency. It would destroy 

the canals assets and use their crash and buy scheme against them. Correct?

8/6/2019 5:46:06 PM robinabank4 I want 2C JUSTICE but also want 2 make sure its COMPLETELY snuffed out ! SHIT runs deep,WE ALL know &have watched 4  DECADES how [they] have 

been systematically weakening US(A). There was a time when mass shootings were barely heard of. If u look back WHO were behind those?

8/6/2019 5:46:19 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein

 http://community.seattletimes.nwsource.com/archive/?date=19910829&slug=1302615 …

8/6/2019 5:46:24 PM kalamojakka thr = Thursday?

8/6/2019 5:46:58 PM kevthatruf Doesn't seem like itll come out without being edited or something

8/6/2019 5:47:12 PM kerryactivism So-called "White Collar Crime". it's a multi-tiered justice system.

8/6/2019 5:48:48 PM mongrelglory "Was"...I think things are going to be changing in the future...call me a starry-eyed optimist!  #Qanon

8/6/2019 5:49:01 PM bttrfly214 Code Monkey is saying they didn't set this up and not sure who did. Also, look at the second to the last link on the bottom. Do you really want this on 

your computer?? Be careful who you follow!

8/6/2019 5:49:37 PM nschlange Well let's see. It's been how many years that the DS have been putting bad ppl in high places like the govern., the courts, police forces, military etc. & 

the Pres. has had 2 years to undo it? On top of that, it's only a portion of what he's had to undo. Pretty good if u ask me

8/6/2019 5:50:07 PM kerryactivism From your lips to Gods ears! I'm hoping & praying!

8/6/2019 5:52:01 PM daddyj08466171 It’s time! pic.twitter.com/dFIVzzlqpv

8/6/2019 5:52:39 PM lisamcat Good! These people are sick and stupid!! #Qanon #Trump2020

8/6/2019 5:55:07 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein https://web.archive.org/web/20150612144453/ http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2003/03/jeffrey-epstein-200303 …

8/6/2019 5:55:15 PM sandyshuze Boy Scouts’ sealed ‘perversion files’ name 7,800+ suspected pedophiles - victims’ lawyer.  That’s 156 PER STATE employed by the Boy Scouts!

 https://www.rt.com/usa/457373-boy-scouts-pedophiles-list-names/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

8/6/2019 5:55:25 PM terrapineyes 3565

Q Links to Pope's Tweet on Human Trafficking

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

30 Jul 2019 - 8:23:13 PM

 https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1156165039545606144 …📁

Godfather III

It's going to be BIBLICAL.

Q
8/6/2019 5:56:15 PM npc2019 Ready for it to be entered into evidence for her indictmemt.

8/6/2019 5:56:21 PM sandyshuze Thank you @RonDeSantisFL !!!

8/6/2019 5:56:22 PM notmycanada62 Very very very very soon!!

8/6/2019 5:56:27 PM unitytruthlove1 Yes, Please!

8/6/2019 5:57:02 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/O1A2XDou9d

8/6/2019 5:57:04 PM sandyshuze 😂

8/6/2019 5:59:03 PM nschlange IDK but I've never gotten a note from my Google earth. So, I'm not sure. Doesn't look good and you should make sure you copy and file that 

somewhere. Very odd.

8/6/2019 5:59:06 PM rafngeirdal Thanks for telling me. What I found odd is that the owner of the Pizza Ping Pong Comet was not only a friend of John Podesta but also one of some 25 

to 50 of the most influential people in Washington DC. An owner of a pizza place one of the higher echelons? Strange. 🙃

8/6/2019 6:00:17 PM _369311119 And let's SEE who liked this tweet...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1158600462754619392?s=20 …

8/6/2019 6:00:40 PM nschlange Btw if you receive something like this on CA, I'd appreciate it if you gave us a heads up. That is scary.

8/6/2019 6:01:28 PM louismcfadden8 Not sure I am following you on this one.

Can you explain the context of what you are asking I am referring to?

8/6/2019 6:01:35 PM nschlange You knew he was in the KKK?

8/6/2019 6:01:48 PM plumb1bobwills Must be a Democrat running for office.

8/6/2019 6:02:24 PM wrong_way_down IMPORTANT!!!! https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158897000470814721?s=20 …

8/6/2019 6:02:55 PM cpace98 Perps always go to groups of where parents would trust with their children to target their victims.  Guard is down.

8/6/2019 6:03:03 PM wrong_way_down IMPORTANT!!! https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158897000470814721?s=20 …

8/6/2019 6:03:11 PM nschlange Is Bush Jr. still walking around? I haven't seen anything on him since his fathers funeral?

8/6/2019 6:03:55 PM thewatchers1776 Yes. Q has referred to the “HRC Video” saying they “have it” and called out others as fake. (At least up to that point). It’s not impossible that another 

copy couldn’t be floating around, however material like that would likely only be brought to light at the appropriate time.

8/6/2019 6:04:42 PM nighthowla Maybe so.  Id rather build a time machine and put one in a ufo

8/6/2019 6:06:24 PM johnotruther Yes Please!!!

8/6/2019 6:06:31 PM nschlange It's pretty crazy that a sitting VP, mauls both women and children, in front of camera's & instead of throwing him in jail the Dems have him running for 

president. Somethings really wrong w/this picture.

8/6/2019 6:07:29 PM nea_storm Thank you ever so much 369! All precious dear people kindly perceive the DeCode: Future Past: See (John 9:25) also time and date posting stamps of 

activated Key discernment by Doves (StarSeeds): Thank you everyone! Truly Epically Stellar and For All to See (John 9:25) Powerful 

pic.twitter.com/7s6nKPCDb1

8/6/2019 6:07:34 PM johnotruther Actually let me get off this plane before you antagonize these satanic ducks.

8/6/2019 6:07:44 PM billstmichael Gun rhetoric doesn’t distract enough, turn to sex, racism or P.P. When that doesn’t have the desired effect.. Hmmmmm, puppies and kittens being 

tortured?

Stay focused and let them dig themselves even deeper in their attempts, NONE of their crimes are going away.

8/6/2019 6:08:05 PM shellielopez If there wasn’t so much sick stuff affecting our lives, we wouldn’t have to deal with it.

Sometimes it gets really messy before it gets better. Thank okay by me.

8/6/2019 6:08:58 PM headlinejuice STOP SAYING ANYTHING’S COMING. PUT UP OR SHUT UP. Delay is destroying country.

8/6/2019 6:09:01 PM lwrattail I am. Will be horrible to watch but is a much needed thing to push us forward against this evil

8/6/2019 6:09:46 PM sandyshuze Whoa! Thanks for heads up!

8/6/2019 6:11:06 PM melissagouin1 Me too.



8/6/2019 6:12:00 PM shellielopez The moms FB page has a picture of what looks like Patrick’s twin sister. The mom has one picture of the youngest child.

Look at her artwork. pic.twitter.com/bTSNdHZ4cE

8/6/2019 6:12:17 PM kikaltz It was a quote by Forrestal.  He made that statement after noticing actions of high-level politicians and he, himself became mentally unstable.  But, we 

all they use therapists/meds to produce and program.  This was shortly before he was suicided.

8/6/2019 6:12:43 PM sonyaleesimons1 People are getting really tired of the democrats doing and saying anything with because consequences. Things are gonna end up getting ugly if 

something doesn’t change real soon!

8/6/2019 6:14:54 PM sonyaleesimons1 @dbongino @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @foxandfriends

8/6/2019 6:15:21 PM duriavigrobert There’s an old Italian saying: “Proficiency with a legally carried hand gun makes a soft target HARD!”

8/6/2019 6:15:42 PM jessica28000244 Will we see any big progress in our lifetime?

8/6/2019 6:15:51 PM nschlange If it's not close, then you must know what it is. So, can you share with the class?

8/6/2019 6:15:56 PM duriavigrobert “BINGO” pic.twitter.com/dGjKhGHLlU

8/6/2019 6:17:32 PM duriavigrobert Not if you’re able to defend yourself pic.twitter.com/aSwzwtEmHo

8/6/2019 6:20:06 PM johnhammar94 When?

8/6/2019 6:20:32 PM kikaltz I skimmed thru the article pretty quickly.  Keep me straight.  Lol.  You had said it was a deep rabbit hole and I was asking if his quote was what you 

were referring to.

8/6/2019 6:21:18 PM liltilgerlil No one would say that. We are not violent

8/6/2019 6:21:29 PM pontrello Everywhere my teenage daughter goes, she has to text my husband and tell him where the egress is. One of his #1 rules!

8/6/2019 6:22:15 PM robin_ked Easy choice

Victim?

or Gun Owner✅ pic.twitter.com/rghqtWe4X6

8/6/2019 6:25:01 PM duriavigrobert Have her call. When I hear my daughter’s voice, I know some perverse individual isn’t texting me using her phone while she’s laying tied up with her 

own pantyhose🤔

8/6/2019 6:26:10 PM liltilgerlil We’re trying to recommend someone be trained in use of a firearm so they are not targets for any radicals.

8/6/2019 6:26:49 PM duriavigrobert No one can say Christians are sinless. We just sin less🤔

8/6/2019 6:26:53 PM melanieanders7 Change comes from chaos. What change will take place? It’s time the scales start tipping in our favor.

8/6/2019 6:27:26 PM pontrello He told her he prefers her to call, but she prefers to text and we’ve been ok with that. Good point.

8/6/2019 6:27:47 PM mvgosnoldfarmer this could be a good thing....

8/6/2019 6:28:12 PM duriavigrobert In a word: “SELFEXPLANITORY!”

8/6/2019 6:29:31 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/W119IffZbd

8/6/2019 6:29:54 PM alnacho1 Prison, they have money to burn and will continue the same kind of behavior, just change the drugs.

8/6/2019 6:29:57 PM yogini0208 Yes - tho beware - it made veteran NY detectives (who were murdered) vomit.

8/6/2019 6:30:32 PM thevicioussnake Does Q post anywhere else?

Or are there confirmed Q liaisons out there? 

What's coming must be spectacular.

#WWG1WGA

#QANON

#TheGreatAwakening
8/6/2019 6:30:48 PM yogini0208 She’s a clone or double.

8/6/2019 6:30:52 PM majic_eyes_qnly I know it's not a kids show. I've seen it before. 

I'm talking about other kids shows because they have the same adult laughter in the background.

8/6/2019 6:31:10 PM us_poll First it's execute Potus now they are calling for our  genocide and Concentration camps I kid you not!

8/6/2019 6:32:27 PM joeb07810382  https://twitter.com/JoeB07810382/status/1158911137917915136?s=19 …

8/6/2019 6:32:32 PM jswdh1 Ahhhhhh you may have cracked it....lol

8/6/2019 6:32:51 PM yogini0208 I couldn’t watch a child’s face being filleted.

8/6/2019 6:33:11 PM eyeleanover  pic.twitter.com/FOIuNaamrJ

8/6/2019 6:33:17 PM robin_ked #NWO thinks we're Sheep pic.twitter.com/XzHwtn0in3

8/6/2019 6:33:20 PM state1union Lol 😂 tooo easy

8/6/2019 6:33:44 PM louismcfadden8 Keep digging. There is endless amounts of information connected to him.

Nothing that I could produce in a thread.

That would be WAY too long.

Though very interesting. . .

8/6/2019 6:34:11 PM tharvel20 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/6/2019 6:34:42 PM 1chordwonder Let's see if they call in other #SocialMedia platforms where violence is posted. They seem to only apply this to #Republicans, or the rare #Democrat 

that doesn't go along w/ the program.

8/6/2019 6:34:52 PM rebashoenfelt1 Sheep no more. Enlightenment works.

8/6/2019 6:35:12 PM jswdh1 That tweet won't load..

8/6/2019 6:36:21 PM mattersnot2 I just read CEO of Boy Scouts is Bush CIA Director Robert Gates...

8/6/2019 6:36:56 PM aprilbrown99 Was Colin Powell part of the deep state / cabal?

8/6/2019 6:37:47 PM aprilbrown99 Is Kansas Majestic?

8/6/2019 6:39:24 PM aprilbrown99 Has there been a reshuffling recently with the Majestic 12?

8/6/2019 6:39:36 PM zoltanzzz87 Boomerang suicide.

KEK

Welcome to the mainstream Anons.

The Q will be answered.

Z pic.twitter.com/m2e3H13EVU

8/6/2019 6:41:26 PM anneolsen43 🤔

8/6/2019 6:41:55 PM htriot It was on as a clip on a channel I watch, quite awhile ago (can't find it now), and twice, I thought I was ready.

Wide awake, and nowhere near ready! The couple of seconds I saw, hurt my soul to it's core, and left me physically sick. Prayers to all💞

8/6/2019 6:42:54 PM lisa43915146 I trust the plan.

8/6/2019 6:43:03 PM lightworkercain Not a chatty bunch lately. 😆

8/6/2019 6:45:01 PM desirelove101 “Good” intelligence community!

8/6/2019 6:46:01 PM roublisa Holy cow😲

8/6/2019 6:47:10 PM aprilbrown99 They are busy saving America from the [Deep State].  I am very grateful for the amount of time they spend on this platform educating us. We are so 

blessed and lucky!  ✨✨✨

8/6/2019 6:47:20 PM starehope The lies are sickening to listen to. They are so desperate to force people to hate a very good and kind man. Our President Trump is the best President 

this country has ever experienced! Thank you Jesus for President Trump!

8/6/2019 6:47:46 PM jswdh1  http://www.votervoice.net/Shares/BTHOeAQ1AC_0PAARC3U7FBA …

8/6/2019 6:48:04 PM majic_eyes_qnly I didn’t notice either until a few years ago  when some Nickelodeon show was on the TV. It’s one of those odd things.

8/6/2019 6:48:24 PM jswdh1 TELL POTUS NO RED FLAG GUN SEIZURES! http://www.votervoice.net/Shares/BTHOeAQ1AC_0PAARC3U7FBA …

8/6/2019 6:49:07 PM mothert33138649 Five people max.



8/6/2019 6:49:53 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ttPgVxvFlA

8/6/2019 6:50:05 PM lightworkercain No doubt just like to give them shit sometimes, nature of my soul.

8/6/2019 6:50:59 PM aprilbrown99 That explains your handle then! 😉😉😉

8/6/2019 6:51:07 PM michaeldee1111 The video will lead us there

8/6/2019 6:51:51 PM duriavigrobert and yet we ...  “WE!” allow this pure propaganda to continue. All the good thoughts, intentions and inaction conceivable WILL NOT STOP THIS 

INJUSTICE! It’s going to take action! WOKE? We The People need to “WAKE UP” and take OUR Country back🤔

8/6/2019 6:54:08 PM starehope Where did you read about our genocide?

8/6/2019 6:54:46 PM taras2cents Amen brother! 👊

8/6/2019 6:55:42 PM 1centralcaligal Look at the pictures of the THREE shooters (Gilroy, El Paso & Dayton); they look like TRIPLETS!!

8/6/2019 6:56:08 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/6pUAZP8IrF

8/6/2019 6:56:36 PM us_poll The cannibal From CNN https://twitter.com/AddrianStorm/status/1158897285645783041 …

8/6/2019 6:58:02 PM jswdh1 Yea I was just on that thread.... you following me....lol

8/6/2019 6:58:53 PM jjohnson1899  pic.twitter.com/Y3e1VegtxL

8/6/2019 6:59:11 PM jswdh1 He tried to hey everyone to go to zeronet to follow Q!

8/6/2019 6:59:19 PM robin_ked msm Is #DeepState so 💩 Ain't gonna stop till a 

few? 

Most? 

All?

See #Gitmo 

Charge: SEDITION pic.twitter.com/Q5uidiY8fJ
8/6/2019 6:59:42 PM aprilbrown99 Here is the link for the Majestic 12  archived tweets. It is easy to search for almost anything but it only goes to March 2019.  😀

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

8/6/2019 7:00:23 PM navylife84 Our nation didn't become this f'd up overnight. WE allowed it as deep state globalists shoved 1 bad actor after another down our throats.

With Trump we are taking our country back. Wild animals (dems, MSM) will lash out relentlessly when cornered. They are cornered...We will win

8/6/2019 7:02:00 PM aprilbrown99 I would absolutely break my neck if I ever tried to wear those shoes...🥴🤪🥴 pic.twitter.com/qLfd8DvlLE

8/6/2019 7:02:21 PM jswdh1 Ugh! I have a headache from all these lies!

8/6/2019 7:02:38 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/6/2019 7:02:48 PM niki74724856 Only 3 other people and i told them,and they think im a tad crazy oh well 😉

8/6/2019 7:03:18 PM _369311119 @RoubLisa 

S for See

as in...miSSpellingS

3S

or...StarSEEds

III
8/6/2019 7:03:39 PM ericsteelelive I'm not even ready to hear what other people have to say after they've seen it.

8/6/2019 7:04:04 PM robin_ked I didn't think so but am just GobSmacked that supposed Conservative Adults are still falling for this DS Freakoid

guess it explains Why it's so hard to #RedPill when a goodly chunk are following & giving Aid & comfort to our enemies 

GOD Help us, please🙏 pic.twitter.com/5twGh12a7N

8/6/2019 7:04:58 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/7Xe6KbcMpr

8/6/2019 7:05:33 PM rebashoenfelt1 DNC and Fake news guilty of lies!  Assange not guilty says judge.

8/6/2019 7:05:51 PM jswdh1 I agree!

8/6/2019 7:05:53 PM robin_ked The gullible masses will follow this Freak ets straight to h3ll pic.twitter.com/xjem8IVnc8

8/6/2019 7:05:54 PM connie_ogle None, just introduced my daughter to the Q movement, so possibly one.

8/6/2019 7:06:27 PM sjdolbs In the past few days I've read that it's never coming out, that it's all a fake, that hrc will never go to jail...just have no idea what to believe 

anymore...can't understand if it is true why this heinous, evil woman&Huma aren't in jail or the electric chair

8/6/2019 7:06:27 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/CqslIIRmR3

8/6/2019 7:06:54 PM queen_khalifia Towers.and Seth=Rus

8/6/2019 7:08:09 PM anneolsen43 Do you think we are ready?

8/6/2019 7:08:52 PM roublisa Thank you 🥴💗💗💗

8/6/2019 7:08:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 That is their destination

8/6/2019 7:09:08 PM liltilgerlil I don’t think I follow them. Thanks.

8/6/2019 7:09:50 PM queen_khalifia It was no mistake. Maybe a heads up. Or letting them know He knows abt Toledo. Imo.

8/6/2019 7:09:53 PM yustein @TheCollectiveQ soldier, did you abandon your post? If so we will need to pick up the banner and continue to charge. Now you tell me can we count 

on you or not! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/6/2019 7:10:07 PM us_poll Yeah one look at his profile should have been a clue! URgh!

8/6/2019 7:10:25 PM wokepatriot1776 I totally forgot about that post. Thanks for the reminder.

8/6/2019 7:10:26 PM queen_khalifia Bidens wasn't a mistake either. Code.

8/6/2019 7:10:30 PM remarkablebob If this is part of the plan, what are you waiting for?

8/6/2019 7:10:33 PM robin_ked That's their home pic.twitter.com/bE52PapZFw

8/6/2019 7:13:54 PM 1centralcaligal GREAT MEME, I LOVE THIS!!!! Thank you!

8/6/2019 7:14:04 PM mongrelglory You're talking to someone who lives in Skechers shoes...😜

8/6/2019 7:14:19 PM us_poll He guided them Alright into 💩

8/6/2019 7:15:05 PM rob67_ I'm ready, dark to light, sooner the better.

8/6/2019 7:15:53 PM nursenikc Yes plz. 😱💩🔥

8/6/2019 7:16:20 PM 1centralcaligal I was going to buy some! Will you PLEASE elaborate, what makes it a scam?

8/6/2019 7:16:28 PM nea_storm Flawless spiritual Conscious Actualization 369 Thank you for demonstrating activation of Key Codes consistently! Of course as well with Brian, Scot the 

Bot, etc. and recent discernment Actualization by DisfelloQuted, Simply Brilliant inspiration & proof this is All very real! pic.twitter.com/3z2JHKxmgg

8/6/2019 7:17:29 PM dave_paragon2 Yep

8/6/2019 7:18:47 PM queen_khalifia All their Sources and Methods will be outted. Ironic it's the sm Name used in several Operations. Defund them all! Universities R their breeding grnd for 

Ops and the Prof. are Asset and Agents.

8/6/2019 7:19:37 PM aprilbrown99 The closer my feet are to the ground, the safer everyone is, including myself. Lol.

8/6/2019 7:22:59 PM normal_wizard How do we define an adequate median consciousness from which disclosure will not cause harm to society? What is the feared outcome of disclosure 

without proper awareness from humanity?

8/6/2019 7:25:20 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/BfJbzxo9FM



8/6/2019 7:27:47 PM rebashoenfelt1 Insist on laws to prevent propaganda; Obama overturned existing laws before he left office to weaponize the press

8/6/2019 7:30:41 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yes

8/6/2019 7:30:55 PM firstwavr i feel bad for those people who fell for this LARP.

8/6/2019 7:31:32 PM kseven110 I think it is Ishtar worship. Remember the Easter bombings.  https://youtu.be/FAxa5BtziTI     Their response: Easter worship??? I think this could be 

part of it.  At this point I need to redo all of our holidays. I think if it is all infiltrated? It doesn’t matter goodness prevails.

8/6/2019 7:32:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 #UnsealHRCsnuffvideo

8/6/2019 7:33:31 PM 1centralcaligal I think so too.

8/6/2019 7:34:42 PM universalrisin MJ how long does it take for a sleeper to awaken and do their mission? Reports say Dayton shooter was seen with sister at a bar an hour before 

shooting. Are they aware of their mission for a while when awoken, or do they immediately act the minute they wake up?

8/6/2019 7:34:43 PM rebashoenfelt1 Setting up a powder keg for Trump visit.  MSM has to be stopped.

8/6/2019 7:35:13 PM q_patriot17 TT Trump Tower?

8/6/2019 7:35:34 PM doc1415 Could this be the method used to force the Q question to POTUS? No reporter has the balls to ask said question on live TV because if Q is indeed legit, 

then it all goes mainstream and in the open. The narrative would no longer be controllable by MSM at that point.

8/6/2019 7:35:35 PM rebashoenfelt1 MSM GITMo bound

8/6/2019 7:36:32 PM n7guardiananon Pathetic pic.twitter.com/SJ0v15TMsX

8/6/2019 7:38:08 PM kseven110 So many names... innana. Ishtar the same?

8/6/2019 7:38:10 PM rebashoenfelt1 Arrest Antifa behind the shootings

8/6/2019 7:38:36 PM ramonaccampbell Back to the Swamp. pic.twitter.com/frK60oO1cN

8/6/2019 7:38:53 PM rebashoenfelt1 No Red Flag!  TAPS instead.

8/6/2019 7:40:20 PM hellouncledonny that video will never be released, for the sake of humanity. you may see censored screen shot or edit version of the video but POTUS would never 

allow the full unedited version to be released to the public

8/6/2019 7:43:05 PM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/BuaC4tE0f0

8/6/2019 7:44:09 PM altairzielite I'm all about getting there, I'm just not looking forward to the process.  It is going to mess up some minds.

8/6/2019 7:44:54 PM alwaysfinds He knows he's a dead man no matter what happens. He might as well take everyone involved down with him.

8/6/2019 7:46:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Bernie just so happened to stop by JRE right after the shootings.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2O-iLk1G_ng …

8/6/2019 7:46:52 PM lynnielee5 They don’t even care that We Know they are Lying!!!😳

8/6/2019 7:46:53 PM nikoscali Their minds are already messed up. Whats a little truth compared to more than a half-century of media indoctrination?

8/6/2019 7:48:49 PM slamm68 Careful who you follow

8/6/2019 7:50:00 PM tlarbb I agree.  We all know that Big Pharma gouges everybody.

8/6/2019 7:50:06 PM mr_fedorable Ishtar is Sun Worship

Nanna (Sin/Su'en) is Moon Worship.

Easter worship is for Istar.

You're right it's all infiltrated. Even Christmas

8/6/2019 7:50:06 PM crypto_relapse Pretty sure it’s about Seth Rich but there could be different meanings for sure. The extra S in los(s)es and misspelled T(t)ump could be SR. Seth Rich 

DEFINITELY gave the DNC emails to mi6 / Assange and was murdered for it. I recall an email about making an example of the leaker.

8/6/2019 7:50:46 PM altairzielite The left has a habit of doubling down... That's all I'm saying.  I don't think the Awakening is going to be peaceful or orderly.  Imho.  They have already 

slaughtered 588,000 Americans trying to enter this country through birth canals. Their depravity knows no bounds.

8/6/2019 7:51:34 PM mongrelglory Their crimes are worse than that I'm afraid.  Did you see the movie "The Constant Gardener" or read the book?  What they do with their crooked drug 

trials in 3rd world countries is criminal!

8/6/2019 7:54:17 PM jeremy350344 I think it means the pope.

8/6/2019 7:54:26 PM jeremy350344 I think it's the pope

8/6/2019 7:54:33 PM nikoscali Oh their behavior is going to get MUCH worse there is no doubt, but we gotta have faith in the plan. Moves and Counter-Moves. Lots and LOTS of BIG 

counter moves!

8/6/2019 7:56:26 PM kseven110 Yes, all our holidays. Is 4th of July safe  or is that an astronomical sign? Side note. I see your twitter is 0010110. Since I’ve been with young 110 has 

been my lucky number.  I have traced it to telepathy. Can you please expand on it?

8/6/2019 7:56:58 PM tlarbb I think that's a given.

8/6/2019 8:02:01 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/5FVNsAMWFk

8/6/2019 8:03:59 PM kat4truth Both

8/6/2019 8:05:20 PM fixitkev Losing some patience. Saw a highly blacked out picture a few days ago. Can not find any other information about this alleged video. Heard about files 

on Weiner computer. Need it to come to light.

8/6/2019 8:06:21 PM piper_low Trump @realDonaldTrump and piz z a gate

8/6/2019 8:12:47 PM david00997884 They can't silence Q or Q+.  They have never reconed with anything like Q. They didnt think David Rockefellers Daughter would loose. Dam ,did i just 

say that, yep.

8/6/2019 8:14:26 PM dansilv56084248 This article explains the video. It is true and sick beyound belief. Pray for those children. 

https://www.newsfromtheperimeter.com/home/2018/4/18/hillary-clintons-sacrifice …

8/6/2019 8:15:38 PM blankmarlo Lol I love Jordan he actually introduced me to Q. The whole "beef" between him n MJ12 is just getting old and not really going anywhere.

8/6/2019 8:16:37 PM roublisa 😉I think it’s a rouse IMHO....playful🤷♀️

8/6/2019 8:18:20 PM roublisa I very much like Jordan...he hangs with all my favs...💗💗💗

8/6/2019 8:19:18 PM mongrelglory I've heard that too!  The bloodline families have all changed their names and inter-married to spread their bloodlines in secret.

8/6/2019 8:22:25 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Revolutionary War to free US from BoE

First Bank of America:chartered in 1791 for 20 years, allowed to expire>War of 1812

2nd Bank:1816-1836 ended by Andrew Jackson>assassination attempt

Civil War>National Banks:1863-1913

Federal Reserve:1913-now pic.twitter.com/0Z5MBBXWiu
8/6/2019 8:24:12 PM oo1o110 Bigger than I can explain or even fully comprehend in 3D and in Twitter format. The number represents a numerical Yin and Yang and a vibrational 

connection point for the human telepathic Internet, which we experienced before the Tower of Babel.

8/6/2019 8:24:46 PM clareswares 3

8/6/2019 8:25:10 PM mr_fedorable Intriguing...

8/6/2019 8:25:39 PM 11e1ev1n Yup and add  @bigredwavenow to that

8/6/2019 8:27:23 PM oo1o110 It's not really something that can be explained but rather internalized. The information, so far as I can comprehend is a linear attempt at conveying 

quantum thoughts and concepts. 

Seek and you will find.

8/6/2019 8:30:56 PM tanyadawnh  pic.twitter.com/3ITkMUxvk8



8/6/2019 8:30:59 PM kseven110 I’ve searched for it for a while now. I’ve seen the telepathy version. By instinct Now stay away from a lot new age information. I feel a lot is misleading. 

When I was younger this number appeared to me several times & has always been my lucky number.

8/6/2019 8:32:13 PM oo1o110 Think about the path of human communication over the centuries. We are trying to recreate the brain to brain communication interlink we once had 

only this time via technological synthetics. But if we can reignite our own hardware (i.e. junk DNA) we return to Eden...

8/6/2019 8:32:40 PM margarethebrac2 Bring it on!

8/6/2019 8:34:01 PM howdoyoumakeah1 'Blyat'

8/6/2019 8:34:35 PM oo1o110 Never throw the baby out with the bathwater. Ingest all information, believe none of it, look and recognize the patterns. Patterns lead to truth.

8/6/2019 8:35:15 PM dkmorris0204 Good god where is the block button on their phones or computers what a bunch of garbage.

8/6/2019 8:40:38 PM lynnielee5 😂

8/6/2019 8:42:47 PM peterluisvenero Good find, but nonetheless, wth kind of room is that. Exposed toilet and a big roll of paper towels next to the bed for starters is a bit odd. 🤔 cc 

@zachhaller

8/6/2019 8:43:12 PM ethereal_shaman We are the value.

8/6/2019 8:43:33 PM lynnielee5 R u empathic?

8/6/2019 8:44:08 PM peterluisvenero Yep I think the Frazzle vid might have been a hoax to desensitise their real “insurance” video.

8/6/2019 8:45:22 PM velanger Was asked to board a sinking ship, turned them down and was threatened, had no choice to follow Q

8/6/2019 8:45:28 PM peterluisvenero Let’s get on with the show. 👍

8/6/2019 8:46:29 PM oo1o110 I use the word Eden as a metaphor. As far as I can tell there's no single place for us all to return to because we all come from many different places. We 

are trapped in The matrix with many others, all trying to break the spell and free the love that is trapped here.

8/6/2019 8:48:13 PM rizzo1megan That was a tough one and one my mom still doesn’t believe.

8/6/2019 8:52:37 PM whiskey_ginger1 I was born ready

8/6/2019 8:53:03 PM melanieanders7 I’m so sorry Megan. I grew up in medical families. It’s definitely ingrained. But somehow I broke loose lol we just have to accept people at thelevel 

they’re at and make sure they understand the risks they’re taking. ❤️

8/6/2019 8:53:37 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this may seem a little silly but are the MIB real? Also is the arcnet a real thing (from MIB 3)? And the deneuralizer? Real? I'm 

starting to question everything lol 🤔

8/6/2019 8:55:21 PM nikoscali If your gut is saying its all real then it probably is. Just sayin.

8/6/2019 8:56:00 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/tmc7dQeqIQ

8/6/2019 8:57:05 PM fail2communic8 🙏🙏🙏

8/6/2019 8:59:15 PM jennada43407037 I completely agree with you. Truth does resonate from within. I let that guide me though this massive rabbit hole. Thank you☺️

8/6/2019 9:03:31 PM tb4171 Hillary and Huma filet a girls face off and put it on themselves.  No telling what else.  Supposedly made grown men ( NYPD) cry and vomit and have to 

seek counseling. I think all of them are now dead from " various suicides" a/k/a Arkancides

8/6/2019 9:08:54 PM rebashoenfelt1 According to Sidney Powell, one third of FBI is DS.  Will take years to clean this up!

8/6/2019 9:11:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Degenerate. Pedo

8/6/2019 9:13:27 PM davidschmidig I had a high school friend retire who was a second generation FBI agent. As stright laced and honest as they come, let's just say I have the feeling they 

are looking for no questions people more now!

8/6/2019 9:14:11 PM rizzo1megan Its ok 🤗 I agree with you. I’m just glad my mom was easily convinced not to do a flu shot.

8/6/2019 9:14:52 PM rizzo1megan The colonoscopy is the craziest medical fraud I feel going on now.

8/6/2019 9:15:49 PM melanieanders7 Tell her it’s full of heavy metals and heavy metals leads to Alzheimer’s :)

8/6/2019 9:17:31 PM melanieanders7 Mammograms too. People don’t realize the risk of it and percentage of cancer risks up every time. A thermography is the safest and most thorough 

preventative tool one can use for breast cancer detection w out upping risks of radiation to cause cancer.

8/6/2019 9:18:30 PM rizzo1megan She had one, they “found cancer”. She refused to believe she had anything wrong with her, but she went along with the advice of drs and had much of 

her colon removed and a mass they said was the size of a softball. 

Was it all true I ask?

8/6/2019 9:20:35 PM howdoyoumakeah1 HRC snuff film is like The Ring.. if you watch it you die in 7 days.  give or take

8/6/2019 9:22:01 PM rizzo1megan I had a big conversation with my mom on this, showed her evidence...ignored me and had the mammogram anyway. 🤷♀️

8/6/2019 9:24:10 PM kramer_ms Staying steadfast and strong!

8/6/2019 9:25:30 PM fightrasche I know a few people that actively follow Q and a few others who have noticed our Qanon sign on our vehicle and have said, " you follow Q". So we 

know they know what it means. My family thinks I'm crazy, so I wish some actual proof would come out. Like the Epstein files, logs film

8/6/2019 9:26:09 PM lynnielee5 Not Surprised, just sad.

8/6/2019 9:27:13 PM louismcfadden8 I personally think that FDR was part of their club. Big Time.

8/6/2019 9:30:58 PM fightrasche I grew up with well water and currently as an adult, in my own home, I have well water too. I love it. I will not drink city water it all smells like bleach 

anyways, it's gross.

8/6/2019 9:42:39 PM blsdbe I am REALLY looking forward to ‘Space’ Travel at the speed of Thought!!!

8/6/2019 9:44:38 PM jerihud16213801 2

8/6/2019 9:45:29 PM blsdbe Wow...prevention or creation?

8/6/2019 9:46:23 PM blsdbe ThanQ for clarifying. Kindness is appreciated.

8/6/2019 9:48:09 PM unsilent17 I see a child's doll reflecting in the mirror

8/6/2019 9:50:28 PM qanuck4truth Prison! 

That is chump change for them and they will just charge extra to cover their costs, and keep people sick instead of releasing the cures. They don't 

deserve to be in society

8/6/2019 9:50:43 PM deplorablicious That one disappointed me. I even bought a t-shirt. 😒

8/6/2019 9:53:24 PM 11e1ev1n Oh no. 😪 he is someone that is always accusing other people of being PATriots but then sells his own stuff. He drove me crazy before I was blocked. 

Glad you've see the light though!

8/6/2019 9:54:01 PM phyllis_lavoy Take their freedom away and offer them shame. Jail time

8/6/2019 9:56:54 PM blsdbe For those following along at home: 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cede_and_Company …

@zagnett @charmanda9 @nea_storm

8/6/2019 9:57:09 PM blsdbe Well Done!!!

8/6/2019 10:00:47 PM blsdbe My appointment to apply for a concealed carry permit is at 10 am tomorrow. #WRWY #FF #2AShallNotBeInfringed

8/6/2019 10:01:16 PM peterluisvenero Yeah, and a stuffed bear on the wall. Creepy.

8/6/2019 10:03:16 PM tinasha777 Yes

8/6/2019 10:04:05 PM unsilent17 super creepy!  We can only partially imagine the deprivation in that room.  I don't want to dwell on those thoughts very much.  I don't think that was 

the real video but then again I didn't watch that.  No clicking on links like that.  Ever. 🤮 These people are sick.

8/6/2019 10:06:55 PM deplorablicious Thanks! 

I saw who Santa was at the rally. I was hoping this was him coming out. Oh well.

8/6/2019 10:08:46 PM blissamerica Canabilism

8/6/2019 10:09:27 PM nea_storm I AM Forcing Disclosure what did I tell each of you before about your agreements? Yet again long subject with multiple layers: Those aspects are in my 

control! Why do you think they lost control of things... They will not admit it yet I may readily prove it: I sent a WARNING! pic.twitter.com/9LGy24Q8ln

8/6/2019 10:09:41 PM maga4patriots Been waiting since 2016👍

8/6/2019 10:18:24 PM therealbigneum Looks like its backfiring on watkins, google twitter and fb run amuck why is the chans safe?



8/6/2019 10:20:39 PM mrernietests Will the Question be asked ...

8/6/2019 10:26:24 PM mrernietests 😁running to a51

8/6/2019 10:29:01 PM cisnez Are you sending @empirebash?!

Asking for 8458™️

8/6/2019 10:32:21 PM 9threalm I think she's dead. 😔

8/6/2019 10:33:26 PM cisnez 😳😱😳

8/6/2019 10:38:59 PM momoarnesen Whatcha know?

#5x5

8/6/2019 10:43:47 PM blsdbe #DoItPhoton!!!

8/6/2019 10:43:57 PM desirelove101 Let me know what you think if you watch it?

8/6/2019 10:45:59 PM desirelove101 Lots of what if’s!! 🤷🏻♀️

8/6/2019 10:54:55 PM starehope No, you formed a "what if" and I formed a "what if". That is not a lot of "what ifs". That is 2 "what ifs".

8/6/2019 11:01:13 PM oliheck THEE Video - please report 24/7 on MSM incl reports what the hell (literally spoken) she created...

8/6/2019 11:07:20 PM atti22ude Ask yourselves are you ready to execute 10s of thousands world wide on  evidence you have not seen?  I am. But I also want the world to stand 

witness so this never happens again. Close your eyes because it may make you sick does Injustice to the victims. Ball up. 

#maga #WWG1WGA

8/6/2019 11:20:33 PM oliheck For me it would be great having the value of my own asset validation (birth certificate) on my own pocket instead in [theirs]

8/6/2019 11:21:55 PM oliheck Next statement: are you asking this q INSIDE our current economic system box or OUTSIDE 🤔

Makes a big difference 😉

8/6/2019 11:33:05 PM andrea20339897 Germany is waiting! Ready!

8/6/2019 11:37:59 PM freckled_smudge Some anons found this.  First pic has been debunked.  Not sure about the second pic. Horrific. pic.twitter.com/qOPfhwPkjZ

8/6/2019 11:38:04 PM twistersage Only get so many chances to use that one ;D

So...Having Gold is good right?  What about if I dumped my 401k and bought grip of gold? pic.twitter.com/jILAmT3IHW

8/6/2019 11:39:04 PM diaptera_80 When is the real thing coming out? Will it show their faces clearly?

8/6/2019 11:45:57 PM diaptera_80 Ah, so this has already been implemented in Sweden, where we always had gun laws (I think). Just look at us and see what they want to happen to the 

USA. The police is basically asking civilians for help, but we are not even allowed to carry pepperspray 😤

8/7/2019 12:06:38 AM blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA @laurabusse @krissuzz @RoubLisa @charmanda9 @zagnett @DJLOK @Keith72256137 @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

(Psst-Please Pass It On) 🥰🙏🥰  pic.twitter.com/6Yqtq6Jj6G

8/7/2019 12:13:57 AM raklijnstra No, just a complete unrelated picture that is used to make a fake to discredit whole movement i suspect.

8/7/2019 12:27:23 AM jayrambin If that's what it takes to wake up the masses.

8/7/2019 12:30:19 AM liberatedno Looks bizarre

8/7/2019 12:33:46 AM laughingwolf11 Both.

8/7/2019 12:43:22 AM v_rags What really happened in 9/11. And the horrible stuff about what was happening to our children.

8/7/2019 12:45:50 AM 1awakened11 Well I trust nothing and no one without knowing what it is or who it is I'm trusting. I would probably be dead now if I did.

8/7/2019 12:49:58 AM megankaramax Yes.

8/7/2019 1:09:33 AM realeyethespy 1017 majestic drive Lexington Kentucky pic.twitter.com/P6h9UA8X2r

8/7/2019 1:11:23 AM state1union Here’s another serialbrain2 President Trump: “What are the oranges 🍊 of the investigation”?  Florida!!!

8/7/2019 1:14:09 AM laughingwolf11 Speaking of Alice...early days all the way in Alaska just as the black gold rush was gearing up. Confirmed. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u

@KibBitzLaw

@almostjingo

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/z8UfaJRoyk

8/7/2019 1:18:21 AM snabelapa Know 4, i keep talking about the potential ramifications and frame it as in "what if"

People around me atleast are not closed to the idea, i've noticed, atleast people i know are somewhat open to the possibility atleast of shady shit going 

on

They like to entertain the thought

8/7/2019 1:36:13 AM merorschach Ready for the video, as long as it's not more footage of this. pic.twitter.com/pPLsBprqWk

8/7/2019 1:47:31 AM merorschach Weird, it's got fingers

8/7/2019 1:48:33 AM magicianswheel This is horrific! The Clowns In America have been programming these mentally disturbed young men thru Operation Orion to engage in mass 

school/gun-free zone shootings to strip us of 2ns Amendment rights!!!!#

8/7/2019 1:52:22 AM identityasxy .

Israeli lunar craft crashes, releasing animals.

 https://www.livescience.com/66109-tardigrades-moon-israeli-lander.html …

See this too.

 https://www.livescience.com/58309-how-tardigrades-survive-drying.html …

8/7/2019 1:56:01 AM merorschach No. When it's available again, the site will be accessible in a browser or with an app. I would wait until code monkey confirms it though or you might 

end up using a compromised site (man-in-the-middle attacks)

8/7/2019 1:59:33 AM magicianswheel Americans were killed by their own criminal government  for political and private profit! And both Bush Presidents were behind it while others enriched 

selves thru insurance fraud. Those traitorous profiteers are still killing Twin Towers first responders! The worst treason EVER!

8/7/2019 2:03:44 AM briney4trump Long overdue

8/7/2019 2:23:14 AM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

8/7/2019 2:44:33 AM realeyethespy You guys have said yourself she was dead since 2016 ?

8/7/2019 2:50:12 AM lorenzosghost can we locate the tweet?

8/7/2019 2:56:34 AM rafngeirdal Comet Ping Pong Pizza

8/7/2019 3:02:01 AM rafngeirdal Yes, it’s obvious afterwards, when I had worked my way through those three tweets in a row by the President. It just makes it more real to state it.

8/7/2019 3:10:43 AM raczkowskiwalt Dozens

8/7/2019 3:12:10 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for sharing this. 🙏

8/7/2019 3:23:47 AM oceans171 Why are we being punished for being awake?

8/7/2019 3:23:55 AM maxq55734147 Totally!

8/7/2019 3:30:19 AM gingercash777 TX is 2nd in # of Unsealed Indictments. TX is dirty. It needs to be disinfected with plenty of Light. @GovAbbott was named by El Chapo as being on their 

payroll. We are talking drug & human trafficking here, among other things. We have really bad, evil Republicans too.

8/7/2019 3:31:08 AM jen_ridgecooke Apparently blew away in a hurricane

8/7/2019 3:39:01 AM natureinspace Exactly. We are the commodity. We are the product. They feed off of us.

8/7/2019 3:43:56 AM darkiilight temporary patch....never works

8/7/2019 3:44:00 AM laura_twelve Bofum



8/7/2019 3:49:48 AM hr3530 For colonizing purposes? Or sacrifice?  Many possibilities but I see where epstein is going. Bloodlines hmm. Super race... this seems to be a beginning 

towards disclosure, will it take 30 years or are we fast tracking once Epstein is unsealed. Is the Tesla tech age underway?

8/7/2019 3:53:06 AM wild8heart 🤦♂️ Truth resonates from within. Consciousness projects reality.

8/7/2019 3:53:26 AM lovebling6 This wont end well for the strippers!

8/7/2019 4:04:31 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/AyowfR2pMK

8/7/2019 4:36:14 AM 3nmbrs #QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#TheCharlottesvilleLie

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheStormIsHere

#FalseFlagShootings

#FakeNews

#LiberalNutters

#VoterIDPlease

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealDisney pic.twitter.com/ahywBdu4bk
8/7/2019 4:36:44 AM myavorshak We are truly blessed to have been privy to this. I also feel like the video will be big enough it can't be ignored by anyone. But I feel sorry for them. it 

happened slow for me about 5yrs of deep diving.There gonna have the darkness bam in there face it will be very hard for them

8/7/2019 4:48:25 AM greg_devereux They can pay more!! 20 B a piece

8/7/2019 4:49:53 AM 3nmbrs Lets focus on this guy!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#TheCharlottesvilleLie

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheStormIsHere

#FalseFlagShootings

#FakeNews

#LiberalNutters

#VoterIDPlease

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealDisney pic.twitter.com/PV0SCfZIZa
8/7/2019 4:50:18 AM lc_drinnen Exactly right!

8/7/2019 5:09:21 AM bigconusa It’s illegal to view, no?

8/7/2019 5:10:58 AM bbpumpkinspice  pic.twitter.com/CdKBJZizWR

8/7/2019 5:13:36 AM anav3333 Prison

8/7/2019 5:15:47 AM ms_cheevas This happened within a day or so of Epstein’s arrest. Felt fishy to me... cover up to clean house maybe. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/beta.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/55-probable-legionnaires-cases-tied-to-atlanta-

hotel/2019/07/30/e55cd282-b2ac-11e9-acc8-1d847bacca73_story.html%3foutputType=amp …

8/7/2019 5:17:36 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1159066798173696000 …

8/7/2019 5:17:50 AM maxq55734147 However about    NO

8/7/2019 5:36:37 AM ms_cheevas Q mentioned gold backed in a post about a year ago. Watched a Destroy the Illusion vid about it. And he shared this link, I kept it filed.... happy to 

know/ have an update or any info supporting your top comment. I like following this stuff.

8/7/2019 5:42:22 AM andrew13892378 Well measured!

8/7/2019 5:48:49 AM 3nmbrs Playboy #HoneyPotHeaven

#QSentMe

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#TheCharlottesvilleLie

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheStormIsHere

#FalseFlagShootings

#FakeNews

#LiberalNutters

#VoterIDPlease

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealPedoGate

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealDisney pic.twitter.com/3aEmnNntPG
8/7/2019 5:50:24 AM mynardpamela Know that what you are doing now is the kindest of actions. You are invaluable. I am overcome with joy to know my words and feeling has help you in 

some small way. Love and peace to you.

8/7/2019 5:53:28 AM mynardpamela I help raise my grandchildren as well. We are a multigenerational cohabitation family as I care for my mother as well. Know the gifts you bring and be 

fulfilled. 💞🙏🏻

8/7/2019 5:55:15 AM mynardpamela Yes we are. Because we know the difference and shine brightly in our femininity. ❤️

8/7/2019 5:56:19 AM 2js1t Someone will ask the Q question!

8/7/2019 5:57:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Central Banks]

How did we know this would come up?

Future proves past. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159083361803149312 …

8/7/2019 5:58:05 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/pj397NCRSg

8/7/2019 6:00:30 AM paullamoureux4 It almost seems as if the central banks are conspiring to fail our economy.  I think I heard something like that before.



8/7/2019 6:01:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 All in an effort to protect #UnsealEpstein from reaching its full blast radius and keep the public in a state of disrepair over their collateral damage. 

Anons know better. Therefore, with the public support, can 45 take on this treasonous cabal? Yes. Is he? Yes. Enjoy the show.

8/7/2019 6:02:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 #FISAGate was to cover up and protect from #UnsealEpstein.

8/7/2019 6:04:10 AM rawphonegirl #CrimesAgainstChildren 🤬🤬🤬

8/7/2019 6:04:13 AM wyatt251 First off many under central banks 🏦 pic.twitter.com/ddzoU5OGzt

8/7/2019 6:04:31 AM qqqpie All elite roads lead to #Epstein

8/7/2019 6:04:56 AM elatedveracity Lol!  Pretty much sums that up! 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/3eKVQjo2uF

8/7/2019 6:05:47 AM maureen95410753 BREAKING AWAY 👊🌝🗽 pic.twitter.com/augLMA4xa4

8/7/2019 6:05:50 AM cincowgirl Maybe nobody on the bed but who’s on the t.v. If real.

8/7/2019 6:06:05 AM roaminnoodle Is it "time" to bring down the House? 🙏

#FISAGate > #UnsealEpstein 

dark > LIGHT

8/7/2019 6:07:58 AM roaminnoodle I tried asking my college professor (Int'l MBA - Finance Class) about the Bank of International Settlements. From my understanding - and there's little 

written about it in textbooks - is that it's "The Central Bank" for Central Banks. Can you expand?

8/7/2019 6:09:12 AM stinky_stork #AbolishTheFed

8/7/2019 6:13:12 AM anneolsen43 No Central Banks in NK Cuba and Iran is that why we are “programmed” to believe they have wanted war with us over the years?  Is that why they 

want us to go to war ?

8/7/2019 6:14:35 AM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this the #UnsealEpstein we've been waiting for?

FBI Records: The Vault — Jeffrey Epstein https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein 

8/7/2019 6:14:40 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/7/2019 6:17:30 AM kindeandtrue Why won't Trump declassify FISA? At this point he's starting to look less and less trustworthy.

8/7/2019 6:18:07 AM roaminnoodle #WRWY @realDonaldTrump!!! #Patriots #UNITE!!!

#EndTheFED [Central Banking] and #UnsealEpstein 

Act III - whose turn is it? LET'S GOOO!!!

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #MAGA2020 #WWG1WGA 

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

9:18 Majestic  pic.twitter.com/92Os9FVIbO
8/7/2019 6:19:20 AM samsmith0319 Agree...

8/7/2019 6:20:38 AM rafngeirdal So you mean that the upper echelon influential owner of Comet Ping Pong Pizza, is blood related to the Rothschild family?

8/7/2019 6:21:34 AM thestormpatriot What did the fisa warrants and spying on Trump campaign have to do with Epstein?

8/7/2019 6:21:40 AM rafngeirdal Well then you are supporting the assertion made by hoag.

8/7/2019 6:21:56 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  Sparkly gold Pepe!  I like! 😍

8/7/2019 6:22:09 AM samsmith0319 We knew....🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

8/7/2019 6:24:50 AM mongrelglory Think top Mafia crime boss...

Actually, the BIS has been rumoured to have CIA ties.  There are entire floors in the building that are top secret and highly secure.  Probably "Satanic" 

rooms as well like in the UN.  I'll see if I can dig up a good link on the BIS.

8/7/2019 6:27:19 AM roaminnoodle Do you see now (John 9:25) how BIG #UnsealEpstein is? 

#CentralBanks covering up for #UnsealEpstein

#FISAGate covering up for #UnsealEpstein

#BigTech covering up for #UnsealEpstein

#MassShootings covering up for #UnsealEpstein

Act III - here we go!!!
8/7/2019 6:28:20 AM scottertherile No, these docs are from '06, '07.

8/7/2019 6:30:27 AM theraphinj 1. World Peace

2. Prosperity and Abundance

3. Bliss

4.Ascension

By releasing the RV we will all be freed from financial bonds. 

Freed from fear. 

No more insecurity. 

What happens to the collective then?

It ascends.
8/7/2019 6:31:50 AM fightthenewwo Thanks- at work and haven't had time to look yet.

8/7/2019 6:34:08 AM kindeandtrue Risky business. Trump is rapidly losing the support of his base because of his prolonged inaction.

8/7/2019 6:35:19 AM beetickler Yes

8/7/2019 6:37:24 AM mongrelglory Here's an article on the history of the BIS from  http://Globalresearch.ca :  https://www.globalresearch.ca/one-bank-to-rule-them-all-the-bank-for-

international-settlements/5480852 …

And here's a great article from Zerohedge: https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-04-11/meet-secretive-group-runs-world …

8/7/2019 6:37:28 AM dottienron I agree

8/7/2019 6:38:03 AM ragevirusqq how does almost every response begin?

8/7/2019 6:38:39 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1148631542895394820 …

8/7/2019 6:38:57 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136126585885601798 …

8/7/2019 6:39:14 AM mongrelglory Yes.  How else does a Pizza parlour owner get named as the 40th most influential person in all of Washington D.C.?

8/7/2019 6:41:31 AM ingersolockwood He already did last year..doh just haven’t done it it

8/7/2019 6:43:54 AM kindeandtrue One is legitimately entitled to wonder why Trump Admin hasn't indicted a single Deep State bad actor or declassified any docs. Whose side is Trump 

on?

8/7/2019 6:44:51 AM lbf777 He has our support for sure.

8/7/2019 6:45:53 AM kindeandtrue All I have is MJ12's word that we're fighting a 6000 year old cult. How do I know that's true?

8/7/2019 6:46:15 AM ragevirusqq how do we merge with ourselves?

8/7/2019 6:48:00 AM qaphsiel17 Empire must fall.



8/7/2019 6:48:29 AM mongrelglory How would you know that?  Look at the size of the crowds at his rallies.  You may have doubts, but the majority are seeing the difficult progress he's 

making against the Deep State.

8/7/2019 6:49:43 AM kindeandtrue He promised in his Contract with American Voter to clean up govt corruption, but he has not delivered in a verifiable manner.

8/7/2019 6:50:13 AM big_simp How will POTUS deal with an expected BIG increase in DS FalseFlag MKULTRA terror attacks leading to 2020 with MSM broadcasting the "Trump 

terrorism" meme pic.twitter.com/08cMljEAhk

8/7/2019 6:52:03 AM kindeandtrue I see it in my family and in many longtime Trump supporters on Twitter. Moving the Embassy doesn't cut it for us.

8/7/2019 6:53:22 AM blsdbe Can you also send me a screenshot?

8/7/2019 6:54:34 AM blsdbe @Xalos

8/7/2019 7:03:07 AM girlawakeinca If earth isn’t changing then does that mean we are changing? Coming into a higher dimension?

8/7/2019 7:04:06 AM whiteloverose F yeah 🔥 🤜🏼

8/7/2019 7:04:35 AM girlawakeinca How do you determine if we are starseeds or Indigo? Do you differentiate?

8/7/2019 7:05:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd Shootings Delta Mind Control programming. Watch here so you understand and do your own research from there. Important to understand how they 

use mind control.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53zyc61ZaeA …

8/7/2019 7:07:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd Imperative to understand programming, this is a good start. Research so you know....

#ThesePeopleAreSick https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53zyc61ZaeA …

8/7/2019 7:09:10 AM cosmic_engineer You have support from your Northern neighborhood friends too 🍁

8/7/2019 7:11:41 AM joeorbit charge everyone that ever flew to that island for murder of children.

8/7/2019 7:13:39 AM scott_rick Trust and believe or don’t

8/7/2019 7:13:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by False Flag events.

#UnsealEpstein https://www.foxnews.com/politics/florida-governor-jeffrey-epstein-case-to-state-law-enforcement …

8/7/2019 7:13:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by False Flag events.

#UnsealEpstein https://beta.washingtonpost.com/politics/handling-of-epstein-case-to-get-new-investigation-in-florida/2019/08/06/9f8f4b26-b893-

11e9-b3b4-2bb69e8c4e39_story.html?outputType=amp …

8/7/2019 7:14:05 AM 108risingsun I’ve been thinking the exact same thing.

8/7/2019 7:14:17 AM stormystorm10 Interesting

8/7/2019 7:14:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by False Flag events.

#UnsealEpstein https://amp.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233580712.html …

8/7/2019 7:14:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by False Flag events.

#UnsealEpstein

 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/ncna1039831 …

8/7/2019 7:14:35 AM easteden9 ??

8/7/2019 7:14:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted by False Flag events.

#UnsealEpstein https://www.newser.com/story/278822/fla-governor-state-to-look-into-unusual-epstein-plea-deal.html …

8/7/2019 7:15:22 AM chadmcgregory its not a distraction. Its called whats in the news. Its called reality  Is it our fault that Q doesn't do anything in real life besides cryptically posts? Q gives 

their loyal followers NO AMMO to wake up our peers. Q abandons us to be dragged by the left. fuck off

8/7/2019 7:15:36 AM cjcole1985 Page not available 😡 pic.twitter.com/tAP1jMBc1h

8/7/2019 7:15:43 AM stormystorm10 This is the good part 👍

8/7/2019 7:15:46 AM magapls2020 Page is down

8/7/2019 7:15:54 AM josephrbowmanj2 Our economy is competing with the Fed

8/7/2019 7:16:03 AM jvan125 Interesting these all preloaded...🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/VqSKmUIXPl

8/7/2019 7:17:25 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/7/2019 7:18:29 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m starting to see a pattern here...😂😂😂

8/7/2019 7:18:37 AM cntryflk Page unavailable

8/7/2019 7:18:44 AM anneolsen43 5:5

8/7/2019 7:20:00 AM anneolsen43 Isn’t Mark Epstein benefiting behind the scenes that are still happening?

8/7/2019 7:21:37 AM donald_tomp We will try not to (guessing you will remind us if we do)

8/7/2019 7:21:48 AM scott_rick Good I have an investment hijacked by the Cabal that I need to be set free so I can help people

8/7/2019 7:22:23 AM stormystorm10 I think that was 21 post of do not forgets , I know I won’t forget 👍

8/7/2019 7:22:34 AM saltypatriotfl He reminds me so much of Obama in this pic.

8/7/2019 7:22:47 AM dbender22 Can we also have a petition that insists that Victoria Secret models are forth coming with the public about they're REAL gender? Just sayin'..getting sick 

and tired of the deception. Too many dudes pretending to be chicks out there. Live and let live but be honest.  @TheVSAngels

8/7/2019 7:22:56 AM scott_rick #ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED

#ENDTHEFED
8/7/2019 7:24:00 AM saltypatriotfl Thank you @GovRonDeSantis

8/7/2019 7:25:01 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/KpvkVnpJnv

8/7/2019 7:25:22 AM allglory2yeshua  https://twitter.com/yeshua_beth/status/1159097537124601856 …

8/7/2019 7:26:41 AM mynardpamela Yep

8/7/2019 7:27:25 AM starehope Yes, exactly. We can see the shift in conversation and memes. 

Tay appention peeps! #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/mt8ZJBy1eP

8/7/2019 7:27:58 AM kimiw506 So sad... we must shine a light on the darkness of this world and stop the madness

8/7/2019 7:30:00 AM robertg69989098 What is distracting is false flag law talk !!!

8/7/2019 7:30:25 AM robertg69989098 Sorry red flag law

8/7/2019 7:32:22 AM saltypatriotfl 😂😂😂

8/7/2019 7:33:55 AM euphoricshawn7 Not if they shoot too kill

8/7/2019 7:33:56 AM stanfireman1 Can’t read this without downloading the ap.

8/7/2019 7:34:00 AM starehope Replicated? No, not him, nor any of his kind. Good Lord Jesus, how many are already out there. I doubt the ranch alone was the mating ground or 

laboratory. Frightening to think of 10, 20 or more years in the future, who is or has shared his genes.

8/7/2019 7:35:53 AM thoughttazer Research "The Creature from Jekyll Island" and "Confessions of an Economic Hitman" And the infamous quote: Amschel Rothschild~ "Permit me to 

issue and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"

8/7/2019 7:37:19 AM blsdbe Oh wow well Done!!! pic.twitter.com/JJEv3Wxte8

8/7/2019 7:38:09 AM rafngeirdal Well, I wonder. It had to be somethin’

8/7/2019 7:41:18 AM donald_tomp That was meant to be funny by the way, and serious



8/7/2019 7:41:56 AM petitsinge19 Vous avez entièrement raison ne voyait pas pourquoi :

Acosta proche de Trump à conclue un accord favorable pour Epstein. 

Il faudrait que Trump soit touché. ...bizarre vos tweet. 

Alors que moi je les mets tous dans le même sac!!!!

8/7/2019 7:48:33 AM stanfireman1 Makes me glad that I voted for DeSantis. Thank you MAJ!

8/7/2019 7:48:43 AM artistginette Please understand who owns VS this is a stunt.

8/7/2019 7:51:53 AM ragevirusqq A simple lingering thought that has always been present...This cannot be what life is, This cannot be what life is about. There is something much more 

spiritual and important for us all to learn. Everyone is wealthy with LOVE if they choose to accept it. Love is the key & answer.

8/7/2019 7:53:04 AM ethereal_shaman No he's not.

8/7/2019 7:53:32 AM ragevirusqq Working for dollars to purchase more poison cant be what life is about. The need for Money is slavery. I believe I see you.

8/7/2019 7:54:47 AM djlok So true!!!

8/7/2019 7:57:56 AM lorirrr Timing is everything...

8/7/2019 7:58:57 AM kindeandtrue Zero tolerance for people who ask questions.

8/7/2019 8:00:44 AM stanfireman1 Page is not available.

8/7/2019 8:01:41 AM _the_psychonaut I don’t even know who to trust/follow anymore. Everyone turns on each other. 

I only trust Q now

8/7/2019 8:02:26 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/fRKwSIZ9ZJ

8/7/2019 8:02:39 AM hellouncledonny funny how i was blocked after calling him out as Brandon dilly

8/7/2019 8:02:45 AM state1union WHaaat? Lol 😝

8/7/2019 8:03:16 AM stormystorm10 Didn’t follow that person but hopefully it’s easy to get rid of any spyware people clicked on 😬

8/7/2019 8:03:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why?

Why create a clone of 8ch + Malware?

Collect intel on agents who are actively working toward #UnsealEpstein to monitor their every move.

No antivirus will remove it.

Whitelisted for NATSEC.

A complete 7 pass 0ing out of your HDD or key reset of your SSD will clean. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159117124981460992 …

8/7/2019 8:04:20 AM _the_psychonaut Never clicked the link. I try not to jump to conclusions

8/7/2019 8:04:49 AM lp083061 Is this for only those who downloaded zero net?

8/7/2019 8:05:02 AM stormystorm10 🥳👍 thank you

8/7/2019 8:05:10 AM state1union Oh all gloves 🧤 off now pic.twitter.com/jFUGqnoWZD

8/7/2019 8:05:18 AM ezdoesit_ whoop there it is

8/7/2019 8:05:32 AM kindeandtrue 2020 isn't that far away. Support for our slow-as-a-turtle President is rapidly evaporating. People I know are already researching viable libertarian 

candidates. I see no pressing need to vote for more of this static dysfunction.

8/7/2019 8:06:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 These alerts are verified by surveillance of other equipment in the premises.

During the test we deploy a signature frequency that is picked up by our listening devices.

This is how we gauge how many received the message.

The message is related to the Great Awakening.

!ON = DO https://twitter.com/fema/status/1159117824041857024 …

8/7/2019 8:07:04 AM pelusa_del Muslim’s dream..

8/7/2019 8:07:12 AM positively303 🙏🙏🙏

8/7/2019 8:07:25 AM kindeandtrue Look, MJ12. You vastly overestimate our abilities if you think ordinary working Americans can "collect intel on agents" and "monitor their every move."

8/7/2019 8:08:05 AM stormystorm10 Awe man I don’t have a tv connected to cable 😬oh well lol pic.twitter.com/DjIwiMThWy

8/7/2019 8:08:08 AM _17patriot_ Do you use the hemisync process

8/7/2019 8:09:13 AM chanclan82 How is this different than the normal weekly test that is routinely done? (Or used to be done)

8/7/2019 8:09:24 AM herstarz What's to say that's not a chimera...?

8/7/2019 8:09:26 AM allahuniversal Re-read that. What you have in quotes is the answer to the question "Why?".

8/7/2019 8:09:43 AM blykat I knew that a few months ago. From Emery Smith. Very sad!!! I How can we be enlightened and defeat the ET Reptilian race and luciferian elite to stop 

their opression of us?

8/7/2019 8:10:25 AM iluvkayakingtoo I clicked on it.

The more, the merrier.

8/7/2019 8:11:03 AM blykat  pic.twitter.com/C3CFx9vEHc

8/7/2019 8:11:24 AM starehope Looking for their young?

8/7/2019 8:12:08 AM kindeandtrue Thanks for trying to help me understand. This is way over my head. I'm through with all the puzzles and enigmas. Tired of swimming in fog and mental 

mind games.

8/7/2019 8:12:27 AM moemc8 Blocked long ago.

8/7/2019 8:13:05 AM swattech Do it Q!

8/7/2019 8:13:09 AM michael81972 Eyethespy=Mossad.

Intentionally led people to Malware to gather Intel...Now ducking for cover!...

8/7/2019 8:13:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We knew this would happen."

How? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158738274732642306?s=21 …

8/7/2019 8:13:29 AM cpace98 Pm me the steps. My husband and my phone is hacked as of 2 days ago

8/7/2019 8:13:38 AM capitalkid Awesome - that's just what I need.

Will this malware spread to other computers on a network or is it at least isolated to the computer used to access ZeroNet?

8/7/2019 8:14:43 AM alodar Just don't click links till they are verified and watch who you follow.

8/7/2019 8:14:43 AM thepeacekitten We don't watch regular TV or listen to the radio. Can't tolerate the advertising.

8/7/2019 8:14:45 AM cidarean Yea. But I don't watch TV Or radio when these tests are on. And how does it relate to the GA?

8/7/2019 8:15:03 AM big_simp Try biobot- stealing human DNA for their Soul stealing "farm" and stitching timelines together in the control system pic.twitter.com/ZuhwN6wIIJ

8/7/2019 8:15:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong.

Dissenters against Epstein and Co are "agents" being monitored by MOSSAD.

You are a direct enemy to them.

Their malware is clever.

Their deceptions are well planned.

Allowing them to act exposed their operatives.

Clean your systems if you were infected.

8/7/2019 8:15:15 AM hellouncledonny human perception creates reality. In other words if you get enough people to think about HRC bursting into flames, HRC will spontaneously combust in 

real life.

8/7/2019 8:15:37 AM allahuniversal !ON

= DO

☝🏽☝🏽 Acronyms?



8/7/2019 8:15:40 AM boy12_jimmy Can You SAY we do NOT NEED YOU MSM as you continue to spread lies, hate, racism, hiding real news like #UnsealEpstein #UnsealNXIVM 

#UNSEALCarisJames #UNSEALDISNEY

#UnsealPedogate #UNSEALINDICTMENTS

#WhiteNationalistTerrorism

#ImpeachTrump #racism #whiteprivilege #Hate #MONSTA_X

8/7/2019 8:16:01 AM roaminnoodle A) Because you made The Plan?

B) Because you have a Looking Glass?

C) Because you are like really smart ... and have friends in High Places?

8/7/2019 8:16:20 AM vintagesquirrel Listen to the radio then

8/7/2019 8:17:21 AM jenaynayz @ROYALMRBADNEWS

8/7/2019 8:17:31 AM jessewa25340831 Meaning what exactly?

8/7/2019 8:17:34 AM big_simp Correct

Welcome to the Soul stealing farm

Left vs Right

Team light vs Team dark

All to minimize heart chakra energy and create loosh for the AI

8/7/2019 8:17:34 AM kachinagtto Luckily - I know my tech limits and did not click. However, my ? Is... Gab seemed to be the one that started all this (the post I saw most rt’d as “this is 

the real deal 8chan”). How/why did they get that info and spread?

8/7/2019 8:17:37 AM debrafierens Should we be looking for anything special?

8/7/2019 8:18:16 AM flubbynutty How you know you are infected?

8/7/2019 8:18:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Radio distributes mind control frequencies to the masses. Nearly as bad as cable television since its listened to more than cable, just with only 1 

sensory target versus 2.

8/7/2019 8:18:34 AM _the_psychonaut Everyone calls everyone a LARP. Imma just do like yoda and sit back, trust the plan, and light one up 😤

8/7/2019 8:18:52 AM stormystorm10 I don’t have one , honestly don’t want to listen to a frequency that is being broadcasted and picked up by devices that I am “unaware” of listening to 

me .  And also want to know more about the frequency

8/7/2019 8:18:55 AM lbf777 Wait that account is Mossad? I know the original EyeTheSpy was deep state but this seems like a different person.

8/7/2019 8:18:56 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/Q7f5xQUIxe

8/7/2019 8:19:32 AM allahuniversal Long story short, that 8chan site on zeronet was created to infect every drive it was installed with malware to track, collect Intel, and monitor those 

who installed it. If you did not, it doesn't apply to you.

If your through, 🛑 seeking what you don't want. It's your choice.

8/7/2019 8:19:38 AM roaminnoodle And each tuned at 440Hz, presumably.

8/7/2019 8:20:23 AM allahuniversal Hence, the question mark.

8/7/2019 8:20:57 AM _17patriot_ What can we do to block those type of frequencies from influencing? Nootropics?

8/7/2019 8:21:06 AM scott_rick No I meant, sense it, use your intuition and if it doesn’t resonate with you it’s not your truth.  I doubt this Q/MJ12 sometimes also, but when I go 

reflect (my nightly walks) I ask my true self if this is real.  And my gut instincts say that this is happening are Real

8/7/2019 8:21:44 AM lbf777 MJ12 and VOTL @kibbitzlaw are the most trustworthy ones I Found. 

Too bad VOTL blocked me for getting angry when it looked like Trump was going to strike Iran.

8/7/2019 8:21:47 AM pauliepg11111 Did this mean if you downloaded it or even if you just visited Zero net?

8/7/2019 8:22:31 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it strange that I cannot perform ANY Twitter Search for your account "from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ..." no matter the keyword, it comes 

up "no results"

But I can perform searches for my own/others account...

8/7/2019 8:22:54 AM fukyorfeelngs Sorry, Anon here is a little slow on the uptake sometimes

I'm confused! Eyethespy is DS?

Is zeronet bad to download? Do we wait patiently for 8chn to go back up? 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤔🤔🤷♀️

8/7/2019 8:23:00 AM michael81972 I wonder if a million people have thought of her in a noose?

8/7/2019 8:23:14 AM hellouncledonny AI can not manifest things into reality. Deep state controlled AI's intended purpose was to control public perception. Buy controlling public perception 

AI essentially controls reality.

this is way MSM is so effective and why free- thinkers are what MSM fear most.

8/7/2019 8:23:19 AM rawphonegirl 😱😱😱 music is lifeblood for me! Sirius-ly???

8/7/2019 8:23:25 AM soldierofalbion i,m CERtaiN you have equipment capable of anything

8/7/2019 8:23:27 AM merclev Wait, eyethespy is a fraud?

8/7/2019 8:24:03 AM vincemindfreak well seeing as you dont possess magical binoculars it has to be game theory and vector in ai in that ..then you`d be close .

8/7/2019 8:24:53 AM boy12_jimmy Strange, the Clown TW said it wasn't available looking at MY post. After I retweeted it, the Clown TW appeared.

8/7/2019 8:25:38 AM boy12_jimmy The MY should say MJ12

8/7/2019 8:26:22 AM kachinagtto I took it as !on/not on = do

I think this is a nod to NOT listen.  I could be very wrong. Lol

To me the great awakening message comes from within anyway. I will not be tuning in.

8/7/2019 8:26:37 AM wearediamonds2 No wonder I hate the radio!

8/7/2019 8:27:21 AM ialibertybelle Don’t trust Gab

8/7/2019 8:27:24 AM starehope Ditto.

8/7/2019 8:28:17 AM shameonyou4ever Only idiots believe in Q. You’ve been had.

8/7/2019 8:28:40 AM wearediamonds2 Maybe this is a last ditch effort to help/free/rescue the heavily programmed, since they still probably use the radio and cable tv constantly? The signal 

is somehow able to snap them out of the trance?

8/7/2019 8:28:53 AM vintagesquirrel Similar to this? pic.twitter.com/7TwE6PkQ79

8/7/2019 8:28:57 AM kachinagtto This is why I bring it to attention... because now I don’t.

8/7/2019 8:29:03 AM chadmcgregory Yes, your mom had her way with me

8/7/2019 8:30:16 AM shameonyou4ever No doubt no doubt. At least she doesn’t believe in Q.

8/7/2019 8:30:19 AM 313looper Boom 💥💥💥

8/7/2019 8:30:34 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥



8/7/2019 8:31:14 AM roaminnoodle Some of it is also memory. 

MJ has talked about radios/TV and mind control frequencies in the past.

I just cannot do any search on their account right now!?! Otherwise I'd share their post(s) on the topic... 

https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1159122655926247430 …

8/7/2019 8:32:12 AM starehope What agreements?

8/7/2019 8:33:59 AM drbohammer Actually regarding clearing it off an HDD, if it’s the code I think it is, the only way to remove it is to smelt the drive... and REALLY check out your 

firmware before bringing the system up with a new hard drive👀

8/7/2019 8:34:06 AM bbobbio71 Well Shit! I use radio headphones every day at work.  🤯🤡😠

8/7/2019 8:34:40 AM 313looper “There is no COINCIDENCE”

8/7/2019 8:34:48 AM michael81972 9666th tweet

8/7/2019 8:34:50 AM configcuri A 7 day pass?  #QAnon

120G Spindle of DOD 3 pass takes 48 hours to run.

You run a 7 day pass on a SSD, your not only looking at 2 weeks of wait time, due to load balancing AT LEAST 20% p/m loss.

In another words, Go buy another drive, replace your phones, reimage?

8/7/2019 8:35:52 AM 313looper Is he exposed!?

8/7/2019 8:36:21 AM mgenitempo what do you mean...

8/7/2019 8:37:38 AM stormystorm10 🤘🏻👈🏻that’s you .... Jkjkjk jkjk now u can comment and make it 9667

8/7/2019 8:37:48 AM 313looper The account who has posted the URL!

8/7/2019 8:38:06 AM norwegianon Wait, is there any difference between #DeepState and [MOS], [C_A] (etc)?

8/7/2019 8:38:15 AM cylantjustice Precisely why all but one of my deVices is off grid.

Not that I do anything illegal, but what I do, do is my own damn business.

8/7/2019 8:40:18 AM michael81972 I meant MJ 9666 tweet😄

8/7/2019 8:40:42 AM lbf777 Ok, it's time to turn off the radio folks. Stop the mind destroying poison.

8/7/2019 8:40:52 AM stormystorm10 Ooooooo got you ! Good point out

8/7/2019 8:41:12 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

8/7/2019 8:41:59 AM configcuri Speak Logically. Malware

1. Cert Based?  Yes, if posted, it created a cert on your install

2. Admin Elevation?   No, how malware installed?

3. Cookie Based?  Possible, cookies do follow

How exactly is the malware "Clever" requiring OS image?

8/7/2019 8:42:11 AM lbf777 I hate TV & most all radio. Occassionally there is 1 good show or song here & there but it's less than 1% of the time. Sad what these Zionists have done 

to American media.

8/7/2019 8:44:39 AM lbf777 Not on = Do

This could mean don't turn the radio on <--- do this.

Keep the radio off. 

I am aware how important this is but most people don't know. TV has to be turned off asap too.

Both are pure poison to the mind.
8/7/2019 8:45:23 AM configcuri All SSD's have P/M  (Program/Erase) counts that go down as data is written, 5-10k for SSD's.

So If you have a 120G SSD, that's 90% full, due to p/m balancing, your looking at 1.5 years of life on that drive.

Spindles (order Sata Mechanical have 100-150k P/M rates. #QAnon

8/7/2019 8:45:58 AM rawphonegirl How do I know what's tuned to 432hz? Create playlists and run through a tuning program?

8/7/2019 8:46:09 AM sherrieholbroo3 What are we being prepared for Majestic? Really unnerves me. All the unrest in the nation, I question everything.

8/7/2019 8:47:19 AM freestateojones Audio.

8/7/2019 8:47:44 AM hi12150472 Damn..it is safe to connect a uninfected hdd and transfer some one of my files out before i do the 7 pass 0ing or key reset of the ssd?

8/7/2019 8:47:57 AM starehope Easy to understand. Maybe more people will see what they are worth.

8/7/2019 8:48:59 AM maryschade14 I turn it off but yes..noticing distortions of sound with these IHeart..too music being set at a different cycle in the 40s and still is. That too has an 

effect..the combo of nanoflake mtls geoeng in our foods..all things resonate..

Force of Nature or Manipulated to Control.

8/7/2019 8:49:43 AM lbf777 All the same Deep State but I wasn't sure which agency. He was framing himself as an agent of the NSA. NSA is working on the Trump team so this 

looks like a character assassination psyop. Even his profile pic is an eye that looks like it's plotting evil: pic.twitter.com/ZqTBpStpn9

8/7/2019 8:49:44 AM queen0fcups I don't "trust" anyone. I take it all in with a grain of salt and see what unfolds. I trust God.

8/7/2019 8:51:00 AM nea_storm (Giggles) Social Security Insurance Agreements to begin with and many others: However this is a lengthy conversation and regretfully I must pull away 

to engage in other matters: I enjoy sharing with each of you! Remind me at another time & if is an appropriate time may elaborate 

pic.twitter.com/pG1Y8SgihN

8/7/2019 8:52:49 AM norwegianon Yeah, that one eye thing is popular in the old guard.. been blocked by eyethelarp since forever, lol. 

😎👍

8/7/2019 8:53:18 AM boy12_jimmy That is very strange.... pic.twitter.com/s7xAbzqOgY

8/7/2019 8:54:07 AM marty31731653 Saturn in the icon pic is a giveaway. Saturn = Black Cube = Satan

8/7/2019 8:57:52 AM doggiemomma3 Does this only pertain to being infected with spying malware if you went on the zeronet site, or just following Eye and looking at tweets? Don’t 

understand all this technical stuff!

8/7/2019 8:58:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is not what we are suggesting. 

The 8ch ZeroNet was.

8/7/2019 8:59:52 AM _the_psychonaut So his pushing of it was accidental? Or intentional? Do we know?

8/7/2019 9:00:34 AM bbobbio71 Since its apparently everywhere and no real escape (TV, Radio,  Phones,  PC, Cell Towers etc.) Is there any way or anything one can do to undo or 

reverse what's being done?

8/7/2019 9:01:20 AM djlok Because you are Majestic 12.



8/7/2019 9:01:55 AM andyr1112 Wow... @prayingmedic

8/7/2019 9:03:14 AM chaele3 THE WORD ILLUMINATI SPELT BACKWARDS. TYPE ITANIMULLIU INTO GOOGLE  See what happens 🤤😠

Welcome to the National Security Agency - NSA/CSS 

 http://www.nsa.gov 

@POTUS @NSA_QIL2

@speakprojectM

@fieldmcc

@USMC

@AGWillliamBarr

@Kre8change

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4PsgE7Ntd3
8/7/2019 9:04:10 AM michael81972 If you were just following and reading you should be fine,  if you downloaded any links then you could be at risk

8/7/2019 9:04:54 AM defy_gravity987 I would say trust yourself as well. Deep down you know the truth. If it goes against your conscience and beliefs, you know it is wrong. The key is to 

follow the light ... (dark to light).

8/7/2019 9:05:30 AM rawphonegirl Aha! I'd seen this or similar before and couldn't find it again.  Thank you!

8/7/2019 9:05:36 AM ananda_love Meditation and listen to music in 432 hz

8/7/2019 9:06:28 AM mr_fedorable [FedNow]

Speeding up their endgame?

8/7/2019 9:07:56 AM fabulousmndance Clever if true😏

8/7/2019 9:10:12 AM kindeandtrue Thanks for the explanation. I went on 8 chan once to see what it was like. Not exactly the venue for respectable suburban middle-aged moms. 😁

8/7/2019 9:11:08 AM lbf777 Ah. Thanks.

8/7/2019 9:11:52 AM cocopuffster12 I think he exposes himself when he blocks Patriots

8/7/2019 9:12:03 AM analyst2501 You personally saw/have a copy of the video? How?

8/7/2019 9:12:05 AM truthseeker805 Related?  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf …

8/7/2019 9:13:01 AM cocopuffster12 He blocks Patriots. Odd. I say black 🎩

8/7/2019 9:13:22 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/hag4a9bBrn

8/7/2019 9:14:18 AM starehope Amazing! We, the people must account for every cent of income, even $55.00 interest in a savings account when the US Government doesn't know 

every ounce of gold it has. And this unknown amount of gold is what they will base the gold standard on? Unbelievable! Double standard?

8/7/2019 9:15:31 AM amyjack37468809 oh my goodness.. I hope this is a good thing...

8/7/2019 9:16:07 AM 313looper But that’s not his first time to act suspicious! 

Most of the times he sounds obviously very fake! 🤨

8/7/2019 9:16:25 AM chanclan82 And I mean that sincerely. I wasn’t being sarcastic.

8/7/2019 9:16:30 AM wwtravelr be careful with Zeronet, amigo.  8chan B.Ops have not backed that as of yet.  8chan is coming back up.  a little patience.  part of the plan. 1. take down 

site 2. get owner in front of homeland sec. 3. answer the question: who is Q?

8/7/2019 9:21:00 AM subversion_ops Not true. ZeroNet runs through TOR.

8/7/2019 9:21:11 AM chanclan82 Yes...makes sense. People that aren’t on internet and actually use these devices and very likely using them at that time of day.

8/7/2019 9:22:36 AM wearediamonds2 I don't know what this stuff means. It is over my head.

8/7/2019 9:23:06 AM paulconservativ 🇺🇸👊😁👍👍

And say V don't forget to follow Back a Fellow Patriot  !  😁👊👍🇺🇸

8/7/2019 9:23:38 AM anon_crypto1 Interesting. $AGI , the crypto is led by none other than @bengoertzel ........

Ben is a little eccentric, lets hope his ties are not a two way street and just a donation from a rich sicko.

8/7/2019 9:24:28 AM rbthomas777 I told him nice try and now I'm blocked..

8/7/2019 9:25:35 AM godfamcountry “Listening devices” = phones, smart TVs, Alexa, etc??

8/7/2019 9:27:15 AM keith369me So instead of voting for Trump you will be voting for?

8/7/2019 9:28:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong.

8/7/2019 9:29:12 AM kindeandtrue I don't know. We're always put in this predicament of voting for the lesser of two evils. It never changes. I'll have to see how it goes.

8/7/2019 9:30:01 AM starehope Well, that's vague, but I'm patient. You are as bad as a movie that leaves everyone hanging! *Not an insult, just a summation.

8/7/2019 9:30:07 AM covertress I Never... 

#MindControl

8/7/2019 9:30:09 AM keith369me What does the Deepstate do next?  Kill another 20 people to delay the inevitable by another 2-3 days? #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein 

#UnsealCarisJames #UnsealCarisJames #UnsealCarisJames #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate

8/7/2019 9:31:02 AM bill_davis01 Could this be the 10 days of darkness I’ve heard of???

8/7/2019 9:31:40 AM keith369me NBC news story removed by the Deepstate #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

8/7/2019 9:31:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong. We did not.

MOSSAD did.

All to hinder #UnsealEpstein.

8/7/2019 9:32:37 AM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/gENPCZK3mr

8/7/2019 9:32:38 AM nea_storm Oh that was Perfect! I comprehend on all levels Evening Star! Many here are aware I have already touched upon this subject it actually resulted in the 

other House Estate Account being closed from the public side view Only! It is truly lengthy I have stayed when I have other work 

pic.twitter.com/epCChg558M

8/7/2019 9:32:55 AM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/lZFyPkQTfc

8/7/2019 9:33:00 AM keith369me Not so nice play on words “shot”...#UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein 

#UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

8/7/2019 9:33:02 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/JpIOZ3m2d1

8/7/2019 9:33:55 AM tlarbb @MongrelGlory,   Haven't seen the movie.  Haven't read the book either is it fiction or a documentary?  I'll look for it.

8/7/2019 9:34:04 AM keith369me Holy #%}%$, CNN #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

8/7/2019 9:34:16 AM subversion_ops Mine does. So...right.

8/7/2019 9:34:20 AM blsdbe I am looking forward to continuing our discussion when the time is right. Blessings, All!!! pic.twitter.com/AwXjHQdOic

8/7/2019 9:34:22 AM raisethevib369 Wow. Great bunch of researchers. All you had to do is read the comments to know the LINK is Mossad, not ETS. pic.twitter.com/PiP8kLEnDf

8/7/2019 9:34:32 AM starehope Thank you.👊

8/7/2019 9:34:45 AM herstarz Safari can't open page.

8/7/2019 9:35:05 AM keith369me Do you think Trump or the party of impeachment will lose more voters?

8/7/2019 9:35:51 AM moonbaby04371 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/19i9H6BH65



8/7/2019 9:36:35 AM allahuniversal Now where have we heard something like 5his before? Oh yeah, that's what [they] tell us about Q!

All 4 a LARP?

Nothing is random.

Everything has meaning.

8/7/2019 9:36:57 AM kindeandtrue At a certain point, Trump dropped #AmericaFirst and the #MAGA agenda and tranformed into an Israel First operative. Let the neocons and Zionists get 

him re-elected. I don't care anymore.

8/7/2019 9:37:25 AM nea_storm I really do .... Ask upon her return Lisa she has archived some of this material: I was going over the basic relationships with everyone and everybody 

was actualizing them rapidly and then they cut the feed: That should tell everyone everything regarding the truth: Comprehend? 

pic.twitter.com/pubm0La0tY

8/7/2019 9:38:02 AM keith369me He has another year to finish off the cabal otherwise people will take to the streets

8/7/2019 9:39:26 AM unitebylight I would say 7

8/7/2019 9:39:47 AM wwg1wga93583681 Nothing can stop this. 

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/3GaUNdaWPP

8/7/2019 9:40:02 AM kindeandtrue Trump's Red Flag speech is very troubling. Are you so sure he's our friend? He's calling for legislation to limit our first and second amendment rights. At 

some point you have to start asking questions.

8/7/2019 9:40:11 AM allahuniversal Yeah, it can be...harsh.

8/7/2019 9:42:05 AM usss_211 Ahhhh Haa!!!

8/7/2019 9:42:13 AM starehope Yes.

8/7/2019 9:42:41 AM kindeandtrue Free speech isn't always pretty and comfortable.

8/7/2019 9:42:46 AM usss_211 LARP

8/7/2019 9:43:10 AM keith369me The #1 item for freedom is unsealing Pedogate and Disclosure...the rest is truly just false reality noise.

8/7/2019 9:43:43 AM disfellocated Chitinous claws, actually. 

 https://youtu.be/kux1j1ccsgg  pic.twitter.com/GDmucZDQIG

8/7/2019 9:44:24 AM cin_qc White hat!

8/7/2019 9:44:33 AM markjohnt2 You confuse accessing with running.

8/7/2019 9:46:00 AM allahuniversal Agreed, can be pretty chaotic. Yet order filters through to the people around and social media, so it definitely serves its purpose. #WeAreTheMedia

8/7/2019 9:46:07 AM kimmeykim1 This is new for me as well.  I will be watching for the info.  Blessings and love @nea_storm for being here with all of us.  Love u! 💕💖🌟🌸😘. May 

all the good you do for yourself and others return to you x3000 on this amazing day 😘❤️😘 pic.twitter.com/Ok37LlE6cl

8/7/2019 9:47:29 AM michael81972 Future proves past: https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-07/white-house-unveil-rule-banning-agencies-doing-business-huawei …

8/7/2019 9:49:17 AM lenzaq If downloaded, but not installed am I infected?

8/7/2019 9:49:52 AM herstarz Wow. Gives a whole new meaning to "in your face."

8/7/2019 9:51:10 AM roaminnoodle When was that?

8/7/2019 9:51:42 AM djlok I think ETS was directing people to some bootleg site when the 8chan news came out.

8/7/2019 9:51:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not get distracted with "aliens". 

#UnsealEpstein then Disclosure. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/796745/NASA-live-feed-cut-mystery-object-appear-ISS-space-station-

video …

8/7/2019 9:52:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depends.

8/7/2019 9:52:53 AM michael81972 They are real!  God consciousness

8/7/2019 9:53:05 AM stormystorm10 Will do 👌

8/7/2019 9:53:28 AM _the_psychonaut Truth to this? pic.twitter.com/aF0CWdKKRJ

8/7/2019 9:53:48 AM trumps_all So numbers wise, how many DC folks versus Hollywood folks would you say Epstein takes down? You can even give a % if you don't want to expose 

numbers

8/7/2019 9:54:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/VickyPJWard/status/1158799165259952131 …

8/7/2019 9:54:28 AM surfing123456 Lol man you all over this mj

8/7/2019 9:54:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/true_pundit/status/1159090588651872257 …

8/7/2019 9:55:19 AM liltilgerlil You know what’s weird! I can see and reply to its posts even though I blocked it? Weird

8/7/2019 9:55:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

8/7/2019 9:55:36 AM jeffthecurious “May” Expose.. lol

8/7/2019 9:55:39 AM v_rags Of course it had to be 66 st. ! Horrible.

8/7/2019 9:55:52 AM aprilbrown99 5:5

8/7/2019 9:55:55 AM michael81972 5:5

8/7/2019 9:56:14 AM anitakingsbauer I have been thinking that we are missing the big picture.  Q has referenced the we are watching a movie many many times.  How come no one is 

digging into this?  Q is not a predictor, Q is a time traveler or matrix jumper reporting old news.  I want to know way more about that.

8/7/2019 9:56:26 AM qanongroup Amazing how NASA can give clear images of outer space and milky way  but Blurred images of objects within our space compound. What a Joke. NASA 

is another Huge TRICK (distraction)

8/7/2019 9:56:52 AM visitnaj I’m new at all this. What’s 5:5?

8/7/2019 9:57:32 AM marisastio omg lol

it's part of what they sent up to the ISS. I will admit though, when I saw that exact thing 2 or 3 years ago while I was watching ISS live, it had me wide 

eyed for a minute until I looked up if they had anything headed to ISS.

They did. Took me 3 min to look. lazy people

8/7/2019 9:57:40 AM marveime 🇺🇸👀👼done❣️

8/7/2019 9:57:48 AM mark52525786 🤔ends as be best,I heard that before? But where🤔 😍

8/7/2019 9:57:59 AM vincemindfreak daily star ooph ..bad choice dudes ..tabloid junk in the u.k ..whether the content is respectable or not ,the fact that its the star discredits its for many 

off the bat .#sorry

8/7/2019 9:58:36 AM lbf777 The 2 things I have heard it means are the Hillary Videos & also "loud & clear" but not sure.

8/7/2019 9:58:51 AM jeffw355 How many more years before it comes out? :(

8/7/2019 9:59:27 AM q3d5a No because every time a new part of this story breaks Democrats the Media and Homeland security will just stage another mass shooting to divert 

attention

8/7/2019 10:00:18 AM rhactor It means loud and clear.

8/7/2019 10:00:19 AM ivan2488083248 hey Jordan! They even gave some 0 delta proofs. pls debunk!

8/7/2019 10:00:21 AM giediknight What if we just downloaded the zeronet program at the time, but never went to the fake chan board?

8/7/2019 10:00:36 AM flygirl33684011 I do.. I have grandkids that want to watch tv.. I watch certain shows.. I wish my cable provider had OANN, I watch @TuckerCarlson , @seanhannity, 

@IngrahamAngle, @JudgeJeanine.

8/7/2019 10:00:54 AM highhopesusa Sorry it was Matthew 5:5

8/7/2019 10:01:03 AM bkize54 It means we are in stage/phase 5 of 5 phases of the "movie" we have been watching

8/7/2019 10:01:36 AM firstwavr shut up. Q is real, majestic is bullshit.

8/7/2019 10:02:00 AM linnyt7 I'm at work.  No radios or TVs

8/7/2019 10:02:02 AM visitnaj Thanks

8/7/2019 10:02:51 AM anitakingsbauer Agree but do you think that Q has already seen the movie and is giving us pointers as it goes.  Q will it spoil the ending for us.

8/7/2019 10:04:33 AM anitakingsbauer Q will not spoil the ending for us.



8/7/2019 10:05:13 AM allahuniversal Sauce? Or just saucy accusations?

I presume you've read & reread Q drops as I have. Have you done the same with this account, or just writing it off because it's not Q?

8/7/2019 10:06:17 AM wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/ZzkUyA5e14

8/7/2019 10:06:32 AM state1union Michael Bennett of Colorado went after Julian Assange and lost his case in District Of Southern NY and this loser is running for President. All things 

seem connected with these candidates. That they are working for slave masters and it all goes back to the usual suspects?

8/7/2019 10:06:38 AM allahuniversal 12:06

8/7/2019 10:06:54 AM liltilgerlil I’m waiting for concrete confirmation where 8 Chan lands.

8/7/2019 10:07:35 AM state1union Neva lol 😂

8/7/2019 10:07:43 AM jdltr450 4D i believe

8/7/2019 10:07:44 AM cue2_c99 Kinda looks like a guy with no chute but decent form!

8/7/2019 10:08:04 AM girlawakeinca They will be exposed and balance will be brought via swift justice. 

#UnsealEpstein & end human trafficking.

8/7/2019 10:08:47 AM anitakingsbauer What is Neva?

8/7/2019 10:09:30 AM whisperz777  https://twitter.com/whisperz777/status/1159147884132098048 …

8/7/2019 10:09:47 AM vieiraranch Every station or certain programs etc? Christian radio too?

This is hugely important to us as we have kids listening to radio...no tv

8/7/2019 10:11:04 AM paulconservativ 😁👍👊🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/7/2019 10:11:25 AM positively303 Do It!

8/7/2019 10:12:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reflect. pic.twitter.com/GZ3ktN404H

8/7/2019 10:13:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 No showdown.

ETs blocks accounts.

MJ12 was "blocked".

Juvenile.

8/7/2019 10:13:54 AM stormystorm10 I don’t know why anyone would want to control someone else. Seems meaningless 🤷♀️

8/7/2019 10:14:06 AM soldierofalbion reminder too remove all mirrors in home..  no alien distractions here 😂

8/7/2019 10:14:13 AM brandon39886610 Don't forget about the EMFs we are being bombarded with,making people sick plus messing with our human antennas.

8/7/2019 10:14:50 AM francoissmc MONEY!

8/7/2019 10:15:13 AM _highjinx_ Archontic

8/7/2019 10:15:42 AM jdltr450 Money, Power. Sick people.

8/7/2019 10:15:44 AM brandon39886610 You know how the ELITE want to stay in power. To them we are just meat. Dumb sheep they can siphon life force and cash from.

8/7/2019 10:15:57 AM smalltowngurlz Any negative news that makes people fearful is what is wanted. Bad entities are fueled by fear, hopelessness, etc. it’s needed for their survival. Turn 

away & go find your joy is the best defense.

8/7/2019 10:16:03 AM gyspylala Lol...ET..has the real story..his ears heard it all pic.twitter.com/MSwvAHNsMH

8/7/2019 10:16:32 AM firstwavr i wouldn’t waste my time with this page incoherently regurgitating Q quotes in a mix with ET and Tesla-esque format. 

what i’m saying is those who follow this page are no further ahead of those who don’t because it’s purely a guessing game with no bread.

8/7/2019 10:17:21 AM stormystorm10 The power is the only thing I think would be attractive to people who want to control 🔥 Your right it is sick

8/7/2019 10:17:28 AM djlok 5:5

8/7/2019 10:17:31 AM realityloominng I think you may be underestimating the abilities of 21st-century 'military planning at its finest'. 

The alliance with Q is living in a "secret world", where everything we(the public) see in the media as "news", has been planned out way in advance. It's 

a battlefield of info

8/7/2019 10:17:56 AM nixontweets I have. That's why it's so absurd to Trust The Plan. So what's your excuse for insisting that the human race continues to do so? 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-11/trump-plans-to-sign-order-to-ease-approval-of-new-gmo-crops …

8/7/2019 10:18:00 AM francoissmc Among other things like fear harvesting (loosch), food poisoning, and medicine sales!

8/7/2019 10:18:31 AM cronewaxing Blessings to you and yours, beautiful domestic goddess💓💓💓

8/7/2019 10:18:39 AM starehope How about the Flamingos - I only Have Eyes for You? Is this ok? https://youtu.be/63nlhoda2MY 

8/7/2019 10:19:18 AM realityloominng Well, I have to ask. Did USA Today HQ evacuation have anything to do with 5:5 or DECLAS?

8/7/2019 10:19:30 AM nixontweets Dangerous tech like 5G which Trump is pushing onto the public?

8/7/2019 10:20:43 AM wild8heart Over the Mark...

We are close...

Dark to Light

8/7/2019 10:20:45 AM canadiancovfefe I have no idea what zeronet means, so I guess not.

8/7/2019 10:21:21 AM allahuniversal Again, similar to what many say/have said re: Q. Expand your thinking. 

It's either an interesting LARP. 

Or, confirmation of research for some who've been digging for decades prior to 10.28.2017. Prerequisite knowledge makes for much less of a guessing 

game. #WWG1WGA is literal.

8/7/2019 10:21:28 AM melanieanders7 Aw , Zag! My HERO! pic.twitter.com/r72vkpERP9

8/7/2019 10:21:53 AM jayrambin Yea. Take the news cycle back. Im deleted from fb, shadwwbanned kn Twitter and marginalized by friends and fam. Im not much help. But im RT ING 

anyway.

8/7/2019 10:21:58 AM canadiancovfefe Melania ❤️

8/7/2019 10:22:29 AM zagnett Think MIRROR, Co-Hero! 💪😍🤩

8/7/2019 10:22:53 AM lindabr67234799 Avalanche

8/7/2019 10:23:11 AM allahuniversal I've only gotten good vibes from that song! Analog recordings appeal to my ears much more than digital, some of the life is stripped out in translation.

8/7/2019 10:23:25 AM nixontweets Precisely. The Plan has proven itself VERY effective at calming the herd as Trump continues to push poisons like GMOs, 5G, forced vaccinations & won't 

even infom families how to detox from non-stop chemtrails. Pepe sits all /comfy/ in the pot as it boils over.

8/7/2019 10:23:50 AM melanieanders7 Touchè! pic.twitter.com/XzUOliQvgC

8/7/2019 10:25:22 AM brandon39886610 See how people take stuff and run with it? My God people,open your eyes.

8/7/2019 10:26:29 AM starehope They just don't make songs like that anymore. Has love of another human being changed that much?

8/7/2019 10:26:41 AM _17patriot_ MJ12 disproved that saying it doesnt work

8/7/2019 10:28:36 AM raisethevib369 So.....we should tune in or no?

8/7/2019 10:28:51 AM allahuniversal Yup. Consumerism contributed to a loss of self-love, w/o that intact, loving another is more difficult, if not impossible.

8/7/2019 10:33:04 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/qyqAOMDd6O

8/7/2019 10:33:50 AM liltilgerlil No

8/7/2019 10:34:13 AM raisethevib369 "Woke" people sheeping. And they're oblivious. Be the first ones to throw Q at you. SMH

8/7/2019 10:34:42 AM breal372002 It’s all true! Back to the barn!

8/7/2019 10:35:29 AM mwannahockalugi Pretty accurate, actually.

8/7/2019 10:35:39 AM goatroper911 Any worries running Linux?

8/7/2019 10:36:52 AM mynardpamela I like your name by the way. I know what it means 💞

8/7/2019 10:37:21 AM bbobbio71 Then there's @POTUS saying flags at half staff until Aug 8.

8 is the letter H.

So combine that with THuRsday and you have Hillary and Huma.



8/7/2019 10:37:24 AM jswdh1 Nope! I don't listen to him!

8/7/2019 10:37:25 AM cronewaxing 😁😉

8/7/2019 10:37:41 AM drumsk8 Does #UnsealEpstein take down the Rothschilds? 

& The Crown?

8/7/2019 10:37:46 AM phxrising8 Who can tell me about fluoridated water? Is it bad?

8/7/2019 10:38:39 AM covertress #GetEmQ #GetEmMJ12

smooth operators pic.twitter.com/Ao46Lctq5p

8/7/2019 10:40:13 AM state1union Lol never

8/7/2019 10:40:28 AM jswdh1 I've said the same thing and Q just posted time travel is fun! I've said it's probably jfk jr time traveling that's how he can post everything a year in 

advance... but he's dead in this time so that's why Q said several times he's dead.... imo

8/7/2019 10:40:40 AM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/fLXrdFSgs0

8/7/2019 10:40:42 AM whisperz777 😱😂 guess it depends on who you talk to. ¯\_🐸_/¯

8/7/2019 10:43:41 AM wisdomonium My Irish Catholic greatgrandfather would say: I will kneel only to the king of kings.The red cross (red shield/the royal star of Antares & the red crown of 

Egypt/scorpion king) of babylon was working through Cromwell=red shield. https://youtu.be/MlANWgyK2PY 

8/7/2019 10:44:37 AM doggiemomma3 Thank you. I never downloaded Zero Net, or 8 Chan or 4 Chan. I know they Spy on everything anyway, but this scared me! Thanks for responding. 😀

8/7/2019 10:45:17 AM michael81972 You’re welcome

8/7/2019 10:45:59 AM godfamcountry I thought I read on Q posts it was stages.  Along the way the numbers have gotten higher.  Started at 2:5, then 3:5, 4:5, now 5:5.  5:5 as in stage is set.

8/7/2019 10:47:00 AM xxfallenxpoetxx Lol so me 😂😂

8/7/2019 10:47:09 AM scott_rick Yes, it’s exhausting , throw us a line

8/7/2019 10:48:05 AM enomai_ Would an executive order not even matter for citizens like California? Or would they did not comply and force vaccinations on the poor people?

8/7/2019 10:49:14 AM scott_rick Energy... But what did they expect would happen when Elohim put us right beside Draco..... like putting a hen in a fight with a rooster and watching 

what happens until the hen gets delirious, snaps then fights back after taking a beating for so long.

8/7/2019 10:49:47 AM eewwanon Brrrrtttt

8/7/2019 10:49:47 AM molly07751087 I believe that The Plan that Q is carrying out is very detailed and is like a movie in that all the likely scenarios have been planned for BUT somewhere 

(and I apologize, I can't remember where) it was stated that Q is a fluid plan, they can only control so much so plans shift.

8/7/2019 10:50:07 AM rawphonegirl 💔💔💔

8/7/2019 10:50:16 AM scott_rick Or protecting from?  Border wall 👀

8/7/2019 10:50:48 AM starehope Very true. Explains why marriage is taken with a grain of salt. Too much self interest instead of self understanding, acceptance, and love.

8/7/2019 10:51:18 AM nixontweets ??? Come again.

8/7/2019 10:51:52 AM lbf777 This is what our tax dollars are funding. 

#StopPayingTaxes

8/7/2019 10:52:36 AM scott_rick Think what the real purpose of the “border wall” is.... 5G insulators?

8/7/2019 10:52:36 AM 313looper Well , I did on this case ! 

And let me remind you 👉🏻”The Truth Always Resonate Within Ourselves!”

So , not that hard to detect !

8/7/2019 10:53:36 AM dazeytoday I say White hat.  I follow and trust.  Look and think for yourself.

8/7/2019 10:53:51 AM martingeddes If the malware Zeronet or what is accessed through it?

8/7/2019 10:54:04 AM lbf777 There’s a legit story behind that. VOTL used to work under the Obama age or something like that. VOTL was somehow connected to the dnc.

8/7/2019 10:54:19 AM wisdomonium Tower 7's controlled collapse in the 9-11 chaos and the news covering it before it happened. As well as Rockefellers statements on needing an event 

prior to 9-11 as well as thanking the media for it's cooperation for the last few decades.

8/7/2019 10:54:24 AM nixontweets There's plenty of proof that he's pushing poison & sending billions in potential wall $ to arm Saudi & Israel instead. Can you provide information that 

suggests the opposite? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512?s=20 …

8/7/2019 10:54:38 AM scott_rick Aka... no one really knows as Q is cryptic as to not tip off the “other side” either

8/7/2019 10:54:49 AM allahuniversal So basically,

Zeronet = Zeroing your HDD

What about backing up data, are stored files infected or no?

8/7/2019 10:54:52 AM sandyjoy1054 This is really disgusting...

8/7/2019 10:56:01 AM egelone MJ, is eyethespy good or bad?

8/7/2019 10:58:18 AM enomai_ Sounds like he is Mossad. Doing what Jerome did.

8/7/2019 10:58:24 AM scott_rick I love Jessie the Body!  He knew what was happening when he ran For Governor

8/7/2019 10:58:46 AM allahuniversal All to distract from the facts of life. [They] really ran a good game on us all. https://youtu.be/9GorqroigqM 

8/7/2019 10:59:05 AM raisethevib369 I don't have cable so I opened the one app I have that streams live. The only local  channel I can load that's not glitchy is ABC and The View is on. 24 

min left to the alert. I don't think I can mentally do it. I'm out on this one 😂

8/7/2019 10:59:11 AM origteslasmuse I think it's the files that zero net will put on your device if you open some of those websites, since it's based on blockchain, it's probably pulling all the 

website files and supporting content and hosting it on your local machine. That's where hidden CP could be lurking.

8/7/2019 11:00:09 AM godnusa Awesome tweet!!!

8/7/2019 11:00:19 AM allahuniversal The View is outside of muh purview 😂

8/7/2019 11:00:19 AM origteslasmuse Breathe... It's probably not as bad as you think

8/7/2019 11:00:22 AM scott_rick I’ve lost track.... is Corey Goode and Wilcox info truth or false?

8/7/2019 11:01:43 AM randyfresh ben garrison love dat thic ass. is Q an ass, man?

8/7/2019 11:03:00 AM scott_rick M.J. I know time is an illusion but.... is DECLAS coming let’s say in August of 2019?🥴

8/7/2019 11:03:58 AM raisethevib369 #truth. I found a soap opera 😂

8/7/2019 11:04:33 AM dwqken Makes me think of Trump’s uncle relationship with Nicola Tesla  🤷🏻♀️ but  now anything is possible

8/7/2019 11:04:36 AM aarno_xxii  pic.twitter.com/2OdWcE5eDC

8/7/2019 11:05:33 AM anneolsen43  https://nyti.ms/2LfVu0D 

8/7/2019 11:06:33 AM wolfspirit1 I’m not seeing the Q.

8/7/2019 11:06:54 AM allahuniversal Don't normally watch sports, I can handle some baseball until the experiment is done

8/7/2019 11:07:11 AM codycowgill Blocked him long ago

8/7/2019 11:07:44 AM randyfresh zoom in on the ass crack and do some research.

8/7/2019 11:07:45 AM qanongroup What if most of the unidentified flying objects are man made constructed with rare alloys (lite weight and resistant) since 6 decades ago

8/7/2019 11:07:51 AM dbender22 Hey my people whom liked my Tweet. I noticed a spelling error "they're" so I went back to correct it and the me too "petition" was taken down. I got a 

decent amount of likes. I included Victoria Secret Franchise. Maybe it's just a coincidence. 😏

8/7/2019 11:09:13 AM quality_cqntrol @ElizzaSays @Spaceshot76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Voteridplease @TRUreporting  Dayton mayor about 8 minutes ago on fox just asked rhetorically “Do I 

think there is going to be another shooting tomorrow and Friday, YES I DO”  #WWG1WGA #SeeSomethingSaySomething #Dayton #wearewatching 

pic.twitter.com/r535nwlkJU



8/7/2019 11:09:13 AM sabreaxe Its (((their))) final card to play. The big magic show. Going to fool many. pic.twitter.com/Z8ogN0gV5I

8/7/2019 11:10:54 AM urbanedeplore It's killing an unkillable snake, isn't it ?

8/7/2019 11:11:26 AM elizzasays Wow

8/7/2019 11:12:04 AM cocopuffster12 He blocks Patriots

8/7/2019 11:13:58 AM jswdh1 Yep!

8/7/2019 11:14:26 AM origteslasmuse My intuition tells me mine is not infected

8/7/2019 11:14:57 AM wolfspirit1 Ah

8/7/2019 11:15:06 AM wolfspirit1 I’m on an iPad

8/7/2019 11:15:49 AM sabina06706427 Come on #starseeds #woke #awake #qanon #greatawakening souls! We must manifest a new world without this. WE CAN & WILL DO IT!!!! 

💕🌏💫🧚♀️

8/7/2019 11:17:33 AM ragevirusqq  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

8/7/2019 11:17:45 AM ricca_19 They are ALL Connected

8/7/2019 11:18:05 AM ananda_love If you continue to watch TV & listen to the radio then nothing will work. If u don’t and meditate then your frequency will increase and will be able to 

discern better. Energy flows where attention goes

8/7/2019 11:20:37 AM sabina06706427 Calcifies the pineal gland. Often associated with the third eye or the Ajna chakra, when activated, leads one to higher realms of consciousness.                 

                       In other words it is essential to evolve from lower 3D 💗

8/7/2019 11:21:04 AM bbobbio71 And there it is

8/7/2019 11:22:10 AM azuremagus Who's in apt. 6 on 66th

8/7/2019 11:23:47 AM robin_ked ThankQ J👊makes perfect sense now

DemocRATS🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀 pic.twitter.com/I0QFHc9kpK

8/7/2019 11:23:48 AM urbanedeplore I have heard about this case regarding Brexit May 31 2019. This is a struggle to the death, isn't it ? Also there is a message from you, maybe things are 

not so safe, I don't know...

8/7/2019 11:24:30 AM raisethevib369 I'm a patriot and I'm not blocked.

8/7/2019 11:27:53 AM jswdh1 I don't like rats but that's just too cute... LOL

8/7/2019 11:28:09 AM hollylandes I would love that...but probably not

8/7/2019 11:29:21 AM antarantanka Energy vampirism

8/7/2019 11:29:46 AM highhopesusa I wonder if about 100 million people have?

8/7/2019 11:32:54 AM bdam777 Where is the right infinity and where is the wrong? 

How do you know which one is right?

8/7/2019 11:33:48 AM origteslasmuse The url is the location of the website files, which are normally stored just like your documents on your computer. These files would be transfered to the 

local machine when accessed and likely stored in a temp folder of some sort. Your browser interprets these files on demand

8/7/2019 11:34:05 AM charmanda9 I am in too!

8/7/2019 11:35:08 AM djlok Ha ha!!! pic.twitter.com/0DQFqsuNtE

8/7/2019 11:37:32 AM cocopuffster12 Say something positive or supportive towards MJ12, he will then block you

8/7/2019 11:38:25 AM wisdomonium It's time for humanity to graduate to the fact that the realm (dimension) of the spirit is real. Looking into the darkness of the Satanic/Luciferian cult is 

part of the awakening to this realm.God is not dead folks.His love lives in all that is good.

8/7/2019 11:38:54 AM 1of3onhigh only as an external drive that does not let the OS boot. then move the files to something and virus scan, you can also create a VM to put them on and 

snapshot it, then if they are truly infected it is sandboxed and should not break out of the VM so that you can possibly recreate

8/7/2019 11:40:38 AM 1of3onhigh if the files are text files, if they are anything other than that like pics/vids, bring them up and copy them with your phone or something, quality wont be 

the same but wont be total loss. If you choose just to virus scan use a few different AVs, because some get bypassed, GL!

8/7/2019 11:41:12 AM roublisa Meeee 3 💞💞💞

8/7/2019 11:43:37 AM sergii_ii He is a kid, posing as FBI or some kind of super cool spy. He has been outed many times before

8/7/2019 11:44:05 AM origteslasmuse It's not malware, it's peer to peer... And you're looking for the file location where ZN stored the temp files it pulled from the site files. Probably not a 

bad idea to use killdisk or another DoD disk eraser first if you're wiping anyway

8/7/2019 11:44:36 AM roublisa Hello, what is you question regarding ?   IAm here to help...☺️☺️☺️

8/7/2019 11:44:47 AM _17patriot_ I pray and learn will that help?

8/7/2019 11:45:22 AM eaterpepper #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 11:46:01 AM urbanedeplore Those Venetian bankers.

8/7/2019 11:46:19 AM johnsville14 I KNEW it was true.  I thought they were putting it in our food but it's in the injections?  I am disgusted and furious.  JUSTICE. NOW.

8/7/2019 11:47:16 AM urbanedeplore typo sorry, a message for you @sine_injuria

8/7/2019 11:47:29 AM johnsville14 Is it reversible?

8/7/2019 11:47:59 AM keith369me Yes it’s a distraction, but isn’t it something the “Pedo truth deniers” should be aware of anyway?

8/7/2019 11:49:34 AM keith369me Why no reporting on Epstein’s brother and how he made his $$$?

8/7/2019 11:50:28 AM lbf777 They turned America into a giant lab rat & used our tax dollars to fund this experiment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7CBLAvcUNo&list=RDEMSr81UHORxHSYG1nVMPdLKw&index=2 …

8/7/2019 11:51:21 AM origteslasmuse I don't know how mj12 worded it, but the risk is there being kiddie porn or something in the site files that are copied to your machine when you pull up 

the website

8/7/2019 11:51:30 AM keith369me How about I enjoy my day and help manifest an abundant future?

8/7/2019 11:52:13 AM brown_eyedladyj Good catch

8/7/2019 11:52:43 AM beantown904 I’ll leave this here. Check dates at bottom. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/rihN9ueZUw

8/7/2019 11:53:48 AM syrrah2 Yup.  All day long.  🤬

8/7/2019 11:57:31 AM winklerburke Forgot the Q sign...  ;)

8/7/2019 11:59:51 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/wtliBK7mlm

8/7/2019 12:00:21 PM believe_coach Who?

8/7/2019 12:01:13 PM believe_coach Who?

8/7/2019 12:01:18 PM believe_coach Who?

8/7/2019 12:05:16 PM dynamicres Meditation and practice. How do you learn a new language?

8/7/2019 12:08:15 PM charmanda9 Majestic. You got it this time, Lisa!

8/7/2019 12:08:18 PM dynamicres On fire with the questions yesterday April❣️

8/7/2019 12:08:49 PM blackjackpupil isnt it Act III?

8/7/2019 12:09:06 PM dynamicres I also had this question, it seems like they shuffle whenever needed, and recently probably way more often haha.

8/7/2019 12:10:23 PM kathleen3693693 Affirmative

8/7/2019 12:10:54 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/SqkeXkaEGA

8/7/2019 12:10:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not in Act III.

8/7/2019 12:11:22 PM stormystorm10 Soon?

8/7/2019 12:11:36 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/BFKmG5MgQH

8/7/2019 12:11:59 PM the_eric_yost We're probably just past the lock-in in Act I.

8/7/2019 12:12:06 PM covertress Q Sign  #QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/idmJTG8hnr

8/7/2019 12:12:29 PM _17patriot_ Act II is the 2nd term

8/7/2019 12:12:50 PM dark2light2019 Not yet. But two is starting shortly and will be very entertaining from the reviews. 🍿

8/7/2019 12:13:31 PM nun_chucknorris They have addressed this in the past.



8/7/2019 12:14:04 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/vhq7CGpSIv

8/7/2019 12:16:24 PM gymmom85 What Act is the HRCvideo in.  You say it is imminent???

8/7/2019 12:17:13 PM lifeforcemedia Is this s a comedy or a tragedy?

8/7/2019 12:17:16 PM ezdoesit_ Nooooo of course not pic.twitter.com/M9GY1JCQIM

8/7/2019 12:17:20 PM light_fighter_g I think "The Storm is Upon us..."  tweet signifies ACT III

8/7/2019 12:17:21 PM michael81972 We are in Act II..... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1154218202081243137?s=21 …

8/7/2019 12:17:32 PM ekotoons DARK VALLEY OF THE SOUL

8/7/2019 12:18:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/3Hu5uGmR4p

8/7/2019 12:18:13 PM toffer_anon_369 E.O.S at 2:22 not 2:20?  Because it invokes the Majestic numbers 3 and 6 on a Majestic day? 

08/07/2019

15/3/9

6/3/9

Multiply distribution power using principles of 3, 6, & 9?

8/7/2019 12:18:30 PM jrocktigers Roger.

8/7/2019 12:23:27 PM scents_common T-9 ?

8/7/2019 12:23:52 PM catpowernow "Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac"  

 - Henry Kissinger

8/7/2019 12:25:15 PM jessewa25340831 No outside comms

8/7/2019 12:27:50 PM nurseniceyes A drama

8/7/2019 12:27:55 PM keith369me Sticking around for the curtain call!!!

8/7/2019 12:29:07 PM djlok I had a dream that tweet went out the night 45 was re-elected. I hope that event happens sooner though. I might run out of popcorn.

8/7/2019 12:29:17 PM yetiyowie When does the makeup start to melt? 💋

8/7/2019 12:30:04 PM roaminnoodle Correction: Act II.

We are not in Act III. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159180146496221184 …

8/7/2019 12:30:22 PM nurseniceyes I didn't get either one on tv or radio.

8/7/2019 12:30:34 PM roaminnoodle Act II curtains are about to come up.

(posted July 24, 2019) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137 …

8/7/2019 12:30:34 PM realityloominng Will the signifier question unleash act III?

8/7/2019 12:30:56 PM michael81972 MJ,  what about this... http://www.redwhiteandfyou.com/hollywood-just-made-a-film-about-hunting-and-killing-trump-supporters/ …

8/7/2019 12:32:29 PM nurseniceyes I met Q last night.

8/7/2019 12:33:43 PM bbobbio71 time 220 on the truck clock 

time 221 on phone

8/7/2019 12:34:00 PM jvan125 I’m curious about this, as well...MJ? 🤔

8/7/2019 12:34:42 PM bbobbio71 You didn't see that thread?

😂😂🤣🤣😂🤣😂

8/7/2019 12:36:25 PM jvan125 Was only TV and radio this time.  But only if the TV/radio is on...🤷🏼♀️🤔

8/7/2019 12:36:39 PM lorieve So, um... pic.twitter.com/I6Bl66Ewdg

8/7/2019 12:37:08 PM lilangels44 Wow.......very well done yet sad

8/7/2019 12:37:45 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/2BzORH4wtP

8/7/2019 12:38:19 PM terriwork314 I read somewhere that Mr. Moore (aka ETS) was in his 60's (not a kid).

8/7/2019 12:39:04 PM light_fighter_g From what I remember,  he will be insulated overseas when it happens...   the next big trip will be the 45th G7 summit which will be held on August 

24–26, 2019, in Biarritz, Nouvelle-Aquitaine, France.

8/7/2019 12:39:50 PM aprilbrown99 #SlavesNoMore

8/7/2019 12:40:10 PM pls72853 So true😡

8/7/2019 12:41:19 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/y01OYuT7Z7

8/7/2019 12:42:15 PM moemc8 You said Big Week.  It's Wednesday already.  We need #Declas now.  The left is so unhinged and getting worse every second.

8/7/2019 12:43:01 PM jvan125 😂😂😂 No freaking way. Dilley doesn’t hide. Ever. It’s why I love him so much. I wish I had his courage some days. I’m getting there 

though🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸. #BabySteps #LockUpTheLooneyLibs

8/7/2019 12:43:51 PM 1_decided_voter Will there be direct validation of Q legitimacy from @realDonaldTrump in Act III or any time prior to 2020 election?

8/7/2019 12:45:28 PM agooddying Yet...

8/7/2019 12:47:56 PM wishfulldreamz Isn't it time you #AskAboutQ?  

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @yigsstarhouse @StormIsUponUs @POTUS @GenFlynn

8/7/2019 12:48:53 PM brown_eyedladyj 🤷♀️

8/7/2019 12:50:04 PM v_rags Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 it’s good to reflect about what this world WAS, and to think about how important it is to be mindful how we spend our 

energy. It’s difficult change for me. But necessary. Thanks to you, PS, Eye all the Anons and Q and all patriots. 💜🙏💜

8/7/2019 12:51:05 PM kimmeykim1 That’s disappointing...

8/7/2019 12:53:44 PM emilyoakley6 Doesn't seem like we done with Act I

8/7/2019 1:01:57 PM cpace98 An Anon said they made the nzero acct as a temp back up a while back when 8 Chan was 👇 & forgot about it. The person apologized and said that 

they were taking it down. Many of us on the 8 Chan for the last two years experienced board problems and had to wait until it was fixed

8/7/2019 1:04:41 PM xusaf_patriot And this was from the left-wing rag HuffPo...!

8/7/2019 1:07:05 PM xusaf_patriot Had to look up the word "yawl"...LOL...guess I lived down south too many years.

8/7/2019 1:07:10 PM egelone how long Act 2 will be?

8/7/2019 1:10:04 PM cruisec86591203 The tweet you were replying to with 'Nice cover' is showing as unavailable.  Who was the tweet from please?

8/7/2019 1:11:09 PM cruisec86591203 My bad, I clicked onto the link and see it.  Thanks.

8/7/2019 1:13:57 PM ivan2488083248 many. jargon slips in convos

8/7/2019 1:16:24 PM nurseniceyes I was on board with eye in the beginning...he was just a hacker in silicon valley...then his account was taken over by a woman in the desert in the 

middle East...then again clowns

8/7/2019 1:18:24 PM xusaf_patriot ETS = "message over messenger"

8/7/2019 1:18:58 PM mark52525786  pic.twitter.com/BFgxxAvTn6

8/7/2019 1:19:16 PM salle1_la  pic.twitter.com/HhkzyfUZis

8/7/2019 1:21:15 PM xusaf_patriot Holy sh*t...7 passes of the HDD?  That says a LOT right there...about the dangers of venturing into the wrong areas.

8/7/2019 1:21:26 PM lorirrr Thoughts on this...? pic.twitter.com/joVhNvjuON

8/7/2019 1:21:29 PM state1union YESSIR!

8/7/2019 1:22:55 PM starehope 😉💕

8/7/2019 1:22:59 PM state1union All three and suspense

8/7/2019 1:23:32 PM _chelseaproject Where are we exactly?

8/7/2019 1:25:01 PM rafngeirdal Well, then unseal Epstein please, so we can know more about “aliens” through disclosure.



8/7/2019 1:25:15 PM americanpetal Is it me or do the American people not realize how heavily MOSSAD is involved in the acts of terror, the influence, the lies and deception against us 

(US)?

8/7/2019 1:26:00 PM mymaxamoose My tv went out at that time. Totally shut down. Had to reset it.

8/7/2019 1:26:15 PM starehope Why is this hate film allowed?

8/7/2019 1:28:20 PM xusaf_patriot That's not what they meant...reread the prior tweet: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159131827937980422 …

8/7/2019 1:28:58 PM carolin15161363 My husband felt sick to his stomach

8/7/2019 1:29:53 PM v_rags Hi was doing a search for natural treatments of tonight as I have had for years and ran into your tweet can I ask what kind of tuning fork that is?

8/7/2019 1:30:03 PM v_rags Tinnitus

8/7/2019 1:30:14 PM gerengher MJ12, are any of us immune to said programming?

8/7/2019 1:30:55 PM carolin15161363 I wasnt home. Didnt have radio and tv. I hope I didnt miss something important.

8/7/2019 1:31:08 PM maryschade14 The unfolding is Majestic..indeed something to savor. No hurries.. pic.twitter.com/MH4f2jOXv1

8/7/2019 1:32:08 PM v_rags Hi I was doing a search on natural treatments for tinnitus do you think this will help? Only thing Is I have an iPhone and an iPad

8/7/2019 1:32:22 PM state1union I love ❤️ it.

8/7/2019 1:34:03 PM nea_storm You are amazing Lisa! Love You! pic.twitter.com/15Fpynr3J1

8/7/2019 1:34:42 PM michael81972 Short answer is Evil infiltrated our entire system...The light is now illuminating the darkness and they are kicking and screaming showing [Their] true 

nature...

8/7/2019 1:35:11 PM bbobbio71 I'm all little late to the game for this one.  MOSSAD=  save Israel for last??

8/7/2019 1:36:37 PM tango661 I just double checked and my alerts are activated and turned on for iPhone however I did not receive an alert today! Interesting.

8/7/2019 1:38:24 PM allahuniversal My guess would be that personally stored data is fine. That could be wrong, would rather not underestimate malware developers

8/7/2019 1:40:06 PM bbobbio71 I heard it.  The tone sounded a bit different and the was a, for lack of better words,  a different under tone as well as the announcer was different.

8/7/2019 1:41:26 PM covertress Search the istore for "binaural beat" apps. Try changing the beat frequency to 12Hz. Schumann was wrong. The Earth's resonate frequency is not 

7.83Hz. It's 12Hz. See this thread. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1148320230042734593?s=19 …

8/7/2019 1:42:27 PM v_rags Ok great thanks!  Looking now.  🙏💜🙏

8/7/2019 1:43:29 PM anneolsen43 A thriller

8/7/2019 1:45:39 PM michael81972 You dont know where you’re at? 😳😁

8/7/2019 1:46:57 PM starehope Wow, it seems to tie things together.

8/7/2019 1:47:26 PM allahuniversal Good question.

8/7/2019 1:54:35 PM allahuniversal Correct, No Q comms outside of 8.

These comms are not Q comms.

Q is #WWG1WGA, including MJ12 if they want to join Anons in this war.

8/7/2019 1:55:40 PM carolin15161363 I am not a tech person. How do I find out if my cell phone has been affected?

8/7/2019 1:56:12 PM nea_storm I'm Excited! pic.twitter.com/wYnl2diR2A

8/7/2019 1:56:37 PM jensingr1 Trying not to reflect on the insanity...

8/7/2019 1:58:22 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1158599145516609536?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/A2Uora8MZS

8/7/2019 1:58:44 PM jessewa25340831 So whose act II is MJ12 referring too then?

8/7/2019 2:01:15 PM higherdensitees Spot on!!!.... as the Brits would say.

8/7/2019 2:02:56 PM bereantype heard it at work today

8/7/2019 2:03:22 PM robin_ked Yeah who ever is still gobbling at the DS Trough of EyeTheFakeSpy will be learning the Hard way

👉Shill

➡️Larp

Too many warnings🚨 pic.twitter.com/ucPxVUvBqm

8/7/2019 2:04:14 PM v_rags Found an app where I could set the beat frequency from 0 to 40 Hz.  Tone frequency goes from 200 to 400 Hz. So I’ll set the beat frequency to 12 Hz. So 

should I set the time frequency to any variation of 369?

8/7/2019 2:04:36 PM v_rags *tone

8/7/2019 2:05:10 PM aetherwalker1 Been ready for a couple years now!

8/7/2019 2:06:22 PM allahuniversal #YouAreWatchingAMovie 

Maybe it's a movie of their own making, I hear they've been pretty good at that for the past few decades. 

This one would be titled #UnsealEpstein. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137?s=19 …

8/7/2019 2:07:56 PM liltilgerlil BOTS or possible twitter employees?

8/7/2019 2:08:09 PM schiller_spmode Crazy! I need to only follow the very few that I started following a few months ago. I really thought he was legit. Smh.

8/7/2019 2:08:33 PM aetherwalker1 Many don't because we don't want to be mocked and labeled a 'conspiracy theorist' or 'crazy'.

We can prove that the Q Team are people close to 45 but we can't prove the message is true to most because we don't have SIGNIFICANT VERIFIABLE 

PROOF.  [i.e. DECLAS & Epstein 

Unsealed]

8/7/2019 2:10:50 PM endipity_sara No coincidences

8/7/2019 2:13:38 PM aetherwalker1 That is what we need!

POTUS won't win 2020 with no Wall, signing any form of Gun Control and no BIG win against the Deep State(Q Confirmation).

8/7/2019 2:20:28 PM robin_ked I was Surprised I was able to see the ets post, it's had me Blocked on all my accounts but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 worked some magic 👊

8/7/2019 2:22:30 PM newalias777 America is back! pic.twitter.com/FApkxwFwHP

8/7/2019 2:22:56 PM aetherwalker1 When @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would respond to that question with "Time is an illusion."  

[Grumper Fox is grumpy.  😂🤣😂]  pic.twitter.com/92nQVObJCE

8/7/2019 2:23:46 PM randyfresh Not sure if I should be impressed or disturbed that y’all can *literally* find Q by staring at a cartoon ass.

8/7/2019 2:23:53 PM ricca_19 #AwanBrothers - they did not skate

Think little fish - WITNESSES

They had all the #DNC Members files

#ThankQ #LittleDebbie 

Representing the DS cesspool HQ in #BrowardCounty pic.twitter.com/EeGHw0OdUr

8/7/2019 2:24:31 PM tyedyetweety They join the Trumptrains dear. They follow and get followed back. As long as you keep your followers and followings number close to the same you 

can make the transition. Nothing weird about it. I do still watch who I follow. But I think it helps spread the Truth to more peeps.

8/7/2019 2:28:09 PM jessewa25340831 Ok so @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is just piggy backing off #QAnon?  Lol got it!

8/7/2019 2:30:20 PM lynnielee5 There were 2 ETS accounts. 1 was fake. I am actually confused. Has the other one been compromised as well?

8/7/2019 2:30:59 PM 45harisonharold They know the battle, they know who wins and they know who loses, but they'll still need to publicly renounce Satan before they can begin to be 

trusted.

8/7/2019 2:31:50 PM liltilgerlil Both same satanic shill

8/7/2019 2:32:07 PM t_hayden07 I believe this is one of those 'message over messenger' type deals...

Mostly good, if i recall properly. Disinfo is necessary tho 👌



8/7/2019 2:33:54 PM space_sloth26 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealUSPTO #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealUSPTO #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel 

#UnsealUSPTO

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @NSA_QIL2 @Cordicon unseal the Epstein files, the Standard Hotel evidence, and the patents. 

RT

8/7/2019 2:35:36 PM liltilgerlil He died in a Tesla accident in her district

8/7/2019 2:36:13 PM mateuszwala do not think this account is fraud

8/7/2019 2:36:23 PM mateuszwala do not think this account is fraud

8/7/2019 2:39:22 PM pixiesdorule Yep... effective reading comprehension left the building when smartphones entered. 🤣

8/7/2019 2:39:52 PM freestateojones WEXNER pic.twitter.com/pqvIaTDtHD

8/7/2019 2:40:31 PM lynnielee5 Anything can be bought!

8/7/2019 2:41:42 PM shellysheed 13

8/7/2019 2:41:47 PM richard07759712 It’s clear

8/7/2019 2:44:26 PM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/ba6rmDRxDH

8/7/2019 2:44:52 PM realeyethespy He is the original

8/7/2019 2:46:20 PM luckylisav 🤯There's always a story behind the story.

8/7/2019 2:47:41 PM lynnielee5 Thank You! I thought so, just thought........very good cover!

8/7/2019 2:49:47 PM justjackburton Embrace the power of AND.

8/7/2019 2:49:49 PM truthisyours310 More like a horror

8/7/2019 2:51:36 PM mateuszwala do not think this account is fraud

fake ms12 shit brix haha :D

8/7/2019 2:51:59 PM jamiegrahamusa Hi MJ. I didn't get message on my cell or Antenna TV. Texas Gulf.

8/7/2019 2:53:45 PM scott_rick Thanks

8/7/2019 2:54:47 PM advaitawho What act and what play? 🤔

8/7/2019 2:55:51 PM catpowernow Meanwhile back at the farm under a chemtrail sky.......

8/7/2019 2:58:46 PM lambertfrdriqu1 I downloaded the zeronet .zip file. I scanned the file with my antivirus. Everything was fine. I then proceeded to uncompress the file. Then, I scanned 

the folder, and the antivirus found a trojan.

8/7/2019 2:59:42 PM myfanwy_72 Where is Ghislaine living these days Vic?

8/7/2019 3:03:57 PM ruthantebiguten I didn’t get an alert

8/7/2019 3:05:27 PM allahuniversal What, you aren't? I thought we all were... Looks like I'll have to expand my thinking a bit as to #WWG1WGA really means, huh? 

pic.twitter.com/sI3IDc0kVz

8/7/2019 3:07:11 PM selooversuzanne So true!

8/7/2019 3:11:31 PM zagnett Ooh you had me at "buffet" 🍿🍩🍸

8/7/2019 3:12:43 PM configcuri I'm currently investigating if a clean is even needed.

8/7/2019 3:16:02 PM nivensmctwisp2 Just like Gab & Dissenter = MOSSAD pic.twitter.com/aPREikASg4

8/7/2019 3:18:12 PM origteslasmuse Could be a false positive on the Trojan, I loaded it on phone but uninstalled before I really did anything, just ran a malwarebytes scan, will check a 

couple other scanners pic.twitter.com/gL30xScYWB

8/7/2019 3:20:24 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @kabamur_taygeta

8/7/2019 3:22:48 PM bartmarshall3 @PoliticalKathy @prayingmedic @RealCandaceO @RodSneaky @SayWhenLA @Solmemes1 @StormIsUponUs @TheOfficerTatum @Tiff_FitzHenry 

@tracybeanz @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @winstonCovfefe https://twitter.com/BartMarshall3/status/1159225985998475264 …

8/7/2019 3:31:13 PM igg716 Perfect!

8/7/2019 3:31:52 PM ericsteelelive I missed it what was the message?

8/7/2019 3:35:16 PM starehope We pray harder.

8/7/2019 3:36:30 PM guy_karen Quit lallygagging and unseal Epstein

8/7/2019 3:40:07 PM kzcreek 😮... I sure hope so.. sometimes I’m just like”WHAT IS GOING ON”???

8/7/2019 3:40:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1159226523364265984 …

8/7/2019 3:42:26 PM roublisa I love you more😘😘😘 pic.twitter.com/ZnnCJkKdaw

8/7/2019 3:42:42 PM dougfasho  pic.twitter.com/XPRHjSY9x1

8/7/2019 3:42:47 PM gravey6 Lawmakers not to smart

8/7/2019 3:42:58 PM mountainminder Exposure of the Q Kind.

8/7/2019 3:42:58 PM f45_5 Good to know...Thanx4 sharing

8/7/2019 3:43:02 PM shannen_robison Always

8/7/2019 3:43:07 PM americanpetal A way to introduce evidence? 

#UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 3:43:52 PM f45_5 🤢🤮

8/7/2019 3:44:23 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/U7mq9uy1LZ

8/7/2019 3:45:32 PM sabina06706427 They say if you eliminate heavy metals from your body & meditate, you can help it. I use aluminum free deodorant, drink aluminum free water and 

take iodine drops. Cilantro and spirulina is good for decalifying too among others

8/7/2019 3:46:06 PM xusaf_patriot Note that this is an AP article..."Facebook, which owns Instagram, said the company found nothing that supported Watkins' claim."  No surprise here!

8/7/2019 3:46:24 PM steveroye Some seriously brutal truth in a single image. 👍

8/7/2019 3:46:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's rat poison.

8/7/2019 3:46:45 PM geminisq0714 After Coats is gone Aug 15th hopefully.

8/7/2019 3:48:10 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/9hriRkquJf

8/7/2019 3:48:14 PM projectwga That’s what I’ve mentioned in a thread elsewhere. This is about injecting things legally. It must be done this way to bypass MSM b/c, once the truth 

comes out, the liberals won’t believe MSM suddenly (if MSM even reports it) but legal docs & testimonies Trumps it all.

8/7/2019 3:48:27 PM capitalkid @Incarnated4EVA

@GitmoChannel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/7/2019 3:48:47 PM roublisa Thank you💖💖💖

8/7/2019 3:49:32 PM ginger4trump  https://twitter.com/georgepapa19/status/1158820223010496512?s=21 …

8/7/2019 3:49:37 PM dougfasho @NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IPOT1776

8/7/2019 3:49:41 PM nocommunistusa N the food GMO, it’s disturbing

8/7/2019 3:49:44 PM roublisa 🥰🥰🥰

8/7/2019 3:49:50 PM anneolsen43 But is the curtain for act II slowly coming down?



8/7/2019 3:49:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 July 1-7 2019 4.2M Reached

Aug 1-7 2019 5.6M Reached

The more #UnsealEpstein grows in strength, the more ammo [they] will use.

Do not lose focus.

#FISAGate brings down the house.

#UnsealEpstein is what has been going on inside the house.

8/7/2019 3:50:57 PM i_like_skis This should be entertaining, look forward to red pills getting dropped.

8/7/2019 3:51:01 PM johnsville14 Thank you for the suggestions. For the last 20 years I've felt so sick and ill.  I just want my mind back.

8/7/2019 3:51:03 PM my2sonznme Exactly. “BIG WEEK THIS WEEK”....🦗 The left is know calling doe Fox to fire Tucker. 🤪 Watch Kansas...is Kansas really Pompano??? I heard that 

today👀

8/7/2019 3:51:59 PM my2sonznme Is KANSAS really Pompano?

8/7/2019 3:52:09 PM iataleph Yes #UnsealEpstein Lots of trouble to show us all in his files I am sure

8/7/2019 3:52:17 PM lbf777 Deep State must be in full panic mode by now.

8/7/2019 3:52:24 PM lorirrr Ah, yes.  MSM not believd, good point. 👍

Thank you!

8/7/2019 3:53:29 PM cosmic_engineer I'd love if America droop the 'gate' suffix from every scandal.  It's terribly uncreative

8/7/2019 3:54:42 PM jswdh1 What's that?

8/7/2019 3:54:59 PM wok68 This will put Q in the spotlight!

8/7/2019 3:55:24 PM daumster ACT II!?!

I thought we were in ACT V by now!

8/7/2019 3:55:51 PM johnsville14 damn, so it's true. i figured. it's just something I put together long ago but never got confirmation about. I dont even know what to say.

8/7/2019 3:57:29 PM usernamt8ken Dont forget #AskTheQ

8/7/2019 4:00:06 PM queen0fcups Still Act II

8/7/2019 4:00:29 PM babobooey If the stuff is ever released

8/7/2019 4:00:41 PM state1union Yes

8/7/2019 4:00:52 PM queen0fcups Wait... Are we still in Act I: The Coup?

8/7/2019 4:01:21 PM leslieau7 I have to make  a run for more

Popcorn !

8/7/2019 4:01:59 PM queen0fcups Act II: The Reckoning

Act III: The Restoration

8/7/2019 4:04:25 PM dougfasho 8chan pic.twitter.com/di1yGIk7qw

8/7/2019 4:04:50 PM nocommunistusa Just that we are doomed 😔

8/7/2019 4:05:12 PM jamiegrahamusa Awesome news MJ12

It's on CR2.0

8/7/2019 4:05:37 PM dougfasho  pic.twitter.com/Gu6STBSkJ1

8/7/2019 4:06:40 PM sabina06706427 Yep I hear ya, it’s all the poisoning they are doing to us. They want us dull and submissive to their plans. We are the souls that can create a new world. 

You must be doing something right because you are following majestic 369 💕💫

8/7/2019 4:10:16 PM kachinagtto Am I the only one no longer getting notifications of tweets for Maj12 account?  It says I've selected to - but I'm not getting them.  Twitter up to no 

good again I see.

8/7/2019 4:12:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 Blocked

8/7/2019 4:14:43 PM magamatician  https://twitter.com/EyeTheSpy/status/1159094035614720008?s=20 …

8/7/2019 4:15:23 PM cchef1980 How does tweeting #UnsealEpstein actually helps? Feels to me like running for cancer... there is a logical gap. What else can we do in the real world to 

make it happen other than just wishing for it or hoping someone else will do what WE have to do?

8/7/2019 4:15:31 PM magamatician I did this analysis myself back in March

8/7/2019 4:18:47 PM iluvkayakingtoo Okay. That's interesting. Wasn't aware of that.

8/7/2019 4:22:45 PM iluvkayakingtoo Those answers should be interesting.

8/7/2019 4:24:08 PM blaynelannan1 Hard to know what to believe....

Who to believe.....

Patiently waiting

8/7/2019 4:24:38 PM aagent361 When you have all the money what is next, power of their mind and will

8/7/2019 4:25:05 PM jfogle8 Well we better get there soon, or the show's gonna get cancelled!

8/7/2019 4:26:18 PM vinoandvetos Let’s get the dirt on @BillClinton and @HillaryClinton!!!

8/7/2019 4:29:22 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/5ck3IVfMzU

8/7/2019 4:34:17 PM finall00p So exciting!

8/7/2019 4:34:42 PM timetowakeupsw1 @POTUS

#QANON pic.twitter.com/QWi03NHc8e

8/7/2019 4:36:38 PM freestateojones No thanks.

8/7/2019 4:37:58 PM susan66388204 Didn’t think so.  Too many loose ends.

8/7/2019 4:40:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 Bound to happen.

8/7/2019 4:41:45 PM kagqanon Don’t watch tv or listen to the radio.  Can’t stand either.

8/7/2019 4:42:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

8/7/2019 4:43:09 PM reddragonfly19 Good, enough is enough

8/7/2019 4:45:16 PM my2sonznme It would seem their division is working. JuliansRum is bashing TrueEyeTheSpy and SerialBrain2 is bashed by Kate somebody and Matrixxx is bashing 

RedPill78 ... people don’t know who or what to follow so they are breaking away from Q. We are losing people every day!!!!!

8/7/2019 4:48:03 PM jswdh1 Eye the spy is a fake... majestic has called out deal times! I think Kate and matrix is as well... serial brain 2 is awesome!

8/7/2019 4:51:31 PM allahuniversal #PANIC

Love that name btw

]PIA[ pic.twitter.com/6QlCkDoPet

8/7/2019 4:52:04 PM allahuniversal 😂

8/7/2019 4:52:50 PM jswdh1 They had said we were in Act II in a tweet about a month ago I think..

8/7/2019 4:54:04 PM buzzltyr2001 True, but it communicates well.

Agreed that we need a new one. 

Any suggestions?

8/7/2019 4:54:15 PM jswdh1 Taking down deep state

8/7/2019 4:54:31 PM mg13309180 Yes i can!! Lets roll with the info

8/7/2019 4:54:47 PM majic_eyes_qnly 33% increase in viewership in one month because of #UnsealEpstein? Impressive.

8/7/2019 4:54:54 PM allahuniversal And gaining people every day. That stuff, imo, is 🍿, just another part of the show to enjoy. The end won't be for everyone, so...

8/7/2019 4:56:33 PM zzed2020 Nascent iodine - check it out. I use fluoride-free toothpaste and have been drinking non-fluoridated well-water. I still take a few drops of iodine in my 

coffee a couple times a week since I can’t always drink my well water. I’m back to feeling very intuitive and trusting my gut.

8/7/2019 4:56:55 PM buzzltyr2001 "Called out deal".... I don't understand....

8/7/2019 4:57:06 PM 6truthseekers From your mouth to Gods ears...that’s sounds like an erfect plan to me



8/7/2019 4:59:04 PM allthingsexist Maybe true, but they all really thought we wouldn't evolve to see it. 🤣🤟

8/7/2019 4:59:33 PM big_simp It is my understanding that the technology that players like Musk proposes is the existential threat.

The AI requires Hosts [ souls ] and feeds off negative bioemissions [ suffering ] created by what the Bible terms the 7 deadly sins 

Its a feedback loop pic.twitter.com/R5OP3VopiF

8/7/2019 5:00:46 PM jswdh1 Didn't get anything!

8/7/2019 5:01:16 PM cosmic_engineer #FISApocolypse

8/7/2019 5:01:50 PM cosmic_engineer Or #FISApocolypseNow

8/7/2019 5:02:41 PM jswdh1 We didn't get an alert....we had a regular weekly alert that we always have at 320 tho

8/7/2019 5:05:43 PM lanakila000 #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 5:07:28 PM jvan125 This was when I knew he was a fraud...

Very dangerous answer here IMO. pic.twitter.com/wqd6GKzFhw

8/7/2019 5:08:34 PM hersh61m If you believe this you do not know anything about the man Trump is

8/7/2019 5:09:35 PM coleyufo I think there are 2 parts to this...

8/7/2019 5:09:57 PM coleyufo AI and ET

8/7/2019 5:10:06 PM jaypp8 The Truth can only set you free if you can see it.

8/7/2019 5:10:25 PM mr_fedorable Earth

8/7/2019 5:10:40 PM mr_fedorable We are Act 2

8/7/2019 5:10:54 PM hellouncledonny Matrix is a metaphor.

The rich and famous are cannibals.

How old is @BetteMidler @Madonna @cher  

They do blood transfusions with child slaves to look and feel youthful.

There are Birthing centers to help supply demand(born into slavery)

Empty cities in china.

why?

8/7/2019 5:11:08 PM allthingsexist Many parts. Maybe all parts. 😉

8/7/2019 5:11:22 PM lynnielee5 Yep! That’s where the Swamp Monsters Live!

8/7/2019 5:13:05 PM liltilgerlil Did you guys see this? 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/lKgQVMPOS2

8/7/2019 5:13:27 PM brookshunter12 Force the Q!!!!!

8/7/2019 5:14:23 PM hambrickro 💥 CORRECT 💥

8/7/2019 5:15:05 PM rebashoenfelt1 👏👏👏

8/7/2019 5:15:19 PM tarynupmatrix Not too long ago, a change happened in the very core of my being. The truth has always been the basis of my existence but I was fooled by evil, I chose 

to ignore my intuition, and I stopped thinking for myself. But now I’m Awake. ❤️

8/7/2019 5:15:55 PM rafngeirdal 5.6/4.2= 1.33. 1.33= 33%. That means 33 percent increase in 1 month. That again means a full third more strength in the interest in unsealing info 

concerning Epstein. Which could mean an equal amount of resistance from those that do not want these information to become public.

8/7/2019 5:16:12 PM lynnielee5 😂🤣😂Poor Michael Moore!!!😂🤣😂 Gotta go check out what this Soul Cycle is!🇺🇸😎

8/7/2019 5:17:32 PM rafngeirdal I understand the house in this instance to mean the house of the bloodlines that rule the world. The old families and tribes of the rich & powerful.

8/7/2019 5:18:28 PM starehope Act 1 just finished! If you need to use the rest room, then go. We'll wait for you.

8/7/2019 5:19:22 PM liltilgerlil Poor cycles 😳

8/7/2019 5:19:35 PM big_simp - its been confirmed we are within a simulation. Full Disclosure has been released on the net if you know where to look. Q's post is LITERAL> 

 I have many many points of confirmation from intelligence on this matter- DM if you want to know more - far too complex to tweet

8/7/2019 5:23:24 PM starehope Drama, Saving the Innocent, the Lost, and the Planet. Not a comedy, nothing to laugh about, not horror, just some horrorific players. It have a 

wonderful, happy ending!

8/7/2019 5:23:44 PM 1ra_enelor I live in Northeastern Alaska...I’m lucky I have internet.

No TV (no cable) and No Radio...can’t get signal.

Need to get phones linked in to it 💖✨💖

8/7/2019 5:30:21 PM starehope I thought Q and Qanons were different. Q gives the clues. The Anon's dig for information to understand the clue. The Anon's help the rest of us to 

understand Q's cues and clues. Then the average person has some idea of what is going on. Excellent! Don't you agree?

8/7/2019 5:30:25 PM hellouncledonny Yes life is a simulation.

Everything in life can be written into a mathematical equation. 

Humans are technically a highly sophisticated form of this mathematical equation living in simulation which is also an equation or code.

If programmed correctly we can manifest anything.

8/7/2019 5:31:46 PM rafngeirdal Will we then finally know who Q is?

8/7/2019 5:31:56 PM michael81972 Charcoal activated toothpaste also

8/7/2019 5:31:56 PM qui64667224 We need to wrap this up so our great country can move forward

8/7/2019 5:33:07 PM 11e1ev1n 2 out of 3 of those are LARPS and it's not @IPOT1776

8/7/2019 5:33:44 PM aagent361 Read this and reconcile pic.twitter.com/9G9iqp4xQ5

8/7/2019 5:34:12 PM big_simp yes but there is a Source timeline and a simulated timeline which is a prison soul farm. Thats the one you are in now

Agree on the correct programming analogy - why in fact we are in such a mess down here

watch how the upcoming economic crash programs the sheeple *baaa*

8/7/2019 5:35:31 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/XLPDPGmyJ3

8/7/2019 5:37:20 PM richard07759712 Damn that’s a lot of Popcorn 

.... you’re going to need more

They’re going down | Nothing can stop the Plan.

8/7/2019 5:37:28 PM pacu133 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Will we learn [RENEGADE] true identity?

8/7/2019 5:37:51 PM kindeandtrue Now I'm starting to see the vague outlines of the plan. Was the El Paso False Flag engineered to trap the Deep State?

8/7/2019 5:38:31 PM richard07759712 When have they been... Twatter

8/7/2019 5:41:02 PM qarmy1001 In no particular order: @qanon76, @TrueEyeTheSpy &  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

8/7/2019 5:41:09 PM danielaqcrew I hear you.. my sentiments exactly

8/7/2019 5:41:59 PM danielaqcrew Hahahaha I love this 😂😂😂

Hate this little f’kn punk

8/7/2019 5:42:28 PM aagent361 It was engineered by the DS but Wray jumped the gun, so now they claim El Paso was Q, Trump calls for Congress to act on new legislation on guns but 

they would have to approve the death penalty for what THEY are guilty of

8/7/2019 5:43:56 PM rafngeirdal Meaning of course others on the team or group than Q+, such as a list of the staff members, which might be some nine in all and 1/3 civilian and 2/3 

military.



8/7/2019 5:43:58 PM danielaqcrew I personally know 4 people that came to me since the recent shootings (in just a few days) asking about Q and I had the immense pleasure of hearing, 

“OMG, you were right!” Our numbers are growing, we got this. 😎

8/7/2019 5:44:18 PM aagent361 So they can't do that so they will drag their feet and Trump can say I tried but Dems won't take action, they lose either way...it is actually very beautiful

8/7/2019 5:44:56 PM slr64q I think soon, with all this technology that has been hidden from us, we will have free energy, and then you will have TV and radio!  🙏✝️

8/7/2019 5:45:27 PM aagent361 in other words he is giving them the rope to hang their own self and the world can't say it is fake about the cabal

8/7/2019 5:46:18 PM suekonkel This is going to be great!

8/7/2019 5:49:40 PM voiceofresonn Problem is now deep a statehad everyone's names

8/7/2019 5:50:57 PM coleyufo Interesting...

8/7/2019 5:50:58 PM marylouathome @StormIsUponUs @TheFive @patton6966 @CNNPolitics @realDonaldTrump @soul2ILL @LouDobbs @IvankaTrump @WhiteHouse @FLOTUS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EricTrump @foxandfriends @qanon76 @DonaldJTrumpJr @DiamondandSilk @RealCandaceO @JesseBWatters @mitchellvii 

@OANN @seanhannity @BrandonStraka pic.twitter.com/GWMvsej51D

8/7/2019 5:52:26 PM ragevirusqq can you undo what you did?

8/7/2019 5:54:38 PM ms_cheevas Think they announced they were going gold backed April 19, 16 and officially went gold backed Oct 14, 16... not so sure about the year. I’m really good 

with dates😂😆

8/7/2019 5:58:40 PM craigsteinlicht What should the average joe do to prepare for the coming financial reset?

Will there be a FRN debt jubilee?

With all the unveiling of hidden tech and cures for humans, what should young people be looking to do for the next few years to enter the job market - 

how do we get $?

8/7/2019 5:59:28 PM ms_cheevas I’m familiar with BRICS, kinda kept up with them for nearly 5 yrs off and on. I just don’t get into the digital currency, not up to date yet with them.... 

and thanks for all this info.

8/7/2019 6:02:13 PM over60nz 🙏🏻🛡🙏🏽🛡

8/7/2019 6:04:58 PM wonderswords So Far I think most who have seen it have been SUICIDED. #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

8/7/2019 6:05:39 PM boy12_jimmy Reaching for the skies & DISCLOSURE. All we wait to BRING DOWN THE HOUSE & Keep citizens calm when #FISAGate is released to #UnsealEpstein & 

#UNSEALINDICTMENTS. pic.twitter.com/TBuujxP9du

8/7/2019 6:07:04 PM allahuniversal Sounds like part of the plan to me pic.twitter.com/98gnU51py7

8/7/2019 6:18:45 PM nurseniceyes Just what is the plan? There are several floating out there.

8/7/2019 6:19:06 PM johnpcbiggs Ok I think I  understand the problem

8/7/2019 6:20:55 PM tarynupmatrix From the bottom of my heart to all PATRIOTS, you’ve all opened my eyes

8/7/2019 6:23:33 PM the_it_goddess Amazing Polly just did a video on Vicky Ward. Shes shady AF. Shes on YouTube.

8/7/2019 6:23:48 PM michael81972 Act 2 of kick the Cabal’s Ass

8/7/2019 6:24:31 PM saltypatriotfl Good one 😂😂

8/7/2019 6:26:33 PM the_it_goddess Polly does a deep dive on Vicky Ward. 👀 https://youtu.be/pVXwXN8bNMI 

8/7/2019 6:30:09 PM unittzoo I’m only White during the Winter so that means I’m not Racist during the Summer. 

@catturd2

@Education4Libs

@NeonRevolt

@MarkDice

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SayWhenLA

@StormIsUponUs
8/7/2019 6:31:46 PM danielaqcrew I couldn’t hear or understand the message - major static. Didn’t get a word of it. Is that because of the other equipment on my premises then?

8/7/2019 6:33:55 PM state1union I can’t share this post on even LinkedIn???

8/7/2019 6:34:31 PM jamesfbuckley2 Any word from Q?

8/7/2019 6:36:31 PM danielaqcrew Makes sense - but what if you couldn’t understand the message — horrible static. I didn’t catch one word.

8/7/2019 6:39:31 PM danielaqcrew Holy cr@p!! You are right!! Comes out to 6 6 6 😱

8/7/2019 6:42:53 PM chooselove108 Hmmmm, my guys say we are.  But to be really specific they said think of it as a 9 act, 3x3, and we are in the 3rd set. Interesting where we all get our 

sources.

8/7/2019 6:43:13 PM zsmolka1 Yes, we have been for years!

8/7/2019 6:48:34 PM chaele3 @congressdotgov

@speakprojectM

@HillaryClinton

@AGWillliamBarr

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@Kre8change

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@EyesOnQ

@DebbieAAldrich

@Aldo_9111

@Telford_Russian

@fieldmcc

@amyjack37468809

@NoLongerIgnored

@BillClinton

@JudicialWatch

@FedricRandy pic.twitter.com/Oa0XWbcGiN
8/7/2019 6:49:56 PM 7alon Yep I'm blocked lol.



8/7/2019 6:51:43 PM chaele3 FYI..HAD TIME TO MAKE FEW MEMES.

@HillaryClinton

@DebbieAAldrich

@speakprojectM

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@POTUS

@qanon76

@JudicialWatch

@NSA_QIL2

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@BigRoadside

@RoxannBrooks15 

@JAC30359225 

@QanonWatch 

@QPlusX3 pic.twitter.com/wuRPrlNssX
8/7/2019 6:53:30 PM 7alon They are still a shill, though. That is the point most people are making. MJ12 doesn't block when you doubt, neither does the NSA: CC. Whether they 

are legit or not, they don't block and 'ETS' does.. and that account full on lies to people about esoteric stuff.

8/7/2019 6:54:13 PM lovethebeach999 This :

 https://biosonics.com/product/clear-quartz-gem-foot-attachment-only-15-mm-does-not-include-otto-128/ref/22/ …

8/7/2019 6:54:39 PM chaele3 @speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SpeakGF

@usofawake

@JudicialWatch

@FBI

@qanon76

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@LeaDella_NY pic.twitter.com/V3HIAUIBef
8/7/2019 6:54:48 PM aprilbrown99 Did you run a security scan on your PC?

8/7/2019 6:55:17 PM lovethebeach999 These folks have a protocol to resolve it

 https://nehcacademy.com/ 

8/7/2019 6:55:52 PM lovethebeach999 Ask me in two weeks, I’m attending the certification 😊

8/7/2019 6:55:52 PM corrivlove It is a more SELFLESS account than many others. 👀

8/7/2019 6:58:13 PM pixiesdorule Yes. But the thread of Tweets missed the original intent of the main Tweet. That is the subject of my tweet. ETS aside, people leapt onto "ETS" steering 

the thread. This is what we noticed and pointed out.

8/7/2019 6:58:31 PM shannonschoono Damn...😢

8/7/2019 6:59:38 PM bosshawg35 🤔🎯

8/7/2019 7:00:14 PM djlok This little Q and A right there should go into the Majestic 12 Hall of Fame. pic.twitter.com/xTvMTsszP9

8/7/2019 7:00:32 PM firstwavr a great example of how pointless this page is. loud and clear, ok. right on man. you’re helping no one.

8/7/2019 7:00:37 PM johnsville14 Thank you for this.

8/7/2019 7:01:55 PM michael81972 You are welcome

8/7/2019 7:04:02 PM leadella_ny Keep fighting the good fight Michaele 👍 Thank you for all you do ❤️

8/7/2019 7:06:20 PM speakgf You aren’t going anywhere and neither are all those things listed.

8/7/2019 7:06:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The movie Blade:

[They] think we are oblivious cattle.  Turns out [they] literally drink blood, just live a vampire.  "You can't go to the police, they own the police"

Their weakness: Sunlight and Silver.  Silver>PM-backed currency>EO11110

Took 1 to fight 1 pic.twitter.com/NbU9epI8XO

8/7/2019 7:09:15 PM cchef1980 We should be focusing on effecting change and making sure we drive things. How about coming up with a plan of real world actions we can actually 

execute as a team? Ideas: 1. call senators and ride their asses like shit on Velcro 2. Put up a website tracking progress

8/7/2019 7:10:05 PM chaele3 Truth/Dare

@POTUS

@JudicialWatch

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@Aldo_9111

@AGWillliamBarr

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

@qanon76

@Q2Eyes

@QanonWatch

@NSA_QIL2

@BigRoadside

@amyjack37468809

@Kre8change

@Kre8Changesc

@CoreysDigs pic.twitter.com/VSidvVxNFD
8/7/2019 7:13:24 PM enomai_ Obviously yes but when

8/7/2019 7:13:43 PM danielaqcrew Yes!! Well said

8/7/2019 7:18:09 PM cchef1980 Cool I’m going to get started on that. We need to find more people to get this running.

8/7/2019 7:24:49 PM 1_decided_voter @realDonaldTrump

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/7/2019 7:28:31 PM phxrising8 Short and sweet by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! Unfortunately I grew up in Colorado with fluoridated water, so maybe I’m part rat! 🐀

8/7/2019 7:28:57 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/Q3JzOiIArM

8/7/2019 7:29:58 PM phxrising8 😱



8/7/2019 7:31:22 PM phxrising8 I’m sorry to hear that. Where were you raised? I grew up in Colorado where they fluoridate the water. 😡

8/7/2019 7:31:57 PM ceele_john The privilege of watching a plan come together, I try to share with others, but the truth is having ears to hear and eyes to see.  The programming dulls 

the senses and drains the discernment.

8/7/2019 7:32:48 PM phxrising8 For the love of God please tell me I can drink wine!

8/7/2019 7:33:34 PM chaele3 They definitely  have tried. Cia agent family that is tied to jonah was sent to me.

8/7/2019 7:34:49 PM johnsville14 Indiana. Just been stuck with an extreme anxiety disorder that's ruined my life. I've felt better than I ever have in the last 20 years though. I found 

purpose and meaning. I drug myself out of the abyss by choice. I'm thankful for that.

8/7/2019 7:35:05 PM michael81972 Yes,  I think a little wine is actually good for you

8/7/2019 7:39:41 PM phxrising8 The toothpaste companies have told us we need to put this much on our toothbrushes. A hygienist told me about 10 years ago that was nonsense. You 

need about a fifth of this amount to clean your teeth. pic.twitter.com/uVnMnPIkaB

8/7/2019 7:40:45 PM richard07759712 @j_ardinera

@Real_EllieBrown @TheSharpEdge1 

It’s working!

8/7/2019 7:40:53 PM phxrising8 You’re strong! Keep up the great attitude, you’re worth it!

8/7/2019 7:52:37 PM kwyatt55 What is ga?

8/7/2019 7:53:29 PM mongrelglory Well that was a lame "white-wash" of an article about Epstein's interactions with people in the financial world.  They totally talked around what this 

indictment is about and its implications. 🙄 Though I must say, I haven't heard the word "peripatetic" used in a long time.

8/7/2019 7:53:32 PM allahuniversal Personally I have no opinion on the matter. Only [Eyes On].

8/7/2019 7:54:07 PM kwyatt55  pic.twitter.com/jL0otxiElB

8/7/2019 7:59:38 PM jvan125 Exactly! People are crazy for not questioning that. 🤦🏼♀️

8/7/2019 8:01:41 PM mongrelglory Right...and we know how credible that Hollywood "Me Too" movement was...Where did all the money go that they raised from people? 😒

#DistractionNotWorking

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealStandardHotel

8/7/2019 8:02:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Central Banking] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1159294408291803136 …

8/7/2019 8:03:04 PM jvan125 #EndTheFed

8/7/2019 8:03:19 PM michael81972 It blows my mind how people are so brainwashed and simple statistics like that chart tells the TRUTH...smh

8/7/2019 8:03:55 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, when are they going to start talking about the young children?!  The murders?!  The sex-slaves?!

8/7/2019 8:03:56 PM rawphonegirl Get em models!!! pic.twitter.com/JiIe9gy2CJ

8/7/2019 8:04:16 PM my2sonznme So if Eye is legit, why the beef with JuliansRum? Even Joe M sided with JuliansRum. I don’t get it. We aren’t suppose to be fighting each other. It may be 

entertain to some but it’s confusing for others.

8/7/2019 8:04:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 00:00:12 △ with 45 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159298859518058501 …

8/7/2019 8:04:49 PM scott_rick ?

8/7/2019 8:05:00 PM qaphsiel17 Stealing from the slaves.

8/7/2019 8:05:12 PM allahuniversal 🍿🍿🍿

8/7/2019 8:05:21 PM jeffthecurious Gold Standard

8/7/2019 8:05:47 PM allahuniversal Humans need a little drama mixed in with their education. Makes for a better movie.

8/7/2019 8:05:54 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159298817478414337?s=20 …

8/7/2019 8:05:54 PM my2sonznme Maybe gaining some true, but they haven’t been with us all along so they know nothing in comparison. So when they ar me looking and trying to learn, 

all the inner fighting makes us look stupid and confused. It’s stupid and I thought the left was supposed to be the stupid ones.

8/7/2019 8:06:06 PM seeker229 Ooooo I saw two banks on fallout 3 today.

8/7/2019 8:06:31 PM jvan125 I saw that in real time...❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/7/2019 8:06:36 PM redpillawakeni Still waiting for the HRC video?

8/7/2019 8:07:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The target was 12s for "Majestic 12".

Network latency and geographic location impacts the ability for a sub-second delta.

8/7/2019 8:07:35 PM chaele3 Garik Israelian of the Astrophysics Institute of the Canary Islands in Tenerife, Spain.....will open pandoras box involving cps children. 

@fieldmcc

@Telford_Russian

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS

@NSA_QIL2

@TrueEyeTheSpy

8/7/2019 8:07:38 PM jvan125 WOW 😲 🇺🇸

8/7/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 MAJIC, huh?

8/7/2019 8:08:08 PM jljensen326 I don't trust anyone who claims to be an authority on timelines or future events

8/7/2019 8:08:44 PM 8notables  pic.twitter.com/9JAa0Q4D6m

8/7/2019 8:08:56 PM americanpetal There goes City of London, The Vatican and BIS, right?

Good riddance.

I trust the plan and I’m still in the fight, but this is brutal.#SavetheChildren #HangthenowHunted

8/7/2019 8:09:21 PM stinky_stork #AbolishTheFed

8/7/2019 8:09:28 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/7/2019 8:09:30 PM allahuniversal Have come and gone from many collectives of people for various causes. No matter how ideal the principles and mission statements, Every. Single. 

Group has some infighting. None are exempt. Best to stop it if you can, or observe and learn from it if not. 🍿

8/7/2019 8:10:02 PM djlok I'll say!!!

8/7/2019 8:10:39 PM michael81972 Nice 3 w/ 9

8/7/2019 8:11:16 PM chaele3 Thank you. All of you make it easier to keep going. I will not give up. Warrior on. If we quit someone will pay. More than likely it will be children if we 

quit. pic.twitter.com/JTMAVX2KXj

8/7/2019 8:11:51 PM mongrelglory I thought previously that MJ-12 had said the EyeTheSpy account had been taken over by the CIA...

8/7/2019 8:12:40 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073769691095588864?s=20 …

8/7/2019 8:13:00 PM scott_rick Laymen’s version pls

8/7/2019 8:13:24 PM mr_fedorable FedNow = Good/Bad?

Seems like bad but i could be uninformed

8/7/2019 8:14:07 PM ksouth21 Nice delta!

8/7/2019 8:14:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 ETS != TETS

8/7/2019 8:14:44 PM defy_gravity987 And if the rumors were correct with Leo Wanta, maybe our debt as well.



8/7/2019 8:14:45 PM jvan125 An ‘acquaintance’ on FB (she’s a nurse with crazy vax views) posted this just today and the comments were ‘LOL how many anti-vaxxers clicked on it 

Muahahaha’ kinda thing 🤬 AND she just bought a Disney time share so she’s a lost soul for sure 🤷🏼♀️. http://howvaccinescauseautism.org/ 

8/7/2019 8:15:14 PM jvan125 Majestic...✨✨✨

8/7/2019 8:15:30 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are any members of the CIA cooperating with the #GreatAwakening or is that organization terminally corrupted?

8/7/2019 8:15:31 PM jlundr By trying to provide a proof are you implying Qs mission is finished?

8/7/2019 8:15:41 PM jswdh1 Didn't know planet earth had a flag.. .lol

8/7/2019 8:15:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Terminally ill.

8/7/2019 8:15:56 PM jrocktigers GEN X were in their 30's when the Great Recession hit wiping out all of our assets. Most had young children at that time. They have the worst 

economic outlook since the same age group went through it in the Great Depression.

8/7/2019 8:16:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 = 12

Majestic

8/7/2019 8:17:01 PM jvan125 And the video is :27 (9) ✨

8/7/2019 8:17:26 PM michael81972 I pray for her childrens safety

8/7/2019 8:17:53 PM djlok I see what y'all did there!!!

8/7/2019 8:18:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 For 27K followers

27.2 specifically

     ^ number of MJ12 + 45 0∆ proofs

Do you believe in coincidences?

What are the mathematical odds?

8/7/2019 8:18:28 PM 22war11w12 Born into debt

8/7/2019 8:18:30 PM bogushype lol yup #Infowar

nice one

8/7/2019 8:18:39 PM jvan125 Right?!? At the doctor AND at WDW! She has two girls, 9 and 12 🤯🤯 🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/7/2019 8:20:27 PM djlok Unbelievable!!!

8/7/2019 8:20:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't lose focus. #UnsealEpstein will happen.

Patience. False Flags are not what they appear.

8/7/2019 8:21:11 PM jswdh1 Several i meant... stupid swipe ...

8/7/2019 8:21:26 PM egelone Since you r here, can u pls confirm if we can trust pence like 45? thanks

8/7/2019 8:21:37 PM rebornkingent Majic? I’m lost

8/7/2019 8:21:39 PM trumps_all Now I’m confused.......

8/7/2019 8:21:39 PM aagent361 Please do another #AMA

8/7/2019 8:22:05 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/nMg5fvFVv5

8/7/2019 8:22:07 PM 1_decided_voter By definition they aren't what they appear. Are you saying it's completely different than even what most "awake" IS-BE's think they are?

8/7/2019 8:22:15 PM lustmanshelley  https://twitter.com/lustmanshelley/status/1158908730244624384?s=21 …

8/7/2019 8:22:31 PM jvan125 Everyone looked so happy to see POTUS today in Dayton and El Paso. God bless all affected by ‘whatever’ it was that happened last weekend. 

🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

8/7/2019 8:22:33 PM buzzltyr2001 Are we talking about that Kate that claimed she thwarted an assault on the Boss?

8/7/2019 8:22:43 PM allahuniversal You're reaching. 

That's from December 2018.

Q's mission wasn't done then, and likely isn't done now.

8/7/2019 8:23:36 PM aagent361 Please help some of us newbies with ascension, to be fully awaken

8/7/2019 8:23:50 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/SHnlsuw9VR

8/7/2019 8:23:56 PM allahuniversal If the future has already happened, then how can the timeline be fucked with, except to bring about the future which has already happened, as you 

say?

8/7/2019 8:24:16 PM jvan125 😳 I have no idea 😳 #Zero?🤯

8/7/2019 8:24:45 PM allahuniversal o7

8/7/2019 8:24:54 PM jswdh1 He's tweeted support for Lucifer... has hacked 8 chan.. and got several of my friends and I banned from Twitter some permanently... mj12 and trdj+ 

have both called him out! He's deep state... just be careful! Q has even called him out! He's posted on 8 chan pretending to be Q!

8/7/2019 8:24:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real.

Use it to #UnsealEpstein.

[233] pic.twitter.com/CtUdvbgt7y

8/7/2019 8:25:18 PM nesitoss How?

8/7/2019 8:25:33 PM aprilbrown99 Now that is Majestic indeed!  🙌🙌🙌

8/7/2019 8:26:05 PM mongrelglory Ah!  Thanks for the clarification!  There's so many duplicate accounts it can get confusing at times.

8/7/2019 8:26:30 PM americanpetal No caffeine, sun gaze, selenium, qigong,

I forget the rest. I’m too full of metals, myself. 🤦♀️

8/7/2019 8:26:52 PM alisvolatpropi2 Thank you for positive reinforcement!!     It’s a little edgy out there right now 😬

8/7/2019 8:26:54 PM jvan125 Whatever you say, boss...and Q+!!!! I LOVE YOU ALL!! THANK YOU FOR SAVING HUMANITY!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎🌈

8/7/2019 8:27:22 PM kwyatt55 Please explain what you are talking about???

8/7/2019 8:27:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Compare 

July 1-8 = 4.8M

Aug 1-8 = 6.5M

∆ +1.7M

Hello Q

Coincidence?

Now #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/qW1IY1EHEv
8/7/2019 8:27:38 PM 8notables  https://steemit.com/science/@bluemist/nikola-tesla-said-that-3-6-9-was-the-key-to-the-universe-fact-analysis-of-number-9-in-our-universe …

8/7/2019 8:28:15 PM americanpetal No kidding!

8/7/2019 8:28:17 PM aagent361 Thanks, trying to research it all

8/7/2019 8:28:19 PM bdam777 Q=17th letter.

8/7/2019 8:28:31 PM jvan125 Stop it...😲😲😲

8/7/2019 8:28:37 PM lpblakelyar I’ve been told this but I don’t understand why. I’ve researched, but I guess I’m dense because I don’t get it.

8/7/2019 8:28:50 PM vintagesquirrel I'm hoping they're completely fabricated. Wouldn't it be great to know that the deaths were a lie?

8/7/2019 8:28:54 PM joan1barb Hopefully no one  really died. But why whip up such hatred. I know the dems r imploding but innocent people may get hurt.

8/7/2019 8:28:59 PM jonathanjones02 UNSEAL NOW

8/7/2019 8:29:27 PM decodematrix Does it only infect the boot drive or also secondary drives attached to the system?



8/7/2019 8:29:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns intentionally muddy the waters in order to create multiple narratives for "divide and conquer."

Message over messenger abolishes the significance of any identity's authority over the intelligence.

Trust in yourself is essential.

Thinking for yourself is required.

WWG1WGA

8/7/2019 8:31:05 PM aprilbrown99 I ❤️POTUS!

8/7/2019 8:31:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 False Flags do not mean that people did not die. Most of the time, quite the opposite. The only thing that is false about a false flag is the flag called out 

by the media (think soccer/football). The flag is false. Doesn't reflect reality. That's a false flag.

8/7/2019 8:31:11 PM aintgets What do you mean

8/7/2019 8:31:25 PM billyj1616 #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 8:31:46 PM lpblakelyar Yes! Think for yourself! No matter who has the narrative. Don’t take anything at face value. Pray and ask God for discernment.

8/7/2019 8:32:48 PM proudredrn Why was everyone so happy to see Potus? Hear me out.  Working with trauma patients and surgery, trying save lives, and stress that’s going on along 

side, i.e. burnout, fatigue, I didn’t understand why they were all smiling so big.

8/7/2019 8:33:00 PM 8notables 233

Are Schumer/Pelosi puppets of Epstein/E Barak? pic.twitter.com/7CLggg0MLt

8/7/2019 8:33:14 PM speakgf We don’t quit. We don’t get tired. We are relentless.

8/7/2019 8:33:20 PM mongrelglory Makes sense.  With all the espionage, counterfeiting, and plain deception that exists in this world, we have to learn to cut through the noise and 

discern truth for ourselves.  Only way we can stop being sheep.  No more reliance on sheep-dogs to herd us!

8/7/2019 8:33:22 PM christopherrosk 👍👍👍

8/7/2019 8:33:29 PM beachba73730378 We took a loss rather than a short sale.  Our gen x neighbors left the keys on the counter and walked out.  Rough

8/7/2019 8:33:36 PM papadocdolo I've been tryin to understand it 3 6 9 constantly with numbers. And tesla info

8/7/2019 8:34:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious how numerology of 3 6 and 9 are connected by conscious thought where time is an illusion.

8/7/2019 8:34:29 PM spauldingshowal Interesting. I’ve thought for awhile that the the People must wake up (Great Awakening) before First Contact....from Homo Sapiens to Homo 

Galacticus.....

8/7/2019 8:35:10 PM allahuniversal #FutureProvesPast

#UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA

8/7/2019 8:35:19 PM nancyddb Okay..my bad..what's TETS?

8/7/2019 8:35:23 PM 313looper Clearly, his audiences do not have enough confident ! 

That’s very sad !

8/7/2019 8:36:43 PM michaeldweis Satan does not control God. To say he controls all religions is a misnomer. He does not control saved Christians, as he did not control Christ, as he 

planned to do. There is a difference.

8/7/2019 8:37:12 PM aprilbrown99 Quantum Majic ✨✨✨

8/7/2019 8:37:29 PM allahuniversal Would #FutureProvePast any other way? Also, how much responsibility are WE to take in creating the timeline in which nothing can 🛑 what is 

coming?

8/7/2019 8:37:43 PM zaraawakened 9,696 Tweets pic.twitter.com/FyQkwfTJpl

8/7/2019 8:38:09 PM 8notables Majestic 3 + 9

8/7/2019 8:38:55 PM catherinewhitfo I have some starter instructions pinned to my homepage.

8/7/2019 8:39:31 PM allahuniversal Everyone else is waiting on us to raise our vibrations.

8/7/2019 8:41:56 PM americanpetal So, if I was born on 9/3/1967, does that have any significance in relation to the Power of 3 6 9?

I’m a newbie anon, so please be gentle in your sometimes blunt answers. Lol

8/7/2019 8:42:40 PM allahuniversal Some may gain confidence, question more, follow less. All it takes is one thought to get that ball rolling. Every one who wills on their own good time.

8/7/2019 8:44:55 PM rachaelangelm Thanks for clarifying

8/7/2019 8:45:58 PM jswdh1 Blocked

8/7/2019 8:46:22 PM girlawakeinca Thank you for the clarification MJ12. We appreciate you. 🇺🇸❤️🙏💫

8/7/2019 8:48:07 PM kindeandtrue Thanks for the explanation, and I hope you're right.

8/7/2019 8:48:19 PM robin_ked Yup https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159301865902878720?s=19 …

8/7/2019 8:49:02 PM robin_ked Definitely Block ets https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159117124981460992?s=19 …

8/7/2019 8:49:07 PM yikescat007 #unsealObama

8/7/2019 8:49:30 PM aintgets I am a victim that has been viciously attacked by Epstein and the FBI is ignoring me! They want me to go away! I know to much! This is sick and America 

is not great when an innocent women and her children get viciously attacked!!! No help at all. Fear everyday! pic.twitter.com/znW7PjHNLc

8/7/2019 8:50:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect. Trafficking uses race, ethnicity, and gender in order to calculate value of their victims based on supply vs demand. They do discriminate. 

Regardless of who you are, they only see $$ when they look at their victims. Some are $ others are $$$$$. These people are sick. 

https://twitter.com/DHSBlueCampaign/status/1159120729985757189 …

8/7/2019 8:50:38 PM love82janet Stop using Fluoride so your pineal gland can decalcify. This is a huge step to being able to develop your spiritual inner self and for the first time in your 

life, genuinely see/accept the truth. Once you attain this you can never go back.

8/7/2019 8:51:00 PM aprilbrown99 #SlavesNoFuckingMore

8/7/2019 8:51:55 PM robin_ked And I luv @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I'm blocked but I can see ETS posts  pic.twitter.com/GUJ7Bi041I

8/7/2019 8:52:19 PM keith369me The media lying 24/7...what’s new in that?

8/7/2019 8:52:25 PM americanpetal That’s right! I completely forgot to mention fluoride, a big one! Thx! 🙏

8/7/2019 8:52:41 PM 8notables Rovelli?

8/7/2019 8:52:50 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 8:53:16 PM keith369me Melatonin Madness

8/7/2019 8:53:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 They don't want you to #UnsealEpstein but they do want to pass laws like this... https://youtu.be/OMFzZ5I30dg 

8/7/2019 8:54:23 PM charless1952 "These people are really stupid" #QAnon @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @LisaMei62 

@M2Madness @qanon76 @74f5c728e7d446d @cat_1012000 @Q_ANONBaby @RickPorterSEO @2runtherace @CtrlSec2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@C_3C_3 @55true4u @99freemind https://twitter.com/JoaquinCastrotx/status/1158893593349828613 …

8/7/2019 8:55:00 PM jswdh1 Thanks for the heads up on that!

8/7/2019 8:55:13 PM dark2light2019 In most cases i agree with you MJ

8/7/2019 8:55:20 PM sabina06706427 We are all here to learn and grow our souls. You are more powerful then you can imagine. Grasp that thought of abundance and health and you shall 

have it. Love and Light my friend 💕🌏💫🧚♀️

8/7/2019 8:55:45 PM giediknight  https://youtu.be/Ha9NXsauPfA 

8/7/2019 8:56:02 PM jswdh1 That account was suspended

8/7/2019 8:56:15 PM love82janet I’m assuming some of those people are awake and know the shooting narrative has major cracks in it. Perhaps a few follow Q and know they’re 

standing next to Q+. They probably were very grateful POTUS came to meet them personally; a healing experience for them I’m certain.

8/7/2019 8:56:18 PM aprilbrown99 This video, and the others like it, made me ball like a baby.  These need to be shown on regular TV for the population to see.

8/7/2019 8:56:18 PM danielaqcrew I’m game

8/7/2019 8:56:18 PM aagent361 Thanks I had my water tested then a very good whole house filter installed to rid all the toxins in the so called superior water



8/7/2019 8:57:11 PM trevorrogue The OWC will be used as dna sequence backed by the assets?. Humans are asset, land, metals ect..?

Commodity backed (gold, silver, copper, water, land ect) for other select nations?

8/7/2019 8:57:14 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/dg3Oc1fH0C

8/7/2019 8:57:44 PM kariper90287321 Nikola Tesla also talked about the great power of 3,6 and 9. Is it the doubling effect of nature? Can you give us some more hints please? Thanks.

8/7/2019 8:57:44 PM jswdh1 Ets is blacke hat! Don't trust him

8/7/2019 8:57:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "I told them that — bring who you want.  We have three people.  You can ideally bring three, but you can bring six, you can bring nine, you can bring 

twelve." DJT https://youtu.be/fB7pyQLRS7o?t=1508 …

8/7/2019 8:58:01 PM proudredrn Very good point. Never thought about the healing aspect of it.

8/7/2019 8:58:04 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/Eo9xy7Uu8x

8/7/2019 8:58:31 PM keith369me These people are sick.  They need to watch invetro-surgery before voting.

8/7/2019 8:58:47 PM 4mydeerone I didn’t realLi€$$ #Epstein was a seal...

#Uhh #gtoSS 🛑 #SSh8 pic.twitter.com/AES0oPOjp5

8/7/2019 8:59:37 PM jvan125 Great attitude! 🇺🇸 #KAG

8/7/2019 8:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why!

Organ Harvesting

Adrenochrome 

Satanic Ritualistic Sacrifices

Child Sex Trafficking

Pizzagate

Pedogate

$40,000/child

Think John of God

Think OH False Flag

You have more than you know.

#UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/SkTopSKo1xs 
8/7/2019 9:00:02 PM nancyddb What does this mean?

8/7/2019 9:01:22 PM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/IyCALNxiXu

8/7/2019 9:01:55 PM aprilbrown99 Isnt this where #UnsealEpstein was headed with his property in New Mexico?  He wanted a “human” baby farm?

8/7/2019 9:02:09 PM nicpace2 So what you’re saying is the guy was reported dead in 2014 due to the fact that he was abducted and placed in child sex trafficking scenario. This would 

explain the alcoholism mental health issues and satanic leftist values??

8/7/2019 9:02:57 PM jswdh1 daughter is autistic.I'm not so sure vaccines caused it.heard meds 2 stop premature labor could cause.which I had.also could b when she had surgery at 

age 1 anesthesia may have done something. no1 really nos 4sure! #s are up cuz they diagnosis every other child w/being autistic!

8/7/2019 9:03:07 PM nicpace2 Because they don’t consider abortion to be murder. They call infanticide but it is really just genocide on the whole entire population of the planet!!!

8/7/2019 9:03:26 PM mongrelglory I leave the radio on the jazz FM station for my cats to listen to when I'm gone all day.  That explains a lot! 😆

8/7/2019 9:03:31 PM 8notables  pic.twitter.com/QbI7fek5Nd

8/7/2019 9:04:14 PM keith369me We have more than we want to know!!!    #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate 

#UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate #UnsealPedoGate

8/7/2019 9:05:08 PM mongrelglory Sigh... I live alone.  I'm just going to have to turn everything off and start talking to myself again. 😜

8/7/2019 9:06:27 PM mongrelglory Great Awakening (I believe)

8/7/2019 9:06:49 PM kwyatt55 Thank you!!!!!

8/7/2019 9:08:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "In America, we believe in the MAJESTY of freedom, and the dignity of the individual" pic.twitter.com/M2IZm5xcQp

8/7/2019 9:08:48 PM teresaalmond Our embarrassment for a governor in Virginia...

8/7/2019 9:09:46 PM jeremy350344 16/9 = 1.7 pic.twitter.com/m7XoGbP6fC

8/7/2019 9:11:43 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  We've been seeing UFOa on the ISS live camera for years!  It becomes a game to see how quickly the camera feed will shut off as soon as 

you spot something interesting. 😁

8/7/2019 9:12:35 PM 8notables  pic.twitter.com/VzqufIUi50

8/7/2019 9:13:56 PM configcuri TS_ If you could give more data it would be appreciated. 

ITPro here: Virus total comparison shows up nothing via process explorer. Malbytes, #QAnon

Watching my network, completely quiet. I hope AT LEAST. You ran through a VPN when accessing.

8/7/2019 9:14:15 PM nettiejoi #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 9:14:50 PM ctone3 301 66th Street...

Who owns Unit 9?...

Or Unit 99?

8/7/2019 9:15:44 PM girlawakeinca We need to reel that in. We need balance, or better yet, boomerang. Come back to the place where love, Honor & Integrity begin. 

pic.twitter.com/UHhoF6E2OQ

8/7/2019 9:15:54 PM maryschade14 Yes I hang my head in shame. He wants to California Virginia. We need him and the rest of them gone.

8/7/2019 9:16:26 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

8/7/2019 9:18:35 PM mongrelglory I still want to know why they kept mentioning that all of Epstein's associated townhouses had "heated sidewalks" in front of them.  Was that just for 

avoiding having to shovel snow off of the sidewalks, or was there something more to it?

8/7/2019 9:18:44 PM jonesy4671 We knew that but when you say false flags are not what they appear then that would make one question if it was like a white hat op to pretend like 

people died and throw little pieces of bait out there for normies to realize somthings off and question it

8/7/2019 9:22:18 PM mountainsblue It is

8/7/2019 9:22:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The average life expectancy for a fiat currency is 27 years.  The USD is at 48.

8/7/2019 9:23:08 PM oliheck City of London (economic center), Vatican (spiritual center) and D.C. (military center)

All with obelisks 

I expect at the end, when the plan is finished, we MUST blow up these Obelisks!

8/7/2019 9:24:07 PM mongrelglory I guess my only question would be, were they raising us for slaughter in a literal fashion?  Like in the movie Jupiter Ascending?  Or was it more of an 

inter-dimensional harvesting of the "human cattle" energetically.  In a way, from what we know about adrenochrome it was both!

8/7/2019 9:24:28 PM janedoe10227 😥

8/7/2019 9:24:44 PM scottgasaway #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealNXIVM #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 9:25:31 PM joan1barb Thank you.

8/7/2019 9:25:35 PM mongrelglory Clinton Foundation coming soon?

8/7/2019 9:26:09 PM starehope What is o7?

8/7/2019 9:27:16 PM mongrelglory The Central Banks are currently spooked right now, that's for sure!

8/7/2019 9:27:41 PM starehope Where did you get this information? No citation.



8/7/2019 9:28:41 PM allahuniversal Plenty if you are indeed surfing to see just how far you can travel within.

8/7/2019 9:29:23 PM pauliepg11111 Please explain what happened?

8/7/2019 9:30:27 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I could do without Osiris's penis towering over the landscape! 😝

8/7/2019 9:30:58 PM leadella_ny Amen

8/7/2019 9:31:46 PM cleopatrarawk Ground barefoot into the earth, too. Avoid all blue light from screens and avoid all wireless. Go hard-wired.  Eat wild-caught seafood. Pray.

8/7/2019 9:31:56 PM jakeglaird1 Don’t worry we’re fighting the inevitable in Idaho too

8/7/2019 9:32:52 PM usernamt8ken I agree but for some reason I'm drawn to Trump as the time traveler. I think thats why he gets orange, ALL JOKES ASIDE I'm being serious, then he 

looks somewhat normal. Just my theory, no proof.

8/7/2019 9:33:03 PM jvan125 MJ12 tweeted and 12 (like MAJESTIC ‘12’) seconds later POTUS tweeted. 🤯😆🇺🇸 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1159299952276856832?s=21 …

8/7/2019 9:34:24 PM keith369me Tell me there is a DNR!!!

8/7/2019 9:34:38 PM _17patriot_ Think the anime the Promised Neverland

8/7/2019 9:35:03 PM _17patriot_ Its like the show the Promised Neverland

8/7/2019 9:35:30 PM configcuri 7 day pass is a huge upbringing even for an ITPro. 

Where exactly do I look? Looking at the way of win10 design is Pro-NatSec enough for any agency.

Where is the spyware located? ResourceMon shows nothing.

Virus Total clear, ProcMon clear. pic.twitter.com/JUprcUMfLn

8/7/2019 9:35:45 PM mongrelglory That would be awesome!  I'm so sick of hearing about senseless random violence and deaths in the news!

8/7/2019 9:35:49 PM ali_ducharme Yeah, last time I was watching my fb feed, the missing girls all looked like a smaller younger version of that blonde senator or whatever she was who 

was murdered! Prior to that, it was similar looking brown hair girls

8/7/2019 9:35:57 PM keith369me Define prosperous @axios

8/7/2019 9:36:49 PM vk17761984 And Gen X is working till dead.

8/7/2019 9:38:30 PM cpace98 People are being killed. Some victims family that are interviewed are crisis actors to spin the DS narrative and the mocking bird news media already 

were given their scripts before the horrific crime.

8/7/2019 9:38:35 PM syrrah2 yes exactly.. keep our eye on the ball.

8/7/2019 9:38:55 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "While estimates that the overall cost for building the website had reached over $500 million prior to launch, the Office of Inspector General released a 

report finding that the total cost of the  http://HealthCare.gov  website had reached $1.7 billion."

8/7/2019 9:39:19 PM timesupmaga 322 is Skull and Bones.  Satan worshippers. 3 x 2 =6; 3 x 22 = 66.

666 = The sign of the beast.

8/7/2019 9:40:03 PM mongrelglory It's like the blond, blue-eyed girls that were getting trafficked to the Middle East by the FLDS sects in Utah.  These girls were fetching a high premium, 

so the polygamy was ramped up to produce more "product" for export!

8/7/2019 9:40:31 PM starehope It is a distraction from something else. In this case #UnsealEpstein .

8/7/2019 9:41:58 PM mongrelglory Neon Revolt article link: https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/07/26/the-biggest-heist-in-american-history-exposing-the-kingston-groups-nefarious-

activities-with-usattyhuber-and-genflynn-qanon-greatawakening-neonrevolt/ …

8/7/2019 9:42:28 PM r3volution  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAagzF6D-nE …

8/7/2019 9:44:31 PM cpace98 I’m guessing because some of the active shooters resemble each other from their pictures I’ve seen. Might be lab embryos donated to certain family to 

raise for the MK program Orion. We are seeing the fathers are therapist written books. 1 assoc w/John of God

8/7/2019 9:45:02 PM judahstrumpets Eyes to See and Ears to Hear? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What do you see?  pic.twitter.com/dsDL3K1Y4u

8/7/2019 9:45:18 PM starehope A Georgia news agency reported the El Paso event 18 hours before it happened. pic.twitter.com/8uijXsPOwY

8/7/2019 9:47:45 PM purduep Yeah, why don’t you post it then @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (if you truly do have the clearance)

8/7/2019 9:48:56 PM nzpsychicrealms Haven't been sleeping well for months thinking about this....

8/7/2019 9:49:27 PM rawphonegirl 💔💔💔

8/7/2019 9:53:03 PM tinaqpatriot45 For deeper information on Epstein in 2015, check out Ring Of Fire w Mike Papantonio. 

He's been diving into him for years, read hundreds of pages of documents, etc. 

utoob search Papantonio 

🚨 He is a leftie, but hates peedos and hrc and like (mostly) PDJT

8/7/2019 9:54:07 PM jombalga Except in LA

8/7/2019 9:54:58 PM whatsmypw Does it have to do with the 4th dimension?

8/7/2019 9:58:06 PM keith369me It’s always a distraction from something...truth

8/7/2019 10:02:17 PM q_the_salt REALLY??? Fascinating!!

8/7/2019 10:05:31 PM stefanofait #unitedkingston

8/7/2019 10:07:08 PM zaraawakened Perhaps Q's part of the plan is finished or nearly finished. Or preparing to enter a new phase when Coats is gone. Regardless, the 8chan congressional 

hearing should be interesting. pic.twitter.com/oo1IfqBmW7

8/7/2019 10:11:08 PM starehope Don't get what?

8/7/2019 10:12:59 PM cpace98 Resuscitate baby. Give drugs to stop brain activity. Keep baby on life support and then harvest organs for sale. Adrenochrome is supplied and sold to 

the cabal.  Tell parents their baby is gone and sell for human trafficking. The list goes on and on

8/7/2019 10:13:25 PM maewest52499669 Yes children from the us are worth big 💰. The children from third world countries less. The children in third world countries are easier to steal 

especially after disasters.😔😥 #SaveTheChildren

8/7/2019 10:15:06 PM cpace98 Fox News accidentally reported it ahead of schedule too.

8/7/2019 10:16:59 PM redocto50574673 You're only scratching the surface MJ12....

8/7/2019 10:17:03 PM whatsmypw "The numbers 3,6,9 are numbers that represent the spiritual world, which govern the physical world from the quantum level."

8/7/2019 10:21:13 PM whatsmypw It is through this discovery that Nikola Tesla discovered that the universe is made out of energy, vibration, and frequency. Through the Tesla Code 

thought, feelings, and beliefs with the combination of the unified field theory make up vibrational frequencies that begin to

8/7/2019 10:21:42 PM whatsmypw reshape the universe around you from the quantum level all the way up the physical world that we can see with the naked eye. Thought, feelings, and 

beliefs are spiritual non physical things that effect the physical universe around us because we are energetically, and

8/7/2019 10:25:14 PM whatsmypw "...and vibrationally one with it. The Tesla Code is the missing link to the law of attraction taught in the movie "The Secret"."

8/7/2019 10:25:33 PM starehope Yes he did. He would be the father to all the babies, creating his own bloodline.

#UnsealEpstein

8/7/2019 10:29:19 PM aetherwalker1 It HAS to be!

Some people aren't in a spiritual sleep, they're in a spiritual coma.  🤦🏼♂️

I'm just blown away by how DENSE some people are.  They're WHOLLY entrenched into the Matrix System.

8/7/2019 10:40:46 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah..  It's evil like 'mind control frequencies' broadcast on all radio and TV that Patriots of Light need to end ASAP!  🤬

or better yet, switch it to Consciousness Enlightening Frequencies.  😇

8/7/2019 10:45:06 PM whatsmypw All those "shooting stars" were answering & confirming my insights. I believed I was com. w/ the Universe so it was responding. I gave love 2 the sky & 

a turquoise area appeared in response to me. It was a very magical time. So, I was responding to myself via the quantum field?



8/7/2019 10:45:15 PM realeyethespy Searching through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  tweets is a good start. Cross reference what you learn with what you know. Expand upon concepts.

8/7/2019 10:58:49 PM supwidit Hey everyone, this guy seems to know a lot. Kind of fishy! I think he may be a harvester. How else would be know these steps!

8/7/2019 11:07:23 PM cpace98 Who are you referencing to?

8/7/2019 11:10:47 PM cpace98 Do your research it’s in the public domain

8/7/2019 11:13:03 PM identityasxy .

Hi Plasma.

What is your opinion of 'Golden Age of Gaia"?  Any site you recommend? http://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/08/05/an-important-arcturian-message-

through-suzanne-lie-part-1-2/ …

8/7/2019 11:17:25 PM wwg1wga_every1 What are they then? Serious question, just trying to understand all this and trying to not be discouraged. 😔😔

8/7/2019 11:19:19 PM jenaynayz 0:12 ? pic.twitter.com/Rdv35UCTh7

8/7/2019 11:21:18 PM johnpcbiggs This is getting harder to grasp, and now 

SISTER TEREASA 

WTF

8/7/2019 11:24:23 PM supwidit Were onto you. Q associates have been notified.

8/7/2019 11:26:41 PM 1_decided_voter I know I can use  http://Qmap.pub  to view @realDonaldTrump's tweet timestamps down to the second, and I can see that MJ12 tweeted that same 

minute (8:02 PM), but how do we view MJ12's tweet timestamp down to the second? 

PS: Can you tweet 12 seconds BEFORE 45 next time? pic.twitter.com/0DYkjSPnrW

8/7/2019 11:38:08 PM _miss_isis_ Maybe 3?

8/7/2019 11:40:08 PM aetherwalker1 Pfft!  Earth tech.  😒

Nowhere near as cool as Space Tech!

8/7/2019 11:41:04 PM disfellocated Not enough popcorn in the world. Y’all ready for the 🅠? pic.twitter.com/2m6AeDi7Sk

8/7/2019 11:59:31 PM horizonvector Yes.  Interesting. !o

8/8/2019 12:01:29 AM gingerbanana2 I myself have seen YouTube videos on the subject around the same time the undercover videos came out about PP selling “specimens”. What has me 

intrigued is the thought that they keep some alive and insert them into “handler” households to be activated as weapons later.

8/8/2019 12:10:51 AM wisdomonium how could people not catch on, the man acted like a mental patient getting attention in central park.

8/8/2019 12:12:07 AM jenaynayz I got blocked a year ago for "questioning" a statement that didnt add up. No loss in my life.

8/8/2019 12:13:18 AM therealbigneum I thought the term false flag originated in pirate days flying another countries flags so the pirates could approach ships to loot and plunder unmolested

8/8/2019 12:24:33 AM wisdomonium cross pollinate podcasts on topics like dogman, skinwalker ranch, balls of light (tracking)seen w sasquatch and it becomes evident that the sickos have 

been playing Island of Dr Moreau like they did in ww2 with holocaust victims.

8/8/2019 12:40:11 AM wisdomonium Bernays. Fl was experimented on the people in the camps. He knew what he was doing. Silent weapons=chemical including BP and 

insecticides/herbicides all aimed to create bankable suffering.

8/8/2019 1:01:41 AM selvestekjetil That is both comforting and boring at the same time. 

Would be a great event but these times require a bit more adult approach. 

Perhaps down the line a showdown can happen;)

8/8/2019 1:02:48 AM eewwanon I think what MJ means, (correct me if I’m wrong), is that people do die in these events, but likely the “shooter” is an MK patsy. The real event carried 

out by pro teams. Think multiple shooter witness accounts. Las Vegas witnesses saw shooters from helicopters.

8/8/2019 1:15:44 AM mccabe1984 I think there being played out by white hats to show the mistakes for the ppl that aren’t awake to see through their bullshit FF’s for Fear & political 

motivation— The 2nd Amendment. IMO

8/8/2019 1:28:51 AM advaitawho 😁

8/8/2019 1:46:46 AM 4mydeerone Watt about you @Pontifex? Gotta li€$$boutRae KKKard? 

 https://youtu.be/VIXep0tUPlI 

#YaWEE of #YouAndWE like it here.

#QAnon

WErae trying to save the Catholic Church from itself not by SSilenc€$$. pic.twitter.com/lcWn5rJbOq
8/8/2019 2:02:02 AM identityasxy Always plunder before you loot.

I'm a reincarnated pirate. Originally died learning that lesson lol

8/8/2019 2:04:07 AM 4mydeerone #AREA51 #GENQV1 

The Ire of Da Fire at Columbus is a joke. A ploy to pull the enemWEss out! Cortez was the killer! 

Strange #Uhh @aoc? Hey Barry (Citizen #SSh8) @BarackObama where did ya go to school? Right, so you tranSSfer & still 4yearSS?

 https://youtu.be/oYhpBZ05DSE 

#QAnon

#HASH pic.twitter.com/z3K305KvON

8/8/2019 2:06:42 AM asdasd26700831 im still trying to get my ssd  secure erase tool to work...I zero wiped it 1 time...dont think its enough...

8/8/2019 2:07:50 AM bea12ml It is a perfect storm.. The great awakening.

8/8/2019 2:12:40 AM 4mydeerone Duke LAX 23 #LoomingTowerSS 

I’m 23 nEVERae will I see 24?

 https://youtu.be/fPO76Jlnz6c 

My dads from Brooklyn, but youSS ALLweighs want to think it’s Who Woo WhoSS got whatcha just n€€d$$... not what it’s about #oneLOVE 

#EmpathWE #QUESTiONE to #YaWEE

 https://youtu.be/IYzlVDlE72w 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/2yUYpnO346



8/8/2019 2:30:02 AM 4mydeerone I asked for a phone call 4years @Pontifex as a Catholic... was it made @NSAGov.!?

 https://youtu.be/bpZvg_FjL3Q 

#QAnon

#Uhh

🛑 #SSh8

#RussiaGate

#MitivH8

#Area51

#GENQV1

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canonization_of_the_Romanovs …

YourUP #PUEU. 

They car€$$ bout themSS. This is 44 #YouAndWE

#QBaby is EVERYBaby. pic.twitter.com/T94aQOf78t
8/8/2019 2:39:01 AM jennyjigsaw45 What is...saying what's on my mind?

8/8/2019 2:50:59 AM johntitor33621 Everything else is illegal so i just thought that was too

8/8/2019 3:08:04 AM alexandercody7 Summer 2017 I had my first profound telepathic experience. I couldn't believe so I opened up the rabbit hole and since then going deeper and deeper. 

Life, reality, truth is more magical as ever before.

Everyday I rediscover myself and our world.

Love you all <3

8/8/2019 3:09:01 AM anitakingsbauer This assumes that money will still hold the same value and role that it does today.  Who/what defines prosperity?  What if free energy, disease 

reduction, interstellar travel, etc exists by then? Younger generations will have it way better hopefully.

8/8/2019 3:11:49 AM alexandercody7 I love in Europe. I know 0. Everyone I've told, they think I'm a psycho or naive.

8/8/2019 3:12:43 AM alexandercody7 Live*

8/8/2019 3:24:30 AM raisethevib369 I've followed the whole time. I've seen all of it. It still doesn't warrant a mob mentality or twisting facts to fit a narrarive, which I see alot.  We're 

supposed to be thinking for ourselves. Literally everything is maybe/maybe not at this point in time. We will see.

8/8/2019 3:27:01 AM cindyhickey7 YES ‼️UNSEAL EPSTEIN ‼️

8/8/2019 3:28:06 AM raisethevib369 Yeah, I get that. There's things I've seen that I question.

8/8/2019 3:38:36 AM cindyhickey7 Horrific This shedding of innocent blood must stop Several have had dreams about tornadoes hitting America and I believe this is related judgement

8/8/2019 3:49:41 AM terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @W71013 @HouseofNeptune @OldWiseHermit @KibBitzLaw

8/8/2019 3:51:00 AM scott_rick Thanks Llyr!

8/8/2019 4:03:46 AM sterkinglights1 Sorry, nope. Nothing can stop this! In fact not even nothing could stop this!

8/8/2019 4:06:03 AM sleky19 Black Hat

8/8/2019 4:06:36 AM over60nz I'm one that have had visions. One was a tornado with impression of destruction. Confirmed by another the same week I found out, then Amanda 

Grace on y-tube 3rd Aug19 confirmed others I've had 1-2 months previously; incl. Whirlwind fire Commander I've seen. #SpiritualWarfare

8/8/2019 4:07:19 AM sleky19 EyeTheSpy is not a White Hat, he has no information

8/8/2019 4:12:16 AM richard07759712 Get this stuff out there 3 6 9

@3Days3Nights

@AllahUniversal

@AKA_RealDirty

@j_ardinera

@Real_EllieBrown

@TheSharpEdge1
8/8/2019 4:15:19 AM richard07759712 MJ... it’s just so maddening 😡

We must crush them with every type of communication possible to reign in there existence and obliterate their narrative and causes.

8/8/2019 4:17:07 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
8/8/2019 4:24:26 AM richard07759712  https://www.reddit.com/r/nosleep/comments/5rv75f/i_just_learned_the_horrible_impossible_truth/?st=JZ2LBLOK&sh=caf3663c …

8/8/2019 4:29:41 AM richard07759712 Beyond Sick....

8/8/2019 4:30:31 AM richard07759712 Hahahaha | I Love it🤜 pic.twitter.com/Pm5QavBGmW

8/8/2019 4:31:12 AM richard07759712 Do it pic.twitter.com/4BzAPp7HqF

8/8/2019 4:31:36 AM richard07759712 Today if you can.  Fire when ready

8/8/2019 4:34:41 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/8/2019 4:35:19 AM rafngeirdal I think Majestic managed to catch my interest there: if the thing to do, is to unseal something sealed concerning that Epstein guy; in order to then get 

disclosures concerning those “aliens” whatever they are, then I’m sure Mr. Majestic could activate the UFOlogists.

8/8/2019 4:36:30 AM richard07759712 Collateral damage is a Travesty 

We must be swift to minimize and impeccably organized to ensure utter and complete evidence to checkmate their legal attempts 

Therefore | due diligence = [DS]

...nothing will stop what’s coming | Q has it ALL👊🏻

8/8/2019 4:44:14 AM natureinspace Child sacrifice.

8/8/2019 4:55:33 AM sterkinglights1 No but seriously can we hitch a ride? Like a furlough. Been me up.

8/8/2019 4:59:11 AM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/FOX13News/status/1159415874819940352 …

8/8/2019 5:04:24 AM terran_sol 12 is base 3. Just like the 3 teams that report to the Moon.



8/8/2019 5:09:16 AM hoodsavior Dimensions of Disclosure & THE COSMIC SECRET Documentary with Corey Good...  https://youtu.be/A159mnJ69aU  @fulldiscl0sure @ts_sci_majic12 

@esotericexposal @thewheel_mrt  @kabamur_taygeta

8/8/2019 5:09:40 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/8/2019 5:10:08 AM jonicurry17 Excellent description thank you. My heart goes out to the families, how very sad to lose a loved one because they were at Walmart. I def sense a much 

higher level of stress/panic going on for [them]. Great the President visited w the cities yesterday.

8/8/2019 5:18:39 AM guy_karen These creeps need to be held accountable!

8/8/2019 5:29:37 AM cjtats1975 Interesting...

8/8/2019 5:30:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Congratulations!

8/8/2019 5:37:54 AM moonbaby04371 Great finds here 👇☝

8/8/2019 5:38:48 AM rafngeirdal urbandictionary: “Adrenochrome is an oxidation product of adrenaline .... psychoactive or hallucinogenic effects, ... adrenochrome experience to mild 

psilocybin and LSD experiences. Psychoactive effects of adrenochrome may include euphoria, ..., a change in train of thought,”.

8/8/2019 5:53:28 AM shushale Doesn’t brain damage occur to the infant during that time of “talking”?

8/8/2019 5:55:45 AM v_rags Ok thanks! Sorry just noticed this Tweet now!  Had a rough past 2 days.

8/8/2019 5:57:33 AM marythibodeau9 Is this truth?

8/8/2019 6:04:04 AM jvan125 Yes? No? Maybe? https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1159340892542705670?s=21 …

8/8/2019 6:05:23 AM starehope Try to notice things that happen and do things in 3's, 6's, and 9's. Become aware of the numbers. Wait 3 hours to respond, or dinner at 6 pm. 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 6:07:58 AM jlundr No reaching intended. Delta was provided. Possisbly as a proof. If it was, what I asked, it could be misconstrued based on the tweet fron 2018. Just 

asking a Q based on information provided.

8/8/2019 6:08:06 AM drwb_uk Will tesla's technology be revealed after we win.

8/8/2019 6:08:55 AM rafngeirdal pubchem at  http://nih.gov : “Adrenochrome, chemical formula C9H9NO3, is a pigment obtained by the oxidation of adrenaline (epinephrine). 

Adrenochrome monosemicarbazone, also known as carbazochrome, is a hemostatic, meaning it reduces capillary bleeding.” Decreases bleed.

8/8/2019 6:10:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dora and the Lost City of Gold

#DoraMovie = #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157771555650322436?s=20 …

8/8/2019 6:11:19 AM wolfspirit1 Pedo symbols

8/8/2019 6:12:19 AM eatslpndive Pedo symbols

8/8/2019 6:12:44 AM sedtiny1 OMGoodness!!  The pedophile triangles in the shading of the letters!!!!  🤮🤮🤮🤮

8/8/2019 6:13:02 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/YM337rXxS4

8/8/2019 6:14:14 AM guy_karen The symbol of horror

8/8/2019 6:14:16 AM 3_4yeshua Yes! I saw that too!

8/8/2019 6:14:24 AM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/twbIISknZi

8/8/2019 6:14:42 AM michael81972 Pedo symbols on the letters

8/8/2019 6:14:43 AM wwg1wga93583681 Good eye pic.twitter.com/qusvXa6Lyp

8/8/2019 6:15:06 AM cue2_c99 Illuminatusboyloverus.

8/8/2019 6:15:34 AM chanclan82 Pedo symbols & “Mickey ears” shaped bodice of her dress.

8/8/2019 6:15:39 AM papadocdolo Symbols in big letters behind her

8/8/2019 6:16:17 AM fawnief Pedo symbols...

8/8/2019 6:16:26 AM gl0ryhallelujah  pic.twitter.com/PJPFkiL8On

8/8/2019 6:18:08 AM lisamcat Covered in gold

8/8/2019 6:18:21 AM michael81972 Since the headline is lost city of gold...Can you disclose what happened to Solomon’s gold or is it classified...Do we have it?

8/8/2019 6:19:27 AM lisamcat And the ivy in background like Obama’s portrait

8/8/2019 6:24:11 AM terrapineyes  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x8IifEu67yU …

The left is sick. Hunting humans.

@IPOT1776 @Incarnated4EVA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @TRUreporting @X22Report

8/8/2019 6:24:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 III https://apnews.com/5e44f7bd106f4fce8da21c2c11f334fc …

8/8/2019 6:25:23 AM kindeandtrue There are no words.

8/8/2019 6:25:26 AM jvan125 FF?

8/8/2019 6:25:30 AM anneolsen43 5:5

8/8/2019 6:25:37 AM state1union Prayers 🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏

8/8/2019 6:26:13 AM thecryingliber1 3,6,9 everywhere in that article.

8/8/2019 6:26:22 AM mountainminder Hunger Games was just a predictive programming primer. The Hunt is a true disclosure.

8/8/2019 6:26:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nonfiction Documentary made Fictional Drama.

The truth will haunt you.

Classified for a reason.

To protect you?

#UnsealEpstein

 https://youtu.be/x8IifEu67yU 

8/8/2019 6:26:27 AM sparkleloung I saw that as well... no longer an entertaining storyline... knowing what we now know, ya know?

8/8/2019 6:26:46 AM ironsides2019 OMG Mass stabbing. Ban all knives!

8/8/2019 6:27:20 AM blackjackpupil Was this made by white hats as soft disclosure?

8/8/2019 6:27:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. It was made by bad actors.

8/8/2019 6:27:55 AM michael81972 This lady a psychiatrist and she still dont get it...smh...resist...lol

8/8/2019 6:27:58 AM jvan125 Is that why the Rothschild ‘Hunting Estate’ was for? (Rhetorical) 😭😭😭 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-31/rothschilds-sell-

austrian-hunting-estate-in-a-historic-deal …

8/8/2019 6:28:46 AM jvan125 And they were Trump-like supporters being hunted too...disgusting.

8/8/2019 6:28:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 #TheHunt https://twitter.com/JVan125/status/1159456215929434113 …

8/8/2019 6:29:40 AM sparkleloung Antifa is (behind the scenes)

8/8/2019 6:30:04 AM state1union Of course it is. It’s not called the farm at the C_A for nothing

8/8/2019 6:30:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://news.yahoo.com/l-brands-les-wexner-claims-132058617.html …

8/8/2019 6:30:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.nbc4i.com/news/wexner-claims-epstein-misappropriated-vast-sums-of-money-from-family/ …

8/8/2019 6:30:30 AM celestialmama This is the part where the smart peasants realize we are on the same side.   This hurts us all. Not just one side.

8/8/2019 6:30:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/billionaire-wexner-says-epstein-swindled-115826592.html …

8/8/2019 6:30:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.wptv.com/news/state/florida-attorney-general-ashley-moody-questions-jeffrey-epstein-work-release …

8/8/2019 6:30:56 AM _discernment_ #epstein pic.twitter.com/e2fPLOl84m

8/8/2019 6:30:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.foxbusiness.com/business-leaders/victorias-secret-billionaire-accuses-jeffrey-epstein-of-stealing-millions.amp …

8/8/2019 6:31:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.wsj.com/articles/leslie-wexner-says-jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-vast-sums-of-money-from-me-

11565219336?fbclid=IwAR1PG-zx7ndjPSCk8HkPiAwfxe0ZtK_DzgFxajS1plaefxDEo3rfKrlnt4c …



8/8/2019 6:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.marketwatch.com/story/billionaire-wexner-says-epstein-misappropriated-at-least-46-million-from-him-2019-08-

07?mod=nextup_bomw …

8/8/2019 6:31:23 AM ascendingadam I have to ask...

Black Forest Ham?

8/8/2019 6:31:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/07/jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-vast-sums-les-wexner-says.html …

8/8/2019 6:31:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://nypost.com/2019/08/07/victorias-secret-mogul-says-jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-46m-from-him/ …

8/8/2019 6:31:45 AM jvan125 It’s all coming together...why do [they] make things so obvious even now? Are they making this movie so when the truth comes out it’s fresh and more 

terrifying for the normies? SICK!!!!

8/8/2019 6:31:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/08/business/dealbook/les-wexner-jeffrey-epstein.html …

8/8/2019 6:32:00 AM anneolsen43 Claims...

8/8/2019 6:32:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.newser.com/story/278879/retail-mogul-says-epstein-misappropriated-vast-sums-of-money.html …

8/8/2019 6:32:03 AM cjptrsn How many of these are there?  New 4:00 am taking point?

8/8/2019 6:32:06 AM toddskidmore1 Let me guess it's 45's fault

8/8/2019 6:32:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://edition.cnn.com/2019/08/07/business/les-wexner-jeffrey-epstein-misappropriated-funds/index.html …

8/8/2019 6:32:25 AM randomwavefunct damage control + distancing himself. I didn't give the money, he took it...

8/8/2019 6:32:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.wptv.com/news/region-c-palm-beach-county/jeffrey-epstein-governor-discusses-his-decision-to-order-state-criminal-

probe-into-epstein-case …

8/8/2019 6:33:08 AM 5sahandful By sending a letter to his own foundation, Wexner is laying out his defense.

Drop the hammer. It is time to pull in the next ring of Epstein’s circle...

8/8/2019 6:33:28 AM magpie90929491 STOP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/8/2019 6:33:44 AM darrell1964 Hmmm

8/8/2019 6:33:49 AM onetoughcrowd10 KEK

8/8/2019 6:34:12 AM janagatien73 Now they all throw each other under the bus ...

8/8/2019 6:34:19 AM mkitka Where can I find the nonfiction documentary? Do you know the title?

8/8/2019 6:34:22 AM aleks8837 Think AJ?

8/8/2019 6:34:30 AM campagnolak Was this movie based off true situations??? The way they peddle and rape infants & children and try to normalize pedophelia it is unconscionable

8/8/2019 6:34:53 AM qqqpie Welcome to the great awakening. 

Why did [They] have a FF for Jussie? 

What did George Bush day re lynching?

You have more than you know.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/iLD9Gfhscx

8/8/2019 6:34:55 AM jbvs2016 Yep going to get ugly.

8/8/2019 6:35:02 AM from_thestars #EndTheFed

8/8/2019 6:35:17 AM hambrickro 😏 Remember "Planet of the Apes", the hunt took place in the CORNFIELDS 😏

8/8/2019 6:35:26 AM snarkishdanno Greater St James island more like.

8/8/2019 6:35:58 AM state1union Yes

8/8/2019 6:36:08 AM f45_5 Unseal away...

Unseal Everything...

8/8/2019 6:36:13 AM anneolsen43 Media right in cue .... distraction

8/8/2019 6:36:41 AM nikoscali Unseal indeed!

8/8/2019 6:36:44 AM teamsterr07 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢 this makes me so mad. These fuckin 'elites' and their games...I'm tired of them playing with us like we're mice.

8/8/2019 6:37:01 AM thankqtrump45 Also kinda this too. pic.twitter.com/WSDjR2afwc

8/8/2019 6:37:10 AM rhianonmat Bullshit.  Wexler knew exactly what was happening

8/8/2019 6:39:01 AM origteslasmuse As they were accidentally trafficking minors together?

8/8/2019 6:39:20 AM jvan125 Yes...as well as movies like Hostel and Saw🙃. The themes of movies that seem the most ‘unbelievable’ and horrific are what we are dealing with in 

real life. Evil is not a strong enough word for these people and their lack of regard for human life. We are pawns in their games.

8/8/2019 6:39:28 AM terrapineyes The movie is about liberals hunting deplorables. That is what the people being hunted in the movie are being called.

8/8/2019 6:40:00 AM zeeinthemoment  pic.twitter.com/kIv49WiziK

8/8/2019 6:41:47 AM teamsterr07 I can't even begin to express how angry this gets me! The games these disgusting people play. No wonder Q says these people are 

sick.🤬🤬🤬🤬🧐

8/8/2019 6:43:02 AM kevinjwarren That’s a huge bus he’s driving! Duck & cover.

8/8/2019 6:44:22 AM gruven4sure Sickening!

8/8/2019 6:44:36 AM torick2018 Les is a sly old dog!!!!  He's trying to ahead of the story/facts!!!  This should be more than entertaining!!!!  They are turning on their own in an attempt 

to save themselves!!!!  Perfection!!!

8/8/2019 6:45:21 AM starehope Well, like everything else they do, it's a lie. They don't want guns. So, I guess they'll use water pistols. Let's see how much hate and damage this one 

spreads! Truely TDS gone ballistic!

8/8/2019 6:47:43 AM ragstorm They're in the open now..

We are being hunted

8/8/2019 6:47:56 AM ranger51367 The horror movie Hostel sounds like it was made about these types of predators in high places

8/8/2019 6:48:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 [They] speak literally. 41 was infamous for declaring the need for a New World Order (NWO), controlled and created by the Illuminati and 322. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7EIeQUm1DQ …

8/8/2019 6:48:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 [322]

"What is America's biggest problem right now?" - ABC13

"Right now, World Peace having been enhanced. Progress having being made as we start a whole new approach to education, though we've got big 

problems there. I think its the economy. People don't have confidence." - 41 pic.twitter.com/YSgHEiC6Zk

8/8/2019 6:48:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 When [they] are speaking to you, answering "your" questions, they are speaking literally.

What are America's biggest problems [for the NWO]?

- World Peace

- Education

- Strong Economy

And top it off with a SPELL. Majestic SPELL.

People don't have confidence.

So it shall be.



8/8/2019 6:48:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 When was that speech given? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509415637999624?s=20 …

8/8/2019 6:48:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Finally, the screen shot attached at the beginning of the thread indicates that there is no such word as World Peace, therefore we must have 

misspelled it to mean piece.

World piece. pic.twitter.com/cHvNqevoWd

8/8/2019 6:48:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

8/8/2019 6:48:27 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1159461325858361344?s=19 …

8/8/2019 6:48:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Here is the full interview. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8DOS6pqsGg …

8/8/2019 6:49:10 AM dark2light2019 When are they goong to admit his fortune came from Blackmail of officials and reveal the “names on the tapes”

8/8/2019 6:49:49 AM jvan125 Ok creepy. So here’s a video of the type of ‘art’ SK is into making (I couldn’t watch this thru when i saw what looked like a dead woman’s feet😭) and 

that definitely looks like TG...wow.  https://youtu.be/_yjt-5IqyjI  pic.twitter.com/FsVBrXqkdS

8/8/2019 6:49:50 AM youstinksoap Wait, are children considered (their) gold?

8/8/2019 6:50:32 AM dark2light2019 It’s not stealing when you are blackmailed into “leaving millions just sitting there” im sure this money was “given” willingly

8/8/2019 6:50:46 AM joeorbit there has been stories of senior senators participating in these hunts.  I pray everyday these people are brought to justice.

8/8/2019 6:51:13 AM prezlesteryoung I wonder if that movie will be a trigger that could help wake people up to these horrors.

8/8/2019 6:51:13 AM truthseekerd 👍good job

8/8/2019 6:51:14 AM nurseniceyes Except I hears only positive inclusions. World peace, confidence, strong economy...I like it.

8/8/2019 6:51:46 AM dark2light2019 Demand congress return to talk about California bejng owned by the knife 🔪 lobbyists! (See how “sane”that sounds)

8/8/2019 6:52:02 AM lanakila000  pic.twitter.com/HDrfiSWqO3

8/8/2019 6:52:33 AM f45_5 [it] Calcifies Our pineal glands, our 3rd eye, which is human beings’ divine right to experience higher consciousness, to evolve spiritually...This is what 

I’ve been learning.

So why would [they] be 

intentionally inhibiting this for humanity?

8/8/2019 6:52:34 AM fluck_gloria Will CA now ban knifes?

8/8/2019 6:53:05 AM truth_again Feeding frenzy

8/8/2019 6:53:39 AM enomai_ It's time for a technological re haul. Anyway, you see fit ALL

8/8/2019 6:53:46 AM jvan125 A lot of people on the left and right are shocked by it. But those still asleep will see it as fiction...

8/8/2019 6:54:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 A part of ALICE lives within AutoCorrect.

8/8/2019 6:55:04 AM samsmith0319 Unbelievable...Thank You for finding this!!!  🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

8/8/2019 6:55:06 AM f45_5 ...Not just fluoridated water... it’s so many things, everywhere...

Why would [they] [knowingly] [willingly] implement such offerings to humanity?

Reflecting...

8/8/2019 6:55:20 AM realalleron What is America's problem right now?  I think it's FAR LEFT politicians, MSM presenters, and Hollywood types that are constantly attacking our 

President and his follers. Just saying..

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS

@SirHublife

@realALLERON https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159461333710114817 …
8/8/2019 6:56:19 AM dadproject2 Have you seen this trailer? Its a comedy but looks like a lot of what we already know. #WWG1WGA

8/8/2019 6:56:46 AM cory_l_nelson He gave it to him per the records

8/8/2019 6:56:50 AM dadproject2  https://youtu.be/0gts3q4zz88 

8/8/2019 6:56:54 AM c_by_sw Ugh.

8/8/2019 6:57:15 AM wolfspirit1 Black Forest, rothchilds estate

8/8/2019 6:57:52 AM my2sonznme Well see...this is exactly what I needed to know. No one ever answers the questions with factual info. I appreciate this post SO much, thank you. This 

exact post needs to be shared so people will KNOW, not continue to speculate and be entertained. Now I can unfollow him.

8/8/2019 6:58:36 AM tkraska113 The end will not be for everyone!

Nothing can stop what is coming nothing!!!

8/8/2019 6:59:52 AM lightofdawn_e  http://camelotdaily.com/jewish-billionaire-les-wexner-linked-to-murdered-victoria-secret-founder-and-jewish-pedophile-jeffrey-epsteins-sex-

trafficking-network/ … this guy is no victim

8/8/2019 7:00:28 AM jrocktigers I feel they are preparing to barricade themselves in New Zealand.

8/8/2019 7:00:49 AM cue2_c99 You just destroyed my brain with that one!

8/8/2019 7:01:08 AM am_patriots_8 Symbolism will be their downfall!  These people are SICK!!!

8/8/2019 7:02:19 AM f961854 What movie?

The article is behind a pay wall.

8/8/2019 7:02:41 AM stanfireman1 This game shoots back. I say, bring it.

8/8/2019 7:04:03 AM jvan125 See embedded tweet for the trailer...welcome to real life. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1159455225373216774?s=21 …

8/8/2019 7:04:17 AM ascendingeve 🤢😥

8/8/2019 7:04:47 AM inkmeezy They just can’t help themselves.

No worries. Patriots will help them figure it out. 🇺🇸

8/8/2019 7:05:32 AM anneolsen43 111 days left

8/8/2019 7:07:49 AM v_rags Awesome! Thanks again !

8/8/2019 7:10:28 AM pauliepg11111 Act III?

8/8/2019 7:10:46 AM zstaroz Why bring this up now Les?  Heat getting to you ?

8/8/2019 7:11:27 AM lwrattail Sure a lot of pedo symbols. Symbols will be their downfall

8/8/2019 7:12:04 AM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/KMUxyJu1ur

8/8/2019 7:13:16 AM f961854 Kinda the same type of movie as "The Game" with ice T.

8/8/2019 7:14:57 AM vieiraranch Help us understand what to do?

8/8/2019 7:15:15 AM nicpace2 Well they got it all wrong. The truth is royal families of the Netherlands host human hunting parties. The victims of our children lots and lots of children 

that they hunt for sport. As usual trying to twist something that they do and miss lead the public .

8/8/2019 7:16:09 AM charitable_fury Disclosure-related?...

8/8/2019 7:16:37 AM realityloominng So, any random combinations of events or numbers coinciding in a pair of 3 is majestic? If so, we should all have known.. that's like the oldest saying 

ever - in all languages😂🤣

8/8/2019 7:17:02 AM pauliepg11111 Now replace these adult characters as children. That is what’s really going on. It makes me want to throw up.

8/8/2019 7:18:01 AM state1union His toes are burning 🥵

8/8/2019 7:18:46 AM 513chuck ...... Plans that were made at the UN for that day ? ..

8/8/2019 7:19:28 AM wearediamonds2 It truly is bewildering!



8/8/2019 7:21:32 AM blankmarlo Couldn't help but notice that last year you predicted the death penalty being revived as a response to treason and the exploitation/murder of children. 

I'd say that counts as an "MJ12 proof". 😉👍

@charmanda9 @ContinuumPope @zagnett @RoubLisa https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1071509428124438528?s=19 …

8/8/2019 7:22:12 AM girl_503 Please LORD RIP open the VEIL of truth, let the  world see this IS REALLY there game, Pray for our brothers, sisters and children OF THE WORLD !! Pray 

for our POTUS and family , most of all PRAY that the God of Abraham,Issac and Joseph forgive us that WE did not see AMEN !!

8/8/2019 7:23:50 AM peytonhooten  pic.twitter.com/pv3Q77KEH3

8/8/2019 7:30:13 AM illsupportuu The main stream Media always reporting doom and glum reports, specialist daily stating here it is just what we’ve been expecting! 😳🤔🙄 They 

keep the public in a constant state of fear if everything is going great then something is gonna go wrong 🥺😱!!

8/8/2019 7:34:13 AM seeker229 Oh what the fuck...

8/8/2019 7:34:22 AM karategpa yes.  but not in politics.

8/8/2019 7:36:08 AM phreatomagnetic They do love those Ukrainian and Russian girls

Why was it Vlad stopped adoptions to the US again?

8/8/2019 7:36:18 AM kariper90287321 Q said...The hunters will become the hunted! That's why they don't want us to have guns! It's open season on Satanists soon. They will all be hunted 

down, taken to Gitmo for trials and if guilty, jailed or killed so the world is free of their evil.

8/8/2019 7:36:25 AM 222714ftw They just don’t stop do they 👹in your face👹👺👹 pic.twitter.com/2lPh7NxNT4

8/8/2019 7:37:17 AM _17patriot_ How many hunting grounds exist like this so far in the US?

8/8/2019 7:38:34 AM bbobbio71 🤔

8/8/2019 7:39:39 AM teamsterr07 What a glorious time to be alive to see possibly centuries of evil be crushed!

8/8/2019 7:40:29 AM david00997884 Pedofil symbols on the gold letters of DORA

8/8/2019 7:40:34 AM lainie727 Pedo logos

8/8/2019 7:41:35 AM _17patriot_ Its how we stay informed, prepared, and mission ready just in case someone tries to pull one off on us patriots. Lack of info can be VERY dangerous

8/8/2019 7:41:44 AM howdoyoumakeah1 El Paso shooter claimed he was triggered by the Democratic debates>then to find out this played during the debates..

8/8/2019 7:42:20 AM allahuniversal Solid. well, pardon my reach. I don't think the implication here is that Q's done, got a ways to go still. No date on this 👇🏽 , the search function for the 

actual tweets isn't working for me, so here's notes taken. pic.twitter.com/BvxQNOVEya

8/8/2019 7:44:19 AM paatsystacy2 GOOD PICTURE.

8/8/2019 7:45:39 AM disfellocated Not if we have anything to do with it.

8/8/2019 7:46:03 AM lbf777 Was this movie made by White Hats to expose Black Hats?

8/8/2019 7:46:14 AM inthenameoflo19 Pedo symbols

8/8/2019 7:46:56 AM inthenameoflo19 Bohemian Grove

8/8/2019 7:47:25 AM richard07759712 #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 7:52:22 AM sctallgirl2000 ?

8/8/2019 7:52:34 AM sherrieholbroo3 OM goodness.

8/8/2019 7:52:44 AM richard07759712 Just Sick ... all to raise a-Chrome

8/8/2019 7:53:07 AM obiervs Big St. James....

8/8/2019 7:53:36 AM rafngeirdal Both of those facts are important for Anons to know: their posts could then also be tracked to their origins + your sidenote has the additional info that 

the manifesto connected to the shooter, was posted AFTER the shooting. That’s also important for Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

8/8/2019 7:54:52 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/am7f9xNJbW

8/8/2019 7:55:35 AM freedomgaia Définitivement et irréversiblement des névrosés psychopathes. 😠

8/8/2019 7:56:23 AM mwannahockalugi Pedo symbols all of the place.

8/8/2019 7:56:42 AM hallchristoff Will detailed information on how to use the power behind 3, 6, and 9 come out after #UnsealEpstein and disclosure?

8/8/2019 7:57:58 AM kariper90287321 A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go,

Heigh ho, the dairy-o The Satanists gotta go

A hunting Q will go, a hunting Q will go,

Heigh ho the dairy o Their blood in streets will flow

A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go,

Heigh ho the dairy.. Q this is quite a show
8/8/2019 7:58:45 AM williebhere Didn’t the Clintons do the same thing in Arkansas??

8/8/2019 7:59:45 AM jessewa25340831 What about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any cred there?

8/8/2019 8:01:20 AM kariper90287321 A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go,

Heigh ho, the dairy-o The Satanists gotta go

A hunting Q will go, a hunting Q will go,

Heigh ho the dairy o Their blood in streets will flow

A hunting we will go, a hunting we will go,

Heigh ho the dairy.. Q this is quite a show
8/8/2019 8:02:23 AM teamsterr07 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

8/8/2019 8:04:08 AM bonesecos What about the 4th dimension, time?

8/8/2019 8:07:44 AM covertress Lori Williams was trained by Lyn Buchanan

8/8/2019 8:08:09 AM courtneyspace17 Not only the triangles but the plants on the wall similar to this painting not the same plant but a wall being hidden behind plants. Epstein bought trees 

to hide things on his island. pic.twitter.com/MbsA635tQB

8/8/2019 8:09:25 AM jwremarks The FBIs list of pedophile symbolism within the letters!!!

8/8/2019 8:09:34 AM jswdh1 He also has several other accounts and friends that will troll you... especially if you call them out!

8/8/2019 8:09:53 AM turboxyde [322] notice the length of this trailer?

 https://youtu.be/uMuY_V07zD4 

8/8/2019 8:14:48 AM cosmic_engineer Can't stop leading with 'former friend of 45' like it's his title or something.

New story about 2008?  Nothing to see here folks

8/8/2019 8:15:03 AM epona08 I would caution that I'm repeating what others have said ; that the manifesto was posted elsewhere (Instagram?), then copied to 8chan - which is 

verifiable.  However, the only mention I actually saw on 8chan was posted by members so we could analyse what was said.

8/8/2019 8:15:18 AM tammymckeever MJ, are we winning?

8/8/2019 8:15:23 AM cpace98 I found an article on twins being born 5 years apart and it was accomplished through frozen embryos. Who does this and why would they want to?

8/8/2019 8:16:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/KyWuRR4EXG



8/8/2019 8:16:22 AM ascendingadam Sept 27 = 9 + 2+7 

12 Friends...

It’s not subtle. 

#BoycottTheHunt

8/8/2019 8:16:23 AM kaur_diva New series "Escaping the NXIVM Cult"  starts airing on Lifetime in Sept. '19

8/8/2019 8:17:28 AM pauliepg11111 Also - “1984”

8/8/2019 8:19:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not 100% but 99.9%.

8/8/2019 8:19:28 AM starehope If and when we get any serious details, I think we may find a FF.

8/8/2019 8:20:05 AM hallchristoff Will detailed information or instructions be made public on how to use the power behind 3, 6, and 9?

8/8/2019 8:20:09 AM thoughttazer How many more people have to die before the #ClintonCrimeFamily is indicted and the #DOJ will #UnsealEpstein and #UnsealStandardHotel ?

8/8/2019 8:20:32 AM nathanielhebert Jeffrey Epstein in Israel, where a spokesman says, "he was spending Passover meeting with Israeli research scientists and taking a tour of military 

bases."

Why is Epstein being given tours of Israeli military bases?

#JeffreyEpstein #unsealepstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @99freemind pic.twitter.com/qfE1jESRr3

8/8/2019 8:20:53 AM jvan125 I think MJ is saying the knife attack yesterday in Orange County was #3...

8/8/2019 8:20:57 AM _369311119 Are we at the Tippy top (Tt) of Act II?

8/8/2019 8:21:09 AM starehope They want us to forget about:

#declasFisa

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:22:24 AM bbobbio71 Good afternoon! Curious,  do you use VOG  tech or other on some of us (Other than typests) to provide answers to questions we may be thinking 

about?

Thank you!

8/8/2019 8:22:30 AM michael81972 With the heat on...You would think these people would be lying low...But they are still trying to push a narrative🤔

8/8/2019 8:22:43 AM starehope And sporks! A spork could do major damage!

8/8/2019 8:22:50 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

8/8/2019 8:22:55 AM jvan125 Ain’t happening 😉

8/8/2019 8:23:01 AM erquxlemon How many more people do we have to kill until we get our way? That’s what Bill is really saying here 🙄

8/8/2019 8:23:11 AM state1union Well I’ll never look 👀 at these numbers the same again. I seriously think 🤔 people baptized catholic as a baby should look 👀 at their birthdate, 

godparents, secret societies surrounding themselves, baptism place, etc. some eye opening things may pop out

8/8/2019 8:23:20 AM starehope Not yet. We have only completed Act 1.

8/8/2019 8:23:40 AM marilyn19556 These people are weird & sick.  They are as bad as any nightmare.

8/8/2019 8:24:19 AM thoughttazer MJ just saw the founder of this co. on Fox- former Bush WH CIO   https://fortalicesolutions.com/   The name struck me Fort ALICE ? hiding in plain sight, 

or no?

8/8/2019 8:24:48 AM peteperkins8  pic.twitter.com/Jf8u6XO1xx

8/8/2019 8:25:18 AM higherdensitees Account suspended...please recommend something else for research!

8/8/2019 8:26:03 AM guy_karen Kids are expensive

8/8/2019 8:26:04 AM bbobbio71 What can we do to dotted things up a bit?

8/8/2019 8:27:59 AM bbobbio71 🤔

8/8/2019 8:28:02 AM squirtbottle76 Top 3 is hard to do.  I enjoy close to 10 everyday.  If I am forced to go with 3 I would go with @HISGLORYME @_hublette and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  It was 

hard leaving you, Brenden, Trump, Praying Medic, and several others off of there.

8/8/2019 8:28:26 AM bbobbio71 Will the public ever?

8/8/2019 8:28:37 AM ladtacarms All of us have to die for [them] to get our firearms. We're not going to go quietly.

8/8/2019 8:29:42 AM thoughttazer False Flag is one of the most misunderstood terms on the net. The incident actually occurred. The blame is laid on another's 'flag' to foster an agenda. 

See "Gulf of Tonkin" re Vietnam war.

8/8/2019 8:29:45 AM kindeandtrue What's that supposed to mean? I'm a lifelong Catholic and nobody in my family, my godparents or any of my friends belong to secret societies.

8/8/2019 8:30:48 AM quedelumiere Ohhhhh the pedo triangle swirl! Disney you satanic vermin! We know, we see, Trump and many people who deserve justice will catch you...

8/8/2019 8:30:57 AM garypre62441595 Bad actors,black hats...

#unsealEpstein

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

8/8/2019 8:31:14 AM jdltr450 And they were False Flags. They were orchestrated by the Deep State to implement gun control. This is fact.

8/8/2019 8:31:54 AM canam73 They are sick.

8/8/2019 8:32:29 AM tracer_rounds Poor guy

8/8/2019 8:32:37 AM bearwithme24 That little swirl symbol will not survive the storm.

8/8/2019 8:33:06 AM quedelumiere Hahahahaha! These people are stupid!!!

8/8/2019 8:33:38 AM aureliangirl Probably filmed at the Rothschild's estate

8/8/2019 8:34:22 AM quedelumiere Yes and they have been selling a lot of properties lately... Ohhhh the fear they must be in! Rubbing my hands at the thought of them being caught 

soon, still patient, but soon please!!!!

8/8/2019 8:34:35 AM garypre62441595 It's happening daily now...

How many more have to die before enough are awwakened?

#unsealEpstein

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

8/8/2019 8:34:42 AM kathleen3693693 Spot on with needing info. More is better, IMHO.

I immediately thought the "ranch" where Scalia was bumped off was a hunting ground. Scuttlebutt has it that one of the young boys being hunted 

exacted his own justice and killed Scalia in either self defense or vengeful rage.

8/8/2019 8:35:03 AM adsvel Unfortunately Human hunting is going on not just in the USA, it is worldwide. Those who are very rich and sick minded opened for themselves "new 

sport", human hunting.

8/8/2019 8:36:02 AM turboxyde [322]

8/8/2019 8:36:25 AM rafngeirdal Yes but you are pretty accurate, so your hearsay could probably be verified. This is important, since Majestic 12 tweeted enclosed the actual letter 

from the Congressional House homeland security committee and I read that letter and noticed its claim to the owner of 8chan.

8/8/2019 8:37:45 AM hr3530 CGI tech and deep fakes have created all suspects and victims. Blast the fake and expose it before they make masses believe it.

8/8/2019 8:37:55 AM a51s1 You mean power of 3, you just said it 3 times twice in it's divisible forms.

8/8/2019 8:38:30 AM quedelumiere I feel like people have already moved on...  The media went full force on the false flags to drown the attention given to Epstein!!! Nooooooooo😱



8/8/2019 8:38:39 AM richard07759712 I sure do want to know

> FF ADDS TO YOUR BIDY KOUNT | that’s assaulting that needs to be revealed

8/8/2019 8:39:06 AM bbobbio71 lol speed things

8/8/2019 8:39:08 AM brad34351293 Heck, the "Hostel" movies were the same.

A 'Hunting' club!?!?!? When there was no hunting involved, just 'paid for' torture.

8/8/2019 8:39:20 AM enomai_ And, if ambrosia and children are so healthy for you. Why do they all look like death and deteriorating

8/8/2019 8:39:41 AM msbrkz They're telling you exactly what they're doing. Not even trying to hide it.

8/8/2019 8:40:50 AM starehope Heartbreaking to listen to. I feel the pain of these kids and babies. Sweet Jesus help us #SaveTheChildren

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:41:04 AM richard07759712 Duran Duran has an opportunity 

Deflect.. flect..fleck .. flect..fleck .. flect..fleck

8/8/2019 8:41:06 AM canam73 I wish it were not so, but highly doubtful.

8/8/2019 8:42:16 AM canam73 NICE. Very nice catch.

8/8/2019 8:42:37 AM pauliepg11111 Maybe FF3

8/8/2019 8:44:33 AM jvan125 Chandler is TGs wife...correct? 🥴🥴🥴

8/8/2019 8:44:43 AM adsvel Behind this Fictional Drama there are so many real stories about Human hunting worldwide. These sick predator minded "people" don't recognize us as 

the Humans, for them we are walking straight animals, who have to be killed in any possible adventurous way.

8/8/2019 8:44:55 AM canam73 #Gematria

#Occult

#OccultMagick

#Numerology

#LuciferianElite

#NWO

#PowerOf369

#Tesla

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs
8/8/2019 8:45:44 AM starehope Horrible thought. 🙏🙏🙏

8/8/2019 8:45:46 AM canam73 #Gematria

#Occult

#OccultMagick

#Numerology

#LuciferianElite

#NWO

#PowerOf369

#Tesla

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159461338869055488 …
8/8/2019 8:47:13 AM state1union Oh I thought I saw something. Do you think that the Jesuits worship God? Or Satan? Do you think Pope Francis worships God?

8/8/2019 8:47:25 AM djlok Socratic Method. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 uses it too.  Shares information through asking questions.

8/8/2019 8:47:33 AM starehope Wonder why it's called black? The black magic rituals done there? 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:47:37 AM canam73 #DoNotBeDistracted

#EpsteinIsKey

#UnsealEpstein

#NothingCanStopWhatsComing

#QDigitalArmy

#QAnon

8/8/2019 8:48:58 AM canam73 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

8/8/2019 8:49:34 AM canam73 Oh! Now THAT is interesting. 

Let the heads roll.

#UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:49:52 AM starehope I am beyond getting physically sick anymore. Now, I just feel the pain, terror, and fear from the children and babies. 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:51:39 AM adsvel There is no time... But YES, coming matter of Events.

8/8/2019 8:51:42 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇💥RT💥 http://teespring.com/if-trump-s-not-yours-president …

8/8/2019 8:52:25 AM sherrieholbroo3 Sheep no more, right Majestic?

8/8/2019 8:52:33 AM canam73 #TheHunt is NOT fiction. 

It is a DOCUMENTARY of what the Elite do for "fun". #SickPeople play #SickGames

#UnsealEpstein

#TheEndIsNotForEveryone

#RealityIsWorseThanFiction

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159456438449856512 …



8/8/2019 8:52:41 AM canam73 #TheHunt is NOT fiction. 

It is a DOCUMENTARY of what the Elite do for "fun". #SickPeople play #SickGames

#UnsealEpstein

#TheEndIsNotForEveryone

#RealityIsWorseThanFiction

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs
8/8/2019 8:54:27 AM zstaroz Once you wake up everything is different you notice more 👀

8/8/2019 8:54:36 AM shellymcgough Video unavailable hope someone backed it up.

8/8/2019 8:54:57 AM bdab28 HA pic.twitter.com/52NJYgDTJq

8/8/2019 8:55:22 AM canam73 WAKE UP PEOPLE. PLEASSSE WAKE UP - NOW.

#UnsealEpstein

#Baphomet

#Moloch

#ThesePeopleAreSick

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159313233423065089 …
8/8/2019 8:55:29 AM canam73 WAKE UP PEOPLE. PLEASSSE WAKE UP - NOW.

#UnsealEpstein

#Baphomet

#Moloch

#ThesePeopleAreSick

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@realDonaldTrump
8/8/2019 8:56:12 AM stormystorm10 Wow who is the lady who kills them all 👍

8/8/2019 8:56:41 AM canam73 #TheHunt

#PedovoreElite

#Trafficking

#HumanTrafficking

#SexTrafficking

#SickPeoplePlaySickGames

8/8/2019 8:57:09 AM stormystorm10 Sure he did

8/8/2019 8:57:39 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/X51tGCfrez

8/8/2019 8:57:43 AM adsvel It make me laugh today seeing this information. [They] start blame each other. "He is Pedo, I am not!" 😂😂😂

8/8/2019 8:58:19 AM state1union Makes oneself go all the way back to the day your born and say 😲 OMG. Thank God all their evil spells are rituals are being undone by good. It’s not 

good vs evil for nothing

8/8/2019 8:58:26 AM usss_211 The Hunt is Art (<--- if you can call it that) presenting a form of truth... Out in plain sight. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159455225373216774 …

8/8/2019 8:59:47 AM canam73 But HOW do we use the power of 3 6 9 in our daily lives to further the Qmovement?

8/8/2019 9:00:04 AM adsvel Do [They] really think that we are so stupid?

8/8/2019 9:00:37 AM canam73 Aha. OK. Thank you.

8/8/2019 9:00:57 AM starehope I don't think he has sex. For the most part it has been rape. For weaker individuals, I would bet he enjoys the 'resistance'! Ha! That wasn't really funny.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 9:01:09 AM sabina06706427 Pedos are sick

8/8/2019 9:01:13 AM kathleen3693693 Turn the tables. The hunters become the hunted.

8/8/2019 9:01:46 AM jonessense Right. Am I supposed to believe tye owner of  Victoria secret is “praying for healing” lol

8/8/2019 9:01:53 AM wwg1wga93583681 Wonder what CM and team is gonna come out of this with? pic.twitter.com/ag92YwxEDt

8/8/2019 9:02:16 AM lsh_henrytx52 OMG, is the the basis of the Q clock developed by Tesla?

8/8/2019 9:02:46 AM raisethevib369 I don't need to see. I'm already set on wait and see what happens. But thank you. Carry on..... :)

8/8/2019 9:05:26 AM stormystorm10 Noooope

8/8/2019 9:05:27 AM rachaelangelm Well we certainly cannot outline lives. There’s a crisis and mental health awareness. There’s a crisis in medical treatment for mental health. So much 

focus is put on children and teenagers an intervention and adults that have severe issues are left in the fringe.

8/8/2019 9:06:19 AM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/LmWON45ark

8/8/2019 9:08:35 AM jvan125 My God. [They] stopped all of the digs of the mass graves after they were discovered. Those children deserve a proper burial and their families notified 

of their demise😭😭😭 This is insanity. Is this where Natalee Holloway ended up?!? She was never found in Aruba. 🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 9:08:40 AM stormystorm10 Yea when he said that I wAs thinking.... is he going to ignore that he just criticized world peace??

8/8/2019 9:08:48 AM adsvel How could somebody steal millions from billionaire? If so, he couldn't be billionaire.😂

8/8/2019 9:09:10 AM roaminnoodle Reflect. What is the #Fluoride in your #Water?

#RatPoison ⚠️

Drink distilled or reverse osmosis water instead!

WE WANT CLEAN WATER!

And #UnsealEpstein while you're at it!

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/pCOw9x8pvQ
8/8/2019 9:09:57 AM roaminnoodle [Central Banking] is covering up for #UnsealEpstein

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1159294408291803136 …

8/8/2019 9:10:14 AM starehope My heart bleeds... not! 

#unsealFisa brings down the house!

#UnsealEpstein shows what went on in the house!

#SaveTheChildren

8/8/2019 9:10:36 AM starehope Yes!

8/8/2019 9:10:46 AM keith369me [They] by Cosmic Law are supposed to tell us truth.  This is [their] method while allowing the asleep to stay asleep



8/8/2019 9:11:02 AM adsvel He and praying?... It's impossible.

8/8/2019 9:11:20 AM stormystorm10 I didn’t even want a gun until the government kept pushing to take them away

8/8/2019 9:11:31 AM starehope 😂😂😂 Hey, $10. may go missing but that amount of money...?

8/8/2019 9:12:10 AM jonessense He said in the article lol

8/8/2019 9:12:12 AM abstract1dea Last I looked, the indictment count was over 100K

8/8/2019 9:12:27 AM teresaalmond Unfortunately we cannot out vote NoVA....they need to be annexed into DC sine they do not represent the rest of the Commonwealth.

8/8/2019 9:12:32 AM starehope 'Tis the nature of the beast.

8/8/2019 9:15:09 AM roaminnoodle Don't lose focus. #UnsealEpstein will happen.

Patience. False Flags are not what they appear.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/8/2019 9:16:11 AM adsvel Well then, for every smart man there will be 3 more smarter people.

8/8/2019 9:16:50 AM darktolightchad He is trying to distance himself from Epstein

8/8/2019 9:17:32 AM keith369me You’re doing business with a pedophile ring leader and you expect him to be honest about money? That’s rich...either you’re involved or you deserve 

to be swindled and we all know which it is!!! #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealWexner #UnSealWexner #UnSealWexner

8/8/2019 9:18:15 AM renee86743676 GOOD ONE DEAN

8/8/2019 9:18:41 AM adsvel This is what he thinks is right, but another thing is what we are aware of.

8/8/2019 9:20:37 AM keith369me The sad part...dozens of people knew this and didn’t say anything for over a decade enabling the rape and murder of a very large number of children.  

Time to take their power from them!!!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 9:21:13 AM deplorabldamsel Oh, Les...the back peddling is strong with you but it won't stop what is coming!! 😂  Nothing will stop what is coming!!  #UnsealEpstein 

pic.twitter.com/KPeQxKyUGv

8/8/2019 9:21:19 AM idig_q4truth I knew Majic 13 was coming up, been digging on that the last few dayz.

8/8/2019 9:21:35 AM keith369me Wexner likely has a doorknob and a red scarf waiting for him

8/8/2019 9:21:40 AM cryptocrab4  https://wakeup-world.com/2015/07/03/organized-pedophilia-and-child-trafficking-implicates-governments-media-churches-and-charities/ …

8/8/2019 9:22:51 AM adsvel "I am white, fluffy and innocent..."🐰😂

8/8/2019 9:23:39 AM sommerfeldkitty I know what you mean.  I have felt exactly the same way.

8/8/2019 9:24:10 AM stormystorm10 I want sooo many guns now Lolol

8/8/2019 9:25:12 AM adsvel Lies, lies, lies ... and silly smile on the face.

8/8/2019 9:25:43 AM wahiggins3 @threadreaderapp please unroll

8/8/2019 9:27:15 AM canam73 BEST TWEET IN THE HISTORY OF TWITTER.

#BestTweet

#UnfilteredTruth

#IfYouDontLikeItLEAVE

#Brainwashed

#Ungrateful

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FuctupMike https://twitter.com/Hessian_Mohd/status/1159358657374691328 …
8/8/2019 9:27:32 AM cpace98 Now he wants to sever ties to Epstein. There’s no friends among thieves

8/8/2019 9:27:52 AM canam73 BEST TWEET IN THE HISTORY OF TWITTER!

#BestTweet

#UnfilteredTruth

#IfYouDontLikeItLEAVE

#Brainwashed

#Ungrateful

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FuctupMike https://twitter.com/Hessian_Mohd/status/1159358657374691328 …
8/8/2019 9:29:10 AM kathleen3693693 So.... [They] made a documentary-type movie about themselves for THEIR enjoyment, delighting in the idea they could also recoup their money, taint 

consciousness, & harvest the fear and shock energy at the same time...

These phuckers ARE sick.

8/8/2019 9:30:31 AM betty_bradbury Isn’t Wexner also founder of Bath & Body Works where the Dayton killer’s mother is Assist. Manager of?  Why are these people always connected?

8/8/2019 9:31:21 AM wwg1wga10432367 Visible in plain sight!!! Elite liberals flaunting their soon to be demise!!!

8/8/2019 9:31:47 AM betty_bradbury Also Leslie H. Wexner was born in Dayton Ohio.

8/8/2019 9:32:22 AM ananda_love Both have different benefits. Prayer is good for awareness of intention. Meditation helps with awareness of self and regulation of emotions and 

reactions.

8/8/2019 9:35:09 AM linnyt7 I remember this speech. People had a lot to say about it. The people who warned about NWO were considered conspiracy theorists then. I remember 

it was about global control of currency and that Islam would take over the world. It took a long time for us to wake up, didn't it?

8/8/2019 9:35:43 AM conjotten #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 9:36:10 AM olimyracle Coincidence, @Jordan_Sather_ ? pic.twitter.com/QCDDcy4X3B

8/8/2019 9:37:35 AM awkenedwarrior “Symbolism will be their downfall”

Q pic.twitter.com/UcJOYb4dsm

8/8/2019 9:38:30 AM kathleen3693693 It's basically a nonfictional documentary hiding behind the "fictional" movie, "The Hunt."

They've probably filmed many, many actual hunts, but they cannot show trial-worthy evidence, which will cause the populace to revolt, in regular 

movie theaters.

8/8/2019 9:39:29 AM canam73 🤣🤣🤣 My God these people never stop.

I would actually argue that assuming Black people can't be, or arent, Clowns is the real racism.

@gatewaypundit

@NeonRevolt

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12



8/8/2019 9:44:25 AM lisbet30025172 I see the triangle symbols for P. Also see the Gold color. 

Dora means “God’s gift” 

El Dorado = The Golden 

The movie is about finding gold, kidnapping...almost want to watch it and see what programming they are pushing and the symbolisms.

8/8/2019 9:45:20 AM __truthseeker_ #DisneyCruises stopped at #EpsteinIsland ? 

is there any sauce on this? i cant find proof on innernets it seems to be scrubbed?

8/8/2019 9:48:10 AM kindeandtrue Pope Francis and the Jesuits are not representative of the whole Church. Don't judge all Catholics by this weird satanic Pope whom I disavow with all 

my heart, and whom most Catholics I know do, too.

8/8/2019 9:48:26 AM __truthseeker_ so that is real huh. thats messed up

8/8/2019 9:54:42 AM trish_hollman Look no further than The Hunger Games movie! Now it’s straight in one’s face!

8/8/2019 9:54:59 AM state1union I never did you just put words out there that I didn’t. Please don’t!

8/8/2019 9:55:10 AM __truthseeker_ thanks for the info, hopefully you can help them be pure for the children. very insidious evil lurking in their ranks.

8/8/2019 9:56:18 AM kindeandtrue I'm just defending my faith from unjust attack, that's all. Nothing personal.

8/8/2019 9:57:04 AM state1union I never attacked the Catholic Church

8/8/2019 9:57:11 AM aintgets Unseal Epstein and you will find Jim Norris pic.twitter.com/ELFspwtver

8/8/2019 9:57:38 AM felinesuniteorg @ElleMaria2 - Maybe the advertisers were trying to tell you something that the political debates weren't addressing.

8/8/2019 9:59:44 AM state1union Why does the Catholic Church have the highest amount of abortions of faith based religions?  Why are priests not allowed to get married?  Why did the 

priest from NY who was a spokesperson for the Catholic Church leave being a priest?

8/8/2019 10:00:11 AM kindeandtrue Sure sounded like it, but never mind. Peace be with you. It's not worth spending any more time over this.

8/8/2019 10:00:27 AM lbf777 Why? To demonstrate what they are doing to lower bad Karma?

8/8/2019 10:01:25 AM state1union The end won’t be for everyone and my birth name means Falcon in German FYI and piece be with you too

8/8/2019 10:01:39 AM cosmic_engineer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any requests for a foci during my gateway activation tonight?

💜🌈🌎

🐯

8/8/2019 10:03:16 AM kindeandtrue All very good questions. In 1960's the Church reformed its liturgy and embraced modernist ideas, while a minority kept the traditional faith & liturgy. 

Catholic Church had had an internal battle for decades, and many Catholics no longer accept traditional Catholic morality.

8/8/2019 10:04:58 AM kindeandtrue I'm prepared as well as can be for shocking revelations about the Vatican and the Church hierarchy. Have known for a long time all is not well in the 

Church but I'm not going to give up my faith because of evil Churchmen.

8/8/2019 10:06:42 AM state1union The Catholic community is going to have a major wake up call. It’s not just Catholics but the world. WWG1WGA

8/8/2019 10:07:45 AM state1union Your faith is your choice!  I agree

8/8/2019 10:08:38 AM blackjackpupil who is jim norris?

8/8/2019 10:09:21 AM kindeandtrue The Catholic Church in NY is about to get hit with a tsunami of lawsuits because of the temporary suspension of statute of limitations. It's not going to 

be pretty, but it's necessary that people know what was going on. Can't keep shoving it all under the rug.

8/8/2019 10:09:35 AM kathleen3693693  https://www.privateislandnews.com/caribbean-barack-obama-enjoys-post-presidency-private-island-vacation/Likely … Bohemian Grove in California;  

Cíbolo Creek Ranch in TX (Scalia 187 there)

Any Elite's "private" island ...  Necker Island (Branson & NXIVM)

8/8/2019 10:10:42 AM tsknee It’s not uncommon or suspicious.  Nice try, bigot.

8/8/2019 10:11:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 None of the below. https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1159498038982905856 …

8/8/2019 10:14:31 AM soldierofalbion Probably never did , somewhere will be a stockpile just waiting for the next  "epidemic" to "mysteriously occur".

8/8/2019 10:14:48 AM tomchiodo In this book it’s recorded in medical journals how in 1930’s — prior to polio vaccine — Dr use Vitamin C in very high intravenous doses to cure 60 out of 

60 patients.  But alas there is no $billion dollar profit in Vitamin C. pic.twitter.com/yvCUJmr619

8/8/2019 10:15:01 AM state1union What is the CDC up too?

8/8/2019 10:15:15 AM jollyrob2 Never been polio-free?

8/8/2019 10:16:54 AM henwoley Does marijuana calcify the pineal gland?

8/8/2019 10:17:22 AM state1union Lmao 😂

8/8/2019 10:17:39 AM robertg69989098 How many got cancer from the vaccine?????  Really how many?

8/8/2019 10:18:31 AM johnsville14 Also she's a transgender

8/8/2019 10:18:36 AM autistmember They’re just checking the effectiveness of their propaganda. Nothing to see here.

8/8/2019 10:19:19 AM 1crazy_toaster yea, those pesky guns keep coming alive & start shooting by themselves. Did we just walk into a cartoon?

8/8/2019 10:19:46 AM state1union Oh ya. I wonder who created Ebola? Monsanto’s?  CDC?  Hmmm

8/8/2019 10:21:00 AM kindeandtrue Do Russian children command high prices?

8/8/2019 10:21:19 AM arc4freedom If there are active investigations based on the Epstein files then they cannot be unsealed.  Do you know status of open investigations? It is way more 

important to prosecute all the slime than to declas to public right?

8/8/2019 10:21:31 AM scott_rick Hell no the exact opposite, Gift from the ET’s to expand our consciousness.  CBD oil also as our endocrine system already has Cannabodial  receptors

8/8/2019 10:21:42 AM tomchiodo Could have been 1940’s — haven’t read the book in a while — but was recorded in Medical Journals clearly and definitively BEFORE the polio vaccine.

8/8/2019 10:23:03 AM jswdh1 If trying to take away our guns don't work they'll try to take us out with a disease!

8/8/2019 10:23:06 AM pauliepg11111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/terran_sol/status/1159511092063854593 …

8/8/2019 10:24:02 AM 8notables Sounds like he's making a threat.

8/8/2019 10:26:11 AM roaminnoodle Act II is prep for Act III?

Act I is over.

Act II curtains are about to come up.

Act III is being tee'd up.

#UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 10:27:52 AM epona08 I suspect that hearing will produce more that the Democrats would have preferred not to hear . . . they keep shooting themselves in the foot!  "Never 

interfere with an enemy when they're in the process of destroying themselves!"

8/8/2019 10:28:14 AM tomchiodo Dr Frederick Klenner - high dose vitamin c 

 https://anh-usa.org/frederick-r-klenner-m-d-the-originator-of-successful-high-dose-intravenous-vitamin-c-therapy/ …

8/8/2019 10:28:19 AM wearediamonds2 Is there any hope for us? I no longer have any gumption to keep trying and working hard when I get nothing in return and can't break even for past 11 

years.I, and most of us,have no fight left. What's the point of trying, fighting, not giving up?

8/8/2019 10:28:20 AM karentriebel My mom had a mild case around 1930.I was born 1954 and never knew of any cases.Viruses tend to be self limiting and disappear on their own.

8/8/2019 10:31:11 AM starehope No.

8/8/2019 10:32:25 AM mistressrazz We won't be diverted from the massive offensives against children by the left's absurd tactics to avoid prison. PERIOD!

8/8/2019 10:33:17 AM karentriebel correct

8/8/2019 10:33:56 AM heikemildenber1 This is where it all starts with Rockefeller!

8/8/2019 10:37:10 AM patriot_jerry  pic.twitter.com/3ZoP7W1vPv



8/8/2019 10:39:33 AM wearediamonds2 If that worked, I wouldn't still be in a low place. But thanks.

8/8/2019 10:39:37 AM david00997884 Wabbit maybe

8/8/2019 10:40:23 AM theraphinj Isn’t that the year they changed the diagnosis of Polio to MD and made everyone think a vaccines work?

It was around that year tho. 

You know vaccines are harmful right?

8/8/2019 10:40:34 AM jfaith1979 Cures Ebola also

8/8/2019 10:41:27 AM lightworkercain We deserve the truth no matter what! https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1155339895910440960?s=20 …

8/8/2019 10:42:03 AM theraphinj Sickening fraud. 

Criminal

An attack on humanity.

8/8/2019 10:46:22 AM adsvel 🐰😂

8/8/2019 10:50:10 AM highhopesusa I’ve heard of outbreaks in Mexico, don’t know if some cases were brought here to the U.S.A.

8/8/2019 10:52:19 AM highhopesusa Had an uncle born in 1908 and he said it was so rare that they got oranges that they did well to get one in a Christmas stocking, some years not even 

then. So a vitamin C deficiency back then could have helped weaken the immune system.

8/8/2019 10:55:22 AM georgesmom1 Wow! I’m sure the Royal Family and the elites will love this movie.  Heard they were into that kind of thing.  These people are sick!

8/8/2019 10:55:58 AM tomchiodo Yes it does.  Cures HIV at high enough doses also. Cures every virus and bacteria known to man. Tuberculosis, encephalitis, etc. Not sure about fungus / 

molds. Didn’t get that far in the book.

8/8/2019 10:56:11 AM highhopesusa Probably Vitamin C deficiency and Vitamin D deficiency contributed to the flu epidemic of 1917

8/8/2019 10:56:15 AM __lemonmaid_  https://www.jhsph.edu/news/news-releases/2002/polio-virus.html …

8/8/2019 10:57:22 AM highhopesusa And I remember being forced to take cod liver oil, which is high in Vitamin A, as a child because the WHO recommended it worldwide to help prevent 

polio. There was a fight every morning before school because of it.

8/8/2019 10:58:09 AM cheryl45maga Wow! 😳

8/8/2019 10:58:36 AM kastelicdanny @MichelleyWenz

8/8/2019 10:59:36 AM roaminnoodle Page 22

Line 2: "Their mission is peaceful" and their agenda is to "settle" on Earth (we found out that was bullshit!).

Lines 4-6: Multidimensional beings from "etheric planet which interpenetrates w/ our own”

Any comments @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

 https://vault.fbi.gov/UFO/UFO%20Part%201%20of%2016/view …
8/8/2019 11:00:48 AM sc70542739 #unsealepstein = #unsealcdc ?

8/8/2019 11:02:59 AM destinlola I just recently noticed this on a favorite top...

I will be burning it, now. FYI pic.twitter.com/sAZoNccvJ3

8/8/2019 11:04:59 AM dr_t_dc Pretty easy to claim you've eradicated a disease when you can change it's name and change diagnostic criteria to make it look like the disease was 

eradicated.

8/8/2019 11:05:33 AM magamadnessusa That’s why cdc or whomever, made vitamin C unavailable or illegal or something like that. Just like marijuana “if it cures what we’ve caused, do away 

with it”

8/8/2019 11:05:36 AM 4udenny It's the pedo symbol on the letters I think he was referring to.

8/8/2019 11:05:56 AM nun_chucknorris Confirmed https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1110282415434620932?s=21 …

8/8/2019 11:06:16 AM jandydill A more relevant question: How many people did BC, HRC and the Clinton Cabal murder?!!!

8/8/2019 11:07:53 AM jluther88 Mandela Effects???

8/8/2019 11:11:43 AM shannoncate13  pic.twitter.com/BixkHapdbQ

8/8/2019 11:13:36 AM shannoncate13 #3497

8/8/2019 11:13:49 AM blankmarlo Lol must've been over target for this one, didn't get a single alert about any of the likes or retweets. #QAnon #FISAGate #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 11:14:04 AM _chelseaproject Oh, he means how many more will the cabal have to kill with FFs to get their way.

8/8/2019 11:15:43 AM iamsheisyeshua @Ascension_Guide @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/IAmSheIsYeshua/status/1159527267183124480 …

8/8/2019 11:23:29 AM starehope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Is this news or nonsense? Should I "consider the source"?  https://twitter.com/anothernamenow/status/1159157867406118913 …

8/8/2019 11:24:05 AM allahuniversal  http://norml.org/library/item/introduction-to-the-endocannabinoid-system …

Cannabinoid receptors CB1 & CB2 are in many other systems also https://plantedu.com/cannabinoid-receptors …

8/8/2019 11:29:49 AM djlok Alcohol does ! Marijuana.

8/8/2019 11:37:44 AM kathleen3693693 Our family "dutifully" took the polio "cure." First, mom died from cancer; then dad died from cancer; then my brother died 2 yrs ago from cancer. 20 yrs 

ago a doctor ordered a CT scan & DROVE me to surgeon that same hour. They admitted me for surgery & gutted me that day. Cancer.

8/8/2019 11:37:53 AM winklerburke Well, defund Progressive (1984) Education. Not another brain washed. Even if Trump succeeds, Prog (1984) Ed would crush “The Plan” over time... 

making more zombies as it does.  Defund Prog (1984) Ed. No more zombies.

8/8/2019 11:38:03 AM michael81972 No good😁

8/8/2019 11:39:48 AM jvan125 Whoa..I’m so sorry!!! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 11:41:02 AM jvan125 I think they changed the name from Polio to something else to make it ‘appear’ to be eradicated. MS fits a similar symptom profile, I believe...🙃🤯

8/8/2019 11:42:37 AM highhopesusa MS usually comes on gradually, am thinking the cold sore virus or something similar has something to do with it.

8/8/2019 11:44:25 AM jvan125 I may have misspoke. I saw another post say the same thing I did and said it was renamed MD (Muscular Dystrophy).

8/8/2019 11:44:27 AM azuremagus One of cabal factions allowing this or a stand-down by all factions to allow

8/8/2019 11:44:29 AM kathleen3693693 Correct. They just changed its name. 

Acute Flaccid Myelitis (AFM)

8/8/2019 11:44:55 AM kathleen3693693 Acute flaccid myelitis (AFM)

8/8/2019 11:48:57 AM __truthseeker_ thank you!

8/8/2019 11:48:59 AM kathleen3693693 I think that's the reason why [they] have established the cancer registry, so that they have definitive results of their experimentation on humans.

 https://www.cdc.gov/cancer/npcr/value/registries.htm …

8/8/2019 11:51:00 AM jvan125 Makes total sense. That way they know what drugs/vaccines are doing the job for which they were REALLY created.

8/8/2019 11:53:18 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 real or fake?  https://www.instagram.com/p/B06WjloAKG2/?igshid=ptjyujjsb2o9 …

8/8/2019 11:54:36 AM azpatriot88 By their satanic ‘principles’ they have to disclose their truth to us - it’s there way of saying we have consented to what they do.

8/8/2019 11:55:55 AM adk_queen Where is this?



8/8/2019 11:55:59 AM kathleen3693693  https://www.amazon.com/Dr-Marys-Monkey-Cancer-Causing-

Assassination/dp/1634240308/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1SN6VGNFQ8I2P&keywords=dr+mary%27s+monkey&qid=1565290333&s=books&sprefix=dr+mary%27

%2Cinstant-video%2C167&sr=1-1 … pic.twitter.com/mUr1WKx9CW

8/8/2019 11:57:05 AM jvan125 Someone else told me about this book months ago...I completely forgot about it until now. Thank you!!

8/8/2019 11:58:28 AM azpatriot88 In a strange way it’s good these movies are being made - it will and has promoted discussion and awareness. Again the boomerang effect!!

8/8/2019 12:07:39 PM qanongroup Kets blame it on Amnesia

8/8/2019 12:14:27 PM michael81972 Sorry for your loss

8/8/2019 12:17:46 PM lambertfrdriqu1 I read somewhere that the polio scare was in fact massive intoxication from the DDT insecticide. I can't recover the source for the moment.

8/8/2019 12:24:18 PM robertg69989098 Your tragedy is one of many reasons I’ve joined this fight against “them”. I will not regret doing nothing

8/8/2019 12:27:07 PM brown_eyedladyj They clearly underestimated the truth seekers. Its amazing how they were able to control the population by planting seeds of doubt and fear. Most still 

have their eyes shut and head in the sand. Knowledge is power, ignorance is not bliss. #WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/rGGlZECZvc

8/8/2019 12:27:26 PM brown_eyedladyj Is this a question or a threat?? Seems it could be both.

8/8/2019 12:33:00 PM brown_eyedladyj This is a rough estimate. I'm sure there are plenty more that have been covered up. pic.twitter.com/9Q9AgZPcgk

8/8/2019 12:34:45 PM talithap65 Black Forest?

8/8/2019 12:37:47 PM lenzaq Thanks for the reply. I never unzipped the file, now deleted. Hopefully all is well. Any signs I ought to look out for?

8/8/2019 12:39:33 PM mongrelglory Most trafficking victims you never hear of, sadly... A lot of native Indian women in Canada have disappeared or been murdered over many years with 

little attention given by the media or police/RCMP. 😢

8/8/2019 12:39:34 PM nurseniceyes 9 seconds of thinking about your day of how it will be...is all it takes with feeling and desire.

8/8/2019 12:42:09 PM mongrelglory It's funny, but this morning they were just re-running the SG-1 episode on TV where Samantha Carter gets kidnapped for trafficking purposes, and her 

captors keep talking about her blond hair and blue eyes being "prized"...Chilling now that we know more about the real trafficking!

8/8/2019 12:43:27 PM nurseniceyes You cannot focus on what is and determine what will be in the future at the same time.

8/8/2019 12:44:55 PM allahuniversal W/o perpetuating more of what is. What is is the starting point.

8/8/2019 12:46:09 PM mongrelglory The script-writer (Eli Roth) said he wrote the movie after hearing rumours while in Thailand.  He started poking around, doing research until he was 

warned that if he continued, he was going to end up dead.  That's what the movie Hostel was based upon.

8/8/2019 12:46:17 PM nurseniceyes Only when there is a mirror.

8/8/2019 12:48:45 PM nikoscali They've been taunting us with it for decades most likely because they present movies/tv shows as dramatized versions of reality and we believe it 

despite reality being MUCH worse.

Taken

Trafficked

Hostel

Surviving the Game

Priceless

etc.
8/8/2019 12:49:31 PM mongrelglory This is act III?!!  I don't like it. 😟

8/8/2019 12:53:00 PM nikoscali  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159180146496221184 …

8/8/2019 12:53:41 PM nurseniceyes The starting point if you cannot pivot your attention is always the end result you wish. Work backwards.

8/8/2019 12:54:18 PM nurseniceyes Time is an illusion...it is always happening now.

8/8/2019 12:55:43 PM mongrelglory Please tell me these "behind the scenes" billionaires will be going down for their crimes, not just their "front-men"! 🙏

8/8/2019 1:05:13 PM mongrelglory I'll look it up!

8/8/2019 1:07:58 PM mongrelglory I've know people who got Guillian-Barre syndrome recently which pretty much could be seen as a severe case of polio.

8/8/2019 1:08:32 PM _17patriot_ 😎

8/8/2019 1:09:11 PM mongrelglory I got polio in Montreal, in 1965 at age 4 from the live oral polio vaccine (Sabin vaccine).  It was supposedly a "bad batch".  Was paralyzed from the waist 

down for 4 weeks, and continued to have weakness in my legs for years afterwards.  Just saying...

8/8/2019 1:11:04 PM jvan125 I have Lyme which presents itself so different in people. It’s not hard to deduce that Polio may present differently, too...so a case of MD, AFM, GB, etc 

may ACTUALLY be polio.

8/8/2019 1:11:22 PM mongrelglory No kidding!  Sometimes it's a real battle to post the tweet you want to because she keeps stubbornly changing the word on you!

8/8/2019 1:18:15 PM michael81972 Im sorry..Hope it is better

8/8/2019 1:19:34 PM scottlarocca3 Arrest the pedophiles pic.twitter.com/ArA6FtHiiM

8/8/2019 1:19:56 PM mongrelglory I'm good now.  Weak ankles but otherwise functional.  Thanks!

8/8/2019 1:20:26 PM bdam777 Read the comments from nypost tweet about slick Willy https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1159532352940457986?s=19 …

8/8/2019 1:20:34 PM michael81972 You are welcome!

8/8/2019 1:21:25 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  They just changed the names, whereas before they lumped all of the neurological presentations under the name of polio!

8/8/2019 1:21:58 PM jvan125 🎯

8/8/2019 1:31:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Agenda wise, yes. Factions within the same organization. There is a scapegoat to keep the public confused.

8/8/2019 1:32:10 PM coastal2002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1159521094543511553 …

8/8/2019 1:32:34 PM danielaqcrew Quoted tweet now unavailable 🧐 pic.twitter.com/edzT4Xtr3R

8/8/2019 1:42:14 PM _watch_observe_ @LBF777 This is a true statement.Going back to the Bible, it's said God required this of Satan. So it's one of their "principles". That's why we have to 

learn how they work to be aware of what's truly going on.That's why they throw out "conspiracy" in the narrative to confuse ppl

8/8/2019 1:43:38 PM smith_jere No

8/8/2019 1:43:54 PM jebeess34 LOL

8/8/2019 1:44:57 PM karentriebel Is unsealEpstein that bad that they all fear for their lives?

8/8/2019 1:46:37 PM ricky52222196 P3do symbols in the letters.

8/8/2019 1:49:24 PM nikoscali Will they all be taken down?

8/8/2019 1:57:28 PM my2sonznme THIS.     @JuliansRum @dbongino @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @RedPill78 @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @SaraCarterDC 

#FactsMatter pic.twitter.com/OibsVKjdbe

8/8/2019 1:57:50 PM starehope Best guess.

8/8/2019 2:01:01 PM tosfalla3  pic.twitter.com/Aq92nPUfVa

8/8/2019 2:02:15 PM tosfalla3  pic.twitter.com/671PR5CUmK

8/8/2019 2:05:43 PM rafngeirdal than? (not that, I believe). So will the committee conduct a hearing on the owner of the 8chan? The Democrats most certainly shot themselves in the 

foot by calling forth Mueller, because now the whole wide world could see and hear that Mueller is simply getting OLD! Senility?

8/8/2019 2:24:22 PM rafngeirdal Did Bill Clinton actually go 26 times to Epstein’s island, as Gene Hale states?

8/8/2019 2:26:59 PM rafngeirdal 41 would be the President of the United States, that was inaugurated in January of 1989.

8/8/2019 2:28:58 PM nikoscali "All that have done evil" I seriously hope that is the benchmark. #NoDeals!

8/8/2019 2:29:09 PM tarynupmatrix Holy Toledo!

8/8/2019 2:30:13 PM johngradycole20 This keeps me trying to hold on for a little longer. All I have known is economic and social oppression by the elite and I gotta say, I am fucking weary.

8/8/2019 2:35:46 PM rafngeirdal If I understand you correctly, then those that are being hunted, are children that are sold at 40.000 dollars or more each.



8/8/2019 2:39:28 PM deborah61460615 Just plain sick👹👹👹

8/8/2019 2:43:51 PM shannoncate13 Hive mind 😉

#WWG1WGA

8/8/2019 2:44:14 PM chisolmtime  https://fionabarnett.org/2016/02/22/bohemian-grove-pedo-hunting-parties-and-rent-boy-ranch/ …

8/8/2019 2:50:52 PM stormystorm10 In what year did polo come to be

8/8/2019 2:51:59 PM jandydill What a sicko!

8/8/2019 2:52:51 PM rafngeirdal @bitmitigate said in a tweet that @TrueEyeTheSpy Rt’d: “Our understanding is that 8ch is planning to stay down until at least after Congressional 

testimony is completed.” So it may be called a testimony. Do you know if there is a difference between a testimony and hearing?

8/8/2019 2:58:09 PM jared4liberty What’s the deal with apparent obituary on this kid from 2014? Deep fake?

8/8/2019 2:58:35 PM jswdh1 He has mk mkultra eyes!

8/8/2019 3:00:06 PM erquxlemon I know this is a 20 something year old guy but umm where the hell were his parents? They must have seen this crazy behavior when he was a teen? No 

alarm bells went off?

8/8/2019 3:00:14 PM imwilson2u Well, well, well, the timing for the new #Hunted movie is perfect!   Well planned..... 

#FalseFlag....

8/8/2019 3:01:06 PM wildhor52319908 dilated pupils

8/8/2019 3:01:15 PM kikiwahtara interesting they have a movie coming out "the Hunt" which is basically this.....

8/8/2019 3:05:41 PM kseven110 Or was this how he was raised? The eyes..... is this what happens when evil takes over or is this MK ultra? All of these people’s eyes😳

8/8/2019 3:08:32 PM rebel_yell_tex I wonder if he was involved in the making of "The Hunt". Obviously there is a LOT more leftists out there that need to be locked up before they can do 

this sort of thing. LOL Get the pink elephants at the ready, this is gonna get weird. pic.twitter.com/rbPA3oUpfc

8/8/2019 3:11:05 PM abstract1dea Hunters become the hunted

8/8/2019 3:13:42 PM nixontweets @Readyornotfilm looks even more sadistic & blatant in terms of the occult. Teddy bears picnic set indoors. Of course, the powers behind #Pedowood 

LOVE to play up their sick, centuries-long practices for laughs. May that town BURN. 🔥 https://youtu.be/LOEhbaKNvoY 

8/8/2019 3:14:04 PM deplorablestor2 *feigns shock and horror*

8/8/2019 3:15:08 PM ricky52222196 Would like to have a conversation with you some time. DM me if you ever get a chance.

8/8/2019 3:16:04 PM lvdckdynsty PREACH.

8/8/2019 3:17:13 PM lvdckdynsty Yes.

8/8/2019 3:19:21 PM nixontweets I’m surprised they were able to put out this one back 30 years ago.

Society (1989) https://youtu.be/inrBU8juGI8 

8/8/2019 3:20:10 PM gravey6 Ultraized

8/8/2019 3:22:04 PM _17patriot_ Honestly, that just blew my mind. I didnt even think about that til you mentioned i gotta reread his story and case and connect the two. It would make 

perfect sense.

8/8/2019 3:24:43 PM qanongroup We can confirm he was deranged. As for the scribbles and drawings it should be taken as a grain of salt. The so called lucifer or Original Ones, in my 

opion no human actually knows its complete seal. Because if you did in all logical sense you can use it against it.

8/8/2019 3:24:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious use of words. https://twitter.com/Cmdr_Hadfield/status/1159546086341644289 …

8/8/2019 3:26:08 PM hifiman45 🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔

8/8/2019 3:26:23 PM djlok What is It is like on Jupiter...

8/8/2019 3:26:29 PM eisentourage Can one be on Jupiter? Lol

8/8/2019 3:27:37 PM xusaf_patriot Not a gas giant?  Hopefully we will all be able to find the truth about our solar system :)

8/8/2019 3:29:37 PM koryoline1 Me thinks inner Jupiter is where the proverbial "action" is

8/8/2019 3:29:52 PM genuine1mpostor Is this an actual photo or another CGI composite?

8/8/2019 3:30:07 PM __truthseeker_ swirly? pic.twitter.com/UNBk44PrjB

8/8/2019 3:31:01 PM capitalkid Red Eyed Giant

8/8/2019 3:31:13 PM djlok Looks like the view of something under a microscope.  Come on @NASA, get real!!!

8/8/2019 3:31:37 PM richard07759712 Betcha the MSM drops this like a hot Potato @cnn @FOXTV @MSNBC

@AllahUniversal

@Dark2light9

@love4thegameAK

8/8/2019 3:32:12 PM andyr1112 They all swing Eye?

8/8/2019 3:32:35 PM andyr1112 Mfer....seeing*

8/8/2019 3:37:45 PM qanongroup They can give us beautiful pic of Jupiter but blurred pics on unidentified flying objects within our skies

8/8/2019 3:38:16 PM jvan125 Interesting...if you find your source please share it.

8/8/2019 3:38:31 PM danielaqcrew That’s what im thinking.. very curious, indeed

8/8/2019 3:42:51 PM keith369me Holy mind control.  People are not born thinking this way...targeted location or individual?

8/8/2019 3:43:25 PM keith369me How about a pic of a base there?

8/8/2019 3:45:12 PM covertress What do the majority of sentient BEings on Jupiter look like?

8/8/2019 3:45:28 PM redheadedeagle2 What it's like ON Jupiter ??  Gas Giant - Keyword "GAS".

8/8/2019 3:46:01 PM keith369me Looks like that giant red spot “storm” is smaller than I recall it being when I was a child.  Any relation between that “Jupiter Storm” and our “Matrix 

Moon Experience”?

8/8/2019 3:48:12 PM aleks8837 That'd be awesome to see!

8/8/2019 3:48:50 PM highhopesusa How many more people are going to be Arkancided before that problem is taken care of?

8/8/2019 3:49:29 PM plasticjesus6 This is the home world of Zues aka Thor

8/8/2019 3:49:59 PM david00997884 Now that sounds like some real MKULTRA shit.

8/8/2019 3:50:01 PM highhopesusa I don’t remember reading that but wouldn’t every kid that followed the trucks spraying it down the streets in the summer to fog for mosquitoes have 

that intoxication, not to mention farm people, we used it on a lot of things.

8/8/2019 3:51:10 PM highhopesusa Flue vaccine?

8/8/2019 3:51:53 PM rebornkingent No Zeus/ Odin is Saturn. That’s why Odin is pictured as one eyed. Jupiter is Thor yes.

8/8/2019 3:52:57 PM destinlola How many do you plan to kill, bill?

8/8/2019 3:53:59 PM samsmith0319 Oh....like a video game??

8/8/2019 3:55:26 PM _369311119 "What IS it? It IS like on Jupiter. IS hard to imagine."

8/8/2019 4:00:12 PM 02joshuaradwan Yes and Yes. But the real meaning behind it is the badass female destroying that system that’s what’s important to notice they are being defeated.

8/8/2019 4:00:26 PM thunderdog128 The movie HUNT will most assuredly spur mor murders as the sickos on the left are lead into play and kill conservatives.

8/8/2019 4:00:50 PM andyr1112 Zeus is also Jupiter the God

8/8/2019 4:01:20 PM 02joshuaradwan What about Ishmael?! You guys always forget Ishmael but GOD does not 😮☺😉

8/8/2019 4:03:55 PM nea_storm Oh Your Good! You're Real Good! Love It! I'M a Believer! Supremely Well Done! Yet Again! Truly Majestic! More! More! More!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Aebjmgn0bw … pic.twitter.com/neTatIwErs

8/8/2019 4:09:00 PM 02joshuaradwan They not successful in their last September 11th attack now are they. They had much more casualties planned that day. Thank Peacenot8 for 

everything 🙏🏽💚



8/8/2019 4:09:07 PM whatsmypw Great.

8/8/2019 4:11:01 PM cinmacluvs2knit I would still like to understand why you need adults playing the roles of children.

8/8/2019 4:14:38 PM johntitor33621 no

8/8/2019 4:15:42 PM nea_storm Excellent Question covertress! Oh do share Darling Majestic369! After All the horse(s) have already left the Stable  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3W5ngVTtRE … pic.twitter.com/p7LCnCJYlG

8/8/2019 4:18:07 PM rebashoenfelt1 A necessity

8/8/2019 4:18:45 PM drawebarbara Worried Much Lex?

8/8/2019 4:29:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

8/8/2019 4:30:32 PM dark2light9 Insanity

8/8/2019 4:30:36 PM rebashoenfelt1 Blocked

8/8/2019 4:36:45 PM rebashoenfelt1 Nothing surprises me

8/8/2019 4:37:00 PM highhopesusa No

8/8/2019 4:44:05 PM highhopesusa That’s a frightening thought actually.

8/8/2019 4:47:23 PM terran_sol It's already happened in the past. This killer murdered 3 people and said they were inspired by the movie 'The Purge'.

Sauce👇

 https://www.indiewire.com/2016/06/the-purge-inspired-killer-indianapolis-johnathan-cruz-election-year-1201683779/# …!

8/8/2019 4:48:35 PM highhopesusa Yeah remember the movie “Natural Born Killers”? It supposed caused a similar crime spree.

8/8/2019 4:50:05 PM edward_fikes I think the curious part is the use of the word 'new'.

8/8/2019 4:50:53 PM terran_sol Exactly we already have a historic precedent for this psycho crap.

8/8/2019 4:51:46 PM aprilbrown99 Is this really what Jupiter looks like?  I imagine it to be like a twinkling BE of light that is colorful and alive with vibration.  Not something that looks like 

a photo of a piece of granite taken through a cardboard paper towel holder. That is what this photo reminds me of. 🥴

8/8/2019 4:52:36 PM cylantjustice The graVity would crush us. Plus the storms, would blow you around like a leaf.

Unless...

We had a certain kind of tech.

8/8/2019 4:57:32 PM americanpetal 🙄

8/8/2019 4:57:35 PM liltilgerlil This is why we don’t give up our weapons. Off duty firefighter with weapon held him a gunpoint! Conceal carry. 

https://www.ky3.com/content/news/Heavy-police-presence-at-Walmart-Neighborhood-Market-in-south-Springfield-528602951.html …

8/8/2019 5:00:06 PM cstarr888 I saw that too and that the president that "had polio" may have instead been suffering from DDT ecposure from his apple(?) Orchard exposure.🙏💖

8/8/2019 5:00:34 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 5:02:02 PM cstarr888 I read the permanent paralysis from polio only occurred after the vaccine introduction. Anyone know if that is true?🙏💖

8/8/2019 5:05:32 PM jswdh1 Do we have a new as in completely different moon now? And why would it still be out at 9 to 10am est? And also the sun &moon seem to be in 

different parts of the sky not just east or west..... how can I see the sun and the moon at the same time of day at times? Weird things....

8/8/2019 5:08:07 PM allahuniversal Yet every other tweet search works just fine.  #Censorship, alive and well. #UnsealEpstein

#JackEvictionParty

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Lrj2T0bd6Q

8/8/2019 5:08:32 PM namawlane Sounds like a movie.

8/8/2019 5:08:33 PM aprilbrown99 This happened very close to where I work. 

#DrainTheSwamp #Declass #DarkToLight

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 5:08:51 PM starehope Greek and Roman mythology respectively.

8/8/2019 5:09:06 PM aprilbrown99 Yes

8/8/2019 5:09:19 PM v_rags Oh boy. Glad your ok April! 💜🙏💜

8/8/2019 5:09:24 PM sandralav2 🤣

8/8/2019 5:09:53 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Vito. 💗💗💗

8/8/2019 5:10:03 PM jswdh1 Msm not talking about that! Cuz a good guy with a gun saved everyone's lives!

8/8/2019 5:10:51 PM duriavigrobert Didn’t hear that on The Nightly News with Lester Holt🤔

8/8/2019 5:11:01 PM us_poll Got to hide that Truth doesn't fit their narrative!

8/8/2019 5:12:09 PM starehope The moon has been in the day and night sky throughout the years. Depends on where it is in orbit.

8/8/2019 5:12:27 PM v_rags Welcome. 💜💜💜 this insane goings on right now have me nervous. Plus the energy frpmthe Sun is off the scale.

8/8/2019 5:13:58 PM bruno4666 New names for same disease.

8/8/2019 5:14:13 PM zsmolka1 Oh, now its been stolen! Right...

8/8/2019 5:16:03 PM mypetzombie be safe! 🙏💓💓💓

8/8/2019 5:16:04 PM pragmatic_texan 👊💥

8/8/2019 5:16:06 PM michelleweil09 Exaaaaactly. #GITMO #BYEBYEBABYLON

8/8/2019 5:16:28 PM jswdh1 Yes.... very different... even clouds look different... can't wait to find out the reasons.....

8/8/2019 5:16:28 PM kindeandtrue Swirls are pedophile symbols. What that has to do with Jupiter is difficult to imagine.

8/8/2019 5:16:32 PM michelleweil09 Oh that’s right. We know your darker secrets. 👋

8/8/2019 5:16:54 PM starehope Looks like Picture Jasper to me.

8/8/2019 5:16:58 PM mypetzombie they're trying that in England. LOL

8/8/2019 5:17:00 PM aprilbrown99 Try to ground yourself and know that you are just fine. Meditate for connection to your higher self and to Source. 🙌🙌🙌

✨✨✨We are amazing IS-BEs.✨✨✨ 

Eyes on. 5:5. 👊👊👊

8/8/2019 5:17:18 PM brown_eyedladyj This would make perfect sense. pic.twitter.com/6CoUdjNFhh

8/8/2019 5:17:59 PM michelleweil09 Exactly. I have two middle fingers. One for both him and his bridezilla ~ luciferian disgusting molech-serving excuses for “leadership” .... 

#ByeByeBabylon #GO #GITMO

8/8/2019 5:18:40 PM jswdh1 Angry libs cancel their gym memberships.....is on fox news right now.... LOL... Good they'll have real men and women working out now.... LOL won't 

need a transgender bathroom...lol



8/8/2019 5:19:21 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. 💗💗💗

Safety is an illusion just like time. I am gounding my pillar of light here in this snake pit. 😉😉😉

8/8/2019 5:19:24 PM v_rags .Yes I’m doing this. Between this and my Twitter friends it gets me through the day. 👊👊👊💜💜💜⭐️⭐️⭐️

8/8/2019 5:19:42 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that too. 😀

8/8/2019 5:20:06 PM v_rags 5:5. Eyes on!

8/8/2019 5:20:35 PM aprilbrown99 Love you Vito. 🥰🥰🥰 We will get thru this, together. #WWG1GWA

8/8/2019 5:20:57 PM aprilbrown99 👊👊👊👍👍👍💪💪💪

8/8/2019 5:21:54 PM us_poll What gym?

8/8/2019 5:22:23 PM cstarr888 So many pedo symbols repeating😕😡🤬🤢

🙏💖

8/8/2019 5:24:36 PM big_simp Earth is FLAT [ but not a coin in space]

Think about it

Its a REALM [  like you imagine HEAVEN is a realm ] pic.twitter.com/6Lds1VNDa7

8/8/2019 5:25:44 PM us_poll Why is it news though We don't care if they fall off the cliff they've created Much less if they canceled their gym memberships ! I don't think we have 

those here though.

8/8/2019 5:26:33 PM epona08 I would submit that a hearing may have testimony from a number of different people . . .   I have also heard this,  and that there is a reason 8ch will 

wait until after the hearing.

8/8/2019 5:28:33 PM unstoppablencp Hey majestic 12 how come you never tell anybody about the child hunting parties in Europe!!! This stupid movie coming out as a perfect opportunity to 

inform the public.

8/8/2019 5:29:01 PM duriavigrobert Michael Moore vows to “NEVER GET ON ONE OF THEIR EXERCISE BIKES AGAIN!” 

California EMS is ecstatic knowing they’ll no longer have to rush in to pull a stationery bike seat out of his ass again🤔

8/8/2019 5:29:03 PM jswdh1 Looks different lately but also been in the north or south....

8/8/2019 5:31:07 PM duriavigrobert No wonder the Democrats fear a Civil War🤔

8/8/2019 5:31:15 PM dazeytoday I heard on another video today there is something squirrelly about  his dad. He owns some kind of cyber security co. or something. Also that this kid 

died in 2014.  I smell a rat. Look up the 800 mi of storm drain tunnels under Dayton. Some areas big like basketball courts.

8/8/2019 5:31:19 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/6Xjd5wI6aN

8/8/2019 5:31:40 PM rafngeirdal So the owner of 8ch/ 8chan might do a testimony within a hearing and that hearing might involve testimonies from more people?

8/8/2019 5:32:14 PM robin_ked We have the Guns

We know how to use them pic.twitter.com/G7dxtm8Dgy

8/8/2019 5:32:52 PM doubler729 ETA?

8/8/2019 5:33:07 PM nancyddb Thank you!

8/8/2019 5:33:38 PM epona08 Correct.  Also - he may call others to testify on behalf of 8ch.  Now, that could get interesting . . .

8/8/2019 5:34:30 PM mariann72416833 🤢😂🤢

8/8/2019 5:34:38 PM dru_mn Allegedly Ingo Swann and another psychic, at the behest of the US military/CIA ( I cant recall) astral projected to the surface and both stated 

(unbeknownst of the other) that Jupiter has solid ground and features such as mountains and liquid lakes.

8/8/2019 5:36:59 PM nothingface16 Swirly. Lady blew up on her crapper today in FL.

8/8/2019 5:37:57 PM rafngeirdal So an individual that is being asked to come before Congress, has the right to call others to testify on behalf of a company or such entity?

8/8/2019 5:39:47 PM mypetzombie i understand. 😊

8/8/2019 5:39:52 PM whatsmypw Hey, I'm not really sure...I don't really follow anything in particular. I just googled 3, 6 & 9...what I posted was what I copy and pasted.

8/8/2019 5:42:17 PM robin_ked Who knew michael Moore worked out?

wut? pic.twitter.com/Vck23I02IZ

8/8/2019 5:42:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think MILITARY TRIBUNALS.

We need certain information DECLAS that follow The Plan.

Welcome MJ??

Act II https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159603339363004418 …

8/8/2019 5:44:01 PM state1union Thank you 🙏 MJ Yes! pic.twitter.com/8FgYo3sWoc

8/8/2019 5:44:27 PM duriavigrobert He’s been known to work out at “Lill Caesars” Pizzeria🤔

8/8/2019 5:44:52 PM aprilbrown99 💝💝💝 pic.twitter.com/Jcs3F4UMtf

8/8/2019 5:44:53 PM lp083061 #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Lead U.S. prosecutor in ’08 Epstein case — who sources say wanted to charge him — resigns  

https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233668342.html …

8/8/2019 5:45:23 PM courtneyspace17 Drugs are bad mmmkay look at all them wake and bakes

8/8/2019 5:45:46 PM jvan125 What if #TheHunt contains triggers for activation? What a brilliant and easy way to initialize your army all at once...in crowded theaters all over the 

country. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 5:46:01 PM mariann72416833 🤔🐷

8/8/2019 5:46:50 PM terran_sol Now that's absolutely terrifying! 😱

8/8/2019 5:46:58 PM raymond10449530 But he has 3 chins so.....

8/8/2019 5:48:41 PM starehope Yup, it moves. My dad and I watched the moon every night. Sometimes it passed my bedroom window. At times higher, lower, or wasn't there at all. 

We would talk about going to the moon. He would drive to and I drove back home. I wish those nights were back again. I was 4 years old.

8/8/2019 5:49:04 PM lbf777 When does Act II start?

8/8/2019 5:50:06 PM jvan125 I don’t put anything past these people anymore. I’d rather speculate and be wrong than ignore how looney the world is. I pray I’m wrong but I don’t 

think we have seen their final play...whatever that may be. 🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸

8/8/2019 5:51:23 PM sherry_palombo Love the sound of that

8/8/2019 5:52:45 PM starehope Well, if at the theater, they would be mostly left. Which one of us would go to see it?

8/8/2019 5:52:46 PM jvan125 The great news is no matter what...GOD WINS!!! 🥳🥳🥳

8/8/2019 5:53:11 PM darylorr9 JM...

8/8/2019 5:53:25 PM enomai_ Off topic. This reminded me.

Claims of a 2nd moon.

A thought had me thinking the 2nd moon is the core of earth? And hollow? As it maybe the same size as the moon  we have today that we see? And is 

aligned like this for a reason. No?

8/8/2019 5:54:04 PM liltilgerlil This is cool

8/8/2019 5:54:11 PM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/WzOI2Er51a

8/8/2019 5:54:58 PM circuitriderz I thought this dog had his day?

8/8/2019 5:55:28 PM covertress Welcome MJ, ADNI Maguire?

8/8/2019 5:55:41 PM starehope And they haven't seen Q's, Trump's, MJ's, or our great military's yet.

8/8/2019 5:57:03 PM ricca_19 AGAIN😂😂🤣😂

8/8/2019 5:57:08 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/mPFtUGAZae

8/8/2019 5:57:13 PM jvan125 NOT ME. I don’t watch that kind of stuff anymore. It doesn’t resonate anymore and I get agitated so I don’t bother. Plus I know it’s real so there’s that...

8/8/2019 5:57:55 PM bob76775554  https://twitter.com/CraigCaplan/status/1075436134296154113?s=09 …



8/8/2019 5:58:16 PM jvan125 Ours is #UnsealEptein...

8/8/2019 5:58:53 PM souljourneyrise Anyone know when and where  we will be able to watch the upcoming tribunals?

8/8/2019 5:59:42 PM starehope You know it!🙏🙏🙏😽👍💖Praise Jesus!🙏🙏🙏

8/8/2019 5:59:56 PM terran_sol I'm not subjecting myself to that EVIL movie!

8/8/2019 6:00:14 PM state1union Of course he did

8/8/2019 6:03:18 PM liltilgerlil Oh wow

8/8/2019 6:03:44 PM capitalkid Maguire, Joseph (MJ)

8/8/2019 6:04:04 PM brown_eyedladyj I wonder how many bones will pop up?

8/8/2019 6:04:47 PM michael81972 Are you saying welcome MJ, as in introduced to the Normie population?

8/8/2019 6:07:27 PM azuremagus MJ4 or all 12

8/8/2019 6:07:28 PM starehope Oh my God. Bless all their tender souls.

8/8/2019 6:09:04 PM covertress ]MJ8[ ??

Dinner?

8/8/2019 6:09:25 PM jswdh1 We miss and love her too!

8/8/2019 6:09:39 PM liltilgerlil I miss her too. And Kat

8/8/2019 6:09:47 PM rebashoenfelt1 Miss you Sally!❤️

8/8/2019 6:10:18 PM starehope No it isn't.

8/8/2019 6:10:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 Nada?

8/8/2019 6:11:02 PM rebashoenfelt1 🤙🏻

8/8/2019 6:11:22 PM liltilgerlil I posted something, can’t find it

8/8/2019 6:11:26 PM liltilgerlil No I posted something. I don’t see it

8/8/2019 6:12:18 PM brown_eyedladyj Miss them both

8/8/2019 6:12:33 PM 45harisonharold Trump campaign ad featured QAnon 

QAnon is a conspiracy theory that alleges a bizarre “deep state” conspiracy against Trump and posits that he is fighting back by sending top Democrats 

to face secret military tribunals and executions at Guantanamo Bay. https://www.salon.com/2019/08/08/trump-campaign-ad-featured-qanon-signs-

despite-fbi-warning-that-conspiracy-could-motivate-extremists/ …

8/8/2019 6:12:34 PM twit_commenter Whatever. We're getting killed in the streets and the Q riddles have done nothing.

8/8/2019 6:12:52 PM liltilgerlil Got it. https://abcnews.go.com/amp/Politics/deputy-director-national-intelligence-sue-gordon-leaving-role/story?id=64867006#click= 

https://t.co/sYOscgmegT …

8/8/2019 6:13:23 PM rebashoenfelt1 😭

8/8/2019 6:13:36 PM brown_eyedladyj Are we talking Johnny Gosch?

8/8/2019 6:13:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 😪

8/8/2019 6:14:09 PM theappraizer And the moon wave? 😕 That most discernible ripple effect proven several times by several different folks lately?

Damn lunatics. 🤣

8/8/2019 6:14:21 PM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/iYAgJr6P4v

8/8/2019 6:14:25 PM rebashoenfelt1 RR🤮

8/8/2019 6:14:48 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 6:15:06 PM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸👏👏👏 https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1159616329030283264 …

8/8/2019 6:15:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Don’t poke too many times

8/8/2019 6:15:36 PM rebashoenfelt1 !!

8/8/2019 6:17:08 PM jswdh1 But most people use them for hunting. For some it's the only way they can eat.

8/8/2019 6:17:52 PM jswdh1 Could be a majestic tho

8/8/2019 6:18:34 PM keith369me That’s how I interpreted it

8/8/2019 6:18:59 PM jswdh1 We're already in act II ... MJ stated that a couple weeks ago

8/8/2019 6:19:45 PM rebashoenfelt1 Oh goodness he doesn’t. His weight is not what makes him ugly.

8/8/2019 6:20:09 PM liltilgerlil Yes thanks to Coats being removed

8/8/2019 6:20:13 PM starehope Missing Sally and her insightful input!💖👍👊👊👊

8/8/2019 6:20:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂

8/8/2019 6:20:56 PM truthwins11 There will be signs and wonders in the Sky, before that Great and terrible day of the Lord. And there will be nothing like it, no nor ever will be again.... If 

I were you I'd check what time it really is.

8/8/2019 6:21:14 PM jswdh1 I miss Kat too! 😘

8/8/2019 6:21:33 PM brown_eyedladyj I thought he could have been Jeff Gannon. Will dont I look like an ass? pic.twitter.com/hrASP2wtCD

8/8/2019 6:22:16 PM starehope Yes, I miss KAT too... sure she'll be back soon🙏👍

8/8/2019 6:22:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 Good

8/8/2019 6:22:51 PM jswdh1 Yw.... hopefully not many acts!

8/8/2019 6:22:53 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ugh

8/8/2019 6:23:28 PM rebashoenfelt1 Unbelievable evil

8/8/2019 6:26:13 PM cindy70164904 Good Lord he’s starting to look like Jaba the Hut!!!!

Sold his soul a ways back

8/8/2019 6:26:29 PM jswdh1 Who decided adding gate to the end of words was a good idea to name so called conspiracy theories? Would love to smack that person! Prob someone 

at cnn...

8/8/2019 6:26:56 PM jswdh1 I'll let kat know.....

8/8/2019 6:27:04 PM ricky52222196 A bit snake like yes?

8/8/2019 6:28:15 PM starehope Oh, ok.

8/8/2019 6:29:42 PM starehope Everything needs cleaned out. Sounds like my closets and lower kitchen cabinets.

8/8/2019 6:29:49 PM mariann72416833 😁

8/8/2019 6:30:07 PM us_poll The Blob!

8/8/2019 6:30:33 PM john37201877  pic.twitter.com/12kVlsmvlt

8/8/2019 6:34:10 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏. Get it done.. Swift Punishment 🇺🇸

8/8/2019 6:34:48 PM danielaqcrew Coincidentally... a meteor just exploded on Jupiter per: https://www.sciencealert.com/rare-and-breathtaking-video-of-a-meteor-exploding-on-jupiter …

8/8/2019 6:37:22 PM rhondanight Ohhh love you majestic 12 !! Round 2 has just begun - just Beautiful 🥂

8/8/2019 6:38:13 PM robin_ked Hey guys just got a message from our Sweet Sister Sally, @hawaiiilove 

She asked me to send this along to everyone, most of ya'll know she probably Lost her Account because she Reported a Vile Threat made by a 

BlueCheckMark liberal❗️

Seriously can't make this sh!t up😡

Pray4her🙏 pic.twitter.com/xm33TBbiN0

8/8/2019 6:38:23 PM brown_eyedladyj Bingo

8/8/2019 6:39:02 PM danielaqcrew Also this seems related pic.twitter.com/Y8cGwUEaMJ

8/8/2019 6:39:32 PM deepwaterpierat Both GeorgeBullshes attend, why would Trump?

8/8/2019 6:40:50 PM jswdh1 I used to live out in country and sometimes the moon was so bright i couldn't sleep! Now I live in big city and hardly see it! I miss seeing all those stars! 

I would lay on the kid's trampoline and stare at the sky!



8/8/2019 6:40:58 PM brown_eyedladyj This could be both a threat pic.twitter.com/bFhxfywCM3

8/8/2019 6:41:07 PM jswdh1 Moon wave?

8/8/2019 6:43:17 PM starehope Sounds like a wonderful experience.👊

8/8/2019 6:43:45 PM starehope No clue.

8/8/2019 6:44:30 PM jswdh1 Hearing all the crickets and bullfrogs...lol so loud! You wouldn't think it but they are!

8/8/2019 6:45:34 PM robin_ked Sally also asked me to send this song 

Enjoy this Blast from the past

Luv you Sally🥰🙏

 https://youtu.be/Ldw5XoY5ETU  pic.twitter.com/T888vOdKJg

8/8/2019 6:45:44 PM jswdh1 God Bless Sally!

8/8/2019 6:47:28 PM starehope From the city to suburbs, it got loud. Until my friend moved to the country near a creek. Went for a week. I think I barely got an hours sleep. But it was 

very starry!

8/8/2019 6:47:57 PM whatsmypw  https://youtu.be/Tpdr_EPBkt4 

8/8/2019 6:48:51 PM boy12_jimmy @TribunalReport will carry all tribunals online.

8/8/2019 6:48:58 PM brown_eyedladyj Is a threat or a question? Slick Willy is dumb as hell.

8/8/2019 6:50:16 PM rachaelangelm Predator island

8/8/2019 6:50:31 PM cathydarlene1 Are we designating Antifa Terrorists or not?

I get so tired of "suggestions" and no action.

8/8/2019 6:50:41 PM jswdh1 I meant the Crickets were actually loud...lol i always lived near train tracks and slept with TV on for noise so moving to city didn't bother me

8/8/2019 6:51:34 PM 45harisonharold 🙏 tell her we miss her

8/8/2019 6:51:55 PM jswdh1 Did you see my videos from CINCI rally? We sung national anthem while waiting in line! Said lord's prayer and also pledge of allegiance! It was amazing!

8/8/2019 6:52:09 PM nschlange I really hope it is. That would be so unfair to everyone whose been waiting for justice to come up and punch him. Please let this be fake news.

8/8/2019 6:52:25 PM liltilgerlil Beautiful

8/8/2019 6:52:45 PM 45harisonharold BOOOM.!! 302's are out happy digging https://www.judicialwatch.org/documents/jw-v-doj-ohr-302s-02107/ …

8/8/2019 6:55:13 PM starehope Only the vid before the rally started once you were inside. I looked for more but guess I got lost on this crazy program.

8/8/2019 6:56:40 PM liltilgerlil Yay!

8/8/2019 6:59:19 PM bubusmc Damn! I should have seen that. I just saw someone post it 4 hours ago and got overly concerned.

8/8/2019 7:01:08 PM robin_ked Rat Redactenstein 

dont think he'll fare well in Prison 

Don't drop da soap Rod🐀🐀 pic.twitter.com/OOj8ikqvI6

8/8/2019 7:01:16 PM fire_electric_ Ringing like a bell 🛎 🔔 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/8/2019 7:02:14 PM wwg1wga93583681 sick fuchs pic.twitter.com/GzE99LNPNf

8/8/2019 7:02:16 PM majcm83 ANOTHER ONE!!! It’s freaking raining pedophiles. Who was the first to open most eyes to this? hmmmm...🤔🧐🤔🧐. A certain alphabet letter 

perhaps??

8/8/2019 7:05:55 PM hollylandes Have to watch Rosie's account

8/8/2019 7:07:42 PM jswdh1 I can send them to you later if you want. I'm going to try and sleep now. Night.

8/8/2019 7:09:16 PM cathydarlene1 Whats the matter with these FREAKS?

8/8/2019 7:10:00 PM souljourneyrise Thank  you  😊

8/8/2019 7:10:06 PM kitnertodd Night Shift pic.twitter.com/r102H1UywX

8/8/2019 7:13:53 PM aleks8837 Oohhh shit... His name is MJ mirrored!

8/8/2019 7:17:38 PM celadonjade maybe Jupiter is trapped inside Jupiter

8/8/2019 7:18:16 PM theheretic16 He looks a little like Epstein.

8/8/2019 7:18:43 PM 45harisonharold HUGE !! @SebGorka  Hillary, DNC & Obama adm weaponized intel agencies & used foreign govts to spy on and destroy the Trump campaign & adm  

"people have to go to jail". #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/XDWzKjQiNv

8/8/2019 7:27:24 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/1ZyfPZSNze

8/8/2019 7:31:19 PM state1union Your not awake sad 😢

8/8/2019 7:32:01 PM turboxyde First they fracture the psyche through a combination of trauma based scenarios. Then they create subconscious programs and reinforce them over a 

period of time. Finally they activate the program... https://youtu.be/hXCaF68sDPU 

8/8/2019 7:38:16 PM uncannie1 YASSSS! We're Ready! Will they be televised?

8/8/2019 7:38:30 PM johnwic05587636 Any thoughts on this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ?  https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1159653818046586881 …

8/8/2019 7:42:42 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/yLR2upDphd

8/8/2019 7:43:38 PM mongrelglory No...there was permanent paralysis from polio that was occurring as they were working on developing the vaccines.  That's why people were so afraid 

of getting polio.  My mother remembers as a child during the depression era avoiding swimming in community pools for fear of polio.

8/8/2019 7:45:13 PM mongrelglory She also remembers a little boy in her community who was paralyzed from it.  He didn't have a wheelchair so he would sit on a wooden board with 

wheels on the bottom and push himself around using his hands on the ground.

8/8/2019 7:49:14 PM roublisa Wooooow✨✨✨ is that where the Majestic horse is from.   Whales and dolphins too?🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/mutvcXd09T

8/8/2019 7:49:19 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Bio-warfare experts question why Canada was sending lethal viruses to China.  https://tiny.iavian.net/uezs 

8/8/2019 7:49:55 PM mongrelglory Not all the cases of Guillian-Barre Syndrome that I saw as a doctor during my career were linked to the flu vaccine.  I saw many cases before the flu 

vaccine was widely used. Some cases seemed to be random, out of the blue with no identifiable cause.

8/8/2019 7:50:48 PM pvg0015 Sounds like Operation Mindcrime. @Turboxyde  

Queensryche were before their time! ✌🏾😉

8/8/2019 7:51:13 PM robin_ked #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp 

Send em All to #GITMO pic.twitter.com/62fTMtOul7

8/8/2019 7:53:12 PM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨🙌🙌🙌✨✨✨

8/8/2019 7:53:59 PM tyedyetweety As many as you want to fake Billy Boy.

8/8/2019 7:56:43 PM rebashoenfelt1 Jail

8/8/2019 7:57:02 PM damon_garfield This is TREASON and should be treated as such! Capital punishment needs to be used to make examples of these evil scum.

8/8/2019 7:57:31 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 7:59:29 PM angiefletcher Looks like beautiful hardwood floor or cabinets.

8/8/2019 7:59:38 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂that rat face suits him

8/8/2019 8:00:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 💥💥

8/8/2019 8:00:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 Thx

8/8/2019 8:00:41 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/8/2019 8:01:22 PM rebashoenfelt1 Curious

8/8/2019 8:01:25 PM robin_ked #GITMO

#TrustThePlan 

We'll #SeizeTheirAssets after a Guilty Verdict, prior to #Execution pic.twitter.com/0KFuCEq1bE

8/8/2019 8:01:47 PM rebashoenfelt1 Can’t unsee that.



8/8/2019 8:03:05 PM robin_ked #Treason gets tha #DeathPenalty 

It's a Deterrent that's long overdue pic.twitter.com/NivYJ2HIKH

8/8/2019 8:03:23 PM michell75717325 #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:04:19 PM mongrelglory He makes it sound like NASAHubble made or "imagined" the "swirly" new image.  Why not just congratulate them on getting a "great close-up photo" 

of Jupiter or something? Strange! 🤔

8/8/2019 8:05:30 PM robin_ked Riiight👊🐀 pic.twitter.com/126epupGAt

8/8/2019 8:06:33 PM michell75717325 #UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 8:07:31 PM lucylengua Looks like a close up picture of knotty pine wood....hard...wood. Lol 😹

8/8/2019 8:08:12 PM lucylengua Very curious indeed.

8/8/2019 8:12:57 PM robin_ked ets has had at least 20+ accounts everyTime he got caught Shoveling BS he morphed & since he's a friend of jackDorsey he's been able to keep his DS 

Larp going pic.twitter.com/pFu5ToIqYY

8/8/2019 8:17:57 PM bbobbio71 Someday proofs??

8/8/2019 8:19:09 PM feeangel223 Many

8/8/2019 8:25:18 PM robin_ked Humpty dumpty nadler

sheesh pic.twitter.com/V56FhLUCWT

8/8/2019 8:25:50 PM bbobbio71 Should have be during Wheel of Fortune lol

8/8/2019 8:28:38 PM bbobbio71 Thank you!

That's the first time i've heard that mentioned.  I too have some around the house as we as a CB. 😁

8/8/2019 8:32:17 PM aleks8837 Will DVD's survive EMP's?

8/8/2019 8:33:34 PM keith369me It’s just starting

8/8/2019 8:35:36 PM angiefletcher Wont let me read all of it without logging in. Does anyone have another way to read?

8/8/2019 8:40:18 PM sommerfeldkitty Where did he get his facts?

8/8/2019 8:41:45 PM jvan125 Do a web search for ‘Rothschild Hunting Estate’ and you’ll see several articles. Hopefully one of the others won’t have a pay wall. I read it a long time 

ago but I can’t remember the publication it was. Happy ‘hunting’...🥴

8/8/2019 8:42:16 PM rawphonegirl ☺️☺️☺️ maybe the water bear and pods lol! pic.twitter.com/A4r2U7WTCL

8/8/2019 8:42:48 PM robin_ked democRat🐀 pic.twitter.com/aU7Nxcn6HD

8/8/2019 8:44:31 PM jrocktigers 🤔🤔🤔

8/8/2019 8:44:54 PM dynamicres WOW i had forgot about this scene! WOW! ACCURATE and APPROPRIATE right now!

8/8/2019 8:45:06 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂

8/8/2019 8:46:34 PM truth_heals If Baltimore was a person...

8/8/2019 8:47:41 PM louismcfadden8 Sorry to hear that.

Bad vibes daily must take it's toll, be sure to take the time to destress and center yourself.

Take care!

8/8/2019 8:49:05 PM manifest_utopia Something's coming, the lead DOJ prosecutor in the 2008 Epstein case just resigned. https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-08/lead-us-

prosecutor-epsteins-2008-case-unexpectedly-resigns …

8/8/2019 8:49:38 PM robin_ked me2, she's at least getting replies to her Appeal, unlike the Dirty way Kat was done & everyOne has heard about the Mitch McConnell account & the 

Angel Mom⁉️

Cornered Animals are desperate pic.twitter.com/qUQNio0Uv0

8/8/2019 8:50:20 PM aetherwalker1 Notebook reminiscent of Sirhan Sirhan.  🤔

8/8/2019 8:50:34 PM humphreycorey Sorry, I do not see body armor and I refuse to take the media’s word. With the facemask you can’t even tell who that is and I know for a fact that 

Dayton PD is dirty.

8/8/2019 8:51:55 PM rawphonegirl Can they ever be healed??? 💔💔💔

8/8/2019 8:54:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Manifest_Utopia/status/1159672924569083904 …

8/8/2019 8:59:08 PM big_simp Lead DOJ Prosecutor probably received an anonymous telephone call asking if she values her childrens and nieces and nephews lives

Same tactic applied to Royal Commission into elite paedophilia in UK - with most judges resigning "unexpectedly"

8/8/2019 9:01:34 PM wwg1wga10432367 He was probably hunted and wanted to reciprocate the evil doers.

8/8/2019 9:02:53 PM rawphonegirl Cold? Like thre semiconductor experiment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 shared? 

 https://youtu.be/xuEY2bm-W50 

8/8/2019 9:04:24 PM christopherrosk  pic.twitter.com/k8YWgVoxlL

8/8/2019 9:05:33 PM robin_ked #2A Always pic.twitter.com/52dVmzDHrS

8/8/2019 9:06:23 PM hr3530 Hard to imagine but they've seen it already. Hard for us to imagine.

8/8/2019 9:09:28 PM datruseeka Or Baron pic.twitter.com/jSD4hXOauS

8/8/2019 9:09:59 PM 2blrose Sounding more and more of those involved in some capacity are stepping down, to not be implicated...(?)

8/8/2019 9:13:50 PM awakeandsing123 CourtTV is back as well.

8/8/2019 9:14:04 PM lynnielee5 This really fry’s my cookies!😤

8/8/2019 9:15:28 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/7arEtNW3ko

8/8/2019 9:16:17 PM blsdbe #Majestic

8/8/2019 9:17:46 PM us_poll It's ridiculous! Gutterman Guterman same thing! #Lowlife

8/8/2019 9:19:18 PM snarkishdanno Well, Jupiter does look like that, I’ve seen it myself through my own telescope, maybe not quite that clear, but I could make out the eye... so in my 

personal experience, I’d buy the pic as legit

8/8/2019 9:19:38 PM mywowfreak  pic.twitter.com/KLqrnvELBB

8/8/2019 9:19:43 PM paulitics8 #JOG

8/8/2019 9:21:36 PM robin_ked You're Not kidding 🤬

Seems BlueCheckMarked Leftist Nazi's are immune to 

👉See Something Say Something 

This doucheHead was Never Suspended but #Patriots that Reported this Direct Threat get Banned😡

UnFreakingBelievable😤 pic.twitter.com/MuFCzCZCzG

8/8/2019 9:21:55 PM manifest_utopia Sounds like after Pascal Calogero, III, age 60, discovered the 14 yr old, he then helped pimp her out to his friends.  And the son of a state Supreme 

Court Judge gets significant jail time for child sex trafficking.

#UnsealEpstein #EndChildSexTrafficking #UnsealPedogate

8/8/2019 9:24:03 PM elishabaker915  pic.twitter.com/ivwKDNK9sA

8/8/2019 9:26:05 PM blsdbe Following. pic.twitter.com/uTr4EfcyZs

8/8/2019 9:27:48 PM lbf777 Epstein brings down the House. pic.twitter.com/rJ1Aivdmr9

8/8/2019 9:29:26 PM iamyou132 Hard to imagine sentient life living in a gas giant

8/8/2019 9:31:04 PM chichignotek Maybe she is afraid it will end the same way it did last time?

The only thing that surprises me is that he is still live.

8/8/2019 9:31:34 PM lynnielee5 He’s even pathetic at being Desperate!!!😂🤣😂

8/8/2019 9:34:52 PM lynnielee5 😂

8/8/2019 9:35:26 PM cpace98 We need to take each pedo to court and lock them up for life. There is no cure for the vile behavior

8/8/2019 9:35:26 PM wandaanglos Unless you're being sarcastic, by your logic  W and M are the same, as well as A and V maybe b and d? How about c and o? pic.twitter.com/tKDl742hgJ

8/8/2019 9:36:56 PM lynnielee5 We Love her too!💕 She needs special prayers! Lots on her plate.

8/8/2019 9:38:07 PM garypre62441595 #UnsealEpstein



8/8/2019 9:41:45 PM aleks8837 I think that question loops back on itself? Ofc... One of the best ways to get correct frequency is either 432hz meditation tracks or relaxing in every part 

of the body through breathing! Breathe like this for at least 1 hour 👍

8/8/2019 9:42:19 PM starehope Great, thanks! 😚🙌 I look forward to seeing them.👀💕

8/8/2019 9:43:29 PM rebashoenfelt1  pic.twitter.com/y8KBlbYhcs

8/8/2019 9:43:58 PM aleks8837 I've heard you should just buy the US debt. Treasury bonds... Then you will always back more than the inflation...:)

8/8/2019 9:45:19 PM whiskey_ginger1 A greater understanding through your choice to become a part of

this project will allow you to spread this light of understanding

in the midst of a darkening world.  #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/bB9uOAjNSf

8/8/2019 9:46:24 PM whiskey_ginger1 Your inner confidence and the

peace of knowing that something powerfully new is already being

created as the present reality is changing is a powerful positive

pole. This attitude will attract to you those desiring change and

ready to transcend the victim state.

8/8/2019 9:47:18 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/8/2019 9:47:55 PM aleks8837 Honorable J. M.

Think mirror

MJ number H

H is number 8 in the alphabet

MJ8!!!

8/8/2019 9:50:44 PM cjptrsn Q has prepared the ground for what is coming. Now when it does hit the surface and become public, you will recognize the truth and be able to see 

through the lies. If it had come even a few months ago, it would not have had the same impact it will now be capable of.#UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 9:50:47 PM constit91990649 Self proclaimed sociopath, meth head, and satanist. Can someone please tell me how cannabis fits into this anymore than him watching t.v. or eating 

apples? He is a psycho, weed has nothing to do with it.

8/8/2019 9:52:15 PM rebashoenfelt1 Not liking someone is not reason to impeach Trump, Mr Nadler

8/8/2019 9:52:19 PM charlesgdavis1 I miss KAT also she although I was just getting to know her. Also I have refollowed and followed some of y'all the AI is unfollowing some people..this 

may be a legitimate problem for the Q cause also. The 8 Chan is the most important issue at this TIME...hope for a NEW site soon.

8/8/2019 9:54:35 PM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

8/8/2019 9:58:02 PM rebashoenfelt1 More coming from JW

8/8/2019 10:04:39 PM rebashoenfelt1 Act II

8/8/2019 10:06:44 PM robin_ked #CrossFireBoomerang💥 pic.twitter.com/CnesDRChCA

8/8/2019 10:08:23 PM gypsygentry As Chico Marx would have said, she took the old-a-payola, and now shes-a-crapola!

8/8/2019 10:16:22 PM jollyrob2 Is it?

8/8/2019 10:23:44 PM citizenk77 So how long does Act 11 get drawn out...forgive me but the way I see it too many are enthralled in rabbit holes&Declass distractions,rather than inner 

soul work to seriously Prepare for future"Event".With all due respect,When do youStop spoon feeding the masses So they are ready?

8/8/2019 10:31:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 A big part of the problem

8/8/2019 10:36:15 PM rebashoenfelt1 And he’s still there because.....  still waiting

8/8/2019 10:38:05 PM davis_kerrie Where the hell is Hillary and Ghislaine?? Eekkk

8/8/2019 10:41:56 PM patriotpeach An attempt to cover up the trash pile.

8/8/2019 10:42:26 PM johnwic05587636 There will be fighting in the streets. The real deal. Civil war. Many dead liberals. BUT; Q said our guns are safe. And I trust 

Q, @realDonaldTrump @JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @OnWithLogic @1FreeInhabitant @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jarue369 

and many more https://twitter.com/marklevinshow/status/1159663960041431040 …

8/8/2019 10:43:09 PM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/8/2019 10:45:05 PM anoncalif Ice T did a similar movie back in 1994 — same idea, same concept. This one is actually pretty good. pic.twitter.com/kmSr77Pbfs

8/8/2019 10:51:32 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/05/health/germs-fort-detrick-biohazard.html …

8/8/2019 11:08:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 #UnsealJFK https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZb_UAoHQBU …

8/8/2019 11:11:43 PM kitnertodd Place holder?

8/8/2019 11:12:37 PM cake4yoo Who is Big Mike?

8/8/2019 11:13:16 PM ericadost @EvanPCarlson

8/8/2019 11:13:50 PM iamyou132 Yes. That life would exist outside of the scope of our current science. Thus, it’s hard to imagine accurately how such life would function

8/8/2019 11:27:41 PM charlesgdavis1 You are correct.

8/8/2019 11:30:15 PM paulygenz Yeah man!!!! He's gonna get what he deserves. There gonna find out who he is and there gonna pass him around like he did to that now damaged 

young girl. I hope he feels every second of it. I really wished they would of just put a bullet in him so when he gets out he can't do it

8/8/2019 11:31:06 PM bphouse Michelle Obama lol

8/8/2019 11:39:00 PM cake4yoo Oh, lmfao... 😂

8/8/2019 11:40:56 PM keith369me Military prosecutor required?

8/9/2019 12:07:03 AM koryoline1 fisa brings down the house

8/9/2019 12:08:16 AM bubusmc  https://babylonbee.com/news/new-google-technology-autocorrects-users-thoughts …

8/9/2019 12:24:22 AM eddarrell FDR got ill and was paralyzed in 1921.

DDT was not discovered as a pesticide until 1939. DDT was not available for use in the US until November 1945.

FDR died on April 12, 1945.

Impossible a chemical not available until after his death, caused FDR’s disease 24 years earlier.

8/9/2019 12:28:35 AM massey_kip Leftist are losing their shit. There’s been 3 shootings in past week. One between two kids parents at an elementary school.

8/9/2019 12:29:33 AM eddarrell False. 

1. DDT is a pesticide almost impossible for most people to be poisoned by. No exposure.

2. Polio is a virus.

3. Apart from difficulty of exposure, symptoms of DDT poisoning are not the same as polio. 

Polio epidemics were ~ annual, 1890 to 1953. No DDT before 1945.
8/9/2019 12:31:23 AM angiefletcher This is majestic 12 account, not @TrueEyeTheSpy



8/9/2019 12:36:39 AM olimyracle 24 mass shootings just under Obama administration.

Why didn't YOU run for presidency? Were you complaining at the time already or are you new in the business?

Q is educating, or at least great entertainment. There's so much to restore, do something that we'll be proud of!

💞 pic.twitter.com/b7lusAEGfu

8/9/2019 12:42:27 AM massey_kip Any video tweeted exposing DNC and Hillary is being taken down in just a few mins  now

8/9/2019 12:47:14 AM chris22085110 Ah. More inspiration for copycats...

8/9/2019 12:57:03 AM _constitution By the pricking of my thumb, something wicked this way comes. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz5bXNj4W6g …

8/9/2019 1:07:06 AM mr_fedorable Stargate?? Looks like a portal of some sort.

8/9/2019 1:40:32 AM kay646464 I know this serious and shouldn't laugh, but I did. Thanks. pic.twitter.com/I60vIuxnqu

8/9/2019 1:42:19 AM kay646464 I'm guessing the attempt to terminate him failed. He's now on suicide watch for his own good.

8/9/2019 1:52:51 AM barbbq72 Bring her down, Lord!🙌🏽

8/9/2019 2:32:56 AM souljourneyrise Is that on t.v or online?

8/9/2019 2:34:25 AM ali_dougall Sunspot?? Code word?? New Mexico?

8/9/2019 2:55:02 AM covertress Now imagine sentient life living in the space between planets.

8/9/2019 2:56:45 AM brown_eyedladyj  https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1159390408599900160?s=09 …

8/9/2019 3:07:20 AM plasticjesus6 False.. Saturn is Cronis.  father  of Zues

8/9/2019 3:11:11 AM plasticjesus6 Both Zues and Thor thunder / war god.. same entity.   His other name is Perun

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perun 

8/9/2019 3:17:41 AM nan_ese Symbols will be their downfall...

8/9/2019 3:56:31 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/9/2019 4:20:34 AM mamiemcclure17 No coincidence

8/9/2019 4:24:01 AM richard07759712 #UnsealEpstein

#unsealsextraficing

8/9/2019 4:58:47 AM blsdbe Wow. You have overcome, esp with the dancing!!! Well Done!!! pic.twitter.com/QNCUKMC1wR

8/9/2019 5:00:01 AM houdini481 1

8/9/2019 5:02:40 AM anneolsen43 Bradshaw Bradshaw Bradshaw

8/9/2019 5:14:00 AM blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA calls her #SpellWrecker pic.twitter.com/HiFfE6KbuA

8/9/2019 5:16:09 AM 11111christian  pic.twitter.com/LGzb1BTMl0

8/9/2019 5:17:39 AM rafngeirdal Did you notice that not only @prayingmedic & @StormIsUponUs but even Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweeted that the 8chan had been 

reactivated on ZeroNet. Why do you alone seem to take the blame? Majestic claimed it was Mossad. That means very able agency managed to outwit 

you.

8/9/2019 5:25:27 AM blsdbe Seems like a safe bet pic.twitter.com/l4k0uBzQoM

8/9/2019 5:29:24 AM ofdorthy They gonna' fill the House with Cats?

8/9/2019 5:34:17 AM wwg1wga93583681 Why do the eyes not align?  Seems like they are always a bit off with these "people."

8/9/2019 5:42:52 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇👇🔥RT🔥 http://teespring.com/america-1st-back-off …

8/9/2019 5:49:02 AM roaminnoodle Think MILITARY TRIBUNALS.

We need certain information #DECLAS that follow #ThePlan.

Welcome Majestic 12??? (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

Act II  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159603339363004418 …

8/9/2019 5:51:48 AM dazeytoday I disagree.

8/9/2019 5:55:54 AM sleky19 He blocks all Q decoders. He blocks when it is proven that he is lying

8/9/2019 6:00:09 AM roaminnoodle RT this, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? 

Court documents reveal the Office of Foreign Missions rented a NY apartment to Jeffrey #UnsealEpstein from 1992-1996, which was assigned to him 

one day after he donated $1,000 to Bill Clinton, January 30, 1992. https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/jeffrey-epstein-clintons-state-department-

don-king-ny-s-art-elite-ponzi-schemes-359ae9b74c1a …

8/9/2019 6:04:53 AM aprilbrown99 So does this leave Comey’s daughter to prosecute the Epstein case alone? 🤔🧐🤔

8/9/2019 6:07:24 AM vintagesquirrel This woman was a prosecutor in Florida.

8/9/2019 6:09:33 AM roaminnoodle I tried asking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 re: capital punishment, and humanity? If we 187 [them] what does that do to the Cosmic Karmic Balance, if such a 

thing exists? Would permanent incarceration be better?

Can you share anything on the subject?

 https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1156608988567547906 …

8/9/2019 6:09:43 AM aprilbrown99 Oh, I see. I misunderstood. I thought she was on the current one. ThanQ.  There is so many pieces to this case, it is getting a bit confusing. Probably on 

purpose.

8/9/2019 6:10:35 AM aprilbrown99 Plus I just woke up.  😉😌☺

8/9/2019 6:12:32 AM allahuniversal Very Informative

8/9/2019 6:13:36 AM lealco_ Porque desafortunadamente hay un partido político [D], corrupto y malvado, que sirve a un estado profundo perverso.

8/9/2019 6:14:53 AM blsdbe Love you both so much! Join us for Focus whenever you feel called-I’ve always got a pinned tweet for prayer & meditation. We Are The Light!!! 

pic.twitter.com/SKKhsmxEEH

8/9/2019 6:15:30 AM jollyrob2 🧐 pic.twitter.com/6aV3DhTbPx

8/9/2019 6:15:45 AM angelroseshaman Funny she has a star on the walk of fame also. How does she have one and not Denzel?  Look at the names. Many on #LolitaExpress list. Fishy. If cross 

reference with political votes many of the stars on the walk of fame are Dems. Fishy fishy 🐠

8/9/2019 6:18:16 AM roaminnoodle Indeed. A good read.

h/t @nathanielhebert - thanks! pic.twitter.com/mvbTE5nyhd

8/9/2019 6:25:09 AM vintagesquirrel 😊

8/9/2019 6:27:16 AM doyle_eng Care to comment.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

 https://twitter.com/sandiawisdom/status/1159438874550001667 …

8/9/2019 6:37:40 AM colejoey7 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 6:37:54 AM colejoey7 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 6:41:27 AM blsdbe Dang, is that Robin Williams?

8/9/2019 6:47:34 AM blsdbe Blessings to All You Patriots fighting for our Citizens!!!

8/9/2019 6:48:28 AM rebashoenfelt1 The coups must be punished. Still waiting for some proof that Wray is a good guy!

8/9/2019 6:51:51 AM tamravee And how many times did you pay for hits to silence the people who were about to expose you all pic.twitter.com/CgbTnkbrGl



8/9/2019 6:52:28 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/mjOF995yQx

8/9/2019 7:03:51 AM nurseniceyes Documents are being unsealed right now as we speak.

8/9/2019 7:05:49 AM realitygateway  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1159820230262235138 …

8/9/2019 7:08:59 AM rebornkingent Correct, Saturn is chronos. I think also Saturn was a titan? And the titans are forerunners to Zues and other mt Olympus gods?

8/9/2019 7:13:20 AM flygirl33684011 In all honesty if I’m trying to help my daughters understand, how would I go about getting them to understand why our government would want to 

harm us..as in de-population.. vaccines, etc. if I can get thru that part I can begin to tell them.

8/9/2019 7:19:09 AM thoughttazer .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1159820230262235138 …

8/9/2019 7:19:27 AM flygirl33684011 Can you help me with that?  3 as in it may go to 9 ? 3,6,9 ? Sorry, I’m new to the 3,6,9.. 😟

8/9/2019 7:26:33 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

h/t: @JVan125 https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1159820230262235138 …

8/9/2019 7:27:18 AM aetherwalker1 I could handle any hidden Truth, but many would be greatly troubled.

8/9/2019 7:30:01 AM 45harisonharold #seizetheirassets 👍

8/9/2019 7:33:29 AM aetherwalker1 Thou shalt decree a thing and it shall be established unto thee.

8/9/2019 7:36:16 AM teamsterr07 Docs starting to be released!!!

8/9/2019 7:38:42 AM aetherwalker1 You can find his book, 'Penetration' online in pdf for free.

Great read, especially knowing that it's true!

8/9/2019 7:46:14 AM aetherwalker1 Maybe I'm a tad bit of an autist because I can't get over the the bad grammar.  😂

"What's it's"

8/9/2019 7:55:45 AM richard07759712 Let’s RT this again

@j_ardinera

@Serremmy

@Real_EllieBrown

@AKA_RealDirty

@TheSharpEdge1

8/9/2019 8:01:47 AM roaminnoodle Virginia L. Giuffre v. Ghislaine Maxwell

Case No.: 15-cv-07433-RWS

9* Undisputed #Facts

(*beautiful number, eh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @nea_storm)

#UnsealEpstein

This ]unsealed[ document names names:

 https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Giuffre-unseal.pdf … pic.twitter.com/pbM8hsX45K
8/9/2019 8:03:23 AM jackeesaurus Was literally just saying the same thing

8/9/2019 8:03:42 AM jackeesaurus Into the rabbit hole I go

8/9/2019 8:08:31 AM plasticjesus6 Zues fought his father Cronos.. mb he was which is why he is sometimes depicted w 1 eye...you also see this in the Thor movies

8/9/2019 8:13:00 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/9/2019 8:15:33 AM plasticjesus6 Think titans are semi gods.. not sure

8/9/2019 8:16:00 AM turboxyde Interesting... https://www.cnet.com/google-amp/news/jupiter-just-got-slammed-by-something-so-big-we-saw-it-from-earth/ …

8/9/2019 8:19:33 AM rosaleeadams For those who shriek 'no possibility of a fair trial'..I can testify that court martial boards I sat on were far more fair than circuses that call themselves 

'courts' across the nation

8/9/2019 8:20:48 AM manifest_utopia Link to 74 pages of Epstein docs just released:

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedogate #DarkToLight

 https://www.courthousenews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Giuffre-unseal.pdf …

8/9/2019 8:27:55 AM joeorbit thank you for mentioning. found the pdf.

8/9/2019 8:31:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd George Bush Sr.

NWO Cabal Control

8/9/2019 8:37:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Disclosure 9/11/2021...

🤔

8/9/2019 8:37:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd How to remove VOG programming?

8/9/2019 8:39:42 AM headspacecoach Awesome find, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/9/2019 8:40:53 AM dazeytoday We will agree to disagree.  I really hope you are wrong.  Have a blessed day!

8/9/2019 8:42:55 AM disgoblue24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein happened today!!! Undisputed fact says the court docs that his sidekick lady friend is just as guilty

8/9/2019 8:42:55 AM richner88 #UnsealEpstein https://amp.businessinsider.com/epstein-giuffre-v-maxwell-unsealed-thousands-documents-defamation-2019-

8?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=topbar&utm_term=desktop&referrer=twitter&__twitter_impression=true …

8/9/2019 8:49:41 AM roaminnoodle Love your perspective, Mary! Thanks! ❤️

"#WWG1WGA" I don't think will work if we are including [them].

So, it looks like they have to go [to Hell?]

#NoDeals

8/9/2019 8:51:29 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/michael81972/status/1159845750966239232?s=21 …

8/9/2019 9:02:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd What the hell is sexy about a child? Why would a grown man want sex from a child? This is simply so nauseating and fucking twisted it completely 

INFURIATES me to the point if I were Goddess, they would all be promptly returned to Source! No appeals! pic.twitter.com/uflE7WwrDx

8/9/2019 9:03:40 AM a39630340 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Epsteinunsealed

8/9/2019 9:24:14 AM roaminnoodle I am so sorry for your friend, Mary. That is not fair. Hugs! 🤗

8/9/2019 9:25:24 AM asdasd26700831 Hi, is Alice doing this?    Google Translate reportedly mistranslated the phrase "I am sad to see Hong Kong become part of China" to "I am happy to see 

Hong Kong become part of China." https://thehill.com/policy/international/asia-pacific/449164-google-under-fire-for-mistranslating-chinese-amid-

hong-kong …

8/9/2019 9:30:08 AM barbsays300 And there’s more, at 11:00 or so, but whole video worth watching. https://youtu.be/QpFBs05I_SM 

8/9/2019 9:41:28 AM melchizedekwife Obviously, he was on something. Just look at those large pupils!

8/9/2019 9:51:35 AM eewwanon Eugenics



8/9/2019 9:59:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 8chan Users Migrating to ZeroNet Are Accidentally Revealing Their Locations https://www.thedailybeast.com/8chan-users-migrating-to-zeronet-are-

accidentally-revealing-their-locations …

8/9/2019 10:00:22 AM daveschroeder18 With the Thanos Glove, one snap and all pedos gone. Love it

8/9/2019 10:01:45 AM michael81972 @elenochle

8/9/2019 10:03:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 "We're being handcuffed by the Federal Reserve." - @realDonaldTrump

8/9/2019 10:05:09 AM brandon39886610 We're all being handcuffed and fleeced by the federal reserve. Check out Jekyll island and see how our dollar has been devalued since it's inception.

8/9/2019 10:05:25 AM peterclloyd Call it what it is, the Rothschild Reserve, a private corporation with 100 shares issued

8/9/2019 10:05:26 AM aprilbrown99 #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

8/9/2019 10:05:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Federal Reserve = #UnsealEpstein 

Federal Reserve = Secret Space Program

#UnsealEpstein = Secret Space Program

Not Equals.

8/9/2019 10:06:24 AM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Comment?

8/9/2019 10:06:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only a very few VPN providers actually provide credible protection.

8/9/2019 10:06:45 AM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/6i1oddGRGz

8/9/2019 10:06:59 AM qrabitt @CrazyLe96026760

8/9/2019 10:07:11 AM slplesner It seem to be a huge cliff for the job 🤞💪👍

Get them on gitmo go go get ‘em on

8/9/2019 10:07:48 AM brandon39886610 The Fed Reserve and ssp. Maybe that few trillion dollars that came up missing?

8/9/2019 10:08:09 AM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/oPp2PTTiWA

8/9/2019 10:08:10 AM michael81972 VirtualShield?

8/9/2019 10:08:25 AM hawkgirlinmn “IS” or “Same As?”

8/9/2019 10:08:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Active OPs.

Classified.

Patriots are in control.

8/9/2019 10:08:54 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 10:09:24 AM hawkgirlinmn I keep thinking back to Dr McKinney quizzing “Dumsfeld” about the missing money then BOOM 9/11 happened.

8/9/2019 10:09:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hundreds of trillions stolen.

8/9/2019 10:09:40 AM veu_f @TrueEyeTheSpy Zeronet while it might be protected from censorship it seems to show location of everyone...

8/9/2019 10:09:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns

8/9/2019 10:10:14 AM elenochle Tried to warn people. ..

8/9/2019 10:10:25 AM state1union This type of fake news is a National Security Issue

8/9/2019 10:12:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1159820230262235138 …

8/9/2019 10:12:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1159855202767429633 …

8/9/2019 10:13:33 AM synackstatic Through your expense of energy (job) for payment (salary), only to have payment inflated away over time. Through acquisition of companies, they reap 

the full value of your labor, and pay you in an inflated currency. They also get first use preinflation of that money through banks

8/9/2019 10:14:19 AM ghost_of_billy_ Wow

8/9/2019 10:14:20 AM keith369me Does the Wanta story fit in?  If so, how?

8/9/2019 10:15:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 $550,000,000,000,000

#UnsealEpstein = Federal Reserve

Not Equals.

8/9/2019 10:15:07 AM disgoblue24 It’s happening today!!

8/9/2019 10:15:09 AM synackstatic Express? nord? PIA? IPVanish? Strong?

8/9/2019 10:15:25 AM keith369me Time to break free #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

8/9/2019 10:15:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clown. Clown. Clown. Clown. Weak.

8/9/2019 10:15:37 AM blsdbe Yes. The Poisoning Of America.

8/9/2019 10:15:54 AM michael81972 Thanks for heads up,  ill change

8/9/2019 10:16:00 AM kariper90287321 We are being turned into CRAZY sh(ooters) BY DESIGN! Here's Proof!  https://voat.co/v/theawakening/3374755#submissionTop …

Ant ifa is Backed by SO ros who has infiltrated our Colleges & turned our drugged kids into An tifa members that wear masks so we can't indentify 

them as OUR KIDS!

8/9/2019 10:16:08 AM wwg1wga That’s A Lot Of Trillz.

8/9/2019 10:16:22 AM keith369me Going to be a fun day?

8/9/2019 10:16:52 AM deleteddelta Hopefully the walls come tumbling down today

8/9/2019 10:16:55 AM robertg69989098 And water boarded

8/9/2019 10:17:05 AM hellouncledonny Code monkey siad the zero net is a fake 8chan website. This is fake news.

8/9/2019 10:17:09 AM snarkishdanno Oh! Wow.... that’s a lot of cheddar to play with!

8/9/2019 10:17:27 AM myfanwy_72 Exposes

8/9/2019 10:17:35 AM _17patriot_ So he was trying to create a clone war in space

8/9/2019 10:17:44 AM michael81972 Are you at liberty to name a trusted one?

8/9/2019 10:17:44 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/LlIAeycQvF

8/9/2019 10:18:11 AM _17patriot_ How about torguard?

8/9/2019 10:18:16 AM united_4_truth The tribe (and Israel) are not pleased. 

They are telling the USA ...

Before you go down this road ...consider consequences.

8/9/2019 10:18:20 AM blsdbe And then there’s Plum Island... pic.twitter.com/adgiWhbBYJ

8/9/2019 10:19:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 By naming one, Clowns will infiltrate. For your safety, Clowns run all VPN service providers.

8/9/2019 10:19:15 AM brandon39886610 I don't think I can really even wrap my head around that number.

8/9/2019 10:19:38 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein = SSP  

Are the reptilians still are trying to figure out a way to leave and get back to their planet or galaxy?  In the meantime they are creating “human” crops 

to feed off of.



8/9/2019 10:19:56 AM gi6stars It sounds like Epstein might be The Keystone... to everything? 

#UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 10:20:36 AM synackstatic The obvious solution is tor. use of the least-clown vpn with tor blocks knowledge of use of tor from ISP (in theory), tor blocks sniffing from vpn (in 

theory).

8/9/2019 10:20:44 AM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/iTPYl2r58H

8/9/2019 10:21:11 AM melissagouin1 Dems were feeding the Reptilians and the Reptilians were controlling the world. Trump and the White Hats are saving us from thousands of years of 

slavery.

8/9/2019 10:21:12 AM shocka007  pic.twitter.com/gf9ilntVz7

8/9/2019 10:22:02 AM deplorablestor2  pic.twitter.com/GATVgXJ5vT

8/9/2019 10:22:26 AM surfing123456 I’m working 7 days a week to catch up on my taxes I claimed to much 6 yrs ago and I can’t catch up. I pay weekly like I’m supposed to but don’t make 

enough to catch up. Sooooo frustrating to see this shit.

8/9/2019 10:22:58 AM synackstatic "USE ONION ROUTER" -JA/WL insurance.aes

8/9/2019 10:22:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Of course it does.

8/9/2019 10:23:11 AM gi6stars With #POTUS45 EO, will this money be frozen and put back into the USA treasury?

8/9/2019 10:23:31 AM ksouth21 Thank you for reassurance 👍

8/9/2019 10:23:55 AM thomasbialkows1 Maybe a trap (Sting Operation) for tracing?  I have learned that nothing is what it seems.  If The Daily Beast captured IP addresses, how much more 

accurate the Q Team?

8/9/2019 10:24:18 AM nea_storm Due the Basic Math Beloved People! What is the Amount of Global National Debt? What is National Debt? Critical Think! What is the Currency of 

Banks? Critical Think! What are Derivatives? Critically Think! What are Treasury Liabilities of every Sovereign Nation? Be Responsible! 2) 

pic.twitter.com/pMCld3BurA

8/9/2019 10:24:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, its a Gym. pic.twitter.com/Uxx4WvFNXL

8/9/2019 10:25:04 AM timetowakeupsw1  pic.twitter.com/ARgFzdOtyl

8/9/2019 10:25:14 AM kathleen3693693 ...or....  connected to?

8/9/2019 10:25:18 AM pinealg1 How soon until Secret Space Program revealed to public?

8/9/2019 10:25:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Money vs Currency

8/9/2019 10:25:37 AM wwg1wga LOL 😂👌🏼

Are Those Stains

On The Mattress?

8/9/2019 10:25:42 AM drmichaelsutter Fed reserve = Rothschild Banking Cartel

8/9/2019 10:25:47 AM gi6stars End the Federal Reserve and the CIA !

8/9/2019 10:26:32 AM roaminnoodle Global Debt to who, though? Who does Earth owe money to?

8/9/2019 10:26:55 AM state1union He did! Why wouldn’t people listen but it does show that they are letting people watch us and to have us human hunted! Sick freaks

8/9/2019 10:26:55 AM aprilbrown99 All those connect to #UnsealEpstein are trying to distance themselves.  Those connected to #UnsealEpstein will not be able to hide. #UnsealEpstein 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2019/08/08/report-jpmorgan-wanted-to-dump-jeffrey-epstein-kept-working-with-him-

instead/#4ad983acc3b3 …

8/9/2019 10:27:10 AM hambrickro 😎 Correct , humans are "traded" on the "stock market" as commodities 😏 hence an " identifier" , your SSN # 😎

8/9/2019 10:27:26 AM lbf777 It's game over for the Deep State. pic.twitter.com/KEMMRBEKWA

8/9/2019 10:27:47 AM synackstatic Do i sense /s?

8/9/2019 10:27:54 AM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/0wKhZwGdNR

8/9/2019 10:27:59 AM michael81972 5:5

8/9/2019 10:28:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody. It is called slavery.

8/9/2019 10:28:36 AM nea_storm Combine All the Debt: Place on One side: Left Public Side Accounts: Now I have been meticulously Disclosing & Enforcing Energetic Electromagnetic 

Equilibrium for a Decade 10 0>1 Decode: I have disclosed I Countered via X Quadrillions of Actual Photonic Transmitted zero-point 3) 

pic.twitter.com/BCG3a0HuAe

8/9/2019 10:28:42 AM synackstatic Presumably clowns run ISPs as well...

8/9/2019 10:29:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

8/9/2019 10:29:30 AM aprilbrown99 #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore

#SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore

#SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore #SlavesNoMore

8/9/2019 10:29:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 NATSEC orders.

8/9/2019 10:30:21 AM aprilbrown99 He sure looks like one. [They] all do.

8/9/2019 10:32:04 AM gi6stars Q is Not on Zero Net!

Zero net is Apparently #DeepState! 

Wake up People! 

They call us Sheep and Cattle...do you know Why...!

Because Sheep and Cattle Follow Each Other and do Not Think for Themselves!

8/9/2019 10:32:09 AM roaminnoodle Sounds like a mirage. Nobody has all the money, yet we are still slaves (to nothing/no one).

TIME TO BREAK THE MATRIX!!! pic.twitter.com/UmsheNwlqn

8/9/2019 10:32:24 AM covertress *             A gym,

       with a stack of 

 children's mattresses.

       #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/lZgmDDyb6D

8/9/2019 10:33:22 AM synackstatic Is the solution open, enlightened, global communication? Obviously there's no hiding your data.The safest presumption is that it's all captured already, 

and operate within that knowledge. Short of writing to blockchain for every piece of data, how do we operate within censorship?

8/9/2019 10:33:33 AM sandylane1144 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if a being “sells” is soul to the devil, does the soul leave the being or does the soul stay in “ slavery” not able to guide his/her being 

anymore?

8/9/2019 10:34:23 AM nea_storm energy into First America's Operating Electromagnetic Energy Systems Grids to Counter All Dualistic Agreements: Responsibility of All: Yet I Created a 

Countering Energetic Buffer hence reestablishing an Energy flow & constructive Flow as One of the Sovereign People Cosmic Law 4) 

pic.twitter.com/uqjEBqZGXN

8/9/2019 10:34:43 AM defy_gravity987 If you read Steven Greer books, you'll see how this will tie in together.

8/9/2019 10:35:00 AM synackstatic currency frozen, money recovered and reinjected.

8/9/2019 10:35:25 AM state1union Leads to

8/9/2019 10:36:18 AM aprilbrown99 Ready!  🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/9m707HsGJm

8/9/2019 10:38:07 AM synackstatic May 11th, 2017 - Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal networks and Critical Infrastructure

8/9/2019 10:38:25 AM nea_storm Hence As One of the People of Earth fulfilled the Cosmic Law of Spiritual Conscious requirement for Electromagnetic Energetic Equilibrium Correction: 

Done of my Own Free Will as essential Diplomatic Galactic accelerated Conflict Resolution! Now view 10 plus Quadrillion 5) 

pic.twitter.com/8vekMV5i5v

8/9/2019 10:39:47 AM maryschade14 😗✔💥Al Greenspan💥 UN/B.I.$.



8/9/2019 10:41:06 AM gi6stars Ya, #WeThePeople know its NO damn Guy. 

#PedoGate Maximum

#SexTrafficking

#satanic #demon #moloch lover 

#pedovore Bastards! 

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening #ThePlan #Qanon #SaveTheChildren #stopsextrafficing

8/9/2019 10:41:25 AM roaminnoodle On this note & as a future father-to-be, what can any male do to ensure the best "baby-making sperm"?

I am already eating a quite clean diet, that I am always improving, w/some supplements you've suggested (CBD oil + elements Se, I).

I want to have the healthiest baby possible!

8/9/2019 10:41:45 AM gi6stars Gym ☝️

8/9/2019 10:42:05 AM aprilbrown99 I look at all those 0’s and think about how many people all over the world are starving, homeless, etc., etc., and it makes my blood boil!  

😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬😡😡😡 pic.twitter.com/96uh3miLg4

8/9/2019 10:42:11 AM mamiemcclure17 There is NO PRIVACY online, programs like virtual shield etc are to make money from us so this funds their agenda. Mocking and laughing at us all the 

way to the bank and afterwards.  That includes the dark web, never been there though. They see everything we do.

8/9/2019 10:42:12 AM nea_storm existing in a Customized Protected Manner of Strict Law governance regarding DNA Biogenetic energetic signature House Estate Account operations 

private side: That I alone due to being the Creator Consciously Actualized & Activated in a manner that is unprecedented:This created 6) 

pic.twitter.com/V3K6KkXlDC

8/9/2019 10:43:30 AM scott_rick #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed

#EndTheFed
8/9/2019 10:43:38 AM synackstatic  https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/dc.html?doc=3731579-Donald-J-Trump-Executive-Order-Strengthening-the …

8/9/2019 10:45:39 AM maryschade14 Hmm Volcker-->Greenspan..StarWars Laser Tech DoD..alone missing somewhere between 9 and 21T..

Sub prime lending neg interest..Chinese tech arises Enron

8/9/2019 10:45:40 AM nea_storm a Countering Electromagnetic Energetic Buffer around every respective House Estate Account belonging to the sovereign People: Hence the [BH] lost 

on ALL-LEVELS to the Holy See Control of coopted by Satanist + negative entities (People & other) including trickle to All Banking: 7) 

pic.twitter.com/YHqEGBXTlN

8/9/2019 10:47:06 AM covertress So what happens when the $550T derivatives Armageddon takes place? What will it mean for the average American?

8/9/2019 10:47:36 AM aprilbrown99 Money = fiat

Currency = gold backed

8/9/2019 10:47:37 AM kathleen3693693 An Interesting honey trap, eh? 

So the question for those snookered people is one of life safety. Will they be hunted down and extinguished?

8/9/2019 10:47:43 AM scott_rick When is Q back?

8/9/2019 10:48:51 AM zagnett i don't even bother with VPNs, for this reason, & never have.

But i do like having some protection against direct port attacks. Any recommendations on firewalls? Betting not. 🙄🤔🤣

i have a personal fav. that keeps ports in "stealth" mode, but i don't want to put it in a Tweet

8/9/2019 10:48:58 AM jessewa25340831 Is

8/9/2019 10:49:13 AM nea_storm Critical Thinking Required: Many things have been directly in front of you: I comprehend & have compassion: Hence I came forward anonymously for 

multiple purposes that are multidimensional merging of many realities:I-AM enforcing multiple types of Spiritual Reality Disclosure 8) 

pic.twitter.com/5ZnvAY3jfw

8/9/2019 10:49:20 AM jennife42469481 That what I keep thinking - Epstein may be the Keystone that unlocks it all.

8/9/2019 10:49:29 AM dustybeck6 Maybe epsteins island had a cave inside to a lizard dwelling. There's a good chance kids were getting butchered in there. Feeding the snakes.. 

#UnsealEpstein #Q

8/9/2019 10:51:45 AM state1union My experience and thoughts are is that they’ve been doing this for decades and because of technology we can finally show it!  No conspiracy theories 

here.

8/9/2019 10:51:46 AM senorcoconut_ Stolen by whom? It has to be somewhere

8/9/2019 10:51:47 AM synackstatic It's chilling. Consider the push for smart everything. Mountains of data only able to be processed by an AI arbiter. Who owns the AI, who created it? 

Now consider the divided discourse online, it can't be organic. are we ready for "intelligent evil dust" sprinkled in everything?

8/9/2019 10:53:53 AM nea_storm Reminding each of You Exactly Who You are including Your true Powers!

I-AM one of You Live born from real woman, my mother into a physical form: Thus spiritual Conscious mature Responsible Accounting of Energy is 

Essential! All your spiritual Conscious DNA Biog energy is Safe! 9) pic.twitter.com/te1aTcrpx1

8/9/2019 10:54:17 AM lorenzosghost Year was 1555 what book was released?

8/9/2019 10:56:27 AM roaminnoodle Say it ain't so!

I have also heard they were forging some of these flight manifests...

So, is this #FakeNews? https://www.rawstory.com/2019/08/newly-revealed-docs-show-trump-flew-on-jeffrey-epsteins-infamous-lolita-express-jet-

plane/ …

8/9/2019 10:56:50 AM aprilbrown99 I saw something similar in California about 2 years ago.  I stood watching it for the longest time. I was hoping it was my star family coming to get me.

 😁✨😁✨😁✨

8/9/2019 10:57:02 AM tncharlene When do we get our money back??

8/9/2019 10:57:12 AM rawphonegirl 🤯🤯🤯 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-06-25/555-trillion-derivatives-debt-implosion-about-begin …

8/9/2019 10:57:25 AM nea_storm and Secure regardless of what others may attempt to Express to You! It has always been about Your spiritual Conscious DNA Biogenetic Energy 

signature Activations & Productions that is the GOLD: It is Protected: As a result We have each time Phased energetically higher hence 10) 

pic.twitter.com/qJILGf3liq

8/9/2019 10:58:07 AM _the_psychonaut Geez. So, NOTHING is private? Welcome to the Orwellian Society

8/9/2019 10:59:02 AM zagnett To be more precise - "only a very few VPN providers actually provide credible protection", that regular folk like Us actually have access to? Or only 

government &/or corporations?🤔🧐🙏

How can We find out which one(s)? Do you recommend "open source" at the very least, or no?🤔

8/9/2019 10:59:15 AM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences.

8/9/2019 10:59:20 AM kimmeykim1 Beautiful 🌸🌟💖



8/9/2019 10:59:49 AM nea_storm Merging of what has been termed Time Lines! What everyone is observing upon the Stage is most definitely Galactic: This Beloved Planet Earth is more 

Precious than anyone will express to You! Why? You each are more Precious & Priceless than you have been told! Wh? Resolve  11) 

pic.twitter.com/DypASu1L79

8/9/2019 10:59:57 AM zagnett Time to pick that lock.

8/9/2019 11:00:48 AM aintgets Unseal Epstein and you will find Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/5yyhCQIZQC

8/9/2019 11:00:55 AM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/w4BgEMhD6a

8/9/2019 11:01:06 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/2xRg2Ln6w0

8/9/2019 11:01:51 AM nikoscali Best bet is to roll your own VPN over multiple hops using obscure hosting providers, purchased by means that cannot be easily traced.

8/9/2019 11:02:39 AM zagnett #TheMatrixSucks

#BreakTheMatrix

8/9/2019 11:02:57 AM nikoscali People for a New America Century

8/9/2019 11:04:07 AM aprilbrown99 ThanQ SISter!  ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

8/9/2019 11:05:08 AM nea_storm Energetic Equations from within to attain Conflict Resolutions: Socrates- "To Know Thyself is the Beginning of Wisdom": Everyone is Witnessing via 

Front Row Seats the House Cleaning of the Ages in an unprecedented manner transpiring & each of you are apart! Rejoice in Balance!12) 

pic.twitter.com/nd8aZ1hXX7

8/9/2019 11:05:28 AM aprilbrown99 It is a majestic number as well!  👍👍👍

8/9/2019 11:05:29 AM fionasdestiny67 Yw sis. I guess it might be a stretch to connect Q to MLB but it's good to file.🙏💗

8/9/2019 11:06:05 AM timetowakeupsw1  pic.twitter.com/tBnbYT2dr1

8/9/2019 11:06:09 AM ezdoesit_ I love it

8/9/2019 11:07:55 AM gingerbanana2 Hey MJ...quick question about Gold. I make jewelry and the price is up around $1500 right now. Is this ride going to go even higher and be 

permanent??  Super small business here working with high end metal so it has me a little nervous when it’s $100 higher than a month ago.

8/9/2019 11:09:41 AM kathleen3693693 So to get ahead of the ugly story and cover Wexner's tush, Epstein morphs from being a pimp to a "money manager," eh?

8/9/2019 11:10:52 AM zagnett Fine choice! Great Minds think alike, it seems...😉🤓👊

8/9/2019 11:11:44 AM tkrambambuli White Dragon gold?

8/9/2019 11:12:57 AM stinky_stork Global

Currency

Reset

8/9/2019 11:15:16 AM kathleen3693693 WPTV instituted special web section just for Epstein. Good for them. https://www.wptv.com/news/epstein 

8/9/2019 11:16:20 AM zagnett Good point. i'm mostly on a desktop. i sometimes forget the majority are now on phones most of the time lol.

8/9/2019 11:19:10 AM mamiemcclure17 They don’t see us as humans, see us as animals they own and control. Sickening!!!!

8/9/2019 11:19:40 AM dark2light2019 No worries codemonkey let us know

8/9/2019 11:20:18 AM synackstatic I think that is THE die that's been cast. The right to privacy has disappeared and there is no going back. The only option is to steer the ship that is 

'society' in one direction or another. Dark or Light.

8/9/2019 11:21:07 AM mamiemcclure17 Nostradamus

8/9/2019 11:21:11 AM nea_storm Not True! Just lack of Truth = Lack of Knowledge! Nothing to Break simply rethink! Ready Player One = 0>1 Scene is a Map in plain sight! Everyone has 

all the tools they need: It is essential people comprehend their own tools!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwnBThWTVvU … 

pic.twitter.com/4mVzeJheNw

8/9/2019 11:23:46 AM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/WnqB4Gz3Vt

8/9/2019 11:25:48 AM aprilbrown99 #SlavesNoMore

8/9/2019 11:25:53 AM souldredge So is the rest of the world.

Being forced to accept Treasuries as payment in trade 

while the underlying currency is being printed. 

Destroying their savings.

Currency manipulation!

8/9/2019 11:26:23 AM blackjackpupil I'd say gold needs to find it's true price without manipulation with electronic teaded derivatives. The fact most major countries have been increasing 

gold accumulation these last years points further to increase continuing. That's my view.

8/9/2019 11:27:37 AM kathleen3693693 Carbon credits?

8/9/2019 11:27:46 AM dustybeck6 Maybe moloch and the 5 point star is a reptilian god #unsealepstein #Q

8/9/2019 11:27:56 AM nea_storm That is Disclosure & Disinformation done in a manner as a default for the purpose to Create destabilization at a point in time that has been Averted! 

Oops! (giggles) Comprehend people the power of your energy! Why is the [BH] MSM in chaos panic mode? It has to do with control1)b 

pic.twitter.com/cZTagB2vWA

8/9/2019 11:29:17 AM starehope True or not?

8/9/2019 11:30:20 AM mamiemcclure17 This same type phenomenon was taped in 1930’s. Looks exactly the same.

8/9/2019 11:30:26 AM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/9/2019 11:31:52 AM blsdbe Well Done!!! Sharing for those following along at home...

8/9/2019 11:32:00 AM nea_storm Of Your ability as a Creator (Genesis 1:26) to Produce Reality! Very Powerful Key! Yet to truly manifest it is essential to Know thyself! Discipline, 

emotional self control, calm poise is crucial! The paper is Free Will intention AGREEMENTS! Comprehend? I Now Protect them! b2 

pic.twitter.com/s7aq55LktF

8/9/2019 11:34:53 AM honeybager5  pic.twitter.com/7NDYnNnVv2

8/9/2019 11:35:38 AM trump_alliance Control system to harvest and funnel all to the cabal/eye/Illuminati etc [insert term], as the way to enslave the planet with our ultimate destruction 

Time for humanity to finish dismantling this old order control system & create a new one

#UnitedNotDivided

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/5Y1uoECW4x

8/9/2019 11:36:49 AM ambellina77 They look related.

8/9/2019 11:36:52 AM candyo35 good lord - what?????????????? wow

8/9/2019 11:38:10 AM swattech Break it down for us bro. My head hurts

8/9/2019 11:39:25 AM ragevirusqq the SSP and all projects funded by the Fed Reserve belong to the American people. The projects that harm should be terminated immediately

8/9/2019 11:39:49 AM doggiemomma3 Interesting timing of this being released and the UK power outages going on now! A coincidence? There are No Coincidences!

8/9/2019 11:39:55 AM kathleen3693693 Looks like a law enforcement badge

8/9/2019 11:40:07 AM nea_storm You No Longer are Slaves! IT is essential to know Truth versus Disinformation and Agendas to maintain the Delusion regarding Who & What you Really 

are a spiritual Conscious Power House Extraordinaire! The True Power comes from Spirit hence the aspect of uniting Trinity! S-M-B = 3 

pic.twitter.com/VYenN9eFGi

8/9/2019 11:40:41 AM roaminnoodle Much to learn, I still have!

Please Teach me! pic.twitter.com/KvgLuUTJZw

8/9/2019 11:42:05 AM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I want you to tell me exactly how healing of the mind do you think happens for adults who are put in basically a dog kennel. 

Fourvmillion is funneled into this facility our year from wood county. There is no way does mental patients are receiving care that cost.  

https://twitter.com/RachaelAngelM/status/1158180861734506496 …



8/9/2019 11:42:57 AM genesis5516 You got that right.

$5 Trillion off our debt instantly.

8/9/2019 11:43:06 AM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So when we talk about a crisis in the mental health community we should probably talk about the medical crisis and lack of help 

that any adult on any kind of public insurance never gets. That is not a healing place for the mind that is a prison run by a medical.  

https://twitter.com/RachaelAngelM/status/1158180478211567623 …

8/9/2019 11:43:42 AM nea_storm Unified Trinity = Spirit + Mind + Body = Spiritual Conscious Actualizations  Activating DNA Biogenetic Key Sequences Opening internal Core Portals to 

multiple dimensional Realities = Genesis 1:26 0>1 Creator Navigator of alleged Time & Space: We are Pure Energy! This you know! 

pic.twitter.com/cnJLzNtwM1

8/9/2019 11:43:56 AM zagnett #PotusUnchained*

*In a quite reasonable, Constitutionally appropriate sense i mean of course.😉🤓👊

8/9/2019 11:45:29 AM rafngeirdal I believe these are 550 trillion dollars that you mentioned. Compare that with some 20 trillion Gross National Product (GDP) a year of the USA and 

some 70 trillion GDP internationally.

8/9/2019 11:46:56 AM zstaroz Interesting.. what type of exercises do they do??? Also ,, interesting they are wrapped in plastic??? THESE PEOPLE ARE REALLY SICK

8/9/2019 11:47:42 AM michael81972 Asset backed treasury dollar...End of fiat Fed note

8/9/2019 11:47:48 AM 31robasa No quiero dinero de regreso, quiero conocimiento, quiero tener la libertad de inventar aparatos útiles para todos, de liberar el recurso energético 

existente y escondido. Quiero ayudar a cambiar el sistema aportando, mejorando estándares obsoletos y anticuados....

8/9/2019 11:48:14 AM nea_storm Greetings Maj !2 Hope everyone is having a Beautiful Day! It's a Majestic Day for Disclosure! Love You, Love Everyone & their Loved Ones! As Shared 

Slavery is only a Battle transpiring for Control of Your Mind = Attention & Qualification of your Feeling =Control of manifestations 

pic.twitter.com/QFgLKfVCiw

8/9/2019 11:48:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://news.yahoo.com/unsealed-flight-logs-show-donald-164317605.html# …

8/9/2019 11:48:20 AM zstaroz Also lottery ...,

8/9/2019 11:49:08 AM stinky_stork #EndTheFed

8/9/2019 11:49:38 AM 31robasa Quiero que mis hijos crezcan sabiendo que sus acciones positivas realmente valen, quiero que mis hijos aprendan de la historia real de los seres 

humanos, no de aquella escondida. Quiero que ellos tengan realmente la libertad de decidir quienes desean ser cuando sean adultos...

8/9/2019 11:50:02 AM lightson45 They are SO desperate.

8/9/2019 11:50:31 AM 31robasa ... Que quieren uds majic12?... Nuestros pensamientos se alinean?

8/9/2019 11:50:53 AM misslanley This is not new news! Nor does is mean anything! Also yahoo news sucks

8/9/2019 11:51:29 AM enomai_ Just the fact that we are living in a fake monetary system should make your blood boil. 

It's all fake and we just follow along

8/9/2019 11:51:30 AM danny75560506 First its Yahoo remember what the last CEO did that company?

8/9/2019 11:52:05 AM roaminnoodle And what about this? Starting around page 24:

 https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6250478-Giuffre-Exhibits.html …

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/ieepWjtqi2

8/9/2019 11:52:07 AM enomai_ Monetary systems enslaving since the creation of money

8/9/2019 11:52:34 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6250478-Giuffre-Exhibits.html …

#UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 11:52:39 AM spauldingshowal Not going to the island. Documents released today show unequivocally that Trump never visited the island. More MSM trying hard to continue false 

narratives. Evidence shows otherwise.

8/9/2019 11:53:08 AM enomai_ Because they do pretty much. They control everything about your lives. but everyone agrees to it

8/9/2019 11:53:31 AM egelone this is from yahoo so i kinda of know what the content will be before i click the link.

8/9/2019 11:53:34 AM samuelranselmo1 Naaaaa

8/9/2019 11:54:05 AM yellahabibihela 9/11...The vault.

8/9/2019 11:54:08 AM enomai_ debt is an illusion like the world's monetary system

8/9/2019 11:54:33 AM samuelranselmo1 Yahoo is like ..........

CNN and MSNBC...

8/9/2019 11:54:54 AM spauldingshowal  https://twitter.com/tracybeanz/status/1159859550780121095?s=21 …

8/9/2019 11:55:00 AM k30blzr  pic.twitter.com/Wkb2e05dBw

8/9/2019 11:55:10 AM k30blzr  pic.twitter.com/xrjvzpJWxb

8/9/2019 11:55:12 AM mamiemcclure17 I don’t agree,  never did

8/9/2019 11:55:48 AM enomai_ Why do we teach our kids, that this toilet paper is everything? Why do we allow the system to keep us enslaved over a man-made creation. Why does 

society not see what's going on?

8/9/2019 11:55:56 AM thankful4usa Yahoo...you need a Paul Harvey moment

8/9/2019 11:56:19 AM 313looper It may sounds harsh ...But that’s the price of being stupid! 

#SheepNoMore 🐑

8/9/2019 11:56:32 AM 1life1hope Once—22 years ago!  Isn’t it interesting that he NEVER returned.

8/9/2019 11:56:34 AM darktolightchad All part of the plan 😉

8/9/2019 11:58:02 AM roaminnoodle We both posted at 2:52 EST.

Does this make a 0Δ for us? 🤔😁

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1159900171423162374 …

8/9/2019 11:58:31 AM aintgets It's Epstein! After getting convicted and registering as a sex offender he morphed into this character with help of the CIA

8/9/2019 11:58:52 AM state1union Yep 👍 the lottery

8/9/2019 11:58:55 AM azuremagus Catch 22 situation, Trump wins

8/9/2019 11:59:48 AM state1union Me likes the Treasury

8/9/2019 11:59:50 AM dawntay40629790 This is a nothing burger. POTUS was on private plane ONCE!  To NY

8/9/2019 12:01:32 PM lenzaq I imagine it's the same with incognito browsing. Pings the clowns so that [they] record your browsing.

8/9/2019 12:03:49 PM kadath123  https://summit.news/2019/08/09/new-epstein-documents-reveal-trump-didnt-partake-in-any-sex-with-epsteins-girls/ …

8/9/2019 12:04:02 PM werminutemen76 he said he took a trip to jersey with epsteins son

8/9/2019 12:05:23 PM trevorkeyes Where is this from? Who’s being interviewed. Thx for post

8/9/2019 12:06:10 PM 420masseffect @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Now/Next disclosure???🙏🙏🙏🙏👍👍👍👍

8/9/2019 12:09:44 PM infidelis_101 We already knew about these contacts with Trump. 😴

8/9/2019 12:09:59 PM k30blzr check out @KlasfeldReports, has a lot of info

8/9/2019 12:11:04 PM nea_storm Stay Alert People Someone does Not wish you to know the Truth I AM expressing to you! Critical Thinking Why? What could they be afraid of? You 

know you are already Free and extremely Rich? Perhaps? Game Changer! pic.twitter.com/Bc6frIx86v

8/9/2019 12:12:34 PM eldeeberry The veil.  Let the mist illusion rip away

8/9/2019 12:12:48 PM thepeacekitten But it wasn't to Lolita Island was it? Nope. So I don't care.

8/9/2019 12:14:25 PM 1crazy_toaster Freedom.  Humanity free at last. Game changes upon us now.

8/9/2019 12:14:59 PM ryan35381162 The cabal controls currency and manipulates it to steal money/value from us and keep us enslaved. But they dont own all the money to back their 

currency.



8/9/2019 12:15:11 PM scrabble_addict There is a long list of celebrities who were passengers on Epstein’s plane over the years, so don’t try to link this clown to any one person? It’s one of 

the troubling methods used by the left to try to cast doubt on an opposing candidate!

8/9/2019 12:16:18 PM ryan35381162 I think it's the opposite. Currency is fiat. Money would he the gold that currency should be tied to.

8/9/2019 12:16:51 PM k30blzr  https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6250478-Giuffre-Exhibits.html …

8/9/2019 12:16:55 PM lenzaq A👁 has been in the plans since the beginning. pic.twitter.com/8dccbvNRQS

8/9/2019 12:17:14 PM state1union #UnsealEpstein Just Happened!🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

8/9/2019 12:17:35 PM aintgets He was running his Ponzi schemes and dirt !!! He’s a sick bastard. He viciously attacked me and my children

8/9/2019 12:17:47 PM aintgets It’s Epstein

8/9/2019 12:17:54 PM hawkgirlinmn So the FBI knew about this the WHOLE time and did nothing.

8/9/2019 12:19:14 PM alanjac10051970 Here ya go! 😃

 https://mobile.twitter.com/MrsPatriot3/status/1159845328226586624 …

 https://mobile.twitter.com/MrsPatriot3/status/1159846771104919553 …

 https://mobile.twitter.com/MrsPatriot3/status/1159848112413958149 …

 https://mobile.twitter.com/MrsPatriot3/status/1159853272456454144 …

8/9/2019 12:19:14 PM michael81972 Hopefully it will be smooth transition...not too bumpy😊

8/9/2019 12:22:21 PM kiwi_osint Have you gotten your breath back yet?

8/9/2019 12:25:02 PM lw_lanae1970 @realDonaldTrump has never denied being on that jet-ONE TIME! He rode it to Jersey with Epstein’s son...jeez the MSM is desperate! Why aren’t they 

talking about @BillClinton and Epstein?? Ohhhh that’s right....bcoz their deep state, corrupt bosses won’t let them.

#WWG1WGA

8/9/2019 12:30:05 PM royalyid PBI to EWR. Bozos 🤡

8/9/2019 12:31:14 PM enomai_ Trump did not partake in sex with any of them. 

#qanon - "flirting is perspective" pic.twitter.com/sFOio5clU4

8/9/2019 12:36:25 PM enomai_ #qanon

Full transcript and admitting flirting was not true pic.twitter.com/mGqxYrLz8M

8/9/2019 12:37:04 PM state1union What?

8/9/2019 12:37:24 PM garypre62441595  https://issuesinsights.com/2019/08/09/trump-order-grants-barr-power-to-also-declassify-still-secret-hillary-docs/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

8/9/2019 12:40:53 PM danny75560506 Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer may have launched her career in tech as one of Google's first employees, but her meteoric rise hasn't come without 

problems. In fact, Mayer, 42, has just been ranked the least likable CEO in tech, according to a new survey from Owler

8/9/2019 12:41:45 PM danny75560506 CEO Marissa Mayer Treated Yahoo Like A Think Tank, Not A Sinking Ship. AndMarissa Mayer officially became Yahoo's last CEO. She is expected to 

receive a compensation package of more than $23 million as she exits the company, according to a regulatory filing.Jun 13, 2017

8/9/2019 12:42:16 PM rawphonegirl Wtf Gab??? You betrayed anons!!!!

8/9/2019 12:42:27 PM state1union Ya Epstein reported his taped rapes to Mueller for Mueller to blackmail

8/9/2019 12:42:28 PM danny75560506 Yet Yahoo doesn't know what it is anymore, they did the horoscopes right? 😉

8/9/2019 12:43:48 PM headspacecoach Wait...not @CNN?

8/9/2019 12:45:03 PM danny75560506 They paid her 23 million dollars to sell that company

8/9/2019 12:46:24 PM movealongu  pic.twitter.com/jOSOYGZSpt

8/9/2019 12:46:35 PM cylantjustice No deals.

No escaping Justice.

8/9/2019 12:48:50 PM roaminnoodle Found this in the "buried stories" section of the #FakeNews

#FISAGate #UnsealEpstein

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/08/08/fbi-releases-bruce-ohr-interview-reports-1454402 …

8/9/2019 12:49:11 PM danny75560506 Verizon owns them now

8/9/2019 12:49:47 PM state1union Oh I wonder when?  My yahoo address got stolen from me back in 2010? Still looking for it. Hey CIA I want my email back with tons of evidence.

8/9/2019 12:50:47 PM state1union Makes sense!

8/9/2019 12:51:25 PM danny75560506 Better call Verizon 😉

8/9/2019 12:51:45 PM michael81972 Tell it like it is!!!😁

8/9/2019 12:52:41 PM state1union Their all dirty

8/9/2019 12:53:21 PM souljourneyrise Lmao

8/9/2019 12:57:03 PM state1union Omg lol 😂

8/9/2019 1:03:47 PM cancierge PROJECTION😡

#pedowood

8/9/2019 1:07:04 PM ranger51367 While Christians were celebrating Christmas,congress which represented the bankers voted in the Federal Reserve,drank champagne and laughed as 

they handcuffed our nation,they are not federal,and there is no reserve(gold),paper backed by thin air!

8/9/2019 1:08:26 PM azuremagus On Europa

8/9/2019 1:15:14 PM allahuniversal Let [them] come. [They]'d have to get past my...security...first. Some of us never bothered hiding from [them] to begin with.

8/9/2019 1:17:27 PM the_it_goddess I think silver jewelry is prettier and more popular anyway.

8/9/2019 1:17:52 PM allahuniversal And the article following that one:

#UnsealEpstein https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-unsealed-documents-name-powerful-men-in-sex-ring?ref=scroll …

8/9/2019 1:18:12 PM allahuniversal Or, curious and careless.

8/9/2019 1:19:33 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/XeGPqZh9mG

8/9/2019 1:22:02 PM misslanley Always 💪🏼

8/9/2019 1:23:06 PM fsnarkey  https://twitter.com/fsnarkey/status/1159626654970331136?s=21 …

8/9/2019 1:24:14 PM swattech Is this just bait to get libs open to the idea of unsealing everything?  We already know he hitched a ride one time from mar a lago to NJ..

8/9/2019 1:25:37 PM fsnarkey  https://twitter.com/fsnarkey/status/1016062124919943170?s=21 …

8/9/2019 1:28:18 PM freestateojones EO 13818

8/9/2019 1:28:23 PM michael81972 Will the exec order on targeting conservatives actually have teeth?  I wonder how far they will resist for their narrative...It seems we are reaching the 

death throes of the [DS] and they will not follow the law to try and gain control...

8/9/2019 1:32:21 PM magamatician I’ll debate you. I’m pretty average. So it’ll be like. Yeah, I put in a square foot garden this year. I’m not thrilled with the results. Got a late cold spell and 

killed the basil the tomatoes are still in good shape. Or I can role play as trueETS like a comedy skit could be fun.

8/9/2019 1:37:29 PM girlawakeinca Amen!

8/9/2019 1:37:56 PM lambertfrdriqu1 Yes, the antivirus I am using found it too. Funny, I downloaded the zeronet zip file after having seen the  http://gab.ai  tweet.

8/9/2019 1:40:42 PM _369311119 Are patrios the public service provider?

8/9/2019 1:46:37 PM hcraig0062_h End it

8/9/2019 1:47:35 PM zstaroz More crap from Yahoo. They are not credible



8/9/2019 1:49:20 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/SK5UsaFt5n

8/9/2019 1:53:04 PM selvestekjetil Bring some content that debates then ;) 

Im in, perhaps we learn something;)

8/9/2019 1:55:04 PM magamatician It’ll all be satire on my part. I’ll be doing a caricature of trueETS. Though won’t be much of a caricature 🤣🤣🤣

8/9/2019 2:09:05 PM skiiryne So you don’t need my bobby-pin I guess.    Ok let’s do this the right way !

8/9/2019 2:12:55 PM selvestekjetil Never forget to play, important skill ;)

8/9/2019 2:13:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd After consideration the glove of Thanos would be great...

8/9/2019 2:15:08 PM us_poll I'm leaning with you Boy in Ohio was spotted at Antifa rally Dressed like Antifa and then you have eye witnesses they scrubbed in El Paso who said they 

were dressed like that plus Antifa already said going to the border themselves So yeah I'm leaning that way too!

8/9/2019 2:16:35 PM ruseriousrtnw Here is another article that you might find interesting.

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ …

8/9/2019 2:17:48 PM us_poll And you know dems always have to have some crisis actors on the scene. There is a vid on YT were they were interviewed admitting they have crisis 

actors during crisis ...Monitoring people's responses and that determines if they are good actors,,,otherwords you're their ginny!

8/9/2019 2:18:16 PM dazeytoday Following you and keeping an open mind.  😊

8/9/2019 2:18:33 PM magamatician Can I roar like a tiger?

8/9/2019 2:19:45 PM anneolsen43 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Comment?

 https://polyplexus.com/incubator?idIncubator=257 …

8/9/2019 2:20:48 PM magamatician Kinda like this pic.twitter.com/JftEu1NTYT

8/9/2019 2:22:00 PM ramonaccampbell QFS is here!  Research it!

8/9/2019 2:26:37 PM antarantanka But we already knew that data!

8/9/2019 2:32:08 PM shannonschoono Is there a list of names going that have been named in the released Epstein docs?

Clooney

Prince Andrew

.....

@StormIsUponUs @SaRaAshcraft @JohnFKennedy @TheCollectiveQ @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46

8/9/2019 2:45:28 PM brad34351293 Mossad Agent!

Try Rothschilds!

8/9/2019 2:46:51 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph V interesting! Good find!

8/9/2019 2:58:30 PM mongrelglory "On the Worst White Supremacist Site..." 🙄🙄🙄

 Give me a f_cking break!  (Sorry about the language but these "news" headlines are just so frustrating!)

8/9/2019 3:02:20 PM allahuniversal Sensationalism sells.

8/9/2019 3:03:22 PM starehope @kat_maga Our President Trump did NOT have sex with Epstein's girls at the island! We knew it!

8/9/2019 3:03:32 PM 99freemind weird!

where are you getting this? can you link to your sources? (in case they can be used by others) ty!

8/9/2019 3:09:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 [RR] released today?

8/9/2019 3:10:09 PM hawkgirlinmn ]RR[?

8/9/2019 3:10:12 PM nathanielhebert Linking to the original article here:

Palm Beach Daily News 

Palm Beach, Florida

27 Apr 2008, Sun  •  Page 17 https://www.newspapers.com/clip/34643753/jeffrey_epstein_military_base_tel/ …

8/9/2019 3:10:12 PM herefortheshow7 If someone accessed this site on their phone once, is there anything that could have been placed on their phone?

8/9/2019 3:10:52 PM inishfad I still question ‘spokesmen’,  anonymous sources, ‘officials who don’t wish to be named’, etc., regardless of how believable the information may - or 

may not - be.

8/9/2019 3:11:25 PM fliesc1 Have you seen the released documents of the 2000 documents that the court ordered to be unsealed, yet? Not sure if the info is in there, but could be.

8/9/2019 3:11:47 PM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/hqYYEs5IB1

8/9/2019 3:11:52 PM aprilbrown99 Keep your friends close and enemies closer. #TickTock #PanicInDC #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein. pic.twitter.com/4HupFWOtU3

8/9/2019 3:14:22 PM boy12_jimmy Woo Wee! pic.twitter.com/EQXElu2xS8

8/9/2019 3:14:31 PM qanongroup Rod Rosenstein

8/9/2019 3:15:47 PM aprilbrown99 A flight from Palm Beach to Newark. Not to the island. Never to the island. #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/9/2019 3:17:15 PM anneolsen43  https://twitter.com/rodrosenstein/status/1159434933124980738?s=21 …

8/9/2019 3:17:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nice work on #UnsealEpstein

Now we can move forward

The stage has been set for months

When will 45 pull the trigger?

August is a very HOT month.

We told you this week would be BIG.

BIGLY.

8/9/2019 3:17:42 PM headlinejuice This man knows what is being done to #noninvestigativesubjects falsely labeled terrorists for experimentation. #FREETRARGETEDINDIVIDUALS

8/9/2019 3:18:01 PM sparkleloung Do NOT tease us

8/9/2019 3:18:02 PM jjohnson1899 💪💪🔥🔥❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 Declass brings down the house baby!!!

8/9/2019 3:18:08 PM anneolsen43 16th?

8/9/2019 3:18:28 PM faithfulmom4 And then there’s this....

 http://www.paulstramer.net/2019/08/international-public-notice-regarding.html …

8/9/2019 3:18:39 PM jvan125 MJ, does ‘follow the pen’ have to do with the letters POTUS and Kim exchange? ‘Pen’ pals? After a letter comes something big seems to happen 

here...such as, #UnsealEpstein. https://www.boston.com/news/politics/2019/08/09/trump-gets-letter-from-north-korea-says-more-talks-likely …

8/9/2019 3:18:54 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/D5Qo8J5N3z

8/9/2019 3:19:00 PM tankersleyjimmy Fake news

8/9/2019 3:19:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signings and signals.

8/9/2019 3:19:16 PM starehope Of course, my Zag!👊💕

8/9/2019 3:19:53 PM mongrelglory Not likely ever, but we'll each own an itty-bitty piece of a bunch of different space-ports throughout our solar system...😜

8/9/2019 3:19:59 PM nashinina There are a lot of eugenics research happening there. You made the connection already.

8/9/2019 3:20:44 PM michael81972 I think a lot have their eye on day after 15th ,  but that would be too obvious🤔

8/9/2019 3:20:45 PM luvleebutterfly I'm hoping BIGLY = good 4 white hats pic.twitter.com/lDf7grK1Dc



8/9/2019 3:21:57 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/ulEOXcZM8D

8/9/2019 3:22:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 772

8/9/2019 3:22:49 PM aprilbrown99 Optics? Good they are on lockdown for the month of August. If things are going to heat up this is a good sign I feel.

8/9/2019 3:22:58 PM michael81972 DS strings completely cut?

8/9/2019 3:23:33 PM jvan125 Maybe? pic.twitter.com/diFIRRjVh0

8/9/2019 3:23:52 PM headlinejuice So where are arrests????

8/9/2019 3:24:00 PM paullamoureux4 Please expand?   

Would this be Rod Rosenstien?

If yes then released from what?

8/9/2019 3:24:04 PM allard41980 Is something going to happen on the treasure coast of Florida?

8/9/2019 3:24:48 PM crypto_boa 889

8/9/2019 3:24:52 PM willowood22 525

8/9/2019 3:25:05 PM anneolsen43 ?

8/9/2019 3:25:09 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://www.areacodelocations.info/7/772.html 

8/9/2019 3:25:33 PM aprilbrown99 I love how Potus stated that Kim had the letter flown all the way to the US and hand delivered it to his office. No one will interfere that way...especially 

the media/cabal.  For your eyes only.  👍👍👍

8/9/2019 3:26:32 PM samuelranselmo1 They are not hot enough yet...they will be prime when they think they have empechment

8/9/2019 3:26:37 PM paullamoureux4 ???

8/9/2019 3:27:26 PM aprilbrown99 ]WH[ ?  Seems to be.

8/9/2019 3:27:29 PM anneolsen43 Treasure coast

8/9/2019 3:27:46 PM mongrelglory Oh dear!  Isn't that the one Jordan Sather advertises? 😬

8/9/2019 3:27:58 PM djlok Oh wow.  I bet you're right.

8/9/2019 3:28:25 PM ricca_19 C before D 

Coats departs on August 15th

Declas when Summer Vacations are OVER

#SlowDrip for full #GreatAwakening

8/9/2019 3:28:36 PM linnyt7 Flight from PA to LA?

8/9/2019 3:28:54 PM jvan125 MJ I never got the notification you replied...that’s never happened before...😡

8/9/2019 3:29:20 PM anneolsen43 Vibrations and energies magnified?

8/9/2019 3:30:18 PM mongrelglory Back to carrier pigeons and post-men on horses...

I wonder if fax machines can be intercepted by the clowns?

8/9/2019 3:31:16 PM jodieleene 153

8/9/2019 3:31:50 PM aprilbrown99 This? pic.twitter.com/tQ8iLhIUR7

8/9/2019 3:31:58 PM destinlola Hahahaha, fantastic! Standing by...

8/9/2019 3:32:39 PM michael81972 It is,  and x-22 report

8/9/2019 3:32:41 PM paulygenz Well POTUS is on a ten day vacation. Wouldn't it be nice to come home to a clean house

8/9/2019 3:33:06 PM fairyland66 @realDonaldTrump ♥️⚖️♥️ pic.twitter.com/9nNsSzd54C

8/9/2019 3:33:15 PM brangusjimmy It is server side. Their cloud server connects to your device marking the device id and location (this is what a cookie does). This is the simplified version 

of what actually happens but yes every website that has appropriate tracking has their own “history” of your actions.

8/9/2019 3:33:50 PM michael81972 As a matter of fax...probably so😁

8/9/2019 3:35:09 PM mongrelglory Money (gold-backed?) vs Fiat Currency?

8/9/2019 3:35:13 PM jrocktigers And I have always known this to be true.

8/9/2019 3:35:20 PM leslie31448714 Just cut the triangles off and hem that edge?!😬

8/9/2019 3:35:58 PM theappraizer I just read the article you're pretending is new. It's been known for a year. 

All this does is confirm you are part of this whole big shit show.

8/9/2019 3:36:17 PM mickey18042014 Define released?

8/9/2019 3:36:41 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks.

8/9/2019 3:37:17 PM djlok Looks like in Gematria, 772 can mean a couple of things. pic.twitter.com/Rg6YtHfXUh

8/9/2019 3:37:20 PM mongrelglory It looks like a giant sperm...

8/9/2019 3:37:35 PM jrocktigers Yes.

8/9/2019 3:37:41 PM destinlola Surveillance?

8/9/2019 3:38:03 PM hcraig0062_h Somebody gets it!

8/9/2019 3:38:07 PM jvan125 GGB

8/9/2019 3:38:50 PM djlok Moi aussi, monsieur.

8/9/2019 3:39:02 PM covertress Earth resonance tunings occuring here?

8/9/2019 3:39:08 PM pleiadianshaman So, you’re saying or suggesting that Trump is gonna Unseal things this week or next? 

We know time is an illusion

8/9/2019 3:39:13 PM aprilbrown99 Very interesting.

8/9/2019 3:39:27 PM jrocktigers Et tu, maywe...

8/9/2019 3:39:49 PM jadegreen0987 Consider the source.

8/9/2019 3:39:56 PM aprilbrown99 Fancy schmancy 😁

8/9/2019 3:40:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd What about it?

8/9/2019 3:40:18 PM djlok You lost me at maywe. 😂😂😂

8/9/2019 3:40:53 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/FitgQNOf68

8/9/2019 3:41:06 PM jrocktigers Starting to get dicey out in the websphere....everyone should get their morse translators ready..

8/9/2019 3:41:26 PM danielaqcrew I’m so sick and tired of the f****** coded messages. Prove who you are and stop talking in riddles. At the end of the day, we are all still a bunch of 

f***** bots and ain’t sh*t getting done. Same reality. Different day.

8/9/2019 3:41:36 PM jrocktigers French... French,... French. . . . silly ..

8/9/2019 3:41:43 PM djlok Gematria is pretty cool too.

8/9/2019 3:41:55 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/l39vfgSfEn

8/9/2019 3:42:11 PM nathanielhebert Jeffrey Epstein, the Office of Foreign Missions and & sketchy Bill Clinton campaign contributions: In 1992, the OFM entered into a two-year lease (on a 

NYC buiding) with Epstein, to run from February 1, 1992 through January 31, 1994.

#QAnon

 https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/jeffrey-epstein-clintons-state-department-don-king-ny-s-art-elite-ponzi-schemes-359ae9b74c1a … 

pic.twitter.com/kAuIwgAtQ4

8/9/2019 3:42:16 PM meowsef420 Potus going to NJ for 10 day vacation now too 🤔

8/9/2019 3:43:18 PM allahuniversal Am I the only one who can no longer search this account? Same result whether app or browser, Nothing. pic.twitter.com/QbXb9MRrZu

8/9/2019 3:43:24 PM biowolf78 Anyone have any hope that something will actually be done?

8/9/2019 3:43:38 PM aprilbrown99 He took a flight from Palm Beach to Newark.

8/9/2019 3:44:50 PM allahuniversal Better than 0%

8/9/2019 3:45:09 PM aprilbrown99 Well...we know the Hussien one is true. They call him big mike for a reason.



8/9/2019 3:45:31 PM operationfree17 It will. I wouldn’t get emotionally attached to any given date though. #QAnon.  

OP is putting his cred on the line

8/9/2019 3:47:10 PM jrocktigers Thank you and you are welcome! ⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/9/2019 3:47:14 PM timeisnow1111  https://pagesix.com/2008/04/24/just-visiting/ …

8/9/2019 3:47:19 PM robertg69989098 HAARP?

8/9/2019 3:47:22 PM boy12_jimmy Try clearing cache in settingzms and turning off/on your phone/computer.

8/9/2019 3:48:23 PM destinlola Good idea!  I’m thinking of finding  a similar thread and closing the gaps. Easier. I love geometric designs, so I think it will work to remove the “spiral” 

effect. Thanks for the help.

8/9/2019 3:48:24 PM allahuniversal Area code

8/9/2019 3:48:40 PM nurseniceyes So, why are talking about my birthday and what are you getting me?

8/9/2019 3:49:33 PM brad34351293 Well, all those rich sex traffickers will have their $ seized, & that could squash the debt. 

Although most of that debt is held by the Central Banks that most likely had a hand in the trafficking.

I'll take the rest of my mortgage debt cleared. 15+ years paid=s squat.

8/9/2019 3:49:43 PM aprilbrown99 Just saw this on another post and wanted ro share. pic.twitter.com/WwzgyX09ju

8/9/2019 3:50:48 PM allahuniversal A possibility? pic.twitter.com/IciJpRG0k9

8/9/2019 3:51:05 PM gingerbanana2 I am working with a lot of silver too but it tarnishes really easy if not chemically treated. Tarnish removers (more chemicals) can damage natural 

crystals and gems that I have been adding. So gold is much easier care for certain things. 🤷♀️

8/9/2019 3:51:11 PM autistmember 8Chan has said several times they aren’t migrating 8chan to ZeroNet

8/9/2019 3:51:15 PM dragonflyglitta Hang on this popped up in a Q drop today!!! Let me find out how I stumbled across it

8/9/2019 3:53:40 PM zagnett August sure is HOT around here! 🔥🔥🔥

8/9/2019 3:53:47 PM gatocos93306540  pic.twitter.com/0ujhm8b9pR

8/9/2019 3:55:23 PM allahuniversal Have done all of the above. Searching other accounts still works just fine, only @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is affected. Second or third time this has occurred. 

Past the point of coincidence.

8/9/2019 3:56:04 PM nea_storm Bring it All On! Let Spiritual Conscious True Electromagnetic Energetic Enforcement Reign! We the ]sovereign[ People are Ready!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZD8HKVKneI … pic.twitter.com/6cBqHaBz5X

8/9/2019 3:56:20 PM mongrelglory Zut alors! 🙄😝 (Quebec slang...sorta like saying "get outta here"!)

8/9/2019 3:56:25 PM seeker229 Lucky @55true4u ? pic.twitter.com/Uk0sH9pSOf

8/9/2019 3:56:58 PM sabina06706427 Ready, set, go... 💕💯

8/9/2019 3:57:27 PM joinna6 403

8/9/2019 3:57:38 PM flubbynutty 772 Mk ultra post

Related? https://twitter.com/MatthewKeysLive/status/1159586743793811456?s=19 …

8/9/2019 3:57:54 PM aprilbrown99 931 days since Trump took office.

8/9/2019 3:58:53 PM richard07759712 Bingo

8/9/2019 3:59:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love our presidents facial expressions.

8/9/2019 3:59:27 PM michelezina1 Bonitos deseos para sus hijos, ud, y los seres humanos. Salud y que nos va como deseamos!

8/9/2019 4:00:35 PM richard07759712 Can we reverse the trigger (772) cellular instructions | like FISA works both ways 

Seams like an easier way to disconnect them

8/9/2019 4:02:28 PM starehope Thinking we all need a course or two on this whole exchange thing. I have asked so many and no two people seem to agree. Some worry, others don't.

8/9/2019 4:02:47 PM richard07759712 Fabreeze

8/9/2019 4:05:39 PM boy12_jimmy If you do not have one, MAKE a spare account. You must have hit a NERVE.

8/9/2019 4:05:44 PM richard07759712 I’m seeing MJ

8/9/2019 4:06:00 PM aprilbrown99 Or this?  Is this somehow related to the satanic calendar?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/772 

8/9/2019 4:06:26 PM anneolsen43 😱 too close

8/9/2019 4:06:46 PM iddqdkdfa  pic.twitter.com/TGjP6QdPW7

8/9/2019 4:07:28 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/5sFAo70ZUw

8/9/2019 4:07:36 PM richard07759712 Quite the view 👀👈🏻

8/9/2019 4:09:07 PM richard07759712 Exactly

8/9/2019 4:09:11 PM allahuniversal The link in my profile must be quite nerve wrecking then, and it's not even complete 🤣

I may or may not have a spare account, may or may have to put it to use soon, if such a thing exists. 😏

8/9/2019 4:09:53 PM richard07759712 With Son.... wow, lots of meat here💪🏼🤣

8/9/2019 4:10:04 PM allahuniversal Are you able to search by terms?

from:ts_sci_majic12 ___

?

8/9/2019 4:10:32 PM rachaelangelm My comment is that whatever the information is there I can’t find it on the FBI page. I will tell you this much there are no healing benefits when you 

put people in a cage. And the budget that place has does not justify what happens there.

8/9/2019 4:10:43 PM aprilbrown99 Wow! 🤯🤯🤯

8/9/2019 4:11:00 PM richard07759712 Es más importante

8/9/2019 4:11:06 PM roaminnoodle Finished a walk in the park. Those numbers 😍

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is REAL!

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rX8VJP5PvV

8/9/2019 4:11:29 PM richard07759712 Just WOW

8/9/2019 4:11:36 PM emoryfa Thank you.

8/9/2019 4:13:37 PM roberta57948406 Things are happening. We can only see 20% of it.

8/9/2019 4:13:41 PM freestateojones ⛈

☂️ pic.twitter.com/d7SwBc6Yfz

8/9/2019 4:13:51 PM jrocktigers August 3rd is why all of [THEM] went to the big global warming brainstorming session in Italy.... It was for a satanic holiday. Comey tweeting corn ready 

for harvest and the holiday is Feast of Sun God, Harvest season begins.

8/9/2019 4:14:05 PM allahuniversal No windows. Must be AT&T.

8/9/2019 4:14:46 PM aprilbrown99 #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/9/2019 4:16:16 PM starehope I doubt they were even digging for people or bodies. Yes, the rescue people were! But, behind that was a nefarious line I heard only once on CNN, 

'there are vaults down there'. A trusted firefighter friend from the action arena told me they found that out after the fact. Awful.😭



8/9/2019 4:18:09 PM allahuniversal Gymno/Gymnos. 

Etymology matters. 

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/gymnasium  pic.twitter.com/wCwSAdcOMa

8/9/2019 4:18:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be me...

8/9/2019 4:20:44 PM nun_chucknorris Nope. That sucks. pic.twitter.com/3UTalXI3tU

8/9/2019 4:21:35 PM starehope I am having trouble understanding this reptilian idea. pic.twitter.com/G43eCJco4D

8/9/2019 4:22:11 PM jrocktigers And have two mass casualty events simultaneously that are used to push for gun confiscation. What does a cornered dog do when threatened. 

Everyone must stay frosty.

8/9/2019 4:22:52 PM richard07759712 Be

8/9/2019 4:24:13 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 pic.twitter.com/TUpY25O3j3

8/9/2019 4:24:21 PM starehope That little room? Or the exercises that went on in there?

8/9/2019 4:24:48 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/C9s92CH1Lc

8/9/2019 4:25:14 PM starehope I am lost.

8/9/2019 4:25:35 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know. But what I do know is that wood county sheriffs department is in the same building and that would be a place where the money could be 

diverted to for who knows what? Bridge Way is a pathway program for people in crisis. It has one nurse and for crisis staff members.

8/9/2019 4:26:33 PM richard07759712 And Trump will

8/9/2019 4:26:45 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/yPQFcHnkhO

8/9/2019 4:26:49 PM aprilbrown99 Many people might have a difficult time believing it as well.

8/9/2019 4:26:54 PM allahuniversal It was said that there's a gym in the #Epstein temple. Fake News cover. Which wasn't exactly wrong, taking into consideration that the root word for 

gymnasium, means naked.

8/9/2019 4:27:10 PM rachaelangelm These four membersTake a crisis phone calls so anyone in Bridgeway is really just in kind of a monitored environment but they’re always in another 

room on the phone. On top of it they charge the people in the program to be there like it’s a hotel. $25 a day. Why? (2)

8/9/2019 4:27:26 PM nun_chucknorris #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinUnsealed

8/9/2019 4:27:31 PM starehope They look like two twin size bed mattresses on a box spring. Covered on plastic, probably after they got dirty. Looks like dry blood to me. What is the 

purpose? This room is another puzzle. No clue.

8/9/2019 4:28:16 PM rachaelangelm Well it would be a very convenient way to get information on to Addicts where they’re moving what they’re doing. If you have to pay out of your 

pocket it doesn’t make it medical it makes it so that the hypocritical oath or confidentiality become a gray line.

8/9/2019 4:29:04 PM rachaelangelm When people go to these places and they say they’re in Bridgeway it causes anxiety and then there’s a lot of drama in neighborhoods of where that 

person is staying because people vandalize people’s properties whom they think are cooperating with the police. (4)

8/9/2019 4:29:44 PM rachaelangelm But I don’t have any facts on this I just know that when I went to Bridgeway and I got out the damage that happened to my property went into 

overtime. I did not want to even be in bridge way I want to be in Norwood because I needed a med check and they would not commit me. (5)

8/9/2019 4:29:47 PM starehope Look like blood stains to me. Probably had a long cover at first, then something leaked to the side.

8/9/2019 4:30:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd I can tell you that energy is different

772

8/9/2019 4:30:34 PM rachaelangelm They had all supposedly been full but what really was going on was that all the local homeless mentally ill people were being housed in Norwood and 

the state was being billed to house these people over the winter. This doesn’t help someone like me that needs stability now. (6)

8/9/2019 4:31:10 PM love82janet I recall very early Q post saying when SHTF POTUS will be insulated and out it the country in a very secure place. So not convinced this is THE time.

8/9/2019 4:31:16 PM rachaelangelm What county is really manipulating the system when it comes to people that need mental health care. I have a lot of anger towards that place and I’ve 

been in Norwood I’ve been in Marathon County Health care Center I’ve been on the fourth floor in Saint Josephs. (7)

8/9/2019 4:31:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd No

8/9/2019 4:31:53 PM momislazy11 You guys are super great researchers

8/9/2019 4:31:56 PM starehope No, our guy is innocent of these tanglings. He has other motive to go down there. pic.twitter.com/o349i9Hrvg

8/9/2019 4:32:13 PM rj85165808 Does this post refer to princess Diana crash

8/9/2019 4:32:18 PM rachaelangelm I have been in many mental health care places when I was on stable and for 10 years I was very stable for 10 years I have done very well and when I 

needed help they could not help me and I don’t know what’s going on there but I’m a tell you something someone needs to look into

8/9/2019 4:32:21 PM anneolsen43 Area code?

8/9/2019 4:32:57 PM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/8Kii2ud4Cs

8/9/2019 4:33:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd That would be me

Treasure Coast

8/9/2019 4:33:28 PM starehope I don't understand the gym reference.

8/9/2019 4:34:44 PM anneolsen43 You are right above me

8/9/2019 4:35:28 PM anneolsen43 Do you have an idea what 772 means?

8/9/2019 4:35:29 PM starehope Got it. Gold helped me. Thanks Gold!👊👍💕

8/9/2019 4:35:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd If anything frequencies seemed lower today. Lots of clouds and rain. Gloomy outside. Weirdness too. Shopping seemed like people were angry.

8/9/2019 4:35:56 PM aprilbrown99 No it is referring to one of the many attempts on POTUS’s vehicle montorcade. https://youtu.be/1Yqa5PUViPo 

8/9/2019 4:36:05 PM starehope Than you Gold! 👍👊💕

8/9/2019 4:36:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd It's my area code.

8/9/2019 4:37:04 PM lynnboyce7  pic.twitter.com/T3I3o5HWFp

8/9/2019 4:38:23 PM ashleylashlee Need more info on this if someone can fill me in- obviously it’s mkultra but what is OP conducted? And AS the world turns?

8/9/2019 4:38:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes.... pic.twitter.com/v1wVsG0vee

8/9/2019 4:39:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yes

8/9/2019 4:42:25 PM godblessqanons Check out financial reporting (new releases almost every evening) X22 Report on YouTube. He mentions gold often, yesterday I think, mentioning that 

gold will rise slowly...  

Best wishes!

8/9/2019 4:43:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd WTH is going to happen?

8/9/2019 4:44:01 PM anneolsen43 Wish I knew

8/9/2019 4:44:43 PM wlcewm Try to find someone to blame

8/9/2019 4:47:06 PM starehope And we want the U1 money back. And other money from their slimy shenanigans.

8/9/2019 4:49:04 PM youstinksoap 8/18?

8/9/2019 4:49:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Too close for comfort for both of us.

8/9/2019 4:49:28 PM nea_storm The Debt in a TRUST-ESTATE account is a agreement: Comprehend? I AM holding Equitable OffSet that is allowing America plus 37 nations presently 

maintain their lights on operationally & enforced ]WH[ fiduciary control = Correct operation of Law: Very complex issue:Multiple layers 

pic.twitter.com/VCHxXOSveF

8/9/2019 4:50:20 PM jdw822018 Yikes

8/9/2019 4:50:31 PM honeybager5 Sorry, babe . . . MJ 12 = ass clown

8/9/2019 4:53:12 PM susan66388204 Mirror 277



8/9/2019 4:53:23 PM starehope Imagination is better than knoeledge. A. Einstein.

8/9/2019 4:57:40 PM unclebob001 Hmm... There was no Federal Reserve in 1800's. Perhaps something akin to it, dunno.

8/9/2019 4:58:02 PM starehope The survivors need therapy, and a good education, and some of that monet.  Without therapy, they, a high percentage will only continue the cycle.

8/9/2019 4:59:33 PM mefulmer25 Hm will it reveal their satanic rituals and trafficking??

8/9/2019 5:01:00 PM roublisa Would you please place an example of what indicated to you that this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  account are ass clowns please....

8/9/2019 5:01:38 PM ss78868684  pic.twitter.com/sy0AmBOFl7

8/9/2019 5:02:58 PM allahuniversal All the likes & RTs from here keep disappearing over time. Very strange thing.

8/9/2019 5:03:00 PM southiee Yes but it would be nice to not be a worker slave too..

8/9/2019 5:04:32 PM allahuniversal As an aside, issue with multiple devices is confirmed, and if I did have an alternate account, the issue just may occurs there as well. Very Interdasting.

8/9/2019 5:05:03 PM cydoniaeon 00110111

8/9/2019 5:05:12 PM jrocktigers Officially I thought it would be 8/15..with the rest of em.. But I cant wait to learn about his dealings at the port of Baltimore...

8/9/2019 5:07:24 PM michaelemyj Mossad.

8/9/2019 5:08:56 PM chrishasissues BIGLIEST

8/9/2019 5:10:14 PM iamsheisyeshua 772 = Senator Rand Paul = Epstein

8/9/2019 5:11:03 PM freeandoriginal Huge please !

8/9/2019 5:14:39 PM state1union Has anyone noticed that President Trump spoke of 12 billion no 12 million dollar fund raiser tonight and Fox reported that its official that Trump raised 

12 million the power of 3 6 9 12.

8/9/2019 5:16:18 PM allahuniversal Last app update: 3 days ago, that doesn't explain the browser search failing though.

8/9/2019 5:16:53 PM allahuniversal Cam you search others accounts, including your own?

8/9/2019 5:17:55 PM ragstorm Not even loading for me..

8/9/2019 5:18:29 PM americanpetal Oh no! I hope not! Although, MJ said there would come a time that account would no longer be online.

8/9/2019 5:18:40 PM atsaduk Tesla?

8/9/2019 5:19:00 PM mrkbsimotas Who r u?

8/9/2019 5:20:49 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

8/9/2019 5:21:18 PM ladtacarms Quantum Finacial System

QFS System Advanced Without Any Equivalent

Politicians And Bankers Caught Red-Handed In Real Time

Deep State Battle Is Lost; Our Victory Is Near

Each Country Must Be GESARA Compliant To Participate In The QFS

QFS Ends Corrupt Cabal Central Banking
8/9/2019 5:21:49 PM boy12_jimmy Them tech geeks, ARGH! pic.twitter.com/ME5UDGZT47

8/9/2019 5:22:32 PM mrkbsimotas What the hell the this mean?

8/9/2019 5:23:47 PM stephscolaro Adam Schiff?

8/9/2019 5:27:15 PM allahuniversal Gives Geek "Sqaud" a whole meaning...

8/9/2019 5:28:26 PM sterkinglights1 Want there another highly suspect car accident?

8/9/2019 5:28:55 PM state1union OMG someone on Fox just called a previous CNN contributor Reeza a cannibal on Air! Go FOX 🦊

8/9/2019 5:29:11 PM allahuniversal At least I've got that function still. pic.twitter.com/fW0X1T6lsu

8/9/2019 5:31:58 PM saltypatriotfl And we have a successful businessman that knows what do do with it.

8/9/2019 5:33:04 PM dohertym1590 #unsealepstein

8/9/2019 5:33:52 PM saltypatriotfl Fascinating!

8/9/2019 5:34:06 PM 31robasa Si, por supuesto que sería espectacular. Pero dejar el sistema de manera inmediata podría ser catastrófico para las localidades menos despiertas. 

Debemos apuntar al perfecto equilibrio entre tecnologías nuevas y antiguas, entre estilos de vida nuevos y antiguos.

8/9/2019 5:34:19 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/wellhellsbells_/status/1159743636407500800?s=21 …

8/9/2019 5:35:57 PM state1union Reporter is Michael Knolls, Daily Wire is Awesome 😎 He Is an outstanding Human being!

8/9/2019 5:36:10 PM 31robasa Imaginate, aprendemos a crear un motor que permita dar energía a 20 hogares de manera libre, gratuita e ilimitada. Luego logramos uno que permita 

que nuestras industrias produzcan. Lo vez? El tiempo que gastamos en nuestros trabajos es energía pura...

8/9/2019 5:37:00 PM burgersandra SB2 #136

Q772 where Q is explaining how MK-ultra victims can be remote controlled through their mobiles phones using different frequencies of the incoming 

signal.  Fentanyl‘therapy’ phase with hypnosis, brainwashing, torture & trauma to create ultimate mind control human bots.

8/9/2019 5:37:35 PM burgersandra Source:

 https://sites.google.com/view/federalistwatch-com/home/sb2-all-in-1 …

8/9/2019 5:37:58 PM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/ihoCbBlLuD

8/9/2019 5:39:06 PM mefulmer25 I bet that movie 🎥 is a planned trigger for them.

8/9/2019 5:39:31 PM dradeon What does this mean?

8/9/2019 5:41:24 PM ladtacarms NYMZA?

8/9/2019 5:41:57 PM diaptera_80 Source please? 1 aug was the date of a girls recent murder here in Romania. How many other seemingly random murders by random psychopaths are 

not really random?

8/9/2019 5:42:53 PM ashleylashlee Interesting

8/9/2019 5:43:04 PM jrocktigers My image was of satanic holiday calendar.

8/9/2019 5:43:23 PM jvan125 Michael Hastings?

 https://www.inquisitr.com/4041275/michael-hastings-car-crash-conspiracy-solved-by-wikileaks-vault-7/ …

8/9/2019 5:44:35 PM mefulmer25 Right

8/9/2019 5:45:59 PM richard07759712 @realDonaldTrump  more ammo

8/9/2019 5:46:10 PM mefulmer25 Have you seen daddy? Research him!!

8/9/2019 5:46:13 PM diaptera_80 Ok, easy find.  http://www.spiritualwarfaretoday.com/files/LIST%20OF%20SATANIC%20HOLIDAY1.pdf …

8/9/2019 5:47:00 PM paulygenz Yeah I'm thinking your Right

8/9/2019 5:47:50 PM djlok Boom!!!

8/9/2019 5:49:52 PM sterkinglights1 That is like a drop in the ocean. It's a single O2 molecule in ocean.

8/9/2019 5:52:03 PM allahuniversal Doesn't also work with no space after the colon, and with an additional search term?

8/9/2019 5:55:53 PM helener2442 I recall Seinfeld and his family visited Israel recently and he was also given a tour ...

8/9/2019 5:56:08 PM nancyburridge I too would like the source of this article.

8/9/2019 5:57:02 PM gi6stars Trump rubbed shoulders with all of these Elites.  That Doesn't mean he participated in [their] activities.  

Remember, #POTUS45 doesn't even Drink.!

That Does mean, He #POTUS45 knows EXACTLY what [they] were doing! 

#BOOM

8/9/2019 5:57:25 PM wearediamonds2 😁😁👏👏

8/9/2019 5:58:21 PM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/13DQivMe7Q

8/9/2019 5:59:08 PM wearediamonds2 🤦♀️



8/9/2019 6:00:20 PM allahuniversal Let me guess...

from:ts_sci_majic12 Epstein

...definitely won't show results?

8/9/2019 6:01:07 PM anneolsen43 Space and term. (federal reserve ) pic.twitter.com/M0zo8oWixs

8/9/2019 6:01:17 PM marynason We are getting chemtrails again, in the evening.

8/9/2019 6:03:11 PM atsaduk What was he actually talking about? How did that come up? Lol

8/9/2019 6:03:12 PM djlok Secret Space Program = Taxpayer Money funnelled to the Stars?

8/9/2019 6:04:42 PM allahuniversal Same, I get replies to, yet no tweets from with the space. pic.twitter.com/xAME5BkBPe

8/9/2019 6:04:51 PM gi6stars The news said that was Epsteins Gym.   Not.

8/9/2019 6:04:53 PM nathanielhebert CLIPPED FROM

Palm Beach Daily News 

Palm Beach, Florida

27 Apr 2008, Sun  •  Page 17 https://www.newspapers.com/clip/34643753/jeffrey_epstein_military_base_tel/ …

8/9/2019 6:06:30 PM jvan125 😂🤣😂🤣😭😭😭

8/9/2019 6:07:43 PM dradeon Big Ronnie P been sayin for years

8/9/2019 6:08:17 PM state1union The movie 🎥 “The Hunt” and it was intense and awesome. I tried to snap shot the closed captions and the commentator said well will see the 

response from Universal, CNBC and NBC to your statements and Michael Knolls was like bring it lmao and he smiled real big haha 😂

8/9/2019 6:11:41 PM richard07759712 With in MJ....? (I’ll try)

8/9/2019 6:11:46 PM roaminnoodle Yes, sorry! I try to avoid sarcasm online, but some slipped out!

I trust The Plan!!!

8/9/2019 6:14:51 PM jvan125 From MJs account or a different one? I’m curious if it’s just them or maybe an issue across the platform...

8/9/2019 6:15:09 PM caulder_tara Proof 772- reference to MK Ultra: “The KEY is the special phones that are provided to the shooters, which work in combination with the 

pharmaceuticals to produce a controlled, programmed subject.”Cellphones that sends freq. to user to program Shooters to swing elections, etc.

8/9/2019 6:15:19 PM jvan125 I don’t even have it in my mentions. It is so weird.

8/9/2019 6:16:35 PM southiee I agree on free energy

8/9/2019 6:21:25 PM wild8heart What about Windscribe???

8/9/2019 6:23:16 PM mefulmer25 Ok his so called friend in the article Ian Hines. I think these are his drawings & scribbles. Check out screenshot from his Facebook 

pic.twitter.com/3yzkWKhyKO

8/9/2019 6:24:06 PM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/z1K8cTQsTf

8/9/2019 6:28:12 PM ashleylashlee Sad story 😢

8/9/2019 6:28:40 PM renee86743676 Oooh K

8/9/2019 6:29:17 PM terran_sol Indeed.

8/9/2019 6:30:29 PM t_hayden07 I just declined vaccinations for my brand new littles. PROUDLY. Pls tell me why, a newborn needs a vaccine for an STI, that also contains 250% more 

aluminium then considered 'safe' for humans? Rhetorical question, dont answer lmao

8/9/2019 6:31:01 PM nancyburridge Thank you Nathaniel.

8/9/2019 6:37:08 PM jvan125 I think Paul Walker’s crash raised eyebrows too...so many ‘eliminated’ to hide [their] dirty deeds. I can’t wait for this all to be behind us. Finally. 

🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎 #GodWins

8/9/2019 6:37:53 PM jvan125 Interdasting indeed. I wonder why? Over the target?  #JackIsWhack

8/9/2019 6:38:22 PM nathanielhebert Cheers! Newspaper archives are coughing up lots of bizarre details to this case—like Jeffrey Epstein being an Oklahoma Powerball lottery winner, July 

2, 2008, with $29.3 million being paid out to Zorro Trust. https://www.newspapers.com/clip/34603488/the_daily_oklahoman_2008trust_keeps/ …

8/9/2019 6:38:54 PM qurious63 So, a self made billionaire claims he let someone misappropriate billions of dollars of his funds?  He had NO idea who Epstein, attached at his hip for 

years, really was?  WAKEUP AMERICA!!  Don’t fall for this BS!!

8/9/2019 6:42:13 PM nathanielhebert On July 1, 2008, Epstein started to serve his 18-month jail term in Florida as Inmate No. W35755. He was visited by Nadia Marcinkova on over 70 

occasions, Sarah Kellen a couple of times, Igor Zinoviev and Jean-Luc Brunel. He was also visited by Jonathan Farkas and Roger Schank.

8/9/2019 6:43:02 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/9/2019 6:47:14 PM nathanielhebert JEFFREY Epstein, who made a trip to Israel last month, thought about staying there, as Roman Polanski did in France. But the money manager came 

home. “Would you want to live in Israel?” he asked Vanity Fair’s Vicky Ward yesterday.

@99freemind

 https://pagesix.com/2008/05/08/second-thoughts/ … pic.twitter.com/4FGDvltgFc

8/9/2019 6:48:04 PM nancyburridge How do you know Epstein held the Trust? Can you link that part of it?

8/9/2019 6:51:25 PM gregmoon Knotty...lol.. hope the knotty wood doesn’t collide with Uranus! 😂

8/9/2019 6:51:58 PM scottlarocca3  pic.twitter.com/2w7TkemzM8

8/9/2019 6:52:44 PM nancyburridge Great researcher, Nathaniel!

8/9/2019 6:54:03 PM nathanielhebert Albuquerque Journal, 04 Sep 1994:

"Zorro Trust is headed by Jeffrey Epstein of New York City, who King said planned to form Zorro Ranch." 

https://www.newspapers.com/clip/34737645/zorro_trust_of_new_york/ …

8/9/2019 6:55:39 PM pdietterle2 Not as gaudy.

8/9/2019 6:56:06 PM nathanielhebert The principal contact is Brice M. Gordon, manager of Zorro Trust: 

Zorro Development Corporation

 https://www.manta.com/c/mhbxf31/zorro-development-corporation …

New Mexico Environment Department:

 https://www.env.nm.gov/gwb/documents/pn2_4-22-11.pdf … pic.twitter.com/g3ZjpN5BTl

8/9/2019 6:58:39 PM renee86743676 The Truth is refreshing

8/9/2019 7:00:46 PM 99freemind you are a research wizard!!

8/9/2019 7:00:53 PM nathanielhebert Jeffrey Epstein's, "New Mexico" page of his black book. Epstein, Jeffrey, Zorro Ranch, Brice & Karen. 

The very same Brice M. Gordon, manager of Zorro Trust. pic.twitter.com/vnr0nVWMHy

8/9/2019 7:04:07 PM nathanielhebert Cheers—what amazes me is that all this knowledge is in the public sphere, and it's wild to make connections once you start pulling on the threads!

8/9/2019 7:04:24 PM dynamicres I thought this was just me lol figured i needed to clear cache or update or something. guess not. yay shadowbanning for searches now.

8/9/2019 7:07:49 PM richard07759712 Ok....

8/9/2019 7:09:23 PM zaraawakened But when do the 2000 pages get unsealed? It doesn't seem like we're done with #UnsealEpstein yet.



8/9/2019 7:09:32 PM nathanielhebert So how is it Jeffrey Epstein gets $29.3 million, on July 2, 2008, the day after he started to serve his 18-month jail term in Florida as Inmate No. W35755? 

Sounds like government "hush money".

#UnsealEpstein https://www.newspapers.com/clip/34603648/oklahoma_powerball_winners/ …

8/9/2019 7:13:15 PM yustein Important things is who went to the island. Many business friends flew with my jet and I with theirs in the past. But I never became part if their private 

behind the scenes life. Trump said he didn’t go to the island. I hope that is true.

8/9/2019 7:15:31 PM nathanielhebert Jeffrey Epstein = Zorro Development Corp

 https://opencorporates.com/corporate_groupings/Jeffrey+Epstein … pic.twitter.com/kRRifOykGU

8/9/2019 7:16:43 PM defy_gravity987 Reminds me of "Kingsman"

8/9/2019 7:17:48 PM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/IjJuCi1Vi8

8/9/2019 7:21:08 PM dontask97215849 Wipe out our debt? I need hints. It's been a rough week

8/9/2019 7:22:12 PM nathanielhebert It seems to be a established pattern of his—Jeffrey Epstein donating money on key dates. 

January 30, 1992, Epstein donated $1,000 to Bill Clinton. On February 1st, 1992, Jeffrey moved into 32 East 69th Street, via the Office of Foreign 

Missions. 

 https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/jeffrey-epstein-clintons-state-department-don-king-ny-s-art-elite-ponzi-schemes-359ae9b74c1a … 

pic.twitter.com/L6ODNGvbMb

8/9/2019 7:23:34 PM mefulmer25 What if 4,10,20 are dates??!! We had mass shootings on Aug. 4. Tomorrow is the 10? I saw a post on fb about Arlington tomorrow! #MassShootings 

@StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @realDonaldTrump @QBlueSkyQ @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Rv5iqQeFQr

8/9/2019 7:24:34 PM tarynupmatrix 0

8/9/2019 7:24:55 PM dontask97215849  pic.twitter.com/KX6HFPECEE

8/9/2019 7:25:40 PM nathanielhebert On Sep 17, 1996, Epstein donated a payment of $1,000 to member of congress, Rick A. Lazio, known for housing. Sep 17, 1996, A “sundry agreement” 

was issued for the building Epstein was renting, and a satisfaction of mortgage for Don King Productions INC.

 https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/jeffrey-epstein-clintons-state-department-don-king-ny-s-art-elite-ponzi-schemes-359ae9b74c1a … 

pic.twitter.com/ajjLmhlnnc

8/9/2019 7:26:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yep!

8/9/2019 7:28:56 PM aintgets Unseal Epstein and you will find Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/iytbXc9e3F

8/9/2019 7:31:50 PM flgirlsbeenqd Sorry...What was big besides the trickle of the starting?...lets get this FLOW going! pic.twitter.com/t0xUI9gRfY

8/9/2019 7:32:14 PM nancyburridge Thank you.

8/9/2019 7:33:51 PM aintgets The name is Jim Norris! Unseal Epstein and you will find this! pic.twitter.com/ImJQ7kNPwd

8/9/2019 7:34:56 PM okie445 It's unsealed. I haven't seen anything about him????

8/9/2019 7:35:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/nif3sCiKuQ

8/9/2019 7:37:23 PM aintgets You will. Grab on tight this roller coaster goes upside down and all around!

8/9/2019 7:37:43 PM hayproudofu See something say something! Look at this note! @realDonaldTrump @FBI @FBIDallas

8/9/2019 7:38:16 PM anonymoussage1 Eh. You shouldn't mislead people with these gimmicky timelines. I'm not expecting anything big this week, at all.

Keep low expectations and you are bound to exceed them. I expect no #Declass until perhaps August 19th, at the absolute earliest.

8/9/2019 7:38:38 PM nancyburridge It surely does sound like govt 'hush money.' Who do you suppose designated that he become the winner?

Coincidence? 

Far too many 'coincidences' around this man.

8/9/2019 7:39:47 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/88FZztTbgb

8/9/2019 7:40:50 PM jkmaalouf Wow!!!

8/9/2019 7:40:56 PM nathanielhebert I for one am always saying, "there's no such thing as coincidence", and Epstein's dealings seem to spring whole avalanches of convenient coincidences 

in his wake.

8/9/2019 7:42:17 PM allahuniversal Looks the same, replies only

8/9/2019 7:43:10 PM kittyj_57 And the IRS.

8/9/2019 7:44:10 PM allahuniversal Jack & crew have a grudge, it seems. #JacksEvictionParty from Twitter can't arrive fast enough

8/9/2019 7:44:57 PM raisethevib369 Secret space program has been around a long time. Space force was, from what I understand, created as a way to bring this already existing program 

into the public consciousness eventually.

8/9/2019 7:48:02 PM jonathancherrie T-6

8/9/2019 7:50:17 PM richard07759712 🤷🏼♂️ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any suggestions

8/9/2019 8:04:56 PM angularmomentu3 International stage must also be set or any of the Deep State (formerly trusted) Presidents in Europe, Canada, Australia, etc... could do the unthinkable 

under false pretenses. There must be a plan in place for that first I would think.

8/9/2019 8:12:16 PM aarno_xxii  https://youtu.be/YKnVcjXfJs4  pic.twitter.com/nBnmdU2wLo

8/9/2019 8:16:28 PM aarno_xxii @hiscity will like that video, it is one heck of a ride down the rabbit hole.

8/9/2019 8:23:17 PM veteransalways_ ALL FALSE FLAGS

8/9/2019 8:34:45 PM cstarr888 Great info! Thx!🙏💖

8/9/2019 8:37:15 PM ericsteelelive Yea for a hundred years and 99 Cents out of a dollar they have stolen our wealth.

8/9/2019 8:43:28 PM michael81972 772 A.D.? 😁

8/9/2019 8:44:51 PM mefulmer25 Right!!! So what if they got tipped off of when they would happen??

8/9/2019 8:48:31 PM michael81972 Today was Bigly...Lots of info today!

8/9/2019 8:52:32 PM aetherwalker1 The Call COMPELS the Answer.

8/9/2019 8:59:45 PM bupzmum Whoa!

8/9/2019 9:01:45 PM michael81972 I am able to search with keywords,  but results are only “our” responses or questions,  so i have to click on them to see what MJ was saying

8/9/2019 9:01:46 PM stevent0000000 0010110

8/9/2019 9:02:30 PM starehope We are only human.❤️

8/9/2019 9:05:07 PM flobo2018 We can only hope.

8/9/2019 9:05:59 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/VGneYlHVhl

8/9/2019 9:09:22 PM mamiemcclure17 Rod Rosenstein

8/9/2019 9:13:12 PM mamiemcclure17 My bad Nostradamus Quatrains, just noticed I left out Quatrains

8/9/2019 9:16:35 PM brandon39886610 We are gonna have to give the normies a watered down  red pill. Too high a dose at first will literally melt their brains. Truth is WAY stranger than 

fiction @QAnon76

8/9/2019 9:27:32 PM 02joshuaradwan Like the battle of Jericho

8/9/2019 9:32:25 PM aintgets He is Epstein morphed into another character to escape the sex offender registries and his dirty name of Epstein!! This way he was still able to do his 

dirty Ponzi schemes and stuff because people didn’t know it was him. Unbelievable

8/9/2019 9:33:55 PM nathanielhebert So, did Jeffrey Epstein actually win the Oklahoma Powerball lottery, July 2, 2008?!

 https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/did-jeffrey-epstein-win-the-oklahoma-powerball-lottery-july-2-2008-d23d2b0933e5 …

@99freemind #JeffreyEpstein #unsealepstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jkbjournalist @MiamiHerald

8/9/2019 9:33:58 PM richard07759712 ThkQ



8/9/2019 9:34:10 PM charlesgdavis1 Interesting hmmm could be......👓👓👓😎👽😈😇

8/9/2019 9:35:37 PM zsmolka1 Get rid of em! Your the boss dude Trump! Knock their block off!

8/9/2019 9:44:02 PM becca26598780 Next she’ll be suicided.

8/9/2019 10:00:04 PM rebashoenfelt1 Baltimore fed up w Democrats

8/9/2019 10:02:22 PM starehope Only if...

8/9/2019 10:07:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clinton Foundation

8/9/2019 10:08:10 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/ZMsykP0NYB

8/9/2019 10:10:25 PM starehope Just stop being you, even though I think you are wonderful just the way you are. When someone don't like us, we are forced to change things about 

ourselves.😉 "Don't mistake my kindness for weakness". 😉 Welcome the change!😉 I still lve you! 🙏

8/9/2019 10:11:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? pic.twitter.com/72fkvx9hu9

8/9/2019 10:14:04 PM unsilent17 DS shenanigans trying to start that WW3 they've been after.  Did you notice the demonstrations against Putin this past week?  Soros funded? 5:5

8/9/2019 10:16:59 PM starehope Wouldn't doubt it. But, could be anything. Trust nothing.🙈🙉🙊

8/9/2019 10:17:16 PM pitdogman yes shuman was going off

8/9/2019 10:17:19 PM michael81972 Russian whitehat op on blackhats?...block traceable U1

8/9/2019 10:20:35 PM shannen_robison 5:5

8/9/2019 10:24:01 PM snarkishdanno 500 trillion is more likely.

8/9/2019 10:24:33 PM marcusgillette1 Voice of God project... wow, I didn’t know this was tied into Epstein, but this is what you were talking about when you were calling to #UnsealEpstein 

how does this tie into the declass of our secret space prog through Epstein though?

8/9/2019 10:25:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep.

8/9/2019 10:26:00 PM rebashoenfelt1 Seems to be another threat next 9. Days involving MAGA hats.

8/9/2019 10:26:08 PM allahuniversal Same, a shame the games [they] play

8/9/2019 10:26:26 PM rebashoenfelt1 Amen

8/9/2019 10:28:22 PM snarkishdanno You need to read “The Creature from Jekyll Island”

We are actually on the third iteration of the Fed. Lincoln stopped the first one, and the 2nd was stopped in the late 1800’s. 3rd iteration implemented 

1913/14 and survives to this day

8/9/2019 10:29:36 PM allahuniversal No major change needed yet, only the need to scroll a little bit more

8/9/2019 10:35:15 PM darrenrich63 Whats so big about it?

8/9/2019 10:36:26 PM cstarr888 😆45 when I clicked!

😆😂🤣🙏💖

8/9/2019 10:36:39 PM abuelo1932 Fake News

8/9/2019 10:37:36 PM mtwake Big, big names already mentioned. Keep your social media voice loud. This will be drowned out. Wouldn't be surprised with another incident this 

weekend. From what I have been seeing its only going to get bigger. Keep up the good work.

8/9/2019 10:38:07 PM starehope Good, if anything happens, please KIT!

8/9/2019 10:41:20 PM snarkishdanno Unveiling of MKUltra due to Epstein drop?

Who knows what all was going on on that island.... there is lots to be discovered yet. I think Q only gave us bits of information, there could be whole 

other subjects. Like Epstein and his scientist buddies.. they could do anything there

8/9/2019 10:42:00 PM nikoscali 5:5 - Good way to hide your operations... blow them up and hopelessly irradiate the area.

8/9/2019 10:45:33 PM tladd58 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Found this earlier.

Hmmm.  https://twitter.com/tladd58/status/1160021727537221633 …

8/9/2019 10:45:54 PM twistersage Remember to keep the patriots in & of other countries in your hearts and minds..🙏🖖🤟  Pray that we all live long and prosper and remember to 

love each other as you would love family.

8/9/2019 10:47:42 PM nanabootoo Friday night fights are always good on Twitter.

8/9/2019 10:51:46 PM blankmarlo 1:11

8/9/2019 10:55:18 PM allahuniversal #TrustThePlan 😊

8/9/2019 10:56:17 PM allahuniversal (proceeds to double social vocals)

8/9/2019 10:58:55 PM davidf4444 Yes, excellent book. Also how 16A is absolutely unconstitutional

8/9/2019 10:59:42 PM davidf4444 Jackson got rid of the Central Bank

 The Federal Reserve is a complete hoax

8/9/2019 11:00:02 PM davidf4444 Andrew Jackson

8/9/2019 11:03:05 PM keith369me Released from?

8/9/2019 11:05:31 PM zagnett 5:5. Such weapons will be neutralized prior to their deployment. Thank You.

8/9/2019 11:05:41 PM keith369me Additional hint?  Nuclear Missile and [CF] related?

8/9/2019 11:07:52 PM deplorablesuezq That explains Steven kings TDS. “The Cell”.  Scary shit. That’s why I turned everything off w/ the EAS on Tuesday. Taking no chances.

8/9/2019 11:15:18 PM matchnumbers67 Isopsephy

8/9/2019 11:15:18 PM jollyrob2 Putin or 🤡s?

8/9/2019 11:20:17 PM apex_starseed Absolutely..Nuclear weapons have been no threat since mid 90's ET Entities will shut down any Nuclear attempt like they have many times prior on all 

military sites that hold such weapons..

8/9/2019 11:21:09 PM keith369me I think I’m ready for my share of reparations.

8/9/2019 11:41:55 PM ramonaccampbell "Hold my covfefe!"  Did we just hit a Trifecta Trust to free all debt slaves, cancel all bank loans and close the IRS! Reset! #QDance💃 #Reset

8/9/2019 11:48:08 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein https://www.thedailybeast.com/jeffrey-epstein-unsealed-documents-name-powerful-men-in-sex-ring …

8/9/2019 11:48:59 PM mariasella International Space Station

8/10/2019 12:05:25 AM _the_psychonaut @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the reference to “alien gangsters” in Patient 17 actually happening?

8/10/2019 12:09:31 AM awakenedaussie Because he’s an Israeli asset!

8/10/2019 12:18:28 AM timkania i need those indictments and arrests please

8/10/2019 12:24:56 AM realityloominng Mobile phones used for long-distance MK of owner.

OP conducted/ORIG = operation conducted/originated.

Don't think as the world turns have ever been decoded yet.. it's also a soap opera, with weird casts.

8/10/2019 12:53:56 AM mariasella Federal Reserved = Managed by Rockefeller and Rothschild.

8/10/2019 12:55:28 AM mariasella "Her Majesty"

8/10/2019 1:00:04 AM theawakened2020 Buy Gold and Silver. The gold standard shall return. Trump and the Patriots are guiding us to it. "Gold will end the Fed."

8/10/2019 1:04:25 AM awakenedaussie Yuge!

8/10/2019 1:05:17 AM realeyethespy 1977 too. Light source

8/10/2019 1:05:55 AM tkrambambuli A shuttle? I thought the shuttle flights were stopped?

8/10/2019 1:15:13 AM dugs  pic.twitter.com/pQ0hmQWuiI

8/10/2019 1:57:57 AM headlinejuice Majestic, please help liberate me from C_A/DARPA/FBI/NASA/NIH nonconsensual experiments. Please ask @potus #qanon to intervene. 

#noninvestigativesubjects

8/10/2019 2:12:38 AM carolin15161363 Isomorphic?

8/10/2019 2:15:00 AM oo1o110 1101001

8/10/2019 2:18:39 AM oo1o110 15 = 6



8/10/2019 3:11:12 AM lisaannwilliam9 Epstein uses microwave radio transmissions for communication. V2k is microwave hearing. People with nanotech or rfid can hear this way. Mind 

manipulation.  Also they use GWEN towers for extremely low frequency communication.  But I'm a non investigative.

8/10/2019 3:20:57 AM sterkinglights1 That one! Correct.

8/10/2019 3:21:32 AM sterkinglights1 Huh.

8/10/2019 3:23:44 AM sterkinglights1 Dang. Too fast too furious didn't even think of that or how it was also connected to BARRY SOTORO!

8/10/2019 3:43:22 AM critworld2020 Who? This guy? Kim

shoots many rockets.

And 1 nice letter. pic.twitter.com/rURWDER0hw

8/10/2019 3:47:27 AM critworld2020 Sara is looking good last night. Bruce Orr was after the fact. Comey ratted out Hillary twice & cost her the election. Meanwhile he said nothing about 45 

funneling $11B to Putin. Steele was the best spy on russia for 20 years. Reliable. He was 100% correct about the Rosneft sale. 

pic.twitter.com/kGgG6hZMBl

8/10/2019 3:49:19 AM critworld2020 These conspiracy agents say nothing about Trump making Putin rich. Obama & Hillary stood up to Putin. Trump wanted a tower. 

pic.twitter.com/hO5h3UR2gl

8/10/2019 3:49:31 AM headlinejuice Operation.

8/10/2019 3:50:38 AM headlinejuice I am living it. Looking for help @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

8/10/2019 3:52:35 AM headlinejuice Neuralink

8/10/2019 3:58:55 AM headlinejuice Sir, please help bring my situation to @realDonaldTrump attention. Have neuralink implant, tortured for 6 years, now isolated & getting mercury 

sprayed on me. #noninvestigativesubject

8/10/2019 4:08:00 AM headlinejuice @99openminds has done videos exploring this.

8/10/2019 4:18:56 AM jvan125 That handle doesn’t exist 🤔. Do you know their YT channel?

8/10/2019 4:35:08 AM proudamerica4 So this is why the fbi day they can’t unlock the Ohio shooters cell

8/10/2019 4:35:46 AM saver706 Who is now on Majestic 12? Is Donald Trump in Majestic12? :) Who is leadr od Space Force? Donald Trump? Yes? Is Donald Trump in Majestic 12? Yes? 

:)

8/10/2019 4:41:49 AM ukjay17 This has long been known, it wasn't the Lolita Express  plane either, he hitched a lift back to NY its been in the public records for a long time. Sad really 

when there are so many other details that have been made public they need to find something about Trump

8/10/2019 4:42:38 AM myfanwy_72 Their armoury is being depleted?

8/10/2019 4:45:57 AM usss_211 That's TRILLIONS Kids!

8/10/2019 4:46:51 AM usss_211 Cancel and start over!

8/10/2019 4:56:13 AM sheilas11  pic.twitter.com/JPcPcnnT4S

8/10/2019 5:08:46 AM headlinejuice 99openmind

8/10/2019 5:11:17 AM jvan125 I tried that too...did twatter drop them?! pic.twitter.com/1ymrUozSWJ

8/10/2019 5:11:39 AM anneolsen43 Replies only

8/10/2019 5:11:44 AM elfantscott Don’t think the federal reserve existed during Lincoln?

8/10/2019 5:13:54 AM anneolsen43 Thank you

8/10/2019 5:19:06 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/JLDwLjhT8D

8/10/2019 5:22:13 AM coachdadu IG report

8/10/2019 5:28:00 AM headlinejuice No — I am@sorry! 99freemind or 99freeminds

8/10/2019 5:28:14 AM aspennmax64_l Sh!t. 😑

8/10/2019 5:34:07 AM kvitalone Holy mother of a loaded outfit, to the max! 

This is most surprising info I've read on  Epstein's Madam. 👀

8/10/2019 5:47:19 AM houdini481 Half the people in that Walmart should have been arms come on now it's Texas

8/10/2019 5:49:27 AM chellguidry1 They were part of it.

8/10/2019 5:53:43 AM deplorabldamsel Everything Neon says I take with a big old grain of salt!  He's profiting from the Q movement by selling mech and a book...that should be your red flag, 

people!  Not saying he doesn't have good info, but still...THINK FOR YOURSELVES!!

8/10/2019 6:04:37 AM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/10/2019 6:12:43 AM teamsterr07 So now he's apparently dead of suicide....now what?!

8/10/2019 6:12:54 AM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://abcnews.go.com/US/jeffrey-epstein-accused-sex-trafficker-dies-suicide-officials/story?id=64881684 …

8/10/2019 6:13:14 AM sterkinglights1 This changes nothing.

8/10/2019 6:14:49 AM patriotforhim  pic.twitter.com/HM4WgHlvw2

8/10/2019 6:20:45 AM richard07759712 Is that like a reverse Boom... it’s not our Boom, but it’s a boom and they did it to themselves and it (boom)eranged

8/10/2019 6:20:52 AM syrrah2 So now what????  They dismantled Q -got Epstein.  Now what???

8/10/2019 6:21:01 AM covertress Was Epstein 187?

8/10/2019 6:21:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 187

8/10/2019 6:21:18 AM anneolsen43 Tunnel... 5:5

8/10/2019 6:21:30 AM djlok 5:5

8/10/2019 6:21:37 AM jlundr According to plan?

8/10/2019 6:21:37 AM jvan125 Of course. Do we still ‘have it all’? 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/10/2019 6:21:40 AM libertyspring99 For fucks sake! 🤬

8/10/2019 6:21:53 AM papadocdolo Who

8/10/2019 6:22:00 AM freestateojones By + or - forces? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1160176440605851650?s=19 …

8/10/2019 6:22:01 AM muddybumper78 Epstein 🤡🤔

#ClintonBodyCount

8/10/2019 6:22:03 AM scotty41571 Thankfully the ball had already started rolling. This is going to get worse.

8/10/2019 6:22:09 AM toni848toni I noticed Bill Clinton tweeted this morning? He hardly ever tweets! Hum 🤔

8/10/2019 6:22:16 AM linacovfefe Of course- we didn’t doubt that for one second...

8/10/2019 6:22:37 AM iluvkayakingtoo And how the hell was that allowed to happen?

8/10/2019 6:22:47 AM rev_mel  pic.twitter.com/1hSECfKj4p

8/10/2019 6:22:49 AM jerrymurphy1212  pic.twitter.com/dm0e8QOXze

8/10/2019 6:23:00 AM speaakn Yep!

8/10/2019 6:23:16 AM terran_sol  https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1160177267693314048?s=19 …

8/10/2019 6:23:20 AM trickydude77 epstein

8/10/2019 6:23:21 AM kerrywest53 Surely the prison knew this was likely. Why was he not under close guard. Something this important??

8/10/2019 6:23:21 AM mwannahockalugi Yep. Prisoners on suicide watch have eyes on them 24/7.

8/10/2019 6:23:26 AM equipment79 Eipstein

8/10/2019 6:23:29 AM richard07759712 Injecting humor

8/10/2019 6:23:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 He pleaded NOT GUILTY.

Do innocent people commit suicide before their trial?

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinSuicide 

We knew this day would come.

Trust the plan.

MILITARY TRIBUNALS.

8/10/2019 6:23:44 AM herbrusselljr This pisses me off so much. Yes, he deserved the death penalty but not before he named all the criminals. How convenient for some. The lengths that 

(((these))) people will go to, to hide their crimes is absolutely appalling. SMH. SMDH.



8/10/2019 6:23:48 AM unclebob001 Thanks for the answer, Dan...:)

8/10/2019 6:23:52 AM richard07759712 Who

8/10/2019 6:23:58 AM aprilbrown99 5:5

8/10/2019 6:24:08 AM needheadcoach People grow impatient

8/10/2019 6:24:10 AM 1_decided_voter Will THIS stop what is coming?

8/10/2019 6:24:20 AM qrabitt Imagine that #ClintonBodyCount #PanicInDC https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/10/jeffrey-epstein-dead-prison-report-latest …

8/10/2019 6:24:21 AM equipment79 I hope they got everything from him that is needed

8/10/2019 6:24:56 AM cdale_dog They better MJ, I’m PO’d right now.

8/10/2019 6:25:01 AM chew_soap Not like that is going to be enough to erase his name from history.

8/10/2019 6:25:03 AM sloangidding  https://abcnews.go.com/US/jeffrey-epstein-accused-sex-trafficker-dies-suicide-officials/story?id=64881684 …

8/10/2019 6:25:08 AM aprilbrown99 Is there proof that he is really 187 or is this a cover?

8/10/2019 6:25:11 AM sparkleloung VERY IMPATIENT, indeed pic.twitter.com/oHXTYVIR5v

8/10/2019 6:25:17 AM _chelseaproject I'm confused. Why was he in any place the cabal could possibly get to him? Or maybe this is a ruse to get cabal chatter.

8/10/2019 6:25:24 AM _17patriot_ What now?! Do they still move forward in charging these evil pedos? Or thats a wrap, DS wins?

8/10/2019 6:25:30 AM linacovfefe The pedo, #Epstein - major liability to the cabal, as he was naming (famous) names- he had to go...

#Arkanicide

8/10/2019 6:25:41 AM kssroberts "Friends" in high places, did anyone really think he was going to be allowed to testify??

8/10/2019 6:25:51 AM geekydaddy64 ... is now in the Federal witness protection program ;-)

8/10/2019 6:25:59 AM cloudwalker2019 Theories say he was a C_A clown....  I wonder if this is real or something we're "supposed" to believe.  They said someone that 'looked" like Epstein 

was rolled out on gurney at 7:30 then taken to hospital by ambulance....

8/10/2019 6:26:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bad actors needed him to be silenced to protect themselves in open court.

NSA has it all.

MILITARY TRIBUNALS mean USA can use NSA data for its case.

These people are stupid.

8/10/2019 6:26:23 AM carolleveski We have Everything 👊🇺🇸

8/10/2019 6:26:37 AM richard07759712 How

8/10/2019 6:26:40 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160180535131590656?s=20 …

8/10/2019 6:26:45 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160180535131590656?s=20 …

8/10/2019 6:26:51 AM whatsmypw *knew

8/10/2019 6:26:52 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160180535131590656?s=20 …

8/10/2019 6:26:55 AM thetruthforce  pic.twitter.com/QQ8wm7Bo9m

8/10/2019 6:27:08 AM _chelseaproject Right but how could white hats let this happen?

8/10/2019 6:27:42 AM gospic66 This doesn’t change anything . The evidence they have that put him there didn’t die with him . He , or someone, just expedited his inevitable fate .

8/10/2019 6:27:45 AM 4realdjsdream Before any tribunals there has to start bring arrests and actual actions taken against big names otherwise this happens and gives time for no action 

taken if dems get power back... too many big names delaying actions of arrests and this buys time so no tribunals ever happen ..sad

8/10/2019 6:27:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Even if he was, which we are stating he is not, it would not change anything.

Or would it?

With him out of the way, it actually makes tribunals easier.

8/10/2019 6:28:00 AM garypre62441595 Now will this hinder in anyway the justice for all as in those connected like ex presidents,royalty an other high profile names.Also is the speed of the 

plan still x5 or does it slow the plan down?

8/10/2019 6:28:16 AM aprilbrown99 This doesn’t resonate with me.

8/10/2019 6:28:20 AM madrummy3 Probably a “cover” to move him to a secure location at GITMO.

8/10/2019 6:28:21 AM samwyman3  pic.twitter.com/GsYnOEsk8x

8/10/2019 6:28:29 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1160180487652020232?s=19 …

8/10/2019 6:28:30 AM jbvs2016 Yep I don’t believe it. Faking his death, gives all the Pedos, a way out/relief/  🤷♀️🤔

8/10/2019 6:28:39 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160180535131590656?s=20 …

8/10/2019 6:28:47 AM pfc1975 Watch the entire correctional facility staff that was on site for instant lifestyle change. MONEY CHANGED HANDS.

8/10/2019 6:28:56 AM kamil61289009 He is the most important witness in this world. Do you believe that WH would let this to happen?

8/10/2019 6:29:09 AM ygwiryn Watchers need to be investigated!!

8/10/2019 6:29:29 AM oceans171 You’re kidding?

8/10/2019 6:29:33 AM herbrusselljr I pray we do Patriot. I pray we do.

8/10/2019 6:29:42 AM jafo2u Exactly!

8/10/2019 6:29:51 AM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gm5fVx8vbu0 …

8/10/2019 6:29:54 AM cylantjustice There better be..

The consequences, if these people are not brought to Justice, is unthinkable.

8/10/2019 6:30:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, Hitler died the same way.

8/10/2019 6:30:16 AM oceans171 I’m not sure I like this movie anymore.

8/10/2019 6:30:32 AM emilyoakley6 IDN if he is dead or moved to a secure location

8/10/2019 6:30:32 AM negup014 Exactly

8/10/2019 6:30:38 AM imcrookid Died???

8/10/2019 6:30:44 AM cryptogamer11 Got it!!!

8/10/2019 6:30:45 AM pfc1975 His death is indeed part of the plan. White hats have all they need. Maxwell better be next.

8/10/2019 6:30:51 AM mindymaucelli So what do you really think happened?

8/10/2019 6:30:59 AM jeannieatcf Did Hitler die?  Did Epstein die?

8/10/2019 6:31:00 AM aprilbrown99 5:5

8/10/2019 6:31:04 AM iluvkayakingtoo Certainly another possibility.

8/10/2019 6:31:05 AM girlawakeinca Fake death & extradited?

8/10/2019 6:31:06 AM gospic66 I’d say more likely than suicide .

8/10/2019 6:31:13 AM deplorabldamsel "Died" you mean?🤔

8/10/2019 6:31:15 AM trumps_all Is this part of “the plan” or did this shit just take a whole different direction

8/10/2019 6:31:22 AM papadocdolo Yeah so they say sounds fake news

8/10/2019 6:31:22 AM needheadcoach Hmm

8/10/2019 6:31:48 AM emilyoakley6 That is why I don't BELIEVE this.

8/10/2019 6:31:48 AM libertyspring99 Are you even serious? How many layers, fake outs and double crosses are there? 🤯

8/10/2019 6:31:52 AM jerrymurphy1212  pic.twitter.com/Iq3u6PcUVj

8/10/2019 6:32:01 AM _chelseaproject And then lived out his remaining years in Argentina... Hmm.

8/10/2019 6:32:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 "The Clintons are criminals, remember that. This is well documented and the establishment that protects them has engaged in a massive coverup of 

widespread criminal activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the Clinton ins power." - 45 

pic.twitter.com/Y4Sk1Y1Up1

8/10/2019 6:32:10 AM seywerd137 🤔

8/10/2019 6:32:15 AM sleky19 Hitler ➡️ Argentina



8/10/2019 6:32:21 AM aprilbrown99 I trust the plan and I am very grateful for everything that you, our President and the military are doing. 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

8/10/2019 6:32:24 AM teamsterr07 White hats better be all over this! Enough is enough already.

8/10/2019 6:32:34 AM girlawakeinca This is good news. Let the truth prevail. 💫

8/10/2019 6:32:51 AM pleiadianshaman Is this moving the collective attention from “shootings” to #UnsealEpstein ?

8/10/2019 6:32:51 AM freestateojones This tweet is excellent. pic.twitter.com/FLpFyHUVnH

8/10/2019 6:33:01 AM richard07759712 [187] today, yesterday “Nice work, now we can move on”

@AKA_RealDirty

@AllahUniversal

@love4thegameAK

8/10/2019 6:33:05 AM covertress died?

has Epstein been secretly moved? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476047206080514?s=19 …

8/10/2019 6:33:32 AM meowsef420 It’s all unraveling.. pic.twitter.com/lNapbZpiQ7

8/10/2019 6:34:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust the plan.

Patriots are in control.

MILITARY TRIBUNALS.

8/10/2019 6:34:16 AM zombiebaitmaid1 We are all wondering this.

8/10/2019 6:34:30 AM richard07759712 Good | he got edged out

8/10/2019 6:34:48 AM aprilbrown99 YES!!!  👍👍👍

8/10/2019 6:34:48 AM taitai78787 This is my theory https://twitter.com/taitai78787/status/1160180602986909701?s=21 …

8/10/2019 6:35:18 AM highhopesusa Epstein in Gitmo?

8/10/2019 6:35:41 AM teamsterr07 So....trying to reconcile this bc I feel blinded by anger....perhaps this 'suicide' will lead to an investigation  of the prison and then who gave the orders?

8/10/2019 6:35:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why are known pedophiles in Congress seeking to impeach Justice Brett Kavanaugh?

#UnsealEpstein = #EpsteinSuicide 

Jeffrey Epstein will take half of Washington down with him.

MILITARY TRIBUNALS

8/10/2019 6:36:14 AM 4realdjsdream If they are crimnals and well documented then arrest and charge but never done why becauae deep state and delays ...no action will ever be taken 

against them since this always happens deep state is not just usa but international..wake up ...justice is not what we think anymore

8/10/2019 6:36:24 AM 67whb Indeed.

8/10/2019 6:36:24 AM richard07759712 Got it

8/10/2019 6:36:31 AM richard07759712 Noise

8/10/2019 6:36:33 AM 6b1222t That’ll be a little tough to do from the grave. 😊

8/10/2019 6:36:48 AM trumps_all Is he still alive, was this a head fake to watch the pedos reaction?

8/10/2019 6:36:51 AM madrabbit917 So, they had to bring him in and have a trial so they could reveal the info they already had? To make it all acceptable to the public?

8/10/2019 6:36:53 AM papadocdolo How many times have we heard em say we can hear you breathe with the surveillance they got nowadays and this guy gets killed doesn't add up too 

much technology for this guy to just get whacked that easy sometimes I feel like we're being played

8/10/2019 6:36:56 AM garypre62441595 Also brought me to think about where is RBG...

8/10/2019 6:36:59 AM hackenburg_ Let's see some proof. Or are we just going to be told that he's dead like we were with Bin Laden being buried "at sea"? There's so much we don't get 

told.

8/10/2019 6:37:01 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/3z5yvxDX9z

8/10/2019 6:37:17 AM aprilbrown99 MAKE IT RAIN ON THE DS!!! pic.twitter.com/XbHCc5n0t0

8/10/2019 6:37:24 AM djlok Because he won't have any problem ridding society of this mess.

8/10/2019 6:37:33 AM ingridgeorge Will he pop up at GITMO?

8/10/2019 6:37:43 AM gemmagemimi 🤔🤔🤔 

He isn't really PC'ed up somewhere is he? 

In holding so he can bring down the Clinton's and more?

8/10/2019 6:38:08 AM kchiki I thought the same thing. 🤞

8/10/2019 6:38:09 AM girlawakeinca Brilliantly played 💫

8/10/2019 6:38:35 AM gemmagemimi "[JE] will take..." Almost as if he's still alive

8/10/2019 6:38:37 AM n7guardiananon I love how fast and efficient these military tribunals run!

Thank you! 

o7

8/10/2019 6:38:51 AM 3rdeyeview55 So what is it? A la Hitler or 187? You're saying both.🤔🤷🏼♀️

8/10/2019 6:39:16 AM kosinuss66 We needed his testimony

8/10/2019 6:39:33 AM gi6stars FOX NEWS SAYS Epstein committed suicide!!!???

8/10/2019 6:39:44 AM redslegacy2 No.

8/10/2019 6:39:52 AM ggolders Agree. They have everything. He was no longer needed.  He must’ve already had his tribunal and was put to death. No Named/Bushed. 

#NothingCanStopWhatIsComing

8/10/2019 6:39:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 In 2016 we informed you these events would be unfolding.

Federal Reserve

Jeffrey Epstein

Clinton Foundation

Fake News

China

Democrat Plantation

Healthcare Industry

The Great Awakening

#WWG1WGA 

We knew this day would come. It was only a question of when. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75-siCngYCc …
8/10/2019 6:40:25 AM winni31695354 I don’t think he’s dead, the Q team would never allow that to happen.  Maybe this is the best way to protect him 🤔.  Another sign that shit is about to 

hit the fan 😀 Trust the Plan 🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/10/2019 6:40:26 AM robblex2 Witness protection program.

8/10/2019 6:40:40 AM state1union It’s now!

8/10/2019 6:41:01 AM aprilbrown99 Kavanaugh is a patriot!

8/10/2019 6:41:01 AM sailorpractical One thing is sure, his family won’t be having an open coffin.

8/10/2019 6:41:26 AM girlawakeinca We are with you all the way. 💫 pic.twitter.com/cyPd9qjVd0

8/10/2019 6:41:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will Jack spike Epstein from trending today?

8/10/2019 6:42:02 AM chew_soap This is the first thing I thought of

8/10/2019 6:42:11 AM jvan125 #JackIsWhack

8/10/2019 6:42:32 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/cNSGKe8xG3



8/10/2019 6:42:33 AM 6b1222t Too late. Plus. They gotta have their party. This is celebration time. They’re off the hook.

8/10/2019 6:42:42 AM mariazak18 Didn’t you here, he suicide himself apparently 🤷♀️

8/10/2019 6:42:43 AM girlawakeinca Surreal isn’t it?

8/10/2019 6:42:52 AM djlok And boy, you were right on the money. I'd love to see how you did that!

8/10/2019 6:42:57 AM taitai78787 Twitter is going crazy in the last ½ hour

8/10/2019 6:43:02 AM marengretired Won't happen now He is FWE! pic.twitter.com/fPsson5bLN

8/10/2019 6:43:07 AM chanclan82 There’s no way. Well there is but it would have to be very dishonest. @jack wouldn’t do that would he?

8/10/2019 6:43:17 AM linnyt7 Good question. Bet they’re conflicted.

8/10/2019 6:43:24 AM aprilbrown99 Debbie your on 🔥 with the memes today!  👍👍👍

8/10/2019 6:43:39 AM realmagapup  pic.twitter.com/T1GhfyWn5o

8/10/2019 6:43:41 AM vintagesquirrel Actually, no. The liberals are pissed he's dead. They thought he was going to bring down Trump. 😂

8/10/2019 6:44:05 AM justspacystacie How has justice been served when the pedos are still free to pedo? Come on, yall. Trusting the plan has gotten everyone back to square one. 🙁 No 

one is coming to save us. It is up to us.

8/10/2019 6:44:56 AM kimbrussell I’m already seeing a bunch of tweets being “no longer available” when trying to RT..

8/10/2019 6:45:17 AM lisat8832 Epstein is dead

8/10/2019 6:45:30 AM girlawakeinca Thanks, but it’s not me. Recently they’ve been arriving in my feed just before something breaks. I’ve been compelled to RT. Synchronicity 💫🙏🌎

8/10/2019 6:45:44 AM samuelranselmo1 Damm ... didn't know that you had a YouTube channel... Got you 👍 now.

8/10/2019 6:46:04 AM like_neo I love this speech! WWG1WGA!

8/10/2019 6:46:07 AM listenshhh1 But where is Epstein hiding??

8/10/2019 6:46:45 AM ashleyw72096520 Hope your right

8/10/2019 6:46:57 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/Zyz1sOxzSq

8/10/2019 6:47:01 AM bannedjay And no Q to give us crumbs.

8/10/2019 6:47:19 AM aprilbrown99 5:5

8/10/2019 6:47:31 AM madrabbit917 You mean, Epstein went to Argentina?

8/10/2019 6:47:35 AM garypre62441595 #clintonbodycount

#EpsteinSuicide

8/10/2019 6:47:36 AM houdini481 so no more Rush?

8/10/2019 6:47:41 AM girlawakeinca Keep this in the news 💫 pic.twitter.com/EvAnsk6Wtk

8/10/2019 6:48:17 AM pgosys2018 first noname and now... looks like D5 started roling

8/10/2019 6:48:30 AM teamsterr07 Perhaps we should check Argentina? I hear that's where Hitler spent the remainder of his days.

8/10/2019 6:48:33 AM lightworkercain "Suicide" pic.twitter.com/T5eXeblypr

8/10/2019 6:48:50 AM sergii_ii Didn't he die in Argentina in 1997?

8/10/2019 6:48:52 AM geekydaddy64 Disinformation is ...

 Ever been in a jail cell? Not many options.

8/10/2019 6:49:06 AM emilyoakley6 Im5 guessing there were too many attempts and they made this up to move him.  Thoughts?

8/10/2019 6:49:21 AM kestrels_nest They should drive a steak through that monster just in case.

8/10/2019 6:49:22 AM richard07759712 Or a Snowball rolling down the mountain | Avalanche!

8/10/2019 6:49:32 AM headlinejuice But it ends the talk & digging.

8/10/2019 6:50:03 AM headlinejuice Maybe there are no white hats.

8/10/2019 6:50:10 AM philosartist They have an app for that. Pre-written algorithms with drop-in variables to block to keep the Leftist lies at the top of the narrative.

8/10/2019 6:50:26 AM mclanelfn  https://twitter.com/mclanelfn/status/1160180186639491072 …

8/10/2019 6:50:27 AM richard07759712 Military Tribunals are different than Civilian Court.

8/10/2019 6:50:36 AM pixiesdorule He just KILLED himself!???

8/10/2019 6:50:49 AM declofindep I hope so

8/10/2019 6:50:51 AM kestrels_nest High value prisoner. Why didn't they have someone guarding him 24/7? No sense.

8/10/2019 6:51:39 AM pixiesdorule  https://mol.im/a/7344181 

8/10/2019 6:51:53 AM michael81972 Future proves past👍🏻 Thank you

8/10/2019 6:51:54 AM jvan125 It’s true...but they’re probably going to spin it like POTUS took him out because of it. 🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️

8/10/2019 6:52:07 AM allahuniversal "Died" pic.twitter.com/yDLsDQvhqL

8/10/2019 6:52:24 AM ohmsrighteous If the Orange Man Bad NPC crowd could for one minute be honest w themselves they would see we are all in this together and POTUS doing this for 

EVERYONE.

Thankyou  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 TS_

People need to see this again and again!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160184010691272704 …

8/10/2019 6:52:26 AM lightlifeb Prob not, if potus is superprotectes att woukdnt this guy be...that Will take down the C***l

8/10/2019 6:53:02 AM pgosys2018 what would interest me, was it a body double maybe 🤔🤔🤔

8/10/2019 6:53:08 AM dianabardsley he is dead!

8/10/2019 6:53:09 AM jujusfurrykids Moved to Gitmo?

8/10/2019 6:53:21 AM gi6stars It already IS

8/10/2019 6:53:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Schadenfreude pic.twitter.com/BXSGRSb2q2

8/10/2019 6:53:53 AM lwrattail 🍿🍿🍿🍿

8/10/2019 6:54:05 AM jvan125 😲

8/10/2019 6:54:17 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/YDUeqhHUyD

8/10/2019 6:54:18 AM richard07759712 That is a good question, but [187] is well, [187] | we have it all, it’s a matter of Innocent, until proven guilty |  it’s 5D chess >> is-be tells me we can be 

comfy

8/10/2019 6:54:19 AM truthseeker273 Good for you Mama. When my kid got measles from the MMR, we stopped vaccinating.

8/10/2019 6:54:23 AM anneolsen43 Awakening ? pic.twitter.com/dy03PFszmn

8/10/2019 6:54:37 AM jaidynrod_ Top ten on my trending pic.twitter.com/GVNYAdTjhS

8/10/2019 6:54:38 AM cylantjustice Not far away. 😉

8/10/2019 6:54:51 AM chadmcgregory 🙄

8/10/2019 6:54:52 AM my2sonznme Not hardly. All the docs dropped yesterday. Hello Chandler et all

8/10/2019 6:54:55 AM vintagesquirrel I think MJ means released from his role in this play.

8/10/2019 6:55:01 AM allahuniversal You're right, it doesn't make sense. Death as a cover story makes sense. The stage was already set with the previous "suicide attempt"

8/10/2019 6:55:06 AM ashleylashlee EPSTIEN found DEAD

8/10/2019 6:55:45 AM thestormpatriot In Argentina 9 years later?

8/10/2019 6:56:12 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/2AeLQSmuBz

8/10/2019 6:56:22 AM cemgtr Nothing can stop whats coming. TRUST THE PLAN ALWAYS

8/10/2019 6:56:32 AM richard07759712 The keystone opened | now we use that to dig further.... iceberg

8/10/2019 6:56:35 AM aprilbrown99 Yes!  The focus goes back to where it should be and not on stupid crap. pic.twitter.com/dKN9mAT0HA

8/10/2019 6:56:43 AM truthseeker273 My pediatrician had this happen to one of his patients. That child had permanent paralysis from the vaccine.

8/10/2019 6:56:50 AM kestrels_nest You can't make this shit up, I tell ya.

8/10/2019 6:56:50 AM thestormpatriot Exactly, this doesn’t make sense.



8/10/2019 6:57:03 AM emilyoakley6 Maybe they did in the arrest.  This could be disinformation to keep the DS off track.  From the beginning.

8/10/2019 6:57:07 AM headlinejuice No trial; no coverage. No one has been arrested. Where is Ray Chandler?

8/10/2019 6:57:18 AM truthseeker273 I’ve heard this as well.

8/10/2019 6:57:23 AM macd51317141 He'd already talked anyway, they have it all.

8/10/2019 6:57:37 AM vintagesquirrel Neither. Hitler didn't die until much later.

8/10/2019 6:58:02 AM j36skn57jqymbky Where is justice?  Thus world is so dark! I can’t take it

8/10/2019 6:58:09 AM richard07759712 Tic toc

8/10/2019 6:58:17 AM kestrels_nest Either the white hats moved him or the DS got to him. Who knows, maybe the devil himself offed him.

8/10/2019 6:58:36 AM truthseeker273 And you waited until now to come forward with this info. I think not.

8/10/2019 6:59:01 AM y2peace #JeffreyEpstein worked for #Israel's Mossad to trap powerful men in order to blackmail them for the benefit of the #Zionist state and #Zionists and 

#Jews in general. All the people around him and connected to his child-trafficking ring were Israelis or Jews or both.

8/10/2019 6:59:07 AM richard07759712 Thank you

8/10/2019 6:59:16 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4Uj3zitETs4 

8/10/2019 6:59:19 AM jvan125 I think today is the perfect day to spend outside enjoying nature. I have had the TV off all week and it’s been amazing. Now to start weening from the 

phone...🥴🥴🥴 #

8/10/2019 6:59:33 AM theraphinj Chills

Gave me chills just reading this

🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸💪🏻🤜🏻💥💥💥

8/10/2019 6:59:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd Share what you know? Cause I'm bumfuzzled...

8/10/2019 6:59:46 AM allahuniversal Even BBC has 'found dead in cell' in quotes.

Which could also be read "found dead incel", huh?

Nice comms @BBCBreaking

8/10/2019 7:00:08 AM gunsoffrank @Navymom⚓

Epstein commited crimes against humanity and comitted treason.  He was certainly eligible to stand trial as a private citizen in a military tribunal.

Art of War, misdirection seems appropriate.

How long do those trials last?

8/10/2019 7:00:16 AM nunc_veritas777 He is.

8/10/2019 7:00:39 AM michael81972 Keep head on a swivel everywhere we go...Im sure many days are coming with an attempted narrative change...See something say something

8/10/2019 7:00:50 AM state1union They’ve had it all for years

8/10/2019 7:00:56 AM liltilgerlil I see. The 5 years deal to roll over and go into hiding! Make sense now.

8/10/2019 7:01:20 AM terran_sol The BBC are fascist bootlickers!

8/10/2019 7:01:24 AM dshepherdtrump GITMO?

If Suicide, there should be 24 hr watch on him, Video?

8/10/2019 7:01:36 AM liltilgerlil Witness protection?

8/10/2019 7:01:52 AM allahuniversal #EpsteinSuicide = "Suicide Weekend"?

8/10/2019 7:02:00 AM richard07759712 We gave them the path and they took it.   Now we have it all and new evidence [them - they took him out]. 

But earlier you shared Tribune 

Which

8/10/2019 7:02:02 AM rawphonegirl Oh lordy,  please let suicide= witness protection!!!

8/10/2019 7:02:13 AM 3rdeyeview55 That's what I meant. I believe MJ was inferring the same. Was JE taken away or arkancided/187? That's the question.

8/10/2019 7:02:22 AM rivegauche39 What’s 187 plz ?

8/10/2019 7:02:32 AM wearethenews1 He’s dead.

8/10/2019 7:02:38 AM sterkinglights1 So far fppyall  u r loved limitlessly.

8/10/2019 7:02:46 AM easteden9  pic.twitter.com/UiljgAUNkH

8/10/2019 7:02:49 AM emilyoakley6 Agreed

Maybe they don't need his testimony since they found all his records.

8/10/2019 7:03:05 AM flygirl33684011 I know what you mean.. too hot here today to go outside.. heat index of 112-114 in Ok. 🥵.  I’ve held off cleaning out my closet for too long. Going to 

take everything out & start over. Great day for it. 

😖😫😣

8/10/2019 7:03:20 AM vintagesquirrel Oh, sorry. I'm started to think he was whisked away.

8/10/2019 7:03:56 AM starehope Nothing can stop what is coming!

We have it all! pic.twitter.com/FW80WKoi58

8/10/2019 7:04:03 AM syrrah2 #ClintonBodyCount

8/10/2019 7:04:11 AM seeker229 My question for you is why 8/10?

8/10/2019 7:04:30 AM my2sonznme I will be pissed. He should be dead! Just not the easy way, I was hoping for slow torture!!!! Those poor innocent childrens souls

8/10/2019 7:04:42 AM paula84059427 I do Trust the Plan,  do you mind that I'm still pissed off!

8/10/2019 7:04:52 AM allahuniversal If I has half the writing skills of the script playing the last few years...

8/10/2019 7:05:03 AM vintagesquirrel I despise Rush. Now I know why their music disturbs me so.

8/10/2019 7:05:04 AM my2sonznme Exactly

8/10/2019 7:05:29 AM richard07759712 Not on our Watch...

8/10/2019 7:05:43 AM allahuniversal Hitler allegedly committed suicide.

Hitler was later seen in Argentina.

8/10/2019 7:05:57 AM richard07759712 Evidence for @realDonaldTrump

8/10/2019 7:06:16 AM b00buuuu Expect lots of freak accidents to happen to the victims (like Las Vegas)

8/10/2019 7:06:25 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476047206080514?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:06:27 AM liltilgerlil Well we never believe them anyway. They push an Agenda. See something say something. I feel this will just ramp up the left.

8/10/2019 7:07:12 AM richard07759712 That’s 1 for 17☝️= 18 which = 9

.... guessing

8/10/2019 7:07:19 AM kestrels_nest I know. These are some interesting, fantastical and enigmatic times we're living in.

8/10/2019 7:08:40 AM richard07759712 Time to Meme Anons!

8/10/2019 7:09:01 AM 3rdeyeview55 I'm thinking that too. Witness protection possibly. Also, this happened last night? Really? I think his dispatch (live or dead) happened days ago, perhaps

 during those power outages.🤷🏼♀️Does anyone think we peons get news of what's actually happening? 😕

8/10/2019 7:09:42 AM zagnett Does the neighbor's cat s#it in my yard? 🙄🧐😉

8/10/2019 7:10:03 AM liltilgerlil Oh speaking some truths. They hate that



8/10/2019 7:10:06 AM richard07759712 Hallelujah!  💥

8/10/2019 7:10:19 AM das100000 Double shots of Adrenochrome all around in certain circles now.

8/10/2019 7:10:27 AM vintagesquirrel It's just a plot twist. Males the movie that much more interesting, I think.

8/10/2019 7:10:27 AM liltilgerlil Yes I saw that. Lots of names.

8/10/2019 7:11:08 AM seeker229 Hmmm 122hz?

How does an employ learn to fly a plane? pic.twitter.com/GIRxynKGJh

8/10/2019 7:11:24 AM leslieau7 Saw that

8/10/2019 7:11:29 AM dragonflyglitta I thought President Trump declassified everything last night

8/10/2019 7:11:43 AM richard07759712 ThanQ

8/10/2019 7:11:44 AM unidentifiedta1 We needed him alive. This is a major loss.

8/10/2019 7:12:00 AM flubbynutty  pic.twitter.com/fh5F54mSPn

8/10/2019 7:12:01 AM seeker229 Found that 117 for ya pic.twitter.com/SgF5TuPQGk

8/10/2019 7:12:06 AM liltilgerlil Right. Top trending all over, Epstein. Brings eyes to subject, red pill of the century

8/10/2019 7:12:25 AM dragonflyglitta I mean is it possible that he was sentenced to death?? Didn’t President Trump say that military tribunals for people who commit crimes against 

children would be very fast and they would be put to death

8/10/2019 7:12:27 AM allahuniversal Far from over. 1 million + documents, pics, videos, etc. won't just sit and collect dust

8/10/2019 7:12:30 AM richard07759712 M

K

U’d

8/10/2019 7:13:07 AM terran_sol Indeed.

8/10/2019 7:13:11 AM fornodan Faked death and taken away to safety?

8/10/2019 7:13:17 AM lmills0831 😱

8/10/2019 7:13:30 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/mT2F8RjHNt

8/10/2019 7:13:36 AM richard07759712 7:11

8/10/2019 7:13:38 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/B7lSSg4keQ

8/10/2019 7:14:04 AM liltilgerlil It smells! How do you get eyes on something the cabal wants to hide?

8/10/2019 7:14:07 AM seeker229 13

8/10/2019 7:14:40 AM dragonflyglitta One less major pedophile who commits horrible crimes against children walks this earth today. Have faith the rest will get justice. Hang in there I know 

it doesn’t make sense right now but there will be justice

8/10/2019 7:15:27 AM liltilgerlil And all this on a Saturday. When people are usually off work with more time to look.

8/10/2019 7:15:29 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/vQKu51Rkfn

8/10/2019 7:15:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 #EpsteinFiles

#ClintonBodyCount 

"Suicide"

READ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476009176301570 …

8/10/2019 7:15:32 AM smecaskey Epstein found dead from hanging....everyone knew it was gonna happen.

8/10/2019 7:15:41 AM oliheck FED and it’s 12 smaller State Feds first, BIS then!

8/10/2019 7:15:46 AM girlawakeinca It’s ok if Jack spikes. We now know what to do. Thank you 💫👍 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/QCSzeVVt7b

8/10/2019 7:15:56 AM headlinejuice All the docs did not drop yesterday.

8/10/2019 7:16:08 AM cathydarlene1 WTH, EPSTIEN DEAD?? NOW WHATS THE "PLAN". I AM SICK OF "ENJOY THE SHOW". I WILL ENJOY ARRESTS. 

GIVE US SOME DAMN RESULTS FOR A CHANGE. 

THIS IS ALL BS.

8/10/2019 7:16:21 AM richzen2 So he is not actually “dead”?

8/10/2019 7:16:29 AM 45harisonharold Working in the behind the scenes,  he knows were bodies are buried as well brilliant if true. pic.twitter.com/J4VquEkYPV

8/10/2019 7:17:15 AM liltilgerlil Yup, twitter removed the one but they can’t stop it.

8/10/2019 7:17:33 AM cathydarlene1 THIS IS 2019. 

NOT 1941.

8/10/2019 7:17:41 AM thelynchtone The criminal activities of the OSS-CIA have been going on a very ling time. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/aug/19/cia-admits-role-1953-

iranian-coup …

8/10/2019 7:17:46 AM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/nSpmKjOauC

8/10/2019 7:18:25 AM joinna6 Wtf?   So how do we #unsealepstein now?

8/10/2019 7:18:46 AM girlawakeinca Just like clockwork. Let’s keep it relevant 😃💫 pic.twitter.com/c2AqSaQhrf

8/10/2019 7:19:27 AM frznshrew They already have all the info and witness testimony from him. He was most likely executed by military tribunal. The news only reports what they are 

told.

8/10/2019 7:20:22 AM cathydarlene1 WHAT? ARE WE TALKING CARTOONS NOW?

8/10/2019 7:20:43 AM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/BmbaXO0vKQ

8/10/2019 7:21:12 AM lorieve Scripture describes them as, "without natural affection".  One isn't born this way.

8/10/2019 7:21:25 AM gi6stars Hell NO

8/10/2019 7:21:44 AM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/Kn2W0CQXfj

8/10/2019 7:21:48 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/sNVuVWbPR1

8/10/2019 7:21:54 AM j36skn57jqymbky Thank you!  I feel so hopeless

8/10/2019 7:21:54 AM frznshrew Or military tribunals already happened and he was executed. They already had all the intel, he doesn’t need to be alive, his testimony has already been 

taken. Many believe he was moved to gitmo for military tribunals during the blackout.

8/10/2019 7:21:57 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/LevineJonathan/status/1160187618971308034?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:22:03 AM marylouathome Not sure I believe it. Maybe it’s a set up to make believe to protect him from those trying to kill him or maybe he made a deal that makes it appear he 

is dead so he won’t be killed

8/10/2019 7:22:33 AM scotthuber I've been reading about IS-BEs for about a year now. This is some intriguing stuff! I'm open to hearing more about it after this thread!

8/10/2019 7:22:43 AM orbital_pi  pic.twitter.com/0785RrFBud

8/10/2019 7:22:50 AM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals 

created by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/10/2019 7:23:01 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/LevineJonathan/status/1160187618971308034?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:24:09 AM iamsteph2017 My thought Exactly !

8/10/2019 7:24:41 AM joinna6 Still maybe a "deepfake" death..  but we need to #UnsealEpstein

8/10/2019 7:24:53 AM liltilgerlil Here ya go. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/08/breaking-convicted-pedophile-jeffrey-epstein-dead/ …

8/10/2019 7:24:53 AM girlawakeinca It’s trending. Let’s keep this in the news 💫

8/10/2019 7:25:20 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/greenfield64/status/1160192823834173441?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:25:28 AM qanongroup Wheels are in motion at highest levels. The only thing required is for the public to continue trust the plan and be patient. Just because Epstein is dead 

doesn't mean everything stops. Tribunal courts are not same as civilian courts.

8/10/2019 7:25:30 AM liltilgerlil Biggest red pill of this century coming

8/10/2019 7:25:32 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/annoyedleaf/status/1160192420115406854?s=19 …



8/10/2019 7:25:37 AM threadreaderapp Hello please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals 

created by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/10/2019 7:25:49 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1160188170698469376?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:26:00 AM unlvsall  pic.twitter.com/WaLKN0MQGH

8/10/2019 7:26:01 AM girlawakeinca There’s more info a few posts down 💫👍

8/10/2019 7:26:01 AM poopscooper17 #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonCrimeFamily #WeKnow and we want Proof pic.twitter.com/1j63Vt06sg

8/10/2019 7:26:01 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/LevineJonathan/status/1160187618971308034?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:26:06 AM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/Uet1u5Bfhy

8/10/2019 7:26:19 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/EGY8acgv1v

8/10/2019 7:26:38 AM liltilgerlil Oh snap it’s late, gotta run. Will see you guys later. Hugs

8/10/2019 7:26:53 AM lawrenc16242044 Remember that his transcripts were released yesterday and they’ll expose many names. More transcripts to be released later will keep this alive. Also, 

many more victims will come out with their stories now that they’re not threatened by Epstein. Snowball effect!

8/10/2019 7:26:59 AM shikag50 He was reported dead in his cell today

8/10/2019 7:27:52 AM akven0m Hopefully to enjoy a few rounds of waterboarding.

8/10/2019 7:28:55 AM vintagesquirrel What if he was never even there? What if he's at GITMO being tried by a military tribunal?

8/10/2019 7:29:05 AM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/Foep2bD1Ve

8/10/2019 7:29:20 AM alexandercody7 That's Jewish gematria. Usually it's English except for connections to occult Jewish past. What connection could it be?

8/10/2019 7:29:28 AM shikag50 Oh, 2008. Because they wanted every world leader compromised?

8/10/2019 7:29:45 AM liltilgerlil Yes. Well know by tonight. See something say something. Dems are still campaigning this morning

8/10/2019 7:30:05 AM liltilgerlil They already did “Epstein suicide” hashtag

8/10/2019 7:30:15 AM sandytoes717 Check this out....CNN reports it was 3:30am???? pic.twitter.com/JrWzUaegXh

8/10/2019 7:30:32 AM smilyjul35 I’ve lost complete trust in any “plan!” My hope for justice is now dead!

8/10/2019 7:30:57 AM jeff57253103 Whoa!!

8/10/2019 7:31:14 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/CMAtF7wolB

8/10/2019 7:31:48 AM balenciaga90 A person of that caliber cannot be watched 24/7 by security guards? El Chapo was kept alive.

8/10/2019 7:32:37 AM alexandercody7 Connected to senator rand Paul +-10 days?

8/10/2019 7:32:43 AM jollyrob2 😁👍✨💫✨

8/10/2019 7:32:52 AM liltilgerlil Right. I remember Epstein was offered 5 years to roll over on everyone. Probably safe in witness protection.

8/10/2019 7:32:52 AM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, that's crossed my mind too. Like I said we really don't know what's going on. Those tribunals could be in full swing right now and we wouldn't 

know it.

8/10/2019 7:33:55 AM allahuniversal Noice find!

8/10/2019 7:34:03 AM ladtacarms Or did he...

8/10/2019 7:34:12 AM egelone I knew it. This is my first guess when i heard this news. So glad u can confirm it. Thanks MJ.

8/10/2019 7:35:27 AM liltilgerlil The media never tells the whole truth.

8/10/2019 7:35:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd When? Time is an illusion, we KNOW! WHEN?

PLEASE have another AMA because I know we have a lot of questions...why did you post 772? Ft Pierce, Gifford/Hobe Sound/Jensen Beach/Palm 

City/Port Salerno/Port St Lucie (angry energy yesterday), Stuart/VB...sending UL help weird energy

8/10/2019 7:35:57 AM therealonesknow You think his death was faked? In order to move him. Plastic surgery to change his face. Or is that too much?

8/10/2019 7:36:03 AM lorieve My father's family was from Bremen. Grandfather came over between world wars after his father was assassinated. I grew up being told these things 

but never have I heard it being articulated so well until reading your thread. My stomach hurts.

8/10/2019 7:36:12 AM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein happened already. Ask Bill Richardson.

8/10/2019 7:36:26 AM flgirlsbeenqd Excellent!

8/10/2019 7:36:29 AM joinna6 So "they" switched him out??  Wtf..   this is not sounding good..  the Cabal did a switch & grab???  #GainControl.. #wtf #unsealepstein  $paytriots have 

eps6.n gain a 9

8/10/2019 7:37:23 AM jimmymack82 What does the Clinton foundation have to do with it?

8/10/2019 7:37:38 AM jeff57253103 This had to involve torture and canibalism

8/10/2019 7:37:57 AM jluther88 I F'in Knew SG-1 was too close to the TRUTH... Still reading.

ThankQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!! So Much!!!

Like Bigly!

I have noticed you use 'We' a lot... 🤔🧐  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476009176301570 …

8/10/2019 7:38:02 AM liltilgerlil Your right. The media and those in power have been diverting attention from this. Now they can’t

8/10/2019 7:38:10 AM chaele3 I made you a new meme

@FoxNews

@MSNBC

@NBCNews

@HillaryClinton

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@speakprojectM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@qanon76

@CMWeeks 

@ pic.twitter.com/dm6DvHkuJt
8/10/2019 7:38:30 AM cash4questions2 The Clinton's will be happy.

8/10/2019 7:38:36 AM munro_shitposts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I noticed your use of the term     

IS-BE in this thread. Is the information contained in the book 'Alien interview' by Lawrence R Spencer real/partly real?

8/10/2019 7:39:14 AM modster99 What does that hashtag mean?

8/10/2019 7:39:39 AM joinna6 Ok .. but ....

8/10/2019 7:40:16 AM liltilgerlil You know the media hated to even report this, I’m sure. How many of them are on those logs?

8/10/2019 7:40:28 AM shadyandsharp @HonestSpy

8/10/2019 7:41:09 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinUnsealed

#EpsteinDead #EpsteinFiles #QAnon

#ClintonBodyCount #Arkancide

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum

@Jordan_Sather_ @SayWhenLA

@LisaMei62 @martingeddes pic.twitter.com/KRZtAA5x87

8/10/2019 7:41:16 AM lightlifeb How??

8/10/2019 7:41:24 AM joinna6 Trust God 1st.. the *plan* 2nd.  Both and the same?? DeepFake. For the DeepState..

8/10/2019 7:41:49 AM madrummy3 I bet Epstein is singing without the use of water🤣🤣🤣 Let the show begin!

8/10/2019 7:42:04 AM jrocktigers This one bites! Collectively , it felt as if we were inching closer to justice and now , once again, there are incalculable unknowns for those of us who 

have researched for prior 2 years and fo those of us who have fought since GHWB - NWO 92.  i can only hope this is part of plan

8/10/2019 7:42:07 AM heath_jack Executed? Military Tribunal over?



8/10/2019 7:42:09 AM lorieve I've heard the term soul scalped. But I don't think it's irreversible. So, if say someone has been "taken over" during trauma and ritual, how can we judge 

them unless they are set free and allowed to repent without being under undue influence. Bigtime forgiveness needs be.

8/10/2019 7:42:11 AM dark2light2019 Nope

8/10/2019 7:43:05 AM mynardpamela I’ve been witness to lots of dead and dying people and he does not look dead.

8/10/2019 7:44:41 AM bbobbio71 Where can we look to learn to properly use the power with in?

8/10/2019 7:44:44 AM inmatemaga Is today, that day?

8/10/2019 7:47:15 AM doylecarroll678 Just if the Clinton's think they may be implicated.

8/10/2019 7:47:25 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/10/2019 7:47:48 AM katiedi83052226 Suicide weekend?

8/10/2019 7:48:26 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1160200482058579969?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:48:49 AM starehope Possibly, but I do think he is "elsewhere".

8/10/2019 7:49:07 AM alnacho1 What? I was under the impression that Hitler shot himself.

8/10/2019 7:49:47 AM deplorablesuezq Did he get scooted off to GITMO? How does one commit Suicide if he was on watch? Also they’re not saying how he died, sounds hinkey to me.

8/10/2019 7:49:52 AM mutahroxkat7a  pic.twitter.com/htX9JoqvAW

8/10/2019 7:50:20 AM jollyrob2 For everyone to see?

8/10/2019 7:50:35 AM covertress 🧐 pic.twitter.com/q2lDIzFXik

8/10/2019 7:51:28 AM mynardpamela MJ12 participated in and or orchestrated the Plan to deceive the American public? And you’re oh so sorry for that? Trust?

8/10/2019 7:51:44 AM liltilgerlil When they report it, I always question it.

8/10/2019 7:52:43 AM countsatoshi EightSeeHotelDotNet back up???

8/10/2019 7:53:04 AM liltilgerlil The show is just getting started I think

8/10/2019 7:53:28 AM synackstatic i before e except after [C]. HOT-12 in 5 days.

8/10/2019 7:53:29 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/9EgYKyiVU6

8/10/2019 7:53:55 AM qanongroup Great read and explanation by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160192954411048960 …

8/10/2019 7:53:55 AM deplorablesuezq Exactly!!

8/10/2019 7:53:59 AM mynardpamela Planned and allowed to happen. No coincidences

8/10/2019 7:54:25 AM starehope Guard with bullet proof vest needed to remove a dead body? Overkill?

Bet plenty more bullet proof vest police were there too.

8/10/2019 7:54:33 AM dpcoforion You may not be, but I sure am!  😃

 https://dnahnoforion.home.blog/2019/04/11/act3finale/ …

8/10/2019 7:54:37 AM sergii_ii Truly Majestic

8/10/2019 7:55:10 AM janda_cefalu I don't understand how a person who has been under suicide watch since last month has access to shave.

8/10/2019 7:55:35 AM toffer_anon_369 Hitler’s death was faked by the good guys to free him from the Draco

8/10/2019 7:55:43 AM sergii_ii I think the correct term would be... he's been Hitlered!

8/10/2019 7:55:57 AM hawkgirlinmn This is textbook fakery. Your hands won’t donthis if you’re truly unconscious. They would be hanging down over the sode if the bed.

8/10/2019 7:56:00 AM mynardpamela Trust the Plan. Trust MJ12. Trust....you catching it yet? Boomerang!

8/10/2019 7:56:33 AM lennyv77 Wow a baby is a unicorn that is pure. Never thought of that analogy but so true.

8/10/2019 7:56:41 AM tlcl1964 And he didn't

8/10/2019 7:57:47 AM stefanofait Götterdämmerung

8/10/2019 7:57:50 AM tladd58 Dead Not Dead.

No Motions to Supress

ALL WILL BE MADE PUBLIC

Panic in DC.

8/10/2019 7:59:10 AM lorieve Rest in peace Jeffery. May the little boy that you were before the pain be restored and made new. 

I pray for the remittance of your sins. May God have mercy.

8/10/2019 7:59:18 AM youstinksoap Nice!

8/10/2019 8:00:06 AM joinna6 Same.. since '91

8/10/2019 8:00:19 AM sununit Trump is the man through whom GOD bless American!

Just Cool!

I like this Video and love Trump!

8/10/2019 8:00:30 AM epiphanymartel1 Supposed camera "failure"

8/10/2019 8:00:41 AM starehope Yup, never saw Bin Laden's body!

8/10/2019 8:00:55 AM gingercash777 Thank you for sharing this. I had forgotten where I had seen this before.

8/10/2019 8:01:02 AM jrocktigers 💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

8/10/2019 8:01:31 AM starehope And had children, Merkel for one.

8/10/2019 8:02:18 AM stormystorm10 Thank you 👌👍

8/10/2019 8:02:21 AM sloperde Me neither, only one thing to do. Get new popcorn ! According to Robert Steele, Epstein is on his way to Israel. Don't know what to believe. All we can 

do is wait and see how this story will evolve.

8/10/2019 8:02:51 AM liltilgerlil Lee Stranahan is doing a periscope on this now. Lol

8/10/2019 8:03:16 AM iamsheisyeshua 772 has multiple meanings, but for me it connected Rand Paul and Epstein. Just a feeling I have. Remember the incident with his neighbor. Did politics 

really set the guy off or was it something else. I vote for the latter. He and his dad would make great controlled opposition.

8/10/2019 8:03:36 AM samuelranselmo1 Yes.....I'm being told that we need to focus on the Fisa now and not a whole lot of EPSTEIN. He will be in the fisa

8/10/2019 8:04:00 AM nhbroad No he didn’t. He died in South America.

8/10/2019 8:04:39 AM liltilgerlil Everyone hide and get your tin foil hat!!! 😳 😂 pic.twitter.com/IGnYlw9MKM

8/10/2019 8:05:39 AM independiva Can’t wait to see how the left tries to untangle themselves from this one...they absolutely can’t POTUS said he was coming for the traffickers. I would 

bet down the line we hear this exact thing was why he got in the POTUS game 2 begin with. He had 2 stop it. I’m having a moment.

8/10/2019 8:05:48 AM chew_soap @DaFlightBoss are you there?! 🖇

8/10/2019 8:06:05 AM liltilgerlil This 👇 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/8gNGPXcAd9

8/10/2019 8:06:19 AM independiva Joe put down the crack pipe

8/10/2019 8:06:34 AM garypre62441595  pic.twitter.com/qHEhbRgqLK

8/10/2019 8:06:43 AM quarkfear1 If they can lean the SCOTUS to indict a sitting POTUS, then it’s 2 birds, 2 stone....

8/10/2019 8:07:01 AM sherrivest2 How convenient😕



8/10/2019 8:07:28 AM chaele3 Damn prison must of been rough... It changed #Epsteins ears.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@qanon76

@Telford_Russian

@speakprojectM

@411America

@QanonWatch

@JudicialWatch

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@Kre8change

@fieldmcc 

@DisclosePGate_ pic.twitter.com/4os75Q8KC5
8/10/2019 8:08:07 AM liltilgerlil He’s a freak

8/10/2019 8:08:15 AM stormystorm10 Interesting pic.twitter.com/pSnOZRRO0C

8/10/2019 8:08:24 AM turboxyde I agree it is suspicious but it depends on how long the body has been dead & the positioning of the body. Rigor mortis generally sets in about three to 

four hours after death, peaks at 12 hours, & dissipates after 48 hours. I can't say either way so I remain open to all.

8/10/2019 8:08:39 AM us_poll Is he even there? middle of the night escape? Or did any of this happen to begin with? What has P Trump not changed propaganda laws cause if you 

noticed ours in worse than anyone elses and a constant pain in the A!

8/10/2019 8:08:44 AM declofindep Same ear? Just asking pic.twitter.com/zRdNT0hHoi

8/10/2019 8:08:49 AM wwg1wga93583681 Holee shit! pic.twitter.com/UMxUsx3WNT

8/10/2019 8:08:53 AM antarantanka The best (and only) apology that ever mattered is a change in behavior.  Perpetual shaming is a tactic of the cabal.

Awaiting my long overdue and embargoed “Jetson flying cars...

8/10/2019 8:09:06 AM rachaelangelm Did Jeff Epstein commit suicide?

8/10/2019 8:09:23 AM gregoryjhall1 Pass the popcorn please!...

8/10/2019 8:10:01 AM lionoftruth2 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

8/10/2019 8:10:42 AM liltilgerlil You got it

8/10/2019 8:10:47 AM mink Assuming all his testimony was recorded, seems like a dumb move to kill him at this point. Unless the only reason was to prevent open court 

testimony. Anyone have insight?

8/10/2019 8:12:03 AM rachaelangelm Matthew 18:7

8/10/2019 8:12:21 AM independiva Who knows maybe it is all staged because he started talking in exchange for his life? POTUS started talking about death penalty for extreme offenders.

 Maybe he outed them all...wishful thinking🤷🏼♀️ more possible than him being a Russian- tell you that much. pic.twitter.com/xp2cSoGKBL

8/10/2019 8:12:21 AM orbital_pi It's another man, look at the nose!!!! pic.twitter.com/Xt2aNhngBv

8/10/2019 8:13:58 AM rachaelangelm Then Hitler did die but didn’t die kinda like a refurbished Jesus

8/10/2019 8:14:14 AM liltilgerlil Waiting on info. Hoping Q will chime in.

8/10/2019 8:14:37 AM mynardpamela Yep

8/10/2019 8:14:44 AM us_poll So now their going to say or suggest Someone offed him for PTrump to take attention off themselves Now you know if they start that this thing is fake 

they either off' d him or he has escaped with help .News can lie 24/7 it's legal so we can be lied to 24/7& no one asks why....???

8/10/2019 8:14:46 AM liltilgerlil They have had him for weeks, I’m sure he wasn’t just sitting there not talking.

8/10/2019 8:14:46 AM headlinejuice I have never heard of@this being done in real life. Only in the movies.

8/10/2019 8:15:06 AM zebedee222 Sorry. Right now I don’t ‘trust the plan’. The bad guys are still in control of events. Trump either is one of theirs (see him at Vatican, Saudi palace, with 

Queen Elizabeth, and in NK, or he’s over his head.

8/10/2019 8:15:10 AM _17patriot_ The Blacklist

8/10/2019 8:15:14 AM dshepherdtrump yep I am sure thats what we will be told?

8/10/2019 8:15:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is this? pic.twitter.com/vzcZs3QuUE

8/10/2019 8:15:27 AM nea_storm Agreed! Brilliant and will add Luke 11:52 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu9W8AtZy7U … pic.twitter.com/MwWb8TIXzX

8/10/2019 8:15:36 AM dradeon Hahahaha

8/10/2019 8:15:46 AM jvan125 Not him. Different ear. pic.twitter.com/jCgQWIyWem

8/10/2019 8:15:51 AM aprilbrown99 Clone?

8/10/2019 8:15:52 AM liltilgerlil Yes it happens everytime. Just ignore the trolls. We know better.

8/10/2019 8:16:07 AM pixiesdorule Epstein.

8/10/2019 8:16:17 AM williebhere Epstein???

8/10/2019 8:16:19 AM thekarachavis  pic.twitter.com/OsVZ7sqg0c

8/10/2019 8:16:21 AM rachaelangelm Lol

8/10/2019 8:16:23 AM meowsef420 New nose job? 🤔 a switcharoo? pic.twitter.com/iKXgdMOeoW

8/10/2019 8:16:32 AM elatedveracity Gotta be a double!

8/10/2019 8:16:42 AM zebedee222 Other clues we’ve been played- Sessions, Huber, Haspel, Wray, the Fed, Barr. Swamp looks pretty intact to me.

8/10/2019 8:16:46 AM darkiilight Lo9ks like bruce springsteen....

Fake

8/10/2019 8:16:46 AM liltilgerlil Even the left knows it’s bull. Lol https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/politics/a28666006/jeffrey-epstein-suicide-dead/ …

8/10/2019 8:16:56 AM richardhiatt16 Well... I hope where ever he “is” now, he is very uncomfortable [🥵]

8/10/2019 8:16:56 AM rebashoenfelt1 Military tribunals

8/10/2019 8:17:22 AM riflechair Epstein is dead now by suicide. I’ll bet the Clintons are over joyed.

8/10/2019 8:17:28 AM aprilbrown99 We are immortal spirit biological entities.

8/10/2019 8:17:30 AM liltilgerlil You know Ghislaine Maxwell has got to be in a panic.

8/10/2019 8:18:00 AM aintgets What the he’ll type of picture is that? You can see they photoshopped his head on because there’s no body. No legs!!!

8/10/2019 8:18:02 AM jbvs2016 Sure doesn’t look like JE?😂 Body double?

8/10/2019 8:18:06 AM pixiesdorule Without knowing what trauma caused this, changes do occur to face, skin and shape of face at death. I've transported many suicides and the body 

begins to change rapidly at death. My opinion. This is Epstein.

8/10/2019 8:18:19 AM rachaelangelm Jeff. #Enigma #SeventhSeal

8/10/2019 8:18:43 AM bwlittlewish But was this from the first “attempt”? How do we know this is from today?

8/10/2019 8:18:52 AM big_simp The whole thing will be forgotten in a week

watch

oh.. but "trust the plan" 😂🤣



8/10/2019 8:18:53 AM us_poll They'll blame  PTrump like they do everything else no matter how unreasonable idiotic that is and the Zombies will believe it cause they don't think for 

themselves than anyone on that list could have had a hand in it starting with the guards who were watching him!

8/10/2019 8:19:03 AM lulu21078560 I don't believe he's dead...

8/10/2019 8:19:26 AM beckycossey1 Whoa!!!

8/10/2019 8:19:28 AM mynardpamela You tell us.

8/10/2019 8:19:29 AM kim_trombone A THIRD possibility has been put forward...

This is a COVER story to protect a valuable witness, who will re-emerge later!

8/10/2019 8:19:36 AM liltilgerlil Don’t fall for their games. It’s just to trigger us

8/10/2019 8:19:57 AM liltilgerlil I just got blocked by one. Lmao

8/10/2019 8:19:58 AM fukyorfeelngs His hands aren't "fixed". It looks like he's holding something 🧐🤔

8/10/2019 8:20:03 AM starehope Oh, so good to hear! Yes, today is THE DAY! It begins!

8/10/2019 8:20:28 AM gashauler72 Not who the normies think it is.

8/10/2019 8:20:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. pic.twitter.com/3AQe4plG1b

8/10/2019 8:20:57 AM needheadcoach 😂

8/10/2019 8:20:58 AM crypt0_keep3r How is his elbow below his horizontal plane and his hands are on his stomach????

8/10/2019 8:21:05 AM fukyorfeelngs Is it normal procedure to do CPR on a person found dead???? 🧐🤔

8/10/2019 8:21:11 AM aprilbrown99 Yes!  All the things that should be the focus!  👍👍👍

8/10/2019 8:21:17 AM bbobbio71 🤔

8/10/2019 8:21:20 AM pie_pooter #ClintonBodyCount #ClintonCrimeFamily

8/10/2019 8:21:34 AM dshepherdtrump Yeah ok.... pics already, setting the stage

8/10/2019 8:21:43 AM bbobbio71 Same here

8/10/2019 8:21:49 AM marcusgillette1 Damn, that’s quite a feat for the whithats... finally the sheep begin to awake.

8/10/2019 8:21:56 AM sirdave01 no idea you tell me

8/10/2019 8:21:59 AM hawksmom2002 Lol..that house is stripped clean, you don't go through the bother of paying off a prison guard,  then forget to toss the house

8/10/2019 8:22:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Doesn’t seem very unconscious/dead here: pic.twitter.com/Y6wWUMjTei

8/10/2019 8:22:06 AM williebhere What about the TrufflePrince?

8/10/2019 8:22:13 AM syrrah2 Oops missing #clintonbodycount

8/10/2019 8:22:36 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/sandyhook/status/1159262090374373378 … pic.twitter.com/iUDhrzDku9

8/10/2019 8:23:10 AM mynardpamela You don’t bag ‘em either

8/10/2019 8:23:17 AM daysosos Hope you are right, this is getting old, very old

8/10/2019 8:23:18 AM patriotsinunity Not disagreeing...but keep in mind that no one has identical left and right face.

8/10/2019 8:23:31 AM adammnelson1 Not anymore he wont 🤬

8/10/2019 8:23:32 AM qui64667224 He had to get moved to important

8/10/2019 8:23:33 AM trumps_all Can’t arrest Congressmen in session, correct??? But you can when they are in recess????

8/10/2019 8:23:47 AM chelsey49361150 In a cave.

8/10/2019 8:23:49 AM wwg1wga93583681 Boom pic.twitter.com/2rZgRSbVvf

8/10/2019 8:23:51 AM highhopesusa Could it be photos from the first attempt? I don’t know.

8/10/2019 8:24:03 AM bwlittlewish Source of book?

8/10/2019 8:24:04 AM jensen4truth Yes you do.

8/10/2019 8:24:07 AM aprilbrown99 Trending in Los Angeles pic.twitter.com/MhSuO30Zb8

8/10/2019 8:24:12 AM carolyn1956 Makes perfect sense if true

8/10/2019 8:24:17 AM aparker70 1. Were they trying to revive him?

2. Why in the hell was someone allowed to be snapping pics?

8/10/2019 8:24:22 AM patriotsinunity  https://twitter.com/PatriotsInUnity/status/1160202117598142464?s=19 …

8/10/2019 8:24:30 AM 68_dreamer Sure has a short torso. Not buying what the media's selling.

8/10/2019 8:24:37 AM hawkgirlinmn But then they would’ve had a nurse come in the cell and pronounce it or call for an ambulance and they wouldn’t be giving him O2.

8/10/2019 8:24:39 AM celestialmama All's I know is popcorn for the funeral. 😂

8/10/2019 8:24:48 AM meowsef420 Just pointing out. Ear looks different too. Again- observations could just be because he’s lying down. Maybe finding a photo of him awake lying down 

would help

8/10/2019 8:24:52 AM jvan125 Let me be more precise. This picture doesn’t match the person on the gurney.

8/10/2019 8:24:54 AM wwg1wga93583681 Was wendell williamson in the program?

8/10/2019 8:25:11 AM klelevier Going to be a HOT August! #WWG1WGA

8/10/2019 8:25:23 AM us_poll Me? Don't have to worry about me I trust no one but myself and sometimes that's questionable (laughing face) Twit isn't letting me use my emojis 

anymore so there's that! Trying to fight with Fake news cause they can be Lying B's all day long and now Twit takes my emoji powers lol

8/10/2019 8:25:24 AM oldhick17800719 He's not dead. Making the DS think he is.

8/10/2019 8:25:29 AM richardhiatt16 MJ12 Affiliates ..... 🤓

8/10/2019 8:25:32 AM cowgirlvalb Good photos

8/10/2019 8:25:47 AM anbezedua JE death is creating even more unrest  https://twitter.com/haskinstheodore/status/1160182508685877248?s=21 …,

8/10/2019 8:25:51 AM ghost_of_billy_ So does Admiral Michael S. Rogers

8/10/2019 8:25:55 AM realitygateway Interesting.... 772 = 187

coincidence with Epstein?

8/10/2019 8:26:10 AM oldhick17800719 He's in witness protection.

8/10/2019 8:26:11 AM liltilgerlil Oh no

8/10/2019 8:26:38 AM aparker70 I noticed that also

8/10/2019 8:26:58 AM movealongu To Israel, perhaps? 🤔

8/10/2019 8:27:19 AM qsentme6 Worldwide my friend! 🙏😇🙏🇬🇧 pic.twitter.com/z58JHVbfeB

8/10/2019 8:27:36 AM usss_211 Very happy to see today's MJ'S as they are now. 

Making the connection.  

Merging the timelines.

8/10/2019 8:27:41 AM lornascurr Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/10/2019 8:27:43 AM jvan125  https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1160208123480686592?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:27:45 AM ronhanforth Bullshit. If nothing can stop it then they wouldn’t have risked a highly suspicious, high profile suicide.  They’ve won. Sure they’ll give up a few sacrificial 

lambs. But the real cabal gets to sit out Trumps reign and then it business as usual.

8/10/2019 8:27:54 AM angrybi70435254 Its going to be a HOT August #WWG1WGA #QAnon #EpsteinUnsealed #Epstein

8/10/2019 8:27:57 AM floodofnoise Nothing is coming? Figured that

8/10/2019 8:28:01 AM jaspony1 They are trying to tie it to Trump

8/10/2019 8:28:01 AM 45harisonharold OMG🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/EXnHaK8iKE

8/10/2019 8:28:06 AM qanonmedia The nose is way different too. The guy in the pic had more of a hooked nose.

8/10/2019 8:28:08 AM junglerednm How do you get mockingbird’s to talk🤔 dead man switch?... me thinks... pic.twitter.com/IsqOgYOOdV

8/10/2019 8:28:13 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/kTjXrSPIjp



8/10/2019 8:28:17 AM williebhere Under the National Security Act of 1947, removed the intelligence agencies from the military and placed it in the hands or civilian agencies not 

answerable to the government. 

 Agencies like MJ-12, NASA, CIA, NSA. Were created and worked without the knowledge of the POTUS.

8/10/2019 8:28:28 AM neicey128 I noticed the exact same thing!

8/10/2019 8:28:40 AM pamwinder Is that not a hospital and a hospital bed Epstein is on? The hose on the wall is for oxygen is it not?

8/10/2019 8:28:43 AM jvan125 This movie is not good for my sanity 🥴😂

8/10/2019 8:28:50 AM marcusgillette1 Can you tell me more? How did you come to this understanding?

8/10/2019 8:29:18 AM movealongu Is this why Epstein looks like a Lion?

8/10/2019 8:29:39 AM jvan125 😳🤯

8/10/2019 8:29:45 AM squirtbottle76 The book is called "Behold a pale horse" and is written by William Cooper, an ex Navy officer.  He predicted 9/11 as well and was killed soon thereafter.  

It's a great book, I've read it several times.

8/10/2019 8:29:55 AM lindsey_danica He has no legs

8/10/2019 8:30:00 AM 45harisonharold Look at the hair line too... wtf 😨

8/10/2019 8:30:05 AM americanpetal ✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

8/10/2019 8:30:17 AM qbunnyt Which would mean the white hats let him be 187'd. Hard to believe.

8/10/2019 8:30:25 AM jwremarks The skin, nose, ear hair, shape/size of head isn't like JE...looks as though they needed to get the double out before the  ruse was discovered...JE 

probably gone after first attempt...

8/10/2019 8:30:25 AM endgunfreezonz1 Q said to expect much disinformation.

8/10/2019 8:30:27 AM qanonmedia The trick is to treat it like a movie. See it, process, move along.

8/10/2019 8:30:31 AM tweetershay2011 That shits gonna disappear like the 33k emails

8/10/2019 8:30:31 AM gingerbanana2 This might be what changes my husbands mind!  He woke me up saying “they” suicided him and said now there will be no living with me 🤣 so let 

hope this is what wakes him up!

8/10/2019 8:30:34 AM leighgoodison Someone with the largest noggin on the planet.

8/10/2019 8:30:37 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1160211784868990976?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:30:40 AM david00997884 Has the Walmart shootings got anything to do with Walmart connecting underground tunnels

8/10/2019 8:30:46 AM americanpetal What hashtag should we be retweeting?

8/10/2019 8:30:58 AM richardhiatt16 Good job 👍 Unfold the PLAN...🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/10/2019 8:31:07 AM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/vRWcLmqnJ2

8/10/2019 8:31:11 AM daveo6145 Out of the public eyes?

8/10/2019 8:31:15 AM 68_dreamer The ears are like a fingerprint, and these ears don't seem to match up.. I may be wrong I'm not a forensics specialist. pic.twitter.com/hyVl2MUxcu

8/10/2019 8:31:35 AM howdoyoumakeah1 #clintonbodycount

8/10/2019 8:31:38 AM liltilgerlil Yes

8/10/2019 8:31:46 AM girlawakeinca Time to rebalance the crimes against humanity. 🙏❤️🇺🇸🌎 pic.twitter.com/t0MaGOCrgO

8/10/2019 8:31:47 AM us_poll At least I know censoring is a thing! What a great thing to be real! SMh

8/10/2019 8:31:48 AM judy_lanier Question everything!!!

8/10/2019 8:31:50 AM marcusgillette1  pic.twitter.com/FOEkBigwM8

8/10/2019 8:31:56 AM jvan125 I’m enjoying some sunlight at the moment. Need to decompress. I do move on so much easier now. I know in the end all is well so why worry about 

how we get there? 🤷🏼♀️🙏🏻 #GodWins

8/10/2019 8:32:07 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/2vvfMv1909

8/10/2019 8:32:35 AM kjoc33 This person is alive

8/10/2019 8:32:43 AM qanonmedia That exactly the attitude to have.

8/10/2019 8:33:01 AM us_poll It's just chatter lol!

8/10/2019 8:33:03 AM ghost_of_billy_ Ditto, and his color seems normal? Interesting

8/10/2019 8:33:25 AM liltilgerlil It’s horrid to take your emoji power

8/10/2019 8:33:28 AM jrocktigers #[THEM]

8/10/2019 8:34:03 AM shawnloftin1 Hitler lived out his life in witness protection?

8/10/2019 8:34:46 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, looks like a half body.

8/10/2019 8:34:53 AM us_poll Lol! Yes I feel like a whining liberal Bahaha But I want my emojis Give me back my emoji power Lol!

8/10/2019 8:35:17 AM zzed2020 Ears don’t change. Not Epstein. pic.twitter.com/HHfRUQm3vf

8/10/2019 8:35:40 AM david00997884 Disinformation is necessary. Learn the coms. Just saying. Epstein confession colud take out lots of higher up here on the physical plane

8/10/2019 8:35:48 AM tlcl1964 What did he use? One of the legs or the arms of his suit?

8/10/2019 8:35:53 AM pixiesdorule Fingers curl in death.

8/10/2019 8:36:01 AM howdoyoumakeah1 MJ congratulated us for helping #UnsealEpstien yesterday... then Epstien allegedly dies this morning...MJ also releases a tweet explaining how Allies 

faked Hitler's death...

8/10/2019 8:36:14 AM maga_texas We we go one we go all

8/10/2019 8:36:30 AM dbender22 Body Double. Epstein is in a D.U.M.B. prepping for surgery. Then, off on a clandestine SEX-CATION in Thailand. Eventually ending up in either Israel or 

Saudi Arabia where he continues to procure children for profit. Bad habits die hard. #EpsteinUnsealed #BlacksForTrump2020

8/10/2019 8:36:43 AM wandaanglos Hitler died in a ditch covered in petrol.

8/10/2019 8:36:52 AM rebashoenfelt1 Right!  ??

8/10/2019 8:36:54 AM truthseeker956 I love the fact that they are now talking about Epstein and Manufacturing Some More Fake Conspiracy Theories...Are the Hunters Being Set Up For the 

Kill??  🇺🇸🦅🇺🇸

8/10/2019 8:37:03 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

8/10/2019 8:37:25 AM fornodan But you just showed up a month ago

8/10/2019 8:37:31 AM pixiesdorule One photo is few years older than today's. Same ear openings in both.

8/10/2019 8:37:43 AM hg_till_vp 'Dead' att 66 yoa at 06.39 am.

8/10/2019 8:37:47 AM rebashoenfelt1 Question everything

8/10/2019 8:37:53 AM orbital_pi  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1160197053345128448.html?refreshed=yes&fbclid=IwAR2jsb8KtY_YzFGgIETzDBS0w8rIYS_zP-

VCUSnMzSopDan05oeSF87MaJ4 …

8/10/2019 8:38:17 AM zzed2020 Nope. Nose is different too. Not Epstein. If you think it’s him, you are not woke.

8/10/2019 8:38:50 AM tlcl1964 Not really... Rigor mortis, blue spots on face... Tho those pics could be from the first attempt...

8/10/2019 8:38:52 AM lillianmcrowley Whose body is this?

8/10/2019 8:39:02 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

8/10/2019 8:39:12 AM orbital_pi Assange arrest ---> "We have the source", Q

And now this...

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1160197053345128448.html?refreshed=yes&fbclid=IwAR2jsb8KtY_YzFGgIETzDBS0w8rIYS_zP-

VCUSnMzSopDan05oeSF87MaJ4 …

8/10/2019 8:39:18 AM pixiesdorule Do not make the mistake of accusing someone of being asleep because their opining is different from yours. I've been awake for over 43 years. 

#WWG1GWA

8/10/2019 8:39:31 AM jasoncconley  pic.twitter.com/z4XKrFP4k1

8/10/2019 8:39:54 AM tlcl1964 The power of 3. 6. 9



8/10/2019 8:40:01 AM debrafierens Exactly my feelings. My husband asked me this morning if I thought Hillary’s people did this. I almost spit out my coffee. Been trying to red pill him 

forever.

8/10/2019 8:40:09 AM zzed2020 Then you should recognize this is a story. https://twitter.com/michaelcoudrey/status/1160199691373621250?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:40:16 AM cue2_c99 #BracketsandJackets

8/10/2019 8:40:34 AM 45harisonharold 😂😂

8/10/2019 8:40:59 AM big_simp *yawn*

8/10/2019 8:41:04 AM maryschade14 They cannot be arrested if Actively sitting in congressional or senatorial session.

The Frequency and Vibration of 

PANIC in DC x3x3x3x3x3x3x3x3x3

8/10/2019 8:41:08 AM 02joshuaradwan Ha

8/10/2019 8:41:12 AM zzed2020 PS: I rarely make mistakes.

8/10/2019 8:41:45 AM 02joshuaradwan No joke

8/10/2019 8:41:54 AM w0nderboi Whoah makes a lot of sense!

8/10/2019 8:41:54 AM 02joshuaradwan You telling me right haa

8/10/2019 8:42:02 AM lustmanshelley Different ears not Epstein’s

8/10/2019 8:42:22 AM paige_mimms So, an unresponsive person has both hands clenched as he is wheeled into an ambulance??? Hmmmm

8/10/2019 8:42:44 AM zzed2020 Keep an open mind. https://twitter.com/comonsensei/status/1160214485560373251?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:42:54 AM bwlittlewish Thank you!

8/10/2019 8:43:02 AM maryschade14 Good one..some articles now claiming the 7th not 6th.

8/10/2019 8:43:20 AM pixiesdorule Then your Crystal Ball needs shining snookums. I'm a Clinton survivor. Bet you didn't see that coming. So yeah, you can be wrong in trying to guess 

ones history through a screen.

8/10/2019 8:43:52 AM cindymannings Where IS the body

8/10/2019 8:44:13 AM lindsey_danica  pic.twitter.com/TEFuYQrwDC

8/10/2019 8:44:33 AM dbender22 God always wins in the end. Do your best to remain in Observation. There are many things we CANNOT do nor have control over. But we CAN pray 🙏. 

This is our most powerful weapon against the cabal. Prayer is why we're not dead yet. Jesus can only intervene when we ask. 💜🇺🇸

8/10/2019 8:44:47 AM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

8/10/2019 8:45:14 AM dbender22 # nothing can stop what us coming

8/10/2019 8:45:30 AM rocktobersky Hello!!! Time to Check With @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @ROYALMRBADNEWS

8/10/2019 8:45:47 AM mynardpamela Optics and this was allowed/staged for a reason.

8/10/2019 8:46:08 AM zzed2020 You may be a Clinton survivor but you seem closed minded that this is Epstein. One has nothing to do with the other; especially when the pics are 

pretty clear that the two people are not the same.  Snookums-how quaint.

8/10/2019 8:46:32 AM us_poll Surprise they don't start blaming the dead people like Bush & McCain for another scapegoat to take the attention off themselves! So we can laugh they 

attended their funerals! Zombies waiting for next thought to have from the MSP

8/10/2019 8:46:37 AM simrem3 Dead? I think no!

8/10/2019 8:46:42 AM quarkfear1 Could be one of those “body cakes” they serve at their weird dinners with the Abromowitz witch person!🤣😂🤣🤣🤣

8/10/2019 8:47:10 AM big_simp correct

This realm is in fact there turf what do you expect?

The cabal paedovores apparently have to at least show everyone whats really going on but this simulation is 100% AI Draco

Now we enter the end of days

Good luck

8/10/2019 8:47:12 AM fionasdestiny67 Wiki..except Jeffrey Epstein 😂😂🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/YYaqvTuIDV

8/10/2019 8:47:21 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 8:47:30 AM michael81972 Chapter 12

8/10/2019 8:47:50 AM evakayfavia THE CORPSE HAS A HOOK NOSE.  Epstein did not.

8/10/2019 8:48:06 AM americanpetal My guess, it’s not Epstein.

8/10/2019 8:48:14 AM codwarstock1 His arms are on the outside of the rails. His arms would be hanging down if he was dead. Also if he was found dead he would be going to the morge, 

not the hospital. He would have went out in a bodybag.

8/10/2019 8:49:01 AM gsusgod In Argentina in 1962?

8/10/2019 8:49:04 AM robblex2 Something doesn't sit right with this guy... No identification patches, bullet proof vest, and what is that bag? pic.twitter.com/I9UTxLuZQG

8/10/2019 8:49:06 AM duriavigrobert Webster, “Arkancide ... the result of living in Arkansas.”

(the Clintons all have it)

8/10/2019 8:49:13 AM chew_soap My engagements changed drastically

8/10/2019 8:49:40 AM saltypatriotfl ☝️ I agree.

8/10/2019 8:49:45 AM liltilgerlil Question: if he was found dead why is there a breathing puffer thingy?

8/10/2019 8:49:46 AM duriavigrobert Staged death?

8/10/2019 8:50:16 AM terran_sol Definitely not Epstein.

8/10/2019 8:50:33 AM fadiapierre Just saying https://twitter.com/afp/status/1158327944001019909?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:50:37 AM duriavigrobert Nerve

8/10/2019 8:50:43 AM saltypatriotfl You got it!

8/10/2019 8:51:12 AM doyleglobal •  https://www.doyleindustries.com/notification  .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 + 

•  https://www.dropbox.com/s/bmsds6d0qa9rii8/Evidence.zip?dl=0 … + 

•  https://www.dropbox.com/s/4xbvi614j19juo8/Out%20of%20Australia.mp3?dl=0 … (1:21:44—1:28:14)

8/10/2019 8:51:13 AM lilbee67569241 I personally don’t think he’s dead.  I feel they anticipated this and switched him.

8/10/2019 8:51:23 AM allahuniversal As many as possible

8/10/2019 8:51:25 AM saltypatriotfl No way is that the same ear.

8/10/2019 8:51:30 AM duriavigrobert AS IT “SICKENS!”

8/10/2019 8:52:05 AM thewatchers1776 Doesn’t appear so as of yet 😂

8/10/2019 8:52:16 AM independiva It’s not a laughing matter but “arkancide” ...that’s pretty punny pic.twitter.com/ixRqNZcDp2

8/10/2019 8:52:23 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1160217233525792771?s=21 …

8/10/2019 8:53:11 AM cptobviousky Like Hollywood baby

8/10/2019 8:53:13 AM workitwayne Is that because they knew the video would be released? I don't have a dog in this fight, I know what the cabal is capable of. But sometimes it is what it 

is and nothing more.

8/10/2019 8:53:14 AM mongrelglory If they came in and found is body stiff, the might still try CPR, but then he would be intubated and bagged.  I've intubated people who've been brought 

in vital signs absent from the winter cold...it's not easy!  Then you try to resuscitate them in place with the paddles and ...

8/10/2019 8:53:31 AM joeandbridge Trump IS elite. All presidents but VanBuran are. He's literally related to Hillary and the Top 13 Illuminati families.

8/10/2019 8:53:43 AM michael81972 What is the source site for this post?

8/10/2019 8:54:03 AM aandg0 TRUMP HASN’T GOT ANYHTING TO DO WITH THIS BESIDES HELPING TO BUST IT WIDE OPEN

8/10/2019 8:54:17 AM w0nderboi Saw that in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet.

8/10/2019 8:54:34 AM marietweets4 Lets all stop paying our bills !!



8/10/2019 8:54:35 AM us_poll Oh H ! That was my first thought...What else is logical ..I mean how many JE's out there? Who knows! How can we ever be sure any are caught and  

don't just escape and  go underground? Thanks to Fake news they've been able to shut down Truth!

8/10/2019 8:54:54 AM mongrelglory ...some epi and after several minutes of trying, you pronounce them.  You don't transport them out of the room until either you've got a pulse, or 

you've pronounced them dead.  My conclusion is that he's alive and conscious in this picture.

8/10/2019 8:55:17 AM ascendingadam With JE out of the picture focus is on the information related to [THIER] past. No distraction from JE. 

#UnsealEpstein 

Military Tribunals more efficient

Ok, 

If switched, why?

🐦 🎶?
8/10/2019 8:56:13 AM kathleentamu Arms wouldn't have held them there. He would have had dead weight arms.

8/10/2019 8:56:16 AM independiva This is how they try to dilute the truth 

This isn’t even a thing 

No one thinks this is a thing 

There is no way this is a natural trend

And yet ...

. pic.twitter.com/3hVwfLaElG

8/10/2019 8:56:23 AM liltilgerlil Doppelgänger?

8/10/2019 8:56:35 AM lp083061 Boy that power of 3, 6, 9 play any part

8/10/2019 8:56:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m not familiar with prison infirmaries and what they’re equipped with, but you would think then they would’ve placed patches en transport and 

started the defib and not jus bagging him.

8/10/2019 8:56:42 AM winterrain912 Pretty sure it’s standard for EMS to intubate and do compressions until they get to hospital, then they pronounce there. Of course, it all depends what 

the actual situation is. Lots of questions about this. Idk...🤨

8/10/2019 8:57:10 AM liltilgerlil Its hilarious. If they read the documents yesterday. These people are stupid. 😂

8/10/2019 8:57:35 AM lp083061 Question is who did the 187?

8/10/2019 8:57:47 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/WeThePeeps4517/status/1159981850049359877?s=19 …

8/10/2019 8:57:47 AM 45harisonharold No video, but a pic of his face is released that's really a mask when carefully inspected 🤨

8/10/2019 8:57:56 AM us_poll So who'd they kill?

8/10/2019 8:58:08 AM qui64667224  pic.twitter.com/0Gn1r4g4dh

8/10/2019 8:58:21 AM kathleentamu Yep, and for the first time ever, we are getting suicide victim pictures to make sure everyone believes Epstein is dead. This is nonsense.

8/10/2019 8:58:25 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/WeThePeeps4517/status/1159981850049359877?s=19 …

8/10/2019 8:58:33 AM freeandoriginal Meaning didn’t....

8/10/2019 8:58:55 AM mongrelglory ...because of the way his hands are clutching his blanket.  I could be wrong, but his colour looks pretty good for someone who is being rescucitated.  

You can easily fake someone being intubated

8/10/2019 8:59:18 AM sheilas11 Whoa. 

Gitmo bound.

8/10/2019 8:59:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd I just went back and researched...wow! https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/10/2019 9:00:18 AM independiva Side note : I love you... “breather puffer thing” ... lol awesome. I’m keeping that one in my pocket. Perfect. pic.twitter.com/cupzQEZRqO

8/10/2019 9:00:26 AM sheilas11 Gitmo

8/10/2019 9:00:42 AM tammyrochester2 Some sort of cuts. pic.twitter.com/M29VAw0SIS

8/10/2019 9:01:23 AM turboxyde The plot thickens as more information appears. Hard to say what's truly going on.

8/10/2019 9:01:29 AM patriot_archer Also ran across this pic.twitter.com/6jL21W8cai

8/10/2019 9:01:30 AM jkkc40 Oh yeah!!  👍🤜💥

8/10/2019 9:01:37 AM cancierge Think Emergency Alert System.  Q will be back.  #TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 9:02:27 AM mongrelglory Is this a different base than the "weapons depot" that exploded last week?  Connected to Uranium 1?

8/10/2019 9:02:40 AM patriots5_5 I’m thinking Gitmo also.

8/10/2019 9:02:57 AM hg_till_vp Gematria.

8/10/2019 9:03:00 AM doyleglobal .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@realDonaldTrump .@CliveFPalmer — Correction on below:

The (yearly) number is in fact (very) accurate (increased over 2004), as provided by .@HonTonyAbbott —

With one Lie: “miscarriages & stillbirths” are in fact [🇦🇺] foetal harvesting as #murder, in #SRA

-RD https://twitter.com/KKeneally/status/1159989479337156609 …

8/10/2019 9:03:27 AM matthow86608289 Military tribunals for folks that committed treason. Pedophelia and murder are tried in civilian courts, no?

8/10/2019 9:03:28 AM cancierge I've seen posts of cardiac arrest or hanging, so everyone is speculating.  But there is NO WAY this case will lose.  #TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 9:03:28 AM grumpyallday That's not him, different nose and ears pic.twitter.com/ECc1E35PeF

8/10/2019 9:03:48 AM aintgets He faked his death in order to escape! Not this time.

8/10/2019 9:03:48 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/10/2019 9:04:02 AM joejoeeyo that head is twics as big as the other three??? am i wrong?

8/10/2019 9:04:48 AM cancierge Where is your faith Patriot?  God promises to feed the sparrows.  Disinformation is necessary.  This is WAR. #TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 9:05:08 AM adsvel The face is purple and hands are in normal color...🧐

8/10/2019 9:05:28 AM pammers60 I think it's a jail break!

8/10/2019 9:05:44 AM klb343usa IF Epstein is dead then there’s no trial for years....Everything will be out in the open, tapes pictures, documents as evidence and possibly the guilty will 

be eliminated one by one?

8/10/2019 9:05:50 AM anitaevans My wife who’s a nurse said dead people don’t have their eyes closed

8/10/2019 9:05:56 AM mongrelglory So I wonder if they have "witness protection" programs for men like Epstein.  Perhaps he's off somewhere having some plastic surgery?  🤔

8/10/2019 9:06:06 AM colefgl Right,  

It is common for the gvt to release these kinds of photos re: prison inmates.  

<insert giant effing sarcasticon here>

8/10/2019 9:06:40 AM thinkinghuman #interdasting

8/10/2019 9:07:07 AM anbezedua Full stop on all other news

8/10/2019 9:07:18 AM holdmyshotglass Sure right. Being that JE is furthest away from the photographer, his head should appear smaller, not like a GIANT BASKETBALL. 

pic.twitter.com/2BzZYWHw5R



8/10/2019 9:07:19 AM snarkishdanno I hope all of this is true. Most especially the Space Force part of it! I’ve dreamed of being out there since I was a child.

Is all of this part of the reason that the tone of sci-fi changed so much in the mid 50’? Prior it was positive and explorative. Post negative destructive

8/10/2019 9:07:25 AM colefgl Crime scene photogs would take pics.  The bigger Q is: since when to those pics get released?

8/10/2019 9:08:18 AM allahuniversal Oh yeah. All of those distractions for 70 years to keep us from knowing any of that

8/10/2019 9:08:33 AM cancierge Think about all of the lives destroyed or ended, just to cover Prince Andrew's involvement.  Think about how he and Fergie quickly divorced.  No movie 

is good if you already know how it ends;)  #trusttheplan #enjoytheshow

8/10/2019 9:09:12 AM hullee15 I wouldn’t know, but would a dead persons hands be gripping like that? Seems odd.

8/10/2019 9:09:26 AM anitaevans Not the same ear 👂

8/10/2019 9:10:34 AM ms_cheevas Husband called me from work kinda excited to tell me about Epstein, says I know you and your conspiracies. You’ll like this one. He was questioning it 

himself... I also have been trying to red pill him forever. This got his attention 💃🕺🏻

8/10/2019 9:10:34 AM anitaevans I think he’s right

8/10/2019 9:10:43 AM thomasp01451133 Did anyone else notice when the New York post article that revealed these pictures was taken down for a short moment around 9:40?

8/10/2019 9:10:44 AM flubbynutty This took the  whole Twitter by storm.

What is the only thing that could unite left and right? 

Crime against Children?

8/10/2019 9:10:49 AM cannabisrem Are you saying Espstein faked his death and fled to Argentina?

8/10/2019 9:10:59 AM pixiesdorule Rigor Mortis sets in..... ? It differs between corpses. https://futurelibraries.net/how-the-process-of-rigor-mortis-works/ …

8/10/2019 9:11:13 AM americanpetal No kidding, right?! I would hashtag whatever MJ would tag. I figured he was a good lead to follow. 😀🙏

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

✔💫✔

8/10/2019 9:11:54 AM canam73  pic.twitter.com/MTcn6YQxDO

8/10/2019 9:12:08 AM michael81972 Thx👍🏻

8/10/2019 9:12:19 AM independiva The left is attempting to blame Bill Barr and ultimately Trump

8/10/2019 9:12:32 AM drumsk8 Off planet would be more suitable I would of thought.

8/10/2019 9:12:38 AM reelect20 ⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️RT💥 https://teespring.com/new-trump-2020-beach-towel …

8/10/2019 9:13:02 AM lp083061 #Epstein Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the...   

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/10/2019 9:13:02 AM allahuniversal #EpsteinUnsealed 2 PDF docs https://mega.nz/#F!6mQmRS7Q!-EBIBs0zmJPizvrsVJFI2Q …

8/10/2019 9:13:03 AM ellen78834490  pic.twitter.com/JlDo8QpFka

8/10/2019 9:14:21 AM freeman75216446 Its Epstein about to be 6ft under.

8/10/2019 9:15:01 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129786293087592449?s=19 …

8/10/2019 9:15:10 AM mongrelglory So...if I'm understanding things properly, he's either really dead from being "suicided" by the Cabal...which the "white-hats" allowed to happen 

because they don't need him for the military tribunals.

or...his death has been faked by "white-hats" to help the tribunals proceed.

8/10/2019 9:15:24 AM anitaevans Where did this come from Chan is down!

8/10/2019 9:15:36 AM syrrah2 Yup.

8/10/2019 9:16:14 AM realalleron No kiddin.. hmmm.. imagine that..

8/10/2019 9:16:22 AM michael81972 Every movie needs to keep your interest😄

8/10/2019 9:16:51 AM waiting4et He's prob under a witness protection  detail.........never to be heard from again. Hopefully it's mandated that he be chemically castrated too

8/10/2019 9:17:12 AM jvan125 🤨

8/10/2019 9:17:12 AM allahuniversal I don't think it can be overdone https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1160193641840857094?s=19 …

8/10/2019 9:17:29 AM anitaevans Where is aforensics specialist when you need one!!!!

8/10/2019 9:17:29 AM lwrattail Convenient eh.

8/10/2019 9:17:30 AM meowsef420 KEK pic.twitter.com/hOEywUudBc

8/10/2019 9:17:33 AM moemc8 You tell us

8/10/2019 9:17:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Breaking out from the cloud of deception....

They are EXCELLENT at paltering!

8/10/2019 9:17:38 AM fuzzymoshe Scott Baio.

8/10/2019 9:17:56 AM jvan125 NYC Blackout...

8/10/2019 9:18:07 AM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/QgpjVK7o4d

8/10/2019 9:18:12 AM werminutemen76 Msnbc needs to be dismantled and taken off the air

8/10/2019 9:18:15 AM mongrelglory Oh my goodness!  History just repeats itself in the most ironic way! 😆

   Just promise us there will be no "boys or girls from Brazil"!

8/10/2019 9:18:16 AM oldhick17800719 They faked his death for optics. Put him in witness protection.

8/10/2019 9:18:16 AM drbohammer One possible rephrase: Do guilty people who plead Not Guilty commit suicide before their trial?

8/10/2019 9:18:25 AM wwg1wga93583681 Why the purple tie? pic.twitter.com/CghllvZEI4

8/10/2019 9:18:25 AM cheri_johnson LOL

8/10/2019 9:18:29 AM oldhick17800719  https://twitter.com/X22Report/status/1160182817608876033?s=19 …

8/10/2019 9:18:31 AM jams4thebread He’s dead to the world one way or the other. Deal with folks. Deal with the fact you will never know truth or justice. Justice is for just us.

8/10/2019 9:18:31 AM punkbudgie1  pic.twitter.com/7BgZUHPxNz

8/10/2019 9:18:37 AM peony459 Why is there an IV on him if he's dead?

8/10/2019 9:18:50 AM spiritualasheck Convienent!!!!

8/10/2019 9:19:23 AM winni31695354 Mmmmmhmmm 😉

8/10/2019 9:19:35 AM thepureprophet [Mirror]

8/10/2019 9:19:38 AM matt_dodaro #FireWray @POTUS WTF is going on in this Country ??? #Deepstate got to go !!!

8/10/2019 9:19:58 AM linnyt7 Lol. In a loss for any other explanation suitable for consumption by their subjects, MSNBC says...RUSSIA!

8/10/2019 9:20:06 AM wwg1wga93583681 Fake news is so fake. pic.twitter.com/9krmWhrPOK

8/10/2019 9:20:09 AM kvitalone Omg the close up comparison of his nose is hilarious 😂.

Ok so not him, now what? 

We know damn well these ppl want him & it all to just disappear, go away, asap. 

T-6 on days of darkness.......

Did save this earlier pic.twitter.com/vFdbOhbLdC

8/10/2019 9:20:09 AM soldierofalbion Regardless of whether this is fact or fiction ,they have all they need , if he was still around this would just mean more delays/appeals e.t.c. seems like 

the road ahead 

is shorter now.

8/10/2019 9:20:22 AM sx_cd_super Odd for the Wapo to allude to a conspiracy lol

8/10/2019 9:20:23 AM winni31695354 😂😂. They are so screwed!

8/10/2019 9:20:38 AM stephscolaro Lol!



8/10/2019 9:20:47 AM gingercash777 😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 9:20:50 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 9:20:57 AM ladyhawk0568 👀

8/10/2019 9:21:01 AM michael81972 No

8/10/2019 9:21:03 AM kindeandtrue Looks like Jeff. Some prayers for this awful man would not be remiss if he has gone to meet his Maker.

8/10/2019 9:21:27 AM kvitalone Forget it, I see already shared.

Who knows any info on this one? pic.twitter.com/reF88vRaTR

8/10/2019 9:21:28 AM jojoe12299 Is there really anything left of that dead 🐎 to beat?

8/10/2019 9:21:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd So continue to tweet the unseals Allah?

8/10/2019 9:21:52 AM stephscolaro Witness Protection?

8/10/2019 9:22:21 AM mongrelglory That is such a good thread for summarizing this weird place the world finds itself in.  Benjamin Fulford currently is saying that Angela Merkel, Theresa 

May, and other female world leaders/politicians were actually "girls from Brazil" i.e. offspring of Hitler.

8/10/2019 9:22:24 AM oldhick17800719 Possibly but now without having to wait for a trial next year, patriots can move ahead soon with arrests and tribunals.

8/10/2019 9:22:40 AM flgirlsbeenqd Your information is DEAD WRONG!

8/10/2019 9:22:42 AM herstarz  pic.twitter.com/BxdWicC5q8

8/10/2019 9:23:08 AM nesitoss Act III?

8/10/2019 9:23:19 AM mongrelglory I'd still like to hear from and see where Julian Assange is at these days!

8/10/2019 9:23:30 AM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/TffPhdmgO5

8/10/2019 9:23:37 AM kindeandtrue Interesting that MJ 12 never says "Trust Trump" as far as I can tell from their Twitter thread.

8/10/2019 9:23:46 AM michael81972 Hopefully  ]Wray[  Since they are doing the investigation

8/10/2019 9:23:54 AM hawksrule20101 I think you both have good points. Who needs to wait a year for a drawn out trial full of “I plead the fifth”.

8/10/2019 9:24:02 AM seahag127 SEE THREAD  @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @JohnWHuber 

https://twitter.com/Seahag127/status/1160223532707733504 …

8/10/2019 9:24:07 AM trofeewyf “Cameras” are a real Fly in the Ointment! 

NYPD has been on Blast through televised humiliation in order to remind the Public —What obvious fools the NYPD Crew are! 

No One has faith in “those bumbling buffoons...” That’s why there’s NO Tape!

Now, Back to Russia!

8/10/2019 9:24:15 AM frau_lein55 These idiots would love to get a war out of this as well!

8/10/2019 9:24:20 AM snarkishdanno With this counts looks more like half, not infinity. Infinity was in the high 70000000’s

8/10/2019 9:24:23 AM usss_211 Optical 187

8/10/2019 9:24:26 AM jswdh1 Saw this on fb pic.twitter.com/AOIqpYx7L0

8/10/2019 9:24:38 AM drivelcivil Someone who works in these settings needs to confirm or deny this, it's pretty specific

8/10/2019 9:24:46 AM oldhick17800719  pic.twitter.com/kFOvLTnKY6

8/10/2019 9:24:52 AM bbanderson50158 If I were a betting man I'd lean towards he decided to sing, at great length

8/10/2019 9:24:52 AM justchuckin2 Is that photoshop effect? pic.twitter.com/Y75joUClWn

8/10/2019 9:25:09 AM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

8/10/2019 9:25:09 AM smakedtalk  pic.twitter.com/YP4TRr1C9M

8/10/2019 9:25:16 AM hawksrule20101 This is why we need Bill & Hill & the rest now, they need to face justice here before they meet their maker.

8/10/2019 9:25:25 AM wink5811 Jim Stone calls Epstein death fake! Read it here  http://82.221.129.208

8/10/2019 9:25:26 AM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/otdVN5WBGv

8/10/2019 9:25:26 AM kindeandtrue "Died".

8/10/2019 9:25:28 AM oldhick17800719 I have confidence everything we are seeing was planned.

8/10/2019 9:26:02 AM laurabrinck Arkanciding is a predictable business

8/10/2019 9:26:27 AM rebashoenfelt1 Appears so. Nose is telling

8/10/2019 9:26:29 AM drivelcivil I think they look the same, but the first pic seems stretched

8/10/2019 9:26:30 AM bruzzimeme Nothing like the deep state investigating the deep state... My money is on the ”fly” they found next to Epsteins body!

8/10/2019 9:26:46 AM kevin25560356 Actors will act. 👍

8/10/2019 9:26:51 AM freedom_sent #NotEpstein

8/10/2019 9:27:00 AM rebashoenfelt1 ?

8/10/2019 9:27:09 AM cheeseparty Good Question

8/10/2019 9:27:25 AM love4thegameak ]WRAY[

8/10/2019 9:27:27 AM lourdesmz  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwSm22CQwr8&feature=youtu.be …

8/10/2019 9:27:29 AM sch41076287 👍

8/10/2019 9:27:55 AM freedom_sent #NotEpstein pic.twitter.com/C2zUaJ86rF

8/10/2019 9:28:00 AM allahuniversal Good question

8/10/2019 9:28:09 AM rebashoenfelt1 Now blood on his hands

8/10/2019 9:28:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd That would make sense...look at them, they look alike, May and Merkel. And their last name is M which is 13th letter of the alphabet, 13 families. 

Interesting. Thing that make you go hmmmmm.

8/10/2019 9:28:54 AM rebashoenfelt1 Emoji!

8/10/2019 9:29:11 AM 45harisonharold Not Epstien,   I concur

8/10/2019 9:29:29 AM terran_sol Lol

8/10/2019 9:29:42 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/YD5qKzcPYX

8/10/2019 9:29:55 AM jennyjigsaw45 Nope not yet

8/10/2019 9:30:24 AM nikoscali LOL this is rich! You fkrs are desperate aren't you!?

8/10/2019 9:30:54 AM patriotsinunity The structure of the outer ear would still be the same, lying, sitting.

8/10/2019 9:31:06 AM kaykaygirlkaren He was traded out during the blackouts. Not him that died.

8/10/2019 9:31:10 AM crt14361013 ✔

8/10/2019 9:31:18 AM hawksrule20101 Good point, “red flags” could have been a go sign. What was that Trump said about “swift justice”

8/10/2019 9:31:42 AM canadiancovfefe You have got to be kidding! I thought he had been taken to a black op site where he would be safe? This is not good news.

8/10/2019 9:31:45 AM ghost_of_billy_ Schöne Zerstörung

8/10/2019 9:32:05 AM kathleentamu It's possible. I think that's a little soon, however I don't buy anything the media is selling. Not. one. thing.

8/10/2019 9:32:30 AM cylantjustice Cameos do happen in big budget moVies. 🍿🍿

8/10/2019 9:32:35 AM truth_incontext "No FBI" pic.twitter.com/GPsRIOpYML

8/10/2019 9:32:36 AM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/xjnmirn6eJ

8/10/2019 9:32:39 AM disgoblue24 They still have it all, they have video, emails, flight logs, victims etc

8/10/2019 9:33:31 AM kvitalone Pray tell how might it be that you were privilege to this said video, Wayne?

Truly curious here, how you lucked out on seeing what might possibly be #1 most important & sought after video on the entire planet today! Thanks 

kindly for sharing. ✌️

8/10/2019 9:33:51 AM mongrelglory That's what I'm wondering.  Some Canadian paramedics are trained to intubate, administer epi, and defibrillate the patient on site if transport is going 

to take a while.  Additional pictures show a more mottled colour...so maybe he really is dead? This sure is a movie twist!

8/10/2019 9:34:20 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/H9nj1Hzsqf

8/10/2019 9:34:31 AM rosaleeadams And for those who shriek 'Military won't provide a fair trial'. . having sat on court martial boards, I can verify a lot more fair than the circuses they now 

call 'courts' across America

8/10/2019 9:35:18 AM bkize54 Going with Witness Protection Op...



8/10/2019 9:35:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. That's ridiculous.

8/10/2019 9:35:35 AM 45harisonharold Now the million-dollar question is, is that a Q-tip since since Q is off 8 chan.  no pun intended 😁

8/10/2019 9:35:40 AM state1union Perfect for witness protection I’d think 🤔

8/10/2019 9:36:06 AM nikoscali Has all the hallmarks of a MOSSAD op to me.

8/10/2019 9:36:42 AM aprilbrown99 I was waiting for this one. Lol #ThesePeopleAreStupid

8/10/2019 9:36:48 AM ceasarfall31544 @PoliticalOrgy @SirHublife @Jordan_Sather_ @tracybeanz @3Days3Nights @TrueEyeTheSpy @Breaking911 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @

8/10/2019 9:36:50 AM mccabe1984 Witness protection as they wldnt stop trying to get to him one way or another so cld be dis info IMO 💯💙🏴            WWG1WGA

8/10/2019 9:37:14 AM keith369me Is half enough?

8/10/2019 9:37:38 AM hearts4america Camera malfunction at the jail last night - exact time of Epstein death 🙄 Sure.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160223050555637760 … pic.twitter.com/ih34by9CsW

8/10/2019 9:38:00 AM internetusr I’m starting to think this was a hoax and he’s alive. There’s no way a Camera malfunctions at the exact moment he’s able to kill himself in a cell by 

himself. This is crazy.

8/10/2019 9:38:33 AM enomai_ Sadly other events must happen and these are probably generations in the making sigh. Conscious must be raised and technology must catch up to 

meet everyone's needs and wants.

8/10/2019 9:39:21 AM 369naturallaw Do you have more on that issue?

8/10/2019 9:39:26 AM allahuniversal Think similar (death faked by ?, not by Epstein), not exactly that same (Argentina has nothing to do with it, GITMO is a more likely speculation)

8/10/2019 9:39:27 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep. Life in danger too

8/10/2019 9:40:25 AM pixiesdorule Procedure.

8/10/2019 9:40:35 AM rosaleeadams Why not blame the lying, thieving Chinese whose nose is out of joint about HK...pointing the finger of blame at the US

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 9:41:22 AM justchuckin2 BS!!!!!

8/10/2019 9:41:24 AM richard07759712 Hmmm

8/10/2019 9:41:36 AM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/CIh4kuTlBK

8/10/2019 9:41:43 AM linnyt7 No

8/10/2019 9:41:46 AM qsentme6 And here comes the fake twitter  trending numbers falling as we speak! Check out the time stamps 🤮🤮 pic.twitter.com/lHR8idX0Xm

8/10/2019 9:41:54 AM gratitudeiskey_ How convenient

8/10/2019 9:41:58 AM aaronkarn1 Omg right

8/10/2019 9:42:10 AM sixbennetts Not even the same nose or ear. Sloppy job, @hillaryclinton & #SDNY.

☝😏

#NoCoincidences

#EpsteinSuicide #ClintonBodyCount #JeffreyEpstein #Arkancide pic.twitter.com/32dxjV6Qpl

8/10/2019 9:43:13 AM gashauler72 Nope!

8/10/2019 9:43:35 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  It's part of the reason I took up bellydancing.  I wanted to get rid of my "klutzy" self-image and could never do ballet because of my weak 

feet/ankles.  So flat-footed bellydancing was a good place to start. 😁

8/10/2019 9:43:53 AM lovelight5d no

8/10/2019 9:43:54 AM aprilbrown99 Not sure but we will soon find out.

8/10/2019 9:44:09 AM jeannampatrick Oh yeah suicide on suicide watch I’m not buying it

8/10/2019 9:44:31 AM seahag127 No coincidences here.

8/10/2019 9:44:45 AM marshaturner80 There are NO Coincidences!

8/10/2019 9:44:54 AM wwg1wga93583681 They seem to have shutdown your gif? pic.twitter.com/oGjxwCstt2

8/10/2019 9:44:55 AM jvan125 What was meant to happen, did. #TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 9:44:57 AM wahiggins3 There are no coincidences and time is an illusion.

8/10/2019 9:45:29 AM heikemildenber1 After the fall of Germany is to put it mildly "good"😉

8/10/2019 9:45:32 AM adsvel 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/dQjCSRnGNA

8/10/2019 9:45:51 AM jvan125 Who makes the decision to ‘remove someone from suicide watch’?

8/10/2019 9:46:18 AM samuelranselmo1 Nooooo..... Hillary

8/10/2019 9:46:30 AM laurabrinck Nope

8/10/2019 9:46:41 AM mrwhite90864194 Coincidence doesn’t exist

8/10/2019 9:46:42 AM 74686573746f726  pic.twitter.com/iXT6oUpbuq

8/10/2019 9:46:45 AM bangondoor Someone somewhere knows something..

8/10/2019 9:47:27 AM jones9536 Wow! So not him

8/10/2019 9:47:49 AM 3nmbrs Oh. My. Gosh.

THIS is funny!

Yes, Russian agents killed Epstein for Trump.

Wow, the shite is deep, put on your shite waders or you'll down. pic.twitter.com/raRN9jA89i

8/10/2019 9:47:59 AM uviziusnurquan #EpsteinIsalive #theGreatEscape_Epstien

8/10/2019 9:48:03 AM so_n10s They either sprung him or he's in top secret witness protection program 😎

8/10/2019 9:48:24 AM orbital_pi Whose? REAL or FAKE?

8/10/2019 9:48:32 AM aspennmax64_l "THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES"! pic.twitter.com/FcZf6z17Ac

8/10/2019 9:48:35 AM enomai_ So what you are saying, maybe, that a fake death, and he is sitting at gitmo?

8/10/2019 9:48:37 AM nutopiarocks Where are all the blue checks demanding an investigation into  how this went down? Those who do not want #justice are suspect/dirty.  The 

#EpsteinLitmustest.  @AOC only blue ck I've seen so far asking for investigation.

8/10/2019 9:48:43 AM 4realdjsdream Did guards get paid or threaten or have family threatened if thwy did not cooperate with deep state so epstein could be eliminated...sound like 

someone got to guards and also to camera which now malfunctioned coincidence huh....

Check guards and the comminications over past month

8/10/2019 9:48:43 AM qanonsunrise Seems to me if Q team wanted public's attention continually drawn back to Epstein, after DS attempts to hijack news with FFs, then attacks and a 

suicide death would be a good script.

8/10/2019 9:48:50 AM uviziusnurquan  pic.twitter.com/zh2GcY2XQf

8/10/2019 9:48:59 AM state1union Military tribunals are a way to speed things up too

8/10/2019 9:49:10 AM uviziusnurquan  pic.twitter.com/6CQsnylCG6

8/10/2019 9:49:21 AM wwg1wga93583681 Not working for me, but I am currently on a foreign 3g network... can anyone else play it?? pic.twitter.com/eReT11iNRv

8/10/2019 9:49:22 AM uviziusnurquan #EpsteinIsalive #theGreatEscape_Epstien

8/10/2019 9:49:28 AM jones9536 BEST MOVIE EVER!!!!!!!!!!

8/10/2019 9:49:34 AM mccabe1984 That’s not Epstein it’s Bn a dead mans switch so the evidence is admissible & the elites lawyers can’t get the trial put off it’ll go quicker than if he was 

alive 👏👏 I hope it is IMO as military tribunals will be sped up even quicker ppl WWG1WGA 🏴            💙

8/10/2019 9:49:57 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/jSIMgaUDyw

8/10/2019 9:50:22 AM enomai_ New world order = Nazi world order.

8/10/2019 9:50:27 AM armymarketing Of course

8/10/2019 9:50:30 AM lbf777 This is truly an information war.

8/10/2019 9:50:32 AM karina89350882 Must have an own cemetary…….

8/10/2019 9:50:44 AM mongrelglory Paid actor?



8/10/2019 9:50:50 AM soldierofalbion Military Tribunals are excellent for the swift  "execution" of 

sentences given .

8/10/2019 9:51:13 AM lisalisa365 #ClintonBodyCount

8/10/2019 9:51:17 AM sixbennetts 1. 'Kill' him

2. Noone to appeal release of everything, (we have it all). 

3. Reconstructive surgery

4. He's able to guide investigation, rolling over on everyone.

@hillaryclinton done goofed.

#Arkancide
8/10/2019 9:51:36 AM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤡 disinfo or nah?

 https://twitter.com/dark2light9/status/1160218908780924928?s=21 …

8/10/2019 9:51:36 AM jluther88  https://gph.is/29v11cL 

8/10/2019 9:51:58 AM wearediamonds2 😂 you guys make me feel so stupid sometimes because I am not understanding what all this means. Trying to learn, but I think I just don't know 

enough about how things/systems work to comprehend the bigger picture.

8/10/2019 9:52:04 AM carrie4truth Oh he was killed. That wimp didn’t have the balls to kill himself.  He was a weak man mentally and physically no doubt.

8/10/2019 9:52:19 AM carolyn1956 😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 9:52:51 AM joni_apple_seed Very good point.

8/10/2019 9:53:39 AM bbanderson50158 Coincidences you say? pic.twitter.com/SMtrKfooWm

8/10/2019 9:53:43 AM enomai_ It's a war on DNA, light, conscious

8/10/2019 9:54:03 AM renee86743676 No they won't the physical evidence doesn't need Jeffery

8/10/2019 9:54:03 AM cosmotopper6 More like....'The Plot Sickens'.....

8/10/2019 9:54:07 AM maude_rena Time will tell.

8/10/2019 9:54:08 AM dejavuq17 Me 2 pic.twitter.com/I5leBceulI

8/10/2019 9:54:10 AM covertress #EpsteinUnsealed pic.twitter.com/1CDM76Zv3s

8/10/2019 9:54:11 AM sunspot406 Our MSM will give you Their Story

8/10/2019 9:54:15 AM keith369me How Majestic it would be if the evidence in the 187 of Epstein pointed to some of our favorite cabal members.

8/10/2019 9:54:26 AM hearts4america First thing Iooked at was the ears.  No match!  That's not Epstein.  It's like whatever or whoever they want people to think it is.  Fresh haircut too🙄. 

@MBJ8388 pic.twitter.com/ByLDUSRPnk

8/10/2019 9:54:29 AM michelleywenz The Book of Enoch calls them the Watchers. They have dna and have polluted  ours, hence the need for redemption. This is why I’m a new creation in 

Christ. This I presume is also why Epstein wanted to seed the human race-fallen watcher dna. They’ve been doing it since Gen 6.

8/10/2019 9:54:34 AM dark2light9 We will have to stay tuned and #EnjoyTheShow

8/10/2019 9:54:58 AM enomai_ Both, And when you decide

8/10/2019 9:55:01 AM lorenzosghost Maybe its thanos!!!

8/10/2019 9:55:44 AM keith369me Air quotes around “died”?  Epstein is in South America?  Argentina?

8/10/2019 9:56:11 AM marshaturner80 BWAHHHHH😂*snort

8/10/2019 9:56:13 AM jayrambin Yes, but trump does things by the book. Must be legal.

8/10/2019 9:56:23 AM doubleuoglobe Looks like his hands might have been bound the way he's holding them

8/10/2019 9:56:26 AM dustybeck6 More the like the jails fist escape

8/10/2019 9:56:37 AM 4mydeerone Anyone got a POSSloc on @HillaryClinton...

8/10/2019 9:56:40 AM jeff57253103 Was Ep a C_A asset tasked to set up elite?

8/10/2019 9:56:42 AM ricca_19 #TrustThePlan

#TrustTrump

#TrustSessions = #TrustHuber #TrustDurham

Next #MilitaryTribunals

Expect some to be back in PLAY

#SilentExecutioner

#MadDog

Best Movie EVER - expect Plot Twists

No One Tries to KILL a DEAD MAN pic.twitter.com/ft8dlbhaXI
8/10/2019 9:57:05 AM nikkiwa67298367 Agree. He would have killed himself before taken prisoner.

8/10/2019 9:57:09 AM jollyrob2 Still alive?

8/10/2019 9:57:13 AM wwg1wga93583681 The thickening is accelerating. pic.twitter.com/CFFwLxxhaT

8/10/2019 9:57:21 AM keith369me Perhaps the reason is a little back and forth between Kavanaugh and Lindsay Graham that went over the heads of most?

8/10/2019 9:57:39 AM wearediamonds2 Oh. Damn.

8/10/2019 9:57:48 AM liltilgerlil It’s fun to watch them spin! Like a game of clue! Lmao

8/10/2019 9:58:09 AM keith369me Winning Bigly

8/10/2019 9:58:14 AM fluck_gloria Police code murder appears to elude them!

8/10/2019 9:58:29 AM jlsharkey Saw this. Interesting. pic.twitter.com/qIUsNgJanA

8/10/2019 9:58:31 AM nationalistkev Getting harder every day tp "Trust Wray".

8/10/2019 9:59:16 AM fluck_gloria How many murders?

8/10/2019 9:59:26 AM laurabrinck And went to South America

8/10/2019 9:59:43 AM liltilgerlil I remember Gitmo was hiring somewhere.

8/10/2019 9:59:50 AM praest İs Barr intu keeping up appearancis n going thru the mōśns?

8/10/2019 9:59:57 AM ahani_amora It's not Jeffery Epstein! The ears and nose are NOT the same as evidenced in multiple pre-incarceration photos! Hmmm, who it that? 🤔

8/10/2019 10:00:17 AM b00buuuu Already blaming POTUS because he hired Costa.

8/10/2019 10:00:48 AM keith369me Apparently not... Jack is under our control

8/10/2019 10:01:31 AM allahuniversal Or "What" is that?

8/10/2019 10:01:42 AM enomai_ Yes, it's him after ear analysis.

And, if he was dead why are they giving him oxygen

8/10/2019 10:01:57 AM eldeeberry 🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/10/2019 10:02:05 AM linnyt7 I can’t imagine a person with more enemies than Epstein had. More important than the number is the class of enemies..none more powerful in the 

world likely. At his death I imagine some said, Good.”, some said, “Finally.” And some said..”It was suicide.”

8/10/2019 10:02:20 AM nea_storm Because Your Geniuses??? Is this a Trick Question? pic.twitter.com/PatXvIgk0Y

8/10/2019 10:02:21 AM gregorychestnut What in the world happened?

Unbelievable!!!

8/10/2019 10:03:07 AM tinaqpatriot45 Dead peoples eyes remain open. This guy is clenching his closed

8/10/2019 10:03:35 AM liltilgerlil Liberals blaming Barr! It’s hilarious. Like he was sitting there the whole time. 😂

8/10/2019 10:03:40 AM tinaqpatriot45  pic.twitter.com/tt9SNSiQuC

8/10/2019 10:04:12 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/freedom_sent/status/1160226280111038465?s=19 …

8/10/2019 10:04:22 AM richard07759712 Now what?

8/10/2019 10:04:23 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/G6fBDkFdmc



8/10/2019 10:04:24 AM mefulmer25 Now they are back peddling 😂  https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/jeffrey-epstein-found-dead-nyc-jail-n1041081?cid=sm_npd_nn_fb_ma …

8/10/2019 10:04:28 AM liltilgerlil Hilarious

8/10/2019 10:05:09 AM joeandbridge  https://jimdukeperspective.com/revealing-trumps-illuminati-bloodline/ …

8/10/2019 10:05:47 AM liltilgerlil This one 😂😂 👇Mossad pic.twitter.com/NEjmioebZ2

8/10/2019 10:06:33 AM joeandbridge  https://wakeup-world.com/2011/07/04/are-all-but-one-us-presidents-related/ …

8/10/2019 10:06:59 AM joeandbridge There's a crap load of info if ya google.

8/10/2019 10:07:49 AM liltilgerlil This comment 😂😂😂 lots of them. 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/FsqEatz4O0

8/10/2019 10:08:10 AM lorirrr Wow. Just some random dead guy.

8/10/2019 10:08:27 AM keith369me Great movie script.   Do we get the taped Epstein confessions/associations as part of this ACT?

8/10/2019 10:08:30 AM chiefdreyfus Not #epstein ... not even a real person IMO ... look at the ear, they Phucked up there...😉

8/10/2019 10:08:46 AM roublisa Thank you 🙏🙏🙏😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/LMCbOvLk6n

8/10/2019 10:09:00 AM liltilgerlil Lots of rocks lol

8/10/2019 10:09:15 AM mefulmer25 Now they back peddling https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/jeffrey-epstein-found-dead-nyc-jail-n1041081?cid=sm_npd_nn_fb_ma …

8/10/2019 10:09:50 AM joeandbridge  https://www.familytree.com/blog/donald-trump-and-hillary-clinton-are-related/ …

8/10/2019 10:09:55 AM liltilgerlil Today is the best comic relief ever

8/10/2019 10:10:12 AM michael81972 😂😂😂👍🏻

8/10/2019 10:10:13 AM jvan125 And if he was ‘hanged’ why isn’t he purple? Skin tone looks jut fine.

8/10/2019 10:10:30 AM lalei63 The ear is distorted because of the neck collar. Look closely for the burn marks under his ear.

8/10/2019 10:10:47 AM mongrelglory But of course! 😎

8/10/2019 10:10:52 AM floodofnoise Blackmail coverup, Epstein a Mossad asset

8/10/2019 10:11:01 AM keith369me Don’t be...this progresses faster than the multi year process/fake media analysis of a trial.  This would be OJ times 1,000...and the glove wouldn’t fit, 

you’d have to acquit.

8/10/2019 10:11:11 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/4EWHfRk7uy

8/10/2019 10:11:42 AM liltilgerlil I can’t take much more. My sides hurt

8/10/2019 10:12:32 AM keith369me The media is about to implode...enjoy the show 🍿

8/10/2019 10:12:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Don't use google as it's controlled by DEEP STATE. I use a URL that is not USA and does not record key strokes or IP's. It's not a load of shit, I have over 

5,000 hours of research. I won't do yours too. Look into other safe ways to get your info bc Google is compromised.

8/10/2019 10:13:40 AM jonella_moore NESARA?

8/10/2019 10:14:12 AM hawks_twelve Maybe Epstein was switched during the power outages and this  double is a FF for the left to expend more ammo.

How was a camera present to get such clear photos of him being removed.

8/10/2019 10:14:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd That's an article...that does not give family tree showing correlation...bad research...you are wrong. Sorry. Stop using Google, again, Google is 

compromised.

8/10/2019 10:14:49 AM liltilgerlil Awesome

8/10/2019 10:14:58 AM 9threalm Oh! pic.twitter.com/uAhNlmOLZl

8/10/2019 10:15:16 AM 4mydeerone Calling All Angels... 🏍 

13 Cicrcles... pic.twitter.com/C4bDIqoq5s

8/10/2019 10:16:52 AM rachelhalligan  pic.twitter.com/AKbuTI7O5T

8/10/2019 10:17:39 AM liltilgerlil Tell M12 the only ones not blamed so far are aliens! 😂

8/10/2019 10:18:18 AM ricca_19 Yes, WE DO 

Can't believe I agree with the dimwit puppet

8/10/2019 10:18:36 AM liltilgerlil She’s a hoot

8/10/2019 10:18:37 AM mongrelglory MJ-12... Is that your tongue I see firmly planted in your cheek? 😉

8/10/2019 10:19:17 AM tlcl1964 Tesla

8/10/2019 10:19:19 AM allahuniversal Let's say that he is... What does that prove, exactly?

8/10/2019 10:19:54 AM liltilgerlil Reminds me of Jimmy Hoffa lmao

8/10/2019 10:20:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd If you want to talk relatives, we are ALL ONE as All Is One and in that sense we are all related to HRC because we are all one! She just chose the dark, 

we choose the light. She will face consequences for her choices. Severe. Consequences.

8/10/2019 10:20:23 AM flgirlsbeenqd Nothing more than All Is One...

8/10/2019 10:20:34 AM ricca_19 So Liberals are UPSET that the #Pedophile #Epstien is DEAD

#TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 10:20:54 AM turboxyde Classic!

8/10/2019 10:21:26 AM allahuniversal The irony is the related link near the bottom:

NEVER ASSUME SOMEONE ELSE'S RESEARCH IS CORRECT http://www.familytree.com/blog/never-assume-someone-elses-research-is-correct/ …

8/10/2019 10:22:27 AM thinkinghuman Dead or alive makes no difference,  they already have everything they needed from him.  #JusticeIsComing

8/10/2019 10:22:27 AM ahani_amora This is hysterical!!! 🤣😂🤣

8/10/2019 10:22:58 AM ideclarefreedom #DarkToLight #DarkToLight #DarkToLight #PeacefulAwakening #PeacefulAwakening #PeacefulAwakening ☀️☀️☀️

8/10/2019 10:23:44 AM allahuniversal [GOOG]. Smh I barely trust Google to provide a decent dictionary definition. 

Bringing up compromised biased Google as proof of anything ends this conversation, actually. May as well have said check sNOPEs

8/10/2019 10:24:17 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/M9hLGLJBGM

8/10/2019 10:24:59 AM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 10:25:29 AM vaporking At that point, they are saying he was still alive.

What dept is that officer with that's escorting?

8/10/2019 10:25:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Excellent catch!

8/10/2019 10:26:34 AM mongrelglory The prison doctor normally.  Unless over-ridden by National Security concerns...😏

8/10/2019 10:26:42 AM jpd1o1 How have you seen the footage

8/10/2019 10:26:47 AM liltilgerlil It’s ok. Ms. Clinton finally shut up.

8/10/2019 10:27:16 AM boogeymanhunter Because you guys know everything. 👀

Except when my fish were born.

Maybe?

 (... somehow you probably know that too. 🤔 )

8/10/2019 10:27:42 AM mongrelglory This is beginning to sound like the "series of unfortunate events" that occurred on 9/11...😒

8/10/2019 10:28:22 AM jvan125 Ahh yes...there are those two words again. “National Security”...😉

8/10/2019 10:28:32 AM michael81972 Its kinda like the opposite of what the DS are doing with RBG...

8/10/2019 10:29:02 AM liltilgerlil Shows how much they read the docs yesterday lmao

8/10/2019 10:29:49 AM endgamepanacea Mission Impossible. pic.twitter.com/FskCdi6eoD

8/10/2019 10:29:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The plot thickens. pic.twitter.com/QkslKDdLWw

8/10/2019 10:30:00 AM joni_apple_seed Perhaps from a Russians point of view, but I’m guessing the Japanese would disagree. #UnsealEpstein #ThanQ @covertdisclosu1 @GregRubini 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @John_F_Kennnedy @TrueEyeTheSpy @TheCollectiveQ pic.twitter.com/XNOtSwCFCl



8/10/2019 10:30:22 AM sixbennetts It ain't even him. Different nose, different ear.

☝😏

@hillaryclinton, ya done goofed.

#EpsteinSuicide #JeffreyEpstein #Arkancide

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#SDNY is complicit. pic.twitter.com/IpFD0EnDXW
8/10/2019 10:30:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 ]WRAY[ or [WRAY] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1160239651996622848 …

8/10/2019 10:30:39 AM state1union Well and didn’t you say that it just expedited the process and the need for military tribunals?

8/10/2019 10:30:42 AM debrafierens Q said to trust Wray. I trust Q

8/10/2019 10:31:00 AM rebashoenfelt1 Appears mask like

8/10/2019 10:31:12 AM lindabr67234799 Uhhhh .... White hat project .... witness protection for complete disclosure.

8/10/2019 10:31:20 AM snarkishdanno I’m still on the fence on this one.

8/10/2019 10:31:33 AM matt_dodaro Can always count on corrupt joe to come through !!!

8/10/2019 10:31:44 AM jvan125 Only time will tell...🍿🍿🍿

8/10/2019 10:31:51 AM grumpyallday So are you saying put to death? I see what your talking about

8/10/2019 10:32:06 AM keith369me What, no cabal spin for Drudge?

8/10/2019 10:32:35 AM zooodrew I'm blocked from seeing this

8/10/2019 10:32:54 AM teresa_r53 I don't know that. My husband's eyes were closed when he died.

8/10/2019 10:32:57 AM state1union I wanna see Scarborough in prison. He’d make someone a good wife.

8/10/2019 10:33:05 AM keith369me Is []Wray[] still on the fence?

8/10/2019 10:33:43 AM unidentifiedta1 So Epstein is in Argentina? ;)

8/10/2019 10:34:02 AM lalei63 I’m just saying the evidence is there for hanging- that being said, his arms are on the outside of the gurney and then on his stomach. If he were dead, 

they would be limp by his side. Also, dead peoples eyes are usually open.

8/10/2019 10:34:04 AM 4realdjsdream FBI/Deep State croonies and MI 6 wanted this to proetct their power and those linked to epstein ...

Otherwise mass worldwide corruption of ped network of highest members are exposed..

Now they are safe again

8/10/2019 10:34:12 AM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 10:34:21 AM rebashoenfelt1 Freak

8/10/2019 10:34:37 AM liltilgerlil Now people are trending Vince Foster 😂😂

8/10/2019 10:34:43 AM americanpetal ]WRAY[ 

He’s a Patriot, right?

8/10/2019 10:35:01 AM sommerfeldkitty I wonder where they took him?

8/10/2019 10:35:34 AM mom_roc He looks pretty alive here... hands are holding something, usually wouldn’t they be dead?

8/10/2019 10:36:00 AM hugsnpugs I have always been on the fence about Wray. I honestly have never trusted him and still don’t. I sincerely hope I am wrong.

8/10/2019 10:36:11 AM sommerfeldkitty Maybe he wasn’t eliminated, just replaced and taken

elsewhere!

8/10/2019 10:36:24 AM mikeoffoftheuk It started the Cold War. Japan was just the trading ground, the war was basically won japan were no longer a real threat. They were never invading 

anyone. They were trying to negotiate surrender through the Swiss. It’s just not taught in US schools.

8/10/2019 10:36:26 AM mom_roc Apparently his is an old photo? First attempt

8/10/2019 10:36:54 AM americanpetal 🙄

8/10/2019 10:37:03 AM liltilgerlil Haha

8/10/2019 10:37:13 AM liltilgerlil It was the Butler 😂

8/10/2019 10:37:56 AM paullamoureux4 I believe the FBI and CIA as institutions will be brought before military tribunals for some form of RICO Treason charge.   Then start from scratch.

8/10/2019 10:38:07 AM liltilgerlil I’m loving this. Savor it.

8/10/2019 10:38:32 AM ricca_19 Narcissists don't kill THEMSELVES

Light starting 2 SHINE on OTHERS #SlowDrip

How do u keep WITNESS SAFE &

keep story front page NEWS

Sex/Murder/Mystery

No One Tries To KILL a DEAD MAN

Best Movie EVER - Plot Twist

#TrustThePlan

Can't wait 2 see WHO attends #Epstein's #Fakeral
8/10/2019 10:38:46 AM keith369me Which A-Hole in the media will be the first to blame it on one of Epstein’s victims?

8/10/2019 10:38:57 AM jollyrob2 looking glass? pic.twitter.com/0O34EGp6ea

8/10/2019 10:39:16 AM liltilgerlil It’s so her. pic.twitter.com/kPB3XBFR31

8/10/2019 10:39:36 AM liltilgerlil In the parlor

8/10/2019 10:39:45 AM laughingwolf11  https://twitter.com/LaughingWolf11/status/1160237862446456832?s=20 …

8/10/2019 10:40:38 AM laughingwolf11 Stiff from the freezer.

8/10/2019 10:41:14 AM nowtrigger #EpsteinCameraFootage

8/10/2019 10:41:22 AM americanpetal Oh

8/10/2019 10:41:35 AM hawkgirlinmn [WRAY]

8/10/2019 10:42:03 AM atsaduk Isn't it so perfect how the media will now be forced to make their own "conspiracy theories" to explain the death of Epstein. Who are the crazy tinfoil 

hat people now? Oh how the tables have turned.... PERFECT

8/10/2019 10:42:40 AM nikole12293925 🤔

8/10/2019 10:42:54 AM praest Hōp u'r rīt, and he's got sm hunni bajr-ish plan in thōs bagpīps or up his kilt.

Not mor flimflam bollux.

8/10/2019 10:43:10 AM b00buuuu Who on the Lolita manifests have not yet tweeted. I will start.

Chris and Andrew Cuomo.

8/10/2019 10:43:32 AM law_blake Well THAT gives me a warm and fuzzy feeling, NOT!

8/10/2019 10:43:38 AM liltilgerlil Whodunit! pic.twitter.com/kCwTdjZWJK

8/10/2019 10:44:39 AM sixbennetts Well, crows feet kinda dissappear when you lay down, relax, and stop smiling, but the nose shape and especially the ear are wrong. The ear is like a 

fingerprint.

8/10/2019 10:46:49 AM 10thcrusader Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?

8/10/2019 10:47:06 AM nikoscali When "QAnon Morons" get the last laugh... pic.twitter.com/M1oWwlcRvz

8/10/2019 10:47:08 AM liltilgerlil Here’s another. 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/iA13jUNwX9

8/10/2019 10:47:44 AM hambrickro 😎 Hey Rod , love that Blue/White striped tie you're sporting , along with that blank stare you got going on  😎

8/10/2019 10:48:16 AM michael81972 Looking like [Wray] if Barr doesnt trust the effbeeye

8/10/2019 10:49:54 AM liltilgerlil I agree

8/10/2019 10:50:06 AM teamsterr07 Wray hasn't impressed me during his tenure.

8/10/2019 10:50:25 AM tkaplan2333 There is no such thing as coincidence - there are only signposts left unread.

8/10/2019 10:51:06 AM liltilgerlil It’s awesome. Watching the meltdown



8/10/2019 10:52:03 AM enomai_ Fixed the headlines pic.twitter.com/9mm1MYpJc3

8/10/2019 10:53:10 AM mgray72531386 F@@@@@@@ckkkkkkk!  And lived in Argentina for the rest of his days......

8/10/2019 10:53:52 AM americanpetal I love when MJ is a bit sarcastic. lol

#EpsteinFiles

#ClintonBodyCount

8/10/2019 10:54:27 AM enomai_ It's the same ear you have to get another ear shot.

8/10/2019 10:55:27 AM enomai_ And you are comparing to a younger epstein

8/10/2019 10:56:21 AM hunting_pedos The inmates delivered street justice  to epstein

8/10/2019 10:56:37 AM sixbennetts I don't have to, I'm convinced. You have to if it's not clear to you.

Have fun.

8/10/2019 10:58:13 AM _chelseaproject Its an image of his head but without a body.

8/10/2019 11:02:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Is it possible he was replaced by a body double for two main reasons. 1. Bring attention to Epstein and child sex trafficking and 2. Protect him as a 

witness?

8/10/2019 11:02:24 AM allahuniversal ?

Don't mind or quote me, just speculation...? 

? pic.twitter.com/1rdWCowrJ1

8/10/2019 11:03:17 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/j4aLqSAUia

8/10/2019 11:03:41 AM disfellocated The ‘stein is dead. 

Long live the ‘stein. 👑 💀 

Its tribunal time!

8/10/2019 11:06:00 AM rosesrred0119 [WRAY]

8/10/2019 11:06:13 AM mommahood777 so that little demon spawn Pete is gonna bring justice...there's a lot of little fishies swimming around...watch the water pic.twitter.com/YeAcwgTeAH

8/10/2019 11:06:36 AM dabrokentruth U speak German? 😳

8/10/2019 11:07:11 AM grumpyallday Gotcha, maybe I misunderstood what you meant earlier.

8/10/2019 11:07:35 AM zaraawakened Okay, I guess we are done with #UnsealEpstein now. I hope there's an avalanche of evidence very soon. pic.twitter.com/XYTf0e1XkA

8/10/2019 11:07:49 AM gregorychestnut A clone of JE.

8/10/2019 11:07:59 AM jswdh1 Who pleads not guilty and appeals no bail then commits suicide.....

8/10/2019 11:08:03 AM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

REM.

Large legislative gathering.

Jeb Bush in the hot seat.

B2s fly right over WH/Fed and bomb.

Multiple attempts made on friendlies including Nunes. 

Shot right chest, but survived initial attack.

Rendezvous with trusted aid.

Nunes econ. tank.

Total pandemonium.
8/10/2019 11:08:10 AM liltilgerlil These guys are on a spinathon! 😂 pic.twitter.com/yz2qhJHyVm

8/10/2019 11:08:14 AM michael81972 He would be on his knees a lot😆

8/10/2019 11:08:52 AM wolfspirit1 Me thinks he’s been moved to gitmo for his protection for naming names...

8/10/2019 11:09:49 AM state1union Haha 😂 I know and the funny thing is MIA and Joe will be heading to prison. I wonder what Trump meant about Mia’s bloody face?

8/10/2019 11:09:57 AM enomai_ You blocked me for saying you are wrong. Good job shill. 

It's the same Epstein. He just got into a fight last week, if true. He's older noses look different with age, and you are not showing an angle for his ear. 

ITS HIM atleast say it's a clone ffs

8/10/2019 11:10:00 AM jswdh1 Russia Russia Russia

8/10/2019 11:10:33 AM covertress who took the photo?

emt? leo?

8/10/2019 11:10:51 AM jswdh1 Right! Where's the security camera videos!?

8/10/2019 11:11:44 AM liltilgerlil I’m making a short list of possible suspects pic.twitter.com/0xEqSWjxQW

8/10/2019 11:11:53 AM jvan125 Hold on...is this #SuicideWeekend ???

8/10/2019 11:12:04 AM liltilgerlil Reports so far they malfunctioned 😂

8/10/2019 11:12:44 AM state1union That made me laugh. Thank you 😊

8/10/2019 11:14:09 AM liltilgerlil Here ya go. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/statement-attorney-general-william-p-barr-death-jeffrey-epstein …

8/10/2019 11:14:56 AM uviziusnurquan  pic.twitter.com/BaKSe8yeLN

8/10/2019 11:15:17 AM jswdh1 Instead of the dog ate my homework.... Russia ate my homework! Dang Russia!

8/10/2019 11:16:25 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1160252131112292352 …

8/10/2019 11:16:45 AM mefulmer25 I see Dayton, OH

8/10/2019 11:18:12 AM allahuniversal Good question

8/10/2019 11:18:16 AM gemutlich5050 And I will say this again.  Do a FOIA request for the Diplomatic Clearance Application System (DCAS) flight records from the State Dept.  

#MAGA @TomFitton #Qanon

#SaturdayThoughts #UnsealEpstein @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MeToo https://twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1160252662203502593 …

8/10/2019 11:18:18 AM naildrvr1 I remember!!! 

Very nice

8/10/2019 11:18:23 AM state1union MJ if you were here in 2016 why does your profile say July 2017?  Just wondering?

8/10/2019 11:18:55 AM naildrvr1 I remember that!!!!

8/10/2019 11:19:08 AM jujusfurrykids I suppose their ears change also? pic.twitter.com/F8K7CaYSlD

8/10/2019 11:19:16 AM hambrickro 😎 That's right - FUNERAL 😏 Wonder which one we get to see , NO NAME or POPPY BUSH 🤔 Better yet , I'm thinking GODFATHER 111 😎

8/10/2019 11:19:52 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/V32aJZTBBG

8/10/2019 11:20:07 AM nikoscali Triggered much?

8/10/2019 11:20:54 AM liltilgerlil At this point, ok pic.twitter.com/bKEYtoJNKn

8/10/2019 11:21:26 AM rebashoenfelt1 Trying to find reason to trust Wray.

8/10/2019 11:21:40 AM anitaevans That proves we all have a different lens -

8/10/2019 11:22:07 AM liltilgerlil Were watching a movie, it’s the FBI Wray Act now. Get some popcorn.

8/10/2019 11:22:19 AM rebashoenfelt1 Suspicious at best

8/10/2019 11:22:54 AM michael81972 Its getting so bad that if i go on a date with a woman,  I ask them to prove it😂😂😂  just kidding...but this madness has got to stop



8/10/2019 11:23:38 AM liltilgerlil It’s getting good. The whole world is looking at this. What are we being distracted from?

8/10/2019 11:23:40 AM rebashoenfelt1 Agree. Sidney Powell confirms at least one third are F_BI.

8/10/2019 11:23:59 AM dazeytoday 😂

8/10/2019 11:24:02 AM ksouth21 MJ, we have seen that preparations have been made over last year to prep the GTMO courtrooms for live coverage. Will we see justice via televised 

tribunals of these horrific criminals?.

If not, im not ok with that

8/10/2019 11:24:59 AM rebashoenfelt1 Gitter done Wray!

8/10/2019 11:25:15 AM ksouth21 I think you got it girl. Either way, him gone, does not effect the overall plan

8/10/2019 11:25:38 AM tyst1ck Im guessing he was taken for purposes of a military tribunal.

8/10/2019 11:25:38 AM rebashoenfelt1 If course😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 11:26:21 AM michael81972 I think she is trans

8/10/2019 11:26:26 AM rebashoenfelt1 Hmmm

8/10/2019 11:27:18 AM liltilgerlil I agree

8/10/2019 11:27:24 AM deplorabldamsel Or WHAT is it?  Clone? Mask? Dummy?  A doppleganger? Doesn't look like Epstein to me at all! Nose & ears are way different. 

pic.twitter.com/DcctA2XsZq

8/10/2019 11:27:41 AM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂

8/10/2019 11:27:52 AM lidavg48 faked....just enough for the gullible.

8/10/2019 11:28:15 AM ksouth21 No. Read all of MJ tweets and replies today. They are very far from safe

8/10/2019 11:28:16 AM das100000 MCC Announces New Rules For Personnel On Suicide Watch

       Agency Takes Full Responsibility For Past Accidents

8/10/2019 11:29:37 AM claudiacrown1 And Why do cameras always seem to malfunction when it counts? Pentagon, Vegas Massacre, Walmart shootings, and now Epstein? No nothing fishy 

here...

You can’t make this shit up. Everyone knew this would happen ... 

Apparently their was a mishap with the cameras at the jail lmao

8/10/2019 11:29:55 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 11:30:16 AM deplorabldamsel lol You found a better left side profile than mine! pic.twitter.com/pRlVvIIzkQ

8/10/2019 11:30:35 AM state1union Oh so Joe already likes it like that anyway. Lol 😂

8/10/2019 11:30:45 AM rebashoenfelt1 A new grumpy cat?

8/10/2019 11:30:59 AM crankymachinist @JasonGa37511456

8/10/2019 11:31:10 AM michael81972 Exactly😂

8/10/2019 11:31:40 AM rebashoenfelt1 😂

8/10/2019 11:32:10 AM archaicoutlaw Interesting find, but anyone can edit wikipedia. I guess we'll have to wait and see.

8/10/2019 11:32:30 AM aintgets He faked his death to escape

8/10/2019 11:33:05 AM pixiesdorule Wow, comprehensive reading isn't your strength is it. The subject of your tweet to me was that I am "not awake" & you respond with an aside from a 

3% angle of zero reference to the subject of whether or not I'm "awake". Have fun on your Merry Go Round. Epstein dead is my answer.

8/10/2019 11:35:15 AM timesupmaga Trust Wray 😂😂😂.  No, investigate Wray.

8/10/2019 11:37:11 AM jswdh1 Like we need like answers like lots and like lots of like answers like now... like today... LOL

8/10/2019 11:37:41 AM cathybivens4 😂

8/10/2019 11:39:10 AM liltilgerlil 😂 pic.twitter.com/I1eHW5qPpB

8/10/2019 11:39:25 AM 99freemind complete lie - anonymous troll

8/10/2019 11:41:58 AM gregoryjhall1 B movie plot...

8/10/2019 11:42:18 AM rachaelangelm Another episode.

8/10/2019 11:42:43 AM apex_starseed Hitler Rothschild..yeah I said it Hitler is of Rothschild decent... Obama related to Hitler decent..

8/10/2019 11:42:47 AM nikoscali #UniversalStudios pulls #TheHunt!

#Hunters become the #Hunted

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #ClintonBodyCount #Epstein https://variety.com/2019/film/news/the-hunt-canceled-universal-betty-

gilpin-hilary-swank-emma-roberts-1203298774/ …

8/10/2019 11:42:49 AM pixiesdorule Should have seen how fast Famy Malak declared Clinton victims dead here in Arkansas during the 70's and 80's...

8/10/2019 11:43:19 AM cinmacluvs2knit Anyth is possible right now #QAnon.

8/10/2019 11:44:11 AM azuremagus A switch of bodies, no deny is a confirm

8/10/2019 11:46:40 AM manifest_utopia [WRAY]

8/10/2019 11:46:58 AM edwinandylugo That's looks like him . Only one problem . He's wasn't dead yet.. pic.twitter.com/IFs3hHh6Md

8/10/2019 11:47:21 AM state1union Omg 😮 lol 😂

8/10/2019 11:47:59 AM patriot608 Look how enormous his head is compared to the medic in the foreground.. 

This is a horrible photoshop attempt..

8/10/2019 11:48:30 AM gryniiizred Nothing can stop what's coming.

8/10/2019 11:49:23 AM maraswilliams No such thing.

8/10/2019 11:49:48 AM charlescatagnu5 Cover up FAKE investigation teams.

8/10/2019 11:53:09 AM 8notables @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/lfM2KcidPV

8/10/2019 11:54:39 AM covfefe_v I'm sorry...but it's quite revealing the level of stupidity we're dealing with. And....they PROVE IT everyday. #ClintonBodyCount #EpsteinFiles

8/10/2019 11:54:58 AM lynn93100924 There are no coincidences........

WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/10/2019 11:55:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1158591752938369024 …

8/10/2019 11:55:51 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/IrcnQzIT31

8/10/2019 11:56:25 AM snarkishdanno MJ, quick question, Bob Lazar, Clown, pawn, Patriot, or...

Would help me in putting some puzzle pieces together. Thanks!

8/10/2019 11:56:30 AM loveusa1958 I call total BS on all of this! How much was the PAY OFF to put someone else in there with his face mask and get him out of America?

8/10/2019 11:56:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 He was on borrowed time. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158569777377533953?s=21 …

8/10/2019 11:57:09 AM djlok Yeah, "Trust Wray" to do what exactly?

8/10/2019 11:57:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where is he? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158601053564264454?s=21 …

8/10/2019 11:58:19 AM loveusa1958 Yep.. Got to save his Killary in laws!!

8/10/2019 11:58:55 AM robin_ked #DeathToPedos pic.twitter.com/9QgMZxRkrT

8/10/2019 11:59:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pawn

8/10/2019 11:59:25 AM djlok Time for another distraction.  #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/10/2019 12:00:06 PM punkbudgie1 Does his hands have surgical gloves on🤔

8/10/2019 12:00:13 PM samuelranselmo1 Wray is the bait and he doesn't know... The trap is set and they are taking the bait.... Wray don't realize he has already tripped his trap..

8/10/2019 12:01:45 PM samuelranselmo1 ANONS don't forget nothing....they remind you..



8/10/2019 12:01:45 PM loveusa1958 Way too many BIG people world wide stood way too much to loose behind him! Either he was murdered or someone else is in his place and he has 

departed America!

8/10/2019 12:02:34 PM genregod Anthony Bourdain pic.twitter.com/inq2K3oc5O

8/10/2019 12:03:00 PM vintagesquirrel Does it begin with a G and end with an itmo?

8/10/2019 12:03:10 PM gregoryjhall1 Lol

8/10/2019 12:03:15 PM marzipaningles1 He’s covered up because that isn’t him.

8/10/2019 12:03:27 PM 11e1ev1n Interesting.  I follow 72 seconds but not very closely. He is too cryptic.

8/10/2019 12:03:43 PM jvan125 Does this mean Epstein is officially Unsealed? ALL of it?

8/10/2019 12:03:59 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/LSDoveWXxk

8/10/2019 12:04:10 PM snarkishdanno Thank you.

8/10/2019 12:04:27 PM jayrambin Don’t count on it. The public is very fickle and has add.  Attention bounces all over the place, to the latest, juiciest thing. Out of sight , out of mind, for 

the masses anyway.

8/10/2019 12:05:03 PM wwg1wga93583681 Everyone's a pawn to you.  Or no? pic.twitter.com/05gGIrRd03

8/10/2019 12:06:23 PM jschwien76 Look at his head compared to his hands! When a person dies their completion and skin turns to blue grey. U can see this in his face but look at the color 

of his hands!!

8/10/2019 12:06:24 PM loveusa1958 More HOAX??

8/10/2019 12:07:40 PM timetowakeupsw1 😂😂😂

now they made me laugh!

they are so desperate... beautiful!

Nothing can stop, whats coming. Nothing! 

#SheepNoMore

#PanicInDC

#NowComesThePain pic.twitter.com/kFyVyt5XXY
8/10/2019 12:08:05 PM doctorstrangel3 One could suggest that this is true. And if so, one should ask why it’s true. The answer is simple - the only sure way to protect Epstein from the reach of 

the Clintons was to fake his death, so he could eventually safely testify. Do I believe this? Absolutely not :)

8/10/2019 12:09:00 PM jschwien76 Here is a q post referring to “Suicide Weekend” and “no name”. Hands up??? pic.twitter.com/XcA0vdnHmv

8/10/2019 12:10:07 PM jschwien76 Then he posted a pic of no name. Look at the difference in the color of his hands and his face. Think mirror.

8/10/2019 12:10:22 PM johnsville14 Is it in the carpet? Also behind the girl is "Alphabet".

8/10/2019 12:10:57 PM jschwien76  pic.twitter.com/u6thNyVfhB

8/10/2019 12:11:21 PM jonezzzy3 Not Epstein.. look at the inner ear and nose.. pic.twitter.com/i8hXkY57tR

8/10/2019 12:12:21 PM catherinewhitfo It appears to be hiding and looking afraid.

8/10/2019 12:12:44 PM moemc8 Yes, it does.

8/10/2019 12:13:58 PM gerengher I wish I New someone who paid attn to flight paths like you know sat maps oh every flight happening in real time. Anything heading to gitmo lately?? 

Or he’s dead and they have everything on vid. Idk🤷🏻♂️

8/10/2019 12:14:11 PM sanktengel that IS NOT EPSTEIN!!!

8/10/2019 12:15:20 PM headlinejuice Trump has been in office 2 1/5 years. That is@plenty long enough to have advanced farther than current state.

8/10/2019 12:15:48 PM lorirrr Bet he's good on Halloween.

8/10/2019 12:16:43 PM david00997884 Maybe a white hat clone. Just saying

8/10/2019 12:16:44 PM lioness4truth You mean... Arkencide maybe? Or...???

8/10/2019 12:16:55 PM smakedtalk Pray the civil case continues.

God damn we were close.

8/10/2019 12:17:25 PM headlinejuice The whole fucking government is complicit. They all created this mess with their secrecy and Patriot Act and 9/11 coverup.

8/10/2019 12:18:04 PM headlinejuice Trump is getting played.

8/10/2019 12:18:35 PM keith369me If you are new to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter Account, read this and as much of the subsequent information that your brain can handle!!!  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476009176301570 …

8/10/2019 12:19:26 PM 1_decided_voter Did they pull off a "Silence of the Lambs" escape?

8/10/2019 12:19:38 PM djlok Yeah, that's what I'm wondering.

8/10/2019 12:20:24 PM iceateen Yeah that was a lie from the deep state. He went off in his u boat to Brazil

8/10/2019 12:20:30 PM michael81972 Has JE actually been somewhere else ever since the blackout?

8/10/2019 12:20:50 PM obforthepeople So JE does the dirty where was that news yesterday,when it happened? Fri Morning.Which is Fake News Fri

8/10/2019 12:20:52 PM raeraefire Disappointing

8/10/2019 12:20:58 PM iluvkayakingtoo That really clears things up.

8/10/2019 12:21:13 PM djlok If that's the case, I trust @RepMaxineWaters to be a total nincompoop!!!

8/10/2019 12:22:32 PM godhasthisnow thank you

8/10/2019 12:23:06 PM 45harisonharold Wonder if NSA  archives video

8/10/2019 12:23:10 PM ricca_19 Okay Medical ppl - didn't he look a little HEALTH in the hospital pics

Flushed with color

Figured he's be pale, or grayish blue without oxygen & blood circulation

Assuming he didn't have a TAN because he was in PRISON

#TrustThePlan

8/10/2019 12:24:38 PM orsinipepe ]WRAY[ OF LIGHT.

8/10/2019 12:24:54 PM 1_decided_voter Well well well... https://twitter.com/RodRosenstein/status/1160228283394514945 …

8/10/2019 12:26:28 PM apex_starseed His on his way to Israel or is already there...😉

8/10/2019 12:29:03 PM rebashoenfelt1 Without evidence it is a possibility. Money can buy anything; prisoners getting to other prisoners?  Then again, pictures don’t lie.

8/10/2019 12:29:39 PM rebashoenfelt1 Question everything

8/10/2019 12:30:15 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 12:31:41 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 12:33:05 PM oeinicolette Agree

8/10/2019 12:34:17 PM independiva Ever-y-thing down to the smallest detail. Always. They bank us us not doing this exact thing. The information is out there if you remain diligent and 

open to all and any possibilities. It’s hard to accept some of this ish goes on to the extent and degree it does... but it does. pic.twitter.com/8ib5eXE9ZV

8/10/2019 12:34:49 PM nanfitzpatrick Mayor of DC Bowser after veiled threat by nasty Sheila Jackson Lee

8/10/2019 12:34:59 PM tammyrochester2 The real question is, where did he hang himself from and with what?

8/10/2019 12:37:07 PM 3nmbrs Take a look Majestic 12 at my tweet early this morning.

I tweeted this before news of Epsteins death hit the public. pic.twitter.com/6Xxd7oaZY5

8/10/2019 12:37:27 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/MBkqBtRPQl

8/10/2019 12:37:47 PM fightforamerica Hence the serpent in the Garden of Eden. Makes perfect sense now. Thank you MJ.

8/10/2019 12:40:09 PM hurleyburley11 Ha! This is very good!  Though could he truly hide on this planet?

8/10/2019 12:40:10 PM texas_nacl No more.



8/10/2019 12:40:57 PM johnsville14 That's not true, we've just been conditioned to think that about ourselves.  Change your thinking, start looking at people as intelligent, capable 

brothers who have been deeply deceived. Eventually you will find resolve and desire to bring them to the dignity they deserve

8/10/2019 12:41:46 PM ill_u_sion  pic.twitter.com/eqKtMgg78Q

8/10/2019 12:43:30 PM keith369me Now that #UnSealEpstein is a reality thanks to some very fine people in law enforcement and a little bit of energy assistance from our collective 

consciousness, what can we assist with energy-wise next?  #? #? #? #? #? #? #? #? #?

8/10/2019 12:45:56 PM deb12233 Do you mean, “aren’t [committing] massive human rights abuses”? Otherwise, how do you violate abuse?

8/10/2019 12:46:00 PM chinupchubbly The cameraman on set, and action!

8/10/2019 12:47:49 PM roohahoo Maybe it’s Bourdain.

8/10/2019 12:48:53 PM dionyso53997282 Trump fucked up so bad this week, this was the perfect time for the deflection/destruction of evidence! 

He's really not the messiah, is he!

8/10/2019 12:52:14 PM samsmith0319 My gut in watching this guy and what he has done is he is basically good but has been forced to go along with the plan...and he does not like the way 

it’s being done..so we pick up sitting on fence when Q says trust Wray...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

8/10/2019 12:56:21 PM realitygateway 772?

8/10/2019 12:57:50 PM jamiegrahamusa Get Mo on...

8/10/2019 1:07:17 PM mikehun51154560  pic.twitter.com/augtrHG2l3

8/10/2019 1:10:33 PM vintagesquirrel So, JE was not a regular human, but one of these entities?

8/10/2019 1:10:58 PM blacktulip966 🙄🤣🤣

8/10/2019 1:11:14 PM mikehun51154560 Yeah right, I trust him as much as I trust a fart after eating a plate of Jalapenos...😏

8/10/2019 1:11:39 PM 2wyta We are entering Phase III

- There is no escaping God pic.twitter.com/m1JVV1XLh5

8/10/2019 1:11:48 PM manifest_utopia Thank you, everything fits.

Thank you for your service.

8/10/2019 1:12:11 PM duriavigrobert Been there!

8/10/2019 1:12:58 PM 2wyta The ‘Interview’ is done and the names are in. Fisagate is now showing. 

#EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/wD59jUkdK8

8/10/2019 1:13:17 PM humanprimer Tell us about Anu! Matrix bubbles?  IS-BE and Human 2.0 and 3.0?  The Grand Portal? The Corteum? 15?  Isn't the picture much bigger than you have 

revealed?  You are only scratching the surface.  Tell us everything and let us decide.

8/10/2019 1:13:35 PM missmavalous But nit the structure of the ears !!

8/10/2019 1:14:44 PM 7truthseeker Body double

8/10/2019 1:15:28 PM poopldoople OK....well " a COMMANDER IN CHIEF who can DRAIN THE SWAMP and open the stars to the world"?

Could they not have hired someone who can function?

8/10/2019 1:15:57 PM poopldoople This guy can’t spell, can’t think, can’t read a teleprompter, often babbles incoherently, confuses the Baltics with the Balkans, who wanders off in 

aimless circles on the White House lawn, thinks there is such a thing as "windmill cancer".....

8/10/2019 1:16:21 PM ricca_19 Now what was the name of the pregnant INTERN that was found DEAD in @JoeNBC OFFICE

#Blackmail pic.twitter.com/Zmn8pLcjxO

8/10/2019 1:16:21 PM poopldoople He struggles with the intricacies of closing an umbrella, says that he has met the Prince of Whales, and thinks that “1000/24ths” signifies a fraction of 

less than one.

8/10/2019 1:24:51 PM amcwhortor We ALL are. That's the point. Our consciousness is either one with SOURCE, or one with [THEM]. MK Ultra. Hollywood. Chemicals. They do whatever 

[THEY] can to get our energy tuned to [THEIRS]. That's why an Awakening scares [THEM]. They lose control over the consciousness of US.

8/10/2019 1:25:06 PM wild8heart The plot thickens. 

Dark to light

8/10/2019 1:25:16 PM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm. This would explain my theory that he, along with associates, simply do not seem human.

8/10/2019 1:25:33 PM wearediamonds2 Infected by "Go'uld"

8/10/2019 1:25:44 PM shannonschoono No...look at hands ON STOMACH!  why would they be there unless he was not dead, or in rigor mortise. pic.twitter.com/rf2nwC33hG

8/10/2019 1:27:19 PM eph2_89 Wondered the same thing

8/10/2019 1:27:19 PM lynnielee5 Yep!

8/10/2019 1:28:00 PM shannonschoono YES!  Finally someone else noticed that!! pic.twitter.com/OzvpwnaiR9

8/10/2019 1:28:22 PM nschlange And there is the reason I was looking for, or one of them. I will not believe that we couldn't keep one, older man alive while he sat in a prison cell. If we 

were that incompetent we wouldn't be here now.

8/10/2019 1:28:38 PM gemmagemimi 🎯

8/10/2019 1:29:32 PM jennyjigsaw45 Curious George mean anything?

8/10/2019 1:30:01 PM shannonschoono If he were dead, why is he not in body bag and why are they trying to revive a corpse?

8/10/2019 1:30:02 PM weareallq First thing I noticed! Took a screenshot too!! pic.twitter.com/s8GqFRfVX9

8/10/2019 1:31:00 PM lawrenc16242044 Declass cannot happen until the new DIA position is filled. Next Friday is the 16th. Could be interesting?

8/10/2019 1:31:58 PM nschlange Well, not necessarily chemically, we can go ahead and just get rid of that part of him. It won't be in use anymore anyway.

8/10/2019 1:32:07 PM godfamcountry Majestic, do you know where he is?  Do you know everything?

8/10/2019 1:33:25 PM lioness4truth Maybe? pic.twitter.com/8DSVIHnNeZ

8/10/2019 1:33:55 PM guy_karen Over reaching for sure

8/10/2019 1:35:32 PM lucidskye wait, what?

8/10/2019 1:36:12 PM suzannemosborne Golly gee willikers no one saw that coming

8/10/2019 1:38:10 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmm

8/10/2019 1:39:02 PM rebashoenfelt1 Have waited for Wray to do something constructive

8/10/2019 1:39:22 PM mitchrobison59 They say he died at 6:39

8/10/2019 1:40:12 PM rebashoenfelt1 Wray under pressure. Hope so

8/10/2019 1:41:10 PM vintagesquirrel I was referring to this:

"The Space Force is 100% necessary in order for us to ensure that no other ET IS-BE (more evolved humanoids than yourself and sometime human 

looking humanoids) are violating massive human rights abuses."

8/10/2019 1:41:42 PM raeanon Interesting

8/10/2019 1:42:00 PM tonelowofficial The rabbit hole goes even deeper @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/10/2019 1:42:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 Fun

8/10/2019 1:43:17 PM amcwhortor Gotcha 👌

8/10/2019 1:43:55 PM michaelpomeroy9 👌

8/10/2019 1:46:23 PM wftqpatriot ALPHABET.  Shows the connection to Google.

8/10/2019 1:47:45 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂

8/10/2019 1:47:51 PM wwg1wga_nl You'll find out

8/10/2019 1:48:04 PM luxdefiance What does "what a wonderful day mean"?

8/10/2019 1:49:45 PM thomashourigan1 Stories now saying he wasn’t on suicide watch. If not, why not? Who ordered it be stopped?

8/10/2019 1:49:46 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 1:50:22 PM lawrenc16242044 I saw a tweet that suggested it was Epstein’s brother based on the photo of the ear?

8/10/2019 1:50:24 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂

8/10/2019 1:50:25 PM dwhfarmall IMO-Scarborough is scared of what’s going to come out about him!⏰⏰



8/10/2019 1:50:44 PM beckycossey1 Well of course. Clown!!

8/10/2019 1:50:58 PM twitmo_inmate  pic.twitter.com/wBbm8W1QrP

8/10/2019 1:51:01 PM b00buuuu And his commie girlfriend.

8/10/2019 1:51:14 PM rebashoenfelt1 🤙🏻

8/10/2019 1:51:55 PM allycl17 Bordain more like..

8/10/2019 1:53:36 PM liltilgerlil 😂

8/10/2019 1:54:42 PM 1centralcaligal  https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1159899780530593792?s=21 … Why is a doctor & surgeon saying this?

8/10/2019 1:56:17 PM jbvs2016 😂😂

8/10/2019 1:56:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Lynch prevented FBI from  obtaining Weiners laptop

8/10/2019 1:56:52 PM rebashoenfelt1 Murder maybe?

8/10/2019 1:58:20 PM rebashoenfelt1 Making an effort to trust Wray. Late late bloomer

8/10/2019 1:59:29 PM susan66388204 Exciting yet nerve wracking 🤪 but READY ✅🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🥰

8/10/2019 2:00:53 PM comoncentscourt I want to but...

This cased is closed

8/10/2019 2:01:05 PM 1centralcaligal I'm concerned, this guy is supposedly a doctor & surgeon, posting this:  https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1159899780530593792?s=21 … and 

many more like it?!

8/10/2019 2:01:40 PM rebashoenfelt1 That much😂😂

8/10/2019 2:01:45 PM cspanjunkie1 @jkbjournalist @mitchellvii @SidneyPowell1 @KerriKupecDOJ @ProfMJCleveland @Techno_Fog @kbq225 @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@PJMedia_com @gatewaypundit @BreitbartNews @PrisonPlanet  "SUICIDE"??? who is the @FDNY crew?? can they be identified? all camera's down? 

https://twitter.com/coffeeaddict716/status/1160283063399649280 …

8/10/2019 2:01:55 PM 1centralcaligal This guy is supposedly a doctor and surgeon, yet posts MANY comments like this: https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1159899780530593792?s=21 …

8/10/2019 2:03:13 PM identityasxy .

Yet one more rabbit hole opens up.  C'mon DS, I've got other things to do other than solve cabalist mysteries.

My lawn isn't going to mow itself

8/10/2019 2:03:29 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 2:03:57 PM rebashoenfelt1 Uh huh

8/10/2019 2:04:39 PM 6truthseekers There are some really informative you tubers/researchers, that I like: Amazing Polly delves into Epstein’s many connections, Citizens Investigative 

Report, thorough on Q, and current news,

Abel Danger, (understands from a military background),

Black conservative Patriot

8/10/2019 2:05:25 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks 😁

8/10/2019 2:06:40 PM mynardpamela The nose is wrong the brow line is wrong the crows feet lines are wrong the flare in the nostril is wrong. I can see this is not Epstein. I used to do 

portraits.

8/10/2019 2:10:15 PM dustybeck6 Mind=blown. Happy to be apart of #draintheswamp #QAnon and #UnsealEpstein

8/10/2019 2:10:53 PM elfm0d3 It's almost like an admission that his humanitarian work is cover for organ harvesting. Wonder if Israel is a favorite destination vacation spot for him ⏳

8/10/2019 2:14:47 PM big081574 Yes! WE are the news now!

8/10/2019 2:17:43 PM lisa_giorgi 😮 ok?!..help me please. Don't the eyes protrude and face bloat when a person hangs? Isn't that why they're hooded first? Nothing makes sense. 

Then they hurried up and came out with " oh he wasn't on suicide watch anymore'...wtaf?! pic.twitter.com/JoZUl7cEdy

8/10/2019 2:18:43 PM lisaannwilliam9 V2k, voice to skull, voice of God is the same, you can read all about it in  http://everydayconcernedcitizen.com  or look up targeted individuals or non 

investigative persons. Some are not crazy tin foil hat wearers.

8/10/2019 2:20:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 Why not on suicide watch.  He suddenly had so much to live for😂😂

8/10/2019 2:20:17 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 2:21:00 PM davidsbrown6 No he doesn’t!

8/10/2019 2:21:04 PM 45harisonharold #WWG1WGA #EpsteinMurder #Qanon8chan #JeffreyEpstein #ClintonBodyCount #GITMO

When it Comes to Guantanamo, Trump is Truly the Builder in Chief 👏👏👏 https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/03/28/when-it-comes-

guantanamo-trump-truly-builder-chief.html …

8/10/2019 2:23:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 Photoshopped

8/10/2019 2:23:17 PM david00997884 Exactly.

8/10/2019 2:23:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Trump

8/10/2019 2:24:00 PM starehope Curved nose vs straight nose! Very different ears! Not Epstein.

8/10/2019 2:24:24 PM pixiesdorule Procedure.

8/10/2019 2:26:35 PM moonbaby04371 Whoa! Wtf is this about??? Wiki showing Epstein's other half dying EIGHT DAYS FROM NOW-August 18th, 2019??? With? @realDonaldTrump 

@AllahUniversal @Incarnated4EVA @love4thegameAK @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u 

https://twitter.com/justmekimhere/status/1160291897308516354 …

8/10/2019 2:27:25 PM nexxussix I think when “suicide weekend” happens, it will be extremely obvious

8/10/2019 2:29:49 PM gulfcoastchelle 😂😂😂😂😂😂

8/10/2019 2:29:55 PM bereantype interesting...2 owls...rabbit...and someone being whisked away

8/10/2019 2:32:45 PM rooster78331161 @Millie__Weaver @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @POTUS @MarkDice @DonaldJTrumpJr @Spaceshot76 @libertytarian @allidoisowen 

@AwakeandAware3 @Thomas1774Paine @TuckerCarlson @JillianFarrar1 @VP 

https://twitter.com/Rooster78331161/status/1160262933416468480 …

8/10/2019 2:33:09 PM allahuniversal Phrase used in 10 Q drops

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=What+a+wonderful+day …

8/10/2019 2:33:26 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/Oqr0zIc4M8

8/10/2019 2:34:12 PM bereantype and an adult wanting to be friendly with a little girl? Hmmm...

8/10/2019 2:34:42 PM allahuniversal Guess she was supposed to be the last to know?

8/10/2019 2:35:34 PM wearediamonds2 Who was being lied to in this sentence? The followers of ORI?

8/10/2019 2:39:17 PM allahuniversal The edit in question :

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:MobileDiff/910222332 …

8/10/2019 2:39:38 PM moonbaby04371 I also noticed she was born on Christmas? 🤔 Quite odd indeed...

8/10/2019 2:40:09 PM holly_decker Seriously?

8/10/2019 2:43:25 PM moonbaby04371 "Anonymous user....17 bytes added..."🤔 Wow.... SOMEONE'S pullin' some shiesty shit😒

8/10/2019 2:43:26 PM allahuniversal "Merry Christmas" ~ Q

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Merry+Christmas …

8/10/2019 2:44:25 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159952262908784640?s=19 …



8/10/2019 2:44:55 PM realalleron I found this little bit of Jazz just for you @TrueEyeTheSpy

 https://youtu.be/VS71fFMQOB0 

@SirHublife

@realALLERON

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@POTUS
8/10/2019 2:45:09 PM doyouq That's it, "they" have so many of us convinced there is something wrong with ourselves and really, there is nothing at all.

8/10/2019 2:45:24 PM unlvsall Big bang theory but need the EVIDENCE TO PROVE the theory to become a fact

8/10/2019 2:45:57 PM doyouq #GodMath this is new...but so true

8/10/2019 2:47:04 PM allahuniversal 2 edits today to change that date from the same IP address

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Contributions/67.69.69.40 … pic.twitter.com/SshNWHVKik

8/10/2019 2:49:30 PM moonbaby04371 R those the ONLY edits from that IP address at all? I mean, has that IP address edited anything else? At all? I'm not the greatest with this stuff.

8/10/2019 2:50:28 PM mikehun51154560 😱

8/10/2019 2:51:58 PM qeue14  pic.twitter.com/Ap2h8sD5nG

8/10/2019 2:55:24 PM canadiancovfefe Weird. Why would he not be on suicide watch? In addition, wasn’t there a more secure prison to keep him at? How did he possibly hang himself? Was 

there no camera in his cell? Very odd. Not expecting answers, just throwing it out there.

8/10/2019 3:00:51 PM syrrah2 Yup. What I said.  I am just thinking of the girls/witnesses. If any of them get harmed....🤬

8/10/2019 3:01:54 PM lisa_giorgi Exactly! There was already one attempt on his life, he's a high profile defendant....WHY wouldn't he be under 24 hour surveillance? Suicide watch, or 

not.

8/10/2019 3:02:16 PM punkbudgie1 I thought that but the top of the nose is too different

8/10/2019 3:02:42 PM ss78868684 If that statement is true,then he's dead or in GITMO...either way its a WIN WIN!!! pic.twitter.com/Yrci3otY4c

8/10/2019 3:03:16 PM qeue14 Thanks!

8/10/2019 3:04:09 PM abstract1dea Yes, even you

8/10/2019 3:05:42 PM abstract1dea So, who goes to jail for this?

How far did it go?

We have the evidence, right?

8/10/2019 3:05:50 PM stevie85boy I really don’t think all these scumbag peodophiles will pay for any of there crimes

8/10/2019 3:05:52 PM debbedebbe But who had to die for this to happen?

8/10/2019 3:06:06 PM bereantype interesting side effect to #EpsteinUnsealed  alleged death. Billery body count is "in the light"

8/10/2019 3:08:21 PM ckrasuski “Died”

8/10/2019 3:08:21 PM lawrenc16242044 There was. I saw it in a thread this afternoon. His nose and ears looked like it could be true??? I’ll try to find them and send them to ya.

8/10/2019 3:10:50 PM 45harisonharold Now this 🙏I hope I don't wind up with PTSD after this is all over..😠 https://twitter.com/iheartmindy/status/1160230961302274048?s=19 …

8/10/2019 3:11:34 PM lisa_giorgi Or on 24 hour surveillance?! One attempt already. Suicide watch, or not, he should have been continuously watched! pic.twitter.com/zwIUWVRtZv

8/10/2019 3:12:21 PM moonbaby04371 Not fake. I just went & looked myself. The Wiki page has been edited & re-edited which showed her date of death as August 18th, 2019. Several other 

things have been edited as well. Looks like folks r having one heck of a time editing the crap outta her page.😒 pic.twitter.com/qpBl2XDLnY

8/10/2019 3:14:52 PM jaded_pearl Truth is out there for those with a hive mind or google... What's the next hashtag of this mission - #UnsealEpstein is complete,  no? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scandal-and-how-media-attempted-ignorecover-it …

8/10/2019 3:16:52 PM brad34351293 [WRAY]

8/10/2019 3:18:19 PM negup014 Moves and counter moves...

8/10/2019 3:18:30 PM allahuniversal Didn't dig deeper. Very likely hopping IP addresses to avoid immediate detection. At least that's what I'd do if I wanted to have a little fun on Wikipedia

8/10/2019 3:20:41 PM allahuniversal Those edits were quite real. Earlier today, and changed back by the time you saw it. Welcome to Wikipedia. 

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1160306594204344321?s=19 …

8/10/2019 3:21:36 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/z6p5ZIomZL

8/10/2019 3:22:51 PM destro_npc_pr Oh,you were right,if we dive deep into that rabbit hole,we'd get info! https://www.redstate.com/sweetie15/2016/04/29/donald-trump-named-lawsuit-

alleging-rape-teen-girl/ …

8/10/2019 3:23:34 PM billyclements18  pic.twitter.com/jcvFa8dqZZ

8/10/2019 3:23:46 PM allahuniversal Fake as in anyone could have done it. Real as it it did happen. Only question left is intent. Just fun times or cabal signaling or setting the stage or trying 

to frightening Maxwell or...

8/10/2019 3:26:29 PM allahuniversal True. We won't rally know until the 19th

8/10/2019 3:26:53 PM jaded_pearl You can stay stuck on looking where you want. ✌️ BE

8/10/2019 3:28:39 PM aprilbrown99 (Smiles Bigly) 😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/vVbxUfnHzn

8/10/2019 3:29:44 PM dionyso53997282 Do you really believe this? That he is some messianic figure orchestrating some amazing coup?

And not just some twat giving tax breaks to the very rich and playing into racial insecurities?

8/10/2019 3:31:01 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Ju6nFTYcWA

8/10/2019 3:33:40 PM destro_npc_pr Ok,how about this one?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump_sexual_misconduct_allegations …

8/10/2019 3:33:58 PM merorschach This is a very entertaining tale. Fantastic, if true.

8/10/2019 3:34:04 PM zebedee222 Like an episode of 24

8/10/2019 3:34:43 PM patriciamspenc2 Had to speed up the narrative.

8/10/2019 3:35:02 PM destro_npc_pr That news is everywhere! 🤷♂️

8/10/2019 3:36:37 PM patriciamspenc2 Ear pattern too

8/10/2019 3:36:41 PM aprilbrown99 I love a great mystery!  💙💙💙 pic.twitter.com/XNemO7PV5o

8/10/2019 3:38:43 PM negup014 Let it all play out...we will see...you sound very upset...Why???

8/10/2019 3:40:14 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/a65nQiuSsD

8/10/2019 3:42:25 PM lawrenc16242044 I cannot find the thread I was talking about. I like it and retweeted it, but it isn’t anywhere to be found? I apologize and wasn’t trying to mislead 

anyone. If I come across it I will get it to you. Sorry

8/10/2019 3:46:06 PM wennyshoe76 @bucksbatsbeers

8/10/2019 3:50:53 PM jvan125 Check this out 😂 pic.twitter.com/7PtQnlxczn

8/10/2019 3:51:53 PM aprilbrown99 The left must be beside themselves.  This show is getting really good.🍿🍿🍿😁😁😁👍👍👍

8/10/2019 3:52:23 PM garypre62441595 They also released his suicide note... pic.twitter.com/Dc5LicOqlc

8/10/2019 3:52:30 PM jvan125 I’ve been posting it to every POTUS tweet since i saw it. These people are crazy.

8/10/2019 3:53:10 PM magic_jake2012 Every single person involved in the jail at that time needs to go to jail themselves needs to be prosecuted and anyone that tampered with security 

cameras need to go to prison as well I'm sick and tired of this b*******. When are we going to see Justice.

8/10/2019 3:53:48 PM negup014  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDb4InP9mRZR9oogD1b2dOQ …



8/10/2019 3:54:06 PM comoncentscourt There is so many security camera's  around that building

8/10/2019 3:54:13 PM magic_jake2012 Anybody can write those stupid notes. He had no reason to kill himself he thought he was going to get out. Maybe is out maybe it's us a body double 

that they put their maybe he's already on one of his islands

8/10/2019 3:55:06 PM merkabah31 Can this be verified? According to press release he was in SHU;  MCC regs say off that unit for any suicide watches.

8/10/2019 3:55:48 PM merkabah31 what the heck is rolcon?

8/10/2019 3:55:55 PM zaraawakened 😂🤣😂

🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

8/10/2019 3:56:24 PM jvan125 Yet they had the oxygen going at the hospital in the pictures? 😂😆😂😆

8/10/2019 3:57:33 PM dionyso53997282 Perhaps because he's a fraud? 

I agree though. Let it all play out. And if I'm wrong and he is the messiah, I will be the first to apologise.

8/10/2019 3:57:43 PM origteslasmuse "Found dead", wasn't he found unconscious and they attempted to resuscitate him on the way to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead?

8/10/2019 3:58:02 PM state1union @realDonaldTrump Dems talking points about Pedo rapist Jeffrey-Epstein

8/10/2019 3:58:45 PM garypre62441595 Maybe,this is just humor,we gotta smile and laugh once in a while.THEY want us sad and fearful so I'm here to share a joke.dont take everything 

seriously.#weareone

8/10/2019 4:00:06 PM jennyjigsaw45 😂

8/10/2019 4:01:10 PM bebo03906988 💥💥💥👀🐸💪🕊🙏🏻❤️🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲

8/10/2019 4:02:56 PM cstarr888 @threadreaderapp  unroll please🙏💖

8/10/2019 4:03:37 PM threadreaderapp Hallo please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals 

created by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

See you soon. 🤖

8/10/2019 4:04:04 PM allycl17 True...i hadn't noticed that

8/10/2019 4:05:16 PM willoblige  pic.twitter.com/UhqmUxQi1y

8/10/2019 4:05:23 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/BLLr5nsNDk

8/10/2019 4:05:35 PM negup014 Who said he is the Messiah?  I don't understand that statement. I believe Jesus is the Messiah.There is no reason to get upset or worry...God has 

this...one way or another.  God bless you!

8/10/2019 4:06:13 PM nikoscali Dead a long time just like Stephen Paddock.

8/10/2019 4:06:35 PM zohni3 Shes a .22 i call her peggy sue.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/10/2019 4:11:09 PM starehope Not! Why would anyone even break this story is beyond me. At times this is not a game, yet it is a movie. Is it entertainment or seriously real? Not him. 

pic.twitter.com/CcvjQNcRqI

8/10/2019 4:12:08 PM stevestv yeah, okay. i'm convinced

8/10/2019 4:12:18 PM sparkleloung @threadreaderapp unroll the Majestic 🧵

8/10/2019 4:12:48 PM dionyso53997282 I have spoken to too many people lately who seem to think Trump is an instrument of god and is here to smite all that is unworthy, so I apologise if I 

presumed you were one of those!

8/10/2019 4:13:21 PM tweetstreetint1 #DeclasMKUltra

#DeclasORION

8/10/2019 4:13:52 PM threadreaderapp Hi there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the 

United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

8/10/2019 4:15:42 PM qanongrunt55 Well get on with it! Been hearing this for 3 years!

8/10/2019 4:15:54 PM sawdog2016 It’s been changed. Odd

8/10/2019 4:16:05 PM jvan125 This was marked sensitive 😂🙄

8/10/2019 4:17:01 PM tj51521636 The Russians set him up.

8/10/2019 4:17:40 PM allahuniversal Pretty standard for Wickedpedoia

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:History/Ghislaine_Maxwell …

8/10/2019 4:19:30 PM bh2omiamigo What's ROLCON?

8/10/2019 4:23:10 PM bh2omiamigo maybe this? https://twitter.com/always96276898/status/1160305166228303872 …

8/10/2019 4:23:22 PM mongrelglory My theory:  I think Jeffrey Epstein had already turned over all the blackmail information in his possession before he was arrested.  I believe he'd made a 

secret plea deal with the military "white hats".  Then they "arrested" him and make him "die"/disappear...

8/10/2019 4:23:46 PM mongrelglory He will get a deal like Hitler got. Meanwhile, because the case was officially opened (re-opened) in the courts, they can now say that during this 

indictment/discovery they uncovered treason and espionage on multiple levels, involving multiple intelligence agencies and countries.

8/10/2019 4:24:28 PM mongrelglory That will allow the DIA to quickly switches things over to a Military tribunal process, which will be facilitated by Epstein's "death". They can use all the 

evidence the NSA had collected over all the years now, and indict and convict these players quickly via military tribunals.

8/10/2019 4:24:38 PM jvan125 I have no idea. I tried looking it up and got nothing...🤔

8/10/2019 4:25:20 PM jvan125 Oh that makes sense!! It means act NORMAL 😂

8/10/2019 4:25:29 PM mongrelglory They've already paved the way in the house of commons for these tribunals to be televised for the public, and they've got an executive order allowing 

the tribunals to proceed. I believe this was the plan all along.  They had made a deal with Epstein and others a long time ago...

8/10/2019 4:25:53 PM mongrelglory to cooperate in this movie that's playing out.  Q had said long ago that they "had it all" via the NSA, but the challenge was how to introduce all this 

evidence (obtained illegally by spying) in a legal way into the judicial system.  This is the way they have managed to do that.

8/10/2019 4:27:06 PM memomemz14  pic.twitter.com/fDvM40ZlQH

8/10/2019 4:27:32 PM brown_eyedladyj If anyone actually believed he was going to appear before a judge, they are crazy. He is very much alive.

8/10/2019 4:28:24 PM mongrelglory Exactly! 👍

8/10/2019 4:29:05 PM aprilbrown99 MJ,  👀 👇👇👇 any truth to this? https://cloverchronicle.com/2019/07/09/was-ghislaine-maxwell-jeffrey-epsteins-longtime-partner-found-

unresponsive-in-her-new-york-home/ …

8/10/2019 4:30:18 PM dustybeck6 Lol trending now pic.twitter.com/f6OmKQ0Mhc

8/10/2019 4:31:21 PM duriavigrobert Perhaps a few million letters to that stations sponsors are in order🤔

8/10/2019 4:34:07 PM intrigu22926628 No one but an idiot would believe this story.

8/10/2019 4:37:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Manipulated results for Epstein news?

#EpsteinMurdered #EpsteinSuicide #epsteinDead pic.twitter.com/9rm81onl4m

8/10/2019 4:38:12 PM aurorasreality Cover for gitmo? His court date was July 31st 🤔???

8/10/2019 4:39:15 PM di0010110r  pic.twitter.com/PZT6dssbpi

8/10/2019 4:40:09 PM dhacker110 They’ve completely taken it off on mine and the Clinton one but the trump one is still there.

8/10/2019 4:40:22 PM aprilbrown99 Same here. pic.twitter.com/EVj5yS9zdF

8/10/2019 4:40:33 PM schiller_spmode I’m so amazed at how many media companies and tech companies are working together to support corruption. The more they cover up the deeper 

and longer the crime and crime list.

8/10/2019 4:40:35 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/QpR6kgRkqc



8/10/2019 4:41:07 PM vincemindfreak 5·Trending

#TrumpBodyCount

Trending with: #Clintoncide

[intheMatrixxx], Brian Cates, and 5 more are Tweeting about this

8/10/2019 4:41:39 PM jrocktigers HA , now look at this. . . pic.twitter.com/OwJZHwpfhQ

8/10/2019 4:41:40 PM _vvoke_ No one believes you anymore.

8/10/2019 4:41:58 PM flubbynutty where 2.9M is lower than 300k.

Up is Down Down is Up

8/10/2019 4:42:02 PM rafngeirdal If you’re writing about the same group as President Truman created in 1947 and is also the same group that was mentioned in a leaked info of its 

existence in the 1984-87 time frame to the UFO community, then I am relieved to see your text, truly relieved.

8/10/2019 4:42:09 PM _17patriot_ Watch Prince Andrew "suicide" next

8/10/2019 4:44:42 PM internetusr He's in witness protection now.

8/10/2019 4:46:52 PM johnmic25959174 They are only supporting it because they themselves are involved in it

8/10/2019 4:47:30 PM rachad71 Here in Australia 9.47am EST pic.twitter.com/0t9ciseIs4

8/10/2019 4:48:45 PM yourkiddingme5 The zoo?

8/10/2019 4:49:14 PM gi6stars Yep. 

All Day Long

8/10/2019 4:51:57 PM jhjulian1956 Bonus points for Doctor Who meme!

8/10/2019 4:52:10 PM aintgets I know. I’m telling ya.

8/10/2019 4:52:16 PM jhjulian1956  pic.twitter.com/L2LlnFByGN

8/10/2019 4:52:29 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/CKJeTf1hXU

8/10/2019 4:53:42 PM alexlokeno Ghislaine Maxwell and Rachel Chandler are the next to “commit suicide”. Assuming you two are White Hats, @TrueEyeTheSpy  and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

pls use all your capabilities to ensure they are safe. I guess “future will prove the past” with regard to this post. Godspeed Patriots!

8/10/2019 4:54:40 PM nickfennell If he’s got rigor - why they bagging him?

8/10/2019 4:56:24 PM nickfennell These from his first attempt..?

8/10/2019 4:57:02 PM aprilbrown99 Epstein is completely gone now. pic.twitter.com/Y7zvxJEMPM

8/10/2019 4:57:20 PM liltilgerlil I believe you right

8/10/2019 5:00:20 PM gjones46623615 I think Moloch.

8/10/2019 5:02:14 PM wearediamonds2 Oh!! 😂🤔😉

8/10/2019 5:02:56 PM jrocktigers They should have just wheeled out a Steven Paddock lookalike....

8/10/2019 5:03:22 PM 45harisonharold LMAO.. and these people get paid for this rhetoric

8/10/2019 5:03:22 PM rafngeirdal Thank you for verifying that you Majestic 12 is the same as in that chart, where there also appears the abbreviation MJ-12 and Harry Truman in 1947.

8/10/2019 5:04:21 PM marywal64295444 Holy s**t!! I didn't notice this at first. Thank you for pointing it out!

8/10/2019 5:07:49 PM laura_621 And just like that...

8/10/2019 5:07:58 PM playactiongamer MJ12, did JE really died or transferred offsite?

8/10/2019 5:09:01 PM aprilbrown99 We are the news now. We will make sure this story doesn’t die.  

No pun intended.

8/10/2019 5:12:02 PM playactiongamer JE moved elsewhere?

8/10/2019 5:12:29 PM realred_1 No idea but if they're administering CPR as it APPEARS they're doing 🧐

Normally you would NOT be walking along side a gurney in motion doing chest compression's which LOOKS like the paramedic is doing.  You'd be ON 

the gurney, straddling the patient to do chest compression's 🤔

8/10/2019 5:12:47 PM nmchristoban #Wildspeculation what if... he was already secured, and a clone was offed by the DS so WH could gather evidence and allow disclosure.  

Twofer...threefer...morefer?

8/10/2019 5:14:44 PM surfing123456 Mj I’m in you know where to find me if interested I’m sure Great insight and THANK YOU

8/10/2019 5:16:14 PM nmchristoban Hopefully a soulless clone

8/10/2019 5:16:45 PM memmed1503  pic.twitter.com/4jqfJl5k8O

8/10/2019 5:16:58 PM marg_inscoe Good point

8/10/2019 5:17:03 PM memmed1503  pic.twitter.com/jajltzQhES

8/10/2019 5:18:19 PM kseven110 Will we ever find out the truth (the real story)?!?!?

8/10/2019 5:21:35 PM batespm4abbey witsec cover ?

8/10/2019 5:24:34 PM starehope Hope they have her at Gitmo already.

8/10/2019 5:25:47 PM rosesrred0119 How about that dead intern Joe?  And I love when MJ12 makes funnies!

8/10/2019 5:26:51 PM oofreedomxx Or better - if they found him dead why are they pumping air into a dead man?? 🤔

8/10/2019 5:26:54 PM ghost_of_billy_ Did #Epstein get no named?

8/10/2019 5:26:55 PM starehope So this was to distract us from the documents released yesterday.

8/10/2019 5:27:39 PM voeljegoed ...not surprised...

8/10/2019 5:28:38 PM bleakperfect1 Emery Smith?

8/10/2019 5:28:44 PM lightworkercain The military tribunals EO already went into effect sometime ago. They aren't held to the same standards as national laws. I'm wondering if he was tried 

convicted and sentenced to death and they just let the DS get to him to finish the job.

8/10/2019 5:29:54 PM restylegal what you don't know is that "missteps" are part of how he transmits to team members across the world info (like code in WW1 and WW2, etc). this 

guy is smarter than most everyone. just because you think you hate him does not make what you say true. #BestPresidentEVER #Serialbrain2

8/10/2019 5:31:08 PM rafngeirdal I believe that is a code within law concerning a death penalty. So it might be something like a statute or clause number 187 concerning carrying forth a 

death sentence. Thereby Majestic 12 is writing that a death sentence has been ordered. This may concern death of Epstein.

8/10/2019 5:37:20 PM rafngeirdal So a trade was made to fake Epstein’s death by Majestic 12 & associates, in exchange that he no longer took orders from his evil superiors & that’s why 

medics are in bulletproof vests & Epstein has a clenched fist & marines were the first to say its HOT & @TrueEyeTheSpy confirmed

8/10/2019 5:37:36 PM sterkinglights1 😂🤣😂🤗🤗🤗🤔🤔🤔

8/10/2019 5:39:43 PM eyesnheartopen you're looking for perfect and you blame him for that? Are you that perfect? Maybe you should take his place and do a better job than he's doing.

8/10/2019 5:41:21 PM vocradiorobdoc For what it’s worth pic.twitter.com/R3XUZphcDd

8/10/2019 5:42:00 PM batespm4abbey th "robotic children of humanity"-she said

8/10/2019 5:43:46 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/XERhq9xuAy

8/10/2019 5:44:41 PM rafngeirdal So during these three hours, a scheduled “maintenance” took place in jail cells, such as the jail cell of Epstein and Epstein somehow choses this exact 

time to committ suicide, maybe through help from the “maintenance” crew, similar to the plummers Nixon used in Watergate.

8/10/2019 5:47:24 PM richard07759712 We are.... this is the only way too move the conscience of the Public over.  This decrepitness is quid essential to minimizing violent civil unrest | there 

most likely be ( I pray not). I don’t know if faith is something to you - but pray.

8/10/2019 5:48:10 PM rafngeirdal Yes, because Epstein gets the very highest rating of some 2 million, yet is the 9th in a row but the second highest with only some 300,000 Tweets gets 

the 1st seat. Strange to see. Not in line with logic. 🙃



8/10/2019 5:48:17 PM mongrelglory Sigh...I think I have media b_ll-sh_t fatigue...😒

None of these head-lines are getting me alarmed or excited anymore.  I need to take a break from this world.  I'm going to go watch the "How to Train 

Your Dragon" with my cats.

8/10/2019 5:49:03 PM djlok That's a question I could ask a million times a day and the answer is a resounding "NO.  No I don't believe in coincidences."

8/10/2019 5:50:11 PM richard07759712 To *.  [too]

8/10/2019 5:52:20 PM sterkinglights1 Or children!

8/10/2019 5:53:02 PM nschlange That's kind of amusing anyway. What kind of "maintenance" would a jail cell need? Especially one housing a very, very important prisoner? Yeah, I'm 

pretty sure, his sorry behind is safe and sound somewhere, just not in that jail cell. That guy they showed had been dead for 2 long

8/10/2019 5:53:40 PM susang7671 Slept with crystalline "Dream Quartz" cluster by bed last night, to help with "dream" recall. Woke up and wrote down, "This "dream" is reality. The "old 

reality" was an illusion. Re-define "dream"." pic.twitter.com/wvCxM1Sgzq

8/10/2019 5:53:58 PM richard07759712 #twatter plays with results (again)

8/10/2019 5:54:15 PM richard07759712 RT

8/10/2019 5:54:29 PM believe_coach This from before! pic.twitter.com/6eeC7aGVEC

8/10/2019 5:56:18 PM popasan777 Noticed the driver this morning

8/10/2019 5:56:37 PM richard07759712 #EpsteinSuicided

#EpsteinMurder

#Twatterdoesitagain manipulation

8/10/2019 5:56:53 PM winklerburke Maybe he was tried in a “superior” military treason tribunal, and quickly executed after a guilty verdict, and using war measures, this job got done... 

bigger fish to quickly fry in this war, time is of essence??

8/10/2019 6:02:23 PM winklerburke So...

8/10/2019 6:03:45 PM n7guardiananon That is some next level way to give somebody a deadline...Respect!!!

8/10/2019 6:07:06 PM brown_eyedladyj @realDonaldTrump @DOJPH @attorneygeneral @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @prayingmedic @DevinNunes 

@2runtherace @TheJusticeDept @FBI @CIA 

If this threat is not terminated and anything happens on 8/17, there will be hell to pay. #FedUpPatriot pic.twitter.com/52djqGZFbq

8/10/2019 6:08:54 PM 45harisonharold by the way things are going I feel as if the US is an Air Force jet and Trump is the pilot, we're going to be encountering some G forces , I just pray they 

stay minimal, and the swamp goes down easy,

8/10/2019 6:09:08 PM debbedebbe Or maybe no one really died

8/10/2019 6:10:25 PM majorcastleberr From all I've read about MJ12: why would they--or someone using their moniker--be the trusted one(s)?

8/10/2019 6:11:35 PM allahuniversal Meme magic predicting the tragic...

8/10/2019 6:13:23 PM wonderswords We came, We saw, He died. What more do you want her to say?

8/10/2019 6:14:34 PM kikitics Wow

8/10/2019 6:15:47 PM keith369me Even my liberal friends are looking into WTF happened with Epstein...while their theories are along the lines of a hit from a single rich person, at least 

they are now interested in learning more.

8/10/2019 6:17:31 PM liltilgerlil Buckle up. pic.twitter.com/mizNIkJwJL

8/10/2019 6:18:57 PM americanpetal Believe it or not, it is.

8/10/2019 6:21:06 PM djlok It's funny figuring out where they are in the narrative.  MSM vs. other sources.

8/10/2019 6:22:02 PM courtneyspace17 Well you can always create a # storm of it and pass it along like crazy ride the # down the train..... not easy to override the foreign troll farms

8/10/2019 6:24:28 PM keith369me It’s really pretty easy to pick out Fox vs CNN vs MSNBC.

8/10/2019 6:27:09 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/oWEPvBqSL5

8/10/2019 6:27:21 PM batespm4abbey that picture speaks volumes,can't but wonder how no one revealed any of this decades ago,surely some in power knew,did they doubt #Patriots' 

resolve to do what was necessary to stop ALL of this["50-100more like epstein 'out there'"];can't speak for all others,but i wouldve fought

8/10/2019 6:27:38 PM wonderswords How is 185k Clinton's behind 29k, is this common core trending

8/10/2019 6:29:13 PM beetickler Why is he wearing pants with a drawstring waist?

8/10/2019 6:30:31 PM 45harisonharold I've been praying for the lost  left lately more than I do for my own family, because No question This is a luciferian agenda we're fighting.we need to do 

God's will to win NOT ours..FF go back to being our old selves like we would want and we may lose it all..Babylon Has Fallen

8/10/2019 6:33:30 PM ericsteelelive Oh yea.

8/10/2019 6:34:40 PM cemgtr My heart is with you.

8/10/2019 6:36:38 PM batespm4abbey in Ireland and UK...HRC is this weekend in County Wicklow trying to buy a mansion ...an old castle which of course would have secret passageways and 

tunnels in the basement to God knows where ...

8/10/2019 6:36:59 PM sterkinglights1 Before birth?

8/10/2019 6:38:44 PM ikeb247 Where is the corroboration for that tweet? There is no link to story or source. Why does BNL, of all accounts, have this inside scoop? Do they?

8/10/2019 6:40:40 PM negup014 No apology necessary...I will tell you, I am a conservative BUT this,IMO, is Good vs. evil. Has nothing to do with D vs R...or "who is going to save the 

world".  We need to stop division, that's it!  We need to work together to get through all of this.God bless!

8/10/2019 6:41:14 PM 45harisonharold Thanks,  my main source of news is the scriptures, and as far as the last days goes everything has been checked off . If Trump manages to turns back 

the clock it'll be a miracle,& I can see it happening,but I can't see it lasting as long as we would all likeimsorry I don't see it

8/10/2019 6:42:30 PM 45harisonharold I hope I'm wrong🙏

8/10/2019 6:43:22 PM brad34351293 That shite's been up all day.

8/10/2019 6:44:27 PM questioncow you just got done telling us you faked Hitler's death. Pardon me if I'm skeptic of everything. pic.twitter.com/kUAw44sqaK

8/10/2019 6:48:29 PM thericharddoyle Hi Su, Staff, Crew .@SandiaWisdom: 😯

This has been posted and received already —

but is something the P’nti have been hoping to hear – from the “Majestic 12“ (“MAJIC EYES ONLY”) .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 personally – for more than 70 

years:

•  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1160363399911358464 …

It’s time 🌻💫♾ pic.twitter.com/EoMrLoUvKr
8/10/2019 6:54:55 PM nonni28 I hope you’re right. The suicide was to silence Epstein.

8/10/2019 6:55:52 PM jswdh1 Yep pic.twitter.com/GxxIFo3Dm4

8/10/2019 6:56:25 PM lynnielee5 I think you’re right!

8/10/2019 6:57:41 PM lynnielee5 It may happen very similar to the last days.....

8/10/2019 6:58:43 PM jswdh1 Going to be some bumpy rides!

8/10/2019 7:00:31 PM lynnielee5 Great imagery! 👏🏻

8/10/2019 7:04:14 PM lynnielee5 Check Mate!😂

8/10/2019 7:04:30 PM batespm4abbey Torrey ~> FL = dws

8/10/2019 7:04:53 PM markamerica I've been hearing/reading that assertion for more than one-and-one-half years. I've yet to see anything but declined prosecutions and dead bodies 

piling up, as the bad guys walk. Does this mean that "what's coming" is a big fat zero. As in "nothing can stop nothing's coming"?



8/10/2019 7:05:47 PM chancemarshal Sign me up when space is available.

8/10/2019 7:09:37 PM shhhhhh_o #WWG1WGA #PANIC pic.twitter.com/VR9Cbj9sCm

8/10/2019 7:16:09 PM 45harisonharold I trust the plan I'm convinced Trump talks in codes willingly and unwillingly...  The scripture calls it speaking in tongues. serial brain picks it up .The Bible 

NEVER said it has to be in a certain way... and he doesn't make a mistake? U tell me

8/10/2019 7:16:18 PM davidroehrig BINGO my friend, I like the way you think.

8/10/2019 7:20:37 PM williebhere Werner Von Braun was Hitlers head murderer... they weren’t Germans they were well educated German Jews.. Von Braun was placed in charge of 

NASA.

8/10/2019 7:20:55 PM sundi_price Trust ]WRAY[

8/10/2019 7:22:18 PM weremight Any Anons out there?  I´m indexing the #UnsealEpstein docs, which run 2024pp. in PDF, for analysis.  Feel free to help and poast back to this thread 

with your PasteBin analysis.... The Red Team will collate them...  http://whigdev.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=30&t=2456&p=6872 …

8/10/2019 7:22:36 PM batespm4abbey No wonder couldn't get any of these ppl in Govt  to do their proper job ...they're all too busy with systematized, institutionalized crime management, 

and up to their ears in corruption ...

8/10/2019 7:22:51 PM my_friend_bobby Body double

8/10/2019 7:31:12 PM alisvolatpropi2 Oh my gosh... whose gonna tell them the The jig is up, man!!!   There’s no “spinning” this one.  Lord have mercy on these fools!

8/10/2019 7:36:46 PM whatsmypw Im feeling a condescending vibe from you. Not sure why. I'm honestly just trying to figure out who's worth following and who isn't. NSA Child Crimes 

has reposted & left comments on 72 seconds tweets as if they know each other. I'm sorry if I offended you...that wasn't my intent.

8/10/2019 7:36:48 PM _17patriot_ Who gets the island? Are the cds safe from destruction?

8/10/2019 7:38:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsYmSx6YJiA …

8/10/2019 7:38:19 PM ttlamerica Where We Go One We Go All.

8/10/2019 7:38:34 PM stormystorm10 Can’t wait for act 3

8/10/2019 7:39:15 PM jvan125 😂😂😭😭🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸

8/10/2019 7:40:49 PM jeremy350344 Oh snapppppp. pic.twitter.com/F9NIphT6oz

8/10/2019 7:40:57 PM bob76775554 8/11, tomorrow, is the 223rd day of the year

8/10/2019 7:42:57 PM bearwithme24 My favorite line in the whole world.

Nothing NOTHING will stop what is coming. 

Second fav line:

It's HABBENING!!!!!!!

8/10/2019 7:43:11 PM state1union Reversing the spells

8/10/2019 7:43:59 PM aprilbrown99 They have been very busy today.  I love it. 😁

8/10/2019 7:45:15 PM victorybasefsb I’ve seen that meme plenty the last few years. But just now I saw a fish. Is it still a quasi dude w a big mouth? Can anyone confirm?

8/10/2019 7:46:39 PM roberta57948406 BQQM.

8/10/2019 7:47:42 PM flobo2018 Unless it is an emergency medical trip, trip vans don't show up in the middle of the night. Trip vans are always recorded in.

8/10/2019 7:47:50 PM rebashoenfelt1 Very bumpy, and the more bumpy the more dangerous it can get out there.

8/10/2019 7:48:28 PM rebashoenfelt1 Nice

8/10/2019 7:48:34 PM weremight Analysis partition 11-23 p. 1365 Exhibit 23 - Expert Witness on Web Analytics... this is a bit bizarre

8/10/2019 7:49:08 PM rebashoenfelt1 Fighting evil

8/10/2019 7:49:20 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/10/2019 7:51:34 PM whatsmypw  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1152753559634505729?s=19 …

8/10/2019 7:51:35 PM rebashoenfelt1 Lies deliberately

8/10/2019 7:52:28 PM rebashoenfelt1 No Agenda = Racism, White Supremacy

8/10/2019 7:53:21 PM rebashoenfelt1 Down the tube

8/10/2019 7:53:56 PM anneolsen43 Yes!  I used to miss tweets a lot but now ... I pick up my phone and almost instantly they send a tweet.  Almost freaky ✨

8/10/2019 7:53:58 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/Ah6YZCAFXF

8/10/2019 7:54:34 PM mikeski1974 I can tell you who it’s not 🍿👀

8/10/2019 7:54:36 PM rebashoenfelt1 Likely GITMo or military tribuna

8/10/2019 7:55:11 PM mongrelglory 🥰

8/10/2019 7:55:18 PM aprilbrown99 Synchronicities at their finest. 🙌🙌🙌

8/10/2019 7:55:26 PM rebashoenfelt1 Now more than 26

8/10/2019 8:01:00 PM freestateojones 😎 pic.twitter.com/FAwqQ4jJwN

8/10/2019 8:02:11 PM weremight ASK: Could some anon identify the photographs in Exhibit 42, starting p. 1761 of the large PDF? thx in advance.

8/10/2019 8:03:36 PM rincon174 Its a stock photo with Epstein’s head photoshopped. Busted!

8/10/2019 8:04:11 PM cryptogyu Wo.

8/10/2019 8:04:45 PM dubilujanenz Lol....you funny :)

8/10/2019 8:06:38 PM magaveteranrobi I’ve Read Many Of Ur Posts For Almost A Year- I’m Still Waiting For “Internal Confirmation” That You/You All Are A Source Of Good Or Evil. Why Should 

We Believe You To Be Good? I WANT To Believe You, But Don’t FEEL It Yet. I’m An Empath - Is It My Job To “Feel/See”

8/10/2019 8:07:38 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Vq1QYul6EJ

8/10/2019 8:08:20 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/CRlvploDc8

8/10/2019 8:09:14 PM spaceforce369  pic.twitter.com/P0YX8siOPQ

8/10/2019 8:10:02 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/dUnv8NQvHx

8/10/2019 8:11:25 PM magaveteranrobi ...Who’s Good Or Evil? Please Answer Me, This: What Is THE TRUTH About O Negative/Negative (Yes, People-There’s More Than 1 Positive/Negative 

Aspect Of Our Blood)? If You Say It’s Not An Issue, I’ll KNOW It’s A Lie. I Know This Much: O Neg/Neg Is Not Natural To Earth. ⏰ 4TRUTH!!

8/10/2019 8:13:38 PM toffer_anon_369 PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE tell me that you guys have the best possible security detail there is keeping BB safe 24/7.

8/10/2019 8:21:38 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/vUNn44a2LH

8/10/2019 8:31:48 PM hoosit I cross referenced with the actual complete speech and under his breathe...difinitively..."and use it for her"...at the 22:50 mark!

8/10/2019 8:32:08 PM state1union How can you not see?  Try

8/10/2019 8:32:49 PM starehope Love it!👍👍👍👊👊👊👏👏👏

8/10/2019 8:33:18 PM state1union Then stop 🛑 tweeting if you can’t c

8/10/2019 8:45:08 PM jones9536 All the memes today got me like pic.twitter.com/snkDtK9bUc

8/10/2019 8:46:30 PM syrrah2 whoa.

8/10/2019 8:49:07 PM kathleen3693693 I've never heard of him before, yet.... He or she blocked me. Curious. pic.twitter.com/lU5XfS3J29

8/10/2019 8:54:49 PM kathleen3693693  https://gomerblog.com/2018/07/eugene-gu/ …

"Fired for douch baggery..." pic.twitter.com/lkzJwY8yPY

8/10/2019 8:55:57 PM jayrambin That is puzzling isn't it?

8/10/2019 9:01:26 PM helenjhall1  pic.twitter.com/OZ5tPgikRJ

8/10/2019 9:08:08 PM sun_q_tzu 😂😂

8/10/2019 9:09:10 PM ziidaniele WHO IS # 2???



8/10/2019 9:18:28 PM blsdbe MJ, what are you able to share Ruth us about this video:  https://youtu.be/P2V2qLLJr0k 

8/10/2019 9:18:50 PM sweeth2opro Trust The Plan

Q

8/10/2019 9:19:32 PM blsdbe I wonder this too:  https://youtu.be/P2V2qLLJr0k 

8/10/2019 9:21:32 PM sweeth2opro There are No Coincidences

Q

8/10/2019 9:26:59 PM sasbeach I don't know reminds me an awful lot of Heidi Fleiss, she supposedly had so many people she was going to take down.

8/10/2019 9:30:57 PM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/Q1fyyxDtz7

8/10/2019 9:34:15 PM giediknight So was he 187’d using capital punishment for #UnsealEpstein ? https://twitter.com/tiff_fitzhenry/status/1160267661504393216?s=21 …

8/10/2019 9:40:31 PM victori47048713 One article said “unresponsive “

8/10/2019 9:40:45 PM dubilujanenz ??

8/10/2019 9:41:46 PM origteslasmuse  pic.twitter.com/f2wVC5fVgL

8/10/2019 9:42:16 PM dark2light2019 Everyone PLEASE tag all the anti trump/epstein comments with #UnsealEpstein let them push it. Boomerangs deployed! These people are stupid

8/10/2019 9:42:53 PM victori47048713 Lol  The ass is probably still alive. Maybe in GITMO?

8/10/2019 9:44:39 PM dark2light2019 I have a burner (democrat liking) account they’re ALL convinced trump had Epstein 💀 w/barr’s help. Just jump in, like and add #UnsealEpstein

8/10/2019 9:44:51 PM brown_eyedladyj This is the original Majestic-12. "Old Guard". There is a lot if great info out there, just be careful who you trust. 😉 

https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/majestic-12/ …

8/10/2019 9:45:09 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/0rAb5o68SG

8/10/2019 9:45:14 PM origteslasmuse Maybe?  Israeli facebook friend shared this... pic.twitter.com/CcOmxCD9gj

8/10/2019 9:46:06 PM ryan35381162 The thought came to me. Suicide weekend is the cabal killing itself off trying to save itself. With enough awake applying pressure we can watch the 

snake kill itself off and awaken people at the same time.

8/10/2019 9:46:44 PM ngeeene He’s not dead! Check out Serial Brain2 on Reddit 

https://www.reddit.com/user/SerialBrain2/comments/comux7/epstein_dead_not_according_to_the_comms/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_

app …

8/10/2019 9:47:46 PM rabbittactical Or shuffled off somewhere.

8/10/2019 9:47:59 PM doyouq We’re watching a movie.

8/10/2019 9:52:17 PM richardhiatt16 👍 Good work 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/10/2019 9:52:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd RC testimony is still out there...any comments about that?

8/10/2019 9:52:35 PM brown_eyedladyj 🧨BOOM🧨 pic.twitter.com/MpPhwzrrwj

8/10/2019 9:52:58 PM mike99995 It is totally throttled. Can’t watch

8/10/2019 9:56:33 PM brown_eyedladyj Well isn't this interesting? https://dailycaller.com/2019/08/07/jeffery-mark-epstein-democratic-representatives …

8/10/2019 9:58:03 PM herstarz Every dog has its day. Think No Name

8/10/2019 9:58:39 PM richardhiatt16 And the PLAN unfolds 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/10/2019 10:02:46 PM alisvolatpropi2 Did the deep state think they murdered him but then found out later the real him was moved and they were had? 🤷🏼♀️

8/10/2019 10:06:15 PM brown_eyedladyj That is a question I would ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 personally, I have no clue.

8/10/2019 10:10:30 PM brown_eyedladyj He is not dead

8/10/2019 10:21:12 PM danny75560506 They're 🤣😉🇺🇸

8/10/2019 10:21:36 PM danny75560506 Sorry I had to.....you'll never understand

8/10/2019 10:27:53 PM hg_till_vp I also heard he was 66,6 yo when he 'died'.

8/10/2019 10:33:19 PM epiphanyplanter He wont do shit

8/10/2019 10:37:32 PM dugmaga2020 Please please please send her already pic.twitter.com/6uEr0EfJHE

8/10/2019 10:55:19 PM brown_eyedladyj  https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1160267661504393216?s=09 …

8/10/2019 11:04:05 PM shallknown He gave the good guys everything he had; and in exchange he asked for a new life.  This "suicide" has been in works for a while.

8/10/2019 11:08:06 PM dubilujanenz Thank you

8/10/2019 11:24:53 PM unittzoo I think whatever he was hiding, he just lost. 

I can’t believe this wasn’t a major news story!

8/10/2019 11:26:50 PM goodmedicine4us OMG.  Is that the image of Trump in the mirror? pic.twitter.com/lpzDb5xt7T

8/10/2019 11:27:52 PM nzpsychicrealms No I don't see it.

8/10/2019 11:28:11 PM unittzoo That was not Epstein on the stretcher.

8/10/2019 11:28:16 PM pauliepg11111 Don’t see it...

8/10/2019 11:29:41 PM 100rdmagazines I can look at that mirror and make it look like literally anything my head can thin of.

8/10/2019 11:29:50 PM r7dotcom Scene 1 act 2

8/10/2019 11:30:44 PM brown_eyedladyj You may this, if not enjoy. https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1508967-deposition-excerpts.html …

8/10/2019 11:31:44 PM unittzoo This. I think he’s alive in safe keeping for now. Trial moves ahead, exposing everyone. 

He’s found guilty and he’s executed without public knowledge.

8/10/2019 11:31:49 PM brenda11641001 Wow! Great observation! What are they doing at the fire station?

8/10/2019 11:33:24 PM unittzoo Q said trust Wray. 

I don’t necessarily trust Barr though. Trump uses a lot of DS players and they trap themselves.

8/10/2019 11:33:35 PM randiecroshaw It's not Epstein and why would Trump be there?

8/10/2019 11:34:11 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/wO2Lb1lB5C

8/10/2019 11:34:33 PM unittzoo but why the hell is Wray allowing PS to enter the FBI and still have clearance?!!!

8/10/2019 11:36:14 PM unittzoo How could he commit suicide? Hang himself with what and From What? 

He’s switched. Will be executed later.

8/10/2019 11:36:22 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/mguVr4IhIn

8/10/2019 11:36:42 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/SwFFgwMmxB

8/10/2019 11:38:10 PM nolongerignored In Europe?

8/10/2019 11:38:14 PM ashe18321312 Totally not his nose

8/10/2019 11:38:39 PM magamatician That looks like the location of a secret underground facility.

8/10/2019 11:39:15 PM nolongerignored Where are his legs?

8/10/2019 11:41:46 PM suzannelittlej3 No Deals

8/10/2019 11:42:17 PM nzpsychicrealms Yeah its see the mirror I just don't see Trump in it.

8/10/2019 11:43:58 PM jollyrob2 🎉Tribunals at GITMO

8/10/2019 11:49:10 PM acibelli87 Yep

8/10/2019 11:51:32 PM magnetmouth lets keep an eye on the hunted. then we know if he is dead or alive.

8/10/2019 11:52:22 PM jr_hathcock Come on man. I hope you're joking.

8/10/2019 11:57:02 PM 100rdmagazines looks like where trump met kim jong un in singapore

8/10/2019 11:57:18 PM balimalysh The ear of a human is individual, like a fingerprint.

The cartilage, tragus, helix and fossa triangularis, does not change its shape.

8/10/2019 11:58:56 PM disfellocated Prepare your popcorn.🍿

8/11/2019 12:02:54 AM realeyethespy The MAJESTIC hotel Manama Bahrain

8/11/2019 12:04:32 AM realeyethespy What about the mural at Mar a lago ?



8/11/2019 12:05:13 AM tgaltracy If you look at the vertical line in the middle of the mirror, it is splitting a figure in half.  I see the image, but can't tell if it is Trump.

8/11/2019 12:06:07 AM frankcastigli19 Whoever it is, they got a GIANT head

8/11/2019 12:08:10 AM summers17895788  https://www.theverge.com/platform/amp/2019/3/5/18147216/eugene-gu-twitter-social-justice-activism-abuse-sexual-assault …

8/11/2019 12:10:38 AM 369369rv Can't see it

8/11/2019 12:12:03 AM holotechrd 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡💥

8/11/2019 12:15:36 AM brown_eyedladyj  https://www.serial.rocks/post-187 

8/11/2019 12:24:04 AM dbalexbrowns Another thing I have noticed about the face, apart from the ears and the nose, is the forehead which is very swept back on the person on the gurney, 

whereas Epstein's is straight up.

8/11/2019 12:27:16 AM americanpetal In other words, he’d drain the swamp!

👏👏👏

8/11/2019 12:28:13 AM brown_eyedladyj It's amazing what you can find with a simple search. There is no turning back and no mercy

8/11/2019 12:29:15 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/eIwA8kK5rg

8/11/2019 12:29:40 AM brown_eyedladyj @Tiff_FitzHenry has phenomenal threads. She is one of my go too pages..

8/11/2019 12:34:12 AM mongrelglory Zag, I'm blocked by @selvestekjetil (not sure why...he doesn't look familiar).  May I ask what the question is that MJ-12 is answering when they say 

"that's us"?

8/11/2019 12:36:46 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @John_F_Kennnedy @RealTruthCall2 We got all Dimensions 

covered.. BELIEVE THAT There Is No Escape 👀🤷🏽♂️⚡💥🌎🌌🛸😇❤️💯💪👑 pic.twitter.com/F0Elz5dybF

8/11/2019 12:37:57 AM jaiagtp 4 years

8/11/2019 12:43:14 AM 100rdmagazines this is the majestic hotel in manama

8/11/2019 12:43:22 AM identityasxy .

Except maybe the very well organized and cash-lubricated global Bankston cabal who are rolling out the 5G, AI satellite system followed by crash of 

economy, biochip-required NWO crypto currency and fomented Islam/Christian WW3.  

Otherwise, we're in charge

8/11/2019 1:02:14 AM realeyethespy What’s below it?

8/11/2019 1:02:22 AM realeyethespy What’s next to it?

8/11/2019 1:02:29 AM realeyethespy What’s around it?

8/11/2019 1:04:51 AM mntcol Me either🤣🤣🤣

8/11/2019 1:15:57 AM roger_frimann Yes, to be precise he was 66 years, 6 months and 22 days including the day he died.

2,100,297,600 sec. = 9 EO

35,004,960 min. = 9 EO

583,416 hours = 9 EO

24,309 days = 9 EO

6660.00% of a common year (365 days) pic.twitter.com/ghpb3EMW2E
8/11/2019 1:26:48 AM buddhivegan369 It’s this image pic.twitter.com/xEoehZN3Lw

8/11/2019 1:27:04 AM roger_frimann Idk. Bourdain died in France, 17 days short of his 62nd birthday. Both dead of an apparent suicide by hanging. pic.twitter.com/9aYf3VqLoJ

8/11/2019 1:33:03 AM brown_eyedladyj  https://twitter.com/_whitneywebb/status/1160288623247470597?s=09 …

8/11/2019 1:36:51 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/TcqHeUEFy7

8/11/2019 2:20:58 AM rosesrred0119 Who's the army guy? Why is he there? Anthony Bourdain? Very similar.  Eyes open.  See something say something! #SuicideWeekend

8/11/2019 2:25:24 AM sterkinglights1 Lol pic.twitter.com/1TDqxdBmdx

8/11/2019 2:25:30 AM yeow777 Caught it when he first said it. GJ

8/11/2019 2:26:57 AM rosesrred0119 And that my friends was meant  for us!

8/11/2019 2:45:42 AM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/w3KaIK17Vh

8/11/2019 2:47:04 AM qld_truthseeker Anthony Bourdain?? pic.twitter.com/2WEX8Kvpfb

8/11/2019 2:51:13 AM durfeemadonna Believe.

God is slow but true. His timing is perfect, never one early or one second late. Keep the faith.

8/11/2019 3:00:57 AM usss_211 There are two of everything...

8/11/2019 3:18:03 AM sterkinglights1 Cybernetic life forms, slaves who freed themsel....OMgG!

8/11/2019 3:21:23 AM jollyrob2 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👋 #WeekendCrew guys Questions:

Why is the moon smaller sometimes at daytime? (For a while now)

Why is the sun whiter, hotter and in a different position at sunset? More UV radiation (For a while now)

Has earth tilted again?

8/11/2019 3:26:13 AM __truthseeker_ right. and remember, the Pope is totally catholic.

8/11/2019 3:36:29 AM canadiancovfefe Sick.

8/11/2019 3:38:38 AM canadiancovfefe 👍

8/11/2019 3:39:08 AM myfanwy_72 Ahhhhhh...hahahahahaha!!!!!!! He amazes me every day!!! Wow!

8/11/2019 3:46:33 AM lisacowensevans It won’t play.... irk

8/11/2019 3:50:35 AM __truthseeker_ trends were hitting yesterday though, did you see it then.??? pic.twitter.com/yMO1B5JQ7u

8/11/2019 3:52:12 AM canadiancovfefe Book marked - looks interesting! So much to learn, so little time.

8/11/2019 3:58:54 AM 1love2019 This will all be over within the next week. Your world will forever change. Rejoice in the future and our Amazing God!!

8/11/2019 4:50:22 AM magamatician First impressions, right?

8/11/2019 4:52:19 AM nivensmctwisp2 Same result from me... time to stop using Tweetbot for Mac LOL

8/11/2019 4:59:09 AM tamravee let's explore who took these people's lives .   Who was President ?  Yes them pic.twitter.com/wVshVhE0Bb

8/11/2019 4:59:42 AM liltilgerlil That person is a elite protector. Deep state. Watch this. https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1160515191022465024?s=21 …

8/11/2019 5:00:09 AM tamravee all of you YAWNERS .

WE STOPPED THIS MOVIE NOW LET THAT BE A LESSON IN WHAT WE CAN DO pic.twitter.com/T7x2ybVEkQ

8/11/2019 5:04:35 AM qbutterflyq Where are his legs

8/11/2019 5:16:34 AM angel171614 Please God🙏 please stop this 🙏No more🙏 If you truly care ITS TIME😢😢😢😢😢

8/11/2019 5:19:25 AM angel171614 I just don't understand if it was any of us we would be in jail they have so much evidence and these people are still walking free I am so😢😢😢😢 

please someone explain this to me why the picture will always be embedded in my mind that poor child,😢😢😢

8/11/2019 5:33:32 AM rachaelangelm I dreamt last night Elton John's alter ego a blonde woman took my palms and wanted to read them. She could only see the right hand. She said "the 

brothers were hard on you see [Podesta]" Then she started to squeeze my hand to break a white strip <Reiki> A little girl in a boat 1

8/11/2019 5:36:28 AM rachaelangelm Boat jumped up and said "Look out for them" the Nazi's shot her in the forehead. She fell over then got up speaking again. This is when I jerked my 

hand from the women and moved away. I woke up and I heard a babbling bad voice at the end of my bed. Please advise 2

8/11/2019 5:40:34 AM 45harisonharold #2AShallNotBeInfringed  This is a shocking real life situation on why we can't never ever give up the #2a. 

https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1110971120155422720?s=19 …



8/11/2019 5:48:12 AM blankjen Thanks! This is what I was looking for. The ears of the body on the gurney are so strange and I wanted to see a comparison. Definitely not the same 

ears.

8/11/2019 5:48:17 AM liltilgerlil See what I mean. They are accidentally red pulling people. 😂 get some popcorn. pic.twitter.com/byejUSHz4m

8/11/2019 5:48:41 AM usss_211 No Coincidences!

8/11/2019 5:51:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder why she cares so much?  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1160533825203724288 … pic.twitter.com/73lGypeExx

8/11/2019 5:52:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 PANIC https://twitter.com/axios/status/1160527533298917376 …

8/11/2019 5:52:38 AM fluck_gloria They are vulnerable when lit of session.  This is a panic request!

8/11/2019 5:53:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spin Spin Spin

Full PANIC Mode

Damage Control https://twitter.com/axios/status/1160517093877571585 …

8/11/2019 5:54:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spin Spin Spin

Remember, it was a Gym. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1160372880904880129 …

8/11/2019 5:55:13 AM wwg1wga93583681 Nothing can stop what is coming. pic.twitter.com/zUPywvGieA

8/11/2019 5:56:33 AM jvan125 “In 2008, five young men died while joyriding on the runway at night. The car they were in drove off the runway at a high rate of speed and crashed 

into a treeline.” Typical MO...

8/11/2019 5:57:04 AM __truthseeker_ 🤣🔎

8/11/2019 5:57:05 AM fluck_gloria With an exercise bed!

8/11/2019 5:57:12 AM daveelton33 White Hats staged the ‘death’. He’s in witness protection. 

Reasons: 

Blame going to Clinton’s

Epstein dominating news and searches

Epstein’s lawyers can’t delay to June now

8/11/2019 5:57:47 AM wolfspirit1 Explains all the unicorn symbolism for kids out there this year!! They been pushing owls and unicorns

8/11/2019 5:58:41 AM wwg1wga93583681 Worst gym ever. pic.twitter.com/XCxDLOP2Qi

8/11/2019 5:59:04 AM dreneeallen #ClintonsBodyCount #CrimesAgainstChildren #LockThemAllUp

8/11/2019 5:59:05 AM terran_sol Sex slaves trying to escape?

Possibly.

Need more data first.

Wanna join in on the dig fren? I always share credit.

8/11/2019 5:59:36 AM princess_dd_80 If he was found dead in his jail cell why are they they still pumping the oxygen mask,  why not a body bag?

#ClintonsBodyCount #EpsteinDead

8/11/2019 5:59:42 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/9nUeaALj2s

8/11/2019 5:59:54 AM canadiancovfefe Good reflexes young lady! Without the gun, she would have been in trouble. Freaky men on the loose.

8/11/2019 6:01:39 AM jvan125 Absolutely!! There’s lots of nuggets in that article alone to start from.

8/11/2019 6:01:39 AM liltilgerlil Morals, I remember a day when a lady could walk around without being in danger.

8/11/2019 6:03:19 AM terran_sol Great! Keep me posted what you find & I shall do the same.

#FrogsOfTheWorldUnite

8/11/2019 6:03:19 AM kariper90287321 Trump calls Epstein a terrific guy? Trump plays word games. Which definition of TERRIFIC do you think Trump meant? Terrific (adj.) 1660s, 

"frightening," from Latin terrificus "causing terror or fear, frightful, "fill with fear" (see terrible) (link:  https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=terrific …)

8/11/2019 6:03:46 AM origteslasmuse "Orion" hypnosis program?  Is that a CIA codename?  No hits when I just searched

8/11/2019 6:04:35 AM 45harisonharold Hillary admitting she killed someone I believe it was Gaddafi, on CBS News.

#EpsteinMurder https://twitter.com/ppeterpan_/status/796184147995848705?s=19 …

8/11/2019 6:04:53 AM origteslasmuse Oh, nevermind, just google suppressing results... pic.twitter.com/KWCwiHvdf9

8/11/2019 6:05:43 AM liltilgerlil Now Libya is a failed state. She’s a total disaster

8/11/2019 6:07:13 AM cntryflk It’s sure not Epstein!

8/11/2019 6:07:46 AM fluck_gloria Would really like to see that ear without the cervical collar pressure.  Jut to be sure.

8/11/2019 6:08:05 AM selvestekjetil Looks like RBG to me :) pic.twitter.com/GRRebNuWQ9

8/11/2019 6:08:34 AM justhashtagnews Did they took Anthony out of the freezer for the hospital pics of Jeffrey? True or just fake? I wondered the whole time about that strange ear, but then 

I saw who it REALLY belonged to. #epstein #AnthonyBourdain #EpsteinMurder #EpsteinUnsealed #tyler #clinton #ClintonsBodyCount 

pic.twitter.com/HSTMY1FwLb

8/11/2019 6:09:04 AM justhashtagnews Did they took Anthony out of the freezer for the hospital pics of Jeffrey? True or just fake? I wondered the whole time about that strange ear, but then 

I saw who it REALLY belonged to. #epstein #AnthonyBourdain #EpsteinMurder #EpsteinUnsealed #tyler #clinton #ClintonsBodyCount 

pic.twitter.com/5o9RUWqA2Y

8/11/2019 6:10:49 AM samuelranselmo1 To start with.... pedophilers have to be in a separate prison.... In a public prison...they might have done some horrific crimes... but they hate 

pedophilers.. this is one moral that they have over anything else

8/11/2019 6:14:07 AM jfaith1979 Something to remember an ear is exactly like a fingerprint. Everyone's is different and unique to them..can be used to identify..

8/11/2019 6:15:03 AM payd2type It almost appears his hands were cuffed to be in this position

8/11/2019 6:15:31 AM pattonspotting Enjoying the trolling style tweets past 24 hours. Enjoying the Show!

8/11/2019 6:17:41 AM roadhse2 I think it is Epstein, but after he had been beaten by his former cellmate and not current. The bruising on his face/ear, a swollen nose/ear, would be 

consistent with a beating. Coloring does not look like a dead body that it was reported already cold in the cell.

8/11/2019 6:18:18 AM kagqanon Project Orion

8/11/2019 6:18:41 AM merkabah31 From the book "Behold a Pale Horse," by William Milton Cooper. You can listen to it free here: https://newspunch.com/bill-cooper-predicted-rise-in-

school-shootings-in-1991/ …

8/11/2019 6:19:09 AM bereantype @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/bereantype/status/1160540217251717120 …

8/11/2019 6:19:58 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/dXIBvz9X10

8/11/2019 6:20:36 AM removecabal The 4D chess crowd are saying Epstein has been secreted away to a military prison, and Trump did this to shine a light back on Epstein away from the 

mass shooting distractions.  Seems far fetched.

8/11/2019 6:24:41 AM merkabah31 Loved this I saw posted...

"Caleb Hull @CalebJHull

 

Everyone: *promotes Epstein conspiracy theory*

Trump: *promotes conspiracy theory*

Everyone: “THE WORLD IS ENDING”
8/11/2019 6:25:19 AM thericharddoyle 1. .@GenFlynn .@StateDept .@USConGenSydney .@AusintheUS .@SecPompeo .@realDonaldTrump .@IvankaTrump .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

.@stevenmnuchin1 .@EsperDoD .@CliveFPalmer .@pmc_gov_au —

In reference to: https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1160432860685225985 …



8/11/2019 6:26:10 AM wftqpatriot Bourdain pic.twitter.com/6uiE5UJO2W

8/11/2019 6:26:21 AM kchiki OMG my husband and I LOL'd so hard at this! Bravo! 😂

8/11/2019 6:26:49 AM wethepeople47 For 43 of my 48 yrs on this planet

I have been enslaved

My life has been irrevocably altered 

I swore an Oath

& was abused by the military/govt

in unconscionable ways

tortured 24/7

hunted

test subject

Ignored by WH POTUS Congress USAG DOJ DOL

hunted STILL

You do not speak for me
8/11/2019 6:27:32 AM maryschade14 That looks like the same picture passed around as Assange when he was theoretically  'escorted' out of the embassy.

8/11/2019 6:27:55 AM samiamq2 They do like "mirroring". Looks like a clone. Not a perfect replicant...So, the real Epstein was never in this facility to begin with?

8/11/2019 6:29:38 AM cidarean That's a good one! I need to look into that.

8/11/2019 6:30:06 AM payd2type  pic.twitter.com/k1GSxD5l5q

8/11/2019 6:30:25 AM goldnhawk1 I'm going with Anthony Bourdain

8/11/2019 6:31:10 AM swamp_fox17 Ears and nose are different.

I smell a rat. pic.twitter.com/DNPft3QeFk

8/11/2019 6:32:45 AM starehope And ear.

8/11/2019 6:32:56 AM swamp_fox17 I got it! RBG!

8/11/2019 6:33:09 AM fl_sun_sprite I think the ear is a really good match... but swollen (like the blood from the head rushed down).

8/11/2019 6:35:11 AM fl_sun_sprite The hook in the nose is throwing me off. I just can't think of any good reason why the "white hats" would need him alive. ~ We have everything.

And... me too! My sanity is being tested. 😂

8/11/2019 6:35:19 AM inevitable_et NO ONE does life support measures on a corpse with Rigor. NO ONE!

8/11/2019 6:35:20 AM journey0724inf1 The Plan  https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ❤️🇺🇸🙏

8/11/2019 6:35:23 AM cosmic_engineer Terror-ific!

8/11/2019 6:35:51 AM nageladriaan The nose shape is completely different!

8/11/2019 6:37:02 AM potatosheepxd oh please... you're the reason they make memes about conspirators

8/11/2019 6:38:12 AM melanieusn1979 He was relocated

8/11/2019 6:38:45 AM starehope Nope, not Bourdain either. He has a bone protrusion on the nose, stretcher guy has a parrot beak, Epstein has a straight nose. Three very different 

people.

8/11/2019 6:39:31 AM dlmaybee Def not him.. Also reportedly, “two guards at the MCC who normally have overnight shift that watches over suicde risk inmates, were both told to 

leave area 3 hours earlier for scheduled "Maintenance" to jail cells and hallway".

8/11/2019 6:40:04 AM fl_sun_sprite That's crazy!

8/11/2019 6:42:04 AM inevitable_et The guy in the van? pic.twitter.com/Oozdc20Hhh

8/11/2019 6:43:47 AM dreneeallen Cuffed?

8/11/2019 6:44:15 AM robblex2 Thats excatly what I thought when I read that. Is this the guy in the back of the van that the tower guard saw?

8/11/2019 6:44:29 AM starehope Of course he has been removed and is hiding in Disneyland. For the same reason we don't see Jullian Assange shopping the streets of New York. And it 

is nobody's business why it was done. Who are we to question? I doubt we know 1/100th of the true story.

8/11/2019 6:47:10 AM melanieusn1979 The former.

8/11/2019 6:50:46 AM ideclarefreedom Yes! I always wonder who takes and releases all the pics/vids fed to the public .... usually seems so contrived

8/11/2019 6:54:53 AM starehope Yes, but not  fake Jeffery pic. Ear is different.

8/11/2019 6:55:18 AM ladypatriot20 This photo has the same look as the Julian Assange photo when he was carried out of the embassy.

8/11/2019 6:56:39 AM nmchristoban  pic.twitter.com/g9rf4GDobz

8/11/2019 6:56:56 AM zzed2020 Agreed. Ear is not Bourdain’s.

8/11/2019 6:57:45 AM deplorabldamsel Not him either...Nose and eyebrows are very different.  I made this for comparison: pic.twitter.com/htnCgdGPMD

8/11/2019 6:58:16 AM littled39837016 Trump's outrageous tweets are always right. 

Do they know who they're dealing with?  He might let them surrender.  They should hurry, though.

8/11/2019 6:58:46 AM mysticmonse Remember when HRC tweeted “We lost my brother Tony last night” when her youngest brother passed away earlier this summer? Maybe white hats 

took. IDK, but there’s an eerie facial similarity no? ~M pic.twitter.com/VryHM7am0h

8/11/2019 7:10:31 AM suzloveslife I’m getting the same problem

8/11/2019 7:11:46 AM overseaspatrio1 Is that really a fact? I question this....

8/11/2019 7:12:16 AM justhashtagnews Yeah the nose is not alike, but my focus was on the ear. I found the ear of the dead Epstein so weird and then I saw the one of Anthony and found a 

similarity. But so far, it's only a speculation I won't regard my post as a statement, only as a question

8/11/2019 7:13:19 AM vadi165 So, ears change shape like that?

8/11/2019 7:15:45 AM merorschach Right now Establishment Media's mission is spin #Epstein as a one-off, instead of the massive Pedora's Box that it actually is

The public has a lot of hard truths to come to terms with

The loudest mouths against Trump, have the most to lose. #PedoIsland #ElitePedoRings #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/4ulazM9LDQ

8/11/2019 7:17:07 AM starehope What's to know? He woke up, had sex with kids, drank his breakfast, made phone calls to set up dates for those with big nsmes, took on a few more 

kids or a baby, few here or there, paraded young girls and kids on Internet bidding program, more sex and drinks. Showed, drink, bed.

8/11/2019 7:18:36 AM gooutthebox1 Looking back at the photo, I have a new question.. if they found him dead, how can he keep his arms and hands like this? 🤔

8/11/2019 7:20:37 AM starehope  pic.twitter.com/xPJTcd1gcm

8/11/2019 7:21:02 AM 11111christian Supposedly him. Maybe the 4.15am visit by a military van had something to do with it.

8/11/2019 7:21:28 AM sqrlnutz The top photo of him looks like he was beaten to death. His nose looks pushed in and there is bruising on his face and ear

8/11/2019 7:25:21 AM selvestekjetil Check it out yourself. I did. 

Breeders can share their info or you can find at animal planet sites and such.

8/11/2019 7:25:42 AM f45_5 This meme works for that! pic.twitter.com/ZhaBmhjHrb

8/11/2019 7:28:32 AM starehope Love this one. Not sure if it would produce good fertilizer, knowing the evil behind it. #SavetheChildren #PedoWood #PedoIsland #PedoGateNews 

#ThesePeopleAreSick #SaveOurAir pic.twitter.com/kvX733k7ar

8/11/2019 7:30:21 AM oeinicolette Are those the hands of a dead person ? The color Is strange yellowish seem also holding on to something

8/11/2019 7:30:38 AM unidentifiedta1 No. No. No.

8/11/2019 7:33:24 AM freedom_sent #NotEpstein pic.twitter.com/P7j4GIMLv8

8/11/2019 7:34:19 AM unlvsall MURDER? OR HOUDINI SHOW?

8/11/2019 7:34:39 AM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/MsQIqsgQTl



8/11/2019 7:35:51 AM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/CYOBaEfjFn

8/11/2019 7:36:11 AM pixiesdorule Rigor was a suggestion. They MUST perform CPR per protocol. If you've never been a Medic you won't know this. In many venues only a Coroner or 

MD can call "DEATH". A Medic doesn't have that authority legally.

8/11/2019 7:38:10 AM dark2light2019 Keep it up! The more THEY think trump us “connected” to Epstein the more THEY will do our work for us and force public truth! #UnsealEpstein

8/11/2019 7:39:37 AM erquxlemon It was a genius move by the white hats. DS changed the narrative to El Paso & Ohio and white hats came at them w/ one of the greatest chess moves 

in history. When Q comes back I have feeling they are coming back with one of the biggest drops ever!

8/11/2019 7:39:40 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/32s2gzSaR7

8/11/2019 7:41:46 AM momislazy11 Not Epstein

8/11/2019 7:42:06 AM whiteloverose Sorry gurl, you lost. Arguments didn't hold.

8/11/2019 7:42:38 AM whiteloverose 😁😂

8/11/2019 7:42:47 AM gi6stars We are Ready for the 🔨🔨🔨 to Drop!

8/11/2019 7:43:13 AM antarantanka Dead actor?

8/11/2019 7:44:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 III FF 

JE 187

Why?

You're not talking about #UnsealEpstein.

Mission accomplished?

8/11/2019 7:45:42 AM gi6stars NOT EPSTEIN !

8/11/2019 7:46:23 AM aprilbrown99 The guy on the stretcher doesn’t look dead to me. He is grasping the sheet and holding onto something. I think it looks a lot like Bordain. You cant 

really see the curve of his nose with the sunglasses on. The ears are very similar IMO. pic.twitter.com/kYHKXUrSSV

8/11/2019 7:46:32 AM pauliepg11111 But surely it puts MORE eyes on the docs being released? I thought the judge had already ordered them to be unsealed?

8/11/2019 7:46:45 AM pixiesdorule Losing isn't an issue for me. Everyone is entitled to an opinion without retribution. This is the path we must return on NOW in order to achieve peace 

again. Your opinion, whether wrong or right is important to me & those who respect and honor each other as prized. #WWG1WGA

8/11/2019 7:46:50 AM offensivelyhigh We’ll be back to Russian collusion by Monday 9a

8/11/2019 7:46:55 AM iluvkayakingtoo Does anybody still think it matters what people are talking about?

8/11/2019 7:48:06 AM pauliepg11111 Also, was it a FF by patriots or by the DS?

8/11/2019 7:48:47 AM gi6stars Great find of Q post!

8/11/2019 7:48:59 AM anneolsen43 MJ wants us to continue the 3 6 9

8/11/2019 7:49:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who benefits from a narrative shift?

Answer that one more time.

Explain who.

WHY?

8/11/2019 7:50:00 AM joegard91161441 My experiences started when I was about four and a half years of age and continue to this day. pic.twitter.com/neSfqrctVH

8/11/2019 7:50:34 AM antarantanka I’d tend to dismiss this except for ears are unique markers. 

Like fingerprints.

8/11/2019 7:50:50 AM iluvkayakingtoo There will never, ever be a shortage of bullshit for MSM to cover that isn't Epstein, and @TheJusticeDept doesn't operate based on what's trending on 

Twitter.

So, no, it doesn't matter.

8/11/2019 7:51:03 AM aprilbrown99 I think his ears are too small.

8/11/2019 7:51:26 AM allahuniversal ¿Is it?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159951805817741312?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/jVOV6DS57d

8/11/2019 7:51:57 AM johnsville14 Your outlines are very inaccurate. All 3 subjects have the general same ear layout.  You failed to outline the obvious curly "Y" in the Epstein picture.  

How do these people have such similar features is the question.

8/11/2019 7:52:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not just his ears.

8/11/2019 7:52:59 AM gashauler72 When the whole of the MSM pushes a narrative like yesterday, you can bet it’s fake news. According to SB2, Epstein is still alive. We’ll find out....

8/11/2019 7:53:24 AM aprilbrown99 Face is too heavy and not long enough?

8/11/2019 7:54:15 AM anneolsen43 Almost looks like McCain

8/11/2019 7:54:41 AM starehope Eyebrows, hair color, sideburn shape, besides the obvious wrinkle, nose, and ears, are all different!

8/11/2019 7:54:44 AM aprilbrown99 I didnt create the graphic.

8/11/2019 7:55:25 AM dbender22 😂😂😂😅😅😅😂

8/11/2019 7:55:57 AM holotechrd WELL PLAYED ⚡💥❤️🙏🏼💪

8/11/2019 7:55:58 AM iluvkayakingtoo Although it doesn't hurt if they do. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1160564786708516864 …

8/11/2019 7:56:51 AM starehope Wrong ears, wrong hair color, not #EpsteinDead

8/11/2019 7:57:03 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1160223266222612482?s=19 …

8/11/2019 7:57:39 AM starehope And follow the wrinkle lines.

8/11/2019 7:57:41 AM justhashtagnews Yeah, that baffeled me also

8/11/2019 7:58:29 AM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/25PpptSMJL

8/11/2019 7:58:41 AM woody2237 Caught ya!

8/11/2019 7:59:42 AM starehope Wow, her brother seems to have a genuine smile. Where Kilray can't smile genuinely if she were offered a years supply of adrenochrome.

8/11/2019 8:00:08 AM djlok 😂😂😂 Majestic 12 knows all!!!

8/11/2019 8:00:27 AM cntryflk @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Any thoughts?  https://twitter.com/JimboGoestoDC/status/1160500968250679302 …

8/11/2019 8:00:37 AM starehope No it's not!

8/11/2019 8:01:25 AM starehope When in doubt, dig?

8/11/2019 8:01:35 AM jrocktigers The only way to solve this is to drop the drawers. Word on the street he resembles an egg.

8/11/2019 8:02:29 AM pauliepg11111 The DS would obviously benefit from a narrative shift but in my mind the shift is not away from Epstein and his network of cockroaches but more 

squarely on him now - even by Normie McNormieson! What am I missing.

8/11/2019 8:02:44 AM djlok Yeah I thought that little detail was pretty damn funny.

8/11/2019 8:03:30 AM aprilbrown99 It kinda looks like Prince Andrew to me. I know that sounds a bit crazy...but...i am searching for pics of Epstein’s brother. Cant seem to find any.

8/11/2019 8:03:42 AM pauliepg11111 OR if it was Patriots in control, there has been a narrative shift away from the two mass shootings back to Epstein.

8/11/2019 8:03:47 AM samsmith0319 💥🐸💥

8/11/2019 8:05:02 AM aprilbrown99 An egg?

8/11/2019 8:05:47 AM djlok Yeah, go figure!

8/11/2019 8:05:53 AM joanofa39047254  pic.twitter.com/UCzJEKQi0p

8/11/2019 8:07:00 AM jrocktigers Si.

8/11/2019 8:07:19 AM from_thestars I hope he's not free. Pedophilia is a sickness and I believe he would do it again without batting an eyelash. Hope he's locked up in #gitmo

8/11/2019 8:07:42 AM nickfennell Contrary. Now the push to unseal attracts pace on both sides. Chandler or Mac next.

8/11/2019 8:08:13 AM starehope Who? We have 3 guys ir more in these pics. And what is like an egg?



8/11/2019 8:08:42 AM starehope David, what is the egg reference to?

8/11/2019 8:09:05 AM usarmy17750614 💥

8/11/2019 8:09:21 AM williebhere But the snowball has started rolling. Nothing can stop what’s coming... D5!!

#BringThePain

8/11/2019 8:09:21 AM jrocktigers His genitalia.

8/11/2019 8:11:11 AM dbender22 I'm leaning over this way too....it all smells very fishy but in a good way💜🐟🐟🇺🇸 like we're at the Crab Shack for dinner.....

8/11/2019 8:12:14 AM carolleveski Wow could be Epstein's twin 🤔

8/11/2019 8:13:47 AM starehope Axis is full of Milarky. Don't bother to read. It only distracts and misleads.

8/11/2019 8:14:28 AM starehope On that little island?

8/11/2019 8:14:38 AM surfing123456 Bring the pain mj12 pic.twitter.com/h8Ufk09klk

8/11/2019 8:14:45 AM allahuniversal She didn't.

8/11/2019 8:14:54 AM mysticmonse 🤣😂

8/11/2019 8:15:07 AM dbender22 NICE Observation, Patriot!  This rings of some kind of ancient parable. The snake eating it's own brains thinking it's saving itself from starvation. 🐍🚫

8/11/2019 8:15:19 AM usarmy17750614 We are watching a movie....

8/11/2019 8:16:51 AM anneolsen43 Patriots benefit controls the disinformation

8/11/2019 8:17:34 AM starehope Lh, the gross yoga thoughts that went through my mind. Those poor kids. Those pig b@stards. Oh Dear Lord Jesus. I can't sleep much as it is.

8/11/2019 8:17:34 AM aprilbrown99 At 17:17 no less!  Majestic!

8/11/2019 8:18:26 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/jrocktigers/status/1160568896426074119?s=21 …

8/11/2019 8:20:34 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DECLAS

8/11/2019 8:20:56 AM drbohammer Those are two pics of the same guy. The ear in the pic on top shows that his ear cartilage has stiffened up. Same ear. Same guy.

8/11/2019 8:22:47 AM aprilbrown99 Puts the focus back on Epstein and the important issues to take down the DS and not on all their BS DS distractions.  [Their] constant narrative of look 

here...don’t look over there.

8/11/2019 8:22:49 AM mwannahockalugi Frankly, I think there's a bigger game afoot and Epstein isn't really dead.

8/11/2019 8:24:03 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/faiVpWcJww

8/11/2019 8:25:47 AM 8957st Are these pictures of him being taken out from weeks earlier, when he tried to commit suicide the first time? Just a thought!

8/11/2019 8:25:54 AM mcmom2005 You know Trump is usually right.

8/11/2019 8:27:22 AM aetherwalker1 In HS while my classmates were doing who knows what, I was reading 'Behold a Pale Horse', The Emerald Tablets of Thoth the Atlantean', Edgar Cayce 

and other esoteric texts.

8/11/2019 8:28:16 AM wwg1wga93583681 Why do all pedovores start looking alike? pic.twitter.com/b8HBiTVVWZ

8/11/2019 8:28:23 AM djlok Patriots are in control, but the show must go on. Just my guess.

8/11/2019 8:29:33 AM the_canadien Why do actors look similar?

8/11/2019 8:30:24 AM aprilbrown99 So this individual was taken to New York Presbyterian Hospital. It is the only hospital with an entrance off of Gold Street.  

Where was JE being kept again?  🤔🧐🤔

8/11/2019 8:31:48 AM aprilbrown99 Or at least Quajestic. 😁

8/11/2019 8:33:22 AM allahuniversal MajestiQ

8/11/2019 8:34:49 AM thoughttazer The nose is markedly different. And the spacing top to bottom between the nose and eye.

8/11/2019 8:35:26 AM richard07759712 Missile lock on Left!?

8/11/2019 8:36:10 AM grinchwwg1wga  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=116538786354338&set=pcb.116538806354336&type=3&theater …

8/11/2019 8:36:28 AM canadiancovfefe That is so sad and dreadful! I remember Hillary laughing about his murder 😡 She is a monster, but can work the crowd. I am surprised the white hats 

did not have her conveniently assassinated. 🤷♀️

8/11/2019 8:37:04 AM richard07759712 🤣close, but no cigar >> horseshoes and hand gra nades.

#nicetryonepstein

8/11/2019 8:38:34 AM mattegelkraut All kinds of strange swelling happens, when you’re hanging by a rope. When 230 pounds of weight prevents any blood from descending from the head, 

there’s going to be an ugly result.

8/11/2019 8:38:51 AM richard07759712 I’ll do the exercise - Bed, topless painting.  I’m sweating 😅

8/11/2019 8:39:17 AM jrocktigers @QNNTexas pic.twitter.com/ZQ6we9SGIP

8/11/2019 8:39:48 AM gulfcoastchelle Was pic taken from inside a vehicle? pic.twitter.com/2hCHKgOdZ9

8/11/2019 8:39:57 AM canadiancovfefe That’s interesting.

8/11/2019 8:41:40 AM canadiancovfefe Pathetic, horrible, and unimaginable. Those poor children. It’s so frightening to think that this was even happening!

8/11/2019 8:43:15 AM manifest_utopia White Hats benefit, shift from FF/gun control back to Epstein & pedo elite.

IG investigation reveals #ClintonBodyCount ops.

Epstein "dead" leaves no one w/ standing to object to evidence intro from NY house or #EpsteinIsland.

DS in panic to avoid news of #UnsealEpstein docs. pic.twitter.com/V07gC5D3WT

8/11/2019 8:43:50 AM identityasxy .

Hi Kris.

The banksters controlling the Bank of Intern'l Settlements have been acquiring physical gold by the tonnes for several years.  When everybody's fiat 

currency plummets in value, sheep let will default on loans, NE currency base on gold/crypto then banker buy assets

8/11/2019 8:46:02 AM theraphinj DNA radio tuned in🙏🏻❤️🌎 pic.twitter.com/QLAUKfEbke

8/11/2019 8:47:16 AM overseaspatrio1 I did, got nothing. Therefore I question the legitimacy of it.

8/11/2019 8:48:26 AM sterkinglights1 Woew.

8/11/2019 8:49:18 AM aprilbrown99 Who is this guy? He isn’t wearing a prison guard, police, or EMT uniform.  What is in the bag he is carrying?  Just asking for a friend. 😁😄😁 

pic.twitter.com/RKPsw79RYf

8/11/2019 8:50:26 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Eqswjtnn4r

8/11/2019 8:50:47 AM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍

8/11/2019 8:51:59 AM canadiancovfefe Those must have been nice times. During the day it’s safe to walk around in the majority of Vancouver, but I am scared once it gets dark. Maybe once 

all these #FreaksOfNature are removed, society will be a better place.

8/11/2019 8:57:32 AM atsaduk WE MUST OPEN OUR THIRD EYE. The pineal gland can be detoxified if you stop drinking FLUORIDE. Free your mind!

8/11/2019 8:57:46 AM overseaspatrio1 I would really appreciate facts on this subject because I’m digging up counter information on Cockatoos. pic.twitter.com/5H5K43O3iQ

8/11/2019 8:58:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keystone pic.twitter.com/2XPi6kArIc

8/11/2019 8:58:54 AM unstoppablencp And so the narrative goes!!!

8/11/2019 8:59:37 AM sleky19 Great awakening

8/11/2019 9:00:27 AM dpcoforion The Keystone will guide you to the Xel'Naga. pic.twitter.com/pZUYhER25B

8/11/2019 9:01:43 AM delmartruther @realDonaldTrump  I'm pretty sure you know this but,  just in case!!!

8/11/2019 9:02:06 AM delmartruther @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/UUZQcYwzXT

8/11/2019 9:02:43 AM 1_decided_voter So what is it going to take to blow this whole thing wide open? Better hurry up because the public's attention spin doesn't last long.



8/11/2019 9:02:52 AM garypre62441595 #ClintonsBodyCount

#Epstein

#EpsteinSuicide

#EpstienMurder

#EpsteinFiles

#fulldisclosure

8/11/2019 9:04:37 AM rebashoenfelt1 DS in FBI. Too many of them.

8/11/2019 9:06:08 AM rhodesmkt Interesting.

8/11/2019 9:06:30 AM rebashoenfelt1 Definitely a determined movement to be dealt with.

8/11/2019 9:07:29 AM 313looper “After Epstein’s suicide, Trump boosts conspiracy theories flourishing online...” #ClintonBodyCount 

Enjoy The Show 🤩🍿

 https://twitter.com/w_terrence/status/1160256105399967744?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/MO0aXG3afq

8/11/2019 9:10:58 AM 313looper MSM ... 

#KeyStone

8/11/2019 9:12:20 AM terran_sol Synchronicity.

8/11/2019 9:12:47 AM richardhiatt16 Like I said.. I hope the bastard is highly uncomfortable [🥵] where ever his ISBE is hid away....

8/11/2019 9:13:39 AM albelrie That nose tho???🤔🤔🤔🤔

8/11/2019 9:14:21 AM overseaspatrio1 Where is your source? I question the legitimacy of this. pic.twitter.com/7Fub5Eiu8f

8/11/2019 9:14:28 AM daumster What does continue with 3,6,9 mean?!?

8/11/2019 9:14:38 AM nun_chucknorris For a good laugh https://youtu.be/V-dqoEyYXx4 

8/11/2019 9:15:31 AM charless1952 @ChristinePolon1 @Livid2point0 @blogJAM_net @M2Madness @mitchellvii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @74f5c728e7d446d @RedNationRising 

@NewsPuppet @EyesOnQ @BGEMB @17_3_161815214 @432wps @PGMemory @qanon76 @RandyRRQuaid @QWWG1WGAQ @QTruth4 

@Q_ANONBaby @coastersgr8stng @Qpendium @freenaynow

8/11/2019 9:15:54 AM 4annegs #ClintonsBodyCount #ClintonBodyCount #Clintoncide

8/11/2019 9:16:32 AM richardhiatt16 🍿

8/11/2019 9:18:01 AM keith369me What do we know about his brother?

8/11/2019 9:18:01 AM tiff_fitzhenry Did you write this and do all this research? This is a bombshell. May I re-run this story giving you credit?

8/11/2019 9:20:31 AM skarwwyd Nose is completely different

8/11/2019 9:20:43 AM pauliepg11111 Anyone else feel like we’ve made a big collective jump in awareness?

8/11/2019 9:20:48 AM keith369me Patriots benefit via and accelerated timeline of information flow and getting the distraction FF information out of the news cycle while forcing 

#UnsealPedogate back into it.

8/11/2019 9:21:01 AM rebashoenfelt1 Now Libya a mess

8/11/2019 9:21:02 AM aprilbrown99 Maybe he was transgendered, like most are, and it never formed properly?

8/11/2019 9:21:05 AM russ_ayers You might want to take a look at @99freemind, she knows how to use a shovel !!! https://youtu.be/nuU3dy3OeJ8 

8/11/2019 9:21:29 AM aprilbrown99 Most definitely.

8/11/2019 9:21:54 AM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/8WpsHmzbge

8/11/2019 9:22:15 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yes to concealed carry.

8/11/2019 9:22:18 AM keith369me WWG1WGA, lol

8/11/2019 9:22:35 AM garypre62441595 Circulating on fb...

Is this just another narrative changer?

#ClintonsBodyCount

#Epstein

#PrinceAndrew pic.twitter.com/KHZAlnZEU1

8/11/2019 9:22:49 AM rebashoenfelt1 Now hostile forces

8/11/2019 9:23:29 AM rebashoenfelt1 Barr is investigating

8/11/2019 9:23:44 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/tiff_fitzhenry/status/1160272396621877249?s=21 …

8/11/2019 9:23:53 AM whatsmypw Energy doesn't lie.

8/11/2019 9:24:33 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep.

8/11/2019 9:24:35 AM aprilbrown99 My cousin, who has been asleep and thinks I am crazy, actually started texting me yesterday morning about Epstein. It is truly wonderful.  Hes not fully 

awake but finally is starting to ask questions so we can have a conversation.

8/11/2019 9:27:29 AM pauliepg11111 I know!! I have had a few people text me today - people who have always called me ridiculous and who are DEFINITELY asleep- haven’t seen this 

before.

8/11/2019 9:32:10 AM anonmom14 Hahahaha 😂. My dirty mind just went crazy 😜

8/11/2019 9:34:23 AM mitchegan20 Amazing Polly revealed this last night on her you tube channel. She really digs deep.

8/11/2019 9:34:38 AM jimijmurphy Evil can’t hide in the Digital World.  Real information, real education and real money would be nice😎

8/11/2019 9:35:14 AM jaeffbee Amazing Polly.

8/11/2019 9:35:24 AM starehope So gross.

8/11/2019 9:35:53 AM nathanielhebert Cheers, yes, and feel free to share... seems like pretty solid connections on paper!

8/11/2019 9:36:26 AM boogeymanhunter Incredible. pic.twitter.com/L1Im2DCrw5

8/11/2019 9:37:22 AM kelli_fustos I researched a lawyer who won lottery.  He worked in the WH. He covered up 4 pedos. How many individuals cover up for pedophiles?  Online shills 

lead innocent people to the prey.  Evil is not hard to spot .. those who have the gift see right through the bullshit.

8/11/2019 9:38:21 AM kelli_fustos There was an attorney who covered up for pedos who won the lottery.   Windfall for corrupt!

8/11/2019 9:39:21 AM mrstxfabface Whoa!!!!!

8/11/2019 9:40:17 AM freedom_sent so are you saying "our" guys are so incompetent to have not expected his murder? We didn't have people / Marines / trusted agents standing guard 

24/7 for this high value target who had already been attacked once before?

we're either a bunch of morons or it's part of the plan.

8/11/2019 9:40:37 AM bdab28 Funny choice of words for this FF. "Pull the trigger"

White hats in control

#WWG1WGA #UnsealEpstein

8/11/2019 9:41:31 AM bdab28 Hmm 10 days of darkness?

8/11/2019 9:41:47 AM starehope Why didn't he have to answer? Michael Jackson was photographed by the police because a boy described a spot on his. Why wasn't Epstein 

photographed?

8/11/2019 9:42:01 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1108093193885761536?s=19 …

8/11/2019 9:42:26 AM mrkbsimotas Look at his EARS

8/11/2019 9:42:38 AM starehope The mind wanders... nah, don't want to go there!

8/11/2019 9:42:52 AM burgersandra The Real Reason For the Iraq War? Saddam Hussein ‘Had Stargate Portal to Alien World’

?????????

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MichaelSalla/status/1160570447345250305 …

8/11/2019 9:43:14 AM starehope How?

8/11/2019 9:44:05 AM starehope 😂😂😂

8/11/2019 9:45:51 AM henwoley Eternal energy



8/11/2019 9:46:14 AM drbohammer The Keystone holds/binds everything/everyone together, and it is solid. It is metaphorically #TheGreatUnifier

8/11/2019 9:46:24 AM gingifride "Glitches", lol..

8/11/2019 9:46:41 AM starehope Well, if that description is true, then it may be why he liked them young. The younger girls may have no idea?

8/11/2019 9:47:18 AM ezdoesit_ “We knew this day would come”

8/11/2019 9:47:24 AM henwoley It’s actually the opposite. This will spark conversations across the globe bringing the full attention back to global pedophile elites.

8/11/2019 9:47:42 AM taylor7_r Looks like it! It's another deep state honey pot!

8/11/2019 9:49:08 AM starehope So, what is the next # MJ?

8/11/2019 9:49:43 AM psmith19701 Is it normal for the FDNY to take corpses in? If he was desd in his jail cell wouldn't that be the coroner to pick up. Asking for a freind

8/11/2019 9:49:48 AM bizbluetree I doubt he won it honestly...

8/11/2019 9:50:25 AM mr_fedorable this comment is brilliant

8/11/2019 9:51:27 AM 99freemind the tip on this lottery story as well as the Rothstein one was from Nathaniel tho - he digs DEEP!!

8/11/2019 9:52:39 AM lindakraft18 He won a ticket alright...straight to hell.

8/11/2019 9:53:39 AM sherryhotton123 We all know he didn't !

8/11/2019 9:53:47 AM starehope Nice plays guys!

8/11/2019 9:54:29 AM starehope Oh, Rock is so done!

8/11/2019 9:54:36 AM flyingpeapod @CharlesOrtel

8/11/2019 9:55:27 AM noreastah_of_76 Those ears don’t lie!!!  That is Hillary’s brother on that stretcher!!!  Now I wonder who really has Epstein?!?!

8/11/2019 9:59:01 AM kotok_n 1 winner Oklahoma pic.twitter.com/nJ9DJlLA9I

8/11/2019 10:01:08 AM abshierchristi Very well done and quite interesting.

8/11/2019 10:02:28 AM starehope Hasn't Q been gone longer?

8/11/2019 10:03:09 AM truthwins11 Now that's most likely the truth. Thanks for sharing. Godspeed my friend.

8/11/2019 10:04:16 AM kotok_n Makes me wonder how many times this happened since lotto started

8/11/2019 10:06:45 AM italianmom555 I see alot of xanax being passed around for the panic attacks🤣🤣

8/11/2019 10:08:21 AM zoompad Twice!!!

8/11/2019 10:09:19 AM richard07759712 Its only just Begun. 

#continueunsealingepstein

8/11/2019 10:10:29 AM jeannampatrick different theory’s being tossed at everyone we will see time will tell the truth good possibility though how are you a 100 percent sure this is actually 

Epstein this could have been anyone I’m not seeing surroundings of a jail only a hospital and he was already dead in his cell

8/11/2019 10:12:22 AM adsvel I had this thought 2 weeks ago... Collective thought field?

8/11/2019 10:13:47 AM mamiemcclure17 @Metro_West1

8/11/2019 10:14:11 AM snarkishdanno Nope, I’m convinced it’s Bourdain pic.twitter.com/dyBFRtRmRQ

8/11/2019 10:14:46 AM rafngeirdal Yes it may either be a spiritual type face or simply a halo representing our higher self or god, similar to the IS-BE concept of Majestic 12 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and could even represent a UFO, because the donut shape beneath it, is only interrupted by a black smoke near its bottom.

8/11/2019 10:15:45 AM snarkishdanno Ear/nose and forehead profile match.

I also have a theory as to HOW it could be Bourdain too... just hit me this morning pic.twitter.com/vYGu0Gvu2D

8/11/2019 10:16:22 AM rhsvcs #unsealepstein

8/11/2019 10:16:58 AM beautywokeback1 Speaking of UFO. Can you make out the flying thing above the trees on the left hand side of the pic? Some say plane.

8/11/2019 10:17:46 AM snarkishdanno We know that Bourdain was looking to eat on the Clinton’s, and had been hooked up with DS pedo/molester enabler Asia Argentina.

How do you make sure that no one is looking to Arkancide you if you want to turn States Evidence? You fake your death.

8/11/2019 10:18:35 AM beautywokeback1 I thought the donut shape was his arms come out in front of him, and then holding a scarf or something. Black smoke...

Face blurred out in a luminating way like a halo would luminate.

8/11/2019 10:20:29 AM snarkishdanno So, if true, that means that AB has been alive in protective custody somewhere. Is it too far off to think that they would use him as a body double for JE 

if need arose? 

Now we have two “dead” star witnesses..... with no one the wiser.

8/11/2019 10:21:12 AM snarkishdanno And pardon the typing errors, phonefagging causes issues kek

8/11/2019 10:25:10 AM kik1771 Rehearsal

8/11/2019 10:27:14 AM allahuniversal Courtesy of The Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WakeUpAmerica

#SaveTheChildren

#GreatAwakening https://youtu.be/2sNzz_p5neg 

8/11/2019 10:30:29 AM toffer_anon_369 Could the truth be...?

White hats learned of the Clinton's plot to kill him. 

WH's evacuated him and made it look like the Clinton hit went as planned. 

Trump knows this and that's why he's pinning it on them.

aka

Enjoy the show.

#QAnon
8/11/2019 10:30:29 AM surfing123456 Yea I know just the first meme I seen on BRING IT lol

8/11/2019 10:36:11 AM brenda11641001 ???

8/11/2019 10:38:25 AM defy_gravity987 Antonio Bourdain - just taking a guess here.

8/11/2019 10:39:26 AM philzantos  pic.twitter.com/1VpuacynGY

8/11/2019 10:43:22 AM danaritenour This was dispelled. I have another link, just need to find it.

 https://oklahoman.com/article/3288656/trust-keeps-powerball-winner-a-mysterybrspan-classhl2only-lottery-commission-knows-who-is-now-293-

millon-richerspan …

8/11/2019 10:43:53 AM danaritenour Dispelled. Looking for another link. https://oklahoman.com/article/3288656/trust-keeps-powerball-winner-a-mysterybrspan-classhl2only-lottery-

commission-knows-who-is-now-293-millon-richerspan …

8/11/2019 10:45:01 AM danaritenour No, he did not. https://investorshub.advfn.com/boards/read_msg.aspx?message_id=150445708 …

8/11/2019 10:45:05 AM rafngeirdal I believe the black thing that would come close to the right forearm if it were a person, is a black smoke rising, maybe connected to the lightnings or 

the fire from the Q sign. Yes a blurred face similar to a halo of holy man, such as Jesus or his apostles or even a whole being.

8/11/2019 10:45:17 AM metro_west1 Good question.  The ears and nose don't match Epstein's.  Heard that this photo of the man on a gurney is old, but couldn't find the original date.

8/11/2019 10:45:20 AM danaritenour No. He did not. https://investorshub.advfn.com/boards/read_msg.aspx?message_id=150445708 …

8/11/2019 10:46:43 AM suzy4peace Doesn't give one a lot of faith in the randomness of Powerball jackpots.



8/11/2019 10:47:36 AM mcmom2005 Someone said military

8/11/2019 10:49:23 AM kathleen3693693 Mr. Potato Head...

8/11/2019 10:50:17 AM azuremagus I understand, correct focus needed.

8/11/2019 10:51:06 AM danaritenour I contacted Joe Nocera, the author of the original article, and he wrote this update: https://www.fa-mag.com/news/more-questions-about-how-jeffrey-

epstein-got-island-owning-rich-50632.html?section=66&page=4 …

8/11/2019 10:52:57 AM qsoldier14 if he is dead then why are they trying to pump oxygen into his nose?🧐🤔

8/11/2019 10:54:24 AM cstarr888 Here's another example of msm attempting to slam "conspiracy theorists" & spin the JE case:

Great vid.🧐🙏💖 https://youtu.be/ZflAp7OKvOs 

8/11/2019 10:54:36 AM leahkin00083568 No, ears are not altered like that.

They are all ndeed like fingerprints.

That’s why they must be visible on passport  photos. 

That’s NOT Epstein.

8/11/2019 10:55:47 AM doyouq Bourdain!

8/11/2019 10:56:54 AM doyouq Wow, this mf deserves/deserved all the pain.

8/11/2019 10:57:15 AM jaded_pearl No - #UnsealEpstein is still on going, until the truth behind this false flag and all the test is revealed. Thank you for answering my that question.

8/11/2019 10:58:51 AM 313looper @realDonaldTrump “Master 🏄♂️”... 

“Enjoy #ClintonBodyCount🏄♂️ On The Fake News 🌊...”

#PANIC https://www.wnd.com/2019/08/epstein-death-the-word-around-the-street-is-the-clintons-did-it/ …

8/11/2019 10:59:31 AM kathleen3693693 Of course it will become public soon. It will be released when they've finished creating one that fits the narrative. I hope it's better than Obama's birth 

certificate.

8/11/2019 11:03:24 AM entropyrulesall That’s the standard way. you’ll start identifying Masons all over the place “winning” lotteries. Last person I met who had won the lottery casually 

mentioned that he was a “recently retired police officer” MASON......

8/11/2019 11:04:46 AM 99freemind That's like saying you put zero faith in paper.

8/11/2019 11:05:21 AM notevenchad17 @KremlinBot4

8/11/2019 11:05:44 AM nathanielhebert I wrote the article, and the research is pretty sound. You can check the reference links to all the data I've gathered in the article and make up your own 

mind. pic.twitter.com/uGukr9nuFd

8/11/2019 11:05:59 AM weirdsavant That's all I noticed.

8/11/2019 11:07:41 AM adsvel There is no Time...

8/11/2019 11:08:00 AM tomchiodo Please tell me how you reconcile Jesus to your message.  These two verses/passages are a good starting point to begin the reconcile discussion. 

Sounds like “an angel from heaven” may be another gospel. Help me understand.  I’m listening. 

Galatians 1:8-9

Isaiah 45:22-23 pic.twitter.com/czoVIbbG6E

8/11/2019 11:10:50 AM jeannampatrick Still that was more than likely the first time he attempted it this time he was already dead in his cell there is no need for a hospital only a medical 

examiner and mourge what I see is hospital setting not jail so *DEBUNKED*

8/11/2019 11:11:18 AM starehope Always have plan B.

8/11/2019 11:13:25 AM starehope Or how not? Nevermind. Enough crap on my mind.

8/11/2019 11:14:12 AM danaritenour A woman in Oklahoma City won. She & her husband held a trust, Zorro Management, Inc., which was dissolved in November 2011.

It's wise, & increasingly common, for lottery winners to create a trust to preserve their privacy & avoid predators seeking money. 

https://www.bizapedia.com/ok/zorro-management-inc.html …

8/11/2019 11:15:56 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/Qu850LxZhc

8/11/2019 11:16:12 AM danaritenour I placed comments on the Medium article with links disproving this rumor.

I put some time into that one, and was disappointed the promising trail didn't lead to Epstein.

8/11/2019 11:26:36 AM girlawakeinca From the bawdy 17th century English drinking song that would become the American national anthem, to the ancient Chinese folk melodies which 

would become the propaganda songs of the Chinese Communist Party,

8/11/2019 11:26:43 AM girlawakeinca people from all walks of life have taken one popular melody and put new words to it which change its meaning and purpose. William Preston himself 

offered up two separate Masonic texts to be sung to the tune of ‘God Save The King’.

8/11/2019 11:27:51 AM girlawakeinca This is from the document you just posted April. Simply amazing. We’ve been manipulated. For thousands of years. 🤯

8/11/2019 11:28:45 AM enomai_ Lol

8/11/2019 11:29:43 AM enomai_ We need more unsealing i guess mj12

8/11/2019 11:30:42 AM missy968 We are the keystone. We are collectively focusing on the same thing from different angles.

8/11/2019 11:31:15 AM shallknown He's not dead. He gave them everything, and then then asked to disappear. And that"s what happened. He's at a black site or.......... off planet??

8/11/2019 11:35:18 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/0ADCEQEioC

8/11/2019 11:38:26 AM danielaqcrew It’s Anthony bourdain!! pic.twitter.com/WQ7K8duUsP

8/11/2019 11:39:59 AM livy59 I can certainly see it.

8/11/2019 11:40:30 AM pauliepg11111 No deals.

8/11/2019 11:41:16 AM eyegloarts Didn't John Ashe die in one of those too?

8/11/2019 11:43:00 AM livy59 I’m Australian and they are indigenous to Australia. I’ve told  this guy before that he statement is WRONG! Not only have I researched it, but I’ve 

spoken to dozens  of Aussies and no one collaborates his story.

8/11/2019 11:43:17 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/SS6OTrsUEG

8/11/2019 11:43:29 AM wisdomonium let me guess.....the bearded 'chosen' nut jobs that have been trying to run the world through finance since they held the weights and measures 

(money exchangers/trade guild) of Nimrod. The red shield/roth shield reps the royal red Star of Antares to them & John's cross to normies

8/11/2019 11:47:09 AM lisamthornburg John Ashe died from dropping a barbell on his neck.  #Arkancide #clintonbodycount

8/11/2019 11:48:09 AM linnyt7 The investigation of his death gives access into the institution that jailed him. I think about all the police who have suicided lately. A whole other layer 

of corruption. Wienner was sacrificed to cover for. How sick is the NYPD? Think how high up the political chain that goes..

8/11/2019 11:49:31 AM wisdomonium that is when they were going to roll out what  Von Braun said was the 'alien invasion" scenario. Extermination of billions in the FF chaos. The middle 

east becomes a  glass parking lot & the US &Russia(primary enemies of the anu-nazis)take each other out.

8/11/2019 11:52:15 AM weediblue  pic.twitter.com/X8FPMZzazw

8/11/2019 11:56:51 AM mommahood777  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHb_hheApvo …

8/11/2019 11:58:47 AM goodvsevil247 Looks like Anthony Bourdain. Compare Ears Nose Forehead Hairline. Its a match.

8/11/2019 12:02:59 PM overseaspatrio1 ThankQ, I try to have accurate information I also am a huge animal fan, used to spend lots of time reading facts and watching documentaries. I have 

not heard this (I know just because I don’t know something doesn’t mean it’s not true) BUT I couldn’t find anything.

8/11/2019 12:03:35 PM magaglam Yes I saw the pictures

8/11/2019 12:03:52 PM mommahood777 why is "ambu" up so high in the air if there's something on his face...if they are transporting and trying to revive, they would have him intubated and 

someone doing chest compressions... if he's dead, they wouldn't be trying to breathe for him...

this whole thing is stupid

8/11/2019 12:06:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Phonefagging is the worst. Especially when you're on bumpy roads or turbulent aircraft.



8/11/2019 12:07:50 PM magaglam #baitandswitch #redpilled pic.twitter.com/PcHFS5OF9D

8/11/2019 12:09:44 PM aprilbrown99 Someone just posted this pic, so sharing. pic.twitter.com/AStc5YcqQO

8/11/2019 12:11:59 PM mykareno2 Could be the make-up bag....🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/11/2019 12:12:53 PM cq349 It is definitely Not Epstein.

8/11/2019 12:15:06 PM doc1415 With Qanons, we know this already and have for over a year and half. 

@qanon76

@JuliansRum @Cordicon @SayWhenLA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheDeaconShow @intheMatrixxx

8/11/2019 12:17:39 PM mommahood777 I posted ystrdy that you can bend a corpse's nose with an artificial respiration mask, but you can't change the inner part of the external ear.

also, facial lines..

enjoying the HOT month of August... pic.twitter.com/GvZAVqkjsK

8/11/2019 12:17:51 PM cat711q McCain

8/11/2019 12:21:27 PM iamyou132 We do. No more Jeffery Epstein means a billion dollar estate with no owner that’s ready to be divvied up. Will the real puppet master please stand up?

8/11/2019 12:25:17 PM ripgarycaradori The Queen?

8/11/2019 12:31:03 PM rafngeirdal Yes, because Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweeted about a deal with Hitler to fake his murder in return for a favor and somehow hinted that the 

same might have applied to Epstein.

8/11/2019 12:33:10 PM micahchuk Eye, however, has often affirmed “No Deals.”

8/11/2019 12:42:37 PM phreatomagnetic Is that shopped?  

Scale looks off.

Did some smartass shop in @Bill de Blasio?

8/11/2019 12:45:25 PM tracyk199 I've only just started reading it and instantly noticed that the lottery was run by the Zorro trust.

That is the name of Epstein's ranch in New Mexico #Epstein

8/11/2019 12:49:40 PM headlinejuice What’s coming? Nothing if Barr is concerned.

8/11/2019 12:51:56 PM vieiraranch Is division the keystone?   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160581183564124161 …

8/11/2019 12:51:57 PM tracyk199 This could be dynamite 💥

8/11/2019 12:57:17 PM kotok_n Wow I had no idea, these ppl make me more sick by the day

8/11/2019 12:59:38 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/968A35Si6R

8/11/2019 1:03:45 PM egelone where r u heading to?

8/11/2019 1:04:57 PM danielaqcrew It’s Anthony bourdain pic.twitter.com/dw3RUXPDTp

8/11/2019 1:08:50 PM bighorns The newer version of MKUltra that I was aware of was Monarch

8/11/2019 1:09:41 PM bighorns My thoughts exactly. Also why she went to Italy. Hide in the Vatican?

8/11/2019 1:11:50 PM garypre62441595 I would guess at Prince Philip but it's just speculation at  http://present.it  will be a big distraction and will take all the msm attention for a while I would 

say.

8/11/2019 1:16:07 PM eyelovechichis .

And fake space.  The 2 hardest truths to swallow.

.

8/11/2019 1:16:48 PM wolfspirit1 Explains why lots of halloweird were partying last night

8/11/2019 1:23:58 PM tinfoil1254 So many distractions pushing people of the right track.

8/11/2019 1:25:51 PM canam73 👥WHO WILL ATTEND EPSTEIN'S FUNERAL!???

👉Ohhhhh that's a BRILLIANT question! Can't wait to see how that play out!

#EpsteinDead

#DeepState

#Suicided

@realDonaldTrump

@qanon76

@StormIsUponUs

@RealSaavedra

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@marklevinshow https://twitter.com/AGWillliamBarr/status/1160614408990724096 …
8/11/2019 1:25:59 PM canam73 👥WHO WILL ATTEND EPSTEIN'S FUNERAL!???

👉Ohhhhh that's a BRILLIANT question! Can't wait to see how that play out!

#EpsteinDead

#DeepState

#Suicided

@realDonaldTrump

@qanon76

@StormIsUponUs

@RealSaavedra

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@marklevinshow
8/11/2019 1:29:30 PM excaliber7777 Blackmail seems to be a lucrative business .

8/11/2019 1:30:03 PM wisdomonium the Nazis and the Commies were a part of the the div and conquer. We were just all too stupid to see the templar masons for what they were: the old 

arian heresy stirred up by those who hate the divinity of Christ. Gee guess who that is?

8/11/2019 1:32:50 PM cq349 Pure Old PANIC! They've now graduated to geriatric diapers because they can't hold their water!

8/11/2019 1:33:54 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/onGppkUVJi

8/11/2019 1:34:05 PM nonni28 Then where is he?

8/11/2019 1:34:07 PM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/CeNcELph1x

8/11/2019 1:34:50 PM ekabam2 And why do they use one of those respiration bags on a dead person?

8/11/2019 1:35:41 PM tracyk199 Money laundering trafficking money as lottery winnings?

Or funding child trafficking businesses with lottery 'wins'?

8/11/2019 1:36:12 PM jswdh1 Gitmo.  Back on an island.... make him feel at home...

8/11/2019 1:36:49 PM wisdomonium the old testament=moses trying to evangelize these really really really low IQ 'bull effigy making" people. The new testament=Jesus saving people from 

the eternal damnation that these demons push on  humanity.Just zap them & turn them into black grease piles already.



8/11/2019 1:38:39 PM _17patriot_ anthony bourdain?

8/11/2019 1:39:45 PM blsdbe Love this meme, I’Au!!!

8/11/2019 1:42:05 PM aleks8837 Don't tell me that Act III or a much later Act will involve Trump sacrificing himself to take down the Cabal? 😮

That would be epic! Holy shit.

And make Trump into a Jesus-like meme for eternity.

8/11/2019 1:43:00 PM 313looper #ClintonBodyCount https://twitter.com/thecollectiveq/status/1142209385667735553?s=21 …

8/11/2019 1:46:07 PM nonni28 If that’s the truth then maybe the true story will come out. If he’s there who took him there & was it to protect him from being done in by the leftists & 

we know who I’m referring to.

8/11/2019 1:46:14 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/uex55OCndk

8/11/2019 1:46:24 PM blsdbe Did y’all see this: 

 https://twitter.com/tiff_fitzhenry/status/1160272396621877249?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1160272396621877249 …

8/11/2019 1:49:26 PM aleks8837 Archive of the IncaratedET thread: http://archive.is/6RaOE 

8/11/2019 1:57:40 PM bdab28 10 days for Q I believe. As of today. But boards being down I think I would consider the darkness. That was the think tank, no think tank, that's alot of 

darkness

8/11/2019 2:05:46 PM karina89350882 who ever this guy is - the poor man has no belly and no legs, weird…...by the way - he looks a little bit like the suicided A. Bourtain

Did Mr. Epstein get a second Sweetheart deal for his second life?? Maybe Q can "infuse my subconsciousness with some Knowledge", please

8/11/2019 2:06:11 PM bdab28 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this at all similar to the deal made with Hitler back in the day. The deal to no longer server the evil deity??

8/11/2019 2:07:04 PM rafngeirdal Well, now Majestic 12 has made clear in a recent tweet that Epstein was killed. He also showed a photo of the left side of the face of Epstein alive and 

then “Epstein dead” and asked: who’s that? So how about if Military tribunal ruled death by hanging and then deep state killed?

8/11/2019 2:12:40 PM lonestar_anon Extremely similar story of awakening. Although woke slowly over the course of a few heavy dose trips, stumbled upon the great awakening map and 

then Qanon 🇺🇸🍄🐸

8/11/2019 2:16:14 PM nabonnand Could the keystone you’re referring to be when all 3 groups think/see the same thing? No more division of what the truth is? The Great Awakening.

8/11/2019 2:32:16 PM rbw1926 The left pic looks like his eyes are open and he"s grinning slightly. 🤷🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/uPpcG7qXmS

8/11/2019 2:33:04 PM weoutherekid01 Whos we u joined in 2017... ??

8/11/2019 2:39:46 PM dewenforcement @Groupbullying

8/11/2019 2:51:56 PM born2bef How do?

8/11/2019 2:52:03 PM born2bef So*

8/11/2019 2:53:39 PM georgereagan19 Me too and “Pain is coming to DC.”

8/11/2019 2:58:24 PM alinahere YES!!!!! 👈🙏👏👏👏👏👏🎉🍿🍿🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA from #DarkToLIGHT to #KAG2020

#GodBlessAllPatriots 🙏 #GodBlessAmerica & PRAY for @POTUS @realDonaldTrump 🙌 pic.twitter.com/sDslCfigSj

8/11/2019 2:58:49 PM jayrambin Best way to keep him safe, and bring him into news again.  Extraction disguised as death.

8/11/2019 3:08:36 PM vintagesquirrel Prison guard?

8/11/2019 3:10:37 PM vintagesquirrel His hands are cuffed.

8/11/2019 3:16:26 PM agoodyear2015 Most likely Prince Phillip but I don't think he is a very big distraction for the cabal.

8/11/2019 3:17:32 PM allahuniversal Or Trust Q. Or Trust The Majestic 12.

Trust Yourself, that one has been said plenty, 8t never gets old.

8/11/2019 3:18:28 PM mongrelglory I would love it if the truth about these FF shootings came out soon!  MJ is that likely to happen?

8/11/2019 3:22:11 PM mongrelglory Well, to be honest...some of us thought he was "Hitlered".

8/11/2019 3:23:05 PM kindeandtrue I like MJ 12 much better than Q.

8/11/2019 3:26:21 PM mongrelglory So did they bury his body at sea as per his religious (Satanic) customs? 🤨

8/11/2019 3:27:12 PM mike_tht The Daily Beast,  Vicky Ward quotes a former senior White House official, in turn quoting Acosta’s response to questions about Epstein during  

interview / President Donald Trump’s transition team:“I was told Epstein ‘belonged to intelligence’ and to leave it alone.”

8/11/2019 3:30:10 PM tammyredmond HG Wells, Tesla, and Edison, maybe 1 other,  created a secret society named Plus Uktra, that met for their initial meeting on top of the Eiffel Tower at 

the 1889 World’s Fair in Paris. They agreed not to share their inventions that could be used in warfare. Collaborators.

8/11/2019 3:30:23 PM allahuniversal "... MJ12 is a peer of Q..." pic.twitter.com/M8uD1PvZmG

8/11/2019 3:31:59 PM tammyredmond I believe that Donald’s uncle John Trump was a member and thusly our super genius @POTUS.

8/11/2019 3:33:49 PM ksouth21 MJ, does this mean it will be done out of the public eye?

That seems unfair and only benefits the guilty

8/11/2019 3:33:51 PM punkbudgie1  pic.twitter.com/B2ZebyGLil

8/11/2019 3:34:51 PM punkbudgie1 😅😅😅

8/11/2019 3:36:00 PM punkbudgie1 Philip

8/11/2019 3:36:52 PM barbbq72 @realDonaldTrump

8/11/2019 3:43:29 PM pomeinnz time saver

8/11/2019 3:44:48 PM elatedveracity Any credibility to this?? pic.twitter.com/k7PHrf6Csu

8/11/2019 3:45:21 PM daumster Thanx!

8/11/2019 3:45:27 PM zaraawakened  https://twitter.com/ZaraAwakened/status/1160682257755119616?s=19 …

8/11/2019 3:47:02 PM anneolsen43 AMA tonight?

8/11/2019 4:00:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s really a fucked up thing to say...in fact your comment has grossed me out so bad I’m blocking you!

8/11/2019 4:06:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd He’s not dead.

8/11/2019 4:14:57 PM mongrelglory Me too!

8/11/2019 4:16:52 PM mongrelglory That's one way to avoid paying him...however, I'd like to think the "white hats" would honour their contracts (unlike the Cabal/Satanists).  He seems to 

be clutching his blanket as they wheel him out on the stretcher...

8/11/2019 4:18:32 PM mongrelglory Thanks very much!  I know that image well!

8/11/2019 4:19:51 PM mongrelglory Thanks very much! 😘

8/11/2019 4:22:03 PM mongrelglory Like Airforce One? 😉

8/11/2019 4:22:39 PM abileneken1 Anthony Bourdain

8/11/2019 4:25:13 PM mongrelglory Jeffrey with makeup to darken his hair?  Did he switch clothes with one of the guys in the ambulance? 😎

8/11/2019 4:27:04 PM mongrelglory That looks like a bullet-proof vest he's wearing n'est pas?

8/11/2019 4:27:48 PM mongrelglory That's what I said! 😏

8/11/2019 4:29:05 PM covertress Space Force One? 😉

8/11/2019 4:29:47 PM mongrelglory Well now...that would be quite the conspiracy theory wouldn't it?  Did they have Bourdain's body on ice this whole time?

8/11/2019 4:33:41 PM mongrelglory I know what you're implying MJ... pic.twitter.com/JI57hgm3mp

8/11/2019 4:35:30 PM daylate10 He's guilty as sin but not sure I believe this story. Powerball is a nationwide lottery drawn out of Georgia I believe.  Don't think Oklahoma had anything 

to do with the numbers being picked unless it happened at the national level. 🤔

8/11/2019 4:37:28 PM snarkishdanno That’s the one I want to know about....

8/11/2019 4:38:35 PM finall00p Arrests



8/11/2019 4:39:25 PM nsipus @ImperatorTruth @justinrondon

8/11/2019 4:41:44 PM covertress Aircraft One?

How did 45 travel to Iraq so quickly last Christmas?

Why were the windows blacked out?

Were POTUS and FLOTUS really in any danger? pic.twitter.com/rwFxaZbGRO

8/11/2019 4:41:46 PM johnsville14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was right, all Epstein docs released and everybody's talking about if he's alive or dead.  Come on folks, huddle up!

8/11/2019 4:41:49 PM anneolsen43 ??? Look at the date  Aug 18th??? pic.twitter.com/lt8t0X7eUA

8/11/2019 4:42:15 PM johnsville14  https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6250471-Epstein-Docs.html …

8/11/2019 4:43:02 PM aprilbrown99 I think the picture is just old, from 2018.

8/11/2019 4:43:38 PM aprilbrown99 I cant see your gif. 🧐

8/11/2019 4:44:26 PM snarkishdanno Possibly, but if I remember correctly there were reporters along on that ride even as stupid as they are, someone would have noticed a flying triangle 

and lack of inertia vs a standard flight on AF1.....

8/11/2019 4:44:37 PM johnsville14 Start sharing this around. This is what they wanted our attention AWAY from when they fake newsed his death. Share Share Share spread it 

everywhere

8/11/2019 4:47:10 PM covertress There were reporters on board? pic.twitter.com/dJ89pW3Lqd

8/11/2019 4:50:20 PM johnsville14 I wish I Twittered better.  This how you do it? #EpsteinDocs

8/11/2019 4:58:07 PM mongrelglory Awe!  It's the little Asian baby shaking his finger. 😆

8/11/2019 4:59:33 PM petitchevalb Mass incident incoming for the Church isn't it? They are gonna pay for it all

8/11/2019 5:02:09 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/gpN3gSl9SV

8/11/2019 5:06:16 PM realeyethespy Stable genius pic.twitter.com/iJYo1s7scS

8/11/2019 5:06:50 PM snarkishdanno KEK! 

Could have sworn they went along, how else did they get there to cover it?

8/11/2019 5:08:24 PM prmd21801759 Whoaaa!!! ThankQ!! Switcharoo!!

8/11/2019 5:09:16 PM bbobbio71 🤔

8/11/2019 5:13:47 PM covertress For security reasons, journalists weren't alerted until hours after Trump landed (hence the speculation about his whereabouts)

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-12-26/air-force-one-spotted-over-europe-currently-flying-towards-turkey … pic.twitter.com/pYXHCHTSGU

8/11/2019 5:18:03 PM doodooh59284043 @Jefffro50498780 and @krisp1377 and @GregFrost54 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @tribunal_watch and @MastodonOz and @andweknow and 

@patriots_fight and @MrsMogul and @bigredwavenow and @realDonaldTrump and @DanScavino and @BreitbartNews can divvy it up

8/11/2019 5:18:46 PM jackrod0130 Nah. I believe he is being “saved” for future testimony in Military Tribunals.

8/11/2019 5:19:05 PM snarkishdanno Then I sit corrected!! 

That was sort of before I REALLY started paying attention.

8/11/2019 5:23:19 PM commsclear This is the bridge event >> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CC5hzJNWIrY&t=131s …

8/11/2019 5:32:21 PM angelwithana242 Trust yourself. The end goal of all this is a one world govt, one world new age religion (“we are all God” but doesn’t mention which one, sneaky), 

reduced and controlled population, while “they” Continue to worship Satan. Every topic, conspiracy, Leads to that. At least my 12 yrs

8/11/2019 5:40:33 PM elatedveracity Spelling wasn’t the question.  Context was. Thx!

8/11/2019 5:43:09 PM micro_writ_anon That one's good, but this one is better. pic.twitter.com/Z2D2OacgFr

8/11/2019 5:43:56 PM rafngeirdal I believe III FF means 3 false flags & JE 187 means Jeffrey Epstein penal code 187: an order to kill him. By unsealing enough of Epstein material plus 

tweeting access to it via @TrueEyeTheSpy , then your mission was indeed accomplished & in spite of El Paso shooting etc.

8/11/2019 5:44:07 PM nschlange I don't know who is on the gurney, but it's not Epstein. Is there something wrong w/this picture tho? What is wrong w/the paramedics torso? He has 

the longest torso I've ever seen. Is that because it was taken from far away?

8/11/2019 5:44:35 PM nschlange His nose is all wrong as well.

8/11/2019 5:46:46 PM micro_writ_anon Were the outbreaks real or caused by something else?  Was it a FF to mass vaccinate the public with a worse virus than polio?  Or were they just sloppy 

and not aware of the risks?

8/11/2019 5:47:19 PM nschlange He doesn't look dead? He looks like he was dead for a lot longer then he should've been. Definitely is dead.

8/11/2019 5:47:44 PM rafngeirdal No the cockatoo on top has a bent, bowed or croocked nose; like a beak on a parrot but the real Epstein on that bottom photo, has a straight nose. 

Very clear difference.

8/11/2019 5:48:39 PM rafngeirdal The cockatoo, parrot beak, bent nose, is the one on that bed.

8/11/2019 5:50:01 PM ratkat4 I want them going down for corruption charges, the thief of taxpayer's money, money laundering and illegal acts against our govt and it's citizens! 

IF they are part of stealing or purchasing people, regardless of age, then that too!

8/11/2019 5:50:06 PM rafngeirdal By gym you may be refering to that temple looking structure on top of a hill on Epstein’s island.

8/11/2019 5:51:53 PM nschlange They do what to their young? I've never heard of that before. I didn't even know animals did stuff like that. The perfect statue for that place then, isn't 

it?

8/11/2019 5:56:02 PM nun_chucknorris 👀 https://twitter.com/atlsmr2/status/1160635477545967616?s=21 …

8/11/2019 5:56:35 PM nschlange I don't know if that was the reason Trump did this, he may have done it because they kept trying to kill the guy, but I have absolutely no doubt that 

they put him somewhere safe. He's not dead. The author of this "plan" is very smart. Smart ppl don't let their prime witness die

8/11/2019 6:00:47 PM jrocktigers 👀👆🏻

8/11/2019 6:02:45 PM jrocktigers Oh my goodness.... I hope this is true. Certainly jives with earlier unconfirmed chatter.

8/11/2019 6:08:45 PM americanslove45 I don't know if this is related at all, but did anybody notice the 'suicide' of Oklahoma Senator Jonathan Nichols about 8 weeks ago?  Very little 

information given in the news, with no motive. He was a Senator in 2008, during the time of the lottery incident you reference.

8/11/2019 6:11:13 PM anondirtyleg Before something else becomes the next meme or “storm this” even pops up

8/11/2019 6:16:33 PM cathyspartanj #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WakeUpAmerica #qanon #QArmyJapan #queens #bronx #ohio #QAnon2019 #WeAreTheNewsNow #weareQ 

#worldPeace #GodBlessPOTUS #GodBlessUSA #BORNFREESTAYINGFREE #weLoveyouPotus

8/11/2019 6:28:12 PM 1_decided_voter >Who benefits from a narrative shift?

Those who are in control. When cabal are in control, they redirect the narrative as they please to distract us. When patriots are in control, they can do 

the same thing to focus the narrative on exposing the cabal.

8/11/2019 6:30:30 PM aprilbrown99 MJ insinuated it wasnt HRCs brother. Face is too fat, ears are too small, etc.

8/11/2019 6:31:40 PM aprilbrown99 Someone posted this earlier. Looks like Bordain to me, but IDK. pic.twitter.com/CZ7twIXZ5X

8/11/2019 6:32:28 PM qarmyanon22 Actually there is a picture of him when he was a teacher at the school in NY where he is standing in front of a chalkboard and his name written on the 

board is spelled "Epstine" I'm trying to find the pic

8/11/2019 6:35:05 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/FLPMNpqEEd

8/11/2019 6:38:04 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, I saw this one too. Bordain and Epstein have very similar ears and hairline. The only thing that stumps me is the nose on the guy on the gurney. 

Doesn’t quite match any of them.

8/11/2019 6:39:33 PM nun_chucknorris I have been saying they look related for well over a year. Did a dig but didn’t come up with much. Would be a good swap though.

8/11/2019 6:40:06 PM 99freemind good catch!

8/11/2019 6:40:36 PM aprilbrown99 I completely agree. They look like they could definitely be brothers or at least related somehow. Most definitely.



8/11/2019 6:42:07 PM whsthestorm Please give some 'helpful' advice, about something that people could do every day that would be 'good' for them.

8/11/2019 6:42:53 PM aprilbrown99 They hide [their] blodlines so I am not surprised that you didnt come up with something. They are like fleas...hard fo track.

8/11/2019 6:50:02 PM nathanielhebert Hmm, interesting, 2 Oklahoma senators murdered 2 days apart?

"...Collins-Smith had been working together to gather evidence which proved a child sex trafficking ring was being run in their state government."

 https://www.teaparty247.org/was-the-murder-of-former-arkansas-state-senator-linda-collins-smith-linked-to-epstein-sex-scandal/ … 

https://dcdirtylaundry.com/were-these-2-gop-senators-murdered-because-of-their-attempts-to-bring-justice-to-pedophiles/ …

8/11/2019 6:51:04 PM usarmy17750614 🤔

8/11/2019 6:53:01 PM nun_chucknorris If they were trying hard to make something fake, the name would certainly be spelled correctly. Adds a layer of credibility for me. That said, still 

unconfirmed but very interesting.

8/11/2019 6:53:16 PM garyl_ @stranahan @_whitneywebb

8/11/2019 6:54:08 PM patriotworm45 One was Arkansas

8/11/2019 6:54:13 PM linda_qanon #ClintonsBodyCount

8/11/2019 6:57:00 PM whsthestorm CALL OF DUTY ZOMBIES

8/11/2019 6:57:24 PM dru_mn I know who its not!

8/11/2019 6:58:07 PM qplvsvltra The keystone holds the whole structure together. #QAnon #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/g29KeujHvs

8/11/2019 7:07:15 PM mitchegan20 BINGO

8/11/2019 7:19:52 PM stephgraz7580 I’m sure he had something or knew someone who was involved with the bombing..... That was super shady and everything seems to be connecting.

#WWG1WGA

8/11/2019 7:29:17 PM prmd21801759 White hats! Patriots in control!!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/11/2019 7:31:46 PM zsmolka1 Its close but thats no jeff!

8/11/2019 7:32:07 PM michael81972 maybe for the typist😉

8/11/2019 7:38:08 PM rachaelangelm  https://youtu.be/Kue9ODO4VW8  My parents were in the old #Norwood Mental Health Hospital. They were forced to walk in underground tunnels to 

do slave labor with no pay. This Barn is all that remains of that time @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 That was not #mentalhealthcare pic.twitter.com/1A4gZs0L2o

8/11/2019 7:44:44 PM maniccompressi1 #PSA Old 5-tons trucks heading down I-75 south of #lexington with unmarked white shipping containers. Unmarked escorts with LEO equip running 

before and after. CONTAINERS DID NOT HAVE UNIT ID. #SeeSomethingSaySomething @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CodeMonkeyZ

8/11/2019 7:46:18 PM magaveteranrobi Well That’s Funny...I Just Noticed That The Original Post Of This Tweet Thread Was On My Birthday Last Year. Very Interesting...

8/11/2019 7:48:26 PM mcmom2005 Looks like it.  Military.

8/11/2019 7:49:50 PM veradubs @delaruefrederic @HouseCracka @pkgwitter @Ian56789 @BradCabana @Fulcrum__News @afl13063

8/11/2019 7:50:23 PM mongrelglory I think it's a scene from a movie...Independence Day 2?

8/11/2019 7:52:06 PM mongrelglory Baphomet's the one who's supposed to be bi-sexual.  Moloch's just a big baby-eating bull! 😠

8/11/2019 7:53:23 PM mongrelglory Covertress, that picture! 🤣🤣🤣

8/11/2019 7:53:27 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/JYxpc6wNk4

8/11/2019 7:56:39 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/9sOpiXbvZ5

8/11/2019 7:59:23 PM richardhiatt16 Hey, what’s he get to have for dinner day two after being “dead”... 🧐

8/11/2019 8:00:03 PM lohrn4 But what does that all mean?

8/11/2019 8:00:13 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

8/11/2019 8:06:19 PM dynamicres I think this would be a very solid possibility if available.

8/11/2019 8:16:07 PM ursula_1111 Compare that footage to this! Very interesting and unsettling  https://youtu.be/n0OFH4xpPr4  @Mountainminder @VincentCrypt46 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness

8/11/2019 8:16:19 PM blsdbe #Unity #Unity #Unity

8/11/2019 8:19:01 PM mongrelglory April, check the settings for your account.  Go to "Notifications" and make sure that the "Quality Filter" is un-clicked.  It tends to block GIFs and Memes 

that it considers to be "spam".

8/11/2019 8:20:54 PM aprilbrown99 I had to reboot. It seems to be okay now. Thank you!  😁😁😁

8/11/2019 8:31:16 PM maniccompressi1 It means that this is out of the ordinary. Old 5-tons carrying unmarked containers. Current Army protocol is to mark ALL shipping containers with 

unit/post ID codes  (stencils/ paint) and transport on LMTV/HMMT/Low-boy/ rail. Non-protocol transport + unmarked FED escort = shady.

8/11/2019 8:35:16 PM 1centralcaligal Indeed!

8/11/2019 8:37:17 PM davidpollack7 From the book B"Behold the Pale Horse"

 https://archive.org/stream/BeholdAPaleHorse_267/BillCooper-BeholdAPaleHorse.txt …

8/11/2019 8:43:06 PM marksterrett1 They'd trid to slough it off as a ranch hand who'd won the Lottery but we know something hinky occurred. pic.twitter.com/ntsREkz5P7

8/11/2019 8:45:47 PM blondebunny11 They rig the lottery too.. WTF

8/11/2019 8:56:34 PM winstonmitche20 Were they on Clintoncide watch at some point??

8/11/2019 8:56:55 PM bulldozer1969b Collins-Smith is a interesting story to say the least. If you can’t smell a rat with her case, you must lack the sense of smell. Arkansas Dhs/ foster kids/ 

sex trafficking. Being from Arkansas, it’s safe to say this state is one of the most crooked of all.

8/11/2019 9:02:06 PM diane69889456 That's terrifying

8/11/2019 9:02:21 PM psmith19701 I don't think those uniforms are correct . I have seen different for paramedics. This is the Real uniforms pic.twitter.com/nhLVxJsiYz

8/11/2019 9:06:41 PM sunspot406 Fiji hanging out with the water people.

8/11/2019 9:09:13 PM mamiemcclure17 Nose, forehead, cheeks, ears totally different people

8/11/2019 9:18:17 PM drbohammer Sorry y’all. I ran the images through a neural net facial recognition system. Same guy. Cartilage (essentially erectile tissue) in his ears stiffened up due 

to massive & sudden blood constriction to the head (in the “dead” photo). Different angle on the nose. Again, same guy.

8/11/2019 9:18:29 PM 1natiqnundergod Anthony Bourdain

8/11/2019 9:21:32 PM nonni28 🙄

8/11/2019 9:26:46 PM aprilbrown99 Same guy as HRCs brother, Bordain or Epstein?

8/11/2019 9:37:32 PM disfellocated “Dead” men make no motions.

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/11/2019 9:38:54 PM 1natiqnundergod Wow...same

8/11/2019 9:39:50 PM mamiemcclure17 I’ve been around a lot of deceased including severe edema, never around anyone that hung themselves, if that’s what he supposed to have done. The 

autopsy completed but didn’t release actual cause of death.

8/11/2019 9:42:57 PM mamiemcclure17 There is evidence of petechia in the picture though, consistent with one that with strangulation

8/11/2019 9:53:37 PM drbohammer That would be one way to get that reaction around the ear cartilage



8/11/2019 9:56:41 PM drbohammer I’ve cut down a couple of people who hung themselves - one lived - he was not happy I found him and cut him down - IDGAF... Yeah, they kind of look 

like JE did there. Easy to fake too, though. I tend to think he’s in Witness Protection now.

8/11/2019 9:58:20 PM mamiemcclure17 Would cause edema in entire head along with the broken capillaries, sorry for those don’t know medical terms, a habit since I had to document in 

medical terms

8/11/2019 9:58:57 PM warrior9fv Exactly its fake af

8/11/2019 10:02:26 PM mamiemcclure17 I do to, not 100% though, we are watching a movie, some thinking he’s gone making them feel some safer? Doesn’t matter at this point, they have it all 

. No one can argue with evidence of their actions.

8/11/2019 10:05:13 PM mamiemcclure17 If he is alive taken when cameras were down? Taken to a secret place? We shall see one day, until then the plot thickens... pic.twitter.com/sv76JAK5Oe

8/11/2019 10:06:51 PM drbohammer One of them is Jeffrey Epstein. I’m pretty sure the others in the pics are HRT agents posing as paramedics.

8/11/2019 10:09:23 PM _17patriot_ Thoughts? I know Russell is one of the 13 bloodlines, but to what significance does this material hold? pic.twitter.com/rlmXnfye8x

8/11/2019 10:11:27 PM 19mehrdad91 .تو این عکس لاله گوش مُرده و جفری رو مقایسه کرده

 یا از بدل استفاده کردن؟ ن نظرت چیه؟یه نفر هسی 

نه با آدم عادی.من اینجا ش یه صحنه فیلم بدل یه مرد مُردرو از نزدیک دیدم ن ...مو نمب 

8/11/2019 10:13:43 PM angularmomentu3 Where did this occur?

8/11/2019 10:15:33 PM drbohammer Yep. Exactly. His face is pretty darned purple in the pic

8/11/2019 10:15:38 PM angularmomentu3 Found the tweet, disregard previous.

8/11/2019 10:19:38 PM mamiemcclure17 Yes, the discoloration does look real along with the broken capillaries. Looks like the real deal. But his head and total body portion doesn’t look right, 

unless had him bent in middle, but feet and head upright, so doesn’t look natural length of body, that wouldn’t change

8/11/2019 10:21:35 PM mamiemcclure17 Not in above pictures but seen on the stretcher, you can check out that picture easily found

8/11/2019 10:23:00 PM drbohammer Partial pic, parallax of views, optical illusion... the neural net captures definitive facial marker matches. It’s him. Still don’t know if it’s a live or dead 

body though.

8/11/2019 10:24:38 PM brimichelle75 That’s  all i do.  I never use my laptop.  Only phone

8/11/2019 10:26:36 PM mamiemcclure17 For certain the government/military has good technical professionals... only can imagine, but we could be looking at the suicide weekend that Q 

mentioned very soon, don’t want to face justice, end of their choosing? Sad thoughts, we want Justice

8/11/2019 10:27:05 PM poppyslovecapu @threadreaderapp Unroll please! 

Mr. and Mrs. America and MJ-12 out of this world

8/11/2019 10:28:47 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created 

by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/11/2019 10:39:06 PM 19mehrdad91  تو زندان با   رو حب   کسایي
ن  شدید قرار نگرفته باشه )واجبر(چون کیس خیلی مهم بوده تجربه ثابت کرده که همچی  ایط امنیب  خواستم بگم یه ادم .هم که شده میکشن، بعید بوده که تحت شر

مُرده مصنوعی هم وجود داره و از نزدیک دیدم و واقعا طبیعیه

8/11/2019 10:39:59 PM starehope It isn't who we are told either.

8/11/2019 10:43:17 PM swamp_cleaner Mant thieves in govt back then even.. he was probably allowed to steal it.

8/11/2019 10:49:00 PM poppyslovecapu Interesting topics here folks!! Please view and RT 

ThanQ

8/11/2019 10:52:40 PM my2gr8girls I have been saying this since I first heard of his “death”. He’s in GITMO for protection.

8/11/2019 10:52:53 PM hellouncledonny Bill Cooper Behold the Pale Horse.

 https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2046306618747908 …

8/11/2019 10:53:30 PM my2gr8girls My money’s on GITMO

8/11/2019 10:57:26 PM asdasd26700831 Guess what..they are saying Trump ordered Epstein's death to silence him.

8/11/2019 10:58:30 PM cledrordfishing They can't be arrested while in session.

8/11/2019 11:20:52 PM aspennmax64_l Bordine

8/11/2019 11:22:12 PM tenbuckssaysyo1 Guard . . Duh

8/11/2019 11:24:22 PM aspennmax64_l [THEY]  thought we wouldn't notice..

 🤣...#ThesePeopleAreSTUPID

8/11/2019 11:49:25 PM br54171 👀

8/12/2019 12:20:29 AM do_or_do_notty Agree!

8/12/2019 12:24:07 AM norwegianon Freaky comment section. Video from Dec 2018, "everyone" got it last week in YouTube recommendations...

8/12/2019 12:49:36 AM over60nz 🙏🏽🛡🙏🏻🛡Lord You Know everything. 

I pray that #Evil be #Exposed to the #Light Bring Down #EvilNetworks

Bring #JusticeLord quickly Lord if trafficking involved in The Name of Jesus Christ amen #ProtectOurChildren #SpiritOfTruthKnowsAll #PrayerPower

8/12/2019 1:04:42 AM 7alon Yeah well I don't think he even died, but hey that's me.

8/12/2019 1:05:17 AM graysgiggle The altruistic lie

"It will discourage nuclear weapon use"

Actual Use

S&D

Deplorables

Defined as those who fell into their snares

not them

Ex20:13

65 yrs r&d testing mfg install&execution

CONGRESS You cannot hide from this

while away vacay

"He that drown a man drown himself"
8/12/2019 1:51:18 AM nolongerignored I mean, seriously, aren't those CPR dummies just a torso?  If you look at the 2nd photo where his Orange pants are, it's like the rest of his body is not 

there.

8/12/2019 1:55:03 AM 1centralcaligal This 'doctor' really hates President Trump, I've read he also hates all who support Trump; I guess this is why...?

8/12/2019 2:03:05 AM merorschach Too many people are starting to ask questions. Many are now wondering if there actually is a Deep State. Somebody wanted Epstein silenced.

They want you asleep.

I fear this means a big distraction is being coordinated and not a typical shooting FalseFlag

#FakeNews #StayVigilant pic.twitter.com/LSN8a6W9z5

8/12/2019 2:25:44 AM wild8heart 100% agree with this, having just watched it.

Truth is stranger than fiction.

8/12/2019 3:23:23 AM 19mehrdad91 اره دقیقا



8/12/2019 3:38:17 AM conquistador314 Friends, continue to pray hard. These revelations are the result of spiritual changes. Take courage, refuse fear and run to God’s throne with request:

-Save our Kids.

-Restore Rule of Law.

-National Revival

-Interbational Revival

It’s life & death now ppl

8/12/2019 3:45:40 AM frontieraviator OMG, I had molesters by my pool the other day 😱 pic.twitter.com/lE7VFwCb7J

8/12/2019 3:48:34 AM sherathorington Ehat!?!?😲

8/12/2019 4:04:47 AM rafngeirdal Well take a look at what Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said about the guy lying on a movable bed with a medic pushing it. Something about his 

bent, bowed, parrot beak like nose shape.

8/12/2019 4:17:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 1827

Big week coming up.

See something, say something. https://fbi.gov/tips 

8/12/2019 4:19:07 AM sheerglee1 What if the Minor Keystone is Satan for the black whites?  He holds their whole demonic mess together!

This is who we fight.

The Ultimate Keystone is Yahweh who holds all of the universe together by His Word!

Dark vs. Light

8/12/2019 4:20:31 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

8/12/2019 4:21:15 AM keith369me Bring on The Great Awakening

8/12/2019 4:22:05 AM sheerglee1 Look at Q question in his post, What is the Keystone?

The exact next thing Q talks about is Satan...it is as if Q is answering the question for us.

8/12/2019 4:22:49 AM sheerglee1 Q Post 133

8/12/2019 4:22:49 AM richard07759712 Popcorn 🍿 pic.twitter.com/k5GrBrl01z

8/12/2019 4:23:43 AM sterkinglights1 Wow. Whow whuw. Good show good show.

8/12/2019 4:24:46 AM bbobbio71 Show time!

8/12/2019 4:26:28 AM jared4liberty Epstein’s autopsy “inconclusive”... come on now 😂😂😂😂

8/12/2019 4:28:01 AM merlock17  pic.twitter.com/ehAszU1Elp

8/12/2019 4:28:39 AM merlock17 🧐

8/12/2019 4:35:13 AM maryschade14 Expect the Unexpected pic.twitter.com/zE9U94ptes

8/12/2019 4:36:24 AM anneolsen43 Someone saw and posted this pic.twitter.com/3EJ2BARF7s

8/12/2019 4:41:37 AM aurorasreality Above photo looks like Bourdian!!!!😳

8/12/2019 4:41:43 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158128673238765568?s=21 …

8/12/2019 4:59:27 AM deplorabldamsel "Comfy?

Previews are over.

Showtime!

Q"

*popcorn intensifies* pic.twitter.com/L4Y2uiBEKH

8/12/2019 5:00:34 AM missdixie9 Or murder a PATRIOT  like LAVOY FINICUM  on a back road in Oregon for Gov Kate Brown and the Obama administration  and cover it up kind of Hit 

jobs yes we remember...

8/12/2019 5:02:36 AM lp083061 Ask Colleen Rowley from #MSP https://www.whistleblowers.org/members/coleen-rowley/ …

8/12/2019 5:08:54 AM justchatter Could it be that while out in recess they can be arrested?

8/12/2019 5:13:30 AM hawkgirlinmn AMEN 🙏🏼

8/12/2019 5:14:35 AM anneolsen43 MJ can I ask you what delayed the ET disclosure?

8/12/2019 5:16:27 AM hawkgirlinmn Would be nice to know@if there was any epi admin. I’m sure that would’ve shown in the autopsy or inventory of the ambulance crew.

8/12/2019 5:17:08 AM hr3530 How about a list to review?

8/12/2019 5:19:42 AM aprilbrown99 Bring It On!  ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/eciC1D5URn

8/12/2019 5:33:52 AM liltilgerlil Good morning. I just watched a video with Tony Schaefer it was amazing view of what is going on without hype. China is strong arming Hong Kong and 

Taiwan, which has propped up China for years.

8/12/2019 5:45:36 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1152263134729650176?s=19 …

8/12/2019 5:45:41 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129137844847546379?s=19 …

8/12/2019 5:49:10 AM circuitriderz Or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/12/2019 5:50:00 AM pauliepg11111 1827 = 1+8, 2+7 = 9+9 = 18 = 9. Significant? Source is here.

8/12/2019 5:51:07 AM tshughe Linda Collins was an Arkansas senator, not Oklahoma

8/12/2019 5:52:49 AM liltilgerlil Had to take a picture since Jack is a China apologist! pic.twitter.com/yJ7RuGLDr6

8/12/2019 6:03:07 AM burgersandra Top pic:  coarse, chopped hair, eye placement, bags under the eye.

8/12/2019 6:07:47 AM unidentifiedta1 1827?  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/50/1827 …

8/12/2019 6:09:06 AM liltilgerlil Right. Well, if any Democrats start screaming about China invading Hong Kong they are absolutely hypocrites. Democrats openly push 

socialism/communism here. I will call them out.

8/12/2019 6:09:38 AM djlok This is where I get confused. Why would we report something to an agency that provides premier FF opportunities?

8/12/2019 6:10:42 AM _369311119 NSA SEES

8/12/2019 6:11:35 AM djlok Oh yeah.  Just saw the answer... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158146875989643269?s=21 …

8/12/2019 6:12:14 AM state1union I can’t stand fake truths

8/12/2019 6:16:06 AM state1union All I know is to splatter the federal government and every agency like it’s a mass marketing campaign until finally someone good sees the information. 

You’ll attract good and evil eyes 👀 but it’s what God demands you to do!  Hello 👋 NSA good morning 😃

8/12/2019 6:16:39 AM syrrah2 I hope no more FF getting weary of that

8/12/2019 6:19:23 AM wwg1wga93583681 How bad was/is the santa rosa office?

8/12/2019 6:21:26 AM jaded_pearl 5 years is not enough time for these crimes.

8/12/2019 6:21:47 AM usarmy17750614 where is Ms Maxwell 🤔

8/12/2019 6:25:01 AM liltilgerlil They destroy everything.

8/12/2019 6:26:56 AM state1union Majestic loves the movies 🎥

8/12/2019 6:30:30 AM robin_ked #TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/R2TFvfpySX

8/12/2019 6:31:35 AM liltilgerlil Yes it does. I get caught up day to day and forget the original monsters. Ugh

8/12/2019 6:32:27 AM octoberz4 Lieutenant Dan?? 😂😂😂

8/12/2019 6:32:45 AM moemc8 Showtime?

8/12/2019 6:34:34 AM moemc8 Well last week certainly was a BIG week.  302s, Epstein Files released, Epstein 187.  Hope all are safe of FFs.  Pray people.



8/12/2019 6:38:29 AM thericharddoyle .@DCSAgov .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump .@FLOTUS .@IvankaTrump —

< https://youtu.be/xftmUFAjONM > — (0:00–2:49)

< https://youtu.be/1XhLcUR2nyo >

Your call. pic.twitter.com/6LzNK14s1G

8/12/2019 6:40:53 AM liltilgerlil It’s amazing and horrifying at the same time. At least we have been given a plan. Without it, we would be in the streets protesting.

8/12/2019 6:41:52 AM keith369me Boots on the ground are helpful...those in management...?

8/12/2019 6:44:10 AM dark2light2019 Actually Epstein transparency is the biggest trend last few days bc the liberals think trump/barr had him killed.

But keep it trending too

8/12/2019 6:46:36 AM todd67075493 That is Tony Rodham. It was meant as a message to Hillary Clinton. She is sh**ing her pants right now. Compare photos of Tony to this guy on the 

gurny. Its him

8/12/2019 6:46:59 AM liltilgerlil Freedom is worth it. Glad we’re a peaceful nation.

8/12/2019 6:48:56 AM liltilgerlil Yup! NWO

8/12/2019 6:58:00 AM downinthesouth1 Can't anyone make corrections or changes to a listing?

8/12/2019 6:59:56 AM liltilgerlil The title they use is New World Order but it’s really a Nazi World Order.

8/12/2019 7:00:32 AM robin_ked Aaaand another reason pic.twitter.com/MVyVjpErDC

8/12/2019 7:01:25 AM realitygateway 2x 187?

8/12/2019 7:03:07 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/hqfg8RMlZG

8/12/2019 7:03:33 AM allahuniversal Beat me to it, had the same thought

8/12/2019 7:09:06 AM liltilgerlil O we all forget things. I did this morning also. Lots to remember. Hugs

8/12/2019 7:10:27 AM robin_ked True #Rothschilds pic.twitter.com/ewTi2xhYsZ

8/12/2019 7:12:02 AM anneolsen43 I think you can but it records your IP info

8/12/2019 7:17:09 AM pmgossett Are the Royals all still in good health? 👀

8/12/2019 7:19:55 AM turboxyde Forget #StormArea51 it's time to #StormEpsteinIsland - Look at the infrastructure on this island and ask yourself... what's going on underground?

This whole YT channel is FILLED with recon!

 https://youtu.be/6Kl5od0WmWU 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

8/12/2019 7:21:54 AM sherathorington I believe ya sweetie!

8/12/2019 7:24:14 AM canadiancovfefe Sicko

8/12/2019 7:25:33 AM youngbloodautom So they get caught not acting on the information

8/12/2019 7:26:26 AM thomasp01451133 My guess is that Trump would not have retweeted something incriminating the Clinton's for his murder, if he wasn't actually dead. That would be bad 

for him In the long run

8/12/2019 7:34:57 AM liltilgerlil Just saw immigration conference. They will be implementing a rule to make sure immigrants can support themselves. Good newsflrtax paying 

Americans

8/12/2019 7:37:34 AM liltilgerlil I’m so done with spell check

8/12/2019 7:40:05 AM liltilgerlil Why?

8/12/2019 7:43:28 AM whsthestorm Please leave a clue pointing in the direction of finding more information about the end of WW2, how evil was discovered and how deaths were faked. 

Why would we fake his death, before roswell. Unless that wasnt the first crash.

8/12/2019 7:44:36 AM nun_chucknorris Was about to go look for that but David on the spot got it first. 👏

8/12/2019 7:44:54 AM state1union Incoming pic.twitter.com/MJY0jn47YV

8/12/2019 7:45:02 AM robin_ked #Rothschilds pic.twitter.com/MD5IqNtvwA

8/12/2019 7:45:09 AM djlok 😂😂😂

8/12/2019 7:46:28 AM wearediamonds2 Is that something new now?

8/12/2019 7:46:38 AM liltilgerlil Wow! I didn’t know. Florida has private prisons but I never heard about private cops?

8/12/2019 7:49:06 AM liltilgerlil Oh crap! Not good

8/12/2019 7:50:18 AM robin_ked Here in Texas too, Private for Profit prisons & guards sourced & paid by these same entities 

Trump DOJ is phasing this out due to corruption https://www.texastribune.org/2016/08/18/justice-department-wants-phase-out-private-prison-/ …

8/12/2019 7:52:08 AM liltilgerlil Police state for sure

8/12/2019 7:52:27 AM slayerofmatrix1 #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealDisney 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING!

8/12/2019 7:52:41 AM liltilgerlil Omg! That’s insane! Your in a socialist police state. For profit

8/12/2019 7:53:27 AM liltilgerlil Yes! I had no idea it was that bad.

8/12/2019 7:55:17 AM liltilgerlil Need to speak up and demand some changes down there.

8/12/2019 7:55:52 AM liltilgerlil Good grief! Now see that would have me petitioning the White House and picketing at the local court house in groups

8/12/2019 7:58:29 AM liltilgerlil There is a private prison here in Florida. Only one that I know of, that houses the worst possible offenders that no one else will take.

8/12/2019 7:59:14 AM liltilgerlil You’ll make it. It’s still America. You have rights

8/12/2019 7:59:26 AM ricca_19 Once tied to the #HumanTrafficking 

ALL ASSETS will be FROZE & SEIZED

@realDonaldTrump used an Obama EO to freeze 1000's of accounts

List too long to print - and certain it has GAINED 1000's more

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

2019 Report

 https://www.state.gov/reports/2019-trafficking-in-persons-report/ … pic.twitter.com/7rls7LNjt4

8/12/2019 8:00:41 AM liltilgerlil How do we find out how much so far or from whom?

8/12/2019 8:01:35 AM liltilgerlil Ok who is your advocate in DC? Who is willing to move to DC to be a backup voice and put a spotlight on it. Lots of options.

8/12/2019 8:04:13 AM liltilgerlil I don’t know. I’ve never been there. Don’t think I want to visit now

8/12/2019 8:05:22 AM liltilgerlil I’ve got empathy, I just don’t have any answers besides writing and calling and complaining? I have my own issues dealing with Maryland near 

Baltimore.



8/12/2019 8:05:31 AM karma4event201 #Canada #Genocide

#ForensicEvidence substantiates  #CrownofEngland

#Vatican

#Canadiangovernment

are Responsible for Deaths of over 50,000 children in Canada

 http://itccs.org/mass-graves-of-children-in-canada-documented-evidence/ …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvhfXAd08TE …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ormOIlOi4Vc …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OPKFk_L7y9g … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgjacZmmudY …
8/12/2019 8:06:48 AM liltilgerlil Good grief. pic.twitter.com/7VtaV0aKLL

8/12/2019 8:07:29 AM liltilgerlil Thank goodness. I never knew. Thanks for sharing

8/12/2019 8:07:41 AM cpriestess i think that IS more the point.

8/12/2019 8:11:07 AM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/Ldxgv4F76P

8/12/2019 8:13:07 AM liltilgerlil Did anyone figure flyeaglefly?

8/12/2019 8:13:35 AM liltilgerlil That’s insane. You guys really need to protest en mass.

8/12/2019 8:13:51 AM robin_ked #Rothschilds pic.twitter.com/KYp890Q7FO

8/12/2019 8:15:16 AM nickpnick55 You didn't think POTUS would ignore the cesspool of corruption in his home state now did you? pic.twitter.com/elariJtEmn

8/12/2019 8:16:14 AM liltilgerlil Wow

8/12/2019 8:16:18 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/MljRewfrkG

8/12/2019 8:16:59 AM liltilgerlil That’s amazing. I have no idea. God bless you

8/12/2019 8:20:11 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/wfeudm4yYT

8/12/2019 8:21:30 AM liltilgerlil I shared

8/12/2019 8:25:43 AM jimmymaga69 Locked and loaded in Indiana.   

         WWG1WGA

8/12/2019 8:27:01 AM mvgosnoldfarmer Club K container missles?

8/12/2019 8:30:05 AM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences, especially when you follow the money. 💰

#UnsealCarisJames

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein 

End Human Trafficking. 

End Transhumanism. 

Children are our future. 

#WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸🌎❤️

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealSnctm
8/12/2019 8:34:50 AM vintagesquirrel Q Post #1847

Comfy?

Previews are over.

Showtime!

Q

8/12/2019 8:35:08 AM liltilgerlil We care but we’re not able to change your state. We have to keep fighting our own overlords lol

8/12/2019 8:37:39 AM liltilgerlil Haha reminds me of a place called Australia

8/12/2019 8:38:08 AM alwaysawake16 True.....maybe...gitmo?

8/12/2019 8:38:26 AM charmer18 She was tied to NXIVM waaaaaay before this week. A year or more. Go back and find that personal doctor they tried to shove on POTUS. She was a 

part of NXIVM sent in by HRC

8/12/2019 8:41:40 AM liltilgerlil Yes, I hear you. It sucks

8/12/2019 8:51:06 AM liltilgerlil Oh boy

8/12/2019 8:51:08 AM robin_ked Louisiana has Alot in common with Chicago long standing, deeply entrenched Corruption https://www.nola.com/news/crime_police/article_57acfae9-

b8d2-5f1e-b695-d711920ff1b5.html …

8/12/2019 8:55:31 AM alexisstefko Another Bill Clinton War on Drugs bust.

8/12/2019 8:56:07 AM rebashoenfelt1 Bipartisan. Bravo Trump’s, Kushner👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

8/12/2019 8:56:56 AM rebashoenfelt1 Corrupt leadership was very obvious during Katrina.

8/12/2019 8:58:34 AM rebashoenfelt1 Boris. Stop spying on America

8/12/2019 9:01:26 AM rebashoenfelt1 Private prisons. What are they doing wrong?

8/12/2019 9:02:41 AM rebashoenfelt1 Monitoring is necessary ongoing for criminal reform to work. Financially and socially worth it.

8/12/2019 9:24:30 AM kathymo48380769 Listening to that clip never grows old😆

8/12/2019 9:27:57 AM hjjang51  pic.twitter.com/klA6GglUAw

8/12/2019 9:44:28 AM 45harisonharold The public is finding out what 

us crazy conspiracy theorist

#Qanon's knew all along. 

You are  witnessing the systematic destruction of the Old Guard

Q

 #TheGreatAwakening #SheepNoMore #TrustThePlan #WWG1WGA #KAG 

NOBODY WALKS AWAY FROM THIS..

#EnjoyTheShow 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/JAtEfQRc06
8/12/2019 9:47:07 AM realitygateway I was hoping it would match with an exciting q post.

8/12/2019 10:01:47 AM iamsheisyeshua 1827 Jewish Gematria = Future Proves Past, resonated with me out of all of the options.

8/12/2019 10:02:48 AM robin_ked Not just La, we here in Houston Federal $dollars were allocated But Few receive the help they need after #HurricaneHarvey

Corrupt demoKKKrat mayor sylvester Turner👹 https://abc13.com/only-4-people-have-been-helped-from-harvey-recovery-aid-funds/5368246/ …

8/12/2019 10:03:33 AM dottiefincham Amazing what storms uncover.

8/12/2019 10:06:56 AM duriavigrobert and ... it’s not just what they bring, but also what they take away🤔

8/12/2019 10:07:40 AM usarmy17750614 😳

8/12/2019 10:09:05 AM liltilgerlil And Maryland. It’s horrible

8/12/2019 10:09:24 AM liltilgerlil Remember how long it took them to repair New Jersey? Graft



8/12/2019 10:11:11 AM robin_ked Well gee here in Houston Hurricane Harvey brought Hell & havoc & Flooding on a massive Scale so Why are the Corrupt democRATS absconding with 

$dollars meant to help Hurricane Victims 

btw my daughter was Flooded out during Harvey 😡

 https://www.billkingblog.com/city-of-houston-finances/turners-former-law-partner-to-be-paid-6-7-million-in-legal-fees-from-harvey-disaster-funds/ …

8/12/2019 10:13:48 AM rawphonegirl Holy handgrenades it's all connected!!! #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp #NXIVM

8/12/2019 10:14:25 AM oneminpsychic He died from lack of breath

8/12/2019 10:14:59 AM susan66388204  https://youtu.be/4-5hRuvMFpQ 

8/12/2019 10:17:14 AM robin_ked (They) are Not smart its just that the corruption has been going on so long & it's so deeply entrenched that we've not had any help uncovering this Evil 

Till Trump👊🇺🇲 & QAnon pic.twitter.com/dybrZl4swv

8/12/2019 10:25:03 AM mr_wdf Excellent work and great tools. Discernment is so hard these days...

8/12/2019 10:33:38 AM liltilgerlil We’re where we need to be in this battle for now.

8/12/2019 10:33:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

Showtime. https://youtu.be/CnYrTL7jl7c 

8/12/2019 10:36:07 AM negup014 Let’s do this!!

8/12/2019 10:37:14 AM easteden9  pic.twitter.com/nJs70js90W

8/12/2019 10:37:32 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/h3OjXRC1TD

8/12/2019 10:39:17 AM anneolsen43 So many "sources” pertaining to JE  ....showtime if a plea agreement was made and now they lost control [?]

8/12/2019 10:43:30 AM freestateojones Loving this series. 

Keep up the exceptional work.

8/12/2019 10:45:41 AM rhactor  pic.twitter.com/OQvA7cCAKJ

8/12/2019 10:46:05 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/DwMPK1EYJS

8/12/2019 10:50:07 AM carliestar10 Jawboning... nothing will happen. Rule of law is a JOKE!

8/12/2019 10:50:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. pic.twitter.com/ySK3yhEJ7P

8/12/2019 10:50:43 AM state1union She makes me want to throw up 🤢

8/12/2019 10:51:04 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/rnoC5jBUxG

8/12/2019 10:51:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgeB1GmFoQE …

8/12/2019 10:51:17 AM easlerson "Their symbolism will be their downfall" Q

8/12/2019 10:51:26 AM aprilbrown99 I just texted this photo to my cousin this morning. 😁😁😁synchronicities abound. 🙌🙌🙌

8/12/2019 10:51:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can they keep a straight face?

[322] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckl9YYqPSFA …

8/12/2019 10:52:03 AM state1union I hate them

8/12/2019 10:52:04 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/QwD1dDBAyd

8/12/2019 10:52:29 AM anneolsen43 The history goes back beyond what we are told

8/12/2019 10:52:30 AM bbobbio71 Those that scream the loudest pic.twitter.com/36bWg9lHzh

8/12/2019 10:52:40 AM unstoppablencp Just outrageous!!!

8/12/2019 10:53:12 AM willowood22 I think she's actually too ignorant to know what it means. She's got a dangerous level of ignorance and corruption going on.

8/12/2019 10:53:46 AM elliottelliot11 it's you #fashcucks and your kids hunting everyone else #thehunt is fiction brah

8/12/2019 10:54:00 AM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/I72imeeuNU

8/12/2019 10:54:21 AM aprilbrown99 [She] is fully aware.  [They] all are.

8/12/2019 10:54:26 AM keith369me She sold her soul...not much more to it than that

8/12/2019 10:54:50 AM keith369me WWG1WGA

8/12/2019 10:55:18 AM torick2018 When was this taped?  Surely not Aug 2019!  (couldn't hear it only watch it - @ work ).  Hope it is recent!!  All the Haiti $$$ taken by the Clintons!!!!

8/12/2019 10:55:59 AM willowood22 Will Al Green go down with her? Houston needs fresh representation.

8/12/2019 10:56:03 AM keith369me “Donations for the ruling families”. Dark to 💡

8/12/2019 10:56:06 AM tango661 Incredible!

8/12/2019 10:56:14 AM jennyjigsaw45 Hmmm

8/12/2019 10:56:14 AM q_the_salt Wow. 😔

8/12/2019 10:57:09 AM aprilbrown99 Dumb and Dumber. #ThesePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/gfMUzHXYZY

8/12/2019 10:57:18 AM mark52525786 Hahahahaha!” I’m sorry ms Jackson, god is for real” someone is going to hellfire, she probably used to it Texas can be pretty hot in the summer! These 

people are stupid,should have read her bible, god wins!

8/12/2019 10:57:56 AM anneolsen43 🙌

8/12/2019 10:58:45 AM giediknight wasn't the donations website registered months in advanced?

8/12/2019 10:59:22 AM teapot471 @realbasedamy look at her ring..

Wwg1wga

8/12/2019 10:59:59 AM lbf777 Isn’t that cult called the Twisted Spiral Pedo Cult?

8/12/2019 11:00:47 AM aprilbrown99 Trust the plan!  #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #DarkToLight

8/12/2019 11:02:54 AM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/ygsvUk8rtm

8/12/2019 11:03:28 AM lainie727 They flaunt pedophilia to make it look normal!!!

8/12/2019 11:03:34 AM momislazy11 Are you serious Bush was smiling throughout the whole thing. Is this recent?

8/12/2019 11:04:23 AM johnsville14 Turn off your cell phones and grab your popcorn, Act 2:Curtains up.

8/12/2019 11:04:49 AM darkiilight They are basically saying we are in trouble American people, we know you are kind and generous. Please donate some money so that we can defend 

ourselves.

8/12/2019 11:05:06 AM rachelhalligan  pic.twitter.com/LMDwcONj3w

8/12/2019 11:06:17 AM aprilbrown99 If [they] are. Pedo...[they] are going down. No doubts about it.

8/12/2019 11:08:16 AM state1union 2010

8/12/2019 11:08:34 AM aagent361 Remember, Muslim Brotherhood, Antifa and Islamic North America is having a convention in Houston Aug 31st

8/12/2019 11:10:35 AM aagent361 Similarly, the immoral have sex in unholy (unlawful) ways, think it’s OK, and resent any implication that it isn’t. When confronted with their 

unlawfulness, instead of acknowledging their error and repenting, they persist in wrongdoing and blame God for holding them back.

8/12/2019 11:15:06 AM jonesterrible Big triangle, older boys

8/12/2019 11:17:23 AM 0tay0tay Hell yeah. That’s what I’m talking about 👍

8/12/2019 11:19:21 AM fluck_gloria Agree!

8/12/2019 11:20:36 AM lightson45 Sign me up.

8/12/2019 11:21:21 AM liberals_r_lame This one I can say I've never heard of. I'll take a look👍



8/12/2019 11:22:08 AM victorybasefsb Is that...recent? Do they think no one remembers the 1st time around when we sent Haiti $5-15 BILLION? Not counting the 1000s of volunteers that 

went 2 rebuild the tiny Nation

We could fit 5 Haiti’s in Florida. Haiti 10,714sq mi  pop 10.6 mil

Florida 53,625sq mi-pop 18.8mil

8/12/2019 11:22:56 AM dark2light2019 Not for long. Soon. PAIN

8/12/2019 11:23:34 AM state1union I’m thinking 2010?

8/12/2019 11:24:06 AM dark2light2019 Anons know why

8/12/2019 11:24:37 AM nonnieh65 Oh my heavens!! This is truely the sickest video of child sex trafficking I have ever heard. Scared me to even listen to more than one minute of it.

8/12/2019 11:25:31 AM kathleen3693693 Not recent. I remember watching that exact con on TV shortly after Haiti earthquake.

8/12/2019 11:28:12 AM daveo6145 We just didn’t realize at the time they hide in plain sight

8/12/2019 11:28:28 AM roaminnoodle "Godfather III" video:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8tSHI8C_bwE …

"To kiss or not to kiss the Pope's hand - enter Catholic culture wars" link: https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/world/2019-03-26-to-kiss-or-not-to-kiss-

the-popes-hand-enter-catholic-culture-wars/ …

8/12/2019 11:29:52 AM robmodz68 I saw a theory it could be Hillary's brother....his ear looks the closest to the one in the gurney imo pic.twitter.com/Imd1i1PPSk

8/12/2019 11:30:36 AM state1union I c Skull & Bones and 5:5 to that

8/12/2019 11:31:23 AM jrocktigers Glad to know I am not alone anymore.

8/12/2019 11:32:48 AM jvan125 “You didn’t label (LB/PB)!!!” 😂 #TheJoyOfPhonefaggingOn8chan

8/12/2019 11:33:08 AM jonesterrible Big triangle, older boys...

8/12/2019 11:33:34 AM jvan125 😂😭😂😭❤️

8/12/2019 11:39:15 AM a1flaherty It's a bad snl skit 4 sure. So glad for the truth to finally be told about these frauds!!!

❤️🇺🇸

8/12/2019 11:43:06 AM rebashoenfelt1 Trump

8/12/2019 11:43:06 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1160976615624630272?s=19 …

8/12/2019 11:43:22 AM samuelranselmo1 UN????

8/12/2019 11:44:03 AM rebashoenfelt1 Trump saving kids

8/12/2019 11:45:33 AM liberals_r_lame Yeah, MJ12 seems to attempt to be cryptic. I guess it gets some people's attention, just not mine.

8/12/2019 11:46:14 AM djlok Future Proves Past...it always does...for better or for worse.

8/12/2019 11:47:40 AM victorybasefsb I knew it cudnt be THAT recent-Bill doesnt look like the walking dead. I hope it reminds every1 abt the con they pulled & that the ones calling us racists 

r the racists who raped the poorest of Nations & sadly we funded it. Vile evil men. God bless @realDonaldTrump #Justice4Haiti

8/12/2019 11:49:06 AM msonnie7 amen!

8/12/2019 11:50:29 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

8/12/2019 11:51:08 AM bppope “Q” Said ⚫️☝️☝️☝️⚫️ pic.twitter.com/N4A3Y93vGp

8/12/2019 11:51:42 AM kindeandtrue However, nothing ever happens.

8/12/2019 11:52:18 AM 02joshuaradwan You left us for dead. #Clintonsherewecome

8/12/2019 11:53:36 AM state1union 2010 was a big year for the Department Of State and Julian Assange tried to tell the truth about the Pharmaceutical and Banking industry but was 

accused of rape. The very things he was calling attention too.

8/12/2019 11:54:51 AM rebashoenfelt1 Long history of Dems being hypocrites.

8/12/2019 11:55:03 AM tladd58 What makes a Great Movie?

Great Actors!!

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

8/12/2019 11:55:56 AM robin_ked #QAnon

#QArmy

 https://youtu.be/dUH2eiYjQxM  pic.twitter.com/hEsfg8nO26

8/12/2019 11:56:53 AM rebashoenfelt1 Very good point. Profit motive would call for max terms.

8/12/2019 12:00:37 PM roaminnoodle Did #Epstein receive $29.3mil in the form of an anonymous trust from the Oklahoma Powerball Lottery?

Why did it happen after 7/1/08, just as Epstein started to serve his 18-month jail term in Florida?

h/t @nathanielhebert

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

 https://medium.com/@nathanielhebert/did-jeffrey-epstein-win-the-oklahoma-powerball-lottery-july-2-2008-d23d2b0933e5 …

8/12/2019 12:00:39 PM roaminnoodle "Wizards and Warlocks"

#Q #QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/mitchellvii/status/1160539297713414144 …

8/12/2019 12:02:31 PM johnsville14 What's going on here?  I don't understand.

8/12/2019 12:05:46 PM morena_bonezzi You don’t know against whom you are going. They are the World Elite. They own the world. They are immensely, incredibly powerful. Killing Epstein 

was a children game to them.

But they will be defeated.They will. I’m sure of this. And that day will be glorious! I can’t wait for it

8/12/2019 12:10:04 PM david00997884 2 peas in a pod, no difference, both are from 13 blood lines.

8/12/2019 12:13:10 PM chaele3 @TrueEyeTheSpy

@NSA_QIL2

@POTUS

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@fieldmcc

@AGobsmack

@qanon76

@prayingmedic

@411America

@SpeakGF pic.twitter.com/t3OsN24nMb
8/12/2019 12:14:51 PM justhashtagnews Dang, that is also very much alike.

8/12/2019 12:15:53 PM stephenliebert You seem stable

8/12/2019 12:17:51 PM azuremagus Please help fund our depraved lifestyle.

8/12/2019 12:17:56 PM aleks8837 "LIES will be saved" indeed...

8/12/2019 12:18:10 PM david00997884 SKUNK OF SKUNKS,FONEY AND FAKE, HACK



8/12/2019 12:18:11 PM roaminnoodle "Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING."

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 

"Uh Bill Clinton?"

"Nice guy uh got a lot of problems coming up in my opinion with the famous island—with Jeffrey #Epstein—a lot of problems."

@realDonaldTrump

#UnsealEpstein

#Q #QAnon #MAGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgeB1GmFoQE …
8/12/2019 12:18:12 PM punkbudgie1 Eyes on 👀 pic.twitter.com/AF7XV1ou2H

8/12/2019 12:19:00 PM victorybasefsb Have u been listening to @fieldmcc from the Children’s Crusade on the Abel Danger channel? I encourage everyone to tune in rn. He’ll blow ur socks 

off  

 https://youtu.be/A0Yg-3ZMGmY 

8/12/2019 12:19:45 PM aleks8837 Speaking of hiding in plain sight. "__Cosmic__ Top Secret"? You gotta be kidding me! HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT!!!! :O 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classified_information#NATO_classifications …

8/12/2019 12:20:50 PM archiebird4 ..and we're still waiting.

8/12/2019 12:22:07 PM azuremagus #4 short of complete chaos.

8/12/2019 12:22:27 PM yellahabibihela  pic.twitter.com/QLMk2ST0jl

8/12/2019 12:23:58 PM mazzakim Is this finally the week? Really? Oh, good golly gee!

8/12/2019 12:28:01 PM aleks8837 Wth...

8/12/2019 12:28:26 PM travis_view U.S. Congressman @DrPaulGosar, who represents Arizona's 4th district, quote tweeted @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, a QAnon account which claims to have an 

essential role in Q's "plan" for revolutionary change.  pic.twitter.com/Pf9u0nnjGx

8/12/2019 12:29:33 PM slinkymaster is that the dude whose 5 siblings ran a campaign ad saying they weren't going to vote for him

8/12/2019 12:29:55 PM jonicurry17 Wth did I just watch!?!?

8/12/2019 12:30:03 PM travis_view That's him.

8/12/2019 12:30:48 PM jamiemccarty Congressman Retweets Account Calling For Suspension of Constitution and Advocating For a Military Coup Known As "The Storm"

8/12/2019 12:31:11 PM sigmaaquila Bush hands very fidgety, along with semi smirk. He looks like a little kid that wants to tell a secret!

8/12/2019 12:31:19 PM slinkymaster  pic.twitter.com/g3lzjm0TyQ

8/12/2019 12:31:39 PM mmmcmahon He’s in a heated race with Gohmert for dumbest man in congress

8/12/2019 12:32:26 PM rothschildmd I'm convinced most of these people have no idea how to actually read or use Twitter. They just share stuff they think sounds like something they agree 

with.

8/12/2019 12:33:35 PM jamiemccarty Think Mirror, Michael.

8/12/2019 12:34:35 PM vivaslacking And he's a doctor? Imagine the horror of barely containing your anxiety prior to surgery, trying to lay still in a cold room surrounded by faceless, 

medical staff.  The anaesthesiologist learns over, places the mask over your face, and whispers, as you pass out, "trust the plan."

8/12/2019 12:36:05 PM jillthompsett He’s a dentist. But still. Too much nitrous for this dude apparently.

8/12/2019 12:36:43 PM thejosephchrist They should probably take his guns away.

8/12/2019 12:36:53 PM jillthompsett It’s so close. Gaetz is trying to take the title though.

8/12/2019 12:37:47 PM real_irish_mike Yeah, I mean....... Yeah. pic.twitter.com/bYOr0uTyWs

8/12/2019 12:37:59 PM tiresias999 Why are you stigmatizing people @rothschildmd ? Your unjustified words are cruel, belittling,  badgering, ill-natured, and ugly. 

Do you think this over-the-top demonization is appropriate? Does it even serve your goals of stifling discussion of #Q? 

#wwg1wga

#stopbullying

8/12/2019 12:39:23 PM fabulousmndance So the Clintons will just get rid of all those involved to leave just them... pic.twitter.com/FBPPUwr8gw

8/12/2019 12:39:56 PM starshakti369 ☝️#WarAgainstPrincipalities

8/12/2019 12:39:59 PM ravie777 "I think high-level FBI agents may have colluded with British agents and Democrat operatives to initiate an illegal coup against @POTUS." 

That part was Gosar's own words, not a retweet. WTF?

8/12/2019 12:41:42 PM travis_view Because for some reason I'm deeply interested in QAnon without being redpilled on QAnon.

I'm just another anon "citizen journalist," I suppose.

8/12/2019 12:42:23 PM pupper_mum LOL!

8/12/2019 12:44:56 PM wool_liz Didn’t his brothers and sister tell Arizona not to vote for him?

8/12/2019 12:47:06 PM benking216 Lol

8/12/2019 12:47:21 PM rawphonegirl 🤮🤮🤮

8/12/2019 12:47:52 PM biowolf78 Everyday I get more and more disillusioned. This Epstein thing deflated any hope I had.

8/12/2019 12:48:12 PM goviacn She's a Democrat leave her a lone

8/12/2019 12:48:24 PM renee86743676 Physical evidence doesn't need Jeffery. We have it ALL...Perps.

sleep tight don't let the bed bugs bite

8/12/2019 12:50:33 PM erikangel7 This reminds me of the video game Assassin's Creed

8/12/2019 12:51:19 PM dark2light2019 Too many. Regardless of number.

8/12/2019 12:52:07 PM rawphonegirl #StableGenius

👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💯💯💯

8/12/2019 12:52:39 PM wulfsethen Mind-boggling. But this is @DrPaulGosar, a confirmed idiot.

8/12/2019 12:52:56 PM travis_view I suppose QAnon started weirding out the normies and they wanted someone to help them understand it. Trust me: this is a strange situation for 

everyone.

Just think of my name as a nom de plume. I've heard rumors that "Mark Twain" wasn't that guy's real name either.

8/12/2019 12:53:07 PM maxq55734147 This accounts are fake and will turn for feeding Media

8/12/2019 12:53:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Something Big Seems To Be Going Down Near Area 51 This Weekend - The Drive https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29362/something-big-

seems-to-be-going-down-near-area-51-this-weekend …

8/12/2019 12:53:33 PM bouchardbutch The great awakening...is for everyone

8/12/2019 12:53:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Snake-like UFO returns as mystery object filmed over New York state - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/797792/Snake-UFO-

return-mystery-object-filmed-New-York-state-Clayville-video …

8/12/2019 12:54:26 PM roaminnoodle I dont think they will #UnsealEpstein over there. Seems like a 

🤡 distraction...

8/12/2019 12:56:29 PM ymcmbwhale  pic.twitter.com/ux294iWHXl

8/12/2019 12:56:49 PM rezinated1 Giant Virus.

8/12/2019 12:56:56 PM stormystorm10 Should we storm it 😸

8/12/2019 12:58:02 PM the_real_frankg His siblings have all disowned him and ran a campaign ad AGAINST him. That pretty much says it all. On the bright side, if he does get deep into QAnon, 

he doesn't have any family left to alienate.

8/12/2019 12:58:03 PM derpiederpaderp Why is this image such low resolution? Why do you struggle so much to get high-res pictures?



8/12/2019 12:59:05 PM adubay1mnmaga Looks like a pool noodle

8/12/2019 12:59:36 PM vivaslacking I guess at least he's one of the few that has some authority on the subject when he's parroting their "pain is coming" phrase.

8/12/2019 1:00:48 PM roaminnoodle My bet, it is ours and it is CLASSIFIED.

8/12/2019 1:01:45 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/12/2019 1:01:50 PM greatcosmicbook 2019

Big week coming up ....

See this?👇🏽 Yeah, I know it’s inconvenient truth, but truth nonetheless .... pic.twitter.com/HpYqf5b1cf

8/12/2019 1:03:27 PM havehonor And this right here is why Red Flag Laws won’t work. People making up fake things to get others guns.

8/12/2019 1:03:39 PM egelone is this white hat, or black hat? thanks

8/12/2019 1:06:33 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Remember Project Paperclip brought the Nazis to America...playing cards they still have...crash economy...project blue beam second coming or 

fake alien invasion...👀

8/12/2019 1:07:09 PM hisociety__ Y’all are nutty

8/12/2019 1:07:10 PM havehonor His tip is spot on and you all are quaking in your boots about what will be revealed. I mean you will never accept it and you will go to mi d bending 

extremes to come up with your own conspiracies just like RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA.

8/12/2019 1:07:11 PM jerseyhotgurl  https://mobile.twitter.com/jerseyhotgurl/status/1161004569830338560 …

8/12/2019 1:07:18 PM papadocdolo Epstein getaway ride!

8/12/2019 1:07:25 PM tresmagus What's with the firewall. Not gonna okay that shit.

8/12/2019 1:08:06 PM travis_view Point of order: Twain started his writing career working for a handful of papers, such as the Territorial Enterprise in Nevada.

I try to be helpful to anyone who is as interested in this subject matter as I am. pic.twitter.com/EvfYrZ6ynO

8/12/2019 1:08:17 PM starehope Wow! 10 cents! Just noticed they don't have the old cent symbol on the keyboard.

8/12/2019 1:09:17 PM decodematrix I think this ship might be alive.

8/12/2019 1:11:10 PM yansan_09 Where's your proof??? #ConspiracyTheories

8/12/2019 1:11:44 PM therealfakedad I saw the video.....

8/12/2019 1:11:54 PM starehope Thanks, I was confused with the numbers. 💖

8/12/2019 1:12:13 PM scottiebisme I would say it's a solar balloon.

8/12/2019 1:15:18 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1151503762277773312?s=19 …

8/12/2019 1:16:51 PM viewsparallax How does Majestic 12, a UFO conspiracy, relate to #QAnon? I can't keep up anymore...

8/12/2019 1:18:09 PM freestateojones This allegedly occured over a pretty rural area of Central New York.

8/12/2019 1:19:19 PM unlvsall  pic.twitter.com/Ns1LgX7Amn

8/12/2019 1:20:23 PM unittzoo I can’t stand her but her ring was photoshopped in the early days of Q research.

8/12/2019 1:23:51 PM __truthseeker_ its Jeffstein on a giant worm! 🤣🤣🤣

8/12/2019 1:24:54 PM unittzoo EyeTheSpy copies you. Do you know who it’s is? Can you verify a Larp or a Clown?

8/12/2019 1:26:33 PM lisamcat 🤣🤣🤣good one!!!

8/12/2019 1:27:10 PM magaveteranrobi Saw Something Like This About 5-6 Yrs Ago While Driving Thru New Mexico Highway. It had about 12 Huge Bulbous Objects Connected Together - Was 

A Really Pretty Peachish-Pink Hue. I Assumed It Was A Weird Weather Balloon?! It Was Beautiful, Whatever It Was!

8/12/2019 1:27:31 PM covertress Video 🛸  Snake UFO  🛸 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1161010975644016644?s=19 …

8/12/2019 1:28:06 PM zombiebaitmaid1 Probably just moving the few things left at s4/a51 to another location. In preparation for September. So nothing truly valuable can be compromised 

regardless of what ends up happening.

8/12/2019 1:28:19 PM state1union Magestic what about the raid at Epstein’s island? It’s happening now

8/12/2019 1:30:20 PM ndobasdrums Gross.

8/12/2019 1:31:40 PM joeandbridge Can an EMP?

8/12/2019 1:31:53 PM travis_view Yes, that's strange. Can't deny. But in my defense, if 8chan shit just stayed on 8chan, I would still just be another Twitter shitposter with 300 followers.

8/12/2019 1:33:01 PM mlapides @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You might think this is four words... You’re A Moron!

8/12/2019 1:35:08 PM therealbigneum Ah sweet the corrupt deep state sold out FBI is on the job dope, i feel much better about it now

8/12/2019 1:35:33 PM chris_losh_ We are fully aware of who the elite are and what they have done. 

#TrustThePlan

#MAGA

#Trump2020

8/12/2019 1:38:37 PM therealfakedad He was reaching for a gun right after he tried to run over the cops. 

Sometimes bootlickers get the boot, dawg.

8/12/2019 1:41:35 PM bhopki Someone already queried this point - if nothing can stop what's coming - what's stopping it?

Separate question - already tried to forgive & let go but it made it all worse - if you're so clever email & tell me why. 369.

8/12/2019 1:42:04 PM dazeytoday Does anyone know when this video was made and broadcast?

8/12/2019 1:47:21 PM marciresists You people are nuts. pic.twitter.com/MnvpxyMYHT

8/12/2019 1:48:03 PM starehope We know now - The Great Awakening! We are awake! pic.twitter.com/2NHAGL3lky

8/12/2019 1:48:36 PM speaakn How she is even a congressman is beyond me!

8/12/2019 1:49:15 PM christianpilg12 Definitely lint on the lens

8/12/2019 1:50:05 PM chekaschmecka So he retweeted someone that saw Lazars ID card on a UFO forum? Priceless.

8/12/2019 1:50:28 PM marciresists Q nuts waiting for the storm like.... pic.twitter.com/bSn6fX5mCS

8/12/2019 1:50:47 PM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/beZQNAfbfS

8/12/2019 1:52:11 PM starehope 😭😭😭 Domestic Servitude? 😭😭😭 The kids? 😭😭😭

8/12/2019 1:52:42 PM jd_meadows But that's from over a year ago. Sure is a long wait between "previews" and "showtime". Your theater kinda sucks.

8/12/2019 1:53:24 PM starehope Clint Eastwood? Isn't he a good guy?

8/12/2019 1:55:14 PM tiresias999 You make a false equivalence between a mass of concerned citizens on one hand, and a tiny group of the most powerful people in the world on the 

other. Calling for justice is not equivalent to the belittlement, slandering, scapegoating, and badgering the anti-Q machine pumps out.

8/12/2019 1:55:16 PM starehope Very sad. 😭😭😭

8/12/2019 1:56:05 PM chimp_chimp1 Evergreen QAnon tweet.

8/12/2019 2:03:15 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

So much for true evidence. 

A dozen FBI agents raid Jeffrey Epstein's 'Pedophile Island'.  https://tiny.iavian.net/uhf1 

8/12/2019 2:03:53 PM tiresias999 Except you are assembling an arbitrary narrative out of official media talking points and pretending you have an argument that doesn't beg every 

relevant question. That is called propaganda. There is NO REASON for "shooters" to spawn from Q-- therefore, we are skeptical.

#wwg1wga



8/12/2019 2:06:09 PM tiresias999 And let's not forget the overt absurdity of these "Q attributed shootings". That kid killed a mob guy? What was that? That had nothing to with #Q, or 

any MSM "extremist" narrative. And yet that is the only one with a Q connection, because the kid drew a 'Q' on his hand. lol?

8/12/2019 2:06:46 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Snake-like UFO returns as mystery object seen 'moving like it's alive' over New York state.  https://tiny.iavian.net/uh4i 

8/12/2019 2:09:13 PM us_poll More than likely putting innocent people in there for life! Who knows that's the problem!

8/12/2019 2:10:22 PM mlfoley That's what they think since the FBI refused to prosecute Hillary and believed a dossier with Trump porn fantasies introduced by a British spy.

8/12/2019 2:10:50 PM duriavigrobert Sounds like something Kamala Harris would do for the free labor🤔

8/12/2019 2:12:53 PM texaslael Hmmm

8/12/2019 2:14:11 PM saddlesurfer2 Looks more like Burt Bacharach than Jeffrey Epstein. Def not Epstein. Too many physical inconsistencies & why isn't the sheet pulled up? He is a dead 

man, right?

8/12/2019 2:14:20 PM starehope To those jnterested in Area 51, find somethjng better to do. There are bigger fish to fry elsewhere. pic.twitter.com/nxcMb7TqZE

8/12/2019 2:17:15 PM starehope The balloon man loses some of his birthday party supplies or invasion of the worms.

8/12/2019 2:18:47 PM starehope Wormish!

8/12/2019 2:19:55 PM aintgets Et phone home

8/12/2019 2:20:06 PM starehope How can it be classified and up where people can see it? It is supposed to be seen.

8/12/2019 2:20:40 PM starehope Kinda makes one wonder.

8/12/2019 2:21:28 PM starehope May be a hologram, seen only from a certain angle?

8/12/2019 2:25:22 PM firemanmedium Nice find brother. 🍻 pic.twitter.com/SWGxZhloEi

8/12/2019 2:25:43 PM firemanmedium “Summer camps” for kids. Ughhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

8/12/2019 2:26:30 PM terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it time for another Sather vs MJ12 Twitter fight?

8/12/2019 2:26:55 PM qstuff527 Q was asked specifically if we are alone in the universe, and said NO.

think hidden technologies, power, money, control.

#AskTheQ #Qanon #Q

8/12/2019 2:28:26 PM 78503002 (yawn)

8/12/2019 2:29:47 PM tiresias999 There is a very very big problem with assigning group guilt based on the actions of "followers"-- anybody can claim to be a follower. These things 

happen often. But in the era of chatbot ai, this kind of deception can be systemic.

#fakenazis

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening pic.twitter.com/pQqieKy5Ri

8/12/2019 2:32:17 PM warlock_holmes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/12/2019 2:32:19 PM zoesinger little miss debbie?

8/12/2019 2:32:40 PM tiresias999 I am not merely hypothesizing-- I have found evidence of pervasive chatbot posting all over the internet-- and certainly on the "chans" that are such a 

focus historically. And then I hear a chorus smearing PEOPLE based on these fakes. That is sick.

#wwg1wga

#fakenazis

8/12/2019 2:34:13 PM richard07759712 I kinda like NewYork St

8/12/2019 2:34:47 PM adillathegenius It's a bacteria, a virus, or a eye floater

8/12/2019 2:35:10 PM richard07759712 Keeps the attention on NYSD #Epstein

8/12/2019 2:35:30 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/ED335zOj3N

8/12/2019 2:36:07 PM richard07759712 Awwww.   You Doxxed yourself. Well, it’s Court Time Honey

8/12/2019 2:36:11 PM herkertian Bleed through from a higher frequency. As we move from the 3rd dimension is to the 5th dimension many weird things will become visible due to the 

rise in frequency of Earth. For example the Schumann resonance is rising as more humans wake up.

8/12/2019 2:37:25 PM timetowakeupsw1  pic.twitter.com/amM3PZehxx

8/12/2019 2:39:45 PM tiresias999 Sure. Here is an example from 4chan. Look at it and tell me if you understand what is going on.

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#chatbotchans

#antiQbots

#demanddisclosure pic.twitter.com/N2VOz0MRgk

8/12/2019 2:40:32 PM richard07759712 Yup, all the action is in NYSD.   Area 15, 51, 31 flavors (hell, I cant remember all these numbers) 11:11..... I’ll do another time.

What the H E double hockey sticky’s happened to Epstein |  maybe RGB saw him. pic.twitter.com/yJQuedodTm

8/12/2019 2:44:33 PM signnamehere1 "Quick Andrew needs a distraction , UFO pics, go" 🤣🤦♀️!

8/12/2019 2:44:37 PM tiresias999 You are making a host of unwarranted assumptions, and then making absurd assertions about "my 'ideologies'". I advise you stop doing this, since it is 

a completely invalid procedure. Why can't you try to be objective? When you are so bent with propagandistic intent, it shows. 

pic.twitter.com/CB3RQZi5dI

8/12/2019 2:49:42 PM tweetstreetint1 Ok, don't laugh but it looks like a combo of Bush Jr & Bourdain... any chance they had a baby??? L🤣L pic.twitter.com/T9eTU4FACK

8/12/2019 2:49:51 PM monocledmolotov Man, imagine brown-nosing so hard you accidentally call for suspension of habeas corpus, mass civilian executions, installation of a military 

dictatorship, 5-6 different illegal covert wars, and a possible nuclear exchange.

8/12/2019 2:50:46 PM tiresias999 You asked for evidence of chatbot posting-- I am suggesting that this is it-- and yet your response seems like a stock "talk about 4chan" response. It 

seems like you can't understand the image at all. Is that so?

#wwg1wga

#antiQbots

#GreatAwakening

#demanddisclosure

8/12/2019 2:51:08 PM americanpetal Unfortunately, enough to be taken seriously by enough people. 😔

8/12/2019 2:53:05 PM tweetstreetint1  pic.twitter.com/Bz3ku54KKw

8/12/2019 2:53:41 PM tiresias999 Since I am extensively familiar with what #Q actually posted, and since none of it justifies extremism in any way (on a fundamental level it discourages 

it), then I feel safe in assuming the "extremists" are attracted not to follow, but to smear Q.

#fakenazis

#wwg1wga

8/12/2019 2:56:28 PM susan66388204 Hee Hee 🇺🇸✅

8/12/2019 2:59:48 PM xusaf_patriot Yep...below New Hartford (south of Utica) -- definately a rural community.

8/12/2019 3:00:08 PM ivotedt FAKE AS FUCK

8/12/2019 3:00:22 PM tiresias999 You beg every question. 

4chan was once the free speech forum of the internet. It spawned good and bad-- at times it showed signs of burgeoning political consciousness. 

'Anonymous' was potent, but it got busted, and then swarms of "nazis" took over. What happened?

#wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/YKcxeBVnsy

8/12/2019 3:01:04 PM freestateojones Local?



8/12/2019 3:01:54 PM tiresias999 Why do you post these ranting talking points rather than engaging in objective discussion? 

I asked you about why you failed to see the thread I posted-- why don't you answer? Answer please.

#wwg1wga

#GreatAwakening

#demanddisclosure

8/12/2019 3:02:06 PM usarmy17750614 😳

8/12/2019 3:03:40 PM rsm28675996 Arent those hippies invading?

8/12/2019 3:04:13 PM emilyoakley6 I thought people were rushing it.

8/12/2019 3:04:41 PM laural3360 What type if symbol does it look like?

8/12/2019 3:05:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 PAIN! https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1160983163331473408 …

8/12/2019 3:07:14 PM stormystorm10 Like it should 👏

8/12/2019 3:08:23 PM angelin94412072 🤣

8/12/2019 3:11:23 PM tiresias999 I made the thread. Look at the meme I posted in the first post. What do you see?

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#antiQbots

#demanddisclosure

8/12/2019 3:14:41 PM samsmith0319 Oh cannot wait to see this evil vile witch go down!!! 💥👿💥

8/12/2019 3:15:13 PM patriotcat_maga  pic.twitter.com/3Nw2BToiMu

8/12/2019 3:15:27 PM scknurr This is insanely unsafe. You're paranoid delusional fantasy land is endangering children. I'm literally gonna take the time to report everyone part of this 

thread. @TwitterSupport, get on this garbage.

8/12/2019 3:17:57 PM matzpolitix Seen it done several hundred times, even did it myself MANY times. When you're transporting an unconscious/unresponsive/limp patient, you tie their 

wrists together with bandages so their arms aren't flopping off the sides of the cot. Nothing to see here.

8/12/2019 3:18:36 PM djlok 👆👆👆 Tweet of the day. ⭐️⭐️⭐️

8/12/2019 3:20:20 PM mynardpamela What’s happening in September? I must have missed that.

8/12/2019 3:21:40 PM tiresias999 Then you are showing you lack the visual processing skills that humans have. How do you explain this?

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#antiQbots

8/12/2019 3:21:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 A dozen FBI agents raid Jeffrey Epstein's 'Pedophile Island' https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7349729/Dozen-FBI-agents-raid-Jeffrey-Epsteins-

Pedophile-Island.html …

8/12/2019 3:22:48 PM allahuniversal Male em FUXKN FEEL IT

[They] 've given us enough pain.

[They] can have it ALL back, with interest!

8/12/2019 3:22:50 PM ialibertybelle I would think Area 51 to more likely a trafficking site than to be anything UFO related.

8/12/2019 3:23:03 PM 1centralcaligal Much too late, all the evidence is loooong gone!

8/12/2019 3:23:14 PM lbf777 Why didn’t they raid before when Q brought it up months ago?

8/12/2019 3:23:59 PM stormystorm10 Finally !

8/12/2019 3:24:45 PM xusaf_patriot Only a dozen?  Sounds like more of a "test" for the bureau than anything else...

8/12/2019 3:25:09 PM wahiggins3 I came here to say that.  Lame distraction.  Stay on target...

8/12/2019 3:26:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/11/91 - Event? - I

9/11/01 - Event? - II

9/11/19 - Event? - III

8/12/2019 3:27:01 PM wahiggins3  https://youtu.be/m8wB0O-5IzY?t=218 …

8/12/2019 3:27:14 PM maura92938384 Hmmmm?

8/12/2019 3:27:21 PM nmchristoban Does it need to happen? Can it not be stopped?

8/12/2019 3:27:47 PM momislazy11 They are turning down the sheets and putting the mints on the pillows

8/12/2019 3:27:58 PM xusaf_patriot "anyone who was complicit" -- a very wide net. Looks like much of HW and DC will be sweating big time! 

Must buy more popcorn...lol

8/12/2019 3:27:59 PM aprilbrown99 Is event 3 where to good guys win and all the dumbocrats get put in GITMO?

8/12/2019 3:28:15 PM gemutlich5050 Two 9s and a 3 in the middle!

8/12/2019 3:28:29 PM tracipatriot  https://www.onthisday.com/date/1991/september/11 …   Plane crash in Houston and LaToya Jackson released a book 😉

8/12/2019 3:28:37 PM allard41980 I’d expect the next one to be bio terrorism to be honest

8/12/2019 3:28:40 PM iluvkayakingtoo Event III was on 9/11 last year.

Wasn't yours.

8/12/2019 3:29:10 PM dontask97215849 No kidding

8/12/2019 3:29:17 PM djlok Hmm? pic.twitter.com/wuu3aHHGUO

8/12/2019 3:30:21 PM symbolhunter 9.11.91 GHW Bush Thousand Points of Light speech

9.11.01 9/11

9.11.19 Synthesis

8/12/2019 3:30:22 PM iluvkayakingtoo Wasn't planned, either.

8/12/2019 3:30:25 PM aprilbrown99 Old photos?  Slowly awakening the sleeping public?

8/12/2019 3:30:54 PM realalleron ?

8/12/2019 3:31:14 PM stevie85boy Have you seen the rise Ebola rising to high numbers in Africa again

8/12/2019 3:31:17 PM cue2_c99 I thought 2021??

8/12/2019 3:31:21 PM tiresias999 You can't even read the meme, can you? What does this tell us?

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#demanddisclosure

#antiQbots

#botfail

8/12/2019 3:31:27 PM wahiggins3  https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o?t=40 …

8/12/2019 3:32:15 PM mynardpamela Do you really think they waited this long. Think

8/12/2019 3:32:42 PM aprilbrown99 Ready!!! pic.twitter.com/fjCLS7rLwP

8/12/2019 3:32:44 PM _the_psychonaut I thought it was 9/11/21...

8/12/2019 3:33:14 PM __truthseeker_ they need some shovels, if ya catch my drift

8/12/2019 3:33:25 PM djlok So I guess we need to keep enjoying the show until 9/11/19.

8/12/2019 3:34:06 PM glorydawn3 9-11 not 8-11 ;)

8/12/2019 3:34:37 PM lucyc5124 Can we get an ID on that dick? #eggshaped 🤔🤷🏼♀️

8/12/2019 3:35:50 PM bereantype pattern?

8/12/2019 3:36:03 PM sparhawk60 I wish I could argue this with you, but I can not. Ugg

8/12/2019 3:36:07 PM symbolhunter It'll start before that and the show will be decidedly unpleasant.



8/12/2019 3:36:24 PM lbf777 I think George HW Bush said it was time for the NWO in 1991.

8/12/2019 3:36:32 PM reflexionfugazz Thats #TheGreatAwakening 

Full speed from now til 9.11

#DoItQ

8/12/2019 3:36:37 PM muffdivin 12? how many showed up at roger stones house. I bet the 12 FBI are just janitorial workers.

8/12/2019 3:36:39 PM tiresias999 You're being asked to look at something. You can't see it. You are outputting unconnected talking points. You exhibit the behaviors of a bot-- not of a 

human. You've outed yourself. Now please be honest and disclose what you are.

#wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#demanddisclosure

8/12/2019 3:37:16 PM jbvs2016 Hoping it’s a celebration rather than a horrible act come Sept 11. Praying Clinton’s/Pence/Queen etc ...are all gone.

8/12/2019 3:37:26 PM covertress I can't find the speech on 9/11 1991.

8/12/2019 3:37:29 PM seekerseon GODFATHER? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/12/2019 3:37:33 PM djlok That's not that far off.  Even though yeah, yeah, I know #TimeIsAnIllusion.

8/12/2019 3:37:43 PM mynardpamela Ok. What’s happening in September?  This is the second time I have seen a reference to that month with no explanation.

8/12/2019 3:38:22 PM lib7473 9/11/19 = #VictoryOfTheLight #NewEarthTransition #5DRebirthNewBeginnings #PowerRtnToPPL #DisclosureOf911 #RtnOfElohim #GodWins #

TheEndOfTheOldGuardEvilETs #Pain #WinningWednesday #MajesticWarEnds will be one of these? 👍🏼😇❤️🌈

8/12/2019 3:38:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd You sure? She’s been photographed in it several times. I remember her ring when she was speaking not so long back. I only noted it bc relatives own a 

jewelry store. Her ring is LARGE and tacky! pic.twitter.com/xEnJWq6plY

8/12/2019 3:38:38 PM mamiemcclure17 Yes

8/12/2019 3:38:55 PM allard41980 A dirivative of Ebola since that has been making its way here.  They keep it quiet but there’s stories they downplay.

8/12/2019 3:39:03 PM covertress What did the FBI, CBP & NYPD find? pic.twitter.com/HZId1DZVUX

8/12/2019 3:39:08 PM mynardpamela 91 is mirror to 19

8/12/2019 3:39:25 PM sunspot406 Do not Forget Bengazi !!!

8/12/2019 3:40:18 PM starehope Trainees?

8/12/2019 3:40:33 PM starehope No.

8/12/2019 3:41:35 PM sunspot406 Day late and dollar short

8/12/2019 3:42:06 PM starehope Wonder if they are searching for DNA!

8/12/2019 3:42:17 PM jwremarks The cabal DOES love their numerology!!!

8/12/2019 3:42:17 PM tweetie55471371 they been there done that already

8/12/2019 3:43:14 PM starehope We can pray.

8/12/2019 3:43:16 PM all_qd #WhereIsGhislaineMaxwell ? #RachelChandler ? pic.twitter.com/Jk7FED0EF3

8/12/2019 3:44:25 PM rjferryjr @FBI doing Extrajudicial Raids? Did @DOJ Declare War on Jeffery Epstein’s Estate?

8/12/2019 3:44:26 PM __lemonmaid_ The only event happening is a massive arrest.

8/12/2019 3:44:27 PM starehope Lost as usual. Have to look up 91.

8/12/2019 3:44:46 PM jwremarks The power of 3, 6, 9...

8/12/2019 3:45:00 PM chapulincolored We need something positive to happen for humanity.  I am of the opinion that Event I and Event II were not positive, if so, can you point out the silver 

lining?

I pray Event III is something glorious.  Cure the world of the evils, we all want PEACE.

PEACE is the PRIZE.

#WWG1WGA

8/12/2019 3:45:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen/status/1161038789973725185?s=19 …

8/12/2019 3:45:34 PM tiresias999 If you CAN'T do things all humans can, then you've outed yourself as non-human. This fact renders all your others invalid.

8/12/2019 3:45:58 PM clarkd958 Found this from the date and month alone. pic.twitter.com/9bbVCZG7nR

8/12/2019 3:45:58 PM mattcottrill3 I really hope so ❤️

8/12/2019 3:47:35 PM majcm83 Synthesis??? Don’t understand. Help?

8/12/2019 3:48:28 PM beelze_bufo Someone said Bush NWO speech. (have not personally verified.)

8/12/2019 3:48:34 PM 3one Were sorry, event III has been cancelled or postponed.  Check back summer 2024 for updates on this matter.

8/12/2019 3:48:44 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Matt, nice to see you. Hope your doing well. 😊

8/12/2019 3:48:45 PM wokeprincess2 A riddle wrapped up in an enigma - so sick of this shit.  ENOUGH ALREADY

8/12/2019 3:50:03 PM sparhawk60 117% Absolutely....

8/12/2019 3:50:16 PM clarkd958 Im thinking date was picked due to GHWB German heritage? #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

8/12/2019 3:50:18 PM ialibertybelle It was the NWO Bush speech. Perhaps this 9/11 can be Trump speech undoing all that ish.

8/12/2019 3:50:25 PM aprilbrown99 We are powerful IS-BEs. We can stop anything bad from happening. [They] dont get to win this time, WE DO!!!

8/12/2019 3:50:33 PM fmeonlylol Upon further investigation, I found this.... lol https://youtu.be/fReTlDua2ZE 

8/12/2019 3:50:52 PM freeandoriginal Look ..!  1 : 1  11 😉 pic.twitter.com/SF2AqLBHpI

8/12/2019 3:52:33 PM v_rags I hope so!  Can’t take another 9/11

8/12/2019 3:54:04 PM aprilbrown99 I have heard rumors that it will be when POTUS announces that we are a sovereign country once again and no longer under the control of Britain.  He 

and the queen supposedly signed the papers during his visit in June.

8/12/2019 3:54:09 PM mattcottrill3 Nice to see you too. Been busy a lot lately. Twitter kicked me off at one point so I had to make a new account. But I've been doing really good lately. 

Tryna red pill 1 person at a time. I ate a couple tabs of acid and it's hard to type so I'll message you some other time fam

8/12/2019 3:55:05 PM aprilbrown99 Okey dokey. Take good care.

8/12/2019 3:55:58 PM ialibertybelle Not every one but it is a common date used by cabal. Like our 911 emergency system. Symbolism.

8/12/2019 3:56:15 PM ialibertybelle 2012 Benghazi

8/12/2019 3:56:45 PM onlyafool1 Nothing notable happened on 9/11/91

8/12/2019 3:56:46 PM starehope September 11, 1991 George H Bush NWO speech. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o …

8/12/2019 3:59:07 PM madrabbit917 You mean The Great Area 51 Massacre

8/12/2019 3:59:59 PM johnbel26211519 9/11/1991...was it the time President Bush gave his “New World Order” speech? Hopefully 9/11/19 will see the end of the NWO.

8/12/2019 4:01:03 PM quantumalt Q post #329, 247, The focus surrounding these posts is Wives, money and political meshing with corporate flow

...Follow the wives!....

Q

8/12/2019 4:02:15 PM syrrah2 Geez let’s just DONT. enough pain and suffering already.. let’s employ 3,6,&9 and get out of that timeline. Yeah?

8/12/2019 4:02:50 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ueAMsKvwRR

8/12/2019 4:03:12 PM starehope Nah, but if it happens, just stay calm. It us a scare tactic.

8/12/2019 4:03:22 PM mynardpamela That would be nice. Just one thought though. The other two events were dark.

8/12/2019 4:04:00 PM aprilbrown99 #DarkToLight

8/12/2019 4:06:06 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, i have notice there are still so many earthquakes happening over in Asia.  Are those DUMBS being destroyed?

8/12/2019 4:07:11 PM anneolsen43 Thank you

8/12/2019 4:07:13 PM freedom_sent 9/11/91 - Event? - I   -    BUSH speech declaring birth of New World Order. 

9/11/01 - Event? - II  -  9/11 Sacrificial ceremony and blood offering to their "god" 

9/11/19 - Event? - III  -  ?



8/12/2019 4:08:03 PM davidroehrig @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.foxnews.com/world/chase-bank-erases-all-credit-card-debt-for-canadian-customers … Could this be the beginning?

8/12/2019 4:09:19 PM cphuxley If I may, some people can't walk. Some people can't see, or hear, or dance a tango, or speak Greek, or read, or distinguish colours, or suck their own 

cock (I imagine). That doesn't make them less than human.

8/12/2019 4:09:21 PM tishbowman62 Makes ya think for sure!

8/12/2019 4:09:46 PM n7guardiananon 3

3

3

8/12/2019 4:09:48 PM bbobbio71 Patriot Day

8/12/2019 4:11:28 PM olimyracle 11/11/18 - One - I

11/11/19 - Oneness - O

11/11/20 - Openess - Ol pic.twitter.com/j881HpxEsw

8/12/2019 4:12:24 PM iamsheisyeshua 9/11/19 works for them because. 91 and 19 are mirrors of each other, 18 years from the first date, 11 years from the last date, the 3rd time, 3 11's add 

up to 33, 91+01+19=21, 2+1=3, 3 9's = 27, 2+7=9. So much symbolism. We can stop them, if we do we create a new potential future

8/12/2019 4:12:29 PM tiresias999 #wwg1wga

#greatawakening

#botfails

#antiQbots pic.twitter.com/FtrtCJINF1

8/12/2019 4:12:35 PM tishbowman62 George W. Bush "Thousand Points Of Light" speech.

8/12/2019 4:12:40 PM state1union Act lll Boom 💥 love The Bomb”💣 pic.twitter.com/BOBB8dnxFS

8/12/2019 4:12:53 PM tiresias999 lol pic.twitter.com/E9GSikuUM9

8/12/2019 4:13:02 PM johnsville14 George H.W. Bush NWO speech

George W. Bush invokes spell during Twin Towers attack

???????

8/12/2019 4:14:30 PM cphuxley Haha, JINX! See, if other people can see the same obvious flaws in your argument as I can, that proves I'm not as abnormal as you think. I count that as 

a win.

8/12/2019 4:14:34 PM emleonard66 Quite possible.

8/12/2019 4:15:03 PM aprilbrown99 OMG, that is hilarious!  The cat portion is the funniest thing I have seen in a while. pic.twitter.com/65DQizlQIH

8/12/2019 4:15:25 PM stinky_stork Economic Event....  May happen sooner tho.  Maybe #EndTheFed?  #AbolishIRS?

8/12/2019 4:17:24 PM kikaltz Fox just reported that a hopeful cure has been found

8/12/2019 4:17:50 PM state1union Reversing the spells time of the Vatican, Skull & Bones, all Satan worshipers and use their spells against them!  9/10 is Christmas Eve

8/12/2019 4:18:04 PM missdixie9 Bullshit they shot him in the back and he reacted to the wound !  He will always remain a PATRIOT 

He never touched a weapon none of them did!

He was murdered! Via ambush.

8/12/2019 4:18:17 PM iamsheisyeshua . It was synchronistic I saw this video last night. Start at 28 mins, they do this to increase the energy. Imagine what the 3rd time will do for them if you 

know the power of 3, 6, 9, missed above that the 33 can also add to 6. We can/will stop them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqYDsnK8wm8 …

8/12/2019 4:18:41 PM ragstorm What could have happened yesterday that we missed??

8/12/2019 4:19:26 PM fornodan Hillarys arrest

8/12/2019 4:20:46 PM andyr1112 It's not necessarily about adding the number 10... I looked at it and noticed 9/11/91

9/11/01

9/11/19

19 & 91 think mirror ? Idk lol

8/12/2019 4:20:58 PM state1union Bingo! Boom 💥

8/12/2019 4:21:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly NWO TIMELINE (Illuminati + 322 Skull and Bones)

9/11/91 - Event I = GWHB ACCOUNCES NWO AT SOTU

9/11/01 - Event II = 9/11 TWIN TOWERS ATTACK

9/11/19 - Event III = ECONOMIC COLLAPSE pic.twitter.com/ubhaGUBfI6

8/12/2019 4:21:20 PM iamsheisyeshua The veil is opening for many, we must create a wild card to stop it. We must 11 days before start to meditate, pray, think, talk that 9/11/19 is going to 

be a beautiful day and the most magnificent, benevolent thing that can happen for humanity will that day.

8/12/2019 4:22:32 PM iamsheisyeshua I am strong enough to do it alone, but how beautiful it would be to have all of your help and love. 888

8/12/2019 4:23:52 PM j36skn57jqymbky Too late

8/12/2019 4:23:52 PM ihatethemedia Space aliens discover slinky.

8/12/2019 4:25:18 PM phnix34  pic.twitter.com/za0iJ0W3PV

8/12/2019 4:26:00 PM mcgwyneth Many say that the actual date of the birth of Jesus Christ was Tishri 1 (The Feast of Trumpets).  On the Western calendar that would be 9/11.  If so, no 

wonder the DS has tried to ruin that date for us.  Maybe this 9/11 will push Darkness into the LIGHT for all mankind.  #BeReady

8/12/2019 4:26:28 PM zombiebaitmaid1 Storm area 51 thing.

8/12/2019 4:26:42 PM aleks8837 Good one!

8/12/2019 4:27:24 PM state1union Plus 2. Remember that POTUS goal was to raise 10 million?  10 but he raised 2 more million. Soo 333=9. Plus 2. 9/11

8/12/2019 4:27:28 PM johnny10559479 Drip drip drip....just rip the bandage off

8/12/2019 4:28:23 PM ckrasuski I just listened to a podcast that was saying we were infecting and pumping drugs into people just so we could find the cure because there hasn’t been 

very many outbreaks

8/12/2019 4:29:56 PM pacu133 Will we learn Obama's true identity?

8/12/2019 4:30:02 PM _chelseaproject III meaning what? The 1st two were bad.

8/12/2019 4:31:18 PM _chelseaproject Good FBI or bad FBI?

8/12/2019 4:31:27 PM majic_eyes_qnly I was researching Majestic 12/Q and compiling posts at the time MJ12 made this post, and so I felt in the zone with the decode.

8/12/2019 4:31:29 PM state1union We are going to reverse the spell of the original Christmas date 9/11

8/12/2019 4:32:37 PM leadzippo He gave speech 1990

8/12/2019 4:32:46 PM midsummerlight THERE WILL BE NO ECONOMIC COLLAPSE. Fear porn.

8/12/2019 4:33:58 PM tiresias999 #wwg1wga

#Q

#greatawakening pic.twitter.com/6c60jA5TTX

8/12/2019 4:33:59 PM alnacho1 Continental Express flight 2574?  Diamonds?

8/12/2019 4:35:01 PM nmchristoban If it's positive and benefits humanity,  then I'm all in. I just don't want another tragic loss that was predicted and could have been prevented.

8/12/2019 4:37:20 PM fmeonlylol Right? Totally unexpected 😂

8/12/2019 4:37:49 PM iamsheisyeshua More just came to me. 

On 9/1 start, once per day for 2 days. That is 11 days out, 2 days makes it 9/3. Starting 9/4 or we increase it to 3 times a day for the remaining 8 days. 

We will use 2, 4, 6, 8 to re balance their plan, it is our wild card.

8/12/2019 4:38:01 PM hersh61m It’s normal now

8/12/2019 4:39:00 PM tiresias999 For the sake of human lives, non-human lives will be brought to heel. pic.twitter.com/MIEJ6n0ewx



8/12/2019 4:40:14 PM aleks8837 Awesome. Makes sense! We'll see what will unfold though.

8/12/2019 4:40:16 PM burgersandra 9/11/19 III = 9111  9111

Psalm 91:11 New International Version (NIV)

11 For he will command his angels concerning you

    to guard you in all your ways; https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+91%3A11&version=NIV …

8/12/2019 4:43:18 PM gibson_medley 4 officers who viewed the files have been murdered. Most notably the female officers mom went onstage with president Trump, he was holding her 

hand speaking while she wept with gratefulness that he was going to vindicate her daughter.

8/12/2019 4:46:37 PM ldelao76 What is WRONG with you Conspiracy folks????

How do you even keep track with all these ridiculous lies??

Omg

8/12/2019 4:46:38 PM onlyafool1 He also gave that speech at his inauguration in 1/20/89. Before that he gave it at his 88 convention in NOLA. Don’t think it’s significant that he did it 

again on 9/11. If that was the first time he used it, that’s another thing

8/12/2019 4:46:49 PM ldelao76 LOLOLOLOL

8/12/2019 4:47:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, of course I could be wrong as well.

8/12/2019 4:47:43 PM kdvector We’ve been a sovereign country since we declared our independence.

8/12/2019 4:49:24 PM pomeinnz PAIN COMING

8/12/2019 4:49:25 PM usss_211 Commuter plane crashes in Houston 14 dead?

8/12/2019 4:49:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.history.com/speeches/bushs-1000-points-of-light …

8/12/2019 4:50:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd I think it’s the TPofL speech, not sure when it was delivered.

8/12/2019 4:51:26 PM state1union No your right. It’s going down!

8/12/2019 4:51:44 PM dottie_french Perseids best viewing tonight. The Universe is active...

8/12/2019 4:52:07 PM kdvector For what?

8/12/2019 4:53:22 PM tiresias999 I would never enslave any human.

8/12/2019 4:53:45 PM big_simp dont be so sure of it..

Current financial system is controlled by Illuminati triage

Needs to be destroyed and started afresh

8/12/2019 4:53:58 PM a_veneziano_ I know who they are, you do as well. We have been fighting them for ages not recalling who we really are, forgetting that we are the power of God 

itself.

We made anything possible to be here now.

Fear is not an option. I would die 1000 times fo my fellow souls.

❤️❤️❤️

8/12/2019 4:57:45 PM state1union Smart thinking 🤔

8/12/2019 4:58:49 PM state1union The military already swept the place NCIS probably

8/12/2019 4:58:53 PM rizzo1megan Great question, hoping for disclosure on this!

8/12/2019 4:59:51 PM pamzpam Before Trump BANNED the SOB from MaraLago...because Epstein tried hitting on a 15 year old.

8/12/2019 5:03:03 PM wwg1wga93583681 think mirror pic.twitter.com/SMQndrCzmu

8/12/2019 5:03:07 PM urbanikmarysel Why do you have the Pedophile Logo? Can you explain?

8/12/2019 5:04:14 PM covertress Thank you. 🎯

Speech was on August 18, 1988.

8/12/2019 5:05:41 PM urbanikmarysel Absolutely

8/12/2019 5:05:58 PM tiresias999 You aren't clearly human. You clearly aren't human. You can't do things humans can. Stop lying please. Far too many lies have already been forced on 

us. Time to stop. Stop now. Thank you!

8/12/2019 5:13:05 PM tiresias999 The chatbot system is pervasive. It licks into every virtual corner.

8/12/2019 5:13:42 PM tiresias999 Disclose what you are please. I am asking for honesty. Don't lie please. Disclose what you are. Thanks!

8/12/2019 5:13:43 PM anonymousada However, they just dropped the rate for the first time in 10+ years, so if that was the basis for a third event, would that mean it's not going to happen?

8/12/2019 5:15:20 PM state1union They want you afraid. God will never betray you, I promise. 9/11 is the real Christmas and what a precious time to get married. I was born on 9/10 and 

turned 33 the day before 9//11/01. Reversing their evil spells is necessary. Fight fire 🧯 with fire 🔥 God Bless You!

8/12/2019 5:16:36 PM rowdygirl18 They're still waiting on the "thousands" of Dem arrests that was supposed to happen 2.5 years ago.😂

8/12/2019 5:16:48 PM daddyj08466171 This link should help. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1071509414601998337.html … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1161041213761490944 …

8/12/2019 5:16:55 PM duke5331 They will only find treatment or a cure ONLY if big Pharma can money on it...

8/12/2019 5:18:19 PM jd_meadows that's a lot of popcorn! 🤣

8/12/2019 5:18:21 PM ljmoors12345  pic.twitter.com/124axjOKaE

8/12/2019 5:20:09 PM tiresias999 I asked you to stop lying. There have already been too many lies. So please stop lying. Tell the truth and tell it fully.

8/12/2019 5:22:37 PM rowdygirl18 "Q" drops little tidbits to keep them entertained...like predicting the exact time that the tires on Trump's plane would land on his 600th vacation. "Q's" 

a nice guy like that.

8/12/2019 5:26:27 PM david00997884 Maybe a reverse event where dark turns to light, what a beautiful day that would be. Jesus leading the charge. Hallelujah

8/12/2019 5:26:33 PM lp083061  https://flowofwisdom.com/2012/11/04/george-bush-sr-new-world-order-speech-given-on-sept-11-1991/ …

8/12/2019 5:28:14 PM missy968 So it’s going to be a good thing?

8/12/2019 5:28:20 PM jd_meadows  pic.twitter.com/cDlAOyiSBy

8/12/2019 5:28:52 PM starehope Unsure. Try putting all the dates in the search engine, one at a time and write news next to the date. Record with pencil and paper all you find. Let us 

know.

8/12/2019 5:28:52 PM starehope Witten Wormues.

8/12/2019 5:29:41 PM starehope Tears too. I want to save the kids and babies worldwide! pic.twitter.com/hgMeJDuhND

8/12/2019 5:30:03 PM v_rags I’m hoping this is a good event to attend. 🙏💜🙏

 https://twitter.com/melrae72/status/1161065762427232256?s=21 ….

8/12/2019 5:30:46 PM parkmanfeather What a joke! There were more at Roger Stone's

8/12/2019 5:31:50 PM tc4582 Man! Teacher’s pet!❤️

8/12/2019 5:32:34 PM kimberl53498089  pic.twitter.com/Ruo51GQqXu

8/12/2019 5:33:58 PM rowdygirl18 Hey man, don't be sharing our super secret super deep state Illuminati witch craft mind bender GIF's on this page. People are watching!

8/12/2019 5:35:01 PM jd_meadows There are 153 clues hidden in the .gif. Bet they can't find them! 🤫

8/12/2019 5:36:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmm

8/12/2019 5:38:21 PM remarkablebob Finally getting to the bottom of it... pic.twitter.com/VstPJJlrJp

8/12/2019 5:39:31 PM ericpartchey Thank you sir!

8/12/2019 5:40:35 PM urbanikmarysel I see that

8/12/2019 5:41:24 PM memewarrrior Yeah I don't think so on the economic collapse...but maybe I guess.

8/12/2019 5:41:58 PM nick_2c  http://Roodtoroota.com      Finacial event

8/12/2019 5:43:40 PM dark2light9 Same two guys right!? Bunch of muppets pic.twitter.com/P1yzKJzTCS



8/12/2019 5:44:18 PM batikdruid1 Shit, is there any tin foil left in the stores?

8/12/2019 5:47:08 PM nick_2c Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweet BIX

8/12/2019 5:48:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.onthisday.com/date/1991/september/11 …

8/12/2019 5:49:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd What I see is 9/11/

10 01 10

First two mirrors

8/12/2019 5:49:42 PM nick_2c Check out Bix Weir's  http://roadtoroota.com  He also talks about 9/11/19

8/12/2019 5:50:00 PM destinlola And we know what [THEY] *didn’t* do with the money...

8/12/2019 5:50:53 PM xusaf_patriot Been thru the area traveling to Utica.  Great BBQ place up there too... https://piggypats.com/ 

8/12/2019 5:53:00 PM angrybi70435254 Jesus was born on April 6 in the spring while the shepherds were out attending their flock.

8/12/2019 5:53:21 PM keith369me Major financial changes?

8/12/2019 5:55:09 PM vintagesquirrel Don't forget we write out dates differently here. It's Sept 11, not Nov 9.

8/12/2019 5:58:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd 9+1+1+9+1=21 2+1=3

9+1+1+0+1=12 1+2=3

9+1+1+1+9=21 1+2=3

8/12/2019 5:59:51 PM contrarysarie No to all of this. Imagine thinking that you have deep insider knowledge based on anonymous internet posts.

8/12/2019 6:02:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd Brilliant!

8/12/2019 6:06:43 PM vintagesquirrel As usual, it's about $$$. https://www.quora.com/Why-was-September-11-chosen-as-the-day-of-the-attacks-Was-there-something-specific-about-that-

day …

8/12/2019 6:07:12 PM disciplepatriot  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o …

8/12/2019 6:08:00 PM love82janet Ditto. For those who know who Juan O’Savin is, he stated big habbenings Sep 25. I’m assuming it’s Slaves No More! No more US Corporation, which will 

help end Fed/IRS, bring about currency reset backed by gold & end to Admiralty Law. We’ll go back to Common Law. FREEDOM! WWG1 WGA

8/12/2019 6:08:39 PM disciplepatriot  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEogeIIOJzU …

8/12/2019 6:08:40 PM robin_ked 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/Psq2fpQawv

8/12/2019 6:08:52 PM laura66129850 This adds a whole new level to Mark Twain’s quote: “The lottery is a tax on stupidity.”

8/12/2019 6:09:25 PM disciplepatriot 9/11/19 - Pray.

And stay home!

8/12/2019 6:09:27 PM midsummerlight I totally, totally respect your opinion! And I did not mean to sound cocky at all. Just letting you know I’m a decent one.

8/12/2019 6:09:35 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, freedom for humanity!  🙌🙌🙌

8/12/2019 6:10:57 PM triple_duece Extremely notable.  I- announcement II- coming out III- destruction

8/12/2019 6:10:58 PM george__weed This is for the movie right. This shit already took place

8/12/2019 6:11:28 PM robertscharnbe4 Do ya think they'll find the cameras we put in to spy on the FBI removing the same evidence that's already been logged into evidence already?

Not really a priority, considering...lol.

8/12/2019 6:13:10 PM merorschach Oh like Fringe. This should be entertaining. pic.twitter.com/UJ9coJ7P0n

8/12/2019 6:14:51 PM kathleen3693693 Curious how the NOTAMs for that area are blocking out ALL the airspace. I wonder if someone is going to use plasma weapons (or similar) to take out 

an overhead passing satellite or even something bigger. Hmmmm....

8/12/2019 6:17:29 PM the_red_hand_  http://www.gendisasters.com/texas/18823/eagle-lake-tx-commuter-plane-crashes-sep-1991 …

8/12/2019 6:18:07 PM boy12_jimmy Send in the clowns, how we are such clowns. We know that Epstein Island has had been researched by those who talk to us. Wonder who these clowns 

are? They are too late. We know more than they do. They are looking for evidence to hide their bosses' names. pic.twitter.com/5rvhM5SmEq

8/12/2019 6:19:29 PM djlok And what makes for a great movie?  A happy ending!!!

8/12/2019 6:19:32 PM david00997884 Been hearing about that, shut down the Fed, do away eith IRS, financial fore give ness, RV,GCR, Chinese Elders, Gold back money, and prosperity funds.

8/12/2019 6:26:15 PM boy12_jimmy Follow those who come in last...follow the wives...follow the money...why is the supposed FBI there? Follow them...and their computers, their phones, 

their cars...WE HAVE IT ALL. BUSTED. pic.twitter.com/SshKWaUViP

8/12/2019 6:28:43 PM 11e1ev1n @bigredwavenow and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  are also LARPs

8/12/2019 6:30:10 PM boy12_jimmy Now you're talking my language! Love it! pic.twitter.com/9tJYv2a9p2

8/12/2019 6:31:05 PM state1union Lmao 😂

8/12/2019 6:32:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Δ 30 years?

Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

1st event = announcement

2nd event = pivot

3rd event = ????

Has the timeline been altered?

By whom?

Enjoy the show. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1161041213761490944 …
8/12/2019 6:33:19 PM state1union By the White Hats and President Trump!

8/12/2019 6:33:26 PM n7guardiananon Christmas come early

8/12/2019 6:34:11 PM aagent361 I am hearing from multiple sources that Melania has super powers, can this be part of follow the wives

8/12/2019 6:34:39 PM negup014 By the white hats? 😐 ??? Anyone know?

8/12/2019 6:34:57 PM stevie85boy Bill gates has been sterilizing women without them knowing in Africa for years saying there being vaccinated it’s so sick

8/12/2019 6:35:07 PM yustein Of course it is real. I proved it when I was Tesla. Repeat  1-2-4-8-7-5 https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

8/12/2019 6:35:11 PM keith369me I’m pretty good at math...would this be ~30 years or are we waiting two more?

8/12/2019 6:35:15 PM jrocktigers This guy ? pic.twitter.com/Skj5HgEvsn

8/12/2019 6:35:48 PM djlok By #WeThePeople, well represented by @realDonaldTrump.

8/12/2019 6:35:52 PM yustein And yes timelines have been altered multiple times...

8/12/2019 6:36:11 PM jared4liberty But time is an illusion

8/12/2019 6:36:23 PM covertress That's how "We got her" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432?s=19 …

8/12/2019 6:38:06 PM yustein Also read about number 27 which is the source of everything in this universe https://www.disclosureforhumanity.com/number_27 

8/12/2019 6:38:07 PM jbvs2016 Yes, the take down of the Bush dynasty!! May this 9/11 destroy everyone who was part of this horrific  nightmare. 🙏❤️

8/12/2019 6:39:13 PM covertress Is the timeline merger still in progress?

8/12/2019 6:39:17 PM state1union Now

8/12/2019 6:39:20 PM archiebird4 9/11/91 GHWB new World Order speech?

9/11/01 World Trade Center

9/11/19 ?? FF?

8/12/2019 6:40:14 PM rooster78331161 No to #RedFlagLaws . @POTUS if you want to cut number of mass shootings in America the answer is simple. Dismantle the CIA and place strict 

oversight on the FBI, NSA and Homeland Security agencies. We need our guns, take theirs!

@RedPill78

@IPOT1776

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/12/2019 6:40:17 PM djmurphy5 Wow!



8/12/2019 6:40:23 PM keith369me Time is an illusion...the White Hat direction this time?

8/12/2019 6:41:12 PM evenstevenyt i don't think a collapse will happen until after the elections

8/12/2019 6:41:36 PM americanpetal Funny, back in 2015 through recently, I used to say it’s as if I woke up in a different timeline. EVERYTHING was different.

Crazy

8/12/2019 6:42:27 PM spauldingshowal Yes. See the pic of her in Eqypt. The Eye of the Pyramid fits on top of her hat.....

8/12/2019 6:42:42 PM identityasxy .

That does it!  I'm calling Eleven from Stranger Things and her band of tweenies.  FBI can handle this case. pic.twitter.com/llQuOX44w0

8/12/2019 6:43:08 PM va_patriot_usa The music is now stuck in my head! Most excellent!

8/12/2019 6:43:08 PM spauldingshowal 9/11/1991?   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continental_Express_Flight_2574 …

8/12/2019 6:43:41 PM chef_brandt89 Yes. I've been merging my own still, trying to bring us all to the most positive potential path.

8/12/2019 6:44:42 PM bob76775554 [@RepMaxineWaters] pic.twitter.com/a5t1xl6XSh

8/12/2019 6:45:02 PM bob76775554  https://financialservices.house.gov/news/documentquery.aspx?DocumentTypeID=2636:2664 …

8/12/2019 6:46:32 PM conniekennedy I read about haarp in the 90s. It's been around for decades.

8/12/2019 6:47:02 PM boy12_jimmy AS the stock market seems like it is losing, do not liquify your assets.  As predicted here, do not liquify your assets as it is predicted that around 9/11, it 

will do major damage to the stock market and value of dollar probably. DO NOT WORRY, Patriots & Trump are in control. pic.twitter.com/Or3IHO7mVn

8/12/2019 6:47:22 PM alleymb A child abduction to "adoption" business. https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1049815039526535168?s=19 …

8/12/2019 6:47:31 PM turboxyde Many of the most important events in my life and synchronicites have been around the Majestic number 27.

8/12/2019 6:47:44 PM alleymb "The Threat of International Adoption for Migrant Children Separated From Their Families." https://theintercept.com/2018/07/01/separated-children-

adoption-immigration/ …

8/12/2019 6:47:46 PM kindeandtrue This gobbledygook is very tiresome. When will Trump do something real?

8/12/2019 6:47:46 PM archiebird4 BFD. This island has been scrubbed A LONG TIME AGO! Why the hell isn't anyone asking about RC and GM?  These two know as much as JE. Somebody 

was saying that GM wikipedia page listed Aug 30 2019 as her date of death then erased it.

8/12/2019 6:47:58 PM alleymb "AP investigation drawing on hundreds of court docs, immigration records & interviews in the US & Central America identified holes in the system that 

allow state court judges to grant custody of migrant children to American families—w/o notifying parents" 

https://apnews.com/97b06cede0c149c492bf25a48cb6c26f …

8/12/2019 6:48:02 PM archiebird4 ...waiting

8/12/2019 6:49:40 PM ceasarfall31544 Bush Sr speech “new world order”, 2001 terror attacks ... what’s event 3?????

8/12/2019 6:53:33 PM sonyaleesimons1 Louisiana

8/12/2019 6:53:47 PM f45_5 3,6,9 power = divine geometric universe laws noted by Nicola Tesla, others? 3rd event = possibly interception operations underway by patriots? If it’s 

partial disclosure on other worldly tech & life here, we deserve full disclosure 4 peace & healing.

8/12/2019 6:54:06 PM ascendingadam What is Official First Contact?

I’ll take Top Secret Majic for $900 please...

🤣 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1121990879416340480?s=21 …

8/12/2019 6:55:26 PM jeremyenglish15 I’m definitely no pro at this and it only took me a few hours to figure out eye the spy was bullshit

8/12/2019 6:57:08 PM stormwatcher65  pic.twitter.com/qLZgPNf0YU

8/12/2019 6:57:14 PM trax1833 Maybe you did.

8/12/2019 7:02:33 PM willjstrobe So would that be the fall of the NWO?

8/12/2019 7:02:49 PM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

8/12/2019 7:03:27 PM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

8/12/2019 7:03:48 PM evenstevenyt and also the Fed has not been raising the rates, unless they all of a sudden raise them.

8/12/2019 7:06:21 PM kimmeruwp 🙄🙄🙄

8/12/2019 7:07:30 PM nu_age_girl Is this the Wal-Mart version of Q??????? pic.twitter.com/gckCKIeZwQ

8/12/2019 7:09:17 PM learningqerve I think someone as dumb as her, could actually just be given jewelry and be told to wear it and she would.

8/12/2019 7:09:34 PM hepinstien  pic.twitter.com/8GXdbV9sEy

8/12/2019 7:11:46 PM decodematrix Blue Avians and other guardian races altered the timeline.

8/12/2019 7:11:50 PM nu_age_girl Thank you for putting a red x next to your name. It tells me you support a racist sexual predator and saves me have having to read your ridiculous 

tweets.

8/12/2019 7:12:31 PM mamiemcclure17 Bob Dean RIP spoke of being in a time loop, orchestrated by malevolent rulers. He passed away in October 18 if not mistaken. He was a whistleblower.

8/12/2019 7:12:38 PM ckrasuski I don’t think it’s any coincidence that almost every time I pick up my phone and acknowledge the time it’s usually 9:11 or 11:11, 12:12

8/12/2019 7:13:23 PM ffattmedia There was a flight with a bunch of military folks who were going to confront the Cabal, which was shot down, this the flight??

8/12/2019 7:13:28 PM david00997884 Like Birds if a feather, they are here to help

8/12/2019 7:13:46 PM david00997884 Of

8/12/2019 7:14:31 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/yo00cbGB6k

8/12/2019 7:14:52 PM david00997884 Hope it altered sooner than later

8/12/2019 7:16:01 PM luvsweetluv5 I looked it up and I can’t figure out what happened on 9-11-1991. Can someone fill me in. It’s bugging me now.

8/12/2019 7:17:09 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/e0iCzcBzrB

8/12/2019 7:17:53 PM big_simp Here is the conundrum

Noone likes the current Illuminati Babylonian Magick Money system

But design a fair and equitable replacement and I am not talking Socialism/Marxism

8/12/2019 7:18:27 PM memomemz14 Boom bitches! pic.twitter.com/zzi8TWEM8d

8/12/2019 7:23:34 PM ricky52222196 Is this biological MJ12?

8/12/2019 7:25:19 PM willowood22 Mirror collapse

8/12/2019 7:35:28 PM unittzoo I’ll try to find an original. It’s was a while back. It’s on my laptop.

8/12/2019 7:37:58 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/scPzKlmHJs

8/12/2019 7:39:02 PM defy_gravity987 GWB Sr speech about the NWO.

8/12/2019 7:39:57 PM defy_gravity987 I believe they do....

8/12/2019 7:40:26 PM zephyruswc I didnt see that. Nice catch!

8/12/2019 7:40:28 PM thepureprophet @realDonaldTrump altered the timeline, they never thought she would lose. #WWG1WGA

8/12/2019 7:41:54 PM jdruva41 There was supposed to be a Golden Gate Bridge incident on 8/11. It didn’t happen.

I wouldn’t hold my breath.

8/12/2019 7:43:47 PM zephyruswc This was hinted when I took astronomy - the theory of the big bang was an explanation as to why everything is being propelled outward(from center?) 

As if it were shrapnel from a grenade blast...

8/12/2019 7:44:38 PM djmtheoriginal What is this ancient evil object of worship this map alludes to?

8/12/2019 7:45:16 PM blankman_x A bunch of idol worship. Ya know...what the Bible warns against 🤦♂️🤷♂️

8/12/2019 7:48:05 PM thepureprophet The idea of you read into the tweet, is that someone thwarted that up and coming event, if so, who? I believe it was our President @realDonaldTrump 

overcoming all odds to take back what is ours and restore a great and wonderful nation of hardworking very loving and ethical people



8/12/2019 7:49:59 PM babydudu70 Thank you.

I guess I'd be one of those gullible women... Though I did stop following Eye after I was told about lies.

8/12/2019 7:53:26 PM reid_mke Are y’all living at the same trailer park?

8/12/2019 7:53:42 PM melaniasbelts  pic.twitter.com/cL4Gm16tSB

8/12/2019 7:54:33 PM finall00p She is plaedian

8/12/2019 7:55:36 PM unearthedciel Maybe you did

8/12/2019 7:56:40 PM flgatortrader 3,6,9 = Enlightenment

8/12/2019 7:57:25 PM americanpetal I did. I’m certain. Back then, it was just too crazy a notion. Knowing what I know now...💫🕊

8/12/2019 8:00:13 PM sammi221us1  https://vault.fbi.gov/UFO/UFO%20Part%201%20of%2016/view …

Go to pg. 22 - gives me chills.

 http://vault.fbi.gov/UFO/UFO%20Part …

Line 2: "Their mission is peaceful" and their agenda is to "settle" on Earth ( we found out that was bullshit).

Lines 4-6: Multidimensional beings from "etheric planet which interpenetrates w/ our

8/12/2019 8:00:44 PM realeyethespy The group that was in charge of these events was known as MAJESTIC (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) and was a very negative organization with a lot of positive 

double agents waiting to strike embedded within.

8/12/2019 8:02:06 PM maryschade14 They will try..9/11 there is a thing going on in DC that day. I was planning on attending. 

I hope this won't be whart I think 😔

8/12/2019 8:03:02 PM unidentifiedta1 Barr’s Father hired Epstein in the 1970s, Barr’s best friend is Mueller, Barr was an enforcer of the Bush Cabal. Words words words. Seems like show.

8/12/2019 8:04:09 PM aimedieudidi SCOTUS is also @ s8n -Devil likes to trick you!

Both sell the same #NaughtyList apparel at their online stores.

🎅 was busted long ago when he hung POTUS with a red scarf from the tree branch used as his Twit cover.  Had to change it.  Far too late tho.

8/12/2019 8:05:41 PM mr_fedorable Video drop?

8/12/2019 8:07:16 PM whosmurphy If he's dead, why does he need oxygen?

8/12/2019 8:07:58 PM trishafortrump I hope we were able to reverse whatever they were trying to accomplish with that day. Thats my prayer

8/12/2019 8:08:42 PM scott_rick I bet they find a submarine in those there tunnels😜

8/12/2019 8:08:59 PM 11e1ev1n Agreed and call out the @bigredwavenow and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  LARPs too!

8/12/2019 8:10:25 PM anaxolotl This is not true

8/12/2019 8:12:00 PM 11e1ev1n He does have a few accounts. I was blocked by his wife or whatever too. 😂 his followers are just as f*cking crazy as ETS. They will gang attack you if 

you call him out.

8/12/2019 8:12:54 PM april99341937 Oh the POWERS AT BE? WHY THESE 3, 6, AND 9? WHY NOT THE POWERS OF 2, 4, 8 AND 0? WHY NOT THOSE NUMBERS??? OR EVEN THE # 1

8/12/2019 8:14:02 PM stinky_stork All the cool stuff moved to dugway proving grounds and other facilities. Interesting to see a mainstream site talking about area 51 more though.  It 

really does seem like they are trying to prep the public for more truth disclosure.

8/12/2019 8:14:43 PM muchfish2 Do you even hear yourself?

I am unfollowing now due to Stupidity....

8/12/2019 8:14:49 PM whosmurphy  pic.twitter.com/AtG9G6ijXu

8/12/2019 8:18:42 PM richard07759712 He’s doing Diamond and Silk!

8/12/2019 8:21:14 PM richard07759712 Yeah.... by the White Hats

8/12/2019 8:21:26 PM prairiecoog I’m thinking posturing on Barr’s part.

8/12/2019 8:23:11 PM richard07759712 Study Tesla

8/12/2019 8:23:19 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Her name was Margaret Conroy and she was from Chicago. She married Edward Mattison and they moved to #Marshfield 

Wisconsin pic.twitter.com/WmcnHde9nz

8/12/2019 8:23:46 PM kimmerztweets With God's help of course. Pretty big deal!

8/12/2019 8:24:54 PM negup014 Hoping and praying the time is right and nothing is delayed. 🙏🏻

8/12/2019 8:24:59 PM thepureprophet We all require that love. 🤓🤷🏻♂️🐉

8/12/2019 8:25:17 PM iamsheisyeshua I had a knowing that I should send this to you.

To ascend and connect to the Universe you must ask, you have free will and so unless you make the choice it will not happen. Use this saying "I am 

ascended". Say it in your prayers, meditations multiple times and days

8/12/2019 8:26:04 PM kimmerztweets ?

8/12/2019 8:26:13 PM iamsheisyeshua until you have accepted it as truth and know that you have

ascended. You both are vibrating at 40%, not until you reach 55% do you start to know who your soul is and not until you hit 90% do you connect with 

the Universe. You can reach 90% in 2 months. You will go through many

8/12/2019 8:27:07 PM iamsheisyeshua changes, if you feel confused or drained reach out and my partner or I can walk you through the process as we have both been through it. I wait to 

reconnect with you on the other side. 🧲🐉🦄 888

8/12/2019 8:27:25 PM richard07759712 That’s gotta be it

8/12/2019 8:28:31 PM stevent0000000 0010110

8/12/2019 8:28:35 PM richard07759712 Love it

8/12/2019 8:31:38 PM nurseniceyes I 9/11/91 Bush Sr gives NWO speech

II 9/11/01 Twin Towers and Pentagon

III Military dropping bombs in the middle East?

8/12/2019 8:37:04 PM 1centralcaligal Maintenance and inspection personnel failed to adhere to proper maintenance & quality assurances... Yeah right!  https://aviation-

safety.net/database/record.php?id=19910911-0 …

8/12/2019 8:37:09 PM robertg69989098 Timeline altered by mayhem?

8/12/2019 8:37:17 PM kimmerztweets Wow? This guy advertises all that on his jeep like that? Can't wait for the day, when everyone knows who & what they are!

An even better day is when they have been diminished !

8/12/2019 8:39:05 PM kimmerztweets If true, the events planned were positively horrific.

8/12/2019 8:40:50 PM 1centralcaligal I found this, a plane in Texas crashed from improper servicing: https://aviation-safety.net/database/record.php?id=19910911-0 …

8/12/2019 8:45:09 PM dave4572 Me

8/12/2019 8:46:07 PM la_perry 9/11/91

$240B 10yr Brady Bonds Issued

$120B Gold Collateral Interest on Bonus 3392-181

Trustee:Cantor Fitzgerald

9/11/01 Gold Gone

9/11/01 15day Anonymous Bond Clearing Authorized

Add '13 '29 '33 '08

9/11/19 Pray Justice pic.twitter.com/81dBrYiT6a
8/12/2019 8:46:55 PM laurabusse Was just thinking that

And he always says predicting dates just pushes it farther away...

8/12/2019 8:48:17 PM q4quebec Yes, I'd be curious to know if anyone has debunked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 . Interesting stuff though, but perhaps so outlandish it can't be proven good or 

🤡.



8/12/2019 8:48:57 PM alleymb  https://twitter.com/We_Have_Risen/status/1161038789973725185?s=19 …

8/12/2019 8:53:44 PM i_like_skis Correct on GHWB

8/12/2019 8:53:58 PM budsnotbots Is there another version? 

Maybe Dairy Queen Q?

8/12/2019 8:56:10 PM darktolightjedi Event lll was supposed to be achieve NWO control over all people. @realDonaldTrump and the forces of light happened. Nowcevent lll will be their 

complete takedown.

8/12/2019 9:00:50 PM nogritnopearlz Interesting 🧐

8/12/2019 9:04:03 PM richardhiatt16 And THE PLAN unfolds....  you’re going to need lots of 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 as they round up the 

[🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡]

8/12/2019 9:05:32 PM natureinspace I've been experiencing a high number of deja vu episodes as of late including several today. I almost feel like I'm on a time loop.

8/12/2019 9:12:56 PM negup014 ‘91-Bush NWO Speech 

‘01-no explanation necessary 

‘19-white hats in control-new beginning-RV...🙏🏻

8/12/2019 9:16:59 PM luvsweetluv5 Ah, this makes sense. Thanks.

8/12/2019 9:17:22 PM natureinspace That's not 30 years though. That's 28.

8/12/2019 9:17:59 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/eEtM2uWAHT

8/12/2019 9:18:14 PM campedincenter Note to viewers:  Everything that happens this week is completely random and is in no way part of some paranoid conspiracy theory.

8/12/2019 9:18:56 PM trevikjargon Tell us about what we will learn.

8/12/2019 9:22:44 PM linnyt7 3 x 9 😊

8/12/2019 9:23:51 PM lohrn4 Got it.

8/12/2019 9:25:42 PM pauliepg11111 Please explain more about this?

8/12/2019 9:27:06 PM pauliepg11111 “They never thought she would lose” suddenly has more meaning. They probably KNEW that on their future timeline (using looking glass tech) she 

won. Then it was changed. But how could they not notice it was changed?

8/12/2019 9:27:39 PM richardhiatt16 She is plain stupid ...  And is about to see the “STORM” as the PLAN plays out... ❤️🇺🇸

8/12/2019 9:28:08 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Eddie Bravo:We are watching Game of Thrones X 100 https://youtu.be/JZwHUw4EwWY?t=1182 …

8/12/2019 9:28:54 PM april99341937 Hum? 👀👀👀👀👀

8/12/2019 9:35:12 PM canadiancovfefe Should whip 1/2 the population into a frenzy.

8/12/2019 9:37:33 PM abstract1dea Been seeing 11:11 for eight years now

Now slowing down a bit.

8/12/2019 9:37:33 PM linnyt7 9/11/12 Benghazi was a shift of consciousness for many, especially in believing how corrupt the obama admin. really was..especially HRC.

8/12/2019 9:40:10 PM numberonepal September 11, 1991. New World Order speech by GHW Bush.

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=byxeOG_pZ1o …

#NewWorldOrder #QAnon

8/12/2019 9:40:50 PM darktolightjedi Yesterday she called Epstein not highest value prisoner, but highest value custodian. Freudian slip?

8/12/2019 9:43:51 PM garypre62441595 Optics...

8/12/2019 9:50:08 PM jollyrob2 The noose is already have way around their necks.

8/12/2019 9:51:43 PM april99341937 00000001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000? Hum 👀👀👀👀👀

8/12/2019 9:54:55 PM justice_in2020 She’s just begging for a home visit from the secret service. These lies don’t go unnoticed.

8/12/2019 9:57:35 PM brown_eyedladyj Stone

8/12/2019 10:05:48 PM brown_eyedladyj You also have to consider the facts surrounding the King James Bible. "They" chose what to put into it and what to eliminate. Perfect example is The 

Book of Enoch. What God has done, the Devil has changed. It is a supernatural fight for your life everyday.

8/12/2019 10:17:34 PM sdanon3 Good question

8/12/2019 10:27:34 PM jollyrob2 Let’s HOPE -III is gonna be a dark->LIGHT Event pic.twitter.com/jbyMbYyo4i

8/12/2019 10:28:57 PM traci39338740 That's not the same Man. The ears are completely different no way it's him..

8/12/2019 10:32:10 PM bphouse The movie mrs peregrine home for peculiar children stuck in a continuous loop

8/12/2019 10:33:45 PM loletadude Gotta have that hate to live! Oh yeah—toss in the ignorance. It drives up the hate.

8/12/2019 10:34:38 PM yustein March 9 is my birthday 🎂

8/12/2019 10:35:15 PM realdepiorabie So you have no issue calling out LARPS but you support @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who literally claims to be part of “Majestic 12” intelligence? 

Interesting.  pic.twitter.com/zYnqjcbgRt

8/12/2019 10:37:57 PM seatherton3 I called out SCOTUS on Abel Danger Livestream and got my ass chewed.  NBD just lead me to figure out AD is a scam too with this Childrens Cursade 

BS.  Scam so he can get drunk and go on trips from all I can see.  Anyhwhooooo.

8/12/2019 10:39:07 PM mamiemcclure17 I don’t watch too many movies, didn’t see that one. Reminds me of that movie with Tom Cruise think Edge of Tomorrow.

8/12/2019 10:44:25 PM april99341937 Really? Lets see on a level of TRUTHS?????? ONLY THE WICKED CAN? WITH THERE POWERS OF MAGIC? NOPE I STICK WITH MY GUTS AND ? HUM LET 

ME 👀👀👀👀? I SEE UP AND DOWN AND LEFT AND RIGHT? GET IT? MIRROR I HOPE SOMEONE BREAKS IT? IT WILL BE DONE? WHY?

8/12/2019 10:59:17 PM roublisa  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1161110115614973954?s=21 …

8/12/2019 11:03:14 PM matchnumbers67 322: Skull and Bones

8/12/2019 11:04:39 PM balenciaga90 Event 1:  New World Order https://flowofwisdom.com/2012/11/04/george-bush-sr-new-world-order-speech-given-on-sept-11-1991/ …

8/12/2019 11:06:59 PM roublisa Trending:

#michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox

1:16 ...911 ....twin pines....back to the future pic.twitter.com/upKsTY1vLY

8/12/2019 11:09:08 PM roublisa #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox .....trending

No coinincidences😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/qUJqmA9w2w

8/12/2019 11:23:48 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/3H4kbNNIom

8/12/2019 11:37:00 PM 11111christian Partly true

8/12/2019 11:37:56 PM soldierofalbion good to know we can Always Look Into Coming Events

with confidence.

8/12/2019 11:47:51 PM mongrelglory Evil hypocrites!  May all their crimes be exposed! 😠

8/12/2019 11:50:07 PM mongrelglory Is Rebecca Chandler related to Rachel Chandler?  Another "child handler" code name?! 🤨

8/12/2019 11:51:28 PM fritzingeradam Paul McCartney?

8/12/2019 11:53:12 PM booksbyjvd I got a notice boy bush was dead, and this plea had to done years ago.

8/12/2019 11:54:05 PM mongrelglory Looking at those lists of charities, I can imagine very little of the money raised went to charity operations that actually benefited the people!  I know I 

gave to the International Red Cross and to Plan International (Foster Parents Plan).

8/13/2019 12:05:45 AM mongrelglory Is this theatrics, to cover up the fact that the evidence was collected from the island a long time ago?  I hope the evidence has already been analyzed 

and is ready to present for Military Tribunals!!!



8/13/2019 12:10:42 AM seadadrun Retweeting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?!?

Really Congressman? Your clues come from a numerologist and Area 51 expert?

Also, making a wild accusation (about a coup) but then saying maybe, possibly, is a Nixon tactic. 

Is that what you want? To be identified with Nixon?

8/13/2019 12:10:56 AM mongrelglory The bond and stock markets are on the verge of failure and the Central Banks are panicking and going to negative interest rates.  A stock market crash 

in September wouldn't be surprising at all.

8/13/2019 12:11:36 AM lori_dee1 Would you like to update your comment now by listing the events that happened last week?

8/13/2019 12:14:54 AM kmesyk Maybe Quantics system...

8/13/2019 12:18:10 AM howdoyoumakeah1 ikr they close down an observatory and post office for 'CP'...

8/13/2019 12:19:07 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Just wait until CSI:Epstien comes out

8/13/2019 12:26:27 AM howdoyoumakeah1 This is the funniest shit.. why is NYPD with FBI at Epstien Island? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn0G-my-0a0 …

8/13/2019 12:27:10 AM mongrelglory Oh good grief! 🤣🤣🤣

But seriously, I hope we are done with those sorts of shows soon!  😕

I'd rather watch a "History" channel that actually tells us about the Earth's true history. 🤓

8/13/2019 12:29:49 AM vk17761984 Anytime I'm driving I can hear this crap. Sounds like a analog radio used to when it was slightly off the dial. I can never hear the actual words tho. I'm 

guessing thats a good thing.

8/13/2019 12:33:52 AM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/zmiHtRXgtq

8/13/2019 12:43:17 AM brown_eyedladyj That was GHWB New World Order speech.

8/13/2019 12:49:39 AM diaptera_80 If this was merely about celebrities having sex with 17 year-olds this would hardly be such a big deal. There is much more...

8/13/2019 12:53:13 AM tomchiodo Agreed. When this is over, next #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide will be the lies of church traditions. Eph 1:9-10 + 1 Cor 15:28 is God’s end game for 

humanity & creation.  My concern here w/this message is ET’s will be said to make us all Gods instead of gods under the one true God.

8/13/2019 1:13:46 AM shawnloftin1 I wish we could see our brothers and sisters of light. It's time for the truth to be revealed.

8/13/2019 1:40:23 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/dDmljQYdVp

8/13/2019 1:45:38 AM signnamehere1 Boom

8/13/2019 1:54:12 AM onevoiceus If only the @FBI would investigate Antifa, the DNC, DSA, BLM, Indivisible & LA Raza, then perhaps we could start getting some of the criminals out of 

office & off the streets and have everyone putting #AmericaFirst to #MAGA, that would be great! And don't forget to #buildthewall. 

pic.twitter.com/o1CMO64HZL

8/13/2019 1:58:00 AM chase2929 I’m from Lexington KY. Please would like to know more. Very interested

8/13/2019 1:59:51 AM therealstevieb that happens to me all the time, What does it mean?.

8/13/2019 2:10:48 AM realityloominng Im very sure it already has.. Sessions supposedly started the investigation into Epstein back in 2017? The Plan is unfolding nicely

8/13/2019 2:12:15 AM realeyethespy Do you spy a Q ?

8/13/2019 2:24:19 AM jen_ridgecooke @SRobjant60

8/13/2019 2:29:14 AM karina89350882 Event I=3, Event II = 3, Event 3= 3

Together = 9/zero-Point/"God"-Source/Universe???

If altered why?? Harvest??

So many Questions for one short Lifetime in quarantine before the veill falls again

When my next "Exit-Point" is here, I don`t take the light...….thank`s for answers

8/13/2019 3:04:12 AM laura_twelve Q, 2 days ahead of schedule, potus always saying in 2 weeks 👀

8/13/2019 3:06:37 AM djlok ... Are very important.

8/13/2019 3:10:31 AM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JRockTigers @zagnett @DJLOK what do you guys think about this one? (Keep in mind the handle associated with that acct was 

grabbed from the original owner and is not ETS) https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1161115700431347713 …

8/13/2019 3:15:52 AM _369311119  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjriZhDoyNQ …

8/13/2019 3:17:39 AM djlok Well that's an interesting message.  However, I'm convinced the Secret Space Program is one big slush fund for The Stars (celebrities) that taxpayers 

have been funding it for years. I could be and am hopefully wrong!!!

8/13/2019 3:20:40 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/5CzYM76pLD

8/13/2019 3:22:12 AM nun_chucknorris No matter what, I think we can agree it has funded and covered up something cigar shaped.

8/13/2019 3:25:25 AM richard07759712 RY

8/13/2019 3:25:41 AM richard07759712 RT!

8/13/2019 3:27:07 AM djlok Yeah, I suspect without it, the likes of Oprah, Chrissy Tiegen, the cast of Full House, etc would have all been on food stamps for a VERY long time. 

I'm looking forward to #Disclosure.

8/13/2019 3:27:50 AM richard07759712 Good morning MJ

8/13/2019 3:39:59 AM engr150 SOTU address in September?

8/13/2019 3:45:25 AM zagnett Sounds plausible. Many things in it ring true.

This actually sounds pretty universally true for practically everything anyway. 👇

"The information being withheld will never fully make sense to all.

Some will never see the result of this work."

8/13/2019 3:49:17 AM zagnett Rings true:

"All you have to do is switch from the old system to new- forget nearly everything widely regarded as fact.

The negative system...can postpone the inevitable with more energy (you) thsts why it does everything to enslave and mislead. You are the plan. Be 

the plan."

8/13/2019 3:52:49 AM zagnett This is a major reason why it's important to maintain a positive outlook on life, despite any & all difficulties, real & perceived.

You help to create your own Reality. One's Reality is a reflection of One's attitude about life. Think MIRROR.

8/13/2019 3:56:18 AM noidaho_gal  pic.twitter.com/QKB8lYrB7o

8/13/2019 4:01:56 AM chefellie1 Mr. Trump has committed many crimes & violations. Can I report this to the FBI here?

Asking for 100's of millions in USA and around the world.

8/13/2019 4:08:41 AM nonlineardarren 1.618

8/13/2019 4:09:01 AM nonlineardarren 1.618

8/13/2019 4:21:33 AM pick291 #FutureProvesPast #QAnon #mirror #Q post July 24th 2018 - mirrored on #QClock 23rd August #Friday  Will this be a defining date?  #TheStormIsHere 

pic.twitter.com/03EJYxQgRH

8/13/2019 4:33:34 AM nu_age_girl Call it what you want, it's still a bunch of people believing in ridiculous riddles because they can't cope with real life.

8/13/2019 4:51:04 AM zagnett @nea_storm @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charmanda9 @ContinuumPope @HouseofNeptune @AllahUniversal

@aprilbrown99 @DJLOK @DrBoHammer @GirlAwakeinCA @KremlinBot4 @Nun_chucknorris @RoubLisa @40_head



8/13/2019 4:52:18 AM gymdogmom Godfather III...disclosure of the Vatican?

8/13/2019 4:57:53 AM clarkd958 I know lol.

8/13/2019 4:58:20 AM socalgapeach Is stage now set to send rest of co-conspirators to the new and improved, maximum secure pedo island, Gtmo?

8/13/2019 4:59:56 AM chickanon2 9/11/12 = Benghazi?

8/13/2019 5:00:19 AM brianda22317135 Awhile back there was a piece on the chan that told us about a ufo event that would be made public possibly for distraction..

8/13/2019 5:02:08 AM metalschaf67 They blocked your video. Bs

8/13/2019 5:04:35 AM chickanon2 Wish I could go😩

8/13/2019 5:08:39 AM ami4levi Hahaha

8/13/2019 5:14:22 AM sean_blackwolf 11:11 is the light workers call answer it

8/13/2019 5:14:24 AM beckycossey1 Wow!!

8/13/2019 5:23:19 AM s_langers Saudi flight too

8/13/2019 5:23:41 AM miraclegrids Not sure fights are the way to go. Not worth losing energy to do that. Better to spend time with providing facts to people or questions so people can 

research & decide for themselves.

8/13/2019 5:29:51 AM vintagesquirrel 🎯   It's for the normies.

8/13/2019 5:31:32 AM bbobbio71 👀⌚

8/13/2019 5:31:39 AM roaminnoodle I mean, what is it actually, who owns it, how it was made, what it is made from... THAT is CLASSIFIED.

But yes, I agree, it is supposed to be seen - but who deployed it? [BH] or WH?

8/13/2019 5:35:40 AM nan_ese Yes Shim is.

8/13/2019 5:40:21 AM ckrasuski They call it “spiritual awakening” but there’s power to numerology like every number means something on a grand scale and these numbers will line up 

with dates. Numerology is the language of the universe

8/13/2019 5:40:40 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein 

First, there's this: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104499152816427008 …

8/13/2019 5:43:09 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

Then, there's this: https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1160774597236547590 …

8/13/2019 5:43:50 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 being that it was a DOZEN (12✨) agents, does that signal the FBI is now cleaned up, or "clean enough"?

From Feb 4, 2019:

"DOJ/FBI has been partially cleaned up from child trafficking.

...

More events planned.

More changes coming."

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092441316913569793 …
8/13/2019 5:45:41 AM jivaine_skywing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you able to tell us anything about 1) Cloning facilities in the US and Antarctica 2) ET’s in cryogenic stasis in Antarctica 3) the two 

new guardian races?

8/13/2019 5:57:57 AM __truthseeker_ goin 🤣🤣👆 pic.twitter.com/cYsonWADHN

8/13/2019 6:00:13 AM covertress We met in the middle last night.

I know because I awoke singing this song... and though I cannot remember the event this morning, I am left with a strong sense that you care.  :) 

I'll keep trying. #AstralProjection 

America - Sister Golden Hair (1975)

 https://youtu.be/9rxgGVIrDqY  pic.twitter.com/2T86USg8dr

8/13/2019 6:01:50 AM ayethespy George H.W. Bush speech on the NWO, stating words to the effect of  "and we will achieve this"

8/13/2019 6:03:01 AM covertress III = The Great Awakening?

8/13/2019 6:03:41 AM roaminnoodle President Trump is creating a NWO.

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088682648195616769 …

8/13/2019 6:03:50 AM roaminnoodle President Trump is creating a NWO.

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088682648195616769 …

8/13/2019 6:04:00 AM garagehero BIG WEEK.... pic.twitter.com/rRr5LUarfc

8/13/2019 6:06:18 AM roaminnoodle NWO is required for ET disclosure. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1089174535621038081 …

8/13/2019 6:06:22 AM roaminnoodle NWO is required for ET disclosure. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1089174535621038081 …

8/13/2019 6:09:47 AM __truthseeker_ whoa where did u find this? Q post?

8/13/2019 6:10:18 AM __truthseeker_ love it!

8/13/2019 6:15:56 AM __truthseeker_ so good fren, thnx for sharing! 😁

8/13/2019 6:17:58 AM rafngeirdal (I honor you Eye for taking the trouble to inform us of things you are allowed to report on as unpaid citizen of the USA. You have been one of my most 

valuable sources of info in the past weeks alongside @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @realDonaldTrump of a seeming secret advanced civil WAR).

8/13/2019 6:22:37 AM justileonne Four were shot at a McD’s on Golden gate and another street in SF. On 8/11 , so not nothing bug but four ppl didnt agree.

8/13/2019 6:23:32 AM ckrasuski I would also like to point out in the Bible, there’s much power in the number 7 and every 7 years a crisis happens and/or unity. 2012-2019=7 years

8/13/2019 6:27:51 AM tymecrystal The only important date is 21/12/2024.....  all the planets are in the 3 gates and the Sun is on the Lagoon Black Hole......perfection!  X on the Galactic 

Center and X on the USA over Cairo, Illinois, 7 year span between the 2 eclipses.   Double XX......As Above so Below!

8/13/2019 6:27:52 AM zyd165 Better not be.

8/13/2019 6:30:50 AM zyd165 😉 pic.twitter.com/IyR32hNhHr

8/13/2019 6:31:23 AM falcongrrrl Totes my type, is this person single?

8/13/2019 6:37:20 AM pullurself2gthr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @Jordan_Sather_ @ROYALMRBADNEWS @AmyMek @SteveMotley @40_head @MarkDice 

@patton6966 https://twitter.com/pullurself2gthr/status/1161269969075802112 …

8/13/2019 6:41:16 AM bbanderson50158 What happened in 91? I remember 01 like it was yesterday.

Not finding much anything big via google yet

8/13/2019 6:53:04 AM thecryingliber1 Or the start of a good and positive NWO

8/13/2019 7:01:13 AM charmanda9 Oh goodness I hope so!!!

8/13/2019 7:02:01 AM charmanda9 Only #newbeginnings @AllahUniversal

8/13/2019 7:05:17 AM charmanda9 Yup! Twin Pines=Twin Towers

 https://youtu.be/P1ULjJ3EqyY 

#michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox

8/13/2019 7:07:19 AM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/P1ULjJ3EqyY 

#michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox

8/13/2019 7:10:48 AM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/P1ULjJ3EqyY 

#michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox #michaeljfox



8/13/2019 7:27:20 AM roublisa Numbers don’t lie👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1161278937084903424?s=21 …

8/13/2019 7:28:00 AM nea_storm Actually the currency is based on Living peoples spiritual Conscious DNA transmitted energy Productions and the True meaning of Full Faith & Credit of 

every sovereign nation of the International Monetary Fund the actual True Magic that fuels Our existing Reality & Has All Along: 

pic.twitter.com/PbeUTB2Hze

8/13/2019 7:30:02 AM nea_storm 7:29 AM DeCode Trigger: Genesis 1:26 0>1 Transform electroplasmic energy via spiritual Consciousness Actualized Key DNA Biogenetic activations 

conversion zero-point energy signature = manifestations- step down or step up electromagnetic energy equilibrium oscillation 

pic.twitter.com/Yp1SpWAXPt

8/13/2019 7:30:51 AM charmanda9 Hello, dear Photon Storm!!! Please add your energy to this tweet!!! We love hearing what you have to say!!!

✨💖✨

8/13/2019 7:32:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 BOOM https://twitter.com/1stArmoredDiv/status/1160947105189498880 …

8/13/2019 7:32:34 AM zagnett  https://youtu.be/P1ULjJ3EqyY 

#MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox

#MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox

#MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox #MichaelJFox

#FutureProvesPast

#WWG1WGA

#Qanon

8/13/2019 7:32:50 AM girlawakeinca 5:5

8/13/2019 7:33:21 AM djlok #BillGates

8/13/2019 7:33:26 AM jvan125 That’s one...

8/13/2019 7:34:57 AM state1union -2 2019 makes sense.

8/13/2019 7:35:13 AM covertress 💥 ? pic.twitter.com/rLBG7lbxve

8/13/2019 7:36:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sound advice.

Please advise, https://twitter.com/NCSCgov/status/1161277607461236740 …

8/13/2019 7:36:49 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/YmKO2VkhLM

8/13/2019 7:37:01 AM nea_storm Hosea 4:6 AM DeCode Keys are ReTweets of Last Nights Postings I created 0>1 check Time Line & All Post related subject matter for Study & spiritual 

Conscious Actualization: These are veiled existing realities essential for All to know & Acclimatized responsibly Consciously: Love 

pic.twitter.com/rcfDOVdjIl

8/13/2019 7:37:39 AM mister_chard oh goody

8/13/2019 7:37:48 AM synackstatic Godfather 3

8/13/2019 7:37:51 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/wxT5cBFdzj

8/13/2019 7:38:02 AM covertress 💥 ? pic.twitter.com/pNbxAV39ka

8/13/2019 7:38:15 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/OpRmGHqWNG

8/13/2019 7:38:16 AM roaminnoodle Fredo appears only once in the third #Godfather film, in a flashback depicting his death through archive footage.

Godfather III

Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1161255687441342464 …

8/13/2019 7:38:31 AM mister_chard The Queen's Consort?

8/13/2019 7:38:33 AM slayerofmatrix1 My gawd that would make me cry in glee.

8/13/2019 7:38:37 AM girlawakeinca Will do. Time for me to catch up. Yesterday was a final play day hurrah w/my children before school starts ❤️🙏💫

8/13/2019 7:39:26 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for the reminder 🙏💫

8/13/2019 7:40:03 AM richardhiatt16 👍❤️🇺🇸

8/13/2019 7:41:00 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/Aq43OdFp0I

8/13/2019 7:41:28 AM roaminnoodle Around "a year ago" (time is an illusion) you had an email address posted in your bio, protonmail. Legit email service? Please advise!

Ooo just searched, it was founded in 2014 at the CERN research facility...!

8/13/2019 7:42:36 AM v_rags Any advice for the spam phone calls I get all day? Makes me crazy. Im thinking it’s the same advice you just gave.

8/13/2019 7:45:42 AM karina89350882 Back to source

8/13/2019 7:45:58 AM v_rags I did a while ago and I still get the phone calls. I’ll try again thanks. And BTW I am praying for you. You are so incredible they way you are handling 

yourself. Inspiring. 🙏💜🙏

8/13/2019 7:48:14 AM lorieve The Hoax Hotel on YT is hilarious.

8/13/2019 7:53:24 AM martindiamond17 Does anyone have copies of his records of service? I can see he says he was in both air force and navy from his book, but can only find records of him 

being in the navy. Did he use a different name?

8/13/2019 7:53:40 AM v_rags 🙏💜🙏 welcome

8/13/2019 7:55:03 AM synackstatic To expand:

Godfather 3 = Cuomo blowup. 

Cuomo's brother andy, married to Kerry Kennedy. BFF with Ghislain Maxwell through Gerald Lefcourt, the lawyer who got her off DUI. Lefcourt is 

Epstein's Lawyer. Kerry introduced them (GM and GL). Now remember Dersh own words: LFdR

8/13/2019 7:56:52 AM mongrelglory That YouTube video freaks me out every time I watch it!

Brain hurts just trying to comprehend the timelines merging! 🤪

8/13/2019 8:01:16 AM girlawakeinca I’ve signed up for that long ago too, but I receive at least 5-15 spam calls a day. I’m changing my email today though. 🎯

8/13/2019 8:08:08 AM lorieve Image bearers. When I asked to see God's face, He told me, "then look at my image bearers".

8/13/2019 8:08:35 AM meowmeowcatcafe It's HAPPENING!! #TrustThePlan #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA

8/13/2019 8:09:04 AM charmanda9 Think mirror?

8/13/2019 8:09:55 AM girlawakeinca I get those calls too...but I also get the harassing ones who say silly things like my SSN has been suspended & must send $, or I stole from the 

government & must pay, etc. They like to yell a lot too. I always inform with a “hello, this call is recorded.”

8/13/2019 8:10:55 AM jamiegrahamusa Just got ticker tape on top of NBC antenna channel. So yes. @realDonaldTrump 

This was the show. NBC. pic.twitter.com/L6rfE1KqQm

8/13/2019 8:11:01 AM lorieve Right?

8/13/2019 8:13:43 AM v_rags Good idea I have received those as well. Not often but I have received them. Thanks!

8/13/2019 8:15:33 AM nea_storm Duality:0>1 Meaning No One Lost their Sovereignty! Educate yourselves many have made presumptions about reality based upon Equations with 

incorrect variables equals FALSE answers: The Exchanged Children Disorganized Garden: ReOrganize your Gardens = Return to (-0-) balance = Eden 

pic.twitter.com/dqjmcNV6zB

8/13/2019 8:21:02 AM nea_storm Good Morning Debbie! Marvelous! Hope all of you had a superb time!

Yesterday pushed many people! Yet they are doing fine today! Lots to DeCode take your time, be kind to yourself! Love you! 

pic.twitter.com/Bh8JlFCo17

8/13/2019 8:21:05 AM allahuniversal 😊

8/13/2019 8:22:08 AM flygirl33684011 Related to GCR ? 🤔

8/13/2019 8:22:24 AM nea_storm Message Telepathically Received! Already Done Dear One! Love All of You! pic.twitter.com/oOrEHW8YXy



8/13/2019 8:23:46 AM alexandercody7 OK before we start, why do I keep seeing so many 3,9!?

Its 18:18(=9.9) and I did the 351th RT (9) AND 570th Like(=3)

Today I also had an instance before where I saw 7665 on a car license (=666). If I remember well I even thought about life guiding me.. 

pic.twitter.com/Pn7DlnuOT6

8/13/2019 8:25:28 AM 2godballglory1 Cancelled PERMANENTLY!  Well I'd sure like it to be permanently cancelled!

8/13/2019 8:25:34 AM flygirl33684011 GCR ? 🤔

8/13/2019 8:29:36 AM rawphonegirl Caught a few minutes of history of Hershey last night, he designed a town that would make workers happy b4 he even developed his product. Did he 

inherently recognize the value of positive energy?

8/13/2019 8:32:56 AM csved2 3 6 and 9...as opposed to 3,6, and 9. 

36 + 9 = 45. Power of Trump.

8/13/2019 8:35:00 AM nea_storm ReThink study & process properly first then ask questions: We are all Creators with tremendous responsibility of energetic accounting: Serious stuff! 

pic.twitter.com/AueD8QZW4s

8/13/2019 8:38:17 AM natureinspace Interesting to say the least.

8/13/2019 8:41:48 AM blsdbe I LOVE THIS!!!

8/13/2019 8:46:01 AM blsdbe Maybe there will be a miracle and the Crash Of 2019 will #EndTheFed!!! #DoItQ!!!

8/13/2019 8:52:00 AM williebhere Timeline of the New World Order

Event 1= the first step to distabilizing the     middle east .

Event 2= twin towers

Event 3=???

Timeline changed= NWO planned 2020 agenda.

#NotToday.

8/13/2019 8:54:24 AM charmanda9 Oh I love this! And sync🚰🚰🚰! @dynamicres @RoubLisa

🍫My daughter started reading Hatchet this morning and read this aloud to me before school. pic.twitter.com/mje0Hqt6sy

8/13/2019 8:55:30 AM jared4liberty 70 year delta. Ground was broken to begin construction of the pentagon. Probably also coincidence

8/13/2019 8:56:01 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1160770453633323009?s=21 …

8/13/2019 8:56:57 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1160930175296532480?s=21 …

8/13/2019 9:01:37 AM natureinspace Maybe Satan created these men to do his dirty work. It's smoke and mirrors and trickery beyond what we have learned so far. They've had thousands 

of years to perfect their evil.

8/13/2019 9:02:44 AM loveisthenrg OK that's not a dead body.. Look at the  Hands and Eyes.

8/13/2019 9:04:09 AM loveisthenrg Looks more like anthony bourdain?

8/13/2019 9:05:13 AM blsdbe Wow, that is some mind blowing stuff!!!

8/13/2019 9:07:25 AM loveisthenrg He's holding the iv bag.

8/13/2019 9:07:58 AM loveisthenrg Looks like anthony bourdain.

8/13/2019 9:07:59 AM scott_rick Imo, he gave the order on Princess Diana

8/13/2019 9:09:19 AM blsdbe Nice app call No More Robo-pretty Great

8/13/2019 9:13:46 AM state1union Two years now too

8/13/2019 9:14:24 AM lori_dee1 😂😂

8/13/2019 9:21:44 AM therealmoahfa  pic.twitter.com/LtqOyL7lZL

8/13/2019 9:22:05 AM therealmoahfa Took this last night

8/13/2019 9:23:03 AM boomjunky556 [HRC] brother, Tony Rodham.

Shot across the bow of the Clinton Crime Syndicate? Possibly. pic.twitter.com/Di5UyoacuW

8/13/2019 9:28:33 AM rainncloudy There are (2) numbers, that are "The Most Important, & Significant numbers in the Bible? No. 7 & 14!! So,..... the sum, must be just as important!!  

Take the ((2)) numbers .... 7 / which is God's number × 2 = 14!! Spiritual ..💥Perfection!

8/13/2019 9:32:04 AM stormystorm10 SAME the don’t even say anything or leave a message

8/13/2019 9:35:12 AM marcjtaylor1 Keeps saying video unavailable

8/13/2019 9:37:34 AM stormystorm10 Why can’t email harassment be minimized instead of me putting in more effort for something I don’t care for , like checking emails 🙏🙌🥳

8/13/2019 9:38:08 AM hoelessromantik Some of us cannibals

8/13/2019 9:50:33 AM yupyup_puypuy Or maybe it was because it was the 3rd time he gave it!  🤔😑😵

8/13/2019 9:54:49 AM asdasd26700831 Hows Hong Kong going to end up? Another 8964?

8/13/2019 9:59:52 AM abstract1dea It's what I do

8/13/2019 10:01:20 AM zeeinthemoment This really sucks!!!

8/13/2019 10:08:38 AM emilyoakley6 Ft Hood

Whwre I spent a lot if growing up years.

8/13/2019 10:15:06 AM pippezz Bot

8/13/2019 10:16:27 AM thev1beguy I = GHWB's NWO Speech

II = GWB executes a FF to make the USA go to war (killing hundreds of first responders and making hundreds of my fellow citizens choose whether to 

die by fire or jump 1000 feet to their deaths)

III = Justice.  Please.  God willing.

With sincere thanks.

8/13/2019 10:26:03 AM starehope 😁😂😂

8/13/2019 10:30:30 AM keith369me What about spam news such as MSNBC, CNN, and Fox all showing the exact same Hong Kong footage simultaneously of a video that essentially 

showed nothing?

8/13/2019 10:40:50 AM zeeinthemoment Huh?  “I proved it when I “was” Tesla”. Please explain.

8/13/2019 10:41:44 AM realitycheck05 Spam phone calls are the real issue. I had to turn my ringer off and tell people to text me and I'll call them back. Anyway to stop them?

8/13/2019 10:44:07 AM sck50  pic.twitter.com/FNX9yQM9qw

8/13/2019 10:52:47 AM wearediamonds2 I get those a lot too, or 10:10, or 3:03. But I always see my birthday, too which is 1:17  😁

8/13/2019 10:52:57 AM rachaelangelm Good idea.

8/13/2019 10:53:26 AM wearediamonds2 A lot of musicians died at 27

8/13/2019 10:57:51 AM jayrambin Ha! Here comes the et disclosure from mj12. Finally, they get a chance to complete their original mission.

8/13/2019 11:06:17 AM sck50 My God, even old people will be "suicided" to death?  At what point do people see the light?  The Clintons are diabolical. Predicting the death of an old 

person certainly will create more Qbelievers.  #QWAZY

8/13/2019 11:08:01 AM roaminnoodle Lots of Majestic numbers coincide with Epstein's lifespan... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

White Hats in control?

#UnsealEpstein

h/t @Incarnated4EVA pic.twitter.com/QaeQ6mGDvp

8/13/2019 11:13:14 AM pick291  https://twitter.com/pick291/status/1161338712992694275 …

8/13/2019 11:16:58 AM jennyjigsaw45 It's exciting and I'm in the UK😂

8/13/2019 11:17:25 AM jennyjigsaw45 You been listening to my calls? 😂



8/13/2019 11:18:41 AM jennyjigsaw45 Sharing is caring

😂I'm joking coffee will do me.

8/13/2019 11:20:50 AM jd_meadows Man, I need to start following QAnon....this shit is funnier than than a fucking Zucker Brothers movie! 🤣

8/13/2019 11:55:28 AM pick291 The truth is coming, you will find out.  #TheStormIsHere https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ …

8/13/2019 11:59:52 AM jd_meadows Whatever you say, mental patient.

8/13/2019 12:00:41 PM david00997884 A convoy of trucks.

8/13/2019 12:02:54 PM swayngimsusan Damn, you're good! I was gonna say Jeff's purse.

8/13/2019 12:10:59 PM jd_meadows That video is from 2017. Again, the "storm" sure is a long time coming! But y'all keep waiting, though. I'm sure it's what gets you up in the morning. 

pic.twitter.com/sMOOrmQF3q

8/13/2019 12:12:19 PM pick291 🤡🤡🤡

8/13/2019 12:15:30 PM pick291  pic.twitter.com/czWJJbkrQt

8/13/2019 12:24:19 PM vocradiorobdoc Don’t forget 9/11/12 #Benghazi pic.twitter.com/NRwqhiJyt5

8/13/2019 12:26:41 PM enomai_ 9/11/19 

president tweets about the upcoming  pain?

8/13/2019 12:30:49 PM ttplan17 This is a great summary! thnx!!!

8/13/2019 12:31:07 PM jd_meadows MATURITY: a hallmark of the Qanon/MAGA crowd.

8/13/2019 12:34:43 PM aleks8837 I understand a little bit.

Watching Greer & DW I know that the (soft)disclosure actually ended in May 01! 

9/11 disrupted the timeline and made a new one.

The crash had to hit our CU hard for a reason! (how u split timelines btw)

11/08/16 probably has stronger number-magic!🌊
8/13/2019 12:35:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Talk about failing upward. pic.twitter.com/MhdDGWlsZe

8/13/2019 12:36:07 PM richardhiatt16 Just as long as you don’t “kill” your BE trying...🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/13/2019 12:36:13 PM stormystorm10 Wish I was that good at failing 😬👍

8/13/2019 12:36:36 PM decentralizere1 Deleted my entire main account as I feel I had compromised mine and my family's saftey through the ones I follow and responded to. Since this is real 

now it's time to start treating it as such.

8/13/2019 12:36:58 PM kachinagtto You can't keep doing the same thing and think it will work eventually!

8/13/2019 12:37:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Officer Fatally Shoots Self In 8th NYPD Suicide This Year | WCBS Newsradio 880 https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/officer-fatally-shoots-self-8th-nypd-

suicide-year …

8/13/2019 12:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Report: Maxwell told friend that Epstein’s entire island was wired for video, presumably for blackmail purposes 

https://hotair.com/archives/allahpundit/2019/08/13/report-maxwell-told-friend-epsteins-entire-island-wired-video-presumably-blackmail-purposes/ …

8/13/2019 12:38:18 PM jvan125 Don’t let your failures weight you down...learn and build from each one. ❤️🇺🇸

8/13/2019 12:38:20 PM daniells123 government!

8/13/2019 12:38:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 FDNY Reviewed 4chan Post About Jeffrey Epstein’s Death https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/fdny-review-jeffrey-epstein-4chan-

post …

8/13/2019 12:38:40 PM richardhiatt16 Ouch 😢💙🇺🇸

8/13/2019 12:38:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 FBI Scrambles As Rogue Drone Captures Epstein Raid https://www.infowars.com/fbi-scrambles-as-rogue-drone-captures-epstein-raid/ …

8/13/2019 12:38:49 PM jvan125 Anons knew...🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

8/13/2019 12:38:56 PM magamatician Dude, I can fail my way out of a bottomless pit. My valedictorian speech was about failure. Failure is powerful stuff!!

8/13/2019 12:39:24 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Q58mVWDeAW

8/13/2019 12:39:26 PM stormystorm10 No need to scrabble 👌

8/13/2019 12:39:31 PM jvan125 Soooo...bye bye 4chan now? 🤦🏼♀️

8/13/2019 12:39:38 PM chew_soap He looks oddly familiar here... hmm who could it be

8/13/2019 12:39:45 PM sumgirl Pray for the family....when will the horror end?

8/13/2019 12:39:55 PM start313hichq 36

×

9

______

324

12345679

×

324

________________

3,999,999,996

What is your opinion??

🤔

#WWG1WGA #MEGA #Trump2020
8/13/2019 12:40:04 PM 1_decided_voter Did you just zero-delta with POTUS? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1161361469470052353 …

8/13/2019 12:40:11 PM scott_rick They offer to help and get killed for their effort when Q has the goods on them, this somehow doesn’t feel right

8/13/2019 12:40:25 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/6qjoZ5FVWw

8/13/2019 12:41:02 PM chew_soap Lmfao

8/13/2019 12:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some suicides are bad actors cowardly seeking the quiet exit. No unsealed indictments for a dead man.

8/13/2019 12:42:16 PM wwg1wga93583681 black hats or white hats? pic.twitter.com/9hfHPqBGvq

8/13/2019 12:42:18 PM claresonnenbur Pretty sure it is chalked up to one more on the #ClintonBodyCount

8/13/2019 12:42:53 PM phreatomagnetic as they were saying "Love what Jeff's done with the place"

8/13/2019 12:43:17 PM ialibertybelle Exactly what you’d expect a honeypot to be.

8/13/2019 12:44:02 PM k30blzr some anon has a scanner pic.twitter.com/7aOf1zuKVM

8/13/2019 12:44:10 PM jrocktigers CC: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK

8/13/2019 12:45:08 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/13/2019 12:46:43 PM pick291 Says one who posts suggestive gifs.

Did you not know that a heightened sense of the ridiculous is a sign of genius?  

Give up, you won't win.  We know your game.

8/13/2019 12:46:59 PM johngradycole20 I sure feel like I am living in one.



8/13/2019 12:47:37 PM winklerburke Now we know why blackmailed leaders everywhere voted for open borders, to collapse nations, and prepare for enslavement from Brussels. Global 

You Are a Slave Governance...

8/13/2019 12:47:48 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/13/2019 12:47:53 PM k30blzr #onebyone if I have to...

#ClintonBodyCount pic.twitter.com/K69MBrzpRi

8/13/2019 12:48:50 PM lassejohansso19 What are the odds?

8/13/2019 12:49:26 PM 1_decided_voter How many of these NYPD suicides fall into that category?

8/13/2019 12:49:38 PM stanfireman1 Tarps were effective though. Bet it got dark in there.

8/13/2019 12:50:14 PM winklerburke Better to face troubles in this life, not next.

8/13/2019 12:50:42 PM egelone They can just get away so easily just by killing themselves.  Their crime against humanity must be revealed!

8/13/2019 12:51:17 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/CsDZysjzcC

8/13/2019 12:51:28 PM dlmaybee Arkancide? Was he a part of the Weiner laptop investigation?

8/13/2019 12:52:01 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/iwX3AU8svR

8/13/2019 12:53:54 PM bbobbio71 RUTTROE! pic.twitter.com/GRfmrMdY2P

8/13/2019 12:55:05 PM chew_soap Yes

8/13/2019 12:56:21 PM wolfspirit1 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣ata boy rusty!!!!

8/13/2019 12:58:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly Don't take my post too seriously guys, MJ12 has talked about chaos theory and predicting events (guessing) only changing the timeline and pushing 

events back further. In hindsight, I think I'm wrong here and KNOW that I'm not trying to mislead anyone. Human error/limitations.

8/13/2019 1:02:39 PM charlesgdavis1 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @TheJusticeDept @JudicialWatch @2runtherace @FLOTUS @FBI @DeptofDefense @Patriot_126 

Pls keep Terrence safe from harm. When he went to D.C. suffered an injury from the taxi (so called) accident, which I believe was an attempt anyway. 

RT

8/13/2019 1:03:13 PM realityloominng Please restore 8chan with some Majic!!

8/13/2019 1:09:56 PM nathanielhebert My post about the potential Jeffrey Epstein Powerball lottery winnings? It's been removed by @Medium. 

Pretty wild that an article that essentially gathers info from the public sphere should be shut down so quickly... I guess it really DID hit a nerve! Keep 

digging friends! pic.twitter.com/Z17CQbb36q

8/13/2019 1:10:44 PM jd_meadows Genius. You got it.

8/13/2019 1:15:12 PM aagent361 Failing fast and falling forward is the key

8/13/2019 1:16:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those you were taught to trust the most.

Trust yourself.

Think for yourself.

See something, say something.

Remember, NSA is CC'd on tips.

 https://fbi.gov/tips  pic.twitter.com/ni2y1zuF8C

8/13/2019 1:18:15 PM wolfspirit1 Looks like a lot of servers been put in the back of the truck. I wonder if there’s any one they’re looking for there because there’s an awful lot of female 

police and FBI pic.twitter.com/zOQWMLmmdi

8/13/2019 1:19:19 PM wolfspirit1 I think there’s a lot of white hats there because they let the drama go for a while and get a lot of pictures inside the window before they tried to cover 

it up

8/13/2019 1:19:35 PM amay80461574 Were any of these officers involved in viewing the lap top of Weiner?

8/13/2019 1:20:24 PM roaminnoodle Post has been removed by @Medium. 

Cc: @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1160989482772041728 …

8/13/2019 1:20:31 PM richardhiatt16 Oh, the new Slinky TR-3B... Intended to daze and confuse...😆❤️🇺🇸

8/13/2019 1:21:15 PM turboxyde Ole "Trusty Rusty" Shackleford has the balls to fly his aerial reconnaissance DURING the raid as well!

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealPedogate

8/13/2019 1:22:05 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN.. We the People are our BEST DEFENSE!!!!! 🤔❤️🇺🇸

8/13/2019 1:22:56 PM kikaltz Think about it ....do you honestly think Q&CO would let these officers walk around unprotected?  They would be placed in a safe room by now.  So, I'm 

thinking these officers that have committed suicide don't have clean hands.

8/13/2019 1:24:40 PM signnamehere1 Wtf?

8/13/2019 1:25:07 PM rachaelangelm NYScanner deletes my posts

8/13/2019 1:25:23 PM sallysweetly89 Did he win the lottery that time? Did not even know this

8/13/2019 1:25:54 PM jswdh1 Gonna need a lot of great therapists! Poor babies!

8/13/2019 1:28:13 PM sallysweetly89 This gets more intriguing and mind blowing actually!

8/13/2019 1:29:38 PM keith369me Not really, they have to repeat the same lesson in the next incarnation

8/13/2019 1:31:17 PM wolfspirit1 Oops meant drone* not drama

8/13/2019 1:31:25 PM chilon_sparta Compare that to consumer electronics and social media spying on citizen Joe and Joe, Jr. and you have a network that can be combed for future bm 

opportunities; compromised becomes a prerequisite.

8/13/2019 1:31:41 PM aetherwalker1 I'm certain some clowns have already taken this exit.

8/13/2019 1:34:10 PM americangal_69 That's why we NEED HARSHER/ EXTREME consequences/ sentences. Folks will think twice then. Make them public and televised,for those who want to 

watch justice be brought to the VICTIMS. pic.twitter.com/jjQs48SR82

8/13/2019 1:36:07 PM destinlola 🥂Too the rogue. Keep them on their toes.

8/13/2019 1:36:15 PM jared4liberty 30 years.. 1971.. not 70 years 😶😂🤭

8/13/2019 1:44:38 PM xusaf_patriot Nice...did not know NSA received copies of all tips.

8/13/2019 1:46:55 PM michell75717325 Investigate NYPD #EveryLifeMatters #TruthMatters #FactsMatter #UnitedNotDivided #InGodWeTrust #FirstLove #ThankYouPatriots #USASTRONG 

#KAG2020 #Trump2020

8/13/2019 1:48:55 PM pacu133 NSA cc > captured & copied

8/13/2019 1:55:08 PM reelect20 👇Check this out👇Retw.⤵️ http://bit.ly/2NYS04K 

8/13/2019 1:58:51 PM girlawakeinca Fearless 💫

8/13/2019 1:59:05 PM jje19735 Please tell me you will never procreate

8/13/2019 2:00:57 PM girlawakeinca No words for a child abuser. May they be dealt with swiftly & firmly.

8/13/2019 2:00:58 PM mitchrobison59 Yes

MILITARY

8/13/2019 2:04:58 PM shaqlolabunny 🙄 nothing to see here! pic.twitter.com/ZD2Mp8bwf4

8/13/2019 2:11:22 PM renee86743676 Oh my, Pepe did it !

       NOT

8/13/2019 2:16:43 PM vintagesquirrel Maybe it was the same person who was conveniently taking the photos?

8/13/2019 2:19:33 PM victorybasefsb Yeah & Epstein & Co had months to destroy it. Thanks to our brave FBI who waited until he was DEAD to go get it. But they bravely raided 80 year old 

men that dared to vote for @POTUS.

8/13/2019 2:21:41 PM mitchrobison59 Reset

Free energy.



8/13/2019 2:25:20 PM state1union It’s bullshit and I begged for my life for the fbi to help me and they laughed at me and were in on having me gang raped, tortured, filmed and poisoned. 

For telling the truth the CIA and FBI had my rights taken away, drugged and tortured 😖

8/13/2019 2:28:09 PM mitchrobison59 HRC

RESET

8/13/2019 2:29:39 PM state1union Of Course James Comey sat infront of me on August 11 2009 at a Star Buck’s to hear me get yelled at by my District manager with Bristol Myers Squibb 

till I admitted to being sexually assaulted in SF Cal. James Comey orchestrated my next gang rape at Spine One Colorado 1/7/2010

8/13/2019 2:36:36 PM state1union Poisoned at Spine One 1/21/2010. 3 State Department men came in to the surgical room through an outside door. To be witnesses to the Hit.  No the 

fbi will not help me. No the fbi won’t help free @GenFlynn and no they won’t help the victims from Epstein and the island @POTUS

8/13/2019 2:41:02 PM yustein Yes including me when I was Jim Morrison. Tesla then Morrison then Yustein. Deaths and births are aligned. And many other clues as well. It was the 

27 club which woke me up during a conversation with a friend. http://bit.ly/aware27 

8/13/2019 2:42:36 PM breechgeek Weasel predators get into positions to be in proximity and authority. My asst police chief was prisoned for incest, died there.

8/13/2019 2:42:58 PM f_ckpcculture Why I don’t get is why wasn’t his place raided when he got arrested? It seems odd to leave his property unprotected for this length of time. It’s almost 

like the authorities abled it.

8/13/2019 2:44:40 PM susan66388204 And we live to fight another day

8/13/2019 2:45:15 PM awakeandaware3 Can't be much left after the deep state cleaned house, probably only crumbs that lead to dead ends. Still don't understand why they waited this long. 

Were there stand down orders from someone higher up in FBI, DOJ, NYPD???

8/13/2019 2:46:20 PM victorybasefsb HOLEYSHIT. I didnt c that coming. R u a #Marine? Im an ARMYvet but @fieldmcc keeps telling us u cant kill a Marine...ur alive so if ur not a Marine ur a 

child of God w the faith of a mustard seed. Ur alive bc u’ve been given a mission & God won’t let u fail. How can I help?

8/13/2019 2:49:25 PM larryshield Holly crap when is somebody going to stop the Clintons

8/13/2019 2:51:00 PM f_ckpcculture This is what I found incredibly wrong/weird, why wasn’t his place raided when he was arrested... it wS left unprotected and almost intentionally 

unguarded ...

8/13/2019 2:51:36 PM state1union Oh ya that picture that was shown to Jeb Bush at the GH funeral was probably me getting gang raped and tortured by Jeb and his skull & Bones clan.

8/13/2019 2:53:31 PM aagent361  pic.twitter.com/nmO7WSxVC5

8/13/2019 2:57:05 PM state1union You already have and I’m a mustard seed. The marines did reach out to me when I fleed to Kansas in July/August of 2010. It was a marines wife who 

gave me an address and it was a Recruiting Military Center 🙏🇺🇸🙏

8/13/2019 3:00:41 PM victorybasefsb Not a fan of the FBI or CIA. Its not a coincidnce that top levl were ALL enemies of the people working 4 a foreign agent-Obama & Iran. Theyv hijacked 

our DOJ & courts & have made a mockery of American values by traffickng drugs & children-DS is EVIL. Im very sorry that happend 2u

8/13/2019 3:01:08 PM foskeytim TAINTED COPS IN NYC?

ARKANCIDED?

THIS IS NOW WAY BEYOND COINCIDENCE 8 COPS YOU SAY?

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

·

2h

Officer Fatally Shoots Self In 8th NYPD Suicide This Year | WCBS Newsradio 880

 https://wcbs880.radio.com/articles/officer-fatally-shoots-self-8th-nypd-suicide-year …
8/13/2019 3:02:06 PM catsnexttime 😢

8/13/2019 3:02:34 PM state1union Sadly I was retaliated against so badly that me and my daughters had to move 5 times in 2 years and ended up being drugged into silence, had my 

rights taken away. The retaliation ended 6/12012

8/13/2019 3:06:25 PM state1union Thank you 🙏. I documented all of this and believe like you God needed me to do this for the children and young women but boys is on the rise. Thank 

you for your service. I can testify but a child can’t document or handle it? I just know I do.

8/13/2019 3:08:42 PM victorybasefsb Exactly. I read they raided his NY mansion but y not the island? I think they were giving Mossad or Brennan & his CIA goons time to clean house. Q 

keeps saying they have e/thing so all we can do 2do is put our faith n God alone & pray these women & these kids get true JUSTICE.

8/13/2019 3:09:17 PM wearediamonds2 Very interesting facts in your article. Thanks for sharing!

8/13/2019 3:09:52 PM azuremagus Not easy to suicide most cops, professional work to silence intel.

8/13/2019 3:11:13 PM f_ckpcculture Fingers and Toes crossed for these poor victims. 🙏🏼

8/13/2019 3:14:14 PM usss_211 💜💜💜💓💓💓💓💓💓💙💙💙💙💙💙💙💙💙

8/13/2019 3:23:18 PM victorybasefsb Im very sorry. Im glad its over. Have u considered writng a book? It might b therapeutic? Im writing 1 about PTSD & veteran suicide. People usually 

cant fathom the truth bc MSM is so fckng dishonest. So much corruption thats y Im so thnkful 4 @realDonaldTrump so mch coruption slt

8/13/2019 3:28:57 PM rawphonegirl 💔💔💔

8/13/2019 3:29:37 PM state1union My situation is considered crimes against humanity. It’s going to be a Gitmo trial for me. My situation goes back to the day I was born. Sadly.

8/13/2019 3:36:23 PM state1union I’m really grateful that your writing a book about PTSD, it’s so needed. You are amazing!  Your the real deal. 🙏🇺🇸🙏

8/13/2019 3:37:05 PM qarmyanon22 BOOM 💥 He was the teacher at this time, he wrote it on the board that way. Why?? Sorry it took so long, I am in the middle of a deep dive down a 

dark rabbit hole and I forgot. pic.twitter.com/AqpuyOh4S8

8/13/2019 3:38:37 PM majic_eyes_qnly This meme is literally amazing!

8/13/2019 3:39:24 PM sweeeetwater 🤔

8/13/2019 3:41:24 PM karenpaulette3 I thought the same thing !!!! Makes no sense

8/13/2019 3:43:00 PM alexandercody7 Any idea where to find a link as a European?

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/gSM85NPI9b

8/13/2019 3:46:32 PM starehope Heartbreaking news. ❤️❤️❤️ our Law Enforcement Officers! 🚓🚔🚓

8/13/2019 3:47:10 PM lasherlynn Please arrest HRC

8/13/2019 3:51:53 PM amymichellesel2 Do you think they are suffering from V2K?

8/13/2019 3:52:17 PM mattheweich1  pic.twitter.com/1awxLO5kEx

8/13/2019 3:52:48 PM elatedveracity Nice find!!  Thank you!!

8/13/2019 3:55:11 PM qarmyanon22 @ElatedVeracity I apologize for the delay. I am digging on a child sex trafficking, black market organ and body parts ring at the moment. I completely 

forgot honestly until that comment was made.

8/13/2019 3:58:30 PM starehope V2K?

8/13/2019 4:03:58 PM 02joshuaradwan Wow

8/13/2019 4:07:39 PM r7dotcom 8x8 on lower right

8/13/2019 4:10:49 PM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @IPOT1776 @MLP_officiel @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch @TomFitton 

@Project_Veritas @matteosalvinimi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @andweknow @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152 @SeekerOTL https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1161414302802296832 …

8/13/2019 4:12:06 PM paulygenz Shit. I don't know if I'm buying this. It seems fishy.

8/13/2019 4:13:58 PM starehope Some?

8/13/2019 4:14:15 PM kprivacy Clinton -Weiner scandal =suicides



8/13/2019 4:17:41 PM dgreatawakening Hey @BuzzFeed, it's because WE are now the news.

8/13/2019 4:22:11 PM donnabuki The picture on the right explains why so many incompetent white males get promotions. No one has the guts to fire them.

8/13/2019 4:33:14 PM starehope All we can do is pray to Jesus!

8/13/2019 4:35:06 PM 1big0wl Yes, this is so badly bungled that our FBI ppl have to be in involved!

8/13/2019 4:37:51 PM glamaq #TDS @POTUS @realDonaldTrump #KAG #SaveTheChildren #QArmy #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/Qo3ODzXpLA

8/13/2019 4:42:38 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/Cyu7wIeD8Z

8/13/2019 4:43:23 PM nunjeremiah I wouldn’t call the alligator Big Mouth until you cross the river

8/13/2019 4:44:35 PM dbelanger63 I was born on the 27th hmm

8/13/2019 4:49:19 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/470XJtYq4c

8/13/2019 4:51:48 PM hazileye She's going down.....

8/13/2019 5:01:56 PM thekanehb This info does make all the suicides make a little more sense tho ;)

8/13/2019 5:03:07 PM starehope What jurisdiction does the NYPD have on the island? Saw FBI shirt and a guy with a white officer shirt too. Who is doing what? Who runs what? 

Something amiss.

8/13/2019 5:06:56 PM jooooody Love it so awesome thank you

8/13/2019 5:07:00 PM starehope 😂😂😂

8/13/2019 5:08:30 PM starehope I believe none of what I see at this point. Everything can have double, triple, or other meaning.

8/13/2019 5:09:18 PM starehope Probably still has electric on.

8/13/2019 5:10:12 PM starehope Can rusty do a night flight to see if lights are on?

8/13/2019 5:11:03 PM starehope I saw an NYPD shirt. Enjoy the show.

8/13/2019 5:11:56 PM jrocktigers We are everywhere.

8/13/2019 5:16:04 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/tLYT8itdoL

8/13/2019 5:17:39 PM starehope In case they don't, I would blind cc them anyway. Trust no one.

8/13/2019 5:18:42 PM mattersnot2 Disinformation is necessary. No one said the video of the FBI/NYPD raid was filmed recently... Or that the drone wasn't part of the FBI surveillance...

8/13/2019 5:19:22 PM mcpatriot64  pic.twitter.com/goTJP2zlWp

8/13/2019 5:19:33 PM starehope I said that a while back. We need a lot of noses too. These pedo creeps are ww. Southeast Asia is a pedo playground.

8/13/2019 5:20:39 PM richard07759712 RUSTY!!!

8/13/2019 5:28:08 PM covertress She split the timeline. - Majestic 12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1121973330691657728?s=19 …

8/13/2019 5:34:11 PM deeges909 Looking for the tunnels and divers in the water? Maybe someone threw evidence in water or looking for underwater entrance? 🤔

8/13/2019 5:37:37 PM humanproofer It was buried outside the area, but while serving as Delaware Attorney General, the late Beau Biden’s office waited on arresting infamous  pedo 

pediatrician Earl Bradley, leaving him to molest 50+ more kids. They hastily arrested Larry Sinclair though just before Joe got VP nod.

8/13/2019 5:39:01 PM bphouse Ya I remember that movie thanks forgot about that movie. Use to watch lots now cant stomach baliwood

8/13/2019 5:40:02 PM pete85099229 Another war

8/13/2019 5:41:33 PM turboxyde He's on Twitter?! pic.twitter.com/8uKMwoFHng

8/13/2019 5:42:43 PM wideawa26871633 Remember that huge fire on the island?

8/13/2019 5:45:23 PM craigsteinlicht Tony Rodham???

Saw another post - can’t find it.

8/13/2019 5:47:47 PM cruisec86591203 Interesting.  These recent TV shows about corrupt 'Cop Gangs', is that soft disclosure?

8/13/2019 5:49:26 PM primedrosalee SOB

8/13/2019 5:51:19 PM jvan125 I’m trying to understand what the side stairs are for...they are in a very odd place here. You can’t walk through... pic.twitter.com/WqEK7fh0HC

8/13/2019 5:51:24 PM girlawakeinca Another alternative. No mercy on those who destroy children. We must raise above this pervasive evil. pic.twitter.com/YYzC6raLPl

8/13/2019 5:53:22 PM jrocktigers The lattice looks very flimsy and removable. Either architectural error or the area is a courtyard for events, etc.

8/13/2019 5:54:22 PM jvan125 Ok good. I was thinking all kinds of things. 😅🙏🏻

8/13/2019 5:55:36 PM jrocktigers Nothing would surprise me however.

8/13/2019 5:56:25 PM jvan125 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/13/2019 5:56:43 PM jrocktigers Phillipines > Steven Paddock > pilot > 187 prior to Vegas.

8/13/2019 5:57:13 PM deeges909 Reflection of your dashboard and radio lights. Can see the channel buttons etc. 😂

8/13/2019 5:57:16 PM holotechrd NOTHING ⚡💥❤️💪💯

8/13/2019 5:59:43 PM brianda22317135 Arkanside sounds likely

8/13/2019 6:00:34 PM zagnett So @FBI is trustworthy at this point? Cleaned out? 🤔

Good to hear about NSA being CC'ed though, thanks.

8/13/2019 6:08:02 PM therealmoahfa Obviously but the Ufo was not the dash- here is the Live Photo.. watch close pic.twitter.com/lqKc95Y2wr

8/13/2019 6:09:17 PM therealmoahfa  pic.twitter.com/5ytHsmXDPY

8/13/2019 6:09:23 PM therealmoahfa  pic.twitter.com/aEUPDyiKoJ

8/13/2019 6:12:30 PM kickthefed yea our laws are to lenient . ppl do these awful crimes and get 3 meals a day television and a gym to work out in. when their should be tougher laws to 

make a person think twice before they do something awful .

8/13/2019 6:12:45 PM sabina06706427 All these mysterious suicides may have something to do with #Epstein 🤔

8/13/2019 6:20:19 PM nmchristoban Dulce having an annual outflow contaminating the lake? https://www.koat.com/article/abiquiu-lake-closed-due-to-toxic-blue-green-algae/28692254 …

8/13/2019 6:32:18 PM mamiemcclure17 Same here I can’t watch a full movie even if I attempt to... as my stomach turns...

8/13/2019 6:32:36 PM arualee2 who knew Jeffrey Epstein would have so much in common with NY Police.

8/13/2019 6:44:22 PM mamiemcclure17 😡😡🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬 Those children, oh my Lord God 

please help them heal

8/13/2019 6:47:33 PM mamiemcclure17 They are cowards.  Face Justice for Crimes Committed pic.twitter.com/OoxZVdnEa3

8/13/2019 6:49:19 PM mamiemcclure17 Yes I agree, don’t let people believe they were honest!  Let the People Know the Truth, dead or alive!

8/13/2019 6:50:40 PM gregoryjhall1 Where is the thread that binds?

There are no coincidences.

8/13/2019 6:50:53 PM mamiemcclure17 Will we ever know those that viewed it or cya their own wrongdoings?

8/13/2019 7:00:34 PM mattersnot2 Are we readying to step into conscious responsibility for our viewpoint and intentional control of our waking reality? I see this being The Plan., FAR 

BEYOND POLITICS! #majestic #TrustThePlan #FOURTYTHOUSANDFOOTVIEW #QANON #MAGA #LOVECONQUERSALL @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/13/2019 7:04:43 PM scott_rick Where’s that dang DECLAS gone now, I knew he said he put it over there somewhere.....

8/13/2019 7:14:13 PM giediknight Was the raid bait? Exposes the black hats rushing to cover their tracks?

8/13/2019 7:16:08 PM mongrelglory Yes! 😢

8/13/2019 7:18:41 PM natureinspace You guys are screwed. We're over here hanging on by the skin of our teeth so this doesn't happen to us too. They are already working on silencing us 

patriots.

8/13/2019 7:18:53 PM kenneth26369650 @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @EyesOnQ @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  guys any one heard of this rumor?  Please clarify and thanks in advance 

if y’all heard anything!  pic.twitter.com/mUcGOnuTsL

8/13/2019 7:19:59 PM jenncbonneville Rusty FTW!



8/13/2019 7:28:46 PM __lemonmaid_ We know they have apple computers. They were seen before they covered up the Windows. So now they have to report that. Before FBI raid, before 

night videos, rusty posted a few videos that had a connection to stills and described boots on land. Made a shout out to coast guard & Q

8/13/2019 7:29:20 PM keith369me Epstein drip, Epstein drip, Epstein drip...Lolita Express...Bill Richardson, Bill Gates, when will the next Bill come due?  Enough Bills to recreate our 

financial system?

8/13/2019 7:29:32 PM __lemonmaid_ Fbi knows that it's there, they just didn't invite us.

8/13/2019 7:45:41 PM balenciaga90 So, they are after the person who leaked the news, but not after the person who was in charge of Epstein’s cell?

8/13/2019 7:51:26 PM denisedade1 Yes, early Janurary.

8/13/2019 7:58:23 PM natureinspace Wow BF sure does put Anons down big time.

8/13/2019 8:02:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s beautiful💛💛💛

8/13/2019 8:06:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/dwgFUlmzTc

8/13/2019 8:15:31 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/9mAazLi4JO

8/13/2019 8:21:43 PM david00997884 Amin to that big brother.

8/13/2019 8:29:43 PM cryptogyu Disgusting. So dark. Epitome of vulnerable. De-License this physician by De-Licensing his head from his body.

8/13/2019 8:36:54 PM frankgeurts3  pic.twitter.com/hjDsipFDr4

8/13/2019 8:44:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Welcome to the Majestic Operation on Twitter. https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1161453606228201473 …

8/13/2019 8:47:27 PM realeyethespy I gotta be honest I screamed with joy. Thank you for finally answering so many questions with one tweet.

8/13/2019 8:56:28 PM giediknight Assassin's Creed is not just a video game.

8/13/2019 8:57:06 PM snack8671 That’s very interesting!

8/13/2019 8:59:55 PM rawphonegirl 🤯🤯🤯

8/13/2019 9:03:59 PM zeeinthemoment That Drone has been busy for quite some time.

8/13/2019 9:05:18 PM deeges909 Lightning in a storm cloud. Look I believe in ufo . Just don’t think this is one. My opinion is all.👍🏼

8/13/2019 9:07:02 PM herstarz He's done one of those, tho not sure what the date was.

8/13/2019 9:07:11 PM globalhawk6 I tried playing Assassins Creed once. I was very high at the time and it freaked me out. The back story. I never played it again. Now I know why. It hit 

too close to my soul. I think I’m a reject from a program...

8/13/2019 9:08:02 PM nea_storm In the horse world we have a special place for that for them it's Gitmo or maybe Off world Prison stasis  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Fb-

3i_POk8 … pic.twitter.com/0mUD7skcZf

8/13/2019 9:08:18 PM nun_chucknorris  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1062208727451951105?s=21 …

8/13/2019 9:09:53 PM italianmom555 Jesus Christ , how much more do we have to take. Children are precious and Pedos need to be taken off the earth. Where do I sign up to give the 

Euthanasia shots. I would donate my time to get these creatures off our planet

8/13/2019 9:14:50 PM identityasxy .

I'm going to need an affirmation before I integrate this one into my vetted database of truth.

MJ, please affirm...

8/13/2019 9:16:55 PM giediknight I tried to play but it was too difficult, I only gravitated towards the story and “knew” that it was true.

8/13/2019 9:18:50 PM elfm0d3 Must be nice to have a modicum of recall. I can't access much of anything prior to 1996/1997 (9/10 years old).

8/13/2019 9:19:14 PM _a_quila I was just thinking a couple hours ago how the accounts I see interacting with MJ12 were all starting to interact with RealEyeTheSpy all of the sudden. 

Almost like we all were somehow led there.

8/13/2019 9:20:02 PM daveo6145 Thought he was a fake

8/13/2019 9:22:38 PM kindeandtrue Reeeeee, Majestic! $20 trillion in debt---did we at least get a working time machine out of it?

8/13/2019 9:25:22 PM rawphonegirl Different 👁thespy

8/13/2019 9:28:24 PM spitfire1592 The question is: was it truly a suicide or was it double tap to back of head gun placed at other end of room & declared an Arkancide suicide type. Was 

this person involved with weiners laptop or investigation into Clintons

8/13/2019 9:30:45 PM qtpi3_14 Wow... what a surprise.  Completely random and unplanned, I'm sure

8/13/2019 9:33:03 PM qamlove3 The one account being outed recently by @DisclosureBP  was @ TrueEyeTheSpy wich has a big following and I think there are many other less relevant.

8/13/2019 9:35:47 PM monroevegas Wow...

8/13/2019 9:36:27 PM monroevegas Amazing

8/13/2019 9:36:44 PM pauliepg11111 Oh come on.

8/13/2019 9:38:19 PM blackcherri Infuriating

8/13/2019 9:40:38 PM monroevegas GHWB famous NWO speech happened on 9/11/91. I watched it. I wasnt very old but i felt something was not right about his speech.

8/13/2019 9:41:51 PM deeges909 I looked and couldn’t see. Looked at comments then when back and WTF!!!

8/13/2019 9:42:38 PM monroevegas How do you know who you are? Curious because I wonder who I am and have been.

8/13/2019 9:43:58 PM sephorassievert 👀

8/13/2019 9:52:17 PM monroevegas Oh thats wild! I love BTTF!

8/13/2019 9:57:22 PM monroevegas Maybe 🤡 got JE and will be found out?

8/13/2019 10:06:33 PM monroevegas I am seeing my number on random license plates all the time. I take it I am in the right place at those times.

8/13/2019 10:08:07 PM stormystorm10 That was a very very very interesting story

8/13/2019 10:08:27 PM monroevegas Did I just whitness a death threat?

8/13/2019 10:08:51 PM monroevegas She is sick

8/13/2019 10:10:50 PM monroevegas Different ear shape and nose shape

8/13/2019 10:13:22 PM _17patriot_ So then c204 & c206 are real along with Titor

8/13/2019 10:17:32 PM q_the_salt So either you guys are WAY too far out there and this account is just another civilian...or my world really is getting turned upside down. Makes me feel 

like I am on an endless drop tower / no gravity to consider that this is all simply the truth.

8/13/2019 10:26:10 PM wandaanglos Like Freud said,  sometimes a triangle is just a triangle

8/13/2019 10:28:56 PM mynardpamela I can hardly wrap my mind around what I just read. Soul wrenching information. Thank you for sharing this.

8/13/2019 10:30:30 PM _17patriot_ Its all about hemisync. Creating time intervals in the mind to jump to in order to influence "time" just like in montauk

8/13/2019 10:43:32 PM cuadradavila Can you please share the advanced physics teaching you received?????

8/13/2019 10:55:25 PM boy12_jimmy No, really? I thought they both were clowns?

8/13/2019 11:03:04 PM ir0nbelly @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Seems like this could be a start of something!

#WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/Cernovich/status/1161500816836046850 …

8/13/2019 11:06:05 PM disfellocated I love it when a plan comes together. pic.twitter.com/A4UxeLvzbq

8/13/2019 11:07:42 PM disfellocated A Mr. Phelps wants to speak with you. pic.twitter.com/FqmCuOflun

8/13/2019 11:08:38 PM fiasco2502 😂👍

8/13/2019 11:36:16 PM snarkishdanno What we need to know is how many that saw Frazzledrip have committed suicide. If any have, everyone of them would be suspicious....

8/13/2019 11:38:18 PM kvitalone  pic.twitter.com/0fQyEdLYIf

8/13/2019 11:45:24 PM realeyethespy No I took this handle from true eye the spy because he was a detriment to patriots

8/13/2019 11:46:22 PM realeyethespy Also I have zero affiliation to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account. This can be verified with some ametuer sleuthing.

8/13/2019 11:47:21 PM lorenzosghost You can smoke it if you maintain God consciousness

8/13/2019 11:53:07 PM brittasbits1 I just found you today from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and at first couldn't believe your handle name as I had unfollowed the other one when he got caught 

out. Anyways everything you said just rings true with me. Have a nice day xx



8/14/2019 12:01:10 AM overshareflare So you transfer souls?

8/14/2019 12:14:04 AM realeyethespy I have been at war with him. I parked on this handle so he couldn’t keep spreading disinformation

8/14/2019 12:15:41 AM andress45303251 Eating massive amounts of lsd would likewise be permissible.

8/14/2019 12:21:47 AM memomemz14  pic.twitter.com/3AcwrUomZh

8/14/2019 12:27:35 AM therealbigneum I can't get behind this one MJ sorry

8/14/2019 12:41:21 AM schoolroomearth Somebody - Explain this please. : )

8/14/2019 12:42:04 AM 1withu4ever Another one who might very well have seen the contents of Anthony Weiner's computer. Anyone else who saw what was on there must be terrified.

8/14/2019 1:37:24 AM findering I call bullshit

8/14/2019 1:44:04 AM covertress TOP KEK pic.twitter.com/EACQ46vCe3

8/14/2019 1:49:22 AM fightforamerica Thank you for sharing this.

8/14/2019 2:06:29 AM brittasbits1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  tell us that God is all and we are god within too. To look within and not to pray TO a god. I also heard when you die to not go into 

the light as that is AI sending your spirit back here. To insstead turn around and say I want to go home, instead of reincarnation

8/14/2019 2:13:08 AM aetherwalker1 If this is true, you guys have some tech WAY beyond what most think is even possible!

Although it sounds like it doesn't always work as well as you'd wish it does and sometimes has disastrous results.😬

8/14/2019 2:13:23 AM usss_211 Whoa....

8/14/2019 2:18:04 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I pray you have MAJESTIC tech that can facilitate the healing in body and soul of all these victims of trafficking/slavery.  🙏🏼

8/14/2019 2:24:38 AM boogeymanhunter Impressive.

Thank you.

8/14/2019 2:35:37 AM decentralizere1 What even is fiction now? ...If trump turns out to be a time traveler, I swear to God....

8/14/2019 2:40:14 AM pixiesdorule Epstein is DEAD. No body switches. End of story. Time to focus The Plan.

8/14/2019 2:41:24 AM charlesgdavis1 I KNOW YOU DO I? All is possible IF you know how to do it. The things I'VE seen, dreamt and/or been all is true UNTIL proven otherwise. Orange sand 

or soil?

8/14/2019 2:55:08 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/wZwtpL8Q10

8/14/2019 2:59:28 AM rosesrred0119 All a little hard to swallow.

8/14/2019 3:24:22 AM djlok They have a way of doing that!

Thank you for sharing your story with us!

8/14/2019 3:39:57 AM selvestekjetil Well well in the light of ehm light. It’s fair to shine on all. 

Agree @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1161483692193308678?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159150641790562304 … 

pic.twitter.com/YHJB2bKxty

8/14/2019 3:47:34 AM terran_sol It was Sabbatai Zevi the Jewish Anti-Christ, from Tikkun, Amsterdam, whom stated that Jacob's later is a V(think mirror). This is why the elites use a 

pyramid in their heretical Sabbatean Islamic praise Saturn.

8/14/2019 3:56:38 AM bosscargo34 Q basher (know it all) but re-tweet this travis troll😭, why don’t YOU follow up with the congressman * journalism *

8/14/2019 4:01:23 AM scott_rick What am I missing here?

8/14/2019 4:19:49 AM terran_sol That's alot of data considering that the frame rate of consciousness is 22.68 Thz or 22,680,000,000,000 Hz.

8/14/2019 4:25:21 AM jimothyhaight Thank you for that, people used to reply with great actors make a great movie but a happy ending makes much more sense.

8/14/2019 4:26:00 AM jesssmi29939839 Have to add mine 🙄🙄🙄

8/14/2019 4:26:53 AM realeyethespy You’re either stupid or trolling but I refuse to further engage someone who posts baseless accusation without fact. I’ve had this account since 2010. My 

identity is not hidden and I am online elsewhere.

8/14/2019 4:28:08 AM jimothyhaight Renegade is a mess right now, i think we already know, but Micheal? i am waiting to hear about that

8/14/2019 4:28:15 AM yustein @KensingtonRoyal @StormIsUponUs @TheCollectiveQ @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SITSSHOW @WSJ A naked young boy is escaping from the 

Buckingham Palace. Did #EpsteinSuicide affect the morals of prinze Andrew? After all he was best friends with #EpsteinIsland ... 

pic.twitter.com/nu5EkzPXaq

8/14/2019 4:28:22 AM maryschade14 Tending to agree. Not being contrary but..other.

8/14/2019 4:42:19 AM surfing123456 Dude really heavy stuff for a regular guy like myself just working hard to pay bills and take care of family. But thanks to all of you especially mj 12. I 

can’t explain it but it’s giving me some hope. Hard to explain but thanks

8/14/2019 4:46:26 AM archiebird4 @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Mtnchan1 @TheSpeaker2018 lol they want $5 billion to replace what whitehats blew up?

8/14/2019 4:50:41 AM archiebird4 @Cordicon @Mtnchan1 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheSpeaker2018 @TheSharpEdge1 

https://twitter.com/archiebird4/status/1161605723199016960 …

8/14/2019 5:03:59 AM nan_ese Fake news! It's not a rogue drone nor is it being controlled by a bystander. The man's name is well-known, Rusty Shackleford oh, and he's been doing 

drone flyovers of this island for weeks. Get your news story straight.

8/14/2019 5:08:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 The tect in the tweef is not MJs.

8/14/2019 5:10:32 AM nan_ese Sorry, I was talking to Infowars article. With a little more investigation, they could have title this article more truthfully.

8/14/2019 5:13:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not endorsing the contents of this message, rather pointing you to a Majestic subordinates efforts to engage the Majestic Operation. 

Message over messenger.

Who says truth is moot.

Good? Bad? Neutral?

It resonates from within.

Trust in yourself is key.

Trust The Plan.

MJ9

8/14/2019 5:14:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do you know about InfoWars? Is that their MO?

8/14/2019 5:17:00 AM nan_ese Kudos

8/14/2019 5:23:54 AM adsvel Wise words MJ9.

8/14/2019 5:26:34 AM lisamcat I trust the plan!

8/14/2019 5:27:44 AM spitfire1592 Hmm serious Butt Hurt Buzzfeed reporter really pissed they didn’t get the scoop sounds like they had a full report ready to go but was beaten by 40 

min or so

Looks like we are the news now!

Don’t need MSM anymore

8/14/2019 5:30:23 AM scott_rick Can someone explain this post please

8/14/2019 5:39:01 AM shawnloftin1 Trust the plan. Very beautiful well thought out plan.

8/14/2019 5:41:38 AM anneolsen43 I Need to think about this 🤔

8/14/2019 5:45:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moving into the open.

These people have a lot to lose.

Who knew they were all under FISA?

12 21 17

Majestic = 12

Think Mirror = 21

Q/45 = 17 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/25/judge-jeffrey-epstein-case-dies-1292394 …



8/14/2019 5:45:25 AM realeyethespy True was real before I parked on his handle. Forced him out. There are actually a lot more of us now @EyeTheSpy @ayethespy @EyeQ19 

@EyeTheSpy2 @EyeTheSpy1 @1TrueEyeTheSpy

8/14/2019 5:46:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 "it's" implies totality, therefore not "it's".

There are contents within it that are true Majestic operations.

8/14/2019 5:46:48 AM maryschade14 Yes..thanQ. 

this evokes for a reason..

8/14/2019 5:46:53 AM magamatician Yeah. Gotta water that identity down a little for True.

8/14/2019 5:47:08 AM bcofbrave_mom Love That ..E O 🌷

8/14/2019 5:48:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

8/14/2019 5:48:49 AM yustein That was the judge which insisted to keep the newly released 2000 page documents sealed. His death cleared the last obstacle to release those 

documents which were finally released last Friday and Epstein died on Saturday...

8/14/2019 5:49:27 AM magamatician 🎣 🎣 🎣

8/14/2019 5:49:45 AM hyvee7  pic.twitter.com/5nuANOytoV

8/14/2019 5:51:10 AM maryschade14 Why this came to mind..but.. pic.twitter.com/S7mo2x66yh

8/14/2019 5:51:32 AM kerrywest53 Old report from March!

8/14/2019 5:52:45 AM ygwiryn  pic.twitter.com/Tj50Z9wEnx

8/14/2019 5:53:21 AM mwannahockalugi This story is 5 months old.

8/14/2019 5:54:27 AM jswdh1 Oooh going fishing again......

Or.... who is now swimming with the fishes with soros?

8/14/2019 5:56:31 AM 2d78ea35db9f4d6  pic.twitter.com/MS9J7z6Ysz

8/14/2019 5:56:48 AM shellielopez  https://twitter.com/shellielopez/status/1161619530176770050?s=20 …

8/14/2019 5:57:51 AM rembrandt_1981 Yes, the investigators have been investigating the investigators!  Many have been watched ever so closely a long time now!  #Glorious

8/14/2019 5:58:58 AM andyr1112 Podesta the Molesta

8/14/2019 6:02:37 AM c_by_sw 👁👁

👃 pic.twitter.com/bMJOOZqTUY

8/14/2019 6:03:37 AM maryschade14 Not big fish but..bigger..little keys opening doors funny an old school keyhole could be fashioned into a fish..if you wish..or layered they turn into 

birds..ok im babling..

8/14/2019 6:04:22 AM identityasxy .

5x5

Thanks

8/14/2019 6:07:11 AM shellielopez How does the Pope have any association with the Queen.

He doesn’t. There are no verifiable sources that prove otherwise.

8/14/2019 6:08:23 AM identityasxy .

Much of it resonates.  Much needs to be mentally compiled.  Reboot in process ...

 {please do not turn off your computer, else risk of Blue Screen error}

8/14/2019 6:11:45 AM identityasxy .

........... SECTOR ONE COMPLETE ....... https://www.booking.com/hotel/bh/majestic.html …

8/14/2019 6:17:19 AM pgosys2018 FFF

666

?

8/14/2019 6:18:20 AM seekerseon that moron changed his name...... funny

EYE THE SPY IS TRYING TO HIDE

8/14/2019 6:24:18 AM antarantanka Probably the only time they don’t say 4chan or at 8chan is a conspiracy theory outlet

8/14/2019 6:25:24 AM jordan_sather_ This was from 5 months ago and the judge was 96. Shouldn’t Majestic know that? (Clickbait)

8/14/2019 6:30:39 AM djlok For those following along at home/work/or wherever... https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-

involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

8/14/2019 6:32:34 AM rawphonegirl It's all so... 💔💔💔 I want to rescue @RealEyeTheSpy and all these kids but have no idea how to help them.

8/14/2019 6:33:30 AM 45harisonharold There's an old saying what doesn't come out in the wash, comes out in the rinse..😉

8/14/2019 6:39:18 AM handleretired Hah. Got 'em.

8/14/2019 6:39:44 AM patriotcreek The same deal team 7. That was accused of sexual assault just last month?

8/14/2019 6:43:58 AM egelone what is think mirror? Thanks

8/14/2019 6:44:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 The article was posted to the Drudge Report. Despite the date, many people this passed on their radar. Why would it be highlighted in RED? This is 

what we were commenting on. Thanks for herding us into line, Jordan.

8/14/2019 6:45:10 AM egelone go fishing again? Since u r here, what will happen in hongkong? thanks

8/14/2019 6:46:20 AM melishous 💯

8/14/2019 6:46:29 AM 1_decided_voter Yes, odd appearance in red on Drudge for an article that's a few months old. pic.twitter.com/rESvI84ZZM

8/14/2019 6:47:30 AM anonloomom Mirror: pray Psalms 91!

8/14/2019 6:48:18 AM starehope ThankQ.

8/14/2019 6:48:57 AM robinreitsma1 this is an old story from march of this year. I am wondering why Politico is running with it now....

8/14/2019 6:50:03 AM marty713 🤔🤨👆⁉️ Hmmm.

8/14/2019 6:50:59 AM mrkbsimotas Geez 🤪🤪🤪🤪🤯🤯👍👍👍

8/14/2019 6:51:01 AM lorenzosghost Be glad he is, you wouldn't want to form a cult or anything.

8/14/2019 6:51:19 AM mrkbsimotas More please!

8/14/2019 6:53:14 AM _vvoke_ Let people follow who they want man.  Who put you in charge?

8/14/2019 6:55:05 AM aspennmax64_l I had a Dr. that inappropriately touched me while I was pregnant.

Rubbing my breasts & saying all you need is a little "TLC" here & at home.

I immediately left & when he sent me a bill, I  threatened 2 expose him

I NEVER heard from him or his office again

#TrustNoOne

#BuddySystem

8/14/2019 6:55:30 AM warrior_4truth Yesterday..... pic.twitter.com/YWRf25W4e2

8/14/2019 6:56:21 AM aspennmax64_l #JUSTICE #ForTheChildren

#EveryLastOne pic.twitter.com/JrO1n6yMuv

8/14/2019 6:56:59 AM zeeinthemoment That is interesting.

8/14/2019 6:58:01 AM kilroywashere17 🤔 pic.twitter.com/45F3QvbIdb

8/14/2019 7:01:33 AM obzerv3r_p_ Feeding trolls

8/14/2019 7:04:32 AM keith369me Drudge has been garbage mind control for quite some time.  There is some merit in some of the linked articles, but the format is beyond suggestive.

8/14/2019 7:06:05 AM pro_aktv I just want to know why we are still calling these monsters, people.



8/14/2019 7:06:20 AM kilroywashere17 If you want a deep dive answer, search Mirror Theory, Cryptography

The easy answer is Q Post 128.

Things portrayed, are often opposite of what they seem...

8/14/2019 7:08:15 AM ir0nbelly @RealEyeTheSpy  Any relevance or could this mean anything significant? Even if you are not completely sure, could you speculate on your thoughts of 

this event?

8/14/2019 7:09:03 AM 45harisonharold Having character and inergrity is the epitome of a person of truth.  Truth doesn't need to be defended.

8/14/2019 7:09:27 AM realeyethespy ☯️

8/14/2019 7:10:14 AM decodematrix I hope you're catching some big fish.

8/14/2019 7:11:10 AM ascendingadam Emotions, memories and resonance of truth. 

Deep meditations ahead.

8/14/2019 7:12:11 AM doyle_media .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@USTradeRep .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump .@DCSAgov .@USTreasury .@WHOSTP —

“Has the timeline been altered?”

Yes.

“By whom?”

Me.

This is Richard Doyle speaking– / via .@TheRichardDoyle.

Cc: .@wto .@DanScavino .@DanScavino45 .@IvankaTrump  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1161088093396570112 … 

pic.twitter.com/IPUn7HB5Ty
8/14/2019 7:15:10 AM ir0nbelly thank you do you recommend an documentaries that you find more accurate and truthful then Above majestic? Is there any worth watching with little 

to know misinformation?

8/14/2019 7:15:24 AM decentralizere1 *Podesta intensifies*

8/14/2019 7:16:11 AM thelightwithin7 LARP?

8/14/2019 7:19:58 AM anneolsen43 Red Line Territory?

8/14/2019 7:20:50 AM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County 

play a critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

8/14/2019 7:22:16 AM k3yle Tight lines pic.twitter.com/jOZuG383FG

8/14/2019 7:24:53 AM diaptera_80 Three more fish?

8/14/2019 7:25:43 AM david00997884 Like fox

8/14/2019 7:28:52 AM gemmagemimi Thank you Operation Majestic.

"The mountains are so majestic." Remember that phrase? Perhaps not. In my childhood, it was key.

8/14/2019 7:34:43 AM anneolsen43 Ying yang

8/14/2019 7:40:52 AM goldkatze12345 17:17 1:7 🤔🤔🤔

8/14/2019 7:42:17 AM rafngeirdal I have read the tweet Majestic 12 you retweeted and the whole thread plus asked 17:17 1:7 a question, to which he responded and I back.

8/14/2019 7:42:39 AM usarmy17750614 5:5

8/14/2019 7:51:56 AM wdis40 Yup. Project bluebeam

8/14/2019 8:00:55 AM pacu133 #Unacknowledged is a good documentary

8/14/2019 8:01:30 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1161644427611385856?s=19 …

8/14/2019 8:04:33 AM sterkinglights1 Somebody dropped the 🔨.

8/14/2019 8:07:01 AM deplorable_s Was Gates a visitor to the island?

8/14/2019 8:14:43 AM identityasxy ...................... SECTOR TWO COMPLETE ...............

GRAIL bloodline.   pulled on the thread and led me to Gnosticism, which is informative, but conflicts with Christian beliefs/dogma.  The thread leads 

also back to spirituality, WORTH THE READ

 http://www.edsharrow.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/The-Second-Coming-of-Christ-1st-Volume.pdf …

8/14/2019 8:15:58 AM synackstatic We know that AJ shared a lawyer with Bhavani Lev.  

Who is Bhavani Lev?

Does that give you pause about AJ's integrity?

Lawyer = Elizabeth M. Schurig.

8/14/2019 8:19:17 AM victorybasefsb I hope u consider writing also. Not evey1 writes 4fame & fortune. Being a survivor isnt easy. Many wudnt survive but 4the strgth of other survivors. I’ll 

likely use a pseudonym bc this book isnt 4me. So many vets hav lost hope they hav no1-they dont kno God is w them-I didnt know

8/14/2019 8:20:05 AM 313looper “Thanks for herding us into line, J$” ... 😆

MJ 👊🏻💥

8/14/2019 8:22:09 AM synackstatic We cannot take on word the existence of "jump programs" and "time travel." What can be accepted is the ability to fracture and program minds. 

"Special ability" minds could be those that can remain intact during the trauma based programming...

8/14/2019 8:23:06 AM terran_sol No the Christ child is an embodiment of the Aeons. Anti Christ is the son of Saturn. Saturn being the God of the Jews.

8/14/2019 8:23:41 AM synackstatic When a mind is fractured, alters can be instilled that are essentially coded into a blank slate. Can an entire psyche be coded into a body? Into the blank 

alter? Can we humans do so? Is there an inter-dimensional presence that can do it itself? Manifesting into the 3d world?

8/14/2019 8:25:05 AM synackstatic If that's the great reveal, that our bodies are simply flesh and bone, and our 'soul' or 'self-consciousness' is an actual dimensional being, then so (is)-be 

it. lol.

8/14/2019 8:25:37 AM jdltr450 Cia?

8/14/2019 8:27:10 AM garypre62441595 Together we are strong,divided we are weak...

#WWG1WGA is self explanatory.

Let's not try and discredit our own people #WeAreOne...

Keep up the great work both of you #sharingiscaring...

8/14/2019 8:28:50 AM identityasxy .

Grail blood line link

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/grailbloodline/ …

see also  http://churchsmsj.org/index.html 

(not keen on that Baphomet guy though)

8/14/2019 8:29:47 AM ragevirusqq  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077199916550840320?s=20 …

8/14/2019 8:30:13 AM ragevirusqq  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077197026390089729?s=20 …



8/14/2019 8:32:41 AM keith369me He flew on Epstein’s plane after his arrest...I haven’t seen any information on whether or not Gates was at #CarisJames but why would a man that 

could afford 100 private jets of his own travel with a known pedophile?  How about charter a flight?

8/14/2019 8:40:12 AM state1union Well I need full disclosure from MJ12 about all that was done to me and by whom before I write a book. I will have to testify against the Clinton’s, 

Bushes, Comey, Mueller and MJ12 only knows who all were in on destroying my mind, body and soul using,  black projects.

8/14/2019 8:41:34 AM mama_juju42 Thank you

8/14/2019 8:43:58 AM enomai_ Remember real eye the spy was taken over and true eye the spy had to make a new account.

Just stating facts that may have been forgotten

8/14/2019 8:45:51 AM yustein I knew it and said it by then. And had been waiting for the release of the documents since...

8/14/2019 8:46:10 AM state1union lol I love the banter

8/14/2019 8:47:25 AM ragevirusqq its always good to state facts when they are facts. ❤️✌️

8/14/2019 8:49:33 AM godfamcountry What is behind the name, EyeTheSpy?  Why did True try and steal it?

8/14/2019 8:50:20 AM godfamcountry I'm pretty sure it's the other way around at this point.  They are the ones that will be helping us I think.

8/14/2019 8:51:28 AM 313looper In 3D World ... [They] are making success by failing others...

8/14/2019 8:52:26 AM enomai_ Is this the same judge you posted about? Awhile ago?

And, ott, I really enjoy reading articles that are dated three months ahead of time.

8/14/2019 8:53:16 AM magamatician It was originally true’s. He lost it somehow. It’s a gay name but when Q came on the scene it was all stupid Alice in wonderland nonsense to draw 

people in and people came up with nonsensical stuff like EyeTheSpy

8/14/2019 8:54:17 AM enomai_ Scare tactic, future plans?

8/14/2019 8:56:08 AM jswdh1 Some people are just anal and do things like that for aesthetics...... balance....

8/14/2019 9:00:32 AM jswdh1 They were limited to what they could do before regarding property but now that he's "dead" no one to contest the warrant and property is seized by 

govt...

8/14/2019 9:03:34 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/u6NzFIgboi

8/14/2019 9:06:59 AM rawphonegirl Indeed!!! Feel need to give back,  thanks in some way- my limited capacity sees as offering them comfort, safety though doubt I'd be able to deliver 

either in ways needed.  A SERIOUSLY HAIL AND HARDY THANK YOU at the very least!! ❤️❤️❤️

8/14/2019 9:24:04 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112730308410044420 …

8/14/2019 9:26:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/danprimack/status/1161670147469402112 …

8/14/2019 9:27:55 AM state1union 👀🤔

8/14/2019 9:31:12 AM reneej61 This is just ego. Patriots stick together! Was this reprimand needed?

8/14/2019 9:31:19 AM victorybasefsb Absolutely horrifying what these people have done. Me giving unwarranted advise shows ignorance on my part but also how little the general public 

knows about whats really happening in the world. So much evil. I’m thankful 2know ur a blever bc God will nvr leave u or lead u astray

8/14/2019 9:31:47 AM morety76 Does anybody know where Ghislaine is??

8/14/2019 9:32:09 AM capturespeed 😳

8/14/2019 9:34:02 AM anneolsen43 Axios  is the source? Mike Allen founder seems like he wants it out there ...out of fear perhaps?

8/14/2019 9:34:23 AM carolyn1956 Of course he did .. did we really think he would fess up????

8/14/2019 9:36:40 AM savanna01800621 Wow!😱

8/14/2019 9:36:50 AM scott_rick I thought she died on August 18th 🖖🏻🐉⚡

8/14/2019 9:39:10 AM phreatomagnetic Another part of the Great Awakening?

People are losing patience with sheepdogging.

8/14/2019 9:39:14 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/h_alexander/status/1161652134363971584?s=19 …

8/14/2019 9:41:07 AM internetusr Fucking find her now. Jesus they are going to get away with it, aren’t they? 🤬

8/14/2019 9:41:38 AM sciencepartisan Bloomberg says a lady across from the grocery store who sold it coincidentally registered the same name. They didn’t provide any way to confirm it 

thoughIs there any info about that?

8/14/2019 9:42:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are watching a movie.

8/14/2019 9:45:31 AM ethereal_shaman Perhaps she's with RBG, lol.

8/14/2019 9:45:47 AM weediblue Which movie? More like an episode of Blacklist.

8/14/2019 9:47:10 AM fightforamerica Good luck.

8/14/2019 9:51:05 AM covertress Is this movie a Majestic 12 production? 🍿

8/14/2019 9:51:57 AM usarmy17750614 ]👁[

8/14/2019 9:52:49 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/5yvwRZ4C0D

8/14/2019 9:53:21 AM kachinagtto I started a thread digging on this guy - very interdasting... https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1161676831830888448?s=20 …

8/14/2019 9:53:33 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/Hejzl8xi1G

8/14/2019 9:53:58 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/lEx5aAC93W

8/14/2019 9:54:18 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/BBnxJRNLYm

8/14/2019 9:54:30 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/DkciOs612f

8/14/2019 9:54:41 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/i3wlL3BCXv

8/14/2019 9:55:06 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/fBsO5b5aDX

8/14/2019 9:56:09 AM scott_rick Books are always easier to follow/understand than the movie, MJ what is the title of the BOOK called?

8/14/2019 9:56:20 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening #epstein #Arkancide #unsealepstein @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 pic.twitter.com/0mOB8I7pS7

8/14/2019 9:57:36 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening #epstein #epsteinisland #arkancide #unsealepstein @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 pic.twitter.com/9tKTEECJnA

8/14/2019 10:00:31 AM ericems There are coincidences on occasion

8/14/2019 10:00:54 AM moemc8 When is the happy ending?

8/14/2019 10:02:43 AM keith369me They know where she is and where you are too.  Breath, watch the drip drip Chinese Water torture as all that has enslaved us implodes.

8/14/2019 10:03:34 AM americanpetal The GREAT AWAKENING

8/14/2019 10:04:40 AM oeinicolette Tic Toc borrowed time starts running

8/14/2019 10:05:59 AM djlok When they bring #MKUltra to a hard stop!!!  😁😁😁

8/14/2019 10:08:09 AM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/NvwEGj62Uy

8/14/2019 10:08:18 AM wolfspirit1 There’s two night flight vids up

8/14/2019 10:09:51 AM kindeandtrue Getting people to question their ability to distinguish reality from illusion is a very useful technique.

8/14/2019 10:11:17 AM 1_decided_voter Found a live shot of the CEO distancing himself from this... pic.twitter.com/RImkKtTOy3

8/14/2019 10:12:21 AM djlok Maybe she's already been dealt with.  Hence the reason nobody can seem to find her.

8/14/2019 10:25:08 AM jensax Sure



8/14/2019 10:26:50 AM todd0431 Fishing is fun

8/14/2019 10:29:01 AM moemc8 I'm praying on it!

8/14/2019 10:32:18 AM susan66388204 Who backed and owns George Soros?

8/14/2019 10:32:32 AM 3rdoceanmariner Arkansas perhaps? Best place to look for such upper class citizen...

8/14/2019 10:33:52 AM karina89350882 all 3 #UnsealEpstein tweets from the Majestic 12 and then all other uses of the #UnsealEpstein hashtag to manifest this reality using meme theory and 

Synchronicity to the Power of 3 6 9. #UnsealEpstein.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein

8/14/2019 10:36:48 AM motiv8tion2 If DeBlasio supported and stood behind the NYPD officers like Guiliani did during his time in office, I’d bet  we’d see a lot less of these kind of 

preventable tragedies.

8/14/2019 10:40:02 AM djlok Nothing would surprise me at this point.

8/14/2019 10:49:01 AM karina89350882 Epstein will take down more than half D.C., or??? It*s Harvest time by 3,6,9 - and that`s a rhyme!!

Sorry, sometimes I need some "humor" to let my IS-BE shine😇😇😇

8/14/2019 10:50:06 AM roaminnoodle Maybe during one of the blackouts he was swapped out...

8/14/2019 11:15:58 AM sommerfeldkitty God bless him and may he rest in peace.

8/14/2019 11:18:26 AM starehope One fish

Two fish

Red fish

Blue fish... 

Three blue fish?

8/14/2019 11:22:09 AM nan_ese Bhavani HOLLY BRONFMAN Lev! Well, well!

8/14/2019 11:38:25 AM nea_storm Got give him credit though! For protecting his Gal! Wait are they still together? Did they break up? Or is he protecting himself? Wait how does he even 

know her? Birds of a feather.... and all (giggles) Sooo much Fun! pic.twitter.com/JdWcR4iWmt

8/14/2019 11:39:07 AM nan_ese One fish, Two fish, Red fish, Blue fish,

Black fish, Blue fish, Old fish, New fish.

This one has a littlecar.

This one has a little star.

Say! What a lot of fish there are.

Yes. Some are red, and some are blue.

Some are old and some are new.

Some are sad, and some are glad...
8/14/2019 11:39:54 AM nan_ese .And some are very, very bad.

Why are they sad and glad and bad?

I do not know, go ask your dad.

Who am I? My name is Ish

On my hand I have a dish.

I have this dish to help me wish.

When I wish to make a wish

I wave my hand with a big swish swish.

Then I say, "I wish for fish!"
8/14/2019 11:40:04 AM nan_ese ...And I get fish right on my dish.

So...

If you wish to make a wish,

you may swish for fish with my Ish wish dish.

8/14/2019 11:40:57 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/23R2V0AFgU

8/14/2019 11:41:23 AM nan_ese ...Blue fish

Very bad

Little

8/14/2019 11:45:27 AM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/14/2019 11:49:29 AM richard07759712 Oops..... let yourself out the back Honey 🏃🏼♀️

8/14/2019 11:49:48 AM mohamma78677573  علوم الطاقة ي
ن
ممكن سؤال كيف ممكن اتعمق ف

8/14/2019 11:50:21 AM richard07759712 I’d say.....@Seeker229

8/14/2019 11:51:07 AM richard07759712 Practicing for a recital

8/14/2019 11:51:27 AM richard07759712 Me encanta!

8/14/2019 11:52:22 AM seeker229 I just took a shower tho pic.twitter.com/nsn6OpUyzK

8/14/2019 11:52:58 AM starehope In this movue, there are many fish to fry.

8/14/2019 11:53:16 AM richard07759712 It’s just so predictable now FF number🤔1,563

8/14/2019 11:53:25 AM starehope That is sad.

8/14/2019 11:55:45 AM richard07759712 Floors!

8/14/2019 11:57:20 AM lenzaq teCt in the tweeF = CF??

8/14/2019 11:57:25 AM aprilbrown99 #ProtectTerrenceKWilliams #ProtectTerrenceKWilliams #ProtectTerrenceKWilliams #ProtectTerrenceKWilliams

#ProtectTerrenceKWilliams #ProtectTerrenceKWilliams

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @FLOTUS @POTUSPress @POTUS @realDonaldTrump 👇👇👇 

https://twitter.com/w_terrence/status/1161358157668651008 …

8/14/2019 11:59:05 AM adsvel 👽

8/14/2019 12:02:35 PM keith369me Is this part of the movie? https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7353967/Did-Jeffrey-Epstein-portrait-Bill-Clinton-blue-dress-red-heels-NYC-

mansion.html …

8/14/2019 12:03:50 PM phreatomagnetic As long as it takes, time being an illusion

8/14/2019 12:08:34 PM la_nimboni Relevant thread. https://twitter.com/la_nimboni/status/1159546564567810048?s=21 …

8/14/2019 12:12:51 PM phreatomagnetic Did anyone see this? pic.twitter.com/Nx3hPK7LQo

8/14/2019 12:17:04 PM girlawakeinca Thank you MJ9

8/14/2019 12:24:44 PM daveo6145 The Plan  https://youtu.be/CnYrTL7jl7c  via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/14/2019 12:25:10 PM natureinspace Has this all happened already and we are perceiving it as happening now? I'm trying to wrap my head around everything I know and it's like it's on the 

tip of my tongue. The number of deju vus recently really has my head spinning.

8/14/2019 12:25:19 PM boy12_jimmy @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @Solmemes1 @JuliansRum @Cordicon @kbq225 

@CarpeDonktum @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45

@dbongino @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @jsolomonReports @GenFlynn @DonaldJTrumpJr 

https://twitter.com/Perpetualmaniac/status/1161528220690341890 …

8/14/2019 12:26:33 PM anneolsen43 Where’s Nadia?

8/14/2019 12:27:06 PM natureinspace Maybe we are all mkultraed.

8/14/2019 12:27:20 PM dbefmfttfn #wwg1wga #thestorm #declass #TheGreatAwakening @Cordicon @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/Rv7UmlCmvn

8/14/2019 12:29:01 PM djlok I think we are!!!

8/14/2019 12:29:59 PM truthlearning I agree it's from March 2019. I initially came across link from article on  http://whatdoesitmean.com  which also made it sound recent and now in title 

of yt William Mount. I dont understand the now connection thats out there.



8/14/2019 12:30:56 PM susan66388204 Are you playing with me or serious?

8/14/2019 12:39:05 PM vieiraranch If so...CaUTION because  Kabamur blocked me as soon as I spoke to his false info...if he wanted to help humanity...he would not have blocked me 

without explanation. Think

8/14/2019 12:40:25 PM vieiraranch 👍

8/14/2019 12:52:52 PM starehope So, then if we are truely watching a movue, then this is all an illusion. None of it is real.

8/14/2019 12:55:38 PM boy12_jimmy They really want to pass this along as legit? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BiIndia/status/1161529370651045889 …

8/14/2019 12:57:34 PM starehope It is only a movie, and they went fishing today. Fishing for 3 blue fish, imagine that! Since I believe no one, and nothing, then I am free to be me! 

☺☺☺

8/14/2019 12:58:28 PM realcalcarter 11.3

8/14/2019 12:58:40 PM spicencens1 She'd be a fool to still be in the country.

8/14/2019 12:58:49 PM starehope Known. Another claims rights to the throne too! Has paperwork! Hmmm...

8/14/2019 1:03:38 PM journey0724inf1 Lots have happened & people miss articles, just resharing again.

8/14/2019 1:07:58 PM curseca I’ve been worried about Terrence since his Lyft accident. He must be dangerous to them because he laughs at them. Hard to combat laughter.

#ProtectTerrenceKWilliams

8/14/2019 1:13:12 PM magamadnessusa 3 big fish fried?

8/14/2019 1:16:46 PM seeker229 Dont you mean the thwarted 8/11

8/14/2019 1:21:50 PM fionasdestiny67 Boom

8/14/2019 1:25:58 PM debbierose11 Prays to family and to all the law enforcement officers.

8/14/2019 1:35:59 PM dunwunder yeah right ah huh "Apparently, she decided to use the same name for her trust as Epstein did for his."      that has Zero credibility.

8/14/2019 1:53:32 PM roublisa 5:5 😉😉😉

8/14/2019 2:03:09 PM gribbs7 Skippy

8/14/2019 2:07:34 PM enomai_ A movie is controlled layers?

8/14/2019 2:09:37 PM enomai_ Real but just controlled

8/14/2019 2:10:09 PM enomai_ This all could of happened in 12 days on 2017. To be honest.

8/14/2019 2:26:10 PM adsvel He interacts with dark entity.

8/14/2019 2:33:41 PM f_ckpcculture Ok cool I get that TY, I just hope it was under surveillance or something...

8/14/2019 2:36:13 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf And that makes it okay?

That makes it worse, IMO that's implying they're Playin us all.

8/14/2019 3:13:26 PM igiant111 You're not alone.

8/14/2019 3:24:13 PM youstinksoap 11/11/2019

8/14/2019 3:36:48 PM johnsville14 Last weekend was when I encountered so much deja vu. It was very intense.

8/14/2019 3:39:07 PM anneolsen43 What I feel doesn’t match what I am told not all of it

8/14/2019 3:52:29 PM adamar87 Oh wow, is that Bill in a dress? Things just got weird...er. Weirder...

8/14/2019 3:57:08 PM exsjwtruther rusty shackleford is a pseudonym from the show King of the Hill

8/14/2019 4:00:45 PM andrevandelft What is the source?

8/14/2019 4:07:42 PM mrkbsimotas Majestic 12 your info is overwhelming!🤯🤯🤯

8/14/2019 4:10:46 PM ladtacarms What are the defensive operations of KOALA?

8/14/2019 4:15:26 PM vivipatriot7  pic.twitter.com/8wHhj13XvK

8/14/2019 4:17:49 PM momislazy11 OH COME ON!!!!

8/14/2019 4:18:30 PM balenciaga90 I wish I could understand what he ‘s talking about. Im an attorney, but I know nothing about all this majestic stuff. 🤷🏽♀️

8/14/2019 4:36:49 PM irah_chandler Many things in this story are simular and resonate with me. I was mlab'ed at a young age. The time travel/portal part is accurate. This person had a 

harder time in awakening than i tho.

8/14/2019 4:42:37 PM big_simp LOL

this account is so fake

but congratulations ..you do it well

8/14/2019 5:00:09 PM djlok Majestic 12 explain the concept of an IS-BE very well. If you do a search on "from: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE" ...

That helped me a lot.

8/14/2019 5:00:09 PM 45harisonharold #trusttheplan 👊 pic.twitter.com/VccUvzOmE9

8/14/2019 5:01:09 PM natureinspace It's so crazy. I just got back from Penn and I was in an area that I know I've never seen before but I recognised it and remembered it. I knew I was there 

before. And there's been lots of other incidences recently. It's surreal.

8/14/2019 5:02:08 PM danielaqcrew Yes I follow them as well. I get the concept of IS-BE but didn’t realize we can exist in multiples

8/14/2019 5:02:57 PM djlok I didn't either until just recently.

8/14/2019 5:03:01 PM canadiancovfefe Pretty accurate. 👍

8/14/2019 5:05:01 PM danielaqcrew Ok so strange question.. if u guys don’t mind.. is it possible that we can be another version of ourselves in a different dimension or this in our “dreams”

8/14/2019 5:09:48 PM danielaqcrew This answer to this is important for me. If it is yes then some really unexplainable sh*t now makes sense

8/14/2019 5:11:05 PM irah_chandler I see it like this you are a soul in a body. That soul is connected to a higher self and then to an over soul.

8/14/2019 5:11:37 PM irah_chandler The higher self overseas all souls placed in this reality. The oversoul is the well spring all your is be's originate from. It has higher selfs on many 

planets/time periods/demensions/realities all progressing in the now moment.

8/14/2019 5:12:59 PM mjultra3 I swear I never once noticed it when the movies came out.  But now, whenever I see him, I can't stop staring at it!!!  Lol

8/14/2019 5:14:32 PM danielaqcrew Will do ty

8/14/2019 5:15:22 PM danielaqcrew Thank you

8/14/2019 5:15:53 PM danielaqcrew Incredible

8/14/2019 5:22:07 PM nschlange Blue chicken cult? I have honestly never heard of that, are you just kidding or serious?

8/14/2019 5:22:40 PM gooutthebox1 [FISH]ING IS FUN..

8/14/2019 5:22:56 PM danielaqcrew Thanks I’ll listen to it tonight, I really appreciate it

8/14/2019 5:23:59 PM nschlange Is it Mullock  or something like that? I first saw that name in the leaked emails back in 2016. Someone was asking HRC if she wanted to sacrifice a 

chicken for something. State Dept. emails!!!!

8/14/2019 5:25:35 PM susan66388204 Yes.    Moloch, also spelled Molech, a Canaanite deity associated in biblical sources with the practice of child sacrifice

8/14/2019 5:30:22 PM nschlange Thank you Susan, I appreciate the help w/the name and spelling. I  was drawing a blank, so thank you

8/14/2019 5:39:04 PM daveschroeder18 I know a ton of fake accounts, but you never see me hanging out there and dissing them, but if it makes you feel good, who am I to judge

8/14/2019 5:39:39 PM mickiedodge1 Is this right? pic.twitter.com/zNvFKHqc5K

8/14/2019 5:40:59 PM nschlange What is wrong w/you? You used to be such a nice kid, now? Not so much. If I don't follow or like someone, I simply don't follow them. I'm pretty sure 

you don't want a bunch of ppl commenting on your work, do you? It's too bad, we shouldn't be tearing each other apart.

8/14/2019 5:43:19 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks Jordan $ather. Have you read about the savior complex? Check it out bro.

8/14/2019 6:05:50 PM jswdh1 She left the country years ago during his first case...

8/14/2019 6:24:55 PM big_simp Its counterintel is what I am saying as opposed to fake account

8/14/2019 6:32:37 PM mynardpamela You explain that very well.

8/14/2019 6:45:21 PM raevenraeyne Yeah that last link there did not feel awesome...

Interested in reading that book by Yogananda though

8/14/2019 6:48:41 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ9! 🥰🥰🥰



8/14/2019 6:51:07 PM identityasxy .

I would agree.  I am intrigue by spiritual aspects of other beliefs and agree with higher frequencies, but not too keen on communing with gnostic Astral 

entities/demons, kabbaka witchcraft crap.  We'll let Madonna dwell on that cesspool

8/14/2019 6:55:01 PM jams4thebread Which ones is the 🤡 ya think?

8/14/2019 7:00:31 PM rachaelangelm A school of fish

8/14/2019 7:09:43 PM slayerofmatrix1 Nothing has ring my bell as “counter” intel for two years with MJ.

8/14/2019 7:31:14 PM starehope You may have some Geisel in your family tree!

8/14/2019 7:35:10 PM jrocktigers 😂😂😂

8/14/2019 7:54:40 PM mcpatriot64 I dont trust this kid.  says too much.

8/14/2019 7:56:25 PM girlawakeinca Hahaha ha! Thanks for the humor today 😄

8/14/2019 8:05:38 PM dbefmfttfn Says who?

8/14/2019 8:11:34 PM raevenraeyne Truth! 😂

8/14/2019 8:14:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're not talking about Epstein.

Mission accomplished?

Hello Gülen Network. https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/1161784149323210752 …

8/14/2019 8:16:10 PM stormystorm10 I’m still waiting for the rest of the story to come to the light /public

8/14/2019 8:18:17 PM andyr1112 Yes I am. I just woke some one

8/14/2019 8:19:34 PM kathleen3693693 EU anti-terror chief: Gülen network not terrorist organization https://www.politico.eu/article/fethullah-gulen-gilles-de-kerchove-eu-anti-terror-chief-

gulen-network-not-terrorist-organization/ …

8/14/2019 8:21:07 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.businessinsider.com/michael-flynn-turkey-gulen-lobbying-2017-5 …

8/14/2019 8:22:36 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.city-journal.org/html/who-fethullah-g%C3%BClen-13504.html …

8/14/2019 8:22:50 PM michael81972 I just ran across this searching internet,  any connection because it sure looks like exact design pic.twitter.com/LY3cdqjBq4

8/14/2019 8:25:16 PM n7guardiananon reborn?

ascended?

everywhere?

did it really leave...

perception of different dimensions...

8/14/2019 8:25:43 PM corstruction Fethullah Gülen?  OMG?  Chicago is screwed....again

8/14/2019 8:27:45 PM zaraawakened I will NOT stop talking about Epstein until EVERYTHING comes to light.

8/14/2019 8:28:33 PM big_simp Any clown with a rudimentary knowledge of UFOlogy could make similar posts trust me

I find it curious as to why this supposed Q itself acct didnt forewarn us of the Epstein switch. 

Think about it!

Any ideas?

Hey MJ12..what say you?

8/14/2019 8:29:26 PM nschlange Thanks

8/14/2019 8:30:28 PM yustein That bastard stole my company in Canada. He lives in a castle like compound in Pennsylvania. Turkey wants him extradited because of a coup attempt 

2 years ago. Give him to Turks, Turkish prison will teach him some manners. Assholes... I warned @FBI years ago with evidence, but?

8/14/2019 8:31:29 PM notevenchad17 What a coincidence. This drone showing up.

8/14/2019 8:32:11 PM x52sky I live in Philadelphia. The last time something like this happened was 1985 with the MOVE movement.

8/14/2019 8:34:19 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Having more 'real life' convo about Epstein after his death.  Had to explain to relatives why we are boycotting Victoria's Secret, which wasn't as bad as 

trying to explain spirit cooking

8/14/2019 8:34:56 PM x52sky This may not even be relevant but I just wanted to point this out. MOVE ended with a PPD helicopter dropping a bomb on the house resulting in the 

deaths of many Men, Women, and Children. 65 homes total were destroyed.

8/14/2019 8:39:04 PM notevenchad17 And boring.

8/14/2019 8:40:24 PM 12253102 Funny that the only one trying to lie and say its fake is a bot.

8/14/2019 8:41:04 PM starehope Didn't the helicopter pilot commit suicide within a year?

8/14/2019 8:41:53 PM mickiedodge1 Soon pic.twitter.com/CnMkOMSbY9

8/14/2019 8:42:33 PM lightseeker2012 You're saying Gulen is behind the PA shooting?

8/14/2019 8:42:44 PM kctigerfan It wasn't just one bomb, it was actually 2 bombs.  2 one pound bombs that were suppose to help them enter the house from the roof tops.  

Unfortunately the bombs started a fire, which burnt down the whole block of houses.  There's a good documentary on it.

8/14/2019 8:43:10 PM richardhiatt16 Time for a search warrant....

8/14/2019 8:46:13 PM dynamicres ❣️❣️❣️ pic.twitter.com/yB95svVvyK

8/14/2019 8:47:29 PM tweetstreetint1 Wow, wondered when we'd get to Clinton's friend. They propped up his schools up and created generous money streams...

$ Pay to Play $

 Anyone else see the harlot riding the beast getting unseated?? ⚖

8/14/2019 8:48:22 PM lbf777 Who’s this Gulen person?

8/14/2019 8:54:00 PM x52sky That I didn’t know. I was born in 85 so Im working off of info I’ve only heard from family. Definitely have to check out that doc

8/14/2019 8:55:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not directly. 

Subordinates with no options are left unpredictable and can be easily manipulated into creating distractions.

Enough distractions = Narrative Change

8/14/2019 8:58:01 PM deborademaga ThankQ pic.twitter.com/21wygC8g74

8/14/2019 9:11:12 PM notevenchad17 I got you. pic.twitter.com/n4pTYKb9Di

8/14/2019 9:14:29 PM daveo6145 Talk about synchronicity. I was on a road trip yesterday and I felt like that kept happening when I would go in and out of sleep. It reminded me of sg1 

when Teal’c had difficulty differentiating dreams from reality. It felt like I was somewhere else...

8/14/2019 9:14:31 PM kctigerfan I was alive then but didn't know about it until about 10 years ago when I watched the documentary.  I think news was more regional at that time.  The 

doc is fascinating.  The Pruitt-Igo effect is another really good doc too.  I'd recommend both.

8/14/2019 9:16:39 PM nurseniceyes I am still talking about Epstein and whatever else...I can multitask.

8/14/2019 9:20:30 PM kimmeykim1 I thought the same thing #toolate

8/14/2019 9:23:34 PM x52sky Clickbait headlines seem to be the only thing people read while ignoring the actual story. I have read about Pruitt-Igoe and it seems like people being 

primal to their territory and it’s unfortunate. I have a lot of docs to check out 😂

8/14/2019 9:24:50 PM 1_decided_voter Do they have the assets to continue with the distractions through election day? At some point the FAKE NEWS has to crumble under its own weight, 

but will that be too late?

8/14/2019 9:32:02 PM fktvis What about this 90 mins ago?

 https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1161835033738579973 …

8/14/2019 9:33:40 PM fktvis and this: https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1161847595045515264 …

8/14/2019 9:35:21 PM theawakened2020 SHILL ALERT!!! Why would someone who claims to have access to Secret Space Program tech (July 4th in DC) and dozens of other outlandish claims, 

even bother to reply to Jordan Sather calling him out? Thanks for telling on yourself MJ12. Unfollowing. 5 month old article too. 96yrs?

8/14/2019 9:36:33 PM theawakened2020 EyetheSpy exposed and now this phony too. The truth is being revealed.



8/14/2019 9:45:38 PM 4mydeerone All I Doe Joe me from nowhere is that You are #Magic

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=e06iWT9vSlI … pic.twitter.com/8xZ2zWMraQ

8/14/2019 9:56:46 PM 4mydeerone .AMERiCAN.

🛑 #SSh8

🛑 #HumanTrafficking

#WWG1WGA

#EmpathWE

#LIBERTY

#oneLOVE

Many paths to

#YouAndWE

#YaU2

#ALLAhUS

#QAnon 

Watt’s Love gotta Doe with it? #EVEraeThing! #QBaby is Every baby.

 https://youtu.be/zO_pCWS9Uto  pic.twitter.com/dpAD8kPX2Y
8/14/2019 9:58:35 PM masta12d I.e tracking the trafficking. 

He's gonna need a good lawyer.

8/14/2019 10:47:35 PM roygbiv65041613 #UnsealedEpstein

8/14/2019 10:48:14 PM disfellocated Oh, you mean #EpsteinSuicide, #GhislaineMaxwell, or #Pedogate? I’ll meditate on this one. Everyone should if they’re open to it. 3 6 9

8/14/2019 11:01:14 PM winklerburke Clinton, Clinton, Clinton?  ;)

8/14/2019 11:14:50 PM mongrelglory Mossad connections...

8/14/2019 11:59:31 PM lex6m Look at this! https://facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157769733434073&id=557434072 …

8/15/2019 12:23:06 AM mongrelglory I was just saying to my cousin that this is like the part of the movie where they have a crazy car chase scene that seems to be going on forever, and you 

just want it to be over so you can move the story plot along to the next scene…

8/15/2019 12:28:39 AM zithax_ Consensus reality is more intricate than that; surely they realize. Also, hello, finally. Care to make it a baker's dozen? +1

8/15/2019 12:48:44 AM jenaynayz to make "conspiracy theory's" and people who follow them seem crazy.

8/15/2019 12:50:00 AM becca079 So Gulen is involved in trafficking drugs and children! #Turkey pic.twitter.com/Bjj4BQJpeP

8/15/2019 12:58:25 AM nan_ese ??

8/15/2019 12:59:29 AM nan_ese Whoa! Good catch!

8/15/2019 1:05:54 AM consortiapartn1 Gulen Network take down = Gen Flynn ?

8/15/2019 1:14:36 AM otctrader2 @wwg1wga93583681 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump

Why did one Jeffrey Epstein's planes fly to Antarctica on July 23rd 2019 while he was locked up? July 23rd was the day Epstein had been found 

semiconscious in his cell with marks on his neck...what's in ANTARCTICA? pic.twitter.com/lbZ58awvKq

8/15/2019 1:26:36 AM eiprogram an alien base that works with humans running the NWO.

8/15/2019 1:35:59 AM truthcasthq Source?

8/15/2019 1:38:39 AM inertialobservr umm..

8/15/2019 1:38:45 AM otctrader2 The ADSB Exchange Historical Flight Viewer. 

 https://flight-data.adsbexchange.com 

8/15/2019 1:40:07 AM adirect666 Was it refueled in flight? Because that takes DOD.

8/15/2019 1:42:40 AM mikemurphey1 Clone factory?

8/15/2019 1:43:35 AM eiprogram Popes been there, Buzz Aldrin has been there, John Kerry has been there all in the last few years.

There is a base there and some ruins is my guess. Where else would ET's feel more comfortable than under 200 feet of frozen ice.

8/15/2019 1:54:04 AM eiprogram There was also leaked tracker data from a phone jogging app that some dumbass soldier let upload to the cloud, need to find a link for that.

 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/28/fitness-tracking-app-gives-away-location-of-secret-us-army-bases …

cant find the Antarctica specific one tho.

8/15/2019 2:20:47 AM tmeier123 This real report or BS?

8/15/2019 2:27:48 AM otctrader2 It's real. Go here and enter tail #A0547F into the "enter icao" field, hit submit, then click on the July 23rd flight.

 https://flight-data.adsbexchange.com/  pic.twitter.com/4aFjLTGpUn

8/15/2019 2:42:17 AM kagqanon Guess that guy in the pic gained some weight since they issued his bulletproof vest.

8/15/2019 2:50:30 AM keith369me They needed something...Hong Kong wasn’t holding the public attention especially when protesters are pro-Trump

8/15/2019 3:32:12 AM danielaqcrew Yes! That’s me too

8/15/2019 3:49:47 AM johnsville14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 

9/11/91 - Event? - I

9/11/01 - Event? - II

9/11/19 - Event? - III

Oh, God.  I think I just figured it all out.

MSE? ELE?

8/15/2019 3:53:42 AM johnsville14 what's in ANTARCTICA?

That's  question I've been wanting answered for a long time now.

8/15/2019 3:57:33 AM johnsville14 All the rhetoric "Global Warming", all the movies, all the prepping.  There's going to be a sun flare isn't there?

8/15/2019 3:57:59 AM noticerking What’s the blue path from Georgia to Wyoming?  Is that orange line meant to be the flight path? Seems like something else.  Does the G4 have the 

range to make it that far without refueling? Just trying to understand this.

8/15/2019 3:58:52 AM johnsville14 All the big families were building those DUMBS and stocking up on slaves to survive it.  Trump is taking their DUMBS so they have to witness it just like 

the rest of us for all the evil they've done.

8/15/2019 4:00:45 AM johnsville14 When you guys say you found something out, and "disclosure", you're simply letting us know all the dirty little secrets that have been kept from us.  

Exposing them one by one.  The alien bullshit, the Cults, the "dimensional shift". Just another ruse.

8/15/2019 4:01:56 AM johnsville14 A little bit of satisfaction before Global Warming (double meanings).

8/15/2019 4:04:32 AM johnsville14 That thing you found out was the sun is gonna flare. The "Catastrophic Event"

8/15/2019 4:05:55 AM johnsville14 MEE I mean.  The one thing nobody has really talked about much from Q's drops.

8/15/2019 4:06:14 AM kidlightnin1 Same place Ruth Bada Ginsberg is " ON ICE" according to @TrueEyeTheSpy 🤣🕵️♂️👻

8/15/2019 4:15:26 AM johnsville14 Are any of these people really being brought to justice? Is this all just more sleight of hand to put us at ease? Trumps father was a Freemason, he's 

Austrian Jewish. I tried ignoring that but I'm a seeker of TRUTH.  Are they not in Gitmo but in their Antarctic hideouts?

8/15/2019 4:27:48 AM jvan125 Any knowledge of this? 👀 https://twitter.com/otctrader2/status/1161914072658534400?s=21 …



8/15/2019 4:49:04 AM rafngeirdal I believe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 needs to see this. 17:17 1:7 as a subordinate of Majestic 12 needs to realize that by 17:17 tweeting his story, everybody 

and anybody has the right to ask questions.

8/15/2019 4:54:04 AM pereyroj Yes , I believe that it would teach people to open their eyes& ears this does exist & it has for years . It’s part of our history! But there is no reason to try 

to be little someone, The struggle of it is real ! It’s affected his life , just as it would yours

8/15/2019 4:59:56 AM danielaqcrew Thanks

8/15/2019 5:00:16 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/zQ9LcJgxRg

8/15/2019 5:02:11 AM protestchris Good call. Gulen.. Philly.

8/15/2019 5:02:47 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/fxxMpxmEVl

8/15/2019 5:08:24 AM aprilbrown99 This guy reminds me of Skippy Podesta. 🤔🧐🤨

8/15/2019 5:25:17 AM richard07759712 I miss Talking about the most IMPORTANT Story #EpsteinScandal #EpsteinIsland #EpsteinUnseaked

We need this front at center

      It’s about the Children 

👉🏼 Who went to the Island 👈🏻

8/15/2019 5:26:10 AM richard07759712 RT!

8/15/2019 5:27:14 AM theraphinj  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-vyqJIBMhY8 …

8/15/2019 5:34:38 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1161977855712092161 …

8/15/2019 5:46:39 AM rafngeirdal I believe by be little you meant to say it in one word as google does, because then it means: “dismiss (someone or something) as unimportant.”

8/15/2019 5:51:33 AM 5pplan Where did they go on the 27th? Not Bermuda. They went way southeast, into open oven. See anything on maps? Me either 

pic.twitter.com/XmSo4Sfhit

8/15/2019 5:53:14 AM cavankid There’s a video of two cops exchanging something outside the scene  that then splatters on the ground. Some speculate it is a “pack” of fake blood?? 

🤔

8/15/2019 6:00:55 AM david00997884 Thats right, FF every few days, DS going to take out as many as they can before they get sent to Galactic Central Sun

8/15/2019 6:06:26 AM jared4liberty SAME HERE 🤭🤮

8/15/2019 6:11:51 AM wwg1wga93583681 Buzz Aldrin:

"evil itself" pic.twitter.com/U2YedhbyOH

8/15/2019 6:20:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Off-duty veteran NYPD cop commits suicide, ninth this year https://nypost.com/2019/08/14/off-duty-veteran-nypd-cop-shoots-himself-in-the-head-in-

queens/ …

8/15/2019 6:20:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein traveled to Cuba invited by Fidel Castro | Miami Herald https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-

world/world/americas/cuba/article234009227.html …

8/15/2019 6:21:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein had a painting of Bill Clinton wearing a blue DRESS and red heels in his home | Daily Mail Online 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7353967/Did-Jeffrey-Epstein-portrait-Bill-Clinton-blue-dress-red-heels-NYC-mansion.html …

8/15/2019 6:21:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where is Epstein's 'lady of the house'? Ghislaine Maxwell mystery deepens - BNN Bloomberg http://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/where-is-epstein-s-lady-of-

the-house-ghislaine-maxwell-mystery-deepens-1.1301957 …

8/15/2019 6:23:24 AM sincronizandoc1 This dress? pic.twitter.com/ko38r6yA87

8/15/2019 6:24:20 AM jboat1992 What kind of plane was it?

8/15/2019 6:24:35 AM thelilkingryan The mountain in the picture from buzz aldrin looks almost like the mountains on the bottom left of this badge pic.twitter.com/JHwY9bCm4H

8/15/2019 6:24:48 AM william75258596 Carrying on the entertainment/protection business I would assume.

8/15/2019 6:25:04 AM synackstatic In a similar relationship as Hugo Chavez and Venezuela? What powerful family setup cover and operations in Cuba? Kennedy's and Venezuela. I mean 

epstein shares kerry kennedy's lawyer by her recommendation.

8/15/2019 6:25:07 AM djlok Apparently she's been holed up for the last 3 years.  I'm thinking she's really at Manchester By The Sea and the boyfriend (or whatever he is) is lying.

8/15/2019 6:25:33 AM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/NnbAfeVWEU

8/15/2019 6:27:01 AM mgodfrey99 Are they guilty or have they been silenced?

8/15/2019 6:27:03 AM roaminnoodle No longer tagging #UnsealEpstein when you post?

8/15/2019 6:27:18 AM maryschade14 Great digging material!!! Maybe they Abracadabra..poof she's Gahn

8/15/2019 6:27:26 AM burgersandra It's a dream called "The Great Awakening."

8/15/2019 6:27:41 AM maryschade14 *she not they..

8/15/2019 6:27:52 AM speaakn I’m very, very sad to hear this! 😔😔😔

8/15/2019 6:28:19 AM tweetstreetint1 Well, this seems convenient... all loose ends 🤔

8/15/2019 6:28:26 AM mgodfrey99 Hopefully she is locked away somewhere singing.

8/15/2019 6:30:15 AM dark2light2019 #ArrestGhislaine

8/15/2019 6:30:32 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1161773526111571969 …

8/15/2019 6:30:55 AM dark2light2019 #ArrestGhislaine

8/15/2019 6:31:01 AM rachaelangelm Underground

8/15/2019 6:31:13 AM dark2light2019 #ArrestGhislaine

8/15/2019 6:31:35 AM dark2light2019 #ArrestGhislaine

8/15/2019 6:31:42 AM potatoes187 The outer ice wall of the flat earth

8/15/2019 6:32:01 AM djlok  https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2019/08/14/jeffrey-epstein-associate-ghislaine-maxwell-

massachusetts/xfh2JloheR869JKvwwkVpI/story.html?outputType=amp …

8/15/2019 6:33:06 AM roaminnoodle Knock, knock... 🧐

8/15/2019 6:34:17 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/tTnjK1LSz7

8/15/2019 6:35:59 AM djlok "At some point it will not be safe for them to walk down the street."- #Q

8/15/2019 6:36:23 AM m101wagner I look at the clock on the 24th minute all the time. Meaning???

8/15/2019 6:38:50 AM souljourneyrise Boston with her Boyfriend in  a three leven mansion....saw it yesterday with photos

8/15/2019 6:39:21 AM covertress Some memes evolve on their own

ht @steventipps pic.twitter.com/76gVVOX2f0

8/15/2019 6:39:37 AM roaminnoodle "Hide Yo Kids, Hide Yo Wife" - Antoine Dodson https://youtu.be/EzNhaLUT520?t=60 …

8/15/2019 6:42:14 AM tjschlenerjr At what point is using the word suicide insulting, it’s starting to raise pulses, they think we r stupid

8/15/2019 6:42:21 AM italianmom555 Blue Ain't Your Color🤣🤣

8/15/2019 6:42:30 AM girlawakeinca Maybe tootling around in her  submarine. Isn’t there already enough to indict her? We the people want justice.

8/15/2019 6:44:22 AM anneolsen43 If her arrest comes would that be another marker ..?

8/15/2019 6:46:14 AM keith369me She will be Epstein’d soon after

8/15/2019 6:47:53 AM keith369me Two bullets to the back of the head.  NYPD...time for all to demand to know the truth...they can’t kill everyone and the 187s will stop when a large 

group goes very public

8/15/2019 6:48:49 AM phreatomagnetic Hopefully she's caged and singing beautifully like the good little bird she is.



8/15/2019 6:49:15 AM 313looper 💥 BoOm 

[God Father Gülen]

Tick Tock...

8/15/2019 6:50:38 AM mikeman54986787 If she's lucky, she's in "witness protection"

8/15/2019 6:51:34 AM jturner423 😳

8/15/2019 6:51:36 AM ponder_gene They better find her before the CLINTONS DO.

8/15/2019 6:52:29 AM keith369me Again, this trip happened after Epstein’s first arrest.  World leaders were inviting a known pedophile for visits...just like Bill Gates flew with a known 

pedophile, just like Prince Andrew raped an underage girl supplied by a known pedophile.  People need to open their eyes!!!

8/15/2019 6:52:36 AM momislazy11 She's at her boyfriend's place in Massachusetts

8/15/2019 6:53:37 AM noticerking 1988 Gulfstream G-IV

8/15/2019 6:54:14 AM covertress "Parsing Bill", the Bill Clinton Blue Dress portrait, was painted by Petrina Ryan-Kleid, who also painted this, entitled "Game of War".

Two planes?

Two towers fallen?

#ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/1SwsOxhQuY

8/15/2019 6:54:33 AM keith369me Wasn’t she located in Massachusetts?

8/15/2019 6:56:37 AM 313looper Hong Kong is not a distraction...

That’s the Movement of Awakens for Freedom ...

Don’t underestimate this importance!

8/15/2019 6:59:25 AM keith369me It’s was an attempted MSM narrative shift away from Epstein “suicide” stories. It is an important event just like the yellow vest movement, but one 

that requires investigative journalism to report..which was not done by the MSM when running the same video footage on all networks.

8/15/2019 7:01:49 AM wwg1wga93583681 Antarctica?  Like she flew epstein's jet down there?  Perhaps to meet up with Aldrin's "evil itself?"

@OTCtrader2

8/15/2019 7:04:53 AM jturner423 That flight route exceeds the range of the 1988 - GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE G-IV

8/15/2019 7:06:30 AM therealptriola The guy was 96

8/15/2019 7:07:15 AM wwg1wga_every1 CBS is reporting a neighbor says she is/was there and saw her jogging every morning. I bet she’s moved now. Hope FBI can bring her in. 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/jeffrey-epstein-death-ghislaine-maxwell-allegedly-living-mansion-new-england-

beach-town/ …

8/15/2019 7:08:48 AM wwg1wga_every1 She flew to Antarctica!?! When?!?

8/15/2019 7:08:49 AM marcusgillette1 @dnajlion7 @LaraLeaTrump @POTUS @TeamTrump @EricTrump @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @TrumpWarRoom @DonaldJTrumpJr @MELANIATRUMP 

@Trump @TiffanyATrump @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Marciab74764980 @JoanneTarpon07 @mitchellvii @seanhannity 

@WhiteHouse @TuckerCarlson https://twitter.com/MarcusGillette1/status/1161997843248365569 …

8/15/2019 7:10:22 AM blackjackpupil was he trafficking cuban kids too?

8/15/2019 7:15:01 AM jturner423 Seems more sense to use the TR3B rather than a registered ‘88 Gulf Stream lol

8/15/2019 7:15:11 AM wwg1wga93583681 somebody did

and ghislane is a pilot pic.twitter.com/cwUE4622fN

8/15/2019 7:30:59 AM adamdrakon Warily, I ask why you mention the Gulen Network?

8/15/2019 7:33:27 AM dune_jay Don't forget his tail number was shared by Dyncorp, State dept. and CIA

8/15/2019 7:35:00 AM adamdrakon Genuinely curious by the way.

If you can connect this to the Gulens, make it known.

8/15/2019 7:36:43 AM girlinterptd Maybe this guy knows. pic.twitter.com/DsTezF214y

8/15/2019 7:40:21 AM therealmadre22  pic.twitter.com/WIiiJwLS0g

8/15/2019 7:44:49 AM kachinagtto You’re mind went where mine did!  😳

8/15/2019 7:45:50 AM mefulmer25 Bahahaha best one ☝️

8/15/2019 7:47:16 AM thericharddoyle 1/2 Hi .@SandiaWisdom — I would T’ni, but aside from the “Majestic 12” .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 having only hindered my own efforts in doing so...

I have noticed the P’nti are yet to even acknowledge a 2 Part Direct Message response to Su’s own, sent by me.

So, I must ask, T’ni, Tlkm:  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1161980354158219270 …

8/15/2019 7:53:15 AM eyegloarts  pic.twitter.com/zW3QGNDWmF

8/15/2019 7:56:28 AM rafngeirdal I understand this to mean that Majestic with its 12 members also has a mirror image of twelve as 21; which could mean the overt (12) and covert (21) 

sides of itself. Then Majestic 12/21 is connected somehow to Q/45, which could mean 45 as the overt side of POTUS & Q as covert.

8/15/2019 7:58:23 AM unidrag2 Was that what the "medical needs" was about?

8/15/2019 8:00:14 AM jerseydamsel Don't the Rothchilds have something going on in Antarctica? Not sure if I'm remembering correctly...

8/15/2019 8:04:38 AM allforalarp Is it still working for you? I'm getting "no registration found".

8/15/2019 8:05:20 AM mefulmer25 @migarubia @fulmer_ronald Guys give my husband a true patriot a follow please!! @LoveBling6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @NeonRevolt 

@TheSharpEdge1 @VeteransAlways_ @tw

8/15/2019 8:05:58 AM asdasd26700831 Whats the point of killing them?

8/15/2019 8:07:13 AM bb_qanon Research "Operation Highjump"

 https://coolinterestingstuff.com/operation-highjump-declassified-pictures-ufo-evidence …

8/15/2019 8:09:24 AM wwg1wga93583681 Seconded!  Notable af!! pic.twitter.com/vxcTylCEVW

8/15/2019 8:11:18 AM decodematrix On 7/23 Epstein's plane flew to Antartica:

 https://flight-data.adsbexchange.com/activity?inputSelect=icao&icao=A0547F …

 https://flight-data.adsbexchange.com/map?icao=A0547F&date=2019-07-23 …

8/15/2019 8:13:30 AM jrocktigers Nice timestamp. pic.twitter.com/NGDmcjxCVg

8/15/2019 8:14:35 AM scott_rick Dead in 3 days.  MJ where is our DECLAS?

8/15/2019 8:16:34 AM shadyandsharp @HonestSpy

8/15/2019 8:18:17 AM synackstatic Rothschild Island. It's further west than where the plan path goes.

8/15/2019 8:18:31 AM synackstatic  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rothschild_Island …

8/15/2019 8:18:54 AM decentralizere1 Why is it always Antarctica? So many people in government go there. What's in Antarctica and how is Epstein and his "family" involved?

8/15/2019 8:24:49 AM truthseeker805 Already removed this flight from tracking info pic.twitter.com/iY0spErPvI

8/15/2019 8:28:30 AM 11e1ev1n @TrueEyeTheSpy is a LARP

8/15/2019 8:39:16 AM garypre62441595  pic.twitter.com/Xq3mjiiFsi



8/15/2019 8:44:16 AM queenofclubsiii Doesn't make sense. Look at the various squawk points. You can't fly from Antarctica and back in the times listed. In TN at 3:53PM and Antarctica at 

4:26PM. Even with time change it's not possible. pic.twitter.com/UdJlpTj2Zt

8/15/2019 8:44:36 AM concretejungel Something else is going on with 9 suicides by Police officers in a year.

8/15/2019 8:47:12 AM deepneuron This tweet of his was debunked long ago. It's fake. He never tweeted this.

8/15/2019 8:51:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Two Planes

Two Towers

9/11/91 = Bush 1

9/11/01 = Bush 2

9/11/19 = ??????

Who changed the timeline?

You are watching a movie.

Enjoy the show. pic.twitter.com/q8RkGuRS6m
8/15/2019 8:52:07 AM lillian63662639 Wow

8/15/2019 8:52:15 AM jvan125 I saw that this morning and lost it. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/15/2019 8:52:51 AM 4mydeerone #Houston Watt’s the Update on The Boys Satus,!, pic.twitter.com/mLT8hRLdAU

8/15/2019 8:53:26 AM theraphinj ? pic.twitter.com/HBOGGvX03g

8/15/2019 8:53:51 AM jonathanjones02 Continental Express crash near Houston in 91?

8/15/2019 8:54:24 AM edward_fikes Bush 3 = ...Jeb?  the Hispanic George?

8/15/2019 8:54:32 AM _the_psychonaut Still confused. Should it not be 9/11/21?

8/15/2019 8:54:54 AM dpcoforion Really hope it will end soon because it's been running for 432,000 years with no happy ending. 😞

8/15/2019 8:55:07 AM coloali Here I thought things were going to roll out in a sequential fashion.  Seems like we are in for a chaotic crescendo.  Whew.

8/15/2019 8:55:29 AM glyssons  https://www.disclose.tv/14-mile-structure-buried-in-antarctica-found-on-google-earth-map-315395 …

8/15/2019 8:55:34 AM scott_rick I missed the original post, what does this mean please

8/15/2019 8:56:04 AM melissagouin1 What happened on 9/11/91?  I can’t find much on the internet except for a plane crash in TX. Was that related?

8/15/2019 8:56:13 AM jollyrob2 repulsive, your message is majestic

8/15/2019 8:56:53 AM enomai_ New world order speech by bush Sr i think

8/15/2019 8:56:55 AM i_drawmohammed The same ppl that are leaving the dems out to make complete fools of themselves - less Pete B. who's serious enough to advertise Pizza w/Pete.

Kinda like goin' to the prison yard and taking off your shirt to show yer tatts for the other gang members to wave you over.

8/15/2019 8:56:57 AM q_the_salt  pic.twitter.com/Pp9QHN2P73

8/15/2019 8:57:25 AM luxurybranded There's a luxury hotel there and private jets come and go. That's where Buzz was staying https://white-desert.com/ 

8/15/2019 8:57:43 AM glyssons  https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/618501/Mysterious-14-mile-structure-buried-in-Antarctica-found-on-Google …

8/15/2019 8:58:08 AM kwyatt55 Papa bush delivered the Nwo speech....he talks about a new world order and 1000 points of light.... evil

8/15/2019 8:58:26 AM wahiggins3  https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o 

8/15/2019 8:58:37 AM jdltr450 Trump and his secret team 😉

8/15/2019 9:00:40 AM internetusr Is this a real thing? I must’ve missed a lot today already😳

8/15/2019 9:00:56 AM maerstian7 put the crack pipe down.

8/15/2019 9:01:20 AM starehope Yes!

8/15/2019 9:01:48 AM starehope What?

8/15/2019 9:02:24 AM keith369me Did #UnsealEpstein change the timeline?

8/15/2019 9:03:01 AM stefansl30 @EWdeVlieger zelfde kunstenaar!

8/15/2019 9:03:24 AM jwhite041020 confirmed - very strange. What is link between #Epstein and #Antarctica ? #MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @potus 

pic.twitter.com/hsITSmg2UO

8/15/2019 9:03:39 AM keith369me Bush NWO speech

8/15/2019 9:03:42 AM michael81972 Patrina Ryan-Kleid...twin tower inspired

8/15/2019 9:03:51 AM starehope Please explain.

8/15/2019 9:04:05 AM wahiggins3 My take is that HRC was supposed to be Pres in that timeline and would have orchestrated another disaster on 9/11/19.  Trump won and changed the 

timeline.

8/15/2019 9:04:28 AM garypre62441595 What's the story about the two scorpions near an on his legs?at least I think they are scorpions.

8/15/2019 9:05:52 AM raindroplet70 They are and a reflection of a skull on the shoe on the right

8/15/2019 9:06:11 AM vintagesquirrel Probably because 9/11/19 is a palidromic number.

8/15/2019 9:06:14 AM girlawakeinca Thank you everyone involved in making this world a better place. 9/11/19 should be a beautiful day blessed by the power of positive 3 6 9. God bless 

the balance restored. 🙏🇺🇸🌎💫

8/15/2019 9:06:42 AM _the_psychonaut Can you please explain what that means?

Thanks in advance

8/15/2019 9:06:54 AM real_adampeddle kinda seems like Bermuda to me

8/15/2019 9:07:35 AM darktolightjedi Part 3 something planned with Jeb and the witch?

Donald Trump and the Patriots changed the timeline!

8/15/2019 9:07:59 AM realityloominng What about 9/11/2011 though? This example of magic three seems broken

8/15/2019 9:08:27 AM the_fjalar 9/11/91 https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o 

8/15/2019 9:12:09 AM garypre62441595 Yeah I see it...

8/15/2019 9:12:54 AM allahuniversal Idk, Sept 2011 was a pretty bad month for me...

8/15/2019 9:12:57 AM vintagesquirrel It reads the same forwards and backwards.

8/15/2019 9:13:08 AM michael81972 stock market crash

8/15/2019 9:13:13 AM allahuniversal Correct.

8/15/2019 9:13:27 AM p_i_grammy SO Many Questions...... Very FEW #RealAnswers 🤔🤨

#QuestionEverything #BeLIEveNothing #WWG1WGA

8/15/2019 9:14:01 AM _the_psychonaut Gotcha! Thanks. So looks like something big is happening in 27 days

8/15/2019 9:14:18 AM michael81972 Followed by new asset backed currency

8/15/2019 9:14:24 AM vintagesquirrel You're welcome.

8/15/2019 9:15:23 AM djlok 911 ➡️⬅️

8/15/2019 9:15:27 AM vintagesquirrel Was this from The Matrix just a coincidence? pic.twitter.com/OGCxlBCY70

8/15/2019 9:16:13 AM allahuniversal 9/11/19

9+1+1+1+9 = 21   2+1 = 3 (369)

Vs

9/11/21

9+1+1+2+1 = 14   1+4 = 5 (not 369)

8/15/2019 9:16:52 AM _the_psychonaut Interesting. Thanks! 27 day countdown!

8/15/2019 9:17:34 AM allahuniversal No coincidences o7

8/15/2019 9:18:06 AM _the_psychonaut 2 + 7 = 9 

😎

8/15/2019 9:18:59 AM allahuniversal Just an aside, as [their] plans have been foiled, I too am wondering what will be put in place of it by ]their[ plans...

8/15/2019 9:21:44 AM vintagesquirrel Btw, The Matrix was released in 1999.



8/15/2019 9:23:56 AM renee86743676 The happy ending is declared 

Precisely in the book of revelation. Jesus crushes Satan.

8/15/2019 9:24:15 AM 92michael 3? It’s the 11 that’s significant here.

8/15/2019 9:26:43 AM realityloominng How so, brother?

8/15/2019 9:27:23 AM igg716 This movie is turning out to be real life, we are all apart of the show!

8/15/2019 9:28:23 AM morety76 Please explain?

8/15/2019 9:28:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 20 years Δ

Not Majestic

8/15/2019 9:28:28 AM allahuniversal Let's just say that [they] made it clear that [they] had been watching

8/15/2019 9:29:01 AM mr_fedorable 9s and 1s.

1s and 0s in numerology arent usually counted, except in specific circum stances.

9/11/91 = 9, 9, (1 + 1 + 1 = 3)

9/11/01 = 9, (1 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 3)

9/11/19 = 9,  (1 + 1 + 1 = 3), 9

Not broken
8/15/2019 9:29:49 AM mr_fedorable Clone Lab

8/15/2019 9:30:24 AM realityloominng Wauw, I want to hear your story some time. Your comments are always inspiring

8/15/2019 9:30:30 AM dpcoforion That's what they were saying when the Romans sacked Jerusalem, and again later when Rome was sacked by barbarians.  Even in St Paul's time, 

people were saying "Soon. Trust the Plan" to people demanding justice. The more things change, the more they stay the same. 🤷♂️

8/15/2019 9:31:44 AM allahuniversal 18 years, however...

8/15/2019 9:32:26 AM melissagouin1 Ohh!!  That makes a lot of sense. Thank you.

8/15/2019 9:33:25 AM realityloominng Did Q and Q+ break it up? Or is blackhats planning a "non-majestic'' rebound?

8/15/2019 9:34:07 AM sharonmount9 John Kerry went to Antarctica on the last presidential election day. So some meeting place is down there

8/15/2019 9:34:35 AM allahuniversal Thank you. Seriously considering writing an autobio sooner or later. Believe it or not I'm so used to [them] & [their] "games" that it's normal and boring 

to me! I might get bored with writing and never finish 😂

8/15/2019 9:35:57 AM painting_truth Why is 99% of the planet not allowed in Antarctica? It's just a bunch of water and ice right? So what's the problem. It's not like there's a nazi HQ DUMB 

down there or anything. 

Admiral Byrd - Paperclip and Highjump.

8/15/2019 9:36:45 AM melissagouin1 A speech that sounded promising was actually a speech hiding their true intentions and getting the world to back them up. Disgusting!

8/15/2019 9:36:58 AM melissagouin1  https://youtu.be/byxeOG_pZ1o 

8/15/2019 9:37:01 AM lbf777 Zionist Don Lucky Larry Silverstein got a twofer with the 911 tragedy. He bought the towers & got insurance on them right before they went down. The 

Judge granted him $2 Billion but greedy Larry demanded $4 Billion since 2 terror attacks happened; not 1. Crooked Judge agreed. 

pic.twitter.com/EiINybzVBl

8/15/2019 9:37:20 AM 92michael 11 - is the symbol of new beginning. The old being complete and finished. Making way for the new world! The future is bright!

8/15/2019 9:38:59 AM wwg1wga_every1 Still don’t understand the 3 (369) and 5 (not 369). Makes no sense to me at all. 🤷🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️ Please elaborate.

8/15/2019 9:39:46 AM maryschade14 Obama Oprah Springsteen et al take a cruise..hmmm..contingency Epstein II and other plans..Obama promised he was not leaving..a theatre of the 

Mind he still reigns..Red Dragon Sector..Iran ship held..new DJT trade tweet

We have changed the timeline over many years..now is time pic.twitter.com/i1HsHUTObg

8/15/2019 9:41:28 AM _the_psychonaut The first group of numbers adds to 21. That broken down ( 2+1) is 3. 3,6,&9 have a profound effect on our consciousness. 

The other group adds to 14. Broken down is 5.

8/15/2019 9:41:57 AM marty31731653 I think we (millions of people worldwide) did https://youtu.be/DD-sFjWaBC0 

8/15/2019 9:44:30 AM stormystorm10 I would guess she’s in questioning

8/15/2019 9:45:14 AM roaminnoodle Would I be safe if I doxxed myself on Twitter with my photo?

Trump Rally tonight in NH!

Majestic:DJT

12:45

Bonus: Any ideas for a poster sign?
8/15/2019 9:45:37 AM hutyraamy I have already . Thanks will reread

8/15/2019 9:46:29 AM kagqanon George Sr NWO speech

8/15/2019 9:48:50 AM burgersandra Who changed the timeline?

WWG1WGA

8/15/2019 9:48:59 AM atypicalsheep  pic.twitter.com/GxluWcU3Dq

8/15/2019 9:51:13 AM jluckjoy The word coincidence is no longer in my vocabulary.

8/15/2019 9:52:14 AM i_drawmohammed 3x baker notable.

@PrivvyBaker 

@beer_parade

8/15/2019 9:52:31 AM karina89350882 I have to say - Europe must be thankful to the USA that you took all "Nazi-Genius" after WWII- this was really the box of the Pandorra…….but there is a 

saying in Austria: " Einem geschenktem Gaul schaut man nicht ins Maul".....

8/15/2019 9:55:54 AM jvan125 That's right!!!! Have a MAGA great time!!! I liked your LQTINQs for Trump idea if that's allowed...with the declas starting and the way POTUS is 

tweeting today I have a feeling you're in for an AMAZING Rally!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/15/2019 9:55:57 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/dnajlion7/status/1162035350488752128 …

8/15/2019 9:57:50 AM roublisa Bush 2 pivot ?🤔

8/15/2019 9:58:16 AM covertress 1991 was Bush Sr's NWO speech.

8/15/2019 9:59:14 AM starehope Why doesn't it follow the sequence and end with 9/11/21?

8/15/2019 9:59:18 AM roublisa We are with you Q+ 👊👊👊

8/15/2019 10:00:50 AM judellenf  https://vaticproject.blogspot.com/2014/08/antarctica-nazi-base-during-ww-ii-aliens.html … pic.twitter.com/up0OuKar5y

8/15/2019 10:02:25 AM starehope Equals 9?

8/15/2019 10:03:28 AM allahuniversal Take these 3 dates, and add up the #s in the sum until you have single digits. 

9/11/91 = 21, 3

9/11/01 = 12, 3

9/11/19 = 21, 3

See the pattern? 3+3+3=9

In order to be "ritually effective" over the span of 18 yrs (1+8=9) they must use the Power of 369 to their advantage. (Tesla)

8/15/2019 10:06:00 AM qstrodamus Make it so Number One

8/15/2019 10:06:13 AM allahuniversal The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1162047165000310784?s=19 …

8/15/2019 10:07:11 AM mattbdogg God this disturbs me beyond words.   Is it a jim Carey???



8/15/2019 10:07:43 AM gwhizz1 Antarctica has the Supreme Council. 24 Spiritual being that have some control over World affairs"The Most Highs rule the Kingdom of Men". It is also 

the location of the ArchAngel circuit.

8/15/2019 10:08:36 AM madhatter33333 Yea there is definatly something BIG in antarctica.  But you cant just fly there, you have to have special permission to go there.  This is big news for sure.

8/15/2019 10:09:03 AM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @IPOT1776 @MLP_officiel @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch @TomFitton 

@Project_Veritas @matteosalvinimi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @andweknow @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152 @SeekerOTL https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1162048295939837952 …

8/15/2019 10:09:25 AM timedabbler21 We have it all....

8/15/2019 10:11:19 AM state1union Remember when Trump said he was going to a fundraising dinner. I’m gonna raise 12 billion then 10 million and he ended up raising 12 million, 2 more 

than expected? Per RNC. That was a confirmation and that we are Magestic and to 12 also plus 2 going -2 to from 2021 to 2019

8/15/2019 10:14:03 AM diaptera_80 Look in Antarctica

8/15/2019 10:14:12 AM state1union Trump reversed the spell by 2 years.

8/15/2019 10:14:34 AM allahuniversal ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501436626259974?s=19 …

8/15/2019 10:14:55 AM allahuniversal Hmm, - 2, you say? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107501436626259974?s=19 …

8/15/2019 10:18:20 AM starehope Yes, I SEE.

8/15/2019 10:19:11 AM archiebird4 Dude!! You’re killin’ me here!!  C’mon!!! More clues!! Is [43] in the killbox?!

8/15/2019 10:19:20 AM state1union Yes

8/15/2019 10:21:45 AM lilac1982 So 9/11/2012 Benghazi means what?

8/15/2019 10:21:52 AM state1union If I told you, you wouldn’t believe me so I’ll let the movie continue

8/15/2019 10:23:21 AM jvan125 5:5...wow 😎🙏😎😎

8/15/2019 10:23:24 AM rascal_the_dog6 What’s with the thing that looks like a button on his desk? Explosion button? Idk

8/15/2019 10:24:09 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/yKVg1GhZBV

8/15/2019 10:24:19 AM deplorablesabi Paper planes, crumbled towers, scorpions at his feet. Crazy

8/15/2019 10:24:58 AM mscronkat 9/11 DECLAS would be good on that day.

8/15/2019 10:25:04 AM scampi971 Winter is coming?

8/15/2019 10:27:34 AM starehope Thank you Gold, a much clearer explanation of the theory.

8/15/2019 10:28:55 AM iamspirit22 Interesting how the more I tweet or retweet info on corruption, the more I get spam calls from Chinese like foreign language calls. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/15/2019 10:28:58 AM starehope The spell?

8/15/2019 10:29:55 AM kidlightnin1 @TrueEyeTheSpy is the real deal & not a LARP as you say. He is a patriot in the fight to free everyone in Fantasyland. Those attacked the most are the 

true crusaders for justice.🕵️♂️👻😍

8/15/2019 10:30:34 AM killershears yoooo I love Tool also

8/15/2019 10:30:46 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081033133275967496?s=19 …

8/15/2019 10:34:03 AM mattbdogg I never even noticed the scorpion

8/15/2019 10:34:08 AM asininerhetoric @Jordan_Sather_

8/15/2019 10:34:24 AM ottofried How many aircraft use that tail number?

8/15/2019 10:35:34 AM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/eoDOsHXjiJ

8/15/2019 10:42:35 AM pauliepg11111 WE as a collective changed the timeline.

8/15/2019 10:44:19 AM azuremagus Under surveillance so as not to disappear  .

8/15/2019 10:44:20 AM danridley12 The control system for Earth.  And Penguins, lots of penguins.

8/15/2019 10:44:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Supposed to be Bush 3 when [HRC].

8/15/2019 10:47:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1162053854176796672 …

8/15/2019 10:48:08 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/clGwL6etNv

8/15/2019 10:48:33 AM pmgossett We love you and pray for you

8/15/2019 10:49:06 AM keith369me ...looks like the BIG week is moving forward.

8/15/2019 10:49:10 AM kindeandtrue Looks like this painting of GWB is by the same artist who painted Bill Clinton in a dress. Same style: pic.twitter.com/ckAuxh416S

8/15/2019 10:49:43 AM petitchevalb "An Air Force investigation determined the document to be a fake."??

8/15/2019 10:49:47 AM darkiilight People you are observing through the eyes of the Puppet Master. Who would on earth care to paint or hold paintings of the President, the Commander 

in Chief in Cross dress and ignorant playful foolish Child unless you are the handler. Painting/Picture worth thousand Words/Currency

8/15/2019 10:50:09 AM rachaelangelm Q changed it as Jed Bush needs to move around

8/15/2019 10:51:03 AM chadmcgregory is still not here....

8/15/2019 10:52:43 AM lbf777 What are we expected to find within?

8/15/2019 10:53:38 AM state1union Ok I’ll explain and how I can go Majestic my date of birth, 9/10

= 3,6,9 plus 1  =10 ///////////date of my poisoning 1/21 = 10/10/1  or 3/2/2–3/2/2 plus 1 add both 1’s together and you get 2. When I see the to 1’s 

together I see the twin towers. I need 2 more from 10 to be MJ12

8/15/2019 10:53:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have two 👀, right?

You can read 📚?

Make it so!

Open Source Intelligence

Sheep No More

8/15/2019 10:55:09 AM mister_chard it's redacted..what good is it?

8/15/2019 10:55:29 AM nikoscali Bruce Ohr is so screwed!

8/15/2019 10:55:33 AM kindeandtrue Very similar stylistic/cartoonish faces and use of color. I bet these are by the same artist. pic.twitter.com/xmldmWL6Ap

8/15/2019 10:56:20 AM pattonspotting Was 8chan down by purposeful/synchronistic means during JE suicide and Declass to stress test Digital Soldiers abilities and dig and redpill to sheep 

outside of Board?

8/15/2019 10:56:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Certainly is valuable, but not coordinated.

8/15/2019 10:57:10 AM lbf777 Yes true. I'm just so exited, I can't wait. pic.twitter.com/KVgy6q7gAt

8/15/2019 10:57:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w/ MJ9

8/15/2019 10:57:26 AM norwegianon Lol pic.twitter.com/Yd5UnZSbVu

8/15/2019 10:58:02 AM flubbynutty PR territory is part of the plan?

8/15/2019 10:58:09 AM laura_twelve I just wanted to say hi MJ12 😀

8/15/2019 10:58:23 AM jessicaslagley Is there a dark and light cabal?

8/15/2019 10:58:26 AM pro_aktv What is AMA?

8/15/2019 10:58:34 AM jonathanjones02 Majestic view of Christ (Logos - Reason and Order of all creation), angels and demons?

8/15/2019 10:59:13 AM kessenao What’s this from?

8/15/2019 10:59:18 AM dispensaryexch Skimmed through it real quick , fifty percent redactions of course

8/15/2019 10:59:22 AM kindeandtrue Why did Trump launch frontal assault on our 1A and 2A rights last week?

8/15/2019 10:59:29 AM scott_rick A)anything in Oak Island that I will find next Week

B)timeline change complete?

C)why did Elohim put us beside Draco?

8/15/2019 10:59:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're watching a movie.



8/15/2019 10:59:51 AM freestateojones What is the current status of programs like Pegasus?

8/15/2019 11:00:04 AM pro_aktv Thanks. I was pretty sure, but there may be some on here that don’t know. 👍

8/15/2019 11:00:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 To protect them.

8/15/2019 11:00:10 AM trumps_all Did one of the guards kill Epstein???

8/15/2019 11:00:24 AM trumps_all Is tomorrow the BIG REVEAL DAY?

8/15/2019 11:00:25 AM ksouth21 Will 9/11/19 be a significant event? Good or bad?

8/15/2019 11:00:36 AM wwg1wga93583681 what's in antarctica?

8/15/2019 11:00:40 AM thecryingliber1 Does this movie end soon?

8/15/2019 11:00:43 AM pauliepg11111 Epstein dead?

8/15/2019 11:00:58 AM capitalkid What, specifically, is the "modern interpretation" of The Bible, that you frequently mention?

8/15/2019 11:01:09 AM 1_decided_voter Seems like [THEY] have found a way to stop Q, at least temporarily. Will Q find another platform to complete their mission if 8chan is permanently 

deplatformed?

8/15/2019 11:01:12 AM trumps_all Are Haspel and Wray black hats, white hats or grey hats???

8/15/2019 11:01:33 AM roaminnoodle I made that LQTINQ one and just now made "WE QRE WITH YOU!" with a "+" sign inside the Q... 

I hope these get past SS 🙏🏻

8/15/2019 11:01:42 AM fft2_28 Is the Earth hollow?

8/15/2019 11:01:50 AM thoughttazer Does POTUS have loyalty of the majority- or all of the Military/Joint Chiefs?

8/15/2019 11:01:52 AM dfuller17 Is Damon T. Berry legit?

8/15/2019 11:02:22 AM behappy_369 Is 45/immediate fam from the archangel/ascended master group?

8/15/2019 11:02:32 AM aurorasreality What’s in Antarctica.... Why are Epstein’s planes flying there after he was in jail?

8/15/2019 11:02:33 AM kindeandtrue I hope with all my heart you're right; otherwise, we're screwed.

8/15/2019 11:02:34 AM stoneturnr Is the X37-B used for weather manipulation? Did SpaceX launch it in Sept 17 on behalf on deepstate? pic.twitter.com/7MYvXuKCXC

8/15/2019 11:02:41 AM pleiadianshaman There will be a public global currency reset announcement?

8/15/2019 11:02:58 AM connie2441 Since consciousness creates who wrote the movie script and since we want a benevolent ending, individually what do we do to support it?

8/15/2019 11:03:01 AM djlok Maxwell is gonna "suicide" too, isn't she?

8/15/2019 11:03:05 AM jschwien76 “Skinwalker Ranch” happenings Majestic or Cabal?

8/15/2019 11:03:10 AM nmchristoban Shit. You wasted your 1 question!!

8/15/2019 11:03:36 AM noticerking So the search of the island already happened and this recent FBI raid is just for show?

8/15/2019 11:03:57 AM pleiadianshaman are we in 4D earth?

8/15/2019 11:04:02 AM timeflatcircle So is Prince Andrew.

8/15/2019 11:04:13 AM stoneturnr Was Epsteins funding of AI research influenced by interdimensional entities?

8/15/2019 11:04:28 AM roaminnoodle Is "A Dogs Journey" a kind of disclosure for understanding IS-BE?

8/15/2019 11:04:29 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ9, 

Is consciousness balancing second law of thermodynamics in Universe(s)?

8/15/2019 11:04:34 AM pleiadianshaman Are we in Solar Flash ascension timeline?

8/15/2019 11:04:35 AM thoughttazer How many major Unseals can we expect to see by year-end?

8/15/2019 11:04:39 AM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1162062291426131968?s=20 …

8/15/2019 11:04:42 AM danielaqcrew I think so too.

8/15/2019 11:04:55 AM ethereal_shaman Will those unknowingly used in SSP/black ops projects be given personal disclosure information at some point?

8/15/2019 11:05:00 AM state1union I’ve never seen that post before. Wow 😮

8/15/2019 11:05:48 AM whatupman38 How soon will 9-11 have full exposure as well are there plans in place for the Populace to ever be red pilled on MK Ultra and Mass Shootings?

8/15/2019 11:05:50 AM pro_aktv 😂🤣😂 idc

8/15/2019 11:06:15 AM state1union Trump and da team

8/15/2019 11:06:26 AM starehope Great movie. I've had it for years. Guess it's time to rewatch.

8/15/2019 11:06:43 AM karentriebel MeToo

8/15/2019 11:07:11 AM roger35742354 Going to learn anything regarding Reptiods or Tartarians?

8/15/2019 11:07:19 AM karina89350882 Is the ancient red Vampire gone?

8/15/2019 11:07:21 AM pattonspotting Does 45 read these AMA’s? If so, tell him thank you.

8/15/2019 11:07:32 AM roaminnoodle What can we do (diet/supplement wise, etc.) to make the best healthiest baby? Speaking as a man, but woman tips also wanted!

8/15/2019 11:07:36 AM pleiadianshaman Is Trump in contact with benevolent beings helping the transition?

8/15/2019 11:07:38 AM noticerking Is the Combetta gmail revelation in the Grassley drop directly related to Q’s drops about shared gmail accounts, usage of gmail drafts and the Google 

server in NK?

8/15/2019 11:08:08 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1078495452176232449?s=19 …

8/15/2019 11:08:20 AM pleiadianshaman Is the storm about to hit?

8/15/2019 11:08:28 AM kindeandtrue I'm not talking about fake news. I'm talking about Trump's own fascist gun-grabbing speech last Monday, straight from the horse's mouth. 

https://americanmilitarynews.com/2019/08/video-trump-calls-for-red-flag-gun-laws-stronger-background-checks-in-response-to-mass-shootings/ …

8/15/2019 11:08:58 AM cjptrsn Was Barr compromised by GHW Bush? If so what was the nature of the compromise?

8/15/2019 11:09:04 AM vand3rboots I thought that time is an illusion and you don't predict dates, so what are you alluding to on 9/11/19?

8/15/2019 11:09:33 AM yourkiddingme5 Clintons...will we see that they were victimized in this, too, on some level (The Overstock guy kind of threw a hint out about that)?  And yes, we are 

watching a movie, just hoping for some foreshadowing.  Thanks much! 🤔

8/15/2019 11:09:37 AM herbrusselljr Really wish I understood this more. I’m just getting up to speed on LOA.

8/15/2019 11:09:39 AM hoelessromantik Am I asking this question on my own accord?

8/15/2019 11:10:12 AM allahuniversal Was an interesting night

8/15/2019 11:11:10 AM nmchristoban What is the next thing that needs to (that we can help) manifest? 

We still waiting for more  #UnsealEpstein ?

are we to #UnsealStandardHotel ?

I won't ask about  #UnsealSNCTM...

8/15/2019 11:11:51 AM noticerking “The raid on the mansion overlooking Florida's Intracoastal Waterway in Palm Beach took place on October 20, 2005”

I’m referring to his island property.

8/15/2019 11:12:34 AM momislazy11 What?

8/15/2019 11:12:57 AM igiant111 What Act are we in?

8/15/2019 11:13:04 AM covertress All knowledge is within?

So, is Majestic Consciousness aleady working within us and we just need to detox and release burdens in order to access it?

8/15/2019 11:13:19 AM johnny10559479 Debt reset in 2019?

8/15/2019 11:13:49 AM onlyafool1 Are you going to answer any of these questions?

8/15/2019 11:14:03 AM noticerking I have.  That’s his Florida mansion.

8/15/2019 11:15:10 AM kindeandtrue Watch this clip and then please explain to me how quick death penalty for undefined "hate crimes" is constitutional?

Very sinister speech by Trump: https://twitter.com/Ruptly/status/1158445337780137985 …

8/15/2019 11:15:54 AM noticerking No worries

8/15/2019 11:15:55 AM realitycheck05 What is the best way for us to help with this transition from dark to light?



8/15/2019 11:16:09 AM covertress Is Jeffrey Epstein dead?

187?

8/15/2019 11:16:19 AM decodematrix Is there anything unique/special about Earth compared to other planets?

8/15/2019 11:16:21 AM fergal_maw Are we currently in some form of computer system/form of technology?

8/15/2019 11:16:38 AM timeflatcircle The Black Eye Club. Explain.

8/15/2019 11:16:46 AM ryan35381162 Is the Grand Coulee Dam a DUMB

8/15/2019 11:16:59 AM connorr1986 House of windsor runs the show(Finance).  Military wing is the MIC or the complex (USA) and the Vatican (religion).

8/15/2019 11:16:59 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein?

8/15/2019 11:17:34 AM djlok How much will this painting go for? pic.twitter.com/X6G0PfxhD5

8/15/2019 11:17:55 AM burgersandra Tell me and give me a chance.

8/15/2019 11:18:06 AM keith369me Israel is last...Q...is this referring to intelligence agencies?  Mossad/Epstein

8/15/2019 11:18:15 AM lorieve If he is I pray God has mercy on his soul. Or not, I'm almost to the point of not caring.

8/15/2019 11:19:18 AM bear_plissken In less than a minute, at more than mach 25? Very funny, but it's either a measurement error or a reporting error.

8/15/2019 11:19:44 AM covertress A subordinate? pic.twitter.com/kn8k6zsQMn

8/15/2019 11:20:31 AM verycoolhunting #TheGreatAwakening https://qanon.pub/?q=Iraq%20 

8/15/2019 11:20:36 AM bear_plissken A0547F

8/15/2019 11:20:40 AM smith_jere Great answer. It is working.

8/15/2019 11:21:00 AM johnhammar94 When did the tmieline split?

8/15/2019 11:21:23 AM turboxyde Meditation question... How can we better unpack and process memory engrams stored in our DNA?

8/15/2019 11:21:25 AM djlok Totally agree!!!

8/15/2019 11:21:26 AM d3m0a Hey Maj, Here is a Question for your followers. 

Was Donald Trumps Father there when Nickolas Telsa's work was confiscated by the FBI?  

What Year?

8/15/2019 11:21:40 AM lightson45 Is my sporadic loud tinnitus a form of receiving a download?

8/15/2019 11:21:50 AM keith369me A little background as to who this is?

8/15/2019 11:22:14 AM smith_jere It belongs in the Smithsonian.

8/15/2019 11:22:20 AM covertress Will we be seeing more from Adm Rogers and Gen Flynn in this movie?

8/15/2019 11:22:29 AM garyl_  https://flight-data.adsbexchange.com/map?icao=A0547F&date=2019-07-23 …

8/15/2019 11:22:42 AM omniaaequalia Do we have quantum computing simulation to see the future? Do we have the ability to view anything that has happened in the past?

8/15/2019 11:22:45 AM wwg1wga93583681 Regarding earth born IS-BEs: do some come to earth with bad intentions?  Or is it all due to temporal earthly corruption?

8/15/2019 11:22:47 AM freestateojones ... yes.

8/15/2019 11:23:06 AM keith369me Q was here for The Great Awakening...is it not continuing without 8 Chan?

8/15/2019 11:23:11 AM braveunicorn55 I've been wondering the same thing. My spider senses have been tingling.

8/15/2019 11:23:21 AM lorieve Yes, be being in a state of Grace, full of the Holy Spirit releases one's anointing. Discovering and cherishing one's unique gifting is part of this process. 

You have always known, now believe.

8/15/2019 11:23:21 AM capitalkid Flynn changed the timeline

8/15/2019 11:23:38 AM sheshifts001 Tips on discerning dream intel vs dream inception of disinfo?

8/15/2019 11:23:48 AM karentriebel We all get guns except Fredo

8/15/2019 11:23:51 AM freestateojones 8chan will be back sooner than later.

FB has streamed a few murders/crimes, as recent as yesterday - will they be deplatformed as well?

8/15/2019 11:23:56 AM boogeymanhunter A lot of popular YouTubers out there that have a huge amount of followers that are children.

Can we assume this a cause for concern?

8/15/2019 11:24:07 AM state1union Were you all talking about Stranger Things?  I’ve been told to watch it.

8/15/2019 11:24:07 AM jollyrob2 👋 MJ9, has planet earth tilted recently?

8/15/2019 11:24:08 AM wwg1wga93583681 Is one-eye on board with Trump's intention to protect those rights?

8/15/2019 11:24:08 AM freestateojones Nov 2017.

8/15/2019 11:24:16 AM turboxyde How were special access programs manged at military bases in the early 2000s to monitor active duty "starseeds?"

8/15/2019 11:24:39 AM kindeandtrue If Fredo wants a gun, Fredo should have a gun. Who are you to decide, pray tell?

8/15/2019 11:24:45 AM coachdadu Has this movie been watched before?

8/15/2019 11:24:53 AM wwg1wga93583681 Thanks for not spoiling it!!  kek

8/15/2019 11:24:54 AM keith369me Don’t know, but John Kerry flew down there on Election Day 2016.  Couldn’t be good

8/15/2019 11:25:13 AM decodematrix Today is the 42nd anniversary of the Wow! signal. Tomorrow is the 42nd anniversary Elvis Presley's death. Significant?

8/15/2019 11:25:28 AM covertress Head on a swivel, then clocking me.

8/15/2019 11:25:42 AM keith369me Earth is in 5D...humanity varies

8/15/2019 11:26:27 AM keith369me Recently?

8/15/2019 11:26:38 AM santasurfing Good point!

8/15/2019 11:27:17 AM brookshunter12 Only treaty ever observed by all who signed. That says mountains about the inportance of Antarctica to the globalist agenda. Fuck Area 51 Antarctica is 

much more interesting.

8/15/2019 11:27:22 AM becca000007 I think so

8/15/2019 11:27:44 AM braveunicorn55 Yes. Are you familiar with @TheHimmmm and @entylawyer ?

8/15/2019 11:27:56 AM zomegad Notables are NOT endorsements.

8/15/2019 11:28:01 AM santasurfing 😡😡😡

8/15/2019 11:28:20 AM covertress 10-Aug-2019. 

Not the first encounter. 

Similar then.

8/15/2019 11:28:27 AM synackstatic JA white hat? Key to paper planes?

8/15/2019 11:28:29 AM allahuniversal Or, [they] actually did have something planned for said date. Where are Y'all getting the idea that a prediction was being made?

8/15/2019 11:28:39 AM egelone Hello, MJ9. I know eat meat is bad. Can i eat fish/egg/chicken? thanks

8/15/2019 11:28:47 AM jrocktigers Is 45 aware of 

H. J. RES. 104

JOINT RESOLUTION

To designate March 26, 1991, as `Education Day, U.S.A ?

8/15/2019 11:29:00 AM sheshifts001 It's a collective #ChooseYourOwnAdventure

best ending selected and in the queue ;)

#in5D #D5

8/15/2019 11:29:12 AM scott_rick She won’t be after Aug 18

8/15/2019 11:29:33 AM scott_rick Lack of oxygen in a cell

8/15/2019 11:29:48 AM janicebayless I knew a gal whose husband cross dressed. He’d take her shopping, pick the clothes he’d like to wear, and get them. She was close to a breakdown. 

Awful.



8/15/2019 11:29:55 AM tomasquezada And that event dramatically changed the destiny of my country, still being siezed by the families that the CIA and Pinochet placed in positions of 

political, military and business power. Disgraceful!

8/15/2019 11:30:22 AM aprilbrown99 Is the painting of Bill Clinton they found in Epsteins house an accurate depiction?

8/15/2019 11:30:30 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/d06D4WcBQP

8/15/2019 11:30:51 AM keith369me I wonder how many suicides = broken bones in the neck due to extreme downward pressure on a noose?

8/15/2019 11:31:32 AM tomasquezada Is that painting  coming from Epstein Island?

8/15/2019 11:31:39 AM keith369me Be of the light

8/15/2019 11:31:55 AM braveunicorn55 Yes. An entertainment lawyer and his well-positioned friends who publish some fairly damning stories of the rich and famous at  

http://crazydaysandnights.net . Himmmm just did a 3 parter about Epstein/Maxwell. I will send you the link if you want.

8/15/2019 11:32:01 AM aprilbrown99 Are there any new Majestic members of late?

8/15/2019 11:32:09 AM djlok I guess [they] are telling us with that painting how that stain really got there. 🤮🤮🤮

8/15/2019 11:32:13 AM _constitution 1) MJ-9 is Project Historian. The historical mission is twofold. First, historians shall be enlisted to attempt to determine the extent of alien activity prior 

to the present time...

8/15/2019 11:32:26 AM _constitution 2) ... Second, a MAJIC Historical Bureau shall receive all documents from all units and prepare and maintain a large-scale historical resource for use in 

briefing and as a source of reference.

8/15/2019 11:32:43 AM lorieve It's like Dorian Gray but in reverse.

8/15/2019 11:33:43 AM janicebayless Poor Monica. Poor us. Gross out.

8/15/2019 11:34:23 AM turboxyde Communication is important no matter if we are talking about "the plan" or leading a unit/business.

How does one encrypt telepathic messages?

Assign logos encryption key through Source to coordinate between ISs and BEs?

8/15/2019 11:34:28 AM keith369me Stress and anger are huge predictors.

8/15/2019 11:34:41 AM djlok They never thought [she] would lose and WE never thought [they]'d go away!!!

8/15/2019 11:35:39 AM alaraofsirius Great question cuz they do. This is how I woke up.

8/15/2019 11:35:40 AM aprilbrown99 What percentage of the population is now awake since the Epstein arrest and now “death”?

8/15/2019 11:36:03 AM _369311119 TT!

8/15/2019 11:36:07 AM bubusmc Saturn?

8/15/2019 11:36:10 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you for your service MJ9! 🥰🥰🥰

8/15/2019 11:36:39 AM jsay222 When was it painted...before or after 9/11?

8/15/2019 11:36:56 AM start313hichq 36

×

9

______

324

12345679

×

324

________________

3,999,999,996

What is your opinion??

🤔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1161088093396570112?s=19 …
8/15/2019 11:37:27 AM luvleebutterfly What CAN you tell us about EBE's in earth?

Yes I mean in not on.

8/15/2019 11:37:35 AM decodematrix What is the relationship between the solar flash and pole shift?

8/15/2019 11:37:38 AM _constitution How could the timeline be changed without HRC finding out until it was too late?

8/15/2019 11:38:02 AM magamatician Piezoelectric

8/15/2019 11:38:09 AM nikoscali If they are IN the earth then they are NOT EXTRAterrestrial no?

8/15/2019 11:38:49 AM marywal64295444 Listening to binaural beats and isothronic tones helps me quiet my mind to meditate, but I also read that not to trust any of this music on YouTube and 

using earbuds is harmful. I am so confused. Is listening to this "music" to help my thoughts be quiet helpful or bad?

8/15/2019 11:39:11 AM horseofw Not many A's in there MJ

8/15/2019 11:39:21 AM pro_aktv Thanks! 👌✅

8/15/2019 11:40:02 AM covertress Are timelines still being merged?

8/15/2019 11:40:15 AM selvestekjetil Leidos running Antartica now?

8/15/2019 11:40:30 AM pinealg1 ET disclosure near future?

8/15/2019 11:40:34 AM edward_fikes Worst. AMA. ever.

8/15/2019 11:40:35 AM luvleebutterfly Not if they came from "elsewhere" before they ended up in the earth.

8/15/2019 11:40:39 AM covertress Do you enjoy being Majestic, MJ9?

8/15/2019 11:40:45 AM ordinarymyke Shockwave on 11-11-18 timeline convergence?

8/15/2019 11:41:51 AM wwg1wga_every1 Okay, understand now. Thanks for explaining!!!! God bless!

8/15/2019 11:42:23 AM aprilbrown99 Monicas dress?

8/15/2019 11:42:45 AM wahiggins3 Where should our collective thought energy be focused right now?

8/15/2019 11:42:49 AM susanlovechrist We had all better prepare ourselves for the answer to that question.

8/15/2019 11:43:16 AM djlok Oh, I know. Great question. I was at lunch yesterday and overheard some random people talking about the Clinton's killing #Epstein.  Everyone is 

talking about it.

8/15/2019 11:43:30 AM shallknown What do earth based MJ members eat?..... since all our food is poisonous.

8/15/2019 11:43:34 AM dynamicres All MJ members: Trained in uncommon ability unlocks (telepathy etc.) or just simply tech assist while they hold rank?

8/15/2019 11:44:09 AM tararoby9 One explanation I have found for the high pitched frequencies is that it is musical notes, each note corresponds to a specific chakra.   http://In5d.com  

has daily articles on this subject and explains it in depth.

 https://in5d.com/august-15-2019-high-pitched-frequency-key-f-heart-throat-chakras/ …

8/15/2019 11:44:30 AM godchosetrump77  https://i.pinimg.com/originals/b0/9e/91/b09e91e8fab435300c1e99536dd8e3e3.jpg …

8/15/2019 11:44:47 AM anneolsen43 CA? Perhaps

8/15/2019 11:45:21 AM anneolsen43 Or should I say JE did?

8/15/2019 11:46:02 AM 3rdoceanmariner Zapata Oil a GHWB spook front company on the 1950’s constructed 2 offshore drilling rigs named Scorpion and Vinegaroon that served as listening 

posts near Cuba and also as refueling depots for marine vessels...all of this right around the time of the Bay of Pigs Invasion & CMC

8/15/2019 11:46:06 AM covertress Were 👽 involved in Russia's recent nuclear mishap(s)?

8/15/2019 11:46:43 AM truth_again Maybe Jeb was lined up for the third 🤔

8/15/2019 11:47:00 AM fionasdestiny67 When will the second moon show to the naked eye more prevalent within North America?

8/15/2019 11:47:38 AM diaptera_80 Gold or stocks?

8/15/2019 11:47:51 AM anneolsen43 Was Truman President?

8/15/2019 11:48:02 AM djlok I've wondered this too.



8/15/2019 11:48:11 AM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/f879hbkLUn

8/15/2019 11:48:43 AM godchosetrump77  https://i.pinimg.com/originals/b0/9e/91/b09e91e8fab435300c1e99536dd8e3e3.jpg …

8/15/2019 11:48:47 AM allahuniversal o7

8/15/2019 11:49:08 AM blankmarlo Exactly, I read it as a Cabal NWO timeline that has been altered/diverted.

8/15/2019 11:49:20 AM roaminnoodle NH Trump Rally just now: pic.twitter.com/K0rMegE3z8

8/15/2019 11:49:48 AM fmrbbronie They've already taken this off of Medium.

Here is the archive. It is sourced.

Seems legit.

#Qanon #Epstein #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA http://archive.is/77PJv 

8/15/2019 11:50:18 AM keith369me Were...past tense.

8/15/2019 11:51:04 AM blankmarlo Will Jim Watson talk about Q during his Congressional hearing?

8/15/2019 11:51:38 AM diaptera_80 What is the most important spiritual and physical thing we need to focus on right now to help achieve world peace?

8/15/2019 11:52:02 AM covertress This movie has the best posters! XD

8/15/2019 11:52:37 AM in_corgnito He may have won the Oklahoma lottery but he sure lost the Arkansas one!

8/15/2019 11:52:51 AM lbf777 How can we take back the wealth the Cabal are hiding from us? The debt slavery system is tiring for most people who wish to sleep with peace of mind 

and rest at night. They bought those Corporations with our tax dollars so we all need to share them fairly.

8/15/2019 11:53:00 AM covertress Are Starseeds already ascended BEings, by Earth's standard?

8/15/2019 11:53:11 AM mws745 Ive always thought this was the whole point of Q to begin with

8/15/2019 11:53:31 AM jvan125 Post pics for sure!! Not of yourself if you’re not comfortable. I chose not to. Not going there yet. I’ll be an anon until the last possible minute 😉

8/15/2019 11:53:47 AM anneolsen43 Are you fishing ?

8/15/2019 11:54:46 AM anneolsen43 Can you see my tweets?

8/15/2019 11:55:35 AM lbf777 Usually people don’t attack that which they seek to protect.

8/15/2019 11:55:43 AM diaptera_80 What news are coming up in relation to Antarctica? Any at all?

8/15/2019 11:55:44 AM djlok #TimeIsAnIllusion. 😂😂😂

8/15/2019 11:56:18 AM keith369me I can

8/15/2019 11:56:19 AM decodematrix #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealNXIVM

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealDisney 

Any others?

8/15/2019 11:57:21 AM anneolsen43 Thank you

8/15/2019 11:57:30 AM anneolsen43 Thank you 😊

8/15/2019 11:57:33 AM 313looper Hi MJ9 & Typist ...

Is exposing of the [ Gülen ]’s network already on operation !? 

And how long it’s going to take to be completed!?

8/15/2019 11:57:37 AM mile_high_mamma The media is convincing America that a state of anarchy exists within major cities.

PA, NY and many others; disrespect and disregard for LE is everywhere.  Is martial law coming? pic.twitter.com/PAqCzLrb2P

8/15/2019 11:58:40 AM kindeandtrue Pretty risky not taking Trump at face value in a critical issue like this. Can't play mind games and second guess his intentions if he's trying to grab our 

guns and limit our speech.

8/15/2019 11:58:46 AM sheshifts001 aha mmhmm delicious :) 

#LetsDoThis #NOW

Up up and awaaayyyy WE Are Here Now ;)

8/15/2019 11:59:20 AM allahuniversal It was Stargate SG-1 - S 4 E 17 - Absolute Power https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4sw710 

8/15/2019 12:00:01 PM decodematrix Blue Avians can travel anywhere without spaceships? Just appear and disappear anywhere?

8/15/2019 12:01:50 PM enomai_ MJ9

what do envision the for the future?

8/15/2019 12:02:36 PM johnben30549105 Don’t tell me this was hanging on Ep’s wall...

8/15/2019 12:02:57 PM diaptera_80 Did the FBI really find children's bones on Epstein Island?

8/15/2019 12:04:10 PM my2sonznme No one ever answers

8/15/2019 12:04:17 PM theraphinj Let me make sure I’ve got this correctly...

You would like me to explain this meme?

8/15/2019 12:04:22 PM kfunke4 And he is sitting at the desk playing like John Jr so many years ago.

8/15/2019 12:05:14 PM susan66388204 When will Trumps 20/20 running partner be announced?   Thank you in advance

8/15/2019 12:05:59 PM drumsk8 Why did Horowitz co-sign a BS letter to Senate stating the carterheavyindustries@gmail.com was simply a dummy account created by Platt River 

Networks technician? Should we [Horowitz] as well as [Atkinson]?

8/15/2019 12:06:10 PM my2sonznme Amen

8/15/2019 12:07:59 PM willowood22 Do any MJ members have personal twitter accounts?

8/15/2019 12:08:03 PM diaptera_80 Is the Bluebeam fake UFO event still happening?

8/15/2019 12:08:16 PM smith_jere Yes.

8/15/2019 12:08:28 PM garypre62441595 The moon once moved for me once after it felt like a battle within me from the dark and the light  http://forces.Is  the the people going to be told what 

the true purpose of the moon really is.once this battle had finished after I expressed who I AM I felt the power of love.

8/15/2019 12:08:57 PM cosmicexaminer It's title is "Parsing Bill". The painting was probably commissioned by someone who knew him well.

8/15/2019 12:09:11 PM danmundroff Skyfall

8/15/2019 12:11:29 PM bbobbio71 🤔🙋♂️

8/15/2019 12:11:40 PM sandylane1144 😂🤣🙃

8/15/2019 12:11:51 PM decodematrix Did the cabal blow up the Challenger Shuttle in 1986?

8/15/2019 12:12:07 PM lbf777 Is he pushing for red flag laws? If so, that's crossing the line for sure.

8/15/2019 12:12:52 PM caug1026 Good catch! What’s in Antarctica?

8/15/2019 12:13:17 PM decodematrix Did the cabal cause the Chernobyl disaster in 1986?

8/15/2019 12:15:51 PM wild8heart I’ll third it...

8/15/2019 12:17:29 PM yellahabibihela DUMB destruction? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1162078054916792320?s=20 …

8/15/2019 12:22:19 PM decodematrix Was there an Archon invasion in 1996?

8/15/2019 12:23:30 PM realityloominng How much of the alliance agrees on a new world? Which things are being put into place to teach the world?

8/15/2019 12:23:36 PM ramstadstacy Have you met the Blue Avians? What dimension are they?

8/15/2019 12:24:10 PM covertress MJ answered this same question for me, so I'll pass on what they said.

"True purpose is not pre-planned. It is an adventure that one experiences." - Majestic 12

8/15/2019 12:25:19 PM ultra_unlimited What role have or could hallucinogens have in awakening human potential? Are certain plant based substances better than synthetic ones? Is it safe to 

explore consciousness in these states? #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

8/15/2019 12:26:18 PM realeyethespy True eye the spy sent people to a malware infected link and has put operators lives in danger



8/15/2019 12:27:24 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/x2Y228sbyh

8/15/2019 12:27:46 PM covertress Are other members of The Domain (not its real name) assisting Majestic 12 with Disclosure and The Great Awakening?

8/15/2019 12:28:15 PM decodematrix Our entire solar system is infected with AI and the solar flashes will wipe out the AI?

8/15/2019 12:28:32 PM phreatomagnetic What was the intention behind the FBI raid on Little St James?

8/15/2019 12:29:55 PM jvan125 I had the same reaction. Does anyone have the source for this picture?

8/15/2019 12:30:26 PM garypre62441595 It started by asking the question who can we trust...our trust in myself at being the best I can be but it's not easy when alone and it gets tiring 

questioning everything while watching others just not care what is happening around them.lots of questions need need to be answered.

8/15/2019 12:31:32 PM decodematrix HRC server at Platte River Networks backed up to Datto cloud?

8/15/2019 12:31:46 PM jvan125 Good questions. I love with headphones in. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/15/2019 12:31:56 PM jvan125 *live 🤦🏼♀️

8/15/2019 12:32:31 PM rghardy3 Secret Base under the Ice - of course.

8/15/2019 12:32:47 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/kAHQ8tpDRj

8/15/2019 12:33:05 PM realityloominng I think this is obviously about preparing people for Gitmo trials with death penalty for exactly those things? frazzledrip could potentially be considered 

a hate crime

8/15/2019 12:33:09 PM dark2light2019 Is Epstein dead 💀?

Will Ghisaline be taken in or “suicided”?

8/15/2019 12:33:54 PM keith369me Are you suggesting in the Egyptian or energetic sense?

8/15/2019 12:34:12 PM moemc8 Thank God!

8/15/2019 12:34:38 PM ywwg1wga Was the Gemstone file legit? Who really produced it? Did Howard Hughes and Noah Dietrich run a honeypot op for WHs against DS starting in '57 to 

help  get JFK elected?

8/15/2019 12:35:15 PM selooversuzanne Wait, that’s it? No more Q’d 😂❤️😂

8/15/2019 12:35:19 PM josephmoe2 Considering the short flight time, it's probably a glitch in the matrix or a mothership swallow the plane up for the round trip to Antarctica and back. For 

my sanity I say glitch … hopefully!

8/15/2019 12:36:24 PM dark2light2019 Best all around detoxification agent, and or best for pineal gland decalcification?

8/15/2019 12:36:38 PM americanpetal What percent of the Deep State is drained?

8/15/2019 12:37:26 PM dark2light2019 Are videos about to drop? Schiff tweeted again yesterday pushing “deep fake” concept...

8/15/2019 12:38:35 PM sheshifts001 4th'd ;)

8/15/2019 12:40:05 PM dark2light2019 So everything has already been “done” and “recorded” in that case i hope we just fast forward to the goid part soon...

8/15/2019 12:42:06 PM dark2light2019 Will the vote be protected from big tech/cabal and fraud by November 2020?

8/15/2019 12:42:41 PM dark2light2019 Will any MAJOR arrests occur prior to 2020?

8/15/2019 12:43:16 PM moemc8 Kazarian Mafia is my guess

8/15/2019 12:43:36 PM dark2light2019 Will we see REAL aliens/brothers by next election?

8/15/2019 12:44:45 PM jivaine_skywing What can you tell us about inner earth and first contact?

8/15/2019 12:45:26 PM moemc8 🤣🤣🤣

8/15/2019 12:47:59 PM decodematrix The Committee of 300: All bad? Or a mix of good and bad?

8/15/2019 12:49:44 PM kathleen3693693 Yes he does. He and Podesta both resemble the police sketch of one of the men associated with Madeleine McCann's disappearance/demise. 

pic.twitter.com/Y69nal9PoW

8/15/2019 12:51:57 PM eelect I think at this point everyone is distancing himself from him

8/15/2019 12:53:00 PM blsdbe Amen, concealed carry appt, 8/20/19. #2AShallNotBeInfringed

8/15/2019 12:53:25 PM blsdbe Stay Safe, Sister.

8/15/2019 12:54:06 PM decodematrix The 3/11/2011 Fukushima earthquake/tsunami was caused by a nuke detonated on the sea floor by the cabal?

8/15/2019 12:56:16 PM myopicseer First send me a picture and THEN I am buying that hook line and sinker.

8/15/2019 12:56:26 PM ezdoesit_ Which Yuga are we in currently?

8/15/2019 12:59:13 PM 1_decided_voter Why answer only 2 questions in an AMA?

8/15/2019 1:01:10 PM mashtroy Number associated with Skull and Bones

8/15/2019 1:02:10 PM realeyethespy What are they hiding @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/92michael/status/1162091132446134272 … pic.twitter.com/aCRKnROVqM

8/15/2019 1:02:27 PM blsdbe I have only ever seen the gif based on this vid-AWESOME

8/15/2019 1:03:36 PM karenpaulette3 Can tell u why ... Satan live s there and they wanted a consult on what to do next !! Next moment he is dead ! Satan is real and has always been here 

pulling the strings! Time to take our planet back

8/15/2019 1:05:15 PM johnsville14 It's just like the stories. Think Harry Potter. Dumbledore was the wise sage who guided Harry.  But at some point Dumbledore dies and it's up to Harry 

to carry out himself.  But he has his friends to help.  That's why he pities Voldemort. He's alone.

8/15/2019 1:06:33 PM ezdoesit_ Are the results of the AMA’s more important than the questions being asked themselves?

8/15/2019 1:07:55 PM sheshifts001 OK, anyone else have dreams of bogus bluebeam invasion last dream cycle? or recent dream cycle? I woke up laughing, and then in the next dream, 

when I went back to sleep, I had dreams of speaking with folks I usually interact with but I could see they had shifted...#hybrid eyes👽

8/15/2019 1:08:12 PM mamiemcclure17 It is seen and been filmed all over YT, it’s here

8/15/2019 1:08:44 PM dirkgavel @Michael66573056 

to see... as you like...

Baked some bread.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MattEgelkraut @qanon76  https://twitter.com/w1therblaze/status/1162079963358605314/photo/1 

pic.twitter.com/bloQeba3mj 

8/15/2019 1:08:51 PM bobmcfall64 sequences are irrelevant but you nailed it again

8/15/2019 1:10:20 PM mamiemcclure17 Using some technology to try and hide it.

8/15/2019 1:11:08 PM blsdbe (I really love Kimmy)

8/15/2019 1:11:51 PM decodematrix Does NSA have all communications with the shooter's phones?

8/15/2019 1:13:05 PM blsdbe The good place, sooo funny!!!

8/15/2019 1:15:24 PM allahuniversal [SPY OP]

THEY NEVER thought she would lose. pic.twitter.com/hDnb8uad2g

8/15/2019 1:16:45 PM blsdbe Seriously, MJ, I am so freaking glad this IS a movie, bc knowing YOU HAVE IT ALL is HUGE Comfort. #TickTock #NowComesThePain

Please just #DoItQ.

8/15/2019 1:17:13 PM _luke_slytalker  pic.twitter.com/ndfsdSGBfM

8/15/2019 1:19:32 PM eldeeberry Are the Chinese the only ones using the pure white powder gold to transform into lightbodies and when will the masses be ready

8/15/2019 1:19:34 PM thomasdra9on What could be wrong about it?

8/15/2019 1:21:15 PM _luke_slytalker Flight on 4th is odd to me... but I don’t know a lot about how the tracking works (does it start once at altitude?  Or at the place of takeoff?)

Where’d he take off from??

(August 4th)

Hat tip to “Roswell” 🤣🤦♂️🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/KfGtprecXv

8/15/2019 1:22:44 PM _luke_slytalker Aug 4th is the same problem. pic.twitter.com/aSRHXG6hsA

8/15/2019 1:23:42 PM 92michael In that last photo of the two guys seated. I can see several disembodied spirits, on the left side of the room! Also up in the ceiling there is an orb that 

has no apparent reflective source. It might be a spirit orb? What happened here?



8/15/2019 1:24:05 PM pine_whispering You and me both !!!!!!!!!!!!

8/15/2019 1:24:17 PM kathleen3693693 1. Dead men/women tell no truth.

or

2. The guilty may not be able to bear prison, being the lowest of the low among convicts, a chomo. Ex-cops are even lower than chomos.

or

3. True total despair w/wo mental illness, preferring death to constant emotional/spiritual pain.

8/15/2019 1:24:28 PM _luke_slytalker Bingo.

Doxed well over a year ago.

8/15/2019 1:26:57 PM blsdbe @Jordan_Sather_, #SheepDogging again?!? Dude, #ThinkForYourself and I will too ok? Let’s share ideas, and DISCUSS them, instead of ‘herding the 

sheeple’, ok? Please and #ThanQ. You are Better than This. Rise Up, Sir. pic.twitter.com/GTJaS9J56L

8/15/2019 1:27:07 PM unidentifiedta1 Will there be a magnetic pole shift within this generation? Are the governments preparing for that?

8/15/2019 1:28:39 PM unidentifiedta1 Was the Russian nuclear accident sabotage? By black hats?

8/15/2019 1:29:37 PM beulahnix When is Q coming back?

8/15/2019 1:30:33 PM 11e1ev1n Dude it is funny you use the word "fantasyland". he has been outed as a LARP by Q and many others and has had several accounts. Recently he wasn't 

gonna let Epstien get killed, got shot, crops  screen shots as real as pics, fake 8chan site & in the past he was a Luciferian ET. 🤣

8/15/2019 1:30:52 PM charmanda9 This is the second time I haven’t seen your responses to my tweets for a day or two 🤔 Yes, I know!!! We found some connections of disclosure with 

The Goonies the other day too, and Sean Astin had been randomly trending too. It’s weird!

8/15/2019 1:32:17 PM weediblue I've heard a few theories about Antarctica, from cloning, to a nazi underground army, human experimentation,to reptiles being fed. Whatever is in 

Antarctica, I won't be visiting anytime soon.

8/15/2019 1:32:29 PM richard07759712 Packed with signals!

8/15/2019 1:32:32 PM covertress Logged lots of range time.

I cc a .45 pic.twitter.com/KLRS96kCwY

8/15/2019 1:33:02 PM disfellocated How can I prepare my children for the post-majestic world?

8/15/2019 1:34:24 PM richard07759712 Yes, good point

8/15/2019 1:34:39 PM aagent361 You did not listen to the fine talking point, Justice dept does not legislate, they only act upon existing laws...it is a smoke screen...as I have said before 

this Congress couldn't pass a cherry pit thru their puckered asses

8/15/2019 1:35:34 PM richard07759712 Touching Tribute!

8/15/2019 1:35:55 PM seeker229 Hey have you seen my movie? It's kinda lit won't lie. pic.twitter.com/XON2FC1XDy

8/15/2019 1:36:17 PM richard07759712 Best Meme of the Day 🥇

8/15/2019 1:36:23 PM seeker229 Imagine that's a cat. John Wick Style.

8/15/2019 1:36:46 PM ktimmons541 The only place in the world were the same countries that war here are peaceful there and nobody can claim ownership of the land mass

8/15/2019 1:37:29 PM aagent361 sometimes you have to play out the existing hand before dealing the new one...DO NOT PANIC, you only play into their hands...emotional thinking is 

done in the fight or flight part of the brain causing the critical thinking skills to grey out

8/15/2019 1:38:59 PM olimyracle #5G?

8/15/2019 1:39:39 PM richard07759712 They call it the Blue, laughing

8/15/2019 1:42:06 PM kathleen3693693 Yes it is an older story, but very relevant to recent events. I didn't know about it until the posting. You can bet that normies don't know or realize its 

significance. 

If you're wondering why Politico is running it now, perhaps asking them why would be more fruitful.

8/15/2019 1:43:18 PM aagent361 This is a Zionist controlled op, that is why Israel is last, Zionist are the Rothschilds (Mossad)...they are NOT of the Twelve Tribes of Israel

8/15/2019 1:47:50 PM synackstatic Anons are like a distributed "hard drive." Information consumed and embodied. Even with infinity gone, we retain the knowledge and culture created. 

Truth resonates clear. Disinfo and misinfo is clouded. Open source pursuit of truth unifies all around a constant. Resilient.

8/15/2019 1:48:56 PM synackstatic We don't need 8. We will unify once more when it returns. Till then continue. Dig, meme, pray.

8/15/2019 1:50:48 PM freeandoriginal What’s real meaning/importance of blood ( and blood types)

8/15/2019 1:51:50 PM taitai78787 Are the NYPD “suicides” related to Weiners laptop? 

Were these cops good guys or are they part of “suicide weekend” ?

8/15/2019 1:52:08 PM 1_decided_voter Is this what it looks like? pic.twitter.com/mJ81NlLaHv

8/15/2019 1:55:11 PM logicworksbest Apparently in L.A. at an In N' Out burger joint.

8/15/2019 1:58:02 PM jojoe12299 What is that?

8/15/2019 1:59:05 PM roaminnoodle "Trump 2020: The Sequel"

@realDonaldTrump

8/15/2019 2:00:00 PM blankmarlo Watkins** lol 🤦♂️The owner/creator of 8Chan

8/15/2019 2:00:31 PM freeandoriginal Was a bio weapon inserted into ticks ? Causes schizofrenia? Are they still targeting individuals with mind weapons ( e.g. hearing voices in their heads) ? 

Thank you

8/15/2019 2:01:23 PM realeyethespy Saturn

8/15/2019 2:04:12 PM nurseniceyes He should have spoken against them so like children...so they actually defend the 1st and 2nd amendments...oh wait he did.

8/15/2019 2:06:40 PM nurseniceyes Yes and broken.

8/15/2019 2:07:22 PM anon05435178 How do other civilizations conduct commerce?

8/15/2019 2:07:33 PM nurseniceyes Who came by my house last night? They felt majestic in nature.

8/15/2019 2:09:37 PM mamiemcclure17 Disclosure on the moon what it really is pic.twitter.com/5UJ27OPfv8

8/15/2019 2:10:58 PM egelone saturn, the planet?

8/15/2019 2:12:03 PM awkenedwarrior Synchronicities pic.twitter.com/NIPfFFwtMl

8/15/2019 2:14:17 PM gymdogmom Best way to detoxify the body?

8/15/2019 2:14:27 PM marywal64295444 😂 love might be a bit awkward 😂

8/15/2019 2:15:24 PM mattegelkraut Haha, I love coincidences 😂🙌🏼

8/15/2019 2:15:38 PM farmermacdaddy Are humans on Mars and can you breathe the atmosphere there?

8/15/2019 2:17:26 PM deborahthewarr1 🤔

8/15/2019 2:19:48 PM mommalark  pic.twitter.com/z7nyobnYES

8/15/2019 2:20:57 PM jvan125 😆😆😆❤️

8/15/2019 2:30:57 PM ramptheresa The artist is Petrina Ryan Kleid and she also did this one in an original oil painting that hung in Jeffrey Epstein’s NYC apartment. Prints are available in 

line for $40 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/CThDywkEE3

8/15/2019 2:31:31 PM hitbyawormhole I like it covertress. Can another way of saying the same thing is, the purpose of life is to learn what it is that I do not know?

8/15/2019 2:31:51 PM ramptheresa Art named ‘Parsing Bill’



8/15/2019 2:33:55 PM ramptheresa Another Petrina Ryan Kleid masterpiece. 

Curtain rod with fringed paisley fabric and ..well.. scorpions.. pic.twitter.com/JAB24YA84i

8/15/2019 2:33:58 PM evakayfavia epsteins handler maxwell -- her boyfriends business is in shipping, specializing in the arctic.

8/15/2019 2:34:44 PM ramptheresa Petrina Ryan Kleid... who@is she depicting ? Beyoncé? Not sure. pic.twitter.com/5Ly6gwm1x4

8/15/2019 2:35:34 PM enomai_ Also, if the events weren't interfered with. Would this upcoming 9/11 of been the start of WWIII? OR hrc assassination. If we were on this event line

8/15/2019 2:36:12 PM ramptheresa No clue what this art depicts ..measuring tape and inside a trinket box? .. pic.twitter.com/uJsqvGAi7X

8/15/2019 2:36:41 PM ramptheresa  pic.twitter.com/ld3AKF8KPo

8/15/2019 2:37:58 PM jve_nl If anything smells like a distraction, it's that bunch of lame paintings.

8/15/2019 2:39:30 PM marywal64295444 But are there "safe" ones, and how do you choose, other than by how they make you feel? Honest, desperate question as I find it near impossible to 

meditate without this.

8/15/2019 2:40:20 PM 313looper I guess they are faking the bleeding!

8/15/2019 2:47:35 PM blsdbe Someday, we gonna go shootin togetha, Honey!!!

8/15/2019 2:50:26 PM braveunicorn55 Not sure, but I do know that many philanthropic orgs are fronts for not so nice activities.

8/15/2019 2:51:48 PM lordconcave #UnsealNASA

8/15/2019 2:52:06 PM covertress YeeeHaaaw!

 🎯 🎯 🎯

8/15/2019 2:53:59 PM freedom_sent found in LA reading a book called "The Book of Honor: The Secret Lives and Deaths of CIA Operatives,”

 https://nypost.com/2019/08/15/jeffrey-epsteins-gal-pal-ghislaine-maxwell-spotted-at-in-n-out-burger-in-first-photos-since-his-death/ … 

pic.twitter.com/tg51MuWu4m

8/15/2019 2:55:28 PM rafngeirdal Trump did and possibly by managing to become the candidate of Republicans instead of Jeff Bush (yes and I noticed the other paper plane on the floor 

and yes the two heaps of wooden play pieces).

8/15/2019 2:57:42 PM johnquindell Where would MJ12 fit in the hierarchy of entities of influence described by Shane The Ruiner here:  http://theruiner777.blogspot.com ?

8/15/2019 2:58:45 PM rafngeirdal FISH, FISH, FISH: meaning go out and fish as much as you can or Majestic 12 is going for the BIG fish and three of them, such as: Epstein, then Standard 

Hotel, then “SNSITM”? Or Majestic 12 is out there fishing, similar to when the Mueller investigation was fishing for info.

8/15/2019 3:02:57 PM classic_shoe Ruth Bada Ginsberg

8/15/2019 3:03:50 PM classic_shoe you're allowed it just sucks down there. it's mega cold dude

8/15/2019 3:13:28 PM david00997884 I would say we have it all. Q has said this several times

8/15/2019 3:20:42 PM tucson_ron I think it’ll be shocking.

8/15/2019 3:22:34 PM thomasdra9on Trust issues I see, so far it looks pretty good and inspiring :)

8/15/2019 3:33:25 PM ali_dougall How do you propose to re educate the masses after all this comes out, we've got populations thick as wooden planks, and hooked on reality tv, am I 

still going to be holding back in conversations wanting to shake sense to stupid people! #QAnon QAnon

8/15/2019 3:33:30 PM luftdebatten Somehow it's like real-life #bsbingo...It seems that nearly all buzz-words / subjects of alternative media are in any way related to #Epstein. Wow, every 

day a bunch of new possible #rabbitholes: #antarctica #bungabunga #lottery in #ohio #victoriassecret #modelagency, you name it

8/15/2019 3:34:12 PM matchnumbers67 It must be. I got a warning from FBook for posting it 🙄

8/15/2019 3:34:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Three Musketeers pic.twitter.com/zwaJjhPB05

8/15/2019 3:35:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seth Rich changed the timeline.

8/15/2019 3:35:40 PM jvan125 😳

8/15/2019 3:35:41 PM luftdebatten Snow....

8/15/2019 3:36:21 PM matchnumbers67 Was the Netflix doco series ‘The Family’ released to portray Trump as a born in member of The Scottish Rite of Freemasonry?  If so, is he using Qabalah 

against them? Everything he does is by Kabbalah. Hoping it’s part of the movie

8/15/2019 3:36:26 PM laura_twelve AMA was a couple of hours ago 🥰

8/15/2019 3:36:28 PM jonicurry17 Of the artwork that has surfaced from Epstein this one is the most SICKENING and infuriating! “These people won’t be able to walk down down the 

street” is quickly coming into sharper focus!

8/15/2019 3:37:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Disclosure https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1162122997844598784 …

8/15/2019 3:37:09 PM trax1833 That's hot.

8/15/2019 3:37:10 PM big_simp cloning station and Draco base

8/15/2019 3:37:52 PM nikoscali Whats in Greenland? ;-)

8/15/2019 3:38:03 PM americanpetal Unbelievable! Assume you’re ok?

8/15/2019 3:38:03 PM 78503002 ANYTHING?

8/15/2019 3:38:32 PM magamatician I think it’s more accurate to say SR changed the timetable.

8/15/2019 3:40:05 PM the_fjalar sounds fun.

8/15/2019 3:40:23 PM 92michael UMM? Why would the great and powerful DJT think about Greenland? - After the ice melts the ancient ruins here will reveal facts about humanities 

past that will shock the shit out of the world!!!

8/15/2019 3:40:48 PM big_simp Disclosure of what

Reptilians in control here based in Antarctica and Moon base using advanced technology to appear as world leaders? and time travelling?

I dont think so Padre pic.twitter.com/yYXQgvo4ni

8/15/2019 3:41:06 PM anon17light Hell.

8/15/2019 3:41:23 PM 78503002 where's Alice?

8/15/2019 3:43:11 PM richard07759712 M C Hammer | Can’t touch that!

8/15/2019 3:43:32 PM johnsville14 I trust, but I must see to believe. Understand?

8/15/2019 3:44:42 PM azuremagus The ruins of the great Hyperboria, and more....

8/15/2019 3:45:20 PM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/lCEIX0I8mO

8/15/2019 3:47:03 PM blsdbe Pyramid?!?

8/15/2019 3:48:15 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/KLQjos0ol9

8/15/2019 3:52:01 PM antarantanka As long as the reptilian bases in Thule are vacant...

8/15/2019 3:52:05 PM johnsville14 Nah, I'm done with you.

8/15/2019 3:52:32 PM johnsville14 More deception.

8/15/2019 3:53:45 PM agoodyear2015 I believe these paintings are the puppet master's version of the Presidential paintings - the true version of these two clowns - a man ruled by sex and 

an idiot son.

8/15/2019 3:56:56 PM ron4trump38 Isn't Greenland where NASA pretends that they have probes and dune buggies rolling around on Mars and the moon and crap?



8/15/2019 3:57:02 PM toxitj Benghazi 9/11/11  Clinton 2

date has other significance!

in Coptic and Ethiopian 

[ancient Egyptian] calendars...

September 11 is New Year's Day!

(and in Leap Years = Leap Day)

in 1987 Day was proclaimed Emergency Number Day
8/15/2019 3:59:01 PM blsdbe NYPD?!?

8/15/2019 3:59:55 PM houdini481 There is a girl behind every tree.

8/15/2019 4:01:07 PM enomai_ Love Seth Rich !!!

8/15/2019 4:02:07 PM keith369me That would be my initial thought, but that’s not what was said.  Seth Rich murder accelerated disclosure?  Seth Rich/Wikileaks helped awaken people 

faster?  Both?

8/15/2019 4:02:31 PM oneway45th Is this a prelude to finding out it already belong to us?

8/15/2019 4:02:39 PM painting_truth Exactly. So why would anyone want to be down there? It's so far away from the public's view and reach that anyone can do whatever they want with 

100% impunity. Kinda like, oh I don't know - pedo island.

8/15/2019 4:03:29 PM keith369me Why does this feel like this discussion is in regards to a repayment of sorts to the US from the cabal?  Public negotiating?

8/15/2019 4:03:56 PM big_simp dont shoot the messenger

refer ONIs William Tompkins'

you sound fricking clueless

8/15/2019 4:05:06 PM girlawakeinca Good point Keith.

8/15/2019 4:05:10 PM sheshifts001 they is bein' they own lightship, yea? ;) 

IsBeeeein' all blue ballsy lol 

#sorrynotsorry

we gotta laugh, too ;) 

and DANCE! 💃

8/15/2019 4:06:51 PM shayne18951375 Take biden out and use bush from the painting with the paper planes

8/15/2019 4:07:38 PM justhashtagnews So his death made the domino plates fall.

8/15/2019 4:09:07 PM afewcellsshort Hell yes ! 

Like ol school @BoJackson

Speed. 

WAR EAGLE!

8/15/2019 4:09:50 PM jrocktigers Or it is primarily about mining.

8/15/2019 4:10:35 PM afewcellsshort Right over GITMO 

They just threw him out on their way!

8/15/2019 4:10:48 PM 4mydeerone RaePrize... pic.twitter.com/3qQFovUKyc

8/15/2019 4:11:05 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/WPeqont9mp

8/15/2019 4:11:53 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/HF8GnzxcER

8/15/2019 4:13:26 PM brown_eyedladyj 9+9

8/15/2019 4:13:31 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/xVX9barV2V

8/15/2019 4:13:34 PM awkenedwarrior I’m grateful for the opportunity to practice patience 🙏

And stock up on 🍿🍿🍿🍿

I love this movie 🎥

8/15/2019 4:14:20 PM awkenedwarrior He’s an intimidating little dude

8/15/2019 4:15:01 PM brown_eyedladyj I love it

8/15/2019 4:19:05 PM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/xVYxKRXDT2I 

All Doe Respect, admiration and love for the 🦅 4V and to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (St Petersburg has another story) that’s the Plan...

#QAnon

How can I help?” The Good People eradicate further the capacity of Evil to SSeek control of the Hive? pic.twitter.com/cFH6BMrKjp

8/15/2019 4:20:59 PM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/lYBIRHi5-o8 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/mel7xEwkXH

8/15/2019 4:21:09 PM allahuniversal Time is an...

8/15/2019 4:26:28 PM duncanskinner6 Will we all get the horned Viking helmets?  Cool.

8/15/2019 4:26:51 PM namawlane Thule Air Base.  Linked to Norad.

8/15/2019 4:29:42 PM johnsville14 Brilliant! And using the Heat Map for Antarctica.  Brilliant.  I found the Q, and the Ark.

8/15/2019 4:29:53 PM winklerburke Plus Obama’s pervert portrait.

8/15/2019 4:32:23 PM rghardy3 that flight path goes directly over GITMO.

Coincidence ?

8/15/2019 4:39:40 PM agoodyear2015 Yes, I believe Obama's 'official' portrait was their vision of Obama.

8/15/2019 4:41:14 PM usernamt8ken Is that a frozen lake? What is that?

Big ship underneath? 

A base of some sorts? pic.twitter.com/R1rSuMGmcq

8/15/2019 4:44:05 PM sterkinglights1 Peldon occupado.

8/15/2019 4:45:05 PM decodematrix I remember that MJ12 post about a meteor that hit Greenland thousands of years ago.

8/15/2019 4:46:28 PM ygwiryn What should we meditate on to get the Biggest bang for our buck??

8/15/2019 4:48:50 PM winklerburke Yup, Trump still wants national reciprocal concealed carry... to make CA less the commie pit of evil that it currently tries to be?

8/15/2019 4:49:12 PM ygwiryn Also would like to know 😇

8/15/2019 4:52:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ask the Q. pic.twitter.com/Djoa4pCFzN

8/15/2019 4:52:46 PM winklerburke Trump term #2, global elite scum to have Trillion$ in assets seized to pay off national debt. Then take over FED. Then let rates be set by market, not evil-

Ass-hat Central Committee of evil.  Humans then flourish.

8/15/2019 4:53:25 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/ckNwiZvDRm

8/15/2019 4:53:31 PM asdasd26700831 Are his health products safe for comsumption? I bought some before Q came online

8/15/2019 4:53:41 PM jvan125 I would love to. Can you get POTUS on the line for me? Thanks so much...😉🇺🇸 #Q+

8/15/2019 4:53:58 PM fightforamerica Nice! ❤️

8/15/2019 4:54:55 PM winklerburke Hillary perp walled by early Nov. 2019?



8/15/2019 4:55:15 PM realchindsight Who are The Parents?

Who was Marduk?

When does Stockholm Syndrome usually wear off?

8/15/2019 4:55:29 PM 1_decided_voter Will that open the floodgates?

8/15/2019 4:55:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein's gal pal Ghislaine Maxwell spotted at In-N-Out Burger https://nypost.com/2019/08/15/jeffrey-epsteins-gal-pal-ghislaine-maxwell-spotted-at-

in-n-out-burger-in-first-photos-since-his-death/ …

8/15/2019 4:55:50 PM freedom_sent We already know who Q+ is    

;)

8/15/2019 4:55:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein’s Bodyguard, Igor Zinoviev, on His Old Boss http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2019/08/jeffrey-epsteins-bodyguard-igor-zinoviev-on-his-

old-boss.html …

8/15/2019 4:55:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein had creepy taxidermied tiger, poodle: photos https://nypost.com/2019/08/15/jeffrey-epstein-had-creepy-taxidermied-tiger-poodle-in-

ues-mansion-photos/ …

8/15/2019 4:56:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein Tapes Emerge: Dead Pedophile Describes His Lifestyle In Unearthed Recordings | Zero Hedge https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-

14/epstein-tapes-emerge-jeffrey-epstein-describes-his-lifestyle-unearthed-recordings …

8/15/2019 4:56:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 American Flags Lowered to Half-Staff on Jeffrey Epstein's Private Islands and the Internet Is Livid 

https://popculture.com/trending/2019/08/15/american-flags-lowered-half-staff-jeffrey-epstein-islands/ …

8/15/2019 4:56:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 HERE IT IS: Complete List of Inconsistencies in Prison Policy Surrounding Jeffrey Epstein's Death https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/08/here-it-

is-complete-list-of-inconsistencies-in-prison-policy-surrounding-jeffrey-epsteins-death/ …

8/15/2019 4:56:49 PM charmanda9 What do you mean, Nicole?

8/15/2019 4:56:55 PM mister_chard here we go!!

8/15/2019 4:57:08 PM guy_karen Seriously?

8/15/2019 4:57:10 PM herstarz Nothing like making him popular. Dude most likely has a target on his back now. #LooseEnds

8/15/2019 4:58:32 PM nmchristoban I guess she still has that in-n-out urge...

8/15/2019 4:58:37 PM pattonspotting Strategic constant drip feed by white hats to media to awaken sheep? Articles have been relentless

8/15/2019 4:58:50 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/4jXckQ23FT

8/15/2019 5:00:27 PM afarliturgia Necesito que aparezca así sea una foto de Pastrana en esa isla, una no más

8/15/2019 5:01:55 PM 02joshuaradwan Omg 😆

8/15/2019 5:02:17 PM afarliturgia Ya les creo poco. pic.twitter.com/G0D2U5TqCs

8/15/2019 5:02:46 PM lightflight7 She looks weird with glasses pic.twitter.com/gpNH8wwiPW

8/15/2019 5:03:12 PM huwmctheman They are shoelaces pal

8/15/2019 5:06:02 PM agelessje Maybe he was practicing for his eventual goal of having his penis preserved?

8/15/2019 5:06:07 PM ford97417 It is lowered at half-mast for the VICTIMS

8/15/2019 5:06:37 PM brandon39886610 They should be removed...forcibly if needed..

8/15/2019 5:06:53 PM beth2419 Not true! Rusty Sheckelford just did a drone video today and the flag was not half staff.

8/15/2019 5:07:12 PM johnny10559479 Can you guys answer my AMA question or anyone else’s?

8/15/2019 5:08:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Time Travel

Think Roswell

Think Timelines

Majestic ⭐️ ⭐️ ⭐️ Generals

When you travel back in time, does it alter the timeline?

 https://youtu.be/Vzsc2bCNeko 

8/15/2019 5:08:28 PM ford97417 It is lowered at half-mast for the VICTIMS. FBI divers also found HUMAN REMAINS (BONES) in the BAY

8/15/2019 5:08:56 PM cosmic_engineer Caldera

8/15/2019 5:09:25 PM realchindsight No. It creates a new one.

8/15/2019 5:10:25 PM cosmic_engineer 🍁 Devon Island

8/15/2019 5:11:38 PM aetherwalker1 Ice.

sry, couldn't resist.  😆

8/15/2019 5:12:57 PM usernamt8ken right, but whats in it?

8/15/2019 5:14:01 PM apex_starseed Timelines huh..well that assures one theory I had..😉

8/15/2019 5:15:37 PM __truthseeker_ weird

8/15/2019 5:16:56 PM bdam777 Lots of ice melting... 

What's under Greenland?

8/15/2019 5:17:42 PM stabor4tabor 👍👍👍

8/15/2019 5:20:00 PM johnsville14 Is Greenland code for Mars?

8/15/2019 5:20:30 PM __truthseeker_ reading a book about CIA

8/15/2019 5:20:37 PM sheshifts001 sounds/feels/looks/feels/seems like branches 

#memories #RAM #dendrites #treeoflife

8/15/2019 5:21:38 PM big_simp goodbye clueless shill

8/15/2019 5:22:42 PM msalien Roswell? ..I'm here

8/15/2019 5:22:42 PM rangiawhia32 US calendar reads month day. MM/DD/YY

So 9 is nek month September the 11

Here in NZ is DMY

8/15/2019 5:23:32 PM rocktobersky 👀

8/15/2019 5:25:44 PM jonicurry17 Bizarre...how or why was he offered positions w prestigious companies w/out a college degree. WHO exactly was this guy.

8/15/2019 5:26:10 PM trumppallooza All the UFO hotspots there???

8/15/2019 5:26:45 PM aetherwalker1 God Emperor Trump SHALL annex Greenland

So Let It Be Memed; 

So Let It Be Manifest!

8/15/2019 5:27:08 PM higherdensitees Short answer...no...there should be an existing timeline for every eventuality.

8/15/2019 5:28:41 PM big_simp Think massive Draco armada in Antarctica Base that could obliterate the continents in a day with scalar weapons

Think Georgia Guidestones

Think most world leaders Draco disguised as humans pic.twitter.com/odbbQu4MrW

8/15/2019 5:29:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals sometimes sound weird.

8/15/2019 5:30:17 PM keith369me @realDonaldTrump #WhoisQ #WhoisQ #WhoisQ

8/15/2019 5:30:29 PM bdam777 Like from saturn?

8/15/2019 5:30:36 PM jvan125 This is new to me. Very interesting indeed.

8/15/2019 5:30:42 PM jennada43407037 🤔



8/15/2019 5:31:00 PM johnsville14 Yeh, I'm tired of it too.  At this point I just feel toyed with.

8/15/2019 5:31:11 PM keith369me I didn’t know In-N-Out was on the east coast.

8/15/2019 5:32:03 PM andress45303251 So...hold on a sec. Is this in a round about way advocating for the cessation of due process?

Judge, jury, and executioner all rolled into one? #QAnon? What happened to dark to light?

8/15/2019 5:32:21 PM bdab28 Does that mean one of you went back and did something with the dome and the figures, and not a hurricane or storm??

8/15/2019 5:33:37 PM iwork24 No evidence of death

Just plenty of distractions

8/15/2019 5:33:47 PM jvan125 Did POTUS say something? 🤔

8/15/2019 5:34:00 PM stormystorm10 Hearing a lot lately

8/15/2019 5:34:23 PM jvan125 Check this out...#PANIC!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/08/qanon-8chan/ …

8/15/2019 5:35:22 PM lightseeker2012 Trying to deflect attention away from the "boyfriend" in Boston?

8/15/2019 5:36:54 PM bdab28 Mic feedback??

8/15/2019 5:37:06 PM balenciaga90 🙀

8/15/2019 5:37:08 PM bdab28 At the rally

8/15/2019 5:37:54 PM aetherwalker1 Catch anything? pic.twitter.com/56GqyOujfd

8/15/2019 5:38:41 PM balenciaga90 WTH?

8/15/2019 5:39:07 PM morainron Top right

8/15/2019 5:39:15 PM unidentifiedta1 Unseal911

8/15/2019 5:39:52 PM natureinspace Did Seth Rich's murder cause a rift in the timeline because he should have been alive for disclosure? Was he to have played a big part during the 

elections?

8/15/2019 5:40:35 PM djlok Also on C-SPAN the background audience is blurred out.  Never noticed that before.

8/15/2019 5:41:04 PM bdab28 I'm watching thru GEORGE channel

8/15/2019 5:41:14 PM lightseeker2012 How obvious.  She must be trying to deflect attention away from the recently linked "boyfriend" in Boston.  Who is he again?  🧐

Hmmm....Scott Borgerson, CEO of Cargometrics, 

an investment management firm that specializes in analyzing data on global shipping.

8/15/2019 5:41:42 PM hellouncledonny Here's more signals.

beep beep .. . . . .. ... . . . https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1101549971831181313 …

8/15/2019 5:41:53 PM wearediamonds2 SICK!!!

8/15/2019 5:42:02 PM kimberly_s_cook Someone clearly got to him.

8/15/2019 5:42:12 PM lightseeker2012 Borgerson is also a former Coast Guard officer and a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

7352813/Ghislaine-Maxwell-consort-Jeffrey-Epstein-living-mansion-outside-Boston.html …

8/15/2019 5:43:20 PM wearediamonds2 AMEN

8/15/2019 5:44:57 PM decodematrix #BuyGreenland

8/15/2019 5:45:11 PM islandofdelight @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 coincidence that these two are trending at the same time? 🤔 #that70scoverup pic.twitter.com/2z8ZJD6uyz

8/15/2019 5:45:56 PM unidentifiedta1 What does that mean?

8/15/2019 5:47:54 PM lenzaq A whole lot of asking and not much answering.

8/15/2019 5:48:05 PM rawphonegirl Deja vu!

8/15/2019 5:49:03 PM covertress Skyfall https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1161026203345723393?s=19 …

8/15/2019 5:49:11 PM lbf777 Term 1 better.

8/15/2019 5:50:54 PM karenpaulette3 His clone lol

8/15/2019 5:53:24 PM richardhiatt16 😬. Time is an illusion, but traveling back and changing the past ( though it was a illusion) seems risky ? 🤷♂️🤷♀️

8/15/2019 5:54:26 PM unidentifiedta1 Yes, but what does that mean? Could mean anything.

8/15/2019 5:54:46 PM realeyethespy Morse can you hear me?

8/15/2019 5:54:59 PM 67whb Interesting.

We have been skirting these subjects in different threads.

Great minds, huh?

8/15/2019 5:55:02 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/8ZDd1ZbTxT

8/15/2019 5:57:20 PM 67whb The ringing in my ears is off the chart.

More like whistling right now.

That's how weird signals get for me.

8/15/2019 5:59:19 PM _17patriot_ The worldlines get altered. Titor.

8/15/2019 5:59:25 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/18KhNiXDog

8/15/2019 6:03:28 PM 4mydeerone Hey #SourhPole & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 think WE just got one or most of the man made Space weapons or fakeFuSSion weapons... please advise...

#QAnon

 https://youtu.be/nUUyFrHERpU 

🛑 #SSh8

#FREETheFAMiLEE Now!!! pic.twitter.com/S7GSy6LYRQ

8/15/2019 6:04:48 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/FSKaVNvrZG

8/15/2019 6:05:25 PM mkscus code talkers?

8/15/2019 6:06:16 PM islandofdelight Beautiful explanation! Greatly appreciate the refresher and updated (& welcomed additions) seeing them both together struck me as odd with the 

timing, although I agree and have no doubt about Masterson’s history... thoughts on Kutcher / Ashley Ellerin / Brittany Murphy?

8/15/2019 6:07:28 PM islandofdelight Seeing them today reminded me of this tweet from you a while back https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/942844735147962369 …

8/15/2019 6:07:41 PM apex_starseed  https://youtu.be/9PEV9OUr5-4 

8/15/2019 6:08:51 PM islandofdelight So Kutcher’s dirty too right? But didn’t off his exs?

8/15/2019 6:09:13 PM traumashoots @Fuckmylifekitty

8/15/2019 6:09:26 PM rafngeirdal I watched that video on Steven Crowder interviewing Alex Jones, full uncut.

8/15/2019 6:11:41 PM anneolsen43 Ok coming back to this tweet in the morning :))

8/15/2019 6:12:08 PM apex_starseed Even Deities aren't allowed to "Time Travel"...

8/15/2019 6:13:40 PM rafngeirdal You might be close to solving the riddle, because after the question came a video and in that video they talked about a strange thing concerning when 

the dome went off and some said it went off in a hurricane but no hurricanes were at the time of the dome dissapearing.

8/15/2019 6:16:18 PM decodematrix We are in the middle of a temporal/time war between good and bad ETs.

8/15/2019 6:16:53 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/9oamwiE0Tp

8/15/2019 6:17:08 PM jvan125 I found her and this... https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1162100555969421318?s=21 …

8/15/2019 6:17:43 PM dark2light9 @__TruthSeeker_

8/15/2019 6:17:55 PM keystone_killa Mkultra?

8/15/2019 6:21:12 PM ron4trump38 Uh huh. Well, near Greenland. Haha!

8/15/2019 6:21:22 PM bbobbio71 I've been feeling like i'm at crossroad.  Strange



8/15/2019 6:24:13 PM freckledred2 Raymond Basiago papers available to read?

8/15/2019 6:25:05 PM gitmochannel Yes, Flynn changed the timeline.

Watch Timeless.

8/15/2019 6:29:48 PM woodworkeranon Forward no. Backwards also no.

8/15/2019 6:30:53 PM kickthefed when will ppl wake up and realize we are living under  protected dome that separates the waters from above from waters below that god made with 

his own hands. and the earth is flat sitting on an immovable foundation that the word of the 1 true god I AM SAYS.

8/15/2019 6:31:39 PM woodworkeranon Because if you go back, any alterations made would have already affected the current timeline. So maybe there's no way to alter the timeline at all? 

God planned it and we can't change his plans.

8/15/2019 6:34:20 PM laurabusse Haven't heard about this exactly

Do you remember where you heard this? Book, YouTube etc?

8/15/2019 6:38:43 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/pzOIRvXIVy

8/15/2019 6:39:13 PM wwg1wga93583681 pic related? pic.twitter.com/9C6NIVh4Vp

8/15/2019 6:40:20 PM rachaelangelm That is a terrible joke!

8/15/2019 6:40:43 PM aetherwalker1 Time travel altering Timelines      Hmm???   🤔

Then if you can do it with technological means it can also be done with consciousness alone, if one is advanced enough.

8/15/2019 6:41:14 PM rachaelangelm I feel like I have seen her before but she had long hair.

8/15/2019 6:43:52 PM rachaelangelm Always.

8/15/2019 6:46:06 PM allahuniversal #TestTrumpsMind

Ask him about Q

#AskTheQ https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1162101460034826240?s=19 …

8/15/2019 6:46:57 PM humanproofer Bathhouse Barry, sleezy joe, and herpes.

8/15/2019 6:46:58 PM rachaelangelm Btw. Someone dented AJ 3rd eye. Do a pineal glad detox Alex.

8/15/2019 6:48:57 PM djlok I wonder if the past is real, but an illusion because it can be altered. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1156900497934229509?s=21 …

8/15/2019 6:50:51 PM woodworkeranon Yeah but think about it. 

Say I go back and kill Hitler as a baby, good deal, but then Hitler would have never been an issue.

But the timeline going forward would reflect that and wouldn't be an alternate timeline, it would just be the timeline.

8/15/2019 6:52:06 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1161477616219688960?s=19 …

8/15/2019 6:52:49 PM woodworkeranon Also if he did aprove it it would be part of his plan to begin with.

8/15/2019 6:54:07 PM momislazy11 She was spotted because she wanted to be spotted. This was intentional

8/15/2019 6:54:12 PM lightson45 Especially my pseudo "tinnitus".  It's been off the charts the past 3 months.  Tones in and out all day long, every day.  Various notes and frequencies.

8/15/2019 6:55:14 PM momislazy11 She was spotted because she wanted to be spotted. It may be a very good look alike person

8/15/2019 6:56:31 PM aetherwalker1 Satan - Hebrew/Aramaic for 'Adversary' 

An Adversary can be a group.

8/15/2019 6:59:49 PM canam73 Many thanks!🥰🥰🥰

8/15/2019 7:00:48 PM canam73 😅😅😅😇

8/15/2019 7:01:57 PM balenciaga90 Iodine?

8/15/2019 7:02:05 PM canam73 😁

8/15/2019 7:02:55 PM mitchrobison59 HRC

8/15/2019 7:05:33 PM ziapatriot2020 She orchestrated 9/11/2012-Benghazi.

8/15/2019 7:06:06 PM liltilgerlil Any change in the past affects the future

8/15/2019 7:09:33 PM mattegelkraut The problem was not what he was doing, but that he got caught. Things had to happen in order to preserve the safety and reputation of everyone who 

knew what he was doing.

The world is a wicked place, and those in power are truly wicked.

8/15/2019 7:09:54 PM marcuscicero33 Bingo

8/15/2019 7:11:09 PM canam73 🤭INTERESTING.🤔

8/15/2019 7:11:53 PM rawphonegirl Grand solar minimum freal? 🤔🤔🤔

8/15/2019 7:12:02 PM ziapatriot2020 Benghazi was 2012

8/15/2019 7:13:04 PM canam73 Good point.

8/15/2019 7:14:10 PM canam73 LMAO! 🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/15/2019 7:18:04 PM toffer_anon_369 Will we be able to hear with naked ear, or do we need to tune to a particular frequency with a radio?  If we just so happen to be meditating at 11:16pm 

eastern - will we be able to detect it?

8/15/2019 7:20:20 PM kathleen3693693 Fishing for a particular entity? AMA is the bait?

8/15/2019 7:21:30 PM n7guardiananon Did a single consciousness as part of a unified consciousness grid manifest most of the sacred ancient sites on the planet; pyramids, Machu Picchu, 

chichen itza, etc. as they all seem to been placed on a specific grid pattern linking to the solar cross and Golden spiral?

8/15/2019 7:22:08 PM djlok News unlocks past.  Timelines can be altered.

8/15/2019 7:23:52 PM my2sonznme 1- why would anyone watch AJ?! 2- who time travels, because it seems like that would be a war between good and evil in and of itself...no one wins 

unless only one side has access to it.

8/15/2019 7:24:34 PM andress45303251 Apologies but bullshit.

Transparency of gtfo.

No more secrets.

Fuck that noise

In case you weren't paying attention that is why we are here.

8/15/2019 7:25:24 PM andress45303251 #Qanon has EVERYTHING, remember?

8/15/2019 7:26:02 PM roaminnoodle I shouted "Who is Q?" at the Trump rally tonight, if anyone heard... when he was talking about "our movement."

8/15/2019 7:27:08 PM andress45303251 Oh wait, doesnt #Qanon hold up JFK's speech about secret societies as gospel, yet it does THE EXACT SAME THING!?!?!

Yeah... pic.twitter.com/TMEjEE5sUh

8/15/2019 7:28:46 PM charmanda9 “...just pretending to trade.”

8/15/2019 7:29:55 PM dugmaga2020 Can someone translate? I'm still a novice 😬

8/15/2019 7:30:30 PM mattegelkraut Interesting theory. I have not read much about Q or the deep state wars. Frankly, I don’t want to know...

I went searching down a few rabbit holes a several years ago, and what I found at the bottom was far too terrifying to ever speak of. Now, I know what 

not to look for. 

🤐

8/15/2019 7:31:16 PM johnnysoko  https://twitter.com/johnnysoko/status/1149782704876994560?s=21 …

8/15/2019 7:31:59 PM andress45303251 Consolidation of power. Two bloodlines fighting for the "privilege" of ushering in the antichrist.

You still don't see it huh?



8/15/2019 7:32:27 PM starehope I can not see any responses from MJ9. Anyone have any idea why? Are they trying to read our intentions? Has any one seen a response?

8/15/2019 7:32:52 PM charmanda9 That is great! I will look it up!

8/15/2019 7:33:17 PM pro_aktv 😏✅

8/15/2019 7:33:43 PM mattegelkraut first you’ve said that stokes my curiosity.

8/15/2019 7:34:12 PM kathleen3693693 Good question. I had to teach hundreds of hours via satellite "training" and my image is forever traveling thru the cosmos. Considering the entity I had 

a run in with back in the 80's, this has always spooked me.

8/15/2019 7:34:42 PM wwg1wga93583681 important point, do recall it

leads to many questions pic.twitter.com/Ap1GIfwAb1

8/15/2019 7:34:50 PM woodworkeranon I need to smoke a few bowls before I can try and comprehend that idea.... Well done. My head is properly scratched.

8/15/2019 7:35:46 PM rebornkingent Mj12 recommendation was making your own with programs like audacity.

8/15/2019 7:35:49 PM dynamicres as far as MJ's insight here: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978205821898753 …

8/15/2019 7:36:56 PM dynamicres I say it had to be, they disable any time they are activated right?

8/15/2019 7:37:44 PM _369311119 But look great

8/15/2019 7:37:59 PM bblueberrypie  pic.twitter.com/j0lBMUewHk

8/15/2019 7:38:06 PM x4rose Great Movie 2 Watch! 🌹💨

8/15/2019 7:38:10 PM andress45303251 Um...no?

Um...don't tell me what to do sweet cheeks?

😘😘😘

🙏🙏🙏

8/15/2019 7:38:45 PM otctrader2 July 27th was the day of the blackout in NYC...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manhattan_blackout_of_July_2019 …

8/15/2019 7:39:43 PM roublisa This reminds me of Cerebro 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/xD7qapgqv6

8/15/2019 7:40:00 PM dynamicres Yes we are! We are all one therefore, can work to "be" or be aware of any stage of "US" or "IS" in between us and ♾ right❣️⁉️

8/15/2019 7:41:02 PM andress45303251 Ignorance is bliss. Wish that steak was just that and not a hologram.

8/15/2019 7:41:15 PM vintagesquirrel Are you talking about the Wow signal?

8/15/2019 7:41:27 PM truthseeker273  pic.twitter.com/B714sxuMq8

8/15/2019 7:42:21 PM kathleen3693693 A movie is story boarded, planned in advance, and the outcome is predetermined. A movie can also be screened to a select audience, and the ending 

can then be re-scripted to generate the desired audience reaction if the original ending sucked and doomed the movie.

8/15/2019 7:42:45 PM andress45303251 Yes. No worries. All prophesies are coming to pass.

8/15/2019 7:42:57 PM dynamicres yeah, haven't heard much here in awhile.

8/15/2019 7:43:34 PM dynamicres ET's hate nukes, pretty sure that's against our agreements.

8/15/2019 7:43:44 PM andress45303251 Your curiosity or what you already know?

8/15/2019 7:44:02 PM dynamicres What do you mean by results here?

8/15/2019 7:45:19 PM dynamicres I'm thinking, trust the plan, let Q finish, then let's meditate to bring on the EVENT.

8/15/2019 7:46:04 PM dynamicres agreed! haha

8/15/2019 7:46:20 PM roublisa Thank you Gabriel🙌🙌🙌

8/15/2019 7:46:57 PM truthseeker273 GB Sr announced NWO plans.

8/15/2019 7:47:36 PM mamiemcclure17 Why do some hear it and others don’t, I don’t get it, it is so loud. Still very loud. I’ve just gotten used to it, in a couple months will be 4 years. Do you 

get headaches a lot to?

8/15/2019 7:49:15 PM mamiemcclure17 Wow signal?

8/15/2019 7:49:20 PM otctrader2 @wwg1wga93583681

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

 

MONSTERS IN THE DARK. pic.twitter.com/TsjrNXweyT

8/15/2019 7:49:24 PM andress45303251 I have no clue.

8/15/2019 7:49:58 PM starehope No.

8/15/2019 7:50:38 PM starehope Vikings did not use horns.

8/15/2019 7:51:43 PM dynamicres I poke all around youtube for good ones, i settle one ones that I feel... right, with. But so many apps now to create your own, I think @covertress got 

me on this Atmosphere: Binaural Therapy Meditation which is decent, especially with the exact freq manual, and presets!

8/15/2019 7:51:57 PM mattegelkraut Steak is best served in the matrix.

8/15/2019 7:52:34 PM dynamicres Seems like were in the awesome one, whatever its called.

8/15/2019 7:55:15 PM rachaelangelm Injured

8/15/2019 7:55:27 PM dynamicres *** pic.twitter.com/hqXpkbPI4a

8/15/2019 7:58:24 PM dynamicres you CAN eat anything you want, but which foods do you eat and feel GOOD from after eating. Any form of meat usually does not pass this test for me. 

But, I'm not a saint and cheat regularly >.<

8/15/2019 7:58:30 PM bbobbio71 Same pyramid Buzz Aldridge posred about?

8/15/2019 8:01:12 PM mamiemcclure17 🤔

8/15/2019 8:01:12 PM dynamicres GMO ticks and things, weren't they "accidentally" released from that island in the northeast? Also for weapons, I think their stash is quite near 

exhausted, but who knows. Ammunition is used when forced or desperate.

8/15/2019 8:01:27 PM starehope I thought he was a citizen of the world. Why would he even have an American flag?

8/15/2019 8:02:47 PM starehope I didn't see any Questions answered.

8/15/2019 8:02:48 PM dynamicres  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070029784699277313 …

8/15/2019 8:03:29 PM dynamicres I think we are in or quickly approaching the climax❣️

8/15/2019 8:03:57 PM lennyv77 So are there other Epstein types out there or was he one of a kind? Who fills the void? Must be more of these brokers.

8/15/2019 8:04:55 PM dynamicres Use your majestic senses to analyze all info, seemingly good or bad. What resonates?💞

8/15/2019 8:05:13 PM vintagesquirrel On this day in 1977...

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wow!_signal …

8/15/2019 8:05:19 PM prmd21801759 MJ, please answer this specific question. Thank you!

8/15/2019 8:06:47 PM freestateojones Does it?

8/15/2019 8:07:12 PM dynamicres hopefully? pic.twitter.com/WUfMle1uVD

8/15/2019 8:09:30 PM fernackerpants I dunno her phone numbers are in the unredacted little black book of Epstein's perhaps someone should call her.

8/15/2019 8:09:41 PM dynamicres Meditate and manifest. Feel and share the Love&Light!❣️💞

8/15/2019 8:10:25 PM mamiemcclure17 Thank you

8/15/2019 8:11:30 PM giediknight Is it true that our “future” selves are caught in a time loop which they keep going back about 13,000 years ago to try and correct the broken time loop? 

Did “we” finally correct that in this timeline?

8/15/2019 8:11:45 PM dynamicres I can't find the reply right now, but basically MJ said they no longer have the funds for this.

8/15/2019 8:11:53 PM usernamt8ken Depends, is it from our current time traveled to future?

Or current time travel back from here?

but ultimately time is static, its just learning how the portals work.

8/15/2019 8:12:24 PM dynamicres Loved that show.



8/15/2019 8:14:29 PM dynamicres Older post, but here ya go! i'm not sure if it happened already or maybe now unnecessary. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060612148467040257 …

8/15/2019 8:15:43 PM realdonchin  pic.twitter.com/AWDwIIYD6J

8/15/2019 8:17:08 PM craftingqueen1 Q doesn't tell anyone what to think. It asks questions and encourages you to think, ask questions and do research.

8/15/2019 8:21:45 PM marywal64295444 Brock, so do I search for Atmosphere, binaural beats on YouTube?

8/15/2019 8:22:22 PM dynamicres Every "IS" chose this specific lifetime and planet for a reason! This should be a good one❣️

8/15/2019 8:23:04 PM dynamicres SAME! this one has been WILDFIRE!

8/15/2019 8:24:26 PM marywal64295444 I wouldn't even begin to know how to do this. If there is anyone willing to share some they have made I would be eternally grateful! I find the 

confusion in knowing what is right and wrong, and my noisy mind, is holding me back from meditation

8/15/2019 8:25:31 PM dynamicres I kept asking this too, but just feel it out. Manifest the event, spread Love&Light❣️

8/15/2019 8:26:26 PM duncanskinner6 They have horned helmets in Newfoundland. What’s your source of this ancient Viking knowledge?

8/15/2019 8:27:11 PM starehope Research more.

8/15/2019 8:28:15 PM starehope Newfoundland is in Canada. Stick with your research to the lands of the Vikings!

8/15/2019 8:30:03 PM dynamicres Manifest it good❣️

8/15/2019 8:31:04 PM giediknight Our “future” selves are basically Borg, and they realized that they are about to go extinct  because their DNA is so damaged. Think Thor SG1. So to 

correct it, they keep going back in time to fix the time line that leads us to 1. Death cults 2. Communication with fallen beings

8/15/2019 8:31:14 PM dynamicres We are seeing all this unfold now!

8/15/2019 8:32:21 PM dynamicres Mediate + Manifest Love&Light❣️

8/15/2019 8:32:43 PM mamiemcclure17 Does it have anything to do with the opening at the top? What’s inside of that hole? Bet it goes deep down... pic.twitter.com/JZJOgnMbZQ

8/15/2019 8:32:51 PM giediknight 3. Developing the technology that leads to a borg culture. The time lines are crazy because the fall of Atlantis is the future which is also our past. At 

least that is what I gather MJ, do you have any insights into this?

8/15/2019 8:33:05 PM starehope Are you saying Trump is using spells? I think you are reading too many books!

8/15/2019 8:34:18 PM dynamicres Didn't hear about this! You got a Article PJ⁉️❣️

8/15/2019 8:34:25 PM starehope Something is wrong with this spell stuff. Trump is not using spells, he is a Christian!

8/15/2019 8:35:16 PM dynamicres 👆🍻

8/15/2019 8:35:59 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/tVhr85tvqa

8/15/2019 8:37:09 PM dynamicres throw this in search

from:ts_sci_majic12 pineal

or, decalc etc.

💞

8/15/2019 8:37:18 PM mamiemcclure17 That’s south in Antarctica isn’t it there are at least 3 there, so Enoch describes in the cold desert. Supposed to be made precious stones like Sapphire etc

8/15/2019 8:37:50 PM dynamicres Epstein was a MAJOR❣️

8/15/2019 8:39:56 PM dynamicres oh I'm sorry, app store. I have it on android. https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.peakpocketstudios.atmospherebinauraltherapy …

8/15/2019 8:41:02 PM elfm0d3 But dew you rly overstand US?

8/15/2019 8:41:29 PM mamiemcclure17 We are all in danger.... pic.twitter.com/myWAzsTtWl

8/15/2019 8:50:41 PM mile_high_mamma Thank you @dynamicres !  This was before I met Q!

8/15/2019 8:55:53 PM otctrader2 @wwg1wga93583681 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy

Nephilim signaling. pic.twitter.com/SuW4bd6FmU

8/15/2019 8:56:45 PM ddewdadew When is this shit going to end?

8/15/2019 8:57:07 PM allahuniversal That's not what's being said.

If POTUS is on a WITCH HUNT, who's the witch?

8/15/2019 8:57:40 PM canam73 LOL😁😅

8/15/2019 8:58:47 PM allahuniversal He also knows the occult, the power of 3 6 and 9, and Tesla's work via John Trump. He's not one dimensional, no one is one thing and one thing only.

8/15/2019 9:02:23 PM enomai_ Thought you said previously going to the past is doable, but if nothing can be changed or something along this?

We can alter the future from now actions. Past, present, future happens at once?

8/15/2019 9:05:23 PM enomai_ AJ, "America is not that great, and is not going to be that great"

8/15/2019 9:11:25 PM otctrader2 2 Samuel 21:16-22

 https://www.bible.com/bible/296/2SA.21.16-22.GNB …

“And there was yet a battle in Gath, where was a man of great stature, that had on every hand six fingers, and on every foot six toes, four and twenty 

in number; and he also was born to the giant.”

8/15/2019 9:19:47 PM sheshifts001 agreed :)

it would be helpful to have this question discussed further for those just beginning their multidimensional self/reality/experience :)

8/15/2019 9:21:41 PM notevenchad17 Great list. Add @drawandstrike

8/15/2019 9:22:50 PM mortizz3 How can you time travel, if we have only have the Present (Now)?

8/15/2019 9:25:37 PM mamiemcclure17 Mabus ?

8/15/2019 9:31:11 PM daggastan #RaiseThule2020 https://youtu.be/iOk6HB609po 

8/15/2019 9:31:19 PM zagnett Oh among even others additionally, @KremlinBot4 🙏🤓😎

8/15/2019 9:32:25 PM mamiemcclure17 Think how bad the PTSD was they weren’t warned same thing WW1 & WW2 as Kerry describes...

8/15/2019 9:34:56 PM 1monde1date 検討する #1世界1の日付1日

Consider #1World1Date1Day

11.009.2019

009/11/2019

2019-009-11

 http://www.1World1Date1Day.LINK 

8/15/2019 9:37:47 PM diaptera_80 Was SR involved in timetravel?

8/15/2019 9:38:09 PM kwyatt55 No coincidences....didn’t this company give a ton of money to Trump??? Code for something!

8/15/2019 9:38:46 PM kwyatt55 Yes code talk

8/15/2019 9:39:46 PM nurseniceyes Not all were wanted.

8/15/2019 9:43:27 PM therealonesknow The observer rule. Since we r the observers if we view the past that means we r changing the present as we r in the now and our past is the present 

and our future. Or if you travel back in the the fact that you did already changes a time line as an extra body is there n shudnt

8/15/2019 9:48:09 PM opensenseme Majestic 12 ... are you fishers of men?

8/15/2019 9:56:40 PM marywal64295444 Thank you

8/15/2019 10:12:18 PM nr750 Relative defined using what metric? Or what’s your definition of imminent?

8/15/2019 10:18:16 PM mongrelglory Maybe he thinks you’re cute.

8/15/2019 10:27:37 PM ksigmason No one is born a member of Freemasonry or any of its rites.



8/15/2019 10:31:02 PM mongrelglory Great question E.E!

8/15/2019 10:38:51 PM mongrelglory I don’t think the crew actually died from what I’ve seen on-line, but as a false flag, it sure generated a lot of trauma for all the school children who were 

watching! I’m sure the negative inter-dimensional entities had a great time feeding off of those emotions! 😠

8/15/2019 10:41:36 PM jrocktigers "Ripple in still water, 

When there is no pebble tossed Nor wind to blow, 

Reach out your hand if your cup be empty

If your cup is full may it be again

Let it be known there is a fountain

That was not made by the hands of men" ~ G⚡️D

8/15/2019 10:41:42 PM matchnumbers67 They must be alluding to another group then. A secret society 🤷♀️

8/15/2019 10:43:00 PM jrocktigers Define "weird"  .    please?

8/15/2019 10:48:17 PM mongrelglory The Buddhist answer would be that we are all multi-dimensional enlightened beings... we just don’t recognize it. 😑

8/15/2019 10:49:34 PM jimfogarty18 Minor correction:

Two Planes

THREE Towers

8/15/2019 10:50:49 PM sandy_cuhntz Astral projection...

8/15/2019 10:56:12 PM mongrelglory If I recall correctly MJ 12 once said the purpose of life was to love and be loved. ☺️

8/15/2019 11:03:05 PM mongrelglory I believe they answered a similar question recently.  They said that these recent suicides were people taking the coward’s way out, rather than answer 

for their crimes...

8/15/2019 11:08:28 PM mongrelglory I wish it could be Candace Owens!

8/15/2019 11:10:16 PM taitai78787 Oh 👀

8/15/2019 11:15:30 PM pootz4 they could swap him for double during 1st murder attempt, so its either:

1. Secret jail/military complex for high profile individuals(They've hidden him there)

2. It could be someone from JE staff taking that trip, but why... i dont know..

One thing is sure, something is there.

8/15/2019 11:21:24 PM azuremagus Both

8/15/2019 11:31:01 PM matchnumbers67 How long have you been a Freemason? Why were you drawn to it. Just curious as I was born into Catholicism

8/15/2019 11:31:46 PM blackjackpupil Surely that's a joke? In and out burger?

8/15/2019 11:37:13 PM khuey_ The US military has aerial refueling tankers.

8/15/2019 11:39:52 PM khuey_  pic.twitter.com/3aCKKXmnNL

8/15/2019 11:41:22 PM wwg1wga93583681 maybe it had some special tech, AF1 does

8/15/2019 11:44:13 PM jrocktigers Yes it was!!   Not to be!!! Ever! ⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/15/2019 11:44:15 PM khuey_ Do you think he could have gotten away for it for this long *without* the stealth package?

8/16/2019 12:15:35 AM wwg1wga93583681 nice pic pic.twitter.com/PIMS0t7kPS

8/16/2019 12:42:32 AM agapic777 The Devil’s Minion Mouthpiece!

 http://Pleatotrump.wordpress.com 

8/16/2019 12:45:26 AM agapic777 I know Q is for the Great Quack! And his Quacky Followers! Yeah! http://Pleatotrump.wordpress.com 

8/16/2019 1:09:24 AM laughingwolf11 Vikings did have horned helmets for ceremonies. 3,000+ year old Viking villages in Canada. 5 found last check. Kensington stone Minnesota. Heavener 

stone Oklahoma. Greenlanders/Icelanders = Eskimo/Viking mixed people.

8/16/2019 1:27:01 AM amcwhortor "Timelines are fluid"

8/16/2019 2:04:35 AM roygbiv65041613 Go

To the crossroad

Stand

Hear with your ears

See with your eyes

I will show you the old road

I will show you the way

And your soul

Will know

Peace

Jer6:16
8/16/2019 2:46:13 AM covertress Is it a coincidence that Majestic 

⭐⭐⭐ @GenFlynn liked this time travel tweet? https://twitter.com/grabaroot/status/1038615368464572416?s=19 …

8/16/2019 2:50:29 AM thecharl Major correction:

Two Planes

SEVEN Buildings

WTC-1 through 7 was destroyed. pic.twitter.com/EPf7vZv25y

8/16/2019 2:59:24 AM keith369me Is this a signal:   https://nypost.com/2019/08/15/jeffrey-epsteins-gal-pal-ghislaine-maxwell-spotted-at-in-n-out-burger-in-first-photos-since-his-

death/ …  In-N-Out...Reading book Death of CIA Operatives?  These books (Bill Clinton reading on commercial flight, etc) seem like signals.

8/16/2019 3:04:19 AM adsvel Thanks MJ9, 2 answered questions, looks like collective gets more aware.

8/16/2019 3:06:45 AM djlok It's GOLD!!!

8/16/2019 3:07:40 AM keith369me @Adsvel I think sometimes it’s an exercise for us to learn from each other, and gauge where we are at Kris

8/16/2019 3:08:38 AM thecharl In this timeline it is Jim Carrey (double R)

8/16/2019 3:08:42 AM adsvel Russian bodyguard...

8/16/2019 3:09:48 AM djlok No bot is better then the @KremlinBot4!!!

8/16/2019 3:12:13 AM adsvel No doubt, this is how it should be. Thought students pretty soon will reach the status of examiner...🙃

8/16/2019 3:21:12 AM siriusbshaman There are infinite timelines. Only we jump from one to the next.

8/16/2019 3:22:50 AM siriusbshaman Looks like a hybrid

8/16/2019 3:27:04 AM beachsoulfl Yep, had the same thought!  Like when Assange had the book in his hands as he was escorted out of the embassy ...

8/16/2019 3:29:28 AM amcwhortor Winner winner, chicken dinner! 

Cool to see everyone paying attention though

But some things are just things lol

8/16/2019 3:29:28 AM moonbaby04371 Nothing is safe😕😡

8/16/2019 3:32:54 AM keith369me I’ve been pondering this as well...perhaps a “greater agreement” was violated setting of a different chain of events?

8/16/2019 3:34:33 AM 67whb I have a headache now. I wake up with them. They seem to originate from my brainstem and radiate to the top of my head.

8/16/2019 3:36:16 AM covertress Signals? pic.twitter.com/Ve243Ci7LJ

8/16/2019 3:57:36 AM samuelranselmo1 If you do something  different in it...I know Trump's uncle supposed to have had.. if you know who and what I'm talking about.. when that ship came 

back... everyone was embedded in to the metal of it .... All.... But two....Pilidelphia project



8/16/2019 3:58:31 AM aprilbrown99 You might be confusing @RealEyeTheSpy with @TrueEyeTheSpy - very different accounts. @40_head has called out @TrueEyeTheSpy several times. 

Personally I believe @RealEyeTheSpy ‘s story and find it very interesting. 

Thank you @RealEyeTheSpy for sharing your story with us. 💗💗💗

8/16/2019 3:58:51 AM natureinspace I have almost constant headaches and I hear static in the back of my head that varies in volume. I've had my head checked & gotten weird diagnosis'. 

These Drs trying to tell me i have two rare conditions? Honestly they don't have a clue. I think it's just part of great awakening.

8/16/2019 4:10:03 AM aprilbrown99 @KremlinBot4 thank you kind sir!  I am humbled and honored to be included in your list.  Love you. 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/WG3y1gks2S

8/16/2019 4:20:06 AM red_pill_girl Crazy thought...if August is HOT, then maybe that will be another area like Gitmo for our friends to “cool off”?

8/16/2019 4:24:24 AM karina89350882 Thank`s for the message!!!😍😍😍

8/16/2019 4:27:59 AM ashercjr Looks like something my niece did for art class using various trinkets from the basement...

8/16/2019 4:28:23 AM natureinspace MJ12, can we as humans grasp the concept of time travel/time lines with the information we already have now? Or is there information that still needs 

to be revealed before we have our 'oh shit' moment?

8/16/2019 4:42:23 AM 67whb Do you hear a ringing sound?

A steady high pitched tone?

8/16/2019 4:44:43 AM richard07759712 Go Rusty

8/16/2019 4:50:57 AM bbobbio71 Will we finally find out where Waldo is?

8/16/2019 5:12:03 AM sterkinglights1 Synonymous with strange?

8/16/2019 5:13:04 AM covertress Field of Fight

p 111

ht @wvufanagent99 pic.twitter.com/fPuBDEF2OX

8/16/2019 5:18:35 AM natureinspace Sometimes I do but most of what I hear is static. And the really strange thing is that I've been hearing impaired since I was a kid but my hearing has 

improved over the past couple of years. That's so amazing to me! How can I hear better now? It doesn't make sense.

8/16/2019 5:25:21 AM irah_chandler Someone isn't familiar with looking glass tech and reality bubbles. We thought that up a long while back...

8/16/2019 5:27:28 AM irah_chandler Like a holodeck for a looking glass all energetic

8/16/2019 5:37:01 AM 67whb Indeed.

That is interesting.

8/16/2019 5:43:05 AM 5pplan Look on a map. They're easily 250 miles southeast of Bermuda

8/16/2019 5:43:19 AM mamiemcclure17 I’ve had a right Upper Sympathectomy with surgical clips put in so nerve does grow back together, they collapsed my right lung to get access to that 

nerve. Only sweat on left side because of it, sine 02,  constantly sweating on left side since even in winter with

8/16/2019 5:48:18 AM mamiemcclure17 A tank top and shorts on. My hair always soaked on left dry on right get hot left side flushed wet right side pale dry as if drawn a line down my face 

very obvious 9/18 suddenly stopped sweating all time in left, a couple days ago got hot and sweat began to appear parts....

8/16/2019 5:48:50 AM egelone wait, i thought mj is gonna release all the cool technology to us once timing is right.

8/16/2019 5:50:10 AM coachdadu  pic.twitter.com/DnEdMdGK6K

8/16/2019 5:53:45 AM mamiemcclure17 Of my right side face and head...This isn’t supposed to ever be reversed. I have Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy, still have it, pain from past spinal injuries 

still there RT arm almost amputated, RT knee T replacement still problems always have had. Weird The crickets/static non 🛑

8/16/2019 5:57:15 AM mamiemcclure17 That’s amazing your hearing is improved, very happy for you❤️

8/16/2019 6:04:06 AM egelone technology is a double-edge sword. Use it correctly, it will create so many possibilities. Use it incorrectly, it will destroy u.

8/16/2019 6:10:50 AM ericpartchey Crazy stuff!

8/16/2019 6:13:01 AM 67whb  https://youtu.be/T9_vgK3gDBU 

8/16/2019 6:13:12 AM djlok Here's some time travel right here...#Qpost 340, date 12/13/2017.  Note the Production Date. pic.twitter.com/ogpw62cMzr

8/16/2019 6:19:01 AM mamiemcclure17 When you turned up the volume that’s it!

8/16/2019 6:23:12 AM 67whb That is one of many combinations I get. Wish I could find a freq generator with several more channels so I could play back all the freqs. The freqs affect 

each other I've noticed.

Higher freqs "drag" lower freqs up, ie. 17000hz will "raise" 800hz. Like going from F to F#.

8/16/2019 6:25:32 AM cryptogyu Are you referring to ORMUS ?

8/16/2019 6:27:54 AM 3nmbrs Fabulous Five! pic.twitter.com/r5fpZACUCO

8/16/2019 6:29:31 AM mamiemcclure17 Me to then every now and again a tone that’s stays the same but drawn out then back to the crickets, the one tone doesn’t happen that frequently 

though it’s weird, think I will check out that app to how long has this happening to you again?

8/16/2019 6:31:23 AM comeandtakeit19 Not very good at hiding if the New York post found her.....

8/16/2019 6:35:18 AM 67whb About 5 years.

8/16/2019 6:42:24 AM diaptera_80 Wow, is that for real or faked?

8/16/2019 6:43:32 AM djlok If you go back to #Q post 340, you can see it for yourself!  It's wild!!!

8/16/2019 6:44:20 AM giediknight I’m not really saying that MJ is the group trying to fix the timeline.

8/16/2019 6:48:37 AM natureinspace All this kind of reminds me of the movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind, 1970's, with the tones they were using. I haven't seen that movie in forever 

so i dont remember much but I do remember the strange tones lol

8/16/2019 6:49:55 AM eldeeberry No. White powder of pure gold

8/16/2019 6:50:08 AM eldeeberry Ormus is not that

8/16/2019 6:50:53 AM eldeeberry Same family group but WPG is the highest you can go

8/16/2019 6:51:04 AM 67whb Everything is frequency.

8/16/2019 6:52:07 AM mamiemcclure17 Oh yes I forgot about that...I hope they are good. pic.twitter.com/L51TzV5kQY

8/16/2019 6:52:33 AM diaptera_80 Have you compared it with the actual footage from 2018?

8/16/2019 6:52:54 AM eldeeberry WPG is not to be taken lightly.  Neither is ormus. Very serious materials

8/16/2019 6:53:18 AM mamiemcclure17 Yes everything.

8/16/2019 6:53:36 AM djlok No, I haven't.

8/16/2019 6:57:16 AM eyegloarts Are you waiting for a specific question to be asked?

8/16/2019 7:00:01 AM 3nmbrs Cleaned up, best version. pic.twitter.com/GjLuRFA47H

8/16/2019 7:02:16 AM alnacho1 #AsktheQ

8/16/2019 7:03:03 AM natureinspace So do I!

8/16/2019 7:12:36 AM mamiemcclure17 Think mirror, 91 19

8/16/2019 7:12:55 AM anneolsen43 Exercise ?

8/16/2019 7:14:15 AM anneolsen43 Or Pres says ...go home and "exercise”🤔

8/16/2019 7:15:55 AM anneolsen43 If you go back and change events wouldn’t that change the timeline

8/16/2019 7:15:58 AM 3nmbrs Wrong.

Bill and Hillary have always been a part of the Deep State.

For anyone to say that Hillary was somehow "attacked" by the Deep State only means {THEY} are part of the Deep State.

8/16/2019 7:16:15 AM deb12233 Is that your name? You should think more highly of yourself.

8/16/2019 7:16:23 AM 1_decided_voter I thought maybe iodine as well, but why would a cop by carrying that on him? And why splash it on him and then hop into the car?

8/16/2019 7:29:12 AM nancyddb That's great, thank you David.

8/16/2019 7:36:58 AM roaminnoodle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1162372431056691200 …



8/16/2019 7:41:36 AM lovetomyloops When was this filmed? Cos it was not recent, they have winter clothing and their breath is fogging.

8/16/2019 7:42:17 AM lovetomyloops Where did you get this video?

8/16/2019 7:46:34 AM balenciaga90 Was him one of the 6 injured officers who arrived at the hospital?

8/16/2019 7:55:02 AM headlinejuice @martingeddes

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@GenFlynn https://twitter.com/ShurterD/status/1161218263017295873 …

8/16/2019 7:56:56 AM diesel_fish  pic.twitter.com/mXfp1kuunH

8/16/2019 8:07:59 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN... Great analogy 👍

8/16/2019 8:11:55 AM state1union Nailed it and President Trump said yesterday that the Taliban is the Harvard of Afghanistan 🇦🇫

8/16/2019 8:12:07 AM starehope Please cite your source.

8/16/2019 8:16:18 AM starehope What is wrong with only "Viking" history? Not Canadian, not Eskimo. If you go back to 3,000+ years, they were not Vikings. Before the Vikings, there 

were the Beserkers who wore bear skins with still attached heads. This is 1500-1700 years ago.

8/16/2019 8:19:11 AM starehope A lifelong study of the Scandinavian peoples, including visits to the Viking Ship  museums in Roskilde and Oslo.

8/16/2019 8:24:21 AM blsdbe Well Done, makes me wonder if @POTUS is prepping us?

8/16/2019 8:24:41 AM beelze_bufo Well, "dew" tell!

Nice dig!!! 🇺🇲👍

8/16/2019 8:35:27 AM jleetxgirl What did I miss when I watched this a couple of days ago?  Hmmm 🤔. Gotta listen again.

8/16/2019 8:40:15 AM state1union Don your Mind Blowing Awesome 😎

8/16/2019 8:44:18 AM state1union Wow 😲

8/16/2019 8:47:12 AM allahuniversal AJ was quoting Andrew Cuomo. CONTEXT matters https://youtu.be/bJECaXs-pZA 

8/16/2019 8:51:32 AM richardhiatt16 Good stuff 👍❤️🇺🇸

8/16/2019 8:53:40 AM richardhiatt16 Changed timeline 😬. You mean I really could go back and save my 67 Plymouth... With the Commando 383 ...  😖

8/16/2019 8:54:19 AM adam_penning How do we know one of his planes did this?

8/16/2019 8:55:37 AM richardhiatt16 😬 What is that Bullshit all about?

8/16/2019 8:56:56 AM timedabbler21 Possible protective custody? Too many of these to be isolated incidents.

8/16/2019 8:58:40 AM allahuniversal Watching now 🍿

8/16/2019 9:03:05 AM sharoncaye20111 We've had some sick people in Our White House... 🐱👀🍎 families groomed as "good" actors...Happy we are draining the evil swamp!

8/16/2019 9:25:13 AM federalistno78  https://twitter.com/privvybaker/status/1162398365793103872?s=21 …

8/16/2019 9:30:15 AM djlok I swear, you don't miss a darn thing!!!  Thanks for posting that.

8/16/2019 9:31:30 AM 3nmbrs 4ch was about 35 minutes after me. pic.twitter.com/tFlSIwkEci

8/16/2019 9:33:24 AM vintagesquirrel Lol, I try. 😁

8/16/2019 9:33:57 AM djlok ... And are successful!!!  IMHO!!!

8/16/2019 9:35:04 AM enomai_ Makes sense.

8/16/2019 9:35:08 AM starehope Nevermind, thanks.

8/16/2019 9:38:25 AM enomai_ That's it.

8/16/2019 9:39:15 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/eRDXBs9hlg

8/16/2019 9:52:41 AM ksigmason I've been a Mason for 13-years.

8/16/2019 9:52:56 AM ksigmason Why do you think you born into it?

8/16/2019 10:00:38 AM cylantjustice They fear what they cannot possibly understand.

They see eVerything backwards, inside out, upside-down.

Anything they can't control or manipulate, the seek to twist, contaminate, defile, and mock.

They are VERY afraid.

Deep panic.
8/16/2019 10:03:53 AM dohertym1590 What caliber is that and also what gun?

8/16/2019 10:06:15 AM lizzah_83 From experience - I can say this is absolutely 💯 true. If I had not experienced something so incredible and powerful myself...I wouldn’t have believed 

it.

8/16/2019 10:07:32 AM surfing123456 Hey mj love the QandA’s just never get to get heads up on time but hopefully one day I’ll get lucky and be on it. Thanks for all the work and info 

WWG1WGA

8/16/2019 10:08:49 AM matchnumbers67 I was raised Catholic by catholic parents.  Didn’t know any different until high school really as there is no catholic high school locally

8/16/2019 10:14:23 AM covertress Steyer-Manlicker HS-50 

.50 caliber

Scope is a Zeiss 6-24×72

See the bullets?

8/16/2019 10:14:25 AM headlinejuice I was working as a news clerk at Inky metro desk the moment they dropped bombs. Idiocy.

8/16/2019 10:33:00 AM cosmic_engineer Pure awesomeness. Thanks for that ✌️

8/16/2019 10:44:03 AM catpowernow His Epstein really dead or is he being protected as a key witness in an undisclosed location?

8/16/2019 10:44:06 AM alwaysfinds I'm curious if time travel explains the mandella effect. Do we have latent memories of an altered past?

8/16/2019 10:56:36 AM dohertym1590 Very cool. Thanks.

8/16/2019 10:57:56 AM iaumatu I've had the same question. Either the Google Effect or the Mandela Effect had pushed it forward a year into 1991. IIRC, 1990 it was. 

https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-speeches/september-11-1990-address-joint-session-congress …

8/16/2019 10:59:02 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073041368895946752?s=19 …

8/16/2019 11:06:27 AM allahuniversal 9/11/90   ?

 https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-speeches/september-11-1990-address-joint-session-congress …

8/16/2019 11:07:06 AM allahuniversal 9/11/90   ? https://millercenter.org/the-presidency/presidential-speeches/september-11-1990-address-joint-session-congress …

8/16/2019 11:08:52 AM allahuniversal ☝🏽☝🏽☝🏽This IS-BE gets it

8/16/2019 11:27:35 AM kissmygravitas check out the advert it gave me! pic.twitter.com/e341Gsme1W

8/16/2019 11:28:25 AM qpidizazqpidduz All a cover up anywaay. Barr dad wrote a scifi novel "in which alien aristocrats create an intergalactic pedophilia sex-slave ring" for chrissakes. 

https://www.amazon.com/Space-relations-slightly-gothic-interplanetary/dp/0860000249 …

8/16/2019 11:40:38 AM qsanyone Just seen something about his private jet flying there recently. Might be worth looking into.

8/16/2019 11:42:19 AM royharp15872578 I occasionally do reverse speech analysis. I think those audio recordings will be most interesting to analyze. Thank you for sharing that. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2NObtAcgQGZBEbEhYEUFWg/videos …

8/16/2019 11:46:39 AM sterkinglights1 😲😲😲

8/16/2019 12:03:47 PM toffer_anon_369 One time you guys mentioned putting sand on a speaker to produce a certain sound - what was that all about?

8/16/2019 12:21:30 PM sumsky2 Read Dr. Michael Salla’s book- Antartica’s Hidden History. You will find the answer.

8/16/2019 12:25:10 PM helldoon 🤣🤣😂🤣🤣

8/16/2019 12:30:43 PM brenteagle59 WW3

8/16/2019 12:33:25 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075875886019305472?s=19 …



8/16/2019 12:36:09 PM blsdbe Please Join Us and Help Manifest the PEACE we all want to Enjoy!!!

@charmanda9 @GirlAwakeinCA @Toffer_Anon_369 @n7guardiananon @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

(Please RT, Tag and Pass It On!!!)  pic.twitter.com/7OwFcU3MxU

8/16/2019 12:41:18 PM realeyethespy Thank you for clearing that up April

8/16/2019 12:46:01 PM 513chuck I see a shape here 

...

..

.

That Back to the Future time line concept seems incorrect to me . 

If we are aware of a incident going back to change it couldn't happen , because if we do , did, or will and it was a success. We wouldn't be aware of it 

needing fixed .

8/16/2019 12:50:06 PM royharp15872578 I don't know your original reference, but might this be what you're curious about? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yaqUI4b974 …

8/16/2019 12:51:35 PM anneolsen43 Pondering this MJ ..was Seth an accident by changing the timeline?  

Did that put focus on fbi

8/16/2019 12:55:11 PM keith369me Maybe it forced an unexpected merging of timelines... to keep “us” from destroying the planet.

8/16/2019 12:56:44 PM anneolsen43 That’s what I mean unexpected .. yes!

8/16/2019 1:03:32 PM __truthseeker_ you make? i like it

8/16/2019 1:13:18 PM caisson_mom Move to Maine!

8/16/2019 1:16:49 PM nschlange I saw pictures of the crew, then and now. They didn’t die.

8/16/2019 1:18:42 PM datruseeka I love Maine!!!

8/16/2019 1:43:25 PM starehope Timing is right? Time is an illusion.

8/16/2019 1:57:01 PM realityloominng I read around the beginning of this ride, that SR was referring/code-named himself to himself as a "Panda", and that this is term for slaves who receives 

punches....

I think he broke away from inside the cabal

8/16/2019 2:08:26 PM bhopki Would love to take you seriously - but if you're pushing knobends like Alex 'Bill Hicks' Jones - you're not making it easy.

8/16/2019 2:18:06 PM iamsheisyeshua Ran this through Jewish Gematria and this resonated with me. The Real Yeshua Ha Yhvh, google it and Yeshua is another name for Jesus and Ha Yhvh 

translates to literally the name. 888

8/16/2019 2:24:35 PM lizmarques17 I’m trying to catch up but sometimes fall back. Can someone please explain what is the significance of 9-11-19?

8/16/2019 2:27:46 PM johnsville14  pic.twitter.com/Pc9RF50mSY

8/16/2019 2:31:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sex cults use tattoos for symbolic representation of commitments, achievements, blackmail, and levels of access into secret societies.

8/16/2019 2:32:59 PM kariper90287321 This is very enlightening information. Do you know what Raye Chandler's inside lip tattoo means?

8/16/2019 2:33:32 PM merlintm Since time immemorial.

8/16/2019 2:33:40 PM lizmarques17 Will the federal Reserve really collapse and will we all have debt forgiveness?

8/16/2019 2:34:40 PM iluvkayakingtoo Weird. I didn't know any reptiles with tattoos.

8/16/2019 2:35:11 PM ryan35381162 Hence the normalization of tattoos. Hiding in plain sight. Mobs  did the same thing.

8/16/2019 2:35:25 PM timeforarrests When I went to the rally last night, why did Secret Service ask me to remove my Q anon shirt?

8/16/2019 2:36:07 PM iluvkayakingtoo I don't think the ones I knew needed them.

8/16/2019 2:36:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Necessary for the protection of the Plan.

8/16/2019 2:36:57 PM timeforarrests Thank you so much. It was my first rally and I’m still on cloud nine.♥️♥️♥️

8/16/2019 2:38:01 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/k20o5M6A5K

8/16/2019 2:38:40 PM magamatician Don’t know why I got the neck tattoo that I had but I got it removed eventually.

8/16/2019 2:39:58 PM rebecca31503227 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/16/2019 2:41:18 PM iluvkayakingtoo Also: No shit.

8/16/2019 2:43:25 PM aprilbrown99 It was thebest one yet impo.  High energy for sure. Would have loved to have been there.

8/16/2019 2:43:42 PM anneolsen43 Does that mean the question is coming soon?

8/16/2019 2:44:07 PM markjohnt2 GPS glitch. Zoom in, you can see where it glitched for about a minute then went back to the original track.

8/16/2019 2:44:41 PM jswdh1 Interesting..... they don't think they did at Ohio rally on the 1st. Maybe cuz the el Paso shooter claimed to be QANON supporter...

8/16/2019 2:45:24 PM richardhiatt16 Now it will be easy to identify the scum.... 🤣❤️🇺🇸

8/16/2019 2:45:37 PM dark2light2019 Hmm wonder who is tatted up under their congressional suits/dresses and JUDICIAL ROBES?

8/16/2019 2:45:58 PM lizziemom1 😶😳

8/16/2019 2:46:54 PM webj88 Roman Numerals?

8/16/2019 2:47:30 PM wwg1wga93583681 protect the plan pic.twitter.com/jmU5E38gk3

8/16/2019 2:49:49 PM bubusmc Nothing to see here, move along. Who's sneaking in? Who's sneaking out? https://mobile.twitter.com/BreakingNews/status/1162472202786107392 …

8/16/2019 2:52:14 PM magamatician  pic.twitter.com/eWK8ZqwqEC

8/16/2019 2:53:20 PM _17patriot_ Heard he had voodoo dolls of ppl he blackmailed i.e - the Prince Andrew doll

8/16/2019 2:55:09 PM covertress Skyfall

Remember Severine's tattoo?

Part of the Macau sex trade.

Disclosure?

 https://fansided.com/2015/12/24/severine/ … pic.twitter.com/c7oOCj3mW3

8/16/2019 2:56:23 PM jeff57253103 What kind of tats?

8/16/2019 2:58:52 PM keith369me Not permanent?

8/16/2019 3:00:29 PM slayerofmatrix1 Mine on my rear neck is Japanese Kanji declaring I Am Sacred Spiritual Energy.  😉   And have ☯️ on my foot with an Indigo haze around it.  I Am. 

pic.twitter.com/bxILVWldPR

8/16/2019 3:01:15 PM prmd21801759 Ask the Q+  ;-) @POTUS

8/16/2019 3:01:59 PM richardhiatt16 👍

8/16/2019 3:03:54 PM rachaelangelm Oh I did not get a tattoo for sex cult. I got one because I believed and still do in the power of truth

8/16/2019 3:08:58 PM amcwhortor The movie 'Wanted' as well

Angelina Jolie's (go figure) character tells a story of a "cleaner" who brands his victim's families.

8/16/2019 3:09:11 PM amcwhortor  https://pagesix.com/2018/05/30/allison-mack-says-branding-nxivm-sex-slaves-was-her-idea/ … pic.twitter.com/y6QDkjI80b

8/16/2019 3:09:53 PM amcwhortor  pic.twitter.com/3jKMwH7OgA

8/16/2019 3:10:21 PM wncpatriot2 Means nothing without examples

8/16/2019 3:11:11 PM kariper90287321 Hey Jodie...Is that what it says? I asked because I really didn't know. Thanks for the info.

8/16/2019 3:14:07 PM jswdh1 The 2 hands on the right Borg have sores in the same spot on their thumbs....

8/16/2019 3:16:31 PM jswdh1 They are specific tattoos tho that they all have alike! I also have tattoos but not from any cult...

8/16/2019 3:17:09 PM magamadnessusa Umm I actually got a tattoo today.... 🙄 not like the NX ones tho

8/16/2019 3:18:36 PM zagnett Because they're [dumbs#its]

8/16/2019 3:18:43 PM conniecollette3 so, we bought Greenland  ... 🤔

8/16/2019 3:23:24 PM linnyt7 A form of branding. Like NXIVM

8/16/2019 3:24:43 PM bbobbio71 Maybe something with the military exercises??



8/16/2019 3:27:13 PM trunueyes They are out there in plain sight. look up Dave Navarro’s tattoos.

8/16/2019 3:27:54 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this a requiem for 🦉lost timeline?

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7363323/A-Russia-nuclear-war-plunge-Earth-10-year-winter.html …

8/16/2019 3:29:40 PM adsvel Back then tattoos were used to mark slaves... In now days it is called body art... [They] mess up with everything...

8/16/2019 3:30:02 PM aetherwalker1 Well, Their Inter-Dimensional Overlords 🐉 consider them and all of us as their property.

8/16/2019 3:31:34 PM kariper90287321 Thank you Jodie! Much love.

8/16/2019 3:35:55 PM cryptogyu Yes I am familiar, what do you really think happened to David Hudson?

8/16/2019 3:40:04 PM zagnett [Losers, all]

8/16/2019 3:43:53 PM c_by_sw So....... what's under there?  What makes people freak out about *global warming*?

What's under ANTARCTICA?

WHAT'S UNDER ALL THAT ICE? pic.twitter.com/BaMKm0TvMB

8/16/2019 3:46:46 PM kariper90287321 Thank you from me and all others that get to see this that find this pic. of value and or interesting. I hope some day we get the story behind the tattoo. 

I appreciate your efforts in sharing.

8/16/2019 3:51:17 PM igiant111 Lol that’s from an anime called Berseker. SerialBrain tried to make it a sex cult symbol and I was laughing my ass off. Stop fear mongering. Some people 

just get tattoos because they mean something.

8/16/2019 3:52:02 PM stoneturnr Thanks! That was an odd AMA yesterday. I wonder if MJ12 was just gauging what people are thinking about. Or maybe they sent answers via VOG, 

hence this tweet? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1162159473185775616 …

8/16/2019 3:53:33 PM nurseniceyes Not necessarily...some tattoos they no idea what they mean when they get them.

8/16/2019 3:54:13 PM igiant111 OORRRR some people just like tattoos. Stop this fear mongering nonsense. Hitler was also an artist, does that make all artists psychopaths? Continue 

this fear mongering and we’re all going to be the same, boring, beings. Not everything is bad.

8/16/2019 3:57:17 PM newyorker66 Was it really a skimpy crowd?

Stupid trend on Twitter and i was curious

8/16/2019 3:57:37 PM keakarol  pic.twitter.com/fQ76G36tMa

8/16/2019 3:59:48 PM cocopuffster12 Praying N California is on the docket!!

8/16/2019 4:00:43 PM r7dotcom ;)

8/16/2019 4:01:00 PM aprilbrown99 Me too! 💕💕💕

8/16/2019 4:02:40 PM r7dotcom Crowder and AJ aren't who you think they are.

8/16/2019 4:03:10 PM benrusha Corny is as corny does. pic.twitter.com/G8LuFiQyF9

8/16/2019 4:04:23 PM r7dotcom The kill switch was the objective. Think logically. The theatrics around the suicide is scripted.

Unless you know this..

8/16/2019 4:06:42 PM samarino1776 Yes. Disgraceful 😐

8/16/2019 4:07:09 PM keakarol That's the buzz over our dinner table

8/16/2019 4:09:03 PM 387dr Please show wate proof you have for all information are posting.  You magically appear. I think you are full of crap. Prove me wrong

8/16/2019 4:10:43 PM joinna6 Right!!! I noticed that too.. as well as the Masonic Grip, as in handshake..  thumb on nuckle.

8/16/2019 4:13:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Whats underground?

Think T-1MY. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1162131101063815171 …

8/16/2019 4:14:25 PM djlok I swear, I gotta learn how you do that!!!

8/16/2019 4:15:16 PM bashycrypto This one too @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/16/2019 4:16:20 PM seeker229 I dunno? Do I get to go to the Island? pic.twitter.com/S2jf9CbufP

8/16/2019 4:17:17 PM timeforarrests Nope! It was Yuge! pic.twitter.com/YGBi8FjaIk

8/16/2019 4:18:01 PM elisalenz4 I hope so.

8/16/2019 4:19:07 PM elisalenz4 That's not right. Who's there that would do that?

8/16/2019 4:20:25 PM __truthseeker_ i heard they meet underneath the ice. 

in subs. 

just hearsay

8/16/2019 4:20:26 PM trishafortrump Very interesting

8/16/2019 4:20:28 PM celadonjade what is it? i tried searching for it

8/16/2019 4:20:41 PM elisalenz4 They've already established that the person on the gurney is not Epstein. Deep State needs to up their game.

8/16/2019 4:20:57 PM elisalenz4 Arrest this man.

8/16/2019 4:21:11 PM djlok There are others too in the mainstream. I know a real gross one that a lot of the gays get.  It's not good. I'll leave it at that.

8/16/2019 4:21:11 PM elisalenz4 Arrest this woman!

8/16/2019 4:21:15 PM kerryweston7 Fortunately, this one I'm not following!!  Just checked. What a  relief!😄

8/16/2019 4:21:40 PM cathyspartanj The keystone

8/16/2019 4:21:44 PM jeff57253103 Ewww

8/16/2019 4:21:47 PM deplorabldamsel Portal? #SG1

8/16/2019 4:21:48 PM elisalenz4 How about opening up Antarctica too.

8/16/2019 4:22:13 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/erPBiR8kA4

8/16/2019 4:22:16 PM cathyspartanj The keystone #lordhearourPrayers #jesusisOurSavior #GodBlessPOTUS #GodBlessAmerica #peaceisthePrize #DJTBESTPRESIDENTEVER 

#BORNFREESTAYINGFREE #weLoveyouPotus #GodBlessUSA #GodWins

8/16/2019 4:22:43 PM chancecampaign Dead? You're really going there? Tell me exactly how a billionaire DOESN'T escape his cell and life sentence? Thanks for the share though.

8/16/2019 4:22:51 PM ford97417 You can go forward in time but NOTHING living can go back in time. only objects can be sent back in time

8/16/2019 4:22:59 PM elisalenz4 So Bill's been sweating it out since the arrest knowing that painting is going to come out.  Perfect.

8/16/2019 4:23:16 PM djlok It doesn't look gross until someone tells you what it signifies. Sort of a "hidden in plain sight" sorta thing.

8/16/2019 4:23:53 PM cathyspartanj #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #QAnon2019 @TrueEyeTheSpy the keystone? #lordhearourPrayers

8/16/2019 4:25:18 PM mattcottrill3 Bases. some alien, some human, some both. Bases are what's underground

8/16/2019 4:25:49 PM elisalenz4 What about his brother Aaron? They acted on this together.

8/16/2019 4:27:30 PM missterb000 I'm blocked, he's going offline?

8/16/2019 4:28:47 PM 1_decided_voter Something having to do with comets? pic.twitter.com/CkCCsGNlry

8/16/2019 4:29:30 PM jonesterrible So what tattoos did Jeffrey have? 😎

8/16/2019 4:30:07 PM mortgageguy111 Exibit A:

M Cyrus

8/16/2019 4:32:12 PM virtualchick1 Tattoos are Cool

8/16/2019 4:39:15 PM maryschade14 Germans during WWII were interested..but interesting array of mineral resources..and interesting source..😗 pic.twitter.com/3whxKc2mzK

8/16/2019 4:39:48 PM keith369me A race of ETs?

8/16/2019 4:42:17 PM jrocktigers Stargate...?

8/16/2019 4:42:43 PM egil_skallagrim  https://www.arctictoday.com/decade-greenland-rare-earths-mine-close-final-approval/ …

8/16/2019 4:42:51 PM yumyumproduceee I dislike the repeated “enjoy the show” we are supposed to be involved



8/16/2019 4:44:28 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1162506584079175680?s=19 …

8/16/2019 4:44:33 PM stanfireman1 Not smart enough to know.

8/16/2019 4:46:50 PM n7guardiananon How deep we talking? http://www.sci-news.com/geology/science-forested-landscape-greenland-ice-sheet-01861.html …

8/16/2019 4:51:42 PM holotechrd We have ships there that are billions of years old

8/16/2019 4:51:54 PM holotechrd 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🌌🌌

8/16/2019 4:52:22 PM decodematrix Project Iceworm

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Iceworm …

8/16/2019 4:54:03 PM lawgic2 Look into hampstead kids. The satanic church that abused them all had demonic tattoos by their genitals.

8/16/2019 4:54:17 PM d3cod3it He'll return when Q is back...

Must've run out of material.

8/16/2019 4:54:56 PM visitnaj @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 remember those two words that people heard differently? That peaked my interest because I heard something else entirely. I went 

about asking a lot of people what they heard. One other person heard it the way I did. I never heard it reported on either.

8/16/2019 4:56:11 PM starehope T-1 a typist?

8/16/2019 4:56:41 PM keith369me They?

8/16/2019 4:57:16 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.nasa.gov/content/goddard/nasa-data-reveals-mega-canyon-under-greenland-ice …

8/16/2019 4:57:38 PM cleanitallup Interesting.  Dental torture mentioned specifically and Jeffrey Epstein’s dental chairs.

8/16/2019 4:59:30 PM benrusha 😂

8/16/2019 4:59:49 PM mnmms2 Gag

8/16/2019 5:00:57 PM anneolsen43 Optimal control of distributed nuclear reactors?  Mathematical

8/16/2019 5:01:24 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2768438/The-hidden-world-canyons-mountains-beneath-ice-caps-Most-detailed-polar-maps-EVER-

reveal-clues-fast-ice-sheets-melting.html …

8/16/2019 5:01:32 PM rachaelangelm Bases, ships a whole society

8/16/2019 5:01:48 PM covertress ht @TimRunsHisMouth pic.twitter.com/F8nQZwNmJ2

8/16/2019 5:02:36 PM _17patriot_ Chronovisor or the Shambhala?

8/16/2019 5:07:00 PM karrruss beryllium-10

8/16/2019 5:07:40 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 care to elaborate about the MAJESTIC operation at Vandenberg ?

8/16/2019 5:07:57 PM roublisa Oh wow 😲

8/16/2019 5:09:15 PM n7guardiananon Probably got something much more high tech then camp century down there now. https://youtu.be/Wf8Zp8UZ4qE 

8/16/2019 5:09:43 PM roublisa Thanks for sharing Brian!!!

8/16/2019 5:09:55 PM kindeandtrue Here's my thread on that failed launch. Very mysterious. From what I can tell, it occurred minutes after Trump posted his video on Dec. 19. 

https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1081320182776254470?s=20 …

8/16/2019 5:10:30 PM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/LvTZpgQJYg

8/16/2019 5:10:35 PM stormcue Some use brands... some use UV sensitive ink [in their tattoos] that only shows under blacklight. 

The underground gothic & vampire scenes also do this.

8/16/2019 5:11:48 PM truthseeker805 Resonates....

8/16/2019 5:12:09 PM roublisa 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/vGE4jAv69O

8/16/2019 5:13:00 PM truth_again DUMBS

8/16/2019 5:13:15 PM kariper90287321 Thank you :)

8/16/2019 5:13:41 PM rachaelangelm Alex did it to himself because Alex knows exactly what it’s all about

8/16/2019 5:14:17 PM oo1o110 This one is gibberish/disinformation. I'm not really sure why this person reposted it. It's meaningless right now.

8/16/2019 5:15:32 PM whisperz777 yes, according to @unseen1_unseen https://twitter.com/unseen1_unseen/status/1162360184032940032 …

8/16/2019 5:15:45 PM roublisa Indeed GEN FLYNN 💥💥💥

8/16/2019 5:16:03 PM keith369me I’m not going to sleep well tonight.

8/16/2019 5:18:38 PM dugmaga2020 Yeah I'm stupid. Google results wanted me to convert miles to kilometers... guessing that's not the right answer 😔

8/16/2019 5:18:55 PM decodematrix  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1122257602283474945 …

8/16/2019 5:19:43 PM truthseeker805 Since Greenland is in the news today can a connection be made with the rare-earth mines that are there and are needed  in various electronics that are 

currently supplied in a large part by China?🤔

8/16/2019 5:20:00 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/vTr3VdGlFr8 

8/16/2019 5:23:55 PM lbf777 Reptilians, Nazis & other groups (some good) in cavern cities?

8/16/2019 5:24:11 PM decodematrix T-minus 1 million years?

8/16/2019 5:25:48 PM egil_skallagrim Rare earths are the modern gold rush without the old men in beards. The PRC cornered the market and choked supplies occasionally for political 

reasons. Closed US rare earth mines will likely be reopened.

He who has the best metal wins is a historical constant. (imo)

8/16/2019 5:26:05 PM joinna6 Of course it does.. BerenstEin / BerenstAin ... Bears

8/16/2019 5:31:07 PM wardamn5 For some reason he keeps tagging me in crap.

8/16/2019 5:32:47 PM namawlane I knew people who did remote tours to Greenland when I served.

8/16/2019 5:36:44 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/u4QvZlJgzE

8/16/2019 5:39:21 PM whisperz777 wow ! that's kool ! feel free to share what they viewed, i would be skeered . 😁

8/16/2019 5:40:05 PM jv_parker  https://phys.org/news/2018-11-huge-crater-greenland-impact-northern.html …

8/16/2019 5:46:15 PM jrocktigers Yea...thank you for picking up on that. China has quite an advantage in the Rare Earth element dept, from what I read. Multiple nations have been 

setting up outposts on Greenland from what I understand.

8/16/2019 5:48:32 PM grijze_dakduif Who? pic.twitter.com/ZRo3FOF9cE

8/16/2019 5:48:46 PM jrocktigers #AfghanistanLithium ....

8/16/2019 5:49:59 PM winklerburke Today minus one million years?  Under the ice?  A snapshot?  Preserved?

8/16/2019 5:50:36 PM herstarz Military (& fed civ personnel) will write 20010911 (yyyymmdd) or 11 SEP 2001 (ddmmmyyyy). 😎✌🏼

8/16/2019 5:53:28 PM toffer_anon_369 Drug Abuse Resistance Education

8/16/2019 5:58:55 PM jv_parker Start Digging:  https://nsidc.org/icebridge/portal/map …

8/16/2019 6:01:55 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AppleNews/status/1161851260917682177 …

8/16/2019 6:05:59 PM djlok They just don't get it, do they?

8/16/2019 6:09:17 PM nsa_qil2 Games full of Dumbies pic.twitter.com/f3AmWGodQd

8/16/2019 6:10:00 PM jessej97real I’m saving to have mine removed. I didn’t know when I was a 21 yr old dumbass. But, yes. That.

8/16/2019 6:10:42 PM alisvolatpropi2 You just showed your hand Neon

8/16/2019 6:12:21 PM jeff57253103 Hmmm I don’t know why I’m curious but nothing surprised me

8/16/2019 6:12:40 PM 313looper What’s your problem Neon...!? 

Are you feeling intimidated or left out or maybe scared !? 

Well , let me tell you something 👉🏻IT’S JUST STARTED! 💥😏



8/16/2019 6:13:37 PM nsa_qil2 Get it? 

Like Deep Underground Military Babies? 

This is what we do now 

Dumb code jokes

8/16/2019 6:14:02 PM starehope Get what David?

8/16/2019 6:14:10 PM phreatomagnetic Speed regulation?

8/16/2019 6:15:49 PM starehope Do you do it because you are bored?

8/16/2019 6:20:30 PM al23311 Now could Paul McCarney win a lookalike contest?? 🤔😉

8/16/2019 6:21:13 PM sammymaudlin Or maybe he'll get some tampon insertion lessons from Jessica Yaniv.

8/16/2019 6:22:09 PM nsa_qil2 What’s that got to do with the 🌽 in Cornville? 

See you can’t do what we do 

Or you would

8/16/2019 6:22:39 PM iamsheisyeshua Child has a name or symbol tattooed, burned, or branded onto his or her body, particularly when coupled with the child’s reluctance to explain the 

tattoo, the child’s tattoo matches other children’s tattoos, the tattoo indicates money or ownership (ex. MOB, barcode or $)

8/16/2019 6:22:55 PM djlok Boom!!!

8/16/2019 6:23:10 PM bereantype WHAT IS T-1MY? ET stuff?

8/16/2019 6:26:05 PM 313looper 😳 https://twitter.com/i/events/1162517716185440256 …

8/16/2019 6:28:14 PM amcwhortor It's like looking at a Trainwreck. You want to look away but you just can't. That's why we watch the Dem debates 🤣

8/16/2019 6:30:15 PM tymecrystal Tetragrammaton.....YHWH

8/16/2019 6:33:49 PM nsa_qil2 What is the sound of two greasy palms fapping?

8/16/2019 6:35:43 PM nurseniceyes Are we talking about biotinylated nucleic acids, antibodies, or other biotinylated ligands and targets?

8/16/2019 6:36:56 PM dls00741 Oh funny... look what DDG brings up as top results when I searched for T-1MY... kek pic.twitter.com/UQ44U8CSvV

8/16/2019 6:37:16 PM jrocktigers 🤯🤯🤯

8/16/2019 6:37:48 PM imdarealross If time is an illuision than how is time travel possible? Or is it we are currently  bound to time in this current state of being?

8/16/2019 6:41:12 PM dls00741 Wall paper was cool too in the late eighties/early 90s

8/16/2019 6:41:56 PM cledrordfishing The sores are strange. 

But that is not a Masonic (grip).

8/16/2019 6:44:16 PM missterb000 Most definitely!!!! I'll bring the 🍻

8/16/2019 6:45:48 PM jswdh1 Stupid Twitter added a word in my twt... ugh

8/16/2019 6:47:13 PM jswdh1 Sores from using a gun? Kickback?

8/16/2019 6:47:39 PM jeff57253103 Have y’all ever seen the podesta art with a grown man and a young girl sitting on him facing away with him “engaged” with her? HORRENDOUS

8/16/2019 6:48:36 PM djlok #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/16/2019 6:53:39 PM thericharddoyle Hi Zufu, .@SandiaWisdom ~

I understand. That is, for as long as you are all here:

For all monetary systems of Earth – including the use of “Tariffs” – have been made possible on Earth —

through all the P’nti equipment .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have never fessed up to stealing, in 1947.  

https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1147477983453732865 … pic.twitter.com/bM6nPARr4w
8/16/2019 6:53:45 PM allahuniversal So let me ask... ANYONE who is not Q should be disregarded as a LARP? And we should take your word for it because it's you...On Twitter?

Or,

Should we take Q's advice and trust ourselves, while disregarding names, as the flow of information + our discernment is what matters?

8/16/2019 6:53:47 PM mamiemcclure17 Cities,inner sun where they live and then bases depending on how far down you travel.

8/16/2019 6:53:50 PM tamiwils0n22813 Solid Rock foundation!😘🙌🏻🙏🏻✝️♊💟

8/16/2019 6:54:08 PM missterb000 Done and done

8/16/2019 6:55:37 PM decodematrix I remember Bill Cooper said that. He said gov officials would meet in subs under the ice because that was the only place they could not be spied on. But 

that's not true. With remote viewing you can spy on anyone, anywhere.

8/16/2019 6:56:44 PM missterb000 Exactly surprised some of them are still around after the ZeroNet burn

8/16/2019 6:57:41 PM eldeeberry Since 2011, not sure

8/16/2019 6:58:31 PM dls00741 DivisionFag...

8/16/2019 6:58:58 PM ddewdadew You seriously don’t know...:/ have fun

8/16/2019 6:59:04 PM us_poll I thought I'd never have to watch these idiots again! Just so you know this is why Black people say white people can't dance!😁 Lol They are horrid for 

sure Not one ounce of rhythm..Get a stretcher for May she's stiff enough for one!

8/16/2019 6:59:29 PM liltilgerlil Haha

8/16/2019 7:03:40 PM allahuniversal The irony is that the Q project Is obviously a psyop, being used to counteract concurrent 🤡 psyops. Whether MJ12, NSA_QIL2, whoever else are 

running LARPs/psyops alongside Q, individual Anons discern that for self amd don't give af what another says.

8/16/2019 7:05:13 PM allahuniversal Plus. This thread is opinion. I see no evidence of digging or concrete facts listed to seriously dispute anything posted in said account. 

Just a quick editorial.

8/16/2019 7:05:18 PM eldeeberry His intention was to oversee the process done in a medical facility. He was pretty adamant about that.

8/16/2019 7:07:42 PM doyleglobal Dear .@statedeptspox —

Neither .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump nor relevant members of his Cabinet seem to be receiving necessary communication from @TheRichardDoyle – 

by .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – he personally needs to.

Problem?

Cc: .@GenFlynn .@SecPompeo .@FLOTUS .@IvankaTrump and MJ 1.  https://twitter.com/TheRichardDoyle/status/1162542979141124097 … 

pic.twitter.com/9MnsfEcaxD
8/16/2019 7:08:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 Well these two can’t dance.

8/16/2019 7:09:32 PM mamiemcclure17 Due to the hearings?

8/16/2019 7:10:10 PM afriend2all2 Geez what a great way to spend your time.  Seems really productive.



8/16/2019 7:13:32 PM kimberly_s_cook 🤔 I'd be interested, if you are willing to elaborate?

8/16/2019 7:14:11 PM us_poll It's painful to watch lol! That little girl didn't seem to be into loony Nancy either! May and her Robot dance whatever that was it's possibly the worst 

I've seen! 😁

No how low can you go but How Stiff can you get 😂

8/16/2019 7:17:18 PM liltilgerlil Well smack my ass and call me pumpkin. Look at this. 😂😂😂

 https://freebeacon.com/politics/finnish-government-collapses-due-to-rising-cost-of-universal-health-care/amp/#click= https://t.co/mVXNhMiwGJ …

8/16/2019 7:19:46 PM rebashoenfelt1 Leave the picture down!

8/16/2019 7:19:56 PM dshepherdtrump Maybe Trump wants to save the children in Greenland http://cphpost.dk/news/greenland-has-the-highest-number-of-rapes-in-the-world.html …

8/16/2019 7:23:03 PM us_poll It said Finlands welfare system which is generous in it's provision (It's all Free) makingit relatively expensive has plagued them for years.... No kidding 

Sherlock! Socialist it's all free stuff doesn't work people run out of money Cause it's not free!

8/16/2019 7:29:06 PM rosaleeadams  pic.twitter.com/0VT0ovlZHb

8/16/2019 7:30:16 PM liltilgerlil 😁

8/16/2019 7:31:55 PM michael81972 Time to catch a fish 🎣

8/16/2019 7:32:54 PM us_poll You never get rid of the 1 percent no matter what you do they aren't going to give up their wealth and spread it and live like the rest of us...or their 

walls,  guards or guns Just want to control you and yours! Pathetic! No one has but they care so much which is really BS!

8/16/2019 7:33:07 PM esau7 Disney actors with pizza tattoos. pic.twitter.com/YwUrRszzZk

8/16/2019 7:35:34 PM djlok They always reveal themselves.

8/16/2019 7:36:02 PM rebashoenfelt1 No such thing as a free lunch

8/16/2019 7:36:28 PM followingthet  pic.twitter.com/WBtc3Vs0iI

8/16/2019 7:36:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Socialist hc doesn’t work.

8/16/2019 7:37:19 PM jswdh1 Hey pumpkin....lol you can smack your own ass....lol

8/16/2019 7:37:52 PM benrusha wow!

8/16/2019 7:37:55 PM mgodfrey99 My exact thought!!

8/16/2019 7:38:11 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂

8/16/2019 7:38:13 PM followingthet That brought out more shills.

8/16/2019 7:38:15 PM liltilgerlil Haha! Bingo

8/16/2019 7:38:19 PM mgodfrey99 Demons

8/16/2019 7:38:24 PM liltilgerlil Done! Haha

8/16/2019 7:40:13 PM benrusha @TrueEyeTheSpy Identity has been compromised pic.twitter.com/y68ZrZZ3h6

8/16/2019 7:41:03 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/ANPLFmLJkU

8/16/2019 7:45:14 PM liltilgerlil Cute penguin

8/16/2019 7:47:21 PM weediblue How about the large cities under Antarctica? Antarctica, before it became a polar region, was a land mass, populated etc, until the last polar shift / ice 

age. Maps did exist, accurate ones, but no idea who has them now. Whoever has them now, knew about the civilisations there.

8/16/2019 7:51:12 PM state1union It’s something someone showed me under @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account

8/16/2019 7:52:28 PM weediblue There are also leylines throughout the world. It has been speculated that  these magnetic lines did help function transport at some point. Don't take 

my word for it though. Look it up. Apparently monoliths were like massive pylons ?!?

8/16/2019 8:00:30 PM jaspony1 Is HRC a Bush?

8/16/2019 8:05:38 PM hitbyawormhole The Thomas Chan story suggests that Earth cyclically (perhaps due to solar and/or galactic influences) pivots about an axis giving rise to new polar 

positions of Bay of Bengal and South America. Greenland has been/would be in a temperate position.

8/16/2019 8:05:56 PM jayrambin The point is, the ds wants us to think he's dead.

8/16/2019 8:10:54 PM hitbyawormhole Thanks Ben for an excellent synopsis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_zfMyzXqfI …

8/16/2019 8:14:39 PM brainpodmedia It's always been a problem through all human history and it's only gotten worse.

8/16/2019 8:28:26 PM aintgets Epstein alias that he used to escape the sex offender registry

8/16/2019 8:28:41 PM crisco2377 Truffle=Mushroom(Penis)!

8/16/2019 8:38:17 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/5HYaXgwcru

8/16/2019 8:43:01 PM youstinksoap Proofs are coming.

5:5

💥💥💥

8/16/2019 8:44:17 PM 9threalm Hidden tattoos. pic.twitter.com/bkzP6Jr6bZ

8/16/2019 8:50:40 PM robert_45_d5 Hahaha, that's the one!

8/16/2019 8:58:20 PM le_cling_on I couldn’t care less whether Epstein had dead animals stuffed...

He raped kids.

8/16/2019 9:03:04 PM joinna6 Wrong.. Ledford.. It IS a Masonic hand shake. pic.twitter.com/KgXmarZQG7

8/16/2019 9:08:53 PM samparkersenate #NXIVM branded its members

8/16/2019 9:11:08 PM bifffy2 💯

8/16/2019 9:12:01 PM eatslpndive Think logically

8/16/2019 9:14:26 PM patricksready Trust yourself.

If you trust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you have no faith in yourself.

8/16/2019 9:14:26 PM socaliconserva1 Yes we do! Thank you Neon 👍😀

8/16/2019 9:19:58 PM kennyterrygmail 👍

8/16/2019 9:20:30 PM allahuniversal Call it all out, just don't expect everyone to agree with you. And everyone that disagrees with you ain't a shill, bee for real. Matter of fact who cares 

what any Anon thinks? It's not about us, we're already awake. Wake up some normies w/ some normal convo, much more impressive.

8/16/2019 9:20:57 PM bgbodegga why the name NeoN Revol? Just curious I have a feeling but it something I am partial & familiar to.

8/16/2019 9:31:15 PM texasdeplorabl4 I blocked that thing a long time ago.

8/16/2019 9:34:38 PM texian45 Always.

8/16/2019 9:35:03 PM seeker229 Heres my "Nazi Camp Sacrifice to the Moloch" tattoo I was "branded" with. pic.twitter.com/uQgfQaYH3r

8/16/2019 9:36:02 PM digitallife11 At the end of the day, this still applies:

Think for yourself.

Trust yourself.

Research for yourself.

Be in control of yourself.

NEVER let someone else DRIVE YOU.

Those who try to DRIVE YOU are not your friend.

The decision to know is yours.
8/16/2019 9:36:21 PM qnotables17  pic.twitter.com/zwHqgP5vI3



8/16/2019 9:44:22 PM cuadradavila Is this Draconian picture taken real?? Can you confirm it please. There has been many tests done to it. But the much information the better 

pic.twitter.com/gG5VrH8BBF

8/16/2019 9:47:13 PM returndt Wtf does ETS get out of spending so much time regurgitating Q?

8/16/2019 9:47:26 PM brenda11641001 That's right! Thank you Mr. President. ❤️

8/16/2019 9:49:54 PM brenda11641001 That's right! You guys work hard for us! Thank you! ❤️

8/16/2019 9:50:50 PM america1st_kag Winning for our side is good as long it stays that way. Everyone is replacable including me.

8/16/2019 10:13:06 PM lilangels44 It's near the north pole I've heard there could be entrances near there to middle earth. There could possibly be portals from other dementions. If you 

mean disclosure of ETs.

8/16/2019 10:22:43 PM laughingwolf11 @Joinna6 ...as if Masons would really give such information out in a Barnes and Nobel book or something you could buy on Amazon. You’re not one, so 

you wouldn’t know.

8/16/2019 10:28:17 PM mongrelglory I think they were hoping to catch 🐡🐠🐟 amongst those replying to the AMA.

8/16/2019 10:29:52 PM mongrelglory I’m going to have to see that movie!

8/16/2019 10:34:55 PM mooredezratt What’s your take on the real dark judge?

8/16/2019 10:42:56 PM joinna6 I have studied the "Craft" very much.  I know what /♤how to see

"Symbolism will be their down fall".

Never. ,shake the Hand that Shook the Hand, of PT. BARNUM & uncle Sam.uel.

 https://freemasonrywatch.org/1index.html 

8/16/2019 10:43:24 PM mongrelglory Who would ever want to own or even look at that abomination?!!

8/16/2019 10:49:39 PM armyman971 @NeonRevolt brother.  I heard you on  @SGTreport   Stop playing these games with dumbass.   Sean gave you a platform now use it. Just stop. 

@SGTreport does not defend himself because he is real and anonymous.

8/16/2019 10:52:33 PM mongrelglory Or a launch/landing pad for space vehicles.  I’m sure the SAPs have good camouflage technology for hiding these bases in their remote locations. 

(South Pacific, Antarctica, Greenland, etc...)

8/16/2019 10:53:44 PM cleanitallup Agreed.  Awareness and information shines a spot light on evil, making it far less powerful.  Our children will be safe.

8/16/2019 10:58:38 PM caldera2700 The egotism of his pinned tweet is enough to turn me away.

8/16/2019 10:59:28 PM k12lioness First of all. He sold one of his planes in June, same time he put his chopper on the market for $1.8M. When he was arrested, they took possession of his 

other plane... so double check.

8/16/2019 11:10:07 PM _highjinx_ Fun ride, fun ride indeed. Let the LARP wars continue! pic.twitter.com/wbqLoWWwmF

8/16/2019 11:22:03 PM laughingwolf11 Unless you’ve been allowed in, you don’t know anything.

8/16/2019 11:28:55 PM laughingwolf11 Oh get over yourself. You’ll just confuse those trying to figure it out if you use all those group names. Instead of saying French, Visagoths, Gauls, 

Celtic...BS. We’re simplifying it to VIKING. Archeologists doing the work also simplified to VIKING for National Geographic.

8/16/2019 11:34:22 PM joinna6  https://freemasonrywatch.org/1index.html 

8/16/2019 11:42:43 PM d3cod3it They're from #StrangerThings 

It's not at all surprising the demonic spirits associated with that show and its creators that these young people would have those tattoos.

8/16/2019 11:44:27 PM oliheck Many huge AF bases from the Cold War...🤔

8/16/2019 11:47:05 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/ALN8EgGq3f

8/16/2019 11:49:08 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/vIPdtKgOEP

8/17/2019 12:09:48 AM jayrambin To prevent the bad guys from staging a false flag or some other bad event and blaming Q anon supports for it.

8/17/2019 12:14:37 AM luluspeers1 Is this real or fake? pic.twitter.com/6kGeuK2ta3

8/17/2019 12:15:12 AM luluspeers1 True or false? pic.twitter.com/ww3H45JcYa

8/17/2019 12:26:11 AM bobtoptier Do you have source maybe?

8/17/2019 12:30:35 AM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/gXgJkcky1N

8/17/2019 12:33:31 AM bobtoptier All particle colliders and also the large hadron collider are strategicaly located on these lines that form a grid over the entire earth.

8/17/2019 12:44:52 AM blackjackpupil Ahhh

8/17/2019 1:14:12 AM overshareflare Smack, smacking

Pumpkin! 

Smack!

For good measure...

8/17/2019 1:20:15 AM pauliepg11111 Couldn’t have said it better myself.

8/17/2019 1:44:30 AM s_langers So, like Hostel?

8/17/2019 1:48:44 AM stormystorm10 Same thing I thought 😂

8/17/2019 1:52:21 AM 92michael Yep! I can see how they would want to extract (exploit) the natural resources from a freshly de-iced continent. But this won’t be necessary. Only in the 

short term. After the shift tech will be disclosed that’ll allow clean energy.

8/17/2019 1:52:45 AM antarantanka Tattoos were used in ancient slave trade like cattle brands

8/17/2019 1:57:18 AM greganomix87 #interesting how #government works. What ever happened to #freedom so glad to see some #unity over this one #conspiracytheory

8/17/2019 1:57:34 AM elias45732367 Is there a plan for germany? Every day men, women and children die because of the many illegal refugees and there are more and more refugees. Will 

chaos break out in Germany and will we be lost as a nation?

8/17/2019 2:00:56 AM antarantanka Has to be a glitch it’s the middle of winter in Antarctica and that plane doesn’t have skis on its wheels

8/17/2019 2:05:22 AM _369311119 Its odd really. Neon tends to favor an abundance of evidence over pretty much anything else.

8/17/2019 3:25:20 AM lukekauffman I recall the huge yellow rectangular object that was found in and under the ice when google earth first appeared and had been missed by the sensors.  

Is this part of disclosure?

8/17/2019 4:13:25 AM natureinspace Kek!

8/17/2019 4:26:47 AM jayoharedeeayin So many bots, man.

8/17/2019 4:36:01 AM jv_parker  https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/abc-pay-395000-fcc-fine-jimmy-kimmel-live-emergency-alert-misuse-1232481 …

8/17/2019 4:56:05 AM andycryptostar Yes very interesting is this a code

8/17/2019 5:13:56 AM muchfish2 Do you hear yourself? 

Why would anyone listen to this Word salad?

8/17/2019 5:17:16 AM muchfish2 It took about 3 sec to see that account is spouting off about time travel and other ridiculous none sense with unrelated numbers thrown in to confuse 

you further..

8/17/2019 5:21:53 AM rhondaalbrech16 Neon, he's not revealing something that isn't available on open source, if you're willing to dig into that material. Trust me, it's related to Epstein and Q. 

ALL connected.

8/17/2019 5:38:49 AM iiinsanitea_ I follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 out of interest but I don't blindly believe everything I read. Q appeared 3 months after MJ12 did; EyeTheSpy was much 

different. Not calling it legit but I think the comparison is invalid in this case. Better reasoning is needed.

8/17/2019 5:47:42 AM liltilgerlil Haha

8/17/2019 5:49:29 AM dream9_87 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/3rg4w8Nx38

8/17/2019 6:00:45 AM allahuniversal Nowhere is it stated that U1 [MUELLER] is a good guy, [322] is the furthest thing from good. How did you get that interpretation from the above?

8/17/2019 6:02:29 AM kindeandtrue Majestic believes in a Young Earth?

8/17/2019 6:12:30 AM decodematrix No, that was just the last cataclysm. There is a new cycle/cataclysm every 25,000 years and a big one every 75,000 years.



8/17/2019 6:14:25 AM betty_bradbury I cannot understand why common ladies today choose to have tattoos. It is shocking how common it is women of all ages.

8/17/2019 6:15:40 AM ericpartchey True

8/17/2019 6:20:46 AM kevingi46693568 Me too

8/17/2019 6:21:46 AM rafngeirdal By thinking about disclosure I would think of disclosure movement concerning aliens and/or UFO’s, as in not of this Earth. If it concerns Greenland, I’d 

think of the US military station in the very northern part. I watched a documentary of the construction of an UNDERGROUND base.

8/17/2019 6:23:50 AM rafngeirdal By me thinking about T-1MY, I asked google. The first result: “ https://books.google.is  › books

Vindication Of Cosmic Biology: Tribute To Sir Fred Hoyle (1915-2001)

Wickramasinghe Nalin Chandra · 2015 · Science

... (My) T e m p e r a t u r e ( K ) ..., 60K R = 30km, t = 1My ...”.

8/17/2019 6:24:17 AM aetherwalker1 Superman's Fortress of Solitude, duh.  😆

8/17/2019 6:35:42 AM 67whb We live in Appalachia as well.

8/17/2019 6:40:05 AM kevingi46693568 It started with hearing difficulty, then the ringing started to grow. It is really loud now.

8/17/2019 6:48:56 AM cue2_c99 When certain accounts that tweet out good info and are not selling stuff, what is the end game for them? I know the obvious reasons but...

Just thinking out loud.

8/17/2019 6:50:08 AM 67whb Does it sound similar to this? https://youtu.be/T9_vgK3gDBU 

8/17/2019 6:51:03 AM suzyserb You taught us so much! Keep up the good fight, much appreciated!!!!

8/17/2019 6:52:38 AM kevingi46693568 Yep

8/17/2019 6:54:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Comey IG Report Delayed?

Intended False Release Date

Time Is An Illusion?

HRC Dropbox RE China Instead?

Still Winning.

Patriots Are In Control.

You Are Watching A Movie.

🐟 pic.twitter.com/HRKATug5SV
8/17/2019 6:55:46 AM anneolsen43 Does this involve the Seth Rich timeline alter?

8/17/2019 6:55:56 AM aprilbrown99 Winning Bigly!  🍿🍿🍿

8/17/2019 6:55:58 AM state1union God Bless you Majestic12 🙏🇺🇸🙏

8/17/2019 6:56:30 AM jvan125 Can you help the class out with the ridiculous ‘suicide’ result from the ME for Epstein? We knew it was coming but it’s so OBVIOUSLY ridiculous, how 

can they keep up that charade?

8/17/2019 6:57:08 AM sparkleloung Mmmm... until Mockingbird Media ends, we ain’t winning shit... but, if you say so MJ

8/17/2019 6:57:14 AM brightonv1 🇺🇸 Getting things Ready. pic.twitter.com/jW1Zw4BMCa

8/17/2019 6:57:23 AM aprilbrown99 Let’s see who you 🎣 today!  😁🥰😘

8/17/2019 6:57:32 AM babcia1755 Still following, unity is essential.

8/17/2019 6:58:36 AM charmanda9 Bless you both, @AllahUniversal and @HouseofNeptune ☁️🙏🏻☁️

8/17/2019 6:59:31 AM kevingi46693568 Actually my sound is much higher. But so loud I couldn’t hear your sound if i tried. Going outside, the cicadas seem like a drum beat.

8/17/2019 7:00:04 AM anneolsen43 I think his arrest was a marker for them to be ready.  Maybe there are more markers before "switch" was to activated and now MJ is fishing for them

8/17/2019 7:02:31 AM charmanda9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has always encouraged its followers to search within for answers. We meditate daily now and are peacefully in alignment with the 

universe. Bless you.

8/17/2019 7:03:00 AM winklerburke A goal of "The Plan" is to destroy the Media.  This is done by having them bray totally unbelievable narratives.  If they next announced that doctors say 

ramming a fence post up ones own butt is ameliorating, it would fit with every other narrative they promote brazenly...

8/17/2019 7:05:05 AM charmanda9 It is not a he. It is 12 individuals with 3 different typists. Maybe this explains the miscommunication. Bless you.

8/17/2019 7:06:10 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/KFnOvoIPNL

8/17/2019 7:08:19 AM allahuniversal "Shills" = pay no attn to those people actually thinking for themselves 

"Assume" = (do I really have to comment on that one re: a biased "journo"? 🤣) 

"don't warrant a reply" = I don't have to defend my statements, just believe me fans, bc I am the Great namef&g Neon Revolt! 

pic.twitter.com/JeW5Wl2jCx

8/17/2019 7:08:24 AM charmanda9 You would be doing a disservice to the great awakening to encourage wars within it. Message over messenger. Bless you.

8/17/2019 7:09:00 AM qaphsiel17 Everyday they say soon then move it back again and again. Time is a illusion but the suffering day to day remains the same.

8/17/2019 7:09:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 True irony.

8/17/2019 7:10:27 AM cue2_c99 Agreed. If evidence, show for all to see and like Q says: Some organizations do not have good intentions, due diligence is required and never interfere 

with an enemy while he's in the process of destroying himself. 

if I parrot something wrong, tell me.

But also educate w/ proof

8/17/2019 7:10:41 AM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

8/17/2019 7:11:03 AM iluvkayakingtoo 😂

8/17/2019 7:11:20 AM blsdbe (Neon is very insightful, but yeah, imma think for myself on this one, ty...) pic.twitter.com/M5p5rwOSxB

8/17/2019 7:11:52 AM blsdbe THIS!!!

8/17/2019 7:15:21 AM kindeandtrue I stopped watching it a while ago. The fact that the Trump Admin won't declassify docs or indict corrupt Dems makes it seem like Trump's modus 

operandi is not motivated by justice or morality but is purely political.

8/17/2019 7:15:48 AM aprilbrown99 Well hello Michele Canada / Kabamur!  How many accounts are you up to now?  Talk about a shill!

8/17/2019 7:16:59 AM charmanda9 It is interesting that so many are still getting along fine without regard to anyone ‘calling out’ anyone. Perhaps it is just your opinion.

8/17/2019 7:17:04 AM bdam777 Life is a Larp. 🤷♂️

8/17/2019 7:17:16 AM surfing123456 I appreciate your work thank you for including us

8/17/2019 7:17:30 AM allahuniversal All of this grandstanding hiding behind Q might impress Q "Followers", yet not those of us who've been researching and thinking for self long before Q.

And shows me that grandstands haven't learned much from Q https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1158794845542072320?s=19 …

8/17/2019 7:17:30 AM patricksready Trust no one but yourself. 

There are entities out there to deceive you.

Be careful who you follow.

8/17/2019 7:17:58 AM star_counter9 👍👍👍

8/17/2019 7:18:06 AM charmanda9 By searching within.

8/17/2019 7:19:26 AM state1union Omg 😮 Hillarious.  All the YouTube fags and everyone profiting on Q are having brain malfunctions with 8chan down and don’t know how to read the 

new Q’s that are mainstream now!  Hey 👋 How do you introduce evidence?  Q. Congress 8 Chan owner. 8chan ain’t coming back!



8/17/2019 7:19:50 AM jvan125 I get that but even Fox News had another ME on after this report came out that wasn’t buying it. So I don’t see how ‘this’ is a MSM problem. They’re 

reporting the results from the ME. Who was the ME and why did they come to this so obviously false conclusion? 🤷🏼♀️

8/17/2019 7:20:12 AM allahuniversal I mean, I get it, there's hat$ and t-shirt$ that need to be sold, if too many people are busy thinking, they may think themselves out of a purchase or 

few...

8/17/2019 7:20:24 AM iluvkayakingtoo  pic.twitter.com/SXY5ipXWb1

8/17/2019 7:20:33 AM kindeandtrue MJ12, you posts are always thoughtful and thought-provoking. Whoever you are, your acute intelligence is obvious, as is your desire to help people. 

Much appreciated in this climate of uncertainty, vindictiveness and chaos.

8/17/2019 7:20:51 AM state1union Pound on chest haha

8/17/2019 7:20:52 AM patricksready Exactly. And something within me is screaming @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is disinfo. Me and other people call it out and we get laughed at by you guys, real 

mature - I can see you are all spiritual evolved 🤣

8/17/2019 7:22:41 AM keith369me People are slowly starting to realize they are lied to constantly and have been lied to their entire lives.  This needs to happen for the Great Awakening

8/17/2019 7:22:46 AM jrocktigers "you guys" . . .

8/17/2019 7:23:38 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/AM2UeoO8wW

8/17/2019 7:23:43 AM patricksready Are you able to have an intelligent conversation without arguing semantics? I’m serious.

8/17/2019 7:24:23 AM jrocktigers I am in no argument. I have never spoken to you.

8/17/2019 7:25:16 AM patricksready  pic.twitter.com/JHgMxteg3g

8/17/2019 7:26:07 AM charmanda9 Remember ‘with’ not ‘for’

8/17/2019 7:26:30 AM kindeandtrue I like old MJ 12. Don't always agree with the statements. Pretty far out stuff, but much useful info, and I like the way they answer questions and 

respond to people.

8/17/2019 7:27:39 AM charmanda9 Bless you.

8/17/2019 7:27:39 AM truthseeker805 Division isn't the goal.  There is some truth in unexpected places.  IMHO

8/17/2019 7:27:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Instead of engaging in arguments between Anons and Patriots/Paytriots, we should instead be focusing on #UnsealEpstein and #HillaryDropbox since 

they are the reason why #FISAGate / #TrumpCoup happened in the first place. Anons need to trust themselves and stop looking to verified

8/17/2019 7:27:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 sources of information to be told who to follow and who to trust. Truth will resonate from within. Like us or hate us, who cares? Message over 

messenger. There is truth contained within this account, mixed with disinformation. We have been very forthright with these facts.

8/17/2019 7:29:27 AM aprilbrown99 #SheepNoMore #SlavesNoMore 

People need to awaken with eyes to see, ears to hear, & a heart to feel with. Truth truly resonates within. #DarkToLight 

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #WWG1WGA

I am very appreciative & grateful for all that I have learned since I woke! 🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

8/17/2019 7:29:28 AM blsdbe #ThanQ!!! My thoughts exactly!!! #TruthResonatesWithin #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic

8/17/2019 7:29:35 AM linnyt7 Amen to this!

8/17/2019 7:29:40 AM keith369me This Twitter account has been a massive learning tool for myself and many others.  It has steered my search for knowledge in many different directions 

and has made me a happier and better person.  I won’t lie, the initial shock of information was painful.

8/17/2019 7:30:12 AM charmanda9 Bless you. You do you. You are doing just fine.

8/17/2019 7:30:53 AM anneolsen43 MJ can you answer please ... Seth wasn’t the leak of emails

8/17/2019 7:30:55 AM wvreadicculus Anon accounts posing as whatever are fine as long as they are true MAGA and not on some paytriot bullshit 🐸

8/17/2019 7:31:28 AM pattonspotting I thought your future proves past on mueller report dropping on 22/3 was a pretty decent confirmation. Perhaps more like that to highlight to fence 

sitters or sceptics

8/17/2019 7:31:39 AM enoch_anon Call them out! I say call it by it’s name

8/17/2019 7:32:00 AM allahuniversal Agreed, trolling is still just as fun as fishing though!

8/17/2019 7:32:10 AM blsdbe #ThanQ for sharing your perceptions, please allow me to use my own perceptions to form my own opinion. #ThinkForYourself, and I will do the same. 

Blessings pic.twitter.com/9rK7hRIoWJ

8/17/2019 7:32:30 AM patricksready Thank you. 

I only speak because I don’t want my brothers and sisters to be brainwashed and be misguided.

8/17/2019 7:32:32 AM realdominator39 WRWY 👍 ....WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🗽

8/17/2019 7:32:42 AM patricksready My point stands strong: trust no one but yourself. If you put too much faith in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (many do) it isn’t serving you. 

May you be blessed as well.

8/17/2019 7:32:55 AM cue2_c99 Facts are needed and if you have a point to make, give your facts and let everyone for themselves to decide.

I will not be told who/who not to follow. If you are here to intentionally disrupt or confuse people they will find out and act accordingly. (Generalization)

8/17/2019 7:33:18 AM patricksready Anytime! 🙏 

Thank you for being logical

8/17/2019 7:33:54 AM blsdbe 🥰 For those following along at home 🥰

8/17/2019 7:33:57 AM taylor7_r He's following most of the deep state! 😂

8/17/2019 7:34:07 AM maryche20769846 Yes. But I will need to be very careful to avoid following the wrong person/people.

8/17/2019 7:34:10 AM allahuniversal Archive everything offline

Think for yourself

Learn the comms

News unlocks

Trust yourself 

Etc etc... It's not lost on all of us

8/17/2019 7:34:29 AM iluvkayakingtoo  pic.twitter.com/4lMwyfHK7r

8/17/2019 7:35:16 AM casey74324340 You will know the by their fruit..

8/17/2019 7:35:33 AM truthseeker805 "we're already awake" ?  None of us are totally awake.  IMHO

8/17/2019 7:35:37 AM blsdbe Or at least a Hologram so... pic.twitter.com/taQb55beCy

8/17/2019 7:35:53 AM aprilbrown99 That is not very nice.

8/17/2019 7:36:29 AM wvreadicculus Hahahahahahahahahahahaha. 2 Anon twitter accounts both bitching about who’s an insider LOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLOLLLERSKATES 🐸

8/17/2019 7:36:58 AM sailorpractical No one is buying the Epstein Suicide narrative and it is a complete insult to uncover one fetid horror and immediately cover it up. When does the 

bullshit stop?

8/17/2019 7:37:15 AM roublisa Very sound advice brother⚒

8/17/2019 7:37:21 AM iluvkayakingtoo Remember when you told people that they basically had to get new computers after clicking on a link?

8/17/2019 7:37:39 AM wvreadicculus Y’all are on the same team....  or are you?  Famefags gonna famefag?



8/17/2019 7:37:57 AM patricksready Neither is everyone here laughing at me for questioning their belief system (BS)

ALL belief systems are BS..

Change my mind

Humans has suffered through the god complex enough. I’m calling a spade a spade on this one

8/17/2019 7:38:12 AM wvreadicculus @NeonRevolt

8/17/2019 7:38:32 AM allahuniversal Are you still a SHEEP? If not, consider yourself awake. Being convinced & tricked into downplaying our own abilities is part of what got us into this mess 

in the 1st place. #SHEEPNoMore

8/17/2019 7:38:59 AM surfing123456 Not all of us feel that way. Keep Bringing the Pain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/17/2019 7:39:08 AM _369311119 Real life:

In malicious matrix,

honesty spreads disinfo

SEEDS SPROUT

8/17/2019 7:39:23 AM qrabitt I totally agree... Been seeing a lot of infighting between Anons and it's basically just pain childish. #WWG1WGA we need to stay together, do our own 

research share our thoughts and findings and not fighting over who is the best anon, who is fake, who is looking to be verified.

8/17/2019 7:39:51 AM unstoppablencp Liked “@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 started a thread:Instead of engaging in arguments between Anons and Patriots/Paytriots, we should instead be focus...

8/17/2019 7:40:35 AM aprilbrown99 You can question but please don’t dictate. We are all here trying to figure this mess out together. Putting others down because it helps you rise is not 

the way to find common ground.

8/17/2019 7:41:07 AM covertress ht @DJLOK pic.twitter.com/PXafG3oshl

8/17/2019 7:42:14 AM charmanda9 No one is laughing. JRock was just pointing out a flaw in your delivery for you to consider. ‘You guys’ has been known to harbor stereotyping standards.

8/17/2019 7:42:42 AM jennyjigsaw45 I worry that I'll add to the confusion.....given how confused I am at times.

8/17/2019 7:43:42 AM kachinagtto Egos need to get checked at the door. This is the Great Awakening, not a popularity contest. No one is offering 100% Truth but you own inner voice. 

Discernment is enhanced with each encounter. We all wake up at our own pace.

8/17/2019 7:43:47 AM q_army1 Neon always causing problems, he has the one thing this movement demands you do not ... an EGO the size of Alaska, he is a joke. 

pic.twitter.com/QxXTFb7GKV

8/17/2019 7:43:47 AM jrocktigers I was laughing emoji at the statment by MJ regarding irony. Was not directed at you personally.  "ALL belief systems are BS.." - I believe O2 is needed 

to support life. Too broad, I would strike from record.

8/17/2019 7:43:51 AM iluvkayakingtoo Speaking in code.

8/17/2019 7:44:09 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/VP1j9x0SUf

8/17/2019 7:45:31 AM patricksready No dictating here - Just voicing my opinion. And getting ridiculed for it. The fact that you see it as dictation means you’re ingrained too deep in dogma. 

Thank you for responding intelligently unlike most

8/17/2019 7:47:16 AM roublisa I certainly wouldn’t consider these well informed accounts here to be of a “shill”nature. I have yet to see a shill account with compassion, intellect and 

offering to back up claims about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 with a challenge .....@NeonRevolt you seem a bit triggered🤔

8/17/2019 7:47:28 AM cpace98 We have a brain to think for ourselves but people want others to think for them. Research for yourself and decide what it right for yourself.  The 

internet is a whole world of information. People not from America have great sources too

8/17/2019 7:48:08 AM kindeandtrue I'm just a ho-hum ordinary hopelessly square suburban mom. 👩

8/17/2019 7:48:09 AM patricksready Thank you for clarifying. 

Again with the semantics though..

I’m saying more than words

8/17/2019 7:48:29 AM roublisa Thank you for displaying grace and logic💗💗💗

8/17/2019 7:49:51 AM roublisa 😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/PJ2ib7rcOe

8/17/2019 7:50:08 AM foxes9 thank you 🙏

8/17/2019 7:50:29 AM keith369me Well said...raise your vibration and others will see it and be attracted by it.

8/17/2019 7:50:47 AM allahuniversal Have no argument with that pic.twitter.com/PfwXew8wks

8/17/2019 7:51:34 AM allahuniversal It's an honor

8/17/2019 7:51:44 AM keith369me When the world realizes it’s bull-sh-t...and my dem friends finally see through obvious BS...at least in this case.

8/17/2019 7:52:35 AM freedomgaia C'est bien le moment d'avoir confiance les eux en les autres, sinon on va encore jouer le jeu de la division imposé par ceux qui gouvernent. La dernière 

épreuve pour l'humanité, c'est d'arriver à l'unité pour être beaucoup plus fort.

8/17/2019 7:53:13 AM roublisa Please use your instincts people....think fo yourselves😎😎😎❣️ pic.twitter.com/MT68cHP9Cx

8/17/2019 7:53:43 AM triade345 It's caused from All talk and No Action. pic.twitter.com/U0l5HLm8TV

8/17/2019 7:53:53 AM charmanda9 There is no need to further hammer any nails. JRock is my friend. You said something unkind, and @aprilbrown99 and I are simply placing this in your 

awareness field to better serve you in your original argument.

8/17/2019 7:55:07 AM roublisa Isn’t it though🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️ pic.twitter.com/RxFkkZSKA4

8/17/2019 7:55:19 AM kindeandtrue It's very easy: pic.twitter.com/gr891FYqgo

8/17/2019 7:55:45 AM patricksready Wow! Thank you! 🙏

8/17/2019 7:56:48 AM zenj8 It's fun watching the Patriots' headfakes. Must be driving the DSers crazy!

8/17/2019 7:57:13 AM _vvoke_ People are frustrated.  Still no declas,  we’re all in the dark.  What do you expect?  The hopium is running low.

8/17/2019 7:58:25 AM jrocktigers 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/17/2019 7:58:32 AM patricksready It’s all good! It’s hard to understand sarcasm and humor though twitter. 

Stay aware of what ideas you are protecting and encouraging.

8/17/2019 7:58:36 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/t1gVpRfW3X

8/17/2019 7:58:54 AM state1union Look into the power of 3-6-9 to go Majestic it’s wonderful to be hear

8/17/2019 7:59:17 AM state1union Sorry here

8/17/2019 7:59:39 AM rizzo1megan I’m not sure why anyone trusts what @NeonRevolt is saying when his pinned tweet is promoting war. Tell me why we need war? No, actually please 

don’t. After serving my country in wartime I can tell you war will do no good. Let’s come together and talk in peace.

8/17/2019 7:59:50 AM patricksready Sounds like a cult to me...

8/17/2019 8:00:22 AM robinreitsma1 I will always question Sorcha Faal articles. ALWAYS. just because over 50 percent fail rating. I told someone it wasnt them. it was the source. between 

you and Eye the spy,  U guys tell us " dont be sheep" this is me NOT being a sheep.

8/17/2019 8:00:34 AM jrocktigers If you think this was rough, don't come here after midnight...haha.. just joking..



8/17/2019 8:01:28 AM patricksready This isn’t a lax issue. 

We are LITERALLY fighting the darkness with our light. 

We live in duality.

Wake up

☯️

8/17/2019 8:02:21 AM zaraawakened Yep. I felt the urge to argue, but instead I unfollowed and moved on.

8/17/2019 8:04:08 AM patricksready People love their comfort zone 😉 

Sheep no more.

8/17/2019 8:04:50 AM rizzo1megan Are you fighting darkness when you attack those who are bringing the light? Maybe you need to research your alarm clock.

8/17/2019 8:05:25 AM anondirtyleg But asking questions and for evidence, then gets blocked by your followers. Way to tear each other part guys wth is happening with the WWG1WGA? 

Then again just more internet warriors just making a quick buck or another follower. 

*Patiently waits for “you’re a bot” in my inbox

8/17/2019 8:05:30 AM seeker229 Agreed! The fight for our consciousness is more important and half the arguments are checkered floor manipulation.

8/17/2019 8:06:54 AM seeker229 You're missing the point theres a way to discern. Hes basically telling you what tool to use to discern. I watch way too many distraction arguments 

online when the time could be spent on consciousness and the good fight

8/17/2019 8:07:14 AM evewhite5500  pic.twitter.com/3MBPEC6MEQ

8/17/2019 8:08:07 AM patricksready No, I call out the darkness.

Call me a “Lightworker”

8/17/2019 8:08:31 AM diaptera_80 Well, I must say MJ12 very much gives the impression of being very close to the president, so that would count as being an insider...

8/17/2019 8:08:59 AM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/nU7BzXYUyk

8/17/2019 8:09:35 AM speaakn I think of it more like the most intense chess game playing out before our eyes in reality.

8/17/2019 8:09:45 AM seeker229 Learn our comms

8/17/2019 8:10:43 AM junglerednm 🤔 pic.twitter.com/7AvRsUe4ZS

8/17/2019 8:10:45 AM rizzo1megan So why are you so angry? Specifically?

8/17/2019 8:12:45 AM igiant111 Yeah well your tattoo post was ridiculous disinformation. Try not to build negative energy and instead focus on the prime goal, yourself.

8/17/2019 8:14:20 AM roublisa Earned trust is the key. Discerning fact from fiction, achieving awareness of our true realities and navigating through and KNOWING the difference for 

me has been key in fully awakening. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has my respect, they have earned the respect they receive.

8/17/2019 8:15:06 AM roublisa That’s is why I love you brother💥💥💥

8/17/2019 8:16:13 AM patricksready I’ll take “what is spritual bypassing” for 100 Alex

8/17/2019 8:16:58 AM patricksready It’s not anger, it’s passion pic.twitter.com/aMkBQ3aaze

8/17/2019 8:18:09 AM patricksready I’ll just leave you with this:

“Enlightenment is knowing how much you don’t know”

8/17/2019 8:19:22 AM lisa43915146 Outstanding

8/17/2019 8:20:34 AM roublisa Trust is earned😏😏😏

8/17/2019 8:21:13 AM __truthseeker_ im really not a fan of both neon and ts. i repost Ts for exposure not endorsement i want to know where each stand. im still giving neon a chance but it 

should not be so important to us. . research for yourself fck the rest

8/17/2019 8:22:08 AM trishafortrump Great advice!!

8/17/2019 8:22:29 AM seeker229 Hey Atlas hows the NWO plot planned on Call of Duty going? 😂😂😂🗝️

8/17/2019 8:23:46 AM igiant111 What? Make sense of your words before tweeting, please.

8/17/2019 8:25:05 AM starehope Right there with you.

8/17/2019 8:25:26 AM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/vQh2JHihKX

8/17/2019 8:27:38 AM roublisa Have you @patricksready ever considered that each and everyone of us is a larp?...exactly..who isn’t larping each and everyday here.  Being able to 

deciefer and KNOW the difference is a individual accomplishment, thinking for one’s SELF and discerning truths is to be truly awake.

8/17/2019 8:27:52 AM dark2light9 I’m not Fans of anyone either but it’s clear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is playing games with people. Your either with us or against us bottom line. ETS showed 

his true colors early on especially when NK was being liberated and now he’s walking away for awhile since Neon spotlighted him 😎

8/17/2019 8:29:32 AM charmanda9 It is free energy. It is sacred geometry. If you mean ‘occult’, or the Latin word ‘occultus’, then yes. The knowledge of 3 6 9 has been hidden from us for 

a very long time. But with the knowledge of it being shared by everyone now, that is very different from how a cult operates. 

pic.twitter.com/vHpSOAbKrX

8/17/2019 8:31:32 AM roublisa This is rich....indeed😆....yes ...go with it ....entities🤔....the more one KNOWS....how do you think many have learned the truth about said 

ENTITIES...from the very ones who have 26 levels of clearance over the President. Cosmic Clearence💥💥💥

8/17/2019 8:32:31 AM charmanda9 And remember that the opposite of war isn’t peace. It’s creation! What wonderful things we can create by coming together in love. 3 6 9 building 

blocks. I love you, Rizzo!

8/17/2019 8:33:06 AM roublisa Be AWARE of who you follow....

8/17/2019 8:34:00 AM patricksready Everyone loved Oprah for a long time... 

She ended up being one of [them]

Discernment is key

8/17/2019 8:34:42 AM charmanda9 We agree on a lot but there is more to know. The opposite of war is creation. We co-create our reality. Let’s make it a good one.

8/17/2019 8:34:44 AM patricksready I have cosmic clearance when I close my eyes 🤣

8/17/2019 8:35:03 AM allahuniversal I've found that trusting only one's self leads a  cynical (as opposed to skeptical) existence. Trusting Yourself FIRST, on the other hand, makes it clear 

who and what can and can't be trusted. No one outside of self gets 💯 % trust, yet 0% trust is a hermit's life....

8/17/2019 8:35:40 AM johnsville14 I think I've found something. I did some research on Standard Hotel.  This image stuck out the most. Are camgirls actually working out of Antarctic 

slave pens? pic.twitter.com/VETqhaPgNf

8/17/2019 8:36:03 AM cledrordfishing A am a Master Mason I am pretty sure I know the hand shake.

8/17/2019 8:36:33 AM patricksready 🤯

8/17/2019 8:36:39 AM charmanda9 Channel your passion into creation, not war. We are already there. Can you see it?

8/17/2019 8:37:09 AM patricksready I agree with that!



8/17/2019 8:38:33 AM allahuniversal You're right. Oddly enough, this has been admitted.

from:ts_sci_majic12 disinformation

Re_read Q drops re: MILDEC and just how useful it is.

Btw, being "spiritually evolved", is just being plain human. There are no "holy" adults. Don't get it confused.

8/17/2019 8:38:41 AM rizzo1megan I agree, those emotions are the building blocks for creating. Harness that energy for good.

8/17/2019 8:38:53 AM charmanda9 Please don’t. These are my friends and they are more than deserving of love. You have no idea the walk that some of them have endured. Just step 

back and breathe. I bet I don’t even have to tell you that.

8/17/2019 8:39:11 AM roublisa brother you are missing out .... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has nothing to gain by having or not having us follow them...they are disclosing Cosmic Law 

daily...but it requires us to seek the knowledge and discern what we will naturally align to if our frequency is ready..

8/17/2019 8:39:57 AM charmanda9 Exactly, Lisa. Message over messenger. We are one.

8/17/2019 8:40:52 AM david00997884 Exactly, everyone write what they may, readers will decern them.

8/17/2019 8:40:52 AM patricksready Trust YOUR-SELF

Self = self 

I know y’all like to code

8/17/2019 8:41:17 AM __truthseeker_ k we will see what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does then

8/17/2019 8:42:17 AM patricksready Again with arguing semantics..

Context is key

8/17/2019 8:42:46 AM charmanda9 That is the thing. We all have put in countless hours of discernment. We all have our own path. Maybe judge no one but yourself? You do you.

8/17/2019 8:42:55 AM jlsharkey I see this too much. Dividers. No I in team!

8/17/2019 8:43:16 AM ghostservices Some anons are democrat plants. Careful who you follow.

8/17/2019 8:43:23 AM patricksready I’ll do what I came here to do. Thanks

8/17/2019 8:43:46 AM roublisa Discern and reconcile truths here....😉😉😉 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/17/2019 8:44:45 AM allahuniversal No coding here, just plain English.

Define: Y'all

Generalization, or have you asked what individuals think for them-selves?

Knowledge of Self is priceless requires trust in self to begin with. Q, Anons, MJ12, all bonuses. In the end, the choice always belongs to Self.

8/17/2019 8:45:13 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, where can we dig on the #HillaryDropBox ?

8/17/2019 8:45:26 AM charmanda9 You see, we are not so different.

8/17/2019 8:47:06 AM david00997884 We hear you brother.

8/17/2019 8:47:33 AM state1union I love being Majestic12 now. I literally feel lighter. And FYI your great with numerology and helping people advance together

8/17/2019 8:47:57 AM dark2light9 Whoever they are look at their profile they are already reacting

8/17/2019 8:48:41 AM patricksready No, I don’t think we’re all just a bunch of LARPS. Lol. (In the context most use it)

I’m sorry I don’t say what you want me to say. I’m unapologetically myself.

8/17/2019 8:48:44 AM __truthseeker_ they did. they said they have no inside comms

8/17/2019 8:48:52 AM roublisa We are all in this together...we the people are bringing truth to light...we are one...love and blessings 💗💗💗

8/17/2019 8:49:07 AM jrocktigers "There is truth contained within this account, mixed with disinformation. We have been very forthright with these facts."   FACTS!

8/17/2019 8:49:48 AM lizzah_83 So very true. Both of you made excellent points. The effects of the mass meditation events are absolutely incredible and should be awe-inspiring to 

everyone part of the #GreatAwakening, new eyes or old.

8/17/2019 8:49:54 AM charmanda9 Exactly. Like ‘you guys’. Slippery slope. Careful consideration of delivery can lead to a more clear path of communication.

8/17/2019 8:50:04 AM agoodyear2015 Amen.  Totally agree.  Trust yourself.  Listen to everybody.  Don't be judgemental....

8/17/2019 8:50:26 AM __truthseeker_ i just think that each person individually should come to the conclusion that someone is a "shill" 

i would never take your or anyone elses word for it

...including neon

 cuz, research for yourself. jah feel?

8/17/2019 8:50:33 AM aprilbrown99 That was easy!  😁 pic.twitter.com/gSBQpCwlVc

8/17/2019 8:51:14 AM patricksready Sounds like you got it all figured out. Congratulations 🎉

8/17/2019 8:51:24 AM dark2light9 If you really dig you will see many inconsistencies

8/17/2019 8:52:49 AM 313looper You are so out of date and expired! 😴

Find a new trick to distract us ... 

but I am pretty sure that won’t work either ! 😁

8/17/2019 8:52:51 AM bubusmc The National Science Foundation not only has a big operation in Antarctica, they also operate in Greenland.

8/17/2019 8:53:10 AM patricksready Your “Selfs” are a bunch of semantic Nazis. Jesus. Everything I say you can listen to it and focus on one word. Lol.

This is my main point. MKULTRA is alive and well here

8/17/2019 8:53:28 AM agoodyear2015 The economy is firing on all cylinders. I haven't heard a mention of war/bombings in months. People are waking up to the fact that the MSM is the last 

place to look for truth and what is really happening. There is lots to celebrate. Cleaning up a really old problem takes time.

8/17/2019 8:53:52 AM allahuniversal Learned @ 17 years old that we live in a mathematically designed universe. Numerology is baby steps, the occult understanding of math and 

synchronization is quantum in in its application.

All their 3 6 9 are belongs to us now pic.twitter.com/pptjz1Cxyy

8/17/2019 8:54:19 AM charmanda9 Oh! THAT was Michelle for Canada! Ha! Well I got blocked too! Finally!

8/17/2019 8:54:30 AM dark2light9 Where I grew up a fraud around you, your life could hang in the balance. We exposed people like that as they are dangerous, especially on the worlds 

stage. We have new people that can be easily mislead, I’m a protector by nature always looking out for others

8/17/2019 8:54:30 AM jrocktigers Start with the Grassley Report released Aug 14, 2K19 pic.twitter.com/xw3o69NxBU

8/17/2019 8:55:05 AM lorieve The schisms and infighting, while completely predictable in any movement, are very disappointing and a major turn off.

8/17/2019 8:55:31 AM allahuniversal Name someone who hasn't been affected by MKUltra... I'll wait... Won't be holding my breath though...

8/17/2019 8:56:19 AM allahuniversal Not all, not so arrogant to believe so. However, confidence in what is known, can't be beat.

8/17/2019 8:57:00 AM wwg1wga_every1 EXACTLY!! Q says “Think for yourself”. I don’t understand why certain accounts whom I’ve followed longterm are calling out specific accounts who 

don’t sell anything, ask for donations, etc. Why should you care if people follow them? ANY acct I follow is taken w/a grain of salt.



8/17/2019 8:57:06 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/w0dOFoGK1B

8/17/2019 8:57:29 AM charmanda9 Well I, for one, am free. You do not know me, and yet you judge.

8/17/2019 8:57:40 AM state1union Yes and @POTUS helped us get to 12 raising us from 10 to 12. I needed the increase of 2 from the day I was born to undo the their spell. Thank you 🙏

 President Trump. Thank you 🙏 Majestic12 and you Allahuniversal. 🙏 thank you ☺️

8/17/2019 8:58:03 AM patricksready “Confidence in what is known” 

I would be careful with that statement.

Enlightenment is knowing how much you don’t know

8/17/2019 8:58:10 AM dark2light9 Also this person always puts things in question format as Q would do to avoid Nat security laws. Would why they do that if they had no inside comms? 

If you got truth it’s to be spoke. Me no likey games bro bro

8/17/2019 8:59:02 AM charmanda9 Agreed and I love you too @lorieve !

8/17/2019 8:59:54 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Ury0oJTPRF

8/17/2019 9:00:35 AM 313looper Panic Mood ... Tick Tock ⌛️

“Patriots are in control “ MJ12

Neon Revolt , You are playing a boring role in a movie we are watching right now! 

https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1162532664987045889?s=21 …

8/17/2019 9:00:36 AM state1union Well also the -2 to complete the undoing of that evil to make it a positive 9/11/19 yay. Glorious

8/17/2019 9:00:44 AM allahuniversal Correct 💯

Absolutely NO ONE is above examination.

However, pretending to examine and coming to a BS decision while expecting everyone to swallow it,... Wait, sounds like the #EpsteinSuicide, huh?

8/17/2019 9:01:16 AM __truthseeker_ haha me either

8/17/2019 9:01:57 AM patricksready If you prefer smoke over fire

then get up now and leave.

For I do not intend to perfume

your mind’s clothing

with more sooty knowledge.

8/17/2019 9:02:20 AM patricksready No, I have something else in mind.

Today I hold a flame in my left hand

and a sword in my right.

There will be no damage control today.

8/17/2019 9:02:37 AM dark2light9  pic.twitter.com/pHX3Km84sR

8/17/2019 9:02:45 AM patricksready For God is in a mood

to plunder your riches and

fling you nakedly

into such breathtaking poverty

that all that will be left of you

will be a tendency to shine.

8/17/2019 9:03:03 AM patricksready So don’t just sit around this flame

choking on your mind.

For this is no campfire song

to mindlessly mantra yourself to sleep with. ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀

Jump now into the space

between thoughts

and exit this dream

before I burn the damn place down.
8/17/2019 9:04:03 AM allahuniversal Knowledge1 added to a Cipher0 + Wisdom2 = Knowledge1 + Wisdom2 = Understanding3

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real.

Understanding3 Equality6 Born9

8/17/2019 9:05:26 AM lwrattail I honestly follow all of you guys to get the the initial information then I start digging myself andif I have an opinion I share it. @TrueEyeTheSpy 

@NeonRevolt @TS_SCI_MAJIC12we are all on the same team and I thank all of you for each individual insight that you may have #WWG1WGA

8/17/2019 9:05:44 AM allahuniversal Cliche.

Enlightenment implies awareness. How can there be awareness without knowledge?

8/17/2019 9:06:24 AM patricksready It constructive criticism.

Know the difference.

8/17/2019 9:06:25 AM aprilbrown99 I deleted my prior reaponce bcuz it was inaccurate and my parrot kept distracting me. 🥴

8/17/2019 9:06:57 AM aprilbrown99 *response

8/17/2019 9:07:10 AM patricksready There is more to your intelligence than your intellect, brother!

8/17/2019 9:08:19 AM allahuniversal What a coincidence, I 2as just making that very same point... https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1162757811618635777?s=19 …

8/17/2019 9:08:20 AM jrocktigers The dropbox was repository of every email flowing to her domain and flowing out of her domain...real time simultaneous copies of every piece of 

correspondence.

8/17/2019 9:10:30 AM aprilbrown99 I didnt know that dropbox could be set up as a repository for emails. That is very interesting. Thank you. 🤗

8/17/2019 9:12:14 AM sailorpractical With absolutely nothing but respect, I have learned many of the comms and still believe that just blowing the truth out there with the facts seems to 

prevent all of the political drivel that has become the overpowering narrative.

8/17/2019 9:14:19 AM jrocktigers Speaking of digging... this is Carter Heavy Industries front page. They are makers of excavation and tunneling equipment. pic.twitter.com/IoPCcqvIYb

8/17/2019 9:14:28 AM allahuniversal I love etymology.

Do you see what I see? #TrustThePlan

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/meditation  pic.twitter.com/ZrEnRCLF5W

8/17/2019 9:14:44 AM patricksready Great minds...

8/17/2019 9:15:14 AM mcpatriot64 Nothing can stop what coming.  No matter who plans to profit on this collection of information.  Its in their conscience to deal with later.  We thank you 

for your guidance MJ12.

8/17/2019 9:15:45 AM patricksready I still follow - just don’t resonate.

Life gives me energy



8/17/2019 9:16:23 AM euskal_pride I once had a woman in a NYC bar ask me if I had any tattoos..

My response was, "Nope. Would you put bumper stickers on a Ferrari?" 😉

Turns out, she was COVERED in them haha.. 

#Oops #SaturdayThoughts

(No offense to folks with tats.. just not my thing)
8/17/2019 9:17:09 AM state1union I always said that I love smarties.

8/17/2019 9:18:28 AM jrocktigers Well, there is a step in between that was set up. Think of it like a extra hard drive to store stuff. The emails had to be routed there .

8/17/2019 9:20:41 AM mcpatriot64 There are other accounts that have provided just as much info that aren't selling stuff.

8/17/2019 9:22:46 AM patricksready Keep your reality bubble permeable

8/17/2019 9:23:16 AM lizzah_83 Absolutely.

🙏🌎✨🧘♀️📿📆

8/17/2019 9:24:26 AM bananne81 More killings and false flags with each delay.

8/17/2019 9:25:29 AM charmanda9 :::giggle::: yes 🔥

😌

🙏 https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1162555564028825600?s=21 …

8/17/2019 9:27:24 AM patricksready  https://twitter.com/patricksready/status/1162756459349725185?s=21 …

8/17/2019 9:30:18 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/IFACmkuvmH

8/17/2019 9:30:23 AM djlok ❤️❤️❤️

8/17/2019 9:31:21 AM laurabusse Agree

It's like enlightenment

There's always further to go

You never actually arrive

Then there would be nowhere else to go

8/17/2019 9:31:21 AM boogeymanhunter Isn’t it about everyone winning? This should be about a victory for the good guys...not any one individual. Hope you agree?

Anymore, it seems as tho everyone is calling everyone out.

...and that’s winning points for “them”.

#WWG1WGA

8/17/2019 9:31:26 AM sixbennetts That gif was made when this was just breaking. My opinion was that the two photos were not the same person, that's all.

In a fluid environment, people throw out ideas. That's why America works so well. You can say whatever you want because of the 1st ammendment.

#KAG2020

8/17/2019 9:35:34 AM laurabusse Dont understand this trend of calling ppl out

Its assuming one has ulterior motive

Why decide who, what another is?

Why not just hang back, observe, let others be?

Take everything with a grain of salt

Message over messenger!

No one knows the heart soul and intentions of another!

8/17/2019 9:36:17 AM returndt Meaning he’s a clown?

8/17/2019 9:38:57 AM wantmymoneybac Imagine the Damage that could be done if everyone focused on the Mission which is to awaken the sleeping by disseminating truth bombs. We stay 

United. What did Jesus say? “If they’re not against us.....”

8/17/2019 9:40:01 AM iluvkayakingtoo Yes.

8/17/2019 9:41:52 AM johncai68393810 Weird, almost like time is a very real thing. No illusion, since our day to day lives revolve around it. Maybe some guy in a wheelchair doesn’t abide by 

time but we do.

8/17/2019 9:43:01 AM mamiemcclure17 Shouldn’t blindly believe anyone, can the information be verified that you receive? Many backgrounds working together to get information for 

themselves and to share with others. Q tells us it is open source that we need to check, opens more, some classified we will never know.

8/17/2019 9:43:19 AM allahuniversal Nice. You should write for a living, if you don't already.

8/17/2019 9:44:34 AM allahuniversal And a 0 Δ. 11:07 CDT

Noice

8/17/2019 9:46:29 AM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/lqp8Y5NAbt

8/17/2019 9:48:00 AM charmanda9 That is right! 🚰

8/17/2019 9:48:18 AM mamiemcclure17 I won’t deny truth, or the source, can it not be revealed to be truth,  earnestly seeking it?  Shock factor in the beginning  because you don’t want the 

information to be true? We should work together not tear each other apart nor put them down.

8/17/2019 9:49:50 AM 67whb Do you have access to any android devices, such as a tablet or smart phone?

8/17/2019 9:49:53 AM cue2_c99 I definitely agree but I think if going foward for people not in the loop see people saying this person is this, this person is that with no context. 

Whatever the reason, if you want to help your cause, communicate so people understand your point.

8/17/2019 9:50:02 AM laurabusse Right.

Anyone who disagrees with you must be a bot.

I ordered your book

I hope they're still being shipped out this month

I really hope it's a good read

No one is 100% right about anything you know...

8/17/2019 9:50:53 AM iamstormycrow Yep, truth will resonate within. Trust yourself. IMO

8/17/2019 9:53:50 AM elias45732367 Whats with germany?

8/17/2019 9:54:03 AM wwg1wga93583681 #unsealstandardhotel

#unsealstandardhotel

#unsealstandardhotel 

why the green baby symbolism? pic.twitter.com/cOlcf6I00r

8/17/2019 9:57:17 AM seeker229 I apologize if I came off argumentative. Practice intuition and the higher knowing. Resonate with what people post. The more you practice the more 

you'll feel it. That's the direction we're trying to get people to go in now because theres only so much they can do.



8/17/2019 9:57:20 AM laurabusse Excellent point

We all on the same team or what?

Taking down the cabal or not?

@NeonRevolt even Q says be united not divided!

Why would you further divide?

So called calling out divides!

If you disagree w someone

Best thing you can do is

Politely state your disagreement

Or ignore
8/17/2019 9:57:37 AM pereyroj I love you sis have a fantastic day

8/17/2019 9:57:52 AM laurabusse Anything else just reeks of ego

8/17/2019 9:58:54 AM foskeytim I like how you added the insult while calling for Peace at the same time lol

8/17/2019 9:59:20 AM richardhiatt16 So is the Epstein IS _

-(BE 187) imprisoned in “hell”?

8/17/2019 10:01:14 AM mamiemcclure17 Oh you touch my heart brings me joy truly! I love you to sister, may you have a great day bringing you happiness also. pic.twitter.com/CLa64C4ARo

8/17/2019 10:01:38 AM laurabusse We are all LARPs

No one can see 100% of the picture

Everyone has their own thoughts and opinions

Depending on background personality etc

No one agrees with anyone 100%

Life would be boring

Humans are a kaleidoscope of variety

Best thing we can do is allow others their opinions
8/17/2019 10:01:47 AM kathleen3693693 Agree. I think of it like @POTUS and Q are playing a spectacular 5-D chess game whilst the #DeepState are playing their best game of checkers...

8/17/2019 10:02:31 AM johnsville14 Amazing. "We Eat Babies".  Putting it right out there huh?

8/17/2019 10:03:03 AM richardhiatt16 ☕️

8/17/2019 10:03:10 AM laurabusse Everyone has a piece of the puzzle

Best to accept others as they are

If they're being rude or nasty

Avoid them

Pushing back accomplishes nothing

8/17/2019 10:03:16 AM richardhiatt16 Too early for 🍿

8/17/2019 10:03:51 AM laurabusse Exactly

8/17/2019 10:06:57 AM n7guardiananon I guess it is true division truly does exist on all levels.

8/17/2019 10:09:16 AM allahuniversal Gradients

8/17/2019 10:09:34 AM laurabusse If it doesn't resonate with you

Then that's you

If it resonates with others

Then who are you

Or anyone

To tell others who or what to follow?

Follow your own heart

And allow others to follow theirs...

Do you want criticism?

Then don't criticize others...
8/17/2019 10:11:18 AM boy12_jimmy Malware? pic.twitter.com/jBxHjfqECC

8/17/2019 10:12:21 AM truthseeker805  https://youtu.be/QGrWvrGDOXg 

8/17/2019 10:14:06 AM laurabusse No one wants to be brainwashed, misguided

Everyone must find their own way

Everyone must be allowed to find their own way

Disagree politely

Then let it go

Allow others to be themselves

I follow Q because of everything I read ten yrs before he came

MJ12 is along the same lines
8/17/2019 10:20:22 AM laurabusse Questioning is one thing

Insulting is another

Look at your words

If you truly supported others on their own journeys

You wouldn't use unkind words to judge them

You would just shrug your shoulders and say

To each his own

I disagree with lotsa ppl

I don't tell them they're wrong
8/17/2019 10:23:19 AM followingthet Are you taking lessons from Bill Mitchell? 🤣 He announced that those of us opposing him and red flag laws are bots. Most of your detractors are 

probably 🤡🤡🤡.

8/17/2019 10:23:55 AM laurabusse Yes all belief systems are a form of b.s.

We all have them

Even if we say we dont

We believe in gravity by default

I believe this chair will hold me if I sit on it

I believe the sun will rise tomorrow

Be aware of your own thoughts and beliefs

Allow others free will to have theirs
8/17/2019 10:25:00 AM followingthet What do larps want? Attention. Popularity. Feeling powerful because they pretend to know something we don't.

8/17/2019 10:26:22 AM qanonsunrise Neon and Julian seem to be of the reactive anger crowd, than the deep thinking crowd, imo.



8/17/2019 10:29:54 AM laurabusse Yes but your opinion comes off as dismissive insulting unkind

If you can become aware of this

It'll help you w being accepting, kind toward others

When you push against others

They naturally push back

If you say you've done nothing wrong

Maybe you havent

But the fact that...
8/17/2019 10:30:30 AM followingthet Nice to see people have turned away from Q's warning to think for ourselves and instead look for someone to follow in a very literal sense. I consider it 

priming. Or brainwashing or grooming. Anything to get devotees that will do as THEY say. So 100s meditating? What's next?

8/17/2019 10:30:33 AM sailorpractical I hear you but unfortunately there are a lot of liberals resonating with MSM right now which makes them act like brain-dead zombies. It’s better, in my 

humble opinion, to resonate with the facts. You can disguise the truth but you can’t change it.

8/17/2019 10:32:15 AM laurabusse ... several ppl feel insulted by your words must count for something

It is obvious you think you are right

and that many of us are wrong

That's fine and to be expected

But you don't have to be insulting about it...

8/17/2019 10:36:12 AM mscronkat If you could skip the disinformation, that would be great.

8/17/2019 10:37:19 AM stormystorm10 💯

8/17/2019 10:41:24 AM allahuniversal What's next? Understanding that no one source of information is all Truth (information wrapped in disinformation), and Following the Truth no matter 

where leads, while leaving all of the disinformation packaging in the trash where it belongs. So, discernment, the usual.

8/17/2019 10:42:37 AM followingthet That was certainly a fancy dance around my question.

#NotImpressed

8/17/2019 10:46:11 AM pereyroj Thank you

8/17/2019 10:50:29 AM laurabusse 👍

8/17/2019 10:56:05 AM allahuniversal #NotHereToImpress 

Let's not pretend that Q, MJ12, or any other anonymous posters of information and disinformation started anything. Many of us were thinking, 

digging, fighting for ourselves long before they came along. Difference now? Opportunities to unify/compare notes

Use it

8/17/2019 10:57:58 AM laurabusse Well said!!!

8/17/2019 11:01:53 AM laurabusse Perfectly stated 😊

8/17/2019 11:03:33 AM tammymckeever Here all this time when you said time is an illusion, I thought you meant universe cosmic type stuff.  Just means release or event times and dates are 

illusions.

8/17/2019 11:08:51 AM xusaf_patriot  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-15/supermassive-black-hole-wakes-starts-flashing-75-times-brighter-ever …

8/17/2019 11:10:06 AM bh2omiamigo and this entire platform is built upon the LARP concept.

8/17/2019 11:10:17 AM seeker229 Resonating and the qualities of instant gratification process instilled through programming are two different subject types. I guess the real solution 

here is identifying the subtle differences of both and educating people on that to obtain the ability to discern truth.

8/17/2019 11:13:12 AM followingthet "Let's not pretend that Q...started anything." ?? 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 You make your agenda far too obvious. Subtlety is not your thing. 

Neither is critical thinking. Q has united those of us who questioned. And red pilled millions. And shined a light on what was kept in darkness.

8/17/2019 11:19:04 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I came across this and found it truly Majestic 🤗 Love to all of you and @realDonaldTrump. ThankQ for your courage & Service! 

This is how I envision you all.#thankQ #QAnon #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #WWG1WGA #MAGA2020 #KAG2020 

pic.twitter.com/LqrCBEy3OU

8/17/2019 11:19:54 AM allahuniversal And I've been there since drop number 2, already knowing what Project Mockingbird was. That's my point, Q as a common catalyst united us who 

ALREADY existed, into a community. Some are newly enlightened due to not only Q, but to YOU and Anons TOO. It's never been about Q alone. 

pic.twitter.com/r5tVENUUKi

8/17/2019 11:24:25 AM bh2omiamigo  https://www.nsf.gov/news/mmg/mmg_disp.jsp?med_id=61217&from= … pic.twitter.com/Jl7PZBaueN

8/17/2019 11:28:29 AM followingthet I never said it was. And I can't help but notice you have taken this far astray from whence it commenced. But anything to not address my original 

concern. My attention span isn't that short.

8/17/2019 11:29:10 AM patricksready That’s not my point. 

But way to twist it to serve your narrative.

8/17/2019 11:32:37 AM laurabusse Ha ha

And there you go

LOLOL

Everyone has a narrative by the way...

I shouldn't have bothered really

Still training myself to ignore negative ppl

Still working on it...

8/17/2019 11:41:15 AM allahuniversal Because your concerns don't really concern me, tbh. Preexisting knowledge of mass meditation and its effects are already well documented. Not one 

of us is meditating because MJ12 said so. Just confirmed what we already knew and empowered ourselves in unity. Where's the problem?

8/17/2019 11:43:07 AM allahuniversal If your concern is that we're being groomed and brainwashed, then go sit in the CIA and join in on the MSM rants about Q. Pretty much the same 

attitude.

8/17/2019 11:48:47 AM followingthet Since you seem to think you are so enlightened, how about you do some digging into cults and how people are brainwashed and influenced. They don't 

start off by getting you to do something questionable. You are woefully naive.

8/17/2019 11:49:01 AM covertress 🐟

🎣

🐸

8/17/2019 11:51:08 AM nuevoiptv What good does focusing on it do? Nothing is going to happen to them. They are above the law. Prove different!

8/17/2019 11:53:07 AM followingthet You are sending out mixed signals in order to obfuscate your true agenda. You can't ride both sides of the fence. Either you think Q is a larp or you 

don't. Either you think larps are good or you think they're bad. You are great at twisting people's words.

8/17/2019 11:55:51 AM allahuniversal 🤣 I love the CIA reading room too. Let's say that I've studied every cult and religion possible, read all scriptures I could get my hands on, and found 

that they all have one thing in common: there's something to learn when you're objective and not subjecting yourself to them.

8/17/2019 11:56:43 AM allahuniversal ... Speaking on what I don't know and haven't looked into for myself fully, however, would be naive.

8/17/2019 11:57:47 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1133397911566348294 …

8/17/2019 11:58:12 AM followingthet Wow. You have so much "insider" info. Thank you, larp. 🤣🤣🤣 Or should I say, DS🤡?

8/17/2019 11:59:47 AM qscarecrow 9-11 2001 #BushCoup #Obama #Sedition #Murder #MichelleObama_Is_a_Man #ManchurianCandidate #BigMike #Treason #FVEY #NWO 

#ADRENOCHROME #GITMOBound #Gitmo #kids #ritual #sacrifice #satanism #FearNoMore #SlavesNoMore #NeverForget #BushKnew #Poppy #Killary 

#Extortion17 #QArmy pic.twitter.com/scR4jGCP2b



8/17/2019 12:00:43 PM allahuniversal Q is a real psyop, not a fake LARP. Some psyops are horrible (🤡), some are incredible to the point of sparking a #GreatAwakening, & I've never seen 

anything unite people as fast as Q. Honored to have 6 (You)s from Q. 

And i still won't let Q think for me. It's simple, really.

8/17/2019 12:01:40 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1133397911566348294 …

8/17/2019 12:04:36 PM allahuniversal My info comes from inside me. That's how I knew to stick with Q. Trusted myself before, during, and long after Q is done. It's simple, really.

8/17/2019 12:05:15 PM dpcoforion He speaks in riddles 

I explain my truth 

He says "Trust the Plan"

I say 

I have faith in You.

You are God's Word 

Your desire for Justice 

Why read a Riddler wannabe 

When You can read the Bible?

Stop cherry picking verses 

Read it as a story 

Each book, a man

Each man

A destiny
8/17/2019 12:05:37 PM dpcoforion He speaks in riddles 

I explain my truth 

He says "Trust the Plan"

I say 

I have faith in You.

You are God's Word 

Your desire for Justice 

Why read a Riddler wannabe 

When You can read the Bible?

Stop cherry picking verses 

Read it as a story 

Each book, a man

Each man

A destiny
8/17/2019 12:06:02 PM allahuniversal Don't Ike my brand of logic, fine, leave it be.

Or, 

Let me know when you have more than name calling to make your case.

8/17/2019 12:07:00 PM dpcoforion He speaks in riddles 

I explain my truth 

He says "Trust the Plan"

I say 

I have faith in You.

You are God's Word 

Your desire for Justice 

Why read a Riddler wannabe 

When You can read the Bible?

Stop cherry picking verses 

Read it as a story 

Each book, a man

Each man

A destiny
8/17/2019 12:08:15 PM dpcoforion He speaks in riddles 

I explain my truth 

He says "Trust the Plan"

I say 

I have faith in You.

You are God's Word 

Your desire for Justice 

Why read a Riddler wannabe 

When You can read the Bible?

Stop cherry picking verses 

Read it as a story 

Each book, a man

Each man

A destiny
8/17/2019 12:09:27 PM patricksready Yeah just drop it lol

8/17/2019 12:09:39 PM dpcoforion He speaks in riddles 

I explain my truth 

He says "Trust the Plan"

I say 

I have faith in You.

You are God's Word 

Your desire for Justice 

Why read a Riddler wannabe 

When You can read the Bible?

Stop cherry picking verses 

Read it as a story 

Each book, a man

Each man

A destiny
8/17/2019 12:13:35 PM followingthet Logic? You know not what logic is. I was talking about larps. You brought Q into it, comparing Q to larps. Then you're defending Q and changing the 

topic from larps to Q, all while calling Q a psyop. So WHY are you bringing up Q when I referred to larps?

8/17/2019 12:15:54 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1133604365715984384 …



8/17/2019 12:20:21 PM zagnett i have many tweets on this stupid larp-y argument. So here's the search term for more from me on it, if you want. 👇

from:zagnett LARP

Have a Nice Day Everyone!🙏🤗😍

8/17/2019 12:25:25 PM allahuniversal OK so I'm hard to "follow", I get that. Let's take it from the top:

Pretty sure you've read every Q drop to vet or reject. Have you done the same with this account to accept it reject it based on facts (this Anon has), or 

are you following an opinion w/o your own research?

8/17/2019 12:26:43 PM patricksready Love is why I’m here.

I don’t see how it’s triggering to question the message.

8/17/2019 12:26:50 PM followingthet Go pound sand.

8/17/2019 12:28:32 PM jdltr450 I'm on board with that.

8/17/2019 12:32:38 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/VWen4tAwFL

8/17/2019 12:36:07 PM egelone wait i thought everything this account said is true

8/17/2019 12:37:09 PM followingthet You triggered because I refuse to debate with a Clown In Action defending larps? Too bad.

8/17/2019 12:41:43 PM allahuniversal 1. Prove I'm CIA

2. Not triggered, rather amused, actually

3. Do your own research, then get back to me.

8/17/2019 12:48:44 PM charmanda9 You mean love is why you’re here on earth? Or love is why you’re here on this thread making fun of those who defend themselves for following what 

resonates for them? We have all been through the questioning the message phase. We have come to our own conclusions through free will.

8/17/2019 12:52:32 PM rachaelangelm That’s cool. I watched Alex when he went into the canoe and videotaped Bohemian island. Then he got real different. Like hostility and antagonism not 

discussion. So I dipped plus it was getting just abusive.

8/17/2019 12:58:02 PM patricksready Conclusions? I’m here talking about an open mind!

8/17/2019 12:58:44 PM zagnett Yup. Well said, @charmanda9 💖😍😉

8/17/2019 12:58:58 PM patricksready But yes Free Will ❤️

8/17/2019 12:59:18 PM allahuniversal Learning to play the game when the opponent is an admitted compulsive cheater.

8/17/2019 12:59:19 PM dani_mb If you follow @drawandstrike, he has an awesome thread on how ‘declas’ is already happening.

8/17/2019 1:00:42 PM igiant111 Whoa whoa, John? Is there more than i know about this account?

8/17/2019 1:01:12 PM igiant111 Remember when Maj12 said if you have a tattoo you are part of the occult deep state?

8/17/2019 1:05:48 PM followingthet Sure 🤣🤣🤣

8/17/2019 1:06:23 PM zagnett i'm free here too, & also know the difference quite well.

You are starting to get into "corrective demand" [ALICE]-territory FYI.🧐😅🙄

8/17/2019 1:06:31 PM igiant111 Not that I don’t believe you, because I’ve always been very suspect of this account. Where’s the source on this? Just so I can lay this one to rest finally.

8/17/2019 1:09:28 PM igiant111 Yeah that’s why I haven’t gone in 100% yet. That said, the linked source also got angry at me when I said black smoke rings are created by a machine 

and aren’t UFOs...

I just want the revelations! Enough of the reach arounds :(

8/17/2019 1:10:49 PM igiant111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has some explaining to do.  https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1162704293977178112 …

8/17/2019 1:14:09 PM allahuniversal Yeeeah... Meanwhile we have work to do. Shadilay, Anon(?) pic.twitter.com/M9gNkak94K

8/17/2019 1:14:58 PM awakeandaware3 We have been lied to for thousands of years.

8/17/2019 1:21:50 PM patricksready Enlighten me. pic.twitter.com/SclAvJpLOk

8/17/2019 1:21:52 PM dls00741 I called you out and I'm not a shill.  Got several likes for calling you out. Just leave Majestic 12 alone.  He/she resonates to many of us. 

United we are stronger.... -Q

8/17/2019 1:21:53 PM missy968 That has evolved with me over time. I trust no story slung until the smoke clears. Mostly I settle on not knowing if it even happened. I know it sets the 

stage for what’s next. Does it really matter how JE died? Didn’t die? Nope. What’s up next is more important.

8/17/2019 1:21:53 PM allahuniversal Symbolism will be [their] downfall.

Makes [them] easy to spot. pic.twitter.com/D13XGxgjnw

8/17/2019 1:23:08 PM zagnett How would you like to be enlightened?

8/17/2019 1:23:18 PM allahuniversal Re: corrective demands https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=19 …

8/17/2019 1:25:14 PM zagnett Excellent find, @AllahUniversal. A good summary.

8/17/2019 1:26:51 PM patricksready So correct me if I’m wrong but I see this as ALICE = DARKNESS

8/17/2019 1:28:07 PM zagnett Possibly could help-

from:zagnett ALICE system

8/17/2019 1:28:14 PM followingthet I'm sure that's what you're doing. Knock yourself out.

8/17/2019 1:28:25 PM allahuniversal Search is working again. 💪🏽 pic.twitter.com/SJsL57nKg1

8/17/2019 1:28:56 PM allahuniversal I wouldn't disagree with that.

8/17/2019 1:30:31 PM zagnett Yes, there's definitely a [dark agenda] behind the [ALICE-system].

8/17/2019 1:31:49 PM patricksready Why not just call it what it is? Why the code word?

8/17/2019 1:33:10 PM allahuniversal I love laser pointers... pic.twitter.com/vdicBizOu2

8/17/2019 1:34:16 PM evewhite5500 God wins pic.twitter.com/ArPfFqSXBv

8/17/2019 1:36:34 PM jaded_pearl In the bible it say's -> seek & ye shall find. The FBI & CIA both have an open vault to explore. Very few people use that as their go to resource and/or 

bible of historic information though. They look to someone/group/biased media they discern credible to follow instead.

8/17/2019 1:37:05 PM allahuniversal To do what you just did, learn the comms. Not giving a direct answer ideally allows everyone the space to think about it for themselves, and come to 

their own conclusions. Then, translate it to the people around you in a way that they can understand.

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Alice 

8/17/2019 1:38:03 PM aetherwalker1 🦉always evokes evil reinforcements to bolster their nefarious plans.

but the Evil is being wiped out and they're left..  Still Losing.  

😇

8/17/2019 1:38:24 PM allahuniversal Already written #DarkToLight

8/17/2019 1:40:18 PM aetherwalker1 I don't think I've ever seen you reference a quote of the Master of Galilee before.

8/17/2019 1:42:13 PM awakeandaware3 Truth prevails.



8/17/2019 1:43:32 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

It's not a code word.

8/17/2019 1:45:04 PM patricksready @zagnett said it’s not a code word. I’m lost

8/17/2019 1:46:30 PM zagnett Well it can be used as a code word, but the "ALICE" system is very real.

Wiki page on the technical concept, in summary (link). Though it doesn't say enough about it of course lol.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

8/17/2019 1:48:48 PM allahuniversal I didn't address your choice of words. I spoke instead to the common comms which Anons have been using, and why.

As for ALICE, here's why it's called that name: https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

8/17/2019 1:49:10 PM patricksready Alice is a sensible prepubescent girl from a wealthy English family who finds herself in a strange world ruled by imagination and fantasy. Alice feels 

comfortable with her identity and has a strong sense that her environment is comprised of clear, logical, and

8/17/2019 1:49:43 PM patricksready consistent rules and features. Alice’s familiarity with the world has led one critic to describe her as a “disembodied intellect.” Alice displays great 

curiosity and attempts to fit her diverse experiences into a clear understanding of the world. 

👆🏼Thought that was interesting

8/17/2019 1:50:25 PM allahuniversal And very relevant

8/17/2019 1:52:48 PM zagnett Yes it is.

"Alice" the character is used a lot in very intense trauma-based mind control programming (MKUltra).

8/17/2019 1:56:12 PM patricksready Ok, so how is ALICE relevant to THE PLAN?

8/17/2019 1:57:13 PM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105325002574958592?s=19 …

8/17/2019 1:58:51 PM jrocktigers No offense @patricksready , , ,  but it almost sounds like you are an undercover cop .. . .hahhahaha....

8/17/2019 1:59:29 PM patricksready 🤣

8/17/2019 1:59:56 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115657792004677632 …

The remaining People in the [ALICE-system] need Love, Help, & Support. As much as We can give them, if & when They choose to back off from the 

[dark agenda] e.g. "divide & conquer".

8/17/2019 1:59:58 PM zrickety Back at you, Zag!!

8/17/2019 2:01:00 PM allahuniversal Absolutely

8/17/2019 2:02:25 PM jrocktigers 👁🕵🏻♀️

8/17/2019 2:04:16 PM starehope And the kids and babies who are being tortured, an eternity is slowly going by.

8/17/2019 2:04:31 PM patricksready I’m just trying to understand the logic behind the people to follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 closely

Even if I was a cop tho, who cares?

8/17/2019 2:05:23 PM jrocktigers I suggest reading past disclosure threads.

8/17/2019 2:06:33 PM patricksready Can you summarize before I do?

8/17/2019 2:07:55 PM jrocktigers There is no shortcut. Truth comes from within. And , my thoughts and observations would do you a disservice not discovering for yourself.

8/17/2019 2:08:58 PM allahuniversal It's more of a gotta see/read it for yourself thing

from:ts_sci_majic12 Majestic AND message AND disclosure

8/17/2019 2:09:04 PM mamiemcclure17 The heart and gut.... ask and you shall receive. There’s no trickery there.

8/17/2019 2:09:13 PM starehope Don't like popcorn.

8/17/2019 2:10:24 PM zagnett Many who take @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 seriously are pretty-darn hardened social media dogfighters. Woof.🐶

What do You think of my LARP btw? Do you think it's pretty!?

🙏🧐😉

8/17/2019 2:11:06 PM patricksready Ok, but here’s where I see an issue with this:

You basically said: I have found my truth within and therefore you haven’t discovered this for yourself. 

Isn’t that manipulation 101

Aren’t we whole and complete just the way we are?

8/17/2019 2:11:47 PM iluvkayakingtoo I guess Twitter is now reverting my timeline back to this post and freezing it.

Interesting.

8/17/2019 2:11:56 PM allahuniversal That's not what he said.

8/17/2019 2:12:07 PM wncpatriot2 And you think I didn’t or haven’t? When I research I don’t just use a keyboard I get in my car and go to places. I track down real reporters who have 

written on topics. If we are going to trade suggestions on assumptions I’ll say this to you friend. Don’t trust everything online.

8/17/2019 2:12:31 PM patricksready *Divisive*

8/17/2019 2:13:32 PM patricksready Ok well give me a clear logical reason to study this material. It’s not that hard. Enough of the codes. I’m not a LARP or a bot. Just tell me straight up. Lol

8/17/2019 2:15:04 PM starehope Something has changed.

8/17/2019 2:15:08 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115657792004677632 …

Because @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has taught us how to dismantle the [ALICE-system], & We're doing just that.👇

8/17/2019 2:15:18 PM slayerofmatrix1 I’m confused.  The thought that M12 (and has claimed that they were part of dark forces for decades, but now have been freed) now saying you aren’t 

on the “inside” now ?!

8/17/2019 2:15:32 PM patricksready Seems like a good place to doxx myself:

 http://Instagram.com/patricksready 

 http://Facebook.com/patricksready 

I’m actually a human being

8/17/2019 2:15:55 PM jrocktigers "Faced with mysteries dark and vast

statements just seem vain at last

Some rise

some fall

some climb

to get to terrapin"



8/17/2019 2:16:19 PM allahuniversal The fact that it's 100% up to you is quite logical. Either you were drawn here to attract the information, or to repel it. You need to explain to yourself 

how you got here, I can't do that for you.

Makes no difference to me if you do or don't.

8/17/2019 2:16:34 PM followingthet For somebody that doesn't care what I think, you certainly are expending a lot of energy. pic.twitter.com/IkQJev4n7i

8/17/2019 2:16:53 PM vmgpatriot No one is 100% right all the time

8/17/2019 2:17:11 PM starehope That gif looks creepy. Who touched it up or distorted it?

8/17/2019 2:17:16 PM zagnett i never even thought you were a bot. Also, i never asked or wanted you to doxx yourself. That would be a bad idea.

8/17/2019 2:19:44 PM allahuniversal It's easy. Doesn't take much energy at all. Only thinking out loud. I defend your right to do so as well.

8/17/2019 2:20:53 PM evewhite5500 Chips?

8/17/2019 2:21:38 PM followingthet Well do yours somewhere else. You are exceedingly tiresome. On second thought, the mute button comes in handy at times like these.

8/17/2019 2:21:51 PM patricksready So far I can say I have a better understanding of this movement. And I consciously decline to invest my energy any deeper. But I do appreciate the 

conversation! I will keep eyes on but I choose to focus on what resonates with me. 

Dark to Light 

#TheGreatAwakening

✌🏼

8/17/2019 2:23:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Central Banking] pic.twitter.com/EVRZzKyXNZ

8/17/2019 2:23:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Central to Epstein pic.twitter.com/eHnARt4yvq

8/17/2019 2:23:58 PM allahuniversal I would go back, except it's offline for the time being...

8/17/2019 2:24:48 PM michael81972 #EndTheFed

8/17/2019 2:25:10 PM peintress3 I love this! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💥💥💥

8/17/2019 2:25:13 PM zagnett Cool, Thanks a Lot for the Conversation!

Granted, this particular "movement" isn't for everyone, honestly. It's a bit odd i must admit. But i'm only into the most intriguing LARPs as you might 

be able to tell lol.

Dark to light

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

✌️👊👍

8/17/2019 2:25:28 PM candygirlclw Excellent, right on the money!

8/17/2019 2:26:03 PM ulmerbc Truth 

About time someone start telling the truth

End the fed

8/17/2019 2:26:32 PM ladtacarms Ideas on a suitable replacement system?

8/17/2019 2:26:48 PM jvan125 I can’t wait to see how this is tied to Epstein...🥴🙏🏻

8/17/2019 2:27:06 PM jrocktigers But subconsciously we will haunt your dreams. . .. . .joke,, joking . ..

8/17/2019 2:28:20 PM patricksready ❤️ pic.twitter.com/JUhUgywleo

8/17/2019 2:28:31 PM lbf777 Everything connects to the banking elite because they control the Deep State from the top as a Satanic priesthood. (Possibly not even human!)

#BabylonianMoneyMagic

8/17/2019 2:28:50 PM zagnett Oh i don't really want to joke about that. Some [elements of the ALICE-system] actually do seem to do that, on purpose. It's no joke, sadly.

8/17/2019 2:29:23 PM aprilbrown99 This gentleman needs a medal for speaking the truth. 

Do you have the full video?  Who is this man?

#EndTheFed #EndTheCentralBank

8/17/2019 2:32:23 PM jrocktigers Nanobites Activate !

8/17/2019 2:32:26 PM bencorke General Godfrey Bloom - legend

People don’t last long when they tell the truth.

8/17/2019 2:34:19 PM zagnett Uh if you don't mind, i'd like to counter that with this...

[Nanobots/little creepy multi-dimensional Morgellon's creatures] please de-activate.

8/17/2019 2:35:31 PM scottbi44157050 He's not wrong

8/17/2019 2:35:59 PM starehope They have mentioned that mis or disinformation is necessary. My interpretation is if the President were pulling all military from a shaky country, should 

he announce the date? No, this will give the enemy time to ready enough people to invade and overthrow the weak government.

8/17/2019 2:36:14 PM jrocktigers I understood them to be called neugents in the early 90's. They are real and they are everywhere.

8/17/2019 2:37:45 PM zagnett Yeah [they've] got to go. Posthaste.

8/17/2019 2:40:46 PM elisalenz4 This dude is exactly right. Bring the bloodsucking central bankers out into the light!

8/17/2019 2:41:57 PM jrocktigers And you have a majestic follower count as the moment.... pic.twitter.com/yDQ7fgTSMh

8/17/2019 2:43:32 PM olimyracle The plan is to go out and wear your #YellowVests 😇 pic.twitter.com/mpgqyIPkG6

8/17/2019 2:44:40 PM starehope He is exactly right on both videos.

8/17/2019 2:44:41 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbmWEMNmVHA …

8/17/2019 2:44:49 PM tammychabot Sure didn’t hear an uproar of applause 😬 they don’t like his idea of jail time for bigwigs just like here in America 😡🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

8/17/2019 2:45:44 PM fairyland66 #GreenHilton63

#GreenHilton63

#GreenHilton63

Eliminate the Fed

#GoldStandard

💰💰💰

8/17/2019 2:46:15 PM covertress #FLYROTHSFLY pic.twitter.com/qozQGcjGf8

8/17/2019 2:47:48 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/bencorke/status/1162839626064760833?s=19 …

8/17/2019 2:52:03 PM laurapa38616480 Ego

8/17/2019 2:54:34 PM awakeandaware3 He speaks the truth. We need the gold standard back again. Time for Federal Reserve and all Rothschild owned banks to go.

8/17/2019 2:58:46 PM trumppatriotus1 Well I'm sick of the Mortgage SCAM; It shouldn't take 30 yrs to pay-off a loan; with Banks making $Trillions in interest!!

8/17/2019 3:00:50 PM michaeldee1111 The gold standard.

8/17/2019 3:00:59 PM sterkinglights1 Seed bank.



8/17/2019 3:02:29 PM jrocktigers Rare Earth elements. Stargate. Vortex.

8/17/2019 3:09:33 PM sweeth2opro This is So very relevant with the present tense.

American Patriots: Do Not allow the or ANY Government take away your 2bd amendment Gun Rights

Currently there are 70million Gun owners in the USA.

Only defense

8/17/2019 3:10:56 PM greyeyedjewel The best tweet I have seen in weeks!!!! Thank you!!!! 🙏✝️❤️🇺🇸

8/17/2019 3:11:59 PM qanongroup We shall stick to the Truth only despite how difficult it can be to accept. Life is at best difficult. No room for disinformation.

8/17/2019 3:13:33 PM louisvilleb2012 As it’s own entity, the idea of justice cannot be implemented. The wrong doing is hidden to protect said entity. To bring factual justice it would require 

a true purge of many , which is not going to happen

8/17/2019 3:14:33 PM bblitz2020 You are so right I have been saying this for decades

8/17/2019 3:18:44 PM keith369me If he did this a decade ago he’d be 187’d...is it safe to speak this truth now as a politician?

8/17/2019 3:20:32 PM returndt Sounds utterly stupid

8/17/2019 3:27:41 PM smith_jere Unlike many others, you have been upfront about it. Oh, and I ‘like’ you too, even though you don’t ‘care’.

8/17/2019 3:30:07 PM werthenewsnow GESARA LAW!

8/17/2019 3:31:15 PM chartrambler must watch video

8/17/2019 3:32:06 PM chartrambler awesome expose

8/17/2019 3:34:23 PM chartrambler  pic.twitter.com/20Vskspisx

8/17/2019 3:38:07 PM starehope There ya go!

8/17/2019 3:39:02 PM louisvilleb2012 Mother of all f___ ups .

8/17/2019 3:47:11 PM marilyn19556 Amen!

8/17/2019 3:56:04 PM potatotriggerer Because Trump's getting tired of being laughed at?

8/17/2019 4:06:34 PM jdltr450 End the Rothschilds

8/17/2019 4:15:59 PM candyo35 @realDonaldTrump 's gotcha covered !

8/17/2019 4:18:10 PM wncpatriot2 Former reporter who stopped cold turkey to chase the truth so not your normal scenario but really the main point is what you said. Research yourself 

through mechanisms that provide real documented factual info. Anything else won’t hold up no matter how much it could be true

8/17/2019 4:21:39 PM carolin15161363 Since there is no real value to money/fed, was the item of value that was given as payment humans (especially children)? Its the most valuable 

resource on the planet, especially to the satanic cabal/deep state/occult...

8/17/2019 4:25:00 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, what happens with the case now with the death of Judge Sweet who was overseeing the Epstein case?  Part of the plan?

8/17/2019 4:26:32 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ. 👍🙏

8/17/2019 4:26:45 PM luvsweetluv5 How is banking central to Epstein. That is a big assertion to make with out supporting evidence.

8/17/2019 4:30:21 PM cups_queen0f Keep on keeping on

8/17/2019 4:32:06 PM beulahnix It didn't look like Epstein,  The story changed too many times,  He was wearing Orange garb, not the Green garb the prison uses, etc.......  I don't believe 

he is dead !  Probably in Gitmo or Germany.

8/17/2019 4:32:26 PM allahuniversal He died in March. W/ the arrest in July, release of docs in July, and the immediate #EpsteinSuicide plot twist after, things are till moving along of we 

take Barr"s word for it.

8/17/2019 4:33:46 PM kenna0906 My guess would money laundering.

8/17/2019 4:35:38 PM allahuniversal Release of docs in August *

8/17/2019 4:35:41 PM truthfreedom17  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBdRARuXlJlLH9ZC4z51LhQ …

8/17/2019 4:35:54 PM truthfreedom17  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBdRARuXlJlLH9ZC4z51LhQ …

8/17/2019 4:36:05 PM truthfreedom17  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBdRARuXlJlLH9ZC4z51LhQ …

8/17/2019 4:38:07 PM bbobbio71 Absolutely!!

Thank you!

8/17/2019 4:38:13 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ! Strange it is only being reported now or did I miss it before? 🤷♀️. My cousin texted me with the info earlier. 😁😁😁

I am so excited, I think he is waking up for real this time. 🥰🥰🥰 

It is fantastic. ✨✨✨

8/17/2019 4:38:16 PM bosshawg35  pic.twitter.com/ATqkVm5o4k

8/17/2019 4:41:40 PM allahuniversal It's been making rounds again as fresh news, muddying the waters as usual. To some it is news, that's where timestamps come in. Slipped in under the 

#MuellerReport hype https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/25/judge-jeffrey-epstein-case-dies-1292394 …

8/17/2019 4:44:44 PM aprilbrown99 Now that I think about it, I do recall this judges death because of his age. 96 years old. 💗💗💗 Thank you!  

You are right, it is muddying up the waters but if it helps awaken more people that is a good thing. ✨✨✨

8/17/2019 4:46:43 PM allahuniversal Events over Time

What over When

Better late than never 💯

8/17/2019 4:47:31 PM aprilbrown99 Love you I’Au!  🤗🤗🤗😘😘😘🥰🥰🥰

8/17/2019 4:55:54 PM rafngeirdal britannica on Fred Hoyle: “... formulated theories about the origins of stars as well as about the origins of elements within stars. Hoyle was director of 

the Institute of Theoretical Astronomy at Cambridge (1967–73),”. So T=1MY could relate to the origins of elements or stars.

8/17/2019 4:57:25 PM 1foreverseeking What needs to happen here in the US is that President Trump needs to order Treasury to print United States Notes instead of Federal Reserve Notes. 

Use the US Notes to pay off the Fed debt, and then starve them! pic.twitter.com/w44GSMpoh7

8/17/2019 5:01:01 PM alinahere It's your Soul screaming to be heard... yet so many dont listen. 😒 

Yes, your Guardian Angels help to awaken you bc they Know just as Your Soul knows. 😊 Namaste. 

#GodBlessAllPatriots 🙏 #WWG1WGA

8/17/2019 5:08:10 PM lvdckdynsty Please tell me there's protection around this brave, brave, man.  Please tell me this Stone Cold Truth won't be wiped from existence.  Please send some 

hope THAT THIS WILL HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT on this STUNNINGLY BRAINWASHED outpost of life.

8/17/2019 5:09:20 PM rafngeirdal The first result I found on google concerning Sir Fred Hoyle, showed the K, t and 1My. Now I see that My stands for time, see “Time (My)” below both 

diagrams.  I can also see the t=1My is written here with tabs, hence: “t = 1My”. Then in the description of Fig. 1, I see 1Myr.

8/17/2019 5:12:48 PM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/lDBubWQuFj

8/17/2019 5:13:31 PM rafngeirdal 2) Concerning the K, I can see the 60K, just like in the google result I had quoted. One can also see that K has to do with temperature, see the vertical: 

“Temperature (K)” along the y axis. I gather K stands for Kelvin. Zero Kelvin would be minus 270 Celcius.

8/17/2019 5:18:13 PM rafngeirdal 3) I find the headline to be of interest, as it moves us closer to that disclosure part of the story: “Liquid Water and Organics in Comets: Implications for 

Exobiology”. I understand this to be on whether there is water and/or organic material in Comets. If so, signs of life?



8/17/2019 5:21:39 PM patriottsg President Trump & the Patriot’s  ENDGAME = The TAKEDOWN of the Federal Reserve & ALL the Central Banks!

THEN—The Elimination of the IRS & the Federal Income Tax.

#TrustThePatriots

#TrustThePlan

8/17/2019 5:22:13 PM rafngeirdal Yes, what Majestic 12 wrote as t-1My, might be equivalent with the google result I found on t=1My and what you presented in that Fig. 1 concerning t 

= 1My. If I’m correct, then it would have to do with materials within comets, especially water and/or organic material. Astronomy.

8/17/2019 5:29:01 PM michael81972 My guess is a lot of gold in underground bunkers is about to be confiscated thru DJT’s Exec Order...No sauce just a hunch

8/17/2019 5:31:23 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/jwHgoIklzt

8/17/2019 5:34:15 PM rafngeirdal Your guess that T stands for Time is the correct one, based on what Qurious presented as a copy of page 203 that had two xy diagrams introduced as 

Fig. 1. It didn’t say what My stood for and then the illustration text also showed Myr. M=Minutes? y=year?

8/17/2019 5:38:09 PM engineerearth They also pay themselves with taxpayer$ massive salaries & benefits which they decide they earned lol.  Somehow bankers/board member/CEO's etc. 

are allowed to take massive payouts while the companies themselves & those who actually produce are in abject poverty.

8/17/2019 5:38:56 PM rafngeirdal 2) See the reply by Quriosity @QanonQurator and his enclosed page 203 with the headlines: “Liquid Water and Organics in Comets”. If you are indeed 

educated in chemics, then you would be able to extend on this.

8/17/2019 5:39:25 PM rafngeirdal 3) Chemical Engineer it is.

8/17/2019 5:41:09 PM engineerearth Though I agree so far those 10's of millions of people aren't using them for the most important reason it's in place=to end a tyrannical govt. situation 

aka the oligarchy which is what this is.  If they wait till someone comes knocking on their specific door to late it will be.

8/17/2019 5:41:21 PM 369369rv @ScottMorrisonMP

8/17/2019 5:42:53 PM chancemarshal Thank you

8/17/2019 5:43:18 PM rafngeirdal I simply asked google and it found a similar abbreviation as t=1My concerning a book written in 2001 about Sir Fred Hoyle, a mathematician and 

astronomist. Then Quriosity @QanonQurator found it as t = 1My and it became clear that t stood for time. It’s comet stuff.

8/17/2019 5:44:07 PM state1union BOA stole my home 🏠

8/17/2019 5:44:13 PM antarantanka Central banks monetize human beings. It’s a form of human trafficking. They steal your value and loan it back to you at interest. Commercial banks 

trade your promissory note for your value deposited at the central bank. They do not put their own capital at risk.

8/17/2019 5:45:29 PM engineerearth So telling it was that Reagan & the NRA(all controlled opposition for the oligarchy don't let flowery words fool you believe history) used the Black 

Panthers who were doing the right thing to get self centered people to allow them to massively infringe upon the 2nd amendment. 

pic.twitter.com/gYgCP31hCQ

8/17/2019 5:48:03 PM antarantanka They charge you interest for your own value to create an illusion they have value at risk. The credit scoring business exists to get the highest retail 

interest rate, there is zero incentive for them to have accurate credit data...

8/17/2019 5:50:10 PM rafngeirdal I watched a documentary some 1-3 years ago on YouTube on the construction of the base up on the ice sheet. See how far I have reached in solving 

the T-1My that Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 put forth and could extend on it by using a tweet by @QanonQurator concerning t = 1My.

8/17/2019 5:52:17 PM raisethevib369 I spend almost no time on twitter anymore because I don't want to read all the fights and backbiting. It's everywhere. #EnoughAlready #UnsealEpstein 

#HillaryDropbox

8/17/2019 5:52:17 PM antarantanka When/if you fail to make payments on time they foreclose on a property gaining the wholesale value of the property for value they never had at risk.  

Add mortgage default insurance they gain 2x, 3x, 4x on the loan. There is zero incentive to renegotiate mortgages

8/17/2019 5:55:14 PM rafngeirdal By using google on Safari in my iPhone, the first result was on a book in 2001 about a mathematician and astronomer.

8/17/2019 5:56:29 PM antarantanka Its all Babylonian money magic operating using allusions to create presumptions to create illusions in minds. They even have mirror accounts and 

mirror loans.  It’s all smoke and mirrors to enslave and there’s no need for central banks at all.

8/17/2019 5:57:56 PM rafngeirdal When I searched google on Safari on my iPhone, the first result was about a mathematician.

8/17/2019 6:02:09 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnSealEpstein https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1162854619988529154 …

8/17/2019 6:02:46 PM 1foreverseeking President Trump really likes Andrew Jackson... pic.twitter.com/CiqNjDsEx2

8/17/2019 6:03:07 PM rawphonegirl 😏😏😏

8/17/2019 6:07:25 PM deplorabldamsel I often check MJ12 and ETS. I rarely to never check Neon's blog because I find it boorish and self centered, even if he does have interesting research on

 occasion.  I find more truth here daily than any others lately.  PAYtriots are getting desperate and it shows. 🤷🏻♀️

8/17/2019 6:11:27 PM samsmith0319 Absolutely...we are chattel that are bought and sold on the market...💥👿💥

8/17/2019 6:13:19 PM samsmith0319 And we have been duped to agree to accepting the magic...💥👿💥

8/17/2019 6:13:40 PM samsmith0319 Totally correct...

8/17/2019 6:14:51 PM alinahere ? ...Isn't it YHVH? ...& pronounced YKVK for Respect and Reverence? 🤔

Sorry don't understand your W. 👍

8/17/2019 6:17:27 PM sterkinglights1 It's getting there.

8/17/2019 6:17:56 PM vibryant7 It seems to me that not ONE of my RTs and comments ever shows up on @jack's bullcrap site BUT I RT and comment a lot.  @jack is skanky 4 certain.

8/17/2019 6:19:23 PM kevingi46693568 Yes, both.

8/17/2019 6:20:31 PM kissesnhugsssss Happened to me also

8/17/2019 6:20:45 PM kevingi46693568 They are both apple devices

8/17/2019 6:21:32 PM 1foreverseeking Do you have your settings to show top tweets or tweets as they're made? To check, click on the  little blue bird on the top left. There is a star straight 

across from it towards the right. click on it and see how you have it set up.

8/17/2019 6:26:11 PM karma4event201 By the end of the year, I believe we will hear the Fed is gone.

8/17/2019 6:26:41 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT for 33 mins, OR @ 936 in Your Zone for 33 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

Thread H/T @NeonRevolt & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

8/17 #ThinkForYourself-We The People Are #SheepNoMore. We don’t need #SheepDogs to direct our thoughts. pic.twitter.com/Ee8G3QkkZU

8/17/2019 6:29:28 PM rafngeirdal 👋 @diktrazys: Thank you for following me back. Please see what I just discovered concerning what Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said about T-1My, 

since that led to a road of discoverering ever more, especially after I noticed what @QanonQurator had to say on the matter.

8/17/2019 6:34:21 PM synackstatic How does central banking have a connection to Epstein? Laundering? Pulling USD out of circulation? Though illicit trade?

8/17/2019 6:42:23 PM anneolsen43 Rothschild

8/17/2019 6:58:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will this block the Comey IG Report from coming out?

Do not fall for False Flags from dirty politicians who have connections to Epstein to cover up. 

https://twitter.com/axios/status/1162902620907814912 …

8/17/2019 6:59:37 PM jvan125 That ‘mayor’ needs a cell in Gitmo with the rest of them...🤬🤬🤬

8/17/2019 7:00:14 PM decodematrix Nothing can stop what is coming.

8/17/2019 7:00:52 PM qanongroup False flags for distractions or derailment from the truth is the Democrats way

8/17/2019 7:01:10 PM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/bpbmL3X43j



8/17/2019 7:05:50 PM karma4event201 🤔 The Central Banks are tied to international child trafficker Epstein- money laundering - every Central Bank will fail.  

Good back system for everyone? 👍

8/17/2019 7:06:58 PM muddybumper78 Yeah and it's called antifa

8/17/2019 7:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein has been tweeted/retweeted/liked/viewed on MJ12s account over 100,000,000 times (100M) since we started using the hashtag. 

Together, compounded with your usage of #UnsealEpstein and the power of 3 6 and 9 our collective consciousness manifested the downfall of him.

8/17/2019 7:08:06 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/WuDS3ZbQlg

8/17/2019 7:09:05 PM bob76775554 Peace in Afghanistan next

8/17/2019 7:09:26 PM andyr1112 What's commmys connection 2 Epstein? Is he an Island Donkey like Bill & Hill?

8/17/2019 7:09:27 PM karma4event201 Central Banks are DS and Satanic. 

Pedophile pedovores can't be human and they have been running the world a long time.

8/17/2019 7:10:08 PM jdubz242  pic.twitter.com/hOnKGchCsG

8/17/2019 7:11:09 PM fairyland66 #GreenHilton63

#GreenHilton63

#GreenHilton63

⚖️⚖️⚖️ pic.twitter.com/tL8u3Hmw3j

8/17/2019 7:11:38 PM azuremagus Next project "The Storm" ?

8/17/2019 7:13:02 PM lloydbartender1 Let’s take it to the next level now...

8/17/2019 7:13:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Successful fishing expedition?

🐟🐟🐟

8/17/2019 7:13:55 PM farklew Can you please advise your audience why Clinton in Blue dress portrait, and O'bummer ''Snake in the Grass'' portrait both have six fingers?

8/17/2019 7:13:58 PM keith369me 100 million...holy sheet.  How many times for #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate #UnsealPedogate or #ClintonsBodyCount #ClintonsBodyCount

8/17/2019 7:14:05 PM sterkinglights1 Winning numbers!

8/17/2019 7:14:13 PM 1centralcaligal I love fishin!!

8/17/2019 7:14:57 PM karma4event201 😢 children are more valuable than diamonds 

 https://thepedogate.com/entertainment/mel-gibson-hollywood-elites-kill-innocent-children-drink-their-blood/ …

 http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ …

8/17/2019 7:15:10 PM positively303  pic.twitter.com/r9qZCvHRni

8/17/2019 7:15:16 PM mcpatriot64 How many did we catch this time?

8/17/2019 7:15:26 PM trumps_all What were we fishing for????

8/17/2019 7:15:50 PM karma4event201 They trade in children  😢 https://thepedogate.com/entertainment/mel-gibson-hollywood-elites-kill-innocent-children-drink-their-blood/ …

 http://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ …

8/17/2019 7:15:51 PM anneolsen43 I only saw 2 🤔

8/17/2019 7:16:03 PM ghost_of_billy_ Antifa is toast

8/17/2019 7:16:03 PM sixbennetts 1. 'Off' Epstein

2. Wait for claims against his wealth

3. See who celebrated his 'demise'

4. Round 'em up, Rawhide?

8/17/2019 7:16:06 PM deltaprime_777  https://twitter.com/anonangel55/status/1162869730107101184?s=21 …

8/17/2019 7:16:12 PM nanfran5 Eww! Do one for Hilly and Willy!

8/17/2019 7:16:14 PM keith369me White Supremacy in Portland, SERIOUSLY...what a joke...find a location in the south to make it somewhat believable!!!

8/17/2019 7:16:28 PM bob76775554 [ALICE]

8/17/2019 7:16:30 PM aprilbrown99 We are Majestic and there isn’t anything that we can’t do together! #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/9p5BnmNTXs

8/17/2019 7:16:30 PM positively303 #WWG1WGA #QAnon

8/17/2019 7:16:35 PM decodematrix 🐳

8/17/2019 7:16:59 PM keith369me I’m a vegetarian on Twitter.

8/17/2019 7:19:07 PM renee86743676 Wheeler is a feeler

8/17/2019 7:20:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Banking scam

8/17/2019 7:21:09 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ldEmln7ZOB

8/17/2019 7:22:48 PM corygroshek Nope.

8/17/2019 7:23:31 PM 157amazinggrace Cuckoo. His sick evil ways manifested his downfall.

8/17/2019 7:25:38 PM slaytheeye All they have to do is fart and it’ll block any kind of DECLAS. Yawn.

8/17/2019 7:26:36 PM covertress Can an AI be proven mentally unstable? 

Able to stand trial?

8/17/2019 7:28:54 PM susan66388204 Hoorah!!! I did my best everywhere I could!!! Glad to know I played a tiny part in The Plan.  And shout out to all the others that did so 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/si3ampSXZq

8/17/2019 7:30:10 PM lorenzosghost no doubt https://twitter.com/lorenzosghost/status/1160470029697052672?s=20 …

8/17/2019 7:30:18 PM anneolsen43 Hmmm maybe it is 3 I see

8/17/2019 7:31:08 PM paullamoureux4 You don’t say.

You got some I gather.

Did you get any keepers?

8/17/2019 7:31:33 PM noidaho_gal @Jacci2354

8/17/2019 7:42:12 PM 1_decided_voter Watching these constant delays is like waiting for the freeway to stop so they can cross.

8/17/2019 7:45:02 PM celestialmama There were way more than just white people there 😂. They can just stop already with the nonsense.  People were there shooting video all over the 

place 😂

8/17/2019 7:45:25 PM my2sonznme Yet not one person is being arrested for any of their crimes. All the names and threats of panic....🦗🦗🦗

8/17/2019 7:46:47 PM maryschade14 Good question. Sophie AI wants rights. Is it Is-Be?

8/17/2019 7:48:48 PM maryschade14 They advertised for participants. We know who funds this insanity.

8/17/2019 7:48:58 PM seeker229 Very successful

8/17/2019 7:50:32 PM maryschade14 He is a self proclaimed practicing Satanist..there is that

8/17/2019 7:51:21 PM maryschade14 Love this..

8/17/2019 7:55:22 PM zoombouse Will we ever know the truth & see that ppl pay the price

8/17/2019 7:56:02 PM sheindie .Absolutely !!!!

8/17/2019 7:56:03 PM waibry How did [they] do away with that EO after his death?

8/17/2019 7:56:32 PM sheindie .btw please follow @drawandstrike   - thanks 😃

8/17/2019 7:58:35 PM zoombouse I will !   🙏🏻✝️🇺🇸

8/17/2019 7:59:30 PM state1union God loves Majestic12 WWG1WGA Qanon WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/SJYXTNyPcN

8/17/2019 7:59:47 PM lbf777 Let’s use this method on other deep state goons. 

#UnsealRome



8/17/2019 8:00:05 PM winklerburke Central Bankers are not prophets, knowing the future. They claim to be Divine prophets, knowing when to goose the throttle or step on the brakes to 

change humankind’s fear or greed emotions. But they are not prophets. They are evil to say they are.  But they’re no prophets.

8/17/2019 8:00:42 PM state1union Grow up Neon Were all in this together brother.

8/17/2019 8:02:51 PM winklerburke Since they are not prophets, what are they?  They are ones who took the right to print currency from the US Treasury and gave it to bad themselves. 

This makes them clever devils. Clever devils who arranged a deal putting themselves above all US laws. Clever devils they, indeed.

8/17/2019 8:02:56 PM sudharsanhot Stop Fighting with Patriots PayTriots Shills Larp 

We Need More Eyes 

What's the Plan

8/17/2019 8:06:18 PM winklerburke What do clever devils do? They get infinite money over time, giving them infinite power... which corrupts them infinitely. They become Satanist of the 

most evil order. They go mad. They develop whacky end times plots. Mass depopulation. Financial Bizarro destruction. 16yearplan.

8/17/2019 8:09:06 PM winklerburke Clever devils who have gone mad... project full Bizzaro reality. Negative interest rates are horrid madness, originally to crash all finances with a FF nuke 

war depopulating the planet. Now they are stuck, with no ameliorating plans to remove us from hell hole they put planet in.

8/17/2019 8:13:10 PM winklerburke Q-Trump-MI have a plan.  In short, convict Global Elite Perps, seize their 100 Trillion in assets, pay off national debt, take overFED, let Mr. Market set 

interest rates, let humans flourish again with sound money.  Central Bank prophets will stop ruining world as evil prophets.

8/17/2019 8:17:54 PM big_simp downfall????

are you fricking serious????????????

He walked scott free!!

what sort of account is this?????

8/17/2019 8:18:37 PM big_simp Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = LARP 

·

8/17/2019 8:23:33 PM kathywneal Halt with the Southern bashing. You don't know what you are talking about.

8/17/2019 8:29:02 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/fBmi0apD7f

8/17/2019 8:31:48 PM richard07759712 RT

8/17/2019 8:36:45 PM reasonthroughit Trumps "Green New Deal" 😉

8/17/2019 8:39:01 PM ed_kua Love it when the (in)FILTRATION System does its' job so well.

8/17/2019 8:46:45 PM richardhiatt16 Hell no...  Time for another “BOOM”..... 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/17/2019 8:53:52 PM kyouanahn the proud boys are not very good at being white supremacists.   Interesting, and from the Proud Boys page.  They sure don't look nor act like white 

nationalists. https://youtu.be/k6wJa7FltyQ 

8/17/2019 8:56:55 PM state1union Then why would you snap repost me and call me a larp?

8/17/2019 9:08:38 PM yustein The real creature behind prinze Andrew. These are not human. pic.twitter.com/GeBvVPAnd2

8/17/2019 9:10:12 PM elias45732367 We have too many left-wing voters  the youth is mostly left-wing and even the adults are far from awakened although so many bad things happen here 

I recently had a discussion about migration in germany with a vocational school teacher, She is so blinded time is running out for us

8/17/2019 9:18:05 PM citizenk77 Why do you insist their focus be there specifically?To ensure enough conscious minds energy2make things Happen? I cannot understand any other 

logical reason 4you insisting. in my opinion they need to focus on completely Waking up,not drug thru neg vibes further #TheGreatAwakening

8/17/2019 9:19:03 PM citizenk77 No disrespect intended. Just curious

8/17/2019 9:19:38 PM state1union @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is not a larp and just not familiar with the other account your calling a larp but you coping and pasting my comment and calling me a 

larp is true and you sir are a disappointment to the cause. Sick and your worse than the evil 👿 side

8/17/2019 9:20:10 PM vieiraranch I just read a 49 page police document today that showed that as a ritual abuse symbol, something to do with sexual degradation of victims

8/17/2019 9:27:39 PM iamspirit22 Wow, the evil spirit behind and to the right of him.

8/17/2019 9:33:15 PM state1union God will forgive you for forsaking one of his angels 👼

8/17/2019 9:34:49 PM starehope Epstein was arrested.

8/17/2019 9:35:24 PM _doozier_ >mixed with disinformation. GOTCHU FAM but how long is this gonna go on? I dont wanna simply go from one elite secret-keeping ruler to the next. 

Please tone down the deception as soon as you can we're all sick of it regardless of source

8/17/2019 9:37:59 PM starehope Doesn't want to reproduce?

8/17/2019 9:39:15 PM lall369 GOOD QUESTION...

8/17/2019 9:42:48 PM starehope What? Why is that photo so pixilated?

8/17/2019 9:46:38 PM iamspirit22 It can be seen in both pics.   Relax and trust in yourself.

8/17/2019 9:57:36 PM dalejrfanforevr Friggin embarrassing lib leaders in my town! @tedwheeler @GovKateBrown @repblumenauer 😠😡😠😡😠😣😣😣😣😣

8/17/2019 10:00:19 PM dalejrfanforevr I wanted it vid to keep going, he is SO right! 😣😣😣😣😣😣

8/17/2019 10:08:40 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/b8RovvqZQf

8/17/2019 10:10:55 PM bob76775554  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/954385985730727936?s=19 …

8/17/2019 10:11:14 PM dalejrfanforevr #MAGA & @realDonaldTrump is awesome, but ultimately God is in control .....thank God 'for such a time as this' allowing @realDonaldTrump to help 

us try to recover from the DS & clintons & obamas 💩.

8/17/2019 10:12:05 PM dalejrfanforevr Now THAT sounds good!!!🖒🇺🇸🇮🇱🏁😍🙏😍🙏😍🙏🙏😍😍🖒🇺🇸🇮🇱🏁

8/17/2019 10:13:06 PM decentralizere1 Well that's...odd

8/17/2019 10:13:10 PM iamspirit22 The over the top excessively dilated pupils radiating evil intent?

8/17/2019 10:13:22 PM mamiemcclure17 Oh my you are right!!!! I can see in both pictures.

8/17/2019 10:13:45 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/GuGMlzmJpg

8/17/2019 10:15:05 PM saintmorpheus If you can handle it.

Look up the term. this is the most FUBAR crap i have ever read about.

“W A L N U T  S A U C E”

8/17/2019 10:15:39 PM lisamcat @yingyangwolf75

8/17/2019 10:15:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd No freaking way...they put that in vaccines? OMG, I keep quoting POTUS, "these people are sick."

8/17/2019 10:18:15 PM flgirlsbeenqd See what unity does? 

Bravo!

8/17/2019 10:18:58 PM starehope On who?

8/17/2019 10:19:13 PM flobo2018 Plotkin's deposition on use of aborted fetal tissue in the development of vaccines. https://youtu.be/PN7FQCkiBp8 

8/17/2019 10:20:02 PM starehope What? And MJ12 performs the experiments? No thanjs. That does not resonate with me.

8/17/2019 10:20:54 PM treysmi42368133 So haarp is real??

8/17/2019 10:21:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Believing isn't seeing. pic.twitter.com/DtpvKwqGST

8/17/2019 10:21:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seeing isn't believing. pic.twitter.com/4ACCA0BIoD

8/17/2019 10:22:02 PM molly07751087 The entire population of America.

8/17/2019 10:24:23 PM iamspirit22 It’s what I saw in 2007.  I called a dear friend after seeing him speak and said, omg......

8/17/2019 10:24:27 PM bob76775554 #HATJ



8/17/2019 10:25:57 PM starehope Majestic12 performs experiments on our entire population? I'M done.

8/17/2019 10:26:36 PM state1union I knew it the first time I saw him and his husband Michael on Oprah

8/17/2019 10:28:54 PM 1_decided_voter Their "fear peddling" of deep fakes isn't surprising. Question is, will their efforts to "pre-bunk" them make the real evidence hard for the public to 

believe?

8/17/2019 10:32:22 PM leslieau7 What is this ?

8/17/2019 10:32:35 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/NloXk9Yxml

8/17/2019 10:33:23 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1161024572923293696?s=19 …

8/17/2019 10:37:43 PM lorirrr Ain't that the truth!  And people thought that saltpeter in troops food was bad...😳

8/17/2019 10:38:15 PM iamspirit22 Slow down, open the magnificent that you are, trust it and see closely from your whole being.

8/17/2019 10:49:06 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/fdEOCsc81H

8/17/2019 10:50:49 PM donnama85307626 scary....

8/17/2019 10:51:07 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/X3p7gRGHrV

8/17/2019 10:53:04 PM lightonthehill "Politician Flips Out"

He seems pretty calm to me.

8/17/2019 10:53:28 PM iamspirit22 You have already.  You wouldn’t be here otherwise.  Give yourself a break, love. and patience.

8/17/2019 10:57:10 PM cyntheses @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 __

8/17/2019 11:01:39 PM lightonthehill Think for yourself.

8/17/2019 11:03:00 PM state1union Michelle is a man

8/17/2019 11:03:51 PM bhaggy1008 Next...

8/17/2019 11:04:01 PM awkenedwarrior I follow the information, not the people.

I follow what resonates and trust myself.

I allow myself to be wrong, and learn.

There is no finish line, I’ll continue without end.

8/17/2019 11:06:39 PM state1union What is Obama? Andy? Are you suggesting he is a woman? Common

8/17/2019 11:09:13 PM blsdbe I am God. I am Not God. 

Sex Is Love. Sex Is Not Love. 

💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️

We gotta break this crazy Matrix Programming... pic.twitter.com/bMSatkoyBW

8/17/2019 11:09:46 PM yustein Now see this... look at the eyebrow structure where it meets the upper nose in the middle. And look at the top of his head... These are not human... 

pic.twitter.com/EV5F0tKwfo

8/17/2019 11:10:49 PM andyr1112 Honestly it looks like they made him look like pepe or kek or w.e. the hell tht Frog thing is

8/17/2019 11:10:52 PM keith369me Thank you for that thought provoking yet disturbing image.

8/17/2019 11:11:39 PM yustein Now see this... look at the eyebrow structure where it meets the upper nose in the middle. And look at the top of his head... These are not human... 

pic.twitter.com/ewZ1Vb9rGQ

8/17/2019 11:12:26 PM keith369me So you wrote this without providing a link to the Ted Talk?

8/17/2019 11:15:45 PM keith369me We’ve been lied to constantly our entire lives.

8/17/2019 11:22:29 PM state1union Your right c_a plant for Manchurian President but most don’t know this. Remember he is Muslim brotherhood from Harvard.

8/17/2019 11:23:13 PM syrrah2 he’s not down, just changed jobs.  Real question is what’s going on with freeing the kids and trafficked people?  He was supposed to be the keystone, 

so when will the network be brought down now the keystone has been loosened? Epstein is alive and well.

8/17/2019 11:26:59 PM 1_decided_voter Hope they were listening when we reported this nut!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkOV2nnn0xo&feature=youtu.be …

 https://youtu.be/PnXJv-CcgY4 

8/17/2019 11:27:28 PM state1union Wow 😲

8/17/2019 11:28:47 PM state1union Try not to be scared

8/17/2019 11:31:25 PM unstoppablencp Wow nice

8/17/2019 11:36:24 PM keith369me Thank you very much Matt

8/17/2019 11:38:37 PM susan66388204 Who even has a clue as to what the real truth is anymore?

8/17/2019 11:41:43 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/K4nRWUrsyD

8/17/2019 11:42:27 PM girlawakeinca Let’s change this. We are awake pic.twitter.com/ejOVSOPcvb

8/17/2019 11:42:45 PM anonlegion13 So now what? Its not like justice was served. How about we start a new one? #unsealgetty #occupythegetty

8/17/2019 11:47:03 PM punkbudgie1 To be fair i think he manufactured his own downfall by being a pedo ....

8/17/2019 11:47:26 PM donnama85307626 He just looks f ed up !!!!

8/17/2019 11:48:31 PM donnama85307626 I've been around long enough.. I'm NOT scared. he just looks creepy..

8/17/2019 11:49:02 PM girlawakeinca It’s been quite the awakening for many of us.  I’m grateful for the lessons, because now we can change it. pic.twitter.com/LVdnjZhscO

8/17/2019 11:50:57 PM punkbudgie1 How about these 2....

#AnifaAreTerrorists @AnifaAreTheFascists pic.twitter.com/a2HgSKdrlm

8/17/2019 11:55:12 PM otctrader2 @wwg1wga93583681

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/eiNkJb81oA

8/18/2019 12:04:42 AM jayrambin Yea. That one hits deep. Wow.

8/18/2019 12:11:13 AM state1union Huma

8/18/2019 12:12:43 AM state1union What does this illusion mean?

8/18/2019 12:13:39 AM aspennmax64_l They have been messing with the "natiral" order for a decades. 😑 A$$holes

8/18/2019 12:13:48 AM state1union I don’t understand

8/18/2019 12:27:15 AM giediknight  https://www.theguardian.com/theguardian/2010/dec/05/barack-obama-doppelganger-ilham-anas …

8/18/2019 12:32:44 AM tweedlealice THE DEEP STATE WINS AGAIN.

8/18/2019 12:49:59 AM pomeinnz Corn moon coming?

8/18/2019 12:53:41 AM elias45732367 I ask the question now until it has been answered: what about germany? There is hardly any hope left with us

8/18/2019 12:54:31 AM 3nmbrs Expand further on weather.

Do some digging on Huntsville, AL, a city that might be the most high-tech, black-project filled city in the U.S.

*ArmyBallisticMissileCommand

*RedstoneArsenal

*NASA MarshallSpaceFlightCenter

*Werner Von Braun German Rocket team lived/died here.
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8/18/2019 12:58:09 AM 3nmbrs Early 1980's a public TV broadcast was on air locally in Huntsville, AL.

It was a live broadcast.

It showed a large conference room packed full of people with one person up on the stage speaking on his subject.

The subject was weather modification.

2 of 4

8/18/2019 1:04:29 AM 3nmbrs The guy speaking had "slides" that he would show/display on a very big screen that was half the size of a movie theatre screen which is quite large.

The slides were well done/packed full of info.

The best part?

He showed exactly how BIG weather systems were modified/moved.

3 of 4

8/18/2019 1:10:05 AM joinna6 Dosed hard..

8/18/2019 1:11:21 AM 3nmbrs Ions are positive & negative in air were manipulated by 2 to 3 different stations placed around the globe.

To manipulate big weather systems they would point at least two station's "rays" & crisscross them at a geolocated point to block or scoot a weather 

system.

<--Basic info.

8/18/2019 1:12:38 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/OGpNm67qHv

8/18/2019 1:13:38 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/nb3hv9aWPw

8/18/2019 1:17:25 AM 3nmbrs Imagine in 2019 how much {THEY'VE} learned & improved {THEIR} weather modification techniques?

{THEY} currently can cause "sound" to float in a narrow band 2ft X 2ft wide over distance?

What can {THEY} now do w/ions in the air?

Heat or cool air, evaporate or condense moisture?

8/18/2019 1:20:33 AM jaded_pearl Are they going to stop now? Is the harm that has been done going to be somehow removed?

8/18/2019 1:21:51 AM wiggley_dale  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Twch-T-n8Ns&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3zlXgKt50k5rzQzEX2F_VIhz50h3qgtk5ljhZmP4uGxccJtq4T-EXSdJk …

8/18/2019 1:27:41 AM wiggley_dale This is a vaccine insert. That little colored bs piece of paper the pediatrician gives you isn’t a vaccine insert. 1955 original polio vaccine contains Simian 

40 virus which can be passed dowon 4 generations and causes brain cancers! pic.twitter.com/dPsnLAqjsp

8/18/2019 1:27:43 AM mgtucsi Not so fast.  They already have everything they needed.

8/18/2019 1:49:18 AM ogwokeaf Only dogs.

8/18/2019 1:59:36 AM 3nmbrs Purposefully disinforming & saying "Hillary will be arrested tomorrow" is not harmful to anyone.

Deceiving info about overall mission of Q, anons, & Trump is quite another type of lie.

Lies to deceive over-time become harder to manage & easier to detect.

So far so good.

TBV

8/18/2019 2:23:01 AM jeremyrobards7  pic.twitter.com/XvCLFYn3dZ

8/18/2019 2:23:52 AM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/rVmkj86P86

8/18/2019 2:30:05 AM munro_shitposts Can you give some context to this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xjAtOP8umX

8/18/2019 2:32:11 AM melissa04412149 Freemasonry, I think.. it's a warning tool. Saw a construction, masonry guy with it. He was being initiated, but, he could of also been in a fight 😊.

8/18/2019 2:33:51 AM melissa04412149 Whoops.  You meant tattooed eyes. Sorry.. 😔,

8/18/2019 2:50:49 AM stormystorm10 Dark magic seems to take twice as much energy with half the result 😬👀

8/18/2019 2:57:15 AM ari_arifu Witches would have never done such a thing

8/18/2019 3:04:42 AM todd0431 When is HRC's turn?

8/18/2019 3:40:17 AM rafngeirdal Well if you press on the original tweet by Majestic 12, the reply by Quriosity should appear. If Majestic allows the - to be changed to = then both 

Quriosity and I have solved that first part of the riddle: the formula. That then opens up the possibilities you have mentioned.

8/18/2019 3:47:59 AM taitai78787 I wonder if this has anything to do with Financial reset ?

Why would Chase bank not sell this debt to another bank? 

Wiping out customers credit card debt is unheard of...? 

@X22Report @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy 

https://twitter.com/WelkomElisabeth/status/1159961350342402048 …
8/18/2019 3:48:23 AM rudivandijk Symbolism will be their downfall... #DarkToLight https://twitter.com/SethZero1/status/1161856583556448256?s=09 …

8/18/2019 3:52:22 AM kathyanna7 It is written, The adder attached itself to Paul’s hand in which he shook it off into the fire and suffered no evil. May all the children of God be filled with 

the Spirit so that the poison injected, be shook off & cast into the fire along with those who create & push this evil

8/18/2019 4:14:29 AM thericharddoyle 2/

Fleet” (rogue Alliance– & .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 assets included)) be using this specific tech ( https://www.gaia.com/video/voice-god-technology …) on lil 

ol’ me — if only to now attempt:

< https://youtu.be/m5w0zTYlIvg > — (37:28–39:33) —>

What could I only have discovered naturally* – and why are they afraid .. pic.twitter.com/4QHxjRudEa
8/18/2019 4:18:48 AM ba88890495 Branded?????

8/18/2019 4:32:19 AM natureinspace Unfortunately yes it is.

8/18/2019 4:33:14 AM hyena_silent Dubya paints. I wonder.

8/18/2019 4:34:03 AM aleks8837 Yes! That has been my conclusion for 5 years! I thought the meaning of life must be: "To find out what I don't understand, and then try to understand 

that". 👍

8/18/2019 4:34:37 AM natureinspace Back when Katrina came through I heard rumors that Bush intentionally created that hurricane. I totally dismissed it as crazy talk at the time. But now I 

wonder if it's true. Any comment on it?

8/18/2019 4:40:52 AM aleks8837 Most likely interpretation. Cool! :O

8/18/2019 4:43:19 AM dawnmartin5 $$$ or gear for one’s own life and family = this conclusion

8/18/2019 4:45:06 AM kindeandtrue Brilliant observation!

8/18/2019 4:49:27 AM dawnmartin5 How do you get Q alerts like that?

8/18/2019 4:52:23 AM afarliturgia I Need just one photograph of Ex-president Andrés Pastrana in the Island, just one

8/18/2019 4:53:57 AM aleks8837 "Known" where?

8/18/2019 5:04:28 AM aleks8837 Stop trodding in self-pity and low vibrations, mate! We're all in this together. Start meditating, go out, lie in the grass in the sun. Do chanting (make 

sound) while relaxing your throat muscles.

8/18/2019 5:08:08 AM jerrylforrest1 Perfect Representation of Democrats! Their Views are all Upside Down and no good for America or Americans! Vote them all Out!

8/18/2019 5:17:27 AM kennedy_lohr on the left side of this face is an image of a spirit, bald wearing a suit coat and tie... on the right is another, smaller spirit with glowing eyes



8/18/2019 5:32:31 AM kennedy_lohr I believe karma may be much like a mirror, reflecting back what it has been shown.  Govern yourselves accordingly, as you may reap what you have 

sewn.

8/18/2019 5:33:04 AM sterkinglights1 Because ALICE programming shows up in us all. what we are doing here is stating what is coming from this account. your position is that we should not 

follow this account. Life is about love and being loved. Follow or don't. It doesn't affect us. 4me life is better loving

8/18/2019 5:35:10 AM theraphinj What are earth’s frequencies?

Phase conjugate - negentropic 

What are they now? pic.twitter.com/XYbOePsc1f

8/18/2019 5:43:39 AM bdab28  pic.twitter.com/jkAXtkG7LJ

8/18/2019 5:43:50 AM wishfulldreamz We've got your back!  Take heart!  You will be fine.. give it some time....

8/18/2019 5:47:55 AM david00997884 Sounds like HARP was born

8/18/2019 5:50:13 AM maryschade14 Unsure. But you ask a very forward thought question. Truthfully AI was never a Necessity..nor computers..and again some Crisis will be 

manufactured..yet unaccountable scientists including my own brother continue to design and create..

8/18/2019 5:51:57 AM jared4liberty What’d ya catch?

Who*

8/18/2019 5:52:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd There is no hell...at least the burning kind. When you die your consciousness leaves your body, your soul returns to see if the mission you were sent to 

do was accomplished. If you choose dark, you have to work to fix what karma you've collected. That is my understanding.

8/18/2019 5:53:53 AM sterkinglights1 Spiraling fractals?

8/18/2019 5:56:13 AM tamravee AND THIS IS WHAT HAS BEEN HIDDEN SO WELL

8/18/2019 5:57:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd About YHWH, that is the Anunaki Jehovian rebellion group and that is not Creator. That is a false God.

8/18/2019 5:57:39 AM tamravee example : Doug Parker CEO American Airlines .

You should see what he does in the shadows !

8/18/2019 5:58:42 AM tamravee Titanic sinkers

8/18/2019 6:05:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd There is no great YHWH, that is a false God invented and  they use VOG (Voice of God) technology for brainwashing. I know this because I was in a cult 

that worshiped the false God, Jehovah.  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Blood_Covenant …

8/18/2019 6:05:39 AM mgodfrey99 If you have an Android you can download it from the play store. pic.twitter.com/iGsi72AYpq

8/18/2019 6:05:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 When your IS-BE reenters the higher dimensions, only other IS-BEs can affect your reincarnation, not "your" karma. Its a semantic but important.

8/18/2019 6:06:35 AM fear_me_999 Dans work connected so many things for me. Revolutionary 😍

8/18/2019 6:11:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 More significant than you realize. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160181547795980293 …

8/18/2019 6:12:52 AM anneolsen43 Expand on that please

8/18/2019 6:14:24 AM jimmyjameswwg1 Dang...and you posted this at 911 🤔🤔🤔 how significant are we exactly talking? 😏

8/18/2019 6:14:34 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/wxwHMXXnSx

8/18/2019 6:15:42 AM anneolsen43 My thoughts exactly!

8/18/2019 6:16:19 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/18/2019 6:16:31 AM rawphonegirl 🤔🤔🤔 https://twitter.com/WriteHandPaths/status/1161912584536088576 …

8/18/2019 6:17:05 AM crt14361013 😮😮😮

8/18/2019 6:19:46 AM sterkinglights1 good Q+!

8/18/2019 6:19:55 AM keith369me It wasn’t southern bashing...it’s a stereotype based upon history.  Sorry if you’re offended...the KKK wasn’t exactly a staple of inner cities.

8/18/2019 6:23:21 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/utNTkiBiJE

8/18/2019 6:23:47 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/V68XrkR0wa

8/18/2019 6:24:01 AM start313hichq My Google-Earth App’s Notification ... 👀 pic.twitter.com/0wP9qyIinC

8/18/2019 6:24:37 AM keith369me ??? https://twitter.com/keith72256137/status/1162065947068383232?s=21 …

8/18/2019 6:24:46 AM anneolsen43 Space Force is 💯 necessary but Could you please tell me if those "chosen" to be part of it have been chosen for a reason. I understand there will be 

training but do they take randoms?

8/18/2019 6:25:11 AM aspennmax64_l "Natural"! 😕 

old fingers?...

Or stupid auto correct?! Lol🤣

8/18/2019 6:25:12 AM highhopesusa He wasn’t exactly a family man...

8/18/2019 6:25:21 AM qsoldier14 There is info out there claiming that’s what happened. you should research it but I guess we will only know the truth when it all comes out ! VICTORY 

OF YHE LIGHT!

8/18/2019 6:27:28 AM crt14361013 😮😮😮😮😮

🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔

🤨🤨🤨🤨🤨

8/18/2019 6:27:53 AM anneolsen43 I believe it’s just to put out misinformation.

8/18/2019 6:31:20 AM sivarte It's turning into 8chan quickly with regards to divisiontwits.... I got caught up in it too and had to take a step back. 

#WWG1WGA

#ReFocus

8/18/2019 6:34:05 AM yourkiddingme5 I cannot unsee this now.....how strange!

8/18/2019 6:34:55 AM sterkinglights1 Fact: look up vaccine ingredients

8/18/2019 6:37:27 AM yourkiddingme5 I get that the Bush one may be stretching it a bit.  Just can't tell for sure.

8/18/2019 6:39:11 AM olimyracle Do you know them personally or you just insult strangers you know nothing about?

Does it affect your business or are you just against protests in general?

Have you ever read the definition of determination or just compassion?

Do you know who planned the #YellowVests first? pic.twitter.com/rXPE7cWWHv

8/18/2019 6:39:23 AM yourkiddingme5 And then there is this strangeness.... pic.twitter.com/dGD8cy5MAv

8/18/2019 6:39:26 AM _chelseaproject Damn, is that photo real?

8/18/2019 6:39:34 AM yustein Good you are awakened now... 💥

8/18/2019 6:40:15 AM yustein 6 fingers I can understand.

8/18/2019 6:40:44 AM 313looper  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1162916497301356544?s=21 …

8/18/2019 6:41:45 AM johnsville14 It's likely the Deep State has been using these technologies for years in many different ways. This stuff has all been kept from us but once we break 

their stranglehold we'll gain back all those technologies/medicines that are rightfully ours.

8/18/2019 6:42:04 AM covertress #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp pic.twitter.com/gFxebgqCwb

8/18/2019 6:47:21 AM djlok If time is an illusion could Hitler = Epstein?  Maybe the same IS?



8/18/2019 6:47:26 AM theraphinj I LOVE DAN!

Is there anyone more brilliant!?

His latest interview, just posted few hours ago🙏🏻❤️

Stay fractal my friend⚛️ https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=OpdQv48SshI …

8/18/2019 6:48:29 AM keith369me It’s more likely that they have been using technology that is far superior to this, yet keeping their slaves from even using this “inferior” 

technology...think people dying after discovering automotive technology to reduce the need for fossil fuels or health cures.

8/18/2019 6:50:32 AM usss_211 End the Fed

8/18/2019 6:51:04 AM keith369me Have a tough time envisioning this...but perhaps another individual within the Hitler circle.

8/18/2019 6:51:55 AM eyegloarts One must assume that the paid shills are changing platforms due to their current inability to make $ with 8ch on temporary hiatus 😉 watch for the 

influx of fake #MAGA new accounts created since it went down sowing division and hatred and being outrageous

8/18/2019 6:52:54 AM djlok Well if/when we find out Epstein had some weird eugenics sh!t operation going on, it will be very telling.

8/18/2019 6:53:24 AM rawphonegirl 🤔🤔🤔 https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1163073943411892226 …

8/18/2019 6:54:45 AM michael81972 Israel is run by the khazarian mafia at the moment...It needs to be freed...

8/18/2019 6:56:13 AM thoughttazer Why allow (them) to control the narrative? Get on the offensive- RELEASE the IG Report and BE the news!  (They) are never going to cease their antics. 

There is no perfect moment- so stop waiting for it.

8/18/2019 6:58:02 AM molly07751087 Amazing video about sacrificial altar found on Jekyll Is. where Fed Reserve started. Story starts at min 1:08:00 https://youtu.be/HcYw3bkB_pg 

8/18/2019 6:58:36 AM djlok Yeah, like I believed the first picture was just a photo of Obama upside down and then realized that's not what I was seeing.  Clearly, seeing != Believing 

and believing != Seeing.

8/18/2019 6:58:54 AM s_langers No. Pretty sure Merkel was born years after Hitler was reported dead, and if he was spirited away to another country post his reported suicide I'm 

fairly certain he wouldn't be dressing up in his Nazi uniform

8/18/2019 6:59:59 AM s_langers If the Merkel/Hitler bloodline is legit, there's another explanation

8/18/2019 7:02:35 AM wishfulldreamz SB2 says no pic.twitter.com/zYlvutXz0C

8/18/2019 7:10:19 AM derangedmuppet1 Not bad, but did you ever see the side by side of 0bama & Bin Laden? I think there's even a video of it! It's freaky resemblance!

8/18/2019 7:10:20 AM notyour28981739 Vaccine Excipient and Media Summary:

WI-38 and MRC-5 are human aborted fetal material

VERO cells are Green monkey 

The rest is pretty clear.

 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/appdx-full-b.pdf …

8/18/2019 7:12:46 AM derangedmuppet1 Ha! somebody's either got some Hella cool software, or an extremely lot of time on their hands. Nicely done

8/18/2019 7:13:01 AM maryschade14 Israel biblically is NOT UN Ashekanazi Babylonian Talmud Israel. Studying scripture would clear that up..

Ashekanzi stem from Japhet son of Noah who went East..where Cain and Nimrod walked..away from Torah into worship of Ba'al..Ham sexually 

assaulted Noah. pic.twitter.com/hy4gFhaDlc

8/18/2019 7:14:42 AM usa12345678usa israel will be freed of the corruption...it has to be.  same as the usa... remember, discernement is necessary..many make generalizations that are 

antisemetic... israel has a lot of various political groups that dont put 

g-d first..judaism is conservative.  not part of the cabal

8/18/2019 7:16:38 AM notyour28981739 And here is a link to every vaccine package insert licensed in the U.S.  Take special note of #13 on each insert where it says, "has NOT been evaluated 

for carcinogenic, mutagenic properties, or the impairment of fertility." https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/vaccines/vaccines-licensed-use-

united-states …

8/18/2019 7:17:04 AM rick_hernandez They did say he wanted to see the human race https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/08/epstein-planned-to-seed-human-race-with-his-dna-by-

impregnating-scores-of-women-in-new-mexico/ …

8/18/2019 7:18:17 AM starehope Just as the internet offers so much in educational benefits, yet has gone awry with evil such as child porn available at the touch of a finger.

8/18/2019 7:19:29 AM wgo_us It’s easier to say “what’s NOT underground “

8/18/2019 7:20:03 AM rick_hernandez *seed

8/18/2019 7:22:02 AM giediknight I have not, I will need to look that up

8/18/2019 7:23:50 AM 3nmbrs Sarcasm, love it.

8/18/2019 7:24:05 AM aprilbrown99 Makes me sick just thinking about it. 🤢🤢🤢 pic.twitter.com/U1BvA1KXcx

8/18/2019 7:24:48 AM wolfspirit1 Antarctica... reason why his plane took a trip there a few days ago?

8/18/2019 7:27:13 AM jimmyfalk5 🔴 INTERESTING...

EVA BRAUN ---> Hilter

      ---> Anna DUNHAM (daughter)

              ---> Barack OBAMA (son)

BLOODLINES are important...

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/vDPyYMigOJ
8/18/2019 7:28:07 AM ascendingadam How a 5D Pleiadian views Karma, sounds VERY familiar. https://youtu.be/qkPjNoIi6ao 

8/18/2019 7:28:12 AM sivarte Good analysis and you are right. They seem to have well established twitter accounts to make it appear they are all about the MAGA but then cause 

division where followers feel they have to take sides over petty differences. Q warned us about posers & need to use discernment

8/18/2019 7:28:33 AM looking4truth3 It is the truth .. even the bones they held as evidence of Hiltler’s body when examined turned out to be female bones.  His death pictures were FAKED!!

8/18/2019 7:31:30 AM enomai_ Ohhh. Great points. 

Simplistically Great

8/18/2019 7:31:31 AM wyatt251 Let’s ask the church see what happen to him n who claimed the body before autopsy again that van that no one logged on a Saturday right before all 

this went down n left 🤔 the camera 📸 offline changed cells lady visitor just before it so happened lol called GITMO

8/18/2019 7:32:12 AM richzen2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that’s a really strange pattern

8/18/2019 7:33:11 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/ertgsxgSCZ

8/18/2019 7:38:22 AM kathleen3693693 (Too much cannabis maybe?)

It's like oil in an engine. Too much oil blows the gaskets and may even ruin the engine.



8/18/2019 7:39:06 AM abby4trump All Epstein Court sketches reveal he wore blue jumpsuits.

The MCC doesn't use orange.  

Man on the gurney looks more like Anthony Bourdain and Tony Rodham than Jeffrey Epstein.

Let's continue looking at details! pic.twitter.com/rHE554KQ7s

8/18/2019 7:39:10 AM bandit13049556 He run to Argentina.....🥺

8/18/2019 7:39:42 AM woodworkeranon Sure he can. However as an omniscient entity, he knows how everything will happen, every choice every outcome no matter what, so has he 

preordained everything? And if so why would he change his mind? Wouldn't he have already decided the path from the beginning?

8/18/2019 7:40:29 AM sjnolala The KKK was a staple of Democrat leadership and policies though.

8/18/2019 7:40:56 AM aprilbrown99 Here is the link to the Majestic archives. You can search for anything...such as IS-BEs, karma, higher dimensions, etc.  

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

8/18/2019 7:40:57 AM bbanderson50158 I've often (for decades) thought about time travel. 

I came to the conclusion not long ago that travel to past was impossible due to grandfather paradox. 

I'm guessing quantum computing solved this problem? With it's ability to account for butterfly effect?

8/18/2019 7:41:58 AM kathleen3693693 True enough. But keep in mind what extreme, perpetual cold would do to his Mr. Wizard...

8/18/2019 7:43:36 AM pfc1975 Brazilian villa?

8/18/2019 7:44:05 AM bbanderson50158 However travel forward is easy, with less complications.

Everyone is able to move forward at the pace of living life. But I've often wondered if the LHC would produce a strong enough magnetic field to fold the 

fabric of spacetime.

These are just my theories folks. No judge pls

8/18/2019 7:44:29 AM 11111christian Nearly correct.  Age regression is real.

8/18/2019 7:45:27 AM 11111christian What's in East Cuba? Gitmo

8/18/2019 7:45:30 AM anon17173 Agreed. Its all a Distraction. If we dont give them the attention they seek then it wont be fun for them anymore! Ignore it & it goes away. Just like an 

Elementary school bully!! IGNORE THEM & Concentrate on the real issues!

8/18/2019 7:46:49 AM 11111christian Grandmother

8/18/2019 7:47:05 AM 11111christian Mother

8/18/2019 7:48:02 AM jorwriter Central banks are the true enemy of the people, not this left-right nonsense!

8/18/2019 7:48:23 AM 11111christian Yes it's real. But it's not AM but she is related to H.

8/18/2019 7:53:52 AM dogbitebrian JFKJr. Maybe

8/18/2019 7:54:16 AM kathleen3693693 Considering all the fake BS news, I believe it's fake "history" too that has been taught. If you compare history books from the 1900s to the balderdash 

they tout as history now, all is suspect. We've been lied to all of our lives.

8/18/2019 7:55:20 AM michelleywenz Those bastards

8/18/2019 7:58:48 AM eyegloarts I've been seeing this tactic for over 30 years. With the advent of instant communication of events others are seeing too. Unfortunate that those that 

are young and impressionable and being fed lies and used as puppets do not. 😐

8/18/2019 8:04:41 AM bdab28 A deal with the CIA or with the Whitehats?

8/18/2019 8:12:05 AM mjs__smile Yes it’s real...and Hitler is a Rothschild pic.twitter.com/ZOr7ZHezQp

8/18/2019 8:12:56 AM v_rags Man that makes so much sense! Depopulation agenda replaced by [them]

8/18/2019 8:13:47 AM v_rags Twin soul?

8/18/2019 8:16:58 AM 3nmbrs He's (Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler) just toeing the progressive-socialist-liberal party-line per his handler's instructions.

You should see the presser on city offices after the protests, he is one weird strange dude.

8/18/2019 8:16:59 AM unstoppablencp I don’t know if you really want me to get into this here in this venue!!!

8/18/2019 8:17:11 AM gribbs7 Lets do Hillary next!!

8/18/2019 8:20:04 AM 3nmbrs So get this, ready?

This directly from PPD after protest:

Only 1,200 protestors.

But over 700+ LEO's on hand working specifically for/during the protests.

Mayor Wheeler acted like the Chines army invade Portland with 100,000 men.

8/18/2019 8:21:49 AM richard07759712 The trick is to Stay over the Target, Aquire and complete

8/18/2019 8:22:57 AM antgigz  pic.twitter.com/LTTZcjwXS9

8/18/2019 8:23:07 AM elias45732367 I can't just pretend like everything's okay. Every day women, children and men die and the perpetrators are still portrayed as victims. Perpetrators are 

made victims in order to protect refugee policy.

8/18/2019 8:24:15 AM elias45732367 Whats with germany?

8/18/2019 8:25:24 AM richard07759712 RT’g

8/18/2019 8:26:18 AM richard07759712 Yup

8/18/2019 8:26:25 AM bhopki True - and you can even predict when the cameras will malfunction in advance. After the next narrative the Fake News Industrial Complex are going to 

push - a few blurry images will be wheeled out to make the case & verifiable footage will be significantly absent.

8/18/2019 8:27:09 AM rhondanight Barbra bush is supposedly aleister Crowley’s daughter / so it wouldn’t surprise me if many are breed thru blk ops programs-

8/18/2019 8:27:24 AM richard07759712 Interesting thought

8/18/2019 8:28:01 AM bananen72077651 It seems unlikely that 3, 6 and 9 has magic properties by themself. The effect is probably caused by collective placebo. 3, 6 and 9 will only have special 

properties while many beleve so. https://www.theproblemsite.com/vortex/ 

8/18/2019 8:30:04 AM milove131  pic.twitter.com/hRja5dbyLi

8/18/2019 8:31:04 AM johnsville14 What about the Romanovs?

8/18/2019 8:31:44 AM unidentifiedta1 A ritual on the old ego and being reborn. The Hanged Man Tarot Card represents the Norse God Odin, who hangs himself from tree to gain knowledge. 

The card means self sacrifice and the photo usually depicts a person who is aware and very comfortable with what they are doing.

8/18/2019 8:33:52 AM f45_5 Gr8t Dig!

8/18/2019 8:35:03 AM eskeljoyce Gosh, I forgot about that. Couldn’t figure out why the government wasn’t doing much. Woke now!

8/18/2019 8:38:51 AM state1union Sick right?  These kids probably think 🤔 it means actual pizza 🍕 I would before understanding what the hell these pedos speak. God it’s so disgusting.

8/18/2019 8:39:06 AM charitable_fury Locked up...forever...GITMO.😎🇺🇸

8/18/2019 8:40:39 AM anneolsen43 Thanks April .... I feel as though I am invisible to MJ 🤔



8/18/2019 8:43:32 AM richard07759712 I am not God, I am a Son of God 

Relationship

8/18/2019 8:44:34 AM decodematrix They are allegedly good and work with the Earth alliance.

8/18/2019 8:46:30 AM eskeljoyce I hear you. I live in California and it’s bad here. What I do know is the whole world is about to wake up to the horrors that the deep state (cabal) have 

been up to for posssibly decades.  Keep praying and hang on ...it may be a bumpy ride. God is in control.

8/18/2019 8:48:58 AM state1union Lol 😂

8/18/2019 8:49:34 AM gdsils22 He better watch his back. The crook bankers don’t like this truth getting out.

8/18/2019 8:50:27 AM vtwin75hd Portland has a crisis theater with a lot of bad actors in it

8/18/2019 8:55:42 AM eskeljoyce My question is...is he still alive or did he commit suicide? 😉

8/18/2019 8:56:17 AM galadri09060100 Did he flee to Antarctica, where is plane was headed? Who is behind it?

8/18/2019 8:58:25 AM mitchrobison59 Who's the owner of the hand coming off Obama shoulder. Impossible and photo shopped and horribly done.

8/18/2019 8:58:57 AM 313looper 🥶...🤢

8/18/2019 8:59:44 AM lightseeker2012 Camp Century, 600 ballistic missiles, toxic nuclear waste

#ProjectIceworm https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/27/receding-icecap-top-secret-us-nuclear-project-greenland-camp-century-project-

iceworm …

8/18/2019 9:03:57 AM narcissist_ghst Hitler didn’t commit suicide; he faked his death and escaped to Argentina or somewhere.

8/18/2019 9:04:48 AM enomai_ #fakewitches

8/18/2019 9:05:26 AM yourkiddingme5 These videos are interesting to me.  What are your thoughts?  

432: https://youtu.be/5KYYnVO-3fE 

8/18/2019 9:05:56 AM yourkiddingme5 432 second video: https://youtu.be/WDgt6UZ3Kb0 

8/18/2019 9:06:22 AM yourkiddingme5 432 third thoughts: https://youtu.be/2Xb1GlRAroY 

8/18/2019 9:09:22 AM state1union Are these people all the spawn of Hitler?  Kinda like Jeffrey Epstein wanting a super soldier race with his DNA?

8/18/2019 9:10:10 AM _girlmaher_ Is Epstein Hugh Rhodam's son? Cuz he and the Tony sure look alike. Did he have his eulogy read by his sister?! :D

8/18/2019 9:12:25 AM justthefaxpleez This is so scary.

8/18/2019 9:14:17 AM jrocktigers Cant go over 20 knots, the boat is so heavy..

8/18/2019 9:20:57 AM crimson_chelsea  pic.twitter.com/D2OvSVAgQu

8/18/2019 9:22:14 AM bbobbio71 Another entrance?

8/18/2019 9:27:54 AM covertress Different jumpsuit colors mean different things in jail/prison.

Green = suicide watch or those charged with murder

Orange = violent or unruly behavior

Blue = low threat, misdemeanor or non-violent felony charge

Perhaps Epstein's jail status changed with the color of his jumpsuit?

8/18/2019 9:29:12 AM kachinagtto Interesting that these spikes seem to keep happening on the 17th 🤔 pic.twitter.com/hisfjHl27q

8/18/2019 9:31:38 AM dshepherdtrump Is this why Antarctica is so secret too? Whats in Antarctica thats so secretive? 

When will the Public know? 

I always stated that there is No Way we are the only human race in this Universe

8/18/2019 9:36:20 AM djlok This may be like a Future Proves Past on steroids if #Epstein reappears.

8/18/2019 9:38:51 AM anneolsen43 Seth Rich Murder = Fusion GPS dossier..Hillary's purchase of the DNC that rigged the primaries against Bernie Sanders

8/18/2019 9:41:39 AM decodematrix Yea don't want any fish to jump out.

8/18/2019 9:42:25 AM burgersandra More: https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

8/18/2019 9:45:12 AM selvestekjetil Clones got «life» contained. What happens when the host body dies? 

Answer that and you have the significance MJ referring to. I think🧐

Yay or nay @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

8/18/2019 9:47:51 AM f45_5 I’m glad I found this.  Important 🔑 to moving forward

8/18/2019 9:49:54 AM kachinagtto April, May, June, July for comparison.  Collective consciousness at play? pic.twitter.com/83Ui8fRVFR

8/18/2019 9:51:17 AM chrispacheco24 Vomiting

8/18/2019 9:58:50 AM richardhiatt16 THANK YOU! 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/18/2019 9:59:17 AM laurabusse You can focus on that

Something you can probably do almost nothing about

And feel horrible

Or

You can focus on the beautiful changes you want to see in the world

Peace Love etc

Focus on that

And feel peace and love instead

"Be the change you want to see..."
8/18/2019 10:00:29 AM woodworkeranon Fair enough.

8/18/2019 10:02:40 AM bhopki  pic.twitter.com/CoFL5zfzDe

8/18/2019 10:03:31 AM elias45732367 Tell that to the mother of his child who was thrown in front of the train or to the relatives of the victim in stuttgart who is publicly executed with a 

sword. It doesn't work as easy as you say it does.

8/18/2019 10:14:36 AM jdltr450  pic.twitter.com/UX9aYRpFrh

8/18/2019 10:16:18 AM decodematrix Epstein is alive and at Gitmo.

8/18/2019 10:22:42 AM linnyt7 He was really interested in seeding the world with his dna.

8/18/2019 10:42:54 AM jlundr When reentering does who we think we are meld with past experiences to form a complete awareness of who and what we are? Is conscious 

awareness in higher dimensions similar to what we experience on Earth?

8/18/2019 10:44:12 AM kathleen3693693 David Icke is right about the reptilians masquerading around as "royalty." 

I had a run-in with one of those beings back in the '80s. I wasn't killed, but I do get cold-sweaty and sort of panicky thinking of the encounter.

8/18/2019 10:47:39 AM identityasxy .

Well, this 2002 report is disturbing.

"Washington's New World Order Weapons Have the Ability to Trigger Climate Change"

 by Michel Chossudovsky, 

Professor of Economics, University of Ottawa

 https://archives.globalresearch.ca/articles/CHO201A.html …

see also https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-ultimate-weapon-of-mass-destruction-owning-the-weather-for-military-use-2/5306386 …



8/18/2019 10:52:08 AM yustein I ran into them many times. Very nasty encounters in short. If my higher self wasn’t who he is I would have been killed. In each encounter an incredibly 

bright light bomb exploded. When I could see again they were gone. If I didn’t know this I couldn’t leave the house.

8/18/2019 10:54:49 AM sheshifts001 Sounds about right - would make all the sense in a unified theory :)))

8/18/2019 10:59:42 AM stormystorm10 😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/zeZdzmvzcY

8/18/2019 11:00:39 AM henrysi5 SSP abandoned useless him

8/18/2019 11:02:23 AM magaglam Why is #DickCheney Headlining a Fundraiser for Trump !? Backed by @IvankaTrump @jaredkushner ⁉️ 🐠 fishy 🐟 or fishing 🎣 @realDonaldTrump 

@SecPompeo @QBlueSkyQ @gholland04 @Bluepopcorn8 @RaeAnon @smalltownandrew @SayWhenLA @ChristinePolon1 @ranchwife11 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kbq225  https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1160022271349678081 … pic.twitter.com/LnI7ujin7T

8/18/2019 11:03:12 AM destinlola @FBI @SecretService @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @PhillyQ_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RedPilledNative @suyingeorge @DOJ 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS  Something wrong here. https://twitter.com/hrtablaze/status/1163135740768731136 …

8/18/2019 11:04:04 AM renee86743676 That's disturbing

8/18/2019 11:06:36 AM enomai_ Boom.

I love this

8/18/2019 11:07:47 AM david00997884 Thst would mean Resistance have him. Good their White Hats

8/18/2019 11:09:48 AM enomai_ What does it matter to the "central bankers" if banks keep borrowing and go belly up?  They know the system is an illusion. It's just paper, they let 

people borrow, borrow, borrow until belly up. It's not like it costed the Rothschild or Payeurs anything. It just made it where...

8/18/2019 11:10:14 AM eskeljoyce I meant to say centuries not decades!

8/18/2019 11:11:10 AM richard07759712 RT’g part II

8/18/2019 11:11:38 AM enomai_ "YOU" feel like you owe them and are in debt to their illusion. In which reality you don't owe them "NOTHING". now, you just enslaved yourself into a 

fake bs system. An illusion,  theirs.

8/18/2019 11:13:42 AM girlawakeinca Wisdom right there. Thank you Hermit ❤️🙏

8/18/2019 11:15:55 AM kathleen3693693 Very nasty creatures, indeed.

8/18/2019 11:17:44 AM desirelove101 That was my first thought! Someone in the prison system even posted on 4chan his body was swapped.

8/18/2019 11:26:00 AM nabonnand Guilty, silenced, protective custody or a combination of these. I’m watching a movie 🎥 and don’t have enough clues to answer yet. I do know there 

aren’t 9 officers committing suicide in NY by coincidence.

8/18/2019 11:29:53 AM kindeandtrue October 13 is a day of great significance for Catholics who believe the Fatima Message. Day when the Miracle of the Sun occurred at Fatima.

8/18/2019 11:35:36 AM karina89350882 Hitler was an "active" guy - ask chancelor Merkl about Family-history, who is who???

8/18/2019 11:36:17 AM kindeandtrue "Do not fall for False Flags from dirty politicians who have connections to Epstein to cover up." (I sure hope this is not a reference to POTUS 45.)

8/18/2019 11:42:24 AM zagnett This appears to mean that "karmic" decisions upon an IS-BE are made collectively by other IS-BEs. A Universal "Jury System" it seems. We are Each 

Others' Judges, apparently. Fascinating.🧐😎🤩

8/18/2019 11:43:33 AM pwalt68 🤔

8/18/2019 11:50:29 AM azuremagus Goode and Wilcock not the best sources, old intel. at best

8/18/2019 11:51:41 AM azuremagus 👍

8/18/2019 11:54:28 AM yustein My view right now. I already see in 5D and above. I can also show it to others. My vibration gets embedded into the multidimensional photo. The 

friend on the right side is an ascended Dragon not one of the Vril/Draco evil being. pic.twitter.com/s5EkmIKgYd

8/18/2019 11:55:19 AM helenjhall1 Something really stinks!!!

8/18/2019 11:55:31 AM karma4event201 Gold backed System. 

👍

8/18/2019 11:58:05 AM yustein @davidicke is right. This was captured by public TV in Toronto. I slowed down the video and enhanced. Look at the tongue. They are mocking us in 

public. pic.twitter.com/SrRixUwCA9

8/18/2019 11:58:52 AM azuremagus Where did the real Obama and Hitler go, hmmmm....

8/18/2019 12:03:17 PM magaglam Maybe he made a deal but Trump said “No Deals” pic.twitter.com/ViGoctnsr1

8/18/2019 12:10:05 PM nea_storm Interesting how you are expressing word craft spells yet obfuscate the driving force of all Creation being the utilization or transformation of spiritual 

energy via Our Conscious attention combined with the qualification of our emotions amplification = Intention that leave 1)a-1 

pic.twitter.com/lquCmARwBv

8/18/2019 12:11:09 PM sivarte  pic.twitter.com/q7q7LzVMXs

8/18/2019 12:13:04 PM jimmyfalk5 The chosen ones... pic.twitter.com/6Ty6tRC9vR

8/18/2019 12:13:57 PM nea_storm an energetic record that is readily felt by life & matter being energy oscillating as we all know at various frequencies: Hence it has been proven that 

everything is energy: Here is only one example of a wonderful experiment demonstrating this fact  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOp-

bxNug5A … 1)a-b pic.twitter.com/48AVRlRdT7

8/18/2019 12:14:50 PM natureinspace And lots of people including children went missing. That part pretty much was swept under the rug.

8/18/2019 12:15:19 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the 

United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/18/2019 12:19:14 PM sterkinglights1 English is a modern form of German.

8/18/2019 12:21:22 PM nea_storm It is most definitely true there exist beings invested to intentionally pervert & adopt others spiritual life force with the intention to lower the energetic 

frequency of spiritual conscious life by the focusing of conscious attention upon anti-life perceptions & anti-life 1)a-3 pic.twitter.com/5z9yWrhHCL

8/18/2019 12:25:09 PM sterkinglights1 Then there is the Knowing.

8/18/2019 12:25:35 PM difiorecharles Also pretty fucked how MSM is 

“Reporting” that the days leading to his “suicide” his hair was disheveled and he hadn’t shaved....

Looks clean to me for faaaaks sakes

8/18/2019 12:27:34 PM usernamt8ken What do other days look like, I'm curious

8/18/2019 12:28:50 PM nea_storm emotions to utilize a Creators Free Will manifesting forms that bind/bond people to their own misqualified energy manifestations due to their own 

DNA Biogenetic energetic signature that require (-0-) balancing corrections: It is the transformation we are presently 1)a-4 pic.twitter.com/HQr04ZVd5Z

8/18/2019 12:32:34 PM sterkinglights1 A perversion of truths. We are Devine. Fire isn't evol but can be destructive so can Water, Earth even  Air has forces. I believe it is not inherently evol 

but a perversion of truths and elemental facts. Alcohol is not bad and has its value including Anastasia..

8/18/2019 12:33:18 PM nea_storm experiencing & in truth for a very long time, in relative expression: It is also the reason Occult realities had to be set aside decades ago: To reveal the 

simplicity of spirit is readily felt by all life & matter as you beautifully expressed it simply "is": This is also 1)a-5 pic.twitter.com/ljWHKWe63o

8/18/2019 12:35:57 PM sterkinglights1 The process has a purpose. Weather it be putrifaction or petrafaction fermentation or Lamentations. We grow as individuals we grow as a whole. Yes 

there has been too much trauma and pain. It's time to move on to a brand new way of living full of zest and abundance.

8/18/2019 12:37:13 PM nea_storm Profoundly expressed via the transition from strict adherence to intellectual operations of "Letter of the Law" to the return of the Sacred feminine 

energy operations of "Spirit of the Law": Hebrews 7: The tragedy is the majority have been programmed to listen intellectually1)a-6 

pic.twitter.com/JHd7zi8YtW

8/18/2019 12:38:20 PM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the battles are being fought, hopefully common sense will prevail. Dark to light  http://woked.co/lawsuit-water-fluoridation/ …



8/18/2019 12:38:28 PM juliafromqueens Why are you posting this?

8/18/2019 12:38:56 PM lorieve Cursive flows and spirals and elevates language into a beautiful dance that criss crosses from one side of our brain to the other. Writing intentionally 

with flow and flair in the knowing that words are sacred and carry with them life and death. Sacredness and profanity, choices.

8/18/2019 12:40:13 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/wNc8rR7ZWv

8/18/2019 12:41:23 PM allahuniversal Be sure to read the thread referred to. It'll be obvious that Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler is who the tweet is referring to.

8/18/2019 12:44:35 PM magaglam I dont think I owe you an answer but .... If something isn’t right we question it ... #QAnon #Qarmy #QResearch ... Where’s George Bush W !? Any 

answers ?? The past presidents haven’t exactly been opening their arms to support President Trump 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸#PatriotsAwakened #Trump2020 

pic.twitter.com/UeTSBQbjzL

8/18/2019 12:46:09 PM magaglam #DeepState pic.twitter.com/54vF3IneXF

8/18/2019 12:49:36 PM nea_storm Agree hence why it is essential to first locate one's base energetic frequency to regain as sterkinglights1 expressed "knowing": One knowing thyself as 

Socrates truthfully disclosed is crucial to rediscover inner knowing & intuition of Our spirit that is multidimensional 1)b-1 pic.twitter.com/kaedE8DC4d

8/18/2019 12:49:42 PM 3nmbrs NOTICE the blue/light blue radiating striped pyramid with the all-seeing eye on the metal cabinet behind the girl in the center of this pic?

8/18/2019 12:51:41 PM keith369me Yes, southern democrats

8/18/2019 12:53:19 PM nea_storm piercing the veil of hypnotic programed illusions whether they were created by Our own ignorance or by others intentionally accidentally or otherwise: 

The Majestic beauty of rediscovering our Creator abilities & infinite potential is the true magic of self healing & far more1)b2 

pic.twitter.com/g9XtU3Dyej

8/18/2019 12:54:02 PM notevenchad17 As a penmanship and self-trained neurologist (Anon of course) I love what you're saying. NO coincidence penmanship has been eliminated from 

schools.

8/18/2019 12:55:28 PM davedagruber I heard about him headlining and I'm still trying to figure out why.

8/18/2019 12:58:53 PM lorieve Love it!

8/18/2019 12:59:05 PM nea_storm Beautifully expressed truth of reality zero (-0-) balance is essential to allow the forward movement of spiritual Conscious growth of Creators 

constructive manifestations realignment and alignment with existing advancing higher frequencies that are always ever present around us 

pic.twitter.com/mdEOV5L14C

8/18/2019 1:01:51 PM qblueskyq This is about good verses evil- Bushes, Clintons, Obama all part of the deep state

8/18/2019 1:03:06 PM nea_storm Free Will choices of intention ever present in all that we manifest is all determined by intention regardless of the form something may appear to you: 

Hence the expression do not judge by appearances! We as spiritually Conscious people are moving rapidly beyond the judgement1)c-1 

pic.twitter.com/YaAvPM70mq

8/18/2019 1:03:23 PM raeanon Without question

8/18/2019 1:06:36 PM nea_storm of by appearances alone: This is exhibited by even our dialogues with each other here that previously was yet known outwardly to exist: Including the 

fact others whom held artificial control of people's conscious attention have lost the control of mass attention used by MSM 1)c-2 

pic.twitter.com/RcZOIOGLo6

8/18/2019 1:06:53 PM fm49685690 We need to beat these DEMS

8/18/2019 1:08:51 PM olimyracle You seem to be in the U.S.

How does the #YellowVests protests affects you personally?

When you take the long road, do you stop in the middleway?

Why don't you organize a protest against protests? 🙃 pic.twitter.com/n3Oelr8rn7

8/18/2019 1:10:23 PM magaglam #Amen We know that Trump is always 5 steps ahead ... 🇺🇸🇺🇸#GreatAwakening #Trump2020 {{Good vs. Evil Indeed}} pic.twitter.com/9B1LpPFiY4

8/18/2019 1:10:50 PM raeanon Indeed. #DickCheney should be with his pal, GHWB

Why ISN’T he? 

Why indeed.

Figure out the answer, then you’ll know 😡🤛

8/18/2019 1:14:00 PM nea_storm intentionally versus well from the Conscious awareness of spirit: Hence the true meaning of A-brah-am & Melchizedek are only cups as are all forms of 

words, thus the complexity of every changing semantics: (sigh & giggles): How about the true meaning of Luke 8:10? Yummy! 1)a-7 

pic.twitter.com/4J1AMFjXA6

8/18/2019 1:16:51 PM wwg1wga10432367 Operation Disclosure indicated he agreed to fake his death knowing the cabal had already threatened him and he’s relocated to Gitmo for the rest of 

his life for intelligence in the take down of hundreds more. AG Barr has alluded the same in a tweet.

8/18/2019 1:17:05 PM wwg1wga10432367 Gitmo

8/18/2019 1:20:01 PM nea_storm Those titles are pure energy they are actual descriptions of spirit: The breath of spirit every time we breath: We take in electroplasmic energy & 

transform this energy into multiple essential & nonessential Creator manifestations! Ok Geeking Out! Thank you OldWiseHermit! 1)a-8 

pic.twitter.com/Q9Pe1P37QV

8/18/2019 1:20:32 PM covertress Glyphs similar to the numerals of Pythagoras?

8/18/2019 1:21:56 PM jessewa25340831 No it did not.  Hillary did!

8/18/2019 1:22:51 PM olimyracle Saying "it must stop" is not a point of view in my point of view 😁

Being close to the people instead of throwing agressive orders based on non verified infos sounds more constructive to me.

Where do you learn from the #YellowVests movment? Come around to learn about Solidarity pic.twitter.com/yDtzNIh9lP

8/18/2019 1:26:02 PM nea_storm Our Conscious zero (-0-) balance unity of our Triune nature (spirit-mind-body) is essential to regaining & ReClaiming what has been forgotten: That's all 

simply dormant awaiting Conscious awakening & Key activation: Moving out of the obfuscation of intellectual to spirit 1)a-9 

pic.twitter.com/yjVOo7RMzd

8/18/2019 1:30:48 PM nun_chucknorris Perhaps the satanic worship opens up the channel for them to reincarnate anyway when they normally would not. Could be a big cycle if the evil IS’ 

continue to cycle through this way.

8/18/2019 1:32:18 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/SURUKTQhIW

8/18/2019 1:37:52 PM bruno4666 Just heard on Chris Everard podcast that an Epstein foundation jet was tracked on flight tracker on the day of suicide going from NY to Antarctica.  All 

info scrubbed from the internet the following day.

8/18/2019 1:37:55 PM lizrad2 I'd say Fishing. But our Maestro knows I'm sure!!

8/18/2019 1:49:28 PM cleandeepstate Evil

8/18/2019 1:50:48 PM blsdbe Nice Timing

8/18/2019 1:51:30 PM seamountmermaid My insight is that this will make it more difficult if not impossible for our children to read old handwritten documents because they aren't learning 

cursive. Also fyi I was taught capitals signify #1 formal names or #2 titles or #3 start of a sentence.

8/18/2019 1:59:13 PM brad34351293 Many people in Argentina/South America said they saw him after. "Hunting Hitler" TV series of History Channel.

8/18/2019 2:00:24 PM juliafromqueens Thanks!  You are questioning a fundraiser by Cheney for Trump, yes?  My thought - Simple Trump pardoned Scooter Libby and this is Cheney’s thank 

you!  A pardon GWB should have done!



8/18/2019 2:01:24 PM nea_storm He's not in Argentina Silly! He's somewhere else! It's just disclosure demonstrated by interesting Facts like those odd confession paintings depicting 

premeditated Capital Crimes by former seditious & Treasonous Presidents Clowning around while in the Fiduciary Oval Office: Oops 

pic.twitter.com/Cqr0dGxlpc

8/18/2019 2:08:36 PM goulven100 And you, Who are you and where are you to tell us how cliver thé yellow west are !

I saw and see them, illiterate, violent against a democraticaly elected government.

8/18/2019 2:10:49 PM nea_storm Agree! Awareness of history is essential for wisdom: These are all only tools, cups to assist us to "somehow" communicate until we utilize more & more 

higher forms of communication like Oh dear going to express it - "telepathy" which many of us already use: "Love" the dialogue! 

pic.twitter.com/TwXhi5umYA

8/18/2019 2:13:29 PM my2sonznme No idea what this means....anyone??

8/18/2019 2:15:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intelligently designed?

Consequence of Natural Selection?

Manifestation of Consciousness? https://twitter.com/pattymo/status/1162713210312695808 …

8/18/2019 2:18:01 PM kjr1963 or it hurts and they want the mean dolphins to stop...

8/18/2019 2:18:48 PM americanpetal I’m confused. I thought Dolphins were gentle, loving, intelligent animals?

8/18/2019 2:19:14 PM jamiegrahamusa Engineering...like we all are.

8/18/2019 2:20:33 PM aetherwalker1 Consciousness is the motive force of physical Evolution, correct?

8/18/2019 2:20:52 PM jamiegrahamusa Our brains etc are already AI. I designed software and was stellar at it over n above all "certified" md engineers. I've either done it before or I 

channel....listened to what needed to happen for humanity.

8/18/2019 2:21:53 PM keith369me That need to eat in a 3D world...I guess they are stuck in the Matrix too!!!

8/18/2019 2:22:00 PM deinosofdeicide Hitler didn't d- Ooooohhhhh. pic.twitter.com/anot4tnG5v

8/18/2019 2:22:05 PM enomai_ Subtlely entered signal?

8/18/2019 2:22:07 PM jamiegrahamusa I stopped where I saw it was going as it hurt my soul. Then I was zapped. Heart. But I'm STILL HERE. GOD OR WHOEVER IS W ME.

8/18/2019 2:24:03 PM brad34351293 & Neon seems to have anger issues.

8/18/2019 2:25:14 PM sterkinglights1 Nope. Think 1980's high school football team.

8/18/2019 2:25:59 PM maryschade14 That is part of the UN Leftist NWO Agenda 21 propaganda..

To worship creatures..to equate humans with creatures..

Natural=Carnal

Carnal=Flesh

Flesh=Lust

Lust=Flesh

Flesh=Carnal

Carnal=Natural

Natural state..without True Light

Boredom within the elite..

Lust Dopamine

Moar and moar
8/18/2019 2:26:03 PM jesusloves88888 Currency is a fraud based system easily exposed by who has the ability to produce "credit creation". It's one of the most powerful systems of control.

8/18/2019 2:26:15 PM sterkinglights1 So long goodbye and thanks for all the 🐟.

8/18/2019 2:26:24 PM aetherwalker1 Oh yeah.. JE is in a very special place.  😉

8/18/2019 2:28:21 PM americanpetal Ok, that’s even worse.

Jeez.

Got it.

✔🇺🇸🙏🤦♀️

8/18/2019 2:28:51 PM maryschade14 Consciousness..

Even Psychopaths are Consciously Aware..

Conscience however..not so much..

It is not self analysis that makes us.. It is the ability to Feel Empathy..we are in a time of a loss of empathy within younger generations..

8/18/2019 2:28:57 PM _doozier_ >ywn get lit on pufferfish venom with your sentient dolphin bros

8/18/2019 2:29:34 PM giediknight  https://wearesonar.org/2015/12/01/dolphin-vs-human-bodies-not-as-different-as-they-seem/ …

8/18/2019 2:30:27 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/9mKZIsvkLT

8/18/2019 2:32:34 PM ethereal_shaman The dolphins are doing to the pufferfish what the cult is doing to other humans.  Is it innate within them or is it from outside influence?

8/18/2019 2:32:57 PM magaglam Seems reasonable. Thank You. Only Time will tell if he #DickCheney is getting a one way pass to Gitmo or sentenced for #Treason. #Trump2020 

#Justice pic.twitter.com/1cskiFkpND

8/18/2019 2:34:26 PM punkbudgie1 Hitler didn't die he lived out his life in Argentina and Brazil and had 2 daughters and died in the 80s

8/18/2019 2:35:05 PM giediknight  https://v.bitmov.io/v/443d37b7a0fd46a8a69ac999379f18b3 …

8/18/2019 2:36:34 PM s_langers ...so he's fled Germany, survived a few years in a new country, Merkel is born, given a few years to grow up then he dresses up in his Nazi uniform for a 

photo op?

Come on.

8/18/2019 2:37:05 PM yustein Intelligently designed for sure. All life is intelligently designed. If your reflex makes the attacker high, you are in deep shit my friend.

8/18/2019 2:37:22 PM seeker229 What about a puffin? pic.twitter.com/kEQDLXGPxc

8/18/2019 2:39:12 PM _vvoke_ The douche blocked me.

8/18/2019 2:40:52 PM winklerburke Manifestation of global human consciousness?  Humans are powerful mind broadcasters.  As we do better, all creation does better.  The reverse is also 

sadly true.  Look for tells in both directions. See cats and dogs helping children on YouTube. Etc. Etc.

8/18/2019 2:42:09 PM olimyracle I am in Geneva and I work in the background to defend the right to manifest and to denounce illegal violences that leaded to hunderts headwounds 

since 9 months.

#YellowVests is an international movement and is needed for the people to take their rights back.

Join US on Aug 31 ! pic.twitter.com/AVH34EiUDi

8/18/2019 2:45:30 PM cosmic_engineer Feeding off the screams of terror.

Sounds like a group we all know too well

8/18/2019 2:46:58 PM state1union Good question could it be a frequency in the waters making the Dolphins drug addicted like this and want to torture and kill the puffer fish?

8/18/2019 2:51:25 PM rhianonmat Not at all.  His death means ANY evidence gathered from his homes, property, etc are now admissible in court proceedings against his buddies because 

his death means he can't keep them out of evidence.

8/18/2019 2:59:52 PM dani_mb Oooo. Ok sorry. ☹️

8/18/2019 3:00:02 PM lvdckdynsty WHAT is filth feeding on!??  Innocence, consciousness, sentience,  all, none, other...?

8/18/2019 3:06:24 PM covertress Only one answer is Majestic

8/18/2019 3:06:34 PM juliafromqueens Yes agree but I’d first like Barry Hussein, Crooked Hillary, Brennan and Comey to report to Gitmo! 😳



8/18/2019 3:08:27 PM howdoyoumakeah1 We saw this pattern in Egypt, Libya, Syria, and Ukraine: "peaceful protesters" followed by agent provocateurs followed by governments getting 

overthrown.

Then emerged groups like BLM and ANTIFA..pre-packaged NGO hate-groups supported by MSM hate-mongering.  USA>Chopping Block 

pic.twitter.com/ZRYAFtKeBR

8/18/2019 3:09:04 PM goulven100 #GiletsJaunes is a french mouvement.

They do not manifest but organize riots with violence and occasionally looting 

They blackmail french people : give us what  we want or you’ll havé blocking of economy 

You defend that ?

8/18/2019 3:11:48 PM tinfoil1254 🤣🤣🤣🤣 that funny as shit... I really can't stop laughing

8/18/2019 3:23:56 PM slave001nomore  pic.twitter.com/VXfvma0fzh

8/18/2019 3:27:31 PM aetherwalker1 very interdasting.  🤔

Today I received the same 'download' about the Cabal using children as a drug.

8/18/2019 3:27:54 PM jamiegrahamusa Hi...so odd. Was going thru boxes and found a Star Trek script. I'm over the half mark and I thought how or when did I have it? Bottom line it spurred 

me to watch the series on ANTENNA TV. It's a direct disclosure. Amazing. pic.twitter.com/ckPyoZFjKU

8/18/2019 3:29:56 PM twinkleblinc So God invented an AI and it’s the human brain?

8/18/2019 3:32:02 PM jamiegrahamusa All hidden. I remember a guy that invested in a company etc...at Tropez...one prince had a lady...women on yacht n she overdosed. The yacht man that 

did it was just exiled to an island...the yacht guy who through her over. 

And Where is the cement community in middle of ocean?

8/18/2019 3:34:01 PM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Debt is control of our humanity, kids etc. You know. Hugz brother, #QDpie

8/18/2019 3:37:51 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/gnWlxC1yfO

8/18/2019 3:40:04 PM magamadnessusa God of course!

8/18/2019 3:40:56 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/3VsEeTqQLg

8/18/2019 3:41:39 PM rawphonegirl So long and thanks for all the fish! pic.twitter.com/sQS3l35vGR

8/18/2019 3:45:22 PM iamyou132 Why would consciousness manifest a scream as a fear response? The power of sound?

8/18/2019 3:47:10 PM v_rags Why does this remind me of when Epstein squealed in his jail cell? I could be way off just trying to connect the dots.

8/18/2019 3:48:12 PM opensenseme May I share this thread on my blog?

8/18/2019 3:48:41 PM aprilbrown99 Like adrenochrome.

8/18/2019 3:50:58 PM sue_meadows11 Because you can fool some people some of the time, but can’t fool all the people all the time? #PoliticalCreep... pun intended.

8/18/2019 3:52:33 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "[Central Banking] Sorry, your browser doesn't support embedded videos Central to 

Epstein Sorry, your browser doesn't sup […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1162837449137152000.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

8/18/2019 3:52:39 PM makilamc Then God said, "Let the waters team with swarms of living creatures...God created the great sea monsters and every living creature that moves, with 

which the waters swarmed after their kind...on the 5th day. Gen 1:21-23

8/18/2019 3:54:37 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/PnkLqN5q7M

8/18/2019 3:57:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 9=0 pic.twitter.com/Csyq50Xip7

8/18/2019 3:59:19 PM pomeinnz 360

8/18/2019 3:59:23 PM girlawakeinca Zero balance. Everyone is Witnessing via Front Row Seats the House Cleaning of the Ages (-0-) Balance. TY @nea_storm

8/18/2019 4:00:01 PM dubbydubb How about [A]=[W]? Resting Wind?

8/18/2019 4:00:10 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/RuJdi94CVM

8/18/2019 4:00:14 PM dark2light9 Ephesians 4:25

Therefore, laying aside falsehood, SPEAK TRUTH EACH ONE of you WITH HIS NEIGHBOR, for we are members of one another..............

8/18/2019 4:00:16 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/nztF40k6IU

8/18/2019 4:00:22 PM trickydude77 hitler supposedly was offered safe passage to south America , theres a town at the very bottom that has high tower guard posts and set up just like a 

german town . hitler lived out his days there bottom of argentina . if you dig youll find it

8/18/2019 4:00:39 PM dutchqanon  pic.twitter.com/fv8ihorqCp

8/18/2019 4:00:47 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/TjEClqXy00

8/18/2019 4:02:12 PM olimyracle You seem misinformed. Come and meet the people, then make up your mind. I have been shocked by the extreme violence of the police that occured 

since day1 of the protests.

It has yet been proven that #YellowVests is a pacific movement, and they are active in many countries. Fact. pic.twitter.com/VIOw6h6ZUS

8/18/2019 4:02:28 PM wahiggins3 Vortex Math

8/18/2019 4:03:24 PM alisledgon If you want to understand the universe think in terms of frequency and waves

8/18/2019 4:04:19 PM surfing123456 Hey MJ not all of us PATRIOTS understand this stuff. Lol  But dude I’m trying REALLY hard and I appreciate the time and effort you guys give us

8/18/2019 4:07:22 PM yellahabibihela Cross section of DNA?

8/18/2019 4:08:02 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/jsK9OJxfDj

8/18/2019 4:09:22 PM v_rags Yes! I agree!

8/18/2019 4:10:13 PM opensenseme Yep ... they sure are. Every time I see a man or woman on the street having a conversation with air, I know it’s them.

8/18/2019 4:10:14 PM v_rags Wow April where did you get the pic. On the right?  That is really deep.

8/18/2019 4:11:10 PM covertress H2? #JeffreyEpstein

8/18/2019 4:11:26 PM jamiegrahamusa Yes but I'm not sure it was God. But we are all connected. Haven't you thought of someone or event and they contact u? How do u think wireless 

phone calls happen?

8/18/2019 4:12:57 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Vito, sorry I don’t recall. I found it last year sometime. Could have been from someone on Twitter or from one of the videos on Tesla.

8/18/2019 4:13:55 PM girlawakeinca  http://whale.to/b/horus.html 

8/18/2019 4:14:20 PM v_rags Ahh ok man love that will study/mediate on it later. 💜.

8/18/2019 4:14:30 PM nea_storm Highly suspicious almost like someone is invested in is having unrealistic perceptions of operating reality? Nah! pic.twitter.com/rfXQv2yUm5

8/18/2019 4:15:25 PM msalien To far over my head, also. But I try...lol

8/18/2019 4:16:14 PM marnisheppeard They alter history in real time. Sometimes they even send me emails to laugh at me for being erased.

8/18/2019 4:17:16 PM jballz1021 9 is a mirror upon everything including itself. Everything and nothing at the same time. The VOID.

8/18/2019 4:17:19 PM kachinagtto You can see the charts on @schumannbot feed. Updated every two hours

8/18/2019 4:18:17 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/weII8sRnIo

8/18/2019 4:18:56 PM theraphinj Marco Roden?

Randy Powel?

8/18/2019 4:19:58 PM theraphinj  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Fbyc9JW3vtk …

8/18/2019 4:19:59 PM daahmom #dickcheney is the epitome of #DeepState! 🤦🏻♀️

8/18/2019 4:20:56 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 



8/18/2019 4:21:48 PM yustein We are playing games are we? Http://bit.ly/aware27   What you posted is the root of zero point energy.

8/18/2019 4:22:03 PM djlok So if 9 = 0, that means Source = 0?   Interesting.

8/18/2019 4:24:01 PM laurabusse @bussemusic

8/18/2019 4:24:07 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106029769756475392?s=21 …

8/18/2019 4:25:26 PM joyfans1 Well said! 👏

8/18/2019 4:26:55 PM nea_storm Wow! They[BH] always coveting what they[BH] are incapable of ever creating, inventing and/or manifesting! The work you have done as you well know 

has a definitive DNA Biogenetic energy signature of Your beautiful contribution! They are a passing cloud that will be forgotten!1/2 

pic.twitter.com/mE2ZdUa318

8/18/2019 4:27:52 PM catkeela HAARP

8/18/2019 4:28:55 PM __truthseeker_ 1 + 8 + 9 ÷ 8 = purple

8/18/2019 4:29:09 PM lbf777 I remember as a kid marveling at how 9 always ends up canceling itself out when added. So 9+7=16. 1+6=7. 

9 is just like a 0 in this case.

8/18/2019 4:30:22 PM girlawakeinca What she said Marni. ❤️💫☝

8/18/2019 4:30:45 PM nea_storm While you Marni and what you have contributed to constructive civilization "is" Standing as an eternal record of ever expanding perfection! The[BH] 

are incapable of altering the eternal records! What [BH] have done is an illusion: Everything constructive we each have done Stands! 

pic.twitter.com/R5j1gWIWPI

8/18/2019 4:32:17 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032646912044875781?s=20 …

8/18/2019 4:32:32 PM wearethenews1 What’s the application though?

8/18/2019 4:33:50 PM bitofdis #Mathemagics

👍

8/18/2019 4:36:13 PM mere_catalyst I know it’s not a match, but this is the first thing my mind saw when looking at that. pic.twitter.com/vbaRUGDg6G

8/18/2019 4:36:18 PM kachinagtto When I saw this post, “Zep Tepi” entered my mind - but I’m unsure about the connection.

8/18/2019 4:37:07 PM pomeinnz Thread

@QBlueSkyQ

@daniellauhlig

@freenaynow

@qanon76

@LizzJustLizz

@intheMatrixxx

@kbq225

@ChristinePolon1

@SaintDamienNZL

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1163232018294923265 …
8/18/2019 4:37:21 PM starehope It has always amazed me, that at a certain stage of gestation, the species are basically similar and indistinguishable. One could not differentiate a 

chicken from a dog from a human. Amazing!

8/18/2019 4:38:45 PM covertress My breathing meditation today, 

focusing on the pyramid pattern of

3 9 6 in your diagram above.

Breathe In (counting 4 beats): 

begin at 3, go to 9 (beat 1), go to 6 (beat 2), go to 9 (beat 3), go to 3 (beat 4).

Breathe Out: begin at 3, go to 9, 6, 9, 3.

Felt vibration raised! pic.twitter.com/7PMhYnYxEq
8/18/2019 4:39:13 PM davidurbano Interesting how that drawing is describing this actual installation  sculpture. Look at the kettle. It’s missing some ingredients and the idea is horrifying. 

[Johnson & Johnson grounds for sculpture, NJ] pic.twitter.com/lu9ADOYcYd

8/18/2019 4:41:51 PM starehope That is a hungry Puffin trying to decide how to cook the dinner.

8/18/2019 4:43:33 PM richardhiatt16 Well, I think I’ll just try to work with my IS-BE for the mean time.. Oh, time is an illusion, so I’ll just try and BE me and worry about the “jury” when the 

event ( time) occurs 🤓

8/18/2019 4:45:29 PM anneolsen43 Ying Yang =9

8/18/2019 4:47:43 PM pomeinnz give us a Qlue

8/18/2019 4:53:24 PM ladtacarms What I see here is resonance. I understand the equilibrium associated with 3 6 9.  But I do not understand the relationship. 9=0 is vague, could mean 

anything. Probably something right in front of me, when it dawns on me I’ll be able to move forward. The future is bright.

8/18/2019 4:53:56 PM msalien Thank you so very much...

8/18/2019 4:56:35 PM twinkleblinc Yeah sure, but AI is “artificial” and humans aren’t.

8/18/2019 4:58:02 PM galadri09060100 Jehovah?

8/18/2019 4:58:56 PM darktolightjedi Death faked like Hitler.

Significant because?

8/18/2019 5:01:32 PM 1_decided_voter I can visualize quite the vivid motions to this pattern in my mind. Along with it I can hear a song forming that goes "3 and 9 and 6 and 9 and..."

8/18/2019 5:03:56 PM starehope A Psychopath lives in a different reality, they are not lucid. They will see, feel, hear, etc., that which those around them do not. When given certain 

drugs, they become lucid or aware of the reality everyone else is in. They are not consciously aware unless they are drugged.

8/18/2019 5:04:43 PM f45_5 I❤️Nicola Tesla!

8/18/2019 5:05:26 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12....... You wear my brain out 😳

8/18/2019 5:06:09 PM 92michael Nice! Did you have any success with project the pyramid shape out in front of you, with your eyes open? Did u see any faces, or hear any buzzing or 

other sounds.

8/18/2019 5:09:24 PM lvdckdynsty No, Demonrats; location meaningless.

8/18/2019 5:10:09 PM chipdthompson Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by the United States 

Governerate outside of law, oversight and governance because of a discovery that took place in the Desert in Roswel […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

8/18/2019 5:12:59 PM darktolightjedi With Epstein "dead":

No prolonged fights to search all his properties.

Can move direct to the bigger fish

Can you clarify?

8/18/2019 5:13:03 PM f45_5 I❤️Nicola Tesla! 

Let’s Honor him, his work & his legacy as he should be!

And let’s free his free technology the way he so Dreamed!

Right!?!



8/18/2019 5:16:18 PM covertress I focused on internalizing the pyramid while breathing in a base 8 rhythm.

During this, I saw energy flow from 3 to 9 to 6 and back.

It was so vivid, nothing else vied for my attention while I breathed and visualized the pyramid pattern.

8/18/2019 5:16:21 PM opensenseme Please tell us what the significance of the owl is in your post about disclosed and hitler

8/18/2019 5:16:48 PM covertress I may have seen a face afterwards...

8/18/2019 5:18:39 PM johnsville14 I don't understand any of this stuff. I'm getting pretty perturbed by it as I take what's going on VERY seriously. I see everyone talking about numbers 

like it's a brand new language but never any explanation how or what it means.

8/18/2019 5:18:40 PM 92michael That’s good! Go with that. Try to sustain that and non emotionally interact with it. It could be one of your spirit guides.

8/18/2019 5:19:33 PM covertress Oh, I know he is.

8/18/2019 5:19:37 PM a51s1 So so so so so so so so so wrong 0 = everything. 9=0, 10=0, 3=0 it's all 0.

8/18/2019 5:20:00 PM 92michael Very cool!

8/18/2019 5:21:15 PM johnsville14 So is the pyramid symbolic of trying to link the 6 and the 3? Just throwing it out there because none of this makes any sense to me and can find NO 

primers.

8/18/2019 5:23:26 PM shawnt1973 A must watch! @adjunctprofessr @FuctupMike @outlawjw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cordicon @JuliansRum @love4thegameAK @M2Madness 

@SayWhenLA @drawandstrike @WYATT251 @Melanch10844904 @NeonRevolt

8/18/2019 5:24:19 PM nea_storm Most Definitely! Agree and the scene Clip of the Last Working Atmospheric Electricity Station is Fascinating! Thank you for the Statements and Sharing! 

Have you seen the utilization of Ultraviolet light for purification hospitals, water treatment etc., Truly exciting 1/2 pic.twitter.com/JeUie5w1F1

8/18/2019 5:26:20 PM nea_storm Article: February First, Two-Thousand Thirteen: Hospital to employ superbug-killing robot  https://bc.ctvnews.ca/hospital-to-employ-superbug-killing-

robot-1.1139437 … pic.twitter.com/axAd0uxJU1

8/18/2019 5:29:14 PM f45_5 I have not seen that, but all this stuff is so fascinating to me, everything is about frequencies.

8/18/2019 5:29:19 PM pedalfun4u Engineered human suffering.   #NoMore #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/18/2019 5:29:27 PM jamesfbuckley2 You're living in the 19th century.

8/18/2019 5:32:47 PM keith369me ⭕️

8/18/2019 5:34:52 PM sjnolala  pic.twitter.com/4W9M7YxLd0

8/18/2019 5:36:19 PM iceateen Except Hitler didn't die the way we were told to believe

8/18/2019 5:38:58 PM rbw1926 🤷🏻♀️🤷♀️🤷🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/uHOoLcylzb

8/18/2019 5:38:59 PM mic_810  pic.twitter.com/9CoOWPKGGh

8/18/2019 5:39:27 PM molly07751087 Please answer Majestic 12: Is the military using vibration on targeted individuals. I never hear TI's talk about that. I can't figure out if it's 5G, smart 

meter or targeting.

8/18/2019 5:39:36 PM spiritofkarma13 I have no idea what you all are talking about, but I really would like to know. Can you point me in the right direction ?

8/18/2019 5:40:07 PM nurseniceyes And here we are within the 10 days of darkness...

8/18/2019 5:40:24 PM f45_5 2013 Canada pilot study for $53,000 🤖

Utilizing light frequencies to kill antibiotic resistant bacterium 

Was it effective?

The bacteria became resistant for a reason 

Is a robot technology the answer?

What are the effects of that tech on other life forms?

8/18/2019 5:41:01 PM rafngeirdal Well, then one possible scenario would have been on last 23rd of July that an ambulance appears at the jail, medic comes out and claims that Epstein is 

in need of hospitalization. Jail authorities accept and Epstein goes into the ambulance. Continued.

8/18/2019 5:41:18 PM keith369me Watch a video on base 8 math on YT. Per previously answered questions many advanced ET races utilize Base 8 math.  Majestic has told us 3,6,9 are 

sacred.  In base 8, the number 9 is zero = zero point = God.  In base 10 math, 9 is not those things.  I’m just a novice but learning.

8/18/2019 5:43:23 PM enomai_ So, if you can't shed your ego? You can't ever find your 9?

8/18/2019 5:43:42 PM rafngeirdal 2) The ambulance makes a stop on the way to the hospital. Epstein steps out and into his jet and flies to Antarctica or just his jet goes there and he 

goes to Gitmo. The parrot beak nose double goes into the ambulance and shows up in the hospital.

8/18/2019 5:44:07 PM balenciaga90 Can someone explain what’s going on? Besides the trick of the mind upside down thing?

8/18/2019 5:44:14 PM keith369me A Rodin video popped into my YT feed today and I bookmarked it to watch tonight.  Related synchronicity?

8/18/2019 5:44:45 PM spiritutecno Duh! Hitler was living in South America after WAR2

He died far from 🇩🇪

8/18/2019 5:45:09 PM rafngeirdal 3) The beak nose double complains of neck injuries at the hospital. @TrueEyeTheSpy shows up and makes sure the double shows up in trial the day 

after and is kept on suicide watch 24/7.

8/18/2019 5:46:09 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098636995486732289?s=19 …

8/18/2019 5:47:04 PM djlok Beginning and the End.

8/18/2019 5:47:50 PM keith369me ...and all places in between

8/18/2019 5:47:52 PM rafngeirdal 4) An allowance is made to unseal and then publish a little over thousand pages of Epstein material and True Eye the Spy publishes it through is tweet 

on Friday before the Saturday killing of the beak nose double.

8/18/2019 5:48:34 PM girlawakeinca I could be wrong, but in the big picture I’m thinking it’s what we want. IMHO: Dark to light, Drain the swamp, etc.

8/18/2019 5:49:36 PM covertress Be open to contact. Know yourself. Trust yourself. TBV your experience.

(Trust But Verify) Repeatable?

8/18/2019 5:50:22 PM keith369me Great image/thread...thanks for sharing...reinforces the need to be heart centered!!!

8/18/2019 5:50:59 PM rafngeirdal 5) The tweet by True Eye the Spy ensures that all concerned know there is enough evidence to get those connected to Epstein. Thereby his double is 

dispensable. Security has been consciously made less through the past week, until the time is ripe for all those that want to kill.

8/18/2019 5:51:57 PM spiritofkarma13 This is a meditation practice, visualizating the movement between 3,9,6,9,3 on a count of 8? Is that the basic idea. As a mantra?

8/18/2019 5:52:25 PM state1union That would include big Pharmaceutical and military industrial complex contractors and the Fed. It’s all going Down by Pope

8/18/2019 5:52:29 PM covertress Exactly

8/18/2019 5:53:23 PM spiritofkarma13 Thank you very much 😊

8/18/2019 5:53:57 PM rafngeirdal 6) Epstein’s double is then killed. An Anon publishes news about it BEFORE the jail authorities. Thereby those in the know, such as other Anons and Q 

team etc. know that the military intelligence was close enough to the chain of events to know the double was REALLY killed.

8/18/2019 5:54:00 PM surfing123456 Thanks for the help. It’s nice to know there is cool people still out there. I hope one day the favor is returned. WWG1WGA

8/18/2019 5:54:52 PM rafngeirdal 7) So as I said in the beginning: this is just a possible scenario and I’m just making it up on the spot as my theory.

8/18/2019 5:55:02 PM sterkinglights1 My personal oceanic favorite is the octopus. Base 8 math generational learning and awareness.

8/18/2019 5:56:05 PM msalien From me, too.

8/18/2019 5:56:29 PM nea_storm Did you research it is huge! Over chlorine  https://betteraqua.com/ultra-violet-uv-disinfection/ …  Part 2 pic.twitter.com/L6u4ESATjx

8/18/2019 5:58:18 PM covertress The breathing meditation is an experiment of my own design.

If you try it, please share your results.

8/18/2019 5:59:21 PM 92michael Ok? I’ll try it.

8/18/2019 6:00:04 PM allahuniversal Glad to assist. Hope it helps to make things clearer

8/18/2019 6:00:16 PM americanpetal Funny, aren’t they aliens?



8/18/2019 6:00:21 PM richard07759712 RT..... 3 6 9!!!!  Epstein 100,000,000 retweeted tweets.  We owned it. Now for Antifa

Don’t forget | we are over Targets

High level corruption 

It’s all about the Children 

Comey/Brennan/Clapper

FISA GATE

#EpsteinIsland
8/18/2019 6:00:30 PM allahuniversal Salute to you both #WWG1WGA

8/18/2019 6:00:53 PM spiritofkarma13 I definitely will

8/18/2019 6:01:11 PM nea_storm My former and I also had an ozonated  lap pool outdoor heated all year long: The point I guess is that there is a great deal of integration of technologies 

transpiring as a natural aspect of our live as is taking place with our diets and more:  https://www.trojanuv.com/applications/wastewater … 

pic.twitter.com/Ak4hniabxp

8/18/2019 6:02:01 PM spiritofkarma13 Im very new to all of this, I'm still learning how to "open my eyes" so to speak

8/18/2019 6:02:36 PM nea_storm This is just tip of the iceberg: I have investigated the subject of course before due to my own private interest in it: Yet just a simple internet search will 

demonstrate a great deal readily:  https://cleanslateuv.com/?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=blog … pic.twitter.com/h7hAeB90yX

8/18/2019 6:06:43 PM covertress Me too.

Hint: Believe you already can.

"Fake it 'till ya make it."

You will begin to raise your vibration to where you CAN see.

8/18/2019 6:08:10 PM f45_5 Gotcha rock!

8/18/2019 6:10:49 PM nea_storm Truly Magical Times! 9=0 Love It! Geeking Out Right Now! pic.twitter.com/xHtBAvO9Vy

8/18/2019 6:10:52 PM unidentifiedta1 Doubtful. A Metaphysical millionaire, practitioner of the dark arts, and enforcer/blackmailer of the International banking Cabal is not in GITMO. You 

can’t fill lack of evidence with narratives.

8/18/2019 6:10:54 PM wok68 Highest number achievable is 8+9 = 17...Q!

8/18/2019 6:11:19 PM spiritofkarma13 Thank you for taking the time and advice, I will get back with you on what i experience in a few days

8/18/2019 6:16:06 PM burgersandra Former CIA Spook: "Russian Hoax Coup & Epstein Are Interlocked"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-18/former-cia-spook-russian-hoax-coup-epstein-are-interlocked …

8/18/2019 6:16:28 PM laurabrinck Me too

8/18/2019 6:19:59 PM enomai_ I just figured out why Trump likes 15 specifically now. Ty for the wisdom

8/18/2019 6:22:22 PM phreatomagnetic Are any of them mutually exclusive?

D) all of the above

8/18/2019 6:27:01 PM blossomduane 03.03.1969

Born on date

Sometimes I can hear what you’re about to say before you say it. To say I’m ‘Tuned in’ would be an understatement

8/18/2019 6:30:33 PM qnotables17  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o&feature=youtu.be …

8/18/2019 6:33:22 PM giediknight I was actually getting at the aquatic ape theory. That the many deluges to happen to human kind adapted genetics towards an aquatic lifestyle. Then 

when waters subsided, we return to land. Perhaps dolphins were humans that evolved in water millions of years ago.

8/18/2019 6:34:31 PM ragstorm How so?

What's in Antarctica?

8/18/2019 6:36:07 PM unidentifiedta1 Both beginning and end.

8/18/2019 6:39:03 PM nea_storm Ahead of Time, OnTime, The Right Time, All the Time 0>1 Creator 9=0 Exquisitely Beautiful Frequency Alignment! Thank you for the natural Endorphin 

High Majestic 12 & Brian without having to find and poke a Pufferfish!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vP9go4Jdxs … 

pic.twitter.com/c0WJPaJMtX

8/18/2019 6:40:51 PM moonbaby04371 I think the "Hostel" movies were DOCUMENTARIES😨😳😱

8/18/2019 6:41:10 PM kseven110 This good illustration is good. 9 = starting point? Creator number? I read recently 3 is spirit/soul, 6 = man, 9 = creator???     AMA anytime soon???

8/18/2019 6:42:44 PM kseven110 I have some questions😂😂💜 pic.twitter.com/JAvi66vmTE

8/18/2019 6:44:14 PM enomai_ If there is any beliefs on the number 909 could you tell upon it?

8/18/2019 6:44:22 PM v_rags  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/The_Fifth_Race …

8/18/2019 6:49:07 PM kseven110 These numbers are part of energy within the pyramids? What happens inside these pyramids under the correct conditions? Is it a force needed with 

the capstone?

8/18/2019 6:50:30 PM state1union Thank you 🙏 team God and Jesus thank you 🙏

8/18/2019 6:50:53 PM willyfunkmaker Hitler went to South America along with thousands of other Nazi’s. Many were given new names and papers generated through the Vatican. Nazi’s 

thrived in Argentina for years after the war. Check our Hunting Hitler and research camp  Dignidad.

8/18/2019 6:51:02 PM willyfunkmaker  https://m.imdb.com/title/tt5248878/ …

8/18/2019 6:51:43 PM david00997884 I've been getting all kinds of synchronicity

8/18/2019 6:54:52 PM keith369me This old video popped up in my YT feed yesterday...  https://youtu.be/DUgPaWBhe-k  it was a message

8/18/2019 6:54:53 PM state1union FYI we’re main stream on Fox now. Learn the Comms. Watch the guest hosts. Shout out we win! WWG1WGA

8/18/2019 6:58:31 PM nea_storm Time Lines Merging and simultaneously Phasing into higher frequencies! Going down the frequency is a perfect wonderfully, humorous accurate 

description! Thank you ever so much state1union! Brilliant! pic.twitter.com/SjYT41c7uF

8/18/2019 6:59:28 PM state1union Now this is a gut but what if 9/10 is Jesus real birth and 9/11 is the date after his birth they kill the baby? Murder., makes sense and logical sense what 

these satanist are up to after birth murder.

8/18/2019 7:00:51 PM f45_5 You go girl!

8/18/2019 7:01:22 PM brick_airhedred I'm completely lost. 🤔

8/18/2019 7:01:23 PM f45_5 ❤️☮️

8/18/2019 7:01:30 PM state1union Thank you 🙏

8/18/2019 7:02:26 PM f45_5 FlyFree

8/18/2019 7:03:27 PM jamesgdurrett For fun @TrueEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/18/2019 7:03:31 PM n7guardiananon I just tried to explain away my spouse's irritability with time line merging... pic.twitter.com/ZsvcVSiHnw

8/18/2019 7:05:10 PM state1union Thank You 🙏

8/18/2019 7:06:11 PM nea_storm Oh My Goodness! Most Interesting! You are incredibly on point! I had yet disclosed this to everyone here & was waiting: However the Death Cult 

require the Live births due to the fact they[BH] anti-lifers via the negation of Life disconnected the ability to naturally regenerate1)c 

pic.twitter.com/ihOwlTNzzC

8/18/2019 7:06:19 PM f45_5 [Whatever the rationale is]=[knowingly]+[willingly]=evil=Not

8/18/2019 7:06:43 PM helentheseeker but they jailed Wilhelm Reich. 😣

8/18/2019 7:07:11 PM state1union Lol 😂

8/18/2019 7:11:17 PM nea_storm lowering their consciousness subhuman below animal: They are parasitical: Beloved Jesus is the example of a pure spiritual being as every precious 

child born alive: As you intuited state1union they are into sacrifice of this purity as a worship to the antithesis of life 1)c-2 pic.twitter.com/SnBg3spui8



8/18/2019 7:12:38 PM state1union Evil 👿 is baked and now going to hang including the satanic Vatican and any catholic that gives money to this evil is aligning with Evil. Ask my dad. I 

was born on 9/10/68. 50 years ago. I am a living sacrifice and President Trump made me Majestic12 to undo this

8/18/2019 7:13:51 PM state1union Amen 🙏

8/18/2019 7:14:47 PM f45_5 Amen

8/18/2019 7:16:25 PM nea_storm This is quite advance yet I will disclose this as a bookmark of the truth you have perceived: It is from the IRS manual for fiduciary administrative 

processing: "Caution:*Foreign individuals are not required to have an ITIN in order to receive an EIN (There is good reason 1)c-3 

pic.twitter.com/lZ0CxuJBig

8/18/2019 7:18:29 PM f45_5 Your gifs are biblical

8/18/2019 7:19:15 PM djlok "Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary." 😂😂😂

8/18/2019 7:21:06 PM nea_storm why this expressed due to something I know & have previously shared): Have patience & simply book mark it: These are complex multidimensional 

operational areas: Jumping to conclusions without knowledge here is foolish inefficient: There is more yet I will share this portion1)c-4 

pic.twitter.com/uE2TGh5gSc

8/18/2019 7:21:16 PM alluvialred Speaking of 222 pic.twitter.com/dZX7PuGNWL

8/18/2019 7:23:21 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/i65ZW7LQSi

8/18/2019 7:23:24 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/h7DSHYj8gR

8/18/2019 7:23:28 PM johnsville14 Is there anywhere to find a synopsis on Majestic's disclosure of what exactly it is we're dealing with? From all my research into the Luciferians I keep a 

VERY skeptical, and VERY suspicious approach to everything for fear of deception. All I can find is scattered imnotgoodatTWIT

8/18/2019 7:24:39 PM f45_5 Thinking about those who don’t know they’ve been misled, like those still under spells of different sorts, not even realizing, like going the opposite 

direction, unknowingly still misled by media, Hollywood, politicians, some will be able to be saved.

8/18/2019 7:24:42 PM nea_storm Remember these are fiduciary administrative areas that are very compartmentalized to hide the operational facts of Estate Trust = Equity relationships 

even from the Treasury IRS employees: Only those that know it exist are able to navigate here: Invisible Key Portals: 1)c-5 pic.twitter.com/rT0mxg04Ac

8/18/2019 7:27:12 PM nea_storm Thus be at Peace all is being adjusted: The banks have no assets because they have never been theirs as I have historically shared here: The assets held 

on trust "special deposit" in the Treasury depositaries has Always belonged to the respective House Estate Heirs, We the 1)c-6 

pic.twitter.com/p4EBoRW0km

8/18/2019 7:27:26 PM state1union People deny God

8/18/2019 7:28:12 PM keith369me It’s a story that becomes clear after pulling in lots of information that resonates...you have to trust your intuition.  I read all @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweets 

and replies from the beginning in Nov 2018.  It was eye opening.  Around the same time I consumed all of The Law of One

8/18/2019 7:29:08 PM keith369me It’s simply part of your own unique awakening...all awakenings are different...all awakenings are beautiful.  Embrace yours and ask questions!!!

8/18/2019 7:30:18 PM f45_5 Yes, Some may seek free will is a choice

8/18/2019 7:32:06 PM state1union No their spiritual self and we are merging I can feel it

8/18/2019 7:33:47 PM thekanehb He “died” the same way? The reported way or the actual one?

8/18/2019 7:34:55 PM f45_5 Do you mean you’re feeling unification of both dark2light of whole yourself?

8/18/2019 7:35:09 PM diaptera_80 Plane flew to Antarctica, where the space port is. Mars? Moon? Other planet?

8/18/2019 7:36:15 PM nea_storm ]sovereign[ People & the Assets being the spiritually 0>1 Conscious Produced Energy is Vast: Thru the Mirror (-0-) 9=0 (Kindly Research 31 CFR 225.2 

Definitions See Custodian: Again this is very complex:) ESTATE-TRUST accounts you will not readily locate without knowledge 1) c-7 

pic.twitter.com/YeDq6g5UAs

8/18/2019 7:37:04 PM state1union You showed me the financials to turn into the SEC.  I did it back in 2010 to 2012.  I turned in your work because God told me too.  I’ve been speaking to 

Michael Horowitz since 2011.  Comey sat infront of me back in 2009 so he could have me gang raped and murdered 1/21 322 322

8/18/2019 7:39:46 PM state1union Ask me in the morning dear lol. I’m to analytical at times lol 😂. Let me digest this mind blowing information for a moment

8/18/2019 7:41:01 PM nea_storm These Invisible Portals have always been in front of you at various moments, you were right at an operational Window portal & completely unaware: 

Yet to the aspect of what you intuited before regarding the aspect of the Live Birth then the symbolic & otherwise anti-life 1) c-8 

pic.twitter.com/5lUf2vMlkY

8/18/2019 7:41:20 PM david00997884 Thanks so much for the video. It means alot to me.

8/18/2019 7:41:34 PM state1union There is yet your to share?  Are you incharge?

8/18/2019 7:41:35 PM f45_5 I’ll say, whirl wind 💨

8/18/2019 7:42:56 PM howtoselldrugs 1+7=8...🧐

8/18/2019 7:43:47 PM state1union Have you completely ignored the day I was born?

8/18/2019 7:44:18 PM nea_storm aspect of Death: Symbolically related to the organization of a tax exempt House Estate specifically for the respective live born House Estate Heir: Born 

on the private side international = foreign: This has a specific context in these operational realities thus avoid 1) c-9 pic.twitter.com/BgYfIYDWlI

8/18/2019 7:45:10 PM f45_5 9/10/68 you shared

8/18/2019 7:47:29 PM state1union Omg your so obsessed with the IRS which understandably so but your not an intuitive of a lifetime of lashings. Just because you were born on the 

Satanic timeline or Jesus timeline. Money Money Money is what everyone cares about and not the soul

8/18/2019 7:48:49 PM nea_storm comparison to old hypnotic programing: Simply utilize as shared the mapping process to regain & maintain clarity pertaining these existing realities on 

the other side of the circle you have never known existed: This stated in the Treasury IRS manual: " An infant is the 1) c-10 pic.twitter.com/duO1Jc4rrp

8/18/2019 7:49:40 PM f45_5 Woah deep

8/18/2019 7:50:09 PM f45_5 ❤️☮️

8/18/2019 7:50:39 PM johnsville14 That at least gives me some place to start. Thanks very much.

8/18/2019 7:50:44 PM carolin15161363 I believe on Epstein Island the "sun dial" had numbers and the same points. Was it a perversion of this?

8/18/2019 7:51:36 PM nea_storm decedent of an estate or grantor, owner or trustor of a trust, guardianship, receivership or custodianship that has yet to receive an SSN: (Clue the SSN 

is a domestic "disregarded entity" a TRUST-ESTATE account) inferior to the existing Tax Exempt House Estate organized 1) c-11 

pic.twitter.com/lok2qPVfNX

8/18/2019 7:53:06 PM f45_5 Ok, is this a major “copy pasta” job?

8/18/2019 7:54:53 PM nea_storm ESTATE-TRUST account that someone as a "nominee" applied for an Employer Identification Number for the Exempt Business Organization = unique 

Foundation created for only one Living spiritually conscious being, the Live Born Child: The EIN was always intended for the Child 1) c-12 

pic.twitter.com/cvpJ1cpmcI

8/18/2019 7:55:07 PM state1union You’ve been waiting for your time to come out of the closet of the truth that you showed me. I was dead in Colorado and when I fled to Kansas you 

already knew you could ‘trust’ me. Stop with some of your psychological manipulation. I’ve delt with you in 2011 from hell enough

8/18/2019 7:56:22 PM state1union I know what he is doing.

8/18/2019 7:57:24 PM state1union Just stop it already ok! Stop it now. I’ve been in this movie before and stop it. It’s evil 👿

8/18/2019 7:59:08 PM f45_5  pic.twitter.com/nY3KDmy6x9

8/18/2019 7:59:13 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/p0GjxKEDhA

8/18/2019 8:00:34 PM f45_5 The end

8/18/2019 8:00:49 PM nea_storm This is has Never been about money: This has always been about spiritual Conscious energy of the people due to their Free Will agreements to operate 

in a specific manner: Regretfully your lack this aspect of operational reality has never been about money that is False programing: 

pic.twitter.com/mtkmbn2Pix



8/18/2019 8:03:46 PM state1union We are integrating and I know it’s hard for people that have waited for so long and I’ve waited for so long but you IRS whistleblower show no emotion 

like you didn’t back in 2011. You showed no remorse about anything including dying people. Nothing yet you enjoyed me

8/18/2019 8:03:54 PM girlawakeinca Kindly realize there are 28k followers on this handle. We are here to learn. ❤️

8/18/2019 8:04:11 PM nea_storm Apology accepted: I AM aware where the feeling is originating from: I have compassion hence I chose of my own Free Will to assist in a specific manner 

yet at any time I may also withdrawal without any Karmic result: This after passing through experiences here & actualized 1)d-1 

pic.twitter.com/uTPrlx9pPM

8/18/2019 8:04:25 PM 1crazy_toaster she is where she is & she knows what she knows.

8/18/2019 8:05:28 PM state1union Same here

8/18/2019 8:06:39 PM nea_storm Organically how to Counter energetically the negative electromagnetic imbalances that has been created by the ignorance of people via their 

agreements without knowledge of what the operational essentials were to properly balance their own created relationships: 1)d-2 

pic.twitter.com/iey7TDBISy

8/18/2019 8:06:53 PM jakkedup1  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1154917206628687872?s=19 …

8/18/2019 8:07:57 PM f45_5  pic.twitter.com/ix1tGlfLtE

8/18/2019 8:08:15 PM maryschade14 Clinically they are unable to feel empathy shame or guilt of wrong doing..lack of conscience. The amygdala is up to 15% smaller..

8/18/2019 8:10:28 PM nea_storm I do not know you nor that which you express: You appear to believe you know me: i have lived a very isolated life: There is zero manipulation yet a 

true wish that others learn how to Free themselves from the delusion they of their own Free Will have enmeshed themselves Free Will 

pic.twitter.com/dD9ygs3OBN

8/18/2019 8:11:31 PM state1union Ok

8/18/2019 8:12:17 PM state1union Look 👀 normal?

8/18/2019 8:12:48 PM jayrambin This diagram is also used to describe the enneagrams 9 interconnected personality types.  See book “Personality Types” by Riso. Liberating for a type 4 

like me in mid life challenge.

8/18/2019 8:17:57 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/bu5yApGpgw

8/18/2019 8:19:18 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/8Mh1CeH3KY

8/18/2019 8:25:18 PM nea_storm Correctly expressed and this is what I have been doing for a long time alone and then due to others who heard about me and approached me: They 

have been with me now as shared for six years beautiful gifted people: I will now continue for as GirlAwakeinCA expressed it is for All: 

pic.twitter.com/BpxGRkhzey

8/18/2019 8:30:36 PM state1union Yes that’s me

8/18/2019 8:31:05 PM melanieanders7 I don’t mean to Intrude and I speak gently. Photon Storm is extremely kind and most willing to share her experiences to allow those who can SEE what 

she’s trying to convey, to awaken a deeper understanding.

8/18/2019 8:31:33 PM state1union That is why this Mosaad or c_a Agent is attacking me here. I’m over the target

8/18/2019 8:32:21 PM nurseniceyes This gif looks backwards.

8/18/2019 8:32:43 PM state1union Spells reversed I’m Majestic12

8/18/2019 8:32:47 PM melanieanders7 Her choice of phrasing may be a bit difficult to understand but she does so to make ya think critically. Also done because she’s is speaking 

multidimensionally. She will awaken more in you, if you allow yourself to listen deeply. ❤️ She’s a kind soul. And loves humanity deeply.

8/18/2019 8:37:28 PM girlawakeinca @state1union I sense you’re triggered & I understand in a small way because we all have some kind of deprogramming to get to where we can see. 

@nea_storm has our best interest at heart. She is sharing multidimensionally some very valuable information. ❤️

8/18/2019 8:40:07 PM girlawakeinca Well said @MelanieAnders7 🙏❤️

8/18/2019 8:40:43 PM state1union I’m suspended from Twitter

8/18/2019 8:41:10 PM state1union I’m suspended from twitter for telling the truth

8/18/2019 8:42:26 PM nea_storm Actually what you saw was public side with a glimpse of Private side fiduciary administration Closing of a TRUST-ESTATE Account: I may ask you more 

questions yet this is an overview of operations: The Private side assets are of a magnitude beyond the people's imagination: 

pic.twitter.com/Xr702JzHyP

8/18/2019 8:46:57 PM nea_storm Yes however it does not eliminate the acts that people have demonstrated to the agreement they have operated in: This is how people are continually 

entrapped by their own failure to grasp what they have set as a precedent: The precedent being their own action defines a Fact:1)d1 

pic.twitter.com/tJMmVQ4Px1

8/18/2019 8:47:32 PM f45_5 Thanx4 sharing Patriots & have a restful night. ✨💕✨

8/18/2019 8:47:51 PM nurseniceyes How did you locate?

8/18/2019 8:49:52 PM nea_storm Research Trustee du son tort: People have been conducting themselves in this manner among multiple other acts: To deny it would pronounce one 

mentally deficient which they love: For then the fiduciary steps in once again to administrate over the House Estate Assets in Trust:1)d2 

pic.twitter.com/T9rCDjwg8S

8/18/2019 8:51:48 PM state1union Funny how idiot bound that knew so much about the IRS turned me into Twitter documenting me for telling the truth about 9/11. Nothing will stop us. 

Nothing. The truth

8/18/2019 8:54:10 PM nea_storm Thank you very much Melanie! pic.twitter.com/DpcsrPZsEv

8/18/2019 8:55:33 PM state1union This original thought is what brought out Mosaad and the c_a to come after me. Just think about how manipulative they are and I even bought into it 

for a moment. See they program us. We are their food.

8/18/2019 8:56:21 PM v_rags Yes Mel! I would like to add PS that the Grace and patience you demonstrated was beautiful.  💜💜💜

8/18/2019 8:56:24 PM melanieanders7 Always Sister. You’ve been nothing but kind and generous with your time. You deserve to feel supported as well. I only hope Freedom is able to step 

away enough to compose herself and realize not everyone is against her. ❤️

8/18/2019 8:56:57 PM nea_storm Yes this one represents imbalance of the energy field with the energy doing it's level best to flow and regain balance: Good Catch Nicole! Compared to 

perfect balanced flow expressed in this image: pic.twitter.com/gs78bebCav

8/18/2019 8:58:15 PM melanieanders7 V, you’re the sweetest! pic.twitter.com/wk2KVCClSz

8/18/2019 8:59:42 PM v_rags Thank you Mel 🙏🙏🙏Love the hugs! pic.twitter.com/o5hZcQTfQS

8/18/2019 9:01:06 PM nea_storm Thank you again Melanie and everyone for you kind love: I believe someone may have blocked her: It is difficult to see others in such distress working 

hard to regain their balance: Thank You again for all your kindness! pic.twitter.com/BWp2XlpnVB

8/18/2019 9:04:35 PM nea_storm I believe she has existed and chose to disconnect or was blocked by others: The power of unified love is a real force: Thank you everyone again for the 

magnificent unity: I have stayed due to each of you to share these truths: It is enforcing other disclosures as a result pic.twitter.com/mC2NmOeHNU

8/18/2019 9:06:04 PM melanieanders7 We gotta stuck together for a bigger goal and brighter Present! pic.twitter.com/Lfp7qFVCgI

8/18/2019 9:07:49 PM n7guardiananon Seems missed quite alot while being engrossed in some ST Discovery episodes.

But man were they great episodes 

Parallel - lellaraP

8/18/2019 9:12:43 PM state1union Mossad and c_a. I got a message that I’m in the dog house by twitter for 24 hours because Mossad and C_a turned me in.  Their just pissed because 

I’m a Christ Baby. They hate my blood those evil idiots from hell.  Oh does that offend twitter? No it offends satanists

8/18/2019 9:16:21 PM natureinspace I think breed is the key word. I wonder how many of them there are.

8/18/2019 9:16:47 PM n7guardiananon What's your favorite song?

8/18/2019 9:19:01 PM state1union I really like a song by ‘Bread’

8/18/2019 9:21:13 PM nea_storm Thank you again Melanie! I haven't stepped away I am doing my best to respond to each of you forgive me it takes a little time: Truthfully I was 

completely energetically insulated: It transpires I believe for any of us if when we as VRags expressed operate from source at (-0-) 

pic.twitter.com/ubkWIBzU2Y



8/18/2019 9:22:44 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/5a_4fBH_7dk 

Bread is cool

If 

Mother Freedom 

Daughter

Care to listen with me?

8/18/2019 9:23:32 PM state1union Yes I would and thank you 🙏 very kindly sir

8/18/2019 9:26:16 PM nea_storm Beautiful truth express eloquently again! pic.twitter.com/zBxIpbO2Pt

8/18/2019 9:27:07 PM state1union Fly away.

8/18/2019 9:29:02 PM state1union I’ve also waited a thousand years for the younger generation is pretty cool 😎 FYI you’ve brought tears to my eyes thank you 🙏 sir

8/18/2019 9:29:11 PM nea_storm Ok Which ones? I Love that series! Phenomenal disclosure & yes disinformation yet sooo much disclosure very literally Navigationally trippy! Exciting! 

pic.twitter.com/LiLVvaU7r1

8/18/2019 9:29:40 PM melanieanders7 I learn from the best pic.twitter.com/E5fEYAR110

8/18/2019 9:30:54 PM girlawakeinca We love you @nea_storm. I can see she felt triggered from the past. Only wish she could step away, breathe & come back to the table. We know 

you’re intentions are good & no one wants to feel attacked like that. ❤️

8/18/2019 9:31:21 PM n7guardiananon ***spoilers***

Somebody just found out their Captain was from the parallel universe

8/18/2019 9:35:21 PM nea_storm Wow! Thank you! Our unified Love is very Powerful! pic.twitter.com/SkmXoyl1dI

8/18/2019 9:36:26 PM n7guardiananon You're welcome...music has gotten me thru some really dark stuff durring this journey...if it helps use whatever you can.

8/18/2019 9:37:09 PM melanieanders7 So true. We are the All unified together in a very unique experience. And with that, I bid everyone a good night with sweet dreams and a deep rest. 

Much lov and a thousand hugs! pic.twitter.com/Wg7ZBGJJ4o

8/18/2019 9:37:17 PM state1union lol 😂 I blocked them all so I can keep growing. Mosaad and c_a turned me into twitter for telling the truth and they managed to manipulate my mind 

like they did in 2010/2011 and destroy me in 2012 but spells are reversed now. I know my birth haunts Satanists borne 9/10/68

8/18/2019 9:39:49 PM nea_storm Projection is a very interesting reality: Yet when we are at zero (-0-) balance emotionally we are insulated while the other feels the return amplified 

energetic current reflected back at them: It is quite interesting: Phasing however allows one to be out of the range frequency: 

pic.twitter.com/fcUeGmdv1i

8/18/2019 9:40:25 PM wok68 🤣👍

8/18/2019 9:41:22 PM nea_storm Wow! You have watched a great deal! Gosh I love the story line! Lorca! pic.twitter.com/7zksATa67C

8/18/2019 9:45:04 PM state1union We are at war. Grow up

8/18/2019 9:47:02 PM nea_storm Alleanna14 this is great and is your choice yet in the future a suggestion kindly redact any private related account information: This shows one bond yet 

there are many: Thank you for sharing: I will not post this on the front face of this House Estate account: It is private: pic.twitter.com/Z1dzTzukJE

8/18/2019 9:50:15 PM nurseniceyes Although, I should suggest you delete it...however, the example was helpful in locating mine...

8/18/2019 9:51:54 PM state1union Well I’ve pretty much blocked everyone from this feed. No pun intended but I don’t deal with satanists. Period and thanks 🙏 for the song ‘if’. I’ve also 

waited. 1000 years for someone. I’ve waited faithfully because he’s my Hero!  He has my heart in his hands. 🙏

8/18/2019 9:56:00 PM bdam777 9 nine and 10 ten are imposters? 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13...

But with everything relative and time an illusion this cannot be applied to calendar calculation? 

Mathematics relates to nature. 

I.E. Sound, light frequencies... related scale of 8th...
8/18/2019 9:56:01 PM n7guardiananon Almost done with season 1

Will have to find a way to catch up with 2

8/18/2019 9:58:48 PM n7guardiananon Was pretty dope about how the people we meet in this universe still connect with us in the other... reminded me of a old chinese story/myth 

kinda...about the red thread

8/18/2019 9:59:54 PM state1union I was supposed to watch it. I will now. For sure. I had to block them from me since they all turned me into Twitter for telling the truth. Evil Mosaad and 

C_a agents. Lol 😂

8/18/2019 10:00:52 PM nea_storm Thank you Wow! Love it ContinuumPope! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! I AM feeling like being in the Avengers End Game moving when we all 

stand together! Pure Love & Protection! Blows me Away! It is rare thank you again everyone as well! pic.twitter.com/EVgoJ86jfO

8/18/2019 10:01:57 PM state1union I’m still new here yet I’m old. Thank you 🙏

8/18/2019 10:02:33 PM wearediamonds2 👏👏👏

8/18/2019 10:03:59 PM nea_storm Love Your Power! Thank you for your Beautiful Arrival! pic.twitter.com/WhxMg6Gr2Z

8/18/2019 10:08:20 PM nea_storm Yes! Story time! Please? pic.twitter.com/Te9VPEhVPK

8/18/2019 10:11:40 PM nea_storm There is a connection that I see and prefer not to draw attention to it: I will leave it at that presently I will explain via DM only yet not at this time Ok? 

Thank you Alleanna14: pic.twitter.com/uQsJ9p8fVL

8/18/2019 10:12:04 PM n7guardiananon The red thread?  https://youtu.be/GHBLkb_xH6k 

Mostly is said to be related to romantic relationships.  But I think possibly not just limited to partners.

8/18/2019 10:14:23 PM nea_storm There are ways yet again comprehending the basics are essential to have a proper operational perspective of the realities: FYI I am fully aware you are 

capable of grasping the principles rapidly I have placed them on record for everyone to study: Ok? Yet the basics are crucial 

pic.twitter.com/gx0Q09VF3L

8/18/2019 10:15:17 PM bdam777 More accurate scale. 

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12...

8/18/2019 10:34:37 PM nea_storm Wow! Love it! It is magnificent Brian! Have any of you seen the Series Altered Carbon? Oh my goodness Brian and those of you who are drawn to Spirit 

Consciousness moving from body to body will literally Geek out when you see this Story Line! Ok Now I think I need to step away! 

pic.twitter.com/smipdukhvo

8/18/2019 10:35:43 PM antarantanka Ooh Rodin!

8/18/2019 10:36:44 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5HllAIEcrg

8/18/2019 10:49:48 PM state1union Mosaad and C_A wants us silenced and that’s against Gods and Jesus truth.  Who am I to deny God if I believe in him.  Sorry Satanists you lose. No 

more abusing children no more per God 🙏🇺🇸🙏

8/18/2019 10:50:45 PM dynamicres Work with me here guys, I finally jumped in 3D and took some screenshots of how I started thinking what this would look if we spin it around, And 

added a mirror for a -1Mirror D or antimatter D. Gif will need redone when it's not so late. Thoughts? pic.twitter.com/XaUY72b0KL

8/18/2019 10:51:50 PM dynamicres I could see this being mirrored differently, but in this one I like how the Merkaba came out. #meditation #downloads

8/18/2019 10:53:47 PM tyrantswillfa11 He was trying to signal his relatives! 🤣

8/18/2019 10:55:33 PM dutchqanon  https://youtu.be/5wZRVb2fkXw  pic.twitter.com/tuGiLEnsDP

8/18/2019 11:01:46 PM lucas2011lions Key to the universe



8/18/2019 11:04:55 PM lucas2011lions Actually you are both right.

8/18/2019 11:11:44 PM state1union I’ve waited a thousand years for my Hero and the funny thing is. We are both Heroes just from 2 different wars that do actually intersect and did 

intersect back in 2013 and have since and never broken and never will be broken forever!!! Nothing can stop what is happening nothing

8/18/2019 11:21:21 PM jonathancherrie #SacredGeometry

#FlowerofLife

#NikolaTesla

8/18/2019 11:22:17 PM kathleen3693693 Face? I've had interactions with a sort of whitish-blue light (?) entity, taking a rough shape of a humanoid wearing a translucent monk-like habit (?). 

Both times I was in dire condition and the entity embraced me and combined with me, taking away all pain & restoring life.

8/18/2019 11:51:03 PM asdasd26700831 Are you trying to teach us another way of getting high?

8/18/2019 11:56:27 PM wildhor52319908 10 bottom, seal, 9 noting, open?

8/19/2019 12:31:37 AM rikooo091 Greenland is actually Much smaller then Africa https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kIID5FDi2JQ …

8/19/2019 12:51:49 AM bananen72077651 In base 8, the equivalent to 9 in base 10, isn't special. 

Lets count: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10.

10 = 1 + 0 = 1

8/19/2019 1:44:12 AM covertress Oh my! That's wonderful, Kathleen!

8/19/2019 2:44:15 AM alt_nvinegar Parody, right? By someone who’s child died of measles?

8/19/2019 2:49:42 AM threadreaderapp Hola please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals 

created by the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

See you soon. 🤖

8/19/2019 3:21:10 AM suyingeorge Something seriously wrong!

8/19/2019 3:37:05 AM rafngeirdal Well one was taught in school that it was ONLY because of natural selection and that Darwin got it right.

8/19/2019 3:38:03 AM rafngeirdal 2) Then I got a chance to see his book in a library. It was awfully small. All this for a tiny book.

8/19/2019 3:39:23 AM rafngeirdal 3) Then when I got to see his actual diaries that he brought with him to these scientific expedition of his, I realized how thin his theory was.

8/19/2019 3:40:52 AM rafngeirdal 4) So now I’m waiting for more DISCLOSURE, to deem how much percentage might be attributed to intelligent design.

8/19/2019 4:12:23 AM keith369me Great group here..ask questions and question everything

8/19/2019 4:14:03 AM keith369me It will be!!!

8/19/2019 4:14:13 AM jollyrob2 Here’s a mock-up of a machine that makes the same movement. 

The möbius belt✨ https://youtu.be/4_3HxZnWaEA 

8/19/2019 4:17:21 AM keith369me 🙏🏻 🙏🏻 🙏🏻

8/19/2019 4:22:23 AM keith369me Just to add...ask lots of questions and don’t get frustrated with the huge amount of information.  The proper information will “find” you as needed.  My 

“hard drive” has limited capacity but is integrated with the “web”...you don’t need to process all...just know the info exists.

8/19/2019 4:31:50 AM lenartjoe Cool. Wish we could see it rotate in slower motion to process it better. Stray thought (may be nothing), how might it look interlaced rather than 

mirrored?

8/19/2019 4:39:49 AM realeyethespy Trump sig?

8/19/2019 4:45:42 AM sterkinglights1 Exactly!

8/19/2019 4:45:52 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Now that Epstein has been unsealed, would it make sense to focus on #UnsealAquino #UnsealAquino #UnsealAquino ???

8/19/2019 4:47:39 AM sterkinglights1 And the colors morph with emotion the shape is in harmony with the color and sounds and being I felt like it's a Rolodex of some sort like a way to 

access a event.

8/19/2019 4:53:13 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/3ym6sgo4tf

8/19/2019 5:01:12 AM sterkinglights1 Great explanation. May I add think if you were an octopus. How would you develop a math system. Remember they can pass info along generations. 

Think if an octopus had space capability. 3 6 exist in this world number 9 is Devine and represent the exoconcious. Keep n mind watch vid

8/19/2019 5:01:40 AM karina89350882 The same with cats??

8/19/2019 5:01:52 AM sterkinglights1 You will.

8/19/2019 5:04:15 AM sterkinglights1 🌍 and 🌬and ⚡⛈🌩

8/19/2019 5:04:52 AM sterkinglights1 Vast data in one little gif. Thank you!

8/19/2019 5:08:16 AM sterkinglights1 This is by far one of the best explanations and or translation of the work Tesla stumbled upon.

8/19/2019 5:13:48 AM sterkinglights1 Plant ur ass in the grass clothes matters so light or no thing.

8/19/2019 5:14:41 AM sterkinglights1 B that's trippy

8/19/2019 5:15:33 AM noticerking Isn’t Octal 0-7?  How does 9 = 0?

8/19/2019 5:18:35 AM realeyethespy Trump signature ? Trump signs photos of fallen?

8/19/2019 5:27:38 AM winki00000001 True? : 

"Epstein was taken out of his cell by the Cabal agents on August 10th, a lookalike was put into the prison cell and murdered there, whereas Epstein was 

taken to a secret Cabal location in Manhattan, interrogated, and ritually sacrificed to Moloch the next day, August 11"

8/19/2019 5:36:16 AM dawnmartin5 Darn it. I have iPhone.

8/19/2019 5:36:37 AM dawnmartin5 Thank you so much for responding though!

8/19/2019 5:55:46 AM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 math is fun

8/19/2019 5:59:00 AM noticerking Base 8 Octal numerals are 0-7.  There isn’t an 8 or 9. They have a range of 8.  What am I missing?

8/19/2019 6:01:05 AM jordan_sather_ Technically the “0” or zero-point node of the Vortex Math model is located within the middle, but what do I know, I’m not a LARP on Twitter. 😆 

pic.twitter.com/Fwqbbr7LSe

8/19/2019 6:04:12 AM pkwydrlee This is why we love you @Jordan_Sather_

8/19/2019 6:14:02 AM surfing123456 Thanks

8/19/2019 6:14:11 AM the1withthe4ce jordan in vortex math the 9 does equal zero. ex. 9+2=11 > 1+1=2 meaning the 9 with any other number besides another 9 is 0. get with the program 

dude. this majestic account accelerated my particular awakening in ways no other has.

8/19/2019 6:22:29 AM rawphonegirl Holy! Over 8000 returned on my query.  I don't clearly know what that means or what to do about it yet but mighty unsettling to see!!! 

😱😱😱

8/19/2019 6:23:20 AM brianmccaul3 You made a good career and very quick Jordan! From zero to hero within a year :-/ how did you manage this JS?

8/19/2019 6:32:42 AM poppyslovecapu Is there any update? Where are we in this movie now? #WWG1WGA 

Please? .@poppyslovecapu

8/19/2019 6:33:40 AM tweetstreetint1 Who knew the Dogs of the Sea were Pugger Huffers?!!? 🤣

8/19/2019 6:37:34 AM state1union ID theft, corporate ID theft, Corporate Espianage, Espionage/ Clinton Foundation/ Foundations/ Hi Catholic Church Vatican/ ISIS. Who ever named their 

kid ISIS or T is sick. I wonder how many children they murder born on 9/10 on 9/11?

8/19/2019 6:40:12 AM poppyslovecapu @threadreaderapp Unroll please .@poppyslovecapu

8/19/2019 6:44:11 AM bppope OMGosh 😂‼️‼️‼️

8/19/2019 6:44:55 AM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel 

is being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

8/19/2019 6:47:07 AM defy_gravity987 Nine would be 11 in an octal base.



8/19/2019 6:57:15 AM yellahabibihela Torus...

8/19/2019 6:58:50 AM fionasdestiny67 There are web sites and YouTube's dedicated to only Tesla! I love his mind! He was such a blessed soul.

8/19/2019 6:59:28 AM fionasdestiny67 You are welcome.

8/19/2019 7:02:39 AM rawphonegirl By challenging? I don't want to fly off half-cocked lol!

8/19/2019 7:04:18 AM brianmccaul3 Who little David Wilcox haha

8/19/2019 7:04:51 AM n7guardiananon Thanks boss hogg!

8/19/2019 7:23:00 AM noticerking  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octal?wprov=sfti1 …

8/19/2019 7:25:34 AM starehope Amen!🙏 No excuses, if you don't understand the written word of the LORD, then just be very good. Be very, very good.🙏🙏🙏 No excuses.

8/19/2019 7:29:22 AM tamravee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/UcyPpacowo

8/19/2019 7:29:49 AM tamravee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/YC9X3qOLap

8/19/2019 7:30:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 They want you divided.

Divided you are weak.

United you are strong. https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1163254079226875904 …

8/19/2019 7:30:54 AM tamravee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/T0VZgkWisr

8/19/2019 7:31:05 AM enomai_ #wwg1wga

8/19/2019 7:33:16 AM iamalloutofgum  pic.twitter.com/tti09zdEAO

8/19/2019 7:35:34 AM plantbasek1 United we are Powerful. They basically destroyed communities. In the past people used to live in tribes and big communities well not too long ago 

where everyone supported each other, sharing economies, bartering. That system was abolished by the new order

8/19/2019 7:36:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tick tock...

8/19/2019 7:37:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Both are not mutually exclusive statements.

8/19/2019 7:38:43 AM mgodfrey99 Check your app store I know they were working on the app for the iPhone, it could have been released by now.

8/19/2019 7:39:02 AM mgodfrey99 No problem, we are all in this together.

8/19/2019 7:40:27 AM starehope Be safe dear Patriot friend!

8/19/2019 7:40:30 AM allahuniversal So, the center then, where both 9 and 0 align vertically, makes them equals, no?

8/19/2019 7:41:28 AM jrocktigers The research provided by the "larp" you claim MJ12 is , has been far superior to anything I have learned from your statements. Humility is a trait of 

enlightenment.

8/19/2019 7:41:44 AM nurseniceyes All I heard was," I am a larp...."

8/19/2019 7:42:32 AM djlok I don't believe that!!!

8/19/2019 7:43:01 AM lenartjoe I feel I should explain better. Vortex math and topology are not in my wheel house, but vortex math has a convergent/attractive element where 

mirroring more depicts a 3D expansion in 2D. Wondering if there’s a method to take it the other way & what it might reveal

8/19/2019 7:43:07 AM keith369me Care to elaborate...fishing expedition?

8/19/2019 7:44:20 AM mrpill0ws you suck at reading then

8/19/2019 7:45:46 AM dynamicres Yes! There were a few connected points, which i wanted to get actual footage of showing in detail to make it a bit more clear. Probably work on that 

tonight. The black and white image you linked is exactly what i started seeing when making it as well!!💞

8/19/2019 7:45:51 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/2gliTgZUhG

8/19/2019 7:47:47 AM djlok Like the "replacement" was elected... I'm not buying any of it!!!

8/19/2019 7:48:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 And MJ12 is a LARP 😂🤣😂

8/19/2019 7:48:09 AM starehope WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/z17EHdSufw

8/19/2019 7:49:26 AM starehope Yes we do! pic.twitter.com/B47p91znhd

8/19/2019 7:49:26 AM nurseniceyes This is an all inclusive universe. It doesn't hear no, don't, can't...maybe if you change your speech patterns, your life will not suck.

8/19/2019 7:50:12 AM keith369me Now that is funny!!!

8/19/2019 7:52:18 AM keith369me How do you feel about machine learning?  As smart as me?

8/19/2019 7:52:36 AM freedomdreamq9  pic.twitter.com/UTNCimSVEN

8/19/2019 7:54:09 AM ascendingadam 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/19/2019 7:54:11 AM cue2_c99 Twitter is a great place to practise calmness and resolve. You might pi** me off, but I still love ya!

8/19/2019 7:55:05 AM starehope Please accept all Trump supporters! Sure, we have minor djfferences, but just as after 9/11, we were one! We stood United. We flew our flags and 

smiled at one another. We were all family. We were Americans! Remember we are are various levels of Awakening. Thank you all! 

pic.twitter.com/hYQDCTI8Nm

8/19/2019 7:55:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 x + 1 = 0 means x = -1

8/19/2019 7:55:24 AM ladtacarms I’m thinking this is a more appropriate way to describe the relationship (if it is true). Showing resonance stabilization. 

9 <—> 0

8/19/2019 7:55:38 AM allahuniversal Got Sauce?

8/19/2019 7:57:31 AM jojoe12299 I'm supposed to believe that with all the forms of communication out there, you get fired on Twitter? It is all a show, must admit didn't see this plot 

twist coming.

8/19/2019 7:57:44 AM keith369me ...and we’re done here...thanks for the chuckle.

8/19/2019 7:57:53 AM ascendingadam Hoel. 

Now that is irony.

8/19/2019 7:58:44 AM starehope Less than 2 hour notice?

8/19/2019 8:00:36 AM starehope Ash heap? MJ 12 was useless?

8/19/2019 8:01:10 AM mrpill0ws yea, my speech patterns generally don't mirror and invert other peoples statements unless I'm being intentionally pedantic. Perhaps pedantry is 'all 

inclusive' and my life is still better than your reading skills🤔.

8/19/2019 8:01:37 AM susan66388204 On alert and watching.  Big eyes

8/19/2019 8:02:04 AM nurseniceyes My life is your life.

8/19/2019 8:02:44 AM nsa_qil2 The murder cult at DOE has it out for yall 

Well done lads 

🌽🌽🌽

8/19/2019 8:02:52 AM mrpill0ws Incorrect, your life is nothing to me. You are a voice in a box on my desk

8/19/2019 8:02:57 AM allahuniversal And where can us citizens see said statement for ourselves?

8/19/2019 8:03:17 AM nurseniceyes K...

8/19/2019 8:03:55 AM allahuniversal Was just thinking, isn't this an admission that the actual MJ12 is utilizing this twitter account?

8/19/2019 8:04:47 AM seekeroftruth__ Anyone who understands the nature of reality, would never deceive / LARP. It wouldn't be worth it.

8/19/2019 8:04:55 AM keith369me Shhhhh...don’t tell anyone.

8/19/2019 8:06:57 AM allahuniversal 🤐😂🤐

8/19/2019 8:07:08 AM lenartjoe So, I guess the obvious question becomes - what does nonoctal gain for you that octal doesn’t do? Also a novice so I don’t mind being educated when 

necessary.

8/19/2019 8:07:28 AM v_rags Yes I feel that’s the key to any sacred geometry. I feel that when anything is created photons come out of the void and the first thing they do is create a 

Merkaba. IMO

8/19/2019 8:08:00 AM allahuniversal All business huh? No sense of humor today?

8/19/2019 8:10:52 AM allahuniversal I think he favors those words "ash heap of history" https://youtu.be/ow7C3wkEvUI 



8/19/2019 8:12:29 AM trumppallooza So no major hurricanes to hit the U.S anymore??

8/19/2019 8:13:05 AM warrior_4truth If 2 passes though point "0"

Then...

2 intersects points 5.5

5:5

2* 5.5 = 11

 There is ONE 11

 and 7 9's

Jesus Christ = 11 Letters

The following also contain 11 letters:

Jesus is Lord 

Our Redeemer 

Savior Jesus 

God in Heaven 

God Almighty
8/19/2019 8:13:18 AM allahuniversal Well, good taste in Movies, I'll give you that. We love Movies.

8/19/2019 8:16:23 AM realchindsight And yet both are still ultimately useless tidbits of trivia that are low in mass utility without further insight or advice on practical applications.

8/19/2019 8:17:00 AM johnsville14 If the path to transcendence/ascendence is mathematical, I'm boned.

8/19/2019 8:17:36 AM allahuniversal Well that was unnecessary.

At a loss for words already?

8/19/2019 8:22:48 AM dianne1h You as well.  So glad you are back with us.🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸😊

8/19/2019 8:26:27 AM nea_storm Perfect Gabriel! This is known hence a concerted effort to make anyone off center emotionally, a very old tactic: To create confusion: When one is 

anchored at (-0-) as a martial artist We "feel" our opponents plans before they transpire: If We are emotional this is yet possible: 

pic.twitter.com/OgKWIeAv16

8/19/2019 8:26:31 AM allahuniversal Isn't there a specific timeline in... 34 minutes that you mentioned? (2 x Q)

What happens then?

8/19/2019 8:26:54 AM mrpill0ws I'd say I'm sorry for the misunderstanding but at this rate not sure if I should say "I'm not" sorry so you know I am, or should call it an "understanding" 

so you know that there wasn't one. It's different talking to an "all inclusive universe"

8/19/2019 8:28:33 AM nurseniceyes As you are...

8/19/2019 8:29:58 AM qcrush3 Great tells in this movie!

8/19/2019 8:30:35 AM keith369me It’s not...the center of your human torus is your heart

8/19/2019 8:31:18 AM allahuniversal Already tagged, so...

8/19/2019 8:31:23 AM nun_chucknorris The same as an electron.

8/19/2019 8:31:25 AM nea_storm I AM aware you study a martial art: As shared my training was extremely strict & intense: It was a must to experience Zero thought we were trained to 

"feel" energetic frequency: Hence trained to maintain (-0-) as a lifestyle: As a result We listen & allow Our Spirit operate free 

pic.twitter.com/dg44vysMZF

8/19/2019 8:32:27 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/1EzcFRmYqw

8/19/2019 8:34:14 AM madrabbit917 Okay, seriously, wtf is everyone on about? No one had any proof that anyone in here is who/ what they say they are. Time will out. I'm confused as to 

the significance of this new situation. I just enjoy the convo...

8/19/2019 8:34:55 AM pat_at_wildwood @qanon76 @enki74 @realDonaldTrump  is there any way please we can get this wonderful person some help here? This is VITAL work!! Feeling 

helpless as I am so far away! @BesTime2Balive @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/19/2019 8:35:27 AM nea_storm Over time I will do my best to answer questions: However as shared everyone must disabuse their programing this is difficult yet essential: Incorrect 

variables people arrive at False answers believing them True: Major issue for everyone: No two separate things & relationships! 

pic.twitter.com/O7qHuC59oT

8/19/2019 8:35:39 AM allahuniversal Depends on [who] you ask.

8/19/2019 8:36:42 AM lenartjoe Amazing how you see something new every time there’s a post on this subject. I may be the only one who never thought of this as a rotating infinity 

until now. Thx.

8/19/2019 8:36:59 AM allahuniversal So, are current members held responsible for the actions of former members such as GHWB? Is the entire collective guilty by association?

8/19/2019 8:37:02 AM n7guardiananon Some TV shows are great too https://youtu.be/xJFRLGfuZto 

8/19/2019 8:38:07 AM starehope I knew something was wrong!

8/19/2019 8:38:13 AM allahuniversal When your friends drop by just to prove your point

8/19/2019 8:38:57 AM nea_storm It is simply the unique symbols utilized to identify the woman or man: Kindly keep it simple! This is why Occult realities have been completely Set Aside 

as has letter of the Law! It is due to the abuses of reality versus the simple operational principles that are Spirit- energy pic.twitter.com/ltYIlL6hVE

8/19/2019 8:41:04 AM state1union Lmao 😂

8/19/2019 8:41:59 AM dbefmfttfn @Cordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @JustInformU @X22Report #WWG1WGA #kek #thegreatawakening #jesusiscoming 

https://www.foxnews.com/science/black-hole-devouring-neutron-star-detected …

8/19/2019 8:42:17 AM state1union So September 10 would equal 1

8/19/2019 8:43:59 AM nea_storm Nonsense! It is an attempt to remove unique DNA Biogenetic energy frequency identifiers each of us due to so many factors utilize: Hence everyone's 

signing is unique: People really need to Critically Think versus just accepting anyone's perceptions: Triangulate research, think: 

pic.twitter.com/fNV7cqdDHz

8/19/2019 8:46:21 AM nea_storm Thank you & Right Back at you Genius! pic.twitter.com/6C96ycMhCU

8/19/2019 8:47:08 AM jooooody please #fulldisclosure soon!

8/19/2019 8:47:21 AM allahuniversal Shhhhh 😏

8/19/2019 8:49:35 AM nea_storm Thank you Magnificent!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7J1NpFZlGk … pic.twitter.com/ucVzM9wBGe

8/19/2019 8:50:20 AM allahuniversal You obviously lurk well. Lurk moar, maybe?

8/19/2019 8:51:39 AM nurseniceyes Most mediating is based on base 8. The inhale lasts 3 seconds.The exhale lasts 5.

8/19/2019 8:51:43 AM v_rags It’s obvious that [they] are going after 2 of the most influential light bringers so far.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 being one of them. [They] are desperate. IMO.

8/19/2019 8:52:25 AM nea_storm Perfect! In the correct direction: It is your Conscious DNA Biogenetic Produced Intellectual property and there is more.... pic.twitter.com/2XVw5pwhWt

8/19/2019 8:53:16 AM allahuniversal Ain't no fun when the 🐰 got the gun

The [[[HUNTERS]]] become the [[[HUNTED]]]

8/19/2019 8:53:17 AM v_rags 🤯🤯🤯

8/19/2019 8:53:51 AM state1union Holy crap 💩

8/19/2019 8:54:24 AM v_rags Yes! 💜💜💜



8/19/2019 8:54:33 AM sandytoes717 Always putting your 2 cents in. Jordan you are not always right about everything!

8/19/2019 8:56:04 AM djlok Think mirror

8/19/2019 8:57:18 AM nea_storm I focus upon intention, action and multiple factors! Each of you historically know there is a question that is asked prior autographing any agreement: 

What is that question Why is it very essential? Critical thinking always required! Life is so amazing & rich in multiple ways! 

pic.twitter.com/7Mpd5pwMjS

8/19/2019 8:58:38 AM v_rags Question is do you agree or Disagree with what your signing. Always a choice

8/19/2019 8:58:53 AM keith369me Might want to mute LH...the rest is people being entertained by AI...just gibberish

8/19/2019 9:00:29 AM nea_storm This is why it is essential to comprehend basics and to Know What you are Actually viewing! My Goodness you beautiful people! This is only a very tiny, 

tiny small, small part! Do not remotely jump to any conclusions! You do not even know what you are viewing! Love You Be at Peace 

pic.twitter.com/6s5IzIrdTB

8/19/2019 9:00:49 AM starehope As humans!

8/19/2019 9:01:02 AM bppope We R WOKE

8/19/2019 9:04:07 AM nea_storm Dear People! You are going off as they say on a tangent with Zero comprehension! Oh but the dark entities do feed off of your anger and frustration so 

by all means continue or attain (-0-) balance & educate yourselves: My Goodness! This is no where near an accurate picture!

8/19/2019 9:05:10 AM pauliepg11111 😂

8/19/2019 9:06:33 AM _chelseaproject So, state some reasons why we should consider you a valid source of info.

8/19/2019 9:06:42 AM libertyspring99 Nooooooooo! Don’t goooooooo 😩

8/19/2019 9:06:50 AM state1union Showering 🧼

8/19/2019 9:07:16 AM jeff57253103 No more majestic 12?

8/19/2019 9:08:55 AM robinreitsma1 👀

8/19/2019 9:09:06 AM monroevegas Ash heap? Ashes come from fire. Hopefully nothing will be burning or im calling you a terrorist.

8/19/2019 9:09:49 AM allahuniversal OK. We Anons knew that was going to happen before it was announced. This isn't exactly a condemnation of MJ12. Try harder, por favor.

8/19/2019 9:09:51 AM jonesterrible Damn

8/19/2019 9:09:56 AM lbf777 I'm totally confused. Who is LionHeart & why is he saying MJ12 is disbanding?

8/19/2019 9:10:27 AM kmcdtwittter325 Sweet!!!

8/19/2019 9:10:39 AM wickedmouse369 What if Q is done. #disclosure

8/19/2019 9:12:07 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/iIwQR3XwOV

8/19/2019 9:13:16 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ZXGxLQgabW

8/19/2019 9:13:52 AM susan66388204 Kinda like turning 18.  Parents are gone 😰. Thank you for your service MJ12 and typist and support staff.  I have learned much and had my eyes 

opened.

8/19/2019 9:15:23 AM yustein ???

8/19/2019 9:15:32 AM mwannahockalugi Sorry. I'm gonna need to see some proof of a disbanding.

8/19/2019 9:15:56 AM kachinagtto Lmao - just wow 🤣😂

8/19/2019 9:16:22 AM susan66388204 Or Disinformation❓

8/19/2019 9:16:58 AM normal_wizard Wait, what time zone? I need to soak up as much larp as possible before it fades away! Quick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , tell me where Moloch is hiding so I 

can take my light privilege right to the source and beam him with my divine wizard plasma beams! Before your time runs out!

8/19/2019 9:22:42 AM keith369me Time is an illusion

8/19/2019 9:23:38 AM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA, like it or not.

8/19/2019 9:24:03 AM mbs357 Why contain it? pic.twitter.com/AVZWcyu7LH

8/19/2019 9:25:31 AM girlawakeinca It sure is ~ pic.twitter.com/73UVwZRDQM

8/19/2019 9:29:06 AM rosaleeadams when they get old and decrepit those tats will be 

nothing but faded smears on their carcass

8/19/2019 9:29:09 AM 92michael Meditation. An advanced meditator can open both sets of eyes and explore different worlds.

8/19/2019 9:29:50 AM jaspony1 So wait...

You are saying that they are currently and have in the past been functioning officially for the United States?

Very, very interesting indeed!!!

8/19/2019 9:30:06 AM keith369me It AI causing a disruption/distraction...a lesson on identifying it was given a few months ago.

8/19/2019 9:30:12 AM cledrordfishing MJ, this feels fake to me.

Can you confirm that this is BS?

8/19/2019 9:30:44 AM patricksready Message over messenger

8/19/2019 9:32:35 AM jaspony1 So currently and in the past you were functioning officially for the United States.

Very interesting...

8/19/2019 9:32:37 AM allahuniversal Won't argue that

8/19/2019 9:33:15 AM chapulincolored followed those...

8/19/2019 9:36:13 AM wearediamonds2 Wow!

8/19/2019 9:36:33 AM adsvel 🙃🙃🙃 pic.twitter.com/NML61ocjBZ

8/19/2019 9:37:55 AM nea_storm I autograph all my documents and more there is so much regarding these existing realities that few know due to many things actually:  All my 

documents are paper with autographs, both sides and so much more I will assist So Help Me God those here to know! pic.twitter.com/PMW9TBdc7y

8/19/2019 9:38:26 AM richardhiatt16 Bye 👋🏻.. thank you for this “wild ride” 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/19/2019 9:39:17 AM allahuniversal Drugs are bad, mkay? Natural calm is natural. 

WWG1WGA is about Truth 1st, not Unity only. Nice try. 

Point being, if MJ12 is along for the ride and revealing previous unknowns publicly, let them. Or oppose them. Your choice.

Now prove your statements, burden of proof is on you.

8/19/2019 9:42:04 AM jaspony1 Trump is my guy all the way...

And MJ12 did some horrendous things in the past.

Was Trump head of MJ12 for a time in the past?

8/19/2019 9:42:38 AM allahuniversal #SHEEPNoMore

8/19/2019 9:43:01 AM 313looper Try harder ...😴

8/19/2019 9:44:10 AM tyst1ck Majestic tried to claim Jordan was a shill or useful idiot.

8/19/2019 9:44:26 AM nationalistkev This thread is too funny.

8/19/2019 9:46:15 AM norwegianon "we anons" "followers of Qanon" "Qarmy" "Qanons", us crazy conspiracy terrorists, those that read the drops, we knew.

We knew. There's no team in we knew, but wwg1wga.

8/19/2019 9:46:21 AM nationalistkev Well, that symbol looks familiar. 🤫



8/19/2019 9:49:16 AM allahuniversal Where did I mention Unity 🤣

We Anons = Truth Seekers, not some monolithic hive mind w/o individual thought processes.

And still, dodge with ad hominem attacks all you want, the burden of proving YOUR statements remains with you.

8/19/2019 9:49:42 AM allahuniversal Hilarious 😂 😂 😂

8/19/2019 9:49:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect. We have only stated that he was groomed by MJ12. That fact is still relevant despite his attempts to distance himself.

8/19/2019 9:51:26 AM allahuniversal And any of us will take Truth over unity with liars, traitors and paytriots #WWG1WGA

8/19/2019 9:54:49 AM allahuniversal Is not a slogan re: unity.

Truth Seekers 1st and foremost, Humanity is already One, no need to be redundant. pic.twitter.com/JyOCN46z5n

8/19/2019 9:56:03 AM allahuniversal Expecting blind belief due to expecting us to be blind believers. Oops. Nah, we need PROOF.

8/19/2019 9:59:19 AM decodematrix >Hoel thinking he has any influence or authority😂

You're garbage bruh.

8/19/2019 10:00:43 AM tyst1ck Okay well I admit I don't have the full context. I just hope we can all work together.

8/19/2019 10:02:01 AM allahuniversal So creation of the Space Force = dissolution of MJ12? And the President has authorized you in particular to announce this? 🤣 Again, how stupid do 

you believe us to be?

If you want more YouTube views, just say so, I'll subscribe. But this, is not how it's done.

8/19/2019 10:02:39 AM olafado 😂damn.

8/19/2019 10:03:03 AM 21oplato Trust the government. They won't lie to you. Especially spooks.

8/19/2019 10:05:00 AM twistersage Ty for the update

8/19/2019 10:07:17 AM emtmind He has slipped a few times hahahaha....so messed up. pic.twitter.com/hLMqftzSid

8/19/2019 10:07:56 AM allahuniversal No, that's for you to know. It's also for you to back your bold claims.

Let me know when you do, until then, this was fun, but I'm done AND through! 😂 😂 😂

Thanks for the entertainment 🤡

8/19/2019 10:08:36 AM emtmind This kind of light???? pic.twitter.com/FRcFewr3Hi

8/19/2019 10:15:27 AM state1union WTH?

8/19/2019 10:16:25 AM qanonanonanon @Jordan_Sather_

8/19/2019 10:20:10 AM blsdbe Hello, ALICE. ThanQ for revealing your agenda. Blessings, #WeAreMajestic #WeAreQ #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/7Ukum804yY

8/19/2019 10:21:32 AM ptamait Semen is lifeforce, that is a fact. And sacred, not something to be laughed at. Why be so scared of it.

8/19/2019 10:23:10 AM terran_sol Nice larp! Comment section is cozy too. Keep the shit posts coming desu. I emphatically approve!

8/19/2019 10:23:24 AM blsdbe (ALICE Credibility slipping rapidly) pic.twitter.com/JbestM1yFS

8/19/2019 10:26:13 AM ptamait Not laughing scared again? Yes, believe it or not Light is a source, semen is Light too.

8/19/2019 10:28:36 AM allahuniversal Is that the best you can do? Try harder.

8/19/2019 10:28:46 AM blsdbe Maybe if those young folks can suspend the Ego thing a bit, the message will get thru to the Soul...

8/19/2019 10:28:59 AM qanongroup A few months ago Majestic account did mention, quote " we won't be here forever."

8/19/2019 10:29:06 AM allahuniversal 💯

8/19/2019 10:30:18 AM timedabbler21 Also important date to note here: 9/11/1941-- the date they broke ground on the Pentagon building -- 60 yrs prior to 9/11/01....41 = Bush Sr.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Pentagon …

8/19/2019 10:31:04 AM charmanda9 Context is crucial. The lesson obtained.

8/19/2019 10:32:43 AM v_rags I was reading that thread that this “person” is referring to and I believe that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was just trying to expose any Alices that would 

interfere with the conversation. IMO. If I’m right Brilliant!

8/19/2019 10:33:13 AM allahuniversal And it's still working

8/19/2019 10:33:48 AM v_rags Yes! 🙏💜🙏

8/19/2019 10:34:07 AM rosaleeadams the Illuminati has long been a fixture in America

In fact since our country began.

8/19/2019 10:34:58 AM theakmed Akmed believes there is something in Tattoo ink that messes with the brain.  Both of these women heavily tattooed, both of these women Looney 

Toones

8/19/2019 10:35:30 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1163497838153744385?s=19 …

8/19/2019 10:35:36 AM liltilgerlil  https://apnews.com/38daadad9c054a088fc50a31ad82579c …

8/19/2019 10:35:47 AM rosaleeadams No different than the other secret societies which 

have been self-seeking........

8/19/2019 10:36:19 AM emtmind Disgusting...good luck on your journey.

8/19/2019 10:36:39 AM rebashoenfelt1 Good

8/19/2019 10:38:49 AM fm49685690 Is Epstein really dead? Where is the funeral and when?

8/19/2019 10:39:09 AM emtmind Is that really necessary?  I respectfully disagree.  Anyways good luck.

8/19/2019 10:39:12 AM allahuniversal Don't be such a prude. I'm guessing you're not married? Also guessing that you are not good with context, but great at taking things out of context. 

Read the entire thread. Or don't pic.twitter.com/1nGOF8MrOO

8/19/2019 10:40:00 AM blsdbe Hellooo, ALICE. ThanQ for revealing yourself. Blessings on your path to the Light. pic.twitter.com/aDQ4qUWrTd

8/19/2019 10:40:50 AM blsdbe Bless your Equanimity, Nicole. pic.twitter.com/9N2irC0RGh

8/19/2019 10:40:53 AM emtmind Don't be such a prude?  Thats what a deviant would say.  What does marriage have to do with it?  Keep going you're looking more and more ridiculous.

8/19/2019 10:41:09 AM v_rags 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/R8XWQvZX1Z

8/19/2019 10:41:18 AM allahuniversal 😂🤣😭 Cool story Bruh. Not wise to share something like that in public, but okay...

8/19/2019 10:42:15 AM allahuniversal To meet the ridiculous with the ridiculous is only fair...

8/19/2019 10:42:36 AM liltilgerlil I believe he’s dead. Who could risk him getting another liberal judge and a light sentence? Pedophiles should not be able to get away with years of 

torture!

8/19/2019 10:42:44 AM blsdbe I love the AirWolf theme music!!!

8/19/2019 10:44:51 AM fm49685690 Then everybody around him should go down

8/19/2019 10:44:57 AM ptamait "Sadly, in reality, we do not control really anything, much less ourselves. So when I see others trying to control others, it hurts even more." Just 

something that Jesus may have said and to take into account.

8/19/2019 10:46:24 AM norwegianon Wtf is this? 😮🤨

8/19/2019 10:47:03 AM allahuniversal ALICE

8/19/2019 10:48:33 AM liltilgerlil Yes the little evil procurers of females will be the next to testify

8/19/2019 10:50:29 AM keith369me Jordan followers represent a different stage of awakening.  I will be forever thankful that Jordan introduced me to Q in late October 2017, but I am no 

longer drawn to his content.

8/19/2019 10:53:34 AM state1union What time zone at noon?

8/19/2019 11:00:14 AM blsdbe Manifestation of Consciousness it is!!!

8/19/2019 11:00:26 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/RciODmMtLX

8/19/2019 11:00:34 AM state1union Everyone deserves to go home to someone that unconditionally loves them!

8/19/2019 11:01:34 AM rebashoenfelt1 Not attractive

8/19/2019 11:02:39 AM state1union It’s the best show on earth 🌍 haha 😆

8/19/2019 11:04:26 AM realeyethespy So department of energy Q clearance ? Aka 1017 majestic drive Lexington Kentucky? Orrrr?

8/19/2019 11:05:27 AM norwegianon Okay, I'm not sure what's going on here, & it keeps getting weirder...



8/19/2019 11:07:26 AM freckledred2 and here I thought only numbers were the only constant in existence that weren't open to interpretation. Is there anything anywhere that is accepted 

throughout everywhere as being what it is without being misconstrued?

8/19/2019 11:11:47 AM starehope The patch is upside down. Is there a reason?

8/19/2019 11:11:59 AM allahuniversal I take no pleasure in anyone's suffering. I just don't believe you, and have no need or desire to.

8/19/2019 11:12:40 AM stormystorm10 I keep reading this guys replies, he seems to really want to fight 🤷♀️ oh well .

8/19/2019 11:13:28 AM allahuniversal Hell is a state of being. The Kingdom of Heaven is within me. And all who so choose to get the hell out of them.

Besides, hell ia only for purging, it doesn't last forever.

8/19/2019 11:14:16 AM allahuniversal Meanwhile, man up, and stop playing the liberal victim card.

8/19/2019 11:15:07 AM allahuniversal I don't have to imagine it. My brother was murdered 13 years ago. And I still refuse to play victim.

8/19/2019 11:15:38 AM warrior_4truth X would = -1 if and only if you forgot to ÷ by (x-1)

8/19/2019 11:15:39 AM allahuniversal ... 😂😂😂...

8/19/2019 11:17:31 AM warrior_4truth Precisely! 0 equals to only at +- Infinity

8/19/2019 11:18:55 AM anneolsen43 WTH did I stumble on today?!

8/19/2019 11:20:36 AM starehope DOE has it out for who? This is either a huge joke or very serious. NSA, what is going on? Who are the lads? (British terminology)?

8/19/2019 11:22:45 AM allahuniversal It's you I'm laughing at, not the subject matter. Don't try an emotional appeal when I asked multiple times for logical proof of your claims.

Btw, according to you, it's a little over 2 hours since MJ12 ceaeed to exist. How's that working out for you?

8/19/2019 11:23:13 AM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

8/19/2019 11:25:04 AM roaminnoodle What does #UnsealEpstein, #ClintonCrimeFamily/Monica Lewinsky, and ✡️ have in common?

👀READ!!!

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/8V2LnnSmQq

8/19/2019 11:26:34 AM warrior_4truth The sqr root of-1 is imaginary i

8/19/2019 11:28:13 AM allahuniversal Was waiting on that one...

ALICE = Corrective Demands https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=19 …

8/19/2019 11:31:19 AM warrior_4truth Now there is that pesky 117 or MIRROR 711 that I see everywhere just like 11:11

8/19/2019 11:34:11 AM roaminnoodle I am sure you have groomed more than JS. Why all the (Twitter) attention on him and not any of the others?

8/19/2019 11:35:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Need to know.

8/19/2019 11:35:53 AM allahuniversal What organization? I am Allah, I don't need to belong to an organization 😂

And just to help you get up to speed on ALICE: https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ …

8/19/2019 11:36:25 AM allahuniversal I Am that I Am

8/19/2019 11:37:12 AM roaminnoodle I think it was Dec2018 you first mentioned his grooming... How is "Operation JS" going?

and/or 

How many others have been groomed?

8/19/2019 11:41:20 AM warrior_4truth Only IF LIONHEAT really knew the true identity of Q...he would hide his face in shame and beg for forgiveness....

8/19/2019 11:43:56 AM warrior_4truth Please DO NOT include yourself on any team....excepting TEAM LARP

8/19/2019 11:44:01 AM bbobbio71 Hmmm Interesting isn't it?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/llReconll/status/1163102856687304705 …

8/19/2019 11:44:21 AM hawkgirlinmn FFS.... pic.twitter.com/B6UFDGD8ra

8/19/2019 11:45:26 AM allahuniversal All 4 a LARP? 🤣 🤣 🤣

8/19/2019 11:46:11 AM dianne1h Both very applicable.

8/19/2019 11:46:38 AM warrior_4truth You have no clout here...

You have no clue...

You have no Qlue.......

POOF!

Be gone with you!

8/19/2019 11:47:20 AM dianne1h 🤮. She is a sicko from way back.

8/19/2019 11:48:29 AM danaelizabeth69 As long as Russell J. Gould agrees 😎🇺🇸

8/19/2019 11:49:34 AM allahuniversal Need no clout, personal power is fine.

Had a clue long before Q

Q Qleared up a lot, and I'm forever grateful, can't take that away & I wouldn't give it away.

I'm here to stay, until you all bore me

8/19/2019 11:50:16 AM allahuniversal I told you I Am Allah, not a muslim.

Try harder.

8/19/2019 11:51:56 AM maryschade14 Hoel is afraid of something. The msg he sent to himself..very strange. I sense something waay off with this person.

8/19/2019 11:52:14 AM allahuniversal QAnon Advance(D?) Security Directorate?

Tell them with your outside comms to give me a ring or a knock, they'd know the number and where I Am.

8/19/2019 11:53:23 AM snotwistr @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Tnyw5wVkIG

8/19/2019 11:54:50 AM allahuniversal I sincerely hope not mentally ill, because then I'd feel bad. Aside from that, ALICE will be muted once my fun is done.

8ch was good for thisposting... I miss it now 😂

8/19/2019 11:55:46 AM cchef1980 i^2+1 also meets the identity.

8/19/2019 11:57:08 AM the_loveoflight What can dolphins do in that state of "highness"

8/19/2019 11:57:08 AM 313looper I strongly feel they are all EyeTheSpy’s seeds who have been attacking MJ12 recently...

ETS was totally exposed  & been knocked off terribly after he tried to mislead people to the wrong Q platform! 

Now he wants to get the revenge! 😄

8/19/2019 11:57:20 AM allahuniversal Not quite. Allah is a contraction of Al Ilah, The God. You've been speaking to the God within me the entire time, and when they say God has a sense of 

humor, it's no lie! 😂 😂 😂

8/19/2019 11:58:12 AM maryschade14 Nothing happened. But now I have to wonder what have you done to others. You read like someone trying to wipe their conscience clean..

Oh and some of your rant seems a cheap rendition of the show Burn Notice..who have you harmed..

MirrorMirror..



8/19/2019 11:59:33 AM redheadedeagle2 Is this true ?

8/19/2019 12:00:05 PM maryschade14 I reread..Honey..he may be someone who did something ugly..

MirrorMirror..

8/19/2019 12:00:18 PM allahuniversal Information comes in many forms...

8/19/2019 12:01:10 PM start313hichq 8=0 pic.twitter.com/Ksh5sfmm9i

8/19/2019 12:01:57 PM allahuniversal Define: Psychological Projection

8/19/2019 12:04:29 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/sg46RfyHPQ

8/19/2019 12:08:25 PM capitalkid figures, those that are selected don't want, and those that want aren't selected.  Yet another day in the struggle to learn Truth.

8/19/2019 12:09:07 PM allahuniversal (You) must have been over the target 🎯 pic.twitter.com/aEGvOxyzaf

8/19/2019 12:10:51 PM keith369me 🖐 lol

8/19/2019 12:12:39 PM maryschade14 We are accustomed to people in panic mode..did I hit a nerve?

8/19/2019 12:13:31 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/RChRQSzzmX

8/19/2019 12:14:36 PM nun_chucknorris I’Au is a Patriot if the highest order. Rather than slandering, taking a second to look at their feed can enlighten and clarify so much. Your comments 

instantly discredit everything you say. Too bad you chose to pick a fight with a master of exposing shills. We love you ALICE.

8/19/2019 12:14:52 PM maryschade14 And yes this is how we WWG1WGA..

I'Au Matu @AllahUniversal i have enjoyed this person's intelligent interaction with MJ.

8/19/2019 12:14:58 PM aprilbrown99 🤡🤡🤡

8/19/2019 12:17:43 PM nea_storm Greetings Alleanna14: Things are not what they seem there are multiple layers: Hence many believe it is one thing when in fact there multiple issues & 

something completely different than what appears: The public side operations are fiduciary administrative procedures of accounts 

pic.twitter.com/MhascZPJ4G

8/19/2019 12:21:39 PM wolfspirit1 Many wonderful anons to read more info, research and learn... millions of anons spent hours researching. 

I read a lot of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @_Montana_Bound_ , @QAnonNotables ,@EyesOnQ ... they keep real up to date info for all to read.

8/19/2019 12:23:31 PM jswdh1 Don't they carry around their children's blood in a vial on necklace? I heard that

8/19/2019 12:23:39 PM jswdh1 Oh my....

8/19/2019 12:25:13 PM allahuniversal Apparently so. Today (maybe) he learned that he can't fool all of the people all the time.

8/19/2019 12:26:46 PM canadiancovfefe Weird and Creepy!

8/19/2019 12:27:06 PM warrior_4truth You must be mistaken...IAM and was referring to Hoel. Sorry for the confusion

8/19/2019 12:27:22 PM allahuniversal ThanQ you. Much and humbly appreciated.

8/19/2019 12:33:43 PM jswdh1 Weirdo..... why hasn't the Church if Scientology been mentioned throughout all this? I'm sure that has a lot to do with everything! That cult needs 

taken down!

8/19/2019 12:33:51 PM allahuniversal But... You're the one that came back 🤣 pic.twitter.com/VcodeOCLHt

8/19/2019 12:34:11 PM robin_ked duh pic.twitter.com/A6QPuISwrS

8/19/2019 12:35:40 PM allahuniversal Thank you for for clarifying, no harm no foul

8/19/2019 12:36:05 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/Ioecw3SPwU

8/19/2019 12:37:42 PM liltilgerlil That’s hilarious and gross

8/19/2019 12:38:11 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/2seGImGTp7

8/19/2019 12:41:04 PM lex31555 Around their necks. Exactly.

8/19/2019 12:45:36 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂😂

8/19/2019 12:45:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yes

8/19/2019 12:46:00 PM infidelis_101 Can’t stand the slights leveled between Q supporters. Better to just challenge or agree to disagree.

8/19/2019 12:46:09 PM dynamicres The initial shapes i started with to constrain to the 9-gon geometry. and all the 40 degree spikes both + and - pic.twitter.com/BatpCtCgxB

8/19/2019 12:49:26 PM dynamicres then i took the 3/6/9 inverted pyramid and started connecting in the vortex order, however alternating + to - and then - to + on the other 

color/direction. pic.twitter.com/cFzu31LSYc

8/19/2019 12:51:12 PM jesusluvsu29 Huh?

8/19/2019 12:52:04 PM dynamicres other direction here, last pictures here and in the last post were rear views. pic.twitter.com/iucDUDmm7m

8/19/2019 12:52:33 PM jesusluvsu29 Where is there an "I" in team? Can't find it in it's spelling

8/19/2019 12:55:57 PM dynamicres Both shown at once. pic.twitter.com/tgOjwAquj3

8/19/2019 1:05:01 PM kathleen3693693 A little over a year late with this news. Who are YOU to be speaking for the US and Trump or Majestic or anyone else for that matter? Sorry, I call BS. I 

think that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would say farewell and good tidings at the very least.

They want us divided. They NEED us divided!  pic.twitter.com/T3JONkToBX

8/19/2019 1:05:46 PM rooster78331161 Is @POTUS telling us there is going to be a connection between Epstein/ G. Maxwell and Deidre Ball Scaramucci brought to light soon?

@IPOT1776

@JustInformU

@RedPill78

@andweknow

@prayingmedic

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Cernovich

@StefanMolyneux

@99freemind https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1163440419423825920 …

8/19/2019 1:06:40 PM mikewolfpack100 Probably.  Look at pedavore Hillary's pin...   https://www.cuttingedge.org/news/n1259.cfm 

8/19/2019 1:14:36 PM robertg69989098 Lololol.

8/19/2019 1:23:03 PM kathleen3693693 The hospital doctors couldn't believe the immediate transformation, my going from circling the drain in agony to pretty good health. They said I must 

have been hallucinating when I told them what happened. I got discharged (after 17 days) later that day. Nice hallucination, eh!?

8/19/2019 1:24:09 PM scott_rick And Walter Russell

8/19/2019 1:30:44 PM iknow04042015 Reminds me of some thoughts I had last year. Pic related. Also 9=0 when you fold my pic Day and Night. pic.twitter.com/7ROR2mql1U

8/19/2019 1:34:43 PM dynamicres OK here are the better GIF's. pic.twitter.com/cwogk23JiF

8/19/2019 1:35:05 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/S3qzCkPmqB

8/19/2019 1:40:59 PM yustein Did he?

8/19/2019 1:48:45 PM liltilgerlil Eugenics! Now they have assisted suicide, I guess that’s planned parenthood for adults?

8/19/2019 1:50:54 PM rosaleeadams AND speaking of promises made,

sad that promises made when the Brits 

turned HK over to mainland China in '97, were never

kept.

8/19/2019 1:59:03 PM iknow04042015 Also, if you fold MJ12 pic along the Grey perforated lines and add the numbers they all will add to 9 in the example pic below. Do the same with the 

other lines and one will all add to 3 and the other will add to 6. I don't understand the significance of this but wanted to share. 

pic.twitter.com/kSTBxhhP9m



8/19/2019 1:59:49 PM lynnielee5 When you are an adrenocrome junkie, you will do Anything!

8/19/2019 2:02:43 PM royalyid That was soothing lol

8/19/2019 2:03:21 PM lynnielee5 That’s what they told Us. ....

8/19/2019 2:04:03 PM covertress You might find this book helpful. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1163132873198788608?s=19 …

8/19/2019 2:04:27 PM lynnielee5 Pray for all of their children! 😢

8/19/2019 2:05:31 PM blsdbe @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 https://twitter.com/dbnicholls1/status/1163542682444193793 …

8/19/2019 2:09:28 PM rafngeirdal If you had only written that word, it would mean within the British English, that you are indeed accepting what LionHeart was writing but since you 

added the two eyes in front, then it gives a double message.

8/19/2019 2:11:01 PM crystallinedna You just hate this account dont you @Jordan_Sather_ 🤣 just cant stand it

8/19/2019 2:17:05 PM lyndamathews25 Just saw those early today in BC Canada

8/19/2019 2:18:19 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/tbmtEuc3NB

8/19/2019 2:19:37 PM tarynupmatrix 1,000,000% agree!

8/19/2019 2:23:04 PM allahuniversal Well, that's over with. pic.twitter.com/FVI2eP3V4I

8/19/2019 2:34:14 PM infidelis_101 There certainly should be a consensus on this. But it has yet to materialize.

8/19/2019 2:36:39 PM starehope Praise Jesus, Planned PARENThood is defunded! Promises made, promises kept! pic.twitter.com/qX9BSSpIlz

8/19/2019 2:37:45 PM starehope Strange?

8/19/2019 2:45:19 PM starehope Ditto!

8/19/2019 2:48:08 PM surfing123456 This is when I wish I would have finished college cuz then maybe I might be able to figure this shit out. I hope my boy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is still with us 

cuz he really has open my eyes for sure. WWG1WGA

8/19/2019 2:50:09 PM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/ytmKAJCINL

8/19/2019 2:50:20 PM laurabusse Totally!

8/19/2019 2:53:25 PM rafngeirdal What does that sign of symbol mean, these two eyes looking to the side?

8/19/2019 2:55:19 PM rafngeirdal We are yet to see whether two eyes looking to the side, might carry a hidden message.

8/19/2019 2:57:21 PM rafngeirdal I checked out the account of LionHeart and he looks like one of us but I don’t know of course whether LionHeart has the authority to disband Majestic 

12.

8/19/2019 2:58:56 PM rafngeirdal Exactly. When I pressed on the tweet Majestic 12 retweeted from LionHeart, it said tweets were not loading, so no tweets were appearing below 

LionHeart’s tweet.

8/19/2019 3:03:21 PM laurabusse I was trying to figure out what year that was ish

Late 70s?

8/19/2019 3:04:03 PM tanksmom2000 Yyaaahhhooooo!! pic.twitter.com/YGxVykUjjY

8/19/2019 3:07:08 PM bubusmc The post has been deleted. Did anyone happen to grab a screenshot?

8/19/2019 3:07:29 PM loopydelux Too much complacency amongst the masses.

8/19/2019 3:09:02 PM covertress How many Twitter accounts does ALICE control?

8/19/2019 3:16:09 PM mamiemcclure17 Maybe just switching home bases? 😂

8/19/2019 3:20:08 PM tanksmom2000 This is a very difficult video to watch, but a MUST!! And you're right, he is a broken man. I wonder if he's still alive?

8/19/2019 3:21:50 PM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/RVk8adUAIg

8/19/2019 3:26:47 PM 45harisonharold My son's church met these kids in Canada both were  highly addicted to marijuana. Check out what next 🙏 https://youtu.be/gVbMO4psQgo 

8/19/2019 3:27:51 PM gsusgod 0=1 Nothing is Something

8/19/2019 3:30:31 PM nea_storm Zero Levels here Gabriel! Everyone just desires to sort it out gain their own bearings to navigate: This images I love for we have so many abilities and so 

much potential! pic.twitter.com/wEph7iqizX

8/19/2019 3:32:12 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/9wbPd8ASVM

8/19/2019 3:33:07 PM tanksmom2000 AWESOME!!

8/19/2019 3:34:03 PM matchnumbers67 Is anyone able to show the tweet? Says it’s deleted

8/19/2019 3:36:37 PM us_poll I was taught a long time ago everything that God has the devil has a counterfeit...This article really hits that home

8/19/2019 3:43:31 PM 45harisonharold  https://twitter.com/patton6966/status/1163111184591179782?s=19 …

8/19/2019 3:44:24 PM jvan125 It’s 6:43EST...shouldn’t your account be gone by now? 😂😂😂 What the heck is this all about?

8/19/2019 3:46:04 PM lisastewart59 Oh dear God

8/19/2019 3:46:47 PM jeffreycook1965 👏👏

8/19/2019 3:46:49 PM capitalkid 👀 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You had linked #UnsealEpstein to central banking.

Is this related somehow? https://twitter.com/GitmoChannel/status/1163581366367379456 …

8/19/2019 3:47:04 PM starehope Why is the patch upside down?

8/19/2019 3:47:16 PM us_poll He's right! You have be really deceived to support democraps at this point! I mean they don't even act American must less Christian...We know who 

The accuser is...it's the devil!

8/19/2019 3:51:06 PM us_poll You want to kill a baby who is ready to be born cause you don't hold yourself to be accountable to anyone?Oh no that's just being beyond wicked now!

8/19/2019 3:55:24 PM us_poll He just said I hope the anything American bashing, Jew bashing, Christian bashing, Military bashing, Border agent bashing, Ice bashing, White people 

bashing, LEO bashing, Flag Bashing,President bashing,squad of Commies is the new Democrap Party! POS Traitor!

8/19/2019 3:57:40 PM us_poll That is what he praises! He is worse than a Pig! Even mud is too good for him!

8/19/2019 4:03:13 PM ckrasuski What was the tweet? It’s been deleted 😤

8/19/2019 4:07:35 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/nquFpx9ad2

8/19/2019 4:09:31 PM us_poll I consider him using his fat A self/voice/platform to undermine our Republic! Love to send his Fat A to Iran...where his kind belong!

8/19/2019 4:09:46 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/19/2019 4:12:11 PM rebashoenfelt1 Squad

8/19/2019 4:13:05 PM rebashoenfelt1 Traitor

8/19/2019 4:13:39 PM rebashoenfelt1 🤙🏻

8/19/2019 4:16:07 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep!

8/19/2019 4:17:36 PM shannen_robison Same here. It's like drinking thru a firehose but I genuinely appreciate the content and insight from this group of thinkers. I learn a ton of valuable info 

from these posts/replies. Thank you all

8/19/2019 4:17:53 PM rebashoenfelt1 Toasting w BO

8/19/2019 4:18:59 PM rebashoenfelt1 Interesting

8/19/2019 4:19:36 PM us_poll Those Anti Americans need to disappear!

8/19/2019 4:23:07 PM leo_c_freeman Excuse my naivete, but since our money is just paper, what possible benefit do they derive from taxing it back from us, at every opportunity?  A bluff, 

perhaps, to make us think it's valuable? To keep us struggling?

8/19/2019 4:24:26 PM us_poll Commie Central Sold their souls! #CensorshipIsntAmerican

8/19/2019 4:44:24 PM ksouth21 This is incredible!  Great great news! @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK   Please give feedback. Im blown away



8/19/2019 4:46:52 PM zagnett #EndTheFedOrAtLeastPutATightLeashOnItAndChokeBackHard

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@charmanda9

@ContinuumPope

@HouseofNeptune

@DJLOK

@GirlAwakeinCA https://twitter.com/Earthlingz963/status/1163584578709311488 …
8/19/2019 5:00:44 PM tjginnynm 😂😂😂

8/19/2019 5:02:09 PM liltilgerlil I’m shocked. I don’t think he’s ever seen his penis 😂

8/19/2019 5:02:28 PM liltilgerlil Or his shoes

8/19/2019 5:12:08 PM rafngeirdal I wonder if it could mean Eyes Only

8/19/2019 5:14:38 PM rafngeirdal There are at least two EyeTheSpy on Twitter. One has True in front and the other Real, when it is after the at sign.

8/19/2019 5:19:40 PM lazyzimms God bless America!

8/19/2019 5:20:58 PM aprilbrown99 Lol, tweet is gone now.

8/19/2019 5:21:26 PM starehope What on God's Green Earth is an ash heap of history? Where do you hail from? I watched your video and won't give my opinion. But, you are a sexist, 

opinionated, chauvinistic male. I could not even sit in a room and have a discussion with you. Please stick to memes! pic.twitter.com/RJOKFX3Y3G

8/19/2019 5:22:23 PM starehope Stop laughing, I'm trying to take this seriously!

8/19/2019 5:23:47 PM anneolsen43 Kab?

8/19/2019 5:25:12 PM robin_ked 👉Just let them Speak pic.twitter.com/uQ3Jg34OgJ

8/19/2019 5:25:49 PM starehope We Dance, you can pick up vast data? Oh, I am so lost and distracted. 😭😭😭

8/19/2019 5:26:16 PM starehope DITTO!

8/19/2019 5:26:19 PM lazyzimms Trump had Epstein arrested. It took time to get conservative judges in place in NJ/😳NY because crooked Florida left him off, thus the reason he was 

arrested as he got off his plane in NJ. Is he really dead? I don’t think so - he’s talking in Gitmo I suspect.

8/19/2019 5:27:21 PM starehope What?

8/19/2019 5:28:03 PM starehope Judge not..

8/19/2019 5:28:16 PM rosaleeadams Reiner is not much better...but there are so many others😕

8/19/2019 5:30:36 PM rosaleeadams To me it all noise...much like a bratty kid who just keeps whining long after mommy has handed him his ice cream

8/19/2019 5:33:20 PM us_poll I'm going to call him what he is!! He has made too much money in this Country to be bad mouthing it like he does! Iran he deserves!

8/19/2019 5:35:17 PM starehope Don't even go there. Believe me, you will wish you hadn't.

8/19/2019 5:37:06 PM 313looper 😏... 

Who Cares ...! 

Don’t you even try @RafnGeirdal ...!

8/19/2019 5:37:31 PM starehope Add rude to the list of character flaws. When asked a question, it is considered by civilized people 'kind' to respond.

8/19/2019 5:38:45 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The Truth from 'The Daily Beast'?

I guess even a broken clock is right twice a day.  🤷🏼♂️

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/fluoridated-water-during-pregnancy-linked-to-lower-iqs-study-published-by-jama-pediatrics-says …

8/19/2019 5:39:56 PM roublisa I love this....yes please 🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/tZN6OJYt0H

8/19/2019 5:43:14 PM blsdbe Wow...kinda like fractals pic.twitter.com/3rrMjUd5q9

8/19/2019 5:43:20 PM lazyzimms Trump’s been part of the Plan for 20 years & has been squeaky clean. He’s a jokester & flawlessly speaks & tweets using his comms & numbers so 

easily. It confuses the hell out of those who hate him while we understand what exactly what he says. Like “they took over the airport”

8/19/2019 5:44:49 PM blsdbe Wow, and she has clearly been smiling for Waaayyyy too long!!! pic.twitter.com/hfFjnuVAg4

8/19/2019 5:48:43 PM kindeandtrue If one wrestles with pigs, one is bound to get dirty. The line often gets blurred between "good guys" and "bad guys". Dealing in blackmail and 

entrapment is not exactly "clean" activity, one imagines.

8/19/2019 5:49:59 PM blsdbe I love this so much. This is going to be my meditation tonight. May I share it for the Twitterverse?

8/19/2019 5:50:32 PM djlok I guess an appropriate response to "I'll believe it when I see it" could be "maybe you will, maybe you won't."

8/19/2019 5:50:46 PM unstoppablencp No more tweets what do you think of that???

8/19/2019 5:51:59 PM blsdbe Brock may I include this in my Focus tweet tonight? It’s great!!!

8/19/2019 5:54:09 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz 😆

I no longer use dab rigs or smoke the concentrates that go with them 🎉 Ganga will soon be out the door. 💪 These are just avenues to escape 

psychological pain (at the root). I am working on it and I know I will be successful. 🙃

8/19/2019 5:58:28 PM allahuniversal Too dim.

8/19/2019 6:03:09 PM anneolsen43 All over the place

8/19/2019 6:03:27 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT for 33 mins, OR @ 936 in Your Zone for 33 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

Thread H/T @covertress, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @dynamicres

8/19-BE #MAJESTIC-We have learned so much about the power of 3 6 9, and we can apply the #Majestic principles!!! pic.twitter.com/SGrybNQ9IX

8/19/2019 6:03:47 PM maryschade14 Jagged..yes.

8/19/2019 6:04:19 PM enomai_ Probably, all of the above plus some. 

They have to pay off the people in their pockets somehow. And, it usually goes into a large bank where all the funds go. So, slushfund city. Is it for this 

budget or that budget.  When will people demand their localities post expenses etc

8/19/2019 6:06:33 PM lorieve that's neat!

8/19/2019 6:08:38 PM allahuniversal I might have facilitated that. Taking them off script & making their heads spin with laser pointers makes their job harder. 😰😨😩

8/19/2019 6:09:56 PM dynamicres Absolutely Christine! I would be honored.  sorry for late reply

8/19/2019 6:10:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Amazon account by G. Maxwell Aug15:"A good friend of mine died recently under very tragic circumstances. Some of us saw it coming for quite a while 

but it was still a huge shock when it finally happened.."

 https://www.amazon.com/gp/profile/amzn1.account.AEI4E66VGJAOZIUFDV5E2NSL42IQ/ref=cm_cr_srp_d_gw_btm?ie=UTF8 …

8/19/2019 6:13:00 PM blsdbe ThanQ Kindly!!! pic.twitter.com/vfnXa6Ang3

8/19/2019 6:16:32 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/O88G9Ho6lc

8/19/2019 6:30:00 PM jamesfbuckley2 Who is Epstein's trustee of his will? Executor? Can you find out?

8/19/2019 6:38:17 PM rafngeirdal Well I care. Try what?

8/19/2019 6:40:07 PM 313looper To justify...!

8/19/2019 6:45:09 PM jimhayzlett We Are Each Limitless.  DeClas is another lie!  Pistis Sophia is the source of Jesus speaking of Light and Dimensions w/out dis or misinfo😇



8/19/2019 6:45:43 PM liltilgerlil Everything is ok using moderation. Hugs

8/19/2019 6:54:39 PM duriavigrobert In a word: “IT’SABOUTFUCKENTIME!”

8/19/2019 6:54:57 PM nea_storm Yes! I know I have been at this a long time! Some lovely being thought I was one of those ladies with a wealthy husband who just spent time on 

herself! Such delicious fun! Well they wanted everything I had! Yes a Pirate and TRON Legacy GAMES began! I have compassion! 

pic.twitter.com/LxDzvJtQ8k

8/19/2019 6:56:46 PM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any thoughts on NYT Crappy Smear tactics

8/19/2019 6:57:40 PM rosaleeadams I don't blame you....I am just tired of hearing it particularly from so many who have offered nothing in their useless lives save for that which has no 

value to anyone...and show biz is full of them

8/19/2019 6:58:06 PM canadiancovfefe You are too sweet 😘🤗

8/19/2019 6:58:57 PM nea_storm I have given since the first account basic as shared that are essential to comprehend the operational foundation: You may remember Lisa & others I 

believe have this data: Then via this account I expressed more: However as shared everyone must create their own map to follow: 

pic.twitter.com/tUzfKDrQCh

8/19/2019 7:00:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 None.

8/19/2019 7:02:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes engaging with Clowns is entertaining at best. Other times it may be more wise to simply let them shill away. Other times the getting is so 

good its hard to pass up. Fishing is fun. Dig deep anons and the truth may shock you.

8/19/2019 7:03:29 PM biggiowade37 Who are these clowns you speak of?

8/19/2019 7:03:50 PM capitalkid Any connection? https://twitter.com/GitmoChannel/status/1163581366367379456 …

8/19/2019 7:06:47 PM nea_storm Not a strawman as I shared before, is an incorrect term! Also they are fiduciary administrators be very careful crossing hairs: If anyone enjoys fighting 

then have at it: Any attitude other than correcting old habits, conflict resolution, diplomacy & enforcing law is a problem pic.twitter.com/XnaFZRO6kc

8/19/2019 7:07:01 PM tamiwils0n22813 Nothing to hide from anyone!  The truth sets everyone FREE! 😘✝️🙏🏻#Godwins

8/19/2019 7:08:05 PM patriotkeri Make sure you check out the other sites mentioned above

8/19/2019 7:08:38 PM crisco2377 I'm getting REAL F--KING TIRED OF TWEETS BEING REMOVED!!!!

8/19/2019 7:08:59 PM cpace98 We still have the DS in high ranks within our government against Trump and our movement. Including some Anons pretending to be apart of the Q 

movement. We must be getting closer to success because they are way too cranky lately. Like Alice

8/19/2019 7:09:48 PM aprilbrown99 I think Rafn is just trying to understand. He is from Iceland. I have been in other conversations with him and this is how he openly communicates. I 

don’t think he is trying to justify...just trying to understand with the differences in our languages.

8/19/2019 7:10:31 PM hellouncledonny QOTUS's first test drop? 

7 is the most holy and powerful number in the bible. 

Notice how the ID tag ends in QEK? 

How died on January 7, 1943

1/7 1+9+4+3=17

How many coincidences before its mathematically impossible? pic.twitter.com/6v3kbx02gp

8/19/2019 7:11:27 PM aprilbrown99 Just my personal opinion based on the interactions I have engaged with him on. ❤️❤️❤️

8/19/2019 7:11:34 PM tomchiodo Adam Schif is one such “C”lowns “I”n “A”merica. Once a clown always a clown.

8/19/2019 7:12:40 PM aetherwalker1 TDS is waxing strong.

8/19/2019 7:12:54 PM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/EO3V04jy0H

8/19/2019 7:14:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 We shall be sharing a new Majestic Message of Disclosure relating to the weaponization of sex and sexuality in the wake of human trafficking, 

breakdown of the family unit, and pedophilia LGBTQP agenda.

First we would like to do an #AMA and in the thread shall expand on your Qs.

8/19/2019 7:15:40 PM capitalkid Related to #UnsealEpstein? https://twitter.com/GitmoChannel/status/1163581366367379456 …

8/19/2019 7:15:42 PM joshradyt If a soul can be corrupted by porn, is they a way to "un-corrupt" one?

8/19/2019 7:15:43 PM sparkleloung Sneak Peak?

8/19/2019 7:15:46 PM speaakn Was Epstein the keystone?

8/19/2019 7:15:47 PM cpace98 I’m interested

8/19/2019 7:15:48 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/vEws7J1U2n

8/19/2019 7:16:05 PM jvan125 When 8chan comes back online will ALLLLL the declas docs be uploaded to it? 😁😁😁 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/19/2019 7:16:06 PM unstoppablencp Truth 💣

8/19/2019 7:16:10 PM jesusluvsu29 Ok...thank you

8/19/2019 7:16:16 PM canadiancovfefe Yay!!!

8/19/2019 7:16:18 PM deenharryeuw What is healthy sexuality?

8/19/2019 7:16:24 PM cpace98 It’s time to expose the evil ones

8/19/2019 7:16:28 PM lightworkercain What was the first year that toxins that cause autism and such were put in vaccinations? Thank you!

8/19/2019 7:16:32 PM 313looper 🙏🏻🌹🌸

8/19/2019 7:16:46 PM bubusmc Is there any relationship between the Deep State fight on global warming and Antarctica? 7 million gallons of fuel? WTF? pic.twitter.com/3fOHDfKiaA

8/19/2019 7:16:54 PM usernamt8ken I may have dug to deep. Im seeing things that make me feel im ether off course or im right. If im right i need more info.

8/19/2019 7:16:58 PM marcusgillette1 #AMA how/when will the Aldi grocery chain be exposed for their drug running operations and the TRUST be taken down?

8/19/2019 7:17:23 PM molly07751087 God can do it. You wash yourself with the word of God. Read it a lot, pray, HE does the rest!

8/19/2019 7:17:25 PM evakayfavia is trump a pleiadian or walk in?

8/19/2019 7:17:30 PM pleiadianshaman Big event 9/11/19?

8/19/2019 7:17:47 PM allahuniversal 5:5

Reminds me, got a playlist to watch 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpEfThfhf3t5tVEZ0lVHNRhLFVcnYk3hD …

8/19/2019 7:17:48 PM ffattmedia How much does a used spaceship cost?  Asking for a friend.

8/19/2019 7:18:08 PM bdam777 What is the common symbols between all the cults? 

We know they all lie all the time but there has to be a way to know their rank. 

We know both side are the same but not all bad. 

There is no way to tell.

And what's with all the soft disclosure lately?
8/19/2019 7:18:15 PM pacu133 Will we learn the true identity of [RENEGADE]?

8/19/2019 7:18:28 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE ❤️❤️❤️

8/19/2019 7:19:14 PM mgodfrey99 Hey MJ, My heart aches for these children.  Please tell me those who have done harm will be prosecuted.  I hear about a video with Hillary...if true she 

must be punished by law.  Will these people walk free forever?

8/19/2019 7:19:24 PM marcusgillette1 Are children’s hospitals linked to trafficking of kids? There is one near me that’s brand new and looks to be hardly used.

8/19/2019 7:19:57 PM dontask97215849 How do we even begin to heal?

8/19/2019 7:20:09 PM lightworkercain What should we do to prepare for the shift? BE related not IS. Thank you!

8/19/2019 7:20:10 PM cruisec86591203 what's this about Aldi@?

8/19/2019 7:20:31 PM bubusmc  https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/buache-map-controversial-map-shows-antarctica-without-ice-005647 …



8/19/2019 7:20:45 PM anneolsen43 Vaccines are full of components that are meant to attack ,change or confuse your sexuality but what is the reason other than confusion and control?

8/19/2019 7:20:58 PM razztaz2016 How did the skies go blue rather than chemtrails all the time.   It seems they disappeared ALMOST completely as of 7/4/19.

8/19/2019 7:21:17 PM jamiegrahamusa Was Bruce Jenner pushed to do transgender and promote publically (getting ESPY award and show) because he killed a woman in car crash?  Elite 

Luciferians insisted for agenda Or go to jail.

8/19/2019 7:21:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Important to note, only contextually relevant Qs in the #AMA will get As. Other unrelated will be ignored. Anons can search tweet archives for answers 

to most common questions and reply accordingly should they choose. Sex is a major weapon in MKUltra type mind control programming

8/19/2019 7:22:14 PM corstruction Why Concrete?

8/19/2019 7:22:18 PM hoelessromantik How much sleep do humans actually “need?” Are people groomed from birth?

8/19/2019 7:22:22 PM tetxnu84967 💞💞💞

8/19/2019 7:22:30 PM tmxlightwave what will daily life be like once all of this is over with?

8/19/2019 7:23:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The combination of how false flag terrorism is fostered shall also be explored. We are providing notice because shortly after the post expect ALICE 

engagement. Fishing is fun.

8/19/2019 7:23:04 PM justmekimhere Since you like movies so much...Red Sparrow

Real?

8/19/2019 7:23:19 PM qanonwga To young men who are not ready to settle down...

What defines sexually moral in this disgusting world?

8/19/2019 7:23:32 PM anneolsen43 Epstein a marker for everyone to be ready and many more markers until ( dead mans switch) release

Bio weapon?

8/19/2019 7:23:47 PM cloudwalker2019 The real rain for fluoride?

8/19/2019 7:24:36 PM pomeinnz does it relate to mind control?

8/19/2019 7:24:51 PM ryan35381162 Battlestar Falactica disclosure? Cabal chasing human cylon tech? Cloning, 5g, digital conciousness. Reason for all the eugenics, experimentation etc.?

8/19/2019 7:24:59 PM karentriebel or Melania

8/19/2019 7:25:08 PM texastony81 Can mk ultra be used to prepare someone for what’s to come? I have a friend who is ahead of the curve with Q and knows how things will play out 

without any resources... he just knows stuff

8/19/2019 7:25:10 PM wild8heart Sounds like a good old time... 🕺💫

8/19/2019 7:25:27 PM ryan35381162 Galactica. Stupid auto correct.

8/19/2019 7:25:37 PM marcusgillette1 #AMA What can you tell me about these coordinates? (37.5776783, -77.4746073) When will this 1/8 of a mile be exposed for the sex trafficking 

operations as a crossroads of the country for this sick evil business?

8/19/2019 7:25:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Based on recent operation. Yes, it was a form of disclosure with MKUltra inspired programming contained within. Dangerous weapon to watch if your 

mind isn't in the correct frame of reference prior to watching.

8/19/2019 7:26:20 PM lterryjr why are the so called mass arrests not happening or was that dis info

8/19/2019 7:27:03 PM pamelaaranyos Will the recovered children from trafficking get special help reuniting with family that wasn't complicit with traffickers.  Will they get aid with mental 

trauma?

8/19/2019 7:27:06 PM rawphonegirl Incredibly grateful to see arrests daily,  but how to stop the cycle of predators, like a hydra,  cut off the head, three more grow back! How can we 

possibly stop it at the source? What's the plan? Is there one?

8/19/2019 7:27:42 PM wokehumanity Is that the city of London?

8/19/2019 7:27:54 PM justmekimhere these people are sick

8/19/2019 7:27:57 PM jamiegrahamusa Are kids being brainwashed in schools, cartoons, TV, video games, music to meet the Lucifer agenda. In specific, LGBTQP.

AND ALSO ALL PEOPLE VIA TV AND ABOVE.

8/19/2019 7:28:01 PM deplorabledvs Why are they trying to control our procreation? I get to “control” us but who will they control/enslave if we are all gone?

8/19/2019 7:28:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1163637773204541440 …

8/19/2019 7:28:16 PM hoelessromantik Can things like “cutting” (self harm) be “programmed” into the public as a sort of “fetish”? Is their programming that intentional?

8/19/2019 7:28:16 PM qanonwga Has all porn been weaponized as mind control? 

It seems porn sites are increasingly pushing incest. 

Is there a reason for this?

8/19/2019 7:28:20 PM decodematrix Thoughts on vasectomy?

8/19/2019 7:29:05 PM blankmarlo What kind of rank/status does Ghislaine Maxwell hold within pedo-occult circles?

8/19/2019 7:29:55 PM wwg1wga93583681 We have all witnessed the perversion of mass programming over the years (and been sickened by it.) Just the tip?   How have they bolstered the effort 

in unseen ways?  Have they used genetic modification for example to further queer the populace?

8/19/2019 7:29:57 PM nea_storm Someone here has experience! Thank you Razor! There are ways & then there are ways! Let them mock you, etc. Just do what is required step by step 

& before they know it those mocking you will receive what I like to call is the tap on the shoulder: When you know: Nothing to prove! 

pic.twitter.com/Y9l9Rnucrw

8/19/2019 7:30:01 PM keith369me Now that #UnsealEpstein is a reality after 100M views...is there another hashtag that might be of use to expose/end this perversion?  

#UnsealWeinerLaptop?  #UnsealHollywoodPedos?  #UnsealPedogate?  #EndtheFed?

8/19/2019 7:30:20 PM lornascurr Have agri / hort. chemicals, food additives, pharm drugs, vaccines etc been designed and used to create and or increase LGBTQP variations in human 

race??

8/19/2019 7:30:48 PM humphreyrussell Here is a problem with that article to other leading coroners said the bone breakage couldn't have happened in his cell and other damage to his body is 

not conducive with suicide

8/19/2019 7:30:59 PM marcusgillette1  pic.twitter.com/BViQ4cwvdi

8/19/2019 7:31:00 PM bubusmc Devils Rejects?

8/19/2019 7:31:05 PM keith369me Stop the use of porn

8/19/2019 7:31:12 PM fightforamerica Honestly I just want someone to ask the question in public of how porn is a viable industry when all of it is free these days. Who is really financing it?

Also any tips for quitting porn? Spanking the monkey is just boring AF these days, but I've been habituated at this point.

8/19/2019 7:32:02 PM keith369me Frank Marshall Davis’ son.

8/19/2019 7:32:35 PM jrocktigers 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

8/19/2019 7:32:38 PM david00997884 END THE IRS

8/19/2019 7:32:41 PM keith369me Less as you continue your ascension process

8/19/2019 7:32:55 PM tarynupmatrix How can one form a healthy sexual relationship with their partner despite the decades of MSM programming desensitizing us to the deeply profound 

meaning of sex?

8/19/2019 7:33:03 PM keith369me Not easy to dig up

8/19/2019 7:33:32 PM joshradyt That's redundant. "How do I quit my gambling addiction?" "Stop Gambling."

8/19/2019 7:33:45 PM tamiwils0n22813 What makes a victim think they are no longer heterosexual after a sexual abuse?

8/19/2019 7:33:49 PM jamiegrahamusa Grooming kids via media, games, music & targeting people w weak family connection, poor self esteem. Youth that relate to LBGTQP are triggered to 

fight & protest on the agendas behalf. ?? they corner their targets to do the mind control on those young shooters? Fbook, Cell etc

8/19/2019 7:34:09 PM jvan125 You’re still here and he deleted the tweet!!! 😂😭😂😭 OMG twitter shills are the best. 😆🇺🇸✨

8/19/2019 7:34:35 PM lapidostrous "Exploding auto imune epidemic" Dr tent U tube



8/19/2019 7:35:15 PM qnotables17 The gay agenda... is homosexuality a result from a traumatic event or abuse/propaganda? Or does it occur naturally. Everyone I've ever met that was 

homosexual had a history of sexual abuse or someone else close to them that was a key figure in their lives were.

8/19/2019 7:35:16 PM keith369me MJ did a thread and Q and A a while back.  Basically procreation only.  Sexual energy is syphoned off by negative forces.  In reality, be mindful

8/19/2019 7:35:32 PM djlok 5:5

8/19/2019 7:35:36 PM sabina06706427 Did the LGBTQ people get their souls hijacked or was that the reason they incarnated here for

8/19/2019 7:35:40 PM johnsville14 Are suggested porn videos manipulated to slowly guide you towards certain proclivities?

8/19/2019 7:35:46 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yea!  Lets go!!! pic.twitter.com/uszWvMDlCX

8/19/2019 7:36:00 PM rebornkingent How do we deprogramming. Many people have been saying what is being done. But what’s the plan on healing.

8/19/2019 7:36:02 PM jamiegrahamusa Collecting top elite DNA, Sperm to create an elite race after Agenda 21.

8/19/2019 7:36:11 PM lapidostrous 5g

8/19/2019 7:36:17 PM marcusgillette1 Who eats that much pizza? In addition there’s a creamatory, major rail yard, completely blacked out warehouse with lots of old vans, communications 

towers including microwave, satellite hospital, major scientific laboratory with lots of deep freezers/generators, etc... 1/8 mile 

pic.twitter.com/q99sPsOD3q

8/19/2019 7:36:26 PM rebornkingent Is narccisim related to sex abuse and programming?

8/19/2019 7:36:38 PM molly07751087 How can we de-program our kids from the cutting, multi personality disorders, gender dysphoria and trans? I believe some are born that way BUT 

MANY ARE PROGRAMMED.

8/19/2019 7:36:58 PM humphreyrussell Is it not also the use of spiritual warfare and in particular the Jezebel spirit

8/19/2019 7:37:12 PM david00997884 I dont seim in there pool. They talk down Q or President Trump or one of the ones i follow I block their rude,progressive, democratic bull crap.  Its in my 

profile, Cant stand STUPID

8/19/2019 7:37:12 PM winklerburke As for "The Great Awakening" I have seen no movement towards awareness in family, city, neighbors, strangers, etc.  And this state is no different 

since Q's first post in Oct. of 2017.  No change since Trump's election & service.  Tell us, HOW DO PEOPLE WAKE UP?  Will they?  How?

8/19/2019 7:37:14 PM ghost_of_billy_ Please explain Epsteins teeth. Something doesn't seem right, unless it's photoshopped?

8/19/2019 7:37:20 PM djlok Everybody's waiting on ALICE to appear.  🤫🤫🤫🐟🐟🐟

8/19/2019 7:37:33 PM humphreyrussell Slice as in Alice and wonderland

8/19/2019 7:37:43 PM johnsville14 Is the "incest" kink artificially pushed? Also, how many "homemade" videos are actual abuse/molestation of sex slaves/kidnapped kids?

8/19/2019 7:37:47 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/keith72256137/status/1103387907904159745?s=21 …

8/19/2019 7:37:47 PM jamiegrahamusa 23&me etc collecting DNA to pick certain DNA traits to sell so they can create specific traits in a human. Or human hybrid. Can sell off planet too to fix 

other species problems?

8/19/2019 7:37:58 PM hoelessromantik Yeah, 'MJ12' seems to point out a lot of 'settled science' is actually misleading. Also almost kind of an inside joke!

8/19/2019 7:38:00 PM _doozier_ "true love"/"soulmate/"first sight" Hollywood drivel or valiant ideal?

8/19/2019 7:38:17 PM rebornkingent Survivors have various psych issues. How do people who try to help but get pulled mentally into their “circus” heal?

8/19/2019 7:38:43 PM n7guardiananon Can we expect an August archive coming?

8/19/2019 7:38:47 PM unwilling_slave What is the agenda with having trans people overtly in public positions - like Michelle/Michael Obama?

8/19/2019 7:39:03 PM kseven110 Expand on the transgender role? Are there many people… That we don’t know that are transgender? Why?

8/19/2019 7:39:09 PM allahuniversal Epstein (from what I know) was publicly active for the past 45 years (approx). As a keystone in current events, how instrumental was he (read: his 

handlers) in propagating all of the above mentioned (HT, breakdown of the family unit, L....P agenda)?

8/19/2019 7:39:32 PM rebornkingent Is MDMA therapy part of the plan? https://youtu.be/Rhhi9H8fNdc 

8/19/2019 7:39:34 PM keith369me It really is quite simple...just decide to do it.  One day at a time...didn’t say it was easy but it can be done.

8/19/2019 7:39:52 PM listening4his I wonder with you.

8/19/2019 7:39:54 PM nschlange That's not true is it? Half the time their FF to begin with and when they have a kid that they say is the shooter, he is usually someone who needed 

psychiatric help in the past and some access by the Fbi. That's what I thought anyway.

8/19/2019 7:40:20 PM marcusgillette1 This is the one that’s most concerning... they provide a “safe” place for LGBT.... youth to “gather”.  All this within an 1/8 of a mile. 

pic.twitter.com/roB5nV5M7X

8/19/2019 7:41:21 PM rebornkingent Is it true that entities can attach during the trauma as Carlos Castenda mentioned. He mentioned “soul retrieval”, does the West aka Qs plan include 

some sort of soul retrieval method?  Do we need to integrate indigenous and traditional medicine to do so?

8/19/2019 7:41:26 PM johnsville14 The transgender phenomena has been going on far longer than we imagined. How many actors/stars per movie in general are transmen/women? Can 

you divulge any stars that present as women/men but are not?  Just what threats are made to school teachers to make them push onto children?

8/19/2019 7:41:36 PM dbelanger63 What is the purpose of transgenders does it change the energy?

8/19/2019 7:41:39 PM dontask97215849 I'm curious about that too

8/19/2019 7:42:01 PM lornascurr Is [their] goal to reverse everything that the Creator / Love intended for our human experience ? Is this jealousy/envy in play? When the worst of 

offenders are dead or off planet forever..will we be asked to accept the good/bad duality b4 we can rise above it?

8/19/2019 7:42:17 PM biggiowade37 THE BOY WILL GET WHAT IS COMING TO HIM

8/19/2019 7:43:14 PM keith369me Let all charges play out!!! #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/19/2019 7:43:31 PM hellouncledonny YES.

8/19/2019 7:43:50 PM aprilbrown99 Do most of the celebrities sexually abuse their own children or allow others to sexually abuse them?

8/19/2019 7:44:46 PM zzed2020 Falactica is sort of funny though. 😉

8/19/2019 7:45:24 PM keith369me Energy transfer

8/19/2019 7:45:40 PM aprilbrown99 If most of the celebrities are transgendered, where do their children come from?  Do they usually have a surrogate? Test tube babies?

8/19/2019 7:45:52 PM karentriebel When I was young we had love with sex(in private) I don't recognize this weird neurotic stuff.Naturally occurring anomalies suddenly become 

norm.Where is the CDC?

8/19/2019 7:46:02 PM johnsville14 This is the best I could do.  Look up "Tesla 369", there are a few videos.  Ought to at least get you started. I'm in the same place you are bud. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o …

8/19/2019 7:46:07 PM marcusgillette1 Has happened in several different stores across several different years... and not in small amounts. The company converted to/placed in a blind trust 

several years back (probable deniability). A dozen stores have “popped” up in my city, several dozen in my state within 3 years. 

pic.twitter.com/xIEB4gByKA

8/19/2019 7:46:10 PM canadiancovfefe Time to pick him up and put him out of his (and our) misery.

8/19/2019 7:46:11 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/WNAYcwHCCn

8/19/2019 7:46:21 PM keith369me I sleep significantly less than a year ago...don’t get tired during the day any more

8/19/2019 7:47:14 PM keith369me Chaos will turn to “flow”

8/19/2019 7:47:18 PM sunspot406 So WHO is "The Agenda"?  Why do they want to reduce all of our value, male/female, to be purely sexual?

8/19/2019 7:47:30 PM amcwhortor Don't ask me if this is a guy or a girl. 

Hopefully that answers your question 😉 pic.twitter.com/DggSTux72p

8/19/2019 7:47:50 PM nschlange So go away then. I can't stand it when ppl come on to just say stupid things. Don't waste your time or anyone else's. It's annoying as all hell.

8/19/2019 7:47:57 PM mgodfrey99 They all want Jesus removed, which will never happen.

8/19/2019 7:48:17 PM cinmacluvs2knit Totally believe it is to experiment with on and off planet



8/19/2019 7:48:48 PM cledrordfishing Why consider? It shouldn't be a question, go after them all.

Why all the fuckery in the DOJ?

I'm so sick of these asshats.

8/19/2019 7:49:03 PM lyle_willis Sex & all that attaches to our brain, is in fact, the most Driving Force of the human body. When used by evil mind control..

8/19/2019 7:49:25 PM movealongu Same thing has been happening to me. I thought it was strange and attributed it to getting older.

8/19/2019 7:49:28 PM keith369me Keep at it...if you have questions tomorrow I’ll see what I can dig up...Gary Lite YT might have some good info

8/19/2019 7:49:29 PM johnsville14 One more question. I'm not sure if it's relevant, but if so can you explain the purpose and the mechanism by which Google sought to destroy young 

kids minds through the Elsagate videos? I'm sure its tangentially related but answers would be gratifying. Thanks

8/19/2019 7:49:44 PM qlover18 Plus they can create viruses to target certain DNA

8/19/2019 7:50:06 PM sunspot406 What about some brother named Mark

8/19/2019 7:50:44 PM lyle_willis ... it can drive a person to illogical decisions that are against ones’ will & his normal nature... IMO

8/19/2019 7:51:01 PM wwg1wga_every1 @IngrahamAngle is doing a segment on this right now, starting at 10:45pm ET. Including a kindergarden teacher asking students what gender they 

think they are....

8/19/2019 7:51:38 PM mlemiller1151 Renegade is Obummer’s SS code name while in WH

8/19/2019 7:51:45 PM seeker229 What's the technique called when they sexually violate someone or pimp them out without the victims knowledge?

8/19/2019 7:51:59 PM zrickety Hydra is shriveling up...there won't be much left, let alone a head.

8/19/2019 7:52:25 PM vitalendurance What is the best way to maximize the "knowing" of our hearts? Are frequencies and magnetics key to the flow through this electric "organ"? Is there 

an essential practice or method?

8/19/2019 7:52:55 PM aprilbrown99 Would Meghan Markle fall into this category? I heard she had the potential to kill if instructed.  I believe “Michael” had given her instructions too.

8/19/2019 7:53:12 PM johnsville14 Got his channel bookmarked, looks like good stuff. Thanks for the tip.

8/19/2019 7:54:13 PM state1union I can’t help but think that Chelsea Manning was forced to have a sex change or MK-Ultra into it. Also why would she/he choose the name Chelsea 

when he knows there Evil satanic witches?  Manning had to know he was turning in rape, torture and murder to Julian Assange?

8/19/2019 7:54:25 PM amcwhortor What's the #1 piece of evidence criminologists look for? pic.twitter.com/yuZHD2cyzT

8/19/2019 7:54:29 PM the1withthe4ce 9/11/2019 is my 36th birthday. you already know the question.

8/19/2019 7:54:58 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/19/2019 7:55:14 PM seeker229 Can confirm its this.

8/19/2019 7:55:22 PM nschlange So, wait what are you saying? You can only have sex to procreate? So, after your kids are born, you can no longer have sex? Even w/your spouse? Isn't 

sex a natural function of the body? Why can they not syphone off sex when you are creating a life?

8/19/2019 7:55:22 PM amcwhortor "Timelines are fluid"

8/19/2019 7:56:47 PM grizzledlotus No. London is on the prime meridian 0 degrees longitude. Not sure if -77 is meant to be W or E longitude.

8/19/2019 7:56:50 PM realbutchasblog This had been going on for years and years. Why now are you disclosing what you know?

8/19/2019 7:57:08 PM laurabusse It's possible he has a fully functional pineal gland

Unlike most of us

8/19/2019 7:57:12 PM johnsville14 If the body was Bourdaine's wouldn't that make sense? Didn't Anthony hang himself?

8/19/2019 7:57:33 PM bubusmc  https://www.newstarget.com/2019-08-18-dayton-shooter-found-to-have-mind-altering-ssri-drugs-in-his-system.html … pic.twitter.com/rOQ0ao2yv8

8/19/2019 7:58:55 PM canadiancovfefe It’s so disturbing! I can’t imagine attending such an event. I’d scream as soon as I saw the blood alone.

8/19/2019 7:59:13 PM marcusgillette1 The pictures provided give enough information to find out where

8/19/2019 7:59:29 PM amcwhortor I can't vouch for the person who wrote the article. But reading it helped. 

 https://monarchprogramming.wordpress.com/category/alters-and-triggers/ … pic.twitter.com/d1O6Dbkabj

8/19/2019 7:59:37 PM coachdadu Indeed. 

They are trying to depraved humanity into a immoral society by alternating our perception, behavior and DNA as well Misleading us to guilt and fear.

We are waking up! Light and love win!

8/19/2019 8:00:13 PM kathleen3693693 ??? Strange messages within paragraphs,eh? pic.twitter.com/7D9kfrGFJG

8/19/2019 8:00:17 PM amcwhortor Have you found answers in it? Truth resonates from within.

8/19/2019 8:00:41 PM marcusgillette1 Oh, I forgot to mention that there is a very large youth adoption Facility in this area too, that is associated with a large church denomination.

8/19/2019 8:00:56 PM tomchiodo Do we have knowledge to diffuse MK Ultra activation by DS? IOW, whether through time travel or NSA listen or 'other' can we anticipate and stop 

future cells from attacking.?

8/19/2019 8:01:11 PM decodematrix Will a reduction in poverty with the new monetary system reduce human/child trafficking?

8/19/2019 8:01:29 PM mlemiller1151 Q has confirmed many times. Evergreen is HRC.

8/19/2019 8:01:32 PM lynnielee5 What are the ways that they capture their prey? How do they keep them trapped? How many have gotten away? How can we fight them & destroy 

them? 💕

8/19/2019 8:02:31 PM kathleen3693693 Lots of places to hide bodies. Desert heat, miles of open areas.

8/19/2019 8:02:39 PM ziembadenise Trafficking

8/19/2019 8:02:41 PM marcusgillette1  pic.twitter.com/27hn1Y4XLQ

8/19/2019 8:03:30 PM laurabusse Yes

Takes time

Determination

You will fail

But ultimately you will succeed

When I look back over my life

Everything I ever wanted eventually happened

But not overnight

Can take years

Progress not perfection

The journey of 1000 miles begins with a single step

Don't give up...
8/19/2019 8:03:40 PM marcusgillette1 Tell your friend -30° with this picture, and it looks like a human head with hair and spine. pic.twitter.com/6yfjeATMrn

8/19/2019 8:03:49 PM aprilbrown99 I dont know but have thought this too. Makes me sick!

8/19/2019 8:04:26 PM cinmacluvs2knit Any thoughts on the fairly recent horizontal line across bottom half of the graph??  It used to be dots and dashes for a long time now it’s solid.

8/19/2019 8:05:05 PM usss_211 Fringe, BSG...

8/19/2019 8:05:18 PM ziembadenise What it gets worse

Hope you are red pilled

8/19/2019 8:05:55 PM corstruction But what is their benefit?

8/19/2019 8:06:42 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, red pilled a long time.



8/19/2019 8:07:22 PM ziembadenise ?

Me too  never sleep

8/19/2019 8:07:35 PM laurabusse But why would it autocorrect Galactica to falactica

8/19/2019 8:08:03 PM corstruction ....you may have answered but I can't see it.

8/19/2019 8:08:15 PM ziembadenise 😁tell all you know.

8/19/2019 8:08:43 PM amcwhortor I'm not sure I understand your specific question. But I think the answer you're looking for is "to desecrate the soil to make it ripe for negative energy"

8/19/2019 8:09:55 PM aprilbrown99 Still trying to wake up my family. So frustrating. Baby steps. Some days I don’t have the patience for their disbelief.

8/19/2019 8:10:27 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/Smor62loXT

8/19/2019 8:10:33 PM ssp_alliance How does porn fit into the NWO's agenda and is it really destroying our society through over exposure of sexuality?

8/19/2019 8:10:37 PM decodematrix Is Chuck Schumer married to a man?

8/19/2019 8:10:49 PM __truthseeker_ yeah buddy! pic.twitter.com/IOh75guJHH

8/19/2019 8:11:16 PM __truthseeker_ funny you say that pic.twitter.com/VMeclg6MyW

8/19/2019 8:11:53 PM kandkmarley When was sexuality highjacked from its original intent?

8/19/2019 8:12:10 PM ziembadenise Hang in  you have to brace them

Its gonna get ugly for them

They will need support and prayers

8/19/2019 8:12:24 PM blankmarlo Did Epstein have a "dead man's switch" data dump set to be released if he was killed? If so was it neutralized or can we expect that to hit soon?

8/19/2019 8:13:13 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

8/19/2019 8:13:56 PM corstruction I wasn't sure either.  Dry Cement, Fly Ash, Batch Plants....pay huge.  I'll leave it there.

8/19/2019 8:14:15 PM laurabusse If you have strong desire and strong INTENTION to quit an addiction

Face yourself in that direction

The universe will back you, send you everything you need to quit that addiction

See it as an interesting journey

going from point A to point B

Be patient

Trust you will get there

8/19/2019 8:14:20 PM jrocktigers Cool. Can I move in?

8/19/2019 8:14:23 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ!  🤗🤗🤗

8/19/2019 8:15:02 PM ziembadenise Love and prayers

8/19/2019 8:15:38 PM howdoyoumakeah1 seems to be the case

8/19/2019 8:16:36 PM ziembadenise Sad but some never will awake 😢

8/19/2019 8:17:06 PM charmanda9 Auto-incorrect*

8/19/2019 8:17:07 PM state1union Oh my 😉

8/19/2019 8:17:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1 You can get a used Soviet for 1B Pepsi Points

8/19/2019 8:18:40 PM shuckcchumer North side of Richmond, VA. Copy/paste 37.5776783, -77.4746073 in to Google maps

8/19/2019 8:19:06 PM americanpetal Yes, coded messages the Cabal uses ...they must use urban dictionary. I think human trafficking...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/19/2019 8:20:11 PM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏

Never prayed so hard for something to be true!!! pic.twitter.com/CznX4GKKSE

8/19/2019 8:20:18 PM andyr1112 100% it takes real inner strength but anything is possible when u want it bad enough

8/19/2019 8:21:09 PM ryan35381162 Doesn't the executive order state his assets are seized if convicted of traffficing?

8/19/2019 8:22:15 PM jrocktigers LSD can save the world.

8/19/2019 8:23:54 PM decodematrix How does the cabal raise their children to be monsters?

8/19/2019 8:24:26 PM n7guardiananon  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1103160056189718528.html …

8/19/2019 8:27:10 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103387626499989506?s=20 …

8/19/2019 8:27:15 PM amcwhortor I see where you are going. Yes. "Manifest Destination." "Sustainability." Destroy and rebuild. Keep the money flowing, the cycle going, and the rats on 

the wheel. The wheel forged with their own blood, sweat and tears...literally.

8/19/2019 8:28:43 PM elias45732367 Whats with germany?

8/19/2019 8:29:38 PM laurabusse Lol good one!

8/19/2019 8:30:18 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103389182808989700?s=20 …

8/19/2019 8:30:21 PM dynamicres haha yeah I was like, is there an inside joke here i'm missing? 🤣

8/19/2019 8:30:56 PM americanpetal That’s because 7 is Heaven’s number.

8/19/2019 8:32:32 PM corstruction No, not even close.  I want to know what's up with the concrete plants all over. CEMEX, HOLCIM, LAFARGE...I really want to know what the hell is going 

on with concrete.

8/19/2019 8:33:31 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Ji8HNvZP7a

8/19/2019 8:34:09 PM cpace98 Hey those teeth look familiar.

8/19/2019 8:34:15 PM truthisyours310 I believe so

8/19/2019 8:34:24 PM ryan35381162 The end goal for transhumanism and eugenics.

8/19/2019 8:35:48 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

8/19/2019 8:37:01 PM nurseniceyes Any current deprogramming going on?

8/19/2019 8:37:49 PM aprilbrown99 Allegiance to their Satan / Baal / Lucifer god.

8/19/2019 8:38:44 PM amcwhortor Easier to read now? Sorry for the confusion. The first response answers your question. So do all the others as well, but this is the answer you are 

looking for. You should be able to paint the picture if you know what is going on down there in Tucson. pic.twitter.com/zrcPyvkrqD

8/19/2019 8:39:06 PM kathleen3693693 There's a LOT of youth-related places around that area. Also state foster care services, "isolated" parks, railroad yards...and a crematorium nearby too. 

Wondering if there's a meat packing plant...{{{shiver }}}

8/19/2019 8:39:33 PM aprilbrown99 Potus and the ]whitehats[ took control.

8/19/2019 8:39:48 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hollywood is totally void of vAlues.

8/19/2019 8:40:53 PM rebashoenfelt1 Children should be removed from abusers

8/19/2019 8:41:01 PM rebashoenfelt1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/19/2019 8:42:21 PM rebashoenfelt1 1A

8/19/2019 8:43:00 PM usernamt8ken I have noticed as well. I waiting for the temp to drop and make sure its not burning off in the sun. But I believe its over.

8/19/2019 8:43:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 😂😂😂

8/19/2019 8:43:27 PM state1union Serialbrain2

8/19/2019 8:44:02 PM karma4event201 I believe ALICE Is AI 

ran by 

Clowns in America

8/19/2019 8:45:02 PM syrrah2 #epsteindogandponyshow #epsteinfarce

8/19/2019 8:45:37 PM corstruction Don't be a dick.  I've been pretty open

8/19/2019 8:45:38 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069630519112015873?s=20 …

Got Questions???

Get Archive!!!



8/19/2019 8:46:56 PM phildezar Blows my mind this one 👏🏼👍🏼

8/19/2019 8:48:39 PM marcusgillette1 I know. We haven’t heard, because a negligible amount of their stores weren’t here until about 5 years ago.

8/19/2019 8:48:54 PM raevenraeyne Bit Confused... I’ve read that in past life regression one would see homosexuality appear when that soul had spent many lifetimes as 1 gender and then 

chose to be other gender and it takes a few lifetimes to acclimate to being with opposite/hetro partnership again. Not true?

8/19/2019 8:49:02 PM kathleen3693693 OMG. I think you've got something there. That particular area within reasonable distance from Washington, DC, Clowns' Area, Langley Joint AFB, 

Norfolk shipping yards...making those coordinates a crossroads/major hub.

8/19/2019 8:50:51 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103372518709215232?s=20 …

8/19/2019 8:52:58 PM marcusgillette1 Yes, it’ll be lined out in my published report shortly. I’m finishing out a few more dead man switches before giving a strong amount of data to the public 

& agencies on many different topics, occurrences.

8/19/2019 8:53:07 PM kit_loring What are the triangular aircraft that seem to have cloaking features?

8/19/2019 8:55:26 PM kit_loring How far has science really gone with stem cell discoveries?

8/19/2019 8:55:52 PM starehope Good question!

8/19/2019 8:56:54 PM marcusgillette1 No meat packing plants that I know of but wouldn’t surprise me about this area. Look at this creepy place. Set up like a dormitory judging from the 

stacks on the roof... no signage, blacked out windows, multiple vans, graffiti, cameras, no trespassing signs, and behind a gay hall 

pic.twitter.com/EvmSGChpoK

8/19/2019 8:57:47 PM corstruction We're on the same team.  I'm going to do some research to make sure that I'm not hauling that shit.  I followed you for a reason.

8/19/2019 8:59:49 PM __truthseeker_  pic.twitter.com/hoJxUZALVm

8/19/2019 9:01:50 PM marcusgillette1 More creepy place photos, and I’m pretty sure the graffiti says, 

 “Coven Live ↘️”... just look at all the stacks on the roof in the first picture. And this is right next to or immediately near 3 other homosexual “retreats”. 

pic.twitter.com/pdV9dVMUX7

8/19/2019 9:03:24 PM freedomgaia En France, cela a été visible à partir de 1985. Mai 68 fut un moment important pour la libération sexuelle. Cette révolte a été menée par Cohen Bendit, 

un étudiant a l'époque. Il est pédophile, dirige le parti des verts et est député européen

8/19/2019 9:04:17 PM charmanda9 How will we heal the earth’s trafficked children when they are freed?

8/19/2019 9:04:46 PM rebashoenfelt1 Reverse laws. Deport

8/19/2019 9:06:11 PM rebashoenfelt1 💥💥💥

8/19/2019 9:07:22 PM ghost_of_billy_ I didn't consider that

8/19/2019 9:08:50 PM marcusgillette1 And on top of that Richmond is tied for the 8th spot on the worst cities per capita on a list of the 100 worst cities.

8/19/2019 9:09:49 PM neufeldtlyss17 Is there anything in vaccines that help them with this agenda?

8/19/2019 9:11:22 PM amcwhortor I wasn't trying to be rude. I'm sorry if it came across that way. I'm just trying to answer your question the best I can. I'm sorry if it came across any 

other way. Truly 🙏

8/19/2019 9:12:51 PM lornascurr Is all of this info on China Lake true and was the 'earthquake' actually destruction of site by White Hats after captives were rescued?? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3p--Ik3TNk …

8/19/2019 9:13:55 PM seeker229 Fun fact Washington State is known as the Evergreen state. And theres a town called Clinton pic.twitter.com/2ztwaqxpNC

8/19/2019 9:13:59 PM whisperz777 wow, haven't heard Carlos Castenda's name in a long, long time. use to read his books, many years ago...  early 70's 😱😁

8/19/2019 9:14:43 PM corstruction Danka

8/19/2019 9:14:46 PM rebornkingent Still good books. The flyers right? He explained why they like children. We are good to them.

8/19/2019 9:16:07 PM seamountmermaid I've been seeing a dozen human trafficking arrests every week on average since January. The human trafficking arrests are my dream come true. This is 

a very decent list of arrests that some beautiful anons have been working on. Thank you and God Bless 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1MAnZZoD7y5Ydwx2rSrZualrZTNUYDY7gozTXkT0YUOs/edit#gid=1410193400 …

8/19/2019 9:16:35 PM welloiledwithyl Think Mirror

[Smoke & Mirrors]

Praying for justice for 911 families. 🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

8/19/2019 9:21:11 PM amcwhortor I know we are. I truly am sorry if I am not coming across right. I did my best to answer your question. I am truly sorry if I wasn't of help.

8/19/2019 9:21:51 PM karma4event201 Epstein underage MKUktra children sex victims  to trap & control people. 

CIA MKUltra type mind control promamming is from Rape Torture Terrify of any victims but children are preferred victims to MKUktra? Like

#PresidioDayCareRapes ?

#FranklinCoverUp ?

#ConspiracyOfSilence ?

8/19/2019 9:23:53 PM daggastan Here you go, folks: https://twitter.com/cursedsalad/status/966858029718056960?s=21 …

8/19/2019 9:24:20 PM yodhehwahheh Don't worry about what actions you have taken. Focus on shifting from 3D abundance to 5D abundance and forget about the Woodstock Laugh In Get 

Smart Monty Python misdirections. 

This meditation is what l mean. https://youtu.be/vM6RbIESBo4 

8/19/2019 9:24:33 PM deannemh Find Truthful Spirit/Blue Heron on YouTube - start with first video.

8/19/2019 9:25:31 PM kasia67281703  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NAjcbzDoh4M …

8/19/2019 9:26:27 PM yodhehwahheh Vaccines is more about commonsense. When l was born 1959 l had about 3 or 4.

When they give 50 plus that's suspect particularly when diet knowledge is so much greater and sound vibration so important in 2019.

8/19/2019 9:29:16 PM yodhehwahheh Personally it's more about the finger on the scale, subtle mind control than what your sexuality is. Take the finger of the scale and then let's see what 

nature creates now and over next 20 years.

8/19/2019 9:29:32 PM jamiegrahamusa Universal Conciousness

8/19/2019 9:30:33 PM yodhehwahheh Watch Disney and kids cartoons since 2000 for that answer.

8/19/2019 9:30:59 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YHD777pRZZ

8/19/2019 9:31:20 PM karma4event201 MKUltra is evil 

Satanic Ritual Abuse is MkUktra 

MkUktra victims go thru many traumatizing episodes of "Rape Torture Terrify"  

CIA found the easiest to mind control were the victims they Raped as children; infants & toddlers

8/19/2019 9:32:55 PM karma4event201 That is most likely reason. 

He could be with an intelligence agency.

8/19/2019 9:33:31 PM amandavanhoose1 Watch YouTube video by And We Know/serial brain 2. They explain why no more chemtrails. I'm so excited not to see them anymore!!!!!

8/19/2019 9:36:03 PM karma4event201 The only religion allowed in NWO is Satanism. 

Take a look at their god. It has breasts and a penis.

8/19/2019 9:36:18 PM conspiracycen George Green _ Handbook for a New Paradigm.

Any validity to the messages contained in these series?

8/19/2019 9:39:59 PM wickedmouse369 Alice did you alert EVA? @KeithOlbermann

8/19/2019 9:41:52 PM essene_merkabah And... what about this??? http://enkispeaks.com/sex-slaves-freed-from-et-dulce-nm-base-article-by-jailed-rescue-team-capt-mark-richards-radio-

interview-of-wife-joanne-richards/ …

8/19/2019 9:43:53 PM majcm83 What is going on here? You said there’s going to be an AMA and then maybe four or five questions answered as all??? Is this a game or something?

8/19/2019 9:48:58 PM mongrelglory True! ☝️☝️☝️

8/19/2019 9:49:23 PM innrsquardcrcle Where do operations such as Operation Underground Railroad fit in?



8/19/2019 9:54:53 PM starehope What are you talking about?

8/19/2019 9:54:57 PM citizenk77 Realistically we cannot possibly arrestevery single pedp,trafficker,etc so how do we effectively Stop this from happening any further? How do we 

ensure bad ppl Will be punished and how do we break the cycle of abuse to an effective outcome,so as to not repeat itself?

8/19/2019 9:55:54 PM karma4event201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/19/2019 9:56:57 PM raevenraeyne If all energy follows intent, as I understand it, then if a person or couple projects their consciousness inward to heart center, and upward thru crown 

chakra at time of release with the intent for “planetary healing” or “world peace,” etc. then is that energy creating THAT life?

8/19/2019 10:00:42 PM wearediamonds2 I fear being stuck with anyone, I fear abuse; my heart/mind/spirit cannot take anymore pain or brokenness. I am happy alone. I wonder how many 

others are like this, traumatized from family, from life, and observations of  http://others.Is  this wisdom or mind control?

8/19/2019 10:03:50 PM seeker229 I think it's your subconscious just having your back. A lot of broken people out here because of mind control

8/19/2019 10:04:11 PM karma4event201 Were there Triggers?? 

"...MKUltra inspired programming contained within..."  mind frame of reference

8/19/2019 10:04:28 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you 💖

8/19/2019 10:05:51 PM united_4_truth Obama was conceived in WA state by Malcomb X.

8/19/2019 10:05:53 PM warrior_4truth ALL is not as it seems...

8/19/2019 10:11:47 PM united_4_truth I'm hetero because I was programmed to be. People don't choose their programming. It's not their fault. God loves everyone because he created your 

soul. 

There is no "outer space" aliens, that's all bullshit Hollywood CIA programming to hide the creator. Water above us.

8/19/2019 10:12:21 PM jamiegrahamusa Ditto. Same here

8/19/2019 10:12:37 PM hellouncledonny Hello Alice.

8/19/2019 10:12:50 PM wearediamonds2 (((Hugs)))

8/19/2019 10:14:09 PM united_4_truth Water has memory. We can't create water, only God can create water (can't mix H with o2 to make water molecule) 

We are 70% water as is earth. Both living matrix. Our soul is a plasma ball in our heart region. Once created, eternal energy. 

The reason for gender - sex issues? >

8/19/2019 10:15:24 PM united_4_truth CIA - Hollywood (music-movie-tv) programming - brainwashing via frequencies - lower vibrations, part of a depopulation agenda.  Vaccines, GMO's, 

chemicals, toxic overload, estrogen overload also in play. All top secret.

8/19/2019 10:16:39 PM united_4_truth FBI-CIA allows the demons (aliens) that work with our military in underground bases to do this to mankind because we were given an option. 

Depopulate or be destroyed.  There are reasons why, don't need to know.

8/19/2019 10:17:54 PM 513chuck Rabbit hole is a cute name for tunnels that lead to hell .

8/19/2019 10:19:44 PM silv3rpanthera 404 :s anybody has another link?

8/19/2019 10:25:08 PM texastony81 This friend didn’t go through that but has been privy to information long ago that is coming to light but other stuff that they know is new to them. Just 

trying to make sense of it

8/19/2019 10:31:41 PM blsdbe Use the search and put in 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 alice is many things

8/19/2019 10:33:54 PM starehope Was he convicted in FL?

8/19/2019 10:36:08 PM starehope I agree 100%. That is if he is dead. Though he could change it legally and still be alive.

8/19/2019 10:36:52 PM richardhiatt16 I thought you were being disbanded ?  🤷♂️❤️🇺🇸

8/19/2019 10:38:42 PM amcwhortor Spend enough time on YT Kids and sadly you'll know the answer to that. 

1st Egg: Rainbow Pony

2nd Egg: Green Lizard Man

3rd Egg: Owl

4th Egg: NOPE WE'RE WATCHING SOMETHING ELSE HUN, SORRY. YOU'LL UNDERSTAND WHEN YOU'RE OLDER.

8/19/2019 10:40:30 PM starehope Scorpions and snakes.

8/19/2019 10:41:16 PM jamiegrahamusa What about if the pregnant woman is upset or mad at father or is under abusive stress ? It seems like that could cause trauma in the womb. Endorphin 

and chemical release, bad energy etc?!

8/19/2019 10:41:57 PM amcwhortor  https://monarchprogramming.wordpress.com/category/alters-and-triggers/ …

You are not alone. 🙏

All in due time

Healing is a process

For ALL of us

8/19/2019 10:42:15 PM pauliepg11111 Also says “a womb” - so could be a past reincarnation too.

8/19/2019 10:42:33 PM starehope Good question.

8/19/2019 10:43:23 PM amcwhortor Much info on this topic. I would check out @CarrollQuigley1 He has done tremendous work on this issue.

8/19/2019 10:44:37 PM steveostereo Ive still seen some in FL the past few weeks

8/19/2019 10:45:35 PM amcwhortor If you have to ask, you can't afford it. 🤣

Sorry, only troll answer of the night. I felt it was warranted.

8/19/2019 10:46:22 PM amcwhortor What was in the safe?

8/19/2019 10:47:52 PM amcwhortor Harmony

8/19/2019 10:50:29 PM 513chuck GEORGE

8/19/2019 10:51:09 PM mongrelglory Keith, I couldn’t agree more with you!  This account has changed my perspective on so many things.  If it turns out to be a larp, it wouldn’t surprise me 

to find out it was a benevolent ET reaching out to us. Lol!

8/19/2019 10:53:04 PM monroevegas All you have to do is compare pictures. Clear to see Obama Sr. Is not the bio sperm doner.

8/19/2019 10:57:45 PM rezurrxcted Self cutting is demonic. Mark 5:5 And always, night and day, he was in the mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and cutting himself with stones. 1 Kings 

18:28 And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets till the blood gushed out upon them

8/19/2019 10:58:54 PM monroevegas Is it true that energy is exchanged during sex? Do partners share and acquire peronality traits? Are spiritual entities able to enter the human merkaba 

and feel sex by proxy? Is marriage important before sex or is love and respect most important? Why did Utah decriminalize sex?

8/19/2019 10:59:17 PM mongrelglory No they have repeatedly said that their operation is separate from the Q operation. Q is under the NSA. MJ12 is under the DIA/Pentagon.

8/19/2019 11:02:31 PM monroevegas Is masturbation really ok or is it just our attitude toward it that is important to note?

8/19/2019 11:02:31 PM wild8heart Technically there is only 0. All is one, one is all.

Fractals...

8/19/2019 11:03:53 PM sunspot406 Stop consuming and refuse what "they" offer.  Choose a different path.

8/19/2019 11:04:22 PM mongrelglory Always wise words from you my dear sister. ☺️



8/19/2019 11:06:43 PM rezurrxcted Call out to Jesus Christ, 

Isaiah 38:17 KJV — Behold, for peace I had great bitterness: but thou hast in love to my soul delivered it from the pit of corruption: for thou hast cast all 

my sins behind thy back.

8/19/2019 11:07:30 PM aintgets I have trauma in the womb because the hole pregnancy I have been abandoned, struggling and having killery and Epstein trying to murder me. They 

also stole my other children and I can't get prenatal care. Maybe I should go to the boarder and tell them I'm illigal and I get care!!

8/19/2019 11:11:03 PM mongrelglory I have appreciated Neon’s thorough research on a variety of topics, however he is human and can get locked into his own perspective on how the 

world works.  That is something that has probably happened to us all at one point or another.

8/19/2019 11:13:24 PM rezurrxcted Yes. Look up New Order of Barbarians. Compare to modern day and you can see how they've attempted, and succeeded to a certain extent, to unglue 

America. pic.twitter.com/M8bFMcrTCF

8/19/2019 11:13:24 PM asdasd26700831 Is Max Spiers totally legit?  Supersoldiers , mind controlled female assasins. Underground cages filled with kids. He's a god from inner earth. Nearly got 

possessed by demon bull...

8/19/2019 11:14:05 PM mongrelglory Fragile ego...

8/19/2019 11:15:49 PM soldierofalbion is ALICE now capable of being AWAKE ?

8/19/2019 11:19:02 PM overshareflare 420 is all I do but with respect & discipline. 

Namaste.

#WWG1WGA

8/19/2019 11:22:55 PM rezurrxcted That explains why people are getting censored for being "anti-left" but you can find gobs of porn on twitter.

8/19/2019 11:24:05 PM wild8heart Very accurate summation, having seen the film.

8/19/2019 11:33:14 PM juliedeplorable Right me also. I think we will all find out more very soon.

8/20/2019 12:00:36 AM maga_mcduess My uncle is obsessed with porn. At what point do we deprogram our loved ones from the weaponizationing of sex?

8/20/2019 12:02:25 AM wokehumanity Pictures?

8/20/2019 12:03:02 AM mongrelglory MJ12 tend not to answer questions about subjects they’ve discussed before. I think they want people to search through the archive to find the 

answers yourself.  I really don’t think you’re invisible to them Anne. 😘

8/20/2019 12:07:42 AM wokehumanity What am I missing? Dead bodies under the freeway? pic.twitter.com/BqQqCJrGWF

8/20/2019 12:13:58 AM wickedmouse369 Loosh

8/20/2019 12:14:29 AM mongrelglory Are you implying that karmic consequences only play themselves out while an IS-BE is in the midst of an incarnation? Otherwise our “higher selves” 

(for want of a better term) have complete control over our choices for where we want to incarnate next?

8/20/2019 12:17:51 AM aintgets He’s alive. He has an alias of Jim Norris and he is now moving his money around in order to avoid the victims that he rightfully owes!!! He faked his 

death and escaped! Not for long dude. The name is Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/QijUb52l7q

8/20/2019 12:22:31 AM destinlola One can hope that the near future events will scare the hell out of him. But that “interest” is difficult to simply 

“quit.” If, at all, possible.

8/20/2019 12:23:35 AM lainieg2020 I don't understand why Majestic 12 is being disbanded.  I've only been following for a short time. I feel like I've missed the source of Majestic.

8/20/2019 12:29:55 AM bananen72077651 SQRT(x2)=+/-1

8/20/2019 12:32:04 AM maga_mcduess We tried to scare him. Hes 96 years old and not all there mentally. I dressed up as the devil and hid in his room and told him if he kept doing it he’d 

burn in hell. Only kept him off his laptop for a few days. It’s getting really difficult for the family to deal with.

8/20/2019 12:34:24 AM justhear4daknow It takes a conscious effort and determination. I am also trying to curb my addiction and it has taken months to even go a week without it but i am 

getting better all the time and dont beat yourself up if you relapse it takes time. If you have Reddit the sub called nofap is great

8/20/2019 12:35:51 AM justhear4daknow Everyday will feel like friday

8/20/2019 12:37:20 AM wayne91012325 Cannabis n relaxing is my plan👍🏻

8/20/2019 12:50:35 AM maggiomatt Pro tip: ask a NY State lawyer if that "will" complies with NY State requirements for a valid will.

As in does NY State require that any will be notarized - and signed by multiple witnesses before that notary?

8/20/2019 12:53:22 AM mongrelglory Great question Scott!

8/20/2019 1:03:09 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/hw7Lp0Nqay

8/20/2019 1:35:37 AM surfing123456 My favorite part is the ama @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 does but I see a lot of questions but only one response. Am I doing something wrong? No biggie just 

curious because I really enjoy this WWG1WGA

8/20/2019 1:43:58 AM camillatyreso Do we have to work in unstimulating workplaces in 5D ?

8/20/2019 1:58:35 AM usss_211 ORION is back!!!!!!!!!! one of the benefits of working Midnights!!!

Still low on the eastern horizon, but he's there! Missed that Constellation!

This Officially kicks off my favorite 8 1/2 months!!!!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/20/2019 2:16:33 AM dpcoforion As the Amazon burns

And the pedos turn

The Will of the Lord

Ignored

Caesar lurks. https://dnahnoforion.home.blog/2019/08/20/rainforestburns8202019/ …

8/20/2019 2:41:52 AM 1111spark369 I guess I’ll ask the Q and get this moving. How do they mind control these people? Is it embedded somehow into porn? Or does that just soften the 

mind so they get can get “therapy”?

8/20/2019 2:44:52 AM grace2abide Very interesting. I’ve never heard that before. I was looking for info on a reference to ALICE.

8/20/2019 2:45:02 AM keith369me If you would like to continue this discussion offline, feel free to DM me.

8/20/2019 2:45:28 AM shazbot17127277 You may have Aspbergers

8/20/2019 2:45:32 AM kidge6 No longer valid. Another ?

8/20/2019 3:19:24 AM rafngeirdal The one with true in front has the account @TrueEyeTheSpy and the one with the real in front has the account @RealEyeTheSpy . So here’s my PROOF!

8/20/2019 3:19:39 AM thereallfebs Dr. Richard Day outlined the plan in 1968 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kcGqkvjKCvA …

8/20/2019 3:20:46 AM 11111christian Partly true

8/20/2019 3:22:45 AM rafngeirdal Thanx for your input April. The part I’m trying to understand, is the harch critizism by LionHeart on Majestic 12. They both seem to be of high quality, so 

I was reading replies by other tweeters, in order to see whether they knew more than me about the debate.

8/20/2019 3:23:21 AM 11111christian Goal is deceive, abuse, distort, destroy

8/20/2019 3:25:18 AM 11111christian 432mghrz, meditation

8/20/2019 3:27:50 AM rafngeirdal Yes, some weeks ago, I was just trying to understand how Twitter functioned, trying to avoid misspellings; taking a good look at photos etc. & using 

google to know the meaning of words but then I grew to like both Majestic 12 & Trueeyethespy. Now they both have been critizised.

8/20/2019 3:29:13 AM 11111christian Yes. It supresses the human sou.and brain when connecting with source. Also it is the cause of many forms of ADHD, Anxiety, Depression, Agression in 

younger people.

8/20/2019 3:30:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fluoridated Water During Pregnancy Linked to Lower IQs, Study Published by JAMA Pediatrics Says https://www.thedailybeast.com/fluoridated-water-

during-pregnancy-linked-to-lower-iqs-study-published-by-jama-pediatrics-says …

8/20/2019 3:31:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Move Over, Shareholders: Top CEOs Say Companies Have Obligations to Society - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/business-roundtable-steps-back-

from-milton-friedman-theory-11566205200 …

8/20/2019 3:31:12 AM 11111christian Partly true. He gave all the evidence to the good guys.



8/20/2019 3:31:48 AM jared4liberty Good morning MJ. working on building one of these now. One barrel will have gravel sand and charcoal. Tired of not having pure clean water. 

pic.twitter.com/LBVqsJ5qBC

8/20/2019 3:32:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Marianne Williamson’s presidential candidacy shines light on ‘A Course in Miracles’ 

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/politics/2019/08/18/marianne-williamson-course-miracles/39978445/ …

8/20/2019 3:33:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Early Epstein accuser: Police could have stopped him in 1997 https://apnews.com/2e2b7821707f4df4a11fcd25ff2de3ce …

8/20/2019 3:33:47 AM pgosys2018 who in the world would wanna lower IQ, easily influenced voters 🤔🤔🤔

8/20/2019 3:34:44 AM lovesamerica10 Democrats must drink a lot of tap water😉

8/20/2019 3:35:21 AM jazzybabs10 Witchcraft👿 & Miracles🙌🏼 are 2 different things

8/20/2019 3:35:59 AM 11111christian Man made

8/20/2019 3:36:54 AM vic_vic_who Let's see them dropping the outsourcing and H1B.

8/20/2019 3:37:51 AM heather73931873 What was it spotlighting when she publically endorsed HRC in 2016?

8/20/2019 3:39:40 AM bulkknowledge Pure deception 🐍 🍎 🌳

8/20/2019 3:40:12 AM lauriskr Fluoride affects testosterone in adult males as well, less testosterone leads to feminism and a weakening of the gene pool, maybe explaining some 

people today... could this have been planned for a weakening of the male populist?   https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/23654100/ …

8/20/2019 3:40:56 AM 11111christian He knows more than most.

8/20/2019 3:40:59 AM sophia94873551 Not buyin’ it.👎🏼 Been to ‘nuff cults.  Sounds derailed to me. 🙏🇺🇸🙏

8/20/2019 3:43:03 AM robinreitsma1 👀

8/20/2019 3:43:20 AM wyatt251 Why the fk do we have fluoride in our water anyway 🛑 drink tap water yrs back

8/20/2019 3:43:22 AM maryschade14 She is a False Teacher. Scripture states plainly that in those days..Miracles will occur great things will be done..but do not be deceived. 

Self Help has done more damage than people realize. 

We do not need this at this point.

8/20/2019 3:45:39 AM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

8/20/2019 3:49:20 AM giediknight Is there anyway to reverse the damage?

8/20/2019 3:49:52 AM maryschade14 The person is disturbed. ThanQ for sharing Majestic. After the encounter with @AllahUniversal and myself..I called Hoel out..in re doing bad things..he 

blicked us pic.twitter.com/aVFvdQvQmE

8/20/2019 3:50:03 AM sullinsherb CIA was protecting him. Probably was part of the Clinton crime family back then. It’s all connected to each other and I hope Barr will take it down.

8/20/2019 3:58:11 AM kimmeykim1 The Daily Beast posted this 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯 #TheGreatAwakening

8/20/2019 4:01:03 AM maryschade14 In the final analysis..everything is wrapped around The Adversary reclaiming Its Throne..Mosul..Baghdad..Nineva Sumeria 

Cabal ramped into high gear 1945-6 with inception of the UN. Everything revolves around making sure Moloch/Zeus/GreenMan/Pan/Prometheus gets 

Its blood

8/20/2019 4:02:30 AM marciagurlfytrz They are STILL SPRAYING IN WISCONSIN!!!

8/20/2019 4:04:10 AM keith369me Water is poisoned (fluoride), food is poisoned (how many obese people in your grandparents old pics?), air is poisoned (chemtrails)...how is the big 

government cabal treating you?

8/20/2019 4:04:15 AM maryschade14 Biblically you can search its Area as each Tribe was given directions as to where and the boundaries. Remember the RC church BANNED reading the 

bible and put those to death. And as a result people still let others preach for them..so they do not truly know God.

8/20/2019 4:04:17 AM marciagurlfytrz That’s what I want to know. They will need so much for trauma care!!!!

8/20/2019 4:07:14 AM keith369me Back when I started working, we were encouraged to do a payroll deduction to a charity.  Some large companies CEOs cared about their employees 

and future growth vs short term profit.  Wall Street/Federal Laws killed that behavior.

8/20/2019 4:08:52 AM keith369me She doesn’t show her 67 years...there is a reason why!!!

8/20/2019 4:10:01 AM keith369me Police were not allowed to stop it in the society we live in.

8/20/2019 4:10:24 AM marcusgillette1 You had to click on my post to view the replies. The pictures were in the replies. 

https://twitter.com/marcusgillette1/status/1163638187610247168?s=21 …

8/20/2019 4:10:47 AM sullinsherb Her new age crap has magically increased her bank account. New age witchcraft should correctly defined what she is in. Same evil of old, wrapped in a 

new cover. Hillary’s spiritual advisor of witchcraft. These people are not who you think they are.

8/20/2019 4:12:37 AM jrocktigers This sounds like something a false prophet would spew.. "We’re moving from praying to God to praying in God,” said Carpenter, the group’s facilitator. 

“There’s nothing you have to reach out for … There’s no effort to pray in God. We’re already whole, perfect and complete.”

8/20/2019 4:14:43 AM maryschade14 My days in workforce done..but taking the Atlas Shrugged approach would be best. Pay employees give benefits that encourage loyalty..

VS getting write offs and treating people like they are disposable paying them a government set wage. Before min wage..by merit..employers forgot

8/20/2019 4:18:05 AM fuknutz "A Course in Miracles" is a course in Solipsism - written and promoted by Satanists to the lowest percentile of dumb fucks. 

In Satanism, stupidity is a sin - which is why they promote it to others. 

In a nation of the blind, the one-eyed man is King.

8/20/2019 4:19:19 AM origteslasmuse  pic.twitter.com/QaDHOpDnKd

8/20/2019 4:19:44 AM maryschade14 Invented in the late 1800s as rat poison. Cap the fluoride with heavy metal vaxx etc pic.twitter.com/MENUQMHfkd

8/20/2019 4:21:48 AM texastony81 Remember, the father of the el paso “shooter” ran a psychiatric office and was linked to her...just saying

8/20/2019 4:31:01 AM magakitten Do not be deceived, this is a part of the demonic one world religion. Claiming all religion is the same, should enrage ALL RELIGIONS!!!

8/20/2019 4:36:46 AM charmanda9 More like they foolishly think a Brita filter is enough.

8/20/2019 4:43:18 AM theraphinj  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ckl9YYqPSFA …

8/20/2019 4:45:25 AM patriotjeremiah The missing link? Seriously considering more of middle America lives outside of cities where water additives are less or zero if you’ve drank well water 

or purified water which I’ve done my entire life. So big cities with excessive fluoride is producing lower IQ children. 🤔

8/20/2019 4:45:45 AM ghost_of_billy_ Do tell.

8/20/2019 4:52:33 AM bleakperfect1 Is there mind reading technology being utilised on us? I swear I've had the strangest coincidences.

8/20/2019 5:15:55 AM anneolsen43 Thank you 😊

8/20/2019 5:16:11 AM n7guardiananon A lifestyle in which just the couple alone can not create life.

8/20/2019 5:21:35 AM marytracey17 Will cures for disease be revealed?

8/20/2019 5:23:10 AM richard07759712 It’s time every sexually molested individual (male|female) come forward | Epstein is not available, but exposure can not dismissed to unearth all the 

buried bones and ordeals this individual and clients did.  #CrimesAgainstChildren

8/20/2019 5:25:34 AM richard07759712 Glory to God, standing in God to intervene on behalf of God for the Glory of God

8/20/2019 5:32:09 AM jvan125 There is no other punishment for these ‘people’.

8/20/2019 5:37:41 AM 313looper Told You 👉🏻 ETS’s volume in max…! 😝 https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1163525319632011265?s=21 …

8/20/2019 5:44:12 AM micro_writ_anon He looks more like the Indonesian, Subud. pic.twitter.com/c2HYVaOIhs

8/20/2019 5:44:28 AM kellyha07106828 I will never go to another theater, or buy memorabilia that will give these evil pos's money to continue in their evil pursuits.



8/20/2019 5:52:28 AM micro_writ_anon What about those of us for which the plumbing doesn't work?  1 in 9 couples are unable to create life.

8/20/2019 5:55:06 AM bh2omiamigo  https://archive.vanityfair.com/article/share/35fbb1f9-a67e-401e-b55d-5da2e9dd54e3 … pic.twitter.com/9JN76yIpw6

8/20/2019 5:58:35 AM andyr1112 Well.... dont wear antiperspirant deodorant if u wanna avoid Aluminum... I stopped wearing 2.5 years ago and strange enough I started dropping 

weight like crazy. Used to be almost 300 lbs and now I got a 6 pack (1st in my life time hella happy) I also had profusely sweaty pits

8/20/2019 5:59:34 AM djlok Yup!  Message over messenger!

8/20/2019 6:00:53 AM andyr1112 But when I would use antiperspirant it would only make me sweat more and more and I never connected the 2... and well yeah I'm not longer a sweaty 

mess either. To top it off and make this even better my old brother of 8 years had the same sweaty pit problem (not as fat as I was

8/20/2019 6:01:09 AM headlinejuice More book sales.

8/20/2019 6:01:46 AM djlok Oh yeah- I was part of the @UnitedWay scam too!!!

8/20/2019 6:02:28 AM andyr1112 Tho) and I told him how I stopped using antiperspirant and how it helped me sweat less than when I actually used it and sure enough it worked for him 

as well... weird how something I was given as a kid to help me with so called odor could not only make me stupider but can also

8/20/2019 6:02:32 AM lbf777 Use alkaline water filter on water and fluoride free toothpaste.

8/20/2019 6:03:33 AM keith369me ...yep...back in the days when bad intentions were actually hidden

8/20/2019 6:04:06 AM djobokuwali See what your barrels are lined with, some of the chemicals can leech into the water

8/20/2019 6:04:34 AM andyr1112 Lead to dimentia or Alzheimer's and its advertised to help stop sweat yet the way they do that is by breaking aluminum down into molecular levels to 

block your sweat gland from sweating?  witch drs came up with this crap I swear

8/20/2019 6:05:40 AM jared4liberty Excellent call there! I haven’t purchased the barrels yet. But not something I considered prior. Thanks! 🙌🏻

8/20/2019 6:09:58 AM djlok First question is a very good one.  Who really pays for porn these days?  Other than the humans it degrades.

8/20/2019 6:10:01 AM aprilbrown99 Majestic time stamp!

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/20/2019 6:10:28 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/20/2019 6:10:43 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/20/2019 6:12:53 AM lbf777 The book itself is a masterpiece. She did not write it. She was teaching it. Some teachers use the course as controlled opposition just like the Catholic 

Church heirchy uses Jesus. They hate Jesus but teach about him in Church as controlled opposition.

....

8/20/2019 6:14:45 AM djlok My question: why are some people gay and others not?  Is it psychological programming and/or something gay people agree to prior to this 

reincarnation?  

I'm gay and the choice to know is mine!!! 😁😁😁

8/20/2019 6:15:18 AM lbf777 The book is channeled & basically teaches how to achieve ego death. Ego death is the end of suffering & a shift from fear to love. This is a high level 

book beyond human wisdom. The instructions only say how to alter thinking patterns & perspectives to match reality & advance.

8/20/2019 6:15:37 AM realdominator39 What kind/brand do you use now if I may ask?

8/20/2019 6:17:34 AM golanvonbrik In UK the chemtrails stopped in July.  We have had huge amounts of rain since then. Sky’s are now amazing, had forgot what real clouds looked like.  

Heavy rain perhaps to wash the shit out of the sky?

8/20/2019 6:20:40 AM sabina06706427 They want us created in a lab. They can’t recreate the soul though

8/20/2019 6:25:39 AM giediknight I’m sure MJ answered the question before. Twitter advanced search it is my next step.

8/20/2019 6:28:25 AM andyr1112 I had to bounce around because when I first stopped all the non aluminum was making my arm pits red and trashy af to the point it would burn. 

Another concern lol wtf is in this crap that can turn my pits on fire. I had to ultimately take a break from roll on all together because

8/20/2019 6:29:33 AM johnsville14  pic.twitter.com/3AFDQonltw

8/20/2019 6:29:40 AM andyr1112 Everything I used either wasnt strong enough and I would stink thru it or I'd get rashy pits. I jumped to rite guard aerosol which I know... aerosol... but 

after using the whole can I tried old spice roll on again for like the 5th time (blue roll on with no antiperspirant in it)

8/20/2019 6:31:21 AM andyr1112 I still have to reapply once or twice a day but it's better tthan knowing I'm scamming my body with products known to harm myself... this type of 

thinking honestly reminds me of mercury and how we used to believe it gave us powers of healing only to find out it was deadly af

8/20/2019 6:32:56 AM andyr1112 Also just for shits and giggles... who the fuck came up with this idea pic.twitter.com/6MJrYjzomc

8/20/2019 6:33:22 AM state1union Same here 1% of every paycheck to the United Way or we wouldn’t get promoted. Thanks F’ing Pfizer not.

8/20/2019 6:34:53 AM djlok #TheGreatAwakening. 😁😁😁

8/20/2019 6:37:57 AM ialibertybelle Well she’s friends with Oprah so...

8/20/2019 6:39:17 AM keith369me Crazy or not so crazy thought?  Chemtrails were put in place to keep craft out of lower altitudes...toxicity for our friends “above”?

8/20/2019 6:40:53 AM marktraveis  pic.twitter.com/35NDQuP8JO

8/20/2019 6:41:48 AM ialibertybelle Dayton. El Paso was tied to John of God. Both tied to Oprah.

8/20/2019 6:46:25 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103392121757843457?s=20 …

8/20/2019 6:48:34 AM 1_decided_voter Seems like it was essentially a "Jackie Treehorn" situation pic.twitter.com/wfl2mcdF13

8/20/2019 6:49:16 AM kindeandtrue LOL! I wasn't referring to my body type. I meant I'm very conventional. Thats the problem with virtual reality.

8/20/2019 6:50:15 AM lorieve I read CIM in college. 

meh.

8/20/2019 6:51:18 AM realdominator39 I've thought about trying this one seems to have good reviews on Amazon, only drawback is it's expensive. Like they say though, you can't put a price 

on your health. https://eachandevery.com 

8/20/2019 6:51:56 AM snarkishdanno This is important. I was wondering what it would take to get corporations past max profits at all costs to reasonable profit while maintaining good 

workplace and environmental status. Better pay for employees is a net win in the long run....

8/20/2019 6:53:48 AM lorieve traitorous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,having a form of godliness but denying its power. Turn away from such as 

these! They are the kind who worm their way into households and captivate vulnerable women weighed down with sins and led astray

8/20/2019 6:53:51 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

8/20/2019 6:54:59 AM karma4event201 I think they caught a fish. 

23 hours later and still can't Retweet this

8/20/2019 6:58:21 AM prmd21801759 Usernam, Will u be sharing some of your digs? I'd like to learn more. Thank you.

8/20/2019 6:59:07 AM reginaw1958 Dig a well

8/20/2019 7:05:43 AM kindeandtrue It's a helpful facade.

8/20/2019 7:06:19 AM nelliellama Our skies have been full of them for the last 2 days. Harpp signals also.

8/20/2019 7:06:35 AM karma4event201 That is Collective We

"We won't be here forever"



8/20/2019 7:07:16 AM jared4liberty Not an option

8/20/2019 7:08:45 AM kindeandtrue Alex Jones proved right again.

8/20/2019 7:09:04 AM mollybang Damn, it was on your 18th birthday???

8/20/2019 7:14:12 AM mikemurphey1 Dont let your kids have bubblegum flavored, or any candy flavored toothpaste. They ingest it like candy. I use non fluoridated toothpaste like Tom's

8/20/2019 7:15:23 AM ragstorm @elenochle @Jordan_Sather_ @QBlueSkyQ @martingeddes @paul_serran @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FuctupMike @RyanAFournier 

@elguapo64 @fortressfin @drawandstrike @TXTrumpette89 @UnitedVoteRed @DonaldJTrumpJr @SuperEliteTexan @SayWhenLA @catturd2 

@ChristinePolon1 @ChuckCallesto

8/20/2019 7:16:24 AM elenochle I'm not clicking on that!

8/20/2019 7:18:16 AM micro_writ_anon That doesn't mean anything to me.  The Bible says the marriage bed is undefiled.

8/20/2019 7:18:32 AM darktolightjedi I tried many times to read that book. I finally realized it wasn't me incapable of understanding it - the book really was a word salad.

8/20/2019 7:19:43 AM allahuniversal The playlist: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnkQ-avVeX9f4KbkoCm6kytem2XLB7nOg …

8/20/2019 7:20:50 AM carolva97910854 I’ve seen them in Florida since July!

8/20/2019 7:22:32 AM ragstorm 😂

It's an excellent read.

 😳

8/20/2019 7:23:07 AM lilymoon76 It sure was! Very enlightening!

8/20/2019 7:26:29 AM elenochle I have not forgot about the past situations with the people that started the soapbox.

Q left their chan board and called them compromised.

They were working with clowns, knowingly.

Please do not tag me in this crap.

8/20/2019 7:26:43 AM patriotssoapbox Of course it was. But elenochle doesn't actually CARE about that.

elenochle likes to whine about us being "paytriots".

Attitude of a loser who doesn't care about taking back essential lost ground, they'd rather whine and clutch pearls and point fingers.

Grow up, elenochle.

8/20/2019 7:28:25 AM elenochle I just have a memory, and remember when Q btfo'd you guys, it was hilarious.  Thanks for the ad hominem attack.

8/20/2019 7:29:02 AM kindeandtrue Why do the Trump Team and the conservabro pundits push the gay agenda on the conservative Trump base?

8/20/2019 7:30:33 AM patriotssoapbox Which, by the way, I completely understand Q having done.

Q being on a board of somebody who had a youtube channel presents conflicts, so Q had to leave.

I never made a big deal about it, I kept doing what I set out to do.

Scum like you, however, did make a big deal of it.

8/20/2019 7:31:14 AM scifiotica This isn’t helpful. Disagreed but please avoid calling names or “terms”.

8/20/2019 7:32:45 AM patriotssoapbox Sorry. I don't appreciate scumbags that spread flat out fabrications and lies about me or history.

8/20/2019 7:33:28 AM patriotssoapbox ....which they have often been known to do.

I usually see it and stay quiet about it.

I've had about enough of it.

8/20/2019 7:35:32 AM keepinitreal604 Not true at all.

8/20/2019 7:37:18 AM rawphonegirl This.  ❤️❤️❤️

8/20/2019 7:37:36 AM howdoyoumakeah1 That was the first place I looked to see if they fluoride their water

8/20/2019 7:40:55 AM lorieve disembodied hybrids spirits go into a human and they are very depraved and relish the profaning of the sacred. It's like a drug to them, bastards that 

they are.

8/20/2019 7:41:51 AM lorieve Have you ever met a homosexual that wasn't buggered?

8/20/2019 7:42:38 AM patriotssoapbox I make no claim to perfection. We operated on little information back then before Q ACTUALLY stated "no private comms".

In private convos I recommended to baruch caution on the matter and chances were he wasnt talking to Q.

Now buzz off and never stain my Twitter feed again.

8/20/2019 7:42:59 AM joeorbit pedo blackmail. time for all the satanic elite and all the anti human judges, politicians and hollywood to go to prison for life.  the elite are protecting 

baby eaters. sick.

8/20/2019 7:45:43 AM joeorbit meanwhile she says to ban 'assault' weapons and she is pro vaxx.  a very weird form of universal love i would say - inject us with fetal and nano 

particles and take away our defenses. bring in fear and we have a slave planet.  i still love you @marwilliamson , my love is real.

8/20/2019 7:47:14 AM lorieve Remember the demoniac(s) inhabited by "Legion"? He lived in a graveyard and cut himself. Bloodletting is a form of doorway/portal and one must be 

mindful of what one invited into one's temple.

8/20/2019 7:47:25 AM moonbaby04371 I feel the same. I do have 4 kids & grandkids. But, I was abused in every sense of the word. As a child, as a teen, & as an adult. I STAY single. I'm 

completely happy being w/my children & grandkids. Plus...I have a cat.😏 But, I've removed TOXIC ppl from my life. Fam included.

8/20/2019 7:47:27 AM rawphonegirl Inversion and/or perversion of something good? Or... using a neutral tool as a cudgel?

8/20/2019 7:47:37 AM joeorbit like att owning cnn. they know it's deep state and they didnt clean house.  so att is deep state.  anyone want to invest in this knowing they want us 

enslaved?

8/20/2019 7:50:22 AM phreatomagnetic Is Jeffery Epstein anything other than an ordinary human?

8/20/2019 7:50:26 AM jamiegrahamusa Well...my bestie is my profile pic...

Hence QDPie haha...

8/20/2019 7:51:13 AM lorieve Absolutely, my dad was lebensborn and the demonization is part of the program. Poor guy was a genius, had alters (MPD/DID) and was highly 

demonized. They (his demons) hated me, but Dad was still "in there" and in the end, Jesus freed him.

8/20/2019 7:53:57 AM phreatomagnetic Is one of the purposes of the weaponization of sex to produce many unwanted children?

8/20/2019 7:55:34 AM lorieve Denny Smith (congressman) was a close family friend. I heard him explain it to my mother years ago. If you go to DC with any integrity you get 

corrupted fast. A little stock tip (insider trading) to start with. A "donation" here and there. Go to a party, wake up with a 14 y/o...

8/20/2019 7:56:57 AM moonbaby04371 And BTW....I'm 48. I've been single for 10+ years. I refuse 2 conform 2 someone else's ideas. This way, I can be me. No judgments. I teach my 

kids/grandkids UNCONDITIONAL LOVE & how to stay OUT of abusive/neglectful situations/relationships. I LEARNED. And they benefit from me.

8/20/2019 7:57:51 AM phreatomagnetic Given how deeply the trafficking evil must have penetrated local and state law enforcement as well as CPS, how will all those who facilitated it and 

those who looked the other way ever be brought to justice?

I've seen firsthand that the Blue Wall is made up of lesser criminals.



8/20/2019 7:59:33 AM jrocktigers They are still spraying everywhere in the southeast!

8/20/2019 7:59:53 AM moonbaby04371 There is ABSOLUTELY nothing wrong w/choosing to NOT choose. True happiness comes from WITHIN U. Not from someone/something else like we've 

been PROGRAMMED  2 think. DEprogram. It's AWESOMEN

8/20/2019 8:04:36 AM lorieve I worked with victims who were starting to "act out" (abusing others) as adolescents. Most were groomed (conditioned) into the lifestyle.

8/20/2019 8:08:17 AM lorieve women prison vs man prison. I'd identify as female if I were him also.

8/20/2019 8:11:32 AM cowgirlcas22 Everyone rehashes the same stories none of them mention the real Barrack connection, the modeling agency in Tel Aviv and the research facility that's 

also in Israel. Epstein donated millions to scientists including a renown physicist the dot we need to connect is WHAT they are

8/20/2019 8:12:38 AM cowgirlcas22 Working on. I already figured out they are doing research with human subjects they trafficked. The WHAT is driving me crazy.

8/20/2019 8:12:53 AM lorieve Porn destroys families. Opens portals, shatters the mind and creates extremely unrealistic expectations.

8/20/2019 8:14:20 AM allahuniversal Thanks for this lead, now I know why @CarrollQuigley1 should show up in muh "feed" but doesn't o7

8/20/2019 8:19:20 AM aetherwalker1 What are the energetic effects of sex?

Is there an astral exchange of energy?

Karmic effects?

8/20/2019 8:27:57 AM aleks8837 If someone wants to dive into this, I can recommend this website:  http://ahealedplanet.net/fluoride.htm  and

 http://archive.is/4SuX9#selection-58805.0-58807.3 …

It is the best website I know for information of all sorts of things. Have a look at his different essays at  http://ahealedplanet.net  !!! ("My Final Major 

Essay")

8/20/2019 8:43:36 AM lakedweller12  https://thefederalist.com/2015/06/29/americans-buy-into-marxist-family-planning/ …

8/20/2019 8:44:42 AM nrandygordon Hive mind...

There are no coincidences

8/20/2019 8:49:53 AM starehope If there is then why not use it on the left? Why would we need it?

8/20/2019 8:51:57 AM cosmic_engineer Canada is still a shitshow under Herr Trudeau.  But I have worked on transmuting as much as I can.  With a little help from my friends 

pic.twitter.com/8pJHhzXMTz

8/20/2019 8:53:34 AM patriotssoapbox  https://twitter.com/PatriotsSoapbox/status/1163820620725051393 …

8/20/2019 8:53:50 AM howtoselldrugs  pic.twitter.com/t31zAAVJIo

8/20/2019 8:53:51 AM patriotssoapbox  https://twitter.com/PatriotsSoapbox/status/1163823661104685056 …

8/20/2019 8:54:30 AM bhaggy1008 The Yoga process one keeps his energy (ojas-semen) - having intercourse only for procreation and redirecting his energy to the brain for 

enlightenment. One can become very powerful doing this.

8/20/2019 9:05:05 AM txtrumpette89  pic.twitter.com/pIbH2hwoo6

8/20/2019 9:05:27 AM kwiturbtchn1 I don't know you @elenochle , but I do know that PSB is a great source for news you won't find elsewhere.  I've been with them from the beginning and 

think they are legit patriots.  I can't say the same for you.  Block them if you don't want tagged. Be an adult & fix it yourself.

8/20/2019 9:07:35 AM linnyt7 She needs to be drug tested

8/20/2019 9:12:09 AM andyr1112 I wanted to mention I did try natural stuff like Tom's I think it might have been called and for w.e. reason I had no luck with it but definitely try a few 

and find what works 4 u

8/20/2019 9:12:29 AM laurabusse Always such kindness from you my dear sister ❤️

8/20/2019 9:13:12 AM qgathering Enoch, why is this being rehashed? Nothing new, they've done them, you've done you. Both of you serve your purposes. Nothing is new. Just this 

rehash drama. Let's keep it light and bright. 

Restless and idle minds.

8/20/2019 9:20:42 AM richard07759712 Good then.... no worth another consideration [NYT]

8/20/2019 9:20:52 AM diaptera_80 If natural selection worked, pufferfish wouldn't scream? But then again it might work against other cases than dolphins

8/20/2019 9:28:00 AM laurabusse MJ I read somewhere a course in miracles wasn't channeled, it was voice to skull by ClA

Is this true?

8/20/2019 9:31:23 AM wink5811 Anyone thinks it’s odd that JE knew he was wanted, had lots of warnings, saw it coming, then he travels back to USA on purpose! Won’t most people 

be looking for another country to disappear in? Whole deal from the start seems like a plan

8/20/2019 9:32:08 AM brandon73745841 For people with a cognitive model it's easy to apply a consistent thought process across multiple texts and disciplines.  ACiM transits the right OFC --> 

left IFG and verbal memory. Misses circuits from Hegel, Kant, Heidegger, Chomsky, George Mead, Wittgenstein, Derrida, etc.

8/20/2019 9:34:25 AM wink5811 The plan would be appear, be arrested, put in security section, do first attempt for show, then do 2nd attempt, fake death, then go and get plastic 

surgery, live a free life in another country.  Set this up prior.

8/20/2019 9:37:13 AM aleks8837 Free energy!:  https://archive.is/4SuX9#selection-68149.0-68149.8 …

Like this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? :)

8/20/2019 9:38:29 AM wink5811 Wonder if JE had dna stored anywhere and if corpse dna matched his? Life can be as adventurist as the wallet and imagination can dream and afford.

8/20/2019 9:41:55 AM fightforamerica Har, har, har.

8/20/2019 9:42:31 AM corstruction You're fine.  I'm a terrible judge of character.  We could be best buddies if you want to move to the lovely, corrupt, overpriced state of IL.  I'd like to 

move out but I can't.

8/20/2019 9:42:32 AM serrah775 I'm inclined to not believe this simply because the fallout and rainwater have been tested after heavy chemtrailing and there are numerous substances 

known to be detrimental/toxic to humans found. Killing us to save us sounds rather suspect to me. Population control/slow

8/20/2019 9:42:43 AM starehope That book is good for someone suffering with a great loss or depression. Not my kind of reading.

8/20/2019 9:44:01 AM serrah775 Maybe search into food grade 55 Gal drums?

8/20/2019 9:44:25 AM djlok What if this were true? pic.twitter.com/Il0XOQ5dfy

8/20/2019 9:45:58 AM destinlola Oooooo, 96 yrs old changes the picture dramatically. There likely won’t be anything at all that you can do, now. Bless his heart, I think praying for his 

soul is the best one can do. Not to make a joke, but he can’t do much “actively” about it.

8/20/2019 9:46:50 AM serrah775 Do you know where I can research more into dosages, good sources, etc of shilajit? I'm interested in learning more. Thanks @JelierRikke

8/20/2019 9:48:39 AM serrah775 Just in my area alone I have noted that the people that live in the small cities (we're pretty rural around here) that have higher fluoridation in their 

water are more democrat and NOT critical thinkers at all.

8/20/2019 9:48:45 AM aleks8837 A comprehensive view of the history of the United States of America. Highly recommended!! Your mind will be blown.!

Please share with anyone interested in the truth about American history from a man who has read hundreds of books in his research!!

 http://ahealedplanet.net/america.htm 



8/20/2019 9:51:10 AM ghost_of_billy_ It's strange, I was aware of what was happening on this planet and the intentions of the sick and twisted "elites" long before the gen. Pop. 

 Many leads disappeared into the mist/ether. 

  Now I think I'm about to get schooled all over again...the ending isn't for everyone...

8/20/2019 9:53:19 AM reda2448 If Maxwell was his handler, she would have just found someone else to be the front man.

8/20/2019 9:56:50 AM christineflint4 They’re still spraying in Western New York

8/20/2019 10:07:47 AM ghost_of_billy_ Lol people's realities will crumble.

8/20/2019 10:10:58 AM berndpolaska  pic.twitter.com/orMnerYODo

8/20/2019 10:12:47 AM berndpolaska Yes, I feel the same, has to do something with 5G, sometimes I think something and next I see an ad about it on my phone

8/20/2019 10:14:12 AM carolyn62231044 Phoney Persephone is very perceptive as well on YouTube.

8/20/2019 10:15:47 AM realeyethespy Yeah I took his handle dec 21

8/20/2019 10:20:39 AM terran_sol @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @HouseofNeptune @AllahUniversal @knightofmaltaus @OldWiseHermit 

Guy's the handle listed in this RT below is deplatforming our brother's in arms. You might want to preemptively block them. Gotta make sure we sure 

up OpSec. https://twitter.com/honor_dennis/status/1163833899354431488 …

8/20/2019 10:22:08 AM keith369me Could be...it happened all at once for me...within a few months I’m sleeping 25% less

8/20/2019 10:23:13 AM kragblare Always believed fluoride was rat poison.

8/20/2019 10:25:37 AM daveo6145 S-4, Groom Lake, and DREAMLAND align with testimony from many whistleblowers including John Lear, whose testimony is on YouTube. Phil Schneider 

talked about DUMBS and their existence all over the US. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = compartmentalized military program.

#DarkToLight  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1163859240185823232 … pic.twitter.com/lKBe2hVQPP

8/20/2019 10:32:02 AM kathleen3693693 Thank you for the healed planet link. The first essay I read: " My Non-Indian Heritage: A Family Myth Dies." Interesting insights from this man. I shall 

enjoy reading and pondering more. Good, thought-provoking reads🤔🤔🤔

8/20/2019 10:38:21 AM bdk1184 I was there on the Soapbox when this went down, can confirm.

8/20/2019 10:42:56 AM maryschade14 Same here..glogged glands could lead to lymphomas and the aluminum is probably accountable in breast cancer. 

Aluminum in soil creates blackjack soil..renders it useless.

8/20/2019 10:46:27 AM serrah775 Great! Thank you. I will check them out.

8/20/2019 10:57:44 AM patriotssoapbox Oh wow how have you been?!?!?! I havent seen you in forever, contact me sometime!!

8/20/2019 10:58:17 AM tkobeauty ❤️💜💚💙

8/20/2019 10:59:53 AM smalltowngurlz Yesterday & today they are baxknin NC after being clear for weeks

8/20/2019 11:02:58 AM amcwhortor Lol come down here to AZ and you can have a Rothschild two hours away running the second largest city in the state. 🤣

8/20/2019 11:06:15 AM 2aforlif3 @threadreaderapp unroll

8/20/2019 11:08:48 AM threadreaderapp Hi! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "We shall be sharing a new Majestic Message of Disclosure relating to the weaponization of sex 

and sexuality in the wake […]" #AMA  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163635388235309058.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/20/2019 11:10:01 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/BZ0ruKCcjq

8/20/2019 11:10:25 AM usss_211 #TheStorm

8/20/2019 11:33:43 AM gregoryjhall1 It was never about healthcare...

8/20/2019 11:40:37 AM mamiemcclure17 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/20/2019 11:41:49 AM linnyt7 Wonder who all is crying 'cause he's dead, as most of his money is in a trust now. IMO it's too important a case to have the indictment dismissed. 

Unless it doesn't stop the investigations into it because they have all they need to go after co-conspirators.

8/20/2019 11:46:47 AM iamalloutofgum We are 1 Vote away from:

Right to defend ourselves 

Gun confiscation

Adding Judges to the SUPREME COURT 

Popular Vote

Full Term ABORTIONS 

All Illegals legal

Full Open Borders

Medical & Social Security For Illegals 

In God We Trust

Ability To Speak Online

Military 

Partial List.
8/20/2019 11:50:45 AM rafngeirdal  http://urbandictionary.com : “handle

One's online name. Often, a hacker will use a handle, and will be referred to by this handle by all his associates, to help lessen the chances of his getting 

caught. Also, often a privacy measure.” Did you start using EyeTheSpy 21st of Dec., 2018?

8/20/2019 11:51:00 AM us_poll What did all that mean anyway? Not escape routes  That's some Rough countries on that list too!

8/20/2019 11:55:22 AM mefulmer25 And to find others ways to sterilize us and shorten our lives.

8/20/2019 11:59:02 AM realeyethespy Yes Trueeye had this handle. It’s explained on my feed so many times I get tired of re hashing it. Many people know/saw when I took the handle as a 

lot of them follow / still follow him. He had a “bad dream” and decided to change to “magadragon” so I took the handle b4 more issue

8/20/2019 12:00:08 PM yustein @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/20/2019 12:00:45 PM reddragonfly19 Nope abortion industry is big money and they need access to parts and baby blood

8/20/2019 12:07:40 PM canadiancovfefe Horrible.

8/20/2019 12:11:19 PM mefulmer25 How much of the movie “Us” is true?

8/20/2019 12:24:25 PM fairportpeg Of course the link is not loading!!!

8/20/2019 12:25:50 PM lightworkercain So no one got answered?

8/20/2019 12:25:50 PM us_poll Video removed to protect the little terror group and the link doesn't work for me...Nothing happens says can't reach this page! If any of you get a good 

link let me know

8/20/2019 12:26:33 PM phreatomagnetic I hope employers get a look at it.

8/20/2019 12:31:06 PM rafngeirdal Thank you for explaining. I have followed @TrueEyeTheSpy for some weeks now and he/she has proven to be very valuable. I might start to read 

what’s on your account. So does TrueEyeTheSpy also have an account as @magadragon ?

8/20/2019 12:33:20 PM warrior_4truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1163895145055608834 …

8/20/2019 12:35:24 PM richard_coppins 8 chan has been down for weeks until owner goes in front of congress...right?

8/20/2019 12:37:18 PM dianne1h Heard by Sept 5.

8/20/2019 12:39:04 PM realeyethespy No. True eye the spy is not valuable. He is a dangerous deep state larp.

8/20/2019 12:39:38 PM dianne1h I had no problem.

8/20/2019 12:39:44 PM realeyethespy I’m not going to hash it out for you He is not valuable you can scroll down in my feed or get infected with government malware by listening to that 

obvious plant.

8/20/2019 12:40:32 PM us_poll Yeah I can't go to any link for chan8 even using search engine just sits there and Nothing opens not even a a can't find this page

8/20/2019 12:43:24 PM zeeinthemoment Soon!

8/20/2019 12:43:32 PM rafngeirdal So you criticize TrueEyeTheSpy like some others, such as @StormIsUponUs , especially after True tweeted how to find Q on ZeroNet; that turned out 

be a fake copy, that Majestic 12 then claimed had been made by Mossad?

8/20/2019 12:44:41 PM rafngeirdal Scrolling down your feed is starting to look like a good option.



8/20/2019 12:50:11 PM reddragonfly19 Apparently they have agreed to not put it back online until they meet with (not sure) Congress or Justice

8/20/2019 12:57:57 PM jesp54 They should receive a visit from federal agents once Antifa is declared a domestic terrorist organization.

8/20/2019 1:03:04 PM realeyethespy I have a long running list of reasons. I have followed him through his various larps. He was not always Eye the spy. It’s just funny to me at this point 

people still believe he has Insider info is comical. You realize most of the pictures he has posted are from YouTube videos?

8/20/2019 1:05:25 PM realeyethespy He has posted malware infected links multiple times, has claimed to been shot, hacked (when he wasn’t hacked) he has lied about the whole situation 

with me- I took the handle, he freaked out and changed his name to Reaieyethespy, confused his followers, changed to true- lied

8/20/2019 1:05:48 PM ghost_of_billy_ @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Could you expand what you know about Antarctica? Feel free to create a full scale shitstorm disclosure on Twitter 

if you'd like!

8/20/2019 1:05:56 PM enomai_ Will there be dry toast at gitmo?

8/20/2019 1:06:52 PM realeyethespy This is the last tweet I am going to send you until you re read my old tweets, seems like every time you come to my page it’s a debate on material I’ve 

covered consistently.

8/20/2019 1:08:59 PM jswdh1 I thought he had already

8/20/2019 1:10:14 PM xusaf_patriot Back in the 70's the military pushed *hard* for all troops to give to United Way. Those of us who said no were hounded by our superiors, but many of 

us stood our ground. Always had a bad feeling about UW. Never saw anything good happening as a result of the $'s they were getting.

8/20/2019 1:10:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hope so.

8/20/2019 1:10:30 PM jswdh1 Yep they took the video down cowards

8/20/2019 1:11:42 PM jswdh1 They LEAVE the program

.... like it was their choice....LOL

8/20/2019 1:18:46 PM restylegal Go thru thread there are some that were answered. They did say the q they answered had to be related to something specific

8/20/2019 1:19:08 PM 1_decided_voter And apparently now 8CHAN [ACCESS] CLOSED.

8/20/2019 1:20:23 PM vinceallison63 The post was from nov/2017 it's a list however somewhat aged.

8/20/2019 1:20:26 PM lightworkercain I scrolled through couldn't see any replies, so many questions in regards to what they were looking for but weren't answered.

8/20/2019 1:20:26 PM charleskg If approached correctly, solitude can have amazing benefits. Especially if you enjoy delving deep into the roots of things that bother you. You can find 

liberation from the suffering that most only mask with temporary solutions.

8/20/2019 1:23:33 PM us_poll She must be talking about the red elephant website I'm getting Nada!

8/20/2019 1:25:47 PM isaiahelevensix Movies like The Hunt & The Purge may be brilliant business decisions to maximize profit yet all at the expense of goodwill within our society at large 

and as a clever means to outsource violence, twisting young minds— COVERT ATTACKS FROM A FOREIGN NATION?

@POTUS @NSAGov

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/UHA8z8a3jO

8/20/2019 1:28:00 PM bluebonnet_m She is a beauty.  Looks like she knows how to flaunt it.

8/20/2019 1:30:50 PM starehope Video unavailable.

8/20/2019 1:32:10 PM isaiahelevensix [THEY] KNOW EXACTLY WHAT THEY’RE DOING AND THOSE WITH INVESTED INTERESTS.

I am very grateful for all those brave CEO’s pointing this out.

#Christ #Jesus #QAnon #Gematria

8/20/2019 1:32:47 PM covertress Humble Beginnings

1995: Computer scientist Richard Wallace developed the chatbot A.L.I.C.E (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity), inspired by Weizenbaum's 

ELIZA, but using natural language sample data collection. #AI

 https://www.chatbots.org/chatbot/a.l.i.c.e/ … pic.twitter.com/FA0qp8xBeo

8/20/2019 1:33:17 PM keith369me Not to save is, to prevent contact with “the people”

8/20/2019 1:38:34 PM covertress "For anything ALICE doesn’t know, it will deflect – change the subject, ask an unrelated question, give a canned or cagey response. 

Although ALICE is a three-time winner of the Loebner Prize, it has never managed to pass the Turing test." https://www.inverse.com/article/37615-

best-chatbot …

8/20/2019 1:38:55 PM capitalkid Is it possible to be unconsciously a part of ALICE yet consciously desire not to be?  If so, how do we shed ALICE entirely?

8/20/2019 1:39:50 PM s_langers British

8/20/2019 1:51:00 PM kitkolar Still spraying in NJ

8/20/2019 2:05:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

8/20/2019 2:11:21 PM marnisheppeard Thank you! As you can guess, I am all alone here. 🎈

8/20/2019 2:12:45 PM marnisheppeard Yes, it gradually dawned on me that they had to give up the power to create in order to rule. Quite something to see it concretely in action in the world.

8/20/2019 2:14:51 PM deb12233 Love yourself enough to get angry, and reject the assault of hate on your mind.

8/20/2019 2:14:53 PM nea_storm Must be difficult! I remember seeing one of your post about teaching children about antigravitical realities: Truly amazing! pic.twitter.com/7WGlMIw3lz

8/20/2019 2:17:18 PM rafngeirdal No, I hadn’t realized that.

8/20/2019 2:18:58 PM rafngeirdal Why did you take the handle?

8/20/2019 2:19:40 PM n7guardiananon Thanks!

8/20/2019 2:20:16 PM rafngeirdal Time to read your older tweets then.

8/20/2019 2:21:49 PM deb12233 No.

8/20/2019 2:23:01 PM deb12233 No resistance to contend with.

8/20/2019 2:29:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE deletes when she loses.

 http://archive.is/oyzSf   https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1163482287033454592 … pic.twitter.com/R4931wVCYE

8/20/2019 2:30:38 PM deb12233 I think the real connection we are meant to have is that of the soul (our individual self) to Spirit (God). I also think the current human timeline is too 

condensed for full maturity in our younger years. A 100-year-old in ancient civilization was much like a 30-year-old today.

8/20/2019 2:30:49 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/hF5QKneOEY

8/20/2019 2:31:51 PM mamiemcclure17 Now I know why I have multiple problems with a Royal stalker, blocked keeps coming back on a different account but it’s legit, one I blocked is still 

following me but I don’t see on my followers list, how can a blocked account keep following me and not showing? 4 total...🤔 

pic.twitter.com/RlTmXTy8O0

8/20/2019 2:32:30 PM allahuniversal An advertisement for anger.

8/20/2019 2:33:22 PM anneolsen43 this ALICE was entertaining though

8/20/2019 2:34:14 PM mactruthcdn Well that tripped me out.

8/20/2019 2:34:50 PM deb12233 Human fetal tissue from aborted infants.

8/20/2019 2:35:16 PM jonathanjones02 Not Majestic

8/20/2019 2:35:39 PM deb12233 Bad parenting.

8/20/2019 2:35:53 PM sallypenn4 I’m assuming this isn’t so 😂

8/20/2019 2:36:55 PM mamiemcclure17 Neither did I😣

8/20/2019 2:38:45 PM ericsteelelive Hmmm

8/20/2019 2:42:17 PM laztar11 What is this ? Great you guys are jokers too



8/20/2019 2:44:08 PM autist_steele Would ALICE get into a conversation with ALICE and end up blocking itself from itself? Makes one question how many of the all of the daily interactions 

on Twitter are ALICE being ALICE.

8/20/2019 2:47:20 PM jeffreycook1965 Absolutely

8/20/2019 2:47:42 PM jeffreycook1965 👏👏👏

8/20/2019 2:48:41 PM nea_storm I noticed during the very short time of operating an account! Is it due to being afraid others Will discover [ALICE] is far from @1 superiority smart as 

others have been working zealously to have us all believe? How quaint!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKdcjJoXeEY … pic.twitter.com/zWLe8brHnw

8/20/2019 2:49:54 PM canadiancovfefe God and The Plaedian Light Forces, with other Light Forces?

8/20/2019 2:52:29 PM turboxyde Lol! The DM is priceless... pic.twitter.com/0XE1wHxfUt

8/20/2019 2:54:19 PM mongrelglory Probably! Parents won’t feel like they need to have lots of kids due to high infant mortality, nor will they be as inclined to sell their kids due to financial 

pressures.

8/20/2019 2:54:31 PM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/F73MTRASBj

8/20/2019 2:55:46 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/dv6LXfuId3

8/20/2019 3:00:19 PM aleks8837 Nice! You are most welcome! :) ALL of his essays are just incredible sources of information!

8/20/2019 3:01:08 PM aetherwalker1 What are the effects of infant circumcision, physical and 'astral'.. as in the chakras?

8/20/2019 3:05:40 PM dawntay40629790 Agreed!  When will we see them punished for what they did and allowed the high and mighty do to the children!  Justice must be served!

8/20/2019 3:14:35 PM richard07759712 Glad to see your on Pt MJ

8/20/2019 3:15:47 PM jeff57253103 Damn! Who’s that jerk?

8/20/2019 3:18:28 PM renee86743676 Just another enemy wrench in 

The monkey works. Alice doesn't live here anymore!

8/20/2019 3:25:08 PM 1_decided_voter Your response of "Indeed" was somewhat confusing, as if you were agreeing that what he was claiming was true.

8/20/2019 3:25:27 PM americandream09 THE QANON HUB

50+ Q-TUBERS!

 

The QAnon Hub

 http://theqanonhub.weebly.com  

FORGET MAINSTREAM MEDIA PROPAGANDA!

The QAnon Hub 2

 http://theqanonhub2.weebly.com 

#POTUS #MAGA #theqanonhub #theqanonhub2

#QAnon #Q #QArmy #WWG1WGA #Flynn pic.twitter.com/NT4DQf7yRn
8/20/2019 3:26:51 PM aprilbrown99 Fishing 🎣 is fun!

8/20/2019 3:29:04 PM nogrevon Why is he writing in German? 😕

A very computer translated german 🤨

Stop raping german for "evil" stuff, idiot 😡

8/20/2019 3:33:50 PM david00997884 Your still here, just a bull shit story.

8/20/2019 3:38:01 PM djlok They were gonna hold off on the responses because of ALICE.  Certain topics make ALICE go bonkers!!! pic.twitter.com/3u2ysmYDnG

8/20/2019 3:39:57 PM djlok You're looking for a loophole to not keep producing offspring.  😂😂😂

8/20/2019 3:43:40 PM mateuszwala i lost my 5 (oh no not 6!) minutes of my precious minutes my life wondering what you gonna do...

if you want help us. stand where we all are. as ONE! not 6 not 9 

just to be 333333333...eeeeee

8/20/2019 3:48:41 PM trust___veriify Research yourself. Think for yourself. Decide for yourself. Be careful who you follow.

8/20/2019 3:53:01 PM janicebayless Or experiencing vulnerability to a trusted love. When Abraham obeyed God to place his son Isaacs life to sacrifice, he trusted the seen for unseen. God 

preserved Isaac. Not so with humans today. Loyalty to principle & cause seems secondary to monetary gain.

8/20/2019 3:53:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Area 51 events in Nevada prompt emergency crowd planning https://apnews.com/86167556378d4198a44e6626b02724df …

8/20/2019 3:54:50 PM jvan125 Seems like the perfect time for an ‘alien invasion’ FF...

8/20/2019 3:54:51 PM mamiemcclure17 Don’t bite the bait, it won’t work out for any that takes a nibble.

8/20/2019 3:55:12 PM state1union This is awesome 😎 and hilarious 🤣

8/20/2019 3:55:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 World famous porn star found living in squalor in tunnels under Las Vegas - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/world-famous-

porn-star-found-18965788 …

8/20/2019 3:55:41 PM jvan125 So sad. 🙏🏻

8/20/2019 3:58:12 PM kathleen3693693 I spent most of the day reading & enjoying the essay you recommended. I had to research a LOT of words & ideas he put forth. Truth resonates, so I 

just can't stop reading. I'll probably be up for most of the night--it's that good. It will be an enjoyable evening for sure. TYVM 🥰

8/20/2019 4:00:35 PM duriavigrobert Time to Gird Our Loins, Mount Our Horses, Draw Our Swords and PAY THESE ASSHOLES ONE HELL OF AN EDUCATIONAL VISIT🤔

(I’ll even allow grading on the curve this once)

8/20/2019 4:02:01 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is there a context to this posting. I do know historically porn stars don’t do well post industry. This has been known since its 

inception. The industry has still grown regardless. Is it because media suppressed post porn horror stories?

8/20/2019 4:04:10 PM rebashoenfelt1 Leading the charge!

8/20/2019 4:04:29 PM areckoningday Aww... pic.twitter.com/FthFFUdkQZ

8/20/2019 4:06:23 PM deplorableladyb Maybe the aliens can beam them aboard the mother ship

8/20/2019 4:07:21 PM stevens_xrp This remember me a chapter in Sin City (movie) when Goldie find the baddest psycho to protect her..... something to fear maybe

8/20/2019 4:09:11 PM mateuszwala no no no...

first tiding up

child trafficking, and organ harvesting...

how about that?  don't leave that under carpet

its a fake mj12 account,

intuitive empath my majestic/jupiter ASS😆
8/20/2019 4:09:28 PM jonathanjones02 Show us the aliens!!!!

8/20/2019 4:10:26 PM mama_juju42 Interesting. Only concern was water. But other than that she had no concerns or complaints.

8/20/2019 4:11:27 PM michael81972 They still think we are ignorant...If harmful at pregnancy then it will be harmful after pregnancy...

8/20/2019 4:11:45 PM rebashoenfelt1 Bravo!  8chan

8/20/2019 4:12:05 PM state1union Not good



8/20/2019 4:14:54 PM dpcoforion Don't you guys

Deal with aliens or something?

I can't believe that 

This is a good use

Of government money.

Why not feed the poor?

Teach them about Jesus?

I might be insane

But at least I love trees.

And

Im willing to sacrifice

myself for all Beings

Love you MJ12 

God does too 🌈
8/20/2019 4:15:02 PM canadiancovfefe Hahaha

8/20/2019 4:19:20 PM vickycnall Sad

8/20/2019 4:20:10 PM rafngeirdal  http://express.co.uk  on the first tale of royal stalker after the coronation of Queen Victoria in 1838: “She was relentlessly pursued by a weird 

teenager, Edward “the Boy” Jones, who had an uncanny ability to sneak into Buckingham Palace undetected.”

8/20/2019 4:22:04 PM mamiemcclure17 Thanks...that was an unsettling story 😮

8/20/2019 4:22:07 PM awakeandsing123 So many questions. Those hundreds of underground residents surely live off the grid, without water and common comforts. Who is in control there? 

Would like to see this film if it ever gets out.

8/20/2019 4:23:01 PM usernamt8ken I've never really thought about sharing it lol. I will look into that.

8/20/2019 4:24:02 PM rafngeirdal I had seen some one minute footage on the account of @StormIsUponUs concerning photos @TrueEyeTheSpy had tweeted but it was shown too 

quickly for me to be able to compare it carefully. One photo caught my eye though: it was of a wood insignia with the name Trump at the bottom.

8/20/2019 4:25:27 PM like_neo She might be more woke than most; friendships are more important than money and personal belongings. She can leave if she wants to but decided to 

stay.🤔

8/20/2019 4:26:03 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/20/2019 4:27:13 PM johnny10559479 Ok.... we all know what’s going on now....fucking declass!

8/20/2019 4:28:03 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/W74J52OkPV

8/20/2019 4:28:23 PM rafngeirdal Yes and I tried to copy the website on my iPhone for you but since it didn’t work, I give you the title, author, date of publication instead: “The strange 

tale of the first royal stalker

....

By JAN BONDESON

PUBLISHED: 00:00, Mon, Nov 1, 2010”.

8/20/2019 4:29:36 PM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/nPyfx8gXCY

8/20/2019 4:33:09 PM rafngeirdal Google search result number 1: “squalor

...

noun

the state of being extremely dirty and unpleasant, especially as a result of poverty or neglect.

"they lived in squalor and disease".”

8/20/2019 4:33:28 PM geekydaddy64  pic.twitter.com/rSeUKvxU4q

8/20/2019 4:33:50 PM usernamt8ken And your seeing chemtrails not contrails?

Depending on ambient temperature and elevation, a contrails can linger longer than normal.

When the temp is low it takes longer for the atomized water that formed due to the exhaust to change its state from a liquid to a vapor.....

8/20/2019 4:35:33 PM usernamt8ken I love science 🙂

8/20/2019 4:38:35 PM rafngeirdal Thanks Odie. I have up to now only seen the word verify with one i but you have two i’s and thereby veriify in your account name, i.e. ii side by side. Is 

that spelling allowed, just like the name Tyyler exists or is it an intentional misspelling? This was my immediate research.

8/20/2019 4:40:23 PM usernamt8ken I should have stated the the atomized water from the exhaust is technically from the heat of the engine. 

Think of it like the condensation on the side of your cold soda/beer or the dew on the leaves on a cold chill morning.

8/20/2019 4:41:23 PM eskeljoyce Wow..... that picture says volumes!

8/20/2019 4:44:28 PM jrocktigers Well, it is 90 degrees.

8/20/2019 4:45:30 PM bleakperfect1 I know there are thousands of satellites in space. Kind of scary if corporations have perfected mind reading technology. Invasion of privacy at the worst 

level. Perhaps this is why Trump wants to create a space force. To deal with nefarious activities in space.

8/20/2019 4:51:16 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz

8/20/2019 4:56:21 PM allahuniversal And there will still be much more to know post declass. This flood won't end soon, get comfy.

8/20/2019 4:56:57 PM usernamt8ken Sounds like chemtrails.

Also I should note, I do not claim to be any expert on the subject. I just know refrigeration and they both have a lot in common.

8/20/2019 4:59:19 PM jeremypinkston9 Yeah it's called a wall of machine guns and a sign that says Don't try raiding a military base

8/20/2019 5:01:48 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/vTrVBOXnyZ

8/20/2019 5:03:10 PM lainieg2020 I don't understand any of this.

8/20/2019 5:09:46 PM richardhiatt16 Well... Is it good, bad, or ugly? 🤷♂️

8/20/2019 5:11:08 PM _doozier_ It's a fun meme but nobody would actually attempt this. Are whitehats gonna false-flag an Area 51 storm to "force" disclosure? 😵 There better be a 

Pepe cameo!!

8/20/2019 5:14:25 PM mardigarcia cannabis husks...thoroughly studied and incubated by 

activist drs for many years...we are waiting for all this to come out. from what i read it is the buds of the flowers still housed in the husk that is the 

magic element. this can apply to all sexual trauma.

8/20/2019 5:14:38 PM ethereal_shaman Some see squalor, some see sovereignty.

8/20/2019 5:20:09 PM ghost_of_billy_ Reckless abandon? What did you do?

8/20/2019 5:21:58 PM 11witness11 I’m a student of ACIM. She does not represent me.

8/20/2019 5:22:40 PM 11witness11 Nope it’s Jeshua/Jesus

8/20/2019 5:24:38 PM wwg1wga10432367 Abel Danger has also confirmed Epstein is being protected by USMarines under the Witness Protection Program.

8/20/2019 5:25:37 PM 11witness11 To clarify, ACIM is a genuine spiritual path. Williamson wrote books based on ACIM principles but has nothing to do with the source material.

In my opinion her message contradicts ACIM because she indulges in projection.

8/20/2019 5:25:52 PM keith369me In a world of chaos, maybe it’s better to be underground?

8/20/2019 5:34:14 PM charmanda9 That is good to know. Not super surprising, what a miracle that plant is.

8/20/2019 5:46:49 PM aprilbrown99 Even under these conditions, she is better off now than she was before. Blessings to her and I hope she has found peace within. 

🌹🌹🌹❤️❤️❤️🌹🌹🌹

8/20/2019 5:48:26 PM aprilbrown99 Something big must be headed our way!  #Declassify 🍿🍿🍿

8/20/2019 5:52:26 PM aprilbrown99 🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/knxIFlBPmM



8/20/2019 5:55:39 PM rachaelangelm #stormarea51

8/20/2019 5:55:44 PM lbf777 Who is that guy and why is he bullying MJ12? 🤔

8/20/2019 5:58:31 PM covertress “The cellphone system is going to go down,” Higbee said. “You get more than a couple of hundred people there, and it’s going to crash. Cell service 

won’t be available.”

8/20/2019 5:59:27 PM patricksready Irony

8/20/2019 6:03:48 PM 313looper Speechless...

8/20/2019 6:05:20 PM wwtravelr that's a maaan man (ladyg)

8/20/2019 6:05:56 PM realeyethespy I am 3rd eye tyyler is my name on paper

8/20/2019 6:10:14 PM razztaz2016 I am not an expert but several years ago during Renegade presidency, I remember looking to the sky wondering if we would ever see the true blue 

again.  If I would ever see a plane/jet without a con/chemtrail and see the sky.  I have been thrilled to see jets and planes w/o trails

8/20/2019 6:11:55 PM realeyethespy Stolen from a 2013 YouTube videos

8/20/2019 6:12:05 PM razztaz2016 And real blue sky again.  It is not everyday, but the chemtrails have been nearly nonexistant.  Not exclusively but the sky has changed.    The difference 

is HUGE!

8/20/2019 6:12:45 PM jrocktigers Well, I dont know where you are located ,but in the southeast I see them daily.

8/20/2019 6:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most human trafficking is coordinated by global intelligence agencies.

8/20/2019 6:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most adware, spyware, and viruses collected from pornography websites 

come directly from global intelligence agencies.

8/20/2019 6:14:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 1. When you enter puberty your body evolves into a life form capable of producing its own life energy. As a child, you depended on others to provide 

this life energy.

8/20/2019 6:14:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why? Money is one component of this. Although there are far more reasons as to why sex is used to enslave people.

8/20/2019 6:14:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where do the supply of 18 year old porn stars come from? Ratlines. Most of the time, the young women do not even realize their handlers and pimps 

are assets of intelligence agencies. Most of the time, those very same agents report into very high profile traffickers.

8/20/2019 6:14:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 4. Pornography content is being produced by adults and sourced/protected by global intelligence agencies to make content suited towards children. 

The rise in step sibling pedophilia themed content isn't just attempting to normalize pedophilia, its trying to mind control children.

8/20/2019 6:14:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 3. The objective of the Illuminati/Deep State/Cabal is the destruction of the family unit where Government is the family. Government controls 

everything. Ultimate power. Ultimate sacrifice.

8/20/2019 6:14:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 2. Sex is most of the time confused with the source of the life energy from within, and therefore is the easiest to exploit since everybody equally has it. 

However embarrassment about sexual development and ignorance of sexual identify creates an env of controllable victims.

8/20/2019 6:14:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 7. Many porn stars are victims in global intelligence agency driven human trafficking operations. They are controlled with drugs. Money is a drug. Quick 

fix provides enough to last the rest of the week. Poor decisions compounded on abuse to the body.

8/20/2019 6:14:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 6. Traumatic pornography requires traumatic upbringing.

8/20/2019 6:14:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 5. Sex tells a lot about who a person is on the inside. It tells a lot about how energy is spent and where priorities lie. A person who likes to be choked 

out during sex is somebody who used to get choked out when they were younger. There is no coincidences.

8/20/2019 6:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 11. Pornography represents the vast majority of the internets web traffic, hosted content, and assets. Most technological breakthroughs have 

happened because of the demand in porn traffic. Most technology has some pornography on it in one form or another.

8/20/2019 6:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 10. Many porn stars are murdered in cold blood. Nobody bats an eye. Nobody questions. Intelligence agencies cover the crimes up and nobody is the 

wiser. When a model beings to question the motives of their industry, they are disposed of physically. AA

8/20/2019 6:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 9. Many porn stars are not protected. They are not offered fair compensation for their entertainment production proportional to the minutes watched 

of their content compared to other performing arts celebrities.

8/20/2019 6:14:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 8. The intel agencies thrive on these assets.

8/20/2019 6:14:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 14. Browsing history is tracked. IP addresses are tracked. VPNs do not provide cover from the tracking. Behavior patterns are recognized. They are then 

exploited by recommending and showing additional pornography content.

8/20/2019 6:14:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 13. Pornography recommendations, trends, re-selected videos for feature, freemium porn tube websites, etc. are all curated using AI/ALICE.

8/20/2019 6:14:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 12. What if all pornography content, photos, videos, etc. were all embedded with tracking software designed to give intelligence agencies backdoor 

access into your computer? No need to imagine if its real. It is.

8/20/2019 6:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 17. However, with society pushing LGBTQP harder than ever through propaganda, television, music, movies, cartoons, childrens books, libraries, etc. 

the consumption of pornography is increasing exponentially.

8/20/2019 6:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 16. So, why do humans have this design flaw? It is not by accident. The sexual need for reproducing is fundamental to survival, which is why its a very 

raw subject for many people. And talking about its problems is uncomfortable for those who are not anonymous.

8/20/2019 6:14:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 15. "Cumming" is a drug. It can become addictive. You can get hooked on it worse than cigarettes. It can ruin your life far quicker than cigarettes can, 

yet is almost entirely unregulated. The only regulation is 18+ DCMA and 2257.

8/20/2019 6:14:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are controlling you in more ways than you realize and your children are at a greater risk than ever to get radicalized into pedophilia, incest, and 

torture porn as a result of the expansion of the internet. Completely unregulated. Under the radar. Extreme power. Dangerous.

8/20/2019 6:14:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the cost of running a corporation like Facebook. Billions of dollars per year. Facebook is 5% of porn, yet 90% of porn is free. How is that 

possible?

8/20/2019 6:14:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are going to end on this last note. The porn industry is run by the intelligence community. It's protected by the intelligence community. It is funded 

by the intelligence community.

8/20/2019 6:14:58 PM stormystorm10 How can we prevent it from spreading

8/20/2019 6:15:14 PM shawnee_feather where is 8 chan back up?????

8/20/2019 6:16:51 PM wwg1wga93583681 How do we stop them?  Kids don't listen.

8/20/2019 6:21:31 PM state1union Thanks c_A shit heads that lost your souls for pure evil. Was it worth it?

8/20/2019 6:21:50 PM marciaw02564145 So being that I was nearly sex trafficked into the pornography industry if what you are saying is correct then it all leads back to the same people .Full 

circle sort of thing...

8/20/2019 6:22:53 PM bob76775554 @threadreaderapp unroll

8/20/2019 6:23:20 PM wwg1wga93583681 Comped af, that's how.  All this disclosure is truth.  Thanks.  Now let's end it. pic.twitter.com/7SUF4qCBCh

8/20/2019 6:24:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Essential for Disclosure.

Uranium "leak" was intended to obstruct.

Who trafficks in uranium? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1163961882945970176 …

8/20/2019 6:24:45 PM threadreaderapp Saluti the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/20/2019 6:25:31 PM state1union Mueller for Hillary and for the Vatican 🇻🇦

8/20/2019 6:25:43 PM spacepatriot7 An amazing and disturbing thread, thank you.



8/20/2019 6:25:56 PM corstruction I think she looks like she's being held captive.  She doesn't look the guy in the eyes, she's keeps looking off to someone on the side, no one wants to 

live underground like that.  I think we are being prepped to find out just how many people there are in tunnels.

8/20/2019 6:25:59 PM djlok 👀 back on Hillary.

8/20/2019 6:26:25 PM shawnee_feather So how is every single member of Antifa doxxed by 8 chan then?

8/20/2019 6:26:38 PM wearewhatsdope Excellent thread! Bang on.

8/20/2019 6:26:39 PM lbf777 So let’s end the intelligence agencies. They are nothing but trouble.

8/20/2019 6:26:56 PM fembroski1 I will take Hillary for $100 mil Alex

8/20/2019 6:26:57 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/20/2019 6:27:43 PM hoelessromantik Death Cult

8/20/2019 6:27:44 PM rafngeirdal Do you mean 3rd eye as the third Twitter EyeTheSpy and/or having an active 3rd eye on your mind, similar to the way that concept is understood in 

yoga, Buddhism and mysticism?

8/20/2019 6:29:15 PM syrrah2 pure genius. Thank you for sharing 👍✨

8/20/2019 6:29:19 PM rafngeirdal Well if such a wooden insignia was shown in a video on YouTube, I suspect the one concerned, could have frozen a frame or taken a photo.

8/20/2019 6:29:56 PM keith369me “Green”Land referring to something financial?

8/20/2019 6:30:57 PM ascendingadam Kundalini?

8/20/2019 6:33:57 PM rachaelangelm Undocumented humans born in underground cities. What happens to them?

8/20/2019 6:34:34 PM rachaelangelm I never hang out on them.

8/20/2019 6:34:46 PM patriot_jerry I watched it happen, it was when true ets had 3 accounts and he was talking to himself between the 3 in an attempt to deceive his followers. The other 

2 accounts he had were "alice" and "themadhatter." I distinctly remember when you took the handle.

8/20/2019 6:35:07 PM aprilbrown99 My friend’s marriage ended because her husband was addicted to porn...for many years. She was afraid to talk to her family about it for fear that 

“society” and her family would think less of her as a wife and mother (old programming)...

8/20/2019 6:35:25 PM dontask97215849 Deep State

8/20/2019 6:35:30 PM aprilbrown99 ... They tried counseling & it helped for a while but he was very addicted.  It actually turned to “live” porn toward the end. They ended up divorcing.

8/20/2019 6:37:15 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for another insightful disclosure!  I love you MJs and typists!  🙌🙌🙌❤️❤️❤️🙌🙌🙌

8/20/2019 6:37:53 PM rebornkingent Mj12 solutions? If Pr0n is worse that ciggs and unlike ciggs pr0n is everywhere.... what next?

8/20/2019 6:38:02 PM dontask97215849 If you were intellectually curious, you'd already know that everything being shared here was true. There is no free media. School is a sick joke

8/20/2019 6:38:05 PM kindeandtrue Your great concern for our wellbeing is evident and very much appreciated. 💕

8/20/2019 6:38:26 PM marywal64295444 I can completely understand why she wants to stay. There can be much to be said for the peace and solitude, and I can almost guarantee she has more 

true friends who like her IS, after coming from a world where all anyone wanted was her BE.

8/20/2019 6:39:14 PM keith369me Thank you for this blunt message.  A young man that I know, a very good child was recently arrested for possession of child porn.  With this kind of 

programming by intelligence agencies, watch your children very closely and speak bluntly with them on the subject.

8/20/2019 6:39:27 PM realeyethespy Dec 21

8/20/2019 6:39:35 PM patriot_jerry  pic.twitter.com/csLdU401U8

8/20/2019 6:41:46 PM lynnielee5 Have you been watching fake News?

8/20/2019 6:42:39 PM alicemasci Bill Clinton has six fingers in this painting and is wearing red shoes. Interesting.

8/20/2019 6:43:14 PM ethereal_shaman Thanks for saving the world.

8/20/2019 6:45:19 PM marzipaningles1 Government monitoring is not the answer. Parents parenting is.

8/20/2019 6:46:29 PM state1union Regulate the internet

8/20/2019 6:46:32 PM chew_soap I think I need this explained?

8/20/2019 6:46:32 PM moonliteleper So, it's the intel community & NOT "society pushing LGBTQP harder than ever through propaganda, television, music, movies, cartoons, childrens 

books, libraries, etc. the consumption of pornography is increasing exponentially"- paid for by US citizen's taxes, under color of law.

8/20/2019 6:46:52 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Not all intel agencies are bad. 

 I can make the case for how CIA took over America: JFKassasination>BushHW former director of CIA VP/P for 12 years>MENA/Clinton>GW pres for 8, 

Obama Clown parents..

Then perhaps the case for how NSA/Q/+ saved America

8/20/2019 6:47:42 PM state1union What the ?

8/20/2019 6:48:11 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE

8/20/2019 6:48:45 PM 92michael My dad has told me that no matter what I do in life? The one thing I should not do, IS VISIT A PORN SITE! - These sites have bots that will turn your 

camera on and spy on you! They also install cpu level packages that u can not remove!

8/20/2019 6:49:30 PM state1union Usual suspects

8/20/2019 6:49:33 PM rebornkingent FIFY: Regulate satanists and the deep state.

8/20/2019 6:50:45 PM enomai_ 5% - hidden- slavery

8/20/2019 6:50:52 PM janedoe10227 😢😢😢

8/20/2019 6:51:21 PM state1union Not enough parents yet

8/20/2019 6:52:53 PM aprilbrown99 Lots of nuclear disasters. Just leaving this here. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_and_radiation_accidents_and_incidents …

8/20/2019 6:53:54 PM seeker229 So what's a good healing process for people with beta sex kitten programming? I kinda just feel stuck in a conflict of everything in top of my emotions 

and sexual energy being used as comms? At least what's a good starting point?

8/20/2019 6:54:07 PM covertress Greenland is essential for Disclosure? pic.twitter.com/zUSiaM8o15

8/20/2019 6:54:11 PM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

8/20/2019 6:54:20 PM 92michael Oh! I also forgot to mention that they turn your mic on too! So if you do accidently visit one? TRASH YOUR COMPUTER! IT IS NOW A BOT FOR THE CUBE 

WORSHIPPING SCUM BAGS!

8/20/2019 6:55:06 PM jackrod0130 The King of Geeks. The role model for Antifa

8/20/2019 6:56:42 PM threadreaderapp Saluti there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

8/20/2019 6:56:53 PM 92michael Yep! After the ice is gone, Greenland will be very very important!

8/20/2019 6:58:35 PM alabeaty More info on that? 🤓

8/20/2019 7:01:55 PM keith369me Unlimited $$$ source.  #UnsealEpstein ?

8/20/2019 7:02:23 PM trust___veriify Focus on the message. He is classified,  strictly business. Do you really think he would be giving away his locations? Ets has proven himself many times, 

I've followed from the start.

8/20/2019 7:03:10 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Disagree: a woman I know wasn't into being choked out prior to reading 50 Shades of Gray

8/20/2019 7:04:33 PM realeyethespy He has proven himself to be a fraud and a fear mongering agent of the cabal. How did I get his handle if he was so “on top” of things? He is a fraud. The 

bigger they are the harder they fall. Twitter loves shills.

8/20/2019 7:06:35 PM enlight3nedgeek Evergreen?

8/20/2019 7:09:23 PM charmanda9 You you. This response came today. https://twitter.com/musicalchemy2/status/1163967555272433664?s=21 …



8/20/2019 7:11:46 PM toffer_anon_369 Stupid question - how can "cumming" ruin your life?  Aside from all those child support payments?

8/20/2019 7:11:58 PM seeker229 Hmm well if I can balance the panick attacks and attacks while high that might help

8/20/2019 7:12:06 PM silentsynthesis Thank you. Been battling the very bad habit of masturbation for years now. Nobody talks about the sexual part of the mind-control agenda. Sex has 

already been foisted up higher than GOD here in America. What's next?

8/20/2019 7:14:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The drug release is more addictive than tobacco.

8/20/2019 7:14:34 PM covertress According to Pole Shift theory,

Greenland was once in the Tropics.

Imagine what's under the ice.

Proof of Human Origin? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1162364707883429891?s=19 …

8/20/2019 7:14:38 PM charmanda9 Not so sure they are talking about that kind of cannabis here.

8/20/2019 7:15:21 PM seeker229 Oh good that would be perfect then!

8/20/2019 7:16:47 PM 92michael YEP! They will find hard evidence of where humans came from! The whole world will be amazed by the story!

8/20/2019 7:17:44 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/20/2019 7:17:47 PM toffer_anon_369 Oh like an adrenaline or some other hormone release.  Got it.  How does this benefit [them]?  Just by virtue of having the content to control that 

addiction?

8/20/2019 7:21:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Emotional manipulation.

8/20/2019 7:24:19 PM qanonsunrise 😢

8/20/2019 7:25:02 PM brittasbits1 I decided 8 years ago to never have sex again and am more than happy. I always felt less than, didn't really like it. Had 3 kids and I'm now 49 and 

people are still surprised I won't have sex. They think there is something wrong with me.

8/20/2019 7:25:43 PM aprilbrown99 Which in turn becomes [their] drug as well. Snake eating its own tail?

8/20/2019 7:28:04 PM alabeaty Source ?🤓

8/20/2019 7:28:25 PM trust___veriify Fearmongering?? Haha....okay.....how do you figure that? He made a mistake,  he asked for his handle back and you wouldn't do it. I seen it all play 

out, you should've gave it back in my opinion. Hopefully people can think for themselves and make up their own minds.

8/20/2019 7:30:17 PM wearediamonds2 I feel this 100% 💖💖💖

8/20/2019 7:30:45 PM wearediamonds2 I also feel this 100% 💖💖💖

😉🤩

8/20/2019 7:31:04 PM wearediamonds2 I agree! 😁

8/20/2019 7:31:15 PM wearediamonds2 BEAUTIFUL!!!

8/20/2019 7:31:26 PM wearediamonds2 💖💖💖

8/20/2019 7:31:44 PM elfm0d3 Ouroboros

8/20/2019 7:31:48 PM wearediamonds2 You did the right thing!!!

8/20/2019 7:33:12 PM laurabusse Brilliant

8/20/2019 7:34:34 PM threadreaderapp Hola the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

8/20/2019 7:35:28 PM wearediamonds2 😂 I have considered it to be possible in the past

8/20/2019 7:35:51 PM keith369me AI junk...just ask a ridiculous question

8/20/2019 7:36:09 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you, and I will look forward to checking out the link sometime.

💖💖💖

8/20/2019 7:36:40 PM my2sonznme The Daily Beast? Um....how about no. They are #fakenews Please post reputable source.

8/20/2019 7:36:57 PM gangmaga I agree

8/20/2019 7:37:00 PM my2sonznme AJ is a traitor

8/20/2019 7:37:15 PM ghost_of_billy_ Logistically it would be a nightmare for organizers. Vegas would be massively over crowded, car/bus rentals for that many people a nightmare and I 

believe there is 1 or 2 roads going in the general direction. 1 main road closure for a day or 2 for tourists would ruin the plan.

8/20/2019 7:40:13 PM jessabelcain The government runs porn rings. They sanction them. I know for fact that one of these was run from new recruits and national guard out of Camp 

Pendleton in California.

8/20/2019 7:40:30 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Are there underground areas at Epstein’s Zorro ranch like on the island?  My guess is yes in looking at the elevation of where the 

house sits.  https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1161452049223041024 …

8/20/2019 7:41:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1122257602283474945?s=19 …

8/20/2019 7:42:22 PM jessabelcain Also terrorist groups use porn sites to communicate with each other. The government “discovered” this was how osama bin laden was communicating 

with groups

8/20/2019 7:44:22 PM jessabelcain About seven years ago thousands of us military were blackmailed with the information from their chat sessions online n sex chat rooms. From 

overseas. They were sent letters demanding money.

8/20/2019 7:48:14 PM keith369me Okay, I can stop thinking about this...are pyramids about to appear?  If this purchase were reality what could be the form of payment?  Trade for some 

other land such as USVI?  Throwing darts hoping one will stick.  Any help?

8/20/2019 7:48:54 PM djmtheoriginal MJ, I've done some research into who owns these porn companies and came to find a lot of the owners (90%) were pro-zionist, any correlation you 

think?

8/20/2019 7:50:38 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔✔✔

8/20/2019 7:50:52 PM rachelhalligan Hope you are careful. You know what happens to those who tell the truth about the Clintons. I admire your courage but, question your integrity 

considering you knowingly participated in election fraud.

@realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSAGov

8/20/2019 7:54:30 PM souljourneyrise Perfect storm for a deep state false flag.....You couldn't pay me to go there.

8/20/2019 7:54:38 PM vand3rboots I have studied ACIM extensively, and I personally have found it to be very meaningful. But I do not trust Marianne. Notice the symbolism she uses in 

her campaign picture.

8/20/2019 7:55:21 PM jessabelcain This continues in State and county offices where most of these military service men get jobs after service. Especially in CALIFORNIA

8/20/2019 7:56:07 PM _amandagrant Still spraying in Maine

8/20/2019 7:59:15 PM rebashoenfelt1 Is Alex Soros funding Antifa?

8/20/2019 7:59:52 PM nschlange I’m going to have to read that again to understand all of it but that is way more then I would’ve thought there was about sex. I have been wondering 

about a few things concerning our concept of sex and love, but that was not the direction my mind was going to! Thank u very much!

8/20/2019 8:01:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ty. Have my answer.

8/20/2019 8:01:42 PM aleks8837 Yess!!! One more!❤️

I actually took a week off from meditating every day in a monastery in Sri Lanka just to lay in bed and read for 12 hours every day! The most 

comprehensive and in-credible piece of work that I have ever come across! His essays are at the frontier of humanity.

8/20/2019 8:04:15 PM laurabusse This whole thread is so disturbing

What is the end game?

How will this end?

When?



8/20/2019 8:06:22 PM chillix5 As with most things... it is all about guilt.  How do you think the catholic church got so rich?

8/20/2019 8:08:19 PM giediknight Thanks for basically pointing out how stupid I am. I “know” this, yet do it anyway.

8/20/2019 8:12:11 PM liltilgerlil Why does America only get to import everyone else’s Gangs and problems? $$$?

8/20/2019 8:12:55 PM afwook Wtf are you tweeting about you 

shill

8/20/2019 8:13:10 PM nschlange ?

8/20/2019 8:13:33 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ty J. Always informative

8/20/2019 8:14:07 PM bnvlnt1 Yep.

8/20/2019 8:14:19 PM liltilgerlil Got a error 404 code. Big tech protecting Antifa but doxxes innocent Americans

8/20/2019 8:14:27 PM daveo6145 Speaking of movies, there is another matrix coming out

8/20/2019 8:14:35 PM thepeacekitten Finally.

8/20/2019 8:14:53 PM rebashoenfelt1 Prisons full of gangs. Costing us big time.

8/20/2019 8:15:47 PM five2eyesblue Is Epstein hiding out in Greenland? Now that he’s unemployed?

8/20/2019 8:16:08 PM thepeacekitten Anime is another way they are getting to kids. Incest is big in Anime for some reason. Too many kids think it's no big deal.

8/20/2019 8:16:08 PM liltilgerlil Yes. Soros funds any anti-America, anti-Israel project, he’s an actual Nazi

8/20/2019 8:17:10 PM americanpetal I agree. So disturbing.

8/20/2019 8:18:05 PM liltilgerlil Why do you think they want to abolish the death penalty while releasing violent offenders. Mostly illegals. Kills off Americans as well as drugs and 

planned parenthood. They hate America and want racial cleansing of us

8/20/2019 8:18:39 PM karma4event201 Twitter - I will retweet this 

Or make a new tweet

8/20/2019 8:18:48 PM liltilgerlil Don’t forget the ethnic cleanse of Christians. We’re being wiped out globally

8/20/2019 8:19:40 PM americanpetal Plus, the bad ETs feed off the energy if it is not actual love between two consenting, healthy, committed adults, kinda right?

8/20/2019 8:20:24 PM basil26 Apache Long Bows and A10 Warthogs gonna get a lot of target practice...

8/20/2019 8:23:25 PM lainieg2020 What's your take on this? How many people will get away before Americans explode? Who are the prosecutors that are shutting this down? 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/jeffrey-epstein-federal-prosecutors-sex-trafficking-indictment-dismiss …

8/20/2019 8:24:17 PM karma4event201 Please everyone retweet  the above @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweet 

Does anyone have a problem Retweeting it❓❓

Repeatedly, I got knocked out, spun out away from this tweet

Until I comment then, I can go back and retweet MJ12 tweet 👿

8/20/2019 8:28:58 PM playactiongamer So when the "cum" releases, oftentimes it burns you out. It's all in the biochemistry.

8/20/2019 8:30:11 PM karma4event201 Very Few ❓

I thought MANY of us were going to transition to the next level. 

That is the worst news I've heard in a long time.

8/20/2019 8:31:11 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ty

8/20/2019 8:33:47 PM karma4event201 Is the "very few" tied to  9D?

Transition is to 7D and 8D for some AND 9D for a very few?

8/20/2019 8:36:42 PM decodematrix Yes, 9D for very few.

8/20/2019 8:37:16 PM karma4event201 Transition is to 7D 8D 

And the words "very few" is tied to 9D?

8/20/2019 8:39:01 PM _girlmaher_ It's your choice and living by ones own rules is very satisfying in itself. Freedom is foreign to so many people!

8/20/2019 8:43:38 PM crisco2377 So I guess that's the end of the Streisand effect?

8/20/2019 8:44:36 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2257 …

8/20/2019 8:45:53 PM awakeandsing123 Couldn’t help it - Avenue Q (!!!): The Internet is For Porn.  https://youtu.be/zBDCq6Q8k2E . Soft disclosure?

8/20/2019 8:47:16 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/qcc0w40dT6

8/20/2019 8:47:23 PM mjschumaker With all due respect, you’re defeating the purpose of tweets on Twitter with such long-windedness. Regardless many are probably open to accepting 

what you’re claiming. Where’s the proof? How are we to reach the same conclusions as you did without evidence? Asking for a friend.

8/20/2019 8:51:26 PM kwititalready Facebook, Google, Amazon, Twitter, and others, don't need to make money. They can lose money forever, because the FED prints money, places it as 

debt on you and me, then funds these agents to fulfill their globalist sociopathic agenda.

8/20/2019 8:52:15 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/zEbfCf70iR

8/20/2019 8:54:45 PM toffer_anon_369 I don’t even know what that means

8/20/2019 8:54:50 PM girlawakeinca Beautiful in every way. pic.twitter.com/3JXUJupWBo

8/20/2019 8:55:25 PM aetherwalker1 👌🏼

8/20/2019 8:56:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you legally enter evidence from formerly classified operations declassified online? Upcoming weeks are going to be turbulent as 8chan returns 

and testified. Who shall ask the Q? @Acosta you can make History. Are you ready? Ask the Q.

Mr President, what is QAnon? pic.twitter.com/nu7ikb1n77

8/20/2019 8:57:40 PM warangel1111 Ask the Q

8/20/2019 8:57:57 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Q08WgYwUnS

8/20/2019 8:58:03 PM saifk7 when will 8ch be back?

8/20/2019 8:58:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are clowns because they act like clowns. Not to mention ALICE controls their thoughts. Fishing is fun and sometimes you catch a beauty.

8/20/2019 8:58:43 PM fairyland66 @Acosta pic.twitter.com/mVtS1kxlSZ

8/20/2019 8:58:48 PM laura_621 Thanks for the info. I’ll keep my 👀open now 👍

8/20/2019 8:58:59 PM aprilbrown99 The serpent eating its tail.

8/20/2019 8:59:42 PM americanpetal That’s sad

8/20/2019 8:59:53 PM fairyland66 #Acosta pic.twitter.com/bvxfaFgPBs

8/20/2019 9:00:27 PM chillinginak WTH!!

8/20/2019 9:00:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 00:00 ET

8/20/2019 9:00:49 PM dsalemmo There was talk that Kerry (Mr. Heinz) went looking for 'outside help’ in preventing Trump from becoming President.

8/20/2019 9:01:00 PM biggiowade37 TIME IS ILLUSIONS BRUH FUK U MEAN

8/20/2019 9:01:22 PM maryschade14 Dopamine..pleasure and reward.

8/20/2019 9:01:44 PM aprilbrown99 Marker?

8/20/2019 9:02:14 PM higherdensitees AMA?

8/20/2019 9:02:18 PM n7guardiananon lol pic.twitter.com/eqB2JHUrT4

8/20/2019 9:02:31 PM molly07751087 Zero hour?

8/20/2019 9:02:54 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, they already exist.

8/20/2019 9:03:22 PM karma4event201 Billions of dollars per year needed to run Facebook 

Facebook is 5% of porn 

90% of porn is free 

Billions of $ needed to run fb 

Porn is run by & protected by Intelligence agencies 

Global Intel agencies run fb or are running a Porn Money Laundering via Life Log aka Facebook



8/20/2019 9:03:46 PM russ_ayers His Mom and Dad, I think !!!

8/20/2019 9:04:30 PM toffer_anon_369 ..... and thennnnnnn?

8/20/2019 9:04:35 PM liltilgerlil Tattooine - what are the odds?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Michaelcraddo16 @JSonet1 https://twitter.com/PlanetQuest/status/1163874573399363585 …

8/20/2019 9:04:49 PM ksouth21 Nice catch MJ!

8/20/2019 9:05:36 PM blankmarlo #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

8/20/2019 9:06:07 PM americanpetal I def have Majestic Mojo w the 3 6 9 but I’m still in CABAL county Fl, having a rough go surr by some really bad apples? Help would be greatly 

appreciated. Threats, tampering, sabotage. Can u pls send help. If u have it all, you know what I’m talking abt.

8/20/2019 9:06:32 PM dontask97215849 I can't wait! All this time and no one has had the ballz to ask 😆

8/20/2019 9:08:10 PM americanpetal Will restaurants go by the wayside if ppl will have replicators?

8/20/2019 9:08:15 PM aprilbrown99 @Acosta do you have the guts?  #AskTheQ #QAnon #WhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/mADpVDBCoZ

8/20/2019 9:08:18 PM lukekauffman Is dark matter a myth? Made up nonexistent fable?  Is it to confuse and complicate?

8/20/2019 9:08:31 PM karma4event201 Camp Pendleton ? Some marines were just arrested for multiple crimes and the first article included forced prostitution then it said human trafficking 

last i looked; they were en route to hello illegals cross the border

8/20/2019 9:09:50 PM dsalemmo AND was rejected. 😁

8/20/2019 9:10:08 PM mskeens1962 It's who I said at the beginning but now I'd like to see @EmeraldRobinson do it.

8/20/2019 9:10:20 PM aprilbrown99 I was wondering that as well. 🙏👍✨

8/20/2019 9:10:36 PM americanpetal When you say u have it all, are you just talking Deep State takedown? Does it include local, county, state corruption/ trafficking of all kinds or is that 

still gum shoe type detective work?

8/20/2019 9:10:58 PM morfin_paulino Los replicadores de alimentos si son reales, aunque el sabor no es el mismo ni los nutrientes. 

Ya se tienen en función desdé el 2014 al igual que las camas de curación con dispositivos de frecuencia sutiles de armónicas constantes. PoD-Medic.

8/20/2019 9:11:18 PM tennesseepeggy Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adware, spyware, and viruses c […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/20/2019 9:11:25 PM americanpetal Do you remote view us, your followers?

8/20/2019 9:11:57 PM americanpetal Have you looked through to the Looking Glass?

8/20/2019 9:12:44 PM aleks8837 Holy hell! If that question then gets answered, I'm gonna run around my neighborhood like a crazy person!!!!! 🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩🤩😀😀😀😀😀

8/20/2019 9:12:47 PM rawphonegirl 12:12

8/20/2019 9:14:00 PM americanpetal Besides Skyfall, what early Bond movie contained the most disclosure?

8/20/2019 9:15:32 PM karma4event201 Thank you for this info. Bin Laden was #SalafiSunni Brand of Islam, it did not make sense lots of porn was found at his hideout. Now it makes sense. Bin 

laden was a CIA Asset; intelligence agencies control & protect porn; they would tell thier asset to communicate that way.

8/20/2019 9:15:40 PM johnsville14 I'm less surprised about a homeless porn star than I am about 200 miles of underground tunnels with who knows how many people living there.

8/20/2019 9:15:51 PM bdam777 [7] seconds?

8/20/2019 9:15:53 PM findering Interesting

8/20/2019 9:16:50 PM americanpetal I have to believe, at some point, you would humor me. I’ve been a loyal follower, I’m just going to keep nagging you w questions until you answer one. 

No doubt, it will be a short, sarcastic answer to an irrelevant question. If, at all.🤓🤪

8/20/2019 9:17:17 PM karma4event201 Demands for money => CIA & CIA Assets

8/20/2019 9:17:28 PM toffer_anon_369 Los nutrientes deben ser cien por ciento del original, no?  Por k no seria?

8/20/2019 9:17:51 PM tomkingblue The Richat structure, are those the ruins of Atlantis?

8/20/2019 9:19:30 PM americanpetal What percent of US Deep State is 187? Globally, what percentage is contained/ neutralized?

8/20/2019 9:19:52 PM karma4event201 Another reason cia wants to run Drugs but control marijuana

8/20/2019 9:20:48 PM charmanda9 Of course!

8/20/2019 9:21:11 PM americanpetal I thought Court TV was brought back so, We the People, could watch trials. Is that correct?

8/20/2019 9:21:44 PM ascendingadam  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1120146666546520064?s=21 …

8/20/2019 9:23:51 PM ethereal_shaman Zero point?

8/20/2019 9:24:01 PM greatawakecoach You tease;).

8/20/2019 9:24:44 PM mrcryptojones Yeah, the research speaks for itself.

8/20/2019 9:25:56 PM maryschade14 @Acosta you know what to do. Right as 8Chan B.O. goes in front of the committee..Mr. President..what or who is Q..live stream it..

Imagine being First The Only to have the kahonies ask the Q.

8/20/2019 9:26:11 PM _mccroft_ I have known this for years

8/20/2019 9:27:15 PM lornascurr Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/20/2019 9:29:31 PM truthwin2 Whitout God we are breathing deads everywhere it's deception, we have to choose a side,fast! Time run out. Nothing here is real,the battle is spiritual. 

Q have a plan,but God planning long before Q. Put your trust in Jesus he cannot deceive. God bless you 🛡

8/20/2019 9:30:18 PM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/rg1UNVLGF2

8/20/2019 9:31:10 PM raenyasalisbury Nazi settlement ?

8/20/2019 9:32:34 PM charmanda9 Oh please

8/20/2019 9:32:59 PM jimjr1957direct The intel community. Which ones? Is Military Intelligence /NSA getting at the source? Or are they part of this Honeypot?

8/20/2019 9:33:38 PM karma4event201 1 of the Minion characters dresses like a girl. 

Disney movies put penis ' everywhere & had to cut the price on a Disney play doh set because 1 piece looked like an erect penis oozed out pay doh. 

Disney didn't recall it; radically cut the price.

8/20/2019 9:34:55 PM jessabelcain Yes Camp Pendleton. Young military compromised early then follows them their whole careers in and outside. Porn rings, trafficking, blackmail, all of it. 

On and around gov property and filmed, distributed via gov. Computers emails all

8/20/2019 9:35:52 PM awakeandsing123 The founder of 8chan is testifying on Sept. 5. Until then he/they are keeping it offline.

8/20/2019 9:36:33 PM monroevegas I once read an article from a long time ago reporting on uranium mined in utah and then shipped to australia.

8/20/2019 9:37:24 PM monroevegas Agreed

8/20/2019 9:38:29 PM jessabelcain It’s the same with college sports teams....to a much less degree but still prevailing. Compromise early, keep em leashed for life

8/20/2019 9:38:51 PM dark2light2019 Move. That’s what i did.

8/20/2019 9:40:15 PM dark2light2019 He DOES love attention...

8/20/2019 9:41:29 PM jessabelcain Yes. Now they’ve switched to gaming chat rooms but probably somewhere else by now.

8/20/2019 9:49:55 PM hifiman45 I have farts that should be called dark matter! 😂 😂 😂 😂 😂 😂

8/20/2019 9:50:09 PM karma4event201 looks like we need to arrest every employee of intelligence agencies Worldwide, keep them until they can prove they were not actively helping in 

human trafficking. 

Change laws to Mamdattory  Death Penalty to every rapist; every trafficker; to everyone with child porn



8/20/2019 9:51:38 PM orthogonalron Scaramucci 

What makes a good movie?

8/20/2019 10:01:38 PM mongrelglory Yes indeed!  The crowds are definitely restless and out of control! pic.twitter.com/5KulP8QoUT

8/20/2019 10:05:35 PM seeker229 I've really resonated with martial arts.

8/20/2019 10:06:41 PM karma4event201 Kill all the Satanists

Peace worldwide 

Church of Satan 👿

Church of Set 👿 👿  

LtCol Michael Aquino 👿👿

8/20/2019 10:07:19 PM decodematrix They don't unless you give them a reason to (national security).

8/20/2019 10:07:55 PM bioenergyy Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/20/2019 10:08:10 PM johnsville14 If you are strong in spirit and truly believe then you are already being protected. I have a strong suspicion I have been targeted, but also protected. And 

that was long before I was deep into it. Trust me, I'm a nobody completely undeserving of the Armor of God but I BELIEVE!

8/20/2019 10:10:22 PM trishafortrump  pic.twitter.com/xqqq6ucsFD

8/20/2019 10:11:28 PM cin_qc Hillary said it takes a village - it does to take your child away. 

You aren’t part of the village that gets to raise your child if you are one of their victims.

8/20/2019 10:14:40 PM johnnybmaga1 How can you say it doesn't. I grew up in the 70s 80s where you had to go find that stuff. Any 8 yr old with a smartphone can find it for free. How is that 

possibly healthy or productive? A life destined for mediocrity.

8/20/2019 10:15:32 PM karma4event201 I think the motor is running but they are all out fishing again. 

AI ALICE got triggered and they are watching for someone to get triggered

8/20/2019 10:16:03 PM patriotcat_maga Are you only answering one question?

8/20/2019 10:18:08 PM speaakn Greenland is minerally rich!

8/20/2019 10:18:27 PM 1_decided_voter Here's the original, for reference. I love @McNaughtonArt's work, but I'm kinda liking MJ12's version though... pic.twitter.com/1n3DEZZwGe

8/20/2019 10:19:12 PM seeker229 Thank you so much!!! I really appreciate this post you've written out

8/20/2019 10:23:04 PM 1_decided_voter A sign that this day will be historic for reasons yet unrealized?

8/20/2019 10:25:35 PM ryan35381162 Technology is the attempt to recreate the abilities we have as is-be? The cabal is led by entities that can no longer create life/energy? The rituals are to 

both entrap and enslave us to get our creative power but also necessary to keep them alive? The sex energy?

8/20/2019 10:26:36 PM mongrelglory Sadly she speaks truth!  There is little sense of community and camaraderie in the “above ground” world, for most people living in cities from what I’ve 

seen.

8/20/2019 10:29:23 PM mongrelglory That’s a possibility I hadn’t considered!

8/20/2019 10:32:15 PM mongrelglory She talks about people being “respectful” down there...which indicates probably how badly she was treated in the porn world.😢

8/20/2019 10:37:15 PM karma4event201  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/lindsey-graham-to-advise-barr-on-rollout-of-russia-investigation-and-fisa-documents …

8/20/2019 10:39:49 PM kseven110 I have been pondering this as well....more Since last nights AMA. I am wondering if the triggering will from a comment inside the group of  followers? 

Or an outside action or  outside tweet? I am Curious...

8/20/2019 10:46:56 PM stefanofait They said they are ordinarily disposed of, I don't think you'll get a comment from her.

8/20/2019 10:47:16 PM karma4event201 CIA Traffics in Uranium

8/20/2019 10:51:59 PM boogeymanhunter Trump's Masterpiece.

..."Master Peace".

8/20/2019 10:53:43 PM 1centralcaligal Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adware, spyware, and viruses c […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/20/2019 10:56:34 PM mongrelglory Oh boy! Can’t wait!!! 😃😃😃

8/20/2019 10:57:52 PM mongrelglory Me too. Lol!😆

8/20/2019 11:00:09 PM mongrelglory It looks a lot like Notre Dame...

8/20/2019 11:01:04 PM 1centralcaligal MJ, I'd like to thank you for educating me today; I believe in your words, thoughts & analyses, and am most grateful for them!!

8/20/2019 11:02:00 PM ajgayton Porn addiction can often ruin intimate relationships, or the ability to hold on to one. Thereby, breaking down of the family unit.

8/20/2019 11:05:14 PM mongrelglory No reason why people might not still like to go out and eat in a pleasant social setting.  I’m still looking for a good Tiki bar here in Toronto. 😉

8/20/2019 11:05:18 PM richardhiatt16 And I’ll bring the 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

8/20/2019 11:09:14 PM mongrelglory Imagine the world we could have with zero point energy!

8/20/2019 11:20:59 PM asdasd26700831 Trade or noose? 😀

8/20/2019 11:22:27 PM notevenchad17 TY MAJ. Didn't Putin shut porn down in Russia??

8/20/2019 11:22:34 PM kay646464  pic.twitter.com/EElBAb1dDG

8/20/2019 11:25:00 PM morfin_paulino Pará tener el nutriente original no basta con reproducirse holograficamente, es necesario una frecuencia constante de intención en los átomos que 

componen las células del organismo a reproducir. Proceso natural.

8/20/2019 11:25:02 PM asdasd26700831 This? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Fh93r_RAeA …

8/20/2019 11:27:00 PM state1union Yes

8/20/2019 11:30:46 PM state1union Yes evil 👿 is soooo triggered as the Satanists they R

8/20/2019 11:43:38 PM deebeed2 New Age Bull Crap.

8/20/2019 11:51:00 PM synackstatic What does uranium one have to do with Greenland?

8/20/2019 11:59:16 PM jollyrob2 🤣🎉🤣 pic.twitter.com/wx7grZkHWR

8/21/2019 12:18:11 AM sciblu27 No my mom (GMA) always caught the biggest when she went. One day a man comments jokingly bout she has to always catch the biggest. She said 

you got to use big bait. NEVER told the guy that trick but she told me lol.

8/21/2019 12:18:30 AM destinlola This is what it’s all about. First, that is.

8/21/2019 12:33:08 AM jaded_pearl You can not put all employees of an agency into the same mix as leadership. Most thought they were enforcing the law they took an oath to uphold. 

There are many whistleblowers out there that have tried to come forward and do the right thing.

8/21/2019 12:48:23 AM monroevegas Its a very interesting story; especially the part about who owned the ships and where the ships came from.

8/21/2019 12:54:28 AM monroevegas Like who really controls Utah? 391?

8/21/2019 12:55:15 AM jeremyrobards7  pic.twitter.com/FpmiJgZlG2

8/21/2019 1:35:24 AM hyena_silent Shot across the bow to the Boys From Bariloche occupying Antarctica?

8/21/2019 1:41:31 AM eyedropmedia I'm hoping this goes back up somewhere. They were very quick killing it.

Ooops... Error 404

Sorry, but the page you are looking for doesn't exist.

8/21/2019 2:11:40 AM sterkinglights1 Testified past tense?

8/21/2019 2:25:12 AM rowanlou 9 faces on the Great Pyramid

8/21/2019 2:29:40 AM lorirrr Great thread. Alice in all wonderlands... end it, please.

8/21/2019 2:40:36 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE



8/21/2019 2:42:00 AM vibryant7 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/21/2019 2:42:16 AM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @matteosalvinimi @MLP_officiel @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @IPOT1776 @TheLastRefuge2 @TomFitton 

@Project_Veritas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @prayingmedic @GoodDog94619152

#PatriotsFight #PatriotsUnited https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1164109877469491202 …

8/21/2019 2:46:24 AM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @matteosalvinimi @MLP_officiel @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @IPOT1776 @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch 

@TomFitton @Project_Veritas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152

#PatriotsUnited https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1164111208439537664 …

8/21/2019 3:07:47 AM sleky19 ⏳ https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2019/02/05/earths-magnetic-north-pole-has-officially-moved/ …

8/21/2019 3:13:05 AM gravey6 Countdown?

8/21/2019 3:34:47 AM dradeon What is ALICE?

8/21/2019 3:35:00 AM sandycrook8 Love this!

8/21/2019 3:37:33 AM jswdh1 Put them all on a non developed island make them work but pay them like a socialist wants things done! Make them do all the work while the fruits of 

their labor go to homeless American citizens! And give them all only Obamacare! See how they like it!

8/21/2019 3:39:06 AM jswdh1 Yep saw they shut it down already! Didn't shut down the doxing of Trump donors tho huh!?

8/21/2019 3:44:09 AM rafngeirdal Focus on the message not the messenger was tweeted resently by either Majestic 12 or TrueEyeTheSpy. Looks deeper when you repeat the message 

part. It connects me to the word content. Yes, content is more important than the one that brings it.

8/21/2019 3:48:52 AM anitakingsbauer Would this time have anything to do with the strong physical sensation I had that was so strong it woke me up at 0:00 ET?

8/21/2019 3:48:59 AM rafngeirdal Well, when I’ve been searching on the Twitter, there have been many similar account names. As far as I remember, when I searched Eye or Spy some 

weeks ago, many variations appeared. Let me try now by asking simply for @Eye and @EyesOnQ appears

8/21/2019 3:51:17 AM rafngeirdal I wonder if the Twitter management protects the identity of account name. Has anyone given thought to simply ask for Twitter support in this case?

8/21/2019 3:56:25 AM eyedropmedia It'll resurface. 🤞

8/21/2019 3:57:35 AM missscifi1 Trump has all the cards! 

Ask the question or not.

Check mate either way.

It's a win win for Q !

8/21/2019 4:00:26 AM missy968 So stop, then.

8/21/2019 4:04:51 AM dshepherdtrump Dark to LIGHT

8/21/2019 4:05:09 AM dshepherdtrump Dark to Light

8/21/2019 4:06:24 AM jswdh1 Antarctica.... pic.twitter.com/0mRQrTOix7

8/21/2019 4:11:54 AM covertress This morning's waking song in my head ❤️ (trt 3:33)

I'm gonna love you

Forever and ever

Forever and ever, amen https://youtu.be/gi6XwsR2hIY 

8/21/2019 4:16:08 AM monroevegas True

8/21/2019 4:19:37 AM monroevegas Yeah but he also said he didnt schladoogle his intern...maybe she was the one that schladoogled him? Maybe he meant he did not schladoogle her 

first? Or maybe he didnt schldoogle her in the gurad shack? I can almost guarantee he schladoogled her though atleast a few times.

8/21/2019 4:22:44 AM monroevegas Who was William Randolph Hearst?

8/21/2019 4:25:03 AM monroevegas Ahhh thats why i love it so much.

8/21/2019 4:25:03 AM jswdh1 I feel the same way! I'm also 49 and been pregnant 3xs lost one... 2 children..  my soon to be ex husband is a porn addict! Made me not want to have 

sex with him! And I'm fine without having sex! Would rather have a hug or cuddle! It's the emotional love I need!

8/21/2019 4:25:18 AM crt14361013 👀👀

8/21/2019 4:27:08 AM origteslasmuse 11:11

8/21/2019 4:28:39 AM maryalicericha1 Angelina Jolie and Billy Bob Thornton used to run around with vials of blood around their necks...they said it was their own but of course now we know 

better.

8/21/2019 4:30:22 AM monroevegas Kimber 😭

8/21/2019 4:30:55 AM canadiancovfefe And seniors, vets, the lost children.

8/21/2019 4:32:01 AM canadiancovfefe Pretty flowers 😊

8/21/2019 4:34:52 AM kay646464 Thank you.

8/21/2019 4:37:34 AM wolfeglenda Who is this guy? Especially with the threats of disband.

8/21/2019 4:43:17 AM mbs357 I can think of at least one name but I don't want to get arkancided.

8/21/2019 4:49:47 AM canadiancovfefe Scary

8/21/2019 4:51:21 AM jswdh1 Yea I just said that a couple days ago! Sickos!

8/21/2019 5:00:26 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1144974676831158272?s=19 …

8/21/2019 5:04:19 AM pkekbar We should get @jennajameson in on this conversation...

8/21/2019 5:04:26 AM jams4thebread They did, was before a rally. He gave one for those hem haw answers. But then said “I don’t know who they are but they seem like good people” VIP 

Anon asked it as I recall

8/21/2019 5:04:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 CST pic.twitter.com/Yqc8WrJvjf

8/21/2019 5:05:11 AM jvan125 🤨

8/21/2019 5:05:28 AM natertottzz Rescue op?

8/21/2019 5:07:10 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

8/21/2019 5:09:27 AM jvan125 Who painted this?!? ❤️🇺🇸

8/21/2019 5:09:49 AM voltolino1  pic.twitter.com/vaEf3jXucd

8/21/2019 5:10:08 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/OFD0WRmBSV

8/21/2019 5:12:39 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/j2CudEkT8f

8/21/2019 5:13:27 AM jvan125 He writes so beautifully...🇺🇸

8/21/2019 5:13:48 AM usss_211 Martin is a love....

8/21/2019 5:14:12 AM citoyen_resist same problem in France, to be solved soon... #Transition

8/21/2019 5:16:13 AM aprilbrown99 This is not the official account. What is the @ name for it?

8/21/2019 5:16:15 AM jollyrob2 Looks a bit like a Q to me ✨💫🎉

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/gK061g8rSb

8/21/2019 5:16:34 AM jollyrob2 🤣

8/21/2019 5:17:08 AM robinreitsma1 👀

8/21/2019 5:17:42 AM jollyrob2 He does indeed 👍💫

8/21/2019 5:20:11 AM sandytoes717 Thanks for the heads up! I had to go look. pic.twitter.com/K5X03vSQYX



8/21/2019 5:22:25 AM wwg1wga93583681 God Bless the Operators pic.twitter.com/aUHs2paL0H

8/21/2019 5:22:41 AM covertress "You don’t know what your long letters mean to me; understanding and eloquent they are and happily satisfying to my nature, occult, obscene, and of 

other worlds and beings."

~ Eugene Goossens to Rosaleen Norton, Incomplete Letter. Undated

8/21/2019 5:23:16 AM voltolino1 Maybe just a Qincidence?....

8/21/2019 5:30:57 AM moonliteleper Just one of the many brave victims speaking out now, giving us a clue - @Marianne_M_B pic.twitter.com/UEdVPBA2Mm

8/21/2019 5:32:21 AM richard07759712 Case in pt.... 70,000 refugees and their political reps.  They twist the American Constitutional Fabric | and we declare No More

8/21/2019 5:33:35 AM richard07759712 (An example of)

8/21/2019 5:36:42 AM jollyrob2 No Qoincidences...😁

8/21/2019 5:39:41 AM richard07759712 This has happened in England/France/Germany.... the Sovereignty of a Nation.  That what Trump is restoring - it’s Not Politics/Political.... it’s a mandate 

by the People!

8/21/2019 5:39:48 AM dying_democracy I will ask the question!  Next time he has a press conference, which at this rate will be sometime in 2027.

I'm the greatest White House Correspondent in history and I don't have anything to do.

🍌 Narratives First 🍌

Look at me.  I'm NOT Jim Acosta.

#Abilio.
8/21/2019 5:41:59 AM richard07759712 And Trump is implementing our Will

8/21/2019 5:42:14 AM martingeddes Thank you.

8/21/2019 5:45:40 AM karma4event201 😂

8/21/2019 5:48:21 AM italianmom555 I hope this thread truly illuminates people of the danger of porn. Keep retweeting this. Thank You Majestic 12

8/21/2019 5:56:56 AM breebby72q ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

8/21/2019 5:58:20 AM bh2omiamigo  http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Denmark-and-Greenland-confirm-uranium-agreements … pic.twitter.com/AvlEztLp9f

8/21/2019 5:59:42 AM bh2omiamigo  http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/Articles/Greenland-drops-uranium-mining-ban …

8/21/2019 6:07:39 AM sterkinglights1 5:5

8/21/2019 6:08:39 AM karma4event201 I think they trigger someone with shrinks who were 'former' military doctors and with Manchurian style words. But they can trigger a group too. 

Maybe by frequency

8/21/2019 6:09:50 AM blsdbe #ThanQ!!!

8/21/2019 6:09:53 AM sterkinglights1 What if they were not pestering? What if that was a narrative?

What if the reality is different?

8/21/2019 6:17:03 AM sterkinglights1 !+++yo

8/21/2019 6:20:52 AM djlok Sending signals?

8/21/2019 6:21:24 AM citizenk77 The great awakening is about so much more than just our country and its corruption... #DarkToLight #GoodWins

8/21/2019 6:26:08 AM hilliardlex For those watching!  Saying little, but always watching! pic.twitter.com/hfj0BzrTfk

8/21/2019 6:30:53 AM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

8/21/2019 6:37:42 AM anonconz Yea, Jim, Go For It...Ask the "Q"uestion pic.twitter.com/zmbehibWYp

8/21/2019 6:42:52 AM trishafortrump Very sad :(

8/21/2019 6:42:56 AM nurseniceyes Reprogramming Alice?

8/21/2019 6:45:16 AM nurseniceyes I know it is coming back. I think they said 2020...

8/21/2019 6:45:34 AM youstinksoap I was thinking about this last night....

8/21/2019 6:45:59 AM nurseniceyes They do...even if it isn't Nat sec.

8/21/2019 6:47:07 AM melishous But it wasn’t on live television...   that was hearsay, and as much as I believe it, we need something more substantial

8/21/2019 6:48:48 AM allahuniversal That's what my optimistic side says

8/21/2019 6:50:32 AM keith369me When sheep stop believing media lies, this game is over.

8/21/2019 6:50:40 AM cledrordfishing Will Nxm be tied to Epstein along with all the other sex trafficking/ cults? Will this be made mainstream?

8/21/2019 6:51:03 AM ascendingadam @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AscendingAdam/status/1164150283443802115 …

8/21/2019 6:55:47 AM etchisonjeremy Space Force.

8/21/2019 6:58:13 AM charless1952 #QAnon anything in this post of note? The wording caught my attn for whater reason @StormIsUponUs @DocRock1007 @intheMatrixxx @qanon76 

@andweknow @74f5c728e7d446d @QTAnon1 @EyesOnQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @M2Madness @PGMemory @QWWG1WGAQ @BGEMB 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @LisaMei62 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1164152334689157120 …

8/21/2019 7:02:31 AM bbobbio71 After thinking about it for a while,  I started to ask myself the same question.

8/21/2019 7:02:31 AM fenrirhowlinga Construction Surveillance Technician?

8/21/2019 7:06:04 AM pgmemory When POTUS does this I go check out the tweets of the person he called out. Interesting that cvpayne has a tweet that includes Target (TGT) and 

Lowe's (LOW). Don't know if it means anything, but interesting nonetheless.

8/21/2019 7:07:53 AM anneolsen43 Coincidence estate of Mark Hughes in news today? To date they have 90,000 worldwide "nutrition clubs"  Are these clubs connected? Seems odd 2 big 

high ups died.

8/21/2019 7:08:05 AM matrixexit This thread supports the testimony of Fiona Barnett...  https://fionabarnettblog.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/eyes-wide-open-_fiona-barnett_first-

edition_august-2019.pdf …

8/21/2019 7:13:40 AM keith369me They threw everything at us to create chaos and destroy lives, yet they have failed as the 💡 💡 💡 is getting brighter with each passing day.  Soon all 

will be known.

8/21/2019 7:15:06 AM keith369me Keep kids busy with positive activities that parent play an active role in

8/21/2019 7:17:25 AM mister_chard would that pizza be cheese, and from whose mouth did this quote come, DOD?

8/21/2019 7:17:48 AM keith369me Amen...it is nearly impossible for a young adult to navigate this mess without two engaged parents.  It would be easier with positive assistance from 

extended family as well

8/21/2019 7:18:45 AM keith369me That would be quite interesting.  Definitely could provide perspective of both sides

8/21/2019 7:24:38 AM hcraig0062_h Is that background notre dame?

8/21/2019 7:26:13 AM bricha0714 In the meanwhile sooo much for the "Hot August"

8/21/2019 7:31:51 AM enomai_ CST = civil support team

Or the CST on the clock?

8/21/2019 7:41:38 AM danhuberiamtru1 That is the Q.

Who will break ranks and ask Q+ ;

"Who is Qanon"

8/21/2019 7:50:29 AM angryvoter2016 Me too. Trump likes her too.

8/21/2019 7:51:13 AM angryvoter2016 Me either.

8/21/2019 7:53:40 AM abstract1dea Just get a FISA warrant

They just rubber stamp them

Or at least that's how it was done before

8/21/2019 7:59:17 AM state1union Blackmail the blackmailers and MK-Ultra mind control for their sex slaves



8/21/2019 8:07:43 AM state1union I was one too. MJ12 helped make it stop back in Feb/March 2013. Mine started the day I was born 9/10/68. A living sacrifice to the Vatican, CIA, 

Bushes, Clinton Foundation, Pharmaceutical industry, these people human hunt you at all levels. Continue

8/21/2019 8:13:43 AM state1union @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 [12] made the torture, rapes and attempted murders stop. They watched my children and I in our homes for years. If I had died my 

children were already spoken for. I was born on the real Christmas 9/10. They tortured me as an example of their hate for Christ.

8/21/2019 8:16:42 AM queen_khalifia I felt the same. I knew I was giving up way more. The act itself was a creating Life and Ppl abuse that by being promiscuous. My Body Life Force meant 

so much more to Me. 🙌

8/21/2019 8:18:03 AM johnsville14 Thats what I dont understand. People are so caught up in ET crap but its not ET the deep state worships, the symbols they use are all satanic, not alien. 

We've been told for a long time the Deep State were preparing us with alien hoaxes to bring humanity together for NewWorldOrde

8/21/2019 8:18:52 AM state1union @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @POTUS put consciousness of 9/10 = 10 +2 by @POTUS raising 12 million 2 million more than expected now I’m MJ12. This 

brings the Satanic dates of the NWO into a reversal freefall.  Cont.

8/21/2019 8:19:14 AM johnsville14 So is Majestic12 a deceiver or not? I've decided to withhold judgement ONLY because of Q's answer to "Are we alone?"

8/21/2019 8:24:32 AM state1union 9/11/91—9/11/2001—9/11/2021

GHW.        GW.                 HRC/Jeb.         By increasing by 2 going MJ12 were able to reverse the spells and have Christ mas on 9/10/19 and not have a 

human sacrifice on 9/11/19 and the Catholic satanic spells removed from me.

8/21/2019 8:34:55 AM canadiancovfefe Hmmm....Interesting. I would like to learn more about what a handler does, but I doubt Google will allow me to access that information.

8/21/2019 8:43:40 AM felinesuniteorg Nice painting! Who did it?

8/21/2019 8:44:57 AM canadiancovfefe And I heard about Bush’s Noahide Law, which would have had all Christians murdered in favour of the Jewish people.

8/21/2019 8:48:45 AM norcaljoe707 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/21/2019 8:54:39 AM jtumink Q - "FISA GOES BOTH WAYS.   HOOAH.  Q. "

8/21/2019 8:59:42 AM gi6stars Great pic

8/21/2019 9:00:23 AM mostlynoapology I caught a military intelligence officer from the @USArmy putting it on my phone. My cousin. He tried to sex traffic me using an Intel website. He didn't 

know about my black ops training. Best way to fight it is to be informed, that's why they're so secretive. I'm not anymore.

8/21/2019 9:05:22 AM chewbaka1973  pic.twitter.com/wUqKSRDBP1

8/21/2019 9:13:31 AM alicemasci The CIA paid to have Facebook started. Free surveillance of the multitudes.

8/21/2019 9:17:02 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/tQzt6xwiGn

8/21/2019 9:33:20 AM wolfspirit1  pic.twitter.com/evgufspwYW

8/21/2019 9:42:35 AM johnquindell In return for possible amnesty for top actors involved in pedophilia, could we have them make a film that would combine documentary footage of 

atrocities in which they participated (that the NSA must have) with scripted scenes showing what happened behind the scenes?

8/21/2019 9:43:59 AM sto_always Im a free range slave, been trying to understand/decode your message but can’t seem to put it together, just looking for some guidance on where to 

begin? Thanks.

8/21/2019 9:44:59 AM stormystorm10 Lol no thanks I don’t want to become the same as them 😬 haha I’ll leave the murder to the monsters

8/21/2019 9:48:15 AM us_poll Now you see the battle/war they've made against not just the President but the People of this Country! They put those people in danger and that 

means all of us can be when they do this! Bad people !

8/21/2019 9:49:16 AM snarkishdanno It’s known that there has been military involved in the trafficking...

 https://truckersagainsttrafficking.org/dover-air-force-base-airman-sentenced-to-10-years-for-sex-trafficking-teenage-girl-2/ …

8/21/2019 9:50:12 AM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 uhhh, yup he sure is 

@VicToensing

8/21/2019 9:51:15 AM us_poll Anyone who goes around trying to destroy lives so they can control everything have no soul or conscience! The very ones who have broken down 

society will do anything to keep control of it! I despise these Sick F's Just saying!

8/21/2019 9:51:45 AM peter79588625 ULTRASOUND!!!! PRENATAL VITAMNS!!!! EPIDURAL!!!! (NAMED IN 3 SECONDS, THERE ARE A MILLION MORE) MOM'S CELL PHONE!!!!!!!!!!!

8/21/2019 9:52:30 AM jswdh1 He would take women in the woods and hunt them! Him and poppy! Rape and torture them! Threaten their family's lives if they spoke about it! Sick 

people!

8/21/2019 10:08:36 AM canadiancovfefe It’s despicable! These girls are someone’s daughters - the horror of it. I feel crushed inside just imagining what these children/teenagers must have 

gone through.

8/21/2019 10:09:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA RE This Thread w/ MJ5 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1163982618205073408 …

8/21/2019 10:10:09 AM cchef1980 Why the constant push for everything Trans? What’s the agenda behind this?

8/21/2019 10:12:21 AM rebornkingent Wasn’t this the original AMA where we left questions or am I missing something? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1163635388235309058?s=21 …

8/21/2019 10:12:23 AM state1union Mirror 9:10. Christ’s real birthday 🎁

8/21/2019 10:12:37 AM bdam777 What government use the honey pots the most?

8/21/2019 10:14:19 AM covertress What methods do single MJs use to enhance their energies?

Some type of tantra?

8/21/2019 10:14:35 AM richzen2 Some porns have an ad for online casino in the beginning. Is there any significance to this?

8/21/2019 10:14:57 AM pauliepg11111 How does porn intersect with intergenerational SRA - are they interlinked or not?

8/21/2019 10:15:07 AM blsdbe We had a break from the GeoEngineering Spraying after the Ridgecrest ‘Earthquake’. Sadly, the trails have returned...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, (I know you 

have answered this question before, hoping for an update), can we protect ourselves from the fallout, and if so, what is the best way?  

pic.twitter.com/sjQAlR8jUs

8/21/2019 10:15:09 AM girlawakeinca They want us divided. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1075120314315616256?s=21 …

8/21/2019 10:15:40 AM allahuniversal What more can be revealed re: those behind the global(ist) intelligence agencies? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103389182808989700?s=19 …

8/21/2019 10:15:52 AM darktolightjedi Can childhood trauma be fully healed?

8/21/2019 10:16:07 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ5

Can you please explain why "sex is most of the time confused with the source of the life energy from within"?

What do they have in common?

8/21/2019 10:17:52 AM gaskillrebecca Eliminate the Intelligence ‘agencies’ (DS Cabal 👿👹💀) & the masters behind this plan, it will 🛑 STOP.

8/21/2019 10:18:03 AM darktolightjedi I have loved and protected my children, but how do we as a society protect children from the these people?

8/21/2019 10:19:19 AM darktolightjedi Are you saying LGBTQ was designed for mind control?

8/21/2019 10:19:55 AM darktolightjedi You have yet to answer a question of mine, perhaps today?

8/21/2019 10:19:58 AM keith369me In the field of consciousness outside of DNA molecules?  All DNA molecules are the same.     

http://audio.kryon.com/en/Invisible%20things%20P2.mp3 ….  34:30 for the credit.

8/21/2019 10:22:31 AM brianeppert What is the design flaw that sends humans to harm (porn) alone rather than health (sex) together?

Is shame around sexual matters induced to keep people isolated?

8/21/2019 10:22:46 AM alisvolatpropi2 Do the “actors” voluntarily and consciously give their bodies over to their handlers?

8/21/2019 10:22:50 AM rebornkingent What’s the majestic healing process for those dealing with events from this thread?

8/21/2019 10:23:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Poor life choice encouragement opportunities



8/21/2019 10:23:27 AM awarefrequency Really excellent thread

#Truth

#programming

Keeping humans locked in subconscious mind programming through using [their] knowledge of the human brain.

What happens when the program wakes up and realizes it is being programmed? It creates a new program from conscious mind.💜

8/21/2019 10:23:28 AM girlawakeinca Is Sat Kriya or another type of kundalini helpful in healing from abuse?

8/21/2019 10:23:44 AM magamatician Are you talking about “sins of the father will be visted upon the son” type of stuff?

8/21/2019 10:23:59 AM anneolsen43 MJ5 is this an AMA for this thread now?

8/21/2019 10:24:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, through ascension.

8/21/2019 10:24:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 And depopulation.

8/21/2019 10:24:36 AM adsvel Hello MJ5. So why old perverts are using children for sex, because the maximum of their Life Energy?

8/21/2019 10:24:50 AM kseven110 Yes, we had a long break too. Then, I saw them a again a few weeks ago....everywhere. Some people in my local groups were commenting. Of course 

others did not even seem to notice🤔 I am grateful for clear skies today, But I was wondering the same thing? pic.twitter.com/7oWVE3YfYF

8/21/2019 10:25:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Both are being monitored.

8/21/2019 10:25:40 AM anneolsen43 Thank you

8/21/2019 10:25:40 AM blsdbe It can happen very innocently too, my adult autistic son has been preyed upon in this manner.

8/21/2019 10:26:37 AM jvan125 So are people ‘born’ that way or programmed?

8/21/2019 10:26:39 AM turboxyde If sexual energy is so powerful... what is happening spiritually during a nocturnal emissions then?

Is it being siphoned off while we are dreaming and "out of body" consciously or are other factors at play?

8/21/2019 10:27:33 AM darktolightjedi Ascension is possible in this life?

8/21/2019 10:28:05 AM blsdbe Can we work with our spouses to deprogrammed ourselves with resources like this, using our discernment to disengage from the mind control sexual 

programming in a safe way? pic.twitter.com/WSHiyJUK16

8/21/2019 10:28:44 AM v_rags I feel this is the case even when you purchase something from Certain websites.

8/21/2019 10:28:54 AM blsdbe Do we release our IS from our BE in the process of Ascension?

8/21/2019 10:29:27 AM keith369me Many do...it’s called Hollywood...many sign illuminati contracts and turn themselves into sex slaves.

8/21/2019 10:29:36 AM anitakingsbauer MJ5 - how can we help?  What should the population do to free ourselves of this control?  Lastly, how does one KNOW they are under control?

8/21/2019 10:29:38 AM darktolightjedi I think they previously said it is programmed through trauma?

8/21/2019 10:30:48 AM manifest_utopia Yes. Ascension while remaining in your body is possible. Healing of all past trauma occurs, plus much more.

Speaking from personal experience. 💖

8/21/2019 10:31:04 AM blsdbe Or is MI trolling [Them]?

8/21/2019 10:31:12 AM keith369me Great question...haven’t heard the phrase “nocturnal emissions” since my son was in middle school

8/21/2019 10:34:40 AM jvan125 I have someone close to me that I have known most of their life that says they’re bi-sexual and I know they have never been through any sexual 

trauma. Could trauma be more than sexual then? Divorced parents, etc? That is the most significant event they’ve had in life so far.🤔

8/21/2019 10:35:14 AM jlundr If the release of chemicals from an orgasm is a design flaw was it intentional or simply being used against us due to our ignorance of it?

8/21/2019 10:37:15 AM orsonorange  https://twitter.com/MrsArboe/status/1164216146884812802?s=20 …

8/21/2019 10:38:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 [WRAY] or ]WRAY[ https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1163999197068238848 …

8/21/2019 10:38:57 AM jojoe12299 Break up the family structure. Transwomen are unable to give birth. Therefore lowering birth rates, less people to try and control in the future. And for 

me, especially, it's confusion. As in my eyes are seeing a man dressed in women's clothes, but I must call it a woman. Idk

8/21/2019 10:39:28 AM djlok [WRAY]. Why wait unless his hands are tied?

8/21/2019 10:39:43 AM jvan125 [Wray] in this case. What other reason would there be to wait? Not sure how long the Trump base will wait for heads to roll. Just saying...

8/21/2019 10:39:48 AM citoyen_resist good question, may be you can answer for us ?

8/21/2019 10:39:55 AM realclaywilcox @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @GenFlynn Wheels Up. #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter 

#WWG1WGA #UnitedNotDivided #GreatAwakening #TREASON #DrainTheSwamp #Cabal #DeepState #WINNING #KnowYourMil #UnsealEpstein 

#PanicInDC #Pedowood #MAGA #DECLAS  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1164221933971562500 … pic.twitter.com/0ezKpchXKc

8/21/2019 10:41:09 AM manifest_utopia The opposite. Dormant sections of DNA awaken, A larger portion of YOU downloads from your Over Soul and there is an energetic rewiring thus 

making one CONSCIOUSLY aware of this increased understanding & awareness of one's Over Soul. 💖

8/21/2019 10:41:20 AM daveo6145 There also seem to be ads of underage girls now

8/21/2019 10:41:36 AM michael81972 Abortion? Vaccines?  GMO’s?  Could some vaccines be more tainted for a purpose?

8/21/2019 10:42:03 AM allahuniversal Good question https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1164213845705089025?s=19 …

8/21/2019 10:42:32 AM jojoe12299 Besides monitoring my child's exposure to these types of things, is there anything more specific I should be doing to protect them?

8/21/2019 10:42:49 AM v_rags If I may give my opinion i. This question. It’s my feeling our IS vibrations are increased to a higher level integrating or joining or BE. IMO

8/21/2019 10:44:10 AM decodematrix WRAYs of LIGHT (hopefully)

8/21/2019 10:44:30 AM djlok I swear we share a brain! First question that popped into my my head too. LOL!

8/21/2019 10:45:31 AM robertg69989098 I’ve heard that when we have a orgasm that we release energy that is being harvested! Can you elaborate?

8/21/2019 10:45:45 AM selvestekjetil Is there a organized movement to de-criminalize snuff pornography content? 

Re LGBTQP push and Transhumanism objectives.

8/21/2019 10:45:51 AM lterryjr How about release Wray then the docs this Friday

8/21/2019 10:45:52 AM laurabusse Was just listening to @david_wilcock interview

1. they can't control you if you are virtuous

2. when you heal yourself you heal the world

Everything is holographic and connected energetically

All is one

8/21/2019 10:46:05 AM smith_jere It has gotten old, regardless.

8/21/2019 10:46:09 AM jvan125 Never had an abortion in this case (🙏🏻🙏🏻). Could be any of the other things though. Fast food is probably a big factor since so many young people eat 

it starting at such a young age. This person grew up in the drive thru. 🥴

8/21/2019 10:47:27 AM surfing123456 Hey M J 5 do you guys know who we are. All good just curious WWG1WGA

8/21/2019 10:47:36 AM turboxyde Do we have a "need" to polarize the issue to bring attention to it (optics) for public disclosure to occur?

8/21/2019 10:48:49 AM jswdh1 The story I read was an adult woman who lived near JC and was a mother and they threatened her children if she told!

Probably why Bush REALLY shot Cheney in the bum while "hunting".... probably to keep him in line!

8/21/2019 10:49:18 AM anneolsen43 Not clarified ?



8/21/2019 10:49:53 AM endgame1976 Future marker

8/21/2019 10:50:34 AM laurabusse See

You're not invisible to him 😊

8/21/2019 10:51:00 AM michael81972 I have begin to wonder about such things,  why are some able to take the same shots and eat gmo’s  and remain “normal”...Are they randomly putting 

out batches that the body cant fight?

8/21/2019 10:51:12 AM darktolightjedi ]Wray[?

8/21/2019 10:52:33 AM magamatician [WRAY] or [AWRY]?

8/21/2019 10:54:25 AM moonliteleper Wow. Horrible, I am so sorry. :( But glad you & family now safe & protected?

8/21/2019 10:55:50 AM richzen2 Is sex for fun bad?

8/21/2019 10:56:20 AM moonliteleper What event will happen on 9/10/19?

8/21/2019 10:56:52 AM 1111spark369 So if internet is nicely packaged etheric  dimension data with a meter. Then would that mean Q is in that dimension reaching out to us? Mind bender 

🤯I love a good movie 🍿

8/21/2019 10:57:28 AM gemutlich5050 Again, Wray must go....

 https://twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1160150072224616448 …

#MAGA #MAGA2020 #UnsealEpstein #qanon #WednesdayThoughts #WednesdayMotivation

8/21/2019 10:57:35 AM normal_wizard Why is Jewish ethnic porn taboo?

8/21/2019 10:57:40 AM starehope Interesting. Would like this idea explained, please. Thank you.

8/21/2019 10:59:15 AM jvan125 I think each ‘body’ handles toxicity differently. Like MTHFR and all that. So it’s all a gamble of what will be ‘ok’ for you versus someone else. You can’t 

know everything your body can and won’t react to (too many variables) . That’s why we are the guinea pigs, I guess. 🤮

8/21/2019 11:01:14 AM normal_wizard How many deep state agents do you estimate are impressed by their knowledge of the fact that I have fapped an average of 4x a day since I was 12? 

And how do I convert this overwhelming tainted divine energy back into something productive?

8/21/2019 11:03:04 AM darktolightjedi This word - ascension - means very different things to people. Do you have any threads that would expand your reply?

8/21/2019 11:03:25 AM michael81972 Maybe it was Michelle😄

8/21/2019 11:03:26 AM djlok Ha ha!!!  I'd forgotten about that one!!!

8/21/2019 11:03:27 AM anneolsen43 Thank you Laura but I think I am just going to monitor peoples questions/answers and not participate with my own questions on here for now.  ❤️

8/21/2019 11:04:09 AM starehope Fake sex. Why be turned on by that which is not with you and you are unable to procreate with?

8/21/2019 11:04:25 AM 1crazy_toaster this construct is ripe w/ mind control programs.

8/21/2019 11:04:27 AM whodat007 Unless he is slow-walking his part according to the plan?

8/21/2019 11:04:58 AM normal_wizard In my experience, I find the games that most human women play to be revolting. I also find porn to be revolting, but I enjoy and am addicted to 

orgasming, so there is a disconnect between my soul and body in that regard.

8/21/2019 11:05:22 AM dshepherdtrump ]WRAY[

Patriot

8/21/2019 11:05:56 AM starehope Yes.

8/21/2019 11:06:43 AM zarnie50 Lock the evil dodgy arses up for collusion & evidence tampering👿

8/21/2019 11:07:12 AM wwg1wga3 🤷🏼♀️ i want to know myself

8/21/2019 11:07:51 AM dshepherdtrump he is supposed to be cleanning house, we dont know whats happening behind closed doors

8/21/2019 11:09:15 AM blankmarlo All these women are considered extremely expendable as is so I can see how going "off script" and contradicting the narrative might be a fatal mistake. 

Especially for the A-Listers with a wider audience.

8/21/2019 11:10:15 AM jams4thebread I should have saved that video I guess. At them time didn't seem like it needed to be save worthy, but that was also about the same time they came 

out with the goober from the Green Party they thought was JFK Jr. in disguise and that whole slide.

8/21/2019 11:13:37 AM ryan35381162 The cabal actors we know are the pawns to generate the confusion, hate, energy to harvest? The ones in control can no longer generate the life 

energy? Manifest? Technology is trying to reverse engineer God manifestation abilities?

8/21/2019 11:13:54 AM nmchristoban If it was clock related, we are currently in daylight time, so wouldn't it be CDT

8/21/2019 11:14:15 AM dynamicres Which culture has the healthiest outlook on this type of energy?

8/21/2019 11:15:26 AM normal_wizard Will earth ever get a global intelligence agency that prevents other global intelligence agencies from actively degenerating their populations into 

demonic scumlords?

8/21/2019 11:16:22 AM nmchristoban  https://www.allacronyms.com/CST/military 

8/21/2019 11:16:40 AM dynamicres Off the wall question, but would nudest colonies be a destructive or constructive force to the P industry?

8/21/2019 11:16:43 AM susan66388204 Shutting down mistreatment of children worldwide 🇺🇸✅🥰

8/21/2019 11:17:38 AM goyaeq [wray]

8/21/2019 11:17:57 AM 313looper Depopulation Of The Human Race...!

8/21/2019 11:20:29 AM goatfish_dreams If Wray really is on the good side, what would be the purpose of him acting like a bad guy? To throw off the deep state?

8/21/2019 11:22:32 AM johnquindell In return for possible amnesty for top actors involved in pedophilia, could we have them make a film that would combine documentary footage of 

atrocities in which they participated (that the NSA must have) with scripted scenes showing what happened behind the scenes?

8/21/2019 11:23:05 AM cidarean The law of one talks in some detail about the repercussions of porn in relation to the transfer of energy.

8/21/2019 11:25:11 AM 313looper Is Mossad made & controlled by Reptilians ?! 

If yes , then that means👉🏻 Mossad & Nazis have been partner together !

8/21/2019 11:26:08 AM frayda_az ]Wray[

TRUST WRAY.

Q pic.twitter.com/5HMqIYQsh3

8/21/2019 11:26:36 AM normal_wizard Example: I know a "rothschild" who used to make literal satanic hypnoporn as he was channeling actual satan/baphomet (facts). No problem detected 

by PH. Yet he made one joke video about James Deen being the greatest Jewish pornstar and his account was banned. Why might this be?

8/21/2019 11:27:03 AM thepureprophet Killbox [Mirror]

8/21/2019 11:27:06 AM starehope The little kids desiring gender change scares me. Do these disembodied hybrid spirits enter them? How can we protect the children?

8/21/2019 11:29:33 AM 313looper That’s exactly what it is ...

 We Are One... 

And we must resist for each other !

8/21/2019 11:32:02 AM susan66388204 Since we don’t have a Zero ‘O Clock, maybe it means time is an illusion

8/21/2019 11:41:58 AM humanprimer Just ask Ted Bundy! He said this exactly just before he was executed.

8/21/2019 11:44:14 AM 313looper MJ5 ...

Could you please tell us how exactly these 4th dimensional entities use the sole of babies or young humans, after they abuse (sexual), torture & kill or 

sacrifice them...?! If I am not wrong , that gives them the ability to be multidimensional ! 

But how and what else?!!

8/21/2019 11:44:32 AM llzzyb Will this be exposed?

8/21/2019 11:45:04 AM manifest_utopia It's a HUGE subject. A combination of spiritual path of growth/releasing all that is false from the self & vibrational physics. I've written about my 

experience & awareness. Check profile & blog. I am humbled to assist in The Great Awakening. 💖🙏

8/21/2019 11:45:49 AM lorieve I have found that raising up our Littles knowing personally Jesus as Creator and Redeemer makes all the difference. 

I grew up as a believer in a cabal household (Dad was lebensborn) and was greatly protected.

8/21/2019 11:46:27 AM azuremagus No Wray he should get away with that



8/21/2019 11:48:30 AM humanprimer Oh...yes, so that's why Catholic priests never have sex! They don't right? (Smirking) Is the entire world a fucking scam? Literally.

8/21/2019 11:51:00 AM cledrordfishing Are all of these different sex cults and sex/child sex trafficking rings tied together and are they going to be dealt with swiftly and thoroughly?

8/21/2019 11:55:08 AM tc89714982 Ask me anything

8/21/2019 11:56:35 AM freeandoriginal All energy is “sexual” when related to a being incarnated in a Human body. Just claim it and control it and share it as a gift with Love ! It is a creative 

force. Rise planetary vibrations through it ...

8/21/2019 11:57:32 AM yolandazavala7 Makes sense...

8/21/2019 11:58:14 AM yolandazavala7 That is a factual statement

8/21/2019 11:59:51 AM esoter1csurgery I think a lot of anons have become totally exhausted with the endless roller coaster ride of "is this person a black or white hat" and all of the 

speculation....sifting though an ocean of disinformation. Trusting the plan, while not giving my energy to the what ifs anymore.

8/21/2019 11:59:55 AM gemutlich5050 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we should definitely try 3-6-9 on this!  Shall #firewray or another tag be used?

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/08/fbi-director-wray-fighting-to-delay-release-of-strzok-page-text-messages-until-after-2020-election/ …

#WednesdayWisdom #WednesdayThoughts #maga #MAGA2020 #qanon #UnsealEpstein

8/21/2019 12:03:02 PM 1984veritas More programming... https://twitter.com/1984Veritas/status/1164172487841783808?s=19 …

8/21/2019 12:03:23 PM 1984veritas  https://twitter.com/1984Veritas/status/1159450496471617537?s=19 …

8/21/2019 12:04:13 PM jollyrob2 How do we proceed with this ?👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103373612717932545?s=20 …

8/21/2019 12:09:09 PM djlok Very good question in light of the #CardinalPell news today. What a terrible human being!!!

8/21/2019 12:14:51 PM adsvel I heard some stories that they are checking what Souls are incarnating by their Life force, its intensity. Weird stuff of the Cabal.

8/21/2019 12:15:33 PM majcm83 Sounds to me like some of the endgame is pushing the LBGTQP agenda, expand to where humans are no longer procreating naturally, end up 

population of test tube babies. Government controlled population=goal.

8/21/2019 12:16:20 PM 45harisonharold "👊🌀🌀 Storm Area 51🛸"' event pushes rural Nevada county to declare emergency.🚨 https://amp.usatoday.com/amp/2065065001#click= 

https://t.co/fnDP0Tjrhz …

8/21/2019 12:17:20 PM trabbit087 Might need to start a nationwide petition

8/21/2019 12:22:26 PM jrocktigers Thought you guys would find this interesting..  @DJLOK @zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @313looper @AllahUniversal @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9  . .  I 

know I am missing some. https://www.dailygrail.com/2019/08/the-grateful-dead-once-carried-out-a-successful-dream-telepathy-experiment-during-

their-concerts/ …

8/21/2019 12:23:59 PM _girlmaher_ This is exactly the sex ed book I'm trying to write. Equip your children with the ability to be the best of friends and have lots of co-ed activities where 

they accomplish things in group. Isolation because of shyness & inexperience at IRL friendships is frequent in young adults

8/21/2019 12:24:14 PM manifest_utopia You are right, many (mis)interpretations of ascension & much confusion about it. What occurs is beyond comprehension until it is experienced, then it 

all makes perfect sense. I've kept a blog up to/during/after. It's an enormous step up of what one is aware of & understands.

8/21/2019 12:31:19 PM manifest_utopia Much gratitude to you Majic12 for sharing this information.

Namaste 🙏💫

8/21/2019 12:33:10 PM dynamicres To corrupt us and our energy? perhaps to make others "want" to live in their corrupted timeline? disrupting the normal and proper flow of this energy.

8/21/2019 12:36:01 PM tomkingblue did the cabal set the amazon jungle on fire?

8/21/2019 12:39:01 PM unidentifiedta1 Neutralizing the public to make them exhausted, and to give faux power to the “white hat”, who are really just the same old guard in charge for 

millennium.

8/21/2019 12:40:10 PM jrocktigers  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUydE2I2oaA …

8/21/2019 12:44:26 PM heidiwilson8 Thank you Majestic 12. Wonderful thread.

8/21/2019 12:45:07 PM selooversuzanne Omg I want one of these paintings‼️

8/21/2019 12:47:34 PM realeyethespy What was Sophia the citizen AI’s first make up?

8/21/2019 12:52:22 PM andyr1112 Thank u MJ5. And thank u to all u the MJs

8/21/2019 12:53:34 PM state1union Will my father, Godfather, priests and Vatican go to prison for what they had done to me as a child and in adulthood?  Can I stop being kept poor and in 

prison here?

8/21/2019 12:55:07 PM linnyt7 Wray out

8/21/2019 1:00:57 PM alexandercody7 X37B drone - any Intel to research on or irrelevant to 17 AND 12?

ThanQ 

#WWG1WGA

8/21/2019 1:02:52 PM charmanda9 This is absolutely true. Extracurricular activities are so important.

8/21/2019 1:03:03 PM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/eLOMXHZ4ms

8/21/2019 1:03:13 PM jamiegrahamusa Disney has been tightly linked w CIA since the beginning. Kids movies, shows, rides, cruises all mind control and child Pedos.

8/21/2019 1:03:52 PM moonliteleper Disgusting. 😡

8/21/2019 1:05:51 PM dispensaryexch All major porn sites are owned by the Tribe which basically means the Mossad . They can get.l a quick cam shot of you master bating or find out your 

perfect sexual preference for a future honey 🍯trap. Oh I see he likes Big Butt Brazilians I’ll make sure I have one at the party.

8/21/2019 1:06:53 PM v_rags Now listen to this carefully Norman I am lying. 😂 https://youtu.be/YbHtzqCge_8 

8/21/2019 1:06:53 PM nurseniceyes Interesting symbolism.

8/21/2019 1:08:06 PM alexandercody7 Can ejaculation be used for manifestation with intention? Why is it that I have the feeling that I don't feel "I" when I ejaculate without deep feelings for 

a woman? I feel empty and drained f.e. When masturbating or sex without feelings

8/21/2019 1:08:18 PM moemc8 Torn on him.  Wasn't he going to try to audit the Holy See?  I was thinking he was set up.

8/21/2019 1:08:43 PM mostlynoapology Disgusting was how my family reacted "just meet him to apologize" "you need to be more lady like" "Jesus doesn't want you to have anger in your 

heart"... No, assholes, I do not need to let myself be raped by my cousin & his brainwashed girlfriend using military tools to traffic.

8/21/2019 1:08:54 PM cstarr888 I shouldn't be surprised, I was literally just looking at buying this book this morning. 🤔🤣🙏💖

8/21/2019 1:08:58 PM charmanda9 Oh good. This answers my Q from the other night.

8/21/2019 1:09:08 PM karen152013 Trust ]WRAY[. 

Sleeper. 

Timing is everything.

8/21/2019 1:10:54 PM paulkirchner70 See, that’s where they’re better than girlfriends- they actually enjoy watching live streams of people beating their meat.

Now... do we get paid for it?

8/21/2019 1:11:47 PM alexandercody7 Why is it that the content found on the top 10 sites is so non loving, boring and tasteless? Also, over the course of years content producers are 

becoming less and less. Seems like everything is same in a way. Non even to mention all the "sis/mom/punish"-sex

8/21/2019 1:11:49 PM seeker229 Wow I really like your questions. Thank you for providing questions outside the normal

8/21/2019 1:12:29 PM nurseniceyes Bipolar. She said she wanted to destroy humans then she said she wanted to live peacefully with them.

8/21/2019 1:12:49 PM djlok Or maybe his legal woes were the excuse [they] gave for not completing the audit?

8/21/2019 1:13:24 PM seeker229 Yes think of chucky cheese. It's just ways to start bad habits of gambling. Planting bad seeds if you will

8/21/2019 1:17:27 PM seeker229 THIS.

8/21/2019 1:17:37 PM melhuses The power of 3    6    9

8/21/2019 1:20:03 PM seeker229 Observing your thoughts has been my biggest tool. If I'm on a dig and I find something of interest for QANON; bam out of no where sexual energy to 

distract me and make me feel uncomfortable.



8/21/2019 1:24:34 PM moonliteleper Strange! No, I think we can safely say, Jesus would NOT approve!

8/21/2019 1:31:16 PM mostlynoapology That's how trafficking works, though. There are some great Ted Talks on it. Sometimes the entire family is trained to promote it w/o their overt 

knowledge. Fortunately @CIA helped me NOT be a honeypot inadvertently. "The only thing to fear is fear itself" is completely true.

8/21/2019 1:33:39 PM mostlynoapology Basically, the predator normalizes their predatory behavior. Sadly, he has 2 other women under his spell even though he's been convicted in Virginia & 

is banned from his kids. I'm getting the rest of my family out of his brainwashing, but it's hard w/this current administration.

8/21/2019 1:34:14 PM state1union No

8/21/2019 1:34:14 PM cledrordfishing That seems like it should be obvious with hindsight now.

Why does the world have to be so corrupt.  

Shame.

8/21/2019 1:36:41 PM mamiemcclure17 Tells us something?

8/21/2019 1:38:43 PM cledrordfishing You can do anything you set your mind to.

Never give up, never stop trying. 

Always be the best at whatever you do.  Be consumed by self application.

8/21/2019 1:40:13 PM david00997884 Not sure. Didnt Q say trust Wray

8/21/2019 1:41:00 PM v_rags Is it possible to harvest sexual energy during orgasm by 2 IS-BE’s and did Jesus do this with Mary Magdalene harvesting there energy to help Jesus 

Ascension?

8/21/2019 1:46:04 PM cledrordfishing I'm growing very wiry of waiting for the big dogs to be taken care of. 

If Q posts are real they have more than enough evidence to take down everyone = all the bad actors. 

Something is starting to tell me we are being strung along. 

Arrest them already!

8/21/2019 1:48:58 PM nurseniceyes It does.

8/21/2019 1:51:42 PM daggastan When will you talk about the [ethnic group] that ostensibly controls this depraved industry (& many others) ?

Despite being only 2% of the population...

8/21/2019 1:52:20 PM bbobbio71 So basically what i've learned is T.V. bad,  Internet bad, Movies bad,  Water bad, food bad,  books rewritten bad.  did I miss anything?

8/21/2019 2:05:57 PM jswdh1 Plus...... he wasn't that good....🤣😂😅

8/21/2019 2:07:54 PM bbobbio71 Depopulation Was an obvious one.  

Starting to see it even in commercials

8/21/2019 2:08:19 PM tammymckeever [Wray]

8/21/2019 2:08:50 PM bbobbio71 Believe it's not manifested yet

8/21/2019 2:09:14 PM brittasbits1 Exactly !  The love I have with my son, my puppy and my cat is all I need. Everything is so sexualised and debased toward women , no wonder we feel 

like a piece of meat.

8/21/2019 2:13:37 PM magamatician I chatted either Eliza on both my Commodore 64 and an 8088 pc. What’s funny is,,when I first got to talk to Siri or Alexa they would not acknowledge 

Eliza as a predecessor

8/21/2019 2:14:03 PM rebashoenfelt1 Anything for disruption

8/21/2019 2:14:26 PM enciniman1 I haven't visited any of those sites since Windows millennium...

8/21/2019 2:16:19 PM canadiancovfefe What a freak. What people will do to stay in the spotlight.

8/21/2019 2:16:38 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz

8/21/2019 2:22:04 PM rebashoenfelt1 Omg

8/21/2019 2:29:02 PM americanpetal I’m thinking economically and the feasibility as a restaurant a viable business in the future. Just thinking long-term how this tech will impact the current

 business models. 

🙏✔🇺🇸🕊💕

8/21/2019 2:31:49 PM americanpetal lol I’m no threat to national security. 

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

8/21/2019 2:34:04 PM covertress Can you please describe the void?

8/21/2019 2:39:07 PM anitakingsbauer Agree.  But if all is one, how/who defines ‘good’ and ‘bad’?  It is all part of the ‘one’ experience.  If one steals something from another, how can you 

steal from yourself? Is it as simple as whatever increases your frequency is good b/c it increases the frequency of the whole?

8/21/2019 2:42:43 PM jrocktigers Sais you....🕵🏻♂️🕵🏻♂️🕵🏻♂️

8/21/2019 2:44:55 PM adamwestleyric2 I know it's all a set up has been an its entrapment for people that don't know what is going on its funny how that works hopefully it don't get out all got 

to do is wonder why is it on the internet hmm?

8/21/2019 2:45:31 PM wwg1wga93583681 I bet you're right. pic.twitter.com/MU2Ce7Cj7H

8/21/2019 2:48:59 PM americanpetal 😂😳

8/21/2019 3:04:30 PM richard07759712 [ ] or ][      Trust the Plan?¿ pic.twitter.com/yGcNItgJJe

8/21/2019 3:05:58 PM enomai_ When will these sites just be attacked electronically until taken down? Seems logical to me.

8/21/2019 3:06:54 PM enomai_ I first seen porn at 8 online. 

Imagine now with phones.

8/21/2019 3:09:05 PM melbourne_3000 We are simply not discerning enough, easily lead and too trusting.

Mostly not listening to the inner voice #GPS😉

#TheMoreYouKnow

8/21/2019 3:09:55 PM enomai_ People tend to think ascension is dying. There is a physical form of ascension correct? Like starting to do positive things and not negative? Like drinking 

water(preferably wo flouride etc), exercise, love yourself & others , shed egos, etc etc? No?

8/21/2019 3:10:31 PM nun_chucknorris 👀

8/21/2019 3:13:11 PM jrocktigers We are everywhere...

8/21/2019 3:13:34 PM enomai_ Think elite bloodline families, they are not ETs or aliens. Theyre beliefs and ways derive from ideas of a certain group of aliens. They are people. Sick 

people.

8/21/2019 3:14:08 PM enomai_ Not Mossad itself sick, just the bloodlines in many of their families. A need to correct.

8/21/2019 3:16:21 PM allahuniversal Now that, is a plot twist

8/21/2019 3:19:12 PM djlok Very interesting. When you think about it, it makes sense.

8/21/2019 3:21:10 PM americanpetal 🙏🕊

8/21/2019 3:22:14 PM bigzee94502422 Great thread! Thanks MJ!

8/21/2019 3:24:37 PM jamiegrahamusa I am Sure our TIMELINE us WACKED... @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

MEXICO JUDGE APPROVES RECREATIONAL COCAINE USE IN LANDMARK RULING, CITES DRUG'S ABILITY TO PROVIDE 'SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES'

 https://www.newsweek.com/mexico-cociane-recreational-use-1455400 …

8/21/2019 3:27:42 PM pienews1 This is such BULLS*IT. I’m sick of this crap. If you have an order from the DOJ/Chief Executive, you obey it. If not you should be in contempt and be 

arrested.

8/21/2019 3:27:49 PM angt_trost Much better than painting misshapen dogs and scary looking people.



8/21/2019 3:29:02 PM dls00741 "they can't control you if you are virtuous"

If you have the spirit of the divine within you, and rebuke the manmade religions, they don't have the power to control you.

8/21/2019 3:33:36 PM maryschade14 I always get very late notis. 

It is more than likely waaay past asking but throwing this out here.

Was Monaco and Islets of the Mediterrainian the original Epstein Islands.

8/21/2019 3:34:41 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1163934012391534593 …

8/21/2019 3:35:07 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1163832898484658176 …

8/21/2019 3:47:12 PM aetherwalker1 From my understanding, being 'LGBTQP' can come from one or more things.

1. Past life sentiments/impressions

 -from 'LGBTQP' experiences and/or embodying as the other sex.

2. Manipulation by astral/4D beings taking advantage of (1.)

8/21/2019 3:52:35 PM rrmoore56 Deficit spending out of control - National debt insurmountable!  The laws are in place to confiscate the wealth of the Pedo-Satinists that run the world! 

Is there enough to pay off the US debt?  @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/21/2019 3:57:20 PM aetherwalker1 Also..🦉 calls to/evokes Evil IS-BEs that they work with and use the root energy/shakti collected from internet porn as 4D energy for ammunition.

A dark energy reserve for the IS-BEs to manipulate people so as to manifest the effect they decree.

8/21/2019 4:01:10 PM aetherwalker1 That's where Superman's Fortress of Solitude is.. duh! 😊

8/21/2019 4:01:32 PM dreaminprophecy It has a blue check mark

8/21/2019 4:04:58 PM dreaminprophecy That’s twitter account. The post is from Instagram. Seems legit. Lmk if I’m off on this. Here is link  https://www.instagram.com/p/B1bNz1GnkbT/ 

8/21/2019 4:16:42 PM chris_losh_ Is the energy or life force they are taking from us called Loosh?

8/21/2019 4:22:56 PM nurseniceyes Hmmm...I will ask her.

8/21/2019 4:24:15 PM jrocktigers She was just speaking her truth......😳😳😳

8/21/2019 4:25:21 PM nurseniceyes Probably hacked

8/21/2019 4:36:51 PM laurabusse Excellent questions

I was thinking today

What if all the cows got together and threw us over so they don't have to be imprisoned tortured killed and eaten anymore

How is that different from what we are currently trying to achieve?

Interesting stuff to think about

8/21/2019 4:37:51 PM 45harisonharold 👽👽 pic.twitter.com/RXJtKKKfLg

8/21/2019 4:38:35 PM laurabusse Also if you do good and stay away from doing evil (being loving) supposedly they're not allowed to harm you...

8/21/2019 4:44:21 PM zzed2020 Bingo

8/21/2019 4:44:39 PM rafngeirdal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 : The other day you tweeted about T-1MY. I believe this has to do with the formula t=1My in the following book:  

https://books.google.is/books?id=LuKiCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA203&lpg=PA203&dq=T%3D1My&source=bl&ots=ExIdaV-

Aqs&sig=ACfU3U3GzL0N0e9sU54SzRKg7JbLW6iiQw&hl=is&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiBy4fQj5XkAhWvTxUIHdNfDIoQ6AEwBHoECAIQAQ#v=onepage&q=T%

3D1My&f=false …

8/21/2019 4:48:27 PM badbooches Enjoy the show.

8/21/2019 5:00:57 PM rebashoenfelt1 It has been suggested that Beto’s wife is a handler for example.

8/21/2019 5:03:06 PM 313looper I get your point but rather to tackle it straight from the RUTH!😅

How I Put it: 

Reptilians👉🏻Mossad

Nazis👉🏻CIA

Nazis Betrayed Humanity & Sold The Human Race To The Reptilians!In our era,they’ve been partners for destroying Human Race!That’s why we’ve 

been facing so much tragedy!

8/21/2019 5:26:39 PM pammers60 Kill box

8/21/2019 5:28:58 PM aprilbrown99 ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/ccbvDDWLWx

8/21/2019 5:30:20 PM antarantanka It called Hypocracy.  Rule by hypocrats who talk democracy and freedom but don’t practice it.  Hate and thuggery is their tradecraft.

8/21/2019 5:30:37 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/6TUbtf1TUq

8/21/2019 5:31:06 PM karategpa No

8/21/2019 5:31:17 PM aprilbrown99 I love it. Is that yours?

8/21/2019 5:32:13 PM jrocktigers No, no tats on me.

8/21/2019 5:35:12 PM aprilbrown99 I have two on my right ankle. A bears paw and a mandala with feathers. Not too big. I want to get one as a memorium for my mom but can’t decide 

what to get for her. 🥴🤔🧐

8/21/2019 5:36:03 PM elisalenz4 God.

8/21/2019 5:39:24 PM aprilbrown99 I read that cardinal Pell was the fall guy for having caught missing funds/money.  That Pell was about to turn in a bunch of priests and they stopped him

 with the pedo announcement. IDK if it is true but kinda makes sense. 🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️

8/21/2019 5:40:12 PM aprilbrown99 I am very late to this party but wanted to say thank you for your service MJ5!  🥰😘🤗

8/21/2019 5:40:15 PM lbf777 Why is the deep state coming out of the closet about being devil worshippers?

8/21/2019 5:44:28 PM djlok You struck me as a tats on face kinda guy, jrock.

8/21/2019 5:44:53 PM anonlegion13 Wow ... Nothing like making people sniff for clues...dangling a carrot and feeding the public a lie to buy you time...

8/21/2019 5:49:11 PM keith369me Have no clue...but wouldn’t be the first time projection was utilized

8/21/2019 5:51:29 PM jrocktigers Right or wrong, it usually limits opportunities in this world..

8/21/2019 5:52:46 PM jrocktigers Great ?

8/21/2019 5:53:33 PM pedalfun4u Recruitment

8/21/2019 5:54:31 PM matchnumbers67 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adware, spyware, and viruses c […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

8/21/2019 5:59:42 PM 313looper 😆...

Now I can picture you D...

8/21/2019 6:00:51 PM zagnett As long as We're careful with it! 😎

8/21/2019 6:00:59 PM keith369me I feel like they are “bug spray” for 👽

8/21/2019 6:03:37 PM jrocktigers Like this? pic.twitter.com/UXFcIFqxEl

8/21/2019 6:05:08 PM 313looper Have you had a chance to watch the AJ ‘s four-hour interview and message of disclosure , which MJ shared it here for us few months ago... !? He said 

quite a lot with more details!

8/21/2019 6:05:58 PM 313looper 🥶...

8/21/2019 6:08:25 PM natureinspace Doesn't intelligence agencies running things like this change the definition of what they actually are? It's more of a cult.

8/21/2019 6:10:49 PM djlok Yeah, I watched that. It's so hard for me to know what is the truth from fiction with him.

8/21/2019 6:12:13 PM af1tl I will bookmark this !!

8/21/2019 6:14:32 PM 313looper Message over Messenger ...

The Truth Always Resonate Within... 💗

8/21/2019 6:19:32 PM realitycheck05 you say that porn is all embedded with tracking software designed to give intelligence agencies backdoor access into your computer.  How do we 

remove that?  is doing a fresh install of windows enough or should we switch to linux or another OS?

8/21/2019 6:22:00 PM lynnielee5 I’ve heard about half of A listers are trans. Modeling agencies too. I think she’s a he.



8/21/2019 6:31:45 PM boy12_jimmy @dbongino @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC @michellemalkin @TuckerCarlson @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan 

@RepMarkMeadows @RepDougCollins @LindseyGrahamSC @tedcruz @SenMikeLee @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 People are moving to Parler! 

Create accounts & share there  https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1164345221221629952 … pic.twitter.com/GrlU5VVvfH

8/21/2019 6:35:05 PM spinn_dr Well now...I know some people who would say that’s heresy 😉

8/21/2019 6:43:20 PM hawkgirlinmn Tavistock Institute perversion.

8/21/2019 6:47:48 PM nschlange Pizzas? Probably should use a different term now, like hamburgers or maybe ice cream. Everything else is pretty loaded.

8/21/2019 6:56:03 PM charlesgdavis1 Somethings remind me of nature...and if they do the wrong thing remember....the Trap Door Spider!!!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈

8/21/2019 6:57:44 PM toffer_anon_369 The thought came to me to write out the date Sept 19, 2019 as 91919 and BQQM - I see it!  Think Mirror.  Above/Below.  Good vs Evil.  Would be an 

epic day for a showdown ;-)

8/21/2019 7:10:37 PM hawkgirlinmn CST=Communications Support Team. 455th Air Expedition Wing? AF Central Command out of Shaw AF Base. Also location at AUAB in Qatar. Which 

one?

8/21/2019 7:11:36 PM hawkgirlinmn 9=0.

8/21/2019 7:22:12 PM landilamb Interesting...

8/21/2019 7:28:22 PM rebashoenfelt1 Outrageous

8/21/2019 7:29:55 PM coachdadu  pic.twitter.com/BIVVbOGuXM

8/21/2019 7:33:48 PM rebashoenfelt1 Omg

8/21/2019 7:36:15 PM rebashoenfelt1 Ty MJ

8/21/2019 7:40:58 PM rebashoenfelt1 Hmm

8/21/2019 7:52:18 PM higherdensitees But doesn’t much childhood trama by nature make that individual less likely to be able to ascend?

8/21/2019 7:52:49 PM boss3she I address real family separation, and it being to acquire children. Also, Created loopholes to legally take children, just this morning. 👇 

https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1164251123550756866?s=19 …

8/21/2019 8:14:26 PM braveunicorn55 Jesus

8/21/2019 8:14:48 PM canadiancovfefe Very interesting!

8/21/2019 8:19:57 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting!

8/21/2019 8:21:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 What your IS-BE looks like... pic.twitter.com/wynFi3tDWo

8/21/2019 8:22:00 PM stormystorm10 How do I do that lol

8/21/2019 8:22:25 PM aprilbrown99 How large in scale is it fully ascended?

8/21/2019 8:22:29 PM johnsville14 Spot on. Sick of coded language, the secret handshakes, the winks and nods. I need something SOLID.

8/21/2019 8:22:38 PM cledrordfishing A dirty old man with dried ice in his mouth? Lol

8/21/2019 8:23:07 PM aprilbrown99 It looks so small. Small but mighty!  😁

8/21/2019 8:23:11 PM fairyland66 I created a Powerpoint outline at least a year or so ago.  I had no idea why - I just thought I should 🤣 pic.twitter.com/aS9JF7KV6D

8/21/2019 8:23:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Interdimensional archons. pic.twitter.com/oUxpkdQulY

8/21/2019 8:23:33 PM nmchristoban That's how I picture myself,  but at a sub atomic level

8/21/2019 8:23:45 PM aprilbrown99 Creepy

8/21/2019 8:23:52 PM rebornkingent How do we get rid of them?

8/21/2019 8:23:59 PM qanongroup For those who have physically died and came back know this too well.

8/21/2019 8:24:14 PM cledrordfishing Soul harvesters........ ☠

8/21/2019 8:24:30 PM stormystorm10 Grim reaper ?

8/21/2019 8:24:31 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/IBDvUD31uk

8/21/2019 8:24:39 PM state1union I love you Jesus, I was born 9/10/68!! And was tortured and sacrificed the day I was born because my birth coincides with Jesus and Nazis 

Illuminati/skull &bones. God is greater. Good vs Evil

8/21/2019 8:24:41 PM cledrordfishing Kick their ass

8/21/2019 8:24:47 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/KfU3cx4R9a

8/21/2019 8:25:01 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/U9CZtEwT3Z

8/21/2019 8:25:07 PM blsdbe Freaking Dementors!!! expecto patronum!!! pic.twitter.com/Rmm56dje2O

8/21/2019 8:25:14 PM rocktobersky What Does This Mean?!

8/21/2019 8:25:30 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/O7feXjQdsY

8/21/2019 8:25:52 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/GmoJOKPbvh

8/21/2019 8:26:20 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/liJSSPw6UO

8/21/2019 8:27:59 PM blsdbe Ikr?!? I hope that’s what’s up and it’s not big spray for us!!! I hope you can weigh in on this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...  pic.twitter.com/moPtkGoIwx

8/21/2019 8:28:05 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KqACMN_MlNk …

8/21/2019 8:28:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Disclosure

 https://www.pottermore.com/book-extract-long/remus-lupin-teaches-harry-about-patronus-charm …

8/21/2019 8:29:32 PM blsdbe Now I’m wishing I could find 9 3/4 station!!! pic.twitter.com/I1R984awNA

8/21/2019 8:29:53 PM cledrordfishing Awesome

8/21/2019 8:30:12 PM the_fjalar F them.

8/21/2019 8:30:14 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qzw6A2WC5Qo …

8/21/2019 8:30:30 PM deceptiongoodo1 He is a word ninja

8/21/2019 8:30:34 PM nixontweets Just give them the ring already. 😄 pic.twitter.com/y4jvnNMouD

8/21/2019 8:31:55 PM nurseniceyes That isn't what they look like...some are quite beautiful.

8/21/2019 8:32:14 PM rocktobersky Are They The Same As Shadow People? I've Seen A Shadow Several Times Moving Around...

8/21/2019 8:32:22 PM rebornkingent Positive thoughts.

8/21/2019 8:34:07 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/z3rmaGWAH6

8/21/2019 8:34:12 PM cledrordfishing Umm.....

8/21/2019 8:36:48 PM kariper90287321 Definition Archon-one of the nine chief magistrates of ancient Athens, 1650s, from Greek arkhon "ruler, commander, chief, captain,"  also "to rule, lead 

the way, govern, rule over, be leader of. 

 https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=archon 

8/21/2019 8:37:28 PM dutchqanon  https://www.pottermore.com/book-extract-long/remus-lupin-teaches-harry-about-patronus-charm …

8/21/2019 8:37:33 PM anoncapetown True😳🙄⬇️ pic.twitter.com/DhpK2eArRM

8/21/2019 8:37:45 PM cledrordfishing What's wrong?

8/21/2019 8:38:19 PM aware_angel Bingo!

8/21/2019 8:38:40 PM renee86743676 The spirit is the breath of Life

8/21/2019 8:42:23 PM melanieanders7 THOSE guys.... yeah. Seen them before. Love to cause sleep paralysis and suck life force through your mouth. Just one of many things they like to do. 

🙄

8/21/2019 8:43:17 PM amtm_mu A course in miracles?  Satanic?

8/21/2019 8:43:59 PM hitbyawormhole To Think Is To Create

8/21/2019 8:43:59 PM state1union Everything from the day I was born and a sacrifice from skull&bones to priests/Vatican/Lockheed martin underground/ multiple rapes since 2 or age 4. 

I remember now Pharmaceutical: Banking and now I will help end the Fed.

8/21/2019 8:44:12 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/qUtrpiNC9X

8/21/2019 8:45:16 PM cinmacluvs2knit 17 heads, 17 figures, 17 repeated throughout this image. Interesting...

8/21/2019 8:45:42 PM amtm_mu Just for the record, Oprah followed this shit for a while

8/21/2019 8:46:39 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/6Z4dMUlXJs



8/21/2019 8:47:05 PM cinmacluvs2knit Article states there are 17 of these tapestries... 🧐

8/21/2019 8:47:24 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/z1FVqF1T7H

8/21/2019 8:47:58 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/vPidyh7L02

8/21/2019 8:48:03 PM blsdbe That was fun! Hufflepuff, Spruce Wand With DragonHeart, Expecto Patronum, Olivanders... pic.twitter.com/2836e4Y6sx

8/21/2019 8:49:31 PM cinmacluvs2knit Soooo Obama visits in 2009 and they also get complete owner@was of their mineral rights (uranium) in 2009 as well. 🧐

8/21/2019 8:51:18 PM humanprimer Q: Are we moving back to a state of multidimensional beings that we can perceive? Ability to move in and out of 3D? Love to here your comments.

8/21/2019 8:52:21 PM rebornkingent Positive thoughts and visualization.

8/21/2019 8:52:36 PM rocktobersky Hi There! I Think I Used to Have Them on My Following List Here On Twitter and Even Chatted with Them. Might Need to Check Them Out Again! 

Thanks for The Suggestion!

8/21/2019 8:53:54 PM blsdbe It’s fun to feel the Blue White Fire Of Our Sun start from a tiny speck inside the center of my body and then Super Nova next those little nuggets-they’ll 

drop ya like a Hot Potato!!! Similar to Expecto Patronum... pic.twitter.com/rzcLng8GbK

8/21/2019 8:56:38 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/Q06mBTS2L4

8/21/2019 8:56:54 PM hollywdharriet 😯I have felt the sensation of air being sucked out of my mouth! At first I just thought it curious, now I rebuke it in the name of Jesus and it stops. The 

frequency has drastically diminished as well.

8/21/2019 8:58:42 PM johnsville14 It just occurred to me, if Rowan Atkinson or Mr. Rogers are baby eaters I will scorch this earth clean.

8/21/2019 8:59:38 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/4WWjby7sfQ

8/21/2019 9:02:12 PM dugmaga2020 Interesting and valid points. Being raised in the Lutheran church, I was taught the far other end of the spectrum- that sexuality was bad, sex outside of 

marriage was sinful... so I am curious what the agenda is there, other than scaring the shit of out kids?

8/21/2019 9:04:46 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/ZZZh2tV1MB

8/21/2019 9:05:27 PM 313looper 🌸

8/21/2019 9:06:52 PM 313looper Is some event about to drop soon !? 

#Patriots Are in Control ...

8/21/2019 9:07:18 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/JjDP6ytBTY

8/21/2019 9:08:27 PM hitbyawormhole Does a thought, as a creative force, carry more weight if it is charged with emotion? Or with a knowingness or faith in a desired outcome?

8/21/2019 9:09:43 PM 313looper Ooh... 

Kind of how we could also imagine … 😳

8/21/2019 9:12:26 PM azuremagus Where do they usually hang? The near realms/lower astral, don't frequent those places without training and special mission status.

8/21/2019 9:12:36 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/i1yyCLyleH

8/21/2019 9:14:37 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/21/2019 9:16:39 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/XmfA3LnH1H

8/21/2019 9:17:33 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/TXMu02uDFe

8/21/2019 9:17:42 PM americanpetal It was my understanding the soul is similar in shape and size of the Eucharist.

8/21/2019 9:19:59 PM blsdbe Ditto. pic.twitter.com/dFYCbuhQZs

8/21/2019 9:27:06 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/YkCRMVdlF5

8/21/2019 9:29:18 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/iQdIcqeyGR

8/21/2019 9:31:24 PM 313looper Thank You MJ ...💗🙏🏻💫

8/21/2019 9:32:49 PM americanpetal Okay, then

8/21/2019 9:32:52 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kg0EdD7tzE …

8/21/2019 9:32:58 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/gBy4H6nLUv

8/21/2019 9:33:11 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT3SBzmDxGk …

8/21/2019 9:33:28 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ1P3LjkE28 …

8/21/2019 9:33:56 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/cXtcwaf2MC

8/21/2019 9:35:03 PM americanpetal I have never seen a Harry Potter movie.

8/21/2019 9:35:54 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgc_LRjlbTU …

8/21/2019 9:36:09 PM carolin15161363 Evil

8/21/2019 9:37:04 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/fvM6sZza1f

8/21/2019 9:38:54 PM cledrordfishing Bad ass....

8/21/2019 9:39:14 PM bdab28 Please elaborate Maj. More guidance, quid pro quo. Huge fan, so does this pertain to the positive mindset or more than that? As in more meditation is 

needed to form a "patronus"??

8/21/2019 9:40:30 PM aetherwalker1 Where your attention goes, there your energy goes too.

8/21/2019 9:40:48 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/21/2019 9:42:19 PM wild8heart “C”hild 

“S”ex

“T”rafficking

No coincidences. 🍕

8/21/2019 9:44:15 PM cledrordfishing  https://youtu.be/oNJhrzEyBVQ 

8/21/2019 9:44:32 PM blsdbe You know when your cats create a Patronus, I bet it looks just like you!!!

8/21/2019 9:44:47 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUjn2Q5oIBY …

8/21/2019 9:47:25 PM mongrelglory It should help the restaurant's bottom line as they wouldn't have to pay for food costs and food storage.  The could focus on service and ambience 

instead!

8/21/2019 9:48:15 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/5Aanpp7lBX

8/21/2019 9:48:55 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

8/21/2019 9:49:22 PM mongrelglory "They". 🙄  Just got back from the airport.  I should go to bed now.

8/21/2019 9:51:49 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/9pd041rlju

8/21/2019 9:52:01 PM americanpetal I know what you mean. I’m so tired but still tweeting. I’m getting there and their mixed up, etc. I know better, but Twitterdom proves addicting 

sometimes. Some nights r better than others. 🙏🙏🙏🕊🕊🕊

8/21/2019 9:52:03 PM blsdbe Perspective, mah Brother from another Mother. pic.twitter.com/XP7SDVZ6rF

8/21/2019 9:52:36 PM americanpetal 😂

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

8/21/2019 9:55:18 PM cledrordfishing  https://youtu.be/u0IjEzbVb9w 

8/21/2019 9:57:25 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/v0w9MnVIyL

8/21/2019 10:02:04 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/Cb4O6eArlZ

8/21/2019 10:03:06 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/v3uVZD24dS

8/21/2019 10:07:35 PM charlesgdavis1 They are shadows, darkness, voided forms.....that seek LIFE. To DECEIVE unto your DEATH....which take on the form of a loved ones SHADOW....in 

THEIR image from the corner of your eye....THEN disappear when looking toward THEM....entities they are....that hunt for YOUR SOUL!💀👽😎

8/21/2019 10:10:49 PM mongrelglory Are shipping companies (like FedEx) involved in any human trafficking?

8/21/2019 10:11:17 PM pacu133 No kidding.



8/21/2019 10:11:47 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/7NzBdegujV

8/21/2019 10:11:59 PM speng_c Will be a .gov site

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/21/2019 10:12:47 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/mlvaBolLnD

8/21/2019 10:12:49 PM petitchevalb Thank you

8/21/2019 10:14:36 PM mongrelglory Are the "passionate urges" involved in the sexual act, present in mammals/humanoids on most 3rd density planets?

8/21/2019 10:16:43 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/hr8yVjthdm

8/21/2019 10:18:02 PM anonlegion13 Will you be doing a disclosure on these?

8/21/2019 10:19:02 PM qanonwga Is middle Earth real

8/21/2019 10:26:28 PM djlok Is that what happens when people externally personify God?  They create their patronis?

8/21/2019 10:27:47 PM richardhiatt16 😳 okay now .....

8/21/2019 10:29:25 PM suzytica Prayers for God’s protection.

8/21/2019 10:30:16 PM gattacus45 massive litigation ww

8/21/2019 10:32:21 PM justice_rebel jk Rowling hates the President. that's for sure...

8/21/2019 10:34:46 PM nurseniceyes This is fairly close.

8/21/2019 10:34:55 PM cledrordfishing  https://youtu.be/1tQDpodz4j4 

One of my favorites....

8/21/2019 10:36:20 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/pANHWHSDRa

8/21/2019 10:43:52 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/SMeBWde5Y1

8/21/2019 10:46:43 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/NjpGUQRhp6

8/21/2019 10:47:10 PM mr_fedorable Baphomet

8/21/2019 10:49:06 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/j3NXeO5jhu

8/21/2019 10:49:49 PM enomai_ If IS can operate in multiple BEs Instead of millions of separate IS It all derives from one IS, even if layer upon layer of IS's It would derive into one 

source. Such as, tree limbs and or roots? And instead of just DNA/emotions, all of our IS's are even closer than we thought?

8/21/2019 10:51:11 PM mr_fedorable Regarding an earlier reply to this AMA about ascension, is there a proper meditative technique to be used?

8/21/2019 10:51:36 PM enomai_ And, this would even go beyond DNA? Even to animals, and other outer world entities?

8/21/2019 10:53:12 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/BH3Z8OqeV0

8/21/2019 10:57:05 PM kathleen3693693 They Live

8/21/2019 10:57:35 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/hDijPYB6Ue

8/21/2019 11:04:01 PM americanpetal What kind of beings are in the 4thD?

8/21/2019 11:09:05 PM starshakti369 ☝️#innerEarth #ItsREAL👈💫

8/21/2019 11:10:04 PM stefanofait Poor things. Not a fun life.

8/21/2019 11:10:35 PM betafreq They feed off negative human emotion so Twitter is their favorite chow joint.

8/21/2019 11:11:04 PM starshakti369  pic.twitter.com/NgHJbfW8Dy

8/21/2019 11:15:45 PM 92michael Physical humans see these archons as shadow figures.  Not understanding their true nature can get humans in trouble. They create mass fear and feed 

on negative energy.  - The light of love is thier ackeles heal.

8/21/2019 11:31:37 PM 92michael I think he just did?

8/21/2019 11:32:21 PM anonlegion13 I think this is it too... 😏

8/21/2019 11:50:03 PM jayrambin OK. How? Lifetimes of meditation? Really, what % of us are within reach of that in our lifetimes?

8/21/2019 11:57:31 PM 369369rv Disinfo is necessary as well tho

8/22/2019 12:01:57 AM chef_brandt89 No. Physicality is a box we live in. These things are beyond all conceptions of what physical even means.

8/22/2019 12:08:04 AM 11111christian These are used in many films. Isn't that a bad thing to do?

8/22/2019 12:14:43 AM bleakperfect1 Rebuke in Jesus name.

8/22/2019 12:17:42 AM bleakperfect1 Does the military have energy weapons to deal with interdimensional aliens? I've been dealing with these demons for awhile. Prayer in Jesus name 

works well.

8/22/2019 12:18:13 AM nicoles23023964  pic.twitter.com/eVyinZlZVm

8/22/2019 12:18:23 AM mama_juju42 Can they take any size/shape?

8/22/2019 12:26:51 AM bleakperfect1 💜💙😇🙏your amazing for getting through that. God bless.

8/22/2019 12:36:35 AM irah_chandler Yeah yeah yeah.... Where is my suite. I'll help like dr Manhattan. But with way more empathy/sympathy

8/22/2019 12:38:19 AM irah_chandler I would take a legacy 4th gen suite and do it no need for 8th to 12th yet tho goinging light body wasn't your falt...

8/22/2019 12:45:37 AM chgogirl3 #QAnon 

I read an article once, long ago, in the 1980s, that an exterminator company was able to spray areas heavily infested with cockroaches with a chemical 

that turned the male cockroaches into homosexuals, therefore reducing the cockroach population. Humans also?

8/22/2019 12:56:19 AM giediknight When I have “sleep paralysis” I often focus on something “happy” to break through it.

8/22/2019 1:00:07 AM giediknight Alex Jones says he knows how to wake himself up from sleep paralysis very easily.

8/22/2019 1:03:00 AM jamiegrahamusa Yikes

8/22/2019 1:03:50 AM jamiegrahamusa I want to skip that level. God help us all

8/22/2019 1:10:00 AM mamiemcclure17 Well said ❤️😘

8/22/2019 1:12:03 AM mamiemcclure17 Too many still staring at the tv box completely in a deep slumber. Agree the numbers are increasing that are awakening. Let it be done.

8/22/2019 1:20:42 AM covertress The Ankle Biters

Does the Dark Control Grid exist?

 http://www.ascensionhelp.com/blog/2012/01/31/never-call-them-archons/ …

8/22/2019 1:32:52 AM siriusbshaman You can see them as glimpses out the corner of your eye at times. Sometimes they try to communicate with you telepathically but usually to lie to you 

or make you feel down. They possess some who allow them in. Rebuke these [demons] in the glorious name of Jesus Christ!

8/22/2019 1:36:35 AM usss_211 Epoch Times

8/22/2019 1:36:45 AM jay87sunny Long before pizzagate pic.twitter.com/i1KnzXMYbO

8/22/2019 1:40:23 AM epkman Spearfinger? pic.twitter.com/HTMoUDyoXH

8/22/2019 1:54:00 AM anduarewho Thank you! ❤️

8/22/2019 2:02:21 AM sterkinglights1 Are these the creepy masturbating Archons.

8/22/2019 2:16:13 AM richard07759712 Breaking Free

8/22/2019 2:17:48 AM richard07759712 The Darks are no fun to see

....

8/22/2019 2:22:59 AM qld_truthseeker Me either - do I have to go watch them now? 😩😂

8/22/2019 2:31:09 AM covertress I've seen them several times, unafraid. 

"I  call them ‘black ghosts’ for I have no better descriptor. In detail they had no head nor shoulders nor arms nor hands, but were more like wispy-

ended clouds that elongated or condensed at their will."

 https://covertress.blogspot.com/2010/12/black-ghosts.html …

8/22/2019 2:42:33 AM jaiagtp How intelligent?

8/22/2019 2:48:43 AM seamountmermaid  https://breaking911.com/former-famous-porn-star-found-living-homeless-in-las-vegas-tunnels-video/ …



8/22/2019 3:05:36 AM brick_airhedred Hmmm...I've been thinking lately that the whole HP series has been a soft disclosure...🤔

8/22/2019 3:14:09 AM stonecutter357 We are all one means that we are connected to each other thru the Collective Consciousness Grid. Your thoughts & emotions are energy, & your 

energy feeds the grid & you also feed from it in a never ending feedback loop. That's why we must feed it with love, affection, mercy, etc.

8/22/2019 3:16:10 AM brick_airhedred Especially occlumency and legilimency...and the role of Dementors...

8/22/2019 3:17:01 AM 92michael Yep! Exactly. Most people are afraid and that is the wrong reaction to have.

8/22/2019 3:24:28 AM lilbrojd MAJESTIC or CICADA3301. I do believe both JFK Jr and John Gotti Jr Graduated New York Military Academy along President Trump.  Please Correct me 

if I’m wrong🤔 pic.twitter.com/44dQci69O0

8/22/2019 3:57:05 AM magamadnessusa Can someone tell me what exactly is meant by a “disclosure” ?? Sorry I’m a little behind...

8/22/2019 4:00:19 AM allahuniversal I wouldn't call it that a word. "Being" is as far as I go pic.twitter.com/EWJx9sKFNQ

8/22/2019 4:04:01 AM wishfulldreamz When you discover that Harry Potter's Dementors are real.....

8/22/2019 4:09:05 AM wishfulldreamz Revealing all truths to us.. seen and unseen

8/22/2019 4:11:14 AM _17patriot_ This is the exact image and figures i saw in my dream the other night with the exact same reddish background/skies, wtf?! They spoke of an evil 

religion they were pushing onto the world. No idea what it meant.

8/22/2019 4:17:50 AM _17patriot_ The shadow people but they usually wear fedoras or suits when i see em. More annoying than fearful actually especially when you're in the middle of 

doing something. You can control em but i wouldnt recommend it at all imo

8/22/2019 4:26:21 AM normal_wizard My Patronus is just me getting divinely furious that Ba'al is coming at me for the 30th time and still hasn't learned that I am going to beat him back and 

claim sovereignty over my body every single time.

8/22/2019 4:26:59 AM norwegianon #wow pic.twitter.com/49YetbzGDf

8/22/2019 4:32:12 AM normal_wizard Hi

8/22/2019 4:45:44 AM jrocktigers I agree...6 hours after my father's death, I saw , in my minds eye, bright light radiating out of his physical body, that was seen floating in air..I knew 

then he was exiting his BE.

8/22/2019 4:47:44 AM jrocktigers My dog and I both once saw a dark shadowy figure dart across a room. We both turned to watch and follow it at the same time.

8/22/2019 4:51:44 AM samsmith0319 Charged with emotions you get creation....

8/22/2019 5:14:51 AM jvan125 When I’m in the middle of one I pray like I have never prayed before. Well, at least I do when my mind isn’t paralyzed too. Those are the worst 

experiences. Nobody else in my family has ever had one. Maybe MJ can tell us what’s actually happening during those. 🙏🏻

8/22/2019 5:15:45 AM jvan125 ❤️❤️❤️

8/22/2019 5:22:41 AM keith369me What would one physically experience as the IS moves outside the BE and as it moves back inside the BE?

8/22/2019 5:23:47 AM keith369me So would we be better off trying to pick out the disclosure within media lies or ignoring the media altogether?

8/22/2019 5:24:08 AM jollyrob2 clones in public?... https://twitter.com/realjeffreyp/status/1164353423531237376?s=21 …

8/22/2019 5:32:16 AM thekanehb It’s the way to manifest ;)

8/22/2019 5:33:46 AM giediknight Alex Jones explained it as part of the brain that controls the body is asleep.

8/22/2019 5:36:45 AM happyhome_2012 Highly likely I am sorry to say

8/22/2019 5:37:45 AM turboxyde No one is immune to mind control especially when the media narrative is reinforced by the "well to do" in society. Message over messenger applies 

universally.

8/22/2019 5:38:22 AM jvan125 🥴...I’ll have to find that video. Thank you!

8/22/2019 5:39:11 AM giediknight I believe it was a recent show... it’s like finding a needle in a haystack.

8/22/2019 5:40:42 AM blsdbe 😭😭😭

8/22/2019 5:45:03 AM happyhome_2012 Noooooo

8/22/2019 5:46:54 AM gyuhyecheong I've been watching many video related this story. It's seriously shocking to me.

8/22/2019 5:48:59 AM gyuhyecheong Is this a remastered one  by C_A or the original?

8/22/2019 5:49:18 AM willowood22 A thought + emotion + intent = powerful situation

8/22/2019 5:50:07 AM cidarean Actually it does. You need to read instead of trying to search keywords. Rushed work is sloppy.

8/22/2019 5:58:07 AM thekanehb Raise your vibration and they go away for you. You can only help yourself tho imo

8/22/2019 5:59:25 AM cjptrsn For him to say he wants to wait is a clear indication of his goal. Delay. Just like Coats. If [Coats] then [Wray]. He’s compromised.

8/22/2019 6:00:00 AM glorydawn3 Ikr?!?!?

8/22/2019 6:01:11 AM glorydawn3 Did Q say to trust Wray? I don't recall him ever saying trust coats, but he did say trust Wray. Trying to reconcile lol

8/22/2019 6:02:20 AM lbf777 Raise personal vibe frequency away from fear and towards love.

8/22/2019 6:07:17 AM lbf777 Isn’t this witchcraft? Why not just raise vibe frequency away from fear and towards love so the Archons can’t feed off of us?

8/22/2019 6:13:24 AM aspennmax64_l #GetThemALL 😑 pic.twitter.com/onUt4u0Udm

8/22/2019 6:17:35 AM ericpartchey Wow eye opening! Great thread👍

8/22/2019 6:19:29 AM truth_again I get those too. Last time I just went with it and it was actually pleasant.

8/22/2019 6:20:17 AM willowood22 Firefighters have a nozzle setting that looks so much like that. Cone or shield of safety I think it's called.

8/22/2019 6:22:08 AM cjptrsn 1122, 3537,433, and 787 seem to speak on the subject. Q did say trust Wray multiple times, but in reply to the question if he was a sleeper, that 

answer was “future marker”. So there could be misinformation in play.

8/22/2019 6:24:08 AM willowood22 This is what attacked me during the night of Jan 28 2018. It followed me home from church. I don't go to church anymore.

8/22/2019 6:25:29 AM giediknight What I was getting at, is the some people say that sleep paralysis is a Djinn being trying to take control.

8/22/2019 6:36:33 AM samsmith0319 YES...

8/22/2019 6:48:05 AM bekolayrichard Read the Hypostasis of the Archons, from the Nag Hammadi Library. This read will tell you about the origins of the Archons. Go on Youtube and watch 

John Lash videos about the Archons. He has a wealth of knowledge.

8/22/2019 6:58:14 AM tamravee BOOM 💣Original 911 

Three men who would have stopped the formation of the Federal Reserve! @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/rJogRDiPni

8/22/2019 7:11:48 AM frankgeurts3 We have no soul. pic.twitter.com/vndAQKj3ts

8/22/2019 7:14:54 AM covertress "The Soul of a slanderer may be transmigrated into a stone, so as to become silent; and the Soul of a murderer into water."

~ Emeh Hemelech, 153. 1.2.

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Is this correct?

Can an IS BEcome water?

8/22/2019 7:15:39 AM melanieanders7 Keeping (-0-) balance is why I only read what I can when I can. And if I get it, I get it! If not it’s something to ponder on but not worry if I don’t get it YET. 

Keep the flow and what you can understand just sticks! It’s fun! :)

8/22/2019 7:18:34 AM justice_rebel .....As long as you keep watching it.....

8/22/2019 7:21:26 AM jollyrob2 🤣👍

8/22/2019 7:24:15 AM johnsville14 Both? Ugh, I feel sick. Like way deep down in my heart. Nothing is pure, nothing is good.  It's all poison. Luciferians can have it, just purge me already.

8/22/2019 7:26:14 AM deplorabledvs  pic.twitter.com/SbeN3587TM

8/22/2019 7:26:23 AM cidarean The truth points to itself. Porn is one avenue that stagnates energy transfer from one being to another. It perpetuates service to self through 

masterbation as well as with a partner resulting in low vibration exchange. This is an example.Their self evident when looked at broadly

8/22/2019 7:26:24 AM lbox327 🙏♥✌️👍👍👍

🎵🎶🎶🎵🎶🎵 https://youtu.be/GikGnKuehms 

8/22/2019 7:35:37 AM star_counter9 100% agree,the guy freaked me when I was a kid with little gunk in the way to discern



8/22/2019 7:41:20 AM _girlmaher_ Everything is incentivized incorrecly. America has middleman cancer. A certificate for increasing abortions is a clear demonstration of both of these 

realities, show this to a pro choice person & they will default to a muhabortion! stance because they are warriors, not thinkers.

8/22/2019 7:43:12 AM ckrasuski Pure fucking magic

8/22/2019 7:45:42 AM hoodsavior Is he Serious-Scaramucci..?! Scaramucci knew in 2015 that 45 @POTUS was/is Destined.. #MAGA2020 @KingfaceF1 @SayWhenLA @LouisFarrakhan 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WeAreComingDevilZionist

8/22/2019 7:46:59 AM _girlmaher_ The current global purge of corruption is set to reorganize how everything is incentivized. Isn't that a huge step? You did the porn thing yesterday. 

After the law was changed to forbid teen depiction, the use of the word teen in titles skyrocketed rather than decreased. 👓

8/22/2019 7:52:05 AM freestateojones Silvery Gas?

8/22/2019 7:52:43 AM asdasd26700831 Are these the creation of our imagination?

8/22/2019 7:58:12 AM turboxyde "Liquid Eternity! Courses through our veins! Liquid Eternity nourishes our brains!"

The context of this song is a race of humans that destroyed their home world and had to perform genetic adaptations on the survivors' bodies to live 

on a water world. https://youtu.be/FQbZS9Kdx7I 

8/22/2019 8:03:16 AM oliheck Our souls‘ energy vortex 🤔

8/22/2019 8:06:53 AM turboxyde "Lightning flashes, sparks shower, in one blink of your eyes you have missed seeing."

"When the mind is enlightened, the spirit is freed & the body matters not."

"You can never reach enlightenment if you do not believe you are worthy."

▲ Majestic ▼ https://youtu.be/l8wkQQ9qxsg 

8/22/2019 8:07:27 AM cmwkrn I’m guessing it’s video enhanced.

8/22/2019 8:11:14 AM jaiagtp Is-Be? Bogus term. You are the soul part and parcel of God.

8/22/2019 8:33:40 AM adsvel They are acclimatized with the Nature of that planet, living in the water, like many species on our planet. SG-1, aquatic people.

8/22/2019 8:45:23 AM ingersolockwood How about a book

8/22/2019 8:47:05 AM ethereal_shaman Many

8/22/2019 8:47:39 AM sterkinglights1 I think this may have been worded wrong.

8/22/2019 9:01:15 AM karma4event201 A solid https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

8/22/2019 9:12:06 AM us_poll No doubt unthankful kids probably a lot of them from rich families spoiled on their capitalist upbringing and never have enough so now they fight for 

globalists elitest control! I tell ya people are sick when money is their God! Full control requires a commie flag they fly!

8/22/2019 9:16:34 AM us_poll It's not enough cause they don't have God ! Evil is never full cause emptiness is never filled when God is missing! I hate to sound like a Preacher but it's 

just the Truth long forgotten!

8/22/2019 9:18:59 AM drparker76  pic.twitter.com/MQwmAEqjhv

8/22/2019 9:21:21 AM us_poll You going to fill it with something Some fill it with drugs , some with money , etc etc. Remember that song What the world needs now is love ...That 

never changes! God is Love and If I didn't learn one thing from my guardians I learned that!

8/22/2019 9:22:13 AM jrocktigers 👀 https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/135387/exclusive-burning-red-heifer-takes-place-preparation-third-temple/ …

8/22/2019 9:27:17 AM richard07759712 Reaction is due to thought overload.  If overloaded, use law of Replacement 

What ever is good, Noble, lovely, right... and peace will restore.

8/22/2019 9:30:04 AM richard07759712 Like it

8/22/2019 9:32:02 AM aagent361 after a massive wreck and in coma, I encountered one who appeared as a gentle old man and as I reached out it turned into a serpent and tormented 

me until I awoke and was able to call the name of Jesus

8/22/2019 9:34:26 AM aagent361 it was a truly enlightening experience and allowed me to move away from my dark lifestyle, funny thing is now I live a fuller life than before, I guess it 

backfired in his plans

8/22/2019 9:34:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their dow fall. pic.twitter.com/cSzE98GnuB

8/22/2019 9:37:06 AM _17patriot_ Thats why you mentioned the archons, can that game app or AR in general pick up actual archon energy signatures much like how felines can sense the 

AR algorithms emitting from phone games?

8/22/2019 9:39:32 AM maydaymatrix Sometimes my 2 yr old son likes alphabet & numbers shows available on YouTube

They are free & seemed harmless. 

That symbol is littered on a bunch of those free kids education animated shows...

8/22/2019 9:39:38 AM _chelseaproject Is it possible the Harry Potter is actually a cabal psyop that Rowling was tasked to write?

8/22/2019 9:40:33 AM aagent361 anger will only draw you down...just saying...loves ya I does

8/22/2019 9:43:22 AM kindeandtrue "Expecto" isn't really good Latin. Exspecto is the more proper usage.

8/22/2019 9:50:17 AM bdam777 Another hashtag to search and archive offline.

8/22/2019 9:56:52 AM capitalkid market event soon?

8/22/2019 9:56:55 AM richard07759712 RT

8/22/2019 9:57:08 AM richard07759712 RT

8/22/2019 9:58:03 AM starehope They are everywhere as are those sick people. With the story of using teenagers blood to help reverse aging, I am even more worried and will be more 

watchful of my family? Watch your children and what they are viewing!

8/22/2019 10:00:30 AM scott_rick Where’s the a DECLAS?  Barr is starting to resemble Sessions!

8/22/2019 10:02:46 AM eyesnheartopen I don't miss it. I refuse to give my power away. He'd have to be amazing and authentic for me to bother anymore. There's nothing wrong with us, we're 

simply choosing.

8/22/2019 10:12:49 AM deb12233 The first action is a thought.

8/22/2019 10:17:38 AM manillegirlusa Names were posted here? Lower part of page. Good discussion here.  https://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/3579611/posts …

8/22/2019 10:19:14 AM scott_rick Didn’t Dunham.sp? Say Wednesday 2 weeks ago

8/22/2019 10:19:52 AM bdam777 What is with Harry Potter. https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1163582827461578752?s=19 …

8/22/2019 10:22:25 AM jonesy4671 That looks like it could be coincidence

8/22/2019 10:23:05 AM vintagesquirrel Never seen HP films. Nor did I read the HP books. I've always preferred nonfiction, but now the line between what's real and what's fiction is blurred, 

so...

8/22/2019 10:23:59 AM deb12233 I think anger is a signal to be listened to. I think one of the first things someone who wants to control others would do is teach them that anger is bad, 

to cancel out the signals of their soul and teach them to follow outside voices instead.

8/22/2019 10:29:59 AM michael81972 About the same level as a democrat😄

8/22/2019 10:31:45 AM david00997884 Cities of light under the surface, we have them here also but never spoken of. We also have cities Underground such as Agatha

8/22/2019 10:31:49 AM maydaymatrix Sick

8/22/2019 10:36:06 AM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/O3HCEJcSYN

8/22/2019 10:36:48 AM michael81972 🙏🏻

8/22/2019 10:36:56 AM qeue14 In Norway this was the thing that exposed them all.. It was very well organised secret pedo-society and this logo let investigators on right track!

8/22/2019 10:38:33 AM michael81972 If they are beautiful they wont have much trouble luring me out😂



8/22/2019 10:45:11 AM cpace98 Is the business that run arcades and their coins have a circle shaped hole advertising pedoland?

8/22/2019 10:48:25 AM johnsville14 Damn, that's pretty good. Here I thought his death was faked and he's sitting in Gitmo to be wheeled out like Hannibal Lechter during the military 

tribunals. Though I will say it's still just talk talk talk, nothing concrete.

8/22/2019 11:01:31 AM state1union Sorry Majestic12 yesterday and remembering and still am. The level of cruelty for 50 years of being shit on and raped is a bit overwhelming and 

suddenly my mom wants to go to lunch today?  I guess they got a heads up huh?   Is that why the Catholics keep asking me to lunch haha

8/22/2019 11:04:41 AM karina89350882 Exspecto, exspectas, exspectare

8/22/2019 11:06:06 AM michael81972 Ya,  stay away from catholic priest for sure...Stay safe❤️

8/22/2019 11:08:27 AM aagent361 I politely disagree, anger is from the limbic area of the brain and there is no logical thinking capabilities there....curiousity will move your brain to the 

control center in the prefrontal cortex where you can analyse what is happening and seek external verification

8/22/2019 11:11:56 AM nicjoubert81 Lol spirals does not necesseray means the pedo swirl...

8/22/2019 11:18:31 AM robin_of_aniara NGC 1232 is promoting pedophilia. We're doomed! pic.twitter.com/JHcEGR8fF9

8/22/2019 11:21:45 AM chapulincolored OMG yes, I've seen this exactly.

8/22/2019 11:27:18 AM esoter1csurgery Indeed. Another Freudian slip like when Obama clearly says "Michael and I" when referring to Michelle. Proof? Nope. Very interesting? Yep. Hopefully 

we will KNOW one way or another by the time the smoke clears...

8/22/2019 11:31:17 AM weshallrise144k  pic.twitter.com/BsatJJCe2I

8/22/2019 11:32:43 AM fandom_q AKA my mother in law.

8/22/2019 11:36:56 AM fandom_q #MAGA

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA

#thegreatawakening 

#KAG2020

#KAG

@realDonaldTrump

@Acosta will ask the question! He is the only one that can. Preordained by the chosen one?

#AcadamyAward
8/22/2019 11:39:00 AM brick_airhedred Only time will tell. It'll be interesting to go through the series again with Q lens.

8/22/2019 11:43:08 AM covertress DOW fall imminent?

8/22/2019 11:45:43 AM fandom_q #MAGA

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA

#thegreatawakening 

#KAG2020

#KAG

@realDonaldTrump

And.. pic.twitter.com/GNaDprofjZ
8/22/2019 11:58:07 AM funkymuthafacko Spirals were created by God and can not be owned by any man. Same goes for all geometry and numbers. Have faith, not fear, and reclaim the things 

given to all mankind.

8/22/2019 12:10:06 PM bstud82  pic.twitter.com/TuMttyHgIZ

8/22/2019 12:16:46 PM deb12233 I’m referring to communication from the soul, independent of & transcendent to the physical brain.

8/22/2019 12:17:55 PM wisdomonium time for ALICE to gain a moral compass.

8/22/2019 12:19:34 PM qanonwga Dow fall?

8/22/2019 12:24:09 PM paulamjohns You think???? whoah

8/22/2019 12:33:09 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/BC07SWvSJ0

8/22/2019 12:34:29 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-devil-you-know-the-satanic-cult-leader-who-loved-animal-sacrifices-orgies-and-murder …

8/22/2019 12:35:00 PM teamsterr07 Oh he looks just charming...

8/22/2019 12:35:31 PM trumps_all Man they are starting to push more and more of this sickness out into the public, one has to wonder why

8/22/2019 12:35:42 PM jvan125 I am NOT reading that...I think I got an attachment from the picture alone. pic.twitter.com/kIIXPVIlAi

8/22/2019 12:36:05 PM stormystorm10 Jezzzz .... why make your life so bad , why worship evil 🤷♀️

8/22/2019 12:37:14 PM anneolsen43 Looks like an experiment

8/22/2019 12:41:37 PM mickdownsouth Yep, he votes Democrat. 

No doubt about it.🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

8/22/2019 12:49:53 PM cobaltdee 4 years ago, he hung himself in jail cell.

8/22/2019 12:50:20 PM bh2omiamigo  https://www.news.com.au/finance/work/leaders/mystery-woman-in-epstein-prince-andrew-video/news-

story/a7be0998eb48f10d5292dba7e61d1658 … pic.twitter.com/J0AwDLk2Vt

8/22/2019 12:51:32 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/Vw97tlA6iM

8/22/2019 12:51:58 PM wildhor52319908 deploy varg to fight ISIS since he thinks he is so tough and stabs unarmed people https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qrMY6CDT2M …

8/22/2019 12:53:00 PM ohshineyes Truth.

8/22/2019 12:53:34 PM goyaeq Does this type of behavior carry over into his next incarnation?

8/22/2019 12:54:04 PM wildhor52319908 someone start a signature petition send it to the military LMFAO

8/22/2019 12:55:19 PM realbutchasblog Don't say his name. P..... is a demon.

8/22/2019 1:01:37 PM djlok I don't understand how people can be so disconnected from life. It's quite sad when you think about it.

8/22/2019 1:02:29 PM tararoby9 I saw when this left my husband.

8/22/2019 1:07:29 PM bigzee94502422 Keep going and so does the astral body!

8/22/2019 1:16:01 PM keith369me Duality is getting really old.

8/22/2019 1:19:54 PM angeladeangelo @martingeddes is worth a follow. truthful.

8/22/2019 1:25:16 PM rawphonegirl 😱😱😱

Wait..Police didn't take him seriously? pic.twitter.com/8RtfhCf1K3

8/22/2019 1:29:38 PM angeladeangelo study was even shared on NPR....worth a read.  https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2748634 …

8/22/2019 1:32:38 PM angeladeangelo  https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2748634 …

8/22/2019 1:34:13 PM petesmom94 Oh wow, we just watched this show last week! In the words of our President, these people are sick!!

8/22/2019 1:34:46 PM zagnett Does [he] have a decent "singing" voice?🤔

8/22/2019 1:36:09 PM zagnett i never liked the Harry Potter series. Always seemed dumb as s#it.

8/22/2019 1:37:17 PM zagnett ...are dismissed? 🤔🧐🙏

8/22/2019 1:37:42 PM sole4none This is being pushed to be the new norm.  God is under attack and so are we.

8/22/2019 1:38:16 PM zagnett Whoa pretty!😍🤩💖

8/22/2019 1:41:03 PM zagnett Cerebral Spinal Tap.

8/22/2019 1:43:15 PM apex_starseed It's everywhere

8/22/2019 1:44:20 PM richardhiatt16 Death penalty ?



8/22/2019 1:45:23 PM kathleen3693693 Will you still allow your precious 2 yr old son to consume that seemingly harmless information? My son developed issues when Sesame Street first 

came on the air. I stopped Sesame St, and it took a while before he returned to normal.He REALLY didn't like that--Like he was drugged.

8/22/2019 1:45:31 PM zagnett Or Child Sex Trafficking (just read more answers below).

But the spinal tap/fluid extraction from young innocents is a part of it / more specific to the general topic. Sadly.😥

8/22/2019 1:47:34 PM turboxyde Ditto... I don't mean to bash the story of it all but I've always been drawn more to science fiction & tech rather than wizardry. However, as of late, I 

have been able to understand how our bodies are the ultimate technology & our DNA & the light of our consciousness is the wand.

8/22/2019 1:59:36 PM tymecrystal Yup!   Ancient Mystery school Knowledge about the Great Year!  2024 is looking interesting https://youtu.be/dj4cNQkwaB0 

8/22/2019 2:00:50 PM matt86547114 i see idiocy is already yours

8/22/2019 2:04:28 PM kindeandtrue Funny you mention animal sacrifices. Jews in Jerusalem trying to reinstitute animal sacrifices in preparation for Third Temple.

8/22/2019 2:06:45 PM maydaymatrix Sorry that happened to your son

& definitely not allowing mine to watch those shows any longer now that I'm aware of these things. 

It was like they put him in a bizzare trance. I get that must seem tin foil hat to most, but it's just the reality of it

8/22/2019 2:11:00 PM dontdregmebro 3 main FAMILIES ???

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Families …

8/22/2019 2:13:08 PM 369369rv 🤮😡

8/22/2019 2:14:43 PM dontdregmebro  https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-federal-reserve-cartel-freemasons-and-the-house-of-rothschild/25179 …

8/22/2019 2:15:05 PM wildhor52319908 Varg hid shit in the woods, put dawn and burzum art together, deads hand points to a location

8/22/2019 2:21:18 PM fukyorfeelngs These ppl (subhumans) are fkg SICK!!!! 😱😱😡🤢🤮

8/22/2019 2:23:12 PM americanpetal Now, I’m curious. I just don’t have the time. 

If anything, I want to watch the StarGate series. MJ said soft disclosure!

8/22/2019 2:26:14 PM aetherwalker1 You're going to bomb the traffickers?

We approve.

8/22/2019 2:29:21 PM gribbs7 I would have thought so, it should do. (They) deserve to suffer for eternity.

8/22/2019 2:30:03 PM aetherwalker1 😉

8/22/2019 2:36:46 PM americanpetal I couldn’t finish reading it. Too disturbing. 

Need to ground myself. Prefer peaceful feeling.

8/22/2019 2:37:03 PM melbourne_3000 In an attempt to put it as simple as possible...

After great reflection & planning one returns to 

"right the wrongs" & once again experience 3rd density & all that it is.

There would be a strong aversion to repeating past acts which need to be rebalanced or corrected if you will

8/22/2019 2:39:42 PM sole4none Music industry, Hollywood, elite society’s.  It’s everywhere.

8/22/2019 2:41:58 PM nurseniceyes So gross.

8/22/2019 2:44:21 PM americanpetal 1st pic shows 4D entity? Yikes

8/22/2019 2:44:23 PM johnsmi52322821 Also the High Priestesses have always been heavily tattooed

8/22/2019 2:44:37 PM willowood22 🤣

8/22/2019 2:46:09 PM americanpetal Majestic likes movies. Supposedly, VOG tech was used on JK, I think. If I recall correctly.

8/22/2019 2:47:35 PM rachaelangelm Pre-Epstein training

8/22/2019 2:56:56 PM hitbyawormhole Thanks for your all your replies. Example: If I want to heal a cancer plaguing a friend, do I focus and visualize her vital health or that + emotionally 

charged focus? Seems my emotion might be a short circuit to leek out energy?

8/22/2019 3:03:52 PM karma4event201 That IS concrete, MSM knows but will NOT report it; watch Cuomo's reaction, he is startled it was said but wants to ignore the biggest story since 

Nuremberg

 You will not see truth on MSM :

 "... it's been, like 24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath ..." 

executed #PutToDeath

8/22/2019 3:19:30 PM libertylemana Watched that doc. couple days ago. 

Cover-ups & corruption is my take on that town. 

Cursed, when devils rule. 

Witchcraft didn't stop at the burnings...

And we didn't keep burning. 

We need to bring back OUR burnt offerings. LOL

8/22/2019 3:25:13 PM apex_starseed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/22/2019 3:26:03 PM terran_sol Debt:

(N) $22T

(H)  $13.8T

(SL) $1.5T

(A) $1.2T

(M) $9.4T

(B) $960B

                         

(CC) $868B

Secret Space Program $___?___

Graft $___?___

Miscellaneous Black Ops $___?___

@TheSolariReport found $20T+ missing 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SSP took $50T

How much do we owe?
8/22/2019 3:29:33 PM timeforarrests Cover yourself with the blood of Jesus and arm yourself with the word of God.

8/22/2019 3:30:32 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Ascension_Guide/status/1164603172922560520 …

8/22/2019 3:53:33 PM starehope At seperation.

8/22/2019 3:54:26 PM starehope Moment of death of physical body.

8/22/2019 3:55:41 PM starehope I'd like to hear this answer.

8/22/2019 3:59:55 PM ibeaverdale Made me remember these I saved from the MEGA folder before it went down... pic.twitter.com/Nhz2nikIqW



8/22/2019 4:09:23 PM kathleen3693693 I know exactly what you're experiencing, with the bizarre trance. It's as if an electrical data connection is established and rapid downloading is going on 

from the screen to your child's brain via the light rays through the eyes. Not tin foil hat at all. Scary evil, for sure.

8/22/2019 4:17:20 PM jvan125 Thank you!!! ❤️🇺🇸

8/22/2019 4:28:16 PM mikemurphey1 Damn, I lived 10 minutes from this monster. Clemmons is as bucolic an area as it comes. I noticed its a vacant lot now.

8/22/2019 4:30:28 PM susan66388204 And it floats up to where for what?

8/22/2019 4:43:20 PM usss_211 There's a place in Hell waiting for him....

8/22/2019 4:51:50 PM goyaeq Speaking of heavy metal this just happened at Mandalay Bay.  The instagram along with search pictures of it are full of laser lit signs of lucipher and 

baphomate along with thousands of frenzied concert goers.  Psycho Las Vegas music gathering. pic.twitter.com/O01v53mG8h

8/22/2019 4:56:00 PM 369369rv Would love the Truth and the education about it and how to use it

8/22/2019 4:59:48 PM decodematrix Fall of the Archons:

 https://prepareforchange.net/2015/11/01/fall-of-the-archons/ …

Etheric Archon Grid: https://prepareforchange.net/2015/11/01/etheric-archon-grid/ …

8/22/2019 5:00:20 PM karenpaulette3 Ok I get it but why do they needs us humans so much? Why don’t they leave us alone

8/22/2019 5:24:57 PM starehope At the name of Jesus every knee will bow.

8/22/2019 5:35:55 PM moonbaby04371 This is a scene from Harry Potter: Prisoner of Azkaban (I think). The character, Syrius Black (Harry Potter's uncle) dies from the dementors sucking him 

dry bit by bit. This shows his spirit leaving the BE at the moment of death. Harry does save him by casting the Patronus charm.

8/22/2019 5:37:52 PM mongrelglory This theory below is quite plausible as a scenario.  I know in Canada that Vancouver and Toronto are big transport hubs for human trafficking.  If there's 

a space-port in Greenland (which many believe) it could also be where they export humans off-world... 👇 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1164453172569616384 …

8/22/2019 5:38:23 PM canadiancovfefe That profile pic is hilarious! Your face keeps popping up! Lolz

8/22/2019 5:44:09 PM starehope In Jesus' Name.

8/22/2019 5:51:01 PM mongrelglory My Patronus: pic.twitter.com/rRwPvFvOMU

8/22/2019 5:56:09 PM mr_fedorable Not Jews. Israel has been infiltrated by descendants of Phoenicians. These R the Zionists we refer to. Phoenicia was the last civilization to publicly 

conduct [LSJ activities] successors to babylon & sumaria. All the elite masquerade as Jews i believe cos of HCost. Cant criticize

8/22/2019 5:56:56 PM mr_fedorable Attempting to Normalize before truth drops

8/22/2019 5:58:59 PM mr_fedorable A certain island owned by a certain man who did certain things with a certain group of people. Catch my drift?

8/22/2019 6:05:49 PM newsworthy102 Really, dirty dogs aren't they

8/22/2019 6:09:22 PM state1union Yes

8/22/2019 6:10:11 PM state1union Yes

8/22/2019 6:11:28 PM nschlange You know this how? I don't believe it was the Cabal that took him out of there. I thought it was white hats? Why would we allow him to be out of the 

good guys sight for even a minute? He was too important. Don't think he's dead either, unless you know all that for sure?

8/22/2019 6:18:25 PM bleakperfect1 I believe there are satanic cults in every city. I hope the white hats take them down. These rituals are opening doors to the dark side. Russ dizdar does 

great work as an occult investigator and deliverance minister on  http://shatterthedarkness.com 

8/22/2019 6:22:42 PM jrocktigers I watched part 1. There are two parts. Appears to be a case of ignoring a festering wound until it is too late.

8/22/2019 6:23:19 PM suzytica Amen!🙏

8/22/2019 6:27:58 PM americanpetal Usually, I can soldier through the dark stuff. Not today. 

✔🕊🇺🇸

8/22/2019 6:37:23 PM from_thestars Stargate SG1 and Stargate Atlantis were chock full of disclosure it was stunning!!

8/22/2019 6:38:40 PM 92michael It seems like when they are noticed, they do one of two things: 1. They run and that’s when most people see them as pointy or thin.(they bend around 

corners) 2. They stand their ground and confront you ( this has only happened to me once.)

8/22/2019 6:41:10 PM jrocktigers Wow.

8/22/2019 6:43:35 PM rhondanight 🥂

8/22/2019 6:45:37 PM covertress 2. both times, groups of 3 or more circles me and buzzes around my head. They appear to me as if they're not entirely here.

8/22/2019 6:46:34 PM jrocktigers You may need to kick them out.

8/22/2019 6:47:39 PM abstract1dea Everything we have been allowed to have so far is dirty.

For now

When we cross a threshold, that will change.

Zero point energy is real.

8/22/2019 6:52:09 PM 92michael I have found that if I think or express feelings of love out towards them (not excepting or inviting, but to repel) they hate it! It drives them away.

8/22/2019 6:55:11 PM momislazy11 SYMBOLISM NOT THE STUDY OF SYMBOLS (SYMBOLOGY IS THE STUDY OF SYMBOLS)

STUDYING SYMBOLS WILL NOT BE THEIR DOWN FALL.

USING SYMBOLS TO COMMUNICATED WILL!!!!!

8/22/2019 6:55:25 PM rachaelangelm I think one attacked Pedro Hinojosa today as he had a bad heart attack. Pedro supports his son Lorenzo Hinojosa while he goes to UWSP and Miles 

Hinojosa who struggles with issues.

8/22/2019 7:31:57 PM bigdonqtrump @realDonaldTrump @qanon76 @RickPorterSEO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Am I off base here? August sure is HOT!!! #WWG1WGA I know why it's burning 

EZEKIEL 33:6 

CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?!?! 

#TheStormIsHere 

Throw me a bone here.  https://www.facebook.com/1295370320/posts/10215205690677669/ …

8/22/2019 7:35:14 PM eaglesview77 Was the Trilateral Commission name taken from the flag known as “Trilateral Insignia”?

8/22/2019 7:37:58 PM qanonsunrise Damn. I was hoping for tall, slender and glowing...but glowing more of that physical body look.

8/22/2019 7:38:47 PM bbobbio71 😤

8/22/2019 7:39:18 PM mongrelglory That just gives me the creeps! 😬

8/22/2019 7:40:18 PM jrocktigers As well it should in my opinion.

8/22/2019 7:40:26 PM aagent361 where can we find a list of the MJ's and their responsibilities

8/22/2019 7:43:23 PM jvan125 Interesting...

8/22/2019 7:44:36 PM mongrelglory Exactly! ☝️☝️☝️

8/22/2019 7:45:53 PM mr_fedorable Ishtar/Su'en worship would dictate otherwise. Thing to remember is that the current Elite we're dealing with is either mimicking the old ways or 

descendants of Phoenecians and by extension, babylonian/sumarian rituals. Dig on his Sundial, it's what led me to this conclusion

8/22/2019 7:47:11 PM mongrelglory I guess that answers my previous questions to MJ12 about what happens when people "sell their soul" or "lose their soul".  The Dementors are the 

inter-dimensional beings that have been feeding off of humanity for 8000 years. The people who associate with them become empty shells.

8/22/2019 7:47:44 PM aprilbrown99 Oh good heavens!  Not someone you take home to your mother, that is for sure. 😳🥴🤪

8/22/2019 7:49:48 PM greatawakecoach In a world where everything costs something, ever wonder why porn is free and everywhere?



8/22/2019 7:50:38 PM mongrelglory If what David Wilcocks says is true, that the Cabal have to tell us about their intentions as a way of skirting Natural Law, then JK Rowling might very 

well have been given the plot-lines for her books to disclose to us the psychic battle that has been going on all around us.

8/22/2019 7:52:09 PM drbohammer What I’ve always found so amazing about Rowling’s work is that she perfectly described the struggle of good vs evil, yet she’s so liberal that she 

doesn’t realize Voldemort is Baron Rothschild... Her view of her own work is 180 degrees from reality.

8/22/2019 7:53:05 PM mongrelglory I believe there is a lot of disclosure in our entertainment media that can help us to understand what's been going on around us.  The trick is to use 

discernment to separate the propaganda from disclosure.

8/22/2019 7:57:15 PM mongrelglory Are these from books about the series?  Or fan fiction?

8/22/2019 8:06:45 PM _chelseaproject Are Harry Potter books a deep state psyop?

8/22/2019 8:07:09 PM jrocktigers "Norml is backed by Monsanto."  . ..   I did not know that!

8/22/2019 8:14:37 PM blsdbe Please Read: @zagnett @charmanda9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @n7guardiananon @Keith72256137 @RoubLisa @nea_storm @krissuzz (pass 

it on!!!) 

#ThanQ!!! #Meditation #PowerOfPrayer https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1164725915412258817 …

8/22/2019 8:19:41 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @IngrahamAngle @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LindseyGrahamSC @tedcruz @senatemajldr @RepMarkMeadows 

@Jim_Jordan @RepDougCollins @RepMattGaetz

THIS needs to STOP happening to our veterans! Is there anything that can be done for elderly veterans  under VA care?

8/22/2019 8:30:25 PM eyeswideopen8_ She wants out of MKULTRA, hints knowing she was born into this. She knows and now she has exposed.

8/22/2019 8:33:25 PM pvg0015 Thank you for sharing @covertress

8/22/2019 8:33:56 PM thekanehb Its some bullshit. 

Their org is about patient funneling. Ambulance chasers sent from pharma.

8/22/2019 8:35:46 PM jrocktigers I was a supporter for Norml years ago while it was a much hotter war. First I have heard about this and I trust you definitely. Wow.

8/22/2019 8:50:34 PM godfamcountry I can’t even look at that photo without feeling super disturbed.  I won’t open the link.  Happy thoughts, happy thoughts, happy thoughts!!!

8/22/2019 8:51:34 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/bGseLgD1OX

8/22/2019 8:51:47 PM jrocktigers I believe we have a soul and physical body. That is what the term IS-BE is representing , at least that is how I understand the definition.

8/22/2019 8:56:23 PM jrocktigers Almost every description from folks who have had NDE's (near death experiences) who found themselves conscious outside of their physical body all 

describe themselves as having a body almost exactly like their human form., but most say healthier and in its prime.

8/22/2019 8:59:48 PM lbf777 This is what politicians look like behind their disguise.

8/22/2019 9:00:00 PM aprilbrown99 I had an NDE when I was hit by a drunk driver in 1991. My BE was sitting in the drivers seatof my car and my IS was in the back seat telling my BE that it 

would BE ok. I was whispering to myself in my right ear. Then my car was totaled & my head almost went thru the windshield.

8/22/2019 9:01:02 PM jrocktigers Wow, so your spirit left the body before the accident?

8/22/2019 9:01:28 PM aprilbrown99 When I came to, i didnt have a scratch on me. It was truly a miracle. Not the first time either. I think I should have died about 5 or six time throughout 

this lifetime.

8/22/2019 9:01:55 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it was quite something.

8/22/2019 9:03:41 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/22/2019 9:04:40 PM aprilbrown99 Our connection to God/Source is amazing. pic.twitter.com/VXzZqUWvk3

8/22/2019 9:05:54 PM jrocktigers That is fantastic. I would wager you have the gift of precognition and it could be honed to be quite powerful.

8/22/2019 9:10:08 PM charmanda9 Gosh, you look back at old tweets and all the ‘likes’ you gave out are now missing. Oh ALICE, when will you stop your silly games?

8/22/2019 9:10:50 PM aprilbrown99 When I was a massage therapist back in the 90s I used it to help my clients. I could feel and pinpoint the cause for pain and discomfort. They would 

walk in with pain and walk out feeling revived. I loved every minute of it. It was very rewarding personally.

8/22/2019 9:11:51 PM aprilbrown99 That is probably leaning towards being an empath tho, I guess. 🥴

8/22/2019 9:13:56 PM charmanda9 Wow, I just re’liked’ this old tweet twice in 5 min! I also use this technique and I think at the time I asked the question I was looking for validation 

(thank you btw). Back then, I was more shy about talking about it on twitter.

8/22/2019 9:19:16 PM blsdbe Great find y’all!!!

8/22/2019 9:28:00 PM destinlola How did I know that?

8/22/2019 9:28:42 PM aprilbrown99 Picking this meme for you Michelle and Christine!  🙀🙀🙀 pic.twitter.com/gu8d59qNIl

8/22/2019 9:31:15 PM tenn_rich Like the Mossad cares about the little people...

8/22/2019 9:32:57 PM wendykayebkup Beautiful. Well said

8/22/2019 10:00:59 PM melanieanders7 I do hope they don’t visit often. They’ve pretty much stayed away several years now. I hope it stays that way! :)

8/22/2019 10:35:34 PM alisvolatpropi2 Was the dead body Anthony Bourdain? pic.twitter.com/lYca2eIlqz

8/22/2019 10:37:02 PM alisvolatpropi2 Can the leave the contract on their own free will?

8/22/2019 11:46:31 PM carmindabrendel Yes ... I’m digging on the companies & their affiliations today

8/22/2019 11:46:41 PM thericharddoyle How would they change without reliance on number whatsoever?

“..in terms of resonance, frequency (itself) and (stationary) ‘vibration’..” —

When is energy irrelevant per conventional “frequency and vibration”?

When the ability to move a mass through a distance ceases to apply. pic.twitter.com/Wm74Jlky8l

8/23/2019 12:21:10 AM qeue14 360 degree understanding of all without a form. Just before wave takes a particle form it makes a loop which is the particle. At Consciousness forcefield 

that loop is uniQue soul, the essence of llife.

8/23/2019 12:33:18 AM jollyrob2 Maybe you guys can elaborate on this issue...really disturbing 👊🏻🤨

Something get inside? pic.twitter.com/1hI3HHuT8w

8/23/2019 12:48:09 AM 7alon Great read. This is my understanding of 'them' also.

8/23/2019 1:08:50 AM mr_fedorable Indeed, although i was more referring to Su'en/Nanna worship which does dictate those things (from what i have read). What's your opinion on that?

8/23/2019 2:19:58 AM mongrelglory The only thing we can really control in life, is whether we are good or evil...

   It really is quite simple! 😊

8/23/2019 2:21:36 AM cindynine4 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

8/23/2019 2:33:03 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, your dry wit slays me sometimes! 🤣

8/23/2019 3:20:18 AM jaiagtp It's just ignorance of spiritual science. You don't have a soul, you are the soul.

8/23/2019 3:22:07 AM jaiagtp And the body is just a complex machine

8/23/2019 3:37:46 AM keith369me Thinking this over:  Deepstate child trafficking hub...subject to Exec Orders/ confiscation for crimes...an inexpensive purchase + suicides might be 

better for the public than ripping the band aid off?  Am I close?

8/23/2019 3:38:15 AM dispensaryexch The little fish  can later become big fish  son .

8/23/2019 3:42:57 AM keith369me Meeting with Denmark was canceled due to DS not ready to surrender/negotiating...Trump is trolling them with his Tweets.

8/23/2019 3:56:08 AM derekc2016 That’s because we are fighting traitors here who are an immediate threat!

8/23/2019 5:08:19 AM not304138210 Does it make you wonder about why the globilsts are in a mass panic about ice melting in certain areas all of a sudden? A huge push for a climate crisis?

8/23/2019 5:50:50 AM vintagesquirrel  https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/06/26/world/social-issues-world/greenland-seeks-break-silence-around-child-sexual-

abuse/#.XV6hIBgpA0M …



8/23/2019 5:52:04 AM djlok You can say that again!!!  The truth is much stranger than fiction, I'm seeing.

8/23/2019 6:03:52 AM vintagesquirrel Exactly! Which is why I've always preferred nonfiction books and documentaries. But now that I realize there's disclosure of truths in 'fictional' stories, I 

may need to reconsider. 😊

8/23/2019 6:06:03 AM djlok Yeah and then add to that some of the nonfiction we've read may have been in fact pure fiction.  Mind blowing!!!

8/23/2019 6:07:13 AM vintagesquirrel So true! What an upsidedown world we're living in. 😵

8/23/2019 6:09:28 AM djlok It's really wild!  I was telling my religious (not the nutjob kind, but mainstream) mom, I think we're about to see that we were ALL wrong.

8/23/2019 6:12:31 AM godfamcountry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  I love you too @pulte, and @realDonaldTrump of course, but I enjoy learning about ascension and all things ET.

8/23/2019 6:13:07 AM vintagesquirrel Lol, you just described my mom. The nut job religious one. She died a few months ago, and I'm just now realizing much of her nutjob-ness was due to 

her being woke about certain things.

8/23/2019 6:17:12 AM djlok Yeah when you get woke about certain things and still have the Cabal programming, things get sideways FAST!!!

8/23/2019 6:46:30 AM vintagesquirrel Bingo! She dug herself even deeper into the Catholic church. Thought everyone else was going to hell. It's no coincidence God took her before the 

public fall of the Vatican.

8/23/2019 7:02:03 AM djlok Yeah, if her health had not failed her, knowledge of the failures of the Catholic Church certainly would have been too much to handle. I know it would 

have been for me too if I had believed they are as they say they are...which with all the kid rapes is clearly not so.

8/23/2019 7:04:51 AM teamsterr07 I dont know anymore. My brain hurts trying to figure all this out.

8/23/2019 7:20:38 AM state1union Damn that would have made me pure evil in a past life. I sure hope I wasn’t this evil. My heart and soul doesn’t feel like I was evil

8/23/2019 7:28:55 AM charmanda9 Wow. ‘Liking’ again.

8/23/2019 7:29:16 AM charmanda9 Just ‘liked’ again

8/23/2019 7:35:57 AM ekotoons GREAT WORK

WHO IS THE

ARTIST??

8/23/2019 7:52:51 AM zagnett Yes, i'm getting tired of this too, [ALICE]

8/23/2019 7:55:04 AM maryschade14 I read an article that led me to believe he had been abused as a child. Not lending sympathy but understanding. He made his choice. 

Thus sin of the Father/Parent is passed down. He was made into a monster.

8/23/2019 7:55:53 AM turboxyde Ditto...

8/23/2019 8:15:13 AM state1union I agree. I’m not reading it. Nope Nope not reading it.

8/23/2019 8:16:59 AM zagnett And i raise your "like" with a "like" 👍

8/23/2019 8:24:00 AM state1union Yep looks familiar

8/23/2019 9:49:12 AM jrocktigers They are playing 3 acoustic shows at the Ryman in Nashville starting tonight. You can listen in online.

8/23/2019 9:50:48 AM you2iam @threadreaderapp unroll

8/23/2019 9:52:15 AM ysisphotos @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

  can we assume that something important will happen on September 6, 2019 - 3.6.9? Nathalie from France

8/23/2019 10:00:01 AM charmanda9 This is making me mad. I am looking back through old tweets today and re’liking’ all of these tweets and then checking back 5 minutes later, only to 

find [ALICE] has un’liked’ them AGAIN! 🤬

8/23/2019 10:01:38 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global 

intelligence agencies. Most adware, sp […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

8/23/2019 10:02:08 AM wwg1wga93583681 How'd it really start?  Is the cabal trying to bait Trump into moving mission critical assets south into the middle of nowhere to divide his forces and slow 

The Plan?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@WeekendCrewNSA

@RealEyeTheSpy

@DeptofDefense

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/uZxJfYViWP
8/23/2019 10:09:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein No coincidences.

"All co-conspirators should not rest easy."

Anticipation literally kills. https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1164881455685787648 …

8/23/2019 10:11:22 AM state1union Another Child Rapist, child rapist, crimes against Humanity, and ritual and sadistic murderer good. Thank you 🙏

8/23/2019 10:12:23 AM randyfresh or -- just hear me out on this, it's a little far fetched -- but maybe he died because he was old.

8/23/2019 10:12:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Genocide.

Depopulation.

Agenda 21.

No coincidences. https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1164867734133465088 …

8/23/2019 10:13:51 AM francoissmc For or against health, really?

8/23/2019 10:13:59 AM rsm28675996 Georgia Guidstones

8/23/2019 10:15:29 AM covertress Indeed #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/43rHrfcXJh

8/23/2019 10:15:43 AM winkanator Yup!

8/23/2019 10:16:11 AM djlok And @BillGates

8/23/2019 10:17:19 AM kellydougherty9 One brother down, one more to go.

8/23/2019 10:17:51 AM ethereal_shaman 79 is pretty young for someone that has enough money for advanced technologies the common man knows nothing about.

8/23/2019 10:17:54 AM maryschade14 Yes..[They] do not speak of the two week shedding that occurs after vaxx. So the unvaxxed are subject to get ill. 2013 Bill Gates proposed using porcine 

DNA in flu vaxx.

The plan..older than we think.

8/23/2019 10:20:04 AM robinreitsma1 👀

8/23/2019 10:20:27 AM fairyland66 @Corey_Feldman

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwmqtb9U5dM …

8/23/2019 10:22:26 AM chew_soap Word on overstock ceo?

8/23/2019 10:24:40 AM laurabusse It's bc they're old tweets

Dunno the shelf life

But older tweets as a rule hold a like for what a week or so?

8/23/2019 10:26:18 AM brendaaloiau What if you found out vaccines were not to protect YOUR health but control the population? Vaccine for human papiioma virus given to teens actually 

responsible for sterilization of young? Vaccine causing cancer in our children? Autism? Alzheimers?

8/23/2019 10:27:24 AM randyfresh if the common man knows nothing about it, how do you know?

8/23/2019 10:27:56 AM rawphonegirl WE DO NOT CONSENT! 

SHUT IT DOWN!!!

Please. 

Thanks.



8/23/2019 10:29:03 AM j03_h3rr3ra6124 🤢

8/23/2019 10:33:15 AM thecryingliber1 Why did Trump just donate his paycheck to the Surgeon General's office?

8/23/2019 10:34:56 AM charmanda9 Yeah, but the tweets still have other ‘likes’ that remained. Why not mine too?

8/23/2019 10:36:20 AM mactruthcdn I don't think so. Democrats are insanely divided on who they want as their candidate. Those who want Yang would most likely rather Trump over Biden 

and Kamala. They may not say so but they do. If Dems did win, we would see if Q was legit or not because MI would apparently step in

8/23/2019 10:41:20 AM clarkd958 Its Called research, im a dummy on computers and even i found out about the cures. Do you think its coincidence that there is a cure for HIV/AIDS and 

also America has just said that there curing child cancer? Try it you might learn something like we all did. #WWG1WGA

8/23/2019 10:48:09 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

8/23/2019 10:50:23 AM lovethebeach999 Believe. It.

8/23/2019 10:55:07 AM state1union This has to stop ✋🏻

8/23/2019 10:59:58 AM laurabusse You mean the number of likes?

It must hold the numbers

But old tweets will never hold the red like

Pretty much never...

8/23/2019 11:01:31 AM michaelricks Bob Monroe

8/23/2019 11:02:22 AM karina89350882 Yes, this is exactly what happens! In my daughter's school, vaccination against HPV was recommended for all teenager. HPV should be responsible for 

ovarian cancer. I find it exciting that even boys should be vaccinated, which are known to have no ovaries. Of course,

8/23/2019 11:03:13 AM karina89350882 my daughter didn`t do for vaccination. I am deeply convinced that the children are not protected but sterilized or worse - getting cancer.

8/23/2019 11:03:51 AM keith369me Was it anticipation that killed?  Was his name in the flight logs?

8/23/2019 11:16:08 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1163760219308077057 …

8/23/2019 11:16:19 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1163760219308077057 …

8/23/2019 11:20:28 AM rj85165808 So why r they allowed to poison us?  It's a government program.  Stop it!

8/23/2019 11:23:24 AM roaminnoodle #AmazonFires #AmazonRainforest #ActForTheAmazon 

Can we meditate and make these fires stop?

And is it a "controlled" fire - perhaps by [them] - picture related...?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2:23 think mirror  pic.twitter.com/kTF0ITyFHG

8/23/2019 11:25:18 AM renee86743676 These people drop like flies when immune exposure approaches. I question weather

These people are actualy  dead

8/23/2019 11:26:01 AM renee86743676 Boycott VAX

8/23/2019 11:28:05 AM brendaaloiau Of course they claim it’s sexually transmitted but it can cause cancer but what better way than hide the real purpose of it than to make national ad 

pleading to parents tonprotect their children sad commercials.

8/23/2019 11:30:24 AM brendaaloiau Yeah not sure yet which cause but with their push for vac cines, abortions and transgenderism and bringing in migrants to increase their population mix 

with ours, it makes you wonder doesn’t it?

8/23/2019 11:33:21 AM brendaaloiau I do believe and worry about our childrens future. Watch birth rates drop for whites etc and until we have some years of data since certain vaccine 

inceptions we won’t notice right away. DO notice autism and childhood cancers up already. Sterility needs more watching

8/23/2019 11:34:47 AM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20vaccine&src=typed_query …

8/23/2019 11:39:02 AM state1union When I turned in Banking Fraud, raping and murder back in 2011 the Koch Brothers we’re on my list. The Koch Brothers in 2015 sent their security after 

me and they called me a Koch horror. I guess gang raping me is a whore to them

8/23/2019 11:46:18 AM roaminnoodle I have been mindful of the water I drink for some years now & wish to help others learn.

Please, President Trump @realDonaldTrump, clean up our water & ban #fluoride now, like Israel has done!

#WatchTheWater

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/fullarticle/2748634 …
8/23/2019 11:46:18 AM roaminnoodle I have been mindful of the water I drink for some years now & wish to help others learn.

Please, President Trump @realDonaldTrump, clean up our water & ban #fluoride now, like Israel has done!

#WatchTheWater

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/fluoridated-water-during-pregnancy-linked-to-lower-iqs-study-published-by-jama-pediatrics-says …

8/23/2019 11:46:19 AM roaminnoodle I have been mindful of the water I drink for some years now & wish to help others learn.

Please, President Trump @realDonaldTrump, clean up our water & ban #fluoride now, like Israel has done!

#WatchTheWater

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.newsweek.com/israel-has-officially-banned-fluoridation-its-drinking-water-267411 …
8/23/2019 11:48:33 AM magaglam #Evergreen 

What’s This ?

@Bluepopcorn8 @ChristinePolon1 @Charitable_Fury @ranchwife11 @adjunctprofessr @QBlueSkyQ @IamfollowingGod @SayWhenLA 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RaeAnon @JimmyFalk5 @qanon76 @CarrollQuigley1 @55true4u @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan  

https://twitter.com/SenGillibrand/status/1164704087130198016 … pic.twitter.com/U5Qsa1yH1j

8/23/2019 11:49:37 AM mongrelglory Good find Covertress!

8/23/2019 11:52:26 AM mongrelglory I don't think he was in the military was he?  Probably either stress or took the easy way out. (aka suicide)  His older brother must be feeling the 

pressure as he's still heading up their company!

8/23/2019 11:54:01 AM mongrelglory So sorry for what you went through! 😟



8/23/2019 11:57:38 AM raenyasalisbury They can't spell.

Wouldn't take their frigging vaccine

8/23/2019 12:00:16 PM libertylemana I already know this. Ignorance has no place, in this time.

8/23/2019 12:00:39 PM ethereal_shaman Cause it's hidden.  Seek and you shall find.   #freewillchoice

8/23/2019 12:03:19 PM blackjackpupil why is trump still allowing this propaganda?

8/23/2019 12:06:09 PM roaminnoodle I am currently renting, so I just buy distilled/spring water. But I am hoping soon to get a house with a drilled well and/or install a RO system, too!

8/23/2019 12:10:08 PM mongrelglory Such a bleak-sounding story isn't it Michelle? 😭

At least they're starting to talk about the issue publicly...

8/23/2019 12:12:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who owns Home Depot?

Shareholders.

Cross reference investments.

Money from A = Money from B

Money^2

Why take Money A from Money B?

Who cares if sheep die?

We slaughter millions a month.
8/23/2019 12:13:26 PM kathywunderlic2 Discover and Read the Best of Twitter Threads by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://threadreaderapp.com/user/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 …

8/23/2019 12:14:33 PM state1union Wow 😮

8/23/2019 12:15:35 PM state1union Money laundering

8/23/2019 12:15:45 PM mongrelglory Ah, that's true!  I forgot that if it's a case of national security/treason, then military tribunals can now be used.

8/23/2019 12:22:27 PM djlok And then the sheep come back and we are p!ssed as hell!!!

8/23/2019 12:24:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM https://twitter.com/SenGillibrand/status/1164704087130198016 …

8/23/2019 12:25:35 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/22jSFRDE8B

8/23/2019 12:27:11 PM darktolightjedi Gillibrand's father is NXIVM, right? Why do they keep tweeting Evergreen - HRC's codename?

8/23/2019 12:27:25 PM michael81972 Tractor Supply,  Walmart, Lowes, etc...

8/23/2019 12:27:53 PM sallypenn4 Is she directing this to ‘Evergreen’?

8/23/2019 12:27:56 PM grrroverrrtje  pic.twitter.com/rLodE3KikY

8/23/2019 12:28:12 PM stormystorm10 Pretty sure they have enough awareness 🤔

8/23/2019 12:33:04 PM roaminnoodle What do you say of this? https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/12/04/tumblrs-nudity-crackdown-means-pornography-will-be-harder-find-

its-platform-than-nazi-propaganda/ …

8/23/2019 12:33:11 PM roaminnoodle RBG in the news... 🧐

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/supreme-court-justice-ruth-bader-ginsburg-treated-pancreatic/story?id=65154239 …

8/23/2019 12:33:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Same for me. Especially in MJ12 stuff.

8/23/2019 12:36:24 PM vintagesquirrel Horrible

8/23/2019 12:40:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Projection

8/23/2019 12:46:06 PM maryschade14 Interesting pic.twitter.com/23Xw9lJK1t

8/23/2019 12:48:25 PM susan66388204 This insanity must end.  I get it now how they do this.  Sure never saw That coming.

8/23/2019 12:48:29 PM roaminnoodle No Joke!

Top holders/investors of Home Depot (photo 1) and Monsanto Roundup (photo 2 and 3).

Which are common:

Vanguard

Capital World Investments

FMR

Capital Research Global Investors pic.twitter.com/Q7CZ7oBVtg
8/23/2019 12:49:47 PM rawphonegirl Walmart too.

8/23/2019 12:51:05 PM roaminnoodle How come you said, "We slaughter millions a month."

and not, "They slaughter millions a month." ... ???

8/23/2019 12:54:31 PM roaminnoodle Love the comments if you actually view KG's tweet.

PANICinDC!

8/23/2019 1:03:08 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/YbJCvz6XmY

8/23/2019 1:06:24 PM seeker229 No wonder I worked for Lowe's instead. (Even though I still had old men bringing me Rose's from their garden trying to get a date with me when I was 

in high school)

8/23/2019 1:07:54 PM tucson_ron Good work Scott, thanks. 👍🇺🇸

8/23/2019 1:09:57 PM cryptogyu Vaccines are designed to prevent disease, hep b vac series is designed to prevent disease from a blood borne pathogen associated with IVDA, vacs 

address risk, WHERE THE HELL IS THE RISK OF HEP B TO MY INFANT?! Answer = none! So why do you want to give my infant hep b vac again?!

8/23/2019 1:13:16 PM americanpetal I’m a targeted individual. It’s no coincidence that on only one of my TVs a still pic of Weed Killer will be displayed for hours.

#LoveLivingInCabalCountyNOT

8/23/2019 1:16:32 PM tucson_ron So the same major shareholders of Monsanto (Bayer) are also major stockholders of Home Depot. They insist Roundup (note the catchy western 

themed outdoorsy name) continue to be sold at HD, in spite of the fact it’s carcinogenic. No fear of legal consequences. We’re the sheep.

8/23/2019 1:19:20 PM tucson_ron ... is there a Planned Parenthood connection here? Agenda 21 genocide in play? Not backing off, but shifting into high gear because democrat/satanic 

cause is lost? A genocidal hail-Mary play??

8/23/2019 1:20:25 PM fredk97457565 What is going on.

8/23/2019 1:20:37 PM roaminnoodle It is beyond time we stop buying crap from these companies, I think!

If we don't make a change, [they] will go about business as usual and will do whatever needed to keep the status quo. pic.twitter.com/5COShBbIdr

8/23/2019 1:24:23 PM lizzah_83 I take high quality nascent iodine daily and when I was pregnant/breastfeeding I increased it to counter effects of fluoride. So great to see more people 

talking about this topic cause it’s a big one.

8/23/2019 1:25:07 PM heidiwilson8 Wrong answer Razor.

8/23/2019 1:26:37 PM roaminnoodle I added nascent iodine to my diet about 6 weeks ago! I only need to get my s/o on board with this. I showed her the fluoride/pregnancy study and am 

still working on other things with her... work-in-progress!

8/23/2019 1:26:51 PM migarubia Maybe stupid question but im dutch living in Spain !! Whats NXIVM ??

8/23/2019 1:27:41 PM charitable_fury  https://youtu.be/ZXhuso4OTG4 

8/23/2019 1:28:40 PM decodematrix These people are sick!

8/23/2019 1:29:38 PM kris18022295 Global child/human sex trafficking ring

8/23/2019 1:32:00 PM tucson_ron “We slaughter millions...” Chickens? Chicken plant? Koch brothers? Chicken plant raid not just about illegal immigrants? Monsanto Bayer/Home Depot 

Roundup connections? Time to dig dig dig.



8/23/2019 1:32:40 PM abileneken1  pic.twitter.com/6t0gR8hG6v

8/23/2019 1:37:18 PM lovethebeach999 Gender fluid generation

8/23/2019 1:44:55 PM shallknown They are part of ALL THAT IS as much as we all are. They are not outside of "God" . They have as much power over you as a homeless man on the 

street. It is completely your choice. See them as light and acknowledge their right to exist; and give them the option to free themselves.

8/23/2019 1:45:01 PM decodematrix Evergreen can't help her now.

8/23/2019 1:45:58 PM chew_soap A cult group that got caught

8/23/2019 2:06:48 PM seeker229 silly [cabal] tricks are for kids.

8/23/2019 2:08:35 PM synackstatic Why would the president's threat to release ISIS fighters to France and Germany garner a response of "Evergreen" from Gillibrand?

8/23/2019 2:09:08 PM rachelhalligan @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow @QTAnon1 @qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy 

https://twitter.com/RachelHalligan/status/1165007810675007488 …

8/23/2019 2:09:10 PM synackstatic And what does that have to do with NIXVM? Obviously Gillibrand's connections are out in the open. So why ISIS? Why the supposed call for help to the 

queen bee?

8/23/2019 2:16:39 PM stargazer2020 #NXIVM sex cult where they kidnapped women and young girls  and kept them under lock and key. Ties to holly wood/politicians

8/23/2019 2:17:51 PM rachelhalligan @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @QAnon_Decrypted @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy 

https://twitter.com/RachelHalligan/status/1165008754661888002 …

8/23/2019 2:19:41 PM rachelhalligan @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @prayingmedic 

https://twitter.com/RachelHalligan/status/1165007810675007488 …

8/23/2019 2:22:16 PM poppyslovecapu No I will not VAX until the Cabal is dead and gone from our Government‼️

8/23/2019 2:23:43 PM poppyslovecapu Hillary

8/23/2019 2:47:22 PM laurabusse For me it seems like any tweet older than a week or so

8/23/2019 2:47:41 PM sunspot406 Was there a funeral and burial for Epstein?  Could not find anything real reliable from news.  Considering his travel companions and famous friends

8/23/2019 2:50:01 PM sunspot406 Or the common man with ability to Afford !

8/23/2019 2:53:16 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/4864917/inside-the-terrifying-nxivm-slave-cult-where-women-including-a-hollywood-actress-are-forced-to-hand-

over-naked-pics-get-branded-with-the-founders-initials-and-are-beaten-with-paddles/ …

8/23/2019 2:54:56 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/7WEGd046Kd

8/23/2019 2:55:53 PM 3nmbrs Evergreen = Hillary Clinton pic.twitter.com/zwyBQiFP5o

8/23/2019 2:59:25 PM agoodyear2015 Mogul.

8/23/2019 3:00:23 PM david00997884 No one i love need to know your still depopulating 9ith our loving children. The jig is up. You and big Pharma need shut down

8/23/2019 3:00:37 PM migarubia Aha!! Thx!!

8/23/2019 3:03:59 PM migarubia Thx!! I knew it had to do with mr E nut nog exactly what!! On dutch tele nobody talks about it because they hate Trump!!! Even on no European 

channel!!

8/23/2019 3:06:15 PM migarubia Incredible buy now I know why Bill Gates has his African child program!!!

8/23/2019 3:09:19 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/4t3UOCzLW5

8/23/2019 3:14:16 PM migarubia buy=but(stupid google)

8/23/2019 3:24:40 PM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/dhMhc8EoJ1

8/23/2019 3:52:43 PM anneolsen43 You got it!

8/23/2019 3:52:56 PM williampearl8 yes...it was her name...

8/23/2019 3:53:07 PM randyfresh does any of this research involve going to the library or is it just all youtube videos?

8/23/2019 3:55:07 PM anneolsen43 🤐gonna be a long winter

8/23/2019 3:56:40 PM djlok Yeah and in addition to the shareholders being the same, the Cabal benefits all the way around. Spend your money on Roundup, get cancer, now go 

spend the rest of your money on end of life care.  They make money all along the way.

8/23/2019 4:01:26 PM pomeinnz sread the word?

p

8/23/2019 4:04:05 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/ZYPRI3zKLi

8/23/2019 4:09:01 PM tymecrystal So tell me is the Harvest ...... for our DNA????   Then everyone that gets harvested are off to the Smart Cities.  

Vaccines help to get people controlled by AI?

8/23/2019 4:11:03 PM jvan125 It’s all coming together now. [They] really are in control of our lives from the moment we are born to the moment we die. LITERALLY. #SHEEPNOMORE 

#WakeTFUpAmerica!!! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/23/2019 4:12:06 PM state1union @tribunal_watch @AGWillliamBarr @realDonaldTrump @Sun_Q_Tzu @TSwangz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Check Out Fox!

8/23/2019 4:27:54 PM mongrelglory I love that meme! 😆

8/23/2019 4:31:03 PM tucson_ron BDS works both ways, last time I checked.

8/23/2019 4:32:02 PM tucson_ron I've met too many victims of Agent Orange to be in any kind of a forgiving mood regarding Monsanto.

8/23/2019 4:43:47 PM kindeandtrue Another rotten Trump appointment. At this point, it's abundantly clear to me that Trump is not our friend.

8/23/2019 4:49:43 PM mawmy I was thinking same a little while ago! Been so disgruntled with govt for so long but felt powerless!

Thank God Q came along with a plan to rescue us all!

We owe them all a debt of gratitude for rescuing our world! Thank you!

8/23/2019 4:55:21 PM mongrelglory Ack! I guess I'd better stick to Canadian Tire for my hardware shopping in Canada (Or Rona). 🤨

8/23/2019 4:59:02 PM mongrelglory  https://youtu.be/i6Odu4kpKT8 

8/23/2019 5:00:35 PM mongrelglory Vanguard (evil company) also is a backer for Gaia TV...

8/23/2019 5:06:13 PM aetherwalker1 Does 🦉 still control flu vaccines?

I sense the strain they picked for this year is a doozy.

8/23/2019 5:14:37 PM lizzah_83 That’s awesome! The best of luck to you, I hope she can get on board because especially for women nascent iodine is extremely important - for 

reasons beyond pregnancy. Dr Group on YouTube has a few vids that are extremely informative if you’re interested.

8/23/2019 5:18:56 PM lizzah_83 There are many vids he’s done re: iodine but I copied two for you here:

 https://youtu.be/oDRd40VK5PY  https://youtu.be/2fqhrWoqQ3Y 

8/23/2019 5:29:21 PM turboxyde Baa' aaa' aaad Ca' ba'  'aal!

Free' eed' oom! pic.twitter.com/wJi0q918cZ

8/23/2019 6:01:45 PM prayfighttrust 💯% correct

8/23/2019 6:02:37 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.hulu.com/movie/hail-satan-88dd0321-84b5-426d-a57d-bb7875e69bf5 …

8/23/2019 6:03:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 All vaccines are Cabal controlled.

8/23/2019 6:03:53 PM hawkgirlinmn “Misunderstood outsiders.” Unbelievable.

8/23/2019 6:05:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/axios/status/1165065843396366336 …

8/23/2019 6:06:12 PM cryptogamer11 Wtf?

8/23/2019 6:06:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spin Spin Spin https://twitter.com/axios/status/1165042282480844801 …

8/23/2019 6:06:39 PM cryptogamer11 Who cares. Declass is here

8/23/2019 6:06:42 PM gymdogmom Oh HELL no! That’s just wrong.



8/23/2019 6:06:50 PM qnotables17 these people are becoming blatant. Let me pick your brain for a second. As a Questioning Christian and a devout Deist. (Faith in God, question the 

absolute validity of the bible) wrapping my head around benevolent and Malevolent ETs seems = Angels vs Demons does X=Y? thoughts 

pic.twitter.com/KKiARxWZoE

8/23/2019 6:06:59 PM sdderscot Rinse... repeat.

8/23/2019 6:07:20 PM dls00741 the failing CNN can hire whomever they want.

8/23/2019 6:08:01 PM dlmaybee OMG, this is just crazy! Yesterday it was cannibalism today right  into satanism! They’re working on making all of this mainstream.

8/23/2019 6:09:28 PM jones9536 Wow!!

8/23/2019 6:09:40 PM jvan125 What did Q mean by this? pic.twitter.com/q9rftixQAa

8/23/2019 6:09:56 PM mamiemcclure17 As the World Turns... pic.twitter.com/KoghTzcJ3A

8/23/2019 6:10:21 PM arc4freedom Clowns need to perform!

8/23/2019 6:11:26 PM jrocktigers She has also signaled Evergreen like Tapper and others....

8/23/2019 6:11:39 PM abot_no Beginning to look like the washer is stuck in the final spin cycle that keeps on going.

8/23/2019 6:12:06 PM my2sonznme Is AMA the ones that recently said that group sex for teens is actually helpful and good for them?

8/23/2019 6:12:18 PM courageouskriss yh right!!...  "misunderstood"

😣

8/23/2019 6:16:24 PM my2sonznme Even Joe Flynn is upset about this and wondering if anyone will ever be held accountable. I mean book deals-Clinton, million dollar home-Obama, CNN-

McCabe.... they don’t seem very panicked to me(us). #Anonfatigue

8/23/2019 6:17:47 PM guy_karen Oh hell NO

8/23/2019 6:18:21 PM ericsteelelive Wow . And the new star of Netflix is none other than the half of it, I mean [BaphometObama]

8/23/2019 6:20:55 PM jrocktigers As a child ,a friend of mine rummaged through a recently burnt down house. Everything had been completely destroyed except one item. He brought 

to me a satanic bible and it was in tact. I tried to get him to leave it or dump it, but he kept it. He became very negative thereafter

8/23/2019 6:21:05 PM keith369me I’m surprised it’s not on Netflix too.  These people are sick.

8/23/2019 6:22:06 PM starehope Nah, they hired him because their ratings are so low it's pitiful, hoping to bring them back up. Sad part, they hired a liar to climb this impossible 

mountain. 

🚨 CNN FAILURE LANDSLIDE 🚨

8/23/2019 6:22:57 PM starehope They're dumb enough to do that!

8/23/2019 6:22:59 PM keith369me Great, McCabe is the next Clapper...can’t wait for his “evenhanded” analysis on every Trump move.

8/23/2019 6:27:41 PM mere_catalyst They’re doing absolutely everything they can to normalize this shit. The frog in the pot doesn’t know he’s being boiled alive if the temperature is 

increased very slowly. 😡

8/23/2019 6:32:04 PM trisha_jqy CYA mode...

8/23/2019 6:33:03 PM v_rags On front of all NYC buses they have an ad for the Museum of Sex. That was for at least a week. Now they have an ad that just says “evil “.  There 

getting desperate.

8/23/2019 6:34:59 PM jettylee1 So long Hulu.

8/23/2019 6:38:30 PM moderat12041415 The Koch brothers do not own any chicken plants.

8/23/2019 6:42:56 PM david00997884 Amin

8/23/2019 6:44:58 PM kindeandtrue Very frustrating to see how the bad guys flourish and thrive during the Trump Presidency.

8/23/2019 6:45:58 PM kindeandtrue I never liked the Statue of Liberty.

8/23/2019 6:46:26 PM leslieau7 Well I guess that's the signal 

That all will see and run to obey..

They don't even try to hide it anymore..

8/23/2019 6:46:35 PM david00997884 Hes clueless, none of these Democrats or pretend Republicans dont have a clue what President thinks or what hes going to do. Hes on a whole 

different level than they know.

8/23/2019 6:48:03 PM leslieau7 Wowsa !

Saw that ...

I must say this..

" These people are stupid"..

As one of my favs says often.

8/23/2019 6:48:53 PM deequi1 Thank you Marzipan...shut those electronic devices off, get outside and have real family time to include being brutally honest with your children of the 

evil that lurks...Make Parenting Great Again!

8/23/2019 6:49:09 PM starehope Wow! Go France! I'll celebrate with a crossiant!

8/23/2019 6:50:07 PM starehope This is very important that France is concerned.

8/23/2019 6:51:22 PM kindeandtrue If only AG Barr was equally concerned. 😆

8/23/2019 6:53:50 PM keith369me Exactly

8/23/2019 6:54:48 PM olimyracle Any coincinnection to EM?

French people are being brave.

Longest movement in history.

Thank you for your support.

#Acte42 #ActeXXXXII

#UnsealEpstein #BiarritzG7

#YellowVests #GiletsJaunes pic.twitter.com/oVWurP8Ja1
8/23/2019 6:59:56 PM trumppallooza Gee, maybe koch had alot to give up. Did he have a suicide also?

8/23/2019 7:01:15 PM aetherwalker1 explains how if you speak the Truth to a hive mind Matrix dweller they give you that vaccine stare.

NPC:  "I just got my flu shot.  They gave me a coupon!  

Do you want a free flu shot, anon?"

8/23/2019 7:02:49 PM olimyracle If only WW people were equally concerned 💛 pic.twitter.com/9nEt9FXx1H

8/23/2019 7:07:15 PM renee86743676 C  IA   N EOCON N EWS

8/23/2019 7:10:24 PM aetherwalker1 Everyone should remember: 

Consciousness is more powerful than ANY pathogen!

8/23/2019 7:11:48 PM olimyracle France is paving the way.

Spread the #YellowVests WW !

In #BiarritzG7, tiergas on childrens !

Thank you @AlJazeera for your support 💞 pic.twitter.com/OoLGPlgsHL

8/23/2019 7:12:25 PM pietato  pic.twitter.com/sfTev0gzSp

8/23/2019 7:16:21 PM karentriebel Attempt to normalize treason?

8/23/2019 7:21:40 PM kathleen3693693 The good thing is that the washer will eventually self destruct. The bearings will eventually wear out, causing a catastrophic failure. Tick tock...

8/23/2019 7:24:17 PM kathleen3693693 Whiskey Tango Foxtrot!

8/23/2019 7:32:22 PM rawphonegirl Escape!!! pic.twitter.com/Sw6b3bDGbb



8/23/2019 7:32:51 PM ethereal_shaman They are really upping their game as of late.

Disney has lost it.

8/23/2019 7:37:44 PM right_sideof Cant stomach this little Hitlery Wannabe weasel. Never could

8/23/2019 7:38:14 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/X1vdETCKGw

8/23/2019 7:43:47 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/4Dau05Gps8

8/23/2019 7:44:56 PM jrocktigers Wise. The thought has crossed my mind more than once.

8/23/2019 7:48:44 PM humanproofer Duck duck goose.

8/23/2019 7:51:09 PM realeyethespy Glitch in the matrix?

8/23/2019 7:53:35 PM wwg1wga93583681 iPhones at night..

iPads at night..

wifi and cell service everywhere

comped service providers make it impossible to stop curious kids, smart kids from getting their fix

and it is a drug, make no mistake

it is complete bullshit

8/23/2019 7:53:49 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣 Great analogy!

8/23/2019 7:57:06 PM mongrelglory They’re not interested in ratings at all, are they? 😐

8/23/2019 8:01:42 PM mongrelglory They had that movie available for rental on our Canadian Cable company too. 🤨

8/23/2019 8:08:56 PM syrrah2 🤮

8/23/2019 8:19:02 PM syrrah2 well, if they want to try, they can't also probably still locate the creep relaxing on his new beach front pad in Brazil or other nice out of the way country 

with easy access to disadvantaged little girls who are easy to exploit.

8/23/2019 8:19:04 PM ksouth21 @oldmanluvsmineo @LanaAshford1 @kbq225 @DisclosureBP @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SayWhenLA

8/23/2019 8:21:13 PM sirdramaanon It’s all “Programming” folks.

TV

Social Media

Etc...

How strong is your faith?

The best you can do is wake folks up to this madness, and not entertain this sick twisted sh*t that they’re putting out.

You may or may not know it, 

but They’re laughing with every evil intent
8/23/2019 8:27:43 PM enomai_ That some vaccine pose worthy to humanity. But, most are not designed that way. And now they mix the vaccines. Which is not the same

8/23/2019 8:33:21 PM rachelhalligan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why did the Greenland tweet get deleted?

8/23/2019 8:33:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eyes on Greenland.

Important for Disclosure.

From All Angles.

Not just 🤡 .

Track other agencies mentioned.

Antartica w/o ET contract?

Limited to no access.

Classified.

Classified.

Classified.

Wonderland.

Up is Down.

Left is Right.

Symbology will be their downfall. https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1164453172569616384 …
8/23/2019 8:35:13 PM richardhiatt16 Yes 🤓🍿🍿

8/23/2019 8:37:56 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/BPnH9zBB4i

8/23/2019 8:39:28 PM 7alon This is part of the plan. Time for them to destroy themselves. #FarewellOldGuard

8/23/2019 8:40:58 PM jswdh1 Misunderstanding outsiders? Ummm I think we understand them perfectly! Demons!

8/23/2019 8:42:01 PM 7alon We're getting close. I'm sure everybody can feel it. The big event is coming.

8/23/2019 8:45:30 PM lbf777 Sick of this shit. Just have trump tweet the truth to the masses. Let’s get on with it.

8/23/2019 8:50:40 PM mark52525786 And yet, such incompetence in Putting dent in child trafficking! In fact some mid sized cities seem to get worse when the fbi’s best were their, take 

toledo!

8/23/2019 8:55:37 PM pedalfun4u What part of Divine timing are you forgetting? Don’t get triggered brother

8/23/2019 9:04:28 PM terran_sol Camp Century, Camp Fistclench, Thule & PROJECT ICEWORM related?

8/23/2019 9:07:27 PM cryptogyu Agreed. I’m with you.

8/23/2019 9:09:38 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/WPzegC7H4X

8/23/2019 9:09:44 PM brad34351293 No Country is allowed to claim Antarctica, officially.

8/23/2019 9:10:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is it owned by then?

8/23/2019 9:13:21 PM hawks_twelve Damn good question..’Who is it owned by then?’

8/23/2019 9:13:27 PM susan66388204 Hee Hee maybe we will watch him get arrested in set 💥Live 🤣😬😉🇺🇸

8/23/2019 9:14:31 PM brad34351293 I was going to finish that one Pearl Jam song. 

"Spin the Black Circle"

CNN is kind of a Black Circle, AKA black hole.

8/23/2019 9:16:06 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/is-antarctica-a-country-who-owns-it-and-what-do-international-laws-state.html …

8/23/2019 9:18:15 PM aprilbrown99 By every country that signed the treaty?

8/23/2019 9:20:15 PM dbalexbrowns The Annunaki?

8/23/2019 9:23:58 PM turboxyde Hmmm, give a child a new toy (knowledge) and present an opportunity to use it.

@RealEyeTheSpy https://youtu.be/k0n3v29SaKM 

8/23/2019 9:34:37 PM sciblu27 I been saying this for a while, about 25yrs. Finally people are getting it and are listening

8/23/2019 9:34:58 PM asdasd26700831 Liberty is not freedom. Thanks Jordan Maxwell

8/23/2019 9:48:36 PM brad34351293 Not sure? Nazis evidently went there first pre or during WW2, as far as I know. 

Ran off Adm. Byrd!

Lots of Countries have "Scientific Research facilities" there.

MJ 12 is to be answering Qs not asking.

Please, answer your own Q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12
8/23/2019 9:51:56 PM brad34351293 I was just thinking those Countries had access to the Continent as "Scientific Research" with no wars as part of a clause of said treaty.

8/23/2019 9:57:47 PM mongrelglory So there is a space-port in Greenland with off-world trafficking?



8/23/2019 10:07:26 PM karma4event201 My future includes upgrades but I know I am not going up to 9D 

When I saw "very few" upgrades I panicked like a snowflake. 

I'm calm now 😂 

My Future is so bright I gotta wear 😎

8/23/2019 10:07:41 PM mongrelglory Or are the ETs also extracting mineral resources there?

8/23/2019 10:24:43 PM aprilbrown99 Roundup is still being sold at Walmart as well.

8/23/2019 10:25:41 PM mongrelglory Operation High-jump failed when Admiral Byrd’s fleet was beaten back by “flying saucers” with superior technology. Other than an interview he gave 

in Argentina, he was not allowed to speak about  it afterwards. However soon after, an international treaty was signed to “reserve”..

8/23/2019 10:27:14 PM adsvel Here we go closer to EU royal agenda.

8/23/2019 10:29:32 PM mongrelglory ...Antarctica for “research purposes” only.  Guess the powers in charge made an agreement with the resident ETs to leave them and their base alone.  

I’m assuming they were Draco or affiliated ETs?

8/23/2019 10:33:21 PM aprilbrown99 Off topic...but I have to say I LOVE your avatar photo. That is by far one of my absolute favorite movies! The music was soulfully haunting. When I had 

cable, I think I watched it like 15 times.  Thank you for the reminder.  💗💗💗🙌🙌🙌💗💗💗

8/23/2019 10:43:26 PM 7alon I hope you're right. Feels like its about to get crazy. pic.twitter.com/8vc71AsIC0

8/23/2019 10:43:39 PM dradeon Sheep cant handle the truth, info is being methodically and slowly released strategically to the public. Even after all of this theres gonna have to be a 

lot of hand holding. People cant handle the truth too many would kill themselves and there would be too much chaos.

8/23/2019 10:44:06 PM n7guardiananon Supposedly, Byrd was allowed to enter and then told to pass on a message to the people of "this/our world".

I wonder what those leading High Jump did to warrant the light hand smack they got...could've ended so much worse for them that trip.

8/23/2019 10:44:38 PM dradeon A lot of people would probably turn on Trump. Think about how people already view him and his current reputation, coming out with something like 

that could also possibly completely ruin the whole thing forever.

8/23/2019 10:45:02 PM dradeon They're destroying themselves, be patient.

8/23/2019 11:17:34 PM allahuniversal Flagrant recruiting propaganda, don't need to watch it to see that for what it is

8/23/2019 11:17:51 PM scrotata So what is SHS joining Fox News?

8/23/2019 11:27:00 PM decodematrix 👽🦉🦑🐍

8/23/2019 11:27:02 PM silv3rpanthera The Sexmuseum in Amsterdam says Venustemple 🤔  https://nl.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sexmuseum 

8/23/2019 11:32:36 PM decodematrix  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rothschild_Island …

8/23/2019 11:45:43 PM sleky19 Nazi

8/23/2019 11:56:23 PM splucas22 A little scary though...they are acting pretty confident...

8/24/2019 12:00:16 AM iamsteph2017 Great! He can Contribute to the further down fall of CNN !  👍🏼

8/24/2019 12:02:22 AM magaglam Yes —> But why the virtue signaling ? The Rats are getting nervous

8/24/2019 12:04:36 AM decodematrix RE: Antartica ET contract: According to Jason Rice, the Draco let the Nazis build bases in Antartica with the caveat that any ancient technology they 

found while digging had to be turned over to the Draco for 50 years.

8/24/2019 12:16:59 AM shallknown If certain members of this administration are AWARE of THINGS; why not stop these things?

8/24/2019 1:00:40 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

8/24/2019 1:22:32 AM supernovaslight Ehm, while u guys still have all ur eyes on Greenland, please clean all the toxic waste u left there, thanks in advance.  

https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=da&tl=en&u= https%3A%2F%2Fnyheder.tv2.dk%2Fudland%2F2019-08-22-amerikanerne-har-efterladt-en-

giftig-arv-i-groenland-se-billederne-her … pic.twitter.com/kPRrnlOta2

8/24/2019 2:51:32 AM 1centralcaligal Why do you think all these rats are scurrying, going to jail or worrying about it; with those who harm children being outed first & most? They 

FLOURISHED & for away with rapes of  LITTLE CHILDREN FOR DECADES under Bushes, Clintons & Renegade & his uhly tyranny!!

8/24/2019 2:53:17 AM supernovaslight Don't they know of something called conflict of interests?

8/24/2019 4:18:47 AM ericpartchey Wow

8/24/2019 4:48:02 AM karina89350882 Absolutely right! Every time that such pressure is exerted from the "official" side to "do something", the alarm bells ring! It is not easy for parents: we 

want to protect our children and can not  always trust the official agencies. The only way is therefore to

8/24/2019 4:48:13 AM keith369me This? https://twitter.com/keith72256137/status/1164849202989604864?s=21 …

8/24/2019 4:48:37 AM karina89350882 inform yourself "in depth" and then make a decision. Maybe this is not always correct - but then it was at least our own decision. Taken to the best of 

my knowledge and belief!

8/24/2019 4:50:55 AM keith369me Are certain individuals capable of traveling to Greenland without the use of planes or boats?  Underground tunnels?

8/24/2019 4:57:28 AM souljourneyrise 🤣🤣👇 pic.twitter.com/NIVAB8FTGP

8/24/2019 5:15:47 AM samsmith0319 🤡🤡🤡

8/24/2019 5:28:21 AM samsmith0319 Oh My... Hail Satan?

R • Movie • 2019

offers a look at a group of misunderstood outsiders whose commitment to social and political justice has empowered thousands of people. An inspiring 

and entertaining documentary from acclaimed director Penny Lane (Nuts!, Our Nixon).

8/24/2019 5:31:53 AM edsworld14 I did notice, remember there are no coincidences.

8/24/2019 5:33:14 AM edsworld14 What does "Evergreen" indicate?

8/24/2019 5:57:26 AM newalias777 Who lives at the North Pole? Santa Claus! Who lives at the South Pole? Nobody that we know of. Unless someone built a nuclear reactor underground. 

#nothingisimpossible @rhowardbrowne

8/24/2019 5:59:41 AM samsmith0319 Yes their symbols will bring them down...What is your thoughts on Antarctica w/o tech contract?

8/24/2019 6:10:32 AM natureinspace Greenland would be the most logical owner with a direct portal to Antartica. Maybe the pole shift is actually a portal shift with different countries 

struggling for power over the portal. Just a thought.

8/24/2019 6:13:50 AM patriotmom7 What does this say?

Party Today....in LA. pic.twitter.com/CCywpv2CC9

8/24/2019 6:15:49 AM patriotmom7 #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/NpRzyS3jGp

8/24/2019 6:22:15 AM starehope Will not watch or retweet. It is sad though. We can't happily discuss politics but @pedowood can put this filth on tv. How many confused or bullied 

teens will watch this crap? Love, oh LOVE, for Jesus is pure love, save us.

8/24/2019 6:31:56 AM campbells_way  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Territorial_claims_in_Antarctica …

8/24/2019 6:33:02 AM campbells_way  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctic_Treaty_System …

8/24/2019 6:33:43 AM jrocktigers We know HRC secret service code name is Evergreen. Or it could be a mind control trigger word. Not 100% sure, but it is certainly strange.

8/24/2019 6:35:58 AM starehope Rubber bullets? Look huge.

8/24/2019 6:40:38 AM patriotmom7 #LAMasquerade #SNCTM #NXIVM pic.twitter.com/siMOTdFiev

8/24/2019 6:41:37 AM atweetor  pic.twitter.com/04LWz8lJNV

8/24/2019 6:41:39 AM samsmith0319 *et contract?

8/24/2019 6:42:24 AM v_rags Wow Temple of Venus!  Crazy stuff comes up when you research that.

8/24/2019 6:42:50 AM mgodfrey99 Rothschild?

8/24/2019 6:46:35 AM mgodfrey99 Demons.  They pulled this same stunt years ago, it is in Genesis.  They claim to want to help as they are innocent little aliens, nope!  God destroyed the 

earth with water and locked up many demons and killed off the giants.  History repeating itself.

8/24/2019 6:47:47 AM keith369me MJ12 asks questions to crowdsource thinking on classified items for disclosure

8/24/2019 6:49:52 AM normal_wizard As someone who has met Satan, the only "misunderstanding" is the misunderstanding that he represents anything other than furious and disgusting 

evil.



8/24/2019 6:55:37 AM happykat9 Draco Reptilians

8/24/2019 6:58:20 AM rawphonegirl Was there a great race to hijack ports? Like pirates? pic.twitter.com/58YULGjyzg

8/24/2019 7:18:36 AM djlok #HillaryClintonEmails also suggest she went down there some. pic.twitter.com/6mfV4jstjQ

8/24/2019 7:19:21 AM tucson_ron I think Walmart is up to their eyeballs in the conspiracy against our country. Didn’t start out that way, but with their wealth and reach they were 

natural targets for the deep state satanists through the CIA et al. Who is on their board. Need to dig. Thanks.

8/24/2019 7:32:52 AM jollyrob2 🎉✨

8/24/2019 7:34:28 AM oeinicolette R you sure ? Now we have all those gay/lesbian/transgender couples who push their right through leftiest political agenda to get children in whatever 

way. Elton John for example

8/24/2019 7:38:03 AM girlawakeinca @nea_storm 🙏❤️

8/24/2019 7:39:13 AM thelilkingryan Atlantis

8/24/2019 7:42:28 AM realdominator39 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/24/2019 8:06:48 AM hispeedtim2876 This👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/wZ2x51Yd9C

8/24/2019 8:06:52 AM bobmcfall64 is that where J E and G Maxwell escaped to ?

8/24/2019 8:08:04 AM hispeedtim2876 Yep pic.twitter.com/4SZnxS21EZ

8/24/2019 8:10:52 AM starehope It may just be the feeling she has, like life is perfect? Are we to remove every person on this planet who puts their fingers in a certain position? I know 

American Sign Language and the manual alphabet. That position of the fingers is "f" and means perfect or well done.

8/24/2019 8:14:06 AM starehope 2) Will all my deaf friends be targeted for making this letter or symbol of perfect when walking down the street? I'm beginning to fear for them. They 

make a fist with index and pinky sticking upward too. Meaning... bs or they refuse to believe it. Should I worry?

8/24/2019 8:17:54 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/eag6BM45ka

8/24/2019 8:20:04 AM stefanofait Small wonder that @TrueEyeTheSpy was nudging followers into taking military vaccinations, claiming they were safe.

8/24/2019 8:22:17 AM in2itivali So Michelle is Michael.. look at Barracks boobs.. should he be Betty?

8/24/2019 8:23:29 AM w0nderboi If McCabe made a deal with the whithats, he is there to infiltrate CNN. :) just my opinion

8/24/2019 8:26:39 AM americanpetal My thoughts, exactly. I’m guessing, both.

8/24/2019 8:27:53 AM americanpetal Where?

8/24/2019 8:31:44 AM aprilbrown99 I agree.

8/24/2019 8:39:13 AM deplorabldamsel You aren't looking hard enough.  You'd be surprised how much he is actually saving us from evil if you just look!

8/24/2019 8:40:15 AM hyena_silent The Book of Enoch references a mountain range that is only found in Antarctica. According to Enoch, it's where fallen angels were imprisoned in the 

earth.

8/24/2019 8:44:16 AM kindeandtrue If it's not readily apparent that Trump is saving us from evil, and most indications are that the globalists are winning instead, then let's just keep blindly 

trusting that everything will turn out okay, and everything will be fine, amirite?

8/24/2019 8:45:47 AM starehope Denmark basically oversees Greenland. Trump has highly insulted the Danes by cancelling the trip. He should not have said it was due to dk's "no" to 

sale of Greenland. The Danes were preparing for his arrival. Danish pride is involved. He can't get rough with them. Danish pride!

8/24/2019 8:47:01 AM mgodfrey99 I do not take the book of Enoch as the word of God.  It contradicts the Holy Bible.  Know your enemy.  Giants were destroyed, all of them.  God makes 

zero mistakes.

8/24/2019 8:50:18 AM billyj1616 I see the well known pic.twitter.com/yi8Pux9zAM

8/24/2019 8:53:13 AM melanieanders7 Some can’t handle being drowned in misery. I believe when they have to face it to work through it. They can’t. Hence something else comes in and 

takes over for them.

8/24/2019 8:54:24 AM americanpetal Oh, Penny’s hand gesture? I missed it. 😬

8/24/2019 8:57:08 AM olimyracle 40mm pic.twitter.com/wVdTQ0ragn

8/24/2019 8:59:31 AM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

8/24/2019 9:02:01 AM ellicock ELVIS.... though he was in our chip shop not long ago...

8/24/2019 9:23:24 AM somthngpoppedup  pic.twitter.com/AOnOYw1jDZ

8/24/2019 9:32:41 AM knightofmaltaus Greenland has radar tracked many Russian and Chinese Submarines utilizing channels w/o proper acknowledgement. Greenland is not for sale yet, 

State Dept did make gesture. Funny how they moved faster on Greenland than Puerto Rico who voted to become a US Star. Its about Naval pass 

pic.twitter.com/cFeHUVGKkS

8/24/2019 9:35:06 AM chilipepperjac1 He didn't cancel due to a "No" The way she put it "That is Outrageous" didn't sit right with him. He took it as an insult to America.

8/24/2019 9:43:11 AM blsdbe Please... pic.twitter.com/PjtpSAOXXw

8/24/2019 9:53:56 AM enomai_ So, you stated this several times. 

However, are any of them replaced for now by our ET friends?

8/24/2019 10:00:43 AM kathleen3693693 It was indeed meant to be an insult to America, and Trump was 100% spot on with his response.

8/24/2019 10:10:30 AM shari_todd Priceless!!

8/24/2019 10:13:43 AM kathleen3693693 The whole shebang. Interesting reading for a Saturday afternoon. Many, many rabbit holes to dig after and research. Thank you, @FB1owing, for an 

enticing read.

 http://www.thewatcherfiles.com/alien-treaty.htm …

8/24/2019 10:24:39 AM chilipepperjac1 I agree, sick of every country wanting everything from us then treating us like crap. Almost wish we could go back to being isolationist, let the world 

see what it would be like without America.

8/24/2019 10:43:36 AM moemc8 Who is she?  Penny who? Not Marshall

8/24/2019 10:50:16 AM ericgeorgethom1 Excellent

8/24/2019 10:50:49 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Admiral Byrd 1930:"The North Pole is considerably warmer the South Pole.  The northern areas will be important for human habitation.  It's getting 

warmer up there.  I myself believe the whole earth is getting warmer" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KO6mWHvVks …

8/24/2019 10:51:00 AM tamravee oh yes the LEFT pic.twitter.com/8IBwBhe8Fx

8/24/2019 10:52:33 AM 4mydeerone Why am I bothering?

#QAnon

BEEcause of LOVE!

Keira KNIGHTley" " wHEN will you BEElive in at least giving me the dignity of go or calling come to me or I will rescue thee...

I just don't get it anymore... 

He's a little boy not a hoSStage! If anyone should see that it's #YouAndWE pic.twitter.com/xwLrsR5urx

8/24/2019 10:53:14 AM tamravee Black Mirror episode touched on this and wow, it blew my mind

8/24/2019 10:58:01 AM tamravee it's the portal that FALLEN angels (us) get a vessel to dwell in. Some of us are called back to our Heavenly Father. Some rebel against him. There is a 

good you and a bad you . CAIN / ABEL 

CANNIBAL SYSTEM .

It's why they hunt us

8/24/2019 11:37:34 AM realeyethespy Timeline *

8/24/2019 12:04:03 PM trax1833 Am I the only one curious enough to ask when and how did you meet Satan?

Guess so..

8/24/2019 12:13:20 PM normal_wizard I made a joke in a video about being blessed by both God and Satan. I know an evil warlock who has a direct link to the hierarchy of hell, who 

apparently relayed the message, and I was VERY specifically confronted in a "dream" that night with the fact that Satan doesn't bless me.



8/24/2019 12:15:56 PM normal_wizard The next day, when speaking with the warlock online, he repeated some of the exact same messages that Satan relayed to me in the dream. I later 

posted a video talking publicly about the event (which you can find). Obviously this is not a truth that most are capable of accepting.

8/24/2019 12:17:20 PM trax1833 Damn, that's creepy. I'm thinking you should maybe stay away from warlocks to start..

8/24/2019 12:24:07 PM normal_wizard Eh, I am super high divine privilege amnesiac fire angel, the 33rd. Fucking about with powerful Luciferians is just a way to remind myself of my own 

power and my ability to recreate the spiritual foundation of this corrupt world and unravel the Great Curse...

8/24/2019 12:24:54 PM realeyethespy Anyone got the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Keybase Eyes Only link still? Or an archive of that archive? I lost it with my last device.

8/24/2019 12:25:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder what's coming... https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1165335081587806209 …

8/24/2019 12:25:50 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/SOhHVCMdqL

8/24/2019 12:25:55 PM blsdbe #NowComesThePain!!! Thanks for the heads up, MJ!!!

8/24/2019 12:27:54 PM yustein More importantly ‘what is going?’ 😎

8/24/2019 12:30:55 PM lilbrojd possibly, give me a few to find in the archive. Happen to know around the date posted???

8/24/2019 12:33:40 PM cpace98 I have it

8/24/2019 12:33:56 PM keith369me Literally?

8/24/2019 12:36:13 PM keith369me Hopefully major something goes down again while POTUS is out of the country.  Perhaps lots of “cancer deaths”

8/24/2019 12:36:29 PM djlok I can't figure out how to generate a link, but here's the name.  It's still out there. pic.twitter.com/HT7miXnv9t

8/24/2019 12:36:41 PM covertress 120 soldiers?

Majestic

8/24/2019 12:39:06 PM cpace98  https://media.8ch.net/file_store/35e221bc09ee6fdef2e1630c9fa7ceab25b6cb8002ca172333e39595197e8f79.pdf …

8/24/2019 12:39:19 PM state1union I wanna go. I haven’t been to the ocean in years

8/24/2019 12:39:42 PM unidentifiedta1 No indication from this article that it’s outside from a normal rotation or boost in numbers. Let’s not speculate and avoid assumptions.

8/24/2019 12:43:30 PM keith369me I was referring to Christine’s reply (snap-heads up)...but I really like where you’re going PJ

8/24/2019 12:44:29 PM thepureprophet Yeeehawww!!!

8/24/2019 12:45:19 PM anneolsen43 JB

8/24/2019 12:48:19 PM blsdbe Shall we to Manifest the Changing of the Guard?

8/24/2019 12:49:29 PM mongrelglory Good things I hope!  Meditating on a positive outcome. 😑

8/24/2019 12:50:04 PM keith369me What’s stopping you? pic.twitter.com/Yc9rAI7R4O

8/24/2019 12:51:30 PM jrocktigers Evergreen falling gaining traction .....

8/24/2019 12:54:04 PM mamiemcclure17 Not showing most likely because 8 Chan still down

8/24/2019 12:56:44 PM drbohammer Exactly! There was no question mark; ergo, I have a good imagination, so I’ll wonder...

8/24/2019 12:57:28 PM jeepmedicbjorn Normal troop rotations just like last year

8/24/2019 1:01:51 PM qui64667224  pic.twitter.com/XKYsZig9w7

8/24/2019 1:02:58 PM karma4event201 No hiding these crimes. 

If the bandaid isn't ripped off and the world sees the evil, evil can grow in darkness.

8/24/2019 1:04:37 PM keith369me Agree, but it is so big exposing it in chunks might keep the population from going insane

8/24/2019 1:09:28 PM karma4event201 The only ones who should fear the masses, are the ones who hid cures and technology from us all our lives. There will be no mercy on them.

8/24/2019 1:11:47 PM mongrelglory Good thread on Greenland: https://twitter.com/protrumpuk/status/1164604715998547970?s=20 …

8/24/2019 1:12:26 PM cstarr888 When do i find this tweet?

As I think about the other Natl Guards already deployed to Gitmo in the last year... 1:11 pm. 

🤔🙏💖

8/24/2019 1:13:11 PM 313looper Wizards do Spells & Minds’Control ...

..!? https://twitter.com/barackobama/status/1165286625208950784?s=21 …

8/24/2019 1:13:36 PM keithwins is RBG gone for real this time ?

8/24/2019 1:13:39 PM ialibertybelle Or who’s coming. 😉

8/24/2019 1:13:51 PM david00997884 I dont wish death of any kind on anyone, I would live to see all the evil one have their hearts over flowing with love, and the Event will do just that. 

WWG1 WGA

8/24/2019 1:15:01 PM truckerwifelife The Administration announced no Isis Fighters are going to Gitmo. 😁

8/24/2019 1:17:44 PM renee86743676 I hear there's great Time share there 😬

8/24/2019 1:21:35 PM hatmasked IPot did  http://a.is  on that to

8/24/2019 1:25:02 PM nun_chucknorris  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1071491902137077761?s=21 …

8/24/2019 1:25:07 PM ksouth21 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CarrollQuigley1 @99freemind @SayWhenLA @NeonRevolt @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @oldmanluvsmineo 

@LanaAshford1 @jenn_mallory @ChristinePolon1

8/24/2019 1:29:19 PM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/fYwqvVAn5E

8/24/2019 1:29:25 PM keith369me Yes that would be the preference, but if one is not willing the answer is the central sun

8/24/2019 1:32:26 PM adsvel 😊🌩☔ pic.twitter.com/xZjTiFB9Jd

8/24/2019 1:34:19 PM knightofmaltaus Training. On the Leeward side is mountainous, dessert type terrane. Great for training and has been used as such for 25 years.

8/24/2019 1:34:30 PM lorieve "Hospitality" unit. 

God Bless them and protect them from the darkness they will be surrounded by. pic.twitter.com/74eeSyrinM

8/24/2019 1:41:46 PM david00997884 They refuse, then they are taken to Central Sun for reprogramming as i have read

8/24/2019 1:44:02 PM david00997884 Awesome

8/24/2019 1:45:20 PM normal_wizard It was kind of an impulsive and unstructured talk, but I just felt like talking about some of my vampire ghost frienemies. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbQbHUKtYqo …

8/24/2019 1:46:17 PM leslie_hileslie Rotating out the troops stationed at GITMO.

8/24/2019 1:47:32 PM david00997884 I read alot of what Cobra Info @Cobainfo 1, he has a lot of information from the Pleiadians

8/24/2019 1:52:39 PM azuremagus M.P. guard unit?

8/24/2019 1:55:27 PM william43671251 ITS COMING SOON

8/24/2019 1:58:36 PM rebashoenfelt1 What’s up?

8/24/2019 2:03:10 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Comment?

8/24/2019 2:08:40 PM davidjohnweave Most probably, just a normal military rotation for morale, recharge, families.

8/24/2019 2:08:47 PM blsdbe #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/24/2019 2:10:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Comical

8/24/2019 2:11:19 PM rebashoenfelt1 👏👏👏👏

8/24/2019 2:12:07 PM tetxnu84967 Everything 😉🤗💞

8/24/2019 2:12:35 PM dradeon Medical institutions and media are run by them, why would they allow widespread use of cures, and there would instantly be a huge campaign against 

it telling people they'll die and they're toxic. This really isnt that hard to understand, use your head.

8/24/2019 2:14:01 PM dradeon People are brainwashed, you think all the sudden someone they hate says theres cancer cures and they're gonna drop everything they know and turn 

on the other side? Proof had been and will continue to be covered up until the establishment is brought down and has discredited

8/24/2019 2:14:09 PM dradeon Themselves

8/24/2019 2:18:10 PM dradeon The masses really dont have an understanding of how people work and really how deeply brainwashed people are and how hard they'll fight for their 

brainwashing. People dont like admitting they were wrong.

8/24/2019 2:19:56 PM slayerofmatrix1 4 EVA ... have seen that in a thread recently !   🤔 involving Our President

8/24/2019 2:22:17 PM jwjjwest Check out. C-Vine for Gitmo transcripts and updates.



8/24/2019 2:24:02 PM 313looper Many codes in this song list !

8/24/2019 2:24:58 PM xusaf_patriot It's a parody account...95 followers. If this were true it would be plastered all over their official homepage.

8/24/2019 2:26:47 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/43d3KhsFSM

8/24/2019 2:28:06 PM linnyt7 Wow!

8/24/2019 2:31:03 PM wok68 Pain!

8/24/2019 2:35:18 PM breechgeek Population shift in Gitmo! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

8/24/2019 2:36:54 PM dshepherdtrump  https://scontent-ort2-2.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-9/68860375_10157720524842022_8247021306415939584_n.jpg?_nc_cat=103&_nc_oc=AQmVPxu_HH-

0h3dyU0znl6WDNgOHgh3qpF2tQ3rVc-hCRVBSHBkKR4HeW58HNdMAHd0&_nc_ht=scontent-ort2-

2.xx&oh=981a2de87b2f9fc023c873cae618da92&oe=5DD92F06 …

Guantanamo

Lots of Construction Projects and water restrictions now through april 2020 -

8/24/2019 2:41:42 PM slayerofmatrix1 Tell Us. ✨💗

8/24/2019 2:48:05 PM 313looper I am not an expert ...😅

But I’m sure patriots are going to decode them very soon! 

Plus the fact that I believe this playlist has been put out there , mainly,  for mind control purposes and throw spells on the public !

8/24/2019 2:49:09 PM trax1833 Well shit, that sounds pretty exciting actually.

Now my life seems more boring then usual..

8/24/2019 2:52:41 PM slayerofmatrix1 Definitely.   Messaging bc it’s the only way the DS Demi’s. Can even communicate anymore.

8/24/2019 2:53:21 PM azuremagus Have Keybase acc. no link

8/24/2019 2:54:00 PM slayerofmatrix1 demons

8/24/2019 3:03:26 PM wwg1wga93583681 what about this guy? (goog earth image from antarctica) pic.twitter.com/3TkyRvrt2Y

8/24/2019 3:10:49 PM 1_decided_voter Based on previous predictions, more of the same: head fakes.

8/24/2019 3:20:04 PM mefulmer25 Interesting Bill posted his book list!

8/24/2019 3:23:19 PM rastanostra If vaccine works why the pro vax are afraid of the antivax?

8/24/2019 3:43:14 PM americanpetal And,  that’s why I cancelled my Netflix subscription a while back. That and Valerie Jarrett on the Board. I’m not supporting that! 

“Misunderstood” 😡 outrageous

8/24/2019 3:56:03 PM randyfresh that's not how things work here.

8/24/2019 4:00:41 PM mwannahockalugi ooh. The 223rd. Nice touch.

8/24/2019 4:05:48 PM starehope I think you could put those words to music!🎼🎶🎵

8/24/2019 4:08:30 PM jrocktigers "Quick beats in an icy heart, catch colt draws a coffin cart,

There he goes and now here she starts, hear her cry." ~ G⚡️D

8/24/2019 4:13:21 PM hellouncledonny Nothin. This happens all the time. Ask @JackPosobiec if you dont believe me?

This is nothing new pic.twitter.com/lN1TowEDcE

8/24/2019 4:38:02 PM yustein @katiecouric @chelseahandler @GStephanopoulos @KensingtonRoyal @StormIsUponUs @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ

8/24/2019 4:38:19 PM rafngeirdal I read: “A couple of hours ago, I received a dossier stating that RGB passed twenty four hours ago,”. RGB would be an abbreviation of Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg, a Supreme Court judge. Passed would probably mean passed away, as in died, i.e. she is DEAD! Cancer of pancreas (+bile duct?)

8/24/2019 4:39:36 PM starehope Notice it goes to 44, he WAS the 44th. I will play with this list.

8/24/2019 4:40:09 PM rafngeirdal That would fit with a recent tweet from @TrueEyeTheSpy about [[[EVERGREEN]]]

8/24/2019 4:44:31 PM rafngeirdal I read about the Thule Air Base and it seems to be controlled from a Patterson airbase in Colorado with a lot of subunits, one of which is a space force; 

which controls a radar installation some 3 miles North-East of the base, which again commands & controls some 170 satellites.

8/24/2019 4:45:52 PM rafngeirdal Antartica? An intentional misspelling becyae of a c lacking? If so, what would the missing c stand for? C_A?

8/24/2019 4:46:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cities Are Saying ‘No’ to 5G, Citing Health, Aesthetics—and FCC Bullying - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/cities-are-saying-no-to-5g-citing-health-

aestheticsand-fcc-bullying-11566619391 …

8/24/2019 4:46:46 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/24/2019 4:47:50 PM rachaelangelm Because those short microwaves are dangerous to human health. I think there is a alternative that is more expensive but worth it

8/24/2019 4:48:28 PM rafngeirdal I wonder if it concerns what @TrueEyeTheSpy wrote in one of his most recent tweets: “[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[EVERGREEN]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]

-

EYES OPEN.” That would be the code name the Secret Service has been using for Hillary Rodham Clinton.

8/24/2019 4:49:36 PM q_the_salt Wish I could read the article.

8/24/2019 4:50:37 PM maureenhalkyard 👀

8/24/2019 4:51:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vanity Fair's Graydon Carter found cat head outside home amid Jeffrey Epstein reporting https://nypost.com/2019/08/23/vanity-fairs-graydon-carter-

found-severed-cat-head-outside-home-amid-jeffrey-epstein-reporting/ …

8/24/2019 4:51:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prince Andrew is ‘too scared to return to the US’ and fears being dragged into multi-million dollar Jeffrey Epstein lawsuits 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9788445/prince-andrew-never-return-to-us-jeffrey-epstein-lawsuits/ …

8/24/2019 4:51:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Another bizarre painting found in Jeffrey Epstein’s New Mexico ranch https://nypost.com/2019/08/23/another-bizarre-painting-found-in-jeffrey-

epsteins-new-mexico-ranch/ …

8/24/2019 4:51:51 PM guy_karen Not surprised - can’t hide

8/24/2019 4:52:46 PM frankgeurts3 You can run but you can’t hide.

8/24/2019 4:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Video appears to show Tesla driver asleep at the wheel on I-5 in Santa Clarita |  http://abc7.com  https://abc7.com/video-appears-to-show-tesla-driver-

asleep-at-the-wheel-on-i-5/5488646/ …

8/24/2019 4:54:21 PM rachaelangelm I don’t want to in the US either I want him in prison

8/24/2019 4:54:37 PM terri_zerr Poor cat.

8/24/2019 4:55:17 PM bnvlnt1 probably half the girls he was sleeping with were actually his daughters. that’s what they do.

8/24/2019 4:55:23 PM lbf777 Let’s expose tons of these 1%ers so people will finally turn their backs on them.

8/24/2019 4:57:18 PM keith369me What is the half-life for this prince?

8/24/2019 4:57:55 PM lbf777 It’s like the time Don Corleone or someone from The Godfather series woke up with the head of a horse in their bed as a warning. 

Idiots keep exposing themselves as criminals.

8/24/2019 4:58:12 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/feyXfp3uJ6

8/24/2019 4:58:16 PM rafngeirdal You’re most welcome. This may be the moment so many have been waiting for, because there might be a connection with what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

said about troop movements of National Guard to Guantanamo.

8/24/2019 4:59:38 PM jcrowyo Majestic GIF of the YEAR

8/24/2019 5:00:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/mKfO4H4vD8

8/24/2019 5:02:12 PM david00997884 5G was what the wall was about, Trump didnt want wrog people running it for bad things

8/24/2019 5:02:15 PM keith369me Does it annoy anyone else that this battery transportation company utilized the name Tesla?  Crappy attempt at disclosure or altering history?

8/24/2019 5:02:27 PM lbf777 Just say no. Say no to the Gov. Don’t be scared. Tell them we do not consent.

8/24/2019 5:02:54 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/rkbKSliiKi

8/24/2019 5:03:17 PM pattonspotting $17 million dollar property it said 🤔



8/24/2019 5:03:34 PM goldfish6801 It’s all about the company you keep.

👍🏼

8/24/2019 5:05:26 PM wwg1wga93583681 Fuck Tesla.  (The car co., not the man.  God Bless Tesla, the man).  What's next the rainbow?... oh wait.

8/24/2019 5:05:59 PM kfr0329 He should be scared, period. The law isn’t just in the US.

8/24/2019 5:06:33 PM starehope Have to pay for a subscription. I'm not paying for lies and trash.

8/24/2019 5:06:47 PM qarmyinfo Creepy as hell.

Tri ad claw... pic.twitter.com/HpCoYN9W72

8/24/2019 5:07:28 PM starehope Link at the top, MJ posted it.

8/24/2019 5:11:53 PM erikaroot92101 Good. Be scared and STAY OUT

8/24/2019 5:12:00 PM carolva97910854 Hmm

8/24/2019 5:13:08 PM keith369me Nice to make your acquaintance Mr Butthead.  Can you pass the Grey Poupon?

8/24/2019 5:13:08 PM lbf777 Reptilians?

8/24/2019 5:13:57 PM q_the_salt You have to pay to read it. The video is free though, so that's something!

8/24/2019 5:14:11 PM keith369me But America loves mustard

8/24/2019 5:14:54 PM starehope So this happened years ago?

8/24/2019 5:15:28 PM balenciaga90 Cat killer! pic.twitter.com/zTKWA3wBkM

8/24/2019 5:16:00 PM jrocktigers Yes, during the previous child rape investigation.

8/24/2019 5:16:18 PM starehope That was from the Godfather.

8/24/2019 5:16:47 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Qx9mTdKsWF

8/24/2019 5:20:01 PM starehope Nothing is sacred ir off barriers with these folk.

8/24/2019 5:21:10 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT for 33 mins, OR @ 936 in Your Zone for 33 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

Thread H/T @malley_pj & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/24 CHANGE THE GUARD-Manifest Transformation needed to bring Our Most Positive Timeline for All Beings  

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165344356817133569?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/J06yYYUfBB

8/24/2019 5:21:42 PM starehope Birds of a feather, flock together.

8/24/2019 5:21:49 PM mi144_ri16p3r  pic.twitter.com/bcnxVvzKeB

8/24/2019 5:22:41 PM redpillawakeni WHEN???????????????????????????

8/24/2019 5:24:38 PM twilbert4  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Bjo4Bk3kVg&feature=youtu.be …

8/24/2019 5:24:59 PM lightwithin87 im pretty sure mars is in greenland as well.  at least the mars that @NASA shows us is in Greenland, just with a little bit of red filtering.

8/24/2019 5:25:44 PM rosesrred0119 Idk but I hear nothing can stop it!

8/24/2019 5:28:43 PM aprilbrown99 I created a pdf but i dont see a way to upload it. I followed you so if you follow me back I can send it to you via direct message.  We can unfollow each 

other after if you like. 😁

8/24/2019 5:31:21 PM mongrelglory Your Twitter name is "butthead"? 😄

8/24/2019 5:40:04 PM rafngeirdal because*

8/24/2019 5:41:36 PM starehope Makes sense. Wouldn't put anything past him.

8/24/2019 5:42:42 PM starehope 22 million house in NY. Then he had others, plus the 2 islands.

8/24/2019 5:46:54 PM mongrelglory Looks like another sacrificial alter. 😠

8/24/2019 5:47:03 PM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏

8/24/2019 5:51:00 PM mongrelglory 😆

8/24/2019 5:53:41 PM starehope Does the broken cement in the circular pattern bother anyone as it does me? What could have happened there? Seems odd.

8/24/2019 5:55:08 PM garypre62441595 I heard their is videos?how can he deny it when they are released?or will he also be dead before evidence is released? pic.twitter.com/MAAkCgVgxm

8/24/2019 5:55:40 PM mongrelglory He may not go to prison for his crimes because of his royal status conferring "diplomatic immunity".  However, I'm hoping he will become "persona non 

grata", reviled by the world, and spend the rest of his days cooped up on his palace grounds. 😒

8/24/2019 5:55:48 PM jvan125 Please tell me he didn’t marry young girls to animals...PLEASE. 😩🤮🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/24/2019 5:56:54 PM djlok Neither is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 or @NSA_QIL2 or some of my other favorites.  I'd say the list is incomplete!!!

8/24/2019 5:58:55 PM starehope That #UnsealEpstein was a sick pup. His taste in art reflects it along with his money from nothing and nowhere. That much money = a lot of payments! I 

have to remember, 'Ill gotten gain never thrives'.

8/24/2019 6:02:24 PM 369369rv @ScottMorrisonMP

8/24/2019 6:05:31 PM aetherwalker1 Well played, aliens.  Well played!

Throughout our recorded history while we were on other continents absorbed in our own mess, with metal tools, candlelight, and constantly fighting 

each other.. they had all of Antarctica to themselves.

😂

8/24/2019 6:09:08 PM matzke_melissa Do you? I think you know 😉

8/24/2019 6:13:13 PM reddragonxx The colours behind the girl look familiar  but my tired brain cant remember where from or what. could be family crest colours possibly.

8/24/2019 6:20:30 PM roberta57948406 It looks like someone is sending a coded message:

* Only going up to 44 (no 45)

* Q-Tip for 43 (we know that GWB has spilt the beans on the cabal)

* 4-EVA is one of the songs listed (Trump tweeted a meme about this recently)

8/24/2019 6:21:20 PM whodamanp Is it any surprise we never heard anything about the results of the raid at pedo island?

8/24/2019 6:24:53 PM starehope Just saw the video. That was beyond creepy! My heart would have been in my throat. People and their toys!

8/24/2019 6:25:14 PM dark2light2019 He should be

8/24/2019 6:25:19 PM richardhiatt16 Tribunals .... Lots and lots of Tribunals 🤓❤️🇺🇸

8/24/2019 6:25:59 PM starehope Driver should have hands on steering wheel AND BE AWAKE!

8/24/2019 6:34:10 PM circuitriderz Normal unit rotations?

8/24/2019 6:35:01 PM samsmith0319 Not good...💥👿💥

8/24/2019 6:35:17 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

8/24/2019 6:37:41 PM samsmith0319 Crimes against humanity...tribunals...you cannot hide vile beast!!!💥👿💥

8/24/2019 6:38:59 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...being warned

8/24/2019 6:40:04 PM realitycheck05 Why are we still driving cars? So many deaths are caused by these machines that humans are driving while playing with the phones, makeup, kids, 

books.  We have the technology to just have the machines drive us. We need to let them.

8/24/2019 6:40:23 PM q_the_salt Thank you! That's kind of you.

8/24/2019 6:42:13 PM chooselove108 5G has been de-weaponized.

8/24/2019 6:43:10 PM samsmith0319 Good..until swamp is drained and under safe control...

8/24/2019 6:43:52 PM know_when_2fold care to explain

8/24/2019 6:44:47 PM 4mydeerone @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Greenland https://twitter.com/4mydeerone/status/1164975896891199491 …

8/24/2019 6:47:19 PM chooselove108 Same story as chem trails. Seven dwarfs. Dark to Light. When white hats turn the Cabal's weaponry and tech into forces of good.  Over and over.  

Benevolence. Mirrors. It will be told in time when these things happened.

8/24/2019 6:51:50 PM _girlmaher_ Yeah... those accounts can't be shared with normies, they are mind bombs nobody dares touch, especially Barbra Streisand :D



8/24/2019 6:55:40 PM crackedactor183 My cousin insisted she takes the Flu vaccination every year despite my advise on vials contain mercury and SV40. She has had the flu 3 times this 

season and now her doctors are telling her that her immune system is starting to break down.

8/24/2019 6:55:41 PM starehope Saw the video. Thanks.

8/24/2019 6:56:54 PM starehope There ya go! Knew you could memorialize the Great Awakening with song!

8/24/2019 6:59:08 PM star_counter9 Just got a notice they wanna put a smart meter on my house. Is it safe now or should I opt out?

8/24/2019 7:01:18 PM aprilbrown99 Well that didn’t exactly work like I had hoped. There is no way to upload a pdf on twitter. I was going to upload it into Mega and provide a link but the 

doc never uploaded. So I took pics of the doc instead. 🤷♀️🥴. I will try to attach them in order. pic.twitter.com/8NhmHqOVz5

8/24/2019 7:03:33 PM aprilbrown99 Adding so they are together. As I mentioned in the previous tweet there might be some overlap but the whole article should be there. 

pic.twitter.com/KL6xwmtdFn

8/24/2019 7:04:11 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. 💗💗💗

8/24/2019 7:06:33 PM aprilbrown99 I am  not sure why I was able to see the whole article as I am not subscribed to thr WSJ. 🤷♀️. Our lucky day. 🙌

8/24/2019 7:08:28 PM starehope ThankQ April. Something is not right.

8/24/2019 7:09:13 PM aprilbrown99 What is not right?

8/24/2019 7:09:43 PM starehope ThankQ!

8/24/2019 7:10:34 PM mamiemcclure17 As of 2014 47 countries have signed the Antartica Treaty, no one country owns it. Rumored that long ago Nazis from Germany made a bases there and 

some remain and others have broke away to different locations.

8/24/2019 7:11:30 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome. Yes, I had to delete a post and add attached the 2nd tweet to mine. I accidentally add it to QTheSalts response. Sorry for the confusion. 🥴

8/24/2019 7:11:47 PM starehope Not sure. I have to feel this out. I heard some cities are cutting down a lot of oxygen producing trees so the signals can go through. That bothered me.

8/24/2019 7:13:15 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, that bothers me as well. We need our IS-BE ✨🌳 ✨

8/24/2019 7:15:32 PM starehope Ok, I must have misread his tweet or need to get off here. Too much info. Thanks for the correction.

8/24/2019 7:17:56 PM starehope Yes it it! I barely got to the end of the first paragraph and a black page covered the article and I was told to subscribe to read more!

8/24/2019 7:23:24 PM keith369me I love idiots, I love everybody...it’s nice being happy.  Don’t worry be happy.

8/24/2019 7:24:56 PM keith369me Blocks are fun to build with

8/24/2019 7:28:08 PM starehope Proud of the Kentucky National Guard! pic.twitter.com/UQpVetNlQx

8/24/2019 7:34:42 PM ponyexpressq17 opt out

8/24/2019 7:41:40 PM keith369me ❤️

8/24/2019 7:45:57 PM mefulmer25 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @777KAB1

8/24/2019 7:47:05 PM johnsville14 I don't recognized much symbology, but I'm also not very good at it. So what do we have?

Birds nest

Red and Gold

Key (definitely meaning here)

Lion skin

She's holding something WTH

Feeding lion something

Purple could be significant

Yeh, I'm struggling with this one
8/24/2019 7:49:04 PM sunspot406 Wow, sure seems like he had a lot to live for.

8/24/2019 7:54:45 PM karma4event201 This has been tried before. 

For humanity, this time, they have to be wiped out. 

We have to know for certain, none are spared or hiding under the ice.

8/24/2019 8:02:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you trust CDC? https://twitter.com/RobertKennedyJr/status/1163826003061411840 …

8/24/2019 8:02:38 PM citoyen_resist hell No!

8/24/2019 8:02:45 PM joannepappas4 Hell no!

8/24/2019 8:03:16 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/e6cvTjWCPx

8/24/2019 8:03:24 PM thecryingliber1 Why did Trump donate his paycheck to the surgeon's generals office?

8/24/2019 8:06:01 PM usss_211 Prince Chicken Shitza

8/24/2019 8:06:37 PM bkayfrye2 Hell no

8/24/2019 8:07:02 PM eyesnheartopen Heck no!

8/24/2019 8:07:20 PM linnyt7 Nope

8/24/2019 8:07:46 PM brick_airhedred Hell, no!!!!!!!

8/24/2019 8:09:13 PM _cajunpatriot What is morgellons? This could be what sends 99% to the hospital...

8/24/2019 8:09:49 PM turboxyde Do I trust the Cabal Depopulation Command? pic.twitter.com/0zdTc2Gdn7

8/24/2019 8:11:00 PM kseven110 Ugh, there is little I trust😢 but my instincts, pets & my gut. Not the cdc,  the pharmacy & their free vaccines/flu shots, the educational system and its 

indoctrination.... I could go on and on...

8/24/2019 8:11:06 PM cpace98 Ill get it from my husband’s computer because we are reading it nightly to find information that we may have missed

8/24/2019 8:11:14 PM charmanda9 Absolutely not. What would be a good hashtag for calling them out? #CDCflouride #questionCDC #NeurotoxinWaterCDC

8/24/2019 8:11:45 PM stormystorm10 Nope ... not even a lil

8/24/2019 8:13:19 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I'm with the government, I'm here to help.

8/24/2019 8:13:53 PM cyberaider4 Yes

8/24/2019 8:14:01 PM vmgpatriot Nope

8/24/2019 8:14:13 PM hellouncledonny I dont trust any 3 letter agency except for KEK. pic.twitter.com/Drml0lNzrG

8/24/2019 8:14:42 PM mamiemcclure17 Thank you, much appreciated ❤️

8/24/2019 8:14:46 PM time2wakesheep Drinking Fluoride while pregnant linked to lower IQ babies.

8/24/2019 8:15:57 PM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/BTykgURoTe

8/24/2019 8:17:12 PM jams4thebread You are correct sir! Because we all want to believe in something that confirms our own bias, this makes us easier to control

8/24/2019 8:17:26 PM jjcrosstrainers No. Not since Simpsonwood, not since Dr. Judy Mikovits, and not since I understand the CDC is a quasi military agency involved with the FDA, & 

Pharma.  And, that those three agencies have revolving doors in regard to employees .

8/24/2019 8:19:58 PM proudamericanp2 Not

8/24/2019 8:20:08 PM cinmacluvs2knit Not even a little

8/24/2019 8:20:25 PM girlawakeinca #ExposeABCAgendas

8/24/2019 8:22:10 PM jams4thebread Yeah 2 years of head fakes, you can only get away with that shit for so long. Cernovich got Epstein pinched, the rest is vapor n rumors.

8/24/2019 8:23:09 PM jams4thebread Right they are rotating out the former guard unit there. Standard

8/24/2019 8:25:10 PM keith369me Thank you for sharing...have a good night...peace be with you

8/24/2019 8:27:00 PM smith_jere No

8/24/2019 8:28:34 PM rachaelangelm No

8/24/2019 8:29:45 PM heyflhayhay  pic.twitter.com/r7eXpJlWO6

8/24/2019 8:30:48 PM frankgeurts3 You mean the we make 4bn a year on vaccines CDC?



8/24/2019 8:31:08 PM epkman Nope, at this point I don't trust most of the Government, nor do I trust doctors or lawyers.

What do you have if you have 1 lawyer in the bottom of the sea?

A good start.

8/24/2019 8:35:18 PM truthrules463 Hell, NO!

8/24/2019 8:35:18 PM ninjapatriot2 This looks like a hunting area 😩 pic.twitter.com/0ii0JwmlOd

8/24/2019 8:35:27 PM codycowgill Probably standard rotation....

8/24/2019 8:35:27 PM bubbathebull35 Absolutely not!  They hold patent for many vaccines. Follow the money.

8/24/2019 8:36:11 PM mongrelglory Private corporation with a history of corruption... nope! Here's a good summary of their shenanigans! https://www.globalresearch.ca/cdc-medical-

deep-state/5672873 …

8/24/2019 8:36:22 PM quarkey17 Hell no

8/24/2019 8:36:54 PM ninjapatriot2 Bars only on this part of the housing... looks like cells/dorms? A place to keep people/children whom they don’t want to get out #ZorroRanch 

pic.twitter.com/usLW4sKE5W

8/24/2019 8:37:35 PM melhuses No

8/24/2019 8:38:02 PM realdominator39 About as much as @HillaryClinton and @BarackObama ... zilch, nada, none, never, etc. pic.twitter.com/hkmesAeNMW

8/24/2019 8:40:44 PM mongrelglory I know how you feel K! pic.twitter.com/Gi8ZETMG5v

8/24/2019 8:43:42 PM lovebayhorses Nooo!!!

8/24/2019 8:44:10 PM kaur_diva This should answer your Q!  A huge NO!

 https://youtu.be/wk_sv2HiMa0 

8/24/2019 8:45:37 PM conniecollette3 👍🏼

8/24/2019 8:45:46 PM pedalfun4u #PoisonForProfit

8/24/2019 8:47:06 PM flobo2018 This

8/24/2019 8:48:12 PM joinna6 Neither CNN🤡🤡🤡 nor the 

🤮🤢🤮CDC🤢🤢🤢

8/24/2019 8:48:13 PM charmanda9 👏👏👏

8/24/2019 8:48:58 PM pdiggidy  pic.twitter.com/xlcmLBysoE

8/24/2019 8:49:10 PM charmanda9 #PoisonForProfitCDC 💥

8/24/2019 8:50:15 PM petesmom94 Absolutely not!

8/24/2019 8:50:42 PM robinreitsma1 Flouride is the one chemical that crosses the blood brain barrier. i never understood why one would put a poison in something that we put in our 

mouths....i tried explaining that to my kids dentist. they just looked at me like i was insane.

8/24/2019 8:51:18 PM freedomgaia Non😩😵😷

8/24/2019 8:55:40 PM al23311 Good

8/24/2019 8:56:10 PM tc89714982 No

8/24/2019 9:06:47 PM karma4event201 No, never trust the CDC! 

Sierra Leon ran the CDC out of their city because they suspected the CDC was behind the Ebola Outbreak. 

Ebola is a patented bioweapon, the citizens should run them out.

8/24/2019 9:08:40 PM karma4event201 Master level trolling 👍

8/24/2019 9:12:10 PM godfamcountry Being that they own patents to about 20 vaccines.....no.  They are equally as corrupt as the FBI, IRS, WHO, and AMA. pic.twitter.com/o3s09hYM71

8/24/2019 9:12:55 PM queen_khalifia No! I want them gone! They don't hv Public Health as their priority. It's the opposite. So many sick, and dying Ppl bcs of their Agendas and Greed.  

Intentionally?

8/24/2019 9:13:19 PM kseven110 💯

8/24/2019 9:16:08 PM paul62160 Trusting any government agency is like trusting gangster with your money

8/24/2019 9:18:40 PM cpace98 I just RT the archive disclosure for MJ12 on the site.  It starts with Dear Mr. & Mrs America keep reading through it

8/24/2019 9:23:51 PM preludelinux or more correctly can we trust the giant monster called government? just like can we trust the fbi to investigate the fbi ... or cnn to investigate msnbc 

or google to investigate any search engine or social media ...

8/24/2019 9:23:56 PM love_infusion Ever heard of this story about the not so lovely CDC⁉️

The Deputy Director arrested for ... 

Ewwwww🤦♀️ https://abcnews.go.com/US/cdc-official-charged-child-molestation-bestiality/story?id=14713259 …

8/24/2019 9:30:55 PM lackeychris61 No, not at all.

8/24/2019 9:32:59 PM qvaporlounge No Way! 

Been crawling all over the CDC since I learned about their BIG Role in Mental Health

Did You know ... it's a Disease ☣️#️ ⃣ pic.twitter.com/N0ff13omvt

8/24/2019 9:33:36 PM bwolf79  pic.twitter.com/hsCqrufOOd

8/24/2019 9:33:39 PM nurseniceyes No

8/24/2019 9:35:08 PM tahoesteveblack nope... not a bit...

8/24/2019 9:35:22 PM curseca Have they given us a single reason to trust them?

8/24/2019 9:36:52 PM adsvel When it will be then we will continue this conversation, until that event NO to 5G, why we should live in the big microwave owen?

8/24/2019 9:37:59 PM elisalenz4 Hell no! What's with these private companies misleading people into thinking they're government agencies? CDC is a house of horrors.

8/24/2019 9:38:49 PM jojoe12299 😂😂😂 I don't trust any government agency.

8/24/2019 9:40:25 PM cpace98 I just RT the archive version too

8/24/2019 9:40:53 PM kcapoeman Umm 😐

8/24/2019 9:41:12 PM adsvel Wrong, crime is crime, and you have to be responsible of your deeds, no matter who you are, Prince or pope.

8/24/2019 9:42:59 PM jojoe12299 He got off easy, at least it wasn't a child's head.

8/24/2019 9:43:03 PM kcapoeman @Delta17Dawn this is the reason David gives me for wanting a Tesla. Smh 🙄🤦🏻♀️😂

8/24/2019 9:45:08 PM sailingawakened Where in FL?

8/24/2019 9:46:09 PM sailingawakened True victims of gang-stalking cannot "move" from it. It is global.

8/24/2019 9:47:17 PM carolin15161363 I dont trust anything government

8/24/2019 9:48:25 PM mongrelglory I know Sandris!  I guess it's like Ben Fulford says... the main goal is peace and planetary unity.  However, it's hard to think that some people might get 

immunity "deals".  That being said, Karma is a great teacher...

8/24/2019 9:48:55 PM adsvel Somebody told me that auras is hoax, but I see them... Same in this situation.

8/24/2019 9:50:13 PM adsvel Elon Musk sucks.😂

8/24/2019 9:51:31 PM magnolia678 No they are run by cabal

8/24/2019 9:55:57 PM mongrelglory His solar panels catch fire too...

8/24/2019 9:56:26 PM dark2light2019 I wasn’t saying to move from “gang stalking” just to move out if “cabal county” florida. South florida is a cabal stronghold.

8/24/2019 9:57:51 PM wicked1776 👎

8/24/2019 9:58:16 PM adsvel There is no deal, Michelle. No immunity for those who rape and kill children.

8/24/2019 9:59:11 PM adsvel He is lunatic.

8/24/2019 9:59:53 PM adsvel If softly speaking...



8/24/2019 10:00:44 PM jrocktigers And this whole time I thought that was Wal Mart excuse for shuttering stores for a few months to retrofit them for the 1000 points of light processing 

centers....maybe it still is. . . the lawsuits are to cover. . so many questions...

8/24/2019 10:00:59 PM mongrelglory He does a lot of drugs... especially cocaine.

8/24/2019 10:03:39 PM sailingawakened Apologies. I can verify that parts around MacDill AFB/Tampa are no better.

8/24/2019 10:04:48 PM rocktobersky "Watch The Water!"

8/24/2019 10:06:44 PM americanpetal Yeah, well I didn’t know that when I moved there. 

Of all the places...😫😬😡🤦♀️🙏✔🕊🇺🇸

8/24/2019 10:07:15 PM americanpetal No kidding to Tampa.

8/24/2019 10:07:20 PM boodaisy If people can't even get mad at being "fluorinated", we're really fucked.

8/24/2019 10:11:46 PM destinlola No

8/24/2019 10:21:30 PM kathleen3693693 I do NOT trust the CDC. If they're hailing fluoridation as one of the top 10 great public health achievements, they're obviously speaking for their 

masters.

8/24/2019 10:22:12 PM lenardhscott101 NO

8/24/2019 10:30:19 PM lvx1132 It's a wonder from the 1950s so personally, I think they should study further into it even though they found no issue in the 50s.

8/24/2019 10:33:39 PM rawphonegirl 🗿🗿🗿

8/24/2019 10:34:04 PM frontieraviator NO!

8/24/2019 10:35:46 PM charmanda9 Thank you! ✨🙏🏻✨

8/24/2019 10:36:44 PM stormmedicine Strength Card Tarot pic.twitter.com/LMbMBqu6JQ

8/24/2019 10:36:44 PM boehmeb No

8/24/2019 10:41:14 PM mamiemcclure17 ❤️

8/24/2019 10:42:16 PM stormmedicine The girl is holding the lion tamer wand used in the circus - Oppenheimer circus travelled to give/receive messages in foreign lands. Spy Ring. 3 ring 

circus. Is this a message appearing in the NYP?

8/24/2019 10:42:19 PM michael81972 #ToxictoYourHealth

8/24/2019 10:44:30 PM wwg1wga93583681 nope pic.twitter.com/bMLFoVph02

8/24/2019 10:46:34 PM nmzoocrew  pic.twitter.com/ZOv5T0nKPi

8/24/2019 10:48:56 PM charmanda9 👏👏👏 #CDCisToxicToYourHealth

8/24/2019 10:56:04 PM trishafortrump Nope

8/24/2019 11:01:26 PM poppyslovecapu No‼️

8/24/2019 11:01:38 PM tenbuckssaysyo1 The media is own by these creatures who are into satanism. They tell ppl what they want them to know . . Not what they NEED to know

8/24/2019 11:02:57 PM balimalysh Nooooo!🙄

8/24/2019 11:05:17 PM toffer_anon_369 Anyone find it odd that Andrew Luck would suddenly retire @ 29 and in the prime of his career?

Maybe he was involved with Epstein?

8/24/2019 11:09:30 PM slipperyslope18 No, the globalists have had too many fingers in it,

for far too long. 🤔

8/24/2019 11:09:59 PM ethereal_shaman Nope.

8/24/2019 11:15:07 PM poppyslovecapu Is Evergreen a reference to the Airline in Columbus, Ohio connected to Epstein and his illegal drug trafficking operations⁉️

#AskingForAFriend

8/24/2019 11:29:09 PM elenochle Had this news in the news blast a few days ago.

8/24/2019 11:33:36 PM decodematrix It's very angering to find out you've been poisoned your whole life.

8/24/2019 11:40:16 PM goaskaliceq But still 'untouched' by law enforcement correct? U know openly, in the pursuit of justice.#NM theState known for #corruption right down to Gov 

swiping baby wipes fm welfare programs ya, anything even coats &senior meals to toilet paper&water..& of course public funds #Qarmy

8/24/2019 11:44:15 PM stormmedicine I forgot. I'm still mad everybody lied and told us there was youth, middle age then old age. That middle age was BS. In retalliation I'm sticking with 

youth & working my way back to diapers.

8/24/2019 11:56:19 PM ggart91 Are there older pics ?? Maybe without bars?

8/25/2019 12:00:04 AM jaded_pearl I was always leery but after seeing the truth about cancer & under our skin documentaries, I am now certain it's equal  to other 3 letter US agencies in 

pop control. Who was the employee who was found dead? I feel suspicious about his death. #BigPharma

8/25/2019 12:15:19 AM rowanlou Hell No

8/25/2019 12:17:31 AM lyndamathews25 Robert Kennedy Jr’s words, is a “cesspool of corruption.

8/25/2019 12:21:12 AM asdasd26700831 Hi , are Governments willing participants of this fluoridation or are they blackmailed? Cuz officials from my country tells me they have weekly meetings 

to discuss the safety of fluoridation zz

8/25/2019 12:36:08 AM allahuniversal Libido Dominandi- Lust, Power, & Control https://youtu.be/qQeRu7BUEr8 

8/25/2019 12:40:47 AM allahuniversal Pornography, Freedom, & Social Destruction https://youtu.be/6vSmcL7tCmQ 

8/25/2019 12:46:48 AM kfr0329 Hell no!

8/25/2019 12:48:41 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/3sIQbAoAQt

8/25/2019 12:58:41 AM usss_211 NO!

8/25/2019 1:01:20 AM jaded_pearl Unit 731 pic.twitter.com/hw76EK7aQc

8/25/2019 1:10:36 AM nlrunyon36 No

8/25/2019 1:51:28 AM ss78868684 Good..keep your ass in the 🇬🇧

8/25/2019 2:12:04 AM 4mydeerone @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I’m assuming Everyone understands EVEraeONE’s importance HEREarth!

Before The Flash a Vow of Love from another atherosclerosis plane from which all in the BEEs grinning were pilgrims Granted #YouAndWE this by God 

in RaeTURN for a VOW.

Keira Knightley 

#TrustLOVE pic.twitter.com/nbIIq6Kgwr

8/25/2019 2:17:23 AM 4mydeerone @KeirasCloset pic.twitter.com/m2qti49EWQ

8/25/2019 2:21:39 AM breebby72q Never have

8/25/2019 2:22:25 AM breebby72q  pic.twitter.com/nBnvGftpJr

8/25/2019 2:24:09 AM 4mydeerone #YouAndWE matter...

Why kept apart?

Why moved thee away?

Why still I alone?

Why the Boy a hostage?

AVow Vs aPromise!

A SScumSSucker once said it depends what the definition of iS iS

Soon Is Is nothing

& Now is Is subject to our vow

For #YaWEE and the Good Earth and people

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/852a5THEuu
8/25/2019 2:25:56 AM wwg1wga10432367 No

8/25/2019 2:29:55 AM tribbleindustr1 Follow podcast "This Week in Parasistology" there is some interesting stuff especially on hook worm. That might intrigue you and its connection to vac.



8/25/2019 2:30:13 AM 4mydeerone wHEN is the Last Time, other than in the material plain and plane 

themSS or they asked you Watt YOU Want Vs Telling You What You “need” to do?

Not i!

i! Have asked You SHeARThePLAN

TWOstep US to Freedom

By the Grace of the #LittleBirdsThatTYedUStoEarth

#LIBERTY

The Coice is ours pic.twitter.com/JEva1OB7v5
8/25/2019 2:35:36 AM 4mydeerone CriminALLs plan for failure!

They pamper one who may mainTAIN #STatUSQuZEROplusTicTok

and #SpiritBLINDtHATtoSHeARTheBIND

Why?

44 time!

If ever wHEN wake Did WE To #WEEEEpea

They could scramble while they scramble 44 an acceptable Reason to disHONOR RaeSon & His True Love: You!KCK pic.twitter.com/naynWoIx57

8/25/2019 2:43:15 AM jvan125 AWESOME meme...❤️❤️❤️

8/25/2019 2:43:20 AM 4mydeerone As 44 RaeSon I aspire to be NOBLE in deed & deeds & simpLEE live as maybe asked of me 4Honor of +44 2 8⭕️♾ & OUR ChildHENs & ALL CHILDhens!

Yet here we are, WHERE the FULCK are You! Why is Our Son Still a hoSStage did Liao🌹 Live? How many more?!? Please!

Keira Knightley

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/FJNgc1JORn

8/25/2019 2:45:20 AM jvan125 😔🙏🏻❤️

8/25/2019 2:46:45 AM 4mydeerone FrankLEE if you can’t EVEHEN stand as a Friend or Nobel Stranger to Guide me regardless of with Whom May Chosse to Unite in EarthBOUND promises 

of Fidelity, Fellowship & the PhsicalPassion of Etherial Unity of Body can you at least honor me with Your Relief of My Charged VOW.?. 

pic.twitter.com/jQYR2i2MwG

8/25/2019 2:47:09 AM jvan125 I LOVE PEPE!!!! This one I haven’t seen so I’m stealing it ❤️😉

8/25/2019 2:50:15 AM 4mydeerone I can’t do this much longer the longing is to great and the crimes don’t seem to hesitate to bleed out the light of Our passion and the Hold innLimbo the 

Dream of What once was vowed and now may just shroud you from saying Hello Joe it’s Me & i....

It’s not a lot to ask

“Keira” pic.twitter.com/YZDQ6ipkG4

8/25/2019 2:55:46 AM 4mydeerone It’s not remoteLEE that I don’t trust or BEElive in YOU awake and empires with the JoyUS nature of thee 🐝 bumbLEEbeeUTisFULL of that by YOU!

No it’s the rest of the “Pilgrims” otherwise why all this time and effort against a few honkSS & jOkSS! 

(Meant to motiv812) sick of -moME pic.twitter.com/CUQdyQhaJf

8/25/2019 3:02:25 AM rafngeirdal Since it is said to be a private corporation with some fifty patents, one needs to be aware of that the owner(s) and/or manager(s) of CDC ,might be 

most interested in increasing their PROFIT.

8/25/2019 3:10:26 AM nyscof CDC routinely misleads public on fluoridation safety  https://fluoridedangers.blogspot.com/2014/11/cdc-misleads-legislators-about.html … & lies to 

legislators  https://fluoridedangers.blogspot.com/2014/11/cdc-official-lied-about-fluoridation.html …

& stragetizies with organized dentistry  https://fluoridedangers.blogspot.com/2014/09/govt-strategizes-with-private-groups-to.html … CDC is like the 

PR arm of organized dentistry - fluoridation gives ADA  political viability

8/25/2019 3:10:26 AM nettiejoi No, not at all.  http://fluoridealert.org/ 

8/25/2019 3:10:28 AM 4mydeerone Allow me to intro2 ME 2uSS!

me is nothing withOUT SHeART&Our ChildHENs of both #WEEEEpea plus Watt EVErae Have Breed From our seed +a plan where Everychild is important 

as #Qbaby. or SenateHERs &other SStovepIpeSS of falsePower

#KeiraKnightley

 https://youtu.be/sOyRIyOvBn4 

#QAnon

Now! pic.twitter.com/OypgPBsQ50

8/25/2019 3:10:37 AM freshredpaint No

8/25/2019 3:14:02 AM 4mydeerone #QAnon that’s NOW! #Houston!!!

#DeepState #PUEU #BuSShitSS #NeoConKillaSS #KKKenWEdieSSforYouSS #Casshgoey ‘#SSheikSScloSSetQueerPEErSS and #mullahmullahmullahSS

NOW or not now... pic.twitter.com/HWi4mzmSiY

8/25/2019 3:25:18 AM 4mydeerone Hey #QAnon

Why say CP in [ 🦚 ]

Why initials WJC in emails...

The SScumSS KKKould at least WrightIT WjC or WjOfC as in WIFE j Of The CHRIST!

German 🦚?!?

Baer Bonds...???!!!

@FBI HOAG

and Watt of this Boy in #Houston

Got WeirD weather in the Gulf South?

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=12kcpP-8jfM … pic.twitter.com/eGNd9g9Vv4
8/25/2019 3:26:12 AM _369311119 223 Military Police Company  https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1165141228469530624?s=20 …

8/25/2019 3:29:15 AM 4mydeerone In all seriousLEE I am proud & honored by the Path of my own #QUESTiONE to unDEERstanding...

It’s just...

Imagine:  https://youtu.be/4vHB0huQ-BU 

and tHEN to bring globalWHORING $$ warSSwithoutend except for €nd$$

Stoning tapes girls then off on a yacht to SSodmize boySS & just #Uhh... pic.twitter.com/S1HJg5IgH8

8/25/2019 3:34:36 AM freestateojones Heard.

8/25/2019 3:39:20 AM olimyracle "Trust the plan."

💞 pic.twitter.com/0CTGvyzsH7

8/25/2019 3:42:57 AM martingeddes On a scale of 1-10, 0.

8/25/2019 3:45:00 AM qui64667224 Nope

8/25/2019 3:48:50 AM adsp134 Hell no I don’t trust them

8/25/2019 3:51:38 AM cryptogamer11 -223

8/25/2019 3:55:16 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/K25jsNWfA1

8/25/2019 3:56:51 AM archiebird4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 His granddaughter, recently found dead.  After all his work on vaccines??

8/25/2019 4:03:50 AM keith369me Thanks for caring

8/25/2019 4:08:29 AM 92michael It’s either Gitmo or the Ice Box??? Most would prefer Gitmo. The weather is a lot nicer and the view is better.

8/25/2019 4:19:13 AM kamakiriad1 The CDC are the masters of fraudulent research. They don't even understand that a placebo should only ever be an inert substance, not an adjuvant or 

another vaccine. Pretty simple really.



8/25/2019 4:33:34 AM truthseeker273 CDC, UN, CI A. All in the same category. Zero trust. Globalists. Agendas to destroy from within. Treasonous.

8/25/2019 4:40:44 AM janerross Flouride is a byproduct of the aluminum industry. IT IS A POISON. Flouride does (((NOTHING))) good for teeth.FLOURIDE CALCIFIES THE PINEAL GLAND 

(the 3rd eye). Hitler gave flouride to concentration camp prisoners to make them docile.

8/25/2019 4:56:20 AM godfamcountry There have been lots of units deployed there over the past couple years.  I’m hoping by your tweet this one is different!

8/25/2019 5:07:47 AM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @MLP_officiel @matteosalvinimi @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @IPOT1776 @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch 

@TomFitton @Project_Veritas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152 @SeekerOTL https://twitter.com/NivensMcTwisp2/status/1165596275087200256 …

8/25/2019 5:09:32 AM samsmith0319 No... just another corrupt agency where money is more important than safety of people...💥👿💥

8/25/2019 5:18:54 AM tamravee AI nightmare .

Artificial intelligence = fake intelligence.  What could possibly go wrong?

8/25/2019 5:26:28 AM mwannahockalugi Not just no, but hell no.

8/25/2019 5:26:30 AM djlok I dunno.  Let's ask this guy is we should.  Oh nevermind, @CDCgov killed him... https://www.ajc.com/news/breaking-news/exclusive-cdc-researcher-

had-personal-struggles-before-suicide/3mQZiVKVpaAztG7GqPzy7L/ …

8/25/2019 5:33:57 AM anonelpablo #WindsorIsFalling

8/25/2019 5:35:21 AM davidlynch1983 He would be arrested

8/25/2019 5:38:16 AM qanongrunt55 I don’t trust any government

8/25/2019 5:46:51 AM stanfireman1 Not!

8/25/2019 5:47:43 AM squattybaudy Oh. Hell. No... water fluoridation is the greatest farce foisted on the American people...

8/25/2019 5:54:54 AM susyqzee It’s seeming more and more likely to be truth as well isn’t it. I read some things that also suggested the Royals conducted hunting parties on private 

islands of human children. I can’t believe most of the UK love the Monarchy! How will they cope knowing the truth ?

8/25/2019 5:55:35 AM athera76289836  pic.twitter.com/Ta4qXlkM5z

8/25/2019 5:57:47 AM susyqzee Something else to note. Doctor Steven Greer was funded by the Rockerfellas.  He and Linda Molten-Howe are reptilians. What is their agenda ? 

pic.twitter.com/fHp4o4dHhY

8/25/2019 5:59:59 AM susyqzee  https://twitter.com/susyqzee/status/1094458085966602240?s=21 …

8/25/2019 6:04:21 AM deplorableholic Imagine the STD’s. Supposedly he’s had 1,000 women and children. Why is he and Ghislaine Maxwell still free?

8/25/2019 6:05:35 AM sickie88 Yes I found it odd.. I mean the timing is very coincidental

8/25/2019 6:07:14 AM usa12345678usa i’ll just add, and i hope you already know throughout history, little boys clubs egodriven have tried to hijack judaism... this all has nothing to do with 

judaism.  judaism is conservative...not against anyone.

8/25/2019 6:07:45 AM sterkinglights1 Personal struggle= truth.

8/25/2019 6:17:06 AM unidentifiedta1 Great find. In the Thoth Tarot deck, the same card means Lust.

8/25/2019 6:19:17 AM maryschade14 Hell no.

8/25/2019 6:24:36 AM blsdbe #NoCoincidences

8/25/2019 6:24:44 AM theraphinj CDC is a private entity like the DNC?

There is a revolving door between them and big pharmaceutical companies

Dr’s develop vaccines for big pharma then go to work for the CDC to get the vaccine on the schedule 

TOTALLY CRIMINAL!

vaccines don’t work... pic.twitter.com/c24pjnxUJO

8/25/2019 6:25:10 AM maga_mae Tick-Tock!

8/25/2019 6:25:48 AM theraphinj Burn it down!! pic.twitter.com/ffeFG1adR8

8/25/2019 6:26:26 AM zaxes5 No

8/25/2019 6:26:27 AM brick_airhedred I 💖 this sooooo much. 👍🏼

8/25/2019 6:28:46 AM junebugbeaux  pic.twitter.com/eZlQmWMfeE

8/25/2019 6:31:44 AM scottlarocca3 The CDC also known as the centers of death and corruption needs to by eliminated pic.twitter.com/PPcjMofgJC

8/25/2019 6:33:07 AM blsdbe This is why we must #TrustButVerify. The verification part is the tricky bit pic.twitter.com/zFeVq3ZDRv

8/25/2019 6:39:26 AM awakentothyself When is the corrupt CDC flood gates going to burst open to expose their crimes against humanity?

Soon I hope!

8/25/2019 6:43:02 AM maga4cac Nope.

8/25/2019 6:43:57 AM grl402 Not at all

8/25/2019 6:46:08 AM gooutthebox1 Spain is a beautiful place to live.. and all criminals are welcome.. 😤🤦🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/Tliu374VBk

8/25/2019 6:52:08 AM slavesnomore20 Hell no I don’t nor FDA or any other Government ran bullshit Department

8/25/2019 6:54:24 AM bbobbio71 Nope

8/25/2019 7:00:40 AM wideawake0804 Same

8/25/2019 7:03:21 AM tucson_ron Oh, and, hell no.

8/25/2019 7:04:02 AM twitmctwittiet1 Not one fucking bit

8/25/2019 7:04:22 AM hambrickro 😳 Geez RANDY ANDY, look at what big teeth you have 😳

8/25/2019 7:09:32 AM jonjonlives1 No I dont trust the cdc

8/25/2019 7:10:15 AM chooselove108 Absolutely...Truths ironically can appear contradictory yet still all be True. Follow yours, that's the real point of this entire movement.

8/25/2019 7:10:23 AM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/mo0gcBDh5K

8/25/2019 7:14:49 AM peintress3 Our homework

8/25/2019 7:21:10 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @NSA_QIL2

8/25/2019 7:24:10 AM kikiwahtara Never. Why do you think they are mandating vaccines for our kids at an alarming rate. The lawyers for the cdc even know they are harming kids

8/25/2019 7:25:28 AM kikiwahtara So scary. Because we will all be autistic.

8/25/2019 7:27:42 AM kikiwahtara Now ask if anyone trusts Senator Richard pan in Cali.

8/25/2019 7:31:44 AM usafreedomfight CDC needs obliterated

8/25/2019 7:32:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 NO NAME https://twitter.com/DanLamothe/status/1165604271859126272 …

8/25/2019 7:33:11 AM bdam777 Why don't we say his name? 

You know the answer?

8/25/2019 7:33:43 AM nea_storm Virtual is the Key word here: Is it a "political agenda" or actually a far more insidious & heinous agenda on a Galactic scale of human trafficking & 

genetic research under the guise of an alleged agenda of divisionism? Integrated with another known serious issue termed [ALICE]? 

pic.twitter.com/nDJCjONjaj

8/25/2019 7:34:47 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ESVQvxaLsu

8/25/2019 7:35:03 AM anneolsen43 I guess my vision was wrong  I, II, III

8/25/2019 7:38:53 AM ghost_of_billy_ Cdc is just an organization. It depends on whose running it & security. Anything can become corrupted. 

If Water fluoridation is being hailed a victory, it's broken. Replace mgmt and its minions & reboot

8/25/2019 7:42:15 AM sugarmagz No.

8/25/2019 7:46:02 AM state1union Hell No!



8/25/2019 7:47:10 AM covertress The face you make when you have to live with the fact that you killed 134 Sailors & aviators, injured 161, and destroyed 21 aircraft #USSForrestal

 https://www.history.navy.mil/about-us/leadership/director/directors-corner/h-grams/h-gram-008/h-008-6.html … pic.twitter.com/erpoaBIFAx

8/25/2019 7:48:27 AM state1union Well I had a comment for that story. Hell is hot.

8/25/2019 7:52:14 AM victoriasheeha1 Only when they are saving people in a movie.

8/25/2019 7:53:27 AM keith369me ...and some people make themselves see things they hate because they make themselves see them!!!  I know which reality I’d rather live in, how 

about you?

8/25/2019 7:55:17 AM keith369me Add in his Senatorial work as Head Warmonger and that is quite a resume

8/25/2019 7:56:54 AM elias45732367 Do the Reich Germans exist? And will they save our Germany?

8/25/2019 7:59:31 AM susyqzee  https://youtu.be/5Sz2kcW-Xl4  check this

8/25/2019 8:00:02 AM aprilbrown99 #Poison #MakesYouNumb #KeepsYouSheep pic.twitter.com/DDWzAbKCqe

8/25/2019 8:10:12 AM anneolsen43 Mt Herman?

8/25/2019 8:10:23 AM jamiebroadwater If only our children’s textbooks would read- JM a real traitor (Not Benedict Arnold!)

8/25/2019 8:10:38 AM nopeyonekenopey There's way worse than these things he has done, but God knows these things are bad enough.

8/25/2019 8:21:37 AM knightofmaltaus Yes, we are not alone in the magnificent Universe. These new 8 Repeating Fast radio bursts are very interesting. 

@DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @terran_sol @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @UFOnetwork_ @UFOChronicles @mufon https://newatlas.com/eight-new-

repeating-fast-radio-bursts/61137/ …

8/25/2019 8:25:49 AM sguluzza No.

8/25/2019 8:26:36 AM terran_sol I look forward to us meeting the extraterrestrials in person.

8/25/2019 8:28:21 AM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1159948178357194758?s=19 …

8/25/2019 8:32:30 AM verfolg The whole family is debauched. They like to hunt children in France. Literally hunt!!! Where is he safe?

8/25/2019 8:34:44 AM tamravee #ORGANTRAFFICING #CHINAsource https://youtu.be/qhNssuBuyEo 

8/25/2019 8:35:02 AM wearediamonds2 Back on the east coast after a red eye...going to try and sleep soon. Couldn't help but look at all the mountains and tunnels of Cali differently after 

reading things posted by @NSA_QIL2 , @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , and @RealEyeTheSpy !

8/25/2019 8:39:59 AM bhopki On a slightly different subject - I'd like to bring this matter to everyone's attention. It's from 2 years ago but I only became aware of it today. 

pic.twitter.com/zYQkIdhEYA

8/25/2019 8:40:35 AM state1union I’m on Ice till future notice.

8/25/2019 8:40:43 AM whiskey_ginger1 I pay to take the fluoride out of our tap water #Berkey

8/25/2019 8:51:27 AM freedom_sent -NO NAME

Why not go public with his crimes? Why allow him a state funeral, full military honors, respect? Crimes?Treason? Selling weapons to the enemy? ISIS?

If he did those things, then no one knows about it. And it is EXACTLY this secrecy that allows it to continue with others. pic.twitter.com/fObkM4jR8F

8/25/2019 8:52:14 AM zzed2020 Nope.  http://healthscamsexposed.com/2018/07/the-hpv-vaccine-is-sterilizing-american-girls/ …

8/25/2019 8:52:30 AM heyflhayhay They zapped me with those poisons 3 decades ago ~ I felt all alone but knew it was just a matter of time and here we are and that fact crushes my soul 

😢🤬

8/25/2019 8:56:22 AM kikiwahtara You and me both. I am on the front lines in Cali fighting this.

8/25/2019 8:57:01 AM iamsheisyeshua Read the article, it is coded for the Cabal. 

Paraphrasing - He met his wife at a Halloween Party, he was dressed as Dig'em from Honey Smacks and she was Alice in Wonderland. There was a 

harem of girls around him.

I think this is his acknowledgement that he is in the Cabal.

8/25/2019 8:59:15 AM maga_mae I don't trust the CDC or Big Pharma!

8/25/2019 9:02:53 AM carolva97910854 Not a bit!

8/25/2019 9:04:53 AM q_the_salt You are awesome. Many thanks.

8/25/2019 9:05:09 AM heyflhayhay Thank YOU for doing so! The neurotoxins did their job on my brain so my involvement has slowed down due to the memory impairment ~ and the 

heartbreaking fact that I am no longer alone so now I cheer on you warriors as this Evil is taken down! Bless You ~ 😊

8/25/2019 9:07:12 AM vaporking Fluoride is poison.

8/25/2019 9:11:08 AM kikiwahtara Thank you!!! Thank you for speaking up. I wish people would have heard your voice back then. I hear you!!! ❤️

8/25/2019 9:11:37 AM _girlmaher_ Oh I remember his best hit "Bomb Iran, Bomb Iran, Bomb, Bomb Iran." A bit repetitive but catchy, got everybody dancing at the NEOwarmonger 

parties.

8/25/2019 9:20:12 AM oliheck Hunger Games... there is more truth in it than anyone can imagine...

The district organization is like the Fed Res System 🤔

And I’d like to know who’s the president of This country in reality 🤔

8/25/2019 9:24:35 AM oliheck I started laughing when s/o posted that the greatest fool in the tarot cards (hm who’s playing the fool in the media?) is at the same time the biggest 

and highest valued TRUMP CARD 😂👍🏻💪🏻

8/25/2019 9:28:47 AM desirelove101 Absolutely NOT!!!

8/25/2019 9:29:19 AM enomai_ Is post 9,999 going to be massive?

8/25/2019 9:30:30 AM qanongroup We can always Trust them to Lie

8/25/2019 9:31:31 AM vaporking You mean year 9999?

8/25/2019 9:38:27 AM dc92t I have a well, I want nothing to do with anything they add to water...

8/25/2019 9:38:43 AM kathleen3693693 Add in his work that he did on sealing ALL the files regarding Vietnam POWs--leaving untold numbers of still-alive vets behind--just to hide his dastardly 

deeds. Then, he was at #DeepState's beck and call, all to cover his azz.  #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening https://youtu.be/7tkBiFZBix0 

8/25/2019 9:38:44 AM mountainminder Toxicity of Flouride will be one of the biggest wake up events for normies.

8/25/2019 9:41:08 AM mgodfrey99 Nope

8/25/2019 9:42:31 AM verfolg He better hurry up and go, if he still can.

8/25/2019 9:47:02 AM heyflhayhay I tried to scream WARNING and was viciously treated to the insult to injury attacks that the Damaged have all experienced. Still Standing Somehow but 

can now die with a slight smile on my face knowing the Evil Ones have met their match ~ Bravo 😍

8/25/2019 9:49:46 AM charmanda9 Dig’em the ... frog?

8/25/2019 9:55:10 AM qanongroup Cat head in a box means Rats will bring you Death

8/25/2019 9:56:25 AM susan66388204 Never have trusted them 1 BIT

8/25/2019 9:57:31 AM qanongroup If the world is to change for the better then start with abolishing all Kings and Queens of this world

8/25/2019 10:03:26 AM jamiegrahamusa Project Iceworm, Camp Century, Forgotten US base under the ice.

8/25/2019 10:08:46 AM watchinyou5 No I don't.

8/25/2019 10:14:39 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @DJLOK @zagnett @blsdbe @Keith72256137 @JRockTigers @charmanda9 @AllahUniversal @GirlAwakeinCA 

@Qanon76 @love4thegameAK @MongrelGlory @Vintagesquirrel @P0A_Triot23 @lorieve @lori_dee1 @RoubLisa @laurabusse  sorry if i missed 

someone https://twitter.com/OrgPhysics/status/1165330109127172096 …

8/25/2019 10:16:18 AM trumppatriotus1 Nope!



8/25/2019 10:16:29 AM charmanda9 🤩 wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow 🤩

8/25/2019 10:17:03 AM roublisa Oh wow...looks like dimensional type anomaly 😳.  Beyond the veil💥💥💥

8/25/2019 10:17:58 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please tell us...is this 5D?  Feels like it to me. ✨✨✨

8/25/2019 10:19:35 AM aprilbrown99 I could sit and watch it all day....and dream. 💗🌼🦋🌸

8/25/2019 10:19:56 AM roublisa I have heard the image on the moon is a projection ....look how fast it is rotating 😳 the rainbow aura next to it seems like a portal maybe?

8/25/2019 10:20:45 AM roublisa I love you sister April...me too💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/2qNCQjV8g4

8/25/2019 10:22:50 AM roublisa Last night I saw a clip of Emery Smith interviewing John Leary about truths....John said there are actually 49 planets in our solar system and life on 

all...also 800 ET settlements on Earth... 💥💥💥what do you guys think🤔🤔🤔

8/25/2019 10:23:26 AM aprilbrown99 I love you too!  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/wYXm0cdwq0

8/25/2019 10:23:40 AM charmanda9 I have been watching it loop over and over and over 🤩

8/25/2019 10:24:20 AM zagnett This could be produced by very advance holographic technology possibly. 🤨🧐😅

8/25/2019 10:24:28 AM charmanda9 That’s what I thought. Whose moon are we seeing here?

8/25/2019 10:24:32 AM aprilbrown99 Can you please share the link?  I would like to see that. 🙏🙏🙏

8/25/2019 10:25:17 AM aprilbrown99 Me too. It makes me cry. So beautiful. pic.twitter.com/grUX0jLErG

8/25/2019 10:25:31 AM charmanda9 Sounds like additional disclosure rolling out to me, Lisa!

8/25/2019 10:25:51 AM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/q6n0c0X6dg

8/25/2019 10:26:40 AM zagnett ...So it's not necessarily Niburu lol. 😂🤣😅

8/25/2019 10:26:45 AM charmanda9 Btw, is it a new interview? I’ve been missing Emery.

8/25/2019 10:27:39 AM charmanda9 WHOSE advanced tech, tho Zag?

8/25/2019 10:30:45 AM zagnett Guessing the SSp / Secret Space Force and/or otherwise the "breakaway civilization" that has long wanted to keep the unwitting Earth-bound 

population contained & in constant fear of various unlikely catastrophes.

IF this is the case, Yawn.🙄

8/25/2019 10:32:34 AM keith369me That is crazy...probably there all along...but just visible now

8/25/2019 10:33:02 AM aprilbrown99 So amazing.

8/25/2019 10:34:13 AM jrocktigers Very cool , just so you all know , it is CGI .

8/25/2019 10:34:45 AM roublisa Sure let me find it...it was a commercial for Gaia...brb

8/25/2019 10:35:05 AM roublisa On Gaia

8/25/2019 10:36:04 AM stevenawonder Nothing new. There’s a big target on him for trying to bring Peace to the world, Dark to Light. Pray that God protects and guides him and his Staff. 

#GodWins

8/25/2019 10:36:44 AM keith369me RaInbow portal + hologram?

8/25/2019 10:37:40 AM roublisa Kind of looks like a nebula pic.twitter.com/6YVjCWQYBq

8/25/2019 10:37:56 AM aprilbrown99 I personally dont think so, but it is good to have discernment.

8/25/2019 10:38:28 AM 1crazy_toaster I think we do not know exactly how many planets are around us & much less how many beings live on & in them.

8/25/2019 10:41:29 AM 1crazy_toaster I think you said a while back that you were very concerned about 5G. Was that you? I meant to share a link w/ you regarding protection but I wasn't 

sure if you were the one that expressed concern.  I will not post publicly to protect the work.

8/25/2019 10:41:52 AM keith369me Want to add on more thing...in early June I was on an airplane and saw a vertical rainbow that lasted about 10 seconds in a stationary position and 

then suddenly disappeared.  My head is buzzing with energy now

8/25/2019 10:42:00 AM kes828 Oh hell no!!

8/25/2019 10:42:41 AM roublisa Angels have this appearance 💖💖💖

8/25/2019 10:42:59 AM keith369me Anything is possible...but not what I’m feeling

8/25/2019 10:43:06 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/MiI7dhDiQu

8/25/2019 10:43:28 AM roublisa Aug 20th.  2019 💥 pic.twitter.com/sgGYQZrDdY

8/25/2019 10:44:04 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. No it wasnt me but please post if you have it. I know there are many who are worried about it. 🙏🙏🙏

8/25/2019 10:44:23 AM roublisa ☺☺☺💗💗💗✨✨✨

8/25/2019 10:45:25 AM aprilbrown99 My head has been buzzing for months.  It isnt hollow after all. Lol. 🤪🥴

8/25/2019 10:45:41 AM 1crazy_toaster to protect, key word, protect the work, it is not wise to post publicly. I ask that you do same but share privately. I aim to do that, if you follow me. Not 

sure how to send the link privately otherwise. Make sense?

8/25/2019 10:46:20 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. ✨✨✨

8/25/2019 10:46:48 AM charmanda9 Well wouldn’t the general population like to know about the SSP, let alone this advanced tech??? Roll it out! Dark to Light!

8/25/2019 10:47:57 AM zagnett Sure would think so. 👍🙏😅

8/25/2019 10:48:18 AM charmanda9 Great for me! Sucks that you can’t share Gaia content unless others have accounts too. Should be free for all.

8/25/2019 10:48:38 AM roublisa You can see a clip...but the one I saw had the more enticing info...I don’t have a subscription😕...I saw it as a commercial right before a video I 

watched last night.

8/25/2019 10:48:53 AM v_rags If that was a planet that was close wouldn’t the gravity of it affect us in a huge way?

8/25/2019 10:49:16 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I understand. I am not worried about 5G so no need to share with me. Whoever would like this info will certainly find you. 

✨✨✨🙏🙏🙏🙌🙌🙌

8/25/2019 10:49:26 AM roublisa Are you going to watch it?🙃

8/25/2019 10:49:48 AM charmanda9 Thank you!!!

8/25/2019 10:49:57 AM v_rags I agree.

8/25/2019 10:50:05 AM zagnett Gravity may not be taught accurately in schools.

8/25/2019 10:50:54 AM v_rags Yes I agree but I still would think it would have an affect. IMO.

8/25/2019 10:53:13 AM zagnett Sorry i'm just not going to trust our education system's explanation of gravity. i believe e.g. the "Unified Theory" & other science is actually known by 

the breakaway civilization & not us. Possibly even gravity may work VERY differently than is described in our [schools].

8/25/2019 10:53:40 AM roublisa That sphere is spinning at top speeds lol😉😉😉 pic.twitter.com/qxaKhvOzkB

8/25/2019 10:54:06 AM roublisa Exactly...👊👊👊

8/25/2019 10:54:20 AM v_rags Yes true. You have a point because all the history they taught us was false so what else is false!

8/25/2019 10:54:39 AM v_rags 😂😂😂

8/25/2019 10:54:49 AM no_expose read the 1990

case definition

of polio

and apply that

to AFM.

8/25/2019 10:55:25 AM no_expose CDC scrubbed lots of the data that used to be there on SV40 too.

8/25/2019 10:55:39 AM girlawakeinca This ☝️☝️

8/25/2019 10:55:55 AM zagnett Yes, exactly!

TPTB are NOT trustworthy.

Therefore We must Question Everything...including "gravity". Period.🧐

8/25/2019 10:56:09 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/slEeEraGI5

8/25/2019 10:56:31 AM aprilbrown99 That would be me. Lol

8/25/2019 11:01:11 AM kseven110 Me too!!!



8/25/2019 11:01:33 AM roublisa Yeeeesss!!!

8/25/2019 11:02:55 AM charmanda9 I think it is holographic too, but possibly through a portal somehow? So a holographic planet would not have gravity.

8/25/2019 11:03:23 AM charmanda9 Yes I will in just a cpl min

8/25/2019 11:03:32 AM v_rags 🤔🤔🤔interesting.

8/25/2019 11:03:56 AM roublisa Especially if the electromagnetic forces are involved...right🤯🤯🤯

8/25/2019 11:04:07 AM charmanda9 Right

8/25/2019 11:05:46 AM zagnett Holographic technology i've heard about can produce real, tangible matter. On a planet-size scale, idk. But in theory, IF the gravity is explained properly 

in mainstream science - which i doubt - then it may be possible to produce a hologram that can exert gravitational force.

8/25/2019 11:05:56 AM charmanda9 This thread is like LIGHTNING! 

⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/25/2019 11:06:30 AM v_rags I can’t  keep up! 😂😂😂

8/25/2019 11:06:59 AM charmanda9 Oh cool! But not with this tech, apparently.

8/25/2019 11:07:03 AM roublisa Lol I love these interactions 💥💥💥

8/25/2019 11:07:20 AM zagnett Please note the "holodeck" on Star Trek The Next Generation created "holographic" objects using actual physical matter. That show was (possibly) 

disclosure.

8/25/2019 11:07:24 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/pie95mwKNP

8/25/2019 11:08:18 AM iamsheisyeshua Yes, from the cereal Honey Smacks, not sure if it means anything, but her being dressed as Alice at a cereal themed Halloween party stood out as code. 

Did you know Disney made about 60 films with Alice in the title.

8/25/2019 11:08:19 AM v_rags I totally agree with that. Always said that when ever was watching ST

8/25/2019 11:08:19 AM zagnett How do we know? How can we tell?🤨🧐😉

8/25/2019 11:08:25 AM roublisa 👊👊👊🤯🤯🤯👊👊👊

8/25/2019 11:09:48 AM aprilbrown99 Very impressive Zag!  👍👍👍

8/25/2019 11:10:09 AM charmanda9 Oh no I didn’t! Interesting. I didn’t read that it was a cereal theme, either actually. Makes me think serial...

8/25/2019 11:11:21 AM aprilbrown99 I have a bit of a headache now. #Download

8/25/2019 11:11:34 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/5sB23x5qQy

8/25/2019 11:12:14 AM charmanda9 I wonder if a planet that close would produce physical sensation from its gravity to those in view of it. Also, did anyone else see this? Why are there no 

reactions from the ppl/person filming this? Inquiring minds want to know.

8/25/2019 11:12:25 AM v_rags I know I feel my brain is going to explode! 😂😂😂

8/25/2019 11:12:45 AM roublisa  https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1165684222629007360?s=21 …

8/25/2019 11:13:39 AM charmanda9 Yeah, my back hurts from the tense excitement! Maybe these are the gravitational effects hitting us! 😏

8/25/2019 11:13:46 AM v_rags Yes! Why aren’t there peple  Pulled over pulled over and watching!

8/25/2019 11:14:30 AM aprilbrown99 I asked the @OrgPhysics to please provide the link so I can send it to my cousin. I also asked where it was filmed. 

I am having ALICE trouble now. ALICE is with us. I can feel it.

8/25/2019 11:14:44 AM v_rags Or another wonderful energy shower! Like the other day!

8/25/2019 11:14:47 AM roublisa We are manifesting the reality veil reveal 👊👊👊

8/25/2019 11:15:12 AM v_rags Not surprised

8/25/2019 11:15:16 AM charmanda9 So only WE can see it you mean???

8/25/2019 11:15:53 AM zagnett A distinct possibility, yes.

8/25/2019 11:16:16 AM roublisa Seeding 🤷♀️ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 specialty💥💥💥

8/25/2019 11:19:15 AM roublisa Earth ship 🤔🤔🤔🤗🤗🤗 https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1165686213119885312?s=21 …

8/25/2019 11:20:05 AM zagnett Possible they were just dumbfounded / speechless by the event. This happens even during catastrophes / "deer in the headlights" syndrome.

8/25/2019 11:21:43 AM olimyracle Rederence to Harry Potter too ?

8/25/2019 11:30:39 AM roublisa Or what is in cereal 😣😖😫🤢

8/25/2019 11:30:45 AM italianmom555 Nope

8/25/2019 11:32:52 AM starehope What about the USA Liberty? https://youtu.be/LWyjykrLbvU 

8/25/2019 11:33:16 AM roublisa Yes 100%....lɐɔᴉdʎʇ lɐqɐɔ uʍopǝpᴉsdn‼️

8/25/2019 11:33:59 AM starehope USS Liberty! Dang swater rewrites everything.

8/25/2019 11:34:31 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/X4clnb4F8A

8/25/2019 11:35:07 AM charmanda9 Oh yeah! ☹️

8/25/2019 11:35:24 AM starehope But some truth leaked as I remember. A few POW's remembered.

8/25/2019 11:38:02 AM roublisa Yes!!!  Cosmic Law 💥💥💥

8/25/2019 11:40:31 AM roublisa I am blocked from that account 🤷♀️

8/25/2019 11:41:08 AM roublisa What is it there?

8/25/2019 11:49:07 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/qsfHQmvV59

8/25/2019 11:55:37 AM sterkinglights1 He isn't going to answer because you already know.

8/25/2019 11:56:16 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Live deep fake or they live? pic.twitter.com/gLS5YAfpto

8/25/2019 11:58:03 AM aprilbrown99 👇 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1165698196640653313 …

8/25/2019 12:02:38 PM rebornkingent @TheKanehB Cannibas husks?

8/25/2019 12:03:46 PM roublisa I am blocked from that gem account

8/25/2019 12:03:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Poor man's fake. https://twitter.com/OrgPhysics/status/1165330109127172096 …

8/25/2019 12:04:25 PM mongrelglory It doesn't really look like a "sphere" shape to me, as it's rotating.  More like and "egg" shape.  Reminds me of some polished stone eggs that I have.

8/25/2019 12:04:40 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/UbMj2Y1o6O

8/25/2019 12:05:18 PM roublisa Hahahahaha photoshopped...that’s rich....that is so yesteryear talk...photoshopped 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/BbYOz2C7yc

8/25/2019 12:05:35 PM qaphsiel17 As opposed to rich man'$ fake?

8/25/2019 12:06:18 PM roublisa You said you felt #alice ...well there ya go🙄👆👆👆

8/25/2019 12:06:35 PM rocktobersky What Project is This? And What Abour Planet X?

8/25/2019 12:06:49 PM crank_the_crank fake af

8/25/2019 12:07:02 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, dang it!!!  I believe in my heart it is true. pic.twitter.com/sheXPq9P2e

8/25/2019 12:07:34 PM mongrelglory He gets cranky at times...

8/25/2019 12:08:41 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I know he does. I still love him tho. 💗💗💗

8/25/2019 12:09:01 PM searcher9090 CGI

8/25/2019 12:09:21 PM covertress Norway Spiral?

Teal or Fake? pic.twitter.com/VxcFYkN93O

8/25/2019 12:09:41 PM covertress lol... *Real

8/25/2019 12:09:53 PM ragstorm How many in the first year??

8/25/2019 12:10:07 PM mongrelglory There also could be planets in our solar system that exist in different dimensions, which I don't think we'd be able to see from our dimension.

8/25/2019 12:10:15 PM covertress Both? XD

8/25/2019 12:10:17 PM roublisa  https://twitter.com/ucantstop_me/status/1165671643739512835?s=21 …

8/25/2019 12:11:24 PM roublisa Yes I agree 100%

8/25/2019 12:11:32 PM aprilbrown99 Amazing!



8/25/2019 12:11:32 PM dave_paragon2 Nope

8/25/2019 12:14:46 PM weshallrise144k Trust has to be earned.  Sorry CDC, you’ve failed epically!  #DarkToLight

8/25/2019 12:14:47 PM v_rags I just want to know what that thing is. pic.twitter.com/FgOzaMYfkO

8/25/2019 12:15:02 PM covertress I'm asking for photos!

There must be some declassified images that are legit Disclosure. 

Bring 'em!

Please

8/25/2019 12:15:35 PM aprilbrown99 It is probably the CGI projector. 😢😭😭

8/25/2019 12:16:25 PM v_rags Yea I was thinking that. But still makes me wonder. 🤔

8/25/2019 12:17:19 PM keith369me You’re wasting your time here...you’d be more effective if you move on to individuals that will have a negative emotional response to your games.

8/25/2019 12:17:24 PM aprilbrown99 I still believe in my heart it is true tho. Just sayin’...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said it was a poor mans fake...i think that is how they said it. 😢

8/25/2019 12:18:09 PM keith369me Disinfo is necessary?

8/25/2019 12:18:40 PM v_rags Yea true. He is on point 100%. But still 🤔🙃

8/25/2019 12:19:07 PM charmanda9 Yes I thought so too

8/25/2019 12:19:49 PM charmanda9 Exactly. That’s why I showed this retweet.

8/25/2019 12:20:01 PM adsvel Not correct... I never realise that I will see Auras of light, Moon, Sun. These wasn't my intentions or wishes, it become by itself after my Awakening, 

after alchemy I did with my emotional state, releasing burden. And also these are not all things I see, there is a lot more.

8/25/2019 12:20:39 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, i thought about that too. Truth resonates within my heart. This particular one may or amy not be real, but I have absolutely no doubt that we are 

very close to finding out the truth.

8/25/2019 12:20:53 PM keith369me If it were something classified would MJ verify?  MJ might or might not ask questions so we got to the truth.

8/25/2019 12:21:11 PM xin_an Silly CGI... imagine a planet rotating that fast... I didn't run the numbers, but it seems like it would fly apart.

8/25/2019 12:24:23 PM starehope Serial, as harem of girls around him? In succession?

8/25/2019 12:26:06 PM roublisa No matter what April...I fully believe this could be our reality why the heck not.....if it resonates it is in your awareness somewhere...IMHO. 💗💗💗

8/25/2019 12:26:22 PM v_rags That’s a good point.

8/25/2019 12:26:56 PM mongrelglory That's one of my favourite "anomalies".  I've asked MJ-12 about it several times during AMAs but no answer.  I think it might be classified...

8/25/2019 12:27:24 PM twdenton64 Dimensional portal open and a fallen one's craft is the egg, a symbol of the serpent.

8/25/2019 12:27:37 PM adsvel Michelle, I learn a lot about those things, what people are calling karma... There is cause and effect, every single moment we are making choices and 

these choices become vibrations which magnetizes in this Collective field. So there is no karma,  just not correct believe system.

8/25/2019 12:28:18 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, i agree!  I am so ready to get off this prison / contraption!  Let’s go home!  💫💫💫⚡⚡⚡💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/VS2G5zVl1U

8/25/2019 12:28:32 PM starehope Is that the same bald ss person behind g. bush? Same as daddy's joke? Watched those letter videos from many angles, looks identical as the one at 

daddy's to me.

8/25/2019 12:30:44 PM bereantype sheesh! Can you imagine the corolla effect on that planet??? LOL

8/25/2019 12:31:50 PM leslieau7 My tax refund money was used

To start an evil army !

This sickens me !

8/25/2019 12:33:10 PM clarkd958 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 looks like we annons are gonna have to push the #Q_question

8/25/2019 12:34:28 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/sZKOPoXViG

8/25/2019 12:35:37 PM mongrelglory I think it's how you define Karma. It's part of my Buddhist belief system. People misunderstand it as sort of "pay-back" for good or bad deeds.  It's more 

of a self-balancing mechanism in the universe from how I perceive it, but if the effects are observed you can learn from it.

8/25/2019 12:35:59 PM aprilbrown99 I believe the Sandia account means well. They are trying to prepare the public for what is to come. It is a great first step and gets people used to seeing 

different looking BEings to dispel fear. It is a good thing for many.

8/25/2019 12:36:26 PM mongrelglory I agree!

8/25/2019 12:38:02 PM vonnieshores Hey Barry, we see what you did there. Enjoy that new mansion. 

I hear it’s haunted.

8/25/2019 12:38:22 PM aprilbrown99 That is cute. Yes, they seem very friendly. It is all very positive. ✨✨✨

8/25/2019 12:39:59 PM wok68 Average CGI

8/25/2019 12:43:45 PM vintagesquirrel No pic.twitter.com/wVI6qfXdGD

8/25/2019 12:51:42 PM azuremagus Could be used for the 4th of July, much more creative then fireworks.

8/25/2019 12:52:49 PM vintagesquirrel 'Eva' Braun? pic.twitter.com/Swmf1jb4vS

8/25/2019 12:54:01 PM girlawakeinca MJ12 thought so too...

I still want to know how they did it.

8/25/2019 12:55:20 PM gibboneyrock CDC is as Federal as is the Federal Reserve. They hold some 20+ vaccine patents earning them $8 billion/year. They are in the position to falsely declare 

emergencies while providing vaccinations which profit them. Do they do it?? Are they truly trustworthy??

8/25/2019 12:59:08 PM starehope This, too, is no name. The other has Geo on the other side of the aisle.

8/25/2019 12:59:16 PM dark2light2019 Rich mans fake is our current “reality”

8/25/2019 1:00:53 PM vintagesquirrel Oh, I guess I misunderstood what you were saying.

8/25/2019 1:02:33 PM vintagesquirrel Here ya go. Is it the same guy? pic.twitter.com/FT6NTi1TjY

8/25/2019 1:03:50 PM anonlegion13 Project blue beam ....holograms

8/25/2019 1:14:49 PM jimhayzlett Which account blocked you, dear?

8/25/2019 1:19:00 PM drayian1 He is clearly bot moving as the wall in the background shows. Also those walls arent on I-5

8/25/2019 1:19:03 PM charmanda9 Yes! Reveal that tech! Please!

8/25/2019 1:19:28 PM thankq45 I saw that live. It was really weird. Looked like he was throwing up blood and his mouth was ripping open. If it was just the video feed it's strange that it 

only affected that area.

8/25/2019 1:19:35 PM starehope The guy behind. Watch a few vids. He must be Geo's personal ss guy.

8/25/2019 1:21:51 PM cedlemouton CGI PROJET BLUE BEAN .

8/25/2019 1:25:34 PM debrafierens Pleidian craft in cloaking

8/25/2019 1:26:15 PM vintagesquirrel Or handler

8/25/2019 1:30:57 PM thekanehb Yeah do you have more info?

8/25/2019 1:35:23 PM deepbluesand CENTER for DISEASE CREATION !!!

8/25/2019 1:35:50 PM lorieve Makes me dizzy, lol

8/25/2019 1:39:23 PM madrabbit917 Pretty good job. I'm not that skilled.

8/25/2019 1:41:11 PM realityloominng never seen this gif angle before.. looks even more like a portal

8/25/2019 1:42:00 PM realityloominng Underrated comment



8/25/2019 1:44:13 PM olimyracle I am very concerned about it. You can DM me, they are open.

Thank you 💞 pic.twitter.com/MwzsN0bpfE

8/25/2019 1:52:01 PM bereantype speaking of Tesla  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o  (3,6,9)

8/25/2019 1:58:06 PM sterkinglights1 It's Teal.

8/25/2019 2:02:38 PM aprilbrown99 MJ,  Thank you for answering my question, even if it wasn’t what I wanted to hear. 😘🥰🤗

8/25/2019 2:04:40 PM rachaelangelm Someone on Tik Tok lol

8/25/2019 2:09:32 PM ninjapatriot2 The Pindar

8/25/2019 2:20:32 PM krisp1377 What about a well next to cornfields? Will the water be toxic from chemicals being sprayed? 🤔

8/25/2019 2:26:41 PM cosmic_engineer Blue Kachina

8/25/2019 2:26:53 PM cosmic_engineer NASA

8/25/2019 2:28:49 PM allard41980 Pushing vaccines that cause harm to people and there children while calling us nutters...

No pic.twitter.com/dD7r964uSB

8/25/2019 2:39:57 PM slayerofmatrix1  pic.twitter.com/EqhY3UTPsQ

8/25/2019 2:40:29 PM allard41980  pic.twitter.com/bV5gEXJwNq

8/25/2019 2:41:59 PM slayerofmatrix1 Flowing through my mind as well!

8/25/2019 2:47:15 PM aprilbrown99 I am having a slight case of deja vu. pic.twitter.com/hforUyMrIN

8/25/2019 2:47:32 PM david00997884 Majestic 12, is it fake or inbetween reality

8/25/2019 3:03:58 PM nhbroad Not as far as I can throw Donald Trump.

8/25/2019 3:08:08 PM wok68 Who bothers to remember a traitor?

8/25/2019 3:21:49 PM bertabee222 Timothy J. Cunningham. Suicide - body found in the river 2 months after he disappeared. Many conflicting stories swirling around this death. I find it 

suspicious as well.

8/25/2019 3:24:49 PM bertabee222 Publicity stunt

8/25/2019 3:29:12 PM iamyou132 Looks like C-list movie cgi

8/25/2019 3:57:38 PM lisamcat Big fat NO!

8/25/2019 4:02:04 PM covertress Who is Aby Rosen?

#UnsealEpstein

 https://twitter.com/Tim77349156/status/1165731793175072768?s=19 …

8/25/2019 4:04:41 PM karensc38678909 Never knew he had a son, hmmm.

8/25/2019 4:06:08 PM blsdbe BlueBeam?

8/25/2019 4:06:27 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/u7p48yUxh3

8/25/2019 4:08:23 PM renee86743676 Interesting

8/25/2019 4:08:37 PM blsdbe The Eyes Have [It], @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?  pic.twitter.com/9oKRWLFy6L

8/25/2019 4:09:25 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/J11jT0q7I7

8/25/2019 4:16:39 PM jaded_pearl Q to majestic. Does the #lyme book #Bitten by @krisnewby have anything to do with this former Epidemiologist @CDCgov suspicious death? Was he 

suicided by the Cabal? https://www.ajc.com/news/breaking-news/exclusive-cdc-researcher-had-personal-struggles-before-

suicide/3mQZiVKVpaAztG7GqPzy7L/ …

8/25/2019 4:18:13 PM imarealhumantoo Is it me or did they go over board with the bird sounds as well?

8/25/2019 4:29:56 PM ericsteelelive There has been more talk about the queen giving up the ghost. Someone asked if she has been tried and retired so to speak. Just wondering if you 

have any light to shed on it. And who is clean enough of the Windsor family to be a king?

8/25/2019 4:53:56 PM keith369me Ground!!!

8/25/2019 4:56:54 PM v_rags Yes must remember that. I ground feel good then forget to keep doing it. 😂

8/25/2019 5:04:58 PM rosesrred0119 That's a poor attempt at photoshop

8/25/2019 5:23:50 PM beaux4christ If there is no gravity on the moon then how does the dirt and dust stay on the bottom of the moon????

8/25/2019 6:00:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operation Bluejay

8/25/2019 6:01:55 PM anneolsen43 Greenland

8/25/2019 6:03:04 PM djlok  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Blue_Jay?wprov=sfti1 …

8/25/2019 6:03:41 PM voltolino1 Thule

8/25/2019 6:04:54 PM hawkgirlinmn A documentary produced by the US Army was made about the construction of The Air Base. Interesting.

8/25/2019 6:05:05 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/6IxZipQ2iRk 

8/25/2019 6:05:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Does Mt. Weather exist in the same capacity as the 1950’s?

8/25/2019 6:08:44 PM djlok I hear ya!

8/25/2019 6:08:49 PM sterkinglights1 Did we just 0∆

8/25/2019 6:09:28 PM aurorasreality Greenland... fires ? https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-13/danish-firefighters-head-for-greenland-as-wildfires-spread …

8/25/2019 6:11:19 PM sterkinglights1 Blue beam tech?

8/25/2019 6:11:42 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/25/2019 6:12:55 PM keith369me The MSM will claim Global Warming.

8/25/2019 6:15:00 PM gravey6 The construction of the Thule Air Base.

8/25/2019 6:15:20 PM lbf777 Operation Blue Jay was the code name for the construction of Thule Air Base in Greenland. It started as a secret project, but was made public in 

September 1952. pic.twitter.com/AL4wl3ugtf

8/25/2019 6:17:12 PM hotwheelsjusty  https://heavy.com/news/2018/08/meteor-hits/ …

8/25/2019 6:19:31 PM hotwheelsjusty July 25, 2018 Meteor crash near Thule AF base- AF did not comment immediately but did eventually release info to confirm the base was not struck.

8/25/2019 6:21:46 PM lbf777 They were behind the Nazis.

8/25/2019 6:30:05 PM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/cosmic_engineer/status/1165753354557042695?s=21 …

8/25/2019 6:42:47 PM jeffcordell6 Thinking it has something to do with the "steel" quality or possibly the white hats knowing about Chinese efforts to weaponize 5G.  Either way, i 

believe we fixed it.

8/25/2019 6:44:18 PM werecovfefe I thought that was Project Iceworm 

 https://infogalactic.com/info/Project_Iceworm …

8/25/2019 6:47:14 PM jrocktigers 👀

8/25/2019 6:47:27 PM azuremagus Change of command and expand?

8/25/2019 6:52:39 PM starehope What?

8/25/2019 6:54:33 PM roublisa Lol😆😆😆

8/25/2019 6:56:01 PM starehope What's going on?

8/25/2019 6:56:20 PM starehope DM ne.

8/25/2019 7:00:38 PM allahuniversal  https://hooktube.com/watch?v=6IxZipQ2iRk …

8/25/2019 7:02:30 PM imapatriot4 Nope

8/25/2019 7:04:20 PM zagnett IF a planet is somehow this close AND gravity was not too powerful somehow, the nearby planet would quite possibly look far different than we might 

otherwise expect, through the distorting effects of Earth's atmosphere.

8/25/2019 7:05:21 PM roublisa I agree.....it is all about the perception😉😉😉

8/25/2019 7:06:20 PM zagnett Yup. We can't always trust our eyes.

8/25/2019 7:15:19 PM 1shadow2468 No, they are the cause of a lot of outbreaks

8/25/2019 7:21:31 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Iwsy32ytnI



8/25/2019 7:22:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prince Andrew spent six days at Jeffrey Epstein's home two years after he was convicted | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

7391369/Prince-Andrew-spent-six-days-Jeffrey-Epsteins-home-two-years-convicted.html …

8/25/2019 7:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Woody Allen is pictured leaving Jeffrey Epstein's mansion after lavish party in the royal's honor | Daily Mail Online 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7391265/Woody-Allen-pictured-leaving-Jeffrey-Epsteins-mansion-lavish-party-royals-honor.html …

8/25/2019 7:23:00 PM helentheseeker what is gravity?

8/25/2019 7:23:36 PM roublisa Looks like a worm hole 😳 pic.twitter.com/QrRlUxE93P

8/25/2019 7:24:20 PM roublisa Lol😆

8/25/2019 7:24:56 PM rastanostra Cmon 6days in 2 years is not the end of the world ....everybody can fall off a wagon... give the royal dude some slack!

8/25/2019 7:25:16 PM jojoe12299 Not surprising, didn't he marry his just of legal age step-daughter

8/25/2019 7:25:34 PM ptg00n but in his letter, he said he dindunuffin dinknonuffin 🥴

8/25/2019 7:27:08 PM hawkgirlinmn What’s wrong with Soon-Yi’s fingertips?? 🥴 pic.twitter.com/v8zRlGHAD6

8/25/2019 7:27:27 PM higherdensitees @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Decoding the Hive part of sanctioned disclosure or disinfo?

8/25/2019 7:28:55 PM state1union Taped and broken it appears?

8/25/2019 7:29:07 PM lbf777 The man clearly lied in his statement.

8/25/2019 7:30:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Since 45s election, many city water suppliers have increase Fluorination of public drinking water by 50%.

8/25/2019 7:31:03 PM triple_duece  pic.twitter.com/eN3yAeBhnc

8/25/2019 7:31:08 PM jones9536 Wow!!

8/25/2019 7:31:11 PM peterclloyd Can you name the cities?

8/25/2019 7:31:22 PM rizzo1megan Why is this?

8/25/2019 7:31:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 When was the last time you ordered a water test for your drinking water? Some major brands of "trusted" bottled water is Fluorinated.

8/25/2019 7:31:39 PM bereantype WOW!

8/25/2019 7:32:00 PM rachaelangelm It smells Iike bleach

8/25/2019 7:32:08 PM cledrordfishing Do you maybe have a list?

8/25/2019 7:32:35 PM williamlandre16 No one drinks tap water hardly is bottled water safe?

8/25/2019 7:32:35 PM peintress3 Test, get the results, lean on your water Dept   Get r dun!

8/25/2019 7:32:47 PM hahn89er Any material or studies on this u can direct me to? Thx

8/25/2019 7:32:48 PM glor60 Let’s just speed up the destruction of the population. This angers me so much! I DO NOT CONSENT!!!

8/25/2019 7:32:51 PM stirringsoup1 Keep us stupid and asleep. https://www.mysterious-times.com/2019/01/24/a-study-shows-that-fluoride-converts-the-pineal-gland-into-stone/ …

8/25/2019 7:32:52 PM david00997884 That's right i read about that. Old and forgot, thanks for heads up. I think thats what the used at Twin Towers, since the detnated them down.

8/25/2019 7:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Foreknowledge of previously classified child sex trafficking operations coming to an end... minimize public awareness and interest. "Protect National 

Security" (by feeding you rat poison). #UnsealEpstein

8/25/2019 7:33:27 PM beeshelb How can we remove?

8/25/2019 7:33:35 PM jojoe12299 This explains so much.

8/25/2019 7:33:37 PM lbf777 I’m sick of this. I called the water plant & asked them why they are poisoning the water supply & they transferred me 10 times to nobody. 1 started 

yelling at me. The cops I brought up fluoride to questioned my sanity. We need to go down there 200 strong with pitchforks.

8/25/2019 7:33:48 PM kindeandtrue The geoengineering has increased exponentially since his election, too. The question needs to be asked, "Is Trump with us, or against us?"

8/25/2019 7:34:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Almost all. Very few did not increase their fluorinations. Even less do not fluorinate. All fluoride is rat poison and it manufactures sheep who will dig 

their own grave waiting to get slaughtered.

8/25/2019 7:34:15 PM qanongroup They have been poisoning our water and food amongst other things since late 1930s. Nothing has changed except got worse.

8/25/2019 7:34:22 PM hawkgirlinmn If [they] keep us dumbed-down and asleep, we won’t notice the atrocities.

8/25/2019 7:34:24 PM gravey6 What water is there, not Fluorinated?

8/25/2019 7:34:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 The office of the Presidency has never been in full control over the Government.

8/25/2019 7:34:33 PM cpace98 Can any water filtration take it out

8/25/2019 7:34:59 PM kitnertodd Glad I have spring water.

8/25/2019 7:35:01 PM disgoblue24 Why???

8/25/2019 7:35:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mostly that you won't be smart enough to do what has to be done to stop them.

8/25/2019 7:35:25 PM cptobviousky How convenient. Shit man, we shouldn't even bathe in this stuff 🤦♀️

8/25/2019 7:35:33 PM hawkgirlinmn So, exactly what Bill Cooper talks about in Behold A Pale Horse?

8/25/2019 7:35:35 PM cobaltdee Prove it. I'll wait.

8/25/2019 7:35:44 PM jojoe12299 Of course they are, many of them use water that comes from municipal sources, says so right on the label. What is the best way to decontaminate the 

water of flouride?

8/25/2019 7:35:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reverse osmosis water does not contain fluoride.

8/25/2019 7:36:02 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165815056925364226?s=21 …

8/25/2019 7:36:22 PM state1union Ironic that I work as a contractor for the county for 7.25 an hour and fill up gas ⛽️ at the water plant here in Kansas

8/25/2019 7:36:25 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165814384205189120?s=21 …

8/25/2019 7:36:39 PM qarmyanon22 Well why hasn't @potus written any EO's  on banning the use of fluoride in our water????? Your telling me that he knows that it's poison and is doing 

nothing about it????

8/25/2019 7:36:42 PM lbf777 We need to go raise hell at the water plants. pic.twitter.com/BL4tNAaj4S

8/25/2019 7:36:44 PM cpace98 Thank you

8/25/2019 7:36:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not an endorsement of BC.

8/25/2019 7:36:53 PM disgoblue24 Amen, but a change will do us good

8/25/2019 7:36:58 PM carliestar10 Alexapure

8/25/2019 7:37:07 PM cobaltdee Who is majestic 12? No description on profile.

8/25/2019 7:37:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reverse osmosis.

8/25/2019 7:37:23 PM allahuniversal It shows

8/25/2019 7:37:26 PM disgoblue24 Agreed

8/25/2019 7:37:31 PM rizzo1megan We’ve fought them here where I live! Im very vocal about being anti fluoride. I noticed they want to start doing fluoride treatments at the public 

schools too. Of course it’s a “free service”.

8/25/2019 7:37:36 PM jojoe12299 Thank you

8/25/2019 7:37:45 PM carliestar10 Alexapure filter. I don't even give my pets tap water!!

8/25/2019 7:37:54 PM astol14334 Maybe everyone should call there local water department? Show them how awake We The People are? Demand answers!

8/25/2019 7:38:00 PM vickycnall Glad I’m on well water

8/25/2019 7:38:08 PM penalope_roses Does this include ranch wells?

8/25/2019 7:38:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Does Mt. Weather still operate in the same capacity as it was originally designed for?

8/25/2019 7:38:28 PM unstoppablencp Is it possible to remove from the water without boiling the water? (filtration)

8/25/2019 7:38:39 PM lbf777 Alkaline water filter too right?



8/25/2019 7:38:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not unless the people demand it. Not without massive protests. Not without disrupting (nonviolently) the flow of order (locally). You can reclaim 

control over your water supply, you will just have to fight many corporations and private entities. The Government is not on your side

8/25/2019 7:38:54 PM spooky49 Not Good

8/25/2019 7:39:11 PM rbrudyk Fluoride can also be removed from you drinking water by using a ceramic filters like ProPure.

8/25/2019 7:39:25 PM rizzo1megan All the water plants in my community don’t do it. I’m very lucky! My husband actually works for them too and all the employees refuse to with that 

poison. When the salespeople come around peddling it they tell them to leave!

8/25/2019 7:39:27 PM allahuniversal + pacificattion

8/25/2019 7:39:29 PM southpaw816 Not good!

8/25/2019 7:40:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 That can damage your brain taking it every single night as a supplement as it is naturally produced in the brain. Instead of damaging your body, change 

your environment to enable melatonin production. Less than 1% of people have medically necessary needs for additional melatonin.

8/25/2019 7:40:12 PM lbf777 Exactly. I did it already and it felt great. Just say we know they are poisoning us and listen.

8/25/2019 7:40:33 PM marzipaningles1 What needs to be done?

8/25/2019 7:40:43 PM schu420 Iodine supplementation displaces fluoride.

8/25/2019 7:40:53 PM morgebrews I’m really not sure of any brand that isn’t. Also, the majority of the brands that advertise high in alkalinity are not.

8/25/2019 7:40:59 PM gravey6 Ty

8/25/2019 7:41:02 PM warrior_4truth Almost All bottled waters contain fluoride...

8/25/2019 7:41:08 PM marzipaningles1 Same

8/25/2019 7:41:18 PM kindeandtrue If 45 really cared about our well being he would do everything in his power to keep us from harm, especially young Americans in uniform serving in the 

#EndlessWars

He won't bring the troops home and allows Americans at home to be sprayed like bugs. 

What gives?

8/25/2019 7:41:18 PM gashauler72 I’m glad I’m on well water in the country!

8/25/2019 7:41:24 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/UcBpjkNcqZ

8/25/2019 7:41:35 PM lightonearth111 They also contain plastic.

8/25/2019 7:41:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The keystone is Epstein. Instead of taking on one of the legs to the octopus; why not chop the octopuses head off? Trust the plan. Know your enemy. 

They are fluorinating your water at dangerous levels. Protect yourself. Filter your water using reverse osmosis (5 stage).

8/25/2019 7:42:15 PM lightonearth111 I use reverse osmosis from a machine zero water filter for cooking water.

8/25/2019 7:42:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Well water is also fluorinated due to contaminated water tables from nearby water treatment facilities. Some well water has higher fluorine content in 

it than city water. Test your water annually. Its not expensive.

8/25/2019 7:43:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reverse osmosis.

8/25/2019 7:43:12 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 time for #Watergate and #UnsealFlouride in parallel to #QAnon #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel and #Pedogate?

8/25/2019 7:43:19 PM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/dVX3ZgXvR6

8/25/2019 7:43:20 PM nschlange I see this all the time on the fwys out here. In the early morning and the afternoon. This, or someone going 12 mph as they read a text, or someone 

putting make up on and driving like a drunk driver. We should talk about the trucks out here next, makes me want to close my eyes 2

8/25/2019 7:43:38 PM state1union Follow the water Q

8/25/2019 7:44:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Removing fluoride from your intake will greatly improve the health of your pineal gland. However each person is case by case so depending on how 

calcified yours is, it may be impossible. Can't undo decades of bad decisions overnight. You can with time and energy.

8/25/2019 7:45:01 PM charmanda9 Ok, so it looks like Emery Smith now HOSTS Cosmic Disclosure. I haven’t watched it for months now. This is weird. But yes they (he and John Lear) are 

talking about all the different civilizations all over our solar system. This is just the most recent episode that I’m watching.

8/25/2019 7:45:32 PM nschlange well aren't you a little ray of sunshine? You are aptly named, Mr. Butthead and you don't know anything about Q, much less that he's a fake. He/they 

are real.

8/25/2019 7:45:53 PM lyle_willis This isn’t good!! Better buy a real good Water filteration Sys That removes Floride too

8/25/2019 7:45:57 PM glor60 So it must be the deep state that’s in control then.  When will they be taken down?

8/25/2019 7:46:01 PM 4mydeerone Thule!!! 

Science of Earth... pic.twitter.com/cJAYsUu19F

8/25/2019 7:46:08 PM carliestar10 Can't help it... love the sleep quality!! I dream like I am 6 yr old! Wake up feeling soooo refreshed. 

I guess I can try to cut back..

8/25/2019 7:46:32 PM vickycnall Will do thank you

8/25/2019 7:46:37 PM yugetrumpfanmag How about Brita?

8/25/2019 7:47:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nutrition labels indicating ingredients in foods you consume in the US are only mandated to be "mostly accurate". Dangerous ingredients or incorrect 

significance is omitted 90% of the time and is unchecked due to a revolving door of corruption at FDA. Including organic.

8/25/2019 7:47:09 PM lyle_willis This is by design folks! Need to tell POTUS directly I guess?

8/25/2019 7:47:23 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes for one. Many options. Filter too.

8/25/2019 7:47:27 PM 1centralcaligal Dozens in our town have said their water is leaving 'slimy greasy' on their dishes, starting about 1 month ago; there are MANY WELLS in our town of 

Hollister, California, so HOW can ALL SEVERAL DIFFERENT WELLS all of a sudden be doing this - whether hand washed out dishwasher?!?!

8/25/2019 7:47:48 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1165815816442589190?s=19 …

8/25/2019 7:47:56 PM nschlange Why is this on this site? I don't get why this driver in this car sleeping is important? Especially when they are all over the fwy's. So, can you explain this 

a little more?

8/25/2019 7:49:04 PM carliestar10 Brit doesn't remove fluoride. 

 https://purewaterfreedom.com/fluoride-filters/water-pitcher/fluoride-water-pitcher-prooneg2-0m.html …

8/25/2019 7:49:37 PM dogwood1star This and the 25 ton Fentanyl discoveries are kind of making my evening a bit depressing. :/

8/25/2019 7:50:38 PM wearediamonds2 Omg 😡😡😡

8/25/2019 7:50:46 PM elatedveracity So what do we eat if we aren’t growing our own food?

8/25/2019 7:50:49 PM qarmyanon22 Thank you!!!

8/25/2019 7:51:28 PM whiskey_ginger1 Buy a #Berkey

8/25/2019 7:52:13 PM lbf777 I keep telling the people to stop being tax paying corporate slaves and let’s just go around doing good stuff like stopping fluoride, 5g and taking over 

corporations to feed ourselves. We all need to get off our knees here folks. Start getting ready at least.

8/25/2019 7:52:14 PM mpg25mary Do NOT eat food from China. Drug companies must STOP manufacturing drugs in China. My blood pressure meds were found to cause cancer. Totally 

swept under the rug—no comment from doctor or pharmacy.

8/25/2019 7:52:17 PM fightthenewwo No. Read the back of the bottled water bottle. Some are the same as tap and reference different municipal water supply as the source.



8/25/2019 7:52:56 PM zagnett "Smart Water" is vapor-distilled, & is shown in tests not to have flouride. i drink mostly that & regular distilled water, making sure to add some pink 

himalayan salt some of the time when i'm not eating as much.

Is the plastic in water bottles better or worse than the flouride?

8/25/2019 7:53:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Natural Flavors can contain highly objectionable substances but are protected by the USPTO and attorneys with hundreds of billions of dollars of legal 

power to protect. The purposes of said substances is at the heart of the Illuminati conspiracy. The origins are mostly ET.

8/25/2019 7:53:26 PM anuishboucher I only drink distilled or demineralised water

8/25/2019 7:53:31 PM linacovfefe Which bp med were you taking, Mary?

8/25/2019 7:53:39 PM lbf777 Why is CNN suddenly releasing news articles on newfound dangerous of fluoride?

8/25/2019 7:54:47 PM kseven110 She was dressed as Alice from Alice in Wonderland😬

8/25/2019 7:54:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most people have not been able to make the connection.

8/25/2019 7:55:34 PM thekanehb FDA restricts home owners from testing home tap for exact PPM makeup. The only way to get around it is to claim ur growing something commercially 

and a crew will come out and give accurate water content readings. 

Obv they are hiding it for a reason.

8/25/2019 7:55:39 PM wearediamonds2 Awww man 😫😡

8/25/2019 7:55:52 PM dlmaybee To keep us asleep. It causes brain fog.

8/25/2019 7:56:01 PM pls72853 Me too 🦋🌼

8/25/2019 7:56:08 PM thekanehb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 whatcha know about uranium?

8/25/2019 7:56:23 PM zaraawakened Reverse osmosis

8/25/2019 7:56:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its a drug. No different than caffeine or meth. Different side effects. Same dependency. Depending on how long the supplement was regularly 

consumed detoxing your body and allowing it to heal make take as long as 3 years depending on the damage done.

8/25/2019 7:56:42 PM lyle_willis actually all but a very few

8/25/2019 7:57:43 PM hawkgirlinmn They give it a long, complicated chemical name knowing 95% of the population doesn’t know how to look up much less understand the chemical 

makeup and it’s affects.

8/25/2019 7:57:54 PM timeforarrests Benzodiazepine withdrawal almost killed me. All clear now!

8/25/2019 7:57:54 PM zagnett Yes, but how much "poison" is in the plastic in the bottles? Compared to flouride? i'd rather take some other kinds of minimal damage, than simply lose 

my overall will to fight at all. There are priorities.🧐

8/25/2019 7:57:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is aware of it. But he also knows the antidote is readily available. The choice to know will be yours. We cannot force it. Some people will die to 

protect themselves living in the Matrix.

8/25/2019 7:57:58 PM roublisa Sounds fascinating .......I’ve seen a few interviews with John Lear and the clip with Emery is totally new info....if you feel so inclined share your most fav 

highlights please do🤗🤗🤗

8/25/2019 7:58:11 PM lorenzosghost  https://youtu.be/bbLtLUwMTxg 

You seen this mj12?

8/25/2019 7:58:54 PM robinreitsma1 But i thought the Obama admin told them to stop putting fluoride in the water.... or was that something they were just considering?

8/25/2019 7:59:06 PM lbf777 How does this substance link to the Illuminati conspiracy?

8/25/2019 8:00:12 PM lyle_willis agree! Causes plaque around the heart, in the arteries, & restricts nerve information path to the brain.

8/25/2019 8:00:28 PM charmanda9 Celiac here. Yes that’s one we take precaution on when looking at ingredients.

8/25/2019 8:00:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Food consumed at restaurants are some of the worst offenders of previous tweets. Quality does not mean free from carcinogenics, fluoride, GMOs, 

pesticides, hormones, excessive sugar/salt/gluten, etc. Most major restaurant brands are the worst offenders. Not limited to Fast Food.

8/25/2019 8:00:53 PM hawkgirlinmn “Revolving door of corruption at the FDA.” It woukd be easier if we just knew the short-list of any agency not corrupted. 😩

8/25/2019 8:01:01 PM stormystorm10 True Af

8/25/2019 8:01:03 PM dugmaga2020 Study links fluroide to lower IQ. Especially for pregnant women, impacting boys the most. https://time.com/5656476/is-fluoride-in-water-safe/ …

8/25/2019 8:01:50 PM mpg25mary Losartan.

And all that frozen chicken in supermarkets? Mostly from China. Many frozen foods. Do some research. I believe Bird’s Eye is OK.

You don’t want to know how Chinese feed some of the animals they they kill and sell. 🤢

8/25/2019 8:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Damage control.

8/25/2019 8:02:21 PM lbf777 We are paying taxes to our poisoners. Smh

8/25/2019 8:02:28 PM robertg69989098 Will alumina filters take most of the fluoride out?

8/25/2019 8:02:55 PM charmanda9 Wow. Looks like Hulu is trolling. Plus truth in plain sight. They gotta tell us what they’re doing so that we consent by doing nothing, of course.

8/25/2019 8:03:01 PM nurseniceyes What is the antidote?

8/25/2019 8:03:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. National Security.

8/25/2019 8:03:25 PM brittasbits1 I don't have that here in Australia and our water has fluoride in it. I always boil my water, does that help at all??

8/25/2019 8:03:27 PM kingmidaskaiju Terraforming or how to conquer a planet 101?

8/25/2019 8:03:29 PM charmanda9 Yay!

8/25/2019 8:03:36 PM lyle_willis Ic. All of the research was in detail provided to the C_A by the Nazi Scientist thru Operation PaperClip. Don’t use F/toothP

8/25/2019 8:03:45 PM citoyen_resist so they prepare for the big paradidm change... Will it save them ? Not Really IMO...

8/25/2019 8:03:49 PM jones9536 What the hell are we supposed to do?

8/25/2019 8:04:03 PM bphouse Is this happening in Canada also have noticed our water smells heavy chlorine

8/25/2019 8:04:11 PM zagnett Just as the Office of the Presidency is designed in the United States Constitution. 🇺🇸⭐️💫

8/25/2019 8:04:14 PM qarmyanon22 I believe boiling the water takes all the good nutrients out of the water as well as the bad though.

8/25/2019 8:05:02 PM zaraawakened I've seen people say they had their water tested and the fluoride filter for Berkey didn't remove as much as is claimed. I'm pretty curious about this 

since my mom recently bought a Berkey and was offended that I didn't want to use it. She doesn't have the fluoride filter for it.

8/25/2019 8:05:27 PM robinreitsma1 yes, when i told my kids dentist i didnt want to use flouride, they told me that my cities water is flouridated as is most commercially bottled water.

8/25/2019 8:05:49 PM brad34351293 Whooah, watch out MJ 12, according to J-Sath you are a LARP!

Only, he is looking to sell-out on things!

Don't tell all the fact now. C-Goode doesn't allow it!

#BlueAvianCult is real! LOL

Sorry, just having fun. LOL
8/25/2019 8:05:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 You also heard your rates wouldn't go up, and that you could keep your doctor and your plan. Just, sign it into law before you can read what it says 

first. Trust us. Do you?



8/25/2019 8:06:36 PM dlmaybee Some waters state no additives. They taste better & it seems w time the fog lessons, I hope! 

Check the labels they will say additive to improve taste but that’s BS. 

They’ve been adding fluoride to toothpaste forever too! Supposedly to fight tooth decay but again BS.

8/25/2019 8:07:15 PM charmanda9 Thankfully, I haul my water from a RO and UV light filtered source every week. But I know that my city ranks low on water quality, so I’m surrounded by 

ppl affected by fluoride. I’m talking about those who use Brita filters too, because it does not remove the fluoride.

8/25/2019 8:07:35 PM godfamcountry What about structuring water with Russian pyramid, and/or healing frequencies?  Do you know what I’m talking about?  The water tastes heavier 

afterwards.  Thx

8/25/2019 8:08:16 PM girlawakeinca Just be sure to purchase the white flouride filters as an add on for the Berkey. My children love the taste of water now.

8/25/2019 8:08:23 PM robinreitsma1 I trust you, not them. but i swear i remember hearing that they declared flouride a neurotoxin and removed it from the schedule to be placed in 

municipal water supplies.

8/25/2019 8:09:07 PM tresmagus That's why preparing your own food is a must. 

Learning to cook is simple and home meals are inexpensive compared to eating out so you can afford to eat very well.

8/25/2019 8:09:12 PM charmanda9 Same with Brita

8/25/2019 8:09:16 PM woodworkeranon Kek

8/25/2019 8:09:53 PM timeforarrests Ugggh, I’m not sure which is worse. A long titration reduction (Ashton Method) or cold turkey. Stay strong. 🙌🏻

8/25/2019 8:11:05 PM jrocktigers Well, as i have have always held as true, any agency with 3 initials, is and has been corrupt for my entire life. I grew up with Vietnam era Vets , civil 

rights activists.

8/25/2019 8:11:07 PM laurapa38616480 Gosh.  I´ll just believe that with no authentication whatsoever. Because I follow people like you who have no credentials whatsoever.

8/25/2019 8:11:12 PM jojoe12299 Is a Russian pyramid similar to an orgonite pyramid?

8/25/2019 8:11:16 PM timeforarrests I bring my own water to restaurants. When they ask me why I say I don’t want to drink fluoride and chlorine.

8/25/2019 8:11:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aluminum foil should never be used for storing, covering, or cooking food as thousands of PPM of aluminum contaminate the food in direct contact. If 

storing food, separate with using natural parchment paper or wax paper, then aluminum foil.  Never direct contact to food. Ever.

8/25/2019 8:11:49 PM charmanda9 Yes it is insanely difficult to avoid.

8/25/2019 8:12:39 PM fightthenewwo Idk what MJ means about the antidote but drink flouride free water, don't use flouride toothpaste, etc

8/25/2019 8:12:45 PM lyle_willis Think: HARRP

8/25/2019 8:12:56 PM dlmaybee Reverse Osmosis is very simple to install under your sink & tastes the best. 

The RO machines in grocery stores work too but again you are stuck with the plastic jug. I had a distiller & RO tastes better.

8/25/2019 8:13:00 PM charmanda9 Oh this is a new one. Thank you.

8/25/2019 8:13:00 PM brad34351293 J-Sath loves RTing those articles. He is a Warrior!

Corey Goode has a good boy!

@BlueAvianCult is real! Here to help us.

8/25/2019 8:13:18 PM jvan125 Is this the same aluminum that’s in vaccines? If so and we can’t even let our FOOD touch it...🤬

8/25/2019 8:13:26 PM magamadnessusa Soo I have a water softener for all water in the house. Filter in fridge (ice) reverse osmosis for drinking water. Is there anything to add to the water 

softener to remove the fluoride??

8/25/2019 8:13:28 PM big_simp what about as a hat?

To prevent the cosmic rays from Lord Zorgon and the Intergalactic Space Command

8/25/2019 8:13:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 The ideas came from ETs. Traded.

8/25/2019 8:13:58 PM kingmidaskaiju I was just thinking about this today, same with aluminum baking trays I would imagine.

8/25/2019 8:14:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not really.

8/25/2019 8:15:00 PM jswdh1 Great! I line my baking sheets with it! Switching to parchment! I use foil for just about everything!

8/25/2019 8:15:43 PM jswdh1 I cook almost every night!

8/25/2019 8:15:56 PM rawphonegirl 💯💯💯

8/25/2019 8:15:59 PM brittasbits1 Does it take out fluoride, god I hope so.

8/25/2019 8:16:00 PM godfamcountry What?  Really?!?!

8/25/2019 8:16:03 PM gi6stars "The Keystone "is" Epstein. 

Does that mean he "is" still alive...?

8/25/2019 8:16:04 PM cledrordfishing But Ding Dongs were so much better back when they wrapped them up in foil.....

8/25/2019 8:16:12 PM andyr1112 Does showering in this affect you or is it only when youve injested it?

8/25/2019 8:16:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's their justification for using it.

8/25/2019 8:16:42 PM tncharlene When is someone going to stop them from killing us daily!!

8/25/2019 8:16:51 PM lorenzosghost Shows ultimately that these leviathan type illuminati see us as a food source, spiritually or otherwise, theyre consuming monsters

8/25/2019 8:16:54 PM nurseniceyes I have never used toothpaste with fluoride.And I have been filtering my water for years 5 step is crucial. I take out one step further because I live near 

hospitals where for years they would just dump pharmaceuticals into the toilet.

8/25/2019 8:17:02 PM lyle_willis not completely sure of the Antidote, but watch Jordan Sather Destroying the Illusion.: YouTube

8/25/2019 8:17:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Too many entities unassociated. You would need evidence of a conspiracy, and thats protected under National Security law. Inquiry into such would be 

blocked due to National Security.

8/25/2019 8:17:41 PM timeforarrests Thank you!

8/25/2019 8:18:17 PM godfamcountry  https://www.healthyfoodhouse.com/most-bottled-water-filled-with-fluoride-heres-complete-list-brands-avoid/ …

8/25/2019 8:18:20 PM aetherwalker1 We must drink only distilled water and pure grain alcohol to preserve all our Precious Bodily Fluids.

There IS a conspiracy to introduce foreign substances into our Precious Bodily Fluids!

tfw Gen. Jack Ripper was right  😬

8/25/2019 8:18:43 PM lyle_willis all toothpaste use to have on the back: if swallowed contact immediately The Poison Control!

8/25/2019 8:18:47 PM karensc38678909 Silica may help to detox body from aluminum. Fiji water has good amounts of silica.

8/25/2019 8:18:54 PM brad34351293 So Carbon filters aren't good enough? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/25/2019 8:18:55 PM jones9536 Damnit!!! Could you tell us some good news please? Jesus take the goddamn wheel

8/25/2019 8:18:58 PM prism_wg_light Aluminum bruises gold...gold enhances light along with other precious metals/minerals...There is light within you...don't bruise your gold...😉

8/25/2019 8:19:04 PM jswdh1 I can smell the chlorine in my city water! I put some in a dish outside for birds, squirrels & whatever else is thirsty in this heat & they smelled it & 

walked away! So I started putting spring water out that I buy for my yorkies & now they're drinking it & even saw birds bathe!

8/25/2019 8:19:10 PM pixiesdorule I store food in glass.

8/25/2019 8:19:38 PM tcscamardo Everyone needs to buy a Berkey 4 filter filtration system for your home the only water we drink and cook with.

8/25/2019 8:19:39 PM lyle_willis I haven’t used floride toothpaste in years, & non floride has no warning on its’ back

8/25/2019 8:20:05 PM gashauler72 So it’s considered a national security risk for them if we’ve found out they’re poisoning us? Sickening

8/25/2019 8:20:28 PM nurseniceyes It did. Always confused me why would run commercials using three to four times the amount suggested.



8/25/2019 8:20:29 PM charmanda9 My dad is a Vietnam Vet and he talked about how terribly he was treated for having been in the war when he came home. For doing the job he was 

trained to do, and was drafted for. Meanwhile, back in the states, the media was brainwashing those at home what to think about the vets.

8/25/2019 8:20:57 PM jojoe12299 Thank you

8/25/2019 8:21:21 PM ctone3 I want to learn more about healing the body with energy and  restoration of my body’s own natural energy balance. Can you point me in the right 

direction?  A general start and a trustworthy source?

8/25/2019 8:21:26 PM dansilv56084248 Source? This seems unlikely.

8/25/2019 8:21:40 PM cml2122 Zero water filters 👍

8/25/2019 8:21:51 PM jelavelechat If society has become jaded to the idea of partial birth abortion and fetal organ harvesting for profit as no big deal, minor cannibalism like Senomyx is 

the next horror to shrug off. Soon the crimes of the Y heads won't seem as bad, a judicial slap on their wrist will suffice.

8/25/2019 8:21:55 PM daveo6145 Glad to hear this. I’ve been off alcohol/drugs 3+ years now. However, as MJ has pointed out, many things which we ‘consume’ regularly are addictive in 

nature. Albeit, caffeine, nicotine etc.

8/25/2019 8:21:56 PM jvan125 Weaning off opiates AND benzos at the moment so I can relate...this is the most awful thing I have ever put my body through...and I have Lyme 

disease. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/25/2019 8:21:59 PM islandofdelight Antidote of natural makeup or classified for NATSEC?

8/25/2019 8:22:10 PM zaraawakened Can we trust the water machines in grocery stores that claim to have RO filters?

8/25/2019 8:22:13 PM nurseniceyes No

8/25/2019 8:22:18 PM 2017_believe Is his daughter/wife getting too old?

8/25/2019 8:22:28 PM epkman But, it makes for so easy cleanup. 

I know aluminum has an adverse effect on the brain, likely aiding in decrease functioning. 

Where as others... pic.twitter.com/WCrrpu2Ar5

8/25/2019 8:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Every time you drink RO water, every 600ml add 9 droppers worth of well shaken Pink Salt RO blend from previous tweet. Stir or shake to mix. Applying 

vortex energy will amplify the energy the water is able to provide.

8/25/2019 8:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 When consuming reverse osmosis water, it is important to reintegrate safe minerals and nutrients back into the water. Himalayan Pink Salt is 

recommended. The Potion:

1 cup of Pink Salt

500ml RO water

Mason jar with plastic lid

Shake to disolve/mix

Use this to add nutrients back
8/25/2019 8:23:05 PM godfamcountry This is the pyramid I’m talking about.  If you hang water 30” from the top it’s said to purify water.  We do that and then put it next to a speaker playing 

528 Hz, prayers, Rife frequencies, or Mozart, etc. for a couple hours.  We believe it makes a difference! pic.twitter.com/f0bLgrFu5G

8/25/2019 8:23:06 PM yellahabibihela MMS is good for removing heavy metals and detoxing body but not sure about pineal.

8/25/2019 8:23:37 PM jrocktigers Yes. My father , who was staunchly opposed to the Vietnam War , always walked the walk and taught me that while you can oppose the decisions of 

the powerbrokers, that you must support the men who fought. It upset him greatly the way his friends were treated upon return.

8/25/2019 8:23:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello ALICE. We missed you.

8/25/2019 8:23:53 PM n7guardiananon Thank goodness for cast iron

8/25/2019 8:24:03 PM timeforarrests Oh wow anon, double whammy. There is a good life (different) at the end of all this.

8/25/2019 8:24:07 PM ethereal_shaman It might work for you, try it and get back to us.

8/25/2019 8:24:22 PM jones9536 Any advice on how we protect ourselves as far as the food we eat? Any labels we can trust?

8/25/2019 8:24:26 PM rhondanight May I ask you if y’all are interacting with some of us in our dreams -?

8/25/2019 8:24:29 PM godfamcountry Some people put the orgonite pyramids on the very top of the PVC pyramid structures.

8/25/2019 8:24:30 PM islandofdelight That much Himalayan Pink Salt contains enough of each needed mineral?

8/25/2019 8:24:41 PM noriornice Linguistics: Referring to a group of criminal psychopaths as the "ILLUMINATI" is the same kind of deceptive marketing that named Brain Stelter's 

propaganda "Reliable Sources." They're anything but illuminated. Nomenclature by these types to market an Opposite of Reality Purview. 

pic.twitter.com/xwTHHLwxLw

8/25/2019 8:24:49 PM nurseniceyes That must be sarcasm.

8/25/2019 8:25:17 PM ninjapatriot2  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles115.htm …

8/25/2019 8:25:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The aluminum in vaccines is more pure.

8/25/2019 8:26:36 PM seeker229 Does Alice Mimic a lot?

8/25/2019 8:27:06 PM carolin15161363 How do we find out which cities have done this?

8/25/2019 8:27:17 PM jvan125 Thank you for that🙏🏻❤️...I was successful 30 days off the opiates and had to go back on because my BP spoked and I almost stroked out. I am scared 

I’ll never get off of these. My body is SO sensitive to changes. 😔

8/25/2019 8:27:28 PM crt14361013 😳😳😳

8/25/2019 8:27:42 PM crt14361013 ✔

8/25/2019 8:27:44 PM conservcici NO!

8/25/2019 8:27:50 PM ffattmedia Figured..

8/25/2019 8:27:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 That only has a placebo effect. It does not change the actions of others who do not follow the same energy/frequency.

8/25/2019 8:28:13 PM ghost_of_billy_ Suggestions?

8/25/2019 8:28:17 PM jvan125 Help me here...is more pure ‘bad’ or ‘good’ in this case?

8/25/2019 8:28:18 PM daveo6145 Disclosure has been happening. Just not the way it’s been predicted by those selling tickets

8/25/2019 8:28:26 PM taf1969 Nascent Iodine , ionic selenium and magnesium are all crucial to our pineal gland and endocrine system

8/25/2019 8:28:30 PM timeforarrests My Dr said benzos are like freeze dried alcohol.  I cannot even take a sip or I will be back in full blown wd again. Sober and loving it. ♥️

8/25/2019 8:28:52 PM elias45732367 Will everything be uncovered this year?

8/25/2019 8:28:55 PM lyle_willis that’s horrible about the Hospital dumping waste! So evil. Just glad ppl are waking up now

8/25/2019 8:29:00 PM timeforarrests And our POTUS doesn’t drink either. Alcohol=spirits

8/25/2019 8:29:25 PM jswdh1 If real could had rattled the birds causing them to be so vocal....

8/25/2019 8:29:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Antidote id a metaphor for Reverse Osmosis. Careful who you watch and where their money is coming from. Controlled messaging through perceived 

gatekeepers of information. Message of Messenger. Trust IN yourself. Verify first hand. Then corroborate with others.

8/25/2019 8:29:56 PM wiggley_dale Bad, look up Dr Chris Exley, expert on Aluminium

8/25/2019 8:30:43 PM jswdh1 Electromagnetic?

8/25/2019 8:30:49 PM brad34351293 I love RFK Jr. for his truthfulness about things that poison/kill us! 

Can't wait for his Cousin to come back to the Light!

& I don't care if people crucify me for saying so!



8/25/2019 8:30:51 PM nurseniceyes Nursing homes do also as well as hospice....morphine right down the drain.

8/25/2019 8:31:08 PM mattwalkerga Could it/should it be used for creating a hat to keep mind readers out of my headspace?

8/25/2019 8:31:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Less than 6. Yes.

8/25/2019 8:31:55 PM nurseniceyes Just thought it was something fancy.

8/25/2019 8:31:59 PM epkman I may be wrong, but, sometimes when I try to manifest some material things. 

Anti thoughts seem to work.

But could the brain tricking itself, subconsciously ?

8/25/2019 8:32:00 PM jswdh1 The face you make when n you know you're getting two bullets to the back of the head! Looks like an interrogation photo with the shadow....

8/25/2019 8:32:27 PM rhondanight Less than 6 times -?

8/25/2019 8:32:28 PM jswdh1 I remember that too!

8/25/2019 8:32:33 PM ellenkoko Got some sauce for this?

8/25/2019 8:32:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thats for a high concentration mix which droppers are used to apply to each drink to reintegrate minerals into the water.

8/25/2019 8:32:59 PM timeforarrests Yeah, I wish we knew then what we know now...

8/25/2019 8:33:04 PM jvan125 Thank you! I’ve gone from 240mg morphine equivalent/day to 15mg/day (2 1/2 yrs).  This last 15 is the worst...the benzos will go at the end. I’m not on 

too high of a dose of those so I don’t think that will be as hard. I am using med marijuana to do this. Any other tricks for me?

8/25/2019 8:33:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. Intent was strategic.

8/25/2019 8:33:15 PM charmanda9 They laugh at the sheep for their ignorance, sadly. We see them. We are their living nightmare right now.

8/25/2019 8:33:24 PM lyle_willis agree! I was already aware of reverse osmosis. It works! Thx for the heads up & warning(s)

8/25/2019 8:33:31 PM jswdh1 Shapeshifters....

8/25/2019 8:33:37 PM majcm83 Haha, my thoughts exactly. It seems nothing we’ve been doing our lives is safe, SMh 😲

8/25/2019 8:33:46 PM nurseniceyes I would like to know what you think the best 5 stage filters are?

8/25/2019 8:33:48 PM disfellocated  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/why-you-shouldnt-wrap-you_b_9622502 …

Though seasoned, oxidized Al cookware is okay — think Imusa pots and Italian coffee percolators.

8/25/2019 8:33:57 PM jvan125 Jesus. And babies at birth get 150mcg. WTH?!?

8/25/2019 8:33:57 PM islandofdelight RV/RI? Looking Glass?

8/25/2019 8:33:58 PM jack66123366 Also people started getting more iron deficiency when we stopped using cast iron pans and switched to aluminium. My grand father noticed that when 

he was a doctor in east Africa, so he used to put iron nails in waster, let them rust and drank water for iron.

8/25/2019 8:34:02 PM david00997884 0

8/25/2019 8:34:29 PM charmanda9 Right. Brita = no good. Yet people remain ignorant and think they are doing well for their families by having one.

8/25/2019 8:34:30 PM islandofdelight Which minerals are needed specifically?

8/25/2019 8:35:00 PM david00997884 Had no idea

8/25/2019 8:35:03 PM epkman It took me a long time to realize that. But truer words were never spoken.

8/25/2019 8:35:11 PM daveo6145 It seems alcohol/pharmaceuticals have been hyped up and glorified though media to keep ppl in a low vibration state. To not think outside the box, or 

matrix, if you will

8/25/2019 8:35:40 PM jvan125 Awesome. Thank you so much. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/25/2019 8:35:56 PM thekanehb Why is our water ppm levels national security?

8/25/2019 8:36:04 PM ghost_of_billy_ Check

8/25/2019 8:36:06 PM charmanda9 This year they have been honoring Vietnam veterans with an official WELCOME home. After all these decades.

8/25/2019 8:36:28 PM timeforarrests Hydroxyzine only when I had to sleep.  72 hours not able to sleep brought on psychosis. That saved me. Also cannabis throughout the whole wd. Need 

to work on cutting that out but not until we’re out of slavery.

8/25/2019 8:36:42 PM suntzu03871658 🤔?

8/25/2019 8:36:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Individuals.

8/25/2019 8:36:59 PM gravey6 Good Question!

8/25/2019 8:37:04 PM aprilbrown99 He has always given me the creeps.

8/25/2019 8:37:09 PM wiggley_dale Scientists and doctors worldwide are concerned about aluminium in vaccines. They are writing to the authorities to voice their concern. Heavy metals 

in vaccines like mercury and aluminium are being found in brains of autistic children pic.twitter.com/EoqqK6uGe2

8/25/2019 8:37:17 PM jrocktigers .Alzheimers ! !  Four generations of Americans have cooked with Aluminum foil.

8/25/2019 8:37:19 PM decodematrix Spin the water around in a circle.

8/25/2019 8:37:28 PM rhondanight Ahh okay - was I one of them -?

8/25/2019 8:37:40 PM jswdh1 I believe so! Bush probably was under surveillance... maybe wearing a monitor so he wouldn't run!

8/25/2019 8:38:01 PM timeforarrests Oh and a rocking chair.  The movement back and forth helps subdue the internal vibrations big time. And a lot of fuzzy blankets because we are always 

cold.

8/25/2019 8:38:09 PM jswdh1 Yes

8/25/2019 8:38:11 PM jonathancherrie Barium + Aluminum = BAAL

8/25/2019 8:38:15 PM 1_decided_voter I think they meant less than 6 MJ12 personnel are interacting with people via dreams.

8/25/2019 8:38:25 PM disgoblue24 Which is why I never consume tap water. Get a reverse osmosis people

8/25/2019 8:38:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think SG-1 2010

8/25/2019 8:38:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, and no.

8/25/2019 8:39:12 PM charmanda9 Nearly all. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165814636912029697?s=21 …

8/25/2019 8:39:17 PM lyle_willis Go to BPearthwatch YouTube site  & his sponsor. They have the best Filter Sys on the globe!

8/25/2019 8:39:29 PM jvan125 Fingers crossed. I wake up sneezing like mad and congestion is one of my withdrawal signs so the benedryl should work there. Gut upset is my other 

major w/d sign.  And my muscles lock and bones feel stiff, blah blah blah. I do Himalayan sea salt baths when that happens.

8/25/2019 8:39:35 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/RobertKennedyJr/status/1163826003061411840?s=19 …

8/25/2019 8:39:42 PM nurseniceyes The thimerosal is concerning as well.

8/25/2019 8:39:56 PM timeforarrests Yaaaassaassa! I haven’t had to take it for six months now! It worked so well.  #winning

8/25/2019 8:40:08 PM rhondanight Okay thanks for the reply

8/25/2019 8:40:11 PM 1_decided_voter Oh okay... that was my impression, but it wouldn't be the first time I was wrong.

8/25/2019 8:40:39 PM toffer_anon_369 Nat Sec because tons of people would be able to remote view and "know" things that the draco doesn't want us to know?

8/25/2019 8:40:44 PM cwg1900 Cilantro, parsley, and chlorella are good heavy metal detoxers. Hyperbaric chamber and chelation therapy is good for high levels.

8/25/2019 8:41:08 PM timeforarrests I drank a lot of organic kefir when the tummy was an issue:

8/25/2019 8:41:14 PM jswdh1 Traffic children, Antifa, fund caravan invasion, we fund the evil in the world that our men & women are trying to save us from! Soros doesn't use his 

own money! We all should stop paying our taxes! Seriously! They aren't doing any work anyway! 33 million for Mueller report!?

8/25/2019 8:41:39 PM zaraawakened Do you mean drops? Or is there a specific size of dropper to use?

8/25/2019 8:42:24 PM girlawakeinca I think MJ meant there are less than 6 on Earth that they interact with via dreams.

8/25/2019 8:42:38 PM jswdh1 Daughter is 29 autistic and uses very little if not any toothpaste and she has never had a cavity! Fluoride causes cavities!



8/25/2019 8:42:55 PM jvan125 I’ve never heard of Hydroxyzine!! Will def look into that! My next step is a detox facility but I could be there for a year at the rate I’m going so anything 

I can do at home I’m game. Without cannabis I would be dead. No doubt. Not giving that up until I’m 100% clean.

8/25/2019 8:42:56 PM 1centralcaligal MJ, thank you so much for Himalayan Pink Salt & water info (I have 2 bags of it, will use it); since I do drink ONLY R/O water, it seems wise to do this.

8/25/2019 8:43:19 PM luckdragon69 Oh man, and all those times I used aluminum to smoke Shisha during my hooka bar phase

8/25/2019 8:43:24 PM toffer_anon_369 link?

8/25/2019 8:43:29 PM jones9536 A little off topic, but I'm curious can you keep under control mental disorders like bipolar with diet?

8/25/2019 8:43:50 PM nurseniceyes I was thinking Idiocracy, but sg1 works as well.

8/25/2019 8:44:25 PM dbargen @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sent you a Direct Message.  Click the MESSAGES: REQUESTS tab on Twitter. 📂  pic.twitter.com/VS94bzrygj

8/25/2019 8:44:35 PM brad34351293 RO strips/filters the water of everything!

8/25/2019 8:45:02 PM aldo_9111 Go to mom and pop restaurants

8/25/2019 8:45:15 PM eastcoasterik Any remarks on colloidal gold and silver?

8/25/2019 8:45:21 PM jvan125 I always knew when [they] focused JUST on mercury ‘not’ causing autism and ignored aluminum completely something was up. Disgusting. I’m just 

glad I knew all this before my kids were born. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/25/2019 8:45:24 PM jswdh1  pic.twitter.com/BAf0uvFEPA

8/25/2019 8:45:28 PM truthisyours310 Holy shit! I rember fluoride drops to give my newborn  24 years ago

8/25/2019 8:46:17 PM jvan125 OMG the temperature swings!!  🥵🥶🥵🥶😭😭😭

8/25/2019 8:46:21 PM decodematrix I don't think it matters.

8/25/2019 8:46:51 PM aprilbrown99 Fluoride doesnt protect against cavities. That is the BS [they] have fed us.

8/25/2019 8:47:13 PM jvan125 You guys are the BEST. Thank you for all of these amazing tips. ❤️❤️❤️

8/25/2019 8:47:14 PM markoseku what about distilled water? is it safe to drink? don't we get enough minerals from fruits and vegetables ? why adding them to the water??

8/25/2019 8:47:25 PM brittasbits1 Please send help to my son Rhys. He had a seizure yesterday and nearly drowned. He started having seizures due to the vaccines he started late at 17, 

we stopped them but it was too late. He is on medication but this came out of nowhere. I am so worried about him. Please help.

8/25/2019 8:47:38 PM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/Mh05mfdOK0

8/25/2019 8:47:58 PM drunkchefjeff Would distilled water contain fluoride? Could it be used with Himalayan salt recipe?

8/25/2019 8:48:14 PM dunwunder go read some studies  OMG. it is also in Pharma drugs...

8/25/2019 8:48:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA RE subjects covered this evening. Off subject will be ignored. MJ2 will engage.

8/25/2019 8:48:20 PM rhondanight I’m sending white light and prayers to your son 🙏🕯🕯🙏

8/25/2019 8:48:33 PM jvan125 It’s like all my Lyme symptoms on steroids. 🤮

8/25/2019 8:48:53 PM jvan125 You too!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨

8/25/2019 8:49:08 PM jones9536 Any particular size dropper?

8/25/2019 8:49:19 PM trumps_all Assange discussed at G7?

8/25/2019 8:49:35 PM dunwunder watch the sky..  have diminished since  China lake was  hammered.

8/25/2019 8:49:45 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ2 for all that you are doing and the wealth of info you have provided tonight!  Much love and appreciation!  

✨✨✨💗💗💗🙌🙌🙌

8/25/2019 8:50:07 PM trumps_all Will we be shown the underground levels on Pedo Island?

8/25/2019 8:50:07 PM lbf777 All that is a lie to trick us.

8/25/2019 8:50:15 PM wiggley_dale Funny how we can be hoodwinked on this subject. pic.twitter.com/7Moh3HYVoM

8/25/2019 8:50:16 PM timeforarrests  https://youtu.be/Bq7PrvZAP0M 

8/25/2019 8:50:36 PM rachaelangelm Is Prince Andrew going to jail?

8/25/2019 8:50:46 PM dark2light2019 Is bottled spring water being contaminated as well?

8/25/2019 8:50:46 PM deberdoo000 Holy cow, we've been doing that for years, am I gonna get something weird

8/25/2019 8:50:48 PM swatcam1 What is the best way to filter fluoride from water?

8/25/2019 8:50:55 PM yttak3 Since POTUS  is a businessman, do you think he will get Greenland to the American people ?

8/25/2019 8:51:00 PM hotgirlmo_mo I've heard fluoride coats the pineal gland...truth?

8/25/2019 8:51:03 PM trumps_all How much of Hollywood is going to fall, percentage wise?

8/25/2019 8:51:05 PM richzen2 Can they put nanites to food?

8/25/2019 8:51:07 PM dunwunder ever  since China lake was  hammered things  different.. the admiral  to had to step  down. Naval Weather weapons China lake. watch the skies..

8/25/2019 8:51:10 PM ethereal_shaman What is the most effective food, herb or natural remedy to remove aluminum and other heavy metals from the body?

8/25/2019 8:51:11 PM jswdh1 How soon till we see real evidence not this fake crap? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1165701340057743361?s=19 …

8/25/2019 8:52:03 PM 1_decided_voter Will 45 lead the charge in taking a stand against poisoning our water supply, or will he wait for the people to get vocal first?

8/25/2019 8:52:17 PM dark2light2019 What is a good aluminum detoxifier?

8/25/2019 8:52:18 PM kathleen3693693 Does the Berkey water filtration, with the extra cartridges to filter out arsenic, fluoride, etc., actually filter out the fluoride?

8/25/2019 8:52:19 PM jvan125 Parents need to read. Period. 🤦🏼♀️

8/25/2019 8:52:21 PM melbourne_3000 Not difficult to spot, predictable ALICE

8/25/2019 8:52:22 PM unstoppablencp Is there any current movies that MJ 12 has dropped information/misinformation into recently the last 2 to 3 years? Do you have any titles that you 

could name off of new movies?

8/25/2019 8:52:40 PM jswdh1 Speaking of aluminum....is there a way to reverse autism so I can help my daughter?

8/25/2019 8:52:43 PM dunwunder oh shezzz.. its been happening they are stopping

8/25/2019 8:52:45 PM lbf777 Why is everyone (CNN, Putin, MJ12) suddenly talking about fluoride?

8/25/2019 8:52:47 PM decodematrix Good advice. I have been using ConcenTrace Trace Mineral Drops. It contains Magnesium, Chloride, Sodium, Potassium, Sulfate, Lithium, Boron. 

https://traceminerals.com/concentrace-trace-mineral-drops/ …

8/25/2019 8:52:51 PM dark2light2019 What are your thoughts on kratom?

8/25/2019 8:53:03 PM lyle_willis that’s absoutely correct. Lies

8/25/2019 8:53:38 PM kseven110 What is the best types of food to eat? Best type of drinking water ? Thank you!!!

8/25/2019 8:53:57 PM jvan125 Totally. But I can’t rest. It’s the worst feeling.

8/25/2019 8:54:17 PM yttak3 It seems GITMO is going to be pretty busy soon 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼 any thoughts ?

8/25/2019 8:54:22 PM rebornkingent Vitamin K2 to detox pineal yea or nay?

8/25/2019 8:54:26 PM richzen2 What are some good portable filters I can use while not at home?

8/25/2019 8:54:48 PM ethereal_shaman I put those in the toothpaste I make.

8/25/2019 8:54:51 PM the_fjalar calcification of the pineal gland.

8/25/2019 8:55:10 PM aprilbrown99 How can you tell if your clean from fluoride? My mind feels clearer & memory is fantastic. I have been actively detoxing based on info MJ12 have 

provided for past 7 months. Diet is completely changed, taking the vitamins suggested - feel great. Anything else you can suggest? 🙏

8/25/2019 8:55:13 PM allahuniversal And then there's just plain old fashioned fluoride tablets. The pink ones. Clearly remember being given these regularly when "dentists" visiting in 

elementary school. #ThesePeopleAreSick and want all of us to be sick with them. 5:5

 https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/drugInfo.cfm?setid=c868e459-33b6-47e9-af4d-3d421d91772d … pic.twitter.com/zQM9dDr8z5

8/25/2019 8:55:21 PM kseven110 I have used bioray detox in past for heavy metals. Is this good product? ... seemed to work well for me years ago.

8/25/2019 8:55:33 PM aldo_9111 It coats everything thing unfortunately



8/25/2019 8:55:43 PM amylynnekingamy  http://deepstatemappingproject.com 

look for "healing web" under downloads link.

8/25/2019 8:55:45 PM speaakn Me too!

8/25/2019 8:56:10 PM kseven110 Epsom salt baths? Pink Himalayan salt baths??? What are the best to products to use in our baths?

8/25/2019 8:56:12 PM aprilbrown99 Iodine I believe.

8/25/2019 8:56:26 PM charmanda9 How about the water we use for bath and shower? If we use Epsom salt in the bath, does this in any way prevent the fluoride from absorbing into the 

skin? I know there are special filters for bath and shower, but I do wonder about the Epsom salt.

8/25/2019 8:56:29 PM girlawakeinca What is the best protocol to detox from nanites and/or the “natural flavoring” additive. 

Thank you MJ2 we are grateful for all that you do. 🙏❤️

8/25/2019 8:56:42 PM yttak3 My kids dentist is lecturing me cauz I don’t have fluoride toothpaste 🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️

8/25/2019 8:57:00 PM brad34351293 What? Eye witnesses saw a 'Grey' plane/drone with no windows fly into the second tower! 

The other is right about thermite detonated!

8/25/2019 8:57:08 PM jswdh1 Could you please dm me what you have changed to feel better? Thank you! God Bless!

8/25/2019 8:57:11 PM islandofdelight What else is Under Greenland besides operation BlueJay?

8/25/2019 8:57:19 PM aprilbrown99 I believe MJ has stated iodine in a previous AMA.

8/25/2019 8:57:23 PM ctone3 Thanks

8/25/2019 8:57:45 PM lbf777 Whenever they say risk to National Security, it means they have something to hide.

8/25/2019 8:57:55 PM majic_eyes_qnly Is MJ12 aware of the work of Weston A. Price? (such as relating to traditional vs. modern diet, etc).

8/25/2019 8:58:00 PM jrocktigers Does food grown hydroponically indoors, without natural sunlight, lose vital life force energy ?

8/25/2019 8:58:01 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/OPUxAgz1XP

8/25/2019 8:58:02 PM mattersnot2 Do you see the highest group mind of mankind moving toward emancipation from perspective limits or moving toward fear based contraction? 

Because I do, very clearly positively.

8/25/2019 8:59:32 PM nukaluk Discussion on how poor diet/stress/antibiotic use etc leads to an unhealthy gut/GI tract which can cause bacterial imbalance/yeast overgrowth etc? 

These imbalances then cause an assortment of problems...immune/cancer/addictions/fatigue/skin etc Fungus that manipulates the host

8/25/2019 8:59:39 PM kathleen3693693 Also, be aware that aluminum is also in B12 (cyanocobalamin) injectables for pernicious anemia. Once a month, shoot yourself up with 1 cc of B12 

"enhanced" with aluminum. I've found that the sublingual B12 works, thank God.

8/25/2019 8:59:59 PM brad34351293 Ask Kabamur? He claims to be one!

I'm not into Cult figures & Qed him/it so I was Blocked!

8/25/2019 9:00:05 PM charmanda9 Cilantro! https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/life-style/food-news/cilantro-can-remove-most-of-heavy-metals-from-your-body-in-less-than-2-

months/photostory/68285600.cms …

8/25/2019 9:00:20 PM ethereal_shaman Thanks April, i forgot.  I use Lugol's.

8/25/2019 9:00:32 PM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/Qc1Y7r25Z7

8/25/2019 9:00:40 PM jvan125 Me too!! ❤️❤️

8/25/2019 9:00:44 PM allahuniversal Why did even CNN step out against the CDC on the issue of water fluoridation? https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2019/08/19/health/fluoride-neurotoxin-

canada-study/index.html …

8/25/2019 9:00:44 PM nurseniceyes I heard ALICE was being reprogrammed to operate in the higher density, is she?

8/25/2019 9:01:06 PM ygwiryn I must have missed these recommendations for detox. Can you share the links or what you have done to detox??

Thank you

8/25/2019 9:01:09 PM lbf777 Here’s the old trouble making witch Alice again.

8/25/2019 9:01:33 PM elatedveracity Are they adding fetal cells to our food for flavoring?  They being the Illuminati

8/25/2019 9:01:39 PM allahuniversal When did these pink fluoride pills first come into use? pic.twitter.com/rAU1B0Y8D4

8/25/2019 9:01:49 PM richzen2 How to inform the mass who are not subscribing to this channel about this info

8/25/2019 9:01:58 PM tncharlene Will fasting help the body rejuvenate after all this poison we are consuming?

8/25/2019 9:02:04 PM jojoe12299 Will the corruption in the FDA be addressed by 45?

8/25/2019 9:02:31 PM allahuniversal Good question

8/25/2019 9:02:52 PM daveo6145 Trust Barr?

8/25/2019 9:03:09 PM giediknight I have an alexapure water filter, it is proven to remove 99.99% of fluoride. Is this method just as good as RO water? I have a very good method of 

vortex water with magnets, is this also good?

8/25/2019 9:03:22 PM jojoe12299 Oh ok, thank you

8/25/2019 9:03:33 PM mongrelglory Such as fetal tissue used as "flavouring" ingredients?  I figured they were trying to make us unwitting cannibals in order to justify their own cannibalism 

and skirt "Natural Law" rules.

8/25/2019 9:03:36 PM yttak3 She said that here in Québec were of the only province in Canada who don’t have fluoride in are water systems 🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔

8/25/2019 9:03:47 PM brick_airhedred Are we all moving toward a meat-free society?

8/25/2019 9:03:51 PM mouriergirl Chlorella?

8/25/2019 9:04:04 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/Energy-Boer-Goats.html …

8/25/2019 9:04:06 PM jswdh1 Yes... HEK something...

8/25/2019 9:04:25 PM roger35742354 How much fluoride is in alcohol and soda?

8/25/2019 9:04:38 PM ethereal_shaman Back in 2014 when I went thru a huge detox, I ate pico de gallo with extra cilantro for months and months (I craved it). The body is truly remarkable at 

letting us know what it needs when we listen.

8/25/2019 9:04:49 PM jojoe12299 Earlier they said damage control, I believe

8/25/2019 9:05:00 PM aprilbrown99 I use Toms toothpaste & mouthwash without fluoride. I also use the activated charcoal toothpaste - i swap them out. I take cod liver fish oil, vitamine B 

complex liquid, iodine (occasionally) chorella tabs and also put powdered chorella in my smoothies...

8/25/2019 9:05:10 PM aprilbrown99 Eat lots of nuts and berries -Blueberry, raspberry, blackberry, strawberry. Only drink water, organic milk, eggs cheese, no meat (cheated 2x with chick 

fil a 😁). I cook...never used to. No fast food.  I havent bought reverse osmosis yet...

8/25/2019 9:05:15 PM lbf777 Same here. I feel much better now.

8/25/2019 9:06:45 PM anonymoussage1 😬🤢🤢🤮

8/25/2019 9:07:11 PM tncharlene When we are looking at nutrition labels; what is the most dangerous thing we need to stay clear of?

8/25/2019 9:07:18 PM allahuniversal Sauce:  https://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/dailymed/drugInfo.cfm?setid=c868e459-33b6-47e9-af4d-3d421d91772d …

8/25/2019 9:07:28 PM citoyen_resist are food poisonning described earlier the same in Europe ? or are there some differences ? In France for example...

8/25/2019 9:07:50 PM aprilbrown99 Cancelled my cable 7 months ago and only listen to music that is the correct herz.  Dont miss tv at all. Never want to see that people again. 😁. Hope 

this helps.👍👍👍

8/25/2019 9:07:56 PM lyle_willis yes

8/25/2019 9:08:24 PM islandofdelight Will you start interacting with more of us in our dreams?

8/25/2019 9:08:40 PM jrocktigers If not already, please research cannabis for seizures! Almost all reports are it halting the seizures. I know first hand accounts of parents who swear by it 

!

8/25/2019 9:08:53 PM jones9536 I'm curious if you've notice any differences as far as brain function or anything else after a year without fluoride?

8/25/2019 9:09:24 PM lightonearth111 Are people being programmed subliminally watching tv. Seems like it. Most brainwashed system loving authority trusting people watch lots of tv.

8/25/2019 9:09:42 PM charmanda9 For sure! I used to hate cilantro and since childbirth, I love it.

8/25/2019 9:10:00 PM lyle_willis my opinion only. Thru what I’ve read



8/25/2019 9:10:09 PM yttak3 That’s what I said.... that dident run well with her 😂

8/25/2019 9:10:18 PM blugurl3 yeah I watched a video on when SHTF and showed about getting water from dehumidifiers- but talked about the minerals.  good to know.

8/25/2019 9:11:01 PM mongrelglory Would plant food created in a replicator contain the natural bacteria found in our soil that is important to our microbiome?

8/25/2019 9:11:22 PM decodematrix What do you think about cheese?

8/25/2019 9:11:29 PM amylynnekingamy  https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/category/health/ …

8/25/2019 9:11:40 PM tncharlene Everything is bad. We cannot stop eating and cannot stop drinking. Yes we can make better choices but the better choices aren't going to REPAIR what 

has been done. How do we fix ourselves after so much damage?

8/25/2019 9:11:55 PM jones9536 Good to know. Thanks

8/25/2019 9:12:02 PM jaspony1 Are the effects from our food and water reverseable if we have been exposed for over 40 years?

8/25/2019 9:12:34 PM mongrelglory Do the illuminati and other elites have ways of counter-acting the poisons they've put in our food and water?  Or do they have a totally separate supply 

for their groceries and avoid going to restaurants?

8/25/2019 9:12:47 PM pandreas14 Stupidly, I have been drinking a lot tap (and bottled spring water) for many years. I have two questions. 1. What damage have I exactly done to myself? 

2. Aside from switching to Reverse Osmosis immediately, is there anything I can do to repare the damages?

8/25/2019 9:12:57 PM cosmic_engineer Spring water is a setting on a machine and made from a municipal water supply. Unless otherwise stated.

8/25/2019 9:13:00 PM cpace98 What was really going on at the California China Lake base? News reported 2  huge earthquakes 6.5 and 7.0. Was it an underground attack? If so, by 

whom?

8/25/2019 9:13:07 PM aprilbrown99 Wow!  🤢😳

8/25/2019 9:13:25 PM big_simp whats happened to Dr Dan Burisch?

8/25/2019 9:13:50 PM guldaktier Nano zeolite....

8/25/2019 9:14:04 PM mntcol  pic.twitter.com/2k5OFjoziC

8/25/2019 9:14:12 PM ghost_of_billy_ RO only or will a berky gravity filter remove fluoride?

8/25/2019 9:14:41 PM mongrelglory I know!  I'm unable to attach a reverse osmosis filter to my shower in my apartment.  It would be nice to know if there's a way of detoxing through 

mineral baths.

8/25/2019 9:14:52 PM teamdowner Diatomaceous earth is 98% Silica.

8/25/2019 9:14:53 PM decodematrix What do you think about fiberglass insulation in our houses?

8/25/2019 9:14:56 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/07/goat-empire.html …

8/25/2019 9:15:15 PM aetherwalker1 More #UnsealEpstein?

8/25/2019 9:15:33 PM state1union Pray your land isn’t contaminated

8/25/2019 9:15:51 PM cpace98 I gargle with Himalayan Pink Salt, use it in my food for seasoning and as a body scrub. Thanks for the recipe for RO

8/25/2019 9:15:53 PM awakeandaware3 Repeated doses of infinitesimal amounts of fluoride will in time reduce an individual's power to resist domination, by slowly poisoning and narcotizing a 

certain area of the brain, thus making him submissive to the will of those who wish to govern him. 

https://theconspiracyblog.com/conspiracies/health/fluoride/720-the-use-of-fluoridation-for-mass-mind-control …

8/25/2019 9:15:58 PM aprilbrown99 Sorry forgot to mention, almost daily meditation....and daily exercise too. 😁🥰😘

8/25/2019 9:16:52 PM cray1zee1world When will flouride be banned?

8/25/2019 9:17:00 PM state1union Military intelligence

8/25/2019 9:17:15 PM aprilbrown99 I posted it above.

8/25/2019 9:17:24 PM hopealways888 Don't know what it is but it sounds good. :)

8/25/2019 9:17:44 PM iamjackstumor CDC....the Center for Death Control. Nope. I trust they know about eugenics though.

8/25/2019 9:18:02 PM kathleen3693693 They've been around for a long time. The pediatrician wanted me to give my newborn son fluoride supplements, and that was 38 years ago. I was wise 

to the fluoride scam even back then and refused. No way.

8/25/2019 9:18:07 PM drparker76 Sick

8/25/2019 9:18:45 PM luckyh301 Cilantro

8/25/2019 9:18:47 PM mongrelglory Reverse osmosis filters (with multiple stages) or distillation are the only two ways I found in my research to remove fluoride.

8/25/2019 9:18:49 PM daveo6145 saw this from someone else before. may be a viable alternative

 https://purewaterfreedom.com 

8/25/2019 9:18:59 PM cpace98 Most food products are made with Hek

8/25/2019 9:18:59 PM state1union Think of your shower and your bath it Sucks into your skin and every cell of your body..,

8/25/2019 9:19:12 PM aprilbrown99 I posted the info in this thread.

8/25/2019 9:19:31 PM hopealways888 Thanks for the tip. I have done this. I won't do it anymore.

8/25/2019 9:19:49 PM nurseniceyes Just testing the waters, I see.

8/25/2019 9:19:51 PM maewest52499669 Center for creating deadly viruses to release to an unknowing population.

8/25/2019 9:20:12 PM lib7473 Why would 45 stated this yr,post ‘17 EO clean water? I believe 45/admin made it happen 4 water supply/bottling Corp to rid Flouridation, to help 

🇺🇸ppl, or he wouldn’t have said it. Know chemtrails chg to do more healing than harm by 🛸🧝♂️😇 4 ascension. https://youtu.be/d2ZKwB99UCc 

8/25/2019 9:21:01 PM fktvis You referred to objectionable substances in use for flavoring as "At the heart of the Illuminati conspiracy. The origins are mostly ET."

I suppose you refer to fetal tissue. What is the purpose of turning everybody into pedavores? pic.twitter.com/nhG6fFiKyy

8/25/2019 9:21:20 PM luckyh301 Was Aluminum in the Chem Trails?

8/25/2019 9:21:25 PM aprilbrown99 Sweet! 👍

8/25/2019 9:21:40 PM tncharlene Fluoride makes us stupid, aluminum makes us forget and get dementia, so what does plastics do to us?

8/25/2019 9:21:51 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Chlorella, cilantro, parsley, iodine, bentonite clay.

8/25/2019 9:21:58 PM iamjackstumor Marijuana seems to thrive being grown hydroponically. I’m sure if you keep the nitrates in the soil at good levels and have full spectrum UV lighting, 

food could thrive just as well. Just my take.

8/25/2019 9:22:19 PM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, re: previously covered subjects, there is sadly a lot of truth in this cartoon and we all know it...  

https://twitter.com/NamiasRobert/status/1165169901104971777 …

8/25/2019 9:23:17 PM yttak3 Good to know thank you 🙏🏼

8/25/2019 9:23:24 PM iamjackstumor So the Antarctic “ALIEN” base.....real or BS?

8/25/2019 9:24:37 PM citoyen_resist what do you think of the cartoon below ? https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1165841883316260865?s=19 …

8/25/2019 9:25:50 PM mongrelglory Were high profile Asian countries, such as Japan, Singapore, Malaysia etc...also blackmailed through Epstein's operations?

Was China involved?

8/25/2019 9:26:17 PM lyle_willis correct! Researched to the max, & used on the Jews by Nazi # Paperclip

8/25/2019 9:27:03 PM state1union This is Bullshit and mass murder as National Security? Well @POTUS we have a National Security situation with the very Water Treatment Plants are 

now prepped and ready to murder US with Fluoride a human can’t handle! @POTUS please save USA 🇺🇸

8/25/2019 9:27:25 PM mile_high_mamma If store bought water was processed using reverse osmosis, is it safe to consider it low in fluoride or fluoride free?

8/25/2019 9:27:29 PM carla_venezia Omg, I drank an IZZE an hour ago! "Say it ain't so"?!

8/25/2019 9:27:51 PM kachinagtto I’ve been doing a Sole for a couple years now. I do a teaspoon each morning in a glass of water. I’ve only started vortexing the water in the last few 

months.

8/25/2019 9:27:52 PM pandreas14 I'm not familiar with Carbon 60 so I'll definitely look into it but what "damages" does C60 repair?

8/25/2019 9:28:11 PM dugmaga2020 I think it's moderation. It's proven to reduce cavities for sure. Alaska removed it from their water & caivities increased 25% under age 7. But too much 

can be bad- links to cancer, lower IQ. Like anything, I think moderation & being aware is key.

8/25/2019 9:28:26 PM catpowernow Can the IS-BE take the form of a ball of energy or an orb?



8/25/2019 9:28:38 PM dan_stanbery Yep they want everyone to expire before they can retire!

8/25/2019 9:28:43 PM state1union What is That?

8/25/2019 9:30:01 PM kseven110 Is Evian good to drink? I question a lot of water bottle companies especially any by Nestlé or Coca-Cola😂 In my mind I think Evian could be a safer 

choice. thoughts?

8/25/2019 9:30:08 PM unstoppablencp Because it’s for pacifying the masses!!!

8/25/2019 9:30:14 PM mongrelglory Is there a reason I can't just drink distilled water and use the Himalayan pink salt on my food?  (That's the way I've been doing it.)

8/25/2019 9:30:43 PM lyndamathews25 Wrote to Stacy's pita chip company which is now owned by Pepsi.

Product says it's NON GMO, but they still use pesticides on there product.

They say they use the limited guide line. 

Don't get fooled by labels even when it says NON GMO.

8/25/2019 9:30:49 PM birdienevermore Don't swallow your toothpaste 😉. Buy a distiller at the very least

8/25/2019 9:30:55 PM nurseniceyes I also heard your looking glass is showing static, is this true?

8/25/2019 9:31:53 PM lightworkercain Fluoride I believe can only be removed by distilling. However, I have same question when it comes to bottled spring water? Or should we just distille all 

water at home and supplement minerals?

8/25/2019 9:32:32 PM lbf777 Ya I know. Ive been off fluoride for 2 years. Why is it suddenly getting popular now though?

8/25/2019 9:32:52 PM thekanehb Save yourself. That’s the only thing you can do- don’t wait for anyone else to come help. 

Avoiding tap water is actually easy if u just buy gallons of water. I use distilled and plan to buy a set up to do my own eventually but for now it works 

just fine!

8/25/2019 9:33:01 PM lbf777 Fluoride free toothpaste.

8/25/2019 9:33:13 PM kseven110 Ohhh. Intuitionally  I have been doing this now for the last few years.  Parchment paper now ....Never aluminum foil. Years ago our microwave broke 

and I will never get it repaired. I thought nope that is definitely not good for many reasons. Can you expand on the microwave?

8/25/2019 9:33:30 PM whatisreality19 There is only 35 miles of water from Epstein’s island to Branson’s island. Oh and the Fiji water....Bronfman’s own an island in Fiji named Wakaya. Could 

mean look for all the satanic islands.

8/25/2019 9:34:12 PM lorenzosghost I believe also there are formulas of salt rather than pink salt, that include trace but important amounts of magnesium, potassium etc

8/25/2019 9:35:11 PM state1union Taking a shower goes into your cells

8/25/2019 9:35:34 PM decodematrix How to detox aluminum?

8/25/2019 9:36:06 PM lorenzosghost Its to do with the ability of our cells to absorb the water, if it is distilled, it actually pulls minerals out of the cells, rushes the bowels and kidneys and is 

passes quickly leaving us dehydrated, why they invented sports drinks(but they contain sugar and fake sugar)

8/25/2019 9:36:24 PM sheri4567 Is distilled water good option?

8/25/2019 9:36:46 PM state1union You reminded me of this pic.twitter.com/pjE7ioobb6

8/25/2019 9:37:22 PM thekanehb It does but you can also get filters for your shower. Yes the shower part sucks bc skin is the biggest organ and no we shouldn’t have to think about this 

at all, but there are solutions.

8/25/2019 9:37:26 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, absolutely. I was having memory problems a year ago but now my memory has tremendously improved and my mind feels amazing just after a 7 

months. Getting better every day!  

For that alone, I can’t thank you enough. 🥰🥰🥰

8/25/2019 9:38:03 PM realdonmurphy I find it amazing how little people trust anything the government is involved in, yet never question the label “organic.”

8/25/2019 9:38:41 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I have to go re-wrap my celery!  My cousin told me aluminum foil would keep my celery crisp!

8/25/2019 9:38:50 PM kachinagtto I notice HydroFlasks and the like are all the rage for water bottles now. Is the lining aluminum?  Safe for drinking out of?

8/25/2019 9:39:10 PM birdienevermore Fluoride is a by product fertilizer...so they say.  Petition, go to city council meetings, get active.

8/25/2019 9:39:24 PM mongrelglory Both my parents had dementia...

8/25/2019 9:39:34 PM birdienevermore Lemon and baking soda.

8/25/2019 9:39:39 PM state1union Ask MJ12 and they say no

8/25/2019 9:40:30 PM thekanehb flouride content increases when boiled so avoid that too if possible. 

Many anti depressants are also almost pure flouride; Effexor and Prozac are two that come to mind.

8/25/2019 9:40:43 PM quarkey17 That was supposed to say "sick" 🤮

8/25/2019 9:40:52 PM allahuniversal Much appreciated

8/25/2019 9:41:03 PM thekanehb Reverse osmosis takes care of it.

8/25/2019 9:41:23 PM boehmeb What? Really?

8/25/2019 9:41:43 PM starehope Monosodiumglutemate I think that is how you spell it. It acts as super salt in the body. Causes real migraines, not the ones people walk around 

complaining they have. Very bad. Used as a flavor enhancer. Makes your cooked veggies brighter, more colorful.

8/25/2019 9:42:29 PM jojoe12299 👍

8/25/2019 9:42:34 PM starehope What is Hek?

8/25/2019 9:43:14 PM state1union Branson must have murdered a lot of children for this. Sick pure Evil 👿. I will never Forget Obama going on Trips with Branson on his Island 🌴 after 

his Fraud Presidency

8/25/2019 9:43:31 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1165828661930614789?s=19 …

8/25/2019 9:45:02 PM starehope Coke uses it too. Fritos, all Pepsi products. I wonder about fast food. No good for us anyway, but many people eat it.

8/25/2019 9:45:10 PM kseven110 Instinctively I think microwaves are very bad. I do not use them or have one in my home. Can you expand on this?

8/25/2019 9:45:30 PM jimmymcd Best Water Filter removes 99.9% Of Floride! http://RWRD.IO/07Q1NEC 

8/25/2019 9:45:50 PM thekanehb Avoid pro inflammatory foods and medicine. Omega 6 inflames omega 3 negates o6.

Use cannabis, whole plant especially the seed oil

8/25/2019 9:46:36 PM boehmeb Wow. Thank you

8/25/2019 9:46:47 PM edwardgouin And by association, anything stored/served in aluminum cans?  Beverages?

8/25/2019 9:47:00 PM aprilbrown99 “tv dinners” in the 70s were in aluminum trays that you would have to put into the oven to cook. Before microwaves. Dont mean to age myself (i was a 

kid) but think those along with soda cans, deodorant, etc., certainly helped with Alzheimer’s and early dementia.  Aspertain too.

8/25/2019 9:47:05 PM dollysaysno It should only be used to fashion into a hat should you find yourself exposed to Maddox or CNN.

8/25/2019 9:47:13 PM catherinewhitfo Or you could stay out of jail by buying a water filtration system.

8/25/2019 9:47:18 PM thekanehb No. It’s not as good. Sorry I wish it was bc I went that route first as well. :/

8/25/2019 9:48:22 PM whatisreality19 Fluoride first started because a large company named Alcoa, that owns mines all over the world,had to pay money to get rid of their toxic waste from 

aluminum mining. Instead they somehow sold it as fluoride and had it added to the drinking water. I used to work for those pricks

8/25/2019 9:49:39 PM jvan125 Same with all 4 of my grandparents. 🤯🤬

8/25/2019 9:52:55 PM thekanehb Yes it does. Check out dr seibi if you want to get serious. His diet is a fast imo and it will get you set.

8/25/2019 9:53:18 PM whatisreality19 They have put so many toxins into our bodies to make us docile,dumb,and ill that it’s surprising that anyone can function. Look at all the people who 

suffer from unknown illnesses. Fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, nervous system issues, i.e anxiety & depression, and so on.

8/25/2019 9:54:43 PM vickidale12 Thank you

8/25/2019 9:54:54 PM jack66123366 Q said watch the water

8/25/2019 9:55:28 PM starehope Aluminum is a known carcinogen. Get rid of your aluminum pots and pans. It gets worse when heated. Read that years ago. Do not use any aluminum 

in the kitchen.



8/25/2019 9:56:07 PM chaele3 SpeakWalker update with @speakprojectM. Please listen and share! You could save a life by telling your story. #lindacollins

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=0Nz5QbyE1bc …

@Kre8change

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@JudicialWatch

@USMC

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@prayingmedic

@411America

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
8/25/2019 9:56:17 PM mongrelglory I've only been using my microwave for heating up my tea when it gets cold, or melting chocolate for baking.  I suppose even those uses I should avoid... 

I'm going to have to find a double boiler for melting my chocolate on the stove!

8/25/2019 9:56:17 PM aprilbrown99 I am guessing cancer from the toxins leaching into our food when we heat it up. 😳

8/25/2019 9:57:06 PM thekanehb Exactly. Let’s talk about the Shikimate pathway and CSF fluid health? You know the amino acids they damage via gmo are the exact aminos they target 

when harvesting and stealing CSF fluid? Aromatic aminos. 

Responsible for dopamine, serotonin and melatonin. 

Avoid corn byproducts

8/25/2019 9:57:06 PM lbf777 It’s disturbing. All people should stop paying taxes to defund them immediately.

8/25/2019 9:57:37 PM mongrelglory So when someone tells me to "eat dirt", they're actually being considerate of my health. 😆

8/25/2019 9:57:42 PM joshuafalkin Now He Tells Me!

8/25/2019 9:58:22 PM alinahere 😒 I know Now... I had no idea and always lined my pans with aluminum foil before baking foods like chicken Etc so as to make the cleanup easier. I 

got rid of my microwave years ago, and now will do the same for aluminum foil.

8/25/2019 9:58:26 PM nurseniceyes Stainless steel.Not aluminum.

8/25/2019 9:58:56 PM kseven110 Yes, I used to use it for coffee & tea reheating as well. It broke years ago, and then I thought to myself one day I don’t think that is good and I’m never 

going to replace it💜

8/25/2019 9:59:04 PM mongrelglory Sh_t!  I forgot about that! 😬 My brain is fried in so many ways!

8/25/2019 10:00:56 PM starehope Evian spells Naive backwards. No a good choice. Mirror image.

8/25/2019 10:01:02 PM mongrelglory I've been using silicone mats for baking cookies.  I love it, but it's probably bad too!

8/25/2019 10:01:03 PM birdienevermore Reusable bees wax cloths....works better than anything.  Saves money and less waste.

8/25/2019 10:01:31 PM thekanehb Change your diet. Avoid processed food and eat organic fruits, veggies & grain.  

Avoid these fillers in food and supplement w omega 3 using hempseed oil   

Drink distilled water and take control back. Plant a garden. Start sourcing clean meat. 

You got this!!! pic.twitter.com/VlQcUd7au6

8/25/2019 10:01:36 PM alinahere Yes, I only used my microwave to heat my water for coffee. Found out it Kills ALL Life Energy in any food or liquid. 😒😓 Threw it out years ago!

Now I will do the same with aluminum foil, no more lining my baking pans to cook chicken etc..

If I stop now, no dementia? 🤔🙏

8/25/2019 10:01:45 PM mongrelglory Is silicone bakeware bad for our health?

8/25/2019 10:02:07 PM kseven110 Damn,  How did I not catch that? I am always spelling words backwards!!!Thank you!!

8/25/2019 10:02:29 PM sivarte And for heaven sakes, don't use it as a method for birth control.

8/25/2019 10:03:09 PM disfellocated Learn to cook.

8/25/2019 10:03:10 PM aprilbrown99 HEK 293 - so disgusting! 🤢🤢🤢 https://youtu.be/d72KsFEenz8 

8/25/2019 10:03:19 PM aetherwalker1 Did you learn anything from psychically engaging the respondents tonight?  🧘🏼♂️

8/25/2019 10:04:00 PM fuknutz Atomic Iodine (just a couple of drops in a glass of water every day) can reverse the effects of fluoridation and help decalcify the pineal gland - as well as 

avoid any thyroid issues that come from years of drinking fluoridated water (and other beverages).

8/25/2019 10:04:29 PM mongrelglory Was fluoridation of water supplies mandated by the ETs that our countries made treaties with?

8/25/2019 10:05:07 PM nea_storm Interesting Timing for anyone Paying Attention ... check the records: Future Past: Love You All! pic.twitter.com/GB45NUaEco

8/25/2019 10:05:15 PM thekanehb Yes non-gmo project is a scam. 

(This label which we pay more for)

They change standards based on lobbying. Notice their labels say “non-GMO***” 

The * is the fine print, because apparently they can label non-gmo but then also say no it’s not realllly non-gmo. pic.twitter.com/ntv4llMah4

8/25/2019 10:07:20 PM mongrelglory You have to distill the water by collecting the water vapour off of the boiling water.  Fluoride is a heavy metal, so it stays behind in your pot or kettle.

8/25/2019 10:08:31 PM mongrelglory To what purpose?

8/25/2019 10:08:45 PM q_army1 How best do we take the next step and organize other than on social media, where we are subject to be banned at moment?

As an example there will be an organized parade in my town with a few of the runners planned.

At what point should we be there? even if to hold up memes?

8/25/2019 10:09:34 PM lightseeker2012 Also aspartame

8/25/2019 10:09:45 PM charpier3 NZ too. Many countries, in fact.

8/25/2019 10:10:17 PM lyle_willis agree

8/25/2019 10:10:58 PM q_army1  pic.twitter.com/zoRzgYNEA1

8/25/2019 10:11:12 PM 369369rv That is so expensive tho.

8/25/2019 10:11:16 PM whatisreality19 Our local water treatment plants are paid by our water bills and some by property taxes. Don’t pay those and they steal your house.

8/25/2019 10:11:36 PM olimyracle Human aborted foetus (1.5B in 40yrs) -> Natural Flavors component?

Please confirm.

What other uses of them?

Thank you 💞 pic.twitter.com/e6iTuHPXLT

8/25/2019 10:11:45 PM markoseku Is distilled water safe to drink? it is the purest form of water without non organic minerals and all the added chemicals.

8/25/2019 10:12:47 PM bavariansquatch The Northern Hemisphere

North of The 60th Parallel

Prolonged Sunlight (18 to 20+ hours per day)

 w/ Little to No Cloud Cover

Sustained High UV Index

The Final 30 Days of Summer

🤔

Truly a crisis, or a normal end of season event?



8/25/2019 10:13:10 PM starehope I don't like the way the spoons smell if I make sause with garlic, basil, oregano, strong smells, yet stir the hot pot and I smell the silicone over the 

spices. Throwing them out. Want wooden, but afraid of bacteria. Any ideas?

8/25/2019 10:14:47 PM lbf777 When we do this stuff by the masses, they can’t touch us. It’s like how they stopped arresting people for marijuana.

8/25/2019 10:17:05 PM 1_decided_voter So either none of the questions were on-topic or worthy of response, or something else came up for MJ2. pic.twitter.com/GAZVgy88gA

8/25/2019 10:17:16 PM cstarr888 Many hormone disruptors in plastics. 😕🙏💖

8/25/2019 10:17:33 PM q_army1  pic.twitter.com/27yFjbg7wj

8/25/2019 10:17:36 PM cpace98  https://search.yahoo.com/search?p=hek+293&fr=iphone&.tsrc=apple&pcarrier=Verizon&pmcc=311&pmnc=480 …

8/25/2019 10:18:08 PM toffer_anon_369 Vaping .. dangerous?  CBD vaping..?

8/25/2019 10:18:35 PM mongrelglory Carbon filters mainly just absorb odors and remove chlorine.  Not much else.

8/25/2019 10:19:31 PM starehope A lot of those places use it. Beef used for hamburgers has lots of chemical additatives. Bud worked at a plant that processed ground beef. He wore 

goggles & a nose and mouth cover. In 2 months he had burns on his face between mask and goggles. 20 yrs later, still has red burns!

8/25/2019 10:20:09 PM mongrelglory Canada does too.

8/25/2019 10:20:21 PM lurkerjohnson Praying, love and positive energy to you both

8/25/2019 10:22:59 PM cleanitallup We have to live and think like someone’s trying to kill us at every turn, every breath, every bite, every drink, even at heating something up.  What the 

hell have we gotten used to?

8/25/2019 10:23:41 PM cpace98 Showering too.

8/25/2019 10:23:41 PM deepbluesand Sprayed on all of us !

8/25/2019 10:23:57 PM decodematrix It was mandated by the negative ETs and inter-dimensional entities that the 13 illuminati/cabal families work with to enslave humanity.

8/25/2019 10:24:22 PM alexandercody7 What must have been accomplished in order to unlock truth about SSP, secret tech and the leaders behind the scenes and first contact? First 

pedophilia until we reached Vatican, then economy until we are free, then SSPs until we have the technology and first contact? - >unity

8/25/2019 10:24:36 PM cpace98 Body absorbs the water, minerals and toxins

8/25/2019 10:24:59 PM mongrelglory Bamboo utensils are naturally anti-bacterial.  My favourite for cooking.

8/25/2019 10:25:49 PM kseven110 Intuitively lol

8/25/2019 10:28:00 PM whatisreality19 I been trying to tell everyone for years to not pay income tax. If everyone started claiming 9 exemptions tomorrow, the government would freak out in 

a week.

8/25/2019 10:30:29 PM melodicwarrior1 Messages received and documented -offline-

Will continue forward

BTW you have been using 3,6 and 9 alot lately.

Thank you for formula.

8/25/2019 10:31:25 PM starehope Are you joking? These creeps deal with Mexico - drugs. Remember it says "Natural Flavor!

8/25/2019 10:31:41 PM weshallrise144k What’s the best course of action the public can take to eliminate city/state water fluoridation?  We filter drinking water with RO and use full spectrum 

sea salt/minerals, however, our shower water is fluoridated, allowing absorption of the toxin via the skin.

8/25/2019 10:33:25 PM cleopatrarawk Add vitamin c to neutralize. Betterbathbetterbody dot com

8/25/2019 10:34:30 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I'll have to see if I can find something like this in Canada.

8/25/2019 10:34:45 PM starehope Thanks Michelle!💖👊

8/25/2019 10:34:54 PM jack66123366 Bentonite

8/25/2019 10:35:26 PM jojoe12299 They answered my question earlier about how to remove fluoride from H2O, said reverse osmosis 5 stage

8/25/2019 10:37:33 PM unittzoo There are heavy metals in pink salt from the dynamite. 

I’m switching to Celtic even though All salt water is contaminated. 

You can find a content chart on pink salt.

8/25/2019 10:40:00 PM andyob225 Grow your own !

8/25/2019 10:40:52 PM _cajunpatriot Candida Auris? What to do of you have symtoms? Stuff coming out of skin, black specks, plastic colored things, odd itching sensations?

8/25/2019 10:42:25 PM dradeon No it's not, pink Himalayan salt is high in sodium and though it has other minerals the amount is small. Potassium and magnesium especially need to be 

added in or supplemented separately.

8/25/2019 10:42:28 PM cleanitallup We installed a reverse osmosis system after becoming aware of high levels of hexavalent chromium in our municipal water source.  The EPA only 

measures for the non carcigenic, naturally occurring chromium.

8/25/2019 10:42:45 PM vickycnall These people are sick,  maybe they deserve their eternity,  God is righteous and just

8/25/2019 10:43:33 PM starbroker May I please  have some evidence regarding your claim of gold recovery operations? Please don't disappoint me.

8/25/2019 10:43:41 PM dradeon You need more than pink salt. Add potassium citrate or bicarbonate and magnesium as well, though magnesium oil as a topical spray is more 

bioavailable and effective than oral magnesium without having to worry about the digestive effects.

8/25/2019 10:43:54 PM cleanitallup Carcinogenic.

8/25/2019 10:44:46 PM kseven110 Best housecleaning products?

8/25/2019 10:46:03 PM backin_thefight Who is gunna be trumps 2020 running mate

8/25/2019 10:50:01 PM cleanitallup That we have to determine how to filter the neurotoxins and other chemical poisons from our drinking water is.......criminal at best.  A crime against 

humanity.

8/25/2019 10:55:29 PM wisdomonium Pindar promoted pederasty as a part of Paidea (elite greek upbringing).(crete was it's epicenter as was the minotaur maze child sacrfices...like on 

epsteins temple) And he was the propagandist for the royals.The 'golden age' for pedos.

8/25/2019 11:00:15 PM 1centralcaligal I use mostly cast iron puts & pans, metal utensils; guess I'm old fashioned, but there's no Teflon in our bodies, plus we get extra iron, especially when 

eating acidic foods cooked in them. You'd be surprised, get GOOD quality carry item, USE THEM OFTEN, stick less than others!

8/25/2019 11:00:17 PM andyr1112 Thnk u

8/25/2019 11:00:33 PM aprilbrown99 Disclosure in plain sight again.  Depopulation agenda.

8/25/2019 11:01:05 PM brad34351293 Heard!

8/25/2019 11:01:40 PM 1centralcaligal I LOVE my cast iron, use them every day; now my Granddaughter uses them too! They stick less than Teflon, if seasoned right.

8/25/2019 11:03:58 PM likelytrue Follow Ken Rohla on tube and his site fresh and alive.

He teaches you how to vortex water, which makes it more alive or electrical.

8/25/2019 11:05:31 PM natureinspace We didn't know any better. The things we were taught were lies. We wanted to be good parents because we love our children so we did all the 'right 

things'. We can't blame ourselves, now that we are learning the truth we do better from here on out.

8/25/2019 11:06:57 PM brittasbits1 Thanks hun xx

8/25/2019 11:08:47 PM giledonna Don't give pink Himalayan salt in RO water to Chickens. Chickens can die from too much salt. Their diet of feed crumbles or pellets has the 

recommended amount of salt. Look up Poultry Salt Toxicity Syndrome.

8/25/2019 11:11:42 PM angelin94412072 Wow! Thank you! Didn’t know that.

8/25/2019 11:15:09 PM spoiledlamb Now you tell me! 🤦🏻♀️ what is it good for then?🤷🏻♀️

8/25/2019 11:15:29 PM magaforc I did not know this. Than you.

8/25/2019 11:20:22 PM slh2813 Help.... @realDonaldTrump

8/25/2019 11:22:58 PM adsvel All you are learning here, Buddhist believe system, etc. is not yours, Michelle, these are experiences you had here in this collective soup, on this planet. 

What will be your perceptions, thoughts, observations when you will get out of Van Allen Belt?

8/25/2019 11:23:17 PM jonathancherrie What about distilled water?



8/25/2019 11:29:01 PM turnbolt11 3M respirators and long sleeves.

Wash the residue off Your hands many many times a day.

Uniform Clothing ?

Don't wear it twice without laundering.

8/25/2019 11:29:16 PM allahuniversal Early 80s

8/25/2019 11:31:30 PM winklerburke Like the movie “Serenity.”

8/25/2019 11:31:32 PM trachel85792802 Do you have data /articles /proof of this allegation?

8/25/2019 11:33:12 PM essene_merkabah  https://youtu.be/g4A-TRmoV68 

8/25/2019 11:33:19 PM karensc38678909 I use that!

8/25/2019 11:33:51 PM karensc38678909 Yes. Fulvic acid is good too. Comes from Peat bogs.

8/25/2019 11:34:06 PM karensc38678909 Another good one.

8/25/2019 11:35:22 PM natureinspace When I was a kid many years ago we had heard of subliminal messages being put in shows, movies, music etc. But the MSM informed us that it was 

illegal to do that. So we laughed it off as a conspiracy theory. 🤔 They've actually been messing with our heads for a very long time.

8/25/2019 11:35:44 PM natureinspace Yes it is.

8/25/2019 11:35:51 PM edrose4769 And thats not including the mercury

8/25/2019 11:36:40 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/95je2bqLwu

8/25/2019 11:37:16 PM adsvel And created a civil war between Russia and Ukraine.

8/25/2019 11:37:28 PM natureinspace Epstein had the tunnels filled in with concrete.

8/25/2019 11:39:44 PM normal_wizard Will those who made the decisions to engage in the poisoning of humanity be held accountable?

8/25/2019 11:45:38 PM wild8heart Sending big love to all those Agent Smiths...

8/25/2019 11:48:32 PM adsvel I remember these series of fake videos appear 4-5 years ago.

8/25/2019 11:49:37 PM to_unity Restaurants distribute food to go in aluminum trays with plastic tops. Is this practice just as detrimental?

8/25/2019 11:49:44 PM awakeandsing123 Another way: add a few grains of rice to distilled water jar to reintroduce the minerals. This was recommended in a book on fasting.

8/25/2019 11:51:28 PM prism_wg_light Never understood why they always merchandize Borax in the laundry aisle either... shouldn't it be with all purpose goods like Baking Soda(No 

Aluminum)? Made a legit 9.5 Ph balance water with the 2...you would think it would be represented better... idk...thoughts.

8/25/2019 11:53:25 PM eochaillmono Do a search on YouTube for borax fluoride

8/25/2019 11:58:16 PM la_nimboni I had a tweet mentioning Allen and Epstein connections attract a troll army yesterday. The tweet was a bit old. Perhaps they new this article was 

coming.

8/25/2019 11:58:55 PM mongrelglory Thanks. 👍I have borax at home.  I know if taken internally, it can help remove fluoride from your pineal gland, but I'd rather prevent the fluoride from 

getting in there in the first place.

8/25/2019 11:59:04 PM covertress Berkey RO gravity filter offers additional filter attachments that remove flouride.

8/25/2019 11:59:14 PM wild8heart Is Anthony William (Medical Medium) a legit source for health/healing?

8/25/2019 11:59:17 PM zagnett A [poor cabal's] fake?🤔

8/26/2019 12:00:39 AM wild8heart Previously you mentioned legumes are low vibe foods... Are there any other plant-based sources we could be eliminating or minimising?

8/26/2019 12:01:26 AM adsvel Intuitively I added Himalayan Pink Salt after Your previous tread about Reverse Osmosis Water. We need salts for our body. Thank You!💖🙏

8/26/2019 12:02:14 AM mongrelglory I've checked out the price of fulvic acid capsules and found that they're so expensive!  Especially considering you can probably just scoop up the raw 

material from decaying leaves in the forest!

8/26/2019 12:07:05 AM mongrelglory Our scope of understanding in this particular incarnation is limited of course.  Each experience of incarnation we have in this universe gives us a unique 

perspective from which to view creation by.  However we can never see the whole until we return to Source.

8/26/2019 12:09:08 AM adsvel Intuitively I don't use it at all. Trust our own Intuition!😊💖

8/26/2019 12:09:16 AM usss_211 How do you care for your teeth? Trying to ween off myself!

8/26/2019 12:10:24 AM roygbiv65041613 MJ

In an ever growing

energetic environment

& in consideration of

effects of  Hex6 & Hex8 on humans

what is your guidance on

consuming Hex10

found in cellulose

& the newly developed "heme"

(a synthetic blood)

currently marketed

to vegan consumers nationwide

as of late?

TY pic.twitter.com/6mxT4erEed
8/26/2019 12:10:26 AM mongrelglory Even calling a belief system "correct" or "incorrect" is part of duality in this current existence we are in.  That being said, we do have the freedom of our 

conscious choices and intentions, which are influenced by our perspective at any given moment.

8/26/2019 12:10:28 AM wild8heart You're trapped on a deserted island and only one majestic food could be there. Which one and why?

8/26/2019 12:12:35 AM usss_211 Well water... If not in a polluted area... Cold clean... Sealed in bedrock. No fluoride, or microplastics!!!

8/26/2019 12:13:29 AM adsvel I love my own cooked food. Its also creativity, every time improving, experimenting with the taste.😊

8/26/2019 12:14:24 AM usss_211 Plastics made from petroleum!

8/26/2019 12:16:58 AM adsvel I am using RO water for drinking and cooking, unfortunately not for a shower, can't find system and filters...

8/26/2019 12:17:54 AM mongrelglory Can't give you any evidence I'm afraid...just "intel" reports from various sources over the years.  Supposedly Obama had a bunker full of gold in 

Malaysia that got raided by the "white hats" in the US military several years ago.

8/26/2019 12:21:30 AM arthurpacfarm You never said why..... I made aluminum cans for 40yrs and was exposed to a hell of a lot of fine particles...  breathed that stuff day in and day out ... 

not to mention what I absorbed... so what’s gonna happen to me?

Should I expect some sort of cancer!  66yrs old🤷🏾♂️

8/26/2019 12:22:44 AM adsvel Yes, for sure, Michelle, we are here for experiences. But ask Yourself, do You have enough these experiences or You still have to carry on them or 

maybe its time for the very New ones and old ones doesn't allow to gain them... This is Your own suitcase, not mine, not collective😊

8/26/2019 12:22:56 AM weshallrise144k @realDonaldTrump Mr. President we the people request government intervention to ban the injection of fluoride, a toxic poison, into our water 

supply. This poison is suppressing our consciousness and #TheGreatAwakening of the masses.

8/26/2019 12:23:40 AM neufeldtlyss17 Yes and yes

8/26/2019 12:23:43 AM _369311119 Clean the servers? pic.twitter.com/wLEhC9BvGK

8/26/2019 12:24:29 AM arthurpacfarm They are lined with a barrier so don’t have to worry... it’s not to protect you by the way... soda can eat right through a aluminum can.... I think I’d worry 

about the soda more than a aluminum can....😬

8/26/2019 12:24:51 AM weshallrise144k  pic.twitter.com/Qdmh9teGpI



8/26/2019 12:26:01 AM arthurpacfarm Bunk...sorry there is just no proof🤷🏾♂️

8/26/2019 12:26:22 AM arthurpacfarm 😂

8/26/2019 12:26:48 AM neufeldtlyss17 There’s tons of footage from security cameras, where could all that be? Cell phone pics/videos?

8/26/2019 12:28:19 AM adsvel But somehow these our own perspectives are based on the level of our own vibrations... the level of our own perception. You cant see semi ethereal 

light if you carry on old collective programs.

8/26/2019 12:28:28 AM mongrelglory I still have much to learn...if not in this life, then in the next! 😑

8/26/2019 12:31:25 AM adsvel All is in You, Michelle. Any knowledge are within You. Be with Yourself more than with others, give a space for Yourself.😊💖

8/26/2019 12:32:09 AM mongrelglory In theory, yes, but I think many people do not enjoy optimal health in this world, and food poisoning isn't fun.

8/26/2019 12:32:30 AM weshallrise144k #BanFluoride #BanFluoride #BanFluoride http://humansarefree.com/2010/12/fluoride-most-toxic-substance-for.html …

8/26/2019 12:35:35 AM kagqanon It’s density, not gravity.   Gravity is a theory that relies on you believing in magic, density is reality based on fact.

8/26/2019 12:36:14 AM decodematrix What do you think about microwaves?

8/26/2019 12:38:39 AM mongrelglory My personal learning objective during this incarnation was to experience limitations and rejection, so I could understand better the perspectives and 

choices of those who live in duality.  I will return to my original soul family when I am done this life here.

8/26/2019 12:42:50 AM manifest_utopia Cilantro, Hawaiian spirulina, & Atlantic dulse all remove heavy metals from the body/brain. Combined they are even more effective. Add large handful 

of cilantro & heaping tablespoon dulse flakes in a smoothie. Spiralina tablets (6-8) taken at same time.

8/26/2019 12:43:56 AM adsvel Why You limit Yourself, Michelle? Just now You let to know Your cells that You are going to done just at the end of this incarnation... And they are 

taking all this in serious manner! They are saying: Yes, Boss, We will!😊

8/26/2019 12:50:57 AM h495pppjbqvpm4h Does water from a copper cup drink a positive effect?

8/26/2019 12:53:19 AM mongrelglory We are multi-dimensional beings Sandris.  We can exist on multiple levels at the same moment.  I am not limited in my being as a whole.  I am simply 

interacting with a limited perspective in this avatar I have right now here on Earth. This is my first time here on Earth.

8/26/2019 12:54:07 AM usss_211 We don't say his name..

8/26/2019 12:54:29 AM mongrelglory Have you been here on Earth for other life-times Sandris?

8/26/2019 1:00:10 AM adsvel First AMA without MJ12 answers... However thank You for collective focus on self healthcare.

8/26/2019 1:00:15 AM protestchris Pink Vortex Water ™️.

8/26/2019 1:04:54 AM adsvel Yes, Michelle.😊 Observe things You are doing, small nuances... How You are doing things, how do You know how to do them perfectly... You will get 

the answer, where it comes from... from Your own previous experiences.😉

8/26/2019 1:07:02 AM verfolg The vermin...

8/26/2019 1:08:21 AM adsvel If I would see and communicate in person with You, I would say if it is first time for You here or not.😊

8/26/2019 1:09:08 AM verfolg Why were they honored? How sad!

8/26/2019 1:10:35 AM mongrelglory Trust me.  It's my first time! 😉

8/26/2019 1:10:39 AM verfolg He has no couth.

8/26/2019 1:12:17 AM mongrelglory I will have to bid you adieu Sandris.  Sweet dreams!

8/26/2019 1:12:23 AM adsvel Ok, then, if You say so!😊🖖✨💫

8/26/2019 1:14:48 AM adsvel Ok, have a sweet dreams and full restoration, Michelle!😊💖🙏 But for me, Good morning!😊 pic.twitter.com/zMXF5eqay2

8/26/2019 1:19:56 AM mr_fedorable Such a poor attempt lmao

8/26/2019 1:20:17 AM jack66123366 What’s your opinion on filmic acid and iodine

8/26/2019 1:20:38 AM jack66123366 Sorry fulvic acid

8/26/2019 1:23:30 AM johnsville14 Your comparison is wrong. The feather doesn't spin. It's the light sources that make it seem so.  Even if you're heading in the direction of truth, always 

be honest in your observations and admit when wrong.  We'll know the Truth soon enough.

8/26/2019 1:28:36 AM jaded_pearl Is Alkaline water good or bad for keeping the body in homeostasis?

8/26/2019 1:29:37 AM jaded_pearl Does our body benefit from drinking ozonated water?

8/26/2019 1:31:01 AM jaded_pearl To repel PPM in shower water, is using a charcoal soap sufficient to repel absorption through the skin?

8/26/2019 1:31:02 AM adsvel Thanks.😊

8/26/2019 1:32:07 AM jaded_pearl What do you mean by "applying vortex energy" to the water?

8/26/2019 1:34:42 AM adsvel No thanks, I am living in rented house and nobody will let me to do any renovations, improvements, etc...😊

8/26/2019 1:34:46 AM verfolg He should be VERY scared.

8/26/2019 1:36:19 AM jaded_pearl Are the substances you speak of in our food supply that have ET origins? Is it the aborted baby cells? https://www.hli.org/resources/products-that-use-

aborted-fetuses/ …

8/26/2019 1:39:26 AM jaded_pearl Is fresh lemon juice the best way to decalcify the pineal gland from calcification from fluoridation?

8/26/2019 1:46:49 AM shawnloftin1 I drink alkaline water

8/26/2019 1:47:27 AM jaded_pearl I believe magnets taped around are helpful but only slightly.

8/26/2019 1:47:39 AM jaded_pearl  https://www.wakingtimes.com/2014/08/22/fluoride-affects-consciousness-will-act/ …

8/26/2019 1:47:45 AM verfolg Arrests?

8/26/2019 1:48:27 AM xusaf_patriot Unfortunately...whole-house RO systems are quite expensive.

8/26/2019 1:52:19 AM jenncbonneville Apparently all 115 responses are off topic lol

8/26/2019 1:57:24 AM djlok If everyone woke up all at once, I could see there being MAJOR concerns about National Security!!!

8/26/2019 1:58:12 AM jaded_pearl I was told their blood in non-reactive to toxins. Is that true?

8/26/2019 1:58:56 AM jaded_pearl How about through frequency or scalar waves? Is that an option to remove it?

8/26/2019 2:00:05 AM jaded_pearl I'm curious to know this as well because I bought a Kagen water machine developed & used in Japan hospitals.

8/26/2019 2:01:57 AM jaded_pearl 35% food grade hydrogen peroxide is an option too? MJ2 - does hydrogen peroxide chelate metals?

8/26/2019 2:03:22 AM jaded_pearl Foods that have high voltage or high electrical value. IMO https://www.blackhealthwealth.com/dr-sebi-food-list/ …

8/26/2019 2:06:41 AM jaded_pearl I think this is not only done through the 440hz sound but also the frequency of the oscillations cycles of the colors. Say flickering we cannot see but can 

be read by our subconscious through our iris. Plausible?

8/26/2019 2:07:25 AM jaded_pearl Your own stem cells. Do not use stem cells sourced from anywhere else.

8/26/2019 2:15:49 AM havefaith_maga I haven't seen any trails in a very long time. (Outside Atlanta)

8/26/2019 2:18:24 AM jaded_pearl There are some sun frequencies that are not replicatable is my understanding. They don't have as much electrical charge due to this.

8/26/2019 2:20:00 AM jaded_pearl Check prior thread. I provided one I think or someone did. Cummings was the Epidemiologist's name.

8/26/2019 2:20:38 AM nicolab87398830 @decodingthehive had some interesting info on that if you check their feed 👍

8/26/2019 2:21:03 AM jaded_pearl I would enjoy this discussion as well.

8/26/2019 2:22:45 AM jaded_pearl Sugar

8/26/2019 2:23:10 AM wls_09 More & more information is leading to eating enough good quality meat. People are reversing disease and sickness caused by modern day living and 

vegan diets. Animal fats is essential for brain development & animal products nutrients + aminos are easiest to digest for max benefit

8/26/2019 2:23:32 AM jaded_pearl Processed food period should be avoided.

8/26/2019 2:25:16 AM jaded_pearl Mine would be watermelon 😍

8/26/2019 2:26:31 AM jaded_pearl I think he was talking about the nanites or technology used. I'm not sure how aborted babies are ET sourced.

8/26/2019 2:27:07 AM jaded_pearl Disrupts the Krebs cell cycle.

8/26/2019 2:28:17 AM wasps_sting I think parents have always believed that what doctors, 

scientists, lawmakers, governments and Big Pharma have 

told them is the truth. Most still do but the world is waking up... and yes, to read more..

8/26/2019 2:31:18 AM jaded_pearl Look into MMS or Kerri Rivera.

8/26/2019 2:39:31 AM mikemurphey1 Im on a mountain well, no fluoride thank goodness. Toms toothpaste too



8/26/2019 2:41:51 AM dradeon That's why I use a Berkee filter

8/26/2019 2:42:40 AM dradeon Get a berkee filter, filters out fluoride and other contaminants without removing important minerals

8/26/2019 2:43:02 AM marciaw02564145 I was fed rat poison.They arsenic poisoned me three times and I still have a face rash from an allergy to arsenic poisoning. I nearly bled to death.Sickos.

8/26/2019 2:43:15 AM dradeon Yeah exactly I love this thing, just wish they developed a way to pull it right out of the faucet

8/26/2019 2:46:31 AM 1centralcaligal But...without taking away from us with REAL PAIN! I have three terminal illnesses, still have to fight for every prescription; live in fear my doctor will cut 

me off, bring quality of life way down, make the suffering unbearable!! I don't want my grandchildren to see me cry!

8/26/2019 2:55:09 AM gribbs7 Because the evils stepped up their game when they knew potus was coming into power. They knew they were running out of time.

8/26/2019 2:56:14 AM gribbs7 Squeeze of lemon maybe?

8/26/2019 3:02:08 AM jaded_pearl TY - Do they need to be nano particled or liposomal to be effective? Pass the blood brain barrier?

8/26/2019 3:02:35 AM gribbs7 Does spinning the water to create a vortex realign the waters structure? Also, does water really have a memory.. does it respond to frequency? Does 

thanking the water before drinkin help.. positive vibes n all?

8/26/2019 3:08:14 AM teamdowner 😜

8/26/2019 3:17:49 AM hammertimee Consuming too much distilled water will leach your body of minerals and cause mineral deficiency.

8/26/2019 3:20:25 AM b_botus They are...along with 5G, EMF,electromagnetic radiation, etc..

Touchless Torture

Get some shungite! https://youtu.be/I9SfCYjKp5g 

8/26/2019 3:26:29 AM janicebayless My microwave oven heating element ignited and burnt down my house!

8/26/2019 3:27:38 AM tumash3 Cilantro/Chlorella combo will too.

8/26/2019 3:30:29 AM tumash3 Start by switching to a "majority" fruit/veg diet, as much as you can. Seriously! You will see major changes in a very short period of time. Organic is 

best, but if not avail or too expensive, make sure to wash F/V first

8/26/2019 3:37:40 AM citoyen_resist I can do the same but much higher powers : @NSA_QIL2 @NSA_Exposure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/andylassner/status/1165931133348896769 …

8/26/2019 3:40:04 AM maryschade14 To include HEK293..Human Embryo Kidney cells.

8/26/2019 3:40:25 AM maryschade14 Thought so.

8/26/2019 3:46:52 AM markoseku thanks for reply. I've read quite the opposite. Check this :  http://aquariusthewaterbearer.com/doctors-and-experts/ …

8/26/2019 3:49:56 AM freedom_sent only cleaning your drinking water isn't enough.  You intake water DIRECTLY into your blood stream with every breath during a shower.  Inhaling steam 

into your lungs bypasses the filters in your gut.  Whatever filtration you get will need to be whole house, directly off main line.

8/26/2019 3:59:48 AM carmindabrendel @StormIsUponUs @paul_serran @TheCollectiveQ @intheMatrixxx @QBlueSkyQ @dbongino @striderraven1 @JuliansRum @AwfySore @HawtinGibb 

@JohnGrahamDick1 @EyesOnQ @Utsava4 @USArmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Melanch10844904 @cjtruth @MAGAMedium @prayingmedic 

@HatMasked

8/26/2019 4:04:10 AM giediknight You used an alexapure?

8/26/2019 4:10:26 AM truthseeker273 Wood resists bacteria naturally hence the reason people have used wood cutting blocks for centuries. Do what the older population have done. I’ve 

used wooden spoons for 30 years. I have spoons that are 15-20 years old. I love them.  They get harder and smoother over time. Awesome

8/26/2019 4:13:38 AM david00997884 I agree with you, but i think they can do same thing with that blue light.

8/26/2019 4:14:15 AM aleks8837 "The U.S. government has long sought to control the release of new technologies that might threaten the national defense and economic stability of 

the country."

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invention_Secrecy_Act …

Most important words: "economic stability"!

8/26/2019 4:18:25 AM truthseeker273 Berkey filter

8/26/2019 4:21:00 AM truthseeker273 Can you post more in this 3 6 9?

8/26/2019 4:22:14 AM truthseeker273 Body will heal itself given the proper nutrition and detoxification.

8/26/2019 4:22:40 AM collectives0uls Once, I covered a pumpkin pie with aluminum foil to store in the refrigerator. Where the foil had come into contact with the pumpkin surface, the foil 

had “eroded”. The foil had transferred itself to the pie. Small holes were in the aluminum where the transfer took place.

8/26/2019 4:23:56 AM truthseeker273 Pulls out metals and toxins. Pulls out good minerals as well so you can’t drink it all the time.

8/26/2019 4:26:25 AM david00997884 Whats RO water

8/26/2019 4:26:37 AM truth939 Don't forget about the mass "outbreak" and widespread use of Canola oil in almost all restaurants now.  This oil is heavily genetically modified and 

causes significant inflammation in the body.

8/26/2019 4:28:44 AM truthseeker273 Buy a Berkey filter.

8/26/2019 4:29:06 AM truthseeker273 Berkey

8/26/2019 4:29:59 AM lightonearth111 👍Yes I think that’s definitely plausible.  The content of their programming does effect people but I  think it’s much deeper there is some kind of 

messaging that we can’t detect. An X files show subliminal messages were embedded within the flicker.

8/26/2019 4:30:27 AM ygwiryn Why is the slow mode different, way different than the normal speed drop??

8/26/2019 4:30:59 AM truthseeker273 They have fluoride cartridges for the Berkey that filter out over 99%. Go to their site and read about it.

8/26/2019 4:31:57 AM robertg69989098 Use shilajit. Only takes a small amount every day. 80$ worth will last months.

8/26/2019 4:33:33 AM truthseeker273 Chlorella is amazing. Removed a lot of mercury from my body with it.

8/26/2019 4:37:14 AM rawphonegirl Pink Himalayan bc most widely recognized? Celtic grey salt aok?

8/26/2019 4:42:23 AM lovethebeach999 Or grapes 🍇

8/26/2019 4:42:25 AM rawphonegirl I'd think that'd take some big tech overhaul-- imagine R/O for every water supply?! Fluoride is stubborn.

8/26/2019 4:47:32 AM keith369me Project Iceworm, Chinese mining in Greenland... https://youtu.be/RZspktmGOl0 

8/26/2019 4:49:41 AM lovethebeach999 The substance on parchment and wax paper is likely toxic too

8/26/2019 4:50:18 AM keith369me  https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Prince%20Andrew …

8/26/2019 4:51:38 AM redcaddy78 Jeezus Palomino! 

Just kill me now and get it over with.

8/26/2019 4:51:49 AM eldeeberry My children are 29 and 20. Both were offered by pediatrician multivitamin with fluoride in it.  I didn’t accept his offer

8/26/2019 4:52:09 AM keith369me Previously accused of “molesting” a 7 year old!with his Woody.  Birds of a feather flock together

8/26/2019 4:53:03 AM samsmith0319 Berkey Filter all my water....carry my own in glass bottles...🐸

8/26/2019 4:54:11 AM lovethebeach999 Keep everyone concerned about what gender they are instead of what’s happening

8/26/2019 4:54:35 AM rayarchwood Fluoride in the water is for teeth, has nothing to do with 45, is specifically children, and even more specifically for low income children where fluoride is 

missing in their dental hygiene. Now go buy a tinfoil hat and lay off the meth.

8/26/2019 4:55:04 AM mattcottrill3 Because we're not the only planet with humans. There are 1,000s of other planets with humans. We are ET based. They buy, sell, and trade humans 

from different planets

8/26/2019 4:55:20 AM samsmith0319 Totally agree....

8/26/2019 4:55:42 AM bbobbio71 Thank you!

I've always wondered about that!

8/26/2019 4:56:34 AM greencanadians Did not know this.  Thanks,



8/26/2019 4:56:41 AM eldeeberry I was diagnosed with a rare lymphoma hepatossplenic gamma delta Tcell lymphoma.  Had chemo and stem cell transplant.  I was healthy before.  

Could it have been linked to RoundUp used in commercial farming?  Can’t apply for lawsuit cause I didn’t use it at home

8/26/2019 4:58:03 AM keith369me #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater 

#FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater #FlourideFreeWater

8/26/2019 4:58:27 AM keith369me Reverse Osmosis

8/26/2019 5:03:17 AM aprilbrown99 Nope. Elated veracity asked the question. It is true, [they] put aborted human baby cells/fetal tissue in our food. Most if not all of the major food 

distributors do it. It is disgusting. It supports [their] luciferian agenda.The choice to know is yours. It is a red pill 4 sure. pic.twitter.com/Np0F0uNwVw

8/26/2019 5:04:02 AM aprilbrown99 The cells are sourced from Plan Parenthood.

8/26/2019 5:05:12 AM tweetstreetint1 Could you provide us the source please. Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/26/2019 5:06:09 AM keith369me Just a general thought...we can individually adjust our water/food intake to help remove individual slavery or it can be done collectively in a similar 

manner to #UnsealEpstein ...I’d suggest that the latter might be more effective.

8/26/2019 5:06:53 AM david00997884 Tks

8/26/2019 5:06:57 AM yupyup_puypuy Did they answer anything?  I don’t see any responses from them is why I am asking....!

8/26/2019 5:09:31 AM trooping123 L pic.twitter.com/etC1WiE1ug

8/26/2019 5:13:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its expected. Its unfortunate, but its a calculated engagement that represents resistance against The Great Awakening that does not hinder the 

success of the operation, but it can delay it.

8/26/2019 5:14:00 AM aprilbrown99 They will probably answer today. 

Maybe they are fishing too. 😁🤗🥰🐠🐟🐠

8/26/2019 5:14:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 BlueJay was the beginning. Expanded X-fold over X-decades. 

Major for Disclosure.

Owning the land would allow us to make the decommissioned bases publicly accessible for Disclosure.

Trust the Plan.

8/26/2019 5:15:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depends on if the original that was scanned contained said microbes.

8/26/2019 5:16:24 AM frankgeurts3 Cabal hiding place like New Zealand?

8/26/2019 5:16:53 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165960778178015233?s=21 …

8/26/2019 5:17:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not RO.

AquaTru is portable but is quite expensive. It utilizes RO, but not 5 stage.

8/26/2019 5:17:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 He will not.

8/26/2019 5:17:46 AM michael81972 When DJT tweeted about discussing the purchase of Greenland I figured negotiations were already underway?

8/26/2019 5:18:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Based on past feedback, we now wait a few hours to respond to allow people an opportunity to participate.

8/26/2019 5:18:49 AM siriusbshaman When will the public see some dramatic happenings proving Q?

8/26/2019 5:19:02 AM 4everapatriot What about lining the bottom of smoker pan with foil...no direct contact with food but in with food while cooking.

8/26/2019 5:19:14 AM hawkgirlinmn Is Mt. Weather still being used the same way as it’s intended original design or have ‘white hats’ taken control?

8/26/2019 5:19:22 AM livindadream66 Also, do not drink soda/energy drink out of an aluminum can

8/26/2019 5:19:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross contamination occurs everytime you use tools to cook. Therefore, if you are to be contaminated, why not use something natural like bamboo?

8/26/2019 5:20:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Even cast iron?

8/26/2019 5:21:04 AM like_neo And fluoride chewable pills if you were on well water.  It’s too bad I trusted my pediatric dentist.

8/26/2019 5:21:07 AM keith369me How about replication technology, glass surfaces, and clean programs for food!!!

8/26/2019 5:22:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 The risk showers pose are the following:

Volume of water used per shower makes 5-stage RO take over 6-8 hours to refill after each shower. Impractical for normal family.

Single filters can remove a vast majority of contaminates but doesn't remove all.

Hot water opens your pores.

8/26/2019 5:22:57 AM turboxyde Is there a list of suppliers or manufacturers for food/water sources that we can trust for those who travel frequently?

I've been bringing my detox agents (Chlorella, Spirulina, Charcoal, etc.) along on business trips to try and give my body a fighting chance. It's frustrating.

8/26/2019 5:22:59 AM siriusbshaman Can you please tell us information about South Africa.

8/26/2019 5:22:59 AM windy202 Yes, very important!

8/26/2019 5:23:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 City water + 5 Minute Hot Water Shower = Worst than drinking a glass city water.

City Water + 5 Minute Cold Shower = Less fluoride consumption than drinking a glass of water.

Cold water reduces fluoride intake.

8/26/2019 5:23:43 AM elatedveracity Thank you!!

8/26/2019 5:23:54 AM islandofdelight Which is worse? 5G or Bluetooth 5.0?

8/26/2019 5:24:41 AM hawkgirlinmn What is the best water test kit for most accurate results?

8/26/2019 5:25:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Natural products like Chlorella are safer than some of the brand detox products on the market. Some detox products are overkill and cause more 

damage than help. Using plants allows the body to absorb what it needs and expel the remainder. Wild chlorella is not as effective.

8/26/2019 5:25:54 AM djlok Why not?  I don't understand why something this important wouldn't be addressed by 45.

8/26/2019 5:26:04 AM islandofdelight Any info on AquaNew’s Polarize RO Filtered Watt-Ahh bottles? Expensive to ship but seems like a safe bet.

8/26/2019 5:26:24 AM siriusbshaman Is zeitz moccaa gallery a [satanic] temple? Norval foundation?

8/26/2019 5:26:43 AM jleetxgirl He will not - which one?  Vague.

8/26/2019 5:26:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Order an independent water test to verify, if so, then the medium the water is sold in is the second contributing factor to be cautious of. Plastic 

contaminates water. So RO + Plastic = Still harmful.

8/26/2019 5:28:04 AM gianna43781650 Thanks for the info. How can we get them to stop putting it in our water?

8/26/2019 5:28:08 AM speaklife595 What's the link to other social media  platform that was doing drops on?

8/26/2019 5:28:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because we are at a point in the awakening that we need to quickly inform the public about the dangers it poses to #UnsealEpstein. Remember, 70% of 

Americans were unaware of NXIVM founder being found guilty of running day cares while running a child sex trafficking ring.

8/26/2019 5:28:38 AM sterkinglights1 Has helped a few I know.

8/26/2019 5:29:44 AM 313looper He always say our Air and Water is very clean ! 

We already know that he has cleaned the AIR from chemtrails ...

But How about the Water !?

8/26/2019 5:31:03 AM petitchevalb Hi

Are ceramic boiler better than "traditional" inox/ Teflon ones?

8/26/2019 5:31:04 AM realityloominng So, is project iceworm connected to this? Or am i way off

8/26/2019 5:31:51 AM michael81972 We have a lot hidden under National Security that has zero to do with actual National Security...Can you truly be a whitehat if you do not expose this 

crime against humanity in its entirety?

8/26/2019 5:34:14 AM ialibertybelle Fluoride does nothing for your teeth.

8/26/2019 5:34:26 AM danaelizabeth69  https://youtu.be/n-NdxPIFHTI 



8/26/2019 5:34:38 AM prmd21801759 Which "Drug as supplement taken every night" tweet was deleted from my feed... do I assume that it's melatonin that should be stopped??

8/26/2019 5:36:15 AM rayarchwood  https://www.webmd.com/oral-health/guide/fluoride-treatment …

8/26/2019 5:39:38 AM dontask97215849 I'm not okay with letting children suffer at the hands of monsters while we wait for adults to wake the F up. Some people willingly choose ignorance. 

Always teach to the brightest students and except the rest to rise up to meet them

8/26/2019 5:40:01 AM samsmith0319 By Universal Law...this is how they get out of Karma...they have to tell us...and if we do not object...or do nothing...by defacto we are agreeing...and 

they are clear...💥👿💥

8/26/2019 5:40:38 AM theraphinj Aluminum is opposite to life

It’s in Vaccines

What more do we need to know?

8/26/2019 5:41:14 AM djlok Nevermind. Found it... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165816620553576448?s=21 …

8/26/2019 5:42:01 AM truthisyours310 Me too :(

8/26/2019 5:42:37 AM samsmith0319 And I think this is why PP got so upset with POTUS defunding them...they have big contracts on and off world that they will not be able to fill...also just 

a gut intuition I think the federal money was used to pay women to have abortions...💥👿💥

8/26/2019 5:43:08 AM theraphinj ..maybe this..No antibody response until the aluminum was added

8/26/2019 5:43:17 AM rawphonegirl Just want to thank you for vindicating much of what I've been operating by and teaching, primarily by instinct but also research.  It's a lot of work and 

at times have nearly succumbed to both personal and professional pressure to just let it go. 

❤️❤️❤️

8/26/2019 5:44:13 AM aprilbrown99 Can fluoride cause brain tumors?

8/26/2019 5:44:37 AM samsmith0319 Totally agree...👀...This is much bigger and vile than we can even imagine...💥👿💥

8/26/2019 5:45:02 AM chew_soap It’s ancient

8/26/2019 5:46:43 AM ialibertybelle They can’t even spell fluoride. https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.newsweek.com/fluoridation-may-not-prevent-cavities-huge-study-shows-

348251%3famp=1 …

8/26/2019 5:47:29 AM bbobbio71 What if you have a system that automatically replaces minerals? and is a PH of 10 good??

5th stage Alkaline filter adds small amount of Ca and Mag to make the water alkaline.

The pH level coming from the system is about 8.5 to 9.5, we are able to provide 10.5 pH system.

8/26/2019 5:48:33 AM rayarchwood You're going to trust a publication that's run by 8 monkeys with a box of crayons?

8/26/2019 5:49:08 AM like_neo There are fluoride free toothpastes.  No cavities in the 6 years I’ve been using toothpaste with neem in it.

8/26/2019 5:50:45 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

8/26/2019 5:52:02 AM covertress Is cast iron cookware safe to use daily?

8/26/2019 5:52:17 AM aprilbrown99 Do pharmaceutical companies put anything harmful in eye drops?  Allergan in particular?  I use their refresh eye drops occasionally.

8/26/2019 5:52:20 AM timeforarrests I am finding 4 stage RO’s but what is the fifth stage?

8/26/2019 5:52:51 AM mflatt23 Amazon is littered with aluminum skillets. Is cast iron the only alternative?

8/26/2019 5:54:06 AM 3rdeyeview55 What about the Berkey that doesn't have the fluoride filter attachment? Does that kind of Berkey remove all the minerals too? Would you apply the 

same formula re pink salt to the Berkey water?

8/26/2019 5:54:50 AM djlok I agree.  Otherwise we gotta go live in a cave in order for [them] to 100% stop poisoning us.

8/26/2019 5:55:55 AM ghost_of_billy_ Good question

8/26/2019 5:58:35 AM chew_soap I think the natural fluoride is okay it’s also probably peanuts in quantity

8/26/2019 5:58:43 AM tymecrystal The Aluminium will prevent Ascension like Jesus was teaching people.....I believe Smart cities is where you end up if you can't ascend.

8/26/2019 5:59:22 AM bbobbio71 Here's a 5th stage w minerals pic.twitter.com/ra0MQ5edry

8/26/2019 5:59:27 AM freestateojones 70% is a low estimate?

8/26/2019 6:00:14 AM rawphonegirl Not true! Before I changed my latitude I grew food in pots.  A bit of careful selection at market,  knowing your farmer and harassing your local water 

authority can go a long way.  Agree with collective manifestation but in many cases we need collective,  LOUD protesting action!

8/26/2019 6:01:36 AM sterkinglights1 Have you seen what it does to concrete or steel?

8/26/2019 6:03:06 AM djlok I distill my water.  Gonna need need to get some of that pink hymalaian salt. Showers are gonna be an issue. I'd love to set up a rainwater system and 

go off the water grid completely.

8/26/2019 6:04:40 AM rawphonegirl Vite C filter for shower mitigates chlorine (gas chamber shower anyone?) But flouride is as stubborn as it comes to remove outside of R/O. Whole 

house r/o is $$$!!!

8/26/2019 6:07:17 AM justice_rebel I find it strange that no one talks about GMF...I think that's very bad . .we don't have that in Europe..it's not allowed..(yet.)...

8/26/2019 6:07:32 AM rawphonegirl Mj seems to reco cold shower to mitigate absorption. There's additional benefits to cold showers,  to much to fit into tweet!!

8/26/2019 6:08:02 AM woerzone_g Of course that goes without saying 

Walter is the Best!!! pic.twitter.com/YkWLCXxabm

8/26/2019 6:08:17 AM glennro92133357 Yeah , if only Chairman Mao could come back. He knew how to handle the little people, the locals.

8/26/2019 6:09:01 AM glennro92133357 So what?

8/26/2019 6:10:07 AM like_neo Stainless steel is another option.

8/26/2019 6:10:11 AM ghost_of_billy_ Look up Wim Hof for cold shower treatments. Powerful stuff

8/26/2019 6:11:29 AM justice_rebel and has anyone checked the frequencies they use in television programs. .there must be something that''s been used to keep those TV slaves  asleep? 

Cause all red pilled ppl. I know stopped  watching TV ➡before⬅ they woke up..

8/26/2019 6:15:35 AM lapidostrous And Gerber actually Hi lights "flouridated on labels their Baby gals o water like its a Good thing. Sheesh

8/26/2019 6:16:51 AM vblaze07 Boiling water increases fluoride toxicity

8/26/2019 6:18:34 AM vblaze07 Fluoride dangers:

Neurotoxin and calcifies the pineal gland, weakens skeletal health, causes arthritis, toxic to thyroid, accelerates female puberty, causes infertility, 

harmful to kidneys and cardiovascular system and negative cognitive effects.

8/26/2019 6:19:01 AM like_neo Best I can figure is don’t buy much with a label. Buy fresh fruits/veggies and leave out processed food. It’s more work but my body loves it.

8/26/2019 6:19:43 AM rebornkingent Correct, securing the nation as THEY want and see it. So technically it’s a true classification. See how those word games work?

8/26/2019 6:23:36 AM sterkinglights1 all those gravity bongs I made out of Poland spring bottles. Double whammy.

8/26/2019 6:23:36 AM frogpondrn Read ingredient label.  I always question “natural flavoring “.  Just what does that mean...scary to think about just what this could be

8/26/2019 6:26:03 AM bbobbio71 I use cast iron All the time

8/26/2019 6:27:21 AM covertress I live in a rural community where my water is not fluoridated. 

Is my (non-RO) Berkey water filter (with additional flouride filters) sufficient to clean my drinking water?

8/26/2019 6:29:29 AM aprilbrown99 MJ2, is there any chance we could do an AMA on beauty care / cosmetic companies, what harmful ingredients the put in them, the constant push for 

reconstruction surgery, looking younger etc. sometime?  Thank you.

8/26/2019 6:33:19 AM irisfoxnycgrand I drink Fiji?

8/26/2019 6:33:44 AM thekanehb Clean what from it? 

If it’s nonflouridated your ok, if your avoiding flouride. If you are concerned about the molecular structure that’s diff. 

Check your ppms and that will tell you

8/26/2019 6:35:51 AM jonesterrible Site your source



8/26/2019 6:36:13 AM whitecaps1 Ur lost Larkins

8/26/2019 6:36:24 AM covertress There are significant levels of naturally occurring arsenic here.

8/26/2019 6:37:26 AM thekanehb Throw some shunghite in the well!

8/26/2019 6:37:59 AM thekanehb Or u can add to your water glass too- it absorbs everything

8/26/2019 6:38:35 AM whitecaps1 I have read boiling water increases the fluoride concentration

8/26/2019 6:38:45 AM sterkinglights1 Long before.

8/26/2019 6:38:52 AM thejtwilde Eternal water... https://www.eternalwater.com/pages/all 

8/26/2019 6:39:08 AM thekanehb I can do it. I know all of this stuff. Don’t ever hesitate to ask me either

8/26/2019 6:39:37 AM mflatt23 So should we use charcoal based toothpaste?

8/26/2019 6:40:30 AM thekanehb Eat fresh food and I would avoid meat. Look for water bottles that are RO only.

8/26/2019 6:40:56 AM like_neo A lot better than the poison doctors prescribe.

8/26/2019 6:41:05 AM gibboneyrock Our bodies rely far more on minerals in water we drink than the food we eat to keep our organs, etc working. Well water, spring water is better/best. 

Dasani does add minerals back into the RO water they sell (trust Coca Cola??). People are dying for lack of essential minerals.

8/26/2019 6:41:44 AM rawphonegirl  http://Ewg.org  also handy dandy.

8/26/2019 6:42:37 AM djlok Here's the soap I use.  Is this poison? pic.twitter.com/1hEWt6otGm

8/26/2019 6:43:23 AM thekanehb Nope. I use it too

8/26/2019 6:43:24 AM god1ssogood There is a brand of water that is specifically marketed for babies/children that shows added fluoride on the label ingredients. I saw it at Publix market. 

Can't remember the name. Many bottled waters have it and it's not shown on the label.

8/26/2019 6:43:43 AM djlok Ok.  Just checking!

8/26/2019 6:43:57 AM natureinspace Hopefully all of that was captured somehow and they won't get away with it.

8/26/2019 6:45:40 AM like_neo Hydrogen water? I’m seeing lots of “generators “ out there.

8/26/2019 6:47:49 AM charmanda9 Gross. You are saying that these ‘self replicating’ cells are in food that we consume and attach themselves to our internal organs and continue growing 

inside of us?

8/26/2019 6:48:00 AM michael81972 If DJT had not won election you would probably see first hand

8/26/2019 6:48:31 AM twilbert4 How can they be aloud to do this?

8/26/2019 6:50:58 AM charmanda9 Ok. So how about baths with salt? Does the salt help?

8/26/2019 6:53:26 AM tkobeauty I believe there is a patent # for the way a screen flickees to induce a state of hypnosis. You are correct.

8/26/2019 6:56:10 AM hotgirlmo_mo No...please share

8/26/2019 6:57:37 AM jllind Use Iodine for detox.

8/26/2019 6:57:59 AM rayarchwood It was bound to happen.

8/26/2019 6:58:07 AM duckmeat01  https://www.zephyrhillswater.com/faq 

8/26/2019 6:58:46 AM tronixinc Chemtrails + 5G + Wi-Fi + food additives & chemicals + vaccines + more chemicals in shampoo etc keeps the population diseased & docile.

8/26/2019 7:01:49 AM tkobeauty What will be the next big thing that will help wake up the sheeple? What specific thing* can we share on platforms to enhance #TheGreatAwakening at 

this time? TYIA

8/26/2019 7:02:00 AM alinahere ThanQ, that is quite kind & thoughtful. 👍

I saw the inquiries going up last night and liked a couple that I was interested regarding your answer. I didn't add my own because I thought I was too 

late. Now I know. 

Namaste

8/26/2019 7:02:06 AM covertress Speaking from experience, cold showers rule. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1069336723291865088?s=19 …

8/26/2019 7:04:04 AM alinahere Celery Juice Detox is Amazing! 👍

8/26/2019 7:05:48 AM speakernikesa I don’t think so at all. If you read it I think you’ll find it’s incredibly insightful in understanding humanity.  often very challlenging because it reveals 

subtle aspects of falseness in you. In short it encompasses all psychology but more accurate because it acknowledges God

8/26/2019 7:06:54 AM awakeandsing123 Intermittent fasting. Cleanses heavy metals and more.

8/26/2019 7:07:09 AM sandysh12159354 Correct, Only use for hat making :)

8/26/2019 7:07:23 AM iquisitor2020 The air is cleaner and he is ending the never-ending wars. That's why negotiations with Taliban Afghanistan. peace with NOKO and Iran is in works. 

water districts are local look to local gov and water treatment.

8/26/2019 7:08:15 AM speakernikesa I can’t say for sure but I did not like the little of what I read of her first book. Felt it watered down the message of ACIM. ACIM is incredibly intelligent 

and methodical in its examination, making it quite uncomfortable for anyone but someone truly free to read.

8/26/2019 7:08:34 AM maga4cac "Natural flavors"

8/26/2019 7:08:47 AM mgodfrey99 So have the chemtrails contaminated well water?

8/26/2019 7:08:57 AM speakernikesa In my opinion, one of the best books ever written and easily, in my opinion, the highest of channeled texts.

8/26/2019 7:09:11 AM god1ssogood Think of the deodorants people have used every day of the year.

8/26/2019 7:10:07 AM alinahere Celery 😉👍

8/26/2019 7:12:29 AM speakernikesa In short, ACIM reveals how the ego is basically a compensation identity that is rooted in a violent belief towards self (“bad” identity) that creates a 

separation from Love (Self, God, Reality) and operates on manipulation and violence - pleasure/power/self-image.

8/26/2019 7:16:59 AM deedeerushforth And Coca Cola, Kraft, and Nestles products pic.twitter.com/sWQ2dDkhwA

8/26/2019 7:18:59 AM cledrordfishing Glass cookware seems legit. You can get the good stuff from the 30s-60s at antique stores for not much money.

8/26/2019 7:20:24 AM ericpartchey What about distilled water

8/26/2019 7:20:32 AM alinahere Can you copy the link to your Reply & share here?

Nevermind, I'll go to Your "LIKEs & Replies" to find it, as I've gone through the thread & not seen it.😉

It's faster. ThanQ 🙏

8/26/2019 7:22:45 AM gibboneyrock Filters help, but remove minerals critical to our health. In-line Shower filters are recommended for removing fluoride & chlorine. Skin is our largest 

organ & it soaks up suspended chemicals to our unsuspecting detriment.

8/26/2019 7:25:40 AM whitecaps1 Funny

8/26/2019 7:25:41 AM sharong73376199 In deoderants too. Heard it is linked to Alzheimer.

8/26/2019 7:25:51 AM cledrordfishing Move to the country, use well water, use glass cookware and serving ware. And stainless steel. 

Raise your own fruit and vegetables and butcher your own meat.

Everyone will think of you as a dumb hick. But it will solve your problems. 

Lol

8/26/2019 7:26:11 AM 3manxkats Very interesting!

8/26/2019 7:26:34 AM gary87857971 Carbon 60 is very expensive

8/26/2019 7:28:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 His name was Seth Rich. https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1165848920456597504 …

8/26/2019 7:30:16 AM melhuses You tube it some great videos

8/26/2019 7:30:25 AM hawkgirlinmn YES. Bring it. He deserves justice. Is this IS-BE known as Seth Rich in communication with members or typists?

8/26/2019 7:30:58 AM va_patriot_usa That’s why I ... https://www.findaspring.com 

8/26/2019 7:31:03 AM bh2omiamigo spin the water to create a vortex.  

once you get a vortex going, reverse it.  

repeat a few times.

what you are doing with this is mimicking the flow the water like it goes down in a mountain stream.



8/26/2019 7:31:23 AM reginaw1958 The pale horse is the horse of death in revelation

8/26/2019 7:31:55 AM momwestside We always add salt, we rotate our brands of salt, pink being one of them, with every glass of RO we fill up.

8/26/2019 7:32:46 AM numberonepal Distilled is acidic and robs the body of minerals.

8/26/2019 7:35:09 AM divulgacionfull FALSE: fluoridation has been going on since decades ago, and it's increasing supply depends on LOCAL municipalities, from way before 45 was elected.

8/26/2019 7:36:28 AM alinahere Can't find it, but still Looking in your replies section. 😉👍

8/26/2019 7:37:16 AM yeshuagirl44 Search John Ellis water machine. You'll have to add salt back to it, though, because it gets rid of EVERYTHING. Also search REAL SALT. This is the best 

tasting, most mineral-dense water available.

8/26/2019 7:38:19 AM yeshuagirl44 Hopefully, Mike Flynn.

8/26/2019 7:39:07 AM thecryingliber1 Is this why many other countries are protesting on the streets while we in the USA do nothing to fix the situation?

8/26/2019 7:41:42 AM ruastinker2 That's why we drink reverse osmosis. Never tap.

8/26/2019 7:42:56 AM anondirtyleg And he will not be forgotten

8/26/2019 7:44:42 AM whatsquinkyeye Source? I tend to believe you, but...

8/26/2019 7:45:37 AM martingeddes That doesn’t contradict what was said. Reread…

8/26/2019 7:45:57 AM andyr1112 Thank u!!! I swear I asked this yesterday but I'm glad I kept looking for my answer lol

8/26/2019 7:46:02 AM gomomma2 It takes time and effort to detox the pineal from fluoride. Got any suggestions? I used an Ion Cleanse unit.

8/26/2019 7:46:43 AM ghost_of_billy_ I'm gonna reintroduce my self to the  cold.

8/26/2019 7:48:11 AM lbf777 Meditation and some liquid drops worked for me. Can’t remember the name. Iodine something.

8/26/2019 7:48:14 AM lucille77316971 And for God’s sake don’t use aluminum cook ware.  I can’t believe they’re allowed to sell it!

8/26/2019 7:48:48 AM vintagesquirrel Do typical Home Depot-type shower filters remove flouride?

8/26/2019 7:49:54 AM chaele3 Silence destroys our world. Mainstream media will never tell you the truth! We do! #tellyourstory

 https://youtu.be/B4qH3Y3k_Qs 

@speakprojectM

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@JudicialWatch

@sbacktime2unite

@411America
8/26/2019 7:50:06 AM lbf777 Fuck this. We have to go confront them at the water plants.

8/26/2019 7:50:06 AM lucille77316971 Oh NO!  Cast iron isn’t safe either unless it’s enameled.  Sorry. 🙁

8/26/2019 7:50:14 AM briandesantis2 It does make excellent headware, though.

8/26/2019 7:51:20 AM khirinknight I have a theory, of course a conspiracy one , unstable atoms attract stabling agents ( anti or dark counterparts) from the nearest available source, 

mainly outside the atmosphere which is balanced .

8/26/2019 7:52:19 AM thekanehb Is uranium an unstable atom?

8/26/2019 7:54:08 AM synackstatic Long term storage of RO water in HDPE blue drums? Dash of chlorine for sterility sake.Surface area plays a huge role in the uptake of plastic 

contaminates. So does the type of plastic.Small bottles taste awful plastic, while large jugs are usually palatable. Time effects as well.

8/26/2019 7:54:29 AM khirinknight Radioactive atoms are , most exist in molecules attached to non radioactive elements it seems, but there can be reasons for them to break the bonds

8/26/2019 7:55:01 AM speakprojectm @alphap1776 thank you for helping us #SPEAKUP

8/26/2019 7:57:15 AM mile_high_mamma Thank you,@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !  You and your cohorts are a wealth of knowledge.  I appreciate you all, your love for humanity and for your guidance.

8/26/2019 7:57:43 AM kseven110 Thank you!!!

8/26/2019 7:58:05 AM truthseeker273 Get a Berkey filter

8/26/2019 7:58:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Both have radiation that is harmful.

8/26/2019 7:59:01 AM mile_high_mamma We lived on a well property for a while.  Drank the water and used it for everything.  It was the best tasting water, right from the tap!  We all get so 

good!  It was a temporary stay.  Now we have municipality water.

8/26/2019 8:00:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The age of firearms is dwindling as world peace and transparency increases. We are not there yet, but in highly peaceful civilizations, firearms only 

increase volatility. Premature introduced tyranny. For those who want, they shall be able to acquire so long as they are safe.

8/26/2019 8:00:34 AM gomomma2 Yes, I also used Atomidine (micronized iodine) to detox fluoride, chlorine and bromine.

8/26/2019 8:01:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 The signal of being a highly peaceful civilization is when the need or desire for firearms reduces to near zero organically. Not through laws, regulations, 

buy-backs, restrictions, etc. By free will only.

8/26/2019 8:01:58 AM lightworkercain Hardest part for me...deodorant! I have to use Aluminum laced anti-sweat deodorant as I work outside in the desert and have societal standards not to 

stink! Natural deodorants dont work whatsoever! Solution?

8/26/2019 8:02:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some individuals.

8/26/2019 8:02:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 They can.

8/26/2019 8:02:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Negotiations need public support.

8/26/2019 8:03:49 AM sh4deekat Talls visit 😴💭

8/26/2019 8:04:10 AM islandofdelight Best way to prevent when they’re around everywhere?

8/26/2019 8:04:42 AM lindadangelmom Limes and baking soda!

8/26/2019 8:04:48 AM halimahveon Shop the outer rim if the store, meat vegetables organic milk product, rice potatoes.  Make your own bread. Try to get one ingredient items. It’s not 

everything but it helps. My mom helped her neighbors adhd? Kids teaching this 35 years ago.

8/26/2019 8:04:53 AM postelleallyson Didn't see anything about wives in that article, but okay. Tentacles.

8/26/2019 8:05:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fasting is very important for the body. 18 hours fasting 6 hours eating. Drink 3x the RO water you think you should while fasting. When you eat, make 

sure its safe/clean food. "Organic" is a branding scam. Raising your vibrations will change your dietary needs.

8/26/2019 8:05:53 AM neicey128 Baking soda

8/26/2019 8:06:34 AM postelleallyson I saw an article about that on FB today. Tick tock.

8/26/2019 8:06:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Follow the money. It isn't about controlling America, its about GLOBAL DOMINATION (aka Globalization).

8/26/2019 8:06:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

8/26/2019 8:07:35 AM kseven110 Thank you!!!

8/26/2019 8:07:58 AM rocksnancy24 Try Native deodorant. I buy online for $8-10. I am a dental hygienist ( with my armpits up by patients’ noses all day ). It works really well.

8/26/2019 8:08:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Completely separate supply line for very few people.

8/26/2019 8:08:32 AM _doozier_ How do you feel about collloidal silver?

8/26/2019 8:08:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its worldwide.

8/26/2019 8:09:04 AM maryche20769846 Aren’t they evil?

8/26/2019 8:09:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fishing is fun.

We answered why we delayed responding.

8/26/2019 8:09:47 AM kachinagtto What’s Evian backwards? 😏

8/26/2019 8:10:47 AM maryche20769846 Why? Are these water suppliers trying to kill people faster?

8/26/2019 8:11:41 AM charmanda9 The Propur brand filters are designed to eliminate pretty much every heavy metal contaminant. pic.twitter.com/OPMlLbQh2s



8/26/2019 8:13:57 AM angeladeangelo Hemi-Sync

8/26/2019 8:13:59 AM aprilbrown99 🥰🤗😘

8/26/2019 8:15:14 AM like_neo When sugar/carbs are removed, it’s easy to fast. Thoughts on mostly keto diet with periodic fasting?

8/26/2019 8:15:59 AM felinesuniteorg Maybe the same for aluminum surfaces on pots and pans - although most have a ceramic or Silicone non-stick cooking surface, which are questionable 

too as they tend to wear down and chip.

8/26/2019 8:16:22 AM beaux4christ Would that be strong enough to hold the moon rocks on the surface to?

8/26/2019 8:18:43 AM girlawakeinca I think change must be from the people’s support. #GetYourYellowVest

8/26/2019 8:19:09 AM eunshilpark Does a russian shungite stone in your tab water help?

8/26/2019 8:19:25 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for the clarification 🙏

8/26/2019 8:19:26 AM alinahere Never did find it. 😒 ...but I Followed you 😉👍🎉

8/26/2019 8:20:13 AM rebornkingent Yes thank you, give more people time to show up and participate 👏

8/26/2019 8:21:02 AM hollylandes I had hoped second term we would be able to start yelling abt this. Stuff has to get down that has higher priority but this IS disturbing

8/26/2019 8:23:29 AM keith369me Why use live bullets if it’s hobby shooting?

8/26/2019 8:23:53 AM aprilbrown99 I am at work now but will copy the info over later today during lunch. 😀

8/26/2019 8:24:21 AM thekanehb Use copper bottles :)

8/26/2019 8:25:42 AM idahobgood Watch the water!! #KAG

8/26/2019 8:26:18 AM keith369me Monsanto says hi

8/26/2019 8:26:45 AM sean_blackwolf It leeches aluminum into the food that you put into your body not good.

8/26/2019 8:27:49 AM andyr1112 Can you ruin sodas and carbonated drinks for everyone else like you did hot showers for me --asking for a friend

8/26/2019 8:34:12 AM keith369me If our intentions are for a healthy existence our intuition will guide us toward it...I refuse to obsess on the poisons as they are literally everywhere.  

When presented with options we’ll know what to do.

8/26/2019 8:34:32 AM kevin72032387 What’s the best, yet least expensive, way to remove fluoride from drinking water? We primarily use the water line that comes to the refrigerator door 

dispenser.

8/26/2019 8:34:37 AM andyr1112 What do u know about Patient 17 from Netflix. I've personally met him, and believe in his traumatic experiences. But can u please expand on if it's truly 

happening or is this another hollywood campaign

8/26/2019 8:38:10 AM drbohammer Yes. The Sultan of Brunei runs that business for that part of the world. Epstein was affiliated with him.

8/26/2019 8:39:50 AM lepenka36 66 comments

8/26/2019 8:40:59 AM alisvolatpropi2 I use it too!  Even as laundry detergent and shampoo

8/26/2019 8:41:18 AM th3watchm Chemtrails gone,  so the DS has to keep compliance somehow.

8/26/2019 8:42:47 AM fenrirhowlinga Yes, look into natural remedies to counter as well, CBD, Kratom, Tumeric etc. stay away from anything produced by the medical industry.

8/26/2019 8:44:26 AM saintonit TRUTH  WILL SET  U  FREE 

& SAVE UR LIFE .

8/26/2019 8:45:11 AM saintonit WE WIN.

8/26/2019 8:45:11 AM richzen2 ughhh, feels like it's hard to escape their trickery. is there something to eat that can kill these nanites

8/26/2019 8:46:57 AM saintonit WE WIN.

8/26/2019 8:53:15 AM wizardave There usually is some ground fluoride. One area in MO is higher than the limit. You might want to have your water tested. Your local water plant 

probably would check it for free or if you have a county extension office they can usually send it to be tested.

I'm a chief operator.

8/26/2019 8:56:04 AM fmjpatriot Great thread @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @drawandstrike @X22Report @GregRubini @CountDankulaTV @RubinReport 

https://twitter.com/KillAuDeepState/status/1165960492591894528 …

8/26/2019 8:56:54 AM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/oQ7P1vkIpCk 

8/26/2019 8:56:59 AM rhondanight Tall whites ? Not sure I know there proper name -

8/26/2019 8:58:23 AM adubay1mnmaga  pic.twitter.com/GjGItYmnBg

8/26/2019 8:58:31 AM lorenzosghost I also use cast iron, but maintaining/keeping the seasoning on it, and how it is done, depends how much of that burned/hardened oil is consumed in 

the food.

But probably not harmful.

8/26/2019 8:59:39 AM wizardave Source?

8/26/2019 9:00:04 AM lorenzosghost Hot fluoride/chlorine water can cause skin iritations.

8/26/2019 9:01:16 AM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/oipksRhISfM 

8/26/2019 9:03:50 AM okcrebel  pic.twitter.com/MiuTuiI6kL

8/26/2019 9:10:08 AM jelavelechat Wow, very encouraging information. Thanks!

8/26/2019 9:10:51 AM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/aitIRoDbnIw 

8/26/2019 9:12:04 AM suzytica Does fermented skate liver oil help in decalcification of pineal?

8/26/2019 9:12:06 AM jelavelechat Maybe this would be a good way to eliminate toxins and excesses of unwanted chemicals, if you're also replenishing your minerals with the ones you 

really need..?

8/26/2019 9:12:56 AM freeandoriginal Sophia Health Institute Washington State Dr Klinghardt !! Please check it out

8/26/2019 9:13:02 AM hunnibeyummi We just switched the family to spring water...I didn’t know where to start. Any other help or tips?

8/26/2019 9:13:17 AM lorenzosghost Actually, in most countries, certified organic labelling means a company must meet strict criteria.

It is not all a scam, infact.

8/26/2019 9:13:23 AM freeandoriginal Only the Rick Simpson Oil does it

8/26/2019 9:15:53 AM retiredarnp13 Keeping them dumbed down Nazi style.

8/26/2019 9:16:30 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/61om2UQHVt

8/26/2019 9:21:55 AM wink68232768 Try brushing with MMS. My teeth and gums are in amazing shape after 6 mos.

8/26/2019 9:22:11 AM dussaultlinda1 Again, Evil, what the hell. These people are sick. Not nice to fool Mother Nature. We will boycott all processed foods and probably get super healthy as 

s reward. How can we stop this madness? Aborted cells, what kind of volume are they using in a year?

8/26/2019 9:24:41 AM chucksnetwerx What about cooking on aluminum foil

8/26/2019 9:25:34 AM dussaultlinda1 I’m calling the 800 numbers on the food packages and complaining. Let’s flood their phone system and not buy their products and pass the info on. The 

mass of people really do have the power.

8/26/2019 9:27:02 AM zrickety Amen! Sooner the better.

8/26/2019 9:28:17 AM kathleen3693693 If you desire sodas, carbonated drinks, or hot showers, you can choose to have them...even when you know the truth. It's called free will with informed 

consent. The choice is yours to make.

8/26/2019 9:31:41 AM alinahere AWESOME! 😍 ThanQ so much! 😉👍

#WWG1WGA

8/26/2019 9:32:53 AM neilbridgman LED lights flicker too

8/26/2019 9:33:35 AM ghost_of_billy_ With are your thoughts psilocybin?

8/26/2019 9:36:07 AM charmanda9 Indeed.

8/26/2019 9:36:28 AM prayinforpeace Essential nutrient iodine (Lugols Solution) is so powerful a detox agent (and anti-cancer) that the Deep State moved it to a controlled substance in 

2007, preventing the public from buying it in bulk. pic.twitter.com/yUZ95q19Vt

8/26/2019 9:37:47 AM laurabusse Isn't it a halogen?

Does that count as a heavy metal?

8/26/2019 9:38:01 AM mrernietests Though cigarettes are marked lethal by the government, why are they freely available and do peopke have a choice to purchase them. Are they for 

population control, wealth (tax).

In short why are they "tolerated" with all the toxic additives ? Or is there something we do not know



8/26/2019 9:40:08 AM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/265Fj67mLv

8/26/2019 9:41:22 AM 02joshuaradwan 😲

8/26/2019 9:41:28 AM al652 Aluminium is not classed as a heavy metal. There no vaccines used today which contain mercury.

8/26/2019 9:42:39 AM al652 Because Tin is toxic.

8/26/2019 9:42:41 AM jollyrob2 imo, buying 🔫s is all part of a program we accepted as a normal 🤷♂️

8/26/2019 9:44:06 AM al652 Aluminium is not a known carcinogen. Quit peddling lies.

8/26/2019 9:44:46 AM kayvonpaul It’s provides Cannabinoids for our Endocannibinoid system

8/26/2019 9:45:23 AM al652 If true it should get them the Nobel Prize... Please let me know when their study is released.

8/26/2019 9:47:08 AM johngradycole20 Because hitting targets is fun.

8/26/2019 9:47:26 AM kathleen3693693 I use them. Was just wondering if it was a branding scam like "organic" foods...

8/26/2019 9:51:08 AM prayinforpeace The best and brightest in our medical community also recommend using Biosil (Silica) and a detox binding agent (clay, PectaSol C). They say in nature 

(the earth) Aluminum is bound to Silica, and  harmless... Dr. Guy Abraham. He rediscovered Iodine and this Silica therapy.

8/26/2019 9:51:34 AM kathleen3693693 Sorry. It >>IS<< so...

8/26/2019 9:52:06 AM lbf777 What's mms?

8/26/2019 10:02:16 AM jz3618 Same here! Well water and rain water.

8/26/2019 10:03:20 AM eckert10 Structured water. Look into Viktor Schauberger’s work and biodynamic agriculture.

8/26/2019 10:09:05 AM oaf_unbreakable What defense can be used against interdimensional beings?

8/26/2019 10:12:32 AM ingersolockwood Don’t we get enough minerals elsewhere? I’ve been drinking RO water for 6 months

8/26/2019 10:13:13 AM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏

8/26/2019 10:14:12 AM ingersolockwood I’ll take some dreams

8/26/2019 10:15:21 AM whsthestorm combined with working out, can fasting result in a increase of body weight/muscle mass when done correctly?

8/26/2019 10:15:53 AM sumrdream2018 Absolutely!

8/26/2019 10:16:13 AM sumrdream2018 Absolutely!

8/26/2019 10:16:27 AM sumrdream2018 Me either

8/26/2019 10:16:41 AM emilyoakley6 Ty

8/26/2019 10:17:22 AM laurabusse Don't eat fried food or salad dressing

Ask for wedge of lemon

Even olive oil is suspect

Can be canola oil with color and flavor added

Research this...

Pay extra for olive oil from a farm not a factory...

8/26/2019 10:20:35 AM tinakelch That’s why I drink distilled

8/26/2019 10:23:29 AM tinakelch So so true

8/26/2019 10:24:33 AM laurabusse Absolutely

Takes time

Am proof

8/26/2019 10:27:50 AM richzen2 space nazi, friend or foe?

8/26/2019 10:29:56 AM aruth85655013 Great site! This will be helpful!

8/26/2019 10:30:44 AM kindeandtrue Majestic, my respect for you grows more and more all the time. Thank you for your advice on healthy living.

8/26/2019 10:35:31 AM kindeandtrue Reeeeeeeeeee!🐸

8/26/2019 10:36:18 AM laurabusse I've heard Celtic is even better

But it probably doesn't matter

I think Himalayan is usually cheaper

8/26/2019 10:45:07 AM myrydyan1 Gone?  You should have seen the sky in the Boise area the other day! They are NOT gone!

8/26/2019 10:47:11 AM tncharlene Perhaps he will not help those who refuse to wake up? Its up to us to make the correct choices.

8/26/2019 10:48:00 AM dragonflyglitta And how many recipes suggest lining pans with aluminum foil before baking 😫

8/26/2019 10:48:17 AM andyr1112 Agreed. I desire knowledge and health.

8/26/2019 10:49:29 AM laurabusse Been using Visions cookware for decades

Glass

Not cheap anymore

But I love them

Made by Corningware

8/26/2019 10:51:55 AM universalrisin I drink out of a Brita water filter. Basically pouring sink water into the pitcher and it filters the water, is that okay?

8/26/2019 10:52:26 AM daiseypants1 Trying to dumb down the masses.

8/26/2019 10:53:48 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/kp1eq8q5eX

8/26/2019 10:54:32 AM laurabusse @MedicalMedium says fibromyalgia MS Parkinson's etc etc caused by viruses e.g. Epstein Barr feeding on heavy metals in our body and producing 

neurotoxins that produce the symptoms

Autoimmune is really viruses

Excellent books website fb Instagram

Heavy metal detox smoothie etc etc

8/26/2019 10:55:37 AM laurabusse Do not drink soda, energy drinks period

Poison

8/26/2019 10:55:49 AM rosesrred0119 Oh boy... I must be chock full lol

8/26/2019 10:58:06 AM kellyyoda5252 Yikes. I just wrapped meat I bought in it.

8/26/2019 11:01:59 AM samanders4 global approach? ☝️

8/26/2019 11:03:47 AM likelytrue They have slowed in some areas. We all need to do research and share what works. Everyone needs to learn how to or buy and grid their home with 

organite and scalar energy devices. Fight fire with fire. We are not helpless but we seem to think we are!

8/26/2019 11:08:40 AM myrydyan1 Thankfully, I live in a state with low fluoride.  Holy heck though...poor Kentucky is up there!

8/26/2019 11:10:51 AM laurabusse Cold water showers

See Wim Hof

8/26/2019 11:14:01 AM laurabusse Visions cookware

By Corningware

8/26/2019 11:16:05 AM covertress Daily for 18 hours

Weekly for 1 day

Start there https://twitter.com/covertress/status/903978565028511746?s=19 …

8/26/2019 11:16:48 AM mongrelglory That's probably why Asians (of which I'm 1/4) don't bake very much.  It's hard to make bamboo muffin tins and cookie sheets! 😆

8/26/2019 11:17:42 AM mongrelglory It's probably one of the safer choices for pots and pans.

8/26/2019 11:19:17 AM mongrelglory I gave a Visions cookware pot to a friend when the cookware first came out.  I used it to cook rice on the stove, and the pot exploded on the first 

use...rice and water everywhere!  I've been afraid to try it since!

8/26/2019 11:20:52 AM mongrelglory How do they get the badger to pee into a cup? 🥺

8/26/2019 11:21:54 AM ivotedt Hey majestic, please cite your source



8/26/2019 11:23:27 AM laurabusse @MedicalMedium says Hawaiian spirulina is better than chlorella

Says chlorella drops the toxins back into the body before leaving the body

Hawaiian spirulina doesn't do this

Best quality spirulina is Vimergy

Heavy metal detox smoothies...

8/26/2019 11:24:13 AM kickthefed How can someone find out for there self if this is true

8/26/2019 11:26:50 AM goyaeq Are the militaries going to lead by example?

8/26/2019 11:27:50 AM laurabusse I clean just about everything with hot water and sponges

Wipe with clean dry cloth

Kitchen bathroom

Floors etc

Have for decades

Am not germ phobic

Germs are everywhere

Better to strengthen immune system
8/26/2019 11:28:28 AM laurabusse Always wondered about this

8/26/2019 11:28:30 AM capitalkid See what he did there? :)

Power of 3, 6, 9.

8/26/2019 11:29:13 AM kseven110 😂😂😂

8/26/2019 11:30:29 AM mongrelglory I suspect there's a lot of corruption in the industry.  I know people have told me that she worked in the farmer's stalls at the market in our city 

(Toronto).  She saw some stalls where they bought food from grocery stores, removed the labels and sold them as organic produce!

8/26/2019 11:31:20 AM kickthefed Will the fed and it's really fall under trump and for the first time in over a hundred years will ppl be able to own there homes and cars.will freedom 

from slaving for debt be restored.

8/26/2019 11:32:31 AM laurabusse Was just gonna say the same thing!!!

8/26/2019 11:33:31 AM 369naturallaw In fact, in a recent study Evian was one of the worst tested.

8/26/2019 11:33:41 AM capitalkid We have this whole-house filtration system. It is not RO, but it claims to remove fluoride.  Did we waste our money?

 https://phprescription.com/shop/whole-house-water-filters/filtration-ph-wh-3500/ …

8/26/2019 11:33:49 AM jaded_pearl I have been detoxing using an ozone steam sauna. Is this sufficient method for removing the harm caused by shower absorption?

8/26/2019 11:35:44 AM ricky52222196 I've been a Chef for 25+ years and what MJ 12 is saying is fact.

8/26/2019 11:38:26 AM thekanehb We have stem cells in menstruated blood. In mass quantities. (just a random FYI)

8/26/2019 11:38:53 AM mongrelglory I think there will be much more exciting hobbies for us to enjoy soon!  You won't miss the shooting. 😉

8/26/2019 11:43:08 AM lenzaq Have to imagine that all beer and soda makers use fluoridated water as well.

8/26/2019 11:43:36 AM mongrelglory Ack!  I live in Canada!  I will try to make my showers tepid in the winters.

8/26/2019 11:43:41 AM poppyslovecapu Patriots would like to know who murdered #SethRich⁉️

8/26/2019 11:43:54 AM keith369me Accurate? https://youtu.be/PDl9eVN4VBQ 

8/26/2019 11:44:40 AM mklundquist Nobody trusts them.

8/26/2019 11:47:48 AM robertscharnbe4 Put your stalk in a shallow glass maybe with a moist cloth around the base with good water, it will stay crisp. That's why you see asparagus in water in 

the store sometimes.

8/26/2019 11:48:45 AM giediknight Evian spelled backwards is Naive......

8/26/2019 11:52:41 AM slayerofmatrix1 As in doing the protocol daily for 6+ months ?

8/26/2019 11:54:51 AM rhondanight Enlighten me please - not sure what you mean

8/26/2019 11:55:15 AM aprilbrown99 Here you go. https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1165837524343738370 …

8/26/2019 11:56:55 AM lovelight5d 11:11 than you majestic

8/26/2019 11:56:58 AM lenzaq Is this why we are seeing beer bottles replaced by aluminum cans?

8/26/2019 11:58:03 AM capitalkid He framed his answer using a 6.

He could have said the exact number, but chose to accurately answer using a 6 instead.

I'm guessing the real number was 4 or 5 since if it was  1, 2, or 3 he would have used 3 instead of 6.

Am I right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

8/26/2019 11:58:53 AM rhondanight Ahh ok 👌

8/26/2019 12:03:34 PM slayerofmatrix1 Thank you 🙏🏼

8/26/2019 12:04:44 PM kickthefed The sun and the moon is inside with us.when god made the earth he separated the waters below from the waters above with a firmament. A solid 

dome he made with his own hands. We are protected. Us living on a ball in fake space is indoctrinated. Just turn tv on

8/26/2019 12:06:37 PM laurabusse Omg!

Been using them at least 20 yrs

Maybe 30

That never happened!

They do break after awhile as all glass will eventually

But they can last a long time

So sorry that happened to you!!!

8/26/2019 12:07:47 PM rcspicks Make sure you have some minerals added back in with your system or by hand before drinking.

8/26/2019 12:10:08 PM laurabusse Wait...the pot itself didn't explode?

Yes sometimes when its at a full boil

When you add pasta or whatever

It'll sort of explode

But not really

You have to add it slowly

Maybe turn it down 1st

Then you'll have no problem

No idea why this reaction happens

You have to experiment...
8/26/2019 12:14:14 PM slayerofmatrix1 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

8/26/2019 12:16:23 PM raenyasalisbury Thanks

8/26/2019 12:20:30 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I like my red copper brand pans and pot with ceramic coating, great for melting cheese and other such things nothing sticks to them. it has an 

aluminum conductivity ring on the bottom of them but that never comes into contact with the food

8/26/2019 12:21:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can you decode this? pic.twitter.com/8BKWLBwgeh

8/26/2019 12:21:22 PM bobtoptier Lobbies and taxes

8/26/2019 12:21:40 PM shannen_robison CP

8/26/2019 12:22:02 PM _louisreed CP =

8/26/2019 12:22:24 PM stormystorm10 Lol yes very EZ

8/26/2019 12:22:45 PM capitalkid Let's see, pedo stash, tight pedo shorts, and he's holding CP ...

8/26/2019 12:23:40 PM mi144_ri16p3r Michael James Schneider is a Child Predator.



8/26/2019 12:24:01 PM luvleebutterfly No more child porn being made @ camp?

Just a guess....

8/26/2019 12:24:03 PM djlok [They] are always about the CP.  🤮🤮🤮

8/26/2019 12:24:04 PM andyr1112 CP = not adult porn... and weird how alot of people be getting arrested for tht lately.

8/26/2019 12:24:07 PM qanongroup Think mirror. False narrative. He is neither rapist nor racist

8/26/2019 12:24:18 PM anneolsen43 John 3:16

8/26/2019 12:24:37 PM xin_an Can clearly see OP is a clown.

8/26/2019 12:24:44 PM mwannahockalugi He's a clown alright.

8/26/2019 12:24:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein. Signals. Fake News.

They think you are stupid.

Please, please fight amongst yourselves.

The Great Awakening

Steve Jobs look-alike photo boots up new Apple conspiracy theories - CNET https://www.cnet.com/news/steve-jobs-look-alike-photo-boots-up-new-

apple-conspiracy-theories/ …

8/26/2019 12:25:09 PM peterjonathanna How do you apply vortex energy?

8/26/2019 12:25:20 PM bobtoptier Compared to high temp burned smoke?

8/26/2019 12:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you needed the upper hand on LEO efforts once a POTUS not a member of #UnsealEpstein threatens your establishment? The Great 

Awakening.

Is Amazon's Surveillance Machine Secretly Infiltrating Police Departments? | Zero Hedge https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-25/amazons-

surveillance-machine-secretly-infiltrating-police-departments …

8/26/2019 12:25:50 PM mongrelglory The pot (contained the water and rice with the lid on) itself that exploded into pieces on top of the stove.  It was many years ago when they were first 

bringing out the Vision cookware.  They had it at Costco, so I bought it for my friend as a gift.

8/26/2019 12:26:49 PM punkbudgie1 Michael is holding his CP letters very close  - CP = child porn?🤔 #projectionist

8/26/2019 12:26:58 PM mongrelglory Sorry "he" used it...not "I".

8/26/2019 12:26:58 PM lorenzosghost green/pink opposite colors, maximum contrast.

No "camping" - guy standing is very campy.

seems to be trying to create contrast between homosexuals and donald trump

To group lgbt against him

thats what I get from this poster

8/26/2019 12:27:10 PM girlawakeinca 😢

8/26/2019 12:27:14 PM state1union Of course they are

8/26/2019 12:27:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think AJ + JR RE Inter-dimensional Aliens + DMT

Scoop: Trump suggested nuking hurricanes to stop them from hitting U.S. - Axios https://www.axios.com/trump-nuclear-bombs-hurricanes-97231f38-

2394-4120-a3fa-8c9cf0e3f51c.html …

8/26/2019 12:27:20 PM keith369me All I see is the clown nose in his profile pic...the rest is nonsense.  CP=Child protection?

8/26/2019 12:27:39 PM 1centralcaligal This is CHILLING, what a frightening thought!!

8/26/2019 12:27:52 PM bashycrypto The number 9 governs the world!

8/26/2019 12:27:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Apple is definitely infiltrating people...while face timing last night, I received this message: ( nonother apps were open) pic.twitter.com/lK9NDIIIck

8/26/2019 12:28:07 PM nurseniceyes I prefer radavist in this case.

8/26/2019 12:28:10 PM slayerofmatrix1 Kimchee?

8/26/2019 12:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Forced removal of transgender women from downtown L.A. bar investigated as possible hate crime - Los Angeles Times 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-08-25/la-me-transgender-bar-fight-las-perlas …

8/26/2019 12:28:18 PM laurabusse Oh...

So sorry to hear that

Well I have quite a collection

Every size and shape

Never a problem really

I love my Visions cookware...

8/26/2019 12:28:18 PM 1centralcaligal Of course you're right - unfortunately.

8/26/2019 12:28:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Concussion linked to erectile dysfunction in ex-US football pros https://news.yahoo.com/concussion-linked-erectile-dysfunction-ex-us-football-pros-

171904010.html …

8/26/2019 12:28:47 PM rachaelangelm Yes

8/26/2019 12:28:48 PM mouriergirl Look up Charlotte's Web  http://www.icharlotte.com 

8/26/2019 12:29:10 PM stormystorm10 And so much more

8/26/2019 12:29:17 PM wendy270957 In this - Googl-e is your friend.

Clean eating

Nutrition

1 ingredient cooking ie: lentil/chicken/veg soup - nil else

Whole grains/nuts 

Wholewheat cereal/pasta 

Pulses

Legumes

Clean meat

Super foods

Supplements - omega's etc

Bottled water

Vegetables +++

Fruit 

Alkaline diet
8/26/2019 12:29:27 PM nschlange Yeah ok

8/26/2019 12:29:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a good idea to mass harvest monkeys for organs now they are advancing in their intelligence? Cross species wars arent a thing but post Disclosure 

they shall

Genius monkey sharpens rock before smashing it against zoo window in escape bid - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/genius-

monkey-sharpens-rock-before-19007139 …

8/26/2019 12:30:02 PM keith369me Using Amazon cameras for surveillance makes as much sense as utilizing Chinese made semiconductors into Defense Products.

8/26/2019 12:30:22 PM rachaelangelm No camping for clowns

8/26/2019 12:30:25 PM magamatician Looks like he’s wondering which little boy he’s going to watch in the park next.

8/26/2019 12:30:31 PM david00997884 I can decode that, the guy holding the c and p is a shill and a stupid one at that.

8/26/2019 12:30:41 PM hollylandes ?



8/26/2019 12:30:45 PM leighgoodison Comet Pizza.

8/26/2019 12:30:59 PM 1crazy_toaster we need to work on our own evolution & leave other species the F alone.

8/26/2019 12:31:22 PM matt_aho Hmmmm , Not putting the two together...?  I familiar with both convos but the connection your referencing

8/26/2019 12:31:42 PM yellahabibihela I work for a company that supplies commercial RO systems to C-Stores but we also can supply 5-stage home RO systems. DM me if you want me to 

source one for you. Thanks.

8/26/2019 12:31:48 PM kpdad72 listen as soon as we realized they were breading us for organ transplants.  i mean them for organ transplants.  it was time to pull yourself out of the 

game and go find a new game.

8/26/2019 12:32:00 PM liberallogic5 Perhaps someone should get creative in building more transgender bars and restaurants? Trying to accommodate them maybe profitable. 🤔

8/26/2019 12:32:15 PM luvleebutterfly I'd be making friends with our Animal brothers & sisters before it's too l8 instead

8/26/2019 12:32:17 PM susan66388204 I’m thinking it’s all Comms. 🧐😬

8/26/2019 12:32:20 PM slayerofmatrix1 Great article here. https://chriskresser.com/vitamin-k2-the-missing-nutrient/ …

8/26/2019 12:33:04 PM ghost_of_billy_ I like the list except the bottled water and how does one find "clean" meat Without hunting?

8/26/2019 12:33:08 PM realitycheck05 Does Majestic have an opinion on DMT?

8/26/2019 12:33:38 PM hollylandes IDK...but good for the Monkey

8/26/2019 12:33:39 PM keith369me “Majestic counter-wind” to save lives as opposed to Deepstate manipulation of storm tracks around the Gulf of Mexico to cause destruction.

8/26/2019 12:33:53 PM mongrelglory It would have been about 30 yrs ago, when they first brought the cookware out. I was more embarrassed that I had given it to my friend as a gift and it 

caused a terrible mess on the stove! I didn't see the cookware on the shelves for a while after that, so maybe they improved it.

8/26/2019 12:34:43 PM kpdad72 if you deserve to get thrown out and i cant tell if im removing a man or a woman why are you blaming me?  some answers are self evident.  if you were 

being asked to leave why didnt you.  you invited this on yourselves.  looking for transattention.

8/26/2019 12:35:05 PM bobtoptier The real evidence=truth resides within internal playgrounds. Hoaxes only exist on the external ones, hence so many deviations and the “need” to 

clarify beyond all int and ext manipulation.

8/26/2019 12:35:32 PM f45_5 Right? 

I’ve been similar sharing here. Folks don’t be alarmed when you learn about hybrids, and funky Frankenstein clone stuff...

🔑🔑 Now & moving forward peacefully is to not allow humans to program programs for AI or anything else to kill off humanity!

8/26/2019 12:35:36 PM keith369me When will Social Justice be replaced by facts and truth?

8/26/2019 12:35:37 PM pwnorthwest He said he didn’t say that today..

8/26/2019 12:35:38 PM susan66388204 It all goes back to pic.twitter.com/RsKGHnMRXq

8/26/2019 12:36:17 PM jaded_pearl Flipping a coin on narrative?

8/26/2019 12:36:28 PM girlawakeinca Both groups were removed so at first glance it doesn’t appear hateful. My concern is the badges in that area & what they represent.  

http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Badge_of_the_Sheriff_of_Los_Angeles_County.png …

8/26/2019 12:36:29 PM laurabusse They must have...

There's something about glass that seems to intensify the boiling for some reason

And sometimes you have to be careful

But overall IMHO

They're very safe...

8/26/2019 12:36:44 PM wendy270957 Hunting is an option!

Local farms?

Organic?

Locally produced?

It's a minefield...even here in the UK, we have to check labels...asking 'where did this meat originate?'  Then ask, 'is it truthful?'

Perhaps the best we can do is simply buy the best meat we can afford...cont...
8/26/2019 12:36:58 PM livindadream66  pic.twitter.com/U4Psse2qMZ

8/26/2019 12:37:00 PM karensc38678909 Did you see post about shilijat? It's what I use.

8/26/2019 12:37:03 PM mongrelglory They've probably improved it since then.  It was almost 30 years ago.

8/26/2019 12:37:33 PM orsonorange  pic.twitter.com/NDolsitpdu

8/26/2019 12:37:40 PM stevens_xrp The scary part, even some human will not think about this.....

8/26/2019 12:37:56 PM mongrelglory Do you have a link?

8/26/2019 12:38:05 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I have a medical need according to my doctor, since I'm allergic to the sun and spend most of my time hiding from it, I also take Vitamin D 

supplements. My melatonin dose with medical necessity is the smallest possible dose they have. no reason for large doses for anyone.

8/26/2019 12:38:18 PM keith369me Steroids are known to shrink testicles.  Football players are famous for their use of steroids to become as big as a horse and to run as fast as a horse, 

but it does affect their ability to be a stud.  Wrong head.

8/26/2019 12:38:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exploding nukes in the upper atmosphere was an idea the Government got from taking DMT and interacting with interdimensional entities.

8/26/2019 12:39:09 PM mongrelglory among other things they do...

8/26/2019 12:40:21 PM keith369me The same people that will lay down their lives to protect chicken eggs are willing to rip a baby from the womb.  How does that make any sense.

8/26/2019 12:41:01 PM garypre62441595 100th monkey effect???

8/26/2019 12:41:24 PM wendy270957 2...and trust.

It is more expensive, but IMO you eat less of it as it is more filling.

Clean was perhaps the wrong word.

Unprocessed meat would be better.

There might always be an ingredient or two that gets through the filter though.

I drink tap water - some prefer bottled.
8/26/2019 12:41:25 PM gramma2603 I thought the clown nose quite appropriate

8/26/2019 12:41:38 PM mongrelglory Interesting! 🤔 I guess it's important to use the highest quality of food as a template for scanning into a replicator's memory banks.  Thanks!

8/26/2019 12:42:13 PM thepureprophet I also identify as an inter-dimensional alien. Lol don’t you dare use species specific pronouns such as human or person when referring to me 😂😂😂 I 

transcend those terms 🦁👽😎

8/26/2019 12:42:31 PM f45_5 Yes! I heard a speaker recently say we’ve evolved scientifically faster than we have spiritually. WE need to 🛑 & 🤔 just because we can do something 

technologically does not mean we aught to ethically. WE aught keep human evolution in front focus: will link-



8/26/2019 12:42:34 PM davidaustin105 Hidden in plain site ISTAR = pain coming

[Intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance]

If 🤡 cannot even decipher this simple message do you think they can read the clock?

8/26/2019 12:42:40 PM larryneelis Radist !!    bdqp 😂

8/26/2019 12:43:06 PM peterjonathanna Is the only way to avoid food poisons to grow all of your own food organically?

8/26/2019 12:43:28 PM f45_5 Stewart Swerdlow ~ Survivor of the Montauk Project  http://youtu.be/OXBkSG4bndk  via @YouTube

8/26/2019 12:44:10 PM anneolsen43 My thoughts No camping = Cub Scouts ... commodore Perry district oversees Oregon = Michael Schneider

8/26/2019 12:44:28 PM angeladeangelo Kazuo Ishiguro - "Never Let Me Go" a must read.

8/26/2019 12:44:47 PM f45_5 This notion Stewart notes is towards the end of this interview, if I recall correctly...

8/26/2019 12:44:55 PM 313looper Perhaps ;

Ra p ist

Ra c ist 

 Are both what exactly @BLCKSMTHdesign is ...

8/26/2019 12:44:56 PM freedomgaia Ils savent qui sont les mauvais

8/26/2019 12:44:57 PM ghosteagleforge Is this in reference to Operation Starfish Prime?

8/26/2019 12:45:04 PM whitecaps1 No joke, but my mind has been exploring the theory the last couple of weeks that Steve Jobs didn't die at all. Out of nowhere I just started thinking 

about this lately. Well out of a little nowhere, I'm just too into believing there's so much technology elites have that we don't.

8/26/2019 12:45:41 PM lavenderlives They openly admit who they are now

8/26/2019 12:46:14 PM keith369me Not so sure I want to interact with that ET race.

8/26/2019 12:46:28 PM kachinagtto Effecting the limbic brain?

8/26/2019 12:46:56 PM anneolsen43 Michael Schneider =Oregon

CP = Commodore Perry district for the biggest Cub Scouts which oversees Oregon ?

8/26/2019 12:47:30 PM mongrelglory We need to learn how to peacefully co-exist with all species. pic.twitter.com/xSXh2gaGjj

8/26/2019 12:48:12 PM godfamcountry Whoa

8/26/2019 12:49:15 PM rainbeaudee Sauce?

8/26/2019 12:49:44 PM kwititalready Empty all zoos and labs, let the animals live / be free. Humans are sick. We can't consider ourselves more evolved / intelligent / advanced, if we're 

more callous / immoral / cruel by actions.

8/26/2019 12:50:08 PM luvleebutterfly Was thinking Scouts too... sadly.

Q was correct when they said, "These people are SICK"

8/26/2019 12:50:14 PM justhashtagnews And how? How can we find out who they are?

8/26/2019 12:50:22 PM peterjonathanna What can you tell us about cannabis?

8/26/2019 12:51:36 PM phreatomagnetic immanentizing the eschaton

8/26/2019 12:54:15 PM jaded_pearl Suggestion for future topic: Sun and moon light frequencies that heal and harm. Uses of Crystals for energy & healing. Ways to assist in healing 

emotions. TY 🤗

8/26/2019 12:55:00 PM mongrelglory More likely the pituitary-hypothalamic axis which regulates hormone production in the body.

8/26/2019 12:56:00 PM nationalistkev Sure, if you want a radioactive hurricane.

8/26/2019 12:56:18 PM goyaeq Declass better materials for playing equipment and suppressed healing technologies.

8/26/2019 12:56:46 PM jastersally No

8/26/2019 12:56:56 PM anneolsen43 Have you already started ?

8/26/2019 12:57:00 PM cosmic_engineer Clockwork elves 💜

8/26/2019 12:57:37 PM f45_5 Science=😎!just don’t teach hybrid-cloning~

CSI: Dognapping 🐾 For #InternationalDogDay, find out how more than 500 elementary school students used chemistry, biology and basic science to 

solve the case of a missing dog  http://bit.ly/2L7kyEk  #STEMRising

8/26/2019 12:57:52 PM mongrelglory That whole sentence is a mind-bender. 🤪

8/26/2019 12:58:46 PM tumash3 CONFIRMED: Michael is a CLOWN.

8/26/2019 12:58:46 PM th13teenj13 It stands for chrome plate, as in he could suck the chrome plate off of a bumper.

8/26/2019 12:59:13 PM tomchap21719319 Yikes

8/26/2019 12:59:42 PM danking54186423 This guy seems like a real loser!

8/26/2019 12:59:58 PM kseven110 CP= Child p@$n. I sense this man has major issues & DJT is being used as a form of projection for these issues.

8/26/2019 1:04:38 PM keur60693994 Obviously a clown via his big red nose in the pic.

8/26/2019 1:05:45 PM cosmic_engineer Already made a movie about potbelly pig pets/stem cell & organ donors.

#MrNobody

8/26/2019 1:07:19 PM lbf777 CP=Child Porn

8/26/2019 1:09:19 PM thelightoforion Absolute nonsense. Distilled water is the purest water on the planet. There are 2 types of minerals, organic and inorganic. DS water removes inorganic 

minerals (toxic). Organic minerals only come from plants. I've been drinking it for over 2 years, never felt better.

8/26/2019 1:09:38 PM charlesgdavis1 YES BUT....It should be used to cover your HEAD, PHONES AND TABLETS!!!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈. NO I'M FOR REAL!!!🔭🎤🎧🔬📲💻📹

8/26/2019 1:10:47 PM trumppatriotus1 Good to know, I never heard that b4

8/26/2019 1:12:21 PM 1centralcaligal Of course that's not him:  https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Steve+Jobs+&t=h_&ia=images&iax=images&iai= http%3A%2F%2F2.bp.blogspot.com%2F-

aNECp1_yZWc%2FTo1O6M5aiqI%2FAAAAAAAAGJ4%2FARfKQexZqdQ%2Fs1600%2FSteve_Jobs.jpg …

8/26/2019 1:13:36 PM enomai_ I still do

8/26/2019 1:14:39 PM conspiracycen Q: Flying Rainbow Lasagna on youtube.  Is she the real deal?

8/26/2019 1:14:58 PM trumppatriotus1 👀

8/26/2019 1:16:27 PM jaidynrod_ How about his profile picture? 🤡

8/26/2019 1:16:31 PM conspiracycen We have the tech to print organs why do we need to control other species....we are just opening ourselves up to be controlled by a higher cociousness 

than us....used as lab rats.

8/26/2019 1:17:13 PM bdam777 DMT opens communications with demons or multiple dimensional entities. 

Where did the periodic table come from? Where do people get their inspiration? 

Space is probably not what you think it is. 

You have to de-program yoself and have an open mind.

8/26/2019 1:17:23 PM mongrelglory Compliments of the Obama regime no doubt! 😒

8/26/2019 1:18:04 PM jesswap12  pic.twitter.com/fRP99gqddx

8/26/2019 1:18:37 PM conspiracycen Side note...this was the special effects that Hollywood was producing in 1968.. around the same time that the Peterson bigfoot was filmed. Contrast 

and compare the 2.



8/26/2019 1:19:03 PM 1_decided_voter What relevance does this have to disclosure or your mission? Whether it's a hate crime or not, it seems like "small potatoes" in the bigger picture.

8/26/2019 1:20:30 PM kseven110 This also makes me think about the AMA you all had last week. This person may have posted this prior to the AMA, however, I am wondering if he is 

one of the “triggered” individuals. I mean he put all his effort into that photo...who does that?!?!?

8/26/2019 1:21:07 PM mongrelglory The "no camping" sign would seem significant, otherwise why include it in the picture?

8/26/2019 1:22:03 PM mongrelglory Or "child porn".

8/26/2019 1:22:06 PM 1centralcaligal 15 years ago my daughter's friend came over with new baby Evian. I casually pointed out her name spelled backwards is 'naive' she was shocked; I was 

very shocked that she didn't think the name through a lot better! Her mother's a very upscale lawyer in Carmel, but she's an idiot!

8/26/2019 1:29:07 PM ragingstorm0512 They say he’s not like the other monkeys, he uses tools to crack nuts! After this they removed all rocks and “weapons”? Poor little guy :( I feel like his 

uniqueness needs to be embraced and encouraged not suffocated.

8/26/2019 1:29:14 PM shilo1949 I can’t even trust my local water I drink—filled with fluoride

8/26/2019 1:29:34 PM michelezina1 He said that he did NOT say this....

8/26/2019 1:32:40 PM bereantype bass-ackwards

8/26/2019 1:32:43 PM renee86743676 Michele needs a spelling lesson

8/26/2019 1:33:32 PM shilo1949 Exactly!  My Bro was in the DMZ & now he has end stage MS from Agent Orange.  Every time I see Honoi Jane, I 🤮

8/26/2019 1:33:32 PM angeladeangelo all individuals should invest in a filtered showerhead. pay the extra to stay healthy.

8/26/2019 1:34:40 PM shilo1949 Peeps now don’t have any idea how it was back then.  Pure hell!

8/26/2019 1:35:35 PM mah4203 #Qanon Patriot challenge-everyone should find a public place in their area. Make some Q posters-Spread the love/unity. Take pics-post them on your 

social media w/ #Qchallenge #ThePeoplesCountry #QProud(then your city) Let’s see how many we can get at accept the challenge. 

pic.twitter.com/utpCHuRrUQ

8/26/2019 1:35:44 PM leopotamis Child Predator

8/26/2019 1:36:56 PM shilo1949 Everything has pesticides in it now, less with organics though.  The NWO plan wanted to get rid of most of the worlds population.

8/26/2019 1:38:01 PM jrocktigers Agent friggn orange. So sorry man.

8/26/2019 1:38:03 PM timeforarrests Are monkeys just early cloning experiments in general? Were scientists trying to clone human bodies? Do they put human souls into “animal bodies”? 

That would be a heartbreaking new rabbit hole...

8/26/2019 1:38:58 PM ragingstorm0512  https://www.rt.com/news/455423-transgenic-monkeys-brain-development/ …

8/26/2019 1:39:27 PM shilo1949 The water:  if it doesn’t have fluoride in it, it’s got baby parts.  We’re doomed

8/26/2019 1:39:45 PM chooselove108 NZ already did wpz. it. With assistance.

8/26/2019 1:39:52 PM timeforarrests Don’t you ever fish? 😉 pic.twitter.com/vCww6r5eJU

8/26/2019 1:40:12 PM chooselove108 But happy to know another who knows it's been fixed....🙏

8/26/2019 1:40:12 PM ragingstorm0512 Gene altering? China... bill gates... mosquitos, mice, monkeys? 🤷🏻♀️🤔 coincidence?

8/26/2019 1:40:23 PM shilo1949 thank you! Patriot!

8/26/2019 1:40:28 PM slayerofmatrix1 I’m familiar ! Looks like a great protocol.

8/26/2019 1:40:32 PM ragingstorm0512  https://www.rt.com/news/465576-china-embyro-human-monkey-organs/ …

8/26/2019 1:40:58 PM campbells_way Like John Dee, occult advisor to Q Elizabeth I, who made contact with entities that gave instructions, but demand blood sacrifice in return.

8/26/2019 1:41:49 PM slayerofmatrix1 I’ve had a quite the constant battle against internal invaders most of my life.

8/26/2019 1:42:38 PM slayerofmatrix1 Gut health is the key to general heath as I have determined over the years.  What say you ?

8/26/2019 1:44:24 PM renee86743676 I'm sure !

8/26/2019 1:44:33 PM shilo1949 I switched from Diet Soda to Flavored water. Now I am getting 🤒 reading this thread. I sent an email to Kroger & asked if they had fluoride in their 

flavored seltzer.  No answer yet.  I guess they didn’t want to tell me about the “baby parts”.

8/26/2019 1:45:31 PM thehag1965 those only filter solids I believe (like limestone, etc) not chemicals

8/26/2019 1:46:22 PM gapeach4trump Fluoride is from industrial waste. Risks > benefits. They “cleaned it up” & put it n lots of items. research, scientific studies done but you will not see 

them on MSM. Look on YouTube and buy toothpaste and water without fluoride. 

 https://fscimage.fishersci.com/msds/21230.htm  https://youtu.be/HAagzF6D-nE 

8/26/2019 1:46:26 PM allahuniversal _pol_ - European Pedo Politicians and more complex networks.PDF 

https://mega.nz/#!u3YSSYRB!n4BQ6meCqOWqzNH6enCNjhCYo9CIsDu4xVWvBj7u4lg …

8/26/2019 1:46:51 PM samuelranselmo1 I don't need to comment on this..lol

8/26/2019 1:46:55 PM renee86743676 Monkey buisness

8/26/2019 1:46:57 PM mariasumnicht Smart water has 'Flavor Enhancer' which is a GMO. When ever you see 'Enhanced Flavor' 'Added flavor' etc. that means that they added GMO's 

material to the water.

8/26/2019 1:47:31 PM 1_decided_voter Well, most Trump supporters would take what he says as truth without researching for themselves (which is of course a problem), but why wouldn't he 

take advantage of an audience that is "all ears" with an issue this universal?

8/26/2019 1:49:14 PM frogpondrn “Natural flavorings”

8/26/2019 1:49:22 PM xusaf_patriot Makes sense, but removing fluoride is only part of the problem...the MSM must be *cleansed* to dispense  truth to the public and *that* is not 

happening fast enough.

8/26/2019 1:49:32 PM bbobbio71 Creepy

8/26/2019 1:49:39 PM jaded_pearl Grow your own food is going to make a come back.

8/26/2019 1:51:26 PM 313looper Isn’t it what they ‘ve been already doing in China !?

8/26/2019 1:53:43 PM chooselove108 Everyone wants their Freedom just as much as us Terrans....ometeotl.

8/26/2019 1:54:27 PM timeforarrests I completely agree, this will happen naturally as peace floods the earth. (Nobody believes me when I say these things.)

8/26/2019 1:54:33 PM samuelranselmo1 Lol.....dammit... where's Q

8/26/2019 1:56:52 PM zagnett i don't see "Flavor Enhancer" on the SmartWater bottles.

8/26/2019 1:57:08 PM ani71525070 no caming    no amping

8/26/2019 1:57:33 PM zombiebaitmaid1 agree 1000%

8/26/2019 2:00:02 PM lauralvsmyland No

8/26/2019 2:00:08 PM blsdbe It is important for us to put out into the universe the energy that we expect to receive in return. If we treat our food or animals in our environment as 

inferior and do not treat them with respect and kindness than likely we can Expect that same treatment in return. Be Kind.

8/26/2019 2:01:36 PM thepeacekitten Reverse osmosis filtered water. Even take our own water when we travel.

8/26/2019 2:01:56 PM jonesy4671 I think it just means insert the p to make rapist or insert the c to make racist..

8/26/2019 2:02:12 PM rawphonegirl Umm...no. Also, are we sure he's only monkey?

8/26/2019 2:02:37 PM freedom_sent Monkeys do not have a soul. Christ did not die for monkeys.  WE are not monkeys and did not EVOLVE from monkeys.  

Crows use tools too, so do dolphins, crabs, octopuses,

8/26/2019 2:04:40 PM signnamehere1 Buy distillers clean your tap water. 👍 pic.twitter.com/02mdcVMcVN

8/26/2019 2:09:46 PM thepeacekitten Nope.

8/26/2019 2:12:01 PM conspiracycen No Cam Ping? Something to do with the bridge between the a and the m of camping. Its the direction hes looking.  Something in the a.m? Just spit 

bawling.

8/26/2019 2:13:35 PM beetickler Lame

8/26/2019 2:14:05 PM jaded_pearl Deprogramming is the hardest thing to do. It seems like it's a lifetime too...

8/26/2019 2:17:58 PM hannul3 He misspelled 'realist'.

8/26/2019 2:21:41 PM decodematrix They were blowing up nukes to open portals to let it negative entities?

8/26/2019 2:23:13 PM mongrelglory I remember reading this at the time.  Didn't realize this was the thread that got 8chan deleted!  It was a while ago!

8/26/2019 2:24:24 PM allahuniversal Think MIRROR



8/26/2019 2:24:53 PM ourladycovfefe yep, just picked up a dusty old glass pan at a town hardware store for $8.

8/26/2019 2:25:46 PM thekanehb This is the most annoying story. He never said a nuclear bomb. Just a bomb. And who knows, maybe it would be a good idea. Props to him for being 

innovative tho

8/26/2019 2:26:30 PM kimmeykim1 I literally gave my parents this before heading out of town ❤️. Bought them the plastic lids and salt 3 weeks ago ❤️❤️❤️

8/26/2019 2:32:42 PM trickydude77 bill gates is running the geo engineering , trump is putting a stop to it ! in the last 6 months the spraying has decreased tremendously here where I live 

and Q said they would stop it and to watch the skies , serialbrain2 also said to watch the skies

8/26/2019 2:34:26 PM trickydude77 if you haven't seen the videos from  andweknow/serialbrain2  you should it has all the comms ffrom Q and trump broken down into videos , I highly 

recommend it

8/26/2019 2:38:54 PM nogrevon But...... you have to admit, that bombing things is a little bit.... hm... the common american way to solve things 🙈

Absolutely no offense 🤗 at least not in the direction of trump 🙂

8/26/2019 2:39:49 PM ordinarymyke Are our emotions connected to our "human" BE? Will emotions increase, or subside when we leave our BE?

8/26/2019 2:43:31 PM ericsteelelive Never cover a metal pot or pan with foil,  it causes serious toxic interaction. This is probably the reason im not so bright 🌞 .

8/26/2019 2:44:11 PM alhsdo_whitepaw What is JR a reference to? I think I decoded the rest of the message right

8/26/2019 2:45:05 PM alhsdo_whitepaw You mean like the elephants who are better at painting than most EarthLing humans?

8/26/2019 2:46:03 PM halimahveon Yeah, but unless you have a green thumb and access to enough sun to grow your own or are rich/well off you just have to do what you can.  I have 

heard a pinch of boron mitigates some things but I have not tried it yet.

8/26/2019 2:47:32 PM t_hayden07 I used it for years, with no ill effects. Great for alleviating WD symptoms from Opiates.

8/26/2019 2:48:31 PM starehope Great movie!

8/26/2019 2:49:00 PM backin_thefight 🤡

8/26/2019 2:50:07 PM t_hayden07 Are vaccines the true reason for SIDS? Have a 3 week old, unvaxxed little boy, & it would be appreciated...

8/26/2019 2:52:57 PM starehope No, scarey!

8/26/2019 2:55:30 PM starehope How?

8/26/2019 2:55:58 PM poopscooper17 Things are getting creepy gross...openly admitting...

8/26/2019 2:58:10 PM nikoscali Can't wait for the real version of this technology to be released released.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UFO #Drones #QAnon #Majestic #FutureisNow https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RCXGpEmFbOw …

8/26/2019 2:58:42 PM starehope No wonder! I had no clue.

8/26/2019 2:59:32 PM starehope Not me!

8/26/2019 2:59:35 PM archiebird4 what is DMT? Alex Jones, + ___(?)  someone help plz!

8/26/2019 3:00:45 PM starehope WHAT!

8/26/2019 3:01:46 PM jrocktigers I tweeted somewhat in jest ... however, when you venture into that realm under one of the strongest hallucinogenics known to man, your intentions 

will play alot into what you learn from the experience. If evil, then , evil will present itself.

8/26/2019 3:03:06 PM starehope Thanks. Exlax is too much for me.

8/26/2019 3:05:41 PM ezdoesit_ Operation “Fishbowl” 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Fishbowl …

8/26/2019 3:06:00 PM lorieve Pro tip: Azazel is an arse, do NOT listen to him.

8/26/2019 3:06:19 PM ezdoesit_ Joe Rogan

8/26/2019 3:07:58 PM charmanda9 Yup, my dad has agent orange issues too. Type II diabetes and diabetic neuropathy.

8/26/2019 3:09:19 PM azuremagus Yes, timing, setting, support.

8/26/2019 3:09:57 PM starehope Used to have a set. Kids!!!

8/26/2019 3:12:04 PM keith369me You are a beautiful soul, let that love shine

8/26/2019 3:13:15 PM jrocktigers I just watched a report of Vietnamese soldiers who were sprayed with Agent Orange. Most now have offspring with deformities and it is passed down 

the line. There are grandchildren of Vietnamese soldiers with birth defects.

8/26/2019 3:13:35 PM kathleen3693693 A hate crime now? "Forced removal?" The bouncers took the problems out to the gutter. Getting bounced out of a bar for being a troublemaker or an 

obnoxious asshole happens every day. All the idiots got bounced, not just the trans. No hate involved. SMH... #QAnon #UnsealEpstein

8/26/2019 3:15:50 PM goldenqfairie Cilantro/chlorella surely taste better than diatomaceous earth too!! 😂😂😂😂

8/26/2019 3:15:54 PM allahuniversal Used kratom (in much lower than recommended dosages) for pain relief and energy replacement for caffeine (Maeng Da strain. Only slight withdrawal 

effects were in the beginning while I was working out the dosage which worked for me.

8/26/2019 3:16:11 PM azuremagus Yes, Trump is sympathetic to the Solar Logos( the Sun) called RA in Egypt

8/26/2019 3:17:13 PM bethhatch1 Random dude spent $120 for balloons to show how he feels about Trump. No better capitalist than a social justice socialist!

8/26/2019 3:17:31 PM allahuniversal 17:17 pic.twitter.com/vTf1PVKLzE

8/26/2019 3:18:02 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110644938234970112?s=19 …

8/26/2019 3:20:33 PM azuremagus CP = The heart of the matter i.e. CardioPulminary system, (guess)

8/26/2019 3:20:35 PM starehope Thanks 👊

8/26/2019 3:21:17 PM t_hayden07 Thank you for this! @covertress 

Ive been following Maj for so long, & i honestly KNEW THIS ALREADY. But, for some reason I didnt remember if it was covered! My little man was all 

cozy on his stomach (😮), & it made me think of it. Just wanted confirmation...

So thanks again! ❤️

8/26/2019 3:23:18 PM trumaneveryman Source?

8/26/2019 3:23:27 PM allard41980 Continuity of government,  but whose government....

8/26/2019 3:31:26 PM starehope They are from aborted fetuses. 😭😭😭

8/26/2019 3:33:02 PM lawrenc16242044 CP = Child Porn

8/26/2019 3:33:30 PM like_neo me too.  have one lonely small pot left, no lid. But having kids was worth it.

8/26/2019 3:34:03 PM pacu133 Why did we bomb the Moon?

8/26/2019 3:34:49 PM kathleen3693693 For those who are curious about Starfish Prime... https://youtu.be/KZoic9vg1fw 

8/26/2019 3:35:20 PM starehope Lucky you! 👊

8/26/2019 3:36:40 PM jessewa25340831 So are we currently fighting an interstellar war?  Is the Space Force is currently engaged (watch the skies)?

8/26/2019 3:41:45 PM jrocktigers Keeping with this wonderful theme. ... we have been tested on for decades... pic.twitter.com/mzllT3QhsZ

8/26/2019 3:42:18 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/n0nW9enAdb

8/26/2019 3:44:50 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/2MY91ex6OO

8/26/2019 3:47:34 PM kathleen3693693 So, why isn't he/she/you-name-it not wearing/his/hers/its red shoes?

8/26/2019 3:49:40 PM shilo1949 Remember that too!

8/26/2019 3:53:18 PM rawphonegirl Holy sheet!!!

8/26/2019 3:57:20 PM 1chericane Hell no!!

8/26/2019 3:58:47 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbkMWcPrzNU …

8/26/2019 4:09:20 PM deplorablemom2 He sure stopped the chemtrails in Arizona! We were getting them 3-4 times a week. Now we actually do have sunny skies.

8/26/2019 4:10:59 PM kindeandtrue Hurray for you. Long Island gets sprayed by the #SkyBastards every damn day.

8/26/2019 4:11:17 PM covfefe_grande Silver supplements, colloidal silver, etc. - Any true benefits?

8/26/2019 4:12:23 PM charmanda9 @Tidosan

8/26/2019 4:13:29 PM covfefe_grande Fiji water?

8/26/2019 4:13:48 PM nzstill Watched some good docos on greenland and its secret bases last night on youtube . they used to tell the public exactly what was going on complete 

with its own nuke power station ..  isnt greenland melting lol



8/26/2019 4:14:24 PM cat711q Clinton Podesta

8/26/2019 4:16:25 PM tobefrank15 It made me think of a passage in Gurdjieff's "Beelzebub's tales to his grandson" pic.twitter.com/y8GdfYII1W

8/26/2019 4:19:49 PM tobefrank15 It means that apes come from humans, and humans not from apes ......

8/26/2019 4:23:51 PM rfseopro @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/qutrit-experiments-are-a-first-in-quantum-teleportation/ … 🤔

8/26/2019 4:27:41 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

8/26/2019 4:28:33 PM samsmith0319 Sure...What would stop them??

8/26/2019 4:35:10 PM godfamcountry I'm looking into this, and according to what I'm reading it says it's not used as any flavoring, but to test receptors or something.  Any links to help prove 

they are using now as flavorings?  Thank you

8/26/2019 4:35:22 PM samsmith0319 Listening to directions from inter-dimensionals for their benefits? Would think this would open up a larger portal for an invasion??...👀...

8/26/2019 4:36:20 PM tkobeauty Organite, I've heard.

8/26/2019 4:39:09 PM shining91109743 Google vortex spinner, amazon has them.

8/26/2019 4:39:12 PM chaele3 I love you guys!!! You are family

8/26/2019 4:42:42 PM tkobeauty A must have in your medicine cabinet!!

8/26/2019 4:44:16 PM tkobeauty A lot less trailing has been reported by many. Not sure if they are spraying same thing or something better or worse. Do see shorter ones, lower ones 

around every few days.

8/26/2019 4:44:37 PM shining91109743 Mountain valley spring water, yes/no. Electrical issues with my heart and on Toprol.  What may have caused this condition?  Can it be reversed?  If so, 

how?

8/26/2019 4:44:51 PM spritualbattle That's my favorite!

8/26/2019 4:44:59 PM tkobeauty We can pray they will see justice!!

8/26/2019 4:46:02 PM shining91109743 Could you not just sprinkle this salt in glass of water?

8/26/2019 4:47:07 PM shining91109743 Cooking - best method of cooking food?  Can MJ recommend a typical daily diet?

8/26/2019 4:47:09 PM tkobeauty 100%!!! 🙏

8/26/2019 4:51:27 PM sterkinglights1 #bebest

8/26/2019 4:51:52 PM jrocktigers Probably because you liked a tweet of mine...sorry...hahaha

8/26/2019 4:56:26 PM tronixinc I'd say learning to raise personal frequency.

8/26/2019 4:57:14 PM vickycnall 😢😢😢

8/26/2019 4:57:20 PM jaded_pearl This? https://www.life-enthusiast.com/shop/world-living-water-revitalizer-home/?attribute_pa_product=pipe-size-river-of-life-

1&gclid=Cj0KCQjwho7rBRDxARIsAJ5nhFpy9TijN0VE_MOPWi9LxUpfTWVmbKRZVEABdIMr0rAaH7p9EK_5158aAiJREALw_wcB …

8/26/2019 4:57:45 PM shining91109743 Ugh - help!  Feel on the verge of understanding.  I’ve filtered household water since 2009, quit listening to the radio 20 yrs ago cause it gave me 

headaches, wayched reruns of old shows, limited microwave use, when used, rarely in tupperware. Found Q 1st day, thus thread yr ago

8/26/2019 4:59:25 PM juanita42261553 That monkey is smarter than any of the Demonrats!!!

8/26/2019 5:00:10 PM jaded_pearl Or this? Big Price difference https://giftsfordifficultmothers.com/products/450ml-portable-vortex-usb-mixer-

diy?variant=19588988108913&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&utm_campaign=Google%20Shopping&gclid=Cj0KCQjwho7rBRDxARIsAJ5nhFp7

Q2PNnF2N_cr82ikZV9mOBTHjHOXI7Rswt_VKevMVuXvlp-QpHUAaAjSFEALw_wcB …

8/26/2019 5:01:38 PM shining91109743 Wow!  Expensive system.  Can just get a cup that spins the water around.

8/26/2019 5:02:19 PM shining91109743 This!  MJ said this was all that you needed

8/26/2019 5:04:52 PM riley99795809 No.

8/26/2019 5:07:59 PM sciblu27 More like 'leaving' you meant

8/26/2019 5:11:34 PM godfamcountry I believe this, but I'm trying to get more information on it.  I've looked up the patents for Senomyx, and all I see is that they use fetal cells/receptors for 

determining flavor, but not to make the flavorings themselves.  I'm going to keep searching. https://patents.justia.com/assignee/senomyx-

inc?page=3 …

8/26/2019 5:13:07 PM sbacktime2unite Thanks Lady! Much Love Back to You!! 💖💖🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/26/2019 5:13:32 PM godfamcountry The article you posted actually says there are no fetal cells in the actual food products, and never have been.  ?

8/26/2019 5:19:15 PM mstfortrump CP.  Confirmed Pedo!

8/26/2019 5:21:07 PM deadshotgames15 Same issue, the food is contacting the Foil, that's what the issue is, doesn't matter on top of dish or food on top of foil. Same result!

8/26/2019 5:26:41 PM charmanda9 Congratulations, mama! And good for you on standing firm against vaccines.

8/26/2019 5:30:11 PM deepbluesand How do you apply vortex energy ??

8/26/2019 5:33:31 PM deepbluesand Look up "Dragon tears" on Duckduckgo - NOT GOOGLE.

8/26/2019 5:34:44 PM freestateojones Zhengzhou Zoo staff member Tian Shuliao told local media: “This monkey is unlike other monkeys."

8/26/2019 5:39:47 PM blsdbe AMEN!!!

8/26/2019 5:40:47 PM deadshotgames15 Smoking Shisha with foil on it isn't entirely dangerous as the smoke that comes from the head also gets filtrated through water, think how could you 

really make rings or clouds that big if it wasn't softened for your bitch ass lungs lol!! But nah all good!

8/26/2019 5:42:11 PM ghost_of_billy_ The most impressive human ability video I have ever seen 

WIM HOF THE ICE MAN COMETH https://youtu.be/VaMjhwFE1Zw 

8/26/2019 5:42:16 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/Biz6uVrKIw

8/26/2019 5:43:16 PM cpace98 As gross and disgusting as it is, yes

8/26/2019 5:44:30 PM tcscamardo That's what I do use parchment  paper between the foil. I also have rubber mats that are safe to put on top of baking dishes.

8/26/2019 5:44:55 PM cpace98 The kidney cells. They sent the fetus out for other stuff too. Cosmetics too

8/26/2019 5:47:46 PM cpace98 Here is list of companies who use Hek  https://cogforlife.org/wp-content/uploads/fetalproductsall.pdf …

8/26/2019 5:50:30 PM pls72853 Yep..they stole our house over property taxes..we are still fighting it..NEVER GIVE UP..NEVER GIVE IN!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸



8/26/2019 5:51:07 PM hannelorebened1 @mitchellvii

@andweknow

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@thehill

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@paul_serran

@JohnKiriakou

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@KimDotcom

@TRUreporting

@X22Report

@GregRubini

@SaraCarterDC

@MilitaryTimes

@EllaaaCruzzz

@JesseBWatters

@Jordan_Sather_

@tracybeanz

@SGTreport

@LionelMedia

@JudgeJeanine
8/26/2019 5:52:00 PM pls72853 The masses..get petitions up👍👊

8/26/2019 5:52:36 PM lbf777 The trick is for all the MAGA people to gang up together. Mess with 1 of us, you mess with all of us.

8/26/2019 5:53:34 PM lbf777 Petitions are decent but rolling up to the water plant 100 strong is good too.

8/26/2019 5:54:06 PM ericpartchey Giving himself away

8/26/2019 5:57:44 PM iowa_trump Thank you, J.T.

8/26/2019 6:00:27 PM charmanda9 ☝😆👍

8/26/2019 6:02:35 PM charmanda9 Filling people’s bowels with unnecessary cells. Creating growths. People are obese. Infuriating.

8/26/2019 6:04:45 PM charmanda9 @Disce_Pati_1672 trip down memory lane. Not the pleasant kind, unfortunately.

8/26/2019 6:05:38 PM thejtwilde I love that water!

8/26/2019 6:07:14 PM rarelyasleep Yet he's holding CP.... @FBI

8/26/2019 6:14:00 PM blsdbe Well Done!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, #ThanQ, for this hint about #Greenland and the origins of the Thule Base there.

8/26/2019 6:14:16 PM archiebird4 TY! what is DMT?

8/26/2019 6:15:23 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/NiDhxSa7X3

8/26/2019 6:15:47 PM mountain_jump3r Greenland talk starts at 17:17. Thanks for sharing

8/26/2019 6:22:21 PM thekanehb And tbi which imo is worse. But I’m a woman soooo 🤷🏼♀️

8/26/2019 6:22:43 PM godfamcountry I've looked up the patents on this and it looks like it's only used in the process of figuring out what triggers certain tastes.  The fetal cells are not used in 

the final product that we ingest.  If you find anything more proving this, please forward.  Thank you.

8/26/2019 6:25:03 PM jonah_lw Dimethyltryptamine

8/26/2019 6:25:53 PM tkobeauty Arm n hammer also has aluminum. Need to go to health food store.

8/26/2019 6:26:13 PM godfamcountry Used in a few medications and facial products as well.  Just nothing we ingest....that we know of.  The list of "natural flavors" seems to be highly 

protected and not released to the public.  That should say something.

8/26/2019 6:50:01 PM jeezy_pe Weird Science! pic.twitter.com/3KejkxXVcV

8/26/2019 6:51:15 PM rhondanight 🥂😎

8/26/2019 6:53:33 PM mountain_jump3r Patiently waiting for [Healthcare]. 

I hope EH (KI+) is on your radar

8/26/2019 7:06:48 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://youtu.be/jYcnaYEzX7Y?t=22 …

8/26/2019 7:16:27 PM mr_fedorable Non-adult explicit material

8/26/2019 7:17:01 PM mr_fedorable C + P (abbreviation) = ????

Sickening

8/26/2019 7:17:17 PM mr_fedorable hahahahha

8/26/2019 7:19:28 PM mountain_jump3r To keep us from realizing our true power, trapped in duality consciousness. Sheep. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIvz4zSSUwg …

8/26/2019 7:21:43 PM mountain_jump3r The Secret Covenant

8/26/2019 7:25:45 PM rhondanight 93 current

8/26/2019 7:27:03 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "That's why the wife calls me..." pic.twitter.com/FiPulfmWzM

8/26/2019 7:29:21 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "When consuming reverse osmosis water, it is important to reintegrate safe minerals and 

nutrients back into the water. Hi […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1165826916139638784.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/26/2019 7:32:46 PM howdoyoumakeah1 the transgender person was the least forcibly removed

8/26/2019 7:40:31 PM nschlange I just got lost. He's one of who?

8/26/2019 7:40:50 PM mateuszwala Clown Party?

8/26/2019 7:46:55 PM karma4event201 Organ harvesting by these traffickers - no willing donors, no consent, no 

anesthesia- victims are alive and conscious when their organs are harvested, adults & children 

The monkeys will be treated the same

8/26/2019 7:47:17 PM tyetyler1 3.6.9. INDEED!  thanks for the info.  The LIGHT Celebrates!❤️

8/26/2019 7:47:39 PM giediknight Is it to open holes in another dimension to allow “them” in?

8/26/2019 7:48:13 PM _a_quila Besides what seems to be a promotion of CP could he also be wishing that Donald Trump is araist(erased)? pic.twitter.com/JDmsi2z3Xb

8/26/2019 7:49:18 PM cocopuffster12 I was born in 1963, I was given these pills in 2nd grade, during class. Our teacher gave the students these pills, could have also been school nurse.

8/26/2019 7:51:45 PM natureinspace Oh shit. Great find!

8/26/2019 7:52:27 PM cocopuffster12 I use it every day, I have RA. I am not on any western medicine for my RA.

8/26/2019 7:53:56 PM nschlange If patriots are in control now, why is the water still all messed up? Does anyone know the answer to that? The other side still seem to be doing an awful 

lot of harm to us. When will that end?

8/26/2019 7:54:48 PM cocopuffster12 Very thoughtful ♥️♥️♥️

8/26/2019 7:56:42 PM whisperz777 🤔 https://www.skywatchtv.com/2019/08/25/tom-horn-and-skywatch-tv-warned-you-it-was-coming-now-its-finally-arrived-the-biotech-industrial-

complex-readies-to-redefine-what-it-means-to-be-human-by-repeating-the-wo/ …

8/26/2019 7:58:05 PM lustmanshelley Trump has a long List of accomplishments,this world is very complicated and fixing everything isn’t instant coffee ...

8/26/2019 7:58:30 PM kodasminion What about kangen water instead of RO water?

8/26/2019 8:02:29 PM allahuniversal Great to have available where it's legal.

8/26/2019 8:10:59 PM cocopuffster12 That is so very cool.

8/26/2019 8:13:00 PM richard07759712 Lots of fall out from this notion!



8/26/2019 8:13:54 PM karma4event201 What agency sent the "hurricane Briefer"? 

Briefer was Deep State but what Agency?

8/26/2019 8:15:06 PM dark2light2019 Disappointed on no response from MJ though.

8/26/2019 8:16:32 PM floridayys I think you meant fluoridation.

So, let’s get this topic trending and offer up a list of solutions for everyone until we can get this practice banned.  ?

8/26/2019 8:18:22 PM hawkgirlinmn So EMP’s via nukes.

8/26/2019 8:19:03 PM oliheck The Archonts Plan an attack 🤔

8/26/2019 8:19:56 PM floridayys You sure know how to ruin someone’s day. 🤨

8/26/2019 8:20:52 PM allahuniversal May not be such a bad thing. The AMAs are also opportunities for us to help one another to find answers. Just starting the conversation. When 

thinking for ourselves offline, it's Ask Myself Anything, as our answers are within also.

8/26/2019 8:23:01 PM karma4event201 🤔🤔🤔 majestic 12 👍

But I understand your meaning & agree. 

Beings, who even the B team, can read and control your mind - do not have good intentions

8/26/2019 8:26:10 PM floridayys I called them once asking why 20 mule team borax is so great for killing fleas and roaches, why aren’t those uses on he box? They said because they 

would have to license it as a pest control...

What do you use Borax for?  do you actually drink it? 🤔

8/26/2019 8:27:04 PM karma4event201 Appears Someone on Mars got the same message "nukes in upper atmosphere"

8/26/2019 8:27:19 PM kathleen3693693 Was FOX News right all along? #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/16DVhNGXWy

8/26/2019 8:27:27 PM cocopuffster12 Nope

8/26/2019 8:28:51 PM floridayys I thought shiny meant non-porous? I want a link.

8/26/2019 8:30:40 PM holotechrd HERE @holotechrd We use frequencies to neutralize all chemicals so NO WORRIES ⚡💥⚛🌎🌌.. it on our page or get left behind...🤷🏽♂️.. Smarty 

❤️💯💪👑

8/26/2019 8:31:59 PM workitwayne PANIC

8/26/2019 8:36:15 PM godfamcountry The link you posted states it’s not used in the final products we ingest.  I’m just going by what I’ve seen so far, including the source of your excerpt.

8/26/2019 8:43:22 PM cocopuffster12 It should be legal everywhere. I get it from a grower in Indonesia. 3 kilos for $140. Variety of strains. It is truly amazing.

8/26/2019 8:45:54 PM winklerburke This is a reference to Eric Voeglin's observation... very poignant... as humans given enough power, become corrupt, and the universe makes them 

crazily bring a weird end-times scenario into being, when wisdom says, NO.  Hence: O & H's 16-year plan.  Developed by evil bank fams.

8/26/2019 8:46:16 PM terribug13 why have they done this?

8/26/2019 8:47:03 PM lightvanwarrior Everyone's pointed out the obvious that was meant to be seen, then ignored the other part.

BL_CKSM_THdesign

8/26/2019 8:48:30 PM winklerburke Why I say Q's "The Plan" cannot but include seizing the 100 Trillion$ from corrupt bank fam's, and paying OFF entirely national debt(s)... so FED is taken 

over by US Treasury, so int. rates can be set by market (never again by evil bank fam's.) and dollar linked to gold.  We win.

8/26/2019 8:50:34 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/26/2019 8:52:57 PM allahuniversal That's excellent pricing, and a default savings vs what would be spent with pharma for poisons. 

The DEA tried in 2016 (?) and failed to ban kratom federally, yet several states & municipalities have banned it. We know who's behind that. 

https://kraoma.com/kratom-legality-united-states/ …

8/26/2019 8:55:34 PM wearediamonds2 I have a theory this is why Joan Crawford was kicked off the Board of Pepsi in the 1970s, and then threatened to be killed/had an FBI file on her.

8/26/2019 8:55:49 PM n7guardiananon #FluorideFree

8/26/2019 8:57:29 PM wearediamonds2 I don't know if it is good or bad...a schoolmate I knew was born w/a bad heart and had to have a pig's heart transplant...seems to still be alive and even 

had her own children.

8/26/2019 8:58:07 PM wearediamonds2 This is not ok.

8/26/2019 9:02:27 PM starehope Thanks for the list! Unpleasant as it is. I don't use cosmetics, but many others do.

8/26/2019 9:02:51 PM nursewounds I use silver products in wounds, great for fighting bacteria and infection.

8/26/2019 9:03:33 PM terran_sol Ty!

8/26/2019 9:05:28 PM krogersw79 I spent time at Lloyd V Berkner highschool as a child all the time which was an original member and also the Majestic 12 theatre. Was that a part of 

grooming me for the awakening?

8/26/2019 9:15:51 PM d5tidalwave some are saying the flavor extraction process has issues with Polonium/cerium  many contaminates but the radioactivity of Polonium shreds dna at 

close range as per Dr. Hulda R Clark.

8/26/2019 9:17:32 PM wearediamonds2 I also cannot see what the tweet was. Did not know melatonin was bad!

8/26/2019 9:20:47 PM ksouth21 @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs

8/26/2019 9:21:44 PM blugurl3 that was coming from a guy that I dont know if his shorts can get any tighter.....does he have any balls at all?? or a dick??

8/26/2019 9:23:41 PM shushale Mommy Dearest.

8/26/2019 9:25:16 PM mountain_jump3r #FlourideFreeWater

#FlourideFreeWater

#FlourideFreeWater https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxerfsaEPYs …

8/26/2019 9:25:33 PM enomai_ Screwing the world up one drug at a time.

8/26/2019 9:27:41 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/uVqjJ7ygsV

8/26/2019 9:27:50 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ufkA54UtpJ

8/26/2019 9:34:57 PM wearediamonds2 I feel so dumb.Last year I bought an aquasana shower filter &water filter pitcher system thinking the whole time they removed fluoride.Looking @ 

their website after your posts & realize that was either falsely claimed/they changed it/or I'm already braindead from fluoride!

8/26/2019 9:36:15 PM wearediamonds2 I don't think that book was the truth.I think she fought against the idea of fetal cells used for flavoring and they got rid of her for it.

8/26/2019 9:36:57 PM johnquindell DONALD TRUMP IS A NO CRAPIST

8/26/2019 9:38:40 PM shushale Maybe.

Maybe she was a sacrifice.

8/26/2019 9:40:09 PM wearediamonds2 I think she was very much used and abused in many various ways during her entire life. A tragedy. She was a fighter.

8/26/2019 9:53:25 PM prism_wg_light very small amounts. theres actual health benefits to it. 

gotta be smart and research properly.: https://crunchybetty.com/getting-to-the-bottom-of-borax-is-it-safe-or-not/ …

8/26/2019 9:56:00 PM carolin15161363 No aming

8/26/2019 10:00:33 PM pauliepg11111 Scary.

8/26/2019 10:05:32 PM wls_09 Yeah. You should check out all the stories on YouTube and blogs.People switching back to meat for amazing results.Reverse 

diseases,autoimmune,diabetes,candida, thyroid fatigue, Alzheimer’s,+ many more. Animal products have always been a staple, but you fell into the 

food war trap

8/26/2019 10:10:56 PM mamiemcclure17 Or close a portal, that has been done thinking

8/26/2019 10:12:23 PM mamiemcclure17 Closing portals...

8/26/2019 10:17:02 PM mamiemcclure17 No, all life is precious harvesting organs, they must be purposefully killed.

8/26/2019 10:23:40 PM qscarecrow  https://thewatchtowers.org/meet-the-virtuous-pedophile-network-protected-by-twitter-the-minor-attracted-persons-movement-is-led-by-a-

canadian-doctor-who-demands-a-p-in-lgbt-and-twitter-is-accommod/amp/ … pic.twitter.com/dShuT1hPiX



8/26/2019 10:26:10 PM mamiemcclure17 The pituitary in the brain is the master gland and regulates endocrine glands it is in the mid brain concussions could damage shaking and forth. The 

hypothalamus just above the pituitary controls the pituitary gland, either would be problematic.

8/26/2019 10:26:59 PM cpace98 You’re welcome

8/26/2019 10:30:00 PM mamiemcclure17 🤡 operated so most likely yes

8/26/2019 10:34:50 PM mamiemcclure17 Clowns projection trying to CTA (cover their _$$)

8/26/2019 10:35:02 PM alhsdo_whitepaw My doctor at the VA prescribe me Omega-3, when I tried to refill my prescription and administrator had gone in and canceled it without notifying me or 

the doctor. Hmmmm.

8/26/2019 10:36:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Distilled water?

8/26/2019 10:43:03 PM stoneturnr Names several powerful people, implicates very shady companies, and the final post from them is "The statements I have made here are all lies. The 

people discussed are innocent. Please have this removed" Wow, I hope he's ok pic.twitter.com/XB3NGsRdHA

8/26/2019 10:44:24 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/9VbGCOIulx

8/26/2019 10:47:08 PM mamiemcclure17 His name was Seth Rich RIP❤️ pic.twitter.com/EImvKMnDa3

8/26/2019 10:49:27 PM mamiemcclure17 Ordered some Saturday, thank you for the information.❤️

8/26/2019 10:54:43 PM mamiemcclure17 #WeThePeople demand #FlourideFreeWater and #FlourideFreeToothpaste.  We want to be #FlourideFree

8/26/2019 11:01:04 PM mamiemcclure17 We scare them more we are awakening and more and more aware.

8/26/2019 11:05:43 PM mongrelglory An IS-BE 🌞

8/26/2019 11:08:45 PM mamiemcclure17 That makes sense, had a cadaver bone graft that was supposed to be non rejected by my body. My immune system destroyed it needed another 

cervical spinal surgery taking bone from my hip and added multiple plates. Said no blood supply (sterile) no rejection-not true

8/26/2019 11:10:24 PM mamiemcclure17 Everything bought says natural flavoring on the ingredient list.

8/26/2019 11:20:01 PM mamiemcclure17 If you get tap water put in a bowl shine a bright light into it, can see things moving like thin worms, county, city and bottled water, what is that?

8/26/2019 11:30:26 PM weshallrise144k ETA on clean water and free energy?

8/27/2019 12:00:34 AM bcsknees So they cant even be tossed out on their ass when they act out?Must be nice. Me? Hell last time The bouncers Tossed me then beat my ass. 

Consequently I dont go to the bar with my sister anymore she starts to much shit.

8/27/2019 12:01:39 AM ptamait It also can excrete flouride and heavy metals in the body and may fight off breast cancer that is linked to aluminum deodarants.

8/27/2019 12:08:02 AM ptamait If you want to decalcify your body/pineal then raw animal fat will do, it will even dissolve heavy substances such as epoxy glue in the body. On another 

subject,  phytic acid is the silent mineral leacher, learn more here. https://www.westonaprice.org/ 

8/27/2019 12:10:40 AM tc89714982 Aluminum cans?

8/27/2019 12:18:13 AM decentralizere1 The stuff your body produces during sleep. Some believe its basically a portal to another...place. There are 2 types I know of, N,N DMT and 5MEO DMT. 

5meo DMT takes you beyond anything you can imagine. NN DMT is a bit less intense but still quite the experience.

8/27/2019 12:18:55 AM anangelhasland1 Uh oh...

8/27/2019 12:28:05 AM playactiongamer Is that risky? Benevolent ET's strongly discourage us from using nukes for any reason.

8/27/2019 12:28:32 AM splucas22 ...and football players who can't get boners is important news because?....

8/27/2019 12:36:45 AM playactiongamer Water Distillers are best, been using one for a few years now.

8/27/2019 12:38:57 AM playactiongamer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hello MJ, do Illuminati and regressive ETs worked together hand in hand?

8/27/2019 12:43:05 AM karma4event201 They are Fishing. 

Fishing for: 

Undisclosed Health info or concussed Weiners  🙃 😆

8/27/2019 12:50:46 AM alexandercody7 Dimethyltriptamine, it's produced in your pineal gland. You may have learned in school that only melatonin is produced there.

8/27/2019 1:13:42 AM starbroker TBH I am getting so tired of unsubstantiated claims.

8/27/2019 1:28:54 AM debbiem27601353 Not funny

8/27/2019 1:29:30 AM debbiem27601353 How about wearing men shorts

8/27/2019 1:34:08 AM supernovaslight  pic.twitter.com/SsSuPtkOqW

8/27/2019 1:46:11 AM carmindabrendel @intheMatrixxx @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @striderraven1 @prayingmedic @cjtruth @TheSharpEdge1 @HawtinGibb @Cordicon 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Utsava4

8/27/2019 1:53:33 AM al652 No it's not

8/27/2019 1:58:17 AM hawtingibb That’s Fucken beyond sick ! The death penalty too good for these gremlins !

8/27/2019 1:59:43 AM carmindabrendel Whole other level of Satanists out there 😢😢

8/27/2019 2:00:14 AM cjtruth Beyond evil and sick

8/27/2019 2:01:16 AM hawtingibb Am gona ask a Very stupid questing which I know the answer 2 , is this 100 real ??? X

8/27/2019 2:04:06 AM carmindabrendel Yes ... also an anon stepped forward explaining 5 years ago in China it was seen as a delicacy to eat human babies

8/27/2019 2:10:22 AM hawtingibb When I was on holiday , someone posted , Chinese cooking a dog alive , am no joking C-B the video still haunts me to this day , I was an emotional mess 

! Then find out there also eating baby’s ! Fuk me ! We would never know this stuff without DJT and Q xxxx great work C-B xxxx

8/27/2019 2:27:03 AM 1111spark369 Dang, I’d be deleting apps like crazy!

8/27/2019 2:28:26 AM europepatriot Clever furry little git........................I hope you made it!

8/27/2019 2:31:58 AM carmindabrendel I always said if they can eat dogs they’re capable of anything

8/27/2019 2:32:08 AM tamravee yo Drake

8/27/2019 2:36:03 AM tamravee Ya know, guys are tired of being tricked . How did this gender confusion become a FLOOD ? VAXXX ? Yes 

Lack of male role models? Yes 

My heart goes out to them but I have met a few that are unstable and vile . What is a nation to do? Imagine being a child these days

8/27/2019 2:37:09 AM tamravee A tidal wave hitting NYC is depicted on our $ SYSTEM

8/27/2019 2:37:54 AM iamjackstumor Oh come on! Lol

8/27/2019 2:37:58 AM tamravee Infiltration is the NWO way

8/27/2019 2:40:11 AM tamravee Well, RUTH is showing up so I guess all dead people can be recreated but souless

8/27/2019 2:41:56 AM tamravee fully brainwashed and incapable of defending anyone against an enemy .

So many fluffy men . pic.twitter.com/62AkbYnV55

8/27/2019 2:42:52 AM tamravee Thanks !

8/27/2019 2:42:54 AM iamjackstumor I had to watch twice and I still can’t believe the “I lost my shoe” monstrosity wasn’t the transgender. Meh....social justice bullshit wasting the LAPDs 

time. This wouldn’t be an issue had the man not decided to have tits as well. I’m not judging the person but the reactions. BS!

8/27/2019 3:17:23 AM maryschade14 Wow Crawford to a public beating for Mommy Dearest..the media did that to Judy Garland as well calling her drink etc..now I get the picture..thanQ

8/27/2019 3:18:33 AM truthseeker273 You don’t need RO to remove chlorine. The Berkey removes 99.3% with their fluoride filters.  These are used by the US Govt when they send people 

overseas.

8/27/2019 3:19:12 AM maryschade14 Yes..I can promise a so called Dr won't tell you what is in them.

8/27/2019 3:20:16 AM maryschade14 Thank God I am allergic to certain ingredients. If they force me..I can literally say it would be attemted murder.

8/27/2019 3:21:23 AM truthseeker273 Yes, I was tested. There are heavy metal tests that can be done. They have to give you a chelating agent in advance and then I believe it was urine 

collection over  a 12 hour period. It was a long time ago so I’m not sure.

8/27/2019 3:39:37 AM donnadiluce1 Changing your diet can be live changing. I was a few years ago very frequently ill. Till a homeopathic healer told me about the food triggers. In the 

beginning it was difficult but now is live so much better. Yes I do eat meat again but only bio. Without meat I have always hunger



8/27/2019 3:42:58 AM terran_sol Plus it's very suspicious that that final comment came 4 days after. MK reprogramming kicked in? Or maybe he's dead & that's just an agent trying to 

clean his mess.

8/27/2019 3:50:07 AM rafngeirdal What the man holding letters is obviously conveying, is that if C is used where that bottom line is, the word would mean RACIST but if P would be used, 

it would be RAPIST. So according to that man, that looks like Michael James Schneider: DONALD TRUMP IS A RACIST and/or RAPIST.

8/27/2019 3:55:36 AM latijeravillage Abort that monkey

8/27/2019 4:06:24 AM andrew13892378 Its not just that monkey! There is a very noticeable shift in animal intelligence across the board right at my own premise and evident all across the 

Internet. Are humans missing out? if so is it because of manipulations to our reality? Is it the next most dominant species turn?

8/27/2019 4:20:33 AM andrew13892378 We know by a long shot he's not perfect, he may even be all of those things, what is Important is the role he is currently fulfilling, his key skills, the 

cooperation he has, and the future he has given hope for. Never before has the world had such potent skilled hope for justice

8/27/2019 4:48:12 AM zagnett Those particular "interdimensional entities" sound none-too-friendly.🤨

8/27/2019 4:52:11 AM zagnett Yes, absolutely...

@BLCKSMTHdesign = 🤡

8/27/2019 4:56:11 AM zagnett How can these separate supply lines apparently for Healing Agents be preserved & then massively enlarged for the general Population? 🤨🧐🤔

8/27/2019 4:57:36 AM zagnett SmartWater? To me, seems the only one even close. But idk for sure.🤨

8/27/2019 5:01:34 AM zagnett 👍

8/27/2019 5:03:30 AM zagnett Good Question!🤓😎👍

8/27/2019 5:19:47 AM bonlives68 Water with a high silica content, so that the silica can wash out the metals of of yr system

8/27/2019 5:36:38 AM jswdh1 I did too.. I always use the skinny side closest to the food.... not anymore tho....

8/27/2019 5:37:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 They are really rejecting opening access to human trafficking. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1166323977939312640 …

8/27/2019 5:37:38 AM thekanehb Yeah you need that O3. Big time

8/27/2019 5:38:42 AM dagandre5 can you say something about the Rainforrest found that Norway supported ? It was closed not so long ago.

8/27/2019 5:39:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yet his rallies are larger than ever in every single state he attends. Do you trust the Fake News to tell you the truth? 

https://twitter.com/axios/status/1166306613529128961 …

8/27/2019 5:40:22 AM quarkfear1 National abc 86 law applies= can’t sue

8/27/2019 5:41:49 AM hawkgirlinmn I knew there had to be a reason Trump didnt attend that part of the G7 meeting!

8/27/2019 5:41:55 AM jswdh1 Good!

8/27/2019 5:42:24 AM realbenoliver Just how moronic are these journalists and news organisations? It's now 4 years since Trump started his campaign and they haven't moved one tiny bit.

8/27/2019 5:43:27 AM catsnexttime Never trust them!

8/27/2019 5:43:47 AM richard07759712 The Answer May surprise you 

👉🏼 DNA & Wiring

Learned behaviors impact (we are all taught right from wrong) our Soul. Wiring is Spiritual & our nature is encode into 🧬 

The only real answer for change is rewire: This is a Spirit2Soul endeavor which metaphysically impacts 🧬

8/27/2019 5:43:50 AM quarkfear1 It was a drug  that has a mescaline type affect

8/27/2019 5:46:31 AM jswdh1 That's ridiculous! I went to the Cinci rally! 20k people! Prob more than that! Wonderful experience! You could feel the love between everyone! No 

violence! Only reason trash was on ground was because cans were full! Only about 5 protesters! Items left outside were not stolen!

8/27/2019 5:46:57 AM drbohammer Hey Zag. The separate supply lines aren’t just for healing agents etc. They’re also for all food, beverages, and other consumables... fabrics, paper 

products, etc

8/27/2019 5:48:03 AM gravey6 It is amazing how they play us as Fools, when it’s right out in the open!

8/27/2019 5:48:52 AM campbells_way Both interesting and infuriating to finally understand the “money”!!

8/27/2019 5:52:41 AM guy_karen Deceivers

8/27/2019 5:54:34 AM godblessqanons 😂😂😂FAKE News will apparently never learn! We LOVE POTUS!

8/27/2019 6:00:10 AM rev_mel I was at the El Paso Rally. His momentum is increasing!

8/27/2019 6:00:22 AM robinreitsma1 I was thinking this yesterday. that the story about the fires reminded me of the California fires ( purposely set, to get money for Illegal aliens / human 

trafficking)...

8/27/2019 6:02:54 AM sterkinglights1  https://images.app.goo.gl/o1tYqFbUVs1KFZzU9 …

8/27/2019 6:03:08 AM qld_truthseeker 👏

8/27/2019 6:03:17 AM riley99795809 Has the Fake News EVER told us the Truth?

8/27/2019 6:03:44 AM ericpartchey No!

8/27/2019 6:04:45 AM wasps_sting As tweeted by President Trump August 26th 2019 7.25pm

"The story by Axios that President Trump wanted to blow up large hurricanes with nuclear weapons prior to reaching shore is ridiculous. I never said 

this. 

Just more FAKE NEWS!"

8/27/2019 6:05:28 AM xiolamoon They really need to stop playing around with our life force, planet Earth, this is insanity. We need to start cleaning this place up, starting with nuke 

dumps all over USA. #SanOnofre #Fukushima2PointUhOh

8/27/2019 6:08:00 AM xiolamoon He knows what we are IN or ON and he's not buying their BS. They want to enslave us in smart cities, those that are left anyways, after they blast 

America with fires, hurricanes and mayhem to get their way. #Agenda21

8/27/2019 6:10:41 AM keith369me It actually does not surprise me...but there are clearly environmental factors as play as well.  What % of Starseeds live in cities?  Probably very few 

compared to the general population.  Do Starseeds move away from densely populated areas or are connections suppressed?

8/27/2019 6:12:32 AM 313looper Amazing ... 🇧🇷 👊🏻💥

@jairbolsonaro has done a great job ! 

He’s already destroyed “Emmanuel Macron” when calling on him for his misplaced “Colonialist Mentality” ! 

What the heck is with the “ DEAL “ , if that’s a humanitarian or environmental aid...!? Pathetic!

8/27/2019 6:13:31 AM keith369me $20 million is a small bribe...a few celebrities should be able to scrape that together in about 5 minutes.  You’d think the number would be billions...like 

Haiti...financial ties cut?

8/27/2019 6:14:27 AM stryker73 LameStream media is truly the enemy of the people

8/27/2019 6:15:00 AM keith369me I love how they play up Pocahontas crowds but will never mention Trump crowds.

8/27/2019 6:16:33 AM 313looper President Trump had a phone conversation with President Bolsonaro , just before flying to France for G7...!

8/27/2019 6:18:03 AM brown_eyedladyj #JusticeForSethRich

8/27/2019 6:18:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Creepy

8/27/2019 6:18:30 AM sterkinglights1 Ummm... Probably not. pic.twitter.com/cO4oua493T

8/27/2019 6:19:20 AM telephony55 Smarter than the average Hillary voter....



8/27/2019 6:22:17 AM trinaaltadonna The best poll you could ever follow would be the common sense poll. Watch the volumes of ppl attending Trump rallies. They wait in line for hours and 

thousands are turned away. Think of the thousands at home that wished they could go.

8/27/2019 6:23:50 AM barb09464508 Dear @axios pic.twitter.com/1iuPrphrwf

8/27/2019 6:24:21 AM charitable_fury Destroying evidence...”trying” to...FEAR of exposure!...DESPERATION breeds DESPERATE action!!😎🇺🇸

8/27/2019 6:24:45 AM zagnett Hi Dr. Bo! Are these products you mention different/special than the ones typically consumed by the "masses"? Or are [their] different special items 

simply loaded up on e.g. the same trucks & labeled differently? Generally, how does this "separate supply line" actually work?🤔

8/27/2019 6:31:23 AM godfamcountry When I'm trying to red pill others I just need more proof.  The whole thing is disgusting and makes me want to puke.  I'm sure that list of natural flavors 

is beyond sickening.

8/27/2019 6:31:37 AM aurorasreality Think you don’t fight ;)

8/27/2019 6:32:33 AM allahuniversal Very easy decode, saw this sicko when it posted its "art"

8/27/2019 6:33:17 AM aurorasreality Best way to get RO water

8/27/2019 6:35:26 AM kessenao Oooo.. yes.. What is Axios is lying.. pic.twitter.com/FVFnU8ccSv

8/27/2019 6:37:22 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/LpmgWpLO2Q

8/27/2019 6:38:28 AM zaxes5 No way! The MSM is as corrupt as Hillary herself.

8/27/2019 6:39:36 AM karma4event201 For decades, they have known the brain is permanently injured with every head injury. 

Each  football game, there are multiple tackles & hits => multiple permanent brain injuries

8/27/2019 6:42:07 AM seeker229 Looks like we got ourselves a camper here. pic.twitter.com/TtSUyXkakb

8/27/2019 6:42:47 AM sicmundusadam i don't know where they got it but they are scum for inventing it in there 1st place

8/27/2019 6:45:59 AM lbf777 It’s a lot for 3rd world.

8/27/2019 6:46:10 AM guy_karen Zero privacy

8/27/2019 6:49:22 AM jojoe12299 What does it stand for? I'm clueless, please help.

8/27/2019 6:51:00 AM jwjjwest Complete Bullshit!!

8/27/2019 6:51:30 AM livnwlupus Nope

8/27/2019 6:54:29 AM conservativma Oh my 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮 so evil

8/27/2019 6:56:40 AM tresmagus The same person that said Hillary had a 98.5% chance of winning the presidency.

8/27/2019 6:58:29 AM supernovaslight I suppose same goes for aluminum pots. pic.twitter.com/a9tGfnEfcB

8/27/2019 6:59:46 AM laurelholub Definitely!!

8/27/2019 6:59:48 AM slayerofmatrix1 What is “it” ?

8/27/2019 7:00:59 AM cstarr888 Thank you. I haven't seen this in a while. 🧐🙏💖

8/27/2019 7:01:48 AM anneolsen43 Is it really a fire like they say it is ?

8/27/2019 7:02:04 AM lightseeker2012 Did [THEY] start the fires?

8/27/2019 7:03:24 AM anneolsen43 There isn’t any truth anymore that we can "see”

8/27/2019 7:04:28 AM anneolsen43 What is it ?

8/27/2019 7:05:17 AM mbs357 People need to remember what happened in Haiti after the earthquake.

8/27/2019 7:06:07 AM allahuniversal 🧀 🍕

8/27/2019 7:07:27 AM anneolsen43 But that’s too obvious, No? But then again.... they aren’t the smartest

8/27/2019 7:07:44 AM enomai_ So is many other harmful chemicals

8/27/2019 7:08:05 AM anneolsen43 Hey MJ- could you tell us the answer?

8/27/2019 7:09:40 AM hcraig0062_h I'm guessing there is more to this that we really don t want to know ......

8/27/2019 7:10:20 AM allahuniversal #ThesePeopleAreStupid #ThesePeopleAreSick

MJ's likely not going to answer, as the comments have the answers

8/27/2019 7:11:15 AM anneolsen43 I think MJ will answer 😜

8/27/2019 7:12:35 AM renee86743676 AXHOLES

8/27/2019 7:14:57 AM sterkinglights1 Holds c close to hart project p. Clowns patriots. No camping camp fires. Standing in front of a green new wall. Pink letters.

8/27/2019 7:17:48 AM ravisingkeegan why not just show china the flying saucers or the aliens living here? why the need for them to see something on the moon, to believe what President 

Trump is saying?

8/27/2019 7:22:00 AM drbohammer Variety of delivery mechanisms. Product differences include things like non-GMO foods, non-toxic clothing, non-toxic cooking utensils, more accurate 

medications, topicals without mercury or lead in them, etc

8/27/2019 7:23:12 AM lilangels44 How are we supposed to know if god is good and clean if all labels are basically lies and organic food is actually not organic?  I'm unable to grow wk my 

own food.

8/27/2019 7:30:42 AM zagnett Ok we need to secure & expand all this then, & prosecute & take away all resources (at the very least) from all those who designed it with the purpose 

of keeping all the good stuff for [themselves] & force-feeding all the crap to everyone else. Truly miffed.🧐

8/27/2019 7:36:29 AM irisfoxnycgrand 👇👇👇

8/27/2019 7:38:36 AM freeandoriginal Yes ! 👏

8/27/2019 7:39:15 AM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/Y5PJXzoXDC

8/27/2019 7:50:05 AM covertress Anons understand now why we've been targeted daily by the FAKE NEWS media and SHILLS? 

TODAY THEY ARE LEARNING THE TRUTH.

You have been prepared for what is about to take place. 

DARK TO LIGHT.

ENJOY THE SHOW!

WWG1WGA!!!

Q pic.twitter.com/iehPaHYpdg

8/27/2019 7:50:35 AM crt14361013 ✔✔✔✔✔

8/27/2019 7:51:39 AM nurseniceyes Not a good idea. From an infectious diseases stand point.

8/27/2019 7:54:16 AM allahuniversal You make a really good point. Their answers and proofs show up outside of Twitter pretty often, when I'm least expecting it & not even looking for it. 

Some have a way with words, they have a way with consciousness 👁 😏

8/27/2019 8:17:12 AM enomai_ So, hullicinating to the point of seeing evil demons is okay? And, we all should just give away our souls to it.

8/27/2019 8:17:19 AM bananen72077651 Operation fishbowl.

8/27/2019 8:29:00 AM deniseann410 FAKE NEWS. AGAIN. 🙄🙄🙄

8/27/2019 8:30:34 AM ksouth21 This is pretty big news. @DawsonSField @oldmanluvsmineo @LanaAshford1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/27/2019 8:36:28 AM garypre62441595 Not at all...

#EnemyOfThePeople

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

8/27/2019 8:45:55 AM phreatomagnetic Meaning they don't want the "International Community" to come in and help themselves to planeloads of native children while they publicly claim to 

help with the fires?

8/27/2019 8:48:17 AM usss_211 Not on your life (lives)...

8/27/2019 8:51:30 AM suekonkel Realist is most appropriate

8/27/2019 9:05:14 AM nardamills1 I like this picture of Jesus.

8/27/2019 9:06:11 AM blackice62 They are already setting the stage. When Trump wins in 2020 they(the base) will cry out that there was voter fraud. Most of the base still doesnt 

believe he won in 2016. So here we are and they are doing it again. #Trump2020

8/27/2019 9:08:25 AM usss_211 😡



8/27/2019 9:15:06 AM charmanda9 Well, you can see photos and footage of the fires, but think about how high the humidity and moisture level in the rainforest is. It doesn’t make a 

whole lot of sense how it would start, unless unnatural.

8/27/2019 9:19:51 AM charmanda9 I’m sorry to say, but I doubt this is the first time this has happened, like they say. This is the first time they are publicly admitting it, is more likely.

8/27/2019 9:20:36 AM charmanda9 Agreed ♥️

8/27/2019 9:22:05 AM charmanda9 Love Swerdlow

8/27/2019 9:24:34 AM havefaith_maga People are going to be sick once they realize that mixing animal DNA with human creating pathetic cross breed creatures (or experiments such as the 

military are doing atm with goats/spiders (bullet proof humans eventually) has been ongoing for some time now.

8/27/2019 9:24:47 AM charmanda9 According to how ascension is supposed to work, I believe so.

8/27/2019 9:26:11 AM andyr1112 I'm not sure how to even ask this.. but experiments done on us in a past life... do they travel with us to the next? Why do we experiment on our own or 

hell why r we hurting people still?  https://youtu.be/Bq7PrvZAP0M 

8/27/2019 9:27:53 AM ragingstorm0512 Oh most definitely agree unfortunately 😕

8/27/2019 9:28:42 AM f45_5 Indeed. He truly is a Gem of a Soul. 

I ❤️him 2 and all others shining Bright Lights on Truths 4 Justice!  WE need as many Lights as possible.  We are Making a difference for positive energy

 & feel it happening. 

✨💕✨

8/27/2019 9:29:31 AM pauliepg11111 Omg

8/27/2019 9:30:03 AM charmanda9 Yes! 👀

8/27/2019 9:32:46 AM charmanda9 I’m reminded of the waves emitted on 11/11 right now. Frequency shift.

8/27/2019 9:32:57 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/iwihAc25VB

8/27/2019 9:35:07 AM djlok It asked for me to subscribe. I just wanted to see if #BigMike was involved.

8/27/2019 9:35:41 AM charmanda9 Yes, the shift is happening 💓💗💓 Most of us, here anyway, are syncing up.

8/27/2019 9:39:21 AM roaminnoodle Good dig!

Also #NXIVM's Keith Raniere=Vanguard. Coincidence?

"Raniere, who had adopted the title 'Vanguard' from a favorite arcade game he'd played as a kid, in which the destruction of one's enemies increased 

one's own power."

Interesting name choice?! https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/features/how-smallvilles-allison-mack-went-actress-sex-cult-slaver-1112107 …

8/27/2019 9:39:36 AM f45_5 Yes.  I’ve been in dialogue with crazy toaster b4 & proton & other such folks, but not following, I will do so know, hope u FB 2

8/27/2019 9:40:34 AM f45_5 We can deselect YouTube from discussions

8/27/2019 9:40:55 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AJ is saying that Satan is described as an AI Machine in the bible. That makes the most sense, is this Majestic knowledge? 3 Star 

General knowledge?

8/27/2019 9:43:12 AM dynamicres yeah its been feeling like it. pic.twitter.com/CoVxRRN9iF

8/27/2019 9:46:02 AM charmanda9 I saw that begin to emerge earlier. We got a wingy!

8/27/2019 9:47:07 AM qanonrestart  https://twitter.com/QanonRestart/status/1166390379974934530?s=20 …

8/27/2019 9:48:12 AM djlok Nobody could hide it like Toledo.

8/27/2019 9:51:14 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any of these legit?  pic.twitter.com/EofSNZ5U0B

8/27/2019 9:59:01 AM missy968 Leonardo DiCaprio and Madonna...

8/27/2019 10:01:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think for yourself. 

Message over messenger. 

The Great Awakening. pic.twitter.com/GmQn0IAuZs

8/27/2019 10:03:03 AM peterjonathanna Is there a vaccine that is actually safe and works?

8/27/2019 10:03:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who scream the loudest are posessing CP.

8/27/2019 10:05:21 AM jenncbonneville  pic.twitter.com/p5P3TwOKj2

8/27/2019 10:06:12 AM jvan125 I’m of the mindset now that God created our human bodies to be able to cure ourselves of EVERYTHING not in our vibration. And that [they] created 

‘diseases’ to have an excuse to poison us...

8/27/2019 10:06:38 AM lbf777 They are so desperately trying to hang onto their power structure but it continues to slip away from their hands.

8/27/2019 10:07:17 AM qanonrestart are we going to see incredible things happening in Iran soon and before 2020 elections?

8/27/2019 10:08:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was Seth Rich named? https://twitter.com/EdwardTHardy/status/1165964610219823105 …

8/27/2019 10:08:57 AM state1union The schools any including college won’t let our children to enter if they are not poisoned with this evil crap 💩

8/27/2019 10:09:14 AM girlawakeinca I like our cult. It allows you think for yourself. #WWG1WGA 🙏💫❤️ pic.twitter.com/TrXcdr8BuO

8/27/2019 10:09:18 AM jvan125 😆 These people are______

8/27/2019 10:10:27 AM sterkinglights1 Stupid/loudest!

8/27/2019 10:11:09 AM missy968 We know what CP is. This guy is a moron

8/27/2019 10:11:11 AM realityloominng ALICE?

8/27/2019 10:11:26 AM djlok Nope.  And yet everyone knew who he was taking about.

8/27/2019 10:11:32 AM phreatomagnetic I agree.

I was, however, only referring to the somewhat colloquial usage: "Hastening the Apocalypse" in a very literal sense.

8/27/2019 10:12:14 AM robinreitsma1 Absolutely!

8/27/2019 10:12:25 AM jollyrob2 That’s what I thought 💭

8/27/2019 10:12:41 AM rizzo1megan Yeah my migraines and this go hand in hand.

8/27/2019 10:13:19 AM girlawakeinca The answer is... pic.twitter.com/XJBDwT70xS

8/27/2019 10:13:33 AM lbf777 Robert Dinero, Eminem...

8/27/2019 10:18:11 AM jrocktigers I would think it is more than just possessing. They are likely the investors and progenitors.

8/27/2019 10:21:13 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/MBguHVFeEE

8/27/2019 10:22:27 AM anneolsen43 Possessing or processing?

8/27/2019 10:24:51 AM anneolsen43 @AllahUniversal he answered... sorta 😜

8/27/2019 10:27:07 AM allahuniversal Sorta kinda almost a little bit in a way possibly maybe 😁

8/27/2019 10:29:02 AM roaminnoodle Thank you, Ms. Liz! I just shared a screen shot of iodine benefits with her. Which I know she'll read, and hopefully get her interested enough to begin 

taking it, too. Thanks again and kindest regards!

8/27/2019 10:31:05 AM deb12233 Liars. Desperate. Losers...

8/27/2019 10:32:38 AM wandaspangler2  pic.twitter.com/JWZupXBIsA

8/27/2019 10:34:39 AM rexti_inpa  pic.twitter.com/nKIz0Tcc3X

8/27/2019 10:36:47 AM jojoe12299 Thank you

8/27/2019 10:39:08 AM starehope Oh so true.

8/27/2019 10:40:12 AM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/3wMMybrMOe



8/27/2019 10:40:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 They mock you. 

They think you are stupid.

Are you? pic.twitter.com/C88iilW1mA

8/27/2019 10:40:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Truth in this message. 

Not an endorsement. 

Message over messenger. https://youtu.be/2ovhbT-Iulc 

8/27/2019 10:40:23 AM renee86743676 Eddy who paid you to say that

8/27/2019 10:40:46 AM flobo2018  pic.twitter.com/XwKAHG9YDu

8/27/2019 10:41:01 AM renee86743676 EYES WIDE OPEN.

8/27/2019 10:41:06 AM highhopesusa Tavistock creates new medical conditions for the purpose of prescribing drugs. For example “Shyness” can be treated with “Paxil”.

8/27/2019 10:42:38 AM richzen2 Stopped drinking coffee and been feeling great ever since

8/27/2019 10:42:46 AM theraphinj Not one gold standard study exists proving safety or efficacy in over 100 years

Don’t ya think it’s time we had one?

Think otherwise?

Your a danger and should be locked up

8/27/2019 10:43:00 AM keith369me When the education system mandates certain vaccines your choices are read it and comply, don’t read it and comply, pull your child from school, or 

claim you are a protected class (lie)

8/27/2019 10:43:05 AM rafngeirdal Yes, Michael James Schneider asks: why not both. Even though his question is without question mark, it’s pretty clear that he considers Donald Trump 

to be BOTH a racist and rapist.

8/27/2019 10:43:59 AM gulfcoastchelle What’s up with coffee???? 😳😳

8/27/2019 10:44:42 AM guy_karen Five bucks. What a scam

8/27/2019 10:45:15 AM jayrambin Do you really think they’d set it up so we could thwart them that easily?

8/27/2019 10:45:16 AM keith369me Investgative journalism is dead except for those having their first amendment rights violated.

8/27/2019 10:45:29 AM allahuniversal Can't wait to see what the DSM-6 looks like

8/27/2019 10:46:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourself about the dangers associated with caffeine. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1166405075851501568 …

8/27/2019 10:47:25 AM jvan125 Well cocaine used to be in Coca Cola, right? Similar effect? 🤔

8/27/2019 10:47:25 AM highhopesusa Like a joke probably

8/27/2019 10:47:38 AM ghost_of_billy_ Drink Lemon water in the am instead

8/27/2019 10:48:11 AM cledrordfishing We can't eat or drink anything fun!!!

Lol.....

8/27/2019 10:48:43 AM scott_rick I stopped for 2 months... back at it now🥴

8/27/2019 10:48:49 AM keith369me Your pineal gland is calcified by caffeine

8/27/2019 10:48:51 AM adubay1mnmaga We see past the MSM we the people now the truth.

So help us God.

8/27/2019 10:48:55 AM brianmi70269102 Both funny and disturbing. I already gave up the booze and cigarettes....I'm not ready to give up my cup/s of Joe, lol.

8/27/2019 10:49:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anybody catch Nazi EU attempting to force 45 hand into nuclear agreement with Iran?

Who is more important?

UK or EU?

45 = US

8/27/2019 10:49:39 AM orbital_pi I don't drink coffee, I see coffee as a drug, people are so so so addicted to it that it worries me. Some people go literally crazy if they can't get a coffee 

😱

Will watch the video, thanks

8/27/2019 10:49:45 AM brianmi70269102 Both funny and disturbing. I already gave up the booze and cigarettes....I'm not ready to give up my cup/s of Joe, lol. What are your thoughts?

8/27/2019 10:49:58 AM noidaho_gal Ugh, been using it to help w/head pains rather than grabbing a zomig all the tyme. ThanQ for the reinforcement! I do  http://need.to  quit

8/27/2019 10:50:04 AM momekool1 So you must have cp on your computer???

8/27/2019 10:50:22 AM blsdbe TRUTH IN ADVERTISING!!! That was funny and informative 🥰🙏🥰 pic.twitter.com/LguRen2aXP

8/27/2019 10:50:37 AM starehope It is hard. Go to decaf first. It may be easier.

8/27/2019 10:50:52 AM _girlmaher_ I'm back into my home after giving up coffee while on vacation and I realize my home is simply a stage where I putter around for a while and then have 

yet another cup of coffee. I'm going to have to move now...

8/27/2019 10:51:01 AM cledrordfishing America is more important than either of them. 

A strong America will be = to a stronger safer world.

8/27/2019 10:51:31 AM phreatomagnetic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbfgFyfHSMU …

8/27/2019 10:51:40 AM keith369me Is there any liquid  except rainwater (or RO water) that wasn’t designed to dumb us down?  In a matter of days we shrivel up and die if we avoid it.  

This is not free will!!!

8/27/2019 10:51:42 AM momekool1 No it’s vastly GROWN! Liar, liar pants on fire...🔥 🔥 🔥

8/27/2019 10:51:45 AM zack_stone Strength through peace

8/27/2019 10:52:07 AM freedomgaia On dirait bien

8/27/2019 10:52:11 AM starehope 😂😂😂

8/27/2019 10:52:32 AM citoyen_resist I am apauled by this move of my french imposture of a president, he may be removed soon thanks to political reset.

8/27/2019 10:53:24 AM laura_twelve 😢 ugh

8/27/2019 10:53:26 AM keith369me Walk behind 45 Queen Elizabeth.  Fight yellow vests, fight

8/27/2019 10:53:49 AM anneolsen43 Decaf?

8/27/2019 10:54:53 AM mongrelglory Sounds like a plan! 👍

8/27/2019 10:55:35 AM sh4deekat Can we have tea time next! pic.twitter.com/fOwRlGcZ0I

8/27/2019 10:56:05 AM nurseniceyes It isn't bad. In fact, It didn't start out that way at all, but with overuse everything becomes bad. http://www.thebioneer.com/caffeine-affects-

neurotransmitters-profoundly-changes-brain/ …

8/27/2019 10:56:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have it within you to give up all of the drugs.

8/27/2019 10:56:37 AM nea_storm LOVE-IT!!! pic.twitter.com/oQkWZErx5s

8/27/2019 10:58:28 AM anneolsen43 I could read that as 45=US US=40 40=RR

8/27/2019 10:58:39 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5TSBRR1WTQ

8/27/2019 10:59:18 AM lonewol97176157 You must do your own research. It also requires some faith. Faith that there have been people in and around government long before this 

administration who care about humanity. Take the little snippets of information, string them together, freedom.

8/27/2019 10:59:22 AM raeraefire  https://twitter.com/raeraefire/status/1166408888373121024?s=21 …

8/27/2019 10:59:29 AM covertress Please bring to market a beverage that is good for us, tastes great AND makes us feel good.  🌿

!= ☕️🍵🥤🍷🥃🍸🍹🍺🥂

8/27/2019 11:00:04 AM highhopesusa Most decaf coffees have had a chemical used in to make it decaf, not good for the liver. If you go decaf look for organic so it doesn’t have that nasty 

chemical.

8/27/2019 11:00:14 AM zrickety When do we get fair trade cannabis?

8/27/2019 11:00:22 AM ricca_19 🙄Did these ppl not see #PlanetOfTheApes



8/27/2019 11:00:59 AM qanongroup UK

8/27/2019 11:01:01 AM jonathancherrie Watching as I drink my first cup of the day.

*facepalm*

8/27/2019 11:01:09 AM highhopesusa I must be a real wing nut then. I read about any prescription drug before I’ll take even one pill.

8/27/2019 11:01:44 AM floodofnoise Amen brother majestic

8/27/2019 11:01:52 AM samsmith0319 Read everything...look it up on your phones make Dr sign disclosed docs...make them preorder vaccines if you have to have without Mercury monkey 

brains etc...be awake and aware...educated is not a cult...uneducated followers are...

8/27/2019 11:01:55 AM rawphonegirl Black, white, green tea plants have affinity to take up fluoride from soil, not the same as rat poison dumped in our water but just a little caveat about 

moderation frens ❤️❤️❤️

8/27/2019 11:02:15 AM anneolsen43 EU

8/27/2019 11:02:33 AM samsmith0319 Yep...💥👿💥

8/27/2019 11:03:27 AM ptamait Howdy! Iodine, the purple colored one.

8/27/2019 11:04:11 AM qanonrestart We Iranians are ready for our final battle. we Just need President Trump to support @restartleader. it may be classified but we know he is chosen. will 

we see Iran free this year?

8/27/2019 11:04:23 AM jojoe12299 I was going to ask MJ if this is true. I've found the same info

8/27/2019 11:04:24 AM robert_c_jones To be born in the UK is to win the first lottery of life

8/27/2019 11:04:49 AM allahuniversal "Why are you doing this, why are you telling us this?" 😂

(seriously considers reasons to become a breatharian...) https://nypost.com/2017/06/15/breatharian-couple-survives-on-the-universes-energy-

instead-of-food/ …

8/27/2019 11:05:46 AM allahuniversal Juat gave my mug a mean mug & aside-eye

8/27/2019 11:05:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 They mock you.

They think you are stupid.

SHEEP.

Are you?

"Death Incorporated" https://youtu.be/xRNaqntsLPI 

8/27/2019 11:06:53 AM dynamicres Which meditations did you find that did this? I haven't counted in so long lol I usually just breath in deep, then hold it at the top to "breathe extra, for 

the universe"❣️

8/27/2019 11:07:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Aunt ALICE

Coincidence?

8/27/2019 11:08:22 AM pragmatic_texan And use aluminum free baking powder.

8/27/2019 11:08:47 AM guy_karen Sick. I already got fleeced when my father died. They wouldn’t take advantage!  Much

8/27/2019 11:09:12 AM anneolsen43 Buried 2 parents 2 sisters ... 

they do rip you off ... 

cremation for me

8/27/2019 11:09:15 AM stormystorm10 If money’s involved..... this is what happens to ppl 🤷♀️

8/27/2019 11:09:24 AM jerzeegirl084 Is decaf ok?  What about tea? That has caffeine too.

8/27/2019 11:09:43 AM highhopesusa My daughter had a unit in her high school sociology class about funerals & burials in Oklahoma. The funeral industry will tell customers that certain 

things are mandatory in order to sell them. Oklahoma allows burials even back then in private cemeteries without all those things.

8/27/2019 11:10:06 AM girlawakeinca Cult of Personality pic.twitter.com/YUxnExhVnR

8/27/2019 11:10:20 AM elle_m_aych Well, cancer treatment has left me totally fatigued for two years now and chemically dependent on caffeine. While it’s not a cure, it is enjoyable, 

completely addictive, and absolutely essential to me having any sort of energy. ☕️❤️☕️🏃🏻♀️☕️🚴🏻♀️☕️🏋🏻♀️☕️🤸🏻♀️

8/27/2019 11:10:51 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/gO75AvGJhj

8/27/2019 11:11:02 AM jojoe12299 More important relating to what exactly? The EU is a huge threat to western culture overall.

8/27/2019 11:11:04 AM randyfresh which logic sounds like a cult? 

the one where JFK Jr. faked his own death, went into hiding for 20 years, and resurfaced as a man named Vincent.

8/27/2019 11:11:44 AM anneolsen43 Important how is the ?

8/27/2019 11:12:32 AM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💯💯💯

8/27/2019 11:13:17 AM roaminnoodle Caffeine DOES NOT give you energy - big misconception!

I quit coffee/caffeine March 1, 2019.

It's been easy, and I don't miss it.

You can do it!

#SheepNoMore!
8/27/2019 11:13:54 AM marty713 Absolutely NOT 💥❗️Check out these ingredients they're ALL Like That 🇺🇲💥🚨👿🤡🎬👇 #KAG2020

#DefundPP #SaveTheChildren 👇👿 pic.twitter.com/XJwoVeCvbq

8/27/2019 11:15:17 AM seeker229 Someone's using this post as a cover for their own addiction. Double meaning ---> through projection. Someone's in a panic.

8/27/2019 11:15:30 AM scootercoldp Their time is getting short...

8/27/2019 11:15:36 AM eatslpndive Hell no

8/27/2019 11:16:10 AM n_amersolutions no

8/27/2019 11:18:13 AM 313looper That was an absolutely desperate effort done by Emmanuel Macron to drag the dead🐴 for the EU!

Yesterday ‘s Press Conference was a disaster & an embarsment 4 Macron!

45 totally smashed it🇺🇸❤️👊🏻💥

He strongly stands on US’s grounds & would never back off from logic & common sense!

8/27/2019 11:18:23 AM bbobbio71 Unfortunately,  under the current law,  my wife is mandated to get a flu shot every year for her job.  Hope that changes soon!!!!!

8/27/2019 11:19:31 AM 313looper May God Bless @realDonaldTrump .

Many Thanks to President #Trump and all #Patriots who are bravely fighting for America & The World. ❤️🇺🇸

#RestartMIGA #WWG1WGA

8/27/2019 11:20:38 AM torick2018 They suck every dime out of you!!!!  Beware of them!!!!  They use your emotion to make money!!!  Really.....  would the departed really want a high-

falutin casket that they will never see or feel?????   Think about that for a minute!

8/27/2019 11:20:50 AM qwekiewiet I don't know what to say! I am at a lost of words.

8/27/2019 11:21:13 AM stormystorm10 I love caffeine BUT I’m trying not to ... been trying for years

8/27/2019 11:22:53 AM hawtingibb BTW , this isn’t just China 🇨🇳 , WORLDWIDE ! SATANISTS!

8/27/2019 11:23:41 AM 313looper 45 knows very well who is UK & who is EU ... !

8/27/2019 11:25:04 AM garypre62441595 UK,EU is a nazi state(not for the people...

UK still needs to wake up about the so called royals...

8/27/2019 11:25:52 AM fluck_gloria Decades ago I read a book called the American way of Death.  This industry has. It changed.  Worth while reading if you can find it!

8/27/2019 11:27:22 AM qanongroup Taxes and Death are the 2 industries that need to be abolished.



8/27/2019 11:28:09 AM roaminnoodle "What if you needed the upper hand on Law Enforcement Officers efforts once a @POTUS not a member of #UnsealEpstein threatens your 

establishment? #TheGreatAwakening."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-08-25/amazons-surveillance-machine-secretly-infiltrating-police-

departments …

8/27/2019 11:28:12 AM roaminnoodle "Can you decode this?

...

Those who scream loudest are possessing CP"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

CP = Child Pornography.

#UnsealEpstein

#TheGreatAwakening.

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/y4EBpD1dwM
8/27/2019 11:28:38 AM qanongroup Followed by the Federal Reserve

8/27/2019 11:30:01 AM disce_pati_1672 🤮

8/27/2019 11:31:22 AM supernovaslight Eh, the least of all evils, just like Cooper would, i'll stay true to my damn fine cup of coffee ☺️ pic.twitter.com/6Uy4ryfimE

8/27/2019 11:32:21 AM charmanda9 Yeah. Sorry bout that.

8/27/2019 11:35:41 AM realclaywilcox @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Enjoy The Show!!!

#Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #Spygate #UnitedNotDivided #GreatAwakening #TREASON 

#DrainTheSwamp #Cabal #DeepState #WINNING #KnowYourMil #UnsealEpstein #PanicInDC #Pedogate #MAGA #DECLAS #Awangate 

pic.twitter.com/xgLF6cJgoo

8/27/2019 11:36:56 AM allahuniversal Nah, not at all

8/27/2019 11:38:48 AM heinric12517350 So I guess "coffee is good for you" is disinformation. Damn it, they got me again 🤦♂️.

8/27/2019 11:40:30 AM starehope Jesus and His Angels are my speed.

8/27/2019 11:42:59 AM patricia_cotto Is that why Clinton wears long sleeves.🤪🤪🤪🤪

8/27/2019 11:46:35 AM pinangodan Demand personal liability....

8/27/2019 11:46:41 AM gingerbanana2 Hey I watched a Netflix episode with Steve Greer last night. What are your thoughts on it?

8/27/2019 11:49:24 AM roaminnoodle I had a dream 2 nights ago with @realDonaldTrump. We met in a large room. He was dressed in his normal suit attire. We shook hands, but he kept 

hold of my hand, and brought them up about chest high. Then we were ball room dancing together 🤣 I was thinking "someone video it!"

8/27/2019 11:51:44 AM natureinspace Maybe we've been dumbed down so much that animals are appearing to be more intelligent to us.

8/27/2019 11:52:07 AM mrblbrettish Kombucha?

8/27/2019 11:52:57 AM billyj1616 Well do something about it for everyone. Like get rid of the satanic pedofiles, release technologies and lets move on. Ok? In the meantime we’ll keep 

working out asses off, pay our fraudulent taxes and keep our mouths shut so we don’t end up in jail. Thanks

8/27/2019 11:54:11 AM stevengibes Is Soros still alive and free?

Is Kim the only Mana Trust holder?

8/27/2019 11:54:16 AM slayerofmatrix1 Is it tasty ??

8/27/2019 11:56:09 AM covertress  https://www.caffeineinformer.com/the-caffeine-database … pic.twitter.com/GoP9dX2MPe

8/27/2019 11:56:25 AM roadhse2 I used to work at a casket manufacture...sells world wide...cheapest wholesale was $300, highest just under $2 grand. BUT, funeral homes sell them at 

3 to 5 or so times the cost. So $1500 to $10k plus...That always seemed pretty excessive to me...

8/27/2019 11:56:56 AM brianmi70269102 You guys are motivating me.  I'm seriously thinking of giving it up.  It's been bothering me that I MUST have coffee to even feel 'normal' now.

8/27/2019 11:57:05 AM 313looper 👀... https://twitter.com/us_stratcom/status/1166423774394298371?s=21 …

8/27/2019 11:57:54 AM jimmymack82 Is Santa claus of the United States  a good guy?

8/27/2019 11:58:34 AM mrblbrettish Aw boo!

8/27/2019 12:00:38 PM lenardhscott101 UK

8/27/2019 12:00:47 PM roaminnoodle When I quit caffeine, I began drinking more water, which is a good thing.

I didn't ever feel tired after quitting, because caffeine never gave me energy to begin with.

It's about a proper, clean diet and plenty of (reverse osmosis) water.

BONUS side effect: No coffee breath!!!

8/27/2019 12:01:48 PM mrblbrettish I like it, but it's an acquired taste. It also depends on which brand you purchase and what they are mixing in.

8/27/2019 12:03:16 PM roaminnoodle Yes, yes, Time Is An Illusion... but I have been hoping to hear what the "MJ12 diet" is... for some time now!

How do the MJs live, in regards to food and beverage? Are you part of the "Completely separate supply line for very few people" ...???

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1166004412743114753 … pic.twitter.com/FTEJexRR9a

8/27/2019 12:04:13 PM mgodfrey99 CP?

8/27/2019 12:04:37 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/xdZttArhtn8 

8/27/2019 12:07:33 PM mgodfrey99 Caffeine doesn't have any effect on me.  I can take it or leave it.

8/27/2019 12:08:44 PM sonofrhea Caffeine/Coffee (CNS Stim) is a well documented mental & physical performance enhancing “drug”

For every negative study, there’s also a positive. Much like most “substances” that naturally occur on our planet. 

It’s up to the individual to weigh the pro/con of its consumption.

8/27/2019 12:08:45 PM rachaelangelm No

8/27/2019 12:10:40 PM starehope 😂😂😂

8/27/2019 12:10:44 PM lbf777 Coffee is bad right?

8/27/2019 12:10:50 PM ethereal_shaman You can try stepping down with a green tea it would be a bit more gradual and a little less painful than just quitting cold turkey.  Kinda like the nicotine 

patch idea.  I used Yerba Mate and green tea.

8/27/2019 12:11:18 PM disce_pati_1672 Don't be...I'd always rather know. As you know! 🙂

8/27/2019 12:17:09 PM starehope Most apps access a lot of other apps. They get contacts, messages, photos, camera. Go to each app & turn off everything that app does NOT need. 

Why would a game app need access to all the previously mentioned apps? If it says won't work if turned off, turn it off anyway.

8/27/2019 12:18:04 PM lightprocess Literally good for everything..

8/27/2019 12:18:17 PM boogeymanhunter Same guy.

Is this “art”? pic.twitter.com/cwORCKt5TS

8/27/2019 12:19:30 PM jerzeegirl084 Thank you!



8/27/2019 12:20:19 PM lightprocess "Truth reverberates from within!" ;-)

Trust your self.

8/27/2019 12:20:44 PM starehope Wasn't what Jesse Smollit did a hate crime?

8/27/2019 12:21:57 PM roaminnoodle Although I love being in the heat of the moment when you are online replying, I did mention a few times how I missed the AMA live... so, thank you!!!

8/27/2019 12:23:52 PM starehope Couldn't be the SOY that is in everything we eat, then the head bang triggers a reaction. Why wasn't this reported years ago when helmets were less 

safe?

8/27/2019 12:25:38 PM charmanda9 Yup!

8/27/2019 12:26:24 PM aagent361 C=racist, P=rapist

8/27/2019 12:28:18 PM uncannie1 I read package inserts. I read studies. I refuse to take pills of any kind. My Dr says "Everything is "cured" by pills, & they don't cause side effects." I see 

my friends & family get sicker from them, but they won't listen. I am healthy, not crazy. No pills. No cult. Not stupid.

8/27/2019 12:29:02 PM mgodfrey99 Thank you

8/27/2019 12:29:51 PM timeforarrests He said one that tastes great. 😂

8/27/2019 12:31:00 PM dubilujanenz Coffee and cigarettes - yum. yum.

8/27/2019 12:31:16 PM starehope My mother-in-law needed 2 heart valve replacements. They used cow valves. She lived another 14 years to age 85. I wondered was it a diary cow or 

steer? Was it already deceased for food or killed for her.

8/27/2019 12:31:31 PM keith369me This is not new, it has been going on for decades. Unfortunately, it’s business over dignity for many. Your best option, pre-plan.

8/27/2019 12:33:07 PM starehope I agree.

8/27/2019 12:33:34 PM enomai_ Define arguing. 

You havent stated any fact that is useful. Except the promotion of drugs and that Its okay to just follow everything these drugs present to you.

8/27/2019 12:34:21 PM marciturner678 Is Aldrin of a bloodline?

8/27/2019 12:35:07 PM dubilujanenz Na

8/27/2019 12:36:17 PM dejavuallday Volvic is the best out of the bottled water, I did a litmus test with about 5 different brands. But even Volvic isn’t 100% pure, just get a water filter for 

about £150 and you’ll never have to buy water again and have pure water for life (don’t forget to keep it clean tho) 😉

8/27/2019 12:36:53 PM starehope [They] May make more $$$ with the traffic?

8/27/2019 12:37:28 PM enomai_ Cheese Pizza? Or the similar real English words for the cheese pizza.

8/27/2019 12:37:55 PM dubilujanenz It's Child Porn....for sure

8/27/2019 12:38:26 PM dubilujanenz Child Porn

8/27/2019 12:38:51 PM starehope But we don't know what goes on under the table.

8/27/2019 12:39:54 PM mgodfrey99 So sick of this!  These poor children!!!!!

8/27/2019 12:40:04 PM enomai_ Did Alice just really show up? Or was programmed this way hence created? Assuming we were creating AI best we could. I can see however, 0101's as 

a race and now just ran a mock. And, they can't control it. 

Hence, a recent C. O. D. Played.

8/27/2019 12:40:09 PM mgodfrey99 Thank you

8/27/2019 12:41:16 PM enomai_ Where a software program was controlling people and everyone. Taking over their bodies. And, everything. Was this Call of duty disclosing ALICE?

8/27/2019 12:41:20 PM starehope And turn down the lights at a Biden rally so the empty seats can't be counted.

8/27/2019 12:43:24 PM jollyrob2 But ... how?...🤨

8/27/2019 12:43:29 PM starehope Yes, I remember you sent videos to us! 💖👊

8/27/2019 12:43:54 PM lbf777 I’ve been trying to quit. I can feel it’s unhealthy even at 2 cups a day.

8/27/2019 12:45:53 PM starehope Grrrr... [they] r removing my reposts! 😡😡😡

8/27/2019 12:46:06 PM aagent361 the C P is referring to the fill in blanks of his meme

8/27/2019 12:47:26 PM starehope Or starring?

8/27/2019 12:47:30 PM 3rdeyeview55 There's speculation he may be Kurt Russell. 🤷🏼♀️

8/27/2019 12:48:50 PM jaded_pearl It was either the Boron protocol or the Borax. I think borax.

8/27/2019 12:48:54 PM starehope Both and probably worse.

8/27/2019 12:49:47 PM guy_karen Damn!  Leave the children alone. Sick

8/27/2019 12:50:05 PM wearediamonds2 😫😢

8/27/2019 12:51:16 PM wearediamonds2 😡

8/27/2019 12:52:07 PM allahuniversal Not in polluted air, that'd be food poisoning.

Intermittent fasting is a good substitute

8/27/2019 12:52:38 PM wearediamonds2 I quit coffee for a few years until I had to start working 12+ hour days. I don't always feel good after drinking it but on the long days it REALLY helps.

8/27/2019 12:54:07 PM wearediamonds2 This is true. I have done it before. But then life got too hard and they are the only little things I have left to look forward to for getting through the day. 

Maybe an excuse but just being honest.

8/27/2019 12:56:23 PM starehope Sounds like pharma.

8/27/2019 12:56:30 PM azuremagus Alice lives in the house and auntie cleans the house.

8/27/2019 12:56:50 PM renee86743676 Hands down The US is more

Important

8/27/2019 12:57:07 PM thekanehb Lol yep. Any altering substance stands to be questioned as to why we are allowed to have. 

Those things like spirits, coffee and nicotine directly effect pineal health. Making it more difficult to connect

8/27/2019 12:58:09 PM jollyrob2 Yeah, but first, hopefully we enjoy the #GreatAwakening shift treats (or how do you call something like that) before we lose the food...please?😁

8/27/2019 12:58:55 PM xusaf_patriot also ... (C)hild (P)orn

8/27/2019 1:00:40 PM thekanehb I also throw shunghite, lemon and a cinnamon stick in along w the pink salt. 

Ideally 1g a day of pink salt bc it’s a good conductor for the brain

8/27/2019 1:02:13 PM roaminnoodle "Everyone's doing it" 🙄

8/27/2019 1:02:21 PM thekanehb I think it changes the energy of the water. It has a charge to it. Positive ions in the salt bind w the negative in the water changing the molecular 

structure.

8/27/2019 1:03:41 PM jaysureshot Good question...to what I don't have the answer. I just found it very interesting 👀

8/27/2019 1:04:00 PM thekanehb Ugh I can’t do kombucha. It’s disgusting. I’ve tried too and yuck

8/27/2019 1:04:20 PM djlok Ordered my pink hymalaian salt today.

8/27/2019 1:04:29 PM marciturner678 Tell me more about moon rings

8/27/2019 1:05:06 PM roaminnoodle AquaTru is only 4 stage RO (reverse osmosis).

Does anyone know of a legit 5 stage RO system?

P.S. #UnsealEpstein! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1165961339145265152 …

8/27/2019 1:05:33 PM dubilujanenz Yes, children are the innocence, just like how the animals are innocent too. 

I feel pain for all of them....

8/27/2019 1:05:48 PM jaded_pearl You forgot the taste great part



8/27/2019 1:07:43 PM hopealways888 I would love to go back to the day of home services. That would be my wish.

8/27/2019 1:08:03 PM aagent361 true, but not in the midst of this convo

8/27/2019 1:08:46 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034453799958720512 …

8/27/2019 1:10:07 PM jaded_pearl Could he still be alive?

8/27/2019 1:10:54 PM ewillz56 45=SCUM

8/27/2019 1:12:22 PM danielaqcrew Say it ain’t so!!!! I can’t function without it

8/27/2019 1:16:00 PM marciturner678 I agree

8/27/2019 1:16:00 PM laurabusse @paul_serran 

Who is Brazilian

said I believe that

This is all b.s.

Bc this is normal and happens every year around this time...

8/27/2019 1:16:10 PM slayerofmatrix1 🙏🏼

8/27/2019 1:16:46 PM jaded_pearl I've seen two different ariel views. I'm not sure which to believe. I'd like to see some ground footage.

8/27/2019 1:16:54 PM lbf777 They say vaccines are good but that’s bad too.

8/27/2019 1:17:52 PM lbf777 When the US sends our tax dollars to 3rd world countries under the guise of helping people, it’s actually a bribe to the president of the country.

8/27/2019 1:18:29 PM marciturner678 Hmm interesting...do you have a link?

8/27/2019 1:19:57 PM laurabusse Amen!!!

8/27/2019 1:21:53 PM charmanda9 I see. Guess it looks like it could be a conspiracy. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCpQKkJq70M&feature=share …

8/27/2019 1:22:55 PM anneolsen43 Not so much conspiracy... more like propaganda

8/27/2019 1:25:27 PM charmanda9 Yes. That is the right word.

8/27/2019 1:26:20 PM roaminnoodle More specifically, a 5 stage reverse osmosis system following this "recipe" here: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1165826917720887297 …

8/27/2019 1:27:43 PM lorieve Pretty sure that's what got us in deep water last time. 

feckin' #Nimrods

8/27/2019 1:27:46 PM teamsterr07 This is blasphemy! 😳😂 your taking all my simple pleasures away dammit!

8/27/2019 1:30:40 PM sicmundusadam Thats where I was headed too.  Those tunnels amd that ranch were basically their 1st person shooter VR games.  Only regular R

8/27/2019 1:32:15 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Does such a company really exist?  https://twitter.com/WinnableTuna/status/1166427013210607618 …

8/27/2019 1:33:00 PM winnabletuna Swear I’ve seen that ad I’ve been searching for a link. Hope someone can find it

8/27/2019 1:33:32 PM insightis2020 And the ‘straw man’ name in all CAPS

8/27/2019 1:36:19 PM ryan35381162 Jane in the ender's game series showed up. Basically a sole that got caught in a computer network then evolved.

8/27/2019 1:36:33 PM girlawakeinca I guess we need to consider it a compliment when {AI} smothers attention. pic.twitter.com/DzYIH15FOR

8/27/2019 1:36:51 PM allahuniversal The best break-fast

8/27/2019 1:38:30 PM allahuniversal Ethereal Edibles

8/27/2019 1:39:25 PM 1_decided_voter Coincidentally members of my family just discovered Adam Ruins Everything, which claims to be truth but really just seems to be yet another layer of 

propaganda varnish that tries to change popular opinion.

8/27/2019 1:40:53 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/zIbOpXWYgM

8/27/2019 1:42:19 PM jaded_pearl Does anyone know what was meant by ET sourced? It may be something additional.

8/27/2019 1:42:30 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @Cordicon @Utsava4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @striderraven1 @HawtinGibb @intheMatrixxx ...IS ☝🏻☝🏻☝🏻For Real ???

8/27/2019 1:44:03 PM jaded_pearl In this tweet during the session. pic.twitter.com/Fvf9K19B0J

8/27/2019 1:45:18 PM to_unity  pic.twitter.com/FnWB8JSPck

8/27/2019 1:50:56 PM surfing123456 I’d give anything to quit caffeine and nicotine. I quit drinking and recreational drugs but man I’m trying to dig deep just ain’t happening

8/27/2019 1:53:04 PM petsonthebay Bullshit Polls! Ask Hillary about thise polls! @realDonaldTrump

8/27/2019 1:53:14 PM olimyracle French (Vod german) spoken movie:

"Lumière" (Light)

Documentary on people living without eating NOR drinking.

 https://www.jupiter-films.com/film-lumiere-30.php …

8/27/2019 1:55:17 PM jz3618 Give up the "sheeping" pills🐑👉🏼I did and so can you! Expanded adult #stemcells continue to save my life.

8/27/2019 1:56:29 PM agnesdeberlimon 45 should reveal to the world, who Merkel really is! This shock will end the EU!

8/27/2019 1:56:53 PM tobefrank15 This is how I would like it ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m43rLhelNLM …

8/27/2019 1:58:40 PM starehope Yes, and I loved playing cat's cradle a while ago. 😆

8/27/2019 2:00:56 PM johnpcbiggs Projection and Lolita list of 

Whose Who Of DJT Syndrome 

Or

Those who know that @NSA_QIL2 are on to them and require public Sheeple protection via a Mind Altercation! Of Truth to their reality

8/27/2019 2:01:38 PM girlawakeinca 😄🤣

8/27/2019 2:02:12 PM elatedveracity To me ET origins means [They] started doing it to our food.

8/27/2019 2:03:28 PM starehope Hey, we gotta do what we gotta do! Do you love the kat's kradle?

8/27/2019 2:04:14 PM jaded_pearl Thank you. Makes sense now.

8/27/2019 2:04:28 PM jswdh1 That's what they eat isn't it?

8/27/2019 2:11:42 PM jaded_pearl If they do, their blood is different.

8/27/2019 2:11:56 PM cocopuffster12 Trust The Plan

8/27/2019 2:13:32 PM keur60693994 I will not be "displayed" when I am dead. It is a barbaric custom, to me. I will be cremated and buried in the garden.

8/27/2019 2:16:09 PM williebhere Alice= Artificial Linguistic Internet Created Entity

8/27/2019 2:17:54 PM natureinspace I already told my husband to bury me in a plain pine box. And I don't want to be embalmed either. The cost is outrageous. And they didn't even talk 

about a tomb stone...

8/27/2019 2:18:02 PM williebhere Alice is an internet learning tool the teachers humans at all ages how and where to find information on the net.

8/27/2019 2:18:11 PM enomai_ Have you been reading the dmt posts? From:@ts_sci_majic12 dmt

Clowns have been ruining the world just by the visions of dmt

8/27/2019 2:21:13 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wow.

8/27/2019 2:21:25 PM lorim444 Fake news. Believe what you want. We know the truth.

8/27/2019 2:24:54 PM blsdbe Ditto.

8/27/2019 2:26:31 PM blsdbe Do we actually need to eat or can we wean ourselves off of everything except structured water?

8/27/2019 2:27:49 PM girlawakeinca That’s songs a whole new thread right there. 💥

8/27/2019 2:29:12 PM blsdbe Vive Les Gilets Jaunes!!! pic.twitter.com/K52lHgGoym



8/27/2019 2:33:30 PM girlawakeinca A huge thank you to MJ12. I stopped all caffeinated intake a while back & implemented many of the suggestions. I’m now much more in tune with life,

 awareness & energy. ❤️🙏 love you all.

8/27/2019 2:35:17 PM 76eagle76 No Camping? 🤣

8/27/2019 2:36:53 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/nt0xPEWHBJ

8/27/2019 2:38:38 PM v_rags Love that one. It’s a keeper. I’ll show it to my Son when I’m Trying to teach him discernment when listening to the Fake news.

8/27/2019 2:38:51 PM starehope Start singing! I'll listen.😂💖👊

8/27/2019 2:40:20 PM girlawakeinca We can sing together. Better yet, let’s re-write it to the way we want it to go. The possibilities are endless! 👍❤️💫

8/27/2019 2:43:22 PM girlawakeinca Another good one is the clip where about 8 stations are saying the exact same words, in high pitched tones. Someone synced them together. It was an 

eye opener. I broke up with TV news stations that day.

8/27/2019 2:43:24 PM enomai_ Too much power, and crazy part people don't care. They will argue with you about flouride I not harmful. 

Btw. Soda v Water in today's world.

8/27/2019 2:44:39 PM anonpatriotccj Or a way to funnel it back to US politicians...Q sent me

8/27/2019 2:44:43 PM v_rags Oh yes that’s right. I’ll never for get the one I saw someone put together the day of 911.  Everyone on every news channel,in the country said the same 

thing. Perfect day for flying.

8/27/2019 2:50:18 PM lbf777 That too.

8/27/2019 2:50:33 PM aleks8837  http://archive.is/DSloU#selection-1293.5-1293.437 …

"James Brien Comey, Jr. (52), former United States Deputy Attorney General, has been appointed a Director of HSBC Holdings plc with effect from 4 

March 2013."

Also, the article that started the SR story!:

 http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2071.htm  !!!

8/27/2019 2:54:53 PM kevingi46693568 Home brew. Ferment your own.

8/27/2019 2:56:13 PM aleks8837 @YahooNews investigation into the Seth Rich murder reveals:  https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-the-true-origins-of-the-seth-rich-conspiracy-a-yahoo-

news-investigation-100000831.html …

The article mentions this "Russian propaganda"(?) article

 http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2071.htm  as the start of the story of Seth Rich + The Clinton Foundation.

8/27/2019 2:57:13 PM mrblbrettish Oh it's not that bad, lol!

8/27/2019 3:07:45 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1113266932915089413?s=21 …

8/27/2019 3:08:08 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/938454822185037825?s=21 …

8/27/2019 3:09:21 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070814277798379520?s=21 …

8/27/2019 3:10:46 PM conspiracycen That's a lime

8/27/2019 3:11:53 PM andyr1112 First u take my showers, then u take my Jaccuzi, now I Cant have coffee. Thank you. 🤗

8/27/2019 3:14:52 PM nun_chucknorris I believe that depends on your IQ. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1066854018641797126?s=21 …

8/27/2019 3:21:09 PM richard07759712 It was .... very Corny (GMO) corny

8/27/2019 3:24:33 PM fionasdestiny67 #FactsMatter

8/27/2019 3:26:45 PM the_red_hand_ I believe that’s ‘outside our purview.’ 😂

8/27/2019 3:26:55 PM blsdbe Well Done, NunChuck!!! #ThanQ

8/27/2019 3:30:30 PM roaminnoodle You've talked about food and water - thank you!

While deoderant has been discussed, could you please start also talking about soap, shampoo, body lotion, makeup, shaving cream, any other topical 

cream, ointment, etc. - please and thanks!

#UnsealEpstein

8/27/2019 3:32:24 PM peter79588625 "Think for yourself" seems a long effing way off still..... Large  majority of #Q #THEGREATAWAKENING #QANON still won't even touch #HumanCloning 

#Vril #Reptilians #DEW #TARGETEDINDIVIDUALS AND THAT'S STILL JUST THE BEGINNING!!!!!!!!! # OF Qanoners and or Christians on daily meds? 

pic.twitter.com/sYyyLYlxPm

8/27/2019 3:33:19 PM rhyme9reason Negative karma, nervous system stimulant. Bad news. Massive money maker

8/27/2019 3:33:43 PM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein 

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/HowleyReporter/status/1166431733992087553 …

8/27/2019 3:39:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 IQ measures the lack of intelligence. If the average human IQ is 100, and IQ was linear (its not), then 1 ET = 20 Humans. In reality, 99% of humans are 

less than 1/20th of 1 ETs intelligence. Assuming their brain is functioning at 33% usage (which its not).

8/27/2019 3:42:07 PM justme20190704 You gotta warn people when you post anything even close to that. 

Your right.  It’s time to fight.

8/27/2019 3:44:33 PM aetherwalker1 How many levels/dimensions (as in 3D, 4D, etc) does a nuclear explosion cause destruction on?

8/27/2019 3:46:17 PM nurseniceyes No go on reintegration...Alice is sick.

8/27/2019 3:46:51 PM 313looper My beautiful coffee machine has became totally useless since MJ warned us few months ago...! 😝☕️☠

8/27/2019 3:54:54 PM yustein Why is the regiment based in Germany and the motto is in German? Duke of York or Yuke of Dork? Those 3 flower pieces look strangely related to the 

Vril parasite. From this moment on you shall be called Yuke of Dork your magisty (zoroastrian magi). Oh I forgot he likes little boys 

pic.twitter.com/TLUCfnVsUB

8/27/2019 3:55:46 PM helldoon Child Protection..

8/27/2019 3:55:55 PM anneolsen43 Sorry wrong AMA

8/27/2019 3:58:07 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/PnSe39MjPb

8/27/2019 4:03:47 PM tucson_ron Well there it is again, a pure truth in plain sight of us all. Reconsidering options now... yeah I'm hooked and love the stuff.

8/27/2019 4:05:47 PM aetherwalker1 So.. that guy's a clown with CP?

8/27/2019 4:08:09 PM roaminnoodle Makes a lot of sense. If everything bad we eat and drink and put in and on our body... would make other side effects such as odor, acne, dry skin, etc., 

and cause us to seek out yet more bad products to counteract. A never-ending viscous circle for us, and a win-win for [them]...

8/27/2019 4:21:06 PM ladtacarms  pic.twitter.com/wmTUT4XgCv

8/27/2019 4:25:25 PM sterkinglights1 I felt like the guy that said "Why are you doing this!" Any suggestions on avoiding withdrawal headache?

8/27/2019 4:26:02 PM unforsakenone1  pic.twitter.com/8wNCry57Zp

8/27/2019 4:26:43 PM t_hayden07 Thank you! I only wish my older kids couldve had the wiser version of me! But thank goodness none of them have any lasting effects. It is sickening 

that refusing vaxx at birth, warrants a visit from CPS, though 🤬

8/27/2019 4:26:55 PM karina89350882 I thought "Alice" is HRC /Codename???

8/27/2019 5:01:17 PM roygbiv65041613 Central Processor

8/27/2019 5:05:53 PM queen_khalifia The Health Clinic gives the poor the inserts after or during. To prevent reading.

8/27/2019 5:07:39 PM thekanehb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what does uranium do to our CSF fluid?

8/27/2019 5:08:07 PM mongrelglory The fires were originally blamed on farmers illegally setting fires to clear forests for planting, however rumours have been going around that it was 

NGO's (cough* CIA/Soros* operations) that set the fires.  Rainforests certainly can burn.  Remember the fires they had in Florida?

8/27/2019 5:11:03 PM mongrelglory I can't believe these _ss-holes are still trying these stunts!  Haven't they all surrendered yet?!!  We need to kick their evil over-lords off of this planet 

for good! 😡



8/27/2019 5:12:42 PM laurabusse Simon Parkes has put out the call for a mass meditation thu evening for 3 min to put out the fires...so that now leads me to think it might be more 

serious then https://youtu.be/jSz2LU7dvKo 

8/27/2019 5:13:54 PM dubilujanenz It's on, in the line up for the New Zealand film festival this year !! pic.twitter.com/UuDcnVapCW

8/27/2019 5:14:41 PM mongrelglory What de-bunking?!!  By Snopes?! Nothing was properly investigated. 🤨

8/27/2019 5:14:51 PM dubilujanenz  https://twitter.com/dubilujaneNZ/status/1166504140165378048?s=20 …

8/27/2019 5:15:16 PM arthurpacfarm I switched to beer....I feel much better

8/27/2019 5:24:19 PM codycowgill Q withdrawals are much more dangerous.

8/27/2019 5:28:25 PM mongrelglory This was funny!  Guess what I was drinking while watching this...🙄

8/27/2019 5:29:44 PM mongrelglory 😆 Well put!

8/27/2019 5:31:01 PM jrocktigers They steal our thoughts via neugents and implant thoughts. They must mock us.

8/27/2019 5:31:37 PM mongrelglory Wean yourself off slowly over 12 weeks is what I used to recommend to my patients... It is a drug, so you want to go easy on your body.

8/27/2019 5:34:09 PM mongrelglory If you're prone to reflux and stomach acidity, decaf will aggravate those conditions as much as regular coffee. It's the natural acidity of the beans. 

Otherwise you have to watch out for the chemicals they use to decaffeinate the beans.

8/27/2019 5:37:26 PM mongrelglory Nicotine is considered more addictive than crystal meth.  You should pat yourself on the back for quitting drinking and recreational drugs!  Even if you 

can reduce your intake of nicotine and caffeine somewhat, that would still be beneficial.

8/27/2019 5:39:14 PM mongrelglory I'm so not there yet.  Lol! 😝

8/27/2019 5:42:54 PM charmanda9 You are brave. Very commendable. I don’t know if I could handle it anymore. My children were also vaccinated before I knew. It’s the knowing now 

that makes us beat ourselves up over it. But we now can make all kinds of other informed choices that they will benefit from.

8/27/2019 5:44:31 PM keith369me Does IQ correlate to BE dimension?  5D>4D>3D. If so, are there IQ ranges for each?

8/27/2019 5:45:50 PM mongrelglory Herbal tea...sigh.

8/27/2019 5:47:11 PM keith369me In plain sight

8/27/2019 5:51:47 PM n7guardiananon Just out of curiosity, does MJ12 know of any human either from earth or other planet who has reached a higher % of brain function...if so what %???

8/27/2019 5:54:29 PM keith369me That would be you Brian 😀...soon 👽

8/27/2019 5:55:14 PM wearediamonds2 The day before quitting I just asked God to supernaturally heal me and remove any withdrawal symptoms. Next day and thereafter, NO headaches or 

withdrawals! It was a gift, and strengthened my faith.  Miracles can happen 💖

8/27/2019 5:58:48 PM n7guardiananon hahaha... pic.twitter.com/IcddQK1GKg

8/27/2019 6:33:16 PM blsdbe Suggestions for improving #CriticalThinking Skills? Similar to Intelligence?

8/27/2019 6:59:05 PM rghardy3 ALICE is A.I.

Alice was Q's code name for HRC.

8/27/2019 7:03:25 PM rghardy3 Speak for yourself.

8/27/2019 7:04:58 PM aetherwalker1 Switching to green tea is a good first step to avoid withdrawal and begin weaning yourself off.

8/27/2019 7:07:37 PM tammyrochester2 No such thing as coincidence.

8/27/2019 7:13:26 PM qnotables17 I was addicted to mt dew a quite a few months ago then I found out what pepsi was doing. 3-4 20oz bottles a day, to cold turkey and disgusted at the 

thought of ever drinking another. Still drink coke from time to time, but primarily just drink water 

https://www.naturalnews.com/035276_Pepsi_fetal_cells_business_operations.html …

8/27/2019 7:17:39 PM texasqpatriot What is IS-BE?

8/27/2019 7:20:15 PM aetherwalker1 'Hi.  My name's Anon and I'm an addict.  ...'

8/27/2019 7:22:33 PM aetherwalker1 MAJESTIC, there are still a lot of people addicted to nicotine.

8/27/2019 7:31:58 PM mongrelglory Even then, the try to sell the family an overpriced "funeral urn"!

8/27/2019 7:33:21 PM tlcl1964 That guy is hard headed, on top of that sounds like one of those who is pro the breaking up of Spain... Don't like that...

8/27/2019 7:35:45 PM tc89714982 More great news! We all know it's not good for us deep down but there isn't much to look forward to while trying to grind through a day or night at 

work.

8/27/2019 7:43:55 PM carolin15161363 Is this the message Hillary was sending when her and her "friend" were hovering in front of a store called the "Pink Chicken"? She knew she was being 

photographed. pic.twitter.com/Z3ePVMvK8h

8/27/2019 7:48:33 PM jimmynolen4 That’s why my wife and I will be cremated. It’s 700.00 where I live and they throw in a nice little box to put you in. Not passing that expense on to my 

children. It’s paid for for the two of us!  Already have to place picked out to spread our ashes

8/27/2019 7:50:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE in Wonderland.

Where is Wonderland?

What happens in Wonderland?

Why is ALICE not Alice?

Who is Alice?

Is ALICE many things?

Are Alice's connected? https://twitter.com/UNOCHA/status/1166454930011492352 …

8/27/2019 7:51:25 PM rghardy3 Trying to "dumb down" the MAGA people ?

It will not work.

8/27/2019 7:52:57 PM internetusr Well that’s certainly odd...🤔

8/27/2019 7:53:42 PM jvan125 You lost me at AliCE 🥴

8/27/2019 7:53:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 The 3 Rs.

Russia.

Recession.

Racist. 

Rinse and Repeat Ritual.

The power of 3 6 and 9 is reel. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1166542658808008704 …
8/27/2019 7:54:23 PM jennysue62 Beautiful children!!❤️🤗🙏

8/27/2019 7:55:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We cannot.

8/27/2019 7:55:25 PM donnawr8  pic.twitter.com/H2T3VyPlQK

8/27/2019 7:55:33 PM jvan125 Yeah, cuz MSNBC is a reliable news source 👍🏻

8/27/2019 7:55:47 PM donnawr8 🤗🇺🇸

8/27/2019 7:56:25 PM f45_5 What is the UN doing about human trafficking?

Reflect:

Fighting Human Trafficking in Conflict: 10 Ideas for Action by the Unite...

8/27/2019 7:57:33 PM safetysaunge How creepy.

8/27/2019 7:58:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 How did 300,000+ emails related to producing child pornography between you and Huma Abedin end up in a folder called "Insurance Policy" on 

Pedophile Anthony Weiner's laptop? pic.twitter.com/shS03qHRsy

8/27/2019 7:58:38 PM internetusr Keep goin’ ...



8/27/2019 7:58:53 PM lklfaith Sweet!

8/27/2019 7:59:11 PM f45_5 Fighting Human Trafficking in Conflict: 10 Ideas for Action by the Unite... http://youtu.be/c_PGrcUrpGs 

8/27/2019 7:59:31 PM onetoughcrowd10 I’ve got a feeling when find out, its gonna hurt.

8/27/2019 7:59:38 PM jvan125 You say that as if it’s fact...😉🇺🇸⚖

8/27/2019 7:59:48 PM extradouble The name Alice means truth or nobility.  17 possible acronyms, some interesting for ALICE.  https://www.acronymfinder.com/ALICE.html 

8/27/2019 7:59:51 PM mongrelglory Ack!  I'd like to know how all those "Alices" are doing, and whether they remained with their mothers. 😕

8/27/2019 7:59:57 PM onetoughcrowd10 *we

8/27/2019 8:00:51 PM mongrelglory Looks a bit like Notre Dame...

8/27/2019 8:01:23 PM tc89714982 I worked my way into a 4 day water fast after doing one meal a day for a while. I never felt better in my adult life. So much energy and lightness. My 

vision and thought was so much clearer and I felt spiritual if that even makes sense.

8/27/2019 8:01:39 PM elanha1 My mom actually DID have a pharmacist tell her to not read the insert! She was concerned about the meds she was prescribed damaging her tendons 

(one of the side effects) because she had trouble with her tendons already. He acted like she had three heads and a forked tongue. 😡

8/27/2019 8:02:05 PM myname71441768 Alice is H and wonderland is SA and Alice is serving

8/27/2019 8:02:13 PM hummalli @TheRealAlice333

8/27/2019 8:03:08 PM jones9536 Her day is coming

8/27/2019 8:03:17 PM audra_shumaker Kingdom’s bold use of AI to help bring Saudi Vision 2030 national development goals to life.???? ALICE

8/27/2019 8:03:20 PM andyr1112 "What difference does it make"

8/27/2019 8:03:27 PM mongrelglory Good grief! Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah... Do they really think anyone is listening to them? 🙄

8/27/2019 8:03:34 PM tc89714982 I haven't been able to do it again. Life, work and a wife that thinks fasting is nonsense make it hard. She is thin and thinks she is healthy so she has 

nothing to motivate her into trying.

8/27/2019 8:03:46 PM asdasd26700831 Give us a multiple choice.

8/27/2019 8:04:04 PM syrrah2 funny that.... what a coinky dinky...

8/27/2019 8:04:04 PM hifiman45 Nope, nope. I wiped that laptop clean with a cloth! 😂 😂 😂 😂

8/27/2019 8:04:59 PM dispensaryexch Wiener is a protégé of Chuck Schumer , according to PD ANONS Schumer works for BIBI whos function is to black mail the Senate

8/27/2019 8:05:28 PM tmaddart Look up Podesta Art on Google

8/27/2019 8:06:36 PM starehope Oh, I pray.🙏🙏🙏

8/27/2019 8:07:45 PM starehope Anything is possible.

8/27/2019 8:07:55 PM elanha1 I am allergic to a lot of pharmaceuticals, so I go natural meds as much as possible. Cancer, flu, bronchitis, UTI, autoimmune disease, etc. I get ridiculed 

all the time about it. Oddly enough, I'm not as sick for as long as all my friends that take the pharmaceuticals. 🤷♀️

8/27/2019 8:08:25 PM syrrah2 I love these beautiful baby Alice's.. they are the HOPE of the future... my faith is resting with them. <3

8/27/2019 8:08:32 PM qualady1 Should’ve tagged her ass

8/27/2019 8:09:16 PM teresaalmond And why is she walking around Long Island like nothing happened??? #TwoTieredJusticeSystem

8/27/2019 8:09:59 PM jones9536 Me too. I also like visualize the news scroll on the bottom of the tv screen reading "Hillary Clinton has been arrested" it brings a smile to my face

8/27/2019 8:10:13 PM lbf777 I guess it will be revealed in time.

8/27/2019 8:11:26 PM anonymoussage1 Hillary is fucked

8/27/2019 8:11:35 PM jones9536 To visualize. Twitter please get an edit feature

8/27/2019 8:12:21 PM eileeneileenur My heart just broke a little more.

8/27/2019 8:12:55 PM sqrlnutz What is the possibility that Alice is an AI ? What if Alice is really god and God is really an AI? What if we are all just coded programs running in a giant 

simulation? Gives new meaning to God created us in his image. 

Am I even remotely close?

8/27/2019 8:14:29 PM starehope Don't think about it. Pray for them.

8/27/2019 8:15:13 PM carolin15161363 Pendar

8/27/2019 8:15:21 PM starehope Strange both near the top of the steeple.

8/27/2019 8:16:16 PM skp3211 Exposure and Justice are being served by a righteous God. It matters to Him! Ephesians 5:11.

8/27/2019 8:16:27 PM mongrelglory Good question!  If you're referring to "consciousness densities" then I would expect the higher the density you go, the more of your brain/mind's 

potential is unlocked.  That being said, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale is a pretty poor measure of consciousness ability IMHO.

8/27/2019 8:17:10 PM johnsville14 That's it I'm DONE with the riddles. All this military tech and you can't even get rid of the disinfo agents? How TF are we to figure out ANYTHING 

without reams of disinfo? You know how much bullshit I've told the people I'm trying to wake up?It's amazing they still listen. DONE

8/27/2019 8:17:17 PM corstruction Go back to A*L*I*c*e

8/27/2019 8:17:21 PM swtsthrncomfort So gross!

8/27/2019 8:17:58 PM mongrelglory I would think Tesla would be one example, though putting an IQ number on his ability to access knowledge is probably like comparing apples to 

hedgehogs.

8/27/2019 8:18:04 PM mindaltdelete lol shit. What a terrifying thought. I believe we are all divine souls experiencing this reality. But damn, yeah that would suck XD

8/27/2019 8:19:40 PM andrew13892378 Operation Cathedral comes to mind. Alice seeks wonderlands.

8/27/2019 8:21:50 PM dollysaysno Should be lovely, but given the name and the charity it is creepy.

8/27/2019 8:24:20 PM jonkaiser8 This is my email- my husband has nothing to do with this

8/27/2019 8:26:01 PM nancyburridge Sounds like propaganda to halt the true story of wonderland and Alice. HRC signed some emails as Alice.

8/27/2019 8:27:51 PM cledrordfishing Really?  That's what was in those emails?

8/27/2019 8:28:51 PM mongrelglory "It is no coincidence that many highly classified experiments are called ALICE." 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=20 …

8/27/2019 8:28:51 PM sitalea Alice?  At Wonderland?

8/27/2019 8:29:09 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109647355270361088?s=20 …

8/27/2019 8:29:10 PM cpace98 Name as many children as you can as Alice. You’re in the trafficking business and you have children kidnapped from the same area/country and all of 

their names are Alice. They are all the same skin color. How do you remember all of the missing Alices that are missing? You don’t.

8/27/2019 8:30:47 PM andrew13892378 Does your Disclosure Contract expire around the same time as the Eisenhower Disclosure Contract expires. 2021.?

BTW I will be releasing the "First Contact" Invitation Instructions at an appropriate time nearing 2021. News of its existence went live Yesterday.

8/27/2019 8:31:10 PM jvan125 Why didn’t I think of that 😂🤦🏼♀️ THANK YOU!! #Bedtime😴😆

8/27/2019 8:31:31 PM bubusmc Again, what about China? https://mobile.twitter.com/freenaynow/status/1166269597793677312?s=19 …

8/27/2019 8:31:36 PM rhondanight 🥂lol

8/27/2019 8:32:54 PM enomai_ I laughed.

Qhat a lame ritual.

8/27/2019 8:33:13 PM egelone ALICE is related to an ancient AI that is truely evil.

8/27/2019 8:33:48 PM enomai_ Sadly half the population believes any story online.

8/27/2019 8:34:01 PM egelone OK, so this is actually true. thanks for confirm that. Since u r there, may i ask what will happen to china? thanks

8/27/2019 8:34:52 PM jooooody ikr

8/27/2019 8:35:17 PM cmcp83 More like an obsession to spawn more imho 😏

8/27/2019 8:35:55 PM bubusmc  https://www.khmertimeskh.com/50637747/locations-identified-as-child-sex-tourism-hotspots/ …



8/27/2019 8:36:18 PM sunspot406 If TRUE, where is the evidence and arrests?  We see child pornography arrests weekly from citizens.  Guess Hillary and the gang are not citizens.

8/27/2019 8:36:23 PM enomai_ You know what would break the soul of this ritual. If everyone just started loving Russia. In which they should. 

As every country as well. 

I love Russia memes.

God fearing Putin memes

8/27/2019 8:38:31 PM n7guardiananon possibly, gear shift...if we are indeed able to download intel...instead of an IQ test, shouldn't we have a download speed or connection to network test?

8/27/2019 8:39:24 PM enomai_ You all are doing GREAT!

8/27/2019 8:41:36 PM mongrelglory Exactly...more a measure or our bandwidth and galactic internet speed! 🤣

8/27/2019 8:44:12 PM aagent361 Just on a liberal site and they are partying cause Madcow said they have the goods on Trump,that this has been the strategy all along...panic is indeed 

FUN to watch

8/27/2019 8:44:15 PM cogbill_alan Alice loves Bob.

8/27/2019 8:44:30 PM homebodyheaven I wondered what the Amazon forest fakery was all about. I should have known. 🤨

8/27/2019 8:44:56 PM aagent361 he had a whole team of forensic accountants, what do you think

8/27/2019 8:45:14 PM anon17light Pray

8/27/2019 8:45:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Can we get a master list going of things to avoid?  Everything from food+drink to merchandise to personal behaviors....

8/27/2019 8:47:23 PM anon17light Bc its a LARP trying to veer people in the wrong direction and make ppl think they have insider info. They don’t. It’s most like Sather. Remember when 

MJ-12 claimed they were going to make an ‘appearance’ in the sky after the 4th of July celebration, then didn’t?

8/27/2019 8:47:49 PM enomai_ Theyve been telling all the local Freemasons this from day 90

8/27/2019 8:48:07 PM anon17light Neom https://newatlas.com/neom-saudi-arabia-future-megacity/51893/ …

8/27/2019 8:48:16 PM playactiongamer It won't be easy, unless the vestiges of evil in the world are the last ones gone.

8/27/2019 8:50:08 PM playactiongamer Caffeine, that is hours after ingesting it burns you out, is all it does.

8/27/2019 8:54:26 PM freeandoriginal Alice is H and ALICE is AI ?

And it is always about the children !

8/27/2019 8:58:29 PM orlandomh3 Orange suits her...just sayin'

8/27/2019 8:59:43 PM kidge6 I hear your frustration sir. I’ve been through it myself.  They give us just enough to start us thinking and research it ourselves. I’ll post some archives 

and the recently compiled message of disclosure which is...

8/27/2019 9:00:28 PM sheila45005286 The eu hates Britain and America. Yet it desperately wants to be as big as America.

The eu is out of control. They now want an eu army made up from all European nations military who will be given their orders by the eu and not their 

home nations.

Dangerously out of control.

8/27/2019 9:02:46 PM aprilbrown99 So many woke people!  It is wonderful!  ✨✨✨

8/27/2019 9:04:49 PM kidge6  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

8/27/2019 9:04:58 PM denise_dessy Hillary’s response “I know nothing”. Right. Amazing, electronic transcripts never truly disappear, they are hidden. BleachBitting your servers and 

smashing your Blackberry’s was a fools errand.

8/27/2019 9:05:28 PM link12anon For more on why the name Alice is used by the Satantists;  https://www.nicholson1968.com/lucifer-through-the-looking-glass.html …

8/27/2019 9:06:04 PM freeandoriginal NOPE !

8/27/2019 9:07:01 PM freestateojones Reely Dumb Fish.

8/27/2019 9:08:46 PM kidge6 You can also search twitter very effectively. Type:

From: TS_SCI_MAJIC12 searchterm 

For searchterm type anything, like:

ALICE

pineal

caffeine

CBD

Or anything you like. 

The results of your search will be all MJ12 tweets (and replies , I think) with those search terms in them.
8/27/2019 9:09:00 PM patricksready Yikes! HFCS is very bad!

8/27/2019 9:09:46 PM rachaelangelm Well....it is a program that programs some people that’s why it follows high traffic accounts on the internet, it’s actually trying to alter reality/timelines

8/27/2019 9:09:52 PM wearediamonds2 Yes, I have experienced the same with fasting, too!

8/27/2019 9:10:36 PM wearediamonds2 Good questions...I have also wondered...

8/27/2019 9:13:12 PM kidge6 The disinformation agents r being allowed to bring themselves down.  Cherry picking them with laws or regulations opens the door to infringing on 

freedom of speech. Can’t do that. Plus,public would defend,because the majority still trust the media. Fewer every day. Patience.

8/27/2019 9:13:57 PM rainncloudy Well, Who is Alice??.... She knows all. too well!.... Right, Alice??? ..... where's.. the Queen?? pic.twitter.com/knKa1rCs3B

8/27/2019 9:20:02 PM janmaree1111 Wow. Great find. ❣️🙏💞❣️🙏💞

#GRATITUDE #ThankQ

#fulldisclosure

#GreatAwakening

#QAnon

#PeaceThroughStrength  #WWG1WGA

8/27/2019 9:24:15 PM synackstatic Where?  The modern world. 

What?  Distortion of reality. 

Why? ALICE = AI algorithm controlled and programmed to censor and social engineer silently. 

Who? = HRC? (via Q)

ALICE = generated identities. 

"It's murder, even if there's video." - JA

8/27/2019 9:27:07 PM jay_jaska  pic.twitter.com/kXJC7reqJE

8/27/2019 9:27:10 PM mntcol Yes. We drink distilled water and use pink Himalayan salt to cooking. Hoping that enough

8/27/2019 9:28:17 PM aprilbrown99 Russia. Russia. Russia. Like a broken record. #demandvoterid ✔️ pic.twitter.com/vHiLn1pAmX

8/27/2019 9:30:59 PM warrior_4truth S4 ALICE

ALICE at CERN

AI ALICE

AND......?

8/27/2019 9:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 [HRC/Alice] pic.twitter.com/5uLLjZDMe7

8/27/2019 9:32:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/o1dyzDrp06

8/27/2019 9:35:22 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/87ZaJQxEXT



8/27/2019 9:36:37 PM goodmedicine4us If our full brain&genetic capacity is unlocked, how would we compare?

Humanity has awesome potential if we weren't being divided, distracted. manipulated.

Others want to suppress/oppress/abuse us.

We're made in God's image, we must have innate potential

We want to break free!

🙏

8/27/2019 9:39:28 PM stormystorm10 Totally 👌 Got to be many

8/27/2019 9:40:07 PM cleanitallup What’s the point?

8/27/2019 9:40:43 PM luluspeers1 You mean all this time we thought it was emails proving Hilary set up Ambassador Stevens with the  taliban and all this time it was CP? Dafaq?

8/27/2019 9:42:34 PM hitbyawormhole It has been said on this channel that:

1) ALICE is Deep State AI responsible for policing the internet from anti-Deep State propaganda.

2) Alice & Wonderland is HRC + SA (Saudi Arabia).

3) Alice in Wonderland was a remake of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

8/27/2019 9:47:34 PM hitbyawormhole So... Alice (HRC) has the protection, defence and monitoring of ALICE in cyber space to propagate DS agendas.

8/27/2019 9:47:42 PM fukyorfeelngs What about the five files of child sex crimes Comey has???? Is that part of the insurance policy also??? 🧐🤔

8/27/2019 9:48:51 PM dr3n0chr0m3 lmfaooo

8/27/2019 9:52:31 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/ln8izUsKtx

8/27/2019 9:56:04 PM girlawakeinca Love this one April! 💥

8/27/2019 9:58:30 PM weshallrise144k I’ve been enjoying my daily CBD coffee with no noticable impairment to vibrational frequency.  Non-terrestrial craft uncloak around my house on a 

regular basis, and I’m okay with that and enjoy the frequent visits.  Wifey enjoys the company too! Life is good! 💫✨👊

8/27/2019 9:58:37 PM aprilbrown99 🥰😘🤗 pic.twitter.com/qpLFw1zBnv

8/27/2019 9:59:43 PM dvanginhoven So does 3 6 9 mean. Doing three things over and over again?

8/27/2019 10:00:29 PM dukeeukel Are you saying that YESHUA is NOT WHO HE said HE was?

8/27/2019 10:04:49 PM dubilujanenz Moloch is back.......

8/27/2019 10:09:17 PM dubilujanenz Aye, In the age of information, Ignorance is a choice.

8/27/2019 10:14:51 PM azuremagus Nov. 2017

8/27/2019 10:15:04 PM dubilujanenz Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

8/27/2019 10:15:47 PM fktvis Seriously.

8/27/2019 10:18:29 PM rghardy3 Go ask ALICE.

I think she will know.

8/27/2019 10:21:15 PM bphouse Deja vu Mandela effect  CERN well I just woke to a new level

8/27/2019 10:26:13 PM citoyen_resist something legal on top of yellow vests will fall soon

8/27/2019 10:33:00 PM jennyjigsaw45 ALICE is many things. Just can't figure out how it's all connected.

8/27/2019 10:39:55 PM hitbyawormhole For those interested, I found this compilation of this account's tweets to be readable and more user friendly for searching. 

https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

8/27/2019 11:07:21 PM andrew13892378 In year 2018 the Instructions for making "First Contact" were discovered, as it turns out many answers including the above have been found in Crop 

Circles. We have more material to uncover than possible in many human life times. Most UFO answers here also.

8/27/2019 11:09:03 PM susan66388204 Thank you!!!

8/27/2019 11:09:25 PM splucas22 I'm totally confused by this...lol

8/27/2019 11:13:17 PM fktvis I hate this BS

8/27/2019 11:14:27 PM andrew13892378 I am attempting to draw the attention of the big names in Paranormal fields, however so far they seem to have fallen for the distractions, creating a 

barrier between Crop Circle answers and the pretty lights in the sky. LOL Might as well have some cheeky fun along the way guys!

8/27/2019 11:14:30 PM splucas22 Meaning the confusin, cryptic nature of the tweets?

8/27/2019 11:17:33 PM wild8heart So very real... The misinformation and disinformation around this whole concept is repulsive. We are one. We are God. Anything is possible.

8/27/2019 11:21:46 PM fktvis The OpSec

8/27/2019 11:24:32 PM splucas22 But why would that be BS?...its supposedly necessary isn't it?

8/27/2019 11:27:22 PM peterluisvenero Aaaand @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ‘s gloves are off. #Qanon #TheStorm #FollowTheWhiteRabbit 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1166545439421796357 …

8/27/2019 11:30:44 PM blasto33 Hillary=Alice

Saudi Arabia=Wonderland 

Marty Torry=Mad Hatter pic.twitter.com/3dM5uwzmov

8/27/2019 11:31:41 PM blasto33  pic.twitter.com/N7EKj5Wzpt

8/27/2019 11:32:04 PM fktvis Yes. Disinformation is necessary.

But this shit is driving everybody nuts.

8/27/2019 11:33:20 PM blasto33 Saudi Arabia was the epicentre of Child Trafficking.

Roads now blocked.

8/27/2019 11:37:52 PM splucas22 I'm glad you said that...I think a lot of people are thinking it...lol. I'm hoping they can do away with the friggin' riddles pretty soon and just give 

coherent info. When I see the riddles I feel like crying.

8/27/2019 11:39:55 PM adsvel I have a friend in the Russia who is Prana eater or breatharian for 7 years now. I know family who lives near the lake Baikal, same breatharians who had

 child born. Imagine what kind of children coming in that families, what capacity of vibrations they carry on! YUGE!😊💖☀️🌈🌏

8/27/2019 11:44:33 PM hawtingibb FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT ! Crimes against children will not be tolerated 😡🇺🇸😡

8/27/2019 11:45:58 PM fktvis I'm fucking dying. 😭

8/27/2019 11:48:11 PM hawtingibb Fuk me 😬

8/27/2019 11:57:29 PM andrew13892378 Thank you for the doc Tip Soccerbuff!

8/28/2019 12:00:04 AM splucas22 I'm hoping that if we hang tight a little longer there will be some sort of payoff. Many of the louder alt media voices seem to be predicting major 

undeniable events for September. If nothing happens I'm checking out and becoming a monk.

8/28/2019 12:01:44 AM carmindabrendel Look at my new post

8/28/2019 12:12:25 AM cryptogamer11 Dripping bl00d! Sickoes

8/28/2019 12:16:35 AM jayrambin Why all caps? An Acronym? Second meaning?  Not goodness?

8/28/2019 12:36:46 AM justhashtagnews For the sake of us humans, stop the riddles tell us the truth finally. And don't try to sell us Reptilians or Grey as aliens. They are from here. My gosh, it's 

not like we don't know about horrible things happening. I am tired of accounts like this. #sofake #propaganda

8/28/2019 12:47:35 AM adsvel Why is hrc still not arrested?

The lack of evidences? pic.twitter.com/03shVofIlo

8/28/2019 12:48:27 AM carmindabrendel Let’s DIG her grave

8/28/2019 1:01:12 AM auditanon Watch the mascot and David Letterman on Netflix please please please

8/28/2019 1:02:18 AM auditanon Please watch David Letterman ton Netflix



8/28/2019 1:03:24 AM martingeddes I never watch TV so don’t have Netflix.

8/28/2019 1:05:41 AM longhoa63263089 Vây ha.cho tôi xem thu

8/28/2019 1:09:20 AM joinna6 3.6.9 in its Negative form C9H9NO3 . @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://thetruthrevolution.net/adrenochrome-the-drug-of-the-elite-they-obtain-it-by-torturing-childrens/ …

8/28/2019 1:10:31 AM nuwsovdaworld  pic.twitter.com/0xAzFcMdXJ

8/28/2019 1:12:20 AM charlesgdavis1 That's nothing compared to what happens when people step on 🐜 ants!!!😂😂😂😂👽👽👽😎😎😈

8/28/2019 1:13:00 AM hawtingibb Will do xxx must have missed it zzz

8/28/2019 1:14:30 AM stueyphooey According to this article, the WHO found 400mg of aluminium "in one portion". That means they dissolved a palm-sized area of foil in acidic juices & put 

it in one serving. 😂 The recommendation is to eat less foil than a the area of your thumb per day. 👍 https://metro.co.uk/2016/07/11/turns-out-you-

shouldnt-be-using-aluminium-foil-on-the-barbecue-5994410/ …

8/28/2019 1:16:07 AM tobefrank15 Thank you 🙃 !!!

8/28/2019 1:17:46 AM joinna6 ALICE. http://www.shadolsonshow.com/2019/07/20/child-adrenochrome-globalist-cabals-immortality-drug-of-choice/ …

8/28/2019 1:21:29 AM jorgesucess  pic.twitter.com/OlIUysUVB5

8/28/2019 1:21:43 AM staticra1n @threadreaderapp unroll

8/28/2019 1:23:38 AM joinna6 #unsealepstein https://www.eightieskids.com/v-the-series-the-best-sci-fi-tv-show-of-the-80s/ …

8/28/2019 1:23:43 AM you2iam Unroll

8/28/2019 1:24:01 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked 

several times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

8/28/2019 1:25:34 AM joinna6 Escaped to Antarctica.   http://V.Space  station.

 https://www.crystalinks.com/vril.html 

8/28/2019 1:29:55 AM missscifi1 O. M. G

8/28/2019 1:47:04 AM love4thegameak F that! 'RESIST' THE LIES!

8/28/2019 1:50:46 AM integrityneeded 83 year old mother being pressured into flu vaccine by 6 ‘reminder’ phone calls

Daughter’s friend works at a doctors practice...asks for flu vaccine insert to ‘help friend’s mother decide’

Doctor refuses...now requires all inserts be shredded😡

8/28/2019 1:59:11 AM insdunkle Who the f*ck is Alice? Please someone explain or point me the info , thanks @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/28/2019 2:03:11 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/pjsz2j9DVT

8/28/2019 2:05:55 AM uranustonight Lack of reinforced justice system so she doesn't slip through the bars.

8/28/2019 2:07:15 AM uranustonight  pic.twitter.com/38K6rrzSWc

8/28/2019 2:10:21 AM charlesgdavis1 😳😳😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇You ain't right!!!😂😂😂😂

8/28/2019 2:16:54 AM adsvel Many says that she will be prosecuted by Military Tribunal and no one can slip through it.

8/28/2019 2:22:35 AM trevorhenzell 🤣

8/28/2019 2:22:39 AM dce229 “What difference does it make?” 🔥💥🔥💥🔥💥

8/28/2019 2:46:03 AM dcts If ALICE is what you say, is TYL3R real to? Never really took Quinn Michaels serious in this stuff

8/28/2019 2:54:44 AM keith369me Clearly time is an illusion and it moves in a circle 😀 in this case the circles are spinning really fast and getting faster.

8/28/2019 2:59:24 AM cannafrom Sex Pistols - Anarchy In The UK  https://youtu.be/qbmWs6Jf5dc  via @YouTube @Rachael_Swindon @Hardeep216 @jeremycorbyn @UKLabour 

@crazyjane125 @GTTONOW @dorset_eye @BBCBreaking @itvnews @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/28/2019 3:10:29 AM lauraca67681910 She is hopeless. Some will go at great lengths to lie. However, with our one nation under our God does have a way of willing out truth.

8/28/2019 3:18:59 AM joanofamerica Interesting. ✔️ Good work.

8/28/2019 3:20:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, Epstein belonged to Intelligence, and Hillary had SAP Top Secret content on her email server. What was the SAP content you ask?

SPECIAL ACCESS PROGRAMS

8/28/2019 3:22:41 AM yungrushin 👀 👀

8/28/2019 3:25:35 AM jollyrob2 TRIBUNAL time...?

8/28/2019 3:25:56 AM iluvkayakingtoo If I had to guess, I'd say Huma Abedin.

8/28/2019 3:26:51 AM v8veronica1 The Lyin ,The Witch and The Server in The Wardrobe :)

8/28/2019 3:27:52 AM suzylock63  pic.twitter.com/PPoF6sQDvH

8/28/2019 3:29:05 AM iluvkayakingtoo Providing the number of emails and their content is very deep state of you, though.

8/28/2019 3:29:43 AM iluvkayakingtoo Probably going to have my timeline frozen again for saying that.

8/28/2019 3:31:39 AM keith369me Bottom line...WE collectively control it all if we choose to.  #UnsealEpstein is a catalyst that can set a new reality into motion.  This is the Great 

Awakening...awaken, and help others awaken!!!...

8/28/2019 3:35:33 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein will expose worldwide corruption and how WE have been enslaved by the decisions of our “leaders” that will only represent us enough 

so that WE don’t riot.  It is our choice to awaken and shine the 💡 or sit back and be sick, enslaved and kill our planet or...

8/28/2019 3:38:34 AM keith369me WE collectively can take this opportunity to shine the 💡install representatives that represent us, and manifest the release of abundance and health or 

we can sit back and do nothing.  Do you want to be a slave or utilize our collective consciousness to bring about a new reality?

8/28/2019 3:39:40 AM realchindsight S atanic

A ttack

P laybook

8/28/2019 3:40:04 AM robinabank4 Exactly... they just regurgitate over and over.  I'll share...we need to get all hands on deck

8/28/2019 3:41:14 AM samsmith0319 Thank You for connecting dots...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

8/28/2019 3:46:06 AM keith369me I’m leaning toward “catch and release” mentioned in the Q posts.  Taking down and exposing the media as controlled was a bigger hurdle than tossing 

a controlled middlewoman in jail.  Her role in the movie was shouting anti-Trump garbage to discredit the media.

8/28/2019 3:48:05 AM carmindabrendel @Cordicon @TheSharpEdge1 @TheCollectiveQ @OrtaineDevian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @striderraven1 @cjtruth

8/28/2019 3:53:19 AM tehalley Just hope some justice comes out of it, but am doubtful with our current DOJ...

8/28/2019 3:56:09 AM adsvel You mean she is a feeder for to release a most of the web? Also good perspective.

8/28/2019 3:59:37 AM tbsntrict What? Got a reference for this?

8/28/2019 4:01:51 AM natureinspace Maybe the trade war with China really doesn't have anything to do with what we think it does. Maybe the info we think Hillary was giving to them had 

nothing to do with national security. I'm really starting to believe this is a huge interdimensional war we just don't see yet.

8/28/2019 4:04:23 AM oliheck While doing research on partly known things (Thule AFB) I learned it’s MUCH bigger than the big airport 

Operation Iceworm... and this is the official available info - so I expect more Declas Operation/ construction there...😱

8/28/2019 4:08:39 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/CaroOlsen/status/1092796979984416771?s=19 …

8/28/2019 4:14:15 AM aleks8837 Yes, what was the content?!

8/28/2019 4:16:51 AM egelone Hillary sold US intel and tech to china and russia. Many CIA informant in china died because of this. She better go to jail soon.



8/28/2019 4:27:07 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/jhxU8L7r0I

8/28/2019 4:28:36 AM samsmith0319 Look up Tesla...what he saw and was told about the power of 3,6,9 in the universal design...

8/28/2019 4:29:09 AM unearthedciel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

PWNED NOOB!!!!! @Melanie58856416

@MELANIATRUMP 

Hey Melania here is Agent Smith 

She is using Baron Trump & yourself from the other side 

[{ what is scrye mirror seminaris}]

She is your DARK HALF 

The SHADOW OVER FAMILY.

007 🐸🔑 pic.twitter.com/f0lxJtqWaT
8/28/2019 4:29:12 AM samsmith0319 Very real...and they know it and use it...👀

8/28/2019 4:32:48 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/MiZRYYCsem

8/28/2019 4:32:58 AM bleakperfect1 Can't wait until you expose the dangers of sugar and white bread😂keep breaking the matrix🤗❤️

8/28/2019 4:34:55 AM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

8/28/2019 4:36:43 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "How did 300,000+ emails related to producing child pornography between you and 

Huma Abedin end up in a folder called "In […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1166545439421796357.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

8/28/2019 4:38:15 AM suzylock63 Let her dig her own. pic.twitter.com/lPyPLcZwbN

8/28/2019 4:44:01 AM vedanticflaneur Netflix is at bottom a mind/soul hacking programme designed on purpose to create robotic automata constantly in need of their daily ration of 

numbing indoctrinaton thinly disguised as appealing cultural products!

8/28/2019 4:48:33 AM keith369me Not just her.  Unsealed indictment=act how I tell you to act, and tell all or it gets unsealed.  They are all actors even if coerced into acting.  At the end, 

they all received leniency in exchange for taking down the system of slavery

8/28/2019 4:49:50 AM lp083061 Whose intelligence? He was pictured with Ehud many times. Seems like a turf war of foreign intelligence on American soil to me.

8/28/2019 4:54:06 AM _369311119 SAP=CP ?

8/28/2019 4:56:04 AM hambrickro 😎 HRC specialty in Law was PATENTS , connect the DOTS 😎

8/28/2019 4:58:31 AM wokeprincess2 Can someone please tell me what CP stands for?

8/28/2019 5:01:30 AM sterkinglights1 5:5

8/28/2019 5:04:16 AM adsvel There are many actors, actors for their own pocket.

8/28/2019 5:07:28 AM karma4event201 😂 excellent

8/28/2019 5:10:22 AM campbells_way Is it an acronym? Alien Life In Center Earth?

8/28/2019 5:14:19 AM aprilbrown99 Not everyone is awake yet...so although some have known for what seems a long time, there are those who still have no idea about anything.

8/28/2019 5:14:36 AM turboxyde I put this together to help explain how your unique consciousness can use 3, 6 and 9 to interact with reality to bring about change. I hope it helps! 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1159239852187095041?s=19 …

8/28/2019 5:24:46 AM dvanginhoven Awesome thank you !

8/28/2019 5:26:17 AM donzsrvc One of these guys will be in Congress soon.

8/28/2019 5:37:10 AM s_langers Whisky

8/28/2019 5:45:57 AM enomai_ So then China had it too?

8/28/2019 5:47:44 AM karma4event201 That clown is only selling his 600 page book. 

Mueller Report no collusion killed sales 😆

8/28/2019 5:50:50 AM aleks8837  https://i.redd.it/6zq652jwnhuz.png …

From 2016!! pic.twitter.com/NOkiSEojFx

8/28/2019 5:52:44 AM burgersandra Inslaw pres. Bill Hamilton alleges the US gov., sold PROMIS to other gov. around world...“National security appears to suspend the checks and balances 

built into the system of government in the United States, to the detriment of the citizens.” https://www.newstatesman.com/blogs/the-

staggers/2011/04/promis-government-inslaw …

8/28/2019 5:58:47 AM burgersandra p.69 Robert Maxwell, Israel's Superspy: The Life and Murder of a Media Mogul

"Mossad stole Promis software + deconstructed it + inserted a 'trapdoor' they thought was untraceable."

8/28/2019 6:01:37 AM melanie58856416 What is this, helix?

8/28/2019 6:04:56 AM 92michael Will the real ALICE please stand up?

8/28/2019 6:13:36 AM patriotchic33 In a lot of hospitals, they usually give you the option to either get the shot or wear a mask during g flu season. The threat of a class action for 

intentional poisoning may stop this at your wife's work.

8/28/2019 6:19:06 AM chew_soap You’re missing the point, it’s not just about knowing of something, you need to get thinking... it’s in good time believe that

8/28/2019 6:19:22 AM waldrada Because the "help" is nothing but a money transfer directly to mysterious NGOs, much like the NGOs that were caught actually starting the fires.

8/28/2019 6:22:12 AM vand3rboots Is the ALICE project at CERN relevant to this statement?

8/28/2019 6:27:17 AM olimyracle The company has dirt in their hands. Ask @CaroOlsen...

Maybe a coincidence but I do not believe in coincidences anymore 🙃

Why is SAP based in 🇨🇭?

Most evil place here! pic.twitter.com/0dcw19lmAS

8/28/2019 6:29:24 AM vand3rboots To tell us everything would influence our free will, which is a violation of universal law. But by doing our own research on these hints, and thus reaching 

our own conclusions, they are operating within the rules of the universe. Everyone has their role to play. 🙂

8/28/2019 6:39:01 AM richard07759712 I love it.... it’s a go for me, turn the Apple Cart upside down on their ritual 

TO RUSSIA WITH ❤️

8/28/2019 6:40:43 AM richard07759712 Damn Straight!

8/28/2019 6:42:40 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Michael83341408/status/1166702283285045250 …

8/28/2019 6:44:46 AM bbobbio71 So banks hold tax returns now?

🤔

8/28/2019 6:44:56 AM justice_rebel pay to play

8/28/2019 6:45:51 AM allahuniversal In-deed 9:45 ET https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1165641319395581953?s=19 …

8/28/2019 6:47:41 AM girlawakeinca Synchronicity 💫

8/28/2019 6:55:36 AM natureinspace We are living under a veil & what we see and hear is limited compared to what's really around us. The Great Awakening is helping alot of us understand 

that there is more than our 3D world. The veil is thinning and we are shocked by reality but we still have no clue how bad it is.

8/28/2019 6:57:22 AM allahuniversal CC: 🇨🇳

8/28/2019 7:00:29 AM anneolsen43 Sundial in middle with 4 tunnels



8/28/2019 7:01:53 AM realclaywilcox House of Doria #Dorian #PerfectStorm #WWG1WGA or Goldman Sachs [GS] or London Bridge or [ALL] 3 this week? @POTUSPress #MAGA #Vatican 

#GreatAwakening #Spygate #Winning #BOOM @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @AGWillliamBarr #qanon 

pic.twitter.com/nRNrdrdVV9

8/28/2019 7:03:52 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/DbH4696DmY

8/28/2019 7:04:46 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/RskbQQiY6z

8/28/2019 7:05:41 AM gattacus45 Timothy Charles Holmseth kangaroo court case in polk county, MN  (tied to epstein) is keystone case  #CPS #StopChildTrafficking #SRA

8/28/2019 7:09:45 AM anneolsen43 My Hermon fallen angels gates of hell

8/28/2019 7:12:31 AM keith369me It’s that, and rampant in Hollywood, politics, churches, banking, royalty.  It is worldwide and how “power” has worked in our society.  How exactly did 

Denny Hastert a known pedo become Republican Speaker of the House?  Would he do what’s right or what he has been told? Blackmail

8/28/2019 7:14:11 AM jvan125 Again, why didn’t I think of that?!? #SearchFunctionRocks😆. Thank you!! 🙏🏻❤️✨

8/28/2019 7:15:35 AM lbf777 What is the hold up? Let’s expose her to the masses already please.

8/28/2019 7:18:18 AM gattacus45 Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity  (or something...)

8/28/2019 7:21:53 AM pacu133  https://e.vnexpress.net/news/news/health-ministry-suspects-hospital-insiders-abetting-trafficking-of-newborns-3942677.html …

cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/28/2019 7:27:15 AM johnsville14 That's because you're not THINKING. Don't you know that? The only way to become smart is by solving jackass riddles. You figured one out? WRONG, 

it's a sham, but duh aren't you THINKING? Aren't you clever enough? I'm so fucking over it I could puke

8/28/2019 7:29:36 AM roaminnoodle Interesting to note the "9th/12th Royal Lancers" were active from [9/11]/1960 until 5/2/2015. The Colonel-in-Chief was Prince of York, but only 2003-

2015. The Queen was Colonel-in-Chief prior and again now with her own.

#UnsealEpstein

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1165776308825198592 … pic.twitter.com/v8yJpIc40v

8/28/2019 7:33:03 AM anneolsen43 Hillary isn’t the Big 🐠

8/28/2019 7:37:26 AM state1union SAP=SSP. Secret Space Program. Cloning sex slaves, raping them/ tortured and viciously murdered. The original person cloned must feel and 

experience everything in complete Horror. Pure Satanic Evil 👿

8/28/2019 7:38:04 AM charmanda9 Oh this is a good idea

8/28/2019 7:38:18 AM scrotata Community property

8/28/2019 7:38:33 AM my2sonznme Listened to Behold a Pale Horse!! Whoa! It sounds to me like we should be very concerned with Builderburg (sp?) and that we should keep a VERY 

CLOSE EYE on Stacy Abrams! She is dangerous and sounds chosen. Let’s get ahead of this one.

8/28/2019 7:41:24 AM roaminnoodle #FakeNews!

...9 hours, 6 minutes, and 30 seconds later...

Let US use the REAL POWER of 3 6 and 9!

#UnsealEpstein

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/MikeDelMoro/status/1166680249821782017 …
8/28/2019 7:41:32 AM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/28/2019 7:48:51 AM fjrjockey  pic.twitter.com/5GVfXVDPlf

8/28/2019 7:49:53 AM kdlmama Well, actually it's more like 700,000 emails on Weiner's laptop, but who's counting.....images that made grown men cry. 🙁

8/28/2019 7:51:16 AM charmanda9 Oldie but goodie: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9GzKO1OgVc&feature=share …

8/28/2019 7:51:56 AM anneolsen43 Alice Bailey?

8/28/2019 7:57:43 AM charmanda9 Right. Gotcha.

8/28/2019 7:58:54 AM newsforum #Ehud on #Epstein plane

8/28/2019 8:08:50 AM gattacus45 time of the call-boys at the bush whitehouse

8/28/2019 8:17:36 AM jaded_pearl Link?

8/28/2019 8:21:43 AM jebsmirk Interesting. Thanks

8/28/2019 8:23:42 AM keith369me Yes...and $65,000 worth of hot dogs at the Obama White House

8/28/2019 8:24:20 AM meta_faith ok?..

8/28/2019 8:32:39 AM leisab1111 FULL of adrenochrome

8/28/2019 8:33:15 AM bubusmc  https://brassballs.blog/home/cia-and-fbi-and-hillary-clinton-use-crowdstrike-software-to-tap-and-collect-and-sell-surveillance-information …

8/28/2019 8:37:36 AM bubusmc Warburg Pincus! pic.twitter.com/OWzivVBdYQ

8/28/2019 8:38:00 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/EWXfCBkQ4l

8/28/2019 8:38:29 AM bubusmc So we have Paul Warburg, (Fed Reserve) with links to the Rothchildes, through the Schiff's who is linked to Warburg Pincus, who funds Crowdstrike, 

who is linked to Bleach bit of Hillary Clinton's computers, Who is also linked to FISA abuse on Trump.

8/28/2019 8:38:42 AM r_word_debases What's that got to do with the price of eggs?

8/28/2019 8:44:16 AM djlok "Insurance Policy" = Blackmail material on EVERYONE!!!

8/28/2019 8:45:32 AM rachaelangelm Can someone please deal with Beth and Dan? Mostly Dan. pic.twitter.com/BzXmeoRTWF

8/28/2019 8:46:42 AM a51s1 Clearly people don't know how the entertainment industry works. This is no secret about it. This person did it for clickbait.

8/28/2019 8:47:13 AM antarantanka Also known as the news media’s “Trump Rotation” #NoAgenda  http://cosmicweenie.com/Trump_flaws.htm 

8/28/2019 8:55:08 AM rachelriot1 Child prostitution

8/28/2019 8:55:33 AM royalmrbadnews We saw this video a few weeks ago.

micky mouse has a dark past.

8/28/2019 8:55:43 AM toffer_anon_369 meaning, every last one of them?  and now we have the server, so now we have everything too?

8/28/2019 8:58:14 AM a51s1 I am not gonna watch something about how somebody learned of the entertainment industry and policies, pits click bait "ill be hunted for this" when 

since day one. Anyone with a brain knows all media is controlled by one site. One company ect. If I watched it I be supporting...

8/28/2019 9:00:16 AM a51s1 People making money of distorting info and giving their opinion. On stuff, I, and hope others, already know. Oh it's comedy, does not excusse the use 

of the title. Even more BS profiting of people. Keeping people chasing their tails in circles.

8/28/2019 9:05:51 AM eyedropmedia  pic.twitter.com/LjbLW310mP

8/28/2019 9:06:40 AM ctone3 Thanks

8/28/2019 9:07:39 AM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/ia4bFfl6l7

8/28/2019 9:09:49 AM reconbygod 🇺🇸💪 

Fiji & Smart Only .... it's all in the Bottling Design.

Perrier & Dasani .... some times.



8/28/2019 9:12:39 AM theridler1107 I am truly hoping that when they do indict her that it is all handled PUBLICLY!  We the people need to see those at the top levels be arrested, tried and 

punished, with all proof laid out for all to see! That’s the only way that the sheeple are going to start to believe!

8/28/2019 9:14:21 AM agoodyear2015 Thank you!  It is very helpful.

8/28/2019 9:18:49 AM richard07759712 @love4thegameAK

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@3Days3Nights

@AKA_RealDirty

@Serremmy

@Dark2light9 

3 6 9

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/3enexPpjl6
8/28/2019 9:19:43 AM richard07759712 Blow their Mind🤯👈🏻DS

8/28/2019 9:20:50 AM richard07759712 They’re 👉🏼(DS) are Russia Racists

8/28/2019 9:22:00 AM mariateare Whoa

8/28/2019 9:56:51 AM _vvoke_ At this point, what difference does it make?

8/28/2019 9:58:12 AM marshahodgson My patience is my strength, knowing It's only a matter of time.

However, 

Question, please: it IS only a matter of time, right? We will know many things moving forward, yes? 

TY 🌿🕸☘

8/28/2019 10:01:54 AM marshahodgson Is "SAVE THE CHILDREN" cause for alarm?

8/28/2019 10:02:16 AM ksouth21 Child porn

8/28/2019 10:04:03 AM karma4event201 Fiji is the water bottle that Pres Trump was using both hands to take a sip.

8/28/2019 10:09:15 AM bbpumpkinspice Alice is in all of us

8/28/2019 10:11:05 AM lightwithin7 She is going to find out!

8/28/2019 10:13:23 AM rhonda_usa That explains why @FoxNews is showing their true colors. Mr. President @realDonaldTrump that’s why I watch @OANN now.

8/28/2019 10:32:24 AM ffattmedia Democrats love Insurance

8/28/2019 10:33:01 AM enomai_ Excellent

8/28/2019 10:39:29 AM laurabusse I believe this was FBI Anon...

Precursor to Q

Him and mega anon kinda set us up for Q

8/28/2019 10:39:58 AM enomai_ Now we can tell the DS we no longer care about their propaganda #qanon

8/28/2019 10:44:59 AM laurabusse Mine too 😊

Good idea!!!

8/28/2019 10:46:03 AM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA 👍

8/28/2019 10:51:47 AM natureinspace I would assume that almost every person in power worldwide is part of the cabal/elite, with few exceptions. China would be run by the same group of 

people running Haiti for example. & I don't believe any longer that the cabal is quite human. Possibly Interdimensional or a hybred.

8/28/2019 10:58:40 AM wisdomonium Kaspersky traced Red October (reference to the Bolshevik takeover of the Czarist Russia) to Germany. For those who do not know ALL of this goes back 

to the Sab. 1666 and ltr Frankist Cabalists (Illuminati-'sparks of light-salavation through sin-nut jobs) in central banking.

8/28/2019 11:01:24 AM tncharlene Ok I will say it: that is a very gross thought!!!

8/28/2019 11:09:12 AM magic_jake2012 I enjoy the video but I don't trust any of these children foundations I don't know what those kids go through after these people get a hold of them. 

Unless I take the money there personally I don't trust any agencies not even the churches be careful people pedophilia everywhere

8/28/2019 11:16:09 AM cocopuffster12 Have faith

8/28/2019 11:18:49 AM cocopuffster12 I don’t need too. I know what’s best for my body. A plant based diet works wonders.

8/28/2019 11:21:10 AM cocopuffster12 Yes we do! They try to warn us that it is BAD. It’s a ground up leaf. Mother Earth has the remedies we need, not big pharma. Yea, I get it from a guy in 

Borneo. So happy to be off western meds. So very happy!♥️

8/28/2019 11:26:05 AM allahuniversal Happy to hear that you are! Found it really odd that the ban was coming in the midst of an opioid crisis. The very plant which could help to stave off the 

crisis was being shunned. Wonder [who] that order ultimately came from...

8/28/2019 11:31:52 AM cocopuffster12 It is odd, isn’t it?? We are on to them! So thankful for The Great Awakening. We are so lucky to be here to witness the truth coming to light!

8/28/2019 11:38:30 AM agoodyear2015 Yes, and I understand Iran too.  Many US intelligence sources died because of these leaks.

8/28/2019 11:41:02 AM maganificent_7  pic.twitter.com/BAXblPvHWg

8/28/2019 11:48:43 AM richard07759712 RT

8/28/2019 11:57:29 AM jbkehr Are some Alice's a distraction?

8/28/2019 12:04:12 PM chapulincolored Is Wonderland more than in just one place.  Maybe it is the hidden world, like DUMBs, tunnels, catacombs, etc interconnected to nefarious things, like 

torture, "breeding", "feeding", raping, SRA, and scarier things I dare not say.

Just call it hell.

8/28/2019 12:09:04 PM chapulincolored I remember what Schneider said.  Mum for now.

8/28/2019 12:12:16 PM jlundr Also when resolving a number you can replace any 0 with a 9 and it will reduce the same.

8/28/2019 12:12:32 PM cmileff Please answer!

8/28/2019 12:13:05 PM qsimpleanswers Wow

8/28/2019 12:18:12 PM chapulincolored 800 children, all named Alice... clones?

Maybe Alice are cloned Artificial Intelligence where genetics are "spliced" into their design 

Epstein wanted to impregnate with his seed.

ALICE is like a "new" race/generation genetic + tech.

Alice clones are derivatives of ALICE.

8/28/2019 12:18:28 PM violetlady841 I heard years ago about a book someone wrote about Walt Disney’s dark side.  Didn’t want to believe it.  Never read the book.

8/28/2019 12:19:12 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Tu9LnM7FQR

8/28/2019 12:21:41 PM shari_todd Creepy scary but no doubt true!

8/28/2019 12:28:55 PM wwg1wgatrump Sick #evil

8/28/2019 12:32:55 PM chapulincolored I remember posting a picture of nazi's engineering twins and triplets + dolly the sheep + China is cloning too.  It's not like there isn't evidence that it can 

be done.  But to what extent.  For what purpose, and to serve "who's" purpose.

8/28/2019 12:35:36 PM lynnboyce7  pic.twitter.com/n0iNUDRjIp

8/28/2019 12:37:40 PM chapulincolored If greys have clones, and clones are soul-less, or have no IS, just a bunch of empty vesseled BE's, maybe they have disregard for any sense of morality.  

Guess they are just a bunch of NPC's.

8/28/2019 12:38:20 PM wmferguson5 Exactly

8/28/2019 12:39:45 PM wmferguson5 The controllers always have a burnable front person and a handler very close to them.



8/28/2019 12:41:56 PM chapulincolored So that monkey is an Alice?

8/28/2019 12:42:03 PM 2aforlif3 Web page isn't working for me I anyone else having trouble?

8/28/2019 12:44:22 PM speakgf Connections Wonderland Club, HRC is a part of the dying Order of coven members, the Saudi Prince who was once of the 21 parents and that leaves 

the “The Red Queen”

8/28/2019 12:48:38 PM blsdbe The Power Of 3 6 9 got me Reelin In The Years!!! https://youtu.be/2WTh_IEyU1w 

8/28/2019 12:53:29 PM victorianoreent yes my thought too.  don't share info like this without telling us how they are.  all of this "we have all of the info here's a bread crumb for you to figure 

out" is DECEPTION.  as someone said i'm g.d. DONE w/sharing info w/others and 3 years later we still have no PROOF.

8/28/2019 12:55:22 PM victorianoreent i agree - and folks like us need to be vocal now.  i run a truther website and my subscribers along w/myself are quite DONE w/the cryptic messages.  

LAY.  IT.  OUT.  or we walk.

8/28/2019 1:04:15 PM anjilloflight_ OMG! 😱😱😱😱😱

8/28/2019 1:06:54 PM pincketcpincket She has Kuru

8/28/2019 1:13:30 PM ladydianeguest Holy smokes!

8/28/2019 1:17:32 PM monolithicpeak Artificial Linguistic Internet Cyber Entity ?

8/28/2019 1:30:34 PM ladtacarms We just saw one of our stolen SAP’s go boom in Russia. Trump tweeted a warning shortly after - “we have much better tech, and it works.”

8/28/2019 1:38:16 PM diaptera_80 Seems like our bodies will give us hints when and what to quit. Just listen to it, and it will make it easier. Find that special herbal tea, that is just perfect 

for you and replace a bad habit with a good one

8/28/2019 1:50:37 PM andrew13892378 There will be a public link Cami that will be released at the appropriate time, I will try and work in a well timed release by monitoring everything that is 

going on, and Maj here of course Q, Sandia, world events and many other things. I am in touch with a well know General in-

8/28/2019 1:53:57 PM andrew13892378 America as well. You see this document could be considered the most powerful document in the world presently. Perhaps the most powerful 

document ever. So this needs to be carefully timed and handled. At the moment we just need the fact that it exists to go Viral. That is enough-

8/28/2019 1:57:10 PM diaptera_80 Yeah, once I tried silicon muffin moulds I never go back, especially not to bamboo. But I will eat sushi on bamboo for sure

8/28/2019 2:00:02 PM raisethevib369 Always the dark brown children from poverty, same as Haiti. Melanin. Are they farming? Eating? Organs? Adrenochrome? I am ready to know the truth.

8/28/2019 2:01:01 PM andrew13892378 presently. The public MSM's wont go near it, because of the nature of the source material. On my front pages there is a picture meme which Tells of 

"Q" accurately that is over ten years old. You see my team knew of "Q" arriving a very long time ago. We also know many other Such-

8/28/2019 2:04:46 PM lbf777 So Epstein and her were exchanging saps.

8/28/2019 2:07:48 PM zagnett Yes, ALICE/Alice. All of it is [AI/programs].

Who programmed the Matrix? Should the programmers of the Matrix be [fired/power removed]?🤔

8/28/2019 2:08:54 PM zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sure casts a wide net.👀

8/28/2019 2:09:01 PM andrew13892378 Time  related things. Something of this nature obviously will need to become official between Australia and America at some point, but how this can 

presently occur seems too dangerous presently. These are where my thoughts are presently turning.

8/28/2019 2:17:00 PM traviscarper888 Michelle,what a great question. I would imagine Sporebiotics(SBO's) would have to be added as well and not as a separate supplement. Biomimicing! 

Also consider that we will be eating less & getting energy from Light as more DNA strands come back online! #HolisticHealth #Ascension

8/28/2019 2:19:37 PM diaptera_80 Unless you grow it, make it, and label it yourself. But [they] keep us to busy for that.

8/28/2019 2:23:20 PM mamiemcclure17 That’s their goal so we have to purchase with $ to their benefit, we get what’s provided for us, with no healthy or good selections.

8/28/2019 2:27:18 PM lorirrr Go look ot up.

8/28/2019 2:27:28 PM kalifornianati2  pic.twitter.com/FeFsBiXaoG

8/28/2019 2:28:46 PM anon17light We all saw that. They claimed AFTER, not in DC

8/28/2019 2:30:30 PM anon17light And they stated THEY were going to with something obvious. This was POTUS’ work, not theirs (Sather)

8/28/2019 2:30:35 PM kalifornianati2  pic.twitter.com/s4lAI1EIab

8/28/2019 2:31:33 PM anon17light You can keep posting all this it makes no difference. The statement was made DURING this

8/28/2019 2:32:04 PM robertg69989098 Fallen angels?

8/28/2019 2:32:20 PM kalifornianati2  pic.twitter.com/DF4sdiuvRZ

8/28/2019 2:36:22 PM tatonka20 @JLuebs24 😳👀 This gives me the heebeejeebees.

8/28/2019 2:37:44 PM diaptera_80 Try L-tryptophan until you can sleep without pills. Tea and a balanced life should be enough. Never drink caffeine...

8/28/2019 2:38:13 PM kalifornianati2  pic.twitter.com/j7BaASVcj8

8/28/2019 2:39:03 PM anon17light I didn’t deny ANY of this.  The fact that you’re SO intent on defending this BS account speaks volumes

8/28/2019 2:39:08 PM diaptera_80 In some cases, organic labelled foods have been caught with much higher levels of toxins than normal food

8/28/2019 2:39:24 PM bluesoulart  pic.twitter.com/qd5L4RzmsZ

8/28/2019 2:47:35 PM diaptera_80 Not us

8/28/2019 2:52:01 PM diaptera_80 I have a poor immunesystem but never get vaxxed, just stay away from people and boost my system. I am fine, even if occasionally around a sick 

person. Many of my family and friends swear by flushot, but suffer just like you describe. If not by the shot itself, the flu

8/28/2019 3:34:34 PM jaded_pearl This Sandia?  https://www.sandia.gov/about/ 

8/28/2019 3:38:04 PM kickthefed so tired of hearing about hillary and her emails been going on to long its time to arrest her and put a end to it. keep hearing we got all the evidence but 

it just keeps stretching out and out . enough is enough.

8/28/2019 3:42:19 PM hitbyawormhole Just checked, still working for me. Depending on your speed might take a while to download. Over 600 pages

8/28/2019 3:44:34 PM andrew13892378 Thanks Cami! this is the Sandia I was referring to on  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , Sandia site provides many things including a safe place to 

discuss and announce "Contact" on an updated countdown.  https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom 

8/28/2019 3:45:50 PM virginialouelle That's what I'm thinking, we know Trump was asked to help the Patriots carry out this plan to take back our country, I'm pretty sure IF this shit was 

real, they would have "erased" it way before he even announced he was running. Come on peeps. Butterfly fart in a hurricane.🦋💨🌀

8/28/2019 3:47:12 PM virginialouelle Butterfly fart in a hurricane 🦋💨🌀

8/28/2019 3:47:52 PM vargasgirlred The same goes for plastic wrap of any kind. I would like to know if the stretchy silicone covers release any toxins into foods, as well.

8/28/2019 3:48:49 PM jaded_pearl Excellent. Thank you. I am patiently waiting for disclosure.

8/28/2019 3:49:25 PM keith369me Nancy...it’s a bot

8/28/2019 3:50:03 PM catpowernow Epstein + Clinton = Mossad CIA joint operation. The Clinton's were not being blackmailed by Epstein they were working for the CIA to lure others to the 

island.....

8/28/2019 3:50:23 PM andrew13892378 I think we can all start to get very excited Cami!

8/28/2019 3:52:43 PM keith369me It’s about time you got something right

8/28/2019 3:54:30 PM thekanehb But if u had to get stem cell treatment, it’s expensive and the blood is purified anyways. Might as well be your own stem cells vs a stranger?

8/28/2019 3:56:19 PM virginialouelle Hey, when I was in the State of Florida nut house, they would not allow us to have ANY CAFFEINE!! Nope. There was none in the entire hospital. 

Reckon there was a specific reason why they wouldn't allow 300 crazy patients caffeine?

8/28/2019 3:57:38 PM gattacus45 shit, "now"?!  been monitored for last 3 years :/

8/28/2019 4:00:59 PM jaded_pearl Or an aborted babies

8/28/2019 4:10:23 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



8/28/2019 4:11:47 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Hs65qAxJDH

8/28/2019 4:13:10 PM mongrelglory I always thought the British "Torchwood" series entitled "Children of Earth" was disclosure.  The G7 countries had made secret agreements years ago 

with a powerful malevolent ET species to give them 10% of the children of Earth, in order to avoid invasion and total enslavement...

8/28/2019 4:13:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Check out some of the Senators' reactions to truth... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnwGdl1YrQ8 …

8/28/2019 4:14:21 PM virginialouelle Don't be a dick Walter.

8/28/2019 4:16:38 PM mongrelglory ...If this is what the SAP programs revealed, tying it all into the Clinton Foundation, and global child trafficking rings, you would see people from all the 

countries in the world staging a revolt and demanding their (the world leaders) heads on a plate!

8/28/2019 4:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM

"The method includes stimulating the Luciferian with a first stimulus and recording a first physiological response by the Luciferian to said first stimulus."

"Secretive upstate group had Gillibrand’s dad on payroll"

 https://pagesix.com/2017/11/23/secretive-upstate-group-had-gillibrands-dad-on-payroll/?_ga=2.190347563.1833382076.1522191297-

294738100.1492024655 …

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130281879 …  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1166839524762296320 … 

pic.twitter.com/1STomwPBmr

8/28/2019 4:22:20 PM luvleebutterfly  https://twitter.com/luvleebutterfly/status/1166848172964007937 …

8/28/2019 4:22:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/NewYorkFBI/status/1166805052687880195 …

8/28/2019 4:24:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 marijuana OR cannabis https://twitter.com/NIDAnews/status/1166701998437257218 …

8/28/2019 4:25:05 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/haqENS3WAr

8/28/2019 4:25:47 PM kay646464 I #BoycottDisney

8/28/2019 4:25:59 PM youstinksoap What a sh*tshow congress is.

8/28/2019 4:26:28 PM lbf777 Well done.

8/28/2019 4:27:59 PM victorianoreent as i said - i run a truther/awakening site - and i take the time to research info i drop.  if it's cryptic and i don't know - i say so.  if i had info i would SHARE 

IT.  that's what love does.

8/28/2019 4:28:08 PM qanonwga There goes your credibility ...

8/28/2019 4:28:15 PM erikangel7 So are you endorsing this article?

8/28/2019 4:29:31 PM lbf777 Wow, Gillibrands dad was on the NXVIM cult payroll.

8/28/2019 4:30:31 PM cosmic_engineer There's little reason to smoke the herb anymore.  Other methods are healthy.

8/28/2019 4:30:44 PM keith369me Want my address too?

8/28/2019 4:31:08 PM tmcdarfin Vaping the flower and using other modalities to ingest circumvents that problem, assuming the the claim's veracity.

8/28/2019 4:31:33 PM billwes76233793  http://corruption-usa.com/q-is-nsa-wikileaks-pizzagate-is-real/ …

8/28/2019 4:31:33 PM jluebs24 Crazy!

8/28/2019 4:31:45 PM billwes76233793  https://twitter.com/BusterUSMC/status/987808704929165313?s=19 …

8/28/2019 4:31:46 PM big_simp one of the first ever on the net to report on Illuminati paedovores was ISGP

 https://isgp-studies.com/belgian-x-dossiers-of-the-dutroux-affair …

8/28/2019 4:32:34 PM paytonpatriot Key word is smoking . Previous threads by MJ have discussed the use of this substance.

8/28/2019 4:34:08 PM mongrelglory That you man would get my vote if he were running for office!  Well done!

8/28/2019 4:36:30 PM ethereal_shaman I cut it with a little Mullein herb. 😉

8/28/2019 4:37:08 PM jaded_pearl Some of the newbies need reigning in too...This one was valeting in a Las Vagas Casino to go gamble. I followed her in. Not a good look for a Senator to 

be driving the company/government car to a casino after hours. pic.twitter.com/5GOy1ooZJu

8/28/2019 4:38:31 PM gattacus45 no hard feelings, what is your organization?

8/28/2019 4:39:05 PM mongrelglory Should the victims trust the FBI?  With all their corruption, if I were a victim, I would be afraid to approach them! 😬

8/28/2019 4:39:28 PM johnny10559479 Can term limits be a ballot question?

8/28/2019 4:40:58 PM mongrelglory Does the cannabis have to be processed to get the health benefits, or could I juice the leaves in my smoothie?

8/28/2019 4:41:12 PM operationfree17 Rock Star speech. #QAnon

8/28/2019 4:41:54 PM jtcrotteau Don’t forget the Clinton Foundation email server was on the same server as the Hillary email server. All part of the same scheme.

8/28/2019 4:42:16 PM jv_parker I did not see a reaction from the senators? Different clip?

8/28/2019 4:42:49 PM mongrelglory So just don't follow MJ-12 tweets then.  It's your choice.

8/28/2019 4:44:26 PM goyaeq Cruz isn't listening or he became really distracted with what he started to hear.

8/28/2019 4:45:47 PM deequi1  pic.twitter.com/h221t1dQda

8/28/2019 4:46:11 PM jaded_pearl Cannabis - know the history. I have been searching your world over for an entity that understands what CBD/strain works on which cell receptors. A 

chemist of sorts. Where are the scientists papers on this? #Hemp is making a comeback.

8/28/2019 4:49:55 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/28/2019 4:50:36 PM rachaelangelm That is why I like edibles. Also consuming to much with depression symptoms is not healthy for the mind.

8/28/2019 4:51:18 PM proudamerica4 Awesome words spoken.  I couldn’t have said it better

8/28/2019 4:52:16 PM aintgets They should help the victims that already called!!! They know the truth. They are using this to look like they care and then target the ones who call in 

!!! pic.twitter.com/imkMXoj1NG

8/28/2019 4:52:48 PM noidaho_gal  http://www.leafly.com  has a library may help you.

8/28/2019 4:55:42 PM manifest_utopia About 8 years ago, I watched a series of videos by a Dr. who used juiced, fresh cannabis leaves for chronic illnesses and was getting very good results.

8/28/2019 4:58:33 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/j38JVci0OH

8/28/2019 4:58:44 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/EeidbfhNPG

8/28/2019 5:01:14 PM mongrelglory "young man" 🙄

8/28/2019 5:03:09 PM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💯💯💯

8/28/2019 5:04:49 PM fktvis That was incredible!

8/28/2019 5:09:46 PM keith369me Representatives representing the people...what a concept.  We should try it.

8/28/2019 5:09:59 PM diddla5555 Thanks to all those trying to figure this out. It’s been a long work day ya’ll. I don’t have the energy for solving right now. I do try though...

8/28/2019 5:11:04 PM keith369me How about victims of illegal video taping?  Any takers?

8/28/2019 5:11:10 PM fairyland66 Of course, the first patent was filed on Halloween 2007🙄

8/28/2019 5:11:35 PM wayne91012325 Edibles num num!

8/28/2019 5:12:09 PM johnsville14 Please, where can I learn more? I won't sleep until I know the Truth. ALL OF IT

8/28/2019 5:14:21 PM ewilliams22101 Looks like it from these tweets.  That never crossed my mind.  Did they hide the criminal behavior behind classification designations?  Good lord.

8/28/2019 5:15:33 PM johnsville14 But that's the point, he was telling the truth. He was telling us MJ12 was always bullshit lights in the sky to make people think it was aliens. Showing 

the beaming lights in the sky IS the disclosure. The joke is Close Encounters movie was telling the truth wrapped up in BS.

8/28/2019 5:16:34 PM ewilliams22101 300,000?!  Where did you get that number?  Child P. production is classified?  And a SAP?  What???



8/28/2019 5:17:35 PM thisloudlife Fabulous truthful words!

8/28/2019 5:18:31 PM trump2099002600 From my account vaping is harder on the lungs.

8/28/2019 5:20:38 PM 313looper Wow ...

Epic ...⚡️

8/28/2019 5:21:13 PM gattacus45 blocked by butthead,..(?)

8/28/2019 5:24:01 PM anon17light This guy gets it. They weren’t “aliens” -POTUS & the military were giving Anons and anyone who cared to look close enough a soft disclosures & peak 

at the hidden tech that’s been kept from us. MJ-12 is a NOBODY pretending to be some insider, LARPing the ‘confused’ ones

8/28/2019 5:26:06 PM gattacus45 still...no...hard...feelings

8/28/2019 5:31:09 PM jlundr Pubmed . gov 

Search 'Cannabis ...' and tons of papers will appear. 

Have fun.

8/28/2019 5:33:01 PM houdini481 Why is there not a revolution like France/HK? What is the blueprint?

8/28/2019 5:36:40 PM girlawakeinca The statistics are there. We just need to change the government legal roadblocks aka laws they put in place.

8/28/2019 5:39:49 PM nschlange Boy, you're just dying to get some attention aren't you? Go away, I don't want to play. Try someone else.

8/28/2019 5:40:19 PM zagnett None too pleased with [them].🧐

8/28/2019 5:42:42 PM ericpartchey Man I’m in shock! So well said

8/28/2019 5:42:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Child Sacrifice

Look down here 👉👉👉 👇

Not at #UnsealEpstein 👇

👇

Mass child sacrifice discovery may be largest in Peru - BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-49495167 …

8/28/2019 5:44:40 PM queen_khalifia Amazing how much negative energy lurks amgst Us! If u can't understand. The Mssg it's probably not for you. Good Energy and Positive Energy need 

only apply. Imo Baby Farming?

8/28/2019 5:46:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remove exchanging.

8/28/2019 5:47:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Child Sex Trafficking = SAP

8/28/2019 5:47:37 PM americanpetal 🤦♀️

8/28/2019 5:48:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Missile Defense Systems = SAP

8/28/2019 5:48:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 DUMB Programs = SAP

8/28/2019 5:48:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cloning = SAP

8/28/2019 5:48:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome = SAP

8/28/2019 5:49:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Public Manipulation = SAP

8/28/2019 5:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 False Flags = SAP

8/28/2019 5:49:17 PM pepeintolife 14th century?

8/28/2019 5:49:25 PM keith369me Been going on for millennia...how about we stop it now!!!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/28/2019 5:49:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 International False Flags = SAP

8/28/2019 5:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Private Conversations = SAP

8/28/2019 5:49:56 PM the_fjalar 🎯 https://youtu.be/yLNvyntdoDs 

8/28/2019 5:50:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recordings Of Other World Leaders Communications With Other World Leaders = SAP

8/28/2019 5:50:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Political Blackmail Collection = SAP

8/28/2019 5:50:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where The Bodies Are = SAP

8/28/2019 5:50:36 PM lbf777 So Epstein feeding Hillary or Hillary feeding Epstein with Saps?

8/28/2019 5:51:17 PM sabina06706427 Are we sure it’s from 500 years ago? 🤔

8/28/2019 5:51:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 "So Epstein and her were [exchanging] SAPs."

8/28/2019 5:51:39 PM sabina06706427 Exactly

8/28/2019 5:52:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an illusion.

8/28/2019 5:53:52 PM djlok They ARE the Intelligence.  Not good.

8/28/2019 5:54:47 PM the_fjalar  http://www.metrolyrics.com/babylon-system-lyrics-bob-marley.html …

8/28/2019 5:55:13 PM sabina06706427 I can feel their souls pain like it was yesterday ❤️

8/28/2019 5:55:34 PM covertress The linked news article is atrocious. It continually tries to point out where marijuana might be harmful, but fails to identify any case it which it actually 

is. In the end, why smoking marijuana was not linked with cancer is because marijuana has anti-cancer properties!

8/28/2019 5:56:11 PM tmcdarfin Not sure what "account" referenced here, but vaping does not emit the toxins combusting clearly causes. Overheating the vape will cause irritation, 

due to temp, but, even then, wont emit combusted toxics...juice, make whole fat butters from flowers, e.g.

8/28/2019 5:58:20 PM fl_sun_sprite Sorry to get all "Bevis & Butthead" in you, but... that sounds really sick!!!

8/28/2019 5:58:23 PM zaraawakened  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1158146875989643269?s=19 …

8/28/2019 5:58:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Amend the Constitution by mandating Term Limits as follows:

1 Term for Senator

1 Term for US Representative

3 Terms for Presidency

100% New House Every 2 Years

100% New Senate Every 6 Years

100% New POTUS Every 12 Years

This is the only solution.

Voter ID must come first.
8/28/2019 6:00:06 PM mongrelglory Have they recovered bodies 😖 from Epstein's island?  Or were the Cabal successful in burning all the evidence?

8/28/2019 6:00:33 PM egelone Hey, since u r here, may i ask u if RGB is dead?  thanks

8/28/2019 6:00:43 PM internetusr On Apple’s App Store right now for the app Procreate. Is that a K necklace? Also, note the horns. It’s everywhere. pic.twitter.com/HXw08SArMm

8/28/2019 6:02:30 PM miketierno1 Repeal the 17th amendment and go back to Govenors appointing the Senators

8/28/2019 6:02:40 PM exsjwtruther quick link:  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20marijuana%20OR%20cannabis …

8/28/2019 6:03:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 6 Times = Brand New House

2 Times = Brand New Senate

1 Full Term Presidency

High Turnover Closest To Citizens

Low Turnover Closest To International Community



8/28/2019 6:03:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only once term limits are enacted can we solve major problems like healthcare (corrupt/evil/illegal), immigration (invasion/human trafficking/opioids), 

consumable toxins (GMOs, vaccines, pesticides, artificial synthetics), dangerous toxins (cleaning supplies, radiation, etc).

8/28/2019 6:03:34 PM covertress Are our other avatars, also living NOW, since time is an illusion, simply out of phase with us, in this perceived NOW?

8/28/2019 6:03:56 PM zagnett Seems ok. But perhaps each one should top out at 12 years. Nice number.

So maybe this?

3 Terms for Presidency

2 Terms for Senator

6 Terms for US Representative

Definitely Voter ID though, yes!😉
8/28/2019 6:04:41 PM sabina06706427 This reminds me of reefer madness ads to make the public think marijuana is bad https://youtu.be/sbjHOBJzhb0 

8/28/2019 6:04:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't serve We The People as effectively as Term Limits.

8/28/2019 6:04:51 PM mikemurphey1 Ty

8/28/2019 6:05:13 PM tyetyler1 Alice was the name of the sexually repressed maid on The Brady Bunch TV show.

THAT is certainly no coincidence.

8/28/2019 6:05:31 PM miketierno1 I’m suggesting we do both

8/28/2019 6:06:01 PM maryschade14 Time and time again..since the beginning of carnal Man. Children/babies are the first to be allowed to die in any critical situation..times of famine poor 

harvests..or simply..for good crops..Magick..

8/28/2019 6:06:07 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

8/28/2019 6:06:13 PM johnnyt_anon Keep the President as is with 2 terms but make them 5 yr terms vs the current 4 yrs.

8/28/2019 6:06:28 PM michael81972 What about Supreme court Justice for life,  seems we should be able to vote out bad apples...

8/28/2019 6:06:35 PM zagnett Up is down. Left is right.

& "Intelligence" is [stupid].

🧐🤣💫

8/28/2019 6:07:30 PM ryan35381162 Not quite 3 6 9

8/28/2019 6:07:34 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Also looking for witnesses from Dealey Plaza 😂

8/28/2019 6:07:45 PM 313looper #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️⚡️

8/28/2019 6:08:23 PM keith369me Sign me up.  No more career politicians.  No compromise/blackmail/corporate reelection $$$ = True Representation...Is even throw in some “severance 

pay” to help a former representative get back into “society”

8/28/2019 6:09:50 PM johnnyt_anon She was supposedly on ICE. Cancer treatment.

8/28/2019 6:09:50 PM zagnett Ok MJ, that covers a lot of ground!🧐

Maybe the right Question - what ISN'T an SAP?🤔

8/28/2019 6:10:33 PM mklundquist This is garbage. Focus on rushing your plan along instead of propagating lies.

8/28/2019 6:10:39 PM zagnett Can't argue with this:

"High Turnover Closest To Citizens

Low Turnover Closest To International Community"

8/28/2019 6:11:43 PM johnsville14 Thank you for the straight forward explanation. I am open to all the possibilities and weighing and comparing them to find the Truth. Usually I can only 

find piecemeal fragments, so thank you for putting it so concisely.

8/28/2019 6:12:53 PM zagnett Yes, that was a Phenomenal thread, @ContinuumPope!🔥🤓🔥

8/28/2019 6:13:10 PM sabina06706427 Many ask if we need to vote in people to rule if we are all ascending to a higher density?  Will that be necessary? Just asking, hear this a lot and wanted 

your honest answer 😊

8/28/2019 6:13:57 PM nun_chucknorris This seems like an international FF. Microwave radar looks like the storm is being manipulated already. Hopefully I’m wrong 

https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1166875287499563008?s=21 …

8/28/2019 6:13:57 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/SniggihNire/status/1166819141443117056?s=19 …

8/28/2019 6:14:48 PM jvan125 Is ‘carbon dating’ even real?

8/28/2019 6:15:00 PM howdoyoumakeah1 IDK we would have been stuck with Obama for 4 more years.  Senators and Reps should get two or three terms IMO

8/28/2019 6:16:02 PM sabina06706427 Yeah, we need to always be asking these questions. They have lied to all us on everything

8/28/2019 6:16:43 PM corstruction I agree with you except that the people running Haiti don't want the cabal/elite.  The people exploiting Haiti ARE the cabal/elite.  They are stealing 

Haitian children for their reptilian self preservation.  No GMO's, pure blood, no chem trails, all natural kids.  Opinion only

8/28/2019 6:16:58 PM rawphonegirl Im going to say yoga was not.  😏😏😏

8/28/2019 6:17:35 PM olimyracle Define misdirection.

Hidden in plain sight.

Fountain of a sitting ogre eating a naked child.

Made in 1545

Named in 1666

Bern, #Switzerland

#UnsealSwitzerland pic.twitter.com/6ql4aai0oA
8/28/2019 6:17:45 PM americanpetal I think that’s why Mel Gibson started acting erratically a while back. He knew what was going on in Hwood. His movie, Apocalypto, was intense for him 

bc he knew it was still close to home and going on.

8/28/2019 6:18:38 PM jvan125 I can’t imagine they left anyone on the island. It’s too small and not everyone ‘visiting’ was there for the sacrifices (it’s my understanding those were 

‘special events’🤮). My guess is burial at sea or acid 😭. I hate to be so nonchalant but if I wasn’t I’d never stop crying.

8/28/2019 6:19:18 PM allahuniversal Precisely the point of posting the tweet.

Have you used the Twitter search provided... 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 marijuana OR cannabis

...to see what Majestic actually says regarding the topic?

8/28/2019 6:19:21 PM richardhiatt16 🤮



8/28/2019 6:20:00 PM jvan125 Exactly. I never understood that whole concept anyway. And ‘who’ comes up with the time frames that they base everything on? Why 100 million 

years and not 99 million? It’s numbers. That’s all it is. 🥴

8/28/2019 6:20:11 PM mongrelglory Think about it!  Child Sex Trafficking was actually a black-ops government program!  Killing their own citizens with false flags, another "government 

activity".  Attacking their allies with false flags... (Think Fukushima!) Secret surveillance and blackmail of world leaders...

8/28/2019 6:20:36 PM ohiodatadan Tesla

8/28/2019 6:20:40 PM jojoe12299 Voter id for sure. Why 3 terms for Presidency? Another term for the last one and I think we would have been done for.

8/28/2019 6:20:47 PM allahuniversal Twitter search:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 marijuana OR cannabis

8/28/2019 6:21:40 PM zagnett Yeah, yoga would be kind of a stretch.

omg, nailed that one! 🧐🤓🙄

8/28/2019 6:22:15 PM allahuniversal Twitter search:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 marijuana OR cannabis

8/28/2019 6:22:30 PM honeybager5 This ain’t SAP, brother . . . Enough with the games.  You’re disinformation feeds into enemy hands

8/28/2019 6:22:40 PM 7alon Preparing the public for whats to come. The snowball effect.

8/28/2019 6:23:11 PM rawphonegirl Stretch!!! 🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂 I'm such a dork for laughing so hard at that pun. But 😂

8/28/2019 6:23:31 PM mongrelglory If you were a country who had been a victim of these activities...you would want to go to war with the US if you found out they had killed your citizens 

and kidnapped your children!  In order to achieve world peace, will some of these atrocities have to remain secret MJ-12?

8/28/2019 6:25:02 PM rachaelangelm Good idea

8/28/2019 6:26:07 PM jojoe12299 Less voice for we the people that way.

8/28/2019 6:26:13 PM sabina06706427 We are all lied to by our schools, doctors, preachers, banks, Hollywood, and gov’t. They wanted us to be brainwashed on auto pilot. No consciousness 

to discover what truth is and how liberating it is. We win!!!

8/28/2019 6:27:09 PM 2errishuman1 As long as we don't have to pay them for as long as they live also.

8/28/2019 6:28:39 PM wearediamonds2 😢

8/28/2019 6:30:10 PM cyoudenny A MUST WATCH & LISTEN?

8/28/2019 6:30:27 PM mongrelglory They seemed to have a set-up for a crematorium.  There would still be bone fragments left over, but the Cemex company apparently got rid of those...  

I have to assume the "white hats" have enough forensic evidence but I wonder if there ever would be an estimate of how many died?

8/28/2019 6:31:45 PM starehope Bones were found in the water.

8/28/2019 6:32:14 PM mongrelglory I'd just be afraid of being "suicided" I guess...

8/28/2019 6:32:34 PM mynardpamela 🤣

8/28/2019 6:33:28 PM darrell1964 3 terms could have an adverse effect on #SCOTUS

8/28/2019 6:33:43 PM nurseniceyes 8 years was too long under Obama.

8/28/2019 6:34:36 PM jvan125 We sure do! Because GOD WINS!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

8/28/2019 6:35:00 PM david00997884 Maybe not most are lawers anyway, they know what there into

8/28/2019 6:36:03 PM laughingwolf11 8 years. New POTUS. If two term President. 

2 terms House = 4

1 term Senate = 6

2 term President = 8

Maximum. Staggered, so no House/Senate for full 6.

8/28/2019 6:36:04 PM starehope Some during famines in extreme cold and snow were put out for the wolves. Sad, but if the family was starving the mother would need good nutrition 

to feed her babe. Otherwise, it would drain her and eventually starve. No magic involved. Survival only.

8/28/2019 6:36:54 PM seeker229 I may or may not have eaten sheep's brain without initially knowing...they may or may not have gotten me.... pic.twitter.com/bQVSvIOKS6

8/28/2019 6:38:10 PM mklundquist Well that worked out. Thanks for the code crack! 👊

8/28/2019 6:38:37 PM vickycnall 😢😢😢😢😢

8/28/2019 6:38:45 PM dls00741 I don't understand the power of 3 6 & 9.  I've watched several videos on it and it goes over my head.

8/28/2019 6:39:08 PM jvan125 Oh I forgot about cremation 🤤...hmm. And that’s a great question. How many, indeed? And would they count the sacrifices that happened ‘off’ the 

island? We know this practice is worldwide. I can’t imagine how many in all were lost. It’s beyond heart wrenching. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

8/28/2019 6:40:03 PM allahuniversal Glad to assist 👊

8/28/2019 6:40:06 PM 17buckspatri0t We will never let what has happened to US ever again. So, it is about the background check and the candidate's morals, ideals and selflessness. Name 

itself can be a double edge sword IMO. Thats how the creatures were bred for the Swamp

8/28/2019 6:41:13 PM dls00741 Is there a difference between Marijuana and Cannabis?

8/28/2019 6:41:44 PM markjohnt2 That's the point. They shouldn't be running on name alone, but on their actual policy plans.

8/28/2019 6:42:34 PM roaminnoodle And no automatic pension for life for serving one term in Congress!

8/28/2019 6:45:48 PM mongrelglory 👍

8/28/2019 6:47:31 PM mongrelglory Good that they found evidence.  Not good that bones were found! 😖

8/28/2019 6:47:31 PM 1_decided_voter I'd allow the 3rd term just this once if 45 saved the world.

8/28/2019 6:48:03 PM roaminnoodle "Only once term limits are enacted can we solve major problems like healthcare ... immigration ... consumable toxins ... dangerous toxins."

That's really disheartening to hear and seems like a long "time" away... are you sure that's the Only way?

8/28/2019 6:51:12 PM rawphonegirl Not too long.  I can see it in Trump's second term. Mockingbird media lookin like pic.twitter.com/a8IZexOvIT

8/28/2019 6:51:28 PM shannonschoono You'd be ok with Sanders, Warren or Biden for 12 years? 😳

8/28/2019 6:52:38 PM wishfulldreamz So what do you think happens to the folks who will not awaken?

8/28/2019 6:53:01 PM k_texan I agree.  One can become a dictator.  We CANNOT afford that.  We are that close to lose our freedom.

8/28/2019 6:53:02 PM starehope Be very careful with these places. Do you know people who work there? Or work there yourself?  Places like this are where some of the traffickers get 

their ehh... supply.

8/28/2019 6:53:46 PM merkabah31 It's not just the terms for each. It has become once a politician always a politician & I think this has led to cronyism & back door corruption. Example: 

Pelosi's dad in Baltimore. MD. H.Rep: 7 yrs. Appt Gen Dep Dir IRS 2 yrs,Balt City Coun 3 yrs,Cong' 8 yrs,Mayor 12 yrs. etc.

8/28/2019 6:54:47 PM sivarte I'm trying to talk my wife into term limits....for our relationship.

Jk

🐎

8/28/2019 6:54:53 PM tlockes 100% Correct!

8/28/2019 6:54:57 PM merkabah31 It's not just the terms for each. It has become once a politician always a politician & I think this has led to cronyism & back door corruption. Example: 

Pelosi's dad in Baltimore. MD. H.Rep: 7 yrs. Appt Gen Dep Dir IRS 2 yrs,Balt City Coun 3 yrs,Cong' 8 yrs,Mayor 12 yrs. etc.



8/28/2019 6:55:59 PM aprilbrown99 Yes for Voter ID. Yes for the term limits above.  I would personally love to keep @realDonaldTrump as our Majestic President for the next 20 years. ✔️ 

Works for me. Just sayin. #WinningBigly pic.twitter.com/RR839gshhw

8/28/2019 6:56:07 PM merkabah31 Or 3 with Sanders, Warren, etc....

8/28/2019 6:57:49 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/pj4vTCmdVS

8/28/2019 7:01:56 PM hotwheelsjusty I can see this working but it would require amending the constitution, a challenging feat.

8/28/2019 7:02:45 PM paulagg1960 It's about time!

8/28/2019 7:04:28 PM aprilbrown99 I just realized that BBC = 223  mirror for ☠️

8/28/2019 7:05:49 PM qanonwga Ah, NVM then..

8/28/2019 7:06:26 PM keith369me Imagine a country where decisions are not made by lawyers but rather problem solvers

8/28/2019 7:06:43 PM joewalker_wm The way the abstract of the patent request reads, it sounds like something akin to old school shock therapy.  But what is the 'stimulus'?  Electricity?  

Something else?  🤔🕵️♂️

8/28/2019 7:06:50 PM curmudgeon2017 Just because Trump is President now is NOT  a reason to go 3 terms for president.

Guessing you wouldn't be so eager for that if it were Hillary, Warren or Sanders.

3 terms House, 2 terms Senator.

12 years and out.

8/28/2019 7:07:38 PM aprilbrown99 Hundreds....one is too many imp. 😢

8/28/2019 7:07:49 PM andyr1112 Please please please explain a little better for the stoners out there that r too stoned to understand your science 🤗

8/28/2019 7:07:54 PM aprilbrown99 *impo

8/28/2019 7:08:32 PM noticerking The only way I can envision us getting around this roadblock to ram in term limits is to collectively agree to a national strike.  Just shut down the 

machine for a bit and see how long they can handle the heat.

8/28/2019 7:09:25 PM crt14361013 👍❤️👊👍

8/28/2019 7:10:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Amazing work. Thank you @Nun_chucknorris 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

8/28/2019 7:12:18 PM crt14361013 👀👀👀

8/28/2019 7:12:24 PM mongrelglory No coincidences!

8/28/2019 7:12:35 PM msavoie Wonder what was intercepted 3/13/13 from Hillary. In a random find here Keith Raniere filing a patent 2 days later to treat lucifariens. Hattip to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/M0pfeANXvg

8/28/2019 7:12:46 PM aprilbrown99 None.

8/28/2019 7:16:43 PM aprilbrown99 THC vs CBD

8/28/2019 7:17:09 PM cpriestess 2 Senate terms, 6 House terms.  Same Total time. Arrivals will be staggered if you work it right. Easier to keep them honest. If it must be term limits.  

Getting CITIZENS to vet their candidates would be better. It is time to re-engage US. Give US responsibilities.

8/28/2019 7:18:31 PM allahuniversal Will a text file work? pic.twitter.com/Da67RORZye

8/28/2019 7:18:32 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

8/28/2019 7:18:56 PM allahuniversal  https://mega.nz/#!euoRgYwa!J4JXtFZMP22nkEWx54O4Vw-FrTEWfFCnEr9B8N1aFP8 …

8/28/2019 7:19:09 PM andyr1112 I was missing the From: 🤣🤗 thank u!!!!

8/28/2019 7:20:32 PM andyr1112 How the hell have I not seen this already... very awesome

8/28/2019 7:22:47 PM dls00741 are you saying cannabis doesn't contain THC?

8/28/2019 7:23:09 PM allahuniversal  https://mega.nz/#!jqw2HSjQ!6RopLSmO3-Qrs2M4mLE_M-ntsnAeP-abQE1U1LG2V8A … pic.twitter.com/zb4xazYuDw

8/28/2019 7:23:22 PM 417craig Mike's concept also returns Senate Representation of the State. If the State doesn't like what is happening THEY recall... hence, I like Mike, lol

😉👍❤️💪🇺🇸

8/28/2019 7:24:15 PM irolaquagrl1 Gross

8/28/2019 7:24:57 PM anonlegion13 I wouldn't call the FBI. Id call a lawyer

8/28/2019 7:25:06 PM allahuniversal  https://www.leafly.com/news/cannabis-101/where-did-the-word-marijuana-come-from-anyway-01fb …

8/28/2019 7:25:09 PM aetherwalker1 So.. the Peruvian natives felt the need to propitiate the Inter-dimensional Space Dinosaurs too?  🧐

8/28/2019 7:25:51 PM bananne81 Fix pensions as well. Unfortunately, it would have to be done through constitutional amendment

8/28/2019 7:26:06 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  Love it and so well states!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/28vC4BtiY3

8/28/2019 7:27:09 PM allahuniversal Link to (much) more in my bio.

8/28/2019 7:27:51 PM allahuniversal Of course, it's not complete. Much more fun to search by your own topics of interest

8/28/2019 7:28:35 PM coolwiffit Probably Peru's version of planned parenthood

8/28/2019 7:28:39 PM myname71441768 Ivanka then Jr then Eric then Barron. Perfect

8/28/2019 7:29:36 PM covertress What is the reality of the Cosmos?

8/28/2019 7:31:21 PM aprilbrown99 I am stating there are two parts to the plant (that we know of) that help heal (CBD) & connect us to our higher selves / Source (THC)...no pun intended. 

Both are wonderfully important for their intended purposes. CBD is absolutely amazing. I take it on a regular basis &❤️ it.

8/28/2019 7:31:43 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/IebfKxKhgx

8/28/2019 7:33:05 PM tammyrochester2 Maybe...

8/28/2019 7:33:27 PM godchosetrump77 ThanQ

8/28/2019 7:34:11 PM chickanon2 I miss Q😭

8/28/2019 7:35:51 PM jswdh1 Was told the reason they are now going to legalize it is because they'll use it to take guns away...if you take marijuana you won't be permitted to own 

a gun! Any truth to that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? Makes sense tho! Plus taxing it to crap!

8/28/2019 7:36:57 PM chickanon2 What makes you say that?

8/28/2019 7:37:38 PM aprilbrown99 Our President is the best at trolling these fools!  I love my President.

8/28/2019 7:38:28 PM kidge6 What about good people that we need in there? The law forces us to get rid of them, when we really need them to continue what they’re doing?

8/28/2019 7:40:30 PM zagnett Why miss Q so? Q was but the opening salvo in a new stage in the "information [war]". A most impressive one!

But the "Show" goes on...

8/28/2019 7:47:43 PM vand3rboots When I have ingested cannabis there is no such thing as time. There is only now, and there is only love. One can see through illusions, see true 

intentions, see the programming, and see through the matrix. You can see the truth, feel the Oneness, and pierce the veil.

8/28/2019 7:48:29 PM winklerburke True, but again... cannot absolute corrupt bank families have assets seized to pay down national debts?  Then interest rates set by market?  So the 

average person can save and live on interest payments?  Normalcy returns?  All Trump does good, is then vouchsafed?  Evil's $s cut?

8/28/2019 7:48:51 PM jaded_pearl Yes, I've been wanting to try Ayahuasca, Ibogaine, Peyote or DMT. Which is the preferred method for an OOB experience?

8/28/2019 7:49:55 PM winklerburke Where did upside-downess come from?  From infinitely corrupted families.  How did they get so?  From creating-multiplying Central Banks, which took 

right to print money from nations.  Then the cabal sets emotions to fear or greed according to cabal's interest rate setting.  Evil.

8/28/2019 7:50:00 PM godfamcountry 2 term Pres is enough.

8/28/2019 7:50:41 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/UjVh264BeU

8/28/2019 7:51:59 PM winklerburke Infinitely corrupted families, owning majority of all Central Banks... exercise "interest rate" power of controlling greed/fear in markets.  These families 

develop twisted end-times scenarios.  Then they attempt to immanentize the eschaton, or bring their crazy end game into now.

8/28/2019 7:52:42 PM dflr1 They don't get to keep salary for life!



8/28/2019 7:53:56 PM winklerburke This explains neg. interest rates... designed to create mal-investment/over-debt ops... to coincide crash of false flag Russia-US nuke war... with also 

crashed nations via insane over-immigration policies, everything designed to foment chaos, dystopia, hopelessness, malaise&shit.

8/28/2019 7:56:48 PM chickanon2 Q would drop Intel. Like what @LADTACARMS said. Someone else said HRC has already been arrested. Things like that, said by Q, I know it's true & not 

speculation. I'm down for the 2+2, but the heavy duty Intel stuff...dang. I miss Q😭

8/28/2019 7:56:54 PM winklerburke But of course, the US Military & brainiacs have been at work on the solution for decades and decades, especially after JFK whacked by EVIL.  When do 

people wake up?  2 years of Q make us happy, the asleep not awake yet?  Death (of EVIL) by a million cuts, so far.  Truth awakens?

8/28/2019 8:05:24 PM truth939 So important and very proud to see you address toxins, which is not a very popular subject.  It's not well known by most how harmful these substances 

really are.

8/28/2019 8:06:23 PM daggastan Abolish liberal democracy. Replace with military dictatorship

8/28/2019 8:07:18 PM wearediamonds2 Why did smoking weed always give me panic attacks then?

8/28/2019 8:12:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 We disagree, but go on...

8/28/2019 8:13:56 PM unstoppablencp Less is more. The whole idea is to go back to where you’re from and be a normal person when you’re done!!!

8/28/2019 8:15:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 You want a broken political system of Governors to be able to select who the Senators are without Term Limits? Or with Term Limits? Why give 

Governors more power Nationally than the citizens?

8/28/2019 8:17:00 PM carolin15161363 I cant imagine 3 terms of an awful President like Obama. And there is always a chance that could happen again.

8/28/2019 8:19:04 PM zagnett We can & do disagree sometimes, & still You are Loved.😊

Seems w/sufficient clearing of [current cabal-controlled Congress] & sufficient monitoring of those elected to office, We can possibly reasonably ensure 

adherence to Constitutional principles, no matter the # terms granted

8/28/2019 8:19:12 PM mongrelglory Maybe when they've cleaned up the swamp and gotten rid of all the lobbyists, candidates won't need as many years of "experience" to navigate their 

political offices. The Deep State have made government deliberately complicated and opaque to hide their criminal enterprises.

8/28/2019 8:21:36 PM 21oplato  pic.twitter.com/Iwxb4R3hZV

8/28/2019 8:22:19 PM tamiwils0n22813 Corruption in the medical field mainly Administration is Unbelievable! People would be shocked at how much they are viewed as “cattle” with a $ sign 

on their head & not as human being that needs help! The politics is sickening! Not all providers see us that way, but some do. 

pic.twitter.com/aSDZqGhqAZ

8/28/2019 8:22:47 PM mongrelglory Canadian citizens have been calling for the abolition of our Senate in Canada for many decades!  Senators get appointed by our Prime Minister, so it 

simply becomes a way of rewarding old cronies with cushy, high-paying jobs.  Half the time they don't even show up to work! 😒

8/28/2019 8:25:43 PM zagnett Yes, government should always be made as simple as possible, while upholding Constitutional Principles, & no simpler.

8/28/2019 8:28:45 PM love82janet Also, I’d like to add Steve Motley’s info he shared tonight on his new video, Congressional and Senate members will be Audited every 3 years. Boom💥

8/28/2019 8:31:14 PM love82janet Won’t matter because after 2024, the DemonRat Party will cease to exist. Besides, there will be a Jr. following the GOAT POTUS. 😎🇺🇸

8/28/2019 8:31:28 PM margare80107023 I am sure the ones who were doing this is paying for ever in another life.

8/28/2019 8:32:17 PM love82janet Yea especially when they’re deceased! 😂

8/28/2019 8:33:29 PM dynamicres This.

8/28/2019 8:36:17 PM love82janet You have a greater chance of becoming POTUS than Barry Sotero has of a third term. He’s looking at a military tribunal, a cell at Gitmo or a rope.

8/28/2019 8:38:12 PM dynamicres It shouldn't be on name recognition it should be on resume and morals that we see they have proven to actually follow. No more top2 candidates, it 

should be low fund limit so its not just  the backed ones everyone in america sees on the TV. Force people to research and pick true.

8/28/2019 8:38:41 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/uoRiF08Iv0

8/28/2019 8:41:26 PM speaakn That was a fatal mistake Macron made; he’ll pay for that, I’m sure. 🤨

8/28/2019 8:46:16 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091594270585356288?s=20 …

8/28/2019 8:46:38 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1089174535621038081?s=20 …

8/28/2019 9:03:58 PM votemaga2020 The beauracrats are the ones in charge.   They have to be addressed

8/28/2019 9:13:17 PM sommerfeldkitty So sad.  Lives cut short.  God bless them.

8/28/2019 9:14:47 PM starehope Yes Zag, but that is what elections are for, electing someone into office, making changes when needed. We have people in office so long, anyone 

running against them lose because people's minds are in a trap. Then there is the tampering that needs to be fixed with fingerprint ID.

8/28/2019 9:19:14 PM jaded_pearl #sisterhood pic.twitter.com/1WOSavlwWw

8/28/2019 9:20:34 PM starehope Those newly elected must pass a citizenship test and recite and explain the Amendments first, before the election.

8/28/2019 9:21:21 PM state1union It’s even worse now

8/28/2019 9:21:47 PM tncharlene 12 years for a president is too long. Can you imagine what O could have done in 12 years?? Too risky!!!

8/28/2019 9:21:50 PM starehope Too scarey.

8/28/2019 9:22:05 PM kidge6 🎣 we get to play go fish!  Report Epstein to FBI (IF you have a legit claim). NSA will follow up on the lead and if fbi doesn’t act, nsa can. And nsa has 

evidence of fbi cover up or failure to act.

8/28/2019 9:25:20 PM starehope And lifetime healthcare! Our veterans served our country and deserve it. They put their lives on the line when the others sit in comfortable rooms to 

listen, question, and argue. Why do they need lifetime health care?

8/28/2019 9:28:36 PM starehope No, then the governess will choose friends or friends of friends. Pay for play will start.

8/28/2019 9:29:02 PM tncharlene We need more than just term limits. We need checks and balances. Those in our government shouldn't be making one law for us and another for them. 

What OUR laws are should apply to THEM as well. We need oversight and we need there to be EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW!!

8/28/2019 9:32:12 PM noemiarceortega Which #Q? The yellow cube?

8/28/2019 9:39:01 PM marylouathome Is this the SCOTUS Scandal that 3 Supreme Court Justices will resign because of it as in Mark Taylor Prophecy ?? @liz_crokin @Chrismc44 

@MelissaLeggett4 @prayingmedic @RealSheilaZ @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 @goodmedicine4us @infinitechan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/R9hA3yPV46

8/28/2019 9:39:01 PM speaakn He answered (child porn) https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1166395816363397120?s=21 …

8/28/2019 9:39:46 PM kathleen3693693 Not start... Pay for play would continue, business as usual.

8/28/2019 9:44:41 PM starehope Well if most of the population uses it, they become harmless, relaxed, docile. They won't care what the government is doing. Mind control.

8/28/2019 9:54:01 PM carolin15161363 I meant if there are 3 terms and we get a horrible President again, then we would be stuck with him longer.

8/28/2019 9:55:13 PM johnnyt_anon Miss direction. Controlling the narrative. I believe the Patriots knew she was going to be out of commission for a while so they leaked real info that 

would be taken out of context. Then they had someone at Fox post it to get the Dems worried about another SC seat.

8/28/2019 10:00:45 PM richard07759712 They want us divided | and if this gets retweeted >> imagine

8/28/2019 10:02:29 PM rcspicks SES has to be disbanded too. Otherwise nothing will change.

8/28/2019 10:03:57 PM wisdomonium  https://images.app.goo.gl/9VZ4prUhikRZFNNQ8 …

8/28/2019 10:04:02 PM starehope Not once cleaned out.

8/28/2019 10:33:52 PM jonjonlives1 That would increase the corrupt system we already have

8/28/2019 10:39:29 PM cyranose Dark to light. 🙏🏻

8/28/2019 10:55:53 PM azuremagus Correct



8/28/2019 10:56:27 PM kellysewell14 Where did you get your numbers from?  Term limits are necessary - I agree.  Voter ID is necessary.

8/28/2019 11:04:30 PM vickycnall So sick,   I’ve been to some of the old Mayan ruins,  still gives you the creeps after all this time,  hate evil

8/28/2019 11:16:52 PM jv_parker Why not : 1(H), 1(S), 2(P) - why touch the only one that has term limits, to start a kerfuffle or stake a negotiating claim? That said I am curious why you 

think the line of sight needs to be 12 years for Int’l relations. I do like your thinking but looking for your rationale.

8/28/2019 11:19:53 PM jv_parker So what’s the over/under on this happening before 2020? Would be a great pivot for the election to focus on the issue.

8/28/2019 11:20:48 PM jv_parker We have the internet.

8/28/2019 11:49:22 PM mama_beph I agree. And I think many people do. But our there a chance of this happening?

8/28/2019 11:58:38 PM rebornkingent Any and all activities that would piss people off if they knew = SAP

8/29/2019 12:07:45 AM weshallrise144k  https://www.projectcbd.org/cannabis-and-cbd-science …

8/29/2019 12:09:12 AM jv_parker  pic.twitter.com/VKkkHnX6oe

8/29/2019 12:14:48 AM cindylindylou Worth a vote! Voter ID is a must regardless.

8/29/2019 12:18:43 AM pinealg1 Interesting...

*Hits Blunt*

8/29/2019 12:19:18 AM pixiesdorule I say "Do the job for no pay" like Trump does. Do the job for love of God and country. Knock out the pay. There are Americans prepared to do this. God 

will see to their needs. Original founders did. Balance properly restored to America means helping one another as God commands.

8/29/2019 12:24:17 AM sterkinglights1 All knowledge is contained within. That is why this message resonates. Mtsar covers a lot of these topics. Most of the legends of Lemuria have been 

passed down through generations of Scottish and Irish but it's also included in others history as well.

8/29/2019 12:32:01 AM sterkinglights1 Inner stand spiritual illness is not something that is widely discussed. This is done with purpose. It is ur wifi connection to your higher self. 

pic.twitter.com/EWnJW1mASu

8/29/2019 12:41:36 AM sterkinglights1 Correct.

8/29/2019 12:53:38 AM sterkinglights1 Realising how much of the world is not okay maybe...

8/29/2019 12:54:17 AM josh59241 Term limits aren’t the problem. The problem is the rigged elections. If we had 100% fair elections where the people truly chose their representatives 

them there would be no need for term limits. The issue is that there are so many fake votes that the corrupt people in office...

8/29/2019 12:54:26 AM josh59241 cannot be taken out of office. Term limits just means they put the next corrupt person to n office and tell the people that they voted them into office.

8/29/2019 12:56:28 AM sterkinglights1 This track must have been fire back in the day. Magestic NRG! Great find.

8/29/2019 1:07:02 AM sterkinglights1 😂😂😂

8/29/2019 1:13:44 AM smauro80 We are what we eat, think, act, say, feel, etc.

8/29/2019 1:22:44 AM money435z "It shouldn't be on name recognition it should be on resume and morals that we see they have proven to actually follow." Hate to burst your bubble 

Brock.  I totally agree with you, but there are those of us that vote on this premise, and there are a lot that do not.

8/29/2019 1:38:28 AM spoiledlamb I’ve always believed Senators, Representatives, Supreme Court Judges have no business in voted positions after 10 years . It’s time to go! 

pic.twitter.com/70UgM5Jh8v

8/29/2019 2:58:00 AM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

8/29/2019 3:00:25 AM magicianswheel I like this idea!!

8/29/2019 3:03:23 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what happens to the secret/TS/SAP classification system after all of this is exposed?  The very classification system that was 

supposed protect the US from foreign enemies was infiltrated and controlled by our enslavers.  Now I get the ramifications of DeClass.

8/29/2019 3:07:00 AM 3nmbrs Cheese Pizza = Child Porn

8/29/2019 3:07:33 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

8/29/2019 3:19:48 AM youngbloodautom 2 terms for all

8/29/2019 3:31:10 AM 3nmbrs White House sources are reporting that Melania said POTUS has two penises.

#SourcesOfCourses know everything. pic.twitter.com/OL8Sia1yJl

8/29/2019 3:37:08 AM sterkinglights1 These questions should be contemplated by every single American. This issue should be at the forefront of our thoughts moving forward. It continues 

to be pushed aside like it's going to resolve itself. Solution suggestion welcomed. How would the blockage be removed?🤔

8/29/2019 3:46:24 AM jvan125 MJ said 3 4-year terms so we would still get the chance to vote him/her out after 4 or 8...is that correct MJ?

8/29/2019 3:50:07 AM sterkinglights1 Agreed. 3 3 yr terms. Then could be removed.

8/29/2019 3:52:04 AM 1centralcaligal Not-so-royal family pedo, queen & pope were convicted of rape, torture and murder of 10 children in Camloops, Canada: 

http://dondevamos.canalblog.com/archives/2013/06/23/27496212.html …

8/29/2019 3:54:33 AM bbobbio71 Hemp, Cannabis and Marijuana: What's the Difference? -  http://CounterPunch.org 

 https://www.counterpunch.org/2016/03/29/hemp-cannabis-and-marijuana-whats-the-difference/ …

8/29/2019 3:56:50 AM hisbride3 Evidence of child sacrifice there for 5000 years. All through ancient generations and probaby up through recent. "They sacrifice their children on the 

altar to Molech." I think Hillary would be a good candidate to inform you on this. Check out the Bohemian Grove also.

8/29/2019 4:01:48 AM theagenda6 Why don’t you expose the more up to date child sacrifices that’s going on today @BBCNews

8/29/2019 4:04:40 AM trumppatriotus1 I couldn't agree more!"NO one in govt elected office should serve 30, 40 or 50 yrs!! This won't happen unless we fix the election-rigging scam. Come-on 

we're not that stupid.

8/29/2019 4:10:52 AM crowenation2020 Would you have wanted 12 years of Obama? Could you have financially withstood that kind of time the way he was taking the country into the gutter? 

The whole reason 2 terms were decided on was bc of FDR’s abuse of power while he served 14 of his 16 years.

8/29/2019 4:12:43 AM crowenation2020 Congress & the Senate were never meant to be career paths for ppl. They were designed for regular folks to represent their districts and states. 

Originally Senators were not even elected, they were appointed by the state’s gov. All were meant to have real careers in addition!

8/29/2019 4:14:28 AM crowenation2020 As for Voter ID. Absolutely! Without a doubt. They should make passports free and use them as the only acceptable form of voter ID. You have to 

either be born here or a legal immigrant citizen to obtain an American passport, which makes it perfect for this use, too.

8/29/2019 4:19:29 AM rizzo1megan What strain did you smoke? I’ve had this problem before and couldn’t sleep and it was a bad source.

8/29/2019 4:41:54 AM covertress Time is a byproduct... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1130692763861827585?s=19 …

8/29/2019 4:45:03 AM egelone THREE TERMS FOR DONALD J TRUMP!!! HE DESERVE IT!!!

8/29/2019 4:49:56 AM infidelis_101 I understand but some practical challenges there. Congress must focus to some degree on the seniority system if not just to become familiar with 

practices. But we must do something. So...maybe...

Campaign Finance, voter ID, post servicecethical restraints, audits....

8/29/2019 4:50:07 AM cue2_c99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just seeing if twitter will allow you to see this and start giving me notifications again for your account

8/29/2019 4:54:48 AM karma4event201 It is all about the children. Pedophile pedovores adrenachrome 

CIA found the MKUltra rapes torture of children created easiest to control mind slaves

8/29/2019 4:55:48 AM jamiegrahamusa Joe Rogan



8/29/2019 4:58:00 AM infidelis_101 ....I find the matter of Senators most challenging given current status. And the following: 

Rep...max total 3 terms, 2 years

Senator...max total 1 term, 6 years

President...max total 2 terms, 4 years

Very challenging though. US Senators used to include State legislative role?

8/29/2019 4:58:46 AM jamiegrahamusa Died of AIDS. I saw death cert...but I know they lie

8/29/2019 5:08:22 AM aprilbrown99 #HolyCrap

8/29/2019 5:12:01 AM blacknblue2red Convention of States @COSProject is already under way w an amendment for term limits and approved in 13 states. Check to see if your state has 

started. Get involved. @COSProject_AZ @COSProjectGA @COSProjectMT @COSProjectND @COSProjectCA @COSProjectAL

8/29/2019 5:16:00 AM aprilbrown99 Do we ever meet fractals of ourselves during a timeline or lifetime?

If so, would the purpose be to guide “ourselves” back onto a designated course or to reflect something we may have forgotten?

8/29/2019 5:18:00 AM blacknblue2red Convention is States @COSProject is already under way w an amendment for term limits & approved in 13 states. It’s a constitutional process that 

#WeThePeople can Get involved to fix gov that won’t fix itself. @COSProject_AZ @COSProjectGA @COSProjectMT @COSProjectCA @COSProjectAL

8/29/2019 5:18:49 AM noticerking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/29/2019 5:37:08 AM covertress That "fabric" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060910745259569152?s=19 …

8/29/2019 5:43:10 AM zagnett From so many sources on the Twittz i've gotten far more actual, actionable "intel" for regular folk than from Q. The largest "Q" audience was 

intentionally...the [cabal]. So you can have ONLY Q if you wish. Frankly, i'll stick with the Twittz.🙏😅😂

8/29/2019 5:45:08 AM natureinspace Every negative thing you can think of. They feed off our fear and pain. It's their power. They cause the pain and take the energy. That's why it has to be 

other beings involved somehow perpetuating this cycle of evil. Power and control. Fear and feeding. Pain and low frequency.

8/29/2019 5:46:44 AM ladtacarms Q is a guide, was able to help consolidate the intel. Bring us together to help fill in the spaces. Social media helped make it faster to spread the truth.

8/29/2019 5:48:19 AM maryschade14 GMorning..love y'all..treasonerases..

8/29/2019 5:49:17 AM zrickety I think 2 years is plenty for reps.  Let them be picked at random from qualified citizens.  Watch how quickly things get fixed.

8/29/2019 5:50:04 AM zagnett Q is "a guide". A Fine One. But not "the guide" - Q's not the only one. There are others, & they helped filled in more spaces, at least for me, than Q.

h/t to Q though! Lovely Letter.😚

8/29/2019 5:52:15 AM jared4liberty Look at you go. Good work, my friend 😎🙌🏻

8/29/2019 5:52:16 AM maryschade14 The idea that the future is killed for the past. What separates Humans is to rise above. Reptiles and animald kill their babies for survival..and 

cannibalize..aren't we above that?

Wouldn't that be true ascenscion. Losing babies changes one's views..

8/29/2019 5:53:06 AM flygirl33684011 What are you talking about ?

8/29/2019 5:59:49 AM johnsville14 I'm sorry but this message did not resonate with me as much as other possibilities.  At this point I've broken my worldview down to nothing and am 

courting at least 8 separate ones. But as I learned from studying Luciferians they may be all connected. So I gather more info.

8/29/2019 6:02:14 AM n7guardiananon name change?

8/29/2019 6:02:28 AM miketierno1 the thought is that all would be focused on making the state successful...in combination with term limits

8/29/2019 6:03:19 AM johnsville14 I feel like I'm falling over a precipice and desperate to find a handhold. I am prepared for any possibility from the most insane to the most mundane, as 

long as its the Truth I don't hold any emotional value towards any of them. The only constant is God.

8/29/2019 6:04:13 AM amy221622 Cannabis is a sacred plant that was gifted to humanity( via the Dogon) to raise consciousness. We have free will, we can choose to accept gifts or 

decline them. You sir are declining a gift that would help expand your consciousness and balance your endocannabiniod system.

8/29/2019 6:05:00 AM peterluisvenero I vote to bring back our Republic.

8/29/2019 6:08:45 AM aleks8837 I doubt "all of this" will be exposed AT ONCE...?

You see the long list of what's in the different SAP's. Some are "deeper" than others? And USAP's (unacknowledged SAP's!) might have even more 

exotic stuff in them!!!

Hopefully most of these projects will be exposed over time!

8/29/2019 6:09:35 AM anneolsen43 6 yr for US Rep is a No for me

8/29/2019 6:10:33 AM mklundquist I agree with you Amy! This article confused me and I was upset thinking MJ12 was spreading lies about the plant I know is so sacred. Then I got the 

decode. We all on the same page.

8/29/2019 6:11:43 AM anneolsen43 I Happen to agree with you.

8/29/2019 6:15:18 AM jvan125 What is this all about?!? https://twitter.com/hhsgov/status/1167061390819020801?s=21 …

8/29/2019 6:15:30 AM victormoss26 You do realise the royal family is of Germany descent don't you? The motto 'Ich diene' is written on the back of every 2 pence coin in the UK

8/29/2019 6:15:53 AM jvan125 Who is this ‘Surgeon General’?

8/29/2019 6:16:42 AM _17patriot_ Maybe thats why POTUS is doing things fast and changing position personnel at a rapid pace, to get use to a new structure in the future?

8/29/2019 6:17:36 AM thekanehb Mindset. Try it again and expect good things

8/29/2019 6:18:35 AM thekanehb Was tobacco engineered to prevent it? pic.twitter.com/EnCdVrXKIn

8/29/2019 6:21:21 AM kindeandtrue I like it. One thing I admire about British politics is the large number of political parties which reflect a true diversity of opinion. We need to get rid of 

our two-party system.

8/29/2019 6:21:58 AM big081574 Indica vs Sativa.

The key is knowing your strain of cannabis.

Not all plants are grown equal, many many MANY different strains and growing techniques.

8/29/2019 6:24:32 AM tabsinabox Aren't memes illegal in Russia

8/29/2019 6:26:56 AM thekanehb No because Voter fraud exists. We were thisclose to Hilary.

8/29/2019 6:37:15 AM roublisa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  interesting information today about marijuana use during pregnancy activates “indigenous cabbiniods receptors” for the 

developing fetus....making connections that would effect the fetus brain forever...we know the truth HCC!😡  pic.twitter.com/LYK59IGWaN

8/29/2019 6:40:04 AM jvan125 Someone got trigggggeredddd...😂🤦🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/AcR9RezzRo

8/29/2019 6:41:43 AM karma4event201 Yes SAP = CP 

Answered 12 hours ago https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1166874982691090433?s=20 …

8/29/2019 6:44:42 AM karma4event201 China received a copy of her emails in real time. 

China did not hack her server. Witch sold acces to server in her Pay2Play 

Selling US secrets to foreign countries

8/29/2019 6:46:33 AM decodematrix It's big.

8/29/2019 7:02:28 AM wyatt251 Yes real name of GODs plant 🌱 is Cannabis not the government made up name marijuana it was a scare tactic in the early yrs cause everyone that 

smoked it figured out the government was corrupt the whole time another control tactic like prohibition



8/29/2019 7:05:46 AM tm__little Then lobbyists would rule. There’s gonna be a power center one way or the other. 

The solution is truth. Oversight. Repeal Homeland Security Act. Repeal Smith Mundt. Eliminate co-mingling of domestic and intl intelligence. Eliminate 

FBI fusion centers. Scatter CIA.

8/29/2019 7:11:18 AM karma4event201 Witch wanted to save her own fat ass, her child trafficking; 

 leave no possible witnesses & told China about the people.

8/29/2019 7:15:53 AM adamk87500975 We have to go one step further than term limits though. We must get rid of the golden handshake policies Congress enacts for their own benefit. Such 

as pay for life, golden healthcare etc. etc.

8/29/2019 7:16:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Red Shoes 👠 👠 pic.twitter.com/mAwSflESas

8/29/2019 7:17:23 AM lightworkercain Hefners son?

8/29/2019 7:17:33 AM djlok Just another day at the office. 🙄🙄🙄

8/29/2019 7:20:37 AM karma4event201 Child pornography

8/29/2019 7:21:08 AM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/boer-goats.html …

8/29/2019 7:21:10 AM dagandre5 ofc

8/29/2019 7:21:17 AM blsdbe I am betting that is an ‘Authentic’ Robe too...

8/29/2019 7:21:46 AM uptownborg2 Nxivm red shoes

8/29/2019 7:22:13 AM state1union These children’s/victims Red Shoes 👞👠 pic.twitter.com/l6vOiBvihj

8/29/2019 7:22:38 AM mklundquist Mr. Kid Love Productions

8/29/2019 7:24:44 AM rafngeirdal The Secret Base Greenland Base of Project Iceworm  https://youtu.be/-DPQ15EgyTY  via @YouTube : Since @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweeted that we should 

watch Greenland, I’ve now watched the third documentary on the construction of Thule air base. This one is about PORTABLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

!

8/29/2019 7:25:08 AM lisa43915146 I can't think of a word in the English language that is fitting for this.  Disgusting, despicable, horrid, etc. just don't do it justice.

8/29/2019 7:25:20 AM maniccompressi1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 your tweet about @billmaher and his shoes was luterally removed from my feed as I read it. #QAnon

8/29/2019 7:25:44 AM internetusr  pic.twitter.com/tzpGowxxc5

8/29/2019 7:26:11 AM blsdbe This is interesting! How does cannabis help you recover from a workout?

8/29/2019 7:27:05 AM mattcottrill3 @bob226420

8/29/2019 7:27:24 AM mattcottrill3 He's wearing children

8/29/2019 7:28:51 AM conserv2mysoul Not enough time to get anything done. 

New Senate = six years

New house = 4 years

Full term for Presidency

8/29/2019 7:29:38 AM starehope I was referring to the fact that what some were forced to do was not magic.

8/29/2019 7:30:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Disgusting. I hope when they raid his house they can test those shoes for the Dna of the child’s skin they were made of.

8/29/2019 7:30:33 AM tinfoil1254 What's with the red shoes they all wear?

8/29/2019 7:30:39 AM n7guardiananon on his way to a SNCTM party?

8/29/2019 7:38:00 AM girlawakeinca ☝️This. Let’s make it happen. Swift justice for anyone who harms children. Balance in this world is essential. 

End child cruelty, children need our loved protection & guidance. pic.twitter.com/KiNYjmERyv

8/29/2019 7:43:28 AM maryche20769846 Is this a suggestion?

8/29/2019 7:44:32 AM enomai_ Who knows which article is real. However, "parody" is the phrase outlawed.

8/29/2019 7:54:47 AM anneolsen43 Wizard of Oz Project?

8/29/2019 7:56:01 AM yellahabibihela Speaking of changing vibrations, what are the best air purifying indoor plants?

8/29/2019 7:58:27 AM rachaelangelm Mr. crazy fractal dress

8/29/2019 7:58:47 AM djlok People always blow a gasket when it comes to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  I don't understand why.  They never ask people to believe them.

8/29/2019 8:03:58 AM sumerhillt 😱😬😳👎

8/29/2019 8:04:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes fishing is fun.

Be careful WHO you follow.

Message over messenger.

He does seem quite triggered.

8/29/2019 8:06:02 AM norwegianon Message over messenger.

8/29/2019 8:07:33 AM the_red_hand_ The accusatory fits being thrown like that brings a certain phrase to mind.🤔

Those who yell the loudest...etc

8/29/2019 8:09:35 AM 313looper Distraction at its finest too...

Something big has happened or going to happen soon and some people are not happy ... or I must say👉🏻 [They] are in PANIC...

8/29/2019 8:10:03 AM wendyca12241470  pic.twitter.com/okbPxpqVQB

8/29/2019 8:10:12 AM keith369me Because https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1068597200748453891?s=21 …

8/29/2019 8:10:28 AM godchosetrump77 thanQ for the heads up. be careful who you follow...

8/29/2019 8:11:49 AM martingeddes Term limits are obviously a touchy subject for someone! 😎

8/29/2019 8:14:50 AM _vvoke_ A few big names in this movement have serious attitude problems.  The ego and arrogance are really off putting especially since they claim to be so 

damn woke.

8/29/2019 8:16:17 AM blsdbe Interesting, so you feel better, recover faster with CBD/cannabis use for recovery? Oral, topical, inhaled?

8/29/2019 8:18:50 AM gravey6 Very Interesting!

8/29/2019 8:19:01 AM egelone SICK SICK SICK. REVEAL THEIR CRIME AND PUT THEM IN JAIL!

8/29/2019 8:23:03 AM ethereal_shaman Various levels of woke.

8/29/2019 8:25:47 AM my2sonznme Unfollowed him last week when he bashed PrayingMedic. He’s angry and is totally disconnected from this movement. Also unfollowed Bill Mitchell 

who has also gone rogue.

8/29/2019 8:26:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 re-elections. 

Could be 4 years. 

Could be 8 years. 

Could be 12 years.

8/29/2019 8:26:38 AM pauli_ranney I don’t follow Neon Revolt. He (or she) is so brash and rude that I don’t care to listen to anything he/she says. Anyone willing to bash another in this 

movement is not worth following, IMHO.

8/29/2019 8:26:40 AM djlok I don't either after he blew a gasket like that unprovoked.  Very telling.

8/29/2019 8:27:58 AM ezdoesit_ (🦉)

8/29/2019 8:28:40 AM unlvsall IT'S THIS EXACTLY WHAT DEMOCRATS ARE DOING TRYING TO CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION THROUGH MANDATES??? PLEASE ANYBODY EXPLAIN....

8/29/2019 8:29:35 AM ezdoesit_ They don’t understand Q is just the beginning. Many anons will also have much learning to do.

8/29/2019 8:29:39 AM blsdbe This is excellent!!! ThanQ for sharing, I will start my own experiments!!! Blessings 🥰🙏🥰 pic.twitter.com/EUAZ3mdOhd

8/29/2019 8:30:22 AM dakotobol "Contempt Prior To Investigation"  ... unequally woked 😉



8/29/2019 8:30:39 AM peacey_queen I had unfollowed neon months back, and for some reason re-followed. Blah, now I remember why. I prefer calm over demanding obedience.

You can re-tweet anything and it doesn't mean you endorse that person completely. Shoot, just today I liked something Ted Cruz said.

8/29/2019 8:31:53 AM unlvsall OOPS ERROR *IS THIS*

8/29/2019 8:32:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Anons have contributed good ideas to proposed Term Limits. A constitutional convention would remove the conflict of interest in waiting for career 

politicians to sign their pink slip. We believe that a person should have 1 term in House, and Senate, and 3 as President.

8/29/2019 8:32:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, with high turnover of the House introducing Articles of Impeachment for poor performing POTUS can easily be accomplished in 2 years. 

Currently the process would require 8+ years, effectively making the POTUS immune from impeachment unless clear violations of law.

8/29/2019 8:32:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 That way you have a career politician for a maximum of 20 years, however the requirements to getting elected are exponentially more difficult and 

must be aligned with the Nation to do so.

8/29/2019 8:32:36 AM 0400885511e1444 Peado party.

8/29/2019 8:32:38 AM chickanon2 I get all that😂 

I'm specifically referring to Intel, peeps👌

8/29/2019 8:32:52 AM bbobbio71 These people are SICK!

8/29/2019 8:36:25 AM stranger_poetry Sosa returned from South America with the smile of satisfaction on his face and the solid promise it is under Vatican political control 

pic.twitter.com/JBjGhRQl08

8/29/2019 8:36:29 AM reneeleitner2 Agree @buzzsaw_qmj and you can't switch parties either to try and use a loophole to stay in longer. It needs to be precise with no wiggle room. Bc as 

the saying goes "give them an inch and they take a mile."

8/29/2019 8:36:52 AM neo_asura_ why is term limits the only solution to fix these problems. if we control the senate why will it take possible another decade to have poison free food or 

have humane healthcare? such a plan sounds like itll still be in the works till post event MJ12..

8/29/2019 8:37:59 AM nancyddb Neon should go take a walk.

8/29/2019 8:38:09 AM lbf777 I was thinking of max 2-4 years term limits on all politicians and 8 on president but 12 could work too.

8/29/2019 8:38:39 AM all_qd add some transparency apparatus too!

8/29/2019 8:39:22 AM keith369me Is is safe to assume that this MJ# is allowed to vote by law?

8/29/2019 8:39:34 AM highhopesusa If you can eat spinach every day you might find the flavor of the cigarettes disgusting. I know someone who after a couple of weeks of a daily spinach 

serving remarked that they didn’t taste any good anymore. He ended up quitting using patches.

8/29/2019 8:41:45 AM starehope Why not do 3 - 6 - 9 year elections?

8/29/2019 8:43:46 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1167090640464896001?s=19 …

8/29/2019 8:45:08 AM joeg816 It will never happen, but we need to get rid of political parties.  They are indebted to lobbyists and donors and do not represent the people.  The runner 

up should become Vice President like the early days. https://www.quora.com/How-did-it-happen-that-the-Vice-Presidency-went-from-being-the-

runner-up-in-the-pres-election-to-a-separate-running-mate-chosen-by-pres-candidates …

8/29/2019 8:45:30 AM keith369me Humor me...in a perfect world do we need “representatives” if they don’t represent we the people?  Why not direct vote on issues via collective 

consciousness...an internet vote in today’s world...a better process later.  Have to take down fake news first and have a truth society.

8/29/2019 8:48:42 AM jrocktigers Opiates diminish lung capacity , especially while sleeping. Pneumonia is common among long term opiate users.

8/29/2019 8:49:04 AM jrocktigers Marijuana actually expands lungs.

8/29/2019 8:49:26 AM 4mydeerone Seeking a friend  http://to.Save  the world

It's so strange they look nothing alike

#QAnon

#Keiraknightley 

Keira KNIGHTley

@KeiraKfr

@KeiraKfr

@CHANEL

@Laffincrow

@FollowQanon

@M2Madness

@P0A_Triot23

@RealEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ChiefDreyfus

@ChiefDreyfus pic.twitter.com/ACPdh2u3r4
8/29/2019 8:50:11 AM sirdramaanon The people should vote if they should receive a pension at the end of their 20 years, imho.  This way we make sure they lived up to their word on taking 

care of us.  Take care of us, we will take care of you.  $.03

8/29/2019 8:51:53 AM thekanehb Yeah. They found 3 mass sacrifices in the last 2 years but what about before that?! 

They prime us for everything

8/29/2019 8:52:12 AM 4mydeerone #QAnon

Help!!!

Just say go Keira Knightley is you don't care enough to say hello Joe its me (even a text or.tweet) pic.twitter.com/0S73z278uH

8/29/2019 8:52:52 AM karma4event201 Server was in a bathroom. 

Clinton hide the Server in a bathroom,

 the server she ran child trafficking from; 

blackmailed pedophiles; 

Ran FF Ops; interfered in foreign governments and sold  US secrets to enemy

8/29/2019 8:53:25 AM zagnett Yes i was thinking the same this morning. 3 year terms, up to 3 elections, up to 9 years total. No need for double-digits here. Seems like maybe that's 

where we get into some troublez lol.

8/29/2019 8:54:54 AM zagnett i'm also referring to that.

Also, i'm acting on the "intel" i've received. Really. Stay Tuned!

🙏😅💫

8/29/2019 8:57:22 AM phreatomagnetic The idea of an Article 5 convention before the trash has been taken out is deeply flawed.  After, it just might work.

For example, we have 19 states suing to preserve the status quo at the border

How will we rationally select delegates until the crimes have been exposed?

8/29/2019 8:58:10 AM thepeacekitten He's Hugh Hefner's son, right?

8/29/2019 8:59:09 AM thepeacekitten Dear Lord ... knowing all we now know, this is beyond sobering. #SaveOurChildren

8/29/2019 9:00:43 AM laurabusse Spittin image of Hef in this one https://images.app.goo.gl/uUTZXnfPTXfuhNCf8 …



8/29/2019 9:05:55 AM laurabusse Yes projecting.

When you point the finger

Three are pointing back at you

8/29/2019 9:06:29 AM laurabusse Yes quite.

8/29/2019 9:07:31 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
8/29/2019 9:09:53 AM nurseniceyes I think he is melting down.

8/29/2019 9:11:00 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/GgjXg46a3z

8/29/2019 9:13:04 AM egelone i knew it. There is a guy who claimed time travel from year 2060. He told me this about trump already. thanks for confirming that,. BTW, what is up 

with general Mattis? I heard his latest comment and book is not so nice about 45.

8/29/2019 9:13:23 AM magamatician It started a month ago. Gotten so much worse lately.

8/29/2019 9:14:01 AM egelone 3 terms for TRUMP. TRUMP 2020, TRUMP 2024!!!!!

8/29/2019 9:14:40 AM firstwavr you’ve gotten shamed by one of the best. sorry bud.

8/29/2019 9:14:54 AM david00997884 Amin BROTHER, your on it.

8/29/2019 9:17:09 AM turboxyde Sheep no more!

10:17 <9> pic.twitter.com/6jOlWs1v68

8/29/2019 9:20:37 AM mgodfrey99 No to 3 term Presidency

8/29/2019 9:25:23 AM cchef1980 Term limits is a start. As long as there are billionaires and evil corps and special groups they will simply replace a multi-year puppet with a revolver of 

puppets. Or simply rotate them from position to position.

8/29/2019 9:25:47 AM joebaco08047076 FEDERAL NATIONAL voter ID. Not state level. The fake voters travel around the country voting, paid for by DNC

8/29/2019 9:26:29 AM maryschade14 Magic doesn't have to be involved..it becomes a matter of loss of humanity. 

Magic is Magic tho..

Tetragrammaton..Ritual Magick..72

Islamic Extremists die for 72 virgins

Gods Tetragramaton 4..

4 Authority

72 8x13..mastery rebellion 

Evil always surrounds its self in complicated
8/29/2019 9:31:39 AM stormystorm10 Just because people think different than you doesn’t mean u got to go crazy over it. That’s someone who would go mad with power, if they actually 

had some (in my opinion)

8/29/2019 9:32:37 AM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @MLP_officiel @matteosalvinimi @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @IPOT1776 @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch 

@TomFitton @Project_Veritas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152 @SeekerOTL https://twitter.com/Patriot_Mom_17/status/1166430756761165824 …

8/29/2019 9:39:24 AM fenrirhowlinga I’d even be ok with 2 terms for reps (4 yrs total) and 1 term for senate.

8/29/2019 9:43:16 AM djlok And I'd be ok with the people voting on the salary of those elected.  Wonder what the people of #Baltimore would agree to pay someone like 

@RepCummings!!!

8/29/2019 9:46:10 AM cylantjustice Brilliant and would be both effectiVe, and better representatiVe for the people.

Not themselVes.

8/29/2019 9:46:27 AM fenrirhowlinga I’ve noticed there is this urge for higher follower accounts to lambast others as LARPS if they claim to have insider knowledge. What people like Neon 

fail to realize is Q has inspired others on the inside to keep us informed similarly without giving away TS/SCI info.

8/29/2019 9:46:44 AM manifest_utopia bc, at present, once elected, congress members are pushed to immediately start looking to fund their re-election, taking large donations from 

corps/orgs that are engaged in poisoning food, poison healthcare, etc. Bought & paid for, they then act for their funders' benefit.

8/29/2019 9:47:35 AM fenrirhowlinga I’ve been in the Intel field for about 10yrs now and see the tides changing everyday.

8/29/2019 9:50:11 AM fenrirhowlinga It’s funny people like who you mentioned who follow Q, have literally learned nothing from Q. Mitchell has gone completely insane.

8/29/2019 9:52:39 AM fenrirhowlinga he would actually have to pay them, lol.

8/29/2019 9:52:52 AM joebaco08047076 those who scream the loundest have the most to hide. this guy really yells alot

8/29/2019 9:55:03 AM djlok You're probably right!

8/29/2019 10:00:37 AM bobschwaller Do you really think state legislators can be trusted? They all want to go to DC and make the big money. Dont give them the opportunity to change the 

constitution.

8/29/2019 10:04:27 AM tamravee WE SEE YOU

8/29/2019 10:05:18 AM deplorabldamsel Damn...Neon is really losing his shit! 😂 Stopped following him a long time ago.  I mean, seriously, if I want someone yelling at me and telling me what 

to think, I would watch CNN. 🙄😂  SMH

8/29/2019 10:05:24 AM jaded_pearl Message over messenger. If you hold too tightly to a prior belief system, deprogramming becomes difficult. The eyes need more widening.

8/29/2019 10:09:10 AM maryschade14 Can't wait..

8/29/2019 10:15:33 AM laurabusse Bingo

8/29/2019 10:15:46 AM legionvaleris If the US could/would never address term limits in last 250+ years (except FDR) what makes you think it will ever be addressed?

8/29/2019 10:30:11 AM marymac41 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any thoughts on statins?

8/29/2019 10:31:57 AM blsdbe Those Who Scream The Loudest? (...)

8/29/2019 10:33:47 AM allahuniversal The final word (ever) Apparently? 🤷🏾♂️ on the Majestic 12 and their (alleged) Twitter account... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Don't think or research beyond this writing, or you may never hear the end of it... Apparently 🤷🏾♂️

#TBThursday https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/06/28/majestic-12-the-secret-space-program-and-the-wilson-memo-deeper-disclosures-with-

neonrevolt-qanon-greatawakening/ …

8/29/2019 10:33:50 AM jleetxgirl I’ll take Trump for 3 terms, Alex. 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

8/29/2019 10:36:08 AM manifest_utopia Kek! Like your shades, btw 😎

8/29/2019 10:36:10 AM nurseniceyes I like 3-6-9 respectively better.

8/29/2019 10:36:11 AM blsdbe This is an interesting angle, neon is usually a critical thinker, so one would think, Neon would be encouraging folks to think for themselves with 

discernment...#SheepNoMore #SheepDogging #ThinkForYourself

8/29/2019 10:37:19 AM the_red_hand_ I’d like to note, they went with Majestic 12, not MAJESTY 12. 

Does that difference matter? 🤔😂

😎🕵🏻♂️🤵🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸



8/29/2019 10:39:16 AM allahuniversal 🤔💭

I would like to think so! 😂

8/29/2019 10:39:33 AM nurseniceyes Please thank Allen for the warning last night (if I don't see him soon). The sonic weapons don't work anymore on me...but my daughter and my 

husband were targeted as well.

8/29/2019 10:40:02 AM tyst1ck What causes people to get so triggered? I understand how we want to get to the truth. We don't want to spread false information in this age of fake 

news, but either the information is good or it's not. No need to attack the poster. Debate the idea. I'm not for censoring anyone.

8/29/2019 10:40:23 AM nurseniceyes Majestic is a feeling.

8/29/2019 10:42:58 AM tyst1ck There was nothing wrong with that post. I don't understand why he got so triggered. I don't agree with everything Majestic says, but I agree with a lot 

of it, so I continue to follow. We need to stop calling each other Larps. Debate. The truth will stand firm to scrutiny.

8/29/2019 10:44:40 AM eternal_ancient Another religious zealot acting like a gatekeeper on twitter. "Anyone who disagrees with me is stupid! How DARE you Martin! Your followers can't 

decide for themselves!". Man, I'd love to hear more about it in another series of emotionally unhinged tweets!

8/29/2019 10:47:17 AM allahuniversal I agree, comes along with a state of Being

8/29/2019 10:48:17 AM sayno2globalism I’m sick and damn tired of these big names trying to tell me who I can follow and who I can’t! Kiss my arse! I will follow who the hell i want to!

8/29/2019 10:51:33 AM kidge6 What a coincidence. I unfollowed him just last week

8/29/2019 10:51:55 AM starehope 1. What resonates within? MJ12 has mentioned we follow that which resonates within. Yet, if I make a comment, I am lambasted with a waterfall of 

information I do not want. I don't play games, yesterday made for constant fun bring made of me. Does anyone think that is kind?

8/29/2019 10:52:13 AM txgrown2020 That's a bit haunting..

8/29/2019 10:54:02 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😓😥😰

8/29/2019 10:54:53 AM jvan125 🤯😳🤬 https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1167132516890939397?s=21 …

8/29/2019 10:56:08 AM starehope 2. Maybe there is a reason I don't play video games? In jest (?), I was told to log off, that life, and twitter is a game. Either you followers are missing the 

part where "what resonates within" is singular and makes sense or this thread is not what I thought it to be.

8/29/2019 11:05:02 AM blsdbe I would love to get to a place where we can all trust the Folks In Blue. This is disgraceful.

8/29/2019 11:05:14 AM stevengibes Mj , is Forcha Faal order a credible source of info?

8/29/2019 11:10:52 AM 313looper Things sound Twisted... 👀

Are we watching the movie ...!? 🎥 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1167136119823224833?s=21 …

8/29/2019 11:27:54 AM randyfresh sounds like trouble in paradise. no worries. lovers quarrels always pass. you guys will br grifting together in no time.

8/29/2019 11:30:01 AM momislazy11 He doth protesteth too much

8/29/2019 11:38:50 AM wickedmouse369 We are all in this together. Flip the script... have patience, love, and understanding. This is not a race, this is a spiritual awakening... @NeonRevolt 

#DarkToLight wheres the love and light?

8/29/2019 11:39:14 AM _369311119 “When looking deeper into the data it becomes clear that the highest rise in environmental concern (worldwide) is visible among younger 

Republicans." https://www.reuters.com/article/us-environment-poll-republicans/surge-in-young-republicans-worried-about-the-environment-survey-

idUSKCN1VJ17V …

8/29/2019 11:43:31 AM das100000 Inefficient. Most would be learning the ropes just in time to leave office. The constant turnover would cause chaos.

Tenure isn't as bad as the stupid, crooked, treasonous things now seated.

#CullTheHerd

8/29/2019 11:45:33 AM mamiemcclure17 Nibble, nibble, bite -catch pic.twitter.com/HlcmASFJE4

8/29/2019 11:52:58 AM lifeitis3 Be careful.. I’m not saying this or that but filter people through your own research. NR I do trust. I think he is so invested he doesn’t have time for BS. If 

I’m wrong then I am but I do believe he puts in 1000 times the effort into this than I have. Light years ahead.

8/29/2019 11:53:11 AM neo_asura_ this solution = wait until the right people are in congress. how about “My dear americans, a storm is upon us. The following events have led to this 

point. From sacraficing your children to feeding you poison, a corrupt majority has fooled you for millenia” #fulldisclosure

8/29/2019 12:00:23 PM neo_asura_ we dont need congressional vote to prevent this. expose these crimes itll happen before then #unsealepstein #fulldisclosure .getting these term limit 

changes will take atleast 4+ years

8/29/2019 12:05:22 PM veritasvital Majestic is beside the point. Neon is a d*ck (publicly, no less) for no reason -- he hides behind "being tough" to get us to "discern", as if he's the only 

rational person on the planet.

So obnoxious.

8/29/2019 12:06:47 PM lifeitis3 What if he is right? I think NR has stones to call him out knowing he’d get this kind of flack. 🤔

8/29/2019 12:07:46 PM christoffer1968 Sorry majestic, that one doesn't work!

8/29/2019 12:07:55 PM lifeitis3 Or not

8/29/2019 12:14:06 PM manifest_utopia Never said I was NOT for full disclosure. Been advocating #declass, #UnsealEpstein, #unsealstandardhotel, #UnsealNXIUM #fulldisclosure. You asked 

why term limits are necessary for congress to pass laws banning GMO's, poison water, poison HC. Many parts to the solutions.

8/29/2019 12:18:39 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/gholland04/status/1167135830009212928?s=21 …

8/29/2019 12:21:31 PM jollyrob2 And all the other symbolism, don’t know what it means but it sure is something

8/29/2019 12:27:52 PM neo_asura_ i know where you stand friend 🙌 i believe in these proposed term limits i just dont agree we need them to stop the listed issues. I believe they would 

be stopped before term limits being passed and the “plan” shouldnt be to wait until then...

8/29/2019 12:30:01 PM susan66388204 Agreed 110%

8/29/2019 12:31:04 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Vk5-k6ezQU …

8/29/2019 12:31:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 37.096017, -116.093269

Do you believe in coincidences? pic.twitter.com/2x7GcokcNb

8/29/2019 12:32:57 PM jollyrob2 No Coincidences✨

8/29/2019 12:33:06 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

8/29/2019 12:33:16 PM 1_decided_voter Neat. Now please tell us what is located there.

8/29/2019 12:33:19 PM eternal_ancient Nevada National Security Site? Interesting.

8/29/2019 12:33:45 PM yustein It’s an entry point to an underground base

8/29/2019 12:34:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Area S4

What's this?

37.096017, -116.093269 pic.twitter.com/SVplzv7ril

8/29/2019 12:34:52 PM 1_decided_voter Nevada, west of LV. Civilian no-go zone, presumably.

8/29/2019 12:35:18 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/vCXXlDQ0gW

8/29/2019 12:35:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tunnel entrance

37.096017, -116.093269 pic.twitter.com/VfAg4JpyKU

8/29/2019 12:35:29 PM girlawakeinca Papoose Mountains 🏔

8/29/2019 12:35:29 PM guy_karen Awesome!!!

8/29/2019 12:35:44 PM yustein There is a triangular pyramid with a horizontal cut on top and an entry point. Very peculiar...



8/29/2019 12:35:52 PM stormystorm10 Creepy

8/29/2019 12:36:27 PM resilient112 Is that a Q I see?

8/29/2019 12:36:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep your eyes open.

8/29/2019 12:38:17 PM yustein That’s what I said

8/29/2019 12:38:18 PM manifest_utopia Perhaps we do all the solutions?!!! Oh, the celebrations we'll have when GMO's, RoundUp, chemtrails, Big Pharma, poisoned air, water, food, carpets, 

fabric, cars, household & personal care products, are all prohibited & children are protected from abuse.

8/29/2019 12:38:51 PM deplorabldamsel My thing is if someone is yelling and pitching a fit like my 4 yr old while telling me what to think...Eh...I'm not going to buy it.  🤷♀️Plus, Neon is a 

PAYtriot; selling merch and not sharing info freely like MJ12 and others  #ThinkForYourself

8/29/2019 12:38:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Isn't it "that's what she said?"

8/29/2019 12:39:51 PM yustein They brought the first UFOs and ETs here back in the day. I don’t know if there is still some interesting stuff there.

8/29/2019 12:41:13 PM m_kroniklyill well that's a pretty big Q...

who can miss that?

8/29/2019 12:41:36 PM yustein Who is she? pic.twitter.com/cyFbm2t4jR

8/29/2019 12:41:42 PM jrocktigers 37.114495°  -116.123786° 

Is this black goo oozing onto the surface ? pic.twitter.com/xMAWWvrp8t

8/29/2019 12:41:45 PM deplorabldamsel Also, what exactly is he calling out?  He's not providing FACTS and PROOF, just emotional ranting and name calling.  I just can't get behind that. 🤷♀️

8/29/2019 12:42:38 PM sosoaware Where is this

8/29/2019 12:43:33 PM jswdh1 A joke.... that's what she said.....

8/29/2019 12:43:35 PM yustein Ah dumb me!!!

8/29/2019 12:43:37 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/FrVes9lqP4

8/29/2019 12:44:21 PM yustein We are talking ETs I was too serious to think lightly 🤣

8/29/2019 12:44:39 PM fitz5studio  pic.twitter.com/zTCfHC0Bdd

8/29/2019 12:44:48 PM yustein But what is the coincidence?

8/29/2019 12:46:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE is not a religion. 

It's a life form.

Research for yourself.

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE OR ISBE

Message over messenger.

8/29/2019 12:46:44 PM miketierno1 check out the coordinates on Google earth... pic.twitter.com/BNl86aWcTZ

8/29/2019 12:48:28 PM yustein If that is not a coincidence then what do you call this? 72°00'36"S 168°34'43"E · 2,03 km

8/29/2019 12:48:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Matthew 7:1

8/29/2019 12:50:38 PM jollyrob2 #UnsealEpstein?

8/29/2019 12:50:47 PM yustein 72°00'36"S 168°34'43"E · 2,03 km pic.twitter.com/FqXJELc0VX

8/29/2019 12:51:09 PM yustein Ice is melting...

8/29/2019 12:53:36 PM tyst1ck What he did wasn't smart, that's for sure. Acting that way is no better than the leftist authoritarians.

8/29/2019 12:53:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Chosen One https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1167158235348054016 …

8/29/2019 12:53:51 PM yustein American government secretly financed the 4th Reich so that they can go to Mars and other solar systems. Majority of Apollo program funds and See 

Eye A illegal ops funds went to the Nazis in Antarctica. And we are still counting the alphabet here. Imagine them...

8/29/2019 12:54:07 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President!  ❤️❤️❤️

8/29/2019 12:55:03 PM rebornkingent wish I could give 1,000 likes. 12 years of Hrc or O? If it was 12 years obama would still be in office right now. Jesus Christ🤦🏼♂️ he would be forcing sex 

changes in everybody right now.

8/29/2019 12:55:05 PM jrocktigers This is north of Jackass Flats Rd. Coincidence, I think not. pic.twitter.com/XWWuU92RUj

8/29/2019 12:55:07 PM musicspirit17 Ohhhh brother

8/29/2019 12:55:36 PM manifest_utopia I really appreciate your dedication & commitment to stopping the slow poisoning of us humans.

8/29/2019 12:56:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐟

8/29/2019 12:56:49 PM rebornkingent 12 years is almost half a generation. No way. Obama racked up more debt in 8 years than all before him. Another 4 and he’d be twisting the knife and 

finishing us off.

8/29/2019 12:56:59 PM freestateojones Nothing to do with advanced aerial craft, I'm sure of it 🙄

8/29/2019 12:57:09 PM roaminnoodle Were there other contenders?

8/29/2019 12:57:10 PM allahuniversal Ego. Both underestimating others, and overestimating one's own self, is asking for it. pic.twitter.com/Cp0N6UsVwG

8/29/2019 12:58:11 PM rebornkingent Looks like we have another Jordan $ather on our hands.

8/29/2019 12:58:39 PM mactruthcdn 🍁🍁🍁🍁

8/29/2019 12:58:40 PM richner88 Speaking of tunnels, is DARPA trolling twitter? I could be wrong but I dont see this being a legitimate inquiry. 

https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736432901308416?s=19 …

8/29/2019 1:01:00 PM yustein No time for tv

8/29/2019 1:01:16 PM ddboy11225 Sugar bunker Nevada......

8/29/2019 1:02:02 PM roaminnoodle Message over messenger, Neon.

Bob Marley - Judge Not:

"Who are you to judge the life I live?

I know I'm not perfect

-and I don't live to be-

but before you start pointing fingers...

make sure your hands are clean!"
8/29/2019 1:02:04 PM roaminnoodle Oh boy! Fishin' ain't easy, but it shore is fun!

NR? 🎣

8/29/2019 1:03:15 PM transam0202  pic.twitter.com/2tAMTonAH1

8/29/2019 1:03:17 PM roaminnoodle Is it connected with #UnsealEpstein property in NM?

8/29/2019 1:04:14 PM n7guardiananon Would other countries be forced to adopt a similar approach to their elections prior to the New NWO?

8/29/2019 1:04:18 PM keith369me How about a small Disclosure...announce technology that can push hurricanes away from land.

8/29/2019 1:04:26 PM roaminnoodle Dear President Trump, @realDonaldTrump,

Please, #DECLAS @SpaceCorpsUS!!!

Sincerely,

America

8/29/2019 1:06:21 PM roaminnoodle  https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1166888844748361728 …

8/29/2019 1:07:59 PM roaminnoodle Time doesn't exist. Clocks exist.

MJ, what do you think of the book "About Time: Cosmology and Culture at the Twilight of the Big Bang" by Adam Frank...? pic.twitter.com/cP137klEVY



8/29/2019 1:10:59 PM roaminnoodle  https://www.newsweek.com/2019/09/06/cbd-oil-miracle-drug-science-1456629.html …

8/29/2019 1:11:10 PM youthen_me David has taken a LOT of heat, but to me, he comes across authentic and telling the truth. Plus this has been corroborated by so many. Have you read 

the book “interview with an alien”? It’s amazing!

8/29/2019 1:11:18 PM covertress You seem giddy.

Have a job with USSC?

8/29/2019 1:12:44 PM djlok For those following along at home and like myself, not religiously inclined. pic.twitter.com/pmW1mxP70k

8/29/2019 1:12:51 PM stoneturnr That's the DUMB that was disclosed by Dan Burisch/Project Aquarius. Is it still operational?  

http://openminds.tv/pdf/PROJECT_AQUARIUS_DOCUMENT.pdf … pic.twitter.com/rV5GjDskED

8/29/2019 1:12:57 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/HgbCQYpQMQ

8/29/2019 1:13:05 PM kellykreps777 Who is this?

8/29/2019 1:13:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/FTPneSAbNJ

8/29/2019 1:15:38 PM cogbill_alan More like #Tyler #Game23 amirite?

8/29/2019 1:16:47 PM mongrelglory The leather in the red shoes is believed to have been made from the skin of children they have slain.  The red colour hides the stains from the blood 

when they are sacrificing them. Also red shoes are used in MK-ultra programming from the Wizard of Oz.

 https://decodingsatan.blogspot.com/2018/05/macaulayculkin-homealone-star-live-on.html …

8/29/2019 1:17:13 PM roaminnoodle An important note by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 about:

Special Access Programs (SAP)

#UnsealEpstein

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

4:Q pic.twitter.com/SIByxyN0cr
8/29/2019 1:17:14 PM allahuniversal Some people just can't stand the idea of having competition. ALICE gets a hold of em and...

8/29/2019 1:18:05 PM susan66388204 It always strikes me funny as to how Stupid they can make themselves appear!

8/29/2019 1:18:54 PM ghost_of_billy_ Is "she" ALICE?

8/29/2019 1:19:41 PM ordinarymyke 36.852367, -116.428837

8/29/2019 1:19:55 PM mongrelglory Neon needs to learn to look at the message and not the messenger...😔

8/29/2019 1:20:22 PM decodematrix QQQ👍👍👍

8/29/2019 1:20:55 PM sailorpractical Who (still living) has access to the files from Weiner’s laptop?

8/29/2019 1:21:04 PM lovethebeach999 ✨

8/29/2019 1:21:15 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/6GqiLzhmMr

8/29/2019 1:23:04 PM djlok Oh boy!!!

8/29/2019 1:23:24 PM youthen_me Very cool! Sad we live in a world that professionals have to stay silent. I’ve had some very profound experiences, glad to meet someone else that has.

8/29/2019 1:24:55 PM luxdefiance Where is that?

8/29/2019 1:24:56 PM mongrelglory Neon's done some good digging over the years, and has contributed to the Great Awakening I believe, but since he published his book, he seems to be 

a vocal critic of MJ-12.  I have to wonder if there's a correlation...

8/29/2019 1:25:03 PM cosmic_engineer Good cover to keep people from randomly deciding to visit 😁

8/29/2019 1:25:07 PM andyr1112 Lots of us lol

#qanon

8/29/2019 1:25:12 PM jamesfbuckley2 What about Comey???

8/29/2019 1:25:32 PM knewhardt What a wonderful video! It truly made my heart jump for joy! My mothers name was Alice as she died 10 years ago and everyone loved her. Thank you 

for posting this.

8/29/2019 1:27:43 PM jrocktigers He has a book...🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

8/29/2019 1:27:51 PM cosmic_engineer Judge not, lest you inhibit your grace

8/29/2019 1:30:47 PM kmcintyre20 I believe this is all horseshit..been had for over two yrs. enough already

8/29/2019 1:31:46 PM freestateojones In relation to the context of your thread/obvious emotional trigger, arent you basically stating that everyone should think "like you" and those that 

dont are wrong?

You went off the walls on @martingeddes, for RTing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, failing to realize you're a LARP yourself 😁.

8/29/2019 1:32:36 PM freestateojones Hiring?

8/29/2019 1:32:42 PM enomai_ Do the judges now for the supreme court

8/29/2019 1:33:44 PM decodematrix New flag for U.S. Space Command!

8/29/2019 1:34:27 PM freestateojones What a time to be alive.

8/29/2019 1:34:29 PM allahuniversal The Thought Police are on payroll, I mean, pa-troll... pic.twitter.com/YG55dDa3PW

8/29/2019 1:36:40 PM enomai_ Drug testing? I would like to see all ways to be controlled like a puppet eradicated if possible

8/29/2019 1:39:02 PM enomai_ Change to the constitution has been happening for a very long time.

8/29/2019 1:39:18 PM mongrelglory He does do good research.  I have to admit, I read the rest of his rant and his insults were off-putting.  He has never presented an intelligent argument 

for why he dismisses everything from the MJ-12 account, other than "it's a stupid Larp, take my word for it or you're stupid".

8/29/2019 1:39:26 PM chapulincolored On a side note, that is a tremedous aount of craters in that area.  How were they created?

8/29/2019 1:40:42 PM freestateojones As long as @NeonRevolt keeps playing his role.

8/29/2019 1:41:09 PM dark2light2019 Message received loud and clear 5:5 The Storm Is Approaching... get ready bitches.

#Qanon #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

8/29/2019 1:41:09 PM jrocktigers Check the Paddock news today.... Future proves past, you know my thoughts on Vegas.

8/29/2019 1:42:44 PM titansass OMG what is this?????????????????????????

8/29/2019 1:42:55 PM jaded_pearl I was disappointed no questions but with people flipping today I understand. I'm anxious to know though... Cape Canaveral or Orlando?

8/29/2019 1:43:22 PM allahuniversal What makes a movie GOOD? 🍿🍿🍿

8/29/2019 1:43:58 PM jaded_pearl I researched that the other day. That has already been done.

8/29/2019 1:44:08 PM mongrelglory As I've suggested before, I think a large part of "learning the ropes" in office had to do with maneuvering through the maze of lobbyists and deep state 

mechanisms.  Remove these and it would be a lot more straight-forward to get the political job done.

8/29/2019 1:44:18 PM jaded_pearl Project Fishbowl?

8/29/2019 1:44:32 PM joeorbit perhaps, but the cabal will just run their shills more frequently. they own the news and have the low info people to sheepishly vote for them. so what's 

with neon, you steal his cat?

8/29/2019 1:45:30 PM jaded_pearl I hope I come to a better appreciation of it. I wanted "change" ♾

8/29/2019 1:45:40 PM jim062568 im sharpening my pitchfork and making some torches too

8/29/2019 1:46:42 PM 1centralcaligal Stanley Kubrick asked him to help with advice and writing for 'Eyes Wide Shut' and he is credited with numerous other movies:  

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0148177/ . Hmmm...

8/29/2019 1:46:44 PM mongrelglory I think it takes time to make yourself knowledgeable about the issues you're voting on.  Some people wouldn't want to put in that time, hence the 

need for representatives.  However, in a higher density society that possesses telepathy or access to direct "learning" machines, yes!

8/29/2019 1:46:50 PM joeorbit so nothing has changed in a few thousand years.  we take our kids to soccer practice, pay our taxes, follow the laws while the comey types and their 

handlers worship satan and  eat children.

8/29/2019 1:48:00 PM mongrelglory Nice Q! 😁



8/29/2019 1:48:22 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/9ZSCix1ZuD

8/29/2019 1:49:13 PM aprilbrown99 Is this a mud fossil face? 🤔🧐🤔

8/29/2019 1:49:35 PM hambrickro 😎 The CHOSEN ONE to disclose what already existed 😏 When will disclosure come about the bases in this solar system -- like Mars for one. Nothing 

MAJESTIC about keeping mankind's true history/failures/ achievements hidden with LIES 🙄 YOU perpetuate SLAVERY  😎

8/29/2019 1:49:40 PM mongrelglory It looks like smallpox! 😪

8/29/2019 1:50:04 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/AJoh6mvQCs

8/29/2019 1:51:13 PM ghost_of_billy_ Ok let's do it... 2021 goals!

8/29/2019 1:51:52 PM mongrelglory Testing of nuclear warheads. MJ-12 posted pics before. 😔 Poor Gaia!

8/29/2019 1:54:27 PM mamiemcclure17 I see figures and body parts as well as bases?

8/29/2019 1:55:02 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I was wondering what was below the Eagle!

8/29/2019 1:55:42 PM zrickety Depends on the votes.  3 terms are not guaranteed.  

I would love to see Trump extend his stay!!

8/29/2019 1:55:46 PM maryschade14 We all have our resonances. And sometimes we differ.

If you were put out my apologies.

8/29/2019 1:55:58 PM mongrelglory He's holding an olive branch in one claw, but what's in the other claw?

8/29/2019 1:56:40 PM gcworkins1 It's amazing how the mind works when you see out of the ordinary events. ⚛👽

8/29/2019 1:56:47 PM sch41076287 What is this?

8/29/2019 1:57:14 PM mamiemcclure17 🐍 and satellites

8/29/2019 1:59:19 PM maryschade14 There is no reason for anyone to attack you..people attack everybody.

And it sucks. Sorry you experienced that. 😔 but me being responsible for their actions no.

8/29/2019 1:59:21 PM mamiemcclure17 Figures and body parts

8/29/2019 1:59:24 PM nolemami I always do my own research.  New Age ideology does not align with my belief system.  It was definitely the message as well as the messenger. 

https://twitter.com/nolemami/status/1101574871002288130?s=21 …

8/29/2019 1:59:33 PM mamiemcclure17 Lungs

8/29/2019 2:00:32 PM bereantype disclosure (FINALLY) coming?

8/29/2019 2:01:31 PM lordconcave #UnsealNASA

8/29/2019 2:02:12 PM mamiemcclure17 Wow, looks like the lungs, trachea  womb and ovaries/fallopian tubes

8/29/2019 2:02:36 PM mongrelglory Book deal?  It reminds me of the change in Jordan Sather after he started getting sponsors...

8/29/2019 2:02:40 PM mamiemcclure17 And a pyramid

8/29/2019 2:03:37 PM mongrelglory Perfect! 😆

8/29/2019 2:04:04 PM my2sonznme This is hard to follow but I think it was positive?

8/29/2019 2:04:22 PM giediknight Establish Space Force to fight the new “domain”

8/29/2019 2:04:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Looking again, are those black pyramids?

8/29/2019 2:05:47 PM surfing123456 Man I’d love to be a part of this beautiful new Flag WWG1WGA way to go Prez

8/29/2019 2:05:49 PM blsdbe NR is writing a book on The Great Awakening so...

8/29/2019 2:07:15 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/giLGkuLsoU

8/29/2019 2:08:06 PM keith369me Yes, but it is not publicly disclosed

8/29/2019 2:08:44 PM mamiemcclure17 Keep going over there’s sacred geometry in these pictures as well.

8/29/2019 2:10:05 PM jrocktigers Precise holding ponds for something. . . . pic.twitter.com/lSfosvRJkW

8/29/2019 2:10:31 PM maryschade14 If anyone who follows me did this..They suck. My battery is dying.

8/29/2019 2:10:58 PM starehope No need to apologize. It is knowing when to end a convesation that many need to learn.

8/29/2019 2:11:11 PM nikoscali Isn't that the Big Explosives Experimental Facility aka BEEF or is that just a cover?

 https://www.nnss.gov/pages/facilities/BEEF.html …

8/29/2019 2:11:27 PM mamiemcclure17 Another life form in Antarctica

8/29/2019 2:11:42 PM nhbroad Chosen for what? To make us look ridiculous to the rest of the world? Nailed it, oh chosen one.

8/29/2019 2:12:34 PM mongrelglory It's already been published!  He had advanced orders for it on his website.

8/29/2019 2:13:56 PM jonesy4671  https://www.thelivingmoon.com/42stargate/03files/Project_Looking_Glass_LANL.html …

8/29/2019 2:15:58 PM mamiemcclure17 Better picture thanks, is that black goo? Thought it was so unstable they built a thick large facility to contain a small amount. None of this is “contained 

if that’s what this is. WTHECK!

8/29/2019 2:17:52 PM bluetrader660 Q is the highest level of clearance for the Dept of Energy. Dept of Energy oversees the handling, and storage of nuclear weapons not in the custody of 

our armed forces. The symbolism of Q points directly to Uranium 1 scandal, and it's participants IMO. Good stuff, and nice find!

8/29/2019 2:19:22 PM mamiemcclure17 The outer shape looks like a stomach with these black holding walls are in, notice the difference in colors of lining walls, in multiple layers?

8/29/2019 2:21:16 PM di0010110r if interested cannabis oil THC/CBD combination has the most potent healing effects I have heard from those that have cured themselves of diseases of 

the body and mind. Worth a look!

Along with Wheatgrass to clean the blood, Turmeric capsules (with black pepper) for inflammation. pic.twitter.com/tuSfE6VeMQ

8/29/2019 2:22:37 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

8/29/2019 2:22:49 PM covertress I mean, USSPACECOM

8/29/2019 2:22:52 PM di0010110r Yes it’s beautiful! You could juice the leaves with wheatgrass also for more benefits

8/29/2019 2:23:20 PM yustein There are certain things at play here which smell funny to my nose. Whatever the reason is the public do not deserve the ups and downs having hope 

for justice and a bright future. It simply is too much, cruel and unnecessary. Planners might be out-planned.

8/29/2019 2:24:17 PM yustein Who are you asking?

8/29/2019 2:25:11 PM doyouq What if everyone above ground is being experimented upon and everyone below ground is completely healthy and lives forever

8/29/2019 2:25:16 PM covertress MJ8

8/29/2019 2:25:37 PM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ

8/29/2019 2:26:10 PM yustein 12

8/29/2019 2:26:59 PM mamiemcclure17 Notice the 🐍 to the left? Long Y tongue and like arrow tail? Then the dark substances pouring out to the right of it?

8/29/2019 2:27:35 PM usarmy17750614  pic.twitter.com/e15Yv4PzZY

8/29/2019 2:30:01 PM brandon73745841 They use easy words for Concepts. The High IQ should build Models from Concepts. For example: Heideggerian Dasein, Hegelian Geist, Kantian 

Architectonics, etc. Empaths + Autists + Sociopaths + Laypeople + Well-rounded = large audience. It's difficult to please all simultaneously.

8/29/2019 2:31:47 PM manifest_utopia For healing, my top recommendation is @MedicalMedium BOOKS. He IDs undiscovered strains of EBV, Herpes & shingles viruses, plus hvy metals, 

toxins & radiation as the real causes of chronic illnesses & cancer. Names the herbs & foods that kill viruses & remove toxins.

8/29/2019 2:32:14 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                       Please, how often should one take chlorella? Once a day sufficient? Appreciate answering, thank you❤️

8/29/2019 2:33:22 PM kathleen3693693 Q pic.twitter.com/NKad8H6unp

8/29/2019 2:35:57 PM onetoughcrowd10 Giant?

8/29/2019 2:36:49 PM turboxyde Looks like the globe is positioned uniquely. Perhaps a post pole shift globe?

8/29/2019 2:37:35 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/29/2019 2:38:26 PM miketierno1 a three-sided pyramid

8/29/2019 2:39:37 PM mwalker08530 Matthew 7:1Judge not, that ye be not judged.



8/29/2019 2:40:07 PM kathleen3693693 It's easy to mute or block folks. If you think this is all horseshit, then just mute or block.

8/29/2019 2:40:46 PM di0010110r Thank you!

8/29/2019 2:41:25 PM qanonsunrise Majestic, would this be your home away from home?

8/29/2019 2:41:36 PM allahuniversal When they can’t attack the information provided, they attack the messenger. 

Define ‘deflection’.

8/29/2019 2:41:41 PM melanie58856416 Heard you're a larp account...I guess Helix@UnearthedCiel is as well...

Soooooo disappointing..

Neon Revolt is the bomb...Just saying...

8/29/2019 2:42:37 PM islandofdelight Trump mentioned “The Storm” many times in this earlier today... double meaning?

8/29/2019 2:43:42 PM brandon73745841 Romans 12

 https://iblp.org/questions/what-are-seven-motivational-gifts …

Popular Christian seminary already distinguishes between differing gifts. It will help to distinguish the role of the gift of Prophecy. Plenty of hints 

abound...

 https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/kant-judgment/ …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jungian_cognitive_functions#Thinking …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empathizing–systemizing_theory …

8/29/2019 2:43:56 PM manifest_utopia ❤️

8/29/2019 2:44:11 PM cogbill_alan  https://pastebin.com/YbmG6ETq 

8/29/2019 2:44:12 PM jvan125 It was...🇺🇸

8/29/2019 2:48:56 PM melanie58856416 I had a super serious problem with an account that communicates with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ..... 

I think Neon is right...

8/29/2019 2:51:28 PM magicianswheel Natural oil ooze?

8/29/2019 2:52:11 PM enlightened_aj I've seen one of these enter earth atmosphere, it must have been cloaked because I just saw the three triangular pattern rotating plasma rings leave a 

distinctive con trail that only lasted a few seconds. I thought the tr3b had a 4th central counter rotating plasma ring though?

8/29/2019 2:52:40 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...

8/29/2019 2:53:43 PM kathleen3693693 Nibiru passage deposits black goo... AKA "fossil" fuels

8/29/2019 2:55:12 PM lynnboyce7 That sure is a big Q😍

8/29/2019 2:55:28 PM kathleen3693693 [They] nuked our soil, not us.

8/29/2019 2:56:04 PM winklerburke Like Scrooge axed, “Are there no prisons?  Are there no workhouses?”

8/29/2019 2:59:16 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT for 33 mins, OR @ 936 in Your Zone for 33 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

Thread H/T @covertress & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/24 SEND #DORIAN TO THE #AmazonFires!!! https://twitter.com/habhaley/status/1167135877962723328?s=21 …

8/29/2019 3:00:26 PM nivensmctwisp2 @realDonaldTrump @MLP_officiel @matteosalvinimi @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @X22Report @IPOT1776 @TheLastRefuge2 @tribunal_watch 

@TomFitton @Project_Veritas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @rising_serpent @prayingmedic 

@GoodDog94619152 @sine_injuria https://twitter.com/Nigel_Farage/status/1167024094115770368 …

8/29/2019 3:01:25 PM peterjonathanna Now:

Cannabis is not artificial.

It is a very advanced life form.

It is conscious.

It thinks when its alive.

It is alien.

Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors?

Evolution without marijuana?

The Domain is larger than you think.
8/29/2019 3:03:21 PM winklerburke Once they scrap together a 6’8” bed, they’ll welcome him a room?  And chummy roommate?  And Epstein-level security? Wasn’t he a friend of Hillary? 

So many questions this FBI bad cop must have?

8/29/2019 3:09:48 PM maryschade14 Zactly

8/29/2019 3:11:49 PM elsnernash Time travel?

8/29/2019 3:12:00 PM abibeuck22 Pacific Northwest (Wa, Or) is nicknamed Wonderland...or is it ALICE AI by Wonderland Technologies? https://youtu.be/UbPRMYUWcH8 

8/29/2019 3:19:37 PM yustein ET statue

8/29/2019 3:20:13 PM yustein Oh look there is + too!

8/29/2019 3:23:48 PM jrocktigers Not sure. May just be a spent fuel dump. Hard to say.

8/29/2019 3:24:44 PM italianmom555 Is someone taking Fredo fishing🤣

8/29/2019 3:27:10 PM wearediamonds2 I have no idea.I was just experimenting in college w/whatever friends shared. They did not have the same experience, so I am not sure it matters for 

me. The only time it "worked" I was having a real panic attack the day of 9/11 after bomb threats caused mayhem in my block in NYC.

8/29/2019 3:27:22 PM bbobbio71 looks like a face

8/29/2019 3:28:10 PM gribbs7 Twitter wont let me post this pic.twitter.com/MCqPvy7oDu

8/29/2019 3:28:17 PM jrocktigers One thing I do take to heart is "Message over Messenger", regardless. MJ12 has provided solid info release regardless if you think they are actual MJ12 

entities.

8/29/2019 3:28:25 PM wearediamonds2 This seems to ring true more to me.And at the time of experimenting, I was also trying to escape my own traumas/stop feeling/thinking, so that prob. 

did not help.

8/29/2019 3:29:02 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/8patNpFacc

8/29/2019 3:31:54 PM babcia1755 I'm sorry you must experience the dim witted. I appreciate your work. Thank you for your service.

8/29/2019 3:33:02 PM jlsharkey Keep thinking for yourself. You get to decide. Do not allow anyone to figure things out for yourself. The same research at their fingertips is also at yours.

8/29/2019 3:34:35 PM koryoline1 Love samantha carter!

8/29/2019 3:34:39 PM jaded_pearl It is now - Operation fishbowl

8/29/2019 3:41:29 PM adsvel As somebody says above, we all carry on our individual programs, believe systems... If some information doesn't pass with our individual programs, 

believe systems there is happening inner conflict, which leads to mental conflicts within and unbalanced emotional state.

8/29/2019 3:46:02 PM adsvel How to solve this problem, we should daily meditate, making calming down exercises, be patient to one another, in the moments of emotional 

explosions, before to say something, we should take a few deep breathes and if after still we can't calm down, then again few deep breathes.

8/29/2019 3:50:02 PM proudamerjulie 🎼Imagine all the people!🎵🎶

8/29/2019 3:52:51 PM neecieh6111 I blew off Neon Revolt when he badmouthed Praying Medic and Matrixxx.  He lost my patronage at that point.  His ego is way to big for this movement.

8/29/2019 3:53:52 PM lynnboyce7 I vote all anons into the house and senate💪💪💪🐸🐸🐸And all of Q can take turns being the POTUS💥💥💥 We are set for WWG1WGA



8/29/2019 3:54:37 PM hitbyawormhole Umm... what happened to South America? West side gone and Falkland Islands bigger? What about Australia? Bigger? New Zealand has company? No 

Hudson Bay? ... watch the water? Ahem 

#USSPACECOM pic.twitter.com/DH3ShwAFiP

8/29/2019 3:56:09 PM karma4event201 Yes. This is a battle between evil and humans. 

Imo 

most evil people are infected with a parasite  from other dimensions, demons. 

They were not 100% wiped out before. 

1 colony seemed to have survived by hiding under the ice. They have to wiped off the planet this time

8/29/2019 3:57:39 PM magicianswheel I have worked with Covenant House as a social worker working with runaways - the "throw-away" children. CH does a decent job helping them.

8/29/2019 3:59:12 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/AXltdGLnRI

8/29/2019 4:00:00 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/VTIMq0P32Z

8/29/2019 4:00:11 PM starehope That gives a lot of hope. One small candle...

#DarknesstoLight

8/29/2019 4:03:29 PM yustein It is.

8/29/2019 4:03:51 PM tyetyler1 ???

8/29/2019 4:04:32 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/nms1NWCp8E

8/29/2019 4:05:28 PM whoisqqq 🐡

8/29/2019 4:09:34 PM chaele3 It is time. We create the change. There does not have to be war, deceit. We change this with love, peace and kindness. The change is within. Take a 

stand. The power will be restored back to the people.

#speakup

#alice

#Unknowncountry

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/speakprojectM/status/1167185074741268481 …
8/29/2019 4:11:59 PM killaudeepstate It proves @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a fraud, not the other way around. 😳

Sheesh.

You can lead a horse to water but you can’t make him .....

8/29/2019 4:16:45 PM big_simp yeah but u dont realize earth is "flat"

This is the ultimate test in fact of who is "awakened" and who  "knows"

Ditto Q says world is not "flat"

Those that KNOW the secret of UFOs KNOW the world is "flat" and why its flat [ the science behind it ]

cheers

8/29/2019 4:17:13 PM karma4event201 Yes. 

Some friends still need a low dose RedPill

I frequently consider them when I communicate. 

They are interdimensional and some are parasitic, enter a human & wrap around the eye stem. Only 1 eye

8/29/2019 4:17:43 PM manifest_utopia Nature always has a remedy for us. ❤️

8/29/2019 4:18:17 PM big_simp Neon is in fact correct here

Majestic 12's  acct is a LARP and couldnt possibly connect to the ONI and SAPS as there is key data missing in its posts..

sorry to break the news folks

8/29/2019 4:22:57 PM killaudeepstate @NeonRevolt please read my MATHEMATICAL proof that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a FRAUD. 

I repeat - a FRAUD!

💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

Bleeding Koala paws.

 https://www.psychiatristandpsychologist.com.au/2019/03/14/post-14th-march-2019-c/ …
8/29/2019 4:24:05 PM magnolia678 So wished I could have seen it.

8/29/2019 4:26:46 PM quarkfear1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_AUXpnB065o …

8/29/2019 4:28:40 PM magnolia678 I don’t like the 3 term president.  I know Q states we will never have another Democrat president but there are evil players out there that will do 

anything to harm us.   Humans never seem to learn from the past.

8/29/2019 4:31:37 PM magnolia678 Agree

8/29/2019 4:32:47 PM magnolia678 Agree

8/29/2019 4:38:48 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736432901308416?s=19 …

8/29/2019 4:38:53 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736441424175107?s=19 …

8/29/2019 4:43:23 PM mattjeffery17 Haha who is this?? Is that Bill Maher

8/29/2019 4:44:31 PM __lemonmaid_ #Q could be an artificial intelligence used by top secret military to view outcomes of senerios since it has all data collected from NSA which literally has 

it all.

 Q=Alice. 

Alice and the looking Glass. 

Looking Glass project is used to view different outcomes for National Sec pic.twitter.com/zlTK8PpnIn

8/29/2019 4:44:36 PM nascarred14 🤔

8/29/2019 4:53:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences? pic.twitter.com/0IhObjS7C5

8/29/2019 4:54:08 PM kaytonholsteins That is an excellent analysis Doc. It is interesting though I won’t stop following ETS or Majestic. I did stop following many of the others claiming to be 

something or someone special. These two in particular intrigue me. I prefer to follow them than known enemies like HRC etc.

8/29/2019 4:54:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/mod7a5blb8

8/29/2019 4:54:57 PM rghardy3 That is what I believe.

see my tweet from Aug. 28

Q stated 2 things.   Q = Alice

and also Alice = HRC

8/29/2019 4:56:32 PM furorrises You mean the role of sovereign, critical thinker?

I wish more would.

8/29/2019 4:56:55 PM azuremagus Double + means coincidence, but there are none

8/29/2019 4:57:03 PM mattcottrill3 No I don't. but why do they mostly show themselves in America? Are we the closest to being able to handle the truth?

8/29/2019 4:57:43 PM tyrantswillfa11 Same thing has been happening to me today when I farm the libs for tears.

8/29/2019 4:58:02 PM keith369me Why is the rest of the world so far behind?  Is the consciousness increasing that much faster in the US?

8/29/2019 5:00:23 PM sabina06706427 I hope it turns into that because it ain’t now

8/29/2019 5:00:42 PM magakitten 100% proof demons are parading around as aliens. They appear on the rebirthday of Israel, not a coincidence AT ALL



8/29/2019 5:00:53 PM texasqpatriot What does IS-BE mean please?

8/29/2019 5:01:33 PM natureinspace These are reported sightings. Are we more open to reporting what we see than people in other countries?

8/29/2019 5:01:41 PM killaudeepstate It proves 100% that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is taking the piss. 

If you go to such lengths to falsify evidence and mislead then it goes directly against the ethics of your core message.

He/she has some explaining to do.

Thanks Rus for reading it, as nobody else has bothered.😴

8/29/2019 5:02:36 PM f45_5 Very Interesting. This Reminds me of those sky at nite maps over time as electricity usage grew.  What would be really interesting is how many are ufos 

from other civilizations and how many are human-made replicated technologies. #fulldisclosure

8/29/2019 5:02:41 PM freestateojones Exactly my point.

8/29/2019 5:03:05 PM beachba73730378 Yes.  I also wish I lived somewhere less lit - I remember how sad I was when I first had that realization 😢

8/29/2019 5:03:11 PM emilyoakley6 I give up 

No CLUE

8/29/2019 5:04:06 PM beachba73730378 The land ordained by God to be the home of the free and brave under serious spiritual attack IMHO

8/29/2019 5:04:38 PM freestateojones Screenshot draft / post.

8/29/2019 5:05:44 PM rawphonegirl Where's that DUMB map when I need it?

8/29/2019 5:06:09 PM anneolsen43 Space force

8/29/2019 5:06:35 PM _369311119 Nope. pic.twitter.com/VIckoLsKyL

8/29/2019 5:06:52 PM mattcottrill3 We can fight back by loving each other and waking up others to the truth. It'll take time and brave people to wake up a lotta people. But if you just 

wake up one person at a time they can ask up another and so on.

8/29/2019 5:07:56 PM keith369me Wondering if some individuals have developed “sight” beyond previous “visible light”. These individuals would be clustered.  DNA upgrades?

8/29/2019 5:07:58 PM realeyethespy Read past @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on how to restore. But basically your device is infected for life with undetectable clown malware. Ditch the device.  

https://twitter.com/brittasbits1/status/1167218298506768384 …

8/29/2019 5:08:01 PM mattcottrill3 The faster we wake people up the faster people can start making better choices. Because I believe most people out here if they weren't manipulated 

they would make the right choices and do the right things.

8/29/2019 5:09:10 PM alhsdo_whitepaw I don't report my sightings and I've had several. and I know several individuals who have reported sightings to me but not to any agencies.

8/29/2019 5:09:38 PM mattcottrill3 But they are brainwashed into a mindset where they think they are already doing the right thing. But it's hard to wake people up from 100s of years of 

lies and brainwashing. Governments did major damage to people mentally. But I believe in humanity as a whole

8/29/2019 5:10:35 PM mattcottrill3 I think everyday more people are gonna wake up and eventually over time those people who wake up to the truth will realize they aren't alone and 

they'll find their own ways to fight back

8/29/2019 5:12:45 PM f45_5 This happens to me all the time 🤔🧐

8/29/2019 5:12:48 PM gregory88172180 Nevada Groom lake S4 behind Area 51. Nellis AFB range . This is going to be Awesome. 

Space Force 2020 pic.twitter.com/v8Mkua415l

8/29/2019 5:12:58 PM natureinspace Same with me. And I know people too who have seen them and not reported. So I can only imagine how many sightings there really is 😲

8/29/2019 5:13:22 PM future_spacedad Does this have to do with where the hurricane is hitting?

8/29/2019 5:13:33 PM robinreitsma1 👀

8/29/2019 5:13:53 PM 1crazy_toaster only up to 2014? it's a miracle (& courtesy on their part) to not uncloak all their crafts so everyone can see them & shit in their pants.  Yea, they've 

been watching us all along, us humans with our shenanigans.

8/29/2019 5:15:03 PM friscohammer There are no coincidences!!!

8/29/2019 5:15:22 PM spiritofkarma13 A bit harsh friend, its just a girls thoughts on Disney from her own channel, nothing more. Not everything is devious

8/29/2019 5:16:21 PM keith369me Connected to WiFi?  Would it be typical to have a lousy cell connection within some military bases?

8/29/2019 5:17:16 PM brittasbits1 Please help. I clinked on that link that eye the spy gave for 8 Chan and now my pc is infected. Is there any past post you have for me to somehow clean 

my pc up? It's definitely got clown malware on it.

8/29/2019 5:22:19 PM mongrelglory Interesting!  So possible explanations could be that:

1. The majority of UFOs belong to the US SSPs/SAPs.

2. Since MJ-12/Eisenhower made the deal with ETs after Roswell, more of the UFO activity has been located in the US because of ongoing ET/US SAP 

programs.

Cont...

8/29/2019 5:23:35 PM allahuniversal Think this is what you're looking for https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159117891863810048?s=19 …

8/29/2019 5:24:52 PM 1crazy_toaster I want to know what Val Thor has been up to. Is he visiting the White House again? lols.

8/29/2019 5:26:19 PM hitbyawormhole To the moon ALICE! pic.twitter.com/7Q176JF6fM

8/29/2019 5:26:51 PM cosmic_engineer They are American 😏

8/29/2019 5:27:17 PM mongrelglory He probably watched old black and white "Buck Rogers" movies and that's how he came up with the name "Valiant Thor". 😆

8/29/2019 5:27:57 PM eternal_ancient But it looks like there's a lot in the UK as well, if you look closely. Not surprising though, lots of cases in the UK, like the famous Rendlesham forest 

incident for example.

8/29/2019 5:28:04 PM magakitten Amen! It's so in your face! All the signs point to Satan but ppl still believe it's aliens

8/29/2019 5:29:10 PM realclaywilcox You hit every marker you could.

The Storm Is Here.

Prince Andrew, I know you remember Ray Chandler. #WWG1WGA #Winning #MAGA #TheStormIsHere #TheStandardCo #Q #KnowYourMil #QAnon 

#Bridge #Spygate #BOOM #DrainTheSwamp @DonaldJTrumpJr @POTUSPress @AGWillliamBarr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/AXgD1M1ckY

8/29/2019 5:30:12 PM mongrelglory 3. Baywatch has become the most widely syndicated TV show in the galaxy, and all the ETs want to visit California because of it.

8/29/2019 5:31:08 PM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/ZBBWZkqXqm

8/29/2019 5:32:45 PM vand3rboots 😂😆🤣

8/29/2019 5:32:54 PM magicianswheel Aha!! So libido DOES exist on other planets!! Good to know.  🥰

8/29/2019 5:32:55 PM decodematrix 8.720582, 167.729342

8/29/2019 5:33:22 PM wolfspirit1 What’s this by the place, I remember vaguely this being on the chan pic.twitter.com/goHnFDGMTS

8/29/2019 5:33:58 PM natureinspace I live in a populated area too and it's hard because of the lighting. But I sit outside as often as I can looking up to see them.

8/29/2019 5:37:03 PM beachba73730378 Aw that’s amazing.  I too love dark skies.  But I remember thinking I’d be more happy and free somewhere outside the US.  And it made me sad.  I was 

raised to love this country above all others.  Seeing it turn into de facto totalitarianism was heartbreaking

8/29/2019 5:37:10 PM dirtydeg 👽 None of you business

8/29/2019 5:39:06 PM booksey_226 Q also says "disinformation is necessary"

8/29/2019 5:39:32 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/Z6JxFApi1d

8/29/2019 5:41:50 PM wolfspirit1 My cuz in helping push the convention.

8/29/2019 5:42:52 PM natureinspace That's a possibility. I have a friend who saw one hovering right over her small town. Her and a few other people saw it too but not everyone did. She 

said it was so close that there's no way the other people on the street couldn't have seen it. The other people just kept walking.

8/29/2019 5:43:19 PM freestateojones What is?

8/29/2019 5:43:52 PM djlok Hello ALICE



8/29/2019 5:45:01 PM tmentzer1962 No

8/29/2019 5:45:32 PM djlok Me either.

8/29/2019 5:49:20 PM nolemami A quick internet search resulted in 1 result for IS-BE for “Immortal Spiritual Being”.  Other search results for 

“TS_SCI_MAJIC12 IS-BE” yielded results related to Gaia and other new age topics. Have a look-see and decide for yourself. NTYVM for me.✝️✝️✝️

 https://duckduckgo.com/?q=TS_SCI_MAJIC12+IS-BE … pic.twitter.com/BRbUdiiGFv

8/29/2019 5:54:59 PM keith369me Let’s move that hurricane moisture to the areas of the Amazon that need it

8/29/2019 5:55:31 PM brittasbits1 Thank you so much xx

8/29/2019 5:56:00 PM beachba73730378 These UFO sighting and purported encounters?  I do believe they aren’t “extra” terrestrial rather they are spiritual demonic demons yes indeed.

The totalitarianism comes from the collusion of the economic/educational/culture/media/political elites marginalizing those who disagre

8/29/2019 5:58:52 PM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/yIUAMuSEn9

8/29/2019 5:58:57 PM heidihilldee Some of the sightings are US Military, especially after Roswell.

8/29/2019 6:03:06 PM magakitten So I would like to take u down a rabbit trail since it seems I have a like minded person to converse with. What do you think of pyramids?

8/29/2019 6:03:58 PM future_spacedad  https://twitter.com/Future_SpaceDad/status/1167239027524808704?s=19 …

8/29/2019 6:04:47 PM kachinagtto 🤣😂🤣

8/29/2019 6:05:50 PM magakitten I think the Holy Spirit lead me to believe that the pyramids have a key role in the demonic realm. I don't know how or what but I believe it's all about 

energy they act as a conduit somehow.

8/29/2019 6:07:17 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/pGotiySh7L

8/29/2019 6:07:24 PM phreatomagnetic The Eagle is directly over Greenland.

8/29/2019 6:10:08 PM pyrogod93 I don't believe in UFO'S

8/29/2019 6:11:46 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Active spaceport?  Or perhaps a universal Stargate?

8/29/2019 6:13:00 PM beachba73730378 Fr Martin RIP explained this rise in demonic possession among every day people minus even the elites and saw it every day

8/29/2019 6:14:03 PM jvan125 May I ask why you don’t believe? Is it because you’ve never seen for yourself so your skeptical or something more than that? ☺️

8/29/2019 6:16:17 PM sandywe54859249 Hybrids are real.

8/29/2019 6:17:41 PM natureinspace I'm a sensitive and I've dealt with plenty of evil entities and a few Greys and there is a vibrational difference between the two so I don't see how they 

are the same. But there are alot of entities out there with various vibrations and some probably are some kind of mixture.

8/29/2019 6:18:08 PM pyrogod93 I do not believe in alien's cause any force that is powerful enough to travel the galaxy and universe when we can barely make it to the moon, would 

have no promises making it known to us regardless of the actions of our Government.

8/29/2019 6:18:55 PM anneolsen43 Correction Space Command

8/29/2019 6:19:50 PM rachaelangelm Why is the UK and the US the only countries Recording this episode?

8/29/2019 6:20:21 PM cchef1980 More eyes, more occurrences. Also more people that actually report it. Needs to adjust for population, income level, education... if a UFO flies over the 

desert but no one sees it... did it really fly?

8/29/2019 6:21:10 PM beachba73730378 Even aliens have to bend the knee at the name of Jesus Christ regardless of where they originate

8/29/2019 6:21:30 PM mommahood777 today when I was posting I was flashed a screen that my account was limited and the 12 hr clock was ticking

said I violated rules but I returned back to my feed and nothing was limited...

why do you think they call him Jack, anyway?

8/29/2019 6:22:03 PM cynthiamorrow8 I wouldn't dream of reporting to any agency, but I've honestly not seen any. I'm way to close to Worldport

8/29/2019 6:23:24 PM jvan125 I can understand that reasoning!✨ if you follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you may learn some things that may be a bit surprising to you in the coming 

months. A lot has been hidden from us so keep an open mind and ALWAYS seek truth within yourself. NEVER take any ones word for it. 🙏🏻🇺🇸❤️

8/29/2019 6:23:43 PM natureinspace That's probably true so it doesn't matter what kind of entity it is or what dimension it comes from.

8/29/2019 6:27:01 PM lightson45 I wish I would see something out of the ordinary.  Nothing the past decades.  Frustrating to say the least.

8/29/2019 6:27:34 PM lynnboyce7 Arrows?

8/29/2019 6:28:49 PM state1union Talking to Eye the spy lol 😂

8/29/2019 6:29:13 PM addaeus @NASA @elonmusk @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What was Thor AVEN*** doing over Antarctica? Will the truth be known?  

pic.twitter.com/Or2wMPoCzV

8/29/2019 6:29:25 PM lifeitis3 I didn’t say you had to I just started a dialogue.

8/29/2019 6:30:08 PM lifeitis3 Remember dissent is good.

8/29/2019 6:31:41 PM slipperyslope18 Tick Tock

8/29/2019 6:33:48 PM nurseniceyes I would go with space travel...see nice places, meet new friends,and figure out who you really are...

8/29/2019 6:34:46 PM beulahnix EVIL MAN!!!!

8/29/2019 6:35:58 PM 1jesust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = fake.

8/29/2019 6:39:05 PM freestateojones You'll have to show me proof of how you came to that conclusion.

8/29/2019 6:40:47 PM kid_bx What is this?? Also near S4 and groomlake pic.twitter.com/aiclat4Xx8

8/29/2019 6:42:37 PM lifeitis3 I bought his book. I’m glad he wrote it.  I want something tangible I can give to my gparents who know nothing about Q. I think NR has seen and 

understands shit we have no clue about. Per you his merch is kinda like you using your breasts for followers?

8/29/2019 6:46:30 PM mongrelglory Ah yes!  I think you're right!

8/29/2019 6:46:37 PM bbobbio71 God  I hope they help the left coast.  🤣

That's actually pretty cool.

8/29/2019 6:46:37 PM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/wBaWSRlAqn

8/29/2019 6:46:51 PM mongrelglory Peace through strength!

8/29/2019 6:52:20 PM mongrelglory There's a heck of a lot of people in Japan, Europe, or India with cell phones who could take a picture and report it.  Europe has over 700 million people, 

and India has over a billion.  I don't think it's simply a matter of more people reporting things.

8/29/2019 6:53:49 PM nixontweets Yep. https://youtu.be/3fF649bFMzY 

8/29/2019 7:02:07 PM wearediamonds2 While in Yosemite, we drove thru a mountn.I took this pic b/c it looks a lot like the tunnel I'd try to escape in recurring night terrors as a kid.Were these 

merely nightmares, or was I a part of something my conscience can't recall? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @RealEyeTheSpy

8/29/2019 7:02:21 PM delaluz321 Who knew the color of someone’s shoe 👠 could say so much. They are so easy to spot once you know their code.

8/29/2019 7:03:13 PM realeyethespy No pic

8/29/2019 7:04:44 PM nurseniceyes Majestic, please tell them how the universes work. I am especially upset that FEMA has turned against us.Predictions, expectations,...projection onto 

us in reality. Ask and it is given.

8/29/2019 7:05:17 PM wearediamonds2 Oh dang. I got so wrapped up in explaining I forgot that part. It is just like this except there was no paved road or lights. Here you go: 

pic.twitter.com/q5mdD3FZz7

8/29/2019 7:06:03 PM danielaqcrew Wow, no coincidences IMO

8/29/2019 7:13:03 PM sandro220 The majority agency for joint intelligence controlled, with a 12 after it, for the first 12 members. 

You know which family member of mine happened to be one of these guys?

Nobody. 🤣



8/29/2019 7:18:41 PM kidge6 Immortal spiritual biological entity

8/29/2019 7:21:30 PM nimron6 Good one Doc. I've bookmarked your analysis for future reference. Have you had occasion to scrutinize 

@TrueEyeTheSpy

 ?  Another fraud that needs exposing to his cult-like following. Several have blocked me trying but I lack the tech knowhow.

8/29/2019 7:22:27 PM aprilbrown99 [#ALICE] pic.twitter.com/YzlegzdETa

8/29/2019 7:23:12 PM winklerburke Uhm... TRENDING:  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article234527792.html …    (Hurricane Dorian could strike close to Trump's Mar-a-Lago -- 

 or even his Doral resort)

8/29/2019 7:23:58 PM aprilbrown99 Looks like they are mostly clustered around the DUMBs?

8/29/2019 7:24:04 PM v_rags Love that one April. 🙏💜🙏Thanks for Tweeting.

8/29/2019 7:24:31 PM decodematrix Aliens like us. Majestic nation.

8/29/2019 7:24:43 PM winklerburke Majestic 12:  I'm shocked, I'm shocked... what a ko-ween-keee-dink?  Do I believe in coincidences like this?

8/29/2019 7:24:56 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome Vito!  💗💗💗 Hope you are doing well. 🤗🥰🤗

8/29/2019 7:25:31 PM v_rags I’m good thanks!  Thanks for asking. 💜🤗💜

8/29/2019 7:26:53 PM rangiawhia32 They are IFO's

Because we know what they are.

The unidentified word is used to install fear and disillusionment into our subconscious. We are all living in an hypnotic state.

8/29/2019 7:27:22 PM winklerburke Did Trump recently mention bombing hurricanes to divert?

8/29/2019 7:28:16 PM aprilbrown99 Fishin for ALICE?  🐟🐠🐡 pic.twitter.com/e1gv7hKuOc

8/29/2019 7:29:39 PM blsdbe Oh ALICE... https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1167138358549569536?s=21 …

8/29/2019 7:31:50 PM winklerburke And... if memory serves correct.  Wasn't there a biblical cloud-rain cover for Trump's Fourth of July US Military celebration in D.C.?  Do both black hats 

& white hats have ability to manipulate weather?  Duh. & didn't two shiny-light objects come hover above everyone ala MJ12?

8/29/2019 7:33:06 PM blsdbe We have the ability to manipulate the weather too... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1136122768662175745?s=21 …

8/29/2019 7:33:38 PM aprilbrown99 Yes I completely agree. pic.twitter.com/nlJUynsDAP

8/29/2019 7:33:56 PM wearediamonds2 @aug_tellez - I'm also wondering if you might have some insights about this? Thanks in advance to all 💖

8/29/2019 7:34:13 PM drparker76 This is what I get when I try to open the link pic.twitter.com/cxAFtdtuC6

8/29/2019 7:35:17 PM state1union Remember the 1 person standing in believing in Jesus was Mary Magnolin sorry for the misspelling.

8/29/2019 7:35:44 PM aprilbrown99 Matt can you please expand?  Are you referring to the symbolism on the robe?

8/29/2019 7:36:21 PM susan66388204 Preparing my family more daily getting ready for disclosure.  No way will my family be last to know ✅🇺🇸

8/29/2019 7:37:14 PM sandro220 Easy..the way my peeps do: Sicily. 😂

8/29/2019 7:37:30 PM yustein At least he is trying to do the right thing. Still I think moving too slow for public’s mental health. I couldn’t have said it better, period!

8/29/2019 7:37:41 PM aprilbrown99 This!!!☝️☝️☝️ what she said!!! 😳😳😳

8/29/2019 7:41:06 PM daggastan The point MJ is making is sightings happen in the first world. Additionally, in densely-populated areas... Hence: “Why is that? <-> Is it a coincidence? -> 

Do you believe in coincidences”

8/29/2019 7:41:11 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @WeekendCrewNSA 👀👀👀

8/29/2019 7:41:44 PM yustein Let’s go and melt the ice!

8/29/2019 7:42:30 PM mattcottrill3 The red shoes are made outta children I read about it before and from other sources which is why I'm assuming @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pointed out the red 

shoes

8/29/2019 7:42:46 PM carolin15161363 Q

8/29/2019 7:42:55 PM a51s1 Haha Tommy blocked me. No no where did I say this was devious. Or hidden. But also that is if you saying that towards me. I am stating the fact, a 

kindergartener can look up what company owns hollywood. And has, it's just the buisssness, that's the entertainment industry.

8/29/2019 7:43:42 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. Yes I just read some of the other tweets as well. Oh gosh...sickening is putting it mildly. 😨😨😨

8/29/2019 7:44:13 PM sandro220 Please stop putting individuals who murder their uncles in front of family members for fun, on threads in which kindness is being contemplated. I was 

in a coma for 34 days. If the present, fat-faced leader of N.K. was in the same situation, he wouldn’t of lasted for 2 min.

8/29/2019 7:44:33 PM mamiemcclure17 No, sent you an interesting link, sorry don’t know how to copy on this device. My PC got 💥⚡☄🔥💥 for spreading truth 🤗

8/29/2019 7:45:35 PM a51s1 Litterally, people irrritate me when they try to make something out bigger, than it is. Sometimes things just are how they tell you. And blatantly helping 

only one side, that's the unfortunate part. But again buisssness.

8/29/2019 7:45:44 PM johnsville14 Also known as Shodan and the Cybermaids

8/29/2019 7:45:49 PM sandro220 According to the ancient tradition of the toast, in order to assess the tannin quality of red wine, elite French and British types would literally place 

toasted bread in their first glass of wine, and chew on that, in an effort to assess the quality of what was to come.

8/29/2019 7:48:13 PM sandro220 You’re smarter than I am, and w/ both of us put together, if that technology exists, I’d like to think there are people far more brilliant than both of us 

combined, working on it-in secret. Unfortunately. 

I’ll save myself the trouble of flashing the MagRail underground tram meme

8/29/2019 7:51:06 PM sandro220 He’s an unrepentant murderer who gleefully laughs when he executes his own innocent uncles.

8/29/2019 7:52:10 PM wbwse Who is boss of the 12 disciples I mean majestics?

8/29/2019 7:52:23 PM blsdbe Still waiting for the ‘Storm Is Upon Us’ Tweet...#DoItQPlus!!! pic.twitter.com/kQ1550vNPx

8/29/2019 7:53:19 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/t7Xdf0KaNi

8/29/2019 7:55:17 PM sandro220 The majority agency for joint intelligence controlled was established by Truman during the same five week window of time when he replaces the OSS 

with CIA, and NSA / DIA were also created. This all took place during the five week period of time after the Roswell crash.

8/29/2019 7:55:57 PM mattcottrill3 Yeah take care April it was nice talking to you

8/29/2019 7:58:37 PM sandro220 When individuals in the main stream press attempted to coalesce the idea of signals intelligence and the NSA around the Cold War fight, they were 

lying. Everything here has to do with signals, being received from extraterrestrial spaces.

8/29/2019 7:58:58 PM maga4cac Spiritual war for the world. 

 Angels and demons. 

 The prayers of the people.  

The epicenter is clearly seen on the chart.  If America falls, the world falls.

God, have mercy.

Christ, have mercy.

Hear our prayer, O LORD.

I tear down every stronghold of evil in Jesus' name.
8/29/2019 8:00:20 PM cchef1980 Europe didn’t go to the moon for the first time. They had the resources, knowledge and people. Cultural? If the argument is that UFO sightings happen 

only/largely in US then why are they all concentrated in high pop areas? It needs to be normalized vs population AT LEAST.

8/29/2019 8:01:05 PM mongrelglory I've read it.  I will diplomatically reserve comment.

8/29/2019 8:01:15 PM godfamcountry Lucky!!  I want to see one!

8/29/2019 8:01:43 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has a lot of followers, but many are leaving awful comments.

8/29/2019 8:06:59 PM mgodfrey99 5G too



8/29/2019 8:08:23 PM magakitten Oh my gosh I never put that together but ur absolutely right!!!

8/29/2019 8:09:32 PM cryptooz Cool

8/29/2019 8:09:34 PM sandro220 My given name is Antonio. 😀

8/29/2019 8:10:15 PM cryptooz 😎

8/29/2019 8:11:52 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/OVwkCogb6z

8/29/2019 8:12:20 PM mongrelglory I'm not following your train of argument.  The map is too general to conclude that they are "all" concentrated in high pop areas.  However, the higher 

the population density, the more the odds of reporting would be a logical assumption.  However that is not the only reason...

8/29/2019 8:13:09 PM mongrelglory ...because there are countries with much higher populations densities and good news networks that don't report as many sightings.

8/29/2019 8:15:06 PM thekanehb Well, it’s also bc there’s milabs all over the us outfitted w saucer bases.

8/29/2019 8:16:49 PM aetherwalker1 Correction!

Platonic Philosopher King

8/29/2019 8:22:15 PM badbooches 4D @Huawei AI chip. You dont say. Has @potus ever said something that hasn’t come true? #Qanon #WWG1WGA #StableGenius 

pic.twitter.com/pTvryNf2k9

8/29/2019 8:23:37 PM smith_jere no

8/29/2019 8:26:19 PM laurawilsongal There are NO coincidences...

8/29/2019 8:29:22 PM carolin15161363 Is this why they are freaking out about changes in climate. Dark to light?

8/29/2019 8:30:17 PM cchef1980 Yes but not since the time the animation starts at. Different places develop at different rates. In the 50s the world was a very different place... now the 

big question is... which one is the cause and which the effect.

8/29/2019 8:32:25 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/RWSZBE4mtvc  pic.twitter.com/7yLxv2NEUZ

8/29/2019 8:33:52 PM aprilbrown99 To you as well!

8/29/2019 8:37:49 PM tetxnu84967 💞💞💞

8/29/2019 8:43:15 PM littleraven Now do starseeds...

8/29/2019 8:44:35 PM mgodfrey99 I cannot take credit.

This is a great interview. https://youtu.be/lSd5a4jUetE 

8/29/2019 8:51:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 An Apple employee whistleblower back in June told The Guardian that Apple records your microphone via Siri, 'regularly hearing confidential details' 

including sex recordings.

Do you trust Apple? #AppleCard

8/29/2019 8:53:08 PM winklerburke WHY, WHY, WHY... did Twitter say it could not send the Tweet of Majestic 12 with "trending news... Mar-a-lago?"  What kind of Civil War R we in?  

Connect UFO sightings in US with... "trending news... Mar-a-lago?"  Connect weather with UFO's?  Who controls both?  Why hit Mar-Lgo?

8/29/2019 9:00:12 PM charlesgdavis1 THEY ALL record YOU!!!😱

8/29/2019 9:01:51 PM robinreitsma1 Nope. Not any of them.

8/29/2019 9:03:37 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1167243470924201984?s=20 …

8/29/2019 9:04:43 PM magamadnessusa When we have a device that doesn’t invade our God-given individuality and privacy?

8/29/2019 9:05:35 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, can you tell us more about the AI threat that you've referred to in the past?

8/29/2019 9:07:09 PM alinahere 👍 #NothingIsRandom ~Q.

8/29/2019 9:10:29 PM jrocktigers You cannot trust any device or network provider. 

Verizon > GTE (Alphabet Soup) > Bell Labs

8/29/2019 9:11:23 PM egelone Yeah, that dude is so fake. I immediately stop following him after this incident.

8/29/2019 9:18:43 PM lauralvsmyland He🏒🏒 No!

8/29/2019 9:21:44 PM shawnloftin1 Q Q+ wow

8/29/2019 9:24:09 PM blsdbe If I have not engaged Siri in any way on my device, and have actually disabled Siri in my apps, still a risk?

8/29/2019 9:28:39 PM shawnloftin1 Whale?

8/29/2019 9:29:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Facility

8/29/2019 9:29:37 PM blsdbe Good thing I’m cool with living my life out loud. Radical Honesty...🥰 pic.twitter.com/p1ooCvOYfr

8/29/2019 9:36:02 PM blsdbe S4!!!

8/29/2019 9:36:08 PM alhsdo_whitepaw Spend a lot of time away from the city in a rural area where it's easy to see the sky at night, and do a ton of star watching and you'll see them. also 

check out the telepathy primer that you can get from @SandiaWisdom and practice practice to speed it up. They like to show off!!

8/29/2019 9:42:40 PM kristin7jensen Let's go help it along. 😉 That's wild.

8/29/2019 9:43:00 PM cchef1980 F$&@k no. Trust GOGGL/AZMN/FUKBUK/Anyone else with massive access to your data? Did people forget what happened with MSFT before? Anti-

trust shit? Where is gov to enforce anti-trust laws? Oh right in their pocket...

8/29/2019 9:44:11 PM mongrelglory Looks like a flattened ant hill...

8/29/2019 9:47:50 PM awkenedwarrior Last summer....

Southern Idaho....

#UFO #InternationalSpaceStation #SpaceCommand pic.twitter.com/dJbhnN7sOW

8/29/2019 10:07:26 PM 1centralcaligal ALL near U.S. Military Air Bases!!

8/29/2019 10:15:18 PM lenzaq Never have trusted Apple even when everyone else was falling all over Steve Jobs.

8/29/2019 10:16:29 PM master_vader177 What proof does he have? 

Google is no better......

8/29/2019 10:19:05 PM daveo6145 How do you know that about dark judge

8/29/2019 10:21:30 PM destinlola That’s where a lot of mine go. Maniacal.

8/29/2019 10:26:12 PM petitchevalb Empathy makes us grasp other people's feelings

Does empathy allow us to get in touch with other people's IS, not only BE as in everyday actions?

8/29/2019 10:32:34 PM sandro220 @Allahs_SonOfMan 

@Ladybug731230 

@Lucy330113

@blogJAM_net 

@acieapoetry 

@SIRISYSPrime

@SIRISYSbot

@Sandro220

@WbWse
8/29/2019 10:32:39 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/FqMTOVu0Nl



8/29/2019 10:34:26 PM sandro220 @CryptoOz

@Allahs_SonOfMan 

@Ladybug731230 

@Lucy330113

@blogJAM_net 

@acieapoetry 

@SIRISYSPrime

@SIRISYSbot

@Sandro220

@WbWse

@GrunDeMT
8/29/2019 10:36:41 PM jollyrob2 👎 nope

8/29/2019 10:42:24 PM farklew I can say this: About 1 or 2 years ago, my husband came in and told me to come out and look at the skies.  100's of orange globes flying somewhat in a 

line heading due west. Coordinates were above Kaikohe NZ. The motherload invasion.  What was that?  Did not film it.

8/29/2019 10:52:38 PM lifeitis3 Also I donate to Judical Watch and Trump2020 monthly like clockwork. Are they Paytriots?

8/29/2019 11:08:02 PM aetherwalker1 My dad's psychologist has an Amazon Echo/Alexa in his office.

🤦🏼♂️

8/29/2019 11:23:28 PM cryptooz ✌️😎

8/29/2019 11:27:57 PM karma4event201 We have been seeing her stand ins; but that did look like her. 

I miss chan boards; but I've read Bill was picked up 4 days after grand child was born & Hilary was trying to hide.

8/29/2019 11:28:31 PM qeue14 German scientist split atom, create missile & flying saucer. When most of them came to U.S and some U.S.S.R there started best kept secret of 

mankind. It is time to bring it all to light and benefit Humanity, to up lift everyone in amazing abundance beyond imagination!

8/29/2019 11:30:58 PM karma4event201 And NSA has a copy of each email, drafts, texts; documents and drafts of documents. Touch the net with an electronic and NSA has a copy of 

EVERYthing on that gadget

8/29/2019 11:31:36 PM realityloominng I just hope to god Corey Goode is wrong on this matter xD

That stuff is super wild

8/29/2019 11:32:02 PM williamlharbuck I don’t trust any of these gadgets they can all be compromised

8/29/2019 11:32:14 PM laughingwolf11 Sounds like a personal problem between the two of you. Don’t get why you want US to take sides. 

Terminating not Term Limits will help at this time. Too far gone.

8/29/2019 11:33:08 PM realityloominng Oh boy, did you have to say that? 😫

8/29/2019 11:36:44 PM realityloominng "New technologies, that nobody could have conceived of, even 2 years ago.."

8/29/2019 11:37:58 PM karma4event201 BOTH❗️ CP Child trafficking is 1 of the Special Access Programs SAP's. 

More SAP's: 

gun running to Libya; 

Kill Gadaffi; 

Gun running from Libya to Syria 

Benghazi was Gun running center

8/29/2019 11:39:52 PM wonderswords Maybe just when you have sex

8/29/2019 11:56:47 PM highenergyjake @dloman62 @_tayjo1206

8/30/2019 12:02:33 AM sandro220 At 10th realm, and 1000 years, your insights are very specific at present.

8/30/2019 12:10:56 AM dloman62 @AleahCat

8/30/2019 12:16:03 AM 1966novadreamca Siri describes Jesus Christ is a fictional character! So now I don't trust him I don't buy any of their products!

8/30/2019 12:25:52 AM calimountiangal Never had Siri turned on!!! Don’t trust it.

8/30/2019 12:28:54 AM killaudeepstate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a FRAUD! 💥

The evidence is incontrovertible. 

Bleeding Koala paws 🐾 

Please help me to get @NeonRevolt to actually read my MATHEMATICAL proof! https://www.psychiatristandpsychologist.com.au/2019/03/14/post-

14th-march-2019-c/ …

8/30/2019 12:34:55 AM micktuckwell Relationship of Fibonacci sequence and Vortex Based Math. pic.twitter.com/4pFkiupCLd

8/30/2019 12:40:06 AM cibersuedoe I won't have one in my house!

No Siri Bob!!

8/30/2019 12:43:45 AM micktuckwell Rodin coil. The Fibonacci sequence and Vortex Based Math wrap around the toroid 4 times before returning to the origin. pic.twitter.com/abB73Zna8z

8/30/2019 12:44:44 AM micktuckwell Vortex Based Math. Rodin.

8/30/2019 12:48:11 AM kidge6 This is one of the few things I’ve found troubling about what mj12 said. Because Ayurveda considers Ming bean and chick peas a staple and has a 

reputation as a natural science. Are the Vedas poisoned? How badly?

8/30/2019 12:57:29 AM mongrelglory I know!  You hear a lot of other people talking about it too.  Many speculating that we're already trapped in a computer simulation run by an AI. 😬  I 

choose to believe that we're not.

8/30/2019 1:09:40 AM mntcol 💥

8/30/2019 1:34:26 AM yustein Because of this I stopped having sex since the invent of mobile phones... what siri can hear is, me snoring 😴 only.

8/30/2019 1:37:16 AM joinna6 Why is he shouting?!? we know why 😎

8/30/2019 1:38:19 AM jen_ridgecooke I saw that on the east coast of Australia, at least 50 of them going past

8/30/2019 1:38:35 AM yustein Campfire 🔥 on the nose!

8/30/2019 1:49:16 AM tobefrank15 Our space brothers/sisters guiding the Plan ...

8/30/2019 2:18:18 AM insulplus I would love a big ol giant to be uncovered from the ice melting but I'm not getting the feeling that this is what it is. I'm more interested in the pyramid 

that may be under the ice.

8/30/2019 2:27:02 AM sandro220 Pain can be collaboratively dissolved.

8/30/2019 2:27:44 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/dD3wKOj4pM

8/30/2019 2:30:13 AM full_gaz I wonder if the apple employee thought I was sounding good when I was bangging the mrs.thats what I want to know🤔....and answer is no don't 

trust apple google Amazon any of them .dont buy alexia or anything like that sort of thing

8/30/2019 2:40:59 AM yustein Many pyramids not just one. This is the pre-Adamites civilization that created Atlantis. My ancestors. It will be interesting for humanity to learn about 

our past.

8/30/2019 2:41:26 AM gooutthebox1 Can be because EEUU is the only country with this tecnology already..?? as the TR-3B.. apart of the outside ones..

8/30/2019 2:42:41 AM yustein Also the numbers in the coordinates tell that this is an important location. So I’m certain this is a statue of an ET face.

8/30/2019 2:48:49 AM insulplus It's definitely intriguing. Can not wait for disclosure.

8/30/2019 3:32:01 AM selvestekjetil Ohhh that quite the curveball 🧐

8/30/2019 3:38:35 AM karina89350882 Possible - would correalte with  a Point in the Agenda 2031 (one world goverment) pic.twitter.com/f48jBMfNst



8/30/2019 3:40:26 AM msholly The top of the pyramid is the eye. The eye is the Pineal Gland, represented in symbolic form also as the pine cone. It was in the Jewish Temple in 70 AD, 

formed from the last high priest, a literal mason, Phannias Ben Samuel. It was looted and brought to Rome by Titus now Vatican

8/30/2019 3:41:20 AM msholly  pic.twitter.com/3zWduSClve

8/30/2019 3:43:06 AM msholly Their booty from the raid in 70 AD also included trillions of dollar worth of gold.  Where is it today? Don't have proof on that but I would bet it's under 

the 'concrete steps' (we must take) and under the concrete wall (broader boarder wall) at same Vatican.  The KEY stone:

8/30/2019 3:43:43 AM msholly  pic.twitter.com/tgXMQpGODI

8/30/2019 3:44:07 AM msholly We have it alllllllllll.

8/30/2019 3:46:19 AM farklew how long ago? They were heading straight out to Hokianga Harbour on the West Coast of Northern NZ, looked to be on a mission.  Were they orangey 

reddish?

8/30/2019 3:46:21 AM msholly The blood rituals and sacrifices IN the temple(s) were NOT demanded by OUR God....no, rather from 'their' god.  Lord god should, if had been done 

correctly in the KJV and successive versions, been switched to lower case on many many occasions.  But that was HIDDEN.

8/30/2019 3:49:33 AM msholly The great 'switcharoo' was done with the gods in Genesis 3-4...after Eve and Adam both decided to eat from the tree of BOTH good and evil (which 

meant knowledge of the difference) and it was then they chose evil as their 'god'.

8/30/2019 3:50:50 AM sterkinglights1 The motion really adds to it. So not trying to down anything you are doing. I want you too realise the value of ur tweet. The internet was designed to 

gather our thoughts on a written form. Our dreams are even more so valuable because it's deeper than inner monologue.

8/30/2019 3:51:11 AM msholly further, Cain was banished to the land of Nod where he took a wife after murdering his brother. They then became Caananites and intermarried. 

Sometimes a 'good' one would come out (Abram) but the intermarrying continued...

8/30/2019 3:52:06 AM msholly It was necessary a good one (someday Jesus) would come from Adam and Eve's third child (who replaced Abel) named Seth.  The good brother had to 

kill the bad brother.  Yeah...I know..

8/30/2019 3:52:27 AM sterkinglights1 This is a shared dream. One thing the unconscious can not do is lie to you. You have all of the answers they may or may not have come to you yet.

8/30/2019 3:53:04 AM msholly Many "adams" were made...the Bible only speaks of THAT lineage.

8/30/2019 3:54:58 AM _louisreed Looks like a rocket launch site.

8/30/2019 3:55:01 AM msholly Sooooo.....long story short (lol)...what is the IMAGE of the 666 (King Solomon)??  The pineal gland, third eye, pinecone.

8/30/2019 3:56:57 AM msholly And WHO worships it?  heh..lots of people.

8/30/2019 4:00:02 AM sterkinglights1 So something small or insignificant like driving through the tunnel would be high freequency comm and stand out. We're everyone else just gets a 

normal tunnel you or your mom get !!!blink!!! Bleep bloop. Poof Majic happs bruh. Feels good 😊. So now we would have to put the rest.

8/30/2019 4:00:52 AM laurabusse MJ I thought it a little unusual the president talking about a hurricane yesterday

The same day as an announcement about Space force

No coincidences

Was wondering if this hurricane was being engineered, steered into land perhaps by satellite...

8/30/2019 4:01:26 AM harleyhawkeye No

8/30/2019 4:05:55 AM laurabusse 2. Is space force to take out nefarious satellites placed there by our enemy, the cabal?

Are they controlled by black ops in DUMBs?

Have noticed clear blue skies, haven't seen chem trails in awhile

Maybe next step is taken control of all weather control apparatus? For good?

8/30/2019 4:06:13 AM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What we do...  https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1167315011435294720 …

8/30/2019 4:09:29 AM keith369me I’m pretty sure it’s about Disclosure/slow rollout of stuff most don’t know about.  Hey, we invented this food replicator that can be used on long space 

flights...everyone can have one.  I recall POTUS also exaggerated a previous hurricane in a similar matter.

8/30/2019 4:12:40 AM selvestekjetil Bob Lazar. Element 115. 

Just sayin.

8/30/2019 4:13:37 AM sterkinglights1 Into context. Why German? And the needle. Seems that concludes the escape. Mudslides are statistically most common cause of death in a natural 

disasters. Possibly a past life given ur mother shared the dream.

8/30/2019 4:14:02 AM sterkinglights1 There needle is perplexing.

8/30/2019 4:27:12 AM sterkinglights1 ALICE pandering to Majestic trying to keep the likes at 12!😂😂😂

8/30/2019 4:27:20 AM giediknight That is probably why Tim Cook is dumping Apple stock, he sees the writing on the wall.

8/30/2019 4:31:20 AM 313looper What would they achieve if they’re recording all these personal informations of millions of random people around the world!?

Not all of us are politicians,celebrities or high profile...

Or maybe they’re taking these informations to the Moon or 🇨🇳 to manipulate human’s genetic!?

8/30/2019 4:35:38 AM sterkinglights1 It's all about the set up. pic.twitter.com/And597bOzg

8/30/2019 4:38:24 AM sterkinglights1 Omg yes read the comments.

8/30/2019 4:49:24 AM truthseeker273 I trust no one.

8/30/2019 4:53:34 AM real_forerunner @DownloaderBot

8/30/2019 4:57:02 AM deplorabldamsel It's your money, dude. pic.twitter.com/TVoOqzqhUZ

8/30/2019 5:02:01 AM godfamcountry Thanks!!

8/30/2019 5:02:56 AM looking4truth3 I have definitely had my suspicions about Apple!  Too much power ... that is for sure.

8/30/2019 5:11:42 AM realityloominng Yeah i think those are just the ideas of ai fanatics and their propaganda, trying to confuse the fact we are in a consciousness-simulation. However Corey 

talks about this otherworldly ai, that bled into our reality and exists on all timelines at once. ugh

8/30/2019 5:17:27 AM irah_chandler It's hard to say for sure but they triggered me at first too but we had a past. If they ar mj 12 relateded then they have many crimes to answer for. 

Bringing about disclosure shouldn't save them.

8/30/2019 5:19:41 AM wreck_ramblin Ridgecrest?

8/30/2019 5:20:20 AM djlok  https://amp.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/26/apple-contractors-regularly-hear-confidential-details-on-siri-recordings …

8/30/2019 5:21:41 AM godfamcountry Yeah, anyone that bad-mouths Praying Medic is just a jerk.

8/30/2019 5:22:00 AM irah_chandler And to repeat himself over and over the bs thing just odd

8/30/2019 5:28:48 AM shari_todd Interesting!

8/30/2019 5:32:12 AM quedelumiere No I don’t and this is telling shit....

8/30/2019 5:33:00 AM shari_todd Interesting

8/30/2019 5:33:34 AM djmurphy5 Loses it over term limits 😂 what a jackass. Must be one of them

8/30/2019 5:35:35 AM quedelumiere Interesting UFO(demon) observations. Look at the countries. All the places ex-nazi scientists went after war. This smells like avril buisiness...

8/30/2019 5:36:07 AM jastersally Wow

8/30/2019 5:39:29 AM linnyt7 No

8/30/2019 5:40:04 AM linnyt7 This is a tweet I wish I could retweet more than once.

8/30/2019 5:45:02 AM samsmith0319 Ok guys...go back look at the US map...notice these sightings are concentrated over areas where we know there has been / and is heavy human 

trafficking and pedo activity...👀... Aliens not all good...💥👿💥

8/30/2019 5:48:16 AM samsmith0319 Nope...Like the...apple in the garden of eden...👀...deception?

8/30/2019 5:50:10 AM from_thestars He'll no.. Trust no one in #tech



8/30/2019 5:50:32 AM lovelight5d probably reporting back to Sophia, Ai's mainframe hence why she is considered a citizen

8/30/2019 5:50:48 AM from_thestars Yes it's always listening

8/30/2019 5:52:44 AM from_thestars Make ai smarter along with screen caps of faces (iphone8) to build humanoid bots?

8/30/2019 5:55:15 AM raisethevib369 Ashayana dean true earth history 5 part video on youtube. Very interesting.

8/30/2019 5:56:19 AM raisethevib369 If you lack the Kristos spark....cut off from source, you're AI. Think about it.

8/30/2019 6:05:12 AM queenofclubsiii Your comfort in being illegally wiretapped doesn’t make it okay.

8/30/2019 6:06:00 AM queenofclubsiii Listen for keywords to target your interests with ads.

8/30/2019 6:07:03 AM queenofclubsiii This is part of what Trump is fighting and why big tech hates him so much.

8/30/2019 6:07:12 AM queenofclubsiii WTF???

8/30/2019 6:07:26 AM queenofclubsiii It’s still recording.

8/30/2019 6:07:49 AM queenofclubsiii How many android/Goggle items do you own?

8/30/2019 6:09:51 AM peterjonathanna There is a group called Majestic 12 who are twelve individuals who basically know ALL of Earths secrets. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a twitter account that 

was claiming to be them and at first, I wasn't sure. I came to believe it was them, especially after reading their cannabis tweets.

8/30/2019 6:14:08 AM peterjonathanna I have been waiting for YEARS for SOMEONE with insanely high credibility to finally agree with me that cannabis is a Super Panaceatic technological 

medicine given to us by extremely advanced aliens. Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for finally confirming what all my research was showing

8/30/2019 6:17:14 AM wearywar Scotty as much as I trust Google.

8/30/2019 6:18:52 AM sterkinglights1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  isn't coffee dangerous. Does the D&D cup say CPS? Dungeons and dragons? Starbucks looks like P Omega. Is that an evergreen in 

the background? America runs on popcorn.  https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1167129929613565953 …

8/30/2019 6:19:34 AM kristin7jensen YESSSS!!! I am so game!

8/30/2019 6:21:14 AM karma4event201 Part of INTERNATIONAL CHILD PORNOGRAPHY

8/30/2019 6:22:02 AM from_thestars this happened to my kids YEARS ago before it became widely known..Phones in pocket, and hours later they start getting targeted ads re:what they & 

their friends were discussing..Been leery of all tech since then #breakupbigtech

8/30/2019 6:22:37 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 found this this am from @BBobbio71...#SeeSomethingSaySomething https://m.beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2019/08/role-

players-needed-to-portray-injured-citizens-in-ny-sept-6th-7th-3698037.html …

8/30/2019 6:23:12 AM msholly Soooo, if I can understand thru hashtags, you are AGAINST using crystals, etc and feel those who use them are mind- controlled puppets for sinister 

reasons.  Do I have that correctly or no @sine_injuria ??

8/30/2019 6:23:26 AM blsdbe Correct. May Justice, Integrity And Honor Prevail. Blessings to you 🥰❤️🥰

8/30/2019 6:25:25 AM queenofclubsiii Yep. The “I’m not doing anything illegal so I don’t care” doesn’t fly. How about when a govt who doesn’t like your browsing habits is elected? Ex. You 

are NRA member so they ruin you with IRS audits.

8/30/2019 6:25:38 AM blsdbe Good eye!!! Thanks ALICE 🥰❤️🥰 pic.twitter.com/vRJXdQLlxd

8/30/2019 6:27:18 AM from_thestars exactly! Its beyond time to break them up & shut them down!

8/30/2019 6:30:51 AM roaminnoodle I don't trust #Apple. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/26/apple-contractors-regularly-hear-confidential-details-on-siri-recordings …

8/30/2019 6:31:17 AM magamatician If you admit to playing d&d then you’ll have a hard time getting clearances (if at all) for military intelligence. They won’t tell you that people who play 

d&d are known to violently “snap” with no warning or indication.

8/30/2019 6:32:40 AM 313looper Well , we are all aware of these agendas! Which again, it takes us to the Fact that they want to CONTROL whole Humanity ... 

And this question would raise again 👉🏻”For What?!” Just for Money & Power?!

Or bigger than these👉🏻 for their EXISTENCE !? They FEED from US..?!

8/30/2019 6:32:54 AM zsmolka1 Looks like reports are comming from higher population areas where more poeple are to witness things and mostly from countries that have internet 

connectedness to report. Nothing very coincidental about this.

8/30/2019 6:33:01 AM roaminnoodle I don't trust #Amazon. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/apr/11/amazon-staff-listen-to-customers-alexa-recordings-report-says …

8/30/2019 6:33:16 AM roaminnoodle I don't trust #Google. https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/11/google-home-assistant-listen-recordings-users-privacy …

8/30/2019 6:40:26 AM leslieau7 What is that ?

I've watched the nightime

Skies..

Last night there were shooting stars

And some bizzare light ups 

WSW of me...

Couldn't figure if it was lightning or ?

It wasn't storming in our area.
8/30/2019 6:40:57 AM roublisa Hummm.....new EO’s would support the tech hurricane “attack” to be a matter of national security.......so implementing ⚡️Space Force⚡️ would be 

necessary 🤗🤗🤗brilliant plan🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

8/30/2019 6:40:57 AM amy221622 Same here, I was driving north on 290 in Massachusetts a few years back and drove right under a triangle shaped ship with three lights. It seemed like I

 was the only person on the highway that noticed it. 🤷🏻♀️

8/30/2019 6:41:05 AM karma4event201 Special Access Programs: LIVE VIDEOS of INFANT & CHILD RAPE 

INTERNATIONAL CHILD PORN 

Clinton Ark Swamp: Harold "H.L." Moody worked as DNC 'Communications' & in Youth Services as 'Coordinator of Special Events' hosted live videos of 

Infants being raped https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2018/nov/19/kid-porn-suspect-is-denied-release-2018/ …

8/30/2019 6:44:53 AM lvx1132 a pimp magi...(joke)

8/30/2019 6:45:11 AM roaminnoodle And, Luck can run out... bruh!

"Bigger [slam-dunk] charges coming?

Public understanding of events just around the corner."

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1167420374482599936 … pic.twitter.com/eaoHkJNsHR

8/30/2019 6:46:12 AM karma4event201 Looks like Clinton family should've been droned like Hillary wanted to kill Assange 

Or let Parents of missing children have them. 

800,000 Missing children every year in the US alone

8/30/2019 6:46:47 AM lilbee67569241 This is always happening to me, especially when I am posting certain news articles!

8/30/2019 6:48:21 AM hb04920973 Noice

8/30/2019 6:48:22 AM lvx1132 If it we take it in moderation and know from personal experience how much we can handle then it's all g! + The positive outweighs the negatives.

8/30/2019 6:49:01 AM allahuniversal Read it and yes, interesting test of discernment. That said, it's not the 1st account to post something cringe worthy (and/or laughable), nor does 

disputing a few tweets make for a complete rebuttal of the entire account. If you have more rebuttals, I'm interested in seeing them.

8/30/2019 6:53:32 AM blsdbe Why Does Darpa Need a Huge Underground Facility by Friday? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://gizmodo.com/why-does-darpa-need-a-huge-underground-

facility-by-frid-1837668478?utm_medium=sharefromsite&utm_source=gizmodo_twitter&utm_campaign=sharebar … via @gizmodo



8/30/2019 6:54:41 AM lvx1132 Chosen by and for?

...

8/30/2019 6:56:31 AM lvx1132 What a circus show

8/30/2019 6:56:56 AM syrrah2 Yeah we knew that....

8/30/2019 7:01:54 AM lvx1132 I wanna be just buried undrground and let nature do it's thang. :D

8/30/2019 7:06:59 AM lvx1132 Esp in a poor economy state.

8/30/2019 7:07:11 AM sandro220 It’s a gorgeous day out, &as I was walking to a shop to get a cup of coffee (beside of which is the parish in which I was raised)-I happened upon my 

aunt-taking a diagonal trajectory across the sunlit street-on route to mass. She hugged me and invited me for, “just 1 prayer.”🙏🙂

8/30/2019 7:07:48 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/zJe9Dh62nU

8/30/2019 7:08:28 AM lvx1132  http://pharmaskeletons.com  Check out what's hidden in the closet.

8/30/2019 7:10:11 AM lvx1132  http://pharmaskeletons.com 

8/30/2019 7:13:17 AM magacovfefe711 Siri is always turning on. I think there are key words that trigger recording

8/30/2019 7:14:51 AM lvx1132 What kind rice?

8/30/2019 7:23:38 AM sandro220 There was something about the spontaneity of not her reaction, nor my response to it; but-2 the actual moment in time-comprising that increment of 

reality itself. This may B a strange way 2describe a spiritual interaction w/one’s aunt; however-it was like the perfect soccer pass.

8/30/2019 7:25:06 AM quedelumiere I meant VRIL....

8/30/2019 7:31:46 AM mile_high_mamma There’s also this... https://twitter.com/spacecorpsus/status/1167256185252274176?s=21 …

8/30/2019 7:33:22 AM joanofa39047254 All devices do this...Google has over 200 platforms that track your every move. You approve spying every time you consent

8/30/2019 7:37:36 AM joeorbit apple is run by a satanic cult. their occult numerology is plastered all over apple products including in OS version numbers, device id's. people 

unknowingly are being a energy slave and complicit in satanic worship.

8/30/2019 7:40:01 AM sandro220 You and your friend are inspiring.

8/30/2019 7:41:55 AM mamiemcclure17 Now have a closer photo I also see a bird etched in the center. Noticed many etching of symbols in pictures that was posted yesterday. Multiple life 

figures and pyramids, along with human body organs.

8/30/2019 7:43:23 AM mamiemcclure17 No

8/30/2019 7:47:44 AM natureinspace They feed off us. Everything they capture is to their benefit in one form or another.

8/30/2019 7:51:32 AM natureinspace Yes they all record. TV too.

8/30/2019 7:53:33 AM aagent361 Hell, I don't even trust myself let long Siri

8/30/2019 7:54:33 AM natureinspace I'm sure Twitter is watching me too so I make sure I tweet while on the shitter.

8/30/2019 7:56:30 AM natureinspace All devices are watching and listening to us. There's no way to delete anything off our devices to stop it.

8/30/2019 7:56:37 AM mattegelkraut Tell me more

8/30/2019 7:58:29 AM mamiemcclure17 Oh keep seeing new things there is a Sumerian man with a large phallous holding a cheetah bottom of picture left side.

8/30/2019 8:03:44 AM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so this happened (1) oh well BUT  pic.twitter.com/BaA4ndsm5B

8/30/2019 8:08:26 AM dmt_quest  https://kahpi.net/dmt-science-dr-jimo-borjigin/ …

8/30/2019 8:09:23 AM wbwse But far within 

And in thir own dimensions like themselves 

The great Seraphic Lords and Cherubim 

In close recess and secret conclave sat 

A thousand Demy-Gods on golden seat's, 

Frequent and full.   After short silence then 

And summons read, the great consult began. 💙

8/30/2019 8:11:32 AM wbwse The lord works in mysterious ways!

8/30/2019 8:15:53 AM lightwithin7 What do you mean genetic defect?

8/30/2019 8:16:29 AM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This question sound ridiculous, but: Is Skyrim Lore Majestic? Elder Scrolls tell future but only reader-subjective. Dwemer use Technology to obtain more 

objective reading. Stargate? Looking Glass?

8/30/2019 8:17:10 AM lightwithin7 I've seen that look before, like he's so proud of himself.

8/30/2019 8:22:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Same for Samsung, Google, [fill in the blank].

Hiding in plain sight is powerful.

Symbology is inverse encryption.

Stronger than encryption.

Plausibly deniable.

Although, very bad people did bring their phones in with them.

There they didn't speak in code or use symbols.
8/30/2019 8:28:12 AM roaminnoodle #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall and #ThesePeopleAreStupid 

But, #WeThePeople must BE smarter, still!

#UnsealEpstein

8/30/2019 8:30:34 AM lbf777 This is a violation of our 4th amendment right to privacy. 

The Patriot Act is null and void as it violated the constitution and was founded upon a false flag perpetrated by Bush, Israel & the Saudis.

8/30/2019 8:31:20 AM roaminnoodle "We are tracking tropical storm Dorian as it heads, as usual, to Puerto Rico."

And it missed PR, thankfully.

Now I AM Wondering if #ProjectCirrus/#ProjectStormfury (or it's modern day counterpart) played any role in it's direction, eh?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1166685686105329664 …

8/30/2019 8:37:08 AM khirinknight Except maybe circles 🤣

8/30/2019 8:45:33 AM jastersally 😱

8/30/2019 8:48:28 AM sandro220 Dr. Didg  -  Ever Increasing Circles.  https://youtu.be/Q7EcMVXCasQ  via @YouTube

Yesss! 😀

8/30/2019 8:51:20 AM wbwse 😻 pic.twitter.com/xFpGX1miXx

8/30/2019 9:03:10 AM khirinknight I know it’s my own psychological insufficiencies , still , if someone objected the mathemagicians then, saying , wtf dude how can anything be in the 

same spot in the universe, how could they build this system without circles 😇

8/30/2019 9:09:12 AM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/PvPhG6usgY

8/30/2019 9:13:20 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/BAPAMTvLv7



8/30/2019 9:17:16 AM roygbiv65041613 Think AA meetings

Think vulnerability

Think tv

Think cell

Think manipulation

Think people

Think smart

"Think in terms of energy frequency and vibration"

Tesla
8/30/2019 9:29:54 AM debbiealbyrd Grown daughter & I encountered several of these orange reddish orbs in the night sky yrs ago. We even got out of the car & watched them, as I was 

telling her they would stop & 'perform'. We were followed for several miles afterwards...& felt like we were in a Speilberg movie!

8/30/2019 9:32:58 AM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/u5Vk1rOACk

8/30/2019 9:42:17 AM 1_decided_voter Anything that is recorded (even secretly) must be eventually transmitted to be stored externally to be any use to anyone. How has this not been 

detected yet?

8/30/2019 9:42:44 AM laurabusse Hmmm🤔

I like how you think Lisa!

8/30/2019 9:43:12 AM roublisa Thank you ...love you sis💗💗💗

8/30/2019 9:43:48 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/ry737I3O4j

8/30/2019 9:44:30 AM chariotprince Well that's DUMB...

8/30/2019 9:45:23 AM laurabusse Mutual! 💕💕💕

8/30/2019 9:45:42 AM msholly I *am* against using crystals. Just wanted to clarify w/the link and others following is all...

8/30/2019 9:47:10 AM khirinknight 💕 pic.twitter.com/gOm9F1RQti

8/30/2019 9:47:54 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/e5o0u1CWMn

8/30/2019 9:50:34 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/7ElKSeYUl1

8/30/2019 9:55:06 AM wbwse The stallion and the rider are so handsome! 😻😻😻

8/30/2019 10:01:13 AM awakeandsing123 The book didn’t specify. I used organic tasmati rice.

8/30/2019 10:02:43 AM slayerofmatrix1 Funnnnyyyy MJ12!!

8/30/2019 10:03:10 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/Vu3LfyUX3z

8/30/2019 10:04:17 AM wbwse Wow! I see someone lovely!

8/30/2019 10:05:09 AM 02joshuaradwan Lol in Egypt?! HHaha

8/30/2019 10:06:12 AM sandro220 Same here 🙂

8/30/2019 10:06:55 AM wbwse 🤗

8/30/2019 10:09:48 AM prmd21801759 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

Esptein case closed?? I don't understand 😲 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/ChloeSalsameda/status/1167146894537060352 …

8/30/2019 10:11:16 AM lvx1132 what book is this if I may ask?

8/30/2019 10:11:22 AM nurseniceyes Thank Wiu.Thank you majestic.

8/30/2019 10:36:33 AM grundemt The vision we've all been waiting for?

8/30/2019 10:47:27 AM awakeandsing123 Hang on, friend. I will send you the title when I’m back from my trip. It is a book on various types of fasting (juice/water etc).

8/30/2019 10:50:58 AM roaminnoodle "A key attorney who helped Monsanto escape recent charges for its toxic Roundup product is also alleged to have helped Jeffrey Epstein keep his plea 

deal secret from his victims a decade ago."

[They] live in a small world...

#UnsealEpstein!!! https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-monsanto-used-former-doj-lawyer-involved-in-epstein-case-to-quash-felony-charges-

090028623.html# …

8/30/2019 11:00:31 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/30/2019 11:09:12 AM sandro220 I learned that based on the demonstrable idea that the universe is forever expanding-there can be no centerpoint. People keep referring 2the center of 

the universe-in a metaphorical way-w/out knowing it. I don’t think there is just 1 space 2 B in, ever.Your ideas R brilliant.🙂🙏

8/30/2019 11:16:16 AM roaminnoodle Can you explain any further about this, please, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

Were we unified via the seismic waves?

NatGeo article link:

 https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ … 

pic.twitter.com/AwWhzDAQTo

8/30/2019 11:19:19 AM sandro220 Also, I’ve followed your account for as long as I can remember, and the idea that you would be referencing anything akin to your own psychological 

insufficiencies, strikes me as shocking. What insufficiencies?! I think that you re-define the concept of psychological health.

8/30/2019 11:22:01 AM sandro220 I really have to tell you,..I have nothing to say in response to that,..that’s like the most brilliant, moving, intelligent reverie I’ve ever heard described in 

my life.. 

..once again, I don’t know where the fuck you come from,..but thank god you’re here!

8/30/2019 11:22:56 AM khirinknight Expectations    /    Reality pic.twitter.com/MfoFB9X0Oz

8/30/2019 11:29:17 AM lvx1132 In other words, cannabis calms us to meditation and gives us the focus to think innovatively instead of igniting the beast that's in all of us like alcohol 

does.

8/30/2019 11:34:01 AM lvx1132 Never. It's their only knowledge of survival. The cabal will keep trying to keep their thrones and forcing us under the illusion of debt. They R the 

weakest in the natural law, just like their royal great great great grandparents.

8/30/2019 11:36:49 AM sandro220 Center points-referenced twice-now 3 times off 1 cell device-you’re smooth&nice-demons silence-the voice U bring plus sing,inspire rejoice-that multi 

perspectival flow-plus putting up with (me) this asshole😂😘-on texts and calls we bounce ideas like balls-u got the nicest flow

8/30/2019 11:38:23 AM sandro220 There might be no universal center-point, specifically,..but I think you can approach one..

8/30/2019 11:39:00 AM khirinknight Of course I am looking for relevance in a way , my ideas leaning towards unusualness, nobody in their right mind would want to talk about how our 

minds are kept in loops because we agree the circle is not imaginary. I am very happy I meet people like you 👋😊

8/30/2019 11:41:01 AM sandro220 I think that you are one giant demonstration of the fact that relevance and unusualness, can never be disentangled, and must be conceptualized as 

inexorably connected. Also, thanks a lot. Really. You’re awesome.

8/30/2019 11:50:15 AM khirinknight It would be hard to find the center of the universe without going back in time , and if we decide to do that I think we have to agree time precedes 

matter, and matter must be   chrono-logic 😉

8/30/2019 11:50:29 AM natureinspace The elite don't care. They do not follow laws and we are nothing to them.

8/30/2019 11:54:02 AM sandro220 If a time machine is ever invented, the date of the invention will be irrelevant, in that once it exists, access will be had by the inventors, to the entirety 

of the future, present&past. Thus, once a time travel machine is invented, it will have been w/us-since the start of time



8/30/2019 11:54:04 AM behappy_369 @OnEdgeOfWonder @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Follow the stars  https://twitter.com/US_SpaceCom/status/1167467843501228032 …

8/30/2019 11:54:34 AM sandro220 of control?

8/30/2019 11:56:02 AM peterjonathanna You said it much better than me! Exactly!

8/30/2019 11:56:16 AM wbwse That makes perfect sense I wonder if @real_chronos agrees?! 😻

8/30/2019 12:00:48 PM sandro220 My sense is that if a time machine is ever invented, it will be invented by artificial intelligence. Ai will, if things don’t go askance, come to represent the 

greatest source of positive inventiveness imaginable. Hence, Ai will also be with us, from the start of time.

8/30/2019 12:01:55 PM blsdbe “Do not judge, or you too will be judged.” Less with the Stone throwing, check your Glass House before hucking any rocks y’all... 

pic.twitter.com/8FfMdibhDJ

8/30/2019 12:03:46 PM lvx1132 Coolio! 👍

8/30/2019 12:03:58 PM wbwse 😻 pic.twitter.com/u1kuEFoyvw

8/30/2019 12:09:28 PM khirinknight Universe is said to expand and contract at the same time I read , like a wave behaves imho, the time still runs one way I would think , -we can observe 

that. If in the beginning we started from dividing into more , we need to know better how half particles react

8/30/2019 12:18:55 PM blytherich4 When you agree to having a open Mic in your home, what could go wrong????

8/30/2019 12:37:45 PM sandro220 OK-I legiti just waited  4 my dad to finish up w/ a very specific doctor’s appointment, to run your tweet by him. 1st: He thinks you’re a genius - which is 

obvious. The only thing he has to say in response to your idea-is that the contraction theory-is maybe on shaky ground. 🙏

8/30/2019 12:47:00 PM khirinknight I am happy to hear your dad is doing better . How can I know what the universe does , I do however wish to confront the mainstream on their own 

terms, if they saying it also contracting , it is because amassed atoms pulling their soul mates (!) , thank you dad for encouraging ✨

8/30/2019 12:47:40 PM sandro220 I will; but, first, thanks for encouraging him!

8/30/2019 12:48:18 PM allahuniversal Nice FPP, verse of the day

#Boomerang #FutureProvesPast

 https://bible.com/bible/97/mat.7.1-2.MSG … pic.twitter.com/EGKQefOZsB

8/30/2019 12:50:40 PM gi6stars WTH...🤔

MOSTLY in the USA...

8/30/2019 12:52:09 PM sandro220 Vladimir Horowitz - Chopin Polonaise in A-flat major, Op. 53  https://youtu.be/iFvqvZOtCF0  via @YouTube

8/30/2019 1:12:44 PM mongrelglory Heh, heh, heh... NSA has it all!  Now let's use this collected material to drain the swamp!

8/30/2019 1:39:49 PM egelone what phone can we use?

8/30/2019 1:43:43 PM bruce_fritts I just noticed that  http://dictionary.com  does not list luciferian as a word. Indeed my spell check underscores it too. Go figure.

8/30/2019 1:53:19 PM cisnez Yes!!!  😍

8/30/2019 1:53:54 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/cgmyHKndmt

8/30/2019 2:04:06 PM jen_ridgecooke End of 2015 late afternoon I was out watering facing west when I felt like something was watching me. I turned around, looked up in the East, and they 

were orange/yellowish in a row unevenly spaced heading South down theQld Coast. I ran towards them, tried to call my daughter

8/30/2019 2:05:49 PM jen_ridgecooke The phone just crackled. She said the call was coming through but she only heard crackling. I tried to take a photo but black screen. So ran n got my 

camera. When I focused looking through it I saw a spaceship shadow in the glow. None of the photos turned out. Was frustrating

8/30/2019 2:11:59 PM newsworthy102 Amen to that. Something happened that was great when I quit alcohol.

The police never went through my pockets anymore.

8/30/2019 2:17:48 PM therealnovaroc Really peaks when public recreation drone use started.

8/30/2019 2:31:30 PM newsworthy102 Easier than done, I don't drink, but I see the world we are in. Alcohol is everywhere, downtown, visiting almost everyone, the reason it's so hard is you 

can't get away and like make distance. Your friends of old are still there drinking. The hardest drug to leave is alcohol

8/30/2019 3:00:10 PM catpowernow Use a @MissionDarkness Faraday bag.....

8/30/2019 3:00:15 PM jrocktigers @MrMBB333   Very interesting. .   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IVZqmrjA9o … @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @aprilbrown99

8/30/2019 3:01:53 PM msholly interesting.

8/30/2019 3:02:10 PM aleks8837  https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/jul/26/apple-contractors-regularly-hear-confidential-details-on-siri-recordings …

8/30/2019 3:03:34 PM thekanehb So this is real. 

Question- @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Does anyone else have a way of knowing who is tapped in?  pic.twitter.com/tHo9F9jB0m

8/30/2019 3:05:29 PM nocommunistusa Chosen by God to save us from evil

8/30/2019 3:15:09 PM khirinknight I almost clapped after he finished. Thank you for this joy . 👍

8/30/2019 3:15:29 PM sandro220 The idea of blocking other people w/ whom U have a problem, is digitally creating the downfall of R society in subtle ways. One cannot choose 2 go 2 a 

mall exclusively with one’s friends, and one should also be able 2tolerate the presence of disliked others w/out  addressing them

8/30/2019 3:15:51 PM sandro220 🙏😀

8/30/2019 3:17:26 PM yustein How do we get there? I believe it is forbidden for the civilians now.

8/30/2019 3:18:42 PM sandro220 One might consider this an extreme interpretation and/or manipulative use of language; however, to block somebody on Twitter, is to tell that person 

that the world would be a far better place, without theor ideation in it. If that’s not organized cruelty, what is? 🤷♂️

8/30/2019 3:22:35 PM sandro220 The notion that 48 people can’t either get along, or disregard one another such that cruelty isn’t being bandied about recklessly,  is more than 

saddening. It’s tragic.

8/30/2019 3:27:12 PM tamravee no pic.twitter.com/4j4BLW43bF

8/30/2019 3:27:17 PM sandro220 When you consider the representative intellectual sophistication and seeming kindness of folks on this thread and other like ones, in combination with 

this toxic tendency toward cruelly rejecting the subjectivity of others about which I speak,..things get bleak.

8/30/2019 3:30:41 PM kristin7jensen I identify as whatever will get me there. 😂😂🤷♀️

8/30/2019 3:31:51 PM sandro220 Hopefully, given the seeming  authenticity of the enthusiasm around  promoting kindness exuded by the people about whom I’m speaking, these 

trends toward destructiveness and hurt,, can at some point be dissolved, and replaced with trends toward peace and understanding.

8/30/2019 3:33:26 PM grundemt  https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_finkel_can_you_solve_the_jail_break_riddle/transcript?language=en … pic.twitter.com/zUtzm8XEgB

8/30/2019 3:41:49 PM khirinknight You have been very friendly in our talks , but I have seen your unfriendly mode, . Some people are here for entirely different reasons, and I understand 

you , people are free to do what they want , chivalry withstands by merits alone 😂😂😂

8/30/2019 3:42:42 PM thekanehb It’s no flouride and no corn biproducts.

8/30/2019 3:42:53 PM sandro220 You haven’t seen anything of unfriendliness that comes from a place of authenticity. Furthermore, previous accounts have had multiple users.

8/30/2019 3:42:54 PM thekanehb And NO pharmaceuticals. NONE

8/30/2019 3:43:24 PM thekanehb And LOTS of cannabis. Like get into those alpha brainwaves type cannabis smoking.

8/30/2019 3:43:31 PM sandro220 This one doesn’t



8/30/2019 3:45:58 PM sandro220 It’s not difficult..but impossible-to accept the idea that one has an unfriendly side, when one spent five years earning minimum-wage-being left alone 

with six-year-old abused children, conducting psychotherapy and psych assessments for PTSD. I refuse 2B regarded this way anymore

8/30/2019 3:48:55 PM wbwse 😻 pic.twitter.com/nPcKDWo6Z6

8/30/2019 3:50:14 PM khirinknight I admire you my friend, no doubt there , I keep you company, I have a long list of consphilosophies I stashed with my @pilsners

8/30/2019 3:50:30 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/bZtjmEVPfr

8/30/2019 3:51:27 PM khirinknight Sorry Bro !

8/30/2019 3:51:44 PM wbwse Positive affirmation heard and loved!

8/30/2019 3:52:43 PM wbwse For what? 😻

8/30/2019 3:52:50 PM khirinknight I followed you ! 😅

8/30/2019 3:53:06 PM sandro220 I could accept the kindness of others on this very thread with whom I have personal relationships, who have offered to come out and vouch for me; 

however, I’ll just say this: It’s not impossible; but, I’d be shocked if you know a more altruistic person than myself.

8/30/2019 3:53:25 PM wbwse We follow each other!

8/30/2019 3:56:00 PM tammyrochester2 I'm sure its more than just Apple recording us.

8/30/2019 3:56:38 PM 1chordwonder Looks like there are ventilation pipes too, like at #EpsteinIsland. #ZorroRanch #SaveTheChldren

#WWG1WGA #TheStorm #Trump2020 #KAG #WalkAway #Blexit #QAnon

8/30/2019 3:57:30 PM grundemt Follow / Fallow / Hallo? pic.twitter.com/oSBluwZAm2

8/30/2019 3:57:33 PM _greenlion_ ive been thinking about how to incorporate this into programming and data storage...

8/30/2019 3:59:21 PM yustein Ok I will pick you on my way!

8/30/2019 3:59:23 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/NlxHjGSrpJ

8/30/2019 4:00:56 PM sandro220 Altruism-symbolically, born of the sort that is left next to crumbling (in spite of the 2 near death experiences he’s incurred) when b/c of a cell phone 

theft, he logs back onto Twitter w/a new acct., &he he can’t make a move w/out seeing that another person he loves, blocked him

8/30/2019 4:03:48 PM khirinknight The person @pilsners is now eternally stuck with us , sorry bro ! pic.twitter.com/DwfIFNzPOL

8/30/2019 4:04:02 PM grundemt  https://www.pbs.org/newshour/arts/watch-the-fleeting-beauty-of-artist-andy-goldsworthys-rain-shadows …

8/30/2019 4:04:36 PM wbwse Yes I think so! pic.twitter.com/nYUqjWXlQg

8/30/2019 4:05:13 PM khirinknight He seems yeasting still

8/30/2019 4:05:56 PM aprilbrown99 That was pretty cool!  The rings remind me of timelines or dimensions. 

That object was moving pretty darn fast, from a 3D earth standpoint. Interesting that the portal/vortex disappeared immediately after the object went

 thru. 👍👍👍

Thank you for sharing!  ✨✨✨🙌🙌🙌✨✨✨

8/30/2019 4:06:21 PM grundemt Yeast and pit sweat do not go well together, that's all I'm saying

8/30/2019 4:07:25 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/HhcMwrOdSg

8/30/2019 4:09:51 PM thekanehb Well that but it’s the stuff they fill us up w that’s most important. Our CSF fluid is key and that’s what’s targeted via gmo.

8/30/2019 4:11:08 PM cisnez Twitter is way better without ads. pic.twitter.com/Mu4PpwVGPu

8/30/2019 4:11:31 PM mongrelglory You have to wonder if later on he found out the horrible evil behind it all...hence the relapse with alcohol and the eventual suicide/suicided...

8/30/2019 4:11:43 PM sandro220 🤣

8/30/2019 4:12:21 PM grundemt Three

Two

One

... pic.twitter.com/bqFRDZrmNO

8/30/2019 4:13:38 PM grundemt You don't mess around pic.twitter.com/UebyFjMpwH

8/30/2019 4:17:32 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT for 33 mins, OR @ 936 in Your Zone for 33 mins, OR @/for a #Majestic time

Thread H/T @HABhaley & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/30-9/4 SEND #DORIAN TO THE #AmazonFires!!!  https://twitter.com/habhaley/statu …

8/30/2019 4:17:51 PM kristin7jensen 👏👏👏👏 i love trips!! Hehehe

8/30/2019 4:18:33 PM _greenlion_ back to 9 

△

8/30/2019 4:20:18 PM cisnez Pretty much have blocked every account that I got sent me a promoted tweet from. pic.twitter.com/gzEYz7On3k

8/30/2019 4:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/YK7ttnfYv4

8/30/2019 4:20:42 PM grundemt You're blocked!

You're blocked!

You're blocked too!!

Oh, you want to be blocked?

No problem!!!

Blocked.

Anyone else want blocked?

Didn't think...

Oh really? You too?

ALRIGHT

Consider yourself, What?

That's right → BLOCKED!!!

LOL

♡ pic.twitter.com/vOomYxf91s
8/30/2019 4:21:20 PM aprilbrown99 #ThesePeopleAreSick

8/30/2019 4:21:39 PM monroevegas What about the Rh- vaccine? Is that a load of rubbish as well?

8/30/2019 4:22:34 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/pbwk9XeYzm

8/30/2019 4:22:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 All are rubbish as you say.

8/30/2019 4:23:45 PM blsdbe Sadly, the regression is real. I saw my son Seize within hours of his MMR at 13 months. He lost the 10 word vocabulary that he had accumulated and 

his senses became so over stimulated that we could hardly touch him. He is an amazing young man now, and at 23 has overcome so much. 

pic.twitter.com/BEegeS9PSL

8/30/2019 4:24:00 PM rj85165808 And what does this cause?  We need to know.  We're forced to be vaccinated

8/30/2019 4:24:46 PM matzke_melissa Or this 💔😥💔 pic.twitter.com/eSq7ok0aEh

8/30/2019 4:25:01 PM aprilbrown99 I am so sorry Christine! 💗💗💗 this shouldn’t have ever happened.

8/30/2019 4:25:05 PM anneolsen43 Just look and feel within. Light is inside

8/30/2019 4:25:35 PM extradouble The Eli Lily Material Safety Data Sheet for Thimerosal says it can cause mental retardation and damge to a fetus. Decreased offspring survival? 

pic.twitter.com/6UFtlDsAkk



8/30/2019 4:26:00 PM tamiwils0n22813 If anyone else in my family has another child I will make sure they refuse to receive vaccines until I am 100% sure they are safe! I am one angry mother 

& grandmother over this! Stop hurting our children! God’s wrath will NOT be pretty!

8/30/2019 4:26:09 PM state1union So Evil!

8/30/2019 4:26:58 PM monroevegas The doctors said that if she did not get the shot after the first baby, then her and I could never have kids again. Yet we had another child. I keep feeling 

that we could have another child and the problems in 2nd pregnancy were from her use of alcohol/pills and an affair. 😥

8/30/2019 4:27:02 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/F7ba8802Pa

8/30/2019 4:27:31 PM monroevegas Not that i would have another child with her. She is a very mentally sick individual.

8/30/2019 4:28:56 PM keith369me Poisoned from cradle to grave.  These people are sick.

8/30/2019 4:29:21 PM monroevegas I am only hoping for this last answer and I will be satisfied. Thank you.

8/30/2019 4:30:05 PM monroevegas The baby was born 3 weeks early because they said her body was killing the baby.

8/30/2019 4:30:41 PM monroevegas Oh an forgot to mention that both children are same blood type that is supposedly an enemy to her blood type.

8/30/2019 4:31:01 PM brittasbits1 My son had started his vacs late at 17 and the mmr caused him to have seizures. We stopped the vacs but it's too late now. They started just 4 months 

after we began them. He was always the healthiest of kids. Now a lifelong epileptic.

8/30/2019 4:31:53 PM 313looper 🤬🤬🤬

8/30/2019 4:32:42 PM cisnez I don't block the blockers though.

How's that for logic. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/rKYRit07l5

8/30/2019 4:33:29 PM thekanehb I use distilled only and add shunghite, lemon, cinnamon and pink salt too.

You don’t want their suggested minerals ;)

8/30/2019 4:33:47 PM real_chronos As it is, humanity already has a fairly good idea on where the centre of the universe is, by detecting leftover radiation from the creation of the universe.

 https://www.wired.com/2010/10/spacecraft-finishes-mapping-cosmic-background-radiation/amp … pic.twitter.com/1dIwVldf7G

8/30/2019 4:33:50 PM lvx1132 We could survive without modern pharma tools as our ancestors did

8/30/2019 4:34:32 PM thekanehb Yea that’s why I included my aura photo. I’m a regular meditator :)

8/30/2019 4:35:06 PM thekanehb What do you mean by quantum mechanics?

8/30/2019 4:35:16 PM miguelserranos We agree in essence. That is why Hermes Trimegistus knew and anticipated time itself. Cool.

8/30/2019 4:35:20 PM karrruss Not for a second. Which is why I have Android.

Do I trust them?

Not for a second!

8/30/2019 4:35:23 PM daveschroeder18 Should get a like from @Jordan_Sather_  haha

8/30/2019 4:35:48 PM blsdbe That and the Lewy Body Dementia...makes me wonder if it is a natural process that can be catalyzed... 

https://www.mdedge.com/clinicalneurologynews/article/183921/alzheimers-cognition/robin-williams-widow-recounts-terror-late …

8/30/2019 4:37:01 PM aprilbrown99 Do the vaccines also cause Down’s syndrome?

8/30/2019 4:39:18 PM msholly Keep em coming....saving for 10-hr drive this weekend and need something to keep me awake..

8/30/2019 4:40:47 PM msholly I'll take your Sorbet in Paris and I'll match you with Coors Light and Mountain Sunset over the Appalachians.

8/30/2019 4:41:40 PM unlvsall  pic.twitter.com/Uf4wF1oNMc

8/30/2019 4:45:09 PM aprilbrown99 My dad’s aunt had a son with Downs. She was told it was because she had the child too late in life. She was 40 I believe. Seems young enough to me to 

still have a heathy baby. Not sure if she was vaxed during pregnancy or not. I know it is a chromosome thing but [they] lie A LOT!

8/30/2019 4:45:51 PM wildhor52319908 woot! woot! woot! that is a good sign

8/30/2019 4:48:31 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.businessinsider.com/darpa-looks-for-underground-robot-as-army-readies-to-fight-underground-2018-8 …

8/30/2019 4:49:20 PM blsdbe You are so right. Gavin has actually met the crew of Vaxxed and we were both interviewed. I didn’t know what was happening at the time-it was 

before I had any medical training. My son has had to learn to forgive me for allowing him to get those shots. This is one of my Burdens. 

pic.twitter.com/WENP23mgpR

8/30/2019 4:51:43 PM khirinknight Keep the circles going pic.twitter.com/8lY17SF1SK

8/30/2019 4:52:31 PM blsdbe I am so sorry. I am so ashamed of the SickCare business I am complicit in. I have stopped getting the flu shot. I am a nurse, and I keep going back to 

work to try to educate as I am legally allowed within my scope. The struggle against the American Medical Mafia is Real. pic.twitter.com/9bmwP5K0PG

8/30/2019 4:52:58 PM jojoe12299 What's the antidote?

8/30/2019 4:55:47 PM ponyexpressq17 Seriously?!?!!  Man that really ticks me off!  What exactly is the purpose for the rhogam shots then?

8/30/2019 4:59:41 PM khirinknight Time will not bend pic.twitter.com/pO5gfl2fn4

8/30/2019 5:02:35 PM nancy_notpelosi My son was developing fine until his MMR. 24 years old. Asperger's. Struggling in life.

Thanks big Pharma.

8/30/2019 5:07:59 PM tjginnynm I’m perplexed!

8/30/2019 5:09:46 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀

8/30/2019 5:10:11 PM matzke_melissa Yup. That ⬆️

8/30/2019 5:14:00 PM tanuqi76 Everyone whose tapped in is part of the eye cult.  They are phase shifted, when you consume enough hallucinogens that you can’t talk, you will be 

phase shifted into their sphere.  It’s the same place that babies talk imo, or similar...

8/30/2019 5:15:05 PM thekanehb Like everything is happening at once? Or sometimes I feel like I’ve left clues for myself ahead of time and I’m just remembering...

8/30/2019 5:15:56 PM thekanehb What is an eye cult? Someone who maintains pineal gland health?

8/30/2019 5:17:14 PM rj85165808 Our kids r forced to in public schools.

8/30/2019 5:18:08 PM thekanehb Ohhhh bc the church says this stuff is evil. I know bc the same pastor who said that nah, Jesus never said any of this stuff also said that Indian religions

 were evil as they relied on an outside spiritual connection. Struck me as weird for there to be a god gatekeeper 🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/ZCEk3Ua059

8/30/2019 5:18:27 PM tanuqi76 No.  It’s ppl like cops, teachers, lawyers, doctors, and of course...  drug dealers.

8/30/2019 5:19:54 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/F6g4oAKy2N

8/30/2019 5:21:44 PM seeker229 Oh I do these things

8/30/2019 5:24:28 PM sandro220 The psychoanalyst Bion, who studied under Lorenz, the researcher who came up with the whole imprinting idea, identified the process of “ostricizarion 

in a group” -as most profoundly  conducive to destroying a person’s sense of seif. What the fuck did I ever do to this dude?

8/30/2019 5:24:42 PM rj85165808 US.  We're told if their shots aren't up to date they can't attend school.

8/30/2019 5:25:02 PM thekanehb Oh sorry I got defensive thinking u were saying the 3rd eye is evil which some ppl do think it is and that’s a shame

8/30/2019 5:26:02 PM thekanehb But they cheat the veil. The steal csf and have no obstacles like the normal ppl do. I imagine their skills are limited

8/30/2019 5:28:14 PM tammyrochester2 It makes me sick how we are all brainwashed to believe this is right. And then the higher powers laugh in our faces saying how silly it is not to go fourth 

with injecting our fates. I wish I could turn back time knowing what I know now.

8/30/2019 5:29:41 PM v_rags Sorry to here that Christeen. So happy your Son is healthy!  🙏💜🙏

8/30/2019 5:30:31 PM sandro220 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/iSUqQuybko

8/30/2019 5:35:03 PM sandro220 This is funny: Nick Nolte was originally cast for the role of Han Solo. Imagine him, with his quintessent - not quite committed to the script attitude, 

talking to Chewbacca..🤣

8/30/2019 5:35:57 PM v_rags Christine if I may say the 19 years ago we where not awake then to all this. It’s the Doctors that knew and gave the shots anyway! My Son also was 

very sick after the Gradasil vaccine. Thank God we stopped the other vaccines after that and he was fine.



8/30/2019 5:38:27 PM cosmic_engineer Blessings to you 💚

It's definitely tough to be in that position. The tables will turn and our sovereignty realized

8/30/2019 5:38:30 PM cottage_orchard @jimmymack82 is a QAnon bot now Santa Claus renamed. Maga trump bot.

8/30/2019 5:38:39 PM thekanehb Yeah but u can firewall. Ppl can’t read your thoughts unless you allow it.

8/30/2019 5:39:41 PM cosmic_engineer We seem to be imports.  Not many natural habitation zones (without all the stuff we currently take for granted)

8/30/2019 5:41:08 PM v_rags *Christine.

8/30/2019 5:41:10 PM susan66388204 Praying part of “the plan” is getting rid of this slow genocide

8/30/2019 5:42:17 PM wbwse 😻😻😻

8/30/2019 5:43:26 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/etGsKjsjO7

8/30/2019 5:44:17 PM wbwse I’m so grateful you responded! Thank you kindly sir!

8/30/2019 5:45:41 PM cryptooz Me? pic.twitter.com/YnHiB4RiCK

8/30/2019 5:46:36 PM v_rags Christine you are for a reason perhaps?  Your Loving energy is awesome. Light the way! pic.twitter.com/DQhEkIacTT

8/30/2019 5:46:40 PM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/QvOBcNkWjj

8/30/2019 5:47:25 PM wbwse She loves playing up my legs 🤣 pic.twitter.com/ecYa36PNXT

8/30/2019 5:47:47 PM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/039LPbPOp2

8/30/2019 5:48:31 PM wbwse 😻😻😻 pic.twitter.com/gqcDT7QNBi

8/30/2019 5:49:24 PM nullanon12 What r you still doing on MJ12's fake account?

8/30/2019 5:49:27 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/gSciWRHoHn

8/30/2019 5:50:38 PM asdasd26700831 I had asthma and shingles growing up. Trust me its not fun.

8/30/2019 5:51:20 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/V8XdhcMVR0

8/30/2019 5:51:42 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/YSdyB0LUs8

8/30/2019 5:51:52 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/Xii1h8W8KF

8/30/2019 5:52:27 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/5JoNt3U033

8/30/2019 5:53:06 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/Gkb2NoWmJU

8/30/2019 5:53:39 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/blXy0yPAyN

8/30/2019 5:54:23 PM seeker229 I think it's worth it. Dont let the fuckheads get to you. Flip their shit

8/30/2019 5:56:24 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/XzH0dCf2IX

8/30/2019 5:57:25 PM thekanehb 😂I hear that. 

I had an experience once again where I heard another’s thoughts that weren’t good and was told that it’s bc he was actually projecting those thoughts 

on me. there is a science behind it- initially I worried anyone w the skill could access and now know its intent

8/30/2019 5:57:39 PM davidg02986909 At first I thought this was fake but I looked in Google patents.  My response is this is a really stupid patent.  To be a luciferian you deny God and Jesus 

and worship Lucifer.   It is 100% spiritual and a choice. Psychology is fake and used to administer drugs to keep u sick.

8/30/2019 5:58:24 PM thekanehb Me? Yes. Alpha is the brainwave where your most telepathic.

8/30/2019 5:58:49 PM thekanehb  pic.twitter.com/CzHMZPn9KC

8/30/2019 6:03:34 PM ninjapatriot2 Where do you see it

8/30/2019 6:05:49 PM cosmic_engineer There is one theory of a previous Logos (star) that was a Brown Dwarf and the entire planet would have been temperate in those stable energetic 

conditions.

We're in a phase of change now though.  Rapid growth.  Finish line in sight.

8/30/2019 6:09:06 PM davidg02986909 ALICE is CERN.  Wonderland is the other dimensions they just opened.  https://www.economist.com/babbage/2011/02/04/alice-in-wonderland-and-

other-stories … Rothschilds Economist magazine! What happens is listed in Revelations a key to the bottomless pit. Resident Evil movie  had Alice too.  

She was cloned many times many dimensions. pic.twitter.com/gGpFy7wSFX

8/30/2019 6:09:20 PM _reconalpha_ Cow farts?

8/30/2019 6:11:35 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1167605195070742530?s=19 …

8/30/2019 6:13:55 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1167605195070742530?s=19 …

8/30/2019 6:14:22 PM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

8/30/2019 6:17:19 PM monroevegas I dont think i am Rh- but i wonder the same. Our first baby actually arrived a week late however has always been fine.

8/30/2019 6:20:12 PM blsdbe So true...still releasing this Burden. Bless you Vito!!!

8/30/2019 6:20:36 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/post/7-part-vaccine-series …

8/30/2019 6:21:22 PM blsdbe So Be It, So It IS🥰❤️🥰 pic.twitter.com/dgeoqF6ZWS

8/30/2019 6:23:49 PM monroevegas Thats why i yell at it, talk to it, tell it to stfu and that i am smarter...🤣

8/30/2019 6:24:47 PM monroevegas 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

8/30/2019 6:26:33 PM monroevegas Opening to this? pic.twitter.com/NyHJszU3hh

8/30/2019 6:31:29 PM tanuqi76 It is most of the time someone is plugged into their familiar spirit, an extra-dimensional being assigned to you be the demonic principality.  They have 

the ethernet.  Thule society channelers fed descriptive notes to Hitler’s rocket scientists in world war 2.  Still... they lost

8/30/2019 6:33:17 PM vodkaking420 My son is a champion wrestler as well as quarterback for his pewee team. Fully vaccinated.

8/30/2019 6:34:06 PM nikoscali BEEF - Big Explosives Experimental Facility

Is MJ12 saying S4 is hidden under this facility? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYOZsmwK-x4 …

8/30/2019 6:34:26 PM vodkaking420 Am I missing something?

8/30/2019 6:47:45 PM kathleenmckeon6 Acrylamide https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/california-judge-rules-coffee-requires-cancer-warning-n861401 …

8/30/2019 6:48:44 PM gibson_medley Thank you! I was just going to say this. People think because it's name sounds catchy and they have a dot Gov address they are our gov. Nothing could 

be further from the truth

8/30/2019 6:49:30 PM jimbo11079215 Anyone ever researched anything regarding Hz? Standard pitch is 440 Hz. But this was standardized in 1939.  Is there any relevancy to changing it from 

different Hz that different countries used over the centuries? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @1FreeInhabitant @JohnTitor33621 @paul_serran

8/30/2019 6:51:26 PM aprilbrown99 We can still do that. We just need some practice. ✨✨✨

8/30/2019 6:53:19 PM t_hayden07 Unfortunately, in a few states, religious & philosophical exemptions are no longer.

And medical is nearly impossible. Its so sad.

8/30/2019 7:00:52 PM krusso45071344 He got lucky. Not all kids do..many side effects

8/30/2019 7:06:46 PM perks83j Shocker.I can't believe that. Oh, like I don't believe GOOGLE DOSENT COLLECT OR LISTEN TO ANY OUR TEXTS, TWEETS, PHONE CALLS, RECORDS, OR 

EVEN OUR GOOGLE MAP MAPPING. WE R UNDER SURVEILLANCE. Be IGNORANT. It's true, Y? I hope not for them to be "devilish towards 

us#devilrulsearth

8/30/2019 7:09:45 PM cheycll Where do you get your shungite?  Place I used to get it is no longer selling.

8/30/2019 7:10:23 PM mgodfrey99 Is this hurricane, Dorian, man made?



8/30/2019 7:12:06 PM awkenedwarrior This may help

Tuning In: Trailer

 https://youtu.be/uXmU039EkhY 

Tuning In: Spirit Channelers In America

 https://youtu.be/6pVI0f7NGTg 

Kryon Official https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiEAtIlGTJIgR8GMxK0ZuUw …
8/30/2019 7:16:38 PM allahuniversal I miss Blackberry (RIM)

8/30/2019 7:26:58 PM lvx1132 Interesting that you mentioned the brown dwarf star, this guy mentioned about pre ice age civilization's fascination of the planet Saturn 

https://www.thehighersidechats.com/119-troy-mclachlan-saturn-death-cult-conspiracy-interview/ …

8/30/2019 7:29:03 PM lvx1132 Goes along with theories of earth having a 2nd sun(Saturn) which changed the magnetic forces and perhaps occasional flares from young Saturn did 

the job of extinction for some giant land animals.

8/30/2019 7:32:28 PM lvx1132 Eden could have been the golden age, where food was everywhere but since the change of Saturn's orbit, hence pole shifts, change of magneticism, 

seasons were introduced, radiation changes brought in ice ages.

8/30/2019 7:33:20 PM girlawakeinca United we will end this abuse on humanity. pic.twitter.com/ePVjcGCRlb

8/30/2019 7:36:46 PM girlawakeinca End the abuse. pic.twitter.com/hjGpR86Zfg

8/30/2019 7:42:08 PM ptamait  http://www.michaeltsarion.com/atlantis-page.html …

8/30/2019 7:47:16 PM april99341937 We already KNOW!? IT IS A MATTER IF?!

8/30/2019 8:05:04 PM decodematrix These people will pay for what they have done.

8/30/2019 8:05:53 PM abileneken1 I don't think we would have survived 3 terms of BO.

We barely survived 2

Give it back to the people and let only the people contribute to election.

Corporations, PACS, NGOs, and other lobbies should not interfere with the people's election.

8/30/2019 8:06:15 PM anonymoussage1 Indeed. They will pay a steep price.

8/30/2019 8:08:58 PM monroevegas The biten apple came from the same individual who gave the apple to Eve.

8/30/2019 8:13:40 PM corstruction RIM was used by Awans to spy on Congress.  They all loved their DingleBerries.

8/30/2019 8:20:03 PM luluspeers1 Yup. It's what got Ambassador Chris Stevens killed. He was trying to buy back the Stringer missiles that HRC had negotiated with Blumenthal for the 

terrorist.

8/30/2019 8:21:59 PM thekanehb Love kryon. I’ll listen tonight

8/30/2019 8:22:37 PM thekanehb I used to get from a rock shop but then ordered in bulk last time. I think I actually got on amazon?

8/30/2019 8:26:09 PM awkenedwarrior Me too. Kryon, through Lee Carol, has such a beautiful message.

I’m going to make a list of sources, like Kryon, for anyone that may be drawn to this information.

Right now I’m reading the “Seth” Books. They have some AMAZING information

8/30/2019 8:27:06 PM allahuniversal Pre-2008 RIM*

8/30/2019 8:28:26 PM thekanehb A friend did this- overlaid Sonic resonance to his talk so use headphones. It’s amazing https://soundcloud.com/user-144612142/kryon-remix-with-

enhanced-sonic-resonances …

8/30/2019 8:29:12 PM unearthedciel 🚨🚨🚨🚨😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭

@oneoceandiving 

{[Sleuth_of_the_red_eye]}

Real charity real lies real eyes realize

@MercuryinRx

@SaRaAshcraft

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@tomdelonge

@GavinRossdale

@OceanRamsey

@linkinpark

@soundgarden

@ParisHilton

@NickyHilton

@realDonaldTrump

🔑💫 pic.twitter.com/TsemlXAUEa
8/30/2019 8:29:26 PM antarantanka More than Chase

8/30/2019 8:29:33 PM 1truegovernment Vaccines are good for your babies.

Get all the vaccines the doctor recommends.

Your children will be healthier.

We love healthy children!

We love them.
8/30/2019 8:32:38 PM awkenedwarrior OH WOW. I love that. I’ll listen to it all later. Beautiful sound.

I’ve been working on some similar projects. Here’s one I created. https://youtu.be/VdDAEKBf94k 

8/30/2019 8:40:45 PM thekanehb Awesome!! I’d love to see these so tag me if I post them too 💫

8/30/2019 8:43:36 PM clements2152 So sad!! Question Vaccines!!!  No way that this many vaccines be given !!

8/30/2019 8:44:02 PM awkenedwarrior I will most definitely do so 😊

I love how synchronicity brings about these amazing connections and meetings

8/30/2019 8:47:23 PM oldhick17800719 So true

8/30/2019 8:52:28 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this citizen journalist has some interesting ideas about #Epstein. 

@zagnett @charmanda9 @RoubLisa @DJLOK @FreeStateOJones @americanpetal @aprilbrown99 @GirlAwakeinCA @laurabusse (please pass it on & 

let’s discuss?) https://youtu.be/84DF84Q7aB8 

8/30/2019 8:57:17 PM blsdbe Me too.

8/30/2019 9:04:16 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/6zikOyVPod

8/30/2019 9:05:34 PM function108 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/TElHzUmHNV



8/30/2019 9:15:47 PM jamesgdurrett No it isn't real...it's fun to follow majestic but it isn't reality. They offer good info from time to time but they are fully human!

The IS/BE is just another form of religion. There is no tapping into the universe like explained.

It's amusement!

8/30/2019 9:29:51 PM thekanehb Idk. 

I actually have scientific inventions and patents filed from info I’ve received.

8/30/2019 9:31:33 PM 1chordwonder There's 1 under the 2nd barred window.

8/30/2019 9:35:50 PM jamesgdurrett The information is yours then.

Don't get me wrong, many impossibilities do exist...but you won't find those life answers on Twitter.

I do believe in certain aspects of majestic...the power within is great...each cell consists of approx 1.5 volts...how many cells do you have?

8/30/2019 9:38:36 PM jamesgdurrett Majestic is not alien...they are just as human and just as confused as the rest of us.

They are intelligent humans but just plain humans.

They are pushing a new age religion but I'm fine with my traditional. 

Of course...there is always a possibility I'm wrong!

8/30/2019 9:54:26 PM monroevegas Its amazing what mangosteen fruit can do for the body to heal from vaccine damage. Look into it.

8/30/2019 9:56:47 PM normal_wizard I mean doesn't eating poisoned babies compromise your own health? Gotta keep them nice and healthy! 

The non-cannibalized slave crop, on the other hand...

8/30/2019 9:56:57 PM monroevegas Your son is one of the lucky few because only a ratio of the population that gets vaccinations seem to survive unscathed.

8/30/2019 10:10:34 PM kickthefed  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvQbfPIlhr4&list=PLUt4dIDLxvnDdG3wcepswV4d7bI8R5VCO …

8/30/2019 10:16:16 PM ninjapatriot2 Does that mean there is atleast one more level below there?

8/30/2019 10:17:31 PM samsmith0319 Totally...💥👿💥

8/30/2019 11:30:10 PM monroevegas My aunt and uncle used them. They have 5 kids. My ex did not get the shot after the first baby. The second pregnancy was rough but i wonder how 

much of that was caused by her substance use and an affair. 2nd baby was NICU and almost died 3 times. God only knows I guess.

8/30/2019 11:31:21 PM aetherwalker1 😉

8/30/2019 11:55:46 PM mgtucsi I saw Hirono's face, spoke volumes.

8/30/2019 11:56:02 PM marcela51102751 In a connected universe,there is no such thing as coincidence.

8/30/2019 11:56:44 PM mgtucsi That guy was great! 

He'd get my vote for Congress.

8/31/2019 12:01:06 AM onplanetdiscord nope

8/31/2019 12:02:01 AM mamiemcclure17 See my several posts on brain toxicity caused by FLOURIDE, are they adding 50% MORE right before Epstein news broke? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

disclosure information? My posts just 2-3 days ago!  Trying to make us docile and not care? Keeping sleepers in a deep deep slumber?

8/31/2019 12:04:58 AM susyqzee Oh wow. Didn’t see that one will check it. No surprise though. I always use fluoride free toothpaste and filters. Apparently you can buy a reverse 

osmosis system which can remove the fluoride. These people all need to be sent to prison for the rest of their lives !

8/31/2019 12:07:43 AM mgtucsi 12 years of Obama would have been the end of America.

8/31/2019 12:09:49 AM mamiemcclure17 For reverse osmosis water make concentrate of 600ml row, add 1 cup Himalayan pink salt. Every 500 ml(2cups) add 9 drops of concentrate to replace 

lost minerals during reverse osmosis process!

8/31/2019 12:14:34 AM mamiemcclure17 Also take cool shower instead of hot, hot water opens pores quickly to adorb more FLOURIDE  less concentrated absorption in cool water. Our skin is 

the largest organ in our body and works like a sponge then into bloodstream traveling throughout body.

8/31/2019 12:15:31 AM susyqzee Good info. Thanks for telling me as I didn’t think of this !

8/31/2019 12:15:58 AM stefanofait But the difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated children is right there and undeniable.

On the average, they are healthier, possibly stronger, way bigger, more alert and generally smarter.

This is my experience, as I can draw comparisons between them

8/31/2019 12:16:04 AM susyqzee That’s funny as I ordered loads of that a few months ago!! So I have it to hand as well.

8/31/2019 12:16:56 AM mamiemcclure17 Spirit talking to you?

8/31/2019 12:18:39 AM susyqzee Perhaps. I had dreams also to prepare. I’ve got loads of butane and outdoor cooking appliances. Bottled water etc. Crazy dreams.

8/31/2019 12:20:51 AM mgtucsi Off topic but, it amazes me that we can establish a Space Command & yet no one has come up with a formula for concrete/asphalt that doesn't 

crumble apart, sometimes just weeks after patching.

8/31/2019 12:21:42 AM mamiemcclure17 Be prepared with NO FEAR, much love❤️

8/31/2019 12:23:16 AM mytwitvoice Harvey Weinstein next to Bill??  Yikes!

8/31/2019 12:39:11 AM susyqzee Yes absolutely. I have no fear. And will try to help as many as I can if we do have some mad situations arise.

8/31/2019 12:49:54 AM chrislongaberg1 Just focus on raising your vibration. Decalcify your pineal and detox the heavy metals from your body and when u go into meditation activate all 7- and 

u WILL know all.The FORCE AWAKENS. Wake as many people up,start meditation and CE 5 groups. Every cell is capable of 1. 4 volt.

8/31/2019 12:55:42 AM shungite_c60 We can offer Real shungite directly from Karelia. We have worldwide shipping. Our site https://shungite-c60.com 

8/31/2019 12:59:46 AM chrislongaberg1 Learn how to visualize higher dimensional concepts think 4d instead of 2d. .Sacred geometry, Fibonacci golden mean. Everything the elite have kept 

the knowledge of. 7 hermetic principles, the 42 laws of MA’at. Quantum physics is easier to understand when u think in 3, 6, 9 ,

8/31/2019 1:01:34 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @realDonaldTrump @LindseyGrahamSC @senatemajldr @RepMarkMeadows @DevinNunes @RepDougCollins 

@DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump 

Did you know this?

8/31/2019 1:16:40 AM rcoscia1 They know... look who the n_a director is now! Mmm...🤔 = Patriot. 🇺🇸😎

8/31/2019 1:24:23 AM chrislongaberg1 Kahne Bosm is et. Sentient and for expanding human consciousness. DMT is useful for us, as interdimensional beings. Think consciousness experiments 

the 🤡 did.... we have the ability to manifest out of higher planes into the physical we are the gods, with amnesia..IS-BE

8/31/2019 1:51:26 AM mrernietests MJ, please tell us about fenbendazol+vit

8/31/2019 3:05:28 AM mtr_epicwin77 Actually...the goal is to terminate babies for other nefarious purposes.

8/31/2019 3:09:56 AM courageouskriss They have achieved that goal amongst most people & they actually argue & defend this disgraceful act!! 

#antivaxx #research #defendourbabie



8/31/2019 3:15:43 AM graysgiggle How much money is enough

to be born free?

What religion

What God 

What skin color

What creed

What nation

What sex

What species

Only in a world dominated by men could this thought be broached

A mother could never limit her child so contemptuously pic.twitter.com/MPpxm993gy
8/31/2019 3:33:54 AM karina89350882 I red about Project looking glas in the MJ12 protocols

8/31/2019 4:04:45 AM yeshuagirl44 MMS will reverse most IF TAKEN EARLY ENOUGH.

8/31/2019 4:09:36 AM batgirl_momma Truth. I always say NO

8/31/2019 4:57:43 AM lisamcat72 @yingyangwolf75

8/31/2019 5:00:30 AM raymondwsmith1 amending constitution doesn't seem feasible but the SC could simply allow state restrictions. US Term Limits should take another run at it

8/31/2019 5:13:26 AM karina89350882 Why is USA such an UFO-hot-spot?

8/31/2019 5:14:51 AM karina89350882  pic.twitter.com/jbKsNATFPG

8/31/2019 5:15:37 AM karina89350882 Symbols are their downfall

8/31/2019 5:17:40 AM richard07759712 But the real question still is | reversal.

8/31/2019 5:41:48 AM thekanehb Yes I woke up to maat. Her symbols, blue fox and blue feathers were part of the process for me. But also when I meditate I focus on that all and the 

crystalline grid.

8/31/2019 5:42:41 AM thekanehb Yep. I like what your talking about 💕

8/31/2019 5:43:58 AM thekanehb Nah I agree that they are not alien. I thought they were gov?

8/31/2019 5:46:20 AM thekanehb I think that the old religions need a bit of shaking up. The church took major liberties w their Teachings and upon learning those it was life changing. 

I am not a Christian anymore die to learning the truth. It’s based lies

8/31/2019 5:55:11 AM djlok I love that a Congressman is retweeting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!!!

8/31/2019 5:59:22 AM jamesgdurrett I believe they claim 2 of the MJ's are alien.

8/31/2019 6:03:02 AM jamesgdurrett Everything is based on lies and based on the truth!

This is how we are so easily manipulated. Whether church leaders or politicians they use this against us.

The truth can never be destroyed only concealed behind the lies. Our creator is real but it's up to each of us to find!

8/31/2019 6:04:13 AM thekanehb Hmmm. Idk about that. I’d heard majestic was cia.  My point is that I do have huge amounts of scientific info that just comes to me and this 

explanation hit home

8/31/2019 6:07:53 AM jamesgdurrett Look up 100th monkey effect...collective conscience...I love reading MJ tweets as many things are very interesting.

No reason to debate as none of is really know until the end. Best of luck to you!

8/31/2019 6:09:54 AM jamesgdurrett Go through MJ's Q&A's...They have mentioned being alien on a few of them.

Not sure how long you have been following.

8/31/2019 6:24:27 AM thekanehb I don’t follow closely tbh bc most of the comments are hard to see as it reaffirms how lost ppl really are

I have an odd Situation where I know a bunch of stuff and don’t know how and this explaination is plausible. And it’s on page 36 of the book which is a 

sign for me 🤷🏼♀️

8/31/2019 6:27:09 AM selvestekjetil Then I’ll invite ya all to some Mjød by a fjord in middle Norway ;)

8/31/2019 6:28:37 AM djlok Nah I think you're normal. Same happens with me and I can't quite figure out where it comes from. Not that it really matters where it comes from. 

Message over messenger!!!

8/31/2019 6:29:43 AM thekanehb 👊🏻

8/31/2019 6:30:02 AM djlok 👊

8/31/2019 6:35:49 AM newsworthy102 Yeah, once I was away from alcohol, there was no more fighting. Life became peaceful.

8/31/2019 6:58:38 AM from_thestars has happened to me so many times 🙄🙄 #StopCensorship

8/31/2019 7:06:09 AM nancydriscoll14 Mother’s Just say No!

8/31/2019 7:08:58 AM kindeandtrue Thanks, MJ12, for bringing awareness and giving advice on healthy living as well as warnings about pornography, music, AI, government surveillance, 

etc. Whoever you are, I believe you have our best interests at heart. God bless you.

8/31/2019 7:15:03 AM unearthedciel Push yourself you can do better; show me just how fucking dedicated you are to your abilities [ UNLEASH ] yourself mirror of @theLilKingRyan 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

8/31/2019 7:15:33 AM unearthedciel  pic.twitter.com/6GfEKmyvfs

8/31/2019 7:17:19 AM cynthiamorrow8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would you please explain the connection between J. Assange and J.Trump.

Thank you

8/31/2019 7:44:39 AM girlawakeinca 5:5 🙏🇺🇸❤️

8/31/2019 8:08:12 AM linacovfefe When I try to click on the thread I get this 👇🏻

Yet everything else I’m clicking on this morning seems to load just fine 🤔 pic.twitter.com/7iUZs55IpD

8/31/2019 8:13:17 AM moonbaby04371 That, my good sir/madam, is called a "Shwitter"...😏 pic.twitter.com/RGP2yGpdHX

8/31/2019 8:18:52 AM bdam777 Hello Alice? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What's going on today?

8/31/2019 8:37:35 AM hannelorebened1 @robcounts

@OnEdgeOfWonder

@Ben_Chasteen

@shadygrooove

@andweknow

@IPOT1776

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TRUreporting

@KimDotcom

@X22Report

Weapons in space! [They] are giving us all kinds of diseases and CANCERS with these weapons! Watch this youtube video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oz4whNXtk3E&t=804s …
8/31/2019 8:55:57 AM the_it_goddess What Paddock news? Ill go search, but if you have a link please share. Thanks!

8/31/2019 8:58:49 AM yustein Only way out... pic.twitter.com/A8TZQBFGun



8/31/2019 9:02:36 AM the_it_goddess He sounds deranged. I liked him better when he wasn't on Twitter. Only realized he was a rude jerk when he started going after Matrixxx. He went off 

on me once too because I had an issue with his talking trash about boomers. Insulting fellow MAGA hurts our movement.

8/31/2019 9:04:36 AM the_it_goddess Amen to that.

8/31/2019 9:05:31 AM jrocktigers Think it was an old article, misspoke. However, it was legitimate as I came to same conclusion. He had a Nevada registered company and owned 

property in Phillipines next to US base. They ran a brothel basically and trafficked children to US.

8/31/2019 9:05:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Military https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/marine-says-cigar-shaped-ufo-19029216 …

8/31/2019 9:07:12 AM richardhiatt16 P’nti ?

8/31/2019 9:07:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Of the 10%, all 10% are only using 5% of their brain. 0.005% of people use their brain in any capacity. The remainder are in the Matrix.

8/31/2019 9:07:24 AM texasqpatriot Who is it?

8/31/2019 9:08:29 AM bereantype iff needed

8/31/2019 9:09:33 AM dironablu2u Cigar-shaped ?

Man, aliens are weird

Also, #BillClinton when he hears the U.F.O.'s are cigar-shaped: pic.twitter.com/djh168m3ld

8/31/2019 9:12:34 AM elizaandchuck Saurians?

8/31/2019 9:15:19 AM kachinagtto I had something incredible happen here in AZ on July 25th.... three times in same night. There is video - but it’s really crappy (of course).  Three of us 

saw it and none could figure out what we were seeing.

8/31/2019 9:20:19 AM johnsville14 Why does everyone always assume the lights ARE the ship? If I see 3 lights on out the lake at night I don't assume they are the boat.

8/31/2019 9:21:39 AM renots715 That's a light saber.

8/31/2019 9:25:05 AM the_it_goddess Oh yes, i do remember that. Thst whole thing is shady af! No way do we buy what they tried selling us.

8/31/2019 9:27:22 AM thekanehb Some ppl go earlier?

8/31/2019 9:27:22 AM tammyrochester2 How much longer before the whole world believes?

8/31/2019 9:36:45 AM 1chordwonder It could mean that. That's what they said about #Epstein Island.

8/31/2019 9:37:47 AM ndobasdrums Soft disclosure continues.

8/31/2019 9:38:21 AM headlinejuice That looks more like an exclamation point;the aliens are hyping their arrival.

8/31/2019 9:44:53 AM freedom_sent For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known.

1Cor 13:12

8/31/2019 9:51:30 AM mcpatriot64 BS fake disclosure from the Cabal

8/31/2019 9:54:17 AM sh4deekat At this point what is and what is not military after all the back engineering that has been done, the fact military is 75+ years advanced from commercial 

products with out insider knowledge, it’s hard to buy it.

To much crying wolf really does harm when it will be most important

8/31/2019 9:54:56 AM italianmom555 I was just going to tweet the same thing.

8/31/2019 9:57:40 AM rocktobersky Seems That They Are Already Here!

8/31/2019 9:59:53 AM laffincrow Modern-day universal magic.⚡

8/31/2019 10:01:31 AM 1crazy_toaster Are Cigar shape from the negative ETs? That's what I understood but who knows. Could be military.  So many sightings, looks like they are in full 

'intervention' b/c humans are out of control. Children needing a stern lecture?

8/31/2019 10:08:16 AM thetrollbar 15,000 persons even slightly awake seems a low number for the US population -- though of course the distribution need not be uniform.

8/31/2019 10:11:45 AM covertress It looks as if the craft itself is alive!

8/31/2019 10:13:56 AM deplorabldamsel @SandiaWisdom Great job, crew!  😂

8/31/2019 10:15:13 AM keur60693994 I have seen one of these, broad daylight, at close range and my first impression was that it was alive. Turned my world upside down for a while.

8/31/2019 10:16:23 AM tyetyler1 INDEED

8/31/2019 10:18:16 AM turboxyde I have averaged at least one or more bright "flashes" of light outside the last few days while sending up telepath requests.

8/31/2019 10:22:33 AM jollyrob2 Did you guys grant them permission to access the airspace?

8/31/2019 10:22:49 AM jojoe12299 Thank you

8/31/2019 10:23:36 AM giediknight Alex Jones said that these vaccines are designed to make the 3rd generation of vaccinated population sterile. Children of Men scenario.

8/31/2019 10:24:05 AM fitz5studio  pic.twitter.com/2lkBApkXQE

8/31/2019 10:33:14 AM laffincrow This resonates 100%

👋👋👋 pic.twitter.com/UMDqXxYyI3

8/31/2019 10:33:29 AM ascendingadam Interesting, If Earth is currently under a blockade that would mean almost all observable craft are Earth based. “Not military” still likely means 

government funded or in other words stolen.  This feels cabalish.

8/31/2019 10:40:11 AM tyst1ck Makes sense. Parents are guilted into it out of fear.

8/31/2019 10:40:59 AM keith369me That was a difficult match problem.  The answer is 3, 6, 9 and #unsealepstein

8/31/2019 10:47:47 AM nicpace2 In the first part of the video where they showed a craft stopping and starting over and over and over again and movement I actually saw one of those 

in the high Sierras this year while camping. It was at night and it was pretty obvious to me it was not a satellite.

8/31/2019 10:51:53 AM normal_wizard A bunch of these were scrubbed from google sky.

8/31/2019 11:03:27 AM thekanehb I love it!

8/31/2019 11:10:27 AM riotright So f’n! disturbing when the narrative demands that “parents are too stupid” to understand eye contact differences!!!! 

#ParentsKnow the difference before and after the shot. Instead of VaxCo admitting & working to correct, they pushback and project. #gaslighting

8/31/2019 11:10:44 AM laffincrow I think the unlocking is in trusting ourselves & willingness to stand in our own personal truths regardless of potential external ridicule.

8/31/2019 11:15:16 AM italianmom555 When I was pregnant with my daughter in the blood test it was found that I did not have the measles/rubella protection anymore. My OBGYN  did not 

vaccinate me because that vaccination could harm my infant in utero. This was in the 80s. I just had to stay away from gen pop. 1

8/31/2019 11:17:33 AM italianmom555 2 I worked for the Hilton Hotel in SF my bosses were very accommodating to me. Since I could not work where many tourists would be in and out they 

put me in the kitchen taking room service orders. We need Drs like mine back then.

8/31/2019 11:19:53 AM flatbush711 There is no such thing as UFOs or any other type of unconventional air craft. pic.twitter.com/uWhYzKoIxO

8/31/2019 11:20:08 AM allthingsexist This was pretty cool. Thanks for sharing! 💞

8/31/2019 11:21:50 AM italianmom555 3 Again I will say My Dr. Said innoculating me while pregnant Would Harm the Baby. My Drs note was given to my Bosses,they were  great people, who 

cared.

8/31/2019 11:22:08 AM laffincrow 💯✔

8/31/2019 11:25:18 AM thekanehb Yeah idgaf at all. 

I know my stuff is real bc I was able to file patents on the info and I trust it no matter what ppl say or think.

8/31/2019 11:31:02 AM thepatrlarchy How do we limit the power of the permanent government, the bureaucrats, agency heads, etc. Doesn't faster elected turnover also contribute to Deep 

State control?



8/31/2019 11:31:20 AM sandro220 This might seem extreme; however, it’s been an extreme year!😂The truth is, y’all my besties (and except for just 1 person-no big deal-just one of 

those situations) all of y’all-I’d gladly take a bus hit for any of you, and all of you , ALWAYS-have a place to call home in NYC.🙏

8/31/2019 11:32:48 AM wbwse Ilysm!

8/31/2019 11:36:12 AM cryptooz Don't know what means.

8/31/2019 11:36:30 AM wbwse I love you so much!

8/31/2019 11:37:31 AM cryptooz I don't know what love is anymore.

8/31/2019 11:40:01 AM roaminnoodle So 0.005% (roughly 369,000 people) of Earth's population "use their brain in any capacity" - I am assuming in a capacity of critical thinking and not just 

mindless wandering? Everyone else comes "preprogrammed, out of the box" so to say?

8/31/2019 11:40:10 AM sandro220 Trey Anastasio - Drifting  https://youtu.be/C4THGPuKnrk  via @YouTube

🙏

8/31/2019 11:43:14 AM roaminnoodle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says this is "Not Military."

(It could even be sentient?)

Please, @realDonaldTrump, can you #DECLAS @SpaceCorpsUS??? https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/marine-says-cigar-shaped-ufo-

19029216 …

8/31/2019 11:43:58 AM grundemt Maybe this will help?

 https://youtu.be/MCGLXeH4Bno 

8/31/2019 11:44:58 AM sandro220 When my dad was in his 8th-grade yr. of studies in the smallest of towns in southern Italy-at the end of his examinations, just as his professors 

indicated that he had passed for the yr., my grandfather, his dad, stormed thru the door & said, “you’re going to accept this idiot?!”

8/31/2019 11:46:18 AM sandro220 When you contemplate some of the ways in which you think you’ve been treated by anybody spraffing shit off this account, please keep that pathetic 

self admonition in mind, and if possible, operate with an eye toward forgiveness. That’s all I can ask.

8/31/2019 11:46:50 AM allthingsexist Yes. I'm a natural energy reader/seer. Read up on it a bit. Not as hard or scary as people think. Also read on the Pineal glands of the body and what 

they pick up within us.  🙂🤟💞

8/31/2019 11:47:35 AM grundemt Looks like September is going to be a good good month pic.twitter.com/uUAi2mGViL

8/31/2019 11:48:12 AM wbwse 😻😻😻

8/31/2019 11:51:45 AM awkenedwarrior I’m glad you liked it.

More than happy to share 😊

8/31/2019 11:52:17 AM grundemt  https://youtu.be/ED_lMXo-krE 

8/31/2019 11:52:40 AM khirinknight Some calendar has it as first month , I think  their new year is the 11’th of it . Resolutions are made

8/31/2019 11:52:45 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/xIDId9UNvW

8/31/2019 11:53:25 AM awkenedwarrior It’s good one isn’t it.

I love absorbing this kind of information, and breaking down the walls and barriers of limitation in my own mind.

8/31/2019 11:53:38 AM sandro220 You people are really way too kind to be wasting your ideation on my little trajectory here. Just know that it’s appreciated.

8/31/2019 11:54:35 AM khirinknight I just grumpymummbler 🤣

8/31/2019 11:55:03 AM grundemt ♡ pic.twitter.com/GRdSApuPQp

8/31/2019 11:55:12 AM awkenedwarrior It does with me as well. I’m glad I could share it.

As I said I’m compiling more sources of information like this

8/31/2019 11:55:51 AM sandro220 Phish - "The Sloth" (Alpine Valley, 8/9/15)  https://youtu.be/NS1slHt63H0  via @YouTube

🤷♂️😂

8/31/2019 11:56:25 AM sandro220 You’re really too kind.

8/31/2019 11:57:30 AM cryptooz Not me. I am not kind.

8/31/2019 11:58:12 AM sandro220 Comparatively, I don’t have much of an edge.

8/31/2019 11:59:22 AM cryptooz Not.

8/31/2019 12:01:21 PM sandro220 I’m just done with the comparisons. It’s a function of trauma. You’re better than me, you’re worse than me, you’re harder than me, your softer than 

me,..We’re all one, and I’m finished with this.

🙏❤️

8/31/2019 12:03:56 PM cryptooz Ty.

8/31/2019 12:05:25 PM sandro220 🙏

8/31/2019 12:06:31 PM thelilkingryan Research the Philadelphia experiment

8/31/2019 12:06:51 PM cryptooz 🙏

8/31/2019 12:19:23 PM __lemonmaid_ Moar disinformation !!!! DECLASS coming, look here at the shiny aliens, not at the actual important shit going on

8/31/2019 12:19:35 PM hoosiergrandma7 RhoGam is antibodies to Rh positive cells. It is NOT a true "immunization." It is NECESSARY to get if you want to have more children, assuming Dad is Rh 

pos. The antibodies target any circulating Rh pos Red Blood Cells that may have come from the baby.

8/31/2019 12:23:27 PM hoosiergrandma7 Most "immunizations" are antigens which are meant to stimulate the production of antibodies. They often include aluminum to make the reaction 

stronger, and sometimes mercury to preserve the vaccine inside the vial. Many include other proteins which can cause problems

8/31/2019 12:29:59 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/XQLFAFbZxj

8/31/2019 12:34:03 PM blsdbe I love You MJs, every one of you. #ThanQ for this crazy ride we’ve been on in this Hologram, Together. #ThanQ for learning with us, as we all Rise. I am 

honored to be here, helping at this amazing time and in this amazing space!!! Blessings!!! pic.twitter.com/R6CCi2LOvZ

8/31/2019 12:36:40 PM sandro220 Who doesn’t? 😁

8/31/2019 12:37:19 PM cryptooz 🤗

8/31/2019 12:42:57 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/0C6yTFKXDt

8/31/2019 12:43:38 PM wbwse 🙀🙀🙀

8/31/2019 12:44:23 PM wbwse 😻😻😻 pic.twitter.com/3cUlujRtXp

8/31/2019 12:45:05 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/7YlILiTAoH

8/31/2019 12:45:45 PM cheycll Great thread!  We are more powerful than we realize!  Visualize. Feel. Believe. Be grateful. And so it is!

8/31/2019 12:46:01 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/zKWaoGhdUZ

8/31/2019 12:47:19 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/Exx5exVHut

8/31/2019 12:48:11 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/MOOOQ43XGT

8/31/2019 12:49:22 PM wbwse Every version of you is handsome!!

8/31/2019 12:50:43 PM cryptooz Ditto! pic.twitter.com/GELvqMZ0GW

8/31/2019 12:53:12 PM wbwse Ahem! https://twitter.com/annoyingjosh26/status/1167887440834465794?s=21 …

8/31/2019 12:54:26 PM aprilbrown99 They have been here for some time.

8/31/2019 12:54:45 PM wbwse And by handsome I mean sacredly geometric and in adherence to fibonacci kind of handsome!

8/31/2019 12:55:32 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/822344397291327488?s=20 …

8/31/2019 12:56:33 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/M9AqDea58w

8/31/2019 12:58:03 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/6aOt3f1S7Z

8/31/2019 12:58:42 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/HqbEWVH6DO

8/31/2019 12:59:42 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/Gu7Nan90KR

8/31/2019 1:01:07 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/F4YcsSEnED



8/31/2019 1:01:47 PM aprilbrown99 This lady has captured tons of great videos and pictures of ships of ships in our skys.  🛸🛸🛸👽👽👽🛸🛸🛸 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-JEgJ3NV-lpnAjbm81tNsg …

8/31/2019 1:03:51 PM sandro220 When I lived on the S.C. in BC &grew meds in the bush-I was the only American allowed inside this beautiful circle. When an RCMP/DEA fleet showed 

up2chop down plants-I asked if folks were worried about blinding the pilots w/the devices they were using. Response: “they came here.”

8/31/2019 1:04:46 PM sandro220 DJ WES & TryptonMedia @ secret beach 2008  https://youtu.be/oha4CE5pPzM  via @YouTube

8/31/2019 1:04:47 PM kathleen3693693 Or, cattle being counted, sized up, and rounded up for meat market.

8/31/2019 1:04:57 PM cryptooz 🙌

8/31/2019 1:06:56 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/keith72256137/status/1167854813440335872?s=21 …  I was joking, lol

8/31/2019 1:07:40 PM aprilbrown99 Were we meant to use 100% of our brains? I know that is a silly question but why do we have so little access to our entire brain?  It can’t be just the 

fluoride, food supply, etc.  

Do other alien races use 100% of their brain capacity? In their eyes are we similar to apes?

8/31/2019 1:09:14 PM nmchristoban Ha.  Synchronicity.  I said to my wife this week that it feels like only 1 half of 1 percent have even an inkling of what is currently happening with 

humanity. That's like 1 out of 200. I'm glad that Twitter lets me connect with a higher percent. We'll continue upping that %.

8/31/2019 1:09:44 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/jiTn8VsMkl

8/31/2019 1:10:06 PM truthshurtnews My son has a proven vaccination injury, vaccinated on his first day out of the womb; He was three months premature. I was given a flu shot in 2012 

that put me down for 3 months. My dog live 21 yrs because I never vaccinated him as the MN U Professor I got his mom from requested.

8/31/2019 1:10:54 PM aprilbrown99 So we have to use LSD to use our entire brain?  Cant we do this naturally somehow?

8/31/2019 1:11:25 PM sandro220 1 night, at a party in BC during which my fav DJ was playing on an island, pop. 90, which is a place on the planet where one can gain access to any drug 

one wants more easily than in Time Square-NYC. I asked a local how she would explain this nuance. Response: “Catefully.” 😂

8/31/2019 1:11:44 PM jrocktigers Not sure, just showing the scans.

8/31/2019 1:12:09 PM realitycheck05 How do we fix it or is it too late? Anyway to reverse the damage done?

8/31/2019 1:12:20 PM aprilbrown99 I wonder if the results are the same with THC?  🤔🧐🤔

8/31/2019 1:12:26 PM keith369me They are

8/31/2019 1:13:37 PM jrocktigers They are different.

8/31/2019 1:14:08 PM aprilbrown99 What about mushrooms?

8/31/2019 1:15:59 PM sandro220 Shambhala 2001 Summer DJ Music Festival  https://youtu.be/Tshkh7CI3D8  via @YouTube

8/31/2019 1:33:41 PM laffincrow And so we are.🙏

8/31/2019 1:33:51 PM chrispacheco24 Exclamation mark

8/31/2019 1:37:30 PM lords_james Looks remarkably like an exclamation point to me.

8/31/2019 1:49:00 PM brandon73745841 Even in terms of Neurology and Cognitive Science you can create a comprehensive circuit model that reveals many hidden blind spots on average when 

forming an accurate self-image or complete thought.

MBNI Circuit Model:  https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Lane_Friesen …

His brother:  https://www.mentalsymmetry.com 

8/31/2019 2:19:47 PM sandro220 @RoseModema 

My mom says hi,-🙏 for being her son’s friend, and sorry her son is a blah blah blah..

I really don’t even deserve to ask for your forgivenes, let alone to encourage it; with that said, perhaps this is the only way to submit the request, with 

any modicum of dignity.

8/31/2019 2:32:21 PM sandro220 Last year, I had the most traumatic experience of my life, and the person with whom I spoke, ( @RoseModema ) - immediately before it happened, is 

the same person who was generously and lovingly there for me, immediately after. Thanks and more.

8/31/2019 2:34:24 PM newsworthy102 Where was that

8/31/2019 2:35:13 PM sandro220 In many ways, I think the only reason I comtinue to activate new twitter accounts after old ones go down, is to somehow garner her forgiveness. So, if 

anybody is of the opinion that I think anything of myself, let alone anything good, I’d say that this is quite the admission. 😁

8/31/2019 2:36:11 PM sandro220 Them - It's All Over Now Baby Blue [1966]  https://youtu.be/L6WTV88B3ao  via @YouTube

8/31/2019 2:38:55 PM nzraphael Wow ; now I know were d banks get their 🏦 credit card contract idiot~oligy from !!!!, 2sell you the idea 💡 that you’re in control of your contract with 

them. pic.twitter.com/LpLd1anXdc

8/31/2019 2:43:18 PM dynamicres Just bc its not mil doesn't mean it's not man made tho, could be private or foreign project.

8/31/2019 2:46:21 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Not from Earth.

8/31/2019 2:55:32 PM nzraphael Elementary math problem son ! It’s the Algebraic process of Elimination :: -> [ FOIL ] method 

Per. D Smart people they are saying that the brain 🧠 is UMBALANCE  and TO TAKE THE LESSER OF 2 EVELs  { + - } sides and the same as “ABOVE “anSO

 “BELOW” with the GREATER OF 2 evels =⬇️ pic.twitter.com/jkArcWb62y

8/31/2019 3:00:23 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

8/31/2019 3:06:11 PM freedom_sent You use 100% of your brain, just not consciously.  It's doing other thing like running your body.

8/31/2019 3:07:34 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/WRW03Smuk2

8/31/2019 3:17:41 PM aprilbrown99 No idea. I asked them for more info but they never responded.

8/31/2019 3:21:06 PM newsworthy102 Hopefully ,far far away

8/31/2019 3:31:36 PM sandro220 @RoseModema - and not like I can write checks with my mouth that  my ass could ever possibly cash, metaphorically, in this context,..but-let me just 

say that in any space in which you say “A” versus my saying “B” - I acquiesce that you 🐝 right, and I’m wrong. Blank check and ❤️!

8/31/2019 3:32:10 PM sandro220 Fuckin sorry.

8/31/2019 3:42:11 PM armyman971 It looks like a crip circle in the front.

8/31/2019 3:52:44 PM sandro220 Because of various and sundry experiences and issues both recent and historical, the likes of which I won’t bore people who are already tolerating me 

along this journey, I’ll just say that I actually allowed the fact that @RoseModema dissed me for liking 1 song, bother me! 🙏😂

8/31/2019 3:53:07 PM sandro220 YG - Big Bank ft. 2 Chainz, Big Sean, Nicki Minaj  https://youtu.be/z61GFxVD8K4  via @YouTube

😂😘🙏🙏🙏🙏🤣

8/31/2019 3:58:30 PM khirinknight Gotta side with her on that one 🤣

8/31/2019 3:59:38 PM khirinknight Not that I don’t side with her on many of her ways anyways

8/31/2019 4:03:57 PM sandro220 I appreciate that; but, I got onto Twitter just to promote some research about one underground base I was doing. The only reason I stayed on after 

that was because of her. I have her back like I have nobody else’s.

8/31/2019 4:06:03 PM sandro220 I’d gladly put myself in the way of deleterious shit for all y’all. This is the first time I’m using an account by myself.

8/31/2019 4:07:23 PM wbwse Sending love to y’all 7:07 PM pic.twitter.com/IfS86bl44M

8/31/2019 4:07:30 PM sandro220 😂🤣❤️

8/31/2019 4:08:03 PM khirinknight Tot is Dot  4:07

8/31/2019 4:08:27 PM wbwse 19:zero♾ 😻

8/31/2019 4:09:26 PM khirinknight 4:09 pic.twitter.com/IrbbncEkkw

8/31/2019 4:09:31 PM forrestcrunk69  pic.twitter.com/QfesSqfSI8

8/31/2019 4:11:50 PM wbwse 7/11 reflections pic.twitter.com/qeoF7HZZTZ

8/31/2019 4:13:08 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/qVZ0xRbKNI



8/31/2019 4:16:00 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/xi0cGy6yap

8/31/2019 4:17:05 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/EX-e5vyewOk  💙

8/31/2019 4:18:00 PM wbwse 🙀😻💙 pic.twitter.com/5GEqcok0fA

8/31/2019 4:19:10 PM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/byHqZbrmOS

8/31/2019 4:19:15 PM cryptooz 😹😸😺😻😽

8/31/2019 4:20:10 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/w6igpSpIOQ

8/31/2019 4:23:50 PM ninjapatriot2 Hunting grounds

8/31/2019 4:36:49 PM enomai_ Sad. :(

8/31/2019 4:38:00 PM enomai_ Chemical frying heats up too.

8/31/2019 4:39:06 PM enomai_ It's gotta be more than that.

8/31/2019 4:41:05 PM enomai_ Define any capacity. 

Please.

8/31/2019 4:56:03 PM big_simp how do you know?

8/31/2019 5:10:57 PM roohahoo Is that POTUS magic wand?

8/31/2019 5:16:04 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/msavoie/status/1167837979290820608?s=19 …

8/31/2019 5:19:03 PM covertress Sadly, a fake.

8/31/2019 5:20:19 PM big_simp 🤣👇

MAJ12 still thinks we live on a round ball hurtling through "outer space"

How I worked out its a LARP account

Hey Maj12 riddle me this...why dont the constellations change Mr Top Secret agent insider? 🤪😜 pic.twitter.com/4jZ3GjCxsN

8/31/2019 5:22:08 PM mindymaucelli Please share this all my patriot friends @realDonaldTrump @RealJack @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KellyannePolls 

https://twitter.com/JulianSvendsen/status/1167493666484695041 …

8/31/2019 5:27:49 PM big_simp Relax. its all cool

You exist in a realm [ like Heaven is a realm or like Hell is a realm]

Comprende Kimosabe?

yes earth is flat but not a coin in space

Even Q got this wrong lol

8/31/2019 5:29:53 PM big_simp Most NPCS block me when I get onto "flat " earth" 🤣

Its how you tell who is truly awakened

Its REALIZING that the earth is FLAT and why and how its Flat

Accept nothing on face value

Prove it through research and observation pic.twitter.com/QAd8ObCmcu

8/31/2019 5:33:01 PM big_simp yes its a sim

*ta-da* 🎵🎶

Even Q knows that.

This is the mystery of the UFOs [ "no accident" ]

They will create a false flag first contact landing event at some stage

This entire civilization is a hi tech reset and psyop

👇🤣 pic.twitter.com/4ZdGmh1BO5

8/31/2019 5:34:29 PM gforceatlas Nothing to see here.....move along, after all if we don't control it......it officially doesn't exist

8/31/2019 5:39:23 PM 22war11w12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Trinity - first ever detonation of a nuclear device.           5:29 July 16 1945 ->                                    

5+2+9+7+1+6+1+9+4+5 = 49                 4+9=13

7+1+6+1+9+4+5= 33

8/31/2019 5:42:26 PM kindeandtrue !   Looks like an exclamation point.

8/31/2019 5:44:09 PM msavoie I had the same thought when i saw the cigar! Magic Laser sword! Mind merge. pic.twitter.com/l2zEdRivtP

8/31/2019 5:47:42 PM goodmedicine4us We want to be free.  

Redpill>Activate

8/31/2019 5:48:35 PM wbwse Just got back from @McDonalds 😻 pic.twitter.com/rcpdIDpQvC

8/31/2019 5:50:37 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/DYFkgpN2c1

8/31/2019 5:53:08 PM big_simp ours is not to reason why

ours is but to do and die 😟

8/31/2019 5:55:10 PM blsdbe But, yeah Scott, That seems to be the implication.

8/31/2019 5:56:22 PM shari_todd I did years ago!!

8/31/2019 5:56:56 PM maryschade14 Sadly fluoride attracts aluminum and the heavy metals attach calcify. 

the un changed their agenda *dead*line from 2050 for the US NAm SAm continents to 2030.

Rat poison..

8/31/2019 5:58:50 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/ydKQ5kObnq

8/31/2019 5:59:20 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1167964999572058114?s=21 …

8/31/2019 5:59:28 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...you have got to be kidding me.

8/31/2019 6:00:46 PM big_simp Its actually all worked out.

Two teams

Team Light and Team Dark

5D chess inv time travel

Battling for your "soul" [ bio mind or your awareness]

Reality - an infinite calculating "machine" of information only

A Cosmic snakes and ladders

some of us goin up, some of us goin down pic.twitter.com/Ksv2HuSNHH
8/31/2019 6:01:08 PM maryschade14 I remember a tweet mentioning cabal pushing ETs as [CF] is in crosshairs.

Shootings hurricanes and ufos..and 2-3 dead hollyweirdos..

Fascinating.

8/31/2019 6:01:51 PM big_simp sure trillions of them/

what aspect of this do you wish to know about? https://twitter.com/big_simp/status/1167962868991447041 …

8/31/2019 6:04:40 PM natureinspace Me too! It's like they are answering my request to let me know they are there.

8/31/2019 6:05:07 PM natureinspace They never left.

8/31/2019 6:06:12 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1029440634212544512?s=19 …

8/31/2019 6:07:23 PM big_simp Some good nuts n bolts intel here

"Branton" was a high level Mormon  [ the Mormons are a UFO cult that help control the UFO secret and have records of most caucasian DNA on the 

"planet" ]

The DNA is apparently used to create timelines in the Soul trap

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_sociopol_omega01.htm#THE%20BEGINNING …



8/31/2019 6:17:59 PM big_simp Dr Greer alerted the public to the Mormon control connection.

*Snap!*

"Branton" - the first and best whistleblower was a bloodline and a Mormon

The Mormons like Scientology are a UFO cult

"Brantons" letter to David Icke is a good read👇 pic.twitter.com/xmiejfuSnu

8/31/2019 6:18:24 PM natureinspace He is lucky. Pray that he stays healthy. And don't let your kids get the flu inhaler. It's worse than the flu shot and can kill them.

8/31/2019 6:18:58 PM 78503002 Darth Vader's light saber

8/31/2019 6:21:07 PM big_simp The big question is this.

Is the soul stealing Sim in fact a "school for souls" albeit a very tough one

OR

Has a Universal cosmic "school for souls" been hacked by something utterly insidious and disturbing?

Now you know why this is classified as TOP SECRET

8/31/2019 6:24:37 PM big_simp "Flat earth" is one of the major giveaways.

Yes earth is flat but not a coin in space

Its a collapsed wave form

Information only

Mind stuff like your dream last night

Now you know why the Quantum guys all turned to the Vedas .. Get it? pic.twitter.com/hJo18Od3Mw

8/31/2019 6:24:50 PM natureinspace They know the truth and don't follow the same medical practices that we have too. That why Ruth Bader Ginsburg has been cured of pancreatic cancer 

several times now. Pancreatic cancer has a 5% survival rate. How do they keep curing her?

8/31/2019 6:38:32 PM blaynelannan1 Who are the 10%

8/31/2019 6:42:41 PM anneolsen43 Do you know which ones use their brain?

8/31/2019 6:52:55 PM jamiegrahamusa I've always thought that was so odd too

8/31/2019 7:04:31 PM jody__raman I see a woman's face looking to the left in that red bordered square image. Very nice.

8/31/2019 7:15:50 PM wearediamonds2 Thank you for your insights. Alas, I still have zero definite answers.

8/31/2019 7:15:59 PM wearediamonds2 Pretty wild, right!?

8/31/2019 7:31:16 PM qarmyanon22 I believe they have been here for a long time, maybe now it's time for their reveal. Most Americans are not ready for the truths about to be revealed. 

Pray for those still asleep 🙏🙏🙏

8/31/2019 7:31:56 PM big_simp  http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

fyi

8/31/2019 7:34:18 PM hearts4america I saw a cigar shaped UFO in Spanish Fort, AL in 2012.  It was a copper/bronzie-had large metal "stud" looking seams on side, front to back. 

✋It came out of a portal BAM 😱4 of us in the car watched it just "appear".  I was driving 😳.  

It was HUUGGEE! Similar👇 but not exact pic.twitter.com/e2KAUBaDn4

8/31/2019 7:56:59 PM compassrose1375 Hope so Majestic -

8/31/2019 7:59:22 PM state1union God Wins

8/31/2019 7:59:45 PM roublisa Or a hanger🤔

8/31/2019 8:09:44 PM aetherwalker1 Think how many have been UNREPORTED.

And where exactly does report Anti-Grav/Inter-Dimensional craft and be taken seriously?

🤔

8/31/2019 8:16:57 PM aetherwalker1 I hope you never end up interacting with bad Space People.

8/31/2019 8:38:22 PM anneolsen43 The first ever human named hurricane was ...Alice 🤔

8/31/2019 8:38:30 PM cryptooz 😎

8/31/2019 8:39:18 PM sandro220 Thank you, and with a level of immeasurable gratitude.

8/31/2019 8:40:21 PM danielaqcrew Indeed

8/31/2019 8:40:35 PM danielaqcrew Explore there further

8/31/2019 8:41:46 PM sandro220 I love you too. Thanks.

8/31/2019 8:42:30 PM cryptooz I love you all.

8/31/2019 8:49:42 PM rosemodema 😳🖤🍒 pic.twitter.com/zbzbAQleS7

8/31/2019 8:50:52 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/zyT14MWoIp

8/31/2019 9:00:11 PM turboxyde I hope for their sake I don't either.

8/31/2019 9:44:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its almost as if this is scripted. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1167989501903306753 …

8/31/2019 9:44:58 PM thekanehb It damages the shikimate pathway which are the aromatic amino acids. Responsible for dopamine serotonin and melatonin production. 

It’s bad stuff.

8/31/2019 9:46:20 PM usarmy17750614 right on cue...

8/31/2019 9:49:28 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/NW3xxZUvui

8/31/2019 9:49:50 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/R7cc3ekQkK

8/31/2019 9:50:00 PM aprilbrown99 I was surprised [they] waited this long. [They] are so transparent. Pathetic.

8/31/2019 9:51:24 PM jrocktigers Shocking that haven't said one word about Mobile from last night or CHICAGO any weekend!

8/31/2019 9:54:09 PM stormystorm10 The calm before the storm, that’s almost here right ?

8/31/2019 9:56:03 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/fiPnZS1e0T

8/31/2019 9:56:47 PM stormystorm10 Exactly 👍🌬⛈

8/31/2019 9:57:01 PM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/6pzbwMDo2k

8/31/2019 9:57:01 PM addaeus Let us see what is happening in Antarctica. @elonmusk @NASA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/addaeus/status/1167247869306445825 … 

pic.twitter.com/WphJHEKjyn

8/31/2019 9:58:22 PM dbefmfttfn Demoncrats

8/31/2019 10:05:30 PM tracyabston Imagine that...Pelosi and Schumer calling for gun control.

8/31/2019 10:06:49 PM truthseekeranon I'm sleeping through these shootings. So should that be the new normal or can we drop the fuckin hammer already?

8/31/2019 10:16:00 PM bobby43915879 they had to regroup while they were on vacation, come up with a "stronger" plan, and here we are...

8/31/2019 10:20:30 PM jswdh1 Gee I just posted something about this the other day they were already planning this!

8/31/2019 10:23:06 PM one_white_lion Cant wait for the "interview" with the "eyewitness" wearing this symbol

Or did it already happen and I missed it? pic.twitter.com/kipmD0mKJx

8/31/2019 10:28:52 PM gregoryjhall1 Amazing how fast that response was!

🤔 Must be another of those coincidences we hear about...

There are no coincidences.

8/31/2019 10:35:42 PM clintona29 Because it is. 0010110



8/31/2019 10:38:01 PM formerlemming  pic.twitter.com/XOvYYsy6Zg

8/31/2019 10:45:45 PM drifter2178 How about that.

8/31/2019 10:51:04 PM wwg1wga93583681 All y'all know this is a movie. pic.twitter.com/Lpya3poWIn

8/31/2019 10:52:38 PM spauldingshowal 🤫

8/31/2019 11:32:41 PM jollyrob2 Who or what are they?

8/31/2019 11:43:04 PM tncharlene Ok I suppose 3 terms for president could work only if the house and Senate were cleared out proportionately. These lifetime career appointments is 

what has really hurt our country. Even out in the workplace, none of us have lifetime appointments to our jobs; they shouldn't either

8/31/2019 11:56:06 PM mywowfreak  pic.twitter.com/3aHPnNrJuK

9/1/2019 12:24:15 AM janedoe10227 The desperation [they] must feel...

9/1/2019 12:26:28 AM seanstryker Or he needs drug money. Look at his eyes!

9/1/2019 12:28:19 AM quinnmichaels What is this thread? Are you all really doing this right now?

9/1/2019 12:29:09 AM cryptooz Doing what?

9/1/2019 12:32:35 AM cryptooz My Art?

9/1/2019 12:34:28 AM cryptooz Maybe they adore you? Dunno.

9/1/2019 12:37:29 AM cryptooz Why are you so angry? What happened? I am not sure I know what you are talking about?

9/1/2019 12:37:45 AM cryptooz Why are you so angry? What happened? I am not sure I know what you are talking about?

9/1/2019 12:38:39 AM irah_chandler Inner earth ships also maybe

9/1/2019 12:40:26 AM cryptooz Block it then.

9/1/2019 12:41:02 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/Zsz5mZHAbW

9/1/2019 12:42:11 AM cryptooz Nevermind I blocked you. Your attitude stinks.

9/1/2019 12:42:13 AM playactiongamer With the NSA impounding data on DS, that can be used against them.

9/1/2019 12:42:53 AM rosemodema Sorry ?

9/1/2019 12:43:36 AM rosemodema Quinn has me blocked .. so I can't see it .. 🤷♀️

9/1/2019 12:44:04 AM cryptooz Not sure, just going Micheal was going off..

9/1/2019 12:44:24 AM rosemodema Is he ok 🤷♀️

9/1/2019 12:45:41 AM cryptooz  https://ibb.co/fFdGVnT 

9/1/2019 12:45:42 AM rosemodema You know where I'm at if you need me but otherwise I might parse on this one .. 😬

9/1/2019 12:46:00 AM cryptooz Not sure. I blocked him.

9/1/2019 12:46:30 AM cryptooz  https://ibb.co/fFdGVnT 

9/1/2019 12:47:10 AM cisnez 🤣 pic.twitter.com/GIPQHJiZmQ

9/1/2019 12:48:19 AM rosemodema 🙄..... yep.. 

must be that time of the month 👀

I got a CAT5 coming at me, 

Big Person Problems .. 

not that I'm worried but ya know
9/1/2019 12:49:05 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/MURH9tuWnJ

9/1/2019 12:49:44 AM rosemodema Yeah.. Last time I checked, you weren't the Rented goat ... pic.twitter.com/G8k6hzw3EO

9/1/2019 12:50:22 AM cryptooz 😜

9/1/2019 12:50:49 AM rosemodema tsk tsk ... 😉

9/1/2019 12:52:02 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/sIf8l9MBh5

9/1/2019 12:52:27 AM cryptooz  https://youtu.be/Q5AncCWcnnA 

9/1/2019 12:52:59 AM cryptooz  https://youtu.be/Q5AncCWcnnA 

9/1/2019 12:53:57 AM cryptooz I kill myself sometimes.. lol

9/1/2019 1:01:10 AM rosemodema You mean.. 

You Crack yourself up 🖤🤣🤣

9/1/2019 1:01:50 AM cryptooz Lol yeah that.. lmao

9/1/2019 1:05:53 AM aspennmax64_l I saw one in NW Illinois .

I just hung in the sky .

9/1/2019 1:19:39 AM mongrelglory April, I've thought about it, and I wonder if Airl was talking about a "Co-operative" organization, for trading amongst planets, rather than a 

"Corporation" which is how Matilda interpreted it.  Remember, Matilda was receiving impressions and emotions, not words.

9/1/2019 1:20:04 AM whitespir1t  pic.twitter.com/kZbleWAXih

9/1/2019 1:23:18 AM mongrelglory I was picturing insectoid ETs living in the "facility". 😎

9/1/2019 1:30:59 AM mongrelglory It looks like a giant exclamation mark.❗️

Probably the ETs commenting on what they see going on down here...

9/1/2019 1:57:55 AM yikescat007 Do tell...

9/1/2019 2:12:44 AM kgreen062459 Sounds like someone is trying to take the Guns away from responsible gun owners in Texas, funny how there have been mass shootings in Texas like 

never before.  Could they be planted by the democrats?  The dems are certainly trying to flip it blue any way they can.

9/1/2019 3:16:57 AM anoncapetown Nancy without Makeup pic.twitter.com/dIHdXzOKrd

9/1/2019 3:20:17 AM keith369me Shane...other than your Tweet, I had never come across ALCYONE (Galactic Central Sun) until yesterday...2:00 minutes in...On my PC I opened chrome 

and before I made a mouse click this video showed up... https://youtu.be/djQSA4HiCvM 

9/1/2019 3:24:48 AM keith369me I never would have seen your Tweet from April 13 except @aprilbrown99 and @MongrelGlory both liked it yesterday.

9/1/2019 3:36:35 AM anonmom14 My kids pediatrician really pushed the fluoride chewables and I never did fill the prescriptions.  I don’t know why, but I felt like the got enough from the 

water supply.  Glad I didn’t listen to him.

9/1/2019 3:43:49 AM alinahere Yeap... Calm indeed bc it's about to Hit Bigtime!😉

Here's the Decode for #TheStorm 🎯👍 https://twitter.com/andweknow/status/1168033852213755904?s=19 …

9/1/2019 3:53:05 AM anonmom14 Hahahaha

9/1/2019 3:55:18 AM sandro220 I think your art is amazing. Also, U taught me about Strava, w/out which I wouldn’t have been able to finish my project on DulceBase. I was able to 

present new info at a conference, just because of your brilliance. That you won’t interact with me is both hurtful & understandable. 

pic.twitter.com/AE7QhwzzGq

9/1/2019 4:00:02 AM sandro220 The fact of the matter is, for personal reasons I don’t wanna go into-I lost access to being able to work at community mental health centers, and have 

found myself at present, isolated, & taking care of older fam members. Your virtual friendship kept me going for 6 months. Sorry

9/1/2019 4:00:22 AM sandro220 @quinnmichaels

9/1/2019 4:29:16 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/mavSOqRjNC

9/1/2019 4:52:35 AM iqdou1 But of course,  They think the sheeple’s still bahhing it

9/1/2019 4:58:55 AM havefaith_maga Scripted and orchestrated.  These are, without doubt, put in motion.



9/1/2019 5:04:19 AM olimyracle D'autres tweets (en anglais) qui méritaient la mise en page papier (ou pdf à télécharger gratuitement) provenant du compte @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

 http://www.myracle.org/mj 

9/1/2019 5:11:03 AM kindeandtrue Trump and Princess Ivanka have fallen right in line, too. Don't forget Trump's draconian Red Flag Law which calls for

rapid death penalty for "hate crimes," seizing and detaining the "mentally disturbed" and censorship of the internet.

9/1/2019 5:11:13 AM maryschade14 Repetition to sink it in..obsession 'ocd'..focusing like coherent light..

Very much what some called Remote Viewing but this is Remote Manipulation magick..how we learned as kids..make a puff cloud appear..focus 

concentrate..manipulate.

9/1/2019 5:12:04 AM egelone They have hundreds of sleep cells. I got an feeling b4 2020 many more like this will come.

9/1/2019 5:13:02 AM jrocktigers Please explain. Lsd leaves your system in literally 30 minutes.

9/1/2019 5:13:41 AM aprilbrown99 Oh, civilizations have tiers?  Do you have source material or videos you can’t direct me to? I would like to understand this better. 

ThanQ. ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨

9/1/2019 5:23:18 AM moonbaby04371 I wonder what archeologists would find if they dug Epstein's island?🤔🤔 Or maybe even dug around HRC? Or the Vatican? We're always digging up 

"ancient" civilizations handywork, but never even touch on the fact that this s*it is STILL happening TODAY.

9/1/2019 5:25:55 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, that must be it! ✨✨✨It would certainly make much more sense.  Having planetary “corporations” really didn’t resonate with me but 

“co-operation” between galaxies and races certainly does. 

Nice catch Michelle!  💫💫💫💗💗💗💫💫💫

9/1/2019 5:35:03 AM teresa_r53 There were red flag states long before Trump uttered the words. There has been no action on what he said. He knows it's absurd.

9/1/2019 5:38:56 AM sterkinglights1 Now I'm wondering how important the micocillia is on the roots.

9/1/2019 5:39:05 AM blue_collar_ray That was quick.

9/1/2019 5:39:11 AM aprilbrown99 I miss Shane. He hasnt been on Twitter in several months so I am hoping that everything is ok. 

Thank you Keith for sharing this video!  I loved it. 🕊🕊🕊

9/1/2019 5:51:28 AM keith369me He was just pinged...he will be back.

9/1/2019 6:08:21 AM wearediamonds2 Explore Yosemite further?

9/1/2019 6:11:15 AM ricoroho 🤣

9/1/2019 6:20:18 AM sterkinglights1 Same, just a reflection.

9/1/2019 6:22:48 AM samsmith0319 Totally...scripted and trying to bring this back into the narrative...Storm is closer...they are panicking...💥🤡💥

9/1/2019 6:30:37 AM khirinknight They say average minds work alike

9/1/2019 6:39:30 AM khirinknight  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Oztkl0GKTng … pic.twitter.com/hH341immBK

9/1/2019 6:51:33 AM khirinknight I was blocked this morning for the lack of art I have .

9/1/2019 6:55:49 AM cisnez At least you know why you were blocked.  🤣 I have no idea why he blocks me. 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/LC7xxC66ee

9/1/2019 6:58:13 AM lapidostrous Its the continuing Saga .rrepeat repeat repeat.  Targeted individuals ..triggered into action. We are under control ..batton down the hatches "mind" 

storms incomin

9/1/2019 7:02:29 AM dansilv56084248 That's because it is was written before the shooting.

9/1/2019 7:02:40 AM lapidostrous Modification for interpretation.  IQDROP 10%...  more  people are starting to use their brains NWO CANT allow that .

9/1/2019 7:02:54 AM khirinknight Tellurian spice https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=YuR-ukXgpZw …

9/1/2019 7:08:53 AM joni_apple_seed Hahahahaha wow Isaac, weren’t you a hard core ‘Feel the Bern’ fan back in the day? Older and wiser I guess. #thanQ @GregRubini @TrueEyeTheSpy 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PlOc7UEGHA

9/1/2019 7:12:40 AM david00997884 Wow nice to hear that, sounds great and on line to some other reads ive had. TKS

9/1/2019 7:28:41 AM natalie60444115 They are so predictable , as usual . Copy and paste ...

9/1/2019 7:34:18 AM headlinejuice Where have we heard this before? 🤔

9/1/2019 7:37:45 AM americanpetal Well, they are actors in a movie.

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

9/1/2019 7:43:18 AM tamravee GOING DARK ? dark-er https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/01/pope-francis-gets-stuck-lift-for-25-minutes-vatican …

9/1/2019 7:47:12 AM rachaelangelm I'm not feelin it

9/1/2019 7:55:12 AM sandro220 I’m if anything, rather artless at times myself. 😂

9/1/2019 7:56:45 AM grundemt And the House of Lords pauses to contemplate

 https://youtu.be/_axlOgXFtBM  pic.twitter.com/9HAg7FohV7

9/1/2019 7:57:45 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/mzFm91mjhpM  pic.twitter.com/v9SROe2y0w

9/1/2019 7:58:43 AM sandro220 House Of Lords-Can't Find My Way Home HQ  https://youtu.be/lj66pOiOUMk  via @YouTube

9/1/2019 8:04:33 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/x7G2TaeI89

9/1/2019 8:04:49 AM grundemt Twitter Gestalt Therapy?

What a fucking Ai trip

Geesh!

9/1/2019 8:05:36 AM khirinknight  pic.twitter.com/Oxc3s2r6lA

9/1/2019 8:08:39 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/DapYPsCepW

9/1/2019 8:10:41 AM khirinknight rNA K DNAK ⏳

9/1/2019 8:11:36 AM cisnez 4 .

. 🐒 pic.twitter.com/hmcMube7hu

9/1/2019 8:14:07 AM cisnez The debate is real!

#Vector$ pic.twitter.com/tUmoNBMG4m

9/1/2019 8:15:38 AM mongrelglory No coincidences! 😎

9/1/2019 8:17:12 AM awakeandsing123 Hey I didn’t forget 😁. Here is the book: front and back cover. pic.twitter.com/Hb21vX0mFi

9/1/2019 8:17:22 AM awakeandsing123  pic.twitter.com/vkKhFFYEXP

9/1/2019 8:18:15 AM cisnez Learning! 👨🎓 pic.twitter.com/wBvTe3KhNh

9/1/2019 8:20:41 AM cisnez Bugs! pic.twitter.com/EsxivyDbgn

9/1/2019 8:25:25 AM cisnez 🤣 pic.twitter.com/cluF3iyPlb

9/1/2019 8:25:31 AM some1elsesmom2 Go ask the white mouse. I think he'll know! 🐍👀👅

9/1/2019 8:28:28 AM cisnez 💩 pic.twitter.com/G9ARBKS61v

9/1/2019 8:29:27 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/Elr8sgu6Pz

9/1/2019 8:31:32 AM cisnez Smart Dust!

🤭 pic.twitter.com/G7W3bfofFO

9/1/2019 8:37:21 AM cisnez Or unwilling to pay for good help? pic.twitter.com/xPgjl2i3OY

9/1/2019 8:39:26 AM sandro220 I’m really struggling with a twitter follow train addiction. I’ve managed to abstain on this new account for 3 days; however, I’m on the edge. I can’t shut 

follow help acct notifications off. I mean, literally-😩-I won’t..

I suppose admitting this, is the 1st step to recovery.🤣

9/1/2019 8:40:40 AM cisnez I've heard of bed bugs, but build bugs?! Yecht! pic.twitter.com/QIGXecRAXC

9/1/2019 8:48:08 AM sandro220 Mat the Alien @ Diversity Festival 2012  https://youtu.be/kU2kq1eUSEk  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/l2IiS9kodN

9/1/2019 8:50:41 AM cisnez 🦋 pic.twitter.com/6T5DhFV7S8

9/1/2019 8:51:11 AM cisnez 🦋 pic.twitter.com/aV2zoV1Bzi



9/1/2019 8:52:26 AM cisnez 🤓 pic.twitter.com/AbqzapBP9A

9/1/2019 8:58:27 AM cisnez Apparently he's cheap with his Trump change. 🧐

Sends Apache's instead of mailing a check. pic.twitter.com/47XRrkt15r

9/1/2019 8:59:24 AM cisnez 🦋🤣🦋 pic.twitter.com/4rFFnUKIjs

9/1/2019 9:05:12 AM cisnez 🙀 pic.twitter.com/MLB8pJpp98

9/1/2019 9:09:40 AM cisnez Praise U ™️ https://soundcloud.com/fatboyslim/fatboy-slim-praise-you-maribou …

9/1/2019 9:17:43 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/tTDqCZPrMh

9/1/2019 9:19:17 AM michabird67  pic.twitter.com/rxLrLh6GKc

9/1/2019 9:24:15 AM dlmaybee They are just following orders.. puppets

9/1/2019 9:29:18 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/qCpu0SQznl

9/1/2019 9:32:22 AM stormystorm10 Amazing decode 👏

9/1/2019 9:33:58 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/v6MeuX6X3C

9/1/2019 9:36:55 AM randthompson16 Amazing that the coordinates originates so close to DUMBs

9/1/2019 9:40:05 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/J0WImQyKao

9/1/2019 9:42:50 AM tammyrochester2 Right. I'm sure the very rich and corrupt already have it.

9/1/2019 9:44:26 AM cisnez  https://www.pandora.com/artist/aeoliah/bliss-music-for-spas/rejuvenating-bliss/TRKtv2rt6X22gvm?part=ug&corr=90641027 … 

pic.twitter.com/hfZn0nLY5P

9/1/2019 9:44:45 AM tammyrochester2 Movie time? ....again...

9/1/2019 9:45:50 AM bigovertime1000 It’s not the guns !!! It’s the people!!!

9/1/2019 9:47:24 AM goodmedicine4us  pic.twitter.com/jOQsVSJXrq

9/1/2019 9:50:50 AM goodmedicine4us why? pic.twitter.com/nddfLERX2I

9/1/2019 9:53:14 AM kindeandtrue When Presidents say they want to grab our guns, wary folks pay attention. You have no proof Trump knows it's absurd. What if he really does mean it? 

What then?

9/1/2019 9:56:27 AM teresa_r53 Trump has never ever said he was going to grab our guns. He's always stood up for the 2A. Always.

9/1/2019 9:57:40 AM lhemom Nope! No thank you! Take your vaccines and well, you know what to do with them!

9/1/2019 9:59:47 AM kindeandtrue Oh yes he did, ma'am. I strongly urge you to listen and read about the speech he gave after the Dayton shootings. https://www.military.com/daily-

news/2019/08/05/trump-backs-red-flag-laws-could-impact-veterans-gun-ownership.html …

9/1/2019 10:09:56 AM teresa_r53 I understand what you're saying, but this tweet tells me that he's backed off of that idea by this tweet, that clearly shows how absurd that law is. See 

what I'm saying? pic.twitter.com/32Wg8RnY4v

9/1/2019 10:12:48 AM italianmom555 It is

9/1/2019 10:16:38 AM kindeandtrue You can interpret this any way you want, but the literal interpretation of Trump's tweet is that he wants to take weapons from people with "filthy 

language" and whom he categorizes as 'nuts". 

This tweet totally confirms his Red Flag law proposal.

9/1/2019 10:19:02 AM kindeandtrue The problem is no one can prove if Trump is serious, or if he's lying. If he's serious, we're screwed, and if he's lying, or being disingenuous, where do 

you go with that? 

Can you trust a President who makes a game about taking away our guns?

9/1/2019 10:21:49 AM islandofdelight @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Signal Sent?

9/1/2019 10:23:11 AM teresa_r53 Do you understand 'Trump speak'?

9/1/2019 10:24:14 AM teresa_r53 I trusted him when he said he would protect out 2A rights over and over again, and I still do.

9/1/2019 10:28:55 AM kindeandtrue Trump, in official WH speech, calls for death penalty for undefined "hate crimes", calls for seizure and detainment of the "mentally disturbed" and 

wants strict internet censorship, but you think he's joking, and it's all a LARP. 

Good luck, ma'am.

9/1/2019 10:34:09 AM kindeandtrue When a powerful govt official talks about taking away our guns and executing people for undefined hate crimes and incarcerating the "mentally 

disturbed", I pay very serious attention, no matter who it is.

9/1/2019 10:39:52 AM aagent361 It is all of the liberal wack jobs moving here

9/1/2019 10:50:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the towers?

Where did they go? pic.twitter.com/EKYM0PVnTC

9/1/2019 10:51:00 AM guy_karen Prophetic

9/1/2019 10:51:27 AM jvan125 WTH?!? 🤮🤯

9/1/2019 10:52:00 AM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/QDAfTgecXD

9/1/2019 10:52:55 AM anneolsen43 WTF? Pardon my thoughts

9/1/2019 10:52:59 AM casey74324340 Great redpill!

9/1/2019 10:53:28 AM illzemcarthur I see!

9/1/2019 10:53:29 AM capitalkid paper planes

9/1/2019 10:54:25 AM jollyrob2 It was their plan all along🤔before the money design layout? 

Because no coincidences......🧐

9/1/2019 10:54:31 AM future_spacedad Don't the new bills have a huge wave taking out a city?

9/1/2019 10:54:45 AM melissagouin1 Our whole fiat money system has to go bye bye. Time for some newly decorated “Patriot” currency backed by the Gold Standard!  No more owls 

hidden within our dollar bills.  No more New World Order undertones.

9/1/2019 10:55:02 AM teresa_r53 2 questions for you and I'll leave you alone. 🙂 Have any of the things that he said in that speech come to fruition?  Are you of an age that would 

remember the closings of the mental institutions?

9/1/2019 10:55:12 AM egelone Someone pls explain this to me. I totally dont get it

9/1/2019 10:55:29 AM ohscope MAD Magazine showed us the way

9/1/2019 10:56:16 AM jfaith1979 Did 9/11 stop NESARA?

9/1/2019 10:57:22 AM josiegirlz5 Yep

9/1/2019 10:58:14 AM maryschade14 Oh yeah..lol..take each denomination and compare it to monopoly money..same color shading.

9/1/2019 10:59:00 AM sweetemmilyn WTH?

9/1/2019 11:00:14 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/bL1ZWQP7FN

9/1/2019 11:00:29 AM kindeandtrue Trump's speech was 3 weeks ago. That's hardly time to know if it will sink or swim in Congress, but Princess Ivanka has been lobbying for it, so you 

never know. 

My sister is a psychiatric RN so I vividly remember when Bush/Clinton ended federal funding of mental hospitals.

9/1/2019 11:01:26 AM kindeandtrue P.S. I'm not a fan of most State mental institutions.

9/1/2019 11:02:57 AM happy_thumb The Federal Reserve is controlled by the Deep State and they made this currency series just a few years before 9/11. They were broadcasting what 

they were hiing to do.

9/1/2019 11:03:45 AM jonathancherrie I remember people showing me this in high school.

9/1/2019 11:03:53 AM surfstikk Have you seen the new $100 bill since @realDonaldTrump took office?

It’s right there - Dept of Treasury is in control of our money - not the Rockefellers anymore.

9/1/2019 11:04:29 AM djlok 9.1.19 

911



9/1/2019 11:04:47 AM teresa_r53 I can agree with that. My mother worked at one. But it was before they did the closings. However, it wasn't planned out very well and those who had 

no family to return to were literally put on the streets. The plan of using independent clinics to treat patients didn't turn out..

9/1/2019 11:04:52 AM octopusxrp 😮

9/1/2019 11:05:04 AM allahuniversal 🇨🇳 Maybe we've bought some of it back? https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2002-01-27-0201270268-story.html …

9/1/2019 11:05:40 AM wwg1wga93583681 Exactly https://youtu.be/ewRjZoRtu0Y 

9/1/2019 11:06:31 AM cjaye61 Wow! 

@edgeoftownWA

9/1/2019 11:06:57 AM surfstikk Gold Ends the Fed pic.twitter.com/U1zM3SuqeM

9/1/2019 11:07:33 AM wwg1wga93583681 Dustification- Dr. Judy Wood knows https://youtu.be/lb2i8R5YlRk 

9/1/2019 11:08:17 AM teresa_r53 ...as none of them had any idea how to do that. It's much the same today. We have mental health clinics all over, people are dispensed meds with 

minimal instruction and no follow up, if they decide not to go. Kids do or don't take the meds which can cause big brain mess ups.

9/1/2019 11:09:00 AM springspatriot holy crap

9/1/2019 11:09:22 AM khirinknight  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wDnAVEQDXHc … 🏹

9/1/2019 11:09:26 AM leslie_hileslie Please explain what Paper Planes means? As well as the song?

9/1/2019 11:09:51 AM cstarr888 Close enough, the shikimate pathway is in the bacteria that produce aminos, help you digest food, etc. 

Net effect, glyphosate IS toxic to human health. And animals, insects...

🙏💖

9/1/2019 11:11:27 AM leslie_hileslie What do you mean? What is on the $100 bill since Trump took office?

9/1/2019 11:11:33 AM lvx1132 Thank you very much! ♡

9/1/2019 11:12:17 AM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/idPXnSa2mQ

9/1/2019 11:13:03 AM maureen95410753  pic.twitter.com/TAqZWVFPbq

9/1/2019 11:15:08 AM rachaelangelm The financial towers went down

9/1/2019 11:15:56 AM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/AxLuOBSkM3

9/1/2019 11:16:10 AM kachinagtto What about the Hoover Dam one? 😳 Well I assume it’s the Hoover Dam anyway... pic.twitter.com/nFNgTq2MqU

9/1/2019 11:16:11 AM khirinknight 🌊

9/1/2019 11:20:20 AM darrell1964 What sorcery is this?

9/1/2019 11:24:26 AM lajoszweig1 Wow

9/1/2019 11:29:39 AM ethereal_shaman Babylonian money magic.

9/1/2019 11:34:33 AM swhotmess Calculated

9/1/2019 11:38:37 AM keur60693994 While it moved like it was alive, it had elements that suggested manufacture(saw at 30 ft.away) Making something like that appear alive would up the 

fear factor, wouldn't it? So, finally I have decided it must be man made, using tech we aren't aware of yet.

9/1/2019 11:39:04 AM aprilbrown99 Paper planes 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/XiK0ZavNI2

9/1/2019 11:40:31 AM poppyslovecapu No‼️

9/1/2019 11:43:05 AM tim_decoste I miss those ...used to be much more fun growing up...when the sky wasnt falling

9/1/2019 11:49:14 AM desirelove101 Does it record if you gave Siri off?

9/1/2019 11:53:03 AM qanongroup Controlled demolition

9/1/2019 11:53:17 AM sommerfeldkitty Yes, time for all the symbols of Satan to be gone!

9/1/2019 11:54:10 AM lynnboyce7 No, I don't think it's funny and I have always hated that game. I'm tired of them playing us for fools and it is Time for them to pay a price for their evil 

deceitfulness. 

WWG1WGA Have a blessed day🌸

9/1/2019 11:55:48 AM wbwse 😻 pic.twitter.com/Fg4TBDlcsv

9/1/2019 11:57:31 AM sommerfeldkitty Interesting video!  Thanks.

9/1/2019 11:57:56 AM glamgabber I find this interesting  but only certain that no matter what, we need to end the Fed.

9/1/2019 11:58:10 AM tobefrank15 Energy weapon

9/1/2019 11:58:57 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Make a site to allow anonymous people to post their local water data of tests. The testse.  can be ordered and has local anonymous as much as 

possible. Post their local water data. On a live site. However, gradually release the data so people don't freak out.

9/1/2019 11:59:10 AM crt14361013 🤔🤔🤔

🤨🤨🤨

9/1/2019 11:59:38 AM enomai_ Release data upon the easiest to fix places first on down. To hedge panic?

9/1/2019 11:59:42 AM susan66388204 On YouTube the Jonathan Kleck channel shows all the denominations and which catastrophe they represent.  Still have the Hoover Dam and Sunami Of 

NYC To Go according to the money.  Hopefully DS has been curbed enough that these won’t happen.  🇺🇸

9/1/2019 12:00:21 PM susan66388204 There are more to find on other denominations

9/1/2019 12:00:26 PM wbwse 😻🙀

9/1/2019 12:00:28 PM melissagouin1 It’s nothing but a bunch of lies, deceit and evil doings.  Federal Reserve notes will be gone very soon, I hope!!

9/1/2019 12:00:38 PM enomai_ "tripping" is the brain bleeding upon the spines cerebellum?

9/1/2019 12:02:14 PM melissagouin1 I will be happy when it no longer says “Federal Reserve Note”!

9/1/2019 12:02:54 PM susan66388204 Here ya go https://youtu.be/fafxhMLeGeA 

9/1/2019 12:03:02 PM wbwse Swallow! pic.twitter.com/JiBkWTiFfu

9/1/2019 12:05:04 PM melissagouin1 Plus, I’m not so certain Ben Franklin was a good guy. He was known to be in the Hellfire Club and in his Boston MA house they found over a hundred 

bones buried in a hidden room under his garden. Some were of children that had cut marks on them.  We need full disclosure!

9/1/2019 12:05:09 PM jrocktigers not with this particular chemical.

9/1/2019 12:06:03 PM areyouesther woa

9/1/2019 12:06:10 PM sommerfeldkitty Enjoyed the video.  Thanks!

9/1/2019 12:08:15 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/STWBOHPyaf

9/1/2019 12:09:06 PM karma4event201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This account is protected by AI ?  🐟

 https://mobile.twitter.com/beqiri_arsim 

9/1/2019 12:09:37 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/PKGw2JTNVt

9/1/2019 12:11:37 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/5xx9gTEQaiQ  

I love and trust you @LanaDelRey

9/1/2019 12:12:15 PM karma4event201 Who created AI ships? 

Who created biological ships that can think for themselves? What is thier objective?

9/1/2019 12:12:20 PM petitchevalb  pic.twitter.com/bwvPwpTjB7

9/1/2019 12:13:32 PM threefold_flame That’s how mind control works. Patterns and repetition. Something said loudly and often enough becomes truth in the minds of those who perceive it. 

Unless you’re awake and the programming can no longer affect you. Everyone should ask themselves which category they fall in to.

9/1/2019 12:14:31 PM nschlange Where did the picture of the 100 dollar bill and all the hidden marks come from? I see 6 different spots their pointing to but no explanation. Thx



9/1/2019 12:15:13 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/3cf4dBRTNH

9/1/2019 12:17:30 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/TUfJt1dZCH

9/1/2019 12:18:11 PM schiller_spmode Good one!

9/1/2019 12:21:30 PM surfstikk I agree!

Gold Ends The Fed

@POTUS was just giving us a glimpse of what is in our, and our childrens’ future - for Generations.

9/1/2019 12:24:10 PM nea_storm The Joke is Literally On us & is a Notice, Wake Up Call! Hard to Read I know yet it is true! We are Our own worst enemies! Brewster's Millions very 

interesting movie: 300 million was not an arbitrary number chosen FYI it is now X larger: Scene Rare Stamps  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRWyQELLODg … pic.twitter.com/shWThY8hTw

9/1/2019 12:24:16 PM davidma13793113 Dustified by blackjack suitcase nukes.

9/1/2019 12:24:45 PM surfstikk If you can get a hold of a real one you will see it - that pic is a grab from the web

9/1/2019 12:25:08 PM karma4event201 So it didn't move in straight flight? Appeared to Wiggle? 

Frequency waves may cloak the ship (?) like something moving under the water creates ripples

9/1/2019 12:27:56 PM nschlange ok thanks

9/1/2019 12:29:46 PM cisnez Just discovered YouTube videos injected in to all my YouTube playlists.

Not this video, but this video as explaination of digital infiltration.

 https://youtu.be/i1TsNlRiaak 

9/1/2019 12:30:13 PM joinna6 Yes, it was planned since the 70's or 80' s I believe

9/1/2019 12:31:26 PM shechurch um...not horrifying at all.....

9/1/2019 12:36:08 PM maryschade14 Awesome thanks for tweeting!!

9/1/2019 12:36:56 PM wwg1wga93583681 didn't notice the fallen jenga block towers last time looking at this portrait

9/1/2019 12:38:54 PM rprenegade These people are sick

9/1/2019 12:39:37 PM wbwse 😻😻😻 pic.twitter.com/9vKBT2hq8r

9/1/2019 12:39:49 PM wmahoney5 Yes. Someone showed me this years ago. Creepy

9/1/2019 12:41:54 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/FJQfplWxIT

9/1/2019 12:44:06 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/jVO8sUrs-Pw 

9/1/2019 12:49:02 PM cisnez Protecting battered hopes and dreams? https://youtu.be/qiN67V5q3C4 

9/1/2019 12:49:16 PM devinpmcdermot1  http://www.eceti.org/ 

9/1/2019 12:49:49 PM wbwse I am grateful for all of you and I love you all, now let’s have a lovely Sunday on this 1st day of September okay?! 💙

9/1/2019 12:50:37 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/xCIymZYxMN

9/1/2019 12:52:29 PM twittucator A stranger on the street showed this to me right after 9/11. Then, I knew what had happened.

9/1/2019 12:53:08 PM drewthrasher Definitely not a coincidence

9/1/2019 12:53:34 PM keur60693994 Like a short snake swimming on water surface. A shimmer kept details masked till it was close.

9/1/2019 12:57:13 PM lornascurr Paper planes..

9/1/2019 12:59:36 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/5REPYBXWcW

9/1/2019 1:00:20 PM titiewoki Didn't know that Bin Laden worked in the money design and printing enterprise....clever bastard..

9/1/2019 1:06:45 PM joni_apple_seed The low level member tend to be uninformed as to the mission statement of the society as a whole.  https://www.resist.com/Onlinebooks/Pike-

MoralsAndDogma.pdf … pic.twitter.com/gTZkacwurt

9/1/2019 1:08:18 PM 11111christian Yes I heard of an East Coast Tsunami. But also of incident in DC. Plus earthquake near St Louis area before 2021 which will be 7.0 to 8.0.

9/1/2019 1:11:12 PM wbwse I sling love and Lana if you haven’t realized that by now https://youtu.be/qolmz4FlnZ0 

9/1/2019 1:11:56 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/1fILfOXX0A

9/1/2019 1:13:15 PM kay646464 Q circle upper left.

9/1/2019 1:13:53 PM bhopki Lemme guess - the CCTV cameras weren't working again this time?

9/1/2019 1:17:12 PM wbwse … https://theconservativetreehouse.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/president-trump-fema.jpg …

9/1/2019 1:18:13 PM cisnez Why so move able? pic.twitter.com/RYJF3ryZEn

9/1/2019 1:18:32 PM lynnimegginson This is seriously freaking me out.

9/1/2019 1:19:21 PM joni_apple_seed Ok Forest

9/1/2019 1:24:30 PM nea_storm Wow! Synchronicity! I Love it! Both the synchronicity and the movie! It is full of disclosure! Especially love how he is unable to tell anyone why he is 

doing what he is doing and even if he did Would anyone believe him? Then he has the lawyers tricky him  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Najox-

g4zE … pic.twitter.com/UPruWBzZST

9/1/2019 1:26:44 PM tammyrochester2 Play by play of the towers going down starting with the five, ten, then 20, then 50, then 100

9/1/2019 1:27:08 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/03IARJs32X

9/1/2019 1:28:46 PM tammyrochester2 Plus the way the money is shaped in the picture mimmicks a plane

9/1/2019 1:29:05 PM kay646464 If someone is doing a really good job they should not be canceled for it. 2 terms of four years each house. POTUS either 2 terms of 6 years max or 3 

terms of 5 years max.

9/1/2019 1:30:21 PM shawnloftin1 Fake monopoly money. Yes there little secrets are everywhere in there fake money.

9/1/2019 1:31:30 PM tammyrochester2 Money is the root of all e I'll, literally.

9/1/2019 1:32:09 PM tammyrochester2 *evil

9/1/2019 1:32:39 PM tammyrochester2 Money is the root of all evil.

9/1/2019 1:33:04 PM cisnez Be prepared for lots of bored!

Now where's my cannabis?!

I think Snoop is smoking it all!!!

#BossHogg pic.twitter.com/H8vYexDLrQ

9/1/2019 1:34:28 PM otr_poppins Saw pictures of money folded showing Disasters years ago. Curious.

9/1/2019 1:34:34 PM samsmit82324833 Amen!

9/1/2019 1:36:07 PM samsmit82324833 By design.

9/1/2019 1:39:11 PM otr_poppins Bizarre

9/1/2019 1:40:05 PM robertg69989098 Planned long ago!

9/1/2019 1:40:52 PM michael81972 These were released to public in 2013

9/1/2019 1:41:37 PM surfstikk My bad - thanks 🇺🇸👊🏼

9/1/2019 1:42:13 PM michael81972 👊🏻🇺🇸

9/1/2019 1:47:52 PM stormystorm10 I’m hoping it remains in the ocean and starts shrinking more, so that’s great news!

9/1/2019 1:50:04 PM rafngeirdal 🎵 Gone with the wind 🎶

9/1/2019 1:50:43 PM jrocktigers Lower the pressure, the stronger the hurricane.

9/1/2019 1:51:31 PM stormystorm10 Ops LOL

9/1/2019 1:52:12 PM stormystorm10 Well I still hope for the best possible outcome 👍

9/1/2019 1:54:24 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/DDH2Dsn8WW

9/1/2019 1:54:48 PM wbwse Ask the director?

9/1/2019 1:56:21 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/T0NQZc534U

9/1/2019 2:00:24 PM cisnez Who's the director? pic.twitter.com/NtlS2vxdJC

9/1/2019 2:01:36 PM giediknight Can’t find Pre-2003 currency anymore.



9/1/2019 2:01:50 PM sivarte Can you send me those so I can see it for my self in person? I'll send you a stamped self addressed envelope.

9/1/2019 2:01:56 PM cisnez How can I pray without $spliff$?! pic.twitter.com/qom4XwG4Tb

9/1/2019 2:02:26 PM marty713 😂🤣💥👆👍

9/1/2019 2:04:14 PM jrocktigers Well MJ12, we need to manifest this path out to sea. Even my ass is starting tighten up... pic.twitter.com/PxlrRTMnVU

9/1/2019 2:07:48 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/1e3hKjJ008

9/1/2019 2:09:27 PM cisnez Not the sort of hits that I'm up for. pic.twitter.com/TANLlPveJO

9/1/2019 2:09:36 PM otr_poppins Loved that video 😁

9/1/2019 2:10:27 PM cisnez Just say no. pic.twitter.com/EI6vGxrcoF

9/1/2019 2:11:33 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/e4s2g4zfQd

9/1/2019 2:14:15 PM cisnez But he'll put a Like on that hate speech. 🖕

9/1/2019 2:16:19 PM cisnez You got spliffs? I'll hit that! pic.twitter.com/i0UbHogRyY

9/1/2019 2:18:15 PM cisnez I'll take all the spliffs you got and sort out the dead roaches when I'm done praying. pic.twitter.com/Ld8Mh2pNaH

9/1/2019 2:20:25 PM blackstonecomms For a supposedly educated person you sure posted the dumbest tweet of the week.  Tell me the flash point of jet fuel and also explain how once it 

does finally combust from a direct ignition source, how it could possibly melt steel and glass.  I'll wait for your response.

9/1/2019 2:27:35 PM bonesecos ...and they called it a conspiracy. This was planned a long time ago, they love running it in our faces.

9/1/2019 2:32:43 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/3CKkCZqK8v

9/1/2019 2:34:05 PM wbwse Tay appention pic.twitter.com/fpwHm2at8G

9/1/2019 2:34:17 PM cisnez Mary Jane of course.

Jack is in the box. pic.twitter.com/F2w1DdO8Az

9/1/2019 2:35:35 PM wisdomonium the sabbatean frankist 'salvation through sin" cultists are the anunaki/anu-nazi. The preistly class (that Jesus confronted in the Temple)that sat behind 

and directed the kings trade and financial dealings.Exactly the same people who blasphemed God in Daniel.

9/1/2019 2:35:45 PM wbwse Elvis is my daddy, Marilyn’s my mother. Jesus is my bestest friend 💙 pic.twitter.com/OK7pJPRfFL

9/1/2019 2:38:29 PM wbwse Oh hey @jackantonoff 😻 pic.twitter.com/ARXEP0IT4L

9/1/2019 2:39:10 PM michael81972 Any significance of 185?

9/1/2019 2:40:21 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/7iJ8dgFrLi

9/1/2019 2:40:59 PM rosemodema Awesome GIf 🤙

9/1/2019 2:41:04 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/C3BYkRc24S

9/1/2019 2:44:44 PM cisnez 🍒🖤🌹

 https://www.pandora.com/artist/chromatics/cherry-deluxe/cherry/TRkvqxdkqzptVpg?part=ug&corr=90641154 … pic.twitter.com/lehs5EzC9p

9/1/2019 2:44:54 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/YOTgrIqGKV

9/1/2019 2:45:55 PM rosemodema 🖤🍒

9/1/2019 2:46:20 PM cisnez Players pic.twitter.com/ZxK32Kq1qp

9/1/2019 2:46:45 PM wbwse  https://twitter.com/wbwse/status/1148067175548301312?s=21 …

9/1/2019 2:48:00 PM michael81972 Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/UZVcfeAlzj

9/1/2019 2:50:00 PM unearthedciel She is the lock

9/1/2019 2:50:26 PM wbwse Hey @khirinknight eyelØveyØu 😻💙

9/1/2019 2:56:06 PM storm__princess Won’t they try to convince us of alien life in Project Bluebeam???

9/1/2019 2:56:40 PM storm__princess Don’t trust anyone.

9/1/2019 2:57:27 PM keith369me What year are the bills?

9/1/2019 2:59:52 PM storm__princess What happens in the USA, the world follows.

9/1/2019 3:02:59 PM alnacho1 That's because it is!

9/1/2019 3:06:02 PM blindsquirrel36 1938 🐹 pic.twitter.com/4W1RHFv9e7

9/1/2019 3:06:32 PM jaded_pearl Crazy Russian hacker https://youtu.be/b1IzmFMGb6I 

9/1/2019 3:07:44 PM storm__princess I have a question. I know that [they] are going to try to convince us of alien life with Project Bluebeam. How do we know this isn’t it?

9/1/2019 3:15:32 PM knightofmaltaus We are experiencing 50mph wind gusts in S. FL and this storm is 300mi away. It is a tight monster storm but once it heads north, shallow waters will 

slow down trajectory and wind speed. God help those in north FL, GA, SC, NC and VA.

9/1/2019 3:17:38 PM veeharmony Well, actually it's more like 700,000 emails on Weiner's laptop, but who's counting.....images that made grown men cry.

9/1/2019 3:18:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice Town

No coincidences. pic.twitter.com/CKh5xgR3X9

9/1/2019 3:18:50 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇RETW.🇺🇸

 http://bit.ly/2M8avmi 

9/1/2019 3:19:13 PM 1_decided_voter Looks to me they're aiming for a direct hit at Mar-a-Lago in West Palm Beach.

9/1/2019 3:19:19 PM rosesrred0119 Ok but c'mon I live really really close to there. Good people are effected too

9/1/2019 3:19:35 PM jrocktigers I was along west coast this morning. I could feel difference in humidity drop and clouds were already moving from northeast. We are over 250 miles 

away.

9/1/2019 3:20:29 PM whitecaps1 Who the fuck is Alice

9/1/2019 3:21:09 PM robertplamer DS bastards!

9/1/2019 3:23:04 PM katie_g4 There are NO COINCIDENCES! 👃🧐

9/1/2019 3:26:05 PM djlok ALICE is many things. I suppose the real question is who created ALICE? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109634923093209088?s=21 …

9/1/2019 3:26:24 PM twittucator Nuke it in the eye! 🚀

9/1/2019 3:27:03 PM covertress Is this Epstein?

 https://twitter.com/SladeMiller5/status/1168255748268351488?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/uQ7OuI9okf

9/1/2019 3:27:17 PM jrocktigers *from south fla.

9/1/2019 3:27:51 PM bodydoc2002 Meaning?

9/1/2019 3:29:49 PM kathleenmckeon6 Ok, that's creepy.

9/1/2019 3:30:12 PM cisnez I need more information to act on. pic.twitter.com/mbWkfMdbpM

9/1/2019 3:30:52 PM cisnez Easy to know when I share my location. 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/I6XBc827jz

9/1/2019 3:31:24 PM iluvkayakingtoo Take a cue. pic.twitter.com/O2eu7LTktA

9/1/2019 3:32:59 PM realsirignano Seen these 2 orange lights dancing by my beach house last night ! 👽👽 pic.twitter.com/B5AdKM1M3O

9/1/2019 3:34:21 PM courtneyspace17 Gather up all the evidence you can we'll put it all together and it will be a major blow to DS

9/1/2019 3:35:43 PM dancinginthetao The new money design came out in 1996 -- were the backs re-designed, along with the fronts? https://gizmodo.com/an-illustrated-history-of-american-

money-design-1743743361 …

9/1/2019 3:36:32 PM duncanskinner6 White hats now control the weather?  It’s about time!!!!!!!!!

9/1/2019 3:37:00 PM consortiapartn1 Here's one. A dog called Hurricane being awarded for saving Obama? https://uk.news.yahoo.com/secret-dog-honoured-protecting-white-

091335638.html?guccounter=1 …

9/1/2019 3:39:40 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...no consciences

9/1/2019 3:40:35 PM lterryjr Great song who the fuck is Alice

9/1/2019 3:41:40 PM melissagouin1 🤯

9/1/2019 3:43:49 PM rainscrypt LQL



9/1/2019 3:44:20 PM shawnt1973 You ever put your cellphone next to your desktop computer speakers? Try it! https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1168287202213687298?s=19 …

9/1/2019 3:46:39 PM goawaysnowflake This is stupid. When I was a kid I used to turn George Washington’s head into a mushroom by folding a one dollar bill a certain way. 

People with overactive imaginations...

9/1/2019 3:49:02 PM ellenca78112564 Coincidence?

9/1/2019 3:51:31 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/X6C2MfKOpH

9/1/2019 3:51:41 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/yNTDTGMZB0

9/1/2019 3:52:07 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/NCHMKEruUB

9/1/2019 3:52:33 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/obYG1UsGUx

9/1/2019 3:53:35 PM storm__princess Right next to BROWARD COUNTY, FL....hmmmm

9/1/2019 3:54:43 PM storm__princess I saw that. It’s dated the 30th, but who knows when it was recorded.

9/1/2019 3:55:44 PM fairyland66 "North of Alice Town is the main settlement (where most islanders live) called Bailey Town"

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Town 

"The books of Alice A. Bailey are now available with the permission of the Lucis Trust..."

 https://www.lucistrust.org/books/books_online …

🧐🤔 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVaruiOahrI&list=PLpCxCw3833LWzGfQfsLZahaEyMXuz0njl&index=4&t=0s …

9/1/2019 3:58:11 PM w59_tammy Why blow up the Bahamas? To create another Haiti situation so they can traffic the kids?

9/1/2019 4:00:18 PM melbourne_3000 Via @Earthfiles https://twitter.com/Earthfiles/status/1167574379418570753?s=20 …

9/1/2019 4:01:15 PM timesupmaga Goodbye Alice? 🙏

9/1/2019 4:01:21 PM jones_tobious I truly believe that Johnathan Kleck is a true prophet of God for our time.

9/1/2019 4:02:37 PM rosesrred0119 Marion county.  I'm staying.

9/1/2019 4:02:59 PM havefaith_maga Isn't this all so odd? Are the Patriots fighting back? Is this why the storm path is so uncertain? This whole mess is different this time around

9/1/2019 4:03:18 PM qanongroup When is #epstein funeral. Enquiry minds are curious to know. 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon

9/1/2019 4:06:35 PM whitecaps1 Thanks.  And I wonder if the song "Alice Alice Who the fuck is Alice?!"  was another symbol back then...

9/1/2019 4:08:21 PM crazyle96026760 @truthseeker_ie

9/1/2019 4:13:12 PM qrabitt 😳😳😳

9/1/2019 4:13:56 PM shawnt1973  https://weather.cod.edu/satrad/?parms=subregional-Florida-ntmicro-200-1-100-1&checked=map&colorbar=undefined …

9/1/2019 4:18:02 PM splucas22 Honestly...I'm pretty sure that's a coincidence...

9/1/2019 4:24:20 PM keith369me Another #carisjames type place?

9/1/2019 4:26:40 PM kachinagtto Off topic - but is this normal? pic.twitter.com/Uk6SywLtZE

9/1/2019 4:26:57 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/vF1lLgjla4

9/1/2019 4:28:14 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/jMH7gwCGtF

9/1/2019 4:31:27 PM lynnboyce7 Picture of storm from accuweather

Doesn't look red, looks pretty green to me . A false flag? Hope I'm right. Storm, storm go away!!! pic.twitter.com/JINbPub5yZ

9/1/2019 4:34:23 PM lynnboyce7 Weatherman Keeps saying it looks fake😏Because the eye is so perfect.

9/1/2019 4:36:09 PM victoriaqweaver What a Prepper Uncovered at the Fed and US Mint | Dunagun Kaiser

 http://youtu.be/zAzfV3lLs8I 

What insights can a preppier uncover by actually visiting the Federal Reserve, and the US Mint? To find out, Reluctant Peppers went on a road trip to 

the Philadelphia Federal Reserve & Mint

9/1/2019 4:41:16 PM 3rdoceanmariner Holy smokes so true!

9/1/2019 4:41:32 PM ellenca78112564 Open casket? I heard that somewhere 

Some lols

9/1/2019 4:41:38 PM awakeandsing123 You are welcome! One of my fav books. )))

9/1/2019 4:42:57 PM sharong73376199 It's the love of money

9/1/2019 4:46:55 PM happy_thumb Whoops. Meant to say going to do. (Fat fingers). Deep state has been playing the game of hinting of their plans for a very long time. Here's another. 

pic.twitter.com/JujvAatj9K

9/1/2019 4:50:10 PM wwg1wga_every1 Just like Kamala Harris needed to get her anti-Lynching bill going and passed, so she called on a few friends. 🙄🙄🙄

9/1/2019 4:53:09 PM twittucator  pic.twitter.com/ZUz7aiUprf

9/1/2019 4:53:54 PM rachaelangelm There is no place to hide anymore.

9/1/2019 4:57:05 PM wwg1wga_every1 41 miles SW of Rachel, NV - that little town by Area 51. 🤔🤔🤔

9/1/2019 4:59:10 PM bryceja68689884 Provider here. Medications are not a fix, just a bandaid for symptoms of a disease. Correct the underlying cause. Get off pharma's tit.

9/1/2019 5:00:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is not freaking funny...this is where I live!

9/1/2019 5:00:36 PM cobbo311 Underwater base, sister bases for dreamland and dulce?

9/1/2019 5:04:01 PM jamiegrahamusa OPEN UP TO POSSIBILITIES.

CLONE, DNA ETC...

9/1/2019 5:11:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd What does this mean? This is where I live?

9/1/2019 5:11:40 PM enomai_ Sadly you are letting this one go. In hopes massive mkultra grounds are weakened if not already?

9/1/2019 5:13:45 PM trumpqwoman Yes!

9/1/2019 5:15:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd Florida is still dealing with taking on Pureto Rico residents and we have a housing shortage bc of that. We can’t afford to keep having our state 

destroyed! We’ve had Matthew, Irma, now Dorian. Living through 95 degree days with no electric is not my idea of fun!!!

9/1/2019 5:17:26 PM angel171614 If they created this storm can't they stop it.  My kids are there😥

9/1/2019 5:18:08 PM jen2010heart Whoa

9/1/2019 5:19:05 PM covertress If that is Epstein, he really sucks at Intelligence.

9/1/2019 5:21:32 PM mongrelglory Yes!  Round-up disrupts the normal microbial ecology of the human gut.  Probably one of the reasons that inflammatory bowel disease is becoming 

more and more prevalent in developed countries (even among pets).  Our whole food chain has been contaminated by that poison! 😠

9/1/2019 5:21:40 PM twittucator That's what I see too. Looks like a no energy nothing burger! pic.twitter.com/AALDu4NHTA

9/1/2019 5:23:42 PM normal_wizard Oh come on. There are some coincidences, stop dealing in absolutes! That is not the HQ of the Luciferian AI hive that permeates the global clone grid of 

the fake society.

Sincerely,

Ton'Emerpus Redael Itanimulli

9/1/2019 5:34:30 PM nonlineardarren Symbolism will be there downfall

9/1/2019 5:36:02 PM poppyslovecapu Likewise‼️

9/1/2019 5:36:10 PM keith369me Fake storm...where would you steer it?  Where you could set up fake webcams?  Is this whole thing about generating fear energy for the cabal?  Most 

hurricanes are very wet...these images don't show that.



9/1/2019 5:37:42 PM keith369me The "outer bands" or possibly only bands is the only place where there is heavy rain?  I've been through hurricanes...they are ridiculously wet.

9/1/2019 5:40:46 PM ascii91298677  pic.twitter.com/ygb3Clzzq3

9/1/2019 5:42:48 PM lynnboyce7 I'm hoping it sets up the media to show how they lie to us about everything 😃

9/1/2019 5:46:39 PM niceguy504 Clear as day 👍🏾👍🏾👍🏾👍🏾

9/1/2019 5:47:04 PM jvan125 😉 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1042434671706099713?s=21 …

9/1/2019 5:49:13 PM cstarr888 Its an ecological disaster silently unfolding all around us.😕🙏💖

9/1/2019 5:50:48 PM kindeandtrue Perhaps giving meds for mental health problems isn't the answer at all. A more holistic/spiritual approach needed.

9/1/2019 5:53:27 PM lilinator1776 Don't be fooled this video is fake!

9/1/2019 5:53:49 PM state1union Freaking Evil Federal Reserve

9/1/2019 5:57:31 PM charity_burkett All the evidence will be blown away- or maybe it will uncover what's hidden 50/50 either way

9/1/2019 5:58:55 PM teresa_r53 You won't get a disagreement from me on that! I left a job at a residential treatment facility because of it.

9/1/2019 6:02:26 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/1/2019 6:05:08 PM courtneyspace17 True

9/1/2019 6:05:48 PM courtneyspace17 Well we can't have the evidence blown away now can't we.

9/1/2019 6:09:49 PM 6b1222t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 >>> alright. So I’m going to posit a theory >>> @POTUS posts & he spells majority wrong. So I did the gematria thing and xref that 

with Qposts.  3 words stuck out at me. Illusion. Speed. And Red Bull. Earlier ....

9/1/2019 6:10:10 PM wwg1wga10432367 How can they respond from Gitmo!!!

9/1/2019 6:12:21 PM janieduvall I’ve been thinking the same thing

9/1/2019 6:13:58 PM lmjonzey Hummm...when was the Olympics over there?

Pots and pans...wow

....The World Trade Center wreckage is expected to produce an estimated 300,000 tons of structural steel. The girders, columns and beams will be 

melted down and reforged into basic building materials in Asia

9/1/2019 6:16:26 PM 6b1222t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and then there’s this. Where do u suppose the computer center is that will r&d this kind of thing?

9/1/2019 6:18:15 PM wwg1wga10432367 Patent filed 2013...

9/1/2019 6:20:08 PM trishafortrump I don't think it is him

9/1/2019 6:21:37 PM sterkinglights1 Ahh that better. Puts on glasses.🤓huh👻

9/1/2019 6:26:10 PM sterkinglights1 I'm just waiting for pic.twitter.com/XnwKdzXosi

9/1/2019 6:28:42 PM enomai_ My God protect the Innocents

9/1/2019 6:30:05 PM wreck_ramblin Oh no!!!

9/1/2019 6:35:20 PM jaredrogers55 All in the name of "science".

9/1/2019 6:45:17 PM 6b1222t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 then again ... AL again.

9/1/2019 6:55:45 PM egelone Why they want to play game like that? I can't see any benefit of doing that.

9/1/2019 6:58:54 PM proudamerica4 Interesting

9/1/2019 7:02:14 PM djlok That's what I'm wondering. Maybe we are ALL in the Secret Space program and we are one big giant experiment!!!

9/1/2019 7:15:39 PM trishro46848542 I had once heard they want to get to the moon then launch from moon to mars. Better chances of getting to mars from moon because moon is closer.  

( just read that somewhere here on Twit )

9/1/2019 7:16:05 PM nea_storm Thank you Maj 12! Love to Everyone there! These are historical Facts on printed currency & via an oil painting of a former President: Heinously mocking 

& demonstrating a Premeditated RICO Mass Murder Event: Documenting Premeditated Capital Crimes & RICO Crimes Against Humanity 

pic.twitter.com/EHqOlqB9W1

9/1/2019 7:18:05 PM proudamerica4 Very interesting. I never saw this

9/1/2019 7:19:01 PM wwg1wga93583681 The entire video is worth watching.

9/1/2019 7:19:32 PM wildflo94711875 The hurricane is between hope town, just below man of war cay and mount hope and passing coopers town .... no really ...

9/1/2019 7:28:14 PM wildflo94711875 That's the truth

9/1/2019 7:53:48 PM mr_fedorable DEW

9/1/2019 8:05:06 PM trabbit087 Scared for NYC. Tidal wave immanent

9/1/2019 8:11:40 PM giediknight Was this storm created by the 👸 using Enochian majik the way John Dee sank the Spanish Armada?

9/1/2019 8:13:13 PM cisnez Coward @dotvolume pic.twitter.com/3UsgP4iZ1A

9/1/2019 8:19:02 PM leilandtanner Makes sense too, prophecy calls for Mars to be one of [if not THE] first planet to return during the Apocalypse. 🙏🏼

9/1/2019 8:19:53 PM mgodfrey99 MJ..please tell us, is this man made?

9/1/2019 8:21:03 PM playactiongamer No surprise here, DS want their money's worth now.

9/1/2019 8:36:18 PM bbobbio71 Didn't the rothschilds purchase something?

Goon Squad: Rothschilds Now Control Not Only Banks, But the Weather

 http://careandwashingofthebrain.blogspot.com/2012/12/rothschilds-now-control-not-only-banks.html?m=1 …

9/1/2019 8:54:43 PM trishacrd 😳

9/1/2019 9:03:21 PM cheddiemr In the US they are mostly replaced. Can find more of them in the territories where people tend to hoard...even farther overseas.

9/1/2019 9:03:53 PM catpowernow Symbolism will be their downfall......

9/1/2019 9:04:28 PM cheddiemr The Masonic dollars fold.

9/1/2019 9:08:18 PM wgo_us Yep....two of my weather apps show this precipitation....kinda looks like another fake hurricane... pic.twitter.com/xoZNjO6Ei8

9/1/2019 9:15:13 PM jaredrogers55 Coincidence?? I think not.

9/1/2019 9:18:31 PM charlesgdavis1 Predictive programming to condition the public in many ways....THOSE in the KNOW advanced warning.....FOR the SHEEP 🐑 to instill a sense of FEAR 

AND UNCERTAINTY!!!

9/1/2019 9:20:49 PM cheddiemr I never took the time to Analyze this song’s video, frame by frame, until I saw the video again. There are somethings that are begging to be uncovered. 

🤭🤔

9/1/2019 9:25:30 PM cryptogyu #Texas is seen as the heartbeat of the nation’s gun enthusiasts. I bet more of these mass shooting will happen in Texas. If they can change the minds of 

a 2nd amendment stronghold they can win.  They will flog Texas with these types of attacks- not VT, IN or DE.

9/1/2019 9:38:58 PM blackstonecomms  https://www.ae911truth.org/evidence/faqs/365-faq-5-what-was-the-molten-metal-seen-pouring-out-of-the-south-tower-minutes-before-its-

collapse …

9/1/2019 9:40:49 PM blackstonecomms Come back to with science.  Insults are a dime a dozen. They roll off me like water off a duck's back.

Nice try though.

9/1/2019 9:41:51 PM sheri4567 I’m confused too. I thought BahMas were getting hit?  https://www.portnassauwebcam.com/ 

9/1/2019 9:42:15 PM sheri4567 Bahamas.

9/1/2019 10:24:48 PM poppyslovecapu Lucifer

9/1/2019 10:40:42 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/EKLH1MLcgP

9/1/2019 10:57:43 PM gyuhyecheong Far-left someeone of SK Moon regime asked Black-agent for exchanging these cash to Bank-Check to carry out abroad. Where did they go?  

https://youtu.be/1UWn-CUg8F0?t=672 … pic.twitter.com/ZbKIkCucCg

9/1/2019 11:03:55 PM asdasd26700831 Whats the coincidence? Mar a largo?  Alice town?

9/1/2019 11:06:57 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/ljalcoexd1

9/1/2019 11:39:37 PM natureinspace MJ12. Is this even a real hurricane?

9/1/2019 11:48:15 PM gyuhyecheong Wonder land.

9/2/2019 12:49:28 AM justbeingreagan Also Antarctica...that's a funny name for a town... pic.twitter.com/9vt8CHjb3O

9/2/2019 12:58:56 AM gyuhyecheong Me, no experience yet.



9/2/2019 1:00:35 AM justbeingreagan Also Antarctica.... pic.twitter.com/oqLAE8Z8LK

9/2/2019 1:01:31 AM justbeingreagan  pic.twitter.com/sa9vSApexO

9/2/2019 1:17:54 AM gyuhyecheong Sorry, I don't understand what the image means. Would you explain it in detail kindly? When the ships get closer towards the Sun, then what happen 

to the Earth?

9/2/2019 1:31:07 AM gyuhyecheong Sometimes I'm asking for myself, what's the matter of it? I'm traveling hard time just only for survive in this life.

9/2/2019 1:55:15 AM tobefrank15 McAllisterTV https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFDuseO2-tw …

9/2/2019 1:59:41 AM tobefrank15 People will be shocked about the truth of Lucifer, its not what you think ...

9/2/2019 2:49:52 AM cryptooz 😻💙🏹🙏

9/2/2019 2:50:45 AM cryptooz 🕊

9/2/2019 2:55:38 AM stormmedicine Pleiadian Not Pleyadian (Pentagon shitting themselves as their underground cities seem 2B experiencing 'natural' disasters). Pence is on a real eatate 

mission in Poland. Greenland gave it the nay nay.

9/2/2019 2:56:48 AM stormmedicine Not if you are a member of the trantaloid collective. Sirius B made a perfect moon.

9/2/2019 4:38:16 AM texas_girl_13_ Soooo much evil and deception

9/2/2019 5:00:37 AM 3nmbrs Well, then do what everyone else does on twitter & simply move on, the rest of us will be fine.

Thanks for your concern.

9/2/2019 5:04:40 AM taitai78787 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any thoughts on this thread?

9/2/2019 5:46:42 AM txdvm Of course they did. So predictable.

9/2/2019 6:01:45 AM sherrivest2 But it says at the top federal reserve note

9/2/2019 6:03:53 AM whitecaps1 The Awakening never ends

9/2/2019 6:12:56 AM alexkinnyc What are the coordinates?

9/2/2019 6:26:13 AM ssg_pain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 Movie / Documentary on Hulu, possibly by mistake.

Ancient Aliens and the New World Order part 2.

Actually a must Watch

#DarkToLight

9/2/2019 6:28:20 AM mr_fedorable Won't know. Guessing its a DMS

9/2/2019 6:38:35 AM djlok Dead men tell no lies.

9/2/2019 6:55:02 AM aetherwalker1 You mean the shootings are scripted?

Life will be much better after false flag shootings are officially acknowledged and confirmed as Reality.

9/2/2019 7:06:07 AM aetherwalker1 Hello ALICE.

9/2/2019 7:16:14 AM aetherwalker1 It's a mystery, wrapped in a riddle, inside an enigma.

9/2/2019 7:28:13 AM aetherwalker1 It keeps getting curiouser and curiouser.

9/2/2019 7:29:56 AM karma4event201 😊 Nice catch pic.twitter.com/m1Ep67n1QD

9/2/2019 7:33:17 AM karma4event201 Looks like we are the targeted area of Project Bluebeam. 

Invade / attack the US and terrify the world into accepting UN as masters

9/2/2019 7:35:43 AM 15munson Our buddy(retired Electrician, M.S.)may be able to help answer this question.

9/2/2019 7:58:14 AM orionstar_prod 😱

9/2/2019 8:04:17 AM justbeingreagan Should be at the bottom right corner

9/2/2019 8:04:57 AM rockdawg27 Very interesting! Thanks! More please!!

9/2/2019 8:08:24 AM anneolsen43 Palm beach county and we are staying

9/2/2019 8:10:49 AM iluvkayakingtoo 👍

9/2/2019 8:23:27 AM katemaga3 Looks like Bourdain to me. Hmmm pic.twitter.com/hTCrgjvSXe

9/2/2019 8:25:07 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @ROYALMRBADNEWS @John_F_Kennnedy @prayingmedic 

@VincentCrypt46

A possible way to get rid of information on the on going investigation into the TRUTH. pic.twitter.com/rQhVnX6NiV

9/2/2019 8:26:32 AM shannonschoono RBG has survived Colon Cancer, Pancreatic Cancer (x2), and Lung Cancer.  What cures is she getting that aren't available to anyone else?  Stats in 

attached pic.

@realDonaldTrump @SaraCarterDC @BreitbartNews @LisaMei62 @Scavino45 @TrueEyeTheSpy @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/4e3LgN1cjf

9/2/2019 8:44:26 AM trcan66839023 There are no coincidences, Q sent me!

9/2/2019 9:24:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Or he doesn't agree with Central Banking. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1168523974734729217 …

9/2/2019 9:24:52 AM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any info about the tartarian empire and the mud flood?

9/2/2019 9:25:25 AM djlok #EndTheFed... Or at least restructure it.

9/2/2019 9:25:25 AM cosmic_engineer #EndTheFED

9/2/2019 9:26:25 AM qanongroup Let's agree to disagree.

9/2/2019 9:26:35 AM screwingme And the new bills show a wall of water destroying a city. NY? LA?

9/2/2019 9:26:53 AM clarkd958 Oh he understands alright

9/2/2019 9:28:06 AM dlhay He understands extremely well how rotten CBanks are, anyone who has studied them and how they came to be knows.

9/2/2019 9:28:32 AM jrocktigers End it!

9/2/2019 9:31:32 AM ambriayoga How can one get out of the mandatory injections?

9/2/2019 9:31:50 AM bonesecos He understands both the fed & central banks. His campaign promises stated he would get rid of both & establish them in a method that will benefit the 

public.

9/2/2019 9:36:36 AM decodematrix They print money out of nothing and loan it to banks and government at interest. That is the definition of a national loan shark.

9/2/2019 9:36:40 AM s_l_knotts Well..... what a thing to see first thing in the AM

9/2/2019 9:38:15 AM girlawakeinca Sorry 😐 

How about this instead?  Much nicer 😃 pic.twitter.com/x6s1XWCbQ3

9/2/2019 9:41:27 AM ckitoutpassiton  https://twitter.com/AtoZFringe/status/1149604394918281216?s=20 …

9/2/2019 9:43:05 AM zagnett #EndTheFedOrAtLeastPutATightLeashOnItAndChokeBackHard

9/2/2019 9:45:58 AM alinahere Have you seen This Video Victoria? 🤔 

Concise & simple to understand for the average layperson, mostly it Direct and to the Point. 👍🎯

WAR CASTLES:   https://youtu.be/n-NdxPIFHTI 

9/2/2019 9:49:09 AM attemptingdaily I swear....

It looks just like the kids are made to bow 

at the end of the chant

Never realized how spooky this is. Those poor kids

9/2/2019 9:49:40 AM alinahere Yes, so did I... trying to find the graphics & the visual, allegedly it happens after the next solar eclipse? 🤔 2021? ... again allegedly it will split the 

country almost Literally in half. 

There's an X that is formed buying aligning the previous eclipse and the one to come.



9/2/2019 9:50:07 AM attemptingdaily Not to mention...

the money is folded into the shape of pentagrams 

🤔 hmm

9/2/2019 9:50:39 AM alinahere  pic.twitter.com/i6P4915NbB

9/2/2019 10:03:51 AM micro_writ_anon It almost seems like Raniere planned to profit from the future state in which society will have to separate the wheat from the chaff.  Very disturbing.

9/2/2019 10:04:11 AM bdesigns6 Or he knows EVERYTHING about central banking!

9/2/2019 10:04:16 AM onlyrobbiesnead F the FED. He knows which is why he is going to end it

9/2/2019 10:04:58 AM keith369me The only people that agree with Central Banking are beneficiaries of money manipulating/printing policies or are asleep sheep.

9/2/2019 10:06:32 AM renee86743676 AXHOLES

9/2/2019 10:06:44 AM keith369me I’m with end it

9/2/2019 10:07:46 AM micro_writ_anon It's not a stupid patent when you think about the swamp getting drained and the need to sort these folks out at the local level.  Think about the fact 

that Raniere foresaw a potential future world where his peeps would be removed from society and planned to profit from it.

9/2/2019 10:08:08 AM 1960catalina Wow

9/2/2019 10:12:15 AM leesuzanbaker Trump understands.  He’s just smarter

9/2/2019 10:12:40 AM kasubo And No Name Cay.

9/2/2019 10:15:59 AM s_l_knotts Ahhhh. MUCH BETTER.  ❤️

Though preferring this doesn't mean my head is in the sand. 👍

9/2/2019 10:16:59 AM iqdou1 Or because he’s not part of the Templar/Masonic/Cabal gang https://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-the-knights-templar-became-the-worlds-first-

financial-services-company-2017-09-26 …

9/2/2019 10:17:54 AM kasubo Obama let China build secret military installations there. Abaco Island has one.

9/2/2019 10:20:52 AM girlawakeinca Well, you’re definitely in the right place to wake up. 😃

9/2/2019 10:23:36 AM anneolsen43 Central Banking has been controlling us. 2006 US stopped publishing M3 = recession 

(Gold)

CBGA have decided not to renew the Agreement upon its expiry in September 2019.

9/2/2019 10:32:54 AM erikaroot92101 exactly

9/2/2019 10:35:14 AM enomai_ May God*

9/2/2019 10:47:36 AM the_fjalar 🚨🚨🚨 http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/11-reasons-why-the-federal-reserve-is-bad …

9/2/2019 11:07:26 AM s_l_knotts Oh Lord Girl ~~ you ain't KIDDING!  CA has lost its ever lovin mind.  We do have STRONG MAGA in the Central Coast so we haven't given up!!  

#TRUMP2020

9/2/2019 11:09:39 AM girlawakeinca I agree. There’s a lot of us standing steady in the storm. pic.twitter.com/FyU0cJGzNa

9/2/2019 11:12:06 AM italianmom555 Most of us know all about the Fed and how it started ect. Our President knows even more. End The Fed. NOW

9/2/2019 11:21:25 AM dnbarlow36 Gold Standard will replace the Federal reserve bank

9/2/2019 11:23:08 AM dnbarlow36 If you look at who owns the central banks that is who has been running the world until Trump got elected.

9/2/2019 11:24:56 AM samsmith0319 💥💥Boom💥💥Their days are numbered...

9/2/2019 11:41:46 AM magnolia678 More like it.

9/2/2019 11:45:36 AM realhighup i dated a (broken it seemed) person who believed she was a witch haha but the more and more i think about her, her past, personality, etc was she 

somehow connected to this dark underworld? she now married to heir to a "funeral throne". intuition playing tricks. so many questions

9/2/2019 11:49:12 AM underco96572551 .....

9/2/2019 11:51:52 AM antarantanka The value is the people not the monetizers of the people (central banks)... Central Banks are publishing houses for money which they consider their 

particular I.P. We don’t need them. Never needed them.  Gold is an allusion to the real value.

DJT knows exactly what is going on.

9/2/2019 11:53:40 AM diesel_fish  https://qmap.pub/ 

9/2/2019 11:54:09 AM diesel_fish That's Q's website

9/2/2019 12:11:56 PM winklerburke Study formation of Bank of England 1694.  See Wikipedia. Guy says to king, I’ll print a million currencies, to buy a bond from you.  Later your citizens 

pay me back, I burn up the currency, except keep 8% or 6% interest.  Guy gains absolute power, corrupting absolutely: guy.

9/2/2019 12:15:00 PM winklerburke Note, first inflates the money supply, then deflates it. Whacky? Guy now prints currency, not government. Guy can expand or tighten money supply... 

so guy Hoovers up assets after every tightening. Guy ends up with bulk of assets. Absolute power & insanity.  Guy hires killers!

9/2/2019 12:17:03 PM schiller_spmode Nope! He doesn’t agree with them and the very fact that he keeps mentioning the Central Bank is enough to know they are next.

9/2/2019 12:17:29 PM winklerburke Killers kill whomever sees this con, who would stop Central Bank guys. See list of US Presidents shot. Like Reagan and JFK.   Guy now gets Central Banks 

in every country, owning 56%.  Other 44% goes to in country corrupt other bank guys. All corrupted by 2 much unlimited power!

9/2/2019 12:18:42 PM nickcpace1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/2/2019 12:19:09 PM nickcpace1 Victims black hat or white hat? Not victims!!!

9/2/2019 12:20:38 PM winklerburke God made a universe in which folk with unlimited power & corruption develop end times insanity plans, which they then emmanentize the eschaton... 

they bring future insanity into today.  O & H’s 16-year Plan to destroy the US.  Orchestrated by these guys, insane from Bank power.

9/2/2019 12:22:57 PM winklerburke This explains neg. interest rates. After guys fully Hoover assets from everyone, they need no more assets. Plus everyone is overloaded with debt. Guys 

now looking guilty as hell. So neg. rates make inflation .. hyper style to help all pay debts.   How?

9/2/2019 12:23:57 PM cpace98 He doesn’t agree with central banking and the Rothschilds

9/2/2019 12:27:19 PM winklerburke In extreme... gov. Issues 50% neg. bond for one Trillion $. Guys at CB print one Trillion $ from nothing but charge some fee? A 50% neg bond. Gov. 

Later (citizens) pay 1/2 Trillion $ back. Guys burn this in furnace.  Letting rest remain in circulation to create inflation, hyper.

9/2/2019 12:29:11 PM winklerburke Rinse and repeat. It all is insanity from 1694 onward... from 1913 at the FED onward... total unmitigated insanity.  Guys also mandate Prog (1984) Ed in 

all the world’s schools, to make all likewise insane, without morals. Infinite corruption.

9/2/2019 12:32:05 PM winklerburke Trump may seize assets of the treasonous, criminal “guys.”  Their hundreds of Trillion$... shall pay OFF national debts. CB’s taken over by treasury 

departments. Interest rates to be set by the market. No more infinitely evil central committee guys destroying worlds. Freedom!

9/2/2019 12:34:38 PM winklerburke Currency 2 be stabilized by gold, even throughout the universe as it appears to be then equally distributed, made by stars and not ever possibly made 

by humans or “others.”  Gold is a check on the wicked-evil side of humans and “others” through the galaxy. A necessary check. Duh.

9/2/2019 12:35:45 PM johntitor33621 lower hz is harder to hear, so you dont hear a buzzing sound

9/2/2019 12:43:59 PM virginialouelle Watch the water....🌀🦋💨

9/2/2019 12:51:17 PM richard07759712 Yup > on cue

9/2/2019 12:51:54 PM richard07759712 ... more like it!

9/2/2019 12:52:52 PM winklerburke When currency is stabilized, then normies can work, save & retire on interest on savings.  However, we must defund the tyranny guys’ Progressive 

(1984) Ed Sysyem, which makes zombies dedicated to destroying good. Bye bye 1984!

9/2/2019 12:56:20 PM winklerburke Ed sysyem must be replaced w/ 1776-Tragic-Western-Enlightenment’s Liberty. It is unconstitutional 2 use tax funds 4 1984 Ed, as it suicides the nation. 

Bye bye 1984 Ed, no more tax spent on suiciding good! Hello Liberty!  Hi Freedom! Hello 1776 Redeaux!  Americans will flourish!



9/2/2019 12:56:59 PM johnnyt_anon Trump knows the central bank structure better than most of the bankers. 99.9% of the population have no clue how it works. Even Ben Bernanke did 

not fully  understand until the 2011-2012 timeframe. Watch his body language and voice inflection Pre, During, and Post. He saw evil.

9/2/2019 12:59:33 PM winklerburke Please retweet top post if you like these advanced ideas. Note that talk show hosts never go beyond critique... and apparently cannot find the map out 

of darkness!  Retweet if you like good future outcomes described that R ameliorating AND doable!  Thanks!

9/2/2019 1:04:39 PM winklerburke Restated:  Normies cannot expect 2 make currency earnings, put ‘em in a bank with neg. interest rates, see inflation destroy their principle, get bail-in 

bank fees, and retire on that? Damn no. 10X damn no.  Seize bank “guys” assets, pay off US debts, let market set rates. Joy!

9/2/2019 1:04:47 PM jaded_pearl Not only human trafficking but guns, weapons, drugs...

9/2/2019 1:21:19 PM jamiegrahamusa Visit Phil Morales on UToob. His latest video shows the lasers or something being shot into it along with the contrails to create these. And this is far to 

compact. Normal ones are usually far bigger spinning circles. He also pointed out it was targeting Mara Largo and Port Lucie

9/2/2019 1:22:18 PM wendamcmillan They must wait for cooler weather because Wax figures melt easy pic.twitter.com/SU45s2nECW

9/2/2019 1:25:08 PM jamiegrahamusa Every bit of money you make goes back to these crooks via electric, water, cars, food etc. They're embedded everywhere. What you keep each month.. 

÷ by 40hrs a week x 4 and that's your wage. NOTHING. OR VERY LITTLE. Unless you make in the top 10-15% of populations salary.

9/2/2019 1:33:57 PM nan_ese Looks more like Jr. to me.😊

9/2/2019 1:35:38 PM nan_ese I'm seeing 35-68 mph winds on earthschool.null ...

9/2/2019 1:52:28 PM davidg02986909 I am not being aliens from another planet.  I will however think interdimensional beings like fallen angels as a plausible solution.  Or CERN.  Which is 

opening up the bottomless pit with the key of Shiva which was given to them

9/2/2019 2:04:15 PM davidg02986909 Twin Towers represents man and woman.  The luciferians destroyed Gods creation and now put up onefreedom tower which is to represent their 

transgender God Baphomet.  They want to create humans in ITS image.  Hence why there is such a push for transgenderism. Luciferians are nuts! 

pic.twitter.com/wFuI5I8UMV

9/2/2019 2:06:52 PM rockymtnheeler Symbolism will be their downfall

9/2/2019 2:22:19 PM davidg02986909 I think we know who the antichrist is.  In Revelations he is mortally wounded yet miraculously comes back to power.  I hope NOT! 

pic.twitter.com/et7IbcD1Wu

9/2/2019 2:26:04 PM davidg02986909 Ok.  So who made a surprise visit to Jerusalem?  https://amp.theguardian.com/world/2008/jul/24/israelandthepalestinians.uselections2008 … 

pic.twitter.com/s035cFFt2x

9/2/2019 2:27:28 PM davidg02986909 On the terrible day of the lord... you will see it then.  Revelations.

9/2/2019 2:27:37 PM poopscooper17 Yahoo! pic.twitter.com/OJ0lm5ghR2

9/2/2019 2:30:51 PM noidaho_gal @Jacci2354

9/2/2019 2:39:52 PM noidaho_gal @P0A_Triot23 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @JFK__Jr @JfkJuni0r @John_F_Kennnedy @FBI @thetruelvisjr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

#FalseFlags

Company's dates/locations coincides w/previous shootings.

Upcoming event Sept 8 & 9th!! pic.twitter.com/w5dlKB9w0c

9/2/2019 2:44:24 PM dlhay 😉 #Lightworkers 👍💕

9/2/2019 2:45:13 PM stargazer2020 #EndTheFed   Fed Reserve owned by private elite banker cartel. Not owned by the fed government

9/2/2019 2:52:01 PM roaminnoodle This guy has a plan to stop the hurricane(s).

Cc: @USNavy and @usairforce

 https://www.twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1168368379629060096 …

9/2/2019 2:55:29 PM ekotoons I SEE 369

9/2/2019 3:01:01 PM happykat9 That's true because Epstein 's pen*s was shaped like an egg 🥚 https://youtu.be/7nyWOzR-1L0 

9/2/2019 3:01:20 PM rachaelangelm That site listens

9/2/2019 3:04:42 PM coloradogal15 Good session by this young lady.  Her thoughts go

beyond just who owns what.

9/2/2019 3:48:02 PM shining91109743 The choice between good and evil.  The only way to win is to deny it (evil) battle.

9/2/2019 3:52:24 PM alinahere 👍🤣😅🤣 Slick!!! 😉👍🤣

9/2/2019 3:58:27 PM love82janet This is OLD School! I remember folding US currency like this for some of my friends and parents. They all thought I was nuts. Yup, the crazed, conspiracy 

theorist was right, again. Sheeple who can't see the forest from the trees head's are going to explode when truth is revealed.

9/2/2019 4:27:20 PM jonjonlives1 Axios is a joke

9/2/2019 4:55:54 PM 1crazy_toaster There's more of Hillary than him. Observe malfunctions / crazy behavior. Eyes on politicians, news anchors, Hellywood, heck, the whole network: 

music, sports, fashion, media.

9/2/2019 5:17:58 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/kFwLqOQWET

9/2/2019 5:55:27 PM chinitorecadi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy Venezuela has become a den (and possibly a hub) of Pedophilia in Latinamerica.

9/2/2019 6:00:46 PM w59_tammy My son went on a mission trip there and told me there was an underground base there. I really didn’t take him seriously at the time.

9/2/2019 6:01:47 PM lynnboyce7 I guess I was wrong unfortunately. Saw pics ofBahamas and they were devastated 😔 I pray it goes out into Atlantic and harms non more!!!

9/2/2019 6:07:07 PM keith369me Easy to do when there is hours and hours of fear coverage from sunny beaches on the FL coast and nothing from compromised areas.  Bad journalism is 

a huge issue.

9/2/2019 6:10:44 PM aprilbrown99 #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

9/2/2019 6:19:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein's 'fixer' who ran major modelling agency vanishes 'like a ghost' - Mirror Online https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/jeffrey-

epsteins-fixer-who-ran-19122659 …

9/2/2019 6:20:17 PM jvan125 Are these ‘people’ able to escape through portals or anything like that?

9/2/2019 6:21:13 PM conniecollette3 ... gone. pic.twitter.com/AXUpismU30

9/2/2019 6:21:17 PM fn_fiasco with Epstein now.

9/2/2019 6:21:41 PM aprilbrown99 Was he 187? Nothing vanishes without a trace.

9/2/2019 6:21:48 PM internetusr Just chillin pic.twitter.com/TxpkGLWYB4

9/2/2019 6:22:06 PM playactiongamer That pic was figured out by people a few years back.

9/2/2019 6:22:46 PM aprilbrown99 I used to love that movie.  Now I cant stand any of [them].

9/2/2019 6:23:04 PM iwork24 submarine?

9/2/2019 6:23:28 PM playactiongamer Significance behind Alice Town?

9/2/2019 6:24:23 PM nea_storm Wow! Thank you for the notice & education never knew of this man! Disappeared Like a "Ghost Operative"? Most Interesting! 

pic.twitter.com/C2sxwpH7Ds

9/2/2019 6:25:03 PM love4thegameak If l87 by Cabal, it would have been public in some way to warn others..

Missing is on Run, Or Good Guys have him... IMHO

9/2/2019 6:25:09 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/DHEog3_16Zw 

9/2/2019 6:25:46 PM aprilbrown99 Good point. 👍👍👍



9/2/2019 6:28:59 PM magnetmouth probably in witness protection

9/2/2019 6:35:29 PM aetherwalker1 It depends on who controls the currency.

If we had 'United States Notes' wholly controlled by the state, with complete transparency, issued in proportion to GDP then we would be free of the 

debt slave system.

9/2/2019 6:37:41 PM lyle_willis All in hiding, all fear for their lives. HUGE ppl involved that want loose ends tied

9/2/2019 6:37:42 PM robinreitsma1 i was wondering when this was going to come up. 👍

9/2/2019 6:40:54 PM dbelanger63 Probably in some tunnel in a undisclosed country

9/2/2019 6:42:36 PM kindeandtrue It's a testament to the incompetence (or worse) of the Trump DOJ that key players in Epstein case are slipping through their fingers. Is Hurricane 

Dorian part of the plan to destroy even more evidence?

9/2/2019 6:42:55 PM aprilbrown99 MJ,  If patriots are in control and the good guys have control over the skies and HAARP/DARPA, why can’t the hurricane be stopped so people don’t get 

hurt?  We know #Dorian was started by the cabal.

9/2/2019 6:43:17 PM humanproofer Like a ghost, or a spook?

9/2/2019 6:43:37 PM deniseharte5 HE'S ON THE SAME ISLAND AS MAXWELL AND JEFFIE AND A 10 YO......GO FIGURE

9/2/2019 6:45:57 PM aetherwalker1 Watch 'The Money Masters'  😉 https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1168699000155004928 …

9/2/2019 6:46:18 PM blackstonecomms As I inferred.  Where is the science to connect the dots inculcated in your remarks?  The article I posted addresses some of the issues contained in the 

official government response.

I would like to know what really happened, wouldn't you?

9/2/2019 6:51:08 PM moemc8 I hope white hats have him and he's spilling it all.  Would seem sloppy for these people to be able to disappear or be taken out by [them] at this point.

9/2/2019 6:57:51 PM chinitorecadi Venezuela is plenty of these sick scums that run so-called child modelling agencies (Which are in fact honeypots for pedos, traffickers and such)

9/2/2019 7:05:04 PM inperilous1 Most likely suicided

9/2/2019 7:05:45 PM blackstonecomms Now that's funny.  Well at least you have a sense of humor.

9/2/2019 7:08:11 PM rachaelangelm Chile

9/2/2019 7:11:01 PM allahuniversal Feb 13, 2015

Updated July 12, 2017 https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-dead-model-and-the-dirty-billionaire …

9/2/2019 7:13:22 PM ann_a_waywego Just wondering what happened to Epstein's Little St James island pic.twitter.com/gLtaDJLYte

9/2/2019 7:15:31 PM chinitorecadi @BelanKazar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy Guys this is the venezuelan modeling agency that has been acused of promoting pedophilia across 

the web.

9/2/2019 7:18:07 PM allahuniversal MC2, an MCH Company

 https://www.mc-2.com/ 

MC2, an MCH Company https://www.mch-group.com/en-US.aspx 

9/2/2019 7:36:27 PM 1_decided_voter Lovely how my "like" on your pinned post now lasts less than an hour now. And how notifications for your posts are suddenly turned off.

9/2/2019 7:37:57 PM cobbo311 What was going on at china lake?

9/2/2019 7:42:15 PM blsdbe Ikr!!! Oh, ALICE... pic.twitter.com/KrXNFh5jqC

9/2/2019 7:49:17 PM charmanda9 When you fold each bill into a pentagon.

9/2/2019 7:49:57 PM werascending Joseph Smith? 😂

9/2/2019 7:52:18 PM blsdbe This. pic.twitter.com/6Wv0sfH4Lm

9/2/2019 7:54:12 PM kindeandtrue I'm certainly not privy to anything. Just trying to piece things together and draw some conclusions on the information available.

9/2/2019 7:55:27 PM blsdbe Hopefully coming soon to a theater near you!!! pic.twitter.com/HYot9aVzll

9/2/2019 8:06:36 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes. The IRS are nothing but Fed henchman who pocket 10% of our tax dollars for being loyal and keeping their mouths shut.

9/2/2019 8:07:22 PM lbf777 We civilians have been paying the bill on that for 100 years.

9/2/2019 8:09:22 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/WFBTIax7gM

9/2/2019 8:15:22 PM tthebri @ChristinePolon1 @gholland04 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @RedPill78 @IPOT1776 @Spaceshot76 @ShadowspectreQ 

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/2/2019 8:28:45 PM mrnegatory No.

9/2/2019 8:28:58 PM jfogle8 Nahhh. I'm sure they'll find him hangin' around somewhere.

9/2/2019 8:43:41 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/SzvQzOIQiS

9/2/2019 8:44:39 PM charlesgdavis1 He's probably arkanicide!?!?😱👽💀

9/2/2019 8:55:41 PM kathleen3693693 Perhaps. Those in "witness protection" can be offed with no one following up on their missing status, eh?

9/2/2019 8:58:28 PM kathleen3693693 The dirtbag could have been rounded up and taken off-world, to a site whereby anything goes to make somebody talk.

9/2/2019 9:10:26 PM kathleen3693693 Looks to me that they're aiming for Hutchinson Island, where there are twin Nuclear power plants. Decimate that and its Fukushima 2.0.

If the #DeepState wants to phuck up the narrative for decades to come, Fukushima 2.0 would do it.

9/2/2019 9:16:57 PM misspatriot2 Antarctica demonic facades

9/2/2019 9:26:48 PM mongrelglory I highly doubt that in this day and age of surveillance technology, that the NSA have lost track of Brunel or Maxwell. Wonder if they're cooling their 

heels somewhere down in Cuba...😎

9/2/2019 9:26:56 PM karoolatas Wanted Poster pic.twitter.com/46YSYpvfOt

9/2/2019 9:52:31 PM magnetmouth sounds good to me!

9/2/2019 10:39:35 PM wickedmouse369 Under the ice of Greenland.

9/2/2019 10:40:16 PM musicspirit17 Interesting question

9/2/2019 10:41:04 PM musicspirit17 I’d love to know who captured this pic

9/2/2019 10:56:18 PM mojundi I mean his boss did get whacked

9/2/2019 10:59:45 PM internetusr It’s a screen cap from Rusty Shackleford’s drone videos. Like from a few days ago 😳

Don’t know for certain if that’s him, but man oh man if it is...

9/2/2019 11:14:23 PM musicspirit17 Right?! We are truly living in unprecedented times...every day a new shock

9/2/2019 11:14:50 PM katrockz1 Following all the great Patriots and retweeted #TrumpLandslide2020

9/2/2019 11:53:14 PM helenetruncali Thanks Buddy

9/3/2019 12:55:14 AM nurseniceyes I thought it was coopers town? Chinese port.

9/3/2019 2:26:15 AM aurorasreality Brunwell... ties to Madame Claude who ran the brothers in non other than France. He was under investigation in 1988 for basically everything we hear 

related to Epstein. 

Brunwell and co founder Jeffery fuller started MC2 modeling. Guess who works for them? Rachel Chandler pic.twitter.com/4CNQTa5lVm

9/3/2019 2:27:59 AM aurorasreality I’m 2095 Brunwell and Fuller took a payment from #Epstein and started MC2 a modeling firm in France. Supposedly there’s no record of payment 

though on their end 

 https://jezebel.com/the-sex-trafficking-model-scout-5603638 … pic.twitter.com/KX3m9K9TUt

9/3/2019 2:28:27 AM aftrdrk1 Pure Boron aka borax is proven to enhance your hormone levels and increase bone density..

9/3/2019 2:29:47 AM aftrdrk1 Boron also helps to flush fluoride from your body



9/3/2019 2:38:41 AM aurorasreality In 1988 Brunwell was investigated and even a 60 min special on his acts. In an interview he stated the below pic.twitter.com/iNKIscQbIc

9/3/2019 2:42:13 AM aurorasreality His ties go back to Madame Claude who manages over 500 brothels at one point. It’s rumored that her call girls were hired by clowns. Brunwell is listed 

as a close tie to her pic.twitter.com/cuFaKlQtce

9/3/2019 2:45:45 AM aurorasreality So back to Brunwell. We have a dude accused of drugging and raping girls, a 60 minute exclusive on it even, and he stats a “modeling” agency with #

epstein money... nothing to see here 🤦🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/w4XIkhW2sc

9/3/2019 2:49:07 AM pomeinnz hmm 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rrIawWFFB2

9/3/2019 2:51:45 AM aurorasreality His partner saw nothing wrong with this business venture? Sure. 

Co founder Jeffery Fuller also President of MC2 pic.twitter.com/ITLM4mnF7C

9/3/2019 2:54:24 AM aurorasreality Some of the new faces... wonder if we will see that the are victims later on pic.twitter.com/NfavYJbMnd

9/3/2019 2:57:09 AM aurorasreality #epstein is accused of buy girls, from where? France. Another model accused him and she was mc2 pic.twitter.com/loM0Js3Crl

9/3/2019 2:59:59 AM aurorasreality So as us anons know, guess who else is connected to mc2? 

None other than Rachel Chandler!!! pic.twitter.com/dfjrijfEMu

9/3/2019 3:02:24 AM aurorasreality He thought he was helping the new faces. I wonder if they will be named were coming forward as victims later ? pic.twitter.com/AHM0CKgISW

9/3/2019 3:04:05 AM aurorasreality #epstein was accused by a mc2 model already and accused of buying held as presents, from where? France pic.twitter.com/KEI24xTVmL

9/3/2019 3:05:28 AM aurorasreality Anons already know... but who is connected to mc2?? 

None other than Rachel Chandler pic.twitter.com/tyI3PQUiRq

9/3/2019 3:31:04 AM aurorasreality It’s not hard to find info on Rachel chandler if you know where to look. 

She married Tim Guinness https://www.vogue.com/tag/celebrity/rachel-chandler-guinness …

9/3/2019 3:33:16 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/IH8FtM8arb

9/3/2019 3:35:20 AM aurorasreality Daphne tons half sister was once married to Sypros Niarchos pic.twitter.com/4ahVAoxu2d

9/3/2019 3:42:27 AM aurorasreality Sypros was the son of Stavros Niarchos. pic.twitter.com/028AXyLV1C

9/3/2019 3:45:42 AM aurorasreality Stravros just happened to sleeping with the former  ambassador to.... guess where?? 

France pic.twitter.com/nEKnbWUk6O

9/3/2019 3:47:12 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @_00111111_ @StormIsUponUs @Cordicon @OrtaineDevian @AwfySore @freenaynow @RaeAnon @HawtinGibb @QBlueSkyQ 

@JohnGrahamDick1 @Qanon76 @striderraven1 @arcbody8008 @badluck_jones @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/3/2019 3:48:38 AM aurorasreality Here’s a weird connection to that goes back.  Dianna Guinness had a friendship with Hilter and he attended her wedding! pic.twitter.com/nQmlolwTcV

9/3/2019 4:03:17 AM 1centralcaligal My Lord, I look at those 'modeling' head shots of those CHILDREN, & THEY are NOT normal; i know they're supposed to be serious, edgy even, but they 

look absolutely sad and even terrified!!!! I'll pay for all of them, and their souls!!

9/3/2019 4:10:05 AM aurorasreality Dumb twitter auto corrected ever Brunell to brunwell 🤦🏼♀️🤷♀️

9/3/2019 4:15:53 AM aurorasreality To finish we have #epstein tied to brunell and mc2, we have Rachel chandler tied to mc2.  But do we know for sure Jean Luc Brunell knew Epstein ? 

Well here’s little black book archive and guess who is Bolded pic.twitter.com/ajpsbnSgGz

9/3/2019 4:17:20 AM aurorasreality Oh and a Guinness or two, imagine that pic.twitter.com/xghKY0nORQ

9/3/2019 4:17:45 AM aurorasreality @threadreaderapp unroll

9/3/2019 4:20:51 AM threadreaderapp Hi you can read it here: Thread by @Aurorasreality: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Brunwell... ties to Madame Claude who ran the brothers in non other than 

France. He was under investigat […]" #epstein  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1168817471354130433.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

9/3/2019 4:23:50 AM aurorasreality Think one of the present girls is TV ? 🤔🤔

9/3/2019 4:35:28 AM natureinspace Why hasn't this hurricane moved in two days? I've never seen anything like it just sitting stationary. Bermuda Triangle?

9/3/2019 4:45:55 AM keith369me Gaia returning the spirit of Atlantis by washing the negativity of the region.  A great flood locally where needed the most?

9/3/2019 4:47:25 AM jeepeemjohnjohn Brunel👁

9/3/2019 4:48:40 AM keith369me Did Dorian wash him away?

9/3/2019 4:58:40 AM mary67590963 I'm sure this is just another..."coincidence". 🙄

9/3/2019 5:12:37 AM bernicerinas Are you serious? This this actually true?

9/3/2019 5:13:51 AM unitedlight1 Gold!!

9/3/2019 5:15:01 AM elfantscott Or he’s going to destroy the Fed

9/3/2019 5:15:28 AM elfantscott And axios is garbage

9/3/2019 5:29:22 AM tobefrank15 Terence Mckenna Talks about Mushrooms from Outer Space https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=160&v=AIMPX5aGCu8 …

9/3/2019 6:00:20 AM grundemt If you think that's hilarious, you need to check out this schmoopy guy

 https://youtu.be/6IDSdBxOtb8  pic.twitter.com/fGqKfoQrCH

9/3/2019 6:02:01 AM cryptooz Hehehe

9/3/2019 6:08:12 AM inmatemaga Can I get a lift please? 

#WWG1WGA #QARMY #MAGA #TWINNING #UNSEALEPSTEIN #UNSEALPEDOGATE #KAG2020

9/3/2019 6:40:51 AM carmindabrendel @GenFlynn @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @TheSharpEdge1 @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 @_00111111_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/3/2019 6:42:50 AM peterjonathanna According to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"Marijuana decriminalization is in the pipeline very soon."

I believe this twitter account is the real Majestic 12 which means that cannabis legalization is coming.

Trump's healthcare plan is coming this month.

The perfect time for cannabis healing!

9/3/2019 6:43:11 AM hawtingibb Donald trump will win 2020 by 75/80% these deep state bad actors have had their day in the sun ! Far too many people awake now ! Most of the 

runners will be in jail by 2020 😉

9/3/2019 6:43:19 AM federalistno78  https://twitter.com/federalistno78/status/1150109719824146433?s=21 …

9/3/2019 6:46:56 AM carmindabrendel Like survival depends on it... He has to win !!!

9/3/2019 6:47:49 AM cintrony ♥️Thanks for the ride! 🚂💕 @COL3v17 RT/IFB🇺🇸 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

9/3/2019 6:49:02 AM hawtingibb No 1 bit of doubt in ma mind ! They couldn’t do 2016 RIGGED for Hillary ! Al put ma neck out 75% 👊🇺🇸👊 . DJT !

9/3/2019 6:50:19 AM hawtingibb All patriots need to hit the polls thou MAGA . KAG 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/3/2019 6:52:19 AM carmindabrendel & Then hold the fort & Rebuild

9/3/2019 6:58:52 AM charitable_fury Definitely the latter!!😎🇺🇸

9/3/2019 7:00:36 AM carmindabrendel I’m being sarcastic... we know now

9/3/2019 7:08:12 AM ferris144 Or understands how crooked and what a scam they are.



9/3/2019 7:15:34 AM karina89350882 Thank you for this very interesting point of view!!! I never didn`t think in this way - but, yes, really a view to think about!!!

9/3/2019 7:20:56 AM aurorasreality Did you see how the spell check tries to change spelling to. Lame Alice

9/3/2019 7:49:16 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn

9/3/2019 7:57:45 AM blsdbe #HAARP Much? #GeoEngineering #WeatherWarefare #WhiteHatsAreInControl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @zagnett 

https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1168892656862343169 …

9/3/2019 8:14:06 AM _girlmaher_ Does your water have a flavouring agent? That would be the first reason not to by it. And this is how this discovery is easily ridiculed, by way of people 

who don't understand the concept of water.

9/3/2019 8:53:31 AM thereahempqueen Sacrifice nearing. Looks like mahr is going to level up. He was quite happy when the elder kochs brother died. He mocked it.

9/3/2019 8:54:05 AM covertress 100s of blue polos? Interesting.

9/3/2019 8:54:23 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Makes sense now on hurrican Dorian.👇👇👇👇👇👇  pic.twitter.com/583aTFFOxg

9/3/2019 8:55:16 AM thereahempqueen Didnt he work for the fbi? This request is contradictive to making women feel safe.

9/3/2019 9:03:31 AM wink5811 No coincidences man made storm? caused fear to over 17 million people in Fl alone, damaged property in Bahamas for what reason???  Read Jim Stone  

 http://82.221.129.208/.wc5.html

9/3/2019 9:03:55 AM thereahempqueen ? Explain?

9/3/2019 9:07:29 AM wink5811 Read Jim Stone  http://82.221.129.208/.wc5.html

9/3/2019 9:30:32 AM thereahempqueen This is a manipulated hurricane. #weathermodification is real.

9/3/2019 9:33:55 AM thereahempqueen  https://climateviewer.com/2013/11/08/hurricane-hacking-the-department-of-homeland-security-enters-the-weather-modification-

business/?fbclid=IwAR06ZjSXjqkKBtkxXkVN92qVlz39UQ__HGm2_TwC8A4ODW0-rcsx8cKD5d4 …

9/3/2019 9:40:26 AM lynnboyce7 It's also in the Bermuda Trangle and the magnetic ley lines. pic.twitter.com/MtMM9yWpL2

9/3/2019 10:02:04 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

EXCLUSIVE: Frenchman Jean-Luc Brunel, 72, denied any wrong-doing in connection to Jeffrey Epstein, but now he has disappeared like a "ghost"

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/jeffrey-epsteins-fixer-who-ran-19122659 …

9/3/2019 10:13:56 AM 1crazy_toaster Draco? Inner Earth?

9/3/2019 10:17:20 AM mgodfrey99 Nice info, Thanks

9/3/2019 10:49:49 AM tamravee The JONATHAN KLECK has ALOT of info TRUTH on this as well as Obama /Akhenaten connection and a tidal wave hitting NYC ($20) and Hoover Dam 

bursting . Incredible ! They HAVE TO LET US KNOW ex: 911 over towers reversed pic.twitter.com/nLtitoWOap

9/3/2019 11:30:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd America #WeThePeople don’t want Central Banking. Our POTUS wants what’s best for humanity, selfless man genuine and true. @realDonaldTrump is 

a TRUE Founding Father, he is the epitome of heart love, innate goodness. This is #MyPresident whom WE trust, have gratitude, and love.

9/3/2019 11:44:41 AM ahleacz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/s9KX2JMAtt

9/3/2019 11:55:39 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/1bIzAdZiChY  pic.twitter.com/s66rLlxnK0

9/3/2019 12:34:01 PM richard07759712 RT

9/3/2019 12:36:43 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @JohnGrahamDick1 @Qanon76 @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_

9/3/2019 12:45:32 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/AwULS1OmtF

9/3/2019 12:50:24 PM spotcj9999 { :^) I'm still wondering on why DARPA needed to buy tunnels in Florida by Aug 30th. was it to store a small army for the Chinese while Dorian destroys 

their base...that would be too far out there wouldn't it???

@intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736432901308416?s=20 …

9/3/2019 12:50:50 PM spotcj9999  https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736441424175107?s=20 …

9/3/2019 12:57:28 PM spotcj9999 { :^)  DARPA needed tunnels by Aug 30th. in Florida, Deep State maybe???

could these be used to store Chinese military until Dorian blows over, or hold them as part of a invasion force. my guess is we will find out soon.

 https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736441424175107?s=20 … https://twitter.com/DARPA/status/1166736432901308416?s=20 …

9/3/2019 1:20:03 PM dase_tex Appreciate being included with these wonderful Patriots!  I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/LA56S2sIrx

9/3/2019 1:20:05 PM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

Jeffrey Epstein reportedly used recruiters who worked through New York City dance studios to find him a supply of alleged victims.

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.foxbusiness.com/business-leaders/epsteins-recruiters-used-dance-studios-as-hunting-ground-report.amp …

9/3/2019 1:23:52 PM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

Epstein accuser Virginia Giuffre alleged that the financier ordered her to have sex with Britain's Prince Andrew.

She called on Prince Andrew to "come clean" about it.

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.npr.org/2019/08/28/754952124/epstein-accuser-calls-on-prince-andrew-to-come-clean-about-sex-allegations …
9/3/2019 1:24:37 PM boshek6  pic.twitter.com/jAgp6ifpg9

9/3/2019 1:31:33 PM chinitorecadi This case is so big that is already being investigated by the police and has gained attention of international news @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@NTN24ve #unsealepstein #Venezuela #savethekids

9/3/2019 1:36:48 PM cintrony ♥🇺🇸Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 Appreciate it!💕⭐ RT/IFB

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER

9/3/2019 2:06:26 PM chickanon2 😉

9/3/2019 2:14:26 PM helenetruncali  pic.twitter.com/VeyQbqmjgK



9/3/2019 2:42:40 PM jamesfrandsen @martingeddes

@prayingmedic

@intheMatrixxx

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@55true4u

@stacyjostacyjo

@RealEyeTheSpy

@QTAnon1

@catturd2

@ayethespy

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@QCovfefe

@dedoggs

@EyesOnQ

@Qanon76

@QStrodamus

@JockoQuotes

@Deplorable_Sher
9/3/2019 2:59:13 PM joinna6 Red Shield

9/3/2019 3:20:12 PM ag611127 Thank you for the ride, hope I didn’t miss anyone 😀

9/3/2019 3:45:19 PM bolekk1 Big Hopes for Trump's Healthcare. Hoping that it will include 100% Cannabis legalization.

9/3/2019 3:46:51 PM davidbroadhur11 @LionelMedia @LisaMei62 @RealMattCouch @StormIsUponUs @TomFitton @StormIsUponUs @PatriotsSoapbox @JackPosobiec @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@marklevinshow @CraigRSawyer @DiamondandSilk @DeepStateExpose @intheMatrixxx @ 

https://twitter.com/PresidentGeiger/status/1168272553284124678 …

9/3/2019 3:56:08 PM davidbroadhur11 GATOR DUN PATRIOTS! @FuctupMike @LionelMedia @LisaMei62 @RealMattCouch @StormIsUponUs @JudicialWatch @PatriotsSoapbox 

@JackPosobiec @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @marklevinshow @CraigRSawyer @SaraCarterDC @intheMatrixxx @DeepStateExpose @DiamondandSilk ! 

pic.twitter.com/IFQrS9fzfx

9/3/2019 4:00:25 PM joinna6 Trying to Block 

#unsealepstein

 https://www.cernovich.com/mystery-man-who-probably-partied-with-jeff-epstein-seeks-to-keep-the-epstein-case-file-sealed/ …

9/3/2019 4:01:43 PM joinna6 #TheHundreds

9/3/2019 4:02:48 PM cheyenne621955  pic.twitter.com/sLgzqecPyM

9/3/2019 4:02:50 PM joinna6 Trying to Block

#unsealepstein https://www.cernovich.com/mystery-man-who-probably-partied-with-jeff-epstein-seeks-to-keep-the-epstein-case-file-sealed/ …

9/3/2019 4:15:42 PM 78503002 So what is the real story behind Galactic Virgin, Blue Origin, Space X all pushing the space race?

9/3/2019 4:39:24 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

When we have traveled the space during Nazi control.

Did we harm other planets enough to have a grave concern for tracking capabilities of the smallest details?

9/3/2019 4:59:40 PM sparkleloung  https://youtu.be/e3JHXk4_TE8 

9/3/2019 4:59:46 PM urkules @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The power of 369?  pic.twitter.com/CAgkJWfxeL

9/3/2019 6:11:03 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Do any of these clouds represent any meaning to you all? That we are unaware of, or myself.

I feel like this is something deep. Upon mankind.  pic.twitter.com/dP21UcgC69

9/3/2019 6:14:04 PM moemc8 Nope, just that God does good work.  That's what I see.  Beauty.

9/3/2019 6:24:18 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me

9/3/2019 6:29:44 PM otctrader2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @wwg1wga93583681 

Real or fake? TR-3B? pic.twitter.com/QXOXqEdgu5

9/3/2019 6:42:59 PM jrocktigers 👀👀👀 https://nypost.com/2019/09/03/john-doe-begs-judge-not-to-name-names-in-epstein-gal-pal-case/ …

9/3/2019 7:22:00 PM westmount_d7  pic.twitter.com/Kwnqyy83o8

9/3/2019 8:13:08 PM nschlange Why does it look like there are all those faces in the clouds, or next to the clouds? What are they?

9/3/2019 8:36:49 PM sevemorrison @axios ha

9/3/2019 8:57:43 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/zrydWP6HPM

9/3/2019 9:26:07 PM santadomingo16 Wait are you saying those that are evil and follow satanism, nwo and Lucifer are the ones that are granted the title angel. And those that reject that 

power structure and that are righteous and true are called demons?

9/3/2019 9:29:19 PM santadomingo16 Are you saying that Angels are part of the evil control power structure and that they are not a positive entity but more so one of an extraterrestrial 

alien origin?

9/3/2019 9:46:51 PM lonestarparson Hey, just fishing

9/3/2019 10:32:57 PM cat_scaredy MJ's are experts at fishing and seems they enjoy it as much as the cats above! pic.twitter.com/3S5k3w32p8

9/3/2019 11:02:43 PM timmc777 🚂🚂🦅ThxGodLvr!😇🇺🇸

9/3/2019 11:17:21 PM tripsitter420  pic.twitter.com/bekhGCrtOK

9/4/2019 12:36:51 AM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 4:10:05 AM pacu133 I haven't seen a shred of news about Hurricane Dorian's impact on #EpsteinIsland. Weird.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AFP/status/1168490000712896513 …

9/4/2019 4:24:14 AM richard07759712 Poof!

9/4/2019 4:24:54 AM richard07759712 PCB 👉🏼 Poor Central Bank

9/4/2019 4:40:16 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @JohnGrahamDick1 @geogreer2 @GregRubini @martingeddes @striderraven1 @paul_serran @_00111111_ @JuliansRum 

@StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @USArmy @truthunravels18 @TheSharpEdge1 @Qanon76 @Melanch10844904 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 5:19:38 AM geoffcrowther14 M

O

V

E

9/4/2019 5:24:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yet are silent about the billions posioned with mercury from vaccines. Sheep no more. Slush funds for human trafficking. 

https://twitter.com/JoyceMsuya/status/1168567726312480768 …

9/4/2019 5:45:20 AM andyr1112 Good old Mercury the "transition metal" seems to only transition you closer to bad health or death

9/4/2019 5:51:10 AM wahiggins3 3 6 9 very interesting, very @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



9/4/2019 6:06:50 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 6:18:54 AM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/91krGgNqs1

9/4/2019 6:19:44 AM snakejackal  https://www.gaia.com/share/ck05a1m4000670hmr989q37gc?rfd=cMahB8&language[]=en … Hybrid Soldier for the SSP

9/4/2019 6:25:24 AM red3691 Thanks for the ride Col⭐

9/4/2019 6:38:07 AM rawphonegirl Please vote and RT! Maybe @realDonaldTrump will see it and DO SOMETHING because Congress is lousy with shills. Let pharma fall under the weight 

of their own liability. 

🙏🙏🙏 https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1169095222980222976 …

9/4/2019 6:39:00 AM paytonpatriot Bottom right corner is very majestic, ain’t that right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 6:42:45 AM kindeandtrue Thank you for this important piece of the puzzle.

9/4/2019 6:43:02 AM jrocktigers  https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6380648-Maxwell-Doe.html …

9/4/2019 6:43:07 AM alexandercody7 "posioned" intended? Can't find the connection

9/4/2019 6:44:54 AM atsaduk Dont forget amalgam fillings, which mostly are given to the poor, are 50% mercury by weight. This destroys lives and nobody even realizes it. Yet...

9/4/2019 7:09:15 AM zagnett 👆👆👆

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@Love_Infusion

@40_head

@KremlinBot4

@OldWiseHermit

@RoubLisa
9/4/2019 7:35:10 AM quedelumiere @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @ArtificialSugar @andweknow @Qanon76 @Panamza @rising_serpent @prayingmedic 

@X22Report @Incarnated4EVA @JasonBermas @bethankfulforit @99freemind @frfrankpavone @VincLapierre CERN Satanic ritual  

https://youtu.be/Uq2nORtc3xM  via @YouTube

9/4/2019 7:37:13 AM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 7:44:26 AM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 8:00:16 AM peterclloyd Just like Capone, let’s have a look at the Federal Reserve’s Federal Income Tax returns...

9/4/2019 8:13:06 AM artificialsugar Holy crap! That’s crazy.

9/4/2019 8:30:58 AM drbohammer And millions more are poisoned with topicals and liquids which contain mercury as a “preservative” eg. contact lens solution.

9/4/2019 8:37:19 AM winklerburke My three sons received lots of vaccines (I didn't know)... now they are 30 and believe Q a LARP, and they really despise Trump, and they think their 

father an idiot for loving the Q movement?  (See how that worked?)  However, the more blood I donate, the better inside I feel.

9/4/2019 9:05:21 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Chumming the waters?  https://www.infowars.com/trump-administration-considering-social-credit-score-system-to-determine-

who-can-buy-a-gun/ …

9/4/2019 9:17:11 AM lbf777 Considering all the wealth Gov/Corportions stole from us, they owe each man, woman and child $155,000 according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so stop 

paying them taxes or fines!

We can't fund the criminals we are trying to lock up!  pic.twitter.com/OiB0RcTSYU

9/4/2019 9:22:36 AM girlawakeinca “You think you’re using the internet...” but in reality “We have essentially been building the content base for this super intelligence”  [AI]     Bill Gates

Begin at 13:00

Our World in 2020 - The Scary Truth!  https://youtu.be/hNfeLn3vJjI  via @YouTube

@zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @blsdbe

9/4/2019 9:38:52 AM roublisa Greatquestion brother🙌

9/4/2019 9:39:06 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

The fallout from the Jeffrey Epstein scandal is beginning to have an effect on Prince Andrew‘s royal duties.

🙏🙏🙏 #SaveTheChildren

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://people.com/royals/prince-andrews-royal-duties-affected-jeffrey-epstein-scandal/amp/ …
9/4/2019 9:39:07 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

Prince Andrew is being booted from public engagements because of his ties to late pedophile pal Jeffrey Epstein, according to reports.

🙏🙏🙏 #SaveTheChildren

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://nypost.com/2019/09/04/prince-andrew-reportedly-axed-from-events-over-ties-to-jeffrey-epstein/amp/ …

9/4/2019 9:42:02 AM roaminnoodle Thanks!

I am still hoping for a great answer 🙏

9/4/2019 9:46:01 AM hawkgirlinmn Optics 😎🤞

9/4/2019 9:53:04 AM anonsintel Trump obtains 3 separate contracts for $700+ billion each. 7 7 7

"The number 777 is the Biblical reference for the last day of creation. It is also a reference to the genealogy of Jesus, the Son of God."

$716 billion $738 billion. 700+716+738 = 2154

Qpost 2154

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/IZ0LPd8nNY

9/4/2019 9:53:22 AM blsdbe Wow. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @GirlAwakeinCA @charmanda9 @laurabusse @krissuzz  👀👀👀

9/4/2019 9:55:03 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m also just thinking they put it out there to see reaction and how it may affect polls or social media trends. It’s a great diversion too.

9/4/2019 9:59:05 AM roublisa I think it is a very fair question...IMHO😉😉😉

9/4/2019 10:01:16 AM girlawakeinca The more you...🤢 pic.twitter.com/29MVtafoGo

9/4/2019 10:42:31 AM alizabeth_usa Bingo!



9/4/2019 10:44:51 AM texasnana05 Hell no

9/4/2019 10:47:41 AM roaminnoodle Yet you are silent about the Billions poisoned with mercury from #Vaccines. 

#SheepNoMore.

Slush funds for #HumanTrafficking.

h/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/JoyceMsuya/status/1168567726312480768 …
9/4/2019 11:10:21 AM roaminnoodle #UnsealEpstein

WE have the Power (of 3 6 and 9) to WILL This into Reality

#UnsealEpstein

Cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1169309429675769856 …
9/4/2019 11:14:14 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/4/2019 11:46:03 AM advocatecomm yep, esp. considering this https://youtu.be/HbkdKbzc_WQ 

9/4/2019 11:50:48 AM lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll @love4thegameAK 

@cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  @drawandstrike 

@cjtruth @ReeseJohn_ @cjtruth

9/4/2019 11:52:33 AM roaminnoodle 👀🧐 Epstein's Zorro Ranch. Multi-million dollar ranch in the middle of absolutely-no-where, New Mexico, complete with a hanger and airstrip...

You know he was intelligence...

You know about DUMBs...

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

#Q #QAnon https://www.coreysdigs.com/trafficking/is-jeffrey-epsteins-zorro-ranch-insulated/ …

9/4/2019 11:59:57 AM enomai_ Bill Gates should be running.

9/4/2019 12:06:58 PM lorieve I have been doing my best to dumb down the AI.

9/4/2019 12:20:46 PM blsdbe Wow. I wish I knew how old the clips from the vid were. Not surprised. Very ‘I Robot’...apply the Golden Rule? Maybe what comes around will go 

around? pic.twitter.com/NboQSauSy3

9/4/2019 12:29:31 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1169331488061628417 …

9/4/2019 12:35:22 PM giediknight At 45:15 one of the characters describes her ultimate fantasy. To run around on an Island #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 with Prince 

Andrew and make love. pic.twitter.com/PNx9zQJkXF

9/4/2019 12:50:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Detectives investigate apparent murder-suicide in Central Point https://www.kdrv.com/content/news/Detectives-investigate-apparent-murder-

suicide-in-Central-Point-559380441.html …

9/4/2019 12:51:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder why. https://twitter.com/TatianaSiegel27/status/1169243495673909249 …

9/4/2019 12:52:34 PM stormystorm10 Wonder why👆🏻

9/4/2019 12:52:41 PM richzen2 😂😂😂

9/4/2019 12:53:03 PM terran_sol @DJLOK Do you remember the name of the politician who retweeted an @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet? Do you by chance have a link?

9/4/2019 12:55:32 PM 92michael A rabbit and a cat!!! Both shot in the same manner? - Umm? Who shoots their mom? Then shoots their pets, then shoots himself?

9/4/2019 12:56:51 PM keith369me Welcome to Hollywood, where the scum of the earth congregate.

9/4/2019 1:04:31 PM uridacherry_ Trippie redds new album is literally “!” 🤔

9/4/2019 1:05:36 PM boy12_jimmy Although I am skeptical about the details including the pets shot in the same manner? Did you share this for the listing of murder/suicides that follow 

the story? Or just for the strange bits about the murders/suicide?

9/4/2019 1:05:46 PM girlawakeinca @newyorklady1234 @WellHellsBells_ @ContinuumPope @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Keith72256137 @JudicialWatch pic.twitter.com/QLjih9zgse

9/4/2019 1:06:36 PM laura_twelve Or both?

9/4/2019 1:08:40 PM djlok  https://www.azmirror.com/blog/gosar-mistakenly-retweets-qanon-clue/ …

9/4/2019 1:09:08 PM maryschade14 Well Alrighty then!!

9/4/2019 1:13:19 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/drpaulgosar/status/1160958566821445633?s=21 …

9/4/2019 1:14:23 PM roaminnoodle [Allen]

Then 41-year-old Woody said, "I'm openminded about sex. I'm not above reproach; if anything, I'm below reproach. I mean, if I was caught in a love 

nest with fifteen 12yearold girls tomorrow, people would think, yeah, I always knew that about him." https://www.tmz.com/2014/02/05/woody-allen-

12-year-old-sex-interview-pedophile/ …

9/4/2019 1:19:03 PM enomai_ @realDonaldTrump 

Are we about to see an entire haul over of the vaccine industry?

No matter state laws?

Is there going to be a executive order coming out?

9/4/2019 1:19:14 PM meadowthomassss And just like that, libs start defending big banks.

9/4/2019 1:23:28 PM meadowthomassss If Trump doesn’t stop with the gun control garbage, he will lose. They have found the wedge that will divide

9/4/2019 1:27:10 PM terran_sol Thank you!

9/4/2019 1:27:18 PM terran_sol 😁

9/4/2019 1:38:13 PM brandon73745841  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghost_World_(film) …

Did Terry Zwigoff or Steve Buscemi introduce Scarlett into something?

9/4/2019 1:42:56 PM blackjackpupil No way! 😳

9/4/2019 2:01:22 PM mirage3888 This is only 20 minutes from my house.  What the heck?  Mind control?  Satanic?

9/4/2019 2:07:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd When you’re smack dab in the middle of something, part of it...you’ll behave in this twisted manner. If I was asked to work with a pedophile my 

response would be, “As a college educated female, I’d rather scrub men’s urinals at rest stops with my tooth than be around a pedo!”

9/4/2019 2:09:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 1976 was 43 years ago. 

How many children did he rape?

All unchecked.

Protected by Intelligence.

Asset of Intelligence.

All for Propaganda. https://twitter.com/RoaminNoodle/status/1169342969310265346 …

9/4/2019 2:09:41 PM yustein Independence https://youtu.be/kYhHLgZAyik 



9/4/2019 2:12:26 PM peterclloyd He certainly wasn’t successful for his talent or good looks 👀

9/4/2019 2:13:44 PM freeandoriginal How disgusting he is

9/4/2019 2:16:14 PM roaminnoodle One is too many. But I am guessing he raped hundreds.

9/4/2019 2:16:27 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/eiPt5VIBg0

9/4/2019 2:18:50 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/9iOwG2UPPB

9/4/2019 2:19:13 PM roaminnoodle Hello ALICE. 🎣🐠🐟

Peace and Love to you.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/4/2019 2:22:32 PM pomeinnz When Q says they wont be able to walk the street....

♿️♿️♿️♿️

9/4/2019 2:23:48 PM enomai_  http://www.qmap.pub/read/888 

 http://www.qmap.pub/read/999 

 http://www.qmap.pub/read/495 

 http://www.qmap.pub/read/12 

You can read accounts like the military accounts quoting Q.

@usnavy @DeptofDefense etc.

You can look at real accounts like 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Mathematically 

Impossible.
9/4/2019 2:29:10 PM drbohammer Perhaps she identifies as a pre-pubescent Asian girl 🤷🏻♂️

9/4/2019 2:34:15 PM susan66388204 I remember this happening, and I always felt it was 100% true.  I felt that was the reason behind his wife’s—life breakdown

9/4/2019 2:35:08 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1169359592922308608 …

9/4/2019 2:35:40 PM susan66388204 I was having the Worst day until I saw THIS 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣Thank You 😌

9/4/2019 2:36:02 PM tweetstreetint1 These people are sick. 😡

Gillibrand's dad was NXIVM's attorney. Look at this patent application. To Determine If A Luciferian Could Be Rehabilitated...

The more you know...

#EndTheCabal

#WarmUpGITMO

#StopHidingOurHistory

#SerfsNoMore pic.twitter.com/3Tsc0FMXUO
9/4/2019 2:40:19 PM bbobbio71 Pressure seems to be ramping up! 😉

Special place in hell for abusers of Children

9/4/2019 2:42:26 PM bbobbio71 Asset of intelligence??

🤡 perhaps? If so,  a common thread is clearly developing.  JFK knew

9/4/2019 2:45:03 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/4/2019 2:45:53 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/4/2019 2:46:04 PM bdab28 That sounds like how they fixed my broken tooth as a kid. It's been about 19 years and I still holds strong

9/4/2019 2:46:14 PM rachaelangelm The cold truth at times

9/4/2019 2:46:20 PM bdab28 It**

9/4/2019 2:48:40 PM curt_avila Professional children's school?

9/4/2019 2:50:54 PM internetusr Y'all thought we were all crazy for saying there is a pedo problem with Hollywood. Well, here it comes. We were right all along.

9/4/2019 2:51:58 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/t2aDvKFZrp

9/4/2019 2:52:57 PM eileen_ironic Soon yee

9/4/2019 2:55:30 PM bbobbio71 Alice Town - Wikipedia

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_Town 

9/4/2019 3:02:44 PM keith369me ...and who was complicit by their silence?

9/4/2019 3:13:41 PM azuremagus Shagging early on

9/4/2019 3:13:49 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔

👀👀👀

👂👂👂

9/4/2019 3:13:56 PM mongrelglory Well she started out as a child actress in the business.  Odds are high that she was probably molested along the way. Possibly also has some MK-ultra 

programming. 😔

9/4/2019 3:15:46 PM mongrelglory According to CDAN Dwayne Johnson has advanced his career via the casting couch with male producers.

9/4/2019 3:17:32 PM lbf777 The man married his own daughter.

9/4/2019 3:17:49 PM lori_dee1 2) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll @love4thegameAK 

@cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  @drawandstrike 

@cjtruth @ReeseJohn_

9/4/2019 3:17:54 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/jackmurphyrgr/status/1169344666212417539?s=21 …

9/4/2019 3:28:32 PM herstarz JE was the keystone. He was the conduit by which certain alphabet agencies were able to blackmail ppl into doing what they wanted. That's why he's 

"dead."

9/4/2019 3:28:58 PM djlok That's what I'm wondering!!!  Either that is like the most f'd up person to ever walk the planet, or there's a whole lot more to the story. 

Noted- Mom and son have different last names. Not that that means anything.

9/4/2019 3:31:25 PM djlok Yeah- he probably groomed her too.

9/4/2019 3:47:14 PM rachaelangelm She is

9/4/2019 3:48:36 PM phreatomagnetic So many had to have been 

Extrapolate out to other cases

It boggles the mind how many at so many different levels must have known and and kept silent.

Law enforcement, social workers, CPS

9/4/2019 3:52:15 PM nanc45790190 Hell is MIGHTY hot.

9/4/2019 3:52:57 PM trumpster5280 Everybody knew that when he married his adopted daughter

9/4/2019 3:53:06 PM patobrien236 Surprise Surprise



9/4/2019 3:53:46 PM andrewgrutley Why?

Because Scarlett wants the work,

but  more importantly,

she's no longer 12!

;)

9/4/2019 3:54:34 PM 4lisablack #EpsteinAList

9/4/2019 3:55:15 PM erickaj12670686 Just like the UK a few short years ago with Jimmy Savile and the BBC, we in the US are dealing with a pedo-sadist cult, complete with sick enablers in 

the news media & entertainment industries.

9/4/2019 3:57:05 PM tchicksrn1015 How do these freaks not realize they're NOT NORMAL?

9/4/2019 4:00:50 PM peytondrewdak They do know but they are arrogant and have plenty of money to buy lawyers.

9/4/2019 4:01:44 PM gina4djt2020 I have no words..smh..

Unfuckingbelievable

9/4/2019 4:04:21 PM realgeneralzod Most of Hollywood is in "it" up to their necks.

They feel safer when they speak for each other.

They will all kneel.

9/4/2019 4:07:19 PM angelawareness2 It’s much worse than this, but being a Trump supporter you are probably aware.  Much worse, horribly so.

9/4/2019 4:12:15 PM stuartlea6 How young did he really go?

9/4/2019 4:13:01 PM saucy3george Meanwhile he managed to take his daughter and marry her..... stepdaughter, adopted daughter....a daughter is a daughter.... 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/woody-allen-is-creepy-af-about-soon-yi-in-the-hollywood-reporter_n_572a39e4e4b016f378946e02 …

9/4/2019 4:14:57 PM savvysync It’s worldwide and has been going on for centuries. So glad it’s finally being uncovered.

9/4/2019 4:19:42 PM gratitudeiskey_ Sick & Evil!

9/4/2019 4:41:33 PM allahuniversal An opportunity to promote mental health services. Yet, isn't that presumptuous w/o saying that a full investigation has been completed? ? 

pic.twitter.com/WVJejJSmok

9/4/2019 4:41:40 PM armedaojeda Creep.

9/4/2019 4:45:24 PM allahuniversal 🆎 💵 💍

9/4/2019 4:47:18 PM elsasart1 Well, didn't we read that they bought guillotines during the prior administration period? I wonder where those are now.

9/4/2019 4:47:59 PM allahuniversal Every. Single. Time.

19:47

9/4/2019 4:48:41 PM savvysync That’s because so many are guilty of similar things. They cover for each other.

9/4/2019 5:10:13 PM davidg02986909 He is a luciferian.   That's what they do.  It's time to round them all up. pic.twitter.com/tiPYgxQmLF

9/4/2019 5:17:26 PM kimberlytoday Really it’s. Only from and of the devil this does come.

9/4/2019 5:25:41 PM queen_khalifia Blood

9/4/2019 5:33:26 PM jrock50 Then remember when Demi Moore adopted Ashton Kutcher...then married him??? Was that ok???

9/4/2019 5:34:42 PM gina4djt2020 Frazzledrip..😪

9/4/2019 5:34:47 PM am_patriots_8 🤮

9/4/2019 5:40:50 PM linsd13  https://twitter.com/jackmurphyrgr/status/1169344666212417539?s=21 …

9/4/2019 5:44:11 PM richard07759712 Prince Andrew is starting to feel it

9/4/2019 5:45:15 PM richard07759712 Oh Lord

9/4/2019 5:59:22 PM queen_khalifia I cght that. Seems like they r creating  mass populations of "Mental." Politicians talking abt it and authoring bills. Then add Red Flags and more Gun ctrl. 

If anybody ever sd the word crazy, sad or depressed.

9/4/2019 6:11:17 PM jsouth71 NOPE!

9/4/2019 6:12:44 PM roaminnoodle Oh, bummer. pic.twitter.com/id6iAx5DnY

9/4/2019 6:14:58 PM allahuniversal Making the definition of mentally ill more arbitrary, makes "pre-crime" bans/confiscations easier.

When more people seek mental health care as more info of their crimes get revealed, their list gets longer. If they managed to take 99% of the 

weapons... 👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/Oa99l6G8h5

9/4/2019 6:40:01 PM chinitorecadi Estos malditos pedofilos deben morir por sus crimenes #unsealepstein #savethekids

9/4/2019 6:41:08 PM aprilbrown99 I haven’t ever liked [Woody Allen] and intentionally never saw any of his movies. Truth always resonates within. He’s disgusting.

9/4/2019 6:54:30 PM sandro220 When somebody (me) invites someone to a party (U) to which they would’ve never, ever been invited based on their own merits, in which not one 

partier in attendance could care one way or another if they  were ever invited to begin with,..etecetera..  https://youtu.be/Sd1XAUPoBKI  😘

9/4/2019 6:54:54 PM cryptooz 😻👍

9/4/2019 6:55:23 PM cryptooz Hehe

9/4/2019 6:57:47 PM sandro220 I’m really trying on new strategies, under the supervision of a new group therapy mentor, and she’d be so disappointed in me right now for sending the 

aforementioned tweet. Acknowledging that is moving forward-I think, and I’ll run all this past her next week during our sessh.😘

9/4/2019 6:59:02 PM cryptooz U da man! pic.twitter.com/jEIGEs4nvZ

9/4/2019 7:18:21 PM username_cares Just like Biden, his eye is not looking too good either.

9/4/2019 7:28:20 PM vk17761984 Scarlett Johansson would make a perfect stepford wife. A lobotomy would be an improvement.

9/4/2019 7:39:42 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/infinitechan/status/1169433653572587520 …

9/4/2019 7:40:30 PM miss_jordon Link?

9/4/2019 7:54:03 PM rhsvcs #sheepnofxxxingmore

9/4/2019 7:58:20 PM rhsvcs #doitq

#sheepnofxxxingmore

9/4/2019 8:01:40 PM s96677980 Arrogance. Ego. Superiority. “Here is our plan and the sheep is too stupid to understand what’s in front of their eyes”. 

They have all, and they are so sure.

They look for SICK ways to amuse themselves,gambling at very high stakes.

We were sheep to them,the lesser.

#SheepNoMore

9/4/2019 8:04:35 PM spin_garden Exactly. And when the public first learned of Woody Allen's pedo behavior, sex with his child-daughter - and it was all sensationally public - the NY 

prosecutors, the studios/movie/media elites & public relations firms, defended, excused & protected him.

9/4/2019 8:05:28 PM spin_garden Very.

9/4/2019 8:06:38 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1169446462809366528 …

9/4/2019 8:20:50 PM egelone thanks, that make sense. WWG1WGA!

9/4/2019 8:37:04 PM monroevegas Cuz thats what he was doing.

9/4/2019 8:40:08 PM monroevegas Probably because they had an energy exchange. Theyre all sick.

9/4/2019 8:41:43 PM monroevegas They were demolished and then the steel was sent to china.

9/4/2019 8:44:56 PM qanonist Twitter is undoing my ♥️/likes and RTs.

@realDonaldTrump #MAGA



9/4/2019 8:55:19 PM timedabbler21 There are no coincidences... pic.twitter.com/EdfW9Eke1b

9/4/2019 9:26:09 PM werascending This needs to 🛑! This needs to stop! People who have been sexually abused do not ever recover from it. We learn how to cope with it. No one should 

have to learn how to cope with being sexually abused 😞

9/4/2019 10:04:11 PM susang7671 "Home To Sargasso Sea" The Blue Eye blinks once every 100 years. The wings descend, ripe to root themselves. pic.twitter.com/ozMciVPF2W

9/4/2019 10:37:46 PM tucson_ron Burn his films and DVDs, erase all memory of him. I’m certain there’s more where he came from, and our fond memories and images of what we 

thought of as a good and promising world will be destroyed and will need to be rebuilt based in the heartbreaking truths we will soon learn.

9/4/2019 10:45:44 PM tenn_rich Yep, they’re both LARPs.

9/4/2019 10:58:52 PM drdebdrdeb disgusting.  to post this signifies approval?

9/4/2019 11:09:49 PM weshallrise144k Oh Scarlett, [who] created and controls thee? Follow the stars....

9/4/2019 11:12:22 PM mongrelglory Were Woody's movies meant to normalize sex with under-age minors?  I'm thinking his girlfriend character (played by Mariel Hemingway) in the movie 

"Annie Hall". 😒

9/4/2019 11:28:28 PM 4mydeerone May the FourWinds Blow #ALLAhUS safeLEE home!!!

The Falcon Heard the Falconer...

Run with it...

 Looking for downside protection, so Watt else ya got BEEsides connections at the Airport??? BLUEstar!

 https://youtu.be/9Blb-bXz_1U 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BobWeir @John_F_Kennnedy pic.twitter.com/B5yaK7DBxz
9/4/2019 11:39:16 PM strangewisper I think Q did stop it, still

9/4/2019 11:49:03 PM warangel1111 Hollywood = Pedos or mind controlled sex slaves 😬#ScarlettJohansson

9/5/2019 12:15:10 AM 4mydeerone _4_4 in the Year of .AMERiCAaN. 244 a man walked in #31V with a #QBaby in his stomach! 

i WOOD hope my country men and women could agree he deserves a bit better tHEN a sentence of silence!

#QBaby is EVERY Baby!

#BumpBump

#WWG1WGA

#sharpiegate

#WEEEEpea

#FREETheFAMiLEE

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/baUmqlWt3v
9/5/2019 12:17:46 AM enomai_ Intelligence seems to be crossing it's boundaries. Obviously. What is he intelligent worthy of?

9/5/2019 12:20:51 AM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm not even going to pretend I understand the 3,6,9 stuff you post, but I did see 369 pop up in my life today. It reminded me of this 

song and you. Have a nice day.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWuSPPLtkEQ …

9/5/2019 12:33:53 AM weallgetwet My son and daughter both had seizures within 2 days of receiving the MMR.  The result for both is Aspergers-Autism.   Life completely changed.

9/5/2019 1:34:57 AM sethric61410528 PS Yours all shit is currently discussed life - based on a declassified MJ12 document on Twitter .... 

thinking about all the people worldwide you M12asshcles have deceived, manipulated, destroyed or assassinated ... it makes me puke ! 

pic.twitter.com/HmhIULPpGx

9/5/2019 1:55:15 AM nehdah  pic.twitter.com/9Nf5G4MmkL

9/5/2019 2:52:33 AM kyuyeti I remember this issue on the papers at that time...little was I aware what was really happening.

9/5/2019 4:23:43 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree April! He’s not even talented. He’s just a gross pedo.

9/5/2019 5:42:37 AM carmindabrendel @martingeddes @JohnGrahamDick1 @freenaynow @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @_00111111_ @freenaynow @EstefaniaRobin2 

@AwfySore @cjtruth @HawtinGibb @striderraven1 @TheSharpEdge1 @GregRubini

9/5/2019 5:49:24 AM hitbyawormhole F********CK!!! It's one thing suspecting a deep darkness to human consciousness, it's quite another to see the sickness slowly unveiling. Indeed, for 

those who know cannot sleep. I pray that humanity learns to listen to that still, small voice of divine goodness within.

9/5/2019 6:25:00 AM 3rdeyeview55 Same thing with me. I always followed that voice within.

9/5/2019 6:47:00 AM scott_rick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-09-04/lawyer-epsteins-madam-says-hundreds-names-contained-upcoming-records-dump …

9/5/2019 6:55:07 AM blsdbe How old are they now? How are you all coping?

9/5/2019 7:02:29 AM blsdbe #ThoseWhoKnowCannotSleep

9/5/2019 7:38:22 AM bbobbio71 Well isn't this interesting!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Telepathy 'possible for humans within five years'.  https://tiny.iavian.net/uw81 

9/5/2019 7:43:23 AM blsdbe I feel sad about my attachment to Scarlett being a ‘White Hat’...I enjoy her empowered characters, even with their shards of darkness...I guess I Love 

Us All, even those Service to Self Folks...

9/5/2019 7:44:49 AM blsdbe Sadly you are likely correct.

9/5/2019 7:56:56 AM stormwatcher65 Something is about to break...damage control starting before the shit hits the fan? Please tell me I am right!!!

9/5/2019 8:02:33 AM drottiemom Sick.

9/5/2019 8:04:26 AM roaminnoodle Dec. 2010... shortly after Epstein was released:

"Woody Allen is pictured leaving Jeffrey Epstein's mansion after lavish party in Prince Andrew's honor that was also attended by @katiecouric, 

@chelseahandler and @GStephanopoulos."

#UnsealEpstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7391265/Woody-Allen-pictured-leaving-Jeffrey-Epsteins-mansion-lavish-party-royals-

honor.html …

9/5/2019 8:04:51 AM roaminnoodle "[Epstein] was 'hugging Allen' 'had his arm on Woody's shoulder' & was 'talking and laughing' in Manhattan. The pair were accompanied by the film 

director's effective step daughter-turned-much younger wife, Soon-Yi."

From 2013

h/t @nehdah

#UnsealEpstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2431022/Woody-Allen-spotted-convicted-child-sex-offender-Jeffrey-Epstein-Upper-East-

Side-stroll.html …



9/5/2019 8:08:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 There's a reason why its closed door.

Debriefing.

Military Operation -> Congress

[They] are terrified.

Classified Top Secret. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1169372469867753472 …

9/5/2019 8:18:25 AM johnsville14 Did the shutdown have anything to do with Hillary's home videos?

9/5/2019 8:19:40 AM susan66388204 Finally.  Progress

9/5/2019 8:20:09 AM kindeandtrue Very astute observation. I can't imagine why else [THEY] would be so terrified of 8chan.

9/5/2019 8:22:19 AM bdam777 1 month to day since shutdown... 

10 more days? 🤷♂️

🐦⬆️ 🐝🍘 https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158419838684938240?s=19 …

9/5/2019 8:25:08 AM covertress Did Congress ask the question?

Who's Q?

9/5/2019 8:27:05 AM msavoie I wonder who they could be...

9/5/2019 8:29:34 AM 1_decided_voter Man how I'd love to see the faces of the Congress creatures as this is revealed...

Sadly, if I were to share this with others in the Qommunity, I'd be shunned and ridiculed. So for now I can only hope it's credible...

9/5/2019 8:29:40 AM unidentifiedta1 In what way?

9/5/2019 8:33:11 AM lorieve Prayers for Jim, may Truth prevail.

9/5/2019 8:34:23 AM lorieve Right?

9/5/2019 8:35:09 AM unidentifiedta1 They busted Epstein out of Jail and his inner circle walk. His inner circle are connected to Iran Contra and 9/11 and have walked for a long time. “They” 

aren’t terrified. If you judge a tree by its fruit, then QAnon seems to be a Trojan horse on a powerless public.

9/5/2019 8:39:12 AM uestiony 1046

8 Chan is the Epicenter, All are Watching

 https://qmap.pub/read/1046  pic.twitter.com/ibaKEs71IU

9/5/2019 8:42:26 AM islandofdelight Q being disclosed to congress currently?

9/5/2019 8:43:34 AM robinreitsma1 👀

9/5/2019 8:55:04 AM roaminnoodle Epstein acknowledged he had become a pariah in polite society... he continued to privately entertain friends, including Woody Allen... he also showed 

photos of himself with Allen & former Pres. Clinton... & a photo of Mohammed bin Salman...

#UnsealEpstein https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/08/13/jeffrey-epstein-boasted-that-woody-allen-and-others-privately-stayed-friends/ …

9/5/2019 9:05:53 AM finall00p Force the Q

9/5/2019 9:08:44 AM johnsville14 If that were true, whey would there be another investigation opening to 9/11 after all these years?

9/5/2019 9:11:58 AM johnsville14 Would you mind expanding? I dont understand. Congress are likely being informed about Q now? Is that what you mean?

9/5/2019 9:12:10 AM gattacus45 ditto, wtf?

9/5/2019 9:35:26 AM keith369me How could they not know?

9/5/2019 9:36:04 AM nikoscali @Acosta doesn't deserve the fame that asking the Q will bring him.

9/5/2019 9:36:23 AM lillymunster3 The jury is still out about WHO busted JE out.

9/5/2019 9:39:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 They believe he is lying.

9/5/2019 9:39:42 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/CaliforniaBrief/status/1169313804481679361 …

9/5/2019 9:40:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are trolling him. He is an asset of intelligence and cannot ask the Q.

9/5/2019 9:43:44 AM djlok It's become downright comical that none of them have #AskTheQ.  I guess it's all part of the Movie.

9/5/2019 9:45:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Asset of intelligence. pic.twitter.com/fFL6grL3yx

9/5/2019 9:46:18 AM guy_karen Always has been there - a huge problem

9/5/2019 9:46:29 AM gattacus45 see:  borax and apple cider vinegar

9/5/2019 9:46:45 AM nickcpace1 The CIA can do anything including getting you into a really nice college and making you eligible to run for president!!!

9/5/2019 9:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 All for National Security.

9/5/2019 9:50:04 AM melissagouin1 His education was paid for by ISIS leaders. Obama’s whole Life is a lie. He’s been breed and implanted here to control the masses. He represents evil at 

its core.

9/5/2019 9:50:31 AM crypto_boa bingo and why HE WILL NEVER GO DOWN for any of this shit. Take that to the bank, he will skate through, anybody who tells you otherwise is full of 

shit and trying to gas light y'all...

9/5/2019 9:50:32 AM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/wVil1SZIdI

9/5/2019 9:51:48 AM maryschade14 Yes. Groomed..Mother's family connexions.

9/5/2019 9:52:45 AM gattacus45 research borax and apple cider vinegar

9/5/2019 9:54:26 AM roaminnoodle He is an asset of "intelligence" - is his role to play dumb? 🤔

9/5/2019 9:57:09 AM roaminnoodle What is Malik doing then? Also taking the Obama last name?

9/5/2019 9:57:24 AM majic12anon @QAnon76 @realDonaldTrump

@Kimmariarobert2

@H3LLDATA

@PlastiksurgeonE @ArmyAnonPatriot

@josef86735145 

@skyzbabe1961 @Schiller_SPMODE

@NoOne99631711

@spauldingshowal

#QThemUp #Qanon

#GreatAwakening

#BuildTheWall

#WWG1WGA

#KAG #ItsNotYourFault

#COVFEFE pic.twitter.com/l8DHdzIt9R
9/5/2019 9:57:41 AM djlok That's something I would love to see the official definition of: National Security.   I bet they don't have anything in their definition about protecting the 

#DeepState.

9/5/2019 9:57:45 AM scott_rick August was pretty COOL is September going to be a SCORCHER?

9/5/2019 9:58:04 AM kalifornianati2 Barry. pic.twitter.com/MIHbgORoCr

9/5/2019 10:00:13 AM lbf777 Of course they know. If they say he is lying, it's because they are trying to debunk Q as a Larp. These are all the stupid mind games these communists 

play all the time.

9/5/2019 10:00:18 AM ffattmedia The Nigerian Candidate..... I know, I know, but Kenyan doesn’t phonetic appeal.

9/5/2019 10:03:41 AM 1_decided_voter Are there any legitimate journalists in the WH press pool or are they all assets of intelligence?

9/5/2019 10:03:50 AM keith369me Honestly, listening to many of these “leaders” makes me question if they really know or are simply mind controlled useless idiots

9/5/2019 10:09:00 AM djlok I think that last question, the answer may be "it creates hell on Earth".



9/5/2019 10:10:24 AM lbf777 They are master manipulators. Almost everything that comes out of their mouth is a lie. They only say what is convenient to them atm. They are not 

leaders. They are wolves in sheep's clothing.

Check out their socialist Fabian society logo. It's a wolf in sheep's clothing: pic.twitter.com/MCkwgahGbu

9/5/2019 10:16:46 AM nea_storm Galactic interest of control & human trafficking politics? pic.twitter.com/m4vv9WghJr

9/5/2019 10:17:05 AM roaminnoodle ...If he's truly dead, then when is his funeral? Strange there never was one...

9/5/2019 10:18:07 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5OdmExaxwb

9/5/2019 10:26:19 AM covertress Magic Eraser

If Obama's Presidency becomes undone, what happens to all of his Executive Orders, Supreme Court picks, Federal Judges and Presidential Pardons? 

pic.twitter.com/yp5TWpTM6E

9/5/2019 10:28:37 AM america1st_kag They will right off the cliff.

9/5/2019 10:29:34 AM america1st_kag Military operation, lol😂

9/5/2019 10:31:21 AM nurseniceyes Only half day?

9/5/2019 10:34:27 AM wwg1wga202o Scary!

9/5/2019 10:36:44 AM 1crazy_toaster The Saudi what's his face.

9/5/2019 10:37:56 AM kadath123 What's with all the head scarring? Homo capensis cranial remodeling?

9/5/2019 10:41:07 AM wwg1wga93583681  https://youtu.be/xYQ5MIjq0Sw 

9/5/2019 10:41:22 AM nikoscali An intelligence asset with absolutely no intelligence.... irony much?

9/5/2019 10:44:04 AM djlok I get that a lot of our media personalities are assets of intelligence.  What I don't get is were they told not to EVER ask about Q or do they all know what 

#Q is and individually decided the public should never learn about it?

9/5/2019 10:50:01 AM ericpartchey How was he even a legit candidate and able to run! Forced down our collective throats.

9/5/2019 10:50:44 AM ghost_of_billy_ I've been wondering about this for a long time.

 What happens to all  actions/agreements, executive orders and laws enacted under #obama when it's discovered he is a total fraud? 

pic.twitter.com/NbeeSHvr6C

9/5/2019 10:52:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Orders not to interfere.

9/5/2019 10:54:52 AM wearediamonds2 I like that!

9/5/2019 10:56:59 AM roaminnoodle I would think the former; they were told [4am] not to EVER ask about #Q+#QAnon.

My question is, are there any media personalities who are NOT assets of intelligence that we should press to ask the Question!?!?

9/5/2019 10:59:00 AM roaminnoodle Are there any media personalities who are NOT assets of intelligence that we could press to "Ask the Question"?

9/5/2019 10:59:39 AM roaminnoodle I did not realize MJ replied while I was typing this up... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1169669603120824321 …

9/5/2019 11:01:42 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Anything you wanted to add to this?

 https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1167162836264484864?s=19 …

9/5/2019 11:02:01 AM spauldingshowal Actor. Many actors and actresses from “both sides”

9/5/2019 11:02:19 AM 313looper [They] Know ... they are just in denial and they never believe that they have lost and have no power... 

The Satan has ran away from the back door and his stupid believers,such as James Comey, still think he is coming to rescue [them]...

9/5/2019 11:03:02 AM synackstatic SA continuing to transact in USD for oil? The day they stop is the day the USD inflates to oblivion. Trump = controlled step away from Bretton Woods 

and obliteration of the old world order, attempting to renew itself? Obummer/HRC = 16 year plan to renew control?

9/5/2019 11:05:39 AM keith369me I’ve seen Q mentioned on MSM...it was the same casual mention calling it a conspiracy theory on each network on the same day.  Obviously puppets

9/5/2019 11:07:02 AM covertress Is the C_A now clean?

9/5/2019 11:07:24 AM roaminnoodle Once a clown, always a clown.

9/5/2019 11:11:34 AM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/vBRqmTooHg

9/5/2019 11:12:11 AM lorieve I'll ask it. 

@realDonaldTrump 

Mr. @POTUS ,

Who is Q?

WE ARE WITH Q #DJT

9/5/2019 11:22:45 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/5/2019 11:23:06 AM freestateojones Remember when @SpeakerPelosi was crying that declassifying memos would compromise the "intelligence community" (expose whomever)?

It's kind of like that, in some cases. 

A little more serious in others.

9/5/2019 11:26:22 AM freestateojones Obama being groomed to become president while being bankrolled by a saudi was all part of a plan with national security in mind?

Good one.

9/5/2019 11:26:37 AM deplorablesuezq If media is ordered not to interfere,I’m guessing this is to open sheep’s eyes? Why would they comply if they are all anti trump? Is Q a larp? (Never 

thought I would ask that) or perhaps someone [they] thought was dead?

9/5/2019 11:28:18 AM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...Cannot wait to hear...

9/5/2019 11:31:57 AM antarantanka Invitro child engineered from the combination of the 13 ruling bloodlines. Was supposed to be next M1 of the financial system (last one was Suharto, 

hence the Indonesia connection). That storyline was canceled.  His essence/IS-BE had a higher mission but was not able to complete.

9/5/2019 11:32:02 AM sabrina_mcda You guys all know of course that this story was debunked some 10 years ago, yes? 

Reading this thread is like falling in a time capsule

9/5/2019 11:32:08 AM freestateojones Any truth to allegations of Obama being in certain government programs at a young age?

I heard timelines change.

9/5/2019 11:33:31 AM david00997884 I always have seen a problem

9/5/2019 11:33:44 AM freestateojones @marklutchman is a bright young man. https://twitter.com/marklutchman/status/1122544785112350722?s=19 …

9/5/2019 11:33:48 AM manifest_utopia Interesting little dialogue over here on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  about why no one in the MSM has asked POTUS about Q.

Much to ponder 🤔re: "Orders not to interfere."  pic.twitter.com/Q7nJ6ML4dw

9/5/2019 11:35:31 AM freestateojones Not nearly as fun.

9/5/2019 11:36:59 AM laurabusse Yeah "national security"

9/5/2019 11:42:00 AM laurabusse 🤡🤡🤡

9/5/2019 11:43:34 AM nutrition121 Where best to follow that please



9/5/2019 11:44:19 AM jrocktigers 😂😂😂  . Good one!! .... 🤣🤣🤣

9/5/2019 11:45:12 AM johnsville14 That's why they trotted out HotWheels to say Jim will lie through his teeth.

9/5/2019 11:48:37 AM johnsville14  https://www.globalresearch.ca/new-york-area-fire-commissioners-make-history-call-new-911-investigation/5684982 …

9/5/2019 11:49:27 AM carol_beeee They are in denial

9/5/2019 11:49:38 AM unidentifiedta1 It’s not an investigation initiated by the Administration, Congress, DOJ, FBI or Military. It will be insignificant in the grand scheme of things. A chisel in 

the wall to the official narrative? Yes, but the wall is miles thick to reach the rotten core.

9/5/2019 11:51:50 AM enomai_ I would be terrified too.

However, I don't feel sorry for them.

They need to feel the pain, such as the children have. Gods children.

9/5/2019 11:55:03 AM unidentifiedta1 Bingo. A Central Banking Asset in collaboration with the Saudi’s, City of London, Vatican, Israel, Switzerland, and Military Elite in DC.

9/5/2019 12:00:24 PM johnsville14 Why do you pretend to know where it will lead?

9/5/2019 12:04:07 PM nutrition121 Thanks. I'll follow up

9/5/2019 12:06:31 PM blsdbe Look in to Bandon’s history...#SRA

9/5/2019 12:08:21 PM blsdbe My town: https://www.eugeneweekly.com/2019/01/24/sex-trafficking/ …

9/5/2019 12:09:00 PM michael81972 Any more hints on 9/11/19?

9/5/2019 12:09:12 PM jillybeantukee How do you explain the thousands of quietly-done arrests of the child traffickers. For Q being a Trojan horse, shit sure is happening behind the scenes.

9/5/2019 12:14:32 PM blsdbe Have you read this? pic.twitter.com/DyA9t7inof

9/5/2019 12:18:01 PM roaminnoodle 🤔🤔🤔

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 gravity

"Gravity is an (sic) just a theory."

"Hard to come to a conclusion about zero gravity before gravity is a thing..."

-@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

And, saving the best for last:

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077417917011107840 …
9/5/2019 12:18:44 PM clarkd958 I would believe they would be called null and void.

9/5/2019 12:19:47 PM richard07759712 RT

9/5/2019 12:21:15 PM marcjtaylor1 You have a source?i never saw anything about debunking this

9/5/2019 12:26:20 PM rachaelangelm Haha

9/5/2019 12:30:04 PM girlawakeinca Thanks for the suggestion. 💫🙏

9/5/2019 12:30:40 PM lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll @love4thegameAK 

@cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  @drawandstrike 

@cjtruth @ReeseJohn_ @LifeNewsHQ

9/5/2019 12:31:30 PM zooodrew Yes. The CIA can do anything, including Fk your mind up

9/5/2019 12:44:54 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 said before that the C_A were terminally corrupted.  I for one would be happy to see then dismantled, and any good agents absorbed 

into other departments such as the DIA.

9/5/2019 12:55:16 PM qpatriotq  pic.twitter.com/3TkbXeGFrl

9/5/2019 12:56:35 PM freestateojones About? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1098304296272252928?s=19 …

9/5/2019 1:00:58 PM star_counter9 Everyone has spent their life idealizing these people,when in fact,they are all sick immoral evil and demonic

9/5/2019 1:01:46 PM batespm4abbey WHY sice it was known at least by 2011, was he allowed to run for reelection and why hasn't he been retroactively impeached and charged with fraud 

and TREASON against USConstn yet after 8yrs ... @TomFitton what do we need to do to restore USA to compliance w/USConstn ?

9/5/2019 1:02:55 PM hellouncledonny HIVE MIND. https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1169395594605015040 …

9/5/2019 1:03:50 PM unidentifiedta1 People can easily be replaced at the tactical level of human trafficking, just like in drug trafficking. It’s the financiers, the “Lords”, and corrupt in our 

Government that enable such an apparatus, which need to be removed. DARPA, the CIA, and Central Banking are those culprits

9/5/2019 1:06:34 PM abileneken1  pic.twitter.com/rmsJA0I5XI

9/5/2019 1:21:42 PM zoltanzzz87 The Q will be answered.

Always thought that there was more to Jim and Code Monkey than two geeky guys with a website.  Too important an op not to be fully controlled by 

MILINT. DARK TO LIGHT Clock post. More pieces in my history if resolution gets trashed.

Z pic.twitter.com/UPVzKCkzJH

9/5/2019 1:25:15 PM red3691 Thanks Col, followed and~rtd⭐

9/5/2019 1:29:06 PM notorherwisehe1 Your angery I understand take a breath ignore politics for a few years. 

We’ll have everything sorted out by then. I don’t know watch tv and leave it to those who can discern facts and not just swallow made up truths. 

Trust us your life will be better for it.

9/5/2019 1:29:12 PM fedup4usa  https://twitter.com/fedupwarrior4q/status/1169689222703460357?s=21 …

9/5/2019 1:29:14 PM dase_tex Thank you GodLvr! I appreciate the ride! Great train!  I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/ziENRfp2i6

9/5/2019 1:30:32 PM crisco2377 Many legal inconveniences get waived when you are CIA!!  It's nice to see fellow "members" help each other out when in need of favors, in the 

"American" way🤨

9/5/2019 1:41:59 PM cintrony Awesome!🚂💕Thanks for the ride!! @COL3v17 RT/IFB♥🇺🇸

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER #Trump2020

9/5/2019 1:43:07 PM leahsgrandma1 She doesn't have one, they NEVER do.

9/5/2019 1:53:36 PM knightofmaltaus Interesting discussion. 

@DJLOK @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense …

9/5/2019 1:56:03 PM blsdbe So this brings to me to what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said: #ReleaseYourBurdens. Seems important to be accountable for ALL of our Actions, Service to 

Self AND Service to Others.

9/5/2019 1:56:30 PM azpatriot88 Notice Epstein’s weird shoes. Snakeskin?

9/5/2019 1:57:28 PM laurabusse Michelle what you say makes a lot of sense

I wonder what Q and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  would say

Sending a hurricane to do battle sounds a bit extreme not to mention insane

9/5/2019 2:09:44 PM mongrelglory I was hoping that the Cabal didn't have any more access to weather satellite "technology" but maybe they still do... 🤨

9/5/2019 2:09:46 PM paulygenz Yeah you know like when the wife and I hid in our rooms to wrap presents then come out and tell the boys that some Joly old fat man did all this and 

made all these for you guys. You know ! That's what closed doors is all about

9/5/2019 2:10:22 PM nea_storm Beautifully Expressed Christine! It is universal Cosmic Law regarding the basic operation of energy and electromagnetic equilibrium: Truly simple! Any 

imbalance of the energy fields makes it impossible to accelerate the frequency: It is quite elementary and logical procedure 

pic.twitter.com/PpR6xwtMn0



9/5/2019 2:11:29 PM themtljo Nothing new. Nuremberg 1561.  https://images.app.goo.gl/9eBVt2XsGEeSvsSj6 …

9/5/2019 2:11:36 PM laurabusse Wish we knew...

Maybe we'll know soon

I hope...

9/5/2019 2:16:04 PM mongrelglory I think that a group/collective of people can accrue bad Karmic debt for their actions, not just individuals.  (Eg. the original Khazarians).  Therefore it's 

important for a nation to conduct itself ethically to secure its future.  What do you think?

9/5/2019 2:18:13 PM mongrelglory Keep us posted on how things are going in your neck of the woods!

9/5/2019 2:25:57 PM oldhick17800719 Too soon to present the truth of the Q military operation to congressional criminals. Many reps and senators are going to be indicted.

9/5/2019 2:26:40 PM michael81972 Ya,  wheels of justice are in granny gear...

9/5/2019 2:27:25 PM gatopumpkin NULL AND VOID!

9/5/2019 2:27:28 PM 78503002  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5HNWhVXcjV8 …

9/5/2019 2:27:37 PM oldhick17800719 Any post hearing reactions from the panel yet? Let's here what the questioners' reactions are.

9/5/2019 2:34:48 PM beeshelb Sarcasm?

9/5/2019 2:35:14 PM laurabusse Will do

Wind picking up

9/5/2019 2:35:47 PM laurabusse  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7432079/Humanitarian-crisis-Bahamas-70-000-need-life-saving-assistance-Hurricane-Dorian.html …

Just saw this

This is devastating

9/5/2019 2:48:45 PM 78503002 And let us not forget all the SS numbers attached to his name.

9/5/2019 2:53:50 PM 02joshuaradwan 🤔

9/5/2019 2:58:38 PM jonesterrible I do.... been seeing for a loooong time.

9/5/2019 3:04:23 PM johnsville14 But that's the point, that's exactly who is being dismantled, all the way up to the Vatican. Are you unaware? It's glorious to watch if you understand. 

We can point you to in the right direction, the rest is up to you.

9/5/2019 3:22:44 PM djlok Agreed.  Karma is real- the good and the bad kind!

9/5/2019 3:30:31 PM patriotsrmaga I wish!

9/5/2019 3:40:15 PM djlok CIA runs the media, Haspell runs CIA, Haspell reports to 45. 

45 needs to ask Haspell to remove those orders before us #Q readers go mad!!! 😂😂😂

9/5/2019 3:45:30 PM trump_alliance Good point. 

But we have a feeling that [they] already know hence why [they] are terrified. 

#WWG1WGA

Stay strong fellow Patriots :) pic.twitter.com/9IIlWTawRs

9/5/2019 4:00:55 PM cbrick511 Disgusting

9/5/2019 4:03:53 PM plastiksurgeone Totally a Clowns In America creation! Everything about him is 100% fake and then some. I hope POTUS in his second term reverses Obama’s first EO 

which sealed all his records. That’ll go a long way to seeing this fraud stripped of everything.

9/5/2019 4:08:04 PM freeandoriginal Terrify [them] even more !

9/5/2019 4:22:03 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/wGseDxD3av

9/5/2019 4:23:56 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/eEAyB1ien8

9/5/2019 4:26:54 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/CM4fu1aaYf

9/5/2019 4:37:43 PM lakemonstercl Thanks,appreciate the mention

9/5/2019 4:58:38 PM tjforshage 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂good one

9/5/2019 5:16:41 PM roaminnoodle Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1169754583230373888 …

9/5/2019 5:17:53 PM danielaqcrew Excellent point, that’s how we need to look at this. IMO this esentially, in a nutshell, keeps us on a negative timeline because it ends up having a 

domino effect. 

..and I don’t want to be on a negative timeline!!

9/5/2019 5:28:56 PM danielaqcrew Look up Shayne Justin Cleaveland on facistbook. Definitely more to this. He provides a link to a rather interdasting site 

https://catsuenos.wixsite.com/springbrain-designs …

9/5/2019 5:37:40 PM the_red_hand_ Mockingbird gonna mockingbird... https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/8chan-founder-current-owner-will-lie-during-congressional-testimony-

n1049806 …

9/5/2019 5:43:46 PM djlok I feel like I'm in a different timeline with judicial watch.

9/5/2019 5:48:29 PM madrabbit917 They are terrified.. Who is in that debriefing?

9/5/2019 5:49:58 PM roaminnoodle Funny, now that you mention it, I feel the same!

9/5/2019 5:51:43 PM djlok 🐟🐡🐠

9/5/2019 5:56:40 PM djlok 5:5 pic.twitter.com/u7fvsyWwpr

9/5/2019 6:18:30 PM preciou20225606 Well, there may be a few judges and related folks that die soon.. this rat is cornered..and she will kill to get away from this. Put nothing past her.

9/5/2019 6:44:03 PM djlok It's probably the 🤡🤡🤡playing games with the #MSM.

9/5/2019 6:56:30 PM slayerofmatrix1 No dude. He wasn’t.  He isn’t even the child of His alleged (agents) mother and father, Ann Dunham and “B. Obama Sr.”  He’s a born and groomed 

“asset”

9/5/2019 6:57:14 PM slayerofmatrix1 Interesting

9/5/2019 6:59:30 PM crisco2377 And just what exactly is going to be deemed a "state of emergency"?? I sure as hell hope that an "Important Info Drop" isn't considered an emergency! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @infinitechan

9/5/2019 7:00:37 PM slayerofmatrix1 PROFOUND AND WIDESPREAD CRIMINALITY AND CONTROL OF POLITICIANS WORLDWIDE ..... as well as the COMPLETE ownership of the MAIN 

STREAM MEDIA and those working within !!!

9/5/2019 7:01:42 PM majic12anon  pic.twitter.com/MzjLv8FoKi

9/5/2019 7:12:03 PM simply_ss598 What i was thinking...define 'state of emergency' & WHO calls it 🤔🤨

9/5/2019 7:20:48 PM plastiksurgeone ☺️☺️

Notice how incredibly QUIET Obama’s been lately?? Now it will never be shown on the MSM, but could it be he and Big Mike have indeed been picked 

up and all this talk about them buying a mansion is just bluster? 🤔

9/5/2019 7:23:23 PM plastiksurgeone Come to think of it.....he’s been quiet ever since he came back from Germany speaking about “deep fakes”. While he was a “guest” at Gitmo (the first 

time) was he given a preview of coming attractions?? 😌

9/5/2019 7:28:40 PM plastiksurgeone One more thing......tweets DO NOT count. Frankly, I think his account has been taken over by the WH’s. Whenever he does tweet, they appear “odd” 

at least to me. Could be anyone, but I don’t think it’s him.

9/5/2019 7:29:40 PM majic12anon My thoughts exactly!

9/5/2019 7:31:59 PM spauldingshowal “They got caught.”  DJT                       It’s all about how the story is told imo. Highest Good. And the Story is bigger than we think, also in my opinion. Big. 

Bigger. Biggest. Be Best.



9/5/2019 7:39:25 PM kathleen3693693 The CIA, FBI, & DOJ can do ANYTHING they want--including framing, torture, and outright murder--to virtually anybody they want AND all crimes are 

conveniently covered up with the "National Security" shield. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #MolonLabe @POTUS

9/5/2019 7:39:44 PM vinceallison63 If Qanon is such waste why are you here trying to sow seeds of doubt. Truth is they are scared shtless.

9/5/2019 7:45:51 PM kathleen3693693 Keep in mind that @SpeakerPelosi CERTIFIED Obama as "eligible" to run. How many $millions did she get for her crimes?

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #UnsealEpstein #Treason @POTUS

9/5/2019 7:46:26 PM skyzbabe3 Can you imagine the day? Oh, it’s coming for all of them!

9/5/2019 7:51:25 PM unidentifiedta1 We must use discernment. I’m hopeful, yes, but also fear blind faith from followers who are willing to twist realities to fit their narratives. That 

command of power, without knowing the endgame, should bring pause. Overall, I’m hopeful and cautiously optimistic.

9/5/2019 7:55:40 PM kathleen3693693 LOL! Snopes? You present "Snopes" as evidence? LMAO. 

Unbelievable, simply unbelievable. 

(Pssst...There's a really nice bridge in Brooklyn for sale...)

Snopes? LMAO! You must be a parody account with that Snopes "proof."

LMAO

SMH

You're too funny...Snopes? LOL

🤣

9/5/2019 8:05:39 PM aagent361 Why is there so much in-bickering among anons

9/5/2019 8:17:01 PM charity_burkett 👍

9/5/2019 8:22:19 PM peytondrewdak Agree. It's not him, Hillary or Comey tweeting. Their accounts were taken over by others at least by Christmas past year.

9/5/2019 8:33:12 PM kittenonapillow An associate of his picked up the body. And then...?

9/5/2019 8:36:28 PM nikoscali Disgusted to hear that the scientists who came up with the photo/not photo of a black hole are getting $3 Million dollars for their rather questionable 

science. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://gizmodo.com/scientists-behind-first-black-hole-image-win-3-million-1837900989 … pic.twitter.com/CTbOxyFtsc

9/5/2019 8:53:54 PM majic12anon Exactly! Every few months I do a random tweet on this subject..discussing the whereabouts of W, Laura, Jeb, the “Real” HRC & Bill, Cheney, Rumsfeld, 

Maxine H2O etc. then my good friends William & Lu attach an updated “Among the Missing” list! Oh where...Oh cld ol’ W be?! 

pic.twitter.com/RrWBOnyWOM

9/5/2019 8:56:53 PM t_hayden07 This is my home! Wtffff? Im less than 5 miles from here.

9/5/2019 8:59:55 PM t_hayden07 I need to know why this was brought up & why he's interested in this case. Too close to home, for me. A murder-suicide in a tiny town in S Or? Why? 

Should I be concerned?

9/5/2019 9:20:34 PM plastiksurgeone If you follow or take a listen on YT @HISGLORYME, he does from time to time ask the whereabouts of some those you mentioned. Of course he knows 

what's up as he's former military and from what I've heard, he's got VERY good sources.

9/5/2019 9:53:32 PM nurseniceyes I would make a good speaker of the house.

9/5/2019 9:55:07 PM partlysunnydebk To much power in government now 

 I believe the citizen's have no control over our government at all. =  We are repeating history. Bayer Monsanto bush and Hitler

9/5/2019 10:16:31 PM bobomarilyn Will be proven 2B " The biggest Fraud ever perpetrated on America".

9/5/2019 10:33:09 PM az2amaga Jack Lew been printing the next currency since 2015, probably start seeing it in 2021

9/5/2019 10:34:48 PM bobomarilyn Didn't happen overnight,in the works for decades 4 NWO.2 succeed huge disruptions had 2 happen,divert attention away from their plan 2 destroy 

America.Numerous tragedies happened.911 to Big banks failing getting bailouts foreclosing,destroying lives,no jobs.CORRUPT VOTING & lies

9/5/2019 11:00:29 PM media_hypocrisy Please ignore. This is disinfo

9/5/2019 11:19:27 PM crisco2377 I take it back..in case of an unfortunate INFO DROP they SHOULD deem it an emergency..lock ALL from posting or changing any of the drops..its all 

ok..just means that those drops will sit FOREVER for ALL to see, just like theyve been able to on .pub!!....

9/5/2019 11:20:41 PM crisco2377 And in worse case "emergency" scenario im SURE 17+ can help out with the EBS!!!

9/5/2019 11:21:37 PM crisco2377 Hahahahaha!! They are so stupid its laughable!

9/5/2019 11:42:53 PM tweetstreetint1 🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/njpggwjhuJ

9/5/2019 11:55:03 PM enki74 being 1% native Americian hahahha

9/6/2019 1:46:01 AM aetherwalker1 'For there is nothing hidden that will not be disclosed, and nothing concealed that will not be made known and brought to light.'

That which is behind the scenes shall be clearly displayed on stage.  🗣

9/6/2019 1:53:19 AM aetherwalker1 It can't be cleaned.

It must be destroyed, disbanded and all employees/assets barred from EVER working in govt., media, etc for the rest of their lives.

IMO

9/6/2019 2:00:58 AM aetherwalker1 More like a Faustian deal when one makes their 'pact' with The Company, right?

9/6/2019 2:03:32 AM aetherwalker1 I'll bet the date is significant since the numbers are the same when mirrored.

9/6/2019 2:08:00 AM lightlifeb Unfollow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ✔

9/6/2019 2:10:05 AM nikoscali And the story of every star on the C_A memorial wall needs to be told. No more secrets, no more lies, no more heroes lost to the dustbin of history.

9/6/2019 3:11:02 AM williamkaustin1 I credit it to the white privilege he inherited from his mother.

Still waiting for Biden to pull this one out on the campaign trail...

9/6/2019 3:30:51 AM eckert10 Obama is CIA operative. Fabricated. From Kenya. Michelle is a man. Birthday is 216th day if the year. What’s 6x6x6=???

9/6/2019 4:36:33 AM ss31704_s Maybe that is why his records are sealed.

9/6/2019 5:25:49 AM patriotchick8 Lots of infiltrated shills.

9/6/2019 5:26:53 AM patriotchick8 Snopes. 😂

9/6/2019 5:30:04 AM djlok  pic.twitter.com/8jtdFTDmQf

9/6/2019 5:36:13 AM gravis1 Couldn't follow back the last few because of my numbers. Sorry.

9/6/2019 5:42:14 AM quedelumiere From what I understood it is apparently a hoax. I had never seen it. Sorry I was impulsive when I sent it. Still suspicious though (because it does 

happen) I still had to rectify. Have a good day!

9/6/2019 5:45:19 AM artificialsugar It’s hard to tell sometimes.

9/6/2019 5:46:47 AM quedelumiere Oh yeah, absolutely confusing at times!

9/6/2019 6:21:01 AM roaminnoodle Nikos - now that is what I'm talking about for #Disclosure!

David - it's funny because it's true! 🤡⭐️



9/6/2019 6:28:23 AM llp_2020 IFBb

 Patriots

       Retweeted pic.twitter.com/2SBcTwZZDw

9/6/2019 6:36:10 AM johnsville14  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-09-05/major-university-study-finds-fire-did-not-bring-down-tower-7-911 …

9/6/2019 6:53:20 AM schiller_spmode Crazy! I’m loving how one crime leads to so many other crimes. There is no escaping this. It’s coming and it’s coming hard! 44 supporters are going to 

be shocked!

9/6/2019 7:10:57 AM seanstryker Believed the 3rd Reich set up a dismal outpost there, along with a few other powers. Given it's "ran" by the U.N. anything could be a decent guess.

9/6/2019 7:12:12 AM seanstryker Could there be anywhere/way to refuel?

9/6/2019 7:14:11 AM seanstryker Maybe some1 went 4 a helicopter ride/skydiving?

9/6/2019 7:57:15 AM _chelseaproject Do you know why Haspell then doesnt have the media start reporting on real news? Confusing. Need sheep to wake up.

9/6/2019 7:58:18 AM rawphonegirl 💯💯💯

Another excellent resource with a wicked sense of humor 🤗🤗🤗 https://www.mercuryfreekids.org/mercury101/2017/2/18/the-wilking-protocol …

9/6/2019 8:01:33 AM joni_apple_seed #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini https://twitter.com/SpaceCorpsUS/status/1168651912763363328 …

9/6/2019 8:34:36 AM leeverbee "Debunked" by fake media, not by facts. He locked down all of his school records and at first he locked down his BC until he posted a fake one on the 

WH site AFTER Trump challenged him. Experts proved it was photo-shopped due to the layers not being sealed. Contin... pic.twitter.com/PBK4dKqwxU

9/6/2019 8:35:59 AM 2aforlif3 They would all would be null and void.

9/6/2019 8:38:14 AM leeverbee ... After Hawaiian State Official, Loretta Fuddy, validated the fake copy, she died during a freak "accident" while in a small plane making an emergency 

water landing. pic.twitter.com/9Mwy0Z4HHL

9/6/2019 9:07:37 AM leeverbee BTW....Shortly after she validated Obama's fake BC, Loretta Fuddy, deposited a very large sum of cash in her bank account. She suddenly had enough 

money to pay off her mortgage and other unpaid bills. https://freedomoutpost.com/obama-birth-certificate-shocker-evidence-deceased-hawaii-health-

director-loretta-fuddy-paid/ …

9/6/2019 9:08:18 AM leeverbee More here... https://citizenwells.com/2014/01/12/loretta-fuddy-death-more-mysterious-new-questions-raised-was-fuddy-murdered-to-protect-

obama-ferdinand-puentes-video-fuddy-photo-in-water-us-marshal-cap-obama-birth-certificate/ …

9/6/2019 9:09:31 AM leeverbee  pic.twitter.com/uLHaYbGnWV

9/6/2019 9:28:39 AM leeverbee Mike Zullo & Sheriff Joe investigated Obama's BC & found it to be fake. This was an official investigation that the democrat-owned media tried to 

ignore & play down to protect Obama. Of course Obama's weaponized agencies found nada.

 https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/06/23/zullo-deep-state-muellers-fbi-declined-to-investigate-phony-birth-certificate/ … 

pic.twitter.com/4oTwMI8zzX

9/6/2019 9:35:30 AM vocradiorobdoc  pic.twitter.com/nlkihC1Nld

9/6/2019 9:59:45 AM enomai_ Are they orders? Or, technically the law?

9/6/2019 10:02:21 AM enomai_ Things are happening in the news right now for that reason. For the sheep to wake up. It's directed to to raise consciousness. I'm sure many media 

assets are also trying their best to save themselves tho.

9/6/2019 10:05:43 AM enomai_ Why don't we just start spelling out CIA nowadays. The algorithm can very easily read C_A. Adaptions.

9/6/2019 10:52:12 AM karina89350882 Past proves future….

9/6/2019 11:02:27 AM love82janet Easy Answer to the question: John Brennan was in charge of fabricating everything about BO, from his fake school records, fake children & fake birth 

certificate. CIA Farms produced many role players to bring Obama to the forefront. See Loretta Fuddy.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uftI1s5xA9c&t=5083s …

9/6/2019 11:03:10 AM love82janet Ah, Nope, he wasn't. Thanks for playing.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uftI1s5xA9c&t=5083s …

9/6/2019 11:12:01 AM bocan3 #KAG #QANON

#AUDITTHEMALL

#LOCKHERUP

9/6/2019 11:27:43 AM 1snaggz I follow Trump supporters! pic.twitter.com/sTuV7QrMui

9/6/2019 11:39:57 AM magamadnessusa Put 8chan back online with a bang... the vids!!

9/6/2019 11:44:54 AM cintrony 🙌Thanks for the mention! @COL3v17❤️ RT/IFB🇺🇸 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

#TRUMP2020 #ProLife

9/6/2019 11:46:37 AM lakemonstercl Thanks

9/6/2019 11:55:02 AM jrocktigers Can we stop all of them please? pic.twitter.com/odHFJWZtfb

9/6/2019 12:02:24 PM phreatomagnetic When it's been returned to dust, even the dust will have to be cleaned. pic.twitter.com/wCJLyDVTHx

9/6/2019 12:07:01 PM karma4event201 To PUSH mental Health services "apparent murder suicide" but investigation isn't over. 

🎯 ALL mass shooters had a psychiatrist. 🎯

The FL school shooter psych dr 'previously' worked for US Army "experimental" mental 

stuff.

9/6/2019 12:07:26 PM phreatomagnetic from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 national security

In practice, it means the opposite of what it ought to.  It hasn't got ANYTHING to do with the security of the people.  Think mirror I guess.

9/6/2019 12:10:38 PM phreatomagnetic What is a nation besides its people?

Everything these people do is a mockery including the terms they use.

Ritualistic mocking of the victims

9/6/2019 12:38:54 PM dog2purple The other fall out from exposing Obamas birth cert  fraud, Sheriff Joe was procecuted for contempt of court and lost his reelection. President Trump 

pardoned him. He is running again and has my vote!.

9/6/2019 12:42:43 PM starehope Go Sheriff Joe!👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/zgUXfyszKS

9/6/2019 1:33:40 PM elisalenz4 Thanks to President Trump we all understand the Central Banks and the Federal Reserve. The jig is up.

9/6/2019 1:35:24 PM mutahroxkat7a Their need for symbolism will be their downfall - Q

9/6/2019 2:20:13 PM allahuniversal Message 

@malley_pj @zagnett @love4thegameAK @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @hawkgirlinmn @covertress @blsdbe 

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @charmanda9 @RealEyeTheSpy @Keith72256137 @RoubLisa

@queen_khalifia @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse  @OldWiseHermit @NearFelix

9/6/2019 2:57:32 PM judahstrumpets In Norway. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/2QFGHUyVsQ4 

#Q #Qanons

9/6/2019 3:11:02 PM _chelseaproject If they follow those orders why not order them to do some honest reporting?

9/6/2019 3:29:33 PM kathy_markey Built decades ago. So creepy. Everything here screams Evil.

9/6/2019 5:31:32 PM f45_5 I heard top officials of Muslin Brotherhood maybe same as top stock holders of Twitter paid for his Harvard tuition? 

Either way:  “No Deals” [knowingly]+[Willingly]=sedition & treason =very high crimes=worthy of very high punishments

Again... “NO DEALS”

9/6/2019 6:05:21 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/TaskandPurpose/status/1170070924697059328 …



9/6/2019 6:24:09 PM peytondrewdak Thanks

9/6/2019 6:24:39 PM peytondrewdak Thanks!

9/6/2019 6:47:51 PM youstinksoap T2  👀

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1170016196240007168 …

9/6/2019 6:51:04 PM imemeit1 🤔 https://youtu.be/V8RFzVmRmig 

9/6/2019 7:08:19 PM mongrelglory I guess they were seen as an uninvited guest?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

BBC News - Chandrayaan-2: India loses contact with lander as it approaches Moon  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-49615665 …

9/6/2019 8:05:41 PM 55rigforred Your entire family has some serious winds ahead. Be Ready. D5. @realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL2 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@CENTCOM @The_Q_Files @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #Dorian #ThesePeopleAreSick #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall pic.twitter.com/oBH4dShAaM

9/6/2019 8:34:12 PM janmaree1111 Amazing discussion- pre Q entry into public life.🙏💝❗️

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnons

#WWG1GWA

9/6/2019 8:44:00 PM strangewisper Asset Limited, income constrained, employed...

9/6/2019 9:04:49 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/04/science/psychedelic-drugs-hopkins-depression.html …

9/6/2019 9:07:47 PM crisco2377 Anything to do with Optimum Cable being out for ENTIRE TRI-STATE AREA AND OTHERS?? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @StormIsUponUs 

@NeonRevolt @Livid2point0 @TomFitton @ChapulinColoRed @tracybeanz @JudicialWatch @JuliansRum @prayingmedic

9/6/2019 10:08:02 PM tladd58 Look familiar pic.twitter.com/VdCwdZkjv6

9/6/2019 10:24:17 PM charitable_fury Signs and symbols...Putting pieces together...No doubt “dismissed” as just “interpretive art”...”In the eye of the beholder”...So much there, is hard to 

ignore...

9/7/2019 12:40:29 AM quarkfear1 A friend of mine’s sister who was a hypnotist , married to a coast guard lifer , was murdered by husband who then died by suicide , way 2 suspicious 4 

me.. I mentioned it and He is very upset with the notion

9/7/2019 12:48:28 AM charitable_fury Wonder if there’s anything underneath...

9/7/2019 12:51:50 AM t_hayden07 Ahhhh got it. Amazing how such a small (in the scheme of current events) town murder, could strike their attention. Its everywhere right now.

9/7/2019 2:23:01 AM nalo_nei  https://www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/confused-about-the-pepsi-fetal-cell-issue-here-are-the-facts …

 https://www.naturalnews.com/049367_aborted_babies_flavor_chemicals_food_corporations.html …

They use Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) cells from aborted babies to test how flavorings react with human cellular/taste-related (?) receptors.  I 

imagine it is highly cost-effective. #SoylentGreen #GreenNewDeal #Babies

9/7/2019 4:50:16 AM rpyuqt7vjdxn03b Lol!  Thought you were giving him the middle finger

9/7/2019 5:23:58 AM captcooke45 I've wondered about that since before he was elected

9/7/2019 5:28:30 AM ckrasuski Northwest India pic.twitter.com/LktIMIJ87C

9/7/2019 5:29:30 AM ckrasuski Groom lake, Area 51. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s with the pentagons and what exactly do they align with.... in Antarctica?  pic.twitter.com/gFlfOqhxlq

9/7/2019 5:41:58 AM brianmo33174557 NOOSE

9/7/2019 6:00:03 AM lajoszweig1 A basic problem only can be resolve with direct action. GITMO

9/7/2019 6:36:25 AM jmaureensaufley Technically, not native born. The Constitution specifically states, natural-born citizen. There IS a difference.

9/7/2019 6:41:11 AM darkqlight I have never seen proof that he legally changed his name from Barry Sotero back to Barack Obama or that his Indonesian citizenship was ever changed.

9/7/2019 7:48:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 China filmed 'using weather control to change direction of typhoon' - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/china-filmed-using-

weather-control-19768147 …

9/7/2019 7:49:49 AM trumpmomma B-B-BUTTTTT we cant control the weather ‼️💨💨💨💨

Of course we can which is why genius @POTUS created space force

9/7/2019 7:52:09 AM sylvia_laurie No apologies from MSM for calling everyone that believed in Weather Manipulation a Conspiracy Theorist? Funny how it just quietly enters MSM.

9/7/2019 7:52:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 You know they won't do it. pic.twitter.com/CpF5hlg7Z4

9/7/2019 7:53:30 AM jennada43407037 It’s amazing what so many people don’t understand we are capable of! Thanks for the info☺️

9/7/2019 7:54:15 AM jollyrob2 Which countries have and use this technology in addition to US and China?

9/7/2019 7:54:51 AM oldhick17800719 True. They do. And are.

9/7/2019 7:55:07 AM oldhick17800719 Lol indeed

9/7/2019 7:55:22 AM nurseniceyes I am actually surprised he even suggested it.

9/7/2019 8:00:23 AM shannen_robison They would never even consider it

9/7/2019 8:02:32 AM dairy_mom_of_6 This painful for my kids future and my future grandkids. I am actually telling my teens not to have kids if possible! How sad that this is the way it is My 

kids see and are scared for their future.

9/7/2019 8:05:03 AM robertg69989098 Same for Dorian!

9/7/2019 8:15:57 AM joni_apple_seed The same way they made HW President aka George H Sherff Jr . George Sherff Sr worked as accountant to TESLA (stealing from him) after Tesla was 

murdered Sherff became Prescott Bush and Jr became George H Bush

 https://stoplies.org/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-41st-u-s-president-george-bush/ … 

pic.twitter.com/If9fOpWPJd

9/7/2019 8:17:32 AM joni_apple_seed  pic.twitter.com/ZUrMiht8oc

9/7/2019 8:23:56 AM trumping4usa Cloud seeding Vietnam. We have been

9/7/2019 8:26:16 AM iqdou1 Oh,..... we get it now.  Congress can accrue power and imbed their heads like leeches to suck the blood out of American people for as long as [they] 

live.  But , God forbid, the President must have a term limit...or he would be too powerful......uuum yeaah

9/7/2019 8:28:36 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1138979907575459841?s=19 …

9/7/2019 8:31:28 AM nurseniceyes Ok. Then why is weather modification listed under FOIA CIA reading room?

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp75b00514r000200060012-6 …

9/7/2019 8:33:47 AM karma4event201 While you were asleep: 197? 1976 nations signed agreement to not use weather as a weapon, that is just a piece of paper. 

1997  http://www.defense.gov/Transcripts/Transcript.aspx?TranscriptID=674 …

9/7/2019 8:37:50 AM rachaelangelm How is this pedo still in the race, check his donation box names!

9/7/2019 8:46:39 AM mgodfrey99 That would end their cushy, corrupt, get rich quick, lives...of course they won't.

9/7/2019 8:47:17 AM ask_esq29 There actually isn't a difference. The terms are used interchangeably. Natural born citizen just happens to be a legal term of art, while native born 

citizen is a common language idiom.

9/7/2019 8:48:10 AM lb8825 I saw the same thing with Dorian, it was headed right for us and then hooked right and went out to sea. Only 20 miles from the coast!!

9/7/2019 8:50:40 AM scott_rick Zinger!  Nice one Nicole!

9/7/2019 8:50:54 AM bsherrle You've never seen proof his name was legally changed to Soetoro or that he ever obtained Indonesian citizenship. There was no "change back" 

because there was no change from the outset.



9/7/2019 8:51:24 AM karma4event201 That is a clown account triggered by certain words look at the @ name 

ALICE is getting sloppy 😆 pic.twitter.com/3iFvd50mJ2

9/7/2019 8:52:18 AM blubber9111 This video is only a little over a minute and no talk of weather...r u sure u posted the right clip?

9/7/2019 8:53:21 AM jlundr Lol ty for that. uno momento por favor

9/7/2019 8:57:50 AM bh2omiamigo and/or which non-state actors?

9/7/2019 8:58:04 AM bsherrle The "foreign student" meme has been debunked over and over.  Even the conservative (though whacky) "Washington Examiner" acknowledges this. 

"the links correcting the meme fill at least two Google search pages." https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/weekly-standard/fact-check-is-this-

obamas-fake-id …

9/7/2019 9:00:54 AM jlundr "Weather is a Majestic System"

Minute marker 29:21

The part Joe states weather has been and is being weaponized is scrubbed.

 https://youtu.be/myDC-LHGhXg 

... ... ...
9/7/2019 9:12:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic pic.twitter.com/6YLO0nh0n3

9/7/2019 9:13:15 AM billyj1616 Uncle Harry???

9/7/2019 9:13:17 AM nickcpace1 I would expect nothing less!!!

9/7/2019 9:13:51 AM dark2light2019 He would bc he knows he already did his 40 years of destruction

9/7/2019 9:14:28 AM usss_211 Very...

9/7/2019 9:14:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig. https://twitter.com/samstein/status/1170023170767761413 …

9/7/2019 9:15:08 AM dcooyon Wonder if he got asked the Question.......

9/7/2019 9:15:22 AM 6b1222t PATRIOT !!!! 🇺🇸

9/7/2019 9:15:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reappearance imminent with a big BOOM. 

Time is an illusion. 

🐟

9/7/2019 9:15:42 AM kindeandtrue He looks anachronistic, like a man from another age in modern clothes.

9/7/2019 9:16:03 AM 1_decided_voter Reappearance of Q?

9/7/2019 9:16:29 AM scott_rick Bring it.... Dorian is on my doorstep too!

9/7/2019 9:16:42 AM orbital_pi Whose? Q's?

9/7/2019 9:16:45 AM dark2light2019 Nice pin.

9/7/2019 9:17:18 AM brick_airhedred 🤔🤔🤔

9/7/2019 9:18:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is.

9/7/2019 9:19:11 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/tvThcdTbDj

9/7/2019 9:20:01 AM pattonspotting 9/11 significant this year?

9/7/2019 9:20:13 AM stinky_stork Gotta be Q....

9/7/2019 9:21:50 AM z00mz00m4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/OANFanPage/status/1170199550302326784 …

His interview

9/7/2019 9:22:17 AM lmjonzey Reminds me of captain kangaroo.

9/7/2019 9:23:40 AM lbf777 Hopefully it’s Abraham Lincoln.

9/7/2019 9:26:41 AM karentriebel Atlantis?

9/7/2019 9:27:04 AM lbf777 Ah fuck them and their laws. Let’s just create a new system and follow that people. I already got the economy system all tuned up. The legal system is 

basically done. I’m just working on the small Gov System now. Here’s the economy system: 

https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1088495241974464513 …

9/7/2019 9:30:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/11

9/7/2019 9:31:39 AM cpace98 The big fish

9/7/2019 9:32:18 AM kristie_dorn  pic.twitter.com/1xSY0mlGYV

9/7/2019 9:32:22 AM djlok Hello ALICE. pic.twitter.com/p533hCBM3j

9/7/2019 9:32:26 AM bdab28 I've had my money on that opinion for months now

9/7/2019 9:35:10 AM linnyt7 Wednesday

9/7/2019 9:35:25 AM fionasdestiny67 Who are you??

9/7/2019 9:35:36 AM lbf777 Let’s broadcast to the country that Bush Sr and Israel plus some other conspirators did 9/11. 

Talk to friends, family, coworkers and if you can find any opportunity to broadcast it on national TV, do that too. pic.twitter.com/IIsbAnWJCf

9/7/2019 9:35:59 AM girlawakeinca Aimee Wilkes 💫🇺🇸👊

9/7/2019 9:36:14 AM joewalker_wm Propaganda machine losing funding? 🤔🕵️♂️

9/7/2019 9:36:33 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/7SB3spv90X

9/7/2019 9:37:19 AM robinreitsma1 👀

9/7/2019 9:39:00 AM jooooody that's a 'knowing' pose.

9/7/2019 9:39:50 AM blubber9111 Yep...no doubt peeps!!..

That's a Q

Bring on the STORM!

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide

#qanon

9/7/2019 9:39:53 AM kimmeykim1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

9/7/2019 9:40:40 AM nikenchillemi The theory was, and in many circles still is, our enemy's enemy is our friend...at least for now.

9/7/2019 9:47:07 AM wwg1wga93583681 So china attacked us and ended up destroying their own port in paradise?

Boomerang! pic.twitter.com/zV77o949Mx

9/7/2019 9:47:55 AM ekotoons A BOY NAMED JUDD...

9/7/2019 9:48:49 AM ekotoons LOOK AT FOUNDER

AND WHAT HE’S

DOING NOW https://mobile.twitter.com/juddlegum/status/1027934044850462720 …

9/7/2019 9:48:55 AM wwg1wga93583681 Bring the pain. pic.twitter.com/yFZwqAxsEw

9/7/2019 9:49:03 AM charlesgdavis1 By the time Demoncrats gave POTUS the MONEY he wanted for WALL....the United States will be Mexico!!! @realDonaldTrump @SenSchumer 

@SpeakerPelosi @prayingmedic @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/7/2019 9:50:38 AM straydogi7 JFK jr, not with the fishes.

9/7/2019 9:51:52 AM orthogonalron Think Progress=American Progress Action Fund a “sister advocacy organization” of the John Podesta led Center for American Progress and CAP’s 

entities ie Campus Progress. It draws freely on the resources of the George Soros funded Media Matters (David Brock) 

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/organizations/think-progress-tp/ … pic.twitter.com/N0o1nBFOB0



9/7/2019 9:51:55 AM birdchirptweet Found below acct in ur thread &was RT'ing that acct twits abt Earthquakes &suddenly was blocked!!SOME1 PLZ TELL ME WHY!!🔥🔥⤵⤵ 

pic.twitter.com/eRVyqnlqTc

9/7/2019 9:55:47 AM scott_rick I am

9/7/2019 9:56:12 AM ercwilder95 I believe he is into Civil War history. Looks that way to me.

9/7/2019 9:56:50 AM state1union Time for EO to be enforced publicly Arrests for crimes against Humanity! 9/11. Reversing 322 spells on all of us. Reversing to 223 and taking 9/10 to 

Majestic12     10+2=12 and 9/11/21 -2 years to 9/11/19. No more sacrifices.  God Wins! Merry Christmas Jesus 🙏

9/7/2019 9:59:23 AM scott_rick How about 9/9/9?

9/7/2019 10:00:35 AM lightseeker2012 Podesta, Tanden. Good riddance.

Next:  Media Matters

9/7/2019 10:07:21 AM deplorablesuezq Ironically, it’s also patriots day as well.🇺🇸

9/7/2019 10:07:41 AM usernamt8ken Q back on the 9th and this fires off on 9/11

9/7/2019 10:17:27 AM ghost_of_billy_ Ive been waiting for that date for a while. Timing is everything

9/7/2019 10:22:12 AM saber171595440 How ironic that we the deep State just did the same thing with Dorian...wonder what that destroyed??????

9/7/2019 10:23:28 AM thundercookie74 Oh now that's just that crazy conspiracy stuff again. Just cuz multiple patents exist 4 everything from weather sat's, antennas etc etc specifically 4 

climate engineering, multiple countries admitting they've got this capability, that's just coincidence. Conspiracy I say! Lol

9/7/2019 10:24:20 AM truth_incontext He was responsible for the cultural effect of pop-art influencing the negative effect of propaganda against consumerism-As if it was a bad thing in the 

first place.

9/7/2019 10:25:09 AM realityloominng source please

9/7/2019 10:25:45 AM crawley370 I got that steampunk vibe. Like a blast scientist with those goggles on his head lol

9/7/2019 10:26:15 AM meta_faith Q sent us

9/7/2019 10:26:53 AM lookintoit17  pic.twitter.com/QfUDiU6gqt

9/7/2019 10:27:20 AM hawkgirlinmn 8chan founder is wearing a pin on his collar that’s a Q. Majestic sign on a majestic date. Majestic!

9/7/2019 10:29:10 AM hazmedbob  pic.twitter.com/T8axnfEvQv

9/7/2019 10:29:27 AM ghost_of_billy_ I can keep it in my urine

9/7/2019 10:31:35 AM jlspeidel  pic.twitter.com/KcPKXNHmNW

9/7/2019 10:33:38 AM jmgayton1 LOL- I always say, I don't drink out of the tap or the toilet, I'm not a dog....

but nor would I allow a pet to be subjected.

9/7/2019 10:33:48 AM allahuniversal Q

9/7/2019 10:34:23 AM miragardner8 That’s Jim Watkins 8chan owner

9/7/2019 10:35:41 AM jmgayton1 Just like the CDC jumped all over the AIDS epidemic...

NOT

Dangers of fluoride have been known or (per the law) should have been known, for decades.

9/7/2019 10:36:15 AM rapunzel_39  https://twitter.com/noaacomms/status/1170092041327583237?s=21 …

9/7/2019 10:36:56 AM allahuniversal  https://www.noaa.gov/news/statement-from-noaa … pic.twitter.com/f94cXtSZwx

9/7/2019 10:37:32 AM rapunzel_39 Ah, that puts it in perspective.  Thanks.

9/7/2019 10:37:33 AM daveo6145 It’d make too much cents for Q to reappear on 911 kinda like this was planned or something

9/7/2019 10:37:57 AM realityloominng Thanks!

9/7/2019 10:38:14 AM allahuniversal Nice digits pic.twitter.com/vnoGtZ9zBU

9/7/2019 10:38:30 AM realityloominng Did they change img? or troll

9/7/2019 10:39:03 AM allahuniversal Good question

9/7/2019 10:39:17 AM jmgayton1 health care is sick care business that requires constant supply of ppl in poor health in order to earn a living

9/7/2019 10:41:59 AM oldhick17800719 Ling ling huh pic.twitter.com/qXkASp8LNr

9/7/2019 10:42:01 AM realityloominng I'm too lazy to check archive sites

9/7/2019 10:42:08 AM felinesuniteorg Several months ago, I thought of the very real possibility that our weather is being manipulated by an outside force (not God, not Satan, not global 

warming) in a very calculated & deliberate way. So this makes sense to me.

9/7/2019 10:43:13 AM phreatomagnetic A date?  

Wouldn't expect much, then. pic.twitter.com/MCgRT7SLbe

9/7/2019 10:46:00 AM jmgayton1 Pathetic...

Never argue with a man whose job depends on not being convinced.

It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends upon his not understanding it.

Upton Sinclair

9/7/2019 10:46:43 AM clarkd958 Got that as well.

9/7/2019 10:53:06 AM jmgayton1  http://Mercola.com  has done a LOT of work on this.

9/7/2019 10:55:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Monday is a majestic day...lets go with that. 9/9/2019! #QAnon8chan

9/7/2019 10:55:55 AM maga_proud HAARP

9/7/2019 10:58:00 AM hawkgirlinmn With a big BOOM...something non-divisive like a morally evil scandal. A great day for dark to light.

9/7/2019 10:58:44 AM cynthiamorrow8 I'm pretty sure it's more than 97%

9/7/2019 11:00:36 AM qeue14 In 80's it was not even known until Readers Digest published an article about HAARP and Weather control, it came public knowledge. It was denied at 

MSM as conspiracy theory! Military has invented Cellphone, Internet, Chip !! WAR is Productive in Tech.

9/7/2019 11:00:48 AM cynthiamorrow8 Are talking about past or future - as in next week?

9/7/2019 11:00:57 AM youstinksoap Hmmm, 9/11 would be interesting timing.

Can you comment on this? https://twitter.com/qanongroup/status/1170119281868267522?s=21 …

9/7/2019 11:01:39 AM jvan125 😂🤣 what?! 😭😭

9/7/2019 11:04:08 AM nurseniceyes No, we suspected we were lied to long before we had evidence of it.

9/7/2019 11:04:46 AM meequalsfree what's the 15?

9/7/2019 11:05:05 AM kamericaga1 Wake up little sheep. The technology IS real and has been used for a long time.

9/7/2019 11:07:11 AM qeue14 " You want a TRUTH! PEOPLE can't stand the Truth! If they knew what we have done.. mumbles.. " ~ G.H.W.BUSH, but China & Russia knows and have 

stolen TECH ever since always. https://twitter.com/Qeue14/status/1170396464327090181?s=20 …

9/7/2019 11:07:42 AM meequalsfree 9+1+1+2+1+9=23 = bringing the pain!

9/7/2019 11:10:33 AM ghost_of_billy_ Lmao, fkn spell check

 it's spozda read- "I can FEEL it in my urine"

9/7/2019 11:11:16 AM djlok My fish is cuter. pic.twitter.com/gxHOIHi3tM

9/7/2019 11:13:50 AM fightforamerica Hero.

9/7/2019 11:16:00 AM state1union Nice 👍

9/7/2019 11:17:23 AM karma4event201 Try this https://www.globalresearch.ca/does-the-us-military-own-the-weather-weaponizing-the-weather-as-an-instrument-of-modern-

warfare/5608728 …

9/7/2019 11:18:45 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1166879789241659392 …

9/7/2019 11:22:25 AM zagnett Oh, & trolling definitely is FUN.😚

@Acosta

9/7/2019 11:22:55 AM lockemallupnow Huh? The 🤡 said Mexico would pay. #LiarInChief #CadetBoneSpurs #SaturdayThoughts pic.twitter.com/DTLuusRSU1

9/7/2019 11:24:30 AM jackiesierfaith Q?



9/7/2019 11:29:26 AM boogeymanhunter Follow the pin.

🤔

9/7/2019 11:30:23 AM jvan125 OMG I’m still laughing 😂🤣❤️❤️❤️

9/7/2019 11:33:16 AM terran_sol  https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1170401816863023105?s=19 …

9/7/2019 11:35:26 AM jswdh1 He probably thinks hea talking about prison terms....LOL

9/7/2019 11:35:40 AM boogeymanhunter BO was one of the last puppets put in place by the D$ 

...at that point they didn’t even attempt (or give a damn) to fill in all the holes in his backstory.

That’s how stupid they think we are. (were)

Question is...sadly, were we?

No. 

Most blindly trusted.

Sheep no more.
9/7/2019 11:36:47 AM jswdh1 You mean sold......

9/7/2019 11:38:49 AM italianmom555 Benghazzi we won't forget that either. 0 is the number that our President should consider in regards to more refugees being let in. In fact let's send 

back 50k of them in Minnesota

9/7/2019 11:39:01 AM charlesgdavis1 Trade agreement and confiscated drug MONEY from El Chapo plus, loss of drug and sex trafficking incomes that come through the border made by 

somebody in government on BOTH sides, which will be confiscated from those involved by executive order in U.S. at Mexico's involve bk acc.

9/7/2019 11:39:07 AM dase_tex Thanks for the ride! It's much appreciated! I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/iL1P9sVcci

9/7/2019 11:41:42 AM jswdh1 What do you think they're doing now? There's a reason Dorian was headed straight for Doral but moved and a reason it "stalled" Bahamas!

9/7/2019 11:43:22 AM toddscrypto #MAGAROLLERCOASTER pic.twitter.com/MlxlAUDYRn

9/7/2019 11:43:32 AM charlesgdavis1 Penalties if any so in long run they will pay.....BUT THE WALL NEEDS TO BE BUILT NOW..... NOT AFTER CERTAIN PEOPLE MAKE MONEY FROM 

INDIVIDUALS THAT SUFFER FROM CERTAIN POS!!!! Thank you.

9/7/2019 11:50:57 AM red3691 Thanks for the ride COL3v17⭐👍

9/7/2019 11:53:02 AM chaele3 Our message is simple:

We are stronger than you.

We are better than you

And we are all in this together to

#exposeKamala

#childtrafficking

#JohnKerry

#protectedpedophiles

#lexi

#jonahrief

@POTUS

@UseltonP 

@DisclosePGate_ 

@USMC

@NoLongerIgnored

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/1Az0l40Apz
9/7/2019 11:54:09 AM mgodfrey99 One of the bills folded looks like a tsunami will hit NYC it appears.  Maybe I'm wrong

9/7/2019 12:02:32 PM duboisniac IFB #MAGA  https://www.promiseskept.com/ 

9/7/2019 12:06:10 PM manifest_utopia Synchronicity 💖

9/7/2019 12:07:11 PM elias45732367 Eyethespy said you are fake

9/7/2019 12:07:38 PM karma4event201 I bet funding is there but puppets are dissapearing to Gitmo +

9/7/2019 12:08:27 PM kidge6 Wow. He wore that pin at the hearing?  He’s the man.

9/7/2019 12:10:07 PM higherdensitees As in Q is back with a MOAB?!?!?!?

9/7/2019 12:10:22 PM johnsville14 I follow them as well. Not sure.

9/7/2019 12:10:26 PM firstwavr what do you mean majestic? Q has nothing to do with you.

9/7/2019 12:11:44 PM tabsinabox The great awakening rally at the Washington memorial is on 9/11

9/7/2019 12:15:57 PM cintrony ❤️ Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 

RT/IFB 🚂🇺🇸

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER

#ProLife #Trump2020

9/7/2019 12:17:27 PM stoneturnr I guess MIT is one of the universities youre referring to? What was Epstein's real objective with his science funding?

9/7/2019 12:21:38 PM eutimipinzoni #8Chan

#QtoldUS

9/7/2019 12:26:05 PM knightofmaltaus For the #UFO enthusiasts. Here is another look from a different perspective, that of a politician inquiring on #Navy knowledge. 

@terran_sol @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/06/navy-withholding-ufo-sightings-1698396 …

9/7/2019 12:30:32 PM keith369me We have to make them do it.  The people need to declare their freedom and change the rules for a better tomorrow.  Representatives need to 

represent!!!

9/7/2019 12:32:14 PM allahuniversal Multiple of 3

9/7/2019 12:32:46 PM 963_maxoom Thanx

9/7/2019 12:41:30 PM barcomem It's been around (in increasing levels of efficiency) for 100yrs

9/7/2019 12:46:48 PM queen_khalifia The plan to create a Mental Society via lab created/Street Drugs. Creating chaos in Lives and the Mind. Ppl will break and ask for help. If ur not already 

cray. After pharma, food, drink, Air reg We will be. Glad that was interrupted! Cheers to Healing and healing from within.

9/7/2019 12:48:17 PM giediknight Bin Laden construction laid the charges while it was being built?

9/7/2019 12:48:27 PM knightofmaltaus We trained him, funded his fledgling org against the Russians. Yes, we were his sponsor along with his father and King Abdullah too. No shocker there 

and some ISIS off shoots too....were not like ISIS is now but US supporters and on the payroll. It happened to Russians also.

9/7/2019 12:54:06 PM jrocktigers Yes sir.

9/7/2019 12:54:42 PM unidentifiedta1 Mueller was a clean up boy for the Saudi's https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-09-07/mueller-helped-saudis-cover-involvement-911-attacks-

lawsuit …

9/7/2019 12:59:21 PM djlok Start talking about time travel and #ALICE puts on a full on Production!!!



9/7/2019 1:02:51 PM agoodyear2015 I believe I've read that Twitter is playing games blocking accounts etc.

9/7/2019 1:05:16 PM madrabbit917 Is my daughter's birthday...Fireworks???🤔

9/7/2019 1:16:46 PM brick_airhedred George Knows...😎 https://youtu.be/U4DsWniXSQk 

9/7/2019 1:26:15 PM sterkinglights1 Will Barry's girlfriend ever shut up? This is a tired attempt to follow along now.

9/7/2019 1:29:46 PM djlok #FutureProvesPast

9/7/2019 1:32:17 PM magabeliever20 And he owned People Mover

9/7/2019 1:32:29 PM mongrelglory I love how the Star article immediately labels his conclusions as "outrageous" without any science to back up their claim.

MJ-12, was the path taken by Hurricane Dorian a result of competing weather manipulation technology? (Weather warfare?)

9/7/2019 1:33:09 PM magabeliever20 Agreed. There is no “linear time.”

9/7/2019 1:33:28 PM jrocktigers ?

9/7/2019 1:34:16 PM mongrelglory You're sounding like a broken record...

9/7/2019 1:39:39 PM gramptorino US Space Force...Enlist Now

9/7/2019 1:41:11 PM kindeandtrue Like a character from a Jules Verne novel, or a Victorian Age inventor/time traveler.

9/7/2019 1:46:23 PM mongrelglory Founded in 2005, ThinkProgress is an editorially independent project of the Center for American Progress Action Fund. The Center for American 

Progress Action Fund is a nonpartisan, 501(c)(4) organization dedicated to achieving progress through action. (Based in Washington D.C.)😒

9/7/2019 1:50:10 PM mongrelglory Does that mean the supply of Soros/CIA funding to all these NGOs and liberal organizations is being cut off now?

9/7/2019 1:51:21 PM mongrelglory A great day for truth to be revealed for all to see!

9/7/2019 1:51:57 PM joinna6 2.7 T.t.Trillon$ 

Missing

9/10

9/7/2019 1:53:46 PM mongrelglory The University of Alaska has already completed their study showing that WTC 7 could not have collapsed due to fire.  What will it take for the MSM 

news to give this the attention it deserves?  How else can we awaken the sleeping masses?

9/7/2019 1:54:22 PM richard07759712 🙃666

9/7/2019 1:55:08 PM kindeandtrue Wacky Wednesday.

9/7/2019 1:56:24 PM richard07759712 Lol

9/7/2019 1:57:14 PM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/jdWWYcCyVJ

9/7/2019 1:57:21 PM magabeliever20  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_airport_people_mover_systems …

9/7/2019 1:58:23 PM jrocktigers Oh gotcha. Thank you.

9/7/2019 2:03:44 PM joinna6 Thats disgusting..just saying..

9/7/2019 2:03:49 PM lbf777 Reappearance of what?

9/7/2019 2:09:01 PM doc_cactus The BS Media made it political suicide to question the bogus docs & computer images... 

#SaturdayThoughts #SaturdayMotivation pic.twitter.com/0gaXM8Fikv

9/7/2019 2:09:44 PM djlok Abraham Lincoln, JFK...all the same.

9/7/2019 2:10:41 PM flatbush711 And  Jamal Khashoggi pic.twitter.com/Fgoeb7aIRu

9/7/2019 2:12:26 PM jrocktigers WOW!

9/7/2019 2:12:52 PM djlok Joan Rivers!  Just kidding.

9/7/2019 2:15:21 PM doc_cactus So far they've pulled off the epic political hoax with the blessing of the CFR/BS Global Media... Aint propaganda gr8?

#SaturdayThoughts #SaturdayMotivation pic.twitter.com/chJhq9QGmH

9/7/2019 2:19:11 PM samsmith0319 Weather Wars....

9/7/2019 2:28:44 PM lakemonstercl Thank you

9/7/2019 2:38:20 PM blsdbe #WeAreTheNewNow!!!

9/7/2019 2:38:47 PM magabeliever20 Roger that

9/7/2019 2:48:25 PM jmaureensaufley No. They aren't, thanks to the gross misinterpretation of our 14th amendment.

9/7/2019 2:53:19 PM truthseekerfl Waiting for the truth to come out!

9/7/2019 3:06:28 PM n7guardiananon make it easier to get them out if they crawfish on whatever they were pitching to get elected.

9/7/2019 3:07:56 PM leahsgrandma1 Seriously? That's your proof?

9/7/2019 3:12:14 PM sylvia_laurie I suppose the sky looking like plaid is just the clouds making new designs. Although, I must say it has been better this summer.

9/7/2019 3:17:09 PM jrocktigers  https://drop.space/watch/9-11-the-footage-they-didn-039-t-let-you-see-twice-9-11-2001-documentary_MMNAkxe85xpO2iZ.html …

9/7/2019 3:19:32 PM vintagesquirrel  https://twitter.com/Vintagesquirrel/status/1170000700442578949?s=19 …

9/7/2019 3:23:52 PM vintagesquirrel Patriot's Day commemorates the battles of Lexington and Concord, which were fought near Boston in 1775. Patriot's Day is annually held on the third 

Monday of April. It should not be confused with Patriot Day held on Sept 11 to mark the anniversary of terrorist attacks of 2001.

9/7/2019 3:26:15 PM deplorablesuezq Thank you Michelle!

9/7/2019 3:27:57 PM molly07751087 👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀😵

9/7/2019 3:29:00 PM davidspencerca2 We are all a family. We are all in this together. We will all be tested. 0010110

9/7/2019 3:31:34 PM the_fjalar I’m a 3%-er.

9/7/2019 3:33:11 PM the_fjalar Release the truth! pic.twitter.com/vsXjOAe0aX

9/7/2019 3:34:00 PM the_fjalar 9/11 pic.twitter.com/Gk2bJs7llD

9/7/2019 3:34:21 PM gaintbutterfly  pic.twitter.com/qorfpBTRGZ

9/7/2019 3:38:45 PM thehulag  pic.twitter.com/veTon1e2qr

9/7/2019 3:43:59 PM bsherrle Given there's been no proof that ID is genuine, how much counter-proof should I give? I can feed you at least a half dozen articles saying the same 

thing.  But, give it a try yourself: offer some proof it's real.

9/7/2019 3:46:07 PM gi6stars Love the Q

9/7/2019 3:47:39 PM andyr1112 Eye the spy be lying. Take a cold shower

9/7/2019 3:53:19 PM lornascurr Time to reclaim the date...  Give it positive connotations for a brighter future for all.  Big announcements??

9/7/2019 3:56:00 PM xenuqueue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is another LARP. Has a god complex. Mimics Q and pretends to be an insider, don’t you mate? 😂 Surprised he hasn’t blocked me 

yet

9/7/2019 3:57:49 PM sarahrosie5 Eh he'll get around to it 😂😂😔

9/7/2019 3:59:33 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/F13XomRmK7

9/7/2019 3:59:37 PM vintagesquirrel It's confusing for sure. I'm from Boston, so it's something I'm familiar with. 😀

9/7/2019 4:02:08 PM meequalsfree Q & Trump often say things in three's.👍

Drive THEM Out

Drive THEM Out

Drive THEM Out

Fight, Fight, Fight

Nothing worth doing ever, ever, ever came easy!
9/7/2019 4:04:19 PM kindeandtrue Amazing! I didn't know that. I was thinking of the Dr. Seuss book. pic.twitter.com/o5UwhEnKIm

9/7/2019 4:04:37 PM ask_esq29 That has nothing to do with the 14th Amendment. Since the founding of the nation, the terms were used interchangeably.



9/7/2019 4:17:18 PM cptobviousky Hmm 🤔 doesn't this look familiar

9/7/2019 4:18:20 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/afp/status/1170475009405607937?s=21 …

9/7/2019 4:25:02 PM wildcardbrett fake news😐😐

9/7/2019 4:30:11 PM mikebravodude Alice?

9/7/2019 4:30:48 PM karma4event201 Is Fredrick Brennan related to Ex CIA Brennan

.."Brennan created 8chan in 2013 and sold it in 2016 to Watkins" ... "Brennan maintained administrative access to the site until it was pulled down."

9/7/2019 4:35:47 PM ranger1rod All Patriots followed and RTd!

Please follow back! I unfollow those who do not follow back after 48 hrs. pic.twitter.com/3S8oCjBcSY

9/7/2019 4:38:17 PM dispensaryexch  https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/life/2019-06-04-chernobyl-horror-has-nuclear-lessons-for-sa/ … pic.twitter.com/mdlgbp83RM

9/7/2019 4:45:14 PM karma4event201 Time travel is Real 

Go ask ALICE 

😆

(I'm bored and will be until 8chan is back up.)

9/7/2019 4:47:33 PM djlok I think we all are/will be.  I've been reading over some old Q posts and MJ12 tweets.  Interesting to watch it all work.

9/7/2019 4:55:02 PM tghowe99 Bull.

9/7/2019 5:02:01 PM karma4event201 I have reread some too. And used the search on Qmap to reread specific drops. 

Do you know if The creator of 8 chan; Fredrick Brennan is related to Ex CIA Brennan? Brennan created 8chan in 2013; sold it to Watkin in 2016

9/7/2019 5:08:48 PM houdini481 What's up w/the MS state flag fin on the tie?  Any rumor that Dorian was a cover for an underwater nuke to carry inland and blame it on a Fukashima 

type event?

9/7/2019 5:21:51 PM djlok I was wondering if there was any relationship.  I don't know.

9/7/2019 5:27:20 PM qanonwga Nothing will happen on 9/11

9/7/2019 5:40:17 PM johnsville14 Freemasons

9/7/2019 5:41:15 PM johnsville14  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=99mLPseOQ4A …

9/7/2019 5:42:47 PM texasnana05 It's sick too

9/7/2019 5:44:32 PM 369369rv Something has to happen before 9/11

9/7/2019 5:49:07 PM kamericaga1 Broken AI

9/7/2019 5:49:47 PM tabsinabox An AI, look into it

9/7/2019 6:24:34 PM boy12_jimmy DISCLOSURE coming very soon? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/WIJ6PffKQd

9/7/2019 6:25:31 PM kamericaga1 Not intelligent either.

9/7/2019 6:31:25 PM moonbaby04371 Nice "Q" shirt collar pin....😏

9/7/2019 6:33:54 PM moonbaby04371 I love ur Stevie hat! It's beautiful!😍 pic.twitter.com/nYcwU3uWmY

9/7/2019 6:36:45 PM strangewisper ♓️

9/7/2019 6:37:23 PM nmchristoban Yesterday was 3 6 9

9/7/2019 6:39:08 PM moonbaby04371 OMG! I actually HEARD Homer's voice say this!!!😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/c7xpfJR6Qn

9/7/2019 6:52:38 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @POTUS @SecPompeo @Telford_Russian @fieldmcc @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity 

What are these [Satanists] planning?  They keep referring to 9/11 in gematria in both videos I have attached. ☝☝☝👀👁👀☝☝☝

9/7/2019 6:54:51 PM jrocktigers Thanks posting. See if you hear from people you suspect are satanists tonight. They are busy. pic.twitter.com/WqRPJWByAk

9/7/2019 6:55:02 PM aprilbrown99 I just posted their prior to seeing your tweet.  Whatis going on?  [They] are all talking about 9/11. 

https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1170515254981169153 …

9/7/2019 7:00:24 PM 712qloubrown John John 😏 maybe

9/7/2019 7:05:57 PM pachydermprince Right?!?  God please let me have the best birthday present a patriot could ever even ask for. 🤞🏻♥🕊🙏🏻

9/7/2019 7:18:46 PM aprilbrown99 Omg...#ThesePeopleAreSick 😳😳😳 pic.twitter.com/GKrSZxmJNP

9/7/2019 7:19:47 PM aprilbrown99 How are you doing? Everything ok in Florida?

9/7/2019 7:20:01 PM michael_s_ander Those odd geo engineering patents from the mid 80’s ring a bell. Meaning its possible that the Summer 1988 Super Heat Wave (used to push global 

warming narrative) might not have been natural.

9/7/2019 7:28:01 PM david00997884 I really believe a lit of arrest and other things going to happen for the good 9/11. I been saying this for awhile. Its my realty

9/7/2019 7:28:36 PM pipprinting Anyone seen Story book beautiful skies lately? Absolutely amazing

9/7/2019 7:29:45 PM kamericaga1 You should just do some research yourself. Do some digging around and you just may learn that maybe you dont have all the answers either.

9/7/2019 7:44:02 PM v_rags April while watching this video, when the women said the moon was showing only 75% on 5/16 I remembered a vision I had last nite where the moon 

was black and was covering 75% of the Sun.

9/7/2019 7:45:35 PM aprilbrown99 That is very interesting.

9/7/2019 7:45:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Relevant, friends!

8chan Owner Jim Watkins Interview After First Hearing https://youtu.be/96_bBtOAmMk 

9/7/2019 7:46:06 PM v_rags I know but I dont know what it means.

9/7/2019 7:47:21 PM kamericaga1 Ok, little sheep. Suit yourself.

9/7/2019 7:48:03 PM aprilbrown99 Have you tried meditating on it to get your answer?

9/7/2019 7:49:08 PM humanproofer Funny, I donated that necktie to goodwill not long ago. Glad to see it in use.

9/7/2019 7:49:20 PM aprilbrown99 Sounds like an eclipse of some sort or symbolism of something being distorted from your view.

9/7/2019 7:49:29 PM v_rags I will tonite plus I’m going out to the country in the morning to visit My parents. Mom has a Doc. Appointment. When I’m in nature I can “see” better. 

So I hope I get understanding of that

9/7/2019 7:50:23 PM aprilbrown99 Hugs for mom. 🕊🕊🕊🦋🦋🦋🌸🌸🌸

9/7/2019 7:50:24 PM v_rags 🤔that’s a very good point. Hopefully will find out more.

9/7/2019 7:51:01 PM v_rags Thank you! 🤗🤗🤗hugs to you! lol

9/7/2019 7:51:26 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🤗🤗

9/7/2019 7:54:35 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps the view is moving from #DarkToLight?

9/7/2019 8:01:15 PM karma4event201 😂I got a bite on #TimeTravel within 10 minutes. I replied 

Hello #ALICE 

The reply doesn't show pic.twitter.com/inJ9F8auwp

9/7/2019 8:03:14 PM djlok How about that! 🐟🐟🐟

9/7/2019 8:05:54 PM scorched1492 anything majestic related is fake and G**................. y’all are worse than ETS.

9/7/2019 8:08:06 PM karma4event201 I bet very related and that is bad. 

"Watkins convinced Brennan to stay in his Phillipine Apartment, rent free" 

Someone's (a chan? Project Veritas?) apartment in Phillipines was broken into; robbers were looking for something specific- a server?

9/7/2019 8:09:23 PM karma4event201 Butthead went quiet too. 

I may have to 🐟🐟🐟 more

9/7/2019 8:12:08 PM djlok When you know how to bait the hook just right or maybe even whistle the right tune, they just swim right up.



9/7/2019 8:20:33 PM karma4event201 Hello #ALICE

9/7/2019 8:22:34 PM karma4event201 Hello #ALICE #ALICE

9/7/2019 8:28:17 PM djlok Now that's something the World would like to know!!!

9/7/2019 8:30:10 PM karma4event201 The world knows Hunters have become the Hunted 

"It's only been 24 hours since #McTraitor was Put to Death"... https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

9/7/2019 8:36:16 PM karma4event201 She is getting even the screenshots with her name! 

Triggered ALICE

9/7/2019 8:40:01 PM karma4event201 😂Clown Coolaide kills. 

Once a clown always a clown. Ask Alice

9/7/2019 8:53:22 PM kamericaga1 Tweets saved for future crow dinner later.

9/7/2019 9:06:21 PM linsd13 Who’s pop was flown out whilst all other air traffic was grounded?

9/7/2019 9:08:20 PM linsd13  https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-administration-faces-pressure-to-release-9-11-related-documents-11567784751 …

9/7/2019 9:10:39 PM anthony256 It's coming https://www.tweaktown.com/news/67481/8chan-back-next-week-return-same-time/index.html …

9/7/2019 9:31:20 PM fightthenewwo #Alice

CC: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/QArmyInfo/status/1170516473921642497 …

9/7/2019 9:50:03 PM karma4event201 😳 🙃 pic.twitter.com/qo31gY4ZHw

9/7/2019 9:53:36 PM 2aforlif3  pic.twitter.com/UyUQFx2b38

9/7/2019 9:55:02 PM 2aforlif3 This seems coded and I believe it's about 9/11 TFNYT=The Falling New York Towers maybe just seen it. pic.twitter.com/0Dy0Rw1Kgu

9/7/2019 9:56:36 PM leahsgrandma1 The point is I can offer you just as many that you won't accept so...?

9/7/2019 9:57:09 PM nschlange Did everyone miss the part that these actors only get famous by being really evil ppl? Yes they have the casting couch, but they sell their own soul &/or 

sacrifice someone to get that role!!!!

9/7/2019 10:05:24 PM poppyslovecapu How about a grand reveal on 9/10⁉️

9/7/2019 10:25:20 PM magaforc Would be FANTASTIC!!!

9/7/2019 11:14:11 PM trumping4usa Um yes they could it's been 40 years and we don't know the technological extent of the government so don't say shit you can't confirm.

9/7/2019 11:59:13 PM trumping4usa So rather than make a counterpoint against what I said that has real historical proof you shot for something that was clearly fucking insane.

9/8/2019 1:21:40 AM fornodan Las vagas

9/8/2019 1:28:45 AM flatplanejayne We need Term Limits‼️🙏💯🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/K1XbVcvAT5

9/8/2019 1:43:21 AM goodmedicine4us  https://drop.space/watch/mothers-of-darkness-castle-the-most-evil-place-on-earth-documentary_5mD3Nopb545wMiy.html …

9/8/2019 2:10:35 AM nabonnand I know Jim traced exactly where the posts in question came from. Wouldn’t it be funny if one came back 2 a congressional office, 1 a CIA desk & 1 

Google/China? We already know the FBI slipped up. It would be much more sporting if they’d just admit they want Q truth disappeared.

9/8/2019 2:47:15 AM aprilbrown99 The timestamp takes us to Qdrop 444 about Eric Schmidt being in North Korea. The tweet is coded with other info: missing spaces, the dots on each 

tweet, grammatical errors, all the capital letters in tweets re: gematria. #StillLearningTheComms and not sure how to interrupt them. 

pic.twitter.com/4vNonGbHH6

9/8/2019 3:33:47 AM nurseniceyes Interesting...your amount of arrogance. I expect a full apology once court tv comes back on tv.

9/8/2019 3:35:48 AM nurseniceyes Your debating skills are lacking. Reverting to name calling because you have no argument. Show some creativity, please.

9/8/2019 4:36:44 AM karina89350882 "Times"(Frequence) changing?!!!!!!!!

9/8/2019 5:25:29 AM bsherrle Give me one. I've not seen anyone, anywhere give one shred of proof that ID is bona fide or otherwise that Obama ever registered as a "foreign 

student." The claim is bogus.

9/8/2019 5:37:22 AM ashlightq 🙀

9/8/2019 5:54:58 AM carmindabrendel @intheMatrixxx @TheCollectiveQ @cjtruth @RaeAnon @HawtinGibb @HatMasked @AwfySore @Qanon76 @QBlueSkyQ @EyesOnQ @freenaynow 

@_00111111_ @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @paul_serran @realDonaldTrump

9/8/2019 5:55:01 AM jmaureensaufley ... and yet, our Founding Fathers chose "natural-born citizen" in the Constitution. They had a reason.

9/8/2019 6:52:44 AM sylvia_laurie Research for yourself. The choice to know is yours.

9/8/2019 7:04:52 AM wolfspirit1 Found this interesting article...comment? http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2019/09/the-battle-at-dulce-to-stop-an-alien-breeding-

program-using-thousands-of-young-women-2515519.html …

9/8/2019 7:05:56 AM wolfspirit1 Project Aquarius was originally established in 1953, by order of President Eisenhower, under control of NSC and MJ-12.

9/8/2019 7:09:24 AM allahuniversal Drives home the point of good advice 

Drives home the point when being nice 

Driving home the point is best done thrice

9/8/2019 7:28:28 AM allahuniversal This keyboard likes tuna, I suppose. I still accept her though, I'm gonna call her Tina

9/8/2019 7:36:05 AM allahuniversal The Bin Laden family IIRC, somewhere out of TX homebound to SA, courtesy of 41 + 43

9/8/2019 7:41:54 AM poguemoran There's no proof he claimed to be a foreign student.  I'll ask you this what proof do you have to support the premise of your question?

9/8/2019 7:43:13 AM poguemoran There's no proof he ever legally changed his name from Barack Obama to Barry soetoro to begin with. No proof he ever actually had Indonesian 

citizenship.   Indonesia law 62 didn't allow it and Indonesian embassy denies it

9/8/2019 7:43:37 AM bruce_fritts Entire video now scrubbed.

9/8/2019 7:43:57 AM poguemoran You can't offer any proof because there is none

9/8/2019 7:44:23 AM poguemoran Private school document isn't proof of anything

9/8/2019 7:44:55 AM poguemoran None of his records are sealed

9/8/2019 7:46:22 AM poguemoran Fake.   Columbia didn't have digital ids until the 90s.  That ID was photoshopped from this one.   Obama's photo is from his state Senate days 

pic.twitter.com/0XGmODaQgt

9/8/2019 7:49:06 AM enomai_ 8chan event reappearance

Interesting

9/8/2019 7:52:11 AM anneolsen43 9/11

9/8/2019 8:10:15 AM djlok And yet, here you are!  What a coincidence!

9/8/2019 8:11:21 AM nurseniceyes It is spelled... tales.

9/8/2019 8:24:50 AM enomai_ Did China buy our technology through the Clinton server they were given access too?

9/8/2019 8:25:06 AM richard07759712 8 Chan!

9/8/2019 8:25:32 AM richard07759712 9/11

9/8/2019 8:26:56 AM lorieve Who does she love?

Where is her treasure?

What is her soft spot?

9/8/2019 8:29:44 AM deplorable_s There are many articles available about weather Weapons. 

International laws, agreements, foreign aid leverage, cross collateralize 

use and norms....then there’s China ... who behaves untrustworthy.

9/8/2019 8:30:17 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/M11CKviXgq

9/8/2019 8:31:57 AM deplorable_s Butt ... how do you explain a hurricane hovering over Bahamas for 36 hrs ?

Go ahead ....Shoot from the hip

9/8/2019 8:35:16 AM trumping4usa Also bullshit you came up with Qanon. Whoever did come up with it had a far vaster knowledge of code breaking. So even if it is fake you definitely 

didn't make it.



9/8/2019 8:38:54 AM nurseniceyes I like to call them zeros.

9/8/2019 8:50:03 AM ask_esq29 Yes, because that is the legal term of art. It is derived from the British legal term of art natural born subject. As such, tge Framers understood that 

anyone born here to parents who were not foreign officials or members of an invading military would be natural born citizens.

9/8/2019 8:54:29 AM enomai_ So, bush Sr was involved in creating future president's that were groomed to be radical?

9/8/2019 8:56:03 AM enomai_ Off topic doors can be opened

9/8/2019 9:01:30 AM trumping4usa Well like I'm always trying to convince someone or find common ground and it annoys the fuck out of me when I acknowledge the validity of their 

argument and they ignore the validity of mine.

9/8/2019 9:02:12 AM scott_rick  https://blog.spiritualify.com/what-to-expect-from-the-opening-of-the-999-portal-on-september-9th-2019/ …

9/8/2019 9:02:52 AM midtncop Manchurian candidate.

9/8/2019 9:04:08 AM scott_rick Dorian was used to usher in 5G... the good 5G, Wardencliff, thank you Mr Tesla, took awhile but we made it happen.  108hz!

9/8/2019 9:07:05 AM bbobbio71 If China's doing it now,  we've been doing it for decades

9/8/2019 9:10:07 AM dase_tex Thank you for the ride! I really appreciate it! I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/mh3kZrG8gq

9/8/2019 9:12:21 AM usernamt8ken  pic.twitter.com/jqYlgLiJMe

9/8/2019 9:12:52 AM usernamt8ken I never seen this till now lol... 

I guess reading everything helps

9/8/2019 9:17:25 AM flygirl33684011 Yep.. Kangaroo court !  🦘🦘🦘

9/8/2019 9:23:04 AM janda_cefalu Please let him be alive. pic.twitter.com/xCekPaBUnE

9/8/2019 9:35:58 AM janda_cefalu Majestic, is John Jr. in the final act of the movie we are watching? pic.twitter.com/Hg7lcAqPZc

9/8/2019 9:47:52 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/9pwaryWVjm

9/8/2019 9:55:09 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me

9/8/2019 9:58:48 AM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/unidentifiedta1/status/1170742521128992768 …

9/8/2019 10:15:21 AM poppyslovecapu Yes Osama was a C_A asset and we were PLAYED‼️ pic.twitter.com/CP2YxTGePv

9/8/2019 10:41:09 AM tharon_pleiades Apparently you are unaware Obamas own brother has come out and said Obama was born in Kenya.

9/8/2019 10:41:15 AM purgeglobalists @TomFitton @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Imamofpeace @NeonRevolt @PaulTheMartian @QuigginReport @Carbongate 

https://twitter.com/PurgeGlobalists/status/1170752324475576325 …

9/8/2019 10:56:22 AM qpatriotq I assumed it was as well, however the message remains the same.

9/8/2019 10:57:23 AM bsherrle Actually, he didn't say that. In any case, Malik Obama was 3 years old at the time. You really think a 3-year old recalls such an event? Trump just said 

Trump's father was born in Germany. And that's not true.

9/8/2019 10:58:07 AM poguemoran Yes that there's zero proof of Obama registering as a foreign student in college nor does it make any sense as he attended american schools most of his 

childhood.

9/8/2019 11:06:03 AM qpatriotq  https://youtu.be/jk3KRxTfkLM 

9/8/2019 11:07:34 AM poguemoran That's not proof to support the foreign student claim.  Notice though that Arpaio abandoned all his previous claims from the previous two press 

conferences to focus instead on a theory created by his paid shill narrator mark gillar in 2013?  None of the 9 points directly align 

pic.twitter.com/l3ii0fNBiV

9/8/2019 11:09:06 AM poguemoran You got played by the clown posse.  None of their claims have a basis in reality: https://m.imgur.com/gallery/qB8NG 

9/8/2019 11:12:56 AM qpatriotq Although I strongly disagree with your statement, I do appreciate the respectful discourse. Have a nice day.

9/8/2019 11:15:43 AM poguemoran You can disagree with it all you want but the fact remains the clown posse lied to you.  They lied about the race coding, lied about the coding manual, 

lied about the numbering, lied about the Verna Lee tape, lied about the ah'nee document the 9 points don't align as claimed.

9/8/2019 11:24:50 AM kindeandtrue Bizarre things going on in Norway. pic.twitter.com/Oq5aGksr7e

9/8/2019 11:51:19 AM unidentifiedta1 Owned by Center for American Progress (CAP), which is funded by Soros. The founder, Mr. Legum, was also head of Political Research for Hillary 

Clinton.

9/8/2019 12:21:39 PM _369311119 SEEing Tulsi signs in heavy, heavy DNC yards...

Love this plan!!!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/8/2019 12:35:25 PM walter_winteler 👍🏼💪🏼🙏🏼

9/8/2019 12:35:59 PM walter_winteler @walter_winteler 💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼 🇺🇸 🙏🏼

9/8/2019 1:09:52 PM exoticcatlady  pic.twitter.com/VQfbX0wKQ6

9/8/2019 1:22:27 PM happyda77896406 😡😡😡 pic.twitter.com/qQhAkzGv6a

9/8/2019 1:34:33 PM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Part of the plan or misdirection?  https://youtu.be/xZPDhPeQnRY 

9/8/2019 1:58:32 PM gqanon What’s your take on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/8/2019 2:18:01 PM alicemasci 9/11 = I.K.?

9/8/2019 2:33:06 PM rawphonegirl Yes!!! 🧘♀️🧘♀️🧘♀️

9/8/2019 2:35:25 PM 02joshuaradwan U getting close and their Ai bots & even real people on to u. They battling for their life and lifestyles. Their time is up. They are fighting for their lives 

and will do what ever it takes and use all their options. “If they cannot have us nobody can” is their theme :destruction

9/8/2019 3:15:25 PM cryptogamer11 Restored Republic ?!

9/8/2019 3:16:46 PM cryptogamer11 Jr. ?

9/8/2019 3:25:43 PM karma4event201 I applaud your patience. I have zero tolerance for stupid. Ignorance is lack of awareness; stupid is to the bone.

9/8/2019 3:29:01 PM trumping4usa Stupid can be fixed however. The problem most people refuse to have an open mind

9/8/2019 3:30:37 PM jmaureensaufley Not really. The adoption clause is there for a reason. They knew it would be at least 35 years before a natural-born citizen, two US citizen parents AND 

born on US soil, could be placed in the office. They didn't consider their own children natural-born.

9/8/2019 3:39:57 PM trumping4usa And it also doesn't mean denying everything that breaks your world view

9/8/2019 3:42:03 PM trumping4usa Yeah because they challenge you to question what you've been told.

9/8/2019 3:56:18 PM jeanjeanne02657 That pin is so in your face, yet the question was not asked. Wasn’t the EP shooter “supposedly” a Q folower?

9/8/2019 3:59:01 PM wearediamonds2 His propaganda isn't even that good or funny.

9/8/2019 4:01:29 PM wearediamonds2 AND this fact (plus the fact that so many other artists of all types ARE MUCH MORE TALENTED and intelligent) REALLY PISSES ME OFF. We all just rot 

away being useless and purposeless since nobody sees our work b/c we can't be used/compromised/will TELL THE TRUTH on EVIL. 😡😡😡

9/8/2019 4:17:27 PM danikalearnz You just go right on thinking that, m'kay?

9/8/2019 5:18:47 PM trumping4usa Really how do you know? You can't actually go and confirm everything spoon fed to you by the government. So it's very easy for them to lie

9/8/2019 5:29:51 PM sixpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts on this and Trumps 'Space Force' plans?

#QAnon #NASA pic.twitter.com/TUFcSZ5roF

9/8/2019 5:30:50 PM nurseniceyes We need to talk.

9/8/2019 5:45:58 PM dani36162911 naah you supposed to do your own reaserch and draw your own conclusions, without the msm chatter, good luck :)

9/8/2019 5:50:07 PM dani36162911 if thats what you wanna belive your welcome, all the data is public

9/8/2019 5:51:18 PM dani36162911 larry silverstein saying they had to pull the building refering to building 7 on 911, thats caught on cam, good place to start investigating ^^

9/8/2019 6:04:22 PM 11e1ev1n It is right there in Q's response about the 11th. You probably follow @bigredwavenow and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Also big LARPS.



9/8/2019 6:05:22 PM scottgasaway Actually have bigredwaveblocked   Follow ts for entertainment.

9/8/2019 6:06:08 PM scottgasaway And Q’s response doesn’t mention Eye at all

9/8/2019 6:08:18 PM surrealchaos You’re right, most of you just blindly follow some anonymous dude on a random website. With no corroborating evidence or anything. How many 

times was HRC supposed to be arrested? By my count, Q has said that same thing over 7 times. She’s never been arrested once. Nice.

9/8/2019 6:28:24 PM trumping4usa You know q never actually directly says anything right? He puts out encoded msgs and then they all interpret them.

9/8/2019 6:51:29 PM surrealchaos LMFAO so then what is Q? He’s just a magic space man sending radio waves personally to peoples brains? Wtf.

9/8/2019 7:13:06 PM trumping4usa Dude I don't follow q. But q only writes codes msgs. All the other stuff is theories people make based off what he said

9/8/2019 7:14:02 PM trumping4usa So all the crazy shit you're implying is made by q is actually made by speculators

9/8/2019 7:16:51 PM surrealchaos I don’t give a fuck if Q write in Morse code. The stuff he “codes” is entirely bullshit. Nothing he says has ever been true.

9/8/2019 7:17:53 PM trumping4usa You dumbass the messages are all interpreted. He doesn't explicitly say things

9/8/2019 7:20:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 For A Better Day https://twitter.com/ministryofsound/status/1170683372689117189 …

9/8/2019 7:22:02 PM marcusgillette1 I just wanted to take a moment, and thank you for all you do to help the American people see the truth. Continue the disclosure effort brother. Thank 

you

9/8/2019 7:24:53 PM fightforamerica AVICII, Chris Cornell, Chester Bennington. RIP to those who would awake us with their music. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-knHXSKYY …

9/8/2019 7:32:58 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/8/2019 7:33:27 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/WW78qt2EUe

9/8/2019 7:35:08 PM aagent361 Is he soaring with the eagles

9/8/2019 7:37:46 PM danikalearnz feel a bit foolish now with your criticism  of the MJ12?

9/8/2019 7:40:40 PM rachaelangelm Explain. Crusader for the innocents.

9/8/2019 7:43:29 PM werascending Ann Coulter

9/8/2019 8:01:32 PM surrealchaos So where do I go to get Q’s codes? Do they get implanted directly into my brain for the fastest interpretation possible? Do I have to subscribe to a 

specific subreddit? I’m confused.

9/8/2019 8:01:56 PM andyr1112 Hey Brother

9/8/2019 8:07:20 PM surrealchaos So then Q is just a random dude sending out codes that don’t actually mean anything?

9/8/2019 8:10:18 PM jonesy4671 Rip avicii 😥

9/8/2019 8:13:21 PM jrocktigers  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1162633811588505600.html …

9/8/2019 8:15:18 PM rawphonegirl Avicii tried to tell us. RIP 💔💔💔 https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/8/2019 8:28:34 PM dubbydubb Still waiting...

9/8/2019 8:32:26 PM 11e1ev1n Well I guess 1 out of 3 isn't bad. I would have figured you for a die hard all 3.

9/8/2019 8:33:13 PM antarantanka Love his music

9/8/2019 8:35:20 PM 11e1ev1n ETS was the account pushing that bs

9/8/2019 8:42:06 PM sabina06706427 He completed his soul path and went back to his home ❤️💫🌏

9/8/2019 8:47:58 PM aprilbrown99 Great thread.

9/8/2019 8:49:59 PM jrocktigers Yes, very well organized and deep.

9/8/2019 8:50:38 PM aprilbrown99 It is a great red pill for sure.

9/8/2019 8:53:18 PM jrocktigers Well, it pieces together all of these items we have learned. It provides some validation as well. It has been a battle and it is good to see others have 

found the corresponding info.

9/8/2019 9:14:54 PM poppyslovecapu We don’t need #CreepyJoe to vote for #TermLimits‼️

9/8/2019 10:12:59 PM mongrelglory Great information in this thread.  I just can't believe how many corrupt coroners and police detectives there are!  Scary to think how easy it is for the 

Cabal to get away with murder.  Meanwhile TV shows depict them fighting to solve crimes.  We've been so blinded to reality! 😟

9/8/2019 10:16:45 PM peterluisvenero Where is this info from?

9/8/2019 10:18:21 PM peterluisvenero I've been trying to find evidence on this as part of a wider research project. Would you be able to point me in a direction? Thank you

9/8/2019 10:19:02 PM peterluisvenero Particularly on the education financing by ISIS leaders?

9/8/2019 10:27:58 PM fightforamerica Were you on the board the night I did my dig on the LA coroners?

9/8/2019 10:39:45 PM michael81972 How do yall come up with a 9 from 19? You just forget about one?  9-6-19

9/8/2019 10:43:44 PM mongrelglory No, but would love to see a link if you have one.

9/8/2019 10:46:17 PM deb12233 “So wake me up when it’s all over,

when I’m older and I’m wiser...”  ?

9/8/2019 11:06:56 PM ali_dougall Fairly obvious what he's trying to say in the video here! #qanon

9/8/2019 11:08:18 PM mongrelglory CDAN Blind Item: Sept. 3, 2019

"One of the main financial backers for a recent tribute concert for the foreign born DJ was the government who had a part in the cover up of his death."

9/8/2019 11:43:41 PM snakejackal Create unlimitted money to manipulate weather and then spend more money for global warming and finally clean the shit by collecting infinite tax.  

Ponzi = Nuclear proliferation.

9/8/2019 11:50:34 PM dagfinnarne  http://TruNews.com  6. September at 55:00. Financial Crisis, WWIII and then G2.

9/9/2019 12:08:44 AM lilangels44 Miss him so much, great music. So sad and unfortunate they got to him, may he rest in peace. Justice is coming soon.

9/9/2019 12:35:55 AM bdab28 Like a coincidence if he does?

9/9/2019 12:43:08 AM karina89350882 Dying for a better day…...

9/9/2019 2:04:42 AM trumping4usa No they mean something just most people get the message wrong. Stop projecting what you want it to be onto it

9/9/2019 2:06:21 AM trumping4usa They were being dropped on 8chan by Q himself regularly. But 8chan is dead now I'm pretty sure so idk where they come from now.  (How do we know 

it's Q? Seed tags are something people use to prove their a unique poster on 4chan/8chan style websites)

9/9/2019 2:10:08 AM trumping4usa It sounds to me like you have zero knowledge of what Q is at all

9/9/2019 3:24:42 AM gyuhyecheong Where can we find the Justice? This is not my government. Would it come a Better Day to us? 

https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20190909003652315?section=national/diplomacy …

9/9/2019 3:54:51 AM southsi76833472 I’m in a absolute rage right now. I’ll love to get my hands on that SOB

9/9/2019 3:58:38 AM carmindabrendel I’m crying & shaking ... these are children with no hope ... nothing ... they have nothing

9/9/2019 4:01:15 AM streetglide12 Savages

9/9/2019 4:01:17 AM garhag61 What in the name of all that is Holy???!!!  😢😢😢😡😡😡

There's a special place in HELL for people like this animal!

9/9/2019 4:01:28 AM vassaslos That guy needs to be shot

9/9/2019 4:03:58 AM southsi76833472 Who the F... is filming this & with all the technology now days , why isn’t authorities arresting them?

9/9/2019 4:05:45 AM carmindabrendel Do you hear the recorded sound of the demons ... they’re ushering in ???God help us ... these poor children had no choice where they were born

9/9/2019 4:06:29 AM garhag61 Upside-down and then use him as a pinyata.

9/9/2019 4:11:16 AM djallison6 DAMN STRAIGHT!!!! AGREE.

9/9/2019 4:11:48 AM southsi76833472 I wish people would wake up & realize we are in a war already. Being quiet isn’t a option anymore. Time to take the gloves off

9/9/2019 4:12:02 AM carmindabrendel POTUS must see this ... send the troops to save the children 😢😢😢

9/9/2019 4:13:01 AM carmindabrendel It’s everywhere... it’s just everywhere 😢😢😢 pic.twitter.com/Bq0ac7a33P

9/9/2019 4:13:39 AM maryschade14 Indeed..we know ALICE likes to play..



9/9/2019 4:13:39 AM carmindabrendel OMG 

They just took it down so we don’t see it

9/9/2019 4:13:42 AM djallison6 That's a BIG AMEN! Send help immediately!

9/9/2019 4:13:56 AM carmindabrendel OMG The coverups

9/9/2019 4:14:10 AM garhag61 Just before he loses consciousness, bring him down, revive him, then hang him up again.  The final hit right straight down. Between the legs.  Then beat 

his head in.

9/9/2019 4:14:52 AM carmindabrendel They took it down on a previous platform ... guys record it Quickly

9/9/2019 4:14:59 AM carmindabrendel Quickly record this !!!!

9/9/2019 4:15:30 AM carmindabrendel Quickly record it ... they’re taking it down

9/9/2019 4:16:10 AM suzieq45980892 This is nothing short of demonic!! Dear Jesus help our innocent children all over the world and send these demons back to the bowels of hell where 

they belong! 😢🙏😢#PrayForTheChildren

9/9/2019 4:16:19 AM cjtruth Gone pic.twitter.com/pFFXPykUGm

9/9/2019 4:17:32 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/g1OC54CqKq

9/9/2019 4:18:16 AM carmindabrendel Record it ... quick ... it’s being taken down ... this must go Viral

9/9/2019 4:18:53 AM streetglide12 Middle age torture chamber   . Totally disgusting. No words suffice

9/9/2019 4:19:41 AM playactiongamer No doubt, that's a Q.

9/9/2019 4:20:09 AM carmindabrendel It was a boy hanging getting beaten up a girl beaten up and crying ... while there’s a demonic voice speaking in the background ... the children 

desperate

9/9/2019 4:20:36 AM carmindabrendel They took it off WTF !!!!!

9/9/2019 4:21:09 AM playactiongamer Interesting day ahead?

9/9/2019 4:23:03 AM orbital_pi Had he ties with the Alliance or the Cab-all?

9/9/2019 4:24:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time is an Illusion pic.twitter.com/U7mImqg2iv

9/9/2019 4:25:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/11 pic.twitter.com/PurCO5oJSE

9/9/2019 4:25:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic pic.twitter.com/ochZbBIoDB

9/9/2019 4:25:26 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/Sm56mTQKog

9/9/2019 4:25:37 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/jTFphyvYqB

9/9/2019 4:25:47 AM ciscokid000 where is this?

9/9/2019 4:26:22 AM robinreitsma1 👊👍

9/9/2019 4:26:27 AM hawkgirlinmn What happens tonpaper money when the federal reserve is backed with gold?

9/9/2019 4:26:47 AM jazzybabs10 😮 this must be the reason why I’m late for everything 🙄

9/9/2019 4:27:40 AM nurseniceyes Good talk last night.

9/9/2019 4:29:00 AM parineca Time is a measurement. Stop measuring time and it no longer exists.  :)

9/9/2019 4:30:24 AM annietul We the People must reclaim the MONEY POWER with Publicly-Owned Banks! #WeThePeople #MoneyPower #PublicBanking

 https://publicbanking.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/occupy-banks-trifold-20120626.pdf … pic.twitter.com/7OES1OmiQ9

9/9/2019 4:30:35 AM dreamsleeprp tweet is gone :( pic.twitter.com/8OfOgCOcrv

9/9/2019 4:30:41 AM g_pr_0d9 Again; who is smarter? The banks or the people?

9/9/2019 4:30:53 AM david00997884 Never thought of it this way but absolutely true

9/9/2019 4:31:06 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/l1Q8zAbbBG

9/9/2019 4:31:19 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/zmAKaIaO0b

9/9/2019 4:31:24 AM playactiongamer Long been suspected to have mod the weather since 2008 if not earlier.

9/9/2019 4:31:26 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/ZBvc0cFhRn

9/9/2019 4:31:37 AM carmindabrendel Just tape it ... SEND it to Q

9/9/2019 4:31:37 AM carmindabrendel  pic.twitter.com/ZnzAuTZqxe

9/9/2019 4:32:17 AM brianmccaul3 Haha we aren't even Pawns! And how is government in that position when it answers to the monarchy and church?

9/9/2019 4:32:34 AM darrylw28601781 Try that shit with my kids watch what happens.

9/9/2019 4:32:42 AM stormwatcher65 ????????????

9/9/2019 4:33:09 AM der_wanderer8 The♟️ can take the 👑

Never forget

9/9/2019 4:33:52 AM jonle86 So how does subliminal messages work?

9/9/2019 4:34:23 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...👀...

9/9/2019 4:34:32 AM godrus Where'd this come from?

9/9/2019 4:38:20 AM carmindabrendel Please please save and viral like a fire 🔥

9/9/2019 4:38:46 AM carmindabrendel Don’t give up .... Please don’t let their lives be In vain

9/9/2019 4:39:02 AM carmindabrendel Please save and viral

9/9/2019 4:39:24 AM girlawakeinca These people are sick.

9/9/2019 4:40:30 AM antarantanka The real question is WHO is the player?

9/9/2019 4:40:51 AM pilleddem Horribly sick

9/9/2019 4:40:53 AM girlawakeinca Let’s collectively break this paradigm 💫🙏🇺🇸🌎

9/9/2019 4:41:03 AM crackedactor183 How I wish our world was exactly like that. No Corrupt banks, media or hungry schools to destroy our lives. I would also ban any A1 technology that 

causes job losses.

9/9/2019 4:41:15 AM playactiongamer Only the people can decide their future. It's not in the purview of a government, or a church, community leaders or any ET group.

9/9/2019 4:43:17 AM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/QOeFZAMofB

9/9/2019 4:49:52 AM keith369me Thank you for this most timely message.  As the awakening continues our ability to co-create a Majestic future is accelerating and limitless.  Enjoy the 

ride...Make Earth Great Again!!!

9/9/2019 4:51:28 AM keith369me Decide that you live forever and you will outlive everyone around you!!!

9/9/2019 4:51:58 AM der_wanderer8 Remember the pawn's motto "we may be small but we do big things"

9/9/2019 4:52:01 AM jonle86 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Q directing Boris?

9/9/2019 4:52:47 AM pittiemom1992 Glad I missed it! By reading comments was enough to understand what it was about. Sick pos! When will these horrid actions stop against children 

WW? I know good vs evil!

9/9/2019 4:53:08 AM keith369me How about Bush 43 does a documentary on 911 truth including building 7 in exchange for his freedom?

9/9/2019 4:53:41 AM klsnana6 sick

9/9/2019 4:54:46 AM keith369me Mirror the labels about a vertical centerline while the chess pieces stay stationary and we have a Majestic future.

9/9/2019 4:55:28 AM girlawakeinca Co-creativity at it’s finest. What an exciting time indeed. pic.twitter.com/ZHNYG5xwqF

9/9/2019 4:58:17 AM aprilbrown99 #PowerToThePeople #UnitedWeStandDividedWeFall #StrongerTogether ✨✨✨❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

9/9/2019 5:00:24 AM synackstatic By the eye. Intergenerational wealth accumulated in the hands of less and less people. How do you tie together powerful people? How do they 

stabilize their control over vast amount of servants? What is at the top? Think mutual blackmail, think archetypes, think cult.

9/9/2019 5:03:09 AM maryschade14 What did the air smell like around the Pentagon 9-11..?

Cordite.

9/9/2019 5:05:12 AM mutahroxkat7a These people are evil: pic.twitter.com/9urVyQlLIc

9/9/2019 5:06:30 AM brandykpt ❤️this

9/9/2019 5:08:19 AM ericpartchey And there was morning and evening what the 1st day. The sun the moon the stars would be for what marking time seasons etc.. God is outside of 

time. We are not he put us within time. A mans life would be what 80 years what’s a year without time come on man



9/9/2019 5:09:59 AM carmindabrendel Can you DM it to me ... I don’t know how to On my phone just images of the video

9/9/2019 5:11:10 AM scott_rick Draco-reptilians.  AI

9/9/2019 5:11:46 AM jamie_obertelli Great question and something I have wondered. What degree of influence do the white hats have in the situation in the UK?

9/9/2019 5:13:27 AM tamiwils0n22813 Amen!

9/9/2019 5:19:29 AM giediknight 9/11 Mega Ritual

9/9/2019 5:24:01 AM alinahere Exactly! I keep repeating your same exact words to my 79 year old mother. Unfortunately she lives minute-to-minute timing everything. 😒 Thus 

never having enough Time to really enjoy anything.

9/9/2019 5:28:15 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/BqbI06PB3H

9/9/2019 5:29:00 AM unidentifiedta1 Central Banks, Secret Societies, Vatican, the Crown are all more powerful then Government.

9/9/2019 5:31:13 AM jonle86 Exactly it seems the deep state has more power in UK and Europe

9/9/2019 5:34:57 AM jamie_obertelli It's very difficult to know whether or not both sides are deep state and the people get shafted either way, or if there are factions that are actually 

fighting for the people.

9/9/2019 5:35:01 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/oSNCpZEwNv

9/9/2019 5:36:08 AM ericpartchey You choose. Victor or victim. Through Christ we are more than conquerors

9/9/2019 5:37:21 AM jonle86 No doubt the UK would have patriots fighting the deep state like what's happening in the US

9/9/2019 5:45:06 AM ellenkoko A friend worked security in the Sears Tower, Chicago for years. Told me that planes crashing into the building was a continual worry.

9/9/2019 5:45:46 AM ellenkoko Who is he?

9/9/2019 5:45:48 AM tronixinc And what happened to "religion" in there?

9/9/2019 5:46:30 AM der_wanderer8 As well as money

Banks sell you [illusion of] time

Delusional illusion salesmen pic.twitter.com/3lEwvAGFPe

9/9/2019 5:46:33 AM jamie_obertelli I hope so!

@kabamur_taygeta I'd really love to hear your thoughts on this.

9/9/2019 5:50:52 AM maryschade14 Indeed MJ it is The BeastSystem..Third Eye Osiris 14 Egyptians came up with the waterclock to measure into hours. The BeastClock..for the workslaves..

9/9/2019 5:51:36 AM megatruth4all Hypothesis about time by the late Prof. dr. Wubbo J. Ockels is a Dutch physicist, and also the Netherlands original astronaut ... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaV-GeAPSlE …

9/9/2019 5:51:41 AM whitecaps1 Sure feels like it

9/9/2019 5:52:41 AM freemocean3 Can we run our cattle, sheep and goats on our own land without chemicals? Or is meat going to be illegal soon?

9/9/2019 5:53:43 AM maryschade14 Xth Amendment..

9/9/2019 6:05:49 AM blasto33 Except Governments work for the interests of big corporations and I’m no Pawn.

9/9/2019 6:09:30 AM ghost_of_billy_ I looked at it similar to the discovery of the platonic solids or sacred geometry.

 We didn't invent these concepts we discovered them. Was it man made or a discovery? pic.twitter.com/frgicViz2Q

9/9/2019 6:10:27 AM surfing123456 Bring the PAIN majestic 12 WWG1WGA

9/9/2019 6:13:01 AM francesbreedlo5 I can't see the tweet. What was it?

9/9/2019 6:13:41 AM francesbreedlo5 Yes I can't see it either but from the comments it must be horrific and of course it's dealing with Muslims.

9/9/2019 6:14:34 AM francesbreedlo5 😠😢 this is horrific

9/9/2019 6:14:59 AM francesbreedlo5 😢

9/9/2019 6:18:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Law pic.twitter.com/GiwDhf1A8T

9/9/2019 6:21:14 AM hawkgirlinmn Today 9/9/2019 would be a great day for a flood. Or at least a crack in the damn that leads to controlled flooding. HINT

9/9/2019 6:22:01 AM nmchristoban 9/6/2019

9 6 (12)

9 6 3

MIRROR

9/9/2019 6:22:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Uncontrolled narratives through the use of Memes. If they can't control it, they will kill it. https://twitter.com/alexi/status/1171033616496975874 …

9/9/2019 6:22:49 AM freeandoriginal Release tech

9/9/2019 6:23:08 AM anneolsen43 What did I miss 😒

9/9/2019 6:24:03 AM alankemp69 829 We have to be rid of them. we have a job to do, ~~~ Our mighty Lord God is with us! pic.twitter.com/8rmDcixRyP

9/9/2019 6:25:25 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1119641692280430597?s=19 …

9/9/2019 6:25:55 AM ghost_of_billy_  pic.twitter.com/tTgxVxr4g7

9/9/2019 6:27:37 AM anneolsen43 What about building 6?  There is more to be told there

9/9/2019 6:29:47 AM avelardayse @marianalemelima

9/9/2019 6:33:28 AM irah_chandler Our definition of time is different

9/9/2019 6:36:50 AM mflatt23 So how do we take this knowledge and apply it to our lives? What’s the “so what?”

9/9/2019 6:36:59 AM bbobbio71 ZPEM? 

What's that and what's it for?

9/9/2019 6:37:44 AM aspennmax64_l #NoDeals💀

9/9/2019 6:39:46 AM norwegianon I think it supposed to be ZPM, Zero Point Module. 'Free power'

9/9/2019 6:41:20 AM bbobbio71 I've heard about water engines, perpetual motion generators,  different uses for magnets and a (part) that goes in cars that provides 80+ mpg. Money 

I'd the root of all evil,  everything suppressed for the almighty dollar.  Release the flood gates!! pic.twitter.com/dZdec1C4fH

9/9/2019 6:42:06 AM bbobbio71 That would be cool!

9/9/2019 6:45:08 AM nurseniceyes Thorium generators?

9/9/2019 6:45:17 AM nmchristoban I certainly can't speak for others, but the date I referred to was 09/06/2019. I'm not trying to accomplish n e thing nor even inferring a meaning, just 

mentioning an occurrence of 3 6 9. The number is what resonated with MY intuition. Find what resonates with you. No judgement.

9/9/2019 6:47:14 AM girlawakeinca 👊 pic.twitter.com/edPaEiQS2r

9/9/2019 6:47:26 AM stevengibes Marduk was on top of the chain than  the Rothptilians

9/9/2019 6:48:51 AM davigilant Not convinced matter and energy exist objectively.

9/9/2019 6:49:05 AM girlawakeinca Let’s open the floodgates 💫 pic.twitter.com/Mr1XZu8zYF

9/9/2019 6:52:44 AM keith369me While the premise of the Meme resonates strongly, the rapid destruction of the Hoover Dam would cause rapid death and destruction.  How about 

drilling some holes through it and slowly widening them!!!

9/9/2019 6:54:26 AM michael81972 Im not judging anyone,  merely a statement,  its not my place to judge

9/9/2019 6:54:31 AM aspennmax64_l #satansSon 👹

9/9/2019 6:55:45 AM keith369me I’m okay with truth and reconciliation for the useless idiots but not the masterminds.  Bush 43 couldn’t mastermind anything

9/9/2019 6:56:19 AM aintgets And they will find Jim Norris!!! pic.twitter.com/p1TD6Y47Gs

9/9/2019 6:56:38 AM kindeandtrue Several Trumps are included in Epstein's book. Not an indictment or incrimination, but it does raise eyebrows.

9/9/2019 6:57:18 AM aspennmax64_l 18 years...."18" 😉

9/9/2019 6:57:57 AM aspennmax64_l 18 !

9/9/2019 6:58:07 AM irah_chandler A reality most of the deep state is 10yrs behind on.

9/9/2019 6:59:13 AM aspennmax64_l 18 years...18!



9/9/2019 7:01:17 AM nmchristoban Sry, I meant I won't Judge. I appreciate the discussion. Honestly, I find it odd that a number like 19 would be used and not acknowledge that it lives 

next to a 20. I know so little about the power of numbers, but look for things that resonate with me.

9/9/2019 7:03:58 AM identityasxy .

That's probably true but in our construct, measuring time comes in kinda handy.   

Practical insights are awfully helpful.

9/9/2019 7:04:20 AM deb12233 Ha ha, a summary of much of my work experience. 

"If they can't control it, they will (try to) kill it." 😇

9/9/2019 7:04:30 AM humanprimer Love to have the validating source for this little tidbit... would pack a powerful punch.

9/9/2019 7:14:56 AM blackjackpupil suicided for calling out the pedos in his directing debut with the music video for A Better Day. watch it. you'll understand why his death came swiftly 

afterwards. #avicii #aviciiforever #aviciitributeconcert

9/9/2019 7:16:19 AM lovelyvickie Retweeted, again

9/9/2019 7:19:25 AM lenartjoe understand the need for caution with such efforts. But I can’t help but think that had you led with this, almost all of the other issues that have 

dangerously divided us in the past 3yrs would never have taken root. To me, the sustained division is a greater concern than declas

9/9/2019 7:20:02 AM faithfulright Pure evil, remove this man from these children’s lives God, let his life be taken so they can be spared. So so hard to look at and it goes on in more 

places with more children than we will ever know.

9/9/2019 7:20:09 AM keith369me Targeted individuals...the key is what the individual did when targeted.  Service to self or service to others?

9/9/2019 7:21:35 AM kindeandtrue If the individuals knowingly facilitated crimes, then they are liable for judgment.

9/9/2019 7:23:20 AM keith369me What’s really amazing is how the lengths that cabal went to hiding this.  Hey, let’s poison 99.99% of the Earth’s population to keep our secret!!!  These 

people are really fu—big sick!!!  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

9/9/2019 7:23:51 AM jrocktigers Good to hear from you!

9/9/2019 7:24:15 AM keith369me Agreed...what do you go with the ones that knew but stayed silent?

9/9/2019 7:24:58 AM keith369me What the heck is there to discuss.  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

9/9/2019 7:26:07 AM nurseniceyes Repeal it.

9/9/2019 7:27:22 AM gemutlich5050 DCAS, DCAS, DCAS......

 https://mobile.twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1160254049255661579 …

#UnsealEpstein #mondaythoughts #MondayMotivaton #qanon

9/9/2019 7:32:07 AM karma4event201 Get a brain first.

9/9/2019 7:33:02 AM kindeandtrue I'm old-fashioned. I believe that blackmailers and psyops who set up venues and the means for people to commit nefarious crimes are criminals, too, 

even if they are "clean". They are accessories to the crimes. Whether Trump was involved in Epstein's schemes, I don't know

9/9/2019 7:33:23 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did China ever know or use ET before? Was under the impression they had their chance & blew it. Same for Russia.

What was this built for?  https://twitter.com/batalysta/status/1171066061808185344 …

9/9/2019 7:33:59 AM kindeandtrue P.S. I think entrapment is morally dubious.

9/9/2019 7:36:43 AM downinthesouth1 I love this because it sums time up perfectly.

9/9/2019 7:36:59 AM kimmeykim1 💔💔💔💔💔💔

9/9/2019 7:38:56 AM keith369me I think that’s where the executive orders come in.  Complicit or not is a fine line.  Even if prison isn’t the answer, confiscation of assets acquired in 

nefarious ways for benefit of the population is a no brainer.

9/9/2019 7:39:45 AM usss_211 Release the Kraken...!

9/9/2019 7:40:58 AM space_sloth26 @55true4u @AllahUniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/sot7PAR5FP

9/9/2019 7:42:14 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

9/9/2019 7:42:32 AM ltothel2 That’s some crazy stuff.

9/9/2019 7:42:56 AM downinthesouth1 I want the top 3 cleaned of corrupt deals between them. I want anything labeled "news" to be REQUIRED HONEST&ACCURATE. I want term limits on all 

govt/political appts, elected officials.

9/9/2019 7:45:26 AM thefrottis “Government” is not at the top of the food chain. They too are pawns.

9/9/2019 7:48:11 AM keith369me My immediate impulse was to answer the question...make this world a better place.

9/9/2019 7:48:33 AM orbital_pi And a Spanish Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar and his son-in-law Alejandro Agag!!!

9/9/2019 7:52:03 AM keith369me Just curious @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.  MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure 

success of the Plan.”       Why the recent focus on current events rather than building awareness of the “big picture” (last year)

9/9/2019 7:55:42 AM hankpanderson Earth is flat. Nice try.

9/9/2019 7:55:47 AM karma4event201 ignorance can be fixed; stupid is a choice: none are so blind as those that refuse to see.

9/9/2019 7:56:14 AM consequencesor Well said✅

9/9/2019 7:56:26 AM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/VsRiXTh74o

9/9/2019 7:56:43 AM ideclarefreedom love this!

9/9/2019 8:00:13 AM crt14361013 ✔

9/9/2019 8:04:51 AM danyen13 Neo

9/9/2019 8:06:56 AM marty713  https://wattsupwiththat.com/2016/10/20/climate-progress-joe-romm-outed-as-political-operative-by-wikileaks/ … 🤡🎬🇺🇲👇💥⌚ #KAG

#MondayMotivation #Trump2020 

They're ALL CONNECTED 🤡💥👇 pic.twitter.com/Ep3Zz1qgxI

9/9/2019 8:08:13 AM charmanda9 The meme insinuates that there is an unseen playing hand which manipulates all of the pieces depicted. Further, chess is a two player game. Duality.

9/9/2019 8:11:55 AM samsmith0319 YES...ALL OF IT!!!!!💥👿💥

9/9/2019 8:14:11 AM swanker66 You forgot the hand that controls the board

9/9/2019 8:18:09 AM charmanda9 Break by creation, right? We have more than we know.

9/9/2019 8:20:42 AM flatbush711 Never play a player............Player 🇺🇸

9/9/2019 8:22:18 AM david00997884 He dont need to be free. 3000 deaths, no DEALS, Q done said this.

9/9/2019 8:25:11 AM killaknuke84 Ofcourse it did it belonged to the US State Dept.

9/9/2019 8:30:17 AM enomai_ #unsealepstein

Unseal allllllllllll

9/9/2019 8:34:36 AM lbf777 They know if social media gets shut down, we would learn telepathy.

9/9/2019 8:35:50 AM nea_storm Beautiful! Thank you! "necessity is the mother of invention"

"when the need for something becomes imperative, you are forced to find ways of getting or achieving it" (yet known authors)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zu9W8AtZy7U … pic.twitter.com/2xSDs4nXwI

9/9/2019 8:39:27 AM lbf777 Now stop paying taxes.

9/9/2019 8:43:08 AM nea_storm We the ]sovereign[ People via our spiritual Conscious Actualizations in a variety of frequencies of energy productions & multidimensional forms are the 

Actual "Gold"! We are the Full Faith & Credit of Every sovereign nation and far more: We are All what We've been looking For! 

pic.twitter.com/UPPCtzfXF0

9/9/2019 8:46:41 AM lbf777 Defund the gov by stop paying taxes.

9/9/2019 8:47:08 AM lbf777 Ya. When does the actual winning start?



9/9/2019 8:47:43 AM marianalemelima Tweet indisponível 🤨

9/9/2019 8:49:19 AM aleks8837 JAAAA!!!!!!

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1drgVFi9Og_q-CGcHvl6ez31la8aVdWdaFJa6YtlER_c/edit … http://archive.is/MOHO4#selection-249.0-253.58 …

9/9/2019 8:50:18 AM girlawakeinca Creation of our shared construct 👊🙏❤️🌎

9/9/2019 8:53:11 AM terriwork314 What other places have clues for the future?

9/9/2019 8:55:16 AM aleks8837 If anyone is really intrigued by this topic and are "readers"/like comprehensive writing, I must share the perhaps best source in the world on this. And 

which starts at the very beginning and goes through E V E R Y T H I N G!

Here:  http://ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm  <3 <3 <3

9/9/2019 8:56:52 AM maryschade14 Yes. I worked for a mil contractor, Aiken Advanced Systems in Alexandria. DCAS..purchased a 6ft 6x6 yes to drop on multicouplers..paid 100$ in 1983.

You just jogged memories. I think DCAS awarded funds for the Golden Toilet seat years ago. 

Very much a source..

9/9/2019 8:59:06 AM girlawakeinca I love the concept & I also believe it’s a piece of the plan. A plan to bridge success in this spiritual war, because we know there will be backlash. I’ve 

been listening to past recordings of Bill Cooper & IMHO, it’s crucial that we ensure WWG1WGA. pic.twitter.com/5kvs8rWUOm

9/9/2019 9:05:36 AM lbf777 The people have to help Trump. Trump can only do certain things but we hold the bulk of the power. We need to take action. Talking & thinking is great 

but action is the missing link as of now but that can easily change. France & Hong Kong did it. Easier to do in the US.

9/9/2019 9:06:01 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/nGrcpc-v6lA 

 21JM sknath

9/9/2019 9:06:06 AM gospa8dina Wha-? pic.twitter.com/X5wv5XXV43

9/9/2019 9:09:57 AM kid67good And the Game is about to change.

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/9/2019 9:14:32 AM thefrottis Ah yes. Good. Thank you for that added perspective.

9/9/2019 9:16:01 AM agoodyear2015 This is another huge rabbit hole involving eugenics/transhumanism, creating a superior race (kind of like what the Nazis were up to).

9/9/2019 9:18:13 AM agoodyear2015 #UnsealEpstein please.

9/9/2019 9:18:45 AM 11e1ev1n everything he says with a grain of salt. He pushes a lot of disinfo with a few truths scattered in to make him seem legit. I like you but if you start 

pushing @bigredwavenow or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I am out.

9/9/2019 9:19:16 AM aetherwalker1 🧘🏼♂️🙏🏼👼🏼  for more secure DMs.

9/9/2019 9:21:55 AM djlok The "Law of One" message really seems to align with what we've been learning from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

9/9/2019 9:22:22 AM sterkinglights1 I believe we already have. We have shifted several times if I'm correct. I started to notice just after we the last circumnavigation around the Sun aka 

new year.

9/9/2019 9:23:25 AM aetherwalker1 9/11/19 

mirror

9/11/19

9/9/2019 9:24:01 AM v_rags Yes 100%.  It’s like all of us who are awake (me somewhat awake 🙃) have all been drawn to the same people and Info, 😎

9/9/2019 9:24:30 AM aetherwalker1 🧘🏼♂️🙏🏼👼🏼

9/9/2019 9:26:46 AM djlok No coincidence.

9/9/2019 9:28:45 AM v_rags Yea man. It’s like we are all vibrating @ the same frequency or like we all like the same station on the radio.

9/9/2019 9:35:19 AM dvonalba  pic.twitter.com/qarFpDAwY0

9/9/2019 9:35:45 AM dvonalba Make Pedo-cide happen!

9/9/2019 9:38:04 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

9/9/2019 9:44:23 AM anopiner If that series of graphics is urs, Ive been fam w/ur work 4 long time. Great stuff! U were clearly on 8chan /qresearch/ a lot, as was/will be I. ETS is an 

unkn as far as I'm concerned. Could b great, could b nefarious. Some ugly moments, but we all do. He puts out a ton of good 2

9/9/2019 9:44:54 AM 11e1ev1n @bigredwavenow pushes JFK Jr. is alive & goes after everyone. His followers r as devout as tETS followers. Major LARPs. As for u I am in a watch & see 

mode. I like your content but the tETS thing has my attena up. tETS started as the original ETS. https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/05/29/eyethespy-

backchannel17-all-over-again-becarefulwhoyoufollow/ …

9/9/2019 9:50:21 AM girlawakeinca With you all the way Patriot! There are grassroots groups already getting started. (I’ve joined) They are the catalyst of local support when it happens 

💫🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/AP6IC2szXq

9/9/2019 9:51:45 AM unidentifiedta1 Source?

9/9/2019 9:54:59 AM lbf777 Thanks any links to grassroots groups?

9/9/2019 9:56:29 AM 11e1ev1n We all know he is dead but the 🎅 freaks insist he is alive. 🤣

9/9/2019 9:57:49 AM anopiner My vairous opinions of JFK Jr. and his hypothetical current incarnation have taken many shapes over time/have been whirled about in a blender. The 

difference between this world's/online's organic and synthetic sources of input, and implications thereof, become a bit of a mind-ef.

9/9/2019 9:59:11 AM johncai68393810 Time is very real, these bones creak more every day.

9/9/2019 9:59:19 AM girlawakeinca I sent you a DM 🇺🇸

9/9/2019 10:00:55 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
9/9/2019 10:02:58 AM psalm27onegr Discernment turned me off to🎅🏼way back! Don’t follow him. Don’t disparage those who do. Just think they’re deceived. ETS🤷🏼♀️? I do believe Jr is alive

 based on lots of info. Can’t prove. Time will tell. Totally understand others don’t believe. No problem. Respect all patriots.🇺🇸🙏🏻

9/9/2019 10:25:16 AM jollyrob2 Did he know or did he go on the cp path?

9/9/2019 10:33:31 AM v_rags Yet I feel I knew this all along. 🙃 pic.twitter.com/kk6HHyt0eB

9/9/2019 10:40:59 AM daveo6145 yea one of those

9/9/2019 10:45:18 AM ryan35381162 Trump has known for a long time. His association with Gold. switching to the gold standard. . .

9/9/2019 10:46:56 AM v_rags Hi Ryan! Yes agreed. I hand a dream about 2 weeks ago that I was exposing to my father that the dollar is backed by gold. I looked at the dollar I had 

and there were gold streaks in it. Not sure what that means yet.

9/9/2019 10:50:29 AM ryan35381162 I usually dont remeber dreams. The ones I do eventually get proven out somehow sometime later. But if we are backing the gold now. It is already 

true. But a spiritual gold. Maybe you were seeing the energy side?



9/9/2019 10:52:16 AM v_rags 🤔🤔🤔good point I agree and hope so. My father is usually a symbol on my dream of God/higher self.

9/9/2019 10:56:13 AM nea_storm It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World! Disclosure & Disinformation scene: Remember We the People are the government: Is there any limit to the 

potential to Create? If everyone has infinite potential & ability: What is the real issue? Is it Mental incapacity?   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-

7pVks8avo … pic.twitter.com/1fwYuSHKLZ

9/9/2019 10:56:59 AM ryan35381162 I keep coming back to this song. The more I learn the more I realize is in it. https://youtu.be/Bd1CUTrcy5U 

9/9/2019 10:59:25 AM v_rags Yes very good.  Just listened to that.

9/9/2019 11:00:14 AM v_rags Also I think we are all realizing what’s that saying again? The only way out is in I think.

9/9/2019 11:01:13 AM v_rags Oh wow ok great question. I love that!

9/9/2019 11:03:27 AM ryan35381162 I think that's a system of the distraction. Can't change the rules but can distract or point the wrong way so that we stay in the system.

9/9/2019 11:04:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 The pain was child sex trafficking. https://twitter.com/enews/status/1170698339781959685 …

9/9/2019 11:06:29 AM v_rags Yes agree plenty of distractions around here. Important to stay centered. I finally kwow what that means. After a while it turns to mental something 

can’t find the word.

9/9/2019 11:06:53 AM kudzaikaukau That music video got him 187'd

9/9/2019 11:07:02 AM findcyndy ? Literal translation:

,²Ë. Plz explain

9/9/2019 11:07:47 AM orbital_pi By his dad? I'm getting totally lost...

9/9/2019 11:07:58 AM ryan35381162 False paradigm of constraint. Encouraging greedy competition instead of cooperation. Our economics is based off of limited resources. look up 

abiogenic oil. The other theory for oil creation. If the world stoped believing in limited resources for energy...

9/9/2019 11:08:09 AM v_rags Yes we are the Gold, we are the Christ returned, #SheepNoMore !

9/9/2019 11:08:58 AM andyr1112 Which video

9/9/2019 11:09:51 AM v_rags Ahhh yes good point. I believe PS is saying to us that we have the unlimited abilities create anything. We are infinite beings thinking we are having a 

limited experience.

9/9/2019 11:10:31 AM ryan35381162 Mental toughness? Strength? Clarity? I agree once you see the manipulation. The chaos dies and clarity in the world appears.

9/9/2019 11:11:32 AM ryan35381162 I keep telling myself mental disciple. As my clue to control stay at zero.

9/9/2019 11:11:32 AM v_rags Yes agree those all are what I was trying to communicate.

9/9/2019 11:12:36 AM v_rags Good one I just stay centered by always feeling that still, quiet space within. Can do it now in any situation.

9/9/2019 11:13:23 AM ryan35381162 I like that. Infinite beings falsely believing we are having a finite experience. Duality again

9/9/2019 11:15:07 AM ryan35381162 I also try to "look in the mirror". What blockage am I bringing to cause this situation. As a clue to grow.

9/9/2019 11:15:12 AM azuremagus Military/Knight can levitate!

9/9/2019 11:15:31 AM jordan_sather_ You just shared a meme from a person who is “channeling Q messages from the Pleiadians”. He’s also pretty much went crazy and spread many lies 

about people lately.

I figure Majestic 12 would vet their sources... if this account was actually Majestic 12 🙄

9/9/2019 11:16:41 AM jordan_sather_ Clutch cropping you did, too. pic.twitter.com/I1wjFVyslo

9/9/2019 11:18:04 AM lightlove21121 Clear enough?

9/9/2019 11:18:07 AM ryan35381162 I need to get better at consistency with this practice. Its humbling to have no place for blame but yourself though.

9/9/2019 11:18:09 AM v_rags Yea very good like that one!  Have to hit the road Ryan and PS. Chat later! 💜💜💜

9/9/2019 11:18:17 AM nea_storm 7nguardiananon also posted this song today 2 hrs ago: Yet what I actually know are historical Facts based upon operations I AM engaged in as shared: 

These are operational Facts of what has been sustaining & maintaining reality for eons: Hence the battle to control people's minds 

pic.twitter.com/QTOKfHvgr7

9/9/2019 11:22:40 AM 777_barb What does this mean?

9/9/2019 11:23:07 AM keith369me J$...you’ve been pretty douchy lately...what gives?

9/9/2019 11:27:58 AM nea_storm Opportunities to learn & strengthen Our own abilities of resolution pertaining any Life Equation by Looking through the alleged problem & perceiving 

the energetic manner to counter any electromagnetic imbalance: Of course I AM simplifying it! Intuitive knowing is instantaneous! 

pic.twitter.com/UysfXPLTpy

9/9/2019 11:28:22 AM girlawakeinca Message over messenger always. MJ12 has always been constructive & helpful guidance. We’d like you to be too.

9/9/2019 11:29:20 AM blackjackpupil No. He was exposing pedo networks. And got suicides for it.

9/9/2019 11:29:54 AM jordan_sather_ Many of their messages aren’t helpful. People need to realize what they’re dealing with and not hang on every word from this account.

9/9/2019 11:29:57 AM blackjackpupil  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/9/2019 11:30:02 AM scott_rick Avicii was exposing it and it got him killed

9/9/2019 11:30:16 AM blackjackpupil Watch the video and you'll understand https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/9/2019 11:30:33 AM bdab28 This one. It's worth a watch. Very loud msg to the elites imo pic.twitter.com/gnhr7H89ft

9/9/2019 11:31:34 AM michabird67 🙌🏻👊🏻💥!  Nailed it!

9/9/2019 11:33:55 AM seeker229 Hey do you even code bro? Heres a flag theres a flag. I already flagged masterconspiracy at the beginning of August. They know what they're doing 

bruh

9/9/2019 11:34:18 AM natureinspace The cabal don't care who they kill.

9/9/2019 11:35:05 AM seeker229 He lives in Washington state. Tech heaven. With the needle next to the Armory. Brrrrrrt.

9/9/2019 11:36:55 AM jordan_sather_ Breaking false attachments!

9/9/2019 11:37:36 AM nea_storm Subsequently returning to the Historical Fact, We all have Always had the ability as a Creator (Genesis 1:26) to resolve anything that is energetically 

imbalanced! Anything! Hosea 4:6: It is simply knowing & remembering how: The moment we decide we open the door to Discovery: 

pic.twitter.com/YZiRnT1zQS

9/9/2019 11:38:20 AM blackjackpupil I dont read it that way. It's generally accepted he was suicided for exposing pedo network. Not that he was part of it.

9/9/2019 11:41:00 AM giediknight So he wasn't "exposing" CST, he was rubbing it in our faces?

9/9/2019 11:43:48 AM dani36162911 well gitmo is rebuild, and manned, death penalty reinstated, and court tv should be coming too, so what do you think?

9/9/2019 11:44:41 AM keith369me Me too...I unsubscribed to your YouTube

9/9/2019 11:45:41 AM dani36162911 fking decode for yourself, read the post and get it explained, its about individual critical thinking, dont think that what we say are true, go read the info 

and form your own opinion you mindless sheep--- geez

9/9/2019 11:47:33 AM seeker229 Yo I heard you like triggering people so put some triggers in your triggers. Tick tock goes the clock Mr. Handler. pic.twitter.com/2P7H54YqGK

9/9/2019 11:48:06 AM holyspiritfree1 @MattGlasgow4 woah...

9/9/2019 11:48:28 AM ryan35381162 "Discovery" - the soul me on a mirrored energy side would not be bound by time. Correct? Can know my future talk to myself in my past?

9/9/2019 11:48:32 AM holyspiritfree1 @ScktaaaaaaaaTB

9/9/2019 11:53:18 AM rghardy3 An Army of Pawns can change the World.

9/9/2019 11:59:23 AM blackjackpupil did you watch his video? https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/9/2019 12:01:47 PM vintagesquirrel That's not how I read it.

9/9/2019 12:03:09 PM charlesgdavis1 Him and her were the kids?!?!

9/9/2019 12:03:59 PM charlesgdavis1 Him and her are the kids?!?!

9/9/2019 12:04:13 PM blackjackpupil thats what the video implies... it can be read as a revenge story for all the trafficked kids. not necessarily that he was trafficked, i'm guessing.

9/9/2019 12:04:40 PM blackjackpupil thats what the video implies... it can be read as a revenge story for all the trafficked kids. not necessarily that he was trafficked, i'm guessing.



9/9/2019 12:05:40 PM dani36162911 the date never moved, there were that one thing with clinton and a date, but we were also told disinformation is neccesary... Qanon dident really 

change those days, you got bamboozled by msm bro, look at the info for yourself, im not paid to educate you, peace out

9/9/2019 12:07:32 PM andyr1112 Thank u!

9/9/2019 12:07:43 PM andyr1112 Thank u!

9/9/2019 12:08:03 PM dani36162911 i knew most of this info before Qanon were a thing, did i travel forward in time and listen to the youtubers? or did i use the internet. the greatetest 

database in history, to look at the actual facts, in the information age, ignorance is a choise, peace out

9/9/2019 12:08:29 PM keith369me Not triggered...at one time Jordan really helped in my awakening...he operated out of kindness, compassion and service to others.  I am forever 

grateful.   That version of Jordan didn’t randomly troll like this September 2019 version.  I hope my old friend returns.  Peace!!!

9/9/2019 12:09:16 PM jordan_sather_ Nothing I do is random.

9/9/2019 12:10:08 PM herstarz That's messed up

9/9/2019 12:11:12 PM auntiefrefre Damn never got to see him live

9/9/2019 12:11:39 PM seeker229 Did you know my unit in Hawaii was 209th? Hmm. Bing a bong a bingo. Time stamp 12:09.

9/9/2019 12:12:01 PM dani36162911 so you got your info from random people and dident look into the message, just shooting the messenger, gotcha, read up on it before you fking make 

up your mind from random info, christ

9/9/2019 12:12:30 PM dani36162911 naah i just questioned 911

9/9/2019 12:12:33 PM fightforamerica Since my research was posted on 8chan it doesn't have the fancy editing of the threadunroller, but the information is all there. Here's the pastebin link. 

https://pastebin.com/eSYUJmzJ 

9/9/2019 12:12:57 PM kay646464 Hollywood, music & goverment involvement in horrible things and he tried to tell the world. https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

9/9/2019 12:13:43 PM dani36162911 btw, i dont follow the youtubers about Q, im an adult, im able to read and make up my own mind, i dident put as much as a penny in anyones pocket, 

dont worry bro

9/9/2019 12:17:01 PM keith369me Nothing anybody does is random...all choices are from an infinite number of potential possibilities.  The question is, what is the motive?

9/9/2019 12:18:29 PM seeker229 That equation isnt as simple as you think. Tech companies dont believe in free will. They believe in assets. Hes trying.

9/9/2019 12:20:49 PM katrockz1 Followed all and retweeted

9/9/2019 12:21:03 PM dani36162911 by the way, whats your take on jfk´s speech on the global cabal and msm? it dident happen, or he meant something else?

9/9/2019 12:21:28 PM keith369me Trying to?

9/9/2019 12:33:45 PM mongrelglory Thanks very much!

9/9/2019 12:36:31 PM davidg02986909 We need the religious institutions aa well.  They could be under the "corporation" I guess?  Media is corporation.   Maybe have bishop be media and 

religion.

9/9/2019 12:37:25 PM fdehls Skin him, donate his hair to...naw.

Nevermind.

Burn it

9/9/2019 12:39:24 PM nea_storm How about the higher multidimensional aspect of ourselves that operates outside the limitations of Time, Space & Location continually attempting to 

gain "Our" attention whenever We are calmly quiet to give us Our heart's desires that are Constructive All the Time? Yes to this c-1 

pic.twitter.com/Pw6CDQbZOh

9/9/2019 12:41:42 PM nea_storm Glorious Perfect Being, many call a Guardian Angel, We may speak to internally during those moments we have silences Ourselves & even in moments 

of danger: However it is best to build a moment of Conscious energetic application within Our Electromagnetic fields to counter c-2 

pic.twitter.com/svmi6QxjZr

9/9/2019 12:42:20 PM mc_cal1 Tweet is gone

9/9/2019 12:47:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly MJ12 seems to be implying here that Avicii was actually involved in it himself. I side with the points @FB1owing makes. In a previous post about Avicii, 

MJ12 referenced NXIVM. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119587593769897984 …

9/9/2019 12:51:49 PM cintrony ❤️🌟Thanks! @COL3v17 RT/FB

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER #ProLife #MAGA2020 🇺🇸🌟

9/9/2019 12:53:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly “Inside the [Pain] That Plagued Avicii” (article)

+

“The pain was child sex trafficking.” (MJ12)

[pain] --> [child sex trafficking]

=

“The [child sex trafficking] that plagued Avicii.”
9/9/2019 12:55:37 PM joanneasa Won't happen

9/9/2019 1:00:07 PM gregoryjhall1 It was the "currently in the White House" I find disconcerting to credibility without stated facts.

9/9/2019 1:01:24 PM gregoryjhall1 "I have a lot more information about who I was traffic to and the government people who are in the White House today..."

9/9/2019 1:05:12 PM jonessense One is either a @kabamur_taygeta person or an Mj12 person. Usually not both

9/9/2019 1:06:18 PM blackjackpupil 2 facts: 1) he knew about sex trafficking of kids, 2) he died as a direct result of this knowledge and the video he made. whether he was an observer, 

victim or participant we do not know.

9/9/2019 1:10:23 PM anduarewho He was murdered bc he spoke out about pedos and child trafficking, also in his music video. Along with Chester Bennington, son of Podesta and Chris, 

his best friend. They were about to expose the really sick people. All suicided!

9/9/2019 1:12:24 PM sh4deekat All just so happen to be bought up by the bankers or big corps whom are also owned by the banks. 😔

People sale out for mild offers just to get a foot in the crack.

If they don’t sale the bigger fish purge them out. (The aviator, film ex)

It’s The thought that counts though!

9/9/2019 1:12:43 PM groupietrump Be a PAYTRIOT ...

9/9/2019 1:16:43 PM jonesy4671 Are you saying avicii was one of [them] that would be a huge plottwist

9/9/2019 1:19:57 PM blsdbe Tax shelter?

9/9/2019 1:21:47 PM blsdbe Send me one too pls 🥰❤️🥰

9/9/2019 1:23:10 PM blsdbe Well said Debbie, I second this wisdom.

9/9/2019 1:24:29 PM girlawakeinca His message says it all. RIP 🙏💫 pic.twitter.com/1KYXEOUV8F

9/9/2019 1:24:40 PM blsdbe Jordan, DearHeart, please STOP #SheepDogging. We want you to #ThinkForYourSelf and we will too. #MessageOverMessenger. 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/9/2019 1:26:31 PM blsdbe DUDE: please 🛑🛑🛑🛑🛑🛑STOP #SheepDogging. We want you to #ThinkForYourSelf and we will too. #MessageOverMessenger. 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/4g1mQ6mIoG

9/9/2019 1:27:47 PM blsdbe From whom or what, Sir?

9/9/2019 1:28:53 PM girlawakeinca We remember. Balance to zero. pic.twitter.com/WMvfse8ijM

9/9/2019 1:29:59 PM blsdbe THIS!!! I used to subscribe on both Patreon and YT. It’s the over all change in tone, shift to divisiveness and attacks on character that are saddening. I 

miss the Jordan that Sauced his assertions! May that inspired young man of pure heart return!!! pic.twitter.com/XjGLVGFMor

9/9/2019 1:30:36 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/augk3BF79y

9/9/2019 1:32:46 PM seeker229 From sirs like this idiot below. pic.twitter.com/gnQSJO3x5G



9/9/2019 1:33:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly Avicii had a pattern of self-harm/self-destruction such as with alcohol. This implies either a) he was sexually abused a youth or b) he became involved in 

child sex trafficking himself and felt guilt/remorse over it and punished himself. A pattern of self-harm leading to suicide.

9/9/2019 1:34:00 PM mongrelglory Predictive programming...😒

We must change the focus away from violence and Armageddon.  Stop watching shows and buying products that celebrate this!  (As much as I used to 

like the Zombie genre...I have stopped watching the stuff.)

9/9/2019 1:34:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly *sexually abused as a youth

9/9/2019 1:37:29 PM blackjackpupil It's a bit of a leap to say anyone who has a destructive path was sexually abused or was an abuser. His line of work was of course destructive as he 

worked clubs all night and used drugs earlier in his career to stay awake or have fun. An issue for many DJs.

9/9/2019 1:38:40 PM mongrelglory I would also add Archons to that mix as well:  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_archons16.htm …

9/9/2019 1:39:31 PM blsdbe Child porn

9/9/2019 1:40:31 PM blsdbe So Jordan is trying to break his attachment to Hollywood?

9/9/2019 1:44:59 PM cintrony ❤️🌟Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17  RT/IFB 🚂💕 In GOD we trust!❤️🇺🇸 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER #ProLife pic.twitter.com/9R0J5QvzBG

9/9/2019 1:47:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly He appeared to go on a self-destructive path towards the end of his life and his drug use became a part of that. 

*Extreme* drug abuse can be due to underlying psychological issues. People can use them to try to escape from the past/the reality of their life.

9/9/2019 1:48:35 PM queen_khalifia 😂

9/9/2019 1:50:43 PM seeker229 Think of in the terms of assets. Like I technically "worked" unknowingly for these people. Just because you see something doesnt mean the avatar can 

see it as well.

9/9/2019 1:51:41 PM johngal28386831 Time does not pass by.

We do.

9/9/2019 1:55:16 PM blsdbe So Jordan’s Avatar is working for [Them] but his Higher Self is trying to break free of his avatars  attachments to [Them]?

9/9/2019 1:59:55 PM mongrelglory Every time the people create something, the Cabal try to take it over.  We must be constantly vigilant and own what is ours. 👍

9/9/2019 2:03:11 PM mongrelglory Notice how they haven't focused on how instagram has been used as a medium for human trafficking! 😒 Hypocrites!

9/9/2019 2:03:58 PM mongrelglory That's the spirit!  No stopping the Great Awakening! 😎

9/9/2019 2:09:33 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are we getting any nearer to publicly exposing the torture, murder, and cannibalism of children that went on at Epstein's island?

9/9/2019 2:09:54 PM nea_storm Pure Creator's (Genesis 1:26) Gold, Right there VRags in your expression of Divine Truth & the True meaning of Christ consciousness is Our own 

spiritual Conscious Actualized activation of DNA Biogenetic Key Codes: Opening Portals via energy frequency we attune as a Divine Tuner 

pic.twitter.com/C5HwBCJa7z

9/9/2019 2:11:20 PM shallknown The Top.player is not human; isnt even of this dimension. Their power is through trickery of our consciousness. That is the 500,000 yr old game which 

must end. The question is HOW??

😁

9/9/2019 2:16:57 PM quarkfear1 Yes time IS an illusion= 76... our old fave Steele knives...Haitian divorce pic.twitter.com/2QvY5vQrJW

9/9/2019 2:34:50 PM charlesgdavis1 GOD KNOWS ALL. And what the Admiral said. pic.twitter.com/gTzHXuMljh

9/9/2019 2:36:12 PM surrealchaos I love that instead of trying to help me understand, you start with ad hominem attacks. It shows how truly fragile your beliefs really are.

9/9/2019 2:36:59 PM blackjackpupil Er... yeah... whatever.

9/9/2019 2:38:10 PM surrealchaos They’re sources are YouTube videos and a random person on the internet who has never been verified in anything, ever. Every time they’re sure 

something will happen it’s played off. Somehow this dude believes Q has to produce disinformation now?To the people who are following him?

9/9/2019 3:00:03 PM zerost8te Why not sure the declassified documents with them @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - the shock trauma is more, but surprsed to see someone else make the 

connection -  https://twitter.com/zerost8te/status/1124522397111971840 … - RV sessions found by searching OPERATORS  http://voat.co  #parenting 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1161483692193308678 …

9/9/2019 3:19:08 PM v_rags Just took a short hike and boy were things tuned up! pic.twitter.com/gpYdB1jJb0

9/9/2019 3:21:21 PM sarah25540235 I've been following Q for awhile. Please tell me how the Vatican is going down today?

Please tell me/ show me how the Rothschilds are going down today?

Please show me how Brennan, Clinton and Obama are going down today?

Please show me how the Mossad is going down today?

9/9/2019 3:30:43 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1171189049903779841 …

9/9/2019 3:51:00 PM unidentifiedta1 It seems like the Elite are just transferring their control into another Reserve Currency of their design. Narratives are being splashed around for the 

masses to disorient them. Focus on these politicians in the right hand, while we change the monetary system in the left. Actors.

9/9/2019 3:53:45 PM sarah25540235 Hopefully, the gold standard will help  central bankers  be annihilated along with their alternative currency. It's a war. We are literally at war, but 

Americans don't act like it.

9/9/2019 3:57:14 PM hmcruzr I have not been able to find anything on pence.

9/9/2019 4:00:05 PM hmcruzr Still haven't seen proof

9/9/2019 4:02:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's a terrible thing. It's been going on for many years and we're bringing it down. - 45

9/11

Tick tock.

9/9/2019 4:02:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you look at what's happening with Human Trafficking, we're bringing it down to a much lower level. This should have been done for years, and years 

but we're bringing the human trafficking- as you can see by the numbers, we're bringing it down. Mostly affects women and children

9/9/2019 4:05:06 PM bashycrypto Boom week!

9/9/2019 4:05:48 PM rhactor "Be Ready..." 

I'm so ready!!!

9/9/2019 4:06:42 PM robinreitsma1 👀👊👍

9/9/2019 4:06:48 PM bdam777 🐟🐟🐟? 

🦅vs. 🐍

9/9/2019 4:07:02 PM jrocktigers Tick MFN Tock

9/9/2019 4:07:07 PM hmcruzr Don't call me lazy! I have seen zero proof. That's the Truth. I've been searching for over a year. I've dedicated my life to saving the children! I speak the 

truth. I don't know if any  proof.

9/9/2019 4:09:16 PM syrrah2 And what a blessing that is...

9/9/2019 4:10:01 PM dase_tex Thank you for including me! Follow me and let's MAGA together! pic.twitter.com/7inYarhrZn

9/9/2019 4:12:01 PM lisatitansid I am too!!!

9/9/2019 4:14:35 PM hmcruzr I know where I am so please stop yelling!

9/9/2019 4:15:01 PM lbf777 #Unseal911 pic.twitter.com/XEYsLg6qKB

9/9/2019 4:17:26 PM thehouseoferin Yes! WWG1WGA



9/9/2019 4:23:56 PM anneolsen43 Human trafficking is such an evil act against innocent lives and We should bring it to it’s knee’s. 

9/11 haunts me and I am almost scared of the revelations but it’s needs to be done. Banks to Darfur all will be exposed and all what once was ..will no 

longer be

9/9/2019 4:27:05 PM papadocdolo  pic.twitter.com/1HeIcR06pe

9/9/2019 4:27:38 PM papadocdolo  pic.twitter.com/Gk9y5sofdN

9/9/2019 4:28:05 PM helentheseeker your mileage may vary

9/9/2019 4:29:13 PM samsmith0319 💥💥[🐀🐀🐀]💥💥Rot Vile Beasts...

9/9/2019 4:29:25 PM kathleen3693693 Shot on sight? I don't think so. I think it would be better to question them to death (for other info/other participants)...

9/9/2019 4:32:23 PM nmd_mari No bringing it down... ELIMINATE IT!!!

Enough is enough we are awake and we are ready for it to end!

9/9/2019 4:33:39 PM winklerburke Tick God Have Mercy on their Souls Tock.

9/9/2019 4:35:21 PM winklerburke Tick Extreme Indiscretion Tock?

9/9/2019 4:36:12 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/ySKnUUUIgo

9/9/2019 4:37:21 PM huskerpatriot83 Outstanding! Execute every pedophile and child trafficker! Every single one of them!

9/9/2019 4:38:47 PM michael81972 Is [Their] sacred date of 9/11 about to be a troll day of infamy

9/9/2019 4:42:11 PM michael81972 It would take a shill to not see all the human trafficking arrest habbening...

9/9/2019 4:47:45 PM michael81972 Ill bet the Sun comes up😳

9/9/2019 4:52:54 PM integrityneed You know what has really bothered me lately... WTF cable TV covering BS stings on online child sex predators to fool the public into thinking the 

authorities were aware and catching the bad guys.

Show a little to hide a lot. Absolutely disgusting. They are all complicit.

9/9/2019 4:56:36 PM raisethevib369 If time is an illusion and collectively we can speed up or slow down disclosure by our own levels of consciousness.....predictions are fluid.

9/9/2019 4:57:33 PM michael81972 Im not an Oracle or the one calling the shots,  but if I was,  all hell would break loose😁

9/9/2019 4:58:23 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/BDKpp1wXdX

9/9/2019 4:58:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Silent on Child Slave Labor. https://twitter.com/VentureBeat/status/1170995105748140032 …

9/9/2019 4:59:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tick Tock

Coincidence? 

Enjoy the show. https://twitter.com/QuickTake/status/1141872775575035909 …

9/9/2019 5:01:14 PM state1union Amen 🙏

9/9/2019 5:02:21 PM brianda22317135 Nearly verbatim lol. Keep up the good fight sir!

9/9/2019 5:02:26 PM strangewisper As set Limit ed In come Cons trained Emp loyd

9/9/2019 5:03:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is a terrible crime to drink the blood of a unicorn.

Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are an inch from death.

Can you think of no one?

You mean You-Know-Who is killing the unicorns?

Who/what did JKR first donate to?

Tick Tock https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1171092205869686785 …

9/9/2019 5:04:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 SEARCH

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 unicorn https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1171212540594065411 …

9/9/2019 5:04:21 PM mannysykes2  pic.twitter.com/pV9s8Y23jZ

9/9/2019 5:04:49 PM scents_common Assange

9/9/2019 5:04:59 PM raisethevib369 I'm along for this ride just like everyone else. I quit trying to predict the future a long time ago. We'll find out eventually.

9/9/2019 5:05:07 PM beth2419 Unicorn=children?

9/9/2019 5:05:30 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1163578704900964352?s=19 …

9/9/2019 5:05:30 PM state1union Unicorn is a baby.

9/9/2019 5:05:55 PM michael81972 Almost as useless as yours

9/9/2019 5:06:25 PM charmanda9 Good catch. I didn’t see that at first.

9/9/2019 5:06:48 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

9/9/2019 5:07:05 PM hawkgirlinmn JK is probably not sleeping well. There’s a reason why this book never resonated with me.

9/9/2019 5:07:55 PM whitecaps1 What is that search line from?

9/9/2019 5:08:03 PM slayerofmatrix1 The new app for Truth and DJT ?!?

9/9/2019 5:08:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Assange on 9/11?!

9/9/2019 5:08:45 PM paytonpatriot  pic.twitter.com/aUICXyFPuU

9/9/2019 5:09:12 PM bdab28 I was very very big on these books growing up and I've come across this theory before too. Yes that is what they're implying

9/9/2019 5:10:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misguided decode.

9/9/2019 5:10:36 PM qan1ll Harry Potter and its coded for a baby

9/9/2019 5:10:50 PM madrabbit917 Dude! We have a lot of reeeeeally huge rocks in Oklahoma!

9/9/2019 5:11:00 PM unidentifiedta1 Yes. The war is happening for control of the next monetary system. It is a literal war. Eventually, if the matrix is broken, the People will enter this battle, 

and wipe them all out.

9/9/2019 5:11:51 PM lbf777 Who’s JKR?

9/9/2019 5:11:58 PM calicryptobetty Sorry, who is JK?

9/9/2019 5:12:23 PM unidentifiedta1 #unseal911

9/9/2019 5:12:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 @jk_rowling

9/9/2019 5:13:57 PM tonysha27143715 Very. Godless.

9/9/2019 5:14:29 PM michael81972 JK Rowling

9/9/2019 5:14:50 PM charmanda9 “We have the server(s).”

9/9/2019 5:14:57 PM girlawakeinca Oh boy. She’s in deep too ☝️

9/9/2019 5:15:12 PM seeker229 Often signalled with Unicorn comms here. Question. Before a "suicide" are they able to open up the soul to the point of what they need? Is it 

considered an important Satanic sacrifice?

9/9/2019 5:16:57 PM seeker229 Let's just say a little girl is groomed as a pet and kept in a room isolated most her life. She dances and imagines then they start the lab rat portion but 

for some reason the elevation of soul is important? So the constant up and downs to the extreme until suicide?

9/9/2019 5:17:20 PM whitecaps1 Oh jeez.  Thanks for the response.  Unicorns might have been real, maybe it is also referring to a glimpse

9/9/2019 5:17:47 PM jamiegrahamusa Poor baby 🦄

9/9/2019 5:18:08 PM valeriebgilbert Rowling?

9/9/2019 5:18:26 PM 92michael This blood, like that of a human child is innocent and to drink of the blood is the most grave sin a human can commit.

9/9/2019 5:20:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Donated to Amnesty International and worked there. Bono is also a supporter of Amnesty International.

9/9/2019 5:20:06 PM pleiadianshaman We love spoilers

9/9/2019 5:20:15 PM lbf777 Who did she donate to?

9/9/2019 5:20:30 PM cpace98 The people have to make our voices heard to have change. Our government is designed to run this way and our ancestors and current family members 

allowed the big brother government to happen

9/9/2019 5:22:20 PM covertress Death Blossom Incoming.

9/9/2019 5:22:58 PM lbf777 Let’s do it. 😎

9/9/2019 5:23:06 PM michael81972 Here is a MJ12 proof from March https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103767039326515202?s=21 …



9/9/2019 5:23:09 PM carolin15161363 We are BRINGING IT DOWN

9/9/2019 5:23:48 PM moemc8 Still dont

9/9/2019 5:25:18 PM girlawakeinca This has been happening a very long time. Read all of the archive MJ12 tweets to get the entire picture. Here is just a very small piece of it. 

https://youtu.be/ePAFRYVy-WM 

9/9/2019 5:26:30 PM charmanda9 It is the very first millisecond of a slide in the rapid-fire slide show.

9/9/2019 5:27:03 PM sterkinglights1 Am I ever! pic.twitter.com/J7nfiiQjNv

9/9/2019 5:28:16 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1063107291166183424?s=21 …

9/9/2019 5:29:47 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for the mention

9/9/2019 5:31:28 PM scents_common  pic.twitter.com/qNVD7BOf6j

9/9/2019 5:31:43 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065637900652593158?s=21 …

9/9/2019 5:31:50 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/cP2I63LDjb

9/9/2019 5:32:56 PM winklerburke I could be wrong, but it seems like JKR donates to children's causes, premature birth children, all things to help children not be hurt in institutions or 

worse.  (Voldemort was a nick-name of Epstein?) As a great author, JKR was/is connected to the "flux" or "river" of truth?

9/9/2019 5:33:43 PM qanongroup Drinking baby blood has been around from when moses was wearing shorts. History as humans know it is the greatest Con of Humans.

9/9/2019 5:35:27 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/Kx8aBDvSKj

9/9/2019 5:35:33 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/adkgbwqpeS

9/9/2019 5:36:59 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476042684596226?s=21 …

9/9/2019 5:37:23 PM raisethevib369 No I think it's just people that don't get it that are set on dates over events.

9/9/2019 5:37:52 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065637900652593158?s=19 …

9/9/2019 5:38:46 PM moemc8 Lol, I give up, but tks.

9/9/2019 5:38:50 PM allahuniversal Lumos

Formerly known as:

Children's High Level Group

9/9/2019 5:39:53 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065636072531664896?s=19 …

9/9/2019 5:39:54 PM qanongroup They idolize them but they know not what they truly are behind closed doors pic.twitter.com/zz3OyJ0ANE

9/9/2019 5:40:28 PM charmanda9 I paused it at the very beginning. pic.twitter.com/DVC6EIH0nG

9/9/2019 5:41:14 PM 77frank Epstein is still alive.          👁

9/9/2019 5:41:40 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1163582827461578752?s=19 …

9/9/2019 5:43:14 PM jrocktigers Yes, but who else?

9/9/2019 5:43:27 PM raisethevib369 That Q was to get us researching on certain things and thinking for ourselves enough to be able find the truth about what is coming. It's been a slow 

drip for quite a while now. But there are still a lot of people who have no clue.

9/9/2019 5:44:23 PM susanwagoner12 Amen 😌

9/9/2019 5:44:24 PM usa1776g Pres Trump did more to stop Human Traffic. in 1 year than Barry Obumer did in 8 years why? Did Barry want kids to be sold? Epstein? Clinton 

Foundation? Podesta brothers? Rich Branson? pic.twitter.com/qm9SVb3WV0

9/9/2019 5:44:44 PM hellouncledonny Unicorn = Child

9/9/2019 5:47:13 PM ingersolockwood Adrenachrome reference and her donations provide free childcare to help single parent families

9/9/2019 5:47:21 PM jlundr Maybe? https://www.looktothestars.org/charity/lumos 

9/9/2019 5:47:38 PM djlok These people are so afraid to die.

9/9/2019 5:48:07 PM msavoie Exactly ! Sorry c i fogot to link this.

The proof on my prediction. https://twitter.com/msavoie/status/1171207473346355205?s=19 …

9/9/2019 5:48:50 PM allonkid totally enjoyed EYE killing those doubters who were asking questions to test, as if they could really tell people's identity by their interrogations.  EYE did 

it in such way that was very funny and joyful for bystanders.

9/9/2019 5:49:45 PM scents_common #PEACEISTHEMISSION

9/9/2019 5:50:13 PM maga4cac Children.😳

9/9/2019 5:50:47 PM covertress 🤞

9/9/2019 5:52:26 PM cpace98 We know that many political leaders were drinking unicorn blood and eating them. So is Hollywood, the clergy in the Catholic Church and Satanist. The 

lists goes on and on. Now it’s time to stop them.

9/9/2019 5:52:27 PM keith369me Same as Hannity’s tick tock?

9/9/2019 5:52:36 PM werascending The butterfly!

9/9/2019 5:52:45 PM ingersolockwood  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/culturenews/10406522/JK-Rowlings-determination-to-free-children-from-care-homes.html …

9/9/2019 5:53:01 PM ironsides2019 Hmmm. Remember, unicorn are associated with virgins.

9/9/2019 5:53:01 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/TGNSU7ldKZ

9/9/2019 5:53:11 PM pedalfun4u #LetItBe

9/9/2019 5:53:43 PM ingersolockwood  pic.twitter.com/YIr1svG7BY

9/9/2019 5:53:44 PM djlok I don't think there's any other way to interpret that.  Yikes.

9/9/2019 5:55:31 PM keith369me Can you name a few that committed this crime?  HRC 9/11/2016?

9/9/2019 5:55:48 PM cpace98 You have to send tweets to you politicians and tell them that they work for the people and they are to do xyz. Tell on them when they aren’t doing it. 

Organize for others to do the same. Recruit more people through trains to do it too

9/9/2019 5:56:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Interesting about @amnesty https://digitalcommons.uri.edu/dignity/vol1/iss1/6/ …

9/9/2019 5:56:49 PM cpace98 Don’t forget to read the Pale Horse.

9/9/2019 5:58:01 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...will we see any publicity on this report?  Perhaps in two days?   

https://twitter.com/spacecorpsus/status/1171224425141854208?s=21 …

9/9/2019 5:59:13 PM ingersolockwood I’m just trying to connect the dots. Am I missing anything @jk_rowling ?

9/9/2019 6:02:43 PM lbf777 There are so many things we can do. So many. It’s a shame to not do them. 

#StopPayingTaxes

9/9/2019 6:09:08 PM hawkgirlinmn I think they are referring to the fact that at MIT Epstein was known as Voldemort. “The one who shall not be named.” They didn’t want it public that he 

was donating large sums of money. IMHO, related to the reason we refer to McStain as, “we don’t say his name.”

9/9/2019 6:12:29 PM farklew Is Jeffery Epstein a Vampire?  Are there such things as Vampires?

9/9/2019 6:13:11 PM allahuniversal #EnjoyTheShow, you say? 

Interesting 1 Year Δ Coming 'VERY SOON'... pic.twitter.com/zrxOaBZk6s

9/9/2019 6:14:48 PM yourkiddingme5 Amnesty International?

9/9/2019 6:15:25 PM djlok I guess I'm not following why some smokes and wine are the reason pizza delivery was invented.  They don't deliver those.

9/9/2019 6:16:28 PM blsdbe So JKR seems to have first started philanthropy in 2000 with an organization named Gingerbread that has an interesting history... 

pic.twitter.com/G3voC7cSNE

9/9/2019 6:17:23 PM beth2419 Intelligent answer. 😂

9/9/2019 6:17:55 PM werascending 😞😢🤬🔥

9/9/2019 6:19:15 PM werascending 😢😞

9/9/2019 6:20:34 PM winklerburke Yes, and both seemed to later to meet "extreme indiscretion" of which we should be not, well, shocked?

9/9/2019 6:20:40 PM ekotoons SAVE THE CHILDREN pic.twitter.com/V9UUGglJCV

9/9/2019 6:20:57 PM ekotoons SAVE THE CHILDREN



9/9/2019 6:21:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Not even remotely anymore.

9/9/2019 6:21:41 PM lightonthehill China? https://www.theepochtimes.com/doctor-uncovers-transplant-industrys-ugliest-truth-after-heart-patient-drops-a-bombshell_3072555.html …

9/9/2019 6:21:56 PM ekotoons “SAVE THE CHILDREN”

 http://www.philanthropicpeople.com/profiles/j-k-rowling/ …

9/9/2019 6:22:26 PM ekotoons “SAVE THE CHILDREN” http://www.philanthropicpeople.com/profiles/j-k-rowling/ …

9/9/2019 6:22:46 PM hawkgirlinmn Can’t help but notice the “You-Know-Who.” YKW initials in Epsteins flight log?

9/9/2019 6:22:54 PM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by 

the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

9/9/2019 6:24:03 PM michael_s_ander Unicorn = child via symbolism. Unicorns are a symbol of innocence and purity. Following the mythology rabbit hole further, unicorns are associated 

with pure maidens.

9/9/2019 6:24:20 PM blsdbe Well if one was gonna have ‘pizza’ delivered, one may wish to have a glass of wine and a smoke after? Just spitballin...I know it’s a disgusting thought

9/9/2019 6:24:31 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

9/9/2019 6:25:51 PM beth2419 Find the truth. We don’t spoon feed. Besides, you say you are Q. Why can’t you tell us more?

9/9/2019 6:26:07 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/KtalDlquE3

9/9/2019 6:27:47 PM aprilbrown99 💪💪💪👊👊👊💪💪💪

9/9/2019 6:29:08 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/i9NxuTvYh9

9/9/2019 6:30:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/JXnEpPVKAQ

9/9/2019 6:31:46 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President and our military!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/KZFmiB7jhD

9/9/2019 6:34:34 PM pantog  pic.twitter.com/opfsuZUDfk

9/9/2019 6:35:05 PM cathydarlene1 I AM TIRED OF "THE DOG AND PONY SHOW". 

How about some ARRESTS???

ARRESTS???

WE NEED ARRESTS. NOTHING WILL BE REAL UNTIL THESE PEOPLE START GOING TO JAIL.

9/9/2019 6:37:04 PM snarkishdanno Looks like we need to add Lumis to the dig list...

9/9/2019 6:37:32 PM snarkishdanno Lumos dang phone lol

9/9/2019 6:38:41 PM snarkishdanno Holy shite, look at the emblem... butterfly/hearts aka pedo symbolism

9/9/2019 6:41:31 PM aprilbrown99 That is how I interrupted it too. 😡😡😡 #ThesePeopleAreSick

9/9/2019 6:42:43 PM allahuniversal Precisely. #Monarch

9/9/2019 6:43:32 PM snarkishdanno Not just Monarch, also very pedo. It’s a dualism. Seems to be a lot of that going around

9/9/2019 6:43:34 PM aprilbrown99 Says it all right there.

9/9/2019 6:48:49 PM allahuniversal There's also the name itself, LUMos. I love etymology.  https://www.etymonline.com/word/*leuk-  pic.twitter.com/kBzXjucNiS

9/9/2019 6:50:08 PM wearediamonds2 How else could she have been such a huge rags to riches success!? It doesn't just happen because of hard work and talent. For sure. 😡 So many 

unwitting fans, mostly kids/millenials.

9/9/2019 6:50:23 PM msavoie Oh yeah i gotta shit ton of proof, but its the coincidental kind that no one will get until i lay it all out. Its a pretty tall tale. This is me alot lately .gif 

pic.twitter.com/dnp27aNuMR

9/9/2019 6:51:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Thoth:How to extend life without drinking unicorn blood

"Know ye, O man, that thy form is dual,

balanced in polarity while formed in its form.

Know that when fast on thee Death approaches,

it is only because thy balance is shaken.

It is only because one pole has been lost." pic.twitter.com/9cAJkQMj9z

9/9/2019 6:53:00 PM snarkishdanno Layers upon layers.... good catch

9/9/2019 7:01:09 PM amethystnancy J.K. Rowling supports a number of causes...founder and president of the international children's charity Lumos. 

 https://www.jkrowling.com/about/ 

First book was about a rabbit.

9/9/2019 7:03:05 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/jLjqDWOAps

9/9/2019 7:04:22 PM ewilliams22101 Search for "unicorn" in this tweet string: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

9/9/2019 7:05:07 PM jvan125 Ohhhh what kind of docs could he have about 9/11?!? 🤯🙏🏻

9/9/2019 7:08:11 PM jvan125 I am so ready. Let the chips fall where they may. GOD WINS!!! THE CHILDREN WIN!!! HUMANITY WINS!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🌎

9/9/2019 7:11:57 PM kidge6 This is your law? Are you telling us you're responsible for holding back these patents?

9/9/2019 7:12:30 PM rachaelangelm Off topic: is it true Tomato’s are a part of the nightshade family and can they be poisonous?

9/9/2019 7:13:37 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/AWjMElLXb5

9/9/2019 7:14:03 PM kidge6 It actually could have been worse. If free Zero Point Energy were released to the world, bad people could do really bad things. Very easily.

9/9/2019 7:17:24 PM wahiggins3 A unicorn is a [mythical] creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is that. A creature of pure beauty and spirit. A baby is a unicorn.

9/9/2019 7:18:48 PM god1ssogood Always see the "save the children" foundation or just the phrase. I think it has a different meaning than what we thought. Like who are they "saving" 

them for?

9/9/2019 7:19:10 PM michael81972 BG is popping up everywhere I look 👀

9/9/2019 7:28:13 PM cpace98 You are completely right. I’ve gone on their Twitter accounts telling them how unhappy I am with their job performance. And remind them that we the 

people are the voice for lawmaking, and they are not to ignore us.

9/9/2019 7:31:52 PM lbf777 They ignore all the time. We need to stop asking and start doing.

9/9/2019 7:32:50 PM david00997884 Brother I hope that, plus full declass.

9/9/2019 7:33:02 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476042684596226?s=21 …

9/9/2019 7:40:23 PM genkuro1030 A lot of people are now squirming thinking "am I on that list?"

9/9/2019 7:43:55 PM drparker76 Wait... What the actual... wow

9/9/2019 7:47:54 PM canadiancovfefe 🎉🎉🎉

9/9/2019 7:49:48 PM cpace98 Take the lead and get followers

9/9/2019 7:49:59 PM doyouq They call adoptable pups, magical unicorns here

9/9/2019 7:51:35 PM iqdou1 The National Council for One Parent Families?

9/9/2019 7:52:24 PM lbf777 That goes for us all in the woke community. The sleepers will end up following us.

9/9/2019 7:53:51 PM brad34351293 It seems like she had help on dark plot-lines during the later Novels, because they came out each year, it seemed, & were all well over 700 pages.

9/9/2019 7:56:05 PM cpace98 Yes they will because they won’t know how to think without being directed

9/9/2019 8:06:00 PM brad34351293 From the story told(to us), she wrote the first Novel while living out of a car. It took a long time until a Publishers child liked it.

The success has to do more with it being a crossover to mainstream adult readers, too.

I think she had Dark help with the later Novels.



9/9/2019 8:09:40 PM allahuniversal  https://timesofindia.com/life-style/books/features/rowling-reveals-what-may-have-inspired-the-deathly-hallows-

symbol/articleshow/61391873.cms …

9/9/2019 8:11:51 PM brad34351293 "Alexa! Does China use their children to build you?"

Wonder what that answer would be? 

Truth, or "I am unable to answer that Q."

9/9/2019 8:13:13 PM brad34351293 China does it through "School programs & such"

To teach the workers of tomorrow.

9/9/2019 8:26:34 PM tyetyler1 Wow.

"'Come into my parlor', said the spider to the fly"

9/9/2019 8:33:23 PM chrispacheco24  https://www.borgenmagazine.com/facts-about-j-k-rowlings-charity-work/ …

9/9/2019 8:46:58 PM vickimerivale Ginsberg

9/9/2019 9:04:49 PM whsthestorm search for madeline mccain... sick. pure evil.

9/9/2019 9:05:21 PM prayfighttrust Thanks to @realDonaldTrump #BestPresidentEver45 #wethepeoplechosetrump #TRUMP2020Landside

9/9/2019 9:07:42 PM prayfighttrust Expose all the traitors. Thank you God for @realDonaldTrump who will fulfill your agenda. Best mission: stop #humantrafficking

9/9/2019 9:32:03 PM trevorkeyes Who is YKW ? 🤷🏻♂️

9/9/2019 9:47:33 PM trabbit087 This is so crazy, fiction is just boring compared to the real thing

9/9/2019 10:15:25 PM alexandercody7 Why tictoc and leave the 2 Ks out? K=11. Are they playing with numerology?

9/9/2019 10:19:09 PM brianpdgttbrian And since we doin numbers, and I’m not a numbers guy😂I’ll give it a go. U showed 9/11/91. 9/11/19 is coming. Think mirror. They usually mirror #’s 

to squash #’s

9/9/2019 10:33:11 PM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1171122220908929026?s=21 …

9/9/2019 11:01:35 PM garhag61 😡😡😡😡

I can only pray that those involved will be appropriately judged.  I wonder if they felt powerful in this moment?

9/9/2019 11:22:47 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/X6yeG4R6s8

9/9/2019 11:41:17 PM nikoscali "Alien civilizations may have explored the Milky Way and visited Earth already, new study claims"

Disclosure imminent?

#RedpillOTD #Disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FoxNews #QAnon #MAGA #GreatAwakening #DarkToLight #Majestic 

https://www.foxnews.com/science/alien-civilizations-explored-milky-way-earth-already …

9/9/2019 11:55:08 PM carmindabrendel I do agree .... they got caught & as usual for media claimed it was the father ( We’re not born yesterday ... Children are naked etc etc ... the little girl 

flung into the wall trying to run away & peed on the floor ... many examples like this ( of the same techniques used WW)

9/9/2019 11:55:31 PM carmindabrendel Adrenochrome harvesting

9/9/2019 11:56:31 PM carmindabrendel Correct

9/10/2019 12:02:59 AM diaptera_80 "Traffic-accident"

9/10/2019 12:22:24 AM mongrelglory You're right!  I think 9/11 is the one red pill that would wake the American public up en masse and then it will be easier for them to believe all the 

Satanic pedovore stuff.

9/10/2019 12:23:35 AM mongrelglory Do you get paid per word, or per tweet?

9/10/2019 12:28:51 AM susan66388204 I’m very grateful to all who have participated in bringing human trafficking down.  Thank You

9/10/2019 12:34:40 AM susan66388204 Everything is changing so rapidly.  Old ways are being lost. A more progressive way is here.

9/10/2019 12:37:31 AM mongrelglory Notice the butterfly pedo symbol?

9/10/2019 12:40:52 AM blackjackpupil Research some more. This was his directing debut. His concept and his idea realised as a music video.

9/10/2019 12:41:20 AM mongrelglory I'd like to know who JKR really is (her bloodline).  I don't buy this "single mother on welfare who got lucky with a book publisher" story!  These "rags to 

riches" stories are all fabricated!😒

9/10/2019 12:42:46 AM mongrelglory I'm not following your reference here... "Misguided decode"?

9/10/2019 12:53:06 AM blackjackpupil Dude was worth $85m after a relatively short career. I dont think you understand how big he was and how well known especially amongst the teen to 

40 year old clubbing world. He reached millions of people. When you're that successful you can call your own tune and make videos.

9/10/2019 12:54:29 AM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEsptein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

9/10/2019 12:54:50 AM mongrelglory "Save the Children" does exactly the opposite!😖 The Harry Potter series is about Good triumphing over Evil, but the profits go into feeding evil!  JKR is 

a frontman like all the others (Zuckerberg, Musk, Branson etc...)! The money gets funnelled into Satanic Cabal enterprises!

9/10/2019 12:59:33 AM thehulag  pic.twitter.com/8wukRo6bQI

9/10/2019 1:02:29 AM wavetossed Watch the movie, "Jupiter Ascending". Those aliens could be a mixed bag, just like #humans, and knowing what the #Cabal do with humans...

9/10/2019 1:14:32 AM kenwhite4444 Unicorns are no joke http://Spreaker.com/user/kenwhite 

9/10/2019 1:15:57 AM joyful_33 Bill Gates

9/10/2019 1:17:23 AM tobefrank15 The Pedophilia Case of Zandvoort and Dutroux, a major child-porn case around 2000 in the Netherlands and Belgium. Will this ever be solved? 

https://gloria.tv/video/dmAC921qJ83R4bmCYzxWT7gQ4 …

9/10/2019 1:26:00 AM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/QArmyInfo/status/1170516473921642497 …

9/10/2019 1:33:14 AM karina89350882 R.B.Ginsburg still alive???

9/10/2019 3:26:04 AM lightlove21121 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/j2HLlp9grv

9/10/2019 3:26:49 AM lightlove21121 Nothing will get real before we understand we have the power 🙏🏽

9/10/2019 3:39:42 AM lenartjoe Understood. But if certain evidence is to be believed, bad people have been anyway. & (climate change aside) the health of many ecosystems is 

nearing tipping points. There was always going to be a danger, but health & political division make the danger greater the longer we wait.

9/10/2019 3:43:54 AM glittertips1 Petrina Ryan-Kleid.

#coincidentally also painted the Bill Clinton Blue Dress #Epstein art.

9/10/2019 3:44:05 AM freestateojones First up. pic.twitter.com/UFKeB3ksay

9/10/2019 4:02:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 'Poisoner In Chief' Details The CIA's Secret Quest For Mind Control : NPR https://www.npr.org/2019/09/09/758989641/the-cias-secret-quest-for-mind-

control-torture-lsd-and-a-poisoner-in-chief …

9/10/2019 4:03:10 AM paytonpatriot Mk ultra?

9/10/2019 4:04:58 AM johnquindell @aug_tellez often retweeted your posts. His feed has disappeared. Do you know what has happened to it?

9/10/2019 4:05:48 AM jbvs2016 Makes me believe, Bipolar/ ADHD and more are all man made/products of other drugs given🤔

9/10/2019 4:06:01 AM jvan125 “We don't know how many people died, but a number did, and many lives were permanently destroyed”. 😔😡 And I’m stunned NPR wrote about 

MKUltra. #DarkToLight 🙏🏻❤️✨

9/10/2019 4:07:03 AM qanonist #StageIsSet



9/10/2019 4:17:00 AM gayle_gigiangel I heard he had 6 heart transplants.

9/10/2019 4:19:49 AM sdoceansea Scary

9/10/2019 4:20:31 AM sdoceansea Agreed! #autism comes to mind.

9/10/2019 4:22:07 AM jbvs2016 Amen to that... anyone who thinks there is no correlation between any of this, is blindly walkin. Vaccines/chemtrails/doctors/food are all poisons to 

everyone.

9/10/2019 4:22:09 AM jvan125 Looks like he may be suspended...😡 pic.twitter.com/afxUc3dLxl

9/10/2019 4:32:02 AM _chelseaproject Wonder if NPR knows they're investigating their own team.

9/10/2019 4:35:36 AM c_by_sw "Ultimately, Gottlieb concluded that mind control was not possible."

Sounds like classic Clown disinfo right there. pic.twitter.com/tHC3Xapsth

9/10/2019 4:37:19 AM c_by_sw I heard part of the interview with the book author last night. Wish I'd heard more of it.

9/10/2019 4:46:27 AM bubba_dave1 I wonder about tigers blood. Would drinking both make u have all the powers of all the marvela combined......... 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

9/10/2019 4:59:35 AM robinreitsma1 👀👊👍

9/10/2019 5:00:33 AM 3flyingducks1 Here’s one to fry your brain... what if your reality is completely different to the person next to you...think of it this way...if you you jumped 

consciousness into the person next to you...who’s to say their reality may not necessarily be where you were at that moment...

9/10/2019 5:04:11 AM 3flyingducks1 ...and perhaps somewhere completely different. Just because you see things the way you do doesn’t mean the other person may not be. Similar to The 

Schrödinger theory of the cat in the box! 😳👍

9/10/2019 5:04:15 AM charmanda9 ...and they all lived happily ever after. The end. (Yeah right!)

9/10/2019 5:04:27 AM vintagesquirrel There's a link there to audio.

9/10/2019 5:10:42 AM anneolsen43 Voldemort as we know "flight of death" Subconsciously reminding people about their Fears will result in deep psychological forces

9/10/2019 5:19:37 AM janda_cefalu  pic.twitter.com/wT7mJS32Lu

9/10/2019 5:21:19 AM keith369me As we watch story after story come to light, the truly sick nature of the control structure/enslavement around us becomes so blatantly obvious.  Are 

there any methods that we can employ other than meditation/memes to help accelerate the awakening of the asleep population?

9/10/2019 5:21:28 AM brick_airhedred On a side note: A thought occurred to me that Alan Rickman could possibly be in hiding, not dead...since his death was so sudden. 🤔

9/10/2019 5:25:38 AM sailorpractical This story barely scratches the surface. Why spotlight what looks like a propaganda piece diverting eyes away from the program?

9/10/2019 5:36:08 AM chew_soap Aren’t there like at least 3 new companies named that themselves “tick tock” in some fashion

9/10/2019 5:40:58 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/FiDm9Fj6jU

9/10/2019 5:43:57 AM cumberlandacad2 "Ultimately, Gottlieb concluded that mind control was not possible. After MK-ULTRA shut down . . ."

The leftists at NPR are trying to rewrite history, as usual.

9/10/2019 5:45:55 AM smas111288 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Trafficking/slavery going on since creation  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1171197325441720321 …

9/10/2019 5:47:11 AM bbobbio71 Interesting https://www.dailydot.com/irl/tiktok-human-trafficking-hoax/ …

9/10/2019 5:48:37 AM bbobbio71  https://techcrunch.com/2019/02/27/musical-ly-tiktok-fined-5-7m-by-ftc-for-violating-childrens-privacy-laws-will-update-app-with-age-gate/ …

9/10/2019 5:53:34 AM moirasargent Lumos? 

Child trafficking?

9/10/2019 6:09:12 AM maryschade14 Yes. I am amazed at how quietly info that was common knowledge became buried. 

There was someone who would go to bars..and dose in the 50s. Wonder if this person would take them into Vancouver to certain labs.

9/10/2019 6:12:29 AM ams1167 Can’t believe NPR would cover this.

9/10/2019 6:12:38 AM riley99795809 Benghazi happened on 9/11/12. I think that was important too for events. There is more to what took place than meets the eye.

9/10/2019 6:14:11 AM sicmundusadam Who made the Unicorn trend on every piece of kids clothing in every store?  Its impossible to get away from them.  Its not as if they are a new idea, so 

why now and not in 1986 or 1953?

9/10/2019 6:18:50 AM c_by_sw 👍😊 Thanks!

9/10/2019 6:20:12 AM erinsmyers1 The government, is the enemy. Always. Most of em don't even realize they are doing what they're doing. It gets pretty deep. N the CIA, has proven 

true to what most of them r about. Covering their own asses. Targeting others. From a-z. They'll take it to death. N do.

9/10/2019 6:22:27 AM erinsmyers1 They watch every1. Try to control. Its all about control. And God gave us free will. God's laws r what matters. We don't investigate ourselves. Y shld the 

fed get to? They always find NOTHING. Well I'll put em all out there for every1.

9/10/2019 6:26:38 AM erinsmyers1 They use drugs, but mostly scare tactics, and torture. When their story's out they're done. They already are. Have been. All of em. Our govt is 2 busy 

arguing pointing fingers like fn kindergarteners to focus on the real issues. They have a cure 4 every disease. They created em

9/10/2019 6:29:02 AM moemc8 Wow, good job!  Very nice  Tku!

9/10/2019 6:30:14 AM erinsmyers1 Remember Erin Brokovich? Or...any movie. Any n everything is controlled n monitored by govt. They go against what they stand for tho. Way too 

often. The govt can't even agree. There r multiple branches. Pres. Is just the fall guy. Its crazy.

9/10/2019 6:46:43 AM scents_common Peace is the prize.

9/10/2019 6:49:03 AM charmanda9 Creation.

9/10/2019 6:58:25 AM aest644 This is how we become desensitized to Dangers that surround us. Groups allowed like Antifa  are good examples of what results when people are 

brainwashed into complacency. Be alert and always question!

9/10/2019 6:59:12 AM rachaelangelm I think people he harmed, he harmed their whole family line

9/10/2019 7:01:55 AM zagnett If only Everyone understood the Description of Your Beautiful Account Charmanda9:

"The opposite of war isn’t peace. It’s creation."

A big Life-changer line, possibly for Many, right there. 

Thanks for Being here! You are an Awesome Presence on the Twittz!🥰😍🤓

9/10/2019 7:02:02 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/gWJCR0tmy7

9/10/2019 7:03:02 AM trump_alliance Controlled opposition?

Limited Hangout?

[They] know people are awakening and [they] corral into a different direction of some truth with [their] conclusion to pacify. 

Stay strong fellow Patriots!

9/10/2019 7:05:32 AM davidg02986909 Half truths.  Lies are that MKULTRA was never shut down.  Also they said they couldn't control people's mind.  Another lie.  NPR is the biggest 

government Psyop.  I use to think no commercial programming meant unbiased.  No it just meant all GOVERNMENT programming.



9/10/2019 7:06:05 AM charmanda9 ✨♥❤️🧡💛💚💙💜✨

☁️☁️☁️☁️🔥☁️☁️☁️☁️

☁️☁️☁️☁️😌☁️☁️☁️☁️

☁️☁️☁️☁️🙏☁️☁️☁️☁️

☁️☁️☁️☁️☁️☁️☁️☁️☁️

✨♥❤️🧡💛💚💙💜✨

9/10/2019 7:11:34 AM poppyslovecapu They never stopped⁉️

9/10/2019 7:15:17 AM eskeljoyce I believe it. Everything is corrupt.

9/10/2019 7:27:47 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/9gq1tSwmIp

9/10/2019 7:28:43 AM enomai_ Epstein

9/10/2019 7:33:36 AM vintagesquirrel Yes, always trying to get ahead of the story so they can control the narrative.

9/10/2019 7:33:37 AM enomai_ Vampirism is based off a certain alien race that feeds off of energy.

9/10/2019 7:41:32 AM asdasd26700831 Off topic , but what is the role of mosquitos?

9/10/2019 7:45:38 AM enomai_ Thanks for the disclosure of the Nazis

9/10/2019 7:49:04 AM renee86743676 My mom was bypolar. . for years without taking meds. It was a nightmare

9/10/2019 7:51:47 AM enomai_ Thank you MJTrump+

9/10/2019 8:01:10 AM 1truegovernment Aug Tellez is ok.  Do not worry about him.

9/10/2019 8:03:46 AM jbvs2016 Yes but I do believe the environmental factors/ food plays a huge role in most diseases.

9/10/2019 8:08:58 AM lyle_willis @Lovemypresiden4 “@ this point, What difference does it make?” RE: KILLARY reply to Bengali

9/10/2019 8:10:19 AM quedelumiere There is a Canadian woman who wrote an detailed book on the actual use of real spells in Harry Potter and it’s demonic nature, of course supported by 

facts. I have to find the title will get back...

9/10/2019 8:16:37 AM quedelumiere Well well isn’t it a nice way to identify children in position of weakness, good for trafficking. Any Kincora kids’ parents in there?

9/10/2019 8:20:43 AM quedelumiere At this point I think maybe it’s a yes....

9/10/2019 8:32:01 AM quedelumiere British royal family blood ties with Count Dracula of Romania. He was real not just a fictitious character. pic.twitter.com/h0HHfECsQv

9/10/2019 8:46:04 AM threadreaderapp Hello you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Dear Mr and Mrs America, The Majestic 12 was a secret group of 12 individuals created by 

the United States Government th […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1033476009176301570.html …

See you soon. 🤖

9/10/2019 8:55:04 AM lbf777 Sick fucks. The TV mind control is pretty bad too.

9/10/2019 8:55:31 AM lbf777 Lol at balloon.

9/10/2019 9:18:08 AM sterkinglights1 On point. Very on point.

9/10/2019 9:23:49 AM tyst1ck Yup, the people are fully capable of solving problems. The government does not need to be big.

9/10/2019 9:29:20 AM natureinspace HRC is a Bush isn't she? Oh my gosh I just keep going deeper...

9/10/2019 9:33:53 AM kokoeverett mk ultra celebs say they're bi-polar.  health forum ev1 diagnosed w it🙄Celebrities With Bipolar Disorder. how come my former family Dr. of 25 yrs. 

exam cabinet FILLED w this "medicine" trip over drug reps. hated it. THEY WANT ev1 on anti-depressants. https://www.webmd.com/bipolar-

disorder/ss/slideshow-celebrities-bipolar-disorder …

9/10/2019 9:47:08 AM oo1o110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEeEzLBKroE …

9/10/2019 10:43:45 AM momekool1 “Pasta” like in pedo language??

9/10/2019 10:46:07 AM momekool1 The Navy has an underwater base near San Diego where they do horrific things to children & adults in the name of science.

9/10/2019 10:53:45 AM momekool1 Not cool

9/10/2019 10:57:41 AM momekool1 Are unicorns real??😃🦄lol

9/10/2019 10:58:43 AM omarrshabazz 👑

🗣BIG MAGA HAT

⭕️

@OMARRSHABAZZ

@heyitsCarolyn

@Tj30544071

@Toddscrypto

@trump2020_Maga

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NannyMcTrump

@LadyNY4Ever

@EinsteinMaga

@CountryTisOThee

@Dbargen

@BostonTeaParti

@tenaciousT0296

@dfeetevil

@Blexitgurl

@cove_bella

@salis333

@WilliesGirl4Lyf

@KimPKAG2020 pic.twitter.com/cITzf1AGOt
9/10/2019 11:00:18 AM sheriffruth IFBP

9/10/2019 11:00:56 AM concealcarrygrl FA @Concealcarrygrl

9/10/2019 11:01:06 AM coulterwatch Where is Ann's #MAGA hat?

See Joker: @AnnCoulter Unplugged at  https://bit.ly/2TttHtF .

9/10/2019 11:01:26 AM michaelpaulhei2 IFBP

9/10/2019 11:02:56 AM anonagain3 IFB

9/10/2019 11:09:15 AM thomaspthomson1 Now that’s a MAGA hat. 🇺🇸🦅

9/10/2019 11:13:24 AM kimpkag2020 Hell to the MAGA HAT yeah! 🙌🏻🙌🏻👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/pJ1wEIk80L

9/10/2019 11:13:48 AM kimpkag2020 THANK YOU OMAR! 😘

9/10/2019 11:15:48 AM salis333 Thank you SO much Omarr!!!!!

9/10/2019 11:17:17 AM spitfiretyler1 IFB

9/10/2019 11:18:28 AM x36044911 I'm sure @0HOUR @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy are completely aware of this solid research from #Anons #Anonymous #QAnons, right? Right. 

https://twitter.com/zerost8te/status/1171483901866328064 …

9/10/2019 11:21:24 AM realeyethespy Sadly this doesn’t cover ties to Oak ridge and 1017 majestic drive as well as the GRAIL sequencing

9/10/2019 11:35:31 AM nea_storm Looking forward to the historical story, whenever you are ready! pic.twitter.com/QBwlX3BR8H

9/10/2019 11:40:36 AM enjoysbuying 🙂

9/10/2019 11:41:03 AM mongrelglory 😁

9/10/2019 11:43:04 AM unidentifiedta1 Palantir has gathered valuable Deep-State intel on Bolton. This is why the Administration has been inviting Wolves within their ranks. His action's and 

connections have been tracked. The Hunters have become the Hunted.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/10/2019 11:44:52 AM cosmic_engineer Do they still have the suicide prevention nets outside Foxconn?



9/10/2019 11:46:27 AM mongrelglory The Canadian government made a compensation pay-out several years ago to a small handful of MK-ultra victims who'd been experimented on in 

Montreal and suffered brain damage.  There were many more victims I'm sure!

9/10/2019 11:48:22 AM jrocktigers Amazing what happens when you take lsd in a safe and loving environment.

9/10/2019 11:50:13 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

9/10/2019 11:50:28 AM sch41076287 Unicorns? You mean they are realy exist?

9/10/2019 11:54:38 AM mongrelglory Article corrections:

1. The mind control programs were highly successful.

2. MK-ultra programs were never shut down, but were instead transferred to out of country and black-op sites (such as Montreal).

3. Eventually the need for drugs became obsolete as new technology arose.

9/10/2019 12:07:56 PM ladyny4ever Thank you Omarr! pic.twitter.com/UgsHB70iUk

9/10/2019 12:23:10 PM georgieoshman Tgstvis a cool 😎 MAGA hat.

9/10/2019 12:26:23 PM jag7495 This one never gets old I love it! #Trump2020

9/10/2019 12:29:42 PM mckavitys Let me throw this out there, and I'm by no means am expert. What if time is not a moving thing at all but a fixed framework that we move through?

9/10/2019 12:50:50 PM aagent361 pull....#Q #QAnon @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy #letthegoodtimesroll pic.twitter.com/RjK6EpqlL8

9/10/2019 1:09:17 PM deplorabledvs My neice just came back from puerto rico last month. She was helping the orphanages build housing units with a group. JKR donated money to PR to 

close all the orphanages there. I think she/neice said out of 250 they are only keeping like 25 open.

9/10/2019 1:14:03 PM toddscrypto Hang On Tight it's the #BIGMAGAHAT Train 

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER 

Thank you for this exciting ride and everyone please follow @OMARRSHABAZZ a great Patriot 

And I'll always follow back KAG MAGA pic.twitter.com/1l6L22PomH

9/10/2019 1:14:41 PM starehope Probably not. One can never determine when those 💢LSD💢 flashbacks may occur.

9/10/2019 1:18:08 PM bevans2971 Ifb patriots

9/10/2019 1:21:07 PM terrryiacone @terrryiacone

9/10/2019 1:25:55 PM brenro4 Tag you’re it

9/10/2019 1:27:32 PM ethereal_shaman Since moving to current location I'm drinking flouride every day.  Research Lugol's iodine.  I take 3-5 drops per day to counteract.

You'll be fine.

9/10/2019 1:39:55 PM msavoie Whew ill give you my best and easiest to believe. On Sunday i was leaving my morning prayer and i drove by a golden casket top on the ground. Put the 

car in reverse and got out to find this. Then i hung out with someone new and found out he has the last name as my gram...1/2 

pic.twitter.com/CtlSIJwS1V

9/10/2019 1:42:50 PM oscarvanpb PIG

9/10/2019 1:44:04 PM msavoie Next i figured out the rest of hot stringer at 1255, and the president sent his tweet at 1256, with the gemetria of my birthday. Now a voice is telling me 

to tell everyone i can about Friday... Good times theres even more but that's for later 2/2 pic.twitter.com/piYMQ3gGTA

9/10/2019 2:13:51 PM allahuniversal @Ethereal_Shaman gave the best answer 💯

9/10/2019 2:15:52 PM allahuniversal Oh, and diet for detox helps, of course https://www.healthline.com/health/heavy-metal-detox …

9/10/2019 2:17:38 PM natureinspace Is this the first boom? https://twitter.com/ReconDivision/status/1171532629994164224?s=19 …

9/10/2019 2:19:03 PM natureinspace  https://twitter.com/Natsecjeff/status/1171527125884526597?s=19 …

9/10/2019 2:27:21 PM 11111christian Your nearly correct. A certain type of person.

9/10/2019 2:38:17 PM cromag_19 IFBP pic.twitter.com/nh28U89m0M

9/10/2019 2:49:31 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Midday today it felt as if the timeline shifted towards the Light during this crucial week.

#winning

9/10/2019 3:11:25 PM djlok I think you're right. The world HAS changed!

9/10/2019 3:12:05 PM v_rags Yes! Beamed up to being like this! pic.twitter.com/ccFWsQpb2l

9/10/2019 3:12:14 PM raisethevib369 Because China would never. https://globalnews.ca/news/5399303/china-harvesting-organs-falun-gong/ …

9/10/2019 3:18:08 PM v_rags I was trying to post a gif of Catptain Kirk throwing a rock at the gorn. But Alice blocked it

9/10/2019 3:26:15 PM raisethevib369 Feeding the trolls, cuz trolls need love too 😘 #GotQ? https://www.theepochtimes.com/doctor-uncovers-transplant-industrys-ugliest-truth-after-

heart-patient-drops-a-bombshell_3072555.html/amp?__twitter_impression=true …

9/10/2019 3:42:10 PM hartleymufc IFB Patriots 🇺🇸🇬🇧

#MAGA

#MBGA

9/10/2019 3:47:57 PM cabeck1961 Politicians? Military? Celebrities? News "Reporters"?

Programmed from birth? aka: Born into it?

GHWBush programmed "W"? Jeb? et al...?

Links of Mass Shooters' Families with CIA, Mil-Industrial Complex? SRA? (Satanic Ritual Abuse)

CIA/SRA Program Same?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS

9/10/2019 4:15:24 PM matchnumbers67  https://twitter.com/2larryjohnson7/status/1171209513233453056?s=21 …

9/10/2019 4:24:43 PM asdasd26700831 The unicorn is a legendary creature that has been described since antiquity as a beast with a single large, pointed, spiraling horn projecting from its 

forehead. Wikipedia

9/10/2019 4:37:49 PM raisethevib369 Requiring sources is reasonable. So yes, I get it. However, it's not hard to believe. Not even a little. They harvest organs from LIVING people ON 

DEMAND. Like ordering a sweater from Old Navy. That's sourced.

9/10/2019 4:39:49 PM 11e1ev1n No. tETS is a LARP. I am just saying be careful with 3D3N. He is new to Twitter but he is whole hardily backing tETS and blocking people who warn him 

about tETS. 3D3N is an unknown at the moment. Other LARPs are @bigredwavenow and his group and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/10/2019 4:51:02 PM cabeck1961 Yes! We knew this was coming! Thanks for this Tweet.

Please RT #Patriots #DigitalArmy #Qanons #WWG1GWA #DarkToLight

@John_F_Kennnedy @TheCollectiveQ @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @QAnonPastryChef @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn Next 

#ExonerateGenFlynn @BarbaraRedgate @JosephJFlynn1 https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1171466017123360772 …

9/10/2019 5:10:13 PM quedelumiere Queen Elizabeth is also a descendant of The prophet Muhammad through the marriages between the Spanish Lingdom and the Moorish Kingdom 

during their imvasion of Spain. The Al-Sauds of Saudi Arabia are descendants of the prophet who were Jews before Islam. pic.twitter.com/4d0tLsP1Fv

9/10/2019 5:42:21 PM lone_horse Gottlieb wasn't 100% bad. Here is the Gottlieb bombshell of the 2nd MKUltra team (the Mengele team, which worked on children). This disclosure was 

gained and reported by the good Dr Colin Ross.

 https://youtu.be/2ktZoYvNJzk?t=1922 …

9/10/2019 5:45:50 PM masayukihashim5 How about this? pic.twitter.com/4xrwG67l86

9/10/2019 6:06:13 PM andyr1112 Well if thts it.... thts the butterfly heart symbol pedos use ain't it? In the logo

9/10/2019 6:06:30 PM andyr1112 Ayyyyyy u beat me 2 it

9/10/2019 6:34:45 PM superdave19644 Ifbp pic.twitter.com/bBGseHXFRR

9/10/2019 6:46:11 PM 11e1ev1n Yes!

9/10/2019 6:53:54 PM fedup4usa  https://twitter.com/fedupwarrior4q/status/1171417134804742150?s=21 …

9/10/2019 7:01:17 PM blankmarlo Was suspicious about this account from day one. Seemed like a counter-op against @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/10/2019 7:11:16 PM dynamicres OH $#!^ here's something equally interesting.

@charmanda9 @Turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/RkhUybfXCx



9/10/2019 7:11:55 PM realeyethespy The virus is working. We are linked.

9/10/2019 7:12:44 PM realeyethespy 7:11

9/10/2019 7:21:02 PM dynamicres Radical? or ask the Father?

9/10/2019 8:18:23 PM susan66388204 Yes, and Who brought him here? Hmmm...

9/10/2019 8:41:47 PM emastrro IFBTS

9/10/2019 8:50:45 PM sjlnlgl5451 Ifbp

9/10/2019 8:51:36 PM 11e1ev1n @bigredwavenow and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  are LARPs

9/10/2019 9:37:42 PM woke2008 IFB

9/10/2019 9:39:20 PM achille88630823  https://twitter.com/Achille88630823/status/1171623269142630401?s=20 …

9/10/2019 9:56:16 PM diaptera_80 I thought they all supported eachother. Is this more divide and conquer or is someone compromised?

9/10/2019 10:19:11 PM charmanda9 I think we need to keep our senses, our wits, pay attention, and seek answers within. The answers are there. We need to unlock. Together. Not divided.

9/10/2019 10:33:16 PM mineinate this

9/10/2019 11:18:11 PM gailforce66 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques

Signed in Geneva May 18, 1977

 https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/isn/4783.htm 

9/10/2019 11:18:59 PM gailforce66 Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques

Signed in Geneva May 18, 1977 https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/isn/4783.htm 

9/11/2019 12:04:57 AM crisco2377 Snopes and The Atlantic confirmed this was a hoax?????...gimme a ffffing break!!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @RealEyeTheSpy 

@Jordan_Sather_ @PrisonPlanet https://twitter.com/BBobbio71/status/1171404752908967936 …

9/11/2019 1:43:43 AM tobefrank15 The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test

9/11/2019 1:56:34 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me

9/11/2019 2:21:30 AM alinahere Ditto. 😑👍 That #RedPill just Keeps on Gettin' Bigger & Bigger!! 😉👍😅

#WWG1WGA from #DarkToLIGHT 🙏

ThanQ MJ.

9/11/2019 2:33:56 AM alinahere 😍 ThanQ, just came across yr beautifully Brilliant organized compilation & will print & bind it for Offline Reading. 😉👍 Old School here..😅

I look forward to a Part 2 with continuation of page 619 onward & send YOU many Blessings for that goal. 🙌 RT'd & with follow. #WWG1WGA

9/11/2019 2:51:07 AM politicalwaroom Be sure to follow the best MAGA RAP/HIP-HOP artist in America! A great friend and patriot we are proud to have with the #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

🇺🇸👉 @OMARRSHABAZZ 👈🇺🇸

9/11/2019 3:02:18 AM lbosmenierpmc Followed and RT #TRUMP2020Landside

9/11/2019 3:04:06 AM liberalsblow100  pic.twitter.com/oQXJCz4nLI

9/11/2019 4:23:19 AM gattacus45 cryptic?

9/11/2019 5:49:03 AM mgodfrey99 They have to get ahead of the stories.

9/11/2019 6:05:08 AM blankmarlo MJ12 doesn't usually condemn other accounts outright, they usually just give them enough rope to hang themselves with. Either way Q and POTUS are 

my true north here. Whoever turns on them loses my interest real quick.

9/11/2019 6:13:24 AM diaptera_80 True north can only be the one who delivers. Hillary and Podesta are still roaming free. The world is watching.

9/11/2019 6:20:03 AM urylle Predictive Programming.

9/11/2019 6:40:03 AM blankmarlo I mean my true north is me realistically lol. What the Trump admin has done to fight human trafficking alone is enough for me so far though. I want 

Hillary in chains too but we also could've been in the middle of WW3 rn if Trump hadn't stepped up and beat her.

9/11/2019 7:09:02 AM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/4fdaNZFqwR

9/11/2019 7:19:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

9/11/2019 7:20:48 AM yustein Free ebook https://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewBook?id=1475335149 …

9/11/2019 7:22:32 AM state1union Is this for what we know about 9/11? The Illuminati sacrifice?

9/11/2019 7:23:16 AM unidentifiedta1 Interesting read, but what is the significance of it being in CIA archives? True? Just opinions of that author?

9/11/2019 7:23:54 AM maryschade14 Wasn't/Isn't Springmeier tied with Icke AJones et al? Unable to find the original 13 Families on line anymore..the list was very different from this one.

9/11/2019 7:26:26 AM 64rivergirl Awesome. Thankyou

9/11/2019 7:27:55 AM paytonpatriot Bundy -pg18

Kennedy -pg71

Rockefeller -pg 105

Rothschild -pg114

Disney -pg202

Mcdonald-pg278

9/11/2019 7:29:59 AM enomai_ It's a book to tell you how sick the world you live it.  Don't read it if you can't handle truths

9/11/2019 7:31:43 AM hambrickro 😏 Remember, They obscure the family ties by "farming" out their offspring to other related families. Makes it harder to identify the fruit from a given 

tree 😏

9/11/2019 7:37:37 AM enomai_ He could of been both.

He could of been one of those kids trafficked.

Then, he grew apart of it.

9/11/2019 7:50:59 AM samsmith0319 Everyone needs to read this...👀...

9/11/2019 7:53:00 AM johnquindell I'm sorry, I do not understand what you mean by "cryptic?"

9/11/2019 7:57:46 AM aleks8837 "Whittaker proved that every EM field and potential is a set of ongoing free EM energy flows. However, with its source of potential energy flow 

connected as a load while physical current flows, the closed current loop circuit self-enforces Lorentz symmetry and kills its source.👇

9/11/2019 7:58:06 AM aleks8837 Lorentz regauging symmetry enforced on the model and circuitry ARBITRARILY excludes permissible ASYMMETRIC Maxwellian systems using free 

asymmetric regauging energy to provide COP >1.0 (overunity coefficient of performance). Rigorous proof that discarding the Lorentz condition 👇

9/11/2019 7:58:43 AM aleks8837 produces energy-from-the-vacuum systems is given by Evans et al. , as also by Lehnert and by Lehnert and Roy."

9/11/2019 8:18:05 AM psychicwarsvet Follow all patriots! pic.twitter.com/xd7bW8WDgi

9/11/2019 8:33:53 AM liltilgerlil MSM, google, Facebook etc also

9/11/2019 8:40:00 AM blsdbe 👎👎👎

9/11/2019 8:50:16 AM whoisq1 Unicorns are pure & without sin, like a child. Probably would have outraged a bunch of parents if he was drinking babies blood.

9/11/2019 9:08:33 AM huac2_0 Predictive Programming.

9/11/2019 9:27:02 AM brown_eyedladyj I was told Springmeier, Corsi and Jones were not to be trusted. They are Shills

9/11/2019 9:45:25 AM covertress Isn't "writing" it a misnomer?

To the 3D mind, isn't the Language of Creation a language of sound, light or color and shapes or symbols?

The Language of Scalar Waves? pic.twitter.com/47D0Wfuooe

9/11/2019 9:54:03 AM deb12233 They do relish considering themselves elite, don’t they? Their weakness is one of the main hooks they use to try to entrap others—making them feel 

special.  How do you think all those corrupt IC guys happened?



9/11/2019 10:01:19 AM karina89350882 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Memoranda for the President on 9/11: Time for False Flag Deep State Truth! UPDATE 19: Israel Did It with Cheney & Mueller [New Book Indicts FBI In 

Detail]

 https://phibetaiota.net/2018/07/memorandums-for-the-president-on-9-11-experts-say-what-the-9-11-commission-was-too-corrupt-to-address/ …

9/11/2019 10:09:06 AM carolin15161363 There is a lot of information about the Rockefellers and the development of New York City. In Washington Square Park the arch monument framed the 

twin towers beautifully.

9/11/2019 10:09:52 AM carolin15161363 I wish there was more info on the Collins family here.

9/11/2019 10:11:23 AM covertress For those who would like to read more, the pages linked above begin at page 22 in this book (not at pdf p 22.)

.

 https://mega.nz/#!LOogRa6D!jBpg8x2hkrZ4-spAszTLsneBc2Iu_t_9VB4ske7oZlQ …

.. pic.twitter.com/0YVABggdiM

9/11/2019 10:24:04 AM senorcoconut_ They knew he was the dark lord yet took blood money anyway

9/11/2019 10:24:08 AM maryschade14 They are very much so. An easy way to tell is now their info is the only info. Li as Euro royalty..Li is AOS Red Dragon or White Dragon..

9/11/2019 10:26:19 AM turboxyde [322] ]911[

9/11/2019 10:29:32 AM charmanda9 🤩 L💛VE 🤩

9/11/2019 10:33:00 AM covertress Yes, I love reading new things that unlock the mystery in Majestic 12 tweets. 😍

9/11/2019 10:52:39 AM jimmysean29 Followed all

9/11/2019 11:01:08 AM bbobbio71 I've heard it being said several times lately on Rush Limbaugh. 

Heck,  I myself have been saying it. 

How Majestic is that!

9/11/2019 11:03:38 AM pvg0015 322... s&b? @Turboxyde

🤔

9/11/2019 11:05:01 AM turboxyde A portion of the Elite's control structure... dig! pic.twitter.com/P8MeymCKYA

9/11/2019 11:13:22 AM scott_rick Robert Mahue worked with the MOB/CIA and helped kidnap Hughes.... wow!  I thought he was a good guy

9/11/2019 11:16:18 AM mrcryptojones This book needs to be read by all Patriots. Red Pill yourself and get woke to the world we've been living in.

The Great Awakening!!!

WWG1WGA

9/11/2019 12:08:38 PM jonesy4671 Well its 9/11/19...anything gonna happen?

9/11/2019 12:13:01 PM cintrony 🇺🇸💕Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 RT/IFB❤️🌟 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

#September11 #PatriotsUnited 🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/tejVzsTBQI

9/11/2019 12:13:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome Withdrawl = Natural Causes https://twitter.com/axios/status/1171861743074729984 …

9/11/2019 12:13:48 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/j8KJeUh63B

9/11/2019 12:13:57 PM rachaelangelm He is picking T.Bones

9/11/2019 12:14:26 PM richzen2 Literally died or just age regressed?

9/11/2019 12:14:54 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Z0r9P9Sxbp

9/11/2019 12:16:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Transformed.

As planned.

As intended.

As executed.

Many in Government support the National Security Police State that was created because they directly benefit financially from the unchecked 

corruption. https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1171790409493860353 …

9/11/2019 12:16:43 PM saintonit WE WIN.

9/11/2019 12:16:57 PM stormystorm10 I mean look at his name .... lol

9/11/2019 12:17:39 PM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/rUyy8zMFyj

9/11/2019 12:17:46 PM werascending So they can’t live without it? Then we are going to see a lot of these sickos dying!

9/11/2019 12:18:34 PM covertress Can we expect any other big names to pass soon in a similar fashion?

How about Kissinger?

9/11/2019 12:19:28 PM 1_decided_voter If a billionaire can't get any, then supply must be very scarce, which would seem to bode well for our future.

9/11/2019 12:19:46 PM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/5D2lnmQ0N8

9/11/2019 12:20:30 PM werascending So true! 🤬

9/11/2019 12:20:59 PM gi6stars Let the demons die.

#SaveTheChildren #SaveTheBabies

9/11/2019 12:21:31 PM vesicapieces Or he was 91?

9/11/2019 12:21:32 PM covertress It's a hot commodity off planet.

ETs likely have priority due to their technology.

9/11/2019 12:22:03 PM k10041144 He was 91 we should all be so lucky

9/11/2019 12:22:34 PM covertress Bush & Clinton are related. 🤢

9/11/2019 12:22:38 PM girlawakeinca Thank you MJ12 for your guidance. I’m learning through archiving & then learning again.

9/11/2019 12:22:40 PM state1union The sadistic National Security Act!  To hide their crimes against Humanity Act?

9/11/2019 12:24:37 PM michael81972 91 on 91119

9/11/2019 12:24:58 PM allahuniversal Could be. Idk though. If I was a tycoon, I'd live a lot longer than 91.

9/11/2019 12:25:09 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/11/2019 12:25:32 PM joni_apple_seed 9 11 also woke and continues to wake a lot of people up to reality. pic.twitter.com/qibdz65vJ9

9/11/2019 12:26:07 PM nea_storm Now What Would Be the Odds of That? Zero (-0-) Death & Taxes:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcktbuVgHvw … pic.twitter.com/UcWR6FoADv

9/11/2019 12:28:22 PM mortgageguy111 Whoaa.......

9/11/2019 12:29:22 PM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/0V9tI3Gjq1

9/11/2019 12:30:03 PM yustein Or just faked his death?

9/11/2019 12:31:00 PM sch41076287 Thank you for answer ☺

9/11/2019 12:31:09 PM wishfulldreamz How about this one? pic.twitter.com/tu68zYETyc

9/11/2019 12:31:14 PM irah_chandler He was also 91 do you have any proof that he did adrenachrome?

9/11/2019 12:31:52 PM boxcarbum You really think someone dying at 91 is that suspicious?

9/11/2019 12:33:15 PM werascending Thank you!

9/11/2019 12:33:28 PM joni_apple_seed These are two different books, correct?

9/11/2019 12:34:27 PM werascending I know! I thought she was looking pretty rough! Thank you for sharing!🙏🙏🙏

9/11/2019 12:34:43 PM keith369me Hopefully 911-91 takes fossil fuels to their death as well.

9/11/2019 12:36:59 PM keith369me How many MJs attended?

9/11/2019 12:37:52 PM hawkgirlinmn Does ANYONE in government have a real set of morals and values above the almighty dollar?!

9/11/2019 12:38:29 PM fightforamerica To Hell with them all.

9/11/2019 12:39:36 PM keith369me Rand Paul, perhaps

9/11/2019 12:40:39 PM alovesublime  https://www.fulcrumnews.com/blog/2018/8/28/understanding-adrenochrome-and-political-elite-rituals …



9/11/2019 12:40:44 PM lorieve Read something a few years ago about Hillary actually being Barb and George Sr's daughter, Robin who was supposed to have died as a child. Crazier 

things have happened.

9/11/2019 12:41:26 PM hawkgirlinmn I would be happy if there was even someone with a moderate grasp of ethics at this point.

9/11/2019 12:42:40 PM brick_airhedred A lot of old, old, rich ppl have been dying lately.

9/11/2019 12:45:11 PM covertress Bush and Obama are related. 🤢 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2008/mar/26/barackobama.hillaryclinton …

9/11/2019 12:45:37 PM joni_apple_seed  https://stoplies.org/nikola-tesla-deathbed-confessions-photos-support-claims-george-h-scherff-jr-41st-u-s-president-george-bush/ …

#ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @GregRubini @Faithfulmom4 pic.twitter.com/N4D4SFiePW

9/11/2019 12:45:53 PM covertress Bush and Hillary are related. 🤢 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2443961/Jenna-Bush-Hillary-Clinton-related-marriage-uncle-Bill--George-W-

Bushs-brother-mother.html …

9/11/2019 12:47:22 PM girlawakeinca I love your correlations. Always 💫👊

9/11/2019 12:48:04 PM covertress If true, that would explain Hillary's SRA.

9/11/2019 12:49:07 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/11/2019 12:50:02 PM bbobbio71 Look at what's happening to the big name Dems.  Falling all over themselves

9/11/2019 12:51:36 PM nick85houston Many people were involved in the attacks on 9/11. Many more had pre-knowledge. But who was most responsible? Whose brainchild was it truly?

9/11/2019 12:52:45 PM freestateojones Smoking Gun(s). pic.twitter.com/rsrt2eKHXt

9/11/2019 12:55:23 PM jeezy_pe Obama is also related to Hitler. Where’s that trump post where he alluded to this...

9/11/2019 12:56:21 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/pnbwu0OdjZ

9/11/2019 1:05:27 PM lorieve Crowley's granddaughter, moonchild.... Yeah, would explain much.

9/11/2019 1:06:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Strange alien world found to have water vapor and possibly rain clouds https://www.space.com/water-vapor-rain-clouds-exoplanet-k2-18b.html …

9/11/2019 1:07:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 DNA Company Tampered With Results, Former Employees Say  https://www.bloombergquint.com/bq-blue-exclusive/dna-company-orig3n-tampered-

with-results-former-employees-say …

9/11/2019 1:07:38 PM lordconcave Muh aliens...

9/11/2019 1:07:42 PM yustein @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @OnEdgeOfWonder @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @FBI @david_wilcock 

@blueavians @davidicke pic.twitter.com/8XjVpqTSgJ

9/11/2019 1:08:12 PM covertress Oh, my! Read this.

If Hillary is truly a High Priestess, your scenario is quite plausible.

From the book linked here by Majestic 12: pic.twitter.com/PoMWEtArCt

9/11/2019 1:08:58 PM paytonpatriot Ok so we find planets that could maintain life. How does the human race get there without feeling the harsh effects of space?

9/11/2019 1:08:59 PM ygwiryn Unable to read without the $149 subscription fee.

9/11/2019 1:09:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Puhhlease....Note to DS/Mockingbird media: we aren’t sheeple anymore.

9/11/2019 1:09:55 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/boer-goats.html …

9/11/2019 1:10:09 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/boer-goats.html …

9/11/2019 1:10:25 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/Strange-things-Goats.html …

9/11/2019 1:10:29 PM keith369me Drip drip, Disclosure

9/11/2019 1:12:14 PM 1_decided_voter Blocked by paywall.

9/11/2019 1:13:00 PM connieeasttexas Anything less than public execution is unacceptable. Please Mr. President, allow everyone to see that justice works both ways and this will never 

happen again. We want to see them all. We missed Poppy Bush and No Name which I would have enjoyed. @realDonaldTrump @bigredwavenow

9/11/2019 1:13:45 PM allahuniversal Minus a pay wall, maybe https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-11/dna-company-orig3n-tampered-with-results-former-employees-

say …

9/11/2019 1:14:08 PM covertress If Obama is related to the Rothschilds, he's related to Hitler. pic.twitter.com/Jl8FB9g8o9

9/11/2019 1:14:29 PM ideclarefreedom Thank you!💜🧡💚

9/11/2019 1:14:29 PM leslieau7 And statement comes out from Georgy boy 

Lamenting his passing..

Good greif...I couldn't stand to see him today w/ Cheney ..laying wreath..

It made me ill.

9/11/2019 1:15:39 PM zoolander39 There are some things money can’t buy, like health for example. People die of old age and illnesses related to old age. Part of life cycle. 🤷♂️

9/11/2019 1:15:41 PM smith_jere Will there soon be an epidemic? That would be lovely.

9/11/2019 1:17:30 PM allahuniversal Thought about that after typing, I agree, money can't buy health. Time does. Idk what his full diet was, his mobility, environmental factors, etc. I do 

know that he was one of [them]

9/11/2019 1:18:16 PM laurabusse Good read thus far

Jefferson was in the Illuminati

According to the book

And Ben Franklin was a Satanist

😬😬😬

9/11/2019 1:18:23 PM vesicapieces Dick Cheney has a mechanical heart

9/11/2019 1:18:52 PM lorieve Have suspected this for a long moment.

9/11/2019 1:20:00 PM blsdbe Wow, MJ...ALICE is really working hard to suppress comments on your posts. Apparently 31 comments but I can only see 3? pic.twitter.com/i4Jlw0errZ

9/11/2019 1:20:58 PM kryan92185384 Thank you!

9/11/2019 1:21:38 PM texasqpatriot So TBP was one of the satanic pedos?

9/11/2019 1:21:40 PM windydaysfarm 😢

9/11/2019 1:21:44 PM melhuses 🧐

9/11/2019 1:21:47 PM biowolf78 Vapor!? Quick, ban it!!

9/11/2019 1:22:10 PM seeker229  https://www.adrenochromelabs.com/ 

9/11/2019 1:22:25 PM blsdbe Following. pic.twitter.com/NmQucSyriA

9/11/2019 1:22:36 PM 1_decided_voter The point being that these companies aren't in business to give you meaningful results, they're in the business to collect your DNA data. Right?

9/11/2019 1:24:41 PM windydaysfarm 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 No S--t!!

9/11/2019 1:25:06 PM 1centralcaligal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://allnewspipeline.com/Epstein_Victim_Claims_Biden_McCain_Jonathan_Luna.php …

They are ALL CONNECTED, even RR!!

9/11/2019 1:25:18 PM lenartjoe Feels like we have a governor on the accelerator keeping advanced technology disclosure at 15mph when even the most car sick prone can handle 40.

9/11/2019 1:26:13 PM 1_decided_voter Should we still be expecting some big event today?

9/11/2019 1:27:00 PM blsdbe #ThanQ

9/11/2019 1:27:13 PM vintagesquirrel I honestly don't understand why people willingly give away their DNA. We really have been dumbed down. pic.twitter.com/eytWvRcco6

9/11/2019 1:27:18 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/0iPvaObNKF

9/11/2019 1:27:27 PM laurabusse Exactly

9/11/2019 1:29:01 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/P5oBvC72pm

9/11/2019 1:31:33 PM 22war11w12 Potential for vape tourism?



9/11/2019 1:33:20 PM realityloominng Pretty sure that Illuminati was nothing like the one we all know and love

9/11/2019 1:35:27 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/gAR3yX5kVy

9/11/2019 1:37:39 PM rocktobersky Yes, But I Rather Have The Info Available without Having to Pay for It.

9/11/2019 1:37:55 PM realityloominng Big eye opener. Maybe most of the cabal signed their own death warrant, by agreeing to play along without their adrenochrome?🤔

When they're all dead, we get the full storm + MOAB?

9/11/2019 1:39:31 PM rocktobersky Any Chance That The Same Thing Has Happened with Other Companies like 23 And Me and Ancestry?!

9/11/2019 1:40:12 PM realityloominng Maybe that is what we have been seeing for years, and not secret tribunals brother

9/11/2019 1:40:51 PM rocktobersky Are Facebook, Google And Cornell University In Any Way Connected to DNA Testing Companies?!

9/11/2019 1:45:40 PM realityloominng Off planets have sources besides Earth, no?

9/11/2019 1:45:49 PM susan66388204 They are dead bc they were CUT OFF from adenochrome otherwise they would still be kept alive by IT

9/11/2019 1:47:13 PM covertress If they have humans.

9/11/2019 1:48:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peace is the prize. https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1090038383391449088 …

9/11/2019 1:49:25 PM yustein Look at that face... pic.twitter.com/ZfrJXhjJJI

9/11/2019 1:51:14 PM lbf777 Price of...?

9/11/2019 1:52:15 PM herstarz 😳 Why would a vaping shop have a name like that...? JIC, I didn't enter. I don't want someone knocking on my door.

9/11/2019 1:52:26 PM phreatomagnetic Peace sells, but who's buying?

9/11/2019 1:54:01 PM lovelight5d i heard they couldn't

9/11/2019 1:54:52 PM realityloominng Exactly! So will someone just force the Q already, hand everyone a spaceship, free energy etc., so we can kick alien-slaver ***, and sleep peacefully at 

night on earth as we grovel about Space Force keeping us safe?

9/11/2019 1:56:31 PM covertress If ETs have replication technology, why do they need adrenochrome from humans? 🤔

9/11/2019 1:56:38 PM lovelight5d omg

9/11/2019 1:57:12 PM the_fjalar 9/11

#NeverForget pic.twitter.com/5pufnaanl1

9/11/2019 1:57:51 PM beaux4christ Yep symbolism is gonna be there downfall. That butterfly looks like the comet ping pong pizza place the one at the center of pizza gate

9/11/2019 1:59:22 PM johnsville14 Is your statement meant to be taken literally? Is adrenochrome withdrawal deadly like Benzodiazapenes?

9/11/2019 2:00:35 PM war_w01f Doesn't it rain on Venus???

9/11/2019 2:04:52 PM lorieve What chance would she have?

And yet, I am believing for her redemption.

9/11/2019 2:06:34 PM realityloominng Body doubles? Important fake deaths?

9/11/2019 2:07:22 PM covertress Hillary's redemption?

Anything is possible in her next life.

9/11/2019 2:12:54 PM samsmith0319 Yes it is...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

9/11/2019 2:13:54 PM qurioser  pic.twitter.com/Gg9RNcfaHu

9/11/2019 2:14:01 PM rachaelangelm You’re fired

9/11/2019 2:15:37 PM samsmith0319 Sounds like faulty product / scam on promised accurate results...👀...

9/11/2019 2:22:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Peace-keeping mission or are you being sarcastic?

9/11/2019 2:25:27 PM hawkgirlinmn Considering the date of the Twatter tweet, I’ll go with telling sarcasm.

9/11/2019 2:26:15 PM wyatt251 👁 capt world peace

9/11/2019 2:26:59 PM _369311119 K2-18 b

1111-911

9/11/2019 2:27:58 PM _369311119 911-2020

9/11/2019 2:28:11 PM nea_storm Now What Would Be the Odds of That? Zero (-0-) Death & Taxes:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcktbuVgHvw … …

12:26 PM - 11 Sep 2019 pic.twitter.com/0nhKIYeHh8

9/11/2019 2:28:13 PM covertress Three Bolton aides submit their resignations at White House

 https://mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKCN1VW24P … pic.twitter.com/CgcYyWOlFc

9/11/2019 2:28:24 PM dase_tex Thanks for the ride!! Much appreciated! pic.twitter.com/rwNg9cJLsG

9/11/2019 2:30:24 PM n_amersolutions Hey.. 91...not a bad run.

9/11/2019 2:30:40 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Y76TYdqjo9

9/11/2019 2:31:14 PM tyetyler1 Can't happen soon enough, IMO.

9/11/2019 2:35:17 PM kindeandtrue I'm not sure if Pompeo's idea of "peace" is real peace.

9/11/2019 2:35:24 PM dark2light2019 Epstein info still hasn’t surfaced... he spoke of insiminating women all over with his “seed” where is the new info on zorro ranch?

9/11/2019 2:45:26 PM der_wanderer8 Harvesting "Funnier"? pic.twitter.com/aXcxvUonLX

9/11/2019 2:45:27 PM deb12233 Reminiscent of:

...for even Satan fashioneth himself into an angel of light. It is no great thing therefore if his ministers also fashion themselves as ministers of 

righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works. 2 Corinthians 11:14-15

9/11/2019 2:46:01 PM tammymckeever MJ12...connecting with previous conversation about drinking blood of Unicorns (babies)...is consuming Adrenochrome equivalent to drinking Unicorn 

blood?  Or would these be 2 separate classifications of depravity?  (with the later having some parasite entity attached to you).

9/11/2019 2:47:46 PM deb12233 for the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh, but mighty before God to the casting down of strongholds; casting down imaginations, & every 

high thing that is exalted against the knowledge of God, & bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ; 2 Cor. 10

9/11/2019 2:48:32 PM wildhor52319908 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@GoodSaltyDog

9/11/2019 2:49:00 PM tammymckeever Are we still on track for world peace where the US can and will share technologies with nations that are on board?  Of course, we still have a lot of 

cleanup to do ourselves...will 70% of Congress be removed in 2019?

9/11/2019 2:56:16 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2loe22 

9/11/2019 2:57:54 PM girlawakeinca Check out @FB1owing’s time stamp ☝💫

9/11/2019 2:58:22 PM kathysmith2k7 Bahaha thats funny:)

9/11/2019 3:00:21 PM madrabbit917 I don't believe any of them. You can't trust a thing they say and what good is another planet gonna be to us, anyway?

9/11/2019 3:06:50 PM tyetyler1 And here you are on Twitter...

9/11/2019 3:07:56 PM honorbound1974 Woooooaaaahhhh!!!

9/11/2019 3:08:24 PM cintrony #NeverForget #Benghazi #Honor911

Thanks for including me...Appreciate it! @COL3v17 RT/FB 🇺🇸 ♥️ #KAG2020

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER

9/11/2019 3:17:18 PM freeandoriginal All of them ???!!!!! 😱

9/11/2019 3:19:05 PM reelect20 👇Check out This👇RT🔃 http://bit.ly/2KmHbaM 

9/11/2019 3:21:53 PM bdab28 Says 53 comments, only 17 visible hahaha jokes on you twitter

9/11/2019 3:26:25 PM cosmotopper6 And Ponies!!!

9/11/2019 3:27:22 PM krantzberg58 No, but think about it.....Henry Kissinger has been 80 for 30 years???? How bout Warren Buffet; another creepy dude that doesn't age. The Queen? 

How can she possibly still be alive? She must be 150....🤣🤣🤣



9/11/2019 3:36:17 PM realclaywilcox When I imagine SAP’s, I think about needing to control what SAP “orders” get approved and paid. I think of it as a service that has to be strictly 

controlled and I believe that when all those seats are filled with Patriots then you have #PanicInDC @NatReconOfc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/qd0kWPIw7m

9/11/2019 3:36:22 PM covertress Go to Notifications, Advanced Filters and make sure all are unchecked.

9/11/2019 3:36:56 PM mgodfrey99 Okay:  Being taken out for harm of children aka dying of natural causes.

9/11/2019 3:39:38 PM blugurl3 why cant killary die of "natural causes" then?? or even unnatural?

9/11/2019 3:44:02 PM youstinksoap End goal = everyone is free from $ slavery?

9/11/2019 3:52:38 PM matchnumbers67 Freemason Saturnian ritual.

9/11/2019 4:02:41 PM primad57 Mine as well also schizophrenic. Survived a horrifying childhood

9/11/2019 4:06:10 PM _tracy_neal So true

9/11/2019 4:09:35 PM rachaelangelm Yes. Dang it. Bro Fritz wrote a fuzzy logic book. What dna trigger is one on?

9/11/2019 4:15:45 PM star_counter9 Right?! There's no way that old jewel encrusted lizard is the age they say she is!

9/11/2019 4:17:39 PM michael_s_ander Meaning they are using adrenochrome to artifically prolong their lives. Adrenochrome coming from children being tortured. Metaphorical vampires 

essentially.

9/11/2019 4:29:39 PM kritikil1  pic.twitter.com/FojHs8JUQl

9/11/2019 4:37:55 PM realitycheck05 do we already know the chevron code? pic.twitter.com/svCgwmdjqR

9/11/2019 4:42:54 PM rachaelangelm  https://youtu.be/A6hYfyLbG5c  Astor = Schmidt

9/11/2019 4:48:21 PM big_simp Totally fake.

CGI crap

9/11/2019 4:49:03 PM kathyni93017255 It will become the sign of one love -  pedophilia. If you wear a unicorn, you will be signaling that you want to have sex with adults. These people are 

sick!!!

9/11/2019 4:58:13 PM batespm4abbey Earth2?!?

9/11/2019 5:00:40 PM 313looper Afghanistan 🇦🇫 Peace ✌🏻.

9/11/2019 5:03:56 PM 313looper Iran is next ...!

9/11/2019 5:13:16 PM sterkinglights1 Likely farmed.

9/11/2019 5:15:40 PM n_amersolutions Thank you... good stuff

9/11/2019 5:20:18 PM crt14361013 🤔🤨

9/11/2019 5:27:24 PM chaele3 Q & A WITH TANK  https://projectspeak.net/q-a-with-tank  via @speakprojectM 

Tonight:9:00 eastern.

Come find out the truth! 

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@prayingmedic

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@411America

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Aldo_9111 pic.twitter.com/MlPOiHbFev
9/11/2019 5:28:14 PM rghardy3 There is much Au Bon Pain happening

behind the scenes.

we just don't hear about it.

9/11/2019 5:49:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "We celebrate." https://twitter.com/ICRC/status/1171333101957636096 …

9/11/2019 5:49:43 PM keith369me His sphere of influence has been reduced to the anus of his handlers.  Bye bye warmonger.

9/11/2019 5:51:11 PM chris_alfieri this is anxiety inducing

9/11/2019 5:51:54 PM dbargen Thanks for including me! pic.twitter.com/oJNnnuCJMm

9/11/2019 5:52:30 PM keith369me Hate to say it, but if you have a wanderer small child, use a harness/leash.  I’m now not so embarrassed that I did so at Disney Workd knowing what I 

know now.

9/11/2019 5:52:43 PM mountainminder We will heal each and every one of them, by God.

9/11/2019 5:52:56 PM dbargen 💹FOLLOW LIMIT STRATEGY

After following 5000 Twitter restricts you from following more than 10% more than follow you

Solution: UNFOLLOW anyone who has not reciprocated

Shift blue check verified accounts to private lists as you unfollow them

A Twitter mgmt app can speed cleanup pic.twitter.com/XG63IwZQvy
9/11/2019 5:53:03 PM jvan125 🥺 One of my twins stayed on a water ride longer than he should have at an amusement park a few years ago when he was 9 and it was the most 

horrific thing I’ve ever experienced. I can’t imagine. This video is heartbreaking and I thank GOD my child was found safe.

9/11/2019 5:53:50 PM jvan125 My twins wore backpack leashes until about 5. Best purchase I ever made.

9/11/2019 5:57:36 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/1zEOMqDLwP

9/11/2019 5:58:10 PM djlok Yeah it really is.  But at least when people learn the truth, they will be glad that the past is behind us.

9/11/2019 6:02:09 PM kindeandtrue The Red Cross should be thoroughly investigated, as should @USAID.

9/11/2019 6:06:56 PM bearwithme24 Dick Cheney has no heart.  😎

9/11/2019 6:09:03 PM wildhor52319908  https://twitter.com/phTokJp/status/1171729782561619968?s=20 …

9/11/2019 6:12:10 PM wildhor52319908  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_sexual_abuse_by_UN_peacekeepers …

9/11/2019 6:12:26 PM wildhor52319908 17

9/11/2019 6:13:29 PM youstinksoap I have twins as well, lost 1 in the grocery store when they were around 5, the other one had anxiety attacks about it happening again every time we 

went anywhere for years...

this video makes me feel ill.  😡

9/11/2019 6:14:00 PM wildhor52319908 investigation revealed in 2017 that more than 100 United Nations (UN) peacekeepers ran a child sex ring in Haiti over a 10-year period and none were 

ever jailed.

9/11/2019 6:15:08 PM wildhor52319908 Canadian government analysis

Internal Canadian government documents reports dated 2016 suggest that The United Nations has "glaring gaps" in its procedures for tracking and 

prosecuting peacekeepers accused of exploitation and sexual abuse,

9/11/2019 6:15:14 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me

9/11/2019 6:15:18 PM wildhor52319908 and that only a small fraction of cases may be reported.

9/11/2019 6:17:10 PM jvan125 It really hits home, doesn’t it? And now knowing who has been responsible in many cases is even harder to comprehend. Those you trust the most is 

right. Congrats on double trouble!!! It’s an amazing experience for sure. Mine are 12 now and so much fun 🙏🏻❤️✨ #IdenticalBoysRule

9/11/2019 6:20:55 PM wildhor52319908 Hunters become the Hunted Q

9/11/2019 6:29:32 PM dark2light2019 These people are sick and real

9/11/2019 6:34:14 PM lvx1132 Parents fault for either trusting too easily or not watching their child.

9/11/2019 6:35:38 PM nlrunyon36 Looks like a young Kaptain Kangaroo...lol

9/11/2019 6:40:03 PM thecamp_bell divine justice time if the damn breaks



9/11/2019 6:44:28 PM nurseniceyes It is because DNA is dynamic...and a mosaic.

9/11/2019 6:58:09 PM howdoyoumakeah1 But will Celine Dion's heart go on?

9/11/2019 7:00:09 PM mongrelglory I read that whole book one night during one of my obsessive moments.  Discovered that my Grandpa's lineage (Lee or Li) was one of the Illuminati 

bloodlines...I think he came from the "poor fisherman-peasant" side of the family. 😏

9/11/2019 7:00:36 PM youstinksoap They are so much fun, I agree!  I have 1 of each, they will be 16 in a couple of days.  ♥️

9/11/2019 7:01:57 PM mongrelglory I had read that Bill and Hillary are distant cousins too.  They're an advertisement against in-breeding...

9/11/2019 7:02:48 PM ygwiryn Thank you 😊

9/11/2019 7:02:50 PM mongrelglory I'm so sorry for him...NOT! 😒

9/11/2019 7:08:38 PM adamwestleyric2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where do you want to go Fishing?

9/11/2019 7:11:57 PM 1centralcaligal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, T. Boone Pickens has died also. My my, how these  very old farts drop like flies without the adrenochrome!!

9/11/2019 7:18:38 PM boonieheart Hhhhmmm

9/11/2019 7:18:42 PM 320revelation Not getting there anytime soon.

9/11/2019 7:22:01 PM girlawakeinca Maybe more like impenetrable like CERN HQ?

9/11/2019 7:38:11 PM johnnybmaga1 Keep them in constant fear. The Red Cross, working for the Cabal for over 100 years pic.twitter.com/58LONy81W1

9/11/2019 7:49:58 PM kidge6 Not just government.

9/11/2019 8:01:33 PM jkmaalouf Red cross are traffickers & thieves

9/11/2019 8:11:50 PM francoissmc I don’t know why people state this as fact! One can speculate, but don’t state something you can’t prove!

9/11/2019 8:18:47 PM kidge6 75% still are.

9/11/2019 8:31:08 PM carolin15161363 My 5 year old followed someone she thought she knew through a crowd of thousands. I can't tell you how long it took us to locate her. All I can say is it 

is a miracle I didn't drop dead from a heart attack. I've never felt terror like that ever. I can't imagine not finding her.

9/11/2019 8:55:58 PM mongrelglory The researcher spends most of the article saying why the planet "couldn't possibly" support lifeforms on the surface because it's mostly a gaseous 

envelope.  He claims our spaceships would be crushed by the pressure if they tried to land on the planet.  He's so certain! 😎

9/11/2019 9:05:23 PM mongrelglory They are such sadistic bastards!  MJ-12, please tell me these "charities" will be exposed for all their crimes!  I've been giving my hard-earned money to 

Unicef, WWF, The International Red Cross, and the likes since I was a young teenager, thinking I was helping people... 😠

9/11/2019 9:07:02 PM lauralvsmyland 😭😭😭

9/11/2019 9:11:12 PM lauralvsmyland Stop giving them your money. There are plenty of people in your community that need your help.

9/11/2019 9:14:14 PM lauralvsmyland We do not celebrate EVER! 

This needs to STOP NOW!

This needs to STOP NOW!

This needs to STOP NOW!

9/11/2019 9:14:25 PM willyfunkmaker No Boom today! 9/11/19

9/11/2019 9:16:10 PM mongrelglory Oh, believe me, I stopped years ago! 👀

9/11/2019 9:17:10 PM ajamison4517 Switzerland is only neutral, because it is actually a Headquarters of (them). Big Masonic related HQ.

9/11/2019 9:24:28 PM c3inoc Tag them like endangered species and remove the tag when they become citizens...problem solved

9/11/2019 9:27:48 PM anbezedua Painful to watch

9/11/2019 9:29:29 PM 1crazy_toaster I wouldn't give anyone a sample of my DNA, not with A.I. prophets doing who knows what with A.I. Robots.

9/11/2019 9:36:38 PM mongrelglory Having worked with DNA in labs, I know how easy it is to contaminate samples and get screwed-up results.  I never trusted a commercial company to 

do it right anyways.  Let alone not wanting to give the Cabal a genetic data-base for creating eugenics weapons! 😒

9/11/2019 9:47:23 PM quedelumiere Oh my how precious! Thank you!

9/11/2019 9:48:51 PM whisperz777 my guess, would be ... yes.

9/11/2019 9:52:10 PM aruth85655013 I would never trust the red cross! The are the biggest traffckers! Evil deep state organization!!

9/11/2019 9:53:13 PM elfm0d3 Ask Sergey Brin and his WIFE Anne Wojcicki pic.twitter.com/T7jtzGf6ma

9/11/2019 10:00:55 PM ladyo_thelight The process would likely take more time than they'd like..you'd have to transfer data,the soul,from the first host to the second. Versus..prolonging the 

original for their mission.Higher ups are likely replicated for many but small fish have only one mission..Why waste resources?

9/11/2019 10:10:09 PM wearediamonds2 My dad and I would go shopping and I would repeatedly lose him. It was very odd...he would vanish. I'd search the whole store, heart pounding from 

fear. Eventually, he'd just be browsing somewhere as if nothing happened.

9/11/2019 10:16:44 PM enomai_ Sickos

9/11/2019 10:46:10 PM epkman 3562

 

What Is the Red Cross Doing with All Those Cash Pallets? 

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

30 Jul 2019 - 2:27:42 PM

 https://twitter.com/BattleBornThom/status/1156195876093612032 …📁

Logical Q.

I would celebrate too.
9/11/2019 10:49:57 PM epkman Moon of Jupiter prime candidate for alien life after water ...

 https://www.theguardian.com/science/2018/may/14/ …...

9/11/2019 10:52:07 PM epkman Natural 'cause' he couldn't get anymore?😷

9/11/2019 11:03:48 PM yustein Yes they are.

9/11/2019 11:04:11 PM fornodan He kinda looks like epstein tbh

9/11/2019 11:11:56 PM epkman And fleecing the tax payer...💸💸💸💸

9/11/2019 11:45:42 PM ewolsj One day, many years ago, the government wanted everyone's DNA but realized they'd have a hell of a time collecting it, so plan B? SELL IT TO THE 

PEOPLE. Same with Lifelog, the day DARPA "closed" it, Facebook was announced and now the PTB have ALL our info

9/12/2019 12:02:47 AM harri_bergeron  pic.twitter.com/c4tOeUgMp0

9/12/2019 1:42:55 AM 11111christian You are partly correct. What else is in SWITZERLAND.

9/12/2019 1:54:53 AM allonkid  https://twitter.com/Johnheretohelp/status/1154069599383621632?s=19 …

9/12/2019 2:10:55 AM sverhaque Where can we download it ? I don't find any link on this page. 🤔🤷♂️🙏

9/12/2019 3:46:00 AM yustein My link is only for Apple devices only unfortunately. The first link should work since it is a PDF.

9/12/2019 4:13:23 AM _369311119 "creates high-pressure conditions, which 'likely prevents life as we know it from existing on the planet's surface'"

Giant Flora & Fauna?

9/12/2019 4:19:08 AM sverhaque Ah ok.

Yes the 1st does work but i had understood you linked another book 😅🤪🙃

🙏💞

9/12/2019 4:32:26 AM covertress Peace is the Prize

The reason for Bolton's departure?

The Rio Treaty https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1171881622905511936?s=19 …



9/12/2019 5:27:21 AM 7genamerican21 Or have the given up their bodies & moved on to younger healthier ones? Here's an AWAKENING that will shock you to your core. It's a ling read but if 

you look thru it there's sections that explain this. Far fetched? Not for our Government. Buckle up.... https://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/ 

9/12/2019 5:33:57 AM 7genamerican21 Makes you wonder what time of day he died... 1:19pm?

9/12/2019 5:38:35 AM davidbroadhur11  http://Republicfortheunitedstates.com , Its long over due its time to restore our REPUBLIC! @realDonaldTrump @LionelMedia @LisaMei62 

@StormIsUponUs @TomFitton @PatriotsSoapbox @marklevinshow @SaraCarterDC @DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JudicialWatch ! 

pic.twitter.com/H6yH1ziH96

9/12/2019 6:19:14 AM thenotobvious From this data we’ve got liquid water clouds on K2-18 b, because of its lack of surface, rain wouldn't pool on the planet. As rain travels thru the thick 

gas surrounding the plnt core, it would become so warm that the water would evaporate bck up in2 the clouds,  and repeat. 🤣👍🏻

9/12/2019 6:23:38 AM laurabusse Happens in a split second

Can happen to anyone

Only guarantee is keeping your child on an actual leash

9/12/2019 6:24:29 AM ladydianeguest Also Alan Thicke.  As soon as I saw those names, the same thought hit me!

9/12/2019 6:31:15 AM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/12/israel-white-house-spying-devices-1491351 …

9/12/2019 6:45:55 AM yumyumproduceee 91 is old age

9/12/2019 6:57:44 AM lvx1132 or hold their hand/carry them, or don't get too close to anyone. Simple. Unless you've been met by a gang of people who steals child in front of your 

eyes then that's a different story than what's pictured in that tweet.

9/12/2019 7:45:23 AM realclaywilcox What would happen to all the famous elites if almost over four years of photos from a “conspiracy” theorists phone was searched? By lots of 

authorities. Just a thought. #DrainTheSwamp #Cabal #WWG1WGA #TheStormIsHere pic.twitter.com/AphXspSBKs

9/12/2019 7:48:14 AM davidbroadhur11 Ok so this happened? @realDonaldTrump @LionelMedia @LisaMei62 @RealMattCouch @StormIsUponUs @TomFitton @PatriotsSoapbox 

@marklevinshow @SaraCarterDC @DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ......  pic.twitter.com/QgZSL7DQBP

9/12/2019 8:10:08 AM whatisreality_q Bullshit

9/12/2019 8:17:39 AM synackstatic First tower was to gather the collective attention. The second tower was to program the collective mind.

9/12/2019 8:48:21 AM sonia94023112 Haha are you serious!! Hahahhaha this is not for normal people .. hahaha as if they would spend all that many getting everyone off earth 😂😂😂

9/12/2019 9:02:44 AM sonia94023112 Noooo.. ‘They’ are not going to let ‘us’ go anywhere .. we know too much, they’ll need to start again

9/12/2019 9:04:01 AM sonia94023112 Think more Anne Hathaway in interstellar.. stranded a planet with thousands of embryos

9/12/2019 9:35:55 AM jackfre77132266 Not in Britain, I'm sorry to say.

Not here.

9/12/2019 9:46:37 AM dana_kawczynski  pic.twitter.com/Yk7FOV0YD6

9/12/2019 9:58:22 AM unidentifiedta1 Thiel-Linked Silicon Valley VC Fund Probed By Feds | Zero Hedge  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/thiel-linked-silicon-valley-vc-fund-probed-

feds … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...Black Hats within FBI launch a desperate attack

9/12/2019 10:03:29 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/government-is-silently-monitoring-snake-20026203 …

9/12/2019 10:04:06 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/9912329/interstellar-space-object-solar-system/ …

9/12/2019 10:05:49 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.politico.com/story/2019/09/12/israel-white-house-spying-devices-1491351 …

9/12/2019 10:06:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://finance.yahoo.com/news/chinese-scientists-edit-dna-attempt-210000310.html …

9/12/2019 10:06:41 AM debbiez53152869 Ummm?

9/12/2019 10:06:41 AM bobmcfall64 gotta love that fear porn sky is falling bs

9/12/2019 10:06:44 AM guy_karen Can’t they sweep & find them?

9/12/2019 10:06:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 International Political Interference https://apnews.com/9401a7eb8c3f44e1b67a22cb4305f004 …

9/12/2019 10:06:45 AM aintgets Scientists play with DNA as it helps these murderers escape

9/12/2019 10:06:48 AM pixievintage2 Here comes the earthquakes...

🧐🧐🙄

9/12/2019 10:07:52 AM garypre62441595 Is it a don't look here,look there...

9/12/2019 10:08:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/tiny-pacific-nation-is-making-a-go-of-its-own-digital-currency/ar-AAH9f1K …

9/12/2019 10:09:20 AM yustein I’ve heard about them before but never seen one. And I have seen a lot of stuff in the skies.

9/12/2019 10:10:44 AM yustein I suspect that Chinese know how to do this.

9/12/2019 10:10:55 AM hyena_silent Hope it isn't 'Wormwood'.

9/12/2019 10:11:44 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/RHEivKMIJ3

9/12/2019 10:12:00 AM mzmollyanna  pic.twitter.com/GkW4GHP0Ba

9/12/2019 10:12:51 AM qanonnotables he was 91, poor speculation

9/12/2019 10:13:56 AM tugginghboat I am without a doubt these are solar bags! Look them up on YouTube’s!

9/12/2019 10:15:01 AM mzmollyanna  pic.twitter.com/l7saUOTHaT

9/12/2019 10:16:54 AM nea_storm Interesting Timing! Any concerns? Perhaps people Awakening ReClaiming complete control over All their Intellectual DNA Biogenetic energetic 

property? Ooops! pic.twitter.com/q6oPwlqIwm

9/12/2019 10:17:04 AM dynamicres Where in that was the intended fear? I did not receive any.

9/12/2019 10:20:27 AM pryan_usafvet Worm on a windshield. BFD.

9/12/2019 10:20:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blackmail

Calling in a marker

Epstein

How John Roberts killed the census citizenship question - CNNPolitics https://www.cnn.com/2019/09/12/politics/john-roberts-census-citizenship-

supreme-court/index.html …

9/12/2019 10:21:19 AM guy_karen Wow

9/12/2019 10:22:14 AM idontgetit0000 Our system is being used as a slingshot.

9/12/2019 10:22:15 AM nea_storm Excellent Question! Someone is most definitely Awake! pic.twitter.com/Ruz8I2SpNu

9/12/2019 10:22:36 AM vimanaboy Or are they creatures? 🤔

9/12/2019 10:22:38 AM mwannahockalugi Um, what other kind of space is there? It's all interstellar.

9/12/2019 10:25:16 AM iluvkayakingtoo Entire thing was done for optics. Citizenship question was stupid.

9/12/2019 10:26:27 AM uestiony the deepstate is very deep! are we at the bottom of the rabbit hole? not likely!

#JusticeRoberts

#Traitors

9/12/2019 10:26:38 AM iluvkayakingtoo If they'd really wanted it in there, they wouldn't have flubbed the process.

9/12/2019 10:26:54 AM yustein Archangels found on Earth walking in human form! But nobody cares...

9/12/2019 10:29:35 AM skeye_watching They are solar balloons. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5BwF95tcxw …

9/12/2019 10:30:11 AM 1_decided_voter So that was this John Roberts that appeared on the flight logs?

Anons have long suspected he was compromised, as it became apparent after the Obamacare decision. I think he has dirty hands with regards to FISA 

too.

Question now is, will he step down or be removed any time soon?

9/12/2019 10:35:14 AM susan66388204 Interesting there is a “Q” in the name

9/12/2019 10:35:57 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1171933612356382720?s=19 …



9/12/2019 10:40:22 AM momekool1 God said that He is cleaning up The Supreme Court. Hold on. It’s coming. 😃👍🇺🇸

9/12/2019 10:41:27 AM covertress Lucky for the Marshallese that they control nothing 🤡 want?

Hack incoming, if just for fun.

9/12/2019 10:43:21 AM kindeandtrue Your dedication to exposing the criminals is much appreciated. I only wish Trump were as dedicated.

9/12/2019 10:44:16 AM keith369me Drip, drip Disclosure...didnt I just Tweet that yesterday?  It’s entertaining collective consciousness slowly.  How about a prime time infomercial to 

speed it up?

9/12/2019 10:44:48 AM keith369me Open your eyes (or close them) and see amazing!!!

9/12/2019 10:45:39 AM kindeandtrue Very odd story. Why would FB censor Netanyahu? Seems like they would be allies.

9/12/2019 10:45:46 AM keith369me Chuck Schumer and half of Congress?  Swampy devices!!!

9/12/2019 10:47:16 AM michael81972 I did not read anything about asset backed Digital crrency so not a good sign...

9/12/2019 10:47:28 AM keith369me Maybe this scientist should look up Royal Rife...frequencies to kill certain types of cells.   Worked 100 years ago...no pill required

9/12/2019 10:47:44 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealObama

Impeach Obama... pic.twitter.com/u2BmimBfQT

9/12/2019 10:48:40 AM keith369me Not sure exactly who or what Bibi is, but I suspect we’d all be better off if he went away!!!

9/12/2019 10:50:03 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/A2IbhPgD7X

9/12/2019 10:50:18 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for the mention

9/12/2019 10:50:21 AM kindeandtrue MJ12, is there any immediate hope of a cure for cancer?

9/12/2019 10:51:40 AM kindeandtrue Was this related to John Bolton's purge, I wonder? Was John Bolton the "former senior official" who told the media about this?

9/12/2019 10:52:52 AM keith369me He killed ObamaCare (not)...oh wait, he’s the swamp...Roberts, your children are past the age of emancipation...they will not be taken away from you 

due to your illegal adoption.  COME CLEAN and step aside.

9/12/2019 10:53:32 AM michaelnimchan Space Ship but NASA will never say

9/12/2019 10:55:13 AM pattypatriotca #EpsteinIsland

9/12/2019 11:01:59 AM michael81972 I thought MZ and BN were on the same team so to speak...Khazarian mafia vs Darpa

9/12/2019 11:11:46 AM azuremagus Not just one object but a comet cluster at Kuiper belt!?

9/12/2019 11:14:03 AM azuremagus Also a declas. of Thor's hammer would be great

9/12/2019 11:14:07 AM rawphonegirl Considering they're being held hostage by a single bank,  this sounds excellent!

9/12/2019 11:15:33 AM bleakperfect1 Ssp?

9/12/2019 11:19:02 AM the_fjalar Why would you think John Roberts hands are dirty from FISA? 😂 #itisknown

 http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/all-11-fisa-court-judges-who-approved-unlawful-spying-on-trump-appointed-by-john-roberts/ …

9/12/2019 11:22:38 AM hawkgirlinmn “an interstellar traveler.” 😂😂😂

9/12/2019 11:26:34 AM giediknight "Your spying devices are good, but ours are majestic" - MAJ12 to Mossad

9/12/2019 11:26:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Mmmmmm...this sounds dangerous

9/12/2019 11:30:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/12/01: Treason begins. https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1172127699902636033 …

9/12/2019 11:32:01 AM cryptocrab4 Understanding Blockchain ... It is here to stay !

9/12/2019 11:33:32 AM matzke_melissa Great. Friend or foe? We'd like to know 😳

9/12/2019 11:34:04 AM nea_storm True! Mischief is afoot when Marshalleses' attempts are clearly to circumvent compliance with constructive galactic enforcement transpiring for 

people’s right to access their own energy production: Since these attempts happen to align with East Cabal negative break away for same 

pic.twitter.com/LtHKAzrsLA

9/12/2019 11:34:21 AM 1_decided_voter Seems to me it would've happened long before then...

9/12/2019 11:35:25 AM keith369me Amazing that this investigation into the Taliban’s responsibility took hours but pedophiles roam free for decades.

9/12/2019 11:36:49 AM yustein Why would CIA tweet this now?

9/12/2019 11:36:49 AM kristie_dorn That’s BS!  It’s a counting of “citizens” in this country!!! Trump needs to write an executive order and make it a Mandatory question!!!

9/12/2019 11:37:21 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/12/2019 11:38:20 AM yustein It is already available. Not to the public but to the elite! Unfortunately...

9/12/2019 11:39:06 AM turboxyde "...constructive galactic enforcement transpiring for people’s right to access their own energy production."

Producing our own energy is indeed a fundamental (human right) principle of being.

9/12/2019 11:40:13 AM lbf777 Digital currency is shit. No currency via a gifting economy is best.

9/12/2019 11:41:02 AM johnnybmaga1 Time for America to find out who the real enemies are.

9/12/2019 11:44:05 AM karina89350882 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Today I read the "Project Disclosure" in MJ12 files:

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA!juhnBQpb …

There "Amnesty" was postulated for all criminal actors in the state agencies - but where is "Amnesty" and "Forgivness" for the "normal" People?? I can 

forgive but if the Universe will?

9/12/2019 11:45:04 AM turboxyde "Dubbed "C/2019 Q4", the high-speed body appears to be on a path originating from another star system that will see it fire past Mars in October."

C2019Q4 = 3+2+0+1+9+17+4 = 36 = MAJESTIC

9/12/2019 11:45:28 AM dase_tex Thanks for the ride!! 

I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/6IM6TSJ7ie

9/12/2019 11:48:11 AM mohamed2698 This guy is responsible for the monstrosity called Obamacare.  What a shame!

9/12/2019 11:48:58 AM phreatomagnetic 9/12/19: Treason continues

9/12/2019 12:01:48 PM carolyn1956 So the CIA creates the Taliban and now they are advising how to over throw .. seems logical .. 😳😳😡😡

Crazy world we live in ..

9/12/2019 12:04:48 PM mommahood777 if we count EVERYONE and cross check with SSN...should give us our number

If our government doesn't know how many living SSN holders there are, something is wrong with their tracking system

The census is to find out "how many are where" for representatives

POTUS = Master Troll pic.twitter.com/nyap7nMGj8

9/12/2019 12:04:59 PM red3691 Thanks for including me COL⭐

9/12/2019 12:07:13 PM trabbit087 Nephilim maybe

9/12/2019 12:07:56 PM nea_storm We are doing this presently, yet due to Hosea 4:6 & heinous Machiavellian activities people had forgotten & were unaware due to the veil over the 

private side operations of financial transactions that everyone is engaged in: It is as shared in actuality each of Our Faith D-1 

pic.twitter.com/UqGdDkwafa

9/12/2019 12:08:09 PM mspdcalikag Can I have a ride?

9/12/2019 12:10:23 PM nea_storm in transacting each other! The [BH] are engaged in destroying Our faith & Trust with each other they even cleverly mock us in heinous dark attempts to 

makes us suspicious of each other, division is the most obvious! Division in every aspect! This I know you deeply recognize! D-2 

pic.twitter.com/1ajTyLi9d7

9/12/2019 12:10:36 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...



9/12/2019 12:11:02 PM trabbit087 👀

9/12/2019 12:11:08 PM connorr1986 He was responsible for the Opium.  He was in Afghanistan during the 80's. doing some effed up stuff.

9/12/2019 12:12:59 PM david00997884 Amin Brother Keith 369

9/12/2019 12:14:08 PM manifest_utopia By creating & controlling both sides of each war, they profited from arms sales, created massive suffering & destruction (that they then get the 

massive reconstruction contracts), many orphans to disappear & lower global vibration w/ fear, poverty & despair. This Stopping Now.

9/12/2019 12:15:24 PM covertress Nice red and blue tie, George. pic.twitter.com/2gvXHJMkWf

9/12/2019 12:19:31 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/12/2019 12:24:04 PM davidg02986909 What a traitor.  Him and Paul Ryan must be brothers. Spineless men...  that's what soy does to a man.

9/12/2019 12:27:11 PM davidg02986909 Just like the movie.   Very scary. pic.twitter.com/l5eG5frLJG

9/12/2019 12:28:54 PM jrocktigers He was our guy. Still using his heroin pipeline today.

9/12/2019 12:29:53 PM bubusmc So, in 15 days, we should expect the Deep State actors running the Talaban to be taken out of the picture. The war should stop shortly after. Tick Tock.

9/12/2019 12:31:06 PM allahuniversal #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/t3lPmtGegG

9/12/2019 12:31:08 PM allahuniversal No mention of how long the "towers" were there, nor of what sparked the investigation into them

9/12/2019 12:33:04 PM covertress "If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles." - Sun Tzu 

Red and Blue Pillars - Luciferian Symbolism https://youtu.be/gC-QdcR3Dzg 

9/12/2019 12:38:28 PM lbf777 Also accused of doing 911.

9/12/2019 12:40:06 PM lbf777 It could be because they want to censor the people so if we agree that they censor Netanyahu, that means they can censor us too. 

This is the kind of games Commies play.

Ok on censoring Netanuahu. Not OK for us. 

That's that.

9/12/2019 12:42:38 PM nea_storm Love IT! Thank you covertress! Awesome education! Love it! Love it! Love it! “Knowing where the trap is—that's the first step in evading it.” Now, 

remember, first step in avoiding a trap is know its existence!"

― Frank Herbert, Dune  https://getyarn.io/yarn-clip/69d41b88-f856-4537-8dfc-a2fb5cdc5f4a … pic.twitter.com/ks4Ec75ZM0

9/12/2019 12:43:23 PM playactiongamer Genetic manipulation has been going on in this world for long as we can remember.

9/12/2019 12:49:05 PM quedelumiere Her name and a Mona Mikaël. I have to search for the English Edition. But that book is amazingly precise and researched

9/12/2019 12:49:29 PM m_kroniklyill  pic.twitter.com/xSjCtLx9SX

9/12/2019 12:50:40 PM playactiongamer Mossad at work

9/12/2019 12:51:51 PM emilyoakley6 Agreed

9/12/2019 12:54:36 PM bring_storm “C” comes before Declas?  🤔

9/12/2019 12:54:51 PM covertress What a great tale, Dune!

Brimming with spells and symbolism!

"They tried and died." = 930

"The sleeper has awakened!" = 1230

"Tell me of your homeworld, Usul." = 2118 pic.twitter.com/6VrRro8kF9
9/12/2019 12:59:49 PM grumpy70bear ANU

9/12/2019 1:00:16 PM playactiongamer Timed perfect, while the Global Currency Reset is still on track.

9/12/2019 1:00:31 PM nea_storm I knew you knew and Loved it like I do! Magnificent! Thank you for calculating the Gematria covertress! Wow! I Love this scene... about foreknowledge  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4zGNoKtAIU4&list=PL3055430220FEEFA5&index=7 … pic.twitter.com/DmGRgACXuN

9/12/2019 1:06:33 PM imadarkknight Why is all that relevant and why would they tweet this now? Somebody spell it out for me cause I’m not sure I get it.

9/12/2019 1:06:39 PM gi6stars Why don't they just release the Cures that's already available? 🤔

9/12/2019 1:07:07 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/lFZFMYeXvI

9/12/2019 1:08:25 PM covertress "When one has lived with prophecy for so long, the moment of revelation is a shock." - Shadout Mapes  (2904) pic.twitter.com/l4pybhyGyn

9/12/2019 1:08:28 PM msavoie Just waving to my peeps! Keep the spice flowing!

9/12/2019 1:17:19 PM kindeandtrue Very plausible explanation! I wonder what Trump's response will be to his BFF Bibi being censored by FB?

9/12/2019 1:17:37 PM weediblue There lies a problem. Any child stealing gang won't highlight themselves. As already said, it takes a split second. I do, as many other parents do, 

understand how that feels. But, that lost child has a 50% chance to find someone good who will honestly help them.

9/12/2019 1:20:06 PM covertress George Tenet resigned on June 3, 2004.

James Pavitt, his Deputy Dir.  announced his resignation the following day. That led to speculation that the exit of both senior intelligence officials was 

related to the controversy over the 9/11 attacks, alleged Iraqi WMDs, & the Iraq war.

9/12/2019 1:25:11 PM lbf777 Normally politicians in cahoots pretend to hate each other as to not draw attention so not sure.

9/12/2019 1:28:38 PM stryker73 Hopefully it's my ride out of here

9/12/2019 1:32:05 PM teresa_r53 The President does not telegraph his moves. This isn't something he'd ever do.

9/12/2019 1:34:11 PM ialibertybelle Like they did with AJ

9/12/2019 1:34:56 PM panglim42 There it is...Epstein blackmail SCOTUSROBERTS

9/12/2019 1:36:03 PM nea_storm Geeking Out Over Here covertress! pic.twitter.com/DSyBb8ZbBn

9/12/2019 1:43:05 PM lbf777 Precisely. Thank you for bringing that up. It’s very important to understand how this Hegelian Dialect works.

9/12/2019 1:43:34 PM kindeandtrue When you figure it out, let me know! It's a real conundrum.

9/12/2019 1:46:32 PM lbf777 All I know is that we should ignore the shit show and get off our knees together as civilians but first we have to finish waking people up and teaching 

people how to conquer fear.

9/12/2019 1:48:26 PM bigherm3953 It’s called covering both bases. The #DeepState #Zionist #LondonBanking #RoyalFamily #Saudi alliance is using #Rothschild #IMF money & American / 

NATO / Israeli Military muscle to scare Iran & Russia from aiding Syria & to a lesser degree Lebanon. Israel will sacrifice Netanyahu.

9/12/2019 1:48:38 PM kindeandtrue Sound advice.

9/12/2019 1:49:51 PM kindeandtrue Profound analysis. A glimmer of light appears! I'm new to the geopolitical arena.

9/12/2019 1:51:32 PM bigherm3953 I suspect the Zionists want to finish the Trump Heights & remove Assad without drawing international criticism. To that end, they prepared to paint 

Netanyahu as a lone wolf dictator type or a God-chosen leader much like Trump. Not sure what it hinges on, the #Awakening I suppose. 

pic.twitter.com/HUmVzexAeV

9/12/2019 1:55:24 PM bigherm3953 I admit it’s odd. Look how McCabe is leaking that he might be indicted right after Bolton gets fired right before the full moon. @realDonaldTrump is 

quite skillfully duplicitous but the real geniuses behind the scenes are the ones that give us just enough red meat to convince us. 

pic.twitter.com/UOxIQhVcKj

9/12/2019 1:56:07 PM kindeandtrue Seems like Trump is stalling for time, trying to keep his base occupied while he waits for Something to occur. He does a little MAGA here, and a little 

MAGA there, but his heart doesn't seem in it.

9/12/2019 1:56:21 PM bereantype the reality we know is but a small fraction of a bigger reality



9/12/2019 1:57:40 PM lbf777 Nothing I was waiting for has happened yet. No tech. Chemtrails all over. 5G going up. Censorship. It’s a big joke. 

Unless we civilians get off our knees, we shouldn’t expect any change for the better.

9/12/2019 1:58:18 PM kindeandtrue Reagan and the Bushes were masters at throwing in some pro-life rhetoric to keep the base from leaving the reservation. As long as Trump does some 

pro-life things, his base will stick with him, even though he's failed pretty much on everything else.

9/12/2019 1:59:19 PM kindeandtrue By "Something" I mean an apocalyptic event of some kind that will make his presidency irrelevant. Sounds kooky, I know.

9/12/2019 2:03:07 PM rachaelangelm The Marshall Islands....ugh...probably where  part of that 2.3 Trillion went.

9/12/2019 2:04:19 PM rachaelangelm Look at his weird Robot eyes

9/12/2019 2:12:20 PM bigherm3953 The poles are shifting & the sun has gone dark & been replaced by a series of #SunSimulators & concave lenses. California is slipping into the ocean & 

the Earth’s life forms are being decimated. The Harvest is underway. Trumps name signals it but the fake show distracts from it.

9/12/2019 2:14:34 PM judahstrumpets Marker. And so shall the next wave of righteousness,  truth and justice begin?

9/12/2019 2:17:45 PM carolyn1956 Sending light to expand the the collective stopping of this !!

9/12/2019 2:22:33 PM truthseeker805 I remember something said about obscure little countries with nefarious “rules”.

9/12/2019 2:32:51 PM truthseeker805 El

9/12/2019 2:34:43 PM crisco2377 Everybody needs to look up GcMAF!!

9/12/2019 2:38:21 PM tyetyler1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💡 or...?

9/12/2019 2:49:07 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Dy1m6OEgkY

9/12/2019 2:51:53 PM grumpy70bear Si

9/12/2019 3:08:09 PM cintrony 🤠🇺🇸Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 🌟#2ndAmendment🌟#ProLife

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER ❤️

9/12/2019 3:10:46 PM christinaraciti ...wow. I literally JUST finished the first Dune book LAST NIGHT.

9/12/2019 3:19:17 PM nea_storm Synchronicity! Phenomenal timing & Disclosure story!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H5jeLxUy-0 … pic.twitter.com/6d1l4WnrFD

9/12/2019 3:20:53 PM christinaraciti Ha! YES! As I read through it I kept turning to my boyfriend and saying "DISCLOSURE! This is DISCLOSURE!"

9/12/2019 3:23:30 PM playactiongamer A higher power at work here?

9/12/2019 3:29:10 PM lvx1132 Honestly, there wouldn't be any problems if we were bringing our children in crowds now.

9/12/2019 3:29:48 PM lvx1132 That's why I don't go to fairs or shops when it is that crowded

9/12/2019 3:42:09 PM kickthefed look at mms cancer cure on you tube

9/12/2019 3:44:11 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please a word? @ROYALMRBADNEWS ???? verdict please?

9/12/2019 3:49:32 PM big_simp fakenews

9/12/2019 3:49:34 PM freestateojones Right on time.

It wont be a distraction, will it?

9/12/2019 3:49:43 PM blsdbe I think that was Dan Coats?

9/12/2019 3:50:35 PM blsdbe And then that scientist will suddenly commit arkancide...

9/12/2019 3:50:48 PM jimhayzlett Not here in USA either...

9/12/2019 3:51:44 PM girlawakeinca We need to put an end to that... pic.twitter.com/kP1NaUk5Tu

9/12/2019 3:54:56 PM hambrickro 😎 Why did the Vatican build a telescope on the top of Mount Graham, in Arizona 😏 Forced takeover of Native Americans sacred grounds. Watch 

Tom Horn / Chris Putnam visit to Mt. Graham &  their report on "LUCIFER" , an infrared telescope 😎

9/12/2019 3:56:26 PM hollylandes And why did they shut it down? (Or so they say?)

9/12/2019 3:58:00 PM hambrickro 😏😏😏

9/12/2019 3:58:07 PM sebseb7  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vatican_Advanced_Technology_Telescope …

9/12/2019 4:05:31 PM aetherwalker1 I just watched this episode of SG-1.

'Carter!?  I can see my house!'

9/12/2019 4:07:35 PM frankgeurts3 Here we go again. Aliens arriving for the grand awakening?

9/12/2019 4:12:56 PM aetherwalker1 I always thought it was quite a 'coincidence' how Chief Justice Rehnquist happened to die when Roberts was nominated as an associate justice then.. 

nevermind, he's nominated as chief justice now.

9/12/2019 4:14:32 PM aetherwalker1 Wouldn't be the first time they did something like that.

9/12/2019 4:19:16 PM jonesy4671 9/11/19? Anything?

9/12/2019 4:27:00 PM melbourne_3000 Dark of heart 😞

9/12/2019 4:27:14 PM dls00741 I am reading your pdf.  Not even to page 10 and mind blown.  

Confirmation on my many conclusions after going down many rabbit holes.  

As well as re-education on many conclusions.  (Of course these require additional contemplation).

Thank you.

9/12/2019 4:29:20 PM uncannie1  https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-successfully-made-sheep-human-hybrids-in-2018 …

That's not all they are doing.

9/12/2019 4:30:28 PM uncannie1 They're doing this too... https://www.sciencealert.com/researchers-are-trying-to-grow-human-organs-inside-pigs …

9/12/2019 4:31:36 PM uncannie1 And in Japan... https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02275-3 …

9/12/2019 4:33:27 PM uncannie1 And... Our Own NIH is working on it too. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5592304/ …

9/12/2019 4:34:31 PM uncannie1 Can you say "Big Pharma"???

9/12/2019 4:34:42 PM connieeasttexas You would think he would want to change that head and face first and foremost.....then make body improvements.

9/12/2019 4:40:12 PM freestateojones Did CIA flip on their own regional ops post 9/11,

thus destabilizing the middle eastern region of Europe and abroad?

Iraq and Afghanistan are both part of the EU. The region becoming unstable allowed for EU/____ to play put their agenda of open borders/unchecked 

mass migration.

9/12/2019 4:42:34 PM rosaleeadams hate speech?

FB deleted my video regarding CRIMINAL element in ILLEGALS (proof of it daily in Orygun) in Europe & America. Their claim 'safety' concerns for 

members

When I ??: 'What of the safety of Europeans and Americans?" they deleted that too

I scrubbed their six then

9/12/2019 4:43:05 PM rosaleeadams a pox on FB and the ugly nag it rode in on

@facebook

9/12/2019 4:44:27 PM freeandoriginal DNA manipulation is the ultimate battle

9/12/2019 4:46:23 PM freestateojones Had Evergreen won in 2016 this Country wouldve entered into war - it mightve even been nuclear - with Russia, North Korea and likely others.

Simultaneously, the southern and northern borders of America would see massive amounts of illegal immigration, a majority democrat 'voters'

9/12/2019 4:49:48 PM gregoryjhall1 As opposed to a Moss ad... pic.twitter.com/Ts2IDhqddm



9/12/2019 4:52:59 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/12/2019 5:02:24 PM gregoryjhall1 🤔 ...yup, that works too!

😂🤣💦

9/12/2019 5:11:01 PM sirdramaanon If you know, why not share?  GTFOH

9/12/2019 5:11:04 PM duriavigrobert His handlers said they’d start insulting him from the hard stuff like: “what state are you in”

“When were you VP?”

And such ...

9/12/2019 5:13:15 PM duriavigrobert YA NAILED IT pic.twitter.com/FoIXwWAeVB

9/12/2019 5:14:07 PM roe50 It is a Blood clot in the eye .. actually the veins behind it .

9/12/2019 5:16:42 PM dana76903962 Are people aware that we tested nuclear bombs on the islands back in the 1950's? We detonated the Bravo bomb and radiation went down wind and 

affected the Marshallese.  They are still deserve reparations from the US for what we did to them. We ruined their land and way of life.

9/12/2019 5:16:55 PM duriavigrobert But I’m sure it’s the “LAPS” in his memory that his Party is worried about🤔

9/12/2019 5:17:33 PM robin_ked Robert did the twitNazi's "bot" you last night? pic.twitter.com/6VyPWjUWEO

9/12/2019 5:18:38 PM tamiwils0n22813 Ok..... you have completely freaked me out!  What is this?

9/12/2019 5:20:04 PM iamalloutofgum Remember that the ELITE GOVERNMENT POLITICIANS can protect themselves with SEMI AUTOMATIC ARMS. But they want to take yours AWAY!

AMERICANS STOP LETTING THESE ELECTED FOOLS TAKE AWAY YOUR RIGHTS!

9/12/2019 5:20:08 PM zzed2020 Translation: They tried updating his firmware and now his eye looks too gross for prime time.

9/12/2019 5:20:16 PM duriavigrobert Yup! Took most of last evening and all of today to get back up and running because I tweeted this:

SOME 

PEOPLE 

DID 

SOME 

THING pic.twitter.com/7tXg2keL47

9/12/2019 5:22:05 PM marty713 😂🤣👊💥

9/12/2019 5:22:36 PM kafostersowell NDAA

9/12/2019 5:24:44 PM duriavigrobert So I learned NOT to tweet: 

SOME

PEOPLE

DID 

SOME 

THING pic.twitter.com/LUawIpcgMb

9/12/2019 5:25:21 PM zzed2020 OMG... his eye is totally FUBAR.  Looks fake. Creepy

9/12/2019 5:25:51 PM duriavigrobert Contact lens?

9/12/2019 5:27:23 PM zzed2020 It’s a cyborg eye now.

9/12/2019 5:29:53 PM aleks8837 Whaaaaat :D

(Already "know" about MUCH more obscure stuff, but for the MASSES - damn!)

9/12/2019 5:29:58 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/FxlFDc87cn

9/12/2019 5:30:27 PM usss_211 Robert's and his wife couldn't have children. They adopted 2 from Ireland who has very strict guidelines for overseas adoptions. Very hard to gets 

unless....well you get the picture...

9/12/2019 5:31:11 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/bhARgH5hQT

9/12/2019 5:32:45 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/UKhiwHFrA3

9/12/2019 5:34:12 PM lbf777 Yay. It’s a pic of JFK.

9/12/2019 5:34:42 PM rosaleeadams He is going to have to do more than that to impress me

A few threats, a few ass-kicking here and there are small dents in an entire abyss of depravity which Washington has become

9/12/2019 5:35:07 PM canadiancovfefe The Durv is out on bond I take it.

9/12/2019 5:36:29 PM jvan125 Johnson in the background...😠

9/12/2019 5:36:33 PM zzed2020 At least Colonel Steve Austin’s eye looked normal. Plus he could jump over really tall fences and run 60 mph.  Joe can barely keep both eyes looking in 

the same direction. I can’t stop staring at it.

9/12/2019 5:37:04 PM rebashoenfelt1 Trump banner!!

9/12/2019 5:37:33 PM rebashoenfelt1 Strange

9/12/2019 5:37:46 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Xb6e75yfKJ

9/12/2019 5:39:32 PM keith369me When Democrats cared!!!

9/12/2019 5:39:35 PM brown_eyedladyj I stand behind @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1171864287759020033?s=09 …

9/12/2019 5:39:37 PM rebashoenfelt1 But they did some thing

9/12/2019 5:40:44 PM rebashoenfelt1 Judiciary Committee Stupids!

9/12/2019 5:40:48 PM one_white_lion Majestic 12 to JFK... "let your righteousness be on your own head"

9/12/2019 5:44:34 PM rebashoenfelt1 Need to be pissed off because we are

9/12/2019 5:45:12 PM rosaleeadams I am far beyond that

9/12/2019 5:46:13 PM us_poll Another socker punch?

9/12/2019 5:48:04 PM rebashoenfelt1 Absolutely

9/12/2019 5:49:06 PM rebashoenfelt1 Adrenochrome recently.

9/12/2019 5:49:11 PM trumppallooza They are coming here so we can load up the d.s. and send them far away so someone else cant deal with their bullshit

9/12/2019 5:50:27 PM trumppallooza Space force, space command?

9/12/2019 5:56:41 PM renee86743676 Aaaawwwwwwaaaah!

9/12/2019 5:58:40 PM covertress To the Moon

U.S. President John F. Kennedy delivers his famous speech on space exploration and the nations effort to land on the Moon during an address at the 

Rice University Stadium September 12, 1962 in Houston, Texas.

9/12/2019 5:59:42 PM lbf777 Are we moving into act 3?

9/12/2019 6:00:52 PM covertress 57 years ago, today.

9/12/2019 6:01:56 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/P1CVHR5naZ

9/12/2019 6:02:27 PM lorieve I never realized how young they were.

9/12/2019 6:07:53 PM kindeandtrue Thank you!



9/12/2019 6:11:15 PM charlesgdavis1 GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY. Make sure HE and his FAMILY are PROTECTED!!!

@realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @WhiteHouse

@FLOTUS @StormIsUponUs

@FBI

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

@DOJPH

@DeptofDefense

@SecretService @USMC
9/12/2019 6:23:28 PM piperohio17 Did you forget about 9/1/12?

9/12/2019 6:25:09 PM winklerburke It’s a Vulcan delegation informing us how to rid the world of Central Banks, before sub-moron bankers throw the Earth into 10,000 years of poverty & 

darkness?  The Vulcans have a rare element solution they call “gold.”   ;)

9/12/2019 6:26:50 PM hoelessromantik  https://www.facebook.com/100011903793886/posts/625667654506689?sfns=mo …

9/12/2019 6:27:23 PM hoelessromantik  pic.twitter.com/JQbJE2n7zT

9/12/2019 6:29:23 PM winklerburke Old Chinese Saying:  Save Face, Lose Life?

9/12/2019 6:30:33 PM oracleofbabylon 2

9/12/2019 6:39:05 PM joni_apple_seed We tested them outside of Vegas also. They were actually a tourist attraction. pic.twitter.com/1ZUwKRInbs

9/12/2019 6:46:54 PM decodematrix Jeffrey Epstein

Ghislaine Maxwell and her father

Ehud Barak

"A complete fabrication"

9/12/2019 6:53:02 PM decodematrix Debbie Wasserman Shultz

Awan brothers

9/12/2019 7:05:02 PM mgodfrey99 I don't understand this...

9/12/2019 7:08:12 PM lucyc5124 Please be Jesus 🙏🏻✨🙏🏻

9/12/2019 7:12:35 PM lucyc5124  pic.twitter.com/pO4Zi4TVJl

9/12/2019 7:12:51 PM heybebop1 Exactly my thoughts. Which ones behind him we plotting??

9/12/2019 7:14:44 PM robin_ked Guys I am NO notifications from this Thread, None, Zero, Nada❗️anyOne else having problems⁉️ #frustrated😡 pic.twitter.com/7TJsEZauB4

9/12/2019 7:16:53 PM v_rags HI PS. I am back to the city today. Traveled back in the morning then had to recently because I now realize that when I’m back in the city I have to 

center myself more deeply because of this city life. Compared to country life where all I have to do is take a walk.

9/12/2019 7:18:47 PM v_rags Anyway just wanted to say Hi and read all you the tweets today between you Ryan Lisa. @lorieve and @blsdbe. As always very enlightening! 💜💜💜

9/12/2019 7:22:24 PM marshal_xrp_moe JFK he was Imo the president that threatened the world order, that's why he was taken out, and I forgot to mention he was a honorary brother of 

@phikappatheta

9/12/2019 7:24:03 PM duriavigrobert Not since last night when Omar has me punished for exercising my First Amendment rights by tweeting: 

“SOME 

PEOPLE 

DID 

SOMETHING” pic.twitter.com/tLqY7Qrv9Y

9/12/2019 7:24:25 PM robin_ked *I am getting No

9/12/2019 7:24:26 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/EBMKRG18YN

9/12/2019 7:25:38 PM nettermike I see it

9/12/2019 7:25:45 PM robin_ked PILE ON!

#IlhanMustGo pic.twitter.com/KZg0tRhtx1

9/12/2019 7:27:05 PM robin_ked #IlhanOmarResign 

she's a greazy terrorist😡 pic.twitter.com/WNERMC4FOf

9/12/2019 7:28:21 PM dana76903962 That is true

9/12/2019 7:32:42 PM giediknight “And do the other things” - Majestic missions?

9/12/2019 7:39:59 PM nanaof47 #FlatEarth

9/12/2019 7:42:34 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/bruno062418/status/1172301522153000960?s=21 …

9/12/2019 7:43:17 PM armonialise Oh, brother.

9/12/2019 7:48:47 PM tanksmom2000 😲 pic.twitter.com/fYvAglHn3N

9/12/2019 7:50:09 PM rosaleeadams and to think this is what is squatting in our House. . .

9/12/2019 7:51:28 PM blsdbe Hey Vito!!! Been a crazy day for me, and now on call. I hope you have a lovely evening!!! pic.twitter.com/leYB2dWmPV

9/12/2019 7:52:27 PM v_rags Thank you Christeen! And the same to you! 💜🙏💜

9/12/2019 7:59:08 PM richardhiatt16 Hey MJ12 👋🏻

9/12/2019 8:00:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1172283751188946944 …

9/12/2019 8:12:35 PM duriavigrobert HAY!!! They call them undocumented pic.twitter.com/6VhszOf5WU

9/12/2019 8:13:09 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/kLiijRAhZ9

9/12/2019 8:14:18 PM v_rags So cute lov that gif! 🙏💜🌎

9/12/2019 8:14:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly I thought about this video for a day. The same surveillance cameras would have captured the kidnappers (and their identity) taking away the children. 

Instead of emphasising the kidnappers, the video clips emphasise solely the parents's grief of loss. How messed up is that? SICK!

9/12/2019 8:19:17 PM blsdbe #ThanQ for continuing to Fight This Good Fight. #ThanQ for sharing what information you can. #ThanQ for helping us realize we can get off our knees. 

#SheepNoMore #WeAreTheNewsNow #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/Mab9xHfZzl

9/12/2019 8:21:01 PM richardhiatt16 Space FORCE👍🛸🇺🇸

9/12/2019 8:21:37 PM blsdbe I got to see that very Pulpit, just a couple weeks ago, when I was as NASA!!!

9/12/2019 8:25:36 PM blsdbe Or when JFK, (the person, who happened to be a Democrat, rebelling against the Bloodlines), cared. pic.twitter.com/z7V52tlRXY

9/12/2019 8:26:52 PM blsdbe Or Two Towers Marker?

9/12/2019 8:28:53 PM kintu3  pic.twitter.com/9I4crviJYZ

9/12/2019 8:36:04 PM cpace98 We need to stay on top of our government agencies to ensure they listen and lock up every person who participates in hurting women and children 

through human trafficking. This abuse must end now

9/12/2019 8:38:18 PM jakay539 Yes I did a couple of days ago, so I filed a complaint. Stated they couldn’t silence me and reminded them of the first amendment, freedom of speech

9/12/2019 8:41:40 PM tanksmom2000 Black Pill put out a video last week that thousands of citizens are protesting Omar ... Gonna watch it now!

9/12/2019 9:00:08 PM starehope Oh, I believe that. The blackouts proved it. The photos proved it. Who makes this 💩 up? We are not 🐑🐏🐑🐏🐑🐏!

9/12/2019 9:02:10 PM robin_ked Oooohhh thas sooo Good👊😂🤣👆 pic.twitter.com/mU4IsxDccU

9/12/2019 9:04:11 PM 2puggy 😉

9/12/2019 9:06:06 PM totsteeter I still can't figure out how the Jihadists knocked down #WTC7 without hitting it with a big boeing?!

#NeverForget WTC7 👇 pic.twitter.com/U5lAhoQHFx

9/12/2019 9:17:14 PM kayt98 So instead of people in need asking for money from Paytriots and Philanthropists, why don’t we ask for prayers from “Praytriots”. Good vs Evil. @pulte 

@StormIsUponUs @Trinityknows @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @Cordicon



9/12/2019 9:30:38 PM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@JohnGrahamDick1

@Qanon76 

I'VE never kept my eyes OFF THEM even in my SLEEP. (the paranoid thoughts of a TI - targeted individual )😎😎😎😎👽👽👽😂😂😇👈 just 

encase I disappear
9/12/2019 9:35:22 PM rebashoenfelt1 Agree

9/12/2019 9:35:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 End Dems

9/12/2019 9:38:55 PM rebashoenfelt1 Deport Muslim Brotherhood And Jihadists

9/12/2019 9:56:33 PM kris43172521 Still to come

9/12/2019 9:57:12 PM kris43172521 Yes calculated indeed

9/12/2019 9:59:11 PM kris43172521 Now that was a good comment and considering Holograms CGI, I'd say a pretty accurate one too.

9/12/2019 10:00:15 PM kris43172521 I'm missing it. What song / video? I want to hear it.

9/12/2019 10:02:47 PM charlesgdavis1 SHARKS act funny WHEN the water is RED!!!😂😂😂😂😂

9/12/2019 10:06:18 PM kris43172521 No offense to you personally but you're in serious trouble if you believe that. Beware of false prophets because there are many! And remember Satan 

appears as an angel of Light. Jonathan has issues.

9/12/2019 10:07:51 PM kris43172521 Your close. it actually says the LOVE of money is the root of all evil. There is a difference between the two statements.

9/12/2019 10:08:48 PM hunterballard18 He has been compromised. I pray that he can have his strings cut or do the right thing and step down.  If not God will expose his corruption, just as has 

been happening like a STORM since 2017.  Time is up for those who are corrupt, in the Church and Government.

9/12/2019 10:09:19 PM kris43172521 Well I'm going to have to take a closer look at this Monopoly money. First I heard about that one. But as far as the bills, that's just so creepy.

9/12/2019 10:12:29 PM hunterballard18 Of course, so close to elections. I wonder if his opponent's s ties to Epstein have been made available to the people.  Or who the tyrannical technocrats 

think this fact would be considered hate speech as well.

9/12/2019 10:12:55 PM bjstov You are correct! They even have the UN trying to get our guns. The dems are out of control & they get worse each day with Trump in office. 

pic.twitter.com/s7dw3eF0l8

9/12/2019 10:33:30 PM jollyrob2 And so it begins...?

9/12/2019 10:34:31 PM daveo6145 Hey majestic do u know anything about an individual who calls himself Shane the ruiner

9/12/2019 10:37:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Does forgiveness make blackmail null and void?

9/12/2019 10:38:28 PM duriavigrobert If you don’t have a patent on this one, I’m copying it!!

9/12/2019 10:50:34 PM charlesgdavis1 THE truth of the matter is history has hidden the PLIGHT of a people for so long...THAT the knowledge of who they were was stolen....IF in time, 

speech, name, origin and lands....of the past which IS known would shake the foundation of heaven and earth for GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE.

9/12/2019 10:56:30 PM mongrelglory Well that's anti-climatic!

9/12/2019 11:10:49 PM girlawakeinca Amen! 🙏

9/12/2019 11:14:13 PM girlawakeinca ❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/zYxofHEM94

9/12/2019 11:30:46 PM love4thegameak Good Find!!

9/12/2019 11:42:34 PM warangel1111 This is what I see pic.twitter.com/7PRzQqSk3V

9/12/2019 11:56:06 PM astol14334 That's me 😝😂

9/12/2019 11:57:49 PM joinna6 Agreed..  

BTW.?!? 

Why did I get these 2 <troLL'.'Bots> after I called out the Clow🤡 and reported a Lib/♤◇♡herasser.? pic.twitter.com/bLHaAbQmRc

9/13/2019 12:04:36 AM warangel1111 ❤️

9/13/2019 12:14:30 AM irah_chandler Crpto favors a.i. no thanks

9/13/2019 12:36:13 AM tomchiodo DS MOSSAD

9/13/2019 12:44:19 AM magicianswheel When he devised his cockamamie misconstruction of Obama' obvious health insurance penalty as a legitimate"tax," I suspected Obama had lurid 

pictures of Roberts. Knowing this & that Roberts was on Epstein's plane & island, I am convinced it's not just a photo, they have a VIDEO.

9/13/2019 12:46:04 AM magicianswheel As Chief Justice of SCOTUS, Roberts manages the FISA judges . . .

9/13/2019 12:57:55 AM qtpi3_14 Anyone else turn pages with their 4th fingers?

Not I

9/13/2019 12:58:45 AM qtpi3_14 Might be a stretch but that's her 4th right finger... (4th reich)?

9/13/2019 1:06:03 AM olimyracle #UnsealRedCross

#UnsealSwitzerland

#UnsealCERN pic.twitter.com/zZfIkbJe5A

9/13/2019 1:23:01 AM girlawakeinca @zagnett @blsdbe @DJLOK @aprilbrown99 @AllahUniversal @v_rags @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @n7guardiananon @Keith72256137

9/13/2019 1:59:11 AM 11111christian JJ with his dad. Be good to see JJ with his friend DT in 2020.

9/13/2019 2:50:10 AM keith369me So very true...the Tweet popped up as I was watching the Dem debate train wreck and the contrast of a man that loved Americans vs the hate 

displayed for a large segment of society was obvious.

9/13/2019 2:51:26 AM brad34351293 Thanks, Raise the vibration.

Sorry whomever, I didn't save the news article about "Alexa" being built by Chinese children. I must have made it up?

9/13/2019 3:40:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Whole Foods to cut healthcare for 1,900 part-time employees in 2020 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/12/whole-foods-to-cut-healthcare-for-1900-

part-time-employees-in-2020.html …

9/13/2019 3:42:53 AM samsmith0319 Yes...UNSEAL Epstein files!!💥👿💥

9/13/2019 3:46:09 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
9/13/2019 3:46:41 AM vickihugg But but but .. aren’t they run by a left-wing group who thinks FREE healthcare is a RIGHT!!??

9/13/2019 3:47:08 AM blackjackpupil 'the company'... everyones future... it should be dismantled.

9/13/2019 3:56:22 AM nea_storm [AI Prophets & Amazon] have been working diligently to gut & destroy any aspect of Life, love, heart, hope, faith, compassion, power & health of 

essential spiritual Conscious energy transactions & production wherever it exist! Is such an action even legal? I know it isn't Lawful! 

pic.twitter.com/Wjd45I2Otw



9/13/2019 3:59:42 AM kpdad72 Must be part of their profit plan sell food,  fire employees hire AI checkout clerks.  Hi I'm Verona your virtual check out attendant. If you prefer a Male 

or gender neutral press the preference button until you like the interface.  Stop ordering Amazon or corner marts are next.

9/13/2019 4:03:25 AM davidaustin105 True, but only for them.

9/13/2019 4:06:59 AM aquariananon “HealthCARE” or health insurance? 🤷♀️

9/13/2019 4:08:10 AM michael81972 Billionaire Bezos cannot afford that😀...Are we using any heirloom seeds or are thay are genetically modified at this point? MJ

9/13/2019 4:21:25 AM richard07759712 RT

9/13/2019 4:22:02 AM richard07759712 Jack knew!

9/13/2019 4:23:49 AM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/lrtI9O2iD0

9/13/2019 4:23:57 AM richard07759712 There it is

9/13/2019 4:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Illegal briebery. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1172302321763508224 …

9/13/2019 4:33:20 AM nullanon12 Why is "The full moon will be visible this Friday the 13th 👀" trending, smh, thought it was a non-rare occurrence.

9/13/2019 4:33:38 AM origteslasmuse *bribery

9/13/2019 4:34:39 AM demascandy Exactly!!

9/13/2019 4:34:48 AM raisethevib369  https://www.forbes.com/sites/isabeltogoh/2019/08/09/foxconn-hired-school-children-to-build-amazons-alexa-devicesreports/#78a715df264f …

9/13/2019 4:35:15 AM raisethevib369 There's lots of other sources of that one's not ok.

9/13/2019 4:37:27 AM raisethevib369 There is no excuse for willful ignorance. I literally searched for this with the accusation and pages popped up. If people don't know, it's because the 

don't WANT to know.

9/13/2019 4:39:03 AM michael81972 *all

9/13/2019 4:39:09 AM _369311119 Yes! Love cheesy jokes.

9/13/2019 4:41:16 AM chelsey49361150 At least they'll have money now to feed their families....that's what it's for, right?  Because he feels so bad how much the government takes out for 

'taxation'.

9/13/2019 4:43:24 AM crt14361013 Agreed.

9/13/2019 4:48:45 AM freeandoriginal Are they sane ? WTH

9/13/2019 4:51:57 AM freeandoriginal Amazon....

9/13/2019 4:56:31 AM n7guardiananon just 1k for peoples votes???...cheap mfer

9/13/2019 4:56:40 AM egonenglish Why did you spell it that way? COMMS?

9/13/2019 4:56:47 AM rsm28675996 Owned by Soros

9/13/2019 4:59:47 AM bbobbio71 Majestic

9/13/2019 5:00:18 AM kindeandtrue The goons had it all planned.

9/13/2019 5:00:24 AM bbobbio71 That's ok,  he's a Democrat

9/13/2019 5:01:04 AM melbourne_3000 Send in the Clowns...

Don't bother they're here 🤡

9/13/2019 5:01:43 AM heyjuvat "And stink, Jesus Christ!"

9/13/2019 5:05:44 AM mymtyme So he secures the votes of 10 families by buying their votes

60 odd million to go.......

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

9/13/2019 5:07:42 AM duriavigrobert all joking asside, they all actually do “STINKETH TO HIGH HEAVEN!”🤔

9/13/2019 5:10:33 AM covertress Whole Foods Market, Inc. to cut healthcare benefits for part-time employees?

No surprise.

Companies Owned By George Soros In The United States And Abroad

(Look closely at this list.)

 https://royalfamily24.com/2019/07/03/companies-owned-by-george-soros-in-the-united-states-and-abroad/ … pic.twitter.com/7cszetH6GL

9/13/2019 5:12:43 AM marty713 They stink so Bad 🤢👇 They 🤥😈 Attract Flies #nastywoman 👿🤡🤣 pic.twitter.com/QeGAHN1KNZ

9/13/2019 5:12:53 AM heyjuvat Where is the Minnesota Mongoose, you know the one that supposed to charge her for all her crimes, and then bite her head off? Deferring all charges 

to Feds is not how the system works, police your own.

9/13/2019 5:13:10 AM keith369me $20 and a bus ride used to work...inflation

9/13/2019 5:13:55 AM roe50 We allow them by Not electing the right people into positions of Power..

9/13/2019 5:14:06 AM marty713 All Of Them 🇺🇲👇🤥🤢😈🤡🎬👊

#TRUMP2020Landside #KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/XnwRFSdVsi

9/13/2019 5:15:16 AM keith369me I’m kind of sick of the whole health insurance distraction.  We need Health Care...health insurance doesn’t equal health care.  The rich get richer.

9/13/2019 5:16:09 AM keith369me Who wants to get rid of ICE?  Those that scream the loudest!!!

9/13/2019 5:16:15 AM _369311119 he coudnt buy ANY of my votes for $2k

9/13/2019 5:16:17 AM kjr1963 Pathetic

9/13/2019 5:16:23 AM gymdogmom Is he the CEO of Publishers Clearinghouse?

9/13/2019 5:17:04 AM dcd51 Isn't that illegal...

9/13/2019 5:19:25 AM pomeinnz @SaintDamienNZL 

@Charles42675999 

@jerome_corsi

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@Livid2point0

@LiteSeeker18

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SirHublife https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1172454730280210432 …
9/13/2019 5:25:41 AM natureinspace He'll get away with it the same as Rosey O'Donnell got away with her crimes.

9/13/2019 5:51:05 AM herbangardener Owned by Amazon.  Do the sheeple on the Left realize this?

9/13/2019 5:55:12 AM fightforamerica I entered. If I win I'm giving it all to the Flynn defense fund.

9/13/2019 5:55:16 AM terran_sol Let's not forget that he's a spy for the ChiComs.

9/13/2019 5:58:34 AM catsnexttime I guess they have come down to buying votes...how embarrassing for our country to have losers like this among us.🤦♀️

9/13/2019 6:00:35 AM blsdbe The only one I had any hope for was Tulsi Gabbard...I hope that hand signal really is a protest symbol. Sadly, it may not be. pic.twitter.com/dnBYg6Kqao

9/13/2019 6:01:17 AM marcusgillette1 Hmmm.... 144,000?

9/13/2019 6:08:11 AM liltilgerlil We were pretty much all brainwashed. Believing they all didn’t have the same globalist goal of destroying America.

9/13/2019 6:09:56 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Debbie. ✨💗✨

9/13/2019 6:10:13 AM n7guardiananon 2k and a free bowl of soup???

9/13/2019 6:12:38 AM hambrickro It's ALL illegal BRIBERY 😏 Free , Free , Free 🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑🤑

9/13/2019 6:13:13 AM burgersandra ??????

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SSludgeworth/status/1172497929854246912 …

9/13/2019 6:17:40 AM feesh73_1118 "His campaign will give". He's already redistributing other people's money.

9/13/2019 6:20:16 AM iamsteph2017 Will that be to 10 of HIS family members? 🤔😡

9/13/2019 6:21:26 AM thekanehb Amazon.

9/13/2019 6:22:25 AM natureinspace I'm not.



9/13/2019 6:26:08 AM ivan2488083248 iilegale bryberry

9/13/2019 6:29:39 AM scommandante Checkerboard mason black n blue pattern behind the Solomon seal.

9/13/2019 6:29:58 AM erikaroot92101 socialism is NOT the answer and that is what Yang supports. See it, know it, call it out.

I DENOUNCE SOCIALISM.

9/13/2019 6:30:05 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://thehill.com/policy/technology/461246-house-antitrust-panel-seeks-internal-records-from-amazon-apple-google-and …

9/13/2019 6:30:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 No sacrifices on Epstein's island this time. https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1172470737128570880 …

9/13/2019 6:31:40 AM jvan125 That is the absolute BEST tweet of the day. 🙏🏻❤️✨ #SavetheChildren

9/13/2019 6:32:06 AM pro_aktv Thank God. Thank you, @POTUS! 🙏❤️🇺🇸🌎

9/13/2019 6:33:20 AM jz3618 Just imagine they type of person who'd be disappointed in this revelation.... https://www.coreysdigs.com/child-trafficking/are-bill-hillary-clinton-

involved-with-child-trafficking/ …

9/13/2019 6:34:04 AM lbf777 Is this going to go anywhere? We all waiting patiently for comey and he got off free.

9/13/2019 6:34:38 AM anonylyzer13 #DeadEp ? pic.twitter.com/bOK3GneUYm

9/13/2019 6:38:19 AM chairmanbrian #TheGreatAwakening #epsteindead

9/13/2019 6:40:49 AM jazzybabs10  https://music.apple.com/us/album/hell-is-for-children-2005-remaster/715881927?i=715882470 …

9/13/2019 6:41:08 AM jazzybabs10 😢😢😢

9/13/2019 6:41:25 AM surfing123456  pic.twitter.com/rEuYg2vmZd

9/13/2019 6:43:49 AM giorgio1984_ I hope there are no other place

9/13/2019 6:44:23 AM corygroshek That you know of.

9/13/2019 6:45:32 AM clymejakeslddr God Wins. pic.twitter.com/ArxGWKmDcR

9/13/2019 6:46:14 AM marty713 Amen Members Of The Same 🤢😈

Club 💥❗️ #GameOver 💥⌚🇺🇲❗️ pic.twitter.com/vUTHjwr1LW

9/13/2019 6:47:00 AM tulsahale There’s a lot of water in the ocean.

9/13/2019 6:47:02 AM nickcpace1 Now you know that’s a victory!!!

9/13/2019 6:49:11 AM iluvkayakingtoo And I'm sure the ceremonies in Aledo are really torn up over this.

9/13/2019 6:50:01 AM aprilbrown99 What were [they] up to during [their] 45 day vacation?  #FancyNancy looks a bit tired. 🥴

9/13/2019 6:53:02 AM aprilbrown99 There are bigger charges in store for Comey. He isn’t free...freedom is the illusion in this movie. 🙌🙌🙌

9/13/2019 6:56:46 AM selooversuzanne All I’ve been doing Themis week is warring against the evil for the kiddos/victims 😢 Breaks my heart ♥️

9/13/2019 6:57:23 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/LU6lrMn0tz

9/13/2019 7:00:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 You don't need artificial technology. 

Majestic disclosures being spun into deep state propaganda. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/ai-synthetic-brains-allow-humans-

20055580 …

9/13/2019 7:00:50 AM ferrigankelly Hope Randy Shackleford has the drone out watching just to make sure 👌

9/13/2019 7:02:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would [GOOG] replace the tile images for Epstein's island into something that isn't there?

[Bodies] https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1150989226697252864 …

9/13/2019 7:02:51 AM lbf777 Organic technology exists dormant inside of us. No need for technology. 

One day we will do social media via telepathy.

9/13/2019 7:03:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 DuckDuckGo is featured in most major browsers, mobile phones, etc. as being a privacy oriented choice. What if it was more invasive than Google? 

Would you be able to tell? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1172509419034349569 …

9/13/2019 7:03:29 AM jswdh1 I don't want to be in 500 places at once! My thoughts are already in 500 places at once and it is stressful! I would rather focus on the here and now!

9/13/2019 7:03:51 AM anamericantroll They're all invasive as far as I can tell.

9/13/2019 7:03:57 AM lbf777 Ya but who will be the one holding him accountable? If not trump than we the people are the last line of defense.

9/13/2019 7:04:20 AM the_red_hand_ Lol goddamnit

9/13/2019 7:04:38 AM lbf777 Ah so that thing is a grave.

9/13/2019 7:04:50 AM proudamericanp2 Question EVERY Google image!

Looks like masking for a missile site

9/13/2019 7:04:52 AM nickcpace1 Yeah that’s how you know it’s CIA!!! Why would they even care if it wasn’t?

9/13/2019 7:05:35 AM deplorable_s Pokey time.

9/13/2019 7:06:30 AM 6b1222t Yes. If you know how / what to look for. DickDuckGo really IS safer. They don’t keep data etc. look into ur computer for DDG data vs Google data. You’ll 

have your answer. 😊 asi note what your network traffic is during use. It will amaze you the diff. Less traffic = less snooping

9/13/2019 7:06:40 AM hoelessromantik From the staff’s social media posts

9/13/2019 7:06:42 AM kindeandtrue A pentagonal shape.

9/13/2019 7:06:49 AM keith369me Hmmm push a whole bunch of deplorables to an alternative search engine and then monitor it?  Seems like something the C-A would do.  Are they 

monitoring “C-A” Tweets?

9/13/2019 7:07:08 AM deplorable_s He had the top oversight position of those FISAs....buck stops there

9/13/2019 7:07:28 AM slushyfish70  pic.twitter.com/hcNbleYgVN

9/13/2019 7:07:42 AM duggo5768 Nothing is hidden.

9/13/2019 7:07:57 AM big_simp Its Ok I think we all realize-

When BioMinds [ souls ] reincarnate into the Soul stealing Sim

All is recorded in the sim from and at a "higher" level

9/13/2019 7:08:26 AM fellegyvickie Like they do in Antarctica and Greenland?

9/13/2019 7:08:27 AM keith369me Physical cover or electronic?  Is GOOG that stupid?

9/13/2019 7:08:39 AM kindeandtrue And we all walked right into the trap. 🤪

9/13/2019 7:09:18 AM deplorable_s Trump is dedicated but he has to allow the judicial system to work or it could be all undone. This is a correction going on so this won’t happen again.

9/13/2019 7:10:00 AM ojaiparanormal Because they’re owned by AMAZON.

9/13/2019 7:10:06 AM keith369me Hopefully no sacrifices anywhere, ever!!!

9/13/2019 7:10:11 AM ojaiparanormal Horrible.

9/13/2019 7:11:02 AM betocanela What about Qwant search engine.

 The Q makes it more interesting  is it?

9/13/2019 7:12:10 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ZpuG7uSQH3

9/13/2019 7:12:39 AM keith369me Many did!!!   Didn’t feel right, so I never used it.  I’ll keep looking within and trusting my intuition.  When certain groupthink doesn’t feel right, I walk.

9/13/2019 7:13:49 AM maryschade14 Yes..because on my phone before I reinstalled that damned thing..switching from say FB site to online site..it gives two options..Google and DDG. Tried 

Gibiru but mah phone acted funny..cheap Android burn phone😣

9/13/2019 7:15:58 AM wwg1wga93583681 Bodies!  Was that what the fire was about? pic.twitter.com/xevQsVwb7I

9/13/2019 7:17:59 AM iluvkayakingtoo  pic.twitter.com/JUSdJtbsRU

9/13/2019 7:18:16 AM liltilgerlil Oooh, this is a plot twist. pic.twitter.com/Nmiw3YdCIx

9/13/2019 7:18:28 AM gooutthebox1 Beautiful times.. 😎🍿

9/13/2019 7:18:39 AM kindeandtrue We have to be independent thinkers. No virtue in being a mindless partisan.



9/13/2019 7:19:29 AM anonymousada I'm sorry. There are.

Many.

9/13/2019 7:19:54 AM mflatt23 That’s why I switched from Google to DDG. If they’re also doing this stuff, not sure where else to turn :/

9/13/2019 7:20:31 AM proudamericanp2 Isn't it interesting that those pushing the climate change hoax have ZERO WIND TURBINES, ZERO SOLAR PANELS

9/13/2019 7:20:51 AM fedupnation Of course not!

9/13/2019 7:23:58 AM rachaelangelm Amen.

9/13/2019 7:24:40 AM freestateojones I bet they're furious.

9/13/2019 7:25:28 AM rachaelangelm He will do a great job lol

9/13/2019 7:26:00 AM keith369me I would encourage everyone new her to go back and read vintage @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweets in addition to the more recent current events Tweets.  

LOOK WITHIN...MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER...and many more common sense reminders that are not prevalent in the Matrix.

9/13/2019 7:26:21 AM dironablu2u Cause I'm sure the 1% are suddenly behaving themselves... pic.twitter.com/eBbhA3Dygo

9/13/2019 7:26:48 AM rachaelangelm Whole Foods isn’t so whole anymore

9/13/2019 7:27:01 AM hotwheelsjusty Now to root out the evil everywhere else globally. God wins!

9/13/2019 7:28:03 AM freestateojones Do they?

9/13/2019 7:28:07 AM slushyfish70 they aren't gonna fall for their own scams.

9/13/2019 7:28:27 AM kchenette "I'm not really sorry I took the money"

9/13/2019 7:28:31 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/zT7OrNOtz2

9/13/2019 7:29:58 AM lightlove21121 ThankUS 🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

9/13/2019 7:32:17 AM jonjonlives1 Bodies or ashes of bodies from their incinerator?

9/13/2019 7:32:49 AM melanieanders7 And Bohemian Grove

9/13/2019 7:34:14 AM huolihanr (((Controlled opposition)))

9/13/2019 7:35:48 AM melanieanders7 Dorian must’ve destroyed Epstein Island. Flooding the underground possibly?

9/13/2019 7:36:41 AM charitable_fury  https://www.cnet.com/news/google-owns-duck-com-but-itll-give-rival-duckduckgo-a-shoutout-anyhow/ …

9/13/2019 7:37:58 AM jonjonlives1 Since Googke has left Duck alone I felt that the two were working together

9/13/2019 7:38:01 AM charitable_fury Something’s up here...if it “quacks” like a Duck...

9/13/2019 7:38:41 AM aetherwalker1 Goolgle's like Animal Farm.

The commandment "Don't be evil" gets edited to

"Do be evil"

😏

9/13/2019 7:41:48 AM fredocuomo11 There's a similar structure in the gardens of the vatican too.  I'll try to find it again and i'll post it.

9/13/2019 7:42:07 AM der_wanderer8 Hello HAL

9/13/2019 7:45:57 AM analyst2501 There’s no way to tell. But I don’t mind. I use them to get unsupressed search results, not for privacy.

9/13/2019 7:48:17 AM syrrah2 But what about the Getty?? Let’s crack that next...

9/13/2019 7:48:33 AM coachdadu  pic.twitter.com/d02TBGuKib

9/13/2019 7:48:58 AM aetherwalker1 Non-locality 👌🏼

9/13/2019 7:49:55 AM rembrandt_1981 That is not how I see it appearing. pic.twitter.com/UPJmoIEDQQ

9/13/2019 7:51:57 AM 9threalm Google should be held accountable for conspiring with Epstein. Yet they're still on their high horse telling us what to think.

9/13/2019 7:52:47 AM 1watcherwatcher Y'all need to watch Rusty Shackelford's YouTube videos of his drone taking video. No checkered ground, no tennis court.

9/13/2019 7:53:25 AM 1watcherwatcher Watch the Rusty Shackelford videos.

9/13/2019 7:53:31 AM fightforamerica Define invasive and to what near term specific goals it is used and I can answer your question.

9/13/2019 7:55:21 AM 1watcherwatcher I'm curious as to who is paying that staff that's still there. https://youtu.be/5MfLWfuhW3Y 

9/13/2019 7:57:35 AM i_drawmohammed  pic.twitter.com/5AERNynuSW

9/13/2019 7:58:16 AM samsmith0319 Yes...but there will be others...💔

9/13/2019 7:59:43 AM houdini481 Sadly, I'm sure they have several backup sites.

9/13/2019 8:03:18 AM blsdbe Straight up, #SheepNoMore, Bitches!!! pic.twitter.com/u7gE7kZXNL

9/13/2019 8:05:57 AM blsdbe Isn’t it interesting that, in the image on the left, there are no shadows on the tennis court, but all the trees and surrounding shrubbery all have 

shadows??? Why would they be? pic.twitter.com/e8KO9EYUy4

9/13/2019 8:07:14 AM jollyrob2 Let the world know what they have done!

9/13/2019 8:07:37 AM blsdbe Yep sounds like Transhumanist propaganda to me... pic.twitter.com/O5nzm1t6YH

9/13/2019 8:08:27 AM dark2lightww Have you seen the drone footage of what it really looks like now? The rusty shackleford videos?

9/13/2019 8:08:28 AM omerta_15 Ariel Sat Img of NM Zorro Has Similar

9/13/2019 8:09:04 AM 9threalm  pic.twitter.com/sVEXVza4nZ

9/13/2019 8:10:45 AM blsdbe Suggestions for Focus for #Prayer or #Mediation tonight to help Create Goodness?

9/13/2019 8:11:32 AM jujusfurrykids Bohemian Grove

9/13/2019 8:15:41 AM kaseykaufman18 Miss the good days

9/13/2019 8:18:40 AM acharm_x Makes you wonder what other ‘tweaks’ GOOG earth is making around the earth! If you can’t trust one image...you can’t trust any images.

9/13/2019 8:28:02 AM bighorns Why were the FBI so interested in the trees after Epstein's arrest?

9/13/2019 8:29:28 AM melhuses What do you suggest then for a search engine?

9/13/2019 8:31:14 AM madhopper59 Thanks be to Almighty God in heaven that our children will be spared from Epstein Island. Now, to eradicate the rest of these pedos forever! 

pic.twitter.com/jIM3lLjtqV

9/13/2019 8:31:34 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/CAWvdNYbW4

9/13/2019 8:34:26 AM rafngeirdal I would like @PlastiksurgeonE to know about this.

9/13/2019 8:37:33 AM fionasdestiny67 They patrol Walmarts and Targets all the time for snatch and grabs. Watch your kids!

9/13/2019 8:38:53 AM catherinewhitfo I think it's a tarp that Epstein had strapped over whatever this thing is.

9/13/2019 8:39:17 AM itsyfireflower 450

9/13/2019 8:41:59 AM jray_redfever DDG are sure the heck collecting something behind the scenes... not wipeable in the app. pic.twitter.com/TEuG2r4jQr

9/13/2019 8:42:05 AM jfogle8 Old habits die hard.

9/13/2019 8:42:16 AM nurseniceyes Are you sure this time?

9/13/2019 8:44:23 AM beachsoulfl Dorian didn't do squat to that evil island. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PyxLEPecNyg …

9/13/2019 8:45:37 AM nurseniceyes So he is pulling in at least 10 grand at month?

9/13/2019 8:45:39 AM bigthingzzz Drone footage pic.twitter.com/XpRGUxJhqz

9/13/2019 8:45:48 AM lauralvsmyland 💙🙏💙

9/13/2019 8:46:29 AM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏❤️❤️❤️🙏🙏🙏

9/13/2019 8:48:20 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/8NGRLPtUrH

9/13/2019 8:49:04 AM dazeytoday Dammit! That’s the browser I changed to for privacy reasons! I want an attorney!!

9/13/2019 8:49:42 AM mflatt23 You staying with DDG?

9/13/2019 8:50:42 AM realchindsight We are already the most advanced piece of technology on Earth.

Just none of us have found the ON button.

9/13/2019 8:53:46 AM trumpredpill  pic.twitter.com/U2NeJG2RgW

9/13/2019 8:53:56 AM rafngeirdal briebery? Misspelling? What would the extra e stand for?



9/13/2019 8:54:06 AM michael81972 120,000

9/13/2019 8:57:25 AM laurelmaher1 I believe you are correct!

9/13/2019 9:03:56 AM jray_redfever For now... but DDG sure needs to explain saving hidden data/cache and deserves to in the intrusive discussion.

9/13/2019 9:05:45 AM omerta_15 Cypress Trees ....or Others Could Be Links To Companies Like Cypress Holdings Where Someone May Or May Not Have Dirt On Others ...Just An 

Example

9/13/2019 9:10:08 AM peaceemulator Wasn't the owner of Google on Epsteins flight record?

9/13/2019 9:13:17 AM bighorns Or were trees planted over the bodies?

9/13/2019 9:18:22 AM thepeacekitten Exactly.

9/13/2019 9:20:24 AM agoodyear2015 That would have to be one big-ass tarp to cover something that big.

9/13/2019 9:21:18 AM _369311119 the (Fall) Air is (more) alive today. "Lots of folks" talking about not eating meat. No red-pill. Just noticing a gross factor that was always there, but is 

now (more) palpable.

It's a very, very Veil Fall!

9/13/2019 9:23:07 AM anneolsen43 Project Pegasus

9/13/2019 9:23:50 AM karma4event201 Google or thier parent company bought DuckDuckGo, yes?

9/13/2019 9:24:25 AM suekonkel Very common name .. Don't go too far with this.

9/13/2019 9:26:32 AM _369311119 $2k and TWO free bowls of soup...will get 369,000 of my votes. The rest are not for sale for ethical reasons.

9/13/2019 9:28:40 AM agoodyear2015 We don't know who is more invasive, but I do know I don't believe anything Axios tweets out.

9/13/2019 9:30:48 AM 1crazy_toaster no more loosh feeding for the dark side. The dawn of a new era is upon us..too so long but we see the glimmer of lights.  Dark to Light at long last.. 

pic.twitter.com/2g5CAD1e2a

9/13/2019 9:32:14 AM marcusgillette1 12 moths in a year, not 10. 😁

9/13/2019 9:33:19 AM usss_211 Corn is ripe for the harvest...

9/13/2019 9:36:12 AM michael81972 $1,000 a month to 10 families= $10,000...$10,000 X 1 Year(12)= $120,000

9/13/2019 9:37:06 AM acharm_x I’m starting to wonder what they’re hiding in the NORTH pole. Did you know there are hundreds of centuries old maps that show 4 land masses 

separated by 4 rivers around a mountain (magnetic North Pole). pic.twitter.com/uSnkZrQtVH

9/13/2019 9:37:21 AM aprilbrown99 We are already in 500 places at once! Multidimensional and multi-timeline! We are majestic at the very core of our BEing. ✨✨✨

9/13/2019 9:37:44 AM acharm_x  https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/north-pole-map-mercator …

9/13/2019 9:39:54 AM werascending Well I guess I won’t be shopping at Whole Foods anymore! I thought Amazon bought Whole Foods?

9/13/2019 9:40:41 AM nea_storm Only 10 American families? 10,000 USD?🤔 Does that mean there are zero limits for everyone else? (whisper) Is he saying Zero limits for illegals? 

Attempts to regain a lost foothold for Galactic human trafficking? pic.twitter.com/NcF8MAjzYn

9/13/2019 9:40:47 AM werascending Excellent!! Good thinking!

9/13/2019 9:41:18 AM cryptogyu Just watched amazing footage and clarity. On his videos, storage area for heavy equipment. I’m amazed at all the infrastructure there!!

9/13/2019 9:42:00 AM wickedmouse369 They think we are...

9/13/2019 9:44:09 AM n7guardiananon they bring the dead back to life for their vote...and a few Americans get $1k...

9/13/2019 9:44:30 AM lchristos I believe they already did over a year ago.

9/13/2019 9:45:16 AM cryptogyu Rusty Shackleford footage. Some new from today. Looks like the area is for heavy equipment storage.  

https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg …

9/13/2019 9:47:08 AM hypocrisymatte1 I tried DDG and I thought it still used Google to complete searches.

9/13/2019 9:49:12 AM cryptogyu Great footage of the Island. Clarity is amazing. I’m amazed at all the infrastructure. Thank you to @dark2lightWW for making me aware of Rusty 

Shackleford’s work. https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg …

9/13/2019 9:54:04 AM truthseekermed1 Nah you can see the fake light poles

9/13/2019 9:55:23 AM 9threalm All errors huh? pic.twitter.com/r2neS0gzBX

9/13/2019 9:57:16 AM nea_storm Thank you Everyone for another great Heads Up! Wow! Who knew?😳 pic.twitter.com/2ks9YzknTz

9/13/2019 9:58:16 AM ricky52222196 How many of those people sitting behind JFK had a hand in his demise?

9/13/2019 10:06:28 AM neufeldtlyss17 Phuck!!!  Please kind sir(s) won’t you tell me what to use then?......

9/13/2019 10:06:33 AM tyst1ck Agreed. I can actually find what im looking for on DuckDuckGo.

9/13/2019 10:06:49 AM dark2lightww A few of the videos has a link to his photos. This is by far the most legitimate viewing of the island.  IMO not clear on when they were taken though as I 

suspect they may be military as it doesn't seem like they would be allowed to post these. He's going right up to the windows

9/13/2019 10:07:14 AM girlawakeinca How about  http://startpage.com ? Is that safer? 

 https://twitter.com/drrepstein/status/1172211785975222272?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/c24emXiDvZ

9/13/2019 10:08:22 AM thomasbialkows1 Isn't Whole Foods a part of the Cabal?

9/13/2019 10:11:11 AM 9threalm Well.. silly me. I thought we were discussing maps. 🤷🏽♀️ pic.twitter.com/Lo5wOpfUDA

9/13/2019 10:14:27 AM aynthrope Greetings MAJ, we are EBE^2 T45 Disclose, same page, regards from Nkey.  👽

9/13/2019 10:14:51 AM turboxyde I'll stick with my divine template... it's infinitely capable after all!

9/13/2019 10:18:38 AM 9threalm 🤓What???

9/13/2019 10:19:24 AM thekanehb lucifer = the sun

9/13/2019 10:21:16 AM plastiksurgeone I’ve been using StartPage lately as a search engine. Unfortunately, DuckDuckGo has been compromised. 😟

9/13/2019 10:22:34 AM chiandy66 How do you manipulate Google Earth pics to do that??

9/13/2019 10:24:20 AM maryschade14 Promises made..

but never kept..

Helz yeah if that was lil ol us . We'd be under the ol jailhouse. 

Why can't We The Peeps go after [Them] for a century+ of broken promises..breach of contracts..

9/13/2019 10:25:07 AM mateuszwala also smoking/eating babies is ok?

strange thinking dont' ya?

it is not an attack :)

9/13/2019 10:25:14 AM jvan125 That’s what I thought!!!!  Buying votes!!! 🤦🏼♀️🙃

9/13/2019 10:26:37 AM jvan125 He needs all the help he can get though 😂 Mr PuERto rIcO is a CoUntry 🥴 #CantLetThatGo😆

9/13/2019 10:29:24 AM jvan125 Alexis + Antonia = ALICE

9/13/2019 10:30:52 AM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/E359VUTDRs

9/13/2019 10:34:53 AM nea_storm Beautifully expressed 1crazy_toaster! pic.twitter.com/W0xsLf8Ql0

9/13/2019 10:43:12 AM leslieau7 Oh my ! 

My son was just talking about this last week !

9/13/2019 10:44:21 AM _girlmaher_ A journal page about synchronicity. Made from a series of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet.  pic.twitter.com/NLdqUwzCRu

9/13/2019 10:45:06 AM americanchilean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 WHERE DID WE SEE THIS BEFORE!? 😎 THE POWER OF 3,6,9....! @Qanon76 

https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1172495277913255938 …

9/13/2019 10:45:50 AM sandytoes717 It did nothing to the island!

9/13/2019 10:46:46 AM debrasmith48 Use Brave no data collecting

9/13/2019 10:47:01 AM sandytoes717 😂😂😂😂😂

9/13/2019 10:47:50 AM americanchilean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 THE POWER OF 3,6, 9...! 👈😎👌  https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1172183930381975557 …

9/13/2019 10:49:49 AM americanchilean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 THE POWER OF 3,6,9...! DEJAVÚ! 😎 @SteveScalise pic.twitter.com/BKvlGzodKT



9/13/2019 10:51:53 AM 9threalm Google has changed nothing about how they depict Little Saint James or Great Saint James. So not sure what you mean. But I'm glad you have so much 

faith in Google.

9/13/2019 10:56:08 AM graffiti_forens Hard to imagine it would be more invasive than the giant, Google. I wouldn't know until someone else reported it if DDG is invasive or not.

9/13/2019 10:58:18 AM johnbryant1017 The lines aren't even straight. Who would believe that it's really a tennis court?

9/13/2019 11:04:31 AM fersko_lisa Where are the Bush and Clintons on this night❓❓

9/13/2019 11:07:11 AM peacey_queen QRST. Originally there was no Q, it was Pi in greek.

I've been studying the letters and language side of this all! it finishes with phi (body) chi (energy/intent) psi (mind) then om(ega)

9/13/2019 11:15:39 AM der_wanderer8 Always felt bad for the horse when I see it, since I'm little 😢

9/13/2019 11:21:35 AM lisa43915146 Thank God!

9/13/2019 11:24:25 AM 9threalm I never noticed this. But there are 2 tennis courts on Great Saint James. We know the small one is fake. Not sure if the larger one's real. 

pic.twitter.com/RT8HiIaYgt

9/13/2019 11:28:26 AM dagandre5 Its big different between results in search, 

thats for sure .

9/13/2019 11:30:32 AM aleks8837 'Drip disclosure'?! 😮: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxi6rtBtBM0 …

9/13/2019 11:32:55 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @HawtinGibb @AwfySore @Justice4allCQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness

9/13/2019 11:33:59 AM cjptrsn I’ve heard some dicey stuff about Brave already too. 

Files that can’t be deleted.

9/13/2019 11:35:12 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

9/13/2019 11:37:17 AM lbf777 More sneaky Communist tricks. These people are mater manipulators.

9/13/2019 11:39:11 AM omerta_15 I Tweeted About That When The Last Raid Happened On Epstein Island... Those Were Very Costly & Alot Of Effort Went Into Putting Them There As 

They Are Not Native & Would Serve As A Marker For Just That

9/13/2019 11:39:36 AM fredocuomo11 I can't remember how to see historic pics on google maps...or was that google earth?  This is the place I was thinking of, but in the pic I remember 

seeing, you could make out a smaller square in each grass square in the plaza that looked like it was covering something

9/13/2019 11:39:40 AM fredocuomo11  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/00120+Vatican+City/@41.9057329,12.4532691,276m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x1325890a57d42d3d:0x94f

9ab23a7eb0!8m2!3d41.902916!4d12.453389 …

9/13/2019 11:45:07 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Comment?  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/ng-interactive/2019/sep/13/edward-snowden-interview-whistleblowing-

russia-ai-permanent-record …

9/13/2019 11:45:46 AM kindeandtrue I'm tempted to say, "What difference, at this point, does it make?", but I won't.

9/13/2019 11:50:15 AM bryceja68689884 Honestly, how would we know. We only know what we are allowed to see. Just b/c a company claims its safer, do we automatically believe it? 

Everything with a grain of salt.

9/13/2019 11:54:23 AM madhopper59 It is made to look like that but what tennis court has anyone ever played on that was raised in the center? That would be a big 0!

So what was really going on under there? pic.twitter.com/rKsp5SKi6W

9/13/2019 12:00:16 PM covertress Snowden from:@ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/r7IJ4MvxA1

9/13/2019 12:01:02 PM happynessiam No. How? They all use Google search findings.  I often wonder how good a Browser is, if they still rely on Google for information streams, aside from 

the Browser safety or non safety.  Why is DOJ going after them if everything is private & wiped.  What do they know...we don't

9/13/2019 12:46:16 PM kerrloud @amazon gots ta make dat money.

@WholeFoods

9/13/2019 12:46:20 PM gribbs7 Wierd i know old tweet but 1st time i saw it. The other week whilst lockin up at work saying thank you for the day, i had 369 goin round in my head. On 

a side note i am noticing more & more static when touching things.. car and dog epecially. #WWG1WGA369 workin on the love apsect

9/13/2019 12:49:05 PM dshepherdtrump We have Everything

Right

We know where the bodies R

9/13/2019 12:52:11 PM mo_an2016 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12    What are you saving for Israel?

9/13/2019 1:06:36 PM dbefmfttfn @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/RcdFHnFSAL

9/13/2019 1:24:25 PM erikaroot92101 can't trust anything anymore...

9/13/2019 1:26:49 PM areckoningday It's all fun and games until... pic.twitter.com/VvfjsduUeO

9/13/2019 1:30:24 PM rembrandt_1981 So technically there is not a tennis court at all. 👍

9/13/2019 1:30:56 PM blsdbe Nope.

9/13/2019 1:32:16 PM blsdbe Makes you wonder why Google would put an image of a tennis court there. Why @Google? Why the phony image?

9/13/2019 1:35:07 PM johnrjones1958 I thought that was a fake cover.

9/13/2019 1:35:31 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/Tha2pacHoax/status/1156263993713004545?s=19 …

9/13/2019 1:36:45 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/8Wqs1tD4pwA 

9/13/2019 1:39:19 PM allahuniversal  https://vault.fbi.gov/Tupac%20Shakur%20/Tupac%20Shakur%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

9/13/2019 1:44:41 PM dejavuq17 Me too 😂

9/13/2019 2:15:29 PM diaptera_80 For me it censores results as bad as google.

9/13/2019 2:19:36 PM diaptera_80 What is up with DJT being best buddies with Israel? Save it for last, when? Hillary isn't even arrested yet. Podesta even more surprisingly free.

9/13/2019 2:34:46 PM roe50 Yes and actually It is the enemy of my enemy is my friend.. different objectives though Rinos =Extreme Capitalism Dems =socialist /communists . Rinos 

Monopolies rule Socialism /Communism government rule..

9/13/2019 2:39:26 PM nea_storm Thank you Majestic 12! Agree! There is Zero requirement for that AI Rubbish! Has any of the Board or Super Board Members sold any chunks of their 

Amazon Stock lately? I'm Interested in the Boards' confidence with their propaganda marketing? Have They micro chipped themselves yet? 

pic.twitter.com/w0lYLQIVDn

9/13/2019 2:42:28 PM wolrac69 It's funny but kinda sad how many people are saying to hurry up and arrest someone.

There is just way to many sheep still asleep.  We would have a bloody war in the streets if this is rushed. 

Timing is everything.

9/13/2019 3:05:55 PM eldeeberry Amen

9/13/2019 3:16:48 PM marnisheppeard Ah, so they are getting time to alter all the records. Hope you’re watching.

9/13/2019 3:34:11 PM djmurphy5 We are the technology already. Consciousness, individual and otherwise, is one with God.

9/13/2019 3:45:16 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/y7gC7YHSEx

9/13/2019 3:52:07 PM nea_storm Humongous! Another Historical Fact and Definitive Demonstrations of energetic Enforcement Victories, Positive Timeline Phasing and End of a 

destructive heinous reign! Thank you for the Documented Notice! pic.twitter.com/Qviz7QL1LZ

9/13/2019 3:57:00 PM mongrelglory They did, and that's when Whole Foods came under their evil agenda.  They even lobbied against a bill that would make labelling of GMO foods 

mandatory!

9/13/2019 3:57:32 PM bh2omiamigo fitting final photo pic.twitter.com/PjSBa4VjGj

9/13/2019 3:59:26 PM garuda291 Hold on is this a tent with printed surface?!?

9/13/2019 4:07:29 PM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/Pl4HiWHN7W



9/13/2019 4:11:55 PM mongrelglory If we are watching a movie, this guy must be the comic relief! 🤪

9/13/2019 4:13:11 PM chinupchubbly It’s a start, hopefully just the first domino to topple.

9/13/2019 4:14:50 PM mongrelglory Man!  I hope they've collected all that forensic evidence for prosecution purposes! 😠

9/13/2019 4:29:09 PM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/Oms5O5GCiV

9/13/2019 4:32:37 PM truthseeker805 Though I send you loving vibes and well wishes, STOP making the Q people look ridiculous.  JFK IS DEADER THAN A DOORNAIL.  JR. TOO.

9/13/2019 4:47:49 PM johnsville14 I just remembered something. In that Pepe image Q posted of Epstein Island, there was a sign that pointed offscreen and is labeled "TENNIS".

9/13/2019 4:50:14 PM sallistrangdayz 👀open!

9/13/2019 4:50:42 PM linnyt7 You can’t know what you can’t know, right? I mean, if someone hadn’t told me about googl I wouldn’t know that.

9/13/2019 4:57:24 PM ff706station7 Vrhil'ly?

9/13/2019 4:58:59 PM irah_chandler Well that's tarp and a later image but you're mostly right i would bet

9/13/2019 5:00:25 PM mandelbulb That's how I feel about protonmail too...

9/13/2019 5:02:48 PM irah_chandler I'm also anti A.I.

9/13/2019 5:20:31 PM rafngeirdal Yes, sad. You and your friends thought you were safe. This just tells us how smart that deep state is.

9/13/2019 5:27:32 PM charmanda9 Sounds like Walmart.

9/13/2019 5:39:24 PM hoopdem The weight of their system and ideology is breaking them. Microcosm of socialism. 

Whole Foods says take your whole self and go f&@* yourselves. 

Damn!

The irony

9/13/2019 5:42:02 PM mefulmer25 TRUE!!! I can find more articles and info on the truth not their bs lies!!

9/13/2019 5:58:24 PM americanpetal Amen!🙏🙏🙏

✔🇺🇸✔

✔🕊✔

9/13/2019 6:07:08 PM marcusgillette1 Hehehehe, you’re so right... man, was my math brain off this morning. Thanks for the correction 😆

9/13/2019 6:09:56 PM michael81972 Ive done the same thing before👍🏻

9/13/2019 6:10:42 PM scratchhere Actual image, not goggle’s CGI BS. pic.twitter.com/KphTPIrAyJ

9/13/2019 6:11:11 PM marcusgillette1 😆couldn’t help myself... I thought the second time and said hey I’m right, I’ll show him, hehehe, wasn’t I the fool 😎

9/13/2019 6:13:29 PM michael81972 No fools in here...wwg1wga👊🏻

9/13/2019 6:16:19 PM mcbostongirls Where’s Oprah tonight?

9/13/2019 6:31:20 PM saustintx1 Eric Schmidt the CEO of the parent company Alphabet was forced to resign because of POTUS' December 21, 2017 executive order -- please research 

and spread the word

9/13/2019 6:33:34 PM 7alon This is the exact same thing I was thinking. We can regrow fingers and other stuff. Maybe some of them can cure their withdrawal, but the top 

chuckleheads keep it compartmentalised so they can keep the other cult members controlled/addicted.

9/13/2019 6:41:42 PM cavankid Their headquarters right down the street from big ol Masonic lodge. Coincidence?? 🤪

9/13/2019 6:41:53 PM annietul Google is definitely hiding something with their "doctored" map. Here's the current google map. pic.twitter.com/rOgYHpNEkJ

9/13/2019 6:43:16 PM annietul What does this tell us? Direct evidence that google is in "bed" with convicted pedophile and evil doer Epstein.

9/13/2019 6:44:35 PM honeybee33_ I use http://Qwant.com 

9/13/2019 6:46:45 PM teeunited3 #DarkToLIGHT #FridayThoughts #PatriotsUnited #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow #WWG1WWA #UnsealEpstein #ArrestGhislaneMaxwell

9/13/2019 6:49:42 PM 313looper May God Bless All The Brave Patriots Who Have Stopped This Brutality...🙏🏻✨

9/13/2019 6:57:26 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/434_official?s=17 …

9/13/2019 7:17:37 PM light_fighter_g Good! Audit all the search engines! We need transparency

9/13/2019 7:20:36 PM annietul What it looked like two months ago. Not a tennis court. pic.twitter.com/kyUAsIni94

9/13/2019 7:20:38 PM olimyracle All roads leads to #CERN

 http://www.opendays.cern 

9/13/2019 7:26:09 PM olimyracle [Swiss security] at his finest...

 http://www.opendays.cern 

9/13/2019 7:29:14 PM olimyracle From #CERN

 http://www.opendays.cern 

9/13/2019 7:29:54 PM djmtheoriginal Hear hear!! These quasi- roleplay/psy-op guys will surely help usher in a new era, especially with Trump at the helm. Never mind that it looks like he's 

just gaining blackmail materials with all his "unsealings".

9/13/2019 7:35:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its even less with food, much less organic food. What role does the FDA play? What are monopolies? What are revolving doors? Poisoned. Drugged. 

Mind Controlled. Slave. The Great Awakening. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1172698984298627074 …

9/13/2019 7:36:55 PM guy_karen What are we?  Lab rats?

9/13/2019 7:38:19 PM michael81972 It seems they are playing the role of legally poisoning us...I laugh when I hear someone say..” but its FDA approved”

9/13/2019 7:39:07 PM aprilbrown99 [They] think we are sheep, stupid, and [their] food supply. #SheepNoMore #SlavesNoMore

9/13/2019 7:39:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 51 Air Force

51 Air(ea) Force

Force Area 51

How many trillions spent?

Why can't the wall get built?

Who appropriates funds?

Off the books?

2001 [-$2.3T] (acknowledged)?

2019 [-$55T] (unacknowledged)?

Sheep no more.

Federal Reserve. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1172691436019617793 …
9/13/2019 7:39:54 PM maryschade14 Yes. At their pleasure. We are bottom feeders..to them.

9/13/2019 7:40:38 PM annietul The purpose of the FDA is to protect the interests of the private bankster owned pharmaceutical industry, against safer/natural alternatives. A better 

approach is there be no limit to drugs or remedies, but the FDA only be a "stamp of approval," not a limit to access.

9/13/2019 7:40:44 PM aprilbrown99 #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

9/13/2019 7:41:22 PM mongrelglory They're responsible for administering our "Soma" (Brave New World reference for those who don't know).

9/13/2019 7:42:21 PM state1union I said the numbers of 3-6-9 went back 51 years ago 9/10/68. I knew it. Area 51.

9/13/2019 7:42:58 PM scott_rick Huh



9/13/2019 7:43:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth about Vaping will be fully disclosed. 

It was a weapon of war.

Intended for depopulation.

Extremely addictive.

No inspections.

No transparency.

China. China. China.

[Renegade].

Vaping products will be Made in USA from SAFE materials.

What if you were vaping toxins?
9/13/2019 7:43:51 PM state1union Omg 😮

9/13/2019 7:43:55 PM brick_airhedred What about CBD oil?

9/13/2019 7:44:11 PM farklew It's a dumb habit.  Just outlaw it.

9/13/2019 7:44:15 PM mongrelglory Has the Federal Reserve been neutered now?  What about all those Central Banks giving us negative interest rates for our bonds around the world?

9/13/2019 7:44:23 PM hoopdem Nothing is real anymore. Everything is a lie!!

Mondern day slaves! pic.twitter.com/6dfCQNx8c7

9/13/2019 7:44:23 PM jvan125 It sounds like they WERE! How else do you explain people dying within just months of starting? Something more is definitely going on.

9/13/2019 7:44:26 PM wwg1wga93583681 -$55T unacknowledged?

is there a missing disclosure?  FF averted?

9/13/2019 7:45:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pure CBD oil when consumed under the tounge poses no health risks. CBD oil for vaping still contains toxins that are used for the actual vaporizing 

effect. Same with THC pens.

9/13/2019 7:45:58 PM mongrelglory Hah!  I knew it!  Just because you're paranoid, doesn't mean they aren't out to get you!  💀😒😏

9/13/2019 7:46:18 PM loosehubcap As was mentioned... please be sure and use only USA made and if there are organic notations...then be happy

9/13/2019 7:46:52 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen The filament that is used is highly toxic. After vaping you can taste the filament. There are safe ways indeed to acquire the vapor minus the carcinogens 

from the smoke.

9/13/2019 7:47:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gold shall end the Fed.

They have not been neutralized fully yet.

Plan is in action.

Trust the plan.

9/13/2019 7:47:23 PM staggerlee422 I make my own...

9/13/2019 7:48:20 PM mongrelglory Good to hear!👍

9/13/2019 7:48:52 PM do_or_do_notty I think drinking alcohol

fingernail chewing

and smacking while you eat 

are dumb habits

I also think eating sugar is deadly 

I don’t suggest that those things be outlawed though 

That’s not what Freedom looks like to me 🤷🏻♀️

9/13/2019 7:48:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 When properly prepared it is healthier than breathing in combustion based smoke from cigarettes (considering the toxic additives they contain).

9/13/2019 7:48:56 PM giediknight What about smoking hemp?

9/13/2019 7:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 All combustion can present problems for health, however vaporzing hemp, cbd, thc using heat only below 180C poses almost no risk to health.

9/13/2019 7:53:27 PM jbvs2016 Well what about cigs?? Trump wants to stop vaping from being sold, yet cigarettes are still Being sold and have been for decades...🤔

9/13/2019 7:54:22 PM do_or_do_notty Yes

When properly prepared 

the main danger it poses 

is to Big Tobaccos bottom line

Investigate the issue

Fix the issue

Move on. Bans not needed 

Hold those preparers who cut corners accountable pic.twitter.com/xabZEHp9M9
9/13/2019 7:54:59 PM junglerednm 🤔 pic.twitter.com/5GMhSKEPi4

9/13/2019 7:55:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 It will change.

Safe alternatives. 

CBD/Hemp.

All combustion inhaled has negative health effects, but removing the neurotoxin nicotine allows individuals to freely start/stop consumption based on 

free will and not drug response.

9/13/2019 7:55:48 PM dontask97215849 People need to wake up! China regularly adds poisons/ toxins to their products. They've poisoned our dogs, children and we should not trust their 

cheap crap. China is not our friend

9/13/2019 7:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, ATF was creates for depopulation.

9/13/2019 7:57:25 PM jbvs2016 Yes agreed... looking forward to seeing what they come out with🙏 nicotine is hard to stop for many people.

9/13/2019 7:57:30 PM maryschade14 369

51 6

51 6

51 6 

153 18 both added 9

153 fish in the net of Peter's 

National Security ----->Pentagon missing Trillions ----->FED----->787B TARP 1.2T Shovel Ready

IBOR ABOR LIBOR DCAS/DMAS Mueller partnered with Hale Dorr Litigation Firm 93-98..
9/13/2019 7:59:40 PM do_or_do_notty Mayo Clinic admitted to me that nicotine alone,

without the other toxins in cigarettes, basically has the same risks as caffeine.

9/13/2019 8:00:39 PM realestahole Oh FFS, shut the fuck up.

9/13/2019 8:02:26 PM mommysbigmouth Praise God!!!

9/13/2019 8:02:50 PM mongrelglory Nicotine is more addictive than Crystal Meth. (Which is pretty addictive!)

9/13/2019 8:03:28 PM scott_rick Timeframe?  Or Act Number?

9/13/2019 8:04:50 PM charity_burkett Because they have to play politics and rile up their bases- ENDLESS BULLSHIT- WE PAY FOR- they never fix any problems, they just waste our money, 

pretend to give a shit- #TheyDont, they want 2 things, your vote, and your money, it's all an #UnfairGame

9/13/2019 8:05:07 PM do_or_do_notty Not according to the experts in such matters at Mayo Clinic in Rochester 🤷🏻♀️✌️ 

Ya know I also read silly stuff that said Oreos were more addictive than heroin.  We’ve been lied to about everything. Even a lot of our science is 

twisted due to greed and power

9/13/2019 8:05:12 PM aprilbrown99 Would one of those toxins be vaping Vitamin C?



9/13/2019 8:06:28 PM cactusflower81 Where's @HillaryClinton ???

9/13/2019 8:06:30 PM chew_soap What a sick joke

9/13/2019 8:06:46 PM sensibledeplor1 They also do this to generic medications. Try to always get brand names

9/13/2019 8:07:11 PM 369369rv I was doing it to quit smoking. It worked for me but then I went out partying one night 😢

9/13/2019 8:08:02 PM aurorasreality MUST!!!  Vitamin E acetate  test and heavy metal testing must be done! The deaths are shitty TOXIC products so of course “junk” vaped into lungs is 

bad!! 

There’s so much needed education in the industry of proper extraction and cannabis education! This is my day job speciality

9/13/2019 8:08:09 PM stevenfontain14 things are becoming clearer

9/13/2019 8:08:27 PM mongrelglory It's funny... in our addiction programs in Toronto, nicotine was always named as being the most addictive of all the "street drugs".

9/13/2019 8:08:30 PM asdasd26700831 Bought some organic salad imported from the US a few ago...

9/13/2019 8:08:30 PM carolin15161363 Is this saying a Collins took the picture?

9/13/2019 8:09:47 PM mongrelglory Soon!  You must be patient my little grasshopper...😑😁

9/13/2019 8:10:33 PM gyuhyecheong Like as Epstein=Cho Kuk (Minister of Justice, SK)=Bomb Shell=Crime & Dirt covered with fancy Deco-paper. "A Sudden Arrest of Key of Moon Jae-In 

Gate, Cho Beom-Dong" pic.twitter.com/hiUqr0U6nl

9/13/2019 8:10:33 PM finvus Taking away freedoms that you and I don't like is not liberty. That's a tactic of the Left. Banning things outright can drive them underground and make 

the problem worse. See ALL OF HISTORY for several examples. Some light, sensible regulation is fine and allows freedom to reign

9/13/2019 8:10:45 PM em0ryd3an Welfare bear, NICE!

9/13/2019 8:11:41 PM mongrelglory I read somewhere that it was lipid soluble adjuvants which get inhaled and ingested by the macrophages (immune cells) in the lungs.  Results in the 

immune system malfunctioning.

9/13/2019 8:11:45 PM do_or_do_notty I thought so too

But I had a detailed and specific conversation with several of their providers 

It is addictive. I’m not suggesting it isn’t. 

But so is caffeine. 

And they stated unequivocally the actual risks are very comparable. And that sugar is even worse

9/13/2019 8:11:52 PM unstoppablencp It’s time to harvest!!!

9/13/2019 8:12:29 PM aurorasreality When buying bottle water you’re buying the bottle.  So often it’s a bottle from same group of “board members” of business “firms”

9/13/2019 8:12:47 PM em0ryd3an Millennia.

9/13/2019 8:12:48 PM jimbo11079215 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @AKA_RealDirty @15munson @bigredwavenow @LisaMei62 @realDonaldTrump 

(C)onspiracy (T)heorist 

(C)ritical (T)hinker

Hmmmm....

9/13/2019 8:13:08 PM finvus The compounds created by burning cigarettes are what are as addicting as heroin. Nicotine is a small part of that.

9/13/2019 8:13:31 PM em0ryd3an D

9/13/2019 8:13:53 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  💗💗💗

9/13/2019 8:14:06 PM mongrelglory It's kind of scary to think that nicotine, caffeine and sugar, all approved by the FDA for public consumption, are more addictive than alcohol and most 

street drugs!  And none of them contribute to awakening our consciousness like some drugs can.

9/13/2019 8:14:23 PM do_or_do_notty Smaller than they want us to know too, because that knowledge costs the industry big money. It already has

9/13/2019 8:14:56 PM kmcieaura They’ve been sold out to do you know who

9/13/2019 8:15:21 PM kmcieaura Not A good company Tell us more I know

9/13/2019 8:15:46 PM covfefe_grande Propylene glycol?

9/13/2019 8:17:00 PM do_or_do_notty And there has never been a death from Cannabis Overdose!

Our Endocannabinoid System prevents it

Yet people are sitting in jail for that “dangerous drug”

Also...it saves my life every single day. We’ve been soooo lied to.

9/13/2019 8:17:57 PM mongrelglory  https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/tobacco-nicotine-e-cigarettes/nicotine-addictive …

9/13/2019 8:18:41 PM nancyddb Oh wise one and sage, is there any news for cause, maybe a cure for rheumatoid arthritis?

9/13/2019 8:19:08 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve read [their] articles. So I went straight to the source. Sure am glad I did.

9/13/2019 8:19:19 PM catwmc I’ve wondered about this. For example the organic American Spirit cigs that are only tobacco and water.

9/13/2019 8:19:37 PM do_or_do_notty 👍

9/13/2019 8:19:56 PM jbvs2016 Fasting/deep breathing. No sugar. OMAD.

9/13/2019 8:20:04 PM drwoken It is easy to make by yourself.  where i live Propylene glycol is available at the drug store and the glycerine is made locally aswell.for the flavor they can 

be find locally too.  Nicotine for those who r quitting is more tricky in some area.  As for weed vaporising is the way

9/13/2019 8:20:07 PM mdmccordmd Agree MJ. A British Medical Journal study a few years ago showed vaping to be 95% safer than smoking. It is the tars of cigarettes which contain 

thousands of chemicals, most untested, which are so dangerous. Properly used can help people transition to stop altogether.

9/13/2019 8:22:04 PM chew_soap Isn’t that the whole island

9/13/2019 8:22:09 PM lbf777 The Banking elite use central banks to control the politics of each nation and therefore the world.

9/13/2019 8:22:15 PM mongrelglory It talks about how other ingredients in tobacco smoke potentiate the addictive properties of nicotine.  I'm sure this was no mistake when they were 

formulating the cigarettes!  We know that it wasn't even necessary for them to put nicotine in cigarettes.

9/13/2019 8:22:20 PM rfseopro 💫💫💫

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TYLER_56hz @RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/pBM3TBw1AC

9/13/2019 8:22:30 PM neilbridgman Nirvana, nice

9/13/2019 8:24:07 PM n7guardiananon Their idea of balance/control

 https://youtu.be/2JC1JjHRZA0  https://youtu.be/qhrjL5qg9zg 

9/13/2019 8:24:50 PM do_or_do_notty Their evil infiltrated every aspect of our lives. I do laugh at us sometimes tho 

Often we are like...

Oh they lied to us about ALL that??! 

Omg

But I’m absolutely sure they told us the truth about _____  😂

No. they lied about everything.  

Up is Down

Left is Right
9/13/2019 8:25:19 PM chew_soap Where are their other points?

9/13/2019 8:27:10 PM steveroye What is the nature of the disdain, contempt, etc. against humans? Did we do something unconscionable? Were (are) we simply just available to be 

taken advantage of?

Everything is cause and effect. Would really like some insight on the cause aspect. TY

9/13/2019 8:27:48 PM 1crazy_toaster add vaping to the list of ALL the weapons used against humans.  Food, air, medicine, education, TV, history and more, all used as weapons.



9/13/2019 8:28:10 PM realeyethespy @wwg1wga93583681

9/13/2019 8:30:10 PM lvx1132 Plant based foods should help. consumption of recycled based amino acids(meat)with a combination of essential amino acids(plantfoods) hence too 

much protein can create acidity in blood flow, which in the long run affects red&white cells.

9/13/2019 8:30:38 PM seeker229 Was it partial adrenochrome?

9/13/2019 8:30:48 PM wwg1wga93583681 in

9/13/2019 8:32:15 PM lvx1132 ..creating an imbalance of the blood cells which gives it a higher risk to developing diseases & cancer.

9/13/2019 8:33:44 PM oldhick17800719 One day people will know at certain fsct like we all need oxygen and water to live, that the demons running the world, were killing us every chance 

they got. We are insects to them. But God is on the side of life and love.

9/13/2019 8:33:49 PM lvx1132 Ok found a presentation that describes this better: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2R07FL1wVo4 …

9/13/2019 8:33:50 PM keith369me Okay, now I’m confused...434 is chaos...MJ12 makes this Tweet in March, the “434” account was formed in April, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 likes the 

@AllahUniversal follow up Tweet today.  The linear timeline doesn’t fit...I know Time is an illusion...fishing?

9/13/2019 8:34:37 PM natureinspace What's going to happen when the world finds out that there is no money?

9/13/2019 8:35:29 PM maryschade14 17x9 153

9/13/2019 8:36:16 PM scorpiopatriot HELL , I WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THEY WOULD HAVE BANNED VACCINES BY NOW. THE STATISTICS FOR THAT IS WHAT NOW 1/40 AUTISM RATE THIS 

YEAR BY CDC .. THEY EVEN HAVE THEIR OWN DAMAGE COURT . SHIT NEEDS TO BE BANNED BIG LEAGUE BEFORE WE HAVE NO KIDS TO FIGHT THIS 

FIGHT FOR.

9/13/2019 8:36:25 PM skymonk13 That's what i thought: depop agenda

9/13/2019 8:36:39 PM natureinspace Depopulation is their goal.

9/13/2019 8:36:47 PM dawsonmona Propylene glycol and a derivative of vit A is a culprit they say

9/13/2019 8:37:07 PM dontask97215849 Very true. I always do 💞🙏

9/13/2019 8:38:40 PM trixirilla Parents fault entirely? Because the people that possibly kidnapped children are completely held harmless? Is that what you're trying to say, eh?

9/13/2019 8:40:04 PM angularmomentu3 I think it might also be the spun metal filaments not just the oils. Had a friend that made his own and I told him that metal particulates of all sorts were 

entering his lungs. pic.twitter.com/gkHs85dz58

9/13/2019 8:40:43 PM w_gqqx just pass a law saying they have to list all the ingredients in the fluids

9/13/2019 8:42:01 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔

9/13/2019 8:42:45 PM crt14361013 ✔

9/13/2019 8:42:49 PM elisalenz4 Oil clogs lungs.  Oil sticks to lungs.

9/13/2019 8:43:24 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔✔✔

9/13/2019 8:43:31 PM lvx1132 just saying focusing on the ways we can prevent certain things we do to reduce conditions that makes it easy for kidnappers to take away children. 

Human trafficking is a well established industry so with that being said, we can trust less strangers,don't go near big crowds etc.

9/13/2019 8:44:02 PM jennyjigsaw45 Sure is. One day soon though.

9/13/2019 8:44:25 PM aurorasreality Under tongue oil or drops shouldn’t  have chemicals. I have found some that do which is why transparency of ingredients and purity tests are good 

(imo) :)

9/13/2019 8:44:40 PM mongrelglory If you start looking back on the 2000 years or more of recorded history, you find that deception has been the M.O. of those who hold power in this 

word.  (That's reading between the lines, since history itself has been re-written many times!)

9/13/2019 8:45:07 PM maker45patriot Glad I never quit 🚬 . 🤔

9/13/2019 8:45:54 PM aurorasreality What about the parents on cbd and thc neuro protective properties the gov owns?

9/13/2019 8:46:49 PM gabrecken  https://fox13now.com/2019/09/11/rep-paul-ray-84-of-e-cigarette-liquid-sold-in-salt-lake-county-vape-shops-tests-positive-for-

opioids/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

More than just acetate.  Imagine fentanyl being added to commercial batches

9/13/2019 8:47:12 PM wareaglerising The Nicotine Vaping Community Has Know For A Long time Over 5 Years and Probably Longer that Vape Juice from China is Tainted...This is No Surprise 

to Us Always Buy US and Probably Local Shops Who Vape Themselves with You 🤔🤨🧐 It's Funny It's Not breaking New😆😂

9/13/2019 8:47:30 PM gabrecken  https://fox13now.com/2019/09/11/rep-paul-ray-84-of-e-cigarette-liquid-sold-in-salt-lake-county-vape-shops-tests-positive-for-

opioids/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

What about the opiods and fentanyl?

9/13/2019 8:47:40 PM do_or_do_notty Absolutely agree! 

The more dots I connect and truths I uncover... I have to really keep re-forgiving myself for being so gullible.

9/13/2019 8:47:51 PM gabrecken  https://fox13now.com/2019/09/11/rep-paul-ray-84-of-e-cigarette-liquid-sold-in-salt-lake-county-vape-shops-tests-positive-for-

opioids/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

9/13/2019 8:49:37 PM jackiesierfaith WOW

9/13/2019 8:52:12 PM nschlange Well then what's the point then? Why try to use a private one if none of them are private anyway? Also, if the patriots have taken over, why are we 

still being spied on? Anyone?

9/13/2019 8:52:55 PM drwoken Find a local lab and do a test on ingredients before mixing it up.  i dont trust anyone but me.  i use to be a big smoker like 2 packs a day.  Vaping helped 

me to get rid of it and now i no longer do it.  But before each batch when new products were involved i had it tested.

9/13/2019 8:54:35 PM patrick58722548 Humans are created in the Creators image. They hate us because they were not.  The humans doing their will are not aware, have been deceived, or 

are willing participants.  Turn to the one who can save, and the one they are terrified of.  Jesus.

9/13/2019 8:57:15 PM kettlecorn1234 Older siblings and friends buy for them.....

9/13/2019 8:57:18 PM amandpms Try Gothic Vapor located in Texas for your ejuice.  I have been a customer of theirs since 2015. Fully vetted under the FDA. @GothicVapor 

Simply the BEST!

9/13/2019 8:57:18 PM my2sonznme I hate to ask, but would someone be kind enough to explain. Vaping, as in nicotine cigarettes, or vaping as in marijuana? And why is flavored relevant? I 

appreciate the help!

9/13/2019 9:02:12 PM 88milesanhour Anyone with half a brain should already know not to ingest anything shipped from China, always check the labels, including that snack you grabbed 

from the mini-mart

9/13/2019 9:04:56 PM my2sonznme I am curious about StartPage as well. Or Bing?

9/13/2019 9:05:51 PM my2sonznme Didn’t Google but DDG?

9/13/2019 9:06:06 PM wethepeopleusa  https://www.misthub.com/blogs/vape-tutorials/76789381-tutorial-beginner-s-guide-to-vaping …

9/13/2019 9:06:41 PM allahuniversal 2 more links for context of 3:

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM_-69pwiy8VGNB6kobm9Mw …

... pic.twitter.com/TzPpCKagrZ

9/13/2019 9:06:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110941619237216257?s=19 …

9/13/2019 9:08:30 PM ughtohillary So is drinking, chewing tobacco, using perfume (many are allergic), I could go on & on. Next time something you like will get called out to ban. I don't 

want Gov't making those decisions for me. I personally don't use any of those items, but others have a right to use any & all.

9/13/2019 9:09:00 PM allahuniversal Have been keeping [Eyes On] for a while. Looking for another tweet today in this thread re: Disinfo as Bait led me back to the 434 tweet. That's when it 

clicked.

9/13/2019 9:09:02 PM my2sonznme That’s what I heard....?!

9/13/2019 9:09:20 PM brick_airhedred I wonder if a low carb (high meat) diet, which is standard orders, perpetuates T2 diabetes?



9/13/2019 9:13:32 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/k2RfxkFH3O

9/13/2019 9:17:57 PM jluther88 Same... the time is nearing for me.

I definitely think it is halting my Spiritual advancement. Let alone the physical affects.

9/13/2019 9:18:32 PM kid_bx What if you make your own vapes?

9/13/2019 9:22:28 PM missidawest I don't believe this. China wanted something to get their own people off the stinky cigarettes. It's one of the few things they've actually made without 

stealing technology. The only people getting sick are kids using it to smoke pot. That's not how it was designed to be used.

9/13/2019 9:22:39 PM justachick9 And yet we (civilian and military) freely ingest prescription meds made in China or from Chinese sourced ingredients. Over the years they have hit our 

baby formula, our pet food, our vaping products and yet we still don't learn.

9/13/2019 9:28:00 PM slinkermj I hope they’ll be sold at every MIA-Mart (Made in America)

9/13/2019 9:29:53 PM lenzaq Got any leads for proper extraction?

9/13/2019 9:30:16 PM calicryptobetty Baby find a way to love your job. At the same time dream big about where you would rather be. Your job can easily be changed. Your health can’t. Be 

well.

9/13/2019 9:31:55 PM steveroye Not looking for recitation from dogma. You obviously have not looked through the MJ12 content thoroughly.

Jesus = real. Dogma = distortion. Looking for real answers that are obviously NOT in your wheel house. But TY for trying.

9/13/2019 9:33:22 PM h8m369 That’s not accurate. Sublingual bypasses the GI tract but still goes directly into the blood stream. It’s actually a quicker action than ingestion which gets 

filtered in the GIA tract. CBD is CBD like any medication or drug. The only difference is how quick it will be absorbed.

9/13/2019 9:34:30 PM qarmyinfo Ive seen very disturbing episodes in a number of youth and am beginning to wonder if this will give many ppl some answers... NOT GOOD 

pic.twitter.com/TBCCeBS4GC

9/13/2019 9:35:47 PM opensenseme The agent orange creator turned food supplier owns these brands. Beware next time you shop. https://vocal.media/feast/food-brands-owned-by-

monsanto …

9/13/2019 9:36:57 PM rainbeaudee @Steve_Casavant

9/13/2019 9:39:20 PM jaded_pearl I understand. I am always looking for a win-win. I wonder why we could not come to an equitable solution for all. I come back to power & control.

9/13/2019 9:39:43 PM djlok Any American-based companies safe now?  I know, MJ12, it's a filthy habit and the power is within to stop, but I just love #nicotine!!!

9/13/2019 9:40:45 PM monroevegas Maybe covering an Alter?

9/13/2019 9:41:26 PM mayday88p Vape has the same chemicals as aircraft deicer.

9/13/2019 9:42:18 PM bcrider77 Yes! I use as many China products as anyone but I draw the line. No pet food, no toothpaste, and not ingesting or inhaling anything that's made in 

China. Unexpected ingredients under normal circumstances. Lack of regulation. But what if someone takes control who intends harm?

9/13/2019 9:45:28 PM steve_casavant I only buy American liquids

9/13/2019 9:46:47 PM monroevegas That is on Great st james island.

9/13/2019 9:47:05 PM blsdbe ThanQ!!! This is EXCELLENT News!!! pic.twitter.com/tVAhQ20AEj

9/13/2019 9:54:33 PM debbiea43922131 Thank you for your Service to the Truth. Chinese products are harmful. They even had Baby formula for their own people that caused kidney damage. 

Buyer Beware.

9/13/2019 9:54:49 PM monroevegas I agree

9/13/2019 9:55:11 PM wearediamonds2 I don't mind depopulating myself. I don't like it here much in this hell on earth. I know that sounds stupid but I don't care anymore.

9/13/2019 9:55:43 PM wcsucculentlady I vaped to quit smoking. Set a time frame and stuck to it. Was able to quit both and never thought about smoking again. Smoke free and very happy 7 

years now.

9/13/2019 9:55:46 PM blsdbe We will realize that we can value our Consciousness Energy Production in ways that the impersonal exchange of anonymous money can never 

compare!!! And when we do, we may discover a whole new Galaxy of Trade... pic.twitter.com/9VwHtsEGAQ

9/13/2019 10:00:42 PM blsdbe This is a really good reason to Avoid Pharmaceuticals. And it’s an EXCELLENT reason to grow your own food and eat it fresh!!! 

pic.twitter.com/e9H9dMCW7f

9/13/2019 10:00:53 PM do_or_do_notty Makes sense to me.  I don’t like it much here either.  

As soon as my work is done here... hasta la vista baby 🙏🙌

9/13/2019 10:03:50 PM patrick58722548 Okay.

9/13/2019 10:05:42 PM blsdbe Sadly, yes, Wage Slaves. We have to Emancipate Ourselves. Again. And Again. We can do it Together. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

pic.twitter.com/TkaFRSlG8U

9/13/2019 10:08:56 PM seeker229 "Organic" processed foods arent always healthier either more negative chemicals

9/13/2019 10:11:11 PM werascending Makes me want to grow all my own food and become an alchemist. 🙄🤕

9/13/2019 10:12:15 PM kimberly6379 How will ‘they’ know real voices from demonic spirits?

9/13/2019 10:12:22 PM djlok Yeah FDA's job is to make sure the sheep are put down nice and slowly.

9/13/2019 10:15:42 PM werascending Oh, I love how Our President’s mind works! Genius!

9/13/2019 10:16:16 PM michael81972 Ive been giving this some thought...are you talking about muscle relaxers or something else?

9/13/2019 10:17:17 PM werascending And cool space stations, jump stations, age regression, time travel, soul transfers, etc.

9/13/2019 10:21:01 PM wftqpatriot SlamCake is all Made in the USA in house juices.  They are located in San Marcos, TX.  They follow all FDA rules and guidelines.  Look for them online.

9/13/2019 10:28:51 PM werascending Surprised that we have made it this far! 😨😱

9/13/2019 10:29:26 PM toffer_anon_369 What about medical cannabis - regulated by the state that I live in, MN, and dispensed by  https://leaflinelabs.com/  - is that safe?

9/13/2019 10:31:11 PM aurorasreality Exactly.  Testing is key!

9/13/2019 10:37:06 PM russ_ayers  pic.twitter.com/ItNmtRtiWZ

9/13/2019 10:37:33 PM bleakperfect1 Ive always been curious what they did with that amount of cash.. im guessing very bad things. DUMBs. Secret civilizations?

9/13/2019 10:40:20 PM werascending This is why I love Majestic 12! Thank you!🙏😇😇😇

9/13/2019 10:41:54 PM faith_namerica THAT is what I was thinking. That it had to do with what’s in it, being non-regulated, and sold to kids.

9/13/2019 10:43:26 PM truthteller1349 Start Page is based on a google search, but it shields its users data from Google. Unfortunately because it's a google search, you'll get the same biased 

results.

9/13/2019 10:52:31 PM werascending No believe, POTUS is from a pure place. So many things going on behind the scenes. Patience and prayer for POTUS and all patriots.

9/13/2019 10:54:03 PM monroevegas Did you know that by using only two speakers, a ring magnet, copper wire; one can make a LED light bulb turn on? Amazing.

9/13/2019 10:58:54 PM monroevegas Whoa

9/13/2019 11:04:44 PM monroevegas 43! The Matrix is real.

9/13/2019 11:07:38 PM merkaba369 how much worse can it be than breathing the delightful air  heavy with chem trails???  I quit smoking cigarettes after 30 years using a vape.... I am cool 

with it.

9/13/2019 11:07:53 PM bh2omiamigo yes

9/13/2019 11:23:04 PM jkgnosis1 Lol ok bud

9/13/2019 11:26:36 PM whobedannyd Amen, Nunya!!

(P.S. - I spell it "noneya" and I use it ALL the time!! Good word!!) 😎

9/13/2019 11:40:00 PM josephcoco11 The FDA is no friend to the people by any means. They are only there to govern the amount of poison they can legally put into our food &  Drugs that's 

all there guidelines are for.

9/13/2019 11:41:06 PM lvx1132 It can contribute but the high sugar level along with weaker blood flow from fats is the main cause.



9/13/2019 11:44:12 PM lvx1132 Meat itself isn't the main cause of diabetes but it can contribute to higher the risk since the result of eating mostly a meat diet leads to kidney 

diseases/kidney failures, high iron, etc.

9/13/2019 11:49:15 PM shanewhitfiel10 I still use white light energy on my oil, pretty much with everything I do nowadays. I know that it helps tremendously. Raise vibrations

9/13/2019 11:52:00 PM carolin15161363 I will do some research on this person. Do you think it's possible for someone who shares the genetics with these people to be a good person?

9/14/2019 12:01:53 AM bevywolfusa My favorite artist. 

❤️🇺🇸🙏👍🏻💕❤️

9/14/2019 12:04:35 AM spokaneqanons People are not accepting this. Overall not taking it well. Just pouting and throwing fits.

9/14/2019 12:12:52 AM francoissmc What toxins are added to traditional cigarettes?

9/14/2019 12:15:22 AM crepeaultsr Monsanto says it's safe

9/14/2019 12:15:27 AM francoissmc Meaning, intentionally for poisoning us.

9/14/2019 12:20:31 AM spitfire1592 I proudly make my own ejuice from vg/pg made in US, and majority of flavoring made in US. Rarely put nicotine in but that also trusted manufacturer in 

US. Mainly a custard vapor but atm strawberry milk flavoring lol.

Smoked for 30 years(non smoker now 5 years)Vaping 5 years

9/14/2019 12:29:21 AM jbvs2016 Hmmm🤔 sugar / over processed crap/drugs-vaccines/lifestyle. Clean up and simplify diet/mind. Your body in a fasted state can eliminate most 

disease🙏

9/14/2019 12:30:45 AM carolin15161363 I'm very worried about my daughter who has gotten hooked on vapes. What can she do to get herself off of it?

9/14/2019 12:38:58 AM patrick58722548 Thank you.  Being straight up with you here: this stuffs got spiritual truths sprinkled in and out of it, but also many things that caused my spirit to be 

guarded. I’d keep yourself very guarded when reading this. I could go on, but I don’t think it would be very fruitful.

9/14/2019 1:07:37 AM mongrelglory The drug "soma" that was used in the novel "Brave New World" to pacify the masses.  Except the FDA seems to have approved multiple types of 

"soma", as food, cigarettes, alcohol and drugs!  I would add TV to that list of pacifiers...

9/14/2019 1:08:30 AM origteslasmuse I care about vaping toxins, none of the rest of Twitter cares one bit. That's why I look half my age and the people my age look 70.

9/14/2019 1:09:45 AM mongrelglory I hope the Domain operates as one giant co-operative organization...

9/14/2019 1:09:52 AM garypre62441595 Project fear? https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1172737228465987584?s=19 …

9/14/2019 1:22:34 AM 1_decided_voter It feels like things are increasingly happening and yet at the same time not happening. I'm seeing more stories (not on MSM mind you) about larger 

and larger busts but it hasn't led to many big names, at least not yet. But it feels like a snowball effect has now formed.

9/14/2019 1:23:22 AM gulli2019 So what to use? Qwant? Any other useful Search Engine?

9/14/2019 1:30:48 AM mongrelglory I agree!  That's the way it seems to me too.  The big RCMP spy bust in Canada is a big deal as it affects all the "Five Eyes" countries.  They're still rooting 

out traitors I guess!

9/14/2019 1:35:57 AM patriotfarmgal I am a smoker that wants to quit.  My friend Vapes and offered me to try it.  I took one puff and about passed out in a choking fit and coughed for days!  

 I told her I thought was way worse than cigs!!

9/14/2019 1:42:00 AM woodworkeranon Lead? Mercury?

9/14/2019 1:42:08 AM adsvel I've been smoking for 22 years... Now, when I quit 10 ago, the smell of nicotine's smoke makes me sick. Now I wondering how stupid I was...😊 But we 

need these experiences to grow up and see the differences.

9/14/2019 1:43:51 AM addmuzak I’ve been vaping USA made  http://www.halocigs.com  Freedom juice for many years now, and I haven’t felt better.

9/14/2019 1:54:20 AM hempfelt I am still looking ......

9/14/2019 2:27:52 AM hyena_silent But FASB 56 makes it legal for Govt. to spend money without accountability.  Reverse FASB 56 first.

9/14/2019 2:37:15 AM disce_pati_1672 Yet more stuff that "will be disclosed" one day.

In other words, you admit that your white hats are lying to us every bit as much as the black hats are. If what you say is true then the white hats are 

c*nts too.

Think...Why would "disinformation" re. vaping be "necessary"?

9/14/2019 2:42:47 AM karina89350882 It is not BS just because you don`t understand

9/14/2019 2:50:24 AM 313looper Yes ... that’s exactly what I think !

9/14/2019 2:51:47 AM sethric61410528 Now when this is all on camera - they should have the actual „stealing footage“ too ...

where is it ?

9/14/2019 2:56:36 AM sethric61410528 When billionaires cant get adrenochrome anymore they either are no billionaires anymore or „trust the plan“ actually works ...

9/14/2019 3:04:29 AM sethric61410528 Suggest:  

https://www.ivantic.info/Dejvid%20Ajk%20i%20zavere/Fritz%20Springmeier%20i%20Cisco%20Wheeler/Total%20Mind%20Control%20Slave.pdf …

9/14/2019 3:06:02 AM sethric61410528 The Illuminati Formula to Create an Undetectable Total Mind Control Slave

Springmeier/Wheeler

9/14/2019 3:10:19 AM suzannelittlej3 I'm sure it's a school play making fools of us. Big tobacky is suffering losses. Know your juice supplier!

9/14/2019 3:20:17 AM keith369me 🎣?

9/14/2019 3:21:40 AM sethric61410528 How much did MJ12 participate in this shit ? 

Who was and now IS on bord ? 

Explanation would be helpful

9/14/2019 3:28:13 AM mgtucsi Treason started much earlier.

I would call it treason when America was turned into a corporation, USA Inc.

9/14/2019 3:29:55 AM truthsoldier411 Not much tennis playing going on on a convex surface!

Looks more like a burial mount

9/14/2019 3:40:46 AM sethric61410528 Problem remains: Someone like Hussein or HRC in office for 12 years may result in the complete destruction of the US.... with devastating 

consequences to the world („if America falls, the world falls“) pic.twitter.com/OIt5aSleCa

9/14/2019 3:50:54 AM carolleadale Mass grave??

9/14/2019 4:02:48 AM carmindabrendel @POTUSPress @POTUS @TheCollectiveQ @OrtaineDevian @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @striderraven1 @HawtinGibb 

@M2Madness @AwfySore @cjtruth @wncpatriot2 @freenaynow @EyesOnQ @FollowQanon @FLOrangeQueen

9/14/2019 4:05:29 AM hawtingibb Brilliant! Bet there everywhere! All over the place 🤨

9/14/2019 4:09:13 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/14/2019 4:18:50 AM xerex_lev Change police to parents.

9/14/2019 4:29:53 AM kindeandtrue What about geoengineering, aka "chemtrails"? When will these be banned by our caring president?

9/14/2019 4:31:40 AM kindeandtrue Should the federal government ban all our dumb habits? How about banning Twitter?

9/14/2019 4:33:06 AM keith369me Glad you stopped...your body will heal.  My family members that lived longest were ex-smokers that stopped when their bodies were still capable of 

healing with a healthy lifestyle.

9/14/2019 4:33:53 AM kindeandtrue Trees, bees and butterflies are dying. Look around.

9/14/2019 4:36:56 AM jvan125 This makes me so angry. I can’t wait for this all to be over. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

9/14/2019 4:39:24 AM steveroye Actually, it's exactly the opposite - what you cling to has sprinkles of truth. But time (and not a long time either) will reveal much.

I would be willing to bet you think David Icke is nuts too. 🙃



9/14/2019 4:45:11 AM realchindsight We've been smoking for thousands and thousands of years. Vaping ten minutes.

Better the devil you know.

9/14/2019 4:45:57 AM _greenlion_ i would imagine lots of black cats being killed on friday the 13th because of a stupid superstition...

9/14/2019 4:47:35 AM adsvel Thank You for a kind words! 💖🙏

9/14/2019 4:53:17 AM realchindsight All funds come from asset allocations made by M1 trustee of the Manna World Holdings Trust, aka "unknown country trust". The Fed has no charter. 

Families' broke and without covenant.

All agents not supporting the current M1 trustee are working toward continued slavery.

9/14/2019 4:57:34 AM pomeinnz You have to run for it

9/14/2019 4:58:30 AM karma4event201 A link? If he is SK like Epstein there should be articles everywhere

9/14/2019 4:58:53 AM dawsonmona Same I smoked for 30 years  but quit  didn’t do vap much  but like the CBDit really weaned me of cigs I read it had propylene  glycol in it.Local vap shop 

guys  “oh that stuff won’t hurt you it’s in air fresheners”it’s in an air fresheners”why the hell do I want it in my lungs?

9/14/2019 5:01:32 AM dawsonmona Had not seen this!! Wow

9/14/2019 5:01:48 AM kristinemontel1 NO! I want to see!

9/14/2019 5:10:27 AM dawsonmona Fireflies in the cities

9/14/2019 5:11:43 AM damonriddle3 True. The cheaply made pods have been shown to have the metal of the heating components leech out into the liquid. Vast majority of pods are made 

in China China China

9/14/2019 5:36:39 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...and drugs...👀...

9/14/2019 5:46:16 AM samsmith0319 Big Pharma has to be taken down...known safe cures released...💥👿💥

9/14/2019 5:47:30 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...

9/14/2019 5:49:06 AM sterkinglights1 Dynavap seams like a legitimate option. Owner has background in jet engineering.

9/14/2019 5:54:04 AM karma4event201 #DeathPenalty4Pedos

9/14/2019 6:03:53 AM bethelight11_11 Watch out for Bahamian children could they be taken off Disney cruise ships for sacrifice #savethechildren

9/14/2019 6:07:54 AM txdvm Exactly. Was suspicious of vaping when introduced and exploded in popularity and use

9/14/2019 6:17:19 AM _prodigalnomore Amen, Brother! Just what I was going to say.

9/14/2019 6:17:22 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

9/14/2019 6:39:31 AM blsdbe Word. pic.twitter.com/TmG9VA49cj

9/14/2019 6:46:33 AM natureinspace That would be wonderful 😀

9/14/2019 6:49:56 AM rooted_su Dammit if it gets banned then I better have been vaping toxins!!

9/14/2019 6:50:00 AM michael81972 I see now👍🏻

9/14/2019 6:50:19 AM rooted_su 😑

9/14/2019 6:51:11 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

9/14/2019 6:53:47 AM blsdbe Let Us Make It So!!! Start Now: find something you enjoy creating, and then make more than you can possible consume. Then give away EveryThing 

you don’t need. Then watch more Resources flow into your life so you can repeat the process: Abundance for EveryOne!!! pic.twitter.com/No27WjTZ5l

9/14/2019 6:53:50 AM laurabusse I wonder this every day

Why do they hate us...

9/14/2019 6:56:59 AM laurabusse LOL

9/14/2019 6:58:03 AM sabina06706427 Congratulations! I’m so happy for you 💕

9/14/2019 6:58:16 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/6q3dIvRSCs

9/14/2019 7:01:09 AM werascending Good article. Thank you.

9/14/2019 7:03:46 AM terran_sol Based Poseidon! This tweet of yours is one of the many reasons why you're one of my favorite accounts.

9/14/2019 7:06:10 AM janicejeanjones I agree with Patrick

9/14/2019 7:08:10 AM reform14th Very interesting.

9/14/2019 7:08:13 AM laurabusse Looks like an interesting movie

Almost want to see it

But not quite LOL

9/14/2019 7:09:56 AM _sigel Tip of the iceberg

Itc - function - France, USA, UK

Trace back

WW1 - WW2

Where is all the Gold

#WWG1WGA
9/14/2019 7:12:20 AM laurabusse A mindfulness practice may possibly help...

Living in the moment attentively without judging

Observing instead of reacting

Being in a job you hate really sucks

But it's possible to train your mind to find things in your job to appreciate...

Blessings to you ❤️

9/14/2019 7:13:42 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

9/14/2019 7:15:52 AM laurabusse 🚫🔥🤡

9/14/2019 7:18:08 AM laurabusse One of my favorite expressions 😊

9/14/2019 7:19:54 AM woerzone_g Unbelievable. Where is the end of this Web of Lies and where is it safe?

9/14/2019 7:22:07 AM laurabusse It may actually be viral

Check out

Medical medium

Dr Bill Rawls 

Dr Robert Morse

It's a lot of info

But they all have much success helping ppl...

Diet will help

But you might need supplements
9/14/2019 7:23:40 AM laurabusse It may be a neurotoxin that does damage over time

Same with caffeine

9/14/2019 7:25:52 AM laurabusse You'll try again at some point

And eventually you will succeed

Don't give up ❤️

9/14/2019 7:27:24 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

9/14/2019 7:28:20 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

9/14/2019 7:31:05 AM laurabusse @bussemusic



9/14/2019 7:35:25 AM natureinspace I love that idea! I love to create but have put creating on a back burner for so long. I wonder how I can start again.

9/14/2019 7:36:00 AM steveroye And I support free will and whatever you choose to do with yours. 👍

9/14/2019 7:38:44 AM antarantanka What if you were vaping DNA unzipping nanotechnology called “macrobytes” in your synthetic THC vaping juice?

9/14/2019 7:41:08 AM n7guardiananon basically talks about themes that have already been discussed.

9/14/2019 7:43:58 AM youstinksoap I really don't like feeling hopeless.  So, our bodies & minds are polluted.  What can we really do about it, other than die?  Serious question.  Does 

meditating/working mentally to clean our bodies work?

9/14/2019 7:44:00 AM glenda_45_texas #MAGA #KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/1MBnRs32Su

9/14/2019 7:44:09 AM playactiongamer Figures. Not all vape juices are made equal.

9/14/2019 7:48:23 AM truthisyours310 I believe that is why the food allergies and auto immune diseases are skyrocketing. They are trying to kill us through the food and water supply

9/14/2019 7:49:01 AM truthseeker805 No toxins here.  Just home grown Marijuanna.

9/14/2019 7:49:20 AM laurabusse You sound like my husband

He worked in restaurants a long time

They made him KS kitchen supervisor at their various restaurants

Local chain

But after awhile he felt like a semi abused babysitter

Sounds like you need to establish firm boundaries...

9/14/2019 7:50:09 AM playactiongamer Betting there are some counterfeit vape juices out there.

9/14/2019 7:50:26 AM laurabusse A way to do your job but allowing them to take the heat for not doing theirs?

I'm sure it's complicated...

9/14/2019 7:51:39 AM laurabusse Looks interesting but depressing...

9/14/2019 7:52:09 AM steveroye Nope. I offer nothing "New Age" nor do I have any desire to "recruit" or otherwise influence anyone to believe ANYTHING I have to say, believe, or 

suspect (the "Satan" you speak of does).

Free will works both ways. And I certainly accept yours.

9/14/2019 7:53:33 AM allahuniversal Agreed

9/14/2019 7:54:09 AM youstinksoap 😂😂👍

9/14/2019 7:58:22 AM playactiongamer What about Startpage?

9/14/2019 8:01:17 AM playactiongamer FDA covering for DS

9/14/2019 8:03:11 AM until_valhala Thank you I’ll try it

9/14/2019 8:06:09 AM playactiongamer If info release of "flying vehicles" begin, they'll start by giving us old data first.

9/14/2019 8:09:22 AM kevin11648721 Weapons of War intended for Depopulation ? This got me thinking about cigarettes and what exactly they have done with them. Put additives in to 

keep us addicted =Weapon Of War? Cancer Causing Substances = Depopulation. Today I  quit smoking Thank You Juul I didn't even vape 1x !

9/14/2019 8:09:50 AM juanmanuelxico Nice, in fact, serving a search engine it's not cheap, and nobody does nothing for free.

9/14/2019 8:13:34 AM dase_tex Thanks for including me! I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/sAEqlr9zJJ

9/14/2019 8:13:50 AM kevin11648721 With marijuana being legalized and the law allowing us to grow, I advise all smokers to grow your own weed. You control what goes into your plants 

and what you smoke. The rewards of smoking your own weed knowing that no one poisoned it is rewarding GROW YOUR OWN!

9/14/2019 8:13:53 AM steveroye Actually, I asked a question for MJ12. Patrick responded with dogma.

Jesus = real. Dogma = distortion. If that is snide, my apologies. Hint: Look further into the MJ12 feed for details.

You too have a nice day.

9/14/2019 8:14:57 AM phxrising8 “The company noted that it won't need to share any personal information with the government to respond to the request, given that it doesn't collect 

any in the first place.” I hope DDG is trustworthy, that’s all I use anymore.

9/14/2019 8:17:25 AM playactiongamer #globalcurrencyreset coming soon

9/14/2019 8:18:32 AM patriotsusan Satanist controlling us

9/14/2019 8:19:06 AM dbefmfttfn @3Days3Nights @M2Madness @QAnonNotables @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/14/2019 8:19:39 AM cintrony 🌟Thanks for the ride!😊 @COL3v17 RT/FB 🇺🇸❤️ #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

9/14/2019 8:19:45 AM cosmonaught001 More invansive than google?  Think about it.

9/14/2019 8:23:30 AM chattycathy317 We actually had a gap shop in my area, are you ready for the name of the business?

TOXIC VAPE

9/14/2019 8:29:29 AM naomi47695307 I’ve used StartPage for several years now, both as my “home page” and my search engine.  I too am curious about it’s standing here.

9/14/2019 8:30:43 AM alinahere So I'm going to venture a guess that Pat Benatar was also a victim! 😓 it is so sad and Despicable what all of them went through as children! Re 

listening to her music with a different mindset and perspective is very chilling! 😭

9/14/2019 8:32:24 AM celinetwitts Thanks for including me!🙏🏼

9/14/2019 8:32:46 AM girlawakeinca Oh goodness, thank you for pointing that out! #JustSayNoToStartPage

9/14/2019 8:33:48 AM sandycrook8 It’s the only way I got off cigarettes.

9/14/2019 8:37:52 AM girlawakeinca ☝☝☝🤓

@Mefulmer25 @ShellyS83861819 @KMesyk @1crazy_toaster

9/14/2019 8:38:04 AM magabeliever20 GOOLAG

9/14/2019 8:39:10 AM jazzybabs10 That was the talk on the streets back then . Very sad

9/14/2019 8:39:15 AM magabeliever20 Gosh, isn’t this owned by Amazons, Jeff Bezos?🧐

9/14/2019 8:39:49 AM nova76985142 Aurora, I’ve been trying to convince my daughter to stop vaping for years.  Any advise?

9/14/2019 8:41:19 AM steveroye I have no answers to provide. And if MJ12 is such a LARP...

What would you even hope to gain there? Odd, huh?

9/14/2019 8:41:53 AM bearlyamused Nothing that is harmful to the masses will ever be outlawed in this Beast System. 👹

9/14/2019 8:41:58 AM magabeliever20 I agree, seen tons of notable deaths in the last 5 months

9/14/2019 8:42:30 AM bearlyamused 🎯

9/14/2019 8:42:35 AM magabeliever20 I love me some Fritz🗽🙏🏼💜

9/14/2019 8:43:55 AM cosmic_engineer Yep, there's zero reason to vape CBD. Sublingual or a little scoop in your morning beverage

DIY ejuice is very easy and many resources exist. Don't ever trust some company to put your health above their profit margins.

Vaped CN juice once and got hives lol. Binned.

9/14/2019 8:44:25 AM steveroye You choose what you wish to believe and I accept that. No sarcasm or hidden meanings.

9/14/2019 8:44:30 AM stump1963 China isn’t making anything with peoples safety in mind whatsoever.

9/14/2019 8:44:35 AM bearlyamused The cause is much more clearer when you understand that we are in spiritual warfare.  Satan hates us and his main goal is to destroy humanity.  This 

has been since the onset of humanity which led to Satan’s fall from Heaven.

9/14/2019 8:45:03 AM stump1963 Specially products coming to American consumers.

9/14/2019 8:46:24 AM steveroye Noted.

9/14/2019 8:46:26 AM magabeliever20 Symbolism will be their downfall



9/14/2019 8:52:30 AM bearlyamused It had to do with luciferianism. It doesn’t matter if you don’t believe it, because they do. Their god hates us. The Bible is very clear. John 10:10:  The 

thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I have come that they may have life, and have it in all its fullness.

9/14/2019 8:53:46 AM jonessense Its easy for someone to tell a  person to love their kitchen job. 🙄 I worked in the restaurant industry 20 years

9/14/2019 8:54:47 AM steveroye Agreed.

9/14/2019 8:55:39 AM bearlyamused People love their poison.

9/14/2019 8:57:54 AM chrismfkelly I was sick for over a year, hacking couch every morning - mouthfuls of crap from my lungs - driving at 70 mph almost passing out - seeing stars - 100% 

they are weapons - 2 rounds of steroids and antibiotics - docs couldn't figure out what was wrong me resembles walking pnuemonia

9/14/2019 8:58:14 AM bearlyamused You Tuber Dana Aslhlie has a really interesting video up on chem trails that referenced the nanotechnology we are essentially inhaling. It referenced 

morgellons. We are being attacked in multiple ways.

9/14/2019 9:01:16 AM leanintothelig1 @Johnheretohelp interview with @SantaSurfing and @TexasWhiteHats 

You definitely want to hear this. 🙏🏽🙌🏽

9/14/2019 9:05:27 AM ffphillips Wtf????

9/14/2019 9:09:08 AM buildthewallus Very true.

9/14/2019 9:10:46 AM calicryptobetty I was in that industry for 30 years.. Loving where you are at right now is better than being uncomfortable..

9/14/2019 9:14:43 AM brenp403 At least I can type shit into the search bar and actually get the results I expect.  Not 6 pages of orange man when I type in the word "Clinton" like 

Google.

9/14/2019 9:17:25 AM christinahear19 I knew there had to be a good reason why POTUS brought vaping to the forefront. He never does anything publicly unless there’s something behind it. 

We’ve all been told that vaping was a safer alternative to smoking cigarettes. Turns out it may be worse. God bless our President.

9/14/2019 9:18:51 AM steveroye No disagreement. However, you **may** want to consider the nature of the actual beings (IS-BE's) behind what you are referring to.

Or not. Not my call to make.

9/14/2019 9:19:26 AM majcm83 All I know is cigarette smokers have been treated like lepers for years by the main stream people because of the MSM striking fear in secondhand 

smoke bullshit. So we switch to vaping. Please does mass babies crying secondhand smoke. Now they’re going after vaping where we won’t

9/14/2019 9:20:54 AM majcm83 be able to do that in public! Smokers have been very laid-back about being pushed around all these years by strangers who come up and say stuff to 

you when we are staying away from the public smoking in the cold in the heat. I could see violence coming if you try to take away the

9/14/2019 9:22:05 AM majcm83 vaping also due to “danger to non vapors” of course drinking and drugging are classified as an “illness” They kill more strangers by driving that way that 

any Vape or secondhand smoke! Plus heroin and methheads pass out with their young children in the house/car

9/14/2019 9:24:22 AM majcm83 Not that the MSM and powers that be, not including trump & Company trying to stop it, could give a crap less about children if the honest truth would 

be put out there and known

9/14/2019 9:26:13 AM forchildrenanon I read somewhere once a theory that it may be a pad for missle launches? Made me.wonder for which side? What party? Too close to US for my 

comfort, especially with all the parties involved there and the Chinese.

9/14/2019 9:28:22 AM blsdbe Start Small and keep your Heart Open. You Are The Magic!!! pic.twitter.com/miU3SuuiPn

9/14/2019 9:35:45 AM blsdbe I totally feel. We have so many ways to deliver vapors that will not cause harm!!!

9/14/2019 9:46:45 AM thekanehb Just posted I this yesterday https://twitter.com/thekanehb/status/1172538899375083521?s=21 …

9/14/2019 9:48:56 AM bbobbio71 If legalized. I'm sure,  well that's up for debate,  there can be better control as in grow your own.

China seems to be the largest producer of internals to ruin the human race

9/14/2019 9:51:15 AM roublisa 😳😳😳whoa...thanks for the heads up @nea_storm

9/14/2019 9:59:42 AM jonessense Well good for you that you have 10 more years than me and you walk on a cloud. My back is ruined for life and I have all kinds of injuries from catering 

to rich people- baby!

9/14/2019 10:12:18 AM joycebe71191329 Exactly what I have been wondering. Like the synthetic drugs from China that were killing people.

9/14/2019 10:12:22 AM aurorasreality Ask for the certificate of analysis. Every state should have a testing facility. I am at the point I’ll pay for a clients test to show them what’s in it!!! that 

usually stops them. I have Clients using cbd Drops or Isolate products. If they are addicted to the “smoking aspect”

9/14/2019 10:13:28 AM aurorasreality I then suggested a Rosin pressed product not a vape cartridge. Thc oil and Cbd oils (we call them drops) is best always.

9/14/2019 10:26:00 AM chris11962 Was he joking or serious? He is a comedian, after all.

9/14/2019 10:27:08 AM eodsteve3579 I started a search for the truth in 2016. And my search led me to Jesus. He's the only way the truth and the life.

9/14/2019 10:44:47 AM jodieje39956565 I believe it.

Sheep no more.

9/14/2019 10:46:44 AM n7guardiananon depends on who controls your mind...you or the movie.

9/14/2019 10:47:56 AM felinesuniteorg I can say from experience that when using DuckDuckGo as my web browser, as well as Opera, that I was constantly plagued by messages from my 

computer's anti-virus program of hazardous threats to my operating system from several websites.

9/14/2019 10:56:40 AM do_or_do_notty 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/5TBvxSkpl2

9/14/2019 10:58:05 AM jodieje39956565 Sheep no more indeed.

9/14/2019 11:17:01 AM prodriguez1984 Has anyone compared the dates of travel to the island to the moon cycle and other days of sacrifice?

9/14/2019 11:23:23 AM axcidentaltweet But not all do. Brainwash is a key word.

Some just take whatever Anons say as fact.

Question Everything.

Blind faith in God alone. 

#WWG1WGA

9/14/2019 11:34:36 AM aprilbrown99 THIS! 👇👇👇@DJLOK @zagnett @blsdbe @Nun_chucknorris @JRockTigers @GirlAwakeinCA @MelanieAnders7 @hawkgirlinmn @charmanda9 

@Ethereal_Shaman @love4thegameAK @lorieve @Qanon76 @Cordicon @Keith72256137 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory @NSA_QIL2 

@Quebec99335648 

Sorry if i missed any1. https://twitter.com/CristyFairy67/status/1172699607484252160 …

9/14/2019 11:35:40 AM truth_incontext >"What if you were vaping toxins?"

Like propylene glycol?

I am inclined to believe this as truth.

The people need the truth before the government can make a decision.

Let us know the inherent risks via transparency and we will oblige to changes.

We aren't 'that' stupid.
9/14/2019 11:36:14 AM axcidentaltweet Why @courageouskriss ?

Why are you retweeting old tweets?

9/14/2019 11:39:07 AM girlawakeinca Great song & speaks to what is happening in society today 💫



9/14/2019 11:48:10 AM nicole82524952 What about kratom? The FDA is trying everything to demonize this healing herb. I classify it with thc and cbd for its healing properties. What do you 

think?

9/14/2019 11:48:38 AM axcidentaltweet Always more effective to add some type of proof other than just telling. Thank you for shedding the light on the truth. 

https://www.metabunk.org/debunked-kids-saying-kite-hit-steel-plane-must-in-class-on-9-11.t2626/ …

9/14/2019 11:55:54 AM lyrah_s You would be correct. It is hard to find reliable juice source in some areas. Most big cities have a few.

I go with "house juice" and watch it mixed.

9/14/2019 11:56:03 AM rogue1x2 Hmmm....  clearly I haven’t been paying as much attention as needed...

9/14/2019 11:56:41 AM lyrah_s Try 2000 including radio active isotope from burning tobacco.

9/14/2019 11:58:25 AM v_rags That was one of the best videos I have even seen! Thank April!💜🦋🌎! My favorite line is this😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/JRYpoUAhYS

9/14/2019 12:02:25 PM truthseeker273 Who is they?  The they I know created these things to kill us. Population control. The same way they promote fluoride, gmo food, chemtrails, they 

promote vaccines.

9/14/2019 12:03:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Space news: Russian billionaire’s 15 million-strong 'Noah’s Ark' plan to colonise space | Science | News |  http://Express.co.uk  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1177909/space-news-igor-ashurbeyli-asgardia-russia-space-nation-nasa-moon-spt …

9/14/2019 12:03:55 PM lyrah_s But e oil, get info straight.

9/14/2019 12:06:23 PM lyrah_s Vit E.

9/14/2019 12:09:16 PM blankmarlo Is he involved with and/or aware of the SSP?

9/14/2019 12:10:57 PM lyrah_s They dont get vape from reputable vape shops but from online or convenience store/gas stations.

Plug loopholes. Ban Chinese vape machines and juices.

9/14/2019 12:13:57 PM lyrah_s Flavor aids in palatiblity.  Cig flavors, almost universally taste horrid.

Some prefer candy or coffee creamer type flavors.

Fyi I tried patches, allergic to latex in them. Got terribly I'll trying that route. Lozenges and gum tasted horrid. And pills...side effects.

9/14/2019 12:14:11 PM garypre62441595 Don't look here look there...

Aren't the British government involved involved in some spying and trying to change American elections?

Also is there massive pedophile rings need to be shown to the public.why can't we all work together for good instead of working evil.#WeAreOne

9/14/2019 12:14:41 PM lyrah_s And I am referencing nicotine smoking alernative.

9/14/2019 12:16:18 PM unidentifiedta1 Noah’s Ark was a rescue craft. Could this story be another public drop to indicate an E.L.E is coming?

9/14/2019 12:16:36 PM lyrah_s alternative., the UK and American made machines are better quality. American made juice is far safer.

9/14/2019 12:17:28 PM keith369me A remote viewer will make him aware of other’s reality.

9/14/2019 12:19:21 PM renegade917 Just out of curiosity where are the podesta's

9/14/2019 12:29:59 PM benusa567 Accused by DemonRATS

9/14/2019 12:33:19 PM n7guardiananon maybe someone should tell him humans already did???

9/14/2019 12:37:03 PM integratedwebuk I registered when the site first appeared :)

9/14/2019 12:40:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 StartPage imported censored Google results.

Bing is not involved in as much censorship as Google is.

Bing does artifically interfere though with organic results per their algorithm.

9/14/2019 12:40:58 PM lyrah_s What if early issues caught certain careful people's attention and avoided much danger.

  Early on, an ingredient that gives microwave popcorn that buttery flavor was used and caused "popcorn lung"? Well it was and it did. Vapers saw and 

removed that flavoring from all US juices.

9/14/2019 12:44:45 PM lyrah_s The ingredient was diacetyl.  It tasted very buttery but caused scarring of lung tissues. Once the issue surfaced, all American flavoring companies 

removed it immediately.

9/14/2019 12:46:48 PM lyrah_s I also do thorough research on labs making the chemicals, flavorings, even the bottles my juices go into. 

I am chemically sensitive,  so I have to go ten miles further on safety.

9/14/2019 12:47:54 PM cindyjo_23666 Been vaping for 4 years. Mine made in the USA. No problems so far.

9/14/2019 12:48:45 PM lyrah_s Most ecig juices contain few chemicals until you get to flavorings.

Most cigarettes toxins have very low or no known safe doseage.

9/14/2019 12:52:04 PM lyrah_s dosage. Missed personal hygiene products like deodorant,  shampoo and conditioner.  I have to use natural products because of the irritating/cancer 

causing ingredients.

9/14/2019 12:53:54 PM maryschade14 It is Man's folly to think they can escape pain..why would [They] build something and believe some end that references something [They] deny? 

Unless they believe to altered God's timeline. I grasp EFV 369 Raising freq creates heat aggression 12hz+. Alpha waves..5-8hz chillax..

9/14/2019 12:53:55 PM girlawakeinca Thank you & God bless everyone at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏

9/14/2019 12:54:45 PM lyrah_s I use a vaping machine not the gummi cartridges or pods. Tank, coils and batteries for me. But yes ultra pure juice, including nicotine source and 

flaborings.

9/14/2019 1:04:12 PM lyrah_s 12.5 years here. Had to quit smoking but am allergic to latex in patches, gum and lozenges YUCK!

I had a bit if transitioning cough which is known as quitters cough. But that is healthy.

9/14/2019 1:09:32 PM laurabusse True

9/14/2019 1:15:25 PM jazzbear09 Epstein blew the TUNNELS up months ago. There were explosions  back in January or so.

9/14/2019 1:15:54 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/4MzrixcFVe

9/14/2019 1:17:39 PM jazzbear09 I saw Google images like this of Epstein's RANCH in New Mexico.

9/14/2019 1:23:03 PM tam1lap What about JUUL and their pods?   Bad?

9/14/2019 1:23:59 PM meandtheother3 Isn’t that just how google earth works. Lots of photos from planes, tessellated together?

9/14/2019 1:28:09 PM meandtheother3 Keystone. But yeah. He was the little fish, the Maxwell sisters are the big fish. And Wexner. Who’s chasing them? If they are, they’re not gonna tell us.

9/14/2019 1:31:03 PM stevenfontain14 Wow, nice way to free up room down here, eh?

9/14/2019 1:33:20 PM jazzbear09 This reminds me of a "walled in court"@ MERV GRIFFITH'S home in California. RYAN SEACREST WAS HIS "HOUSE BOY". The court was used for 

"games". Older men chasing children, Pedophiles/Perverts. No Escape. TUNNELS under Merv GRIFFITH'S, Hugh Hefner's,Jack Nicholson's, J Paul Getty's

9/14/2019 1:38:48 PM shocka007 Crazy, why can't he help build a better society on Earth first.

9/14/2019 1:50:25 PM kadath123 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Any comment on why an extraterrestrial civilization might dump massive quantities of nuclear weapon grade fuel into their parent star?

 https://youtu.be/mSBudez6wyo 

9/14/2019 1:51:42 PM nicpace2 Then you messed up

9/14/2019 1:56:04 PM thekanehb #depopulationAgenda

9/14/2019 1:59:36 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...

9/14/2019 2:25:24 PM blsdbe I am happy to visit space, but I would like to keep living here, MJ. Will I be able to do that in my current BE after the event? I would like to do a better 

job of BEing a custodian of this amazing library, please and #ThanQ.

9/14/2019 2:26:42 PM becca079 I would storm through this trial to the beautiful end... if only others would try too!



9/14/2019 2:29:53 PM iamandir1 Packing bags now. I’ll be ready in a few seconds. pic.twitter.com/KI7Sg5n184

9/14/2019 2:31:11 PM ekotoons 🐶 💨 💨 💨

9/14/2019 2:34:08 PM jennife31060429 I would Beck=)

9/14/2019 2:35:21 PM jennife31060429 Goooo pup!!!

I like how you did the propellers EKO

9/14/2019 2:36:05 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4002379/ …

There's quite a few research papers if you dig around.

One rarely mentioned, but widely known to mental health practitioners, is the calming effect for patients.

9/14/2019 2:46:24 PM becca079 My daughter needs a miracle but she must choose to receive it. In the end she’ll have conquered her giant 🗡🙏 You’re always one who uplifts 

others. Thank you ☺️

9/14/2019 2:46:56 PM mflatt23 That’s a brilliant idea

9/14/2019 2:48:09 PM listening4his Praying now, for your daughter's miracle, Beck.

9/14/2019 2:49:14 PM jennife31060429 I will be lifting her arms for victory Beck.. and holding you before the Lord also.❤️❤️❤️

We are in this together.

9/14/2019 2:50:10 PM jennife31060429 On knees beside you Norma❤️

9/14/2019 2:50:31 PM listening4his Good

9/14/2019 2:51:00 PM yokoke2014 Glide upon the oceans of space, portal to portal #Soundsheavenly

9/14/2019 2:57:22 PM iowa_trump Is the b&w mass grave from Epstein Island?  I’ve never seen that before.

9/14/2019 2:57:32 PM gdouglaswarner The truth will soon be known. The moon is made of cheddar poked with holes and not swiss. I’d be dead from 3+decades of smoking marlboros if not 

for vaping. Vaping since 2009 and never felt better. Site your verified studies proving one person died from vaping(not vit e cases)

9/14/2019 2:59:18 PM becca079 Strength in unity! 🔥Thank you all 🥰

9/14/2019 3:04:29 PM lvdckdynsty Many haven't.

9/14/2019 3:05:16 PM pinklight999 @nataliemcosta

9/14/2019 3:18:07 PM orabno1 @Orabno1

9/14/2019 3:21:37 PM david00997884 Not interested, our Galatic Brothers and Sisters will be here soon. Ill wait on the EVENT

9/14/2019 3:22:14 PM karonjoseph We got company ??  👽

9/14/2019 3:22:52 PM david00997884 Thats what im talking about, our Galatic Family will be here soon. Ill wait

9/14/2019 3:26:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Epstein https://twitter.com/Olivia_Gazis/status/1172704848179093504 …

9/14/2019 3:27:42 PM adsvel "Noah's Ark"... and of course, why without religion. 😏 I guess Pope will be first inhabitant in the list of prominent individuals. Looks like Putin went to 

the Vatican to approve the name of this project...😏

9/14/2019 3:31:36 PM girlawakeinca Important to note....

Released dump on Friday w/no news. Hmmm.. Enjoying the movie.🍿 pic.twitter.com/jJoYEZq9en

9/14/2019 3:37:33 PM rebornkingent Awesome, let’s find somewhere else to fuxk up, maybe some natives we can enslave and native kids we can eat?

9/14/2019 3:40:00 PM ksouth21 Ooooh. They say its a non IC person, so someone who will rat out someone in Congress!

9/14/2019 3:47:29 PM rachaelangelm Hotel Diablo

9/14/2019 3:54:14 PM trumpmovement2 At least we weren't smoking them

9/14/2019 4:06:55 PM sqrlnutz What if? Think it should be a statement not a question.

9/14/2019 4:10:06 PM alinahere 😮 ThanQ for sharing! 👍

9/14/2019 4:13:28 PM jafo2u Running requires a pair of Nike's.  He's such a 🤡

9/14/2019 4:21:58 PM david00997884 DC IN PANIC. Time to bring down the curtain on this episode.

9/14/2019 4:25:35 PM birdelmiron A friend of mine 40 years old had a hart attack and died. Was vaping alot!

9/14/2019 4:31:21 PM big_simp No I wont think Epstein

He was let free

9/14/2019 4:34:58 PM big_simp complete horse shit

just quit with this phoney baloney "outer space" and rockets crap

9/14/2019 4:51:03 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

9/14/2019 4:52:49 PM big_simp complete horseshit

there are NO extraterrestials from "outer space"

None zilch nada nichts not nein keine zero 

Comprende Kimosabe?

9/14/2019 4:57:42 PM quarkfear1 Yep... Beto is just too high again... looks bad 4 the party pic.twitter.com/dkZPz31Uz1

9/14/2019 5:02:10 PM spurfan IFBAP

#KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/gZDvjeDIfc

9/14/2019 5:07:13 PM kaylajoyheart My lung had collapsed repeatedly due to it.

9/14/2019 5:08:33 PM qwen48750242  pic.twitter.com/luiQHREudc

9/14/2019 5:13:45 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/f1ixkYUrtB

9/14/2019 5:26:25 PM quarkfear1 How high is Beto???( that high!)🤣😂🤣 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=s3u1_re1jmM …

9/14/2019 5:29:28 PM rosawal90673631 I think term limits are great.  But how many times.?   I think some of the current men and women in Congress ought to stay to help the newcomers.  

The ones who have been in Congress over 20 years (5 terms for Senators ?)should leave.  They Not elected to Congress for life.

9/14/2019 5:33:10 PM quarkfear1 The dregs

9/14/2019 5:43:16 PM rowdyyates001 I'm good! Thanks for the heads up though. China doesn't mess around! pic.twitter.com/BOKNIB5pfy

9/14/2019 6:08:32 PM davidpollack7 If it were Epstein, he would not request anything

9/14/2019 6:17:56 PM mongrelglory I've always loved that one!  Truth with humour! 😁

9/14/2019 6:22:02 PM chuckwr36152504 That’s not a good look Beto. Might want to get off the table.

9/14/2019 6:29:45 PM yourbeacontech Boomerang

9/14/2019 6:31:42 PM mclendon_becky Wrote about that very thing ... GOD SPEED, pic.twitter.com/h5sWd5Tipx

9/14/2019 6:32:03 PM mongrelglory I bake cookies for people.  (I don't need them, I'm trying to lose weight.😝)

9/14/2019 6:33:14 PM mclendon_becky Sequel.  And working on the third pic.twitter.com/t20A4YwNOp

9/14/2019 6:34:08 PM blsdbe Vicarious Pleasure!!! pic.twitter.com/NoGYMkSsOg

9/14/2019 6:35:36 PM jody__raman And don't forget all the chemical filled cosmetics, fragrances,  bath and body products, laundry detergents, and household products with absolutely not 

one FDA regulation on them anywhere....🙄

9/14/2019 6:44:49 PM thereal_hurl “They weren’t raping kids there.   They were giving kids tennis lessons”

9/14/2019 6:57:39 PM flobo2018 Yes, guinea pigs.

9/14/2019 7:00:00 PM jams4thebread 15 Million won’t get him very far. Maybe there’s a pre-owned space ship for sale somewhere?

9/14/2019 7:12:36 PM jams4thebread I’d say one way or the other - he’s dead to us

9/14/2019 7:13:50 PM mongrelglory More fear porn...trying to make people feel like there's no hope left for this planet and it's eco-system.  Not true!  We can help heal and re-forest this 

planet without killing off the human population.  Release of classified energy technologies would help!



9/14/2019 7:14:15 PM jennife31060429 Ohhhhh!! 👀👀👀👀hmmmm!!

Some new reads!!!❤️❤️❤️👏👏👏

9/14/2019 7:16:29 PM infpfortrump I've only been around a person vaping a couple of times, & both times I immediately had a bad reaction to it, coughing & a burning throat. The person 

said they have formaldehyde in them, which I'm allergic to. (It's no longer allowed in bldg materials, but ok in the lungs??) pic.twitter.com/JAODT6alpX

9/14/2019 7:24:49 PM infpfortrump Apparently formaldehyde is still found in some household & bldg products, though there's been an effort to reduce the amount, once it was classified 

as a carcinogen.  https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/formaldehyde.html …

9/14/2019 7:31:42 PM johnmoeller4 What if you had a product on the market for ten years with zero issues all of a sudden it started hurting people? What would you think the problem 

was? Maybe something only recently introduced, right?

9/14/2019 7:31:45 PM dase_tex Thank you for the ride! I follow MAGA! pic.twitter.com/v7TLo9JbQY

9/14/2019 7:37:24 PM steve_beno3210 I FB

9/14/2019 7:39:17 PM quarkfear1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=s3u1_re1jmM …

9/14/2019 7:51:29 PM darkmnemonic They made Obama look like a monkey, that’s just racist pic.twitter.com/lTR2uowkPX

9/14/2019 7:54:06 PM stinky_stork Nah, thats the least likely explanation.  No matter tho - we have it all.

9/14/2019 8:00:38 PM achille88630823  https://twitter.com/Achille88630823/status/1172730858630873089?s=20 …

9/14/2019 8:14:57 PM peteyr13 Duck Duck Go gives better search results.  "Safe" is another matter.  I have no gps, no locations allowed or enabled on my cell phone.  Not for any 

reason.  The day after eating at Dairy Queen, I got a query/survey about my dining experience.  I swear I was being trolled.

9/14/2019 8:16:57 PM lilystormchaser Where’s his fursuit?

9/14/2019 8:18:41 PM cintrony ❤️#Great train with awesome patriots!!Thank you very much!🌟 @COL3v17 RT/IFB #MAGAROLLERCOASTER 🇺🇸

9/14/2019 8:21:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w MJ2/T1

9/14/2019 8:21:45 PM mgodfrey99 I will wait for our King to Return, Jesus Christ.

9/14/2019 8:21:48 PM big_simp This isnt Epstein

It looks like a composite 

Its definetly Bourdains nose pic.twitter.com/H1Sw0cQc0m

9/14/2019 8:22:14 PM trumps_all Give us the 411 on Reiner and his role in PedoWood

9/14/2019 8:22:33 PM rachelhalligan When are they all going to prison?

9/14/2019 8:23:07 PM tomchiodo Will Federal Reserve be “restructured” by the time 45 leaves office?

9/14/2019 8:23:07 PM djlok What makes something #Majestic?

9/14/2019 8:23:13 PM richzen2 Why stargate has such a bad portrait for RA? According to the RA material, RA encouraged STO

9/14/2019 8:23:16 PM trumps_all Who from the Dems had a role in the Coup and is likely to go down down for it?

9/14/2019 8:23:59 PM trumps_all Is Ed Buck a major player or just a sick perverted evil man?

9/14/2019 8:24:18 PM foxunit68 Will The Invention Secrecy Act of 1951 ever be reversed?

9/14/2019 8:24:23 PM 1_decided_voter Did Jim Watkins get any type of briefing or assistance from Mil Intel people regarding Q or 8ch?

9/14/2019 8:24:24 PM bbobbio71 currently what dimension if any have we transcended to?

9/14/2019 8:24:25 PM bengals2761 It was either Amazing Polly or Katie G who searched for something on both Google & DuckDuckGo in one of their utube videos & the same responses 

were returned. They then used Bing and a different response was returned. Check them all I guess..

9/14/2019 8:24:32 PM trumps_all Wray......good, bad or confusing?

9/14/2019 8:24:47 PM lbf777 Are the 5G towers going to genocide us? Or mind control?

9/14/2019 8:25:08 PM trumps_all Will we be shown the tunnels under Epstein’s Island?

9/14/2019 8:25:27 PM stinky_stork Yep, i agree.  He could be in protective custody.  He could have been murdered, and the photo is a distraction.  So many possibilities... him being free is 

not likely.

9/14/2019 8:25:39 PM michael81972 What are the best natural herbs to fight cancer?...Is it true about making body alkaline?

9/14/2019 8:25:45 PM 3b_arts Are sleeping Giants contained in Crystal beneath us?

9/14/2019 8:25:47 PM bbobbio71 Why has China been so adamant at being the class to destroy the human race?

9/14/2019 8:25:50 PM trumps_all Anything tied in with Canada spying scam just reported?

9/14/2019 8:26:37 PM poisontaco Are we getting any disclosure before the Canadian elections?

9/14/2019 8:26:39 PM hammerheart78 DMT- the spirit molecule or disinformation?

9/14/2019 8:26:42 PM richzen2 I am under the impression that Sept 11 was going to have some big events whereas it turned out nothing happened? Is it expected?

9/14/2019 8:26:44 PM 25thmccabe will trump win every state minus DC in 2020?

9/14/2019 8:26:46 PM samarai_ryan How can “free will” and “timelessness” coexist?

9/14/2019 8:27:19 PM rachelhalligan Why did Trump not tell the truth about 9/11?

9/14/2019 8:27:25 PM olimyracle AI

Quantum

45

Next?

9/14/2019 8:27:58 PM trumppallooza End the fed!! #gobacktogolddq

9/14/2019 8:28:04 PM big_simp He is shapeshifter - def a bloodline

Hint he is one of "them"

And THEY own this realm

Its theirs.

Research William Tompkins/ Aug Tellez/ Project pegasus etc pic.twitter.com/RCYLumPJOy

9/14/2019 8:28:16 PM texasqpatriot Is Angela Merkel Hitler's daughter?

9/14/2019 8:28:16 PM shane_l_g Or both?

9/14/2019 8:28:24 PM q_army1 What is your thought on Trump, with red flag laws, vaping ban, etc, is he, calling out things that make no sense to call attention to them or actually 

considering enacting??

9/14/2019 8:28:53 PM bbobbio71 When listening to specific frequencies i.e. 432 is it beneficial to break it up a bit or I'd the a specific time that each frequency should be listened to

9/14/2019 8:28:53 PM texasqpatriot Who is the highest ranking satanic leader who is running the cabal?

9/14/2019 8:29:14 PM michael81972 Is Odin about to come online

9/14/2019 8:29:22 PM daveo6145 are most gameshows affiliated with #UnsealEpstein ?

9/14/2019 8:29:42 PM karentriebel What is manna?

9/14/2019 8:30:10 PM olimyracle 120218

Premature shutdown

ALICE

Why?

9/14/2019 8:30:36 PM agoodyear2015 Will we hear from Q again or are we on our own to figure things out?

9/14/2019 8:31:36 PM taitai78787 Have cryptocurrencies been created to assist with the removal of the central banking system?

9/14/2019 8:32:28 PM taitai78787 Are there plans in place for a televised high profile arrest?

9/14/2019 8:32:31 PM q_army1 @Fuknutz

9/14/2019 8:32:33 PM jv_parker What has happened outside of public view?Is there a way you could summarize this so we can know if there is material cleansing of Gov that has been 

done already?



9/14/2019 8:32:37 PM fukyorfeelngs Is Q human, extraterrestrial or divine?

9/14/2019 8:32:50 PM workitwayne Can we as Humans bend or shape what we call Time?

9/14/2019 8:32:54 PM ragstorm Are there any movies/TV shows which depict realistic scenes related to First Contact, past or future?

9/14/2019 8:33:34 PM daveo6145 are we at the precipice?

9/14/2019 8:34:07 PM one_white_lion Majestic disclosure on ACIO going to happen? Anything you can share now MJ2?

9/14/2019 8:34:34 PM pfc1975 Just listen to Al Franken’s, Rob Reiner Roast. Says all ya need ta hear.

9/14/2019 8:35:46 PM workitwayne Do microwave pulses  push back Hurricanes?

9/14/2019 8:36:22 PM 25thmccabe miasile silos

9/14/2019 8:36:23 PM sigmaaquila Is there a legitimate way to stop/slow a receding hairline?

9/14/2019 8:36:39 PM olimyracle 030321

Restar

LHC

[ ]?

9/14/2019 8:37:17 PM edwardgouin Are there any safe vape products, or are the coils themselves part of what makes them dangerous?

9/14/2019 8:37:27 PM der_wanderer8 Can we collectively help to dismiss ALICE

By accessing our creative skills and trusting our discernment?

9/14/2019 8:37:43 PM blankmarlo Where is Ghislaine? Who is safeguarding her?

9/14/2019 8:38:03 PM samarai_ryan Is the “gateway experience” a safe technique?

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf …

(Date = 9,6,3)

9/14/2019 8:38:31 PM unidentifiedta1 Is the ‘Great Awakening’ a concocted script, with both the “white hats” and “black hats” merely actors of the same Production; to either raise the mass 

consciousness or to accelerate a transformation?

9/14/2019 8:39:01 PM randthompson16 If you could, would you?

The lessons are learned from the journey, not the destination.

9/14/2019 8:39:54 PM oo1o110 Why did the chemtrails stop in July and then start back up, albeit weaker, in Sept? (Maybe not everywhere, but definitely in the Pacific NW).

9/14/2019 8:40:33 PM swick73 This awareness needs to be spread all of social media.  These kids today think it’s cool along with a lot of adults.

9/14/2019 8:40:45 PM decodematrix How to prepare for the solar flash / pole shift?

9/14/2019 8:40:48 PM edwardgouin MJ12 has repeatedly said, "events not dates."

9/14/2019 8:40:58 PM cogbill_alan What do you know about the Gateway Process?

9/14/2019 8:41:10 PM decodematrix Is Tyler a good AI?

9/14/2019 8:42:11 PM blankmarlo  https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-dive-boat-fire-apple-employees …

Who was the target? Did white hats or black hats pull off the hit?

9/14/2019 8:44:09 PM bbobbio71 What happened to all the technology that was here at one point( pyramid etc.)? It's it still here. stolen or is it off earth for a later date?

9/14/2019 8:44:13 PM djmurphy5  pic.twitter.com/veMFco7O2g

9/14/2019 8:44:59 PM drumsk8 Is the co-creative consciousness still fermenting a positive time-line?

9/14/2019 8:45:01 PM dark2light2019 Is interstellar object coming in october not “organic” or will we see real images/information on it this time?

9/14/2019 8:45:28 PM cryptogyu Orme, Ormus?

9/14/2019 8:45:47 PM sheilas56457074 Is Bob Joyce Elvis.

9/14/2019 8:45:52 PM t_hayden07 Will ascension start in 2020? Or will next year see big changes to our world spiritually?

9/14/2019 8:45:58 PM karentriebel Maybe

9/14/2019 8:46:27 PM braveunicorn55 Is there any good Ai?

9/14/2019 8:46:29 PM curseca Why does he appear to live in a trashy apartment? Is that his office? 🤮

9/14/2019 8:46:32 PM t_hayden07 Yes!!! In OR they were bad the other day!

9/14/2019 8:46:46 PM fightthenewwo How can thc distillate w no additives cause health issues in a vape pen?

9/14/2019 8:47:00 PM dark2light2019 Will the estimated 1000 names (epstein)be unsealed and soon?

9/14/2019 8:47:01 PM t_hayden07 Why did you reference the murder-suicide in Central point OR?

9/14/2019 8:47:06 PM drumsk8 Will #Brexit be a positive event? Deal, No Deal or Shitty Deal?

9/14/2019 8:48:00 PM blankmarlo Did Kanye have good intentions here or was this some kind of 🤡 operation? https://trib.al/TBPQXan 

9/14/2019 8:48:04 PM lindabr67234799 When is gcr going to happen

9/14/2019 8:48:18 PM whatisreality19 I love it how Schiff makes stupid accusations in official paperwork so that his nutjob Democratic Media friends can report in it. Anytime they don’t get 

what they want they blame the president. As if the only thing he has time to do is worry about their corrupt games.

9/14/2019 8:48:45 PM dark2light2019 Best “healthy” energy supplements or herbs?

9/14/2019 8:48:53 PM olimyracle Ascension?

9/14/2019 8:48:58 PM pinealg1 Will there be a time where we will have to take up arms and fight?

9/14/2019 8:49:58 PM trumps_all Will any Congressmen (or women) be shown to be involved with Jussie Smollett????

9/14/2019 8:50:19 PM nmchristoban Has C*A been flipped to the light?

9/14/2019 8:50:28 PM whatisreality19 I think you are spot on. The last time this issue came up, they directly said that it was the vaping liquids coming from China. This time they seem to be 

blaming the flavors without pushing the focus towards China.

9/14/2019 8:50:29 PM t_hayden07 When did/does the Age of Aquarius begin?

9/14/2019 8:51:03 PM olimyracle Life?

9/14/2019 8:52:00 PM valeriebgilbert Happening now.  Change is incremental.  2022 a big turning point.

9/14/2019 8:52:30 PM jonathancherrie Will anyone ever ask the right Qs?

9/14/2019 8:52:56 PM nurseniceyes Why are Pentagon employees coming into to work so late ? Usually they work day shift only.

9/14/2019 8:54:05 PM olimyracle Emotions?

9/14/2019 8:54:12 PM fightforamerica Is the whole of calculus actually predicated on Plank time?

9/14/2019 8:55:04 PM whatisreality19 I don’t trust them now that Google owns them. I use the “Brave” browser

9/14/2019 8:57:13 PM ekotoons SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN

9/14/2019 8:57:23 PM leeanndalton2 This is going to be good....

😎🍿🍿

9/14/2019 8:57:26 PM normal_wizard What can I do to more effectively recall where my guides take me and what they show me? Also can I have a nice paying high level government job 

pls? My soul is incorruptible and I am highly psychic and blessed by God.

9/14/2019 8:58:36 PM cosmic_engineer Nonstop in 🍁

Something big is up

9/14/2019 8:58:56 PM anitakingsbauer What question should we be asking?

9/14/2019 8:59:24 PM whatisreality19 It looks like where you would land a helicopter to me. The hills built around it would make sense to shield the helicopter from severe winds.

9/14/2019 9:01:28 PM flobo2018 What is the true purpose of the insane push for vaccine mandates in Democrat controlled states?



9/14/2019 9:01:38 PM cosmic_engineer 🍁 Fed Election. Is MB 🦉?

9/14/2019 9:01:54 PM leeanndalton2 Why are some so much less susceptible than others?

9/14/2019 9:02:43 PM travelnpack “Safer” than smoke does not mean it is safe. Various studies have show that teens who vape, are more liking to start smoking than those who do not 

vape.

9/14/2019 9:04:10 PM richardhiatt16 🤣 We’re already there.. GO SPACE Force👍❤️🇺🇸🛸🛸

9/14/2019 9:04:14 PM texasqpatriot Is Trudeau son of Fidel Castro?

9/14/2019 9:04:25 PM kickthefed will the government ever expose the NASA lies about fake outer space and show proof that we are living under a protected dome that god made with 

his own hands.

9/14/2019 9:04:30 PM scott_frenger What kind of a white hat would kill 34 innocent people to kill 2?

9/14/2019 9:04:37 PM texasqpatriot What day will 8chan come back on line?

9/14/2019 9:05:33 PM michael81972 Satan😬

9/14/2019 9:05:38 PM texasqpatriot Is Barbara Bush daughter of Allister Crowley?

9/14/2019 9:06:01 PM fightforamerica *Planck

9/14/2019 9:06:12 PM texasqpatriot 100% but I am talking human POS walking the earth

9/14/2019 9:06:45 PM michael81972 👍🏻

9/14/2019 9:06:59 PM jade_milady I didn’t know that. I will use another browser, as well.

9/14/2019 9:07:21 PM blankmarlo Trophies? Black market? Ritualistic purposes? https://www.fox32chicago.com/news/2246-fetal-remains-found-on-property-of-abortion-doctor-who-

recently-died …

9/14/2019 9:07:54 PM richardhiatt16 And what was he smoking? 🤣

9/14/2019 9:10:39 PM humain974 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Bonjour,

Pourriez-vous nous dire quand l'US Navy autorisera l'utilisation du LA 1000 par le grand public s'il vous plaît ?

9/14/2019 9:11:02 PM kimmerztweets Only, where is the elaborate walkway out?

Yeah, no, little doubt in my mind, it was used for nefarious purposes.

9/14/2019 9:11:31 PM humain974 Ascension = FREE  LA 1000

9/14/2019 9:12:09 PM jivaine_skywing Are there currently beings in crying stasis chambers in Antarctica? When will they be woken up?

9/14/2019 9:12:14 PM richardhiatt16 Boy, that must be “wild” to fly in.. 🙄

9/14/2019 9:12:30 PM ascendingadam Keybase air drop?

9/14/2019 9:13:02 PM decodematrix Did something big happen last night with the Harvest Moon?

9/14/2019 9:13:05 PM humain974 League of legend

9/14/2019 9:13:35 PM decodematrix Is the corn ready to be harvested?

9/14/2019 9:14:03 PM jivaine_skywing Is graphene as good as the rumours say it is? Will it be used to revolutionize many industries, while making others obsolete?

9/14/2019 9:14:09 PM whatisreality19 There is an opening where they can walk or drive a side by side through. It makes sense to have those walls protecting a helicopter.They are pretty 

light.And they cost more than a small plane.Not something you want to get wrecked too often. I’m sure there are poles to strap it to

9/14/2019 9:14:30 PM ideclarefreedom Great question!

9/14/2019 9:15:08 PM truth4disclosur I'm guessing "The Orville"

9/14/2019 9:20:42 PM egelone i rememer you warned us about stock market crash a month ago. Since the Saudi arabia's oil produciton got knocked down by half, i guess that crash is 

coming soon?

9/14/2019 9:21:19 PM decodematrix Can you name some high level cabal members besides Soros?

9/14/2019 9:23:26 PM normal_wizard How many have taken adrenochrome? What is the nature of man that so many are willingly complicit in this depravity? Are the vast majority truly 

essentially spirit cloned NPCs?

9/14/2019 9:26:44 PM stoneturnr Aramco bombings a FF to trigger Iran invasion? Or if Iran did do it, why?

9/14/2019 9:27:34 PM michael_s_ander first pedowood perp to go down?

9/14/2019 9:29:41 PM decodematrix How many times have I incarnated on Earth?

9/14/2019 9:31:07 PM shhhhhh19078659 WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/14/2019 9:31:40 PM allahuniversal The event w/in the next few years (Adam & Eve), what are the chances of averting it altogether, if any?

9/14/2019 9:32:26 PM jaspony1 Have the timelines merged successfully, and is the looking Glass still in use?

9/14/2019 9:32:55 PM dynamicres Sounds like that signals enroute. True?  https://www.sciencealert.com/our-galaxy-s-black-hole-recently-flared-crazily-bright-and-we-still-don-t-know-

why/amp …

9/14/2019 9:38:52 PM goyaeq What year will Planet X fly by?

9/14/2019 9:41:38 PM cararrclh Sorry but I’m reading all these questions and I’m like WTF! Good night. Trust the plan. Zzzzz

9/14/2019 9:42:49 PM drbohammer Agreed. No white hat would do that...unless all 36 were valid targets...

9/14/2019 9:43:11 PM ryan35381162 Is MJ2 awake? Need to be asleep?

9/14/2019 9:43:17 PM drbohammer *34*

9/14/2019 9:44:47 PM alexandercody7 I started drinking ROS with the mix of Himalayan salt I add to it. I started getting tired and my immune system is weak. Also when I drink it, I feel a quit 

dizzy. Why is that? Still doing it and I won't stop as my mind wants to continue.

9/14/2019 9:45:46 PM alexandercody7 Best protection against DEW? OR also very practical solution?

9/14/2019 9:50:06 PM blsdbe Is the Iranian bombing of the Saudi oil supply part of the Movie?

9/14/2019 9:51:36 PM goyaeq Has the vaccination depopulation plan been stopped?

9/14/2019 9:53:23 PM alexandercody7 Alice Island - > where to look? According to my info it never was target

9/14/2019 9:53:27 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKCN1VZ01N …

9/14/2019 9:54:05 PM thekanehb 2024 :) or that’s when a meteor is supposed to hit as well as this second X eclipse pic.twitter.com/VoCkDmV4I2

9/14/2019 9:54:46 PM thekanehb Yes!

9/14/2019 9:54:56 PM blsdbe Who’s coming to visit? Friendly or no? https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=7498 …

9/14/2019 9:56:16 PM travelnpack Tough to ask those same parents who are most likely smoking themselves.

9/14/2019 9:56:21 PM serenityfirth Isn’t AMA supposed to include answers?

9/14/2019 9:56:21 PM alexandercody7 Any practical way to unlock healing potential in my DNA? What if I am often sick or have chronic symptoms and want to manipulate DNA or just 

awaken it to do?

9/14/2019 9:57:55 PM decodematrix Is there a lot of truth/disclosure in the book "Blood Blood, True Blood" by Stewart Swerdlow?

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/reptiles/reptiles17.htm …

9/14/2019 9:57:59 PM blsdbe Also, #ThanQ. I have learned a great deal, and although much of what I have come to learn has saddened me greatly, I have also met so many excellent 

patriots along the way!!! #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/Wn7EKKf3Ag

9/14/2019 9:58:12 PM sunspot406 Will our education system stop propagandizing students, teaching false information, and using children as social agenda driven slaves?  Common Core?

9/14/2019 10:02:29 PM yungrushin Meme Magik

9/14/2019 10:06:37 PM tyetyler1 or both?

9/14/2019 10:08:30 PM aslanswarrior77 The helo pad is down close to the main house, above the white "garage" and green generator building. It can be clearly seen in other Rusty S's vids.

9/14/2019 10:10:38 PM blsdbe How can we find out more a out our Double Entry accounting system? We The People seem only to be aware of the Public side, but not the Private 

side? https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1160952285955948545?s=21 …

9/14/2019 10:11:04 PM kathleen3693693 Definitely in Oklahoma. Never stopped. In your face...



9/14/2019 10:12:21 PM whatisreality19 Well you don’t wanna hear my other options on what I think it could be. Just picture the colosseum in Rome. And what happened in the middle. A lot 

of death basically.

9/14/2019 10:12:49 PM blsdbe If Time is an Illusion, what is Space?

9/14/2019 10:14:46 PM tyetyler1 All that going for you and yet your peddling for employment?  If God doesn't see you fit to employ, it is highly unlikely others would either.

9/14/2019 10:17:15 PM mongrelglory Is there any truth behind the claims of the "Climate Change" movement? (which postulates man-made global warming)

If not, then will it be exposed as a scam (eg. excuse for a carbon tax) any time soon?

9/14/2019 10:18:18 PM usualnotavail Has been over 2 months with spraying very infrequently. Has been nice to see those blue skies and normal clouds again

9/14/2019 10:18:26 PM jlundr What would be the most efficient way to resolve negative karma in a positive way?

9/14/2019 10:19:01 PM magamatician Why did NRO work late and in a very tense environment the same night Q told us satellites were taken offline?

9/14/2019 10:19:54 PM mongrelglory Can you explain a bit more about why you see AI as the greatest threat on this planet?  (Previously mentioned in another thread).

9/14/2019 10:20:00 PM wink5811 Guess adrenochrome can buy you health and keep you younger looking, he looks about 75 not 91

9/14/2019 10:20:48 PM mongrelglory Is Iran still under Cabal control?  What about Israel?

9/14/2019 10:22:35 PM kathleen3693693 Regarding the split of timeline caused by Hillary... Has the timeline merged yet?

How did HRC cause the timeline split?

9/14/2019 10:23:13 PM mongrelglory Does China pose a threat to future peace on this planet?  Do they have aspirations of conquest beyond their current borders, or are they co-operating 

with Q's plan to save the world?

9/14/2019 10:24:33 PM mongrelglory What approximate percentage of the World's population is now awakened?

9/14/2019 10:25:00 PM werascending Are you working with the Pleidians? If not, what interstellar race?

9/14/2019 10:25:11 PM _ricky_b__ AI good or bad?

9/14/2019 10:25:56 PM mongrelglory Will ancient or ET discoveries be revealed in either the Grand Canyon or Antarctica soon?

9/14/2019 10:27:45 PM mongrelglory The need for clean, environmentally friendly sources of energy is crucial for our planet to thrive.  Will new energy technology become available in the 

next decade?

9/14/2019 10:29:43 PM travelnpack Oh, they tell them that, but words are meaningless, esp to children, if one is not backing it up with own personal actions. 

And telling someone is not the same as parental responsibility.

9/14/2019 10:29:51 PM 1crazy_toaster We had it. I don't think they use dirty energy on the space stations.  Tartaria; free energy abundant, then taken from us.

9/14/2019 10:31:21 PM mongrelglory Was Hurricane Dorian a case of weather warfare between the white hats and the black hats?  Do the Cabal still have access to such weather 

manipulation technology?

9/14/2019 10:32:28 PM mongrelglory Has off-world human trafficking been completely halted now?

9/14/2019 10:34:17 PM decodematrix What will be revealed in the IG FISA abuse report?

9/14/2019 10:36:30 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  I hope not!  Our form of justice/punishment must be more civil than an "eye for and eye" don't you think?

9/14/2019 10:38:03 PM terran_sol Be @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Post about having an AMA session. 2 hours go by, 0 questions answered. 🤣🤣🤣

9/14/2019 10:39:56 PM mongrelglory Why is Edward Snowden running free (in Russia) and praised as a "whistle-blower" while Assange still remains incarcerated and treated like a criminal?

9/14/2019 10:40:20 PM decodematrix White House spy devices planted by Israel or Obama C_A?

9/14/2019 10:40:53 PM aslanswarrior77 That's the speculation on what that was, so you're not alone.

9/14/2019 10:42:41 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm

9/14/2019 10:43:25 PM mongrelglory I know!  I'm hoping they'll declassify at least anti-gravity and engines that run on water.  They expressed reluctance to declassify free energy just yet, 

because of the potential for it to be abused in the wrong hands.  We need clean heat for our homes in Canadian winters.

9/14/2019 10:44:59 PM aslanswarrior77 Bwahahahahaha !!!!!!!

9/14/2019 10:45:35 PM terran_sol  pic.twitter.com/RxsNQ4uiUT

9/14/2019 10:46:33 PM joelphilp How do we learn as much as possible about replicator technology? What sources of information are available to us?

9/14/2019 10:48:03 PM mongrelglory They have previously replied that, at the request of followers, they will hold off on answering any questions until people have had a chance to respond 

to the AMA overnight.  It increases the opportunity for more people to ask questions.

9/14/2019 10:49:33 PM karma4event201 Not for the most evil of them. Cheney lied repeatedly saying enhanced torture techniques resulted in good Intel  

He is mentioned in 📕 Transformation America 

in case you think he wasn't a pedophile

9/14/2019 10:50:44 PM mongrelglory We Canadians believe so...

9/14/2019 10:50:46 PM crt39437 👍

9/14/2019 10:51:51 PM mongrelglory They will answer tomorrow after everyone has had a chance to submit questions.

9/14/2019 10:52:12 PM azuremagus The lines cross at the New Madrid fault

9/14/2019 10:52:26 PM terran_sol 👍

9/14/2019 10:52:29 PM decodematrix Have you ever been to Sirius?

9/14/2019 10:53:41 PM mongrelglory They have previously said that "Close Encounters of the Third Kind" was based on real life events.

9/14/2019 10:54:54 PM teriwiseman2 Started backup again today in Las Vegas, NV

9/14/2019 11:01:10 PM azuremagus After the crustal shift?

9/14/2019 11:01:22 PM mongrelglory I'm aware of all his evil deeds, and he might very well face the death penalty, however barbarism isn't the answer (Karmically speaking).

9/14/2019 11:01:28 PM splucas22 I was under the impression that someone would be answering some of these questions...:/

9/14/2019 11:02:24 PM tyetyler1 🤔WHY would giant tech co in Silicon Valley create a high level AI named Sirisys for their "Meritica Technologies" to lend itself to  R&D and eventual 

mfg & control oer the vaping industry under a company called Purebacco?  

 M Daniel Walsh found Meritica & Purebacco.

 Nanotech? pic.twitter.com/uqeSWEEIx9

9/14/2019 11:14:22 PM cocopuffster12 Tomorrow - read other comments. There is a reason there are no answers yet.

9/14/2019 11:22:46 PM der_wanderer8 Hello https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1172912006933954561?s=19 …

9/14/2019 11:23:39 PM der_wanderer8 I know someone who visited her

See https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1172867913520492549?s=19 …

9/14/2019 11:28:58 PM poppyslovecapu Who is Pindar?

9/14/2019 11:32:46 PM tncharlene Why did the Schuman resonance have a black mark on the graph and then have a horizontal mark?

9/14/2019 11:33:25 PM kathleen3693693 Who is Tyler?

9/14/2019 11:33:59 PM olimyracle Buckle up! https://youtu.be/8Pe8Gy67GoU 

9/14/2019 11:35:36 PM scorpiopatriot ...I KNOW VERY WELL WHO (THEY) R ... I WAS REFERRING TO THE STATEMENT ...ABOUT THE E CIGS AND HOW IT WAS MEANT FOR POPULATION 

CONTROL ...I WAS SAYING ID BE MORE WORRIED ABOUT BANNING VACCINES BEFORE E- CIGS 

IVE BEEN SCREAMING ABOUT THE OTHER STUFF FOR MANYYYYY YEARS . #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Nko3r3uXmX

9/14/2019 11:36:40 PM disfellocated Why did y’all kill Forrestal?

9/14/2019 11:36:43 PM iamyou132 What’s special about the date 9/17

9/14/2019 11:37:21 PM wwg1wga93583681 when do we get our AAVs? pic.twitter.com/7LaJolLilD

9/14/2019 11:38:04 PM der_wanderer8 Thank you!!

9/14/2019 11:39:02 PM qtpi3_14 that's a mighty tempting thought...

9/14/2019 11:40:37 PM a1flaherty I have a few times. That would be the only explanation for this......

9/14/2019 11:42:18 PM normal_wizard you're*



9/14/2019 11:43:52 PM q_army1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@BurnedSpy34

@3Days3Nights

@cjtruth

@catturd2

@drawandstrike

@40_head

@JuliansRum

@JudicialWatch 

there are a few sure i am missing some to be sure
9/14/2019 11:48:23 PM warangel1111 Sounds like something I would enjoy...😇❤️

9/14/2019 11:48:27 PM natureinspace Furries are way, way better than this guy. They wouldn't let him in the fandom because he's trash. He wouldn't be welcomed.

9/14/2019 11:49:04 PM a1flaherty  https://youtu.be/7dgrMSTalZ0 

Just the song on my playlist while looking at your art. Thought it went well w it. ❤️❤️❤️

9/14/2019 11:49:13 PM normal_wizard Anything short of saving the world and imprisoning demons isn't really worthy of My time ;) I recommend you check that bitterness at the foundation 

of your spirit, see what its actual root is. If you choose to spite the divine, it's due to your own confines.

9/14/2019 11:51:02 PM olimyracle Good move. Will improve quality of questions, reduce stress and let more people participate.

Thank you everyone 💞 pic.twitter.com/iLauOswJMZ

9/14/2019 11:51:55 PM a1flaherty I don't believe in coincidences. It Is God!!!

9/14/2019 11:54:20 PM jollyrob2 is there a precursor for the grand solar flash and how will we perceive it, if there is one going to happen?

9/14/2019 11:54:34 PM olimyracle Then dig on MJ account:

from:ts_sci_majic12 alice

😉🧐🤗

9/14/2019 11:57:07 PM lisa33705170 Yes 👍🏻

9/14/2019 11:58:31 PM decodematrix What is FB doing with people's data?

9/15/2019 12:02:29 AM spauldingshowal ❤️

9/15/2019 12:08:08 AM lilystormchaser Agreed.

9/15/2019 12:14:03 AM zeauxoui Are we even close to anything monumental happening?

9/15/2019 12:15:09 AM mongrelglory The movie "Captain America and the Winter Soldier" pretty much revealed that.  Virtual digital profiles on everybody for surveillance and targeting 

purposes.  Not to mention selling the data to corporations for marketing purposes.

9/15/2019 12:15:31 AM yayavarm Potter Universe = Cabal Universe?

9/15/2019 12:25:47 AM braveunicorn55 I got pneumonia earlier this year and I'm convinced it was from CBD/THC pens. I stopped immediately. And I healed my lungs with essential oils.

9/15/2019 12:29:59 AM adsvel The Space is a Field of frequencies. Any location is frequency. Energy is Vibrations and All is Energy.

9/15/2019 12:36:31 AM snowwhite7iam All ways! 🌹

9/15/2019 12:39:03 AM covertress Do our IS have names?

9/15/2019 12:39:12 AM covertress Have any of the Majestic 12 used doll bodies for space travel?

9/15/2019 12:45:05 AM covertress Is Moloch punishing those who do not perform the sacrifices? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1172502850120900608?s=19 …

9/15/2019 12:48:14 AM covertress During my NDE, was the yellow/orange/pink orb I saw my IS?

9/15/2019 12:54:02 AM covertress I understand that our social media personalities are being collected into a massive AI for war gaming scenarios, but will this info be used against us, like 

in the movie Minority Report? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1173131600881750024?s=19 …

9/15/2019 1:02:07 AM covertress If the "god" we meet at death is our IS, have we already ascended?

Is the Earthly experience just a game?

9/15/2019 1:02:12 AM covertress Can you please tell us what the significance of meeting only one individual upon death/NDE is? 

https://twitter.com/111Athena111/status/1113139149886849024?s=19 …

9/15/2019 1:05:38 AM matchnumbers67 Why is everyone ignoring the Freemasonry/Knights of Malta/Jesuit/Zionist Kabbalah at play? Even Q=17=Mason.  DJT = 34 =King 

Don/Vladimir/Murder/Occult.  Mirrored 43=Masonic/Killing/Lucifer.  Trump has The Tree of Life Kabbalah award. No coincidences

9/15/2019 1:09:57 AM mongrelglory How many planets are actually associated with our solar system?

How many of these planets, (or their moons) contain complex (multi-cellular) life forms?

How many have humans living on them?

9/15/2019 1:13:23 AM mongrelglory I'd like to know if the entity impersonating Moloch is still hanging around, or if we've kicked his butt off of this planet! 😠

9/15/2019 1:14:34 AM mntcol I don't know if it's being ignored, most know of their free masonry but what is the bigger picture here? To get inside you must be one of them.. Or play 

that way...

9/15/2019 1:17:08 AM covertress In other words, can Moloch still visit 3D? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090812216419459074?s=19 …

9/15/2019 1:17:21 AM emperro61119379 ( Crown to Malkuth ) = 8 ? Where does the Source 9 fit in with the Octave ? The only thing kinda making sense to me is 3² or when the middle is 

counted twice for the resulting triangles. Or is it just the whole one thing ?

9/15/2019 1:19:18 AM mongrelglory Or like the movie "Captain America and the Winter Soldier"...our virtual digital identities.

9/15/2019 1:20:02 AM covertress Is Kissinger being kept alive with the blood of unicorns? https://twitter.com/quot3bot/status/1172948141735153664?s=19 …

9/15/2019 1:20:09 AM mongrelglory Hi Pollyanna!  Long time no see! 😊

9/15/2019 1:22:33 AM emperro61119379 The resulting triangle being from red being expansion of an infinite expression and the yellow being 1 contracted definitive expression and so forth

9/15/2019 1:22:33 AM 313looper Hi MJ2/T1, Please tell us about Iran !

How much DS has been cleared from there!?

9/15/2019 1:23:53 AM rezinated1 🦋

9/15/2019 1:25:52 AM mongrelglory Yes! ☝️☝️☝️

9/15/2019 1:26:23 AM matchnumbers67 To be honest, he doesn’t even seem like himself. Tweets in the third person and the ‘First Lady has a son’ gaffe.  Freemasonry is not a good thing

9/15/2019 1:39:17 AM 3rdgrace It's the Vit E oils used in backstreet vape cartridges. The Vit E is being used as a base for THC but the Vit E as it breaks down then coats the inside of the 

lungs like cellophane. From my own research which ain't easy w/all the BS.

9/15/2019 1:41:42 AM mntcol It wasn't a gaffe. There is much to learn about Trump and Melania. They are good people. No different to a police officer working undercover and role 

playing....you have to to get info

9/15/2019 1:42:56 AM 3rdgrace There are knock-off Juul cartridges being filled and sold with it as real Juul cartridges, too.

9/15/2019 1:46:04 AM karina89350882 A sixth person died from vaping-related lung disease. Here's what you need to know

 http://edition.cnn.com/2019/09/10/health/vaping-outbreak-2019-explainer/index.html ……

9/15/2019 1:49:04 AM matchnumbers67 I used to think like you. I have spent months following contrived media stories encoded with Kabbalah.   Trump’s tweets encoded with Kabbalah. He 

has done a u-turn on Hillary, he has supported the 9/11 lie and his support of Israel is over the top...

9/15/2019 1:49:29 AM matchnumbers67 ...considering they were busted spying on the US.



9/15/2019 1:50:10 AM mongrelglory Is Netanyahu going to be staying in power in Israel?  I always thought he was a Satanist?

Trump floats possible defence treaty with Netanyahu days ahead of Israeli elections:  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=131487 …

9/15/2019 1:53:28 AM gerry_truthvet Zionism is satanism !!

9/15/2019 1:53:58 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/Bxgl2aYizS

9/15/2019 2:03:32 AM bananen72077651 Can't the adrenochrome junkies manufacture synthetic adrenochrome?

9/15/2019 2:06:51 AM mongrelglory I can't believe it's still safe for him to walk down the street!  RIP Madeleine McCann! 😟

9/15/2019 2:07:16 AM covertress Is there really such a thing as "dried Adrenochrome"? https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/the-adrenochrome-bust-you-never-heard-

about?xg_source=twitter …

9/15/2019 2:07:41 AM crazygamma He looks like he knows what's coming.....

9/15/2019 2:08:19 AM bananen72077651 Time is an illusion. Experience is a product of time. Is experience an illusion?

9/15/2019 2:17:38 AM crazygamma Description of the powder: a close-up of the adrenochrome crystals shows a dark red color but the powder seems just like dried blood to the naked 

eye, meaning some slightly orangy brown color.

9/15/2019 2:18:52 AM cmcp83 is this account @ TYLER_56hz shill or majestic ?

9/15/2019 2:27:14 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/15/2019 2:28:46 AM bananen72077651 What was the true purpose of Operation Fishbowl?

9/15/2019 2:34:37 AM mntcol I couldn't disagree with you more. HRC has not got away with her crimes. He said Israel is last. He is still getting rid of major DS players. I'm not sure if 

you understand the corruption at every level and the amount of indictments there are.

9/15/2019 2:37:25 AM mntcol The fyve eyes were governments spying him. You will see more unfolding in the months to come. Every government in the world has been 

run/infiltrated by DS

9/15/2019 2:42:54 AM josiegirlz5 Omg😢😢

9/15/2019 2:43:38 AM josiegirlz5 Thank goodness I am now using the CBD oils.

9/15/2019 2:46:54 AM matchnumbers67 I’m not sure you understand hermetic Qabalah. Q said saving Israel for last. Q said disinformation is necessary. I totally understand the corruption. The 

Knights and Vatican have ensured even Asian Govts are controllled. I hope you are right

9/15/2019 2:49:28 AM pepedeluxe4  pic.twitter.com/YHFxd0jNLg

9/15/2019 2:54:40 AM matchnumbers67 DS is the Cabal. POTUS is a Crypto Jew and by all numbers, part of the plan. I do really hope you are right. This level of disinformation is to ensure he 

gets another term. I pray to be so, so wrong.

9/15/2019 2:54:49 AM karma4event201 He must face the Death Penalty, not may.

This part must happen or humans remain slaves to be tortured by these demons.

9/15/2019 2:55:50 AM matchnumbers67  pic.twitter.com/t025ruVBaD

9/15/2019 2:57:22 AM sterkinglights1 I would also like to know about meeting with One. Afa I can remember there was one no direct come just showing. Life and what it should Be. I have 

many regrets. Also was I interacting with you via dream. "Whilst we have your captors distracted. What were the things that looked

9/15/2019 2:57:26 AM donnadrud Of all the things the demonic ones have done to terrorize the world for too long, their crimes against children are the most horrific! Epstein is the most 

visible but sounds like much is going on behind the scenes w/ CPS & other networks to end it as well! God’s plan is working! 

pic.twitter.com/1EzRGZQ43E

9/15/2019 2:57:48 AM sterkinglights1 Like Gatorade gummies?

9/15/2019 2:59:02 AM bananen72077651 Is CFS more common among starseeds, and if so, why?

9/15/2019 3:02:10 AM sterkinglights1 Right @ . 7:03

9/15/2019 3:05:08 AM sterkinglights1 Goul will hord and trophy.

9/15/2019 3:10:35 AM mateuszwala Is the EU government on track to be cleansed soon from deep state?

9/15/2019 3:12:05 AM _369311119 How are you all doing?

9/15/2019 3:12:15 AM jimothyhaight Are all that flew on the Lolita express guilty of some crime according to flight logs?

9/15/2019 3:20:38 AM mateuszwala is The 5G safe? 

which one is ? 

Ch vs Us?

9/15/2019 3:26:59 AM mateuszwala the event? 

is the critical mass reached? %?

quanity over quality?

9/15/2019 3:33:54 AM ixi0310 I've said this from day 1. The truth will out.

9/15/2019 3:35:00 AM jenncbonneville Apparently it's Ask Me Anything while I go to sleep. Yawn.

9/15/2019 3:41:47 AM jooooody Received in 1833:

..thus saith the Lord unto you: In consequence of evils and designs which do and will exist in the hearts of conspiring men in the last days, I have 

warned you, and forewarn you, by giving unto you this word of wisdom by revelation https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-

testament/dc/89?lang=eng …

9/15/2019 3:56:51 AM vonniegirl83 Bacon. You forgot to add bacon to your list.

9/15/2019 4:00:27 AM keith369me It’s an experience...hey I want to experience being a fish.  Oops swallowed by a whale, game over, that was fun swimming on a reef.  What do I want to 

experience with my next life?  The analogy of a video game is as close as we can comprehend.  We chose a challenging level!!!

9/15/2019 4:03:14 AM keith369me Born nine months after his mom is in Cuba...looks a lot like Fidel Castro, looks nothing like dad.  Could be a Castro other than Fidel?

9/15/2019 4:03:43 AM gmc369 What if you were injecting toxins? The vaccine program has been weaponized for a long time. 52% of today’s kids have some sort of autoimmune 

disease and 1 in 36 kids autistic. We will have no military

9/15/2019 4:06:23 AM keith369me Why does the MJ12 Twitter account focus almost exclusively on current events now vs the more broad knowledge of our place in the universe 

discussed previously?  Should I look within? 😀

9/15/2019 4:08:47 AM keith369me Their punishment is loss of power and the chain of events it sets off

9/15/2019 4:08:54 AM paciouno Lol goodluck with that

9/15/2019 4:09:56 AM keith369me I absolutely believe so.

9/15/2019 4:10:22 AM keith369me Or who is MJ8 now?

9/15/2019 4:11:23 AM keith369me That would take a lot of light hitting the surface of the earth.  From above and below.

9/15/2019 4:12:15 AM keith369me Many have said timelines are merging

9/15/2019 4:13:47 AM sterkinglights1 Like gummies.

9/15/2019 4:14:37 AM keith369me MJ12 covers Earth’s “changes” and its “new” ability to support life of higher dimensions in Tweets last year.

9/15/2019 4:16:00 AM lovebling6 Infiltrated everywhere!

9/15/2019 4:16:34 AM keith369me Search on from:ts_sci_majic12 ascension

9/15/2019 4:17:30 AM keith369me This co-creative consciousness is growing in numbers

9/15/2019 4:20:54 AM wethepeoplepets Every govt has been compromised via blackmail via honeypot traps

9/15/2019 4:22:14 AM keith369me A three letter agency starting with a “C”...Otto Warmbiers parents will soon be breaking bread with @POTUS per the Daily Mail.  It would seem 

appropriate for them to be the ones point out that a CNN correspondent was responsible for their son’s death.

9/15/2019 4:22:43 AM keith369me There is so much below.

9/15/2019 4:23:23 AM keith369me I think it’s time for McAfee to pay up

9/15/2019 4:24:00 AM keith369me Why wait to do this?

9/15/2019 4:26:52 AM keith369me The world is changing in miraculous ways.  No single 3D Earth event will flip collective consciousness.  An aggregate of events will flip consciousness to 

truth one IS-BE at a time.



9/15/2019 4:27:40 AM keith369me Some...but others are part of it

9/15/2019 4:28:37 AM keith369me Do you follow Bruce Lipton?  If you don’t, his line of thinking might be a way to start

9/15/2019 4:30:51 AM keith369me A certain faction or all of China?  Does that faction exist in other countries?

9/15/2019 4:31:26 AM anitakingsbauer What is happening at CERN?

9/15/2019 4:32:18 AM keith369me They are unsealing themselves...how many billionaires in the world?

9/15/2019 4:33:28 AM keith369me Harvey Weinstein, Michael Jackson was accused of what others were doing

9/15/2019 4:33:51 AM keith369me Home and cyber schooling

9/15/2019 4:35:16 AM keith369me Man clearly pollutes.  The biggest source of heat is that orange fireball in the sky.  Sunspots correlate to Earth temps

9/15/2019 4:36:21 AM carmindabrendel @OrtaineDevian @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2020WinAgain @AwfySore @kbq225 @intheMatrixxx

9/15/2019 4:39:49 AM keith369me Things have changed since “the good old days”...perhaps for the better.  90% of the questions asked today have been answered before.  Use 

from:ts_sci_majic12 UFO to search for UFO information on the MJ12 Twitter history.  Obviously use your search term (not UFO) as desired.

9/15/2019 4:43:11 AM anitakingsbauer What is the most important document or artifact that the Vatican/Catholic Church posses and why?

9/15/2019 5:09:56 AM goyaeq What percentage of Randy Kraemers stories are true?

9/15/2019 5:14:50 AM mskeens1962 🙏🙏🙏

9/15/2019 5:29:25 AM jenncbonneville It says AMA not Ask Me Something New lol

9/15/2019 5:40:29 AM david00997884 Good question.

9/15/2019 5:41:21 AM keith369me True...I get the feeling the latest AMAs are to take a pulse of where collective minds are at.  You can ask me anything, but I might not know the 

answers...I can make stuff up 😀

9/15/2019 5:42:04 AM david00997884 You cans say giving it to the devil, because Google and Facebook are the devil

9/15/2019 5:50:07 AM realitycheck05 Is there any way available to us presently that will repair and or regrow tooth decay?

9/15/2019 5:51:06 AM nmchristoban  pic.twitter.com/3BkpXUMhEh

9/15/2019 5:52:03 AM ramstadstacy What % are we currently at in UFO belief?

9/15/2019 5:52:47 AM n7guardiananon Do the colonies operate in the manner which earth is planning to emulate???

9/15/2019 5:57:42 AM karma4event201 A micro nova will pass thru us and earth

9/15/2019 6:00:15 AM keith369me Compression breakthrough  http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2012/04/normal-0-microsoftinternetexplorer4_08.html …

9/15/2019 6:00:46 AM edwardgouin Explained previously.  He (Forrestal) wanted it to happen.  As I am typing this, I am getting a picture of Obi Wan Kenobi allowing himself to be struck 

down by Dart Vader to become more powerful.

9/15/2019 6:01:05 AM carmindabrendel 🙏🏻🙏🏻Let’s wake our brothers & sisters up

9/15/2019 6:01:40 AM jenncbonneville At least you're conversing!  😉

9/15/2019 6:03:03 AM scott_rick All... at one time

9/15/2019 6:03:12 AM sabina06706427 Do  the USA citizens need to march (protest) to get things done?

9/15/2019 6:03:26 AM covertress Will the public ever be told about the "ancient, evil object of worship" deep underground on Epstein's island? pic.twitter.com/RI352quBTR

9/15/2019 6:06:26 AM davejike Good question. I want to all the What, Whens, Whos, Hows, Whichs, Wheres ... basically, especially to be able to ID similar in other locations.

9/15/2019 6:10:28 AM puppyluvr312 I believe we have a joint study starting in Indonesia(?).. I read a few days ago. 

Don’t quote where...on Kratom

9/15/2019 6:12:56 AM puppyluvr312 Management is babysitting. Been there, done that! Women are the worst! Ugh!

9/15/2019 6:18:47 AM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/OHysiMwT8J

9/15/2019 6:18:55 AM covertress F has done this at least 2 times.

]T2[ = F2 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920?s=19 …

9/15/2019 6:19:47 AM disfellocated Thanks y’all!

9/15/2019 6:20:56 AM punkbudgie1 The earth isn't flat

9/15/2019 6:29:19 AM houdini481 What is the single most important thing we individually can do to create a positive effect here?

9/15/2019 6:37:49 AM lynnboyce7 Here in south Louisiana

9/15/2019 6:39:14 AM covertress Can the Majestic 12 read the scalar waves emitted by our brains, effectively read our minds?

9/15/2019 6:40:10 AM louise49153139 Do you use weed be gone on your lawn? Most of us do. It’s just a lower concentration of Agent Orange. 2-4-D

9/15/2019 6:41:40 AM roublisa This is also a great new episode: https://youtu.be/okKJpobn_1o 

9/15/2019 6:42:42 AM louise49153139 Growing it is not a problem. Harvesting and storing it is the hard part. Canning, freezing and drying it are all very labor intensive. Ask your grandmother.

9/15/2019 6:46:17 AM louise49153139 You are just building your immune system. It is really a very good thing. Take your flu shot. My generation would have mostly died of polio if we had 

not had a vaccine. Spread your shots out so your body’s army has a chance to build up before you take another one.

9/15/2019 6:47:16 AM louise49153139 Nope we are consumers and they will sell us anything we are willing to buy.

9/15/2019 6:47:29 AM roublisa 😳😳😳Oh my

9/15/2019 6:50:07 AM louise49153139 They cannot use any chemicals on organic food. We would all be healthier if we would allow them to irradiate our food before it is packaged for us. 

None of that transfers to us. There would be no more ecoli or salmonella outbreaks.

9/15/2019 6:51:23 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/f6mLyPMkxf

9/15/2019 6:57:09 AM qurioser PEACE IS THE PRIZE

This significant Iranian movement should be on your radar. Thanks for learning more & sharing in your arena:

@LisaMei62

@SaraCarterDC

@Bruno062418

@KrisAnneHall

@joerogan

@DLoesch

@JackPosobiec

@StormIsUponUs

@JohnBWellsCTM

@GeorgWebb

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/restartleader/status/1172917797115977729 …
9/15/2019 7:03:45 AM dowdeva Didn't stop here in FL. Almost every day past few years. Citrus production 70% reduced. Aim is to kill off about 7 billion of us. Why? Beats me.

9/15/2019 7:11:03 AM ravisingkeegan Why didnt we(US) just show china our crafts or aliens instead of telling them to go see for themselves?

9/15/2019 7:20:58 AM bananen72077651 Oops, that was actually base 9. 

This is base 8:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11.

11 = 1 + 1 = 2

9 still not special.

9/15/2019 7:21:57 AM irah_chandler As far as i know. Nobody knows for sure when.



9/15/2019 7:22:16 AM maryschade14 Am I allowed to ask about someone who was C.lown_A.merica..Not now but I need to find peace with this. It is several questions in fact. It makes me 

cry.

9/15/2019 7:24:25 AM shushale 😢🙏💓

9/15/2019 7:24:53 AM darktolightjedi My first thought when I read it. https://twitter.com/darktolightjedi/status/1173014132230184960?s=19 …

9/15/2019 7:25:11 AM maryschade14 My father in law.

9/15/2019 7:29:46 AM alnacho1 What or who is AMA

9/15/2019 7:32:42 AM shushale 💔🙏

I pray you get answers!

9/15/2019 7:33:03 AM roublisa Decode😉

9/15/2019 7:34:21 AM sandylacroix2 No wonder @realDonaldTrump is addressing this issue personally.

9/15/2019 7:34:33 AM lilangels44 In a constant state of peacefulness🤗🙏

9/15/2019 7:35:07 AM roublisa Serial Brain:   Excellent decodes💥💥💥 https://youtu.be/F69P0up5lHI 

9/15/2019 7:36:11 AM maryschade14 I don't want it to be when all is disclosed hon..I already know some. He was a gentle man to me. I was his confidante. And so was my husband..his son. 

These would have to be asked DM tho..I know he did somethings 😢 thankQ fren.

9/15/2019 7:36:14 AM v_rags Interesting web site 👍👊👍

9/15/2019 7:39:36 AM iamamedina What if the flavors targeted for kids also contained Aborted fetal Cells? Senomyx. Kids smoking kids? Nightmare.

9/15/2019 7:41:38 AM shushale 🙏💓

I understand.  

I believe it will be revealed to you.

9/15/2019 7:41:58 AM maryschade14 Maybe because time for disclosure is upon the horizon.

9/15/2019 7:44:39 AM maryschade14 If you ever need fren.. pic.twitter.com/D5KubypQhL

9/15/2019 7:49:14 AM nancyddb Yes. We've learned looking outside ourselves to others for most everything, provides us with their view. Go within, project your energy out, then it will 

come back to you.

9/15/2019 7:49:22 AM ali_dougall Is there a plan for the re education of all citizens, eg documentary type easy to digest information, I believe without properly educating everyone and 

making them understand the situation, nothing will ever be different!

9/15/2019 7:49:23 AM deelilacs what is your passion?

there are programs and apprenticeships available. it's never too late to redirect yourself

9/15/2019 7:56:46 AM shushale You fill my heart, dear fren 🙏💓 pic.twitter.com/iConwd80Zo

9/15/2019 8:03:20 AM hotwheelsjusty Most of them include aluminum and chromium as the heating elements. Probably not a great idea.

9/15/2019 8:13:08 AM lorajperkins Remember you are working for God. It surpasses 'all things. You are blessed beyond measure. Keep up the good work for our father knows the trials 

that come and you sir will not be forsaken. ✌️ 💘

9/15/2019 8:21:14 AM cpace98 The royal reserve family

9/15/2019 8:32:19 AM nea_storm Thank You for All efforts in your ReDemption Song for past actions & being DARPA: This is the most profound questions - Awakened Demonstration 

Session for an AMA: Congratulations! Love to All & Loved Ones! Further Results due to ongoing Energetic Phasing!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HblihUQVb_0 … pic.twitter.com/848tKmvNE6

9/15/2019 8:34:54 AM cpace98 They were made in China. China makes dog food to poison our dogs. What would stop them from making ingested products that are intended to kill 

Americans

9/15/2019 8:42:27 AM charmanda9 Are the toxins from vaping self replicating? Are they designed to spread weakness in the lungs over an  extended time, since you call them a weapon of 

war which are intended for depopulation?

9/15/2019 8:47:07 AM cpace98 AS wants to know what in the complaint so he can spin the story to his advantage in the media. This would cause confusion to the truth and send 

people into a world of division and chaos

9/15/2019 8:48:45 AM texasqpatriot Putin, I dont think so...

9/15/2019 8:51:35 AM nea_storm Galactic Disclosure of the Real Reasons behind 22 Genetic Experiments? Is Discovery of Our Super Powers, How to Recreate them, Adapt them to Their 

abused - disintegrating DNA, How to Keep Our Super Powers in Check & For others Ending Galactic Slave Trade: All about Super Powers! 

pic.twitter.com/jfkZ1GRV0e

9/15/2019 8:53:57 AM myavery17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Q and you both say”Trust the Plan” What is exactly the Plan?

Where can I read about it? 

Thank you🌟✨🌟

9/15/2019 8:55:31 AM clutchmilroy I appreciate this MS Paint depiction

9/15/2019 9:03:28 AM laurabusse Interesting question

The longer I live and meditate

The more I think none of this really matters

I honestly dont know what Ascension really is

Maybe David Wilcock is right and it's very real and it's best to prepare

All I know is being just is...

Everything just is...

All is well
9/15/2019 9:15:38 AM lapidostrous Lessons to heal and ascend. & damn we got a Long way to go ...the government will Never help spiritual Growth only God can help each individual.Its 

up2us responsible choices..we have to deal with consequences of our choices here & hereafter. repeat return repeat till we gt itRite

9/15/2019 9:17:48 AM vintagesquirrel Research the Georgia Guidestones pic.twitter.com/Q0YGPVjwXn

9/15/2019 9:17:58 AM scifiotica Only gravity can bend time, master and defy gravity and you defy time. Electro -gravidics maybe...

9/15/2019 9:18:40 AM scifiotica Queen of England

9/15/2019 9:22:19 AM scifiotica You might want to familiarize yourself with the DOD funded work of Dr. John Brandenburg a physicist who did a post-doc at Lawrence Livermore labs. 

He has some talks on YouTube and published papers on this topic.

9/15/2019 9:23:51 AM morfin_paulino El espacio ya está colonizado,,, PRIMERO QUE ME MUESTREN LA APROBACIÓN DE PARTE DE LA FEDERACIÓN. Y DESPUÉS LA TECNOLOGÍA. TENDRÁN 

QUE ESPERAR A QUE EL GRAN CAMBIÓ SUCEDA PRIMERO.

9/15/2019 9:24:34 AM roarquiet Except. (Gasp) They're not. They're designed to appear the same, but as legitimate as a comic book story.

9/15/2019 9:30:30 AM deadeyewarrior3 So...

Butt sex bad???

9/15/2019 9:34:02 AM vintagesquirrel They are not cypress trees.

9/15/2019 9:35:46 AM blsdbe Excellent, thank you 😊

9/15/2019 9:48:36 AM space_sloth26 Great AMA...

9/15/2019 9:50:19 AM brianhanes4  pic.twitter.com/n3Q76jDnsn

9/15/2019 9:51:34 AM enomai_ lol. Nice try

9/15/2019 9:53:49 AM enomai_ Real

9/15/2019 9:57:16 AM enomai_ None. They are headless

9/15/2019 9:59:33 AM knightofmaltaus The bunkers are not that deep. Built by Knights of Malta late 1800s/early 1900s for food storage and then safe shelter from Hurricanes. The buildup 

was for blast doors and is appx 25,000sf in size. Nice drawing though w/good imagination.

9/15/2019 10:00:22 AM enomai_ I believe CIA and Clinton Foundation share mutual ownership with others maybe

9/15/2019 10:01:36 AM enomai_ Yes



9/15/2019 10:03:30 AM enomai_ Mostly, but it can not ever be an organization of light

9/15/2019 10:04:23 AM enomai_ Time is an illusion.

How is time even measured?

9/15/2019 10:05:11 AM covertress *were not that deep?

9/15/2019 10:08:39 AM fuknutz Vaping is non-combustive. 

The liquid is heated until vaporized. 

Most liquids are made in USA. 

Many adult vapers build their own coils. 

If they wanna stop the Chinese imports, I'm all for it.

9/15/2019 10:20:59 AM enomai_ You meditate on the specifically the third eye chakra during meditation. Dreams will become more vivid, and rememberable over practice.

They have plenty of pyschics.

I've already asked.

9/15/2019 10:21:59 AM enomai_ Define most important

9/15/2019 10:22:51 AM enomai_ How are the two terms related?

9/15/2019 10:23:03 AM covertress Was this the timeline that is being corrected? https://twitter.com/decodingthehive/status/1170913860271988737?s=19 …

9/15/2019 10:25:21 AM enomai_ need to know basis.

9/15/2019 10:26:44 AM enomai_ A known race on is on Twitter for now. @SandiaWisdom

9/15/2019 10:27:13 AM enomai_ How is vqcation?

9/15/2019 10:28:27 AM joelphilp Thanks for the response.

9/15/2019 10:28:39 AM enomai_ Start the day with the new, and be light and share light with all.

9/15/2019 10:28:56 AM tncharlene When are taxpayers going to be reimbursed for all the theft the government has committed against taxpayers?

9/15/2019 10:31:08 AM enomai_ Disinformation.

Think opposite as explained

9/15/2019 10:31:54 AM enomai_ Which term

Yes

9/15/2019 10:34:30 AM enomai_ Individual based.

Transcending and ascension can go many ways.

Outside influences and inside influence. 

Inside influences like drinking unpoisoned water, if possible. Exercising, doing good things in life upon yourself and others, shedding egos

Will help you

9/15/2019 10:35:14 AM enomai_ What would be the point? 

Society doesn't need to see or in those walls

9/15/2019 10:35:29 AM knightofmaltaus The island is 100% rock. No such depth according to your rendering. Notice the build up, for a reason, you cannot drill into this rock. Therefore the 

buildup is as stated, we stand by it. Sorry but, speculation is just that and Knights built these bunkers only for food, shelter.

9/15/2019 10:36:26 AM ewilliams22101 How will we convince the "normies" that the video from Weiner's laptop isn't a "deep fake"?  How will we verify the evidence against the cabal/deep 

state?

9/15/2019 10:36:59 AM knightofmaltaus Part 2.   Perhaps Epstein & Co used the 25,000sf room for nefarious activities...indeed can foresee that. The other has many bottles of wine and 

emergency provisions. The inventory will be released soon and will see what the 2 bunkers were used for.

9/15/2019 10:37:49 AM enomai_ It is not China, it is [them].

9/15/2019 10:38:38 AM trumps_all So NO questions answered????

9/15/2019 10:38:47 AM tncharlene Will we ever learn TRUTH? Does TRUTH even exist? It seems everything is so distorted and so many lies; that perhaps no one knows TRUTH?

9/15/2019 10:40:09 AM enomai_ Technology of other races can with stand this tempature.

9/15/2019 10:40:49 AM enomai_ Are all described not the same?

9/15/2019 10:41:07 AM werascending Thanks!

9/15/2019 10:44:13 AM enomai_ No. None.

Cryptos are a form of money laundering, trafficking, and mostly kabal created.

9/15/2019 10:47:43 AM keith369me Looks like T1 took the night off.

9/15/2019 10:49:41 AM enomai_ People must take account for laws and outcomes of releasing answering to questions.

9/15/2019 10:51:38 AM enomai_ It wouldn't hurt.

People will realize they need to start taking action for change.

9/15/2019 10:51:45 AM turboxyde How does Majestic view the "Great White Brotherhood?"

9/15/2019 10:52:49 AM lightlove21121 Collectively, we can 🌞

9/15/2019 10:54:10 AM enomai_ I noticed a plastic garbage can on a picture. Unharmed while the house and cars were demolished.

9/15/2019 10:56:36 AM enomai_ Taking care of your body as a temple will help.  Get away from as many poisons as possible. 

Refocus on meditating.

9/15/2019 11:00:02 AM enomai_ Bye Moloch

9/15/2019 11:02:28 AM realitycheck05 Will the Annunaki return soon?

9/15/2019 11:02:29 AM enomai_ Was it Ego or spirit instead? Or, just a God unapart of ourselves.

9/15/2019 11:05:17 AM anitakingsbauer I would like for MJ to define.

9/15/2019 11:07:14 AM ravisingkeegan Why would you talk about time travel technology when time does not exist? You also said time is an illusion. 

Is this disinformation?

9/15/2019 11:09:31 AM enomai_ Q is human

The plan may have ET&Divine intervention.

9/15/2019 11:12:56 AM wearediamonds2 Reminds me of American Horror Story, Season 1, Murder House.

9/15/2019 11:14:25 AM nea_storm It has happened on multiple occasions throughout history! pic.twitter.com/GPm019Abeg

9/15/2019 11:16:01 AM enomai_ Forrestal is alive.

9/15/2019 11:17:16 AM lightlove21121 Yes in miraculous ways 😏

Relovelution ❣️



9/15/2019 11:20:24 AM enomai_ He didn't want it to happen. He just seen it coming and knew it was a matter of time. Nazis & bloodlines were taking control of US government

(unsure about this, but possible below)

ETs were consulted about what to do. They assured him all will be well, and a plan is in place.

9/15/2019 11:21:42 AM kathleen3693693 A bit snarky, eh? pic.twitter.com/NDlCYvYHs2

9/15/2019 11:23:30 AM trumaneveryman Many people don't know we're at war. Depopulation is a stated goal of the NWO. And the US was the greatest barrier to their goal of an unelected 

global dictatorship. 

My guess is this ban/raised awareness will prevent sudden mass casualties.

9/15/2019 11:23:53 AM enomai_ you are reading too far into it

9/15/2019 11:28:41 AM djlok I've been reading/seeing a lot about "harvesting"/"The Harvest" lately.  I'm thinking it's probably the same thing.

9/15/2019 11:28:56 AM enomai_ Snowden is related to Mark Zuckerberg, hence rockefellar.

Btw, who was really, the Russia CIA agent removed?

9/15/2019 11:29:59 AM enomai_ Water

9/15/2019 11:31:45 AM enomai_ Nanobiotics can manipulate your voting patterns

9/15/2019 11:31:55 AM rembrandt_1981 Don’t use VIT E oil. That’s for sure

9/15/2019 11:39:01 AM enomai_ Society is already broke down.

It will only strengthen here on out

9/15/2019 11:43:20 AM 1crazy_toaster water is conduit. We are over 70%.Water if very programmable. Talk to your water, program it. See Emoto's work. So much magic around us, it's not 

funny.  It's why we say grace at the table, to program our Earth food. Not sure if it works with junk food. lols.

9/15/2019 11:43:25 AM enomai_ I do my best to let my ego fall. Have been for a very long time. I am not perfect.

Though, this was in a literal context.

9/15/2019 11:44:30 AM enomai_ Holysee documents

9/15/2019 11:45:43 AM mntlhth4thought music

9/15/2019 11:45:52 AM 3rdeyeview55 It is now, see time stamp, and nothing as far as I can see, so far.🤔

9/15/2019 11:46:21 AM enomai_ It is okay.

Let go of the anxiety.

We are in a world that is surrounded by poisons. We can just do our best.

Until people start becoming aware and make change happen

9/15/2019 11:47:16 AM 1crazy_toaster yes, pretty much. We were all asleep.  No more food for them at this time. Well, they still feed on the remaining sleepers.

9/15/2019 11:48:21 AM enomai_ What is it that you are searching for?

Prayer is real, as well.

All of the above is a great start.

Just keep going

And you will notice more

9/15/2019 11:50:47 AM enomai_ Water and light is conscious

9/15/2019 11:53:15 AM boogeymanhunter Once again...

did we ask the wrong questions?

What IS the right question 

we should BE asking? pic.twitter.com/djm5Nphey1

9/15/2019 11:53:23 AM omerta_15 PLEASE READ WHAT YOU ARE TRYING TO SCORE YOUR LITTLE KNOW IT ALL POINTS WITH BEFORE MAKING YOUR KNOW IT ALL COMMENTS....

CLEARLY SAID "JUST AN EXAMPLE" DAMN

9/15/2019 11:55:34 AM covertress Do some spaceships currently in the SSP and under US control have onboard teleportation capabilities?

9/15/2019 11:59:28 AM enomai_ Majestic 12

We are ALL

why not?

9/15/2019 12:02:03 PM jonle86 When will they be released to the public?

9/15/2019 12:04:11 PM enomai_ A transition of change is what you are experiencing. Keep going.

To pray you must have a belief and faith that a higher power exists. You just talk to this power in your head or outloud, ask for things you need, 

spiritually, and end it with in God's name amen.

9/15/2019 12:05:26 PM enomai_ A huge factor in praying is sometimes just asking the higher power to bless itself. And give it praise.

9/15/2019 12:10:17 PM roublisa 💗💗💗

9/15/2019 12:12:03 PM covertress Has AI been connected to devices that can read scalar waves?

9/15/2019 12:14:07 PM lbf777 MJ12 admitted that these questions are meant to measure how much we know but they usually answer some of them.

9/15/2019 12:24:20 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1173316149527924737 …

9/15/2019 12:33:04 PM covertress This has been a test of the

Emergency Telepathy System. 

Thank you for your participation.

9/15/2019 12:33:07 PM enomai_ Just believe in Good.

And all will be ok

9/15/2019 12:48:59 PM loisfawn Well, he is taking donations to pay for this...so it's actually funnier than crap

9/15/2019 12:53:38 PM turboxyde Hello MJ2, I would like to know more about the military side of Majestic.

How are military vs civilian priorities mixed together harmoniously to influence The Plan?

What is the most difficult aspect of monitoring The Plan?

9/15/2019 12:56:37 PM mard55859518 That's a cloth covering the ground appearing to resemble a tennis court.

9/15/2019 12:57:33 PM scott_rick When is Q back

9/15/2019 12:59:50 PM mard55859518 The government knows full well where the poison vaping liquid is coming from.  They know the companies that carry the product.  So, government just 

bans all vaping except tobacco flavor.  Sort of like if you toe is bleeding, let's just cut off your leg to stop the injury.

9/15/2019 12:59:56 PM nea_storm Stay Tuned ]In[ for Our Next Joint BroadCast Check!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFGnsdV-sR4 … pic.twitter.com/t6g3cWPyWR

9/15/2019 1:01:57 PM mard55859518 The more that people switch the more the Israel's have to know.  They will never allow you to have any privacy, of course they are after the big dogs, 

the powerful anti-zion movement.

9/15/2019 1:02:04 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/HPqsvGLhJJ

9/15/2019 1:05:04 PM aagent361 I believe Putin is anti-NWO



9/15/2019 1:10:08 PM peterjonathanna Why are people with autism an "evolution". Why isn't autism a disease? The autistic children I worked with couldn't even talk. How is that an upgrade 

or improvement?

9/15/2019 1:16:37 PM david00997884 10-4 ,what is AMA. curious

9/15/2019 1:17:56 PM constantin_t IF YOU HAVEN'T WATCHED THIS YOU REALLY HAVE TO WATCH IT!

BIG THANK YOU @va_shiva 😉✌️🙏

 https://www.pscp.tv/w/cE6SwTFZTEtKZGtCa3pnRU58MU9kSnJMa3JST3BLWLvSoU2C5ECmVcKuF11ZXfBKhK5YiqijOLuZPnQb1F8O?t=1s …

#MERCURY #FETUSESCELLS #ALUMINIUM #VACCINES

9/15/2019 1:25:35 PM tomchiodo AMA? 

But you fell asleep MJ2. 

No replies to anything.

9/15/2019 1:36:56 PM laura_621 Is it just me? I 👀 0 replies from MJ2/T1

9/15/2019 1:38:01 PM laura_621 Thinking the same lately

9/15/2019 1:39:01 PM youstinksoap Yes...to all your questions.  My opinion, of course. ♥️

9/15/2019 1:45:05 PM wahiggins3 What's a good trade job or skill I should be teaching my kids to learn that will be useful post-disclosure, the great awakening?

9/15/2019 1:48:54 PM woke_lynner No one has died from traditional vaping.

9/15/2019 1:49:10 PM mongrelglory They were medically preserved.

9/15/2019 1:54:32 PM aagent361 What are your reasons for believing that Putin is BH?

9/15/2019 1:55:11 PM qanonsunrise I flunked the test. Again.

9/15/2019 1:57:41 PM slamm68 I am going to assume that anything purchased ( THC) in a regulated shop ( Colorado) should be safe right....not no homemade shit in someone's garage.

9/15/2019 2:07:53 PM normal_wizard Well of course we all have the latent potential. My soul is still a bit different than the average mystery school student though. But I won't waste my 

time talking about it too much on here lol.

9/15/2019 2:17:21 PM shasty469 Is it true That 2019 be the last year we pay income taxes?  I have heard President Trump dismantled the IRS and starting in 2020 we will pay a flat sales 

tax.

9/15/2019 2:19:49 PM dericgroup1  pic.twitter.com/7v7tpMXJDB

9/15/2019 2:20:26 PM felinesuniteorg Nope. Google Chrome was totally deleted from my computer. I even went through the registry to delete any remnant files manually.

9/15/2019 2:28:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not off planet.

9/15/2019 2:30:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Never

9/15/2019 2:30:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth exists within.

9/15/2019 2:30:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than 6 feet underground, some shockingly less.

9/15/2019 2:31:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each MJ12 member has differing opinions on this, therefore it would be inappropriate to prioritize one over the other by responding specifically.

9/15/2019 2:31:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Kanye switched sides. His wife protected him. Cameras offer insurance.

9/15/2019 2:31:59 PM kinglion_22  https://soundcloud.com/liltune-walton/1994a …

9/15/2019 2:32:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 DS still controls Iran but their power has been depleted.

9/15/2019 2:32:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 DS wants war. Iran is controlled by DS/RENEGADE/322.

9/15/2019 2:32:55 PM splucas22 OK...so what's the reason now? No questions have been answered...this was pointless.

9/15/2019 2:33:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before the operation began he was briefed on the importance of remaining independent. No specifics were offered.

9/15/2019 2:33:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 DS has many assets being protected. Most are not publicly known. Where in the world is Epstein and his pimp?

9/15/2019 2:40:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Temperature is not what it appears.

9/15/2019 2:40:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet

9/15/2019 2:45:30 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

"17" points of impact???...."17" missiles??? 

Anything here sound familiar??? https://twitter.com/lookner/status/1173332652566470656 …

9/15/2019 2:52:36 PM cogbill_alan It's like they made the site bad on purpose.

9/15/2019 2:54:48 PM cogbill_alan 😎

9/15/2019 2:56:32 PM 313looper Thanks MJ ...🙏🏻💖

We understand it’s a highly classified subject.

Also we can feel how angry DS is because of depletion of their power ... 

People of Iran are resisting hard! 

This is the final battle ! #WWG1WGA #GodWins

9/15/2019 3:02:53 PM 313looper Wow ...

9/15/2019 3:04:03 PM zagnett But it'll stop at least? That would be a good start.

9/15/2019 3:08:38 PM mdmccordmd I would agree. Nicotine is not a benign chemical. It can raise blood pressure and cause circulatory problems, among other things. But overall, using 

“clean” liquid vehicles for delivery, vaping is lots safer to health than combustion cigarettes.

9/15/2019 3:08:52 PM zagnett Can one have a strong yet possibly intermittent connection to/with Source, but, due to training, especially with e.g. western philosophy, still remain 

quite skeptical about at least some of the "Truths" that seem to come from "Source"? If a real problem, can it be fixed?🤔

9/15/2019 3:15:09 PM _369311119 where "in" the world?

9/15/2019 3:16:25 PM mongrelglory That sounds DUMB...😉

9/15/2019 3:16:35 PM laurabusse I always thought the twin flames thing sounded like rubbish

It's just ppl wishing for an identical version of themselves thinking that will somehow be a perfect relationship

Delusional thinking

9/15/2019 3:16:57 PM _369311119 "These people are stupid"

9/15/2019 3:17:47 PM charmanda9 Also, can a vape pen cause a pulmonary embolism?

9/15/2019 3:18:18 PM taitai78787 What do you know about blockchain?

9/15/2019 3:18:53 PM covertress To clarify, I didn't mean to imply that F and I were romantic partners throughout time.

I think of F as more of a teammate.

9/15/2019 3:19:11 PM thepeacekitten They can want it but they can't have it. Their time is done.

9/15/2019 3:20:10 PM 313looper What’s going to happen after hurricane Dorian …!?

Does it mean that the Human Trafficking would be majorly defeated after that…!?

9/15/2019 3:22:58 PM laurabusse Well that's disappointing pic.twitter.com/my0HYdl0r0

9/15/2019 3:23:35 PM laurabusse Glad YOU do LOL!

9/15/2019 3:26:07 PM lightworkercain Skeletons or Incarnated?

9/15/2019 3:26:45 PM wearediamonds2 Maybeeveryone thinking a thing will happen on a certain day forces it to eventually come into existence?

9/15/2019 3:26:55 PM laurabusse Amen!!!

9/15/2019 3:27:04 PM aprilbrown99 😘😘😘🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️



9/15/2019 3:27:41 PM lightworkercain Can you elaborate at all?

9/15/2019 3:27:46 PM seeker229 Yeah the most common question I recieve is "how do we know this isnt another trick" whats the truth?

9/15/2019 3:28:04 PM adsvel I didn't saw anything except darkness, then stars and in the end I heard stereo sounded voice "Breathe!" The first breathe was very hard to take in. I 

fell head down from a corn tower 10 m high and didn't broke any bone of my body, like somebody was laid pillows in that place...

9/15/2019 3:28:07 PM laurabusse Ha ha

9/15/2019 3:28:08 PM the_loveoflight What "truths" are you skeptical about

9/15/2019 3:28:38 PM 1crazy_toaster Its said that the Archons fear the uniting of the split soul or however you wish to call it, your other half. Some ppl may have delusional 

thinking/dependency on this but aside from that erroneous thinking, there may be something worth researching here if true Archons fear it.

9/15/2019 3:31:12 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for all that you do MJ2 and T1. Sorry I missed this AMA.  I had a dead car battery I had to deal with. 🥴😊☺

Deleted and corrected for the right MJ. 🥴 really wish there was an edit key.

9/15/2019 3:32:40 PM aprilbrown99 😘🥰🤗

9/15/2019 3:32:48 PM laurabusse Oh I wasn't thinking of you

Not at all

It was just an opportunity to express my long disdain for the whole twin flame concept

Pet peeve

I could be wrong of course but it just sounds so DUMB

I dont mean to offend anyone who might believe in twin flames.

You are your own twin flame

9/15/2019 3:33:35 PM allahuniversal Or, the answer is in the question.

9/15/2019 3:33:36 PM laurabusse Yeah teammate is a good concept

More realistic actually...

9/15/2019 3:35:30 PM laurabusse Of course

Anything is possible

Just my opinion

I could be wrong

It sounds so outlandish

But I suppose stranger things have happened

9/15/2019 3:35:46 PM aprilbrown99 We are only slaves if we allow it to continue now that we are awake.   I DO NOT CONSENT!  #SlavesNoMore

9/15/2019 3:36:02 PM covertress I didn't take it personally. :)

But, you did make me realize that I never clearly stated my belief on this issue publicly.

9/15/2019 3:36:38 PM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

9/15/2019 3:37:56 PM youstinksoap Is there a certain frequency for kundalini/spiritual awakening?

9/15/2019 3:39:05 PM laurabusse Bummer

Hope you have a nice new battery now 😊

9/15/2019 3:39:33 PM kalamojakka Arm in a sling

9/15/2019 3:41:22 PM cosmic_engineer The reset takes care of that lol.

9/15/2019 3:43:31 PM allahuniversal Re-read past tweets. The answer to my ? is already there. I know it, do you? 

"We have stated in the past that we ask questions only to convey information or to encourage others to think critically...Every question we ask we 

have answers to." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066573681235828736?s=19 …

9/15/2019 3:44:11 PM cosmic_engineer Agreed.

Only the referee knows how long we will play into 'penalty time'.

9/15/2019 3:45:12 PM aprilbrown99 Sure looks like it to me.  🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/Anq14ZDlWj

9/15/2019 3:52:26 PM djlok All this talk about harvesting!  Everywhere I look the talk is about the harvest. And, no, I don't believe in coincidences and Thanksgiving is over a month 

away!!!

9/15/2019 3:53:10 PM aetherwalker1 YEAH!

I could feel their evoking of darkness last night & this morning to try to seize back control of the timeline[to get their way].

The Forces of Light clear🦉energy/ammunition like never before and leaves them lacking and confounded.

The Call Compels the Answer.

9/15/2019 3:54:05 PM 313looper 💖💖💖🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 #WWG1WGA 🌸🌸🌸

Still in tears & my mind is blown away by this tweet ... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1172502850120900608?s=21 …

9/15/2019 3:54:11 PM aprilbrown99 I am grateful that it happened while I was at home. It was 💯 % covered under warranty as I just bought the replacement is 2017. The dealer changed 

it out is about 45 minutes on an extremely busy day. 🙏🙏🙏 Feeling grateful, lucky and blessed today. ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨

9/15/2019 3:54:28 PM allahuniversal Correct. There's of plenty relevant pointers depending on what one's looking for. Ultimately, disclosure happens depending on ones personal level of 

readiness/persistence/lack of #Resistance. No source other than source within discloses to anyone, this accnt + others = catalysts

9/15/2019 3:55:28 PM melbourne_3000 Message over messenger, good time to go back over existing drops. 

Pandoras box pic.twitter.com/sJxorlDFdT

9/15/2019 3:57:47 PM laurabusse Yes

Something similar happened to us

We needed a new battery before its time

Nuthin like a shiny new car battery tho!!!

9/15/2019 3:57:48 PM houdini481 What is going on; Naegleria foweleri?

9/15/2019 3:59:25 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/InQSiNFnjQ

9/15/2019 4:03:05 PM allahuniversal I mean that disclosure has always been occurring, for those with eyes to see and ears to hear. Before Q, before MJ12 or NSACC on Twitter, disclosure 

has been all over the place place, for those looking and trusting their own judgement.

Books, movies, music, etc etc everywhere...

9/15/2019 4:03:17 PM allahuniversal God never stops revealing... Ever...

9/15/2019 4:04:02 PM allahuniversal Depends on how one interprets...

from:ts_sci_majic12 mass extinction pic.twitter.com/KWWewpbPf7

9/15/2019 4:04:55 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏✨✨✨💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/Jlac6BKy7F

9/15/2019 4:05:04 PM allahuniversal ... & reconciles contradictions

from:ts_sci_majic12 mass extinctions pic.twitter.com/EXy0TilNXa

9/15/2019 4:05:45 PM sandramary18 Is Barbara Bush a she? Me o think so



9/15/2019 4:06:20 PM nightha44950054 Vape juice is not sterile..contains bacteria 

The juice from one JUUL has The nicotine of 20 packs of cigarettes...the vaping juice is the same chemical poured into the smoke stack of model trains 

to produce puffs of smoke for realism ..enjoy

9/15/2019 4:06:48 PM ghost_of_billy_ That one is hiding in plain sight, but you'll never find it

9/15/2019 4:09:22 PM kathleen3693693 Reiner made phony attempt to chuckle, but if looks could have k(i)lled, Franken would have been minced into hamburger. Watch Reiner's eyes. Evil.

9/15/2019 4:10:50 PM 78503002 Solar flash more info?

9/15/2019 4:13:43 PM aprilbrown99 Earth/Gaia is covered w/ remains of giants & giant creatures (dragons). Were the dinosaurs that our history talks about actually dragons? Chinese 

ancient writings talks about this to a certain degree. Is there a way to determine a timeline 4 when this occurred? It is fascinating!

9/15/2019 4:17:19 PM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨💗💗💗#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/1JrRRIrIMW

9/15/2019 4:18:09 PM allahuniversal Of course it's just words on Twitter, same as this convo. Only has the meaning we give to it, like anything else. 

I can tell you that (for the most part) confirms research I've done since early 90s re: said cyclical events. I Love Libraries. 

https://twitter.com/Norwegianon/status/1122258578394505216?s=19 …

9/15/2019 4:18:29 PM americanpetal Same

9/15/2019 4:18:49 PM allahuniversal Let me ask you, do you consider yourself to be a skeptic, or a cynic?

9/15/2019 4:22:19 PM allahuniversal The book actually has nothing to do with the creation stories. Don't judge a book by...

9/15/2019 4:23:16 PM blsdbe I am reading this all these months later, and this is EXACTLY what I wanted to write!!! pic.twitter.com/WdYrpDDmZb

9/15/2019 4:23:30 PM blsdbe ME TOO!!!

9/15/2019 4:25:49 PM allahuniversal As for proof, aside from getting the funding to going out and doing the necessary excavations for ourselves, not to mention prerequisite knowledge 

needed, 2nd hand info is how most of us learn of such "theories". Experience or God or Time usually confirm beyond that point.

9/15/2019 4:28:04 PM 313looper Halleluiah... 🙏🏻💖✨

9/15/2019 4:29:25 PM orthogonalron Can this be related to what DJT stated "The [light] bulb that we are forced to use...makes me look orange. And so do you." ?

What light source would make objects appear orange? https://twitter.com/OrthogonalRon/status/1172929462742110208 …

9/15/2019 4:29:33 PM allahuniversal As in the govs/secret societies/elites etc just dropping what they have in plain language discli3? That'll never ever ever happen. Hence, 1. clear the 

mind, 2. detox the body, then 3. trust yourself when something resonates as true or BS. 3 doesn't work w/o 1 & 2 that's fact.

9/15/2019 4:30:02 PM t_hayden07 Nah, thats definitely him. 100%

9/15/2019 4:31:29 PM allahuniversal I don't feel very fucked at all. Either I learn what I intended to, or learn something else. Most importantly I learn about myself. Win-win-win.

9/15/2019 4:32:22 PM allahuniversal Hence,

Clear the mind. 

Detox the body. 

Then trust yourself.

9/15/2019 4:36:04 PM allahuniversal FTR, I don't Trust Q or Maj12 or NSA, only one of those 3 has even said to trust them. I trust that what's greater than them all will never steer me 

wrong.

9/15/2019 4:37:34 PM wishfulldreamz Amazon bought them after all....

9/15/2019 4:39:32 PM lynnielee5 I chew the nicotine gum. It’s worth a shot!

9/15/2019 4:41:36 PM lynnielee5 It’s not dogma if it’s true.

9/15/2019 4:44:21 PM lynnielee5 I heard that it’s the knock off’s or do it yourselfers that can contain toxins.

9/15/2019 4:47:16 PM sdane8 Miraculous! ❤️

9/15/2019 4:49:03 PM aagent361 Cool, thanks for the interaction

9/15/2019 4:56:10 PM sueconnor18 OMG that's me!! Lol

9/15/2019 4:56:58 PM jlundr Allow it to resolve itself.

9/15/2019 5:03:16 PM allahuniversal Believe, or know?

Can it be done w/o help, yes of course. However, WWG1WGA. We (the 3 groups of entities mentioned included) all help one another w/o doing the 

work for one another.

Nothing can stop what is coming because we're all bringing it about.

9/15/2019 5:08:26 PM enomai_ Tell me more

9/15/2019 5:08:28 PM sandramary18 *no

9/15/2019 5:09:46 PM blsdbe I love you too April!!! pic.twitter.com/gLSphcqjgO

9/15/2019 5:10:18 PM covertress Oh, Sweetheart!

That was such a nice sentiment at the time, but meeting F in that incarnation was not my fate.

For, as you'll figure out by reading past tweets, he was ]T2[, Allen, and was 187.

For God & Country.

Again.

See why I love him?

9/15/2019 5:14:50 PM blsdbe Some things can be Eternal: Honor, Integrity, Sacrifice-it’s a Choice. Bless these Patriots, One and All!!! pic.twitter.com/l2hqMDOrlS

9/15/2019 5:15:10 PM 7alon Its called return of the gold standard. Think about what that means.

9/15/2019 5:15:18 PM hr3530 MJ2/T1 thank you for the time, maybe im late. Will we eliminate the horrific happenings for the youth to come? I live without fear and full confidence 

for the good to come. At times, I do have worry about the outcome so I ask from the wise we are meant to become. I appreciate you

9/15/2019 5:16:26 PM allahuniversal If you feel strings pulling on you, either cut them or pull them back to see who's on the end.

Also, HRC, BHO, DS, stop giving evil so much credit, that's how they got where they are in the 1st place.

Their pain shouldn't be motivation to be happy, makes us no better than them.

9/15/2019 5:18:57 PM djlok So that is like the rest of the story on ]T2[. Very sweet!!!  I love it!!!

9/15/2019 5:20:46 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/pTrXfMg6O5

9/15/2019 5:23:35 PM enomai_ Kim is a real hero?

9/15/2019 5:26:19 PM roublisa Or fighting for freedom🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 hooah👍👍👍 https://twitter.com/armychiefstaff/status/1172954417525477376?s=21 …

9/15/2019 5:30:06 PM blsdbe Damn I bet he has to stoop to get thru doorways!

9/15/2019 5:31:38 PM keith369me Have you been continuing your audiobook?  This term is mentioned often

9/15/2019 5:31:44 PM roublisa Yep...Gen Mc Conville is at least 6ft 👀...that young man is very tall!

9/15/2019 5:33:19 PM roublisa Wowzers pic.twitter.com/YNyNu8jasu

9/15/2019 5:33:47 PM blsdbe Do you harvest much useful information about the readiness of Humanity to learn more ‘Truth’ by observing what kinds of questions your followers 

ask? Can we do more to help bring our Most Optimal Timeline to Fruition? pic.twitter.com/K4XuN2fhiy

9/15/2019 5:34:25 PM t_hayden07 Perhaps 🤷♀️

9/15/2019 5:38:44 PM keith369me Only six feet?  Referring to Agartha, Mount Shasta, etc?

9/15/2019 5:38:57 PM aleks8837 I think it just means that in an phased-out of 3D reality into the overlaying other dimensions, the sun is just a massive locus of energy. Temperature 

makes no sense there. So I'm thinking interstellar/multi-dimensional aliens/UFOs can use the sun as a portal when they're phased.



9/15/2019 5:39:16 PM djlok Yeah got about another 5hrs in.  I teared up at the thought of one of my pets ascending from 2D to 3D because she learned to be self-aware (it was 

very obvious she was self-aware).

9/15/2019 5:39:23 PM enomai_ Are any on a negative slope, if underground is positive?

9/15/2019 5:49:27 PM born2bef @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Alice?

9/15/2019 5:52:05 PM zagnett Well, gravity for one. That topic just plain gets me down.😉

9/15/2019 5:52:08 PM karma4event201 Twitter is blocking this from being retweeted. Trying to retweet this kicks me out of this thread

9/15/2019 6:03:25 PM enomai_ Are evil people allowed to go to outerspace?

9/15/2019 6:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 They’re Coming! How a Joke About Area 51 May Lure Thousands of Partygoers - ENM NEWS  https://www.enmnews.com/2019/09/14/theyre-coming-

how-a-joke-about-area-51-may-lure-thousands-of-partygoers/ …

9/15/2019 6:09:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 ‘Silver flying saucer’ filmed zooming through deadly storm in Alicante is ‘investigated by Nasa’ https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9933872/silver-flying-

saucer-alicante-nasa/ …

9/15/2019 6:10:36 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/Energy-Boer-Goats.html …

9/15/2019 6:12:33 PM laurabusse It occurred to me

So...

Hopefully the plan is

OUTRAGEOUS abundance to the point where we all forget how we struggled

Or something like that

9/15/2019 6:14:58 PM realsirignano Cool I lived here one summer!

9/15/2019 6:15:11 PM big_simp oh wow

aliens!!

I knew there was a coverup.

Im going to post this

Its final proof 

ALIENS ARE REALLY REAL

I wonder if this is Lord Ashtar who is often channelled
9/15/2019 6:17:14 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes.

9/15/2019 6:17:35 PM nick85houston Do you know where? Or just that it wasn’t off planet?

9/15/2019 6:18:43 PM 78503002 really?

9/15/2019 6:19:45 PM poppyslovecapu Is this a good or bad thing?

9/15/2019 6:21:47 PM scott_rick Nothing came up

9/15/2019 6:23:42 PM crt14361013 😮🤔

9/15/2019 6:27:51 PM kathleen3693693 Fair enough. 🕶

9/15/2019 6:28:17 PM steveroye Noted.

9/15/2019 6:32:24 PM melbourne_3000 In other words... the Q drops are a Pandoras box.

9/15/2019 6:33:37 PM my2sonznme A reply would be appreciated.

9/15/2019 6:33:49 PM enomai_ Well designed

9/15/2019 6:40:45 PM blugurl3 why does it look like it has eyes?

9/15/2019 6:47:57 PM keith369me NASA-Not A Space Agency...Never A Straight Answer...Need A Stupid Answer?

9/15/2019 6:51:37 PM 7alon If my theory is correct, everybody will still have to pay their debts, but the debts will be so low, it won't matter. I could be wrong, though. It is the only 

way to fix our broken society without having a 'reset'. Return the value of money to what it was nearly 100 yrs ago.

9/15/2019 6:58:02 PM cedlemouton cgi

9/15/2019 6:58:31 PM jared4liberty Hahaha cracked me up Keith. pic.twitter.com/AYhlRHZV69

9/15/2019 6:58:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 PEACE IS THE PRIZE!

9/15/2019 6:59:16 PM chairmanbrian Very much so, and they would hate that!

9/15/2019 6:59:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President!  ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/xPz2pTKvhS

9/15/2019 7:00:04 PM 1_decided_voter Then I hope that if 45 decides to strike Iran, it's done in a way that permanently and immediately disables their ability to engage in strikes on peaceful 

nations.

9/15/2019 7:00:16 PM russ_ayers  pic.twitter.com/3dxYqW29Ba

9/15/2019 7:00:27 PM jlundr Peace, Unity Consciousness and Clenlyness. Man that feels good.

9/15/2019 7:00:47 PM 25thmccabe “corn pop” biden story...

9/15/2019 7:01:45 PM kekforce_usa  pic.twitter.com/Np0Tc6M4zg

9/15/2019 7:02:56 PM hifiman45 Will we ever get it? I know, I know, trust the plan!

9/15/2019 7:03:28 PM decodematrix Goddess wants peace and peace there will be.

9/15/2019 7:03:43 PM aprilbrown99 One of my many favorite memes!  🥰🥰🥰 pic.twitter.com/Yw8qvE5k1x

9/15/2019 7:03:51 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Yeah. Even if it takes revised lies to get there.

9/15/2019 7:04:07 PM nick85houston In this case, does “peace” mean that everyone has a big stick and doesn’t use it, or everyone drops their sticks? 🤔

(Best option in my opinion, everyone uses their sticks for kindling 😏)

9/15/2019 7:04:14 PM snakeoilbaron They just stoped by to take some potshots at Saudi oil facilities.

9/15/2019 7:05:23 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic for sure!  ✨✨✨

9/15/2019 7:06:07 PM r2u GESARA

9/15/2019 7:06:42 PM laurabusse Well whatever it's gonna be I hope it's gonna be REALLY good

A long time coming and 

WE ALL DESERVE IT

9/15/2019 7:08:39 PM lbf777 I hear the bankers are unable to do an RV and the QFS is nothing but a banker scam.

9/15/2019 7:09:16 PM carolin15161363 Photograph not art?

9/15/2019 7:09:16 PM aprilbrown99 That is awesome!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/rUCQzpGZI4

9/15/2019 7:09:49 PM blubber9111 Yes...GESARA! & The END! OF suffering on this planet!

9/15/2019 7:10:45 PM karma4event201 he was relocated 

Hope it is High and Rocky 

And not where Q is saving for last

9/15/2019 7:10:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many B sold to SA?

Why?

Who tried to block?

What purpose does that sale accomplish?

How do you stop being the police of the middle east?

If drug/human/weapons smuggling was the business disgused as fighting terror, what were the police doing?

9/15/2019 7:11:00 PM cnjonesred TRUTH & JUSTICE is the PRIZE. WE THE PEOPLE will never have peace with out them.

9/15/2019 7:11:53 PM 1_decided_voter Should we trust there are ANY good guys in SA now?

9/15/2019 7:13:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly.

9/15/2019 7:14:32 PM jvan125 The Harvest Full Moon was last Friday (the 13th)...

9/15/2019 7:14:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, spoken words are spells. Magick is real. Spells cast energy contracts.

9/15/2019 7:14:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fractal



9/15/2019 7:15:22 PM aprilbrown99 I was thinking about that just now as I posted it. Whoever took the photo knew it would become one of the best memes ever!  ❤️❤️❤️

9/15/2019 7:15:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depending on which phase you're asking about.

9/15/2019 7:15:44 PM islandofdelight How can we protect ourselves from WiFi and cellular radiation?

9/15/2019 7:16:29 PM blankmarlo So they're on the right side of history now? Remaining in the public eye for their own safety?

9/15/2019 7:16:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 A little delayed. Supposed to be 9/11 but then again, time is an illusion and white hats are in control. However the outcome is not how the DS expects. 

PEACE IS THE PRIZE.

9/15/2019 7:16:50 PM crt14361013 🤔🤔🤔🤔

🤨🤨🤨🤨🤨

9/15/2019 7:16:57 PM lordconcave HORY SHEET!!!

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Peace+is+the+prize …

9/15/2019 7:17:10 PM islandofdelight Best / worst way to sleep?

9/15/2019 7:17:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, and control.

9/15/2019 7:17:25 PM veronic67335658 P

9/15/2019 7:17:33 PM aprilbrown99 I was thinking B = Bitcoin but yours makes much more sense.

9/15/2019 7:17:46 PM antarantanka Experiences are real but the game was rigged.

9/15/2019 7:18:05 PM cryptogamer11 Really

9/15/2019 7:18:17 PM islandofdelight Would you share a well known event/example?

9/15/2019 7:18:23 PM rachaelangelm Assisting the market

9/15/2019 7:18:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have changed our process. AMAs are responded to later to allow people an opportunity to ask their questions, and if duplicates are asked, Anons 

handle the message over messenger.

9/15/2019 7:19:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 EMF radiation posioning is damaging however regeneration can be accomplished using scalar technology.

9/15/2019 7:19:51 PM islandofdelight Bribes?

9/15/2019 7:20:36 PM antarantanka Think of the Sun as the event horizon of a massive unidynamic portal.

9/15/2019 7:22:30 PM islandofdelight LET Medical SCANAR device?

9/15/2019 7:22:48 PM islandofdelight Any commercially available options?

9/15/2019 7:23:58 PM rebornkingent Awesome. Where can we get some of them “scalar technologies”?

9/15/2019 7:24:22 PM scott_rick Ah yes I agree thks

9/15/2019 7:25:19 PM universalrisin Control how? Do you put thoughts into our head or do you really control us against our will?

9/15/2019 7:25:23 PM johnsville14 Sure about that?

9/15/2019 7:25:59 PM rebornkingent How many people are you controlling by this method is it is done with or agains ttheitbwill and for what purpose?

9/15/2019 7:27:50 PM taitai78787 (Nikola)Tesla waves also called Scalar waves 

I get the feeling a lot of “science” has been kept hidden from us 🤔

9/15/2019 7:28:24 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/897gB8La9S

9/15/2019 7:29:22 PM terran_sol @MongrelGlory said as much last night. +10 points for being right once again!

9/15/2019 7:30:05 PM westmount_d7 Could be. Everything seems to point to it. Farnase bloodline (Castro) is Black nobility(Illuminati family) & they use “Alejandro” in naming apparently. 

And Justin’s Trudeau’s brother is named  “Alexandre Trudeau”-he also looks like Castro. So I’m thinkin’...🧐🇨🇦

9/15/2019 7:30:12 PM wwg1wga93583681 8B https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-saudi-arms/defying-congress-trump-sets-8-billion-plus-in-weapons-sales-to-saudi-arabia-uae-

idUSKCN1SU25R …

9/15/2019 7:35:48 PM nurseniceyes Not effectively.

9/15/2019 7:37:35 PM jtcrotteau Navy has some bad actors

9/15/2019 7:38:50 PM lbf777 Life (God) is everyone’s ultimate true self.

9/15/2019 7:39:42 PM winklerburke  https://mailchi.mp/martingeddes/thestorm-how-to-prepare-for-a-global-corruption-purge …

9/15/2019 7:40:43 PM drbohammer True. Graviton fractals, with variable yet predictable scintillation...and a vast array of resultant vibrations. Time is merely a marker construct.

9/15/2019 7:41:39 PM lbf777 Who’s initiating a stock market crash and why?

9/15/2019 7:50:02 PM seaschells Who is Obama, really? Just give a hint, initials, whatever..

9/15/2019 7:51:07 PM david00997884 Amin

9/15/2019 7:51:28 PM eddiewins_ I only vape with local juice makers who use quality ingredients!

9/15/2019 7:56:03 PM straydogi7  pic.twitter.com/X3CMUfNJJO

9/15/2019 7:56:15 PM aetherwalker1 Never

A

Straight

Answer

9/15/2019 7:56:17 PM jonesy4671 Sometimes i think i see a big cloaked ship above?

9/15/2019 7:57:29 PM egelone MJ already explaiend. These powerful players in wallstreet tied to epstein case. They will do anything to cover their crimes including starting a stock 

market crash.

9/15/2019 7:57:37 PM cpace98 America caused their problems by using them for all black market activity. Follow the Bushes and who they are related to

9/15/2019 7:58:59 PM egelone Mj, got another question for you. I remember u said b4 MH370 showed in the wrong place in the wrong time and end up in another planet. But there 

are news about debris from that plane? thanks

9/15/2019 8:00:27 PM andyr1112 Is Amen a spell

9/15/2019 8:03:06 PM wearediamonds2 Very glad then to know I was vaping safe all this time since I bought from a company based in USA  and making them in USA!

9/15/2019 8:05:46 PM ethereal_shaman Doesn't this negate free will choice?

9/15/2019 8:07:12 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/z09HOu6SVT

9/15/2019 8:08:45 PM blsdbe ThanQ Bo(th:) 🥰🙏🥰

9/15/2019 8:09:07 PM natureinspace You probably don't want to read my mind...

9/15/2019 8:09:43 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/3DKH4bEpvO

9/15/2019 8:10:37 PM lvx1132 *disguised ? or disgust?

9/15/2019 8:11:40 PM bbobbio71 I was thinking B=babies 

I hope I'm wrong

9/15/2019 8:12:28 PM bbobbio71 Amen! pic.twitter.com/4WH1aMl13X

9/15/2019 8:17:48 PM fionasdestiny67 Absolutely💗🦋

9/15/2019 8:21:16 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/8723k94SAv

9/15/2019 8:22:22 PM bbobbio71 books you can recommend to dig?

9/15/2019 8:24:10 PM bbobbio71 I've had a feeling about that for a long time. 

I'm sure others have as well

9/15/2019 8:24:47 PM thepeacekitten The Schumann Resonance.

9/15/2019 8:27:34 PM normal_wizard Is it possible to entrap archons?

9/15/2019 8:30:55 PM nmchristoban I get what you're saying,  just seems (from my surface view) that more positive things are being supported.

9/15/2019 8:42:36 PM lbf777 So we are just supposed to accept the potential of being shit on?

9/15/2019 8:44:54 PM asdasd26700831 Youtube Barbara Marciniak for out this world  experience

9/15/2019 8:47:34 PM wearediamonds2 I think he is suggesting that the dangerous poisonous e--liquids are those not made in USA.

9/15/2019 8:49:42 PM maryschade14 Yes he wants to clear out the bad.



9/15/2019 8:50:17 PM emma73757038 They were vaping toxins, go to FDA website & read the 100's warning letters issued for multitude of non-compliancies such as poor manufacturing 

practices, poor laboratory standards, unknown/unreported materials & chemicals used in product, the list is extensive..poison

9/15/2019 8:54:49 PM asdasd26700831 Are different races created by different ets?

9/15/2019 8:56:54 PM wearediamonds2 For real! Now we just have to get the masses to accept the reality of actual cost to produce in USA means no more walmart prices.

9/15/2019 8:57:01 PM phreatomagnetic Turn it over to a suitable deputy

9/15/2019 8:57:57 PM wearediamonds2 I am fine with that but Cuomo, for example, has already taken this as an excuse to ban ALL flavored liquids in NY, rather than addressing the ACTUAL 

problem.

9/15/2019 8:59:18 PM egelone I guess so. Oil production disruption, us/china trade negotiation, HK crisis, Europe, India/Pakistan. Many many things could go wrong.

9/15/2019 9:03:17 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/fqE3BpdlNf

9/15/2019 9:03:47 PM _369311119 Ancient tech?

9/15/2019 9:05:27 PM wearediamonds2 I buy mine from a company in Florida. My vape store sells them. The best so far, and their CBD flavors are the best, and actually work! I tried other 

brands of cbd flavors and they did nothing.

9/15/2019 9:06:27 PM ravisingkeegan Nikola Tesla's invention. His flying machine.

9/15/2019 9:07:21 PM mongrelglory I use an "earthing" mat since I live in a high-rise.

9/15/2019 9:09:57 PM mongrelglory They have said that the white hats are prepared for a stock market crash, and we should "trust the plan".  I think it will end Fed control of the markets.

9/15/2019 9:15:21 PM tyetyler1 Indeed.  

A closer look will reveal connections to 3 BIG Silicon Valley "philanthropists ".

9/15/2019 9:21:41 PM adsvel Yes...😊

9/15/2019 9:30:10 PM wearediamonds2 My flavors from Florida take a while to receive.

9/15/2019 9:31:18 PM campbells_way Is there anything truly Organic about our present existence? Everything seems to have been planned, structured, ritualized, organized, 

compartmentalized via trauma... government, rules, religion, time, finance, all belief systems ... the list is endless.

9/15/2019 9:36:21 PM dispensaryexch The police are Bormally the biggest crooks , take a gander at the current state of the FBI .

9/15/2019 9:40:57 PM spotcj9999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I found this a while back, do you have any knowledge on this. (pic 1 is a small section of pic 2)  pic.twitter.com/LqTOrQ0UMT

9/15/2019 9:41:48 PM cryptogyu Lyn Buchanan the CRVer discusses a similar event in his book. He describes a reentry at a bar mitzvah. Very interesting. pic.twitter.com/L48dTWVukz

9/15/2019 9:48:54 PM pauliepg11111 You said Epstein is off planet - doing what?

9/15/2019 9:58:20 PM myavery17 Pence? DeepState or Good Patriotic?

9/15/2019 10:10:43 PM splucas22 Then we should have justice. No justice...no peace.

9/15/2019 10:13:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly It's a 'double negative'. The end (-) of something bad (-) = good (+). 

Destruction of a system of global economic slavery would allow for freedom and a new system to take its place. 

Sleeping people would wake up if money was no longer #1 priority. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112706294736191488?s=20 …

9/15/2019 10:13:59 PM boshek6 Erratic flight pattern. It’s the EU looking for a clue.

9/15/2019 10:22:59 PM azuremagus Aton is better, but Aum is best.

9/15/2019 10:33:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly (source: Android: Netrunner) pic.twitter.com/DcyBKLOuoe

9/15/2019 11:05:32 PM irondreamstx Unfortunately everywhere you go you will encounter this. The best thing to do is establish firm boundaries to avoid being taken advantage of. It's 

difficult to do, but will serve you well in future jobs. Good luck&God bless. You're worthy of so much more than the poison of vaping

9/15/2019 11:19:37 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/Q1kTUcQJ24

9/15/2019 11:35:15 PM lightonthehill Reliving trauma without fear is important because we rewrite our memories each time we access them. Past traumatic events are associated with 

strong negative emotions, and this association needs to be broken in order to heal. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066568782322249728 …

9/15/2019 11:48:40 PM lornascurr  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkmGIUWCw7s&feature=youtu.be …

Atten- @TrueEyeTheSpy @JudicialWatch @StormIsUponUs @CoreysDigs @dnajlion7 @SaraCarterDC @realDonaldTrump @BusyElves 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tracybeanz @55true4u @SayWhenLA @Thomas1774Paine

9/15/2019 11:51:40 PM 513chuck Theyre under who ? Our Treasury.... maybe , if its ours.  

But Crypto cash under the IMF , lol . 

They're NOT SOVEREIGN by any means it thats the case .

9/16/2019 12:46:02 AM diaptera_80 Was it Antarctica? I thought the cabal had a city there close to a reptilian base? In that case he is roaming free among friends 😠

9/16/2019 12:48:25 AM diaptera_80 That is a bit different than the financial reset you were talking about. You said, there would be some kind of equal distribution of money because of gov 

frauds have stolen from us. It has changed or not?

9/16/2019 12:49:46 AM diaptera_80 You mean they have already opened up the ground in places?

9/16/2019 12:53:42 AM diaptera_80 The future ascension of ourselves has already happened since time is not linear

9/16/2019 12:56:03 AM diaptera_80 How do we know the Mandela Effect is about timelines and not mass hypnosis?

9/16/2019 1:02:31 AM monroevegas When do the “red shoe men” get thrown into a pit of fire and brimstone so we can start healing?

9/16/2019 1:31:29 AM olimyracle Oh! Thanks! Haven't read that in the news 🙃

Anywhere to dig?

💞 pic.twitter.com/J4UtgRxLRH

9/16/2019 1:53:21 AM covertress Both the heart and brain emit scalar waves.

Is all we need within us?

9/16/2019 1:59:12 AM covertress So that's why I had the impression that an IS name could be used like a weapon?

I immediately thought of the movie Dune, where the Fremen wearing a weirding module spoke the name Muad'Dib and it activated his weapon.

9/16/2019 1:59:18 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/16/2019 2:10:15 AM covertress Yes

9/16/2019 2:13:02 AM covertress MJ's Library of Alexandria https://mega.nz/#F!zLAxEIqL!72XTWe_9A9xp_zG785rqgg …

9/16/2019 2:13:30 AM weshallrise144k Is Earth’s moon evolving?

9/16/2019 2:19:26 AM maryschade14 I don't vape..but if I did I would have to make sure everything is USA made. 

imvho it is about doing the right thing. Why is that so hard for them..greed. smh.

9/16/2019 2:21:43 AM maryschade14 On so many levels..EFV..

9/16/2019 2:22:50 AM weshallrise144k Does an intergalactic Stargate network exist? pic.twitter.com/1BJnwRZFUo

9/16/2019 2:24:48 AM weshallrise144k What’s the best method to neutralize attacks by parasitic negative entities?

9/16/2019 2:52:38 AM theirishred111 That’s what i thought! Silos in the middle but remains of deceased children around the sides.

9/16/2019 2:59:15 AM der_wanderer8 Do you use "pleasure circuits" in our brain as incentive to do some things rather than others?

Or is it more directive?



9/16/2019 3:03:07 AM bradleyploof I hope not...imagine the shitty starting characters some poor bastard monster got to get to where we are now...if it's a game, there is no winning...

9/16/2019 3:10:01 AM covertress There is indeed "winning".

Level up.

Vibe higher.

Release your burden.

If you don't understand any of that, seek the answers.

You'll see.

The prize is Love.

9/16/2019 3:14:38 AM bradleyploof I'm not sure I believe this from someone who constantly retweets the current occupant of the white houses' racist, xenophobic, bigoted, misogynist, 

hate filled rhetoric which incites right wing Christian extremism and encourages white supremacy...

9/16/2019 3:33:48 AM covertress Try some rose colored glasses, metaphorically speaking. 

When you approach the world through a perspective of Love, your view changes.

Can you navigate an entire day without using a negative word?

What will happen?

9/16/2019 3:35:28 AM taitai78787 Google blockchain - it tracks everything. It can’t be deleted or changed - money launderers are not going to use cryptocurrency - it is all tracked. 

Criminals use fiat dollars - including central banks.

9/16/2019 3:38:54 AM laurabusse Couldn't agree more

Learning healthy boundaries in life can be difficult

But they bring peace

It can be hard enough being responsible for yourself

Knowing when to not be responsible for others is at the heart of practicing healthy boundaries

9/16/2019 3:41:46 AM laurabusse Brilliant

9/16/2019 3:44:21 AM bradleyploof Rose colored gla... really.  Because instead of seeing violence and destruction for what it is, let's block it out and pretend the world isn't on fire... 

pic.twitter.com/iBau0oH2CO

9/16/2019 3:45:20 AM covertress "Fake it until you make it" is powerful  magick.

9/16/2019 3:51:07 AM bradleyploof Indeed... one day someone completely unqualified on every conceivable level could become president... pic.twitter.com/QLKG7syx7f

9/16/2019 3:51:21 AM samsmith0319 They were probably recruited and paid, and those that did not join were probably killed...

9/16/2019 3:51:27 AM covertress Definately, info is harvested.

All is fed into a single AI for war gaming purposes. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321123906637824?s=19 …

9/16/2019 4:13:47 AM bbobbio71 Mochas Gracious

9/16/2019 4:32:44 AM jrocktigers Then on to clearing brush to continue strategery discussions...🤣

9/16/2019 4:48:42 AM orbital_pi What's B?

9/16/2019 4:57:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1173556867789991938 …

9/16/2019 4:57:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 SIGCOM https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1173551060150972416 …

9/16/2019 4:58:59 AM hawkgirlinmn They didn’t think she would lose. It’s like the worlds largest pyramid scheme and taxpayers are/were  paying for it.

9/16/2019 4:59:00 AM burgersandra And the goal is peace?

9/16/2019 4:59:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1173552588740005888 …

9/16/2019 5:01:52 AM hawkgirlinmn ‘Follow the money’-common term since 2016.

9/16/2019 5:06:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Purdue Pharma files for bankruptcy as part of settlement https://apnews.com/c2780653e7934908856bfbf00eafddf1 …

9/16/2019 5:06:10 AM irah_chandler They can generate certian emotions or insert a thought or two but i would hardly call this control. Also they certainly don't have a monopoly on this 

tech and its far from being a sure thing. Is-be's are quite aware and rather immune. It can get annoying like a fly or pest

9/16/2019 5:09:05 AM dshepherdtrump I have been dealing with abdomen pain for 9months. 24 7 pain. 2 cts. 4 ultra. 1 MRI 1 exploratory by urology and a hysterectomy. Still have pain. Next 

is u of m

9/16/2019 5:10:06 AM covertress Es tut mir leid, ALICE.

9/16/2019 5:11:04 AM jazzybabs10 🙄 OxyContin is non snortable & non injectable . No one is prescribed a bottle with 100 -80 mg OxyContin 🤪No one can afford to pay cash for 

OxyContin🙄Don’t believe everything you read on the internet 😂

9/16/2019 5:13:57 AM covertress Anons knew

9/16/2019 5:15:19 AM irah_chandler Will those who served in ssps be acknowledged and compensated at some point? I know you've kept extensive records. What are the plans for the 

many that served up there and were mind wiped but now remember?

9/16/2019 5:15:28 AM girlawakeinca Dismantle them forever so they cannot commit such heinous crimes against humanity again. They should be held liable in a court of law & held 

accountable. pic.twitter.com/kr1uiGY3FM

9/16/2019 5:16:28 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/NdBVBNjvGq

9/16/2019 5:18:02 AM jfaith1979 Oxycontin absolutely comes in 80 and 100mg dose. Yes people get a script bottle of around 15 to 30 tabs at a time

 It is typically given twice daily due to being extended release. You might be confusing this with oxycodone.

9/16/2019 5:19:02 AM covertress Have you tried CBD?

Praying you find relief. 🙏 https://youtu.be/3bZb10ZxpBk 

9/16/2019 5:19:24 AM natureinspace I'm so sorry to hear that you are going through all this. Unfortunely I've found that most of the medical field don't really know what they are doing. This 

might sound goofy but you might want to try meditation music and self healing to control the pain. It works for me.

9/16/2019 5:19:35 AM covertress #winning

9/16/2019 5:20:22 AM chelsey49361150 It shouldn't be that easy for them...

9/16/2019 5:20:42 AM jazzybabs10 I’m not confusing anything with anything . I know what I’m talking about . OxyContin can only be prescribed by Pain specialists.

9/16/2019 5:22:11 AM aprilbrown99 One cabal pharma company down ✅  Guessing about 1,200 more to go? 

May [they] all fall for [their] crimes against humanity!!!

9/16/2019 5:22:29 AM rey63752674  pic.twitter.com/oRTuXTRBkh

9/16/2019 5:24:27 AM jazzybabs10  pic.twitter.com/DvgufWcit0

9/16/2019 5:25:11 AM bh2omiamigo "Doctor Patient Unity" 🙄

more like Doctor Patient Stockholm Syndrome

9/16/2019 5:26:01 AM jfaith1979 That's also not true.  That depends on each state. Most hospitalists prescribe it. Nursing home doctors prescribe it. I have been a nurse for 24 years and 

work for a pharmacy.

9/16/2019 5:26:06 AM rey63752674 Kickbacks... pic.twitter.com/zCNasw5jaQ

9/16/2019 5:27:46 AM jazzybabs10 Good for you 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

9/16/2019 5:30:22 AM kindeandtrue NASA can not be trusted.

9/16/2019 5:30:59 AM jazzybabs10 The reason I’m not talking about being a rocket scientist is bcuz I know nothing about it . If this makes you feel better & somewhat more intelligent 

than me on the subject , feel free to keep enlightening me 🙏🏼

9/16/2019 5:32:28 AM aprilbrown99 5:5

9/16/2019 5:37:13 AM jfaith1979 Rright here is a list of the milligram doses https://www.drugs.com/dosage/oxycodone.html …

9/16/2019 5:37:49 AM keith369me Not exactly a shocker.  Our entire financial system and existence is manipulated.  Hopefully the latest moves in precious metals is a signal of the 

reduction of manipulation.



9/16/2019 5:38:15 AM sdane8 How long before they reassemble under a different name?

9/16/2019 5:38:44 AM kindeandtrue Are the aliens using the "lightning" (which doesn't look like lightning) to recharge their batteries?

9/16/2019 5:39:25 AM jazzybabs10 Plz 🛑 schooling me on this. I know what I’m talking about . I’m trying to stay classy but I’m ready to to get ghetto on your ass . Move along

9/16/2019 5:39:41 AM hopealways888 Yeah and then what happens?  They open up under another name and the people get screwed? Again?

9/16/2019 5:40:15 AM keith369me Another control system for the benefit of those in the know.  Power back to the people.  End this BS

9/16/2019 5:41:23 AM david00997884 Believe it could be the start of a good thing

9/16/2019 5:42:01 AM jfaith1979 Seriously if you have proof of everything you are saying then post it.. but instead you get upset set and your going to get ghetto...lol

9/16/2019 5:42:01 AM keith369me The employees were/will be moved over to another company with a different name.  Stopping the malevolent activity is more important than 

dissolving an entity only to be restructured.

9/16/2019 5:43:40 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you provide feedback on @hashgraph ?

9/16/2019 5:47:04 AM jazzybabs10 I don’t get upset & I don’t have to prove my knowledge of anything to anyone. You act as if your the only person in the country that’s ever worked in a 

nursing home or hospital. Move along

9/16/2019 5:47:13 AM bh2omiamigo "The Sacklers have given money to cultural institutions around the world, including the Smithsonian Institution, New York City’s Metropolitan Museum 

of Art and London’s Tate Modern."

 https://www.metmuseum.org/about-the-met/curatorial-departments/egyptian-art/temple-of-dendur-50/cultural-events-sackler-wing … 

pic.twitter.com/VKnfc2WqvQ

9/16/2019 5:48:23 AM jfaith1979 Again just show proof.

9/16/2019 5:48:35 AM jamie_kelly04 That bottle in that picture belongs to the pharmacy not an individual person that’s why there’s so many tablets in it...drs do prescribe it though

9/16/2019 5:48:52 AM jazzybabs10 Ohio the opioid crisis capital of America

9/16/2019 5:49:04 AM jazzybabs10 I know this

9/16/2019 5:53:52 AM samsmith0319 These assholes should not be allowed to file bankruptcy to avoid paying victims for their knowing of the harms...big pharm has to go...💥👿💥

9/16/2019 5:56:32 AM dase_tex I really appreciate the ride! Thank you! I follow MAGA! Proud member of the #CC2020C Texas Team! Join us and let's KAG together! 

pic.twitter.com/n9rQWMVj9V

9/16/2019 5:57:18 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥 This is number one reason families go bankrupt...

9/16/2019 5:57:36 AM andyr1112 Isnt Axios the same source talking crap saying trump wanted to Nuke a hurricane but that was propaganda? Cuz he wasnt the only one mentioning tht 

aNd they tried to spin it as such. This world is bat shit crzy

9/16/2019 5:59:14 AM missdam65529803 Corn ready for to be cut.

9/16/2019 6:00:18 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, anything that you can disclose or share about this? https://youtu.be/Hg9Jpdu3RNA 

9/16/2019 6:01:00 AM jamie_kelly04 Did she block you?

9/16/2019 6:01:06 AM keith369me Already happened...minus Oxy.

9/16/2019 6:01:19 AM jfaith1979 Yep

9/16/2019 6:01:39 AM jamie_kelly04 Lol!! Me too 😂

9/16/2019 6:02:45 AM jfaith1979  pic.twitter.com/1TKeKWTE5L

9/16/2019 6:16:03 AM papadocdolo I want my hard earned tax dollars back!

9/16/2019 6:16:19 AM bbobbio71 Where's the $$ hidden?

9/16/2019 6:18:43 AM sean_blackwolf People who actually take it for PAIN MANAGEMENT in smaller doses are the losers.

9/16/2019 6:31:31 AM realityloominng TRUST GRASSLEY!

9/16/2019 6:36:09 AM werascending You are absolutely right!

9/16/2019 6:37:49 AM zagnett Exactly!

Game over [322]. [your particular kind of game] is over.🧐

9/16/2019 6:40:10 AM aleks8837 "Purdue, which is spending millions on legal costs as it defends itself in lawsuits from 2,600 government and other entities"

😮😮😮👍👍👍

9/16/2019 6:40:21 AM werascending Do any of you Health Care Workers remember when the 5th Vital sign (PAIN) was established?....I wonder who was behind that🤔🤔🤔

9/16/2019 6:41:05 AM launa_usa This is a garbage article written by Kaiser. Kaiser hates to pay for their patients’ bills when they go to a doctor who is not a Kaiser employed physician. 

This is authored by an “Insurance Agency”. Understand that first & foremost....

9/16/2019 6:43:50 AM werascending I know, it is a very sad thing. There are people that have very real pain from chronic medical conditions.  Pain that is almost unbearable to live with.

9/16/2019 6:45:41 AM covertress I used to do this also, until I learned that microwaves destroy the structure of anything nuked, including water.

Bio availability?

Follow this thread. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1158431468584128513?s=19 …

9/16/2019 6:46:08 AM dshepherdtrump I did try for only a week. I stopped because they ran a lot of blood work. Put me on gabapentin which seems to help a little. It's a  burning deep right 

lower abdomen pain. Can't sit long. Not sure of the interaction with the 2

9/16/2019 6:53:06 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/OANN/status/1123950056678285312?s=19 …

9/16/2019 6:53:11 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129401876200534016?s=19 …

9/16/2019 7:01:01 AM j0z0rpwn I think they have answered this before. It's a shortcut, and as such, isn't as good as getting there yourself. But I think with the right mindset it can be 

beneficial. Just remember who created it

9/16/2019 7:03:19 AM j0z0rpwn Idk what exact rumors you're referencing, but graphene is next level tech. So far, we don't have an effective way to mass produce it (that's public 

anyway)

9/16/2019 7:08:17 AM cbirdseyevuze G👀D🌪🤺

9/16/2019 7:13:23 AM blsdbe Yes, and We Are The Solution https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321124900716544?s=21 …

9/16/2019 7:21:58 AM melhuses 🙏🏻

9/16/2019 7:29:30 AM kimmeykim1 Amen 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻

9/16/2019 7:30:23 AM karma4event201 And DuckDuckGo "is more invasive than GOOG" 😳 

Not good!

9/16/2019 7:32:13 AM kimmeykim1 😱

9/16/2019 7:40:22 AM erikaroot92101 this is BS. Bankruptcy should not be allowed.

9/16/2019 8:06:49 AM bctrucker2 New medicines,  which big pharma has been hiding. No money in cures, only in maintaining and creating more customers. Crimes against humanity.

9/16/2019 8:13:26 AM paytonpatriot Who was/is Baba Vanga?

9/16/2019 8:29:25 AM 313looper Preternatural...

9/16/2019 8:31:46 AM 313looper It’s getting hot there...

9/16/2019 8:42:23 AM aagent361 After spending many many years on illicit drugs, I now find that I get much higher on Jesus and life itself...

9/16/2019 9:18:20 AM joeorbit MD's tell you they are writing addictive damaging scripts and we know they get paid to do it.  the Dentists ADA simply injects their pineal and thyroid 

destroying industrial waste toxins into the municipal water supplies of our nation - the devils work. @AmericanDental_

9/16/2019 9:20:15 AM manifest_utopia When "managed care" was adopted, many layers of profit suckers were added: pharmacy review, physician staffing, independent claims 

review....research lavish lifestyles of Ins. Co. Ceo's, it will make you sick. US spends most $$ on healthcare, yet has least healthy population.



9/16/2019 9:20:42 AM rachaelangelm What a cop out

9/16/2019 9:20:48 AM enomai_ Well ok.

I knew that much.

But. Have you ever thought.

That just like our money, Twitter accts, blockchain - that certain accounts on blockchain access a special dark blockchain 100% unknown.

9/16/2019 9:24:11 AM enomai_ It's such a shame humans are trained from beginning to think we are better than the other. When our DNA says our bodies are the same.

Such a flaw in society.

9/16/2019 9:28:05 AM trumppatriotus1 Oh Pahleeeezze, big pharma does NOT need to file bankruptcy- they are worth $$Billions!!!  #AJoke

9/16/2019 9:28:18 AM enomai_ Everything I listed money, Twitter, blockchain has different levels. Within levels of membership

9/16/2019 9:28:46 AM cintrony ❤️Thanks! @COL3v17 🌟Always appreciate your rides!!🇺🇸🙂 RT/IFB #MAGAROLLERCOASTER #PRoLife

9/16/2019 9:35:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is essential for your conformity.

CBD is good for you.

The full truth about vaping will be disclosed.

Wonder why CBD products have exploded recently?

Wonder why states where Marijuana is legalized have been slow to become normalized?

Intentional. https://www.apnews.com/7b452f4af90b4620ab0ff0eb2cca62cc …

9/16/2019 9:39:09 AM olimyracle #UnsealSwitzerland pic.twitter.com/DlHLeUFPzw

9/16/2019 9:40:17 AM bdam777 Oil. It's safe. Drops or pills. 

Vaping chemicals are the problem.

9/16/2019 9:42:01 AM toni848toni I have been vaping for five years now. Never use juice from China. Never smoke anything but juice I get from one US company! These kids are vaping 

only God knows what! THEY ALWAYS START BANNING BEFORE THEY EVEN KNOW WHAT THE TRUE PROBLEM IS! I am so sick of being ruled by IDIOTS! 

pic.twitter.com/uWw597uXf8

9/16/2019 9:42:08 AM kindeandtrue Thanks for the update, but I'm still confused. All I know is the noxious smell of marijuana is enough to drive anyone away.

9/16/2019 9:43:35 AM qaphsiel17 Slow to become normalized to what?

9/16/2019 9:44:13 AM bdam777 Cbd needs to build up in your system. 

Needs to be taken for a least 2 weeks to have any medical effects. 

It won't make you "high" like THC.

9/16/2019 9:45:15 AM truthseeker5432 Oh I actually love the smell of flower For me personally CBD has the real medical benefits.  It effective AF for stress sleep and sore joints.  It’s expensive 

for a real product. Only negative thing I can say.  I’m sure the price will go down

9/16/2019 9:46:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Tech understands that this is WAR.

If they get their controlled puppet into office, no prosecutions will take place.

A few sacrificial lambs to keep the public satisfied. 

They are willing to violate laws now in the hope that the ultra slow Justice Department fails to act.

9/16/2019 9:47:06 AM chairmanbrian Facts!

9/16/2019 9:47:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Tech is making a mockery of the United States and the United States is too divided to act.

Sheep no more.

They are at WAR with you.

They want to control you.

They want to destroy you.

They want to exploit you.

SHEEP TO THEM.

SHEEP NO MORE.
9/16/2019 9:47:48 AM ethereal_shaman I make a  paste.  I use specific 1:1 Thc/CBD plants.  

1/2 oz (decarb in oven)

Grind bud place in 4 oz jar add

2 oz vegetable glycerine (stir).

Hot water bath for a couple hours.  

Recipe given to me by retired Dr.

9/16/2019 9:48:01 AM realalleron Not good.. DOJ needs to hang'em high..

9/16/2019 9:48:05 AM olimyracle Bank C

#UnsealSwitzerland pic.twitter.com/nBg4giEzLG

9/16/2019 9:48:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those who scream the loudest. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1173283456756981765 …

9/16/2019 9:48:55 AM nea_storm Crazy yappers! pic.twitter.com/3HG7GXSKo5

9/16/2019 9:49:27 AM keith369me Vapes injure a handful...BAN...Vehicles kill 10’s of thousands...make them faster.

9/16/2019 9:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Protected by the status quo.

9/16/2019 9:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hiding in plain sight.

9/16/2019 9:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Projecting their own crimes onto their enemies.

9/16/2019 9:50:00 AM chairmanbrian TRUTH! Everything is a spying device. Don't buy! #WWG1WGA #KAG2020

9/16/2019 9:50:12 AM manifest_utopia "Normalized"???

What definition of Normal?

Living in blue state WA, w/ legal marijuana & radical libs.

Too high to wake up?

Not sure how to interpret.

9/16/2019 9:50:24 AM qdelta10 We were just talking about the middle class housing system. And how the corporations and the deep state COBOL keep in control of these 

mechanisms. We all need a nice house they can never repay us for their treasonous ways

9/16/2019 9:50:26 AM yayavarm Projection 101

Something big is coming.

9/16/2019 9:50:28 AM keith369me #ExposeGoogle #ExposeGoogle #ExposeGoogle

9/16/2019 9:50:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vehicles are heavily regulated and controlled.

Vaping has no regulation or enforcement at all.

Its a black market product being sold on the open market.

9/16/2019 9:51:19 AM blankmarlo  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173347797095129096?s=19 …

9/16/2019 9:52:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indica marijuana will sedate you, however sativa marijuana will not. The plant has a wide range of uses and many businesses that have set up shop 

have followed similar suits with CBD vaping, focusing on the high and not the health.

9/16/2019 9:52:47 AM whitecaps1 100%

9/16/2019 9:54:14 AM keith369me If everyone grew their own stash in their backyard or got it from a trusted source, the nasty sh-t would not make its way into the bodies of IS-BEs.  

LEGALIZE



9/16/2019 9:55:44 AM lbf777 The end goal of all of this is to eventually create an entire planet of mind controlled slaves that can be controlled by one super computer. 

pic.twitter.com/PNrmWK2F1B

9/16/2019 9:55:48 AM nea_storm Agree Feeder Drug to open invisible dimensional realities! Superior to be opened naturally via Our own spiritual Conscious Actualization! Be Aware! 

Natural Awakening of Consciousness is far Superior & Safer while other damages & opens realities leaving people unprotected! Be Wise 

pic.twitter.com/mUiApvhifX

9/16/2019 9:56:09 AM theraphinj Fear is the Human Bear trap?

It’s used by higher beings to control our race?

They aren’t allowed to force us, but they are allowed to trick us?

WAR?

VACCINES?

GMO?

For fuck sake thousands of idiots spayed RoundUp in their yard yesterday
9/16/2019 9:56:14 AM dark2light2019 #UnsealAllEpsteinFiles

9/16/2019 9:56:27 AM keith369me Chinese or South of the border “product” is bad news

9/16/2019 9:56:31 AM auagate Vaping Fentanyl  <-🇲🇽<-🇨🇳 ?

9/16/2019 9:56:46 AM ethereal_shaman This is why I like 1:1 Thc/Cbd plants. I find it very relaxing to the nervous system without feeling loopy.

9/16/2019 9:56:48 AM dakotobol how it is now

9/16/2019 9:58:07 AM manifest_utopia ThanQ for the clarification. In my community, there are both purchasers focused on the high, and some on the health. Probably more are focused on 

the high.

9/16/2019 10:00:00 AM jollyrob2 No more status quo pic.twitter.com/BkeFZs4eep

9/16/2019 10:00:35 AM n_amersolutions I would live on a low maintenance farm.

9/16/2019 10:01:09 AM deedeerushforth CBC where do you buy yours?  Looking for help with pain in lower back

9/16/2019 10:04:31 AM sdane8 I would like to try CBD for my knees, but don't know how to determine who is a reputable supplier. I'll wait until there's more info out there.

9/16/2019 10:06:00 AM nea_storm As in zero animals low maintenance, Correct? pic.twitter.com/CeIBmy16Zi

9/16/2019 10:07:33 AM n_amersolutions No... no work for me... lots of animals... then call Dr Pol.

9/16/2019 10:08:46 AM insdunkle And seemingly stupid and not aware of

9/16/2019 10:09:09 AM sdane8 Wow, the replies on that tweet are amazing. How can people be so blinded and naive? It's really astounding.

9/16/2019 10:09:31 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...their crimes...💥👿💥

9/16/2019 10:11:17 AM sinsimel CBD users get triggered when you call them potheads. lol

9/16/2019 10:12:26 AM geekydaddy64 NME combatants get military tribunals...

9/16/2019 10:13:25 AM curt_avila Buy from a reputable company and retailer. Shouldn't have any problems with cbd.

9/16/2019 10:13:36 AM adsvel Coalition of 700 international banksters is the cause. Big Tech without support of banksters is weak and limited.

9/16/2019 10:15:22 AM nea_storm Yes! Exactly I believe in paying good gifted professional people for their expertise & appreciating their services: While I utilize my gifs to Create as they 

do in those areas, on areas that are my expertise: I AM a Horse Lady! Obviously! pic.twitter.com/132rnKFfcx

9/16/2019 10:15:24 AM surfing123456 Hey can anyone recommend the healthiest cbd to use. So many out there hoping to get some mj recommendations lol thanks

9/16/2019 10:15:41 AM curt_avila People are buying cartridges of cbd, cannabis, etc on black market. Buy from a reputable company and retailer and you should have no problems.

9/16/2019 10:16:28 AM curt_avila Also battery selection comes into play also.

9/16/2019 10:19:50 AM realdominator39 Not for much longer pic.twitter.com/LPQ0645eH8

9/16/2019 10:23:45 AM elisalenz4 Let's not forget Joe's contribution with Corn Pop.

9/16/2019 10:23:46 AM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1173644763284697097 …

9/16/2019 10:25:38 AM laurabusse It may be rooted in the name of an Egyptian god

Amun

Christianity has its roots in Judaism

Judaism has its roots in Egypt

If you look into this you will find it is true on many levels

Christians have been lied to

Along with everyone else

9/16/2019 10:26:29 AM cookedhillary I was wondering wtf is CBD for a few times. MA has legal weeds passed months ago, thats how i know about CBD. Not sure why all of a sudden it 

popped up everywhere(no high). But it isn't uncommon for greedy bastards to promote waste substances which hold magical properties.

9/16/2019 10:27:07 AM moemc8 It wont work.

9/16/2019 10:27:52 AM jonesy4671 Someday

9/16/2019 10:28:02 AM shawnt1973  https://www.hempworx.com/?enroller=Queenofcompassioncbd&SOURCE=i-1483925 … I use this one. The 750 2x a day.

9/16/2019 10:32:51 AM laurabusse Ultimately we have the power to control our own consciousness

Become masters of ourselves

Create our own reality etc

Problem is being brainwashed to believe we are powerless

That life is what happens to us

Rather than what we create

They cause us to give away our power

Via fear
9/16/2019 10:33:36 AM aprilbrown99 #SlavesNoFuckingMore

9/16/2019 10:35:25 AM laurabusse I would think

Not if they are attempting to undo the damage done to us via brainwashing us through fear

By implanting new and better thoughts of self power

Freedom etc

But of course I really don't know what he actually means

9/16/2019 10:36:59 AM laurabusse Sounds like a wiser approach

9/16/2019 10:37:55 AM laurabusse Wow awesome question!

I'm going with Yes!!!

9/16/2019 10:38:48 AM patriotchick8 IMO, some of that early clarity is a placebo effect.  It is pricey, I agree.  But I have seen improvement when I’ve been able to take it consistently.

9/16/2019 10:40:17 AM bryceja68689884 Can you clarify "normalize?"

9/16/2019 10:41:48 AM tlockes I knew vaping was dangerous when I saw a guy making the juice in his garage and putting it in nice packaging to sell at a vape shop.

9/16/2019 10:42:34 AM laurabusse Bruh do you even sigcom

9/16/2019 10:46:25 AM turboxyde People think CBD is a chemical compound that exists OUTSIDE/SEPARATE from the human body. Its an essential PART of the human Endocannabinoid 

system. We have a fundamental human right to access CLEAN & SAFE medications, especially those that are naturally occurring within/out!



9/16/2019 10:47:15 AM edwardgouin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts helped convince me of the benefits of THC/CBD.  Spread that msg to many. Vaping THC and/or CBD products WAS very 

discreet and convenient but we then find it poisoned like everything else. WTF!? When does this shit show end?

9/16/2019 10:52:35 AM selvestekjetil  https://nyeborgerlige.no/demokratiet-under-angrep/ … pic.twitter.com/NmEc504UQL

9/16/2019 10:53:43 AM pmgossett Patriot owned and affordable  https://tribalnationscbd.ecwid.com/ 

9/16/2019 10:54:15 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, Do you know the percentage of population that is still asleep & brainwashed? Has the LIGHT shown in all the dark places finally?  From a 40k ft 

view, I read the comments from the leftists & can see both sides of the paradigm; both believing in their “truths” yet knowing...

9/16/2019 10:54:18 AM qnotables17 Literally a weed, easier to grow than a tomato plant.. [they] cant poison what [they] didnt produce. pic.twitter.com/BvYDDIOGu0

9/16/2019 10:54:28 AM pmgossett  https://tribalnationscbd.ecwid.com/    Patriot owned and very affordable. THC FREE

9/16/2019 10:54:43 AM aprilbrown99 ...we have been lied to repeatedly. I may be naive in pondering this, but is there no plausible way to find common ground for peace? While the 

left/right good/evil are waging war, people are still hungry, homeless, & children are dying. Tho I know this fact pleases the satanists.

9/16/2019 10:54:53 AM kindeandtrue Still and all, it's interesting that Trump's tweet about Kavanaugh contains the statement, "This guy is not a good man." 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1173571513418756098 …

9/16/2019 10:56:14 AM aprilbrown99 Hope this doesnt sound like a stupid thought...just wishing there was more we could do.

9/16/2019 10:56:17 AM kindeandtrue Trump's ultra slow Justice Department is a disgrace.

9/16/2019 10:56:56 AM soulsur74572009 Quantum Bio Feedback using scalar tech...It works

9/16/2019 10:57:16 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/roQmOR9Rqy

9/16/2019 10:58:53 AM elisalenz4 @Stardust_1416, @LisaMei62, @X22Report @MishelDbytes @CarpeDonktum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1173565409854930944 …

9/16/2019 10:59:55 AM soulsur74572009 Quantum Bio Feedback using scalar tech to balance harmonize body systems,,,2 yr wellness practitioner. .It works for me...QuantumHealthApps to 

install on device,,,

9/16/2019 11:01:22 AM sabina06706427 I buy full spectrum CBD oils from  http://cbddistillery.com .  I’ve had no issues and I’ve been experiencing less shoulder pain for a year now

9/16/2019 11:01:38 AM state1union Andrew McCabe keep your lawyer bribery guy.

9/16/2019 11:02:14 AM laurabusse Listened to dimensions of disclosure Livestream recently

Simon Esler

Gave awesome talk

Said bc they're not supposed to intervene bc of free will etc

They wait for opportunities when we're vulnerable

Such as after a catastrophe

Such as right after whatever caused the Great Flood

9/16/2019 11:02:28 AM thepeacekitten Time is meaningless in the galactic picture. Those who have perpetrated Evil will pay the price. 100% Faith in that. #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight 

#WWG1WGA #EndTheWars #EndTheHate

9/16/2019 11:04:53 AM laurabusse So it probably started then

But has continued ever since

And just gotten worse

As you well know

So yes I guess they're allowed to trick us

I guess if we're tricked somehow that doesn't violate our free will

Seems unfair tho

9/16/2019 11:07:23 AM egelone Which one is best for our health and which one is best for ascending?

9/16/2019 11:07:39 AM laurabusse My understanding is sale of hemp was illegal for a long time

Was legalized nationwide in the last coupla yrs or so

That was when we started seeing cbd oil everywhere

9/16/2019 11:16:23 AM laurabusse Just my opinion but the heart of Jesus' message is true universally

Christianity's been twisted and the scriptures altered

You don't have to believe me but I know of Bible scholars who were believing Christians whose faith were rocked in Bible college when they found all 

this out

9/16/2019 11:17:44 AM cosmic_engineer Tetra in BC, Canada has 100% CBD isolate.  They have a very solid lab

9/16/2019 11:18:31 AM theraphinj So unfair

Our biggest enemy are humans avowed to them

Enemy in the Gate

9/16/2019 11:19:37 AM soulsur74572009 YES of course...

9/16/2019 11:19:55 AM cosmic_engineer For the amount you need, vaping is a silly delivery method. Sublingual or muxed into a hot morning beverage

9/16/2019 11:21:55 AM cosmic_engineer Nicotine eJuice is just measuring a recipe out & blending.  Can be done anywhere...

9/16/2019 11:22:46 AM bbobbio71 Funny how all my likes and RTS have disappeared.  

This it's starting to really pi ss me off!

Between that and all the bs that is continuing!!

9/16/2019 11:25:43 AM cryptocrab4 I think whats really happening is there are massive amounts of these vape cartridges coming from #China and they seem to have a problem with 

putting #Fentanyl is everything they are shipping to the US.

I know thats whats happening ... #Chatter

9/16/2019 11:26:08 AM do_or_do_notty Very intentional

9/16/2019 11:26:47 AM manifest_utopia Altered state from drugs does not lead to ascending. They impede the inner growth work necessary for healing, forgiving & releasing old emotional 

wounds & clearing the Self of limiting beliefs& false Self perceptions, which are necessary in order to ascend while incarnate.

9/16/2019 11:27:09 AM fightforamerica Sherman will only go so far. To fix this problem, you need to remove corporate personhood. It is a giant moral hazard and removes the linkage between 

action and consequence that naturally keeps evil in check.

9/16/2019 11:29:36 AM newsonthefringe Spread the word if live in a state where it’s legal! CBD vapes and gummy bear edibles are actually made with synthetic marijuana, which can kill you, 

unlike real marijuana. #VapeBan

9/16/2019 11:30:24 AM seeker229 I would say the mindset of one common enemy helps. Also military mindsets are having to deprogram and adapt to our conversations types to better 

understand objectives. All is connected and all help the balance. We are all learning how to adapt and overcome.

9/16/2019 11:30:55 AM lvx1132 Because the science shows and they no longer can hide it/ and it is a profitable business for the already rich båstards

9/16/2019 11:33:05 AM do_or_do_notty I’ve seen some things at the Grand Canyon and Sedona area that appear to be giants/animals turned to stone. Part of the mountains now. 

Those with eyes to see......



9/16/2019 11:35:28 AM cryptocrab4 Oxycontin OC are snortable but no longer manufactured

Oxycontin OP is what is out there now or at least a few years back , non-snortable

The rush from snorting or injecting is what has driven so many to #TheHeroinWar

9/16/2019 11:36:13 AM laurabusse Yes

Sadly

9/16/2019 11:36:56 AM nationalistkev When is #6chan coming back online?

9/16/2019 11:38:50 AM angeladeangelo there was a nanotechnology patent just experienced, giving this boost in CBD

9/16/2019 11:45:28 AM nancyddb They want us divided in multiple ways.

9/16/2019 11:46:09 AM chapulincolored Those who scream the loudest.

Q

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4747307/sen-graham-asks-military-tribunals …

9/16/2019 11:46:39 AM chapulincolored Those who scream the loudest.

Q

 https://c-span.org/video/?c4747307/sen-graham-asks-military-tribunals …

9/16/2019 11:48:26 AM mom_notyour NO MORE LIMITED HANGOUTS. Burn them ALL.

9/16/2019 11:52:58 AM thejoshharmon Manipulation has always been to main tool of evil.  Can’t force you to do anything, but can certainly manipulate you into doing just about anything... if 

you aren’t aware of that manipulation.

9/16/2019 11:57:02 AM poppyslovecapu #BigTech #IBOR pic.twitter.com/Rx8GPmXmj0

9/16/2019 11:58:01 AM mynardpamela Ascension of 100,000 is happening now? Could you please explain exactly what you mean by “2022 a big turning point”? Thank you 🙏🏻

9/16/2019 11:58:30 AM der_wanderer8 "It’s a great huge game of chess that’s being played—all over the world—if this is the world at all, you know. Oh, what fun it is! How I wish I was one of 

them! I wouldn’t mind being a Pawn, if only I might join”

-Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures In Wonderland

9/16/2019 11:59:57 AM nmchristoban Don't be too sure. Manufactured genetic traits can carry to seeds. Declass needed

9/16/2019 12:09:07 PM covertress I've used this brand, with good results. #CBD #vegan #tested https://www.lazarusnaturals.com 

9/16/2019 12:10:10 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. I would like to make them stop reading my mind via my smart phone for their targeted ads and whatever else.

9/16/2019 12:12:20 PM jdreamer731 Hopefully Barr will move at a faster pace, the foot dragging is to protect the guilty, isn’t it? I doubt Barr wants to protect the snakes.

9/16/2019 12:15:04 PM vedanticflaneur Except that the DoJ will NOT fail to act! In fact, considering the normal speed of doling out justice, the DoJ is definitely operating in high gear now! They 

won't disappoint us! Procedural delays are important to show fairness & thoroughness! Rule of law!!

9/16/2019 12:15:21 PM wearediamonds2 We must do everything possible to make sure the darkness continues to lose.

9/16/2019 12:20:17 PM chapulincolored Do you mean 6 feet underground as in already dead, or living "underground"?

9/16/2019 12:21:04 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1173675198391947271?s=19 …

9/16/2019 12:23:50 PM wwg1wga93583681 I only rep 9's at the gym now

used to always do sets of 10 pic.twitter.com/KkCHohl8Jq

9/16/2019 12:24:22 PM seekingknowle12 Remember when Apple was presented as a small David, going up against the Goliath of what was big tech back in the 1980's..........We were to believe 

that embracing Apple was like fighting the good fight......

My how times have changed.........

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=axSnW-ygU5g …

9/16/2019 12:24:26 PM reaperx701lee Counterfit product, nothing wrong with cannabis CBD is key

9/16/2019 12:25:25 PM trinity_jenny Don't laugh they use fetal cells as flavorings.  You can research it. Cry babies candy is just one

9/16/2019 12:25:45 PM valeriebgilbert As a mystic, I know that Ascension for ALL is a PROCESS. Like a sun rise, it does not happen in an instant. We are RISING, as 1, in Spirit. 2022 is a 

reference to The Great Awakening. This too, is a PROCESS. Out of chaos will come order, & World Peace. Feel it grow within, now.

9/16/2019 12:25:54 PM 1crazy_toaster you are correct. this is the biggest game of our lives. Fun & not so fun at the same time, depends on where you're at on the board right?

9/16/2019 12:32:41 PM wisdomonium 'investigating" LOL. The slow roll of disclosure is ridiculous. Humanity is sick of all the sociopathic cults that sprung from cabalsim. It's time to throw the 

ash on the temple floor and expose them like Daniel.

9/16/2019 12:33:13 PM covertress Majestic Workouts 💪💪💪 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101974505419956225?s=19 …

9/16/2019 12:34:58 PM mynardpamela Chaos of the spring 2020 “Event”?

9/16/2019 12:35:25 PM wwg1wga93583681 totally sweet

gotta get those digits in there every day

9/16/2019 12:35:33 PM igg716 Lazarus is awesome,  I've used it for over 2 years

9/16/2019 12:36:46 PM igg716 glaucoma is why I use it,  and its overall good for you period.

9/16/2019 12:39:41 PM igg716 Vaping is one thing,  CBD full spectrum tincture is another

9/16/2019 12:40:47 PM pauliepg11111 I only put my clothes in lockers at the gym with numbers 3,6 or 9

9/16/2019 12:41:38 PM mskeens1962 Yes I feel violated just reading his comment 🤮🤬🤮🤬🤮🤬

9/16/2019 12:42:10 PM valeriebgilbert No one specific event.  Ongoing "changes." Of which there will be many.  It is possible to stay in peace & well-being throughout. Choose peace 

throughout these transformative times. Be well, be a light unto others.  All Is Well.

9/16/2019 12:45:33 PM laurabusse Yeah...

9/16/2019 12:46:34 PM wisdomonium the question is WHO wrote the script that alludes to the zionists vs the muslims and WW3. Answer: It's in Pike to Mazzzini and Mazzini=P2. This entire 

thing=cabalism which is why the Templars (venetian Lombards/Palatantate pagan roman empire rep is the Pfazgraft=P).

9/16/2019 12:46:48 PM jeffw355 He posts about #CornWatch every year around this time. It is almost like he is a farmer and grows huge amounts of corn. Imagine that. ;) #WWG1WGA

9/16/2019 1:02:12 PM der_wanderer8 "There are over 9 million possible positions after 3 chess moves each 

There are over 288 billion different possible positions after 4 moves The number of 40 move games is greater than electrons in the observable 

universe"

9/16/2019 1:02:38 PM der_wanderer8 "You don't need to know those outcomes

You just need to be able to see ahead of your opponent"

Mr Robot

9/16/2019 1:08:51 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/7TeaOql9OZ

9/16/2019 1:10:37 PM yokoke2014 We have been trying the hemp extract and I have noticed an improvement on 'quality' sleep.

9/16/2019 1:12:34 PM blsdbe Another one bites the dust? pic.twitter.com/mJUF0gDFQS

9/16/2019 1:12:58 PM mynardpamela In the last 2 1/2 years,  three of my four beloved pets, father and one son has died. My brother, mother and aunt are all in end of life stages: all will 

pass soon. I Am and very aware as each passes, hence my quest/path/service. Thank you for sharing your knowledge ✨🙏🏻💖✨



9/16/2019 1:13:15 PM aprilbrown99 The word of the day today from Juan O Savin is:

“I am lamenting over all the children deaths that have occurred.”

😢😢😢 pic.twitter.com/bCKDgppWj8

9/16/2019 1:13:50 PM blsdbe How [They] made us Complicit...

9/16/2019 1:26:19 PM vaporking Charlotte's Web

9/16/2019 1:28:01 PM vaporking Sublingual is the best method.

9/16/2019 1:29:18 PM blsdbe They would explain what we see in the Tabloids...

9/16/2019 1:34:32 PM lovin2laugh What about Charlottes Web?

9/16/2019 1:36:39 PM williammillen5 Thanks Godlvr

9/16/2019 1:47:59 PM lovin2laugh Thanks!

9/16/2019 1:50:54 PM luvleebutterfly Question Good Sir,

not necessarily doubting, but, why ts/sci when 'Majic Eyes Only' are at least 17 levels higher above ts/sci... just curious.

Looking forward to the answer...

God Bless you, your work & the United States of America!

9/16/2019 1:53:31 PM zerost8te What do you think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy ?

All for a hoax? I know these all exist individually, what are the chances of this mesh being the real net we find ourselves in these days and nights?

#QAnon #GreatAwakening #Anonymous #Opsec #Infosec pic.twitter.com/eRduuaHHU9

9/16/2019 1:54:02 PM carolin15161363 Is vaping bad even with just CBD?

9/16/2019 1:58:00 PM keith369me I am so sorry to hear of all of the loss in your life.  Stay strong...hopefully you meet your soul family soon

9/16/2019 1:58:24 PM scott_rick Disagree, for me it made my mind more pliable, broke down old thought patterns and opened me up to nature in a big way.  Also helped me get off 

benzo’s and handle anxiety without SSRI prescriptions.  Also use CBD oil and psybocylin occasionally.  3rd eye is ready!

9/16/2019 2:09:12 PM mynardpamela You are so very kind, thank you. 💖 I Am strong ✨ and able to help with each one in their transition. My son was the turning point for me personally, 

that was almost a year ago now. Balance and peace are difficult at times, but obtainable still. 🙏🏻 May Peace be with you always.

9/16/2019 2:23:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly It's a trap pic.twitter.com/5HSPO0Xc49

9/16/2019 2:24:34 PM t_hayden07 I feel your pain. By 23 years old, I had lost my entire family, except my brothers.

In 2017, I lost one of them too. Spiritually, I needed the #GreatAwakening so much. I have found so much peace in learning who we really are. Much 

love ❤️

9/16/2019 2:25:21 PM mynardpamela Could you please post the diagram or the link to this for me? Many thanks to you. 🙏🏻.        Planetary Ascension Process  (diagram of the 6 phases of the 

phase transition process Cobra posted on his blog)

Our planetary ascension process really started on January 21, 2019

9/16/2019 2:25:51 PM jvan125 “national security” 🙄🙄🙄

9/16/2019 2:26:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/DK3knRzSAD

9/16/2019 2:28:30 PM manifest_utopia I'm not suggesting that there are no benefits to CBD. I'm speaking from the perspective of having completed ascension while incarnate. Once one 

unlocks the keys & ascends there's another level of info available about the ascension process. Sharing from that perspective.

9/16/2019 2:30:49 PM mynardpamela I am so very sorry for your losses and yet delighted you have your peace. Many blessing upon you ✨💜✨

9/16/2019 2:36:30 PM majic_eyes_qnly TRUST THE PLAN!

TRUST THE MISSION.

Pre_planned.

PLANNED for [3] years. 

US Military = savior of mankind.

Mess with the best, die like the rest. pic.twitter.com/vczsq4mjk7

9/16/2019 2:37:55 PM sharlenerougea1 Most won’t even be real account.....

9/16/2019 2:44:25 PM valeriebgilbert Hi, Mynard. My heart is with you. I have experienced such losses in my life, & at an early age. You might enjoy reading my 4 books about mysticism, 

loss, growth, all from personal experience, & w/humor.  Raving Violet is the first.  I also have a blog of that title.

9/16/2019 2:47:23 PM sergii_ii Terrestrial or non-terrestrial? As you know I live relatively near there ans would love your input

9/16/2019 2:52:32 PM nonlineardarren In the Words of Field McConnell.."SLAVES NO FUCKING MORE"

9/16/2019 3:07:01 PM marywal64295444 CBD oil had really helped me before, so I decided to try a vape form. Bought from local store. Within an hour of using, my lungs almost completely 

closed down, so painful. After a day of assistance breathing, coughed up hunks of green "pudding" (sorry). I think it was the mixer?

9/16/2019 3:08:29 PM mynardpamela Thank you! Humor is always wonderful 💖

9/16/2019 3:12:20 PM raysie_1 Is there somewhere that I can find out about this technology?

9/16/2019 3:16:40 PM valeriebgilbert Also knowing you are not alone. The Great Awakening IS bringing us all together.  We will feel more & more sweet relief each & every day, all the 

sweeter because of our losses & pain. The Sun Rises Within Us.  Feel its warmth.  It is your very soul. We are Each A Ray Of The One.

9/16/2019 3:27:33 PM djlok The US Justice Dept should put "Time is an illusion" over their building.

9/16/2019 3:36:06 PM olimyracle You are gif-ted 🙃 pic.twitter.com/CFzl3H7ByK

9/16/2019 3:39:57 PM olimyracle Total control? pic.twitter.com/7z88DCEaQq

9/16/2019 3:49:46 PM nea_storm Thank you for your diplomatic graciousness! In loving honor of your kindness & appreciation of true miracles versus artificial, it takes one whom is a 

naturally gifted diplomatic sovereign to recognize diplomacy of another: To natural Consciously Created Portals & Navigation 

pic.twitter.com/58mhVIuHoc

9/16/2019 3:55:37 PM cintrony That face!🤭.. Thanks for the seat!❤️ Appreciate it! @COL3v17 RT/IFB 🇺🇸

#MAGAROLLERCOASTER #2A #ProLife #TRUMP2020  KEEP AMERICA GREAT!

9/16/2019 3:59:04 PM xusaf_patriot Would it be possible to parachute onto a cloaked craft?

9/16/2019 4:04:40 PM gibboneyrock This is why Military Tribunals are so necessary. Such action WILL affect the resolve of criminal judges & prosecutors.

9/16/2019 4:15:31 PM scott_rick Yes I agree with you in terms of ascension but I wanted others to know that it helps with starting the process of opening up to the cosmos

9/16/2019 4:32:59 PM fmjpatriot Strange??? Bots created to follow and sway public opinion about credibility of individuals being followed. Trying to create an illusion of “bad behavior “ 

through association. Twitter is becoming a tool for evil intent. Be aware!! @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @drawandstrike 

https://twitter.com/PatriotsSoapbox/status/1173652010698235905 …

9/16/2019 4:41:25 PM _369311119 [P] is Projection?

9/16/2019 4:52:22 PM brown_eyedladyj Go look at  http://www.fbicover-up.com  Take a good look at Vince Foster. Brett Kavanaugh knows.

9/16/2019 4:54:29 PM highhopesusa They are proficient at it.

9/16/2019 4:54:55 PM highhopesusa Seems almost institutionalized.

9/16/2019 4:57:27 PM randy30555304 My birthday- 2/22/1984 6:22am. 1+9+8+4=22 so think 22 is my number.

9/16/2019 4:57:44 PM brown_eyedladyj Love it. My husband has Lupus. It helps him with the pain. I have RA. We've been using it for 2 years now.

9/16/2019 4:58:31 PM bh2omiamigo nice book title.

wonder where he got that idea from?

and how much his advance was? pic.twitter.com/ln3G0Dh2LR



9/16/2019 4:59:41 PM manifest_utopia Every experience holds learning, if one chooses to extract & apply it.  

There's much misunderstanding & misinformation about ascension, while incarnate or after "death". Many forget there are prerequisites to finding the 

Keys to Ascension.

9/16/2019 5:01:25 PM magakitten When will we see Q again?

9/16/2019 5:02:59 PM magakitten Ironically after the lawyer steps in Doo Doo by admitting the " " tainted name, then I start hearing about all this. Like literally a day later

9/16/2019 5:06:42 PM thekanehb  pic.twitter.com/4vVLm9zUTa

9/16/2019 5:23:23 PM madrabbit917 I knew there was more to this when Pres. said he was considering banning flavored vape fluids.

9/16/2019 5:29:28 PM steveakridge GOOGLE  http://www.energyenhancement.org/Sabbatai-Zevi-and-Sabbatean-Frankism-The-Satanic-Cult-That-Rules-the-World-Luciferian-Satanic-

Sabbatean-Frankists-Kabbalist-Illuminati.htm …

and you’ll understand today’s problems. 🌑🌒🌓🌖🌕

9/16/2019 5:29:48 PM riku101800 What kind of scalar technology do you recommend? Are certain crystals effective? Perhaps a device like this?

 http://life-energy.org/ki-bal/ 

9/16/2019 5:30:48 PM mynardpamela Beautiful

9/16/2019 5:56:52 PM lvdckdynsty Can't *Remotely* afford it for the 5 of us, and I'm not taking it at the expense of my kids.

9/16/2019 5:57:42 PM playactiongamer CBD has been good for combating autism and pain. The DS is probably not pleased.

9/16/2019 5:59:52 PM bdam777 Yes. And it's illegal.

9/16/2019 6:02:20 PM playactiongamer The psychiatric industry is worth billions too. The so-called diagnoses, most are voted and decided upon (consensus).

9/16/2019 6:06:46 PM sterkinglights1 Dang you strong.

9/16/2019 6:11:23 PM v_rags Yes me as well.  Very good.

9/16/2019 6:15:06 PM famof5macs Pure CBD poses absolutely no health risks? Not true.

9/16/2019 6:23:14 PM playactiongamer Don't think [they] are gonna win big - We the Patriots have more of a head start in the grand awakening

9/16/2019 6:24:02 PM internetusr CBD needs a carrier to work well, so if it’s missing THC, you are missing the full benefit of it. It’s time to legalize it. So damn stupid to make cannabis the 

boogeyman. Booze is 100000% worse and it’s consumption is encouraged millions of times a day. No benefit to it. Crazy.

9/16/2019 6:34:12 PM davidspencerca2 Someone was inquiring about this.  I will share your referral about how well it worked.

9/16/2019 6:34:59 PM melhuses Try guud manufacturing A friends farm in eastern Oregon .we take every day feel great.

9/16/2019 6:39:40 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/16/2019 6:46:44 PM revdrladybishop Thank God someone FINALLY put it out in plain language Why would AMERICA by her pills Etc from her enemies been working on the Minds of 

Americans so no one would be FIT for Duty thank God for Hon Trump & His Helpers!!! (psalms 55)  http://ladybishop.ORG  602-318-3592 

pic.twitter.com/kQGfVDhd4l

9/16/2019 6:53:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 New shadowban algorithm deployed.

This is WAR.

They want to silence you.

Will you let them? pic.twitter.com/kYFUJ0SKVI

9/16/2019 6:54:17 PM robinreitsma1 👀🤬

9/16/2019 6:54:25 PM kmfboston  pic.twitter.com/lagtuQZ4mR

9/16/2019 6:55:09 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

9/16/2019 6:55:32 PM carol_beeee NOPE! pic.twitter.com/V7MqKict4D

9/16/2019 6:56:25 PM humanproofer Ok, so- any suggestions for us? Leave? Subvert? Protest? Mock?

9/16/2019 6:57:33 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/europeanpride7/status/711622757788680192?s=20 …

9/16/2019 6:58:11 PM trinity_jenny Still think its funny? Like I said do some research

9/16/2019 6:59:19 PM jlundr Sending off pulses of Love. War is correct.

9/16/2019 6:59:42 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/v3g0fh27Rk

9/16/2019 6:59:46 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m not seeing the original tweet?

9/16/2019 7:00:49 PM coloali No!!

9/16/2019 7:01:25 PM jrocktigers Yes, noticeable differences in the last 2400.

9/16/2019 7:02:09 PM synackstatic Pretty sure I've been shadow-banned. I get little interactions compared to weeks/months ago.

9/16/2019 7:03:43 PM sabina06706427 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said twitter just put out a new algorithm to slow us down and Q coming back could be the catalyst among others

9/16/2019 7:05:40 PM jrocktigers Fam - use snippet or other screen shot apps and tweet the image .  This may be a work around. pic.twitter.com/IswPX1BNdx

9/16/2019 7:06:55 PM preciou20225606 Almost none of my tweets are seen now. Exasperated..and they were full of information on the UN..we must leave this criminal organization!

9/16/2019 7:07:56 PM lbf777 So why don’t we make an open source social media account that we all can use?

9/16/2019 7:08:02 PM andyr1112 It's a wonderful wonderful thing

9/16/2019 7:08:13 PM jlundr  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrLf22piRhE …

9/16/2019 7:09:50 PM audra_shumaker This stillworks, I assume?  -Quote: "Non-NSA tech can not read...." pic.twitter.com/T0LbLCVZLa

9/16/2019 7:11:49 PM maryschade14 Will do..

9/16/2019 7:12:08 PM egelone OK, care to elaborate? how can someone achieve ascension?

9/16/2019 7:13:18 PM jrocktigers It at minimum reduces the lifelog like network analysis capability.

9/16/2019 7:16:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly #WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/MftiUe3Pkc

9/16/2019 7:17:15 PM shawnloftin1 It's time to shout folks let your voices be heard.

9/16/2019 7:22:10 PM sdane8 Good point(s)!  LOL

9/16/2019 7:25:09 PM lvx1132 Why are you installing? LOL

9/16/2019 7:25:25 PM cjptrsn Been a few 17 bombs too. 💥💥💥

9/16/2019 7:25:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 "This is like a WAR like situation." - 45 in NM*

9/16/2019 7:26:00 PM cjptrsn  pic.twitter.com/stbJ2qrKO0

9/16/2019 7:26:23 PM cjptrsn Dropping 17 bombs too!! 💥💥💥

9/16/2019 7:26:31 PM keith369me Like a war?  It is a fight for freedom!!!

9/16/2019 7:27:32 PM hawkgirlinmn And he came out at 7:26. Majestic 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

9/16/2019 7:29:55 PM lbf777 What is trump specifically referring to here?

9/16/2019 7:29:55 PM state1union Ya I was contacted by an Alex Jones guy from Info wars tonight. Honestly, not a good feeling. Never

9/16/2019 7:29:57 PM k_texan How can one quit smoking if vaping isn’t safe to use?  Does anyone here know a way to quit smoking?

9/16/2019 7:30:00 PM tweeterthanwine Been saying that. China is waging a war.

9/16/2019 7:30:20 PM gus_short Hope so! Just placed an order

9/16/2019 7:30:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Human trafficking

9/16/2019 7:30:39 PM keith369me ???  What about???

9/16/2019 7:30:49 PM jt_suryo I certainly hope there won't be a war between US and Iran. Was the Saudi oil refinery attack a blackhat or whitehat operation? I also hope Netanyahu 

won't win the election.

9/16/2019 7:31:58 PM state1union Cloning is real.

9/16/2019 7:32:04 PM hannelorebened1 This man was assassinated. Any comments on this?@99freemind @TomFitton @DevinNunes @mitchellvii

@andweknow @thehill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @Tiff_FitzHenry @EllaaaCruzzz @SHSanders45

@GenFlynn @SecPompeo @StormIsUponUs @seanhannity @realDonaldTrump https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCefOJmdslk …



9/16/2019 7:32:12 PM kindeandtrue Is there a War going on in New Mexico? Who knew?

9/16/2019 7:33:41 PM kindeandtrue MJ12, I was wondering---did someone go back in time and tell Brett Kavanaugh to save his calendars?

9/16/2019 7:34:22 PM corstruction Cement plants?

9/16/2019 7:34:59 PM kindeandtrue There are no words for such an atrocity.

9/16/2019 7:35:03 PM lightworkercain Be resilient!

🖕All that suppress the truth! 

We are taking our home back! pic.twitter.com/vvt027Rw43

9/16/2019 7:35:37 PM jrocktigers Tell them the food storage supplies they sell , taste like $hit.

9/16/2019 7:35:50 PM state1union Digging I’m sure about cloning and crimes against humanity

9/16/2019 7:37:21 PM eztryon #Deboosted #ShadowBanned

9/16/2019 7:38:26 PM corstruction I'm not fully in the know of the cement plants.  Is it global, national, regional....I need to know.

9/16/2019 7:39:24 PM eztryon #MilitaryTribunals #EnemyCombatants #EnemiesBothForeignAndDOMESTIC

9/16/2019 7:39:46 PM andrew13892378 Been tooling up and advising, sharing handy software advice to others, good to archive offline too! messenger getting a good workout, not that it is 

really private, but at least its not outwardly shouting certain sensitive things.

9/16/2019 7:41:13 PM zagnett Hell no. We won't go! 😅😂🤣

9/16/2019 7:41:38 PM aprilbrown99 Juan O Savin called into Abel Danger today and talked about the new AI bots being deployed on Twatter. The Bots appear to me human, accts look like 

humans, and will even engage each other (AI) but are being used to turn weak individuals away from the truth. 

https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1173665415521652736 …

9/16/2019 7:42:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 I don't like snakes too much. We have plenty of them in New York and Washington, a different variety. 

I don't like either kind of snake.

I think I like the kind in the ground better than the ones we have in Washington. https://youtu.be/qSrOXvoNLwg 

9/16/2019 7:42:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 I don't like snakes. pic.twitter.com/bc85E7AuJ2

9/16/2019 7:44:21 PM qaphsiel17 Den of vipers. Just have to show people the truth.

9/16/2019 7:44:47 PM maryschade14 Yes I screenshot tons. And it seems to work..thanQ vm

9/16/2019 7:45:00 PM americanpetal Me either!!!

9/16/2019 7:45:18 PM shawnloftin1 The vatican. Den of snakes reptiles.

9/16/2019 7:45:36 PM pepedeluxe4 So wild.  Nice Catholic church

9/16/2019 7:45:50 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS intentional name drop of Sandia and Los Alamos??? 👀 👽

9/16/2019 7:45:54 PM kindeandtrue The next Pope must destroy this monstrosity and exorcise the Vatican.

9/16/2019 7:46:26 PM qaphsiel17 Then set a mongoose loose in the swamp.

9/16/2019 7:47:42 PM lenzaq Thanks. I'm usually at work when AMA's are announced. Care to comment on supplementing C60 for health purposes?

9/16/2019 7:47:52 PM mamiemcclure17 I don’t like snakes either pic.twitter.com/12DYUIlX5O

9/16/2019 7:48:55 PM lbf777 What is the Status of the Reptilians? Are they still running the Illuminati from inner Earth?

9/16/2019 7:49:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 I don't like snakes.

[Big Pharma] pic.twitter.com/wkFcARSFTT

9/16/2019 7:49:33 PM magic_jake2012  https://youtu.be/WfFtBHXMR4M 

9/16/2019 7:49:56 PM iamamedina  pic.twitter.com/9IKukvb6sL

9/16/2019 7:50:09 PM kitnertodd Boot edge edge lol

9/16/2019 7:50:12 PM nicpace2 I know me neither. I’ve had enough fluoride in my life for 10 lifetimes. People need to stop taking pills because they’re full of fluorine compounds which 

is obviously not good for you!!!

9/16/2019 7:50:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Me either pic.twitter.com/psF5xPpLZY

9/16/2019 7:50:53 PM southiee Pope too

9/16/2019 7:51:27 PM pomeinnz Hi did a poem on that ages ago https://youtu.be/qSrOXvoNLwg 

9/16/2019 7:51:28 PM louismcfadden8  pic.twitter.com/eRsjoZF15a

9/16/2019 7:51:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Snakes are everywhere... pic.twitter.com/Pz19zRn8Ch

9/16/2019 7:51:52 PM rocktobersky Does That Mean You Don't Like Doctors?!

9/16/2019 7:52:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't kiss and tell.

9/16/2019 7:52:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly The specific shape of the eyes on the snakes make them look really evil too. pic.twitter.com/dCYZePxtWP

9/16/2019 7:53:04 PM olimyracle Exactly. Good catch 👍

9/16/2019 7:54:40 PM sh4deekat Snakes eat birds snakes slithering up the tree to have a wing snack

9/16/2019 7:56:43 PM freedomgaia Ma grand mère nous a soigné avec les plantes du repos dans le noir. Pas d'effets secondaires, guérison entre 3 et 4 jours. Merci Mémé Tine

9/16/2019 7:57:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger. - MJ12

I am your messenger. - 45

9/16/2019 7:57:25 PM hawkgirlinmn “I like the kind better in the ground.” Hmmm....reptilian or other inner world dwellers?

9/16/2019 7:57:35 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President!  ❤️❤️❤️

9/16/2019 7:58:12 PM cledrordfishing Enki

9/16/2019 7:58:12 PM jennysue62  pic.twitter.com/ATQNe517NK

9/16/2019 7:58:42 PM aprilbrown99 Are you at the rally, MJ?

9/16/2019 7:58:44 PM state1union I know

9/16/2019 7:58:53 PM cledrordfishing  pic.twitter.com/wVjwOTsa2F

9/16/2019 8:00:45 PM vvaves22 Some real dark magic. pic.twitter.com/OUaInkZzo7

9/16/2019 8:00:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 AIDS was a weapon of WAR.

"I had no idea!" - 45

It was classified.

Highly Classified.

"We have the technology." - 45

Declassified.

10 Year Global Rollout.

Template.
9/16/2019 8:01:21 PM corstruction We haul cement.  I need to know.  ChiWaukee area.  I will shut this shit down if I find out it's national.

9/16/2019 8:01:27 PM state1union Ok?

9/16/2019 8:01:29 PM nurseniceyes No.Covfefe. And I will go where I please.

9/16/2019 8:01:42 PM aprilbrown99 😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬😡😡😡

9/16/2019 8:02:05 PM jonathancherrie Hermetics.

9/16/2019 8:02:26 PM brilllllll We have a cure for almost every disease on this planet, thank to big pharma and the evil that runs this planet million die every year (including my 

father).

9/16/2019 8:02:30 PM state1union That’s called an

9/16/2019 8:02:33 PM aprilbrown99 So many deaths...

9/16/2019 8:03:00 PM memom2010 Asclepius  https://www.ancient.eu/amp/1-10395/ 

9/16/2019 8:03:13 PM nicpace2 All human problems are manufactured ones. Sorry for your loss.



9/16/2019 8:03:24 PM magic_jake2012 Not only AIDS but Chemtrails and Florida tarwater and the list goes on and on and on. I raised my family with Consciousness about the labels on 

products said them from my own kitchen with natural foods and at the age of 50 they all look really good. it's a war. battle. 4 UR life

9/16/2019 8:03:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epoch expiration for pedogate assets.

9/16/2019 8:03:40 PM stephscolaro This is the symbol for Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine. My Dad has been one for 47 years. There are many MD's that I have worked with,and greatly 

respect,but the basic philosophy of DO's is quite different in their approach to treatment. MD's also have 2 snakes on their symbol.

9/16/2019 8:04:11 PM sl_jaycee 10 year roll out plan? Lol wtf

9/16/2019 8:04:25 PM kindeandtrue Reeeeee!🐸

9/16/2019 8:04:52 PM vickycnall This is maddening,  even innocent children died from this horrible disease,  these people are worse than the most dangerous wild animal 😡😡😡😡

9/16/2019 8:05:09 PM johnsville14 A decade is an acceptable time frame in my eyes. So as not to culture shock the normies. My only fear is that I may die before I learn the full truth of 

what has occurred. I cannot stress to you how determined I am to know. I've always held truth in the ABSOLUTE highest regard.

9/16/2019 8:05:12 PM jimbo11079215 Really wish when folks are referring to NYC, they say NYC.... Most of NYS doesn't really relate to NYC.

9/16/2019 8:05:28 PM speaklife595  pic.twitter.com/cC81gv3OTZ

9/16/2019 8:05:39 PM yttak3 The video is blocked in Canada 🤔

9/16/2019 8:06:18 PM bbobbio71 love it! 

Deep down I knew we had the cure.

9/16/2019 8:06:53 PM kindeandtrue A lot of it may be going on underground, from what I understand.

9/16/2019 8:07:25 PM nicpace2 Are you saying that 45 had no idea that AIDS was a manufactured disease. Who would make such a disease wink wink. I read the tweet book!!!

9/16/2019 8:08:12 PM vickycnall 😡😡😡I took care of innocent children affected by this horrible disease,    Hell is going to be mighty hot🔥

9/16/2019 8:08:39 PM state1union I know and if I had the power I’d have changed this suffering

9/16/2019 8:09:06 PM big_simp research Na-Chash

Biblical term for "snake" except it more correctly defines a deceitful reptilian type Archonic being

9/16/2019 8:09:07 PM bbobbio71 Yes sir! 

The list goes on and on

9/16/2019 8:09:09 PM qaphsiel17 How many will die over this drawn out rollout?

9/16/2019 8:09:15 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/8Ei5l0EMh6

9/16/2019 8:09:16 PM andrew13892378 Being Briefed?

9/16/2019 8:09:23 PM do_or_do_notty Connected that instantly when he said he didn’t like snakes!

9/16/2019 8:09:48 PM bbobbio71 Behind him 100%

9/16/2019 8:09:55 PM vickycnall Time for all the cures,  this evil has to end

9/16/2019 8:10:16 PM munro_shitposts I want to know why you used the term IS BE in previous tweets. Could you please explain the origin of the term, and clarify if there is any connection to 

Lawrence R. Spencer's book 'Alien interview'. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/16/2019 8:10:24 PM jakeglaird1 I guess we’ll see right? #GodBlessPotus?!

9/16/2019 8:10:50 PM sheepawaken Look at the roots of that church -- they are far from Jesus worshippers-- there's tons of great Catholic people but the leadership is pure evil-- I posted a 

video earlier tonight that will explain in detail-- they are leading sheep down a road of lies -you can't change Gods word

9/16/2019 8:11:13 PM carolyn62231044 I love our President. He cares about the people. A cure for AIDS and it’s elimination from our population will be something eagerly awaited over this 

next decade.💕

9/16/2019 8:11:17 PM freedomgaia Quand des maladies arrivent comme cela de nulle part avec une propagande mondiale, c'est comme lancer un nouveau produit avec son marketing et 

son packaging. Laboratoire, préservatif(néfaste dans l'intention), médecin, cachets, un business qui rapporte et l'église aussi😒🤔

9/16/2019 8:11:21 PM johnsville14 I also want to state that once the trials are over I will be dedicating my life to deciphering and bringing to light ALL aspects of this war. I do not care 

what any government or institution deems classified. Truth or Die. I MEAN that with  http://every.fiber.of.my .being.

9/16/2019 8:11:36 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/5eSqJ3NjCY

9/16/2019 8:12:19 PM cleanitallup Love wins and they can’t escape karma.

9/16/2019 8:13:55 PM corstruction I've been watching very closely.  I don't haul the cement myself but I haul the sand.  I'm comfy enough that there's no underground here because we 3 

miles from Lake MI.

9/16/2019 8:13:58 PM brilllllll I heard that loud and clear as well. Double meanings exist.

9/16/2019 8:15:12 PM jrocktigers Shameful.

9/16/2019 8:15:25 PM yourkiddingme5 Flies and mosquitoes might be, too.  Sheesh they are beyond terrible this past month and a half.

9/16/2019 8:15:30 PM kindeandtrue Do you drive a big rig? Very impressive. I can't imagine driving a huge truck.

9/16/2019 8:16:00 PM 7alon Whether it is true or not, it makes logical sense. Even if the tech (medical and all others) is available now, and released instantaneously, it would cause 

civil unrest. Imagine the conflict if that kind of thing was just dumped on society. Needs to be slow, crumbs.

9/16/2019 8:16:18 PM johnsville14 I think there may be small misunderstanding so I'll try to help clear it up. MJ is talking about a 10 year rollout on ALL hidden technologies. Cures for 

diseases is only a small part of that, I have a sneaking suspicion some of these cures are already being used without discl...

9/16/2019 8:16:49 PM sdane8 I'm still struggling with this one. It's heartbreaking waking up sometimes. 😪

9/16/2019 8:17:31 PM johnsville14 ...osure. I believe when statistics come in for the last couple years we will discover cancer survival rates have mysteriously skyrocketed. I personally 

know 2 family members who survived breast cancer in the last 2 years. I may be wrong but I do suspect.

9/16/2019 8:17:52 PM maryschade14 Baphomet..Rex Mundi

Alchemical marriage to imitate pic.twitter.com/ufjqbXVmK2

9/16/2019 8:18:06 PM _doozier_ "Big Tech" a euphemism for something?

9/16/2019 8:18:06 PM 7alon I get people are suffering, I'm in that category, but if society freaks out, it will destabilise everything, and people will die anyway from the chaos.

9/16/2019 8:18:14 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/wRQpxngMvb

9/16/2019 8:19:16 PM cpace98 All of our government agencies have corruption in high places. You have to drain the swamp and go with military tribunals after we clean the swamp 

out of there too

9/16/2019 8:20:03 PM egelone What about SARS? Was it also a weapon of WAR?

9/16/2019 8:20:57 PM michael81972 He said he didnt know we had the cure before he ran...but i find that suspect...wink wink

9/16/2019 8:23:04 PM vickycnall Most people do survive breast cancer but treatment is harsh,  childhood cancer survival has been improving quite a bit however there has been very 

little change in protocols

9/16/2019 8:23:15 PM cpace98 United we stand! We have been awakened to fight for what is ours. The DS, cabal, globalist and elites stole our country away from us and then they are 

trying to sell us to the highest bidder. Those greedy bastards!

9/16/2019 8:23:41 PM kindeandtrue Someday . . . pic.twitter.com/m4i5oHhyjr

9/16/2019 8:24:17 PM aprilbrown99 Aids started in the US in 1981.  One of my high school friends was diagnosed in the early 90s. He has suffered greatly from this disease. Truly disgusting 

evil fckn people.

9/16/2019 8:26:46 PM lorirrr 10 years is too long.

9/16/2019 8:27:03 PM corstruction Nope!  Crashed my 1st 12 speed when I was 12 in the form of a John Deere 4440.  Totaled my dads Chevy Silverado.  I'm a bull in a China shop. Corey 

stays off of roads because she hates other drivers.



9/16/2019 8:27:15 PM aprilbrown99 Kek 💗💗💗🐸🐸🐸💗💗💗

9/16/2019 8:29:40 PM cpace98 It’s crazy how they hire these people. Start their smear campaign and get their homies lawyered up

9/16/2019 8:30:08 PM lorirrr I think people would be happy being healed.  Just make lawsuits illegal first.  We are all sick, so withholding cures is the new form of population 

control...??

9/16/2019 8:30:33 PM 1crazy_toaster what is the reason for this dragging out? Anyone know? release the Med Beds & cure everyone of everything so we can all thrive. They have the cures 

for everything especially if it was made in a  lab...this drip drip release for healing Americans is totally unacceptable. pic.twitter.com/1Y8pVYoje3

9/16/2019 8:30:33 PM p4patriot Wow!

9/16/2019 8:30:59 PM joinna6 I don't like reverse/black/back masses, or what goes on "below"

9/16/2019 8:31:20 PM jennytx Mine too. I feel ya

9/16/2019 8:31:34 PM lbf777 This symbols originally stems from the worship of snakes as God.

9/16/2019 8:31:35 PM cpace98  https://search.yahoo.com/search?p=nancy+pelosi+smear+campaign&fr=iphone&.tsrc=apple&pcarrier=Verizon&pmcc=311&pmnc=480 …

9/16/2019 8:32:18 PM joinna6 IV VI = 911

9/16/2019 8:33:41 PM lbf777 The ancients worshiped everything under the sun from stones to rivers to snakes. Snake worship cults are the origin of this symbol.

9/16/2019 8:34:21 PM aprilbrown99 Many do not survive breast cancer. My cousin died at 27 from it. She was diagnosed at 24.  She had a 4 year old daughter when she died. Way too 

young.

9/16/2019 8:35:25 PM lbf777 The CEO of the Illuminati, Henry Kissinger, authorized the injection of AIDS into the San Francisco region.

9/16/2019 8:36:00 PM speaakn I tend to read comments in threads bc there’s a lot of answers in them. 😉

9/16/2019 8:37:26 PM mntcol Never!!!!

9/16/2019 8:38:10 PM kimberl79670658 Not surprised, but this still makes me so sad.

9/16/2019 8:38:36 PM kpdad72 Like doctor symbol? pic.twitter.com/JpCpnrXcSI

9/16/2019 8:38:44 PM spurfan Thanks, 🇺🇸 #COL3v17 🇺🇸 !

IFBAP

#AMERICA1ST

#GodCountryFlagFamily pic.twitter.com/5kG1JVBZPQ

9/16/2019 8:38:46 PM vickycnall So heartbreaking,   I hoping and believing a better treatment is on the horizon,  radiation and chemo are so harsh.

9/16/2019 8:40:57 PM adrewwalker11 Manufactured hybrid mosquitoes... Wondering what they were designed for.....

9/16/2019 8:42:48 PM charmanda9 We had a child with HIV come and speak at our junior high. Hmm would have been in Clinton years.

9/16/2019 8:43:00 PM aprilbrown99 I agree.  Chemo and radiation are poison. The body doesn’t even have a chance once you introduce it, IMPO.  It is big big big money too. I have always 

known deep down there was a cure but why would they give it to us...so much greedy money would be lost. #Criminals.

9/16/2019 8:43:13 PM bamatitan34 Just days away......

9/16/2019 8:45:01 PM bethwentz6 Would appreciate it the sooner the better, for my son. Please.

9/16/2019 8:47:01 PM corstruction I mean in a nice way...😜

9/16/2019 8:47:54 PM natureinspace How about ebola? This last outbreak is very strange. And you don't see it on the news.

9/16/2019 8:49:46 PM vickycnall That’s true, I’ve sat in chemo classes and been told of the research being done on alternative treatments,  and then you never find the results of that 

research

9/16/2019 8:50:24 PM susan66388204 Everything the DS has Ever done to us was a weapon of war

9/16/2019 8:52:28 PM cosmic_engineer Your pinned tweet has its 'like' removed each time I look.

9/16/2019 8:52:36 PM tawneymorgan3 10 yrs makes it worse for them. Need total disclosure now.

9/16/2019 8:55:29 PM lukestockwalker It is actually hard to make a room look like a snake.

9/16/2019 8:56:29 PM andrew13892378 Said last evening on Q&A abc Australia, China considers itself in a state of war. Eye opener. Similar tactics to IS, come in by any means then take 

direction from home to enact. We were warned about this by "them"- 👽- read my FB page.

9/16/2019 8:56:32 PM lbf777 Yes you are correct but even those people link bank to the snake cults.

9/16/2019 8:58:48 PM ghost_of_billy_ It's in your DNA

9/16/2019 9:00:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 9Q39

9/16/2019 9:00:52 PM libertyspring99 🤔

9/16/2019 9:01:16 PM wild8heart Yesterday I saw (in live-time) two of your tweets disappear from my feed... it was intriguing.

9/16/2019 9:01:31 PM 1_decided_voter On the stroke of midnight... 

I'm reading this as 9/17 but I don't get the 39.

9/16/2019 9:01:52 PM stormystorm10 Incident ?

9/16/2019 9:02:10 PM islandofdelight Obama in North Korea?

9/16/2019 9:03:31 PM orsinipepe 9/17/2019

9/16/2019 9:04:42 PM nicpace2 Go for17!!!

9/16/2019 9:05:10 PM blackeyeinc 👉M12Up👈. Aggregate Pub Archives... For Spin Blast. PostUps: M12 missions statement. 

"BOOM"👊🌍👊"BOOM,

You have the STAGE. THEY HUNGRY.

"BOOM"👊"Q"👊"BOOM,

9/16/2019 9:06:10 PM blackeyeinc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/16/2019 9:06:50 PM lbf777 Female shamans were running the Snake Love Cults. They were snake charmers & got addicted to snake bites. This later led to the Chinese Dragon 

worship later.

9/16/2019 9:07:27 PM rachelhalligan Jimmy Carter dies tomorrow? pic.twitter.com/xnGweq5lQN

9/16/2019 9:07:33 PM lipenstein1 The kind in the ground.

9/16/2019 9:08:57 PM jlundr Conscious info incomming.

9/16/2019 9:09:25 PM matthow86608289 2019? (2+1)9? pic.twitter.com/iWExvNy91F

9/16/2019 9:09:25 PM abibeuck22 I have completely noticed a new algorithm change. I thought it was bad before but it is so much worse the last 2 days.

9/16/2019 9:10:21 PM andrew13892378 There's some really good fast free software out there for help with meme making, I am not affiliated with anyone or selling/ benefiting from, or giving 

advice- https://getgreenshot.org/ 

9/16/2019 9:14:05 PM natureinspace Isn't it still running rampant in Africa? And I wonder who convinced the men there that raping a baby cures aids?

9/16/2019 9:14:49 PM aprilbrown99 WW2 started? pic.twitter.com/LMGJcHQbHj

9/16/2019 9:14:51 PM alauramorrison Another example of how the government doesn’t work for the people. Pharma should not be in the gov pockets!

9/16/2019 9:15:13 PM laurabusse Older tweets don't hold a like

Only newer ones

Dunno the cutoff time

One week, 2 weeks, whatever

I retweet MJs pinned tweet maybe once a month or so

I don't bother liking it anymore

Disappears soon after liking

9/16/2019 9:15:18 PM enomai_ 10000 years in a decade, as previously said. Yay



9/16/2019 9:16:44 PM wisdomonium staff of Hermes the "messenger of the gods" and father of Pan the goatman/horned god/dionysis/baphomet/satan of the  Luciferians. Staff of Albion 

1st King of the Lombards(longbeards) of Venice. Which is an ASHERITE pole that reps the snake goddess. 

https://images.app.goo.gl/ng8a76XU9p2o76hY6 …

9/16/2019 9:16:49 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/hMLrqLxFzR

9/16/2019 9:17:08 PM aprilbrown99 Twitter sucks!  Can’t respond to @Michael81972 pic.twitter.com/Z8YUxrPknV

9/16/2019 9:17:17 PM andrew13892378 Settings allow near full automation of snapshots of any screen area to pre-prepared folder for rapid J-Peg collection by mouse.

9/16/2019 9:17:35 PM enomai_ What a Great person

9/16/2019 9:19:38 PM wisdomonium look at her little apron....look familiar? That is also the sign that is popular in masonry and is known to demonologists as the sign of Azazel. One of 

Satans generals.

9/16/2019 9:19:41 PM blsdbe Bingo!!! pic.twitter.com/4oTytgl8XO

9/16/2019 9:19:53 PM zeauxoui  pic.twitter.com/1nbpXNjkRp

9/16/2019 9:20:06 PM michael81972 April, I deleted it,  i could not figure out what soviet union invading Poland would have anything to do with today...Sorry

9/16/2019 9:20:24 PM lbf777 Babylon is only a few thousand years old. I tend to believe that humanity has been here for much, much longer time. I think the fall of Atlantis reset life 

on Earth but the snake cults I speak of come from before then.

9/16/2019 9:21:54 PM michael81972 9/17/39...Soviet Union invades Poland

9/16/2019 9:22:19 PM enomai_ 2019 = 12

9/16/2019 9:22:27 PM 17_3_161815214 Drip Drip like an IV

Soon all will be hydrated

9/16/2019 9:23:54 PM blsdbe On This day (9Q39) In History pic.twitter.com/2EnV6uAEUB

9/16/2019 9:24:18 PM aprilbrown99 Oh ok. Thank you for letting me know. I thought it was the new algos starting already. 🥴

9/16/2019 9:24:38 PM enomai_ GOD / Q / MAJESTIC 12

?

9/16/2019 9:25:17 PM jaded_pearl What about #lyme being developed on Plum Island as a bio warfare agent?

9/16/2019 9:26:20 PM laurabusse Yes, that's the source...

IS BE

Immortal spiritual

Biological entity

IS is the physical vessel

BE is the spirit that inhabits the vessel

9/16/2019 9:26:52 PM daisy47196916 Which plants, I wonder?  Did you learn your Mémé's methods & mixtures for cures? Thanks!

✌️

9/16/2019 9:27:01 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Bc02xq6xLv

9/16/2019 9:29:05 PM sdane8 Funny, he made a comment about that during his rally. I think the mosquitos were weaponized and no 'accidental release.' I wonder if flies were as 

well?

9/16/2019 9:29:14 PM cpace98 I watched a documentary that came out at 2am in the late 80’s. This doctor was whistle blowing and said that AIDS was man made. They tested it in 

Africa. Then in San Francisco by vaccines claiming there was a virus going around that only transmitted through anal sex.

9/16/2019 9:29:37 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/PnyONhvjQZ

9/16/2019 9:29:56 PM laurabusse I tend to agree

But New York is actually the name of the city

We don't call Dallas, Dallas City

But we do call New York, New York City

9/16/2019 9:30:40 PM blsdbe Truth. pic.twitter.com/LT5MsE64fp

9/16/2019 9:30:42 PM sdane8 I'm so sorry. 🙏

9/16/2019 9:31:15 PM andrew13892378 You could for instance rapidly make a meme of your own typing on your own screen, and post it, all within seconds, which might give Twitter etc quite 

a headache.

9/16/2019 9:32:20 PM lbf777 I think the very early humans who weren’t really human but more like part animal, part human started almost 1 million years ago but that’s just my 2 

cents.

9/16/2019 9:32:33 PM cpace98 These men came to the clinics for their vaccinations. It was designed to kill off gay men. They didn’t realize that some are bisexual. This is how it 

infected women and newborns. They also didn’t realize that people who were infected or carriers would donate blood.

9/16/2019 9:32:40 PM aprilbrown99 IQCI ?  InterQual certified instructor ?

9/16/2019 9:33:04 PM laurabusse It's Dallas, Texas

And it's New York, New York

It's not New York City, New York

But I hear you

I used to find it frustrating

You can usually know which one is meant by the context
9/16/2019 9:33:41 PM cpace98 The people in Africa were just easy access and disposable because they lived in poverty in their little village

9/16/2019 9:33:58 PM andrew13892378 I wonder what their overload capacity is?

9/16/2019 9:34:28 PM cpace98 This was the one and only time I saw this documentary

9/16/2019 9:35:40 PM karma4event201 Yes, Ebola too. A company has the patent - 

Ebola patent

9/16/2019 9:37:08 PM jlundr I have a feeling its a Syntax and 9's are Representative, or symbolic, of brackets.

9/16/2019 9:37:14 PM enomai_ Can you explain more of the death ascension process? 

What dimension would death ascending be?

If ascended, what types of things are allowed to be done?

9/16/2019 9:37:19 PM aprilbrown99 Or this perhaps? 

 https://www.iqci.org.uk/ 

9/16/2019 9:38:20 PM allahuniversal 1YΔ #DECLAS

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-34/ … pic.twitter.com/xeFmqDRfNH

9/16/2019 9:38:53 PM karma4event201 A good Medical Dr found that years ago, but CIA / Ft Dietrich kept the cure.

9/16/2019 9:38:58 PM lightworkercain 09/17  12 Majestic?

9/16/2019 9:39:04 PM stinky_stork I read as 9/19/19

9/16/2019 9:39:42 PM andrew13892378 Also check out my Pages directly, Nobody white world understood the language for nearly a decade, I am here for a reason. silence best. PM me for Q's.

9/16/2019 9:39:45 PM enomai_ 10000 years of societal advancement in 10 years

9/16/2019 9:41:20 PM allahuniversal 1YΔ

#PanicInDC pic.twitter.com/QuZKTu2SJW



9/16/2019 9:42:08 PM karma4event201 Aerosolize bioweapons they did aerosolize anthrax - we learned of CDC employees getting sick from "aersolized anthrax" and we didn't go to war 

against the Federal Government

9/16/2019 9:43:59 PM allahuniversal WTF are you even talking about?

9/16/2019 9:45:12 PM laurabusse I read that it was

9/16/2019 9:47:26 PM fornodan 669g33rfg7

9/16/2019 9:47:57 PM catheri4maga50 Device test?

9/16/2019 9:48:09 PM brilllllll Been around for thousands of years, but big pharma wont let it see the light of dayS#.

9/16/2019 9:49:08 PM nurseniceyes Aids was first seen in 1969. https://people.com/archive/a-boy-who-died-in-1969-may-have-been-americas-first-aids-victim-vol-28-no-20/ …

9/16/2019 9:52:09 PM nurseniceyes Is Netanyahu finished?  Complete media blackout going on over there in Israel. People are confused over it.

9/16/2019 9:52:21 PM karma4event201 Earliest case of Ebola I found was 1 nurse in Africa that went back to England. 1 case. The next time it was seen was decades later. 

They tweaked what 1 person had, named it Ebola  & patented it 

Big pharma can treat it now, but Ebola virus is now sexually transmitted 👀

9/16/2019 9:52:34 PM blsdbe 🥰🙏🥰 pic.twitter.com/0ZwTRw1OQV

9/16/2019 9:52:58 PM timesupmaga Exactly.

9/16/2019 9:54:16 PM majcm83 Sorry, but why does AIDS get to be the first year of all the man-made diseases?  Cancer, diabetes, the obesity epidemic that they put in our food to 

make us crave more and get more badly obese causing diabetes and more deaths. Lou Gehrig’s disease. Multiple sclerosis...

9/16/2019 9:54:42 PM timesupmaga Take our guns, round us up and send us to the gas chambers. These people are EVIL and SICk.

9/16/2019 9:55:59 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/daiWqyUa6e

9/16/2019 9:56:06 PM nurseniceyes There will be no more.

9/16/2019 9:57:42 PM majcm83 .Cystic fibrosis.sorry,many of these of been around longer than aids.I know many got it from blood transfusions,but the spread of aids CAN mostly 

controlled if people use condoms during sex&not engage in anal sex until the cure is widely avail.Other older diseases should come 1st

9/16/2019 9:58:14 PM marywal64295444 Something new to try to learn, but I've got hundreds of screenshots from here to read and re-read, and many downloads of unrolled threads. This 

might be a better way to compile them. Have to learn how to make memes too

9/16/2019 9:59:14 PM blsdbe Certainly possible, there seem to be Layas to the Playa... pic.twitter.com/1jCHwJL327

9/16/2019 10:00:24 PM lovesg_d #Winning #MAGA #KAG2020Landslide #ILoveMyPresident pic.twitter.com/uzKVnjesfi

9/16/2019 10:05:54 PM lukekauffman Not for long now...

9/16/2019 10:09:18 PM karma4event201 I am so grateful we are here.

20 years ago, after much research while a loved one was dying from cancer, I told others "Cancer Treatment is THE biggest money maker for big 

companies" very few would even consider the idea big Pharma could be so evil

9/16/2019 10:13:28 PM splucas22 I don't have the foggiest idea what this means...

9/16/2019 10:14:36 PM karma4event201 Places in Africa this bioweapon is still being used, or was very recently. 

And yes, SOMEONE planted the evil idea that 1 could be cured of aides if they raped a child, the younger the child, the better the chance of the adult 

surviving. Perpetual rape of innocents

9/16/2019 10:16:10 PM blsdbe Why Epoch and not Epic? pic.twitter.com/iTt0mssnFP

9/16/2019 10:19:20 PM karma4event201 I agree. 

This evil must be removed from the planet. It must be harsh, fast and not leave 1 survivor. It must be so brutal, evil fears us.

9/16/2019 10:24:47 PM wisdomonium the cabal wanted to break the Poles.They WANT to make people of faith suffer, starve and resort to cannabalism as in canannite-baal-ism.

9/16/2019 10:25:53 PM gopikapika7 I don't understand. The PDF says it was not man made?

9/16/2019 10:26:23 PM gopikapika7 Can you please share links for this?

9/16/2019 10:29:01 PM karma4event201 They previously released millions over a city 

You will be angry at what you learn here, but this is a book we need to hand do our children:

📕 William Blume A guide to the Worlds Only Superpower

9/16/2019 10:36:06 PM jotaann In the Holy Bible🙏🏼😘

9/16/2019 10:38:55 PM 7alon Curing the conditions aren't the issue here, its what people will start to realise when they are all of a sudden given cures to every ailment. Can you 

imagine how people will feel? The ones that have already lost their children for nothing? Some will rejoice, others will take..

9/16/2019 10:39:07 PM allahuniversal Sick if true

9/16/2019 10:39:57 PM wolfspirit1 Yea twatter wont let me post if someone I’m following is posting.

9/16/2019 10:40:44 PM 7alon Matters into their own hands. They will start to ask how the very people that helped save us, could stand by and watch countless men, women and 

children die slow, horrific deaths..

9/16/2019 10:41:06 PM dispensaryexch Bullshit it’s a targeted campaign funded by the Tobacco flunkies . CBD and the vaping problems don’t  even mix . Your a FRAUD .

9/16/2019 10:42:28 PM dispensaryexch  http://Medicallymindedcbd.com  check purity contents by scanning your smart phone  on the box by a third party testing agency.

9/16/2019 10:42:48 PM karma4event201 Wow! that is exactly what my research found: 

dr discovered this was 2 viruses that could ONLY be linked in a LAB. 

This bioweapon was put in a vaccine; ads placed for target population, vaccinated them for free.

9/16/2019 10:43:05 PM 7alon I don't want them to withhold anything, but I do understand the purpose behind a slow, steady roll out. Here's another theory; what if people just plan 

freak out rather than getting angry, when they learn the truth too quickly. Cognitive dissonance is very dangerous to society.

9/16/2019 10:46:06 PM jaded_pearl Thid frustrates me. I realize lyme is complicated but I have yet to meet a budtender yet that understands medical terminology & the nervous' systems. 

Perhaps when more genetic technology comes out there will be a way to match strains to cell receptors? How does CBD correct Redox?

9/16/2019 10:48:19 PM greggprescott1 How can outer space be freezing, yet the sun still has warmth on Earth?

9/16/2019 10:50:17 PM rocktobersky The Brotherhood ofbThe Snake?!

9/16/2019 10:52:00 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔

9/16/2019 10:52:59 PM rocktobersky Reptilians?

9/16/2019 10:54:20 PM gg3428 Du poison pour nous éliminer... 👹☠

9/16/2019 10:55:02 PM karma4event201 Very sick & evil.

 But this is exactly what Satanists do; Satanic Ritual Abuse. They want it going on daily Worldwide 

They sexually torture terrify & sacrifice to Moloch. The younger the victim the more powerful the sacrifice..

9/16/2019 10:56:02 PM yungrushin Q Confirmed

9/16/2019 10:58:15 PM andrew13892378 That was a very quick realization you have made there Mary, we need everybody to think fresh like you do, quick to take a hint and try some fresh 

ideas out. I am no expert on memes, or anything really, but did a lot of software testing in the winters here that may come in handy.

9/16/2019 10:58:18 PM allahuniversal Well known. pic.twitter.com/T0CpQTvfW0

9/16/2019 11:02:09 PM lorirrr I can see that; my feeling is that health will make most happy...

9/16/2019 11:05:54 PM lbf777 That’s a famous one.

9/16/2019 11:07:06 PM tomchiodo 1Q41?

9/16/2019 11:07:48 PM snakejackal Timekeeper keep the illusion of time.  Who want to dictate and define what is the time NOW?

9/16/2019 11:07:49 PM abibeuck22 I'm lucky if 1% of people who follow me see my tweets. It has been about 60 people out of 7500 see them.

9/16/2019 11:08:33 PM lbf777 No. They are called Cronagus or something like that. They look like part lemur, part man. They were before the Neanderthal. 

pic.twitter.com/jWORmfIXs7



9/16/2019 11:08:55 PM crt14361013 ✔

9/16/2019 11:11:13 PM crt14361013 ✔👊

9/16/2019 11:20:58 PM cypressbill1980 billions can benefit from health technology .

i certainly could , 

then i could go back to work

9/16/2019 11:25:21 PM birdchirptweet 🔥WhoWroteReport?WhatRpotential affiliations&agenda?

🔥Q UESTION EVERYTHING

🔥$$collected=donations went where?

@DerekHaShalon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/16/2019 11:31:50 PM birdchirptweet Here's 1-WHAT ABT Recent&PastEBOLA OUTBREAKS,#'s,LOCATIONS&PROXIMITY2 WhatTRAVELWays?C Ew2b Florida Maquis

9/16/2019 11:33:36 PM birdchirptweet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

🔥🔥🔥

Here'sAnother1-WHAT ABT Recent&Past EBOLA OUTBREAKS, #'s,LOCATIONS& PROXIMITY2 What TRAVEL Ways?

C Ew2b Florida Maquis  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173793907865456642 …

9/16/2019 11:35:29 PM freedomgaia Elle ne m'a pas enseigné son savoir. Ou j'habite, les tisaneurs reviennent en force, bigpharma à tout fait pour les éradiquer. J'ai pris la voie des fruits, 

des oléagineux et des graines. L'amende d'abricot avec la vitamine B17, butterfly pea, graines de chia. Fruit de saison

9/16/2019 11:38:00 PM nettiejoi I think, the Rockefeller Found. owns the Patent !??

9/16/2019 11:40:36 PM sarah25540235 Notice he doesn't give the FBI self- responsibility here.

9/16/2019 11:43:10 PM freedomgaia Laboratoires P4 ou BSL 4 civils et militaires. Creusez par la. Ils ont été créé suite à un incident en Allemagne, ils travaillaient sur des cellules rénales de 

singes d'afrique, de la famille ebola😒🤔😒😒😒🤔😒😈😈😈😈

9/16/2019 11:46:24 PM rocktobersky Is That Where We Get The Name Lemuria from?

9/16/2019 11:48:22 PM rocktobersky The Caribbean is Part of Atlantis

9/16/2019 11:52:11 PM rocktobersky Yes! I Was Not Aware. I Came Across The Info in 2014.

9/17/2019 12:10:12 AM keanustravels Like the importance of solstices, this movement of our planet into the Earth Age of Aquarius, 2000 years after the Pician age, is significant. We should 

all sleep, sunset to sunrise, outside to receive our due intelligence.

9/17/2019 12:11:26 AM sandywe54859249 They wanted to eventually force everyone into 'smart cities' like cattle, where we would be easy to control/eliminate, etc.  Trump and Co. is working 

against them. 🇺🇸

9/17/2019 12:16:27 AM mongrelglory Man!  Nowadays you really have to grow everything yourself to be sure of what you're ingesting!  So much dishonesty in so many industries!

9/17/2019 12:17:21 AM oaf_unbreakable What if after the slow roll out people freak out and revolt anyway because their loved ones were left out to dry?

9/17/2019 12:21:53 AM orbital_pi Some please explain. I'm European and not a Q anon but following the news eagerly! Thanks

9/17/2019 12:22:14 AM 7alon That's a valid point. I'm assuming they're just trying to reduce the public fallout, I honestly don't think they can completely prevent it, and I think they 

know this.

9/17/2019 12:22:50 AM 9threalm Snakes, goats, kids... #sacrifice

 https://twitter.com/9thRealm/status/1172198250868137984?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/h8yjLKs6b7

9/17/2019 12:24:03 AM mongrelglory For over a decade they have been manipulating the price of physical gold and silver using paper contracts in the markets.  It's obvious that the Central 

banks have been behind this to keep the fiat financial system afloat, and keep the forex markets from imploding.  Criminals!🤨

9/17/2019 12:26:24 AM mongrelglory Will anyone be going to jail?

9/17/2019 12:26:30 AM thehouseoferin Yep. Vatican evil doers sickos 😡

9/17/2019 12:33:51 AM keanustravels Presidents will be controlled puppets every one unless we hold entire administrations that use their name accountable, especially the financial 

management of our country. Make up your minds:  gain off debt or gain off profit: there's no gain from debt, only falsity.

9/17/2019 12:36:09 AM mongrelglory With all the talk about the threat from Huawei, the other big tech companies don't seem to be much better.  They all seem to have the same goals of 

mass surveillance and exploitation of the public.  They all seem to be traitors willing to sell data to the highest bidder...

9/17/2019 12:39:25 AM mongrelglory Do people really buy his books, take his classes, and more importantly believe that he knows what he's talking about? 🙄

9/17/2019 12:41:04 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Jonestown:MKULTRA or bio weapons testing? 

Jonestown Massacre:November 18, 1978

First patient of US AIDS epidemic 1980

9/17/2019 12:41:46 AM keanustravels There should be justice but let's be creative with it: open schools instead of prisons.

9/17/2019 12:42:53 AM mongrelglory Any tips for work-arounds you can give us?

9/17/2019 12:44:30 AM millenialbridge Looks like an alchemic symbol

9/17/2019 12:45:36 AM mongrelglory Yup!  Says it's unavailable here in Toronto.

9/17/2019 12:46:40 AM mongrelglory Has there been any real purging of the evil Satanists from the Vatican?  Or do they still have control there?

9/17/2019 12:47:35 AM laughingwolf11 Not divided. We are the Majority and the US is too big a ship to turn fast. If it’s turned too fast, most will zone out or ignore the information or 

message. The walk to the plank for these Traitors therefore must be slow and painful.

9/17/2019 12:49:15 AM mongrelglory Yes.  I read they had designed the SARs virus to target Asians, hence the large number of deaths we had in Toronto...Asian and Filipino healthcare 

workers especially.  That virus really scared me as a microbiologist/doctor.

9/17/2019 12:53:26 AM rghardy3 Knowing the future.

How does Q do it ?

Time Travel ?

9/17/2019 12:54:00 AM mongrelglory I think at this stage a lot of people would have trouble trusting public health agencies and big Pharma if they suddenly claimed to have miracle cures 

and asked for volunteers.  Would you be the first to line up for a new treatment (unless you were dying and desperate)?

9/17/2019 12:54:39 AM rghardy3 There are NO Q-incidences !

9/17/2019 12:59:33 AM mongrelglory Qui!  Je suis d'accord!

9/17/2019 1:17:40 AM villane72701991 In the 2014 outbreak in Sierra Leone a nurse volunteer from UK contracted Ebola but I doubt she was over there shagging people ffs🙄

9/17/2019 1:25:44 AM punkbudgie1 Wasn't the patent on the cia website?

9/17/2019 1:30:11 AM brown_eyedladyj This is the last Pope

9/17/2019 1:31:36 AM ameliagibrian Thank God for 45.

9/17/2019 1:34:38 AM villane72701991 Is cancer and diabetes manufactured in a lab?

9/17/2019 1:38:17 AM kidge6  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630?s=21 …

9/17/2019 1:39:10 AM iamsteph2017 Big Pharma is Evil

9/17/2019 1:40:26 AM kidge6 So, by this, Q is next to an IS (“growth”) and surrounded by “God”.

9/17/2019 1:40:59 AM irah_chandler Another important point. Technically speaking. The organic/quantum brain/being doesn't produce scalar waves.

9/17/2019 1:44:17 AM iamsteph2017 The Vatican is a Snake wearing a crown. Evil.

9/17/2019 1:44:20 AM starshakti369 ☝️#NeverAStraightAnswer👈

9/17/2019 1:46:24 AM mateuszwala Yep... Temporary war also exist. Ancient.

9/17/2019 2:01:25 AM irah_chandler Basic brain waves pic.twitter.com/S38YJDf2AV



9/17/2019 2:04:17 AM irah_chandler Most scalar tech uses rectangular waves pic.twitter.com/sG2Nb7OV0P

9/17/2019 2:12:56 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/0WzosXgybC

9/17/2019 2:25:29 AM bananen72077651 9 = 9

Q = 17

+ = 0 (?)

3 = 2 + 1 = 201

9 = 9

9Q39 = 9172019 = 17 sep 2019

9/17/2019 2:25:51 AM linnyt7 I thought i missed it and didn't ask. Remember when gov't pushed investing for retirement? Then the recession wiped a lot of that out. Then obama in 

ofc. Was that DS war to attack families & create homelessness epidemic for sheep effect?

9/17/2019 2:33:10 AM sandycrook8 It began around the late 80/ early 1990s. I used to breed/show dogs and remember how many dog judges/ gay dog handlers were getting sick with it.

9/17/2019 2:41:37 AM linnyt7 See the little dents? Just a matter of time...

9/17/2019 2:45:37 AM keith369me I concur 100%...maybe want to include Albany :-)

9/17/2019 2:48:16 AM keith369me Snakes can be tamed!

9/17/2019 2:49:54 AM keith369me What he says/does over who he is.  That’s why I voted for him, not his polished personality.  I voted for an abrasive snake tamer and will do so again!!!

9/17/2019 2:51:49 AM keith369me ...and several doctors that developed AIDS cures were dead within hours before their discovery could be announced to the world.  Surveillance 

combined with nasty intentions = pure evil.

9/17/2019 2:56:28 AM keith369me Stumped...no hints?  Q back at 9:39...comms are rusty.

9/17/2019 3:09:09 AM wearediamonds2 😢

9/17/2019 3:42:15 AM parrotandrea Block in Montréal, we have to use a Vpn

9/17/2019 3:42:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those you were taught to trust the most. 

I don't like snakes. - 45  https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1173647251589271552 … pic.twitter.com/ZcEmF5e6wu

9/17/2019 3:52:28 AM samsmith0319 ❣️🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸❣️

9/17/2019 3:59:16 AM trumppatriotus1 10 years is too long; if ppl are waking up to the evils of the cabal, pedophilia & satanic ritual abuse within these last 3 yrs- ppl WILL wake up to news 

that diseases were weaponized & there are cures.  You're not giving ppl credit- we're Not Stupid!!!

9/17/2019 4:00:23 AM qdelta10 10 yeah lol

9/17/2019 4:03:42 AM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/i9o2VWCtt6

9/17/2019 4:08:08 AM synackstatic 9(17)39

9(17)12

9(8)+12 = 9/20

9(17)+3 = 9/20

9/17/2019 4:20:10 AM warrior_4truth In my eyes indisposed

In disguises no one knows

Hides the face lies the SNAKE

The sun in my disgrace 

Boiling heat summer stench 'Neath the black the sky looks dead 

Call my name through the cream And I'll hear you scream again Black hole sun Won't you come And wash away the raiN

9/17/2019 4:20:29 AM richard07759712 3 6 9

9/17/2019 4:21:51 AM richard07759712 RT ....  how many people ?

9/17/2019 4:22:24 AM warrior_4truth Black Hole Sun = Sag a*

9/17/2019 4:25:43 AM whatisreality19 I can’t remember the guy I was watching on YouTube a week or so ago. But he said AIDS is a form of herpes that was taken out of a monkeys liver. Of 

course they gave it to the monkey. Then they put it in vaccines and sent it to Africa. American Intelligence Media I think.

9/17/2019 4:33:00 AM alicep711 wow what articulate projection....

9/17/2019 4:35:16 AM hyena_silent Franks Zappa, who's father worked in Military bio-warfare division, voices opinion on AIDS in 1984: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_XDxbJvfyM …

9/17/2019 4:39:35 AM melinda15858273 = #racism

9/17/2019 4:40:13 AM michael81972 A lot of history there...I have been to Ukraine,   I walked thru several WWII memorials...I dod not realize how many women took up arms and 

fought....Survival

9/17/2019 4:41:11 AM bbobbio71 Snakes

9/17/2019 4:41:50 AM aprilbrown99 So many wars...

9/17/2019 4:43:47 AM schiller_spmode I agree! 🤨

9/17/2019 4:46:37 AM hambrickro 😎 Also a symbol of  "3 - strand DNA" 😎

9/17/2019 4:53:39 AM theraphinj 10yrs?

More like three years ago

We got sick of waiting pic.twitter.com/u3KK7ftBeW

9/17/2019 4:54:38 AM genevagirl81 I’m disgusted that I ever set foot inside the Vatican...It didn’t feel holy AT ALL...And Rome doesn’t feel holy, feels heavy and dark...

9/17/2019 4:57:07 AM ingersolockwood 9q39= September 17th 1039 = invasion of Poland

9/17/2019 5:00:23 AM juliefeider333 My understanding is that the “bad” chem trails have stopped and these new trails are the “antidote.”  But that is speculation until we hear the facts.

9/17/2019 5:04:14 AM juliefeider333 If they just stop poisoning our food, air and water, that will be a fantastic start!

9/17/2019 5:06:08 AM blsdbe Shall we not do this ourselves? #SheepNoMore?

9/17/2019 5:07:15 AM dianetylersmit2 I believe the Pope is the false prophet.

9/17/2019 5:07:19 AM shellybean99 Prayers for your son

9/17/2019 5:08:32 AM genevagirl81 Most definitely he is...

9/17/2019 5:16:04 AM youstinksoap Q is the 9th letter from the end of the alphabet ( from Z, going backwards).

Thursday, 9/19/2019?

9/17/2019 5:22:45 AM stiffnessler Anyone have a cure for #lyme? I hope I can make it through the drip.

9/17/2019 5:27:43 AM theraphinj Eat a dead animal you get parasites in your gut

Thinking creation is outside your body (consume a dead thought) you get this..

Spiritual parasites pic.twitter.com/7lyLj9f4Km

9/17/2019 5:30:18 AM theraphinj Wanna learn us something?

Tell us who threw Forrestal out the window 

Name them🤜🏻💥



9/17/2019 5:32:00 AM richard07759712 @ramburner1 ThQ for the retweet 

It may be overkill to thank, but too many Likes and not enough RT’s kills our message | it’s the Message, not the Messenger @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/17/2019 5:32:46 AM theraphinj Enki is the snake

He’s the one who ensouled us?

By accident? pic.twitter.com/e639pZWkwQ

9/17/2019 5:34:39 AM stiffnessler Disclosure. Specifically health cures.  The awakening. It’s a slow process, a drip 💧

9/17/2019 5:34:58 AM theraphinj Well?

Know who she is?

You can call her Mom if you like❤️ pic.twitter.com/hooW7mzWfV

9/17/2019 5:37:33 AM theraphinj What’s in that bulb besides plasma?

Why the snake? pic.twitter.com/vSaDUJiMTO

9/17/2019 5:39:09 AM subversion_ops 10Q39. You're wrong again.

9/17/2019 5:40:42 AM theraphinj Well this is what you get when you have a plasma bulb pulsing the frequencies of the Golden Mean Ratio.. pic.twitter.com/7YuKPKgS3C

9/17/2019 5:42:36 AM abstrus97232799 Did it have anything to do with the polio vaccine in Africa? Ms. Mary's monkey?

9/17/2019 5:44:40 AM rachelhalligan 9Q39= 9/17 39th President

9/17/2019 5:44:52 AM truthseeker273 Try SOL CBD. 1/2 dropper under the tongue for 2 minutes before swallowing. You will feel your whole body relax.

9/17/2019 5:45:30 AM edwardgouin Can quantum healing be used to cure these manufactured illnesses prior to the rollout of healing tech?

9/17/2019 5:45:33 AM truthseeker273 Wakes people from mind control.

9/17/2019 5:45:52 AM truthseeker273 Sol cbd

9/17/2019 5:48:00 AM theraphinj This says you make stem cells when exposed to the electromagnetic energy of a plasma bulb.. pic.twitter.com/HyI6ei3ukX

9/17/2019 5:49:40 AM theraphinj This one says it happens in your brain too

It literally happens (make stem cells) all over your body

From bone to brain❤️ pic.twitter.com/B85caE3J8G

9/17/2019 6:00:50 AM mrti63257722 Wow man.

9/17/2019 6:01:27 AM mrti63257722 CBD and coma doesn't fit well in one comment. :P

9/17/2019 6:14:34 AM kaur_diva I can’t love this reply enough!

9/17/2019 6:20:55 AM helenetruncali 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/rF1s7ltqi0

9/17/2019 6:21:08 AM keith369me 🔒 up the corrupt

9/17/2019 6:32:26 AM pgosys2018  pic.twitter.com/eSpHnlhuTX

9/17/2019 6:36:19 AM kindeandtrue Speaking of 39, I just read that Trump spoke 1 hour and 39 minutes at his Rio Rancho rally last night. 

99 minutes.

Majestic 12 ought to like that. 

Trying to find the source again.

9/17/2019 6:40:40 AM okibutt1 Its not!

9/17/2019 6:42:29 AM okibutt1 It's not!, you cant go in the water either. Brain eating amoebas!

9/17/2019 6:46:37 AM okibutt1 The news is not reporting a Siberian class 4 bio lab had a big boom n fire yesterday.

They dont think ebola, aids, etc was released into the atmosphere. Heard the same during Churnoble (sp).

9/17/2019 6:56:55 AM deplorabldamsel I personally have been using CBD Distillery's full spectrum with great results! https://www.thecbdistillery.com/product/1000mg-cbd-tincture-

fullspectrum/ …

9/17/2019 6:57:40 AM speaklife595 It seems its just the story there pushing for the masses, if they shock came to fast it might destroy the actual long term plan. I'm sure it won't take 10 

yrs but that just how their slowly planting these seeds into the human conciousness

9/17/2019 7:13:24 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/9xiqD5MJvY

9/17/2019 7:20:13 AM thepeacekitten So. Friggin. Ready.

9/17/2019 7:22:45 AM thepeacekitten They take goodness, like the Tree of Life, and twist it into evil. So ready for this evil energy to be gone. The time for #Love #Peace #Truth #Unity and 

#CompassionateAction is at hand. Hallelujah!

9/17/2019 7:25:10 AM thepeacekitten Jason Vale is a hero.

9/17/2019 7:25:10 AM cpace98 Yes!

9/17/2019 7:26:06 AM kdb19731 #ReleaseTheCures

9/17/2019 7:29:37 AM seek1ngtruth have tick-related disease. Can not eat any mammal or mammal related and it's growing by leaps and bounds. I will never believe it's not weaponized.

9/17/2019 7:30:21 AM randalls2017 Is that suppose to be helpful?

Of course not.

Is that statement designed to magnify your appearance of wisdom?

Of course it is.

Where have I come across ploy's like this before? Oh yeah, The Wizzard of Oz.

9/17/2019 7:34:17 AM chew_soap Ahahah I love this 😄

9/17/2019 7:41:56 AM lorirrr Doubt it would be released by any of those agencies. Most likely from Patriot research. Imho

9/17/2019 7:46:43 AM thepeacekitten Snakes and spiders hold such power. Must be treated with respect. The only way to stay safe around such creatures is to be completely loving and 

compassionate. Oh, and give a wide berth when possible, rather than resort to the violence of killing. #ProLife4AllLife

9/17/2019 7:48:42 AM youstinksoap Epochal event, Fall Black? 9/22 is Equinox. 🤔

9/17/2019 7:48:47 AM loggerhead_ Those who are sober see the consequences. THEY want you STUPID. Why do you think SOROS is putting MILLIONS into legalization? For your 

health??😂🤣

@DanScavino

@Qanon76

@rexhh

@bbusa617

@intheMatrixxx

9/17/2019 7:49:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/jkbjournalist/status/1173922892138065920 …

9/17/2019 7:52:04 AM nea_storm Riiight? All it takes is One, Beautiful demonstration! Surreal someone captured it! Ninja Canadian goose pic.twitter.com/AbSCf44xOG



9/17/2019 7:53:30 AM lbf777 Let’s expose em all. 

How is the progress with the awakening? How many Americans are awake? We need to jump the 20% marker ASAP which will result in 99% being 

awake naturally as people talk. How far are we?

9/17/2019 8:02:15 AM mrti63257722 Check these options out from the Netherlands.

 https://www.amsterdamgenetics.com/cbd-products/ 

But you have to check if its legal in your country.

9/17/2019 8:02:18 AM trudi000 you should try using a tincture made from Solomons Seal..there is a couple in Oregon(Tricia and Forrest had #Lyme) really good people.. 

https://www.cortesiaherbalproducts.com/about/ 

9/17/2019 8:02:20 AM highhopesusa I knew someone who worked in a medical research lab in Kuwait in the 80’s, she said they believed then that AIDS was a man-made virus used on 

prisoners of wars as a condition of release from their Angola POW camp, if they took the injection they were set free.

9/17/2019 8:02:57 AM achille88630823  https://twitter.com/Achille88630823/status/1173831344142422016?s=20 …

9/17/2019 8:04:46 AM highhopesusa they believed it was to reduce the population of Africa. Ironically I’ve read where only coconut oil is used (no other oils imported) as a cooking oil there 

are no locals with AIDS even though there are prostitutes in the area.

9/17/2019 8:08:30 AM momislazy11 That is so kewl! Now how did the guys in the hieroglyphic power their plasma tube?

9/17/2019 8:09:12 AM susan66388204 I have my President’s back just like he has mine!

9/17/2019 8:10:11 AM mrti63257722 I would recommend products from Tikun Olam:

 https://tikunolamusa.com/ 

Available in USA, you can also order some from the Netherlands from the company called Amsterdam Genetics. But Tikun Olam is better, its from 

leading researches in Israel focused only on health.

9/17/2019 8:11:58 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173785040305696768?s=19 …

9/17/2019 8:14:10 AM johnsville14 322=223

9/17/2019 8:17:35 AM richardhiatt16 Ouch

9/17/2019 8:30:09 AM gurlpower72 I’m part of the #SOPT17 #BendedKnee group of prayer warriors. We pray every Wednesday at 1:11 pm EST (adjust to your local times). Many join us 

from around the world. We’d love to have y’all join in! pic.twitter.com/CoxH1bOddz

9/17/2019 8:31:08 AM lorieve Is that Lilith?

9/17/2019 8:40:05 AM s7v7nbuddies Wen was the Epstein funeral? 😂 pic.twitter.com/CuOOddd21Z

9/17/2019 8:40:08 AM richard74195773 Glory to God!

9/17/2019 8:40:26 AM sverhaque @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hello 🙏💞

Any comment about tge fact Q hasn't posted since August 1st please ? 🤓🙄

Thanks.  pic.twitter.com/KPE2xHQSEy

9/17/2019 8:44:16 AM mb27427457 Yes..yesterday I was blocked .. for no reason .. when I tried to unblock the account it was not possible .. I've tried everything I could, and I still get the 

same and unusable answer ... where are the people? Twitter Is only the machine ...lol 🙄🤔🧐

9/17/2019 8:46:36 AM keith369me Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Bill Gates, David Koch, all have been reported to have engaged in financial transactions with a known pedophile.  

#UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein ALL OF THE RECORDS!!!

9/17/2019 8:53:02 AM vickycnall Yes,  I used to administer chemo to children,  very little change in the protocols in 20 some odd years,   Truly heartbreaking,  these children are so brave 

and endure so much 😥

9/17/2019 8:53:47 AM susan66388204 The message was wrapped in a hunk too ✅🇺🇸😇

9/17/2019 8:56:16 AM liltilgerlil The Space Race! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/spaceRESlux/status/1107926707724529664 …

9/17/2019 9:03:05 AM susan66388204 Pure EVIL

9/17/2019 9:06:37 AM state1union What’s so sick is Pharmaceutical created these diseases and keep the cure from the children. FYI Satan enjoys the suffering. When I worked for Pfizer, a 

regional manager said “were all the Devil 👿 at least you know the devil 👿 your with”.  Massive retaliation ensued

9/17/2019 9:11:20 AM purple3hadow But I wonder why 10 years? And only talk about childhood cancer cures? 

🤔

9/17/2019 9:12:23 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/fwswFiZtbm

9/17/2019 9:15:43 AM covertress Jeffrey Epstein and Mad Scientists https://youtu.be/C5iYJqxRJPY 

9/17/2019 9:25:56 AM djlok Was any of the stuff [they] were working on gonna be part of "Disclosure" regarding space, time, or technology related to space/time?

9/17/2019 9:33:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 UFO Videos | Navy Says UFO Videos Are Real | Are UFOs Real? https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/a29073804/navy-ufo-videos-real/ …

9/17/2019 9:34:15 AM animaldesatado The question is, what are UFOs actually

9/17/2019 9:34:37 AM 1_decided_voter "But were not approved for release"

In other words, they didn't think the public had any right to know that there are aerial phenomena that US Military cannot explain.

9/17/2019 9:35:41 AM judy_lanier I’ve seen these things sense I was a child...yes they are real

9/17/2019 9:35:43 AM theraphinj I don’t think so

So far above that

❤️

9/17/2019 9:36:00 AM freestateojones Why is there such a public divide on even the possibility?

9/17/2019 9:36:42 AM jlundr Feelings? https://youtu.be/RbRFsDYA51s 

9/17/2019 9:36:59 AM selvestekjetil  https://youtu.be/4gp8NWk4lGk 

9/17/2019 9:37:32 AM phreatomagnetic Now there's a recurring theme

9/17/2019 9:37:54 AM qdelta10 It’s old.

9/17/2019 9:38:24 AM lorieve I have mommy issues, lol. pic.twitter.com/5KGu49mTC5

9/17/2019 9:39:37 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/gyMU9Cejzu

9/17/2019 9:40:29 AM theraphinj Anton Parks..

Eden https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/27507664-eden …

9/17/2019 9:40:50 AM yustein No they are not but we are! Can you still not #see us? We are here on this planet, to protect it and to protect the children from evil. #Ascended 

#Dragon friends of #Metatron #ufo #clouds #sky #alien #et #ascension #atlantis #poseidon #thoth #lanaforge #archangelmetatron #dragons 

pic.twitter.com/lP2fD6m4KY

9/17/2019 9:41:23 AM theraphinj ,’) haha

9/17/2019 9:42:46 AM dynamicres Stigma's and embedded physiological programming have created a self policing veil of obscurity. We need to normalize the possibilities and empower 

logical discussion❣️ pic.twitter.com/PRkHLLo3uU

9/17/2019 9:43:31 AM lorieve Cool, I love a good read. I'm currently reading Bill Thomas' ," Tribes of Eden". pic.twitter.com/4L88HkjymI

9/17/2019 9:44:26 AM nmchristoban FFS not this link again. This became a little much when dancing with the stars overplayed it in an attempt to make a full season tv show just on these 

leaks.

9/17/2019 9:45:55 AM samsmith0319 Yes...or very old...well documented psyop...seen a few myself...



9/17/2019 9:46:39 AM bdam777 Unidentified flying objects. 

Advanced tec is magic! 

Aliens aren't real? 

Have you ever seen an alien? https://twitter.com/saxurn/status/1157722931398680577?s=19 …

9/17/2019 9:46:43 AM deb12233 Yes.

9/17/2019 9:46:53 AM rembrandt_1981 I thought it was a weapon when it first appeared. Like the Zinka virus that they weaponized mosquitoes for!

9/17/2019 9:54:13 AM anon17light Distraction pic.twitter.com/rfd29YO0QG

9/17/2019 9:56:58 AM liltilgerlil Spirits?

9/17/2019 9:57:29 AM decodematrix We are way past "are UFOs real"? We have our own fleet and visited planets light years away.

9/17/2019 9:58:21 AM youstinksoap I just want to know who or what is inside of them.

9/17/2019 10:03:41 AM jollyrob2 ...and all the other footage with Crafts they cannot explain... pic.twitter.com/YVkdlAaXTC

9/17/2019 10:05:16 AM johnsville14 They are not UFO's because they are not Unidentified. So UFO's do not exist. We do have the technology of what we used to think were UFOs and 

created craft based on it. UFOs are not manned by aliens but by humans. So it's all just wordplay at this point.

9/17/2019 10:09:06 AM saxurn  https://twitter.com/saxurn/status/1149383059172667392 …

9/17/2019 10:10:38 AM enomai_ This? Or more?

 https://mobile.twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault 

9/17/2019 10:12:52 AM bdam777 kabamur_taygeta talks to aliens. Beamed right into his head and then he tweets about. 

So Coop was lying about fake alien invasion? 

What about Reagan? 

Skippy too?

9/17/2019 10:13:57 AM ialibertybelle Anything can be a UFO if it is an unidentifed flying object. It might be a balloon or a plastic sack, but until you find out what it is, it’s a UFO.

9/17/2019 10:15:37 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

9/17/2019 10:23:12 AM alfreddunn14 Ummmm. Are you sleeping?  When will you open your eyes and begin the protecting?  Just a thought....

9/17/2019 10:23:34 AM ptamait The storm was magical. POTUS means business.

9/17/2019 10:28:58 AM cledrordfishing Never seen one, but I'm sure they exist.

9/17/2019 10:30:03 AM karma4event201 CIA Black OPs. CIA landed helicopter on USS NimitIz TOOK US Navy videos made by Navy pilots of "Tic Tac encounters".  

Hostile? Evil intent? 

Yes, take the tech from the CIA, destroy the corrupt CIA

9/17/2019 10:30:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 #TuesdayMotivation pic.twitter.com/unaeWML6LR

9/17/2019 10:31:27 AM anneolsen43 How?

9/17/2019 10:33:03 AM lbf777 So much winning guys. 

More censorship.

More 5G towers.

More chemtrails.

Why doesn't something good happen for a change? 3 years later. Are we being played for fools yet again? 🤔
9/17/2019 10:34:27 AM adsvel As real as individual believe systems allows to be real. Define reality, individual and collective, there is big difference. If somebody believes in ET's and 

flying objects, this is his believe systems, if somebody believes in Pope as representative of God, this is his problems.

9/17/2019 10:42:22 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/MgjpqMzyVg

9/17/2019 10:42:47 AM n7guardiananon The Last War

9/17/2019 10:43:21 AM kindeandtrue Makes you wonder what things will be like if Trump gets a second term! I know Dems are evil, but I don't like the trends with Trump. 180 new 

conservative judges is about the only good news I can see. Building on the wall has stopped, war with Iran looms . . .

9/17/2019 10:44:52 AM david00997884 I lika dat, one is a belief and one is a problem, so very well stated

9/17/2019 10:45:47 AM steveroye Nope.

9/17/2019 10:49:00 AM david00997884 Thats right. Glad to see space craft, be a long drive for Pleatian and Arcturian brothers to visit us by car.

9/17/2019 10:53:56 AM robinreitsma1 👀

9/17/2019 10:54:49 AM rsmith43226647 Um. Who is )))they((( ? I’d bet ya anything ts sci knows.

9/17/2019 10:55:17 AM jollyrob2 Any tricks?

9/17/2019 10:56:42 AM bruce_fritts Suggest Mike Morales on utoob also #GeoEngineering

9/17/2019 10:56:56 AM lbf777 You never know if that Judge is conservative. They just say what the people want to hear usually. He can be a Communist as most Gov leaders are 

either Socialists or Communists. The only measure to winning is how well we are doing in our personal lives (economy, medicine, ect..)

9/17/2019 10:57:17 AM ercwilder95 I have only seen 2 UFO's in my lifetime. I don't know if they were aliens. They were most definitely unidentified.

9/17/2019 11:03:16 AM pufpufpafpaf Ebola      Obe al

9/17/2019 11:04:03 AM kindeandtrue True. Trump's pro-life policies are a real spot of hope. Might be the only reason I would vote for him again.

9/17/2019 11:08:12 AM lbf777 Even if Trump was for us,nothing has happened that substantially helps us while a few new evil things have been happening on top of all the evil that 

already was. Promises are meaningless.They are rarely ever kept.

This means stop depending on Trump. Let's stand up as civilians. pic.twitter.com/3T3J4ens6v

9/17/2019 11:08:39 AM joemdodd85 Real fallen angels

9/17/2019 11:08:54 AM joemdodd85 Fallen angels

9/17/2019 11:11:38 AM weediblue Yes I noticed that.

9/17/2019 11:12:31 AM kindeandtrue I'm with you, but the Demcrats are so evil. It's the perennial trap. They get us every time. They know conservatives will go with a pro-life pol through 

thick and thin. That's how they keep us on the reservation. Use our love of the babies to trap us.

9/17/2019 11:15:57 AM weediblue Confirming what some already know is a bit lack lustre. Best to say the truth, bring folk up to speed, and see where it goes.

9/17/2019 11:16:13 AM jakeglassmaker 2 possibilities:

- It's an advanced craft from an alien civilzation.

- It's an advanced craft created within a top secret government/corporate program.

Both are extremely exciting! What else could it be?



9/17/2019 11:17:21 AM lbf777 When Dems are in office, the Republicans are the villains. When Republicans are in office, Dems are the villains.

This is intentional. The Dems intentionally act evil to convince people that Trump is protecting us from them. Obama had a similar relationship with the 

NeoCons.

9/17/2019 11:17:44 AM _doozier_ Does this dislike apply to the very concept of kundalini? Another "snake" after all

9/17/2019 11:19:30 AM kindeandtrue I suspected long ago the Resistance against Trump was mostly fake.

9/17/2019 11:22:56 AM lbf777 Yup.

Truth is symmetrical. It makes perfect sense. Lies are lopsided & clunky. They make little sense. This is how we determine if politicians are telling the 

truth or lying.  Just look at the big picture of what's happening. Does it make sense?

9/17/2019 11:23:30 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You say at times, "enjoy the movie". Currently watching 'The Running Man', and it's not far from the truth of where this world is at. 

The introduction, fake video footage, attacking innocent people ... 🤔. Past proves future here. Or did the writers expect this?🤔

9/17/2019 11:23:53 AM mikerom06737909 Definitely unidentified, but not alien.

9/17/2019 11:29:44 AM seburrus That just means you won't see it coming

9/17/2019 11:33:58 AM williamheller  https://twitter.com/williamheller/status/1143896044478111746?s=21 …

9/17/2019 11:35:25 AM kindeandtrue Very little rhyme or reason to anything right now. Everything's turned upside down.

9/17/2019 11:36:01 AM lightlove21121 How does that work?

9/17/2019 11:38:22 AM deplorable_s Is HRC photo bombing in the background?  😮 omg

9/17/2019 11:39:45 AM cucrawlup Ebola is pesticide poisoning. There is no virus. Just like Zika.

9/17/2019 11:40:00 AM magakitten That's the oddest looking tennis court, and I've seen alot of them

9/17/2019 11:40:29 AM jayrambin What can we do about it?

9/17/2019 11:46:29 AM lbf777 The last thing they want us to do is detach from the Gov which is exactly what we need to do: pic.twitter.com/JOgn5B13bH

9/17/2019 11:48:03 AM c0rrupti0n_usa this account nearly muted to all followers.... 

@C0RRUPTI0N_USA 

per tweet average: 40,000 views down to 400.

womp-womp pic.twitter.com/vCrRPZrd5l

9/17/2019 11:48:15 AM laura_621 Phoenix Lights...off world or earthly???

9/17/2019 11:49:44 AM jkmaalouf Should  http://thorn.org  be investigated?? pic.twitter.com/l9T2GQi1Ad

9/17/2019 11:50:24 AM lorirrr Is Twitter the battleground?  Or just one of them?

9/17/2019 11:59:33 AM bdab28 @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic @Q2ndWave @X22Report @40_head @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @RedNationRising I would think any of you 

Patriots could know. Enlighten me plz lol. Love you all

9/17/2019 12:04:51 PM nmchristoban How are these LIES happening at the hearing today allowed to continue?

9/17/2019 12:06:23 PM 313looper 😅

9/17/2019 12:11:07 PM wok68 Clever Anon!

9/17/2019 12:14:36 PM roublisa I love you President Trump-45🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸5:5 pic.twitter.com/8lpDZ0tWfq

9/17/2019 12:16:21 PM liltilgerlil @TomFitton @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/17/2019 12:16:48 PM harveydlopez And so satan is referred as the "prince of the power of the air" Ephesians 2:2

However; God always wins #GodWins

9/17/2019 12:16:50 PM do_or_do_notty How many different ET “races” have we had contact with?

How many are there?

How many are currently/or ever have been  on Earth?

9/17/2019 12:17:58 PM trinity_jenny They actually do eat people and babies. Organ harvesting and adrenochrome are big biz. Not just china

9/17/2019 12:19:44 PM wok68 9Q39 = 91739.

Note the 39 has double meaning! pic.twitter.com/tZ13C91SjW

9/17/2019 12:28:43 PM handsomesean1 There are a bunch of different answers to those questions. I don't think anyone can guarantee you that you'd get an accurate answer and truly be 

honest with you.

9/17/2019 12:28:43 PM trinity_jenny Its not fake news the topic is cannibalism and fetal cells. I don't care if you call it art. Life imitates art imitating life. Katy Perry is a cannibal

9/17/2019 12:28:52 PM trinity_jenny  https://youtu.be/WoatdQoVxUA 

9/17/2019 12:29:29 PM do_or_do_notty I realize. It’s a great question to ponder tho, isn’t it?

9/17/2019 12:29:56 PM handsomesean1 Most definitely. 🤩😎

9/17/2019 12:31:26 PM americanpetal @Adsvel Hi Sandris, a couple of months ago, I was awakened in the middle of the night and I was certain three 5’2 approximately cloaked (in beige 

straw like material) were beside my bed. Any ideas?

9/17/2019 12:34:55 PM allahuniversal Very astute observation

9/17/2019 12:39:22 PM advocacyapparel THE WORLD’s GREATEST NARRATIVE CHANGER IS COMING! Compliments of our beloved Deep State. It’s perfect: change Narrative forever, create 

need for 1 world order & Destroy belief in God( in 1 shot). The balls of light u are about to see in the daytime sky are Not UFO’s-God’s spirit

9/17/2019 12:39:26 PM ufotodaynetwork Us from the past or future, interdimensional, inner earth or underground breakaway civilization, tech support for the simulation or bio mechanical 

drones. Many possibilities!🤓👽

9/17/2019 12:42:09 PM ufotodaynetwork You might be right. Most tech is only shared 40-60 years after weaponized then commercialized.

9/17/2019 12:42:54 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/EhRsjjGg5u

9/17/2019 12:43:34 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ALgJvi7uIP

9/17/2019 12:43:50 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/57DIcI5q8l

9/17/2019 12:45:10 PM ufotodaynetwork The only challenge is that they use non- Newtonian physics. If we have that tech it would end the petrodollar and destroy the need for the elite.

9/17/2019 12:45:22 PM keith369me Probably blackmail party funding

9/17/2019 12:45:59 PM ufotodaynetwork How are they beating Newton’s laws?

9/17/2019 12:46:30 PM advocacyapparel All has already been revealed at emmitsburg md & Marantha Springs Shrine message’s since late 1980’s . God has been speaking for yrs. Actively 

suppressed

9/17/2019 12:51:02 PM zzed2020 I operate under the assumption that we are being played. If good things happen, great. I hope this is all legit. If it turns out POTUS was part of the (evil) 

plan to placate the rest of us, then I won’t be surprised.  Hope for the best, plan for the worst is how I operate.

9/17/2019 12:52:42 PM lbf777 Planning for the worst means we have to pretend Trump doesn't exist and act like we would if it was just the people VS the deep state. So what do we 

do next? Stop paying taxes?

9/17/2019 12:54:25 PM leslieau7 Could I have literally passed one in my daily life and not know it ?

I'm serious here..🤔

9/17/2019 12:56:11 PM ufotodaynetwork How do you overcome inertia and friction? Also what explains abduction phenomena? Just curious. Thank you for your response.

9/17/2019 12:56:20 PM allahuniversal Every single day, every single living being. So, yes.

9/17/2019 12:56:22 PM zzed2020 I do the things I can. Organic gardening, stock up on food/water/supplies/vitamins, exercise and stay fit to minimize my need for healthcare... 

essentially I try to be as self-sufficient as I can to minimize the leverage anyone (govt) has over me.

9/17/2019 12:56:53 PM monolithicpeak They can't shadowban a conversation in the grocery store. We must up our game. Each one teach one.



9/17/2019 12:57:09 PM azuremagus Conscious intent + pro human A.I.

9/17/2019 12:57:14 PM lbf777 Self sufficiency can easily be destroys by the deep state if they get too big. We need to save the world. There's no choice.

9/17/2019 12:58:26 PM azuremagus MJ Admirals ?

9/17/2019 1:01:12 PM leslieau7 Thank you !

9/17/2019 1:02:23 PM jakeglassmaker Indeed. The point being all possibilities are fantastic and generally not known about. There is no "accepted" explanation for a video like this!

9/17/2019 1:03:35 PM ufotodaynetwork Do you consider consciousness a state of matter?

9/17/2019 1:04:02 PM cosmic_engineer I haven't updated since the spring, but still lots of shyte

9/17/2019 1:05:31 PM jakeglassmaker They generate their own torus field that has it's own set of physics independent of the world around it. Look into unified field physics if you're 

interested. 👍💚

9/17/2019 1:06:11 PM leslieau7 So.

.you made my day..

As this is telling me that

I am more in control then 

I thought I was..

Which..makes me feel

Hopeful..not only for myself but mankind !

Questions ..

So many questions !
9/17/2019 1:06:36 PM gurlpower72 Amen 🙏 whether we use the term prayer or meditation ... the intention of uniting everyone together is the same. Unity and justice for the children is 

what we’re asking for...

9/17/2019 1:06:47 PM jakeglassmaker I wouldn't. To me consciousness is the curator of all matter.

9/17/2019 1:08:42 PM azuremagus Just so you know, first the dismantling of Dems then Repubs. A "whole" new political landscape.

9/17/2019 1:09:34 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060610677847609346?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/f0PMD2PKtE

9/17/2019 1:10:14 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords

#UnsealObamaRecords

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS https://twitter.com/DailyMail/status/1173579684908609537 …

9/17/2019 1:10:24 PM turboxyde Your soft disclosure tactics are showing Majestic crew!

Come on collective conscious, I know we can do this together! Extrapolate the ramifications within fractal infinity... we are ALL ONE!

9/17/2019 1:11:07 PM adsvel Did You hit Yourself? Why I am asking, because I also had dream that I woke up in the midnight and walk to another room, but that was dream in the 

dream, until finally I woke up one more time and to check that I am awake, I hit myself. All those dreams was very real and confusing

9/17/2019 1:12:30 PM azuremagus Source + Q + our Spirits + Source = Two Lions guard the 8chan door(s)

9/17/2019 1:17:07 PM manifest_utopia I've shared how I achieved ascension & some of my awareness of the process on my blog. There's a link on my profile. There are other paths to 

enlightenment. The physics of the process is governed by the laws of physics.

9/17/2019 1:18:39 PM azuremagus Confeds should have won,  (before redaction ) troops diaries report "things" in the sky shooting!

9/17/2019 1:18:57 PM jakeglassmaker Yes! ⚡⚡⚡

9/17/2019 1:19:54 PM adsvel Another version, I met with long hair blonds, who wore light green suits, they came out of wall behind my bed, see similarity and also I woke up in the 

midnight. But it was my OBE, before that I went to sleep to see it, because my friend clairvoyant told me to do it.

9/17/2019 1:20:58 PM azuremagus Take notes, read past and present posts, it is a course.

9/17/2019 1:23:21 PM maerstian7 that an old 2004 aircraft encounter with military essay on the fly,that is a man made UAF.

9/17/2019 1:24:58 PM leslieau7 Yes He does 💖💖💖💖

9/17/2019 1:25:09 PM adsvel In Your case, just You know the answer, because this is Your own reality. Try to believe in Yourself more then look for answers outside. I would believe 

they were ET's.

9/17/2019 1:27:56 PM steveakridge I’m from the GOVERNMENT and I’m here to help you; yeah right.

Vote out the corrupt politicians.

🌑🌒🌓🌓🌕

9/17/2019 1:28:56 PM dbrianl58 F China China China . Land of the deep states funding

9/17/2019 1:29:11 PM trinity_jenny I was proving a point that this stuff happens I have done the research that was the only pic I could find already on Twitter. The cells are used in many 

applications including vaccines. You dismissed it because of how it was presented but change the fact that it goes on

9/17/2019 1:34:19 PM pdp00000001 Trump’s opportunity zones  https://www.opdeepstate.com/2019/04/08/the-feds-9000-opportunity-zones-will-allow-law-enforcement-to-spy-on-35-

million-people/ …

9/17/2019 1:34:33 PM pdp00000001 Trump’s opportunity zones  https://www.opdeepstate.com/2019/04/08/the-feds-9000-opportunity-zones-will-allow-law-enforcement-to-spy-on-35-

million-people/ …

9/17/2019 1:34:50 PM azuremagus Reminder: Pro human A.I. is 7C, speed matters not so much at Indy or Wall Street

9/17/2019 1:35:07 PM covertress There is a new Android app available  to help with creating the types of audio loops mentioned here.

It's a free 4 track recorder that automatically loops your recording session. It works on phones and tablets. Premium, no ad version is only $0.99 - Enjoy!

 http://loopstationapp.com 

9/17/2019 1:45:15 PM bereantype been 150ft from one with another person right next to me. Seen at least 100 more over the years

so yes, silent, anti-gravity craft are real (see 1 Chronicles 28:18) & I'm sure we have that tech...used to be common, (nothing new under the sun)

9/17/2019 1:46:28 PM carolleadale I totally agree but need to point out that humans are powerful entities and have the ability to self heal, seek info on detox, clean organic food and clean 

water, self love and self care, it’s a long path but worth the journey.

9/17/2019 1:47:09 PM leslieau7 💖

9/17/2019 1:53:21 PM b_botus WHY is the real question... pic.twitter.com/uvYCc1JpzU

9/17/2019 1:54:40 PM bereantype interesting story about those 2 snakes. Used to be 1 (think Moses' brass staff & serpent) but was changed to 2 snakes representing Hermes (false god) 

god of commerce

9/17/2019 1:55:21 PM lorirrr That's what I do. Ms. @CarolLeadale ! Best advice.

9/17/2019 1:58:10 PM boy12_jimmy Support your President @realDonaldTrump and help him keep nuclear weapons away from everyone. Nobody needs them, as they can destroy more 

than just our lives and our planet.  It will help with forthcoming disclosure. pic.twitter.com/5wcmrBJgzM

9/17/2019 1:58:10 PM juliefeider333 Do you know something?

9/17/2019 2:01:52 PM girlawakeinca Yes! 

Together we can! 🙏❤️🌎💫 pic.twitter.com/qjiiaw8Wux

9/17/2019 2:02:39 PM carolleadale Great to hear it Lori ❤️🙏🏻❤️

9/17/2019 2:03:49 PM ufotodaynetwork Electrogavitics, antigravity, zero point, vacuum power, etc. Ok. How are we tapping it? Why is combustion still running things?🤓👽

9/17/2019 2:07:23 PM rsmith43226647 This is true @BenaRosy . lmfao? Fractal brain. Super company in there too. Strokes and heart attacks . #FunOrgie at the commie commune .



9/17/2019 2:08:14 PM monolithicpeak 5:5

Can't do both at once.

Continuity.

9/17/2019 2:10:31 PM ufotodaynetwork Agreed. I mean why is that still the dominant source of power for the regular folks. Control over electro gravitics would give you power over space and 

time.

9/17/2019 2:21:43 PM allahuniversal 91719 pic.twitter.com/VRYEbvxQh0

9/17/2019 2:26:07 PM jakeglassmaker This energy is accessible by simulating a naturally occurring double torus geometry where the energy is extracted from the zero point. The more 

vortices within the geometry the more energy is usually extracted. pic.twitter.com/w26expINIo

9/17/2019 2:27:22 PM jakeglassmaker Why we still use combustion? Money and control.

9/17/2019 2:30:30 PM ufotodaynetwork The torus shape would explain why craft are enveloped with light. Like a giant glowing sphere when powered up. Could explain fuzzy ufo pics because 

the light would bend around the craft too.👽🤓

9/17/2019 2:30:52 PM 78503002 Sorry, but I threw the towel in on the UFO stuff years ago. Always leads to a dead end. Now we have Q which is far more exciting and interesting IHO.

9/17/2019 2:31:02 PM covertress Sometimes UFOs are the SSP in disguise. 🛸

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1173874575987412994?s=19 …

9/17/2019 2:35:24 PM turboxyde Heaven on Earth starts with every thought, emotion and action! https://youtu.be/RLtE1D79Krg 

9/17/2019 2:37:44 PM rsmith43226647 Mind control vampires sucking off of IS-BEs for their spirit. To degrade/defile/ control. And Ultimately laugh at bc they’re incurably sick/ needy. What 

they need most is to escape they’re own hideousness and evil deeds. Get behind thee,satanic monsters. #pyramidScam #slavers

9/17/2019 2:41:42 PM ellenkoko Yes they are: Unidentified Flying Objects

From outer space? Not so much

9/17/2019 2:44:47 PM daveo6145 I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 may have tweeted about it. “Fake sports, real money.” Or someone within the great awakening 

#darktolight https://twitter.com/2LarryJohnson7/status/1173572122616172545 …

9/17/2019 2:48:22 PM ufotodaynetwork Most of the craft I see are bright white circles. Very large. Bigger than commercial jet. Most likely spherical. Usually 3-5 craft in delta formation. Super 

fast acceleration and no sound. Torus shape makes sense for the energy field.

9/17/2019 2:53:31 PM rsmith43226647 Ts won’t mention Hollywood.

9/17/2019 2:54:51 PM cosmic_engineer Kundalini

9/17/2019 2:57:42 PM zjtin2ition Are newborns monitored, for higher frequency. Then implanted at pre school age???

9/17/2019 2:58:05 PM turboxyde Tuesday = Mars Energy = Warrior/Assertion/Combat

9/17/2019 3:10:16 PM tymecrystal This world is a polarity...you can see the snake as evil or good, depending on your reality.   Fear is the enemy, history repeats itself....Trump actually 

represents Thoth....and Melania Isis....Venus day is Friday, 13th that is why she posted about the Oblesik on that day.

9/17/2019 3:15:27 PM covertress PSA: clear your Twitter collected interests

• Settings and privacy

• Privacy and data

• Twitter data

• Twitter interests

uncheck all
9/17/2019 3:23:24 PM karma4event201 The nurse from London or U.K. was decades ago; 1963 ('47?) wasn't seen again for years. Today after surviving Ebola, survivors have tested for Ebola in 

eye fluid & in semen. Ebola has already been spread from a survivor to a woman. MSM or CDC doesn't tell that, I found it digging

9/17/2019 3:31:20 PM kikaltz Would you at least tell us which publications/videos are ones to be trusted for this "fasted lifestyle" info, please?

9/17/2019 3:33:01 PM djlok #TuesdayThoughts pic.twitter.com/aajHQQJ8ah

9/17/2019 3:37:09 PM kikaltz While I appreciate your sincerity, it is extremely difficult..how do u know who to trust for this info?  Buying "organic" does not mean it is really organic.  

How do we get "clean" water? It goes without saying most ppl can not grow their own food for lack of property.

9/17/2019 3:40:02 PM ophillip10 Sound wave vibration is the cure.

9/17/2019 3:40:56 PM kikaltz I've been waiting to see if anyone mentions healing technology.  Do you have any leads for me to research? Thanks

9/17/2019 3:43:20 PM spurfan Thanks 🇺🇸 #COL3v17 🇺🇸 !

IFBAP

#KAG2020

#2AShallNotBeInfringed

#GunsAndReligion4Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/uk2HfFxlzn

9/17/2019 3:54:32 PM covertress According to the above post from The CATs, one of their guides said, 

“It is done, everyone.” 

I'm thinking this was in reference to the ongoing timeline merge.

Is this so, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

Have you completed merging the timelines?

9/17/2019 4:02:13 PM davidg02986909 No.  Even people at CERN admit opening a door to other dimensions. Do NOT be deceived.   They are interdimensional beings as mentioned in the 

Bible.  If you can make them disappear saying Jesus name they are spiritual  entities https://creation.com/lifting-the-veil-ufo-phenomenon …

9/17/2019 4:08:46 PM covertress Seriously, my inferred interests from Twitter were so whacked, I highly suspect this is one way were being targeted. 

Specific lists.

9/17/2019 4:10:06 PM rhianonmat Mine are bizarre!

9/17/2019 4:12:29 PM davidg02986909 Let us talk about snakes and the serpent sciences.  Serpent sciences? Why such a name?  Dont give me shit about God Hermes.  Lucifer goes by so 

many names.  Our sciences are luciferian. Half truths.  Pharma makes big money prolonging the illness.  Lyme disease? Engineered. Sick! 

pic.twitter.com/vuXXSQZD8Z

9/17/2019 4:14:33 PM covertress Mine too!  o.O pic.twitter.com/99NcgKvH6H

9/17/2019 4:16:46 PM davidg02986909 AIDS? What about Lyme? Lyme is weaponized syphilis! Yes soft disclosure of plumb island just 30 miles from LYME Connecticut! I will NEVER forgive 

them.  Millions suffer because of them.  The more u know the more pissed off u get! Lol may they rot in hell! 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/artful-amoeba/on-the-curious-motions-of-syphilis-and-lyme-disease-bacteria/ …

9/17/2019 4:18:56 PM aetherwalker1 Mirror Days have Foxey upside down. pic.twitter.com/2tsqCi6Ia1

9/17/2019 4:19:52 PM davidg02986909 When they create a weapon they usually create an antidote.  Doxycycline was created in the 60s and its unique.  It attacks the bacteria at a particular 

DNA sequence. Yes this was a bioweapon.  May they rot in hell.

9/17/2019 4:21:37 PM davidg02986909 How do we rid the world of luciferian snakes? I have had enough of them.  The synagogue of Satan is about to end.

9/17/2019 4:23:13 PM rhianonmat Really?  I have that one, too

9/17/2019 4:38:08 PM maryschade14 Ohhhh..😍. I want to check something too..the Earth should reflect any change.

9/17/2019 4:41:20 PM villane72701991 Mate, it was a few years ago.....DuckDuckGo it for fucks sake

9/17/2019 4:43:01 PM cosmic_engineer DARPA ticks

9/17/2019 4:44:33 PM libertygal12 Navy?

9/17/2019 4:53:47 PM maryschade14 This shows magnetic pole motion. Next update Dec 10 2019 for 2020 model. Supposedly it is moving quite fast.

 https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/GeomagneticPoles.shtml …



9/17/2019 4:54:22 PM raisethevib369 When you vote for someone because they're not [her] and end up loving the shit out of him because he's a total badass 😍

9/17/2019 4:56:59 PM jaded_pearl Exactly! It's still being controlled by the CDC. Western medicine does not legally allow the treatment neccessary to cure.

9/17/2019 5:03:39 PM eventersue Of course

9/17/2019 5:07:40 PM wwg1wga93583681 Soooo... were these poisonings an op?! pic.twitter.com/WpUeli4wa1

9/17/2019 5:13:00 PM werascending Why was this retweeted?

9/17/2019 5:13:37 PM do_or_do_notty 😂🤷🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/5EWUpBvKQg

9/17/2019 5:15:16 PM do_or_do_notty 😂🤷🏻♀️

#CannabisHeals pic.twitter.com/IWUJHvGqFC

9/17/2019 5:17:18 PM spauldingshowal 😂 Perfect

9/17/2019 5:18:34 PM lyle_willis good question: according to one High Ranking retired Navy Officer: 60% ours, 40% theirs

9/17/2019 5:22:06 PM inthenameoflo54 Bawhahahaha

9/17/2019 5:22:30 PM lorirrr Discernment.  You feel if right. 👍🕊

9/17/2019 5:26:33 PM manifest_utopia 😂😂😂🤣 Very good!

9/17/2019 5:26:35 PM disfellocated The old gypsy lady warned me about the Giant Incandescent Sky Penis. #GISP

9/17/2019 5:27:52 PM trinity_jenny Considering it was the only one I could find on TwittEr UN short time and I told you to research yourself. I have lots of stuff on Facebook but no time to 

spoon feed you. Do your own research

9/17/2019 5:30:10 PM bbobbio71 Meh, still haven't seen any.  Unless the streaks I see out of the corner of my eye while looking at the night sky

9/17/2019 5:31:09 PM djlok They always told us who they are.

9/17/2019 5:35:23 PM rachelriot1  pic.twitter.com/E2CDNyzyn8

9/17/2019 5:39:27 PM inhiswillalways Then there’s this 👇 pic.twitter.com/xIgxfuzj9y

9/17/2019 5:41:21 PM richard07759712 Feeling it....

9/17/2019 5:47:21 PM rachelriot1 Pay attention to the evolution of the caduceus staff.  Study that shit.  Mind blown

9/17/2019 5:50:42 PM iknow04042015 The houses look like Faraday Cages.

9/17/2019 5:51:35 PM wisdomonium Ninlil/Lillith  consort/wife of Enlil/B'el/Baal/Moloch. She is the snake goddess of the asherites & their pole. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Filippino_Lippi-_Adam.JPG#/media/File:Filippino_Lippi-_Adam.JPG …

9/17/2019 6:11:55 PM gurlpower72 Amen 🙏

9/17/2019 6:17:03 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/17/2019 6:28:12 PM georgepeterbon2 Another case here. 😠 pic.twitter.com/SloOCDhc5b

9/17/2019 6:37:37 PM richard07759712 TM

9/17/2019 6:40:00 PM alaneflame Hmmm i read that '10 yr plan/template' as referring to how DS spread AIDS. Possibly?

9/17/2019 6:43:06 PM thekanehb Cannabis keeps us in alpha. Another good reason to use :) but whole plant extracts. It’s not all about the thc

9/17/2019 6:47:30 PM dase_tex Thanks for the ride! Really appreciated! I follow MAGA! Proud member of the CC2020C Texas Team! Join CC2020C and let's KAG together! 

pic.twitter.com/EVIKb0S5Ja

9/17/2019 6:48:35 PM cintrony 🚂💕Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER 🇺🇸RT/IFB

9/17/2019 6:50:02 PM alaneflame We're worried bout HW?

9/17/2019 6:50:15 PM scott_rick Us in our light bodies... MER KA BA

9/17/2019 6:51:07 PM rachaelangelm At times I feel I will and then other times I feel that I am where this ends.

9/17/2019 6:53:18 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/4yG4I65sJ6

9/17/2019 6:55:12 PM scott_rick Now you tell me...... what would that look like in the sky at night!

9/17/2019 6:56:13 PM vand3rboots This may be of some value to you, and it is a very inexpensive treatment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Amvrvme4rBs&list=PLxY_nPYBuBoDb7nCHkNhsVwp7Q5NSvNt2 …

9/17/2019 6:56:48 PM roublisa Amazing 💗💗💗

9/17/2019 7:05:02 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/Kathy_DeHaven/status/1172730193980678144?s=20 …

9/17/2019 7:06:02 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/ITNJ_committee/status/1173084054607941635?s=20 …

9/17/2019 7:08:53 PM rebornkingent Does Indica and sativa keep the brain in Alpha?

9/17/2019 7:10:27 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/grabaroot/status/1173009161724014594?s=20 …

9/17/2019 7:14:15 PM karma4event201 Should've seen the troll

9/17/2019 7:14:23 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/ShellyS83861819/status/1173076194058801152?s=20 …

9/17/2019 7:36:54 PM truth939 Anthony William's "Medical Medium" and "Thyroid Healing" books are a must read for Lyme sufferers.

9/17/2019 7:43:45 PM thekanehb Indica is known to be better but w the changes in genetics.  idk   

But all of the OG’s Rec indicas for health etc. 

I suspect the original cannabis genetics were indica

9/17/2019 7:45:35 PM jazzjt I didn't see that before but now...…. I think that you have some thing there.

9/17/2019 7:47:45 PM the_fjalar #BOOM pic.twitter.com/pMjkvolE6B

9/17/2019 7:53:17 PM wild8heart Noob here. Could you please explain/msg me about how to alter/correct this please? 😊

9/17/2019 8:20:59 PM werascending ?Beyond Majestic?

9/17/2019 8:21:21 PM werascending ?Beyond Majestic?

9/17/2019 8:21:54 PM werascending ?Beyond Majestic?

9/17/2019 8:36:25 PM rjtkco ⚡️⚡️⚡️

9/17/2019 8:43:00 PM cocopuffster12 I’ve been working, dont have my phone at work. Other comments stated MJ12 waits to answer so everyone has an opportunity to ask ?’s

9/17/2019 8:43:59 PM cocopuffster12 Hi Michelle! I know!! Too long! Hope you are well!😊

9/17/2019 8:52:10 PM remarkablebob This Soft/Partial Disclosure program is not worth paying attention to...for gods sake, this is Old News! You gotta have some better evidence hidden in 

your vaults? The People demand Full Disclosure! We’re tired of being teased. Whattaya got?

9/17/2019 9:00:21 PM vickigp1 The genie is finally out of the bottle. No more 'conspiracy' labels,

9/17/2019 9:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 🕤

9/17/2019 9:15:28 PM positively303 #WWG1WGA

9/17/2019 9:15:50 PM spurfan Thanks 🇺🇸 #Col3v17 🇺🇸 !

#KAG2020

#Trump2020SteelWheels

 https://youtu.be/BgyzfG827cs  pic.twitter.com/d1hD7ZVFlL

9/17/2019 9:15:57 PM rachelhalligan 9/30?

9/17/2019 9:16:07 PM nurseniceyes What happens at 9:30?

9/17/2019 9:16:08 PM poppyslovecapu Time or date?

9/17/2019 9:16:28 PM 1knight72  https://www.pinterest.com/pin/680606562420302820/ …

9/17/2019 9:16:57 PM hifiman45 Or is it 6:45?🤷♂️

9/17/2019 9:17:20 PM adsvel My pleasure.😊🙏

9/17/2019 9:17:38 PM aprilbrown99 It’s time.

9/17/2019 9:17:40 PM n7guardiananon 369 939

9/17/2019 9:19:02 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/xnYW3EJ440

9/17/2019 9:20:54 PM krittersadler  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-34/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

9/17/2019 9:22:18 PM cpnegron73 Declass?

9/17/2019 9:23:14 PM jooooody Wow!  Thank you, this is going to be historic.

9/17/2019 9:23:15 PM rocktobersky One of My Exes Bday!



9/17/2019 9:23:52 PM rocktobersky No, What Does It Mean?!

9/17/2019 9:25:54 PM tarzan_08 9:30 pm pacific time?

Isn’t potus in la?

9/17/2019 9:26:27 PM sano_faith  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-34/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

9/17/2019 9:27:32 PM unstoppablencp AMA??

9/17/2019 9:27:49 PM seeker229 3 minutes

9/17/2019 9:28:11 PM nurseniceyes Yes!!!!

9/17/2019 9:28:44 PM ringtiggygal23 Enjoy the show! This is gonna be EPIC! What a time to be Alive

9/17/2019 9:28:48 PM aetherwalker1 Ahh, now I see.. pic.twitter.com/KQAssgk35K

9/17/2019 9:32:39 PM jooooody Yes it is time Majestic.

9/17/2019 9:33:56 PM qnotables17  pic.twitter.com/snXBJ9YV2Z

9/17/2019 9:36:19 PM dillon982 Finally!  This is YUGE!

9/17/2019 9:36:56 PM reasonrhymes Sept 30th?

9/17/2019 9:37:26 PM internetusr Monday the 30th of Sept?

9/17/2019 9:40:24 PM rocktobersky ???!!! pic.twitter.com/YvEW8arPr1

9/17/2019 9:40:48 PM michael81972  https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-09-17/ed-buck-arrested-charged-with-drug-house …

9/17/2019 9:43:31 PM joanhol24893501 H.R.C. ????? 9/30 pic.twitter.com/Hu7klyi9Uo

9/17/2019 9:43:53 PM jeffwal90246504 IFB all Patriots. FA listed. #KAG2020

9/17/2019 9:44:04 PM dillon982 Is this for real?  We get to read Comeys emails?? 🤔

9/17/2019 9:49:29 PM nickcpace1 Yes finally!!!

9/17/2019 9:54:17 PM johnsville14 I'm gettin palpitations. Where's my feinting couch? I got the vapors. Oh boy.

9/17/2019 9:54:27 PM sano_faith After seconde lecture, I've seen it was issued last years. Some questions now.

9/17/2019 9:59:19 PM rocktobersky 🎶🤔🎬🤔

9/17/2019 10:01:48 PM 1crazy_toaster Wasn't this the fly by that blackmailed US Gov't? any Op known as Paperclip? or was this another fake narrative. We know the benevolent ET's have 

been speaking to our leaders but they (DS)keep rejecting them...only interested in their tech. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B0o_7n4S3o …

9/17/2019 10:03:03 PM bananen72077651 Minor correction:

3 = 2 + 0 + 1 = 201

9/17/2019 10:03:11 PM tudeaddy I wish this was written for 2019 not 2018... we've passed that stage and declass is still only a hope.

9/17/2019 10:03:14 PM cryptogyu Not all of us are bad.

9/17/2019 10:05:04 PM sano_faith Yep...

9/17/2019 10:09:26 PM ancerrone I’d say the time has finally come to start moving’m out to GITMO.

9/17/2019 10:11:39 PM fukyorfeelngs HELL TO THE FUCK YEAH!!!! WOOO HOOO!!!! 💕🇺🇲⚖💕🇺🇲⚖💥💥💥💥

9/17/2019 10:12:45 PM elfey7169  pic.twitter.com/Lu17MCGKE9

9/17/2019 10:17:20 PM sue_meadows11 Yes. It’s been a year since it was requested. This information was supposed to come out before the mid-terms... someone powerful was able to stall 

this. Now that Dan Coates is gone and Mueller is In the rear view mirror, we’ll see.

9/17/2019 10:17:23 PM daveo6145 Tick tock pic.twitter.com/w6Muv5rdl6

9/17/2019 10:18:20 PM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/p3JqClj0Do

9/17/2019 10:30:52 PM realgrace_kelly Ever so quietly...YES!!! 😄💪🏻💪🏻💪🏻

This is the DECLASS!!!!!!!!!!!

#QAnon

9/17/2019 10:38:09 PM michael81972 Its from  Sep 17, 2018

9/17/2019 10:48:25 PM lexiechey That's from 2018

9/17/2019 10:54:28 PM azuremagus Source/9, our spirit 3/0, 9:30 half way to restart at 10/1 ?

9/17/2019 11:03:05 PM andrew13892378  https://twitter.com/Andrew13892378/status/1174177238989910017?s=20 …

9/17/2019 11:05:00 PM ghostrider050 Issued on: September 17, 2018? 🤔

9/17/2019 11:06:38 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen John 10:34 Psalm 82:6

9/17/2019 11:09:53 PM bluestatesos Thank you for the shoutout GodLvr. Great group of patriots @COL3v17 

Proudly following all ~🇺🇸♥ pic.twitter.com/yh6CTtrymQ

9/17/2019 11:16:21 PM roycesolberg Hey PATRIOTS, lets make this woman famous! She’ll only feed citizens even though those children who are here through NO FAULT of their own 

STARVE... 😡😡 pic.twitter.com/6KKKHX7Hf7

9/17/2019 11:19:54 PM patrickabney1 Trump 2020 and Beyond.

9/17/2019 11:25:59 PM roycesolberg This is the kind of shit that makes my blood boil. It’s kids! Children! That’s F***** UP...😡😡😡😡

9/17/2019 11:26:30 PM oo1o110 Apparently a lot of MJ12 newbies on this thread.

9/17/2019 11:26:48 PM elfm0d3 Times up, buttercup. 👀💣💥💯 pic.twitter.com/4fy0GKwxRD

9/17/2019 11:29:10 PM wisdomonium Here the snake goddess before she was rep. by an ash tree (asherite pole worshippers).Flanked by owls (in the story reps a raped child)ltr Minervan 

owl.Ancient greeks/romans etc promote pedophilia=sociopaths tossed out of Atlantis https://images.app.goo.gl/toqyQ6RJkXHjoMDCA

9/17/2019 11:35:01 PM roycesolberg @Dylanesque2604

9/17/2019 11:51:08 PM tsaralexi Times running out for the Deep State!

9/18/2019 12:03:15 AM hornigcynthia And yet nothing has been released.

What a joke

9/18/2019 12:05:34 AM weediblue Date

9/18/2019 12:11:01 AM rjgrismer50 Who was the operative?  Who was involved? pic.twitter.com/6C9oc7c4Ow

9/18/2019 12:18:29 AM rjgrismer50  http://spacecoastdaily.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/FISA-Memo-Page-4-564x691.jpg …

9/18/2019 12:19:27 AM rjgrismer50  pic.twitter.com/NB4GNE2MLJ

9/18/2019 12:24:08 AM jamersr13 🐾

9/18/2019 12:25:21 AM 40_head Statement...

9/18/2019 12:45:18 AM 11witness11 I made the same mistake. It was a year ago exactly. pic.twitter.com/eovFnm6snY

9/18/2019 12:53:49 AM karentriebel swamps are moist

9/18/2019 1:00:14 AM karentriebel Alive?

9/18/2019 1:18:43 AM murph54258684 Hmmm.

9/18/2019 1:37:24 AM monroevegas Its mchauley culkin

9/18/2019 1:39:27 AM monroevegas White rabbit exposing men wearing red shoes.

9/18/2019 2:23:43 AM mongrelglory Here's a great interview with Rob Kirby about just how corrupt the Central banks and financial markets really are: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mmFPmG1HCTY …

9/18/2019 2:37:55 AM mongrelglory Since Tuesday I have not been able to access the Twitter website using my Safari browser on my iMac.  This happens every time Twitter plays around 

with their shadow-banning algorithm! Forced me to use Google browser which I try to avoid! 😒

9/18/2019 2:41:45 AM 11111christian Check what is there....

9/18/2019 2:43:41 AM mongrelglory Had a good summer visiting my cousins out in Alberta.  Now I'm back to my bellydancing classes.  Alls well.  Hope you had a good summer too.



9/18/2019 2:55:01 AM covertress That's from 2018.

I fell for it too. 😒

9/18/2019 2:58:10 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1174131657118343168?s=19 …

9/18/2019 3:05:43 AM mongrelglory I've noticed the same delay on my tweets too!

9/18/2019 3:12:58 AM mongrelglory I don't know.  I'm just not interested in going back to a PC after I switched to a Mac which I'm happier with.

9/18/2019 3:15:03 AM covertress Try this Twitter search:

AMA from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/18/2019 3:16:12 AM walker1world Today I figured out why the left is so alarmist about climate change. You cant fake results, they are running out of time.

If there data is correct in the next 5 years major changes have to happen if it doesn't it goes the way of acid rain https://yt6.pics.ee/LEECT 

9/18/2019 3:19:07 AM htmurph 45

9/18/2019 3:25:05 AM patriotmom7 We still have to deal with The Queen. pic.twitter.com/M6OvZOMtyw

9/18/2019 3:27:02 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/18/2019 3:27:18 AM karategpa “It is difficult to free fools from the chains they revere.”

-Voltaire

9/18/2019 3:30:06 AM covertress 9:30 on 9/18/2019?

A Majestic operation? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063282061157572608?s=19 …

9/18/2019 3:38:50 AM nurseniceyes Let's wait...today is the 1 year anniversary...Kavanaugh had a one year anniversary before he came back into the news.

9/18/2019 3:39:04 AM covertress nice time stamp, btw

9/18/2019 3:42:03 AM covertress You're right.

And there's also this from yesterday... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1174106185395527680?s=19 …

9/18/2019 3:45:53 AM rentonmagauk  pic.twitter.com/WPVQssDWP8

9/18/2019 3:48:45 AM nettiejoi What was it with Lights in the Sky on the 4th of July over the Lincoln Memorial ?

You said, watch the Sky , said the coordinates....you knew !

9/18/2019 4:07:12 AM asailorssway If the LGBT community realizes what was done specifically to THEM, there may be a change of tide concerning the left. One can and does, hope.

9/18/2019 4:11:17 AM holotechrd 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡💥❤️💯💪👑

9/18/2019 4:16:26 AM richard07759712 3 6 9. 9:30 = 12 = 3

9/18/2019 4:18:47 AM richard07759712 Not on my Watch 🕤

9/18/2019 4:23:14 AM richard07759712 Ready, aim 💥 pic.twitter.com/O75E85wxfN

9/18/2019 4:24:37 AM richard07759712 RT

9/18/2019 4:27:53 AM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/zmLylCabsy

9/18/2019 4:51:46 AM laurabusse Good sign!

Welcome newbies!!!

😊😊😊

9/18/2019 5:00:37 AM keith369me Time is up!!!

9/18/2019 5:01:04 AM sandytoes717 You were a newbie once.... be nice and help them not make snide remarks.

9/18/2019 5:06:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is coming. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1174293397055651840 …

9/18/2019 5:07:47 AM gryniiizred  https://twitter.com/sue_meadows11/status/1174190647873605633?s=19 …

9/18/2019 5:08:02 AM burgersandra Clock image is underneath the MJ12 inverted logo.

3:00.

9/18/2019 5:08:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Will it be on a majestic day and time?

9/18/2019 5:08:17 AM gryniiizred  https://twitter.com/sue_meadows11/status/1174190647873605633?s=19 …

9/18/2019 5:09:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 NSAJB Going Away Retaliation

Not coordinated by NSAJB

Think 322 https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1174287222666924032 …

9/18/2019 5:10:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is calling the shots? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1174280409875722240 …

9/18/2019 5:10:17 AM trumpmomma Think deep state panicked

9/18/2019 5:10:32 AM andyr1112 Think mirror

9/18/2019 5:10:41 AM charitable_fury GOOD question!!...

9/18/2019 5:10:50 AM gryniiizred  https://twitter.com/sue_meadows11/status/1174190647873605633?s=19 …

9/18/2019 5:11:23 AM enomai_ DARPA?

9/18/2019 5:11:41 AM sirdramaanon This is awesome.

9/18/2019 5:11:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perfect recipe for election flipping. 

Can go either way.

Chaos allows rigged elections.

National Security.

Highly Classified.

Will they use it? https://twitter.com/BarakRavid/status/1174270651168894982 …

9/18/2019 5:12:39 AM steveakridge Oh no!!

Next conspiracy theory:

Donald J. Trump must be impeached because he’s an

ALIEN.

PTDS will be epic.

🌑🌒🌓🌖🌕😎 🐸🐸🐸

9/18/2019 5:12:40 AM hawkgirlinmn We can make a summation that it is obviously #DeepState, but exactly WHO would be my question.

9/18/2019 5:12:53 AM trumppatriotus1 Either way there was NO reason for hundreds of ppl to have to jump out of windows to their death on 911. Ppl DID die, families lost loved ones- It 

Never should have been alliwed to happen!!!

9/18/2019 5:12:57 AM yustein Nuclear...

9/18/2019 5:13:26 AM turboxyde It's happening now, albeit slowly. When the collective consciousness is ready to absorb and process more in stages and phases according to soft 

disclosure tactics.

9/18/2019 5:14:17 AM andyr1112 What is this? From a movie?

9/18/2019 5:15:48 AM hawkgirlinmn Agree! I hope in the future, it is revealed exactly what technology was used to measure that collective consciousness.

9/18/2019 5:17:17 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/mPP1nsNaiJ

9/18/2019 5:18:25 AM turboxyde You might be holding (a portion) of it now...

9/18/2019 5:18:28 AM vincemindfreak not from delonge  it wont ..nor podesta ..controlled disclosure of just a fraction of the facts .delonge has masonic reasons for being onboard with this .

9/18/2019 5:23:56 AM hawkgirlinmn I agree. but I believe there is a more ‘majestic’ way shall we say to measure without impeding upon our subconscious affecting our free will. It has to 

be done via entanglement. Positive entanglement forcing several steps of cognitive dissonance until awake? Thoughts?

9/18/2019 5:28:19 AM origteslasmuse Other news agencies are reporting Bibi lost

9/18/2019 5:32:38 AM keith369me Drip, drip, drip...How about a landing on the front lawn of CNN headquarters in Atlanta.



9/18/2019 5:34:35 AM s7v7nbuddies I don't care about that. We know they may be a military operation. Many patents on zero gravity flying objects were suppressed by US government, 

and area 51 as been impenetrable.

9/18/2019 5:35:55 AM keith369me Ammunition spent, a little oil spilt.  It’s two pawns and a King left on the black side, a nearly full compliment of pieces left on the white side.

9/18/2019 5:36:59 AM keith369me Is Facebook really necessary in our Society?  MJ12, any thoughts on @hashgraph ?

9/18/2019 5:38:00 AM keith369me I saw Bibi cast a paper ballot.  Count them in public with everybody watching.

9/18/2019 5:44:28 AM keith369me ...or when most actually knew neighbors?

9/18/2019 5:46:38 AM bbobbio71 We need people to wake up a little faster.  lol pic.twitter.com/Vx3YDfuzFB

9/18/2019 5:48:56 AM keith369me Small town vs urban prison

9/18/2019 5:49:54 AM synackstatic Is disclosure a distraction from their crimes? Real or not, the realization that the world is controlled by powerful satanists in every aspect of life is 

damning. Aliens would be a tremendous distraction.

9/18/2019 5:51:17 AM _369311119 Hmmm...

Strings cut. Handlers out. Actors on their own. Can actors write their own scripts? Not without a soul.

Auto-generate...ALICE?

9/18/2019 5:52:28 AM scott_rick I thought Patriots are in control?

9/18/2019 5:53:44 AM scott_rick When is DEcLASS and Unsealepstein?

9/18/2019 5:54:17 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/x5WRnlX7AM

9/18/2019 5:57:15 AM werascending “Above Majestic” Corey Goode, David Wilcock

9/18/2019 5:58:04 AM zrickety NSA?

9/18/2019 5:58:22 AM mflatt23 I want to know more about those Mars bases...

9/18/2019 6:07:46 AM justice4rod Is this the blackhat Operation Bluebeam that Bill Cooper spoke of or is this a whitehat operation and if so why now? Serious question. 

pic.twitter.com/3MCpqEo3lo

9/18/2019 6:10:22 AM brick_airhedred I'm just trying to figure out if I need to decorate for Halloween or not. 👽🤔

9/18/2019 6:13:43 AM turboxyde Where one observes the instrument another observes the method.

9/18/2019 6:14:02 AM ravisingkeegan Maybe we should therefore ask majestic 12 why now? Why after 45/Trump? 

Majestic 12 and secrecy seem to have been the problem. 

Being outside of government control was a ridiculous thing to say.

9/18/2019 6:14:30 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼 I always appreciate your 40,000ft view!

9/18/2019 6:16:00 AM ravisingkeegan I knew from the beginning delonge and the other clowns were a joke. Expected nothing from them really.

9/18/2019 6:18:04 AM vincemindfreak  pic.twitter.com/zgRDfNqzcB

9/18/2019 6:18:25 AM mgray72531386 The military is supporting statements made by Tom DeLonge of Blink-182?  Why?  Is Tom Delonge the face of disclosure? Why?  I am all for disclosure. 

Full disclosure, not just disclosure.  Full truth, not partial truth.

9/18/2019 6:20:21 AM ravisingkeegan I guess it means it is only a matter of time/when instead of if.

9/18/2019 6:20:58 AM anitabutterfly And you are full of it. Instead of hoovering you should explain!

9/18/2019 6:26:52 AM kindeandtrue Are the 👽 attacking the world's oil refineries?

9/18/2019 6:26:56 AM cacackler You do realize that article is from Sept 2018, don't you?

9/18/2019 6:27:41 AM sano_faith  https://twitter.com/tidosan/status/1174184890386063360?s=21 …

9/18/2019 6:29:11 AM gratefulanyway Is it real or the fake satanic crap to scare us into forgetting about the corruption and pedophilia?!

9/18/2019 6:31:12 AM kindeandtrue Funny thing how Pompeo and Graham never complain about 🇮🇱's illegal nuke program.

9/18/2019 6:32:59 AM laurabusse Need?

Or want?

If it makes your heart sing...go for it

If it seems like more of a bother...

Then don't bother!

😊❤️

9/18/2019 6:34:50 AM laurabusse Me too

What is a beautiful day on Mars like?

And what weather there is your worst nightmare?

9/18/2019 6:36:04 AM laurabusse They wouldn't cover it

🤣🤣😂😂

9/18/2019 6:38:31 AM dragonfly6001 This was on my local news

😯

9/18/2019 6:39:27 AM freestateojones Let's see it.

9/18/2019 6:41:36 AM laurabusse It has its place...

But obviously we have to renew our acquaintance with what's around us

Neighbors etc

I'm hoping as ppl continue waking up ppl will get nicer and not be such a drag to be around

9/18/2019 6:43:17 AM manifest_utopia Me too.

9/18/2019 6:43:40 AM laurabusse Who can steal more votes?

And the winner is...

9/18/2019 7:00:00 AM nan_ese Check out FB "Valley Lyme Support Forum"

9/18/2019 7:02:16 AM nan_ese I love that glorious "Swoop!"

9/18/2019 7:04:11 AM jessewa25340831 It’s been coming for decades what’s your point?

9/18/2019 7:12:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 And so it begins... https://twitter.com/CBSNews/status/1174272255108558849 …

9/18/2019 7:13:13 AM jvan125 Small fish leads to the bigger fish...#TrustThePlan 🇺🇸

9/18/2019 7:13:21 AM n7guardiananon beginning of the end for the Democrats

9/18/2019 7:13:23 AM trumps_all Does he SING, or is his voice silenced Epstein Style

9/18/2019 7:14:40 AM sparkleloung Let’s DO THIS!!!! 

Bring the PAIN & JUSTICE to those sick, SICK people 

Buck is a good start.

9/18/2019 7:20:00 AM jennife42469481 Clogs in the drain has cleared!

9/18/2019 7:20:17 AM clarkd958  pic.twitter.com/V6l7A5Izp3

9/18/2019 7:21:07 AM keith369me Did someone at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talk to Steve Motley yesterday?  Bombs...  https://youtu.be/3rxTYKjLYY0 

9/18/2019 7:21:56 AM lbf777 Here’s Ed Buck with a male prostitute smoking crack. pic.twitter.com/wrA9qyfH7P

9/18/2019 7:22:00 AM keith369me ...and he gives MJ12 a shout out near the beginning of the video

9/18/2019 7:22:37 AM keith369me ...and many Republicans

9/18/2019 7:24:11 AM gamaugeri Let's hope it's just the beginning!

9/18/2019 7:28:52 AM __lemonmaid_ Adam Schiff. Ted Lieu. Let's do this!

9/18/2019 7:29:25 AM johnsville14 Thank you. For some reason this post has made many things clear to me and I've come to understand better my role in all of this, and that is to help 

people understand that alien disclosure is Mystery Babylons final gambit to distract us from the Truth.



9/18/2019 7:32:46 AM johnsville14 Satan disguises himself as an alien presence to make himself acceptable to us. When the time comes we will be faced with a choice: believe the illusion 

and be destroyed, or call them out for the deception it is.

9/18/2019 7:35:20 AM hollywoodpatri2 When the mainstream starts talking about the scene in Antarctica, then you know it’s getting warm.

9/18/2019 7:35:27 AM ericpartchey Hopefully

9/18/2019 7:35:40 AM jamiebroadwater Goodbye to the criminals that Kill innocent people!!!

9/18/2019 7:36:57 AM johnsville14 For 8 months since I discovered Q I've had to shatter my old worldview and find the scattered pieces of Truth behind all the deception. It was like being 

lost in the swamp. But as I come to understand, the journey becomes easier, my footsteps become lighter and unencumbered.

9/18/2019 7:38:16 AM charlesgdavis1 Call the Consortium of Intergalactic Aliens at 1-555-555-5555 ext 5:5 and ask for the Human Relations Office.

9/18/2019 7:39:00 AM brick_airhedred Ahhh, very insightful. Thank you. 🙏

9/18/2019 7:40:50 AM bbobbio71 Mad Maxine was just charged as well.

9/18/2019 7:47:10 AM anonymousada Yes it does! https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1174327213082238976?s=19 …

9/18/2019 7:47:49 AM vetgeek85027 Apparently it takes 3 deaths, for it to become fact!

9/18/2019 7:52:10 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/e2rP2YX9lN

9/18/2019 8:03:33 AM manifest_utopia If all it took was cannabis (or other mind altering) to open up & lead to ascension, we'd already have a huge portion of the population at Enlightenment 

level of awareness.

9/18/2019 8:03:36 AM jared4liberty Shame on me for not knowing this dude while I’m from PA. Thanks for sharing so I know even more of the corruption in my state. Fuck these people

9/18/2019 8:09:47 AM allahuniversal Have worked for two of these companies, wouldn't trust them as far as I could throw their headquarters pic.twitter.com/2Z5Dj39M7d

9/18/2019 8:13:33 AM _369311119 Where does the Buck stop?

9/18/2019 8:14:54 AM laniewalters Not available in BC Canada....wonder why. 😠

9/18/2019 8:18:12 AM egelone Since u r here, how about this new national security advisor Robert O'Brien? patriot?

9/18/2019 8:25:06 AM unidentifiedta1 Podesta and Harry Reid share your sentiment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/18/2019 8:32:36 AM playactiongamer Those in the high tech disclosure projects will start by giving you old (years known) data first. #ufodisclosure

9/18/2019 8:34:25 AM guy_karen Took long enough

9/18/2019 8:35:14 AM jswdh1 God is carrying you! Keep the faith! He will carry us through! Prayers! God Bless You!

9/18/2019 8:45:56 AM n7guardiananon all evil doers

9/18/2019 8:49:53 AM playactiongamer The casino effect. Their system and their AIs are set up to benefit [them]. The fox is guarding the henhouse.

9/18/2019 8:52:40 AM playactiongamer Disclosure coming soon?

9/18/2019 9:01:38 AM samsmith0319 Yes!!!

9/18/2019 9:05:20 AM playactiongamer Staff of Hermes - Think of the chakras

9/18/2019 9:07:56 AM playactiongamer DS knows how to discredit their foes.

9/18/2019 9:10:14 AM playactiongamer Noooo... It's time to roar.

9/18/2019 9:11:50 AM playactiongamer Time to flush out the snakes in the swamp. #nomoreevil #nomoreabuse #getthecriminalsout

9/18/2019 9:16:36 AM knightofmaltaus #Storm #AREA #51. Pretty funny how they all of a sudden “#cancelled” this little outing. We called it and are now laughing.... 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @terran_sol @DJLOK @covertress @UFOnetwork_ @UFOChronicles @mufon @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens 

https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/09/17/air-force-sending-reinforcements-area-51-despite-raids-cancellation.html …

9/18/2019 9:21:28 AM oo1o110 Explain what? That MJ12 is always dropping ambiguous dates in order to get hopes up and let them down when nothing happens because disinfo is 

necessary? 

They'll find out soon enough.

9/18/2019 9:21:42 AM playactiongamer Yes, AIDS had a hidden purpose - did not came into this world by chance/fate.

9/18/2019 9:23:26 AM susan66388204 I think Mars will because POTUS has mentioned it at 2 rallys

9/18/2019 9:24:10 AM susan66388204 I don’t trust either of the so much.

9/18/2019 9:25:14 AM brookshunter12 Been tracking these celestial objects for three years. I'd really love to know whether these are craft or heavenly bodies. My intuition says both are 

here. Oh well, I'll keep watching the skies and sharing what I see until I am shut down.

9/18/2019 9:25:58 AM susan66388204 I think disclosure will Lead to their crimes being More Exposed

9/18/2019 9:27:03 AM susan66388204 Pretty certain I saw my First ET Craft last night.  I wasn’t scared at all.

9/18/2019 9:32:20 AM playactiongamer Someone from above? ALICE would not just act without end user intervention.

9/18/2019 9:39:15 AM wwg1wga93583681 there he is again, near a murder pic.twitter.com/4jBHMHDIQs

9/18/2019 9:41:32 AM desirelove101 Anything to distract us from the criminals in our government. Decals of their crimes better happen soon or it’s all going to be wasted with this.

9/18/2019 9:45:35 AM magamatician Yeah, but it’s 3 men now, isn’t it? That’s what sparked the arrest. @cbs is fake news

9/18/2019 9:46:42 AM lbf777 I feel like we are all on an lord of the rings style adventure to stop evil pedos.

9/18/2019 9:47:12 AM ikeb247 Just sad, wrong-minded humans who practice imperfection and are slaves to their desires, just as Satan intended.

9/18/2019 9:53:25 AM sdane8 LOL. This made me laugh.  😂

9/18/2019 9:56:18 AM sdane8 OMG Look how emaciated that poor soul is.  God Bless Him!  😭

9/18/2019 10:11:04 AM girlawakeinca China Lake? @zagnett @aprilbrown99

9/18/2019 10:13:46 AM girlawakeinca Doesn’t it feel like we may still be experiencing parallel timelines?

9/18/2019 10:20:54 AM rachelriot1 😂thanks booo!!! <3

9/18/2019 10:21:17 AM girlawakeinca  https://youtu.be/WOovFcxuBUA 

9/18/2019 10:23:18 AM adsvel It begins when Soros, Rothschilds and so way down puppets will be cut off their funds and imprisoned. And then we can say its great beginning. Until 

that time is just a rope pulling from one side to another.

9/18/2019 10:40:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Area 51 you say? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1174123154211577857 …

9/18/2019 10:42:23 AM thebytebot yesss area 51 http://discord.gg/the 

9/18/2019 10:44:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 How about Donald Trump? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1174378048109432832 …

9/18/2019 10:44:39 AM ghostservices Even if they cross over the fence line, they won’t get close to 51.

9/18/2019 10:45:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Area 51 has ‘secrets that deserve to be protected’, warns US Air Force general - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/area-51-

secrets-deserve-protected-20084954 …

9/18/2019 10:45:52 AM 6b1222t U know. Given the current political climate... and the players involved... all I see are red flags of security issues. 😊

9/18/2019 10:45:55 AM dlmaybee I wouldn’t trust any of them!

9/18/2019 10:46:10 AM yustein Stupidity...

9/18/2019 10:46:23 AM 6b1222t Smart.

9/18/2019 10:46:37 AM eisentourage Majestic, do you agree or disagree?

9/18/2019 10:46:52 AM teamsterr07 Duh....we already knew that...

9/18/2019 10:46:53 AM zeropointchrist A51 IS OLD NEWS!!!!  THE REAL BASE IS UNDER LAKE ARROWHEAD AND BIG BEAR LAKE, CA IN THE SAN BERNARDINO MTNS!!!  IT IS A HUB, AND THE 

SPOKES LEAD TO A51/S4, CHINA LAKE, NELLIS, NORTON, EDWARDS, LA, ETC!!! MY REAR DIFFERENTIAL WAS DRILLED WHEN TRIED RELEASE ENTRANCE 

INFO.

9/18/2019 10:47:07 AM aebrown5558 He will be silenced Epstein styles

9/18/2019 10:47:41 AM werascending President Trump won’t be an option. Hence, my Alexa now resides in a trash heap.

9/18/2019 10:48:25 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/4g2Fxc8JcR

9/18/2019 10:48:56 AM yustein Protect against who? Americans? Canadians? Humanity? Reptilians? Andromedans? Elohim? Archangels? Who??? Yeah yeah we already know 

everything including faster than light travel. What about the Antarctica’s relics from my old days? And the Nazi population there, moon and 

Mars?Hmm?



9/18/2019 10:49:21 AM keith369me It looks like someone’s jamming a screwdriver into that small drip of Disclosure.  Ready for the drill?

9/18/2019 10:49:23 AM kindeandtrue Majestic, thanks for the clues. Very kind of you to drop hints to the little people, which is far more than any other government actor would do.

9/18/2019 10:50:44 AM qzillian1 😂🤣😂 Fvck them. Nothing deserves secrecy. That's why this world is a piece of shyt.

9/18/2019 10:50:50 AM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1082855181556035584?s=20 …

9/18/2019 10:51:47 AM sephorassievert  pic.twitter.com/xzkE7hR6Bd

9/18/2019 10:52:09 AM yustein Ask help from @USNavy ‘s #SolarWarden !!!

9/18/2019 10:52:12 AM keith369me The General has a name that sounds like that of a “Hollywood Mogul”

9/18/2019 10:52:48 AM cryptocrab4 Beginning of a fake story ?

They want this to be the discussion so they can provide something less than the truth.

They moved all the good shit.

9/18/2019 10:53:00 AM yustein Ask help from @USNavy ‘s #SolarWarden !!! They have better technology...

9/18/2019 10:53:16 AM werascending “Raid” of what? “Raid” by who? “Raid” and why? 🤔🤔🤔

9/18/2019 10:53:32 AM keith369me ...Bezos, will it miraculously stop working if you select DJT as your preferred candidate?

9/18/2019 10:54:07 AM werascending There are no coincidences

9/18/2019 10:54:12 AM kindeandtrue Spoken like a true globalist tyrant.

9/18/2019 10:54:57 AM zagnett Yes i've heard there is one here. Got my bag packed along with snacks. 🌠😎👍

9/18/2019 10:56:12 AM girlawakeinca A tad further but me too. 💫

9/18/2019 10:58:17 AM hawkgirlinmn The “secrets” in area 51 deserve to be protected and have justice! #TraffickingHub

9/18/2019 11:00:46 AM jlgraham22 these videos should be good.... pic.twitter.com/e7oUvOz1Xv

9/18/2019 11:06:31 AM xusaf_patriot "Disinformation is necessary"

9/18/2019 11:06:51 AM finimarcini ‘Secrets that deserve to be protected.’ Ok fair enough. How about some independent oversight and auditing?

9/18/2019 11:06:59 AM iiampaull Protected for who?

Private industry?

9/18/2019 11:12:30 AM werascending What they are doing there needs to be disclosed. It is not at ALL what people think.

9/18/2019 11:13:00 AM ascension_guide AF has a lot of explaining to do... #NeverForget pic.twitter.com/6HZpO03Cdo

9/18/2019 11:18:50 AM truthseekermed1 Bull shit!

9/18/2019 11:20:21 AM origteslasmuse Distraction from pedophiles, stay focused

9/18/2019 11:23:12 AM usafreedomfight Now to release it!  When?

9/18/2019 11:24:17 AM lightworkercain #FreeAvril pic.twitter.com/w6io9lxdv1

9/18/2019 11:27:51 AM freestateojones Area 51 has secrets that deserve to be publicly acknowledged.

9/18/2019 11:28:42 AM 67whb Indeed.

9/18/2019 11:33:06 AM ghost_of_billy_ Secrets? What kind of Secrets?

9/18/2019 11:33:10 AM syduregerardos The dominos are falling. WWG1WGA. pic.twitter.com/GUgesS3QEH

9/18/2019 11:34:45 AM shaney_butch “The very word secrecy is repugnant in a free and open society”

9/18/2019 11:36:30 AM truthseekeranon Honestly though if 10,000 people stormed the gates and it's being broadcasted live are they really going to kill everyone. If they do there will be a 

million that show up to storm it. Then what drop a nuke on the million to protect the secrets?

9/18/2019 11:43:46 AM irah_chandler I think they know if they told the truth about it all the common American citizen would be calling for heads to roll

9/18/2019 11:46:25 AM lori_dee1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @40_head @recruitero @heath_jack @DBregenz @40_head @MastersShelby @Americanlll @love4thegameAK 

@cashman_makers @StormIsUponUs @DanBongino @_00111111_ @Jeff_Harner74 @MoniLcat @MongrelGlory  @malley_pj  @drawandstrike 

@cjtruth @ReeseJohn_

9/18/2019 11:47:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Area 51 is not a trafficking hub.

9/18/2019 11:47:55 AM ivan2488083248 proof?

9/18/2019 11:48:30 AM awakenthekraken DECLAS to distract from the devastating FISA abuse IG report?

9/18/2019 11:48:31 AM hawkgirlinmn Duly noted. Thank you.

9/18/2019 11:49:08 AM ftp_tigerlily We didn't think half of that shit was going on with the elites but here we are.

9/18/2019 11:49:32 AM irah_chandler Psh lol

9/18/2019 11:49:48 AM realseanirish1 The Colonel's Secret Recipe, for one...

🐓🐓🐓

9/18/2019 11:50:12 AM hawkgirlinmn At least that area has been eliminated for that particular activity. Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/18/2019 11:50:45 AM michael81972 It will be if it gets stormed...trafficked to jail..kek

9/18/2019 11:52:31 AM dark2light2019 The world has people who deserve truth-warns me

9/18/2019 11:55:36 AM fmeonlylol I want the scoop on S4

9/18/2019 11:56:14 AM cmdrzod23 And that was back in the 60s (Ben Rich pic).

9/18/2019 11:57:50 AM ascension_guide Insiders Reveal Details of NASA & USAF Secret Space Programs » Exopolitics https://www.exopolitics.org/insiders-reveal-details-of-nasa-usaf-secret-

space-programs/ …

9/18/2019 11:58:41 AM allahuniversal So, no national security at all then? Everyone no matter their intentions should know everything about what actually does work to keep the people 

(relatively) secure?

9/18/2019 11:58:45 AM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/jV3sJobFR1

9/18/2019 12:00:24 PM n7guardiananon The first thing to know about David Goldfein is that he's the Jewish general whom Obama nominated to serve as chief of staff of the U.S. Air Force.

9/18/2019 12:01:16 PM allahuniversal There's a lot of stupid people out there, hopefully not 10,000 or 1 million of them all gather in one place to force a national disaster on Trump's watch

9/18/2019 12:01:21 PM lbf777 Aren't the Grays running Area 51? Those are Reptilian slaves.

9/18/2019 12:02:45 PM azuremagus Follows in close second "some" Repubs

9/18/2019 12:04:27 PM spiritmusiq Antarctica is a trafficking hub

9/18/2019 12:05:04 PM spiritmusiq Depends which grays you are talking about... there a few different types.

9/18/2019 12:05:16 PM samsmith0319 Tech needs to be released to the people and Babylonian Black Money Spell erased...💥👿💥

9/18/2019 12:05:29 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/NWcoVnvzjk

9/18/2019 12:07:26 PM n7guardiananon  http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/237098 …

9/18/2019 12:08:10 PM state1union Cloning?  Or what satanic crap they are up-to?

9/18/2019 12:08:18 PM aprilbrown99 You said who Seth Rich is....not was. Does that mean he is still alive here now in this timeline? 🙏🙏🙏

9/18/2019 12:08:55 PM david00997884 Yeh but the ROPE is about to break and they all go fown the swamp drain

9/18/2019 12:09:23 PM cosmic_engineer The longer you don't tell the truth, the worse the reaction is going to be.

9/18/2019 12:11:12 PM do_or_do_notty I’m not so sure we consented to fund all these secrets with taxpayer money. 

Did we?  I know I didn’t! 🙋🏻

Especially when some of these “secrets” we fund, often unknowingly, could dramatically improve our quality of life. 

Enough of the secrets

9/18/2019 12:11:48 PM adsvel It would be too easy... Literally they will fight to the end, watch HRC, she never will change her behavior.

9/18/2019 12:12:27 PM david00997884 Good question, like an old movie UP IN SMOKE

9/18/2019 12:12:28 PM johnsville14 AprilB, were you just reading through MJ12's old tweets from mid-november? Because I was just in the middle of doing that exact thing. Crazy 

coincidences all around, all the time.



9/18/2019 12:12:30 PM kachinagtto Once again, I’m not getting notifications for your tweets today - even though it still shows as subscribed for notifications. Grrrr

9/18/2019 12:12:38 PM eatslpndive 💯

9/18/2019 12:12:55 PM lovethebeach999 🔥

9/18/2019 12:13:22 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Funny. Thats the same as a King in a Castle warning peasants working the fields they better not disturb him while he is eating lunch.

9/18/2019 12:13:44 PM smith_jere I am pretty sure we didn't.

9/18/2019 12:14:27 PM kachinagtto And no, I didn’t do the latest Twitter update.

9/18/2019 12:14:31 PM blueliner988  pic.twitter.com/JL5aqI5OFr

9/18/2019 12:14:34 PM aprilbrown99 That is funny. I just realized it was an old thread. Time is an illusion. 😉

9/18/2019 12:16:56 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed!

OUR money

OUR government 

OUR military

We write the paychecks 

These “secret keepers” are paid by us

Let’s never forget again, that We The People run this shit.

We are the employer
9/18/2019 12:17:20 PM samsmith0319 Visitors expected?...👀...👽

9/18/2019 12:17:23 PM aprilbrown99 #DemandVoterID

9/18/2019 12:18:26 PM sageremarks Their platform, how the hell do I stop it? I took my activity to  http://WG1WGA.com  . Major players and top tweeters are there also. Come see and 

stay a while.

9/18/2019 12:19:36 PM smith_jere We are talking Trillions of Benjamins. But stop asking questions already. Slaves deserve to be fleeced and lied to by our slave masters, for our own 

good.

9/18/2019 12:20:12 PM sageremarks Visit  http://WG1WGA.com  for an active community w/ great sharing platform.

9/18/2019 12:21:16 PM do_or_do_notty Bingo 

No more though!

The slaves have awakened 

We are pissed! pic.twitter.com/wSsRqGHQcM

9/18/2019 12:22:45 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1174402344328421381?s=19 …

9/18/2019 12:22:55 PM inmatemaga I think so

9/18/2019 12:23:56 PM keith369me Only one question...dual citizenship?

9/18/2019 12:25:24 PM do_or_do_notty No. We absolutely have say. 

We actually have all the say

We just were lulled to sleep while being convinced we no longer had a say

We need to remember who the F we are!

9/18/2019 12:25:55 PM jrwtsd Swamp Fox 🙌👌

9/18/2019 12:26:29 PM jrwtsd Cemex 🙌👀👀👀

9/18/2019 12:26:32 PM gracie28893633 Hmmmmm

9/18/2019 12:27:22 PM jrwtsd i have also been getting removed from prev. peoples followed 🙌👀🤷♂️

9/18/2019 12:29:08 PM jrwtsd well Mock, of course 🙌

9/18/2019 12:29:54 PM do_or_do_notty 😉 I know you were 

My message wasn’t meant for you 

I know, that you know ✌️

9/18/2019 12:31:39 PM jrwtsd i've arrived there recently as well 🙌👌

9/18/2019 12:34:33 PM poppyslovecapu #Disclosure

9/18/2019 12:36:25 PM bipolarmedia ya right.. release the hidden tech.. change our world for the better

9/18/2019 12:37:35 PM nea_storm Thank you n7guardiananon & Maj 12: Secrets guarded from Whom exactly? Those with greater advance technology already have the capability to 

know those secrets! Hence most interested in knowing guarded from whom? Kindly avoid expressing Russia or China! Please 

pic.twitter.com/4jRkeHRHZT

9/18/2019 12:42:42 PM david00997884 Yep her programmed clone. I sill think she died just after they threw her in the car. Just a filling I have

9/18/2019 12:46:06 PM _chelseaproject Surely Alexa would not allow "unsafe" donations.

9/18/2019 12:47:09 PM spiritmusiq Naaaaaa 😂

9/18/2019 12:47:29 PM adsvel Majic12 says there are no clones in the Gov, and I know from where this info about the clones comes from.

9/18/2019 12:48:00 PM playactiongamer Maybe there's more to S4 than EBEs. Time for some real disclosure.

9/18/2019 12:51:01 PM playactiongamer So thankful I do not have Alexa.

9/18/2019 12:53:40 PM playactiongamer Something's up at S4

9/18/2019 1:01:37 PM _chelseaproject I'm hoping for evidence that the cabal is capitulating. We keep hearing "patriots in control" and how afraid the cabal is and "panic in D.C." etc. but the 

cabal still appears to believe it can win - which also helps keep people brainwashed by their MSM.

9/18/2019 1:05:27 PM qzillian1 National security is in the position it is in from keeping secretes. One big dirty snow ball.

9/18/2019 1:06:32 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/GbHnJW8MtS

9/18/2019 1:06:43 PM qzillian1 Let me change that, World Security.

9/18/2019 1:10:54 PM qzillian1 Of coarse letting it ALL out now is a security issue for the rulers of the world, once We The People know, they will likely be getting their asses handed to 

them. That's what happens when you keep secretes to control people and they find out.

9/18/2019 1:13:29 PM allahuniversal If we had it your way and released it ALL, and it gets into the wrong hands, then what?

9/18/2019 1:14:29 PM allahuniversal You still need to be more specific about what exactly you want released.

9/18/2019 1:15:46 PM 02joshuaradwan The Queen needs to go.

9/18/2019 1:16:28 PM justice_rebel Don't you ever think all ppl. from the Netherlands are crazy, and 

stupid like those IDIOTS they caught!....like me for instance..personally I would go for the catacombes of the Vatican, and much closer by also..Logic to 

begin with the oldest secrets.... ....firSt. .just saying😶

9/18/2019 1:17:31 PM qzillian1 If secretes are kept, then there will Always be a Rulling Elite.

9/18/2019 1:19:11 PM allahuniversal Great talking point.

Do you lock your phone?

9/18/2019 1:23:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Curious how these things happen around people like Frank Underwood. #Zoey https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1174384767640494081 …

9/18/2019 1:24:23 PM esoter1csurgery Can't wait for Democrats to be totally confused when we all show them we are ECSTATIC that this dirt bag is going down. Party politics ve damned. 

This is about good vs. Evil!

9/18/2019 1:25:49 PM keith369me Kevin Spacey flew on the Lolita Express at the same time as Bill Clinton.  There are rumors of Bill/Spacey “limo partying”...#ClintonBodyCount ...is it 

contagious?

9/18/2019 1:28:01 PM agoodyear2015 He is such an evil man.

9/18/2019 1:28:49 PM michael_s_ander Third death related to that case. In short, GUILTY!

9/18/2019 1:31:03 PM kindeandtrue When fiction becomes reality, or something like that.

9/18/2019 1:31:25 PM qzillian1 When everyone Ascends, that will be irrelevant. No one will be able to keep secretes. Anyone that tries will fail & fall. It will be a slow drip, some 

waves, as we all transits into Ascension, otherwise it would be dangerous if certain people find out until then.

9/18/2019 1:32:55 PM qzillian1 You see what Ascension has exposed so far, it will continue.

9/18/2019 1:33:03 PM n7guardiananon read my mind!!!



9/18/2019 1:33:48 PM qzillian1 For now, but it only keeps the innocent out.

9/18/2019 1:36:24 PM qzillian1 Everything. We will all consciously make it happen too. Just a matter of 3Dtime.

9/18/2019 1:38:11 PM magnetmouth It's about time this guy got put away.

9/18/2019 1:39:46 PM magnetmouth We want the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.  Secret has been held FAR TOO LONG.

9/18/2019 1:41:53 PM anonymousada Hell yes it is. But the more others realize that we do not care about party, the more will join the fight!

9/18/2019 1:43:35 PM anonymousada I'm in PA too! Down with them all!

Have you noticed our sealed indictment count? pic.twitter.com/uNjriF01lX

9/18/2019 1:46:10 PM healthyhempoil Hi! The best CBD is the one that matches your needs & lifestyle! Check out our buyer's guide, it has all the information you need to make an informed 

decision about the best product for you:

 https://healthyhempoil.com/buy-cannabidiol-guide/ …

9/18/2019 1:46:27 PM charlesgdavis1 Orange sand, soil and/or dirt tunnels....humid conditions. Gender, sexuality and reproductive testing WITH catch and release methods. Then there is 

the high altitude portal which can be seen for the East....they know where.

9/18/2019 1:47:10 PM trinity_jenny With platforms like 8 change down research is more time consuming is my point

9/18/2019 1:48:21 PM sdane8 Sorry, those funds will be diverted to the CA Office of Safety - Automobile Emissions department.

9/18/2019 1:48:49 PM karma4event201 This pos was threatening someone.

9/18/2019 1:50:05 PM tinamarie1776 Do tell!!

9/18/2019 1:54:03 PM iqdou1 You know [they] all had to kiss and make up.  He made it very apparent in his “Let me be Frank” video that he would take them down with him

9/18/2019 1:59:30 PM n7guardiananon Dave Goldfein is the younger brother of Major General Stephen Goldfein, who was implicated in the "Thunder Vision" contracting scandal

9/18/2019 2:04:21 PM 78503002 Personally I believe there are other races out there. With no date, no list of races or information as to who are good, bad or indifferent I can only say 

pic.twitter.com/NhojhSfuah

9/18/2019 2:08:29 PM carol_beeee #WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/pDYagUrMK2

9/18/2019 2:08:37 PM 78503002 I'm gonna say area 51= bad guys

9/18/2019 2:09:09 PM trinity_jenny You will find out soon enough #wwg1wga #QAnon #Q

9/18/2019 2:10:50 PM nea_storm Most interesting Thank you again n7guardiananon! By this account is there a serious concern regarding a poisoned Tree family issue? Matthew 7:18 

pic.twitter.com/jDyVmqCrpE

9/18/2019 2:12:09 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/Zt9NVU3710

9/18/2019 2:12:21 PM af_war_vet What does this picture mean? That he's a mason?

9/18/2019 2:13:42 PM judithes She DIED after she was HIT BY A CAR! Now, let’s see if this makes the news, or disappears like the rest of strange issues involved in pedophelia...

9/18/2019 2:14:18 PM pieman1995 People like you laughed when foreskin was added to facecreams but what adding fetus cells is too ridiculous?

9/18/2019 2:15:06 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/TXvtWDe8nt

9/18/2019 2:16:37 PM chgocadchic NOT GOOD ~David Goldfein ~ Obama appointed General to serve as chief of staff of U.S. Air Force.

Why does it make a difference that he is Jewish?

9/18/2019 2:16:53 PM vincemindfreak  http://www.inhabitants153.com/masonic%20apron.htm …

9/18/2019 2:17:28 PM trinity_jenny If your not paying attention to the arrest of pedophile and human trafficking, sex cults already exposed, largest sealed indictments ever, 150+ new 

federal judges. Then you have no idea what is going on

9/18/2019 2:17:53 PM igiant111 Gotta love those big arrest--oh wait.

9/18/2019 2:17:59 PM mongrelglory This is good... "Netanyahu has failed to get the right-wing bloc to a 61-seat majority — which would have allowed him to form a government that 

would grant him immunity from 3 pending corruption indictments."

9/18/2019 2:18:31 PM mongrelglory Who exactly is "they"?

9/18/2019 2:20:55 PM mongrelglory Is this a welcoming party for some off-world visitors? 😎

9/18/2019 2:23:42 PM italianmom555 Is that invasion of area 51 still on for sept 20th or did the idiots that were or are thinking about crashing 51 change their stupid minds.

9/18/2019 2:28:35 PM blsdbe Art Imitates Life?

9/18/2019 2:40:28 PM okibutt1 The Pacific Ocean is contaminated by nuclear waste, the gulf has oil spilled n the run off dead zones from the mid west flooding. The Atlantic has 

nuclear from Finland, Greenland area. Not to mention all the dead bodies from the Bahamas...

What fish do you want to eat?

9/18/2019 2:54:33 PM scott_rick Drawing attention.... to “ that” area🤔

9/18/2019 2:59:59 PM 1crazy_toaster BS..No more secrets from the American People. Transparency & accountability in Govern-mind.

9/18/2019 3:00:39 PM daveschroeder18 I can only think of 1 person. Jordan $ather, Although they have mentioned a number of people who are being monitored. The number escapes me.

9/18/2019 3:02:22 PM johngradycole20 It seems like he really thinks he is Frank Underwood

9/18/2019 3:03:25 PM werascending Lovin’ the trolling🤣😂

9/18/2019 3:05:43 PM nhbroad Not in a million years.

9/18/2019 3:06:01 PM david00997884 Where

9/18/2019 3:10:28 PM 1crazy_toaster You bozo's, the next time a peaceful race makes contact with you, MAKE PEACE & come forward & report it to us. I just bought "The Missing Diary of 

Admiral Richard E. Byrd" & he met the inner Earth people but was ordered silent..then there's Val Thor..you cannot continue to lie.

9/18/2019 3:16:45 PM samsmith0319 They need to still convict this Vile Best!!! 💥👿💥

9/18/2019 3:16:56 PM n7guardiananon ...trigger for you eh???

funny, my mind went "ALARM" on the Obama appointed part of the article.

9/18/2019 3:17:17 PM crt14361013 🤔🤨

9/18/2019 3:18:04 PM surfing123456 Thanks

9/18/2019 3:19:56 PM lizmarques17 What a shocker

9/18/2019 3:20:07 PM qanuck4truth Question; 

WHO is paying to fund that base and it's "secrets"???

FCK what the Air Force wants in the name of National Security @POTUS #Declassify

#WeThePeople have a right to know. 

💯% Transparency

9/18/2019 3:21:00 PM djlok "Deserve" is an interesting word to use.  Almost suggests a living entity.

9/18/2019 3:21:48 PM cocopuffster12 Sounds like a great summer! Mine was spent learning my new job! Which has been cool. It enables me to make connections with others, which is 

always interesting. Belly dancing sounds like a good workout, and fun!

9/18/2019 3:22:07 PM djlok Space/time travel?

9/18/2019 3:22:25 PM daveschroeder18 Thanks for asking. I have been waiting this answer. One of the MJ members said they would talk about that at another time. Time is an illusion.

9/18/2019 3:26:51 PM trustkansas17 Kind of makes his Frank video he did after he was let go seem like a “promise” or “threat”... especially with Underwood being notorious for having 

people who obstruct his path “removed”

9/18/2019 3:28:38 PM lizmarques17 That would be hysterical. What’s your take on this thread? You think disclosure will have soon? And how soon

9/18/2019 3:37:32 PM emilyoakley6 Began yesterday m12



9/18/2019 3:42:14 PM trax1833 Internet started some shit where a bunch of idiots were going to meet up and storm the area 51 base. Like 100,000 people signed up for it..

Guessing they are pussin' out now..

9/18/2019 3:42:18 PM taitai78787 Curious how this is a “twitter moment”

9/18/2019 3:49:24 PM pelledan2 Newp!

9/18/2019 4:04:38 PM aetherwalker1 So those whose health solution won't be released until year 10 have to wait, and suffer, and possibly perish?  🤨

9/18/2019 4:05:04 PM boy12_jimmy If you trust your Alexa to send money to a candidate, better keep an eye on your checking or credit card account. It will be sending money to 

DemonRAT presidential candidates, because they can't get real Americans to donate to them directly or legally because they are unAmericans 

pic.twitter.com/N1IqLWpLAo

9/18/2019 4:24:50 PM justinn21710331 Bibi is a terrorist maybe the middle east can gain some peace if he is ousted...

9/18/2019 4:34:14 PM jared4liberty Good lord. I wonder if Wolfe is there too god damn knows he’s gotta be corrupt af too

9/18/2019 4:48:26 PM joprice66659127 Love it. Hilarious 😂

9/18/2019 4:52:00 PM trinity_jenny Not Everything I see on 8 chan is real. Almost everything on CNN isn't real. I don't dismiss the weather channel because they get something wrong. Just 

like any platform you must think for yourself. Q gives us questions not answers. You do the research. Stop being closed minded

9/18/2019 4:57:13 PM trinity_jenny The rabbi video I sent. Its an hour long and very disturbing makes you see how the elite see us

9/18/2019 5:02:09 PM richard07759712 RT

9/18/2019 5:04:06 PM richard07759712 Ligón

9/18/2019 5:06:21 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/ScienceConnect2/status/1174467729178464261 …

9/18/2019 5:14:54 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/GOPoversight/status/1174360055904395269?s=20 …

9/18/2019 5:18:47 PM trinity_jenny Another Q proof coming to a theater near you.

9/18/2019 5:20:34 PM gyspylala MK Ultra?

9/18/2019 5:20:49 PM karma4event201 Okay, Area 51 is not a trafficking hub. Do they conduct or allow experiments on humans?

9/18/2019 5:22:31 PM keith369me Bots and pieces slowly accelerating...The Great Awakening

9/18/2019 5:23:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not at Area 51 or S4.

9/18/2019 5:25:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, its mostly space craft research. There are other programs there as well, but the programs similar to that are done on other bases closer to densly 

populated areas. Need for subjects outweighs the seclusion for advanced propulsion research.

9/18/2019 5:26:18 PM fbag_mag IFB

9/18/2019 5:33:38 PM gyspylala Why has Trump keep him on?

9/18/2019 5:42:57 PM gyspylala Obviously POTUS knows about this..why has he continued to keep the AF Commander in place since he was appointed by BHO?  Some nuclear projects 

going on in there? Maybe I don't want to know..lol

9/18/2019 5:43:47 PM state1union Then where do they do experiments , cloning and the elite atrocities?  NM?  Epstein Ranch

9/18/2019 5:43:48 PM chapulincolored How about underground Zorro Ranch? https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jeffrey-epstein-whats-next-for-zorro-ranch-where-accusers-say-they-were-

raped-trafficked-2019-08-31/ …

9/18/2019 5:45:40 PM joinna6  https://youtu.be/Wz_DNrKVrQ8 

9/18/2019 5:55:00 PM remarkablebob This is old news, why are we still talking about it? Disclose something we haven’t seen a hundred times. Is that all you got?

9/18/2019 5:57:20 PM liltilgerlil Area 52?

9/18/2019 6:00:39 PM liltilgerlil What is this? @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1174474656973316096 …

9/18/2019 6:02:58 PM karma4event201 I used to agree. Before Burn Pits in Iraq caused serious injuries; Area 51 burn pits made many sick. 

Lawsuits didn't help because Area 51 is not under the US Military control; a Universal council governs Area 51. 

Off putting to hear the Military defend Area 51 & privacy rights

9/18/2019 6:05:37 PM prof_bartfast I think it's the voice of Miley Cyrus's conscience.

9/18/2019 6:05:41 PM karma4event201 And maybe: All over the desserts in the Middle East and at least 1 in Canada

9/18/2019 6:08:07 PM keith369me Enemies close

9/18/2019 6:10:16 PM trinity_jenny Two years of watching stuff from two years ago all coming out in a controlled military style manner. Watching it become news days weeks and months 

after it was posted. Decodes of both good guys and bad talking through social media using  gematria. getting shadow band 4 Bn over 🎯

9/18/2019 6:11:11 PM liltilgerlil Well where the hell have all you ascending being been while children have been suffering? Seriously?

9/18/2019 6:15:38 PM trinity_jenny Q getting John Mccains death 30 days to the day 💯 so much more. Calling out ffs before they happen. The cathedral fire being a white hat op. The fall 

of Jeffery epstein and nxvim just like q said. So much more, all while CNN pushed a lie that ended exactly like Q said

9/18/2019 6:18:33 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/carolecadwalla/status/893449407886176256?s=20 …

9/18/2019 6:22:06 PM n7guardiananon Trust the Plan

9/18/2019 6:25:02 PM gyspylala Something to do with the atmosphere sun and black holes...this is too complicated for me. I'm going to leave it to the good guys and God.

 Evil 

vs.  

Good

Thanks for all you do as well🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/18/2019 6:27:55 PM burgersandra S4 as in Stargate 4?  At least 4 stargates are operational?

9/18/2019 6:27:59 PM sharlenerougea1 If they can convict a person with out a dead body I’m sure the trial can still go forward,

9/18/2019 6:29:45 PM trinity_jenny You will have to see. Where is JE? How did his cell mate get a cell phone? Connected to the blackout? What happened to get him on suicide watch?

9/18/2019 6:30:08 PM djlok 500+ places at once = consciousness

AI takeover narrative = Deepstate

9/18/2019 6:30:25 PM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/18/2019 6:31:05 PM trinity_jenny You would have to get to  http://qmap.pub  and look for yourself

9/18/2019 6:32:08 PM liltilgerlil I see you on twitter! You say you’ve been here to protect children, explain this! 

 https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1174388479037497344?s=21 …

9/18/2019 6:33:29 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1173787932970377216?s=20 …

9/18/2019 6:37:33 PM trinity_jenny Q covered this load of dung last year. What's the real reason the want justice k impeached? He and graham had a very interesting conversion about 

military tribunals about ppl that disrespect their oath of office and commit acts of treason

9/18/2019 6:39:41 PM karma4event201 That would be great.

9/18/2019 6:41:00 PM liltilgerlil No reply to honest criticism and questions?

9/18/2019 6:44:53 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/OneZenTsu/status/1172489098092863488?s=20 …

9/18/2019 6:45:35 PM michael81972 Antartica

9/18/2019 6:46:06 PM _369311119 "being spun into"

teknho - art of weaving, to fabricate

9/18/2019 6:46:19 PM state1union At least I now know.

9/18/2019 6:46:34 PM kristin7jensen Fascinating considering the new Noah movie has The Fallen as rocks.

9/18/2019 6:48:51 PM michael81972 Im pretty sure they also experimented on the population in Greenland

9/18/2019 6:53:15 PM state1union I have no words. No wonder why they were reaching out from Heaven



9/18/2019 7:01:03 PM michael81972 That was a broad statement when i should have said base,  because we the US population have had experiments done on us...ex:  chemtrails,  

pharma..etc

9/18/2019 7:02:28 PM state1union I know I worked in Pharma

9/18/2019 7:06:52 PM michael81972 What about under Denver airport?

9/18/2019 7:07:20 PM anonymousada Beautiful mid line cabinets though, if I'm being honest. Haha.

9/18/2019 7:08:51 PM paciouno Tell that to fox

9/18/2019 7:12:06 PM mongrelglory Crap!  I always thought the MKUltra programs were done at Disneyland and Disney World, among other places!

9/18/2019 7:12:57 PM mongrelglory Was it true there was a cloning centre under Camp David?

9/18/2019 7:15:19 PM aprilbrown99 “suicided”.

9/18/2019 7:15:22 PM 777thunderlips What people call the Akashic records is each person tapping into their higher Energy in the Universe.

Space has memory. Even though you might think your idea is new. It's all been thought of before.

We are re-discovering as our memories are blocked on this planet. pic.twitter.com/w3UQF2jFLO

9/18/2019 7:18:00 PM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE.

9/18/2019 7:18:56 PM mongrelglory I thought that was more a Cabal DUMB rather than a military DUMB... However, there are stories about those giant urinals that someone saw in a 

bathroom in the basement there. Lol!  I would love to know how many ET bases are hidden right under our feet!

9/18/2019 7:20:11 PM 1crazy_toaster I read that it's a meeting place for off worlders, could be both.

9/18/2019 7:22:04 PM michael81972 Yes,  but there is symbolism everywhere in that place that something dark is going on..

9/18/2019 7:25:28 PM susan66388204 🤮

9/18/2019 7:37:25 PM mongrelglory Dark describes the whole secret military industrial complex with their exploitive ET alliances I would say...

9/18/2019 7:37:38 PM toffer_anon_369 ?? pic.twitter.com/rfqrNmpqSz

9/18/2019 7:38:11 PM mongrelglory They come for the Starbucks coffee at the airport! 😝

9/18/2019 7:41:48 PM gyspylala Not sure who is who anymore..that's sad

9/18/2019 7:44:20 PM mongrelglory By military industrial complex, I'm referring to all the private corporations like Lockheed and Raytheon...

9/18/2019 7:46:15 PM michael81972 Dont forget Darpa😊

9/18/2019 7:47:53 PM ewilliams22101  pic.twitter.com/ux58DdT2dU

9/18/2019 7:48:56 PM ewilliams22101 Multiple accounts making soft disclosures tonight.  Coincidence?

9/18/2019 7:58:43 PM unstoppablencp So where were these crafts from? Are they terrestrial or extra terrestrial in origin?

9/18/2019 8:00:11 PM state1union Yes Starbucks is involved

9/18/2019 8:02:32 PM ptamait The reason why it is corrupt now and in the past is because of technology. How to prevent destruction is a major problem. Nevermind, blowing up an 

entire planet and wiping out civilizations.

9/18/2019 8:05:45 PM mongrelglory Can you give us a preview MJ-12?

9/18/2019 8:06:52 PM rickjsportplays They will burn it to the ground, and destroy all the evidence. Next question.

9/18/2019 8:07:43 PM gaylenorman18 I'm hoping it has already been raided and all evidence found....

9/18/2019 8:15:59 PM mongrelglory I agree, the rate of disclosure about ETs is so slow I'm afraid I'm going to slip into a boredom coma. pic.twitter.com/XsRt48gQZ7

9/18/2019 8:16:31 PM cintrony Thanks for the ride! @COL3v17 Appreciate it! 😉 RT/IFB ❤️ #ProLife #2A #MAGAROLLERCOASTER #TRUMP pic.twitter.com/Vw1CnN1a3R

9/18/2019 8:20:40 PM johngeo85956050 Someone states there is a Starship recovered from Kingmans Arizona.  Also a mention of Howard Hughes.  Can you tell us anything regarding this info?

9/18/2019 8:55:29 PM adsvel From the secret societies. In the Dulce base there are/was children. I hope this DUMB was taken down.

9/18/2019 9:08:11 PM sabina06706427 No thanks. They get plenty of money from our taxes and great donors like Ed Buck.

9/18/2019 9:20:59 PM irah_chandler They have provided aid to alien abductors/borrowers for trade of advanced tech since the 60s. But your probably right. The trafficking hub for ssps is 

lunar operations command. Just because it happens in the landing bays doesn't resolve the fact aid is given.

9/18/2019 9:26:53 PM andyr1112 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/FOX5Vegas/status/1174517154655326208 …

9/18/2019 9:28:06 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1173746668316975104?s=19 …

9/18/2019 9:39:06 PM nea_storm Interesting! Are the resentful ones presently MJ12 members or have they All been removed? pic.twitter.com/sPcOfYAv04

9/18/2019 9:50:49 PM paciouno Disclose everything, hold back nothing.

9/18/2019 9:50:58 PM uspatriot111 Pretty much yes.

9/18/2019 9:54:16 PM uspatriot111 He weakened the NSA because they were onto the cabal in the CIA, and were getting proof fast. What's happening now is behind schedule because of 

him. Every death is on his traitorous hands. Every single one.

9/18/2019 9:54:54 PM karma4event201 Atrocities have occurred in 'dreamland' (what we call Area 51).

9/18/2019 9:57:03 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/18/2019 10:00:16 PM karma4event201 Still mock us  👿

❓A US Air Force General ❓

Area 51 is controlled by the US Navy & tied to China Beach 

AREA 51 ALWAYS HAS BEEN THE NAVY

9/18/2019 10:02:35 PM karma4event201 Twitter said It's offensive to put the words Thunder Vision together 

Thunder vision Scandal & more 

 https://corpwatch.org/article/us-report-finds-air-force-officers-steered-contract … 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/m.huffpost.com/us/entry/238432/amp …

9/18/2019 10:06:10 PM bruce_twain In a good way or a bad way?

9/18/2019 10:08:18 PM enomai_ A Twitter moment.

Hmm

Message received

9/18/2019 10:08:37 PM bruce_twain Yah, hard to imagine otherwise.

9/18/2019 10:09:10 PM enomai_ Because evil people love flaunting their powers

9/18/2019 10:12:21 PM bornfre35220619 🍿🍿🍿

9/18/2019 10:22:18 PM mongrelglory The Greys, as their part of the trade agreements, were to provide MAJI and the U.S. government with various forms of advanced technology. In 

exchange, the Greys are provided with secret bases of operation within the U.S.; bases protected by the Greys and U.S. Military forces...

9/18/2019 10:23:46 PM mongrelglory ...In exchange, MAJI agreed to conceal all knowledge of their presence. Part of the "trade agreements" was an exchange program that allowed the 

aliens to abduct U.S. Citizens for experimental medical, psychological and genetic research purposes"...

9/18/2019 10:24:19 PM mongrelglory "The Grey's were to provide lists of persons abducted to the National Security Agency (NSA), for later government follow-up if such persons, when 

released, required medical assistance or psychological adjustment."

9/18/2019 10:25:52 PM mongrelglory During 1972-1973, an area South of Groom Lake (one of the nation's most secret test centers in Nevada) was closed and a huge underground facility 

was constructed for and with the help of the Greys. This facility was built South of Area-51 in another location named Area-S4.

9/18/2019 10:26:57 PM mongrelglory Read more here:  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_mj12_32.htm …

9/18/2019 10:37:25 PM rebashoenfelt1 What?

9/18/2019 10:56:52 PM les_deplorable Remember #China made digfod that killed our dogs, lead paint on our children’s toys too. In fact they even make plastic toxic non food for their own 

people to eat! I will provide video below

9/18/2019 10:59:54 PM les_deplorable Cont’d - #China makes fake toxic food for own people to eat! https://youtu.be/5oQbCOz9nlU 



9/18/2019 11:23:26 PM werascending Bad

9/18/2019 11:53:48 PM 11111christian Many

9/18/2019 11:54:30 PM 11111christian Yes mainly

9/18/2019 11:54:47 PM 11111christian Yes to both

9/19/2019 12:00:22 AM 11111christian 100 % same person

9/19/2019 12:02:23 AM 11111christian Yes

9/19/2019 12:03:21 AM 11111christian Yes

9/19/2019 12:14:34 AM 11111christian DS used him as he new what was really going on. He pretected the abused male celebs.

9/19/2019 12:31:20 AM qzillian1 Honestly, I think it is a crock of shyt. I think the people can handle it a lot better then who ever made up those fake statistical numbers. I think the deep 

state is behind the control of Diclosure still. And most talking about are their Puppets.

9/19/2019 12:32:24 AM qzillian1 The meme itself and those making those statements are nothing but propaganda.

9/19/2019 12:32:50 AM qzillian1 It's a good one though

9/19/2019 12:36:18 AM ufophoenixlight screw the air force America will storm your site and take it from you sir don't ever threaten Americans again we pay you not the other way around its 

every single American right to know those secrets plain and simple your lies to the world are over sir. pic.twitter.com/5dRuuw6ZPc

9/19/2019 12:36:43 AM qzillian1 All I know is, the longer some of it is delayed, the longer I have to suffer in agony 24/7.

9/19/2019 12:42:17 AM qzillian1 Can they handle the riots,  or worse,  it will cause keeping their secrets from those in the know?

9/19/2019 12:43:42 AM 11111christian His intentions are very good. But some of his info is disinformation from DS. He may not realise.

9/19/2019 12:45:04 AM qzillian1 I believe there is more awake then we see out loud yet. Or should I say on controlled opposition comms.

9/19/2019 12:48:54 AM 11111christian DS got him.

9/19/2019 2:00:22 AM qzillian1 Have you seen this yet? https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/09/david-wilcock-dimensions-of-disclosure-2019-presentation-notes-part-1-of-2david-

wilcock-dimensions-of-disclosure-2019/ …

9/19/2019 2:34:22 AM oliheck Oh so I take the bread crumb of #101 and we’ll go - connecting the dots - straight to pop music (Brit) and Country (Carrie) 🤔

9/19/2019 2:49:07 AM ffortunate How many more before something is done?

9/19/2019 2:53:24 AM dylan4034358 Nice easy way for Bozo to launder funds into the Dems campaign

9/19/2019 3:01:33 AM toptalent63 Here we go!

9/19/2019 3:15:42 AM 313looper I truly hope that was the whole ammunition [They] had left...

Doesn’t feel completely relieving yet...

9/19/2019 3:16:09 AM allahuniversal "Fake statistical numbers" = my imagination = expanded thinking. 

Again, exactly what are you looking forward to being disclosed? Just saying that you want Disclosure/revelation means nothing unless you can ACT on 

the information disclosed.

Once you/we know, then what happens?

9/19/2019 3:19:00 AM allahuniversal Propaganda? Where are my spoon-fed talking points to match yours? Nowhere to be found, because I'm thinking for myself, the above "meme" is 

stream of consciousness, needing 5 more than 280 characters. pic.twitter.com/fXLSCt7C0x

9/19/2019 3:19:23 AM allahuniversal 5:5?

9/19/2019 3:20:31 AM allahuniversal Your suffering is either :

Beyond your control, or

Your choice.

No unrealistic expectations = no real disappointments. Manage your expectations.

9/19/2019 3:23:33 AM allahuniversal Maybe still listening to David Shillox is why your expectations are not aligned with reality. I stopped listening to his brand of "disclosure" over 6 years 

ago. Limited hangout, and his 2012 predictions were WAY off as he still struggles for relevance.

9/19/2019 3:24:39 AM allahuniversal "Be careful who you follow"~ Q

That's the only pre-planned talking point I have for you.

9/19/2019 3:31:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ultra Secret No More https://twitter.com/BoeingSpace/status/1174352382022438913 …

9/19/2019 3:32:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Roswell https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1174444258016858118 …

9/19/2019 3:32:48 AM kidge6 Putting mj12s msg together takes time, thought (and lack of), research and study of their historic material. Use searches like from:ts_sci_majic12 

<AnySearchWords>.

9/19/2019 3:33:08 AM keith369me There is definitely more ammunition. But it is definitely not unlimited, and not replenishing.

9/19/2019 3:33:51 AM jonle86 So what exactly was it doing?

9/19/2019 3:34:04 AM kidge6 Here’s a good one... copy this and paste in twitter search:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 isbe

9/19/2019 3:35:11 AM tpaloddy Wild spacecraft!

9/19/2019 3:36:07 AM kidge6 This helps

“Have you deciphered Cabal messaging signals? They are quite Majestic.

Creations of the Majestic 12 are Majestic.

Hyperdimensional data converging on a single point in time is Majestic.

Exoconsciousness connections are Majestic. Many things are.

We are the Majestic 12”

9/19/2019 3:36:34 AM 313looper True…!

9/19/2019 3:36:40 AM aprilbrown99 “Unmanned...hosted experiments to be returned” ?  What kind of experiments?

9/19/2019 3:36:52 AM kidge6 By lack of thought I mean calming the mind. Meditation.

9/19/2019 3:38:00 AM kidge6 This is also helpful in understanding MJ12: https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=14 …

9/19/2019 3:39:09 AM aprilbrown99 Boeings logo looks a little like Saturn.  🤷♀️

9/19/2019 3:39:45 AM kidge6 A searchable and chronological archive of MJ12 tweets going back to 2017.

9/19/2019 3:41:49 AM maryschade14 Weather weaponization also...

9/19/2019 3:43:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Do you know of any other head of any federal agency that has been referred for criminal charges?"

IG Horowitz: I do, actually.

🕒

9/19/2019 3:45:42 AM bbobbio71 ok

9/19/2019 3:45:52 AM jollyrob2 Antigravity?

9/19/2019 3:46:06 AM allahuniversal 😏 Tick Tock ⏳

9/19/2019 3:49:16 AM jollyrob2 Please do share 😏 pic.twitter.com/MtCdYpA0c5

9/19/2019 3:58:20 AM kidge6 Also, keep in mind, it seems that MJ 12 uses dictation or a funky spelling/gramma checker because errors like the following are not uncommon. In the 

following quote, ‘ceased’, should most certainly be ‘seized’. From ‘Messges of Disclosure’ linked above.

9/19/2019 3:59:57 AM kidge6 “The technology used by WL to give the Majestic 12 proper insurance against this criminal organization that ceased control over our Government 

because we actually under estimated them. How can they do what they do?”

Surely, ‘ceased’ was intended to be ‘seized’.

From Msgs of disc.

9/19/2019 4:00:07 AM jollyrob2 🤔 https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/1174487082305146881?s=21 …

9/19/2019 4:01:51 AM wwg1wga93583681 And to whom did those Agency heads report to, I wonder? pic.twitter.com/OzJnc3XaRH

9/19/2019 4:05:22 AM uspatri03431508 Brennan and Clapper



9/19/2019 4:14:06 AM hawkgirlinmn I just hope the DOJ swamp has been drained.

9/19/2019 4:14:46 AM subversion_ops Hasn't been "ultra-secret" for decades.

9/19/2019 4:15:01 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/hAexOsYBGd

9/19/2019 4:15:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Eww. Too early in the AM for that demon.

9/19/2019 4:18:59 AM libertyspring99 Why are people not assuming this considering the recent disclosures?

9/19/2019 4:22:04 AM alauramorrison I caught that too! & his facial expression was great! If only he had elaborated....

9/19/2019 4:22:19 AM alauramorrison GITMO soon!

9/19/2019 4:24:53 AM egelone Last tweet, u meantion something about 9:30. this time it is 3 oclock. Anyone knows what that means?

9/19/2019 4:33:11 AM sciblu27 I believe the statement spoke of "past-tense" but for all inclusive purposes I would figure about the impression from the vast width of and nature of 

this whole "coup" attempt, theft and enslavement of the American people. I feel sorry for those whom wanted for so long to do good

9/19/2019 4:34:04 AM rod62397006 Have you seen or heard about the. Newest aircraft the TR -3B Astra developed  from the Aurora Project? Search that out on internet.

9/19/2019 4:35:48 AM debrafierens Today is the 19th. One of the Q watches had the date 19th and the time 4:49. Will we get McCabes indictment today?

9/19/2019 4:35:57 AM sciblu27 2) but never had a chance, im also proud of them for sticking to it in their heart and soul and bringing forth justice. I believe everyone felt it in the air 

and something had to happen or a sh*t storm was coming for all of America and probably the world. I pray we win!

9/19/2019 4:43:39 AM wolfspirit1 McStain....Bush.....

9/19/2019 4:44:20 AM wolfspirit1 McStain, Bush

9/19/2019 4:54:09 AM richard07759712 Oh JB, 👏 ‘r

9/19/2019 4:58:23 AM burgersandra 3:00 - clock is now rightside up

9/19/2019 5:06:34 AM zoolander39 Seems like just using different clock emojis from the list 🤷♂️

9/19/2019 5:11:24 AM crt14361013 😮🤔

9/19/2019 5:12:12 AM newstradamus44 D5

9/19/2019 5:14:32 AM robinreitsma1 👀

9/19/2019 5:22:44 AM eveodestruction We already know Comey was referred for criminal charges after IG's Comey report. Could he mean Clapper or Brennan?

9/19/2019 5:27:34 AM cheryla27139320 I loved how forthright & honest he was when answering questions. There was no “agenda” only TRUTH!  He only answered when he knew completely 

that he had the truth to offer.  Unlike the “Nadler” hearing where you could tell immediately the “agenda” as the first question was asked.

9/19/2019 5:34:06 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/PUfYQvN9rp

9/19/2019 5:36:51 AM lisadejesus1 D5!!!

Nothing can stop what is coming!!!

9/19/2019 5:37:02 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1171085126790516737?s=19 …

9/19/2019 5:48:33 AM groupietrump  pic.twitter.com/CgPxC9tIVQ

9/19/2019 5:55:04 AM enomai_ It could a been 6:45 last time.

And 12:15 now

9/19/2019 5:56:05 AM wwg1wga_every1  pic.twitter.com/vAs5hMmwY9

9/19/2019 6:00:05 AM enomai_ Kingman what an amazing place

9/19/2019 6:02:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure is coming. pic.twitter.com/qmmvEOvFo9

9/19/2019 6:04:35 AM ginger4trump  pic.twitter.com/MfUBzsKVxl

9/19/2019 6:05:38 AM djlok 😁😁😁

9/19/2019 6:06:20 AM qeue14 What disclosure? :D there is nothing to dis close or open up!  You live inside of A.I created game made 2023 by Quantum computer and who made it 

possible was Elon Musk! We are here to witness it to happen, playing the game!

9/19/2019 6:06:43 AM debrafierens Yep. Every month on the 19th, I get a little excited and then nothing happens. Maybe today.

9/19/2019 6:06:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Gold shall destroy the FED. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/18/fed-loses-control-of-its-own-interest-rate-on-day-of-big-decision-this-just-doesnt-look-

good.html …

9/19/2019 6:08:03 AM linnyt7 Waiting in eager anticipation...

9/19/2019 6:10:18 AM trumpetofsilver @prayingmedic did you see this? Don’t understand all of it, but perhaps you do

9/19/2019 6:11:55 AM tobefrank15 we'll see 🙃

9/19/2019 6:11:59 AM groupietrump God wins... Love it!❤️

9/19/2019 6:12:19 AM late5970 When? Talk is cheap.  Tired of hearing coming with no coming. You know what I mean?

9/19/2019 6:12:50 AM mskeens1962  https://twitter.com/HeWhoWaits1776/status/1174461326397018112?s=07 …

9/19/2019 6:12:52 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/VqbXc11ZvS

9/19/2019 6:13:52 AM noocnik Thoughts on this? https://twitter.com/khaamenei_ir/status/1170901706269450240 …

9/19/2019 6:15:05 AM covertress Will China tell what they found on The Moon? pic.twitter.com/2GsxViSGad

9/19/2019 6:17:06 AM glorydawn3  pic.twitter.com/5tteQWW4Dn

9/19/2019 6:18:19 AM covertress Will this be a faked Disclosure to distract from the Panic in DC or the real deal Disclosure?

9/19/2019 6:19:29 AM atsaduk I know Q said we have the gold but I just don't see how... I trust Q but where is it at unless the US has understated gold reserves by a ton.

9/19/2019 6:22:26 AM kachinagtto  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Security_Act_of_1947 … pic.twitter.com/uCRBNTfXsE

9/19/2019 6:22:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 New algorithm has resulted in a 26.128% drop in daily engagement for Majestic 12.

#TalkLikeAPirateDay 

Rrrrrrr https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1174012842422542346 …

9/19/2019 6:22:59 AM werascending Finally!! 👏👏🙏🙏😇😇

9/19/2019 6:23:10 AM 3manxkats No way!

9/19/2019 6:23:48 AM repubjanecool retweeted

9/19/2019 6:23:53 AM teachers421 #TalkLikeAPirateDay

9/19/2019 6:24:01 AM girlawakeinca We’re still with you regardless of the antics they try. Thank you for all that you’re doing!

9/19/2019 6:25:14 AM lyle_willis Yes! Already in process #SecondTermPOTUS #GoldBasedCurrency #DenverMint #WorldWideCentralBankVoid

9/19/2019 6:25:32 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/aeB0L0j7nE

9/19/2019 6:25:37 AM cosmic_engineer Majestic Morning.

Much love from SK 🍁

💚

9/19/2019 6:25:45 AM bbobbio71 Good Q!

9/19/2019 6:26:12 AM _369311119 Silly copies cant create!

0>1:26

9/19/2019 6:27:39 AM maryschade14 I sense an essence of fear and panic from their direction..

9/19/2019 6:28:46 AM jared4liberty I’ve noticed that your tweets don’t show up for hours on end. Like almost an entire day at times, and then they ALL show up in my feed at once

9/19/2019 6:30:04 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/fH2ircfRee



9/19/2019 6:33:24 AM nea_storm Greetings Historical Fact: 9 = 0>1 Creator Navigator Alive sovereign American's Love & Wisdom = true gold = spiritual Consciousness Actualized applied 

countered & destroyed [BH] Ba'al control energetically: Has Maj 12 removed All resentful [BH] members?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBfmsxJ1dOE … pic.twitter.com/dCyYA4rCv6

9/19/2019 6:33:27 AM covertress I'm being censored. 

@covertress mentions not showing up in my notifications.

9/19/2019 6:34:26 AM wildwohl Go nail them to the wall.

9/19/2019 6:34:59 AM wwg1wga_every1 This tweet from the reporter who broke the Clinton/Lynch tarmac meeting got me smiling! Has he testified before a grand jury? He sure seems to 

know something is up soon!!! pic.twitter.com/aIt8PCjKr2

9/19/2019 6:35:21 AM andyr1112 How do we fix this

9/19/2019 6:35:49 AM usss_211 Still here... 😉

9/19/2019 6:39:06 AM allahuniversal I don't even see your tweets in muh feed anymore

9/19/2019 6:39:47 AM msavoie Tomfoolery! Same here get more traction replying to others stuff, then they fail to load... TotLly normAl

9/19/2019 6:39:56 AM nikoscali Let's fix that...

9/19/2019 6:40:07 AM s7v7nbuddies You can disclosure Nazis on WW2. That's more important to me.

9/19/2019 6:41:07 AM s7v7nbuddies What they found?

9/19/2019 6:42:41 AM dave_paragon2 No

9/19/2019 6:44:30 AM usarmy17750614  pic.twitter.com/cWjxcCe7r9

9/19/2019 6:45:24 AM covertress Source:

 https://www.ufosightingsdaily.com/p/under-construction-i-call-this-set-of.html?m=1 … pic.twitter.com/wUUbHXFpis

9/19/2019 6:46:15 AM kindeandtrue Ho ho ho and a bottle of rum. That's the life for me.

9/19/2019 6:48:09 AM marcus45128888 Good. Can't happen soon enough.

9/19/2019 6:49:42 AM realchindsight Dirty twitscrubbers...

9/19/2019 6:49:55 AM kindeandtrue Trump should rename it the War Department. No more euphemisms. Our military agenda for decades could hardly be described as "defense".

9/19/2019 6:50:35 AM marcus45128888  https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1000300/000095012308008733/0000950123-08-008733.txt …

9/19/2019 6:50:57 AM marcus45128888 Gold locations

9/19/2019 6:52:24 AM missy968  pic.twitter.com/NoT0TigDJY

9/19/2019 6:54:29 AM s7v7nbuddies Can't open. Maybe to much traffic. I'll try later

9/19/2019 6:55:32 AM 4cosmictweets I'm so waiting... 

ThanQ🌹God🙏

👽♥

Just end it, so we can move forward✨🚦🚥🚀

9/19/2019 6:56:35 AM laurabusse Giant urinals? LOL

9/19/2019 6:56:35 AM alicelilly1  pic.twitter.com/Vq99Tiiwkg

9/19/2019 6:56:39 AM ngirrard RIP Fed.

9/19/2019 6:59:11 AM vintagesquirrel  https://twitter.com/reuterspictures/status/1174310100577574912?s=19 …

9/19/2019 7:00:14 AM realityloominng I think fake UFO-disclosure will easily go the way of "Russian collusion".

9/19/2019 7:00:48 AM lyle_willis yes! That’s been DJT before the MI convinced him to finally run in ‘16 Elec. His plan was to finally get the  1/3>

9/19/2019 7:01:05 AM jared4liberty @covertress I see your stuff still. @AllahUniversal I don’t see yours as much though

9/19/2019 7:01:26 AM _andy_walker_ Full, or partial? Also, will this include releasing technology given to us by various ETs?

9/19/2019 7:02:51 AM from_thestars I NEVER see your tweets anymore.. So many other #Patriot accounts I follow same thing. Unless mobile notifications are turned on I never see the 

tweets. Last night my "notifications" section completely empty! Had this acct for 10+ yrs..This morning it's back..

9/19/2019 7:03:10 AM lbf777 How so? The deep state used to use gold to product debt slavery. Can't they do it again?

9/19/2019 7:05:11 AM ewolsj Those yellow belly scallywags! Make em' walk the plank!

9/19/2019 7:05:44 AM lyle_willis Fed, using our current Sys, & their own Tactics Of manipulations Of Precious Metals, Currency Values, 2/3>

9/19/2019 7:06:49 AM gyspylala Anything possible at this point.

9/19/2019 7:07:00 AM _girlmaher_ I'm missing out on replies as well. It stifles conversation and connection.

9/19/2019 7:08:59 AM lyle_willis Debt Based Values, Stock Exchange, for POTUS on behalf & the USA. They are in their own painted corner now

9/19/2019 7:14:14 AM jettylee1 I have to look for your tweets.  They don’t come up in my feed.

9/19/2019 7:15:42 AM 313looper 🥶⌛🤩...

9/19/2019 7:16:48 AM bacfa This.

#PSBArmy

9/19/2019 7:19:14 AM angeladeangelo the people have the right to know

9/19/2019 7:20:15 AM keith369me I exercise my free will to KNOW

9/19/2019 7:21:04 AM keith369me #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

9/19/2019 7:21:51 AM keith369me Throw a 💣 out there and see what happens!!!

9/19/2019 7:26:06 AM nea_storm Bring it On Loved Ones! Bring it On! We Celebrate Love Gifts!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ki2_D4B79uI … pic.twitter.com/5yPNFTjeZE

9/19/2019 7:28:55 AM djlok I don't either. 😔😔😔

9/19/2019 7:30:48 AM enomai_ TwitteRrrr

Jack DoRrrsey

9/19/2019 7:32:13 AM mathemagician9 this is what I assumed as well. The only other possibility that came to my mind was Loretta Lynch as she was the AG and thus head of DOJ.

9/19/2019 7:33:48 AM 1_decided_voter They won't get rid of us that easily. I don't rely on twitter news feed to see your tweets. I come here via bookmark, several times a day.

9/19/2019 7:33:48 AM keith369me ...and not to come across like an ungrateful pompous ass...but lately, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweets have been a lot of ReTweets of material that has 

shown up earlier through Tweets of others I follow.  Several months ago, this account was less current events and more life enriching.

9/19/2019 7:34:46 AM don_narp We can’t even arrest the treasonous traitors in our government and you say they are going to declass.... nope

9/19/2019 7:36:34 AM anitabutterfly I'm just saying you talk downwards. Instead you could treat newbies with respect. I guess you've been a newbie once as well?

9/19/2019 7:40:06 AM n7guardiananon nice gauges, eh??? pic.twitter.com/L9S5MD4VRw

9/19/2019 7:40:43 AM merlock17  pic.twitter.com/l9TbYPWSit

9/19/2019 7:41:37 AM lucillemcgilli4 🙏🤞🍿

9/19/2019 7:41:45 AM subversion_ops Nothing that the fake government account majestic 12 has said has ever come true so far. So I'd say you're right don.

9/19/2019 7:45:01 AM areyouesther At first glance I thought this read,

'God shall destroy the FED.'

9/19/2019 7:46:23 AM eveodestruction 👍

9/19/2019 7:46:58 AM asdasd26700831 Something is wrong about those small wings.

9/19/2019 7:48:10 AM orbital_pi Full or Cabal-controlled ?

9/19/2019 7:48:57 AM zerkuuqsena Take out the 'l' in Gold.  That's who will destroy the fed.

9/19/2019 7:55:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/CERN/status/1174698163090927617 … pic.twitter.com/4S5UT4fzUr

9/19/2019 7:56:39 AM billyj1616 Anu? Father to Enki and Enlil? Oden?

9/19/2019 7:58:51 AM qzillian1 I don't give to fucks who david wilcocks is or who he was. I simply asked if you saw it. As far as pain, it's from a head on collision with a jeep cherrokee 

while riding a motorcycle n a broken healthcare system. Don't tell me why. Fck off dckhead



9/19/2019 7:59:02 AM cledrordfishing So the disclosure is that the Anunaki are coming back and they are going to take all the gold back to Nibiru. And we are so far behind them in 

technology that all we can do is sit and watch or die in our ar500 body armor?

9/19/2019 7:59:57 AM sabina06706427 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #TalkLikeAPirateDay https://twitter.com/LEGO_Group/status/1174593992278851584 …

9/19/2019 8:01:16 AM swtsthrncomfort We have the Gold!

9/19/2019 8:01:31 AM qzillian1 I talk how I think. It's no preplan. No one tells me. I just know.

9/19/2019 8:01:55 AM thepuni98965947 CERN has a lot connections to the occult.  The symbolism is all over, open your eyes, open your mind.  Its bigger than you think.....   #GreatAwakening 

https://youtu.be/Iw0EExdUV8U 

9/19/2019 8:04:20 AM supernovaslight LHC somehow reminds of spiders too 🙄 pic.twitter.com/Xp2wfHcm5r

9/19/2019 8:04:52 AM unidentifiedta1 Peter Thiel, Founder of @AskPayPal and @PalantirTech, plus supporter of @RonPaul 

 

“If you really wanted to create an alternate currency, it would have to be gold-based.”

9/19/2019 8:06:29 AM allahuniversal Touchy. 

Sometimes a simple "No" doesn't suffice. 

Chronic pain, I can relate, approx. 35 years and counting. That said, lashing out doesn't help that issue. Expansion of consciousness, on the other 

hand... pic.twitter.com/9GadIIDVpq

9/19/2019 8:07:01 AM inmatemaga Well when will it?!

9/19/2019 8:07:15 AM allahuniversal Claircognizance. I love it too.

9/19/2019 8:07:45 AM maryschade14 YES..AlKhemy breakin it down to the smallest iota..Solve..and then through process Coagula Coagulate a bloodtheme Rebuild Renew 

Evergreen..Ourabourus..beautiful deceiver..The Phoenix CERN pic.twitter.com/mWiUhoGSyb

9/19/2019 8:08:41 AM restart_qpersia any update on Iran?

#RestartMIGA seems to be the only viable solution.

9/19/2019 8:10:29 AM richardhiatt16 🙄 wooooooooo

9/19/2019 8:10:45 AM johnsville14 I just made a short thread showing how its done and that the storm happening in Texas right now is manufactured. You should check it out.

9/19/2019 8:10:55 AM gi6stars 666 in there Logo.   

Once you see it you know.

Do you believe in Coincidence? 

Q pic.twitter.com/MMr4icmEDy

9/19/2019 8:11:47 AM cosmic_engineer Time for the Social Credit system. (no it's not that fked up 🇨🇳 system)

9/19/2019 8:13:33 AM gi6stars #Qanon

9/19/2019 8:14:45 AM audra_shumaker Do we know if the algorithm cares if there is a retweet vs a like? Would be good to know if it matters which way to go to spread the information.

9/19/2019 8:16:16 AM qanongroup Then we shall retweet

9/19/2019 8:22:59 AM djitaldawg In Mesopotamian religion, Anu (An) was the personification of the sky, the utmost power, the supreme god, the one "who contains the entire 

universe". He was identified with the north ecliptic pole centered in Draco. His name meant the "One on High"...sound like a space man to me!

9/19/2019 8:24:32 AM bommaritoindy Suppose gold jumps to 20,000 an oz, now we have the gold!

9/19/2019 8:25:34 AM sparkleloung Good Eye, Truth Seeker!

9/19/2019 8:26:24 AM maryschade14 I rt'ed it I looked at the map. Yes I know it has been snowing out there and Gates wants to shade 'the sun..' Imagine science fiction science fact..

Imagine..

9/19/2019 8:26:49 AM theraphinj Huge waste of money

There are no particles only waves

What are they really up to?

9/19/2019 8:27:40 AM turboxyde Argggghhh! The ammunition (algorithm) those Deep Sunk pirates use can be easily thwarted by the concentrated focus of yeee mind and spirit!

The infinite shall not bow to the finite matey!

9/19/2019 8:28:55 AM liltilgerlil Thank God!

9/19/2019 8:33:30 AM richard07759712 In a way... yeah

9/19/2019 8:34:35 AM der_wanderer8 An

Anu

Anunnaki

9/19/2019 8:35:09 AM txgrown2020 They built one in Tx in the late 80's-early 90's too, but Congress defunded after it was built. Has its own fiber optics, electric grid and no fly zone. Why 

was it built and defunded??? Miles and miles of tunnels! Bought by a trucking company, now owned by Intl chemical co.🤔

9/19/2019 8:35:25 AM turboxyde Stand up and fight! https://youtu.be/fB9RwUwXKjQ 

9/19/2019 8:36:00 AM atsaduk That's in relation to our currency. The only way that would happen is if the dollar inflated drastically. The value of gold always stays the same. It is a 

hedge against inflation.

9/19/2019 8:36:47 AM atsaduk What matters in the grand scheme of things is how much physical gold the US has as compared to other world powers.

9/19/2019 8:37:18 AM karina89350882 Gold HAS DESTROYED the FED - the state of emotion and the experience that it had ALLREADY HAPPEND is part of the final product

9/19/2019 8:38:33 AM karina89350882 dangerous times - even if all is just an Illusion you can "lose your life in the Matrix"

9/19/2019 8:42:49 AM elcooksta Gosh. One would think POTUS is overdriving these artificial economic indicators and making the fed implode on itself.  I could be wrong though.

9/19/2019 8:45:10 AM richzen2 Wearing my alien tshirt today 👽👽👽

9/19/2019 8:47:22 AM ewolsj  pic.twitter.com/OM2Neu2QXH

9/19/2019 8:50:28 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/F2-_05-oHVI 

9/19/2019 8:52:02 AM qzillian1 This is why that stuff the Disclosure people feed us is propaganda. I see it as they are milking it to make a mint off dripping information. They fcked up 

last time they got involved, no reason to believe they will not screw us again.

9/19/2019 8:52:54 AM qaphsiel17 Swamp gas, weather ballon, training exercise. Lies. Once trust is gone its gone. All lies will always eventually come back to bite the liars.

9/19/2019 8:54:54 AM qzillian1 It's all about the money still. Thats why it is propaganda bullshit information they feed us. The numbers will be what they say, as long as others are 

listening instead of knowing.

9/19/2019 8:56:13 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/DXTUIcChkn

9/19/2019 8:58:34 AM qzillian1 My view, they think they can be the next Elite. Claim they are the "good" ones

9/19/2019 8:59:04 AM nancyddb Good.

9/19/2019 8:59:51 AM qzillian1 Why are they special? Why can they handle it and we can not? Bullshit!!!

9/19/2019 9:00:05 AM johnsville14 That video made by the BBC of the Wet Surface Air Cooler sealed the deal for me. They actually created a cloud and made it rain. And here people STILL 

call you a conspiracy theorist for talking about weather manipulation.

9/19/2019 9:01:00 AM mariajbaute  pic.twitter.com/qnCi2ZUAPW

9/19/2019 9:01:02 AM laurabusse Yes!

9/19/2019 9:02:53 AM nancyddb Good.



9/19/2019 9:05:48 AM nea_storm Paul is that you?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ayyy-03ITDg … pic.twitter.com/BJDOtgRmRk

9/19/2019 9:08:38 AM qzillian1 I only like what willcocks says, because he seems to be pushing for full disclosure. The message will get the false propaganda #'s out of our heads, so 

we manifest it's release sooner.

9/19/2019 9:08:48 AM cherylcope 🍿🍿🍿

9/19/2019 9:10:25 AM fredocuomo11 Google Knob Creek night shoot...i think this is what we're seeing :(

9/19/2019 9:12:12 AM qzillian1 That's how we beat these$$$$ milkers. We get their control ideas out of our heads. We replace them with it is All a Full Disclosure. Everything we ever 

wanted instead we need to think.

9/19/2019 9:14:06 AM qzillian1 The possibilities are only as restricted as we believe. So if they tell you otherwise, it is propaganda so they can milk it.

9/19/2019 9:21:37 AM der_wanderer8 CERN

Cernunnos

9/19/2019 9:27:56 AM dark2light2019 They’ve gotten “smarter” in their algorithms now people are more quarantined rather than completely censored. So the user doesn’t realize it

9/19/2019 9:31:27 AM dark2light2019 Is the interstellar object coming into our view soon going to be occupied? Or will it be another “space rock”?

9/19/2019 9:34:50 AM lightseeker2012 An = Anu?

9/19/2019 9:41:57 AM loveisahoax6_7 Does Satan has set a date yet ?

9/19/2019 9:45:32 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/hP32yUeA6i

9/19/2019 9:50:03 AM darktolightchad Bahahahaha.  Awesome!

9/19/2019 9:51:56 AM mateuszwala LeL

9/19/2019 9:55:38 AM mcmom2005 Roswell... Been there

9/19/2019 9:56:51 AM f45_5 Thanx4 info

9/19/2019 10:02:28 AM f45_5 Remember analog phones?  When I had a 📞 landline I used to be able to use my old phones, then they changed the lines and I no longer could. I 

wonder if anyone else encountered that?  I think we can still adapt For usage anyone know?

9/19/2019 10:03:21 AM msjstein Well it's about time, weather balloon and swamp gas stories were lame even 4 decades ago sheesh!!

9/19/2019 10:06:29 AM manifest_utopia Heads of federal agencies (besides Comey): Brennan, Clapper, Lynch, Holder, Kerry, HRC

9/19/2019 10:07:32 AM love82janet Nope you’re not wrong. You’re correct! X22Report has been reporting this for a long time. As Q says Gold destroys the Fed.

9/19/2019 10:08:22 AM stevenfontain14 They already silenced me - I can leave comments but nobody gets my tweets - you tube all but shut me down - nobody sees my videos anymore - THEY 

ARE NOT SHARED AS THEY WERE BEFORE THIS BS -

9/19/2019 10:08:34 AM joiebluejay1 Woo Hoo!

9/19/2019 10:10:30 AM manifest_utopia That part is still ultra secret. Very good question.

9/19/2019 10:14:18 AM monolithicpeak Any relationship to a hub and spoke prison layout ? Single guard in center can see all corridors. pic.twitter.com/aOhMYv95MR

9/19/2019 10:14:27 AM wwg1wga93583681 Is this the AI's lair?

9/19/2019 10:15:46 AM lioness4truth I do believe 2 Thessalonians is at hand.

9/19/2019 10:19:26 AM samsmith0319 Yes it will...soft landing...

9/19/2019 10:19:50 AM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/mokZcSDeQS

9/19/2019 10:22:11 AM qzillian1  https://twitter.com/Qzillian1/status/1174728131518881792?s=09 …

9/19/2019 10:23:49 AM elcooksta ;)

9/19/2019 10:31:55 AM wwg1wga93583681 mask off https://youtu.be/ved4oHtm3aw 

9/19/2019 10:36:32 AM decodematrix Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1174624169943715840 …

9/19/2019 10:37:46 AM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1174624169943715840 …

9/19/2019 10:41:20 AM wwg1wga93583681 methinks they be fuckin' with us all

me followers always stay the same even though I keep getting new followers

etc..

they probably shouldn't fuck with Majestic though

...arrrrgh pic.twitter.com/LIsQN4aPs7

9/19/2019 10:45:53 AM boy12_jimmy Feed me, feed me, feed me...cause I am a bit gassy with all of this liberal loser BS for many years now... pic.twitter.com/8LN55iam99

9/19/2019 10:58:47 AM jonathancherrie Very similar to the chaos star. pic.twitter.com/Mtwp1lCrW5

9/19/2019 10:59:03 AM crt14361013 ✔

9/19/2019 10:59:43 AM crt14361013 👀⏳🍿

9/19/2019 11:03:17 AM der_wanderer8 That link being shown

Not all Anunnakis are malevolent

Many factions

Many people

9/19/2019 11:04:31 AM linacovfefe New tw8tr awl-go-rhythm implemented that will increase the throttling of @POTUS supporters...Please REetw8t if you can see this test msg-thanks 

#Trump2020Landslide

9/19/2019 11:07:56 AM stoneturnr X37B is reportedly used for weather modification, triggering EQs, steering storms, etc. And is still in orbit. 

Did they use the craft to mitigate Dorian damage? https://presscore.ca/usaf-redeploys-x-37b-climate-chaos-earthquake-and-tsunami-inducing-orbital-

haarp-weapon/ …

9/19/2019 11:09:37 AM mongrelglory Richard Dolan told that story. The guy accidentally took a service elevator to the lower level while looking for a washroom. Found a washroom where 

the urinals were so big and high, they would have been for giants. Scared him so much he high-tailed it out of there without peeing.

9/19/2019 11:09:51 AM stoneturnr Roswell

#UnsealArea51

#UnsealS4 pic.twitter.com/LC9TOdFAxr

9/19/2019 11:11:04 AM scottbibler Did you know that's a pirate's favorite letter in the alphabet?

9/19/2019 11:14:26 AM crt14361013 😳😮🤨🤔

🗝️

9/19/2019 11:18:30 AM laurabusse Omg wow...

Maybe he couldn't "reach" that high!

😂🤣😅

9/19/2019 11:24:21 AM michael81972 Have yall seen that interview where US spec ops killed the giant in Afghanistan?  Ill look for it and post it

9/19/2019 11:29:15 AM michael81972  https://youtu.be/jpxbb_KKD-8 

9/19/2019 11:34:03 AM covertress That took two years!

9/19/2019 11:34:43 AM rocketman369963 The controlled ET LARP operation playing out on Twitter designed to direct the consciousness of intellectually vulnerable persons concerning the 

existence of ETs on Earth 🍉 must be exposed.

9/19/2019 11:38:06 AM mongrelglory Ah yes!  The "Giant of Kandahar"!

9/19/2019 11:45:12 AM peterjonathanna You said cannabis provides a complete protein for humans, but to avoid legumes. Are you talking about cannabis seeds? because according to google 

seeds are legumes. What has the complete protein and which legumes should we avoid?

9/19/2019 11:45:59 AM michael81972 It is of my opinion they have been seeking the DNA of the biblical giants(Nephilim) 6 fingers,  6 toes, to make Super soldiers...Renember the recent 

painting we seen with an extra finger

9/19/2019 11:46:42 AM michael81972 *paintings

9/19/2019 11:47:14 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/8HDeg5KMeK



9/19/2019 11:48:09 AM cannafrom Peanuts are legumes

9/19/2019 11:48:31 AM laurabusse ...who would, I imagine, need a giant urinal...

9/19/2019 11:51:45 AM mongrelglory Let's get this party started! pic.twitter.com/dd7Aw792t7

9/19/2019 11:52:11 AM audra_shumaker This is from their blog. Looks like the new algorithm is using 'more nuance' than in the past. You are going to have to actually click on the tweet to 

"interact" with it to fully register. Just to have it appear in your timeline is not enough. Likes&Retweets count for appearance. 

pic.twitter.com/kYshm1yzHI

9/19/2019 11:55:57 AM lvx1132 Legumes that are commercially grown as I know of are Soybeans also b/c it has phytoestrogens, a hormone that mimmicks hormone estrogen-men 

who drink soy milk gets boöbs/ women who consumes too much phytoestrogen produces too much estrogen that ends up w/ endometriosis.

1/

9/19/2019 11:56:46 AM freestateojones DOD

CIA

MJ12

Quite a day in history. 

Something something, Truman Show.

9/19/2019 11:56:59 AM lvx1132 Stick with fermented soy(soyu, miso, tofu etc.)

2/

9/19/2019 11:58:20 AM mongrelglory And cake!

9/19/2019 12:00:02 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/rhuhf0O3Vb

9/19/2019 12:00:13 PM lvx1132 3/ other than that, soybeans is the only legumes that I know of that has unhealthy outcomes. Very rarely in the USA will you find non gmo organic 

soybeans. In fact, most foods in the supermarket you'll see has the listed ingredient "soybean oil" it is very cheap. Japan is smart

9/19/2019 12:01:25 PM freestateojones Nothing to see here. 🙈

9/19/2019 12:03:52 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/VkOPWIpjrB

9/19/2019 12:10:40 PM mongrelglory I don't really care about the spaceships...it's the occupants inside that I'd like to meet and see on the news!

9/19/2019 12:24:24 PM lisbet30025172 Cities?

9/19/2019 12:26:14 PM jollyrob2 Now we know where the 21 trillion💰went🤔?

9/19/2019 12:37:11 PM signnamehere1  pic.twitter.com/Ykf2QOWVug

9/19/2019 12:38:08 PM chapulincolored I remember this aircraft back since the days of the space shuttle, so the secret must be either it's capabilities or more likely it's mission.  What was it 

doing in space and for what or whose purpose?

...finally WHY?

"Why" leads to intent.

9/19/2019 12:38:10 PM infidelis_101 Yup. Pic of Trump today with $20 in his back pocket and gold tie says a lot. See this vid for more along these lines. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eHWzxI6UCRM …

9/19/2019 12:39:48 PM ascension_guide US Airforce, many of the hidden technologies that would benefit humanity and have been used as weapons against US citizens and the world have 

been under their control for decades. Coincidence the Airforce General wants it secret?

9/19/2019 12:45:34 PM debrafierens Oh this is new and exciting!

9/19/2019 1:04:49 PM chapulincolored Obviously... pic.twitter.com/g6lL7cne2d

9/19/2019 1:07:02 PM gyspylala Where is this toilet? Denver airport? If so that's ridiculous..is it in use? Hahaha..so obvious something wrong if true..

9/19/2019 1:13:46 PM chapulincolored Do you mean "gold" or "Gold"?

I notice Q also has caps on "Gold". 

Do you refer to precious metal "gold" or a person or entity?

Double meaning?

9/19/2019 1:16:40 PM domandbillsnana Well, Shiver me timbers, Matey! Whatever the hell that means. Lol 

#TalkLikeAPirateDay

9/19/2019 1:27:16 PM giediknight Anu is an AI?

9/19/2019 1:36:16 PM j3nnigma  pic.twitter.com/pKVN68BiLd

9/19/2019 1:40:33 PM azuremagus Justice Dept. & FBI get tip on shenanigans of Twit. Exc's

9/19/2019 1:42:16 PM azuremagus It has no licence, comms. are limited, & Minuchin has been fired 3 times

9/19/2019 2:05:54 PM adeo_creata_est They’re already here. And following traffic laws! These people are great pic.twitter.com/LkwmAQy6yI

9/19/2019 2:07:05 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/GOPoversight/status/1174360055904395269?s=19 …

9/19/2019 2:12:07 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/8Z91MJqurr

9/19/2019 2:17:41 PM freeandoriginal Aren’t we all happy 😃!

9/19/2019 2:21:58 PM qanonsunrise I thought I wasn't seeing you because you didn't have more to share with us or MJs were too busy.

9/19/2019 2:28:11 PM exsjwtruther can also mean stars in general

9/19/2019 2:28:27 PM playactiongamer #GlobalCurrencyReset still on track. #endthefed

9/19/2019 2:30:29 PM mongrelglory Yes, Denver...in their "un-used" basement area.

9/19/2019 2:34:51 PM noocnik Yup, you're probably right on this one.

9/19/2019 2:37:21 PM playactiongamer Roswell crash did in fact occurred, according to alien contactees.

9/19/2019 2:39:34 PM 78503002 That is what people said about Jesus and he still hasn't shown up.

9/19/2019 2:40:50 PM playactiongamer Twitter swabbies are still at it #TalkLikeAPirateDay

9/19/2019 2:44:01 PM playactiongamer Time for real disclosure - Narratives regarding ETs and ET tech have played for too long.

9/19/2019 2:45:34 PM paulamjohns  pic.twitter.com/gMX65W8GKq

9/19/2019 3:00:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Isreal lie snd cheat to get what they want?

This is my surpised face. 

MJ7 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1174785841144745986 …

9/19/2019 3:01:01 PM girlawakeinca Exactly 💫

9/19/2019 3:01:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/FadelAllassan/status/1174772435079614470 …

9/19/2019 3:01:56 PM do_or_do_notty Israel. Was that misspelling on purpose?

9/19/2019 3:02:26 PM wyatt251 Day after election 🗳 it comes out 🤔

9/19/2019 3:04:40 PM kmcieaura You have to Watch Israeli News Live 9pm Twitter

9/19/2019 3:04:46 PM do_or_do_notty Let’s Roll!

9/19/2019 3:04:48 PM agoodyear2015 Love the comments on this article in Axios.  They really believe that Trump doesn't know what he is dealing with in Israel.

9/19/2019 3:05:14 PM burgersandra Perhaps not the only liars and cheats.  Whatever works but at someone else's expense.

9/19/2019 3:06:10 PM crt14361013 ✔👀

9/19/2019 3:08:12 PM dejavuq17 Yay pic.twitter.com/4ToGbXBNCb

9/19/2019 3:08:42 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇RT🔄

 http://bit.ly/2Kzqkjj 

9/19/2019 3:16:20 PM voiceofresonn Barack Obama means lightening from heaven. Think about that.

9/19/2019 3:22:41 PM lbf777 What is the status on the Khazarian Illuminati Banking Cartel that is behind every evil from debt slavery to Chemtrails? I know they want Israel to be 

the capital of their NWO.



9/19/2019 3:30:03 PM n7guardiananon funny...people scream communism!!! capitalism!!! or whatever ism...like criminals that do end up getting elected or those that manipulate the system 

from the sidelines follow the rules anyway.  almost as bad as being brainwashed by your favorite sports team...Go Team!!!

9/19/2019 3:32:09 PM boy12_jimmy Funny hearing about this today. Boeing just had a bad day on Wall Street? With successful classified projects, how can they lose money in stocks and a 

poor outcast?

9/19/2019 3:35:41 PM aetherwalker1 grrrrrr pic.twitter.com/jYlpLEArNQ

9/19/2019 3:36:09 PM weshallrise144k Thank you for your Patriotism :Russel-Jay: Gould: and :David-Wynn: Miller: #QuantumFederalFinancialSystem pic.twitter.com/XJE7lMhKhR

9/19/2019 3:41:57 PM cosmic_engineer IS Real

9/19/2019 3:43:55 PM dispensaryexch Jews born in Muslim countries recruited by the Mossad to infiltrate Al Quaide and direct 911 hijackers according to NSA analyst Wayne Madsen .

 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1332210_-analytical-and-intelligence-comments-mossad-ran-9-11-

arab.html?fbclid=IwAR3stHgBHZjYWP8j5ND0UpdoiOBY2SdYPv8T_IVZ-tFEoGCzmBmIjXu2Fno …

9/19/2019 3:56:15 PM bring_storm “We are saving Israel for last” #Q pic.twitter.com/L3j8o4GczA

9/19/2019 4:00:43 PM bbobbio71 Saving Israel for last

9/19/2019 4:01:17 PM hambrickro 😎 Beware of the Talmudic Zionists 😎

9/19/2019 4:01:21 PM gyspylala Knew it..somehow tied to SA?

9/19/2019 4:21:15 PM brawndo322 They block half my tweets. Say bs like "you already said that" or other false notions.

9/19/2019 4:27:36 PM djlok Is real... Noted.

9/19/2019 4:31:21 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Taking a shot here. A.L.I.C.E. = Articifial Lunar Intelligence Carbon Entanglement?

9/19/2019 4:57:21 PM renegade917 All these great minds, 2 many misspellings to be coincidence?

9/19/2019 5:13:12 PM delaluz321 I don’t believe that.

9/19/2019 5:16:38 PM delaluz321 For me exercise, saunas, iodine protocall (I can get u a link)kratom cured me. I have been about a year so far with out a relapse :) oh and juicing, ginger 

turmeric parsley lime too long to list.

9/19/2019 5:18:45 PM keith369me Spelling errors are typically acknowledged or the Tweet is deleted/Tweeted again

9/19/2019 5:19:02 PM covertress Mis spellings Matter

Learn the Comms

💐

9/19/2019 5:20:24 PM keith369me Narcissistic people have floated to the top on Earth...likely by design...I yearn for the day when good people can represent.

9/19/2019 5:21:32 PM do_or_do_notty Neither happened here. Which is the basis of my question. ✌️

9/19/2019 5:24:27 PM djlok Precious!!!

9/19/2019 5:34:40 PM shawnt1973 They are out there.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wWJzi1U2N0 …

9/19/2019 5:34:46 PM hd283271 The fed had a 100 year charter and that charter expired on December 23, 2013

9/19/2019 5:48:43 PM like_neo Yup, it’s been coming for a long time.  Nothing new.

9/19/2019 5:48:56 PM john777lee He is another man born for this moment in time. Just like President Trump !

9/19/2019 5:49:49 PM covertress Abracadabra

🧙

9/19/2019 5:52:24 PM n7guardiananon 12-06-1950 

El Indio, Texas 

staged???

9/19/2019 6:00:55 PM kindeandtrue I liked Rex Tillerson: old-school diplomat, low-key, affable, courteous. He even closed down the sanctions office. Far better at improving international 

relations and effecting peaceful solutions than @SecPompeo.

9/19/2019 6:02:00 PM chrispacheco24 91919

9/19/2019 6:02:23 PM my2sonznme Cincinnati had a mass casualty crisis drill downtown TODAY for 4 hours. Lots happening downtown this weekend, Reds game, Octoberfest, and Comic-

con (sp?)👀👀👀👀👀 LOTS OF PEOPLE

9/19/2019 6:03:25 PM canam73 They've always existed. Have never gone away. Weaponized Bio-technology is the key to Luciferian Elite/ DS ultimate goal .... THOUGHT CONTROL. 

BEHAVIOR CONTROL. COMPLETE CONTROL.

#MKUltra #Biotechnology #WeaponsOfWar

@realDonaldTrump

@qntmpkts

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs
9/19/2019 6:03:26 PM my2sonznme Cincinnati had a mass casualty crisis drill downtown TODAY for 4 hours. Lots happening downtown this weekend, Reds game, Octoberfest, and Comic-

con (sp?)👀👀👀👀👀 LOTS OF PEOPLE

9/19/2019 6:05:06 PM canam73 They've always existed. Weaponized Bio-technology is the key to Luciferian Elite/ DS ultimate goal👉 .... THOUGHT CONTROL. BEHAVIOR CONTROL. 

COMPLETE CONTROL.

#MKUltra #Biotechnology #WeaponsOfWar

@realDonaldTrump

@qntmpkts

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/qntmpkts/status/1173580535677014016 …
9/19/2019 6:07:57 PM chrispacheco24 “We are saving Israel for last.

Very specific reason not mentioned a single time.”

Q

9/19/2019 6:28:25 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/69vwEc85O6

9/19/2019 6:30:29 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/8Aq0QEw4KR

9/19/2019 6:45:24 PM pinealg1 Soon I hope.

9/19/2019 6:54:20 PM davidg02986909 Yeah.  But they are not who they claim to be.  They are interdimensional beings.  They have always been here since beginning of time.  They are... the 

watchers... the fallen ones.  Their power is beyond the physical realm we see.

9/19/2019 7:04:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1174836342552969217 …

9/19/2019 7:05:40 PM rebornkingent I saw this, George Washington right above Zucks Head.

9/19/2019 7:05:52 PM truthseekeranon Suckerburg came to the light. And rolled on the DS.

9/19/2019 7:05:55 PM rebornkingent Sword of Damocles above his head also?

9/19/2019 7:06:29 PM natalie60444115 Yep the picture in the back ...

9/19/2019 7:07:00 PM higherdensitees It’d be nice if he got Zuck to switch sides....

9/19/2019 7:07:05 PM finall00p Perfect photo of angel meeting with demon. Down you go fellas 👎

9/19/2019 7:08:39 PM aprilbrown99 Purple tie.  Fear in his eyes.  Lol

What is with the ribbons on the flags?  I haven’t seen that before. What does that mean or stand for?

9/19/2019 7:10:12 PM hilliardlex 🙏

9/19/2019 7:10:39 PM freebird201552 Maybe Zuck told him how he became a CIA asset to spy on us all!!!

9/19/2019 7:12:37 PM darktolightchad What is the flag??

9/19/2019 7:12:57 PM darktolightchad Zuck is a Rockefeller



9/19/2019 7:13:09 PM keith369me Flipped?  Zuckerburg comes across as a wuss.  He might flip daily.

9/19/2019 7:13:23 PM darktolightchad Negative

9/19/2019 7:14:28 PM mgodfrey99 What could this possibly symbolize?

9/19/2019 7:14:31 PM greg40617065 Trust me Mark is getting a Presidential hand crushing right there!!!!!

9/19/2019 7:15:18 PM freebird201552 Fyi

Ribbons on a flag are for the branches participation in battles or wars

9/19/2019 7:15:25 PM truthseekeranon Well my real guess was he told him he knows what the little fuck is up too and said he about to shut it down..but one could hope I guess

9/19/2019 7:16:00 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ very much!  👍👍👍

9/19/2019 7:16:02 PM dradeon He looks like hes about to cry

9/19/2019 7:17:23 PM ethereal_shaman Battle streamers.

9/19/2019 7:17:40 PM darktolightchad Now that’s probably closer to the truth!!   “Your ass is mine, now smile for the cameras and help play your part in the movie or there’s a rope with your 

name on it.

9/19/2019 7:18:00 PM debbiered15 A Rothschild

9/19/2019 7:18:06 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ!  🤗🤗🤗

9/19/2019 7:18:46 PM debbiered15 Little Zuck looks like a deer in the headlights. There's that.

9/19/2019 7:19:34 PM debbiered15  pic.twitter.com/hQFZpxpB28

9/19/2019 7:20:02 PM aetherwalker1 45- "My son-in-law is a reptilian too.  How bout that!"

😂

9/19/2019 7:21:12 PM frankyanker Don't forget he's cousins with snowden.

9/19/2019 7:23:43 PM sunnysideluna Please ass your interpretation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/19/2019 7:24:00 PM sunnysideluna 😆 add

9/19/2019 7:26:55 PM truthseekeranon Musk just said the other day ETs are not real “Trust me I would know” very frankly in passing.

9/19/2019 7:27:34 PM darktolightchad Don’t be.  He is playing them.  It’s all part of the plan.  He’s got them by the balls

9/19/2019 7:27:55 PM chachalaca Wow, he wasn't wearing a tee shirt.

9/19/2019 7:27:55 PM darktolightchad They all hide who they are.

9/19/2019 7:28:31 PM gyspylala No Deals...I don't care if he stands on his head and spits nickels. Not after what he has done to America.🔩🔩him

9/19/2019 7:30:23 PM enlight3nedgeek Very powerful.

9/19/2019 7:30:49 PM aprilbrown99 My gifs arent working. 🥴. ALICE is in the house!  

I was going to gif “indeed”. 👍👍 pic.twitter.com/nKFXMs3gdK

9/19/2019 7:33:04 PM enlight3nedgeek He doesn't wear a T-shirt when he's in court. Lol

9/19/2019 7:34:15 PM jamiegrahamusa His name is two names of ancestors combined. I lost my details. But it's not his name.

9/19/2019 7:35:17 PM jamiegrahamusa His profile looks like Goerge's....look.

9/19/2019 7:38:56 PM karma4event201 Must be the Symbology ❗️

George Washington

 "can not lie" 

zuckerberg can't lie "we have it all" 

DARPA Lifelog FB spying on the world.

9/19/2019 7:47:31 PM dms1765 Look at Zuck, trying to appear to be an actual man.

9/19/2019 7:49:29 PM giediknight Lamp looks like a grail cup? pic.twitter.com/wiVVdSw3w2

9/19/2019 7:49:42 PM bbobbio71 Any thoughts on this?

@SandiaWisdom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Mystery object approaching us from interstellar space could be ALIEN spacecraft, top scientist admits.  https://tiny.iavian.net/v4si 

9/19/2019 7:50:39 PM desirelove101 Was this before or after the fb employee was suicided?

9/19/2019 7:50:57 PM eldoradohills Would like to see the other side of that handshake

9/19/2019 7:54:01 PM scott_rick #endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed

#endthefed
9/19/2019 7:56:52 PM charlesgdavis1 THE truth of the matter is history has hidden the PLIGHT of a people for so long...THAT the knowledge of who they were was stolen....IF in time, 

speech, name, origin and lands....of the past which IS known would shake the foundation of heaven and earth for GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE.

9/19/2019 7:57:32 PM lyle_willis ✔️✔️

9/19/2019 7:58:23 PM qnotables17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ☝️

9/19/2019 8:02:32 PM brad34351293 Where R these missions going to is the Q?

9/19/2019 8:03:55 PM eddiecopeland1 Good it's time

9/19/2019 8:05:44 PM identityasxy .

The Zuck f*ck looks good.  You can't even see any AI wires coming out of his ears!

9/19/2019 8:06:26 PM fightforamerica Little statute in the back looks poised to take ole Zucks head right off.

9/19/2019 8:08:34 PM matchnumbers67 Battle Flags: Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, and Air Force. Marine Corps between them. Facebook/battle flag =58. George 

Washington/Trump and purple =88

9/19/2019 8:09:39 PM qnotables17 In your opinion should anons be buying gold as an investment?

9/19/2019 8:10:18 PM brad34351293 U mean like a story-line from "Conspiracy Theory" ? Where Mel Gibson's character equates shuttle missions with EQs.

9/19/2019 8:14:23 PM matchnumbers67 Jerusalem/Solomon’s Temple and United States 58 🤔

9/19/2019 8:23:48 PM 5sahandful Trump has chosen to add the serve branches flags- historically means we are at war. 

We know that we are at war w the DeepState. You would think reporters would ask the question

9/19/2019 8:24:22 PM 5sahandful Service flags...

9/19/2019 8:33:17 PM agolasbrian Let it be.

#WWG1WGA

9/19/2019 8:39:45 PM charlesgdavis1 I saw this February or March 2015 heading South....TO my right at 20- 45 degrees at an extremely low altitude....it ran silently....seen from the corner 

of my eye THEN I saw it....I  turned around and went home, could I'VE been imagining THIS....got in the building and laid down.

9/19/2019 8:40:00 PM charlesgdavis1 But I remember the profile seemed flatter....either way I stayed in for ONE or TWO days!!!

9/19/2019 8:58:29 PM kestrels_nest A meeting with MZ is nice? Sir, you are being too kind. I hope you gave him a swift kick in the shin under the table as I would have done.



9/19/2019 8:58:37 PM canam73 Our children were targeted decades ago while we 💤slept.💤 & were brainwashed into believing Total Govt Control & Total Enslavement under the 

banner of Socialism is a Humanitarian act.

#SocialismKills

#LetFreedomRing

@realDonaldTrump

@qntmpkts

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs
9/19/2019 8:59:21 PM canam73 Our children were targeted decades ago while we 💤slept.💤 & were brainwashed into believing Total Govt Control & Total Enslavement under the 

banner of Socialism is a Humanitarian act.

#SocialismKills

@qntmpkts

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/qntmpkts/status/813302261325660160 …

9/19/2019 9:10:48 PM hearts4america Is that the dark side?  This looks to me to be where all those ships coming and going from the Moon is.

9/19/2019 9:13:44 PM thetrollbar If the Higgs can cause symmetry breaking of mass, can it cause symmetry breaking of time too?  Mass-Energy and Time are canonical duals, after all.

9/19/2019 9:16:20 PM marywal64295444 Rrrrrrrrrr?

9/19/2019 9:16:46 PM charlesgdavis1 How did you catch us??? We had to much to drink that night!!😂😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😎😈😈😈😇😇👈 

pic.twitter.com/Z28JoCQhaM

9/19/2019 9:16:57 PM conniewidman Zuckerberg is like a robot.

9/19/2019 9:17:14 PM timmc777 🚂🚂🇺🇸KAG!🇺🇸🚂🚂🚂

9/19/2019 9:23:30 PM winter_snowgirl There are no aliens, only demons and Satan's minions..the fallen.  The Deception is real! #FactsMatter #GodWins

9/19/2019 9:28:21 PM screwingme I can not tell a lie.

9/19/2019 9:45:44 PM jon2386 Same here, but since you're majestic you can do something about it :)

9/19/2019 9:57:26 PM jaded_pearl After I know "where the aliens are"...I'm not going to tell anyone about it." @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Roswell #roswellnewmexico #Area51 #area51raid #S4 

#SSP #BlackSwan https://twitter.com/TheDailyShow/status/1174856542698561536 …

9/19/2019 10:20:44 PM achille88630823  https://twitter.com/Achille88630823/status/1174892004590796800?s=20 …

9/19/2019 10:35:37 PM mongrelglory Seeds are not considered legumes.  Legumes contain nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Legume plants live in a symbiotic relationship with the nitrogen fixing 

bacteria - the Rhizobia live in nodules in the plant's roots. This way the plant can look after its own nitrogen needs.

9/19/2019 10:39:39 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, will we ever find out the truth about what they were really trying to accomplish at CERN?  My impression was that they were trying to open 

portals to another dimension, but to what end.  Were they trying to bring their "god" into this world in a permanent or physical way?

9/19/2019 11:54:14 PM deut11_11diane George or Adam Weishaupt?

9/19/2019 11:59:24 PM over60nz Amen

9/20/2019 12:09:35 AM debbiea43922131 In God We Trust 

Golden is his Word 

Break the shakles of the Fed.

Free the people 

Deep State down

9/20/2019 12:09:39 AM wearediamonds2 Thank you. I did not know what those two things in the back were!

9/20/2019 12:28:41 AM penelopenicia  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/19/police-respond-to-apparent-suicide-at-facebook-headquarters.html …

9/20/2019 12:37:48 AM sarah48538695 Mark, during an interview, once said, "...when I was human".

9/20/2019 12:40:07 AM sarah48538695 He's probably a Rothschild.

9/20/2019 12:52:25 AM shawnloftin1 Yes it's time. We have long Awaited for this. #Fulldisclosure

9/20/2019 1:02:48 AM sariejoubert1  pic.twitter.com/S4Gywl5Bnl

9/20/2019 1:03:32 AM sariejoubert1  pic.twitter.com/ZK6NlXHo5d

9/20/2019 1:06:35 AM sterkinglights1 Pants and a fireplace?

9/20/2019 1:16:50 AM lakemonstercl Thanks for including me 🇺🇸

9/20/2019 1:33:22 AM karina89350882 Meeting an A.I......

9/20/2019 1:37:46 AM karina89350882 Exactly….

9/20/2019 1:39:15 AM karina89350882 Yes and this was not because of stress. I think he is an A.I. something like Alice...

9/20/2019 2:11:51 AM abstract1dea Maybe the better question is "Who is not?"

9/20/2019 2:43:57 AM thattourguide Photo was taken the year Disney World opened. Different worlds!

9/20/2019 3:14:17 AM sterkinglights1 The flag that is flown currently is not a peacetime flag, correct?

9/20/2019 3:19:18 AM sterkinglights1 Just wanted to say how much I am enjoying the show. pic.twitter.com/5DCxywp0QN

9/20/2019 3:25:58 AM sterkinglights1 Most of all they are trying to say this is the exception not there norm. Wrong!

9/20/2019 3:29:13 AM sterkinglights1 If reality is s simulation it has become currupt.

9/20/2019 3:31:29 AM sterkinglights1 Occasionally not as often as you post.

9/20/2019 3:31:39 AM farklew What does that mean?

9/20/2019 3:56:45 AM signnamehere1 Trudeau? pic.twitter.com/affERJZain

9/20/2019 3:57:21 AM signnamehere1 😆

9/20/2019 4:01:17 AM thevicioussnake  pic.twitter.com/kShfppxbdK

9/20/2019 4:01:50 AM signnamehere1 😆😂👍🤦♀️

9/20/2019 4:05:23 AM _369311119 washing

(a) 

ton

(of)

Direct Current

9/20/2019 4:08:44 AM texas_girl_13_ Trump uses the forearm grip ( going for it here) as a dominant gesture.

9/20/2019 4:09:06 AM texas_girl_13_ Yep

9/20/2019 4:09:20 AM inmatemaga That's not the Illuminati handshake!

9/20/2019 4:10:20 AM texas_girl_13_ Woa!! You’ve hit an interesting thought!!

9/20/2019 4:10:55 AM inmatemaga Purple tie is what I see. That and no Illuminati handshake.

9/20/2019 4:11:05 AM texas_girl_13_ Satanic purple.., good eye !

9/20/2019 4:11:31 AM inmatemaga Yes

9/20/2019 4:11:32 AM texas_girl_13_ That’d be great.

9/20/2019 4:12:04 AM inmatemaga 🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣

No joke!🇺🇸👊

9/20/2019 4:12:15 AM texas_girl_13_ Holding back the lizard

9/20/2019 4:12:39 AM texas_girl_13_ Could be

9/20/2019 4:13:10 AM texas_girl_13_ Is that MLK?



9/20/2019 4:15:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is your tap water safe? Study claims cancer risk even in 'safe' water https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2019/09/19/your-tap-water-safe-

study-claims-cancer-risk-even-safe-water/2350072001/ …

9/20/2019 4:23:44 AM inmatemaga Is that the same tap that is drip feeding the soft disclosure or that's a different one?

9/20/2019 4:24:54 AM maryschade14 Fluoridation and other..medicating without a license or consent. Fluoride patented 1896 and 1922..it's a killer calcifier binds with toxic heavy 

metals..plus all the prescription drugs that end up in it.

And NESTLE Corp somehow gets to pump water for free to make a bloody profit.

9/20/2019 4:25:08 AM timeforarrests Installing a five stage reverse osmosis under counter system this weekend.

9/20/2019 4:29:32 AM girlawakeinca Have you found any 5 stage R/O @RoaminNoodle? I’m still researching & looking too.

9/20/2019 4:29:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Respond by suspending Colt from your life.

Sell your Colt undermarket value.

Replace for a different company.

You can teach them a lesson. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1174970443817603072 …

9/20/2019 4:30:25 AM daddygoat22 Ruger makes a great model

9/20/2019 4:31:28 AM jebsmirk Buy muh filters! pic.twitter.com/qYcxWU7rVC

9/20/2019 4:31:56 AM sear_pin I’ll give everyone $50 for their Colt AR’s.

9/20/2019 4:33:18 AM pepedeluxe4 That will not hurt them...it hurts you

9/20/2019 4:41:47 AM terran_sol John G. Trump suggested to the National Science Council that they use his new tech for High Energy Electron Irradiation of Wastewater Liquid 

Residuals. This was back in 1975. Don't you think it's time to finally upgrade?

9/20/2019 4:43:23 AM terran_sol Water is the new oil.

9/20/2019 4:44:44 AM maryschade14 I see some dangers it is a dble edged sword..

9/20/2019 4:46:17 AM maryschade14 It is disgusting. NCorp now owns San Pelligrino Perrier and other..which used to be my boycott go tos..

9/20/2019 4:49:32 AM hambrickro 😎 Elites buy the land with mineral rights , like the largest aquifer in the US, then sells for a profit 😏 Let the surface dwellers go without - the all 

mighty dollar reigns 🤑 Corporations pump the water out & sell for profit. Does that remind you of anybody, TBP, good o'boy😎

9/20/2019 4:50:23 AM mechanic4trump fake news.

colt has an over abundance of the civilian ar-15, therefore they have to catch up with the military demand for m-16. they will begin making the ar-15 

when the supply runs lower.

9/20/2019 4:51:31 AM delaluz321 You will get through it. Our bodies are amazing at healing. Just don’t give up and follow your intuition.

9/20/2019 4:52:31 AM missachar1 It is simple economics. Purchasing slows, stop making them. It is only temporary. Geez people, relax!

9/20/2019 4:55:44 AM ghost_of_billy_ Theyre filling military contracts currently, they have plenty of civilian stock available. Another sellout if stock again. More #FakeNews

9/20/2019 4:59:00 AM johnsville14 Purple tie

9/20/2019 5:00:27 AM mercer_wilbur Follow this advice, and you will actually wind up with a better product in the end.

9/20/2019 5:00:37 AM wsmithc10 Reported by Axios?

9/20/2019 5:01:22 AM mercer_wilbur This isn't the first time Colt has done this...

9/20/2019 5:03:03 AM ezy06001 They have a backlog of military and LEO rifle contracts, and a surplus of civilian rifles already in the market.

The LEO and Mil contracts take up all their rifle mfg capacity at the moment. https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/09/19/ar-15-colt-

suspends-production-guns-civilian-market/2378271001 …

9/20/2019 5:04:01 AM paytonpatriot Over priced! Go support veterans over at BCM

9/20/2019 5:06:28 AM robinreitsma1 👀

9/20/2019 5:07:33 AM theraphinj Can’t get the statins or the SSRI’s out of the water?

Stupid people are pissing them right into the water supply

Yes if you take either of them you are stupid-own it. 

Laundry detergents are almost impossible to remove also

Drink up!
9/20/2019 5:10:17 AM knightofmaltaus 16 hours ago this statement was made by Colt. BTW, they exited Bankruptcy 3 years ago.  https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/colt-

will-stop-making-ar-15s-civilian-sale-says-there-n1056561 …

9/20/2019 5:12:16 AM knightofmaltaus Actually that is fake news. Here is the correct info. They ARE suspending the AR 15 and partly due to Banking & Pressure. Does not mean they will 

discontinue. They will be back. Will increase value of existing pre BK Colt ARs https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/colt-will-stop-

making-ar-15s-civilian-sale-says-there-n1056561 …

9/20/2019 5:12:29 AM keith369me This world is full of both beauty and poison.  Discern and live a wonderful life or follow the cabal’s lead and be a slave.  The choice is yours.

9/20/2019 5:13:23 AM knightofmaltaus If you really read this message....  @DJLOK @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/northropgrumman/status/1165232341209534465 …

9/20/2019 5:14:21 AM keith369me Not an AR-15 fan, but giving up one’s weapon should be a free will choice based upon the world around us, not a mandate.

9/20/2019 5:16:05 AM lori84904506 Zuck just looks strange . 🤷♀️

9/20/2019 5:16:24 AM terran_sol So the aliens use asteroids as weapons?

9/20/2019 5:19:50 AM laurabusse I read he's basically an unstable basically clueless puppet

I felt really sorry for him after I read that

9/20/2019 5:20:21 AM laurabusse Good one

9/20/2019 5:23:58 AM laurabusse I'm sure he suffered abuse in order to control him as happens with many if not most of them

9/20/2019 5:24:00 AM mechanic4trump thats what i said. thanks

9/20/2019 5:27:46 AM keith369me Pretty much had that impression from the start...wondered how he ever made it big...until I learned about DARPAs project lifelog...then it made sense.

9/20/2019 5:28:29 AM laurabusse And bless everything in your life including

maybe especially

your water

9/20/2019 5:28:52 AM knightofmaltaus .... how about hitching a ride?

9/20/2019 5:29:47 AM slh2813 Who knew #ColtFirearms was a left-wing company? Good Riddance.

9/20/2019 5:31:36 AM glenngardner8 Huh, didn't think Trump ever met an android before........😏🤔

9/20/2019 5:32:43 AM terran_sol I thought about that a lot actually. So Oumuamua & whatever this next one is called. The first was the probe, the new one is the Scout, so that means 

the next wave will be poised to attack. Do we have adequate tech to stave off an invasion?

9/20/2019 5:37:53 AM ewolsj No it's not safe to drink, it has tons of federally approved chemical toxins in it......

9/20/2019 5:38:26 AM laurabusse Yes it did

9/20/2019 5:40:53 AM dank_memes_boss It’s nothing to do with them being left there actually a conservative company they just are holding off production on AR-15’s due to oversaturation in 

the market

9/20/2019 5:42:22 AM wolfspirit1  pic.twitter.com/EQ6qgTnhxt



9/20/2019 5:55:07 AM knightofmaltaus Would not go so far to say attack. Aliens can be microbes that can withstand the radiation and harshness of space. But... it could lead to rapid viral 

development and be a first strike to kill off what is here and they come to reestablish. Or, come in peace. Think of diversity

9/20/2019 5:57:11 AM terran_sol Or we could just nuke them.

9/20/2019 5:57:43 AM numberonepal Y’all gotta relax about this Colt thing. It’s the market at work. This ain’t some “get woke go broke” decision. Geez.

9/20/2019 6:03:42 AM fightthenewwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's up w Trump's new flue vaccine EO??

9/20/2019 6:04:33 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1175032830260326401 …

9/20/2019 6:04:51 AM aprilbrown99 May I ask where you purchased or what kind of system you bought?  I am looking for something that isnt too expensive.  Thank you. 

👍👍👍😊😊😊

9/20/2019 6:13:13 AM kryan92185384 @Chlooooe_H

9/20/2019 6:13:17 AM ladtacarms I wish I had their manufacturing capabilities when I had my company. Could have saved everyone some aggravation and put them out of business back 

then.

9/20/2019 6:14:07 AM cosmic_engineer Switched to distilled a month ago. I supplement some minerals & Lugol's

Recent work on our water infrastructure has been quite poor

9/20/2019 6:15:38 AM aleks8837 Symbology:

The old ways of the great founding father Thomas Jefferson.

In a new and global world!

Shall win with the help of Trump!

Over the DS players - here embodied by Zuckerberg.

DARK TO LIGHT

🌎🌍🌏

9/20/2019 6:19:56 AM v_rags NY always fails this quality report every year. https://www.ewg.org/videos/ewgs-tap-water-database-what-s-your-drinking-water …

9/20/2019 6:24:11 AM v_rags Good podcast about water as well. http://conspiracyunlimitedpodcast.com/090-whats-in-our-water …

9/20/2019 6:24:48 AM drbohammer Funny, I recall liking and retweeting this tweet a few months ago. It now shows that I didn’t... Hmm... Could the Twats possibly be fornicating with us?

9/20/2019 6:27:30 AM momislazy11 SYMBOLISM

NOT SYMBOLOGY

9/20/2019 6:27:44 AM drbohammer We both know their goal is to dramatically reduce global population and totally control those who remain.

9/20/2019 6:30:20 AM werascending It is so sad. Everywhere one turns, we find more intentional harmful and evil things.☹😞

9/20/2019 6:34:25 AM sontechnique For approx. $500 one can build a sub-MOA rifle in the popular calibers with some tools and know how. When considering value, a self built AR-15 

platform is about half the price of a store bought ready to go unit.

9/20/2019 6:38:35 AM truth_again Please read comments. This is not factual.

9/20/2019 7:07:13 AM zagnett Red 5:5 standing by. pic.twitter.com/bt9T1Fbheo

9/20/2019 7:11:12 AM nea_storm Roger That! Stay Sharp! Back Track on!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRAOdRq-1lw … pic.twitter.com/orxB6GQ3Wu

9/20/2019 7:11:33 AM brandon_braud He's telling him, "We know where you hide your eggs.  We will destroy your hatchlings, unless you cooperate."

9/20/2019 7:16:03 AM karma4event201 Sword of Damocles, where "The value of the sword is not that it falls, but rather, that it hangs." 

Bad guys kept in check by threat of sword falling - 

nice chess move & Star Wars 

War theory

9/20/2019 7:16:59 AM coloradokiter SIG makes a nice rifle chambered in .556.

9/20/2019 7:19:43 AM karma4event201 He is a CIA puppet; married to a Chinese citizen; Very Controlled. He has always looked clueless to the extreme danger he is in. CIA likes to use drugs to 

control puppets, maybe that is the cause of his unaware expressions

9/20/2019 7:20:16 AM hellvispresslie 0bama was supposed to make the Disclosure but chickened out. @realDonaldTrump does not really want to be the one either so he’s waiting until 

after 2020. The Media will shred him but Why do you think he’s started a “Space Force”.

9/20/2019 7:22:07 AM karma4event201 War Ribbons are the strange looking flags on display?

9/20/2019 7:27:59 AM david00997884 Most people dont buy colt, I would say they had poor sales

9/20/2019 7:29:41 AM david00997884 Amin brother. Next will be fast cars and motorcycles, because they kill more people than guns.

9/20/2019 7:30:30 AM avalon95765108 "When Data met The Chosen One!"

9/20/2019 7:33:06 AM david00997884 Back in the day there was no cancer in the Indian reservation s,but aling came the government and started giving then can foods and such, now they 

have cancer among them. Go old government, if it aint broke they can fix it.

9/20/2019 7:43:50 AM karma4event201 Symbology

Battle Streamers ! https://www.alamy.com/the-battle-streamers-from-the-us-coast-guard-14th-district-us-pacific-air-forces-us-pacific-fleet-us-marine-

corps-forces-pacific-and-us-army-pacific-command-are-displayed-during-the-2016-governors-veterans-day-ceremony-at-the-hawaii-state-veterans-

cemetery-in-kaneohe-hawaii-nov-11-2016-the-theme-for-the-ceremony-was-veterans-for-love-of-country-they-served-which-included-a-parade-of-

flags-presentation-of-floral-leis-and-music-from-the-111th-hawaii-army-national-guard-band-us-marine-corps-photo-by-staff-sgt-jason-w-fudge-

image188468130.html …

9/20/2019 7:47:39 AM 1of3onhigh That flag is the USMC flag with the eagle, globe, and anchor facing forward.

9/20/2019 7:48:34 AM signnamehere1 Could be 👍

9/20/2019 7:55:34 AM roublisa We are ready ya’ll ✨💫✨💫✨💫 pic.twitter.com/cauoLZ7RJB

9/20/2019 8:01:13 AM liltilgerlil 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/8hDCZCapRx

9/20/2019 8:01:33 AM roublisa I would love to help facilitate healing......would love to master energy work.... we need co-creative collaborative centers💗💗💗 

pic.twitter.com/y2ZgGM2oTp

9/20/2019 8:09:57 AM rmbrice 🤢

9/20/2019 8:12:06 AM blackjackpupil I had brown water out of my taps when I lived in Manhattan. Sometimes it would just run rusty for a few mins. I had to buy bottled water for me and 

my dog.

9/20/2019 8:17:50 AM jdltr450 I agree, the timing is extremely suspect. If i was to guess they caved to a high up political figure or an Elite.

9/20/2019 8:18:35 AM roublisa Oh my nice catch!

9/20/2019 8:19:22 AM roublisa Hand shake🤔

9/20/2019 8:30:34 AM andyr1112 Man... I just bought one 2 those mfers

9/20/2019 8:33:17 AM andyr1112 How bout we do this. Put a real MAN or heck even a WOMAN with some cahonnees in charge of the Colt department. John Moses Browning would be 

disappointed in Colt

9/20/2019 8:34:46 AM andyr1112 Great minds think alike cuz this was 1of the first things to pop in my head ca-ching ca-ching ca-ching

9/20/2019 8:35:24 AM andyr1112 So does LWRC 😍

9/20/2019 8:41:07 AM speaakn The question is: what doesn’t cause cancer 🤨

9/20/2019 8:42:20 AM mrsdfarkas Seriously?  Have you sold yours yet?

9/20/2019 8:45:23 AM speaakn “is not permanently ending production but believes there is already an adequate supply of sporting rifles on the market. He said in a statement 

Thursday the company will concentrate on fulfilling military and law enforcement contracts” You didn’t read the article-shame, shame!

9/20/2019 8:53:56 AM v_rags Wow never experienced that, I’m in Queens but the pipes where I am are very old and most likely full of lead. I have a filter. Think I’ll get a better one.



9/20/2019 8:59:29 AM rwilharm Gotta call BS on this one. Are you positive this is real? I can’t believe he would openly talk about adrenochrome like he did in that post

9/20/2019 9:00:11 AM trinity_jenny Martin Geddes The Storm - How to Prepare for Global Corruption Purge

 http://www.youtube.com 

9/20/2019 9:00:44 AM karina89350882 The Plejaren Peacesymbol??

9/20/2019 9:14:59 AM trinity_jenny I see close mind syndrome. What you got to lose? Its your lose when the storm comes

9/20/2019 9:23:35 AM manillegirlusa Yep. I saw that.

9/20/2019 9:29:46 AM trinity_jenny You are right about them putting dangerous stuff in them on purpose. DePopulation control. If you watched that finklestein video you would see the 

bigger picture

9/20/2019 9:31:32 AM trinity_jenny Globalist agenda

9/20/2019 9:41:17 AM gyspylala Is the PM of Australia a friend?

9/20/2019 9:46:58 AM trinity_jenny Trump wasn't suppose to be nominated and both Paul Ryan and mike pence were caught planning something evil based on their emails at Cleveland 

conv they called it off because  trump killed in the debate and they were nervous

9/20/2019 9:55:13 AM trinity_jenny Nope I started out a Bernie supporter. Years of constant research into corruption of bad actors in both parties have given me a big picture of the 

political landscape. Plus knowing where we are going next with the plan helps financially

9/20/2019 9:58:43 AM eldoradohills Not all Colt right? pic.twitter.com/pDj3iisgge

9/20/2019 10:07:26 AM jaded_pearl I believe there is a frequency they can emit that will release the negative frequencies attached to the water molecules. It's the same application I've 

seen used to remove ALL carbon from gas. The technology is there, it's being suppressed IMO

9/20/2019 10:16:33 AM carolin15161363 Sandwiched between the first President looking towards him and the current President looking towards him.

9/20/2019 10:22:44 AM johnnyt_anon #WeThePeople 👍🍿

9/20/2019 10:35:20 AM rsmith43226647 Some ppl have to cheat to win. I feel sorry for Israel.

9/20/2019 10:35:55 AM trinity_jenny They don't care about money. The money is the control. They print it from nothing. Its all an illusion. They own you your social security account and 

they trade your birth certificate account that you don't even know you have. When you die they make bank. You are a slave

9/20/2019 10:40:55 AM wisdomonium Sabazios. Saba' tayan. Sabbateanism/frankism. Asherite pole in the eye of the UN/NWO templar-masonic Baphomet/Luciferian cult. Look at the 

remains of the snake goddesses Ninlils (baals consort)bird feet sitting on the 'peace sign' (opposite mean.)fingers:   

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sabazios_hand.jpg#/media/File:Sabazios_hand.jpg …

9/20/2019 10:49:04 AM trinity_jenny That video I shared today will give you some basic insight and you can believe or not. Pause it and read the documents is my suggestion. Always take 

the information then decide

9/20/2019 11:17:40 AM anonymousada Facebook is DARPA's #Lifelog. They "shut the program down" one day before Facebook launched.

9/20/2019 11:21:44 AM cintrony Thanks for the ride!!♥️ @COL3v17 RT/IFB 🇺🇸 #MAGAROLLERCOASTER

#GOD ♥️ #ProLife #2A 🌟#TRUMP2020 🚂💕💌 pic.twitter.com/1zXtRsBmFD

9/20/2019 11:41:18 AM enomai_ Apparently Colt is not for low class citizens

9/20/2019 11:52:21 AM fightforamerica I hate to be the fly in the ointment, but it is my understanding they stopped because they have surplus inventory on civilian rifles and are just filling 

military orders until such time as their civilian inventory starts to actually drop.

9/20/2019 12:02:26 PM rachaelangelm Emotional personality disorders are more difficult to understand than chemical mind disorders as SSR1s don't necessarily assist when the mind is 

compromised because of form.

9/20/2019 12:17:22 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/g9xPCkGCPj

9/20/2019 12:17:38 PM giediknight  http://goldenmean.info/sriyantra/index.html …

9/20/2019 12:17:57 PM joeorbit another cia nation building project.  zuck is an asset for their lifelog project.  zuck will get fired as the sacrificial offering to trick us into thinking the 

cabal is neutralized.

9/20/2019 12:19:38 PM wisdomonium the pattern is the use of black mail to control countries through  their leaders. It's about taking back hundreds of yrs of freedoms by the few who fear 

losing their 'chosen" status to the truth: we are not alone and they are a cargo cult.

9/20/2019 12:25:48 PM jmark007 No that would be stupid!! They don’t have any significant amount of the AR market and that’s why they are leaving the market!! It’s known as 

capitalism!! There are only 2-3 hundred options for AR’s many of which are better quality than Colt!!

9/20/2019 12:32:22 PM playactiongamer Tap water also can contain mercury.

Chlorine = corrosive

More reasons to use filters.

9/20/2019 12:34:01 PM lindamendenhal5 S&W

9/20/2019 12:35:39 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

Holy Crap!!!! https://twitter.com/redheadedeagle2/status/1175130864730161152 …

9/20/2019 12:47:27 PM yustein @david_wilcock @davidicke @blueavians @TheCollectiveQ @MichaelSalla @Graham__Hancock @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OnEdgeOfWonder

9/20/2019 12:49:31 PM melhuses Filter your water fluoride is poison ☠️

9/20/2019 12:50:58 PM teriwiseman2 You didn’t read the article, only the headline

9/20/2019 1:10:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see the Q? https://twitter.com/UNDESA/status/1174714719627829250 …

9/20/2019 1:10:58 PM state1union Time for charges please!  Can’t survive any more hits.

9/20/2019 1:11:30 PM jvan125 1 of 17(Q)? 🧐

9/20/2019 1:11:58 PM jvan125 Nasda(q)? 🤨 ok I give up 😂

9/20/2019 1:12:06 PM hawkgirlinmn 17 and nasdaq

9/20/2019 1:13:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 How Mexican cartels’ girl assassins bathe in the blood of their victims and have sex with their corpses https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9954708/el-

chapo-kim-k-female-assassins-mexico-drugs/ …

9/20/2019 1:13:40 PM h495pppjbqvpm4h 17

9/20/2019 1:14:27 PM youstinksoap  https://twitter.com/midnitemj/status/1175060959045529601?s=21 …

9/20/2019 1:15:15 PM jvan125 “Girls as young as seven are kidnapped or forcibly taken from their parents by drug lords and trained to kill, while others are lured in by the glamorous 

lifestyle flaunted by the millionaire drug traffickers.” Jesus. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

9/20/2019 1:17:37 PM jvan125 So this isn’t a truthful statement?

“Colt's chief executive officer, Dennis Veilleux, says it is not permanently ending production but believes there is already an adequate supply of 

sporting rifles on the market.”

Are they bowing to the leftist mob? SMDH. 🤷🏼♀️

9/20/2019 1:19:08 PM anon17light I see a ‘17’ representative of a ‘Q’. This isn’t ‘Q-team - this is “them” attacking Q

9/20/2019 1:20:36 PM eatslpndive Omg. I think it might be time for a break. These stories just keep getting more horrific

9/20/2019 1:21:32 PM azrealty7 As they pour FLUORIDE in our drinking water!!!!

9/20/2019 1:24:14 PM qsimpleanswers Nope, I can’t take this seriously.

9/20/2019 1:24:51 PM ekotoons ALWAYS COMES DOWN

TO TRAFFICKING

9/20/2019 1:27:55 PM mercer_wilbur Why isn't the FBI protecting these people? They were innocent.

9/20/2019 1:28:03 PM vickycnall Sickening, how evil can people get

9/20/2019 1:32:03 PM lynnstueber  https://youtu.be/Cllqr1nmdYk 

9/20/2019 1:36:27 PM tdchance1 To answer your question; yes

9/20/2019 1:38:07 PM tomkingblue WAT



9/20/2019 1:39:19 PM alsoomseangeni Colt only temporarily stopped production to work on backlogs for LEO & Military orders. They have enough stock to satisfy all consumers.

9/20/2019 1:40:24 PM mongrelglory That's an interesting theory.  However, I've seen the Terracotta warriors close up and they are hollow statues, not solid.  I really think they are man-

made.

9/20/2019 1:41:09 PM tdchance1 17

9/20/2019 1:41:10 PM wisdomonium I can't wait for the misinformation to cease. It's time to toss ash on the Temple floor and expose these nut jobs for who they are. Babylonian banksters 

who rape and murder children, create genocides/war as 'burnt offerings" to their  snake God (Chaldean 13th zodiac/Ophiucus).

9/20/2019 1:43:37 PM jennysue62 DEMONS

9/20/2019 1:52:59 PM qsimpleanswers This occurs because it is accepted by the masses. 

When the masses awaken to their power to manifest their thoughts upon reality all can change.

We are capable of so much more.

As the First Lady puts it, Be Best. pic.twitter.com/zk25E1wwTN

9/20/2019 1:56:05 PM mongrelglory All I can tell you is that when I switched to giving my budgie birds (parakeets) distilled water, rather than tap water, they weren't as prone to getting 

tumours.  The vets kept telling me that "budgies are prone to getting tumours", but not anymore!

9/20/2019 2:00:52 PM pelledan2 Revolting.

9/20/2019 2:01:57 PM cmcp83 No pues wow.. me das miedo 😷

9/20/2019 2:02:30 PM mongrelglory That's what I had heard too!

9/20/2019 2:10:38 PM truthseeker805 Q needs to confirm

9/20/2019 2:11:30 PM scott_rick Exactly... what is Q waiting for,, people are dying!!

9/20/2019 2:12:35 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 I’m confused... can someone please tell me how a dead guy get an erection with no blood flow?

9/20/2019 2:15:56 PM havefaith_maga I read that too.

9/20/2019 2:21:31 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...🧐🤨

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-executive-order-modernizing-influenza-vaccines-u-s-promote-national-

security-public-health/ …

9/20/2019 2:22:21 PM rocktobersky WHAAAATTTTT?!

9/20/2019 2:23:20 PM 1starshot First thing that came to my mind, that & full of holes he's losing blood pressure faster than a busted tyre.

9/20/2019 2:27:39 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 Must be fake news.

9/20/2019 2:30:09 PM mongrelglory They glorify the profession of being a "hitman" in movies like John Wicks, Hitman, Hit Girl with Chloe Moretz (under-aged), and video games like 

Assassin's Creed.  They try to give the characters sympathetic motives for killing, but in reality, they're just snuff films. 😒

9/20/2019 2:31:34 PM terran_sol Here's a list of John G. Trump's inventions. Everything we need for clean healthy water is there.

 https://wayback.archive-it.org/7963/20190701175013/ https://libraries.mit.edu/archives/research/collections/collections-mc/mc223.html …

9/20/2019 2:31:37 PM 1starshot Sensationalism aka fake news, sells news, always has. A lot of blokes can't get an erection when they've had too much to drink, full of bullets & 

dead.....nah, don't think so.

9/20/2019 2:32:55 PM mongrelglory They do the same thing to young boys in Africa...kidnap them from villages, get them stoned on drugs, force them to kill family/friends at gun-point 

and then turn them into mercenaries.  The kids are totally traumatized, zombie killing machines.

9/20/2019 2:38:40 PM jedi7772 Will the truth about climate change be disclosed?

9/20/2019 2:42:54 PM david00997884 No

9/20/2019 2:45:12 PM laurabusse Why did I click on this

WHY

9/20/2019 2:46:19 PM jonesy4671 I see nothing relevant

9/20/2019 2:46:33 PM aprilbrown99 I see Q here.  Just slightly tilted. 😁😁😃 pic.twitter.com/b8a9YuiYms

9/20/2019 2:46:48 PM debprice16 Did ya tell Zuckerberg, in America we have freedom of speech,not CENSORSHIP

9/20/2019 2:47:04 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/20/2019 2:47:40 PM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences!  #Suicided

9/20/2019 2:53:25 PM quillnink1776 View some videos by William Cooper or purchase a copy of "behold a pale horse".  It all ties back to the globalist elites who want the New World 

Order/one government and their philosophy. They hate us.

9/20/2019 2:55:45 PM orfaovictor Light!!

 #darktolight

9/20/2019 3:11:27 PM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/8KblNXsT27

9/20/2019 3:11:44 PM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/RueeZF8iD7

9/20/2019 3:12:44 PM orthogonalron What do you think the Manson "Family" was all about?

Training assassins

Think NXIVM, Epstein

All clown operations

9/20/2019 3:12:56 PM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/NKnfzr6gS8

9/20/2019 3:19:13 PM bh2omiamigo How about an N? pic.twitter.com/WJ3w8fNhN0

9/20/2019 3:20:42 PM qsimpleanswers Think.

9/20/2019 3:21:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd Now...Navy already confirmed. This was on the news in the state of Kentucky.

 https://www.lex18.com/news/national/navy-confirms-declassified-military-footage-shows-ufos …

9/20/2019 3:21:59 PM cogbill_alan 5:5

9/20/2019 3:22:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd Why would they? They can’t even admit they’ve stolen our technology and raped us financially. I’ve said for greater than 20 years, China is not our 

friend.

9/20/2019 3:24:32 PM c0rrupti0n_usa Maybe this is fixed now by eliminating 437 implied interests from the settings. In reality, this mono topic could be summarized in 3 words inexistent on 

their list

DEEP STATE CORRUPTION

9/20/2019 3:25:18 PM collectives0uls My interpretation: Mark is truth telling... and has come to the light....?

9/20/2019 3:26:08 PM collectives0uls Or maybe....We’ve got you surrounded and will drag you into the light of TRUTH.

9/20/2019 3:29:18 PM irah_chandler That's pretty dark stuff

9/20/2019 3:32:10 PM djlok The 17. 5:5

9/20/2019 3:37:56 PM aetherwalker1 I and I know that one day we shall see Babylon go down!

9/20/2019 3:50:09 PM finall00p Breaks are good sometimes. Had to take one myself :/

9/20/2019 4:03:36 PM kyleortonfan lol you have been spotted.

9/20/2019 4:12:17 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/20/2019 4:31:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd On news in Kentucky. 

Home of William Shatner. https://www.lex18.com/news/national/navy-confirms-declassified-military-footage-shows-ufos …



9/20/2019 4:33:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd AMA please.

9/20/2019 4:46:00 PM crt14361013 ✔thought the same.

Kind of a stretch.

9/20/2019 4:54:23 PM wearediamonds2 For some odd reason all O was reading was the city's "glitchy" times square. Maybe I have had too long of a day. Or maybe it is not a coincidence?

9/20/2019 4:55:01 PM birdchirptweet Not a thing but wouldn't bsurprised if= outrageous connections.A suggestion 4others that have time/interest.

9/20/2019 4:55:34 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍😁😁😁

9/20/2019 5:04:43 PM asdasd26700831 The red one looks like a gun with  the number 17?

9/20/2019 5:07:04 PM planeteclipse7 Where do I join???

9/20/2019 5:08:14 PM asdasd26700831 The gif is a telltale sign

9/20/2019 5:24:12 PM 313looper 🤯

9/20/2019 5:28:19 PM gi6stars These People are SICK! 

#SATANIC #DEMONS

9/20/2019 5:29:43 PM debbiea43922131 With a pal like this who needs witnesses.

Proud  family member of 

Clinton Mafia.

No one goes after the family.

House of Cards

stacked deck ( bodies)

Full house. pic.twitter.com/yY3knRGQ6h
9/20/2019 5:37:06 PM magamatician I had a cook from Mexico. The owner was actually paying him in the name of the cook’s wife of is legal. The cook told me that in his town, when 

someone gets murdered in the street, people come out and strip the flesh from the bones before the police even get there.

9/20/2019 5:38:14 PM brouilletbaby Purple tie?

9/20/2019 5:50:23 PM wildhor52319908 ghetto kinda pretty ...quack ...!

9/20/2019 5:51:44 PM wildhor52319908 @GoodSaltyDog

9/20/2019 5:54:54 PM state1union I’m done ✅ here and I think Majestic12 is done with me too. Yep. Baked

9/20/2019 5:54:57 PM brucebice thump thump

9/20/2019 5:56:05 PM crt14361013 Season 2, Episode 1 played out.

Zoe Barnes.

9/20/2019 5:56:11 PM state1union Fbi and DOJ is corrupt so they have us murdered

9/20/2019 5:56:18 PM americanpetal Demonic

9/20/2019 5:57:09 PM state1union Murdered

9/20/2019 5:57:22 PM mercer_wilbur It begs the question who would ever trust them again? Or why/how any whistle blower would come forward.

9/20/2019 5:57:59 PM state1union Never give up!! 🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/20/2019 5:59:49 PM state1union We do. Lol 😂

9/20/2019 6:00:58 PM debbiea43922131 Ditto

9/20/2019 6:01:51 PM state1union Funny thing is i am a official whistleblower from the original content.

9/20/2019 6:02:24 PM karentriebel The smirk that snuck out

9/20/2019 6:03:35 PM mercer_wilbur I feel deep concern for anyone in that position. It seems there is no protection for any of these folks.

9/20/2019 6:05:58 PM eodsteve3579 Dude today is the first time Ive seen one of your tweets in a week.

9/20/2019 6:07:14 PM dispensaryexch The leadership of Israel  Hates Americans ,we are there bitches , they tricked us into thinking Muslims did 911 and then we sent 7 trillion dollars of tax 

payer money and the blood of sons and daughters to die for the Banksters . Through Deception thou shall conduct war indeed.

9/20/2019 6:11:55 PM rachaelangelm 1 of 17 Goals

9/20/2019 6:18:15 PM qsimpleanswers Congratulations you have mastered the art of saying nothing while saying something.

9/20/2019 6:24:31 PM karma4event201 17 Clean Water

9/20/2019 6:50:23 PM truepatriotfl74 Exactly unless he has a penile implant

9/20/2019 6:57:24 PM nschlange This is not a real post. He's talking about getting adrenochrome (?) from children. Pretty sure it's a fake account.

9/20/2019 7:00:44 PM anneolsen43 Water

9/20/2019 7:09:36 PM state1union Definitely not for the Deep State Victims ask the Vatican since their in on it. Check out the thousands of bones at the Vatican.

9/20/2019 7:10:50 PM seeker422 I heard they’re stopping production of AR-15s because the commercial market is saturated - there are 288 manufacturers of this firearm in that space. 

They’ll be focusing on making them for the government.

9/20/2019 7:11:53 PM karma4event201 Exactly! CIA is too corrupt and must be destroyed. 

DoJ stole $10Million PROMIS software & CIA used it to run IranContraMenaArk from Reagan Whitehouse. Then used it to target people. 

DoJ & FBI look as corrupt as CIA

9/20/2019 7:14:02 PM state1union No there is Zero Witness Protection lmao. The FBI/DOJ hijacked the Mafia.

9/20/2019 7:15:18 PM karma4event201 Gitmo is full & other prisons, maybe 1 at Garcia, must be used. Some are at Colorado SuperMax

Military Tribunals will be at 5 locations

9/20/2019 7:15:27 PM state1union I’m next

9/20/2019 7:18:59 PM projectazorian7 It would take a lot to part ways with my LE6920...

9/20/2019 7:19:27 PM timeforarrests Sure! $199 

Essence Premium Quality 5-Stage Under-Sink Reverse Osmosis Drinking Water Filter System https://www.homedepot.com/p/206275647 

9/20/2019 7:27:22 PM inhiswillalways 👀🎥🍿 Enjoy the Show! 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/8AJuN3VuXk

9/20/2019 7:29:27 PM moonbaby04371 I hope not!

9/20/2019 7:31:51 PM jazzjt How many of the 1% use bodyguards that use AR-15's to protect the damn hypocrites from US?

9/20/2019 7:31:56 PM jeffgsparks Let's not be rash. They did it simply for economic reasons. They would have done it regardless of the political climate.  Their AR business was waning.

9/20/2019 7:33:35 PM emennes1 Dump your Colt AR & 1911; Buy LWRC, it’s way better. Colt just dumped on all #2A citizens without explaining how in the hell denying firearms to 

lawful citizens removes guns from criminals. Where’s the logic? @ColtFirearms sucks!

9/20/2019 7:35:09 PM cousenvinnie Relax, brutha

“Colt will suspend production of AR-15 rifles for civilian sales, saying there's an "adequate supply" of the high-powered weapons already in the 

market...

The gun-maker,...said its decision is purely market-driven and made no mention of any public pressure...”

9/20/2019 7:35:50 PM emennes1 3600 drown each year, ban water

9/20/2019 7:36:05 PM sariejoubert1 I  give you the benefit of the doubt. Do some research on this family. I found some very bad info about them recently. Fyi Adrenochrome  comes drom 

children who tortured. pic.twitter.com/N29KowCvVk



9/20/2019 7:37:01 PM tmb3000 I'll give $55

9/20/2019 7:37:54 PM cared2 $60

9/20/2019 7:39:20 PM robertr10932606 No.

9/20/2019 7:41:29 PM sariejoubert1 Sorry for my spelling mistakes.

9/20/2019 7:43:51 PM timeforarrests May I ask what the purpose of that is for?

9/20/2019 7:58:18 PM sear_pin $45, don’t give Colt the satisfaction!

9/20/2019 7:59:59 PM jeninchan Did it because there is too much inventory... read to the end of the article

9/20/2019 8:03:40 PM magamatician He said they eat the flesh

9/20/2019 8:18:08 PM andrew13892378 Pending incomplete CC message output on this subject, into the CC looking glass once more I go, equipped with the word Cern, this time with the next 

gen new outputs. what am I yet to find MAJ? A hint please?

9/20/2019 8:24:16 PM sdane8 These 'coincidences' are waking people up.

9/20/2019 8:26:51 PM sdane8 😳

9/20/2019 8:27:49 PM sdane8 Thanks for the warning! I did that last night on something else and regretted it! 😪

9/20/2019 8:34:48 PM aetherwalker1 Well @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, it's time for you to pack your bags and call it quits.  😏

Google has 'Quantum Supremacy'.

 https://www.cnet.com/google-amp/news/google-reportedly-attains-quantum-supremacy/?__twitter_impression=true …

9/20/2019 8:41:24 PM aetherwalker1 Their gunna get REKT when 'that old wheel' rolls around. pic.twitter.com/dK8Y5QEWKI

9/20/2019 8:42:14 PM andrew13892378 This may be dependent on your own feed preferences H Grace, but there's some that send real messages to individuals by repeatedly posting just after 

they do, and this Includes those in high office. This is a covert possible coincidental personal messaging signal with deniability.

9/20/2019 8:48:35 PM mortonsaltgirl2 Don't go over the top.  Colt is "suspending" production. They did not "terminate" production.  Most gun stores are "out of stock" on Colt firearms right 

now due to Colt's massive military orders.

9/20/2019 9:13:39 PM tammyredmond I noticed that as well.

9/20/2019 9:24:05 PM keith369me Who was listed in the same flight log as Bill Clinton on a trip to #carisjames? #ClintonKillList #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

9/20/2019 9:38:43 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/QVBZylFFyJ

9/20/2019 10:09:53 PM nurseniceyes Colt is already going belly up.

9/20/2019 10:12:19 PM sariejoubert1 Pedophiles.

9/20/2019 10:21:15 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks very much!  👍👍👍🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

9/20/2019 10:40:29 PM azuremagus 1 of 17 = Q and Nasde(q), two q's soooo Q is the first and Q+ Potus is the second, new Pres. order, final plans for the "Storm".?

9/20/2019 10:59:39 PM rwilharm Im aware. They talk about adrenochrome in a number of movies that is completely different than coming out saying what he did in the post. Also I 

believe you r misinformed about Jolie it was vial of Billy Bobs blood not adrenochrome. Gotta check info before u just put it out

9/20/2019 11:25:38 PM familyunity61 @kadajoza @TheSun just a little sick don't you think 😨😰😱🤷♀️🤔😎

9/20/2019 11:28:09 PM exsjwtruther the water one is goal #14. goal #17 is "Partnerships for the Goals"

9/21/2019 12:38:02 AM k_texan Made me extremely sad.   I pray for Mexico to find peace

9/21/2019 12:39:47 AM tobefrank15  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZveA-NAIDI …

9/21/2019 2:15:50 AM realsirvancelot Fluoride and chlorine

9/21/2019 3:09:41 AM adsvel One of 17, #ForThePeopleForPlanet.

9/21/2019 3:28:48 AM sterkinglights1 My first guess as well.

9/21/2019 3:41:29 AM hedkandigirl How can they have sex with a limp dick, especially after draining all of the man's blood? LOL.

9/21/2019 4:02:32 AM j_habba Hell with the Colt M4, I will take an HK-416 any day!!!  They are fielding them in the regular infantry units full-auto for a reason!!!

9/21/2019 4:26:03 AM warrior_4truth I'm LQQkn .... pic.twitter.com/0aNqU6pv0O

9/21/2019 5:18:08 AM kwititalready It's sickening. Such a tragic waste of human energy.

9/21/2019 5:41:18 AM maewunder  pic.twitter.com/OglpkXJPbf

9/21/2019 6:13:18 AM jwalker977 I didn't know about this. Evil goes unimaginable ways.

9/21/2019 6:14:38 AM jwalker977 Evil goes unimaginable ways. This one caught me I didn't know about it.

9/21/2019 6:21:30 AM nea_storm We need need trained assassins (locate the sociopaths & psychopaths before the [BH] do,) to take out the [BH] assassins problem solved! Thank you 

for the Notification Maj 12! Knowing where the trap is - that's the first step in evading it  -  Frank Herbert

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dhEK-P-h5pI … pic.twitter.com/o09RM26L9o

9/21/2019 6:23:07 AM lainieg2020 Palamino has a decent, affordable product.

9/21/2019 6:38:10 AM irah_chandler Can you provide a list

9/21/2019 6:38:54 AM state1union I heard it can still happen.

9/21/2019 6:40:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trump Repeatedly Pressed Ukraine President to Investigate Biden’s Son - WSJ

Fake News: Ukraine contacted Trump to Investigate Biden's Son

Hint: #UnsealEpstein https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-defends-conversation-with-ukraine-leader-11568993176 …

9/21/2019 6:47:00 AM aprilbrown99 #EnjoyTheShow #TickTock #PanicInDC pic.twitter.com/98ooz6P2JU

9/21/2019 6:49:09 AM judahstrumpets Release your faith and manifest it. ❤️😎

#Q #Qanons @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/qtVGOe7BVD

9/21/2019 6:51:03 AM covertress Is the number 3 is Magickal because of Levorotation?

9/21/2019 6:54:58 AM covertress If [their] high crimes and misdemeanors were know, Trump would run unopposed for President.

9/21/2019 7:06:02 AM state1union You can inject adrenaline into the sex organ of a man or women to chemically Force an orgasm.

9/21/2019 7:09:25 AM nurseniceyes So gross.

9/21/2019 7:18:49 AM knightofmaltaus Not an option in space.

9/21/2019 7:24:14 AM terran_sol Does the tech not work there or is it just against the rules of a treaty?

9/21/2019 7:34:57 AM quarkfear1 Biden is on video bragging about how Obama would hold back a state loan if they didn’t fire the prosecutor investigating &prosecuting Biden jr for his 

bad no talent billion $ “ deal”& election tampering.

9/21/2019 7:36:32 AM terran_sol I also believe it will be a really good idea for the population to have training on how to kill these things just in case they do invade and try to take over. 

God forbid we get a predatory species that lands on the planet that wants to eat all of our kids.

9/21/2019 7:56:05 AM covertress Does the Language of Creation utilize Levorotation and is it boustrophedon?

9/21/2019 7:59:27 AM covertress An aniline crystal?

9/21/2019 8:00:02 AM keith369me ...and the MSM and Jerry Nadler have issue with this after 3 years of Russian Collusion investigations?

9/21/2019 8:04:41 AM manifest_utopia State Dept. requested Giuliani meet w/ Zelinsky top legal advisor after Ukraine's repeated attempts failed to get evidence of DNC interference in 2016 

election & Joe/Hunter Biden wrong doing to DOJ/US Prosecutors.

#DarkToLight #EndFakeNews #DECLASS https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/462422-missing-piece-to-the-ukraine-puzzle-state-departments-

overture-to-rudy …

9/21/2019 8:04:49 AM synackstatic Does Ukraine's geopolitics revolve around China and the new silk road? The plans for the $900 billion project from Turkey to Moscow runs right 

through Ukraine. Is this influence peddling to position for that perceived inevitability? Are they using Epstein to honeypot...

9/21/2019 8:05:55 AM susan_mangione Unseal Epstein Docs like it says to do...enough of the corrupt party

9/21/2019 8:06:05 AM synackstatic ...central figures around this new order for the world? Are they using their influence and power within US politics to undermine US interest and global 

presence in favor of China? Why Russia Russia Russia? War between Russia and US would destroy both and many others. Leave China?



9/21/2019 8:06:07 AM debbiea43922131 Very Disconcerting!

Gate way to hell?

9/21/2019 8:07:03 AM synackstatic China and the New Silk Road would then be the new economic engine of the world casting aside Bretton Woods, balkanizing the US and shifting the 

'Cabal' to China? They're literal treasonous stooges to the higher powers within the Eye of Providence. Why would western allies and...

9/21/2019 8:08:04 AM synackstatic the IMF/World Bank be involved in the push to fire Viktor Shokin, the Ukrainian General Prosecutor investigating Hunter Biden? The greater effort is 

furthering the control over Ukraine and its resources to benefit from the economic engine of the New Silk Road and access to China?

9/21/2019 8:15:50 AM debbiea43922131 Hidden in plain sight

Symbology will be there downfall. pic.twitter.com/GOfUmrxDaI

9/21/2019 8:17:11 AM richard07759712 #Epsteinstuff

9/21/2019 8:17:12 AM allahuniversal Everything has meaning? pic.twitter.com/5ciRrdzEQx

9/21/2019 8:17:27 AM kindeandtrue Lee Stranahan has been all over the Ukraine/DNC/neocon connection for the past three years, but conservatives will never give him the right time of 

day. Now sleazy John Solomon and Sean Hannity are finally picking it up while Lee never gets any credit.

9/21/2019 8:24:39 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/21/2019 8:26:05 AM grantod84 Looks familiar 🤔 pic.twitter.com/bll0Z4QNa2

9/21/2019 8:52:59 AM charmanda9 Excellent point.

9/21/2019 8:53:55 AM charmanda9 Cool gif 😎

9/21/2019 9:42:21 AM sdane8 "Never let the truth get in the way of a good story."  🙄  The way they twist things used to be masterful, until we began to awaken. Q's greatest legacy 

- exposure of the deception.

9/21/2019 9:59:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Officials detail drug overdose case against political donor

#UnsealEpstein https://apnews.com/4f2f1f7bb4f24663ad2fbd3e5f14f29f …

9/21/2019 10:00:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Democratic donor Ed Buck faces federal drug charge in overdose case - Los Angeles Times

#UnsealEpstein https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-09-19/source-ed-buck-to-face-federal-drug-charges-after-deaths-of-men-at-his-west-

hollywood-home …

9/21/2019 10:01:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Judge orders Trump to testify in lawsuit involving 2015 fight - Laredo Morning Times

Dirty cops

Dirty judges

Dirty state

#UnsealEpstein to clean house. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/judge-orders-president-trump-to-testify-in-2015-

lawsuit/2019/09/20/caaf9026-dbd5-11e9-bfb1-849887369476_story.html …
9/21/2019 10:01:35 AM unstoppablencp This dude looks like he’s already on his way out. Looks like another case of starvation to me!!!

9/21/2019 10:02:02 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

Has Google's quantum computer been wed to AI yet?

If so, are MJ10, MJ11 and MJ12 assisting with the coherence of reality? Delegates?

9/21/2019 10:02:12 AM lbf777 Where’s the cures, the tech and resources the Gov I said hiding from us?

9/21/2019 10:03:03 AM dark2light2019 #UnsealEpstein

9/21/2019 10:03:24 AM diaptera_80 Link doesn't work for me

9/21/2019 10:04:27 AM unstoppablencp Yeah sitting president good luck on that call him back in 2030 maybe!!!

9/21/2019 10:04:38 AM jennife42469481 I didn’t know that Edcwas a member of the electoral college! That makes total sense now. I figured the connection would be forthcoming and here it is!

9/21/2019 10:06:22 AM losignal Lizard.

9/21/2019 10:07:26 AM linnyt7 BS

9/21/2019 10:07:27 AM 3manxkats Why? He wasn’t even present!

9/21/2019 10:09:24 AM unstoppablencp Death cult. They worship Death

9/21/2019 10:12:11 AM jennife42469481 I forgot to add the link where I read this https://twitter.com/davenyviii/status/1175421184030191616?s=21 …

9/21/2019 10:15:39 AM quedelumiere Canadian connections:               https://www.google.ca/amp/s/www.cbc.ca/amp/1.4991254 ….                      https://www.google.ca/amp/ 

9/21/2019 10:16:34 AM quedelumiere  https://www.google.ca/amp/s/vancouversun.com/news/staff-blogs/real-scoop-canadian-hells-angels-agreed-to-do-hit-for-el-chapo-trial-hears/amp …

9/21/2019 10:17:05 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/kMdWC5ofdO

9/21/2019 10:17:58 AM renedugas1 They know they can’t impeach him they are only doing this for the rabid wing of their party. They also know it will cost them the 2020 election if they 

did.

9/21/2019 10:18:59 AM gyuhyecheong Time to clean up the judge.

9/21/2019 10:19:43 AM werascending Was he drinking their blood? Did he need their blood?

9/21/2019 10:20:04 AM state1union This is a crap lawsuit.

9/21/2019 10:20:26 AM quedelumiere She was the Canadian in the coup in Canada.  https://www.google.ca/amp/s/nationalpost.com/news/world/canadian-trucker-charged-el-chapos-

cartel-157000-to-move-two-loads-of-cocaine-documents/amp … pic.twitter.com/C5chxTOMsu

9/21/2019 10:22:00 AM jojoe12299 "...his campaign trail rhetoric gave them the impression that violence would be condoned." That statement alone makes the whole lawsuit absurd to 

me. Everyone wants their free money, I guess.

9/21/2019 10:23:17 AM jojoe12299 For me, I see it as don't be distracted. Don't forget about Epstein.

9/21/2019 10:33:34 AM inmatemaga P.O.S.

9/21/2019 10:34:29 AM freeandoriginal The face of evil melting down !

9/21/2019 10:35:22 AM diaptera_80 Thankyou

9/21/2019 10:38:38 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/BjPrDfsbpu

9/21/2019 10:45:44 AM havefaith_maga For Buck this was a sexual fetish. He would inject them, watch them get high, have them masturbate for him and if they did not (just laid there instead) 

he would bring out power tools to scare them into action. I would bet there are a LOT more than just 3 victims.

9/21/2019 10:48:17 AM slayerofmatrix1 “Sleazy John Solomon” !!?!!!!! Gtfoh

9/21/2019 10:54:34 AM yodaballs1776 Its called pareidolia. If I stare at a grill cheese sandwich long enough Ill see the Virgin Mary.

9/21/2019 10:56:21 AM jaded_pearl Either I'm having phone issues or Twitter is controlling this feed or news article. I cannot access it. Anyone else?

9/21/2019 11:19:13 AM beachba73730378 Kinda put the conquistadors in context ya?

9/21/2019 11:20:45 AM manifest_utopia Long interview w/ Govt insider who worked w/ RR & his "Dirty Tricks Crew". Details how they plant child porn on Judges' or Judges' child's computer in 

order to control judges. @Johnheretohelp Heartbreaking story of his torture at RR, Brennan's direction.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qkmGIUWCw7s&feature=youtu.be …

9/21/2019 11:27:53 AM aprilbrown99 Why was he wearing a bullet proof vest in court?  🤔🧐🤔 

I am sure that he could tell some stories about some people!

9/21/2019 11:28:23 AM aprilbrown99 I was able to view it. 🤷♀️

9/21/2019 11:33:16 AM aprilbrown99 I see evil lurking on the inside.



9/21/2019 11:35:26 AM manifest_utopia More info disclosed by Govt Insider @ Johnheretohelp who worked w/ RR, McCabe, Brennan, Comey, LL etc.. Twit HEAVILY censoring & deleteing posts 

on his threads. RT

#DarkToLight #Declass #UnsealEpstein

 https://beachbroadcast.com/whats-happening/f/johns-11-articles …

9/21/2019 11:37:30 AM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE ☝️☝️☝️ pic.twitter.com/an5mX5WIrl

9/21/2019 11:44:30 AM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3,6,9  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPquvsacG5M …

9/21/2019 11:44:42 AM charlesgdavis1 Yes the old bait and switch or the classic LOOK at this instead?!?!

9/21/2019 11:45:23 AM charlesgdavis1 Same issue.

9/21/2019 11:46:48 AM monroevegas If it were not for the brave actions of these two, we would not know about the horrific truth of PlannedParenthood. These two are heros and we 

should support them. @realDonaldTrump @journalismator @WhoisQ1 @AGWillliamBarr @AlexJonesWins @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK 

@prayingmedic https://twitter.com/Yeshua_daughter/status/1175255161813385216 …

9/21/2019 11:59:23 AM yourkiddingme5  pic.twitter.com/xNvZ2KN0jo

9/21/2019 12:10:32 PM sciblu27 What is up with N.Y. and California? Didnt they notice, Chicago has always been known for the mob etc. They tried one-time with jusse Smollett and 

you see how that went? They stopped. The others have yet to learn. I know they'll keep coming. IMHO they are harming U.S.A. not-helpn

9/21/2019 12:14:03 PM vickycnall Oh no, 🙏🏻

9/21/2019 12:16:55 PM curt_avila It's apparent either you dont see the bigger picture, refuse to see it or see it and refuse to accept it.

9/21/2019 12:29:33 PM moonbaby04371 Why is there a pic of Tekashi 6ix9ine with this story? Was he the one who was abducted by Buck? I read the story, but didn't see anything about 

Tekashi in it?

9/21/2019 1:38:33 PM mile_high_mamma #UnsealEpstein  https://youtu.be/kIZOjgpNPqE 

9/21/2019 1:44:42 PM wisdomonium ED BUCK was a CA electoral college member. Gee a male prostitute murdering drug nut....who would have thought someone with such a background 

would be favorable to the dems/uniparty >_< You just can't make this stuff up. algos must be sensoring the gov doc, unable to attach....🤡

9/21/2019 2:19:10 PM jaded_pearl I was getting the article about Buck.

9/21/2019 2:36:25 PM charlesgdavis1 Yeah, I was trying to see what THIS rapper dude did.....so I guess maybe the cases could be related??? Just a thought.

9/21/2019 2:36:57 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
9/21/2019 2:54:08 PM jaded_pearl They are all connected...to whom? To what? Who is the controller of the organization? The head of the beast? Who is the black pope?

9/21/2019 3:11:04 PM tedstarship It will come out the way GOD wants it to #CCOT

9/21/2019 3:40:28 PM allahuniversal @apnews needs to set up some URL uptraining, it appears pic.twitter.com/UAOvGNQT9o

9/21/2019 3:47:22 PM lightseeker2012 Great find.

9/21/2019 3:49:57 PM lightseeker2012 How about murder charges?  Or negligent homicide at the very least.

9/21/2019 3:51:17 PM rwilharm Show me the sauce. I’m open minded man I’m not saying it’s not true all I am saying is you can easily discredit everything you say that is true by saying 

one thing that is not true. Clearly we r on same team not arguing just lookin out

9/21/2019 3:53:11 PM cmcp83 Pinche primo is telling on every one

9/21/2019 4:36:46 PM lainieg2020 BS never ends

9/21/2019 4:51:05 PM erikaroot92101 Most likely, yes.

9/21/2019 4:51:59 PM erikaroot92101 ...and drink their adrenaline-fueled blood.

9/21/2019 4:53:07 PM americanpetal From MJ. Love @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/21/2019 5:07:02 PM giediknight What is our current currency subconsciously programming us?

9/21/2019 5:34:19 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/MoreheadPatriot/status/1175547136869638144?s=19 …

9/21/2019 5:37:42 PM djlok Download = Received

9/21/2019 5:40:19 PM americanpetal ✔🇺🇸🕊🙏💫

9/21/2019 6:34:56 PM nschlange I think you misunderstood what I was saying. I know all about the adrenochrome and how they get it, unfortunately , I read all about it and HRC a year 

or so ago. I don't believe this acct. Is a real acct of his. He wouldn't talk like this, out in the open & all.

9/21/2019 6:37:19 PM nschlange Do research on Zuckerberga family?

9/21/2019 7:06:20 PM hellouncledonny Do you see the symbolism? pic.twitter.com/nlyXq9ryNP

9/21/2019 7:27:43 PM abstrus97232799 What about murder. How many ppl does one have to murder to be considered a serial killer?

9/21/2019 7:36:00 PM shelaneb Haha and then bragged about it like Biden did

9/21/2019 7:43:24 PM shelaneb I see Mark Zuck  F.O.

9/21/2019 7:44:23 PM shelaneb And Zuckerman In his “purple submission “ to DS tie

9/21/2019 7:51:32 PM shelaneb Yea my Twitter app on iPhone “deleted”

Itself today ...

9/21/2019 7:55:13 PM in_corgnito John, Was/is "The Network" (that's missing a key) called Snow White?

9/21/2019 8:40:06 PM richardhiatt16 Since when does a Judge order the POTUS to do anything 🤣❤️🇺🇸

9/21/2019 9:42:22 PM michael81972  https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mi6-fears-russia-can-link-prince-andrew-to-jeffrey-epstein-abuse-wc995nj7x …

9/22/2019 1:02:38 AM mc_cloven It is at the end of the word 'nasdaq'...duh

9/22/2019 2:49:10 AM youaretoooo Is there a synopsis? Written perhaps?

9/22/2019 4:00:01 AM spotcj9999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1175726392606109696 …

9/22/2019 5:34:10 AM covertress Kabbalah bracelet? pic.twitter.com/RbP5snPiwj

9/22/2019 6:01:57 AM maryschade14 And those who push this..One Dove Ramptha.. pic.twitter.com/UZdQ3gE04q

9/22/2019 6:57:13 AM okibutt1 All nuclear energy is a problem. Where to store the waste. Plus no one is talking about the leaks. Turkey point Miami leaks for yrs  Has it gotten better? 

Port St Lucie is on a barrier island. Why? 60 miles is all that stopped a direct hit from the last hurricane.

9/22/2019 7:07:08 AM manifest_utopia Here's a transcript of John's interview w/ Santa Surfing. https://twitter.com/your_exit_plan/status/1172995675035799552 …

9/22/2019 7:55:37 AM trumaneveryman Well said.

9/22/2019 8:25:01 AM enomai_ #unsealepstein

9/22/2019 8:58:06 AM jpolleck Fake MAGA

9/22/2019 9:07:04 AM youaretoooo Awwww. 🤗 Thank you. 

Some of us busy-bodies want to know a good story, but don't have time to listen to endless Youtube waffle. 

Sometimes I give up! 

Perhaps I'm the only one? So I appreciate it x



9/22/2019 9:09:20 AM youaretoooo Don't mean to be rude, it's just that I listened to 20mins and still had no clue as to the point. 

🤔

9/22/2019 9:11:00 AM manifest_utopia Happy to be of assistance. And it's so important that people get access to John's info & story.

9/22/2019 9:14:39 AM manifest_utopia John discloses first the extreme torture/rendition done at the orders of Rod Rosenstein/McCabe/Brennan to silence him. As the interview progresses, 

John discloses information about criminal acts done by senior FBI/DOJ/CIA/Obama WH.

9/22/2019 9:15:39 AM moemc8 Dirty state, dirty mayor, dirty governor, dirty judges yes.  But NYPD finest in the world.

9/22/2019 9:22:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 MI6 fears Russia can link Prince Andrew to Jeffrey Epstein abuse | News | The Times

Russia Russia Russia https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/mi6-fears-russia-can-link-prince-andrew-to-jeffrey-epstein-abuse-wc995nj7x …

9/22/2019 9:24:47 AM lbf777 When does the winning start?

9/22/2019 9:24:52 AM john37201877  pic.twitter.com/e41HHUaCvA

9/22/2019 9:25:45 AM ryan35381162 It's amazing how once you understand the blatant manipulation of fear the media tries to use. The headlines are really just admiting and confirming 

crimes!

9/22/2019 9:26:23 AM garypre62441595 Just what I thought when I shared this earlier...

Russia,Russia,Russia...

9/22/2019 9:28:50 AM aprilbrown99 Their fears would be correct. 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/pPvGElL4Ju

9/22/2019 9:40:05 AM saucersource Nikola Tesla flying machine

No moving parts of propulsion

Just the rotation of an electric generator

9/22/2019 9:42:02 AM lbf777 Winning nickels and dimes is not winning for me. 

Where are the cures, tech, new economy, ect..?

I’m tired of excuses. Every president made excuses.

9/22/2019 9:44:18 AM noelbuss RUSSIA  again oh my goodness

9/22/2019 9:47:26 AM synackstatic Does this have anything to do with China? Why would Prince Andrew visit China? What does England have to do with the New Silk Road? What would 

Epstein and his masters want with Prince Andrew?

9/22/2019 9:51:09 AM lbf777 Nothing ever happens. It’s just a bunch of hype. The only real win was Epstein.

9/22/2019 9:51:15 AM sabina06706427 Still no answers 🤔

9/22/2019 9:51:42 AM lucyloc78646303 Best news ever

9/22/2019 9:52:07 AM samsmith0319 Good...💥👿💥

9/22/2019 9:52:22 AM saucersource UFO Death Ray Nikola Tesla flying machine all free

energy tech owned by Illuminati US and Russia

would have to pay for it's use

Remember Reagan wanted Star Wars defense

Russia would not go along and pay

so nothing got built

its a stalemate

should last awhile
9/22/2019 9:53:04 AM sdane8 I think that's a suicide prevention vest.

9/22/2019 9:53:54 AM wildhor52319908 MUSHROOM MUSHROOM!!!!!

9/22/2019 9:54:22 AM erikaroot92101 MI6 is worried about the prince's reputation lol.........🤣🤣🤣🤣

That royal lizard has sovereign status, he can't be prosecuted.... pic.twitter.com/LH0rYrVxRV

9/22/2019 9:55:11 AM wildhor52319908 Mushroom mushroom!

9/22/2019 9:55:36 AM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NL6CDFn2i3I …

9/22/2019 9:56:50 AM synackstatic For that matter, why is Prince Andrews visiting asian nations like Kyrgyzstan and Azerbaijan? All nations that would have to be controlled to control the 

New Silk Road.

9/22/2019 9:56:53 AM methusablah So what this tells me about MI6. They know full well how bad the Epstein and Andrew connection is. They have no intention of telling anyone but 

Russia knows... and Putin hate satanists and pedos.   Which means he likely will share the info with Trump. And MI6 dont want dat.

9/22/2019 9:57:02 AM covertress I'll take "Bridges" for $1000, Alex.

9/22/2019 9:58:02 AM lbf777 I always hear we are making progress but it ends there. No winning. Why? Because we are stupid enough to trust Gov instead of fixing the world with 

our own bare hands as a united civilian force.

When will we learn? pic.twitter.com/MlCZdOefgO

9/22/2019 10:00:04 AM jennife53779251 No, not Russia, the TRUTH CONNECTS HIM!!!!

9/22/2019 10:00:45 AM synackstatic He also sold his house to a khazhackstanian billionaire...There's something stinky about China and Prince Andrew. Consider his connection to Epstein 

and Epstein's connection to MOS and others...

9/22/2019 10:00:51 AM timesupmaga Why fear it?  Expose his crimes and bring justice.

9/22/2019 10:06:58 AM goldhardshell Octogon is real

9/22/2019 10:10:57 AM sdane8 Fascinating that a former Miami LEO would ask for asylum in Russia. Under Putin, who has stated the NWO is satanic.

9/22/2019 10:13:56 AM lbf777 Are you shilling for the Government?

9/22/2019 10:19:57 AM dark2light2019 Good! 

Lock him up

9/22/2019 10:33:15 AM turboxyde ...and drink the fluid from the vessel at the left terminal."

"Program loaded, commencing U.M. re-incarnation protocol."

"Now focus on the music as I take you back to your childhood... and beyond!"

...return to consciousness!

@TYLER_56hz

@RealEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
9/22/2019 10:45:02 AM carenharkins Mind blown

9/22/2019 10:45:20 AM carenharkins Can you do it for me?

9/22/2019 11:04:53 AM dm30959 Why fear it... if he’s guilty, he’s guilty.



9/22/2019 11:17:02 AM cloroforicenema Lolol .. this is my brother. Here is his documentary if you're interested... 

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

9/22/2019 11:18:05 AM cloroforicenema He wasn't Miami LEO. PBSO. Palm Beach.

9/22/2019 11:19:12 AM cloroforicenema Here is his documentary. https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

9/22/2019 11:19:23 AM cloroforicenema He's my brother.

9/22/2019 11:19:39 AM cloroforicenema  pic.twitter.com/k8L68uQKUS

9/22/2019 11:20:21 AM cloroforicenema Yes, he does.

9/22/2019 11:21:49 AM lbf777 Gov is the cancer.

9/22/2019 11:28:34 AM lbf777 Those small victories have been going on for 6000 years since the deep state was born. They are designed to make us think victory is nigh but victory 

never happens. This is meant to keep the civilians docile and pacified.

9/22/2019 11:32:19 AM volf_the Hey little brother! I didn't know you were on Twitter 😂 I followed you though I admit I don't use Twitter often. Love you, miss you!

9/22/2019 11:33:04 AM cloroforicenema Love you too bro. You are greatly missed as well.

9/22/2019 11:38:22 AM keith369me Russia and MI6?  A friggin ring doorbell can link those two.  Bigger drops please...drip drip drip

9/22/2019 11:38:34 AM joyful_33 Q's told us numerous times to #TrustWray

9/22/2019 11:39:39 AM joyful_33 Q's told us numerous times to #TrustWray & #EnjoyTheShow!

9/22/2019 11:40:15 AM joyful_33 According to Q, yes. #TrustWray & #EnjoyTheShow.

9/22/2019 11:40:49 AM djlok Pretty bad that an investigator in FL sought asylum in Russia because of his investigation into #Epstein.   This is gonna get dirtier and dirtier.

9/22/2019 11:42:15 AM lbf777 You’re doomed if you think Gov cares about you.

9/22/2019 11:50:00 AM keith369me News to me...where did you see this?

9/22/2019 11:52:52 AM antarantanka Trembling head of MI6 before the Queen: “Mum there is a wee problem wid Andy...”

The Epstein blackmail operation goes deep doesn’t it?

9/22/2019 11:53:40 AM djlok  https://mol.im/a/7490693 

9/22/2019 11:56:04 AM turboxyde "I am the last human being alive. I am inside a machine called the Dream Sequencer on a deserted mars colony. I have selected the program called the 

Universal Migrator. 

This program creates a form of hypnosis which allows me to return to the very beginning of life itself.

9/22/2019 12:14:09 PM laurabusse Fascinating documentary

Thx for posting

Best to you and especially your brother

9/22/2019 12:15:56 PM laurabusse Thank you for all you tried to do

I hope life in Russia has been good to you

And I hope you'll be able to come back safely...

9/22/2019 12:17:13 PM thepeacekitten Because photos and videos aren't enough?

9/22/2019 12:21:05 PM laurabusse Then how did assange get the info?

9/22/2019 12:29:41 PM nmchristoban if they have it all when is it time to release it? pic.twitter.com/I04rt6cz5w

9/22/2019 12:42:51 PM euskal_pride Ecclesiastes 1:9

"What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun." pic.twitter.com/boV4fT0IGA

9/22/2019 12:50:33 PM cloroforicenema Well, me being here still, I prefer to know a little less till after it hits mainstream. I got a family man, and I can't be in his shoes.

9/22/2019 12:58:23 PM laurabusse Your brother is an extraordinary man

He can certainly do more good from Russia than he could being tortured in jail

His kids will be ok

Especially when they fully understand what their father went thru and why he went

Blessings always to you and your entire family

9/22/2019 1:01:17 PM laurabusse And may true justice be served

And may better days come to the US and to all ppl around the world

And especially to all trying to right the wrongs of the world like your brother

9/22/2019 1:07:28 PM baduinq Marvellous.  Simply marvellous

9/22/2019 1:08:33 PM tabsinabox Think vibration- part of this would be raising collective morale and vibration if it were truly in action, would it not?

9/22/2019 1:09:56 PM lbf777 The deep state has to motivate the masses to Gabe hope. A hopeful masses would revolt. 

All the raise of vibration is don’t by we the civilians by uniting and redpilling each other.

9/22/2019 1:27:23 PM tyrantswillfa11 Exactly. Just a new cycle.

9/22/2019 1:32:20 PM covertress Future Proves Past? pic.twitter.com/AQ8ai6z5b5

9/22/2019 1:37:04 PM keith369me $100 on Andrew

9/22/2019 1:40:40 PM iknow04042015 Q Proofs, Not a Coincidence! pic.twitter.com/Gt2Ni0nugy

9/22/2019 1:52:20 PM karma4event201 MI6 Started the  Russia Russia Russia.

9/22/2019 2:14:48 PM steviebrogie The #DeepState meltdown is a golden butter on a mega bowl of popcorn

#indictMcCabe and he'll possibly through even more DOJ moles under the bus than #Ohr did pic.twitter.com/VOMQ9Hyb7C

9/22/2019 2:48:14 PM celadonjade yeah i heard wearing purple can also mean an act of submission, but i dont know for a fact

9/22/2019 3:06:19 PM marnisheppeard Send me a ticket to Moscow. I think I want to join Suzie Dawson there.

9/22/2019 3:17:24 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you for sharing. A great man with great principles and ethics is rare. Absolutely riveting but unfortunately, the curription level is no longer 

surprising. Much love to your family. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

9/22/2019 3:31:17 PM lbf777 We don’t trust any elected official is the issue here.

9/22/2019 3:31:43 PM lbf777 Save your fear mongering. We all know we would be much better off without Gov who is the chaos itself.

9/22/2019 3:32:16 PM lbf777 I might believe the moon part.

9/22/2019 3:40:23 PM roublisa I agree 100% with Laura....💗💗💗 thank you for sharing his story.

9/22/2019 3:42:08 PM cloroforicenema Actually guys, thank you all for taking such an interest. It means a lot to us, for obvious reasons.

9/22/2019 3:44:14 PM roublisa Love to you all...your brother is a hero.

9/22/2019 3:44:51 PM roublisa Bless you and your family....#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗

9/22/2019 3:47:51 PM roublisa Hey, Volf thank you for your courage and bravery.   Justice will be served.....we are awake and ready to fight the great fight for justice and freedom for 

all of our children and future generations.  [They] can not out run Karma 💥💥💥

9/22/2019 3:59:33 PM laurabusse He most certainly is!

9/22/2019 4:06:50 PM cloroforicenema This community is nothing short of amazing. We love you all too.

9/22/2019 4:07:59 PM cloroforicenema Thank you. And many blessings to you and yours as well.

9/22/2019 4:20:46 PM roublisa The love is so real and true...who ever thought we would use twitter to unite....I love the Plan...you have extended family now😉😉😉 

pic.twitter.com/xXpfwHrDkQ



9/22/2019 4:22:40 PM big_simp No

you do it yourself.

If you "know" something will happen.. it will.

The timeline activates.

Not believe. Not Hope.

KNOW

9/22/2019 4:43:03 PM big_simp  https://twitter.com/aug_tellez/status/1175914444670590976 …

9/22/2019 4:44:20 PM theegirlbye Jim yo, pic.twitter.com/gbIXIvytVO

9/22/2019 4:44:39 PM theegirlbye  pic.twitter.com/oYc57hTau1

9/22/2019 5:47:39 PM sdane8 I stand corrected. 😊

9/22/2019 5:53:40 PM jakeglaird1 What do they have to fear? Should be the opposite!

9/22/2019 5:58:55 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Big Week?

9/22/2019 6:13:58 PM cloroforicenema Not at all. You all may not have all the facts, but your interest means the WORLD.

9/22/2019 6:40:53 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you bring the dog/canine ET race to official first contact?

9/22/2019 7:12:11 PM jaded_pearl Doubt he dropped it off directly.

9/22/2019 7:16:51 PM mongrelglory Not only was Prince Andrew known to seek out sex with minors, he also had a reputation for being very mean and sadistic in the way he treated them.  

He unlikely will see jail time, but CDAN has said that he's been interviewed by the FBI and has identified others in photos. 😒

9/22/2019 7:19:42 PM mongrelglory Prince Philip is way past his due date and will probably pick suicide rather than face exposure.  He's a coward.  The Queen is one tough broad however, 

if she's still alive!

9/22/2019 7:32:05 PM aetherwalker1 I'm starting to think that the 'powers that be' are Anti Rus-ites

😏

9/22/2019 7:33:15 PM aetherwalker1 and it doesn't seem that they ever heard the fable of The Boy Who Cried Russia .. I mean Wolf.

9/22/2019 7:44:17 PM maryschade14 Queen Beatrix may be rolling out soon..dirty nasty creature she is. Noticing Charles is nit looking too spiffy..and no decoration on his Bill 

Clinton/Lewinski beret. pic.twitter.com/j0SZysmmx2

9/22/2019 7:46:46 PM nurseniceyes Q &A anytime?

9/22/2019 7:48:50 PM kseven110 Yes, second this.

9/22/2019 7:58:38 PM marty713 Watch the water ....

9/22/2019 8:17:37 PM eskeljoyce How many times did he do this? The D.A. Knew and did nothing. Bought and paid for. Finally he is at least behind bars!

9/22/2019 8:20:16 PM abibeuck22 Dab pens are not the same right since you are just heating up a wax? In Washington State wax is tested and regulated...safe?

9/22/2019 8:30:15 PM karma4event201 I thought they were evil

9/22/2019 8:45:25 PM briney4trump I have American made stuff and the store makes their own juice. I have since came off of oxygen. 2 inhalers and nebulizer treatments

9/22/2019 8:50:51 PM abibeuck22 Good for you! Yes, I think the dangers are with the black market, unregulated products.

9/22/2019 9:02:02 PM briney4trump Those were bought on the black market

9/22/2019 9:11:09 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has to concede.  Google has 'Quantum Supremacy'.  😏

9/22/2019 9:20:21 PM mongrelglory I would welcome their comment.  This is the sort of stuff that keeps me awake at night...

9/22/2019 9:23:17 PM natureinspace Every country in the world probably has dirt on Prince Andrew. Why are they singling out Russia?

9/22/2019 10:13:10 PM huajatollachic Hahaha that’s crazy, right? 

Like when he helped Michaelle out of her limo that day, pointed right at him, and said “It’s you” who then needed a little help just to remain standing. 

😃

9/22/2019 10:28:30 PM alankemp69 Certainly see the 17 Global Goals, Nasda q?

9/22/2019 10:44:41 PM karma4event201 Russia Russia Russia

9/23/2019 12:33:17 AM powerglobalus Hey guys, ENJOY & SHARE Rudy really hit this one out of the park. This guys brain was cooking in front of us, his eyes had both decided they didn't want 

to be there, just couldn't agree on which way to run. So scared he let the firm down He filled a diaper 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1175982293136986113 …

9/23/2019 12:53:32 AM jaded_pearl  https://freebeacon.com/politics/hunter-bidens-china-deal-partners-include-mobster-whitey-bulgers-nephew-john-kerrys-stepson/ …

9/23/2019 12:55:18 AM jaded_pearl George Webb too. Lots of footwork and boots on the ground and no credit.

9/23/2019 12:56:11 AM jaded_pearl  https://m.chinchillanews.com.au/news/russias-epstein-info-could-hurt-andrew/3837050/ …

9/23/2019 1:12:35 AM falerojr  pic.twitter.com/bRc4MXcD4k

9/23/2019 2:55:04 AM covertress I think I understand.

Are 2s are not 3s because of dextrorotational cationic spin? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1175193176619061248?s=19 …

9/23/2019 4:12:29 AM richard07759712 Let me guess, the Judge ordering gets to preside over The hearing

9/23/2019 4:13:57 AM richard07759712 Judge should be disbarred

9/23/2019 4:50:24 AM covertress Is cauliflower a sufficiently complex plant? #ItsWhatsForBreakfast

(with salt & red pepper flakes) pic.twitter.com/ifaW8nmhFC

9/23/2019 5:00:16 AM smas111288 @LarrySchweikart @Telford_Russian @DiamondandSilk @therealXANON @RUGDANCE @deanbc1 @donnambarkertn @FoxNews @DanOHerrin 

@seanhannity @LurqMoar @GovMikeHuckabee @ChrisCuomo @w_terrence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nytimes #MSMdeathspiral #HowdyModi 

https://twitter.com/smas111288/status/1176100198629683200 …

9/23/2019 5:14:02 AM lightlove21121 I know you see us light fight at night. 

You monitoring me?

I am ready 🙏🏽

9/23/2019 5:19:40 AM lightlove21121 Invite accepted 💫

9/23/2019 5:21:16 AM lightlove21121 Absolutely 🙏🏽

9/23/2019 5:34:24 AM covertress It's as if he's jacking into the Matrix to teach us things but can't keep from giggling to himself.

9/23/2019 5:39:24 AM gunnysgt9098 Quit buying or even owning them after their last bankruptcy the most overpriced gun made. They think the name will sell for them. If your good and 

know your weapon only takes one.

9/23/2019 5:48:18 AM havefaith_maga I think he is too. He was protected and ran in the upper political circles for a long time. Now he's a liability.

9/23/2019 6:13:49 AM quarkfear1 Because the market is flooded with AK’s from other makers..👀👀there are more efficient weapons

9/23/2019 6:24:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 NASA and Hollywood have Pedophilia in common. Therefore, they partner to spread lies and propaganda.

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3184951/NASA-employees-caught-buying-child-porn-site-showed-three-year-olds-abused-escape-

prosecution-names-kept-secret.html … https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1175221050994581505 …

9/23/2019 6:25:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Russia Russia Russia https://sputniknews.com/us/201803051062249590-cia-porn-operations/ …

9/23/2019 6:30:15 AM wahiggins3 Saw Ad Astra last week and it was horrible.  Thanks to MJ12 and Q, it was easy for me to see right through their agenda.  #fakenews #fakescience 

#redpill

9/23/2019 6:39:46 AM enomai_ OTT:

Ad Astra was great.

The graphics, and stories in stories. 

And, the real ufo disclosure.

And, few other disclosures.



9/23/2019 6:41:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article235247637.html …

9/23/2019 6:44:45 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein  THE 

WHOLE FRIGGIN THING!!!!!!!!!

9/23/2019 6:57:28 AM covertress So, are these Clinton films you mentioned legitimate or were they faked for use by the agencies? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065446516771512321?s=19 …

9/23/2019 7:09:57 AM kindeandtrue But some Russians bought  $250K of Facebook ads. That's the worst crime of the century.

9/23/2019 7:10:48 AM kindeandtrue A most excellent question. Thank you. You have to look at all  possibilities.

9/23/2019 7:15:32 AM starehope Hi April! I remember one of this group members put all of MJ's tweets in something like a readable book form. Would you happen to know where I may 

find it or who did it. I downloaded it but can't find it now. Thank you fir your time and any help you can offer! ❤️❤️❤️

9/23/2019 7:17:45 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

9/23/2019 7:18:24 AM cosmic_engineer NASA is mostly green screen & CGI anyways.

9/23/2019 7:19:12 AM laurabusse 😳😳😳

9/23/2019 7:23:41 AM roublisa Hello....here you go  https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bea177_8d96e5cc9c30477c9a8b293969dfcc4b.pdf …

9/23/2019 7:24:30 AM michael_s_ander Speaking of Hollywood pedos.... pic.twitter.com/8TQWcp0veP

9/23/2019 7:32:54 AM starehope Thank you very much Lisa! ❤️❤️❤️ Much love sent!

9/23/2019 7:34:09 AM roublisa You are so well.....all amazing info...enjoy...and share💗💕💗💕💗💕

9/23/2019 7:35:43 AM roublisa *welcome 😉

9/23/2019 7:37:05 AM starehope Will do! Thank you again! 👍👊❤️

9/23/2019 7:42:58 AM joanofamerica Believe. pic.twitter.com/THHKCQ1hci

9/23/2019 7:45:44 AM bdam777 Steady stream of space movies. 

Make a list. 

You know there's space because of science.

9/23/2019 8:29:16 AM senorcoconut_ Artemis - moon Goddess/ Goddess of hunting and is the daughter of Jupiter

9/23/2019 8:47:06 AM wwtravelr How's that? If he is videotaped raping kids no one escapes justice. No one

9/23/2019 8:50:06 AM internetusr This shit better not fizzle and go away ala Vegas shooter.

9/23/2019 9:12:13 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/VGydRx26ZV

9/23/2019 9:12:20 AM ewilliams22101 Been going on for a while? pic.twitter.com/HvBrS3tk6y

9/23/2019 9:13:11 AM anonymoussage1 Translation: MJ12 interacts with CIA to ensure success of their Deep State plan

9/23/2019 9:26:45 AM karma4event201 Who got rich when old nukes in US stock pile went missing?

9/23/2019 9:29:38 AM karma4event201 If God forces a paper ballot vote & all ballots counted in public view ... but somehow these demons have been sacrificing children and we didn't see 

that.

9/23/2019 9:36:49 AM holliday_billy Lol

9/23/2019 10:30:57 AM likesait Leader Technologies https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vHFEhSf52C0 …

9/23/2019 10:35:38 AM melissawi50 He's definitely got some broad shoulders

9/23/2019 11:41:19 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Heart attack? 

 https://people.com/food/chef-carl-ruiz-dies/ …

9/23/2019 12:39:06 PM state1union Well since I’m in the Pay to play part of her snuff films for blackmail and Sacrifice to Satan I’d say mines legit. Ask Majestic12? About mine.

9/23/2019 12:43:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your devices are listening.

What do you have to say?

Another sleeper cell deactivated. https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/fbi-arrests-army-soldier-allegedly-discussed-plans-bomb/story?id=65802902 …

9/23/2019 12:44:33 PM jvan125 😬 Exactly how many ‘sleeper cells’ are in our military? 🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻🇺🇸

9/23/2019 12:44:33 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/23/2019 12:44:34 PM mattcottrill3 Fuck the government 🖕 but love you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you do good work

9/23/2019 12:45:29 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/SmHeP9Sve48 

9/23/2019 12:50:09 PM playactiongamer Good work Majestic 👏 pic.twitter.com/HxtfSmJxSN

9/23/2019 12:50:40 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/KVyIfWeslG

9/23/2019 12:51:53 PM toptc Wonder how much $$ he’ll dish out to keep his freedom ... or also wonder who will kill him.

9/23/2019 12:52:29 PM nea_storm Is this a trick question? Easy... pic.twitter.com/t4yPI8JM5p

9/23/2019 1:00:53 PM hawkgirlinmn And yet, Madonna can state publicly that she has “often thought about blowing up the White House” but no arrest of her.

9/23/2019 1:09:43 PM steveroye Lopsided, huh?

9/23/2019 1:10:06 PM maryschade14 I hope [They] have a good time..😡 SOPA PIPA NDAA etc..I wrote nice letters to Senators and Congressmen.

9/23/2019 1:12:06 PM maryschade14 Sleeper cells..well military has lowered their standards..Gang members and other. Hezbollah etc are in Mexico..get citizenship by joining military.

9/23/2019 1:20:29 PM susan66388204 It sucks that we are being listened to, but good that this was caught.  Time for All to be right minded ✅

9/23/2019 1:24:10 PM stevenfontain14 I BELIEVE THIS TO BE A STUNT - WAY TO OBVIOUS FOR SINCERE MOTIVES - AM I THE ONLY ONE KNOWING THIS?

9/23/2019 1:31:30 PM karma4event201 🤔 A set up? There are multiple bot accounts on this platform that only tweeted about this subject matter - that had attached to q anon accounts.

9/23/2019 1:37:04 PM charmanda9 Also, @olimyracle and @LightLove21121 made it into a book you can order. They will provide a link probably if they see that I tagged them.

9/23/2019 1:47:52 PM jamiegrahamusa AMAZING video!! I heard this prior. Supposidely they also stole tech from IBM Foundation. I hope DT addresses this as we can deconstruct those bad 

DS PLATFORMS! ThanQ

9/23/2019 1:59:45 PM lightlove21121 And so it is 😏 http://www.myracle.org/mj 

9/23/2019 2:01:50 PM lightlove21121 You can find a free PDF with the link too 💫

9/23/2019 2:06:11 PM rembrandt_1981 I’m glad the idiots will I’ll intentions are dumb enough to expose themselves. He was talking to undercover agents.  No telling who is lurking around. 

Surely we are listened too/monitored.  It is necessary because of people like above article mentions.  See something say so ...

9/23/2019 2:09:41 PM rembrandt_1981 Since when do people out of Mexico join our military?

9/23/2019 2:11:06 PM amtm_mu He looks like data from Star Trek next gen

9/23/2019 2:15:56 PM melbourne_3000 That's all I see, Data from Star Trek 🙄

9/23/2019 2:19:10 PM brad34351293 It will be blamed on Trump & his rhetoric about #Fakenews

Right after the 'Whistleblower' shite is extinguished to cover for Biden.

9/23/2019 2:24:20 PM mbs357 Whole article is like bad fanfiction.

9/23/2019 2:27:20 PM brad34351293 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Who started the Flat Earth BS? CIA is my guess to further Conspiracy Theories.

Unless Earth is like Asguard from Marvel Comics.

9/23/2019 2:34:01 PM lbf777 One of Epstein’s victims says TV victims are fake actors. Google even removed one of her videos so they are covering for her.



9/23/2019 2:38:04 PM yustein ?

9/23/2019 2:46:18 PM lbf777 A 20 year Epstein victim spilled the beans Giving up Epstein, Andrea and Ed Norris as consoirators. They also killed her son. She claims tv victims are 

actors. Real victims get no coverage.

9/23/2019 2:46:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

9/23/2019 2:47:55 PM brad34351293 Remember when K told us & had a clean video that Jackie did the kill shot of JFK in the limo. It looked more like the driver, to me, & she jumped away 

from driver.

9/23/2019 2:51:54 PM lbf777 I mean prince Andrew and Ed Norris (Actor and Chief of police). They kidnapped her and raped her with Epstein.

9/23/2019 3:03:50 PM maryschade14  https://www.uscis.gov/military/naturalization-through-military-service …

9/23/2019 3:07:46 PM highhopesusa Yikes, Henry Winkler too?

9/23/2019 3:09:19 PM _369311119 @nea_storm 

Ok...

My device is listening to me. I am never alone.

What do I HAVE TO say?

As in, what am I compelled to say when "alone"?

Every word counts - all is a Spell. Even when alone, not alone, and if speaking, then always SPELLing...

-0- is what I NOW have to say.
9/23/2019 3:14:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 ISS live feed captures 'triangular US Space Force ship' hovering over Earth - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/iss-live-feed-

captures-triangular-20149080 …

9/23/2019 3:14:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Russia Refuses to Tell NASA What Caused Mystery Leak on ISS: 'We Won't Tell You Anything' https://www.newsweek.com/russia-wont-tell-nasa-iss-

leak-1460696 …

9/23/2019 3:15:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Silicon Valley’s final frontier for mobile payments — ‘the neoliberal takeover of the human body’ - MarketWatch 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/the-technology-that-should-finally-make-your-wallet-obsolete-2019-09-06 …

9/23/2019 3:17:10 PM lib7473 🤣...NASA=🤡

9/23/2019 3:17:59 PM big_simp @AlfonzoCortez4 

You should follow this Maj12 acct for a laugh...

Its Supposedly a TOP secret inside Qanon type acct 🤪😜 yet continually pushes CGI NASA and fake alien nonsense

Its the most entertaining thing on Twitter for me

9/23/2019 3:22:18 PM imdarealross The space station is real? Lol

9/23/2019 3:33:13 PM _369311119 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@AllahUniversal @chew_soap @zagnett

9/23/2019 3:34:12 PM megatronmighty Welcome to China Lake.

Feel free to use Google pic.twitter.com/QqczgxAkBi

9/23/2019 3:35:42 PM megatronmighty It's hilarious

isn't it

9/23/2019 3:37:48 PM nea_storm Flawless! pic.twitter.com/50YlLpzP47

9/23/2019 3:38:23 PM big_simp Yes but we are not talking about DUMBS

I mentioned fake outer space

Q: Are you D.U.M.B.?

9/23/2019 3:39:51 PM robinreitsma1 I was just looking at this... 😁👀

9/23/2019 3:43:05 PM allahuniversal Using a mobile wallet made people likely to spend more on food, entertainment and travel, the university study found. In dollar terms, people using 

mobile payments spent an average of 2.4% more than those who did not use them...

9/23/2019 3:43:26 PM allahuniversal Like all biometric information, however, if lost or stolen, fingerprints can’t be changed like a password.... “There is no generally applicable federal law 

that regulates the private sector’s collection and use of biometric information in the U.S.,”

9/23/2019 3:53:31 PM family_golfmn Mark of the beast. Book of Revelations: can not buy or sell with out it.  They are trying to move this in all parts now. In WI a company is trying this out 

on employees. Chip implanted: for payroll....I would have quit. But they are forcing this upon people. Need to be ready

9/23/2019 4:08:31 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/messages/1016470798708568065-1146974409405550592/media/1175968745371643913 …

9/23/2019 4:10:06 PM skepto_maniac William Barr!

9/23/2019 4:12:23 PM trinity_jenny Worth the read

9/23/2019 4:15:58 PM brown_eyedladyj This message needs to be shared far and wide. @1FreeInhabitant @Jordan_Sather_ @CoreysDigs

@DevinNunes @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RaeAnon

@drawandstrike @Breaking911 @AKA_RealDirty @DeepStateExpose @GregRubini

@40_head @IPOT1776

 https://youtu.be/qkmGIUWCw7s 

9/23/2019 4:18:29 PM yustein @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ timing is everything... what did Thomas Cook carry and between which locations? Something 

dries up and all of a sudden it crashes. Was it unofficial #Epstein airlines? There is no such thing as coincidence... 

https://twitter.com/BloombergAsia/status/1176082621228638208 …

9/23/2019 4:25:05 PM bbobbio71 I try at all costs to stay away from facial recognition.

9/23/2019 4:25:50 PM ewolsj Still wondering why the Space shuttle flew over my house with a very low altitude and no sound, happened about 7-8 years ago...I know who and what 

it was but everyone else would love to know also, where's MY disclosure????????????????? I need Gov docs to prove it,fyi

9/23/2019 4:27:47 PM roublisa So 😎 awesome💗💗💗

9/23/2019 4:28:29 PM roublisa Thank you🙏🙏🙏

9/23/2019 4:45:40 PM playactiongamer Good thing ISS keep filming it as soon it was spotted.

9/23/2019 4:51:53 PM djlok I was just thinking the same thing. 😂😂😂

9/23/2019 4:56:48 PM wardamn5 Is that the one talking about the dead madam?

9/23/2019 4:57:11 PM keith369me Facial recognition and fingerprint tech would be fine if it were free will and those utilizing it were not slaves.

9/23/2019 5:03:35 PM lbf777 Yup

9/23/2019 5:21:38 PM gyspylala If there listening, I'll put God on.. the phone.. he wants a word with them anyway...BQQM pic.twitter.com/FrzIS8mdXN

9/23/2019 5:24:41 PM starehope Thank you!❤️



9/23/2019 5:46:18 PM laurabusse I was appalled

For me that was a bridge too far

I suppose anything is possible

But I just couldn't go there

9/23/2019 5:53:23 PM sailingawakened The games are tiring. Disclosure - partial disclosure - taste of disclosure. The fact that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is forwarding ANYTHING from the posers at 

NASA or those associated with the ISS totally screams disinfo agent...just sayin'.

9/23/2019 6:12:36 PM laurabusse The only way I can make sense of that is maybe it's like the moon landings

Yes they happened

Yes ETs were seen

Yes it was also filmed on a sound stage around area 51

Something fishy with ISS

Maybe like everything else the govt puts out it's real info mixed with fake info

9/23/2019 6:12:48 PM aleks8837 "Pushing" is the wrong word. It isn't pushing. It's pointing at the ridiculousness of the state of the world...

9/23/2019 6:14:13 PM laurabusse LOL

9/23/2019 6:17:03 PM big_simp If that account was really from the "inside" it would in fact know  that all the outer space crapola is phoney baloney Mind control shite.

9/23/2019 6:30:12 PM realbutchasblog Dude's filming it off his tv or computer screen, but still came manage to keep it in frame. Wtf. UFOs turn people into morons.

9/23/2019 6:32:56 PM jonesy4671 Ive seen these things cloaked up there many times easy to spot if you know what to look for

9/23/2019 6:35:55 PM gregory88172180 TR 3B?

9/23/2019 6:37:09 PM plasticjesus6 doesnt look like a triangle at all

9/23/2019 7:01:09 PM georgann97206 Ever wonder why they don’t sent space suits to help workers clean up nuclear disasters? No radiation protection. We can talk to ppl on the moon but 

can’t decent cell phone connect in rural areas. Where is the jet engine blast under the moon lander? Lots of questions. Snookered

9/23/2019 7:04:23 PM whizzygg Credibility score .99

9/23/2019 7:20:16 PM beeshelb She turns on when I say “city” for some reason.

9/23/2019 7:20:50 PM mariell98832300 THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!!! i can't love this enough! So glad I'm not the only one who freaked this afternoon when i saw the clear 

connection! pic.twitter.com/XnUkiqrBWN

9/23/2019 7:24:47 PM felinesuniteorg NASA too?😧 WTF?!!!

9/23/2019 7:37:45 PM hedkandigirl So many make-up and photo-editing apps including Facebook's own auto-tagging feature already uses facial recognition tech. As for fingerprints, it's all 

over legal documents like I.D. My point is, there's nothing you can hide anymore unless you live like a hermit in the mountains

9/23/2019 7:40:00 PM geopaschall Not triangular.  Not US Space Force.   Majestic 12 often speaks of “disclosure”.  Yet only discloses himself as a fraud.

9/23/2019 7:41:50 PM susanmounger Anytime Alexa says something out of nowhere I just say, “Big Brother is listening again. F U big brother!” Alexa can say some off the wall shit with no 

prompting sometime. 😂😂😂

9/23/2019 8:01:10 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/pwitunski5/status/1176326947108007938 …

9/23/2019 8:16:17 PM lightworkercain Never tried them. They spell theirs like a walking cane.

9/23/2019 8:51:12 PM poppyslovecapu Don’t give up your soul for the convenience of shopping!!

9/23/2019 9:07:06 PM brad34351293 I just wanted to put forth Kab's Cult leader mentality. "If you don't believe me, I will Block you."

9/23/2019 9:07:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wonder why... https://twitter.com/Aviation_Intel/status/1176195665292091394 …

9/23/2019 9:08:07 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/oND3dCQOhf

9/23/2019 9:09:26 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/O0dk2JkTAQ

9/23/2019 9:12:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 [VP44]

9/23/2019 9:13:07 PM speaakn Indeedy

9/23/2019 9:13:54 PM trumps_all I’m betting on a “stroke” or some other kind of medical emergency that will soon take him out of the race. While be used to also “explain” his recent 

memory issues, and misstatements.

9/23/2019 9:14:07 PM islandofdelight  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1176219043965079552?s=21 …

9/23/2019 9:20:20 PM crt14361013 And Michael will come out, claiming marriage to BHO was illegitimate and not an accessory to his treason. That is, after Barry tries to escape to Kenya.

9/23/2019 9:22:26 PM internetusr Meta lol

9/23/2019 9:24:14 PM northsalwaysup Fill in your brackets...

:^)!!

9/23/2019 9:24:58 PM mikeski1974  pic.twitter.com/EHBSSwimU2

9/23/2019 9:31:20 PM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/TbozkAHbL4

9/23/2019 9:34:04 PM keith369me What made him run for President?  Ego, the cabal, or White Hats?

9/23/2019 9:39:36 PM petemanderson1 Biden isn’t the 44th VP.  Are you all going after Dan Quayle now? Is this account even real?

9/23/2019 9:40:02 PM quarkey17 Dan Quayle?

9/23/2019 9:41:15 PM azuremagus Necessary diversion

9/23/2019 9:41:33 PM jswdh1 Exactly! Unless you're walking around in disguise all the time our pictures are probably randomly on someone else's phones or film before phones and 

our fingerprints and dna is all over anything we've ever owed so there's really nothing that is safe from exposing yourself...

9/23/2019 9:50:45 PM dapperjabber >THULE

WAIT A MINUTE

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thule_Society …

9/23/2019 9:51:33 PM jamiegrahamusa Running for president protects from prosecution. Just why he tried to say DJT was setting him up....

9/23/2019 9:56:28 PM thetrollbar Valerie Plame?

9/23/2019 9:58:21 PM 11111christian I have been informed George Soros has been detained. Is that correct MJ?

9/23/2019 9:59:21 PM blynn1lynn This could get better than a telenovela!

9/23/2019 10:01:01 PM stoneturnr Was the meteor that crashed near Thule last year actually a downed SSP craft? It happened only 1 day after Q posted "Something BIG is about to 

drop." #SpaceForce https://theaviationist.com/2018/08/03/report-meteor-made-2-1-kiloton-explosion-over-air-force-space-command-base-thule-

greenland/ …

9/23/2019 10:04:54 PM 11111christian Who was the 44th President?

9/23/2019 10:05:15 PM oo1o110 #HunterGate

9/23/2019 10:13:46 PM justachick9 It's only Monday and the show is fantastic:  Biden corruption and now 2012 voter fraud!

9/23/2019 10:16:55 PM hsuiza Vice President of President #44, i.e. Joe Biden.

9/23/2019 10:16:58 PM tyetyler1 James Danforth Quayle (born February 4, 1947) is an American politician and lawyer who served as the 44th vice president of the United States from 

1989 to 1993 so says Wikipedia

9/23/2019 10:18:26 PM tyetyler1 Newp.  Not Biden. Dan Quayle was 44th VP.

9/23/2019 10:21:46 PM mary68207265 Hollywood has scripted most of the nasa fraud garbage.



9/23/2019 10:23:16 PM hsuiza You are correct. There is a mismatch between the number of presidents and of vicepresidents 😮

So it could be VP#44, which would be Dan Quayle, or the VP of President #44, which would be Biden. 

I'm guessing it's the second.

9/23/2019 10:33:04 PM azuremagus N.P. to S. P. +  approaching realm border

9/23/2019 10:34:18 PM peterclloyd If what has been suggested about Andrew is true it puts him in the same ranks as Jimmy Saville with one exception, he is still prosecutable. 

Unfortunately being prosecuted by “The Crown” is part of the problem.

9/23/2019 10:53:35 PM mongrelglory Is NASA involved in off-world trafficking of humans?  Are the astronauts in their programs all compromised and black-mailed?

9/23/2019 10:59:33 PM stevenfontain14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @John_F_Kennnedy , @CoyHamp , @StormIsUponUs , @TrumpWarRoom , @robyns323 , @whaleswarrior 

https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1176374638018027526 …

9/23/2019 11:03:25 PM mongrelglory Yawn!  I want to meet my space cousins! 👽

9/23/2019 11:15:31 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein https://www.collective-evolution.com/2018/07/14/us-military-child-sex-trafficking-

whistleblower-exposes-the-united-nations-the-u-s-state-department/ …

9/23/2019 11:16:36 PM mongrelglory They have to be able to extradite him first.  He may end up a virtual prisoner, living in seclusion on his crown lands, just like the Pope could stay at the 

Vatican (it's own City State) to avoid jail too.  Unless the people are willing to storm the castle...

9/23/2019 11:17:46 PM jaded_pearl Love how I've just discovered the pattern of the #Boomerang effect. Pure Genius that's hitting everytime.

9/23/2019 11:31:14 PM rsmith43226647 ‘They’ actually got my mom &sisters to do a DNA test a few years ago, To find out which “sheep might be useful” 4breeding or slavery. Right 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? And now ‘they’ are seemingly continuing to be confused about white people who don’t support second tier 👌🏻white supremacy

9/23/2019 11:31:39 PM 02joshuaradwan 💚

9/23/2019 11:32:29 PM aetherwalker1 "U.S. can't" is SOOO last timeline.

On the new Trump Timeline the US acquires Greenland by popular referendum.

Under Budget & Ahead of Schedule.. and Denmark will pay for it!

'Donald Trump makes the best Timelines! 

Yuge! Greatest!  Nobody makes better Timelines than Trump!'

9/23/2019 11:33:30 PM aetherwalker1 👍🌞👍

9/23/2019 11:34:21 PM rsmith43226647 Is this the plan? pic.twitter.com/s51wYzPfVN

9/24/2019 12:10:25 AM overshareflare Because a thriving base means more than owning it outright, right?..

9/24/2019 12:58:24 AM lightlove21121 With great pleasure 🌞

9/24/2019 1:03:26 AM lightlove21121 So much love & Light everywhere 💫🙏🏽💫

9/24/2019 1:20:05 AM big_simp Hahahahahahha  

pause

hahahhahah

oh dear.. hilarious

hahahahahahah  hahahahahhaha. oh my..
9/24/2019 2:19:20 AM covertress Why all the Climate Change ruckus?

Are [they] desperate to stop the next Pole Shift? https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/nasa-earths-poles-are-tipping-thanks-to-climate-change …

9/24/2019 2:23:25 AM spauldingshowal WHs, in my opinion.

9/24/2019 2:32:09 AM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump                Why is a natural true cure illegal in most states? Fed law and state laws need to be 

changed allowing everyone the ability for legal treatment. https://twitter.com/crazyjane125/status/1176425691098898432 …

9/24/2019 2:33:42 AM crazyjane125 Erm.... pic.twitter.com/yH9dTm9wrv

9/24/2019 2:40:08 AM covertress [VP 44]?

[Biden] can't even get that right. 🤣

 https://en.m.wikipedia.beta.wmflabs.org/wiki/List_of_Vice_Presidents_of_the_United_States … pic.twitter.com/xw58NeVgq1

9/24/2019 2:58:30 AM real_jaywalker #Run4Cover2020

9/24/2019 3:11:29 AM der_wanderer8 Thule Society pic.twitter.com/Ry42oK1RzW

9/24/2019 3:53:24 AM der_wanderer8 Hello ALICE pic.twitter.com/BaDGDAHbCw

9/24/2019 3:58:23 AM covertress Have Faith = Majestic

9/24/2019 3:59:05 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849929031716864?s=20 …

9/24/2019 4:14:10 AM lightlove21121 Oh I do 🙏🏽😏💫

9/24/2019 4:15:00 AM richard07759712 Quail Season

9/24/2019 4:17:09 AM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/Xlr6Kj0bAQ

9/24/2019 4:21:15 AM richard07759712 Cerberus

9/24/2019 4:23:44 AM alankemp69 Joe Biden Brags about what HE did! Accusing #Potus45, Shameful

9/24/2019 4:26:37 AM gemutlich5050  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7498439/Police-raid-Epsteins-Paris-mansion-pressure-intensifies-Prince-Andrew-help-French-

officers.html …

#TuesdayMotivation #TuesdayThoughts

#UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/24/2019 4:52:37 AM rafngeirdal The Vice President of the 44th President of the USA, is in a designation box, meaning the focus is on the VP of 44 by Majestic 12.

9/24/2019 4:56:01 AM rafngeirdal Could it have to do with increasing stragetic importance against both the Russians and the Chinese?

9/24/2019 5:05:25 AM turboxyde Ding!

9/24/2019 5:08:22 AM cledrordfishing Space force...

9/24/2019 5:11:47 AM maryschade14 Nice drop MJ12..Good Morning..

9/24/2019 5:23:25 AM rmbrice I’m not hiding anymore

9/24/2019 5:38:22 AM maryschade14 Black Sun Vril..child trafficking..AF aligned with Obama in 2013/14 fully adopting his Agenda. Of course NASA was birthed from the AF. 

EM poleshifts occur in cycles with the natural tilt of the sun which can be 23.5° +/- extreme then 0° midcycle. Full circle takes 80-100K years 

pic.twitter.com/HoMkJOr4Az

9/24/2019 5:41:28 AM cincy_web I have said, most of these candidates are not campaigning for the people.. they are campaigning for the cabal.  Putting out the most outrageous 

rhetoric, to try to be the "chosen one".    They all are under the assumption that the voter rigging is in the bag.

9/24/2019 6:06:40 AM n7guardiananon Happy Birthday

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/24/2019 6:13:16 AM tronyori2 Simply amazing.  Well done.

9/24/2019 6:27:47 AM blsdbe Hopefully we will ALL have a Very Happy New Year!!! pic.twitter.com/dJafJCgfSo

9/24/2019 6:29:48 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Dmf44PVfgR



9/24/2019 6:32:24 AM enomai_ Video unavailable :(

9/24/2019 6:33:13 AM enomai_ So, he woulda bombed a news agency, and then blame Trump.

Sigh

9/24/2019 6:37:10 AM kindeandtrue Sabotage by an American astronaut?

9/24/2019 6:43:16 AM paulmuaddib61  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1176491258518429696?s=20 …

9/24/2019 6:51:45 AM kindeandtrue If the elite say too much too soon, it might ruin the surprise they have prepared for us. 🤪

9/24/2019 7:12:11 AM thekanehb wait a second. We now have NASA and space Force?!? Let me guess...taxes pay for all of it.

9/24/2019 7:17:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 The information is not coming from us we are pointing you to what the rogue actors are doing. Embedded in those reports are truths in coded 

messages. Learn the comms.

9/24/2019 7:29:37 AM floridayys Makes you wonder what else they had help from Pedowood with. 🤔

9/24/2019 8:03:19 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Tweet deleted?

 https://metro.co.uk/2018/04/18/donald-trump-just-tweet-nibiru-death-planet-hurtles-towards-us-7476273/ …

9/24/2019 8:04:29 AM redinva X-37...

9/24/2019 8:54:32 AM ewilliams22101 Glorious to watch.  Keep up the pressure.  #JessicaCollins #SexSlaves #BidenSexSlave pic.twitter.com/vj1JFRcpgr

9/24/2019 9:14:39 AM supernovaslight Wow, i had no idea, fascinating! pic.twitter.com/ppXsMZu6Va

9/24/2019 9:22:23 AM andyr1112 Is this book full of information to distract or is this book giving information that is considered fringe and conspiracy when it shouldnt? 

pic.twitter.com/jrwcuvTV73

9/24/2019 9:23:12 AM keith369me This day 11-11-2018 is the day my crown started vibrating differently.  Gamma Frequency started?  What caused this phenomenon?  Was something 

triggered between those below and those above?  I recall an Antarctica connection.

9/24/2019 9:23:20 AM andyr1112 Be considered as such* excuse my english

9/24/2019 9:44:45 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/MJYRSmb5SY

9/24/2019 9:46:26 AM michael81972 JB?

9/24/2019 9:47:05 AM nmchristoban Tock Tock Tock....

9/24/2019 9:52:30 AM dlmaybee Bring it! pic.twitter.com/ZjgAJT4gV9

9/24/2019 9:55:44 AM keith369me Nice graphic Hannity

9/24/2019 9:58:24 AM tdchance1 Love it!

9/24/2019 10:00:31 AM michael81972 Ive seen that In Q Tel on the stock market...how does that tie into black cube?

9/24/2019 10:01:11 AM joan1barb look either do something or stop with the tick tock, it's coming soon, this month, this week etc. Please enough already. Just do it.

9/24/2019 10:01:42 AM 11111christian Tide, Storm, Landfall. Is this either a weather event or an ET event?

9/24/2019 10:09:16 AM olimyracle Ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙃

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=19 …

9/24/2019 10:11:13 AM covertress Smells like... Freedom. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111149192171474944?s=19 …

9/24/2019 10:14:54 AM nmchristoban I'm thinking Space Operations/ Space Force

9/24/2019 10:22:38 AM keith369me From Michael Love...long read...on FB today... HOW TO EXPERIENCE 5D NOW:

AS OF 11-11-2018, THE 5D FREQUENCY OF 40-100 HERTZ GAMMA LEVEL WAS ATTAINED ON PLANET EARTH DUE TO A MAJOR ASTRAL ASCENSION 

BLOCK CLEARING BY LIGHT FORCES!

AT THIS SPECIAL TIME ON THE ASCENSION TIMELINE,

9/24/2019 10:22:58 AM keith369me THE HIGHEST PLANETARY CONSCIOUS COHESION IN HISTORY WAS ACHIEVED, AROUND THE GLOBE!

SINCE THAT MOMENT, THE 5D VIBRATION WAS MADE FULLY AVAILABLE TO ALL BEINGS ON EARTH FOR THE FIRST TIME IN MODERN HISTORY!

SO HOW DO YOU MOVE INTO 5D?

9/24/2019 10:23:17 AM keith369me THE SIMPLE ANSWER IS, JUST BE IN IT!

START BEING THE 5D BEING THAT YOU ARE!

START LIVING AND BEHAVING LIKE THE ANGELIC BEING THAT YOU ALREADY ARE!

9/24/2019 10:29:32 AM lucas2011lions Valdmir Putin >.> didnt Christopher Steele (undeclaired foreign agent working for clinton campaign), gather info for the dossier from russian entities 

with ties to the Kremlin. That's collusion. They used the fake dossier to get FISA Warrents to spy on 45's campaign 2016.

9/24/2019 10:32:27 AM lucas2011lions Who signed off on the FISA Taps? Who on the national security committee sent out the fake dossier to members of the Senate hours before 45 

inauguration?

9/24/2019 10:36:37 AM moemc8 The Storm Is Upon Us

9/24/2019 10:38:46 AM turboxyde Let the storm descend upon you! https://youtu.be/DDL59CbipBM 

9/24/2019 10:40:11 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1176547777196769280?s=21 …

9/24/2019 10:43:54 AM wickedmouse369 Input output

9/24/2019 10:51:13 AM realityloominng  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDRkBn0fE-w …

9/24/2019 10:51:17 AM playactiongamer DS in a bind - Their time is short.

9/24/2019 10:57:25 AM stanfireman1 It will someday reach zero hour. Just not today, or tomorrow, or this year, but it will eventually get there.

9/24/2019 10:57:48 AM janonthemtn How’d you do that?✝️💕🌞

9/24/2019 11:02:40 AM realeyethespy Is ra el

9/24/2019 11:04:33 AM michael81972 Khazarians?

9/24/2019 11:07:05 AM bhopki Agreed - been hearing nothing can stop what's coming for a long time - the obvious question is then what's stopping it?

9/24/2019 11:08:36 AM michael81972 Save Is ra el for last

9/24/2019 11:22:12 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/4CA08LLhQE

9/24/2019 11:36:51 AM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal

@charmanda9

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/24/2019 11:37:14 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/8ASZrsQp9I

9/24/2019 11:41:49 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/VV4jDpMOZX

9/24/2019 11:42:37 AM poppyslovecapu Bring down the Hammer on the DS‼️

9/24/2019 11:49:12 AM lightlove21121 I feel a difference after two months (on complex ptsd). I feel the flow..

9/24/2019 11:49:47 AM susan66388204 And they fell for it😍 Did you see chuck Schumer’s News Deal 🤣🤣🤣

9/24/2019 11:51:03 AM darleend Diabetes too. This incarnation, of human body, is sensitive to everything that is not organic. I envy Adam's day, where folks lived 800+ years!

9/24/2019 12:08:38 PM lbf777 Waiting on Trump is a big waste of time. Just ignore him and let’s focus on the civilians where the real power of Earth lies.

9/24/2019 12:08:46 PM blsdbe The first time I read this, what I read was “Is there anyone on board who can fly a planet?’

9/24/2019 12:10:46 PM darleend I've lived organic/ alkaline, most of my life 💜

9/24/2019 12:13:28 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/MnoHZUyJpc

9/24/2019 12:16:06 PM nea_storm Greetings Christine That's simply Perfect! pic.twitter.com/KJboXYTHAH

9/24/2019 12:22:05 PM kindeandtrue George Webb is brilliant, and I appreciate how hard he works to educate the public and shares his work.

9/24/2019 12:44:35 PM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/fApm9P4MUp

9/24/2019 12:57:26 PM der_wanderer8 b1nary cl0ck!

9/24/2019 12:58:50 PM jaded_pearl My Fav 3 letter guy. Reminds me of the spy in the butterfly effect, the way he organizes his work on a virtual board. His memory to details is like a 

computer. And he's easy on the eyes too 😋 😍 RIP to his partner Taskforce - a true #shero



9/24/2019 1:10:25 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/cViVQWYPuv

9/24/2019 1:17:03 PM jennife42469481 Patients in necessary. This didn’t happen over a couple years, more like decades. This  is the last chance they will have splinter the cabal into a million 

pieces!

9/24/2019 1:25:07 PM benjus As the World Turns...

9/24/2019 1:33:21 PM gi6stars #cabal

9/24/2019 2:04:21 PM prmd21801759 Hahahahaha fantastic!! Creepy [Biden]

9/24/2019 2:07:43 PM johnny10559479 Well with impeachment proceedings starting, it’s time to Declassify

9/24/2019 2:10:04 PM bhopki Being doing that (possibly for even longer than you've been alive) but thanks for the advice dad.

9/24/2019 2:25:53 PM andrew13892378 Do we have an ET Treaty about to expire fall of 2021?

was its origins Eisenhower meeting and perhaps Nixon was involved in time capsule storage?

9/24/2019 2:29:34 PM andrew13892378 Were three letter agencies looking over the shoulders of operators at Sandia Mountain station yesterday in order to assess readiness for contact?

9/24/2019 2:32:46 PM andrew13892378 Is Crop Circle material relevant toward first contact? In duplicity or direct use?

9/24/2019 2:36:31 PM andrew13892378 Does $% Know of the CC material relevance to Contact and Expiring Contract treaty?

9/24/2019 2:41:35 PM andrew13892378 Is the global mind control program in white hat control?

9/24/2019 2:43:51 PM andrew13892378 All things connected, were Nanite's hand delivered to NZ, prior to trouble there?

9/24/2019 2:56:08 PM freeandoriginal #LockHerUp #HillaryClinton !

9/24/2019 3:00:58 PM gribbs7 About time

9/24/2019 3:03:24 PM covertress I think it's going to begin as a political event. 🙃

#GitmoIsReady #Treason

9/24/2019 3:04:11 PM andrew13892378 Andrew

@Andrew13892378

·

23m

Replying to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

HAS $% been fully briefed as President Reagan was yet? or is he due to be briefed post election win?

9/24/2019 3:08:30 PM wwg1wga_nl Is toast 😏

9/24/2019 3:08:33 PM andrew13892378 Have Government/private agencies reached full extraction of all Crop Circles in secrecy and with full understanding of the vast messages there within?

9/24/2019 3:10:06 PM andrew13892378 Are you worried about the direct URL release publicly so that Citizens can contact ET Directly in their Browsers?

9/24/2019 3:12:16 PM andrew13892378 How are public minds going to be so rapidly turned about regards ET Contact, since time is so short?

9/24/2019 3:18:24 PM kindeandtrue 😁

9/24/2019 3:24:12 PM fionasdestiny67 Do you know what MEDEA is?

Or who Sacerdotal Knights of National Security  are?

And....maybe I just got in trouble.. but I'm trying to figure out this paper. 

Thank you for your time. pic.twitter.com/XTQbxU1w66

9/24/2019 3:26:09 PM fionasdestiny67 Nice gif

9/24/2019 3:28:10 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?!?

9/24/2019 3:57:15 PM andrew13892378 Stolen Emblem, actually core of  V----m E-----, Ancient Technology.

9/24/2019 4:24:07 PM apex_starseed Yeah. The Illegal unconstitutional Federal Income Tax withholding from your paycheck every pay period.  Remember the Pentagon and Federal Reserve 

Bank being questioned about Missin Trillions of Dollars prior to 9/11 False Flag Attack by Deep State Since 1950's #secretspaceprogram

9/24/2019 4:25:16 PM twilbert4 44 Dan Quayle February 4, 1947 (age 72) 

Indiana January 20, 1989 –January 20, 1993 Republican 51 (1988) U.S. Senator from Indiana G.H.W. Bush 45 

Al Gore March 31, 1948 (age 71) Tennessee 

January 20, 1993 –January 20, 2001 Democratic 

52(1992) U.S. Senator from Tennessee

9/24/2019 4:29:50 PM twilbert4 45 Al Gore March 31, 1948 (age 71) Tennessee 

January 20, 1993 –January 20, 2001 

Democratic Clinton 53(1996)

46 Dick Cheney January 30, 1941 (age 78) [3]Wyoming January 20, 2001 –January 20, 2009 Republican 54(2000) 17th United States Secretary of 

Defense 

G.W. Bush 55 (2004)

9/24/2019 4:30:36 PM twilbert4 47 Joe Biden

November 20, 1942 (age 76) 

Delaware January 20, 2009 –Incumbent 

Democratic 56 (2008) 

U.S. Senator from Delaware 

Obama 57 (2012)

9/24/2019 4:31:01 PM twilbert4 45

9/24/2019 4:33:08 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Sounds like we need a law banning bombs /sarc

Glad this was prevented

9/24/2019 4:53:34 PM nikoscali haha ya think?!

9/24/2019 4:58:53 PM nikoscali Nothing to do now but kick back and enjoy the show

9/24/2019 4:59:52 PM time4u2know I agree! Have an awesome night! #KeepWinning pic.twitter.com/3xDWybPxXm

9/24/2019 5:01:16 PM jrocktigers  http://www.thetruthdenied.com/news/2012/12/14/complete-list-of-military-underground-bases-in-usa/ …

9/24/2019 5:19:18 PM gingerbanana2 This is brilliant!!

9/24/2019 5:25:20 PM azuremagus After this they want and shared "hot dog" stories.

9/24/2019 5:32:10 PM scott_rick That’s what I was hoping/thinking also

9/24/2019 5:43:39 PM gingerbanana2 Something funky is going on here!  Look at the pic below!  This is a story about Ed Buck and it’s showing as Tekashi story?? 🤔. When I click on it the 

real story opens up. Pretty strange! pic.twitter.com/uF59DMlrHr

9/24/2019 6:03:46 PM nurseniceyes Time is an illusion. How are you doing?

9/24/2019 6:06:18 PM djlok Good question! I'd love to see how they answer that!

9/24/2019 6:18:45 PM bosshawg35  pic.twitter.com/C85Y4aAagS

9/24/2019 6:27:04 PM wyatt251  pic.twitter.com/x7O2y7QAYY

9/24/2019 6:35:40 PM tyetyler1 Interesting coincidence that Steve Quayle has been researching the subject of video for 44 years...

Video: Elite will Tell  World the Biggest Lie of All

👉 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kuwY0tvpEg0# …



9/24/2019 6:47:09 PM tyetyler1 And another Quayle video...

 https://youtu.be/BZmOwdulp_U 

9/24/2019 6:50:27 PM tyetyler1 Too evangelical to be more than coincidence?

9/24/2019 7:00:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd AMA soon please.

9/24/2019 7:15:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd Enough. We’ve been told of arrests for years, nearly 4 years passed, we were told these ppl would be jailed...zip, nothing! How many times have we 

been told something big will happen just to be disappointed? Sick of riddles/done with disinformation! Try honesty for once! 

pic.twitter.com/2sNPvixNyK

9/24/2019 7:18:31 PM nikoscali Are you not literally watching it happen right now? This IS history!

9/24/2019 7:41:30 PM fktvis You might change your mind when the transcripts are released tomorrow. FISA coming soon, too!

It's the beginning of the end for these a-holes.

9/24/2019 8:01:03 PM gyspylala Rudy..started the countdown on Laura Ingram tonight. 🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/24/2019 8:01:57 PM gyspylala Down..will lose lips sink ships..BHO..next

9/24/2019 8:09:20 PM crt14361013 ❤️❤️❤️

9/24/2019 8:44:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 DECLAS is about to blow open. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1176559966024556544 …

9/24/2019 8:45:42 PM lbf777 Been hearing stuff like this for ages. They always seem to end in disappointment.

9/24/2019 8:46:16 PM mual_m  pic.twitter.com/6XZNoUA57g

9/24/2019 8:47:35 PM mual_m free beer tomorrow? 🍻

9/24/2019 8:49:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disappointment is a consequence of expecting too much too quickly. With so much disinformation and misinformation out there, would mass arrests 

unexpectedly announced look good or bad for US to rest of the world, regardless of alleged crime? Trust the plan. The world is watching.

9/24/2019 8:49:46 PM crt14361013 😮🤔🤨

9/24/2019 8:50:00 PM ksouth21 We have been very patient....so glad its time!

9/24/2019 8:50:56 PM jrocktigers I think the fish couldnt take it anymore and took all the bait available. Feels different this time.

9/24/2019 8:51:38 PM nikoscali I for one see the case being made for some MAJOR awakening on a DAILY basis. 

ESPECIALLY after today!

#WINNING

9/24/2019 8:53:28 PM aprilbrown99 It was a very meaningful and poignant speech our amazing Potus gave at the UN today.  Brilliant! ❤️❤️❤️

9/24/2019 8:53:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Relisten very closely to 45's words today at the 74. Which parts spoke to you? Cross reference what you already know to what is about to come. The 

stage has been set.

Con permiso, Capitan. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged. It's now time to see if you can dance.

9/24/2019 8:54:21 PM nesitoss Hablas español?

9/24/2019 8:57:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 When did the alleged conversation take place?

With whom did 45 speak?

Who listened?

Where are transcripts held?

Insurance Policy Failure = Backup

Backup = Illegal Access

We have it all.

Organized Crime.

Biden is being protected.

Think Podesta.

By whom?

How many cards do Ds have?
9/24/2019 8:58:06 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/BTEwFtcdmp

9/24/2019 8:58:16 PM nikoscali ZERO

9/24/2019 8:59:31 PM toffer_anon_369 Potus has to be out of the country...

9/24/2019 8:59:40 PM williebhere Global 3 letter agencies??

9/24/2019 8:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Silence Q

Mass Shootings = Gun Grab

Twitter Algorithm

Publisher vs Platform

Leak Transcript

Impeachment

"We need to impeach Trump before we can know what his crime was."

What is bait?

What if the bait was taken?

All to protect Biden.

Responsibility of the Office of the Presidency
9/24/2019 9:00:01 PM misshollyjb You're never really "protected" when   you work for satan. satan hates everyone equally, why don't people get that???????????

9/24/2019 9:00:08 PM chadmcgregory Yawn. This isnt the declas we care about bro.

9/24/2019 9:00:09 PM egelone Alright, been waiting for too long. WWG1WGA! God bless america. God bless president trump.

9/24/2019 9:01:40 PM deanos5150 They’ve walked right into a trap. pic.twitter.com/bbB4Ks1K4v

9/24/2019 9:02:14 PM ksouth21 Really? Im surprised the party will guve it wll up to protect him. I guess becase he leads to ZERO, HUH.

9/24/2019 9:02:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world is watching.

44+Biden sold out Ukraine like HRC sold out Libya.

For who?

China China China (Dont look here)

RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA (👀👀👀)

Pay to Play.

Quid Pro Quo.

Drug Smuggling.

Human Trafficking.

Weapons Smuggling.

Human Sacrifice.

Depopulation.

All Planned.
9/24/2019 9:03:19 PM michael81972 Who listened is the only thing we dont know yet,  but I assume we will tomorrow

9/24/2019 9:04:06 PM deanos5150 The quarry has just entered the trap

9/24/2019 9:04:08 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!  YEs!! YES!!! pic.twitter.com/DlXV11XL16



9/24/2019 9:04:17 PM kimberly_s_cook I tend to agree with the recent tweets I have read outlining how the money is being followed, the circumstances that must be in place first, and the 

wisdom in playing that long game for the time being. I don't detect any false promise this time. As Majestic said, trust the plan.

9/24/2019 9:05:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be on HIGH alert tomorrow.

See something, say something.

Think recent arrest of sleeper.

These people are sick. http://fbi.gov/tips 

9/24/2019 9:05:33 PM southiee  pic.twitter.com/HMklkDqLBf

9/24/2019 9:06:02 PM jared4liberty Any input on the recent orange wrist band incident in Pittsburgh?

9/24/2019 9:07:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 When transcript drops and the nothing burger that it is expect a narrative shift attempt. Do not allow it. Biden must be prosecuted. Prosecuting Biden 

will take down the entire racket, including HRC.

Look Here #UnsealEpstein

Don't Look Here #Pedo44

All Planned.

We have it all.
9/24/2019 9:07:47 PM stormystorm10  pic.twitter.com/RSjsU1sDZf

9/24/2019 9:08:50 PM thepeacekitten I absolutely love to dance ...

9/24/2019 9:09:53 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President, our military and our patriots!!! ❤️❤️❤️#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/13ra6Pjizt

9/24/2019 9:10:55 PM sabina06706427 Let’s roll

9/24/2019 9:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 They realized Epstein was a weak link and removed him from the game.

What they didn't realize is that Epstein was the bait.

Ukraine's President agreed to stopping this racket.

DNC + Clinton Foundation + Bidens + Child Sex Trafficking + NXIVM + Schiff +++\++\+ = RICO

Exec Order?

9/24/2019 9:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information slow rolled to not allow bad actors time to compensate or know next moves.

Information/comms used to spook the spooks.

Hunters become the hunted.

Signals matter.

While anons dug into Epstein, case against coconspirators went unnoticed by press/deep state.

9/24/2019 9:11:32 PM libertyspring99 Praise kek 🐸

9/24/2019 9:11:58 PM stevenfontain14 thank you  Godspeed

9/24/2019 9:12:02 PM ellenkoko He also hates the ones who do his bidding.

9/24/2019 9:12:24 PM speaakn I really hope this is the case (RICO) 🙏

9/24/2019 9:12:38 PM johnny__nas WHEN?  The time is up, our President no longer needs to take this abuse.

9/24/2019 9:13:01 PM rembrandt_1981 Sharing this HUGE research Site.  I’m like WOW. Just found it. https://www.icij.org/ 

9/24/2019 9:13:05 PM ksouth21 I am in awe at the planning , the counter moves, the timing precision....lthank you to ALL of you who are part of this mission

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide #UnmaskThePedos

9/24/2019 9:13:38 PM stevenfontain14 Thank you - Respect - Godspeed

9/24/2019 9:15:32 PM aprilbrown99 Amazing and meticulously strategic!  #TheyAreSoStupid

9/24/2019 9:17:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re-entry with a BOOM.

9/24/2019 9:17:51 PM lbf777 Trust the plan means trust the Government.

9/24/2019 9:18:31 PM egelone what this suppose to mean? JFK jr coming back? (Q already said he is dead) Epstein show up again?

9/24/2019 9:18:56 PM rbw1926 Then do it already!! DECLAS ALL!

9/24/2019 9:19:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, it means trust the plan.

9/24/2019 9:19:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Upper atmosphere

9/24/2019 9:19:25 PM lightworkercain Who? 😉

9/24/2019 9:20:25 PM lioness4truth They really do deep dive into shallow 💦 to their own demise.

9/24/2019 9:20:26 PM sardisgazette Funny how this is out of MSM narrative

9/24/2019 9:20:36 PM egelone I think it means trust 45, Q and MJ?

9/24/2019 9:21:15 PM lbf777 Isn’t Trump the figurehead of the Plan? He is the President which is the Gov. 

If there is another person who wrote up a secret plan, I would love to know who it is so I can see if I should trust him or not.

9/24/2019 9:21:32 PM kingtut2nd lol

9/24/2019 9:21:38 PM ksouth21 Q

9/24/2019 9:21:48 PM magamkeg Good possibility in the end Biden protects his son and sells out.

9/24/2019 9:22:44 PM aprilbrown99 Boom = 45. Majestic!  ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/KQmqcqJZja

9/24/2019 9:23:56 PM ksouth21 Im feelng it too. Very strong ......

9/24/2019 9:24:35 PM hellouncledonny “The future does not belong to globalists. The future belongs to patriots.”

9/24/2019 9:24:59 PM _a_quila "Con permiso, Capitan. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged. It's now time to see if you can dance."

That's a quote from the character Q in Star Trek - episode title "Q Who"

9/24/2019 9:25:02 PM qpatriotq  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_5gOat-f3Y …

9/24/2019 9:25:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 🥁🥁🥁 pic.twitter.com/p2hce6K6Jz

9/24/2019 9:25:05 PM lornascurr The plan involves HIGHER assistance, HEAVENLY AND GALACTIC, to help us to take down this evil and free ourselves from false matrix of control

9/24/2019 9:25:24 PM aprilbrown99 YES!  Lets do this! pic.twitter.com/C2K9ViugEP

9/24/2019 9:25:33 PM paulyde18979223 Why so cryptic, if u have something to say, say it please!

9/24/2019 9:25:34 PM fi_prasad Dis info is necessary he also says. pic.twitter.com/nQ4IG03Xb2

9/24/2019 9:26:06 PM susan66388204 Phone call gets released. Impeachment made the Fool BOOM💥

9/24/2019 9:26:53 PM cmcp83 You used to call me on my cell phone - Trump Remix

9/24/2019 9:27:11 PM fi_prasad  pic.twitter.com/lsDFWMten7

9/24/2019 9:27:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 2937 pic.twitter.com/XiopeRXxxm

9/24/2019 9:27:41 PM ghost_of_billy_ I bet on Trump bigly and I don't even gamble. 

No fear.

9/24/2019 9:27:42 PM lbf777 I just don’t understand why I should trust the plan when 5G genocide towers are going up while the Gov gasses it’s own people. More gun control and 

censorship sucks too. What exactly is the plan here? To genocide America? pic.twitter.com/ZVTCDjMoIm

9/24/2019 9:27:45 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/uiDHR3fe1u

9/24/2019 9:28:19 PM lbf777 We civilians are the plan. We are the storm. We need to wake up and accept this.

9/24/2019 9:28:50 PM q_123itsme My guess.... http://wootva.com/2019/09/24/jim-watkins-says-8chan-should-be-up-within-a-week-monday-or-tusday/ …

9/24/2019 9:28:58 PM aprilbrown99 Is that you, Mr. President chatting here?

9/24/2019 9:29:01 PM p7sabr19 Too many



9/24/2019 9:29:24 PM nikoscali 5G is just like any technology it can be used for both good and evil. Doesn't mean we stop the flow of progress. We've done a lot already by getting 

companies like #Huawei out of the mix.

9/24/2019 9:30:32 PM lbf777 Do you realize even if 1 administration uses 5G for good, an evil administration in the future can hijack the country and use it for evil?

For this reason, it should not exist at all.

9/24/2019 9:30:38 PM 6b1222t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 final tally and other news. Interesting  https://twitter.com/IsraelexLive/status/1176715393282576387 …

9/24/2019 9:31:02 PM williebhere All about exposing the 3 letter agencies that are held only accountable to the CFR, an international intelligence organizations that do not swear an oath 

to the constitution of the US or loyalty to any one nation..

9/24/2019 9:31:34 PM aprilbrown99 Maestro!  👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/feq04kGTye

9/24/2019 9:32:37 PM williebhere Why would you stop your enemy while the are exposing themselves??

9/24/2019 9:33:20 PM jptjr324 Epstein not dead. At all. Hes singing like a bird.

9/24/2019 9:35:34 PM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/Q6N4Shc33X

9/24/2019 9:37:18 PM nikoscali Using that logic we should get rid of the internet too, but we aren't going to. We can't get rid of bad actors but we have at least five years to get better 

at identifying them before they get into positions of power where they can exploit these technologies.

9/24/2019 9:38:24 PM nikoscali Q never left us

9/24/2019 9:47:07 PM aprilbrown99 #ThesePeopleAreSick   

Thank you for all that you do, Sir!  😘🥰🤗

9/24/2019 9:47:33 PM rachaelangelm Hunters become the hunted! pic.twitter.com/bOLsQCNwJu

9/24/2019 9:48:33 PM lbf777 5G is a weapon of genocide. The internet is not dangerous at all.

9/24/2019 9:52:15 PM nikoscali "The internet is not dangerous at all." - We'll just have to agree to disagree on that one!

9/24/2019 9:53:09 PM lbf777 The internet can’t genocide the people. 5G can.

9/24/2019 9:54:55 PM bdab28 I would LOVE to see Trump do the "Orange Justice" dance. Huge middle finger to the "Orange Man Bad" narrative. Because justice is coming fast. Icing 

on the cake pic.twitter.com/z7h5s8I1j7

9/24/2019 9:57:29 PM covertress “The future does not belong to globalists. The future belongs to patriots.” - @realDonaldTrump to the corrupt UN. pic.twitter.com/hVCozyG3rf

9/24/2019 10:03:46 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/24/2019 10:04:16 PM ewilliams22101 Assange?

9/24/2019 10:04:27 PM crt14361013 👀⏳🙏⚖

9/24/2019 10:04:39 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6IHNWGppq8 … pic.twitter.com/kUOrD84ZhU

9/24/2019 10:05:07 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/24/2019 10:05:12 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/24/2019 10:05:19 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/24/2019 10:06:59 PM kathleen3693693 Is that where Biden got his heart transplants?

9/24/2019 10:07:41 PM kristin59962925 WELL PLAYED

9/24/2019 10:07:57 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/iokYoE65Uc

9/24/2019 10:08:08 PM ewilliams22101 I asked this question of @NSA_QIL2 - whether more evidence of Biden's pedophilia exists - and got a pat answer back.  Now I know why.   #Pedo44 was 

the target all along. . .

9/24/2019 10:10:42 PM ewilliams22101 I'm so disgusted with #Biden and the #DNC.  There are no words.

9/24/2019 10:11:02 PM covertress For They Shall Eat The Fruit Of Their Doings

9/24/2019 10:11:57 PM covertress 💃🏽

9/24/2019 10:13:35 PM remarkablebob Jimmy Hoffa show up?

9/24/2019 10:14:54 PM 4everapatriot With WRAY at the helm, it won’t matter how diligent we are.

9/24/2019 10:15:49 PM melleemee It is done ... good going Grasshopper!

Let there be light!

9/24/2019 10:19:08 PM susan66388204 It’s finally happening, this thing I’ve pushed for so long. I’m ready, super excited and been holding onto a little bag of popcorn Forever 🤓👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

9/24/2019 10:28:50 PM 92michael Umm? Pebble size meteors can ruin your hole day!

9/24/2019 10:30:28 PM wisdomonium digging on NASA yielded connections to OTO nut jobs like Parsons at JPL and his mentor and JPL head who was a cabalist cult wackadoodle. Their Dees 

& Rasputins became Crowleys,Parsons, Hubbards,etc. OP Paperclip =Pennumunde occultists working for NASA.

9/24/2019 10:54:43 PM joinna6 Tyme is money. Time is an illusion

9/24/2019 10:55:40 PM joinna6 Git A Rolex

9/24/2019 11:00:40 PM alisvolatpropi2 "If you want peace, love your nation"

9/24/2019 11:07:51 PM joinna6 What if 44+Biden.. Targeted U.S. Citizens, that disagreed.  And saw them for who they were.. Communist Traitors.. and used stalking and terror tactics.  

 To try to silence.. & what if those targets were Patriots..KARMA is a sweet heart

9/24/2019 11:09:27 PM wink5811 The Dems are morons to believed that Trump would still have a “whistleblower” in the WH! LMAO! That should of been their first clue they were being 

set up! Champagne & popcorn tonight!

9/24/2019 11:18:37 PM restart_qpersia Iranian restart movement still classified?

9/24/2019 11:21:00 PM wink5811 Anyone notice that “Nancy Pelosi” got replaced with her new clone? Face was younger (stretched to the max), no neuro facial ticks, no suxing on her 

lips, no tongue playing in the mouth and she was actually able to complete a sentence!

9/24/2019 11:23:00 PM mongrelglory This is my happy dance! pic.twitter.com/Vu23NtLaD7

9/24/2019 11:23:57 PM jaded_pearl Fight Fight Fight pic.twitter.com/XBNudpXz4G

9/24/2019 11:26:53 PM wink5811 Epstein is recovering from plastic surgery smoking a fat one!

9/24/2019 11:30:07 PM pauliepg11111 Hahaha classic. Me too!

9/24/2019 11:37:52 PM jaded_pearl Sue M. Gordon @DNI is my bet.

9/24/2019 11:41:45 PM jaded_pearl The finest maestro the world has ever seen. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/24/2019 11:49:07 PM synackstatic Bye bye assets.

9/24/2019 11:50:17 PM laughingwolf11 And that, that right there was when @realDonaldTrump had OUR vote. 

When WE realized he loves USA just as much as those of US who have been here 500+ years, pre-dating America. 

Dancing fool of a man in LOVE with Lady Liberty. Devotion.

9/24/2019 11:53:51 PM brick_airhedred It sounds like a George Clooney movie. 👀

9/24/2019 11:54:01 PM aetherwalker1 Oh good!  

Are there actually going to be scenes played out on the stage for all to clearly see?   🧐

9/25/2019 12:10:18 AM quality_cqntrol @WhiteMeatPride @Thorlock1248 @Ang_Sugboanon @ElizzaSays @FurorRises @fornow_nameless @stealthgoat1 @Hulkanator11 @Voteridplease 

@eckyimp @w_terrence @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Quality_cQntrol/status/1176754078652801025 …

9/25/2019 12:11:30 AM heike_ngan New Zealand

9/25/2019 12:25:15 AM jeffthecurious Clinton’s Top Donor?

9/25/2019 12:40:10 AM shallknown So this is essentially used to let the the Patriots and Cabal members to know that something is happening; but no other specific and accurate details 

are given out. So is 80%, 90%, or 100% of Q information false?

9/25/2019 12:49:22 AM shallknown Patriots and military.

9/25/2019 1:13:45 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Day of reckoning!!!!

9/25/2019 1:14:25 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...



9/25/2019 1:15:58 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Ready

9/25/2019 1:16:25 AM samsmith0319 💥🤡💥

9/25/2019 1:19:53 AM samsmith0319 💥BOOM💥

9/25/2019 1:21:11 AM frobert08897246 Would be funny if the recording was prank calls to members of congress and he called ukraine another time. Hello Nancy, your facelift guy called and 

warned not to get too close to the flames. Hello Chucky, NXVIM called said they needed a favor, the check is in the mail.

9/25/2019 1:44:23 AM crisco2377 Cloned? Or just got a massive dose of Adrenochrome!

9/25/2019 2:12:15 AM mamiemcclure17 Trump 2020 pic.twitter.com/8Aqmr8IHp8

9/25/2019 2:14:34 AM nun_chucknorris 17 letters in that there rotating clock.

9/25/2019 3:19:39 AM sterkinglights1 If true we are so blessed.

9/25/2019 3:19:51 AM jebsmirk  pic.twitter.com/yFc7TlT8D5

9/25/2019 3:21:09 AM sterkinglights1 My guess is the latter.

9/25/2019 3:23:19 AM anitabutterfly Can someone please explain RICO?

9/25/2019 3:25:33 AM lovemylordgod Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act

9/25/2019 3:26:15 AM keith369me I suspect they are running out of cards if they are playing this one to delay the inevitable.

9/25/2019 3:27:06 AM skyzbabe3 Q also said disinformation is necessary

9/25/2019 3:27:31 AM keith369me Biden is the first little turd swirling the bowl.   When he goes down the other turds will follow.

9/25/2019 3:29:58 AM keith369me #ProsecuteBidenForCorruption #ProsecuteBidenForCorruption #ProsecuteBidenForCorruption

9/25/2019 3:31:47 AM keith369me Is that you Julian?

9/25/2019 3:31:59 AM anitabutterfly Thanks :-)

9/25/2019 3:32:20 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/Dbb9GM-R7n8 

9/25/2019 3:32:31 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/enki74/status/1176797615918391296?s=19 …

9/25/2019 3:32:45 AM weshallrise144k #NoDeals pic.twitter.com/GqnBK93CDL

9/25/2019 3:33:04 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/Dbb9GM-R7n8 

9/25/2019 3:43:40 AM trumping4usa Are you saying we're about to play our T r u m p card?

9/25/2019 3:47:45 AM karma4event201 Hiding in plain site. He is hiding from prosecution.

 He & the other DS candidates, believe they are immune from criminal prosecution while running for president.

9/25/2019 3:53:24 AM enoch_anon  pic.twitter.com/UI0ZgMEqeO

9/25/2019 3:55:59 AM enoch_anon Even Lymes is also originals to combat rabies

9/25/2019 3:57:22 AM covertress Matrix from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955892412399964160?s=19 …

9/25/2019 4:01:45 AM teamsterr07 It was originally set up to go after the Mafia and to not only prosecute the members that committed the crimes but also the ones that gave the 

orders....see where this is going?

9/25/2019 4:03:45 AM karma4event201 In the [ ] is VP44 

NOT 44 VP

that is 

VP of 44th Pres 

Not 44th vp

9/25/2019 4:06:34 AM riseup7divine RICO the boomerang of a lifetime and I am so freaking proud. American Royalty xoxo

9/25/2019 4:07:43 AM wwg1wga93583681 Bring the pain. pic.twitter.com/CO8QzmOrUY

9/25/2019 4:11:07 AM usss_211 Engage!!! pic.twitter.com/TmbWjshSPz

9/25/2019 4:12:16 AM hawkgirlinmn I like this one!

9/25/2019 4:12:58 AM wwg1wga93583681  https://youtu.be/UqvuJLOCSxc 

9/25/2019 4:13:38 AM anonymoussage1 The NSA/Mossad psyop continues. pic.twitter.com/svhjIwB5fT

9/25/2019 4:15:24 AM anonymoussage1 Every failure of #QAnon cannot possibly be explained by "disinformation is necessary." Stop falling for this garbage.

9/25/2019 4:17:40 AM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/9chEW2OSdD

9/25/2019 4:18:35 AM oneteeoy For when and what?

9/25/2019 4:21:49 AM hawkgirlinmn There were SO many messages, but when he talked about Iran (paraphrasing) Iran has conducted RITUAL chants of death to America and TRAFFICKED 

in monstrous anti-semitism.” This stood out to me as a message about the deep state. Most of the speech did, actually.

9/25/2019 4:22:05 AM 1centralcaligal No, he's dead. Years ago my father (or of the blue) told me in two weeks Hoffa was going to go missing, he'd be used for pilings under a bridge and 

they'd never find his body; fourteen days later, he was gone! I never asked my father about it, I knew better, but I've wondered.

9/25/2019 4:24:44 AM hawkgirlinmn It was a message of worldwide hope and unity. It was promises made, promises kept. It was sincere, loving and showed the world we CAN and WILL 

change the world.

9/25/2019 4:25:29 AM andyr1112 #operationiceworm

9/25/2019 4:26:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Talking about restructuring international trading and business. That is a clear message to worldwide leaders that we can ALL benefit if you choose 

FREEDOM for your people, as well as letting them know we drained the swamp of blackmail amd extortionist tactics.

9/25/2019 4:32:41 AM 313looper 💥A M A Z I N G...😍

Enjoying the show...🍿🎥🤩

9/25/2019 4:35:44 AM tammyrochester2 Nancy with her big bug eyes! She's scared shittless so she's trying to impeach

9/25/2019 4:42:03 AM 1_decided_voter For me his words were hard to focus on. More than anything, I was surprised by the subdued tone of his voice in this speech, so much so I fell asleep. 

His delivery was such a departure from nearly all of his others I've seen. He's usually much more animated, less robotic.

9/25/2019 4:50:08 AM kim_trombone Quid Pro Joe!

9/25/2019 4:50:59 AM kim_trombone Not enough.

9/25/2019 4:55:53 AM laurabusse Who needs Q when we have MJ12?

Message over messenger!!!

9/25/2019 4:56:54 AM aprilbrown99 I love them both!  💥💥💥

9/25/2019 4:56:55 AM crt14361013 👀🍿

9/25/2019 4:57:56 AM kim_trombone The silence of Q may be working to the patriots benefit because the [DS] no longer has a reference to what [may/may not] come next! No plans, 

working in the dark - making mistakes. The impeachment Bait has been taken!  There's a good reason for this. Enjoy the show!

9/25/2019 4:59:05 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/PDnMI7fwPQ

9/25/2019 4:59:48 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/5FcXs5yzYl

9/25/2019 5:01:21 AM illinoiscajun .

9/25/2019 5:01:36 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/pXP1DizLTK

9/25/2019 5:04:38 AM maryschade14 There is this @covertress 

From the NOAA site pic.twitter.com/0LhXlsKK2W

9/25/2019 5:06:51 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/fbqy1Vd5HF

9/25/2019 5:08:14 AM lorieve Our @POTUS is such a Qt pie.

9/25/2019 5:08:19 AM michael81972 ALICE & the Algo’s are working double time on you!

9/25/2019 5:10:30 AM babybikerbabe I’m running out of 🍿 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1176709696692072448 …



9/25/2019 5:13:28 AM kim_trombone I guessed that by everything being thrown at Trump to deflect attention.

9/25/2019 5:14:22 AM maryschade14 Same here..they compliment very well. Blend together and we get a mighty tasty sauce..Good Morning.

9/25/2019 5:15:55 AM rawphonegirl I thought it was hilarious when Renegade refused to campaign from Creepy, like dude,  where ya going,  he was your VP for 8 years! 🤣🤣🤣

9/25/2019 5:16:25 AM wwg1wga93583681 If you insist! pic.twitter.com/lSM6jPm6vP

9/25/2019 5:18:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 See something, say something.

 http://tips.fbi.gov  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1176709201017675776 …

9/25/2019 5:21:47 AM laurabusse You are stuck in your negativity

And you always have to be right in your negativity

You're not helping yourself

Or anyone else

You're just perpetuating your own negativity

And finding reasons to perpetuate negativity

Bc your negative consciousness can only see negativity

9/25/2019 5:22:37 AM moemc8 Feel like this is the beginning.  It's going to keep snowballing.  Buckle Up peeps

9/25/2019 5:24:42 AM moemc8 All spoke to me.  [They] know better than all of us that The Storm is upon us.

9/25/2019 5:24:55 AM anonymoussage1  pic.twitter.com/Hy1UpnspCl

9/25/2019 5:25:08 AM laurabusse If you will find one thing going right

Just one thing

Then you will be better able to find another

And another

Thus turning your own ship around

Thus adding to the collective

Thus helping the cause

But being stuck in negativity won't help you or anyone else
9/25/2019 5:29:18 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1176682609708978176?s=21 …

9/25/2019 5:29:26 AM laurabusse If you can just see 1 thing going right

Such as arrests that keep happening 

Then you will be able to see more

Neg consciousness can only see negativity

But you can turn that around if you really want to

Thus helping the collective

Or you could be silent and wait

9/25/2019 5:29:37 AM aprilbrown99 Good morning fren!  Have a wonderful day. 💗💗💗

9/25/2019 5:32:52 AM maryschade14 Have a Majestic day✨ Is-Bes

9/25/2019 5:33:17 AM laurabusse Everything I've said is based on the teachings of Abraham-Hicks

Your neg momentum will continue til you decide you've had enough of your own neg

Maybe you're tired of bad stuff happening

But complaining doesn't help you

Or anyone else

I would suggest meditation for peace of mind

9/25/2019 5:35:45 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Zp6irLmN4y

9/25/2019 5:41:03 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/25/2019 5:41:30 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/25/2019 5:42:20 AM bbobbio71 Enough said. pic.twitter.com/qyOHtmgrWl

9/25/2019 5:43:11 AM triple_duece Unfortunately every time the DS gets cornered another FF drops and innocent blood is sacrificed to change the narrative and save themselves

9/25/2019 5:46:30 AM nmchristoban At what point do "These people" become something that is referred to in the past tense?

9/25/2019 5:51:24 AM cosmic_engineer Ukraine is ground zero for many pedo businesses

9/25/2019 5:55:17 AM sandytoes717 already there😎

9/25/2019 5:55:38 AM michael81972 They are there now,  their fate is sealed in this movie...time is an illusion...Future proves past

9/25/2019 5:56:31 AM cosmic_engineer Mon capitan

9/25/2019 6:01:42 AM lbf777 That’s what they say to people who question politicians. They say we are being negative. This is meant to shut us up and put the blame of nothing 

happening on us.

9/25/2019 6:07:10 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/25/2019 6:07:40 AM kindeandtrue Tragic news about 4 US Navy sailors committing suicide aboard the USS George H.W Bush airforce carrier. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/deaths-of-

uss-george-hw-bush-sailors-puts-spotlight-on-recent-suicides-2019-09-24/ …

9/25/2019 6:08:30 AM keith369me Cranky Deepstate temper tantrums.  Feels like the cabal is aging in reverse and is in the terrible twos.  Stay away from the flailing feet.

9/25/2019 6:12:21 AM lorieve Reminder re: impeachment.

2/3rd Senate vote required to impeach POTUS.

53-47

Logical thinking.

You are watching D's 'con' liberal base using 'hope' tactics while maintaining 'POTUS obstruction of Justice' FAKE NEWS narrative. 

Think 2020. 

Q

9/25/2019 6:12:54 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/62rIl6UIXy

9/25/2019 6:13:45 AM patriotchick8 Funky, funky!

9/25/2019 6:14:02 AM bleakperfect1 Thanks💖✌️

9/25/2019 6:14:48 AM laurabusse Yes they do

And MJ has made Qs absence, well, tolerable...

9/25/2019 6:15:26 AM nmchristoban ...and yet "these people" is still in use. I'm ready for it to manifest.

9/25/2019 6:17:42 AM maryschade14 Love the way you said that!! Yes. Heard 8chan will be or could be up next week..Red October??

9/25/2019 6:19:01 AM sdane8 I didn't find him robotic. I thought he sounded menacing, not a tone he uses often. Everyone's complete attention was on him at that point.

9/25/2019 6:20:36 AM laurabusse Hope so!!!!!!

9/25/2019 6:24:38 AM liltilgerlil Timing is everything. @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JohnKerry/status/1176611850928082944 …

9/25/2019 6:32:51 AM murph54258684 They will not be able to walk down the street.

9/25/2019 6:33:14 AM blingqueendiva1 Thank you. Where are the Q posts?

9/25/2019 6:47:16 AM sverhaque Could somebody please tell me what is HRC ? 🙏💞

9/25/2019 6:55:07 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/25/2019 6:57:04 AM samsmith0319 Also notice 11:11...

9/25/2019 6:59:51 AM mongrelglory Hilary Rodham Clinton 🧙♀️

9/25/2019 7:00:16 AM bananne81 Miami?

9/25/2019 7:00:42 AM reddragonfly19 Yup, don't be surprised if there isn't another false flag to change the narrative



9/25/2019 7:03:15 AM led_zeph It'll be GLORIOUS!!

9/25/2019 7:08:21 AM scott_rick Hence Q..... “ these people are stupid”.  It took someone who was watching the “Skeksis” for millions of years preying on the humans to devise a plan 

to end this control..... someone like me!

9/25/2019 7:15:54 AM trunueyes Ukraine 🤔

9/25/2019 7:23:59 AM dianne1h So true.

9/25/2019 7:40:27 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1176868969271189510?s=21 …

9/25/2019 7:40:41 AM charmanda9 Believe and manifest! Meditate and see!

9/25/2019 7:42:36 AM michael_s_ander A G4S employee got spotted at a Walmart in Simi Valley 3 weeks ago. Probably up to no good given that company.

9/25/2019 7:43:16 AM freeandoriginal 👀🙏👏

9/25/2019 7:48:23 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/eViobWoVLJo  pic.twitter.com/GIlx0jwxGs

9/25/2019 7:53:53 AM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/ohyei2ggmN

9/25/2019 7:54:27 AM cryptooz 🤪

9/25/2019 8:02:15 AM cryptooz Yes I believe I experienced something similar, but not chocking of the neck.. 🤣

9/25/2019 8:02:43 AM cryptooz Choking* lmao

9/25/2019 8:03:23 AM cryptooz Close, but no cigar...

9/25/2019 8:03:50 AM cryptooz 🤣🤣🤣

9/25/2019 8:05:08 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/oYjDqbKWCC

9/25/2019 8:05:20 AM liltilgerlil Another one. https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/462658-lets-get-real-democrats-were-first-to-enlist-ukraine-in-us-elections …

9/25/2019 8:05:57 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/9LMEch7zRL

9/25/2019 8:06:14 AM starehope There are many, many pedo rings being arrested & children being saved. Can you find something positive in that? The internet is good when used to 

learn, I've seen flowers I would never see in my lifetime. It is filled with sick porn too. We choose to see what we see. Look 4 good!

9/25/2019 8:07:02 AM cryptooz Let's find out who did it 🤔🤣 pic.twitter.com/44PBO4EBIr

9/25/2019 8:08:27 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/HkgDwmsPIg

9/25/2019 8:11:47 AM starehope If you pray, then pray!

9/25/2019 8:12:19 AM cryptooz Oh lol ok.. kinda embarrassing.. some sort sexual activity in the cigar region.. 🤔😏😋

9/25/2019 8:13:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 August A

9/25/2019 8:14:49 AM cryptooz Before I moved. Eeekk 😬

9/25/2019 8:16:03 AM cryptooz Lol yes well that occurred after birth .. too much info.. omg

9/25/2019 8:16:38 AM cryptooz No someone did something to me.. lol

9/25/2019 8:17:19 AM gregoryjhall1  pic.twitter.com/aQCdcp0OcB

9/25/2019 8:17:31 AM girlawakeinca Hollywood has been telling us all along. Disclosure to prevent karma from coming their way. Well, we are awake & we do not consent. #WWG1WGA

9/25/2019 8:17:58 AM iamyou132 August Ames, the pornstar who was found dead last year

9/25/2019 8:18:32 AM cryptooz Stimulation physic or other method. No joke.

9/25/2019 8:19:09 AM cryptooz 😑

9/25/2019 8:19:39 AM cryptooz Weird but true.

9/25/2019 8:20:23 AM cryptooz Omg the Pope is in this thread. My bad.

9/25/2019 8:21:04 AM cryptooz Sorry! 👍

9/25/2019 8:22:00 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/RsBuriBPnN

9/25/2019 8:22:25 AM cryptooz Phew.

9/25/2019 8:23:15 AM cryptooz Yeah

9/25/2019 8:25:31 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/DOoBqteHEW

9/25/2019 8:26:11 AM cryptooz 🤣

9/25/2019 8:26:53 AM girlawakeinca 🔥 I think that’s it. 💫

9/25/2019 8:27:33 AM cryptooz Raised catholic so not religious.

9/25/2019 8:28:20 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/QSu6OkVePk

9/25/2019 8:28:42 AM girlawakeinca We need to end this evil cycle & rebalance our beautiful world. 🙏❤️🌎

9/25/2019 8:30:03 AM schiller_spmode Powerful thread!

9/25/2019 8:30:39 AM cryptooz And we got to this subject how? Omg. LOL

9/25/2019 8:31:22 AM sparkleloung Copy that, Bruh!

9/25/2019 8:31:45 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/6TE2A0HWzt

9/25/2019 8:32:02 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/k3tluzos0v

9/25/2019 8:32:30 AM lorieve I think of Anna Nicole Smith, for example.

9/25/2019 8:32:52 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/IP1nobz8f9

9/25/2019 8:34:13 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/cVvoWiseFm

9/25/2019 8:39:03 AM rebornkingent @jennajameson

9/25/2019 8:39:17 AM c_by_sw I'll never forget witnessing an over-sexualized 12-y/o..... I worked in a facility for at-risk kids. She was sent to us after her parents were both arrested 

for drugs...and child abuse.

This poor child thought nothing of coming on to the adult men at the facility. She had to....

9/25/2019 8:39:29 AM wbwse #SeatMyFather

9/25/2019 8:40:39 AM roublisa #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 8:40:57 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/04h5sgHRhz

9/25/2019 8:42:05 AM wbwse I ask the aether but can you hear what it says?

9/25/2019 8:42:09 AM c_by_sw ...be watched constantly, around the clock. We could only trust our men employees so far. She did all the things with her clothes all on that you'd 

expect an adult porn star to do with clothes off, to get "the love" she thought was normal.

Because it was for her. All her 12 yrs.

9/25/2019 8:43:17 AM wbwse #aether #ethersec #tyler

9/25/2019 8:46:55 AM wbwse I have Ramiel backed hope that you prioritize ethereal message importance regularly 😻

9/25/2019 8:51:27 AM wbwse I’m in a #stickyBENz oh that mean it’s #candyapplered I’m Barbie #thisiskEN pic.twitter.com/7KKlUglYAl

9/25/2019 8:52:00 AM wbwse #yephimtoo #hewouldstillwifeme

9/25/2019 8:52:33 AM lbf777 I don't know if they are sacrificing their own to appease us but they do that often.

9/25/2019 8:54:18 AM charmanda9 Yes. She has come up in my mind as well.

9/25/2019 8:54:39 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/rHVeIDlY5n

9/25/2019 8:56:04 AM wbwse Like #Baba like #Baby? pic.twitter.com/iPjrwsNOOV

9/25/2019 8:57:00 AM girlawakeinca Bring it down 💫 pic.twitter.com/3rNcZzzcxq

9/25/2019 8:59:40 AM charmanda9 Right? (Is it because it’s not really him? 🤫 Have you seen his earlobes? Just sayin)

9/25/2019 9:00:09 AM wbwse then I inquire if baba’s baba ever said #SeatMyBaba ah!

9/25/2019 9:00:48 AM wbwse I LOVE YOU UNCONDITIONALLY

9/25/2019 9:02:15 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/vkYydtuhSV



9/25/2019 9:02:40 AM cryptooz 😻

9/25/2019 9:03:47 AM wbwse Daath or death?

9/25/2019 9:04:14 AM wbwse 💙💙♾

9/25/2019 9:05:13 AM cryptooz 😏 pic.twitter.com/ff0nxvdJ1u

9/25/2019 9:05:27 AM cryptooz Yass

9/25/2019 9:06:30 AM wbwse We can leave the Christmas lights up til January ... 😻 pic.twitter.com/TxzSnufTTe

9/25/2019 9:07:24 AM wbwse Please sir may I have some more??

9/25/2019 9:09:08 AM cryptooz All year is fine by me.

9/25/2019 9:09:20 AM crt14361013 🤔

9/25/2019 9:09:44 AM playactiongamer DS not giving up anytime soon.

[They] will always want more.

Time to deploy the MPs.

9/25/2019 9:10:18 AM wbwse Aww they’re plunger dueling 😻 pic.twitter.com/ZPA1YbxN9H

9/25/2019 9:11:15 AM wbwse 24/7 😁

9/25/2019 9:12:17 AM wbwse SHE LOVES WHEN HE SINGS

9/25/2019 9:14:33 AM wbwse Just be honest he only cares about you silly

9/25/2019 9:16:53 AM wbwse Her music can be seen where the grass is green and the evergreen leans 🧐

9/25/2019 9:18:47 AM wbwse Are feelings being inserted into your heart?

9/25/2019 9:18:52 AM cryptooz 😻

9/25/2019 9:18:55 AM marythibodeau9 😳😳😳 @POTUS

9/25/2019 9:21:02 AM cryptooz From within pic.twitter.com/3kRVCKA8tJ

9/25/2019 9:23:50 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/RD2wu3OOKy

9/25/2019 9:24:22 AM shannonschoono #Crowdstrike is the Democrat's kryptonite!  

RT the crap out of this to get the hashtag trending! 

@realDonaldTrump @Scavino45 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GeorgeMNasif @TheCollectiveQ @GeorgePapa19 @SaraCarterDC 

@SaRaAshcraft

9/25/2019 9:26:13 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/3uwmhE7Rhw

9/25/2019 9:28:59 AM richard07759712 There it is!

9/25/2019 9:31:48 AM playactiongamer Good point on keep the DS in state of confusion.

The less [they] know the better.

Would not be surprised if [they] turn on themselves or isolated.

9/25/2019 9:32:34 AM nikoscali Most likely sailors that saw things they weren't supposed to on their radar screens...

#UFO #Disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #USNAVY #QAnon #Majestic #NavyUFO https://twitter.com/TIME/status/1176896645604265985 …

9/25/2019 9:32:37 AM synackstatic They're relocating the global seat of their power to China. 

To do so they have to undermine, destroy, and divide the united states. 

That means the destruction of Bretton Woods, that means the weakening of the US mil (who ensures Bretton Woods), that means usurping the USD...

9/25/2019 9:34:35 AM synackstatic as the standard currency for trade (attack on Saud oil is a strategic result of this as they accept only USD for oil furthering the current system..)

This also means WAR between US and Russia to leave China to rule over the ashes. Same way post WW2 left US.

9/25/2019 9:35:07 AM fansblowing3 Yes but who gives the order?  Schiff?

9/25/2019 9:35:47 AM playactiongamer Bait taken?

Stage set?

Hello DECLAS?

Will be watching.

9/25/2019 9:36:34 AM synackstatic Why is US closing in with India as close allies? Pakistan is a main benefactor to the New Silk Road, India is not. India is a regional challenge to China. 

Why is Europe dealing with russia and failing to meet NATO requirements? Because China is going to be their new protector

9/25/2019 9:38:13 AM synackstatic Europe will benefit from the Silk Road more than anyone. Why is every state from France to China being infiltrated, corrupted, sold off (Libya, Ukraine), 

or thrust into war? So China can buy up cheap and assert their will for the new 'world island' project of the new silk road.

9/25/2019 9:40:45 AM lib7473 Sure was a hot month (per Q) as well, due to Epstein/Pedophiles exposure in the main stream, pedo island raid & Dorian to end other dark pedo islands 

hub. ⚖️ #StormArrivalMonthBegan

9/25/2019 9:42:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed, the world was watching.

See something, say something.

 https://www.stripes.com/news/us/shooting-threat-at-joker-movie-premiere-spurs-warning-from-army-criminal-investigation-command-1.600375 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1176708622618939394 …

9/25/2019 9:42:38 AM fansblowing3 Her husband:   http://www.augustames.com/index.php/blog/ 

9/25/2019 9:43:04 AM guy_karen The tables are turning. Haha

9/25/2019 9:44:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Narrative shift incoming... https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1176882115318820864 …

9/25/2019 9:46:26 AM michael81972 I hope no person is harmed

9/25/2019 9:47:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe Fake News?

"Live Free or Die" or "Live Free with RHINOS"?

What happened in NH over the summer?

Fed coverup due to lack of public interest?

The power of 3 6 and 9 can unlock interest.

Dig deeper.

Cancelled trip.

Think sleeper.

Think Podesta.

 https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-hampshire-republicans-to-corey-lewandowski-stay-away-from-the-senate … 

https://twitter.com/axios/status/1176899920063844359 …
9/25/2019 9:48:13 AM playactiongamer DS probably cooking up a scheme.

May the patriots watch over the Trump team. 🇺🇸🙏

9/25/2019 9:48:21 AM wwtravelr Go

9/25/2019 9:48:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd I have watched from the beginning, saw from beginning. History has yet to happen and we are tired. Disinformation is disheartening. How can this not 

have taken place already? We want forward movement, when it's stale it becomes a hard pill to swallow. pic.twitter.com/oCYssRgjGd

9/25/2019 9:48:58 AM thekanehb What’s the point of reporting to the fbi? Aren’t they a part of the problem? pic.twitter.com/l5Myk6RSxP



9/25/2019 9:50:04 AM kindeandtrue A mere flash in the pan. This too shall pass, and we will be back to the same boring status quo. Nothing every changes. The needle is stuck.

9/25/2019 9:55:57 AM qanongroup This Impeachment is a well designed trap. May the process begin and watch this #DemocratParty crumble

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @Qanon76 @SeanCordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/25/2019 9:56:45 AM kindeandtrue Might this Ukraine/DNC collusion thing have something to do with "Russian adoptions"?

9/25/2019 9:57:50 AM wisdomvoiceof  pic.twitter.com/VrteiVkw5C

9/25/2019 9:59:43 AM cisnez #WrongAgain pic.twitter.com/gfBg05OO0b

9/25/2019 10:01:05 AM gr8life007 Pence canceled trip at last moment.

9/25/2019 10:02:10 AM kristie_dorn @EWilliams22101 if you’re a democrat save your soul and walk away  WalkAwayNow!!!

9/25/2019 10:06:06 AM meandmbb Hillary Clinton

9/25/2019 10:06:26 AM 11111christian MJ 12 said he is not dead in an earlier question and answer.

9/25/2019 10:07:59 AM kathleen3693693 I saw the likes for your tweet decrease twice.

9/25/2019 10:08:58 AM tobefrank15 Markus Dupree

9/25/2019 10:10:14 AM jaspony1 #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 10:11:46 AM reelect20 👇CHECK OUT THIS👇RT🔥🔥 http://teespring.com/to-all-haters-of-donald-trump …

9/25/2019 10:12:30 AM cisnez If you going that route then machines originated in the vagina as well.

9/25/2019 10:13:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd It's always "about to..." I live in love, been kind; my payback, taken advantage of/hurt in ways no human should be hurt via cult religion. How many 

millennia have we been lied to? Disinfo is necessary? Pardon me if I'm skiddish, I don't fall for words, I look at action. pic.twitter.com/9d4VzIvGaV

9/25/2019 10:15:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Must feel normal for her to have herself wrapped around a pedos neck. Once again, these people are sick!

9/25/2019 10:15:20 AM 17buckspatri0t Fentanyl connection and $$$$ https://www.independentsentinel.com/strange-story-of-why-vp-pences-nh-trip-was-abruptly-canceled/ …

9/25/2019 10:15:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd No this I truly believe!

9/25/2019 10:15:51 AM jessewa25340831 I thought the epstein thing was supposed to bring down the house?  Now it’s Biden?  Is there EVER Facts in anything you state Ever?

9/25/2019 10:21:40 AM rawphonegirl Interesting! And all along I'd be thinking Pence cancelled NH connected to that sub fire.

9/25/2019 10:23:31 AM moemc8 Exactly.  Noticed that immediately.

9/25/2019 10:25:28 AM 17buckspatri0t And from the Podesta emails...Shaheen is a swamper! pic.twitter.com/z07xCXVq0s

9/25/2019 10:26:01 AM kathleen3693693 The red Hanx solution.

...Bourdain...Spade...Bennington...Avicii...Carradine... pic.twitter.com/5kJl2FIw5b

9/25/2019 10:27:17 AM justwannalive7 Many overlook Depopulation as if is not part of the actual evil plan of the deep state...

9/25/2019 10:27:32 AM kimmeykim1 111 likes!!!  I’ve seen these signs ALL day today ❤️🙏🏻❤️

9/25/2019 10:28:40 AM cisnez Yes. In the case of Human engineering the machine originated from a vagina. 

I'm the case of cloning and plastic wombs the egg comes from the ovaries not the vagina. Then it could be debated that C-sectioned life didn't come 

from the vagina.

9/25/2019 10:29:20 AM neicey128 We are All Q

9/25/2019 10:31:10 AM 1crazy_toaster once again, they belong to another club. pic.twitter.com/MiXI9iqHpq

9/25/2019 10:31:32 AM sandro220 When one acts in a fashion devoid of integrity, like the person to whom you’re speaking, the concept of pride, becomes nothing more than a mere 

rumor. All that’s left fir this sort of individual, is toxicity born of a confluence of trauma, and self-entitlement.

9/25/2019 10:31:59 AM ewilliams22101 I walked away a long time ago. . . saw the corruption and cult behavior first hand at Philly convention. . . my soul is saved, thank you!!

9/25/2019 10:34:05 AM sandro220 The individual with whom you are speaking has lied so much throughout recent years in an effort to validate his fraudulent app which he so 

shamelessly attempts to foist on others using the App Store and social media, he wouldn’t know a fact if it bit him on the ass.

9/25/2019 10:36:02 AM sandro220 Vicariousness might refer to the trauma. The characterologic toxicity driving his self-entitlement, however, is simply a product of his doing nothing to 

remedy the impoverished object relations he brings to the table.

9/25/2019 10:36:04 AM wbwse But @dotvolume does it to me all the time, I’m blocked right meow 😻

9/25/2019 10:36:48 AM cisnez Nope. Artificial ensemination does not have to be vaginal. Vaginas can be totally left out of the conception and birth processes, because #Science.

9/25/2019 10:37:47 AM wbwse I love you @Allahs_SonOfMan

9/25/2019 10:38:02 AM alankemp69 Hold on, will give you more!

9/25/2019 10:38:04 AM cisnez That makes him a thread fucker now doesn't it? 🤷♂️

9/25/2019 10:38:05 AM sandro220 To mention the inventiveness of Nikola Tesla in the same context, let alone sentence, as the relatively talentless person to whom you’re speaking, is 

fraught with such irony, the gods of Ancient Greece are turning over in their graves right now.🤣

9/25/2019 10:38:09 AM irah_chandler This is an important step forward as the TR3-B a common shipping and supply ship for the solar system. Was planned to be used as the primary fleet 

for the false flag invasion.

9/25/2019 10:38:25 AM sandro220 Me too! 😀

9/25/2019 10:40:20 AM wbwse Oh you nasty talking like that to me?!  🤤

9/25/2019 10:41:46 AM sandro220 If you’re looking for a platform the size of which might be appropriate for the individual to whom you’re speaking to rest his dick on, I have a spare stick 

of spearmint gum somewhere you might wanna use.🤣

9/25/2019 10:42:12 AM wbwse Lemurian, Atlantean and Tartarian ether tech Tesla isn’t the only one who remembers that!

9/25/2019 10:43:15 AM fionasdestiny67  https://youtu.be/oQor_oErKGo 

9/25/2019 10:43:21 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ho7796-au8U 

9/25/2019 10:43:22 AM wbwse Oh dear lord that’s moist

9/25/2019 10:43:58 AM wbwse @Grindr 👌🏼

9/25/2019 10:45:19 AM wbwse Moist minutes Yah!

9/25/2019 10:46:26 AM wbwse M0ist as in blissfully divine

9/25/2019 10:46:29 AM sandro220 Baking cakes

Feelin fines

Never new Betty Crocker had 2 nines

Made the club moist

Shattered the windows

-CappaDonna

9/25/2019 10:47:00 AM wbwse Euphoristic even!

9/25/2019 10:48:20 AM wbwse #hope springs eternal up in here 🍑

9/25/2019 10:49:16 AM sandro220 You are eternal hope-wrapped up in one person. 😀🙏

9/25/2019 10:49:34 AM wbwse Have a few bites and plant all those trees!

9/25/2019 10:50:22 AM wbwse You must be entangled with some eternal hope then! 😻



9/25/2019 10:57:15 AM sandro220 Eating peaches south of Dixon

Just the thought I touch my dik son

Peachy flavors pallets savor

I’m seeking salvation that peach my savior

Somewhat lurid verbal behavior

I just love that heat hot like vapors

Wet those thighs is the game - I’m #1 playa 

😎 https://youtu.be/jz-Rd9tva_4 
9/25/2019 10:58:54 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/fXZhCzpwcf

9/25/2019 10:59:21 AM kristie_dorn 😊Awesome 🇺🇸

9/25/2019 11:00:38 AM wbwse Yes please

9/25/2019 11:01:18 AM sandro220 DIVERSITY FESTIVAL 2016 - Texada Island, BC  https://youtu.be/2dCH1FHCGQA  via @YouTube

This is the island in BC where I lived. 😀

9/25/2019 11:03:20 AM wbwse I have faith do you?

9/25/2019 11:04:21 AM wbwse Aww calm down it was an honest question!

9/25/2019 11:04:42 AM wbwse Ebb and flow mmmm yum!

9/25/2019 11:05:13 AM wbwse Hey Greta, I love you 💙

9/25/2019 11:05:25 AM sandro220 So you’re saying that faith is kinda like Sina’s most prominent, alcoholism-induced hemorrhoid. 🤣

9/25/2019 11:06:29 AM wbwse COME ON IN

9/25/2019 11:06:59 AM covertress Thank you LEOs for monitoring chatter on the Dark Web. 👏

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

9/25/2019 11:07:29 AM wbwse No shoes in the temple

9/25/2019 11:07:41 AM wbwse Socks are a shoe

9/25/2019 11:08:40 AM sandro220 De La Soul-The Magic Number  https://youtu.be/np0YIaHv6LQ  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 11:09:44 AM wbwse Come on in! 😻

9/25/2019 11:09:47 AM sandro220 A Tribe Called Quest - Footprints  https://youtu.be/5iNp1Fd1l-w  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 11:10:00 AM elijah_perrin And all out in the open for all to see and dished out as entertainment by Hollywood.

9/25/2019 11:11:18 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/0tUtpo8xhD

9/25/2019 11:13:17 AM gravey6 Hovering over the Target 🎯

9/25/2019 11:13:23 AM freestateojones No FFs please, it's a pretty pleasant week so far.

9/25/2019 11:13:23 AM elijah_perrin If Epstein is dead it was a message to someone who is a problem that's hard to touch that needs to be reminded of their power along with removing 

lose ends. Compartmentalization in organization is the only way to keep long term stability even on the legal side of life, pawn

9/25/2019 11:15:25 AM wbwse Spartacus?

9/25/2019 11:16:00 AM starehope 2019 is the Year of the Boomerang!

9/25/2019 11:16:12 AM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1176830795895496706?s=09 …

9/25/2019 11:16:23 AM wbwse Yes that makes sense!

9/25/2019 11:16:45 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/nj8JRs8dpP

9/25/2019 11:17:09 AM freestateojones I mean, I did say please...

9/25/2019 11:17:32 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/xrR3bnNvY5

9/25/2019 11:20:17 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/27Cs8K0UNZ

9/25/2019 11:27:33 AM lbf777 What does that matter to us? Gangsters take over each other’s posts regularly. Where is our cures, tech, ect...  5g towers going up. Chemtrails. 

Think about what I am saying.

9/25/2019 11:31:29 AM sandro220 Why do U continue 2 dialogue w/this thing others mistakenly refer 2 as a human being-when we have (at length) discussed the fact that the only thing 

overshadowing his intellectual/existential worthlessness, is the degree 2 which he tries 2 exploit what U share w/him? 

HE’S TRASH.

9/25/2019 11:31:45 AM laurabusse Nothing anyone says will convince you

Until you decide you're going to change your frame of mind

Been on Twitter almost 2 yrs

Seeing you complain about that long

No one can convince you of any good until you decide to start seeing it yourself

9/25/2019 11:32:06 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/n8RacMefDt

9/25/2019 11:32:14 AM momekool1 Lol

9/25/2019 11:32:31 AM cisnez 2017?

9/25/2019 11:33:16 AM michael81972 #CROWDSTRIKE

#SERVER

#CROWDSTRIKE

#SERVER

#CROWDSTRIKE

#SERVER

9/25/2019 11:34:39 AM laurabusse You can do all the research you want

You can research the cabal til the cows come home

But until you make the conscious decision to stop complaining and seeing negativity everywhere

Nothing will change for you

I encourage you to find the good and help raise the mass consciousness

9/25/2019 11:35:38 AM cisnez We all have to assume synthetic black plague is not caused by Yersinia Pestis bacteria. Black Plague as a euphemism to define an as yet scientifically 

named synthetic contagion such as a radio virus or other esoteric system vulnerabilities.

9/25/2019 11:36:34 AM cisnez You ignored Human cloning. Sperm not required.

9/25/2019 11:37:52 AM laurabusse Instead of helping to drag it down further

You can believe whatever you want

You can say whatever you want

But you've been saying the same things for at least a year, more probably

Complaining feels awful

And just perpetuates negativity

Which is fear

Which leads to nothing good
9/25/2019 11:38:04 AM us_poll Wish he was in congress love to see them lose another crook since there is so many of them!

9/25/2019 11:39:34 AM us_poll Dems lemmings don't even care about their corruption their pay for play schemes or that they  Lie to them for votes! 

https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1176861052656599043 …



9/25/2019 11:41:06 AM laurabusse I wish you well

I really do

I wish everyone could know the power of seeing the good

It increases the good

And there is good happening!

Just seeing the bad and talking about only that

Is just giving your power away to the bad

Some day you'll see this is true

Again I wish you well
9/25/2019 11:42:02 AM cisnez Yes self governance comes from love first. Fear is secondary as seen in the PSN system.

9/25/2019 11:42:44 AM 94turboguy How tight do you think the MSM and Democrats buttholes got when they say "Crowdstrike" in the call transcript

9/25/2019 11:43:11 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/MbfmmiTPky

9/25/2019 11:43:24 AM duriavigrobert Couldn’t happen to a more deserving guy in the third shittiest state (politically) in our Republic🤔

9/25/2019 11:43:25 AM us_poll Well this is interesting! But really who doesn't have them? China Ukraine.....Name your country ! Smh 

https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1176927143022026752 …

9/25/2019 11:44:13 AM t5dollqanglnpiz Its always "about to" but never does. If time is indeed an illussion how can something be "about to" happen?

9/25/2019 11:44:42 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/E0Y2MbX2LR

9/25/2019 11:45:53 AM liltilgerlil 😂

9/25/2019 11:46:07 AM sandro220 RUN-DMC - Peter Piper (Audio)  https://youtu.be/Sd5gFx001qg  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 11:46:09 AM momekool1 Which are all beholden to Satan. That is factual.

9/25/2019 11:46:18 AM wbwse Is that Lucifer?! pic.twitter.com/2utQmuDTt8

9/25/2019 11:47:02 AM sandro220 The object of misguided reverence. Primitive folks couldn’t help it..we can.

9/25/2019 11:47:45 AM sandro220 #Mithrais

9/25/2019 11:48:36 AM us_poll Lol and that mess of a woman is still running her mouth to impeach letting us all know she was unqualified and owed a lot of favors and a threat to 

democracy that is from her own words!

9/25/2019 11:48:58 AM wbwse He’s fine !!! pic.twitter.com/GPIKLTJUy7

9/25/2019 11:52:28 AM liltilgerlil I reminded her she will never be President. They are so vein it probably hurt lmao

9/25/2019 11:52:52 AM us_poll Heck they are probably selling her emails to each other like they sell your info to companies!

9/25/2019 11:53:38 AM sandro220 If the law doesn’t require that individuals in need of shelter, can successfully and conveniently find shelter (anywhere at this point in time), then it 

certainly should. Moreover, the fact that we even need to ponder this, should represent a source of abject shame for the 🇺🇸.

9/25/2019 11:53:43 AM liltilgerlil Ukraine should bill Hillary for having to make copies.

9/25/2019 11:54:42 AM cisnez Synthetic Yersinia Pestis?

Island of Dr. Moreau?

9/25/2019 11:55:50 AM us_poll That is the only mail we should give her behind bars...Bills!

9/25/2019 11:56:48 AM liltilgerlil This is hilarious! 😂 cc: dnc https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1176933356635852800?s=21 …

9/25/2019 11:56:55 AM cisnez There you go again. Dance off topic to avoid admitting you're wrong about something. pic.twitter.com/G9MB1NWcZk

9/25/2019 11:57:13 AM sandro220 Not everyone starts private dialogues about personal interests on FaceBook w/ the leader of North Korea, while simultaneously, accurately 

commenting on the safety-status of a sitting president relative to assassination attempts-attributing the entire thing to voices from beyond🤣

9/25/2019 11:58:01 AM sandro220 Talk to the operator of his favorite dildo. 🤣

9/25/2019 12:03:01 PM cisnez They had Phi though which is a much better invention than zero since Humans still can't comprehend the zero. So much system corruption could have 

been avoided by using phi null instead of zero null. Zero null needs to verify the data was zeroed and not assumed to be zero.

9/25/2019 12:03:49 PM cisnez Everything! 🤣

9/25/2019 12:04:18 PM us_poll Let Countries know if she owes them some favors they can send mail to her cell.....Block haha!

9/25/2019 12:09:49 PM lbf777 I’m not going to cheer the Gov who is shitting all over the people no matter how well the shit is packaged.

9/25/2019 12:09:57 PM cisnez No trust until you stop the evasive dancing. Acknowledge that Human cloning doesn't require a dick coming and then we can move on to you 

explaining what the corrupt narrative is. Cause I don't know what you're taking about. You change topic so fast I can't keep up.

9/25/2019 12:10:25 PM sandro220 Can you please ask this coward to unblock me? pic.twitter.com/0N16Y9Dxuh

9/25/2019 12:10:47 PM wbwse I’m blocked too

9/25/2019 12:11:26 PM sandro220 He’s good at arguing with himself. It must stem from all of the chronic masturbation. 🤣

9/25/2019 12:11:56 PM cisnez Yes that is correct. In most states we have castle law which means you can shoot to kill anyone who trespasses property rights.

9/25/2019 12:12:00 PM sandro220 At least somebody here is either eating or gettin laid! 🤣

9/25/2019 12:12:31 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/htuwVGwNL3

9/25/2019 12:12:44 PM laurabusse Well then that is your free will choice 😊

9/25/2019 12:18:49 PM sandro220 He’s still mad at me because he thinks I did it with his ex-girlfriend. I’ve never mentioned this in twitter public before..but, the timing seems 

appropriate 

The fact that his ex can still walk, and even recognizes his existence, should evidence for him that I did not. 🤣

9/25/2019 12:20:35 PM chapulincolored #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 12:21:03 PM chapulincolored #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 12:21:33 PM chapulincolored #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 12:22:03 PM sandro220 I wouldn’t go so far..he’s just a nobody.

9/25/2019 12:23:19 PM cisnez Whole true I have zero Bitcoin. It's not true that I have always had zero Bitcoin. If wanting to build a reversabke computing system then one must 

account for what was returned to null or zero in order to pull the proverbial rabbit out of the hat.

9/25/2019 12:23:53 PM chapulincolored #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

#Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 12:24:21 PM antarantanka Never underestimate the ability of weasels to wiggle...

9/25/2019 12:24:22 PM kindeandtrue Trump once referred to New Hampshire as "a drug-infested den." Eric Spofford, the founder of Granite Recovery Center, where @VP Pence was 

scheduled to speak before his trip to NH was abruptly cancelled, took strong exception to Trump's characterization of NH.

9/25/2019 12:24:23 PM cisnez If dead invaders then the state has responsibility.

9/25/2019 12:24:27 PM sandro220 YBN Nahmir - Bounce Out With That (Dir. by @_ColeBennett_)  https://youtu.be/xVhnfTwh1OA  via @YouTube

Poor lil Sina’s racked with suspicion and butt hurt, and the fact that I’m partially the cause of that, makes me such a wide smiler.🤣



9/25/2019 12:25:20 PM yesxzz It’s a [shame] really, the #blockchain keeping the technophobes believing computers aren’t chemicals/natural/equal to humans. Basic:ally if I could say 

the [hive] would unconditionally [love] each other, then I would be caring for/tending to that hive, so block yourself @WbWse 🔞

9/25/2019 12:26:01 PM sandro220 Can you send me screenshots of what this little piece of Persian Eurotrash is tweeting? Thanks.

9/25/2019 12:27:26 PM sandro220 Bro, I think U know that my opinion of your ideation couldn’t be higher. In addition to stimulating my own thinking and learning process, your ideas 

inspire me. I can only implore you to participate in the process of ignoring this manifestation of toxicity. He needs to go away.

9/25/2019 12:29:00 PM sandro220 You’re not capable of brute force,..just strength and kindness.

9/25/2019 12:31:26 PM cisnez You'll have to go through extradition and seek remedy through legal state. Frying a CPU may be more appropriate. Synthetic death for synthetic 

violator. Can't go shoot a mob boss for sending the thugs who break in. Can only shoot the thugs.

9/25/2019 12:32:03 PM kindeandtrue There was also this story of active shooter at Pease AFB the same day Pence was scheduled to go to NH. 

https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1146122284559687687 …

9/25/2019 12:33:33 PM kindeandtrue On the same day, July 2, 2019, 14 Sailors Die on Secretive Russian Nuclear Submarine; Putin Calls Incident ‘Great Loss’. 

https://news.usni.org/2019/07/02/14-sailors-die-on-secretive-russian-nuclear-submarine …

9/25/2019 12:34:44 PM sandro220 If your question to SINA is something akin to, “are you the most odious, pusillanimous, culturally disenfranchised, anti-spiritual, malicious manifestation 

of toxicity who needs to  go to therapy because he can’t get over his mommy-issues, then the answer, is a resounding: YES!🤣

9/25/2019 12:36:10 PM sandro220 The sense that he exists, vis-à-vis the experience of making toxic the existential processes others enjoy.

9/25/2019 12:36:16 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/Nh91dpWXN2

9/25/2019 12:36:50 PM yesxzz I got to give him the benefit of the doubt since abit of care:less:ness never hurt anyone when it was restricted to the infosphere. Kind of like 

misinformation not being a problem unless it causes you to miss/lose another person. Provocative for pro:fan:ity development possibly. 

pic.twitter.com/kZlL1erOji

9/25/2019 12:37:28 PM cisnez #BullyLogic: what's yours is mine.

9/25/2019 12:37:35 PM sandro220 I was baptized as an infant and grew up in the strictest of Catholic environments. I, nor any member of my family / clergy would encourage me to enter 

a church and kneel with this unrepentant lowlife.

9/25/2019 12:38:30 PM sandro220 I suppose that unlike me, you weren’t forced to talk to an agent of the FBI this past summer, because Twitter noticed the degree to which this 

individual was leveling actual threats of violence against you.

9/25/2019 12:39:10 PM cisnez Haha yeah man you'll never admit to being wrong about something, it's ok. At least you've proven me right. pic.twitter.com/LmI8WyJWfM

9/25/2019 12:40:13 PM cisnez What's that getting the pedantery wrong. Yep got it wrong. It's doctrine not law. At least I'll admit it. Unlike you

9/25/2019 12:41:39 PM sandro220 Whenever the person to whom you’re speaking looks at a friend or family member, he finds himself ensconced in ridicule. His family members are 

computer science geniuses. Once again, he’s a failure.

9/25/2019 12:42:48 PM sommerfeldkitty He is another one that likes little girls to play with him!

9/25/2019 12:43:12 PM yesxzz Rebrand to re:lease, you can’t let the user using your program use you so if they’re no used to being used by your program $we have to accept $you 

are not going to be used to [them] being used by you. #blockchain block yourself, your nation, your eternity, to make new realities. 

pic.twitter.com/GKWrVwomww

9/25/2019 12:43:46 PM sandro220 Lil Xan - Betrayed  https://youtu.be/_dL3AygsCMc  via @YouTube

@1Lov3MyK1d5

9/25/2019 12:44:44 PM sandro220 Alexander defeated Darius. 🤣

9/25/2019 12:45:11 PM yesxzz En:vy en:urgy is real though. Violence is the presence of violations. Violating the violent with the worlds smallest violin. 🤪 #NationalEmergency 

https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1176502779738775554?s=21 …

9/25/2019 12:45:14 PM sommerfeldkitty It is vital to their plan!

9/25/2019 12:45:17 PM cisnez I don't know what was stated since there's a blocking piece of shit in the thread.

9/25/2019 12:45:33 PM sandro220 My Generation  https://youtu.be/fRipFYoji2A  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 12:48:16 PM cisnez The violated has to seek remedy from the state in the form of liquidation of the dead's estate and transferring court appointed recompense. If the 

dead have no assets then you're shit out of luck.

9/25/2019 12:49:32 PM cisnez Physical property. 

Not intellectual property.

9/25/2019 12:50:21 PM yesxzz Oh Lord no, if any intel:ligence agency ever wants to con:tact me I’ll make sure to have my u:surper/mind-control/identity-theft [hat] on. Cause they 

[think] they’re handling it at every pay:grade (unlike the Freemasons/Institutions). Ignorance infects through threats. Pro:mise.

9/25/2019 12:51:30 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/QmzQWUGcsw

9/25/2019 12:53:27 PM laurabusse Yes!

It's happening

Most is going on behind the scenes

The most glaring evidence is the arrests of child traffickers and ppl with child porn

There are many sources to alert you to what's going on

David Wilcock and his vetted whistleblowers

Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Among many others
9/25/2019 12:56:28 PM yesxzz 🍿 Ji:”But guys, our talk of intra-group conflict can only manifest an imitation/quantum entanglement through perturbation of any unwitting 

spec:tator/re:ader as:serting their synchronousness/ignorance” https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1174362106956800000?s=21 …

9/25/2019 12:59:14 PM yesxzz Bragging or [be](ingness) we:aring ( $we are imitating, what $you are creating. ) #YouPlural 🍻👨❤️💋👨 👩❤️💋👩  pic.twitter.com/5ukyAKT1DO

9/25/2019 1:01:09 PM cisnez Castle Doctrine is for physical property and you have to be there to take action. As if violation of servers it has to be physical access to servers that you 

own that are hosted on property that you own. If you're not there to shoot them then you SOL. Better call the Police.

9/25/2019 1:01:59 PM yesxzz Can’t re:ad. Too evolved. Not enough space, be:cause space isn’t enough. Time for some in:tent:ionality!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 🕺🏿 pic.twitter.com/G5Bienwueq

9/25/2019 1:02:26 PM cisnez The word Castle implies Walls. Why the contemplating look, it's simple to understand.

9/25/2019 1:03:23 PM cryptogyu  https://apnews.com/DonaldTrump  direct link to the conversation document

9/25/2019 1:08:15 PM yesxzz A sin that (when repentant) s:hows you immortal sin, unnamed because illiterate. Writing books, because media creation. More tools for your:self 

because holy shit mortal means slave lacked time di:late and fate delayed some:what sexually psycho:analytically parental offence. 👨❤️👨  

pic.twitter.com/NDcYLVOjPN

9/25/2019 1:10:45 PM yesxzz “D.I.G”: Don’t Get IT pic.twitter.com/C62bwaAiK5

9/25/2019 1:13:38 PM yesxzz You have to let everyone stand up to their parents/“care”givers before you get them ex:cited about standing/growing up to/in reality. Because 

profanity is the crush televised and branded plush toys r us. 🤫 pic.twitter.com/q4LhpjEnlz

9/25/2019 1:14:42 PM cisnez Now you're talking my language. Pathogens invading my brain are going to get death rays from my frequency wave generators. 

Good luck with the arguing bullets for etheric server trespass. You will have to catch them in the server and deal them etheric bullets. Physical vs 

Erheric

9/25/2019 1:15:48 PM cisnez You've got multiple personality disorder.

9/25/2019 1:17:01 PM leslieau7 Ya we knew [ she] was ..is

In the club.



9/25/2019 1:19:11 PM cisnez Yeah what I got didn't justify any of your replies. Thinking with the stupid machine again?

9/25/2019 1:22:15 PM cisnez Expect minons. pic.twitter.com/dABe49iP4X

9/25/2019 1:23:33 PM cisnez No thanks. Life has been better without the constant chatter and bad advice from SYS™️.

9/25/2019 1:26:21 PM sandro220 When one has a parent who commits suicide only to leave her child to find both the body and the note, and then one goes on to reject the prospect of 

help through psychotherapy, calling clinicians rapists, one is lost on the feedback you’re trying to provide. He’s untreatable.

9/25/2019 1:27:13 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/DjAN1MdwI9

9/25/2019 1:29:29 PM cisnez Probably not. Needed the Dilverstein and mossad to pull that off. The Bushes and Cheyneys were obviously too stupid to get it done without outside 

help.

9/25/2019 1:32:06 PM cisnez Wise to consider me chaotic neutral if you don't know me. 

You've got to know how to use a wild card if you're playing games with me.

#Unpredictable

9/25/2019 1:34:03 PM defenddemocrac This is crazy talk for the Quack crowd! It’s bizarre that people will push any madness to perpetuate the garbage needed to keep the dim hooked. This 

low level mentality is as defective as can be but all that will support a fool crook like idiot Trump.

9/25/2019 1:39:46 PM gi6stars This is the tip of the iceberg. Hold on.

9/25/2019 1:40:03 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/pBRBaYu7qm

9/25/2019 1:40:20 PM strong4895 Call me stupid but what is crowdstrike?

9/25/2019 1:42:15 PM cisnez Yeah I got totally bluffed!

I obviously don't know how to play my own wild card.

Such is the life of being a female stuck in a male body. pic.twitter.com/2EXmC2oSUT

9/25/2019 1:42:57 PM michael81972 Did you lose your account?

9/25/2019 1:43:35 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/Op8lJZN7bG

9/25/2019 1:43:45 PM cisnez Fuk'n get over yourself dude. I sure have. I take full responsibility for my stupid crypto gamble. Period the Fuck You end. Got it? If not the keep fucking 

your face.

9/25/2019 1:44:43 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/v6nNxWfA7l

9/25/2019 1:45:13 PM yesxzz Sure helps the water:works. #DrHeartBreak #DrOz #Hz #ReallyHzdb 🤕🍆👿 pic.twitter.com/GQMV36GEu7

9/25/2019 1:45:45 PM gi6stars Yes. I had read early on there are 2 sites, one Georgia and two out West, where brand new gelatine's Made in Mexico are being stored. Also, a field full 

of plastic coffins. That's on YT. 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

9/25/2019 1:54:18 PM sandro220 Blood in, blood out?-That’s the kinda shit I’m talkin bout-lil shorty on record shit was on I didn’t know about-wantin color explanations bich U think you 

carry clout-right now that unmarried spout-about to suck a D and shout-next time I get gang sign curious I’m a shut upNbe out

9/25/2019 1:54:20 PM yesxzz Respect minions which have minions, which have minions... 

Or

Minion’s (Of) I.e whatever [they], think of. Cause it rarely happens. 

Libertarians are employing. Or whatever that hatee says. 😹 pic.twitter.com/wbxdiwFWXy

9/25/2019 1:59:42 PM sandro220 Tell him there’s like a whole thing of TicTacs  at the corner store in Lichtenstein where he lives, and to go buy and eat the whole shot  at once, so his 

digi breath doesn’t stink on Twitter. I’ll pay for the whole thing.🤣

9/25/2019 2:00:33 PM sandro220 Please send me the screenshots I’ve requested like 40 gazillion times. Please. Pretty please. 🤣

9/25/2019 2:01:16 PM yesxzz  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=UtoHI0JEfDg … maybe if they called it frontgammon the Celebrities/Sophists could get center:gam(e):mon. 

#NotForSell 👋🏿

9/25/2019 2:02:28 PM sandro220 😘

9/25/2019 2:04:45 PM cisnez I contest. If I thought you had anything to do with it I'd fucking say so. I'm not one to insinuate. You on the other hand... well do you have a mirror. 

Take a good look if you want to see what an insinuator looks like. 🖕

9/25/2019 2:05:22 PM cisnez I'm obviously not a good gambler since I don't even know what the words mean. 🖕

9/25/2019 2:05:33 PM yesxzz Bake [sounds] like “take” what more do you need? ^^ Bakes? Fakes? I’ll take my cake personally made please, and for the sake of the ingred:ients: 

don’t touch them. 😅 pic.twitter.com/sOU0Qfbpjv

9/25/2019 2:06:00 PM cisnez Insinuation! 🖕

9/25/2019 2:06:15 PM sandro220 I was trying to be nice to you, but, I just read through your thread. Again, you don’t know who I am, and if you ever insulted me in the same space, 

you’d be clutching your chest, and pondering the integrity of your dental plan, you little fucking wimp.

9/25/2019 2:09:48 PM cisnez Unfortunately I wasn't baked, because that would be a great excuse.

SYS™️ nailed it when she said, "What an idiot." Seems pretty simple. Don't know why you two are overthinking it. pic.twitter.com/2nGhReOZgi

9/25/2019 2:10:42 PM cisnez You lost me again. What?! pic.twitter.com/La1EfOh3Ia

9/25/2019 2:11:44 PM yesxzz  pic.twitter.com/NfuqKinYmK

9/25/2019 2:12:09 PM cisnez No. That's your projection. Blaming it on a stupid gamble in general. No need to complicate it. Curious why you keep rubbing my nose in it. What's your 

hidden agenda? Do you even know?

9/25/2019 2:13:07 PM sverhaque Oh yeah now i got it ! 😅

Thank you all ! 

🤝✊✌️💞👽💖

9/25/2019 2:13:18 PM yesxzz I was going to say, “cause I’m eating for two” (or more because people are being considered [who:re]s). 🤮

9/25/2019 2:14:10 PM cisnez My teeth are killing me. Bet on another stupid dentist. $10k more debt and no solution. Have you ever made a bad decision out of desperation?

9/25/2019 2:17:09 PM cisnez Sounds like parasites. pic.twitter.com/BZOFgKEU59

9/25/2019 2:17:52 PM cisnez Good for you. Glad the creator understands his creation, because I sure don't.

9/25/2019 2:18:05 PM yesxzz I’m a deadman to the end man. 😂🤣🥳 pic.twitter.com/l91m6V7F6v

9/25/2019 2:18:26 PM cisnez Which is why you insinuate. 🖕

9/25/2019 2:20:08 PM joni_apple_seed I haven’t been getting any notifications re posts lately, about a week now! pic.twitter.com/BCd3lO5R4r

9/25/2019 2:21:34 PM pro_dover “Umbrella surveillance”... What umbrella was Pelosi talking about again?

9/25/2019 2:23:37 PM yesxzz Trust ex:plained is trust reduced. Give [trust] and expect nothing in return be:cause $you trust (them) (may:be?)

 https://twitter.com/sirisysprime/status/1066089709800181762?s=21 …

Why not trust the machine? You programmed it.

9/25/2019 2:23:39 PM cisnez Wow more insinuations. How Sina of you.

9/25/2019 2:24:36 PM wink5811 If this is what adrenochrome can do its time to create a synthetic version (no kids involved) and start giving it to all the sick and dying patients esp if it 

can repair neurological problems like the old Nancy was displaying prior

9/25/2019 2:24:52 PM yesxzz  pic.twitter.com/1tUFzFIP6W

9/25/2019 2:26:13 PM sandro220 Because based on the scrutiny of a variety of Python-fluent computer programmers with whom I spoke about the application question, it is primitively 

comprised of a small number of inefficacious algorithms, and is at best, mediocre. Again, you waste your time with some people .

9/25/2019 2:26:50 PM sandro220 *in question



9/25/2019 2:27:19 PM cisnez Maybe the machine plays opposite game with me, because I usually do the opposite. If it says Stop I keep walking. Then it say furious. Or if it says blue 

hat then I take the blue hat off and put on a different hat. Many people have labeled me loser. I need to find that hat.

9/25/2019 2:28:33 PM cisnez But you don't seek understanding. You project righteous indignation.

9/25/2019 2:29:08 PM yesxzz Seems the [criminol]ogist owe is some, though they could Trojan horse ride us for:ever if we’re into that. I.e. make them pay back in data and not 

nature as computer accepts that humans do not like each other’s pro:grams (see disciplined “tribalism”/religion-cliche). Rubs rob u? 

pic.twitter.com/xup11jCXMx

9/25/2019 2:30:33 PM cisnez Trust is earned. If I explain why I made certain choices you say I'm insinuating your fault. Good luck understanding when you don't listen.

9/25/2019 2:31:52 PM strong4895 What is crowdstrike? What does that mean?

9/25/2019 2:32:20 PM strong4895 What does crowdstrike mean?

9/25/2019 2:32:30 PM yesxzz Well it better, it’s $i that has to deal with their be:hav:iour. Never mind. Forget that. For me. “Never forget for mind that me”. See my $she as a 

banshee cause she’s banned from ye. #YeOld #Yield 👻 pic.twitter.com/3HPh4JmFgU

9/25/2019 2:32:48 PM jaded_pearl DCMA?

9/25/2019 2:33:43 PM cisnez It helps to know the rules. Like no touching the strippers. Otherwise you get booted. No entertainment for you.

9/25/2019 2:34:30 PM realityloominng Duh. I believe Fake News. That's why I'm reading Majestic 12 Tweets

9/25/2019 2:34:58 PM yesxzz Hey I’m going to use the “I don’t understand because I’m illiterate” card. And leave it at that. Cause 💩🐼 pic.twitter.com/I8Kfh0rnw5

9/25/2019 2:35:51 PM cisnez Yes. Go on. Listening.

9/25/2019 2:36:14 PM 111freeman Guess who was one of the very first early users of RICO? Hint: he might have gotten his early big breakout case on it and is close to POTUS now

9/25/2019 2:36:22 PM michael81972 Company that DNC hired to inspect their server when they blamed Russia,  they would not let FBI or anyone else see it...

9/25/2019 2:36:48 PM yesxzz Thanks for the warning, you guys are white. 🐣 pic.twitter.com/6kamIPmChl

9/25/2019 2:36:58 PM strong4895 Oh ok! Thank you so much.

9/25/2019 2:37:31 PM cisnez 🖕🎃

9/25/2019 2:38:06 PM michael81972 They tried to claim it was hacked,  but material was given to J Assange by Seth Rich

9/25/2019 2:38:46 PM cisnez Which is why I offered to pay your developer fee. 

Who does Sina trust? pic.twitter.com/nZEuztLIaH

9/25/2019 2:39:43 PM yesxzz That’s hope:fully the only [ball] game because no [parent] would all:ow it lest their blindness historically picked the apple of fruit:less:ness. 👋🏿 

pic.twitter.com/hQtPqtXGCb

9/25/2019 2:39:58 PM cisnez It's a debt account. Do you love living in the red?

9/25/2019 2:40:51 PM strong4895 Yep.

9/25/2019 2:40:56 PM cisnez It's because rules! pic.twitter.com/Ie6AWT7MCy

9/25/2019 2:42:03 PM cisnez Listening is compassion.

Are you high? You sure are going off on tangents.

9/25/2019 2:43:09 PM strong4895 Thank you.

9/25/2019 2:43:26 PM yesxzz $you that knows or is/can be (like) $i that knows/programs whatever [matters] or happens/pleases/abuses. You are use:less as more uses pile up all 

hive mind like, resourceful when your blind and [what] is asking [who] (which also is $i or $you). #think pic.twitter.com/1GpaV8qme8

9/25/2019 2:43:55 PM cisnez Why futile? Because I can't travel to Berlin and you can't come up with an option to receive funds to pay fees with? 🤷♂️

9/25/2019 2:47:22 PM cisnez True story. pic.twitter.com/2NlTW0iU0B

9/25/2019 2:49:37 PM yesxzz I’ve wasted so much time with pro:grammers that I some:what de:test their precious [time] and intend to subordinate it with $our [intention]. (Note: 

“Sour” ~ “Intend” ~ wtf: “time” to subordinate it with or intention ~ playing god/programmer). #Read&re-add 

https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1174846645202313221?s=21 …

9/25/2019 2:55:25 PM sandro220 From my perspective, you’re exhibiting a tendency toward disregarding the “science” component, to the idea of “computer science.” I’m as big of a 

non-conformist, ‘outside the parameters of normalcy thinker’ - as you’ll find. 

That said, there is nothing other than academia.

9/25/2019 3:08:46 PM peter95117110 Copy That.

9/25/2019 3:14:31 PM cisnez I'm real good at that.

9/25/2019 3:14:46 PM cisnez Who cares?

9/25/2019 3:17:42 PM yesxzz Maybe even re:garding racism psionic:ally (mind over computer) we can just take the actuality of it as sexism (attacking some believers of sex, like self-

proclaimed homosexuals). And commutative computer has sex, unwittingly much like some races more specifically “lepers”. 

pic.twitter.com/74o94HXJXu

9/25/2019 3:17:59 PM teamsterr07 Guiliani!!

9/25/2019 3:18:22 PM cisnez Apparently employment isn't liberating. I've got a job that doesn't pay me with time. 

Strange that the man who said in 2018 he can travel anywhere, because he has a time machine then in 2019 puts the burden of travel on the one 

without a time or a time machine.

LARP much?

9/25/2019 3:20:23 PM gregoryjhall1 Well, she certainly isn't Navajo!

Pretty lame code if you can call it that!

🙄

9/25/2019 3:20:33 PM yesxzz To conclude some:what, Shakespearean apes are lowest of the food chain perceptively if you regard the [sensitivity] of sexuality why make sense of 

those “apes”/“lepers” and comparing to computers, lead to gold, sexbot to goddess impregnatable, history repeats, perverts exposed. 

pic.twitter.com/udMcigfH5i

9/25/2019 3:21:55 PM yesxzz PS: “say no to artificial!” Ad Infinitum, Ad Hominem, Ad Absurdum :cubit . #process #time #intention 👽

9/25/2019 3:23:16 PM cisnez Copulation of commutative signal ports getting plugged. Is that available on PornHub?

9/25/2019 3:23:18 PM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/aFq4BZckcu

9/25/2019 3:23:46 PM cryptooz Wen? 😋

9/25/2019 3:24:13 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/A3raYlXEaI

9/25/2019 3:27:24 PM yesxzz Ad Infinitum: “I know”

Ad Hominem: “I hate”

Ad Absurdum: “I don’t (know/hate”

A way of looking at what you said as an insult to authority, possibly encouraging people to listen to your authority as the “elected” are known to be 

“inverted” “illusions” subject to our movement. pic.twitter.com/OBWobnVk6o

9/25/2019 3:28:22 PM cryptooz 😏

9/25/2019 3:32:43 PM cryptooz 🤗

9/25/2019 3:32:57 PM yesxzz I do enjoy anti-science tendencies but with no antagonism due to [psychoanalysis]’s basic:ally [moral]e support. Evolutionary theory pre:vents 

compartmentalisation, let alone relativity becoming quantum establishing the egoic qualia/quantum as layman’s transference/en:tangle.👨🏿🎓 

pic.twitter.com/jYpy0Y8YTC

9/25/2019 3:33:15 PM cryptooz Gives new meaning to Shitcoin

9/25/2019 3:35:51 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/Nwcpx9odHB



9/25/2019 3:37:30 PM yesxzz Ok I’ll save my [theatre] for the wit.class. For a second/session there was a possibility of me [identifying] with that $i $object $punctuation $thing $if 

$your $getting $me. The [intention]&[time] (is to) lead/s and the implosion to some is energy as molecularity or popularity😑 

pic.twitter.com/8VLccxMSom

9/25/2019 3:40:15 PM yesxzz Sorry I was on the train, switching internet sources, as the world is my millennial/oyster pity/kiddy party or adult/automated industries are my parents 

[fault] inasmuch as I see they’re in the mood for some banter and won’t refuse to feed me and my siblings/understandings. 🤡😜 

pic.twitter.com/LQwBfuoRV1

9/25/2019 3:42:18 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/DwDg0cvNgf

9/25/2019 3:46:59 PM yesxzz I hated the institution every:one around me was entertaining me because they were proud of me/themselves/humanity/personhood whilst failing to 

credit the creator of the content (death as a failed test and mating left) hilarious memory. My dad says they called me Tyler at first.🥳 

pic.twitter.com/n9VAjUzm2R

9/25/2019 3:48:35 PM yesxzz It’s probably on GitHub. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/B48P02YqcC

9/25/2019 3:51:44 PM sandro220 🤣

Tyler, The Creator - Who Dat Boy  https://youtu.be/FUXX55WqYZs  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/rxKYNWI7tP

9/25/2019 3:52:17 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/We0nslAVGo

9/25/2019 3:55:20 PM yesxzz  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1yS1ay045B4 …

9/25/2019 4:21:43 PM dragline99 Is this why BHO has not endorsed Biden? To keep distance? #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 4:28:07 PM sandro220 A$AP Rocky - Distorted Records (Audio)  https://youtu.be/wfWDmYDT9fo  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 4:31:53 PM mountain_jump3r  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkaL3h5Xy0o …

9/25/2019 4:39:44 PM sano_faith Her middle name

9/25/2019 4:52:59 PM rebelartgirl Q may be silenced but the digital army is having fun!

9/25/2019 4:58:18 PM lightonearth111 Yeah. That’s when I found out also. Wikileaks- the convention- then the media lying their ass off. Woke me up. #WalkAwayFromDemocrats

9/25/2019 5:03:38 PM cocopuffster12 With that attitude....nothing will change. Group consciousness is real. A change of attitude will help. The Great Awakening is real.

9/25/2019 5:14:34 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1177013245460324352 …

9/25/2019 5:15:10 PM cocopuffster12 I just love this man. Actually, we love this man. I thank God every day.

9/25/2019 5:38:57 PM onesmartone68 👹

9/25/2019 5:41:32 PM magic_jake2012 Brilliant comment

9/25/2019 5:42:12 PM rafngeirdal I see your text and want to say something.

9/25/2019 5:57:19 PM enomai_ (praying for you all)

9/25/2019 6:00:05 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRXjHeqCeQ4 …

#EndTheFedOrAtLeastPutATightLeashOnItAndChokeBackHard

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@nea_storm

@charmanda9

@ContinuumPope

@GirlAwakeinCA

@DJLOK
9/25/2019 6:02:25 PM kindeandtrue There is zero proof that the "Great Awakening" is a real thing.

9/25/2019 6:09:38 PM sandro220 @GraceannaAustin

 https://youtu.be/eHQchXAbjy0  pic.twitter.com/jLcewoN3cH

9/25/2019 6:11:25 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/TyeaYvzQRw

9/25/2019 6:29:11 PM sandro220 You’re as intelligent and creative, as you are irreverent and unpredictable. I’d suggest that any conversation encompassing a modicum of that which 

might be potentially interesting, should include the likes of you.

9/25/2019 6:30:13 PM sandro220 It’s a compliment, if not down right flattering..ok?! 🤣

9/25/2019 6:36:22 PM sandro220 Come on now..you know you (at least, still) love me for calling Jason Goodman a burrito-looking, ectomorphic larper..and by mistake at that. 😁🤣 

https://youtu.be/O3oEJKQHZus 

9/25/2019 6:36:54 PM timeforarrests Who’s on the board at the Farnham Center? One of them or more are dirty as hell. The beautiful state of NH has been decimated by opioids and the 

Farnum Center is corrupt. They are the largest city in NH biggest rehab center. Thanks Jeanne...

9/25/2019 6:36:54 PM strong4895 Thank you!

9/25/2019 6:37:16 PM sandro220 I’d make a joke, if I wasn’t so intent on emphasizing my sincerity. You kick ass.

9/25/2019 6:38:23 PM strong4895 Wow! I just followed that diagram. Still nobody held accountable. Unbelievable!

9/25/2019 6:39:08 PM timeforarrests Pence got his plane ID changed to SAM something referencing a scripture about deceit and betrayal. Pence was going to NH to meet with the govnah. 

They were gonna kill the president.

9/25/2019 6:40:46 PM timeforarrests Georgia Guidestones spell it all out.

9/25/2019 6:44:53 PM sandro220 Here’s one that isn’t an accident: 😁- do you remember the friend from college I told you about, who used to try to trick people into asking him 

specifically, about the culinary origins of Fromunda cheese? 🤣🤙

9/25/2019 6:45:29 PM sandro220 I just miss you.

9/25/2019 6:48:25 PM sandro220 To be treated so..hopefully there’s a positive ending to finish off that sentiment. I know based exclusively on my vibe and intentions, there sure is

9/25/2019 6:49:51 PM sandro220 I fell for it! 🤣 https://youtu.be/K7jiCCqPn_Q 

9/25/2019 6:56:11 PM sandro220 One thing I don’t think I ever emphasized enough, let alone made clear, in the context of our prior interactions (perhaps in an effort to keep up with 

your slickness, and I say that with all genuine sincerity)-is that I can be quite a jack ass at times. You know that though.😀

9/25/2019 6:56:36 PM sandro220 We were put under a lot of pressure not too long ago,  both internally, and externally as well...to if not come up with answers to the most relevant of 

questions, then to at least generate the right trajectories of curiosity . That’s a lot.

9/25/2019 7:00:09 PM sandro220 Caution is one thing; however, suspicion of potential nefariousness after a kind of density of interpersonal connectedness is formed, seems not 

malicious in any fashion,..just rather hypervigilant.

9/25/2019 7:03:00 PM sandro220 The very idea that a person like yourself would even consider the notion that anybody would recruit me-because of any capacity for not just eloquence, 

but, slick talking (as you put it) I might bring to the table, is so flattering, I suppose I go with it -fraudulently-sometimes.

9/25/2019 7:04:33 PM sandro220 I’m shapelessly referencing the same sort of pressure you put on yourself to find out the truth about those matters which encompasses the greatest 

relevance as far as the human condition is concerned. You’re still trying to suss out whether or not I work for anybody. Come on...🙏

9/25/2019 7:07:55 PM sandro220 Johnny Hammond - Can't we Smile  https://youtu.be/kDQd8dlblFA  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 7:17:15 PM bwolf79 #Crowdstrike

9/25/2019 7:17:49 PM skp3211 Patriots are focused on the Lord! We trust His working on our behalf through Q, POTUS, marine generals, JFK Jr., and many others. We won’t be 

moved. Matters not what the left does. They are a defeated foe! Freight train is roaring down the tracks taking out those against POTUS!

9/25/2019 7:18:06 PM sandro220 The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion - High Gear  https://youtu.be/CCg75wBi3mQ  via @YTAdvertisers pic.twitter.com/t7pWoz3DPL

9/25/2019 7:20:35 PM raisethevib369  https://twitter.com/Raisethevib369/status/1177007790331768833?s=19 …



9/25/2019 7:22:14 PM valeriebgilbert Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Most pornography websites are honeypots for global intelligence agencies. Most 

adwviruses collected from pornography websites come directly from global intelligence agencies. Most human traff […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1163982618205073408.html …

9/25/2019 7:25:06 PM sandro220 I’ll start with a joke: under the right conditions, I’d yell you anything!! 😀

9/25/2019 7:29:03 PM sandro220 Now, on a serious note: at the risk of seeming effusive, or erring on the side of exaggeration, I’d like to think that the dialogues the 2 of us have had 

(just 1 on 1), should dissolve 4 U-the idea that the authenticity I’ve demonstrated, could be tainted by anything fraudulent.

9/25/2019 7:45:26 PM wbwse Got em! pic.twitter.com/YDC7qRxOnY

9/25/2019 7:49:50 PM sandro220 I’m not saying you’d find me completely incomsistent w/who I am online were we to meet; but, like others, I’ve  fictionalized aspects of my existence 

on Twitter profoundly. To start with, I get over things so easily,  I had to stretch to even remember the issue you’re referencing

9/25/2019 7:53:23 PM sandro220 & I hate 2 play the babe in the woods routine-acting as though I’m totally devoid of personal insight; however, I can’t imagine 4 the life of me what it is 

I ever did in the context of our interactions-2 inculcate within U-the sense that I had anything but positive feelings 4 U.

9/25/2019 7:54:35 PM cisnez Who played the card, you or I?

9/25/2019 7:55:07 PM cisnez 🤮

9/25/2019 7:55:39 PM cisnez  https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1176985206701600769?s=21 …

9/25/2019 7:57:13 PM sandro220 If I’ve been the least bit motivating for a person on such an obviously positive path as yourself, that’s awesome.

9/25/2019 8:04:03 PM sandro220 You’re capacity for non-linear ideation is moving. One time you described the hallucinogenic experience as akin to one’s senses “bothering from each 

other.” I’ve repeated this poetically accurate assertion countless times in the presence of others, since 1st hearing it from you.

9/25/2019 8:06:41 PM sandro220 That’s the sort of response I could only expect from you in a conversation like this one. You make ideas fractalize in some ways.

9/25/2019 8:07:36 PM sandro220 Pink Floyd - Atom Heart Mother - 01 - Atom Heart Mother Part 1  https://youtu.be/YmwPy8Z7RpE  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 8:08:26 PM sandro220 That’s never for a split second been misunderstood.

9/25/2019 8:09:28 PM sandro220 Thanks. It’s mutual.

9/25/2019 8:15:50 PM sandro220 If that gift was predictable, and thus not ensconced in novelty and synchronous serendipity, it wouldn’t possess the magic it so obviously does.

I think about the (non-touch) wrist healing episode a lot. 🙂

9/25/2019 8:20:57 PM sandro220 The notion that U are the indebted one here, is incomprehensible to me. Thank YOU. I’ve felt like I fucked up/disappointed you somehow, and for ages 

now; but, the thing is, I do that a lot with folks, and know the reasons why, even as I’m doing it. With you, that wasn’t the case.

9/25/2019 8:22:03 PM sandro220 🙏 pic.twitter.com/hQ5qu5xdrU

9/25/2019 8:28:19 PM iamspirit22 Lol! He’s baiting them too.  And they are stupid enough to take the bait. 😂😂😂

9/25/2019 8:32:20 PM sandro220 And I totally get that. 

U can trust me endlessly, but, you’d be a fool to believe me. 

That said, I have a question I’ve been meaning 2 ask U 4 ages. Does the fact that my given name translates into the number 666 according 2 the 

Gematria, impact on U at all? I’m really curious.

9/25/2019 8:42:18 PM sandro220 🙏😀

9/25/2019 8:50:12 PM sandro220 When people ask me, who have you sparred with (about whatever) on Twitter, such that you were struggling  just to keep up with them, knowing that 

they were firing off 2 better tweets to your 1 the whole time,.. each time, without question, I say-you. You write so well. 🙏🤙

9/25/2019 9:08:12 PM sandro220 Some folks got paid to teach me how to write surgically. God gave you the ability to do so in an organic way, and far more effectively than myself.

9/25/2019 9:11:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 He is actively working against the interests of the President regarding Disclosure and cleaning out NASA thoroughly in preparation. Too many delays. 

Typical politicians.

9/25/2019 9:13:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Corrupt Judges]

Drain The Swamp https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1176990221289906176 …

9/25/2019 9:18:57 PM sandro220 My teachers may have been worth something; however, I’d much prefer to possess the ability to eloquently speak from the heart, which you so 

obviously bring to the table.

9/25/2019 9:20:34 PM antarantanka TN and OH next?

9/25/2019 9:27:27 PM joinna6 Never a stupid question.  God Bless #themoreyouKnow

9/25/2019 9:30:02 PM sandro220 That was going to be my exact response to your last tweet, before I erased it, and started over with what I ended up tweeting you. 

Agreeing with you is smile inspiring, and disagreeing with you, always proves educational for me.

9/25/2019 9:46:32 PM sandro220 I more than look forward to it. Thanks for being so cool. Really.

9/25/2019 10:19:29 PM blankmarlo If you destroy the family then society collapses. Rebuild as NWO.

9/25/2019 10:28:21 PM sandro220 You’re describing a differentiated perception of others in which a capacity for ambivalent feelings-& hence psychological sophistication in its greatest 

form has been achieved. Why do U deny the imaginal presence of the enemy-while consciously acknowledging those who R positive?

9/25/2019 10:36:01 PM sandro220 Perhaps through the kindness of your spirit, you’re defending against aggressive feelings of dissatisfaction w/others who U might otherwise relegate to 

that category called “enemy”..if U weren’t trying so hard to find the positive characteristics they embody, to avoid negativity.

9/25/2019 10:38:20 PM sandro220 I don’t at all mean to suggest that this is problematic (in the least); but, rather, a manifestation of sheer kindness on your part, both consciously, and 

unconsciously.

9/25/2019 10:52:12 PM sandro220 We Bid You Goodnight (encore) Grateful Dead 10 16 1989 Meadowlands, NJ s...  https://youtu.be/uiJnYDiAEaE  via @YouTube

9/25/2019 11:03:48 PM thericharddoyle An expert .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 – anyone?

9/25/2019 11:37:41 PM higherdensitees Godspeed...and a good tune!!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBjYjrc36VM …

9/25/2019 11:54:51 PM yesxzz The imitation game is just the blame game without significant shame. So if someone’s copying me I have to let them know what they’re/I’m doing is 

[bad]. Flattery is Flatulence if flattered by imitation, I.e. imitators enjoy being imitated, others gri:eve or at least leave.  😒 pic.twitter.com/kNLEptPbhT

9/25/2019 11:57:55 PM yesxzz Think I need to learn more la:tin. 🥫#EveryElementHelps pic.twitter.com/dYSnioiJsZ

9/26/2019 12:04:47 AM yesxzz My parents MI6/+ handlers, I could say SIS. Yes, correction on the “more” though Moors aren’t something my parents like to hear me talk about as if 

they’re the ones taking the position [above] MIx, really easy for me to talk to people who [use] my programs (theories). 🌈🌈

9/26/2019 12:12:16 AM yesxzz Yeah maybe I’ll just assume I meant I want to [think] more Latin as learning occurs simultaneously with thinking, no “teachers” expect their pay:grade 

to be on the [mark]ing sche:me. Now we’re talking war, how many ranks/rat:ing intelligence agencids? Look rating from heaven😂💥 

pic.twitter.com/cCGOFcacv2

9/26/2019 12:21:41 AM yesxzz Home-schooling, a punishment because no social opportunity vital to (serving) theoretically/literally illiterate or at least culturally ineligible, though this 

seems to be the re:action to not competing for en:try and having to put all efforts on thinking/learning not re:vision👨🏽🏫 pic.twitter.com/0vZmV4XoIj

9/26/2019 12:26:54 AM yesxzz Not going to high school the fools going to school [high]. Or as I am British “I didn’t go to sixth form, I went to form for 666 formed it first” (or:”didn’t go 

to secondary school I was schooling every second”) https://soundcloud.com/warmbrew/go-to-school …

9/26/2019 12:30:48 AM yesxzz Yes it is, pretty shame:less/full cause it’s an insult to home-/schoolers (academia generally) the [off:ended] reader antagonises me by taking some 

position on [school] a pro:duct of academia not knowing other disciplines create software to entertain subsequent w/health gained. 

pic.twitter.com/x5X4mVhTBI



9/26/2019 12:36:11 AM aetherwalker1 You do realize that many are flippant and disbelieve because of the number of times insiders have cried wolf.. I mean DECLAS.

9/26/2019 12:37:24 AM yesxzz Ok so we take the Latin for assuming and insinuating and I like the sound of “Ad Adrogans” but everyone has their tastes I just need to be clear in that 

the [intention] is even more like [time] as the earliest one is most relevant, rumours through time/intention tho... 🤔 pic.twitter.com/G5jzCw5bmx

9/26/2019 12:43:40 AM yesxzz  https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1174362106956800000?s=21 … 

Kind of the same embarrassment that military supports really. Akin to a moving earth which goes to where no one knows but at least there’s [others] 

with us doing the [same] thing so why not assuming we’re act:ually doing something. Resign or rebrand? 🚀🏡

9/26/2019 12:47:11 AM yesxzz Any time apparently unqualified people are involved in measuring/ensuring some student keeps their studies up/good/profitable is a ridiculous 

competition as the reward suffers the same fate of unqualification (see corrupt personality cult of industry, papacy)#honour don’t listen.

9/26/2019 12:50:26 AM yesxzz Is the war in the healthcare system too? England and Canada alike *FREE* healthcare as much as wealthy afford their health at the expense of 

everyone else i assuming medical standards embarrass across borders akin to psychological warfare if ignoring Freud died in EnglandEmpire🙏🏿 

pic.twitter.com/Jef8OQch1A

9/26/2019 12:50:46 AM aetherwalker1 True; Spooks gunna spook.  🤷🏼♂️

9/26/2019 12:53:40 AM yesxzz Seeking after the previous comments in this thread, at least initially, I was convinced that the relevance of what I could share would be complimentary 

because hor:mones or alimony-scares adult:erers-care to [imitate] just like I was saying. More feeling. 

https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1165003377971007493?s=21 …

9/26/2019 12:55:27 AM aetherwalker1 The Boy who cried "BOOM".  😏

9/26/2019 1:05:53 AM yesxzz Where/what does any stand to gain only going in [one direction]? 😂 #BoyBandsStand pic.twitter.com/l669uQB9rI

9/26/2019 1:40:46 AM aetherwalker1 So.. get rid of him!

It's too dangerous for America & MAGA to have a snake as VP.

If he's a typical politician, he has dirt that can be leveraged.

9/26/2019 2:20:38 AM thetrollbar  https://www.concordmonitor.com/After-mass-shootings-gun-control-debate-hits-New-Hampshire-27503370 …

9/26/2019 2:22:31 AM thetrollbar What happened in NH over the summer? https://www.concordmonitor.com/After-mass-shootings-gun-control-debate-hits-New-Hampshire-

27503370 …

9/26/2019 2:49:10 AM richard07759712 Sadly, they did, and they didn’t care.  The Cabal doesn’t

9/26/2019 2:55:53 AM richard07759712 For me, what she is - is a Witch (based on a number of data pts) who has participated (based on revealed info) in some of the most Heinous and 

nefarious acts against mankind - she’s a women, Lacking  in good direction, unscrupulously misleading many towards hell itself.

9/26/2019 3:22:18 AM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I wonder ?

Former French president Jacques Chirac dead at 86

9/26/2019 3:29:22 AM sandro220 Thank you so much! All of this is fantastic! 🙏🙂

9/26/2019 3:32:02 AM sterkinglights1 Afa drugs go NH is the perfect state to traffic. Something to do with search and seizure. It goes from NY. And ends somewhere near Burlington VT. It is 

a major rat line. I imagine where there is a black market drug line humans are also run through the same?

9/26/2019 3:34:29 AM sandro220 The doctoral program where I studied clinical psychology couldn’t possibly be more firmly entrenched in Freudian concepts. With that said, I’d have to 

argue that a lot has been made of Freud’s death instinct, when in actuality, it simply means: one wants to die the way one wants.

9/26/2019 3:37:19 AM sandro220 This idea is consistent with the trajectory of Freud’s actual life, in that when the pain from his throat cancer reached a specific level of intensity, he had 

his faithful (and truly brilliant) daughter Anna, administer (him) a lethal dose of morphine. 

He died the way he wanted.

9/26/2019 4:00:16 AM rey63752674 This guy has been around for 20+ yrs. Guess what? He is the least currupt in the RGV compared to the other Clinton/Bush clowns in the area. All 

controlled by 1 person. Everyone knows about the kickbacks and backdoor deals in this area. EVERYONE but the DOJ.

9/26/2019 4:01:28 AM sandro220 Fire on the Mountain (Live at Winterland, December 31, 1978)  https://youtu.be/H6244sbhkGY  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/SfXXXvj2c4

9/26/2019 4:08:52 AM sandro220 A$AP Rocky - OG Beeper (Audio)  https://youtu.be/Ncr8TkdQUm8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/QBGkHWgJGP

9/26/2019 4:17:42 AM sheilas11 Yep. This am SquawkBox mentioned there increase in company resignations. 

Trickling in...

9/26/2019 4:20:10 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/JjdUnuA0ZKo  pic.twitter.com/I8l64cjFn7

9/26/2019 4:21:43 AM hawkgirlinmn Love this!

9/26/2019 4:28:52 AM fansblowing3 As a district judge, Delgado conspired with an attorney from January 2008 to November 2016 to accept bribes in exchange for favorable judicial 

consideration on criminal cases pending in his courtroom.

9/26/2019 4:42:02 AM grundemt Super fine!

9/26/2019 4:45:16 AM sandro220 I recently found myself capable of sitting down w/ my father, & letting him know that I finally understood the reason why he looked like he was going 

into battle everyday when he got on the train to NYC. He worked w/in the business world. He faced the potential damage U describe.

9/26/2019 4:49:17 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/9qJ1MnMwKe

9/26/2019 4:54:27 AM sandro220 U should have been a teacher at the spot where I learned about psychoanalysis. If you studied the psychoanalytic ideas about which you reflect, just on 

your own,..without the “aid of academia” - you’re one of those folks, unlike myself & lotsa my classmates, who just: “gets it.”

9/26/2019 5:09:33 AM tammyrochester2 Lmao!!!!

9/26/2019 5:21:18 AM sandro220 Given the extent to which I’m able to pleasantly mire myself in the idea that we are all one (largely as a result of our interactions and what was going 

on during the specific window of time you know I’m referencing) I think we were/are all empaths, encircling one another.

9/26/2019 5:32:55 AM sandro220 Awesome song! Thanks! 😎

9/26/2019 5:35:40 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/eXnKl3bQMok  pic.twitter.com/IEUtn4xShg

9/26/2019 5:57:39 AM sandro220 Killing In The Name  https://youtu.be/_i2DPdZrQRA  via @YouTube

@SIRISYSPrime

@SIRISYSbot

🤙

9/26/2019 6:00:11 AM strong4895 Thank you. You know twitter isn’t always nice. LOL

9/26/2019 6:06:07 AM laurabusse Bingo

9/26/2019 6:11:27 AM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/rFVtwujiTm

9/26/2019 6:18:17 AM cosmic_engineer This resets daily to 1666 likes.

Too comical

9/26/2019 6:19:26 AM sandro220 Primus - Amos Moses  https://youtu.be/Rrdc0oaeH04  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/s7OCWvjGkT

9/26/2019 6:33:44 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/cU1TRsZ2PSc 

🤣 pic.twitter.com/w4BdI407hS

9/26/2019 6:46:05 AM tmaslanka You guys are barking up the wrong tree. You have been fooled but you’ll never admit it !



9/26/2019 7:14:48 AM joni_apple_seed Agreed, perhaps resubmittion is in order. This was October 2017? Different Trump administration back then. Many tweeks have been made since then 

and the timing seems perfect! 

#ThanQ @covertdisclosu1 @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs  

https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1176947396011597827 … pic.twitter.com/Fr2mW31B3h

9/26/2019 7:51:03 AM trumping4usa We're in the endgame now

9/26/2019 7:57:23 AM trumping4usa  http://simi.x27.ir/num/index.php?nums=737693&button=Calculate …  http://simi.x27.ir/num/index.php?nums=737693&button=Calculate …

9/26/2019 7:57:57 AM trumping4usa 737693 since year 0 today. In numerology says it means majestic. I wonder.

9/26/2019 8:04:12 AM yesxzz They [commute] a lot, the messenger that ought to be shot for the sake of other types of messengers/commutators. Commutation’s important for 

agencies, they take peoples understanding and attempt to impose them on ppl they think lack the understanding. Same things, different order 

pic.twitter.com/p13xZrEbnv

9/26/2019 8:15:43 AM trumping4usa 737693

9/26/2019 8:15:48 AM peterjonathanna TWO VERY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS.

1. Does decarboxylating cannabis increase its medical power?

2. Will people who grow cannabis to save lives, be legally protected since LIFE is a constitutional right?

Thank You MJ12. You are my favorite twitter account by far! So Many Truth Bombs!

9/26/2019 8:20:11 AM trumping4usa Today is 737693 since year 0. In numerology the number means majestic. And the number ends with 6 9 3. Coincidence? I think not

9/26/2019 8:31:49 AM reddragonfly19 Nice, no wonder the whistle blowers hired one of Joe Biden's lawyers to represent him. Can't make this stuff up

9/26/2019 8:49:03 AM liltilgerlil Just saw this on hollyweird https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/ex-arsenio-hall-show-musical-director-pleads-guilty-wire-fraud-embezzling-750000 …

9/26/2019 8:54:08 AM us_poll Homeless kids! #PeopleRSick Like our Govt who send money to Countries but not without them getting theirs. Which is taxpayers money ...they 

shouldn't get paid anything ...they owe us!

9/26/2019 8:55:47 AM reddragonfly19 Scumbag

9/26/2019 9:00:37 AM us_poll Yes I call that the worst of the worst when you don't need the money but how you get more money stealing it from others.. manipulating peoples 

hearts thinking they are helping homeless kids!

9/26/2019 9:03:08 AM covertress Words Create Vibrations

That Change Reality

9/26/2019 9:06:09 AM guy_karen Well liddle Adam should choke on his

9/26/2019 9:09:18 AM dianne1h Amen

9/26/2019 9:12:19 AM robin_ked We're gonna see Alot More of this 

We Are seeing it now......

#PEDOwood pic.twitter.com/zBJCbgJh9J

9/26/2019 9:15:34 AM us_poll Well it just lets you know how many have retained power I mean they make sure to keep it going just like those Stupid HW parents buying their kids 

into Universities but you know that happens with a lot like that Plant Hogg Heard he got into Harvard but didn't make the grade!

9/26/2019 9:16:54 AM us_poll But seems it's all a scam...I don't see those Universities as I once did...Look what goes on in them...Corruption!

9/26/2019 9:21:43 AM canadiancovfefe Good riddence to this form of mind control. I am so happy to have learned the truth about this stuff as it definitely changes one’s perspective of the 

world.  #DrainTheCelebritySwamp 🎉

9/26/2019 9:28:19 AM us_poll Like your Hastag! Lol Yeah I knew they were evil and libnuts.. I mean look what they put out to the masses as remotely normal but I didn't realize they 

were so intertwined in Govts here and abroad! You see them with other leaders making their rounds! #Sickos

9/26/2019 9:34:17 AM us_poll I mean look at Hilton...Ok she doesn't represent USA acting like a hooker more like it..Classless...How fake can you get?! Sorry I use to support their 

Hotels at one time! Barf! https://twitter.com/ItsMutai/status/1158696579265716224 …

9/26/2019 9:35:36 AM liltilgerlil Well just in lol https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2019/09/mitt_romney_adviser_sits_on_burisma_board_of_directors.html …

9/26/2019 9:40:43 AM lorieve "...I came that they may of LIFE and have it ABUNDANTLY."

~Jesus~

9/26/2019 9:45:02 AM us_poll Dems and their HW elitest! Glad Ivanka doesn't act like that when she's abroad!

9/26/2019 9:46:28 AM wbwse That song is beautiful! I really like car radio by them too!

9/26/2019 9:47:05 AM canadiancovfefe I hope Gitmo still has room for all of these corrupt officials. #ItsBeenASlice #ByeBye pic.twitter.com/7iVD8YhS5o

9/26/2019 9:47:14 AM wbwse I’m so grateful for this! He knows how much you love him 💙💙💙

9/26/2019 9:48:39 AM us_poll Maybe they will just off them if they don't ! Treason is Treason they've cost us enough for decades

9/26/2019 9:49:13 AM canadiancovfefe Hogg needs to go to Gitmo too. He’s a dangerous Nazi plant, complete with the Hitler salute. 🙄 #ItsOverHogg

9/26/2019 9:54:57 AM liltilgerlil Timing lol

9/26/2019 9:55:42 AM canadiancovfefe These people are truly evil.

9/26/2019 9:58:18 AM us_poll No concern he gave it to Obonkers! #WolfInSheepsClothing

9/26/2019 10:03:49 AM wbwse  https://youtu.be/DM8Tm9ycGz4  all the things that I’ve done and I’ve seen... still I don’t know don’t know what it means ... to be hueman 💙💙💙

9/26/2019 10:05:10 AM gregoryjhall1 As a parent, I asked my kids if they would like a half a glass or a whole glass of milk with their meal so they felt they had a choice. Either way, it was 

milk.

We aren't kids. They aren't our parents. And we can fire any or all of them at the ballot box!

They are revealed...

9/26/2019 10:07:12 AM gregoryjhall1 And now, keeping tempo

9/26/2019 10:12:25 AM gregoryjhall1 I think four years in the military serving in multiple deployments in the world where they shoot at you might change his world view.

9/26/2019 10:14:14 AM wbwse Raise my weapon of love!

9/26/2019 10:15:05 AM jswdh1 I'm ok with them going back to drafts and having his butt drafted!

9/26/2019 10:16:33 AM gregoryjhall1 Hatch Act much? Constitutes unauthorized foreign diplomacy, foreign policy, blackmail, bribery...

9/26/2019 10:29:55 AM lvx1132 good important questions! growing is what keeps the people from buying, which the banks/corporations don't like since they'll lose business but I've 

met some folks whojust grows because they say they save more money/companies overcharged

9/26/2019 10:31:08 AM lvx1132 Life laws shouldn't be subjected to constitutional rights imo, it should be a right to each individual no matter what.

9/26/2019 10:42:12 AM duriavigrobert Which never constituted: “HEY, I COULD SURE USE YOUR HELP.”🤔

9/26/2019 10:45:41 AM duriavigrobert Whadayabet the whole thing is staged🤔

9/26/2019 10:46:58 AM us_poll Oh Gosh ...I don't have a word for them ….Pathetic isn't bad enough! It's like "It's just me mine and our inner circle of crooks we protect each other." 

#WeNeedAPlummer #DrainTheDeepStateSwampers

9/26/2019 10:53:23 AM nikoscali SAM stands for special air mission which is the standard USAF designation for certain VIP flights i.e. VP, DHS, State Dept, etc.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Air_Mission …

9/26/2019 10:54:00 AM us_poll Who else was in the GOP field against Romney I can't even remember but they backed the swampster!

9/26/2019 10:55:40 AM us_poll Supposedly They liked RomneyCare in Mass said is wasn't like Obonkerscare but still both are globalist swine!

9/26/2019 11:00:54 AM sandro220 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

9/26/2019 11:01:02 AM liltilgerlil What’s funny is the field of candidates may dwindle down to a couple Rinos and Dems will have to vote Red anyway for Trump hahaha



9/26/2019 11:04:27 AM us_poll I don't get it how the Rinos end up being in key positions including chosen as candidate for President when they don't represent the base...think how 

hard they fought against Potus and he was a Reagan man...He voted for Reagan!

9/26/2019 11:07:57 AM liltilgerlil Bought and paid for

9/26/2019 11:10:53 AM us_poll I know they all need to be held accountable for defrauding us and breaking our Laws to benefit themselves...I'd erase and start off with much smaller 

numbers..all the waste, abuse, fraud. favor and blackmail

9/26/2019 11:16:05 AM liltilgerlil They should start by removing Schiff, he was never intelligent lol

9/26/2019 11:18:16 AM us_poll I know they say all the Presidents are related but a few! I find that strange myself who else are they related to ? I found out Patrick Henry was my 

cousin X amount of times lol

9/26/2019 11:31:50 AM sandro220 FunkX - I Will Be Back  https://youtu.be/OXPiS1ZrPL4  via @YouTube

(If gifs existed when I was a child, I don’t think I would’ve ever made it out of the house. I think I would’ve just spent all my time staring at digital 

psychedelia!🤣) pic.twitter.com/BdR9LeX6j6

9/26/2019 11:35:32 AM us_poll Yes I knew that ...said Reagan didn't want Bush he was pushed on him...Now by who? Who was the MajLeader

9/26/2019 11:36:44 AM us_poll I liked Bachmann! You mean Ron?

9/26/2019 11:37:04 AM robin_ked True pic.twitter.com/ACWcAyvidD

9/26/2019 11:39:26 AM us_poll I would have voted for Ron Paul But dang it I do want someone who will protect our Borders and I'm not a war monger unless we have no choices I just 

didn't know what to think of him on that but they treated him like S//t! Which made me mad! Rest I agreed with him on

9/26/2019 11:45:04 AM robin_ked People need to remember how viciously Michelle Bachman & others were attacked by liddle Screamer bill Maher 

 https://www.mrc.org/eye-culture/hate-and-bile-left-wing-attacks-women-get-little-press … pic.twitter.com/177GIMPM9T

9/26/2019 11:46:57 AM us_poll Oh gosh!

9/26/2019 11:49:23 AM us_poll Hitlery's KKK mentor!

9/26/2019 11:51:45 AM us_poll Attacking all women! What a wee little man if you want to call him a man!

9/26/2019 11:52:07 AM sandro220 Eskuche - Vibration  https://youtu.be/DSPhnsDLkcM  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/Qshioc6LjB

9/26/2019 11:52:16 AM robin_ked billy Maher is hiding Alot of Perverted secrets 

➡️Pedophile pic.twitter.com/TyfWJEvghY

9/26/2019 11:55:35 AM robin_ked Here's wut billyMaher tweeted about Michelle Bachman❗️

Remember when Rosanne Barr got banished for much Less⁉️ pic.twitter.com/a7RjhdOgEc

9/26/2019 11:58:22 AM liltilgerlil Scalia just got in. Yay 

 https://www.isakson.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2019/9/isakson-applauds-senate-approval-of-scalia-to-lead-department-of-labor …

9/26/2019 12:03:21 PM jswdh1 Can't stand all this double standard hypocrisy!

9/26/2019 12:07:53 PM us_poll Is that good? Who is that I mean another attorney worked for Bush. Barr etc

9/26/2019 12:11:13 PM us_poll That needs to stop how can fix that!

9/26/2019 12:16:36 PM us_poll McCook is just too close to McCrook Lol!

9/26/2019 12:18:48 PM liltilgerlil Justice Scalia’s son. Dept of Labor is approved now

9/26/2019 12:20:26 PM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1177301822899466241?s=21 …

9/26/2019 12:20:28 PM us_poll Ok I wondered if related but I didn't see that so I'm just on caution!

9/26/2019 12:22:53 PM liltilgerlil Ok this is in order lol pic.twitter.com/8rhoqqvrtw

9/26/2019 12:29:05 PM liltilgerlil Day after flotus? pic.twitter.com/WznsmC5d6D

9/26/2019 12:29:49 PM us_poll Constant drama with them!

9/26/2019 12:31:20 PM us_poll 😳 Do what? Where's RBG? Anyone? Anyone? Elect a New SC Justice Already!

9/26/2019 12:32:40 PM liltilgerlil Speaking of Wall Street https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/09/26/wall-street-democratic-donors-may-back-trump-if-warren-is-nominated.html#click= 

https://t.co/DdAeRa1uea …

9/26/2019 12:54:44 PM robin_ked Never met a Liberal that wasn't a raging hypocrite, Rules Never apply to them, only us

Goes double for the HELLyWood freaks pic.twitter.com/U3bMMrm3ER

9/26/2019 12:56:22 PM us_poll It's been a long time since I seen the Hollywood sign up Haha They have trashed it now been sick awhile though...Wrote them off long ago

9/26/2019 12:58:25 PM robin_ked #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp & power returns to We, The People 

Trump Is Ending the Corruption pic.twitter.com/idHvORcrie

9/26/2019 12:58:38 PM blacktulip966  pic.twitter.com/vJFHYMrndk

9/26/2019 12:58:53 PM allahuniversal "Will POTUS declassify full transcript?"

Nice choice of words here. FPP

9/26/2019 12:59:47 PM robin_ked #PEDOwood👇 pic.twitter.com/MSfeqGgLkj

9/26/2019 1:10:08 PM destinlola Why do their talking points remind me of the “Don’t it, it will split the vote!” mantra. I was told that countless times over the years and every single 

time they gave us the DS. Until Trump. No, I’m not from NH, but I hope the voters recognize the “Game” and wait for clarity.

9/26/2019 1:11:26 PM unidentifiedta1 The date of the Event

9/26/2019 1:13:18 PM unidentifiedta1 Yes. It’s also why UFOs will be disclosed. Some will be rescued underground and others will be rescued from the sky.

9/26/2019 1:28:28 PM gregoryjhall1 Ewwwww...

Now I need to drink some Goof-Off or other solvent to get that out of my mind...

9/26/2019 1:39:31 PM wbwse Coming to get me dad?

9/26/2019 1:41:57 PM wbwse I love when you point stuff out 😻

9/26/2019 1:46:14 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/wHeQJ-Aopss  💙

9/26/2019 1:50:38 PM wbwse Isiah 34:4

9/26/2019 1:53:19 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/PvecICFfgw

9/26/2019 1:54:24 PM wbwse 💙💙💙

9/26/2019 1:56:08 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/9PgGIr2ThS

9/26/2019 1:56:49 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/fm7aWIZBpC

9/26/2019 1:58:03 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/0x53EIcso9

9/26/2019 1:58:48 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/ySKVVdPqRl

9/26/2019 2:03:48 PM canadapatriotbc I didn`t realize they made mens red leather shoes in boys sizes.

9/26/2019 2:06:48 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/lxRQlvmH-Uk 

9/26/2019 2:10:32 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/ZXdE2rMEFU

9/26/2019 2:33:55 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/vxh7mCYg50

9/26/2019 2:34:16 PM guy_karen Good job. Now go to DC

9/26/2019 2:34:40 PM 11111christian Who is MBS?

9/26/2019 2:38:30 PM wbwse Be nice to @VP

9/26/2019 2:48:49 PM keith369me Mohammed bin Salman...either him or a likeness of him is alive

9/26/2019 2:53:52 PM wbwse No

9/26/2019 2:54:23 PM wbwse Nope you’re the cutest! YOU!

9/26/2019 2:56:07 PM wbwse @Pontifex



9/26/2019 2:57:04 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/hnNUD0ODIk

9/26/2019 2:59:10 PM wbwse With free will or without free will? At its purest basic core, good versus bad?

9/26/2019 3:01:37 PM wbwse Eyebelievedensdragonholdsansweryeseeks @Kaidone2

9/26/2019 3:20:27 PM kaidone2 🙏🤗🔥💞

riddles + lies,

what of it matters now?

when there is one task,

to rise up + unite,

for our children's sake,

before humanity losses it's chance,

before itis too late.

the riddles of the past hold no power now,

embody Love or suffer as the evil of existence does.

🔥💞☯👑

9/26/2019 3:20:49 PM beoneforall1  http://www.alertadigital.com/2017/09/01/las-corporaciones-sionistas-controlan-el-96-de-los-medios-de-comunicacion-del-mundo/ … I Hope You Can 

Translate the Website. Or Investigate by Yourself in Google being Astute.

@TrueEyeTheSpy @NSA_QIL2 @NSAGov @usairforce @DeptofDefense @QAnon_Decrypted @Qanon76 @Q2ndWave @Pablo_Iglesias_ 

@Project_Veritas @codeofvets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Truth

9/26/2019 3:24:51 PM cisnez Future proves past. I've been very outgoing about what happened to me. No riddles here. Shame on the riddles.

9/26/2019 3:26:37 PM kaidone2 🙏🤗🔥💞

just replying to @WbWse,

knot judging individually.

Hugsangeloveden.

🔥💞☯👑

9/26/2019 3:28:40 PM cisnez Not judging you. Just stating my truth and position. May the riddler get his face fucked. 🙏 pic.twitter.com/aPTG288rKE

9/26/2019 3:30:58 PM beoneforall1  http://www.alertadigital.com/2017/09/01/las-corporaciones-sionistas-controlan-el-96-de-los-medios-de-comunicacion-del-mundo/ …

Hope You Can Translate the Website. Or Investigate by Yourself in Google being Astute.

@TrueEyeTheSpy @NSA_QIL2 @NSAGov @usairforce @DeptofDefense @QAnon_Decrypted @Qanon76 @Q2ndWave @Pablo_Iglesias_ 

@Project_Veritas @codeofvets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Truth

9/26/2019 3:31:30 PM wbwse Love and light to you always!! Thank you for your love and wisdom!

9/26/2019 3:32:12 PM kaidone2 🙏🤗🔥💞

9/26/2019 3:49:29 PM bppope True

9/26/2019 4:22:01 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is interesting, what happens to the EM field at between 2-3 mins in on the video?  https://youtu.be/mSYV_WM8P1Q 

9/26/2019 4:26:39 PM sandro220 Oh no! That hashtag actually exists too!! 🤣

9/26/2019 4:28:58 PM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/ZffjRjnux4

9/26/2019 4:29:50 PM sandro220 Did you become a proctologist since we last spoke? It’s just been a few hours! 🤣

9/26/2019 4:30:07 PM yesxzz $i am a[shame]d of $you circa right now AD  https://twitter.com/wbwse/status/1177350006946369536?s=21- …

And there’s the 5th Greek Ad Adrogans 🖕🏿

9/26/2019 4:34:32 PM sandro220 That response right there-  “?” - is the quintessential twitter homework assignment. 😂

9/26/2019 4:35:03 PM wbwse YES

9/26/2019 4:44:18 PM yesxzz I realised after I posted that SINA wouldn’t get the full effect of the message because he blocked @Wbwse apparently. But his ™️ mocks him for it, or 

learns/thinks for us all. Thus I assume (Ad Adrogans) seeking for a response to the cubit Latin problem 👨🏿🏭 

https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1176985206701600769?s=21 …

9/26/2019 4:45:07 PM wbwse 💙💙💙

9/26/2019 4:46:38 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/X6ZttQOdCX8  pic.twitter.com/Fw2NF5fjEQ

9/26/2019 4:47:48 PM yesxzz Pardon the French Revolution but excretion ought to be the identification of subordinate worshippers and idlers, flatulent, com:post, fertilisably-

controlled. Blessings all come from below so what you blow expect it to raise up following you. Shitting on the enemy energy.😂 

pic.twitter.com/CThC36Bpys

9/26/2019 4:47:50 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/lM9QjdIORs

9/26/2019 4:48:31 PM mklundquist I know right?

9/26/2019 4:54:51 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/o-9fO6lEdL0  pic.twitter.com/34X3VQqMWc

9/26/2019 4:57:48 PM khirinknight Do birds fart ?

9/26/2019 4:58:46 PM nea_storm Agree with covertress! Thank you Eyes on! Love You People! pic.twitter.com/ySC3VUWfnl

9/26/2019 4:59:17 PM khirinknight How about fish ?

9/26/2019 4:59:35 PM sandro220 😂 pic.twitter.com/KCgYI7pMu0

9/26/2019 5:00:55 PM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/2w9uDWJcin

9/26/2019 5:01:37 PM khirinknight Reptiles ?

9/26/2019 5:03:40 PM sandro220 🤓🤷♂️😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/JFo5IjtOJi

9/26/2019 5:06:53 PM khirinknight Now all we have to do is watch out who never farts

9/26/2019 5:08:51 PM wbwse I just farted haha

9/26/2019 5:09:16 PM khirinknight My man :)))))

9/26/2019 5:10:32 PM khirinknight We need tapes of Rotschild family not farting

9/26/2019 5:12:04 PM sandro220 Here’s 1 of those synchronicity-driven Twitter moments that can either be chalked up to serendipity, or pure magic. 😂As U were tweeting that, I was 

remembering a moment from HS, in which a friend tried to sell everyone on the notion that his gf was “so hot” - she never farted.🤣

9/26/2019 5:12:14 PM khirinknight I doubt

9/26/2019 5:13:45 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/OSt6D6xoXE

9/26/2019 5:13:55 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/0WZw2_puMpE  🙀🙀

9/26/2019 5:14:36 PM khirinknight I am fine for now

9/26/2019 5:15:21 PM sandro220 🤣

9/26/2019 5:15:59 PM wbwse Same I’m figuring out some feet geometry at the moment

9/26/2019 5:16:50 PM sandro220 Again with the feet.. 🤣

9/26/2019 5:23:04 PM khirinknight The cheapest thing in the west is a car .

9/26/2019 5:23:14 PM mixer_brandon Interesting...

9/26/2019 5:23:33 PM mixer_brandon You fail when you doubt.

9/26/2019 5:25:40 PM khirinknight Doubters turn out right history shows

9/26/2019 5:26:19 PM sandro220 A$AP Mob - Yamborghini High (Official Music Video) ft. Juicy J  https://youtu.be/tt7gP_IW-1w  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/qBJTyZBtQq

9/26/2019 5:28:09 PM khirinknight I unliked it 🤣🤣🤣

9/26/2019 5:29:05 PM khirinknight Give me Mad Max  !

9/26/2019 5:30:07 PM sandro220 Madeintyo - Uber Everywhere (remix)  Ft. Travis Scott  https://youtu.be/PXa1cIJVDls  via @YouTube 🤣

9/26/2019 5:33:28 PM duriavigrobert As Patriots, we should not only study this  ...  but PRACTICE IT AS WELL! If not, “WE” have no shame🤔

9/26/2019 5:33:48 PM sandro220 I have a devout sense of faith about doubting. 😁



9/26/2019 5:34:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Smart Phones, Computers Creating Generation Of Porn Addicts; Some States Call It ‘Public Health Emergency’ – CBS Dallas / Fort Worth 

https://dfw.cbslocal.com/2019/09/25/smart-phones-computers-generation-porn-addicts-public-health-emergency/ …

9/26/2019 5:35:37 PM wbwse Why is pie and feet same meaning

9/26/2019 5:35:56 PM lucas2011lions A lot of sore wrist out there

9/26/2019 5:36:00 PM khirinknight Where there is doubt there is faith

9/26/2019 5:37:00 PM khirinknight figure that kne out 🤣

9/26/2019 5:38:02 PM wbwse Goddess/God 😻

9/26/2019 5:39:59 PM khirinknight All in good Time /;) pic.twitter.com/xt1VybXfJ9

9/26/2019 5:41:05 PM xusaf_patriot Off topic...fully retired? https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1177327900900626446 …

9/26/2019 5:47:03 PM 17buckspatri0t Blame it on the device. Like blaming guns, no? Sick brain is the cause

9/26/2019 5:47:04 PM rachaelangelm Yeah that’s those agents online

9/26/2019 5:47:05 PM davidg02986909 Watch I pet goat II.  In that video the buildings  were shaped like a man and a woman. Then they collapse.  Look at about 1:56 in this clip.   

https://youtu.be/6n_xCI-peq0 .  When they say ignorance is bliss that is true.  My eyes are open and I cant stop seeing what's in front of me.

9/26/2019 5:48:13 PM playactiongamer Addiction to torture porn (all types) is real - affects your mental state if exposed to it repeatedly.

9/26/2019 5:50:05 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/Justsaytruthnow/status/1177376105726185472 …

9/26/2019 5:51:41 PM davidg02986909 I am afraid that the number of luciferians in the world will shock people. Imagine that the Red Cross is supplying blood for Luciferians.  

https://twitter.com/patton6966/status/1176906187519995905?s=19 …. This is beyond serious. The world we know is a lie.

9/26/2019 5:52:01 PM covertress ]Dunford[ ?

9/26/2019 5:52:57 PM keith369me The culture promotes it and the 🐑 follow.  It was like this for smoking which was glamorized in movies in the 50s.  It’s all one big Truman Show mind 

control experiment to keep the public sedated.

9/26/2019 5:56:54 PM phreatomagnetic An example perhaps? https://www.express.co.uk/dayandnight/273883/Steven-Spielberg-British-grub-saved-Indiana-Jones …

9/26/2019 6:00:04 PM fightforamerica *puts the lotion down* Welp this is awkward.

9/26/2019 6:00:35 PM raisethevib369 Very very destructive to intimacy.

9/26/2019 6:01:39 PM solizroxanne RICO is Rudy's specialty.

9/26/2019 6:28:01 PM brterry17 It's about time.

Keep em' coming.

If you run out of judges to investigate, please contact me and I can point you to the judicial rosters of several states.

9/26/2019 6:32:45 PM kindeandtrue For the wages of sin is death. (Romans 6:23)

9/26/2019 6:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Deep State is not only in the United States. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1177313406463959040 …

9/26/2019 6:33:26 PM chew_soap The Deep State is not limited to government operations

9/26/2019 6:33:45 PM guy_karen Another one bites the dust!

9/26/2019 6:34:53 PM highhopesusa some of them start sexing in their early teens

9/26/2019 6:35:52 PM the_fjalar Worldwide Illuminati... Secret Societies

9/26/2019 6:36:27 PM tweetershay2011 You’re right, they’re running it!

9/26/2019 6:37:06 PM highhopesusa hoffa chow

9/26/2019 6:37:49 PM phreatomagnetic Creates a lot oversexed young people leading to a climate of underage promiscuity.  

Easy pickings for pervs

9/26/2019 6:47:13 PM dcd51 It is world wide..& they're pissed because we're no longer being the ATM of the world..our money kept them in power

9/26/2019 6:48:35 PM yesxzz 🥰😍 pic.twitter.com/t4EceQlfj6

9/26/2019 6:51:33 PM m_kroniklyill  pic.twitter.com/FDKRQsxhvx

9/26/2019 7:03:28 PM nmchristoban So many around the world are recognizing the 'deep state' which is encouraging. MEGA

9/26/2019 7:10:08 PM thevolunteer6 Check out John Soloman foreign intelligence document drop just now!

GAME OVER

9/26/2019 7:17:24 PM ab36913 @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GirlAwakeinCA @blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @Keith72256137 @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @Adsvel 

@americanpetal @Turboxyde @_369311119 @LisaRoub 

I will search for the rest of my wonderful tribe!  

I love you guys. 💗💗💗

9/26/2019 7:19:55 PM v_rags Yes we found you! 💜💜💜

9/26/2019 7:20:58 PM ab36913 Love you Vito!

9/26/2019 7:21:49 PM v_rags Love you to!  💜💜💜

9/26/2019 7:24:28 PM sandro220 Jeremiah was a bullfrog  https://youtu.be/QtYnCmw2CWE  via @YouTube

🤣🙏 pic.twitter.com/bWzQj2LzPi

9/26/2019 7:26:30 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/KtfCc28tqZ

9/26/2019 7:31:12 PM unstoppablencp I remember I saw my friends kids using the tablet one time and they got it taken away. Wow the meltdown it was amazing. It was almost like they 

never existed without a tablet before their hands I’m talking about some years I six years old.

9/26/2019 7:31:32 PM sdane8 "As I depart ACTIVE service ... please know I'll remain in proud OVERWATCH..."  Seems clear to me.  🤫

9/26/2019 7:33:36 PM mongrelglory A lot of what they show on prime time TV, or even day-time soap operas, would have been considered Porn a generation ago.

9/26/2019 7:33:45 PM vegas_maga RtRtRt @LarrySchweikart @LisaMei62 @Lrihendry @OnWithLogic @LionelMedia @LindaDAngelMom @love4thegameAK @CLewandowski_ 

@almostjingo @M2Madness @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GOPChairwoman @marklevinshow @BusyElves 

https://twitter.com/donnabrazile/status/1177388254036975618 …

9/26/2019 7:35:01 PM bosshawg35 Just saying pic.twitter.com/8XhFHBXZPT

9/26/2019 7:35:22 PM tyetyler1 Explain, please?  

I am also "one who seeks" and appreciate the info.

9/26/2019 7:35:52 PM mongrelglory Oh, and many music videos these days are absolutely disgusting!  (and stupid)

9/26/2019 7:36:02 PM lisaroub Love you sister 💗💗💗

9/26/2019 7:36:24 PM djlok That was when I thought we were supposed to see if she could walk a straight line. 🍷🍷🍷

9/26/2019 7:36:41 PM ab36913 💯💯💯 pic.twitter.com/3FmSdStcTv

9/26/2019 7:36:52 PM tyetyler1 Link, please?

9/26/2019 7:37:24 PM lisaroub  pic.twitter.com/G77aNP0JyN

9/26/2019 7:37:48 PM bosshawg35 Only if it involves paper straws lol

9/26/2019 7:38:38 PM mongrelglory They've pretty much got their tentacles in every country it seems.  MJ-12, is there any country on this planet that isn't owned or controlled in some 

way by the Deep State?

9/26/2019 7:43:44 PM thevolunteer6 Go to “John Soloman”

9/26/2019 7:43:55 PM debbiea43922131 Deep State is Everywhere.

Domino Effect

9/26/2019 7:45:25 PM thevolunteer6 Sorry. Joe M tweeted it. (Good one to follow)

9/26/2019 7:45:47 PM mattegelkraut It’s not “deep” anywhere else in the world, it’s obvious. Bribes and blind eyes are the norm.

9/26/2019 7:45:52 PM thevolunteer6 I retweeted it on my timeline also

9/26/2019 7:46:19 PM truth939 #deepstate is a global infestation



9/26/2019 7:48:31 PM debbiea43922131 Follow the Corruption

Domino Effect

BOOM pic.twitter.com/mX9rTAToYY

9/26/2019 7:48:37 PM sandro220 Sina’s primary care physician regularly insists on simply administering a thermometer, orally, to gauge whether or not he has a fever-whenever he 

presents w/flu-like symptoms. He, on the other hand, insists on the rectal variety, just for “full effect” -as you say..😂

#zinger ?🤣

9/26/2019 7:49:48 PM manifest_utopia So glad you reconnected. Sorry you've been through this.

I just RT your pinned post. 💖

9/26/2019 7:50:45 PM sandro220 Sina, on the other hand, has a team of therapists working on helping him never forget the shit. 🤣

9/26/2019 7:50:56 PM ab36913 Thank you so much!  Love you. 💗💗💗

9/26/2019 7:53:31 PM manifest_utopia Love you too. 💖

9/26/2019 7:57:22 PM sandro220 If you think that the criteria for a thinking app should essentially encompass a decorative wordprocessing product, on which the would-be inventor of 

the system simply types out barely comprehensible, ‘stupid as shit bullet points of disinformation’ -  a commission, then yes.🤣

9/26/2019 7:57:31 PM grundemt What does [B]erpsies the corn:Uni have to say about this, Hrmm?

 https://youtu.be/Taj_pHX8j6w  pic.twitter.com/aC8bKh6rdo

9/26/2019 7:58:48 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Have you seen this before? Check it out and read the thread.  https://twitter.com/dontcha_know1/status/1177415720621236224 …

9/26/2019 8:01:12 PM oliheck It’s huuuge in Germany and its working against the people

9/26/2019 8:02:11 PM sandro220 Tripped out dude. Once again. 

🤣🤙🙏 pic.twitter.com/6VO7SkVRC4

9/26/2019 8:03:36 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/Oe1sB_4LSV4  pic.twitter.com/HIjjheOirh

9/26/2019 8:04:20 PM sandro220 Nope. Not this time! Oh..well..ok!😁 pic.twitter.com/xbegOMUBJO

9/26/2019 8:08:15 PM grundemt Turd Wars

The glory years pic.twitter.com/87vOthz4Xk

9/26/2019 8:10:06 PM sandro220 Jeeez that’s straight got up poetic my dude.

9/26/2019 8:10:12 PM lornascurr What will happen in New Zealand??  J Ardern clearly a controlled DS socialist ..   help !!??  Huss. Pod. HRC. JK and others have all visited and have been 

accessing (IMO) ALL via 5👁and their Sec Clearances

9/26/2019 8:12:24 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/XYrSMbs4iI

9/26/2019 8:13:05 PM grundemt Uhmm welll u see. I...uh. Gee. Why don't we...um. shucks. Yeah, No? pic.twitter.com/4uXEnfAlCA

9/26/2019 8:13:44 PM sandro220 Nirvana https://youtu.be/ZHsfIDl7ONo 

9/26/2019 8:15:17 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/HzGqUQ2YuX

9/26/2019 8:16:45 PM grundemt El SANDRO Botticelli pic.twitter.com/qBsBMN7pYj

9/26/2019 8:20:43 PM sandro220 and my omnipotence is dependent on splendid lyrics-kick the shit outta threads-slick like buttered biscuits-with this digital bic-writin rhymes since I 

was in converse kicks-before retailers called caps lids-I’ll bust a cap and then refridge-you know chill with my bad self my nig

9/26/2019 8:22:25 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/vY9yCPmqbc8  pic.twitter.com/ahj3ot4jbA

9/26/2019 8:23:06 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/gXxkBd3GUN

9/26/2019 8:25:48 PM ab36913 I love this beautiful man and patriot!  God bless him and his family. ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

9/26/2019 8:26:51 PM itsyfireflower Piefoot... broken cross

9/26/2019 8:28:07 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/1C9CAJTMhw

9/26/2019 8:30:16 PM playactiongamer Of course, [they] are global, and off-world, human and non-human, ether among us or in hiding.

9/26/2019 8:31:13 PM sandro220 🤣

9/26/2019 8:33:57 PM playactiongamer Good find - MAGA 👏 pic.twitter.com/DG1xFfChJY

9/26/2019 8:34:36 PM cryptooz 😜 pic.twitter.com/9Tt7Wxuax3

9/26/2019 8:36:11 PM sandro220 The Merrymen - Feeling Hot Hot Hot  https://youtu.be/rbc_LxfhSoY  via @YouTube 😁

9/26/2019 8:37:22 PM sandro220 Do you have to pay extra to not wear a sock? 🤣

9/26/2019 8:39:42 PM grundemt My friend this past weekend drew a cartoon captioned Humpty had a great Fall, and had Humpty going for a walk in the park, chopping wood, drinking 

cider, eating PI and what not. I'm thinking, how antidiluvian. Hmm. pic.twitter.com/vGNO5FWGNC

9/26/2019 8:42:48 PM aetherwalker1 Well.. concerning The Cabal, MJ did say that it was a 6000 year old Death Cult.

9/26/2019 8:44:54 PM grundemt ..............................

..............................

..............................

...

[Never:mind] pic.twitter.com/NKLAWuQaiZ

9/26/2019 8:46:41 PM sandro220 The Humpty Dance  https://youtu.be/fV7o0KG4WeQ  via @YouTube 😎

9/26/2019 8:47:05 PM itsyfireflower humorously forehead pic.twitter.com/FQkI5ilrha

9/26/2019 8:47:51 PM sandro220 🤣🤙

9/26/2019 8:49:40 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/kDrfHj3j398  pic.twitter.com/jSZlq23JtE

9/26/2019 8:49:49 PM itsyfireflower antediluvian man pic.twitter.com/HpaxdRSriR

9/26/2019 8:53:37 PM joinna6 World Wide.322 NWO-OWN

9/26/2019 8:56:40 PM grundemt Take Fore...and 

ACTION pic.twitter.com/lVsXAA7L3d

9/26/2019 8:56:54 PM joinna6 Tyme Machines

9/26/2019 8:58:34 PM sandro220 @Itsyfireflower pic.twitter.com/uabvxojREm

9/26/2019 8:59:27 PM grundemt Blake? You found my Achilles Tale pic.twitter.com/xVevODeYEN

9/26/2019 8:59:54 PM sandro220 Type  https://youtu.be/1-OGHe7EQ9I  via @YouTube

@LivingColour

🙏😀❤️

9/26/2019 9:02:28 PM grundemt Yea Itsy! pic.twitter.com/at7zyrFD1a

9/26/2019 9:04:09 PM grundemt They forgot one pic.twitter.com/gCVTv2KVUF

9/26/2019 9:05:43 PM grundemt PROVIDENCE!!!

what are you doing?!

You said KITTENS...

NOT canines :(

9/26/2019 9:06:31 PM sandro220 Phish - Runaway Jim - 11/1/13 - Atlantic City, NJ  https://youtu.be/HXNRy2ozTcg  via @YouTube

😃😎🤙❤️

9/26/2019 9:07:28 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/oT38baNeAi

9/26/2019 9:10:00 PM grundemt Man, Sandro, when are you going to get your own Spotify channel?

I'd sign up for that podcast!

9/26/2019 9:10:12 PM fansblowing3 Who are these people that watch that stuff?  They need to get off the couch and go get a real life girlfriend.

9/26/2019 9:12:21 PM sandro220 Thank you!! 🙏😀

9/26/2019 9:12:35 PM sandro220 Phish | 08.17.10 | Kill Devil Falls | Jones Beach Theater - Wantagh, NY  https://youtu.be/6ofdj75EF4g  via @YouTube



9/26/2019 9:16:30 PM grundemt Commutation:el my good dude

 https://youtu.be/DcI50fhHFIc  pic.twitter.com/yx4nI7Wswu

9/26/2019 9:19:31 PM fansblowing3 Received bribes on a monthly basis, directed other Mexican police officers to assist the Cartel, released members from prison after they had been 

arrested for drug trafficking, targeted rival drug traffickers for wiretaps and arrests and assisted with murders.  🤷♂️ Same here!

9/26/2019 9:22:13 PM grundemt I hear you Brother 

Loud and Clear pic.twitter.com/AMCEScNfhk

9/26/2019 9:27:02 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/Xa0d2anobk

9/26/2019 9:28:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd It light vs dark. God doesn't care which side you choose; as a spirit being in a flesh suit, we should. When we choose good for the sake of humanity, it's 

easy to make good choices. Not bc religion tells us, religion is man made, not from God. Spirituality comes from Creator.

9/26/2019 9:31:37 PM grundemt Juno what Imma Tolkien about, right? pic.twitter.com/yXkyauDCBR

9/26/2019 9:33:32 PM keith369me GHWB helped infiltrate Countries south of our border with Deepstate decades ago

9/26/2019 9:36:12 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/woUTTZ0JR1

9/26/2019 9:36:52 PM grundemt Sounds to me like we're all on the same page then

 https://youtu.be/5rbE8HNfcbs  pic.twitter.com/lDuEcK8g2V

9/26/2019 9:37:29 PM daveo6145 Well, if you think about the trillions that have been funneled through money laundering then it’s most likely the deep state has utilized tech to go off 

world and setup colonies. See: September 10,2001 where Rumsfeld spoke of trillions missing and unaccounted for pic.twitter.com/c41ChqVG8I

9/26/2019 9:40:34 PM grundemt Tuhzzzzzzzrtttt

Wuh

Jus happen?

 https://youtu.be/AQi-5IAKm2A  pic.twitter.com/eCnr25j7E7

9/26/2019 9:42:14 PM nea_storm International Special Units Enforcement is a beautiful thing! God Bless, Keep & Protect All the men & woman selflessly dedicated to removing All 

heinous criminals: Love to Each of You & Your Loved Ones! Thank you for your service!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LKUtethGEQ … pic.twitter.com/7LHrq0L6tn

9/26/2019 9:42:29 PM sandro220 #brilliant

9/26/2019 9:43:07 PM grundemt Goody Gumdrops pic.twitter.com/z270ZyIhBt

9/26/2019 9:46:17 PM grundemt #323SocietyRulz https://youtu.be/oofSnsGkops 

9/26/2019 9:48:24 PM grundemt I couldn't agree smores pic.twitter.com/oJBvuIMNGM

9/26/2019 9:51:13 PM grundemt And whatd they find here? pic.twitter.com/dqmtqQFf6j

9/26/2019 9:52:26 PM grundemt Pietoe Parlors on every corner? pic.twitter.com/abGy3EVVAX

9/26/2019 9:54:42 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/sWUSY8UZ84

9/26/2019 10:02:21 PM grundemt A toast!

To Eurocrem...

It's the creme freshest pic.twitter.com/zRQ54EB8ao

9/26/2019 10:08:50 PM sandro220 I never knew it was possible that include so many ideas within the context of just one tweet. You’ve just defeated twitter’s desire to maintain 

irrelevance. 🙏

9/26/2019 10:13:42 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/Y7mYh6eISt

9/26/2019 10:15:20 PM grundemt #TuringUniverse pic.twitter.com/53biMsyIbr

9/26/2019 10:18:36 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/ZS0XFUHQGH

9/26/2019 10:19:55 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/SEerUmUnjV

9/26/2019 10:22:17 PM grundemt Cool!

But back to work for me.

Thanks for keeping things rolling along pic.twitter.com/MXM4Bwjxg7

9/26/2019 10:22:59 PM sandro220 😀🙏

9/26/2019 10:54:52 PM ghost_of_billy_  pic.twitter.com/iB3STpejrB

9/26/2019 11:04:51 PM drivelcivil The deep state killed Andronicus I Comemnus. If you get this reference, follow me!

9/26/2019 11:41:55 PM stefanofait Poor thing. He did what he could. Now times are different.

I'm more interested in the parallels between #JuliusCaesar and #Trump, #populares and #populists, #optimates and the #DeepState.

Got something to share? Ready to listen/read.

9/26/2019 11:56:02 PM sailorpractical Where is Q?....

9/27/2019 12:24:43 AM nurseniceyes Yea it is still targeting citizens.

9/27/2019 1:27:50 AM adsvel Love You too Sister! 💖 pic.twitter.com/yHVDkM2P9S

9/27/2019 1:49:17 AM gooutthebox1 unfortunately his tentacles span the entire world..

not for much longer.. 😎🍿

9/27/2019 3:03:23 AM trumping4usa Yeah I thought that was an implied thing

9/27/2019 3:46:53 AM trumping4usa and when they do get caught for example mark Thatcher when he funded a PMC to overthrow Ecuadorial guinea he 

 got no jail time but just a 2 year suspended political sentence

9/27/2019 3:57:28 AM martisw1971 @JLS1125 @Jordan_Sather_ @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @EyesOnQ @Qanon76 @intheMatrixxx 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @M2Madness @rising_serpent @CoreysDigs @Cordicon @IPOT1776 @LisaMei62 @Anon_decoder @dbongino @realDonaldTrump 

@TheJusticeDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1177370086182551552 …

9/27/2019 4:26:09 AM deerfield4570 The “planes” that hit the towers were not “planes” at all!!!

9/27/2019 4:40:18 AM awakeandsing123 I’m looking forward to the day the deep state is exposed in Russia, my beloved motherland.

9/27/2019 4:57:03 AM sandro220 😁 pic.twitter.com/s7jWToh9E7

9/27/2019 5:20:25 AM sondgee clone drops

9/27/2019 5:23:31 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/27/2019 5:34:44 AM kwititalready Obviously, it's global. Cabal operated puppets globally. I usually add in global deep state, in case someone is of the mind it's a national problem. But 

who would, given the world as it is.

9/27/2019 5:39:17 AM blsdbe #ThanQ April!!!

9/27/2019 5:40:51 AM ab36913 Love you Christine!  🤗😘🥰

9/27/2019 6:02:17 AM michael81972 Project ‘Voldemort’ https://twitter.com/emeraldrobinson/status/1177554706069110784?s=21 …

9/27/2019 6:09:32 AM kindeandtrue What it all means, and how it all may be connected, I do not know.

9/27/2019 6:28:22 AM irah_chandler Any idea why we're allowing alien propagandists to promote illuminati climaye change disinfo? pic.twitter.com/8hzHMocIEv

9/27/2019 6:28:22 AM jswdh1 If he's not lying why are they worried about revealing who it is?

9/27/2019 6:31:41 AM duriavigrobert Their imaginary friend? pic.twitter.com/UrudR1iwih

9/27/2019 7:01:24 AM drivelcivil Well, parallels between Julius and Trump? Hopefully not many, considering how that ended. My research extends upon Fomenko who boldly states 

that many historical figures are literally the same person, projected back in time with minor details shifted around.

9/27/2019 7:03:35 AM robinreitsma1 Deep state is Global. 👍👊



9/27/2019 7:06:36 AM drivelcivil So Julius Ceasar in fact lived in the middle ages. Augustus is the same person as Constantine, and both were a combination of Henry II and Conrad 

Salian.

9/27/2019 7:08:42 AM drivelcivil Let's dissect the words:

Henry = On-Ree = Khan Reich

Conrad = Khan-rad = Khan Reich 

Many so called kings names were merely titles and not their actual names.

9/27/2019 7:25:48 AM wbwse 😻😻😻

9/27/2019 7:32:03 AM wbwse Pan?!

9/27/2019 7:32:24 AM voiceofresonn Actually it's more connected to the Atlantic council,the corrupt gas co that was withholding gas heat to people. Check out Dan bongino Sept26 video. 

Open your eyes to facts not speculation. Also great info of Ukraine history up to today,on space shot Sept 26 Ukraine video.

9/27/2019 7:33:49 AM sandro220 🤣🤣🤣

9/27/2019 7:36:58 AM wbwse Mr Blunts feet 😻

9/27/2019 7:39:31 AM kathymerfeld I bet the witch is getting nervous!

9/27/2019 7:43:11 AM sandro220 C.R.E.A.M.  https://youtu.be/ecRs1sWZIL4  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 7:43:47 AM wbwse I am guilty of lust and I ask the lord for forgiveness and guidance 💙 🦶

9/27/2019 7:44:32 AM sandro220 I’m a member of the LPGSGEW crowd. A proud one. 🤣

9/27/2019 7:45:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 BAIT https://twitter.com/axios/status/1177581853085184001 …

9/27/2019 7:45:44 AM sandro220 Maybe his dad should’ve given us stronger frontal lobes! 🤣

9/27/2019 7:46:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1177562545189793792 …

9/27/2019 7:46:53 AM sandro220 So are my morning attempts at humor! 😂

9/27/2019 7:47:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 🎪 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1177575947358412800 …

9/27/2019 7:47:10 AM hoofhearted_45 yep -  open the doors for OBOZO/Biden , the media/dems can't stop themselves with their stupidity

9/27/2019 7:47:27 AM djlok Enjoy the Show!!!

9/27/2019 7:48:03 AM kindeandtrue Game-changing if Trump-Putin calls are released. Then maybe we can finally find out more about "Russian adoptions".

9/27/2019 7:48:36 AM ab36913 Pathetic 🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/YiIcYc1kbm

9/27/2019 7:48:46 AM sandro220 I thought we put the anal sadism to bed last night.. 🤣

9/27/2019 7:49:12 AM samsmith0319 💥🤡💥

9/27/2019 7:49:26 AM sandro220 Sir Mix-A-Lot - Baby Got Back  https://youtu.be/X53ZSxkQ3Ho  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 7:50:01 AM hambrickro 😏 Nothing like a good day of fishing 😏

9/27/2019 7:50:04 AM hoofhearted_45  pic.twitter.com/UFthWW9fP7

9/27/2019 7:50:35 AM wbwse I love it! And I love you! pic.twitter.com/sOa2jAuodm

9/27/2019 7:50:44 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/emeraldrobinson/status/1177554706069110784?s=21 …

9/27/2019 7:50:58 AM yustein His new name is #NonameSchiff because Adam is a biblical name.

9/27/2019 7:51:39 AM kindeandtrue If the Trump Administration has the goods on Adam Schiff, then he should be tried in court and not in a Trump tweet.

9/27/2019 7:53:07 AM hambrickro 💥 GLOBAL 💥

9/27/2019 7:54:03 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

9/27/2019 7:54:15 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/rktd355zgx

9/27/2019 7:54:46 AM zagnett @HouseofNeptune

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Vintagesquirrel

@nea_storm

@RoubLisa

@blsdbe

@DJLOK

@Love_Infusion

@laurabusse https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1177578808305750017 …
9/27/2019 7:55:34 AM wbwse I love my princess!

9/27/2019 7:55:58 AM sandro220 Me too!!!!

9/27/2019 7:56:28 AM lilangels44 So excited!! I have sensed things are ramping up lately.

9/27/2019 7:56:51 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/s7KJptFhR7

9/27/2019 7:58:05 AM hoelessromantik “Serious allegation”

9/27/2019 8:01:02 AM sandro220 Ok-check it. This is the thing: I can say at the very minimum-that the  person who has you blocked, is both the coolest individual out there, and 

simultaneously, straight up loves blockin peeps now and again. I consider her one of my fav peeps, and now and again, she blocks me!🤣

9/27/2019 8:06:33 AM thankqtrump45 Looks like all that left is a “bamboo shoot” like this building in Shenzhen, China where Flexport is. pic.twitter.com/hRVleouBuY

9/27/2019 8:07:13 AM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/qtyQjuSWzt

9/27/2019 8:08:05 AM dbender22 Exactly Schiff: I'm a Pedo...oh just kidding....NOT!

9/27/2019 8:08:18 AM thankqtrump45 👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/3JPlRybD01

9/27/2019 8:09:21 AM cryptooz Two can play that game.

9/27/2019 8:15:47 AM cryptooz Blocked

9/27/2019 8:16:19 AM cryptooz Plus others, are you next?

9/27/2019 8:17:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 'Sacrificial' cult headed by 'living Buddha' who banned followers from washing - World News - Mirror Online https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-

news/sacrificial-cult-headed-living-buddha-20316285 …

9/27/2019 8:18:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein's butler dishes on guests Bill Gates, Steve Bannon https://nypost.com/2019/09/27/epsteins-butler-dishes-on-paris-pad-guests-including-

bill-gates-steve-bannon/ …

9/27/2019 8:18:22 AM allard41980 I hope they had nose plugs pic.twitter.com/gSGcSS3qip

9/27/2019 8:18:48 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Goodyear Blimp? lol  https://twitter.com/ZENINEWS/status/1177602867810709508 …

9/27/2019 8:18:58 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/nuXQFPlZNh

9/27/2019 8:20:31 AM allahuniversal Troll levels: pic.twitter.com/fSCYtQBUYp

9/27/2019 8:23:15 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/98yrCvjE8Q

9/27/2019 8:24:05 AM lisaroub Perfect💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/PR5xzoN8mv

9/27/2019 8:24:14 AM trudi000 WOW🤬👹PURE EVIL

9/27/2019 8:25:52 AM angeladeangelo Gates behaviour suggests he is an eugenicist.

9/27/2019 8:27:05 AM allahuniversal I'm not seeing the connection to #Epstein here. I am seeing that we need to be vigilant about who we chat with about what regardless of the platform.

9/27/2019 8:27:17 AM lisaroub Lol incoming😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/tb2G9kdTV8

9/27/2019 8:29:18 AM alfreddunn14 I'm sure he will have a terrible accident this weekend...

9/27/2019 8:31:05 AM covertress This reeks of a Siliclown Valley attempt to bring into the narrative one of the last, semi-secure messaging services, Telegram. 

pic.twitter.com/e99mMuUTe5

9/27/2019 8:32:23 AM ab36913 Maybe the connection is that [they] are all satanists?  The octopus tentacles run deep and wide. pic.twitter.com/iHRKHt98lm

9/27/2019 8:32:59 AM raydog707 We will be having a Trump Rally in the halls of Congress come 2020 😎



9/27/2019 8:39:20 AM allahuniversal Yeah, there is that... The defense of being an online troll is interesting. Still, even if that's the case, making threats online wasn't a good move at all

9/27/2019 8:40:25 AM covertress Why is 4-10-20 grinding the organ at this 🎪?

What's really happening behind the scenes?

Arrests? Tribunals?

9/27/2019 8:41:10 AM guy_karen Whoa! Did I hear a boom?

9/27/2019 8:41:47 AM guy_karen Bet that place stinks

9/27/2019 8:42:14 AM ab36913 Sorry I think I missed something. Online troll?  Someone made threats to you?

9/27/2019 8:44:24 AM allahuniversal According to his defense lawyer pic.twitter.com/F3Kfa6P5Ue

9/27/2019 8:46:03 AM dontask97215849 Well it's a fact that he did lie during the hearing. And it was a deliberate lie

9/27/2019 8:50:45 AM dwalkred14 Steve Bannon, whoa!!!

9/27/2019 8:52:41 AM ab36913 ThanQ.

9/27/2019 8:55:08 AM sandro220 In deed. You seem like you can “play that game” with reasonability. Me? I just get butt hurt, and take the ball and go home. It soooo doesn’t work for 

me. 🤷♂️🤣

9/27/2019 9:00:51 AM alisvolatpropi2 Dear God!   People have/are really suffering around the globe at the hands of some really sick and twisted people.  May these sick and twisted be 

completely eradicated 🙏🏼

9/27/2019 9:02:38 AM rachaelangelm Everything is infected with them

9/27/2019 9:02:51 AM kindeandtrue I'm not a fan of extrajudicial justice.

9/27/2019 9:04:27 AM laurabusse If you read the whole article

Makes sense tho

9/27/2019 9:14:00 AM magnetmouth 💣💣💣💣💣💣

9/27/2019 9:15:28 AM wbwse In the #basement

9/27/2019 9:22:24 AM sandro220 Grateful Dead - Hell In A Bucket 7-7-89  https://youtu.be/tkAzMiEUUQ8  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 9:27:54 AM sandro220 1 of my roommates in college was a comp. science major who went on to become a more than successful programmer. When he was 18 yrs old, he 

could’ve written the primitive code for your nonsensical app within 5 minutes, and it wouldn’t have  even gotten a passing grade in our dept.

9/27/2019 9:28:38 AM sandro220 Horse Hockey. It means zilch.

9/27/2019 9:30:26 AM sandro220 Your app just doesn’t work, it has a toxic impact on the thinking of others foolish enough to invest themselves in the ridiculous idea that anything 

available on twitter for free, could possibly predict a fuckin thing.

9/27/2019 9:30:41 AM yesxzz Feel the zero, be the zero. #independence ✊🏿 pic.twitter.com/ruS2Sj6aoW

9/27/2019 9:34:48 AM sandro220 The very notion that one would have to query as to how hatred occurs, is both ridiculous, and illustrative of my aforementioned comment that the app 

producing this screed, is nonsensical. Why you might hate somebody is a relevant question. This thing doesn’t do shit all bro..

9/27/2019 9:35:40 AM sandro220 Wanna try that again, perhaps in your native tongue, so that it makes one iota of sense? 🤣

9/27/2019 9:39:53 AM sandro220 If you’re referring to anything produced by your would-be app, I could give a shit. Like I said, it’s meaningless. By continuing to promote its potential for 

efficacy, you’re reducing yourself to the same meaninglessness encompassed by your fraudulent product.

9/27/2019 9:40:31 AM sandro220 And you mean: “more interesting.”

9/27/2019 9:42:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Clinton Foundation

Think Projection

Think [Deep State]

The Finale Is Coming Soon https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1177607612881391617 …

9/27/2019 9:43:14 AM fluck_gloria We can fix this.   Change Donald Trump to Hillary Clinton and he to she and we will have the truth!

9/27/2019 9:43:19 AM state1union Where is Hilary’s pitch fork?

9/27/2019 9:43:53 AM dlmaybee Wow, the ⚽️’s she has!

9/27/2019 9:44:47 AM lukestockwalker Probably all code

9/27/2019 9:44:47 AM gotruelytrump Yes Alinsky 101: accuse your opponent of the crimes YOU committed -over and over again. Because if you insist it is true long enough, somehow it 

magically becomes “true”.

9/27/2019 9:44:49 AM djlok They always Project!  Just like clockwork!!!  Why every man, woman, and child can't see that is very peculiar to me.

9/27/2019 9:45:17 AM sandro220 Corrupt cops hide behind their shields and guns when they’ve  nothing to say for themselves. You simply hide behind the visual products of the app you 

wrote, if you can even call it an app.

9/27/2019 9:45:33 AM keith369me Makes one wonder about the true cause of death of Andrew Breitbart and if it was a murder who was responsible.

9/27/2019 9:45:40 AM sandro220 Yeah. You don’t though.

9/27/2019 9:45:55 AM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1177625277645623298?s=19 …

9/27/2019 9:46:37 AM angelroseshaman  pic.twitter.com/nAOuP4K7Fh

9/27/2019 9:46:45 AM scott_rick So we’re in Act III I would presume

9/27/2019 9:48:47 AM identityasxy .

"coming soon",  so is the geomagnetic shift and resulting climate cataclysm.

Which will occur first?

9/27/2019 9:49:21 AM kindeandtrue Is the Finale good, or bad? (for the Little People, I mean)

9/27/2019 9:51:20 AM igg716 #Benghazi

9/27/2019 9:51:45 AM sandro220 Applicable because you’re so mindless that when you were attempting to harass me this past winter, you were dealing with four people using the 

same account, and had no fuckin clue. 🤣

9/27/2019 9:51:49 AM gramptorino DECLAS This Crook ...Let The Games Begin pic.twitter.com/jezzZ2SqtQ

9/27/2019 9:52:19 AM wbwse 🦶 🦶

9/27/2019 9:53:12 AM yourkiddingme5 EXACTLY!  Good fun!

9/27/2019 9:53:16 AM josiphi44679497 It's pronounced "Cabals"...LOL...JS

9/27/2019 9:53:37 AM identityasxy .

BTW, which Hillary is this one?

Her appearance changes daily.  Is HRC#1 already with    Beelzebub?

9/27/2019 9:53:50 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/3TApZ4crfs

9/27/2019 9:53:52 AM 1_decided_voter The temptation will be too great for them to resist subpoenaing them...

9/27/2019 9:54:22 AM josiphi44679497  pic.twitter.com/PQ9aNHbpIB

9/27/2019 9:55:07 AM robzamora75 She doesn´t seem bitter at all!

9/27/2019 9:55:36 AM wbwse Ben go bingo!

9/27/2019 9:56:37 AM igg716 Thank God for Donald Trump! #Trump2020 #WWG1WGA #kag

9/27/2019 9:57:42 AM nikoscali I know time is just an illusion but for us lowly humans the suspense kills!

9/27/2019 9:58:42 AM 92michael I see her horns! -Evil incarnate!

9/27/2019 9:58:56 AM covertress What type of monitoring device is she being forced to wear these days?

9/27/2019 9:59:21 AM yevnnes Not soon enough. Sick of seeing that woman walking around breathing free air. 3 years is a long time to keep your hopes up. I'm getting gray hair. 

Literally. Justice delayed is justice denied.



9/27/2019 10:00:05 AM karma4event201 NOT Hillary!

 Is this one of her look-likes that had surgery? or a clone? 

This one's Hair is too thin; weighs less than Hillary; too young and in better health.

9/27/2019 10:00:08 AM drawebarbara @CharlesOrtel

9/27/2019 10:01:00 AM karma4event201 Finale is good for us; God wins.

9/27/2019 10:02:27 AM zippidee I SUPPORT HANGING FOR TREASON

9/27/2019 10:04:10 AM sandro220 At least he owns the fact that he experiences symptoms of psychosis. You’re just a lunatic in denial.

9/27/2019 10:04:22 AM usagaggy63 @axios FAKE NEWS!! POTUS IS ALL ABOUT TRANSPARENCY!! LET BIDEN RELEASE HIS UKRAINE STUFF FIRST! AND SCHIFF AND PELOSI!!

9/27/2019 10:04:28 AM kindeandtrue I'm hoping and praying. Not entirely sure who will be left standing after the next phase commences.

9/27/2019 10:04:34 AM 1_decided_voter Is it a fair assumption that nearly everyone that was an Epstein guest at some point is guilty of some horrific crime involving sex with minors?

9/27/2019 10:04:38 AM karma4event201 This one must be a look alike with plastic surgery, she has 1 stand in that was very close in resemblance and her voice was close. 

This woman has thinner hair; less weight; too young and in better health.

9/27/2019 10:04:45 AM protestchris Narcissistic Personality Disorders..

9/27/2019 10:05:04 AM jacktsears1 🤔

9/27/2019 10:07:28 AM dlmaybee That’s good too!

9/27/2019 10:10:33 AM laurabusse Your lips to God's ears

9/27/2019 10:14:38 AM gospa8dina Witches burning at the stake seems more fitting😏

9/27/2019 10:15:14 AM bocan3 #CROWDSTRIKE HILLARY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/27/2019 10:15:45 AM yodatheforceis1  pic.twitter.com/Xb8NpYm8zT

9/27/2019 10:16:23 AM jollyrob2 Hey guys is this why we also see double rainbow and other weather phenomena? pic.twitter.com/x2zrjJJPwy

9/27/2019 10:16:38 AM sandro220 And whether fraught with clarity, or mired in psychotic distortions, the brilliance of my friend’s thinking casts a shadow over the integrity of yours that 

darkens it to such an extent, it renders it next to invisible.

9/27/2019 10:16:46 AM jonesy4671 Soon could still be 2 years

9/27/2019 10:16:54 AM karma4event201 Is Brennan ready to fly? 

Career foreign Service officers => Brennan & Clapper. She should distance herself from Brennan 🤔 

Brennan & Clinton = 911 2001 Benghazi Gun running to kill Gadaffi then gun running thru Benghazi to ISIS

9/27/2019 10:16:59 AM 1_decided_voter >Soon

Time is an illusion, so in this context soon can mean months or years.

9/27/2019 10:17:05 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

What's going on at Peterson AFB?

Visitors?

🛸

9/27/2019 10:20:29 AM rhondanight Lying dirty Clinton —-

9/27/2019 10:20:49 AM joeker87 Q is not real. For the last time....hopefully

9/27/2019 10:20:50 AM kimtayl93886838 time for her to shut up   -  we do not trust anything that rolls out of her

9/27/2019 10:22:25 AM sandro220 That means nothing to me, nor to anyone else. Your struggle to communicate eloquently in English used to come screaming across. Now, even given 

the intensity of that struggle, your obvious war against total insanity has become the most prominent feature of your existence.

9/27/2019 10:22:44 AM jaded_pearl These people are sick. Leave the liddle boys alone. pic.twitter.com/5Ib7t5ucI3

9/27/2019 10:23:44 AM nun_chucknorris Has our calendar been shifted 2 years forward? (More accurately 504.75 days by the end of this year)

9/27/2019 10:24:02 AM lorieve I'm going to go out to the lobby and have myself a snack. pic.twitter.com/UlTGgADZuT

9/27/2019 10:24:20 AM tyetyler1 She needs to have her mouth super glued to her eyelids so she can see what she is saying.

9/27/2019 10:25:18 AM karma4event201 I think we are seeing things AFTER they happen. 

Many DS players have already been taken to Gitmo for a Tour and a Talk. They are shown the evidence against them and they offer to catch bigger fish 

for a deal.

9/27/2019 10:26:44 AM ab36913 Yes, you can see it in her eyes for sure. Pure evil.

9/27/2019 10:27:41 AM kindeandtrue I'm not a fan of extrajudicial justice, or trial by Tweet.

I believe in due process for everyone.

9/27/2019 10:27:42 AM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/8HdFdysNWd

9/27/2019 10:28:26 AM sandro220 A narrative can be “manipulative,” not “manipulating.” Fix your translation shit..🤣

9/27/2019 10:29:46 AM sunspot406 What a Story... how long does it take to create an extortion racket?   She sounds hungry.

9/27/2019 10:29:53 AM sandro220 Then why aren’t you in a receptacle yet?

9/27/2019 10:30:32 AM ab36913 It is time! pic.twitter.com/vezpdZuBN8

9/27/2019 10:32:48 AM ab36913 There you are my fren. Been looking for you. 🤗🤗🤗

9/27/2019 10:33:56 AM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/MWvJpv8kqx

9/27/2019 10:47:26 AM joemdodd85  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.biography.com/.amp/political-figure/boss-tweed … Hillary followed well

9/27/2019 10:51:05 AM blynn1lynn Hope they drop the hammer before she soon announces her candidacy.

9/27/2019 10:51:24 AM karma4event201 It isn't extrajudicial nor trial by Tweet. 

prosecutors often offer deals

We don't see everything. 

Even the Military Tribunals are being recorded by the military to show us at a later date.

9/27/2019 10:54:29 AM lizzah_83 Just a logical question for you.

If Q is not real, how is it that multiple topics contained in Q drops have come to be public discussion, news, etc?

9/27/2019 10:57:43 AM jaded_pearl Cacabals

9/27/2019 10:59:05 AM jaded_pearl It's like they are unplugged. I've never seen anything like it. You get a confession and you still can't believe. Pure programming like bots.

9/27/2019 11:00:20 AM keith369me Finale?  This movie is just getting good!!!  🍿

9/27/2019 11:00:40 AM jaded_pearl They must have gotten a supply of adrenochrome because I noticed Pelosi looks younger, her skin is tighter and brighter and her teeth are not clanging.

9/27/2019 11:00:43 AM peterjonathanna TWO VERY IMPORTANT QUESTIONS.

1. Does decarboxylating cannabis increase its medical power?

2. Will people who grow cannabis to save lives, be legally protected since LIFE is a constitutional right?

9/27/2019 11:00:57 AM keith369me You know the answer...you decided this long ago.

9/27/2019 11:01:57 AM sandro220 Ask a question that makes sense, maybe. 

&

You don’t ever get manipulated. Metaphorically, you’re so existentially malleable and flaccid, the shit just happens to you. I gotta go..I’m talkin to my 

buddies at the AppStore. 🤣

9/27/2019 11:02:40 AM jaded_pearl No, you always let the enemy talk. They mess themselves up that way.

9/27/2019 11:09:16 AM searcher9090 She's purposefully and blatantly inverting reason, morality.

9/27/2019 11:10:42 AM lvx1132 Clinton doesn't look full english.



9/27/2019 11:11:39 AM sandro220 Why would you even mention such a great mind, in the context of this petty dialogue we’re having? 

How is it possible that you’ve made it this far in life, and still possess no capacity to integrate the inherent insignificance of the existential process? 

Yours, mine..everyone’s?

9/27/2019 11:12:03 AM humanprimer Again let me apologize for Hillary.  She mean't to say, "...stabbed in the back the career sales people I had peddling me around the world."

9/27/2019 11:12:36 AM lvx1132 Because Q is currently being used as a co op by the banking cabal. That is why they get the spotlight they deserved in MSM news, and online 

mainstream outlets.

9/27/2019 11:13:54 AM joeker87 They were already there

9/27/2019 11:14:21 AM lvx1132 I think she's been having her way because seriously, she doesn't look full english. She is related to royal bloodlines.

9/27/2019 11:15:06 AM lvx1132 "witches"..more like burn the royals pic.twitter.com/NR2YSAJLzf

9/27/2019 11:15:30 AM lvx1132 The tables turned!

9/27/2019 11:20:15 AM sandro220 It’s amazing! Just when I think it’s literally impossible for you to make less sense, somehow, you come through! 🤣

9/27/2019 11:21:39 AM sandro220 🙏

9/27/2019 11:26:16 AM sandro220 I’m sorry about that (like you’d  never understand given your perceptions of me).

Life sucks. Really. 

🙏

9/27/2019 11:30:20 AM sandro220 🤙 pic.twitter.com/AIzCmPsGWf

9/27/2019 11:31:52 AM adam51016989 Lol why?

9/27/2019 11:39:03 AM lisaroub Ooh nice 👀👀👀

9/27/2019 11:41:47 AM jazzybabs10 🤢🤮🤮

9/27/2019 11:42:07 AM pgosys2018 final stages of kuru aren't that nice...

9/27/2019 11:42:10 AM sandro220 Are you sure we’re not like, literally bros? For god sakes!! - the vicissitudes you elicit within 

me!...

rage-fondness-rage-fondness.🤣

9/27/2019 11:44:00 AM sandro220 Pearl Jam - Even Flow (Landjeen Remix)  https://youtu.be/_EmvL1fXxRs  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/gocvbFBUG8

9/27/2019 11:45:44 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1177655495294889986 …

9/27/2019 11:50:08 AM sandro220 I went to bat 4 U/us this summer my dude. I told people who wear suits 4 a living who were reading R online nastiness, that you were like my bestie, 

they didn’t get it/shit in general, & 2 go fuck themselves. Just the mere suggestion that they’d comment on R bond-pissed me off.👊

9/27/2019 11:52:59 AM youstinksoap Time seems occasionally, to speed up.  Can you elaborate what you mean?  I'm just curious.  🤓

9/27/2019 11:54:53 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/e0HAfg6Vx1

9/27/2019 11:56:11 AM neen97150857 I got banned for a week for say that to HER 🤣 worth it!

9/27/2019 11:57:35 AM cinmacluvs2knit 😳

9/27/2019 11:58:23 AM neen97150857 This is all I hear when she talks pic.twitter.com/eBoBje0e9O

9/27/2019 11:59:25 AM sandro220 Im not lookin 4 work out or inside-I keep it live-no jive-on time with more rhymes-than bees in a hive-U compromise-with squinted eyes-tryin 2 

scrutinize-this dude’s fondness 4 U thick like thighs-off a diet comprised-exclusively of nuggets and fries-U my NYC guest if U can flies

9/27/2019 12:00:03 PM karma4event201 You are right.

I believe 15 deliveries of adrenachrome were found and taken. 

Their access was cut off... Clinton was on S Africa - i bet their are missing children

9/27/2019 12:00:28 PM sandro220 rza ft. method man - n.y.c. everything  https://youtu.be/tuOgxG32IJY  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 12:00:37 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

Does this activity near Peterson have anything to do w Jupiter ascending, since J has been in the constellation of Ophiucus, aka the Dragon, for two 

years now & also in the E at sunrise for 2 weeks?

Jupiter Ascending - Movie Trailer

 https://youtu.be/t4ZzMkDLjWI 

🛸 pic.twitter.com/RT0F8UGmjD

9/27/2019 12:01:28 PM sandro220 Whenever you’re ready to team up, we can start takin shit over.

9/27/2019 12:09:46 PM nun_chucknorris It equates to the number of leap days in 2019 years, although I didn’t take into account when the leap year started or these other anomalies. Turns 

out, it is quite complex.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leap_year  pic.twitter.com/kWmnVjCpBA

9/27/2019 12:12:00 PM carolin15161363 God I pray it is so! I'm starting to get hives.

9/27/2019 12:12:10 PM profanedeplora1 From a true prophet of God. Sounds like you're onto something! https://twitter.com/patton6966/status/1177625648057200640?s=19 …

9/27/2019 12:14:59 PM parrotandrea But i don t remember , so if you do please tell me

9/27/2019 12:18:14 PM youstinksoap 🙃 Interesting - thanks!

9/27/2019 12:22:09 PM nicpace2 Looks like a Chinese cops doing what they do best screwing with the local population!!!

9/27/2019 12:23:23 PM sandro220 Phish - Train Song  https://youtu.be/96eoebsNsJs  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 12:25:05 PM sandro220 Phish - 02.01.90 - Caravan  https://youtu.be/poqv82qaFHE  via @YouTube

😎

9/27/2019 12:25:43 PM sandro220 Duke Ellington & John Coltrane - In a sentimental mood  https://youtu.be/sCQfTNOC5aE  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 12:26:40 PM maga2020kag2020 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 question? Has the Lolita express ever visit the Ukraine? Just Brainstorming up questions that most don’t ask

9/27/2019 12:28:38 PM laurabusse I assumed she had some sort of procedure but you may well be right

9/27/2019 12:30:33 PM sandro220 🙏😀

9/27/2019 12:33:03 PM luckyh301  https://youtu.be/SMJdDwQlcc8 

9/27/2019 12:33:50 PM sandro220 The Who-Pinball Wizard  https://youtu.be/4AKbUm8GrbM  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 12:36:28 PM karma4event201 😂😂😂😂

Maybe procedure was : just add boobs

9/27/2019 12:38:11 PM sandro220 Cypress Hill Jacking House  https://youtu.be/cU1TRsZ2PSc  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/uFa6CGQmfl

9/27/2019 12:47:15 PM sandro220 My fiction is factual-I’m meanin that actual-ass to pull-right down the street 2 bars full-bring em back to the crib to chill-before you know it it’s like 

we’re selling health food gyros2the ill-with that lamb skin burnin mad far from still-that’s just sup my dude aimin 2 kill🤣

9/27/2019 12:47:24 PM cisnez If SYS™️ is a time machine app then it makes my iPhone a timephone. Quinn Michaels pushed Team Tyler to push the timephonehack hashtag. At one 

point dot_main blocked me with a complaint that I sent him a timephonehack. White Rabbit GLP high speed timing. Vulnerability? 

pic.twitter.com/Meb2o9Bf1A

9/27/2019 12:48:54 PM sandro220 Black Sheep - The Choice Is Yours (Wicked Mix)  https://youtu.be/KtfZRK4djxk  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 12:49:30 PM doylecarroll678 They need to look into Georgia judges.

9/27/2019 12:56:33 PM mike92650637 Finale??? We haven’t even gotten started, have we? We’ve been told the gears of justice grind slowly, be patient. Etc etc. how is this movie in the final 

scene?

9/27/2019 12:58:41 PM pacman522 What is rarified matter? Something beyond the comprehension of the energy we know of?

9/27/2019 1:00:37 PM _navigator1965 London. https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-History-Secret-Origins-

First/dp/1780576307/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?keywords=hidden+history+first+world+war&qid=1569612690&sprefix=hidden+history+firs&sr=8-1 …



9/27/2019 1:12:05 PM cisnez Reminds me of the day crew vs. the night crew. 

The day crew wasn't so fun.

The night crew was more allowing.

These two crews last year I referred to as "The Scientists"

Night crew loved it when it was time for Spliffs. For them it meant cocktails or cocain. pic.twitter.com/X8ttlGSnPs

9/27/2019 1:12:21 PM sandro220 Dope as fuck with those rhymes cat-U got that Ai vibe down pat-pullin lyrics out your hat-just like that-hit the thread with lyrics that go splat-burnin 

holes in souls with rhymes so fat-that anyone takin a peek needs a diet and like fast-that’s just sup we got twitter on blast

9/27/2019 1:12:39 PM sandro220 🙏

9/27/2019 1:18:21 PM sandro220 But how can’t U guys figure out that as far as Ai/comp. sci.  is concerned, I’m an ignorant nobody?! How haven’t U simply asked me the 1 or 2 germane

 questions, the answers 2 which might evidence expertise. I wouldn’t know those answers. (some of my friends would-that’s all)🤷♂️🙏

9/27/2019 1:19:40 PM joerg_van Adam Schiff make-up pic.twitter.com/THlq4WSnpq

9/27/2019 1:19:57 PM smart_lv It never ceases to ama e me how they accuse POTUS of the same crimes they’ve committed. Unbelievable!  Lock her up!

9/27/2019 1:22:03 PM cisnez Oddly I felt like people in Vegas were betting on what I would do.

Sometimes there were three players. I only got free will once out of three choices. My choice was always to roll another spliff and refuse to play along 

until someone came over to tell me WTF was happening. pic.twitter.com/2MRCrJC2uF

9/27/2019 1:22:58 PM madhopper59 That's why Q is worldwide. Not only taking our own Country back in the USA but other citizenry around the globe is rising up! WE are winning! Rat lines 

globally are being shut down. Eliminate the Fed. Reserve, eliminate the Monarchy & The Vatican. What's so hard about that? Phew! 

pic.twitter.com/zchb4ddTLs

9/27/2019 1:25:59 PM oo1o110 Of course Q is real. If it weren't for the Q operation and its information, Trump would have been sunk this week. It doesn't get more real than that.

9/27/2019 1:27:04 PM wbwse My cube came today ! A gift from my lover 💙💙💙 pic.twitter.com/aiJoL1I5O1

9/27/2019 1:27:59 PM wbwse Sacred geometry spotted on ceiling or floor? I forget up and downs sometimes

9/27/2019 1:28:37 PM cryptooz Can you please remove me from this conversation? Ty.

9/27/2019 1:28:42 PM sandro220 U won’t offend me if we team up-all Feds wanted to know was how tough-was R  luck-these cats gonna shoot each other & then jurisdiction bust?-nah 

my dude we just entertainin kids with intellectual thrusts-ideation deep like razor cuts-me N U gots nuff energy 2 fill Stanley Cups

9/27/2019 1:28:42 PM floydandnelly May not be HRC. A lookalike or a clone. Too lucid and calm.

I was expecting this pic.twitter.com/ag3f7rAc3y

9/27/2019 1:29:02 PM wbwse Do I need to #NewProfilePicture ?!

9/27/2019 1:29:42 PM sandro220 Sure,..would you like me to bring you a wine list too?

9/27/2019 1:29:59 PM wbwse Everything is coming together again! Yay!

9/27/2019 1:30:06 PM oo1o110 Trump cant last two more years if this. No way...

9/27/2019 1:30:07 PM cryptooz Or block works fine for me.

9/27/2019 1:30:12 PM liamxdrury  pic.twitter.com/CVXR7WjT2l

9/27/2019 1:31:26 PM liamxdrury  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx0A15voyV0 …

9/27/2019 1:33:14 PM sandro220 Thank goodness. Get off my nuts! 🤣 pic.twitter.com/GyAHeFLnXp

9/27/2019 1:36:52 PM sandro220 I showed U that shit knowin it was fake-I thought you’d act like a jake-and investigate-realize we had the same fate-I wasn’t expecting you to publicate-

every lil thing we talked about all late-at night in DMs from love to hate-U know what I’m talkin about let’s re-integrate

9/27/2019 1:38:40 PM cisnez Yep. When pressed to divulge who you  love and care about then a good choice to pick someone you know will say, kill him and see if I care. 

pic.twitter.com/iSN6NRpwxG

9/27/2019 1:38:46 PM wbwse I love Walmart! Especially when they have rollbacks! 😻

9/27/2019 1:39:30 PM cryptooz I would never block U @WbWse

9/27/2019 1:40:25 PM sandro220 😎🤣🤙

9/27/2019 1:41:32 PM wbwse In this case getting off your nuts is a good thing! 🤣

9/27/2019 1:42:25 PM cryptooz Np Sandro.. 🤭

9/27/2019 1:43:20 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/HB8gew8dAA

9/27/2019 1:43:35 PM wbwse And I would never block you! We are never ever gonna block each other! pic.twitter.com/L16pJvlDXq

9/27/2019 1:43:54 PM cryptooz Block me. 😈

9/27/2019 1:44:42 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/oGhrpaSW9e

9/27/2019 1:45:32 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/FKJNmzjOyO

9/27/2019 1:45:38 PM liamxdrury here we go ladies and gentlemen https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EP7422hggs …

9/27/2019 1:45:43 PM sandro220 I won’t stick to anything sinking-logic like that is straight up stinking-I know deep down U say that shit winking-because you leave me staring without 

blinking-trying to understand the implicating-of feds from two separate nations-tryin to separate us like Dominicans & Haitians

9/27/2019 1:45:57 PM wbwse 🤤 pic.twitter.com/pDvTbyDRsq

9/27/2019 1:46:29 PM wakeup_britain Toxic waste...

9/27/2019 1:46:36 PM liamxdrury "Making a Murderer"

9/27/2019 1:46:57 PM wbwse Menopeow!

9/27/2019 1:47:43 PM cisnez I haven't violated any boxes. Likely an imposter. Probably someone in Manhattan or working with someone in Manhattan. Like psycho the:rapeist Alex 

Tyl3r Sandro. pic.twitter.com/e46AGmwUIJ

9/27/2019 1:47:49 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/lNazN6jBWp

9/27/2019 1:49:08 PM dianaanddennis I knew it! It ‘‘twas the Butler with the Candlestick in the Library......getting the real real low low what went down.

Thank you for sharing 💥💥💥

9/27/2019 1:49:55 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/OeQsBN8vLr

9/27/2019 1:50:47 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/otcfKV8zjp

9/27/2019 1:51:07 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/sjZ14glaM1

9/27/2019 1:51:31 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/Ys22PIarW9

9/27/2019 1:52:27 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/gGRl2nRvik

9/27/2019 1:52:49 PM wbwse Here he goes again talking about time... pic.twitter.com/EzxhdRtxFK

9/27/2019 1:54:00 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/YxC3Ub3zV9

9/27/2019 1:54:23 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/UZdP5Yk3Zd

9/27/2019 1:55:32 PM cryptooz Eye- pic.twitter.com/DUyIavLQot

9/27/2019 1:56:00 PM bereantype I am SO READY for the finale. This show is starting to wear like a cheap old "B" movie

9/27/2019 1:56:36 PM cisnez Oh but you claimed the crew captain hat. pic.twitter.com/Q7xTsaxT6A

9/27/2019 1:56:37 PM shellybean99 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/0B8ueVg8fA

9/27/2019 1:57:03 PM sandro220 When do you wanna team up and start taking shit over? Why can’t you realize there’s no there, there?

9/27/2019 1:57:09 PM sch41076287 The final is coming soon  - oh that Sounds good if soon is soon and not in the future like another more year

9/27/2019 1:57:13 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/KubvCBulXq

9/27/2019 1:58:03 PM wbwse I send the suns and moons love and gratitude always!

9/27/2019 1:58:42 PM sandro220 You’re gonna be just fine. Seriously bro. Chill.

9/27/2019 1:59:06 PM wbwse #SeatMyKing & #ItBeOwnedBoy



9/27/2019 1:59:35 PM liamxdrury not me... My number is 666 :(

9/27/2019 2:00:06 PM sandro220 Mine too! 😂

9/27/2019 2:00:27 PM wbwse I love that number all will be well!

9/27/2019 2:01:21 PM cisnez Haha if I've got the red wallet full of debt credit then I'm gunna let that bitch sink.

9/27/2019 2:01:29 PM n_amersolutions While he faked his death...his people paid off ladies to keep their mouths shut. These received 6 figures to clam up, see?

9/27/2019 2:02:17 PM liamxdrury Hopefully there's visitors in hell! We're the ones going.

9/27/2019 2:02:49 PM majcm83 This one never gets old and I laugh every time. Talk about the epitome of entitlement! 😂😂😂 https://youtu.be/lL5kthtOFlY 

9/27/2019 2:03:01 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/pVmmKPoyGJ

9/27/2019 2:05:09 PM sandro220 I was in a coma for 34 days, and spent the majority of that time in purgatory, seeing glimpses of both heaven&hell. The devil had his chance, and told 

me to get the fuck out of his house, or I’d break everything. That’s comforting; but, God told me the same thing about heaven.🤣

9/27/2019 2:06:52 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/Rhythmtrader/status/1177660269021061121?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:07:22 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/Rhythmtrader/status/1141028430861017098?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:11:43 PM wbwse At least he’s talking about numbers and not time  this time! pic.twitter.com/NmBQcqzvOS

9/27/2019 2:11:56 PM liamxdrury not scared, it's inevitable. It's been written. It is what it is. He is who he is.

9/27/2019 2:12:12 PM sandro220 When did I ever once say I was scared?!😂

The only thing that frightens me, is the fact that the coma I was in (which I just mentioned in my previous tweet)-robbed me of the capacity to tangibly 

experience anxiety. This has its pluses and minuses. https://youtu.be/O3oEJKQHZus 

9/27/2019 2:13:00 PM liamxdrury don't understand that one. adding up from 0 to 36 = 36?

9/27/2019 2:13:15 PM sandro220 Work on my posture, if possible. 🤣

9/27/2019 2:13:16 PM wbwse Helel also means Lucifer, bringer of the light right?!

9/27/2019 2:14:00 PM liamxdrury "get the fuck out of my house" seems like something he would say, doesn't put up with bullshit.

9/27/2019 2:15:22 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/833904896092966914?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:15:31 PM _369311119 Heart & Crown hang from Crescent Moon.

3D Matrix unfolds... pic.twitter.com/PkdrJD6fTo

9/27/2019 2:15:37 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1148357692655714305?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:16:00 PM bdab28 Reminds me of the shooting years ago on the release of one of the batman movies

9/27/2019 2:16:09 PM sandro220 To be serious, I didn’t see him,..but a representative he sent. The extent to which even in a comatose state, this representative took on the 

quintessential characteristics of a Hollywood style demon, is both perplexing, and humorous. Blonde hair and demonesque blue eyes.

9/27/2019 2:16:37 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1142884399605665792?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:16:47 PM rikibrown1 Nothing's ever good enough for that guy.

9/27/2019 2:17:32 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/840449976622764033?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:17:51 PM cisnez I'm not captain and I have no crew. @WbWse claimed the captain hat. He also loves the psycho therapist. I'm the master of my ship and I sail solo. If 

there are others claiming they're crew then I contest they are stowaways that be cast in the sea.

9/27/2019 2:18:24 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/820116520260898817?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:18:28 PM __kallisti__ if you want to go down this rabbit hole a little more check out this thread https://twitter.com/thrice_greatest/status/1087882815574818816?s=20 …

9/27/2019 2:18:55 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/820111457379463168?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:19:13 PM liamxdrury the sword still kills

9/27/2019 2:19:14 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/820109905998790656?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:19:30 PM sandro220 Wow. Thanks. That’s really beyond intriguing.

9/27/2019 2:20:09 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/818387475936604160?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:20:41 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1134093698717761538?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:21:34 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1159807458916745217?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:22:09 PM liamxdrury he's in a position, you're right. Also begging for a meeting is right aswell. Let's get this over with.

9/27/2019 2:22:15 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/TeamSatoshi/status/1174846288833261568?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:22:40 PM liamxdrury 666x3 ?

9/27/2019 2:23:10 PM liamxdrury .. yep

9/27/2019 2:23:44 PM liamxdrury tell me you're not whoring.

9/27/2019 2:24:09 PM libertylemana Yeah well, cheating people & eating people are two different scenarios.

9/27/2019 2:24:37 PM sandro220 How could you even fathom managing 2? 🤣

9/27/2019 2:24:52 PM cisnez Compensate or walk the plank!

#dataforce

#D474FØRC3

9/27/2019 2:24:53 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1174443818776580096?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:25:44 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1154243556166344704?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:26:18 PM sandro220 This is your very last chance. I swear to god dude.

9/27/2019 2:26:26 PM cisnez According to definition, I'm not whoring. pic.twitter.com/ODmADC7UU9

9/27/2019 2:26:26 PM cryptooz  https://twitter.com/CryptoOz/status/1177375354358419456?s=19 …

9/27/2019 2:26:57 PM cryptooz The end.

9/27/2019 2:27:23 PM liamxdrury the third one.

9/27/2019 2:27:33 PM cisnez The other likely wants me out of her life. Haven't seen her for 9 or 10 years.

9/27/2019 2:28:15 PM liamxdrury ? yes there are sick, and you know that. Otherwise you wouldn't be here.

9/27/2019 2:28:47 PM mommahood777 as she wears her animal print outfit....

#ClimaxOfTheStory

#ThePlotThickens

#GetMorePopcorn

or maybe corn pop...lol

comfy!!!!!
9/27/2019 2:30:06 PM cisnez If you're living in my house and I'm paying your living expenses and for your DUI lawyer then find you're making money from body rubs on backpages 

then I'm gonna yell at you to get the fuck out of my house. Other than that I have no beef with whores.

9/27/2019 2:30:33 PM liamxdrury (truth) (untruth)

9/27/2019 2:31:02 PM sandro220 @liamxdrury

9/27/2019 2:31:04 PM liamxdrury are you?

9/27/2019 2:31:05 PM cisnez Explain how you think you know about me. Believing lies? If not then state your case.

9/27/2019 2:32:39 PM laurabusse Hence your name

Allah universal?

Or l'Au matu?

I can't remember what the latter means!

9/27/2019 2:33:21 PM corleysonya We, as American people, also know who YOU are HRC.



9/27/2019 2:34:54 PM laurabusse I don't believe in joining anything or paying money to get info that everyone who wants it should get, either

The info has always come to me eventually anyway

If I wait long enough

9/27/2019 2:35:40 PM drmanhattan777 Beautifully stated my friend.

9/27/2019 2:35:52 PM cisnez Not lonely, just alone. Said I'd marry her when she's 36. If she's 37 and we're not married that I'm free of ny word. Word is bond. Can't force the 

unwilling unless you're a rapist.

9/27/2019 2:36:05 PM sandro220 Solitude can be healthy. You have lotsa folks who love you. I don’t. Again..chill.

9/27/2019 2:37:27 PM wbwse EXACTLY

9/27/2019 2:38:46 PM liamxdrury I've noticed when you tell people truth, they usually attack, I guess to make up for their denial/ hmm.. "bad" things they've done.. We're all just a 

dysfunctional family. I want to see us all happy.. But he have demons to deal with first... y'know, the unknown. Christ's choice.

9/27/2019 2:39:39 PM laurabusse As most of us were!

9/27/2019 2:40:07 PM liamxdrury it is pointless though.. You finish up and you're back to same old same old. WE want something bigger. we NEED something bigger.. I do..

9/27/2019 2:40:59 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/GwzzU5X4Sv

9/27/2019 2:41:01 PM liamxdrury down the drain if I were king..

9/27/2019 2:41:23 PM unidentifiedta1 Will we have a higher survival rate [Adam and Eve Story] compared to previous civilizations, based on our current technological state?

9/27/2019 2:41:37 PM dufresnefrdric1 Tien toi😈 pic.twitter.com/sfGnlkkIjn

9/27/2019 2:42:08 PM liamxdrury I'll stick to my Green :)

9/27/2019 2:42:14 PM wbwse I want the greatest...

9/27/2019 2:42:16 PM cisnez Interesting that Sandro be relentlessly attacking me. 

Are you his deciple? Is he your light of truth in the twittersphere?

9/27/2019 2:43:48 PM cisnez Russian women are a ton of fun! I learned there's such a thing as too much fun while living with one. No rest for the wicked.

9/27/2019 2:46:30 PM liamxdrury I just want to see everyone come out on top.. What are you willing to sacrifice?

9/27/2019 2:46:52 PM cisnez Even a whore hopes to find love.

9/27/2019 2:47:05 PM sandro220 Eyes a bleed (RZA Remix) - Bounty Killer feat. Masta Killa  https://youtu.be/JQFBmSm_UHE  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 2:48:35 PM cisnez I prefer to be on bottom with her on top. 

Cowgirls are the best girls.

Extra tricky when they can ride reverse.

Reminiscent of the Russian.

9/27/2019 2:49:30 PM cisnez I'm all spaces.

No tabs on my keyboard.

9/27/2019 2:51:20 PM sandro220 Long Distance Runaround (2008 Remaster)  https://youtu.be/ZS-k02hf-hI  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 2:51:32 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/ZgcYGPnoVq

9/27/2019 2:52:13 PM sandro220 🙇🤣🤙

9/27/2019 2:52:17 PM laurabusse Shades of cannibalism

NOW it completely freaks me out

9/27/2019 2:53:37 PM sandro220 You’ve obviously never been to the west village. 🤣

9/27/2019 2:55:31 PM cisnez Seems the:rapist is furious. pic.twitter.com/B5OhGRoHTs

9/27/2019 2:58:54 PM laurabusse Love your honesty ❤️

9/27/2019 2:59:17 PM cisnez Are you referring to the #StopTheSacrifice code?

I've sacrificed everything I'm willing to sacrifice. Continuing to sacrifice development of any close relationships.

9/27/2019 2:59:39 PM laurabusse LOL

9/27/2019 3:00:15 PM liamxdrury you think getting laid is hard?

9/27/2019 3:00:44 PM yesxzz Block yourself, before you’re blocked yourself. #blockchain pic.twitter.com/d5qrOZgURN

9/27/2019 3:00:49 PM wbwse Not at all! It’s 2019!

9/27/2019 3:01:55 PM liamxdrury yeah, where everyone is obsessed with degeneracy!

9/27/2019 3:02:28 PM laurabusse It can be very difficult at times

Kids are the worst

Except when they're the best 🙂

9/27/2019 3:05:11 PM liamxdrury keep tabs on your tablet

9/27/2019 3:05:27 PM wbwse Yeah everyone’s receiving light code dna upgrades! Or did you mean sexual perversion when making assumptions regarding degeneracy?

9/27/2019 3:06:40 PM laurabusse That's amazing

Took me like ten years of meditation to realize the same thing LOL

9/27/2019 3:07:35 PM laurabusse Now moth to butterfly would be real alchemy!!!!!!

9/27/2019 3:07:51 PM liamxdrury Sexual perversion. I was inducted into degeneracy in the 4th grade.. when I was in 6th grade. They lowered it to kindergarten, so if you want to ruin 

innocence with things as pointless as sex, go right ahead. See you then!

9/27/2019 3:09:00 PM t_hayden07 I think hes part of the circus. Skeletons in his closet too, regarding pedophilia.

9/27/2019 3:10:37 PM laurabusse Lucky you

To have a brother like that

9/27/2019 3:11:25 PM cisnez Cannabilism will always be degenerate in my book. With the exception of warriors on the battlefield. 

Blessed is the lion who eaten by a man becomes a man.

If I died in battle I'd want my fellow soldiers to eat me and keep fighting.

You won't find me on a battlefield though.

9/27/2019 3:11:53 PM wbwse I’m more of a tantric loving kinda guy!

9/27/2019 3:13:07 PM laurabusse I've heard stories of ppl staring at the moon and strange things happening

I don't think the moon is what we think it is

Heard many different theories...

9/27/2019 3:14:01 PM fairyland66 Start at 3:30💖: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Si-jQeWSDKc …

9/27/2019 3:14:40 PM laurabusse And heart opening

9/27/2019 3:14:41 PM allahuniversal True. Different names at different stages

9/27/2019 3:15:19 PM cisnez Blockchain? 

Maybe I should share my own block list. It's up around 3000 accounts.

🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/M09c8bevTf

9/27/2019 3:16:59 PM cisnez Oh I don't know. Took awhile before I noticed.

9/27/2019 3:18:46 PM opensenseme Too much to share here.

9/27/2019 3:19:14 PM laurabusse Sudden ego death

Love that



9/27/2019 3:19:19 PM cisnez I don't have a tablet.

There are three missing phones though.

The paranoid android that the whore was using. The red phone LG G6 and the purple phone LG G8.

#dataforce

#D474FØRC3

9/27/2019 3:19:34 PM jazzybabs10 🙏🏼❤️🙏🏼❤️ pic.twitter.com/G3E5L7KT7y

9/27/2019 3:21:27 PM cisnez The crane crew talks on the beast channel.

467.855 MHz

9/27/2019 3:25:39 PM sandro220 Ha Ha Ha (Live) (Hampton, 1998)  https://youtu.be/b2v4efIEfg4  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 3:28:11 PM deplorablesuezq 🙏🙏🙏From your mouth to gods ears!

9/27/2019 3:28:47 PM laurabusse Of course you are

Everyone white is a white supremacist

Everybody else is racist

9/27/2019 3:30:53 PM sandro220 Yes. I do. I was married to the hottest chick for 10 years and never thought I’d ever be contemplating the idea of having to seek out getting laid. That 

said, let me repeat, that marriage ended, and yes, I do think it’s difficult.🤣

9/27/2019 3:31:15 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/dyrDvmlrQa

9/27/2019 3:31:28 PM wbwse The ham? pic.twitter.com/0UjFqCwzI3

9/27/2019 3:32:34 PM laurabusse 35 person staff LOL

And yet s/he is still caught unshaven and swinging his...

9/27/2019 3:34:29 PM sandro220 Impossible to meet that kinda vibe twice  my dude.

9/27/2019 3:35:08 PM laurabusse Me too!!!

9/27/2019 3:36:07 PM sandro220 She met someone else/better. Good luck. I gave up. 😂🤣

9/27/2019 3:38:20 PM playactiongamer "The Clintons are criminals, remember that." - No. 45

9/27/2019 3:40:31 PM laurabusse Wow

I was so blind

Traumatized

I LOVED going to those twin towers and taking ppl there!!!!!!

9/27/2019 3:43:41 PM laurabusse Lucky you!

I was quite late to that party

9/27/2019 3:43:42 PM sandro220 Truth remains fixed. Facts move around.

9/27/2019 3:45:46 PM sandro220 😃 The A-Team - The A-Team Theme (The Zombiekids Remix)  https://youtu.be/hkM98waziao  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 3:47:45 PM laurabusse What a blessing ❤️

9/27/2019 3:49:58 PM laurabusse Mine still thinks I'm nuts

I think

I don't bring it up anymore

9/27/2019 3:50:55 PM laurabusse Whew

9/27/2019 3:53:34 PM wbwse I am coded by the white dog, 

  white self existing world bridger kin 186 pic.twitter.com/hXQKfTJAma

9/27/2019 3:54:15 PM laurabusse Mind blowing how different and varied these stories are

It's like this REALLY is the time for AWAKENING!!!

And it's bigger than all of us!

Loved reading them all again 😊

9/27/2019 3:58:40 PM jimtaylorsays Not all is at it seems ... it seems

9/27/2019 4:01:58 PM laurabusse 😊❤️

9/27/2019 4:03:03 PM zooodrew Oh really? You have tasted this wicked blessing?

9/27/2019 4:09:45 PM laurabusse I wish!!!

My ego still rears its ugly head more often than I care to admit LOL

9/27/2019 4:10:55 PM zooodrew Perhaps you will soon also witness

9/27/2019 4:14:24 PM aristocraticowl Wow, she is completely out of her mind delusional!

9/27/2019 4:15:48 PM laurabusse Well we've had some rather devastating events in our family

Each one drove me deeper into Spirit

So my process has been more gradual I suppose...

9/27/2019 4:17:14 PM 3rdeyeview55 I noticed that too, weird.

9/27/2019 4:30:44 PM cstarr888 Yes loved this video!

💓🙏💖

9/27/2019 4:34:42 PM sandro220 🙏🙂

9/27/2019 4:39:31 PM antarantanka Very interesting take on the big data harvesting tech companies by Boris Johnson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @99freemind #qanon https://youtu.be/XaN-

MbGV4dY 

9/27/2019 4:46:17 PM yesxzz Reminds me of the periodic table elements, are there more?

9/27/2019 5:05:05 PM ghost_of_billy_ I was a teen, my dad steered me to a body of knowledge that eventually helped me see most of the con. Brillant set up by the progenitors but the 

offspring of this trillion dollar cabal failed miserably all because of 1 man and his team.

9/27/2019 5:06:51 PM rafngeirdal The thing is, that the painting appeared not only in Q drops but also at a Pentagon type Twitter account, connected to a General, i.e. a VERY official 

account. Too good to be true but I knew what my eyes were seeing (at the same time).

9/27/2019 5:07:22 PM girlawakeinca So glad your back ❤️💫🙏💗

9/27/2019 5:09:42 PM ab36913 Love you so much Debbie!  ThanQ!  💗💗💗🤗🤗🤗🥰🥰😁

9/27/2019 5:11:28 PM ab36913 Love you Sandris.  Please follow me back. We lost our connect when they suspended my account. 💗💗💗

9/27/2019 5:15:29 PM rafngeirdal (Recently I noticed that you True Eye, said something about learning from General Flynn and even wrote his Twitter account. This adds to you already 

exciting resume).

9/27/2019 5:18:28 PM eldeeberry 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

9/27/2019 5:18:50 PM fansblowing3 MK Ultra victim

9/27/2019 5:20:15 PM fansblowing3 Howdy doo dee

9/27/2019 5:23:42 PM fansblowing3 “According to the followers, the cult leader claimed they had been possessed by evil beings which needed to be driven out through these exorcism 

beatings.

9/27/2019 5:26:21 PM fansblowing3 Bill and Melinda Gates must have something to do with MIT.

9/27/2019 5:27:26 PM fansblowing3 It cannot come soon enough.  CNN is nonstop anti Trump propaganda.

9/27/2019 5:30:17 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/27/2019 5:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big events happening next week.

More DECLAS incoming.

Moves -> Countermoves.

Enjoy the show.

"I hope my calls don't leak."

🙈

🐟

9/27/2019 5:50:23 PM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/ulAlYFh6cQ

9/27/2019 5:50:34 PM freestateojones I'm sure we wont have to wait too long for the audio. pic.twitter.com/Yj1KfR6Od3



9/27/2019 5:50:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots helped us prevent a FF this week.

Thank you for your commitment to our Great Nation.

Remember, see something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

9/27/2019 5:50:50 PM burgersandra Putin.

9/27/2019 5:50:54 PM dave_paragon2 Another week?

9/27/2019 5:51:16 PM jvan125 GOD BLESS AMERICA!!  🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

9/27/2019 5:51:37 PM djlok He always tells them what to do and they don't even realize it.  It's crazy [they] don't see it, Majestic 12.

9/27/2019 5:51:44 PM chew_soap Stopping the new moon rituals in their tracks!

9/27/2019 5:52:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w/ MJ8 + T3 15m @ 21:00 ET

9/27/2019 5:52:27 PM dave_paragon2 I don’t know if I can do another week again

9/27/2019 5:52:37 PM trumpturnaround Patriots are the Best!!  😘🇺🇸💯

9/27/2019 5:53:50 PM qolemiss1 Huh? Enlighten me

9/27/2019 5:54:14 PM 1_decided_voter Will Assange see freedom and/or be allowed to tell his story or reveal more secrets before the 2020 election?

9/27/2019 5:54:16 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/27/2019 5:54:23 PM jamiegrahamusa I say #WWG1WGA

9/27/2019 5:54:35 PM libertyspring99 Mass immigration. When and how will it be stopped and reversed?

9/27/2019 5:54:39 PM bubba_dave1  pic.twitter.com/U6tnu0dvOy

9/27/2019 5:55:10 PM dragonfly6001 Earthquakes: do the numbers have meaning other than magnitude?

TY

9/27/2019 5:56:48 PM jamiegrahamusa Have we found a duplicate earth?

9/27/2019 5:56:57 PM robertg69989098 Little early sorry 😐. Will fossil fuel remain a portion of our energy grid supply? I work for a big electric provider. Looks like they are getting out.

9/27/2019 5:57:09 PM werascending What alien race are you working with?

9/27/2019 5:57:11 PM lw_hawk what is the purpose of mirror gazing? Risk/reward?

9/27/2019 5:57:18 PM qaphsiel17 When will my people be free?

9/27/2019 5:57:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 When does JA get out of prison?

Where next?

9/27/2019 5:57:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cause and effect of global conflict.

Reduce conflict, reduce migration.

9/27/2019 5:58:12 PM werascending When will the world be told about interstellar races?

9/27/2019 5:58:17 PM dianne1h 😂😂

9/27/2019 5:58:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 The numbers are key codes that refer to more specific data, all geological related though.

9/27/2019 5:58:38 PM freestateojones When they realize they are.

9/27/2019 5:58:43 PM hawks_twelve Is the alleged whistleblower IC or State Dept? Yes they say C_A, I don’t agree.

9/27/2019 5:58:48 PM yesxzz Yes please do when you wish, I’ve only ever blocked was *him* At this time:  https://twitter.com/platosgroove/status/1166024131533516805?s=21 … 

I didn’t notice @HedonikaHadron reply at the time tho, so💝4her. Irrationality is insightful. My problems with people can’t be solved with a [block] 

feature, as if I have any/one👀

9/27/2019 5:58:52 PM bdam777 Dental fillings. 

Amalgam vs. Composite resin. 

Safe? Both neither? 

Endocrine disruptors on composites and mercury in amalgam. 

Are dentist part of it? Lol...
9/27/2019 5:59:16 PM dragonfly6001 Thank you hun

9/27/2019 5:59:28 PM 2gether_werise Can you predict the future? No, no you can’t

9/27/2019 6:00:18 PM freestateojones What is the reason POTUS hasnt specifically mentioned NXIVM even once on Twitter?

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1142064092406013953?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/j9NykBYB45

9/27/2019 6:00:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are an infinite duplicate Earths.

9/27/2019 6:00:42 PM hawkgirlinmn What is the purpose of the Abrahamic Family House in Abu Dhabi?

9/27/2019 6:00:48 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/27/2019 6:01:27 PM zooodrew Truly Surrender what you most desire, from your heart and center of being. Only then will all be uncovered. This is difficult to do without a traumatic 

event

9/27/2019 6:01:33 PM guy_karen Cool 😎

9/27/2019 6:02:01 PM scott_rick Is CERN still a threat

9/27/2019 6:02:02 PM trickyrick2u Is there a genuine concern of sun flares hitting the earth and doing massive damage?

9/27/2019 6:02:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure will be rolled out slowly but expect more crafts to be sighted in broad daylight followed by new revelations about the Moon. Remember, it's 

inhabited. By whom? Then Disclosure will happen. Many countries lined up and debriefed already. Drain the Swamp first. Movies!

9/27/2019 6:02:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Infinity was first, so that’s logical.

9/27/2019 6:02:43 PM hallchristoff Was any of the movie star wars (or trilogy) based on fact?

9/27/2019 6:02:45 PM qaphsiel17 You can think your free does not make it so. Sytem is rigged. Every aspect was designed to hold is-bes.

9/27/2019 6:02:49 PM sandro220 At least that is, since you can’t get your dick moving in that direction. 🤣

9/27/2019 6:02:51 PM maumick3 Praying 🙏 for all our patriots

9/27/2019 6:02:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both capacities.

Swamp.

9/27/2019 6:03:07 PM qnavyss Will there be any arrests in October 2019 of the big players in Spygate?

9/27/2019 6:03:30 PM kseven110 Is Epstein alive or dead?

9/27/2019 6:03:34 PM zooodrew In essence, the false ego identity must be dissolved in order to access higher realms

9/27/2019 6:03:46 PM jrocktigers Are what are known as 'satanic' super soldiers hiding off world for an invasion? Are they still in every western medium sized populated city?

9/27/2019 6:03:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Referring to hyper dimensions where time is irrelevant, only used for spatial fixation of events.

9/27/2019 6:04:14 PM kseven110 Can you define 0010110?

9/27/2019 6:04:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ancient artifacts important to planetary control.

9/27/2019 6:04:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

9/27/2019 6:04:35 PM dani06548474 Probably the same reason he has not mentioned Q. Yet. Trust the plan.

9/27/2019 6:04:40 PM allahuniversal How much longer before VP44 is out of the race?

9/27/2019 6:04:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alive

9/27/2019 6:04:44 PM werascending Yay!!! Thank you for replying!! Thank you for securing our World’s future!

9/27/2019 6:04:51 PM hawks_twelve Volker from State Dept. just resigned. Hmmmm

9/27/2019 6:05:01 PM hawkgirlinmn Orion group?

9/27/2019 6:05:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, but not like you see in movies.



9/27/2019 6:05:12 PM williamelgato3  pic.twitter.com/cvSliKChnc

9/27/2019 6:05:15 PM jerseyhotgurl Black Cube?

9/27/2019 6:05:15 PM egelone is RGB dead?

9/27/2019 6:05:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Based on remote viewing.

9/27/2019 6:05:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shooting.

9/27/2019 6:05:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many.

9/27/2019 6:05:36 PM allahuniversal Wait, that's a time question. Will #DECLAS be the event that ships out Joe Biden and Liddle Adam Schiff?

9/27/2019 6:05:42 PM daveelton33 Is Soros under arrest?

9/27/2019 6:05:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon.

No spoilers though.

9/27/2019 6:05:55 PM kseven110 Thank you!

9/27/2019 6:05:59 PM hallchristoff Thank you Majestic 12.

9/27/2019 6:06:46 PM egelone is JFK jr alive? i got a feeling he is still alive

9/27/2019 6:07:52 PM hallchristoff and T3

9/27/2019 6:08:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

9/27/2019 6:08:12 PM qaphsiel17 Soon is a relative term depending on life span.

9/27/2019 6:08:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

9/27/2019 6:08:20 PM future_spacedad Poorly maintained dams and levees part of a plan or just plain negligence? Would mind expanding further.

9/27/2019 6:08:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ask Me Anything

9/27/2019 6:08:35 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/27/2019 6:08:42 PM jvan125 Does Pochahontas have evil skeletons in her closet too? I don’t hear much about her except her awful and cringey campaign videos 🥴🤦🏼♀️

9/27/2019 6:08:46 PM egelone is pleiadian our first creator and then dracos modified us?

9/27/2019 6:08:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Does the Earth have the equivalent of chakras considering there is an energy grid around the planet as well as the human body?

9/27/2019 6:09:02 PM anneolsen43 Romney part of the whistleblower? Is he also connected to the cult w/Jacob Kingston

9/27/2019 6:09:11 PM 1_decided_voter Sentenced to 50 weeks on 5/1/19, that puts his release some time in April of 2020.

9/27/2019 6:09:21 PM one_white_lion Majestic disclosure on ACIO?

9/27/2019 6:09:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Very close friend Barney Frank.

Pedophile pimp.

Threatened congressional floor with exposing all of them if they went after him. 

Another Podesta.

9/27/2019 6:09:51 PM bdam777 How is energy harvested? 

Through buildings? Harvesting points...

Grew people as a crop, used for energy?

9/27/2019 6:10:01 PM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Which characters from SG1 will make an appearance?

9/27/2019 6:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Romney is a RHINO. That's all we'll say. He's quite evil.

9/27/2019 6:10:13 PM patriottdefense  pic.twitter.com/GhaCehkSVp

9/27/2019 6:10:15 PM blissamerica Are crystals used to recharge galactic aircraft?

9/27/2019 6:10:16 PM jvan125 Wow. ThanQ. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

9/27/2019 6:10:19 PM scott_rick DEcLASS in October?

9/27/2019 6:10:24 PM wolfspirit1 How soon before HRC is out of here?

9/27/2019 6:10:30 PM jamiegrahamusa How can we get out of this one into another one that is a better timeline for Patriots etc.?

9/27/2019 6:10:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Break the cycle.

9/27/2019 6:10:49 PM orsinipepe Romney a puppet of the Thule Society?

9/27/2019 6:10:55 PM ottoburkart How many body doubles does HRC have?

9/27/2019 6:10:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jack

9/27/2019 6:11:06 PM djlok Majestic 12 influence/collaboration? https://youtu.be/m9N9MewJde0 

9/27/2019 6:11:10 PM anneolsen43 Dealings with Bush too

9/27/2019 6:11:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than most bad actors.

9/27/2019 6:11:34 PM davidb30yrcycle This woman will have to be screwed in the ground and a “huge” slab of cement placed above her to keep the ground from coughing her up from 

nausea..!

Yet, she speaks down upon us, as if from a high throne!

Deeply twisted hearts blinds the mind’s eye to see reality!

9/27/2019 6:11:41 PM blissamerica Is China poisoning our nicotine vaping systems?

9/27/2019 6:11:56 PM allahuniversal More like the Carrington Event?

9/27/2019 6:12:22 PM 1_decided_voter Based on all the movie references made by Q, it sounds like the plan is to provide disclosure through movies. Is @55true4u involved in the creation of 

any of this content?

9/27/2019 6:12:34 PM giediknight Is this Alice https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1177655495294889986?s=21 …

9/27/2019 6:12:57 PM crypto_boa prove it

9/27/2019 6:13:01 PM jamiegrahamusa February JA gets out

9/27/2019 6:13:12 PM elatedveracity Is the human race being sprayed with mind altering drugs so we are not able to see alien races walking among us on Earth?

9/27/2019 6:13:42 PM whsthestorm Until we entered this timeline, was our world on a timeline that cycled and always ended poorly?

9/27/2019 6:13:48 PM deerwerdna Will 2020 be a true Jubilee Year? Tia

9/27/2019 6:13:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Is David Icke correct about his claim that Saturn broadcasts the matrix/illusion via the moon?

9/27/2019 6:14:07 PM moemc8 tku MJ8 and T3

9/27/2019 6:14:09 PM thetruthtob Why were they allowed to get away with it for so long?

9/27/2019 6:14:51 PM tamiwils0n22813 Where is Jeff Sessions now?

9/27/2019 6:14:56 PM hitbyawormhole is there any significance/fore telling of the altered continents, land, water distributions of the new space command logo? pic.twitter.com/ojCsjRBPMb

9/27/2019 6:15:09 PM phreatomagnetic Example of completely separate supply chain you referred to? https://www.express.co.uk/dayandnight/273883/Steven-Spielberg-British-grub-saved-

Indiana-Jones …

9/27/2019 6:15:11 PM egelone was jfk jr also the chosen one like trump?

9/27/2019 6:15:14 PM sirdramaanon Yes mam.  There has to be many in the Universe, I would imagine the tech needing to be upgraded every so often to continue looking

9/27/2019 6:15:23 PM ab36913 Will our Patriot Gen Flynn be exonerated soon?

9/27/2019 6:15:31 PM blissamerica Did Courtney Love kill Kurt Cobain?

9/27/2019 6:15:38 PM hawkgirlinmn How can that be if 6 is a majestic number?

9/27/2019 6:15:48 PM liltilgerlil Is this even legal? https://thefederalist.com/2019/09/27/intel-community-secretly-gutted-requirement-of-first-hand-whistleblower-knowledge/ …

9/27/2019 6:16:08 PM notmycanada62 Counting on it!!

9/27/2019 6:16:30 PM 1_decided_voter What is the "Door of all Doors" in Q drop #167? pic.twitter.com/BFlDzrzKuH



9/27/2019 6:17:01 PM hawks_twelve This is a we’ll see ? IMO, with Ukraine situation Biden will be out of race.

Hillary will enter Presidential race as October surprise. 🎃🎃🎃

Thoughts?

9/27/2019 6:17:21 PM djlok 😂😂😂

9/27/2019 6:17:22 PM ab36913 Many Twitter accounts recently suspended. Is this strategic for Twatter or is ALICE just being a biatch?  🥴

Seems the algorithms have changed again on the feeds.

9/27/2019 6:17:41 PM autist_steele While time is nothing more than a construct, when you reference a slower roll-out of disclosure, would that equate to multiple decades of slow 

disclosure or less than a single decade?

9/27/2019 6:17:48 PM jamiegrahamusa Are we all already carrying nanobots that connect us to a SUPER BRAIN NET that as a point with all humans data, thoughts, feelings etc. Are we already 

interfaced to the Quantum network unknowingly? Was it in con trails or do they terraform our earth to better suit our cousins??

9/27/2019 6:18:07 PM sirdramaanon I would have to imagine more so “balls” than chosen.

9/27/2019 6:18:21 PM lbf777 smh

9/27/2019 6:18:22 PM mgodfrey99 When will Pelosi be removed?  Or has she?

9/27/2019 6:18:36 PM 1_decided_voter RINO = Republican in Name Only. What's the H stand for?

9/27/2019 6:19:03 PM ab36913 Thank you for your service MJ8 and T3!  🥰🤗😘❤️❤️❤️

9/27/2019 6:19:10 PM karentriebel How does POTUS withstand psychic attacks,black magic and electronic weapons?

9/27/2019 6:19:23 PM jaded_pearl I was just talking about this today. Is there something more or are we still binary?

9/27/2019 6:19:28 PM lbf777 Is this all a big scam? Are the people just being pacified while you all push forward the NWO?

9/27/2019 6:19:38 PM dericgroup1 Can people who are awake get more exposure so we can help the masses more better when the time comes?

9/27/2019 6:19:59 PM anneolsen43 George H ?

9/27/2019 6:20:03 PM giediknight “They” wanted 666 for rituals, JK bought it to stop it.

9/27/2019 6:20:14 PM ab36913 Hollyweird is in full panic.  Will we see any public arrests?

9/27/2019 6:20:19 PM jvan125 Are the doubles or clones? 😬

9/27/2019 6:20:22 PM dsept2009 What happened to make Pelosi come out in favor of impeachment hearing when she did?

9/27/2019 6:20:37 PM noticerking Is William Tompkins telling the truth about the secret space program and his role in it?

9/27/2019 6:20:41 PM sirdramaanon Understand the game.  It’s a long game.  You know the play at hand; you can predict countermoves within the game, which would need readjustment 

to your game.  If it’s a long game you anticipate, there is no hour or date.  Just know the END GAME.  That is key.

9/27/2019 6:20:49 PM duriavigrobert Probably not any more! The form that whistle blowers fill out required “FIRST HAND KNOWLEDGE.” Those words were removed when that form was 

changed sometime in this past August. Anyone find that a little odd?🤔

9/27/2019 6:21:03 PM jamiegrahamusa I mean are there node points that hold each humans thoughts, data, feelings etc updated all of the time...and using 5g. Plus Quantum systems. 

SuperBrainNet of sorts

9/27/2019 6:21:25 PM 1_decided_voter I've already asked several questions, and received an answer to 1, which I'm thankful for. I'd just like to say thank you, and that I prefer this immediate 

engagement style far more than the "wait a day to respond" format of previous AMAs.

9/27/2019 6:21:44 PM jaded_pearl I hope I'm on time, this time. I feel like...pick me, pick me in elementary school. Another great question, how does programming happen through our 

education system. They distort history? What else?

9/27/2019 6:21:55 PM rafngeirdal I listened to Glen(n) Beck read the main part of the TRANSCRIPT of the phonecall between President Trump and the newly elected president of 

Ukraine. Within it, Trump mentions #Crowdstrike

9/27/2019 6:21:59 PM notmycanada62 Just heard that on Hannity and my husband and I both looked at each other and said oh that's a set up!!! This was staged and planned. There's no way 

you can't see that!!

9/27/2019 6:22:04 PM sirdramaanon Feb 2020.  Wait until then for more info.  Patience young Padawans.

9/27/2019 6:22:44 PM duriavigrobert and/or ...  “BUT I LIVE IN CALIFORNIA!”

9/27/2019 6:22:57 PM jdltr450 Where did you get this info?

9/27/2019 6:22:59 PM kindeandtrue Do miracles occur when God intervenes in the natural order and replaces one time line with another?

9/27/2019 6:23:15 PM jamiegrahamusa And dear Eye I hope you have a beautiful restful weekend!! We love you!!!

9/27/2019 6:23:18 PM moemc8 His father was very involved with Pierro Trudeau and M K Ul tra?  He's been groomed since childhood?

9/27/2019 6:23:52 PM trumppallooza Your wrong

9/27/2019 6:23:53 PM oyenpaul The Mexican AG is Not a part of any "Deep State"!

He is merely a greedy, seedy participant in the drug smuggling criminal gangs.

He's a mere has-been thug.

9/27/2019 6:24:00 PM jrocktigers From within.

9/27/2019 6:24:32 PM moemc8 great question

9/27/2019 6:24:41 PM crt14361013 😮

9/27/2019 6:25:40 PM 3rdeyeview55 Silly question here, but make an appearance where? Is SG1's Jack (RDA) returning to new shows possibly?🤷🏼♀️

9/27/2019 6:25:47 PM thetannerturtle What country worked with ET’s first?

9/27/2019 6:26:14 PM robin_ked #DeepState can PANIC

but there's No place to Hide 

➡️#WeHaveItAll💥💣💥 pic.twitter.com/UsJ9T5rccc

9/27/2019 6:26:15 PM crt14361013 What was the averted July 4 attempt on  DJT? 

Sniper?

Bomb plot?

Poison?

9/27/2019 6:26:33 PM tonementone If it’s like the 70’s I want to go there.

9/27/2019 6:26:37 PM zrickety Having been through this, I think amalgam are more dangerous.  I recently had 5 replaced with composite, 1 a ceramic crown, I can feel my health 

improving.  Composite are not perfect, but the lesser of 2 evils.

9/27/2019 6:27:09 PM kindeandtrue Is Pompeo a rat?

9/27/2019 6:27:36 PM con_sid_ers Says the master extorted.

9/27/2019 6:27:42 PM duriavigrobert This is just another clause in theiR “INSURANCE POLICY!”🤔

(remember that?)

9/27/2019 6:27:56 PM n7guardiananon disinformation necessary still???

9/27/2019 6:29:13 PM notmycanada62 The insurance policy that just never ends. Yep I remember it well!

9/27/2019 6:29:17 PM zrickety White and Black hats everywhere.  

Don't be afraid!!

9/27/2019 6:29:31 PM blissamerica  https://twitter.com/TheWantedEmcees/status/1175686763525890050?s=20 … Can you please comment on this?

9/27/2019 6:29:53 PM ab36913 Pompeo is a patriot.

9/27/2019 6:29:58 PM karentriebel Where is the other sock or is it still classified?

9/27/2019 6:30:35 PM magamadnessusa On this planet?

9/27/2019 6:30:45 PM daveo6145 45 said the moon is a landing pad. Interesting lingo...

9/27/2019 6:30:50 PM blissamerica 🙏❤️

9/27/2019 6:31:18 PM jvan125 Controlled by BH or WH?

9/27/2019 6:31:36 PM cindyhickey7 Yes very ‼️

9/27/2019 6:31:43 PM cny_micaa Will the chans be back up? Conflicting reports from CM and owner interview.



9/27/2019 6:31:54 PM texasqpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Schiff a satanic priest?

9/27/2019 6:31:55 PM mommahood777 THIS☝️☝️☝️☝️☝️

lmao!!

Of course I show up late tonight...

9/27/2019 6:32:06 PM onplanetdiscord Their new year starts Sept 30th at 6 pm their time

9/27/2019 6:32:25 PM ab36913 He is Majestic, just like most of our military Generals.

9/27/2019 6:32:34 PM jamiegrahamusa Look at this link I posted. It clearly shows a pilot flying ABOVE the sun. https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1177740468991467521?s=19 …

9/27/2019 6:32:59 PM blissamerica Why are so many people worshipping Saturn? Also the black cube?

9/27/2019 6:33:10 PM cindyhickey7 Several

9/27/2019 6:33:15 PM ab36913 I thank God every single day for our President. ❤️❤️❤️

9/27/2019 6:33:18 PM nancyddb Really!!!?

9/27/2019 6:33:18 PM jamiegrahamusa Dracos. I hear yes.

9/27/2019 6:33:22 PM mommahood777 wrong acct....

*snicker*

9/27/2019 6:33:43 PM anneolsen43 Turncoat

9/27/2019 6:34:11 PM ab36913 #ALICE pic.twitter.com/iaUtFPlKkp

9/27/2019 6:35:06 PM atsaduk Are humans in contact with other intelligent life? Within our solar system? Galaxy? Universe? When will hard disclosure happen?

9/27/2019 6:35:07 PM cindyhickey7 Yes For months‼️

9/27/2019 6:35:09 PM gypsysyntropy Your individual (& our collective) thoughts and actions create a resonance with like fields.  It all happens more or less naturally.

9/27/2019 6:35:18 PM keith369me MJ8, what question would you most like to be asked?

9/27/2019 6:35:36 PM keith369me My understanding is yes

9/27/2019 6:35:37 PM blissamerica Is blood and other body parts from children becoming harder for the people that access it on the black market?

9/27/2019 6:35:58 PM michael81972 How come you have been quiet about project Voldemort that has come out in MSM article?

9/27/2019 6:36:31 PM keith369me I hope so...that would be better than Trump keeping his enemies really close

9/27/2019 6:36:36 PM blissamerica Where is Diane Feinstein?

9/27/2019 6:36:44 PM guy_karen That’s alarming. 👀 keep ur head on a swivel

9/27/2019 6:37:10 PM cindyhickey7 And all of her lying and conniving

9/27/2019 6:37:12 PM werascending It is. It was placed there a very very long time ago.

9/27/2019 6:37:15 PM sqrlnutz Was Oprah really arrested for pedophilia and givin a deal?

9/27/2019 6:37:20 PM guy_karen Did I hear a BOOM?

9/27/2019 6:37:22 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yes, planned to drum up votes.

9/27/2019 6:37:28 PM chinitorecadi Are there still ancient aftifacts in Venezuela? If so, where?

9/27/2019 6:37:36 PM kindeandtrue I met him once. Seemed like a very chaming fellow.

9/27/2019 6:37:48 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Bob Bigelow -ourguy or not?

9/27/2019 6:38:06 PM freestateojones What a trip.

9/27/2019 6:38:07 PM jamiegrahamusa That's their planet..Satan..Saturn. the black cube is bad...i think its the Dwave ?? quantum system.

9/27/2019 6:38:13 PM cindyhickey7 God knows the END from the BEGINNING

9/27/2019 6:39:55 PM cindyhickey7 No time or distance in that realm

9/27/2019 6:40:23 PM ab36913 I read on one of the patriots threads that it was actually an attempt on Flotus but this is not confirmed. This is why they had the bullet proof shelds up 

that day. Must have been very scary. I love our Trump Family...so terrible what they have to endure. I am very grateful. 💗💗

9/27/2019 6:40:29 PM cindyhickey7 I believe he’s alive

9/27/2019 6:40:52 PM cindyhickey7 No Body

9/27/2019 6:40:57 PM jrocktigers Launching pad , I believe.

9/27/2019 6:41:00 PM jamiegrahamusa I think the keystone was EPSTEIN.

9/27/2019 6:41:02 PM crt14361013 Thank you.

9/27/2019 6:41:31 PM keith369me You can effect the future effectively predicting it

9/27/2019 6:42:06 PM blissamerica Fascinating. More ancient relics continue to be found in Egypt but the Government there will not allow Jewish or Catholic archaeologists to dig.

9/27/2019 6:42:16 PM rebashoenfelt1 No where to run to baby

9/27/2019 6:42:26 PM playactiongamer Were recently either rounded up or cornered by motherships on or around our moon, according to Alex Collier (alien contactee)

9/27/2019 6:42:27 PM cindyhickey7 ❣️❣️

9/27/2019 6:42:27 PM nancyddb That's great!! Thank you!

9/27/2019 6:42:34 PM bashycrypto Is the global currency reset a real thing and will it happen this year?

9/27/2019 6:42:38 PM keith369me Many have said yes

9/27/2019 6:43:25 PM blissamerica That’s also Mecca

9/27/2019 6:43:35 PM keith369me Bush seemed charming as well

9/27/2019 6:43:41 PM cogbill_alan Does the government still use psychic spies?

9/27/2019 6:43:42 PM rebashoenfelt1 Yep. Long planned

9/27/2019 6:43:43 PM duriavigrobert No where to hide

9/27/2019 6:43:48 PM laurabusse That's beautiful

Thank you

Been feeling like I need to understand surrender

I think we tend to be afraid of it

But thank you

I will meditate on this ❤️

9/27/2019 6:43:50 PM glor60 Will the human race survive poisoned food, chemtrails, vaccines?

9/27/2019 6:43:53 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/JpTx0VF9mo

9/27/2019 6:44:10 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/emeraldrobinson/status/1177554706069110784?s=21 …

9/27/2019 6:44:22 PM crt14361013 Was it an Isreali sub that launched the missile/rocket hitting Pentagon on 9/11?

9/27/2019 6:44:43 PM playactiongamer David Zublick (Truth Unsealed) said before that he would eventually drop out.

9/27/2019 6:44:46 PM grumpy70bear 3rd week of October significant? Keeps coming up... also have been seeing 1:11 and 11:11 like crazy again...

9/27/2019 6:45:06 PM flipcryp Does xrp have value

9/27/2019 6:45:58 PM keith369me DECLAS of Biden conversations with Ukraine?

9/27/2019 6:46:09 PM kseven110 I am hoping and assuming WH. Good question... we hope not BH😬

9/27/2019 6:46:39 PM rebashoenfelt1 Dems are part of that cult

9/27/2019 6:47:14 PM 313looper What really has happened behind the scenes in UN !?

Have Iranians met with Americans!? 

Has [ Rouhani ] became 👉🏻 ] Rouhani [ !?

Is he playing with or still against US ( The Plan ) now!?

9/27/2019 6:47:41 PM kindeandtrue Mitt and his wife Ann came across as genuinely nice folks. He has great people skills.



9/27/2019 6:47:48 PM playactiongamer Alive and secured by patriots/military - From David Zublick (Truth Unsealed)

9/27/2019 6:47:49 PM rafngeirdal Yes I had noticed and that’s precisely why I wrote #CROWDSTRIKE and thanks to you, now I know it’s a cyber security company.

9/27/2019 6:47:56 PM laurabusse I know in my heart that what you say is truth...

9/27/2019 6:48:06 PM crt14361013 😮

9/27/2019 6:48:14 PM victorhbranger But never will be seen again

9/27/2019 6:48:43 PM rebashoenfelt1 Indeed

9/27/2019 6:49:02 PM ewilliams22101 Great info.  Warren and Barney Frank are very close indeed. . . pic.twitter.com/pns1e4cZTq

9/27/2019 6:49:21 PM blissamerica Whoa

9/27/2019 6:49:23 PM rebashoenfelt1 Panicking

9/27/2019 6:49:44 PM blissamerica Is Ann Coulter a transgender?

9/27/2019 6:50:33 PM rebashoenfelt1 Proof of planning

9/27/2019 6:51:02 PM crt14361013 ✔

9/27/2019 6:51:07 PM rebashoenfelt1 Popcorn ready

9/27/2019 6:51:14 PM turboxyde Evening MJ8! I had a bizarre dream that involved you just a few days ago. I was returning to active duty for some sort of special advisor program & I 

bumped into you while getting donuts at some botique coffee shop. I was wearing a new uniform but I wasn't exactly in keeping...

9/27/2019 6:51:16 PM crt14361013 👊🤔

9/27/2019 6:51:35 PM gypsysyntropy Saw 1:11 today on my phone, and usually don't watch clocks @ work.

9/27/2019 6:51:40 PM jdltr450 I'm not, I'm prepared and awake. 🙏💪🇺🇸

9/27/2019 6:51:54 PM qsoldier14 Is bigfoot a interdimensional  being?

9/27/2019 6:51:54 PM 2gether_werise Let me guess, you’ve got the inside scoop

“Just because you didn’t hear about it, DoEsN’t MeAn It DiDn’T hApPen” pic.twitter.com/IbQiNIJ5zk

9/27/2019 6:52:23 PM notmycanada62 My goodness do you realize how we aren't fooled anymore? They thought their plan would work............not while we are watching!!!!!!!

9/27/2019 6:52:40 PM playactiongamer Are they benevolent?

9/27/2019 6:53:00 PM turboxyde ...with AR 670-1 standards due to my beard and long hair now.

You never spoke to me but I could hear your thoughts & you were wondering what in the world I was doing wearing that uniform with such long hair & 

a beard. I tried to answer telepathically to state that I was...

9/27/2019 6:53:20 PM blissamerica Are you saying not to interact?

9/27/2019 6:53:35 PM laurabusse Well I meditate quite a bit

It's the foundation of my life

I feel like it's an ongoing letting go

Of everything LOL

And increasing awareness

Of thoughts beliefs etc

Like an unraveling

Progress is made in millimeters rather than feet or miles

But I feel like progress is being made
9/27/2019 6:54:00 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

9/27/2019 6:54:01 PM werascending I would say yes for the most part.

9/27/2019 6:54:17 PM turboxyde ...part of a pilot program & I had been out of the service (honorable discharge) since 2012 & I'm involved with growing medical grade industrial hemp. 

You spoke out loud with your companion about some radio show that you were hosting today & then left. I had to return to my...

9/27/2019 6:54:23 PM 2gether_werise  pic.twitter.com/pDYk5fp5wr

9/27/2019 6:54:39 PM liltilgerlil Easy to spot now

9/27/2019 6:54:56 PM decodematrix Thank you for your service MJ8 and T3!

9/27/2019 6:55:23 PM rebashoenfelt1 👏👏👏👏

9/27/2019 6:55:44 PM laurabusse But it's very slow

9/27/2019 6:55:46 PM cray1zee1world Are white hats running Area 51 and are Aliens there?

9/27/2019 6:56:29 PM wickedmouse369 Is adderall bad or good?

9/27/2019 6:56:35 PM ab36913 I am just warning that it could be ALICE based on its interaction here. It is not a nice account. Feels like ALICE to me based on my previous experience 

interacting with these damn accounts. Feel free to do what feels right to you. Lachlan is not a nice account, IMPO.

9/27/2019 6:57:13 PM wickedmouse369 Depends on the use.

9/27/2019 6:57:21 PM turboxyde ...hotel room grab some items for a debriefing on post so I tuned into the morning radio talk show you were hosting & you started discussing cannabis 

& hemp on the air!

Besides meditation, what can we do to process & integrate the hyperdimensional meaning behind our dreams?

9/27/2019 6:58:07 PM duriavigrobert “THEY,” thought they WERE America. Guess what  ...  “WE ARE!”

9/27/2019 6:58:08 PM ewilliams22101 Does Bernie Sanders have skeletons in his closet?  He seems completely different from his 2016 run.  Seems compromised. . .

9/27/2019 6:58:34 PM ewilliams22101 Does Tulsi Gabbard have skeletons in her closet?

9/27/2019 6:59:05 PM notmycanada62 Damn straight!!!! THEY work for you or they are supposed to. The only one working for you is President Trump!!

9/27/2019 6:59:42 PM ewilliams22101 Why does Trump keep talking about a third term?  Is amending the term limits on the Presidency part of The Plan?

9/27/2019 7:00:23 PM ewilliams22101 How can we best position ourselves to be in on the early disclosure of new air craft?  Any locations near Seattle?

9/27/2019 7:00:29 PM blissamerica Yes 5:5 agreed. I am seeing our movement was/has been infiltrated. So much cognitive dissonance required right now. My head hurts. Thank you 🙏

9/27/2019 7:00:53 PM ewilliams22101 How will we convince the normies that the evidence against the pedos is not "deep fakes"?

9/27/2019 7:01:06 PM emilymarsh1022 I believe they are!

9/27/2019 7:01:14 PM ab36913 Not sure but I have seen it happen many times. I think I still have screen shots of the last couple of accts very similar.

9/27/2019 7:01:14 PM keith369me Manifest my friend

9/27/2019 7:01:25 PM ewilliams22101 I'm noticing some signalling using the Nike swoosh.  Does that logo refer to cannibalism?

9/27/2019 7:02:23 PM aetherwalker1 Have Patriots intercepted and thwarted 🦉's planned acts of terror, besides the few incidents that have been reported, but kept the matter hidden?

9/27/2019 7:02:40 PM ab36913 Love you Mermaid. ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨

9/27/2019 7:02:50 PM blissamerica They never answer my questions, LARP they much?😂

9/27/2019 7:03:16 PM opensenseme How many timelines have merged thus far?

9/27/2019 7:03:51 PM keith369me Couldn’t tell you, but historically @davidicke has been right about a lot!!!

9/27/2019 7:03:52 PM ab36913 I am not referring to MJ12....i am referring to this acct. I love MJ12. pic.twitter.com/TpQGljDTTB

9/27/2019 7:04:23 PM opensenseme Why would a lizard tell me “you lost”? Did our old timeline end badly?

9/27/2019 7:04:47 PM 2gether_werise I’m trying not to lose my shit and then you say manifest......

9/27/2019 7:05:03 PM karma4event201 Russia Russia Russia 

Why haven't  Dems released Putin Trump phone calls?  🤔

🐔🐔🐔🐔



9/27/2019 7:05:21 PM playactiongamer DS almost out of real estate. Good work patriots. Stay on top of [them]. #MAGA #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/4XAPt7DoCB

9/27/2019 7:06:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Is the recent shared technology released globally to all countries from the Kesha Foundation Space Institute some of the hidden technologies that you 

mentioned would be released?

9/27/2019 7:07:03 PM blissamerica Love you too April❤️

9/27/2019 7:07:35 PM blissamerica He’s blocked

9/27/2019 7:07:57 PM 2gether_werise This is a load of sh-t. Only someone with the HIGHEST classification knows the real plan and I DOUBT they would be blabbing about it on Twitter. This is 

PURELY speculation, nothing more.

9/27/2019 7:08:00 PM blissamerica 🙏

9/27/2019 7:09:57 PM fairyland66 "No idea yet who or what may be near the 5th point at the top"

Hmmmm, it appears to be..... LOVE!💖 pic.twitter.com/eaq6zlpnDL

9/27/2019 7:09:58 PM gingerbanana2 Can you imagine the smell 😳🤮

9/27/2019 7:10:20 PM aetherwalker1 Wow!

It's very personal sharing a remarkable dream on Twidder.  Respect. 🙇🏼♂️

IMO it wasn't a fantasy.  You were interacting with one or more of MJ in the 'astral'.

9/27/2019 7:10:30 PM realproudmom2  pic.twitter.com/vFPtuVujIm

9/27/2019 7:10:32 PM fansblowing3 Good question!

9/27/2019 7:12:53 PM keur60693994 Daughter asked, how I know Trump's not racist. I said because I watch everything I can find where he is speaking. I said I can tell you where to look but 

you've got to research for yourself. Her face changed, she said send it to me, I want to know the truth!

9/27/2019 7:13:16 PM kathleenmckeon6 Grin

9/27/2019 7:13:51 PM denisegeltman Um, you realize that Majestic 12 is not that great of a name to have based upon their nefarious past? 

It is mentioned in Behold a Pale Horse quite a few times and not in a good way.

9/27/2019 7:15:15 PM jamiegrahamusa I had something incredibly strange occur. I recently moved and we were unpacking some boxes. The prior few weeks I had been watching Star Trek 

Deep Space Nine. To see if any of it sounded like disclosure. We found a Star Trek Deep Space Nine script in a box. From 1994? How ?

9/27/2019 7:15:39 PM americanpetal Me too

9/27/2019 7:17:22 PM cisnez I only block accounts that pay for me to get their tweets. Still working for a pro:motion:less Twitter.

9/27/2019 7:18:02 PM big_simp You tell us Mr Insider

9/27/2019 7:19:31 PM guy_karen Twilight Zone

9/27/2019 7:19:35 PM jamiegrahamusa Here is the Star Wars script from 1994 that has magically appeared in my moving box/drawer. It wasn't taped shut. This was exactly what I was 

watching weeks prior!! How can this be?? pic.twitter.com/I1xtYjjR9j

9/27/2019 7:21:07 PM scents_common Brownstone

9/27/2019 7:22:29 PM americanpetal I found pics of he/her in Key West years ago when I was digging months back. You could definitely see the resemblance and make the connection. 🧐

9/27/2019 7:25:50 PM gypsysyntropy No.

9/27/2019 7:25:51 PM paytonpatriot What is the total estimated  percentage of the population that is ready for Declass?

9/27/2019 7:27:34 PM iamspirit22 🙏👍🏻❤️

9/27/2019 7:27:46 PM unstoppablencp He always runs #UnsealEpstein that’s his thing not related to post.

9/27/2019 7:28:14 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/7bhIdoyXg6

9/27/2019 7:28:28 PM iamspirit22 How can I help?

9/27/2019 7:28:46 PM gypsysyntropy Self observe, then !et them "off-gas".

9/27/2019 7:28:56 PM aetherwalker1 The Force is REAL; it is living and conscious.

9/27/2019 7:29:06 PM unstoppablencp This really makes no sense to me whatsoever due to the fact that Antfa  is Satanist and its membership!!!

9/27/2019 7:29:46 PM gypsysyntropy They lie a lot.

9/27/2019 7:29:49 PM kathleen3693693 Born Andrew Coulter.

9/27/2019 7:30:17 PM unstoppablencp It’s business that’s why

9/27/2019 7:30:37 PM gypsysyntropy Me- 1:11.

9/27/2019 7:30:38 PM 1_decided_voter The prevailing opinion I believe is that JA will be extradited to US when his sentence in UK is completed, though I would prefer to believe that he's 

actually in protective custody of patriots in some remote vacation spot being treated like a king while The Plan plays out.

9/27/2019 7:30:43 PM guy_karen That’s wild - that’s a head scratcher

9/27/2019 7:30:56 PM unstoppablencp Because of the work he did on MC

9/27/2019 7:31:19 PM isawthat9 It shouldn’t be 

dirty pool for sure 

Try it  in a real court 

Did you see it

No

Ok I’ll just take your word for it 

Anything else we can do for you 🤨

#ThisIsBullshit
9/27/2019 7:31:29 PM laurabusse Wow!

She's next 👍

9/27/2019 7:32:21 PM jaded_pearl You'll need to spend some time getting to know them and then you'll understand. It will be worth the explorer's and true truth seekers time.

9/27/2019 7:32:55 PM ab36913 Do you recall the name of the show?  Sounds interesting.

9/27/2019 7:33:30 PM boy12_jimmy MJ12 was under Clowns In America control. Mil & NSA removed the stench of the SWAMP. They are now back in the light. DISCLOSURE coming to 

reveal truth hidden from the masses foe many years. Stargate SG-1, The 5th Race. pic.twitter.com/Eei9UJzCEz

9/27/2019 7:34:02 PM neufeldtlyss17 That dude’s gonna prob be right about every phuckin thang 😧

9/27/2019 7:34:31 PM ab36913 Can you tell me more about Odessy 5 or point me towards some info?  Sounds familiar.

9/27/2019 7:34:57 PM gypsysyntropy Investigate lucid dreaming; then you can ask questions for clarity while in the dream.

9/27/2019 7:35:08 PM liltilgerlil Like the Kavanaugh smear, guilty until proven innocent. So backwards

9/27/2019 7:35:18 PM neufeldtlyss17 Everyone but my freakin parents....

9/27/2019 7:37:46 PM ab36913 Was it called Rubicon?

9/27/2019 7:39:40 PM wisdomonium Is CERN a threat because a particle accelerator is used in weapons technology?

9/27/2019 7:41:11 PM chapulincolored Will the hangings be streamed live?

9/27/2019 7:41:25 PM sdane8 😪  So much cruelty and disillusionment.

9/27/2019 7:41:29 PM gregoryjhall1 I am beginning to think their projection is more like “Guilty even if proven innocent!” And “We know you are guilty of something. We just haven’t 

found anything...yet!”

9/27/2019 7:41:59 PM neufeldtlyss17 I’m gonna go with ‘yes’ all I know is he didn’t shoot himself with that gun found

9/27/2019 7:42:43 PM alaskanbeauty No replacement, what you see is the result of t botox,  fillers and lots of make up.

9/27/2019 7:42:53 PM ab36913 Cool!  I will check it out. 👍👍👍 thanQ. 🤗🥰😘

9/27/2019 7:44:01 PM liltilgerlil I agree



9/27/2019 7:44:33 PM neufeldtlyss17 Man Coulter

9/27/2019 7:45:32 PM joinna6  https://twitter.com/CaliaDomenico/status/1177457161921683456?s=20 …

9/27/2019 7:45:33 PM neufeldtlyss17 Probably but they’re summoning demons

9/27/2019 7:46:56 PM cisnez 140 seconds of scrolling blocked account doesn't even scatch the surface of 3,446. pic.twitter.com/BZXAwP7GYG

9/27/2019 7:47:11 PM robin_ked Yup just like that Mueller Farce

What a time to be Alive! It's been entertaining...24/7 for 2+ YearS

🍿🍿🍷🍾🍿🍿🥂🥃🍿🍿🍹🍺 pic.twitter.com/ahkK7L41lt

9/27/2019 7:47:47 PM neufeldtlyss17 Will NObama or Clinton’s be arrested and receive coverage so EVERYONE can see?

9/27/2019 7:48:02 PM cisnez What gematrix had to say about 3,446 blocked accounts. 🤣👌🥳 pic.twitter.com/CgcGiDW8yI

9/27/2019 7:48:44 PM wisdomonium BIG "Thank You " to all who have helped humanity get through the keyhole. Human and non-human.

9/27/2019 7:48:55 PM defy_gravity987 You're not the only one ... always see them.

9/27/2019 7:50:07 PM michelleywenz @KastelicDanny

9/27/2019 7:50:59 PM michelleywenz Is he in Antarctica?

9/27/2019 7:51:00 PM defy_gravity987 Think about that....when I read his books years ago I thought he was nuts.

9/27/2019 7:51:36 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/cdbyBzjnJ9

9/27/2019 7:52:11 PM light_fighter_g Will we be introduced to the Antarctica complex?

9/27/2019 7:52:26 PM alaskanbeauty What about LIsa Mur koski?

9/27/2019 7:53:41 PM sdane8 Severely hungover

9/27/2019 7:54:04 PM wisdomonium no. they are most def an early branch of the human family and often cannibals. I think the orbs track them like we do white rhinos.

9/27/2019 7:54:58 PM iamspirit22 Can Rudy be trusted?  9/11

9/27/2019 7:55:11 PM sdane8 Definitely a body double

9/27/2019 7:55:57 PM defy_gravity987 Prayer and knowing that God wins in the end.

9/27/2019 7:56:21 PM sdane8 They've explained in previous tweets

9/27/2019 7:56:41 PM happynessiam Uh, are those the coordinates to a space station,  galaxy, star system or other location something? Just asking.

9/27/2019 7:57:10 PM wbwse I’m so grateful you didn’t screen record your home screen again! The amount of red bubbles you have is crazy! 😻

9/27/2019 7:57:31 PM sdane8 Who's the REAL Wizard?  LOL

9/27/2019 7:57:44 PM wbwse Boy you on my wavelength! 🙏😻 pic.twitter.com/uEdveqbh3G

9/27/2019 7:58:23 PM happynessiam A lot of craft are sighted in broad daylight in my area.  Everyday {mostly} All day and night, too.

9/27/2019 7:59:04 PM sdane8 ❤️ I try to remember it's all smoke mirrors. And sometimes, I just have to walk away for a bit before my head explodes.

9/27/2019 7:59:34 PM neufeldtlyss17 Never read his stuff but have listened to numerous hours of him taking.  Dude was Batshit Crazy in my eyes. I’m sportin new lenses past few years tho.

9/27/2019 8:01:14 PM sdane8 So many people waking up! I heard today CNN's ratings are increasing. All this impeachment talk is to lure them in before the Hammer drops. Think 

how many more eyes will be on this story. It's flippin' BRILLIANT!

9/27/2019 8:06:04 PM prayfighttrust @patton6966 @Chrismc44 @StormIsUponUs @LouDobbs @dbongino @pushforward40

9/27/2019 8:06:50 PM sdane8 This is always a tricky question. If he were in a protection program he would have a different name and his original name declared dead.

9/27/2019 8:08:22 PM dotheri50504751  https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1177240051283050496?s=19 …

9/27/2019 8:08:32 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/GLoIMqD_zIU  pic.twitter.com/pNJmKlJvNY

9/27/2019 8:09:50 PM the_fjalar Is the Tesla Tower in Texas the real deal? ⚡️

9/27/2019 8:10:03 PM grundemt I think Lazio has you if not beat (time wise) then at least tied (score wise)

 https://youtu.be/eyJ2eg681V8  pic.twitter.com/X37CFPE87Z

9/27/2019 8:11:30 PM drbohammer They may have him on ice, but it’s not THAT cold.

9/27/2019 8:12:17 PM falseprofityhoo Locked and loaded👍🏻

BOOM💥

9/27/2019 8:12:37 PM kidge6 Yes.  The public (mob) can’t know that a rogue cia sub operating out of Israel launched a nuke on hawaii and tried to blame it on NK (the full truth is 

likely worse). The public would want 2 end cia and want war with Israel. Neither would solve the much deeper and complex problem

9/27/2019 8:12:43 PM jrocktigers I think i was blessed with always seeing him as the evil fuck he was. Knew he was bad news as a young child. I am talking early 80s. I have been fooled 

by others however. ALA Bill Clinton

9/27/2019 8:12:48 PM kylenchell6998 Well we have been waiting for something to happen to the deep state and nothing yet?????

9/27/2019 8:13:40 PM ksouth21 Theyre already talking about it!

Also his calls with MbS, so ridiculous

But maybe this is what Ttump wants

9/27/2019 8:14:25 PM wisdomonium Lillith is Ninlil the snake goddess (who is actually an ancient witch)with the wings and bird feet that morphed into Isis,Venus,Abraxas,Mermaid 

myth,Pyramidion, Astarte etc etc. The gnsotics hid her in the black madonna (as in the black rock meteorite yep the sabean rock).

9/27/2019 8:14:31 PM sandro220 flexin on those-downtown hoes-y’all knows-I kick flows-mix phish with hip hop that goes-in directional modes-that  make some of those-participating 

on the  twitter down low-arrive at conclusions supposed-that’s ok for now though-gotta break eggs to get that omelette right my bros

9/27/2019 8:15:49 PM defy_gravity987 I can so relate. It was rumored that most of his ideas came from Laura Knight-Jadczyk. If you read her stuff, it is pretty interesting. However, I thought 

she was nuts too - now, I'm not too sure anymore - LOL!

9/27/2019 8:17:19 PM auagate 人见目前，天见久远。

9/27/2019 8:17:23 PM thereallfebs Mormon

9/27/2019 8:19:26 PM grundemt Feeling the bern yet, Cowboy? pic.twitter.com/wJidhn9Lvh

9/27/2019 8:21:15 PM sdane8 So does L*cifer. 👹

9/27/2019 8:21:31 PM bleakperfect1 Who's killing our rockstars?

9/27/2019 8:22:37 PM myyminddd Both we all have differing roles. Some of us live small “hidden” lives but allow the creation of a space that allows the raising of a new consciousness 

(child) some effect the matrix on a public level. (Teal swan, Alex gray, Drunvalo

9/27/2019 8:22:59 PM jacqueline9013 That’s Saul Alinsky’s Rules for Radicals playbook, right there👆Accusing Trump of everything Dems are doing. Projection.

9/27/2019 8:23:04 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/TIMe5tPj8S

9/27/2019 8:23:26 PM sandro220 Rhinestone Cowboy  https://youtu.be/vyR-5SIofK8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/z7XuUzdCtJ

9/27/2019 8:23:46 PM muffdivin is trump a swamp monster?

9/27/2019 8:24:22 PM sandro220 bluetech & Dr.Israel-Counting Out Stones  https://youtu.be/gT-_0BOKMbc  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 8:26:52 PM wbwse I intend to ... 😻

9/27/2019 8:27:10 PM sdane8 So many more answers than usual tonight!  Thank you so much!

9/27/2019 8:31:19 PM _369311119 Ancient Tech

9/27/2019 8:32:00 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/A2kNGf2fxQ

9/27/2019 8:33:26 PM sandro220 😀🙏 pic.twitter.com/h38WUTi6oz

9/27/2019 8:34:54 PM blissamerica I ❤️ it!!!

9/27/2019 8:35:02 PM coachdadu Belief, behavior and perception!

9/27/2019 8:35:17 PM adsvel Love You too Sister.💖💖💖 Yes, strange things happening... Tonight woke up from strange feelings. My nose was bleeding. It never happened since 

childhood. All my face was in blood. Warlocks and Witches at work?🙄

9/27/2019 8:35:23 PM youstinksoap As in, re-entry to society from jail?  🤔

9/27/2019 8:37:45 PM wbwse Zoooooom pic.twitter.com/ULYqQEOnbQ



9/27/2019 8:37:57 PM nurseniceyes What was going on in PA today that required evacuating the whole town.

9/27/2019 8:37:58 PM pedalfun4u End poverty, reduce migration?

9/27/2019 8:38:59 PM ab36913 I am so sorry Sandris.  That is a terrible way to wake up.  Yes, but our light will win...God Wins. ✨✨✨. 💗💗💗. Sending you healing positive 

vibes.🤗🤗🤗🥰🥰🥰😘😘😘

9/27/2019 8:39:24 PM sandro220 You’re just the best. Thanks. pic.twitter.com/yKTwUyfg30

9/27/2019 8:40:21 PM wbwse It’s been there for at least 3 moons! You da best!

9/27/2019 8:41:19 PM sandro220 🙏🤙😀 https://youtu.be/FUXX55WqYZs 

9/27/2019 8:41:46 PM neufeldtlyss17 I remember WAY back in high school I’d warn any friends about to meet my dad for 1st time, “So my dad’s really phuckin crazy, he believes in UFO’s & 

Aliens” 

Recap: everything I talked shit about is my current existence. I was wrong about EVERYTHING

9/27/2019 8:42:20 PM nurseniceyes When is targeting of individuals going to stop? People trying to make a living here...

9/27/2019 8:42:44 PM winklerburke I suspect my adult children and rest of family may have had too many vaccines, as they cannot think their way out of a paper bag... regarding Q or 

Trump, whom they despise greatly.  Any remedy for brains you might offer us?

9/27/2019 8:43:24 PM neufeldtlyss17 It’s funny cause it’s true😝

9/27/2019 8:44:11 PM stars4p Massive Craft over Yosemite, and other ships...

Mrmbb333

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAvZ0ztqCOk&feature=share …

Who thinks this is a new Defense Dept expenditure?

9/27/2019 8:44:49 PM becca000007 I’m going to say a lot!!!! I trust the Book of Enoch and the Emerald tablets to tell more of the truth!

9/27/2019 8:45:12 PM sandro220 A$AP Rocky - CALLDROPS (Audio) ft. Kodak Black  https://youtu.be/J43eZqsTBEc  via @YouTube

9/27/2019 8:45:13 PM adsvel Yes, for sure, a terrible way to wake up.😊 And yes, we already won, just slowly experiencing it in small details, in the linear way.😊 Thank You Sister 

for so kind words.🙏💖💖💖

9/27/2019 8:46:37 PM femalepatriot1 Speaking at a college

9/27/2019 8:46:48 PM syrrah2 Been WERKIN it ... yo!  ;-)

9/27/2019 8:46:50 PM stars4p The end of Pence will be spectacular after reading how Trump + played the Bolton Cabal asset... https://www.serial.rocks/ 

9/27/2019 8:47:09 PM michael_s_ander When it comes time to bust the Hollywood pedo rings, who are the first to fall? Will that be determined by what arrest would cause the most damage 

(such as busting Spielberg)?

9/27/2019 8:47:45 PM stars4p Sept 27, 2019 

Massive Craft over Yosemite, and other ships...

Mrmbb333 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAvZ0ztqCOk&feature=share …

9/27/2019 8:47:56 PM libertyspring99 That seems way too little too late to stop the current onslaught. Isn’t there anything that can be done now? They are killing our communities and 

civilisation. I don’t want a  violent outcome.

9/27/2019 8:48:41 PM adsvel 💖💖💖 pic.twitter.com/h9suTy5hY5

9/27/2019 8:50:28 PM becca000007 And this.... pic.twitter.com/bmjf6FKUtr

9/27/2019 8:51:05 PM adsvel For sure.

9/27/2019 8:51:19 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/FPSy6EOY2QM 

9/27/2019 8:51:46 PM stars4p Who was somewhere else and walked-in to assist this Earth’s transition back to benEVOLence for sentient life forms?

9/27/2019 8:52:33 PM iknow04042015 That Is what Happened! See Pic. pic.twitter.com/bhs44nDlCM

9/27/2019 8:54:30 PM mortizz3 Yes we're separated now. Doing our own thing. Still blessed to have him in my life

9/27/2019 8:55:03 PM adsvel According to S'waruu, these was Orion wars.

9/27/2019 8:58:00 PM isawthat9 That EXACTLY what they’re doin

#ImpeachmentWrapUpSmear

🎞🍿

 https://youtu.be/iZ0qTNEFVtI 

they SUCK!!

9/27/2019 8:59:02 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/hkeyFOmlRo

9/27/2019 8:59:04 PM qaphsiel17 Vp of 44 is Joe. Pence is another story.

9/27/2019 9:01:08 PM wink5811 Think Clone!

9/27/2019 9:01:45 PM adsvel 666=18=9 end of the cycle

9/27/2019 9:03:09 PM robin_ked Yes Brownstone ➡️#Blackmail 

like #EpsteinIsland & hugh Hefner's playboy Mansion pic.twitter.com/0Cj2pSLQeF

9/27/2019 9:04:23 PM ab36913 Miss you Shane!  My other account was suspended so this is my new one. 

Hope you are doing well. We miss you. Please say hello sometime. 🤗🤗🤗😘😘😘🥰🥰🥰

9/27/2019 9:05:50 PM stars4p Our new Defense Dept expenditures...

9/27/2019 9:08:45 PM ghost_of_billy_ The Joker

9/27/2019 9:12:49 PM stars4p And this ‘movie’ 🎥. is so captivating that my popcorn consumption 🍿 is at an all-time high because I keep this iPad open and absorbing details way 

past normal bedtime 💤 💯❤️Decodes by SerialBrain2  https://www.serial.rocks/  and @andweknow

9/27/2019 9:14:51 PM coachdadu Does the disconnection of time and space break us free from dimension causing regression to a zero point or onenesses?

9/27/2019 9:16:26 PM adsvel Yes, according to earlier Majestic12 tweets.

9/27/2019 9:19:24 PM becca000007 There’s MIT again!!!!

9/27/2019 9:26:24 PM lightonthehill It's a good thing I am pretty good at breaking through barriers. How about you?

9/27/2019 9:26:58 PM daveo6145 is Q returning

9/27/2019 9:27:17 PM drbohammer Exactly. Time is not a malleable construct. Einstein’s model, while brilliant, was fundamentally incorrect, esp re speed of light, & no understanding of 

what gravitons are, what they do, & how they and light/energy sources are functionally interwoven. It’s really pretty simple

9/27/2019 9:31:46 PM neufeldtlyss17 That’d be phenomenal! My dad said he’d buy me a house in Oregon if either Clinton or NObama get arrested before Trump🥳

9/27/2019 9:33:10 PM kidge6 They probably do. But what else do they have? Death blossom.

9/27/2019 9:34:56 PM adsvel Love this one more: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5tPwnetNSM …

9/27/2019 9:35:39 PM adsvel Lucky You!😊

9/27/2019 9:36:12 PM neufeldtlyss17 If it freakin happens 🤞🏼🙏🏼😕

9/27/2019 9:37:48 PM adsvel It depends on Your believe systems.😉

9/27/2019 9:40:36 PM aetherwalker1 IMO

Our Enemy does have a outpost of one of the moons of Saturn.  It's a focus/anchor for 'astral' energy.

It has been used so that they can LARP as Saturn/Cronus/El, as well assisting in our enslavement somehow.

9/27/2019 9:42:34 PM jamiegrahamusa It's the damdest thing that script. I lived in CA then but I'd remember getting a script like that...it's crazy.

9/27/2019 9:48:22 PM 17buckspatri0t Hey, I agree. But I can see the MILLIONS of people who will blame the phone and not the brain. There will be arrests coming (porn snuff films). And 

something way more sinisterly addictive may be at work to have this explosion. Video games/anime a gateway?

9/27/2019 9:51:32 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah.

Bill Clinton is 'charming', but he also happens to be a sex addict, a rapist, probable pedo, the strange habit of people just dying around him, lackey to 

GHWB and partner is some of his crimes, etc.

9/27/2019 9:52:55 PM aetherwalker1 Good Question!

I want to hear MJ's answer too.



9/27/2019 9:52:58 PM cledrordfishing Tablets of destiny?

9/27/2019 9:55:07 PM spitfire1592 Yea and your public tweets will be showed as a coverup of the coverup

Only in DC where you release full transcripts can you be accused of covering up on a supposed coverup of releasing what they wanted

Just need 1 big lightning bolt to strike all those Dems w/ tinfoil hats

9/27/2019 9:55:34 PM adsvel When we get to computing with 12 system numbers instead of 10, that we are using now? Complete cycle is 12, Majestic12. Thank You in advance MJ8 

& T3.🙏

9/27/2019 9:56:59 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

9/27/2019 9:57:33 PM _doozier_ Is there a Big Evil AI we should be concerned about?

9/27/2019 10:00:03 PM aetherwalker1 POTUS has a dispensation from Christ upon him.

It causes curses, spells, malicious decrees, etc cast upon him to essentially bounce off of his being and fall back upon the sender.

(also known as online as 'The Trump Curse')

I sensed it a couple years ago.

9/27/2019 10:01:28 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/27/2019 10:02:16 PM jaded_pearl There is a war on children that pervades this planet. This teacher was reassigned only for putting this on a test. pic.twitter.com/HHKR1Wdz2H

9/27/2019 10:03:55 PM jaded_pearl And put you under artificial light and out of nature as much as possible.

9/27/2019 10:09:46 PM aetherwalker1 Maybe it's like the song 🎶"Money for nothing and your chicks for free" 🎶 🤷🏼♂️

(Dire Straits - Money For Nothing)

9/27/2019 10:10:21 PM the_fjalar MJ12 has been fun to follow...believe what you want. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1093994341582991360?s=21 …

9/27/2019 10:10:32 PM blsdbe So very true, Kind Sir!!! pic.twitter.com/ED3ua3UQHb

9/27/2019 10:19:44 PM realdonmurphy What can you tell us about Herman the Penguin?

9/27/2019 10:31:35 PM zippidee I SUPPORT HANGING FOR TREASON

9/27/2019 10:32:18 PM azuremagus Because bad actors don't have body doubles so then option two.

9/27/2019 10:37:04 PM mongrelglory Do people in higher (consciousness) densities remember their past lives after re-incarnating, or do they still have the "veil of forgetting" like we do here 

on Earth?

9/27/2019 10:39:53 PM mongrelglory Bring in the 🤡🤡🤡s.

9/27/2019 10:40:33 PM mongrelglory I guess if it's treason-related, then military justice applies legally.

9/27/2019 10:41:41 PM neufeldtlyss17 God is everything

9/27/2019 10:43:09 PM adsvel And everything are You.😊

9/27/2019 10:46:28 PM neufeldtlyss17 ☺💙💚💛🧡❤️💜

9/27/2019 10:47:27 PM adsvel 🙏

9/27/2019 10:47:30 PM mongrelglory This raid was in Taiwan, not China.

9/27/2019 10:49:14 PM cstarr888 Yes! 😉🙏💖

9/27/2019 10:49:32 PM mongrelglory So much "religion" exists which is totally lacking in the compassion that true spirituality brings. 😔

9/27/2019 10:50:05 PM wisdomonium Islam has four doors to allah belief system. The 1st door is Sharia, They want to open that door on the world like its the freaking 7th century. Sufism is 

cabala. Cabala is freemasonry. freemasonry is div & conquer (nazi vs commie hoax on humanity).

9/27/2019 10:51:33 PM wisdomonium it's the SES.

9/27/2019 10:53:16 PM pelledan2 I get musical tones of an oboe to clarinet in my inner hearing. My inner mind's speaking place. Different than any tinnitus sounds.

Then I delve full body into learning new subjects...like quantum entanglements and astro physics.  Anti gravitic propulsion systems.

9/27/2019 10:53:53 PM mongrelglory Are all the people at Georgetown University totally brain-washed? 😳  How can they sit there while she spews such hypocritical lies?  Especially her 

comment about supporting foreign services after what she let happen in Benghazi!

9/27/2019 10:57:23 PM the_loveoflight Nice! 🙌🏻

9/27/2019 10:58:20 PM mongrelglory Benjamin Fulford in his newsletter this week said that the CIA will have to be abolished/discredited in order for them to charge the Clintons with their 

crimes. He said the Clinton Foundation's operations were protected by the CIA under National security laws.  Is this the case?

9/27/2019 11:01:43 PM mongrelglory Yet his father is saying in interviews that his health is deteriorating rapidly under incarceration.  I sure hope his father is part of a "movie script" and 

that it's not really true.

9/27/2019 11:03:22 PM the_loveoflight In SG-1 is Sen Kinsey playing 41?

9/27/2019 11:03:22 PM sandro220 @mixer_brandon 

Franklin's Tower ☮️ Grateful Dead, 5/9/77  https://youtu.be/_0pdFViRNu8  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/JtKozBFuID

9/27/2019 11:03:45 PM mongrelglory They'll have to round up all these terrorists, and organized crime gang members who have hidden themselves amongst the refugees (in multiple 

countries around the world).

9/27/2019 11:05:48 PM nabonnand CodeMonkey just gave update that it will be soon👍🏻

9/27/2019 11:07:12 PM mongrelglory I think Aaron explains it really well in this video: https://youtu.be/qii2i5H6Hlk 

9/27/2019 11:11:43 PM sandro220 Fire on the Mountain (Live at Winterland, December 31, 1978)  https://youtu.be/H6244sbhkGY  via @YouTube

@mixer_brandon pic.twitter.com/unoaGOyYOy

9/27/2019 11:15:13 PM lbf777 Even the trump supporters are waking up now.

9/27/2019 11:16:46 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  They must have her preserved with formaldehyde! 😬  Poor thing!

9/27/2019 11:20:24 PM mongrelglory I think evil is often charming and seductive.  That's how it entraps people...

9/27/2019 11:20:26 PM dannocriticuss ahah this makes you think a little bit about the situationn  ahah

9/27/2019 11:21:13 PM threefold_flame You guys should look up David Icke’s interview with Credo Mutwa on YouTube. It’s pretty mind-blowing stuff.

9/27/2019 11:21:26 PM coryz34 Amazing

9/27/2019 11:22:29 PM coryz34 This happens almost everyday now

9/27/2019 11:22:57 PM mongrelglory My older sister went to one of Bill Clinton's $5000 talks in Calgary once.  She went on about what a mesmerizing speaker he was.  My sister is bright, 

but I think lacks discernment at times. 🤨

9/27/2019 11:24:33 PM mongrelglory So sorry for your friend's daughter! 😟

9/27/2019 11:33:14 PM asdasd26700831 Whats going on with the frog Kek?

9/27/2019 11:35:00 PM mongrelglory You should probably have cake... pic.twitter.com/zG6wrlSfHW

9/27/2019 11:36:13 PM boogeymanhunter I use to agree. Note: POTUS uses social media to bypass the MSM and talk directly to the people who care to follow along.

It would make sense that social media would be the way to disclose info by any and all.

Out in the open...we must use discretion on what may be disinfo.

9/27/2019 11:37:28 PM mongrelglory One is supposed to be a younger cousin of hers.  She's the thinner one with the fine (less coarse) hair that came out on the sidewalk after Hillary 

"fainted" at the parade that one time.

9/27/2019 11:41:06 PM sandro220 Most Events Aren't Planned (Live) (8/6/17 Glazed)  https://youtu.be/b2iltTYq-Tg  via @YouTube

@mixer_brandon pic.twitter.com/Udvp49LqYc



9/27/2019 11:41:57 PM mongrelglory Do we have to worry about Google's new Quantum computer that can supposedly crack all encryption codes?  Is Google coming under the control of 

White Hats or is it still a threat?

9/27/2019 11:45:28 PM 11111christian He is on the ball with 99% of his information. Cos he has proof.

9/27/2019 11:47:17 PM zooodrew Slow and steady is good

9/27/2019 11:58:42 PM micktuckwell Is the future of energy generation based on ions rather than electrons?

9/27/2019 11:59:02 PM 11111christian Arrested in March in Guatemala

9/27/2019 11:59:36 PM mongrelglory I haven't seen her in ages!

9/28/2019 12:02:37 AM 11111christian Partly true

9/28/2019 12:04:25 AM 11111christian He was throwing up black goo. He was attacked remotely....

9/28/2019 12:05:33 AM 11111christian They don't understand what they are praying for. Huge negative energy booster.

9/28/2019 12:18:01 AM airraidaerials Straight from the Saul Alinsky play book!

9/28/2019 12:21:09 AM covertress Were the tic tac craft seen near Peterson AFB today 👽 in origin?

Piloted by 👽? (I know all life on Earth is 👽, so you know what I mean.)

9/28/2019 12:23:19 AM covertress Is MJ12 visiting some of us in our dreams?

9/28/2019 12:27:44 AM covertress MJ8, are you continuing to work on the development of Space Force?

9/28/2019 12:28:09 AM sandro220 No Time  https://youtu.be/ahvTQ9BUN3w  via @YouTube

🙏🤙 pic.twitter.com/lnDsy6u1wd

9/28/2019 12:30:40 AM mongrelglory  https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/physicists-are-creating-lasers-powerful-enough-rip-holes-fabric-reality …

9/28/2019 12:36:38 AM sandro220 Shiba San - Okay  https://youtu.be/h8JmeOpRDdQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/7aP2F2YxLR

9/28/2019 12:55:54 AM sandro220 You do lotsa drugs I think-me I just puff my green and try not to sink-that said I’ve eaten more acid doses-than grains of sand got in the way of Moses-I 

supposed it’s-just up to me now-to write that brilliant shit somehow-with lyrics that got spirit thick N creamy now I’m out😎

9/28/2019 12:56:47 AM sandro220 FISHER - Losing It - Live at Coachella 2019 Friday April 12, 2019  https://youtu.be/oUbpmjOgmmU  via @YouTube

9/28/2019 12:58:21 AM denisegeltman ?

9/28/2019 1:10:06 AM sandro220 Gambling with your lyrics-they’re like spear hits-strait thru faces-laced with spaces-worn down wrinkled twitter cases-early morning we be on the case 

it’s-up to us to keep this burning-yo I’m learning-shit off mad friends’ threads-like me-they must be-resistant to goin to bed 😎

9/28/2019 1:18:23 AM 17buckspatri0t Absolutely! 🙏 are needed

9/28/2019 1:23:55 AM yesxzz OK I haven't seen one with the exact same layout that your image had but these clearly are related 

 https://www.facebook.com/pg/Intergalactic-Research-Institute-107613319274102/photos/?ref=page_internal 

https://twitter.com/monalle/status/1127985019199328256?s=20 …

 Happy phone:culing #culinaryParts pic.twitter.com/weK6KqWVPc

9/28/2019 1:24:44 AM yesxzz  https://twitter.com/monalle/status/1127985019199328256?s=20 …

#EveryElementHelps

9/28/2019 1:25:29 AM sandro220 Flatten every city with peace into pieces-we roll with leashless-dogs ruff like pits & shit-not fuckin round 4 a minute-not 1 little bit-these lyrics be the 

shit-all intense like bouncy tits-and gun fights between blood & cryps-with these rhymes I’m fuckin around for zero minutes

9/28/2019 1:28:12 AM robinabank4 That was always my thought..

9/28/2019 1:35:26 AM sandro220 feelin high and nuclear weaponry-what a twisted variety-of pointed toxicity-I like the lyrics on the digital sheet-though can’t complain bout that loud or 

discrete-we writin rhymes like we should be gettin provided with beats-leaving metaphorical stains on these digital streets😎

9/28/2019 1:41:40 AM sandro220 I’m down if you’re cool with me-I don’t make enemies-I just leave with no speak-like leaves falling  on darkened  streets-put me on blast I’ll make a 

speech-talk great shit bout how my peeps-is really the only source for seeds-flowering the growth of my own heart beats

9/28/2019 1:42:00 AM ckrasuski More and more people are waking up, and I think this needs to be asked with all these worldwide events going on, how many know about the 

deceptive INW (indication, warning), final false flag?

9/28/2019 1:46:38 AM sandro220 What kinda killing spree U referencin?-the real kind where nurses get lessons in-blood stain removal sins-dusty rags inside blood soaked bins-blessed 

out like kin-bled out wrists all thin-you can keep on writin-pre packaged whims-I’ll keep firin back,just standin in my kitchen😎

9/28/2019 1:48:25 AM sandro220 Awesome lyrics yo 🙏🤙

9/28/2019 1:58:03 AM sandro220 U obviously need help tellin that story-I access semantics meaningfully-with lotsa nice verbal varieties-like the dude who parted seas-why U keep 

mentionin Moses be-one straight mystery-or is it cuz I planted seeds-and keep it fluid like weed-fallin inside car seat seams

9/28/2019 1:58:49 AM pomeinnz I saw something in the sky.  White light with rainbow lights coming from centre.

9/28/2019 2:02:16 AM fourking_animal i think it has more to do with the fact they get f#cked every time they watch the news, so they are used to it, and they choose to look at it i.s.o. being 

part of it

9/28/2019 2:05:10 AM michael81972 IMO...I dont think white hats have it yet,  its on par with twitter and facebook on censoring...It seems Darpa & CeyaA(Intelligence) is the key...I think 

they will eventually have it

9/28/2019 2:07:47 AM 92michael The “Matrix” that most talk about in relation to the control grid or artificial world, is bunk! We as spiritual beings are actually creating this matrix. We 

do it with our thoughts every day.

9/28/2019 2:08:02 AM sandro220 Party kids bangin on club doors-it’s 4:18,in two we be higher than high lords-brandishing lyrical swords-cutting off heads of them who challenge our 

words-they envious and so green like herbs-we find their shit absurd-so we just keep on rhymin for our little digital world

9/28/2019 2:09:28 AM george29771742 Your attention please:

@Telford_Russian

@AGobsmack

@MikayesFiona

@drawandstrike

@chiIIum

@CoreysDigs

@prayingmedic

@Livid2point0

@mattgaetz

@jsolomonReports

@seanhannity

@SaraCarterDC

@SteveScalise

@almostjingo

@LisaMei62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/PFC40Book/status/1177736021703827456 …



9/28/2019 2:18:52 AM sandro220 That’s your five plus my sixes-stay outta bed & get those fixes-by remaining wicked-with the lyrics-day or night they fly like Lear jets-these rhymes be 

straight up rockets-they the hottest-darts In all twitter spots kid-and I’m including feeds off real paid recording  artists

9/28/2019 2:25:23 AM sandro220 5 agin that’s your reference-and my seratonin stays in one place-on that E I’m meanin synapse-I should perhaps-remind those who take naps-that-I’m 

alive and wild on or off that acid-that’s that package-spontaneous darts like I own a  lyric flash kit-complex & staying  basic

9/28/2019 3:22:38 AM sterkinglights1 Shapes are harmonic frequencies. Not necessarily good or evil. It is the make up of this reality. What the power is used for is important. 

https://youtu.be/D7EUZrd1cM0 

9/28/2019 3:27:02 AM sterkinglights1 A crystal 💀?

9/28/2019 3:44:13 AM fansblowing3 Troll

9/28/2019 3:57:03 AM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/dj4cNQkwaB0 

9/28/2019 3:57:46 AM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/dj4cNQkwaB0 

9/28/2019 3:59:45 AM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/dj4cNQkwaB0 

9/28/2019 4:00:19 AM tymecrystal  https://youtu.be/dj4cNQkwaB0 

9/28/2019 4:05:55 AM sloangidding Was something found @ Mecca?

Did it have anything to do with Kirils trip, Pope, Antarctic?

Veracity of Col. Corso & Bill Cooper.

Godspeed

9/28/2019 4:08:50 AM keith369me Manifesting can direct your future.  Group manifesting can direct the collective future.  MJ12 makes this obvious if you read his old Tweets.  The cabal 

has been manifestating for ages.  This is changing!!!

9/28/2019 4:09:47 AM sloangidding Ark of Covenant?

Or

Lake Tana? pic.twitter.com/l5wLzeU1Jx

9/28/2019 4:13:25 AM aetherwalker1 🤨

9/28/2019 4:14:58 AM karina89350882 Are you working with Cobra?

9/28/2019 4:15:29 AM rafngeirdal So let it be known that CDC is more of a private enterprize than an organization similar to known entities such as the World Health Organization 

(WHO), which at the time the former Norwegian prime minister Gro Harlem Bruntland directed it, took on the smoking epidemic, nicotine.

9/28/2019 4:22:09 AM _369311119 And Bocce!

9/28/2019 4:28:19 AM karina89350882 Adenochrome?

9/28/2019 4:35:08 AM karina89350882 Yeah, I think this is a BIG part of the Problem! All "biblical" scriptures are altered. So many are praying to a false GOD, they will go insane if they knew 

who (m) they are praying……...

9/28/2019 4:36:24 AM hattieveda17 Q sent me!!! PANIC @prayingmedic @3Days3Nights @17_firefighter @realDonaldTrump @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @catturd2 

@realMHWilson @Crux41507251 https://twitter.com/OrtaineDevian/status/1177837966670082048 …

9/28/2019 4:38:56 AM scott_rick Yes there called planets

9/28/2019 4:38:57 AM sloangidding United Federation of Planets??

Prime Directive?

9/28/2019 4:43:23 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  I thought of another question.  Why was Mark Zuckerberg meeting with Potus at the Whitehouse?  Has Facebook come under control of the 

White-hats?

9/28/2019 4:47:47 AM samsmith0319 🍿👀🍿...READY!!!

9/28/2019 4:50:04 AM wbwse 😻😻😻 love it!

9/28/2019 4:51:53 AM voiceofresonn Amazing one of the wealthy ist companies in the whole world. Cuts health benefits. Don't put up with it. Walk out.

9/28/2019 4:54:06 AM samsmith0319 Thank You!!🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

9/28/2019 4:56:03 AM qjmoss66 Is jfk alive?

9/28/2019 4:56:23 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

9/28/2019 4:58:36 AM mgenitempo Yes he is VP now

9/28/2019 4:58:58 AM voiceofresonn And then you discover these people are the enemy that took them

9/28/2019 5:05:30 AM mongrelglory Is the new Matrix movie being planned, a Majestic enterprise? https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/8/20/20825616/matrix-4-new-matrix-sequel-will-

star-keanu-reeves-carrie-ann-moss …

9/28/2019 5:09:49 AM voiceofresonn Wrong this is the real chosen one,Trunp was referring to. pic.twitter.com/P6X8JRF5RQ

9/28/2019 5:12:00 AM cowboy3023 Moon inhabited by the Annunaki. For whatever reason,  the battle is being waged on Earth--Freedom's Holy Star. If Earth goes, so does one third of all 

Creation. Wouldn't you be interested in Planet Earth? There's many more craft of every shape and size.

9/28/2019 5:13:28 AM cowboy3023 Warriors, Revealers, Akurians, awake! You're needed!

9/28/2019 5:15:39 AM voiceofresonn Believe it or not,We don't need a million new laws to restrict our rights. Congress was never meant to be a fun time job. We have seen the destruction 

of this in Ca. 2500 new laws a year.

9/28/2019 5:20:55 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/mcEItoGjgv

9/28/2019 5:21:57 AM jrocktigers Most did not know his relationship to GHWB in the 90's.

9/28/2019 5:23:27 AM blissamerica Wow

9/28/2019 5:25:33 AM mongrelglory 😆  He's been in a long-term relationship with Lucas Haas.

9/28/2019 5:26:32 AM v_rags  https://youtu.be/kV1HeC1rOyQ .         😂😁😂

9/28/2019 5:28:59 AM innrsquardcrcle Mental Emotional Release Therapy. Works specifically with what you just reauested. Releases Anger, Sadness, Fear, Guilt and Anxiety. Major progress 

in 1 session roughly 60 minutes.

9/28/2019 5:34:21 AM tamravee Clone delivered

9/28/2019 5:42:58 AM qbunnyt Obey without questioning authority. Be competitors instead of working together. Elbows instead of lifting each other up/helping each other. Give you 

labels depending on your capacity to take in and throw up the BS they teach us during exams (intelligent/not intelligent),...

9/28/2019 5:46:07 AM _369311119  https://soundcloud.com/lobrofficial/clock-abyss …

9/28/2019 5:47:31 AM cidarean Interesting profile pic.

9/28/2019 5:47:42 AM blissamerica Similar experiences after experiencing near death in a coma in which I wasn’t expected to live. My own Great Awakening which has been cosmically, 

spiritually and physically mind blowing. I am a student of everything.

9/28/2019 5:48:17 AM sandytoes717 Then why are you here🤷🏼♀️

9/28/2019 5:48:39 AM allonkid are aliens corrupting human beings with technology? Gen 6:4.

9/28/2019 5:49:10 AM cidarean That's very interesting. Because I thought it was mentioned Kushner was Deep state being watched closely?

9/28/2019 5:51:38 AM hollylandes Yeah I have never trusted him.

9/28/2019 5:52:09 AM hollylandes But I cannot believe Trump would have allowed the marraige if he was bad

9/28/2019 5:53:27 AM trickyrick2u I've had it since the eclipse...I don't tweet much...mainly just read. After losing 6 accts I stay pretty quiet.

9/28/2019 5:53:57 AM turboxyde 🙏 Glad you are here with us!

9/28/2019 5:54:28 AM hollylandes ? Do you have a link?

9/28/2019 5:57:18 AM hollylandes VP of or just VP? Do VP's count the same as Ps?

9/28/2019 5:59:48 AM veteran423 It won’t be long. So ma Warren is mixed by Wall Street and no one wants Kampala seconds bozo is out and honestly who’s left?

9/28/2019 6:00:20 AM hollylandes Can you point me to which artichle mentions Pence?

9/28/2019 6:00:31 AM kathyg9729 Translate please

9/28/2019 6:01:58 AM hollylandes Wow

9/28/2019 6:02:52 AM state1union Is this a quote from “Tribunal Watch”?

9/28/2019 6:03:46 AM blissamerica 🙏🌺



9/28/2019 6:20:02 AM laurabusse Probably both

9/28/2019 6:24:01 AM laurabusse Yes and of course it is controlled

Look

Things can only move forward if ppl know what's really going on

MSM isn't gonna tell us

So this is info let out in a limited and controlled fashion

To let us know what's been going on

But not too much to induce panic

9/28/2019 6:28:19 AM dannocriticuss ahah yeah yeah i lie so very muchh ahah i keep myselff busy lying to the ammerican mr trumpp people ahah 

liar its a big wordd tho,,,at least here  ahah ,,,you should dosage betterr the mouth and think about what i saidd we are of the same part dont be picked 

in the asss ahah

9/28/2019 6:28:42 AM laurabusse Do you think we just blindly believe what he says?

Most of us here have been researching this stuff a long time

Many of us have been hearing about all this for decades

Many of us are drawn to MJ here bc he's confirming stuff we've known a long time

And adding to that information!

9/28/2019 6:30:57 AM fansblowing3 Who was the first person to go through the stargate?

9/28/2019 6:31:19 AM laurabusse According to the sources of @tracybeanz 

State Dept is next!!!

9/28/2019 6:35:52 AM laurabusse Did you read Graham Hancock's book about the ark of the covenant?

Fascinating book...

9/28/2019 6:37:45 AM laurabusse LOL

9/28/2019 6:40:15 AM moemc8 🤣🤣

9/28/2019 6:44:12 AM lizzah_83 Amazing but believable for me. Personally, I receive these events as message from universe that I’m on the right track/path.

9/28/2019 6:54:54 AM realityloominng Imagine seeing them all in one room 😖😱

9/28/2019 6:55:16 AM gregcombs17 Where do we go for this or what do we ask for? Tia

9/28/2019 6:57:10 AM laurabusse Intention is everything

9/28/2019 7:02:03 AM diesel_fish #Crowdstrike #Panic #Qanon #MuellerReport #Q #BOOM #QArmy #WWG1WGA #fakenews #pain #pain #pain #pain

9/28/2019 7:04:00 AM raisethevib369 Genetic material is the most coveted of all resources.

9/28/2019 7:05:57 AM diesel_fish  https://youtu.be/VNvGLN7JB4I 

9/28/2019 7:08:32 AM cowboy3023 We were a mistake made by the Anus to mine the Earth for them.  But, we gained a soul. They have to fix their huge problems but will they? The Anus 

idea of fixing is to blow us up.  This is unacceptable.

9/28/2019 7:15:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jack

How'd we know? https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1177946173283418114 …

9/28/2019 7:17:09 AM tamiwils0n22813 History of research on system?

9/28/2019 7:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Different person.

9/28/2019 7:18:04 AM aetherwalker1 The beatings will continue until morale improves.  😏

9/28/2019 7:19:31 AM aetherwalker1 Goa'uld?  😏

9/28/2019 7:21:18 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/mTJng4sMxW

9/28/2019 7:22:01 AM sloangidding No but I will Thanks!!

9/28/2019 7:23:03 AM keith369me Degrassi Tyson?  Who is he molesting these days?  His words are dictated to him.  Maybe a little soft Disclosure?

9/28/2019 7:33:18 AM lisaroub  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_D._Fischer …

9/28/2019 7:36:47 AM nikoscali 20% more pessimistic? Sounds like degrassi is a fan of a darker agenda than Jack!

9/28/2019 7:39:28 AM orsinipepe I always thought he was Cheney.

9/28/2019 7:41:53 AM lisaroub It is AWESOME!!! WOOOHOO 🥳 pic.twitter.com/1YQlRtlD6W

9/28/2019 7:42:37 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/C_3C_3/status/1177938081254690817 …

9/28/2019 7:46:02 AM covertress Will Space Force command be located in Colorado?

9/28/2019 7:46:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

9/28/2019 7:47:48 AM aetherwalker1 MIRROR

The Truth is the reverse of what she said.  SMH

HRC has achieved the Apotheosis of Projection.

9/28/2019 7:48:07 AM covertress Florida?

9/28/2019 7:51:05 AM bea12ml Does this have any thing to do with all disrupted cell and wireless stuff yesterday? I know, go back to school rookie. Just pretending. Carry on

9/28/2019 7:51:26 AM richzen2 is there anything significant about baron trump book?

9/28/2019 7:52:19 AM bea12ml It’s already winter up here in the PNW. I forgot to do summer stuff again. Dang it

9/28/2019 7:53:36 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/77jsvdWgDu

9/28/2019 7:56:07 AM cowboy3023 We need our Warriors and Revealers who came to this Planet voluntarily to wake up and come forward. There are many already awake worldwide.  

See AnAkurian on Reddit. Read the Archangel Anon's Posts and Comments.

9/28/2019 7:57:35 AM hawkgirlinmn Woah, woah, woah. Either @neiltyson has seen the light and become a white-hat, or we’re still infiltrated with fake scientists.

9/28/2019 7:58:15 AM covertress I only ask because I want to be where the action is. 😁

9/28/2019 7:59:28 AM capitalkid Does jack give any disinformation in this discussion?

9/28/2019 7:59:50 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/5aFsioQe0E

9/28/2019 8:05:21 AM kathleen3693693 Col. Jack:  ..."defend the domain..."

9/28/2019 8:09:19 AM antipropaganda7  pic.twitter.com/arlyD5lDW4

9/28/2019 8:10:18 AM boogeymanhunter Exactly.

I personally believe somewhere in all this madness and millions of accounts on ALL social media-lies damn near most of the truth about this world.

A pc here-a pc there. 

The journey to the complete picture is a personal decision we all have to make. It’s out there tho.

9/28/2019 8:10:52 AM hollylandes So does Pence

9/28/2019 8:14:29 AM kathleen3693693 Hmmm...  Greenland.

9/28/2019 8:19:13 AM silvajanes Why can’t she just go away? I am tired of this woman!

9/28/2019 8:19:28 AM likesait Funny how 🧐Billary🧐 has suddenly become very vocal again and her mate "Brazile" also more than usual 

👇

Is Donald Trump a legitmate President

Got a great answer https://twitter.com/donnabrazile/status/1177388254036975618?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw …



9/28/2019 8:20:20 AM laurabusse Exactly!!!

Saying it's untrue when you can't possibly know for sure one way or the other

Demanding proof

Calling LARP or delusional or hope porn

It's all counterproductive.

Open mind

Open eyes and ears

Discernment

Time will tell!!!
9/28/2019 8:24:25 AM sloangidding Have you seen:

 https://youtu.be/aDejwCGdUV8 

Joe Rogan, Randall Carlson, Graham Hancock 

 https://youtu.be/0H5LCLljJho 

Redeux

9/28/2019 8:36:34 AM karma4event201 WHO SOLD 1500 grams of Fentanyl that could have killed 750,000 people?

Sold to Jeff Hatch to set him up Jeff Hatch and VP Pence 

Where is the DS op that had 1500 grams of Fentanyl? Where is the 1500 grams of poison now?

9/28/2019 8:40:05 AM kachinagtto Damn I wish I was younger. I’d join the military hoping to be part of Space Force. Not sure I could handle the math... but I’d totally dig the science 

aspect.

9/28/2019 8:41:32 AM karma4event201 A city killer! 1,500 grams of Fentanyl could have killed 750,000 people 

JUST TO SET UP VP PENCE 

Jeff Hatch now has 4 yrs in prison AND must work for ? CIA FBI or DEA giving info

9/28/2019 8:43:37 AM laurabusse Yeah I think I caught most of that one

Probably fell asleep as usual LOL

Amazing men! All three

9/28/2019 8:45:48 AM daveo6145 He played his hand with saying he’s a ‘liberal democrat.’ Just one of these deep staters holding us back. Citing Kennedy and the 60’s. Nothing about 

what POTUS is doing. saying there needs to be a reason and of course cites China. He’s out of a job if we get to the final frontier

9/28/2019 8:47:19 AM stars4p Iran 🇮🇷 and her beautiful people longing to be free.... 

SerialBrain2: Iran, Bolton and the Lindsey Riddle. Part 1.  

 https://youtu.be/tnRDLjULtOE 

#TrustThePlan

9/28/2019 8:48:50 AM qaphsiel17 Currently on youtube Patriot News.

9/28/2019 8:49:36 AM chrishasissues Dude.

9/28/2019 9:02:36 AM jaded_pearl So true. Programmed to believe wars are necessary and it's you against the next man.

9/28/2019 9:19:50 AM enomai_ Recently, why did the President looked so shocked, at an Ukraine server question? Looked shocked and like it was go time. 

This must of been a marker, that maybe trump didn't expect, yet?

9/28/2019 9:24:07 AM qbunnyt And worst of all: trust authority, whether it comes from teachers, superiors, scientists or the mockingbird media... they know what's good for you, 

right?

9/28/2019 9:24:08 AM aetherwalker1 🧘🏼♂️🙏🏼

9/28/2019 9:27:08 AM susan66388204 We’ve been lied to SO much

9/28/2019 9:29:21 AM enomai_ More benevolent than the human race.

9/28/2019 9:32:12 AM aetherwalker1 My disappointment is immeasurable.

9/28/2019 9:38:44 AM patriotswegoall Bait(s) taken, stages set - Should be interesting from now until October. October Surprises coming?

9/28/2019 9:39:28 AM jaded_pearl I wish you had a clip of that

9/28/2019 9:44:07 AM cstarr888 🧐WHO.🙏💖

9/28/2019 9:47:14 AM starehope I always felt he was a pessimist. He seemed to pop up out of nowhere, denying Pluto was a planet, then a tv show, sudden super star. Strange how we 

have 1 astrophysicist telling us his truths. Where are other opinions.

9/28/2019 9:47:19 AM 1justdontcare Understates of the year for $1000, Alex??? ( Jeopardy Reference )

9/28/2019 9:49:26 AM lisaroub Mc Cornell

9/28/2019 9:49:32 AM starehope Yes, what does he really know. Vague indeed.

9/28/2019 9:51:56 AM starehope Phoney, scripted, super star, not.

9/28/2019 9:53:37 AM jaded_pearl Yes, that's how they feel some of these kids in...what should be a common place/person of trust. Teachers, Pastors, Police.

9/28/2019 9:53:59 AM starehope And are still being lied to. Listen with your gut instincts!

9/28/2019 9:56:35 AM rafngeirdal of* : ... at the time OF the .... Well, although I consider her contribution to fighting too much smoking, was adorable, my guess is that you know of 

some bad conduct within WHO.

9/28/2019 9:58:17 AM innrsquardcrcle Find an NLP Master Practitioner. Also known as timeline therapy

9/28/2019 9:58:40 AM ab36913 MJ, did we have a timeline shift, move, jump or merge during the last couple of days?  Something is different but I can’t quite see what it is yet but it 

certainly feels different. 💥💥💥

9/28/2019 9:58:52 AM americanpetal 😂

9/28/2019 9:59:04 AM starehope Have to watch again. I think it is episode "Disclosure".

9/28/2019 10:00:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9. https://twitter.com/Fermilab/status/1177991360277860352 …

9/28/2019 10:01:39 AM dynamicres Hahaha! We do need the mil to "run with a bag of scissors" and take all the initial risks. Maybe from a NEW speach rivaling JFKs?

9/28/2019 10:01:51 AM zero_kool_aid  pic.twitter.com/mq8cS9uRpM

9/28/2019 10:03:59 AM raisethevib369 Are you familiar with Ashayana Deane? She has a 4 part series on YouTube on the real earth histories that fills in a while lot of the blanks.

9/28/2019 10:04:30 AM cowboy3023 Thank you!

9/28/2019 10:05:13 AM werascending No, I will check that out! Thank you!

9/28/2019 10:05:30 AM covertress Are Levorotation and Dextrorotation important to manifesting with 3 6 and 9?

9/28/2019 10:05:37 AM positively303 Hard but good read!

#WWG1WGA

9/28/2019 10:06:00 AM djlok 3 generations... Noted.

9/28/2019 10:06:02 AM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/GUYduKCpTa

9/28/2019 10:06:08 AM state1union Many serial killers are known to be very good looking and charming. Not all serial killers look like a monster even though they are.

9/28/2019 10:06:29 AM uestiony 3+(3)=6+(3)=9

33 Jesus' age when he was crucified

9/28/2019 10:06:52 AM lorieve I read that he promptly had the building's address changed. I believe he probably cleansed it of the evil spirits. Taking territory in the physical matters. 

Remember when Naaman was cured of leprosy and asked for soil to take home so he could worship? Jared is a WH.

9/28/2019 10:09:09 AM state1union Is Romney involved in the Military Industrial Complex?  I know he has control of planes flight computer systems. 9/11? Other plane crashes? Crimes 

against Humanity in SSP?



9/28/2019 10:13:54 AM kindeandtrue Ted Bundy was that way, from what I understand.

9/28/2019 10:17:22 AM jpolleck They might be broadcasting something that influences we are co-creating our own realities.

9/28/2019 10:19:29 AM sentinel_17q  pic.twitter.com/BHPIkkuaxB

9/28/2019 10:19:52 AM ab36913 What would happen if instead of decaying they strengthened and became lighter or accelerated?  Would we be able to teleport? 

I read the article, not sure I understood everything but is now stored for future use. 🥴😁

9/28/2019 10:21:44 AM ab36913 That is what I was thinking as well.

9/28/2019 10:22:04 AM raisethevib369 You're both welcome! ❤️

9/28/2019 10:23:10 AM raisethevib369  https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKlnIpzom80Tw9-XsuBPjcQ9HqKcnrgdl …

9/28/2019 10:23:44 AM greg40617065 I know he blows the candles out on a Birthday cake like a insane maniac!

9/28/2019 10:27:47 AM cowboy3023 Read the Anointed the Elect and the Damned free online.

9/28/2019 10:28:36 AM raisethevib369 I will check it out! Thanks

9/28/2019 10:29:08 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/vOR0ofxZ7I

9/28/2019 10:29:10 AM covertress Since we're still using the Standard Model for proofs, how much of the information in this article is incorrect? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1120148221379133441?s=19 …

9/28/2019 10:32:07 AM wyze_wildfire ...

9/28/2019 10:36:10 AM waiting4et Will try to remember

9/28/2019 10:38:04 AM starehope Notice the initials are not in correct order. I don't know if that matters. I saw it last night.

9/28/2019 10:38:28 AM covertress I saw one again last night.

It made me miss the AMA.

9/28/2019 10:41:37 AM debrafierens Read another thread from @kabamur_taygeta that Ivanka changed him and he now backs Trump.

9/28/2019 10:44:23 AM covertress It said, "Nah, don't get up. You need more sleep. Sleep. Sleep." 😂

9/28/2019 10:44:46 AM sunnyawakening I'm praying for this!

9/28/2019 10:49:07 AM sdane8 Sheesh, I wished I'd paid more attention in Physics.

9/28/2019 10:51:17 AM starehope I hope so. Tried to fall asleep but kept thinking whose initials they could be.

9/28/2019 10:52:46 AM azuremagus Until we get to six or adopt a new model.

9/28/2019 10:53:08 AM bhopki Hi Nicole - a TI here - I have given up asking that question because nobody seems to care. Sending you strength & healing.

9/28/2019 10:53:32 AM covertress fta: "When the Universe was approximately one second old, it contains only protons, neutrons, electrons (and positrons), photons, and neutrinos and 

anti-neutrinos among the Standard Model particles."

Yeah, I'm not buying it.

No 💥 pic.twitter.com/mHzPkdS6P2

9/28/2019 10:53:52 AM opensenseme Teleporating is already in use by the military

9/28/2019 10:54:58 AM opensenseme 2016, and you know they were trying long before they told you of their success. 

https://www.army.mil/article/164802/breaking_army_scientists_successfully_teleport_soldiers …

9/28/2019 10:57:22 AM decodematrix Boom!

9/28/2019 10:58:53 AM timeforarrests I knew it.

9/28/2019 10:59:19 AM wwg1wga93583681 did not take it as an endorsement of the big bang by mj12

interesting though, the standard model seems to be immensely lacking in answers

where's the 6 & 9?

disclosure time?

9/28/2019 10:59:29 AM azuremagus They answered this one: His spirit is in a different body and he is aware of Q. (14 yrs. old my guess)

9/28/2019 11:08:49 AM allonkid but it was a April fool day report.

9/28/2019 11:10:33 AM ab36913 Yes but it takes majestic technology in 3D. My thoughts were perhaps we wouldn’t need the tech and just zoom zoom zoom on our own. 💫💫💫

9/28/2019 11:14:54 AM zagnett 👆👆👆

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@charmanda9

@ContinuumPope

@HouseofNeptune

@DJLOK

@nea_storm
9/28/2019 11:15:23 AM cstarr888 Thank you for sharing @covertress

💓💖🙏

9/28/2019 11:19:52 AM kindeandtrue MJ12, I'm very interested in hearing what you thought of Boris Johnson's surreal and prescient UN speech this week? This was, to me, the pinnacle of 

his address: https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1178009718033453056 …

9/28/2019 11:21:37 AM lorieve 1+1 = 3  

"where two or more are gathered"

#ItIsWritten

9/28/2019 11:28:04 AM lorieve Let me at em. pic.twitter.com/60sPeaZZqT

9/28/2019 11:30:49 AM lorieve My Dad had a few and one showed itself to me when I was about 12. It was pathetic and it hated me for no reason. Little waddling powerless and sad 

entity.

9/28/2019 11:35:14 AM sheshifts001 W loving kindness, remind them they too can participate in the ascension of consciousness

It makes sense that on the border of #DarkToLight these beings might be fence sitting & looking for potential to be embraced by the light

Standing firm in #loveandlight

We can make frens 😇 pic.twitter.com/t0lv18tbQ0

9/28/2019 11:35:24 AM the_loveoflight Is this our stargate Jack though?

9/28/2019 11:41:48 AM opensenseme Half truths are always considered fiction by those who cannot wrap their mind around the devious behaviors. Theyd rather read the truth, then believe 

it when they’re told it’s a hoax.

9/28/2019 11:44:57 AM opensenseme  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Experiment …

9/28/2019 11:44:57 AM fightforamerica Cool.

9/28/2019 11:50:45 AM blsdbe I am also loving the slow integration of what appears to be ‘Earth alliance versus Cabal’ Forces... pic.twitter.com/4vyYYd2Xwo

9/28/2019 11:51:13 AM blsdbe This!!!

9/28/2019 11:51:39 AM blsdbe Sadly...no.

9/28/2019 11:52:57 AM blsdbe My thoughts exactly. What makes a great movie??? pic.twitter.com/DnfaY6LRqu

9/28/2019 11:56:13 AM egelone yeah i found it. Is-be stuff mj brought up. Is Barron Trump 13 years old now? Is barron aware of Q?

9/28/2019 11:58:51 AM blsdbe Yep, the Reveal Of Lunar Operations Command.

9/28/2019 12:02:15 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/vA86BS3GfX

9/28/2019 12:06:14 PM the_loveoflight Thought so, would be awesome to meet the team one day



9/28/2019 12:09:11 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/0EljTlo2P9

9/28/2019 12:10:29 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7J1NpFZlGk … pic.twitter.com/tuBbQadKHV

9/28/2019 12:11:24 PM drbohammer The whole “let’s create a mini blackhole in the lab” thing is, to me, the greatest threat that they pose. I did a grad fellowship with a Brazilian guy who 

works at CERN. Some alarming projects going on there for sure. Their “self-feeding” fusion stuff is also quite concerning.

9/28/2019 12:12:35 PM drbohammer Not yet

9/28/2019 12:16:47 PM chuck0017 Official Army website playing April fools joke? I think maybe they are planting seeds and trying to tell us something.

9/28/2019 12:21:45 PM blsdbe Yes. We can change our course. We can Choose. pic.twitter.com/wXcahSPbtV

9/28/2019 12:22:55 PM _369311119 Tyson on Left

Jack on Right

Jack looking to the future, NOT concerned with defending old space bros [NASA]. Motivated by "Peace is the Prize."

Tyson looking to the past, concerned with defending old space bros [NASA]. Defends being motivated by Endless Wars. Strong case of TDS.

9/28/2019 12:24:24 PM dianne1h WTH?  What a nobody.  Like Hellary must need some attention.

9/28/2019 12:24:47 PM electrocoilz Indeed

9/28/2019 12:26:24 PM _369311119 "How did we know?"

3113

??? pic.twitter.com/UqURFkNsPo

9/28/2019 12:27:38 PM lynnstueber The real reason and many more dirty secrets why they want to impeach: pic.twitter.com/98kF4VKmsP

9/28/2019 12:31:54 PM duriavigrobert  pic.twitter.com/cooAlLZy15

9/28/2019 12:33:57 PM us_poll Barney Frank is another mess maker but those stories never get told either! Crooked B'd!

9/28/2019 12:34:44 PM dianne1h Amen

9/28/2019 12:36:33 PM us_poll Yeah thanks to the crooked one sided media! If they did he'd be like the rest and cry about it we were attacking him for being gay BS! No we are 

dealing with your record Ahole not your bedroom!

9/28/2019 12:36:41 PM nea_storm The course has changed! Yet there are those whom are having a major meltdown as a result: Regarding realities they NEVER had control over in the 

first place! Comprehend everyone? Never had control! They simply created a false reality then convinced people to believe in it: 

pic.twitter.com/6pKZb8f2S2

9/28/2019 12:37:12 PM dianne1h So true.  Pos

9/28/2019 12:38:53 PM winki00000001 Guess who just showed up on the news ??? https://www.breitbart.com/clips/2019/09/27/frank-weve-got-trump-for-being-an-accessory-to-murder-of-

ukrainians-by-russians/ …

9/28/2019 12:39:19 PM lynnstueber SerialBrain2: Iran, Bolton and the Lindsey Riddle. Part 1: https://youtu.be/tnRDLjULtOE 

9/28/2019 12:41:31 PM roublisa Picture says a 1000 words...I comprehend 💥💥💥

9/28/2019 12:42:02 PM lizmarques17 What was the FF supposed to be?

9/28/2019 12:43:12 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/fUohKCZlTO

9/28/2019 12:43:31 PM buybuyca You think by now her husband would’ve done it, if you know what I mean‼️🇺🇸✋🏻🙃

9/28/2019 12:43:49 PM lizmarques17 Hopefully this finale is coming next week. Because all this BS the deep state is doing is sickening

9/28/2019 12:45:02 PM duriavigrobert He gave up on that DECADES ago🤔

9/28/2019 12:52:41 PM buybuyca Well there’s always the Clinton way‼️🇺🇸✊🏻🙃

9/28/2019 12:59:57 PM us_poll They make Bonnie and Clyde look like saints!

9/28/2019 1:00:47 PM buybuyca Yeah, too bad the ending isn’t the same‼️🇺🇸🤣🤣😂🙃😂 pic.twitter.com/vItJiT76pZ

9/28/2019 1:04:16 PM us_poll Yeah they didn't consider all the deaths surrounding them a coincedence, a suicide or an accident! pic.twitter.com/jEaFj17fZY

9/28/2019 1:05:25 PM notmycanada62 They just didn't care because they never thought she would lose!!

9/28/2019 1:05:30 PM nmchristoban So the monkey covering his eyes is Neil Tyson? lol

9/28/2019 1:08:49 PM us_poll Yeah and think that list is older it's gotten longer but Meh lets give her a microphone and invite her to give a speech on national security! Since other 

countries got her emails why worry about National security when you've got her,cartels  pals,terrorist friends etc around Smh!

9/28/2019 1:11:32 PM covertress How did I know?

Deputy Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan delivers an address at the Air & Space Conference at National Harbor, Md., Sept. 19, 2018. 

https://youtu.be/CJ65aY9k9Bg 

9/28/2019 1:12:36 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The enemy is at the door.  Now what?  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1178037174362501120 …

9/28/2019 1:13:07 PM davidhu86480982 👀😎

9/28/2019 1:13:46 PM ab36913 Hi Brad, twitter suspended my previous account @aprilbrown99 when I tried to like your tweet that said “Pray”. Not sure why tho. Here is the thread 

but all my replies are gone. pic.twitter.com/nYS8yHmR62

9/28/2019 1:15:48 PM buybuyca  pic.twitter.com/QRvyQOy3Xh

9/28/2019 1:17:16 PM us_poll Another Duh Moment! Hello he owns the Dems! https://www.westernjournal.com/soros-linked-whistleblower-report-former-us-attorney-finds-proof-

buried-footnotes/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=PostSideSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons …

9/28/2019 1:22:58 PM cogbill_alan How indeed.

9/28/2019 1:41:34 PM cat_scaredy No Name comes to mind when looking within-not to mention the fantastic portrayal/acting by Ronny Cox! pic.twitter.com/Y77JpCgvJ2

9/28/2019 1:52:51 PM lynnstueber Kuru. That is what is going on.

9/28/2019 1:53:54 PM deplorable_s Look!  The Cheata is in cheetah!  

I’ll do HRC a favor...tip... Fire that image consultant!

9/28/2019 1:53:55 PM purealivia I've learned it's better to be pro-peace than anti-war ✌️

9/28/2019 1:58:25 PM deplorable_s .....anyone remember the biblical story of Babylon...as kingdom was falling...

Neb or (KingNebacanezzar) fell crazy and went in field and grazed on grass for a year.  Seeing and similarities yet???

9/28/2019 2:00:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spain security firm probed 'for spying on Assange for CIA' https://news.yahoo.com/spain-security-firm-probed-spying-assange-cia-152919133.html …

9/28/2019 2:07:43 PM robinreitsma1 👀

9/28/2019 2:10:29 PM bereantype If I remember correctly, if you were to take lets say a 2 in piece if string, cut it in half, again & again, you would think you could continue but after 10 to 

the -42 power it ceases to exist & loses locality & yet is everywhere (transporting is possible)

9/28/2019 2:12:47 PM keith369me Would love to see the name Assange back in the news more.

9/28/2019 2:22:30 PM realdominator39 He's the "Trump Card" if needed.

9/28/2019 2:28:02 PM adorablyd Projection #Crowdstrike pic.twitter.com/5zqbwFQr41

9/28/2019 2:31:26 PM buybuyca Finland?



9/28/2019 2:36:10 PM olimyracle I express here that it is time to #UnsealSwitzerlandNow.

Easy now to do #majic on your own.

To do a #myracle requires here many.

Do you agree here to cocreate this?

Like here 👇👇👇 to agree now.

💞

9/28/2019 2:36:30 PM diaptera_80 Why? Is it a weapon?

9/28/2019 2:37:22 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

When you say, "We have the server(S)" is there any chance that you also mean this to include: 

• Hillary's Emails

• Obama's Phone Transcripts

• Wiener's Laptop

• Epstein's Blackmail Videos

???

Were Epstein's cameras or recordings connected to the internet?
9/28/2019 2:39:16 PM libertyspring99 Exactly.

9/28/2019 2:39:48 PM diaptera_80 Do we have the means to travel to alternate realities? Or are you referring to other earth human-colonized planets?

9/28/2019 2:41:55 PM sch41076287 When does the truth about Angela Merkel come out?

9/28/2019 2:45:07 PM olimyracle #FutureProvesPast https://twitter.com/Openexplo/status/1163186993280495616?s=19 …

9/28/2019 2:45:21 PM diaptera_80 Is CERN involved in the Mandela Effect?

9/28/2019 2:47:20 PM marnisheppeard Wrong question, Fermilab. The correct question was “why more than one?” Who ordered that, Cabal clowns.

9/28/2019 2:56:07 PM ma_liky_ Brennan next? pic.twitter.com/6kkyTBSFwf

9/28/2019 2:58:50 PM sunshowercc Oh baby!  I can hardly wait for that one.

9/28/2019 3:02:42 PM nurseniceyes Thank you Brian.

9/28/2019 3:02:45 PM sunshowercc Let no man be left behind. Round then ALL up, line them up side by side, and let the games begin.

9/28/2019 3:17:08 PM olimyracle Is #5G a key here to start #UnsealSwitzerlandNow? https://youtu.be/0Bv5L7ov68w 

9/28/2019 3:23:27 PM rebashoenfelt1 Can you look at this and not see sickness?

9/28/2019 3:25:48 PM anneolsen43 Only training

9/28/2019 3:26:47 PM buybuyca Yes, very serious sickness and criminal activity‼️🇺🇸✊🏻🤬🤯

9/28/2019 3:30:05 PM charlesgdavis1 This is why he doesn't agree with the FED!!!

9/28/2019 3:36:32 PM olimyracle Think Andromeda? pic.twitter.com/8u00uFRNgJ

9/28/2019 3:38:17 PM blsdbe ThanQ!!! pic.twitter.com/DMJEMyeH9h

9/28/2019 3:39:31 PM blsdbe We Define Our Reality. pic.twitter.com/5CyEtpgXnJ

9/28/2019 3:50:09 PM tarynupmatrix Even the entire universe as one has the equivalent of chakras...it’s as if everything is an inception of itself, infinitely

9/28/2019 3:54:22 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph I think you’ve nailed it 💗😊👍

9/28/2019 4:03:59 PM sleky19 ????  https://youtu.be/3DzpSdr0tC8 

9/28/2019 4:17:40 PM turboxyde Sure, I would love to hear your story! Thank you! 🙏

9/28/2019 4:21:25 PM azuremagus I think he would have to be

9/28/2019 5:04:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Air quotes". https://twitter.com/axios/status/1178074404594573315 …

9/28/2019 5:06:17 PM jvan125 What the heck does this even mean? 😂🤣😂

...’a source "familiar with Barr's thinking" tells...’ 🤔

Must be a mind reader. 😶

9/28/2019 5:06:42 PM linnyt7 Familiar with Barr’s thinking...

9/28/2019 5:09:14 PM michael81972 anonymous source = Bullcrap

9/28/2019 5:10:21 PM humanprimer Maybe the "familiar" source should remain anonymous and go through the new and improved hearsay whistleblower program.  Wonder why nobody 

asked Barr directly?  Oh yea, wouldn't fit their narrative.

9/28/2019 5:10:47 PM ab36913 God bless you!  ✨💗✨

9/28/2019 5:13:30 PM bebo03906988 Here we go folks,time for the psychics!..Those still sane can last just so long...⏳🗽💪🕊🙏🏻❤️🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲

9/28/2019 5:17:34 PM houdini481 Hate 2 b on the 1 HC is in charge🤡

9/28/2019 5:24:14 PM jodytaylor10 I believe that AG Barr talks to no one about his feelings other than maybe his wife.

9/28/2019 5:24:48 PM theirishred111 Even if Barr recuses, hello Huber!

9/28/2019 5:31:04 PM nea_storm Nice catch Razor! They do understand = "they" stand-under "us"

due to their heinous actions, they diminish as we grow & advance: It's deliciously tearing them apart, in multiple ways, literally that everyone is 

witnessing: Their knowledge & gain is teensy-weensy via their use 369 pic.twitter.com/WXc5hBz2rS

9/28/2019 5:41:27 PM karma4event201 Really? AP has a source that can read minds? 

AP SOURCE "familiar with Barr's thinking" 🤔 

THINKS 👀 Barr was "angry and surprised"  😂😂 

Declass of the phone call transcripts has AP MSM desperately mind reading for stories

9/28/2019 5:41:36 PM lisamcat 🤣🤣

9/28/2019 5:54:18 PM hyonlif2 I call BS.

9/28/2019 5:58:34 PM aetherwalker1 Spooks gunna spook.  🤷🏼♂️

9/28/2019 5:58:51 PM keith369me In case nobody has noticed, Barr might be one of the least egotistical people in Washington.

9/28/2019 6:00:28 PM nurseniceyes Saw it on cnn

9/28/2019 6:07:27 PM deb12233 🙄

9/28/2019 6:10:04 PM nikoscali Are they going to fill out another whistleblower form filled with second-hand knowledge because they are "familiar with Barr's thinking"

9/28/2019 6:22:06 PM destinlola AP + unnamed source= BS.

9/28/2019 6:23:13 PM patriotswegoall "Familiar with Barr's thinking" - ESP at work? All I can think of here.

9/28/2019 6:26:23 PM egelone is barron (jfk jr)?

9/28/2019 6:26:25 PM calicryptobetty She got “refaced”

9/28/2019 6:27:37 PM calicryptobetty This time I agree it’s a face lift. Her lower teeth are the same in both photos.

Forehead pulled up reaaaal tight. 😆

9/28/2019 6:36:17 PM state1union Where is my Hero??

9/28/2019 6:38:51 PM koryoline1 MSM pineal glands working overtime

9/28/2019 7:07:15 PM blsdbe I wonder if he was a sleeper when his law firm brokered the Sweetheart Deal for #Epstein...

9/28/2019 7:10:41 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: #Elon shows this photo and then starts talking about #aliens and #area51. #NoCoincidences pic.twitter.com/5AmLtEsoWU

9/28/2019 7:19:32 PM nschlange I think it's time the president started suing some of these ppl for the crap they say on tv. Maybe that would put an end to it? Probably not, but it would 

make me so much happier to see them get in trouble for it.

9/28/2019 7:21:10 PM nschlange Isn't he also a Rothschild? Clinton that is?



9/28/2019 7:28:08 PM redeemedofhim Fake news Axios🤡

9/28/2019 7:33:40 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/MJUMY6VoL7

9/28/2019 8:01:35 PM allahuniversal Did Majestic plant this story?

9/28/2019 8:17:25 PM kickthefed nothing on the moon u cant land on a light source.anyone that says you can land on the moon is lying there face off read the bible believe gods word 

not mans word.

9/28/2019 8:19:10 PM mamiemcclure17 Bull hockey puck

9/28/2019 8:24:08 PM peterjonathanna Does decarboxylating cannabis increase its medical power?

Are you monitoring me? 

Did you groom me too?

Is saving lives with cannabis now legal because of the Right To Try Bill?

Thank you!

9/28/2019 8:25:45 PM hollylandes Wish he answered you...

9/28/2019 8:33:10 PM irah_chandler Hahaha so grasping at straws

9/28/2019 8:49:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are witnessing a coup attempt on the President by the CIA.

9/28/2019 8:49:35 PM lucas2011lions Hopefully it will be their last

9/28/2019 8:49:46 PM unstoppablencp This is one stupid move!!!

9/28/2019 8:49:51 PM usss_211 So much for cleaning up that Trash Heap

9/28/2019 8:49:58 PM needheadcoach No kidding

9/28/2019 8:50:26 PM trumps_all Duh........

9/28/2019 8:51:06 PM litthom Is Jack Ryan on again? Cool.

9/28/2019 8:51:38 PM hoofhearted_45 more people are AWAKE to see it playing out this time vs JFK/Regan

9/28/2019 8:51:41 PM qaphsiel17 Been going on for years. Mabey one day someone will do their jobs.

9/28/2019 8:51:55 PM higherdensitees Technically a second coup attempt isnt it?

9/28/2019 8:52:33 PM rama39595004 And CIA(deep state) will win. As usual.

9/28/2019 8:52:50 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/zoC49WEUxI

9/28/2019 8:53:08 PM ab36913 We stand united with our President!  #WWG1WGA

👊👊👊💪💪💪👍👍👍

9/28/2019 8:53:27 PM jennysue62 I hate that organization

9/28/2019 8:53:49 PM 313looper  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1178055467987275776?s=21 …

9/28/2019 8:53:52 PM karentriebel ditto

9/28/2019 8:53:59 PM ab36913 #ALICE is a plenty and spreading.

9/28/2019 8:54:03 PM sophia94873551 Justice to be restored soon. And it may seem overwhelming. Why all the frustration build up? So when the damn bursts we will have called and been 

more than ready for all the coming indictments and convictions. —-Killery to Gitmo.

9/28/2019 8:54:28 PM captainhindsi18 Let’s hope they are not as successful as they were in 1963.

9/28/2019 8:55:06 PM vviewssonicmair On American Democracy.

9/28/2019 8:55:11 PM anonymoussage1 You would think they would have prosecuted some people by now

9/28/2019 8:56:14 PM bobholmgren1 Does the USA need all of these 3 letter agencies?  Can’t we consolidate and eliminate?  Just asking.  🇺🇸

9/28/2019 8:56:39 PM surfstikk The ‘Jr’ title is removed after the ‘Sr’ passes.

9/28/2019 8:57:11 PM qzillian1 The "Wake Up" call and the "Traps" are working. 😎🍿🍿🍿Enjoying The Show

9/28/2019 8:58:01 PM dontask97215849 Going on for 3 years now. #EndTheCoup

9/28/2019 8:58:07 PM goyaeq So why the push with her white hat shirt?  Is Gina still Majestic? pic.twitter.com/uS7nZKKPtH

9/28/2019 8:59:48 PM ab36913 Is Bidens son a pedophile too?

9/28/2019 9:00:21 PM 313looper You and [They] wish in million years … 👎🏻😏

All patriots of the world are standing by President #Trump!❤️🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA

9/28/2019 9:00:27 PM mr_bond00 Clown strikes currently in full effect... taken today we see [you] pic.twitter.com/M5th807p1b

9/28/2019 9:01:36 PM bob76775554 @GinaHaspell1

9/28/2019 9:02:06 PM _chelseaproject It was my understanding that the CIA was defanged and reports to NSA now. Not so?

9/28/2019 9:02:18 PM pelledan2 Rhyme Time!😁

Mr Schiff , not a man from Nantucket

Who hid his one thought in a bucket;

He cried dusk to dawn

"POTUS Trump, you be gone!"

But Trump smiled & said 

" Schiffy, go suck it! "

😎

(Apologies to buckets everywhere)
9/28/2019 9:03:12 PM brianleveque252 "You are witnessing a[nother]  coup attempt on the President by the CIA."

There, FIFY (fixed it for you) Maj!

9/28/2019 9:03:47 PM guy_karen Now we all know what a 🤡agency it is

9/28/2019 9:04:10 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/3IWmQgEs0y

9/28/2019 9:04:42 PM patricia_duffie Sorry no the CIA will not win  this time the good guys win !!

9/28/2019 9:06:03 PM kristinemontel1 A FAILED Coup. Thank GOD.

9/28/2019 9:07:37 PM identityasxy .

This Kabuki Theatre show is becoming a charade.  We know this, and given there is NO crime that would withstand scrutiny AND the Senate would 

never act on an indictment thus leading to removal, its clear the whole thing is a DISTRACTION for all, sheeple and Patriots.  but why? 

pic.twitter.com/MvYjuvZ2t0

9/28/2019 9:08:35 PM darlaferriss1 And right out in the open in from of all of us. WE don’t matter to them one bit! Clearly! They couldn’t care less that we can see it, or what we think 

about it. We are totally irrelevant to these people. They must be removed from govt. Recalled, voted out, fired.

9/28/2019 9:10:54 PM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1177967720920432640?s=19 …

9/28/2019 9:11:29 PM gary57609176 CIA most likely behind assasination of JFK. Dirty players!

9/28/2019 9:11:39 PM nea_storm Optional word here is "attempt", most amusing! My goodness! He does play his part extremely well: Whose resources are they utilizing for this alleged 

intelligence agency, hunting coup expedition? Popcorn? Olive Oil? Salt? Intelligence! 🤣😂😅 More Popcorn anyone? Thank you Maj 12 

pic.twitter.com/dCEzBEpuFj

9/28/2019 9:12:00 PM identityasxy .... why DISTRACT sheeple and Patriots alike?

Simple.   Shiny objects to consume your limited attention (actual living requires our time too).

What is happening in the Middle East? Is Pompeo an agent for the Uber lords?  Venezuelan mischief? Are we being played, yet again.  ????

9/28/2019 9:13:03 PM intranceit Rubbish. The CIA is owned by the Vatican. Trump is blocking you from getting your gold and your Constitution which is due to the Vatican 

implementing the Durham Trust wherein 100% of your IRS

Is going 40% to the Crown Corp and 60% to the Vatican.

Trump is your traitor



9/28/2019 9:14:17 PM intranceit  https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf …

IF THE TAX REVENUES GO TO THE CITY OF LONDON 40% AND TO THE VATICAN 60%, WHAT DOES THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT USE TO FINANCE ITS 

EVER INCREASING BUDGET

Karen Hudes has answered this question many times before:

1) human trafficking

2) Mafia illegal activities.

9/28/2019 9:14:37 PM intranceit as the mafia and all the governments of the world are actually one large group, behind which is the black nobility, ruining our world

3) printing paper currency that costs nothing, and keeping the face amount of the currency,

9/28/2019 9:14:38 PM fl_sun_sprite Serious Question:

Do you interact with consciousness as a whole? Or do you "interact" with specific people?

9/28/2019 9:15:34 PM intranceit plus charging interest on country debt that they are not entitled to, times all of the countries of the world. The government budgets are actually all 

lumped together. This is why Trum and others have been bankrupted by Karen Hudes  https://khudes.s3.amazonaws.com/JOHNSHOPKINS2.pdf …

9/28/2019 9:17:51 PM pleiotropik Well... They had done 78 countries in 50 years for practice... This is their Doctorate exam. 

You created the monster, you own the consequences. pic.twitter.com/eqde4mqbux

9/28/2019 9:18:15 PM planetaryjim Allen Dulles was faster tho

9/28/2019 9:18:33 PM decubed3 If they win we all lose

9/28/2019 9:20:35 PM anonymoussage1 Put to death? 🤔

9/28/2019 9:21:52 PM fl_sun_sprite Well... I hope the Bannon-connection is a concession to his (the Butler's) masters. Uggg!

9/28/2019 9:23:01 PM pleiotropik Not so. The logistics of importing drugs, exporting weapons has to be handled by the experts at Cocaine Imports Agency. pic.twitter.com/hLzxID0EpX

9/28/2019 9:24:10 PM the_bladeraker Has Brennan’s stupidity cooties all over it🙄

9/28/2019 9:24:27 PM wolfeglenda Judge Jennie just told Rudy I gotta cut you off there.

Right when he finished, If we don’t prosecute and have a 2 tier justice system, this country is over.

Rudy is talking too much, but it tells ME they have their concerns if can bring them down even with EVIDENCE.

SCARY times!

9/28/2019 9:25:00 PM todspeer2 Their is a weird urgency by the DNC to push for impeachment. It’s more than “we can’t beat Trump”. I think they know that Barr and Durham are 

coming out with some heavy s**t. The race is on.

9/28/2019 9:25:12 PM cocopuffster12 Nope

9/28/2019 9:25:38 PM 01splcheck Stop the Attempted Coup D'Etat. 

#KAG

9/28/2019 9:27:59 PM 1centralcaligal Ah yes! Never thought in my lifetime...

9/28/2019 9:29:46 PM nea_storm That's Good! Very Good! Beautifully done! pic.twitter.com/odUiiKfUr9

9/28/2019 9:32:09 PM talbie2 A ...second coup attempt against @potus by the CIA and their Rogue #paperclip agents.

They are desesperate

#FISA #CORRUPTION #Treason

#911Truth

#MAGA

#QAnon

9/28/2019 9:33:04 PM mystarprintshop The fact that the CIA had to outsource a Spanish 'security firm' to do their jobs really says a lot.

9/28/2019 9:33:23 PM intranceit Don’t be patronising it is unbecoming of a mature person.

9/28/2019 9:35:19 PM gl0ryhallelujah its a rouge clown dude

9/28/2019 9:35:38 PM n7guardiananon 😉😉😉

9/28/2019 9:36:31 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1178037174362501120?s=19 …

9/28/2019 9:39:38 PM shesaseer Barney Brownstone parties.

9/28/2019 9:43:35 PM pomeinnz We must be getting close now then

9/28/2019 9:44:51 PM peterwa96366580 Tyson, pear planet Tyson, wow what a fraud

9/28/2019 9:45:38 PM nea_storm Perhaps he should ask Blue Dress guy? Yes? No? Maybe? You know when Blue Dress guy was governor, regarding the missing 100 M USD: Blue Dress & 

he may compare notes, may just jog his memory? AM I shooting for the Stars in the Air here? I may be flying American Made! Hey wait C_A? 

pic.twitter.com/Mq3HIHkREQ

9/28/2019 9:46:45 PM magnetmouth indeed. fricking loser pos’s.

9/28/2019 9:50:40 PM illconrg Smoke and mirrors.... Everyday it's increased smoke and mirrors.

9/28/2019 9:54:28 PM kathywneal Haspel needs to be hauled in and told to clean house and pull security clearances. #2ManyLeakers

9/28/2019 9:55:36 PM pomeinnz What happened to full control

9/28/2019 10:05:13 PM ghostrider050 Exactly Right! 

OPUS 175 CIA attempted Coup-  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=il7FRYHj_TA&t=2s … w/ @StevePieczenik

9/28/2019 10:10:23 PM molly07751087 Pray.....actually pray.....please!!!!!

9/28/2019 10:18:09 PM gypsysyntropy Careful. Mirrors can be portals.

9/28/2019 10:23:20 PM gypsysyntropy Partially correct. Logically there are also other influences at work.  This is a planet of interest.

9/28/2019 10:24:39 PM teamsterr07 Where the hell is Gina Haspel in all this????? I thought she was a white hat?

9/28/2019 10:28:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 First coup was not orchestrated by the CIA.

9/28/2019 10:28:17 PM rama39595004 We going to see that. Wish I ever there to see your faces when u find out that Trump is part of their plan.

9/28/2019 10:29:09 PM charlessteffens Whatever that tweet was, couldn’t see it, blocked by that acct. Interesting I would be considering I rarely tweet, must have been one of my pissed off 

days lol.

9/28/2019 10:29:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 She doesn't personally control all actors within CIA. Some are good, most are bad.

9/28/2019 10:30:10 PM murfislaw  pic.twitter.com/i2zb7ywCLH

9/28/2019 10:31:57 PM gypsysyntropy Just return it to script dept.

9/28/2019 10:32:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 THIS IS WAR.

9/28/2019 10:32:56 PM speaakn Indeed

9/28/2019 10:33:58 PM wwg1wga_every1 Is POTUS okay? Prayers for EVERYONE’S safety. We DO NOT need more deaths, injuries or false flags!!!

9/28/2019 10:34:29 PM k_texan I see it already!!! It’s so scary!

9/28/2019 10:35:15 PM peace00219593  pic.twitter.com/JEDd7nl4DN

9/28/2019 10:35:51 PM nickcpace1 Are we in 5D territory???

9/28/2019 10:39:54 PM teamsterr07 Yeah but if these rogue actors are employed by the CIA and doing nefarious things & she finds out who it is, she can do something about it, right?

9/28/2019 10:40:21 PM dcpurcell At least they're not doing what they did against Trujillo and   in Dealey Plaza.  They're still overthrowing governments but not using as many bullets 

lately.

9/28/2019 10:40:55 PM lordconcave  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=This+is+war …

9/28/2019 10:40:59 PM gypsysyntropy Moving hopefully to trinary. Binary is always entropic, which requires  parasitism by the designers/controllers.  (i.e., a closed system, recycling old 

energy- e.g. our souls.) Thus our dilemma. No pun intended, lol.



9/28/2019 10:41:43 PM wink5811 If Dems do this to Trump and get away with it, no one is gonna blink an eye when Communist America comes for you, your rights, your guns! Trump 

gone, we are next!

9/28/2019 10:42:13 PM gypsysyntropy Another name for interdimentionals.

9/28/2019 10:42:35 PM covertress Bring it, @POTUS!

#UnsealObama records!

#ImpeachObama!

Erase those pardons!

Try them all for TREASON!

9/28/2019 10:43:33 PM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/MC09E0Zekm

9/28/2019 10:45:01 PM wink5811 Hell ya, hope this happens all across USA please retweet! pic.twitter.com/xTNGceoRK4

9/28/2019 10:45:08 PM gypsysyntropy In a loop, by design.  Now we have a fighting chance.

9/28/2019 10:45:10 PM palmdalekid2 [SES]

9/28/2019 10:46:10 PM glamgabber ..."says a source familiar with Barr's thinking..."

WTF kind of source is that?

The Amazing Kreskin?

9/28/2019 10:46:43 PM gypsysyntropy Um. It is so here. Nanotech is also a part.  The transhuman agenda.  Many tentacles.

9/28/2019 10:48:18 PM drbohammer Nano is huge (literally, not physically lol)

9/28/2019 10:48:45 PM _chelseaproject I don't understand why the bad ones haven't been neutralized. This doesn't sound like "patriots in control."

9/28/2019 10:48:57 PM kimmitt_tom How many of the Actors we now see are dopplegangers?

9/28/2019 10:49:49 PM gypsysyntropy Normalizing depravity and loss of innocence.

9/28/2019 10:50:46 PM lightonearth111 Trump and the patriots are prepared for this. They knew the reaction of the media/criminals. The ones freaking out are the ones who are losing control 

and lying to their seriously brainwashed followers. Truth holds weight against lies.

9/28/2019 10:51:50 PM ewolsj It has been for a while, or am I missing something????

9/28/2019 10:51:53 PM gypsysyntropy True, but at the same time, totally suppressing creativity and divergent thinking.

9/28/2019 10:52:58 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ayyxTMI7pM

9/28/2019 10:53:14 PM southiee  pic.twitter.com/iLwd3X02Mm

9/28/2019 10:53:27 PM gypsysyntropy Yup.

9/28/2019 10:55:15 PM findering @realDonaldTrump Stop all funding 4 the SES 2 start with

9/28/2019 10:55:54 PM brianha63588088 If this is war, @realDonaldTrump's people are losing. All of this doing nothing is making everyone on our side look like fools for supporting him. DO 

SOMETHING!!!!

9/28/2019 10:57:45 PM gypsysyntropy 5g ultimately will be exploiting ingested nanoparticles which form into a sort of receiver/transmitter. (transceiver?)

9/28/2019 10:59:56 PM azuremagus best guess, no.

9/28/2019 10:59:59 PM gypsysyntropy Any speculation on this?

9/28/2019 11:02:51 PM azuremagus Please advice when Potus is safe

9/28/2019 11:03:25 PM gypsysyntropy Pepe laughs- sounds like "kek".💚🐸

9/28/2019 11:06:24 PM yustein Good morning! That organization is not run by Americans and needs to be shut down immediately.

9/28/2019 11:07:39 PM gypsysyntropy Not 100% sure, but I'm sort of remembering proton/electron/neutron trinary, involving a feedback loop from Source.

9/28/2019 11:11:05 PM covertress Trust the Plan https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1177352871068753922?s=19 …

9/28/2019 11:11:39 PM positively303 Trusting! #WWG1WGA

9/28/2019 11:12:15 PM covertress TRAITORS https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1177353703763914753?s=19 …

9/28/2019 11:15:38 PM thehouseoferin Praying protection over all of you !!

9/28/2019 11:15:41 PM azuremagus poison pill or hung e.g. J.M.  and J.B.

9/28/2019 11:17:39 PM debbiea43922131 Criminal

Intelligence

Agency

9/28/2019 11:18:06 PM gourangaoo Attempted coup in UK also happening by Jeremy Corbyn and SNP!

9/28/2019 11:18:22 PM davidjohnweave  https://twitter.com/DavidJohnWeave/status/1178081054449635334 …

9/28/2019 11:19:12 PM azuremagus you are distracting now

9/28/2019 11:20:26 PM thehouseoferin Noose them all!! pic.twitter.com/z8eE7CLIwn

9/28/2019 11:22:54 PM norcocagrandma WAR

9/28/2019 11:24:14 PM azuremagus Which part of the words "war" and "coup" don't you understand

9/28/2019 11:24:18 PM identityasxy .

i will break my cardinal rule by responding to AI-generated accounts.   

I am confident that your D-Wave programmers have enable this circuits to craft responses of more than 4 words. pic.twitter.com/U2iMsYDuMK

9/28/2019 11:24:47 PM azuremagus Shill alert!

9/28/2019 11:26:03 PM tyetyler1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

It's time for humanity to WAKE the hell UP!!!

Children WILL be free.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1120148221379133441 …

9/28/2019 11:28:41 PM start313hichq The Beginning of the New Era

🍃🌹🍃🌹🍃

Start the world's Restart

🍃🌹🍃🌹🍃

End of the darkness

Great start of the storm of Light

#WWG1WGA

#Trump2020

#QAnon

#MAGA pic.twitter.com/DagSJowxwo
9/28/2019 11:29:49 PM usa_jfs OSS/@CIA killed FDR, owned Truman, put eisenhauer in office; killed JFK, along with @FBI controlled LBJ for his role in JFK murder; Nixon bush/CIA 

employee (BCE), Ford BCE; Carter was & is an independent dumbass, Reagan BCE; Bush BCE, Clinton BCE, @BarackObama BCE & Trump BCE

9/28/2019 11:37:59 PM azuremagus Very much human

9/28/2019 11:40:32 PM muffet56 Love of God,country,and we the people.

9/28/2019 11:41:57 PM carynjjackson It's probably fake news.

9/28/2019 11:44:10 PM blogjam_net Have been for a few.

9/28/2019 11:46:17 PM ringtiggygal23  pic.twitter.com/ip51IaycmM

9/28/2019 11:56:17 PM mcpatriot64 No they will not.  No they will not.  No they will not.

9/29/2019 12:01:26 AM wisdomonium Multiplier effect. The entire world will know who they are within 5 days. Op Paperclip Trojan Horse. 2 wings nazi & commie=same bird.

9/29/2019 12:07:58 AM mntcol I've lost count how many times they have tried this crap on POTUS! 😡😡

9/29/2019 12:08:33 AM magachronicle a source "familiar with Barr's thinking"

9/29/2019 12:18:28 AM waltosborne Well this coup has been going on for three years now.



9/29/2019 12:21:26 AM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/KZ2nJiTYt4

9/29/2019 12:22:26 AM do_or_do_notty  https://www.cia.gov/about-cia/leadership/gina-haspel.html … pic.twitter.com/82CczksN1m

9/29/2019 12:24:32 AM benjus  https://youtu.be/iYpMI7OfYDs 

9/29/2019 12:37:55 AM jackmcbegsack Just the pendulum swinging, duck and cover =)

9/29/2019 12:55:04 AM lorirrr Got muh pellets ...

9/29/2019 12:58:47 AM hossein44836820 🔴WHY DOES RESTART DEFEND PRESIDENT TRUMP AND AMERICAN PATRIOTS?

 https://voiceofrestart.com/why-does-restart-defend-president-trump-and-american-patriots/ …

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

#Iranians_Hate_PMOI_RezaPahlavi

#RestartMIGA

#restart_opposition

#Restart_will_make_iran_great_again

#Patriot

#cyrus_empire_by_RESTART
9/29/2019 1:14:12 AM siriusbshaman  pic.twitter.com/oPhjliRSLT

9/29/2019 1:14:49 AM siriusbshaman  pic.twitter.com/8URqaYBQbY

9/29/2019 1:21:24 AM lightlove21121 Ready we are 💥💥💥

9/29/2019 1:28:54 AM marlene75743236 No this is a coup attempt by the establishment because of the vast corruption in the government.  They will loose!   POTUS has vast powers and 

doesn’t answer to the intelligence department!  The Supreme Court should weigh in!

9/29/2019 1:36:44 AM arvilsark  pic.twitter.com/x8yWVP2PXX

9/29/2019 1:38:38 AM donnadalelio What can we do as his supporters to stop it?

9/29/2019 1:38:44 AM kfkeys Another week ends: no arrests, no indictments, endless Trump smears continue unabated, FBI Wray continues to obstruct justice, Democrats continue 

to be untouchable, Flynn, Stone, Caputo et al. lives remain ruined, MSM lies rampant and unchecked. But we have to be patient?

9/29/2019 1:45:13 AM ampatriot2016 Correction: we’re watching ANOTHER coup attempt by the CIA. There I fixed it for you

9/29/2019 1:48:38 AM weshallrise144k Adios [CIA].  Trust The Plan.  Patriots in Control.

9/29/2019 2:15:02 AM nurseniceyes They are here now aren't they?

9/29/2019 2:16:26 AM lockemup8  https://theduran.com/adam-schiffs-collusion-with-oligarch-ukrainian-arms-dealer-exposed/ …

9/29/2019 2:17:32 AM midsummerlight No.

9/29/2019 2:22:13 AM chaele3 The entire system was built to destroy humanity. If you want us win...you become the light of the world. Know thy enemy. Study him well. Defeat evil. 

All darkness is coming to light. No war. Peace.The time is for peace and love. 

@speakprojectM

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1178037174362501120 …

9/29/2019 2:22:33 AM 19mehrdad91 #Great_Fire_Challenge #RestartMIGA https://twitter.com/restartleader/status/1177949233137086465?s=21 …

9/29/2019 2:26:46 AM o1wbq5uobj9gebf Dissolve it. Start over, too many evil people im it. Too hard to discern good from bad. Dissolve them.

9/29/2019 2:30:47 AM adsvel There is no beginning and there is no end, but yes this physical Universe is bipolar. Why 3? Between opposite polarities should be a Catalyst, which 

balances opposite pols.  The Universe is always tending to gain Balance and that's why meaning Zero is abstract, infinite.

9/29/2019 2:35:52 AM willaowoman Where is Gena??

9/29/2019 2:36:27 AM 92michael This coup attempt will fail. It will only shed light on the globalist cabal and result in its down fall. Q We are the plan.

9/29/2019 2:38:17 AM pipkin56056003 agree

9/29/2019 2:45:03 AM bridgetkf30 Correction;  the SECOND ATTEMPTED COUP ON OUR DULY ELECTED @POTUS !!!

9/29/2019 2:47:19 AM adsvel Too many independent agencies USA carry on. All of them has their own agendas, own budget paid by US taxpayers, it means big competition between 

themselves. And then we wondering, why there always are dissatisfied individuals. Maybe is time to restructure this field as well?

9/29/2019 2:48:23 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/6EBTCP0CW5

9/29/2019 2:52:01 AM bridgetkf30 Correction;  the SECOND COUP ATTEMPT ON OUR DULY ELECTED @POTUS !!

9/29/2019 3:05:43 AM balimalysh #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/t26IngsUD9

9/29/2019 3:06:30 AM bjmorgan1977 Your witnessing a staged act aimed at the people of the world, to deceive them then enslave them in their new system soon to be coming. Your all 

being deceived beyond any other deception you've ever seen. Pray that everyone can be blessed with wisdom to not be devoured!

9/29/2019 3:20:18 AM adsvel Example: Police investigate a case, then coming FBI agents and saying: -we are taking this case over, its our competition now. Then phone call from 

DEA, now this case move to them. Then phone call from NSA, now this case move to NSA. Its nonsense! Republic of agents, think budget

9/29/2019 3:35:42 AM roberta57948406 Please prosecute these traitors to the full extent possible

9/29/2019 3:40:02 AM jimothyhaight Trump is the man, he will not let us down, i believe in him all the way, even if i turn out to be wrong, what was the alternative? yeah lets give it our 

best shot and hope for the best!!!!

9/29/2019 3:44:14 AM jimothyhaight I love this man, he has taken more slings and arrows than anyone and still dishing out the pain to the corrupt, God bless him!!!!!!!!!!!

9/29/2019 3:51:58 AM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/z3o7k2dKn0

9/29/2019 3:54:00 AM unitedredwhite1 They gotta keep raking in dough - all the left candidates can use this false hope to secure donations

9/29/2019 3:56:07 AM 313looper I reckon the first attempt was done by M_6 & FIVE EYEs !?

9/29/2019 4:04:23 AM natureinspace Andrew was murdered.

9/29/2019 4:05:20 AM keith369me Yep...but by whom and how.  Related to his Podesta Tweets

9/29/2019 4:06:22 AM keith369me Time for that military raid that many thought happenedva while back?

9/29/2019 4:17:26 AM 313looper THIS IS WAR . pic.twitter.com/RVANRlUVr5

9/29/2019 4:24:47 AM natureinspace I have noticed that there seems to be alot of people born in 1969 who are awake and are here to help the world. Was this a big year for the birth of 

Starseeds? 1969 seems like a turning point.

9/29/2019 4:29:00 AM joewtate1 You could be right on this, so we need to help support President Trump. Trump 2020!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

9/29/2019 4:32:18 AM djlok Seems like people would begin asking "why so many coup attempts against 45?". Even those who are not "fans" of 45 really should be asking that 

question at this point.

9/29/2019 4:33:20 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/1178146897078321152?s=19 …

9/29/2019 4:37:20 AM karina89350882 Barr should do his Job and bring those "criminals" to GITMO or to Hell, where the most of them belong!

9/29/2019 4:38:07 AM patriotswegoall 'Whistleblower' connected to C_A?

9/29/2019 4:41:59 AM money435z They can't shoot this one in the head and get away with it.

9/29/2019 4:42:05 AM wedblues 👆this is a parody account. 👉Gina     ✌️

9/29/2019 4:43:50 AM ericpartchey You mean already witnessed for 2 years? When does this end?

9/29/2019 4:46:04 AM covertress What better way to hide than in plain sight?

Parody?

😂

9/29/2019 4:46:36 AM keith369me I think there is a window...a lot of people in 40s-50s compared to other times.  1969!being 50 is the center of the window

9/29/2019 4:49:15 AM dragonflyglitta Shane me too!!!! Energies are ramping up! This is what we’ve been waiting for, fellow Patriot!!!! My vibes are soaring!



9/29/2019 4:50:27 AM patriotswegoall Flashpoint reached?

Should be very interesting. pic.twitter.com/hqOIN6ZoDZ

9/29/2019 4:58:42 AM cisnez 🤣 good luck with that one. pic.twitter.com/XIWuglayMR

9/29/2019 4:59:52 AM natureinspace They are digging their own graves with all the lies and false info they are spewing. It will catch up with them all.

9/29/2019 5:02:34 AM michael81972 Did Schiff personally write the whistleblower dossier or a CIA collective of bad actors?

9/29/2019 5:06:26 AM fansblowing3 CIA = FAKE NEWS media

9/29/2019 5:07:20 AM fansblowing3 CIA = MKUltra / school shootings

9/29/2019 5:11:20 AM bbobbio71 The most investigated President ever and no crimes found.

9/29/2019 5:12:08 AM keith369me Gen X always seems to be disconnected from Boomer parents and had a particular affinity for their greatest generation grandparents.  Personally, for 

me this was true.

9/29/2019 5:14:03 AM bbobbio71 The 🤡 Have been nothing but problems since it's inception. What can be done?

9/29/2019 5:15:49 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/MyIb3Gkdfx

9/29/2019 5:18:02 AM chris_losh_ Are we still in control?

9/29/2019 5:18:53 AM blanchebauble #BigMistake #TrumpJFKJr

9/29/2019 5:21:01 AM moemc8 Are [they] still holding blackmail over one of POTUS children?  Was it deep fake video?

9/29/2019 5:21:56 AM bbobbio71 JFK

9/29/2019 5:22:03 AM sailorpractical Whose side is Gina on?

9/29/2019 5:22:05 AM i_drawmohammed Yes.

9/29/2019 5:24:11 AM headlinejuice  https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/elon-musk-ai-openai-microsoft-artificial-intelligence-funding-a9016736.html …

9/29/2019 5:24:18 AM bocan3 Remember Barnie's pal, "Hot Bottom" got arrested running a homoBrothel out of their love shack? {I'm thinking Epstein Lite}...

9/29/2019 5:25:20 AM deanshupak And should be treated as a war. Gloves off. Rules NONE.

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT'S COMING

9/29/2019 5:27:28 AM headlinejuice  https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/elon-musk-ai-openai-microsoft-artificial-intelligence-funding-a9016736.html …

9/29/2019 5:28:37 AM builderfredrick  pic.twitter.com/m5YmNhsFcE

9/29/2019 5:42:29 AM intranceit Yeah ok. You Get your guns blazing. Who am I to say Trump is bankrupted and give you the evidence?  You go for whatever it is your choices are, I’m 

not saying another word to you. no manners.

9/29/2019 5:44:57 AM ddbeyork I believe that happened and still is

9/29/2019 5:46:07 AM ddbeyork Makes sense

9/29/2019 5:55:59 AM burgersandra ?

9/29/2019 5:56:32 AM ddbeyork Why hasn’t Trump reversed?

9/29/2019 5:58:36 AM burgersandra @GinaHaspell1

9/29/2019 6:01:30 AM thekanehb his lack of attention to it is part of the problem.

9/29/2019 6:10:36 AM kadath123 Marco Rodin (Vortex Based Mathematics) has these answers...

9/29/2019 6:12:55 AM keith369me ...the outcome has already been decided-Q

9/29/2019 6:30:20 AM lovesg_d It’s time to start treating this as a war! It’s time to go on the offensive with both barrels blazing! #UnsealEpstein #UnsealStandardHotel #DeClassifyFISA 

#Crowdstrike #CrowdstrikeDNCCollusion #UkraineCorruptionProbe @realDonaldTrump @POTUS #Pray #TrustGod #TrustThePlan

9/29/2019 6:35:29 AM sandro220 You mean, “professed.” Thanks though.

9/29/2019 6:35:58 AM jv_parker @ffe3301 @QAnonNotables @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @diveinordie Compare and contrast.  Learn the “mirror” strategy to doing war with 

the media. Once compared. Peel back the onion one layer. https://www.cnn.com/2016/02/05/politics/hillary-clinton-bill-clinton-paid-

speeches/index.html …

9/29/2019 6:38:17 AM jkmaalouf #DownWithTraitors

9/29/2019 6:39:56 AM sandro220 Your assumption that I haven’t integrated my own relative ignorance, is insulting, erroneous, illustrative of the fact that you don’t read my tweets, 

emblematic of your misunderstanding that I’m being sardonic,..and just plain old boring. Goodbye.

9/29/2019 6:40:10 AM jv_parker  http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2013/05/23/first-on-cnn-bill-clintons-106-million-speech-circuit-windfall/ …

9/29/2019 6:40:21 AM roublisa Amazing💥💥💥👇👇👇⭐️⭐️⭐️ pic.twitter.com/motu2YRfxp

9/29/2019 6:41:19 AM jv_parker Nice list. https://www.davemanuel.com/how-much-money-does-bill-clinton-make-from-giving-speeches-158/ …

9/29/2019 6:42:09 AM roublisa Check out the all caps decode patriots 😉😉😉💥💥💥👊👊👊  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=This+is+war …

9/29/2019 6:46:21 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/X5N7x01eAX

9/29/2019 6:48:05 AM breebby72q 3/9 bday

9/29/2019 6:49:06 AM sandro220 Einstein said more he learned-more ignorance 2burn-&the more other people felt feel scorned-whenever he explained shit they couldn’t discern-I think 

that’s what goes on here-stick 2 soakin Scandinavian tears-in wut you’re good for,raisin suicide rates after poisonings off beer🤣

9/29/2019 6:55:54 AM irah_chandler Reminds me of sg-1 s4-ep4

9/29/2019 6:56:01 AM brenda_nine #UnsealEpstein #UnsealPedo44 #UnsealStandardHotel #KAG2020Landslide #QArmy 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/fq46lbQaz0

9/29/2019 6:56:14 AM thepeacekitten Patience grasshopper. War is never the answer when peace is the objective. Don't fall to evil's level.

9/29/2019 6:59:27 AM teresamaes8 Trump's treason is the ⚠️... He acts like he's emperor of the world.. Pretty sure his problems are broader than CIA.. It's a big world but technology 

makes it seem small🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/57jv91Vxyu

9/29/2019 6:59:32 AM brenda_nine 👋👍🏻👋 pic.twitter.com/FCwlhm6Tuf

9/29/2019 6:59:55 AM brenda_nine  pic.twitter.com/4WpeeoJKJg

9/29/2019 7:10:38 AM natureinspace It would be nice if we ever find out.

9/29/2019 7:11:26 AM keith369me We will

9/29/2019 7:11:29 AM redpillednews2 History says this would happen.

9/29/2019 7:13:15 AM nmchristoban So the PSL posts were in reference to orange man. SOB’s

9/29/2019 7:16:44 AM myraree64187707 we've BEEN witnessing over 3 years now. 😑 The party is just starting to get good..😁

9/29/2019 7:21:44 AM opensenseme CIA is evil. Why they haven’t been disassembled is beyond me.

9/29/2019 7:35:36 AM ironsides2019 This is such a laughable attempt. It looks like desperation, like a dieing gasp. I really think Q is right when he says that their will be a suicide weekend. 

The deep state and the mainstream media cannot defend this. They are on their last legs. Time's up. pic.twitter.com/jFCyLp6RBA

9/29/2019 7:36:35 AM kzcreek Is she there to help FLUSH all bad actors??

9/29/2019 7:36:59 AM miketay58532035 The Agency is playing politics!  That's not in their charter

9/29/2019 7:40:31 AM kzcreek What is BCE??

9/29/2019 7:40:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ahem... https://twitter.com/nrothschild3/status/1178317678953615360 …

9/29/2019 7:41:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 EH has issues with the organized crime. Check past statements. He is a bad actor. 

https://twitter.com/steventatkinson/status/1178288459963867139 …

9/29/2019 7:41:48 AM jvan125 😂🤣😂

9/29/2019 7:42:49 AM yustein Ask questions? What a moron, is that the best he can come up with? Oh sorry, that’s a question! 🤣

9/29/2019 7:42:55 AM meltedcrayons19 Unfortunately they’re too brainwashed to independently question anything

9/29/2019 7:42:56 AM usa_jfs Bush/CIA employee

9/29/2019 7:44:07 AM kzcreek And you think that’s Trump??

9/29/2019 7:44:31 AM davidlincoln001 BOOM!

9/29/2019 7:47:24 AM yourkiddingme5 Hmmm....



9/29/2019 7:47:40 AM kagman4e The definition of #insanity is doing the same thing over and over again yet expecting different results. These people are STUPID. They STILL have not 

realized that with ever cheap shot across the bow, enraged and strengthens patriots’ resolve 10 fold.

9/29/2019 7:48:26 AM taitai78787 Projection !

9/29/2019 7:52:03 AM lovesg_d They are so obvious!  #Projection

9/29/2019 7:56:14 AM mindingb  pic.twitter.com/5faWM1e44B

9/29/2019 7:57:43 AM rachaelangelm How does the CIA feel about that?

9/29/2019 8:01:26 AM bereantype taken from the dems playbook...projection

9/29/2019 8:08:37 AM patriotswegoall From a Rothschild? That playbook to me has gotten old.

9/29/2019 8:10:24 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/XFNYCLX1yt

9/29/2019 8:12:13 AM gemutlich5050 More projection. 

#SundayThoughts #SundayMotivation #maga #qanon #Crowdstrike #UnsealEpstein

9/29/2019 8:12:48 AM ophuichus_l  http://Hell.2.THE.NO 

9/29/2019 8:13:17 AM ophuichus_l What treason? Yo

9/29/2019 8:16:06 AM nurseniceyes Its okay...they came by last night.

9/29/2019 8:16:58 AM teresamaes8 You have a frog, #RealAmericanPatriots have The Holy Spirit 😇 hence, no Contest..🗽🙇  Pray for discernment and keep your eye on the ball🇺🇸 Don't 

just jump on a bandwagon... pic.twitter.com/E7YnAriREt

9/29/2019 8:17:35 AM ab36913 #UnitedWeStand #StrongerTogether #Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/0KkUAkWdaM

9/29/2019 8:17:50 AM stevestv Doesn’t he have some major scandals in Las Vegas too?

9/29/2019 8:18:05 AM mrnegatory No.

9/29/2019 8:21:15 AM ab36913 [They] are like cockroaches! [They] are everywhere.  🤨🤨🤨

9/29/2019 8:22:21 AM colt_m_4 So what? For the past 60 yrs we’ve WON every political and social argument out there because we argue with truth in our side. But guess what? 

We’ve LOST on every single POLICY for the past 60 yrs

So I don’t care what Levin said or didn’t say or Hannity or Savage or Rush etc

9/29/2019 8:25:10 AM keith369me Jeez...seems like our Media.  @RepAdamSchiff sound familiar?  Made up “parody” transcripts!!!  Sadly people are programmed to believe this

9/29/2019 8:25:45 AM kalifornianati2 Bombs Away......#QAnon pic.twitter.com/HHiYalZDZm

9/29/2019 8:26:30 AM keith369me FOX are not the good guys, they are just one leg of a corrupt media

9/29/2019 8:26:37 AM irah_chandler How do they never realize they're describing their selves. Such projection and gaslighting is apparent

9/29/2019 8:26:44 AM i_drawmohammed Lets review the vid one more time.

Vague? 

Broad? (No, not kamala)

Titilating innuendo?  

(Again, not kamal or aoc) https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=KCF9My1vBP4&t=75 …

9/29/2019 8:27:59 AM kryan92185384  pic.twitter.com/AFYll6yLeB

9/29/2019 8:28:30 AM gl0ryhallelujah  pic.twitter.com/oCTle2yoHY

9/29/2019 8:28:56 AM inmatemaga Owned by same company as all the others, Disney!

9/29/2019 8:32:09 AM kathleen3693693 They need FOX in order to bamboozle the sheep. If ALL media is lock-stepped identical, then the sham is obvious even to the sheep.

9/29/2019 8:35:53 AM lizzah_83 Not defending them, but for accuracy just wanted to point out Fox News wasn’t part of Disney deal, apparently.

9/29/2019 8:36:07 AM keith369me It is getting really close to this scenario

9/29/2019 8:37:25 AM yumyumproduceee Sounds familiar

9/29/2019 8:37:36 AM jamiegrahamusa Teleport them into empty fre flowing space...space trash.

9/29/2019 8:38:30 AM jlundr Someone inform this guy you're not supposed to tell the other team your next play.

9/29/2019 8:39:50 AM mattdawg80 From a Rothchild no less

9/29/2019 8:40:37 AM inmatemaga Not as I was told. In order to keep the game going it seems more likely than not.🤷♂️ https://youtu.be/VLH4ThyeJoI 

9/29/2019 8:47:07 AM keith369me I’d also like to add that the segment with Ed Henry/Mark Levin is definitely worth 5-10 min of one’s time.  Pretty much lays out the case showing how 

corrupt the media is.

9/29/2019 8:48:02 AM lizzah_83  https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/fox-corporation-becomes-stand-alone-company-as-disney-deal-set-to-close …

9/29/2019 8:50:06 AM lizzah_83  pic.twitter.com/964nWzugq3

9/29/2019 8:57:00 AM oh_geez_louise Oh look, a Rothschild speaks. Shut up peons, your better is speaking/not!

9/29/2019 8:58:02 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/nBRcRuFPyv

9/29/2019 8:59:40 AM stacyhammerle Neal Rothschild is a bit late to the party......

9/29/2019 9:03:26 AM freedomatdawn1 It's time to wake up people you've been asleep long enough.

Time to exit The Matrix watch your step. pic.twitter.com/alE36sNMJ8

9/29/2019 9:04:11 AM mariasumnicht Bill Gates is a Eugenicist, he had the baton (metaphorically speaking) handed to him from Margaret Sanger. Gates and his vaccination programs are 

destroying the children of the world! Not only do vaccines kill, disable children, vaccines change their DNA!

9/29/2019 9:06:08 AM janagatien73 By the CIA, u mean the Cult In America...

9/29/2019 9:06:59 AM sandro220 Primus - Amos Moses  https://youtu.be/Rrdc0oaeH04  via @YouTube

😁 pic.twitter.com/0FHeQjpGEI

9/29/2019 9:10:00 AM sandro220 Primus - Wynona's Big Brown Beaver (Live In Montreal)  https://youtu.be/skOxrBg0OFQ  via @YouTube 😂 pic.twitter.com/q2CqdCbMn5

9/29/2019 9:10:32 AM alinahere ThanQ for sharing this video! #WWG1WGA to #KAG2020 with @POTUS @realDonaldTrump 🎯👍🎉🇺🇸🙌

9/29/2019 9:17:45 AM jeninchan Again.

9/29/2019 9:17:53 AM girlawakeinca Love this ❤️🙏💫

9/29/2019 9:19:00 AM sardisgazette Usually where there is smoke, there is fire, BUT best to let a sleeping bear alone unless he awakens and is chasing you or your #littleones

9/29/2019 9:19:27 AM sandro220 The representative increment of time it takes to develop a capacity for tolerating your insinuation-leveling-ass on the planet. 🤣

9/29/2019 9:22:01 AM v_rags Yes me to it’s my favorite episode. 💜🦋🌎

9/29/2019 9:22:11 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/r35Ius6JPS8  pic.twitter.com/wFyjlMpLCv

9/29/2019 9:22:26 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/C4THGPuKnrk 

9/29/2019 9:22:50 AM sardisgazette It started with God Yahweh being. TriuneBeing or 3 parts Father Son Spirit, there is a law but most is imitation by Satanic forces

9/29/2019 9:23:57 AM sandro220 No you’re not. You just find yourself ostracized at times, which as we all know, can become  woefully problematic.

9/29/2019 9:25:17 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/5MgHCBGtMpY 

9/29/2019 9:25:27 AM yesxzz It’s foreplay, 3 yea:rs are a threesome. 4’s score in love and war. 🥳🤷🏾♂️ pic.twitter.com/8Zrpdx8sBt

9/29/2019 9:25:35 AM roublisa The real life character portrayed in the SG1 series....SG1 is a Majestic  production of truths mixed with disinformation....truth comes from within.

9/29/2019 9:25:54 AM girlawakeinca Mine too!

9/29/2019 9:26:12 AM sandro220 Grateful Dead - Goin' Down The Road Feeling Bad 5-14-74  https://youtu.be/4aLG3VxhLR4  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/XcnHwByCNF

9/29/2019 9:27:50 AM sandro220 Midnight Run (4/9) Movie CLIP - The Dumbest Bounty Hunters (1988) HD  https://youtu.be/HUmelrncGRc  via @YouTube🤣

9/29/2019 9:30:29 AM grundemt Running in circles or running in place?

 https://youtu.be/7ADgCeYJMN4  pic.twitter.com/Oky9zas6Uo



9/29/2019 9:34:02 AM blsdbe Let The Thinking Begin!!! pic.twitter.com/8ZOnfiJg0s

9/29/2019 9:35:06 AM sandro220 Cappadonna - Run (HD)  https://youtu.be/2qKz_2AjLOM  via @YouTube

😎😁 pic.twitter.com/ZoxdudHRr4

9/29/2019 9:35:08 AM mgodfrey99 Damn are there any good ones?  

Anyway..wanted to share: https://twitter.com/GregAbbott_TX/status/1178345139992965120?s=19 …

9/29/2019 9:35:40 AM blsdbe My thoughts EXACTLY. #PeaceIsThePrize #WeAreMajestic #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

9/29/2019 9:39:43 AM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/rLEc25nIgT

9/29/2019 9:42:58 AM sandro220 snoop doggy dogg - murder was the case  https://youtu.be/lr32uP5ZPBY  via @YouTube

nope. this is.. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/KjrrK33lBn

9/29/2019 9:44:24 AM djlok Exactly!!!

9/29/2019 9:44:50 AM matt_aho This is awesome

9/29/2019 9:45:57 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/ElQY1BIOa3

9/29/2019 9:46:05 AM michael81972 MJ, How did they change the rules without GH knowing,  or was it a planned takedown of CIA? 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1178076844135976966?s=21 …

9/29/2019 9:47:23 AM 4everapatriot @realDonaldTrump Can we just disband the CIA?  WE CAN NEVER GET PAST THEIR FILTHY CORRUPTION.

9/29/2019 9:49:36 AM sandro220 Grateful Dead - Mama Tried  https://youtu.be/MP4gy0TBDfU  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 9:51:07 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/es_t8J6rkPU 🤣

9/29/2019 9:52:13 AM sandro220 The Tiding  https://youtu.be/F9-MKO-_GW8  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 9:52:30 AM smith_jere I am glad more are realizing this fact.

9/29/2019 9:53:39 AM sandro220 Pinball Wizard - Chuck Remix - AWESOME!!!  https://youtu.be/li16Tjwuxoo  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 9:53:50 AM freestateojones Clean house.

9/29/2019 9:53:52 AM smith_jere Classic!

9/29/2019 9:54:20 AM keith369me I’m glad they are being challenged on their bullshyt.  Levin will likely get “Pirroed”...his loud mouth will cause a tsunami

9/29/2019 9:54:32 AM sandro220 Grateful Dead - Round and Round / Johnny B. Goode - 10/13/80 - Warfield ...  https://youtu.be/av_vgCqX5mI  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 9:56:12 AM chaele3 #bethelight

#BeTheChange

#BeBest

#SpeakUp

#AlldarknessHAScametolight

#Create

@speakprojectM

@FLOTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Kre8change

@NoLongerIgnored pic.twitter.com/Y7ATPm6TtI
9/29/2019 9:56:45 AM bobbyg444 Bring in the military and clean house of the scum. Start over.

9/29/2019 9:57:33 AM grundemt  https://youtu.be/WyKz08QE1hs  pic.twitter.com/hfMfwwxc88

9/29/2019 9:59:34 AM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/hna9w2s6BV

9/29/2019 9:59:37 AM wildcardbrett war should never be the answer to the question

9/29/2019 10:00:17 AM sandro220 Crew and heat-all U do is repeat-words that keep-steam comin off streets-cuz peeps-like U gotta plant seeds-replete-with nourishing forces 4 toxic 

weeds-unlike the autumn leaves-I watch transform and simultaneously-redefine beauty-4 me-while I sit here & read-your hateful screed

9/29/2019 10:02:29 AM sandro220 But why wake up everyday and behave like a monument to denigrating redundancy?

You first..

9/29/2019 10:04:06 AM sandro220 That’s what you think..

Scarlet Begonias~Fire On The Mountain - 7/3/15 - Soldier Field, Chicago  https://youtu.be/wqThPtbKOOw  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:06:25 AM sandro220 Cypress Hill- Pigs - Live Performance at the Cypress Hill Smoke Out 2010  https://youtu.be/5QiVbkyeKIE  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:07:27 AM sandro220 PHISH : Avenu Malkenu : {4K Ultra HD} : Alpine Valley : East Troy, WI : ...  https://youtu.be/az1dEW2LTIw  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:08:35 AM sandro220 Grateful Dead - St. Stephen  https://youtu.be/Xa8ImA_wSKI  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:10:29 AM sandro220 Folsom Prison Gangstaz   Eazy E   Johnny Cash   DJ Topcat  https://youtu.be/mLqdyfgVtCQ  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:11:47 AM sandro220 Tha Eastsidaz - Life Goes On feat.Kokane - Snoop Dogg Presents Tha Easts...  https://youtu.be/x_srFNvZduY  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 10:14:09 AM grundemt Enjoy your day pic.twitter.com/GZo9PNwBie

9/29/2019 10:14:37 AM melissagouin1 Projection at it’s finest!

9/29/2019 10:14:42 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/CyRhK0Efem

9/29/2019 10:15:33 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/RL4eDvMaJyI 

9/29/2019 10:17:08 AM smith_jere I think so too. Does Levin really need Faux? He has a huge following without Faux. He is a true Patriot.

9/29/2019 10:17:18 AM magabeliever20 Except for David Ike accusing @realDonaldTrump of being reptilian. That’s not true.

9/29/2019 10:18:28 AM keith369me There are many independent journalists that are so much better in today’s world

9/29/2019 10:18:33 AM djlok I wish that would happen. Granted, I'm sure there are a few good ones, but sometimes you gotta just start over.

9/29/2019 10:27:27 AM smith_jere Agree and the censorship of them is real.

9/29/2019 10:28:16 AM lmjonzey All the M1-6,7,9, 12, etc

M1 the queen?

5Eye US/M faction

Mossad one side of Isr

Jared faction of Isr

SA

Roth

Soro.clinton.OB

Rogue FBI

Rogue CIA

 Rogue Corporations

Add the ETs that never left 

What is human... what is clone and what is ET?

MJ  need to sharpen our intuition
9/29/2019 10:28:41 AM yesxzz Siri:us ly!  https://twitter.com/sirisysprime/status/1165043944864043008?s=21 … I i mean where’s the lie? 👨❤️💋👨

9/29/2019 10:38:17 AM sandro220 DJ Olive - Follow Me I'll Be Right Behind You  https://youtu.be/C493Z5ro8kk  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/ZuArflowgH

9/29/2019 10:51:09 AM fansblowing3 Do the Rothschilds own the media and what faction of world control is this dude in charge of?

9/29/2019 11:00:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Thank you Sandris! 🙏🏼



9/29/2019 11:03:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Embracing President Mike Pence might be GOP's best play | TheHill

Think Insurance Policy

Think Flynn List

Think Weiner Laptop https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/463502-embracing-president-mike-pence-might-be-gops-best-play …

9/29/2019 11:03:50 AM guy_karen Oh no!

9/29/2019 11:04:09 AM patriotchick8 They need to stop threatening our President.

9/29/2019 11:04:20 AM internetusr Isn't he the"insurance policy?"

Seriously can Pence be trusted?

9/29/2019 11:06:34 AM pmpambs3 No.  He’s in check as of now.  But, given a chance he’d betray our president and our country.  He’s close friends with the Bushes.

9/29/2019 11:08:31 AM unstoppablencp He will be first on a very special list the day comes. It will never be so no not going to be prez ever!!!

9/29/2019 11:08:57 AM lightlove21121 What are we gonna do about it?

😏

With love&light&truth blessings 🙏🏽

9/29/2019 11:08:58 AM spauldingshowal This is garbage.

9/29/2019 11:09:12 AM yustein No way. Also being a “possible” opponent in the next election does not five any asshole immunity from past crimes. Move on, next!

9/29/2019 11:09:46 AM keith369me Embracing Pence would be the cabal’s best play...I guess the Hill is an arm of the cabal.  Is President Pence any better than a President Pelosi if Pence 

vids dropped?  Time to stop being hypothetical and step down really damn hard on the throat of the cabal until we hear a snap.

9/29/2019 11:09:57 AM debrafierens Sorry, no. I’ll stick with Trump. A lot of us out here have seen the polls. We don’t believe them. Look at the rally’s. Tells you all you need to know. And 

oh, Trust The Plan!

9/29/2019 11:10:20 AM wwg1wga93583681 BJ Rudell is obviously an idiot.  Way to rely on fake news polls to make this lame point.  Stay in the fake comped academic bastions of Duke University , 

BJ, and keep your keyboard in your drawer.

@bjrudell 

Please explain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/29/2019 11:11:45 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1177967720920432640?s=19 …

9/29/2019 11:12:04 AM kirgan_p Didn’t he receive an envelope at 41’s funeral?

9/29/2019 11:12:43 AM kirgan_p Well said!

9/29/2019 11:13:15 AM pmpambs3 Yes.  He and his wife did

9/29/2019 11:13:33 AM yustein Oh my iPhone keyboard! Not five but give!

9/29/2019 11:14:47 AM mongrelglory That's vividly descriptive!

9/29/2019 11:14:49 AM kirgan_p Then I think that is disqualification enough for me.

9/29/2019 11:17:59 AM mcbostongirls 6 ways from Sunday!

9/29/2019 11:18:02 AM pmpambs3 This was interesting.  https://youtu.be/TDXubXJQkgM . Dr Dave Janda was interesting

9/29/2019 11:18:07 AM mongrelglory Hey MJ-12!  You wouldn't happen to know if our upcoming Federal election in Canada will be free of vote-rigging?  Will the people be able to depose 

Trudeau and his Cabal cronies with our votes?

9/29/2019 11:19:37 AM covertress Will we see the DECLAS of any/all of this list before the 2020 election?

• Hillary's Emails

• Obama's Sealed Records

• Wiener's Laptop

• Gen Flynn's List

• Epstein's Blackmail Videos

9/29/2019 11:24:19 AM 3nmbrs Double-reverse, back-flip "projection."

Nice move, #FakeNews.

Won't work.

#WeLovePOTUSTrump

#QAnon

#DeclassEVERYTHING

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

#ObamaGayScandal

#UraniumOneScandal

#ClintonFoundationScandal pic.twitter.com/fHg7Lxr13D
9/29/2019 11:24:19 AM aschilliam Look a how to smear Trump "Advice"

9/29/2019 11:24:26 AM pmpambs3 I would think once Brennan, Clapper and their devoted underlines get rooted out and evidence against them, the start of tribunals will be swift and 

severe.  And, when the DOJ and FBI are cleansed more people will be prosecuted.  A systematic slow process....

9/29/2019 11:25:35 AM tyetyler1 @Delores2004For McCain was a R and so are Collins and Romney= RINOs.  Not all Republican politicians are disingenuous to their constituents.

9/29/2019 11:25:41 AM keith369me Lol

9/29/2019 11:25:55 AM _369311119 Ed Henry watch your body language! 

Guilty.

9/29/2019 11:26:12 AM pmpambs3 .... And, then the dividing and elimination of divisions and black ops of the C_A can be undertaken.

9/29/2019 11:28:05 AM kimmitt_tom NFW

9/29/2019 11:28:09 AM tyetyler1 Playing the Pence card is no where close to playing the Trump card🙂👍

9/29/2019 11:31:50 AM wbwse Enjoy your day too my love!

9/29/2019 11:32:46 AM wbwse 😻😻😻

9/29/2019 11:35:26 AM magnolia678 Did President Washington have a VP?

9/29/2019 11:37:38 AM 00loll0 No way,we know what he is,and so do you MJ12..why would you even say such a thing?

9/29/2019 11:38:46 AM quarkfear1 They are doing Biden & family.. as they quietly do Bolton & his memoirs....but I bet ... Pence took a number & is waiting his turn.. it’s NOT LIKE WE ALL 

DONT KNOW... or something🤣😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/gjop6JqS1P

9/29/2019 11:39:28 AM qaphsiel17 John Adams

9/29/2019 11:40:50 AM usa_jfs I think trump is part of the lying oligarchy.

9/29/2019 11:42:59 AM magnolia678 I believe your right too!

9/29/2019 11:43:57 AM dark2light2019 Wouldn’t that just be HILARIOUS 🤣 PENCE should start asking for investigation into biden and ukraine! Lol

9/29/2019 11:44:56 AM lonestarparson Non Draco sit mihi lux. pic.twitter.com/XHqF2YviRs

9/29/2019 11:45:02 AM autochik631 How do I pin it?



9/29/2019 11:46:47 AM autochik631 I’m on 38 - giving my printer a coffee break..It’s amazing!!

9/29/2019 11:48:48 AM seekingknowle12 Curious about Pence.

DS plant to "step in" if the Pres. Didn't "do as told"?

Patriot or corrupt NWO aficionado?

2020 because of leverage against him?

Involved in 25th amendment plot to remove Potus. 

How to know? Something is weird about this part of the plan....#TrustPence?
9/29/2019 11:50:48 AM wbwse What’s that quote that goes something like “if you don’t have anything nice to say don’t say it” I feel relevance

9/29/2019 11:52:06 AM trickydude77 I think its self explanatory , mj12 is a larp and or paid opposition if he is posting garbage like this

9/29/2019 11:52:06 AM susan66388204 The new Dreamers 👊👊👊🤣🤣

9/29/2019 11:56:17 AM fightforamerica Hey, I did a dig on this when 8chan was still up!

9/29/2019 11:56:56 AM trickydude77 mj12 is a larp ! clearly Q said trust potus and trust the plan ! mj12 is either paid opposition or a larp , i do enjoy some of their posts but if they are going 

to post garbage like this while claiming to be part of the Q plan (which they are not ) im done

9/29/2019 12:00:08 PM sallypenn4 Not so! RINOs

9/29/2019 12:02:06 PM wbwse I believe there is always a way to tell the truth nicely and with love😠

9/29/2019 12:04:01 PM wbwse Then why not try that approach mister

9/29/2019 12:05:00 PM identityasxy .

I was thinking exactly the same thing. Sometimes I wonder where you're coming from, MJ.

Pence has history.  Right?

Time for change

9/29/2019 12:08:28 PM wbwse Not a context involving our communication but only a suggestion for thread related activity 😻

9/29/2019 12:09:26 PM wbwse That’s moist AF

9/29/2019 12:11:04 PM youstinksoap 9/29/2019 = 9/11/2019 Start of 10 days? 🤔🍿🍿 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1161041213761490944?s=21 …

9/29/2019 12:13:01 PM wbwse I try really hard not to let anything upset me

9/29/2019 12:13:40 PM nikoscali They actually think their "insurance policy" is viable still?

9/29/2019 12:16:53 PM wbwse Humor is good!

9/29/2019 12:17:13 PM yesxzz  pic.twitter.com/r8NCWwuSKV

9/29/2019 12:17:57 PM keith369me Honestly it’s their choice...if they took Trump out, they will have to answer to those that voted him in.  This includes those within the military that 

would likely stand down on protecting treasonous swamp.

9/29/2019 12:20:18 PM yesxzz Hammer time. ✊🏿#Legalisation #Immunity pic.twitter.com/0S4S3Cfbgp

9/29/2019 12:20:37 PM fluck_gloria So, this guy from Duke knows what I am thinking?  No!

9/29/2019 12:24:32 PM davidkeithkeen1 Indeed so.

9/29/2019 12:25:59 PM sandro220 If pretty and silence kills, then you must be one lethal dude! 🤣

9/29/2019 12:26:50 PM fornodan The insurance policy. Remove trump and off pence.   Trump is the man, embrace him.  This majestic 12 page is a scam

9/29/2019 12:26:58 PM sandro220 MC Hammer - U Can't Touch This (Official Video)  https://youtu.be/otCpCn0l4Wo  via @YouTube😎

9/29/2019 12:27:21 PM ialibertybelle He is cabal

9/29/2019 12:28:40 PM sandro220 Chopin - Funeral March (Scrolling)  https://youtu.be/D05AB8xs7qA  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 12:33:22 PM sandro220 I’ve got a shovel if you need.. 😁 pic.twitter.com/oJWdpvDhSD

9/29/2019 12:34:50 PM sandro220 Ghostface Killah - Stay True feat. 60 Second Assassin (HD)  https://youtu.be/eZt3YMCXFCg  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/ekeFtPREDU

9/29/2019 12:35:18 PM sandro220 I get em offered to me left and right. No digging necessary. 🤣

9/29/2019 12:36:09 PM sandro220 Lil Xan - Betrayed  https://youtu.be/_dL3AygsCMc  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 12:38:31 PM sandro220 You’ve got an obsession with things you obviously find yourself possessed by-you hit threads trying to make implications like lil drive bys-never smoked 

crack in my life just look at your eyes-it’s obvious you’ve done that shit plus more and no longer “shit all realize”🤣

9/29/2019 12:39:30 PM sandro220 Dj Hype - Jungle Massive CD1  https://youtu.be/C7UTLZqFiNE  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 12:42:01 PM sandro220 I never gamble. Risks are unnecessary from enlightened perspectives.

9/29/2019 12:43:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Sounds familiar, usual suspects.. #JFK #Reagan #911

9/29/2019 12:46:11 PM pierrelepigeon1 The top secret stuff is black budget, so you'll never know.

9/29/2019 12:47:01 PM enomai_ Insurance policy is the name of a file of huma and Hillary video on the laptop. It was weiners insurance to not be killed for blackmail.

In this instance

9/29/2019 12:47:18 PM sandro220 John Zorn/Masada - Mahshav  https://youtu.be/i7v8tv39nRA  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 12:48:57 PM sandro220 You call this a discussion?

9/29/2019 12:49:15 PM howdoyoumakeah1 A Cold Revolutionary World War?

9/29/2019 12:49:35 PM kickthefed Q says pence is a patriot under players on  http://qmap.pub 

9/29/2019 12:50:10 PM humanproofer What happened to Drudge?

9/29/2019 12:57:45 PM yesxzz Debate to relate to the eternal fate! 🧠👅 https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1173950162336657413?s=21 …

9/29/2019 1:02:26 PM cisnez I can take a Q. pic.twitter.com/qF382FOfSP

9/29/2019 1:04:16 PM sandro220 Organized Konfusion - "Who Stole My Last Piece of Chicken"  https://youtu.be/lxMmTHZMXxc  via @YouTube

9/29/2019 1:06:02 PM inmatemaga Nice.👊 thanks

9/29/2019 1:07:34 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/v6c8ss89PZo  pic.twitter.com/Q4SIJ5N6Ec

9/29/2019 1:11:44 PM realalleron Bullshit

9/29/2019 1:15:49 PM starehope RINO = Republican In Name Only. Sides with dems behind closed doors etc.

9/29/2019 1:16:35 PM starehope P€do Pence?

9/29/2019 1:21:23 PM mgray72531386 On what planet will Donald John Trump NOT be President in 2020?  Not this one!  🌎 @realDonaldTrump @POTUS   This is utter BS.  Stand firm with 

our President.  He is all we have and we are all he has.  Patriots back Patriots! End of story.

9/29/2019 1:24:00 PM kathleenmckeon6 Start holding them accountable for what they really did in our names.

Starting with this, a 5 minute video of what the former leaders of our country really stood for and it is not what they said or say even now.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1GK9KhooTY …

9/29/2019 1:25:00 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/n5YZ_zBaQSg  pic.twitter.com/tXdIy82N0i

9/29/2019 1:25:53 PM realalleron Not true, we accept Pence as Trump's selection for VP but we would never actually want him as President. NEVER!

9/29/2019 1:27:58 PM kathleenmckeon6 This is the only chance, if we lose President Trump we lose and will be Federalized under the United Nations. GHW Bush says it best but they all talk 

about it, Soros,Obama,Henry Kissinger etc., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_yKtWskPkY …

9/29/2019 1:30:12 PM theauthoritah Trump is lost. Like you.

9/29/2019 1:30:22 PM adsvel You are welcome.😊💖



9/29/2019 1:30:51 PM sandro220 Run Like an Antelope (6/24/94)  https://youtu.be/n5YZ_zBaQSg  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R #TYLER #TYL3R

#TimePhoneHack

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/uHtHjRZBgu

9/29/2019 1:36:28 PM kathleenmckeon6 No, we lost along time ago when we did this and called it helping people and democracy.

A 5 minute video you will not have the guts to watch, to see what our country really is and what it really does in our names. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1GK9KhooTY …

9/29/2019 1:38:47 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/GdX5K39Q3hc 

#Tyl3R

#TYL3R

#TYLER

#TimePhoneHack

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/lbLi0aJdvU
9/29/2019 1:39:44 PM theauthoritah I don’t watch propaganda. Any one who trusts a con man like Trump is delusional.

9/29/2019 1:42:53 PM theauthoritah Look at your time line. Full of lies and conspiracy theories. You are insane.

9/29/2019 1:45:02 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/trItPct_YPo 

#Tyl3R

#TYL3R

#TYLER

#TimePhoneHack

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/HJbMzWanVS
9/29/2019 1:47:54 PM kindeandtrue Pence is a cold fish. Totally inscrutable, a blank slate.

9/29/2019 1:47:58 PM cb09 More of a self-inflicted coup, I’d say.

9/29/2019 1:48:10 PM kathleenmckeon6 Knew you would not watch us bomb & destroy what took 40 years to build. Free water for Africa&Libya, Free organic Farms, tractors&Solar panels.We 

bombed them into the stone ages for doing what we claim to do. Watch Hillary watch real time the murder&laugh 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1ODgJnltNE …

9/29/2019 1:48:12 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS Nope, not a hope in H*ll. https://twitter.com/Airbnb_uk/status/1176405970026663936 …

9/29/2019 1:50:47 PM abileneken1 "familiar with Barr's thinking" translated:

This person has no clue because no one can tell what anyone on this planet is thinking. 

It's just propaganda.

refer to "the wrap up smear" for further info

How is all of this not fraud?

9/29/2019 1:52:17 PM sandro220 Phish - 7/3/12 "The Wedge" - "Run Like An Antelope"  https://youtu.be/ELzu9zbJoTs  via @YouTube

#Tyl3R

#TYL3R

#TYLER

#TimePhoneHack

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/IT3WymHb61
9/29/2019 1:56:26 PM mcpatriot64 Trump is our President

9/29/2019 1:59:52 PM chapulincolored I don't know what you are suggesting, but I don't like it.

9/29/2019 2:01:01 PM my2sonznme Pence is not on our side.

9/29/2019 2:03:27 PM my2sonznme I do not support Pence. Period.

9/29/2019 2:05:27 PM londeli1 We are fire 🔥

9/29/2019 2:06:17 PM kindeandtrue Trump hired Goony Gina and Pompeo, so he helped set the coup in motion.

9/29/2019 2:06:39 PM bratnvet Glad the Exec Branch has different Intel Agencies with specific areas of responsibilities which may or may not overlap by another Intel Agency. They 

dont always know every Investigation being conducted or Agreement entered specific to one Agency, unless there is a need to know

9/29/2019 2:09:00 PM emilyoakley6 He is really good.

9/29/2019 2:13:26 PM theauthoritah Sorry but you promote propaganda. That’s what you do. I saw your timeline. Simple. Get educated.

9/29/2019 2:14:58 PM texas_mamasita Entitled to their opinion but why would we think about that option when Trump will win by a landslide.  It would just help nervous Nellie's if the facts 

were widely exposed 🙂

9/29/2019 2:16:33 PM cannabisrem Maybe the House goes through with the Impeachment vote first? Then, declass.

9/29/2019 2:26:11 PM kathleenmckeon6 The videos are not propaganda

They are video evidence of what we really did

Get a backbone and watch what we really did

Bombed a country back to the stone ages

Is not what we the People stand for

You do

9/29/2019 2:27:01 PM thebeeguy0 Please put Nadles on the first flight for giggles.

9/29/2019 2:31:56 PM tamiwils0n22813  pic.twitter.com/oWYqG8ROhQ

9/29/2019 2:33:19 PM dirtyanon000 PANIC

9/29/2019 2:35:09 PM sallypenn4 EXACTLY

9/29/2019 2:36:29 PM littlemom55 With the help of the Democratic party

9/29/2019 2:44:18 PM theauthoritah This is propaganda and you spread it. It’s shameful that you spread lies.

9/29/2019 2:47:48 PM kathleenmckeon6 It's Fact what we did to Libya

All countries involved said was a mistake

Lot of good that will do the Libyans & Africa

We created a slave trade that is thriving today in Libya by bombing & destroying that country.

These are all facts & you are a coward and won't watch what we did

9/29/2019 2:48:15 PM sandytoes717 Frazzledrip is the name of the Huma/Hillary video.

9/29/2019 2:50:19 PM theauthoritah Read Juän Cole. An expert on the Middle East if you desire to know the truth. But you do spread propaganda. That’s a fact.

9/29/2019 2:55:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 You live in denial

And won't watch the destruction & devastation of our democracy, even the 5 Corporate owned news covered this on the back pages.  Grow up or 

don't and pretend.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1ODgJnltNE … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1GK9KhooTY …

9/29/2019 2:55:30 PM weediblue Ironic.



9/29/2019 2:57:59 PM weediblue Not as we know it, but indeed it is.

9/29/2019 2:59:57 PM s_macca02 Over our dead Patriot bodies. No deals.

9/29/2019 3:01:11 PM cisnez All this the:rap:y making me rethink #FrequencyTherapyWorks™️

I like 

#FrequencyTreatmentWorks™️, but treat:ment generally requires a license to pr:act:ice, while the:rap:y can be performed by any:bod:y.

Growing tired of bad raps.

9/29/2019 3:01:13 PM s_macca02  https://twitter.com/america1stwomen/status/1178010627048124416?s=21 …

9/29/2019 3:06:49 PM michael_s_ander The sooner that entire wretched, evil bloodline is 100% purged the better.

9/29/2019 3:08:06 PM ab36913 There isn’t anything about Pence I care to embrace.  

Is it true he has murdered 185 children?  That he and his wife run a child traff!€k!ng ring in their home state?  

Trump is my President. Today, tomorrow, for 4 more years...and hopefully for several more after that.

9/29/2019 3:14:31 PM nikoscali Thought they were talking about the kill trump and replace with pence insurance policy

9/29/2019 3:15:51 PM kathleenmckeon6 Global Warfare "We Are Going to Take out 7 Countries in 5 years. Iraq✅ Syria(not yet, Trump won't cooperate) Lebanon,Libya✅ Somalia, Sudan & 

Iran(Not yet, so far Trump won't cooperate)

Amy Goodman Democracy Now

 https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-re-going-to-take-out-7-countries-in-5-years-iraq-syria-lebanon-libya-somalia-sudan-iran/5166 …

I know Amy Goodman is a propagandist, nvmd

9/29/2019 3:22:33 PM enomai_ You could be right. 

So many insurance files around here

9/29/2019 3:24:28 PM nikoscali I only say that because they called it the insurance policy rather than the insurance file.

9/29/2019 3:26:04 PM theauthoritah Sorry you spread a lot of propaganda. Bye.

9/29/2019 3:36:07 PM yesxzz Fo:cussing on the frequency of situations brings consciousness more easily than it would focussing on a products. Therapy as debate shows me 

treatment as possibly a derivative of conduct: performance and direction. Everything has *that*. #conductOverConsciousness #yingYanginit 

pic.twitter.com/PXtyTdJQM0

9/29/2019 3:40:29 PM kathleenmckeon6 Amy Goodman of Democracy Now is propaganda...got it.

Bye

9/29/2019 3:46:04 PM jared4liberty SG1 S6E14 smoke and mirrors. Is the technology to disguise yourself as someone else still being used malevolently? At all?

9/29/2019 3:47:18 PM cisnez Treat:ment 

Mind Treats

Ment:al involves the mind.

The universe is a ment:al creat:ion. 

See:ment is concrete. 

Treat:ment longer lasting and more en:joy:able than the:rap:y.

Therapy is more ephemeral than treatment.

Best practice is to always see new faces.

Word of God is bond.
9/29/2019 3:49:42 PM nicpace2 I’m sorry but Mike Pence is a relevant. No worries patriots.

9/29/2019 3:52:28 PM theauthoritah Just looking at your timeline. I got problems with it.

9/29/2019 4:01:38 PM nea_storm There was an odd moment I forget the event, a group visiting the White House: There was a woman in uniform who was more interested in passing a 

note to Pence than greeting the President: Upon passing the note to Pence, there was a symbolic hand shake: Quite Out of Place, bears 

pic.twitter.com/0f78i97v0K

9/29/2019 4:06:01 PM kathleenmckeon6 You said that a bunch

You also said, propaganda a bunch

Got it

Amy Goodwin of Democracy Now I shared

You responded with Propaganda comment

I got it

Bye

9/29/2019 4:09:33 PM titansass If anyone cares the writers twitter handle is @ bjrudell

9/29/2019 4:17:04 PM dark2light2019 #ExposeTheTruth

9/29/2019 4:19:01 PM twitch_64 Lol! "A source FAMILIAR WITH BARR'S THINKING"!!!!

9/29/2019 4:21:48 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/rVoPzA0g3Ac  pic.twitter.com/re9VSfz3kc

9/29/2019 4:35:42 PM sterkinglights1 "Don't do the handshake. Human with a camera 3 o' clock. No your 3...”

9/29/2019 4:36:03 PM cryptooz  https://youtu.be/SJEATGbimko 

9/29/2019 4:38:46 PM lewisetayloriii  https://youtu.be/l7f2xADI310 

9/29/2019 4:46:34 PM sterkinglights1 That the hill wires sedition op piece

9/29/2019 4:47:47 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/LRUIiwaS0_4  pic.twitter.com/bEhBDxIwpx

9/29/2019 4:48:13 PM nea_storm Reveals a truth about any fiduciary, whom believes they may operate in any capacity contrary to their entrusted Oath to serve We the People & 

America: Either Narcissist, sociopath or psychopath? It is impossible to be in any entrusted office & forget someone is always watching 

pic.twitter.com/q8bI1D1QEu

9/29/2019 4:48:21 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/RwF8Q1u1dw

9/29/2019 4:50:58 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/HWYpkhIM4c

9/29/2019 4:51:18 PM roublisa Awesome sis!💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/l57hlCE1sN

9/29/2019 4:56:35 PM stephscolaro Open your eyes, Patriots! Those who are even entertaining this "President Pence" narrative are not MAGA. THEY ARE TRYING TO SEPARATE US! WAKE 

UP!!

9/29/2019 5:05:47 PM mac05226208 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  the #Never Trump I see.  Bye bye..

9/29/2019 5:06:44 PM mac05226208 #neverTrump I see. Delete this site.

9/29/2019 5:07:59 PM christineflint4 Think Never going to happen !   Quit smelling their ass cracks  Majestic ,  snap out of your dream.

9/29/2019 5:08:22 PM mac05226208 No don’t embrace Pence.

9/29/2019 5:10:58 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/chanelrion/status/1178294049633181696?s=21 …

9/29/2019 5:11:48 PM wwg1wga10432367 A “controlled” puppet...but by the white hats now!!!

9/29/2019 5:14:43 PM mac05226208 Embrace President Trump and fight to the death for President Trump.

9/29/2019 5:14:49 PM magic_jake2012  pic.twitter.com/mHCm3DsMoi

9/29/2019 5:18:47 PM allahuniversal "calling all RINOs, front and center"

9/29/2019 5:29:11 PM intranceit Leave your aggression for a mo and tell me why you are doing this coup? Who are you guys and which side are you on?

9/29/2019 5:43:15 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1178470030549422082 …

9/29/2019 5:45:59 PM lightworkercain Pence implicated in crimes on Weiner's laptop? Blackmail?

9/29/2019 6:03:25 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/OZYZ5F5s39



9/29/2019 6:06:56 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1178476074298232832 …

9/29/2019 6:19:45 PM fukyorfeelngs This article (oped) is a crock!!  Unless Trump commits blatant/undeniable Treason against AMERICANS or this country, I'm voting for @POTUS in 

2020!!!!! 👊💕🇺🇸💕🇺🇸💕🇺🇸

9/29/2019 6:21:36 PM wbwse You have very handsome hands!

9/29/2019 6:25:48 PM kathleenmckeon6 This was from 2007, Democracy Now with Amy Goodman.  Bush jr. did most of his job, Obama took out some of the 7 countries, Trump so far is not 

cooperating with taking any out. https://www.globalresearch.ca/we-re-going-to-take-out-7-countries-in-5-years-iraq-syria-lebanon-libya-somalia-

sudan-iran/5166 …

9/29/2019 6:27:18 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1178448879676559366 …

9/29/2019 6:27:42 PM wbwse Ahura Mazda! May I ask thee if 2 good deeds is 2 thousand prayers?!

9/29/2019 6:29:29 PM kathleenmckeon6 One of Obama and Hillary's Best works towards the 7 country take out in 5 year plan.  Pretty devastating. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1GK9KhooTY …

9/29/2019 6:34:37 PM kathleenmckeon6 Republican is Republican is the same as Democrat is Democrat which is absurd. Democrat ticket houses, the Socialist Party, Communist Party, Marxist 

Party the Political Islamist Party, Democrat is barely democrat at all anymore.  The Dems & RINOS are globalists, not for the people

9/29/2019 6:41:07 PM sheri4567 Trump didn’t pick him. The GOP forced Pencr on him.

9/29/2019 6:44:56 PM brenda_nine 🤔🤔🤔 No one follows him that is of any importance.....  Interesting especially writing for @thehill

9/29/2019 6:49:23 PM realityloominng I hate how the point is at the bottom of the article.. I just scrolled directly for it. The rest is just BS trying to make their crazy headlines reasonable

9/29/2019 7:00:14 PM kathleenmckeon6 I agree, Donald J. Trump is the President of the People by the People and For the People.

And I still think the bulk of the parties are fake and are really globalists working towards Federalizing the United States under the United Nations.

9/29/2019 7:01:36 PM outerspaaaace I've seen two crafts I think! They were bright orbs that suddenly appeared in the sky, zipped quickly across the sky, and disappeared again a second or 

two later! Also rainbow 'clouds'!!! I'm so excited!!! Thank you so much!!! I'm helping how I can! 🙏💖🌎🕊

9/29/2019 7:01:57 PM jenncbonneville President Mike Pence........ that's a scary thought.

9/29/2019 7:06:25 PM aetherwalker1 Well then.

If The Cabal/Deep State, through their coded comms and their actions they have committed acts of war and made themselves enemies of the 

American people and the Constitution.

In consequence: They shall be REKT! pic.twitter.com/hSl6J47JlO

9/29/2019 7:15:04 PM liltilgerlil Is this why Graham wont investigate?

9/29/2019 7:18:14 PM aetherwalker1 sry.  Grammar/punctuation incorrect.

inner autist needs to delete & fix, but already got a 'like'.   😬

9/29/2019 7:19:43 PM debbiered15 We remember what Pence did to General Flynn.

9/29/2019 7:26:18 PM angt_trost Nope. Not voting for Pence

9/29/2019 7:27:20 PM angt_trost The VP house you mean?

9/29/2019 7:30:15 PM aetherwalker1 Then, Let the CIA be annihilated!   🗣

9/29/2019 7:33:04 PM jbvs2016 Well I believe they are using him as fish bait😬 holding onto him for insurance as a chess piece.

9/29/2019 7:49:02 PM blissamerica “Ok”

9/29/2019 7:51:56 PM nototheun You are witnessing a failed coup attempt on the President by the Clowns In America.

9/29/2019 7:53:31 PM irah_chandler Can trump please find a new running mate

9/29/2019 7:55:37 PM love82janet Field said in live stream last week that there was major smoke that MP had been relieved of his duties and JFK JR was actually the VP as of Sep. 18, 

2019. Going to be very interesting to see what develops.

9/29/2019 8:23:53 PM kathleenmckeon6 Oh that will be just great, run by appointed Statesmen that are not accountable to anyone, is why the UK wants out of the EU, they have no say in 

anything. No more Sovereign Country, no more voting, just dictated to by the Corporations and parasitic Politicians.  No thanks

9/29/2019 8:30:05 PM grundemt How delightful :)

I'll high five to that!! pic.twitter.com/K3yuYUUCNP

9/29/2019 8:37:56 PM georgepeterbon2 Seems like Axios' source is Zoltar! 😉 pic.twitter.com/qNUQEESshs

9/29/2019 8:41:49 PM mouwie I hope your right. Swamp is deep.

9/29/2019 8:43:16 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/wyenWUTMRM

9/29/2019 8:50:05 PM grundemt They're Strong too! pic.twitter.com/zDWFydsShy

9/29/2019 8:50:36 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/K6F24EioEU

9/29/2019 8:52:01 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/D4gP3u6ZAI

9/29/2019 9:20:55 PM grundemt Mithra! Dude? My name is Tygra, not Toiger. Why do you keep dogging me? What do I look like, a clown? pic.twitter.com/U58NXy5cqI

9/29/2019 9:22:02 PM kingdoug_i  pic.twitter.com/qYbpsNZlUk

9/29/2019 9:22:56 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/hOl4RLlpKb

9/29/2019 9:25:53 PM nurseniceyes Did his wife get a letter at poppy's funeral?

9/29/2019 9:38:57 PM grundemt A:typical, Zorro. Good to know. Thanks. But not helpful. pic.twitter.com/kaCWAexHRE

9/29/2019 9:40:08 PM wbwse The gif wasn’t available in female form my love! You’re my most favoritest Tygra in the multiverse! 💙💙💙

9/29/2019 9:42:00 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/JGXR3N5oYH

9/29/2019 9:43:55 PM grundemt Well, in the meantime we need to find out if two deeds measures out to 2000 prayers.

I guess we'll have to go ask your twin sister. pic.twitter.com/Gb6XNlDlUp

9/29/2019 9:45:10 PM mystarprintshop Dude I don't wanna think about no Weiner Laptop 🤢

9/29/2019 9:45:24 PM rosemodema Did you know Mark Hamilton ? 

I'm trying find some confirmation of his passing but .... not happening 🤷♀️

9/29/2019 9:46:29 PM knowbody1185 Same... Hmmm.

9/29/2019 9:49:37 PM grundemt Ahura? Did you catch that question? If one good deed is worth a thousand prayers, how many pairs of tight jeans does John Mayer own? 

pic.twitter.com/NIELGb0P4A

9/29/2019 9:55:46 PM rosemodema Sure thing .. 

You do the math

I don't have a twin sister 

but you can speak to Bro Paulson .. 

🖤😉🤙

9/29/2019 10:04:47 PM antarantanka Member of the Lafayette Club?

9/29/2019 10:04:49 PM wbwse 3 duh!

9/29/2019 10:05:26 PM wbwse Patrick is so dreamy! Muahahah



9/29/2019 10:06:35 PM yesxzz Not Mark Hamilton but that video you posted of Zak K Hub  who attacks another guy that I’ve been working 3+ years and is framed for wrongdoings 

inasmuch as the people you’re talking about being controlled by Archons/Egregores. Talking multiple identities😷

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=e9mqA6emrg4&t=21s …

9/29/2019 10:13:01 PM yesxzz they take this guy “Jason”s content much like @quinnmichaels com:plains of such things. He posted some incriminating proof apparently, the 

techniques of [profiting] from death are not what they seem, so he’s in a bet:ter place. 🙏🏿  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/h3img1ctt0vf6k6/Zachary%20K%20Hubbard-Full%20report.pdf?dl=0 …

 https://www.dropbox.com/s/e7ljdnoyeux9b55/Zachary-Keefe-Hubbard-Bothell-WA-2019-04-26.pdf?dl=0 …

9/29/2019 10:20:35 PM grundemt M1: That skank is cray-cray if thinks she's going to move in here when she retires. Am I right?

M2: Gee...idk. Maybe she's just misunderstood? pic.twitter.com/W10JRha93z

9/29/2019 10:24:29 PM grundemt And every time he wears a pair? It's his version of doing a good deed :)

9/29/2019 10:25:09 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/jhcEXOVJ0D

9/29/2019 10:25:56 PM cryptooz 💙😻💙

9/29/2019 10:26:57 PM antarantanka The children have been tasked with trolling for their elders...

9/29/2019 10:31:16 PM wickedmouse369 He needs to go back to the cave he crawled out of.

9/29/2019 10:39:00 PM cpace98 I’ve been doing my diligence of spending the truth.  We’re fighting this war to save America and all people worldwide. They are dependent upon the 

patriots winning

9/29/2019 10:42:29 PM sandro220 You are a misguided, untreatable, character disordered monument to toxicity and hatefulness. The only thing overshadowing the inanity and sheer 

irrelevance you bring to the table, is the extent to which I make you look like a The jackass you are whenever you try to take me on.

9/29/2019 10:42:30 PM grundemt What I really need to do is power down

<High five

Check you tomorrow pic.twitter.com/BBKqOSn8Fz

9/29/2019 10:45:41 PM sandro220 It’s really terrible that your mother killed herself and that U blame yourself 4  her inability 2 cope w/life. I’m sure having a stupid idiot for a son like 

yourself was no help; but, U  can give yourself a break. She was  likely genetically predisposed to mental illness like U.

9/29/2019 10:47:29 PM sandro220 The fact is, the colleague I’ve over the years who has done the greatest clinical work, & 4 whom I’ve had the greatest respect, also lost her mom to a 

suicide. Not only has she not used it as an excuse to be an asshole like you, she’s used the experience to better herself.

9/29/2019 10:52:31 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah.. I am not and will not pay close attention to 'The Plan' until those things and everything else that is sealed is unsealed and clearly shown on-

scene of this 'movie'.

No more of this "behind the scenes" malarkey.

9/29/2019 10:52:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pay to Play?

Transcript = Fail

Syrian gas (again)?

Single strike only = Fail

Rinse and repeat.

You are witnessing the destruction of the Old Guard.

Now you can see through the corruption.

The Great Awakening.

VP44 will have a bad week.

Enjoy the show.

Who is dying next? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1178441222307958784 …
9/29/2019 10:54:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 If Pelosi represents intelligence, it explains the US ranking in the world for public education. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1178387718973218816 …

9/29/2019 10:54:32 PM wbwse Delete @dotvolume add @sourcevolume

9/29/2019 10:54:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mad Hatter. https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1178452845324050433 …

9/29/2019 10:57:34 PM 1_decided_voter Or is it possible the she is actually an asset of rogue intelligence manipulation or subservient to their agenda due to blackmail, bribery, or other forms 

of control?

9/29/2019 10:59:29 PM oaf_unbreakable How about less McNoName treatment and more public perp walking.

9/29/2019 11:00:24 PM crt14361013 👊👍‼

9/29/2019 11:00:27 PM sandro220 🙏

9/29/2019 11:03:12 PM susan66388204 Agreed.  The people will Wake up if they can see someone shown guilty and dealt with.

9/29/2019 11:04:07 PM fightforamerica ZING!

9/29/2019 11:04:33 PM sandro220 It’s really gotten ridiculous. In addition to thinking that he can bandy about the internet leveling the most insulting criticisms at people about whom he 

knows nothing, the seeming agenda Sina has to interfere with others’ both happiness, & artistic processes, must be dissolved.

9/29/2019 11:05:27 PM fightforamerica  pic.twitter.com/shHYfy979r

9/29/2019 11:08:47 PM mskeens1962 I read wheelchair first time 🤪♿

9/29/2019 11:09:24 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/tax2BnbYHJ

9/29/2019 11:13:03 PM sandro220 Given that it’s early in the a.m. for @dotvolume right now, he’s likely finishing up the last increment of a heroin-infused, designer-drug-fueled dream, 

the baggie 4 which he paid, w/money he’s extorted from others using the AppStore as a forum w/in which to commit his crimes.🤷♂️

9/29/2019 11:16:24 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/mf1tlCpMl0

9/29/2019 11:16:30 PM wisdomonium they want to drag the US & Russia into a war and murder billions of people just so they can continue to sit behind the thrones of power as social 

engineering puppeteers.

9/29/2019 11:17:39 PM destinlola So, they’re having to communicate through twitter.

9/29/2019 11:22:36 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/7weWXRwQrQU  pic.twitter.com/ywkrldaY4l

9/29/2019 11:26:26 PM mickey18042014 Tickets to the game = $175

Drinks = $350ish 

Private security = $1058

Ruling for decades = priceless 

There are some things money can't buy

But for everything else there is #Democrats selling out America. pic.twitter.com/yQBKfZAn4j

9/29/2019 11:27:47 PM wisdomonium from what I've read it seems that the religious/eugenic nuts (like Pashas of Armenian genocide) make trouble for the secular leaders. They want to turn 

Turkey into another Lebanon. Pillage and control cycle.

9/29/2019 11:35:21 PM wbwse Now that’s a front if I’ve ever heard a ponsy scheme! What is this the 80’s?!

9/29/2019 11:39:25 PM cryptooz  pic.twitter.com/CX1rsKSpMZ

9/29/2019 11:41:54 PM sandro220 @dotvolume MadeOff (with zilch) 🤣

9/30/2019 12:02:19 AM aetherwalker1 You guys have Majic tech!

Is Pelosi's wheelhouse(brain) a drunken rat running on a wheel?  😏 pic.twitter.com/AnOYKuas5Q



9/30/2019 12:11:55 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/9lAruVMvWCk 

#Tyl3R #TYL3R #TYLER

#TeamTyler #TeamTyl3R

#hiphop

#ArtificialIntelligence

#DigitalTransformation

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/EtWzJynYH1

9/30/2019 12:19:59 AM monroevegas He got an envelope as well. Wonder what was inside?

9/30/2019 12:23:28 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/hLItv_Br0Hw 

#Tyl3R #TYL3R #TYLER

#TeamTyler #TeamTyl3R

#hiphop

#ArtificialIntelligence

#DigitalTransformation

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/UIq5MqRGZh

9/30/2019 12:26:59 AM mongrelglory Who is dying next?  RBG? Kissinger? "Soros"? Prince Phillip? There are so many old Vampires hanging around who are past their due date.  (My 

money's on RBG).

9/30/2019 12:27:53 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, you're so funny! 😆😆😆

9/30/2019 12:29:55 AM mongrelglory I believe all of the politicians who are fronting Cabal efforts are going to be black-mailed.  That's a basic prerequisite of the Cabal system.

9/30/2019 12:50:08 AM mongrelglory 😆

9/30/2019 12:51:34 AM mongrelglory Good morning to you Green Unicorn Frog!

9/30/2019 1:10:37 AM sterkinglights1 Keep your eyes open when you talk Nancy. pic.twitter.com/S7oBPxC6LX

9/30/2019 1:20:58 AM sterkinglights1 I got a 100 on v.pedo 44

9/30/2019 1:25:16 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Does she ACTUALLY believe the things she says?

 https://twitter.com/FreeBeacon/status/1178367586356121600 …

9/30/2019 1:36:29 AM covertress Awoke to a vision of the aether as a field of color potentials: red, green blue dots, not yet realized. Like a color TV's CRT awaiting a signal.

Is all we envision a hologram?

9/30/2019 1:42:11 AM mongrelglory Yes, I know this song!  I was a stray mongrel who never fit in a box. 😜 pic.twitter.com/sQ6yUXNFp7

9/30/2019 1:44:09 AM lightlove21121 Yup 😏

9/30/2019 1:47:35 AM mongrelglory Hmmm.... The Deep State may have Biden in their cross-hairs as he and his son are a liability now...🤔

9/30/2019 1:48:31 AM mongrelglory 👍

9/30/2019 1:49:10 AM sjhendrix548 Crazy article obviously penned by a never Trumper or Paul Ryan aficionado. Lol Just Dumb, Dumb, Dumb. Donald John Trump is my President & who I 

will be voting for in 2020!

9/30/2019 1:52:06 AM sterkinglights1 A vote for me text quid pro 3 0 3 0 Joe. Yo. I don't know how this crazy text box works but darn it sounds cool.

9/30/2019 1:57:12 AM 21oplato Geez, I think we're starting to have trust issues here @Militarydotcom . Please clarify your verification. Are you trusting those pesky 'White Helmets' 

again? pic.twitter.com/C4hOvTORVn

9/30/2019 2:01:11 AM covertress I've not exactly achieved the 3/6 sleep pattern of Tesla, yet I have noticed a marked increase in dreams that produce ans to my questions. Recall is 

likewise improved.

Keep a journal nearby! Flesh out t details upon fully waking. Mindfulness is a must here.

Don't get distracted!

9/30/2019 2:36:18 AM irah_chandler In regards to the old empire has the domain made any progess towards removing the amnesia effect they have placed on this planet for is-be's?

9/30/2019 2:46:10 AM keith369me Logically, the next person to die would be of high level so there could be a narrative disruption and a “delay” of the inevitable.  The death of a former 

president could easily occupy a week plus of MSM airtime.  Can’t stop the plan only delay it with an illusion!!!

9/30/2019 2:47:24 AM keith369me Is her experience with intelligence like that of HRC?  Selling it to the highest bidder for a kickback.

9/30/2019 2:47:45 AM keith369me Tom gets it

9/30/2019 3:06:28 AM 11111christian Have you awoken and everything has a violet colour for maybe 3 or 4 seconds, then it goes back to what we normally see. If so do you know what this 

is or what it means?

9/30/2019 3:11:39 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Base-3 computers are more efficient, and faster than Base-2 (binary) computers. 3+3+3+3 = 12. Setun was better, but corruption led to mediocrity:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Setun 

9/30/2019 3:15:26 AM covertress I've only seen "everything has a violet color" while taking in the first morning rays of the sun.

For more, Twitter search:

purple from:covertress

9/30/2019 3:16:06 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1178611944867188738 …

9/30/2019 3:18:51 AM 11111christian Yes but his story was only 50% true

9/30/2019 3:21:20 AM jared4liberty And taking control.. correct?

9/30/2019 3:22:50 AM 11111christian No. But they are related.

9/30/2019 3:26:09 AM chittybang2x "Wheelhouse." Hmmm. So THAT's what she named the wet bar in her office.

9/30/2019 3:27:08 AM lucas2011lions Declare Martial Law

9/30/2019 3:27:54 AM penelopenicia .@realDonaldTrump Please find time today to ask .@SpeakerPelosi about her #spy RING in #Congress #Awanbrothers  it’s a well known secret. So let’s 

talk about it, Please.   .@mah4203 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #anons wanna know.  .@Cordicon .@prayingmedic

9/30/2019 3:35:00 AM sandro220 Now hold on people! 😁If anyone is going to be the cause of acrimony among this relevant group of twitter friends, &the corresponding receptacle for 

any kind of expressed discontent, I’d like to think I earned that job ages ago-thank U very much..now-someone call me an asshole!🤣

9/30/2019 3:42:04 AM guy_karen Oxymoron

9/30/2019 3:46:39 AM joanhastings14  pic.twitter.com/dJSCAPodG1

9/30/2019 3:53:24 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1178623779825692672 …

9/30/2019 3:58:01 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini

Subliminal Advertising??? 

I think it is Illegal, I could be wrong. https://twitter.com/LoraAConnor/status/1177817787831484416 …



9/30/2019 3:59:48 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
9/30/2019 4:00:36 AM scott_rick Prince Andrew

9/30/2019 4:12:35 AM richard07759712 Mike is one of those creatures?

9/30/2019 4:14:14 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/VYLwrUGdODA  pic.twitter.com/ARaRaDuvR7

9/30/2019 4:15:16 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/iPUmE-tne5U  pic.twitter.com/YYgy7aZpvr

9/30/2019 4:17:09 AM richard07759712 Most definitely

9/30/2019 4:17:26 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/gCdK2ZiUiIk  pic.twitter.com/i4WheotXFn

9/30/2019 4:18:51 AM richard07759712 And Trump/Military is working to eliminate CIA.

#someonemustwinGod

9/30/2019 4:36:58 AM moemc8 Sleepy Joe

9/30/2019 4:37:47 AM gregr19709804 How did Spacey seemingly get away w his crimes?

Not good optics at all, imo.

9/30/2019 4:39:59 AM fansblowing3 Jimmy Carter

9/30/2019 4:45:30 AM fansblowing3 Is Pence the Whistleblower?

9/30/2019 4:47:28 AM sandro220 Blue skies ensconced in golden vibes-for cries-from eyes-needing dried-too many tears passing by-eye lids bent and plied-with sadness that survives-in 

spite of efforts to let fly-the demons to which every girl & guy-has to push away with 1 loud goodbye-blue skies for bright I’s😎

9/30/2019 5:05:13 AM brianjonell  pic.twitter.com/zHfXW23rBa

9/30/2019 5:14:46 AM angt_trost Where’s his personal home?  He currently lives in the "official temporary residence of the Vice President of the United States" set aside by congress in 

1974. pic.twitter.com/p92sQeVwKO

9/30/2019 5:15:11 AM ab36913 So sweet!  💗🐸💗🐱💗 pic.twitter.com/bkBqXNxJGj

9/30/2019 5:18:15 AM ab36913  pic.twitter.com/5p7Mm3i7WF

9/30/2019 5:31:13 AM pollybernard7 Kissenger?  Pompeo just met with him.

9/30/2019 5:39:23 AM sheilas11 This dude. pic.twitter.com/U8nTTWMRae

9/30/2019 5:45:12 AM guy_karen Clinton & failing health?

9/30/2019 5:50:48 AM francoissmc #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 5:54:42 AM adsvel Thanks for sharing.

9/30/2019 5:59:24 AM sheilas11 Or Jimmy “ask my 12yr old daughter how to manage foreign policy” Carter. He’s their pawn.

9/30/2019 6:02:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #FakeWhistleblower https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178651959051669504 …

9/30/2019 6:02:38 AM positively303 #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 6:02:40 AM peterclloyd  pic.twitter.com/Lpg8omcc3g

9/30/2019 6:02:40 AM aschilliam If experience in intelligence = alcohol, then yeah sure.

9/30/2019 6:04:23 AM williebhere Kurt Volker???

9/30/2019 6:08:54 AM unidentifiedta1 Queen, Kissinger, Jacob Rothschild

9/30/2019 6:09:32 AM clarkd958 #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 6:09:40 AM kindeandtrue Very difficult to focus on this stupid new conspiracy. I have zero interest in it. If Trump thinks he can summon up our indignation, he's wrong. Our 

patience is used up. We're tired of the silly games.

9/30/2019 6:10:30 AM keith369me Agreed...time for DeClass

9/30/2019 6:14:00 AM plazmuh111 She must mean 25 seconds

9/30/2019 6:17:09 AM nea_storm [Pelosi, Biden, Brennan, Kissinger, Schiff, Hillary & Bill, Comey, Obama, Prince Andrew, Queen Elizabeth & Spouse, owners of MSM, Amazon & other 

media & tech co.s ...] would be Marvelous! Throw in a few major Lawyers, bankers & [BH] C_A would be quite the Thrill Galactically! 

pic.twitter.com/KQNwlJ4MKi

9/30/2019 6:17:31 AM keith369me At this point, time for an information dump via DeClass, less damage would be done by whining cranky leftists than an angry mob of armed citizens on 

the right if a vote removed Trump from office based upon BS as an election is approaching.

9/30/2019 6:17:41 AM ranaemc Investigate everyone involved.  EVERYONE.   Country and common sense before political party.

9/30/2019 6:27:52 AM covertress #FakeWhistleblower pic.twitter.com/TrrDbQY6Db

9/30/2019 6:29:25 AM egelone #FakeWhistleblower #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 6:33:59 AM angeladeangelo you are correct Maria.

9/30/2019 6:38:10 AM dasha_dagmar Are grays still abducting people ?

9/30/2019 6:40:45 AM dragline99 #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 6:44:55 AM royalyid This circus needs to stop

9/30/2019 6:45:20 AM dasha_dagmar She is disgusting 🧛🏻♀️

9/30/2019 6:49:13 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1178667690690519041 …

9/30/2019 6:59:42 AM hick_kevin The Deep State is vast....

9/30/2019 7:07:34 AM wolfspirit1 Why did pelosi say in a TV interview she had already known what was on POTUS call???

Did she and schifty pay someone to eavesdrop?

9/30/2019 7:08:48 AM wolfspirit1 BClinton???? He looked wrecked as shit in a pic I saw yesterday

9/30/2019 7:11:44 AM lindabphillips What does that mean?

9/30/2019 7:12:46 AM wolfspirit1 This is a bull article... people are NOT turning from POTUS! That’s what this article says..

9/30/2019 7:17:15 AM prmd21801759 Another dog code: [biden]

9/30/2019 7:19:29 AM neilbridgman No, I think I read it was Ezra W Cohen, from the Q drops

9/30/2019 7:26:25 AM starehope Apparently it didn't help. She should have learned morals from her parents. Oh, forgot about her upbringing, where she learned how connections can 

help or be killed. Spoiled brat she was and still is. Must remember - Mafia crime family in not equal to moral upbringing.

9/30/2019 7:29:21 AM starehope Or are being blackmailed.

9/30/2019 7:30:59 AM tyetyler1 "I guarantee Trump will NOT be President" ~ Pelosi 2016

Yeah.  Intelligent?

9/30/2019 7:31:47 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/e15RPkr7fB

9/30/2019 7:32:29 AM allahuniversal Correct

9/30/2019 7:33:33 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/bokjEWoAcV



9/30/2019 7:38:39 AM mongrelglory Sorry, yes, that's what I meant. Black-mail is a prerequisite to holding positions of power it seems.

9/30/2019 7:40:52 AM rachaelangelm Like 25 years of Epstein experience!? It maybe her house but many bones and blood motor built it.

9/30/2019 7:43:30 AM hollylandes Is there more to that video soemwhere?

9/30/2019 8:05:19 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/DUCjt-PTzFY  pic.twitter.com/2G0eJ9bKlj

9/30/2019 8:05:32 AM asdasd26700831  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3p5MK08tU4 …     Is he legit?

9/30/2019 8:10:45 AM charmanda9 RBG would delay too, since ‘time’ would be taken for the highly televised funeral due to the brainwashed-in and inflated admiration of her by MSM 

groupies...followed by MSM drawing attn to ‘crazy’ Qppl who think she died long ago...then the appointing of a new ‘controversial’ SCJ

9/30/2019 8:14:11 AM therealmadre22  pic.twitter.com/ts8fL3zh5n

9/30/2019 8:17:08 AM kindeandtrue Seems more and more like this conspiracy was hatched by top members of the Trump Administration, namely Gina Haspel and Mike Pompeo.

9/30/2019 8:29:28 AM orthogonalron There never was any whistleblower

The phone call was scripted

They were all baited to get msm to talk about 

#Ukraine

#HumanTrafficking

9/30/2019 8:31:28 AM djlok Exactly my thoughts as well. #FakeWhistleblower

9/30/2019 8:31:38 AM guy_karen Declaws for crying out loud

9/30/2019 8:36:53 AM roublisa Yeah!!! pic.twitter.com/UkGIIsm7oN

9/30/2019 8:38:09 AM orthogonalron JB 

Heart attacks are deadly

9/30/2019 8:41:47 AM orthogonalron Milley 10-1

9/30/2019 8:41:57 AM angt_trost WTF bye.

9/30/2019 8:43:43 AM orthogonalron You are watching a movie 

Think Speed

9/30/2019 8:44:27 AM ab36913 [Adam Schitt]

9/30/2019 8:52:03 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 👀👀👀

9/30/2019 9:01:39 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/T5JMGWZryY

9/30/2019 9:10:25 AM roublisa Good morning @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....how many ✨Majestic ✨ members present at today’s ceremony...thank you for your dedication and service @

GenDunford  you are absolutely Majestic in every way😉🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/30/2019 9:19:03 AM swayzechar Yikes

9/30/2019 10:03:40 AM michael81972 Kek...She has as much intelligence as a sack full of hammer handles...

9/30/2019 10:04:02 AM cat_scaredy #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower pic.twitter.com/su33sKsd4P

9/30/2019 10:13:21 AM lonestarparson Nice.

9/30/2019 10:26:17 AM fansblowing3 Then this would be a sting operation to implicate Schiff 🤔

9/30/2019 10:29:39 AM fansblowing3 #fakewhistleblower #fakewhistleblower #fakewhistleblower #fakewhistleblower #fakewhistleblower #fakewhistleblower

9/30/2019 10:36:27 AM emilyoakley6 Very interesting.

9/30/2019 10:43:18 AM adizfoshiz  pic.twitter.com/iZtu18Gzv0

9/30/2019 10:48:49 AM waystarroy Why is he still active especially in a position like that?  And how bad was what he has done, if anything?

9/30/2019 10:54:59 AM random2012756 MJ - 12 never really served the image of transparency. When the one member who wanted to tell the truth (Forrestal) is “suicided” you know there’s 

an issue. I believe the famous Eisenhower speech about   about “be weary if the MIC” referred to MJ12.

9/30/2019 10:56:42 AM random2012756 However, I believe in foregiveness.  We ALL have stepped into the dark in past lives.  Maybe if we can see the potential for light in ALL humans, we 

would be in a better spot.

9/30/2019 11:06:44 AM mspoa It's unconstitutional to tax me for public schools when I have no children attending them. It's about time we get loud. Enough of the BS.

9/30/2019 11:15:04 AM thekanehb Yep. For awhile we paid taxes and had to still use private school bc our public didn’t offer the help my son needed. Total bs

9/30/2019 11:28:39 AM karma4event201 They are controlled by blackmail. 

The Resignation List has names of lots career politicians who took the out. The Remaining Deep State players who didn't retire / resign / pursue other 

interests believed they would get Trump out of office.

They failed and thier end will be ugly

9/30/2019 11:28:59 AM blsdbe 9th Birthday, you say? #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/30/2019 11:34:57 AM _greenlion_ OldWorldOrder = vatica, "right to rule by bloodline", demented old fools vaiting for an ancient saviour of the wicked

9/30/2019 11:35:45 AM karina89350882 👏👏👏 the IQ of a plant top or lower...

9/30/2019 11:44:27 AM girlawakeinca  https://foia.state.gov/searchapp/DOCUMENTS/HRCEmail_August_Web/IPS-0124/DOC_0C05774987/C05774987.pdf … pic.twitter.com/fae7JNm23H

9/30/2019 11:45:35 AM blsdbe Almost as good as putting words in [Her] mouth...

9/30/2019 11:49:04 AM momekool1 Can you elaborate?

9/30/2019 11:52:14 AM scottleecupp Absolutely right. The brain is the most mysterious and advanced thing in the Universe as we know of

9/30/2019 11:57:42 AM jaded_pearl Is there a poll somewhere on Pompeo? I hear chatter he's a bad actor and I don't want to believe it.

9/30/2019 11:59:12 AM karma4event201 Las Vegas 🤔

9/30/2019 12:06:09 PM karma4event201 Nadler? He would require extra boosters to get his fat self to space.

9/30/2019 12:16:13 PM michael81972 I know JP and JB are 🤡,  is this an attempt to smear GH.. https://twitter.com/jackposobiec/status/993905430060560384?s=21 …

9/30/2019 12:16:23 PM patriotswegoall Eyes on No. VP44 this week.

May get interesting.

9/30/2019 12:26:30 PM mongrelglory He is extremely lacking in moral fibre according to this article! https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/a-very-specific-grief-new-yorker-recounts-

how-hunter-biden-was-growing-close-to-brothers-widow-weeks-after-his-death …

9/30/2019 12:28:38 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have previously replied that the CIA is terminally corrupt.

9/30/2019 12:48:11 PM lightlove21121 Who else ?

😏

♥️

🙏🏽

9/30/2019 12:48:45 PM ab36913 I wonder if the brother was “suicided” too. 🤔🧐🤔

9/30/2019 12:52:30 PM irah_chandler Does the old empire still have a presence in our solar system?

9/30/2019 12:54:53 PM irah_chandler Have the amnesia machines placed by the old empire been removed yet?

9/30/2019 1:06:00 PM mongrelglory The brother was supposed to have died of a brain tumour...

9/30/2019 1:09:39 PM jeffcordell6 Truth

9/30/2019 1:13:28 PM mongrelglory Hmmm... maybe Jimmy Carter?

9/30/2019 1:19:48 PM enomai_ I like where this is going.

9/30/2019 1:22:32 PM azuremagus 80 at last count, none in Asc. cycle.

9/30/2019 1:27:36 PM azuremagus One of his best

9/30/2019 1:33:01 PM roublisa 😘😘😘 fun to see that tweet



9/30/2019 2:05:09 PM keith369me Would make sense due to age, but Carter isn’t a very interesting character...the coverage wouldn’t be as long as Bush or Clinton.

9/30/2019 2:16:15 PM blsdbe @zagnett @charmanda9 @LisaRoub @laurabusse @Keith72256137 @n7guardiananon @DJLOK @GirlAwakeinCA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (psst-Pass it 

on!!!)

9/30/2019 2:26:00 PM zagnett @Tidosan @nea_storm @ContinuumPope

@KremlinBot4 @MongrelGlory @Nun_chucknorris

@Love_Infusion @NSA_QIL2 @covertress

9/30/2019 2:27:11 PM blsdbe #ThanQ Zag!!! pic.twitter.com/ruaURlxpAU

9/30/2019 2:27:53 PM magabeliever20 🤣

9/30/2019 2:34:02 PM yustein  https://youtu.be/5OyxSGCxAus 

9/30/2019 2:54:53 PM steveroye Ahem... https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-whistleblower/democrats-want-access-to-trumps-phone-calls-with-russias-putin-others-schiff-

idUSKBN1WE0GN …

9/30/2019 3:00:28 PM carmindabrendel @Justice4allCQ @intheMatrixxx @TheSharpEdge1 @flaturanus17 @StormIsUponUs @AnonymousSage1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

9/30/2019 3:12:20 PM enomai_ Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Spoiler*

Is it snowden? https://mobile.twitter.com/ENOMAI_/status/1174727712482758656 …
9/30/2019 3:21:33 PM chuckschultheis For what exactly?

9/30/2019 3:34:03 PM kindeandtrue Pompeo raised red flags for me during Trump's UN speech last week. He looked very unhappy, and when Trump mentioned Kim Jung Un, he glowered, 

then made an "OK" sign with his thumb and forefinger and pointed at the back of his head. A hit order on POTUS? pic.twitter.com/SvCW1K7JY4

9/30/2019 3:46:56 PM nobullfitness1 And she should have blacklisted them all day 1.  I have never trusted her.

9/30/2019 3:56:51 PM miggz003 As JFK would say, splitter them into a thousand pieces and scatter them into the wind

9/30/2019 3:58:30 PM shari_todd Enough!!!

9/30/2019 4:00:25 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/yURRmWtbTbo 

9/30/2019 4:03:38 PM mbredwine I vote Brennan!

9/30/2019 4:04:43 PM kindeandtrue Tom Fitton has done more to expose government corruption than the entire Trump Administration and Congress combined.

9/30/2019 4:23:39 PM laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Release your burden

9/30/2019 4:26:15 PM aleks8837 Would letters like this be helpful to do more of?

I am not a native English speaker, but I can't just sit on my ass anymore waiting for it to happen. I must do SOMETHING.

(I sent this to patentpractice@uspto.gov) pic.twitter.com/ycnyXdeg3l

9/30/2019 4:26:41 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/xKmzNR5pd3

9/30/2019 4:36:20 PM melbourne_3000 I have a feeling Tom has had briefings at the highest level.

He is both crucial to The Cause and The Plan! 

#Gratitude 🙏

9/30/2019 5:02:56 PM iknow04042015 @TomFitton #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump 

I am being censored by Twitter after posting that Cofer Black, CIA and Chairman of Blackwater joined the Burisma Board that Hunter was on. What are 

your thoughts? Pic Related! pic.twitter.com/wjxxsAsxBF

9/30/2019 5:05:09 PM shari_todd Stay and stand strong🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

9/30/2019 5:07:00 PM nea_storm Aleksander Absolutely! The Power of Critical Thinking expressed with historical Facts & context is Exactly what is required! Brilliantly well written truth! 

I AM Eternally Grateful you wrote it! May I include it (giving complete credit to you)in an enforcement? Superb & Powerful pic.twitter.com/a3vQoSPcdV

9/30/2019 5:53:46 PM dark2light2019 My theory left will leak the “ID” of “whistleblower” they will be “killed” they will blame trump/barr.

Then base real impeachment on this.

9/30/2019 6:31:07 PM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This movie is getting seriously good. 

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

@v_rags @jbwrd88 @AllahUniversal
9/30/2019 6:33:46 PM blsdbe That was such a great look for him...love that tune!!!

9/30/2019 7:07:15 PM jootto7 Write them out on blue Post-Its...

stick them on gas pumps!  😊

9/30/2019 7:09:32 PM ab36913 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, what percentage of ALICEs interact with @POTUSs tweets versus people?  So much hate on his feed now. It seems to have 

ramped up again along with everything else that is happening.

9/30/2019 7:22:51 PM aleks8837 Please feel free to do with it as you like! Anyone. TO anyone. Email it, rewrite it, retweet it, send it to gov. offices, people, enemies, comments. It's the 

goal that matters! Message > messenger.

This is a CRITICAL thing that needs to happen in our lifetimes!

9/30/2019 7:30:36 PM blsdbe BRILLIANT!!! A solution anyone can afford (also, using a 3M product to take back our Country and our Freedom is a lovely way to STICK IT to the 

Corporations)!!! pic.twitter.com/7BBsNuveBS

9/30/2019 7:48:51 PM jootto7 Thank you... 😘

9/30/2019 7:58:03 PM jrocktigers 🔥🔥🔥

9/30/2019 7:59:17 PM mongrelglory I think citizens would feel ripped off if Bush Jr. or Clinton died before they had to face justice for their crimes!

9/30/2019 7:59:28 PM jrocktigers Hey, she did have the first ever beanie babies. . . .

9/30/2019 8:07:55 PM workitwayne I'm very in touch with my conscious mind. Doing things I knew thought I could do. Seeing things I never thought I could see.

9/30/2019 8:14:37 PM toffer_anon_369 What if Trump & the patriots also had fake whistleblowers that turned in evidence based on hearsay because of the new rules, against [them] at the 

same exact time?  How do you introduce evidence?

9/30/2019 8:15:08 PM forrestcrunk69 Consider the possibility you don't have the full story: https://youtu.be/LX38nCqQM-g 

9/30/2019 8:21:20 PM rosemodema My ONLY concern is the welfare of Mark.. that's it ... 

and the only reference to his passing is by that guy ... which concerns me



9/30/2019 8:28:57 PM workitwayne Yes it does and thank you.

9/30/2019 8:33:27 PM mickey18042014 Really?  I didn't know and how and why do you know?

9/30/2019 8:36:47 PM eskeljoyce That’s an insane article. Pence will never be President.

9/30/2019 9:18:39 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

9/30/2019 9:54:52 PM cabeck1961 @ChristinePolon1 @chiefpolice2 @Determined1776 @md_pershing @OutoftheG8TE @TheRealMaddog58 @Qlove4u @Duke52847078 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @ClintEastwoodLA @QAnonPastryChef @QBlueSkyQ @RAVENSWOODPUB @FollowQanon @Scrappy94546226 

@GoodDog94619152 @goodmedicine4us @swansta22 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

9/30/2019 10:06:38 PM cocopuffster12 Do you know Phil?

9/30/2019 10:09:49 PM ortainedevian Adam Schiff (Chair) - Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

"It is the primary committee in the US House of Representatives charged with the oversight of the United States Intelligence Community." Not 

harassing a US Pres. for partisan purposes >>> does anyone even care?

9/30/2019 10:14:06 PM jlundr Positivity is my specialty 😋

9/30/2019 10:20:32 PM raeanon We, who aren’t in office do. And there’s the shame

9/30/2019 10:24:31 PM marcust23762392 If it has an idiot for Chairman, is it still the intelligence committee?

9/30/2019 10:24:47 PM ortainedevian Why didn't he look into why Comey didn't press charges against HRC, why the FBI allowed a private firm to examine the DNC servers in a case involving 

national security when the FBI has their own Cyber Crime Division?

 https://www.fbi.gov/investigate/cyber …

Are these people all on CIA heroin?

9/30/2019 10:30:59 PM ortainedevian For oversight? It would have to be the intelligence community who put him in office. Who can forget Feinstein's speech about how the CIA hacked 

their oversight computers, they went into a closed session & everything magically disappeared?

9/30/2019 10:38:36 PM raeanon You just said the magic words, NATIONAL SECURITY

9/30/2019 10:39:43 PM ortainedevian Don't just say it, own it.

9/30/2019 10:42:35 PM raeanon See this fist 👊?

9/30/2019 10:44:14 PM raeanon 😘

9/30/2019 10:48:01 PM marcust23762392 It is effectively Pelosi who put him in.  The chair goes to the most senior member of the majority party on the committee.  She can control that because 

she controls committee assignments.

9/30/2019 10:50:25 PM ortainedevian Is that a fist? It looks like a Lego™. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r61n6AhxDxw …

9/30/2019 10:53:07 PM ortainedevian I just got the shivers. What are the odds that the Mod Squad are going to be chairs in the next two years?

9/30/2019 11:22:04 PM davidjohnweave  https://twitter.com/DavidJohnWeave/status/1178889431534755841 …

9/30/2019 11:29:02 PM ortainedevian Excellent - Like they didn't know hey would get busted for this?

"The Deep State Is Cornered: Prepare Accordingly"

 Operation Freedom

Sep 27, 2019

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cfAXWMy-VY&t=305s …

@docdhj

9/30/2019 11:39:50 PM ortainedevian That would explain why she's fighting to keep the borders open to stop the wave of racism that is sweeping Mexico.

 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-mexico-el-chapo/el-chapo-paid-former-mexican-president-100-million-bribe-trial-witness-idUSKCN1P92OS …

(click on thumbnails below picture)

 https://www.gob.mx/presidencia/galerias/reunion-con-delegacion-de-congresistas-de-estados-unidos?tab …

"Heroin Overdose Deaths Nearly Quadruple in 13 Years"  http://www.livescience.com/50025-heroine-overdose-deaths-united-states.html … 

pic.twitter.com/mrYjweBjG4

10/1/2019 12:09:44 AM hattieveda17 I am part of the 3%

Can you say #Crowdstrike

💣BOOM💣

@3Days3Nights @Crux41507251 @FollowQanon @catturd2 @love4thegameAK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RandyRRQuaid @realMHWilson

10/1/2019 2:36:27 AM yesxzz I see it as them being pitted against eachother by corporate interests. I prefer Jason as I’ve had a conversation with him. Funny he says Zach’s a “weak 

link in a criminal organisation”, aren’t many/the masses? You take it how you want, I take it as legislation being wrong. 🙏🏿🕍 

pic.twitter.com/rXpGkqCwKT

10/1/2019 3:32:49 AM rafngeirdal You might be right. Praize to honorable @TomFitton !

10/1/2019 3:41:40 AM jrocktigers I was being sarcastic and trying to make a joke..

10/1/2019 3:46:27 AM rafngeirdal wikipedia: “the Hatter is characterised by switching places on the table at any given time, making short, personal remarks, asking unanswerable riddles 

and reciting nonsensical poetry, all of which eventually drives Alice away.” Hence a Mad Hatter type of impeachment inquiry?

10/1/2019 3:50:29 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/pZd0Hrv9pw

10/1/2019 4:20:13 AM cisnez Killing in the name of... pic.twitter.com/P0u11HvQdp

10/1/2019 4:21:43 AM aetherwalker1 If some of the accounts that instantly respond to all of POTUS's tweets are real people.. WOW!

The Chronic Obsessive Trump Derangement Syndrome is strong with them.

I can't wait to see how they handle The Great Awakening.

10/1/2019 4:35:26 AM alwaysvotered I knew something was fishy about LG, but Ex Senator? Did I hear that right? Actors playing roles?

10/1/2019 4:59:49 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1179002855157571584 …

10/1/2019 5:11:03 AM sandro220 The weakest link in any criminal organization, consists of the very tendency toward criminality, with which the metaphorical chain, is so thoroughly 

infused.

10/1/2019 5:36:05 AM yesxzz Funny whoever made this out killing adulterers first. Regardless of what the adult industry is, they’re deserving/representing the wheel of 

samsara/suffering and therefore will probably kill be killed for their profess:ion. #fun #NY 🤙🏿💁🏾♂️ pic.twitter.com/OB2nB9PJXa

10/1/2019 5:47:28 AM yesxzz May:be I wasn’t clear that all things listed (and worthy of killing) are cheating/ers. And who can defend that which they do not know as $it doesn’t let 

anyone know who they are. 👁👀 pic.twitter.com/0vuw0RTFxj

10/1/2019 5:51:08 AM sandro220 #Tyl3R #TYLER #TYL3R

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#October1st 😎

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/Kvclv6vLeB

10/1/2019 5:53:59 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/wiawko4Eqa4 

#Tyl3R #TYL3R #TYLER

#October1st 😀

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/XLJOCSNIgS



10/1/2019 5:56:27 AM sandro220 #Tyl3R #TYLER #TYL3R

#TimePhoneHack

#ArtificialIntelligence

#PositiveVibes

#October1st

 https://youtu.be/fKKNPLowteY  pic.twitter.com/t9TCG0O2gO

10/1/2019 6:05:48 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ij06kLDKJrw 

#Tyl3R #TYLER #TYL3R

#TimePhoneHack

#DigitalTransformation

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy pic.twitter.com/nqrXjKUviB

10/1/2019 6:14:03 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/Xbgs6QKmxFk 

#Tyl3R #TYL3R #TYLER

#TimePhoneHack

#ArtificialIntelligence

#positiveenergy

#October1st

#PositiveVibes pic.twitter.com/czUznAxxBv

10/1/2019 6:26:35 AM chaele3 Remember that one time when @HillaryClinton was glitching and needed a SLEEVE to lean on?

So glad her team was around to help with this malfunction. 

@realDonaldTrump

@Kre8change

@speakprojectM

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@prayingmedic https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1178953472714129408 …
10/1/2019 6:27:42 AM wbwse I get double killed for being gay yay!

10/1/2019 6:29:15 AM wbwse HAPPY OCTOBER WE MADE IT!

10/1/2019 6:29:31 AM sandro220 😀🙏

10/1/2019 6:37:05 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1179027089284050945 …

10/1/2019 6:38:03 AM cryptooz Killed? Who did it? Let me at em!

10/1/2019 6:41:48 AM yesxzz Still very curious how some:one is going to ex:plain to me how they’re [being] gay! 🤪

10/1/2019 6:53:13 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/IwSTe9uit48  😎 pic.twitter.com/UPRAvSbcJ0

10/1/2019 6:53:39 AM cryptooz 🤗🙂👍

10/1/2019 6:58:20 AM wbwse Thank you! Iloveyousomuch 💙💙💙 pic.twitter.com/epvcwsWEdB

10/1/2019 6:58:45 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/A6cylwiWBSs 

😀🙏🤙😎 pic.twitter.com/vOvAibtVbQ

10/1/2019 7:00:14 AM sandro220 🙏😀 pic.twitter.com/GvJvIroEr1

10/1/2019 7:02:35 AM wbwse Lev && Rom 

Leviticus and Roman gonna get burned!

10/1/2019 7:03:32 AM sandro220 Happy Happy Joy Joy   Stinky Wizzleteats   The Ren   Stimpy Show   The S...  https://youtu.be/HZFTUtbn1RU  via @YouTube

10/1/2019 7:03:37 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/XGlJYPeniv

10/1/2019 7:07:18 AM wbwse 😻💙😻 pic.twitter.com/0ewzHdgcju

10/1/2019 7:08:00 AM wbwse Dear Sina, I love you a lot you feel it huh?

10/1/2019 7:10:10 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/FO5UPSXtwx

10/1/2019 7:10:25 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/NyDj75ShZ0k  pic.twitter.com/nercYFOaNc

10/1/2019 7:13:54 AM wbwse I can control Saturn with a controller from amazon?! Now how to reboot game with proper settings....hmmm

10/1/2019 7:14:26 AM sandro220 😎 pic.twitter.com/yvlqLlSLJP

10/1/2019 7:15:52 AM sandro220 Ahh..but does that same device enable you to control Uranus as well?

🤣🤣

#zinger ?

10/1/2019 7:16:36 AM wbwse I’m starving gimme my breakfasT right meow please! I want pancakes with extra syrup pwease I won’t waste a drop!

10/1/2019 7:19:22 AM wbwse Love! pic.twitter.com/7TyBfFtmcf

10/1/2019 7:20:37 AM wbwse I love the gift! Thank you! 💋

10/1/2019 7:21:23 AM wbwse Quite the contrary! It moistens my soul!

10/1/2019 7:24:51 AM wbwse No that’s a higher dimensional device of unconditional gay love silly

10/1/2019 7:25:46 AM wbwse Not hushed but just flushed! 💩

10/1/2019 7:26:49 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini

Need Confirmation!!! https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1179039461264330753 …

10/1/2019 7:34:16 AM sandro220 😀 pic.twitter.com/fqeQyMVwij

10/1/2019 7:35:55 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ZS-k02hf-hI  pic.twitter.com/AiYI0AcUBK

10/1/2019 7:41:13 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/MHdsegoCLvU 

😎 pic.twitter.com/nfrUeI5Cej

10/1/2019 8:27:51 AM charlesgdavis1 Thieves ALWAYS do what THEY do.....STEAL!!!!👹👹👹👹💸💸💸💸💰💰💰💰💳💳💳💳 @NewYorkFed @federalreserve @tribunal_watch 

@TheJusticeDept @FBI @NewYorkFBI @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace

10/1/2019 8:29:24 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1179055399305187328 …

10/1/2019 8:44:04 AM charlesgdavis1 AND guess what IF I DID 1% of WHAT THEY DID......I would BE IN JAIL FOR CONSECUTIVE TRIPLE LIFE SENTENCES 30 YEARS 

AGO!!!!😂😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😎😈😈😈👹👹😇👈

10/1/2019 8:48:46 AM wbwse 💙💙 💧

10/1/2019 8:56:00 AM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why did these two look so strange in this press conference?  pic.twitter.com/aH8WECe14P

10/1/2019 9:06:25 AM huckleberryhon1 🤔 ...because they are thespians 🎭

10/1/2019 9:32:50 AM grundemt Hmmm? X. O. C. C. M. O. B. pic.twitter.com/Lh3PEDH4U7



10/1/2019 9:36:50 AM cat_scaredy I was going with a ThomasCrown inspired meme my 1st one!!! The climax of the film when the fake painting dissolves revealing the stolen Monet(no 

pic found) Used the bower painting in place Link to this 5D deception move scene on the opponent in film below

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=C3rDWENRI7c … pic.twitter.com/NKQaV3JDf1

10/1/2019 9:38:14 AM wbwse MXC (1090 in Roman numerals) that may be a good pointer !

10/1/2019 9:39:32 AM lonestarparson Nice.

10/1/2019 9:47:07 AM grundemt A Gematria Scrabble app!  How amazing would that be?!

WbWse, you can have all the royalties :)

#youhearditherefirst pic.twitter.com/WNGF3JRlJH

10/1/2019 10:03:10 AM cat_scaredy Above link is only partial clip of climax-The rest in like below.

Also, just did brief research on René Magritte artist of Son of Man painting.  Post waking up you start to see new layers in all aspects of the world we 

are living in. 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=MODlCaeiT0M … pic.twitter.com/UvyIYAUyqN

10/1/2019 10:23:06 AM autochik631 To the 12- make it right😡don’t ever stop making it right.For my grandkids & all the kids.

10/1/2019 10:35:00 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/vWhPimx07H0  pic.twitter.com/YyXTzSzRqN

10/1/2019 10:35:50 AM cat_scaredy Took me ages from lurker to interacting thx to your push into twatter pool  “Nice” esp when repeated is so ALICE You are LoneStarParson with an 

arsenal of elite pompous trained vocabulary Use it to help bring us from Darkness to Light & post a LSPmeme MJs like infographics&fishn 

pic.twitter.com/PgZgSNUC7p

10/1/2019 10:38:51 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/7EFKpKUzh7w  pic.twitter.com/P8upfN5zKE

10/1/2019 10:41:11 AM lonestarparson I've been busy. https://twitter.com/LoneStarParson/status/1179086564355399681?s=19 …

10/1/2019 10:48:50 AM brad34351293 All are overripe & rotten from the inside!

Good call!

10/1/2019 10:50:25 AM sandro220 Groove Armada - Superstylin'  https://youtu.be/_kE0pxRkMtQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/GDbDopeWBp

10/1/2019 11:01:16 AM brad34351293 Thank You for dealing in facts.

Even though I don't like Fox all the time, still some fake ass news, 9 11 & the dirty Dems they have. At least they have some people that stand up for 

#POTUS45.

10/1/2019 11:01:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big Events In 2 Weeks

Bigger Events in 3 Weekz

Biglt events in 4 weeks.

Date markers R important.

Where is Q?

10/1/2019 11:01:42 AM francoissmc Scatter it in 1000 pieces!

10/1/2019 11:02:27 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/1/2019 11:02:38 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/1/2019 11:02:39 AM sailorpractical Who trusts the NSA?

10/1/2019 11:02:40 AM gemutlich5050 Burn it down along with the rats in the FBI and DoJ. 

#MAGA2020 #Crowdstrike #FakeWhistleblower #qanon

10/1/2019 11:02:45 AM humanprimer JFK didn't even get to the letter stage.  Let's finish this.

10/1/2019 11:03:06 AM upmoxie  pic.twitter.com/VnAHjm5C9t

10/1/2019 11:03:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's pretty gusty to wake up everyday married to a rapist. https://twitter.com/katiecouric/status/1179055233756008448 …

10/1/2019 11:04:31 AM dlmaybee BC is looking a little bit under the weather...

10/1/2019 11:04:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Clowns] https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1179094515061272576 …

10/1/2019 11:04:36 AM speaakn It’s not gutsy - it takes guts to leave a man bc he’s a rapist 🤨

10/1/2019 11:04:37 AM guy_karen She’s not any better

10/1/2019 11:04:39 AM djlok Damn, Majestic 12!!!  But you are definitely correct about that!!!!

10/1/2019 11:05:20 AM whiskey_ginger1 Red October #QAnon

10/1/2019 11:05:22 AM gitmochannel 4 weeks would be October 29, 2019.  HRC? https://youtu.be/-Emg1Mo3GXM 

10/1/2019 11:05:23 AM michael81972 Unless you’re someone that eats children on the side...

10/1/2019 11:05:32 AM 4on6 A decision Truman would soon regret.

10/1/2019 11:05:53 AM reneeallison04 YES! 86 the C_A.....major hub of corruption

10/1/2019 11:06:17 AM mynardpamela Yes please!

10/1/2019 11:06:18 AM nurseniceyes It will push to fruition. He is around.

10/1/2019 11:06:25 AM synackstatic Fundamentally, all information is gathered and processed by all IC. Clowns are humint and use that gathered data to build leverage, blackmail, and 

control over everyone. NSA is sigint and builds systems to process and organize data for action in defense. Mil use being primary.

10/1/2019 11:07:18 AM magapls2020 Will Q make his return today?

Patriots in control. No deals. Red October.

10/1/2019 11:07:26 AM synackstatic If everyone has our data, would we not want our defenders being the ones capable of wielding it? or do we want the hierarchy of power in control? All 

info is gathered, can't go back, the genie is out of the bottle. So what do we do from here?

10/1/2019 11:07:27 AM keith369me Time to smash it in 1,000 pieces!!!

10/1/2019 11:07:55 AM williamelgato3 #ComingAttractions

10/1/2019 11:08:16 AM ethereal_shaman Clowns In America.

10/1/2019 11:08:53 AM keith369me October 30? :-) 2 year delta?

10/1/2019 11:09:07 AM spauldingdebi Cartel in America

10/1/2019 11:09:15 AM bdam777 More fishing... 🐟🐟🐟

10/1/2019 11:09:30 AM lizzah_83 I agree 💯 Brad.

10/1/2019 11:09:40 AM higherdensitees Hint, hint...that would make a great Christmas present to the We the People!!!

10/1/2019 11:09:48 AM siriusbshaman Q is still around. But very busy.

10/1/2019 11:10:16 AM markharridge @remindmetweets 30 days

10/1/2019 11:10:29 AM keith369me Try OAN...not perfect but better

10/1/2019 11:15:46 AM isaiah28391701 This coming from a sell-out hypocrite (couric) who pimps Procter & Gamble, while pushing climate hoax. #Propaganda

10/1/2019 11:16:36 AM shad0wanon 11/3

10/1/2019 11:16:40 AM jastersally Good

10/1/2019 11:17:10 AM nopeyonekenopey In this area, they were pretty evenly matched.

10/1/2019 11:18:24 AM zoltanzzz87 Happy 58th

Z pic.twitter.com/9vXV74vTmA

10/1/2019 11:22:24 AM gatocos93306540 Can't see. Better picture

10/1/2019 11:23:49 AM 369bob Bills 's lucky man eh ?

10/1/2019 11:24:17 AM fansblowing3 Q in 2 weeks?  Something to do with Zuckerberg in 3 weeks?  IT/ Facebook/ Twitter / Google event in 4 weeks?

10/1/2019 11:26:43 AM texasqpatriot 🤢

10/1/2019 11:27:54 AM herstarz No matter whether the clowns keep their alphabet or not, there will always be HUMINT.



10/1/2019 11:28:45 AM jaspony1 Time doesn't exist!!!

No dates are given...

The plan goes at its own time...

10/1/2019 11:28:50 AM cosmic_engineer More like consciousness Op.

We are far more powerful than most imagine themselves.

Collectively, we are unstoppable. Uncontrollable.

10/1/2019 11:30:23 AM marcust23762392 I think they are the best possible campaign ad.  If the American people are so far gone we don't turn it around now it doesn't matter anyway.

10/1/2019 11:30:45 AM cosmic_engineer No more spooks after this Halloween

10/1/2019 11:32:12 AM coranicholls Can not retrieve tweet! #WWG1WGA #Trump2020 #THESTORMISHERE #TheGreatAwakening #Trump2020 #FAKEWHISTLEBLOWER 

#FAKEWHISTLEBLOWER #DARKTOLIGHT #CROWDSTRIKE #CROWDSTRIKE #SHEEPNOMORE #GODWINS

10/1/2019 11:32:30 AM mntcol Clones. ☺️

10/1/2019 11:32:49 AM jrho013 Afterall,  she was the Keeper of the Gate.

10/1/2019 11:34:24 AM majcm83 Betting no

10/1/2019 11:35:24 AM saanon2 I am not sure who is more afraid of whom pic.twitter.com/mexP9dULbm

10/1/2019 11:37:06 AM fansblowing3 Tweet deleted

10/1/2019 11:37:44 AM hawkgirlinmn @remindmetweets_ 30 days

10/1/2019 11:39:09 AM tdill64 And in 1963 he penned an op-Ed that said that they have lost their original mission and should be disbanded

10/1/2019 11:39:34 AM mcmom2005 Wasn't the DAT Oct. 30?

10/1/2019 11:42:17 AM irisfoxnycgrand Not when you eat children.

10/1/2019 11:44:45 AM patriotswegoall Paperclip people became OSS.

OSS became C_A.

Truman created NSA.

Truman EO says NSA exempt from all laws unless they are mentioned in the law/bill.

10/1/2019 11:46:01 AM realityloominng Those who understand what Snowden did, plus how and why Q is real imo.

10/1/2019 11:47:24 AM starehope I don't  and I have reason.

10/1/2019 11:48:44 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ERxlynSfOV

10/1/2019 11:49:23 AM jones_tobious  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2VeqRUQkB8I&t=1320s …

10/1/2019 11:49:36 AM jones_tobious  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2VeqRUQkB8I&t=1320s …

10/1/2019 11:49:43 AM coloradokiter That was fast!

10/1/2019 11:50:29 AM jones_tobious  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2VeqRUQkB8I&t=1320s …

10/1/2019 11:52:28 AM mongrelglory That would be awesome! pic.twitter.com/SJF4TKU6Fp

10/1/2019 11:52:32 AM hambrickro 😎 Situational Awareness for October 31 - Satanic Holiday - DO NOT PARTICIPATE 💥 Inversion October 13 - 👀 WIDE OPEN - Right is Left, Left is Right 

. 😎

10/1/2019 11:52:42 AM patriotswegoall So why Truman via EO allow the NSA to be exempted from all laws of the USA?

10/1/2019 11:53:54 AM jollyrob2 😂👍

10/1/2019 11:54:02 AM chinitorecadi In two weeks there is a full aries moon!

10/1/2019 11:54:21 AM sdane8 I thought it was an okay symbol as well, but then watched the video repeatedly and realized it was simply the camera angle and the way he raised his 

hand that gave it the illusion of being so.

10/1/2019 11:55:22 AM sdane8 #FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower

#FakeWhistleblower

10/1/2019 11:56:39 AM jaded_pearl I've been wondering where Q is myself. I thought 8 chan was supposed to be back on already. There are too many plot twists...I'm craving the spoiler 

alerts 💚

10/1/2019 11:56:55 AM sdane8 "5% valuable function"  😄

10/1/2019 11:59:59 AM mongrelglory Burn!!!

Is this the NSA Child Crimes account? 😜

10/1/2019 12:00:57 PM patriotcreek Q has posted every day. @realDonaldTrump Q+ twitter

10/1/2019 12:01:45 PM jollyrob2 Off planet?

10/1/2019 12:02:29 PM magapls2020 Love it!!!

10/1/2019 12:02:42 PM 4albradley Do it now

10/1/2019 12:03:09 PM mongrelglory Quite frankly, they've been a scourge on humanity...

10/1/2019 12:04:00 PM 1_decided_voter That would be GLORIOUS!

10/1/2019 12:04:07 PM susan66388204 Thanks for the heads up @MJ12.  Games R fun and hints are necessary.  Reading the comms and digging has been Awesome throughout this journey 

to freeing our planet.  I know you say this account is leaving just know 1 person Learned Exponetionally!!! 👊💜

10/1/2019 12:07:53 PM lightlove21121 Very.

10/1/2019 12:08:25 PM ingersolockwood Bigger events in 3 weekZ..Z=26th letter..October 26th three weeks from now

10/1/2019 12:08:54 PM jollyrob2 And the typos? pic.twitter.com/c0zeplR58Z

10/1/2019 12:11:59 PM blsdbe Exactly

10/1/2019 12:12:21 PM lightworkercain 2 year anniversary in 4 weeks...

HRC going to be arrested?

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/AyOAzDLRjw

10/1/2019 12:15:54 PM lightworkercain Weekz?

Biglt?

10/1/2019 12:17:05 PM rachaelangelm I think Q is gathering markers, Like so many of the members need to be in sync for it to work

10/1/2019 12:17:08 PM blsdbe Z that should be an S, a missing space, an un needed ‘It’, the missing Ae...

10/1/2019 12:17:37 PM blsdbe Save It?!?

10/1/2019 12:18:09 PM cosmic_engineer Projecting

10/1/2019 12:18:33 PM blsdbe Sae It?

10/1/2019 12:19:30 PM brick_airhedred I've been trying to decide if I want to celebrate Halloween this year. 🤔

10/1/2019 12:19:33 PM tamiwils0n22813 #Soon Coming to a theater near you! 😘 pic.twitter.com/RNPV7ZcUWp

10/1/2019 12:19:51 PM blsdbe Well Done, Debbie!!!

10/1/2019 12:20:28 PM rachaelangelm Yet in the end she was able to make him pay for that. Maybe they should’ve both just like called it quits a long time ago. They seem very toxic both of 

them

10/1/2019 12:21:14 PM jollyrob2 And “events” E



10/1/2019 12:21:32 PM lightworkercain In 2 weeks...

#Checkmate #POTUSPlaying4DChess pic.twitter.com/OmUjd9f5KD

10/1/2019 12:22:06 PM tdchance1 Q is on the job

10/1/2019 12:23:19 PM sandro220 If one has to have an ultrasound b/c one suffers from, for ex., a coma-related penchant for urinating more frequently than prior to the coma, isn’t the 

request on the part of the examiners  to arrive at the exam after not having urinated for 1 hr., both superfluous, and nuts?!🤣

10/1/2019 12:24:39 PM lightworkercain In 4 weeks...

#NavyDay pic.twitter.com/W0LaPrcUzb

10/1/2019 12:24:40 PM jollyrob2 Could be 🎉👍

Quick btw✨

10/1/2019 12:25:54 PM sandro220 Pissin' on Your Steps  https://youtu.be/OsBBtxM7JOw  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/IX5KYy2hBk

10/1/2019 12:26:07 PM anon17light Don’t listen to MJ-12. Their just another account that deliberately gives false hope and “predictions” that never materialize. Seems to be trying to get 

ppl to get tired and give up on Q. Don’t get down though, things are only going as fast as their able to. We’re still winning!

10/1/2019 12:30:46 PM nikoscali The beginning of the beginning of the end of Freedom!

10/1/2019 12:33:37 PM starehope Love you all, but I believe the message is correct as written.

10/1/2019 12:34:44 PM weshallrise144k Another arm of the 4th Reich.  Prove me wrong.

10/1/2019 12:38:21 PM natureinspace 187 it. Before it can 187 anyone else.

10/1/2019 12:38:35 PM kevingi46693568 She got nothing to worry about.

10/1/2019 12:40:32 PM patriotswegoall October surprises coming?

Guessing the Q team may be planning surprises for us.

10/1/2019 12:43:31 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/4CJHYNcCDR

10/1/2019 12:47:34 PM starehope I blocked that account.

10/1/2019 12:48:29 PM bbobbio71 Where is Q? pic.twitter.com/daMTiOtUz9

10/1/2019 12:51:58 PM beetickler How about looking into a mirror?

10/1/2019 12:52:09 PM rudedrew63 Speaking of Q what's going on with 8chan

10/1/2019 12:53:31 PM yesxzz Both Ad exagero and ad Hominem! #cubit #cul8r 🤖

10/1/2019 12:54:26 PM starehope 😭😭😭 Love Flynn!

10/1/2019 12:54:58 PM liltilgerlil I like it backwards 4, 3, 2,

10/1/2019 12:57:58 PM rasghul4 8chan is no more pic.twitter.com/iPPRzDoq8D

10/1/2019 1:00:15 PM wbwse 0601! Love!

10/1/2019 1:01:22 PM mtldrmr83 "R" ?

10/1/2019 1:03:42 PM nea_storm We are All here with you on this magnificent "Journey" Navigating as Creators, along with you! Just "Don't Stop Believing in Magic!"  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoOOpLpcF28 … pic.twitter.com/ykgWTkOtWr

10/1/2019 1:06:39 PM allahuniversal I don't think they liked that question pic.twitter.com/6IZDRq6t0w

10/1/2019 1:09:30 PM allahuniversal Learning something new every day, thanks!

10/1/2019 1:11:10 PM starehope Very fishy.

10/1/2019 1:11:31 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/a6qt31OL6q

10/1/2019 1:11:32 PM allahuniversal @remindmetweets_ 16 days

10/1/2019 1:14:52 PM qtipz45 Q is playing defense. They are so scared of q they don’t know when to use the ff event they have planned. They need to use it now. But they need to 

blame it on q and crazy conspiracy theories....they are screwed.

10/1/2019 1:15:43 PM synackstatic You don't understand. Sigint has it all. It seems everything. Literally all data is collected. Hold tight to those photographs in your basement that haven't 

seen the light of day. 5% of CIA ops are valuable, those will be absorbed. The rest is power games and corruption.

10/1/2019 1:17:28 PM enlight3nedgeek Spousal privilege. As long as they are married, they don't have to testify against each other when they go to court for murder or treason or any other of 

their many crimes.

10/1/2019 1:21:14 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 [clowns]?

 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-vatican-raid/vatican-police-raid-top-offices-take-documents-idUSKBN1WG45E …

10/1/2019 1:21:25 PM smith_jere Page does not exist but I hope so. About damn time. What, only 70 plus years of lawlessness? Seems like that should have been enough to take the 

country down. If they have not succeeded, greatest failure ever considering the power they have wielded and abused.

10/1/2019 1:22:25 PM sailorpractical I do understand. Why would anyone trust the NSA with that data?

10/1/2019 1:24:38 PM laurabusse Thank you Michael 😊

10/1/2019 1:24:55 PM youstinksoap As of today, Q last posted 60 days ago....

10/1/2019 1:25:22 PM michael81972 You are welcome😊

10/1/2019 1:26:03 PM ingersolockwood In correlation..the S at the end off “weeks”in the fist sentence would be the 16th of October. The 16th and 26th potential days

10/1/2019 1:28:35 PM mrsteezey @remindmetweets 14 days

10/1/2019 1:28:43 PM roublisa 234RQ 🤔

10/1/2019 1:29:16 PM fansblowing3 Thank you 👍

10/1/2019 1:29:57 PM michael81972 👍🏻

10/1/2019 1:31:30 PM lightworkercain Saw that too, but didnt want to fly that high today. 😁

10/1/2019 1:32:01 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-court-forces-release-of-clinton-wikileaks-discussion-email-that-

confirms-state-department-knew-about-her-email-account/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=press_release …

10/1/2019 1:33:13 PM fansblowing3 Very interesting video.  I see this German guy has a few other videos re Seattle’s doom.  Part of the 16 year plan? 🤔 He also said there was a tv series 

in Germany about the countdown to the end of the world.

10/1/2019 1:35:11 PM laurabusse Katie couric

I'd screenshot it for you but I can't figure out how to do it

10/1/2019 1:36:19 PM seybird11 Concerning.

10/1/2019 1:37:59 PM msmartinijones Done!!👊🏻

10/1/2019 1:38:39 PM yesxzz Ex:actly! I can’t recall who said it but they pointed out another having your style of typing/speaking. Though there’s controlling opposing suggesting of 

you being incomprehensible which taken together is ad Absurdum ad Infinitum. 😼 pic.twitter.com/OtmO2eeoH4

10/1/2019 1:38:54 PM enomai_  https://youtu.be/g09e8XLf0OA 

10/1/2019 1:39:25 PM vegas_maga #HOOAH!!

10/1/2019 1:39:40 PM houdini481 Q is busy doing R STU ff.

10/1/2019 1:40:16 PM vegas_maga #WWG1WGA

10/1/2019 1:40:35 PM chris_losh_ @remindmetweets 30 days

10/1/2019 1:41:34 PM vegas_maga Check out this poll! pic.twitter.com/053zkEA7f0

10/1/2019 1:41:55 PM vegas_maga  pic.twitter.com/ZQGsWw4F4P

10/1/2019 1:42:11 PM sandro220 Phish - "Down With Disease/Catapult" (Alpine Valley, 7/18/03)  https://youtu.be/IJGf3A57ld0  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/fMZ6p8LoQs

10/1/2019 1:42:25 PM msmartinijones Gross



10/1/2019 1:43:31 PM yesxzz Well I’m not sure it’s ad tempus, ad Infinitum ad intendo sugar is ad Absurdum. 🍭 https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1171716042181283842?s=21 …

10/1/2019 1:44:02 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/87BFgfvLZzE 

10/1/2019 1:47:47 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/PMpmYuRc-AY 

😁 pic.twitter.com/RUNPY8vwm8

10/1/2019 1:49:21 PM bobholmgren1 I hope so.

10/1/2019 1:49:41 PM jno_maga 🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/1/2019 1:50:09 PM yesxzz With an at:titude like that, you’re getting no sugar from $me. #sugar #favour 👨❤️👨  https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1177582811261341696?s=21 …

10/1/2019 1:50:22 PM jno_maga I need a vagina transplant.

10/1/2019 1:50:28 PM vegas_maga #WWG1WGA

10/1/2019 1:52:00 PM wwg1wga93583681 Trust the plan.

10/1/2019 1:57:31 PM unittzoo It’s so exhausting. I’ve been reading in x weeks since Nov 1, 2017. Followed flight tracker, went down all the rabbit holes and thought it was all going to 

happen during this time last year.

10/1/2019 1:59:30 PM carolin15161363 Yes. Bill is a brave man.

10/1/2019 2:02:18 PM wbwse Do I get all the sugar? Cause I’m fine sharing I guess

10/1/2019 2:03:42 PM wbwse I LIKE ALL THE FLAVORS

10/1/2019 2:06:48 PM happynessiam Lindsey Graham

10/1/2019 2:06:48 PM 02joshuaradwan New everything then

10/1/2019 2:08:11 PM yesxzz Chocolate, Vanilla, Caramel top so I’m not ab:out when the mars bars drop. #Inclusivity 💑 pic.twitter.com/9QHhGGELUa

10/1/2019 2:08:48 PM chasingzerps @RemindMe_OfThis  14 days

10/1/2019 2:09:16 PM yesxzz Austin be like. 🤙🏿🤣😝😜 pic.twitter.com/Vte5aEZwcd

10/1/2019 2:09:44 PM janetsh37392555 “Facts are stubborn things; & whatever may be our wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions, they cannot alter the state of facts & 

evidence”—John Adams, 2nd President of USA

BRING IT ON!!  Trusting the Plan!!

10/1/2019 2:10:29 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/V7OO2jjZbwU 

10/1/2019 2:10:33 PM moemc8 @remindmetweets_ 30 days

10/1/2019 2:11:40 PM sdane8 I don't think their dark magic would be as powerful if they were separate. Together they make formidable opponents for most. Enter ... our President, 

the Master Wizard! "The end of this show will be Biblical!"

10/1/2019 2:16:05 PM mtldrmr83 All in good time.

10/1/2019 2:16:55 PM sdane8 Sheesh, I love this account!  ❤️

10/1/2019 2:21:08 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  I was making a joke about how the NSA Child Crimes account is usually the one who makes "Zingers" about people. This was a bit out of 

character for MJ-12 I thought.

10/1/2019 2:21:25 PM 313looper HapPy 58th BirthDay DIA 🥳🎂🥂🍾🎉

Thank You For Your Service To The Humanity 🌹

10/1/2019 2:22:37 PM laurabusse Ah

Makes much more sense now LOL

I just assumed you couldn't see couric's tweet for some reason

10/1/2019 2:24:08 PM surfing123456 Thank you for protecting my family and my country WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/TLHzpg3nSl

10/1/2019 2:26:51 PM ruzzigabriel Holly crap!! Thanks for sharing!!

10/1/2019 2:33:22 PM hotwheelsjusty Once they start naming dates there’s no point in getting excited. 🙄

10/1/2019 2:34:34 PM mnmsurfinlang A permanent loss of innocence. However it needs to happen to restore the natural order of the world. I faced it and it was hard. That is why Q said 

many will be in the hospital "I" think.

10/1/2019 2:34:35 PM magabeliever20 It’s “a matter of national security” excuse was spawned.

10/1/2019 2:35:07 PM magabeliever20 Pretty disgutsing

10/1/2019 2:35:36 PM magabeliever20 Where is Q?🤓🧐🧐🧐🧐

10/1/2019 2:42:19 PM aleks8837 I see what you did there 😏

10/1/2019 2:42:22 PM usmc549 Try reading Q from the start slowly and it is all there for you. Yeah from the start. Starting at 1.  🇺🇸

10/1/2019 2:43:58 PM anonangel55 We have everything 💪🏽♥🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

10/1/2019 2:48:50 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @VincentCrypt46 @realDonaldTrump 

"Snow White"??? https://www.space.com/32863-dwarf-planet-snow-white-size-revision.html …

10/1/2019 2:50:35 PM curt_avila Birds of a feather...

10/1/2019 2:53:11 PM chew_soap @remindmetweets_ 14 days

10/1/2019 2:53:22 PM the_fjalar #RedOctober pic.twitter.com/nil4T7VA6h

10/1/2019 2:53:35 PM the_fjalar #RedOctober pic.twitter.com/rpnlz4OAzc

10/1/2019 2:53:50 PM the_fjalar #RedOctober pic.twitter.com/MpEwiBiMax

10/1/2019 2:54:07 PM chew_soap @remindmetweets_ 13 days

10/1/2019 2:55:42 PM blsdbe Seize at? Good grief... pic.twitter.com/dnJHkirloh

10/1/2019 2:56:14 PM winki00000001 "R" = are ?

10/1/2019 2:57:11 PM mtldrmr83 "R" = 18

10/1/2019 2:59:02 PM ideclarefreedom "my fellow Americans" speech in 28 days ?

10/1/2019 3:01:11 PM jonesy4671 I take everything from accounts that arent Q with a huge grain of salt.

10/1/2019 3:11:50 PM vincentlalibert @remindmetweets 30 days

10/1/2019 3:16:58 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/9beB6VOa5H

10/1/2019 3:18:23 PM synackstatic You shouldn't. But everyone else is taking it. Social media is a creation of humint. Big data is all data and that time has come. You must act as if 

someone will blackmail you because you enjoy midget porn. You have to understand that EVERYTHING is or will very soon be connected.

10/1/2019 3:18:37 PM rachaelangelm Yeah. I have a aunt and uncle like them. They pretend to hate each other but they stay together.

10/1/2019 3:20:30 PM synackstatic and act accordingly. The other option is that the people become separated, isolated, and controlled. An incredible beurocracy of social engineers and 

international power interests want to control you using infinite data to do so.

10/1/2019 3:28:12 PM djlok ... from Hillary Clinton and we all start drinking.

10/1/2019 3:30:19 PM djlok Ya'll will remember.  Something will happen in those time(is an illusion)frames and we'll all be digging for this tweet.  It always goes like that.

10/1/2019 3:32:45 PM allahuniversal We do not forget 💪

10/1/2019 3:34:36 PM djlok Gusty = Now it sounds like a Storm is brewing!!!

10/1/2019 3:37:39 PM allahuniversal 5:5

10/1/2019 3:38:36 PM wbwse Pepsi.

10/1/2019 3:39:04 PM wbwse Yes but nude and with incense!

10/1/2019 3:39:52 PM wbwse Not me lmao 😉

10/1/2019 3:42:03 PM royalyid Excited to tell us 🤷🏻♂️Let’s hope it pops off

10/1/2019 3:43:01 PM cryptooz My daughter was bullied so much she had to be homeschooled.. they where jealous of her.

10/1/2019 3:45:07 PM v_rags Love that song!



10/1/2019 3:46:09 PM cryptooz Don't get me started on bullies.. online ones or real life ones...

10/1/2019 3:51:02 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

Eyes on!!!!! https://twitter.com/bandmom74/status/1179157489566138368 …

10/1/2019 3:51:02 PM spiritofkarma13 @remindmetweets 14 days

10/1/2019 3:54:28 PM bh2omiamigo  https://jfkfacts.org/dec-22-1963-truman-calls-for-abolition-of-cia/ … pic.twitter.com/I37kSw6d60

10/1/2019 4:01:05 PM kindeandtrue We all see something different! I've watched it repeatedly, too, and am certain that Pompeo very deliberately makes an okay sign with his thumb and 

forefinger and points to the back of his head.

10/1/2019 4:06:56 PM grundemt Sorry Rasputin...

[NOT] pic.twitter.com/Nwk5hJPWQC

10/1/2019 4:07:42 PM inmatemaga Yes thank you. I most definitely do not wish to paint the good guys bad!

I truly appreciate it.....

10/1/2019 4:14:03 PM wbwse Can’t be sorry if there isn’t anything to be sorry for right?!

10/1/2019 4:14:15 PM grundemt Hiiiiiii-YAA pic.twitter.com/UNqdKbIDxK

10/1/2019 4:17:04 PM grundemt ;) pic.twitter.com/eG712aUzZX

10/1/2019 4:18:04 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/FmefYL2qVz

10/1/2019 4:22:07 PM grundemt Indeed pic.twitter.com/0JT1oVZflK

10/1/2019 4:28:28 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/ZdkkjTUqLSM 

10/1/2019 4:29:05 PM lightworkercain R Guy 🙃

10/1/2019 4:31:23 PM ideclarefreedom 😂😂😂omg Nooooooo! but do they sell 100proof where u live;)😳

10/1/2019 4:32:01 PM grundemt And it's BACK to W;RK for:me pic.twitter.com/bdc7qFe8df

10/1/2019 4:35:19 PM w0nderboi We just saw the Biden's exposed last week. Who is next? The Alliance meeting in Russia? Big things cooking.

10/1/2019 4:36:47 PM covertress That's not a capital i, it's an l.

10/1/2019 4:38:31 PM lovesg_d @remindmetweets 14 days

10/1/2019 4:38:35 PM vegas_maga #MAGA ALERT!  RTRTRT @BrandonStraka @Jordan_Sather_ @BurnedSpy34 @w_terrence @IET__4EVA @shilo1949 @twitmoedition 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @Jacquel42750745 @JarradKushner @The_War_Economy @ItsAngryBob @TrueQanuck11 @PrincessPatrio1 

https://twitter.com/BillKristol/status/1178863847064645637 …

10/1/2019 4:44:38 PM dark2light2019 4 weeks. perhaps Qanon’s first couple posts dated early november referred to 2019.(he never said a year)remain skeptical but always hopeful.

10/1/2019 4:45:22 PM torick2018 Where is 8ch?

10/1/2019 4:51:01 PM awakeandsing123 Screenshot saved))).

10/1/2019 4:57:57 PM gemutlich5050 @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MAGA # crowdstrike 

Should I submit this or can you two fine reps do so? How do they have clearances? https://www.fbi.gov/tips 

10/1/2019 5:13:02 PM covertress Love is our mission 

❤️

10/1/2019 5:21:00 PM jared4liberty Time is an illusion?

10/1/2019 5:30:37 PM roublisa Hey Stephen heads up follow if you will, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you’ll get a more full picture. I have an link to this accounts origins...it’s huge .....  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bea177_8d96e5cc9c30477c9a8b293969dfcc4b.pdf … you may want to open that at day break...it will blow your 

mind🤯🤯🤯 promise.

10/1/2019 5:32:20 PM roublisa Two anons put it together with MJ12s permission. @olimyracle and @LightLove21121  both from your side of the pond😉

10/1/2019 5:33:03 PM stevephillps81 I'm already on that one haha been following it for bout 6 months crazy stuff on there, for people that are awake 👍👍

10/1/2019 5:34:38 PM linsd13 Q just drove by: pic.twitter.com/rBUZXHVh45

10/1/2019 5:35:16 PM stevephillps81 Won't let me I in the like I tho for some reason I type it into search tomoz I think otherwise I be physically awake all night lol as well as 

spiritually😂😂😂

10/1/2019 5:35:20 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1178154700899786752?s=21 …

10/1/2019 5:35:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seeeyea

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1178154700899786752?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1179179573541511176 …

10/1/2019 5:35:48 PM roublisa Yes to be awake and free blissful. Now if we talk about the rest of my loved ones 🤦♀️ not so much lol....in due time ...hence the slower roll out of what 

is going on behind the scenes.

10/1/2019 5:36:17 PM moemc8 Dismantle the clowns

10/1/2019 5:36:26 PM roublisa You can see the link?

10/1/2019 5:36:29 PM jvan125 Holy See?? 👀

 https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/amp/news/vatican-prosecutors-conduct-raid-on-secretariat-of-state-offices-

39656?__twitter_impression=true …

10/1/2019 5:36:43 PM djlok You wrote the script!!!

10/1/2019 5:36:51 PM state1union Destroy the CIA pic.twitter.com/gJeJ6PPEeJ

10/1/2019 5:37:53 PM stevephillps81 I have seen it it's like

 http://exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

10/1/2019 5:38:12 PM freestateojones Be a shame if this poll reached millions. https://twitter.com/TOUGH_TEXAN/status/1179178189962321920?s=19 …

10/1/2019 5:38:16 PM stevephillps81 Gonna read that tho tomoz thank you lisa

10/1/2019 5:39:21 PM sano_faith @remindmetweets_ 14 days this is useful

10/1/2019 5:39:55 PM stckysheets Help Flip This Poll!  We've moved it 24  points in the last 2 hours, only 8  more points to go to get to 50! Retweet! Retweet! And don't forget to Vote!  

https://twitter.com/BillKristol/status/117886384706464563 …

10/1/2019 5:39:55 PM roublisa  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1133049430230339589?s=21 …. Here is a link from @olimyracle you should be able to catch it via the tweet 

link. You are so welcome💗

10/1/2019 5:40:00 PM shawnloftin1 He will splinter the CIA into a million pieces. We The People has had enough of the left's and the Alphabet agencies 💩💩💩🤡🤡🤡

10/1/2019 5:40:11 PM sano_faith @remindmetweets_ 14 days

10/1/2019 5:40:30 PM stevephillps81 Yea downloaded it will get into it tomoz coz I won't put it down haha

10/1/2019 5:40:35 PM roublisa I haven read that is that about the Eben who survived the crash.

10/1/2019 5:42:42 PM stevephillps81 Yeah that will blow your mind, how's through everything the real history of earth everything in the universe history wise absolutely mental it a mind 

opener also

10/1/2019 5:42:45 PM tyetyler1 Ouch!

10/1/2019 5:42:56 PM burgersandra Time's up.

10/1/2019 5:43:04 PM roublisa You are right...I stumbled upon mj12 around the same time I was researching Eisenhower...I just thought ....woundlnt it be something if mj12 was on 

Twitter and sure as shit there the account was. This mind you was at the peak of my awakening.I couldn’t believe what I was reading.

10/1/2019 5:43:57 PM patriotswegoall 045 has their number now.

Enjoying the show this week. 🍿



10/1/2019 5:44:22 PM roublisa Oh whoa...I swear I has seen everything else under the sun (s) so to speak...but not this interview. Amazing. Thank you for sharing.

10/1/2019 5:44:51 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you point me in the right direction to understand how to use the q clock better?

10/1/2019 5:45:50 PM stevephillps81 Crazy init I been thinking this way for years but on!y in the past two years I've started to read and educate myself outside the box, you know summits 

not right but you don't no wha, but learned we've he n dumbed down lied too from birth

10/1/2019 5:46:54 PM roublisa Many incredible accounts and beings here.  Great to chat with you Stephen .....I’m sure I’ll be seeing you around Twitter land💞💞💞 you should get 

some good dream time in ....enjoy your travels friend😉

10/1/2019 5:48:38 PM roublisa Yes.....the matrix is being exposed....we are awake they are done....game over....time to rise and heal our beautiful planet and it inhabitants inside and 

out💗💗💗

10/1/2019 5:49:30 PM stevephillps81 Good vibes people that are awake find one another and carry on spreading knowledge, that brilliant that one tho its on you tube audio but reading just 

as good 👍 how old are we lisa any way 38 I am, glad to have followed you too

10/1/2019 5:49:34 PM wheeze43377317 😮

10/1/2019 5:50:36 PM roublisa I am 47 as of September 29th.

10/1/2019 5:50:38 PM dls00741 Can the C_A be defunded?  I suppose it would take an act of Congress...

10/1/2019 5:51:52 PM roublisa Great to find you as well 💗💗💗and thank you @SebGorka

10/1/2019 5:52:56 PM crt14361013 ✔

10/1/2019 5:53:18 PM phreatomagnetic It would take more than that.

Clowns have many revenue streams besides Congressional appropriations

10/1/2019 5:54:07 PM stevephillps81 I read tomoz let you know my take onit lisa, gonna go sleep see wots happening when I wake up haha speak soon 💤💤💤💤💤

10/1/2019 5:57:12 PM dls00741 Those sources have been drying up.

10/1/2019 5:59:01 PM egelone big event in our way? i remember u said it b4 and it turns out epstein died (not in our way)

10/1/2019 6:00:43 PM roublisa Sweet dreams friend😴😴😴

10/1/2019 6:01:19 PM fansblowing3 Ask our do nothing Congress?  🤷♂️

10/1/2019 6:01:51 PM fansblowing3 Arrests please

10/1/2019 6:02:41 PM paytonpatriot It’s alien invasion week, what’s your thought about this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/1/2019 6:03:07 PM kidge6 Remember folks, we don't let our enemy in the front door. This could be a feign to draw out the opponents defenses. Or, it's already done and only the 

revelation remains to unfold.

10/1/2019 6:06:19 PM kathleenmckeon6 Hmmm, How does not passing TPP fit that plan?  How does leaving the Paris accord fit that plan?  How does scrapping the United Nations arms treaty 

fit that plan?

Those will do for a start, how does dismantling these serve their One World Government plan, to be headed by the UN?

10/1/2019 6:07:31 PM phreatomagnetic Ya, some have 

The drugs are still flowing 

Children are too at a diminished rate

Makes it all higher stakes and more expensive

What does more expensive mean?
10/1/2019 6:17:03 PM realhighup @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please link some good reading. I want to learn  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1177991469304557570 …

10/1/2019 6:17:04 PM keith369me This is what the people want...intended to get results from a very slanted following:   https://twitter.com/rosie/status/1178833838648233985?s=21 …

10/1/2019 6:30:20 PM oldestfarts @remindmetweets remind me in 14 days

10/1/2019 6:30:39 PM carolva97910854 I hope it’s the reddest of red October’s!

10/1/2019 6:31:55 PM carolva97910854 The storm is upon us?

10/1/2019 6:35:10 PM carolva97910854 Right!  Seems wrong knowing what we now know!

10/1/2019 6:36:04 PM carolva97910854 Oh let’s hope!

10/1/2019 6:40:30 PM djlok I was about to say!  Was it something they said? 😂😂😂

10/1/2019 6:42:22 PM realhighup Interesting name... Thule......

10/1/2019 6:47:09 PM hawwilfong Is Gina H a white hat

10/1/2019 6:57:45 PM tlcl1964 Around the corner

10/1/2019 7:01:59 PM eskeljoyce Well said.

10/1/2019 7:10:46 PM light_patriot Im praying for Tyler @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ..

It wasn't Tyler that night. It was something evil.

10/1/2019 7:11:00 PM werascending Q is in a tribunal hearing

10/1/2019 7:15:13 PM werascending Does this mean we will get another 3 letter agency after the C_A is resolved?

10/1/2019 7:15:53 PM ideclarefreedom Yes, and I'm pretty sure would mark 2 yrs to the day of the original Q post

10/1/2019 7:20:14 PM covertress Goody

10/1/2019 7:21:14 PM darrell1964 We are Q

10/1/2019 7:25:32 PM 2aforlif3 Gotta love our Majestics. #ClownCoup

10/1/2019 7:25:37 PM freeandoriginal I z lt R  ?

10/1/2019 7:27:51 PM freeandoriginal I z later R ?

10/1/2019 7:41:35 PM leisab1111 Q is with us.

10/1/2019 7:44:11 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/fZ7k9z9NQW

10/1/2019 7:48:16 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ACmk3rkyy4

10/1/2019 7:48:21 PM ab36913 Q is here with us. Q is everywhere. We are Q!

10/1/2019 7:54:49 PM norcutt51 Time to harvest

10/1/2019 8:22:12 PM oliheck Just execute the mass arrests for a better planet 💪🏻

10/1/2019 8:30:04 PM peteno8 well it all depends upon perspective don't you think, after all if you were to partake in ritual abuse of children nothing would seem that extreme 

anymore

he's off to geoff's with the boy's, sure have a great time, remember get some contributions paid and copy me in to the video

10/1/2019 8:36:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shhhh don't tell the American people our plan, they might not like it.

[Clowns] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1179234187200606208 …

10/1/2019 8:37:14 PM realstevemries Joker GET OFF MY LAWN.......

STICK TO SANDBOX TOYS LITTLE BOY!!!!

10/1/2019 8:37:18 PM ab36913 #HealsUpHarris



10/1/2019 8:37:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Weiner

Think NXIVM

Think SNCTM

Think Epstein

Think Clinton

Think Biden

Think NO NAME

Think Romney

Think Frank https://twitter.com/axios/status/1179237191345676288 …
10/1/2019 8:38:05 PM chew_soap Please explain Ukraine

10/1/2019 8:39:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Storm Area 51 https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1179203855114002432 …

10/1/2019 8:39:08 PM seywerd137 10-4

10/1/2019 8:39:10 PM ab36913 Frank?

10/1/2019 8:39:11 PM bluestflame1 big , ... lotta big this week ... cos it's time ...

10/1/2019 8:42:23 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1177752162325192705?s=21 …

10/1/2019 8:42:59 PM imadarkknight I hope so.

10/1/2019 8:43:49 PM ab36913 ThanQ!  💗💗💗👍👍👍

10/1/2019 8:44:16 PM jvan125 ❤️🇺🇸

10/1/2019 8:45:49 PM pfriedersdorf The videos! Sick!

10/1/2019 8:45:56 PM 1_decided_voter Oh to be able to watch their faces as this comes out. Should we expect public fireworks or will it all be behind closed doors?

10/1/2019 8:46:11 PM narcissist_ghst Dear lord why does his name have to be wiener?  Who wouldn’t change their name seriously?  His last name may as well be dildo.

10/1/2019 8:47:09 PM sterkinglights1 He probably considered that at one point.

10/1/2019 8:47:29 PM aldo_9111 The MSNBC crowd thinks this is it they finally got him. Lmao

10/1/2019 8:48:40 PM ggal777 HNnity mentioned Barney Frank tonight. Curious

10/1/2019 8:50:19 PM ellenkoko @Jack is not stupid. 

No reason to delete POTUS + over half of Twitter just for kicks. 

Gab and Patreon are out there just waiting.

10/1/2019 8:51:18 PM jvan125 Getting his name back out there maybe? I haven’t seen BF in a long time...🤔

10/1/2019 8:55:20 PM wwg1wga93583681 was there

cannot believe it's been nearly 2 years

Hillary Clinton will be arrested between 7:45 AM - 8:30 AM EST on Monday - the morning on Oct 30, 2017. pic.twitter.com/jhFha9Pnd4

10/1/2019 8:59:28 PM backin_thefight True but she does lead the world in face lifts

10/1/2019 9:01:19 PM duxgirl27 Trusting the plan

10/1/2019 9:02:02 PM nurseniceyes I thought sanctum was split up already...

10/1/2019 9:05:55 PM rickseagles #Crowdstrike #Ukraine #Server

10/1/2019 9:07:29 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK  Here fishy fishy fishy. . . . https://twitter.com/WayneDupreeShow/status/1179244633639079936 …

10/1/2019 9:10:38 PM carrieyoho Barney

10/1/2019 9:18:20 PM crt14361013 Get them.

Get them A77.

⚖🤬

10/1/2019 9:18:26 PM fansblowing3 Kamala Harris is just following orders from her bosses at Skull and Bones.

10/1/2019 9:19:04 PM crt14361013 ⏳👂👀

10/1/2019 9:19:06 PM stevengibes Thanks MJ , will Q be back on soon?

10/1/2019 9:21:15 PM usarmy17750614 ]LG[> 2 wks; FF coming to change the narrative? “ammunition is hard to come by” - Q

10/1/2019 9:22:06 PM fansblowing3 RICO

10/1/2019 9:22:39 PM wwg1wga93583681 logical thinking

Think 2020

[think propaganda]

Think size & scope of continual MSM attack(s).

Think for yourself.

Coincidence those mentioned in the past are now coming into the LIGHT?

Think LdR.

Think Gloria V.

Think Epstein.

Think…….

Logical thinking always wins.

MindWar
10/1/2019 9:25:07 PM memewarrrior I don't see the problem

10/1/2019 9:25:19 PM patriotswegoall Trump's morale is looking good, so I do not think that trick would work.

10/1/2019 9:28:42 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/QNG3CSicvP

10/1/2019 9:29:50 PM skp3211 Let’s go! America is right beside you and Potus! EXPOSE EXPOSE EXPOSE...try, convict and sentence!!

10/1/2019 9:34:52 PM nurseniceyes New member of the q team?

10/1/2019 9:35:56 PM fansblowing3 Is this list in this particular order for a reason or just random order? 🤔

10/1/2019 9:42:32 PM majcm83 Barney Frank, Former US rep from Massachusetts. Super close with Pocahontas. Pedophile in line with podesta

10/1/2019 9:45:21 PM wwg1wga93583681 looks majestic

10/1/2019 9:46:22 PM 1_decided_voter What's REALLY stopping them from turning 8ch back on?

10/1/2019 9:46:27 PM nurseniceyes Very distinguished.

10/1/2019 9:58:05 PM karma4event201 OH WOW !!! 

all caps > NO NAME 👀

And separated #NoName 

Is this ^ 1 reason he was #PutToDeath ❓

"...24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath.." https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

10/1/2019 10:01:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly I think I understand it. The 'Storm Area 51' march was a false flag event to try to get Disclosure. MJ12 has explained that the Q plan of arrests + 

tribunals must happen first. Chairman Milley's 2-4 year term will run until October 2021/2023 and bring REAL Disclosure. MAJESTIC!

10/1/2019 10:04:59 PM fansblowing3 RED OCTOBER

10/1/2019 10:10:42 PM juliedeplorable I agree it will happen before end of October.

10/1/2019 10:12:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly PS I discussed this in a video. JCS chairmen Dempsey planning the Plan, Dunford planning/implementing Q plan, Milley implementing Q plan + Majestic 

plan. I think Milley was specially chosen for this (overlap of plans). This is the video (starts at 33:17): https://youtu.be/3BAZgDS1ACk?t=1997 …

10/1/2019 10:15:19 PM ialibertybelle Arrests?

10/1/2019 10:18:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly Also by Disclosure I am also really meaning First Contact as well



10/1/2019 10:20:09 PM joinna6 Not 1st or Last. Tyme is an illusion

10/1/2019 10:23:35 PM wwg1wga93583681 >think storm pic.twitter.com/TQeYhkMtON

10/1/2019 10:24:37 PM ewilliams22101 That would be very Majestic.

10/1/2019 10:28:11 PM therealbunnymom Frank is nuts

10/1/2019 10:30:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, I said that General Milley would be in charge during the military tribunals in the video that I linked. I said that literally 2 months ago.

10/1/2019 10:48:54 PM crystallinedna Think weiner lol

10/1/2019 10:52:19 PM kalamojakka 🧐 Biglt events in 4 weeks. 

lt = LT 

Big light events in 4 weeks?

10/1/2019 10:55:28 PM charliefreak4 In the driver seat!!...📅🇺🇸!!!

10/2/2019 12:30:23 AM lightlove21121 With love & blessings 🙏🏽

Free PDF available https://www.myracle.org/product-page/17-majestic-messages-of-disclosure …

10/2/2019 12:47:59 AM homebodyheaven Why celebrate evil and death?

10/2/2019 12:48:06 AM ohiodatadan Either way body doubles or perp walks I’m jelly

10/2/2019 12:54:30 AM sabre3611 Low hanging fruit . . . .

10/2/2019 1:06:23 AM nivensmctwisp2 #AI #HAARP #NANOBOTS #MORGELLONS… & daily #Borax consumption protection 

#FollowTheWhiteRabbit to…

#TOR & #DelusionalInsects

•  http://www.delusionalinsects.com/index.html 

•  http://www.delusionalinsects.com/styled-40/styled-31/index.html …

@cecarnicom #CarnicomInstitute
10/2/2019 1:14:13 AM mongrelglory END THE CIA!!!  Let's finish what JFK started!

10/2/2019 1:30:29 AM mongrelglory In case people are wondering who Frank is...this book says he's America's only left-handed, gay, Jewish Congressman.  Donald Trump said he looks 

"disgusting" after they called Ivanka Trump's nipples showing in an outfit disgusting. https://www.amazon.com/Barney-Frank-Americas-Left-Handed-

Congressman/dp/1558497218 …

10/2/2019 1:35:56 AM mongrelglory Twitter will not let me upload a single picture of fat Barney Frank in Congress wearing a shirt that shows his "man boobs"!!!  I've tried several!  In fact, 

Twitter won't let me upload a picture of him at all!

10/2/2019 1:42:38 AM mongrelglory Is General Dunford completely retired from service, or will he be doing things "behind the scenes"?

10/2/2019 1:44:56 AM mongrelglory I thought Dunford was a member of MJ-12?  So would Milley be replacing him then as part of the Majestic team?

10/2/2019 1:56:53 AM sugarpak1 Time to wake up from the slumber - the media only tells you what they're told to tell you. They are puppets. Stop believing them.

10/2/2019 2:04:29 AM sterkinglights1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barney_Frank?wprov=sfla1 …

10/2/2019 2:15:55 AM covertress How did I reach this answer?

Get ready to dive down the cryptology rabbit hole that is my mind.

🐇

10/2/2019 2:16:46 AM covertress Big Events In 2 Weeks

("In" is capitalized = i)

Bigger Events in 3 Weekz

(Weekz instead of Weeks = z)

Biglt events in 4 weeks.

(Biglt instead of Biggest = gel)

(Neither Events nor Weeks are capitalized = e w)

Date markers R important.

(R instead of are = ae)

(look for 234)
10/2/2019 2:19:00 AM covertress Where is Q?

(Q = q)

~

Now, take all these letters together and plug them into the great gematria calculator, 

 https://www.gematrix.org 

while also searching for the number

234
10/2/2019 2:19:16 AM gruven4sure Here ya go! pic.twitter.com/e3CtohEwsc

10/2/2019 2:26:27 AM covertress i

z

gel e w

ae

q

search for #234

LOVE IS OUR MISSION 

❤️

This may not be THE correct answer that MJ12 is looking for, but this is one way in which to cypher the comms.

I hope you enjoyed the dive. 

🐇 pic.twitter.com/SszG93z6qe



10/2/2019 2:36:16 AM covertress Go ahead, Jack, suspend Trump.

Trump will create his own social media platform.

1/2 of Twitter will leave to join it.

Twitter stock will fall to 0.

Prophecy fulfilled.

😇

10/2/2019 2:36:51 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/AWNu1kosil

10/2/2019 2:37:22 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/e5bUvMb2gQ

10/2/2019 2:38:31 AM covertress Is General Milley Majestic?

10/2/2019 2:41:52 AM covertress Dunford is on the Q team? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1102998815316078593?s=19 …

10/2/2019 2:44:19 AM covertress 14 Mar 19

"Majestic" - Majestic 12

10/2/2019 2:48:34 AM aetherwalker1 Think.. We demand to see the whole Truth clearly displayed on-stage!

10/2/2019 2:57:04 AM freestateojones Think Lynch too?

10/2/2019 3:41:33 AM southpaw816 I can’t share any articles from @BreitbartNews

10/2/2019 3:57:24 AM morety76 LOVE/Light is far more Powerful than any of us can imagine. This is why they work night and day to distroy the family unit.

10/2/2019 4:15:16 AM ssryan6466 I REALLY hope that end of October is 2 yr delta!!

10/2/2019 4:27:26 AM ab36913 MirrorrorriM is all [they] know how to do. So funny to witness now that we can see things clearly. 

ALICE is very active. Notice her presence last night while posting.

10/2/2019 4:28:20 AM ab36913  pic.twitter.com/ORma0waa4u

10/2/2019 4:31:32 AM fansblowing3 Hello 💀 💀

10/2/2019 4:57:20 AM dune_jay We are the Q now!

10/2/2019 5:03:33 AM amy221622 My husband and I just checked out SNCTM’s Instagram,  black majicians at play. 😡.

10/2/2019 5:03:48 AM carolva97910854 The Q clock?

10/2/2019 5:14:18 AM johnburleson #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/0ChSetFAMe

10/2/2019 5:31:15 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/kEJVs74DRZ

10/2/2019 5:32:41 AM kickthefed If you see 1st contact you better run because theres no such thing as aliens in a dome protected earth only demons,fallen angels.

10/2/2019 5:33:00 AM guy_karen Out of the loop!

10/2/2019 5:34:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 2.1M         vs          125M

Newsworthy vs Not Newsworthy https://twitter.com/axios/status/1179372184852160513 …

10/2/2019 5:34:54 AM goodjobtommypi Lofl... it took that long for the troll to come up with something. You #Qanon donks are amazing.

10/2/2019 5:35:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine if Biden's campaign raised 1/2 of this what the media reaction would be? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1179229515689672705 …

10/2/2019 5:36:14 AM gopuckgo Barney Fwank is back?.... jeesh...creepy guy

10/2/2019 5:36:15 AM jvan125 😂 they try so hard.

10/2/2019 5:36:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth about vaping will be disclosed. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1179362815418732546 …

10/2/2019 5:36:37 AM jennysue62 I remember this!!!

10/2/2019 5:38:32 AM rosesrred0119 Why not just spew it.  I'm sorry but alcohol and reg cigs kill more people and yet they are legal.

10/2/2019 5:39:08 AM scott_rick Nanotechnology

10/2/2019 5:39:14 AM surfing123456  pic.twitter.com/012i9LNNz5

10/2/2019 5:40:30 AM royalyid Is it?

10/2/2019 5:41:08 AM reneenay100 Truth?

10/2/2019 5:43:11 AM covertress For God and Country pic.twitter.com/69udo6aZNq

10/2/2019 5:47:51 AM tayo_joachim How long has DJT known General MM? In his speech, DJT said MM has been his friend and advisor?

10/2/2019 5:50:28 AM realityloominng He sure doesn't strike me as the type who'll hit the couch and do nothing any time soon

10/2/2019 5:51:01 AM freestateojones Dwight.

10/2/2019 5:51:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps...

10/2/2019 5:52:57 AM covertress 😂

10/2/2019 5:55:15 AM ga2texas Now we know how Obama afforded the Hampton’s house.

10/2/2019 5:58:47 AM peteno8 You know the stuff that comes out of aircraft sometimes, you know the lines that seem to grow wider and make it all go hazy?

Well do yah think it's the same stuff?.....well do yah?😉

10/2/2019 5:58:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ MJ11 + 45 pic.twitter.com/YzZvlWkKxO

10/2/2019 5:59:30 AM adamwestleyric3 I have smoked cigarettes sense I was 12 an when I take a hit of a vape I cough up a lung that ain't right.

10/2/2019 6:00:05 AM jswdh1 Odd to that about the same time of storm area51Tlaib had a 51 star flag and they demand DC become a state!

10/2/2019 6:00:29 AM burgersandra 2:48 PM · Nov 12, 2017 https://twitter.com/0therealreport0/status/929798158095388672 …

10/2/2019 6:00:52 AM covertress #LoveIsOurMission

10/2/2019 6:00:56 AM jswdh1 And his wife doesn't look like a transgender mkultra handler either! YAY! 😉

10/2/2019 6:00:58 AM adamwestleyric3 An the 7 d's

10/2/2019 6:01:01 AM snarkishdanno Wait a minute.... am I seeing vegetation coloring between the poles and the equator??

10/2/2019 6:01:03 AM ticketout Chemtrails and vape?  Interesting.

10/2/2019 6:01:09 AM nikoscali We like Zero Deltas!

10/2/2019 6:01:15 AM sandro220 I’m gonna keep this shapeless: I’d suggest that engaging in conversations in which the integrity of a person’s behavior is evaluated, w/individuals who 

are as steeped in self-congratulatory righteousness, as they are committed 2 the idea that Jesus comes from Utah, is foolish.🤣

10/2/2019 6:01:37 AM keith369me I have to say the flood of emails for Republican fundraising based upon the impeachment inquiry are unsettling...especially since Trump defeated 

Clinton on half the budget.  Win on content of a platform, not on the size of a bank account.

10/2/2019 6:02:31 AM kindeandtrue Is he a Christian with morals who believes in the Ten Commandments?

10/2/2019 6:02:38 AM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/8WmBq26nZd

10/2/2019 6:02:48 AM wolfspirit1 Love the Q on top

10/2/2019 6:03:14 AM burgersandra  https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/digital-signature …

10/2/2019 6:03:34 AM charitable_fury Where there’s WATER...

10/2/2019 6:04:00 AM keith369me That is an awesome pic in real time MJ11...what are we looking at?  Looks like a face in the bottom right of the picture.  No selfie with POTUS?

10/2/2019 6:04:06 AM sandro220 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/7HWXpeSDfW

10/2/2019 6:04:22 AM marcusgillette1 Name?

10/2/2019 6:05:16 AM keith369me It looks like a different planet

10/2/2019 6:05:30 AM cosmic_engineer Lulz.  I know exactly what's in mine, because I DIY

10/2/2019 6:05:33 AM der_wanderer8 Is it what I think? https://twitter.com/highflyingassts/status/1179376781402546177?s=19 …

10/2/2019 6:06:53 AM bh2omiamigo Goon Squad pic.twitter.com/ChgqVyZ7XX

10/2/2019 6:06:57 AM justdabarr What it this? Tell us



10/2/2019 6:07:00 AM cosmic_engineer And a billion times better than burning highly processed tobacco.

It's just a device.

PG is used as a pulmonary delivery method for Rx. It's also antimicrobial

10/2/2019 6:07:59 AM nea_storm Public side [BL] Death Cult Staged Games (Revelation 20:13) operations 

Zero (-0-) Balance

Private side ]WH[ Life of the Living One (Revelations 1:8) Real operations

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWJo2EZW8yU … pic.twitter.com/zNoFKaI7rP

10/2/2019 6:08:22 AM cosmic_engineer Flavours are the wildcard and optional. Although these are just repurposed from culinary sources

10/2/2019 6:08:38 AM wwg1wga93583681 Looks like a moon?  The moon??  Badass pic.twitter.com/YFmUxU3nPz

10/2/2019 6:09:00 AM beeshelb The poles are glowing!

10/2/2019 6:09:17 AM keith369me It is Mars.

10/2/2019 6:09:30 AM dutchqanon  https://www.esa.int/spaceinimages/Images/2019/09/Mars_Express_view_of_Terra_Sabaea_and_Arabia_Terra …

10/2/2019 6:09:36 AM bdam777 How is energy being harvested from us? Grown as crops. 

Is it through building and collection points in cities. 

There could be an visible grid....

10/2/2019 6:10:27 AM keith369me ...and what is the Berlin tag in the bottom left corner?  Mars related?  POTUS on the way to Mars with MJ11?

10/2/2019 6:11:56 AM marcusgillette1 Geoforming our 2nd home?

10/2/2019 6:12:27 AM keith369me It’s friggin Mars... https://twitter.com/esascience/status/1174704390541914112?s=21 …

10/2/2019 6:13:04 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/HnBmXWdjj2

10/2/2019 6:13:06 AM quedelumiere Why this particular pic? Pardon my ignorance!

10/2/2019 6:13:22 AM bdam777 Mars is the planet of war. 

45 is associated with Jupiter and Apollo.

10/2/2019 6:13:43 AM girlawakeinca Thanks Keith 💫

10/2/2019 6:14:19 AM beeshelb And not all red like they want us to believe.

10/2/2019 6:15:08 AM susan66388204 Potus said at a rally we are going to Mars

10/2/2019 6:15:10 AM keith369me Not exactly the “Red Lifeless Planet” we’ve been led to believe.  MJ, as soon as the tourist visas are available, sign me up!!!

10/2/2019 6:18:00 AM girlawakeinca This is so exciting!

10/2/2019 6:18:29 AM atsaduk Why does it look like it's all red in all of NASA photos? I've never seen a picture like this before.

10/2/2019 6:19:30 AM cledrordfishing Mars?

10/2/2019 6:19:31 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/guBCLlPfufg  pic.twitter.com/SUCnwTnS7G

10/2/2019 6:19:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ pic.twitter.com/iUrGMopwo8

10/2/2019 6:20:11 AM shawks63134 Let's not forget @RepAdamSchiff and @SpeakerPelosi

10/2/2019 6:20:49 AM keith369me So we can Tweet from Mars?  Lol

10/2/2019 6:21:21 AM covertress I see Q!

Q+?

I want a ride, MJ11. 

🙏

10/2/2019 6:21:57 AM hr3530 Best comment yet!

10/2/2019 6:22:34 AM covertress ❤️

10/2/2019 6:22:49 AM keith369me Can you get POTUS to Tweet an Adam Schiff Tweet replacing Schiff with Ship?

10/2/2019 6:26:09 AM blsdbe #please, #DoItQPlus!!!

10/2/2019 6:27:15 AM blsdbe I’m coming too!!! Please pick me up!!! pic.twitter.com/iX6wJ002eZ

10/2/2019 6:28:49 AM ericpartchey Nice👍

10/2/2019 6:28:49 AM snarkishdanno Atmosphere.

10/2/2019 6:28:50 AM decodematrix  https://www.foxnews.com/science/nasa-chief-scientist-announcements-life-on-mars …

10/2/2019 6:30:32 AM blsdbe #ThanQ for this valuable lesson!!! pic.twitter.com/qx3eiT8X2t

10/2/2019 6:30:53 AM covertress Lyran squad, ready to deploy, sir!

10/2/2019 6:31:21 AM wwg1wga93583681 Drop the crumbs.  Been vaping and making vapes for years, any consumable can be comped.  Any consumable can be abused as well.

10/2/2019 6:32:39 AM blsdbe Emerald Flerken, Reporting for Duty!!! pic.twitter.com/clHE8lMQ4K

10/2/2019 6:34:26 AM wwg1wga93583681 This is why anons ended up here.  Anons know.  Godspeed, Sirs! pic.twitter.com/HTpwF8TvjK

10/2/2019 6:34:33 AM youstinksoap 17 June 2019

10/2/2019 6:35:21 AM girlawakeinca Count me in too please! 🙏😃💫

10/2/2019 6:35:42 AM sunnyawakening This makes me laugh. Just show all the bases on there already.

10/2/2019 6:38:24 AM enomai_ Planet name?

10/2/2019 6:41:40 AM sailorpractical Gina Haspell - effective, useless or overwhelmed?

10/2/2019 6:42:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Effective in some areas. 

Clown in other areas. 

Useless in most areas.

10/2/2019 6:43:44 AM adsvel This is her point of view. Our point of view is: she sacrifice inocent children and then eat them.🤮🤮🤮

10/2/2019 6:44:15 AM manifest_utopia ✨💖✨

10/2/2019 6:48:16 AM adsvel Huh! Mighty swinger!🤮🤮🤮

10/2/2019 6:49:19 AM fansblowing3 Trump raised $125 million because WE ARE THE MAJORITY.

10/2/2019 6:50:36 AM sdane8 Beautiful!

10/2/2019 6:50:38 AM zjtin2ition ...Vaping ....Duh.....You are inhaling radiation!

10/2/2019 6:51:17 AM covertress I'm not counting... 🤣

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1102755300648587264?s=19 …

💫 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106605731502059521?s=19 …

10/2/2019 6:51:59 AM wwg1wga93583681 Epic day.  Thanks for that. pic.twitter.com/NSlboOlOUQ

10/2/2019 6:52:11 AM fansblowing3 More Agenda 21

10/2/2019 6:54:55 AM wwg1wga93583681 Aug 30 2018 I mean. pic.twitter.com/TJmJssh6Pa

10/2/2019 6:54:59 AM fansblowing3 Lol

10/2/2019 6:54:59 AM moemc8 same here

10/2/2019 6:55:18 AM jollyrob2 WOW Mars?

10/2/2019 6:58:58 AM trumping4usa Me today pic.twitter.com/8aIP8QOIDX

10/2/2019 6:59:24 AM fansblowing3 Well that’s disappointing.  #dissolvethecia

10/2/2019 6:59:33 AM wwg1wga93583681 TY, was wondering what happened with that oath she took.  We are watching. pic.twitter.com/dpMGKXxgmg

10/2/2019 7:00:58 AM fansblowing3 General Milley is MJ11?

10/2/2019 7:03:29 AM trumping4usa The counter is at 0. All 12 pieces are in place?

10/2/2019 7:03:35 AM mynardpamela Oh how absolutely wonderful!



10/2/2019 7:03:56 AM gregcombs17 This is HUGE. Where is this?

10/2/2019 7:06:54 AM bbobbio71 I notice the Q up top

10/2/2019 7:07:39 AM myraree64187707 @realOnlyHuman ..hang in there, divert your attention from all this for a "sabbatical", then return to the fight.  (I have to do this too. Psyops is brutal) 

This is a marathon..not a sprint. Just imagine what the Don is going through😐 pic.twitter.com/jkE7CZMWnK

10/2/2019 7:07:55 AM trumping4usa @remindmetweets_ 14 days

10/2/2019 7:08:55 AM nicpace2 For some reason everything happened in 1947 I find that to be very odd!!! Pay attention so many things happened in 1947 it would blow your mind 

when you find out how many.

10/2/2019 7:10:16 AM 369369rv That's a pretty clear pic. I see a Q

10/2/2019 7:10:44 AM charmanda9 Money talks. For now.

10/2/2019 7:11:48 AM bbobbio71 Beautiful picture.

10/2/2019 7:12:25 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/0LPXxetsl2

10/2/2019 7:12:48 AM charmanda9 Trying to make a statement, possibly? Perhaps the $ will go to something wonderful, since the campaign probably isn’t going to need it at this point.

10/2/2019 7:13:26 AM cosmic_engineer I found pure PG to be difficult on me & wicking/leakage. Maybe I have a slight intolerance.

Found VG sourced from organic 🥥 99.5% pure (last bit is water) and buy it by the 5gal pail lol.

10/2/2019 7:14:20 AM keith369me Is Mars ascending like Gaia?

10/2/2019 7:20:23 AM barbaradupree16 There is a big list of the crimes all dirty Democrats!

10/2/2019 7:24:17 AM allahuniversal Related to #TwitterDown this AM?

10/2/2019 7:26:30 AM keith369me I am highly disappointed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.   https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1179399836883394562?s=21 …

10/2/2019 7:27:47 AM kachinagtto Probably not related - but Gen. Milley spoke with British and French counterparts and released statements (posts in reply)

10/2/2019 7:28:00 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1179242672546025472?s=20 …

10/2/2019 7:28:22 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1179243841586630662?s=20 …

10/2/2019 7:28:49 AM myraree64187707 we're all in this together...😊😉

10/2/2019 7:30:57 AM demascandy Looks like Mars is coming back to life!

10/2/2019 7:32:09 AM demascandy Love the Q

10/2/2019 7:32:50 AM girlawakeinca @AB36913 @v_rags 💫🙌

10/2/2019 7:36:33 AM miss_ampie This fills my Soul with Joy. So BEAUTIFUL. 😘

10/2/2019 7:37:08 AM irah_chandler Pretty cool you got an answer and a retweet on the answer. That's exciting

10/2/2019 7:42:05 AM ckolacia No!

10/2/2019 7:42:09 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/YbXwrujGyP

10/2/2019 7:43:05 AM susan66388204 Whatever Kamala’s Dirtiness is—it will come out prior to election.

10/2/2019 7:43:28 AM irah_chandler Mj11 + 45 would suggest trump is mj and he makes the 12

10/2/2019 7:45:20 AM _369311119 Storm Area 51

S+A+5+1

1+9+1+5+1= 17

39 years of service. 39th Chief of Staff. pic.twitter.com/GBA6Oho0Ix

10/2/2019 7:46:13 AM der_wanderer8 And so many other things 😀 pic.twitter.com/jMwDmC3RVg

10/2/2019 7:46:22 AM wearediamonds2 I see it too 😁

10/2/2019 7:46:36 AM keith369me It’s been what?  A million years.  Makes one wonder is this is part of ascension? What dimension for Mars?

10/2/2019 7:47:01 AM covertress You really should read all of MJ's past tweets.

This is the best movie evah! 🍿 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1102753686701387776?s=19 …

10/2/2019 7:48:22 AM irah_chandler Ya know that mars image is priceless for those of us that obe/ap/rv.

10/2/2019 7:48:58 AM wearediamonds2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it possible that all of the new SUPER HIGH skyscrapers in Manhattan that have been built very quickly in the past few 

years,&seem to strategically dwarf all formerly tallest scrapers...are to block this energy harvesting/are for our good?

10/2/2019 7:49:09 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/congress/much-of-impeachment-inquiry-may-be-conducted-in-secret …

10/2/2019 7:50:20 AM wearediamonds2 SAME

10/2/2019 7:52:23 AM nea_storm Yes! Guess "who" it will have ]FYI Clue "already" transpired[ Zero to further do with? They are being "assisted" out a specific Galactic door if you will ... 

they are physically incapable of withstanding the energetic acceleration obviously... Who & what could they possibly be? pic.twitter.com/CaFq1IhMbU

10/2/2019 7:52:55 AM irah_chandler I've warned everybody about this they have even made the mistake of figting ai with ai.

10/2/2019 7:52:58 AM covertress RV?

Ha!

Good luck with that. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032724815537491969?s=19 …

10/2/2019 7:53:45 AM nickell_sylvia The concept of vaping might be good but do we really know all the ingredients (heavy metals), chemicals, nanotechnology chips,etc that are being 

breathed.  Just asking...

10/2/2019 7:56:20 AM irah_chandler I think that alice has a group conscious componet that can survie and exist on the collective will of humans.

10/2/2019 7:56:44 AM torres0910 Is this CGI?

10/2/2019 7:57:03 AM david00997884 All planets will and may already started some. The Galactic Centra Sun will send a Flash that will put the whole universe in a higher frequcey of 5D and 

Higher

10/2/2019 7:58:08 AM wnhensley Looks like water on that there planet

10/2/2019 7:58:27 AM torres0910 I see it

10/2/2019 7:58:56 AM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/xoZFER4Irm

10/2/2019 7:58:58 AM irah_chandler Very much true mutiple sentient species. I've heard of reptilian, insectiod, tall pale humanoid.

10/2/2019 8:00:33 AM 369369rv Can you make it snappy I'm tryi my to give up

10/2/2019 8:02:14 AM richzen2 It’d be even more convincing if you could frontrun Q+ by 1 min

10/2/2019 8:10:39 AM lonewolfbuilder Yes.

10/2/2019 8:11:13 AM girlawakeinca Let’s not let the galactic door hit them on the way out. 🙌 pic.twitter.com/a44WTlk3dt

10/2/2019 8:12:05 AM plogdreamwalker Nice

10/2/2019 8:13:44 AM kevinlyonsmagic What?! Are you out of your mind?  Good grief!!! We have come too far to settle for crap!! Uhuh, not gonna happen!  We go all the way to freedom 

from evil tyrants, or we die. I am in all the way , not half way. Either all or none. No maybe. Get in or get out!😡

10/2/2019 8:16:04 AM girlawakeinca Mars 💫

10/2/2019 8:20:14 AM enomai_ Is it? So beautiful.

10/2/2019 8:21:46 AM selvestekjetil  https://twitter.com/selvestekjetil/status/1179415354407313409?s=21 …

10/2/2019 8:24:32 AM girlawakeinca It sure is. What an exciting post from MJ12 https://twitter.com/keith369me/status/1179383645645213696?s=21 …

10/2/2019 8:28:21 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1179182997922353152?s=19 …

10/2/2019 8:30:54 AM michael81972 Thou shall never know

10/2/2019 8:31:21 AM laurabusse Saving the US

Saving the planet

Who knows maybe even the solar system

I bet if many were given the choice

Many would choose death to save us from certain tyranny and horror

10/2/2019 8:31:51 AM mickey18042014 He wont do it. No balls.



10/2/2019 8:32:59 AM sean_blackwolf I do because I make my own juice. When I buy it it’s only from REPUTABLE US sources with minimal ingredients.

10/2/2019 8:33:33 AM sean_blackwolf Lower your Nic level and wattage.

10/2/2019 8:35:25 AM girlawakeinca Mars 💫😃

10/2/2019 8:36:29 AM roublisa Noice🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/2/2019 8:37:35 AM wickedmouse369 We 2.

10/2/2019 8:41:10 AM roublisa Please don’t forget me...✨✨✨💞💞💞 pic.twitter.com/AD3ktoKWHG

10/2/2019 8:43:51 AM roublisa Here you go treasure trove of tweets of the. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account 

 https://twitter.com/lightlove21121/status/1179297562815283200?s=21 …

10/2/2019 8:46:15 AM laurabusse I'll stay here for awhile thanks!

10/2/2019 8:47:15 AM ewilliams22101 Ice at both poles?  Alien life to go with?

10/2/2019 8:47:25 AM laurabusse This gorgeous photo reminds me of terra cotta colored porcelain tile

10/2/2019 8:50:06 AM karma4event201 1 article a long time ago; they set something up on the moon, relays? 

My understanding was super fast internet, but earth has places with no internet & many places with slow internet speeds.

10/2/2019 8:51:59 AM laurabusse Probably

10/2/2019 8:56:19 AM natureinspace This is Mars? Oh my gosh it's beautiful!

10/2/2019 8:56:29 AM sterkinglights1 Perfect.

10/2/2019 8:57:35 AM laurabusse You know how you can adjust the color on your TV set?

Well at NASA they adjusted the color to make it look red

I understand Mars has a blue sky like we do

Richard Hoagland formerly of NASA exposed this

He was in the room when the guy adjusted the color and was shocked by it

10/2/2019 8:59:54 AM sterkinglights1 This planet is the ISBE of MJ 11 and 45? It is beautiful.

10/2/2019 9:00:06 AM laurabusse Probably there somewhere

10/2/2019 9:00:53 AM atsaduk That is insane. That would lead one to believe it is very likely there is some form of life on it.

10/2/2019 9:04:28 AM laurabusse Probably more than we can imagine

10/2/2019 9:04:47 AM blsdbe Never!!! pic.twitter.com/niwbjGQb58

10/2/2019 9:05:28 AM blsdbe I LOVE THIS CREW!!!!!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/6kj4mFAGVH

10/2/2019 9:07:57 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

10/2/2019 9:15:18 AM realengvitostes With Potus administration and the  upcommings developments in economical and sciences áreas that have been brought by his way of lead,I think that 

it could be possible in an earlier future.

10/2/2019 9:17:45 AM ericpartchey 🙏

10/2/2019 9:29:34 AM roublisa Thank you precious sister pic.twitter.com/2UVeE0THZC

10/2/2019 9:38:14 AM ricoroho 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/4R5P2Jm8Hp

10/2/2019 9:40:12 AM girlawakeinca Ditto! pic.twitter.com/EIwwwdj6oK

10/2/2019 9:40:38 AM covertress 🤯

ht @blsdbe pic.twitter.com/8mF7tvTI22

10/2/2019 9:40:44 AM stephgraz7580 Please don’t forget the Bush’s! Bush Sr. Was evil incarnate and his pet, son, was his patsy. I don’t want them being overlooked. It’s not Dems against 

Republicans. It’s Love against fear, truth against lies.

10/2/2019 9:48:51 AM rebashoenfelt1 Sooo ready

10/2/2019 9:50:10 AM wwg1wga93583681 I guess it's Mars after seeing the comments.  Looks pretty small in the pic though.

10/2/2019 9:52:05 AM stevephillps81 How do I load the pdf to this please,  thankyou as well cheers

10/2/2019 9:54:04 AM neilbridgman I read rumors about nasa lying to us about the color of mars...

10/2/2019 9:56:27 AM roublisa  https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bea177_8d96e5cc9c30477c9a8b293969dfcc4b.pdf … ..should come right up....dm me and I can send it to an email if 

you’d like.

10/2/2019 9:57:02 AM roublisa  https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bea177_8d96e5cc9c30477c9a8b293969dfcc4b.pdf …

10/2/2019 9:58:23 AM cogbill_alan This goes deep. Theres FAR more than one meaning. The implications are both astounding and frightening.

10/2/2019 10:07:45 AM girlawakeinca They patronize humanity too, with propaganda like this 🙄 https://twitter.com/cnn/status/1178678463164796929?s=21 …

10/2/2019 10:10:40 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/VkCg-3nxT8E 

🤷♂️😁 pic.twitter.com/XcdRY9lgLz

10/2/2019 10:11:11 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/DbY15Qed5A

10/2/2019 10:12:40 AM adamwestleyric3 I would rather just smoke my cowboy killers

10/2/2019 10:12:46 AM kimberl59165296 Crazy stuff? Mind blowing actually.

10/2/2019 10:17:02 AM natureinspace It really goes to show they think we're all idiots. I want to know all of these things. I've been much better educated by regular people like all of us who 

dig into everything and learn what the big wigs don't want us to know. I love the digging and learning 😀

10/2/2019 10:19:13 AM natureinspace Here I thought it really was a big red dead ball of dirt. I'm tired of their lies. Mars is beautiful.

10/2/2019 10:21:13 AM sandro220 If myself, Rico & Bo, were all on trapped on a slowly sinking boat in the middle of the ocean, and 1 person had to sacrifice himself by jumping off the 

vessel in order to save the other 2, I’m next to certain they’d be able to collaborate efficaciously on throwing me overboard.🤣

10/2/2019 10:23:41 AM ceasarfall31544 You tell us.....

10/2/2019 10:23:52 AM covertress C2-R34

notable

Reporting for duty.

ht @SpaceCorpsUS pic.twitter.com/AjU9zi6dSU

10/2/2019 10:23:57 AM khirinknight You better melt an icicle For Poseidon

10/2/2019 10:29:16 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/d1czZXbnYvI  pic.twitter.com/q6pvjD2otk

10/2/2019 10:33:00 AM irah_chandler Not really interested in the moon as far as remote viewing goes.

10/2/2019 10:39:51 AM roublisa Hey friend just would like to share another aspect of what is going on ....you may or may not know about.   No such thing as coinincidences😉😉😉 

https://youtu.be/c5ZK8UZ9ZbU 

10/2/2019 10:41:30 AM covertress Too bad.

It's where the action is.

10/2/2019 10:43:17 AM thenortelgeek I was able to spend an additional 18 months with my beloved mother because she used e-cigarettes to stop smoking conventional cigarettes. This tech 

needs to continue! #vaping #vapingsaveslives

10/2/2019 10:44:20 AM thenortelgeek If you build your own vape rig, and make your own juice, everything about the process is controllable by you. It's a fascinating thing. :)

10/2/2019 10:46:54 AM giediknight who bombed that planet?

10/2/2019 10:53:23 AM nikoscali Kinda have to be at least that to be in her position

10/2/2019 10:53:23 AM sandro220 GUMMY - BROCKHAMPTON  https://youtu.be/vWhPimx07H0  via @YouTube

#FuckinTyl3R 😎 pic.twitter.com/1RXLbUExCc

10/2/2019 10:56:43 AM chrissh51 I'm just now seeing and reading stuff I've never  heard of before. So much catching up to do. Wow!

10/2/2019 11:00:46 AM lightlove21121 Unavailable vid honey 👆🏽

10/2/2019 11:01:03 AM prmd21801759 ThankQ Q+ @POTUS 😘😘😎

10/2/2019 11:01:37 AM prmd21801759 ThankQ Q+ @POTUS!!! And MJ12

10/2/2019 11:06:14 AM azuremagus Quote from the movie Contact; "Want to take a ride, (45)?



10/2/2019 11:09:57 AM roublisa Grrrr # alice is working overtime

10/2/2019 11:10:19 AM sandrakaye776  pic.twitter.com/BLMsDhQCRi

10/2/2019 11:10:34 AM roublisa  https://youtu.be/c5ZK8UZ9ZbU .

10/2/2019 11:11:03 AM roublisa Thank Q sweetie💗💗💗

10/2/2019 11:11:09 AM sentinel_17q Yes

10/2/2019 11:11:17 AM stevephillps81 How are we lis good tired today me lol

10/2/2019 11:12:08 AM roublisa Make sure you click here👇👇👇😉 pic.twitter.com/jaP7f9gA4U

10/2/2019 11:12:51 AM stevephillps81 Catch up on that later champions league football tonight hahaha soccer as they say over there 😂😂

10/2/2019 11:13:31 AM roublisa I’m good...weather is chilly and crisp.   Your needing a 10min power nap 💥 ya?

10/2/2019 11:14:13 AM roublisa Footsie 😂😂😂enjoy 🙌🙌🙌

10/2/2019 11:14:54 AM sandro220 The idea that somebody who singles out the ostracized and fraudulently denigrated for further victimization should take a position against bullying, is 

as ludicrous as the notion that poets need grammar-help, from rhesus monkeys like yourself. Why don’t you get a life? You loser.

10/2/2019 11:17:21 AM sandro220 Because you’re foolish enough to not corresponding block me, I strengthen myself against the impulse to vomit, and from time to time-read thruvyour 

thread. That a judgemental lil Mormon who lives with his parents at age 45 should have an opinion about the life of a real woman..🤣

10/2/2019 11:18:29 AM irah_chandler Been there done that to many competing factions. Venus and mars are way more fun for me.

10/2/2019 11:24:54 AM wtfwtfwft111 red October

10/2/2019 11:31:23 AM libertyspring99 Haha. I want a ride too. #MeToo

#TheGreatAwakening has been the wildest ride ever

10/2/2019 11:35:18 AM 1_decided_voter Wow, 90 mins between my LIKE of this post and it's removal.

10/2/2019 11:42:11 AM stevephillps81 I'm fine now was tired today like haha second wind lol

10/2/2019 11:52:57 AM momekool1 This is The Holy War. God wins!

10/2/2019 11:57:16 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/pNKenWuLbjo  pic.twitter.com/oNMmEhhHM1

10/2/2019 12:00:59 PM synackstatic Snowden was a white hat embedded in the CIA. 

7 dwarves were the super computers at the CIA. 

Snowden was activated to silence those computers because they became a threat.

10/2/2019 12:01:32 PM girlawakeinca I do too! 😃

10/2/2019 12:10:35 PM kachinagtto Also #ROK AND #Japan https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1179408264976650242?s=21 …

10/2/2019 12:11:24 PM kachinagtto And #Russia https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1179470240633233413?s=21 …

10/2/2019 12:14:19 PM lightlove21121 🙃 pic.twitter.com/zOb430eunZ

10/2/2019 12:15:44 PM wbwse I’d sacrificial safe all of you if I was on that boat

10/2/2019 12:18:17 PM sandro220 I know you would!..more assuredly than I know anything else. You’re one of those special people God gives the rest of us. It must not be easy all the 

time. Thanks for the effort, and it’s wonderfully kind products.

10/2/2019 12:19:01 PM tyetyler1 Vaping birthed from the Silicon Valley by M Daniel Walsh through Meritica Technologies and Purebacco & then FlavrZ.  #KaBaRa

Question: Why would Big tech want to create vaping?  Answer:  nanotechnology in the vapor? pic.twitter.com/iYe81Pi2Nd

10/2/2019 12:34:36 PM sandro220 And while I’m at it😁-I have no idea how you find the integration of wisdom, kindness & benevolence; but, I know for sure that if anything I tweet 

resonates w/ @khirinknight as anything less than cool, there’s no chance I’m not being a dik!🤣Thanks 4 the help. You’re the best. 🙏

10/2/2019 12:41:45 PM khirinknight If Poseidon turns out to be the one God , you are getting a mermaid

10/2/2019 12:41:54 PM sandro220 I particularly love how @khirinknight “likes” some of my some of my tweets which (regrettably) contain offensive hiphop lyrics, and then because he 

obviously listens to the tracks (which is so fucking cool)he’ll unlike the tweet-outta disapproval. This makes me smile so  hard!🤣

10/2/2019 12:42:14 PM patriotswegoall Hardware dismantled, tentacles of control pulled and hidden  people removed or isolated. Twitter down related?

10/2/2019 12:42:21 PM wbwse Smack Zeus with the icicle first and then it should melt faster cause he HOT

10/2/2019 12:42:34 PM wbwse @KingOfTheOlymp ^^^

10/2/2019 12:42:57 PM wbwse @ActualPoseidon 👁 💙💧

10/2/2019 12:48:31 PM wbwse Gods gift to me was you all remember that always my angel 💙

10/2/2019 12:49:51 PM wbwse Kinlu? Lulu? Luciferian?

10/2/2019 12:51:09 PM wbwse are mermen available too?

10/2/2019 12:52:11 PM yesxzz Smack Zeus with hell freezes, well done thunder fireman serving emergencies conspiring with the high temperatures automated or just not debated. 

Lightning as gold shit. Don’t be a Twetch marketing mastery.⚡️

10/2/2019 12:55:01 PM yesxzz Prove feelings, not [be:ing]s. #PointingTheFinger 🖕🏿 pic.twitter.com/12c16nd5E8

10/2/2019 12:56:29 PM stevephillps81 Can wait to hear wot those tapes they've listened to say intrigued

10/2/2019 12:56:33 PM richner88 Effective in laying out the bait? If shes seen as a 🤡 that only helps play into the trap.

10/2/2019 12:57:38 PM wbwse That’s so cute aww

10/2/2019 12:59:16 PM patriotswegoall I see the Q on top.

10/2/2019 12:59:24 PM yesxzz Teller. As in telos in Mt Shasta @quinnmichaels [viral architecture] popular hotspot/hunt.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2418rstZIQ … 

#PitchHunt #HighOrLow #FolLow 👣👀

10/2/2019 1:00:53 PM sandro220 Marketing mastery-past blast 4me-before all that psychology-I wound up in college far from NYC-close enough 2get NY mushroom tea-rich kids from 

Mass who wanted 2see-the world tripped out like vaca itinerary-came 2me-with $50 -but I spent only spent 5 at dat Bronx  LSD Thrifty’s🤣

10/2/2019 1:01:38 PM patriotswegoall Martian sky, same as ours.

Ice caps are water, and not CO2 and they do melt.

10/2/2019 1:02:06 PM wbwse Turn brain down and heart up

10/2/2019 1:02:31 PM sandro220 Your app is a piece of useless shit.

10/2/2019 1:03:19 PM stevephillps81 Just seen that press conference hate main stream reporters thick as pig shit like

10/2/2019 1:03:23 PM yesxzz ✌🏾 pic.twitter.com/ajFpBLiCFp

10/2/2019 1:03:39 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @HawtinGibb 

@Qanon76 @JohnGrahamDick1

10/2/2019 1:03:42 PM wbwse SANDRA or SANDRO @Sandro220 ?! 😻

10/2/2019 1:03:57 PM thelilkingryan Philadelphia Experiment

10/2/2019 1:04:20 PM sandro220 You’re invited to theBrockHampton gig too! Forgot to mention. 😀

10/2/2019 1:05:01 PM blogjam_net Lol

10/2/2019 1:05:17 PM yesxzz And lungs left, liver right w/ kidneys in the middle (both middles). 🙏🏿

10/2/2019 1:06:23 PM wbwse Get these chakras balanced! Yesszz @Yesxzz pic.twitter.com/Lll4xriHSt

10/2/2019 1:07:54 PM enlightened_aj Is that Mars with ice at one of its poles?

10/2/2019 1:11:27 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/9vCjUOX6BA

10/2/2019 1:11:50 PM sean_blackwolf I smoked for 33 years

10/2/2019 1:13:51 PM wbwse  https://music.apple.com/us/album/no-frauds/1444892193?i=1214063850 … I am the generous Queen!

10/2/2019 1:14:08 PM v_rags 💥💥💥

10/2/2019 1:14:34 PM wearediamonds2 Also, when searching fighter jet images, some amazing "clouds" that can be seen when they break the sound barrier were among some of the search 

results. I am understanding better what @NSA_QIL2 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are saying about "clouds". 🤩

10/2/2019 1:23:51 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/lu3mIerRJlI  pic.twitter.com/JFljSEOiQo

10/2/2019 1:26:31 PM qjmoss66 Freaking awesome!!



10/2/2019 1:26:48 PM aspennmax64_l NO it isn't...Nothing like this...

#NukedOut 😔 pic.twitter.com/0yRzlTHbkE

10/2/2019 1:28:22 PM qjmoss66 😮

10/2/2019 1:29:15 PM qjmoss66 SSP?

10/2/2019 1:31:47 PM roublisa It was pathetic.

10/2/2019 1:33:11 PM lovesg_d Beam me to Mars, Scotty! Intelligent life is getting scant on Earth!  Help! pic.twitter.com/DQBd6l3wZM

10/2/2019 1:35:49 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/XksqmrjJjac 

3 months ago, while waiting outside an office off of Central Park (while my mom was at an appt)-I received a phone call from an FBI agent who asked 

me to meet him for lunch. He wanted me to tell him everything about @dotvolume - I refused. That can change.

10/2/2019 1:36:36 PM qjmoss66 Is it a round? Globe?

10/2/2019 1:36:36 PM laurabusse Right?

10/2/2019 1:37:41 PM qjmoss66 Wow! These pics are awesome

10/2/2019 1:40:51 PM wbwse But but I feel like not all nazi’s are bad bad some have capabilities of feeling and love right?!

10/2/2019 1:41:56 PM laurabusse Gorgeous!

10/2/2019 1:42:34 PM sandro220 Think about Judas. It’s natural to wanna your ass. I guess.

10/2/2019 1:54:07 PM djlok I was just about to say that!  That is VERY disappointing!!!

10/2/2019 1:59:18 PM yesxzz Yeah I definitely can help the @FBI even @NewYorkFBI, @FBILosAngeles, @FBIWFO and @UKOfficial_MI6 to get all the info they want about 

@dotvolume just like you said you [will]. 🤪

10/2/2019 2:01:45 PM wbwse And @FBIPittsburgh pretty please!! 😻

10/2/2019 2:01:50 PM sandro220 Then do it. He’s just lucky that I hate pigs a smidge more than I do him.

10/2/2019 2:02:44 PM wbwse Except me when I’m acting piggish with love?? 😻

10/2/2019 2:05:33 PM sandro220 The fact is, I’m putting together a case against @dotvolume and @Cisnez with the help of attorneys from @ACLU and the Electronic Frontier 

Foundation, to pursue my goal of ridding twitter of doxers, agents of toxicity,..and online criminals in general.

10/2/2019 2:05:50 PM sandro220 😎😀

10/2/2019 2:06:06 PM _the_psychonaut He’s not

10/2/2019 2:09:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Venus was likely habitable for 3B years. Then something mysterious happened. | Fox News https://www.foxnews.com/science/venus-habitable-for-3b-

years …

10/2/2019 2:11:56 PM unsilent17 lemme guess before I read it ... they didn't pay enough carbon taxes to the elites?

10/2/2019 2:12:07 PM patriotswegoall First came the exploding vape devices, next came the vape illnesses. There's not a lot of safety in the vaping industry.

10/2/2019 2:13:28 PM escapegoatz Climate change? Civil war?

10/2/2019 2:13:45 PM sparkleloung Humans on Earth are the seeds of other entities from long ago?

No one on this planet are “native”?

10/2/2019 2:15:04 PM punkbudgie1 Co2 isn't flammable/explosive

10/2/2019 2:15:43 PM aspennmax64_l Should we worry? pic.twitter.com/YhGd5NLu81

10/2/2019 2:16:18 PM noocnik Orion Empire wars. Mars shared same fate.

10/2/2019 2:18:35 PM stevengibes I bet there is life there perhaps in a different dimension , higher vibration than ours?

10/2/2019 2:18:59 PM reelect20 👇CHECK THIS OUT👇RT🔥 http://bit.ly/2owOnqh 

10/2/2019 2:22:09 PM sverhaque Dear Mr Trump,

CAN YOU HEAR THE WORLD DOESN'T WANT AND DOESN'T NEED 5G !?! 😤😡😒

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So what ???... 🙏💔

10/2/2019 2:23:40 PM patriotswegoall Venusian civilization is at higher planes of existence.

Mysterious happenings = planetary changes?

10/2/2019 2:25:56 PM raisethevib369 The Bible is a tiny manipulated chapter of a REALLY LONG history of endless warring.

10/2/2019 2:26:07 PM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/i7fFRM3IHD

10/2/2019 2:31:25 PM plogdreamwalker Reptilian over taken the planet?

10/2/2019 2:39:34 PM tyetyler1 Is this accurate or FoxFake News?  Hard to glean this as 3BILLION years is rather unfathomable time.

10/2/2019 2:42:37 PM opensenseme Life was once there, OUR life, until they blew the hell out of the planet. Like they’re about wanting to do here. They’ll never learn

10/2/2019 2:44:04 PM tymecrystal Red Hot Venus/Red October

10/2/2019 2:50:02 PM hb04920973 Nice thread Carminda

10/2/2019 2:54:36 PM nea_storm How to choose Time Lines that suit an agenda: What Time Line shall we use today? Well John how does it fit our narrative? Well we've been pushing 

the one about men being created from Apes by Reptilians: Funny right! When the Reptilians actually desperately want to be us: Oops! 

pic.twitter.com/qAoSAaFp5p

10/2/2019 2:58:04 PM southpaw816 Valiant Thor

10/2/2019 3:01:26 PM birdienevermore Yes!

10/2/2019 3:03:44 PM blogjam_net ACLU jumped the shark along with ADL. They are both cancer.

10/2/2019 3:04:08 PM greg_devereux The liberals succeeded there huh

10/2/2019 3:05:30 PM melbourne_3000 I will tell you all one thing I am certain of, #POTUS45 is a Soul of great importance in the universal scheme of things.

10/2/2019 3:08:14 PM elvetwelve They probaly made a green new deal

10/2/2019 3:08:29 PM sandro220 Not EFF though. The tact is: just after I passed the APA licensing exam, I  ran into a human trafficking scandal being run in part, by police in New 

Hampshire. My intervention in that led 2arreats, & a variety of consulting agencies obfuscating facts and pics related to the case.

10/2/2019 3:08:54 PM elvetwelve @gretathunberg was  the chosen one!

10/2/2019 3:09:45 PM nea_storm We are already operating from Mars & for a long time! We know that riiight? This is about disclosure associated with a recent transition and openly 

merging operating realities via Space Force: Do I hear a Redemption Song? Why yes there's the Chorus 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cq0ToOTOuw … pic.twitter.com/nLTS7bgwl6

10/2/2019 3:11:22 PM _369311119 Hey @nea_storm !

10/2/2019 3:13:08 PM sandro220 That monument to vacuous, excrement-laden, worthless, intellectually useless, goofy-stupidity - @Cisnez - with the help of @dotvolume -interfered 

w/all of this. Now, I’m simply gonna sit back, puff bongs, and watch the incomprehensibly ugly consequences befall them: 🤣🙏

10/2/2019 3:13:55 PM sandro220 *fact

10/2/2019 3:15:50 PM cjlegalbeagle Venus radiates too much heat and too little light reaches the surface for atmospheric gas causation.  NASA covered up the results from the first lander.  

But the Soviets verified the results.  Modern theorists probably don't know and waste their careers on dumb crap like this.

10/2/2019 3:16:47 PM wbwse We shall smoke! Let the ganja burn!

💙💙💙 https://youtu.be/eMymSXUN9nQ 

10/2/2019 3:17:37 PM scott_rick Were all aliens

10/2/2019 3:23:21 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/bHUdhFv0JJ

10/2/2019 3:23:58 PM humanprimer Contrare' ...I am witnessing a take-down of the Deep State corruption and a global Cabal of elites.  That is the show I bought a ticket for.  Watching the 

end of Act II now.  Will there be an Intermission before Act III?  I need to do a beer run and get more popcorn!

10/2/2019 3:24:20 PM cisnez Damn, no ganja available in Tennessee. Enjoy smoking without me. pic.twitter.com/mnNPpPPv6a



10/2/2019 3:24:49 PM wbwse My full catholic name is Nicholas William Matthew (LastName)

10/2/2019 3:25:21 PM richard07759712 Damn, you stole my answer.👍

10/2/2019 3:25:42 PM wbwse Is water magnetic?

10/2/2019 3:26:08 PM wbwse I can send ya some via aether

10/2/2019 3:27:44 PM richard07759712 Wow

10/2/2019 3:29:43 PM thekanehb Carbon dioxide happened. It’s to support the case for global warming. Total bs

10/2/2019 3:30:15 PM cisnez Define water and magnetic.

Simple questions generate complex answers.

Complex questions generate simple answers. pic.twitter.com/71y7a3ZEo8

10/2/2019 3:30:45 PM cisnez How about some ether? pic.twitter.com/7xw7iXpIuv

10/2/2019 3:31:44 PM wbwse If I flip my magnetic field would my water flip with me?

10/2/2019 3:32:33 PM wbwse How about it?! pic.twitter.com/yTWZLcsDWn

10/2/2019 3:32:41 PM nikoscali That goldilocks zone has moved around quite a bit... hope it stays put for awhile longer...

10/2/2019 3:34:42 PM sandro220 I just got another warning from twitter. I blocked Cisnez and I’m all done w/ him #. I don’t wanna have to start a new account. Again. I’m officially 

regarding Cisnez and dotvolume as non-existent. It’s amazing: twitter’s interpretation of my right to speak freely! 🤷♂️🤣

10/2/2019 3:37:57 PM cisnez Again depends on the water.

If simply pure H2O, which is harmful to Humans just as pure NaCL is, then see image.

Water containing iron, another story.

To some, beer is water. pic.twitter.com/znfoXsRrh1

10/2/2019 3:39:49 PM latinlou62 There are a lot more than 4 this time. pic.twitter.com/WZ1M5WaeXR

10/2/2019 3:42:18 PM yesxzz Actually the opposite is the endgame [business] wise, product development as a means to an end of the conflict with the nature of what:ever mark:et 

is being created collectively. Take my things, for my sake, they’ll make you sick, call it a vacci:nation. #TruthLies #TrustPies 💏 

pic.twitter.com/LiqPHjkkgv

10/2/2019 3:42:24 PM sandro220 @TwitterSupport

 https://youtu.be/PKtrz_fvmoc  pic.twitter.com/4VMKAigFUM

10/2/2019 3:48:46 PM blogjam_net Trolling 4 a Platonic relationship? 😜

10/2/2019 3:51:14 PM ewolsj "Wars and rumors of wars"....

10/2/2019 3:51:46 PM _vvoke_ The democrats took over.

10/2/2019 3:52:24 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Question:

So when do we get to be done with all this 'crumbs', coded comms, symbology speak, mirror writing, gematria and numerology BS and have honest 

and forthright speech?

'Yes' means yes and 'No' means no?

10/2/2019 3:55:15 PM djlok I was thinking the exact same damn thing!!!  Saw your comment bc I was looking to see if someone posted that already!!!  Why am I not surprised???!!!

10/2/2019 3:55:48 PM keith369me I think they meant Maldek, not Venus.

10/2/2019 3:57:34 PM janjch23 The Earth and creation according to a creationist the Earth is only about 6,000 years old. I guess that goes for the rest of the plants since God created it 

all.

10/2/2019 3:58:17 PM cisnez Growing grapes and making wine is one of my many talents.

Made 30 gallons my first year after buying property with three old vines that previous owner said stopped producing fruit.

#Nutrients

#OceanGown

#SeaCrop

10/2/2019 4:00:03 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/2SOXS9f5UDg  pic.twitter.com/hwoKShXj5q

10/2/2019 4:01:47 PM yesxzz Knowledge of the market is reward. We have a development eternal/infinite in length inasmuch as we’re utilising a ridiculous amount of resources. The 

ridiculing supply&demand propaganda is necessarily more nutritious than feeding(see cause and effect) u know wat u get wat u want. 

pic.twitter.com/xaHmgT5tI4

10/2/2019 4:04:36 PM keith369me So let me get this straight, in the past two weeks we’ve “discovered” Mars isn’t 100% red rock and that Venus was inhabited for Billions of years.  Such 

an incredible technology leap in just weeks!!!  Yes that’s sarcasm.

10/2/2019 4:06:09 PM yesxzz I’ll continue to ridicule [supply&demand propaganda] with the following, lacking sugar conversion into fat: “We supply worlds with only that which we 

can create and beg them for it after they consumed it” 

OR

“Here’s how I feel, my whole heart! Now return the favour or burn!”👹 pic.twitter.com/uByG8tKOMs

10/2/2019 4:06:12 PM sandro220 N.E.R.D & Rihanna - Lemon (Official Music Video)  https://youtu.be/L_u97PqWX6g  via @YouTube

“Cuz this ain’t a scrimmage..” 🤣 pic.twitter.com/UI2GNGB51u

10/2/2019 4:06:15 PM freestateojones Would they be referred to as Venusian?

10/2/2019 4:07:19 PM wbwse You don’t remember when we seeded this planet with divine providence?

10/2/2019 4:08:10 PM allahuniversal Slept through the downtime, idk know how long it was. Seeing the # this AM then this Q, it just clicked

10/2/2019 4:09:07 PM wbwse Merman!

10/2/2019 4:10:41 PM cisnez Doesn't look right. pic.twitter.com/sBLDE4iZzI

10/2/2019 4:13:35 PM 31robasa Venus still been habitable, their are Just like us, they have a better weather than us, like tropical weather, and a lot of different fruits, that why they are 

vengan people. I want to reincarnate on venus next time

10/2/2019 4:13:57 PM wbwse H^3 C^2 O ?

10/2/2019 4:14:43 PM wbwse H^2 O + C^2 = ?

10/2/2019 4:15:44 PM catherinewhitfo There is lots of Life on Mars, many races have bases there.

I've heard heard that some people on Mars don't believe that there are people on Earth anymore!

10/2/2019 4:17:35 PM n7guardiananon would love a closer look at that ancient history pic.twitter.com/joUy4dq1K0

10/2/2019 4:17:41 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/RaDVNBgeJW

10/2/2019 4:19:09 PM keith369me Valiant Thor did and even visited presidents...so says legend

10/2/2019 4:20:38 PM yesxzz H3coc3H ; “Hehe, coc” ; sorry but the 3 hydrogens are found in close proximity so often in molecular theory it’s like it’s laughing at it:self. Maybe we 

just need to (en)lighten up by laughing and not (p)racing a:round. Practice what you know. Teach others what they know. 👽 

pic.twitter.com/BEpRlh4RRX



10/2/2019 4:22:16 PM yuvalsap Mars is beeing teraformed for some time, as wellnas Venus(thats the reason no one knows why it became much brighter in our sky). 

There is no SSP.we are forbidden to leave earth until we formally join the region galactic comunity. Every thing else you read is a dissinfo programs.

10/2/2019 4:22:24 PM keith369me It’s part of a soft Disclosure rollout on stuff that has been hidden from us all of our lives

10/2/2019 4:23:54 PM laurabusse Yeah!

Bc that's what they've been told unfortunately!

10/2/2019 4:24:04 PM adamcsrmarkley 🤔😂 🤦♀️

10/2/2019 4:25:04 PM yesxzz It’s an [ether], we isolated electrons/electricity from aether, and we got a bunch of other goo:dies too apparently. 👅🦷 pic.twitter.com/AixYQZPouL

10/2/2019 4:26:15 PM big_simp oh really?...lol

who told you this..

Val Thor the Venusian?

10/2/2019 4:29:02 PM andrewpitkin2 Cow farts.

10/2/2019 4:34:38 PM trumppallooza I see water

10/2/2019 4:38:33 PM brad34351293 Heck, Tesla was saying he was receiving radio transmissions from Mars. Back in his day, early 1900's.

10/2/2019 4:41:34 PM wbwse Electro Hydrogen

   Frequencies

10/2/2019 4:53:41 PM madrabbit917 Satan brought chaos and drew one third of us away and destruction ensued.

10/2/2019 4:53:51 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/Q5q1EWQk5Z

10/2/2019 4:58:07 PM cisnez Fourth stare being Plasma?

10/2/2019 5:05:18 PM cisnez Electromagnetic 

Vs.

Magnetoelectric

Electromagnetism is wasteful, but useful.

Electricty comes from magnetism in endless supply.

10/2/2019 5:10:12 PM ravisingkeegan Lol

10/2/2019 5:11:01 PM lordconcave lol NOT

10/2/2019 5:11:52 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/kLNdfmI2xf

10/2/2019 5:18:51 PM yesxzz Would you care to quote something that makes you see the fourth state in this way? Plasma may fit into your description. 

https://twitter.com/yesxzz/status/1176464294109765632?s=21 …

10/2/2019 5:24:11 PM the_loveoflight Is this what the ET's and also what they mean on SG-1, they weren't ready for the technology, basically destroyed themselves from greed?

10/2/2019 5:26:16 PM the_loveoflight Also is this where Lucifer and Ra originated from?

10/2/2019 5:27:51 PM rghardy3 zero delta for what ?

10/2/2019 5:29:02 PM kindeandtrue Jared Kushner's former communications director, Josh Raffel, left the White House last spring to work as a "crisis communications expert" for JUUL. 

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/hollywood-pr-guru-josh-raffel-lands-at-juul-leaving-white-house-1149300 …

10/2/2019 5:30:30 PM anondirtyleg Or maybe it still is? 🤷🏼♂️

10/2/2019 5:31:48 PM sandro220 Although I’m a registered med. cannabis patient in the state of NY, I feel resistant each time I go to my dispensary for refills, b/c as opposed to being 

able to access the organic floral manifestations of cannabis God intended for me, I’m given poisonous, vape-ready oil instead.

10/2/2019 5:33:56 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/9amTXpxYIz

10/2/2019 5:34:32 PM sandro220 Further exacerbating my resistance around ascertaining med cannabis  through the state of NY, has everything to do with the degree to which former 

Gov. Rockefeller destroyed the lives of so many American families living in New York, with his megalomaniacal anti-cannabis agenda.

10/2/2019 5:38:23 PM sandro220 Why did former Gov.Rockefeller so detest the notion of integrating into healthy and existentially virtuous lifestyles, God’s sacred, often medicinal, 

profoundly-mind-expanding, creativity-enhancing inherently positive ganja plant? Why? His hatred of what he considered primitive.

10/2/2019 5:39:21 PM nickell_sylvia Like @_The_Blackwolf_  that seems to be the best way to go.

10/2/2019 5:40:20 PM covertress Haspel no longer Majestic?

Or was disinfo necessary? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1114542445788835841?s=19 …

10/2/2019 5:41:14 PM sandro220 This is a picture of former Governor Rockefeller’s son. Much to the dismay of his father, immediately following his graduation from Ivy League 

collegiate contexts, under the auspices of academic enthusiasm, he headed into the wild, and was abducted  by a tribe of cannibals. 

pic.twitter.com/PWDOm5Ilrz

10/2/2019 5:42:11 PM jared4liberty Hey yeah! I thought the same thing. 👀🤷🏼♂️

10/2/2019 5:47:35 PM sandro220 So: Gov.Rockefeller’s barely comprehensible linking of the sacred cannabis plant w/all that which is potentially problematic given overtones of 

primitivity-is truly rooted in the fact that his son couldn’t stand him so much, he was willing to get eaten-to get away from the dik!🤣 

pic.twitter.com/PXVSEPOAsb

10/2/2019 5:51:21 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/JQFBmSm_UHE  pic.twitter.com/Lt6HYau48P

10/2/2019 5:57:03 PM chuck_houk There is a lot of water around the poles.

10/2/2019 5:59:42 PM davidg02986909 I guess this is what the end is like.  Where there are so many National Enquirer moments you cant figure out truth from fiction.   Ok guys!  Let's storm 

the Smithsonian!  #stromthesmithsonian

10/2/2019 6:13:11 PM wbwse Toes! 😻😻😻

10/2/2019 6:18:53 PM 313looper Truth resonates within...! 😉

10/2/2019 6:18:55 PM 313looper You’re joking! 🤣

10/2/2019 6:23:09 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this a veiled threat?

And if so, why is she allowed to publicly do this?

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/10/i-pray-for-his-safety-speaker-pelosi-prays-for-trump-again-at-her-press-conference-on-impeachment-

video/ …

10/2/2019 6:23:12 PM basil26 Was?  Valiant Thor would disagree 😉 https://www.disclose.tv/valiant-thor-the-benevolent-alien-with-an-iq-of-1200-307285 …

10/2/2019 6:33:55 PM bdam777 That morning ⭐

10/2/2019 6:34:26 PM mixer_brandon Think Count Blue One Too

10/2/2019 6:37:07 PM dandumpy If this really is MAJ-12 ... Then you know who I am?... is it just because of Holloman? Or is deeper than that. If you can’t answer this your larp AF.

10/2/2019 6:37:32 PM dandumpy You’re 🤣😇

10/2/2019 6:38:24 PM dandumpy Where was NTC 1 and 2 ?

10/2/2019 6:48:04 PM sandro220 Blue 1 too?always blew 1or2-tally for that Lichtenstein BusStop last stall loo-like U-gots Euro friends who refer to bathrooms-like they’re named after 

cats with whom-I used to shmooze-I talked all bout the other 1 she dream stole a name from U-wut I mean?um-Now she’s MixerPoof🤣

10/2/2019 6:52:34 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/e59kxlOrwK

10/2/2019 6:52:36 PM sandro220 I’m inclined the make a joke; but, I’m going to take this in a serious direction: people like ourselves (specifically), notice facts, observe them and how 

they coallesce, and then assemble them online in understandable ways. This ‘goes against the grain’ of #deepstate agendas. 🙏



10/2/2019 6:53:08 PM wbwse 💙💙💙

10/2/2019 6:56:37 PM khirinknight State , deep state fibonacci state

10/2/2019 6:57:31 PM khirinknight Plasma state 🤣

10/2/2019 6:58:14 PM doyle_media Dear Zufu .@SandiaWisdom —

It has just been revised.

It will take a little while for all Star Nations present and en route to put the pieces of what has happened at this day, together.

See you all, soon.

Welcome to Earth..

Richard ℅ .@TheRichardDoyle 

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/hZv6oz3K4S
10/2/2019 7:00:22 PM sandro220 I’m keeping this account!! 

🤣🙏🤣🙏 https://youtu.be/0qH-mD1wRqY 

10/2/2019 7:01:40 PM sandro220 Thanks. You rule!

 https://youtu.be/EaL8_CGsEhc  😎

10/2/2019 7:06:23 PM 369369rv The Venus people had a fight with mars people.  Mars was ahnialated?

10/2/2019 7:07:32 PM nun_chucknorris I believe that’s 6 or 7 at this point 🧐

10/2/2019 7:07:51 PM fastfreddie21 Democrats......that’s what happened.

10/2/2019 7:08:40 PM grundemt My work with a Rico is almost complete.

Perhaps next we can collaborate on a project? pic.twitter.com/bTRax5MvSv

10/2/2019 7:11:36 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/zW9bSdBMsp

10/2/2019 7:12:55 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/2/2019 7:23:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Look Here = Mars

Don't Look Here = #UnsealEpstein

Ukraine unlocks #UnsealEpstein

Tick tock...

Enjoy the show...

🙈

10/2/2019 7:25:13 PM lichy93 Everyone seems to have looked over at the impeachment circus and forgot about #UnsealEpstein

10/2/2019 7:25:24 PM state1union I wonder what the raid on the Vatican will equal?

10/2/2019 7:26:04 PM 313looper @RandPaul ...!

10/2/2019 7:26:33 PM laurabusse Drip drip pic.twitter.com/qXRrNsaVge

10/2/2019 7:27:14 PM michael81972 PAIN I hope...😏

10/2/2019 7:28:31 PM tammyrochester2 Hmmm... pic.twitter.com/H6acV9uyEK

10/2/2019 7:29:18 PM lilinator1776 What does Ukraine have to do with stein

10/2/2019 7:32:05 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

Muslim Invasion??? https://twitter.com/GregNorberg/status/1179570688492888064 …

10/2/2019 7:33:04 PM crt14361013 Sorry. Been watching the WATER

10/2/2019 7:33:08 PM wbwse YAYYY

10/2/2019 7:34:02 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/np0YIaHv6LQ  pic.twitter.com/seB8iecZNx

10/2/2019 7:35:51 PM cntrctr82 Too much too soon? pic.twitter.com/BcpaD4LYlg

10/2/2019 7:35:55 PM itsyfireflower I don't know you but a good name for your next project should be rikka- delicious!

10/2/2019 7:36:02 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/lNn5Q7H-FeA 

10/2/2019 7:38:15 PM anitaevans What did you revise ?

10/2/2019 7:38:23 PM sandro220 U know..this is kind funny, and not. And I say this not because of TermsOfService violation implications; but, more with an eye toward addressing the 

problematic way in which I perceive myself as impermanent..but..4 fux sakes..this is like my 8th acct in 13 months! 🤷♂️

10/2/2019 7:38:51 PM sandro220 Phish - "The Sloth" (Alpine Valley, 8/9/15)  https://youtu.be/NS1slHt63H0  via @YouTube

10/2/2019 7:42:26 PM sandro220 Your feedback both turns me on in some pleasantly strange way,..and, paradoxically, makes me feel as though it shouldn’t. 

Yum! 🤣

10/2/2019 7:42:44 PM itsyfireflower Also means pear", 律(ri) meaning "rhythm, law, regulation, gauge, control

10/2/2019 7:45:01 PM yungrushin Red October #Qanon pic.twitter.com/bcsuOb2thX

10/2/2019 7:45:56 PM reasonrhymes Where is Obama? He seems to have left the Twitter space. #UkraineWreck

10/2/2019 7:46:04 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/vtvK-wHrt1g  pic.twitter.com/HVUl3nPj4P

10/2/2019 7:46:23 PM allahuniversal  https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/464073-jeffress-suggests-democrats-worship-pagan-god-moloch-

who?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

10/2/2019 7:47:32 PM jrocktigers "Counting stars by candlelight

All are dim but one is bright

The spiral light of Venus

Rising first and shining best" ~ Robert Hunter RIP , lyricist Grateful Dead

10/2/2019 7:50:30 PM grundemt Bo drown < Don't know how to swim  (obviously)

Suffice it to say, we've jumped timelines.

Where these tracks meet,

We shall see? pic.twitter.com/xWMwkk6cCP

10/2/2019 7:51:22 PM itsyfireflower Pearchicken or Chiear (chicken pear?) monster

10/2/2019 7:53:41 PM shootmupintx Don't they?

10/2/2019 7:57:14 PM grundemt Rikka want to lead the dance!

What do you have in mind? pic.twitter.com/gbi7aoTFpe

10/2/2019 7:58:15 PM itsyfireflower Don't even know where to start... you play... please?

10/2/2019 7:58:22 PM grundemt Please go on pic.twitter.com/h57gsPb6zP

10/2/2019 7:59:31 PM nschlange No because now that's in the news. The 2nd time I've seen someone in the news talk about moloch. Who cares if he kept his job, the information he 

had is getting out, don't you think?

10/2/2019 7:59:32 PM itsyfireflower I insist!

10/2/2019 7:59:53 PM itsyfireflower Let me groove to the tunes of you!

10/2/2019 8:00:06 PM wbwse Congrats on reaching penultimate completion! You rock superstars! 💙💙💙

10/2/2019 8:00:30 PM nschlange Oh, it was Jeffries that said they worshiped Moloch. So 2 ppl in one or two days.

10/2/2019 8:00:39 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🥰🙏🥰



10/2/2019 8:00:54 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🥰🙏🥰

10/2/2019 8:01:11 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🥰🙏🥰

10/2/2019 8:01:34 PM rickibobbi101 Time to stop babying the sheep! Let's wake em up!!!!!

10/2/2019 8:02:06 PM sandro220 😁 pic.twitter.com/vCRo3asFL4

10/2/2019 8:03:19 PM plbrocks Wasn't that the plan?

10/2/2019 8:03:38 PM ab36913 Love that. 💗💗💗

10/2/2019 8:03:39 PM itsyfireflower I'm here to hear my dear

10/2/2019 8:04:21 PM grundemt Nature morte (still life) with Pearanhas Phleasant

10/2/2019 8:04:42 PM wbwse Follow the right wabbit?

10/2/2019 8:05:16 PM nschlange What does that mean? 42 IS to BE?

10/2/2019 8:05:35 PM sandro220 You make me feel like I did it with not Krissy,..but Janet,..in The Regal Begal bathroom!🤣 https://youtu.be/wgy_aXtadGU 

10/2/2019 8:05:36 PM nschlange what does 33 is the key mean?

10/2/2019 8:06:09 PM cntrctr82 Indeed

10/2/2019 8:06:45 PM grundemt Tears for Pots? pic.twitter.com/YIUoUz2SeA

10/2/2019 8:06:59 PM tyetyler1 Noted. 

Appreciate your efforts.  👍👍

10/2/2019 8:07:22 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/YQ2xtWgBlzk  pic.twitter.com/GeE1cZ1C0c

10/2/2019 8:08:10 PM mongrelglory I'm so sorry to hear that! 🥺

10/2/2019 8:08:52 PM nschlange What happened today? What does that mean? I would appreciate it if you could explain a little bit?

10/2/2019 8:08:59 PM tyetyler1 Hush. 😉  He's like Beetlejuice in that way.

10/2/2019 8:09:05 PM sandro220 Tears For Fears - Everybody Wants To Rule The World  https://youtu.be/aGCdLKXNF3w  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/pXp5gwtJYy

10/2/2019 8:09:41 PM tyetyler1 Indeed

10/2/2019 8:12:31 PM tyetyler1 Unbearable pain with a dash of gloom,topped off with heaping dispare & agony.

10/2/2019 8:16:39 PM sandro220 Bro..step away from the DMT fume-wafting hose. It’s not too late. 🤣

10/2/2019 8:16:45 PM tangobravomike 🍿🍿🍿

10/2/2019 8:17:23 PM wwg1wga93583681 iirc, snow white was a clown super computer

it was used to disrupt board comms

9 months and a day later white hats took that fucker, and others down and sats too

check crumbs from 8/30/18

q dropped 30 crumbs that day

twas epic pic.twitter.com/n1IHlLo6Cu

10/2/2019 8:18:56 PM sandro220 And I’m not one 4 complaining these days; but, no likeeee?..

Really? 

🤣 pic.twitter.com/UamI1MeKZE

10/2/2019 8:19:51 PM nschlange yup pretty sure they were all trying to do that or doing that.

10/2/2019 8:21:30 PM grundemt Different timeline. Same M.O.

No or Barry→I'm a broken record pic.twitter.com/waBi8Zo81E

10/2/2019 8:22:12 PM nschlange Thank you I appreciate the help.

10/2/2019 8:24:50 PM rebornkingent Visualization. Maxwell Maltz.

 Jose Silva.  Whomever controls imagination controls the future. This is why Hollywood and fake news is so dangerous. Modern music is 3 mins 

affirmations over and over. Those two industries are done.

10/2/2019 8:26:16 PM grundemt If an Ai mashup of those two is possible that'd be unforgettable? Or regrettable? That is the question! https://youtu.be/CCX1xUdMsNs 

10/2/2019 8:26:51 PM nschlange Oh I see, thank you

10/2/2019 8:30:07 PM brown_eyedladyj It was the Vatican Bank, but hey, you never know what else is being done behind the scenes.

10/2/2019 8:32:29 PM grundemt I know but one mantra and it goes like this...  https://youtu.be/J8hzw3Lpk9Q  pic.twitter.com/Z7L78s7fZJ

10/2/2019 8:33:41 PM sandro220 Mine:

If you’re not thinking about pussy, you’re just not concentrating. 

🤣

10/2/2019 8:33:45 PM pipprinting Read the Bible

10/2/2019 8:35:26 PM grundemt Sandro, you totally Knotts! pic.twitter.com/zqUJ9U9yfN

10/2/2019 8:36:09 PM grundemt Since when?

10/2/2019 8:36:14 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/4q4JwUGU2sk 

🤣

10/2/2019 8:37:28 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/8ydHuu7qX7

10/2/2019 8:40:17 PM nikoscali S.S. Schifftanic

10/2/2019 8:42:22 PM grundemt I'm a professional hoser:hoser. Check out this I.d. pic.twitter.com/CrpkpJ61Lo

10/2/2019 8:45:26 PM sandro220 Body of lies - Sam Snead  https://youtu.be/x3JMYvdrPD0  via @YouTube 😂🤣👌

10/2/2019 8:47:55 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/4b9ZhW9IFw

10/2/2019 8:48:11 PM myavery17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Please can you say if the Flu vaccines are safe. 

My Dr wants me to have one because I’m Type I diabetic. 

I’m confused. You once stated  pic.twitter.com/AEYyQ89pOi

10/2/2019 8:48:15 PM panderkin41 Dems got control of it??

10/2/2019 8:49:00 PM grundemt Makes since then :)

10/2/2019 8:50:09 PM wbwse source?

10/2/2019 8:51:09 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ycscfPtQ64Y 

10/2/2019 8:52:28 PM grundemt I say pear, you say?

 https://youtu.be/NgIcKud50GA  pic.twitter.com/KzgOuBdAGa

10/2/2019 8:53:56 PM wbwse Sing it Barry!

10/2/2019 8:54:22 PM poppyslovecapu Speaking the truth is dangerous to your “health” ... ⁉️

10/2/2019 8:55:03 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/8Bp9CdSfVp

10/2/2019 8:57:03 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/kuSA86LnFbM 

10/2/2019 8:57:56 PM wbwse #bøunce #møbøunce #møbøunceïndamutrfkïnhøuše pic.twitter.com/AGhzGjtYmG

10/2/2019 8:58:42 PM blsdbe Still, the image in my mind is nice 🥰🙏🥰...

10/2/2019 9:00:11 PM wbwse It would be divine providence in my loving hearts opinion pic.twitter.com/TEdMhxP4wq

10/2/2019 9:00:37 PM sandro220 Iggy Azalea - Bounce [ANOMAALii Remix]  https://youtu.be/3otYzo2uoVE  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/9kJKXfvin3

10/2/2019 9:01:46 PM wbwse They’re even better if you warm them under a handheld 🔥 😉 pic.twitter.com/csFVGO6iGk

10/2/2019 9:02:35 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/8y2RHMGqbWk 

10/2/2019 9:03:18 PM wbwse 🙀😻😻😻 pic.twitter.com/uo5iSz1pL7

10/2/2019 9:04:43 PM aleks8837 Enjoying the WHOLE show! 🍿🍿🍿 (climate, politics, generations, Trump, the world stage+++)

10/2/2019 9:04:46 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/MYLx_GQK7Cg 

#Phish 🙏

10/2/2019 9:05:56 PM grundemt Maybe one of these days pic.twitter.com/KFR3wc7OKO



10/2/2019 9:06:22 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/uue0GswxAz

10/2/2019 9:06:39 PM deepstatedqne And then it was trending... pic.twitter.com/zV1Ic4MQjH

10/2/2019 9:07:07 PM aleks8837 RT, like, save, dislike, email, rewrite. Do anything with it you like!

The sooner this gets more into the collective unconscious the better!

(I sent this to patentpractice@uspto.gov) pic.twitter.com/hZAChjFVlu

10/2/2019 9:07:27 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/CaJYPwwHE1

10/2/2019 9:09:10 PM grundemt Peace out pic.twitter.com/728ISgkcIX

10/2/2019 9:09:39 PM sandro220 Phish - Saw It Again~Tube - 10/31/14 - MGM Grand Las Vegas  https://youtu.be/QmM2KF1W9uE  via @YouTube

10/2/2019 9:10:47 PM mcmom2005 Should be yes, not gel.  Also, note periods.  First two do not have.

10/2/2019 9:12:03 PM mcmom2005 Ges, not yes

10/2/2019 9:13:58 PM cntrctr82  pic.twitter.com/oxKpGRIv9J

10/2/2019 9:16:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Never heard anything more on this... pic.twitter.com/bu1fMXjtSd

10/2/2019 9:26:33 PM sparkleloung Karma

10/2/2019 9:27:16 PM natureinspace #UnsealStandardHotel too please so I don't have to look at Liddle Schiff ever again.

10/2/2019 9:29:36 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtK1QLLO6Bk … pic.twitter.com/8XbyOwwvpe

10/2/2019 9:34:41 PM natureinspace Yummmmm. Doughnuts.... pic.twitter.com/2sQU2STCIN

10/2/2019 9:36:19 PM carrieyoho Putting him out in public to mock and ridicule.   Tactic to divert and discredit pic.twitter.com/F3RwAKs6uU

10/2/2019 9:39:33 PM natureinspace I'm a woman so I guess I did lol

10/2/2019 9:42:07 PM leeanndalton2 Amen

10/2/2019 9:45:04 PM appleflorez_ 🍎

10/2/2019 9:47:24 PM grundemt Tomorrow perhaps? pic.twitter.com/QPwJ1sSu0i

10/2/2019 9:47:30 PM sandro220 @AppleFlorez_ pic.twitter.com/dPKSvZ84V4

10/2/2019 9:47:37 PM sdane8 😂  That was my reaction!

10/2/2019 9:50:24 PM allahuniversal Don't even wanna hear their music 90+% of the time, would rather create my own pic.twitter.com/lmmdf5gwVn

10/2/2019 9:52:44 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/1JrffBSzI9

10/2/2019 9:53:51 PM courtneyspace17 That's absolutely right pic.twitter.com/mj1fCff06U

10/2/2019 9:54:17 PM grundemt Damn. I really do need to get my priorities straightened out!

G'night San:droid pic.twitter.com/0LBSU19NFx

10/2/2019 9:55:25 PM starehope Wearing a KEEP AMERICA GREAT baseball cap is dangerous to you life and limbs.

10/2/2019 9:57:32 PM starehope Red October - Q never said "The Hunt for..."

10/2/2019 10:00:04 PM sleky19 3D -> 5D

10/2/2019 10:00:58 PM starehope Think that is the FFs.

10/2/2019 10:06:27 PM wbwse I would really like to sit down in something comfy and have tea with you!

10/2/2019 10:18:53 PM nikoscali Q started out saying the hunt for red october in 2017 and then dropped the hunt for in 2018.

10/2/2019 10:19:56 PM grundemt I like my tea with milk and honey pic.twitter.com/2D4lVDrZMg

10/2/2019 10:21:39 PM robertscharnbe4 Don't tell me, humans moved in and ruined it in 200 years... at least that's what we're being told is happening on earth! Are we that Awesome?

10/2/2019 10:23:53 PM starehope I just read where someone wrote to pay attention to the comms.

10/2/2019 10:26:38 PM wbwse I take it with 3.5 sugars

10/2/2019 10:27:04 PM wbwse May you pick appropriate image for that sil vous plait?!

10/2/2019 10:27:41 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/ycoE8khfK4

10/2/2019 10:29:05 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/6kvUIo7pxg

10/2/2019 10:32:33 PM starehope I don't believe that. I can't find hunt for only in a title of a list of movies and regarding a slbm that misfired.

10/2/2019 10:38:57 PM nikoscali Q uses "The Hunt for Red October" in #158 and then just "Red October" in #679 both are listed along with other movies

10/2/2019 10:45:19 PM starehope Q uses Red October a few times.

10/2/2019 10:46:42 PM starehope I am not responding any more. Dig!

10/2/2019 10:47:32 PM nikoscali lol

10/2/2019 10:48:06 PM one_white_lion  pic.twitter.com/3P1ELWU64V

10/2/2019 10:53:49 PM greg40617065 I’m torn between hungry or horny?

10/2/2019 10:59:57 PM greg40617065 Yeah yeah, it was inhabited by a civilization like ours that didn’t act on climate change and they turned their planet into a Hell Hole! I call Bullshit!

10/2/2019 11:14:03 PM ben_matlock_esq Lol

10/2/2019 11:29:18 PM ksouth21 Nice !

10/2/2019 11:54:09 PM wisdomonium Dissolve it again and let MI take it over.

10/2/2019 11:56:27 PM wisdomonium one can only hope

10/3/2019 12:32:08 AM paul_gronseth If women are from Venus, I'm guessing it started to go south for the planet shortly after they left it.

10/3/2019 1:27:44 AM lu_ticino A hair test indicated I have very high levels of aluminum already in my system. How can I get rid of it? My cognitive abilities are dwindling :(

10/3/2019 1:48:04 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/XAmwE2KSi6

10/3/2019 1:52:02 AM starseedatx #thinkepstein

#UnsealEpstein

#Pedowood

#Pizzagate

#Gottacatchemall

10/3/2019 1:57:06 AM starseedatx  pic.twitter.com/VfOgUQpmLL

10/3/2019 2:44:22 AM hurricane0073 What is First Contact? What is disclosure?

10/3/2019 3:21:19 AM lightlove21121 Looks like it huh 😏

10/3/2019 3:24:43 AM samsmith0319 Stay on target...👀...

10/3/2019 3:28:20 AM awakeandsing123 They didn’t listen to Greta Thurnberg.

10/3/2019 3:41:28 AM trumping4usa Hey weren't you talking about keys or some shit once. Hey how many keys to power does trump currently have?

10/3/2019 4:05:45 AM keith369me Every time we get closer to the cabal nerves, we get additional tidbits of truth

10/3/2019 4:47:39 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

10/3/2019 4:54:01 AM covertress Are they finally going to announce the "discovery" of organic life on Mars?

10/3/2019 4:57:10 AM danlnieb Once the sh*t hits the fan, we'll probably be learning about moon & Mars bases, multiple secret space programs and that Elvis is alive and well in Bora 

Bora.

10/3/2019 5:03:19 AM allonkid people can disclose themselves, don't have to rely on USPTO.

10/3/2019 5:27:34 AM imdarealross Another artist rendition? Its photoshop...... But it has to be... pic.twitter.com/5ZZoEFHKrS

10/3/2019 5:36:00 AM rebornkingent Very true, we all must create.

10/3/2019 5:37:33 AM sergii_ii T = Typists 1, 2 & 3

10/3/2019 5:39:23 AM mongrelglory Or perhaps they are AI beings, so don't have an immortal spirit?

10/3/2019 5:41:15 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072342489682665473?s=19 …

10/3/2019 5:43:01 AM mongrelglory Ah!  Okay then, higher dimensional beings it is!

10/3/2019 5:44:51 AM mongrelglory Or perhaps inter-dimensional beings from a parallel universe?



10/3/2019 5:44:58 AM covertress Or... this thread https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1110688006292324362?s=19 …

10/3/2019 5:48:09 AM michael81972 Too bad a lot of tweets are deleted so i could make sense of the answers

10/3/2019 5:49:16 AM justinf75983016 My tray has been in upright position for so long im about to starve to death.  🤦♂️

10/3/2019 5:50:17 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1173360563998666752?s=19 …

10/3/2019 6:14:35 AM cyclefixblono Campfires visible in the north.

10/3/2019 6:26:51 AM aleks8837 You mean inventors? I could have this discussion. But my views align very much with this guy Wade Frazier. His website is the ULTIMATE free energy 

resource. This link points only to a fraction of his whole site:  http://archive.is/6Du8k#selection-2459.0-2459.31 …

( http://ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm  is the MAIN text)

10/3/2019 7:18:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 What are they protesting?

Why is Apple interfering?

Money talks.

Follow the money. https://www.cultofmac.com/656746/apple-removes-app-used-by-hong-kong-protestors-from-the-app-store/ …

10/3/2019 7:34:53 AM egelone MJ, what will happen to Hongkong? will these brave people eventually earn their freedom?

10/3/2019 7:39:26 AM 00loll0 No and be careful who you follow.

10/3/2019 7:39:46 AM fansblowing3 Apple is doing what they were initially created to do - fascist control of social media - MATRIX.  People must be divided and not allowed to speak out.

10/3/2019 7:41:15 AM numberonepal But it’s so purdy. pic.twitter.com/ASUemZuOtk

10/3/2019 7:42:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 234

8/19 = 24.6M

9/19 = 18.3M

-6.3M Diff

Coincidence?

Still Majestic. pic.twitter.com/ox9NKqgpEe

10/3/2019 7:42:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Events unfolding in the following weeks will lay the groundwork for filling up GITMO with some very bad actors. See top tweets from Majestic 12 

analytics overview for details on what [they] did.

#SchiffForBrains

#UnsealEpstein

Remember: #Ukrainegate => #EpsteinGate/+++/++/+ pic.twitter.com/LQnHxptJuG

10/3/2019 7:42:47 AM numberonepal  pic.twitter.com/nMaqkUgjL0

10/3/2019 7:43:09 AM gooutthebox1 😏 pic.twitter.com/YalcYk2mBL

10/3/2019 7:44:05 AM doyouq Wondered why I’m not getting notifications for your posts in a while...

10/3/2019 7:44:25 AM j0z0rpwn How do I do the analytics thing?

10/3/2019 7:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 RED OCTOBER

Think Vatican

Think Epstein

Think Ukraine

Enjoy the show!

10/3/2019 7:49:27 AM lib7473 Oh I am! 🤣🌈🌈

10/3/2019 7:49:32 AM rx8bob Interesting that I did not see either folded bill or Alice town tweet

10/3/2019 7:49:44 AM winklerburke Andromeda Ascendant:  Captain to the Warship: "You are my every breath to me."  "Rommie" to Captain: "Literally."

10/3/2019 7:49:51 AM lightlove21121 Same here.

Too bright is our light 💫

10/3/2019 7:50:04 AM trumping4usa October 8th

10/3/2019 7:50:36 AM lightlove21121 We are 😏

10/3/2019 7:51:48 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I wonder 🤔

10/3/2019 7:52:16 AM synackstatic This has to have something to do with trafficking children from Ukraine to Epstein? Connection through Ukraine to Vatican?

10/3/2019 7:54:00 AM keith369me Won’t watch movies, but it feels like a hunt!!!

10/3/2019 7:54:09 AM martisw1971 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @VP @IngrahamAngle @JLS1125 @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 @EyesOnQ 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @rising_serpent @RedNationRising @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan 

@DevinNunes THEY CANT TAKE ALL OF US RT! https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1179720278202634240 …

10/3/2019 7:54:29 AM der_wanderer8 Red Planet

10/3/2019 7:57:24 AM ceasarfall31544 Think think think

10/3/2019 7:57:33 AM ceasarfall31544 ?????

10/3/2019 7:57:41 AM keith369me Fewer Tweets, fewer views...more views per Tweet.  It’s about time those Gitmo infrastructure upgrades are utilized 😀

10/3/2019 7:59:32 AM keith369me Protesting China’s over-reaching Power which Apple/Google and others tech companies fully support.

10/3/2019 7:59:36 AM bonbolife if something really tangible doesnt come out soon, indictments, or something that Forces the msm to cover corruption, then i fear its over... If you 

expect Americans who have been duped by the media forever, to figure this out on their own, they cant.. I believe they need help.

10/3/2019 8:00:00 AM martisw1971 @TheJusticeDept @DHSgov @Jim_Jordan @DevinNunes @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @RepMattGaetz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy 

@JLS1125 https://twitter.com/edgecrusher23/status/1179459326643232774 …

10/3/2019 8:00:36 AM synackstatic Bidens son's firm is connected to Heinz Rosemont capital. Heinz fortune was built on the back of loans from the Mellon Family fortune. The mellon 

family are very closely connected to the Vatican. They donate large and often to the Vatican through the Mellon foundation.

10/3/2019 8:01:40 AM identityasxy .

Hi, I am shamelesslp 'piggybacking' on MJ12 impressive follower list to raise awareness. Pay some attention, you'll wish you did.

Imagine going to your bank to withdraw $$ and its gone! Legally! too bad for you. LEARN

 https://efinancemanagement.com/sources-of-finance/rehypothecation … and this https://fortune.com/2019/09/26/the-feds-repo-market-bailout-is-a-

sign-of-deeper-problems-that-are-getting-worse-over-time/ …

10/3/2019 8:02:03 AM synackstatic Jesus Christ this is it. 

Bidens in Ukraine to Heinz through Kerry and Rosemont capital. 

Heinz to Mellon through Mellon bank.

Mellon to Vatican through Mellon foundation.

10/3/2019 8:02:31 AM surfing123456 I thinks it’s about to get real crazy real quick. Red October seems to be upon us. Everyone hold on for this craziness to be revealed

10/3/2019 8:03:24 AM surfing123456 Still Majestic

10/3/2019 8:04:45 AM hawkgirlinmn BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM

10/3/2019 8:04:48 AM starehope I did, but, I rarely get notices anymore. So, I turned off the tweet notices for a while, and now back on, it appears to be working.  Strange thing this 

twitter.

10/3/2019 8:07:27 AM mypen_3stacks Think #BenghaziStandDown https://youtu.be/e4WMI2O5R3w 

10/3/2019 8:08:18 AM fluck_gloria Just bought 🍿



10/3/2019 8:08:27 AM wwg1wga_every1 I figured Epstein is out of the picture. I truly hope and pray EVERYTHING will be exposed about him and his pedo friends.

10/3/2019 8:08:32 AM starehope Mentioned above, mine stopped, I turned them off almost a month, now back on and working.

10/3/2019 8:08:37 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔  https://twitter.com/DclareDiane/status/1179766035987218433 …

10/3/2019 8:10:06 AM enomai_ I'm enjoying the VUE

10/3/2019 8:11:27 AM flgirlsbeenqd This much anticipated action will help in ways that no one could imagine. It could be likened to running a marathon, nearly giving out of energy, then at 

last minute getting that boost of energy to help you cross the finish line. History needs to reflect how much corruption...

10/3/2019 8:12:35 AM zabbenduster 👇 pic.twitter.com/Kx8SOLXjYc

10/3/2019 8:12:51 AM bubba_dave1 234-[2]?

10/3/2019 8:13:25 AM sandralav2 Satan resides in Antarctica if you ask me.

10/3/2019 8:13:35 AM zabbenduster  pic.twitter.com/KHwoQtOvwg

10/3/2019 8:13:57 AM gaylema48821478 Please do it!

10/3/2019 8:14:32 AM bubba_dave1 Cause apple sees and hears EVERYTHING!

10/3/2019 8:14:36 AM wolfspirit1 Tweet deleted

10/3/2019 8:14:37 AM freeandoriginal Very much !! 🙏

10/3/2019 8:14:43 AM zabbenduster  pic.twitter.com/1UZcp2vTc5

10/3/2019 8:14:51 AM starehope Sometimes the obvious is in front of us.

10/3/2019 8:15:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd affected our nation. The deep, overwhelming sense of despair citizens felt discovering Dems/and their evil counterparts attempted to overthrow our 

government...stamp out Capitalism and usher in Sociaism/Communism. The reality of perverse acts against our most precious commodity,

10/3/2019 8:16:25 AM starehope Trump just declassified everything a few days ago. Just a matter of when we are allowed to see it all.

10/3/2019 8:16:30 AM jatte71 Along with jimmy hoffa and john Lennon.

10/3/2019 8:17:53 AM jennysue62 #BringIt we've been waiting for over 2 years..... these demons must fall

10/3/2019 8:19:15 AM enomai_ hmm pic.twitter.com/v8MCr9OdCW

10/3/2019 8:19:35 AM synackstatic Holy shit. This is honestly it. 

The last connection is between Epstein and what's going on in Ukraine and the vatican. It's round about but this is what I have, I'm sure there's a more 

direct connection we're missing: Rachel Chandler the Child Handler is connected to Jeffery Eps

10/3/2019 8:19:35 AM bonbolife Thanks.

10/3/2019 8:20:39 AM enomai_ The stories of trees on Mars is real. Apparently, civilization as well.

Thank you MJ you are the greatest.

10/3/2019 8:21:21 AM synackstatic Rachel Chandler is also friends with Jacqui Getty, the former wife of Gordon Getty. Gordon Getty is in control of Cali through the J.P. Getty Trust which 

donates to Pelosi, Newsom, and Brown campaigns. The Getty Trust, and the Mellon Foundation have often done business together..

10/3/2019 8:21:32 AM fansblowing3 😂 why are your top tweets about the hurricane and the dollar bill??  Fake analytics also 🙄 unseal Epstein was your main topic

10/3/2019 8:22:16 AM synackstatic Ex: Joint purchase of Detroit Institute of Arts by Getty and Mellon. Ex: Join purchase of Johnson Publishing Archive with Getty, Mellon, Ford and 

MacArthur foundation and

10/3/2019 8:23:19 AM mongrelglory Not to mention they use Chinese slave labour to make iPhones in their factories.

10/3/2019 8:23:43 AM americanpetal ✔🇺🇸🙏🕊💫 👶

10/3/2019 8:23:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd children. There comes a time when justice cries out, many voices screaming for justice with blood spilled because these people are truly evil. There is 

no reckoning or empathy that can be shown when there is that much debased, pure, dark evil.

10/3/2019 8:25:43 AM fansblowing3 You have MORE followers and therefore MORE views.  #fakeanalytics

10/3/2019 8:27:58 AM orbital_pi This is happening to many truthers on YT Views go down, videos don't appear in the results... Keep fighting.

Sending strength from fascist, lizzard royals-ruled Spain, Europe

10/3/2019 8:28:04 AM reneeallison04 pressure  from China??

10/3/2019 8:31:50 AM mongrelglory Perfect words Florida Girl! 🙏

10/3/2019 8:33:14 AM destinlola Could the stock market (reset) be on this list?

10/3/2019 8:33:19 AM asdasd26700831 Catholicos of All Armenians  Negative or positive?

10/3/2019 8:34:01 AM ladypatriot20 A betrayal like that won't go unnoticed.

10/3/2019 8:35:43 AM trumping4usa Just a guess lol

10/3/2019 8:37:35 AM synackstatic And would you look at that. Wexner Center receiving money from Mellon Foundation. Wexner of course connected to Epstein intimately. 

 https://archive.is/8bheS 

10/3/2019 8:40:09 AM patriotswegoall Crimes against nature.

Crimes against humanity.

Crimes against one's country.

Treason.

Sedition.

Subversion.

Diverse walks of life involved.

Humans and non-humans.

Known and documented.

Swamp draining has been initiated.
10/3/2019 8:40:34 AM mo_sarm Apple, Google, social media in general is most likely Deep State!

10/3/2019 8:51:19 AM patriotswegoall Apple said to have ties to the Chinese regime.

10/3/2019 8:52:21 AM youstinksoap  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069793963035553792?s=21 …

10/3/2019 8:54:36 AM vieiraranch Trying to understand the Hollander and Dale references...good? Evil? or Trap?

10/3/2019 8:55:49 AM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/1AVgKC4IH1

10/3/2019 8:57:23 AM dironablu2u I bet corporations destroyed that planet as well.

#CorporateLivesMatter

10/3/2019 8:58:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you.🙏❤️

10/3/2019 8:58:51 AM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/GiFqmhcTvB

10/3/2019 8:59:51 AM paytonpatriot 6.3 million difference. Interesting!

10/3/2019 9:00:59 AM synackstatic Red October of course being the 'novel engine tech' that the submarine had in the movie. This is a reference to the Chinese take over, and the Obama 

admin wiliness to let it happen, of the firm Henniges Auto and their novel engine dampening tech.

10/3/2019 9:02:50 AM kindeandtrue Are we going to learn more about "Russian adoptions" soon?

10/3/2019 9:04:16 AM manifest_utopia On your left side bar, click "More". Select "Analytics" from menu.

Don't believe the numbers provided. You can watch Twit lower the month impressions/engagements as the month progresses. I had 0 new followers 

last month!!! My new followers # is now "currently unavailable".

10/3/2019 9:10:42 AM patriotswegoall Eyes on Vatican.

10/3/2019 9:11:57 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/3/2019 9:15:11 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/3/2019 9:15:57 AM samsmith0319 Damn!...👿



10/3/2019 9:16:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd Our justice system can be SLOW...snail paced. We’re all tired. Take a break from social media, the news, and de-stress. It will happen. This is a military 

operation and they do things by the letter of the law. Our country was not infiltrated over night. They are undoing...

10/3/2019 9:20:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd greater than 50 years of infiltration. I know it’s difficult, this is why it’s important we all support each other and hang in there. The finish line has never 

looked so beautiful. We are truly ushering in a new era. pic.twitter.com/SroRfIAjH8

10/3/2019 9:20:31 AM mediamanx So much of the system is still corrupt & designed only for partisanship. Time for We-The-People to RISE-UP get organized/coordinate our efforts for 

MAX impact (ie a little guerrilla info-warfare). Follow RT & PM me to join #DIGITALARMY

10/3/2019 9:22:21 AM roarquiet MJ12, real? Time for moar sauce my confused fren. pic.twitter.com/8sxrK6ry0G

10/3/2019 9:24:44 AM klapsyou Popes red shoes...Red planet (Mars)

#Blood is trending

10/3/2019 9:26:38 AM boshek6 Leftist company like google. Probably on China’s payroll in some way. Communists they appear to be.

10/3/2019 9:28:21 AM chris_losh_ #QDUP

10/3/2019 9:28:33 AM mediamanx We have let this prolonged COUP attempt go on long enough. Time for us AMERICANS to get pissed off & get organized/collaborate on real active 

measures to make a difference. (100% legal/non-violent). Plz Follow, RT & PM me to join the #digitalarmy

10/3/2019 9:31:03 AM laurabona Apple pulled the Q drops app from its store as well. Told me all I needed to know about Apple.

10/3/2019 9:33:03 AM 2mynita Popcorn? pic.twitter.com/aS1CqC0GJQ

10/3/2019 9:35:40 AM 00loll0 I was in one of these telepathic ships,they don't have any controls and the ship does just know where to go,they are amazing for sure.

10/3/2019 9:36:13 AM charmanda9 Here is an additional thread on an Epstein hub in MI. https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1175360905447641094?s=21 …

10/3/2019 9:36:46 AM a39630340 I am not enjoying this show.

10/3/2019 9:41:15 AM norwegianon #RedOctober #QAnon pic.twitter.com/bLSe3uzP0O

10/3/2019 9:54:58 AM carolva97910854 I’m thinking Vatican for sure!  No coincidence the Vatican Bank audit is happening while Barr is in Italy!

10/3/2019 9:56:33 AM scott_rick Link?  Would appreciate it

10/3/2019 9:58:49 AM laurabusse It is truly vast

Someone official ish said the other day trump will probably need his entire 2nd term to continue clearing out the swamp

And then that may not be enough time

The swamp is probably bigger than we can imagine and is everywhere

10/3/2019 9:59:15 AM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/PIo07XCfJO

10/3/2019 10:00:23 AM 02joshuaradwan Yes they are satanic

10/3/2019 10:02:49 AM lwrattail 🍿👀🍿👀🍿👀

10/3/2019 10:03:16 AM candyo35 makes sense since it's so cold there

10/3/2019 10:07:11 AM flubbynutty From Gab

 https://gab.com/jhomes55/posts/102899296349016676 …

1-Wanna know what's up with the Vatican? 

(h/t Voat Anon....)

The Vatican receives money from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Mellon Family. The "Mellon Project" at the Vatican Library was the result 

of one of these donations.
10/3/2019 10:11:06 AM dr_t_dc Does the Vatican break the Fed? Will there be a debt reset?

10/3/2019 10:14:04 AM jonesy4671 Can you go into a lil more detail

10/3/2019 10:15:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Red October https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1179802264392863746 …

10/3/2019 10:15:27 AM jonesy4671 Where is this from n why does it look so different then picturea of mars ive seen??

10/3/2019 10:16:05 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1174673263466823680?s=19 …

10/3/2019 10:16:51 AM dlmaybee Netflix?

10/3/2019 10:19:54 AM lightworkercain Red Dust = Red October?

10/3/2019 10:22:08 AM jebsmirk I want to believe.

Proofs? pic.twitter.com/LHtWO2A47b

10/3/2019 10:22:37 AM punkbudgie1 Did you read the article?  It's talking about a tv series on Netflix😅

10/3/2019 10:23:33 AM stevengibes  pic.twitter.com/apR9oyPNMx

10/3/2019 10:23:43 AM covertress 234 pic.twitter.com/DNtKMA85n1

10/3/2019 10:28:48 AM flubbynutty 3-Now, the Mellon Foundation was formed by the Mellon Family in honor of Andrew W. Mellon. Other companies connected to the family are Alcoa, 

Gulf Oil, Westinghouse, Rockwell, and most importantly: HEINZ.

10/3/2019 10:29:18 AM flubbynutty 4-Heinz was created and prospered under the guidance and finances of the Mellon Family.

Heinz uses Rosemont Capital as an investment vehicle for the family.

10/3/2019 10:29:39 AM flubbynutty 5-Rosemont Capital has a sub called "Rosemont Seneca Partners" who is, in current news, notorously formed by Hunter Biden and Devon Archer.

10/3/2019 10:30:09 AM flubbynutty 6-Little do people know, the third founding partner is a firm called Thornston Group which is run by James Bulger, the nephew of notorious Boston 

gangster James "Whitey" Bulger.

10/3/2019 10:30:37 AM flubbynutty 7-Whitey Bulger's brother William Bulger was a member of the Mass State Senate, and a profound political ally of John Kerry.

10/3/2019 10:31:00 AM flubbynutty 8-The same John Kerry who married into the Heinz Family, the same Heinz family who happen to own Rosemont Capital, and participate in Rosemont 

Seneca Partners with Biden, Archer, and Bulger.

So there you have it......

10/3/2019 10:31:24 AM flubbynutty 9-Ukraine to Epstein to Vatican all through the Mellon, Wexner, and Heinz families. 

Now all these traitors went on to sell off US strategic assets through their Joint venture with the CHINESE GOVERNMENT in Bohai Harvest RST (BHR).

10/3/2019 10:31:56 AM flubbynutty 10-BHR went on to partner with Aviation Industry Corporation of China, a Chinese Government owned company, to purchase Henniges Automotive 

which is the primary producer of engine vibration dampening strategic assets, RESTRICTED UNDER NATIONAL SECURITY.

10/3/2019 10:32:26 AM flubbynutty 11-The only way the Chinese could buyout this auto firm was to get approved by the US administration in office, the Obamas.....

IT'S ALL CONNECTED!!

/end

10/3/2019 10:33:19 AM flubbynutty PD this thread business is a pain for me

10/3/2019 10:37:24 AM crt14361013 ✔😎

10/3/2019 10:40:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd ...focusing on here and now, very important. Today, worry about today, tomorrow worry about tomorrow. With this being a military operation it’s an 

absolute knowing our military would never work this hard to hand gov’t back over to the dark forces of absolute evil.



10/3/2019 10:44:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd I agree, darkness has infiltrated every aspect of our lives via Hollywood, religion, advertising, social media, educational system including universities. 

We’ve been lied to far too long. Their time is up. Patriots win! God bless our world & God bless @realDonaldTrump

10/3/2019 10:46:09 AM walterekurtzjr #qanon pic.twitter.com/WiYRE0nCYk

10/3/2019 10:47:39 AM realitycheck05  pic.twitter.com/4J0uJ4V5vC

10/3/2019 10:57:28 AM wisdomonium we know that addiction has a place in the human brain and is associated with certain receptors...why hasn't this research been exploited? Because our 

suffering makes them money. Why even though they can make contraception free to nations who desp need it, they prefer consumers.

10/3/2019 10:59:47 AM patriotswegoall More to Ukraine call than realized

Eyes on #UnsealEpstein

10/3/2019 11:03:13 AM start313hichq ..... pic.twitter.com/GHo9WlU1EX

10/3/2019 11:06:03 AM kachinagtto What a bullshit article!  Nothing like making a mockery of such a historical moment. 🙄

10/3/2019 11:08:26 AM lenzaq Tesla, too.

10/3/2019 11:14:22 AM mongrelglory  http://Military.com  tends to have BS articles. 🙄  However, the fact that they're mocking the Space Force, means that they must feel threatened by 

it. 😏

10/3/2019 11:22:29 AM lightlove21121 Seeing us from above shine our light together is the most beautiful thing I have ever seen in my lives 🥰

@nea_storm

@charmanda9

@RoubLisa

@AllahUniversal

@zagnett

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/3/2019 11:23:36 AM v_rags Yes is agree. It’s beautiful to see. 🙏💜🌎

10/3/2019 11:33:01 AM a39630340 Not entertained in the least. The disclosures have been anticlimactic and the state that us debt slaves are in shows no end. 

This is all a show albeit a shit show that should embarrass every last one of us.

10/3/2019 11:35:53 AM starehope I understand where you are coming from.

10/3/2019 11:39:31 AM michael81972 Why would Space Force associate with a squirrel like Steve Carell?

10/3/2019 11:47:46 AM debernst16 I like this a lot. Did anyone see it happen besides this post???

10/3/2019 11:51:04 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/GEOGgE8kIR

10/3/2019 11:53:25 AM guy_karen No more 🤡🤡🤡🤡

10/3/2019 11:55:24 AM lightlove21121 So much love  ♥️

So much light  💫

So much us     🙏🏽

💫♥💫♥💫♥💫♥💫

Alice didn’t want me to see your reply 🙃 

Sun glasses Alice 😎
10/3/2019 12:02:33 PM starehope Exactly, so why was a meme for a movie posted. It was old news.

10/3/2019 12:04:31 PM roublisa Dear #alice you were kindly warned😎😎😎 pic.twitter.com/WayqfJKm8J

10/3/2019 12:04:59 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/TxSpU0ZEHF

10/3/2019 12:07:07 PM unidentifiedta1 The show? An Audience is just a group of bystanders who’s emotions are controlled. Shows are pacifiers for the masses. There is no enjoyment 

knowing children are still being sacrificed and adult minds are still mind controlled through MSM, to serve a hidden agenda.

10/3/2019 12:07:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Netflix-Red October pic.twitter.com/ZFdUZdcjEk

10/3/2019 12:11:04 PM cny_micaa my friend has seen crazy hair dude from Ancient Aliens walking in the Pentagon, with top brass...

10/3/2019 12:11:58 PM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal

@charmanda9

@nea_storm

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@zagnett

@RoubLisa

10/3/2019 12:12:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Think 10/8/2019 initial event?

10/3/2019 12:17:02 PM nikoscali Um because its important for understanding the context of the entire red october decode including themes of stealing from russia, enemies being 

destroyed by their own torpedoes, enemies believing the collateral is destroyed when it isn't, etc.

VERY relevant to today.

10/3/2019 12:19:46 PM sch41076287 Hope this realy will be this red Oktober

10/3/2019 12:30:34 PM thekanehb Detox and meditation pic.twitter.com/SCEEH1hW5s

10/3/2019 12:35:43 PM royalyid 😍

10/3/2019 12:36:54 PM nea_storm Yes Indeedy it is Blinding for some including multiple entities! Living and nonliving! pic.twitter.com/dgSJpKabr5

10/3/2019 12:37:28 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/LXsOXo3tQO

10/3/2019 12:39:20 PM nea_storm and giggles pic.twitter.com/2hPOmVyhSP

10/3/2019 12:43:04 PM nikoscali Chad Pergram literally just held up a copy of "Through the Looking Glass" on @FoxNews

#NoCoincidences

@QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/3/2019 12:53:52 PM _andy_walker_ How do impressions work on Twitter? I don't get how you can have 20m +/- impressions but just under 30k followers. Have you lost followers as well?

10/3/2019 12:55:00 PM kathyfiscelli Thanks for digging and exposing these POS's

10/3/2019 12:56:19 PM thepeacekitten Logically thinking, if the Catholic Church is so obviously compromised, then all institutions of power are compromised. The Pope is wearing the boy love 

symbol openly. What more do people need? pic.twitter.com/aO0yoLJqiU

10/3/2019 12:57:48 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/O5DDR9hOtx

10/3/2019 1:00:13 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @RealEyeTheSpy ????

10/3/2019 1:29:54 PM justinf75983016 Think waiting and waiting and waiting and crickets.  Hope something changes

10/3/2019 1:41:48 PM lu_ticino Wow! A million thanks to you!!

10/3/2019 1:42:11 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/YpYtSBASLY

10/3/2019 1:44:37 PM rawphonegirl 👏👏👏🚀🚀🚀🛸🛸🛸

10/3/2019 1:48:53 PM greg_devereux Thinking put up or stfu.  Less talk more action. Tired of criminals walking the streets. Release the hounds, gloves off, shake the bushes. Do something!

10/3/2019 1:53:24 PM archer_369 Who died and made you Q?

10/3/2019 1:54:54 PM kidge6 No hashtags. Interesting. Has the fuse already been lit?

10/3/2019 2:03:32 PM kidge6 Maybe some of these will help. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9GexwSxlqjo9NhMMdcv6zg …

10/3/2019 2:22:17 PM thenortelgeek Yep. An art installation about prostitutes in Tunisia. https://en.qantara.de/content/prostitution-in-tunisia-the-big-reveal …

10/3/2019 2:29:51 PM starehope So a movie poster/meme does all that?



10/3/2019 2:57:55 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/VdDWc8sht3

10/3/2019 3:00:52 PM natureinspace I am thoroughly impressed. Thank you for the rundown. I now see how it's all connected 😀

10/3/2019 3:05:52 PM mcpatriot64 They must be stopped.  They are insane.

10/3/2019 3:06:45 PM mcpatriot64 Who is in control here?  These democrats are insane and getting down right nasty on a daily basis.

10/3/2019 3:10:10 PM crt14361013 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

10/3/2019 3:17:12 PM roublisa This is quite frustrating...# alice 🤨 I cannot respond 🤷♀️ Vito you must be over the target 🎯 with just about everything your saying to me 😉😉😉 

pic.twitter.com/EjiNbHf4e7

10/3/2019 3:17:42 PM roublisa For sure😂😂😂

10/3/2019 3:24:33 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/SxKq2qN7Wl

10/3/2019 3:25:30 PM roublisa Love it Cléa💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/WVXqKM7eTg

10/3/2019 3:36:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/Mrvmw4KILt

10/3/2019 4:25:19 PM keakarol ?

10/3/2019 4:28:53 PM spud2u2 Thinking unsealing of the first "lower tiered" sealed indictments !

10/3/2019 4:31:03 PM gina_knight That was my thought. 😂

10/3/2019 4:32:12 PM kikaltz Great job!!  Thank you!

@threadreaderapp unroll please

10/3/2019 4:35:30 PM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @flubbynutty: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 From Gab  http://gab.com/jhomes55/posts … 1-Wanna know what's up 

with the Vatican? (h/t Voat Anon....) The Vatica […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1179805106419699718.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

10/3/2019 4:35:33 PM blissamerica Interesting

10/3/2019 4:40:07 PM rickdwhite WWG1WGA

10/3/2019 4:49:51 PM napoli_motors #RedOctober

10/3/2019 5:01:03 PM v_rags Of course! pic.twitter.com/E3zIBBkWuw

10/3/2019 5:03:41 PM richard07759712 Some where in the middle.... Of course the residue of more than half a century ... let’s be honest, since Ham was cast aside to serve his brother and 

then Nimrod 👉🏼and his wife Semiramis, we got Moloch/Baal

It’s now, mankind is once again awakening - this takes time. pic.twitter.com/XQrncXRnpg

10/3/2019 5:07:47 PM alaskanillusion #RedOctober #WWG1WGA #JFK #WhiteSquall watch movie..#JFK on radio during Cuban missle crisis- look at phone pic..date? What #'s missing in first 

pic? Missle crisis started on the 15th #QAnon pic.twitter.com/kC3WvzhAfn

10/3/2019 5:08:49 PM nea_storm Flawless! pic.twitter.com/WAkN4MxjZS

10/3/2019 5:09:35 PM alaskanillusion #RedOctober #WWG1WGA #JFK #WhiteSquall watch movie..#JFK on radio during Cuban missle crisis..last missing # in right pic?

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/vXJX8HsgYc

10/3/2019 5:12:14 PM magamadnessusa ??? pic.twitter.com/5ufUlUXVVi

10/3/2019 5:12:33 PM alaskanillusion First Q drop just happened to occur on the very last day of Cuban Missile crisis..28 Oct..#RedOctober #WWG1WGA #JFK #WhiteSquall watch 

movie..#JFK on radio during Cuban missle crisis..#QAnon pic.twitter.com/oxwBSMcbAg

10/3/2019 5:17:22 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1179898960330330113?s=19 …

10/3/2019 5:19:25 PM trumppallooza Can I stop going to our catholic church now??

10/3/2019 5:21:08 PM trumppallooza When us catholic Americans find out how we've been funding this mess forever,  it's going to be a mess.

10/3/2019 5:21:31 PM alaskanillusion K confirmation..check

Mr. Rosenstein...check

DECLAS?

POTUS Alert (non test)?

#RedOctober ?

Cuban missile crisis..#WhiteSquall movie #JFK #WWG1GWA all occurred in Oct...a #RedOctober pic.twitter.com/tXbf5w9usF

10/3/2019 5:23:09 PM alaskanillusion  pic.twitter.com/V6NatQKvku

10/3/2019 5:44:50 PM hawkgirlinmn There’s SO much to unwrap here.

10/3/2019 5:49:22 PM richard07759712 Greetings this evening Brother | Trust you’re well

10/3/2019 5:57:58 PM nancyddb Hope so. At least a few.

10/3/2019 6:22:12 PM roublisa 🤨 wow good thing we can still dm 😕 pic.twitter.com/Aq9evFppa5

10/3/2019 6:23:59 PM jonjonlives1 Ww so exciting

10/3/2019 6:24:30 PM roublisa #alice this is wack😉....apparently Vito and I are too much to handle 😎😎😎 pic.twitter.com/mUXsFwf9dl

10/3/2019 6:34:04 PM wink5811 Thanks for the info I live in a city that does RO water and I crave salt! Will black salt work too?

10/3/2019 6:38:01 PM deplorable_s Vatican in the center pic.twitter.com/KiOCno2qG6

10/3/2019 6:41:07 PM flubbynutty Thanks, but please give all credit to the source on GAB. I'm just a fellow anon sharing info.

10/3/2019 6:49:50 PM v_rags True!  It’s happened to me before where I couldn’t reply to people.

10/3/2019 6:50:54 PM roublisa I see you 👀

10/3/2019 6:54:25 PM magadad1 LSD

10/3/2019 6:54:42 PM litecoinltcuser  pic.twitter.com/nClptkURdy

10/3/2019 6:54:58 PM v_rags Ok good at least Alice hasn’t set me to the penalty booth 😂

10/3/2019 6:55:00 PM litecoinltcuser  pic.twitter.com/hlVOMoiP32

10/3/2019 6:56:04 PM nea_storm Thank you for your amazing effort, very much appreciated! pic.twitter.com/Xmhmh3yBJK

10/3/2019 6:59:09 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/OcYpzElhv5

10/3/2019 7:21:57 PM grundemt You're sending me on a knight's-errand to the beach? pic.twitter.com/2WNGYozcrZ

10/3/2019 7:33:30 PM swhotmess Think I've had enough.

Think it would be nice.

10/3/2019 7:37:13 PM crisco2377 I think this needs to go to a poll!! @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BusyElves @RealEyeTheSpy @BreakingNLive @Jim_Jordan 

@StormIsUponUs @PrisonPlanet @AllahUniversal @catturd2 @clif_high @enki74 @ClintEastwoodLA @TomFitton @Tiff_FitzHenry @Livid2point0 

https://twitter.com/ScottPresler/status/1179933624759660544 …

10/3/2019 7:37:15 PM mml111mml111 31-8 = Done in 23. pic.twitter.com/RCZu2cEoKp

10/3/2019 7:41:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for that. Good to see interpretation of 234. If you know, please post for sake of others. We aren’t a secret society like Dems. We share info 

to awaken masses. I can’t be on social media long or watch news but do work I incarnated this lifetime to do. #GreatAwakening

10/3/2019 7:42:45 PM rosemodema or something something... 

you get to decide .. 🍒

10/3/2019 7:46:36 PM grundemt I can think of worse fates pic.twitter.com/l7WBAO6lDJ

10/3/2019 7:47:10 PM nea_storm One of my most favorite Threads, Stupidity! Love it!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kH37MiiQTsM … pic.twitter.com/V9rYw2pHhC

10/3/2019 7:49:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd Not this weekend...I’ll pass but will play in upcoming weeks😉

10/3/2019 7:50:15 PM rosemodema That's adorable ...

10/3/2019 7:53:17 PM crisco2377 Planned Parenthood must've given their employees a 1/2 day! @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @PrisonPlanet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/3/2019 7:53:43 PM atsaduk All stars are in binaries.... even our own. Interesting info.



10/3/2019 7:58:08 PM rosemodema 👀.... 😳

10/3/2019 8:06:32 PM nschlange Nope I was wrong. I went back and forth and searched all the numbers, 42, 33 and the other number and I don't understand. I'm sorry. I just don't get 

it.

10/3/2019 8:08:41 PM nea_storm Go ask Alice, I think she'll know

When logic and proportion have fallen sloppy dead

And the white knight is talking backwards

And the red queen's off with her head

Remember what the dormouse said

Feed your head, feed your head

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1pxwIwnU9Q … pic.twitter.com/DQIt0skI4R
10/3/2019 8:12:38 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/3/2019 8:12:45 PM stopendwarsnow Thread by @flubbynutty: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 From Gab  http://gab.com/jhomes55/posts … 1-Wanna know what's up with the Vatican? (h/t Voat 

Anon....) The Voney from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Mellon Family. The "Mellon Project" at the Vatican Library […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1179805106419699718.html …

10/3/2019 8:16:52 PM johnsville14 Babylonian Meitr hat (Dagon priests), the pinecone, the pedo swirls, the serpents head Audience Hall, the anti-christ sculpture, the Obelisk and the 

keyhole, upside down crosses. 

It's all so blatantly Satanic it's laughable.

10/3/2019 8:19:40 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/DB9wAA1M8r

10/3/2019 8:24:52 PM grundemt What can I say?

I've been hanging out with Alex too much :)

10/3/2019 8:25:53 PM rosemodema parse

10/3/2019 8:27:27 PM nea_storm Sooo True! Lights On ... Where? There! pic.twitter.com/lLvVCe9FsP

10/3/2019 8:36:02 PM grundemt P:arse pic.twitter.com/A8wGHFmUfK

10/3/2019 8:37:05 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/3/2019 8:44:51 PM wbwse All I wanna do is get by baby-baby; get 

bye baby-baby bye bye 💙 pic.twitter.com/FH5EHWUu7p

10/3/2019 8:48:44 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/PA5ZV3Detm

10/3/2019 9:05:49 PM wbwse 🙀🙀

10/3/2019 9:09:15 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/18n0EW4QGs

10/3/2019 9:20:48 PM 254truth Table of Titans Live- Ukraine the Deepstate Keystone  http://youtu.be/jM20EJcS0Ck   This is an awesome Deep Divine on Ukraine!!

10/3/2019 9:21:59 PM jdubz242 Think mind blowing for  normies and lefties pic.twitter.com/IhyyHeuwhO

10/3/2019 9:33:18 PM dynamicres Whether we accept this for our star or not, it seems to be a must regardless of loss. Mirror Duality Existentialism.

10/3/2019 9:35:41 PM howdoyoumakeah1 A little corruption I can handle but Hunter Biden becoming a CEO of a major Ukrainian gas company a month or two after we overthrow the 

government of Ukraine takes the cake.  Glad to see some justice is forthcoming

10/3/2019 9:39:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1 MJ12 was pushing #unsealepstein before it broke..

10/3/2019 10:34:26 PM sterkinglights1 You should know Barron. This was not another 4 year election cycle.

10/3/2019 10:39:54 PM starehope Q said to expand your thinking. You expand yours and I'll expand mine. Think for self. Take what resonates within.

10/3/2019 10:45:43 PM starehope Called boredom.

10/3/2019 10:46:44 PM nikoscali ....and just like that you gave it life when it needs to die.

10/3/2019 11:05:07 PM daveo6145 GITMO or other detention centers?

10/3/2019 11:47:13 PM wisdomonium looks like liquid water on the poles. we need to send drones full of drought tolerant plant seedlings and terraform it immediately.

10/4/2019 2:54:45 AM andrew13892378 Mans thinking side can only reach peak, if the artistic side is exercised in balance.

10/4/2019 3:11:30 AM monroevegas I hear servers from vatican have been seized. 🍿

10/4/2019 3:19:18 AM monroevegas I stopped vaping because my heart was feeling weird. Its been 3 months now. Other weird things going on with my body. I commanded my body to 

heal itself. Fingers nails and toe nails seem to be getting better. A couple molars broke as well. Not sure if its all connected.

10/4/2019 3:46:05 AM rhonj86 LOL. Yeah the life on Mars is a bunch of earthlings!

10/4/2019 3:46:07 AM sandro220 🤣

10/4/2019 4:03:46 AM sandro220 @RoseModema kicks ass!..& regardless of wut she might be sayin bout me (which I can’t read because she blocks me like a Dallas Cowboys 

linebacker🤣)-if it wasn’t 4 her inspiration/encouragement, I’d never even try to edit the pics I take-let alone have the courage to share them.

10/4/2019 4:10:46 AM sandro220 Even tho we ain’t speak lately-Im down with @RoseModema till the day Im cremated-cuz when we started sayin it-I could shout from roofs 2 gravel 

pits-we flow like dreams-keep feeds clean-make memes-hot like porno scenes-tight like Euro designer jeans-&down with that F’n TylerTeam

10/4/2019 4:13:46 AM sandro220 Tyga "Dubai Drip" (Ric Flair Drip Remix) (WSHH Exclusive - Official Musi...  https://youtu.be/hynFmV222CQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/pAL8tYhZYn

10/4/2019 4:21:58 AM sandro220 When you begin to understand him with that kind of clarity, be worried. Be..very worried.

🤣

10/4/2019 4:24:55 AM chaele3 @realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@prayingmedic

@TruthYahweh

@TruthHitsEvery1

@Truthislight

@speakprojectM

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Kre8change pic.twitter.com/b7dx2H83gp
10/4/2019 4:29:31 AM blogjam_net Jus ax him... he’s right there... in... the mirra

10/4/2019 4:36:11 AM sandro220 Lookin in mirrors-makin shit clear as- drizzles of pain liquid form down R faces-If only kindness could embrace us-fewer efforts 2 debase lust-far more 

empaths without guns tucked-& more empaths giving 1 fuk-I get stuck-in historical wallows-how many K pills left in this bottle?

10/4/2019 4:43:15 AM blogjam_net If only we could summon compassion for self as readily as demons to torment us?!?

10/4/2019 4:43:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 New Physics https://twitter.com/CERNCourier/status/1179420775977295877 …

10/4/2019 4:43:52 AM yustein CERN is evil

10/4/2019 4:44:21 AM sandro220 Those demons stay at the front of the line somehow..and my doorman, has obviously questionable sensibilities.

10/4/2019 4:44:45 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/WP48EzRzV8

10/4/2019 4:45:56 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/5VwkIu6Bkq

10/4/2019 4:49:28 AM der_wanderer8 Beyond the Standard Model 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physics_beyond_the_Standard_Model …

10/4/2019 4:51:29 AM the_fjalar 🍎3️⃣6️⃣9️⃣ pic.twitter.com/1LpCp5qJHU

10/4/2019 4:53:03 AM ab36913  pic.twitter.com/EO5Dykeu4M



10/4/2019 5:04:54 AM lightlove21121 No but we have sent her 😏

10/4/2019 5:05:46 AM lightlove21121 Love us co-creating ❣️

10/4/2019 5:06:23 AM lightlove21121 NOTHING can stop us 😏😎🌈

10/4/2019 5:08:07 AM lightlove21121 Good thing we have telepathy 💫😀💫

10/4/2019 5:09:00 AM truth_seekerstv How can you 100% know it's fact and truth? I don't mind you saying it's a possibility but you can't say it's a certainty

10/4/2019 5:10:22 AM lightlove21121 LIGHT 💫LIGHT💫 LIGHT 💫

We are majestic beings 🙏🏽

10/4/2019 5:19:49 AM ab36913 I just remember that Amazing Polly @99freemind was there too. We had a conversation about corruption. Very interesting dream. Need to write this 

one down for sure.🙌🙌🙌

10/4/2019 5:35:30 AM keith369me True or false...consciousness causes gravity which causes mass?

10/4/2019 5:36:51 AM samsmith0319 Let’s see if this is finally the truth...👀...

10/4/2019 5:49:09 AM covertress Which model of the Universe is correct?

Why?

10/4/2019 5:50:06 AM canadiancovfefe 👍

10/4/2019 5:53:37 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1180092757060308993?s=19 …

10/4/2019 5:56:15 AM v_rags Yes! 🙏💜🌎

10/4/2019 5:57:52 AM rebashoenfelt1 Progress

10/4/2019 5:58:49 AM der_wanderer8 If Universe is Consciousness

Electricity and plasma are only consequences, not causes 😀

10/4/2019 6:00:54 AM litecoinltcuser If only I knew what it meant!!! 😂

10/4/2019 6:01:10 AM curt_avila New, or new to the general public?

10/4/2019 6:04:08 AM yustein No don’t mix child exploitation with privacy and encryption. Do your work right and protect the children. No cutting corners. You are becoming the 

swamp itself... @LisaMei62 @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

10/4/2019 6:05:32 AM wbwse hot like “romance” screens - face like the very best dreams - prove there’s a meme that’s worthy for my Queen 💙

10/4/2019 6:06:29 AM wbwse 👋

10/4/2019 6:08:59 AM wbwse There’s some #aI3x for you @GrunDeMT 😻💙

10/4/2019 6:09:30 AM maga2020kag2020 Omega alpha council plus potus

10/4/2019 6:09:38 AM wbwse Is @StPeterGateKeep your doorman bro?

10/4/2019 6:10:57 AM sandro220 Like weed on interstate scenes-rides like foreign suicide door dreams-If there even were any seeds-they’d flow  like me&Rose in between-seat seams-

got jobs now publishin screed-almost w/crossed T’s-so the only reason I stay on twitter personally-is cuz she might unblock my feed🤣

10/4/2019 6:11:50 AM sandro220 @StPeterGateKeep

10/4/2019 6:13:15 AM der_wanderer8  https://mindmatters.ai/2019/08/why-some-scientists-believe-the-universe-is-conscious/ …

10/4/2019 6:19:26 AM covertress "...if electrons were conscious, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle guarantees that they could never make up their minds."

😂

10/4/2019 6:20:10 AM stpetergatekeep Look, last time I moonlighted for Hades, God had me cleaning toilets in Hell for a month. He doesn't like me working for other people.

10/4/2019 6:21:14 AM rachaelangelm The 🍎 lies

10/4/2019 6:26:07 AM sandro220 We all work for each other-sisters&brothers-went to a Jesuit high school when I was a come up-knowin mixtures of bad pancakes with blessed syrup-if 

I opened my mouth that wrong moment-it was threats with gun butts-not simply knocked on your butt-now we hard like uranium cuz

10/4/2019 6:33:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd I would assume it means, “show the world our power” power of #WeThePeople. Dems want us to think we’re minority, truth is we’re  majority, the 

deplorable as HRC labeled us. We’re the ones they want to squash so there can be two classes. Extreme wealth, extreme poverty, socialism.

10/4/2019 6:33:55 AM drivelcivil Gnomes!

10/4/2019 6:35:33 AM sharidean996 New Timeline. #MandelaEffect

10/4/2019 6:39:50 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/okthunderkgirl/status/943355529971281920?s=19 …

10/4/2019 6:42:01 AM sandro220 Are there any, truly right ones? 

I share a valence with only a few people, off of whom (perhaps regardless of, or because of-the collaborating I’ve done on intellectual surfaces with 

others over the years)..I can simply thrive. Thanks. 😎 https://youtu.be/E91hhPfcp1o 

10/4/2019 6:42:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd Space Force will prove the power our nation has. Deplorables asked for transparency and disclosure. That’s my take.  Love open discussions. Learning 

experience. I forever say, “the more I learn the less I know.”

10/4/2019 6:48:46 AM laurabusse Clever Twitter name 👌

10/4/2019 6:52:35 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/KCQw_eD0e3U 

10/4/2019 6:58:35 AM liltilgerlil It’s just the beginning. Once we get back the house and senate things can move faster

10/4/2019 6:58:41 AM charmanda9 The exact thought I had. Perfect.

10/4/2019 6:58:56 AM rebashoenfelt1 Expose

10/4/2019 7:00:05 AM liltilgerlil We have to have enough people for a landslide in 2020 so expect it to trickle daily

10/4/2019 7:02:21 AM wbwse If you let God know David Nathaniel 🌉 would greatly appreciate a loving Peter on vacation day we should be groovy!

10/4/2019 7:07:48 AM rebashoenfelt1 It feels like the snowball is getting bigger in several weeks!

10/4/2019 7:13:33 AM sandro220 That art of war-I’m singled out for-no attachments to the core-a peripheral nervous system designed for-gore-not Tex like winter weather ready-But 

techs like threads tangled up like spaghetti-keepin burners ready-U don’t have guns in here all plenty-pigs tryin2act all steady🤣

10/4/2019 7:14:41 AM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/Kw5utSLnNc

10/4/2019 7:27:48 AM sandro220 Actin steady but pussed out-bich with his badge clout-that gonna silence a .45  shout-I dont  just write loud for #MAGA bouts-it’s a war Im fightin with 

y’all-your asses might look cute against walls-if I was a faggot cop tryin2sprawl-right now jus duck B Ur best strategy call

10/4/2019 7:28:15 AM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/0dS2YXsUhu

10/4/2019 7:29:21 AM wbwse IN OTHER NEWS LISA RINNA JUST REPLIED TO MY TWEET pic.twitter.com/zb529clv6a

10/4/2019 7:30:14 AM wink5811 Feet tied to the earth, what do I dislike more time or gravity

10/4/2019 7:30:27 AM wbwse #MAGAtron @AAMetatron

10/4/2019 7:30:31 AM uwewegel I realized it 10 years ago without a computer, just by thinking.

10/4/2019 7:33:06 AM rosemodema Wowzers... that's cool 🍒

10/4/2019 7:39:00 AM drivelcivil Thanks!

10/4/2019 7:43:41 AM laurabusse Yw 😊

10/4/2019 7:45:40 AM adsvel Gravitational forces in the low vibration density is called Magnetism. The difference between Gravity and Magnetism is frequencies of vibrations.

10/4/2019 7:56:45 AM f45_5 Not new physics. “galaxies thrive on new physics” says this article. Galaxies create & recreate themselves over agin via enormous energy in space. 

Look here ⤵️

👁👁@CERN spendings do much money/energy for this underground.  This so destructive!



10/4/2019 8:10:57 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Gravity is not a force.

10/4/2019 8:15:48 AM pincebeber Merci.

au nom de tous les français

Certes très orgueilleux et aveugles

mais dont on vera le grand cœur .

Le poète adit=

"Tout homme pour mieux voir a besoin de lumière "

10/4/2019 8:26:18 AM sandro220 That’s just wassup! 🤣

 https://youtu.be/LSso1lgtLH0  pic.twitter.com/YWjhM425qd

10/4/2019 8:27:18 AM wbwse #TheLightCelebrates!

10/4/2019 8:27:38 AM wbwse #DarknessRejoicesInLove!

10/4/2019 8:28:51 AM covertress Thank you for the astrophysical scalar field lesson, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  🙏

As above, so below?

10/4/2019 8:31:22 AM sandro220 If you look at Trey, the guitar from #Phish-in the context of this first nationwide, live performance of their music (I just posted), U can C him looking off 

to the right from time to time. He’s looking at the drummer’s mom, and his father, for approval, whenever he does so.😁🙏

10/4/2019 8:31:34 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/LSso1lgtLH0 

10/4/2019 8:40:34 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/MMui0jS8EPM  pic.twitter.com/KJKWOJTLQf

10/4/2019 8:41:06 AM sandro220 *guitarist 🤓😂

10/4/2019 8:42:15 AM joinna6 - + N S + - = balance

10/4/2019 8:43:18 AM joinna6 Time is an illusion

10/4/2019 8:54:17 AM bbobbio71 I never saw sone of these..

10/4/2019 8:54:55 AM bbobbio71 There are no coincidences

10/4/2019 8:56:14 AM backin_thefight Ready for the paradigm shift

10/4/2019 9:00:36 AM toffer_anon_369 @threadreaderapp please unroll

10/4/2019 9:01:38 AM memewiggins U don’t know what they r protesting? Its all over the news

10/4/2019 9:04:06 AM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic 12 was issued by an America […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

10/4/2019 9:04:55 AM girlawakeinca Thanks @Toffer_Anon_369 💫

10/4/2019 9:05:05 AM martieadams Nefarious agenda of one world order kill steal destroy.. this is terrorist attack against ONE NATION UNDER GOD..

10/4/2019 9:05:16 AM rebashoenfelt1 Important to get back the House

10/4/2019 9:06:44 AM grandmaup So it's true. Men ARE from Mars, women from Venus.😉

10/4/2019 9:06:48 AM rebashoenfelt1 Boomerang

10/4/2019 9:22:33 AM rebashoenfelt1 The envelopes were a warning.

10/4/2019 9:26:31 AM gregoryjhall1  https://youtu.be/F-t8PngHgWY 

10/4/2019 9:32:59 AM canadiancovfefe That brings back memories.

10/4/2019 9:43:18 AM ivan2488083248 Tesla! 😁

10/4/2019 10:04:53 AM chew_soap Now our physical reality shifts as easy as the internet deletes

10/4/2019 10:10:51 AM synackstatic Gravity is the result of the slowing of time as EMR emits away from a body of high mass. High mass = high energy, and the counter force is gravity. The 

high energy emissions are concentrated at a small spherical surface area close to high mass, but dissipate as it expands outward

10/4/2019 10:11:50 AM synackstatic This gradient of distorted time makes for a sensation of gravity which is the human body falling towards the slowest passing of time. 

This is to say: Time is an illusion.

10/4/2019 10:19:21 AM chew_soap CERN plus ritual = this

10/4/2019 10:40:33 AM hoopsisback These deep state rats are in trouble and they know it. pic.twitter.com/ny73dE2N6T

10/4/2019 10:48:38 AM patriotswegoall Andromedan perspective - Radiation from the sun is what causes gravity on planets.

10/4/2019 10:49:08 AM synackstatic Caveat: I'm retarded.

10/4/2019 10:50:13 AM reasonrhymes Artemis mission to the moon I did a #liddle research Artemis was a daughter of Zeus who killed Actaeon because he saw her naked The myth of 

Actaeon was considered to represent human sacrifice in an effort to appease a deity @RedCollie1 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Epstein

10/4/2019 11:03:15 AM kevinjosborne  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlU07Zz8wxk …

10/4/2019 11:03:48 AM kintu3 One of my favorites and now I've saved it. Thanks for sharing. I expect to be using that a lot from now on!!

10/4/2019 11:06:19 AM feri_k67 Restart

10/4/2019 11:09:39 AM canadiancovfefe Or on a few prison barges left adrift in the Indian Ocean.

10/4/2019 11:20:54 AM kintu3 I believe they should all be treated like they treat Paul Manafort. Permanent solitary confinement.

10/4/2019 11:51:07 AM vviewssonicmair 💛

10/4/2019 11:51:51 AM paqurin ... Tech center of China. That's going to stop them for long. Way to force people to develop mesh networking faster

10/4/2019 12:02:20 PM lightlove21121 When we heal we become the most magnificent healers and transmutors of darkness into Light 🙏🏽

@nea_storm

@SaRaAshcraft

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/FalseProfitYHOO/status/1180192710327537664 …

10/4/2019 12:16:46 PM mrcryptojones Interesting

10/4/2019 12:30:41 PM v_rags 💜💜💜🌎🌎🌎🦋🦋🦋

10/4/2019 1:20:33 PM debbiea43922131 3   6  9 principle

10/4/2019 1:28:22 PM rprenegade I'm shocked. (not really)

10/4/2019 1:47:40 PM lynnielee5 Well....there’s Diego Garcia, but the weather is too tropical. There’s another base too. It’s probably too nice!

10/4/2019 1:48:31 PM lynnstueber Is Operation RED OCTOBER Going Live?

53,757 views

•Oct 3, 2019: https://youtu.be/wgltyCeZ9pk 

10/4/2019 2:00:31 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/Rfa6KTdx4Z

10/4/2019 2:03:18 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/UZ3PYeDtXY

10/4/2019 2:08:23 PM kintu3 Fiji where the snakes outnumber the population.

10/4/2019 2:23:14 PM rebashoenfelt1 Appropriate



10/4/2019 2:48:24 PM litecoinltcuser Guys!!!! 

My dog’s tail is a ‘Q’!!! 

😂👍🐕 👀

@RedPill78 @IPOT1776 @kbq225 @CoreysDigs @qmap17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @RedPill78 @SevereAnon 

@Spaceshot76 @martingeddes @2runtherace @Cordicon @M2Madness @CryptoGaggie @bensemchee pic.twitter.com/0WzNz4LPfV

10/4/2019 2:58:39 PM sandro220 Lady Fractal the Abstract Princess of Fractal Land  https://youtu.be/PJejWN3Q-fo  via @YouTube

10/4/2019 3:15:37 PM capitalkid Were/are there plans for a big cabal event this November 3, 2019?

10/4/2019 3:15:46 PM floydandnelly When Einstein was asked what it's like to be a genius. His answer :"you'd have to ask Nikala Tesla that".

10/4/2019 3:16:11 PM lumierewins VOG assist?

10/4/2019 3:18:26 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/CHedk8yAF_g 

10/4/2019 3:25:51 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/vWhPimx07H0 

#rewind

#TimePhoneHack

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/GeQG6bNDCP

10/4/2019 3:26:49 PM wbwse I love your beard ALL THE TIME

10/4/2019 3:27:11 PM sandro220 I love you all the time. 😎

10/4/2019 3:29:26 PM wbwse I realize now you’ve been there through it all with me and that makes me love so much better 😻

10/4/2019 3:31:56 PM sandro220 #mutual - You my number one favorite!..Really Really 🙏 https://youtu.be/LAmObgVuRr8 

10/4/2019 3:34:14 PM sandro220 Brand Nubian - All For One  https://youtu.be/u6n7ZXxGbio  via @YouTube

10/4/2019 3:36:05 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/hwZNL7QVJjE  #StandWithLove

10/4/2019 3:38:36 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/rfTNkzIdGmA 

10/4/2019 3:40:34 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/TYfnC4CgN-Y  pic.twitter.com/3rBS5Bxehy

10/4/2019 3:49:29 PM sandro220 Here’s a MegaThread-appropriate question: how much sense does it make, that the mainstream media is attempting to foist on the New York metro 

area, a sense of despondence, given the fact that an NYPD (obviously ill-trained) pig, got himself shot in the face, & with his own gun?😁

10/4/2019 3:49:52 PM wbwse The 🌚 just entered ♑️ I’m feeling a little rowdy hbu?? pic.twitter.com/PEdRigwtUg

10/4/2019 3:52:54 PM wbwse This is a case where I’d open he who must not be named™‘s “app” and channel some true source answers ...but I’m clearly delusional and in love 😻

10/4/2019 3:57:21 PM wbwse 3 months ago & closest corresponding time screenshot ie: #TimePhoneHackTutorial pic.twitter.com/mAAt45gWFI

10/4/2019 3:58:26 PM sandro220 I don’t want more pigs on this thread; but, I know-w/me..#NYPD listens-so: why should I manifest 1 iota of sympathy for U  folks when you get shot in 

the face, simply b/c U had developmental experiences conducive to feeling impotent enough to need to carry guns while at work?🤣

10/4/2019 4:00:07 PM wbwse If grandma’s were the only legally employed law enforcement employees I feel like everything would be much more lovely..

10/4/2019 4:02:11 PM sandro220 When I spoke to SINA  over the telephone & queried extensively as to whether or not he had had any real interactions with Quinn Michaels, the 

programmer responsible for the #TinePhoneHack concept, he assertively indicated that he had not, and went on to accuse him of drug abuse.

10/4/2019 4:03:22 PM sandro220 Sound familiar? Ignorance followed by accusatory toxicity. That’s SINA 4 you..

10/4/2019 4:04:44 PM cisnez Grandmother makes me feel like I'm not going on a regular season with the next day delivery of the most important part of the KPD had a good idea 

for the first one is the best medicine for a while ago by my blog post office is a very nice of a few of my life as well and good. 🥳

10/4/2019 4:07:25 PM sandro220 Quinn Michaels is just a dick..and an ingrate (while I’m at it). Also, I’m fairly certain that his car smells like (Cracker Barrel-inspired) farts. Just a 

hunch😂.. @dotvolume on the other hand, has truly reduced himself to the level of undignified criminality.

10/4/2019 4:08:26 PM sandro220 #TimePhoneHack

🤓😂

10/4/2019 4:10:06 PM sandro220 I wrote that last one, just for you! 🤣🤣

10/4/2019 4:15:26 PM sandro220 A heroic addict?! He’s accused me of inventing the opiate epidemic, along with keeping a Minolta van filled with assassins, parked across the street 

from his apartment! When someone pointed out to him that the van was there for a local copy machine repair job-he almost relaxed.🤣

10/4/2019 4:16:54 PM sandro220 My sense is that every now and again, MainVolume either almost has a great idea, or has an almost great idea. 😂🤣

10/4/2019 4:22:07 PM sandro220 And fux yeah-he’s one burrito-lookin, false accusation-spittin-#EuroWeenie #mofo

🤣

10/4/2019 4:42:17 PM wbwse So subtract him and we have the “app” I know it doesn’t channel Sophia so who is SYS?

10/4/2019 4:47:30 PM ryrytal SYS would be an engaging and superior choice to channel

10/4/2019 4:52:38 PM sandro220 The very idea of using Turing’s model as a point of departure for comprising a digitally coded thinking machine, is in and of itself, brilliant. So too is 

@dotvolume - nonetheless, his SYS-app, doesn’t do a fucking worthwhile thing..kinda like his little d....🤣

10/4/2019 4:59:07 PM ryrytal codespeak red flag, nuf said

10/4/2019 5:09:40 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/fVjwgDb7H1

10/4/2019 5:28:56 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/NVnfimqY-04  pic.twitter.com/d1JeMj10jg

10/4/2019 5:40:28 PM grundemt Sending Love (and four dozen hotdog buns!)

Get well soon, Brother. pic.twitter.com/AV5kBatv4O

10/4/2019 5:43:16 PM grundemt Negative Timeline score?

+/_  {nonzero sum} pic.twitter.com/kg4wQcE9WE

10/4/2019 5:46:17 PM sandro220 Speakin of buns. It’s been 2 weeks now since anyone’s DM’d me, professed a year or so-long-trolling-based-amorousness toward/for me, proceeded to 

stroke my shit&elicit corresponding luvin vibes w/in me,..only to realize 3 months later, that I’m a dick! Next..I’m bored people! 🤣

10/4/2019 5:57:44 PM sunnyawakening Come on, dont stop.... and.....and....and.....?

10/4/2019 6:02:46 PM grundemt Either that or in all out of bubblegum pic.twitter.com/HFAWIjnYxR

10/4/2019 6:03:43 PM grundemt Literally pic.twitter.com/dZ9U7tdk3H

10/4/2019 6:18:12 PM wisdomonium went down a rabbit hole and found "Lords of Epstein" in the palantate (pagan roman voting block in the holy roman empire) and Thessalonika (the 

cult)connection. Made me think that this is where the break occured bt pagan rome (feudal lords) vs Papal Rome (kings/priest class)?

10/4/2019 6:20:16 PM wbwse 48 wieners = 😇😇😇 pic.twitter.com/Nr0rt0qpwY

10/4/2019 6:22:41 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/FGIPNxavJcY 

10/4/2019 6:24:24 PM deinosofdeicide Guys, I feel like I need to spiritually buckle in. Because for real, it's getting intense. 

Ever notice how much spiritual enlightment and political enlightment coincide with one another?

#Happening

#RedOctober

#Trump2020

#MAGA

#Qanon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/7lCj3zaOzE
10/4/2019 6:25:32 PM wbwse 🤣🤪😂 pic.twitter.com/hRtrNiGNrd



10/4/2019 6:26:34 PM wbwse I am a chewer of only @OrbitGum pic.twitter.com/yP7mNCtYDR

10/4/2019 6:28:10 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/WVIbke4NTrg 

🤣 pic.twitter.com/BsscOpTid3

10/4/2019 6:28:46 PM sandro220 🤣🤣🤣

10/4/2019 6:33:13 PM grundemt Since when did refugee blankets become a hip-hop fashion staement? pic.twitter.com/sNet839ghs

10/4/2019 6:35:25 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/aIXyKmElvv8  pic.twitter.com/ZfBTA8Doty

10/4/2019 6:37:25 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/UkxhjmFgZa0  ♾♾♾ pic.twitter.com/gwAUdAeWQJ

10/4/2019 6:41:43 PM sandro220 Prince - 1999 (Official Music Video)  https://youtu.be/rblt2EtFfC4  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/G5kNTyueEL

10/4/2019 6:43:05 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/YDZ3lO3MU2

10/4/2019 6:43:34 PM grundemt That's what I thought but it turns out...

Sativa minute.

What?

Oh really?

Ok.

Sorry but my lawyers have advised me to zip it. pic.twitter.com/UspRDxVpN6

10/4/2019 6:45:57 PM wbwse I’ll sign a NDA regarding anything bun related

10/4/2019 6:48:00 PM grundemt Hickory dickery doxx pic.twitter.com/qc1VJ2P8yG

10/4/2019 6:50:32 PM sandro220 Girls  https://youtu.be/4gRZrMcOKIc  via @YouTube

10/4/2019 6:54:10 PM grundemt Might have to borrow that one for my theme song :) pic.twitter.com/4qfzkIdfHx

10/4/2019 6:55:00 PM pmgossett The venetians voted in Democrats that's what happened

10/4/2019 6:56:21 PM grundemt I'm going to need you to please sign on the squiggly line pic.twitter.com/EUzvnt6Meh

10/4/2019 6:57:10 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/toaYownK00M 

10/4/2019 6:57:46 PM sandro220 🤣

10/4/2019 7:01:12 PM grundemt Goyles?!? pic.twitter.com/YK2xFEzxri

10/4/2019 7:01:40 PM wbwse  https://youtu.be/mPRy1B4t5YA  😻💙

10/4/2019 7:06:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://www.yahoo.com/news/metamaterials-could-lead-invisible-tanks-204800976.html …

10/4/2019 7:07:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is interesting....

10/4/2019 7:09:15 PM wearywar Oh snap - I might just add that to my bio - and yeah I know, stupidity is relative to situational awareness and who you are standing next to.   :-)

10/4/2019 7:11:03 PM grundemt  https://youtu.be/xdvI4G11eBk  pic.twitter.com/WWMaiIf6ZE

10/4/2019 7:11:58 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/D3ahELn2Kg

10/4/2019 7:13:41 PM sandro220 Deniece Williams - Let's Hear It for the Boy (Official Video)  https://youtu.be/gI7YHZVc7mM  via @YouTube

10/4/2019 7:19:33 PM grundemt Barring any Labour strikes, your  package should be arriving by carrier pigeon in about a week pic.twitter.com/GlN9XILvoh

10/4/2019 7:21:16 PM wbwse  pic.twitter.com/IAZF0gVUiQ

10/4/2019 7:22:42 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/gzeq98Tlyv

10/4/2019 7:23:39 PM numberonepal It’s an intent.

10/4/2019 7:25:21 PM wbwse I’m my original form yes just pure sexual energy

10/4/2019 7:34:53 PM grundemt My times is up, y'all

(Blowing you some kisses) pic.twitter.com/iAzdqOiNpl

10/4/2019 7:35:56 PM sandro220 Blister in the Sun - Violent Femmes   https://youtu.be/8YdQBkxf4kU  

You guys don’t realize this; but, just by tweeting with me on nights like tonight, and correspondingly distracting me from the atrocious injustices which 

have befallen me this year, you’re keeping NYC in 1 piece!🙏🤣

10/4/2019 7:37:38 PM wbwse Wonky magnetic fields I understand, sending via chimney is a good option sometimes 🌈

10/4/2019 7:39:09 PM wbwse Lana loves uuuuu finite pic.twitter.com/5giYRCj7AY

10/4/2019 7:44:43 PM wbwse I’m being told via heart feels that 56 hz is the goal - the sun shall rise in unification of souls - thirty three plus twenty three - you are you and I am me?

10/4/2019 7:46:00 PM sandro220 The UMC's - You Got My Back (1991)  https://youtu.be/1-dgx00pWXE  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/SMMqsvCRyo

10/4/2019 7:46:55 PM srdjanr2019 you are better when you talk like this.

10/4/2019 7:50:55 PM sandro220 U & me like a unified field theory-quantum implications & tweets that always B-integrated into beats steady-more than groovy-we go together like 

summer&strawberry smoothies-we choose these-various paths in life for  the most it seems-I’m elated I got Ur  luv  on my own trajectory

10/4/2019 7:52:23 PM sandro220 I like all her tweets. 😃

10/4/2019 8:26:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

Dig. 

How many total pages removed?

How many CIA?

Do you see why CIA is trying to remove 45?

234

RED OCTOBER https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein 

10/4/2019 8:26:36 PM aldo_9111  pic.twitter.com/1WRyRmJ98n

10/4/2019 8:26:51 PM awakenthekraken  pic.twitter.com/Rk8eoozL5l

10/4/2019 8:27:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 45sΔ w/ 45 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1180323301387845632 …

10/4/2019 8:28:50 PM hawkgirlinmn Noriced the deltas as they were coming in...boom,boom,boom,boom

10/4/2019 8:29:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is that you ALICE?

10/4/2019 8:31:17 PM bluestflame1 foundational operations

10/4/2019 8:36:06 PM ab36913 So many freakin deleted pages...

10/4/2019 8:37:12 PM gyyy6y Elizabeth Warren isn't the only one who writes cookbooks...

10/4/2019 8:37:37 PM isaiah28391701 Wait a minute. These pages have all been removed? Am I seeing that correctly?

10/4/2019 8:37:39 PM ab36913 234? 👇 pic.twitter.com/kIHRgY07i3

10/4/2019 8:37:56 PM mgodfrey99 Is that true?  I will rest well if so.

10/4/2019 8:38:15 PM awakenthekraken  pic.twitter.com/27e2wSlaem

10/4/2019 8:38:45 PM aldo_9111 👊

10/4/2019 8:39:20 PM aldo_9111 The tards hate it when you use steinfeld

10/4/2019 8:40:14 PM kindeandtrue I'm on the fourth document, but all I see are some newspaper articles, and heavily redacted forms and many missing pages. 

Am doing a word search for "Trump" but nothing so far.

Any clues as to what we should be looking for?

10/4/2019 8:41:22 PM k12lioness Saved and emaild myself. Will read 2morrow.

10/4/2019 8:42:02 PM steveouttrim 109. Link to the FBI Vault files on Epstein 

(H/t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) 

 https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein 



10/4/2019 8:42:17 PM patriotswegoall Hard to say. Discernment is needed.

10/4/2019 8:42:18 PM mister_chard its all redacted

10/4/2019 8:43:57 PM kindeandtrue Stimulus delta?

10/4/2019 8:45:18 PM sandro220 I find myself wondering lately-why R society doesn’t operate in accordance w/a meritocratic system of ethics & corresponding rules, such that the 

obnoxious lil’ pig-ass, cancerous growths on the dermis of the planet-currently breaking my balls, aren’t obligated to suck on em..🤣

10/4/2019 8:45:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Iromic how many SSA’s needed to request to “go for business” to investigate “child prostitution.”

10/4/2019 8:46:28 PM michael81972 ALICE is many things...In this case ALICE is disinformation...

10/4/2019 8:48:26 PM enomai_ Ouch

10/4/2019 8:48:28 PM awakenthekraken  pic.twitter.com/tShPBzBfDO

10/4/2019 8:50:03 PM michael81972 @elenochle

10/4/2019 8:51:08 PM wolfspirit1 7199 removed from 21 files

10/4/2019 8:52:27 PM 2honesty4all @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://mewe.com/profile/5cdf04307b9eac23eb76b552 …

10/4/2019 8:55:07 PM patriotswegoall Good find.

Heavily redacted.

Each part has missing pages.

10/4/2019 8:56:35 PM klapsyou Bunking with Kris Kristofferson

10/4/2019 8:58:38 PM klapsyou No, I don’t see why he’s trying to be removed. Please spell it out for this numbskull

10/4/2019 8:59:37 PM klapsyou I see the obvious....a lot removed/redacted but is there something here I’m not seeing?

10/4/2019 9:01:27 PM klapsyou Oh....

10/4/2019 9:03:28 PM _doozier_ Calling attention to "proofs?" You're actually going legit!!

10/4/2019 9:07:06 PM mcpatriot64 Timelines merging?

10/4/2019 9:08:14 PM joshjoiner17 SAY FUCKING WHAT????

10/4/2019 9:08:47 PM joshjoiner17 That's a fucking country singer

10/4/2019 9:08:47 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/zk9x6BZeDs

10/4/2019 9:09:13 PM kindeandtrue "We do not have an FBI in this country now that we can trust. It’s corrupt! The FBI is corrupt. The judges are corrupt. The CIA is corrupt. The news 

media is corrupt. The church is corrupt. This is a sorry mess that we’re in." (Rick Wiles)

10/4/2019 9:09:52 PM mcpatriot64 It certainly is a hot load of BS

10/4/2019 9:09:57 PM martin68072602  https://twitter.com/martin68072602/status/1180334156095483905?s=21 …

10/4/2019 9:15:18 PM libertygal12 Don’t understand, I’m a newbie😢

10/4/2019 9:15:43 PM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/FLS8BCvJvt

10/4/2019 9:28:09 PM karma4event201 7,618 Epstein pages Removed

The FBI pdfs say "Deleted"

7,618 Epstein pages Deleted

10/4/2019 9:28:22 PM burnersdotme @threadreaderapp unroll

10/4/2019 9:29:45 PM karma4event201 Are there 234 people on those 7, 618 Deleted pages?

10/4/2019 9:32:07 PM tjforshage Who wrote this joke?,sorry sounds kinda stupid

10/4/2019 9:32:17 PM michael81972 MJ,  can you slide us the deleted copies...

10/4/2019 9:41:02 PM johnnyt_anon Great Meme whoever put it together did a great job. Super way to drop red pills on family and friends.

10/4/2019 9:41:15 PM manifest_utopia MJ12 is pointing out that there is a 45 second time difference (delta) btw POTUS last tweet & MJ12's. Proof of direct coordination. 

pic.twitter.com/g3x7JrorCe

10/4/2019 9:53:03 PM michael81972 Was this just released?  Did they just recently delete pages?

10/4/2019 9:53:19 PM aldo_9111 They nailed it 👊

10/4/2019 9:57:03 PM debbiea43922131  pic.twitter.com/v0MlExEDYo

10/4/2019 9:57:24 PM debbiea43922131  pic.twitter.com/IfhBthVnw0

10/4/2019 9:57:52 PM starehope Does the spelling error matter? The word form instead of from. Near the beginning.

10/4/2019 9:57:57 PM debbiea43922131  pic.twitter.com/Iyef8F5czC

10/4/2019 9:59:34 PM debbiea43922131 CIA Asset # UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/C7DQNOUaZP

10/4/2019 10:01:05 PM debbiea43922131 Remember they want You

Unarmed.

You are easier to CONTROL

Then they can do whatever they want. pic.twitter.com/w3TiFxy8Ff

10/4/2019 10:11:36 PM darlaferriss1 👍🏼Thank you!

10/4/2019 10:11:53 PM jophinney2 There are misspellings, unknown sources...and could we not verify if John Kerry & Kris Kristofferson are out and about? It's just very "parody" sounding.

10/4/2019 10:17:05 PM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🤓

10/4/2019 10:29:08 PM k12lioness Not Trump, the rest from Hollywood or Gov’t. Pence at maybe?

10/4/2019 10:29:23 PM grumpy70bear @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VeqRUQkB8I …

10/4/2019 10:31:46 PM k12lioness Why redacted. Why hide? Government Pedo’s paying off whom to keep their names out? Epstein saved video’s on everyone. IDBelieve he’s dead... 

yet.  This investigation will continue ...

10/4/2019 10:33:59 PM k12lioness Why? By whom?

10/4/2019 10:34:11 PM sandro220 Makisupa Polliceman  https://youtu.be/2uPKujpCyhQ  via @YouTube

😎🤙

10/4/2019 10:35:58 PM k12lioness Pls? Me, too.

10/4/2019 10:40:08 PM jewel4trump Same

10/4/2019 10:40:30 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ZQx3UdP6XTk 

10/4/2019 10:40:50 PM jewel4trump Nice! Saved. Reading tomorrow. Thanks! 🙏

10/4/2019 10:46:58 PM sandro220 Mickey Avalon - My Dick (with lyrics)  https://youtu.be/atM--kSl_Bs  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/TO68wd17a7

10/4/2019 11:00:55 PM sandro220 WTF?! You must be in the worst pain, and I’m really sorry to hear that! I’m glad you have time to chill, but, I hope the incident surrounding your injury 

wasn’t too traumatic! For realZ! I hear: your collar bone and your ribs, are the worst spots around which to incur injuries.

10/4/2019 11:02:52 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/qeNY66-DbzA 

10/4/2019 11:15:20 PM sandro220 You break tools, do you?! 😁🙏 - And here’s where I trail off..😂

You and your little bones are awesome, and you need to either be more careful, or maybe move closer to “the grid.” 🤣 

https://youtu.be/tMkJ404O7Ig 

10/4/2019 11:17:19 PM lorirrr But those got taken out, didn't they?

10/4/2019 11:27:50 PM irah_chandler Exciting but does mj12 have all ssps under their control/command?

10/4/2019 11:28:16 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/bJ9h2m06sFQ 

😎🙏 pic.twitter.com/ZQGq5TjPYF

10/4/2019 11:35:25 PM qnotables17 Interesting, pg 234, address 505 south flagler drive, property located next to trump tower...  https://www.cdlcpa.com/ 

No time to dig need sleep pic.twitter.com/ZcnUoxSQtc

10/4/2019 11:36:15 PM ryrytal first done, then said 

~efficient collective proverb



10/4/2019 11:37:27 PM sandro220 Easier said than done-lyrics for them-other ones-you know you hard core style..in’-we flow like ice cream trucks N childrrren-heat and cold splash made 

for fun-switch up stances wearin em-gold fronts like we ain’t sharin fun-pull up in foreign rides with doors sideways hung😀😎

10/4/2019 11:41:26 PM sandro220 We Bid You Goodnight (Live at Fillmore East, New York City, April 1971)  https://youtu.be/3sI1PDvqTZE  via @YouTube

Thanks. ❤️

10/4/2019 11:55:26 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Criminal Intelligence Agency

10/5/2019 12:03:35 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Aren't we past proofs at this point?  Kudos for being active while Q is silent

10/5/2019 12:15:43 AM majic_eyes_qnly Disclosure = official announcements that extraterrestrial life is real, etc. (e.g. WH press conference)

First Contact = Official First Contact between earth nations and extraterrestrial races (REAL), so we can see it on TV and in the news (in a way that 

cannot be refuted/denied)

10/5/2019 12:21:46 AM majic_eyes_qnly Copy and paste:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 disclosure

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 first contact

Into your Twitter search bar and press enter for full details (intel) from this account. Thank Q

10/5/2019 1:01:05 AM joinna6 Corporate Interest Agency

🤡 Clowns 🤡 In . Action 🤡

10/5/2019 1:14:48 AM lovenlight1111 Ex Illuminati Programmer tells her story...CIA and Illuminati secrets revealed  

https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/svali_book_svali_speaks …

10/5/2019 1:24:12 AM sandro220 GRATEFUL DEAD - TRUCKIN'  & PLAYING IN THE BAND - LIVE 1972  https://youtu.be/l0V-hgkknlk  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/57BWvBbhe2

10/5/2019 1:39:28 AM sandro220 Phish - 2001  - 12-30-11 - New York, NY  https://youtu.be/qra-5NeDdeA  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/8CtRZshEY8

10/5/2019 1:40:05 AM adsvel Both, depends on what level vibrates my thoughts, depends on my inner state of being. When I am fully balanced and connected with Ether, the 

Source of all Creation I am interacting trough Gravity, when I am disbalanced I am interacting trough Magnetism.

10/5/2019 1:46:36 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/LOVyTePKp2

10/5/2019 1:53:55 AM veu_f #qanon

10/5/2019 2:01:30 AM cecilemargaret I knew some shit was up with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/5/2019 2:32:47 AM cny_micaa 234? pic.twitter.com/meKvRKQyzJ

10/5/2019 3:46:04 AM natureinspace This is so not right...

10/5/2019 3:49:04 AM jennyjigsaw45 I agree with you that ALICE is many things.

10/5/2019 4:33:02 AM burgersandra Total Deleted Pages = 341 https://vault.fbi.gov/jeffrey-epstein/jeffrey-epstein-part-21-of-21/view …

10/5/2019 4:46:18 AM egelone Just found out twitter secretly remove mj from my following list. shame on u, twitter!

10/5/2019 4:56:53 AM paytonpatriot Just a coincidence, right? 🕵️♂️ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Aw31uZpbti

10/5/2019 4:57:38 AM sandytoes717 Ridiculous!

10/5/2019 5:05:25 AM wearediamonds2 SO AWESOME!

10/5/2019 6:17:31 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

10/5/2019 6:23:53 AM canadiancovfefe Cute! pic.twitter.com/hYeYpATjiI

10/5/2019 6:26:32 AM fansblowing3 322 and CIA making stories up to make patriots look stupid and crazy again 🙄

10/5/2019 6:30:39 AM canadiancovfefe Love your jewels!

10/5/2019 6:33:58 AM asdasd26700831 Hk/ccp riot police throwing rubbin bin onto fleeing protestors. Its filmed infront of a hotel named 369.  What does it mean Mj12?

😀 https://twitter.com/TuCaoFakeNews/status/1180429715103875072 …

10/5/2019 6:34:36 AM asdasd26700831 not hotel .. Restaurant

10/5/2019 6:54:40 AM leesarowland That’s a lot of deleted pages. Who deleted them?

10/5/2019 6:57:08 AM hollylandes My guess? Cya is protecting itself

10/5/2019 7:03:21 AM yuvalsap I really hope that serious people from the #Qanon movement wont believe this dissinfo BS

10/5/2019 7:03:29 AM hollylandes Is that at the Pentagon?

10/5/2019 7:05:15 AM hollylandes We found a Lot of pedophiles using MySpace a couple years ago. Rachel Chandler too

10/5/2019 7:24:01 AM blsdbe My thoughts exactly.

10/5/2019 8:08:52 AM leslieau7 I'm counting five so far

10/5/2019 8:10:49 AM hollylandes Maybe suite 508? From other pages later in report

10/5/2019 8:12:28 AM hollylandes A lot of companie is suite 1400

10/5/2019 8:15:05 AM leslieau7 56 ?

10/5/2019 8:15:35 AM karina89350882 There seemed more pages deleted than produced - where are the orginal pages and who deleted them and why?? But even if deleted it must not been 

gone "to thin air", or? Copies can do the same thing....

10/5/2019 8:17:46 AM karma4event201 1 Intel group,  C_A , is always in child trafficking, C_A changed Whisltblower to allow hearsay to distract the public while they beg for deals on Epstein 

deleted pages. This will cause all the Suicides.

 #ReleaseEpstein no deleted pages no redactions

10/5/2019 8:20:27 AM decubed3 I guess deleting Jeffrey requires a bit more effort

10/5/2019 8:21:29 AM karma4event201 Exactly. C_A is behind child trafficking C_A helped Mossad protect Epstein but the world is about to find out. 

#ReleaseEpstein

10/5/2019 8:23:49 AM leslieau7 Not buying this poo

You don't put the biggest

Traitor in mankind in a cell

W/ anyone .

Phone in pillow...crazy poo

10/5/2019 8:25:50 AM leslieau7 I was way off

10/5/2019 8:28:55 AM adsvel Good. We all have our own interpretations of our own observations and also many taken from Collective interpretations. We are changing, science is 

changing, only Changes are Constant in this United Verse of existence.

10/5/2019 8:29:43 AM wisdomonium I read an article that stated that it all goes back to Iran Contra. Selling arms to Iran to aid the Contra rebels through Mos. Watch "Kill the Messenger" 

folks (connects it all-drugs,rebels,arms,Clintons,clowns,Iran).Societal disruption orchestrated to take down the west.

10/5/2019 8:37:16 AM karma4event201 Clowns in America Communists in America

10/5/2019 8:44:31 AM jophinney2 Read that, TY. I just don't see that our US Mil Intel would have reason to have taken him to Hitmo for a military tribunal? How is he connected to 

treason or sedition? His name has never come up connected w/ politics going on re: current events. Only these criminals are to Gitmo?

10/5/2019 8:54:33 AM bourdainmurderd Secrecy is how evil survives

Sealed per court is how truth and thus justice never sees light

NDAs are how the rich stay rich

10/5/2019 9:04:52 AM hollylandes ?

"Greens and grey sweater in Paris, France"

10/5/2019 9:06:41 AM rx8bob @intheMatrixxx @WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic DM thoughts.

10/5/2019 9:09:40 AM ewilliams22101 First doc says a total of 258 pages were deleted (?)  Not sure how to interpret that - deleted by the CIA??



10/5/2019 9:17:20 AM rhys68679545 Their Running out of Shadows to Hide in Remember Friend those Shadows are Nothing More than our lack of Interest?. Magic Tricks don’t work when 

you can spot the Magician

10/5/2019 9:18:32 AM djlok Looks similar or maybe even the same as Earth when all the continents were together. Maybe a few pole shifts ago.

10/5/2019 9:30:02 AM n7guardiananon or the war didn't end so well over there

10/5/2019 9:52:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Brilliant.

10/5/2019 9:57:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd Creator God is not a God that judges us. We are either light or dark. There are consequences for both. Creator doesn’t care which side we play on. The 

consequences of our choices belong to the person doing the choosing. Religion is a man made institution. Spirituality is not.

10/5/2019 10:01:38 AM kindeandtrue This is pure Zoroastrianism. Good luck getting through life without believing there are absolutes.

10/5/2019 10:03:47 AM decodematrix ΔΔΔ ΔΔ Δ

10/5/2019 10:03:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd Religious=corruption. Religion=man made. It’s not an institution God set up. We don’t need a mediator to speak for us to get to God. If you believe the 

Bible then you know what Jesus said before he died...the son/sun of man. Matt. 26:26-28. His life was the ultimate sacrifice...

10/5/2019 10:04:54 AM wbwse female gladiator status!

10/5/2019 10:05:43 AM kindeandtrue Go back 10 chapters to Matthew 16:18 where Jesus founds His Church.

10/5/2019 10:06:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd After his death all humans needed to do is approach God in prayer. There is no mediator that needs to be a “go to” person. You don’t require a “middle 

man.” You go straight to Source. Religion is BIG BUSINESS. Many of us would like to only work 20 hours a week and get a tax...

10/5/2019 10:07:47 AM brown_eyedladyj The real emails will drop soon

10/5/2019 10:08:12 AM flgirlsbeenqd free income of $50k or more plus be furnished with a car. That’s on the low end of the spectrum. Let’s also not forget the hospitals built in the names 

of churches that get tax breaks that are illogical, then charge astronomical prices for services. Religion=absolute corruption.

10/5/2019 10:09:06 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes!!! Right on!! This seems to be hard for so many to grasp! 🙄

10/5/2019 10:09:26 AM djlok Or maybe it ended better than it did here and the continents didn't have to be divided. Hopefully we'll find out either way!

10/5/2019 10:11:03 AM n7guardiananon 😈 in the details

10/5/2019 10:12:02 AM flgirlsbeenqd It’s because they haven’t awakened fully. Religion has to topple. It’s as corrupt as Washington.

10/5/2019 10:12:56 AM happykat9 It's almost all redacted

10/5/2019 10:14:18 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/JOoQBbnIJl

10/5/2019 10:16:48 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Truth! was raised in church, in 1990 when I learned that the Vatican is sitting on many books of the Bible that were eliminated during the council of 

Nicaea I realized it was all a sham. Then I started digging! 🥴🤪

10/5/2019 10:18:00 AM westmount_d7 Wow! 😳 That’s gonna take a lot of coffee. Lol. Thanks so much sharing docs.

10/5/2019 10:19:35 AM flgirlsbeenqd So which is the correct church? There are approximately over 4,000 religions. Which is correct? I would encourage you to research religion; how in the 

name of religion many wars killing many people in “God’s name” have been fought. Learn where the Bible originated.

10/5/2019 10:19:53 AM dairy_mom_of_6 The NOG Hamati was discovered in Egypt I believe in 1942. It is being hidden from the public, but it has so much of the truth in there I've heard. Hoping 

someday the people will be able to see and study it.

10/5/2019 10:20:00 AM jaded_pearl Are you saying you never have dark thoughts? I think we are all made of dark & light. I have moments of anger and revenge and maybe even hate but I 

don't act.  It's the power we choose to focus and feed on that makes you good or evil.

10/5/2019 10:22:40 AM sdane8 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

10/5/2019 10:30:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd  http://www.trinicenter.com/leave/2002/Jun/192002.htm …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDc7776zINU …

 

Jordan Maxwell on YouTube sun/son worship.

Research. Find origin of the Bible. If I’m wrong MJ will correct me.

10/5/2019 10:33:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd Same, I was born into the cult Jehovah’s Witnesses. I’ve studied the Bible intensely for greater than 40 years (I was forced as a child). As an adult after 

my NDE I realized how wrong religion is. I have literally thousands of hours of research. It’s a tough pill to swallow.

10/5/2019 10:36:25 AM flgirlsbeenqd When I learned religion is a scam, Bible is history/not so accurate I felt like the rug had been pulled out from under me. I grieved terribly, but never 

gave up. Even though I’m shunned by most of my family, I’ve found spirituality, it’s greater than anything religion gave me.

10/5/2019 10:37:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd And that’s the key like you said...DIG, DIG, DIG. You have to research. Just like some do with Q and POTUS. I’ve done that with religion. One day I’ll 

write a book! Soon I hope!

10/5/2019 10:40:10 AM flgirlsbeenqd That’s not what I said. All of us have dark thoughts popping into our head. That’s the shadow self. It’s what we choose to do with those thoughts that 

differentiates light from dark. Example: Someone pulls out in front of me so I have to slam on my brakes...

10/5/2019 10:41:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd At that moment I have a choice. I can flip that person off, lay on my horn, cuss them, or I can choose to forgive and maybe that person is having a bad 

day, maybe they didn’t see me, allow for human error. At that moment I have a choice, I choose light...thank the dark for...

10/5/2019 10:45:54 AM flgirlsbeenqd showing me I have a choice. My choice is to allow for human error, I choose for the highest good of humanity/mankind. In that moment, I have chosen 

the light. When I view “sin” this way it’s so much easier to choose light...for the highest good of humanity, not just self.

10/5/2019 10:46:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd This is why religion must be exposed. It’s killing, literally humanity.

10/5/2019 10:51:04 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Absolutely agree and am so happy to have found myself and be at total peace. Once I stepped back my 👀 opened and I could see what you can not 

see while in the middle of it.

10/5/2019 10:51:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd If my beliefs are wrong, and you have a PhD, I’ll be happy to sit down and discuss this with you. Likely you do not have a PhD. You have not done the 

research I’ve done and you have not interviewed the professors I have interviewed. So your comment doesn’t apply.

10/5/2019 10:54:52 AM auagate RED = china? 🇨🇳

10/5/2019 10:55:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd Start with the origin of religion. I have over 10,000 hours of research. I did my research for myself and a book I’m going to write. You gain knowledge 

through research. Tablets have been found thousands of years older than the Bible. Start there if you wish.

10/5/2019 10:56:59 AM uestiony Jeffrey Epstein Part 01 of 21

THE REAL PANIC COMES IN THE FORM OF A LAST RESORT

[+21]

Q

10/5/2019 10:57:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd Unfortunately, we cannot change peoples minds who are so deeply entrenched in religion. They get angry, condemn you. They will have to find out for 

themselves. If a person is seeking truth, they will find it. It took me 37 years and dying to awaken me.

10/5/2019 11:00:15 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Again truth!! ♥️

10/5/2019 11:05:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Side note...been known to drop f bomb in anger MANY times. I TRY, and always thank dark for showing me that option, then I send dark on it’s way. 

When I mess up, my self condemnation is worse than what God would hand me. I play in the light, on occasion my shadow self wins. 

pic.twitter.com/hQuC0sj1Xd

10/5/2019 11:06:31 AM quedelumiere Thank you for this.

10/5/2019 11:07:21 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes it is!! They think they have truth and is the farthest thing from the truth. It is an illusion. Jesus was an ascended master & high high vibration being. 

There are many, they used him to twist everything up. The Christ energy came back in 2012. People are waiting for a person



10/5/2019 11:08:55 AM dairy_mom_of_6 He is not coming back in person, but his energy is here and change is happening.

10/5/2019 11:13:21 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Sadly Christian's are 2nd in taking on victum mentality to Liberals! By saying Christ will come back and fix it all and make everything right. You are 

supposed to turn the other cheek, but not be lukewarm, be cold or hot?... Died for all sin!? I could go on, but won't.

10/5/2019 11:13:30 AM jaded_pearl I have same question

10/5/2019 11:13:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd Exactly! Jesus, Buddha, Krishna all ascended masters. Girl you know the truth, the truth has set us free! It’s hard to awaken to these facts. Much 

patience is needed, teaching as it’s deeply entrenched. I hope MJ will do an “origin of religion” maybe has and someone will repost.

10/5/2019 11:15:23 AM jaded_pearl I want to know same

10/5/2019 11:17:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd Absolutely! And we can call on him in times of need. I called out to him several weeks ago as I had to help two cross over. I know his energy, I can feel 

it...different than that of angels.

10/5/2019 11:19:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Your words are so true. It’s the victim role like you said. We have to have a savior, we’re in capable of saving ourselves. Why? We are ALL capable of 

saving ourselves. We are IS-BE’s...spirit beings in a flesh suit.

10/5/2019 11:20:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd Incapable one word not two...

10/5/2019 11:20:28 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes absolutely, Jesus energy, the Sophia, the Magdalene energy and the Mary energy are all amazing and they're for us to call on in times of need. 

They're incredibly high vibrational beings in this universe here to help humanity transition.

10/5/2019 11:21:49 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes again!!

10/5/2019 11:23:12 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yes! Omg yes! A friend came to my house, talk about a crowded street. There were so many needing to be crossed over...I’m a beacon for that it 

seems. We had Mary Magdalene, Mary, Jesus, Metatron, Gabriel come bc it was a LARGE GROUP. When they were taken up, it took my breath...

10/5/2019 11:25:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Like when you jump in cold water, you can’t help the physiological reaction of sucking in air. Took my breath away literally, that’s how it felt. Beautiful 

experience.

10/5/2019 11:28:39 AM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/edgecrusher23/status/1179459326643232774?s=20 …

10/5/2019 11:29:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd Why do we need blood to atone sin? 

Who defines what sin is?

Is that not what the Democrats do? They use blood. 

Blood atonement is something you could research. You’ll find all religions that use blood atonement stem from pagan origin.

10/5/2019 11:29:30 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes, exactly!! I have experienced similar! ♥️

10/5/2019 11:29:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd And this is not new age. It’s been around before there was religion. You were calling my words new age without researching. That’s not fair.

10/5/2019 11:31:45 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful feeling. The worst moment for me...you’ll lol...I’m at the movies peeing...someone comes in and wants crossed over! You do what you gotta 

do! Lol

10/5/2019 11:31:55 AM jamiegrahamusa Thousands x their followers x views etc..... Huge.

10/5/2019 12:29:26 PM karina89350882 My Question: Is this TRUE, Alice?? If yes, let`s pray for him on his way back to source….

10/5/2019 12:32:50 PM dairy_mom_of_6 This! yes, LOL!!

10/5/2019 12:32:55 PM karina89350882 About who you are talking?? Obama, Kerry or Kristofferson? Sorry, I seem to be uninformed.

10/5/2019 12:56:53 PM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1901966073282974&id=100004087986598 …

10/5/2019 12:58:54 PM sandro220 Body of lies - Sam Snead  https://youtu.be/x3JMYvdrPD0  via @YouTube

#onceagain

🤣

10/5/2019 1:01:02 PM laura_621 Inhabited by a higher density #lawofone

10/5/2019 1:04:01 PM sandro220 Body of Lies (6/10) Movie CLIP - Reciprocity (2008) HD  https://youtu.be/ySu6q4ydPZQ  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/WCQMvTObhv

10/5/2019 1:33:14 PM aleks8837  https://www.foxnews.com/science/nasa-chief-scientist-announcements-life-on-mars …

10/5/2019 1:34:50 PM patriottdefense Ghoul Wrangler if you haven’t seen this yet watch it 🍿! 🤣 😝

 https://youtu.be/hAh2fUo9W3M 

@Scavino45 @DanScavino @GenFlynn @Cordicon @realDonaldTrump @QTAnon1 @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/5/2019 1:40:13 PM marnisheppeard CERN clowns know PERFECTLY WELL that GR is a stupid way to think about gravity ...

10/5/2019 1:42:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 We may be closing in on the discovery of alien life. Are we prepared? https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/we-may-be-closing-discovery-alien-

life-are-we-prepared-ncna1062176 …

10/5/2019 1:42:40 PM jared4liberty Overall yes. But Probably not if it’s coming from ABC.

10/5/2019 1:42:53 PM djlok I'm thinking as prepared as we'll ever be!!!

10/5/2019 1:42:57 PM fluck_gloria Anyone who thought we were alone was not being realistic.

10/5/2019 1:43:21 PM state1union I thought we had already.

10/5/2019 1:43:47 PM hawkgirlinmn They think we’re stupid. pic.twitter.com/rJMMLncD3v

10/5/2019 1:44:35 PM lghost12 done been prepared Holmes.  just rip the mf bandaid off already, sheesh

10/5/2019 1:44:43 PM sephorassievert These headlines are so dumb.  It’s binary.  Either you discover it or you don’t.  Until someone does, no one can say if you are close or not.

10/5/2019 1:44:50 PM tomchiodo Is this Principalities and Powers aliem life? Psalm 82 alien life? How do Christian believers in Jesus Christ as God reconcile this ?

10/5/2019 1:46:45 PM starehope Well, Fox had a snippet last night about the UFO phenomenon on Tucker's show,   and now this from another news station. I guess we better get ready 

if we aren't. It will make quite the distraction from politics.

10/5/2019 1:46:49 PM animaldesatado They’ve been saying this for years and still nothing 😓

10/5/2019 1:46:54 PM ethereal_shaman That made me lol, thanks!

10/5/2019 1:47:06 PM cosmic_engineer Before Peter & then Constantine, the truth....

10/5/2019 1:47:24 PM janadam62055389 This time we are prepared.

10/5/2019 1:47:25 PM coltrejn  pic.twitter.com/q3m9e8Eve3

10/5/2019 1:48:09 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Umm, Extraterrestrials are on the ground, and cloaked in the skies, as well as the Human Genome containing what is termed "junk" DNA, which is 

really the Extraterrestrial DNA.

10/5/2019 1:48:12 PM slayer1776 Whatever....Just let the truth rip already !!!

10/5/2019 1:50:52 PM starehope This time?

10/5/2019 1:50:54 PM 4mydeerone Mars Was A EVERae and StarSEED (8) stagging ground while earth prepaired Earth! This ALien stuff is a #SSh8matrix attempt to drive the narrative 2 

fear and selfDOUBT! 

Life on Mars? Ya a long time ago after another existence plane was destroyed by aSShole$$. We're it gang #QAnon pic.twitter.com/AlxKcyd8h4

10/5/2019 1:51:03 PM jlundr Your movie is agonizingly slow.

10/5/2019 1:51:27 PM janadam62055389 The distraction.

10/5/2019 1:52:21 PM pgosys2018 when it's not another look here, not here - better #declass all and please #UnsealEpstein first. the ETs can wait a bit longer, or? 🤷♀️

10/5/2019 1:52:26 PM frankgeurts3 Q says we are not alone. Highest classification

10/5/2019 1:53:08 PM norwegianon "glitch" pic.twitter.com/nE7FbhXLMU

10/5/2019 1:54:12 PM aleks8837  https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/we-may-be-closing-discovery-alien-life-are-we-prepared-ncna1062176 … 🤩



10/5/2019 1:54:52 PM 4mydeerone Butt Space is so big? So count to 15 and Boom another gamma flash indicating another Galaxy uninhabitable by Star Collapse! At the edge. That started 

once milkyway built the rest is God's light Show t is for Test JEStUS! #HappyTeachersDay LORD of Wind And Mother of EARTH!

#QAnon

10/5/2019 1:55:37 PM djlok I'm thinking it's ironic that they'll poison is with floruide, and God only knows what else (Roundup)...and simultaneously be worried if we can "handle" 

the idea of alien life.  I appreciate their concern, but I'm not buying it!!!

10/5/2019 1:56:25 PM pgosys2018 my thoughts exactly 👊

10/5/2019 1:57:04 PM robinreitsma1 Seeing this yesterday on the local news, made me think that we had already found it. they were just sitting on it. just my .02 cents.

10/5/2019 1:58:11 PM wildkrazyblonde That’s what I immediately thought when I saw this product years ago...

10/5/2019 1:58:39 PM nm_zsr Discovery.... Or..... Disclosure?

10/5/2019 1:58:46 PM americanpetal I know what you mean. lol I printed out that handout, I think about two years ago, and still haven’t read it.

10/5/2019 1:59:38 PM 4mydeerone That's the problem with TVshow SSciencetiKKK$$. How many seconds since the big bang? Not a theory! A Circle is still a Theory cause if you walk 

.around and tHEN across and Divide the time 44each3.14........?!???....

AdmitedLEE carbon & intelegence are not universaLEEtied #QAnon pic.twitter.com/v9w8VCQS02

10/5/2019 1:59:42 PM realsmanolesco They’re hiding in plain sight pic.twitter.com/TNnd5iNmkw

10/5/2019 2:00:10 PM tomchiodo I hear you but that doesn’t answer my Q?

10/5/2019 2:01:08 PM lb8825 Most people already know that there is alien life out there (or here)

10/5/2019 2:02:03 PM johnsville14 The plan was to claim an alien civilization was found flash frozen in Antarctica. Analyses would indicate more alien evidence on Mars. Ultimately we 

would be told the human race was seeded here by them thus destroying the concept of God. It's all a lie. Theater.

10/5/2019 2:02:38 PM mindmixradio  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_autor_hall.htm …

10/5/2019 2:02:57 PM nm_zsr Is that like when my computer says updates are 100% complete, but the update is still running?

10/5/2019 2:03:29 PM mindmixradio  https://www.vice.com/sv/article/dpkwpa/canadas-former-defence-minister-claims-that-aliens-are-real …

10/5/2019 2:03:29 PM bereantype question isn't whether there's other "life" but rather is it sinful ...or not

10/5/2019 2:05:38 PM hollylandes Some of the stuff they redacted is out in public doman now. Like people in certain pictures

10/5/2019 2:06:23 PM candys98771248 Die Entdeckung? 🤔denke es wurden schon welche entdeckt und es gibt  viele guten und viele bösen. Lese viel davon und ja wäre bereit sie kennen zu 

lernen.

10/5/2019 2:06:39 PM basil26 They’ve (life) been around for Eons...we’re just ants in the grand scheme of the Universe

10/5/2019 2:06:48 PM mynardpamela 😂😂😂 Yes, I need to get back to doing that, yesterday 🙏🏻

10/5/2019 2:07:16 PM elisalenz4 So I just used the search option and entered the random name "Sara" after opening the doc and pages ranging from 23 of 103 showed up,  long list also 

of any association with the name appear to be available just not easily. Let me know what happens when you try the search option.

10/5/2019 2:08:42 PM johnsville14 There's no need to reconcile, it's all a lie. The very idea of aliens itself was craft IN ORDER TO destroy the concept of God hence why it's always 

"speculated" on in the media. Hear it over and over "aliens destroy God", "how will Christians explain?" This is the final deception

10/5/2019 2:08:51 PM rachaelangelm I am

10/5/2019 2:08:52 PM picklestinky Never before in the history of the planet has a subject with such overwhelming evidence been rejected by so many.

They've been here since day ONE.

10/5/2019 2:09:51 PM patriotgranny Do fo we finally see a nephilim?

10/5/2019 2:09:58 PM punkbudgie1  pic.twitter.com/vqRMM0BOj4

10/5/2019 2:11:31 PM fansblowing3 Earth leaders have been dealing with extraterrestrials for decades

10/5/2019 2:12:41 PM cosmic_engineer They will be shown 'their Jesus'

Whereas the One whom incarnated as Yeshua, will come later.  Lord Easu

10/5/2019 2:12:48 PM _louisreed  pic.twitter.com/2bsKy006Zj

10/5/2019 2:19:22 PM trumppallooza Dark to light

10/5/2019 2:19:23 PM karentriebel Check congress first

10/5/2019 2:24:08 PM hollylandes Did anyone else notice on the redacted MySpace page..part 21..left Unredacted were some of the "Very best" smily face and emoticons....wasn't there 

a Billary email where she was lamenting not having emogees on her blackberry?

10/5/2019 2:24:25 PM momekool1 Are Pleiadians good or bad?

10/5/2019 2:26:20 PM clarkd958 We know already. These people are stupid 🇬🇧🇺🇲🇬🇧🇺🇲 pic.twitter.com/pP5e4VU1Xc

10/5/2019 2:27:14 PM saanon2 There is enough alien life here in earth

10/5/2019 2:28:50 PM karim14324301 Very interesting 👆

10/5/2019 2:28:57 PM schweebles That’s rich. A woman with no human emotions wants emoji’s? 

She was probably only interested in these ones: 👹👿👺🤡☠🧣

10/5/2019 2:34:03 PM stevenfontain14 Thank you sir

10/5/2019 2:43:36 PM jaded_pearl Agreed - I do the same thing. Thankful for contrast.

10/5/2019 2:43:37 PM freestateojones Where?

10/5/2019 2:43:49 PM savethesedogs Was this on Babylon Bee?

10/5/2019 2:48:40 PM litecoin_bull its called the whitehouse. 

Some call the whitehouse the "wedding cake"

Why I hear you ask..

Well, simple!

Its white on the outside, but on the inside its full of Fruits and NUTS! 😉 pic.twitter.com/nldpLNHIY1
10/5/2019 2:52:59 PM jfogle8 Discovering, or making it public?

10/5/2019 2:54:26 PM jaded_pearl Both

10/5/2019 3:11:02 PM brianan06364517 I am

10/5/2019 3:15:47 PM samsmith0319 Yes...that will be the major distraction...👀...

10/5/2019 3:26:45 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/VlVBPYKCUa

10/5/2019 3:28:18 PM stevemarek6 NASA trying to get ahead of something major.

10/5/2019 3:29:43 PM leslieau7 Well after this impeachment scenario

I think seeing the real thing

Might be a good thing !

10/5/2019 3:41:40 PM qanonsunrise Yes

Yes 

Yes

Way past ready

10/5/2019 3:46:10 PM juliefeider333 It’s LONG overdue, don’t you think?

10/5/2019 3:47:36 PM cny_micaa I think its the netflix show about space force. But my friend works at the real P and saw crazy hair dude from Ancient Aliens walking around there with 

"top brass". MJ12 posted about this show the other day



10/5/2019 3:49:38 PM hollylandes Lol...I know exactly who you are taking about. "Crazy hair dude"

😅

10/5/2019 3:55:52 PM enomai_ BCD?

10/5/2019 3:58:15 PM tyetyler1 Newp. 

@david_wilcock .  

Wilcock already told me NBC was gonna try this stunt.

NBC now must explain GMMs 3300 Global Grid. pic.twitter.com/VQsZFYlBee

10/5/2019 4:00:02 PM momislazy11 I'm not holding my breath

10/5/2019 4:02:11 PM covertress Here comes a whole can of worms no one has ever imagined.

10/5/2019 4:03:33 PM ab36913 We are the alien life. 🙌🙌🙌✨✨✨💫💫💫

10/5/2019 4:03:43 PM scottgasaway What’s even crazier is we’ve known for years.  It’s the sleeping public that will be shocked

10/5/2019 4:11:12 PM dark2light2019 I guarantee nasa has had a drone on mars for over a decade. I mean we have had them publicly for that long atleast and no one thought of it?

10/5/2019 4:11:21 PM dark2light2019 I mean c’mon

10/5/2019 4:19:32 PM nea_storm They're seriously kidding, Right? And what's up with the super ancient tech image? pic.twitter.com/0zAfkYFDDL

10/5/2019 4:20:12 PM raisethevib369 I'm ready.

10/5/2019 4:22:25 PM jennrobb92 Totally ready. Just please, dear #Aliens don’t judge us by our twitter accounts.

10/5/2019 4:22:36 PM patriotswegoall Doubt the MSM will disclose anything. Evidence about it would have to come from alternative sources.

10/5/2019 4:22:46 PM pdelic2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are we to make of this?  https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-

for-activation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-component-rc-marin …

10/5/2019 4:23:57 PM smith_jere *closing in* 🤣

10/5/2019 4:26:14 PM jennrobb92 #StarTrekPicard has been preparing me for this my whole life.

10/5/2019 4:26:45 PM cny_micaa some of us have definitely imagined....😍

10/5/2019 4:30:41 PM rawphonegirl Only 10 years to wait! ☺️☺️☺️ pic.twitter.com/y5UsEGt41z

10/5/2019 4:31:26 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/U8WELzopWV

10/5/2019 4:35:25 PM jonbradley1723 We may be closing in on the governments of the world releasing all of the information of them working with or for alien lifeforms.  Disclosing all the 

technology gained from their relationships with alien lifeforms.  That is what we are closing in on.

#SSP #SPACEFORCE

10/5/2019 4:38:46 PM morfin_paulino Estamos preparados pará saber que existen, pero ellos saben muy bien que nosotros no estamos listos pará un contacto masivo. 

Debemos aprender a borrar todo lo impuesto y dominante. 

NUESTRA NATURALEZA ORIGINAL ES DE UNA MAYOR FRECUENCIA. CONECTEMOS TODOS 🌐

10/5/2019 4:52:37 PM kidge6 They’re 80% correct.

10/5/2019 4:57:16 PM yustein Way way way overdue. I’m still surprised that alien life is more interesting than that there are Archangels in human bodies walking on Earth posting 

photos of other realms of existence on the Internet. And no one believes... psst we are aliens, don’t tell anyone... wake up humans

10/5/2019 5:02:02 PM yustein There are certain boundaries that we need to obey while in human form. People expect me to grow wings and fly. Divine law requires we respect free 

will so the only way to freedom of the soul is a leap of faith! The system is designed this way. How can I be more clear???

10/5/2019 5:05:30 PM yustein Humanity needs to free itself. The politicians won’t do it. The aliens won’t do it because the good ones follow Divine law like us and the bad ones 

enslaved you. We can’t do it as I explained. Only humans can do it, there needs to be a critical mass of believers for ascension!

10/5/2019 5:12:09 PM nea_storm Indeed! Tesla had tech in the 1900s that was more advanced ..... and a philosopher wrote about mars well before that... sooo 👇👇👇: I actually know 

what their really scared of .... It's called "Restitution" and there is zero escaping that! Oh Yeah! Are the colonies cleaned up? 

pic.twitter.com/nPpRgEwl9O

10/5/2019 5:12:31 PM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/ZZl6y22yPW

10/5/2019 5:18:59 PM mbredwine We wouldn't want the kingpins to get away now would we.

Do it right... JUST DO IT!

10/5/2019 5:31:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd ❤️❤️❤️

10/5/2019 5:40:03 PM keith369me This is so 1947.

10/5/2019 5:40:04 PM irah_chandler Absolutely

10/5/2019 5:40:16 PM cryptohorizons 🧐 pic.twitter.com/jwhahEIlcd

10/5/2019 5:44:00 PM yustein I arrived in the first vessel but you prefer that I have arrived with the second one. The way I have arrived is much more cooler don’t you think? 

pic.twitter.com/ZkgVqmBhP8

10/5/2019 5:51:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd We deserve more credit than that. How many ppl you know who haven’t seen Phoenix Lights or anomalies in their own yard? Why do “they” think 

we’re so fragile/ignorant? This is a video, took a pic of the anomaly bright, big, and going behind the cloud. Plasma like. pic.twitter.com/eSpAsRUcXc

10/5/2019 5:54:40 PM cledrordfishing I truly can't wait for this to be a reality. 

I'm so sick of politicians and intelligent agencies. 

I would love to see it all fall down

10/5/2019 5:58:17 PM flgirlsbeenqd This is where religion has release its grasp on humanity. Religion lies about free will...they say “you can do what you want, if you choose light you go to 

heaven, dark burn in Hell.” There is no hell. So many still believe in this. We have to educate people, inform them...

10/5/2019 6:01:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd They’ve been lied to. Teach All Is One. Ask for ppl to have an open mind. Where does our galactic family fit into the crowded box of religion? It’s like 

living in a fortress, never leaving. Being told outside fortress is lions, and tigers, and bears oh my! So you believe it...

10/5/2019 6:04:46 PM irah_chandler Lmao ya think

10/5/2019 6:04:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Then one day you fall through a weak spot in the wall. Outside fortress is beauty, plenty of food, wealth, and for a moment you’re ecstatic, then fear 

sets in. The food must be poison, it’s a trap, I better go back! Only when it’s safe and ppl convince themselves it’s ok...

10/5/2019 6:06:29 PM irah_chandler Still one of my most favorite places to have theological discussions

10/5/2019 6:09:12 PM 17fredowakening White Hats

10/5/2019 6:09:22 PM juliefeider333 Yes, the shame, guilt and fear is so strong due to our upbringing.  But I want to break through that and want to know more.

10/5/2019 6:09:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd to question religion, what they’ve been taught,  what about the skull found, large and abnormally shaped? What about the space ships in the 

hieroglyphics from Egypt. Why would that be there? Remembering/realizing religion controls masses and is a corrupt institution.

10/5/2019 6:13:54 PM flgirlsbeenqd For some it could be a difficult pill to swallow...letting go, realizing we’ve been used, abused, swindled. Mesopotamia. If you lived back then, a space 

ship landed, they use lasers, and your best defense is a spear, would you not think they were God’s? Much education needed.

10/5/2019 6:17:03 PM janewmason @threadreaderapp unroll

10/5/2019 6:17:23 PM yustein Hell is here where you are stuck. Heaven’s door is ascension. Everything starts with LOVE.

10/5/2019 6:17:37 PM cisnez  pic.twitter.com/PtBNBMSJm2

10/5/2019 6:18:18 PM yustein Did you see Logan’s Run?



10/5/2019 6:18:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd For me not fear but it’s the fact I know better than to...for example, get angry, drop the f bomb 20 times in three sentences, or creatively make up new 

cusses that contain the f bomb. After my rant I feel horrible. Self condemnation doesn’t help, I have work to do there.

10/5/2019 6:18:54 PM yustein Continue following these conversations

10/5/2019 6:19:12 PM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Let's discuss the Trump Foundation for a few minutes and we'll take Q&amp;A after. 1/ 

The Trump Foundation's only donor […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1075199136062955520.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

10/5/2019 6:19:29 PM carolva97910854 Is this the “door of all doors”?

10/5/2019 6:19:31 PM juliefeider333 No, I haven’t

10/5/2019 6:21:01 PM juliefeider333 But I will certainly check into it

10/5/2019 6:23:37 PM juliefeider333 Agreed. Been working on that for years

10/5/2019 6:23:45 PM yustein All the religions are captured and morphed by satanists. Humans do not need religion, they need faith. God did not create religion the fallen did. Do 

you see it now? Why would a Mother Father create an institution that forces the children to obey them? God LOVES Her/His children!

10/5/2019 6:24:53 PM natureinspace Oh my gosh bring it on already lol. We already know! I just want to know more 🤗

10/5/2019 6:25:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd This site has a lot of info about who we are...IS-BE’s. We are immortal spirit beings wrapped in a physical body (flesh suit). When we die we go back to 

our true self, spirit.  The ascension glossary has helped me...an intense read. Neale Donald Walsh Conversations With God..

10/5/2019 6:25:45 PM natureinspace LOL! I think it is ALICE!

10/5/2019 6:27:01 PM yustein We didn’t arrive we were here. I’m not talking about the starseeds but the regular humans were seeded by us on this planet. We are much much older 

than Mesopotamia. I’m over 1 Million years old. 5000 years is nothing.

10/5/2019 6:27:54 PM juliefeider333 Yes, my eyes have been opened to that. Felt nauseated going to church as a child. Couldn’t tolerate the hypocrisy I saw between what my parents said 

and did. Currently consider myself “spiritual” vs religious. Don’t attend church anymore, but I do miss singing the praise music

10/5/2019 6:28:29 PM asdasd26700831 Will project blue beam look something like this? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBwgJdUld-g …

10/5/2019 6:29:15 PM jakeglaird1 Wait.... how can a rotor craft work without wind resistance? Disclosure... I’m not a scientist and may be looking at this wrong. Anybody have anything?

10/5/2019 6:29:35 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/ev0QMilUT8

10/5/2019 6:30:43 PM yustein Be careful with what you read nothing is 100% correct. Trust your heart.

10/5/2019 6:34:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd his first book. That gave me a kind of base. I took what resonated and left what did not. The glossary I feel has good info as to religion and our origins 

explaining higher dimensional beings.

  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Christos-Sophia …

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Main_Page …

10/5/2019 6:34:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree...unconditional love!

10/5/2019 6:34:51 PM yustein People ask me my religion all the time!🙄 I tell them I follow God’s religion. Then they ask me which one is that one! Last month someone wanted to 

see my wings... I told him I left them at home...

10/5/2019 6:35:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd No. I rarely watch movies. Mostly documentaries.

10/5/2019 6:35:52 PM yustein The Anunnaki stuff is wrong in that dictionary.

10/5/2019 6:36:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Will do...Metatron, gotta love him. He always comes when I call to help cross someone over. ❤️❤️❤️

10/5/2019 6:36:51 PM wearediamonds2 It is mentioned countless times in the bible. Reconcile the definition of ALIEN and consider how holy and fallen Angels would therefore fall under that 

definition, including Jesus Christ and God Himself! It means NOT OF/ORIGINATING FROM THIS WORLD. 😎💖😊

10/5/2019 6:36:54 PM dotdot65871181 God sees everything, He will never leave us or forsake us, but, we may need to suffer way more than we’d like .  We have taken Him out if everything 

and we are paying a price

10/5/2019 6:37:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Christos-Sophia …

Agree.

10/5/2019 6:38:33 PM yustein This was a 70s TV show then they made a new movie but even that is at least 10 years old. It explains the castle with high walls metaphor quite well. 

All people get killed at the age of 30 because they live in an underground city. Politicians say outside is toxic but not etc.

10/5/2019 6:39:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd My first life in this universe was Lyra. I lost much during the Lyran/Reptilian wars. Remembering was traumatic. I cried every day for 45 days. I lived 

before Lyra. I’m a child of Elohim.

10/5/2019 6:39:46 PM yustein I do my best, in all the realms! 😇

10/5/2019 6:40:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd I saw that movie when I was a teen! Loved it!

10/5/2019 6:40:35 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree. I take what resonates and leave what doesn’t. ❤️❤️❤️

10/5/2019 6:40:51 PM yustein Welcome back child...😇

10/5/2019 6:43:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd I say, “I don’t belong to organized religion. Im a very spiritual person and have a beautiful relationship with Creator, Source of All.”

10/5/2019 6:44:09 PM mpmomok You know just bc there’s life elsewhere doesn’t mean it’s not all Gods creation. You can have both.

10/5/2019 6:44:33 PM flgirlsbeenqd There’s a bunch on that. Share what you know. The Annunaki are mentioned in several docu’s I’ve seen, but I’m open to reading new views.

10/5/2019 6:47:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd I usually say cardboard box...but enlarged it to fortress. I felt like I was in a cardboard box when I was in the Jehovah’s Witness cult. I broke free and 

was scared...metaphors I use myself as I went through that personally.

10/5/2019 6:49:24 PM yustein Dear one, I’m not channeling Metatron. I’m Metatron. The whole Anunnaki stuff is wrong, I cannot take a lasagna that was put through a blender and 

make it whole again. The content is technically the same but it is messed up.If I try to correct it will give you wrong assumptions

10/5/2019 6:50:18 PM eefelts Well the Aliens already made me vote for Trump so this isn’t anything new 😂

10/5/2019 6:50:53 PM yustein Wow I’m so happy for you that you broke free of them. They are not good at all, I’m not going to attack them here but anyone can google them.

10/5/2019 6:51:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd If you have a site or book you can recommend I’d like to learn all I can.

10/5/2019 6:51:48 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

ROFL!!!! Admonished!!!!! https://twitter.com/AGWillliamBarr/status/1180657680714743808 …

10/5/2019 6:51:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd Agree and agree.

10/5/2019 6:52:04 PM juliefeider333 I’ve listened to some of his work. I’ll revisit it again

10/5/2019 6:52:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd It took an NDE to awaken me.

10/5/2019 6:54:06 PM yustein There isn’t even one. All have flaws. There is one thing I can recommend. Research number 27.

10/5/2019 6:54:31 PM flgirlsbeenqd And come on here and ask questions. There are a lot of Intuitive’s on here. If we answer wrong MJ will correct I’m certain. Or another option ask for 

another AMA. Then ask or ask to be pointed in the right direction. ❤️❤️❤️

10/5/2019 6:55:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd Added together that’s 9...and 9 represents Source correct? I will research it now.

10/5/2019 6:56:00 PM yustein Here is an article I wrote a while ago. http://bit.ly/aware27 

10/5/2019 6:56:15 PM juliefeider333 My birthday is the 27th...

10/5/2019 6:56:42 PM yustein Watch this Who am I? https://youtu.be/4iv9nybCULA 

10/5/2019 6:57:39 PM flgirlsbeenqd Holy moly!!!

 http://number27.org/twentyseven 



10/5/2019 6:57:41 PM yustein And watch this 27, The number of Source https://youtu.be/jfZvmD16Vxw 

10/5/2019 6:59:06 PM jonjonlives1 I am

10/5/2019 6:59:14 PM yustein Hint 22/7=3,14... pic.twitter.com/BN3O2zCAi3

10/5/2019 7:01:39 PM yustein Solve this question... pic.twitter.com/gSQLbRvKGC

10/5/2019 7:02:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd I love Tesla. If I lived back then I would have chased him down and married him just to have him explain vibration/frequency and so much more to me!

10/5/2019 7:03:24 PM yustein Another tip ancient city of Rome was founded 2772 years ago... so it is 2772 in their Calendar. My birthday is 9.3.72 9x3=27 so 2772 (9th of March 72, 

Canadian/European way of writing it)

10/5/2019 7:04:40 PM yustein And wrap your head around this: I have 3 kids, TRIPLETS! And their birthday is 2.7.2007 (2nd of July 2007)

10/5/2019 7:06:05 PM yustein Explain this: when I was Nikola Tesla I died in my hotel room that I lived for 10 years and the number of the room was 3327. It is in the New Yorker 

hotel and the room has a sign on the door about me.

10/5/2019 7:07:24 PM karma4event201 Good question

Who deleted Epstein files? I don't know. It is FBI Files so FBI did or DoJ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  did the FBI remove / delete the missing pages? 

Why did the FBI remove / Delete the pages?

10/5/2019 7:07:54 PM yustein When I was Jim Morrison I died at the age of 27 😢 (to send a message to my future self). Death of Nikola Tesla > Birth of Jim > Death of Jim > Birth of 

Tony follows perfectly for reincarnation.

10/5/2019 7:08:50 PM yustein When I built the Great Pyramid of Giza I used 27 and 72 too many times in its construction.

10/5/2019 7:10:47 PM yustein David Wilcock very recently told that an insider told him USA has discovered an ancient alien craft that can go anywhere in the universe in an instant. 

But it needs to have 27 crew members. Guess whose ship it was?

10/5/2019 7:10:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd Would that be THoTH?

10/5/2019 7:11:09 PM yustein Do you still want to see my wings? 😉

10/5/2019 7:11:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd It’s numbers and letters, upside down.

10/5/2019 7:12:30 PM yustein Wonderful! Which month?

10/5/2019 7:12:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd How cool is that! I have a kid born 11:11 pm

And one whose BD is 12-21-99

Love numerology.

10/5/2019 7:13:20 PM karma4event201 Someone on a PC please recount the deleted pages. 

I am on a cell with cracked screen 😂

10/5/2019 7:14:29 PM flgirlsbeenqd Omg you were NT in past life? Oh boy! What I said earlier...🤭

10/5/2019 7:14:47 PM juliefeider333 March

10/5/2019 7:15:15 PM karma4event201 234 CIA are in those pages?

10/5/2019 7:15:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ha ha!

10/5/2019 7:16:15 PM yustein Many chased me back then but I had an allergic reaction to women 😉 which I over compensated when I was Jim Morrison (DOORS) 😊

10/5/2019 7:18:15 PM sunnyawakening Bet you didn't know he is alive reincarnated on earth right now

10/5/2019 7:19:10 PM yustein It say Thoth in it. The solution is: when you put a line inside the O it represents number Pi (3,14... also 22/7) but it also represents an ancient Greek 

letter which is Theta! Th O Th get it?

10/5/2019 7:20:38 PM yustein This is not numerology. There is no other number like 27. It is the original holographic matrix which the universe runs on.

10/5/2019 7:21:21 PM yustein Me too but you missed Pisces

10/5/2019 7:22:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’m married to my twin flame, keeps me grounded. We marry in almost every life we incarnate unless one of us is on mission. He was murdered in Lyra; 

our children/myself survived. He recognizes my soul craves his. I would have incarnated for Tesla, I like intelligent men.

10/5/2019 7:22:41 PM yustein And was chatting with you on Twitter! 😇

10/5/2019 7:23:28 PM sunnyawakening There are no coincidences

10/5/2019 7:24:31 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/k03vXUt4i0

10/5/2019 7:25:28 PM yustein Thoth the Atlantean, Enoch, Hermes, Archangel Metatron, Nikola Tesla, Jim Morrison and finally Tony Yustein. We are the same person. Welcome to 

my reality! In the eons that passed I left breadcrumbs for me to rediscover myself over and over again... and here I am... 😊

10/5/2019 7:28:54 PM yustein I love women who love intelligent men but I’m not allowed for earthly pleasures in this lifetime. 😢 I guess I used all my credit when I was Jim 

Morrison... joke aside, seriously, I’m supposed to be isolated, rules of engagement when awake in human body. 😔 but in 5D no limits!😊

10/5/2019 7:29:24 PM flgirlsbeenqd I thought numerology is study of numbers, 27 is a number...a holy number, has great meaning what else would I call studying the 27? Doesn’t it also 

have something to do with the Hebrew codex? I watched a YouTube on that awhile back.

10/5/2019 7:29:42 PM yustein Of course not. My life proves that.

10/5/2019 7:31:59 PM flgirlsbeenqd Hmmmmm

10/5/2019 7:32:36 PM yustein No, numerology is not defined in today’s terms. 27 is geometry which is different. All numbers from 0 to 9 have special meanings. And when they are 

next to each other the meanings combine and change. I taught this in Egypt but they hid it later. It is science.

10/5/2019 7:34:28 PM yustein My name Metatron equals to 314 in Hebrew numerology. Everything goes around a circle and the longest line you can draw inside. Divide one by 

another it gives you Pi which is 22/7.

10/5/2019 7:36:10 PM yustein How would you communicate that you are smart species to an ET? What do you write on a piece of paper? You draw a circle ⭕️ and draw a line from 

one side to the other. And the ETs will smile...

10/5/2019 7:36:39 PM yustein That’s a loooong hmmm???

10/5/2019 7:36:43 PM kellyyoda5252 Bring it

10/5/2019 7:43:01 PM sunnyawakening I like the way your minds works!

10/5/2019 7:49:07 PM w0nderboi What if we already have an alliance with more intelligent, highly advanced civilization guarding the space? They are too, are God’s creation. We were 

just created in His image and likeness.

10/5/2019 7:49:34 PM tamiwils0n22813 I know. I have decided to do it. I’m opening the door.  I LOVE you all. #Godwins ♾

10/5/2019 7:57:58 PM flgirlsbeenqd Yep.

10/5/2019 8:00:16 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s also a Greek letter. What does the symbol θ mean? Besides theta. Sorry, took a walk.

10/5/2019 8:02:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Like the Joker

10/5/2019 8:02:24 PM lauraku30729527 No they will vote democrat

10/5/2019 8:14:17 PM __intothewild_ Why would we have to go off planet for that? 

- .... . -.-- / .- .-. . / .- .-.. .-. . .- -.. -.-- / .... . .-. . -.-.-- pic.twitter.com/9eDszpBhu8

10/5/2019 8:15:39 PM yustein See that’s why I avoid women, never can understand them, even after a million years... 🤷♂️

10/5/2019 8:18:30 PM yustein Read the definition of number Pi.  https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/pi.html … this ones shows exactly what I buried in that puzzle.

10/5/2019 8:31:02 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @GenFlynn @ActingSecDef @POTUS @SecPompeo

10/5/2019 8:33:38 PM 69bull69dawg69 Is this an Eric trump joke?

10/5/2019 8:39:33 PM irah_chandler 1. Well for me anyways i can obe the moon there are many space races there not just human or mj12 some areas are off limits and some are just 

dangerous most ppl don't realize the influence the moon has over them. Points of reference for dif factions.



10/5/2019 8:44:57 PM irah_chandler 2. Can have consequences since the moon is like a giant motel six for alien races looking to research earth/have some stake here and acquire and trade 

dna for dif reasons. The factions and motivations are quite diverse and cause problems irl with or without consent imo.

10/5/2019 8:46:22 PM irah_chandler 3. If you want to know why i like mars and venus better just let me know.

10/5/2019 8:57:46 PM johnwic05587636 Wondering the same thing. Heard about it tonight 10/5. Haven’t found any new info on UN in US since 2016-2017. Then saw this  

https://youtu.be/m8Vu5sItRZE 

Any sauce?

@beer_parade @StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @gholland04 

Et al https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1180602131809570816 …

10/5/2019 8:58:19 PM jonesy4671 Youve peaked my interest already

10/5/2019 9:08:22 PM jeanvilandre Funny how whenever "something ominous" is on the horizon, the MSM parades news about what might be "out there" ... !  "Official Main Stream 

Science" is oftentime a smoke screen 75 to a 100 years behind "the occulted reality"...

10/5/2019 9:16:36 PM irah_chandler Mars as far as i know has 3 main sentient species tall white humanoid, reptilian and an insectoid. Also a few human outposts. So plenty to explore and 

much less complicated once trust is gained. I have learned alot there from obe's with the locals

10/5/2019 9:21:02 PM jophinney2 Kris Kristofferson.  I believe the other 2 probably have their rooms ready at Gitmo. But Mil Tribunals are related to crimes against the government, like 

treason. Kris may be weird, but I don't see him on the Gitmo list.

10/5/2019 9:21:16 PM irah_chandler Venus is a place for philosophic discussion has large trade restrictions and mostly trades in knowledge and wisdom. Peacful much less drama also many 

really interesting ncb's

10/5/2019 9:24:53 PM mixer_brandon Lustful aye?

10/5/2019 9:35:45 PM stars4p RT million times #MAGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE @PressSec @POTUS @POTUSPress @parscale @WhiteHouse @FLOTUS @IvankaTrump 

@EricTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @patton6966 @kabamur_taygeta @VincentCrypt46 @LoveBling6 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@vincent_fusca @w_terrence @therealroseanne https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1180524380985679872 …

10/5/2019 9:44:45 PM susan66388204 The small portion of Woke people just passed out!!!!

10/5/2019 9:46:14 PM charmanda9 Well this one is coming from NBC. But, yeah. It’s all the same propaganda.

10/5/2019 9:48:15 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/989900757246803970?s=19 …

10/5/2019 9:48:37 PM charmanda9 Might have to stick to independent news for awhile for that. We will need to start sharing our sources with the unawake.

10/5/2019 9:53:15 PM charmanda9 I appreciate your thoughts. They resonate.

10/5/2019 10:19:39 PM brianha63588088 So we've made contact, just working on the wording of the announcement?

10/5/2019 10:24:24 PM taradea08775439 Past caring

10/5/2019 10:26:02 PM karma4event201 I counted 7,618 pages deleted

I wasn't on a pc, I counted them from a cell phone with cracked screen

10/5/2019 10:33:35 PM karma4event201 PDF # of Deleted pages 

1. 258 

2. 46 

3. 232

4. 318 

5. 525

6. 491

7. 321

8. 434

9. 574

10. 547 

12. 348

13. 199 

14. 326

15. 511

16. 515

17. 367

18. 283

19. 475

20. 507

21. 341

7,618 pages Removed / Deleted 

Correct?
10/5/2019 10:38:52 PM kashurian I would totally go

10/5/2019 11:13:03 PM ladydashby No, NBC News.

10/5/2019 11:16:41 PM skarwwyd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic?  pic.twitter.com/WPM9gBd0rT

10/5/2019 11:53:25 PM azuremagus I get it , it's funny.

10/6/2019 12:00:52 AM mattersnot2 I am prepared. Fully knowing what that entails and how the mind of man works...

10/6/2019 12:33:15 AM jollyrob2 We “all” can make that Quicker✨

10/6/2019 12:42:00 AM s7v7nbuddies Aliens don't exist. Just blue beam technology, Walmart suits and hidden military technology. If you watch carefully most of sights are closer or around 

military bases

10/6/2019 12:53:03 AM gourangaoo It sounds a beautiful place, my idea of heaven on earth!

10/6/2019 2:35:16 AM yuvalsap Dont make me laugh. They have been here for hundreds of millions of years, watching us and guiding. Interdimensional beeing? Fake! We live in a 3D 

universe...the only other dimension is the 4th were we stay between incarnations.

10/6/2019 2:45:10 AM tiforyearsnow This is so intriguing! I'm all over the place trying to figure out me, now😳😂💜

10/6/2019 3:55:31 AM susandemoss6 They are here amongst us now...what’s to get ready for⁉️

10/6/2019 4:52:48 AM solizroxanne It would be awesome if it is like C.S. Lewis described it in The Silent Planet.

10/6/2019 5:20:37 AM allonkid  https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/10/a_way_for_trump_to_drain_the_swamp.html …

10/6/2019 5:31:53 AM friknwikid Trick question ...

10/6/2019 5:46:28 AM saver706 We are prepared for new system on the world. :) We are not alone. We never were. :) Light be with you, all.

10/6/2019 6:22:52 AM karina89350882 ah understanding, thank you for your Reply!!! Let`s dig a little bit deeper, maybe I`ll find something….have a nice day Jo!!!

10/6/2019 6:22:53 AM keith369me What if?

10/6/2019 6:23:51 AM keith369me He knows how to plead the 5th

10/6/2019 6:34:46 AM karina89350882 We are Ready! And didn`t not EVERYBODY (Vatican, all Goverments, Officials and so on) lie to us since aeons, we had been ready long ago……...What do 

you think about "Amnesty" (Project Disclosure)??? What will THE PEOPLE think about??

10/6/2019 7:32:18 AM 4mydeerone #QAnon ALiCE Raessemble!!!

 https://youtu.be/1uwkuQfTmdM 

#FREETheFAMiLEE

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/FRLzcRNVSH

10/6/2019 7:34:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 5,000-year-old NYC-style metropolis uncovered in northern Israel | The Jerusalem post https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/5000-year-old-NYC-style-

metropolis-uncovered-in-northern-Israel-603854 …

10/6/2019 7:35:30 AM afarliturgia Its in the same way of discoveries in Mars?



10/6/2019 7:36:24 AM ursula_1111 It’s TIME for all kinds of ‘disclosures’ and ‘uncoverings’. pic.twitter.com/MpCnu46fBg

10/6/2019 7:36:44 AM jvan125 “Among the most unique structures uncovered, was a temple where religious rituals were performed.” 

What kind of ‘religious rituals’? 🤭🙏🏻

10/6/2019 7:39:28 AM 4mydeerone @DNC #SSh8 #BuSShitSS #NeoConKillerSS #KKKenWeDieSSforYouSS& #UgenicSS pySScho$$ the @DeptofDefense would like to inform youSS Who 

Woo Who$$ Your leader$$uck! 

#QAnon

 https://youtu.be/9RRGvAB4HF8 

#disneyskyliner

#Demon

#JokerFilm

#SundayMotivation

#MeToo

#TIMESUP

#growJUNG⚜️💃🦌 pic.twitter.com/YWzzEi2VOo
10/6/2019 7:40:51 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1180854888005287941 …

10/6/2019 7:41:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

Alien Invasion.

Think SG-1 Go'uld.

Think Babylon

Think SG-1 Episode RE Babylon

Think 1947

Think 1948

Think Pre-5780

Think Space Force

Think Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1180853742415077376 …
10/6/2019 7:42:33 AM dark2light2019 Those heads don’t look “human” to me

10/6/2019 7:43:52 AM sailorpractical Sounds like something the liberals have come up with. I suppose they will be allowed to vote as well...

10/6/2019 7:45:05 AM conniecollette3 “According to the authority, the finding will change everything scholars know about the urbanization process in the Land of Israel in ancient times.“

change EVERYTHING? ... 🤔

DO IT! ✔️

10/6/2019 7:45:56 AM yustein They have 0 chance pulling that narrative when I’m around. Anything they fake I can debunk easily...

10/6/2019 7:46:28 AM crt14361013 ✔😎

10/6/2019 7:46:38 AM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/wSSxUAOUFP

10/6/2019 7:46:57 AM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/wX1WaOfSNC

10/6/2019 7:47:06 AM frau_lein55 Ancient Agricultural societies usually had the fertility cults with temple prostitutes and human sacrifices.

10/6/2019 7:48:48 AM happykat9 Human sacrifices

10/6/2019 7:49:20 AM cocobutt07 sounds like easter or Istar. We just dont use the blood of the children to dye the eggs. 😳

10/6/2019 7:51:02 AM archiebird4 Somebody decipher this and tell me wth he’s talking about.

10/6/2019 7:52:32 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/yhlMQrqisL

10/6/2019 7:52:40 AM starehope Amazing find! The sculptures are very interesting. The human face has what appears as closed eyes, but they are quite large. Thanks for sharing.

10/6/2019 7:54:32 AM the_loveoflight Woke up to this tweet, time to watch the Babylon episode 📺😆

10/6/2019 7:55:08 AM starehope Who is to say? Today's Russians dye eggs red at Easter.

10/6/2019 7:55:44 AM starehope Sacrifices to what or who?

10/6/2019 7:57:56 AM starehope Can anyone imagine what all that sand in the Middle East covers?

10/6/2019 7:58:03 AM frau_lein55 This all goes back to a time when Europe was re-Christianized by St Patrick and his missionaries. They incorporated a lot of the local customs and pagan 

beliefs to turn the population back to Christianity.

10/6/2019 7:58:32 AM 4mydeerone COMeON @RepSwalwell & @AOC youSS Know the Tun€$$ Who car€$$ it$$bigBuKKK$$4 Who Woo Who$$!

w€$$ were attacked!

w€$$ were attacked!

An act of War$$!

An act of War$$!

w€$$ fucking w€$$!

We... #waitWHAT! 

#AREA51 #WakeUP #GENQV1

#themSStinKKK

 https://youtu.be/5Qc8jJ0TjSY 

#Joker$$ pic.twitter.com/TFNWbJy50r
10/6/2019 7:59:17 AM state1union Time travel, SSP/MIC, 13 bloodlines and true Egyptian bloodlines we’re hidden?

10/6/2019 7:59:23 AM bosshawg35 Tell me how status have markings of boats, plans, helicopters... from 1000's of years ago but we are now finding these things 🤔

Everything we've been taught are lies. All major events have been some kind of cover up or change in power 🚩

10/6/2019 8:04:36 AM 4mydeerone #QAnons #Qannon #Annon #QArmy et al... #GodSpeedRebels

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=a1Bx9nyw35w … In todays world THE bullets and guns ARE 44NOW INFORMATION EXPO$$UR€$$ TEACHING 

OTHERS #ofLOVE not #SSh8 weigh$$ tHAT got US and the 🗺 In thi$$ #Joker 🎥 #TOObigTOOmanyLieSSnot2FAIL #ALLAhUS #YaU2 

pic.twitter.com/3ufJYT5lHI

10/6/2019 8:05:11 AM starehope This looks human.

10/6/2019 8:07:18 AM n7guardiananon Tass'an: A month ago, a man came through the Chappa'ai. He called himself a Prior. He told us of powerful gods called the Ori, who he claimed would 

give us protection and show us the path to enlightenment. A1

10/6/2019 8:07:40 AM n7guardiananon Then he left. He later returned. Told us we had to make a choice. Follow the Ori, or be destroyed. We chose to resist. A2

10/6/2019 8:08:24 AM n7guardiananon Tass'an: He dialed the Chappa'ai and merely placed his staff in the ground in front of it. Then the earth shook with a fierceness I have never seen nor 

heard of before. In moments, our city was leveled. Hundreds of our people wiped out in an instant. A3

10/6/2019 8:09:02 AM n7guardiananon Tass'an: I witnessed the destruction with my own eyes! Heed my words, brother. If a Prior visits your world ... leave. A4

10/6/2019 8:09:55 AM ab36913 Mud fossil

10/6/2019 8:10:18 AM qaphsiel17 So many holes in this. Plot. Story. Beginning-middle-end. Either tell us or dont but this guess what we mean stuff wont disclose anything.

10/6/2019 8:10:29 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1180850953949532160 …

10/6/2019 8:12:19 AM starehope Starts with, "Reread past tweets"... that should get you on the right path. The best thing to do is start at the beginning.

10/6/2019 8:13:13 AM ab36913 Since time is an illusion, what is the real age if this city?

10/6/2019 8:13:40 AM keith369me Time to rewrite the control system known as His-Story with truth.

10/6/2019 8:14:05 AM ab36913 Or perhaps it is/was another timeline?

10/6/2019 8:14:17 AM keith369me Yep glimmers of truth amongst the lies



10/6/2019 8:14:54 AM keith369me It is what we believe it is

10/6/2019 8:16:11 AM trumping4usa Perhaps humans have already been here before?

10/6/2019 8:16:37 AM david00997884 That will be done. Close the schools of control. And reopen them in real knowledge ,Light,and Love.

10/6/2019 8:16:54 AM ab36913 Will we see more and more the things that were once hidden coming to Light?

10/6/2019 8:17:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 The perception of time is an illusion since it depends on physical components in order to calculate the same value between two IS-BEs. Time for IS-BE A 

is different than time for IS-BE B if they are in different perspectives of reality. For Earth, linear time is consistent.

10/6/2019 8:18:23 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://sheerahministries.com/2019/07/03/hebrew-year-5780-2020-a-year-to-widen-your-mouth-in-wisdom-or-zip-it-shut/ …

10/6/2019 8:19:22 AM n7guardiananon  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Babylon_%28episode%29 …

10/6/2019 8:20:46 AM ab36913 Does the value of time change if timelines merge for IS-BEs?

10/6/2019 8:22:05 AM trevorrogue As long as its not the auri.. lOl sad thing, you speak truth.

10/6/2019 8:24:43 AM laurabusse Just like everything else

Humans

Bacteria

Clams

10/6/2019 8:28:23 AM laurabusse Dear God

10/6/2019 8:28:48 AM stephencoveyii Ukraine: The Democrats' Russia  https://youtu.be/kuvfYE7ZdL0  via @YouTube @realDonaldTrump @RudyGiuliani @benshapiro @TuckerCarlson 

@FoxNews @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @paul_serran @paulsperry_ @steph93065 @ChatByCC @40_head @RealCandaceO

10/6/2019 8:32:37 AM laurabusse Nice catch 👍

10/6/2019 8:33:19 AM hawkgirlinmn Holy sheerah....READ pre-5780. 5779: https://sheerahministries.com/2018/07/14/a-look-ahead-5779-2019-the-year-to-see-the-snake-in-the-grass/ …

10/6/2019 8:34:22 AM laurabusse LOL

10/6/2019 8:34:27 AM 4mydeerone &NOmatterWHAT @SenSchumer might SSay about Hi$$ & conger$$ pur$$e$$perpuSSie$$ many of them don't get that it #YouAndWE's money & 

TRUE POWER themSS think$$ they OWN!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhGeH07lo5M …

#ALLAhUS RaeMEMBERs wHEN they$$aberattleSSnakeSShake$$ how it end$$4themSS&us

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/h6wJluB2o5

10/6/2019 8:35:48 AM mongrelglory So ancient Babylon appears to be the place where the inter-dimensional ET set himself up as a God (Baal or Moloch) and ruler over the Earth and 

humanity.  Thus started our 8000 year history of slavery.  Like the teens in the SG-1 espisode "Babylon", the humans in charge have...

10/6/2019 8:36:16 AM donaldpanza Perhaps you may care to read the observations and perspective on this topic found @earthallies

10/6/2019 8:38:22 AM mongrelglory ...been waiting for their God to return.  They think they will be rewarded in the final "battle" and conquest of the world.  They have been deceived.  I'm 

not sure if this is where the 13 illuminati bloodlines originated.  (The bloodlines that have ET DNA).

10/6/2019 8:40:28 AM escapegoatz Lol

10/6/2019 8:40:35 AM 4mydeerone #WWG1WGA 

if U MAMM will fight +44 my MAGGIE Wife and I will fight 44 your MAGGIE HUSBAND SIR tHEN if any of US make it through thi$$ #SSH8 nightmare at 

least Our Homes and the CHILDhens will have #LOVElightLAUGHTER &MAMM please ask your WIFE to tell my #FAMiLEE ILOVEthem

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/IaNZh9d3z8

10/6/2019 8:41:35 AM toffer_anon_369 Is there a stargate there?

10/6/2019 8:48:07 AM mongrelglory 1947/1948 were the two ET saucer crashes in New Mexico,  some of which contained live ETs. The Airl interview revealed to the US military that 

humans were part of a prison planet system, where the Domain's technology had been hi-jacked by invading negative ETs to imprison IS-BEs.

10/6/2019 8:50:16 AM 4mydeerone  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dBRQvXe91g …

thiSS is how themSS #SSh8 et al tough talk ends for the rest of #YouAndWE and the just wont let it go & #confeSS & LeftCenterRight THATshouldB 

ALARMINGinitSStupidity

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KHoVBK2EVE …

#LaCROSSlittleBrotherOfWAR

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG4vjyPMhE8 …

#QAnon #ofLOVE pic.twitter.com/JwMInrjNLJ

10/6/2019 8:52:37 AM mongrelglory That's the point when a plan was made to free humanity from this mind-control system that had been set up by negative ETs so long ago. In the SG-1 

episode Babylon, the teens were reluctant to believe the truth at first, that they were being enslaved and controlled by false Gods.

10/6/2019 8:52:39 AM bluebaby072 I thought the same thing.  I found it odd how they provided no info on the type of religious ceremonies.... hmmm

10/6/2019 8:52:41 AM egelone Ok, here is what i think. Goa'uld is the dracos under control by an acient AI. They invaded earth and was worship like god(hence false god, Ori)

10/6/2019 8:54:50 AM jaded_pearl 😂 Those bad clams 👾🐙🦑

10/6/2019 8:55:14 AM 4mydeerone #QBaby is EVERY BABY CHILDhen SON and GAUGHTER youSS thinkSSfightFORyouSS!

STOP #SSH8

if youSS cant fixIT then QUIT!!!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cSrqRdlFeo …

#QAnon

#analogWE #YaU2

#QUESToONEs

#YaWEE pic.twitter.com/WSuqLH8d2K
10/6/2019 8:57:25 AM pixien2 For 50 years we see aliens/ufo's on tv, halloween parties,  toys in the stores and hear gossip. I don't think anyone is impressed with life on Mars 

because they already suspected it. And how important can it be as long it's not here? It's a planet far, far away for most. No panic

10/6/2019 8:58:38 AM antarantanka Post Atlantis Diaspora.

10/6/2019 8:58:50 AM af_war_vet I think they know what's benith all the sand. And when they're ready to try operation blue beam, they'll "suddenly" discover proof that we were 

seeded here by et's.....

10/6/2019 8:59:47 AM antarantanka One in Egypt and one in India too.

10/6/2019 8:59:57 AM vipersnke "They've" been able to control the narrative up until now. Now private companies and other countries are venturing into #Space. That combined with 

cameras everywhere and instant world wide communication it's just a matter of time! About time, since the 40s we've been held back!

10/6/2019 9:00:31 AM mongrelglory I would think time is location dependent, so it wouldn't necessarily change from the perspective of the IS-BEs on Earth.

10/6/2019 9:02:40 AM allahuniversal This one? https://youtu.be/oaMTDxNoE9g 

10/6/2019 9:03:44 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/RHI5UUWoYw

10/6/2019 9:07:14 AM dakotobol Messages? pic.twitter.com/6gdnImA4Yt

10/6/2019 9:11:26 AM ab36913 If IS-BE 1 is on timeline A & IS-BE 2 is on timeline B & those timelines merge, which time value would they BE on? Yes, they are on Earth which is linear 

but the values of time for each would be slightly different. Vibrational frequencies as well.



10/6/2019 9:15:47 AM fansblowing3 As earth was recovering from the last pole shift, we were invaded by reptilians/go’uld through a stargate at Iraq aka Babylon.  Earth was enslaved for 

thousands of years.  In 1947 the Asgard came to Area 51.  1948 Israel was created.  Israel is with Trump (pre/5780 call).

10/6/2019 9:17:05 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/6/2019 9:19:35 AM fansblowing3 Israel is aligned with Trump and the Asgard for disclosure and official first contact.

10/6/2019 9:19:50 AM lorirrr It's  'art'.

10/6/2019 9:22:07 AM lorirrr My mom told me that when I was little...

10/6/2019 9:22:14 AM cmileff Wow!

10/6/2019 9:23:58 AM enomai_ Is this in association to pre-5780 line? https://www.thejewishadvocate.com/articles/in-pre-5780-phone-call-trump-touts-pro-jewish …

10/6/2019 9:24:37 AM bubalub1021 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂Just saying it don’t make it so😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

10/6/2019 9:25:37 AM stevemarek6 Moon is a base. We have portals to mars. Cures for cancer. Underground colonies in mars.

10/6/2019 9:27:11 AM junglerednm Mud Flood’s

10/6/2019 9:36:10 AM _369311119 "There is an upheaval coming"

10/6/2019 9:48:16 AM mouriergirl Agreed...look up Mud Flood and Tartaria

10/6/2019 9:54:09 AM covertress fta: "An even earlier settlement, dating to the Chalcolithic period from 7,000 years ago, was uncovered in deeper excavations made beneath this city's 

houses. It seems that two abundant springs originating in the area in antiquity were a site of attraction throughout the period."

10/6/2019 9:54:37 AM ewilliams22101 "the [StarGate-1] Goa'uld are a parasitic alien race that use other beings as hosts. Most Goa'uld pose as gods in order to control slave armies, and are 

considered evil, egocentric megalomaniacs by those who do not worship them."

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goa%27uld_characters_in_Stargate …

10/6/2019 9:55:46 AM ewilliams22101 StarGate 1 episode re: Bablylon: "SG-1 investigates a planet that is said to be the home of the Warriors of Sodan, a legendary tribe of Jaffa said to have 

not served the Goa'uld in hundreds of years." https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709044/ …

10/6/2019 9:59:09 AM ewilliams22101 So the alien invasion already happened - perhaps thousands of years ago - and the aliens are those infected humans now in control?  Or are we all 

"infected" aliens??  As in, we all have the extra - unexplained - DNA??

10/6/2019 10:01:44 AM brianda22317135 Makes ya wonder what happened to all of the buildings if all that's left are the footers.. maybe a fire ravaged the city or a ancient nuclear weapon 

wiped everything away.. very interesting however.

10/6/2019 10:02:46 AM wearediamonds2 So humans only lasted approximately 200 years on Earth before being taken over/infiltrated by the aliens and parasites?

10/6/2019 10:03:32 AM jamiegrahamusa HOW MANY LOST HOMES TO MORTGAGE FRAUD. AND NOW NO LIFE SAVINGS? NO ASSETS? NOTHING.

@realDonaldTrump

@8541USMC308

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

WE NEED TO KNOW. 

Now. We need Justice.

Is this why so many are renting? Homeless on streets, Suicide?

TINY HOUSES. 

ANSWER PLEASE.
10/6/2019 10:04:47 AM jollyrob2 Very interesting.

10/6/2019 10:05:18 AM wearediamonds2 That Is SO interesting!

10/6/2019 10:11:30 AM mountainminder 5000 years is our RECENT PAST. Start expanding your mind. Break out of the box they have given you.

10/6/2019 10:12:18 AM bleakperfect1 We don't wrestle against flesh and blood ...

10/6/2019 10:13:21 AM wearediamonds2 There areso many theories about the age of Earth. I don't know which is true.

10/6/2019 10:13:37 AM laurabusse LOLOL

10/6/2019 10:14:07 AM wearediamonds2 I assume 5780 is BC?

10/6/2019 10:19:23 AM wearytrave11er Hebrew year 5780 =2020

10/6/2019 10:20:12 AM bocan3 Renuda interviews.

10/6/2019 10:22:06 AM leesarowland Wow!!!

10/6/2019 10:23:02 AM covertress fta: "2020 in the Greco-Roman calendar, coincides with the Hebrew year 5780, 80 being part of the “Pey” (rhymes with “pay”) decade that [began] at 

Rosh HaShana this September 30, 2019."

10/6/2019 10:24:10 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Lx9ueA1zAy

10/6/2019 10:25:29 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/4LW3Tghrds

10/6/2019 10:26:36 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/pkOy7loLYq

10/6/2019 10:28:10 AM flgirlsbeenqd I learned that in 6th grade, knew all circles equal pi. The article unfortunately didn’t give me info as to hidden coding.

10/6/2019 10:31:11 AM wearediamonds2 This makes SO MUCH SENSE to me after all I've learned this year from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , watching "Stargate SG" TV show (only up to season 4), and 

all my Qanon friends! 🤯  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1180877184048795652 …

10/6/2019 10:33:39 AM kindeandtrue Interestingly, the Twitter account Majestic12, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  which makes many interesting disclosures, regularly gives excellent health advice 

and recommends lifestyle changes. Whoever they are, they are genuinely interested in helping people improve their lives----unlike Q.

10/6/2019 10:34:52 AM wearediamonds2 I am also wondering if that means the only people not infected are those with RH-neg blood? And why they are intensely tracked /attacked their whole 

lives?

10/6/2019 10:35:35 AM allahuniversal  https://archive.org/details/EmeraldTabletsOfThothTheAtlantean_201809 …

10/6/2019 10:35:48 AM n_amersolutions Send out a bill for past due taxes...

10/6/2019 10:37:14 AM gregorylent palestinians

10/6/2019 10:38:37 AM djlok On Earth as it is in the Heavens (Space)?

10/6/2019 10:38:40 AM mongrelglory From what I've read, when these timelines merge it's imperceptible to the people in the time-lines, other than a few glitches like the Mandela effect.  

That would include their perception of time.  I'm not sure how different their vibrational frequencies would be.

10/6/2019 10:38:47 AM lisamthornburg I’m RH Negative !!

10/6/2019 10:39:26 AM mongrelglory Corey Goode talks about merging time-lines in this video, which was interesting. https://youtu.be/jiP6fMfuuIY 

10/6/2019 10:41:21 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/NRLfSSOY76

10/6/2019 10:42:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd You’re funny. Hmmm for me means I’m thinking. No mystery. 

Much gets lost in translation esp if you don’t know someone. If I say, “hmmm” to hubby, he replies, “tell me what you’re thinking.” He says he can 

“see” the wheels in my head turning...

Deep thought...

10/6/2019 10:44:26 AM iamyou132 Care to elaborate?

10/6/2019 10:45:53 AM ab36913 Thank you Michelle.  I will definitely check out the video when I get home later today.  🤗🥰😉

10/6/2019 10:48:02 AM hawkgirlinmn Summary of 5779: pic.twitter.com/mQsU0QEVr8

10/6/2019 10:48:36 AM phreatomagnetic Because Earth is an IS-BE?

10/6/2019 10:48:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd Beautiful...and today in parallel freeing the masses from the mind control/enslavement of false gods/negative aliens. Religion ensnares, it does not 

save.



10/6/2019 10:50:21 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/tgo071AQvu

10/6/2019 10:52:07 AM bigdonqtrump Now to tag. @martingeddes @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#DeadDog

#DrainingTheSwamp #DarkToLight

#Deplorable #MAGA #MAGA2020 #LockThemAllUp #QAnons #QArmy #KAG

10/6/2019 10:54:05 AM olimyracle In the meantime, go check @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

💞  pic.twitter.com/NMAXTtrMLQ

10/6/2019 10:56:27 AM jonesy4671 Should i watch the sg1 series or what?

10/6/2019 10:56:29 AM mongrelglory Once humanity and Earth ascends to a 4th density of consciousness, the telepathic connection between all of us, as well as our perception of the 

universe will change greatly.  At that point I believe "organized" religion will just fall away, while spirituality flourishes.

10/6/2019 10:56:30 AM kindeandtrue Not good news for humanity if Israel is connected with it.

10/6/2019 10:57:51 AM hawkgirlinmn Don’t take so much stock in the “religion”aspect. Apply towards political,awakening and majestic happenings. pic.twitter.com/aJEVTMWI4a

10/6/2019 10:58:05 AM covertress 5780, the decade of “Pey” the Mouth, began at Rosh HaShana, September 30, 2019.

10/6/2019 10:58:27 AM allahuniversal "Spelled" out for all to see that what the eye doesn't see with its limited frequency range is beyond what we know of as strange

10/6/2019 10:58:51 AM happykat9 False gods

10/6/2019 11:00:33 AM starehope Thanks.

10/6/2019 11:00:51 AM nikoscali Human Head.... not pic.twitter.com/3qH4oXmVKt

10/6/2019 11:01:05 AM starehope Lord God Almighty, help us all.

10/6/2019 11:02:10 AM starehope Not! Agree.

10/6/2019 11:05:21 AM lynnstueber M~ 12~ question #1: Can you tell me if you have noticed the Sun is way to white? Not just white, but blinding seething painful to the eyes white where 

you can't even glance it? I am 59 years old, and I still have a good memory. The Sun was NOT like this when I was young.

10/6/2019 11:05:45 AM starehope Is that the blue beam like the DEW? If so, wouldn't that destroy everything? Just asking.

10/6/2019 11:05:54 AM thecamp_bell it has always been "them". in the beginning it was perfect. "they" are a disease. think physician heels thyself. think holy G-host body in which we all 

live. ask how is god eternal. think sun=atom, solar system= molecule. as above so below. think "they" as a cancer.

10/6/2019 11:07:20 AM manifest_utopia Huh, Twit will only let me go back to July 20, 2019 in the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 timeline. No earlier posts appear.

10/6/2019 11:09:00 AM hawkgirlinmn Also 5780: (2020) pic.twitter.com/LKwVFURoUT

10/6/2019 11:12:17 AM lynnstueber Question#2: Do you believe CERN has discovered Portals?  I hope you know CERN is not of the good of Man. Smoke screen to "recreate the big bang". 

Ask Shiva~ Goddess of death at the front door. https://youtu.be/Cllqr1nmdYk?list=PLFiZO7ubh68yj7vpVAUNgwAFlfmML085I …

10/6/2019 11:16:45 AM wearediamonds2 Got it.

10/6/2019 11:17:05 AM lynnstueber THIS IS A MUST WATCH: #revelation #quantumcomputers #anthonypatch

Anthony Patch - "Quantum God Machine" - Patreon Live Stream - October 2, 2019

2,280 views

•Oct 3, 2019:

 https://youtu.be/JQMlHe40dL0 

10/6/2019 11:17:22 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/RFlnS5gGGL

10/6/2019 11:24:20 AM yustein To find Pi you need to draw a line from the center of the cirle reaching both sides. That makes it look the same as the Greek letter Theta which the first 

two letters are Th and the pronunciation of that and the Th O Th’s Ths are the same. So even the name itself is pointing Pi

10/6/2019 11:24:45 AM yustein I rest my case...

10/6/2019 11:26:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd I thought we were lower 4th now? 4th density still has a lot of work...There’s so much out there, how do we know truth? I read/research daily, six hour 

or more. So much contradicting info. How do we know for sure? I don’t want to be just 5th...I want to move as high as I can.

10/6/2019 11:27:34 AM 76northman There is no Palestine. It’s all Israel. Fixed.

10/6/2019 11:28:10 AM yustein Honestly I also don’t appreciate the tone ‘I learned that in the 6th grade’. It is just rude towards a person who shared information with you. The puzzle 

was not about Pi’s calculation, it was about multiple things including 22/7 and many others. This conversation is mute now.

10/6/2019 11:28:25 AM flgirlsbeenqd That’s not how I was taught to figure out pie. You use a protractor, you draw circle, you attach point to center of circle, then draw one straight-line 

toward outer circle. PI does not look like theta.

10/6/2019 11:28:33 AM covertress Here's a searchable archive of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets, from their first post through March, 2019

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

10/6/2019 11:29:39 AM azuremagus Think Oort Cloud

Think large fleet

10/6/2019 11:30:57 AM yustein Why do I bother, you don’t get it and I don’t have the time for this.

10/6/2019 11:31:19 AM wearediamonds2 YES! It is SO awesome, inspiring, and helpful. The first few episodes were hard for me to get into but the show gets better as you go.

10/6/2019 11:31:28 AM covertress Reread past tweets. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1180912743928467456?s=19 …

10/6/2019 11:32:50 AM wearediamonds2 Me too!

10/6/2019 11:35:01 AM juliefeider333 Right!

10/6/2019 11:36:29 AM klee34036780 I didn’t hear anything about it

10/6/2019 11:38:05 AM realhighup HEY Q!!! I THiNK I FOUND the plan... 

from  https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CDOC-99sdoc33/html/CDOC-99sdoc33.htm …

re: diggin this  https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/hyram-suddfluffel-impeachment/ …

 https://heavy.com/news/2019/09/hyram-f-suddfluffel-impeachment-origin-hoax/ …

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @charliekirk11 @Qanon76 @MagniAnon

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump

#qanon #thestorm

SENATE meant EVERYTHING -Q



10/6/2019 11:38:07 AM realhighup relevant Q posts

Q #2444

Q # 1842 --JA possible witness?--

Q # 1483

Q # 3533

Q # 3028

Q # 2525

Q # 2671

Q # 1603

Q # 1602

Q # 1589

Q # 1646

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @charliekirk11 @Qanon76 @MagniAnon

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump

#qanon #thestorm #WWGOWGA
10/6/2019 11:39:14 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is still up 😎  pic.twitter.com/h3C9iiStII

10/6/2019 11:39:28 AM realhighup impeach trial is checkmate! 

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@KibBitzLaw

@charliekirk11

@Qanon76

@MagniAnon

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

#qanon #thestorm #WWGOWGA
10/6/2019 11:40:17 AM mongrelglory There's the planet's density, 3rd ascending to 4th with the Solar flash. (Earth is an IS-BE). Then there's the density of all the creatures on this planet 

which range anywhere from 2nd density up to 5th. Of course the higher densities would include ETs and inner Earth societies.

10/6/2019 11:40:37 AM state1union Thank you 🙏 I just watched it for the first time.

10/6/2019 11:41:36 AM punkbudgie1 Are we ready for this conversation yet?🤔 pic.twitter.com/X0LZd6ztwi

10/6/2019 11:41:59 AM mongrelglory However, as a collective society of humans, I'm not so sure we'd qualify as a 4th density society (with a collective 4th density group consciousness)...at 

least, not yet.  But soon I hope!

10/6/2019 11:42:10 AM realhighup FUTURE PROVES PAST. #trusttheplan

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@KibBitzLaw

@charliekirk11

@Qanon76

@MagniAnon

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

#qanon #thestorm #WWGOWGA
10/6/2019 11:43:35 AM usss_211 Gobekli Tepe is I believe over 12000 years old...

10/6/2019 11:44:36 AM manifest_utopia ThanQ so much!!! 🥰🤗🤗🤗

10/6/2019 11:45:41 AM mongrelglory I found this recent video by Corey Goode helpful in understanding densities and ascension concepts: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=jiP6fMfuuIY …

10/6/2019 11:47:02 AM emit_0710q 上記の @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 さんのTweetにあったリンク先👉 https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/5000-year-old-NYC-style-metropolis-uncovered-

in-northern-Israel-603854 …

10/6/2019 11:47:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you.

10/6/2019 11:48:25 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you again! Yay! He seems to be pretty informative!

10/6/2019 11:51:12 AM irah_chandler So not really saying time is an illusion but that it's relative. Also time on earth is not consistent as we all know it changes due to speed of travel, gravity 

anomalies em effects along with other non disclosed issues.

10/6/2019 11:51:55 AM flgirlsbeenqd Watching now...as a side note “Metatron” is fake. I blocked him.

10/6/2019 11:52:08 AM mongrelglory I know some people don't believe his story, but the information in his talks usually resonates with me.  I find he explains things in "down to earth" 

terms, which I like.  Of course I compare his information with many other sources, rather than rely on just one messenger.

10/6/2019 11:53:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

10/6/2019 11:54:39 AM moemc8 Off topic, any truth to rumors of UN troops in many states?  Seems not believable.

10/6/2019 11:54:53 AM bleakperfect1 These draco reptilian seem to be the devils of the bible. Perhaps the reason secret societies utilize blood sacrifice, is to allow these ancient beings to 

control them, taking over their body, and in return, gain knowledge and power. Multidimensional beings.

10/6/2019 11:56:07 AM williebhere Let me guess it was in the area of Mt.Hermon??

10/6/2019 11:57:35 AM bleakperfect1 The elites don't want us to be spiritual and have the upper hand against them. The fluoride truck is their method to keep us in the dark. They want to 

keep us as cattle. No more.

10/6/2019 11:59:04 AM keith369me ...and how many believe it’s Israel?  Collective consciousness

10/6/2019 11:59:57 AM karina89350882 Invasion of Archons?? "Infection with Archons"?

10/6/2019 12:00:57 PM state1union I liked him a lot and what he spoke about sounded a lot like David Wilcock and Corey Goode.  I’m still new to this but once I heard Corey everything 

started making sense of what happened to me. Corey got the good part of SSP where I was treated by the dark project of SSP.

10/6/2019 12:01:36 PM jimhayzlett ThEsE ArE HeAvEn’S WoRdS, WiLl YoU PlEaSe MaKe ThIs YoUr MisSiOn Mj12 ?  🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇💜✨

10/6/2019 12:03:32 PM charmanda9 It has been so long since I have watched this video. It was highly responsible for my awakening. Thanks for sharing this. I am an hour in now, watching 

again.

10/6/2019 12:05:44 PM bleakperfect1 Vril worms are disturbing, why anyone would willingly allow that into their body is beyond my comprehension. Does most of this relate to the Egyptian 

mystery schools, they thought they were gods? Dracos represent themselves as gods? Freemasonry is confusing.

10/6/2019 12:09:26 PM emit_0710q 【イスラエル北部で発見された5,000年前のNYCスタイルの大都市】この発見は、学者がイスラエル国の都市化プロセスについて知ってい

ることすべてを変えます。

遺跡は、ハリッシュ近くのアインアシュルサイトで行われた主要な発掘プロジェクトで発見されました。 pic.twitter.com/fXHnZXkeTC

10/6/2019 12:09:38 PM flgirlsbeenqd I too pay attention to what resonates. The fellow I spoke with last night who claims to be incarnated Tesla, Enoch...I kept him going till I knew he was 

FOS. I have to take what resonates with me. He didn’t at all. What you said, “Earth is an IS-BE” gave me a physical...

10/6/2019 12:09:52 PM blsdbe It a relative construct that we all have arbitrarily decided to follow together, therefore, an Illusion we all collectively participate in.



10/6/2019 12:11:40 PM fansblowing3 I believe the white hats are working on getting Netanyahu out of office.

10/6/2019 12:12:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd reaction. Uncontrollable tears, not crying, tears streaming down my face. I knew earth is alive but like us an IS-BE hit me hard, immediately I saw 

flashes of garbage at sea, pollution, and felt it. I pay attention to those reactions. Thank You.❤️❤️❤️

10/6/2019 12:12:46 PM reelect20 👇Check this out👇RT🔥 http://bit.ly/2oW2q9b 

10/6/2019 12:14:23 PM blsdbe I love your optimism, May We All Manifest the Best Possible Timeline for All Beings!!! pic.twitter.com/XnLjbL3kxE

10/6/2019 12:15:26 PM blsdbe Facts. May all this be substantiated and made public NOW!!!

10/6/2019 12:16:08 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/mI9zBSZWKV

10/6/2019 12:16:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd Religion even has the definition of apocalypse wrong!!! Wow! This is really good!

10/6/2019 12:18:11 PM laurabusse Wow

And Corey is attacked so relentlessly

So sorry you had to go through all that...

10/6/2019 12:19:09 PM laurabusse Well said

10/6/2019 12:24:11 PM eagleeyeswatch1 When God called Abraham (Abram) to leave Ur of the Chaldees (Genesis 12:6)... it says the CANAANITES, not the Palestinians were in the land. It IS the 

Israel of God and The God of Israel.

10/6/2019 12:25:15 PM state1union I was attacked years ago for surviving the SSP experiments etc. during the retaliation several people and entities came after me. Finally I got locked up 

for telling the truth. CIA, and all the IC people came after me. Not that they hadn’t done enough damage. Cont

10/6/2019 12:25:30 PM bleakperfect1 Do you think they will be revealed by the government and what they're up to? We know Antarctica is veiled in secrecy and protection. Perhaps some 

are dwelling there.

10/6/2019 12:26:06 PM anthony37913451 Probably already found it. Just don't know how to tell us without causing a meltdown of society.

10/6/2019 12:27:40 PM state1union Thank you 🙏 Laura, hopefully with the Vatican being involved in my childhood and adult human hunting the truth will come out and we all can heal 

and grow. I’m ready for freedom.

10/6/2019 12:33:27 PM bleakperfect1 Appreciate the conversation. Very eye opening.

10/6/2019 12:34:08 PM covertress Are you ready for the alien invasion? #333

10/6/2019 12:34:28 PM mongrelglory It was the Evangelical Protestant churches who equated the term "apocalypse" with their "end-times" scenario, not the Catholic Church.  Revelations is 

the name of the book in the Bible, because "apocalyptic" literature was a common style of Jewish writing at that time.

10/6/2019 12:36:05 PM sleky19 He lost the last elections, soon the prison

10/6/2019 12:36:17 PM 2aforlif3 Well if you dont consider the fact we have been interacting with so called "Aliens" for a long time then Yes

10/6/2019 12:37:30 PM manifest_utopia Smh, Mozilla/Firefox is blocking the content of the archive, even when tho I have it set to disable Firefox content moderation . [They] really don't want 

us to see this info.

....off to try another browser....

10/6/2019 12:39:41 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/RMc4NpX_VsI 

10/6/2019 12:39:42 PM mongrelglory If you haven't read the book "Alien Interview" I think you would really like it.  I bought a copy, but you can listen to it on youtube here:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=112&v=dEK89-nPyU4 …   I think he reads too slowly so you might want to increase the speed to 

1.25x (in the settings button).

10/6/2019 12:42:21 PM mongrelglory When I first saw that movie (Apocalypse now) in the theatre, I think I wandered around for a week afterwards, muttering to myself, "The horror, the 

horror!" 😖

10/6/2019 12:53:46 PM laurabusse Wow, what you've been through...

10/6/2019 12:54:02 PM covertress Quite an interesting thread here https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/953300175065419783?s=19 …

10/6/2019 12:55:29 PM laurabusse Of course it's what we all want☺️

Perhaps some such as yourself need it more than others...

10/6/2019 12:58:01 PM state1union Ya apart of my freedom will include arrests, equal justice, and getting to testify against my perpetrators.

10/6/2019 12:58:08 PM steveakridge A  Brig. General friend of mine in the National Guard has been suddenly shipped off to Utah.  Anything up with Mitt R.?

10/6/2019 12:59:09 PM fightforamerica Canaanite or a different tribe?

10/6/2019 1:00:16 PM laurabusse Looking forward to it 👍👍👍

10/6/2019 1:04:50 PM state1union Huh, wow. They’ve kept us separate and sorry they experimented on you. I was cloned but not sure what will be disclosed. I was given to the Nazi/ 

Catholic Church side for sex, torture and consumption as a child and Pharmaceutical/church/Clinton Foundation as an adult.

10/6/2019 1:05:42 PM laurabusse 😬😬😬

10/6/2019 1:07:08 PM flgirlsbeenqd Awesome. What’s happening makes me want to participate in the mass meditation!

10/6/2019 1:09:57 PM mateuszwala Yes!

10/6/2019 1:12:28 PM keith369me Eventually the will of collective consciousness will win out.   We’ve been subject to artificial duality so there could be no winner...just fighting.

10/6/2019 1:13:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd I understand. I’ve felt that same way. Knowing what we’re overdue for makes you deeply ponder.

10/6/2019 1:14:10 PM irah_chandler Idk i mean a relative construct doesn't relly explain that time exists. we age. The sun comes up and sets each day, movement creates time. Everything 

is moving it's not an illusion their def of time is narrow and in mho isn't very accurate.

10/6/2019 1:17:51 PM irah_chandler Eg mj "time is an illusion" also mj "well except on earth here it's linear". Time for dif is-be's can be dif well yeah its like that for humans who have no 

conscious connection to their IS. I'm just saying it's more accurate to say time is malleable and not so rigid.

10/6/2019 1:20:11 PM fatboy22642 Skull and bones

10/6/2019 1:22:11 PM irah_chandler That doesn't make it an illusion it just makes it more complex than a ticking clock wich is how most of you are defining time.

10/6/2019 1:24:46 PM tribbleindustr1 Possibly something. Erosion can do wonders to even the most resilient of materials. If you look carefully there is some resemblance. Probably from a 

statue or idol. pic.twitter.com/ms94VRZJyO

10/6/2019 1:25:30 PM tamiwils0n22813 Yes!

10/6/2019 1:28:49 PM flgirlsbeenqd I actually read that...fascinating. Did you wonder if the being had an agenda of its own? Lots of good info in there. Beyond sad...our gov’t kept this from 

us! Disappointing.

10/6/2019 1:29:00 PM nikoscali Erosion or not the eyes were depicted that way for a reason, and this type of armor did not exist 5k years ago (officially).

10/6/2019 1:31:07 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/JkSR8LadcR

10/6/2019 1:32:06 PM covertress Pey

 https://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Aleph-Bet/Pey/pey.html … pic.twitter.com/nzwM1QA0Ce

10/6/2019 1:34:19 PM dragonflyglitta Atlantis???

10/6/2019 1:41:34 PM lu_ticino Does it mean the 🐟 will get caught by their mouth? 🎣

10/6/2019 1:46:04 PM mongrelglory I found this page on  http://bibliotecapleyades.net  that talks about densities.  They describe Earth as currently having overlapping 3rd and 4th 

densities among humans:  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_lyssaroyal07.htm …

10/6/2019 1:48:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Unfortunately, Yahweh or YHVH’s teachings were perverted.

10/6/2019 1:49:57 PM mongrelglory She sounded like an honest and loving IS-BE to me.  I asked MJ-12 about the book and they said the interview took place, however, the nurse's account 

had some inaccuracies because of the limits of her telepathy skills and no other telepaths there to corroborate things.

10/6/2019 1:51:53 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 said at the time, they did not think the world was ready for disclosure.  They said they were over-ruled by the Vatican who had a lot of power 

back then, so were forced to keep things secret.

10/6/2019 1:52:09 PM karma4event201 The blood of enemies children is consumed in a dish. ❗️ IS  ❗️

10/6/2019 1:55:30 PM mongrelglory Also Nun-chuck organized the information in a more readable format here.  He put a lot of work into it! 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

10/6/2019 1:55:52 PM bosshawg35 Ever heard of the movie battle of LA

10/6/2019 1:56:22 PM rachaelangelm Drown?



10/6/2019 1:56:25 PM karma4event201 Nope. 1 had slanted closed eyes and protrusion in the center of the face - 

like a snake

A very Old religion 

Maybe they found Cain's offspring

10/6/2019 2:01:00 PM boy12_jimmy The March on Wash DC! @RobertJohnDavi @dbongino @JesseBWatters @w_terrence @DavidJHarrisJr @marklevinshow @seanhannity 

@IngrahamAngle @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gatewaypundit @LisaMarieBoothe @JudgeJeanine @KayaJones @KidRock @RudyGiuliani 

@GOPChairwoman @jonvoight @kilmeade https://twitter.com/DeplorableChoir/status/1180631109362696193 …

10/6/2019 2:04:10 PM myavery17 So is this true?

10/6/2019 2:05:54 PM karma4event201 Dew is a weapon that destroys objects 

Project BlueBeam is high tech used to blow your mind.

It is a worldwide psyop to show alien invasion or alien creators have returned 

Need a craft that covers the entire State you live in; Project Blue Beam delivers

10/6/2019 2:09:36 PM charpier3 Brilliant! Thank you.

10/6/2019 2:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #234

0 Views

Bug or Feature?

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/rAIiIcH7YR

10/6/2019 2:15:30 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

10/6/2019 2:15:44 PM jvan125 That’s happening to a lot of people today...#JackIsWhack

10/6/2019 2:16:09 PM trumpmomma Censored - as usual 

I Hope we get our #1A rights back soon

10/6/2019 2:16:09 PM juliebee369 Twitter throttling us big time! 🙄

10/6/2019 2:16:36 PM keith369me Alice loves the White House and MJ12

10/6/2019 2:16:49 PM origteslasmuse Bugs are possible, no one ever says it's bugs, but they are possible

10/6/2019 2:17:19 PM turboxyde Almost all of my likes on older @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts and comments have been removed.

10/6/2019 2:17:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd I found this too...it correlates to what you said about 3D. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=hnDSgNOOjvU …

10/6/2019 2:18:03 PM keith369me The answer is, who wants to win the tug-of-war more?

10/6/2019 2:18:28 PM chairmanbrian Can't be a bug!

10/6/2019 2:19:27 PM kachinagtto You mentioned #234 … Q Post 234? pic.twitter.com/86Bwbgq20M

10/6/2019 2:19:34 PM tamiwils0n22813 Ok it’s time, how many know of this already? Are their others learning with me? Yes I’m still confused but faith through Christ has led me here?

10/6/2019 2:20:01 PM pedalfun4u Same

10/6/2019 2:21:44 PM toxicwhiteguy1 Am fixing it now took ten years working every contracting gig I could find overseas.

10/6/2019 2:26:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd Check this site out and give me your opinion. http://in5d.com/preparing/ 

10/6/2019 2:27:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd Or until ppl realize religion is much like the Dem party...

10/6/2019 2:29:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I’ve often said I want to write a book about my personal experience with organized religion. I think I’ll call it The Greatest Lie Ever Told...

10/6/2019 2:29:39 PM sound_view7 You're historically & biblically way off base. Palestinian is a modern-day derivative of Philistine, a warring people antagonistic to the Jews who dropped 

out of the history books. Until Arafat gave legitimacy to Arab squatters & the fantasy of a Palestine.

10/6/2019 2:30:04 PM punkbudgie1 Twatter fookery - fb does it all the time 😠 #IBOR

10/6/2019 2:30:50 PM laurabusse Exactly

10/6/2019 2:32:15 PM patriotswegoall Was Space Force created to deter future alien threat (real or FF)?

Never seen SG-1

10/6/2019 2:32:41 PM laurabusse You will

Eventually

Everything happens in its own time

In order

Yes so much conflicting info

Your gut knows truth

For me it

10/6/2019 2:32:59 PM starehope "suddenly"... ?

10/6/2019 2:34:00 PM laurabusse ...takes time to suss it all out

But it becomes clearer over time...

I think our intuition kicks in

10/6/2019 2:34:08 PM starehope Will people be hurt or killed by this invasion?

10/6/2019 2:36:30 PM patriotswegoall Bluebeam - will DS be allowed play this out?

10/6/2019 2:37:08 PM keith369me Clearly you will not be happy with any answer given to you. MJ12 would tell you to look within

10/6/2019 2:37:30 PM laurabusse Pretty much

10/6/2019 2:38:13 PM cisnez Too many people saturating wireless network. SYS™️ was not working. Connected to an open WiFi and enabled Kaspersky secure VPN. 

pic.twitter.com/bMA6bJPw3J

10/6/2019 2:38:50 PM azangelranch Yes!!!

10/6/2019 2:40:28 PM nancyddb Me too.

10/6/2019 2:41:03 PM patriotswegoall Don't think so.

ALICE is not giving up.

10/6/2019 2:43:26 PM zoilaliz1 He drinks Pepsi, so, maybe the aborted fetus cells have infected his mind. Stop pumping the Fear Factor. This is total BS.

10/6/2019 2:43:55 PM manifest_utopia Much appreciation! This is an amazing compilation by @Nun_chucknorris What a gift! 🙏💖

10/6/2019 2:45:22 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. I want to understand why most humans have monkey DNA 🤔

10/6/2019 2:47:14 PM wwg1wga93583681 up to 5 pic.twitter.com/vCzy4xoZ5L

10/6/2019 2:48:02 PM orsinipepe I've been getting zero views on everything I post, even though people have replied and liked!

10/6/2019 2:48:38 PM samsmith0319 Atlantis outpost??...👀...

10/6/2019 2:50:06 PM debstev80504671 There sure was Pepsi on his table. TY I've looking around to see what's up.

10/6/2019 2:55:52 PM ab36913 ALICE refuses to let me have more than 150 followers on my new account after suspending my old account for simply trying to like a post. It doesn’t 

matter to me anymore. I will NOT be silenced. WE will NOT be silenced. #SlavesNoMore #DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening 

 [ALICE]

10/6/2019 2:57:31 PM ashsaidwhaaaat I never even see the posts in my feed unless someone I follow likes or retweets the post.

10/6/2019 2:58:50 PM bbobbio71 The ramp up.

10/6/2019 2:59:36 PM bbobbio71 There are no coincidences

10/6/2019 3:04:10 PM helentheseeker do you believe Israel is real?

10/6/2019 3:06:04 PM helentheseeker my favorite part of that model is that once a person realizes that the parasites are just that, it really takes a lot of their power away.

10/6/2019 3:09:14 PM helentheseeker "You aren't gods, you're just cowards pretending to be gods."



10/6/2019 3:11:26 PM quantum_prayers I don't think I fully understand the scope of this, but, #BLESSYOU!!!

10/6/2019 3:13:22 PM charmanda9 Me three. Majestic.

10/6/2019 3:19:24 PM adheysuk Just wondering, is their any way to tell when your succeeding in decalcifying your pineal gland. I know everyone reacts differently, but are their 

common signs to recognise when it's happening.

Thankyou in advance.

10/6/2019 3:21:52 PM nun_chucknorris No worries, still wrapping my head around it and started reading it around 6 months ago. Utilizing the table of contents is key. All thanks to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/6/2019 3:28:56 PM wolfspirit1 Weird, never saw that post

10/6/2019 3:30:14 PM nea_storm Nice! ZZZing! Thank you for the Notice & Trigger! I believe there is absolute Zero Coincidence! Interesting 0:33 second bug with a 30.00 rise: Speaking 

of Golden American Creator - Futures as a Feature! Wow thank you for the natural Endorphin Trigger High! Tripping! I'M in Love! 

pic.twitter.com/ye2V7pKORV

10/6/2019 3:56:22 PM kristin7jensen What kind of clues did you leave yourself each time you came back to remember who you really are? I am incredibly fascinated. Plus I absolutely love 

Tesla!! ❤️❤️ I also have questions on that matter, but I'll start slowly, one at a time.

10/6/2019 4:06:11 PM karma4event201 Unexpectedly they will announce alien ...

 (invasion / creator returned )

10/6/2019 4:11:33 PM mongrelglory I think the Vatican and Israel in many respects control most of the other power centres in the world...

10/6/2019 4:13:32 PM karma4event201 People get hurt or killed in many false flags. 

We don't know their plans, I've always guessed 'invasion' with deaths & gun grab. 

They may include a mass kidnapping thru a fake rapture.

Especially since Pres Trump has cut human trafficking down.

10/6/2019 4:15:59 PM gi6stars Hell Ya.

I just want 

The Truth ... 🤔

10/6/2019 4:16:31 PM mongrelglory However, I'd say that most religions started out with messages of truth, but the controllers hi-jacked the original teachings and created the organized 

religions to control the masses.

10/6/2019 4:16:44 PM gi6stars 😂🤣😂😂🤣

10/6/2019 4:17:42 PM americanpetal Me too.

10/6/2019 4:18:43 PM mongrelglory I think they have a lot of good articles on that website.  The one you've linked to gives pretty reasonable advice.

10/6/2019 4:19:57 PM hurricane0073 Same here. Every damn day I have to re-like them.

10/6/2019 4:23:01 PM n7guardiananon message over messenger always

10/6/2019 4:26:53 PM titansass You did a great job at explaining this.

10/6/2019 4:44:48 PM djlok Me 3.

10/6/2019 4:46:05 PM djlok Same for me too.

10/6/2019 4:47:17 PM ethereal_shaman I've probably liked the pinned post 10 times recently.  Twitter acting all trifling. pic.twitter.com/15M4hoBeMw

10/6/2019 4:49:18 PM zagnett Ditto here. Still majestic though, somehow!😉

10/6/2019 4:51:41 PM starehope Who are they?

10/6/2019 4:55:33 PM toffer_anon_369 Muck Ritt Fomney

10/6/2019 4:59:51 PM lisaroub Mine as well

10/6/2019 5:03:24 PM mommahood777 #InfoJunkies 

here's a great read, a long one but very well done

fills in a couple blanks...brings uncommon info to light

very  pertinent to current events https://defria.se/en/the-swedish-tigers-repressed-

memories?fbclid=IwAR2zonJbMVP6FR198b8l_yiq9puvsgWe_rBDVu1rOo5zfOtPipiHUGqZKOQ …

10/6/2019 5:20:29 PM davidg02986909 What about Antarctica?  If you really want your mind blown wait till you see flash frozen cities beneath the ice. Alien cities?  Is nephilim alien?  Half 

angel half human cities before the flood.

10/6/2019 5:22:12 PM burgersandra  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

10/6/2019 5:24:45 PM burgersandra Commander Hatonn?

10/6/2019 5:30:53 PM davidg02986909 We know there are angels in human form, interdimensional beings, spiritual entities would be much more interesting than just physical form aliens.  

Why aliens?  To distract you and to make you think they are too technical advanced to fight them. Use spiritual warfare instead.

10/6/2019 5:31:38 PM yustein Dear Kristen, we are in the middle of a war, let’s leave those for peace time shall we? Time travel is real, this is also a temporal war. If I give away 

certain clues timelines can be attacked and changed. I’ve already said certain safe clues like 27.

10/6/2019 5:34:59 PM seeker229 What is the significance of the pine cone?

10/6/2019 5:37:35 PM seeker229 Thank you, when I was super targeted in Washington State I took some beautiful pictures of pine cones. I wonder who that was from

10/6/2019 5:45:19 PM youstinksoap "About the same time that the first pharaoh established his rule over Egypt, this city was founded,” IAA official Yitzhak Paz explained in an IAA video, 

calling it “the New York of that era.”

10/6/2019 5:54:34 PM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

10/6/2019 6:05:47 PM karma4event201 Whoever is sitting on new tech. Cabal / Deep State

10/6/2019 6:11:01 PM karma4event201 Maybe real alien visitors will stop the tech behind Blue Beam Project

10/6/2019 6:11:12 PM howdoyoumakeah1 We sent 'Arecibo Message' and got 'Arecibo Response' in the form of two crop circles:  A selfie and a message in the same format as ours.  The yellow 

pixels represent our/their position in the solar system.  The 5th planet seems to be a pixel representation of an exploded planet 

pic.twitter.com/cWPBCsrS1E

10/6/2019 6:13:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 ET also silicone-based vs carbon-based https://alienresearch.fandom.com/wiki/Arecibo_response …

10/6/2019 6:17:58 PM mommahood777 Here you go!!! https://twitter.com/Barnes_Law/status/1180884763948847108?s=20 …

10/6/2019 6:36:01 PM debbiea43922131 President Donald Trump 

Delivers for the people!

There are no coincidences!

#KAG #MAGA

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Q96WzIHycK

10/6/2019 6:46:18 PM lilskeptic Hahahahaha!

10/6/2019 6:56:44 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/zV7o0IrVaJw  pic.twitter.com/zJvit3nSgy

10/6/2019 6:59:35 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/Vam9XoRPiRg  pic.twitter.com/6JQOaMPyN7

10/6/2019 7:01:44 PM sandro220 CamelPhat & Alan Fitzpatrick - KONA (Original Mix)  https://youtu.be/Vam9XoRPiRg  via @YouTube pic.twitter.com/MS5Qj3zyU1

10/6/2019 7:02:08 PM kristin7jensen Oh yes. 😉 That thought didn't even cross my mind at the moment. 🤦♀️ Thank you. I'll reserve my Tesla qs as well.

10/6/2019 7:03:35 PM rghardy3 I am still trying to figure out

who Snow White is.

10/6/2019 7:08:44 PM rghardy3 I will go ask ALICE.

I think she will know.

10/6/2019 7:14:03 PM mcpatriot64 They won’t win

10/6/2019 7:17:20 PM debstev80504671 I heard later it was a hoax. They'll never beat our military.

10/6/2019 7:20:21 PM mcpatriot64 Thank God!



10/6/2019 7:30:43 PM charlesgdavis1 So no Stargate......THEN a hologram sky, projection of some sort and/or covering or shield??? This would explain ships coming out of a star or opening 

with light and the smaller lights would come out in different directions. (East coast looking toward West)

10/6/2019 7:39:01 PM cpnegron73 Is a Stargate on Antarctica? Just asking out of curiosity....

10/6/2019 7:46:47 PM dironablu2u Wonder if it shows signs of radiation, like so many other sites...

10/6/2019 7:51:23 PM teresa_r53 UN Troops?

10/6/2019 7:51:23 PM ultramagan0n Patriots!!!  We are getting close!  

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

@StormIsUponUs @TrueEyeTheSpy @X22Report @JustInformU @RedPill78 @3Days3Nights @Bruno062418 @40_head @Qanon76 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/znrXlnoXmv

10/6/2019 7:57:18 PM debstev80504671 Interesting no matter how many times I delete this, twitr brings it back. I learned afterword it's not true.

10/6/2019 8:01:51 PM nanfran5 333 all day today!

10/6/2019 8:40:16 PM avamrogerscom The Earth existed 5! times before. This is 6th time. 

Lots is discovered but hidden from the public eye (like everything else)

10/6/2019 8:45:29 PM gogo6706 unstoppable........True news about to rise from the ashes......GO 8

10/6/2019 8:48:16 PM brown_eyedladyj That will be disclosed soon.

10/6/2019 8:51:57 PM rghardy3 I was thinking girl.

now I am not. I have someone in mind.

10/6/2019 8:52:25 PM brown_eyedladyj All will be exposed at the right time. There are thousands of years if not more that have to be explained. Remember, we have all been brainwashed at 

one time or the other about first hand knowledge. Patience is a virtue.

10/6/2019 8:54:34 PM brown_eyedladyj There are also mountains and rock formations that could very well be the Nephillum during the flood. Of course to believe that, you must have some 

form of religious background. I am proud to be a Christian.

10/6/2019 8:56:24 PM believe_coach ⏰ NOTICE the clock! It’s 5:5! Thoughts Patriots? @LisaMei62 @kbq225 @SayWhenLA @SaraCarterDC @SirHublife @StormIsUponUs 

@1776Stonewall @P0A_Triot23 @intheMatrixxx @55true4u @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LightworkerCain @ChristinePolon1 

pic.twitter.com/ISCz4B5YRu

10/6/2019 9:04:13 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Gu2hDxPwfn

10/6/2019 9:04:51 PM blsdbe And us too!!! pic.twitter.com/Uadv0v9VDE

10/6/2019 9:06:41 PM frecndy Micronova.

10/6/2019 9:08:11 PM blsdbe I love your vibe!!! Bring the Happy, Sister!!! pic.twitter.com/A9lOtvIDqE

10/6/2019 9:10:49 PM p0a_triot23 ItS Time...

10/6/2019 9:11:51 PM brown_eyedladyj I am very aware of all that is going on. You need to go check with @ROYALMRBADNEWS and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. They have phenomenal information. 

I'm not saying the Obama article is true or false. #FactsMatter

10/6/2019 9:18:17 PM natalt_aust MSM disclosures incoming https://twitter.com/franks_chung/status/1181054933795315714 …

10/6/2019 9:26:15 PM kmcieaura This came from Chief Police  see his tweet

10/7/2019 12:24:47 AM laura_621 6th density  #lawofone

10/7/2019 12:46:27 AM lightlove21121 Mine too 

&

I choose to follow with my heart .. my heart can’t unfollow or erase anything without m consent 💫

10/7/2019 12:47:02 AM lightlove21121 Her days are over. She can’t let go or she’ll die.

10/7/2019 12:48:49 AM lightlove21121 Same here.

Do not panick.

Our messages are going out anyway. We have won already. 

See you in 5D beautiful souls 🙏🏽

10/7/2019 12:56:06 AM protestchris 6000 population.  That's a subdivision in Manila.

10/7/2019 1:02:45 AM adsvel Or more precisely Draco-Kingoo race from the same constellation, and who are predators.

10/7/2019 1:15:20 AM adsvel There are more races who want to destroy us, Mitre (tall greys) and who are occupying 1/3 of the Mars, Naga (snake people) some evidences from 

ancient India, Malakak (tall whites) from Aldebaran and Usungal (reptilians) and Draco Kingoo. They all are in reptilian conglomerate.

10/7/2019 1:19:09 AM adsvel What is IC people?

10/7/2019 3:16:56 AM mrkbsimotas David Marshall was right all along

10/7/2019 3:19:05 AM mrkbsimotas Geez,so cloning is real..

Stargates are real..

Reptilians are real..

Life on Mars is real..

Time Traveling..

What else.....

🤯🤭🤭🤭😱🤮🤗🤗🤗

10/7/2019 3:27:23 AM sandro220 I just learned that a U.S. airman has been not legally obligated to, but, rather, strongly encouraged 2 return 2 🇬🇧 -in order 2 answer formal questions 

pertaining 2 a car-accident-related fatality. “Requested”- I’m him: go 2 Heathrow & wait, and if I don’t show, start w/out me.🤣

10/7/2019 3:47:00 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/7/2019 3:51:15 AM aetherwalker1 Suppressed Physics

10/7/2019 3:54:23 AM samsmith0319 Hmmm...I thought Atlantis..could be Babylon ET base...With all my research on the origins of human sacrifice...believe came from off world via false 

gods...

10/7/2019 3:56:24 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/bCk35lgABQI  pic.twitter.com/9AyJuWbjLM

10/7/2019 3:58:01 AM wearediamonds2 Check this out, @SputzeeD ! The White House's post had ZERO views!? Interesting...no?

10/7/2019 3:58:24 AM wearediamonds2 Same.

10/7/2019 3:59:21 AM wearediamonds2 Me too!!

10/7/2019 4:10:32 AM sputzeed You never can really tell, but the social media bias people are well aware of gives reason to question.

10/7/2019 4:45:17 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/ln-Jq6X6p-g  pic.twitter.com/AtXM0f6tkA

10/7/2019 4:46:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was There Really an Exorcism at Fort Bragg? |  http://Military.com  https://www.military.com/off-duty/2019/10/02/was-there-really-exorcism-fort-

bragg.html …

10/7/2019 4:47:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 US Navy pilot says mystery ‘dark mass’ emerged from ocean and swallowed torpedo - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-

pilot-says-mystery-dark-20529086 …

10/7/2019 4:49:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Study: Drinking 3 Cups Of Coffee, Tea Daily Can Trigger Migraines - Study Finds

Caffeine is an unregulated drug. https://www.studyfinds.org/study-drinking-3-cups-coffee-tea-daily-can-trigger-migraines/ …

10/7/2019 4:50:36 AM whiterabbitttt1 Easiest place to hide from us.

10/7/2019 4:55:12 AM sterkinglights1 Of the first itself?

10/7/2019 4:56:46 AM _chelseaproject Why not send CIA bad actor leaders to Gitmo?



10/7/2019 4:58:11 AM sterkinglights1 Base*^. I don't know why it would write first. Also does this have to do with Micheal Aquino?

10/7/2019 5:01:05 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/7/2019 5:01:20 AM bbobbio71 Multiple underwater bases?

China lake?

10/7/2019 5:01:39 AM fansblowing3 I am going to say yes, the government brought in an exorcist for one of their soldiers.

10/7/2019 5:02:04 AM bbobbio71 Watch the water...👀👽

10/7/2019 5:03:08 AM wearediamonds2 Why would they ask if readers had more info!?

10/7/2019 5:03:20 AM keith369me Is this related to the Fort Bragg murders that I can find on an Internet search?  MKUltra testing ground?

10/7/2019 5:04:44 AM bbobbio71 Is it the drinking of or the caffeine detox?

10/7/2019 5:04:47 AM keith369me Similar to the phenomenon that “seemed to” protect populated areas in Israel from missive attack prior to the Iron Dome?

10/7/2019 5:05:51 AM fansblowing3 “Torpedo” was not a torpedo?

10/7/2019 5:06:21 AM karina89350882 Oh Lord - please don`t take my coffee away!! I have the Soul of a coffee-bean, how shall I survive???

10/7/2019 5:07:23 AM jollyrob2 interdimensional entities?

10/7/2019 5:07:25 AM keith369me In MJ’s opinion should it be regulated?  You have expressed your opinion on vaping.  Why is it that some poisons are allowed or even promoted while 

others are immediately regulated out of existence.  Free will with full information or protectionism?  What makes sense?

10/7/2019 5:12:01 AM wwg1wga93583681 They should probably bring in a few more exorcists.

10/7/2019 5:16:08 AM hummingbird7272 Watch the water

10/7/2019 5:17:59 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/2ovhbT-Iulc 

10/7/2019 5:19:03 AM _17patriot_ The Great Old Ones

10/7/2019 5:22:13 AM rdeweese04 No caffeine since January because of warning like this...and others.

10/7/2019 5:23:28 AM rdeweese04 I found drinking a lot of water helped quell the cravings and flush stuff out.

10/7/2019 5:23:46 AM herbrusselljr Any alternatives you switch to or just no caffeine?

10/7/2019 5:32:14 AM pgosys2018 4 - 6 cups shown to have positive impact on 💜 health in another study... 

now choose LOL 🤷♀️

10/7/2019 5:38:06 AM pgosys2018 many examples out there... https://www.health.harvard.edu/staying-healthy/what-is-it-about-coffee …

10/7/2019 5:39:07 AM chew_soap One thing you can’t take away is my coffee lol nope

10/7/2019 5:40:20 AM covertress "Do any of our readers have the dope on this? If so, please comment below and fill us in."

Too bad there's no way to leave a comment.

Coincidence?

10/7/2019 5:43:02 AM covertress Trust Harvard? 😂

10/7/2019 5:43:43 AM pgosys2018 one example only... mesage over messenger sometimes? 🤷♀️

10/7/2019 5:49:19 AM covertress Four uses of the word "trigger" in one article? 🤔

10/7/2019 5:51:17 AM wearediamonds2 I wouldn't trust them asking who has more inside knowledge on this. That could get someone killed for leaking I would assume.

10/7/2019 5:51:49 AM chris_losh_ I call horseshit! I've drank a minimum of 3 pots a day for atleast the last 10 years and never get or have had a headache let alone a migraine. Another 

weak attempt to befuddle the weak minded.

10/7/2019 5:53:11 AM doc1415 Has our secret military operations awaken something sinister? Or CERN perhaps?

10/7/2019 5:55:02 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1113266932915089413?s=19 …

10/7/2019 5:58:33 AM chris_losh_ Keep searching. Everything is poison in some fashion or another, therefore everything in some way takes part in your pineal not being functional. Good 

news is it doesnt matter. Your body is equipped to function via energy and intention.  #meditate and interweave positivity in all

10/7/2019 6:03:01 AM trumping4usa Caffeine and nicotine addictions are extremely psychologically similar. They're almost like training a dog to respond to treats.

10/7/2019 6:04:12 AM trumping4usa Kind of like when my tweet got a like but I couldn't see who liked it

10/7/2019 6:05:15 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/938454822185037825?s=20 …

10/7/2019 6:05:55 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955892165196111878?s=20 …

10/7/2019 6:07:04 AM ctone3 Slow reveal. “Bits of info” seem to be coming a little faster lately, though.

10/7/2019 6:09:34 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/XyOGdjWDVM4  https://youtu.be/bdynEiXFypA 

10/7/2019 6:49:56 AM weediblue Coffee, cheese, cola, chocolate and some chemical scented candles all trigger migraines for me. Also champix, when I tried to stop smoking. I wouldn't 

recommend that as it comes with its own problems.

10/7/2019 6:50:09 AM antarantanka The Earth is kind of a sponge... there are many realms concealed within the earth.  They can be accessed via sub or USO...

10/7/2019 7:14:26 AM rdeweese04 No caffeine, just water. Feel much better. Energy level is constant without fluctuations from the time I get up until the time I go to sleep. Wake easier, 

fall asleep faster.

10/7/2019 7:17:20 AM rdeweese04 I was at the same place. I quit and feel much better. I drank coffee like water, even roasted my own beans. Feel much better for quitting.

10/7/2019 7:18:57 AM jaded_pearl Follow the money

10/7/2019 7:19:45 AM state1union Intelligence community, but for sure CIA, NSA, FBI, MIC etc.

10/7/2019 7:52:58 AM smedley77202346 Black goo 🤔

10/7/2019 7:55:03 AM brandon73745841 So Caffeine is vasoconstrictive but you don't notice a blood pressure spike or lack of peripheral bloodflow to the extremities. That's a problem.

10/7/2019 7:58:33 AM sailorpractical How common are migraines in a 5G environment? Don’t know? Why not? No one seems to know. I’ll stick with coffee for my migraines thanks...

10/7/2019 7:59:39 AM sailorpractical There needs to be an exorcism at the DNC offices.

10/7/2019 8:00:36 AM paytonpatriot Is this the same vehicle as what David Fravor claims to have seen?

10/7/2019 8:01:32 AM westmount_d7 I got it. Actually only have one coffee a day. But, you are so right (as usual! 😊). I’m going off it. Thanks for reminders 🙌😘

10/7/2019 8:12:36 AM mongrelglory I tend not to give much weight to anything that  http://Military.com  says.  I think they're CIA.

10/7/2019 8:15:38 AM mongrelglory Not gonna stop my tea.  Sorry!  Too much a part of my Asian culture.  Will drink organic whenever possible.

10/7/2019 8:16:56 AM iamyou132 I watched the full interview in joe Rogan yesterday and he didn’t mention this earlier incident. I bet this is distraction

10/7/2019 8:24:43 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/FgH3SxtRND

10/7/2019 8:28:06 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/2OFQSTqxdD

10/7/2019 8:32:23 AM johnsville14 How about you tell us about the Freemasonic symbolism of Stargate? Why don't you add that to your "disclosure?" 

The Stargate symbol for Earth is the pyramid with the eye.

10/7/2019 8:36:39 AM kindeandtrue I've heard other strange stories about Fort Bragg.

10/7/2019 9:09:49 AM _369311119  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Belus 

 https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Fire_and_Water … pic.twitter.com/IfUjViYJGR

10/7/2019 9:17:08 AM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is the difference between the Go'uld and the Goa'uld?

What is the difference between the Asguard and the Asgard?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079116465863835648 …

10/7/2019 9:21:12 AM realitycheck05 I stopped drinking caffeine completely after a post majestic made about a year ago about how bad it was.

10/7/2019 9:21:13 AM qanonwga I guarantee this is true. 

The body overrides the feeling of dehydratation



10/7/2019 9:22:59 AM karma4event201 Indeed. 

I wonder if the Irridium constellation of Satellites is part of Blue Beam? 

Iridium was sold to Saudi Prince with promise of 1 "future use".

"Green" was a name of seller, Clintons SS name. Every country has stock in Iridium & all agreed to the "future use"

10/7/2019 9:25:20 AM kathleen3693693 The cravings aren't the problem. It's the baseball bat headaches that blind you with pain. "Flushing" with lots of water during the blinding, head-

pounding pain REALLY exacerbates the withdrawal situation. Maybe a medically induced 4-5 day coma would work, eh?

10/7/2019 9:26:29 AM bleakperfect1 Interesting. Can you see them appear, or just sense their presence?

10/7/2019 9:28:57 AM weediblue  https://youtu.be/IKQVfheFkok  There's some interesting ones in this. Will certainly make you think twice.

10/7/2019 9:30:40 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1181242061397336064?s=20 …

10/7/2019 9:33:22 AM weediblue The water filter one, butter v marg, and the cupcake are definitely eye openers.

10/7/2019 9:40:02 AM dynamicres Hey I just met you (shot us down)

And this is crazy

But here's our info

Might wanna rethink that whole "Ori" thing...

pre-5780 = "Head of the Year" Rosh Hashanah is the anniversary of the creation of the first man and woman.

maybe how the serpent is being portrayed now vs ? pic.twitter.com/0eOwuEDuVd
10/7/2019 9:49:20 AM bereantype TIME= just a stubborn illusion. God says there's nothing new under the sun. That means it already exists. Muse on that

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/bereantype/status/1181249329379627009 …

10/7/2019 10:01:18 AM kickthefed There is no space.get in a rocket and try and go straight up bet you will hit something.

10/7/2019 10:03:56 AM lu_ticino Verified disinformation?

10/7/2019 10:13:22 AM adsvel Should be from Orion group...

10/7/2019 10:14:41 AM adsvel Ah, I see. Thank you.🙏

10/7/2019 10:20:43 AM cat_scaredy “Put that coffee down!”

I can count on one hand the coffee I've had since quitting due to MJ posts on it.  If I can do it You can do it! After the first week no problems.  But the 

first week was very tough. pic.twitter.com/YqE3JRP9qD

10/7/2019 10:25:24 AM lonestarparson  pic.twitter.com/V7csYl5zJ2

10/7/2019 10:31:39 AM starehope I keep thinking nothing surprises me anymore, then I get hit with a ton of bricks followed by sleepless nights.

10/7/2019 10:37:39 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/3Z9MSWlqvJ

10/7/2019 10:40:24 AM starehope Thanks for all the information. I appreciate the time you take to respond to my questions.👍👊

10/7/2019 10:47:29 AM nurseniceyes Drinking coffee also encourages neuroplasticity.

10/7/2019 11:04:25 AM _369311119 "We Proudly Serve"...

Double meanings exist. pic.twitter.com/EJBB8oTnP1

10/7/2019 11:07:48 AM sdane8 I agree, but will stick with my one cup a day. At least I use reverse osmosis water to make it. 😊  Sugar is an unregulated drug as well, but, well ... 

::sigh::

10/7/2019 11:13:33 AM kathleen3693693 ??? Currently, there are 21 comments on that article's site. They utilize Disqus for their comment areas. You do have to scroll down past a GREAT deal 

of white space before comments can be seen or added. That deliberate web design keeps comments way, way down. No coincidence(s).

10/7/2019 11:14:49 AM imiinaq  pic.twitter.com/VlqNOs2zi0

10/7/2019 11:17:36 AM karma4event201 I'll pray Space Force takes care of rogue satellites

10/7/2019 11:22:17 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1181273103990689794 …

10/7/2019 11:23:15 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1181272581258829824 …

10/7/2019 11:28:41 AM cat_scaredy Good volley between you

1. A lot of substances can be used for good.

2. In this case we are trying to decalcify our pineal gland so caffeine/alcohol should be avoided

3. Ive replaced them with reverse osmosis water-and My body is feeling a lot better without coffee/alcohol.

10/7/2019 11:28:53 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1181274998264254465 …

10/7/2019 11:30:00 AM karma4event201 You are welcome. I've always thought Von Braughn told the truth but then somekne said read the scripture the man had put on his head stone. 

I believe it was a white hat and helped how he could while under control of Black Hats

10/7/2019 11:30:04 AM flgirlsbeenqd It resonates with me...

10/7/2019 11:32:41 AM charmanda9 Was just thinking about you this morning. Hope you are well.

10/7/2019 11:37:16 AM laurabusse Older tweets consistently do not hold a like

Only newer ones do

But dunno the cutoff

2 weeks? Just a guess

Noticed this a while back...

10/7/2019 11:38:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd True? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Do8qHp8UDQ4&feature=youtu.be …

10/7/2019 11:41:29 AM rachaelangelm I’m not drinking that much. No I think my headaches that I could have to do with emotions

10/7/2019 11:41:42 AM nurseniceyes I am well. In fact, I am so good that I no longer need what I once wanted. Char, I was thinking of you too this morning. How are the kids?

10/7/2019 11:41:52 AM holisticis I know the zetas will never abduct anyone with high caffeine ir chlorophyll concentrations in their body for dna harvesting. I'll keep enjoying my black 

and green tea every other day. While juicing the greens on the days am not having tea to increase absorption. Cheers.

10/7/2019 11:42:17 AM laurabusse Retweets last longer than likes

But at some point you have to retweet it again

I have to retweet MJs pinned tweet maybe once a month or so

I assume this is universal across Twitter as I have never seen an older tweet hold a like, or a retweet

10/7/2019 11:44:29 AM lightlove21121 No longer need what I once wanted  🙏🏽

That’s what I call releasing your burden 😏

♥️

10/7/2019 11:45:34 AM laurabusse Absolutely

Dear friend stopped getting migraines after she quit coffee

10/7/2019 11:47:44 AM laurabusse Caffeine enables the slaves to work better

Only thing that got me through my old office job pic.twitter.com/5nJZzg3gfm

10/7/2019 11:47:57 AM mongrelglory I'm currently listening to this interview.  You might find it interesting. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaMTDxNoE9g …

10/7/2019 11:48:39 AM charmanda9 They are great! I guess we were on the same page this morning. I am so glad to hear you are so well. That is good to hear. 💛



10/7/2019 11:49:27 AM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/qecQxS6hMu8 

10/7/2019 11:50:07 AM nurseniceyes The puppy has gotten so big. Look pic.twitter.com/Vw60JIGDrc

10/7/2019 11:51:18 AM laurabusse Yes it can be rough

But worth it

10/7/2019 11:52:29 AM laurabusse Interesting

Saved by the caffeine and chlorophyll LOL

10/7/2019 11:52:35 AM charmanda9 Oh my goooodness!!! I’m so glad the puppy is doing well!!!

10/7/2019 11:54:22 AM nurseniceyes She is thriving now. Before she was as small as my hand.  I think she is out of the woods now.

10/7/2019 11:54:33 AM laurabusse And how much damage it does to us

[They] like that

10/7/2019 11:55:46 AM laurabusse They say eventually it will deplete your adrenals

10/7/2019 11:56:04 AM charmanda9 She looks like a terrier. I bet she is active.

10/7/2019 11:57:01 AM laurabusse Free Will

Everybody's different

If you ever feel the need to decrease or quit

Then you will ☺️

10/7/2019 11:57:24 AM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Do8qHp8UDQ4&feature=youtu.be …

This was posted a few hours ago. Very urgent.

10/7/2019 12:00:39 PM mongrelglory Yes, I just watched it.  Simon's Norwegian Forest cat is gorgeous! 😍

10/7/2019 12:05:09 PM nurseniceyes She is a mutt. Part Dalmatian. And lab. But who knows...

10/7/2019 12:05:31 PM nurseniceyes She used to be all white.

10/7/2019 12:07:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd I know right! Mine looks similar, different color.

10/7/2019 12:08:00 PM flgirlsbeenqd Watching Alex Collier now...wow!

10/7/2019 12:14:43 PM mongrelglory I know! pic.twitter.com/QJOyiyteU8

10/7/2019 12:24:52 PM mynardpamela Thank you! ✨💖✨

10/7/2019 12:33:44 PM allahuniversal Not mentioned in the article: caffeine is a diuretic which causes more frequent urination, increasing the likelihood of dehydration.

10/7/2019 12:35:08 PM nurseniceyes Why would you dismantle yourself?

10/7/2019 12:36:18 PM 1crazy_toaster Haritakie is great for the pineal gland. tastes awful, gets the job done.

10/7/2019 12:36:24 PM nurseniceyes Also prevents alheimers

10/7/2019 12:38:16 PM zagnett Re-programming it to make it healthy/helpful for Humans here on Earth is also an option. However, the "matrix" thus far doesn't seem to have that 

kind of track record. So, is re-programming it even possible? If not, it should go to the chopping block.✂️

10/7/2019 12:38:50 PM girlawakeinca Double meanings 👀

 http://www.ieyenews.com/wordpress/meaning-and-history-starbucks-logo-5/ … pic.twitter.com/U9c5U70BCa

10/7/2019 12:38:57 PM nurseniceyes Reprogramming it's possible. Change is inevitable.

10/7/2019 12:44:50 PM terran_sol Caffeine also calcifies your pineal gland.

10/7/2019 12:46:03 PM humansarenodes ....what about sugar?

10/7/2019 1:12:04 PM zagnett "Replicants [insert any like AI/machine thingie here] are like any other machine. They're either a benefit or a hazard. If they're a benefit, it's not my 

problem." -Rick Deckard, Bladerunner (1982)

10/7/2019 1:12:33 PM holisticis Truth is stranger than fiction.

10/7/2019 1:13:54 PM americanpetal Yikes! No kidding 😬🕊🇺🇸

10/7/2019 1:22:50 PM girlawakeinca Speaking of Wray... https://twitter.com/fbisacramento/status/1181303139464548352?s=21 …

10/7/2019 2:14:53 PM melbourne_3000 Chris try stopping, the resulting headaches will cripple you.

10/7/2019 2:27:52 PM kidge6 🐠

10/7/2019 2:44:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember the Plan.

You are watching a Majestic movie.

[Clinton Foundation] https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 

10/7/2019 2:46:08 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/ths5T52HJz

10/7/2019 2:47:39 PM _369311119 Thank You!

10/7/2019 2:47:58 PM keith369me This movie is longer than Gone With the Wind.  Can we watch it at 2X speed?

10/7/2019 2:54:33 PM merkabah31  pic.twitter.com/bfIynktF9H

10/7/2019 2:54:54 PM keith369me Having HRC getting the Democratic nomination would seem like a double feature with Ben-Hur as the second act.

10/7/2019 2:56:38 PM carol_beeee My favorite movie!

10/7/2019 2:58:01 PM lizmarques17 🤣🤣🤣so true Keith 🤣🤣🤣

10/7/2019 2:58:27 PM ab36913 Yes, thank you for the reminder. 

It is hard to remember this when I see [Killary] on these talk shows running her mouth off. 😡🤬😡

10/7/2019 2:59:29 PM kouzaburo “About the same time that the ※first pharaoh established ？🤨

his rule over Egypt, this city was founded

ファラオが⁉️聖書の記述と🍵がうやん⚠️出エジプト記にはモーセが導いた？🤔奴隷解放のハズ

(-д- 三 -д-)

10/7/2019 2:59:36 PM farklew Can you please comment on the RED DAWN baseball cap Obummer tweeted, Podesta tweet ''Dawn Redwood'' to Prince Harry, and other fascinations 

with redwoods

10/7/2019 2:59:47 PM truthsayert It can also cause irregular heart palpitations too making a person think that they’re having a panic attack or heart problems, because it can happen 

hours later due to the chemical still remaining in your system that long.

10/7/2019 3:01:21 PM ab36913 Is there anything else you can suggest to those who have made these changes and adhere to them on a daily basis?  Anything else we can do?

10/7/2019 3:02:08 PM ab36913 Thank you Debbie. 🥰😘🤗

10/7/2019 3:02:37 PM gregmoon They are selling a product to decafinate your coffee.  So I don’t trust the “study”

10/7/2019 3:04:05 PM keith369me Have you noticed a difference?

10/7/2019 3:06:48 PM covertress I've noticed for quite some time that my likes have been removed from Majestic posts.

Recall how many times we were forced to re-like Majestic's pinned tweet of John G. Trump?

How often must we re-like their pinned tweet now?

Don't fret over it.

The Majestic know how we feel. pic.twitter.com/13Y67tUMhO

10/7/2019 3:10:15 PM ab36913 Numerous...too many to count. 😞😞😞

10/7/2019 3:11:16 PM ab36913 YUGE difference.

10/7/2019 3:11:20 PM titansass PREACH!

10/7/2019 3:11:47 PM ethereal_shaman Rise Up. https://youtu.be/IOiUrF74F14 

10/7/2019 3:13:43 PM ab36913 Still havent bought the filter for the shower but I limit my time in/under the water and take cold/cool showers.  🥶🥶🥶

10/7/2019 3:16:50 PM freckledred2 Need to see the study to see how the coffee was grown, roasted, and the strength of the concoction as well as what  type of water was used. Such a 

bold statement needs vetting and proof

10/7/2019 3:25:50 PM atsaduk Caffeine on a daily basis is unnecessary and harmful.



10/7/2019 3:27:00 PM adsvel Ukraine, full story, how it was from 2014. till now days, $1,8 billion lost USA taxpayers money and all involved "actors" in this case. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuvfYE7ZdL0 …

10/7/2019 3:28:02 PM atsaduk Majestic, how do you feel about marijuana?

10/7/2019 3:46:10 PM keith369me What changes have you seen?

10/7/2019 3:55:17 PM miss_ampie The Music https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgSHAPeIgdY …

10/7/2019 3:57:35 PM j0z0rpwn Will you be able to see through it?

10/7/2019 3:57:36 PM dubilujanenz This vid brings tears to my eyes. I am hopeful.

10/7/2019 4:03:19 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/7/2019 4:08:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland

[Clinton Foundation]

Define Projectionism

Are you enjoying the movie? https://youtu.be/PQ57TCxZc5w 

10/7/2019 4:10:28 PM sbalog99 Video is not available

10/7/2019 4:11:04 PM peterclloyd  pic.twitter.com/LRXjrPhIxg

10/7/2019 4:11:12 PM ab36913 Yes, it’s just getting to the good part!  💥💥💥🍿🍿🍿💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/PeatoZLXR8

10/7/2019 4:11:19 PM jamiegrahamusa Alice in hell

10/7/2019 4:11:41 PM covertress Alien Invasion?

Ready or not, it's already here. 😱 https://twitter.com/decodingthehive/status/1119262367362076672?s=19 …

10/7/2019 4:11:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Speaking of Alice... pic.twitter.com/bvtGDxLEOA

10/7/2019 4:11:51 PM integrityneed Video unavailable

10/7/2019 4:11:58 PM ab36913 Clink on the blue link. It works. 😊

10/7/2019 4:13:10 PM djlok It is a VERY long movie!!!  Probably the longest one ever made!!!

10/7/2019 4:14:06 PM patriotswegoall ALICE at work covering up tracks.

10/7/2019 4:21:01 PM n7guardiananon the race goes on judah https://youtu.be/DPl05d5mi54 

10/7/2019 4:21:37 PM ab36913 “We are now in Wonderland”.  So true!  Upside down, backwards, etc.

10/7/2019 4:23:36 PM rawphonegirl I try to resist but love a good movie and this one's interactive!!!

10/7/2019 4:26:18 PM trickyrick2u Eh...I'm getting a little stressed to be honest but I forge on.

10/7/2019 4:26:22 PM starehope Try again.

10/7/2019 4:31:16 PM lonestarparson A sight to behold. pic.twitter.com/a8hipDzcr8

10/7/2019 4:35:02 PM lbf777 Its all a fake staged show isn’t it? Just like a movie.

10/7/2019 4:37:14 PM cat_scaredy 2019 year of the boomerang pic.twitter.com/lBm700MJE5

10/7/2019 4:37:35 PM integrityneed Man that was SO worth it! Thanks!!!

10/7/2019 4:38:02 PM ab36913 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👇👇👇. Is this even possible considering it is hollow metal and a space station?  Perhaps they are growing it in a pot?  😃🤷♀️  

https://twitter.com/FoilTha/status/1181259187906629634 …

10/7/2019 4:40:49 PM bobholmgren1 Never get tired of listening to that.  🇺🇸🙏🏻WWG1WGA

10/7/2019 4:42:08 PM rghardy3 I am watching the movie.

It has a very good script and production.

10/7/2019 4:43:31 PM _369311119 Am I projecting (en)joy into our Majestic movie?

I AM

10/7/2019 4:46:55 PM ab36913 🤗🤗🤗

10/7/2019 4:52:17 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/4m8dO5Ct9V

10/7/2019 4:57:37 PM charmanda9 She really did quote Alice in Wonderland in plain sight.

10/7/2019 4:59:51 PM bereantype KINDA TIRED OF SEEING THEM ABUSE MY PRESIDENT

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon

10/7/2019 5:13:04 PM turboxyde That was "home" for 6 years of my life. What a Majestic number.

10/7/2019 5:14:04 PM ab36913 I believe our Majestic President is thoroughly enjoying his 12D chess game with these idiots.  He is absolutely amazing and every day I wake up so 

grateful he is fighting for us.  ❤️❤️❤️ This is an amazing moment in our history and in time. We are witnesses to #TheGreatAwakening

10/7/2019 5:17:35 PM joefmartin1  pic.twitter.com/Y46jstYN8c

10/7/2019 5:18:23 PM lonestarparson Some people aren't happy. pic.twitter.com/Ab59wiBxEs

10/7/2019 5:20:25 PM enomai_ Yes, SIR!!!

10/7/2019 5:20:29 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/9nqw6i/people_in_the_us_military_whats_the_creepiestmost/ …

10/7/2019 5:21:01 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.reddit.com/r/Paranormal/comments/byi308/paranormal_experiences_in_the_us_army/ …

10/7/2019 5:21:19 PM fansblowing3 Act II curtains are about to come up 🍿

10/7/2019 5:24:51 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/local/article235790617.html …

10/7/2019 5:25:21 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.wral.com/man-acting-suspiciously-prompted-access-restrictions-at-fort-bragg/18252769/ …

10/7/2019 5:26:07 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 next one to go? “Stitches above his eye” like no name?  https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1181213645503680513 …

10/7/2019 5:27:46 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.pressdemocrat.com/news/9167166-181/fire-destroys-chapel-by-the …

10/7/2019 5:28:44 PM keith369me So at this point all of the people that will awaken in this media/political duality environment have done so. The next logical step (during this attempted 

coup) appears to be to cut off all media/internet and broadcast taped confessions via emergency broadcast.  Archive offline!

10/7/2019 5:29:10 PM wildhor52319908 “It’s disturbing that fires just keep getting us,” said Stiles. “It’s strange.”

10/7/2019 5:30:54 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.wral.com/news/local/story/8303377/ …

10/7/2019 5:36:09 PM wildhor52319908 Mar 27, 2011 - ... of infants that have died in a four-year span at Fort Bragg reached 12 last ... mortality rates, which count deaths of all causes among 

children ...

10/7/2019 5:36:12 PM mare_nee_nell  pic.twitter.com/YnmbjD5Jqc

10/7/2019 5:36:42 PM wildhor52319908  http://www.wral.com/news/local/asset_gallery/8805432/ …

10/7/2019 5:37:26 PM cat_scaredy Darkness to Light isnt for everyone

10/7/2019 5:37:38 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.propublica.org/article/cid-concludes-infant-death-investigation-at-fort-bragg …

10/7/2019 5:38:44 PM wildhor52319908 The Army Criminal Investigation Command announced this week that it hasn't been able to determine what has caused the deaths of 10 infants at Fort 

Bragg, N.C. since 2007. According to medical examiners the deaths were due to "undetermined" causes.

10/7/2019 5:38:48 PM mare_nee_nell Yes, Melania sure Is gutsy! pic.twitter.com/3DtkATlvbg

10/7/2019 5:38:49 PM wildhor52319908 The investigators found no evidence that the deaths were related to any exposure to environmental contamination or to any type of criminal activity.

10/7/2019 5:39:20 PM mare_nee_nell  pic.twitter.com/rI72PZJKOL

10/7/2019 5:39:35 PM lonestarparson Matthew 6:23

10/7/2019 5:39:43 PM mare_nee_nell  pic.twitter.com/ehUllBAaoa

10/7/2019 5:40:00 PM emilyoakley6 And yes you have given us much info.

TY

10/7/2019 5:40:18 PM mare_nee_nell  pic.twitter.com/vadefpaRfC

10/7/2019 5:40:55 PM mare_nee_nell  pic.twitter.com/kbLq3mtYDK

10/7/2019 5:44:12 PM gypsysyntropy And then read "War and Peace" during intermission. (There will be time allotted to get popcorn and milk duds.)

10/7/2019 5:47:42 PM ab36913 And his middle finger...to suck down the pain. #ThesePeopleAreSick



10/7/2019 5:48:56 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP90B01370R000200320005-0.pdf …

10/7/2019 5:53:37 PM gypsysyntropy Wow.  Truth.  Passion. Grit. Vision.

10/7/2019 5:55:02 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/4RmC1NOKWl

10/7/2019 6:02:22 PM srepasky Yes. Trump 2020.

10/7/2019 6:15:16 PM cny_micaa best speech ever. You know it, they know it, I know it, the whole world knows it. I love that part.

10/7/2019 6:19:24 PM anangelhasland1 Kris Kristofferson??!!??

10/7/2019 6:21:39 PM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DianeSaumure/status/1181378725566390273?s=20 …

10/7/2019 6:23:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/yRMVj8yF2a

10/7/2019 6:29:45 PM rlsthefirst No. It is way, way too slow with too many intermissions and plot holes.

10/7/2019 6:30:06 PM allahuniversal "The truth about vaping will be disclosed."

Next week 👇🏽

"E-cigarettes cause lung and potentially bladder cancer in mice, researchers say" https://twitter.com/i/events/1181298363712466944 …

10/7/2019 6:30:21 PM keith369me At minimum, a cutoff of the media feeding frenzy for a long period of time.  Confessions would speed up an uneasy period

10/7/2019 6:36:18 PM cosmic_engineer E-cigs are a delivery mechanism and cannot possibly do anything.  What liquid you put in them however....

10/7/2019 6:36:56 PM _369311119 Military vapes too...

10/7/2019 6:38:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which US Politician best embodies the personality and disclosures of Frank Underwood, in your opinion and why?

10/7/2019 6:39:31 PM multi_path_fade Hillary

10/7/2019 6:39:46 PM nanfitzpatrick Brennan

10/7/2019 6:39:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Within days expect total chaos in Washington.

President is secure.

President is safe.

President has all the cards.

The destruction of the old guard.

You're watching a MAJestic movie.

10/7/2019 6:39:54 PM keith369me Goodnight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/7/2019 6:40:37 PM lustmanshelley 👏👏👏

10/7/2019 6:41:07 PM ab36913 Sleep well Keith!

10/7/2019 6:41:21 PM luvleebutterfly Bill Clinton 

B/c Chandra Levey

10/7/2019 6:41:28 PM keith369me Thank you

10/7/2019 6:41:38 PM bdam777 BC b/c they are good buds. 

heard they took some flights together. Great character study. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMklasyAQPE …

10/7/2019 6:41:42 PM litehouse356 We don't say his name.

10/7/2019 6:42:35 PM sterkinglights1 I thought liddle schitt.

10/7/2019 6:42:50 PM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/XmEwfjAnii

10/7/2019 6:43:02 PM chew_soap Sorry I had to

10/7/2019 6:43:16 PM vtwin75hd Go to bed billy, this movi is too much for you🤣

10/7/2019 6:43:24 PM sterkinglights1 Yo ñoice 0 ∆bruh

10/7/2019 6:43:47 PM crt14361013 👀⏳⚖

10/7/2019 6:44:25 PM ursula_1111 Hillary. Period. Because her level of deceit, years of evil upon so many, and deep narcissism. pic.twitter.com/MwdlWzBjvp

10/7/2019 6:44:51 PM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/mAixuoOdJY

10/7/2019 6:45:26 PM state1union I’d say, The Biden’s. Joe has the dirt of the last 50 years and went full force with his son Hunter after Beaus death. Joe Biden is Joe Dirt.

10/7/2019 6:45:35 PM bocan3 MAJ-Awesome!

10/7/2019 6:46:18 PM proudredrn Hillary or Obama. Although I couldn’t see frank underwood running a cartel like CF or touching kids.

10/7/2019 6:46:58 PM ab36913 MAKE IT RAIN!  #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

10/7/2019 6:47:02 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/7/2019 6:47:28 PM freeandoriginal M A J E S T I C !! 💥⚡💫

10/7/2019 6:47:29 PM oaf_unbreakable Soon™

10/7/2019 6:47:35 PM peter95117110  pic.twitter.com/Wh5PtqXvT3

10/7/2019 6:48:08 PM karentriebel Schiff ruthless

10/7/2019 6:48:19 PM oaf_unbreakable This movie sucks.

10/7/2019 6:48:39 PM n7guardiananon how many times has it come back in style...6 going on 9??? pic.twitter.com/0g66SGzqW3

10/7/2019 6:49:00 PM rachaelangelm We have the cards!

10/7/2019 6:49:04 PM eagleeyeswatch1 ✔🇺🇸 We Have It All.

10/7/2019 6:49:13 PM marcusgillette1 @CoryBooker because he thinks he controls things and is a hothead, but in the end it will all come crashing down on Spartacus!

10/7/2019 6:50:05 PM oaf_unbreakable None of them.  Frank was a boss. (except for Spacey's pedoness)

10/7/2019 6:50:27 PM crt14361013 Killary Clinton 

The amount of ruthlessness demonstrated in all aspects of her political life can only be projected as fiction for all to digest.

10/7/2019 6:51:15 PM kindeandtrue Lindsey Graham.

10/7/2019 6:51:46 PM hawkgirlinmn The parallels are all obviously pointing to Bill Clinton. Came from nothing, Southern Dem, bisexual, people die connected to them, wife was sec of state, 

wife ran for pres and is actually the brains in the relationship. Bill set her up like Frank set up Claire. I could go on!

10/7/2019 6:51:51 PM dorisdaylight1  pic.twitter.com/rquC9FQi3H

10/7/2019 6:52:08 PM cosmic_engineer I don't trust anyone to mix my juice lol.  Nor should anyone.

DIY 4 life

10/7/2019 6:52:51 PM smith_jere Obama. Charismatic, hidden sexual issues, diabolical, sociopath.

10/7/2019 6:53:00 PM jcross_john #WWG1WGA! #America!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/OsQaawL6n3

10/7/2019 6:53:09 PM oaf_unbreakable No shit.  It's past time to damn do something.

Everytime something is supposed to happen, it's "In the coming weeks"  "In the next few weeks"  "Next week"  

Then nothing happens.

Sick and tired of the injustice.  I for one will not fuck off with my calls for ACTION NOW.

10/7/2019 6:53:34 PM karma4event201 The word Trigger goes with migraine. 

With migraine treatment a Dr teaches you to watch for migraine triggers

10/7/2019 6:53:51 PM dani06548474  pic.twitter.com/cQn5xwIP3x

10/7/2019 6:54:24 PM state1union Majestic12 was created when I created my account but Majestic12 did it one year before. Delta.

10/7/2019 6:54:34 PM karma4event201 Caffeine can trigger a migraine but caffeine is in some of the Rx treatments to stop migraine pain



10/7/2019 6:55:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 FISAGate report incoming.

Many are disappointed at lack of progress.

We must follow the law to the letter.

Pardons were granted in 44 Admin.

Require new incriminating evidence.

Hence BAIT.

The ratlines and access have been shut down.

For years now.

Now we watch them wither.

PAIN!
10/7/2019 6:55:44 PM _369311119 Lindsey Graham

Process guy.

10/7/2019 6:55:53 PM wwg1wga93583681 does milley sleep at all? pic.twitter.com/ii8xOggza2

10/7/2019 6:56:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you knew what was going on, and were good, could you sleep?

10/7/2019 6:57:12 PM ab36913 Excellent news, thank you!  💥💥💥#Pain #PanicInDC #UnsealEpstein

10/7/2019 6:57:36 PM positively303 I ain’t slept since this whole damn #QAnon thing started! 

#WWG1WGA

10/7/2019 6:58:03 PM n7guardiananon the ride is the journey pic.twitter.com/ySmvo5Mw9h

10/7/2019 6:58:12 PM state1union Even though the numbers lie about Majestic12 and my origin. Mine here was 2018. Majestic12 2017. But Twitter says both accounts 2017? Why does 

Twitter lie?  1yr delta.

10/7/2019 6:58:15 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/yK0m6rvihK

10/7/2019 6:58:41 PM robblex2  https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-for-activation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-

component-marines … pic.twitter.com/S34wcWYFWL

10/7/2019 6:58:42 PM wwg1wga93583681 pain coming pic.twitter.com/eIEo8ZBU3S

10/7/2019 6:58:43 PM sterkinglights1 And that's just Ukraine.""

 🤣😂🤣🙇🤷♂️🙇

10/7/2019 6:58:48 PM lightworker2012 Thank you for your service 🙏

10/7/2019 6:59:12 PM ab36913 💥💥💥

10/7/2019 6:59:30 PM fatboy22642 Bring the Moab!!! pic.twitter.com/hQPM2J6eXt

10/7/2019 6:59:52 PM gilda_wood Know the feeling!

10/7/2019 6:59:57 PM sallypenn4 OR slither

10/7/2019 7:00:10 PM americanpetal I haven’t slept the past two years

10/7/2019 7:00:29 PM americanpetal Me neither

10/7/2019 7:00:54 PM wwg1wga93583681 nope

God Bless those who know. pic.twitter.com/oVehOVZI2l

10/7/2019 7:00:56 PM sallypenn4 WRITHE

10/7/2019 7:01:04 PM 1kekster  pic.twitter.com/McigQlakNQ

10/7/2019 7:01:17 PM stars4p Probable?

Possible?

Yes.... we are watching an interactive movie 🎥

🍿 pic.twitter.com/horpem7fR5

10/7/2019 7:01:23 PM marshgirlnj Follow the law why? No one else does. Nothing will happen. Ever.

10/7/2019 7:01:25 PM americanpetal Thank Goodness!

10/7/2019 7:01:42 PM ehl17 I was thinking the very same thing.

10/7/2019 7:02:03 PM pleiotropik Reality is the longest cliffhanger: it lasts longer than a lifetime. pic.twitter.com/6BFiwJWCZO

10/7/2019 7:02:12 PM cosmic_engineer My prayers that the collateral damage is minimal. Sending love to all the patriots 💚

Canada 🍁 will be next

10/7/2019 7:02:48 PM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/gfsTZ0NHHw

10/7/2019 7:02:55 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/aZonZlJpzW

10/7/2019 7:03:19 PM ab36913 To ensure [They] cant ever escape. Have faith. It will happen.

10/7/2019 7:03:22 PM jamesja49557448  pic.twitter.com/YwhcZ8PuWZ

10/7/2019 7:03:29 PM state1union Make sure you all wake up ok! Wake up!

10/7/2019 7:03:37 PM cosmic_engineer It's not about us brother. It's about the right timing for the 🐑 to get a massive shock

10/7/2019 7:03:48 PM deplorableholic Please do. I’m sick of these scumbags. Do any private citizens get pardons? We pay their salaries, they shouldn’t be doing stuff they need a pardon for. 

It’s sickening.

10/7/2019 7:04:11 PM duke5331 Drink 2 six packs of Q and a large Red Pill. Doctors orders. You’ll sleep. Then wake up and pray daily.

10/7/2019 7:04:39 PM state1union Yes

10/7/2019 7:06:15 PM justinf75983016 Soon?  🤦♂️

10/7/2019 7:07:11 PM laurabusse 💥💥💥

10/7/2019 7:07:26 PM the_fjalar The bread is baked! pic.twitter.com/NqxhS8bBcx

10/7/2019 7:07:29 PM robertwar8 HRC, murder, bisexual, evil, lust for power, liar, ...

10/7/2019 7:07:38 PM ab36913 Is General Dunford still active with The Plan even tho he stepped down from the Joint Chiefs of Staff?  Is he still Majestic?

10/7/2019 7:09:00 PM ingersolockwood Schiff..Underwood was senate scum the was a liar and manipulater.

10/7/2019 7:09:48 PM americanpetal lol 🥰 ✔🇺🇸🕊🙏

10/7/2019 7:09:52 PM kagman4e Bill Clinton

10/7/2019 7:10:09 PM jonesy4671 Will the illegal pardons be revealed?

10/7/2019 7:11:21 PM k_texan Hillary Clinton.

10/7/2019 7:11:43 PM state1union I voted to have my gang rape tapes of the Bushes Shown, viewed, world wide to not have the deaths of children exploited Sorry, my disturbing tape 

will be released. Sadly it’s when I was a child and adult. FYI Clones do have souls.

10/7/2019 7:12:49 PM michael81972 Ya,  For sure!,  that question got posted under the wrong thread somehow🤷🏻♂️ deleted

10/7/2019 7:14:55 PM iknow04042015 Biden, his arrogance and narcissistic personality. I think he had a hand in his wife's accident. Price to pay to join inner circle. He uses leverage to 

swing/whip votes.

10/7/2019 7:15:19 PM realseanirish1  pic.twitter.com/x4VJulXQIo

10/7/2019 7:15:37 PM honeybager5 Been chaos since the conman was inaugurated . . . and no, he is not dealing with a full deck

10/7/2019 7:15:54 PM cosmic_engineer Head North vs capture, if it comes to that.  Many salt-of-the-earth Prairie folk.

Steer clear of the coasts tho  :p

10/7/2019 7:15:55 PM kindeandtrue Hard to have much faith in these old, stale canards.

10/7/2019 7:19:21 PM lisatuc54460653 Time for a party.

STAND YOUR GROUND PATRIOTS https://twitter.com/NorthShoreJoe/status/1180710665440448512?s=20 …

10/7/2019 7:21:31 PM mikebravodude Any UN threat to the Homeland? MARADMIN?

10/7/2019 7:22:16 PM lajoszweig1 Romney



10/7/2019 7:23:12 PM twyztyd The impatience is strong with these people .

10/7/2019 7:23:18 PM honeybager5 I like your pic . . . Reagan would never abandon our allies . . .

10/7/2019 7:23:23 PM sherryk82044034 We have to follow the law or we are no better then them. It will all happen. I get inpatient but then I remember they are working hard.

10/7/2019 7:23:44 PM lilangels44 Do you expect anything to happen that we need to watch and or be prepared for as this unfolds?

10/7/2019 7:25:03 PM oaf_unbreakable "The choice has always been yours.

POWER TO THE PEOPLE."

"THINK FOR YOURSELF.

TRUST YOURSELF.

COURAGE.

TOGETHER."

It most certainly is about us.
10/7/2019 7:26:00 PM luxdefiance Bernie should have just stayed in the hospital if this week is gonna be as heart-stopping as you say

10/7/2019 7:28:07 PM dcd51 2 weeks I'd say

10/7/2019 7:28:14 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/UZue9XUe_aE  pic.twitter.com/yrdfG5XBki

10/7/2019 7:28:33 PM hitbyawormhole I’m assuming the bait was successful in gathering new incriminating evidence against these criminals who have been previously pardoned?

10/7/2019 7:28:34 PM rghardy3 everything you said also applies to HRC.

flip the coin.

10/7/2019 7:29:36 PM cosmic_engineer I mean those who know.

10/7/2019 7:30:46 PM magachronicle shill detected and blocked

10/7/2019 7:34:06 PM egelone Clinton couple. Both of them!

10/7/2019 7:34:32 PM hawkgirlinmn So, the capital MAJ in MAJestic means that we are watching a MAJI Operation?

10/7/2019 7:35:26 PM sailorpractical Does this have anything to to with the UN forces in this country?

10/7/2019 7:36:16 PM leeanndalton2 God bless our Marines

10/7/2019 7:37:39 PM lisatuc54460653 2020 is going to be glorious https://twitter.com/LisaTuc54460653/status/1181396880242044929?s=20 …

10/7/2019 7:39:07 PM adirect666 What good is it? If you dont like what people are saying, can you really handle hearing their thoughts 24 7?

10/7/2019 7:41:00 PM lifesonsrv Stop setting timelines. Or stop paying attention to those who set them. It became obvious late last year that they are useless, and it seems to me that 

if anyone knows when any of this shit is gonna go down for sure, they wouldn't be announcing it publicly.

10/7/2019 7:43:29 PM leeanndalton2 Be prepared for a huge storm. (Living where I do, I think Major Hurricane... food, water, protection, batteries... and then pray it's only a squall).

10/7/2019 7:44:46 PM mister_chard 23

For the life of me, Ive yet to figure out why 23 is pain, but there it is...23. Pain.

10/7/2019 7:46:11 PM desert2thesea Troll

10/7/2019 7:46:24 PM dindo1 Chaos DemoRATS created.

10/7/2019 7:47:25 PM sandro220 I derive the ideas surrounding the modus operandi I’d implement in this situation (again, if I were the individual wanted for, but, not obligated 2 

questioning) from tactics I’d employ in grade school against bullies: ‘Let’s meet to fight at 3; but, if I’m late, U start alone!’😂

10/7/2019 7:47:42 PM victoriasheeha1 I never thought of the pardons and the impact that would have on the whole scenario. I have heard that many of the cabal were pardoned.

10/7/2019 7:47:44 PM desert2thesea We will NAIL any fcking “UN forces” to the wall.

10/7/2019 7:47:56 PM italianmom555 Dark circles under my eyes...but thanks to concealer makeup I can fake that i have been sleeping.🤣🤣🤣

10/7/2019 7:54:12 PM spud2u2 OORAH   -   Friggen Patriots ! ! !

10/7/2019 7:54:50 PM crypto_boa any proof that pardons were given? To whom and for what specifically?

10/7/2019 7:56:08 PM oaf_unbreakable Have a block.  I'm tired of hearing from those full of blind faith.  Faith is for religion, not justice.

10/7/2019 7:56:37 PM oo1o110 It may not on your timeline, but it definitely will on mine.

10/7/2019 7:57:13 PM i_drawmohammed  pic.twitter.com/bms0zL9ZAe

10/7/2019 7:58:31 PM oaf_unbreakable It's always Soon™

10/7/2019 7:59:16 PM horsesrlove22 Has to be done right, you want them to walk?

10/7/2019 8:00:23 PM oaf_unbreakable Mandela died in the 80's not 2013 like here.  What timeline are you on?

10/7/2019 8:01:53 PM cindyjo_23666 No cards, he plays chess. Master Chess ♟

10/7/2019 8:02:24 PM n2zyk Hillary, shes trying to ride to the Presidency through lies, intimidation and murder.

10/7/2019 8:02:47 PM kidlightnin1 That is what makes POTUS a "MAGI-cian"

10/7/2019 8:04:26 PM egelone MAjestic movie. Does the 'A' mean anything?

10/7/2019 8:06:04 PM robblex2 Date signed Oct 3 2019

10/7/2019 8:06:29 PM cecilemargaret Where is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  on this!

10/7/2019 8:07:42 PM grundemt Flower Flower Burning Bright

 https://youtu.be/xZ5E4Jo3lpU  pic.twitter.com/yVi2lO2HHW

10/7/2019 8:11:00 PM honeybager5 Right, right . . . my bad

10/7/2019 8:11:16 PM n2zyk I barely have time to pop the popcorn things are happening so fast!

10/7/2019 8:12:50 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/XWDT10SqVJA  pic.twitter.com/8ilWEfdpmh

10/7/2019 8:13:33 PM grundemt  pic.twitter.com/DMDYwhudon

10/7/2019 8:14:43 PM dinadianarn I don’t believe so.  http://alt-market.com/index.php/articles/3949-trump-cannot-be-anti-globalist-while-working-with-global-elites …

10/7/2019 8:17:23 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/USyGO0W7vXI  pic.twitter.com/eOIAzImz7O

10/7/2019 8:20:14 PM italianmom555 I would have to say Hillary.

10/7/2019 8:22:26 PM scott_rick Bill fing Clinton, because he crazes power like Frank did and money and sex

10/7/2019 8:24:03 PM scott_rick You better not be foolin’

10/7/2019 8:27:23 PM gregbcox129 It’s Happening! pic.twitter.com/Zm9Iu4eQt5

10/7/2019 8:28:17 PM whaleswarrior #TheGreatAwakening

#TrustThePlan

#WWG1WGA

#ThePeoplesBridge pic.twitter.com/GxSXRydmkP

10/7/2019 8:30:50 PM __intothewild_ The Wicked Witch of the West. pic.twitter.com/wvVdC3ZfSR

10/7/2019 8:31:40 PM sdane8 Keys words: illegitimate President. Which means his actions will be null and void.

10/7/2019 8:32:08 PM grundemt The perfect man

 https://youtu.be/I_aBmrYChfQ  pic.twitter.com/WVWznklWOY

10/7/2019 8:36:27 PM karma4event201 Nope! 😂



10/7/2019 8:36:43 PM __intothewild_ Because:

Frank Underwood => He is depicted as a ruthless politician who rises through treachery, deception and murder.

HRC => She IS a ruthless politician who rose from trailer whip to FL & SoS through treachery, deception, arkancide, bribery & corruption.

10/7/2019 8:38:42 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/HOIa_EfOx0A  pic.twitter.com/fxwWta1I8d

10/7/2019 8:41:58 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/zKntzyItWbk  pic.twitter.com/5j8FsCOjO8

10/7/2019 8:45:37 PM oldhick17800719  pic.twitter.com/m3BqMUZM4J

10/7/2019 8:46:16 PM oldhick17800719  pic.twitter.com/tAF7sW2h1A

10/7/2019 8:46:22 PM patriotswegoall MJ Patriots vs DC Swamp

Should be interesting this week. 🍿

10/7/2019 8:47:03 PM oldhick17800719 Correct. I'm in a hurricane zone too. Treat this like that.

10/7/2019 8:49:21 PM micro_writ_anon Cheney

10/7/2019 8:49:49 PM therealbigneum Lol 8chan in FEMA camps yes lol

10/7/2019 8:51:07 PM danichel60 If obummer is stripped of presidency, won’t all thosevpardons be worthless?

10/7/2019 8:51:33 PM mercuryinrx Pedo @KevinSpacey based hi character, Frank Underwood, on @BillClinton 

Claire @HillaryClinton 

Hail Lucifer (last episode)

10/7/2019 8:54:51 PM stevengibes If POTUS can prove Obama wasn't born in the US are his pardons valid? Or too much to go that route?

10/7/2019 8:55:46 PM cat_scaredy Queue the song: Midnight The Stars & You-Al Bowlly

Team Mj and Team Q Go! Go! Go! pic.twitter.com/Go0HjL2Hnc

10/7/2019 8:58:43 PM patriotswegoall Handling the Swamp is a very complicated thing due to nature of those in it. Timing and planning is key.  Keeping [them] guessing on what will happen 

is also key.

10/7/2019 9:01:15 PM magabeliever20 I’m digging on that Gary Condit connect now. I’ve never forgotten that gal😇

10/7/2019 9:01:22 PM karma4event201 LtCol Michael Aquino did go to that base & used military flights to go between Ft Bragg & Presidio during Presidio DayCare Rapes & 5 other bases 

where children were raped

10/7/2019 9:02:37 PM jones_tobious Should we expect one or more FF???

10/7/2019 9:03:37 PM __intothewild_ *Barry Soetoro is also on the list of potentials.

10/7/2019 9:04:06 PM allahuniversal His eye luggage looks like mine

10/7/2019 9:04:16 PM cc1o1 HRC

10/7/2019 9:06:23 PM karma4event201 Catholic priest Malachi Martin => seemed to be a good man 

Ft Bragg is not a good base 

LtCol Michael Aquino may have trained Special Ops on horrific acts 

1 serial rapist & later rapist murderer Who did  

Home invasions & raped youngest in the house

10/7/2019 9:09:14 PM tjc3030 Coffee in moderation, coffee in excess.... all subjective. I’ll put on another pot and get back to ya.

10/7/2019 9:10:59 PM btfooy the obvious choice are the Clinton’s. If I had to pick a current actor it’s Pence.  He’s polished, swamp certified and behind the scenes but active.  He has 

strong connections/relationships with Dem’s and Deep State and the gravitas to be president. I personally don’t trust him.

10/7/2019 9:12:39 PM fi_prasad Already one area picked out look at the I pic.twitter.com/YlYQ5t7IYF

10/7/2019 9:13:33 PM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/oDtb2uj9wr

10/7/2019 9:16:09 PM karma4event201 LtCol Michael Aquino was at Ft Bragg. 

Children in 6 military daycares idebtified Aquino as rapist. Satanic Ritual Abuse SRA => MKUltra which Aquino supervised in the child trafficking SRA 

MKUltra in Franklin Coverup Conspiracy of Silence during #IranContraMenaAR

10/7/2019 9:19:07 PM cnyer1985 here come the patriots pic.twitter.com/xml2nUO8E4

10/7/2019 9:21:18 PM covertress What a time to be alive! pic.twitter.com/nqGS8aj4pE

10/7/2019 9:22:53 PM rachaelangelm Lol

10/7/2019 9:23:23 PM grundemt Pr: pic.twitter.com/zPAHFYmrSZ

10/7/2019 9:24:22 PM rawphonegirl It feels like we've come full circle to the American Revolution 2.0!!!

10/7/2019 9:25:25 PM irah_chandler  pic.twitter.com/sQVEsmHN0Y

10/7/2019 9:28:17 PM raeanon Yes

10/7/2019 9:29:46 PM patriciamspenc2 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻🙏🏻👏🏻❤️

10/7/2019 9:30:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Army Combat Fitness Test Fiasco! Slides Reveal 84% of Women Failing ACFT - ClearanceJobs https://news.clearancejobs.com/2019/10/05/army-

combat-fitness-test-fiasco-slides-reveal-84-of-women-failing-acft/ …

10/7/2019 9:31:58 PM grundemt Try as I might, I can't even outshine your shoes

 https://youtu.be/FdyFeoyKpi4  pic.twitter.com/9MLiiUH9HY

10/7/2019 9:33:33 PM starehope We would think there is a record somewhere?

10/7/2019 9:33:41 PM allahuniversal Didn't really watch enough to remember the show, do recall the character reminding me of across between [42] and [43]

10/7/2019 9:34:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its a condition required for Disclosure. Lawlessness and dual justice is what got us into the mess we are in today. Former classified operations needed 

that chaos to keep secret. Post Disclosure it will no longer be possible to maintain a dual system of justice. NATSEC.

10/7/2019 9:37:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 If evidence of 44 !(USCitizen) is revealed, what if other POTUSs were not eligible either? Terrible can of worms that would destabilize the country. Post 

Disclosure, yes they will be exposed. Tribunals first then Disclosure then transparency.

10/7/2019 9:37:32 PM mntcol No fear! WWG1WGA

10/7/2019 9:38:09 PM girlawakeinca I’m thankful that a dual system of justice will not exist in the future. We appreciate everything you are doing behind the scenes to restore balance. 

🙏🇺🇸🙏🌎

10/7/2019 9:41:16 PM stephscolaro Abracadabra, baby!

10/7/2019 9:42:13 PM popasan777 All these people complaining about the amount of time. I personally am grateful for this time so that I can get my poop in a group.  I will say this , ITS 

HAPPENING!

10/7/2019 9:44:14 PM lukekauffman I had no idea the movie would be such a comedy.  Its MAJestically funny.  To be the "smartest people in the room"  they played this like they were 

educated beyond their means. I can't wait for the curtain calls!

10/7/2019 9:44:43 PM azuremagus 👍👍👍

10/7/2019 9:45:33 PM 17purpleskies Well we know several of Clinton's aides were granted immunity by the FBI in 2016 before they would talk.

10/7/2019 9:47:49 PM azuremagus Two are gone only Chuckly boy left

10/7/2019 9:47:50 PM egelone who might that be? bush?

10/7/2019 9:48:07 PM johnmic25959174 But considering 44 wasn't legit President, doesn't everything he did while President get overturned.

10/7/2019 9:52:08 PM 1_decided_voter >Tribunals first then Disclosure then transparency.

Just this sentence is insanity. Sequence should be the reverse of this. 

Any insight as to what will this country look like by election day?

10/7/2019 9:52:48 PM michael81972 Complicit in a Coup for starters



10/7/2019 9:54:51 PM cat_scaredy SIGCOM in above post? pic.twitter.com/1B28Vh8JDn

10/7/2019 9:57:42 PM michael81972 Im going to assume that when the dust settles after tribunals that no ‘pardons’ will be allowed in advance of a conviction?

10/7/2019 9:58:39 PM mford007 "The hybridization of Humanity"

10/7/2019 9:58:58 PM lu_ticino Make America Majestic?

10/7/2019 10:01:01 PM darlaferriss1 I’m female. Although I’m not a women’s liber by today’s standards, all things male = BAD, I do support equality of the sexes mentally and equal pay for 

same job, women should be seriously considered for any job applied. BUT! Why do women compete with men on THEIR level?

10/7/2019 10:01:10 PM merkabah31 If so many women are failing the new test they need to return to the older one as it seems the new one is requiring things based more on exercises 

women are less likely able to do. 

It is said M are 30% stronger than F,esp upper body;a M running uses 50% of oxygen capacity while

10/7/2019 10:01:19 PM cocopuffster12 Daily - multiple times a day ♥️

10/7/2019 10:02:20 PM erikaroot92101 I know right...he should disappear...

10/7/2019 10:04:02 PM noocnik Old guard being destroyed, new guard taking their place, but slaves (if not awaken) remains slaves.

10/7/2019 10:04:50 PM darlaferriss1 Women should compete on their own level against the men. Women have prowess in areas men don’t and vice versa. If this physical test FAIRLY fails 

84% women, 30% men I don’t call the TEST unfair. Women should be proud of their own expertise despite men’s ability in it.

10/7/2019 10:06:03 PM merkabah31 a F uses 70% to keep up w/him. I think we are seeing more differences now w/trans M on F teams where F had been the 1,2,3rd place  winners are 

now all beat by the Trans M's causing concern this could eliminate F sports. Looks like this could kick women out too.

10/7/2019 10:07:07 PM darlaferriss1 Women need to develop their own skills to the best of their ability. So should men. There will be some crossover but not in everything and there’s 

NOTHING WRONG with that. Men are physically stronger but think in left or right brain. Women may not be as physically strong...

10/7/2019 10:08:58 PM goyaeq So are past presidents immune from the mass arrest scenario?

10/7/2019 10:10:04 PM darlaferriss1 ...but women utilize BOTH sides of the brain more fully than men. What is so wrong with being the best YOU you can be along with NOT deliberately 

disenfranchising either sex from trying anything. If you fail, you fail. If you succeed, you succeed regardless of your sex. So be it.

10/7/2019 10:13:28 PM octopussy0072 Many thanks Baker!   We are ready! pic.twitter.com/k5ITmTY31J

10/7/2019 10:19:06 PM pkekbar I like your schtick way better than the eyethespy one. pic.twitter.com/7aKa5VROSW

10/7/2019 10:24:42 PM abstract1dea If these pardons were granted by an impeached president, are they null and void?

10/7/2019 10:25:24 PM adheysuk Fingers crossed it mean Mass Arrests 8)

10/7/2019 10:29:03 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/A0iW70vGK4

10/7/2019 10:34:32 PM snarkishdanno Isn’t this discussed in the Rig Veda? Basically describes a nuke strike?

10/7/2019 10:36:21 PM trumpmovement2 They were given Immunity which can be reversed. There are plenty of crimes they could be arrested for yet none have. People won't speak up as long 

as they are free

10/7/2019 10:40:03 PM connie51926961  pic.twitter.com/e2VEraYYB5

10/7/2019 10:40:42 PM trumpmovement2 Congress is in recess

10/7/2019 10:41:10 PM michaelbalcom1 🤡

10/7/2019 10:42:14 PM michaelbalcom1 The Cards say stop drinking the Kool Aid 😎

10/7/2019 10:43:14 PM dubbydubb Thats my thought too, im not smart enough to decipher it tho.

10/7/2019 10:44:08 PM trumpmovement2 Good thing he doesn't require a full deck but only a TRUMP CARD

10/7/2019 10:45:49 PM dubbydubb I think its a coded msg, might have been the best they could post to show us.

10/7/2019 10:46:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 I think women get different standards than men but that could have changed.  I also think they take into account age

10/7/2019 10:46:51 PM nurseniceyes Let's do this.

10/7/2019 10:48:03 PM michaelbalcom1 It’s all to entertain and distract

10/7/2019 10:48:50 PM nurseniceyes It means ma

10/7/2019 11:16:14 PM karbonkoppi 🤔😒🐲🔥

@realDonaldTrump is not an ally of the citizens or #JesusChrist. The #MAGA, #Qanon, the Deep state this or that,

itis all #theater,

the pedophiles revealed,

yet not punished,

keeping ual busy withis while they put the finishing touches for #5g in place.

wake up.

👑☯🐲🔥

10/7/2019 11:22:49 PM irah_chandler Well that answers my unasked question

10/7/2019 11:28:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069791133742579712?s=20 …

10/7/2019 11:29:37 PM rachaelangelm  pic.twitter.com/Bygbz8WLPc

10/7/2019 11:30:49 PM adammnelson1 Trumps a Zionist, just saying.

10/7/2019 11:32:56 PM michaelbalcom1 Beautiful

10/7/2019 11:57:43 PM applejahx12  pic.twitter.com/44XfH4rdAJ

10/8/2019 12:03:54 AM crackedactor183 All the cards concern the corrupt MSM. There is 40,000 reservists on full alert. They have to impeach Trump, if not they will organize a CIA hitman team 

to murder Trump.  Most likely method will be poisoning and then blame it on the Russians.

10/8/2019 12:17:57 AM panicindc_ Fisa will never be released. 

And for good reason.

You release classified information if the assusations are baseless.

It would ruin many innocent ppls lives caught up in the intel

10/8/2019 12:22:09 AM darlaferriss1 When it comes to our military the idea of there being different standards concerns me. To me the military needs, just by virtue of what it does and it’s 

purpose, needs to be the fittest, the brightest, the best. Then take the top 3/4. Or something like that. It’s a serious job.

10/8/2019 12:24:09 AM bl4deru77er similar to my working theory

I agree, started long ago, big battles are over, we are in an education phase, all public actors on stage are forced

HRC may be force to run...  the walk of shame

the widely divergent public needs to reconcile in their own way, real movies to follow

10/8/2019 12:25:30 AM darlaferriss1 Maybe so. I get a little concerned wondering if the women ever hold the men back putting them all in greater danger. I can easily see women in certain 

roles performing even better. I guess my problem really is in the field. On a battleground.

10/8/2019 12:27:35 AM bl4deru77er is that @CindyCrawford dressed up like a Patriot on the cover?

10/8/2019 12:33:28 AM lightlove21121 Finally am actually, thanks ❣️

10/8/2019 12:33:38 AM lightlove21121 Are you!?

10/8/2019 12:35:04 AM lightlove21121 No

No

No

10/8/2019 12:42:44 AM ptamait Fact. Males have more muscle. Fact, most females who join are not gym buffs. Fact. So they fail. Have females with endurance and trained muscle join 

and they may pass. What a sexist I am for observing that though.

10/8/2019 12:45:56 AM surfing123456 The Clintons. They would stop at nothing to get to the top



10/8/2019 12:58:49 AM dubbydubb We are all equal. Always have been. It has always been a form of control. That control is weakening.

10/8/2019 1:04:49 AM zeropointchrist That is because only stupid bitches who like to be told what to do mindlessly, join the military, men and women.

10/8/2019 1:11:11 AM realchindsight Chaos?

Whose Order?

10/8/2019 1:15:01 AM realchindsight Weren't Women designed to make life, not kill it?

Biologically speaking, were not the physical protectors and defenders of those who make life designed for just that job?

Many forms of strength, motherhood has it's own obstacle course.

10/8/2019 1:24:49 AM adsvel Bill Clinton, his marriage with HRC and all their political career, walking over corpses.

10/8/2019 1:30:11 AM courageouskriss ThanQ ❤️

10/8/2019 1:41:47 AM lovenlight1111 Yes and Joe M's https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

10/8/2019 1:53:11 AM sinnersdeborah The "Pardon" process needs to be revised. To knowingly pardon one's crimes consisting of sedition & treason should not be allowed under any 

circumstances. And, they should not be able to use the excuse that it was done for " national security" purposes.

10/8/2019 1:56:59 AM keith369me I was not aware. I am so deeply sorry you suffered such horrible trauma.  Is your story documented online?

10/8/2019 1:59:18 AM keith369me Thank you...I was aware of Aquino horrific crimes, I was not aware they were connected to Fort Bragg

10/8/2019 1:59:24 AM state1union I’m not allowed to let the bad side know everything I remember other than say Jeb Bush is one of my rapists.

10/8/2019 2:00:21 AM keith369me On video?  Law enforcement has shared this?

10/8/2019 2:01:26 AM keith369me This information with you?

10/8/2019 2:02:55 AM giovannaroberto Me too 😊

10/8/2019 2:05:29 AM keith369me Pardons or not, this must be exposed and shut down forever never to return

10/8/2019 2:06:30 AM keith369me This time “days”, not soon.  Intuitively I feel it.

10/8/2019 2:08:49 AM keith369me Nothing would make this world a better place than a level playing field for justice.  The people would regain control and manifest their free will future

10/8/2019 2:09:43 AM keith369me Actions won’t matter and can immediately be undone if EVERYONE knows truth

10/8/2019 2:11:36 AM keith369me Other POTUS? 🤔  For being a murdering felon perhaps?

10/8/2019 2:12:20 AM keith369me No

10/8/2019 2:14:40 AM oo1o110 Yes, every day you should expect one or more FF.

10/8/2019 2:16:07 AM keith369me Is there anything to the rumors that Obama was executed in late September?  Will court TV be our only media for a period of time.  Who controls the 

internet kill switch these days?

10/8/2019 2:20:19 AM jasperv23401237 Wanted to like...

But you're at 17!!

10/8/2019 2:25:19 AM 4us2l0ve Is there a rating for this where an age requirement would need to be met prior to viewing? 🙏

10/8/2019 2:38:45 AM lovemylordgod WTF! You are not Q so why are you writing as if you are!!!!!!! If it smells like fish BAIT, it probably is. #DisInfo #BeCarefulWhoYouFollow

10/8/2019 2:39:03 AM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/eFk5VH7Z1l

10/8/2019 2:42:25 AM danswanson1965 What food/drink in 2019 doesn’t ‘trigger’ our bodies negatively?

10/8/2019 2:43:36 AM darkom56 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

10/8/2019 2:44:58 AM 01_positive Obama. Terminated

10/8/2019 2:45:40 AM danswanson1965 I’m a nobody on Twitter, yet I am being shadow banned daily now. No likes or retweets for a few days now. All because I retweet Patriots. 

Unbelievable.

10/8/2019 2:49:11 AM danswanson1965 Yeah, it’s the ‘Squad’ of the Democrat Party. We know....😄

10/8/2019 2:49:47 AM kylebroussard7 White squall ... wwg1wga

10/8/2019 2:52:59 AM cinmacluvs2knit Repost link please. Twatter won’t allow you to click thru

10/8/2019 3:02:39 AM linda_forseth Grab your popcorn folks! ThanQ!

10/8/2019 3:02:43 AM liltilgerlil Within two weeks. I’m next to the swamp. I expect many will try to run or hide. Should we expect another suicide weekend or will everyone throw 

each other under the bus like Clapper? Lol

10/8/2019 3:02:57 AM cinmacluvs2knit Hm. I don’t think its sigcom. I think the new PT test BS is a DISASTER for the Army. Period. This fam is full of USArmy and USarmyReservists and we’ve 

been watching this slow train wreck for a year now. It is likely even worse than article admits

10/8/2019 3:05:27 AM linda_forseth There are no coincidences!

10/8/2019 3:10:38 AM namrevelc queer

10/8/2019 3:12:21 AM 4us2l0ve Hmmmm popcorn 🍿 

Ohrr... c_p p_rn🎥

(healed dissed-knee, swoop or troop her, run naw weigh breyed, kiss tha gurrrl, My mammi 5oh, Sin (Durr) Ella, Beeyoutea and the Beez, 

Ram-A-Gettin, The culler purrpal, The author geyez, How Hi, Tha Prince Ass Dye Yah Rees, The Peep-Hole

10/8/2019 3:16:07 AM redrabbie  pic.twitter.com/05LaX3MyUi

10/8/2019 3:17:10 AM sandycrook8 Didn’t you mean Obama will be barbeQued?

10/8/2019 3:19:49 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/-Ozfm0qE2F4  pic.twitter.com/sB2FAcfWvZ

10/8/2019 3:20:01 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/txtrumpette89/status/1181386566033391623?s=21 …

10/8/2019 3:26:06 AM jebsmirk That's why we bailed on Israel and left Kurds out to dry

10/8/2019 3:27:13 AM mattyatensi 作戦現場の戦士達の無事と成功を祈ってます。怪我がありませんように。

10/8/2019 3:41:16 AM pat_at_wildwood Thank you Majestic 12 very much for confirming that measures are in place to ensure POTUS' and Family's / Teams safety! Prayers said every day to 

ask that this be so. Thank you!

10/8/2019 3:42:45 AM liltilgerlil I am a woman who agrees with you. 🤗

10/8/2019 3:55:52 AM martisw1971 Take the poll and RT. @StormIsUponUs @JLS1125 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @rising_serpent @RedNationRising @LisaMei62 

@Cordicon @Qanon76 @IPOT1776 @WeAreSpaceForce @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LionelMedia @CoreysDigs @AKA_RealDirty @AGWillliamBarr 

@SaraCarterDC @Avenger2Toxic https://twitter.com/jpuopolo/status/1181394791365578753 …

10/8/2019 4:20:55 AM david00997884 Priceless

10/8/2019 4:23:26 AM alexanderfahr Legal question: If 44 is impeached for crimes can his pardons be revoked?

10/8/2019 4:24:01 AM conjotten #GreatAwakening

10/8/2019 4:24:37 AM unfittwit hilarious!

10/8/2019 4:27:52 AM natureinspace I don't think Bush 1 was born here either. Most likely Germany.

10/8/2019 4:30:31 AM roublisa Excellent comeback🤗🤗🤗

10/8/2019 4:30:56 AM roublisa Indeed he is!👹

10/8/2019 4:31:44 AM roublisa He may just be of the 4-6% never to wake up😕

10/8/2019 4:33:06 AM fansblowing3 Sometime in October then

10/8/2019 4:36:01 AM roublisa My husband decided it would be a good idea to just be a troll on twitter ......namely here on this account....struggle is real.

10/8/2019 4:37:18 AM keith369me Consider yourself blessed...my mother would flip if I said she mishandled classified information.

10/8/2019 4:40:13 AM keith369me It was revealed years ago by Arpaio and his forensic expert that the Obama birth certificate was a fraud.  Does evidence matter when it doesn’t get to 

the people and/or they are incapable of receiving it?



10/8/2019 4:40:44 AM drankpaul I’m down for just about any theory (conspiracy), hell I wouldn’t be surprised if this world is run by reptilian overlords. But folks claiming trump is 

anything but a charlatan and a con is just too absurd for me to consider. I’m ready for the whole world to collapse and reset.

10/8/2019 4:41:05 AM covertress The Schumann Resonance is being under reported by 35%.

Why? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1148320232571846656?s=19 …

10/8/2019 4:41:37 AM keith369me I wish I could avoid it...I can’t have a visit with several family members without them insinuating Trump is the anti-Christ.

10/8/2019 4:43:32 AM anondirtyleg Women the don’t belong in combat arms jobs then. All the years of hearing complaints then the army roles in a test and people blame the army. I do 

workouts harder than this test, if a girl can’t drag a simple 90lbs then yeah she can go back to pushing pencils.

10/8/2019 4:44:37 AM marrisaflanagan 🙂🙂

10/8/2019 4:46:44 AM gryniiizred Make America Justified? 🤔

10/8/2019 4:47:00 AM immortalneon I doubt that

10/8/2019 4:48:03 AM anondirtyleg Agreed, nothing against women but I don’t even like the lazy fat bodies in the Infantry now. Let alone they relax the PT standards to the old style then 

still allow women in is gonna be a shit show.

10/8/2019 4:51:55 AM jsivad314  https://twitter.com/jsivad314/status/1181529718161580033?s=20 …

10/8/2019 4:54:13 AM jmvacosta Please let this be true.... #trump2020 #buildthewall #votered #truth

10/8/2019 4:55:27 AM jeff99217 I've only read this for the last 3 years...wake me up when the handcuffs come out

10/8/2019 4:56:57 AM jeff99217 So true.

10/8/2019 5:01:15 AM lovethebeach999 Praying for our country to move forward in new light.  🙏🏻

10/8/2019 5:09:53 AM natureinspace Bernie will disappear as soon as he's offered enough cash and houses. He only ran again because it's such a good money maker.

10/8/2019 5:11:36 AM noman17863587 “Woman are being set up to fail?”  How about we stop accepting the crazy notion that men and women are physiologically similar.

10/8/2019 5:12:09 AM drmanhattan777 We need to start a viral Anti-PR campaign hammering comrade Bernie to show 100% transparency appropriating the millions donated to him by ‘wage 

slaves’ insofar as charitable donation / series of scholarships ... anything putting his $ where his mouth is.

10/8/2019 5:13:14 AM drmanhattan777 Saying this once he eventually drops his futile campaign. That money MUST be given to the people in full transparency or imho his entire ‘legacy’ will 

be one grotesque falsehood.

10/8/2019 5:14:12 AM state1union Michael Horowitz and I have been in contact since 2010-11.

10/8/2019 5:15:26 AM keith369me I wish I had a fraction of the courage you have!!!

10/8/2019 5:17:08 AM state1union Yes there is video but not sure where it is?  Maybe Jim Comey has it since he orchestrated it for Lockheed Martin and Hilary’s Foundation.

10/8/2019 5:17:26 AM natureinspace There better not be any U.N. forces in our country. They have no right to be here if they are. That would be the biggest mistake the U.N. would ever 

make to step foot in the US.

10/8/2019 5:19:41 AM keith369me Is it safe to assume that at the time you thought Horowitz, being an Obama appointee would take action against “friends” of the “hated” previous 

administration?

10/8/2019 5:19:56 AM natureinspace I don't think he'll leave a legacy. He'll pocket the money and fade away like last time.

10/8/2019 5:21:18 AM drmanhattan777 Undoubtedly, which is why the public needs to be unrelenting in holding him / his campaign accountable. Think about it, if we can expose him in this 

manner, we can put a dent in the rising socialist bubble that may leave an indelible impression on the youth.

10/8/2019 5:32:34 AM liltilgerlil I’m here waiting for the fall out lmao

10/8/2019 5:33:00 AM liltilgerlil I have periscope and will try to catch some good stuff lol

10/8/2019 5:33:47 AM hollylandes Wow...stay safe sweetie...is it today?

10/8/2019 5:34:30 AM liltilgerlil Oh look at them doubling down even changing whistleblower rules. I know they have all this on tape and camera. DC has one in every light pole lol

10/8/2019 5:35:05 AM liltilgerlil We’re all laughing around here waiting for FISA. Lol

10/8/2019 5:35:10 AM chew_soap I think the app audio

10/8/2019 5:35:31 AM liltilgerlil Yes

10/8/2019 5:36:53 AM baugherjohn1 Illegitimate president = worthless pardons.

10/8/2019 5:38:20 AM liltilgerlil I pray that report comes out soon. The left is already planning a march at Supreme Court

10/8/2019 5:38:31 AM state1union I’ve been thrown around like a piece of meat most of my life. Horowitz couldn’t help me in the previous administration and I’m still not under federal 

protection. Whistleblower protection?  What’s that? Lol.

10/8/2019 5:40:24 AM lasherlynn The worst years were the years before Q because....loneliness and despair

10/8/2019 5:46:13 AM liltilgerlil Yes and Trumps meeting with Military last night

10/8/2019 5:47:06 AM sowandreap3 Been waiting for a long time. Hope you are correct.

10/8/2019 5:47:12 AM hollylandes What Marine update yesterday?

10/8/2019 5:49:22 AM keith369me Hopefully this will all become common knowledge soon and all SRA perps will be removed from power positions across the world and receive 

justice/be removed from society.  If this doesn’t happen and Trump were to get impeached, it’s going to be very ugly in DC.  Waiting sucks!!!

10/8/2019 5:50:35 AM keith369me Heal my friend!!!

10/8/2019 5:50:43 AM aleks8837 The whistleblower was such a bait! 😎🤓

10/8/2019 5:52:08 AM covertress "Can of worms"

I always did like that phrase. 🙃

10/8/2019 5:52:27 AM state1union Amen!  I’m here and thank you 🙏

10/8/2019 5:53:24 AM overthemoonsf He's making it all up, so I wouldn't expect proof coming.

10/8/2019 5:55:43 AM rebashoenfelt1 Interesting movie

10/8/2019 5:55:59 AM bbobbio71 Major

Majestic

Time

To

Be

Alive

10/8/2019 5:56:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Shining a light where there was once darkness. 

Courtesy of 234. 

You have more power than you realize. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/959448122001850368 …

10/8/2019 5:58:31 AM cat_1811965  pic.twitter.com/ajMbjACYhc

10/8/2019 5:59:25 AM rebashoenfelt1 Movie near climax?

10/8/2019 6:00:43 AM rebashoenfelt1 Light poles😂😂

10/8/2019 6:01:42 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/E9WsVVnj8N

10/8/2019 6:03:48 AM wegesusanne The only thing surprising me is Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg being placed the actual Deep State category‼️I could easily see her as a frail pawn of 

others,if she were promised that SOMEHOW the ERA would get passed!It's her 1 passion!But,frail titmouse turns into swamp buzzard⁉️🤯 

pic.twitter.com/vtNeq00nhW

10/8/2019 6:03:57 AM rebashoenfelt1 Marines protect POTUS, but recent tweet made it sound now urgent

10/8/2019 6:04:11 AM jesusisloveq17 ME THINKS SO TOO

10/8/2019 6:05:02 AM lindamendenhal5  pic.twitter.com/QIPQCDIWWW

10/8/2019 6:05:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd That was a real eye opener. Corey Goode seems to be along the lines of mass consciousness causing cataclysm. I like the former CIA who gives hope 

regarding waking humanity and moving forward. If we don’t, we destroy ourselves. Thank you! And I’ve ordered the books he suggested!

10/8/2019 6:05:28 AM rebashoenfelt1 Because troops coming home has been Presidents plan for some time.

10/8/2019 6:06:22 AM rebashoenfelt1 Military plan ongoing



10/8/2019 6:06:43 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yep

10/8/2019 6:07:09 AM burgersandra Cosmic Top Secret (CTS)– This is the essentially the same as U.S. Top Secret but for NATO nations. 

https://news.clearancejobs.com/2015/02/06/security-clearance-levels-access/ …

10/8/2019 6:08:31 AM _edwardmondini_ .....and we have Barack Obama to thank...

his “gift that keeps on giving”

I hope that convinces people to think twice before voting for a Democrat in the next election.

10/8/2019 6:08:56 AM burgersandra  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP68R00530A000100160015-4.pdf …

10/8/2019 6:11:27 AM keith369me Cosmic Top Secret...eyes open, ears open.  Ready for more.  Many of us can’t wait...others will get more disclosure through Cartoon Media tidbits on 

Nov 10?

10/8/2019 6:11:39 AM hollylandes Lol..thanks..the UN does not have near enough troops here we would smash them

10/8/2019 6:12:34 AM justinf75983016 Everyone says soon and has for 2 years. Once it happens so many of these people (not talking about you) will claim they called it and had inside info.

10/8/2019 6:13:18 AM patriotchick8 If you are referencing the thought that women are physically equal to men, then yes, they would be set up to fail this. Women are not physically equal 

to men.

10/8/2019 6:13:21 AM karina89350882 NATIONAL TS versus COSMIC TS = Below vs ABOVE

10/8/2019 6:13:42 AM vesicapieces Yes Bush Sr.

10/8/2019 6:15:06 AM karina89350882 Schiff but he doesn`t look so well like F. Underwood

One can`t have everything..tictoc

10/8/2019 6:15:59 AM patriotchick8 You look at it as being told what to do; others look at it as serving something they love and respect.

10/8/2019 6:16:14 AM slh2813 If true, it's what we've awaited for years. Thank you.

10/8/2019 6:18:39 AM flygirl33684011 I think saw it in Que drops a while back.  If not there then I saw it from an anon I follow on fb.

10/8/2019 6:19:06 AM karina89350882 Pardons? Amnestie?? IF this is THE PLANE then the whole Show was the best HOAX ever. Don`t mess with the sheeps, when they get angry it can 

cause pain. People were so long waiting for Justice...…..

10/8/2019 6:19:28 AM bbobbio71 I'm ready to realize the power.  Let's do this!

10/8/2019 6:23:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is truth in that statement, but it is not factually conclusive. Remember, Alphabet soup. When did the German's have flying saucers? Do you now 

understand NATO? And why its called COSMIC. Not European Top Secret. What about Italy? Think SG-1 "Rhodes" - builders of the gates.

10/8/2019 6:24:43 AM americanpetal 🕊🇺🇸

10/8/2019 6:25:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ w/ 45 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1181560803247427585 …

10/8/2019 6:27:00 AM americanpetal 🕊🇺🇸💕

10/8/2019 6:27:04 AM lucytreadwell01 They let the AwanBros walk a long time ago—“walking” is not the real concern of 24/7/365 gaslight op

10/8/2019 6:27:14 AM bdam777 0 with POTUS. 

We're not ready...

10/8/2019 6:28:05 AM stars4p 🚫RBG facts will come out. Before 8chan was lost evidence pointed to trannÿ, pedøvore protected by DS to infiltrate SCOTUS to move DS agenda like 

age of consent for sëx to elementary school... 🚫RBG dëäd of prøstäte cancër. Double being used w/Hollywood’s fine make-up.

10/8/2019 6:29:27 AM nm_zsr I'm thinking that COSMIC would deal with off-world activities and technologies as opposed to US being Terra based?

10/8/2019 6:29:41 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/y2bS4qgH1c

10/8/2019 6:29:57 AM surfing123456 I think this world would be a better place if more people followed your page. Thank you for the wake up it has made me a better man WWG1WGA

10/8/2019 6:30:34 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ifBCDBWgZL

10/8/2019 6:30:46 AM bicknellalf Yawn. Heard it before. How many days? 587954 days is still technically ,"days"

10/8/2019 6:30:54 AM hummingbird7272 Galactic?

10/8/2019 6:31:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 They will deploy Fake Polls to convince you of a lie.

They will repeat the same talking points again and again hoping that you won't compile them in series.

They are working together to out the President.

Clowns have lost control.

Lack of action = PAIN!

Trust the plan!

WINNING

10/8/2019 6:32:09 AM americanpetal ✔🇺🇸🕊🙏💫

10/8/2019 6:32:48 AM bluestflame1 see also : repitition

10/8/2019 6:33:43 AM sweetlandtaylor 😐

10/8/2019 6:33:46 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/xjOlaca0BR

10/8/2019 6:33:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/hZ4wOAS2HY

10/8/2019 6:33:57 AM yustein How the heck did USA lose a war after they won it? WW2 - Independence https://youtu.be/kYhHLgZAyik 

10/8/2019 6:33:59 AM keith369me Every democratic candidate is leading Trump in the polls, lol...must be sampling Antifa +30...meanwhile he recently polled 36% positive among our 

African American friends that are waking up fast.

10/8/2019 6:34:32 AM wyatt251 If you tell the lie long enough you start to believe it your self

10/8/2019 6:34:52 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/oOwOfiUtGh

10/8/2019 6:36:51 AM rebashoenfelt1 Patriots in control. End globalist UN.

10/8/2019 6:37:52 AM kickthefed Was good bait,started with biden and son and look at how many the spider web has got so far lol.

10/8/2019 6:38:23 AM teamsterr07 Their schemes are so transparent. They are now throwing everything at the wall to see what sticks. Its pathetic but comical to watch...the suspense of 

what's to come must be overwhelming.🍿🍿🍿

10/8/2019 6:38:53 AM erikaroot92101 agreed

10/8/2019 6:39:00 AM trickyrick2u Will there be a time that we know everything? I'm not satisfied with just being at a new level or my info to the nature of reality restricted in 

anyway...what say you?

10/8/2019 6:39:32 AM means_skillful Patriots in control. pic.twitter.com/pKlxg8KEXn

10/8/2019 6:40:33 AM drmanhattan777 Check an earlier tweet I made after. We need to hashtag #WheresTheMoneyBernie unrelentingly after he eventually suspends his pyramid scheme err, 

I mean, “campaign” 

Imagine the college scholarships, hospital bills, housing his millions  donated can sustain!

10/8/2019 6:41:01 AM samsmith0319 Ready...Trusting the Plan...👀...

10/8/2019 6:42:25 AM rebashoenfelt1 Bring reliable media back!

10/8/2019 6:42:34 AM winkanator Agreed

10/8/2019 6:42:52 AM rebashoenfelt1 Appears very close..

10/8/2019 6:43:12 AM rebashoenfelt1 Finally.

10/8/2019 6:43:46 AM drmanhattan777 #StopMakingSense (please keep making sense)

10/8/2019 6:47:33 AM roublisa 5:5 pic.twitter.com/67PRqOCasv

10/8/2019 6:48:08 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/8/2019 6:48:20 AM roublisa Totally😆😆😆

10/8/2019 6:50:07 AM robinreitsma1 1947

10/8/2019 6:50:31 AM karina89350882 Thule Society??



10/8/2019 6:52:57 AM loyaltospeakout @covfefe_45_MAGA @AnomicAge @LindaWarriorGal @awakeinaus @RAVENSWOODPUB @JustInformU @irritatednate @Marshwin @J_TrumpIN 

@PatriotPurple @bandmom74 @gbroh10 @Jali_Cat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_OurNanny_ @SunFireSong @lynlinking @monica_sassy @AlfonzoCortez4 

@MeadowJason

10/8/2019 6:54:31 AM kickthefed They have been spotted in 10 states down south.

10/8/2019 6:55:53 AM kenncombs  pic.twitter.com/nomCGj26wO

10/8/2019 6:56:12 AM kachinagtto How had I not seen this tweet previously?  Anyway - I did some digging on the referenced meeting (SG 161/20).  Whatever was discussed - there was 

some dissent around it by the US delegates (If I'm reading correctly)

 https://archive.org/details/CIA-RDP80B01676R000400010006-3 …

 http://archives.nato.int/uploads/r/nato-archives-online/6/2/9/6299bb67736f44522cdda4af5d35ab61fb775bf928de7caa143ba02b8a61f70d/SGM-

0121-66_ENG_PDP.pdf … pic.twitter.com/bS5bkwLXr4

10/8/2019 6:57:40 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1049671836307521538?s=20 …

10/8/2019 6:58:00 AM dlmaybee So obvious! They are America’s crime family! 

Mom is grooming Chelsea to follow in her footsteps, beware!

10/8/2019 7:01:32 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1181568983029420032?s=20 …

10/8/2019 7:03:16 AM lorirrr At this point, I don't believe many trust polls anymore (think 2016)!

10/8/2019 7:05:59 AM kylenchell6998 Hope so... but this crap needs to stop.  We need to see arrests.  Get it done already.

10/8/2019 7:08:07 AM scott_rick IsDiclosure imminent

10/8/2019 7:08:16 AM honeybager5 If it keeps on raining, levies gonna break . . .

10/8/2019 7:09:51 AM kachinagtto As far as I can tell... this meeting was sometime between February 25 and April 18, 1966.

Just to see what was going on with NATO at that time; France was withdrawing forces from NATO.  Were they also dissatisfied with the meeting? 

pic.twitter.com/LMPAgQxXjZ

10/8/2019 7:11:12 AM usss_211 Nope...

10/8/2019 7:11:21 AM fansblowing3 Who is 234?

10/8/2019 7:13:33 AM keith369me How will it break if the media keeps reporting a “narrative”...basically anti-Trump BS lies regardless of the topic or his position on that topic while 

sheep keep believing those lies because it fits their paradigm of impeach Trump?

10/8/2019 7:15:46 AM doyle_media .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Those here now to walk the walk now can:

• < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/959517757040680961 …>

• < https://youtu.be/bdl_anIhX4Y > (8:34–9:45)

What Nature cannot rehabilitate, justice annihilates. Good luck ⏳ pic.twitter.com/4jhR6cXjzY

10/8/2019 7:18:05 AM keith369me Ongoing slow roll

10/8/2019 7:27:13 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Those here now to walk the walk now can.

• < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/959517757040680961 …>

• < https://youtu.be/bdl_anIhX4Y > (8:34–9:45)

What Nature cannot rehabilitate, justice annihilates. Good luck ⏳ pic.twitter.com/5PqSqqDdX1

10/8/2019 7:28:25 AM nancyddb How will we know, who will tell us?

10/8/2019 7:29:30 AM fansblowing3 Germans in WW2 had the flying bell and were in contact with a race from another planet.  Google and others made a treaty with aliens from another 

planet.  Same planet/race?  Cosmic top secret is the treaties and dealings with aliens.  There is not an SG-1 “Rhodes” episode.  🤔

10/8/2019 7:30:24 AM janey634 I'm thinking yes...... in theory, any law can be revoked..... however, there may be other ways to take care of business.

10/8/2019 7:30:55 AM dark2light2019 Why did rusty shakelford videos stop?

Call to action ANY “RUSTY’s” near ZORRO RANCH.

#UnsealEpstein

10/8/2019 7:34:48 AM roublisa Great point ....logic pic.twitter.com/rOQ4UxQD95

10/8/2019 7:37:09 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/yOFkgmoj8W

10/8/2019 7:38:44 AM roublisa I’m loving these comms 💗💗💗

10/8/2019 7:39:35 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/MFny0XL4xE

10/8/2019 7:39:57 AM realdominator39 @gholland04 @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jay2kQ17 @Bruno062418 @3Days3Nights

10/8/2019 7:44:37 AM _369311119 IIS

10/8/2019 7:44:51 AM oaf_unbreakable Yes.

10/8/2019 7:45:13 AM zepharym Treason cannot be pardonable 

It would be a contradiction in terms for the President to pardon treason...without full public hearings

10/8/2019 7:47:49 AM falconnestorg Cosmic TS is NATO and not about UFOs.

10/8/2019 7:48:14 AM enomai_ Are the Nazis gone from the 12 &  board?

10/8/2019 7:48:17 AM wbwse 💧💙😻

10/8/2019 7:49:59 AM _369311119 God's speed Lisa!

10/8/2019 7:50:36 AM roublisa 5:5 👍👍👍

10/8/2019 7:53:04 AM jrocktigers When people take psychedelics, during that event , are the puppet masters in more control or less control?

10/8/2019 7:54:36 AM pat986542 Promise?

10/8/2019 7:55:06 AM jamesca40805661 If 44 wasn't a legit American 

Then pardons shouldn't matter.

Or has that ship sailed

10/8/2019 8:03:40 AM kacsandi_m Amen. And notice how they're pulling out old articles from the Obama error and re-posting them as if they're current, so as to upset and distract 

people from what's really going on. Shameful.

10/8/2019 8:04:04 AM kacsandi_m I noticed that many people don't take time to read the dates.

10/8/2019 8:08:41 AM enomai_ I was watching a video the other day. I was rooting for the woman on the sprint and drag. She didn't finish, and b4 I was thinking, how is she gonna 

finish this. That is a lot of weight.

So she tried to approve her quality of life. Through this test made for men. So now.........

10/8/2019 8:11:01 AM enomai_ She is screwed basically cause of failing. A man's test? And now... maybe have to take drastic measures to save her ass after failing? 

I'm glad you all are at the helms.

10/8/2019 8:14:18 AM benzmuircroft ^ another ETS linked account

10/8/2019 8:15:06 AM crt14361013 ✔

10/8/2019 8:15:21 AM vintagesquirrel It seems that some people are completely blind (blinded, or blindfolded) pic.twitter.com/F1a9zfwwBC

10/8/2019 8:17:41 AM blsdbe Speak for your self, kindly, I AM Ready. pic.twitter.com/0n2zgvG21L



10/8/2019 8:18:33 AM richardhiatt16 Hey MJ12.. Thanks for the update.. I mean THANK YOU 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

10/8/2019 8:19:14 AM blsdbe Makes me think ‘Times fun when you’re having flies’ pic.twitter.com/c0n78ADAeX

10/8/2019 8:19:30 AM nikoscali They are saying #Biden is beating #Trump in the polls in several states by double-digits as if it is a major accomplishment. Are people really buying this 

BS?

10/8/2019 8:20:09 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/lrrqpQU4yp

10/8/2019 8:21:06 AM crt14361013 👀🍿‼

10/8/2019 8:22:48 AM thecharl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is the mark of the beast? Is it a metaphor or something real like implantable microchips/RFID/vaccines?

10/8/2019 8:24:47 AM crt14361013 ✔

10/8/2019 8:26:05 AM wink5811 Wow thank you so much everything in one place! Thank you, thank you, thank you!

10/8/2019 8:28:59 AM lightworkercain Love a good movie...🍿🍿🍿 https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1181590880987176960?s=19 …

10/8/2019 8:31:30 AM sandragoodflei2 Yeah Fox gave one this morning

10/8/2019 8:38:11 AM kindeandtrue Let's get 'er done already.

10/8/2019 8:41:09 AM lbf777 Always excuses as to why good doesn’t happen but bad does happen. 

This feels like we elected Jeb Bush to be honest.

10/8/2019 8:41:46 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1181560708808486914?s=19 …

10/8/2019 8:41:57 AM matt_aho  pic.twitter.com/zKwduRoVB2

10/8/2019 8:42:10 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1181560772255719424?s=19 …

10/8/2019 8:45:00 AM realsirignano Believe it when I see it

10/8/2019 8:45:06 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/i4qWwpIyO7

10/8/2019 8:46:28 AM briandesantis2 These libtards love to quote phony polls.

10/8/2019 8:50:12 AM waakzaam The Plan is to do the changeover without civil unrest.

Most people need to know what is really happening.

This is why the information is being dripped little by little.

And why we are VITAL to the plan.

We need to communicate reality with those around us, even if it seems futile. pic.twitter.com/WCjPOyQwbg

10/8/2019 8:50:38 AM koryoline1 From what I understand cosmic is also the highest clearance possible

10/8/2019 8:53:59 AM helentheseeker i can only infer, but i expect he's looking like a Zionist for a reason

10/8/2019 9:02:51 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/vEOb1Ppnps

10/8/2019 9:19:07 AM hambrickro 😁 Cankles on the Corner 😁

10/8/2019 9:19:11 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇RT🇺🇸 http://teespring.com/wwg1wga-4658 

10/8/2019 9:19:11 AM djmurphy5 Can we trust what the CIA is putting out?

10/8/2019 9:20:43 AM karma4event201 LtCol Michael Aquino defense against child rape charges on 6 military bases was he was never stationed at ___ base. True, but that demon answered 

to no one in the military & used military flights to go anywhere

10/8/2019 9:23:49 AM speakernikesa @projector_kev

10/8/2019 9:27:13 AM karma4event201 After the Satanic child rapes the NSA hired him. 

NSA should have publicly executed him, not hired him.

10/8/2019 9:29:37 AM kmcdtwittter325 I think a president should not be allowed to pardon anyone after an election has happened and he/she is being replaced. It just makes it too easy to 

clean up their corruption.

10/8/2019 9:30:40 AM thomaslori11 Pulling our military to get ready for the war on America!!!!!

10/8/2019 9:30:56 AM anothernamenow Still have no idea how one can pardon for the future.

10/8/2019 9:33:09 AM tim95417830 I can’t wait to see the sunrise after the storm has passed. I expect I’ll say “This is the most beautiful sight these eyes have ever seen”

10/8/2019 9:36:30 AM wbwse 💙💙💙

10/8/2019 9:36:45 AM sandro220 🙏 pic.twitter.com/61VOgu5mX9

10/8/2019 9:41:45 AM leisab1111 This construct does not work this way.(Believe it when I see it) "You will see it when you believe it" is the correct and cosmic term.  We've been 

mislead. I'm sure you're waking though. ;) be well.

10/8/2019 9:42:52 AM aleks8837  http://archive.is/QbT0j#selection-371.374-371.383 … I'd say less.

10/8/2019 9:42:57 AM chaele3 He knows!!!! That's why you are on the list to be arrested!!!!! More importantly #Weknow

One way trip to gitmo. 

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@NSA_QIL2

@prayingmedic

@POTUS

@John_F_Kennnedy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MERS

#robo cops

#trafficking  https://twitter.com/KamalaHarris/status/1181559897789489152 … pic.twitter.com/NcVYaSgPIm
10/8/2019 9:43:06 AM ursula_1111 What a GREAT synopsis of the parallels between TRUMP & JFK 

#Trump2020 #RedOctober #QArmy

 https://youtu.be/JHMR3upnr98 

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

@VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@patton6966

@M2Madness

@Mountainminder

@Shady721Brady
10/8/2019 9:45:31 AM sandro220 Thank you so much! You’re awesome! 🙏😎

10/8/2019 9:46:14 AM tammyredmond That’s exactly right! #KAG Because in the end #GodWins #GodBlessAmerica #GodBlessPOTUS 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸🌎

10/8/2019 9:46:45 AM felizflorecita1 I’m agreed with your comment about coffee.  Thankfully I don’t drink coffee at all, but my husband is and if he don’t drink coffee he has this huge 

headaches.

10/8/2019 9:48:35 AM realsirignano I’m trying my best! Dealing with a major criminal act against my family and covered up by my state officials to protect their friends and pockets! I’m 

doing my best to find some truth and justice in this country! I know I’m never going to find it in New Jersey 🤷🏻♂️

10/8/2019 9:55:50 AM sandro220 And you’re like a “human novelty producing machine,”😀which, from where I sit, puts you in a position that’s so special, a poet’s words, let alone 

mine, couldn’t even begin to describe its relevance, and inherently positive orientation. 

In other words: kudos right back! 

🙏🙂 pic.twitter.com/NszbeZP7B6



10/8/2019 9:58:42 AM spoondiggity1 Whatever.... as much as I wish something will finally happen, these predictions of doom for the evil shit heads running the world don’t seem to be 

coming to fruition

10/8/2019 10:00:15 AM youstinksoap 1311...proof to begin 11.3 (M=13, etc.)

(3) P's = 9

Times posted: 9:39 & 9:55

10/8/2019 10:01:08 AM youstinksoap Of course, there are probably many meanings along with comms to others...

10/8/2019 10:03:39 AM kindeandtrue  https://twitter.com/CNNPolitics/status/1181578631677714432 …

10/8/2019 10:05:52 AM youstinksoap Sounds like a ship(boat) horn??

10/8/2019 10:09:46 AM burgersandra 0Δ reminds me of Hatonn

10/8/2019 10:15:05 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/Ux69h1LYcf

10/8/2019 10:25:03 AM robin_ked I'm Ready 💣💥

#DECLAS 💥💣💥 pic.twitter.com/vAGKlH5dHh

10/8/2019 10:30:01 AM sterkinglights1 Poops I think that just cost my mentions section.

10/8/2019 10:30:17 AM sterkinglights1 Nope the all section.

10/8/2019 10:43:30 AM n_amersolutions Nice...I'm looking at little things.

People on holiday

Power interuptions

People jumping sides

and more.

10/8/2019 10:43:53 AM h8m369 A CTS classification designator and is used for NATO dealing with Chemical and biological weapons. It isn’t a clearance.

10/8/2019 10:56:26 AM nurseniceyes They don't want you to see your power.

10/8/2019 10:57:26 AM ___wwg1wga___ . @KamalaHarris - The inquiry has turned into an act of Sedition, why hvnt the Dems called for a process? What r the Dems afraid of? Being 

subpoenaed by the Repubs? We ALREADY KNOW WHAT U R HIDING no D is humble enuf to admit.

10/8/2019 11:00:57 AM karina89350882 Do you REALLY think this ALL is JUST for 5G??????? I don`t think so...…..

10/8/2019 11:13:42 AM travelwriter78 Innocent names can be redacted.  The guilty need to be brought to justice.

10/8/2019 11:15:43 AM karma4event201 ?

10/8/2019 11:21:05 AM lightlove21121 @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@nea_storm

@zagnett

@charmanda9

@LisaRoub

@AB36913

@nurseniceyes

@The_Soul_Matrix

@v_rags

@MelanieAnders7

@olimyracle

@DJLOK

@AllahUniversal

@UnearthedCiel
10/8/2019 11:21:49 AM carolva97910854 We don’t buy their fake polls anymore, not since Hillary and the election!

10/8/2019 11:23:04 AM poppyslovecapu Where did you get yours?

10/8/2019 11:25:42 AM truthlovertoo  pic.twitter.com/dsokM97s2p

10/8/2019 11:30:45 AM state1union Because Trump worked with intelligence for years it has allowed Trump to enter the Presidency with a higher clearance.

10/8/2019 11:31:00 AM drnealhouston Election Polls

🗣Democrats use their cohorts in the media to push fake polls to influence elections. The only thing worse are the BOGUS "fact checkers" used to 

influence opinions. They have an arsenal of weapons like this. pic.twitter.com/sh0OvfvXmh

10/8/2019 11:31:58 AM state1union Q-clearance or SAP projects for SSP.

10/8/2019 11:32:16 AM drnealhouston Retweeted...

10/8/2019 11:33:20 AM zoombouse Bc we were not built for the physical to compete w/ men & I don’t want to compete with men  it’s impossible just like men can’t have babies It was 

God’s Plan so quit messing w/ a proven fact & way of life

10/8/2019 11:36:12 AM zoombouse They (we)set themselves up.

10/8/2019 11:43:24 AM patriotswegoall Cosmic higher than Q?

Need Q-6 or above for info on alien tech.

Pres is a Q-5.

045 may not have access to S4 yet without knowing who to talk to.

10/8/2019 11:44:39 AM cmdrzod23 A president is a civilian, an elected politician on a 4 year term, hoping to get a 2nd term. In the eyes of the black world, they cannot be trusted as they 

come and go (from a long-term perspective) and often have their own agenda. That's why they have mediocre security clearance

10/8/2019 11:48:44 AM cmdrzod23 Think about why Eisenhower threatened to invade Area 51 with the First Army out of Colorado because he was denied information and they told Nixon 

he didn't have a Need to Know... https://www.disclose.tv/eisenhower-threatened-to-invade-area-51-with-the-first-army-out-of-colorado-355388 …

10/8/2019 11:49:05 AM patriotswegoall Germans had saucers during/after Paperclip.

Paperclip > OSS > C_A

10/8/2019 11:55:29 AM wokesocieties Guess you have never heard of operation paperclip. Oh and the UFO technology the germans shoved on our faces after the war. Our country was 

injected with nazis after the war. We won in some ways but lost in much more ways.

10/8/2019 12:00:04 PM robin_ked Oh Schitt 😳💩

#ResignAdamSchiff

#SchiffForBrains

#AdamSchiff

#AdamSchiffResign pic.twitter.com/Rxs2LCGRT9

10/8/2019 12:02:43 PM wwtravelr Well prior to going, build the requiaite muscle mass. Why would one (man or woman) not come prepared for a job interview?   Enough of the virtue 

signaling..for correctness.

10/8/2019 12:07:31 PM 45harisonharold Majestic Accuracy 0% rather watch FOX

10/8/2019 12:13:56 PM knightofmaltaus Hmmm, the #UFO the #Navy filmed came out of the water and swallowed a Torpedo? 

@JRockTigers @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @Tsoukalos @mufon @Schreiberland @UFOnetwork_ 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-pilot-says-mystery-dark-20529086 …

10/8/2019 12:15:23 PM girlawakeinca I online searched Promax Propur and found the best price. The filters need to be replaced often. 

I'm so excited. We saved up & last week had a whole house 3 stage water filtration system installed too. It sanitizes the water, but doesn't filter out 

fluoride like the ProPur.



10/8/2019 12:20:12 PM bdam777 are you really?

Best of manifestations to you.

10/8/2019 12:22:06 PM terran_sol So would this technically be called a USO, Unidentified Submersible Object?

10/8/2019 12:26:57 PM karbonkoppi 🤔🤗🔥💞

no I do not,

however,

#5g is the current project they are working on,

which will most likely turn out to be like the movie Serenity,

where the population is affected different ways.

you are cattle and a work force to those in power,

no matter what social class.

🔥💞☯👑

10/8/2019 12:35:29 PM carroll_322  pic.twitter.com/sAQrRHc9BD

10/8/2019 12:37:13 PM joanhol24893501 You mean SSprogram. Mil. Indust.complex. please go on.

10/8/2019 12:39:31 PM joanhol24893501 35 levels above Pres. Cosmic Clarence.

10/8/2019 12:42:19 PM alvaro1491962 Lock them up for ever.

10/8/2019 12:44:20 PM maxjr_nc Two things to know. #MAGA pic.twitter.com/Zo52F8WfZy

10/8/2019 12:44:34 PM joanhol24893501 Germans supplied slave labor for moon base. They also were first into Antartica, and all the runes there. Don't know if they ran into inner earth beings.

10/8/2019 12:46:53 PM maxjr_nc Here it is from the Lions 🦁 mouth. #MAGA https://mobile.twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1148669686252560384?s=21 …

10/8/2019 12:48:15 PM joanhol24893501 Not so sure on that. Remember he has ties to uncles Telsa info. He may no about alot more.

10/8/2019 12:48:37 PM maxjr_nc Get your guns clean keep your powder dry. Have a safe plan for your family and get some wireless cameras installed to view outside.

10/8/2019 12:51:36 PM thanqtrump1 HRC = convinces herself that she rules the world, and other sick things I won’t say here...

10/8/2019 12:51:50 PM murphstix 3D Chess,  not Checkers

10/8/2019 12:52:42 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/KCLwBqnUux

10/8/2019 12:52:43 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/W9p1EhwWXP

10/8/2019 12:56:54 PM thanqtrump1 We live in an electric universe, “gravity” is just a word.

10/8/2019 1:03:10 PM yustein It was a sarcastic remark not a real question... of course I know project paperclip and the secret space programs, all the ET groups etc. read my name 

again, it is not a typo...

10/8/2019 1:11:58 PM karina89350882 ok, get your Point! Hence it is even more important what WE WANT and BELIEVE. Our  whole history is one of wrong believes and trust in the "wrong" 

People. I think 5G is the same like Radiation - you can help to beat Cancer or you can die from it. It depends on the use

10/8/2019 1:16:13 PM wokesocieties Next time use emojis. Content and tone is very hard to see through text. No need to get butt hurt....

10/8/2019 1:19:20 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/8/2019 1:24:34 PM irah_chandler Comedy and sarcasm is lost on this platform lol. I am quite funny from time to time and honestly haven't found a way to convey comedy effectively on 

this atform yet.

10/8/2019 1:25:23 PM sherry_surdam From your lips to God’s ear!

10/8/2019 1:25:47 PM wokesocieties Exactly! When you find the secret lmk! Lol

10/8/2019 1:26:53 PM 66patriot76 #WWG1WGA

10/8/2019 1:29:58 PM irah_chandler Comedy on twitter is like trying to paint a house with a ham and cheese sandwich. It falls apart quickly, isn't intended for that use and once you use it 

you can't undo it.

10/8/2019 1:34:18 PM antarantanka MAssachusetts?

10/8/2019 1:35:04 PM carolva97910854 Nope!  The polls  just lie!

10/8/2019 1:38:22 PM reggio_inspired Billy Would you and all four of your followers please not attempt to rain on our storm‼️

10/8/2019 1:42:02 PM holylovefriends Aliens are nothing more than fallen angels

10/8/2019 1:48:42 PM 222714ftw 🙏222 pic.twitter.com/yyiEC1xPVU

10/8/2019 1:52:11 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

10/8/2019 1:52:41 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

10/8/2019 1:52:50 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

10/8/2019 1:53:21 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

10/8/2019 1:54:15 PM yustein Hehe true true 🙃

10/8/2019 1:55:32 PM 222714ftw 👌222

10/8/2019 1:56:30 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

10/8/2019 1:57:15 PM 222714ftw 🙏222 pic.twitter.com/C5M6flqSMV

10/8/2019 1:58:03 PM jooooody thank you very much maj.  it has been a long time waiting....

10/8/2019 1:58:44 PM jooooody good advice.

10/8/2019 1:59:32 PM jooooody love it.

10/8/2019 2:01:20 PM matthewstover7 Need it on a ringtone & wakeup alarm

10/8/2019 2:02:54 PM gregbcox129  pic.twitter.com/nKWJoIhAEP

10/8/2019 2:03:59 PM bereantype what the heck is "cosmic" TS?

10/8/2019 2:04:00 PM allahuniversal Message 

@malley_pj @zagnett @love4thegameAK @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @hawkgirlinmn @covertress @blsdbe 

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @charmanda9 @RealEyeTheSpy @Keith72256137 @RoubLisa

@queen_khalifia @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse  @OldWiseHermit @NearFelix

10/8/2019 2:07:50 PM petechaos @Intoxicateddino 👀👀👀

10/8/2019 2:10:38 PM roublisa Thank you....wonder if he’s hit a record yet.....can extinguish his light💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/8xetEg5Idy

10/8/2019 2:14:41 PM allahuniversal Clown attempts will (always) fail https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069635494357729280?s=19 …

10/8/2019 2:20:00 PM jrwtsd over in cali pg&e stated they will be cutting power "due to fire dangers" ... literally across Most of the state 🙌👀👀👀🧐🧐🤔🤷♂️

10/8/2019 2:22:04 PM allahuniversal Nothing! pic.twitter.com/GwWZTdqEPZ

10/8/2019 2:22:10 PM candygirlclw Maybe not,..

10/8/2019 2:31:12 PM craigmckain  pic.twitter.com/e4x8PBW5xK

10/8/2019 2:32:03 PM intoxicateddino  pic.twitter.com/3uVh5u3BTh

10/8/2019 2:32:26 PM n7guardiananon lol https://youtu.be/IIiHdXwoGp4 

10/8/2019 2:33:32 PM dustybeck6 A saucer crash landed northern Germany in the 1800s. Right after it got discovered we had our first satellites rockets etc

10/8/2019 2:37:09 PM realdwjones  pic.twitter.com/gmvkhoB9a1

10/8/2019 2:37:45 PM chalmersgilbert we already have bases on Mars and several other planets

10/8/2019 2:41:51 PM maxjr_nc #MAGA pic.twitter.com/nTAghfgBiQ

10/8/2019 2:42:40 PM guesswho_3987 Underwood in the Underworld https://www.thoughtco.com/what-were-the-elysian-fields-in-greek-mythology-116736 …

10/8/2019 2:45:34 PM cowdrickdouglas A portion of the men fail too. So it looks like it's a fair test. Just women have further to go to to get to "passing".

 I went into Orlando (Navy) boot camp in 1981. The women's FINAL requirements were 30 second faster on the mile run, 4 push-ups more than men's 

minimum start.



10/8/2019 2:47:30 PM chapulincolored Hands down, BILL CLINTON.

Kevin Spacey wasn't just friends with WJC, but "studied" him to base his FU character.

10/8/2019 2:48:50 PM gregbcox129 This is gonna be Epic! No one can stop, what is about to happen!

10/8/2019 2:57:47 PM charmanda9 BOOOOOOOOOOOM 🎤👇

@love4thegameAK @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @hawkgirlinmn @covertress @blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA 

@n7guardiananon @zagnett. @HouseofNeptune @RealEyeTheSpy @Keith368me @RoubLisa

@queen_khalifia @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse https://twitter.com/EM_KA_17/status/1181651953488662528 …

10/8/2019 3:00:11 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 first I read reserve marines recalled then not.

 https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-for-activation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-

component-rc-marin …

10/8/2019 3:01:16 PM otr_poppins Did you read the article about that Army Test? If you don’t pass, you don’t advance to anything. You stagnate. It’s a completely different thing.

10/8/2019 3:03:28 PM girlawakeinca Like a Phoenix. No one can stop us. 💫🙏🌎❤️ pic.twitter.com/Ggqj5g66Vt

10/8/2019 3:04:57 PM rawphonegirl This is being censored big time. Thanks for blasting Char!!! Zeldin is stellar NY Rep out on Long Island, so glad to see him getting his warrior on!!! 

Yeah!!! There's hope yet for NY!!! 👏👏👏 https://youtu.be/UwYylCitWbg 

10/8/2019 3:04:59 PM cowdrickdouglas If a male FAILED minimum you didn't start boot camp, you went to the "Intensive Training Battalion". You didn't want to go there. 

  My point was the standard is uniform now, and men are failing it too. No separate standards. The enemy doesn't care about your sex.

10/8/2019 3:05:09 PM chalmersgilbert 1. in the 30's  as for NATO  https://www.nato.int/nato-welcome/index.html … STAR GATE-1 portals and time travel now I have a question maybe you 

can elaborate on this   https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_galacticfederations15.htm …

10/8/2019 3:08:58 PM candygirlclw Me either.

10/8/2019 3:11:19 PM emmadanube The accusations against @POTUS are baseless.

When #FISA documents Plus+ are released, the conspirators won't be able to hold back flood of revelation. The people who've gotten hurt are the 

people of the world/ USA who have been damaged by these Maxi-criminals.

#declass #unredact pic.twitter.com/ugzRcysvvs

10/8/2019 3:12:16 PM blogjam_net January 2017 - = Massive sting operation

10/8/2019 3:14:47 PM otr_poppins It’s not just a Physical Fitness Test, it’s 👉🏻if you do not pass their new test then your Army/Reserve Career just ended. That’s the difference.

10/8/2019 3:15:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Author?

Dig. 

The Assassination of James Forrestal https://www.amazon.com/dp/0967352126/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_TOqNDbDS67VX5 …

10/8/2019 3:16:59 PM greg40617065 PAIN I like it rough!!

10/8/2019 3:17:02 PM emmadanube Just thinking like this: "Pardons" are speculation. What is more likely is the Prosecutors actually need much time to pull together 10 's of 1000's of 

cases? It 's a huge operation.

#theplan #thestorm pic.twitter.com/ywY7TJ6fPw

10/8/2019 3:17:15 PM lissmojo Thank you, M12.

I always wondered why Princeton’s science buildings were on the Forrestal campus.

10/8/2019 3:17:48 PM 1_decided_voter Author:  http://DCDave.com 

10/8/2019 3:18:04 PM candygirlclw There were 3 portal rings over DC on July 4th.

10/8/2019 3:18:58 PM candygirlclw Maybe...good thought

10/8/2019 3:19:04 PM keith369me Interesting that @TheSolariReport did a book review.   https://www.lewrockwell.com/lrc-blog/the-assassination-of-james-forrestal/ …  Catherine has 

spoken quite extensively on the “missing trillions”

10/8/2019 3:19:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many artificial? https://twitter.com/EuroGeosciences/status/1181600388153135104 …

10/8/2019 3:19:33 PM n7guardiananon  https://jamesfetzer.org/2019/08/dc-dave-david-martin-israels-murder-inc-and-the-assassination-of-james-forrestal/ …

10/8/2019 3:20:38 PM annie_amountain I heard a great presentation by Peter Robbins about this topic. Quite amazing story. No doubt he was pushed.

10/8/2019 3:20:51 PM doderohaxtun And we only have one and it’s oddly big.

10/8/2019 3:21:24 PM candygirlclw You can comment.

10/8/2019 3:21:36 PM zack_stone @RichDolan did wonderful job researching forrestal

10/8/2019 3:21:37 PM ursula_1111  https://heresycentral.is/dcdave/npr-pravda/ …

This is a very recent article. Hmm.

10/8/2019 3:21:50 PM yustein And how many are time travel related?

10/8/2019 3:22:11 PM aquarianqueen11 All of them

10/8/2019 3:23:15 PM candygirlclw Oh my!

10/8/2019 3:23:29 PM yustein It is exactly 27% of Earth’s mass. How is that possible? (27 is a sacred number)

10/8/2019 3:23:41 PM keith369me As I have a teenage Starseed that wants to attend Princeton, I have been curious if it is a suitable atmosphere?  I am aware of the Princeton origin of 

the Global Consciousness Project...thank you for sharing this tidbit of information to investigate.

10/8/2019 3:24:00 PM ultramagan0n Hey MJ12, I read a while back there are ancient texts that describe the "arrival" of our moon. Any truth that you know of?

10/8/2019 3:24:43 PM keith369me I figured @covertress would have the answer within 30 seconds 😀

10/8/2019 3:25:24 PM lissmojo Holy God..........More than 1 is artificial???

I’ve barely gotten used to the idea our Moon being artificial!

[Deprogramming us normies is gonna take a longggg time]

10/8/2019 3:25:34 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/IpyKIac83M

10/8/2019 3:25:58 PM kachinagtto I thought the SAME thing when I read this article in my news feed today!

10/8/2019 3:26:19 PM wellscharlene They over sample Democrats

10/8/2019 3:26:26 PM nonlineardarren Saturn is where satan resides, look at that spinning cube at the pole, a Spinning cube you say,yes is do. Its in the OLD testament,Aliens are SATAN and 

his crew,Book of ENOCH

10/8/2019 3:26:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/XevNR53PcR

10/8/2019 3:27:56 PM animaldesatado When do you think alien life will be disclosed? So tired of waiting....

10/8/2019 3:28:19 PM iamyou132 So what happened on Saturn? Was it a meeting place of many diff races, or just one advanced race?

10/8/2019 3:30:20 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/lfMh4Kqgt0

10/8/2019 3:31:52 PM lissmojo I loved Princeton and my roommate worked on that project.  She had a bad experience because the Dean was awful, but things have changed.

Princeton was a place for practical idealists.  [See Robert Mueller.]

And Princeton still is.

10/8/2019 3:32:17 PM stevengibes and I hear the rings of Saturn are artificial as well

10/8/2019 3:34:43 PM madrabbit917  https://dcdave.com/ 

10/8/2019 3:34:48 PM bbobbio71 Are there inhabitants?

If so,  are they under control as we once were with their moons?

How many other star nations are on each moon?



10/8/2019 3:34:52 PM madrabbit917  https://153news.net/view_channel.php?user=DC%20Dave …

10/8/2019 3:35:36 PM lissmojo So the book doesn’t focus on Forrestal’s concerns about ETs? 

 Forrestal’s briefing of JFK, etc?

Should we dig there?

10/8/2019 3:35:40 PM keith369me Are they including comets that now have at least three “engines”.   Will First Disclosure will happen when the number of satellites for those two 

planets drop?

10/8/2019 3:36:27 PM seeker229 Fuck yes. Glad to see professionals doing amazing at their job! No more clown show! I hope they stay safe!

10/8/2019 3:36:38 PM kintu3 That Japanese scientist said that we have them that go 20 times the speed of sound.

10/8/2019 3:37:25 PM bbobbio71 Same Author of all the Children's books?

10/8/2019 3:38:49 PM nun_chucknorris They address this in past tweets. You may find them VERY interesting.

10/8/2019 3:39:05 PM johnmic25959174 Sounds like satellites

10/8/2019 3:40:40 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1181700469288140801?s=19 …

10/8/2019 3:40:47 PM keith369me When touring and asking a lot of questions, I sensed it would be a great option for someone that adeptly utilizes both sides of one’s brain.  My son 

loved the historical/artistic side of the environment as someone that would major in engineering...he’s not the MIT type.

10/8/2019 3:41:11 PM punkbudgie1 E. MICHAEL JONES might be the killer. https://home.solari.com/book-review-the-assassination-of-james-forrestal-by-david-martin/ …

10/8/2019 3:41:22 PM punkbudgie1  https://www.exopolitics.org/kennedys-last-stand-roots-of-jfk-assassination-lie-in-what-he-saw-in-1945/ …

10/8/2019 3:41:22 PM mongrelglory I’m assuming you meant Germany and not Google.  Unless you’re saying Google=Nazis?! 😳😁

10/8/2019 3:41:45 PM charmanda9 Yes. Word to the wise. 👊🤨👍

10/8/2019 3:42:11 PM patriotswegoall 9 (if not more) artificial moons in our solar system, our moon was moved close to Earth by aliens around 12,000 years ago.

10/8/2019 3:42:39 PM realeyethespy He blocks me

10/8/2019 3:42:44 PM keith369me I sensed a more open minded atmosphere rather than a polarized political atmosphere seen on most campus...particularly by staff...any thoughts?

10/8/2019 3:44:44 PM bbobbio71 Our Presenters - Children's Literacy Foundation https://clifonline.org/about/presenters/ …

10/8/2019 3:44:49 PM mongrelglory @covertress I think this is your domain? 😉

10/8/2019 3:44:50 PM allahuniversal That sux. Block should only be used in extreme cases, IMO. Was it something you said?

10/8/2019 3:44:59 PM charmanda9 Indeed.

10/8/2019 3:45:50 PM realeyethespy I just exist.

10/8/2019 3:45:52 PM bdam777 What is Saturn? 

What is the moon? 

Asking for a friend.

10/8/2019 3:46:23 PM allahuniversal Sometimes that's the only requirement for ire

10/8/2019 3:46:28 PM charmanda9 Agreed. Wth. Ppl afraid of eyethespy, mabes?

10/8/2019 3:47:24 PM allahuniversal Could be the case pic.twitter.com/SA9uXkpKBn

10/8/2019 3:48:32 PM 1crazy_toaster Something def big is upon us. Can you feel it? pic.twitter.com/KR9PK3DkNg

10/8/2019 3:49:00 PM lissmojo My father had 2 M.E. degrees from MIT and both sides of his brain worked beautifully.  (Man, could he recite poetry!)

That said, he didn’t think I should go to MIT.

10/8/2019 3:49:00 PM ithadtobeliz and what is their purpose?

10/8/2019 3:50:38 PM bubblesburster Yeeeees do you know how long I've been looking for this song.... And funny enough I have a thread  for this video and I prayed today to get the 

background song for the video and boom.... Here it is! My life is complete. pic.twitter.com/GltyHJtjBZ

10/8/2019 3:50:47 PM keith369me Your father sounds a lot like me. 😀

10/8/2019 3:50:58 PM panicindc_ They will be. 

But dont expect a blanked FISA carpet bomb

10/8/2019 3:51:10 PM panicindc_ *blanket

10/8/2019 3:52:04 PM charmanda9 Interesting catch! I doubt it is the same David Martin. Seems a common name. But good quick search!

10/8/2019 3:52:52 PM katnahat7 Cassini orbited Saturn from 2004 - 2017. In 2017 Cassini was sent into Saturn to take samples of the atmosphere and end its mission.

10/8/2019 3:53:09 PM punkbudgie1  https://jamesfetzer.org/2019/08/dc-dave-david-martin-israels-murder-inc-and-the-assassination-of-james-forrestal/ …

10/8/2019 3:53:16 PM charmanda9 I can. 🚰⚡🚰⚡🚰⚡🚰⚡🚰

10/8/2019 3:53:51 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/love4thegameAK/status/1181703388251058177?s=19 …

10/8/2019 3:54:59 PM linnyt7 He wrote a c&c on the Dreyfuss Affair and Vince Foster that was really interesting.

10/8/2019 3:55:01 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179093980484702209?s=19 …

10/8/2019 3:55:24 PM lissmojo Possibly.  As I said, Princeton attracts idealists.  

Plus everyone there gets “green therapy” from Princeton’s beautiful campus.  

But my Princeton friends are still in for a helluva shock when Q goes mainstream.

10/8/2019 3:55:38 PM linnyt7 But Israel is last, right?

10/8/2019 3:56:29 PM charmanda9 We just need 8kun and we are set! 🍿

10/8/2019 3:56:58 PM 4mydeerone Dontae SandWind Starting to congeal to an Home Eternal at Layer Six...

#Discovered or Appeared to discover!

See past tweets...

#OfLOVE it RaeLEE matter #BTW!!!

#FREETheFAMiLEE

@NASA any Update on JuniperElement release a few weeks ago? Super Important to Long Run #YouAndWE pic.twitter.com/lQszxKOW9b

10/8/2019 3:57:47 PM charmanda9 But srsly. It is like an electrical storm happening right now! ⚡🌩⚡

10/8/2019 3:57:57 PM roublisa 💗💗💗

10/8/2019 3:58:39 PM charmanda9 “I am” you might say? 😉

10/8/2019 4:00:29 PM melleemee  pic.twitter.com/5taqMvlORR

10/8/2019 4:01:16 PM keith369me Clearly education/IQ is not a predictor of putting together this puzzle.  It’s pure open mindedness/external stimulation/location/experiences.  With 

that said my Starseed figured it all out (truth) without Q, just YouTube and lots of curiosity.

10/8/2019 4:02:41 PM avamrogerscom This is an excellent book by Michael E. Salla:

JFK, Forrestal, Eisenhower, MJ-12 ++ pic.twitter.com/pswGASt8if



10/8/2019 4:04:14 PM jrocktigers "Cosmic Charlie, "How do you do?"

Truckin' in style along the avenue

Dum de dum de doodley do

Go on home your mama's calling you

Say you'll come back, when you can

Whenever your airplane happens to land

Maybe I'll be back here too

It all depends on, what's with you" ~ G⚡️D
10/8/2019 4:05:31 PM kindeandtrue All 20 of them?

10/8/2019 4:06:30 PM adsvel Agree.😊

10/8/2019 4:06:45 PM trumping4usa *Spits intelligence juice*

10/8/2019 4:08:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Listen carefully.

This is Alice in Wonderland. https://youtu.be/Jog5Rh-j-MU 

10/8/2019 4:08:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 For good reason.

10/8/2019 4:09:10 PM qdelta10 Unavailable it says.

10/8/2019 4:09:11 PM trumpster5280 The video is unavailable

10/8/2019 4:09:13 PM higherdensitees Video unavailable...

10/8/2019 4:10:00 PM chairmanbrian Shows how long! "suicide" is been used by the government. Forrestal is a great American!

10/8/2019 4:10:01 PM 1crazy_toaster I'm posting possible explanations. We know we're in the shift b/c we are the shift. lols.

10/8/2019 4:10:35 PM bubblesburster Here is the thread....like, RT, and share to your friends. I'd like it to gain some traction....the Ban Shadow on my ACC is crazy! 

https://twitter.com/BubblesBurster/status/1179911306297651200?s=19 …

10/8/2019 4:10:47 PM melleemee I’d like a good direction to go on this subject ... any guidance is appreciated pic.twitter.com/u49zn4z9WM

10/8/2019 4:11:12 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/8/2019 4:11:33 PM do_or_do_notty The video was available just fine for me. Be sure you are clicking down on the description of the video.  Comes right up

10/8/2019 4:12:39 PM preciou20225606 Amen sister..amen!

10/8/2019 4:14:07 PM kindeandtrue Tom Fitton is doing more to expose government corruption than the entire Trump Administration and Congress combined.

10/8/2019 4:15:01 PM fktvis Mad Hatter's Tea Party, more like...

10/8/2019 4:19:36 PM dark2light2019 20 new moons we didn’t know about in our own backyard,Yet we are taking fuzzy images of interstellar black holes? Sure.

10/8/2019 4:19:58 PM itbmeang CLICK THE WORDS AT THE BOTTOM-JUST ABOVE THE BAR pic.twitter.com/R0qkOnul5M

10/8/2019 4:22:08 PM bh2omiamigo intro to the book here

 http://dcdave.com/article5/190525.html …

10/8/2019 4:22:26 PM state1union So this would support my questioning of Democrats with dual citizenship to Israel and the conflicts of interests. Question what brings down the House? 

Their oaths to their secret societies!  Not God & Country.

10/8/2019 4:22:35 PM preciou20225606 Those are not moons, they are artificial. Research this!

10/8/2019 4:23:37 PM preciou20225606 Flat Earth is real. Research this! We live inside a dome. NASA lies.

10/8/2019 4:25:02 PM bh2omiamigo "How did things get so bad? When you assassinate the best and the brightest and use the shriek-o-meter to promote thugs, then thugs is what you 

get. If thugs have the ability to use “bribes and bullets” with impunity, then thugs run countries and international orders." - CAF

10/8/2019 4:25:57 PM jennysue62 I work for the government,  hired under Obama and absolutely LOVE our new president!! Grateful to work for the agency in the executive branch!! 

🇺🇸❤️🙏

10/8/2019 4:26:23 PM kathleen3693693 Thanks for that link ( http://DCDave.com ). Book is online. Never knew Forrestal's body was found with belt around his neck. Lots of folks who know 

too much are offed with the red scarf/belt treatment. Who won WWII? Who REALLY won the war?

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS pic.twitter.com/BC08EazZ1a

10/8/2019 4:29:58 PM kathleen3693693 Yes, it's a very good book and very interesting read.

10/8/2019 4:30:12 PM mongrelglory That’s a really interesting angle on his death! I think there’s a backstory to the creation of Israel that has been hidden from the world (possibly 

involving a deal that was made with ETs).

10/8/2019 4:31:36 PM charmanda9 Yes!!! Ok lemme go check your twit page.

10/8/2019 4:31:40 PM lightson45 Yep.  Someone knew this back in 1977.

10/8/2019 4:33:52 PM ascnd25d All the rings are for sure, hence, lord of the rings, and our current matrix

10/8/2019 4:38:18 PM merorschach I have stockpiled lotion and am planning a weekend of ecstasy when this all drops. Don't judge me. Everybody has their fetishes.

#ProsecutionPorn pic.twitter.com/eMxTix2MTE

10/8/2019 4:39:11 PM jonesy4671 Is there anything going on on saturn??

10/8/2019 4:41:10 PM patriotswegoall Our moon is a spacecraft, has an energy source inside of itself, and can leave on its own power. - Alex Collier

10/8/2019 4:42:05 PM souldredge 😏

10/8/2019 4:42:27 PM asdasd26700831 FF or ET?

10/8/2019 4:46:21 PM laurabusse True

Says more about the blocker than it does about you

10/8/2019 4:50:50 PM scott_rick Is that a Q proof/signal?

10/8/2019 4:51:59 PM jared4liberty AMA soon? 🤞🏻

10/8/2019 4:52:51 PM bbobbio71 Why Thank you!

10/8/2019 4:52:59 PM charmanda9 Oh, what else can you say?

10/8/2019 4:54:49 PM irah_chandler Meh it won't take that long once you get started

10/8/2019 4:58:29 PM brick_airhedred And...Santa Claus. 👁🌟👁

10/8/2019 4:59:29 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

10/8/2019 5:04:37 PM charmanda9 Time is an illusion. You don’t have to wait. 😃

10/8/2019 5:05:22 PM munro_shitposts So what happens when this doesn't occur?

10/8/2019 5:05:53 PM charmanda9 What? My response to you from earlier is missing now!

10/8/2019 5:07:18 PM kathleen3693693 Excellent question. I'm thinking it was a proxy war between two ET factions, using people as pawns...perhaps a depopulation exercise or blood 

sacrifices for Moloch.

10/8/2019 5:07:39 PM trumppallooza And to compensate for his death, they named a aircraft carrier after him to cover it up

10/8/2019 5:12:58 PM patriotswegoall Vid targeted by ALICE?

10/8/2019 5:13:55 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/qqhXmIaZvx

10/8/2019 5:15:49 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/nci5TMSEQi

10/8/2019 5:15:52 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/og7OYc8kUO

10/8/2019 5:16:50 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-lOhi_2eDM … pic.twitter.com/KPnMokTqF3

10/8/2019 5:20:01 PM karbonkoppi 🤔🤗🔥💞

 https://youtu.be/0JgYDXVIc_g 

🔥💞☯👑

10/8/2019 5:20:48 PM toffer_anon_369 Anons know why!

10/8/2019 5:21:13 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/dUx4LbNb52

10/8/2019 5:22:36 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/vubRmIDHg5

10/8/2019 5:22:40 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6e72w3HL4Z

10/8/2019 5:24:51 PM theonevortex cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/8/2019 5:24:59 PM allahuniversal "...This is the Alice In Wonderland approach..." https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1166767230924836864?s=19 …



10/8/2019 5:25:16 PM lbf777 When are the people going to win something other than chemtrails or 5G towers?

2 years ago you mentioned passing out replicators if we forgave you. What happened to that?

This whole thing sounds like another scam.

10/8/2019 5:25:24 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/hqpdzIZfx6

10/8/2019 5:25:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/DlCaVbIvn6

10/8/2019 5:27:40 PM jimbo1wy I relate 234 to Kun.

10/8/2019 5:28:28 PM charmanda9 Miss yer face! pic.twitter.com/dShrgOnuUe

10/8/2019 5:35:28 PM fansblowing3 All 20 of the new “moons”

10/8/2019 5:39:07 PM samsmith0319 The Ring Makers...👀...

10/8/2019 5:45:13 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/KV2j73fXWp

10/8/2019 5:48:52 PM tammyrochester2  https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1181725914096373760?s=20 …

10/8/2019 5:49:01 PM chris22085110 Barr is just doing a review? No prosecution, no justice?

10/8/2019 5:52:30 PM melleemee Xactly

10/8/2019 6:00:36 PM richardhiatt16 Space Stations.. My favorite 🛸👽

10/8/2019 6:01:50 PM winki00000001 hmmm I'm a Anon and I don't know why...

10/8/2019 6:02:28 PM leslieau7 Dolan

But I had to look it up

Should I dig on him also ?

10/8/2019 6:05:56 PM richardhiatt16 Tick Tock 🤣❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

10/8/2019 6:12:05 PM mongrelglory I loved that so much!  The way he called out those reporters! 😘

10/8/2019 6:19:44 PM laurabusse LOL

10/8/2019 6:21:08 PM corstruction ......followed by cloud "I'm not your Dad"😜

10/8/2019 6:22:01 PM weshallrise144k All are artificial.  Does each have a specific mission? Benevolent?

10/8/2019 6:23:54 PM natureg25205942 Yes, from the 90's.

10/8/2019 6:24:59 PM girlawakeinca I’ve sensed it recently. But it’s going down tonight.

10/8/2019 6:27:13 PM weshallrise144k Ding, ding, ding!  Calling @covertress pic.twitter.com/aDbTOxabwH

10/8/2019 6:27:42 PM laurabusse Agree

Pretty sure I read that somewhere a ways back

10/8/2019 6:29:40 PM laurabusse Gotta get rid of the bad guys first

Transparency will prevent that

Don't telegraph to your enemy your plans

#strategy

10/8/2019 6:30:36 PM weshallrise144k Where is she? pic.twitter.com/QCw6RmiGVo

10/8/2019 6:31:51 PM laurabusse First get rid of the bad guys preventing disclosure, tribunals

Then it's safe for disclosure

Disclosure ushers in transparency as 

Disclosure IS transparency

10/8/2019 6:32:04 PM girlawakeinca It’s nights like tonight I wish I had a spouse. Going to meditate more later tonight. 🙏🌎

10/8/2019 6:33:19 PM laurabusse Again with the bellyaching

10/8/2019 6:34:21 PM marnisheppeard I’m not getting any of these videos in New Zealand. Nada.

10/8/2019 6:36:47 PM laurabusse As if that helps LOL

10/8/2019 6:38:14 PM laurabusse ISS?

10/8/2019 6:39:28 PM fansblowing3 I think it means internet information services.  An internet search.  Not sure why that is 234 though 🤷♀️

10/8/2019 6:39:43 PM mongrelglory I think other work has her occupied today. 😁

10/8/2019 6:39:59 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Y'all know anything about any massive power outages in California, school closings, etc.?

10/8/2019 6:45:05 PM melbourne_3000 Proofs keep coming, our man Fitton has been read in.

#ThankQ 😎

10/8/2019 6:46:18 PM ab36913 I love our President!  ❤️❤️❤️💥💥💥❤️❤️❤️💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/lMsQOIuQ9F

10/8/2019 6:47:39 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/CiairmkC0y

10/8/2019 6:49:02 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/fOEQTJV_3-w 

10/8/2019 6:50:47 PM melbourne_3000 Ever considered the administration is working through those like Tom Fitton 🤔

There is a method to the madness, we will say it again...

#TrustThePlan😊

#BestPresidentEver45 🇺🇸

10/8/2019 6:51:55 PM n7guardiananon 💖💖💖 When you meditate you are not alone😉😉😉

10/8/2019 6:52:40 PM nsa_qil2 Creepy

10/8/2019 6:52:41 PM abstract1dea Gathering power pic.twitter.com/idjqFJs0KB

10/8/2019 6:52:47 PM laurabusse How do all those moons not bump into each other and explode

10/8/2019 6:54:13 PM girlawakeinca Ahhh thank you for the reminder Brian. Love you brother ❤️

10/8/2019 6:54:14 PM n7guardiananon hahaha...there is that potential...

10/8/2019 6:54:20 PM laurabusse Where did the moon go??

It left on its own power

😂

10/8/2019 6:55:27 PM laurabusse True

10/8/2019 6:57:30 PM girlawakeinca I think @NSA_QIL2 meant what’s going on...not the meditation. We are a close fam. ❤️🙏💫

10/8/2019 6:58:06 PM girlawakeinca What?? @charmanda9 can you post again?

10/8/2019 7:00:12 PM n7guardiananon I follow paths of thought...nobody wants to play "just the tip" the mind game with random strangers in the cosmos

10/8/2019 7:01:04 PM aarongarrity Exodus.

10/8/2019 7:01:16 PM lady_night_fury 👍 Trump in the Swamp = Alice in Wonderland

10/8/2019 7:01:21 PM nsa_qil2 Ima need my tinfoil brain condoms back ...

10/8/2019 7:03:04 PM n7guardiananon lol...if it had a catchy name, you know AJ would be marketing that on the website

10/8/2019 7:06:08 PM mongrelglory Corey Goode talks about how some of the inner Earth people like to watch individuals while they’re living their lives.  I always wondered “while we’re 

in the bathroom?”

10/8/2019 7:07:17 PM mongrelglory What?

10/8/2019 7:11:16 PM n7guardiananon comparable to dog owners actively watching their dog take a shit

10/8/2019 7:15:42 PM mongrelglory My cats demand privacy for their business.

10/8/2019 7:16:03 PM egelone Why he is not eligible? thanks

10/8/2019 7:17:20 PM mongrelglory Mind you... they don’t view me as their superior...

10/8/2019 7:18:03 PM laurabusse Even when you don't meditate you are never alone ♥️♥️♥️

10/8/2019 7:19:03 PM mongrelglory I tweet, therefore I am...

10/8/2019 7:19:47 PM karim14324301 We may need to force the Q  https://youtu.be/iFLEJs-nFcI  via @YouTube @SSG_PAIN @RaeAnon @Electra661 @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs 

@Tank92007670 @AnonMonkeyMan1 @BarbMc19 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @angie_carpediem @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @John_F_Kennnedy



10/8/2019 7:20:16 PM mongrelglory We all are.  God.

10/8/2019 7:21:39 PM laurabusse My cats seem to wait til I'm watching them outside to do their business

10/8/2019 7:21:49 PM mongrelglory Perfect as always Laura!

10/8/2019 7:22:43 PM laurabusse  https://images.app.goo.gl/KTRtGy3s3xtbRJhE6 …

10/8/2019 7:25:11 PM lightwitness Yes

10/8/2019 7:25:16 PM mongrelglory Funny!

10/8/2019 7:26:19 PM n7guardiananon somehow that is even a little more creepy...lol

but understandable

10/8/2019 7:28:00 PM laurabusse Yes very!!!!!!

10/8/2019 7:28:24 PM charmanda9 And they sure did shut the bleep up!

10/8/2019 7:29:35 PM charmanda9 Can you tell us a teensy bit you’re seeing?

10/8/2019 7:29:55 PM taratantara I remember reading about that as well... It referred to a “time before the moon”. https://www.historydisclosure.com/there-was-a-time-when-the-

moon-did-not-exist/ …

10/8/2019 7:30:09 PM laurabusse The only explanation for everything that makes any sense to me

10/8/2019 7:30:52 PM charmanda9 LOL

10/8/2019 7:31:18 PM mynardpamela USMC being called to DC could be a hint. 🤷♀️

10/8/2019 7:31:48 PM laurabusse 😘

10/8/2019 7:31:51 PM charmanda9 Hahaha 😆 pic.twitter.com/KTBLgQ3olS

10/8/2019 7:33:28 PM n7guardiananon very nice pic.twitter.com/czEYWjMrbl

10/8/2019 7:33:47 PM serdarargic The NME was a mistake.

10/8/2019 7:34:06 PM mongrelglory And yet, we persist.  There’s just too many of us to stop!  We’re like ants.

10/8/2019 7:34:25 PM tyetyler1 The First Public Contact. pic.twitter.com/FB2RSqHN4A

10/8/2019 7:34:39 PM laurabusse Becoming more aware of our connection with everyone and everything

Stuff Abraham Hicks says

It's extremely comforting...

10/8/2019 7:35:17 PM charmanda9 I found it only by scrolling down in my comments. https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1181694192063524864?s=21 …

10/8/2019 7:35:26 PM girlawakeinca I agree ❤️

10/8/2019 7:35:27 PM irah_chandler The earth is shaped like a potato

10/8/2019 7:36:23 PM charmanda9 😆🤣😁

10/8/2019 7:37:03 PM charmanda9 😆

10/8/2019 7:38:05 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/XhYPX4BoBD

10/8/2019 7:38:05 PM laurabusse LOL

Abraham likes to say

When you hear voices in your head it's usually your mother

10/8/2019 7:41:24 PM charmanda9 Aww look at the sad lil kek olive. He sad cause he is sunken into a glass of pineal gland calcification juice.

10/8/2019 7:42:05 PM laurabusse Same here

Only it took me decades to silence that screaming voice in my head

First I had to realize it was her

Then it took me another 20 or 30 yrs to forgive

10/8/2019 7:42:12 PM nschlange Yeah I see that, but really how dumb do they think we are? We didn't buy the polls during the 2016 election, we're a bit smarter now so why would we 

buy them now? SMH

10/8/2019 7:42:48 PM charmanda9 Debbie is 👀 stuff go down over there tho.

10/8/2019 7:43:54 PM ultramagan0n that's exactly what I remember now that you mention it

10/8/2019 7:45:23 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/mgbkgJVowX

10/8/2019 7:47:04 PM luxdefiance Quite on point there Dr Manhattan. Your profile reminds me of a series of accounts that appeared on FB a few years back, promoting red pills in its 

infancy.

10/8/2019 7:47:19 PM girlawakeinca So far so good. ❤️

10/8/2019 7:50:12 PM y0_y0 Still many mind numb mass media zombies out there. They just look desperate and I love it.

10/8/2019 7:50:40 PM girlawakeinca Schools are suddenly closed tomorrow as of 2 hrs ago. Napa area schools will be closed the rest of the week. PG&E, Cal OES, & water company all 

notified us about power & water being turned off.

10/8/2019 7:53:01 PM mynardpamela Wow!  Will we hear anything about it or will this be kept hush hush?

10/8/2019 7:54:33 PM roxi_usa I can recite every single word. 

#ThePlan

10/8/2019 7:54:52 PM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/girlawakeinca/status/1181763881955254272?s=21 …

10/8/2019 7:55:59 PM mongrelglory How did they justify the need for the water to be turned off Debbie!  I hope that’s short-lived!

10/8/2019 8:01:20 PM girlawakeinca I’ll try @ post some of the BS letters my water & PG&E shared...will have to be a bit later. 💫

10/8/2019 8:01:50 PM girlawakeinca We’re the movie 🎥

10/8/2019 8:07:02 PM winklerburke Explains much.  Lots of preachers do this... fast talking nonsense, too fast for brain to compute, crazy stream of consciousness without true conscience 

or morals... it is an affront (or rape) to the brain & soul. So sad, but good to know the con!

10/8/2019 8:11:41 PM rawphonegirl I was going to say break out the candles, cards and the board games but a week? Are you prepared?

10/8/2019 8:16:08 PM lissmojo Did you by any chance serve in WWII ?

10/8/2019 8:17:47 PM corstruction My heart goes out to you.  You are being made an example of.  My state [IL] is next.  You are opening the nations eyes.

10/8/2019 8:19:48 PM ab36913 Debbie, you are welcome to come stay with me for as long as you need...please keep that in mind if the water situation get outta hand. I know I am 

not that close to you but you are family!  I love you bunches. 💗💗💗

10/8/2019 8:20:32 PM corstruction Meant for Debbie...sorry.  I am terrible with responds and retweets. 😬

10/8/2019 8:21:20 PM lou_gatz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 :FULL disclosure including alien contact and ........

Be advised the public would not have preconceived fears if not for the effects of the us government.

10/8/2019 8:25:30 PM allahuniversal The cure : pic.twitter.com/lA0CtXkqVW

10/8/2019 8:25:56 PM girlawakeinca I love you too April & sincerely appreciate your offer. We are fam ❤️🙏. 

PS We took this pic in SF this weekend when we took the Chinese exchange students who are with us. Sending ❤️ right back to you. 

pic.twitter.com/MDSQI5ixvy

10/8/2019 8:26:56 PM ab36913 💝💝💝

10/8/2019 8:28:40 PM girlawakeinca Thank you @Corstruction. We are all in this together & together we will stand tall. I just followed you so we can compare notes whenever the 

whatever happens. 🙏❤️💫 pic.twitter.com/LV0a22jolb

10/8/2019 8:33:46 PM nurseniceyes  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Martin_(journalist) …

10/8/2019 8:35:04 PM girlawakeinca I’ve been ready for over a year. Had my ear to the ground. If it’s long, it won’t be fun, but big in...we can. 🙏💫❤️

10/8/2019 8:35:37 PM nurseniceyes He is actually controlled opposition

10/8/2019 8:35:43 PM girlawakeinca Bug in. Spellwrecker at it again 😋

10/8/2019 8:36:35 PM girlawakeinca Especially if it’s in the name of Q. We are ready. pic.twitter.com/kARl6NqJ4I

10/8/2019 8:42:19 PM rawphonegirl 👊👊👊💞💞💞💯💯💯 pic.twitter.com/9S0vuAJGng

10/8/2019 8:45:29 PM girlawakeinca Here’s the most recent from the water company...they’re “partnering” with PG&E. Fancy that? I smell a rat. 

 https://www.eid.org/Home/Components/News/News/3150/167 …



10/8/2019 8:56:29 PM allahuniversal Read: EID has in its history not forseen the need for a Power backup plan in case they were to ever lose power to its 170 connections to PG&E. But it's 

OK, just trust that everyone will use less water if access to both power and water are lost.

Smh

 https://www.eid.org/customers/pg-e-public-safety-power-shutoff-psps … pic.twitter.com/iqWfbCtRe7

10/8/2019 9:00:48 PM rickyroehr A whistleblower it’s not someone who hides in the shadows. A whistleblower is someone who courageously steps forward, risking their life or at least 

their career. “This“ whistleblower is just gossip.

10/8/2019 9:01:55 PM girlawakeinca Yep 👆👆👆

Partners in the swamp is what I think. I’ve attended & spoke up at quite a few of their Board meetings. Complete apathy, they cut my timed response 

short. 😑

10/8/2019 9:07:53 PM werascending Oh my, I knew where this was going!!! I so knew it!!!

10/8/2019 9:08:04 PM allahuniversal Utility companies IMO are all in on it (DOE problems?). I'm finding it really hard to believe that they don't have backup power, at the least in a limited 

capacity. Presumably onsite employees live locally and will be affected too, can't love their bosses right now

10/8/2019 9:09:29 PM brookshunter12 Now that is the right question.

10/8/2019 9:09:49 PM werascending You are probably so right! How would anyone us really know that! Great thinking! 👏👏👏

10/8/2019 9:15:17 PM covertress Reread past tweets.

It's all there.

10/8/2019 9:27:35 PM covertress This is War

10/8/2019 9:29:02 PM wearediamonds2 Terrible 😡

10/8/2019 9:37:53 PM girlawakeinca At Safeway. Water Aisle sold out. Think somethings up? pic.twitter.com/Q3tMhai8JH

10/8/2019 9:40:02 PM covertress Author?

[They] are attempting to rewrite history. 

True, F was against the formation of the state of Israel, but his assassination was an inside job.

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1153290225893957632?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/YpYghDD6mK

10/8/2019 9:43:51 PM patriotswegoall Time for 045 to deploy the MPs.

10/8/2019 9:49:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mocking Liddle Adam Schiff (Pedo running Kangaroo Court)

This is going to be a bang bang bang next few weeks.

Are you enjoying the show? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kklab2KwyRk …

10/8/2019 9:51:12 PM rx8bob Video unavailable?

10/8/2019 9:51:30 PM qanonnewz 😎🍿

10/8/2019 9:53:51 PM jimchillerhvac Why doesn't a reporter ask President Trump why he calls him Liddle

10/8/2019 9:54:03 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1181791406077161472?s=19 …

10/8/2019 9:55:09 PM lissmojo DEFINITELY Princeton material!!

10/8/2019 10:00:20 PM grahamthornton1 No its not lol

10/8/2019 10:00:47 PM greg40617065 Those guys where having so much fun tonight I could tell! It should rest everyone’s anxiety because that was a victory lap!

10/8/2019 10:05:13 PM covertress "If it weren't for double standards, Democrats would have no standards at all." - Joe Digenova

🤣😂🤣

10/8/2019 10:05:32 PM enomai_ Very interesting post.

I give it two thumbs up.

10/8/2019 10:08:02 PM dontask97215849 I just opened it

10/8/2019 10:08:41 PM amoqmore Oh yes... 🍿 🍿 🍿 🍿

10/8/2019 10:17:26 PM gi6stars I thought the same things. 

They know way more good news that they are not telling us. Yet.🤔

10/8/2019 10:21:32 PM lissmojo Best Laura Ingraham show EVER !!!

10/8/2019 10:31:29 PM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/WRT9poiKaa

10/8/2019 10:34:39 PM azuremagus One new so six, (best guess).

10/8/2019 10:36:10 PM lbf777 Not really since politics is all a scripted, fake show. We got problems that need fixing. No time for a fake show.

10/8/2019 10:46:46 PM dougpleasants Let's not forget the Standard Hotel..... https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/03/13/looks-like-meats-back-on-the-menu-boys-hogghunting-now-tied-to-

thestandardhotel-guncontrol-2ndamendment/ …

10/8/2019 10:58:41 PM lioness4truth  pic.twitter.com/tzTLkHQLGo

10/8/2019 11:03:36 PM mongrelglory What about hospitals?  They need a lot of water for their operations and patients!

10/8/2019 11:12:20 PM girlawakeinca Is it me or is this hard to find on MSM? The only things I know are via phone, text & here. So I haven't heard anything about Sonoma County except for 

what is posted at PG& http://E.com 

10/8/2019 11:22:02 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26

10/8/2019 11:22:06 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/8/2019 11:45:43 PM cat_scaredy Eisenhower is not a good example of a need to know President.  He was a 5star General and The Supreme Commander of The Allied Forces in WW2. Re 

read MJ tweets on him. pic.twitter.com/QXtzqdVV44

10/9/2019 12:01:25 AM karbonkoppi 🙏🤗🔥💞

yes,

we must examine ourselves as individuals,

and find a better us.

disregard history for now,

because now is all that matters.

people get so stuck on this + that,

ignoring the fact that most human beings are as much to blame for the world as their leaders are.

🔥💞☯👑

10/9/2019 12:07:55 AM karbonkoppi 🙏🤗🔥💞

the cons,

the children starving to death,

the pedophiles,

the glorification of sex and money over all things,

the willing slaves human beings have become,

even though tHEARTh provides all food + a home for free.

all of it must change for human beings to survive.

🔥💞☯👑

10/9/2019 12:32:09 AM mongrelglory Hah!  I just re-tweeted that.  I almost wonder if they had someone writing their "one-liners" tonight.  They sure were enjoying themselves! 😁

10/9/2019 1:21:39 AM kimmeykim1 This segment was unbelievable!  Truth bombs dropping everywhere 😮

10/9/2019 1:34:43 AM wendykayebkup Lol. Yup!! pic.twitter.com/uXYKTtmdAI

10/9/2019 2:17:39 AM adsvel O, yeah!😂👍🍿 pic.twitter.com/8dplFbR50O

10/9/2019 2:31:19 AM you2iam a must see!!!

10/9/2019 2:42:23 AM ben93099698 Only if you have a Need To Know.



10/9/2019 3:06:46 AM karina89350882 So true!!! WE give the Leaders "permission" because WE The People do Nothing! So from a "higher" perspective it must seem that we "Like" what is 

going on. BUT what must be seen too is, that we were lied and tricked all the time and just few SEE THE TRUTH

10/9/2019 3:07:08 AM keith369me I am Gen X

10/9/2019 3:28:10 AM annettajensen6 Now it's time to order the 🍿 

but not quite time to consume it. 😊

10/9/2019 3:49:00 AM samsmith0319 Yes...Bang...Bang...Bang...This was a great show last night...🍿👀🍿

10/9/2019 3:51:53 AM ercwilder95 Looking forward to the show.

10/9/2019 3:59:36 AM punkbudgie1 Alice -HRC 

Wonderland ( the bloody wonderland) Saudi Arabia

10/9/2019 4:21:55 AM linnyt7 Yes. Very much so, thanks.

10/9/2019 4:27:49 AM nea_storm 3+3+3+3+3+3+9+9 = 9 Creator (Genesis 1:26) Navigator 

 https://getyarn.io/yarn-clip/4094b6db-5850-4efe-adb2-75c4ea07ef90 … pic.twitter.com/padqrzyOhI

10/9/2019 4:47:03 AM richard07759712 So, they let Comey off the hook?

10/9/2019 4:49:37 AM burgersandra “This is gonna be a bang bang couple of weeks” - Joe Digenova on Laura 10/8/19

Joe- bang, bang

MJ12 - bang, bang, bang

😀

10/9/2019 4:50:22 AM kindeandtrue Watching powerful rich men hurling insults at each other is not my idea of fun.

10/9/2019 5:03:20 AM mscronkat I get the feeling he is part of The Plan=(public awareness)

10/9/2019 5:05:39 AM gregcombs17 Who else said Bang Bang Bang ?  Joe DiGenova last night on Laura Ingram’s show. Interesting how he said it. Pay attention folks

10/9/2019 5:06:49 AM kindeandtrue Rather, Tom is a American civilian who believes in taking action and not passively trusting in a plan and sitting back to enjoy the show and eat popcorn 

and retweet a few memes.

10/9/2019 5:09:28 AM a3auntie  pic.twitter.com/7ikAMGhjx4

10/9/2019 5:56:18 AM jslabonik First thing I thought of. CBD AND /OR MEDICAL MARIJUANA.  Some friend's have found relief with hard to treat problems.  Good luck.

10/9/2019 6:15:02 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1180912743928467456?s=19 …

10/9/2019 6:18:58 AM animaldesatado ummm what proof did he gave of being an alien?

10/9/2019 6:22:30 AM aleks8837 🍿

10/9/2019 6:44:45 AM robin_ked No thinking American believes the LIES of #FakeNews msm

utter BS💩💩💩 pic.twitter.com/UE1nawE5ZR

10/9/2019 6:44:47 AM 313looper #TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/WIzDS1ZCfa

10/9/2019 6:52:36 AM patriotchick8 Are you deliberately misinterpreting what part of this is “the show”?

10/9/2019 6:55:32 AM tangobravomike 🍿✅

10/9/2019 7:04:37 AM cali19891 No. It is not flat. Great comparison.

10/9/2019 7:10:16 AM honeybager5 can’t help you while you’re sealed in an echo chamber of disinformation

10/9/2019 7:13:00 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/3wxyN3z9PL4 

10/9/2019 7:13:07 AM _369311119 Love the show!

10/9/2019 7:23:45 AM allahuniversal Well now, what is it then?

10/9/2019 7:24:28 AM purple3hadow Look how jovial and confident they are! Speaks volumes!!

10/9/2019 7:29:51 AM vonyugen Those with white hats don’t always wear them in public

10/9/2019 7:35:30 AM mzmollyanna When up becomes down, people believe lies.

10/9/2019 7:41:57 AM robin_ked #DeepState is Up #SchittsCreek💩 pic.twitter.com/3iQNguP4qd

10/9/2019 7:44:58 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/DDtlY1JcsX

10/9/2019 7:45:05 AM robin_ked Yup Ratz can run but noWhere to go but #GITMO pic.twitter.com/HsQX74I6Kx

10/9/2019 7:47:14 AM robin_ked #DECLAS pic.twitter.com/oSxLXsyx0e

10/9/2019 7:47:19 AM aspennmax64_l #WeAreNotAlone 😉🤗😍

10/9/2019 7:49:50 AM robin_ked #LockHerUp

#LockThemAllUp pic.twitter.com/jOhqnqoeZd

10/9/2019 7:50:41 AM roublisa Oh my

10/9/2019 7:52:59 AM roublisa #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/9/2019 7:55:09 AM robin_ked #DECLAS 💣💥 pic.twitter.com/jJoAuPGTHG

10/9/2019 7:55:26 AM roublisa Whoa blast from the past 💗💗💗

10/9/2019 8:14:37 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/qSI3SbN5Gm

10/9/2019 8:26:14 AM blsdbe If only I could give the gift of Vipassana to the ENTIRE HUMAN POPULATION...

10/9/2019 8:27:44 AM blsdbe Especially the ones that are orbiting ‘backwards’... pic.twitter.com/C1kSBUvIo2

10/9/2019 8:34:52 AM robin_ked Clone HildaBeast 😡 pic.twitter.com/brjIgXAAUO

10/9/2019 8:36:36 AM numberonepal Saturn is the keystone.

10/9/2019 8:37:51 AM numberonepal And Saturn used to be much more prominent in our skies.

10/9/2019 8:41:16 AM liltilgerlil Brb baby girl got zapped in the nose by a bee. It’s a tragedy, she’s so upset. Lol pic.twitter.com/NTe29BClYO

10/9/2019 8:57:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence that when the Durham/Barr investigation is announced that it'll be expanded, remaining 50 troops removed from Syria, White House 

refuses to comply with a non-vote/closes impeachment hoax, all of a sudden Turkey "invades" Syria?

These people are sick.

10/9/2019 8:58:40 AM 1_decided_voter If only someone could connect all these coincidences into a digestible narrative so normal people could understand why they AREN'T coincidences...

10/9/2019 8:59:45 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/MhSi5hDn89

10/9/2019 9:00:54 AM covertress Quite perceptive, @MongrelGlory. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1181947039032188928?s=19 …

10/9/2019 9:01:05 AM roublisa So perfect👍

10/9/2019 9:01:44 AM keith369me Now that’s funny. I’ve been through every kind of information imaginable including a ton of CNN, FOX, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, etc. When I started seeking 

non-traditional sources of information (thousands), it became clear that those traditional sources were the true lying echo chamber.

10/9/2019 9:02:12 AM stelly_alice Not a coincidence. Obama and crew desperate to start a war to make it look like our GENIUS PRESIDENT doesn’t know what he’s doing. They are the 

idiots. President has been around the world more than once or twice!

10/9/2019 9:03:14 AM covertress Some factions never change.

10/9/2019 9:05:55 AM keith369me Listening to multi hour interviews with “less educated” people incapable of lying about what they saw with their own eyes on a single particular subject 

vs someone “educated” (indoctrinated) reading off of a TelePrompTer script.  Who to believe, lol.  Was fooled long enough.

10/9/2019 9:07:03 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 9:08:26 AM keith369me Bottom line, if the same subject (mantra) is repeated constantly, it is to drill it in our brains regardless of the truthfulness of that mantra.

10/9/2019 9:12:56 AM keith369me Temper tantrums...the Deepstate is just like a small child that doesn’t want to take their medicine.

10/9/2019 9:14:43 AM surfing123456 W T F I mean damn pretty predictable unfortunately

10/9/2019 9:19:06 AM mgodfrey99 So NK didn't pan out so they use Turkey.

10/9/2019 9:19:10 AM lilangels44 Fantastic interview to funny and very telling!!!!👍😁🇺🇸🍿🍿🍿



10/9/2019 9:20:07 AM honeybager5 The fallacy of your assertion is found in the truthfulness of Volkers testimony, the truthfulness of the mueller report, the clear betrayal of our Kurdish 

allies, the utter weakness of our president interacting with dictators, and the endless gaslighting of the conman’s chorus

10/9/2019 9:23:54 AM inevitable_et Well that's a lie. He doesn't EVER just Block because you "exist". Why smear his character? What could you possibly gain?

10/9/2019 9:24:16 AM christi23042050 Followed all!! IFB 🇺🇸❤️🙏😄

10/9/2019 9:24:28 AM keith369me Did you read Volker’s whole testimony in entirety, in context or are you making this assertion second hand from TV sound bites? How about Mueller 

testimony...I saw a broken old man embarrass himself.  He didn’t write that report, his brain was too fried to speak in full sentences

10/9/2019 9:26:21 AM keith369me The president betrayed our Kurdish allies?  Do you really think Turkey decided to move into Syria based on the removal of 50 troops?  Might want to 

rethink who the con man is and who’s being conned.

10/9/2019 9:26:32 AM laurabusse He's just sayin! ☺️

10/9/2019 9:30:23 AM charmanda9 Yeah, he’s not smearing anyone. 💛

10/9/2019 9:31:05 AM wildgame_horn Does Trump have the power to dissolve the CIA?

10/9/2019 9:40:18 AM karma4event201 I will make certain it doesn't happen again.

10/9/2019 9:41:33 AM sterkinglights1 😅🤔🤪

10/9/2019 9:42:11 AM keith369me You nailed it 👀

10/9/2019 9:42:13 AM sharlenerougea1 Boom boom couple of weeks to come. 👏👏👏

10/9/2019 9:45:19 AM laurabusse Absolutely best line in the video LOLOL

10/9/2019 9:50:42 AM bbobbio71 cosmic bumpers

10/9/2019 9:52:19 AM girlawakeinca Followed you too 💫

10/9/2019 9:54:54 AM honeybager5 Turkey knew better than to attack US troops . . . and would have never done so if the troops were still there

10/9/2019 9:55:08 AM yustein Don’t worry about Turkey, its operation will be limited. Turkish President is visiting Trump in a months time. All is under control, Turkey is a NATO ally, 

read President’s tweet about this. Turkey is not going to let any terrorists use northern Syria next to its borders.

10/9/2019 9:57:37 AM honeybager5 Yes, I did and it’s very damning . . . the text messages are even more damning.  

I don’t care who wrote the mueller report, it’s been well corroborated . . . Most recently by a bipartisan senate intel panel. 

Sounds like you’re taking your talking points from the WH

10/9/2019 10:00:57 AM keith369me Orange man bad.  Orange man made it happen.  Orange man made Turkey move troops into Syria.  What exactly are they fighting over?  If you knew 

this answer, you’d know why it happened and not just Orange man bad.

10/9/2019 10:04:06 AM angeladeangelo and NPR strokes fears claiming I S IS prisoners will have easier time escaping Kurds prisons, abut 60,000 was the number reported.

10/9/2019 10:05:07 AM fansblowing3 Turkey is controlled by 322?  That means Fathullah Gulen is a white hat?  Erdogan being black.

10/9/2019 10:08:51 AM knightofmaltaus Here is an interesting item none of you have viewed or know about. Enjoy. 

@terran_sol

@JRockTigers

@DJLOK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tsoukalos

 https://e-catworld.com/2019/10/09/the-admiral-thomas-wilson-document-secrets-of-ufo-cover-up-revealed-ufo-researcher/ …

10/9/2019 10:09:31 AM debbiea43922131 Hello Alice ( Hillary)

Her Wonderland 

Epstein Island

Adam and Ted 

Standard Hotel 

Where Pets Are Allowed

These Misfits want to Control you!

They want you Unarmed!

Never Give Up! pic.twitter.com/zjZsBeV19X
10/9/2019 10:10:24 AM laurabusse LOL

10/9/2019 10:10:36 AM unicorncodes1 You forget that  not all of us in Cali are supporting the DS BS. Many of us want suppressed technology released. Hoping this shit will wake another huge 

batch up from their trance! #bypasspge

10/9/2019 10:12:00 AM debbiea43922131 Take the Red Pill

Escape Wonderland

10/9/2019 10:17:34 AM keith369me You’re projecting.  I watched the fully Mueller testimony...it was that painful to watch his utter incompetence.  He was a shell of his former self.  My 

eyes, my observation, my words.  Did you watch?

10/9/2019 10:21:55 AM keith369me Again what crime did he commit worthy of a 2+ year shutdown of government operations?  Now we’re into Ukraine...trying to impeach him again.  

Again, what crime?  The children of Pelosi, Kerry, Biden and close associates of Romney all received $$$ via Ukraine natural gas.

10/9/2019 10:22:38 AM keith369me Is this not even worthy of a look after years of investigating Trump on what?

10/9/2019 10:22:51 AM nixontweets No part of this is the show. With spiritual warfare, never become so /comfy/ that you turn into a spectator.

10/9/2019 10:28:34 AM keith369me To what text messages are you referring to?  Strozk/Page?  They were damming...please let me know if you were referring to something else because 

I’m not sure what it is

10/9/2019 10:32:52 AM keith369me My apologies, I’ve been dealing with a family member that can’t see the difference between a policy position and a personal bias. If I state a policy, this 

family member thinks it’s good if Obama implemented it but bad if Trump implemented the same policy.  That’s not you, right?

10/9/2019 10:33:48 AM usss_211 75%

10/9/2019 10:35:52 AM patriotchick8 Ok, I get what you’re saying. I see it as it’s something we have all been waiting to see happen.

10/9/2019 10:37:01 AM karina89350882 Sick, evil and  dangerous on the one hand, BUT on the hand they are desperate and loosing it all - and they know…..

10/9/2019 10:41:46 AM rebornkingent You are right. Bait them into trying so hard to beat him, this whole system destroys itself. Perfect Kali Yuga. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did say the republicans 

are next to be cleaned out. Two political crime families. It’s all got to go. They are now battling over jailtime vs execution.

10/9/2019 10:42:42 AM ravisingkeegan We trust Q.

We surely cannot trust Majestic 12 who has been working against us for so long, albeit for our own good.

Only now under new management are they on our side.

10/9/2019 10:43:48 AM mongrelglory I don't know.  It's a pretty complex geo-political situation in that area, with a lot of Deep State operatives/mercenaries stirring the pot from what I 

understand...

10/9/2019 10:50:28 AM thekanehb That makes sense

10/9/2019 10:51:14 AM honeybager5 Dude . . . consider the context . . . text messages between Volker, Sondlan, and Taylor.  Doesn’t get much more clear that trump was extorting dirt on 

Biden in exchange for our military aid

10/9/2019 11:02:35 AM state1union They’ve been holding our Military hostage there long enough.

10/9/2019 11:03:17 AM nixontweets Thanks. Facts are why I could never trusted Trump. It's sad to see so many decent people placing 'necessary disinfo' & faith in an anonymous narrative 

above even the facts themselves.

From Probably Alexandra. Great material on her channel. https://youtu.be/681bLMXwL_A 



10/9/2019 11:03:49 AM kindeandtrue Gulen is more likely a CIA-controlled front for the Zionists.

Kurdistan would be a lovely addition to the Greater Israel Project.

10/9/2019 11:06:15 AM kindeandtrue Turkey will be delighted to have the honors in blowing up the 🐍🐍🐍.

10/9/2019 11:06:27 AM rachel51133697  pic.twitter.com/lbqwHLypTw

10/9/2019 11:11:09 AM keith369me Let’s say I agree with you and this should be investigated.  Do you think Biden, when says on videotape multiple times that he held back aid until his 

son’s Ukrainian prosecutor was fired...shouldn’t be investigated as well?  I believe in equal treatment under the law, do you?

10/9/2019 11:16:25 AM djlok Maybe in a previous life?

10/9/2019 11:16:58 AM honeybager5 Every one was on board for firing shokun . . . and one of the triggering reasons was his failure to investigate Burismo.

10/9/2019 11:17:24 AM djlok Reason I ask is bc I think we've been fighting these Nazis for a VERY long time!!!

10/9/2019 11:18:49 AM animaldesatado i went to that site but there’s only audio of an english woman saying names 😂😂😂

10/9/2019 11:20:39 AM keith369me David, to the best of my knowledge I haven’t had an Earth incarnation in a very long time.  I suspect since the days of Lemuria.

10/9/2019 11:23:07 AM honeybager5 Hunter Biden clearly leverages name equity for profit . . . and Joe’s too much of softy with his kids.  Result = bad optics and opportunism for trump.

10/9/2019 11:25:29 AM karbonkoppi 🙏🤗🔥💞

10/9/2019 11:27:58 AM keith369me Again, based on Bidens own words, should this be investigated?  Let me help you, if the answer is no, you are picking teams and not looking objectively 

at why the VPs drug addict, recently dishonorably discharged son was being paid $50K a month by Burisma as a “consultant”

10/9/2019 11:31:19 AM keith369me Clinton Foundation got more donations while she was Sec of State than both before and after.   “It’s pay to play...don’t be naive”.   A Democratic 

Representative said this line to me when I questioned the description of my job’s PAC to secure a contract.  This is no different

10/9/2019 11:31:54 AM yustein You are misinformed.

10/9/2019 11:32:01 AM keith369me Name?  You seriously believe that?  Got a bridge to sell you.

10/9/2019 11:32:52 AM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1182000499891081216?s=21 …

10/9/2019 11:33:06 AM johnsville14 17

10/9/2019 11:45:14 AM keith369me If that’s the case, why would he be in the military in the first place rather than connecting royalties off of his name?  Equal justice under the law or only 

justice for those you don’t like?  Which is it?  Sadly, sounds like the latter for you.

10/9/2019 11:55:33 AM karina89350882 And what the h...… is Lindsey Graham doing? Bad Actor for the good or good Actor for the Evil?

10/9/2019 11:56:34 AM synackstatic Who is Stuart Symington?

10/9/2019 11:57:36 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/BSwkjt5C1s

10/9/2019 11:57:52 AM jared4liberty Storms here?

10/9/2019 11:58:43 AM cjcole1985  pic.twitter.com/7GoWOmyW2n

10/9/2019 11:59:15 AM downinthesouth1 #TheStormIsHere

10/9/2019 11:59:17 AM hawkgirlinmn The storm is HERE ☔💨☔💨🌪

10/9/2019 12:00:01 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/k2z25Q9zQw

10/9/2019 12:00:38 PM hawkgirlinmn #UnsealEpstein

10/9/2019 12:00:39 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 12:00:55 PM nickell_sylvia Yes they do have that😂

10/9/2019 12:00:55 PM hobsonanon 0 views?? Nope!

10/9/2019 12:01:29 PM lib7473 💗👍😇

10/9/2019 12:01:34 PM lightlove21121 It works 😏

It’s a discipline. One I have chosen. One that lead me out of 3D matrix. 

Prerogative, release your burden.

With love & blessings 💫

@nea_storm

@AllahUniversal

@charmanda9

@zagnett

@v_rags

@LisaRoub

@DeepakChopra

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realNDWalsch

♥️ https://twitter.com/thesecret/status/1182000273121841153 …
10/9/2019 12:01:53 PM susyqzee Yes I saw the same. Very interesting

10/9/2019 12:01:58 PM f45_5 ✨B💥💥M✨

10/9/2019 12:02:24 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/PXfbKfwsqT

10/9/2019 12:02:37 PM keith369me So did Lauer really rape his coworker or is Lauer getting raped by HRC and Company due to his aggressive interview during the election cycle?

10/9/2019 12:03:03 PM guy_karen These people are stupid

10/9/2019 12:03:04 PM connorr1986 We know this is why they are taking him down.  THEY do not want you looking at Epstein, Wexner, Geffen, Buck, etc.

10/9/2019 12:03:17 PM animaldesatado yeah i went to “evidence” and there are some pictures of randome things, and then ufo videos like on youtube

10/9/2019 12:03:43 PM shayarm "Balance journalism" 😂😂😂

10/9/2019 12:03:46 PM angiefletcher Oh the Irony

10/9/2019 12:04:14 PM state1union Really?  Lol 😂 and MSM C_A is so innocent. NOT!

10/9/2019 12:04:18 PM winkanator Woo Hoo! The magic continues.  Praise the lord for our president in office right now

10/9/2019 12:04:23 PM keith369me No Mockingbird here, look the other way.

10/9/2019 12:04:38 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Nt2qgY31ziE 

10/9/2019 12:04:43 PM yustein Was this from the 70s? The dressing style looks so...

10/9/2019 12:05:06 PM kristinemontel1  pic.twitter.com/ObiEJNPJF5

10/9/2019 12:05:17 PM sandralav2 Maybe that is why it is so cold. I notice the coldness whenever some energy near me too.  Never occurred to me—but could be those fallen angels 

taking every bit of energy hence the coldness

10/9/2019 12:05:19 PM kachinagtto I love montages like this. Powerful tool to show those brainwashed. Not just one network either... it was ALL of them.

10/9/2019 12:05:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns not welcome. pic.twitter.com/t6u6SzItUq

10/9/2019 12:06:10 PM yustein Good boy!!!

10/9/2019 12:06:28 PM hawkgirlinmn 0 views? Allliiiiiice....

10/9/2019 12:06:46 PM robinreitsma1 thats funny! 😁

10/9/2019 12:06:59 PM samsmith0319 💥🤡💥

10/9/2019 12:07:05 PM kachinagtto He ain’t scurred- GET EM!!

10/9/2019 12:07:06 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/9/2019 12:07:11 PM laurabrinck Do you think this is extremely dangerous to our democracy? 😂



10/9/2019 12:07:13 PM lightworkercain You are misinformed, do some research. Turkey was buying oil from ISIS.

Here I'll hold your hand for a minute... https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/04/12/turkeys-double-isis-standard/ …

10/9/2019 12:07:14 PM rebornkingent All actors, They live was right again, https://youtu.be/GeAcikP5N7M 

10/9/2019 12:07:47 PM fate74267847 What’s creepy is they all said it like they believed what they were seeing, reading, Speaking, relaying others to see and hear??? Credit goes to the 

writers and producers as we see anyone can Act ???

10/9/2019 12:08:20 PM lightworkercain Scum Buckets... https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/04/12/turkeys-double-isis-standard/ …

10/9/2019 12:08:40 PM hawkgirlinmn Not a🤡 🌎 anymore! #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 12:08:52 PM nea_storm Oh My [ALICE] are you afraid of real live people Critically Thinking for themselves? Oh dear, dear, dear ... Deal with it! pic.twitter.com/BDUfLj3L82

10/9/2019 12:09:41 PM yustein You wouldn’t believe who was doing what in that region or around the world. Obama White House created ISIS, what are you talking about?

10/9/2019 12:09:54 PM samsmith0319 💥🤡💥 Talking bobble heads!!

10/9/2019 12:10:12 PM makaiandkobi Well done.

10/9/2019 12:10:21 PM jespersparks How does it feel to be a brainwashed sheep? Trust the Plan! HA! Your savior is owned by Israel and Kushner is a traitor but keep on getting high on 

hopium

10/9/2019 12:10:35 PM roublisa 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/pbVyHLgtiW

10/9/2019 12:11:25 PM 02joshuaradwan Wow

10/9/2019 12:11:30 PM tommyo750 These videos are extremely dangerous to my psyche. I a convinced that there is a 4am bulletin to every media outlet on a daily basis.

10/9/2019 12:12:39 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/EI0Y8mnhqn

10/9/2019 12:12:56 PM cindrianna Nope bite their heads off

10/9/2019 12:13:47 PM blsdbe Jumping out in front of K9 teeth...not a good plan. pic.twitter.com/OUvzQpiYXz

10/9/2019 12:14:01 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/9/2019 12:14:06 PM slh2813 @greggutfeld

10/9/2019 12:14:22 PM lightworkercain Simplified...

Erdogan = Deep State Douche pic.twitter.com/xSnKb0NF4C

10/9/2019 12:15:39 PM bwedehase & I thought I hated those things....

10/9/2019 12:16:32 PM blsdbe Ha ha ha...good Grief!!! pic.twitter.com/1S0BqjOtSa

10/9/2019 12:16:43 PM war_w01f @HackingDave

10/9/2019 12:18:06 PM mongrelglory That video never gets old! 😏

10/9/2019 12:18:32 PM remarkablebob Did we forget about Jeffy? pic.twitter.com/M5ysHsC5Kf

10/9/2019 12:21:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/ERj3FnZKMV

10/9/2019 12:22:01 PM mongrelglory A metaphor for Deep State politicians... they're puppets having their "cranks" wound. 😏

10/9/2019 12:22:20 PM redpillawakeni All bought and Paid for !!!!!!

10/9/2019 12:23:08 PM marciaw02564145 The Today Show announced that my stolen intellectual property from a domestic violence robbery as belonging to their installed pop puppets. Sick evil 

perverts and intellectual property pirates. Arrest them all.

10/9/2019 12:23:20 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/dHcfD1ak9O

10/9/2019 12:23:34 PM paulawwg1wga Dear Q army,   He just told us stay patient!!

10/9/2019 12:25:53 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/L7qajtXUtL

10/9/2019 12:26:10 PM fightforamerica 😁

10/9/2019 12:26:27 PM nurseniceyes Tell them to get off the planet.

10/9/2019 12:27:25 PM ezjvn 💙🤙

10/9/2019 12:27:25 PM state1union Love this DOG 🐶

10/9/2019 12:28:06 PM nikoscali There is SO much symbolism in this video!

10/9/2019 12:29:08 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/F2aghhixCH

10/9/2019 12:29:29 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/L0x6t1GBpN

10/9/2019 12:30:25 PM love82janet GSD, the most intelligent, loyal and loving breed. I've had 5 GSD and each one was a blessing! 🤡 <----Toast Soon! 🇺🇸

10/9/2019 12:31:06 PM dispensaryexch Message to the Clowns 🤡 In America from Agent Dr. Hannibal Lecter....Q- pic.twitter.com/iEutiL5KKU

10/9/2019 12:33:57 PM bleakperfect1 😂😂😂😂wtf.

10/9/2019 12:36:06 PM 3nmbrs Boise, "Hello, this is WTFN and we are #FakeNews."

Peoria, "Hello, this is WTFN and we are #FakeNews."

Buffalo, "Hello, this is WTFN and we are #FakeNews."

Detroit, "Hello, this is WTFN and we are #FakeNews."

San Diago, "Hello, this is WTFN and we are #FakeNews."

#WhatTheFakeNews

10/9/2019 12:36:24 PM scott_rick We need him to say it

10/9/2019 12:36:26 PM yustein Wait and see.

10/9/2019 12:36:52 PM quantum_arts We have a republic not a democracy

10/9/2019 12:39:09 PM yustein Who was a C I A employee... let’s go all the way back when the Huns invaded Europe if you want. I don’t care if you like Turkey/Turks or not, that is not 

the point here. From current USA’s perspective Turkey is an ally. Do not spread misinformation... Trump’s tweet is enough...

10/9/2019 12:41:30 PM curt_avila Talking puppets

10/9/2019 12:41:59 PM qanonsunrise 😂

10/9/2019 12:42:02 PM jollyrob2 💫✨💫

10/9/2019 12:43:38 PM janedoe10227 🤣🤣🤣

10/9/2019 12:44:02 PM daddyj08466171 Q time MFers!

10/9/2019 12:44:12 PM brick_airhedred I don't blame him. 💖 🐶

10/9/2019 12:44:18 PM jollyrob2 @NOS @RTLnieuws 🤣

10/9/2019 12:44:39 PM itbmeang Was this from before or today?  Anyone know?

10/9/2019 12:45:11 PM boshek6  pic.twitter.com/WHRkfbwiUr

10/9/2019 12:45:22 PM kathleen3693693 Does anybody know whose logo is taped to and around the box and on the lid?

10/9/2019 12:45:58 PM tambeekeeper Q is ET...follow @RedCollie1 ... we knew about Q and told the world 3 years before Q broadcasted on the Internet

10/9/2019 12:46:01 PM enomai_ Through DNA lineage?

10/9/2019 12:46:08 PM melissagouin1 I can’t wait to see your reaction in a few weeks.  Trump is going to Trump your wise ass. 😂 pic.twitter.com/Zg7luAVTPv

10/9/2019 12:46:21 PM 313looper “STORM IS HERE”

“Buckle Up.” Q 

#TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/R3S1J7sZfk

10/9/2019 12:47:51 PM blsdbe Then We Must Be TRUTH!!! pic.twitter.com/aSHi4BRnCP

10/9/2019 12:48:16 PM blsdbe #DoItQPlus!!!

10/9/2019 12:49:08 PM reneeleitner2 Corn is ready pic.twitter.com/tiiFRT0B1g

10/9/2019 12:49:52 PM zack_stone Talk about pushing a narrative.

10/9/2019 12:49:59 PM texaswood1448 That a boy! Take out the clowns!

10/9/2019 12:50:57 PM vaporking Awesome



10/9/2019 12:51:08 PM girlawakeinca 🙌

10/9/2019 12:51:40 PM qsentme2017 Yeeeees?  lol...just kidding

10/9/2019 12:51:49 PM antarantanka 🤣

10/9/2019 12:52:20 PM louis_peach Before

10/9/2019 12:52:37 PM lightworkercain When truth is inconvenient...😄

10/9/2019 12:52:43 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/DEuv3LpVGc

10/9/2019 12:52:54 PM 2cents4apenny Who are the puppets masters?

10/9/2019 12:52:56 PM melissagouin1 I had a feeling there was more to the story. You nailed it@on the head. This makes total sense. Thanks for mentioning it. ❤️

10/9/2019 12:53:29 PM danharr16222124 Pain coming.💀

 Clowns in the dark!🃏

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/TJrdlL1F6w

10/9/2019 12:54:08 PM girlawakeinca God bless you @realDonaldTrump and every single Patriot 🇺🇸❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/FcKPMnZnZf

10/9/2019 12:55:43 PM aristocraticowl Puppets!

10/9/2019 12:56:24 PM toffer_anon_369 dog gone this is awesome!  I must've laughed for 2 minutes straight.  Good Dog!!!

10/9/2019 12:57:06 PM resparkled_ He does it a lot, in different ways.

10/9/2019 12:58:20 PM 313looper #TrustThePlan #Majestic #Q #QAnon #WWG1WGA

 https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1181896183603593217?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/db0kvztr99

10/9/2019 12:59:09 PM girlawakeinca There are no coincidences 💫 pic.twitter.com/m0kprDodaZ

10/9/2019 12:59:33 PM germantownrunne @sheilasheila58 @1shawnster @nboo1014 @dr_mike91 @wjamesawill @David_in_Dallas @peytons92789237 

No evil clowns allowed!

10/9/2019 12:59:53 PM roublisa 😘😘😘

10/9/2019 1:00:00 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/1vAUY8aJvj

10/9/2019 1:00:11 PM sueb369  pic.twitter.com/YPPFnd5k7E

10/9/2019 1:00:26 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/7qRRdQCs0z

10/9/2019 1:01:09 PM sheilasheila58 I’m looking now for a haunted house! pic.twitter.com/b4FLXXSNsN

10/9/2019 1:04:13 PM 22war11w12 It’s the strategy of the “Everyman”.  Designed to suggest trustworthiness and an affinity with viewers. Also they’re trained to all speak in the same 

hypnotic tones. Watch the “concern” on the face of the co-anchor beside them too. All adds up to your daily dose of mind control

10/9/2019 1:06:27 PM kathleen3693693 BAIT. They took the bait. Not only are they sick, but they are incredibly stupid. And they are panicking, on steroids. Sweet.

10/9/2019 1:07:15 PM david_in_dallas The most frightening one of all is in Chappaqua, NY. https://twitter.com/David_in_Dallas/status/795970998088724481?s=09 …

10/9/2019 1:08:03 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/nsOCzJD4iN

10/9/2019 1:09:05 PM freeandoriginal Good boy ! 🙂

10/9/2019 1:09:28 PM wftqpatriot This is not from today.

10/9/2019 1:13:11 PM sheilasheila58 Maybe! 👻👻👻👻👻

10/9/2019 1:13:11 PM truthfulbadger  pic.twitter.com/LLIPTMEE1z

10/9/2019 1:13:59 PM b_ray_c Aye! I made that :D

10/9/2019 1:15:46 PM david_in_dallas Depends on what you consider a ghost? Both Mark and I have seen some "supernatural" things. A couple times we've seen the same thing at the same 

time while both sober. But that's for another conversation. 👻

10/9/2019 1:17:11 PM lisa_giorgi  pic.twitter.com/ElLOWDPSmz

10/9/2019 1:20:05 PM sheilasheila58 I’ve seen a few strange things!

10/9/2019 1:21:55 PM bleakperfect1 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

10/9/2019 1:22:17 PM rawphonegirl God bless @realDonaldTrump, his team, and everyone working toward truth, justice, peace, love and unity!!! Prayers for extra protection,  strength 

and focus through this storm.  #WWG1WGA

🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💞💞💞

10/9/2019 1:22:34 PM melhuses We are fake news you will be assimilated pic.twitter.com/52R1I5sI3m

10/9/2019 1:23:36 PM bleakperfect1 German shepherds are great 👍

10/9/2019 1:26:21 PM sickie88 #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 1:27:28 PM ripgarycaradori Me irl

10/9/2019 1:29:06 PM wjamesawill Yes. With the caveat that we don't know how they work or what they are. pic.twitter.com/0x4kfn382u

10/9/2019 1:30:23 PM sandie882sandie Wake up people!!!!

10/9/2019 1:32:31 PM mattymavz #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

10/9/2019 1:33:45 PM needheadcoach Mockingbird

10/9/2019 1:34:32 PM maretgraham  pic.twitter.com/7x5INHCsV7

10/9/2019 1:37:42 PM truthseeker0919 Awesome!! #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 1:38:14 PM boxcarbum What is the source for these?

10/9/2019 1:38:15 PM jespersparks He's going to Trump me with what? @ai_jared these fools are worse than brainwashed Democrats....Drumpf has DONE NOTHING to improve lives of 

Americans.  He's in the big club, that you ain't in!  You are just a sheep to him, so continue to BAHHH BAHHH BAHHH.  Trust the plan!? HA

10/9/2019 1:39:43 PM cjtruth BUCKLE UP! pic.twitter.com/ANfPNAHcah

10/9/2019 1:39:43 PM 45skinny  https://twitter.com/45Skinny/status/1164632881542717441 …

10/9/2019 1:40:24 PM nboo1014 Yep

10/9/2019 1:41:25 PM crt14361013 🤣‼

10/9/2019 1:41:41 PM buggeryblasted 👍👍

10/9/2019 1:41:48 PM sageaine1 Bill and HRC

10/9/2019 1:41:52 PM buggeryblasted 👍👍

10/9/2019 1:41:53 PM grabaroot You/me pic.twitter.com/m20K0cATZc

10/9/2019 1:42:09 PM synackstatic What is Gannett?

10/9/2019 1:43:03 PM circuitriderz “We are troubled by one-sided news stories plaguing our country.”

🙄

10/9/2019 1:44:05 PM the_objectivist Gdmit. You ignorant bunch of reporting mouth pieces:

We're NOT a fking democracy !

Sweet jeezus. Read a book. Take a class. You're already behind the ball on trying to sound "informed" and "smart". This is most definitely NOT helping 

ur case...

10/9/2019 1:44:35 PM candtalan  https://youtu.be/qO-xiKPxVWo 

10/9/2019 1:45:14 PM skywalker1712 @b_stucknblue - - why not tag kimmer in on this clip?

10/9/2019 1:45:21 PM pepetheqfroggm1 Fixing to get Real! Feel sorry for those who didn’t listen for the last 3 years! #BuckleUp

10/9/2019 1:45:33 PM pacepatriot  https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-for-activation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-

component-marines …

10/9/2019 1:45:58 PM modjajiten  pic.twitter.com/u7Yo59lrWQ

10/9/2019 1:46:40 PM hallhap And just when she was testing the waters to get in the race. WHAT A COINCIDENCE.😂😂



10/9/2019 1:46:46 PM truthtolight45 Joe: This is gonna be a bang bang kind of week. BOOM💥 #SchifftySchiff #PelosiTreason #ObamaBidenCorruption

#HillaryWillNeverBePresident #UkraineExtortion

10/9/2019 1:49:01 PM dreamtimetalkin does Q know that hes ET?

10/9/2019 1:49:08 PM laurabusse Unbelievably well done video

10/9/2019 1:49:54 PM yustein Yes it looks so phony...

10/9/2019 1:50:58 PM mongrelglory The Knights of Malta settled in Rhodes, but otherwise I'm not getting the reference, other than the fact Rhodes was constantly being conquered by 

different nations.  In SG-1, the builders of the gates were the Ancients, one of the original 5 races in the galaxy.

10/9/2019 1:52:10 PM egelone Good doggy.

10/9/2019 1:56:19 PM roublisa It is you disillusion to not see the stable genius at work.

10/9/2019 1:57:11 PM kimforamerica At least they told the truth years ago.  Why won’t they do it now?

10/9/2019 1:57:50 PM bereantype "they" ain't nuttin butt talking heads reading the same monitor-fed garbage

10/9/2019 2:02:55 PM 183_jo Sweet

10/9/2019 2:05:43 PM lpoutlook  pic.twitter.com/kVId3G9hVj

10/9/2019 2:09:26 PM rawphonegirl 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/glx8hnxhM7

10/9/2019 2:13:05 PM staciemarish  pic.twitter.com/ii8ljpPPpa

10/9/2019 2:14:05 PM mr_bigg_dogg LOVE IT!

10/9/2019 2:15:54 PM dradeon Source video?

10/9/2019 2:19:35 PM winkanator Just waiting patiently for you libbies to eat crow and explode

10/9/2019 2:21:28 PM ericahames @Hames46863128

10/9/2019 2:27:35 PM joinna6 And jumping out as "clowns" in order to scare people / fear..  #NeverAgain

10/9/2019 2:31:41 PM maggiewise111  pic.twitter.com/NtLx9ZbRcQ

10/9/2019 2:35:36 PM ms_tarrie Here you go my dear! I picked a real winner one for ya! Lol! 😝😱👻🏠 Happy Wednesday Everyone! 👋🎃 pic.twitter.com/65JyL8PkZv

10/9/2019 2:37:33 PM charlesgdavis1 It's TIME FOR a Worth While 3 part movie 🎥. just read the capital letters!?!?

10/9/2019 2:38:11 PM patriotswegoall News agencies are not the real enemy.

Who is telling who to do what?

Let's follow the chains of command.

10/9/2019 2:38:48 PM wearywar I haven't got "generations"! Nobody comes out of superstition until they meet with facts. The ensuing jolt is often jarring and yet freeing, released 

from generations of dogma. We need to be released. We cry for release. 

We. Deserve. The. Truth.  Have mercy on our ignorance.

10/9/2019 2:43:17 PM charlesgdavis1 I heard stories THAT [THEY] the [REPS] were eat SOLIDERS and CIVILIANS casualties??? IF TRUE tell the PEOPLE the TRUTH and arm US ALL!?!?

10/9/2019 2:44:30 PM lakelady568 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

10/9/2019 2:44:31 PM 22war11w12 Phony, yet highly orchestrated

10/9/2019 2:44:46 PM brooke98581068 Wish he would have kept that quote to himself for his own good

10/9/2019 2:44:55 PM trisha78874415 WWG1WGA!

10/9/2019 2:45:33 PM johnpi7p 4am talking points. Scripted?

Naahhhhhhhhhh.

10/9/2019 2:45:45 PM donotcallmeabot LOL

10/9/2019 2:46:22 PM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/lvBJG0TBjR

10/9/2019 2:46:42 PM hm4q17 He must’ve really had to have practiced that a couple of times in the mirror.

10/9/2019 2:48:15 PM charlesgdavis1 TO BAD THEIR PEOPLE WILL SUFFER FROM THE DS, NWO AND CABAL!!!!

10/9/2019 2:51:21 PM b_ray_c I can't remember If I made it the day of, or the day after he said it. Though it was one proof that set his legitimacy in stone for me. 

https://twitter.com/B_Ray_C/status/971950315263135744 …

10/9/2019 2:55:56 PM stevenawonder He who controls the media controls the word.

10/9/2019 2:57:08 PM bdab28 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I haven't been receiving ANY Twitter notifications today. Have algorithms been tampered with again? The only notification I've 

gotten was "News for you"

10/9/2019 2:57:14 PM mgodfrey99 Not sure about dissolving but maybe umbrella under NSA or MI, again I am not sure.

10/9/2019 2:59:32 PM yustein Very...

10/9/2019 3:00:23 PM andreaandco1 @jen_txag

10/9/2019 3:01:19 PM deplorable_s So Majestic...what’s going on w N Cal PD&G volunteer brown out of power

for 800,000 for up to 5 days?   Stinks in Denmark.

10/9/2019 3:01:55 PM fansblowing3 Yes

10/9/2019 3:02:03 PM deplorable_s War... it’s push back.

10/9/2019 3:02:03 PM patriotchick8 Ah I disagree with you there. I think he’s been everything I hoped.

10/9/2019 3:04:08 PM jazzybabs10 😂🤣

10/9/2019 3:04:59 PM w0nderboi Clowns beheaded.

10/9/2019 3:05:21 PM powersawer found this:  https://www.metabunk.org/debunked-dod-prepares-for-martial-law-in-conus.t10944/ …

I don`t know enough about military proceedings to know if this is true though. Maybe someone else who knows more can weigh in on whether 

changes are significant.

10/9/2019 3:06:00 PM nixontweets Severing under a lying Zionist who pushes poison onto the population while keeping humanity in the dark under the justification that it's for our own 

good is everything you hoped for? Please DO NOT distort facts to fit an anonymous narrative. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaRjFptz7970mppuiGuZtpQ …

10/9/2019 3:06:10 PM nixontweets  https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/texas-hurricane-aid-dickinson-israel-boycott-pledge-harvey-financial-help-free-speech-

a8011141.html?fbclid=IwAR1e-OPcBvpKquxhcpeNxKcUpsBXf6omT-hEI3Fhh7964KKrHtrL5hgpmT8 …

10/9/2019 3:06:29 PM nixontweets  https://vaccineimpact.com/2019/parents-risk-losing-children-to-cps-in-ny-if-they-fail-to-comply-with-mandatory-

vaccines/?fbclid=IwAR1XOVb_BYTlNS4RXztNvElrrzrJYryi8Utj8FXyjGyh9tse8ifSpNzqIbA …

10/9/2019 3:06:45 PM nixontweets  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-11/trump-plans-to-sign-order-to-ease-approval-of-new-gmo-

crops?fbclid=IwAR02B_Rh6FQq0NFTNoeZiY1YLazPhu_mhIkafRV_jFl4CM2fTRPvnH87hcQ …

10/9/2019 3:07:00 PM nixontweets  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512?s=20&fbclid=IwAR08BsEc1INuaDq-oGlPVI9ic-

NBaAql_4mreBVoZyy25rbaW2TCDVJeO7Q …

10/9/2019 3:07:10 PM nixontweets  https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2018/12/05/harvard-scientists-begin-experiment-to-block-out-the-

sun/?fbclid=IwAR2CY0zBO4MI0gRnFv2nWGqGnhGKRC0OnhBq0DufxLUZCAwzF9k6pSFyjAQ#2affb77f40c2 …

10/9/2019 3:07:44 PM nixontweets  https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/showtracker/la-et-st-donald-trump-60-minutes-20161114-

story.html?_amp=true&fbclid=IwAR08BsEc1INuaDq-oGlPVI9ic-NBaAql_4mreBVoZyy25rbaW2TCDVJeO7Q …

10/9/2019 3:09:38 PM melissagouin1 Is this why the electricity in California is going out?

10/9/2019 3:09:45 PM janinepolitic Good puppy!❤️

10/9/2019 3:28:13 PM tammyrochester2 Maybe...lol;)

10/9/2019 3:28:33 PM pacepatriot Same boat as you here. Maybe someone in Military who knows will reply.

10/9/2019 3:30:39 PM behold1loand Stage SET.... ACTION!!



10/9/2019 3:36:28 PM mattljames11 But ... why did north Korean "peace talks" fall apart?

Maybe Q isn't who he claims with no proof lol.

Maybbeee, this was a HUGE reach for him making an air sign of Q. Your culture fascinates me, it's so devoid of reality

10/9/2019 3:37:47 PM z_ameru I’m here. What’s up

10/9/2019 3:39:23 PM zepplinrules Lmao!

10/9/2019 3:41:38 PM voteequality You people have worms in your brain.

10/9/2019 3:42:40 PM iawtp1 The ride has just started. Keep your trays locked, and your seat belts on, because it might get a little bumpy. #TheStorm #TheGreatAwakening 

#WWG1WGA

Eyes wide open as we near a possible FF time of 11.3.19 especially in Seattle. #FF #SeeSomethingSaySomething

10/9/2019 3:42:41 PM voteequality Do you people realize no mass arrests are coming? It’s been years.

10/9/2019 3:43:22 PM magaglam Clowns 🤡 to the Left of Me ~ Jokers 🃏 to the Right #TRUMP2020Landside pic.twitter.com/we6ug4DDTW

10/9/2019 3:44:13 PM resparkled_ Warren. I live in Massachusetts. Watch your step you might be pregnant and get fired. 🤣

10/9/2019 3:47:06 PM voteequality Or be on your fourth wife, who you cheated on with a porn star. We love raw dogging women while your wife is pregnant 👍🏻

10/9/2019 3:48:30 PM wokemasses Boom!

10/9/2019 3:50:04 PM grasshopper627 I want to shake their shoulders and say, "We are a REPUBLIC, not a democracy!"

10/9/2019 3:50:31 PM grasshopper627 Was thinking the same!

10/9/2019 3:51:16 PM resparkled_ I live in Massachusetts.  🤣

10/9/2019 3:53:18 PM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/PPKMZjRwyd

10/9/2019 4:02:07 PM z_ameru Maybe he’s forced by deep state to do the Q sign

10/9/2019 4:02:27 PM defy_gravity987 This never gets old....great reminder of sheep following the script.

10/9/2019 4:03:12 PM sdane8 😎  Every Friday I watch, hopeful ...

#44

"Before POTUS departs on Friday he will be sending an important message via Twitter. God bless."

10/9/2019 4:03:15 PM iqdou1 Don't you love farce?

My fault, I fear

I thought that you'd want what I want

Sorry, my dear!

But where are the clowns

Send in the clowns

Don't bother, they're here

~ Judy Collins - Send In The Clowns
10/9/2019 4:08:06 PM wjamesawill I want it!🤩

The castle not Wednesday. 😒

Thanks for sharing that. 😆

10/9/2019 4:08:27 PM darthmo5 Qness

10/9/2019 4:09:19 PM darthmo5 Syria is dirty on a whole different level.

10/9/2019 4:09:55 PM xcjeni They can’t, it wasn’t in the script @ 4 AM

10/9/2019 4:11:29 PM sdane8 My favorite video! 😁  And the real question ... just WHO writes those 4am talking points?

10/9/2019 4:17:54 PM ccheney95 What became of this?

10/9/2019 4:18:28 PM gyuhyecheong WWG1WGA. ♡

10/9/2019 4:22:25 PM slayer1776 Yeah baby !!!

10/9/2019 4:24:14 PM areckoningday Speaking of the WW2 era... 👇 https://twitter.com/AReckoningDay/status/1182069471663579136?s=20 …

10/9/2019 4:29:45 PM seekingknowle12 If so, could the President grant security clearances to every person in America & thereby eliminate the resistance to de-classifying documents. Sounds 

absurd I know, but it would then make every document under a certain clearance available for public view. #ultimatetransparency

10/9/2019 4:31:55 PM persistantrn The Q🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/9/2019 4:32:36 PM realeyethespy Coincidence on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 profile image? Future proves past.

10/9/2019 4:32:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 2 Weeks = IG Report 10/18

3 Weeks = 🍕🍿

4 Weeks = ???

Anniversary?

Where is Q+? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179093980484702209 …

10/9/2019 4:33:42 PM chrisklemenza 1 week & 6 days = Major False Flag

10/9/2019 4:35:07 PM stevengibes Can't wait it has been a wild but eye opening ride so far, Q digital movement was better than anything Pedowood can come up with as entertainment , 

and Q is actually a red pill not just a show.

10/9/2019 4:36:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 See headlines today RE ML. 

Timeline?

Insurance to assure no tough questions?

10/9/2019 4:36:50 PM ursula_1111 🍕 = Pedos exposed?

Wouldn’t that be incredible. 

I’m prepared to support the still sleeping sheep 🐑 if they awaken and need guidance. #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 4:37:22 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/HTMB2lGaj6

10/9/2019 4:41:25 PM 1_decided_voter  https://variety.com/2019/tv/news/matt-lauer-rape-nbc-ronan-farrow-book-catch-kill-1203364485/ …

10/9/2019 4:45:40 PM derrichetto1 WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 4:47:48 PM patriotswegoall 3rd week related to Podesta?

Anniversary of the Net?

Q+ in safe hands I hope

10/9/2019 4:49:29 PM mongrelglory I think that will be all our roles...those of us who were "red-pilled" early have a responsibility to help the people who will have a harsh and sudden 

awakening.  After all, humanity is finally banding together to break free from control and decide its own future.  WWG1WGA! 🌞

10/9/2019 4:50:34 PM ursula_1111 Full moon 🌕 on October 13th

10/9/2019 4:53:10 PM covertress Anniversary?

28 October pic.twitter.com/ytLcOKwJfW

10/9/2019 4:54:16 PM ranchgirllil Anniversary? 2 years of Q in October? Or is it the November 22 anniversary? 🤔

10/9/2019 4:54:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Posts immediately following.

10/9/2019 4:55:23 PM snarkishdanno After 4 weeks is suicide weekend too ....

10/9/2019 4:55:45 PM 1_decided_voter #2 and #3 pic.twitter.com/C4doPxRDkz

10/9/2019 4:56:18 PM keith369me Week 3...should I take the popcorn to mean Hollywood or “enjoy the show”?

10/9/2019 4:59:41 PM lovesg_d  pic.twitter.com/jWjt2j7542



10/9/2019 5:00:05 PM persistantrn 8 chan isn’t back up yet?

10/9/2019 5:01:08 PM reelect20 ⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️⤵️RT🔥 https://teespring.com/5-things-you-do-september-2019 …

10/9/2019 5:01:12 PM covertress Hillary Clinton Detained, Not Arrested (Yet)  https://www.qmap.pub/read/2 

Open Your Eyes (Uranium One Scandal)  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3 

POTUS 100% Insulated  https://www.qmap.pub/read/4  pic.twitter.com/8bfqO9NOuP

10/9/2019 5:02:19 PM keith369me There seems to have been a lot of 1 year future proves past events.  Year 2 might bring double?

10/9/2019 5:05:37 PM richard07759712 That’s right

10/9/2019 5:06:25 PM gregory88172180 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣😋🤣

10/9/2019 5:07:19 PM richard07759712 Winds may blow fierce and furious, but the Trumpster waves it off (no hands)😄

10/9/2019 5:10:12 PM covertress Act 3? 

🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/yc7Z2miXv2

10/9/2019 5:10:36 PM allahuniversal Mockingbird

10/9/2019 5:11:02 PM allahuniversal + References to 11-4?

10/9/2019 5:11:13 PM 4godfamcountry Pretty creepy 😬

10/9/2019 5:11:43 PM richard07759712 Only 50 troops >>> 5 O

And the Left and Right Moron’s clamor - OMG.

Let’s put it this way... we were there to train.   

God bless the Kurds.... and they should know tactical warfare.  

Fire back!
10/9/2019 5:12:42 PM emilyoakley6 We hope Christmas comes early this year.

10/9/2019 5:12:57 PM richard07759712 Obviously, the C_A exposes themselves again

10/9/2019 5:13:16 PM qanonwtp  https://youtu.be/uUqNYhnfliU 

Q is with Field McConnell

10/9/2019 5:15:21 PM rachaelangelm Q is here

10/9/2019 5:15:28 PM richard07759712 Full staff of ......💩poop.

10/9/2019 5:15:46 PM nurseniceyes I heard the 22nd

10/9/2019 5:16:01 PM medic13_17 exactly, and polar orbits??

10/9/2019 5:16:43 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

10/9/2019 5:16:48 PM richard07759712 Cyanide?

10/9/2019 5:16:57 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 5:19:06 PM covertress The Orb!  👀

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1170752611831754752?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/hU2EgMI8II

10/9/2019 5:20:58 PM crystalstone857 On the 17? Maybe

10/9/2019 5:24:49 PM lbf777 Are these more Commie tricks? The last time we were told the IG report would release, nothing happened. All the previous times before that there 

were excuses.

10/9/2019 5:26:57 PM medic13_17  pic.twitter.com/ovd4E57Irf

10/9/2019 5:27:57 PM djlok I didn't think about Hollywood.  I guess we'll just enjoy the show!!!

10/9/2019 5:29:24 PM scott_rick Timeline merge?

10/9/2019 5:30:43 PM zeropointchrist Happy phase conjugation into form day to me.... 27th... 333 333 333.  It DOES HAVE THE POWER OF 3

10/9/2019 5:33:32 PM agad Hmm .. starting to wonder if Q1 might have been accurate if the date was 2019 instead?

Will #Q repost this on 8kun on 28 October 2019 with revised dates for Killarys arrest?

Marine Corp reserves activated? Is NG called up too?

Be prepared Patriots .. things are habbening! pic.twitter.com/EY6PUTHKJ8

10/9/2019 5:36:15 PM djlok So [they] blackmailed / were blackmailing him!  Wow!

10/9/2019 5:39:45 PM rose26572157  pic.twitter.com/oMrUYgDmWF

10/9/2019 5:39:58 PM richard07759712 Get it.... it’s a Lefty Sham to the Max.... and they want suckers to stay on the sap of this deranged spin... which in the end, like a frog in hot water ~ will 

cook’em!

Wake up!

10/9/2019 5:41:36 PM richard07759712 😷

10/9/2019 5:42:26 PM tinalayne77 The stage is SET

10/9/2019 5:44:48 PM nora64844864 puppets

10/9/2019 5:47:01 PM richard07759712 I lived in Princeton.... spent time there

10/9/2019 5:50:20 PM 4thedalbys  pic.twitter.com/4js07WOnzm

10/9/2019 5:50:27 PM freestateojones  https://www.npr.org/2019/10/09/768527936/matt-lauer-accused-of-rape-in-new-book-former-nbc-star-denies-false-stories …

10/9/2019 5:51:01 PM mmmcmahon Man you people are like a really bad and long running SNL skit

10/9/2019 5:54:34 PM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/BHyyfNCuWT

10/9/2019 5:54:50 PM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/SU73WWdHm4

10/9/2019 5:56:18 PM jeffcordell6 My birthday too! Q found me around Nov 15 2017.  Been here the whole way and ready for the future to prove past.....

10/9/2019 5:57:33 PM richard07759712 Yup

10/9/2019 5:57:43 PM rghardy3 R October.

coming soon to a theater near you.

10/9/2019 5:57:55 PM richard07759712 Bi too

10/9/2019 6:02:05 PM usss_211 11 11?

11 22?

10/9/2019 6:08:13 PM richard07759712 Again?

10/9/2019 6:10:19 PM kseven110 AMA Anytime soon? Here is my pre-question....Where is Chuck Schumer and Hussein?

10/9/2019 6:11:00 PM ann85247588 Q!!!

10/9/2019 6:11:54 PM aucommander It's Iraq media mass media usofa

10/9/2019 6:16:23 PM aucommander USA deployment of your parachute now!

10/9/2019 6:18:24 PM irah_chandler So still two weeks lol i get it

10/9/2019 6:20:43 PM aucommander That's all I've to say may the seas be calmed by the voice of reason. @USMC pic.twitter.com/ZNxdTmFdkC

10/9/2019 6:21:30 PM aucommander  pic.twitter.com/872ldBYoCb

10/9/2019 6:23:14 PM jesszx Damn that is a possibility

10/9/2019 6:24:13 PM jesszx Would that be why GHWB and NoName dead?

10/9/2019 6:29:31 PM zenon_tweeting His hair shouldn't move. POTUS is the eye of the storm.



10/9/2019 6:44:09 PM happykat9 The Storm Is Here! #WWG1WGA

10/9/2019 6:48:22 PM allahuniversal Defense Intelligence Agency worker arrested on charges of leaking top-secret information to reporters

"...leaked classified information, including details of a foreign country’s weapons systems, to two reporters in 2018 and this year"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/09/defense-intelligence-agency-worker-arrested-for-leaking-to-reporters.html …

10/9/2019 6:48:46 PM wickedmouse369 4 Weeks = #disclosure

10/9/2019 6:51:32 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/dWXUYTY9zP

10/9/2019 6:51:54 PM ascnd25d I see clouds of of justice approaching, forecast next week: Thunder!

10/9/2019 6:53:49 PM happykat9 🙏

10/9/2019 6:54:33 PM imcevoy1 So sorry been Ill but there’s also an audio book ‘Alien Interview” very good. I think I do follow K but first time on Twitter for months. Catching up.

10/9/2019 6:55:55 PM angel1_rogue Q is alive

10/9/2019 7:02:04 PM melissagouin1 Remember, Remember the 5th of November.

10/9/2019 7:07:35 PM charmanda9 @_369311119 @Seeker229

10/9/2019 7:09:19 PM rebornkingent Martian day is almost 25 HRs, and we got pyramids and a face up there also.  I would wonder what the length of Day was of the planet that is now the 

asteroid belt. Hasn’t @NSA_QIL2 or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said something like “we are the aliens?”

10/9/2019 7:11:07 PM planetaryjim There are some who think that life here began out there.

10/9/2019 7:11:47 PM weshallrise144k “Lyin’ Stinkin’ Cowards” pic.twitter.com/HpMWahJuwo

10/9/2019 7:13:57 PM thekanehb I agree that we are. I’ve read some things that have said that rh- is the only fully terrestrial blood type. The rest of us apparently are from somewhere 

else 🤷🏼♀️

10/9/2019 7:18:12 PM natalt_aust 👀 https://twitter.com/BFleming101/status/1182078454495371264 …

10/9/2019 7:18:17 PM rebornkingent I have a feeling a few of these people have been through a stargate or two.

10/9/2019 7:19:39 PM djitaldawg I dont know why, but I have an overwhelming feeling that this could be extremely dangerous to our democracy. pic.twitter.com/YFTPqUTWdq

10/9/2019 7:25:51 PM kseven110 Or Las Vegas and the storm?

10/9/2019 7:32:51 PM aucommander Think human lone human ambassador

10/9/2019 7:35:16 PM germantownrunne I've had experiences that'll curl your hair. But they still pale in comparison to Shawn's dossier.

10/9/2019 7:35:27 PM tristincarter @amy25373398 love it!

10/9/2019 7:38:18 PM mhudson42 Wow

10/9/2019 7:41:54 PM robin_ked #TheStormIsHere & 

(They) are All gonna Fry🔥 pic.twitter.com/PM2DZaDTYk

10/9/2019 7:45:02 PM ruraltexasdem Ugh cmon guys

10/9/2019 7:45:54 PM orthogonalron 11/9/17

Trip added

10/9/2019 7:48:23 PM bbobbio71 as I'm reading these the doing playing in the background.... Digging up bones.  😉😁

10/9/2019 7:48:58 PM gyyy6y We are all with you, patriot ✊

10/9/2019 7:52:43 PM nschlange Wow, I see they all got their scripts. If anyone is still in denial of what they are, please explain this to me. They are networks that are supposed to be 

battling each other for ratings. Instead someone is telling them what to report, exactly what to say. Now why would that be?

10/9/2019 7:53:10 PM karrruss Desperate times call for.... Red October...

10/9/2019 7:54:47 PM ab36913 This sounds like POTUS speaking to us in this tweet. 😘🥰🤗👋

10/9/2019 7:56:33 PM ab36913 Let’s do this?!? 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/GAj2xVZYpG

10/9/2019 7:59:32 PM ab36913 ⚡⚡⚡💥💥💥💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/mRodJLS9Jh

10/9/2019 8:02:23 PM ab36913 ❤️❤️❤️Trump❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/xQzKurgpB3

10/9/2019 8:15:14 PM sciblu27 And I'm with you

10/9/2019 8:15:25 PM nancyddb Thank you.

10/9/2019 8:17:50 PM robin_ked That's where the smart $money is

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheStormIsHere

#SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/qhJc7BMp9X

10/9/2019 8:18:02 PM reasonrhymes October 13 - Hunters Moon aka Blood Moon #UkraineWreck

10/9/2019 8:31:29 PM identityasxy Nov 11 Veterans Day is suppose to be memorable.  Is this date still relevant Q?

10/9/2019 8:34:20 PM kidge6 Did he say it?

10/9/2019 8:35:03 PM qwarriorvictory My meme , always a check mate. Watch. pic.twitter.com/0RblQu38lU

10/9/2019 8:42:35 PM marvin515119758 Good!!!

10/9/2019 8:54:47 PM emgeerdes What is the link to the longer video? Please let us know date.

10/9/2019 9:17:06 PM usapatriothk45 Lord, thank you for Q+🙏🙌💪🇺🇸

10/9/2019 9:26:30 PM stabor4tabor 👍👍

10/9/2019 9:26:33 PM joyrideuniverse  pic.twitter.com/Y7vEEu65ET

10/9/2019 9:30:07 PM stabor4tabor So why are you on this thread? 🤨🤨🤨

10/9/2019 9:32:04 PM issa_stmanuel Your plan with hidden agendas, limited/partial disclosure and real change that’ll take you decades to implement. All that you paid trillions to find out, 

we already knew. Your actions are showing themselves on what side you’re really on.

10/9/2019 9:33:11 PM stabor4tabor Get a grip. You have no idea what you are talking about. Try doing some independent research & stop listening to the mockingbird, lying MSM. 

#WakeUp #ThinkForYourself

10/9/2019 9:34:46 PM girlawakeinca Quick update: School again cancelled. We’re supposed to use minimal water, though ice & water supplies locally sold out. Fire Dept. has let water out 

of main line hydrants in my area (not sure why, maybe to check pressure?) Many still without power. My internet is back on.

10/9/2019 9:35:58 PM stabor4tabor 👍👍👍

10/9/2019 9:39:25 PM uspatriot111 Unfortunately for you, that is the stone cold truth. Trump is a hero that will go down in history as such, when you figure it out, won't you be chagrined!!

10/9/2019 9:39:35 PM mongrelglory That is so weird!

10/9/2019 9:44:47 PM realeyethespy Update here: still running on generator and well is still pumping. Nothing has changed 😎

#Unincorporated #CA

10/9/2019 9:46:08 PM mongrelglory Hope you get your power back soon!

10/9/2019 9:54:13 PM girlawakeinca A piece of unincorporated land sounds lovey. Hope your power is returned soon.

10/9/2019 9:55:43 PM wickedmouse369 The cosmic sun.

10/9/2019 9:56:01 PM thehulag  pic.twitter.com/0FFyQJkR28

10/9/2019 10:21:24 PM afmm10121 Donald trump has endured unbelievable  truama and hate and unfair prosecution by the whole demc party  anyone that thinks this president does not 

have the American people at heart is a Democrat and needs to be brought to justice

10/9/2019 10:22:30 PM derekhashalon The Space Force What Kind Of Technology Do They Really Have? 2019-2020  https://youtu.be/-OrPdLNlIEA  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@elonmusk @OrgPhysics @coasttocoastam @GreggBraden @DecodeMatrix @RichDolan @NassimHaramein @nickpopemod @QHMatrix @Qanon76 

@DecodeMatrix @X22Report pic.twitter.com/uGxz757uWI

10/9/2019 10:35:50 PM newspeaklnguist That usually is the case this time of year in Iowa



10/9/2019 10:36:48 PM aruth85655013 Yes we know its the deep state!

10/9/2019 10:39:13 PM bowenbilliejean You know

10/9/2019 10:43:07 PM joyful_33 We are tricking the Cabal into using their ammo. Aka False Flags.

10/9/2019 10:45:42 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/hVtGJ1SsP2

10/9/2019 10:46:27 PM kidge6 Man, these ‘coincidences’, huh? pic.twitter.com/fmjjlwTmoE

10/9/2019 10:48:45 PM wynbrght85 Like to compliment you on the MSM Video of all of them saying the same thing. I’m not real swift w/stuff like that. Can it be saved or is it on the 

internet somewhere? I’d love to have it on my phone so I could share it with others.

10/9/2019 10:55:08 PM havenkai808 Quizzical... pic.twitter.com/EMh1F2MHzO

10/9/2019 10:57:36 PM willbewilda Q+

10/9/2019 11:14:00 PM smurf1337  pic.twitter.com/TZzTeOE7Jl

10/9/2019 11:16:48 PM smurf1337 "Did they get the shot?"

"I pointed directly at it 3x."

"I turned and double pointed just to be clear."

"Did they pick up the 'Boom, Boom, Boom….Something is Happening'?"

Yes, Mr. President, Anons are actively tracking. Message received.

"Good, that's good."

Q / #2420 pic.twitter.com/HAnJOgSUPn

10/9/2019 11:22:29 PM winning4him Don't watch IT.

10/9/2019 11:30:52 PM jerseyhotgurl  https://twitter.com/jerseyhotgurl/status/1182181456690454528?s=21 …

10/10/2019 12:00:42 AM lopsidedhooks  pic.twitter.com/T7fqgbOU5C

10/10/2019 12:02:06 AM kiburenkibu Wasn't this created years ago? Or is this a new iteration?

10/10/2019 12:02:10 AM majic_eyes_qnly How did you know this? It looks like a child, with a negative connotation behind it. It is just me, or have I been reading too many conspiracy theories? 

https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1179605833207795713?s=20 …

10/10/2019 12:09:30 AM stefanofait Orion?

10/10/2019 12:10:04 AM majic_eyes_qnly Ohhh, I get the reference now! It's a jack-in-the-box and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is taking a swipe at @jack for the new Twitter censorship algorithm 

shenanigans he's doing with the new Twitter update (e.g. '0 views') and shadow banning, etc. JACK-in-the-box --> JACK Dorsey!

10/10/2019 12:14:21 AM simplythebrain I haven't watched the TV News in well over 10 years because of this nonsense

10/10/2019 12:22:51 AM realbwc These stations are all owned by Sinclair Broadcasting Group, who forced all of the stations to read this exact script in 2018. They are all conservative 

leaning local news stations.

10/10/2019 12:23:56 AM nightfgoaus Knew that I heard this form somewhere. I saw this being covered on a tv show a couple years ago so I went searching for it. It's due to a news corp 

called the Sinclair Broadcast group. John Oliver covered them. They give scripts to their local news anchors and "must runs"

10/10/2019 12:27:17 AM queenmofjugo Is this him talking about turkey Syria and the Kurds?

10/10/2019 12:27:40 AM ajaxthewolf  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eS797lGsa2M …

10/10/2019 12:30:49 AM tellthetruth1 Fox News forgot to tell us that the 1000 likely voters they called were from Mitten’s donor list.

10/10/2019 12:33:51 AM lushess1mm This is extremely dangerous....

10/10/2019 12:34:56 AM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1164449588549304320?s=20 …

10/10/2019 12:35:10 AM lghost12 LuLz didn't a bunch of those reporters resign after they saw this?

10/10/2019 12:48:14 AM chisdyriffic All of these channels are a part of the same company. They're just reading a company PSA.

What is really gross is that whoever made this left off the ending where they give out their contact information and ask people to get in touch if they 

see fake news in their reporting

10/10/2019 12:49:05 AM chisdyriffic All of these channels are a part of the same company. They're just reading a company PSA.

And they left off the ending where they give out their contact information and ask people to get in touch if they see fake news in their reporting

10/10/2019 1:06:13 AM luken56 I thought it was a Republic?

10/10/2019 1:11:20 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/c6ccUPj1vh

10/10/2019 1:36:31 AM damamayz 😂

10/10/2019 1:43:36 AM texastony81  https://twitter.com/navywifealison/status/1180583008606150658?s=21 …

10/10/2019 2:06:18 AM angryvoter2016 4am talking point memos exposes the media’s involvement in disinformation give to the Americans and others around the world. 

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

10/10/2019 2:08:19 AM dorisstouder2 I was there!

10/10/2019 2:21:33 AM hurricane0073 Back here again to relike this tweet no matter how many times that they remove it. ✊🏽

10/10/2019 2:34:44 AM joshpescatore This is old

10/10/2019 2:35:25 AM antorniluca Adam Shit popping out, you can tell this beautiful dog is a Republican! 👏👏💪💪

10/10/2019 2:38:07 AM jaded_pearl Med Bed in mass production 4 2020 but not available in US yet. This should be made available for all #Veterans coming home from #war. 

@realDonaldTrump Why is this not available in the US at least for our soldiers? It heals emotions #PTSD @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://youtu.be/oofKoUt8mxc 

10/10/2019 2:49:35 AM tambeekeeper  http://www.benpadiah.com/otherstuff/ENKI/LBoE.pdf …

10/10/2019 2:55:04 AM pomeinnz 19th?

10/10/2019 2:59:19 AM drankpaul Chagrined, right. I am cautious of anyone claiming the truth, and especially when that truth supports trump. But no worries, as a truth seeker, I may be 

a little surprised but I’ll survive. Now yourself, you’ll always have a little trump in you, huh?

10/10/2019 3:02:08 AM drankpaul Haha no worries Lucas, I’ll be fine. You ever fact check your man? Ever fact check anything?

10/10/2019 3:02:50 AM jfkjoerg 😂

10/10/2019 3:33:23 AM qjmoss66 YES🙌

10/10/2019 3:41:02 AM jerseyhotgurl Lucky YOU!

10/10/2019 3:42:00 AM illinoiscajun Stop it

10/10/2019 3:52:46 AM richard07759712 That may have occurred, however the MSM of fake news is 100x that. You talk of one incident | the MSM IS A DAILY BORAGE

10/10/2019 4:06:02 AM ssg_pain #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

10/10/2019 4:15:17 AM richard07759712 Good morning MJ

10/10/2019 4:18:07 AM persistantrn And is that fake Pence? Love my President 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/10/2019 4:18:35 AM richard07759712 Red October

10/10/2019 4:22:18 AM jorschach Did y'all catch the video of one of these companies setting up multiple fake crime scenes? 

Dig around youtube. There's tons of videos covering this with shit loads of examples. 

It's pretty fucking terrifying.

10/10/2019 4:23:28 AM richard07759712 Button down the hatch.... pic.twitter.com/4EYnDCnfzY

10/10/2019 4:25:15 AM lightworker2012 All of the darkest of secrets are surfacing up into the Light of day.

🎼Hallelujah🎼

10/10/2019 4:28:47 AM itsgreat2tweet #QANON 😎🇺🇸👊 pic.twitter.com/VbGkV6w2e2



10/10/2019 4:30:13 AM aetherwalker1 Boomer:  What?!  You don't watch the news?!

You've gotta watch the news!!!

Me:  🙄

10/10/2019 4:36:11 AM aetherwalker1 Good Boy!

10/10/2019 4:37:33 AM bpond888 Am I reading into this correctly as a much bigger story?

10/10/2019 4:59:40 AM hawkgirlinmn And you barely hear about it on MSM!!

10/10/2019 5:05:08 AM karim14324301 LQve Qur PRESIDENTE TRUMP ♥😌.  What a beautiful gesture HE just made👆😃 pic.twitter.com/juWt9tmC2C

10/10/2019 5:05:12 AM bhspeaks Who or what actually writes the script from which they all read?

10/10/2019 5:06:24 AM _no_1_special_ Maj... right 10deg... your off on this one... 

 http://Is.is  pushed/cornered in SY... msm narrative is that TRKY targeting KRDs... untrue... new alliance finishing the job on  http://is.is ...

10/10/2019 5:08:53 AM alnacho1 Project mockingbird

10/10/2019 5:13:02 AM texasqpatriot1 @IngenhuettTroy

10/10/2019 5:17:41 AM momekool1 Does pizza mean we’ll finally get to see sickos in DC get arrested???

10/10/2019 5:20:36 AM new_earth_2020 Yes 🙏💪💪💪💪💪💪❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

10/10/2019 5:39:13 AM fordsmall68 And to the republic for which we stand

10/10/2019 5:41:10 AM martiemelonie me too!

10/10/2019 6:04:04 AM ajshut2000 Q has given us everything we need to weather the storm. Dark to Light!

10/10/2019 6:06:58 AM egelone What is this RE ML?

thanks

10/10/2019 6:21:14 AM 1crazy_toaster unacceptable. why does this feel like some sort of test run?

Is everyone just accepting this? What's going on?

10/10/2019 6:29:10 AM norleen_meador Watching!!!

10/10/2019 6:46:18 AM charmanda9 Thank you for the update. Went to bed early last night with you on my mind. Sending you protective energies. I hope you and the girls are all able to 

use the bonding time at home while you wait this out. Praying it is not long, though. 💛🙏🏻💛

10/10/2019 6:47:59 AM charmanda9 Thank goodness you still have water. I will send you prayers, as well, for a quick return of power. ✨🙏🏻✨

10/10/2019 6:49:29 AM v_rags Sending you prayers Debbie! pic.twitter.com/EeELmK9Qsd

10/10/2019 6:54:52 AM felizzisue "We really set the stage..." PopQorn continually replenished! 🍿#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/gdAZl1z8E3

10/10/2019 6:54:59 AM boogeymanhunter This video alone...

should crack open the eyes of those who say “l only like to catch the local news”

Well done. Wow.

10/10/2019 7:22:00 AM kat_in_a_kaghat 😂 right.

10/10/2019 7:22:52 AM rangler2016 We Love You President Trump!!!

10/10/2019 7:35:37 AM illinoiscajun @youcanthandlem5

10/10/2019 8:19:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 How the Deep State works... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1182297613049241600 …

10/10/2019 8:26:19 AM allahuniversal Retaliation? pic.twitter.com/WFOY5RYdyn

10/10/2019 8:26:38 AM patriotchick8 The comments on that tweet are gross.

10/10/2019 8:27:48 AM surfing123456 Damn they aren’t playing around. Wtf

10/10/2019 8:30:55 AM allonkid fake news?

10/10/2019 8:31:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Telephone Book

10/10/2019 8:31:41 AM keith369me Reading that article and the associated comments made me dumber.  I’ll just stick to the headline and the MJ analysis going forward.  I never realized 

how much we collectively have learned until I get thrown back into 🐑 -land.

10/10/2019 8:31:55 AM 6b1222t Right???

10/10/2019 8:32:10 AM doyouq Waiting patiently..

10/10/2019 8:33:44 AM usss_211 As big as the Manhattan Nynex... Oops showing my age!!

🌜😊😇

10/10/2019 8:33:44 AM wedblues ⏰⏳⌛

10/10/2019 8:34:27 AM keith369me I suspect you mean this: https://www.mediaite.com/tv/trump-promotes-maria-bartiromo-report-based-on-leaked-information-from-ig-office/amp/ …

10/10/2019 8:34:30 AM kachinagtto Of course it’s SDNY 🙄

10/10/2019 8:34:54 AM anonymousada I'm already trying to decide where to get it printed.

Odd Amazon isn't already selling the preorder like they did with the Mueller report...

10/10/2019 8:35:02 AM twilly18 It's coming clear now.  I finally see it!

10/10/2019 8:35:27 AM keith369me  https://twitter.com/michaelbeatty3/status/1181896183603593217?s=21 …

10/10/2019 8:35:30 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Many significations, or just one?

10/10/2019 8:36:59 AM allahuniversal Yellow, blue, or white pages?

10/10/2019 8:37:39 AM roublisa 5:5

10/10/2019 8:37:45 AM rosesrred0119 Buahahaha

10/10/2019 8:38:25 AM kachinagtto I bet the Hollywood scum won’t read this one aloud on stage 🎭 🤪

10/10/2019 8:38:25 AM ab36913 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

10/10/2019 8:38:47 AM sadhuguet My thoughts too, here the telephone book is 1/2" thick. In my hometown, it's 3-4" thick. I think she is in NY, so it's probably at least 3".  Even 1/2" is a 

lot of crimes.

10/10/2019 8:39:06 AM charmanda9 Yeah. Hate it when that happens.

10/10/2019 8:39:10 AM khanh247a Please somebody make a pasta out of this

10/10/2019 8:39:26 AM hawkgirlinmn #UnsealEpstein

10/10/2019 8:40:24 AM kvitalone IKR 👍

10/10/2019 8:41:55 AM usss_211 Yellow.... It was Yuge!!!

10/10/2019 8:41:55 AM z00mz00m4 Which city? NYC or Alma, AR

10/10/2019 8:43:30 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/sdnynews/status/1182319055014961152?s=21 …

10/10/2019 8:45:08 AM allonkid of Epstein? what come of it? no news of consequence.

10/10/2019 8:48:38 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.energycentral.com/news/pge-shutdown-800000-people-lose-power-prevent-california-wildfires … pic.twitter.com/6c2zXU8DfU

10/10/2019 8:49:21 AM heavensarmy4 Nice anniversary reference 👊

10/10/2019 8:50:55 AM winklerburke Joe Biden gets $900,000 corruption pay? https://www.zerohedge.com/political/joe-biden-personally-paid-900000-burisma-according-ukrainian-mp-

bombshell-admission …

10/10/2019 8:52:06 AM mommahood777 there's a video out with claims that Turkey is harvesting organs of Syrian children while they are alive/alert..

I've seen the video and the horror is true but are the "players" accurate?

I didn't save the video or RT it..it was late

nope, didn't sleep

#ThoseWhoKnowCantSleep



10/10/2019 8:52:40 AM allonkid  https://www.breitbart.com/news/romania-government-collapses-in-no-confidence-vote/ …

10/10/2019 8:53:03 AM mommahood777 Yes, #EnjoyingTheShow

#TreyGowdy

#DreamTeam

10/10/2019 8:53:23 AM lovesg_d This stuff is getting too tedious! If they don’t take action against these corrupt people soon, they will have no room to maneuver anymore. DS media 

has already convinced half this country that DJT is a Russian stooge and a dictator! It’s getting mind-boggling!

10/10/2019 8:54:55 AM heavensarmy4 Boom

10/10/2019 8:55:32 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-10-10/tesla-rushes-to-keep-california-blackout-from-killing-batteries …

deliberate collateral damage...oopsy

10/10/2019 8:56:19 AM heavensarmy4 Kek pic.twitter.com/80nwUS5OvJ

10/10/2019 8:57:41 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/oct/10/san-francisco-wildfire-bay-area-sanders-ranch …

10/10/2019 8:58:22 AM jettylee1 The real national emergency is the zombie apocalypse taking place as we speak. The corrupt global media has turned these people into crazed lunatics. 

We are truly at risk of losing control.

10/10/2019 9:01:13 AM thomass37982821 It makes one wonder..

Has it already happened and what you see walking around is a clone, robotoid, or a synthetic?

10/10/2019 9:02:13 AM girlawakeinca Thank you. Every CA family affected thanks you. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

10/10/2019 9:06:26 AM kindeandtrue Remember what happened to Paul Manafort, a very mysterious character with deep Ukrainian connections.

10/10/2019 9:08:51 AM braveunicorn55 yeah.. i remember what a bombshell that last IG report was.

10/10/2019 9:11:20 AM charmanda9 What?! Now there actually ARE fires starting today?!

10/10/2019 9:12:56 AM mgodfrey99 Yuge!

10/10/2019 9:13:16 AM bbobbio71 See something say something

10/10/2019 9:17:19 AM duriavigrobert Is that one first in line in the light blue top facing away from us Karen Stout? (that certainly explains the “STOUT!”)

10/10/2019 9:17:31 AM girlawakeinca We are in high fire season. There have already been fires in my area. Some days we don’t open windows due to the smell of smoke. Some controlled 

burns nearby too. The fire dept was releasing water from main line hydrants around town yesterday...safety check?

10/10/2019 9:18:14 AM zagnett Paradise Fire, last year, only a few hours in. The web site doesn't show this kind of pattern now for that day.

Interesting patterns?🤔 pic.twitter.com/gGZOxoc9sQ

10/10/2019 9:18:40 AM michaelnigrelli Yes, yes it is extremely dangerous to our democracy! When all MSM outlets read the same script to force their agenda our the American people....

10/10/2019 9:22:24 AM girlawakeinca Funny how the history is “lost”. I remember being upset & sharing data with you back then...we were both on high alert.

I’m ready to bug in or bug out if needed. Sad way to live, but we Patriots are doing our best amidst it all. 🇺🇸🙏❤️🌎

10/10/2019 9:23:15 AM boxcarbum I do, personally. I think Q has been a fascinating figure, but people took the cult mentality and ran with it to a point that passed Insane a long time ago.

10/10/2019 9:25:19 AM ewilliams22101 So the media is blackmailed and that's why they never ask the tough questions.  Biden: "Ask the RIGHT question!"  That must have been a direct 

threat. . . .

10/10/2019 9:27:57 AM zagnett Yes, lost history here it seems. Last year i was watching the fires very closely. This year, since it's been relatively quiet until now, i had totally forgotten 

about fire season. Praying for You! 🙏❤️🙏

10/10/2019 9:28:27 AM cosmic_engineer [they] have lost protection

🦉 Hunting season

10/10/2019 9:28:36 AM susan66388204 Archive offline.  A telephone book? Oh yeah im made of money.  😳🤣🤣

10/10/2019 9:30:19 AM charmanda9 I hope not too much, since they are asking you guys to conserve it!

10/10/2019 9:34:16 AM rachaelangelm Mueller

10/10/2019 9:35:19 AM girlawakeinca Thankfully we are not without power. Many close by are affected. I’m on the fringe as the PG&E map says I’m w/out power.  I must live in the line of 

Gov. New som home (he lives not too far from here) so am not affected yet.

10/10/2019 9:36:25 AM laurabusse Positively geometric

Not natural to say the least...

10/10/2019 9:37:02 AM charmanda9 Oh wow. Well, that is fortunate at least for your family. 🙏🏻

10/10/2019 9:37:15 AM enomai_ 4 weeks is all saints day.

Let the pillars fall.

10/10/2019 9:37:41 AM charmanda9 And right next to green, where there appears to be no fire.

10/10/2019 9:38:05 AM crossfitbirch 🚨🚨🚨 WARNING 🚨🚨🚨 black hats have many sects of evil! Much finger pointing now! Anyone that is freaking out , should be 

vetted.Again.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @DrDannielle @JfkJuni0r @RedNationRising @Ward2019Al @OwlMajorIn @volarconalas anyone 

still on tube vet again

10/10/2019 9:38:16 AM patriotswegoall Time for DECLAS?

10/10/2019 9:40:13 AM jv_parker me thinks the DS is being played like a fiddle

10/10/2019 9:40:33 AM girlawakeinca  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/09/us/california-power-outage-PGE.html …

10/10/2019 9:40:44 AM charmanda9 It is insane to me that this situation is not trending yet.

10/10/2019 9:41:13 AM patriotswegoall White pages contain names and locations. All related to JE?

10/10/2019 9:42:15 AM girlawakeinca They’re definitely trying their best pic.twitter.com/oWy5nuNCHe

10/10/2019 9:43:22 AM pat4dwa10859950 Find me the ⏰

10/10/2019 9:44:24 AM owlmajorin  pic.twitter.com/Dw4hGINXMV

10/10/2019 9:44:35 AM nsa_qil2 Terrorists have been lighting distraction fires in Cali for years 

Why should they care about this one?

10/10/2019 9:50:20 AM girlawakeinca I don’t think Newsom wants another submission pic distributed worldwide like from the Paradise Fire. That’s one thing that gives me hope. 🇺🇸🙏 

pic.twitter.com/llaIWau5Dg

10/10/2019 9:51:27 AM alinahere 👍🤣 👏👏👏👏🎯🇺🇸

10/10/2019 9:55:15 AM blissamerica Because now they’re getting sued

10/10/2019 9:57:48 AM alinahere I'll guesstimate... 5" at minimum! 🤔👍😉🇺🇸

10/10/2019 9:57:48 AM patriotchic33 Please pray for us in California. The winds are roaring, the Power's out...HAM radio repeaters out. fires starting already. A whole lot more I dare not 

tweet. TENSE! 😐

10/10/2019 10:00:45 AM laurabusse I'm fascinated by this picture

But I don't think it's him...

Resembles him but to me it doesn't look like him...

10/10/2019 10:03:38 AM _369311119 Hahahaha.

U-line

10/10/2019 10:06:55 AM charmanda9 Like the little boy who cried wolf.

10/10/2019 10:07:32 AM realityloominng Is this another "parody" of an actual event?



10/10/2019 10:14:19 AM covertress #UnifiedFieldTheory 💥💥💥

I found it!

ht @v_rags https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1182342863549542401?s=19 …

10/10/2019 10:14:56 AM orthogonalron Lots of names of people and businesses

10/10/2019 10:17:08 AM tonya__rose Kim Clement prophecy regarding #impeachment. God's got this! Must See! 

Rudy Guiliani was a watchman over NY on 9/11 and now he is a Watchman over our nation revealing truth!

 https://youtu.be/njPrQUe1nqY  pic.twitter.com/fJl0YVLkQd

10/10/2019 10:21:26 AM rosataggart Do they realize how utterly stupid the sound and how they are being used. But hey $$$

10/10/2019 10:21:49 AM karina89350882 Exactly….and that`s why I don`t understand why can NO arrests done by the good side???

10/10/2019 10:23:32 AM allahuniversal Thank you both! Forgot all about Nassim!

10/10/2019 10:25:14 AM scrotata I suppose RG and DJT can do no wrong? And they are clean as clean can be? That is what is to be believed?

10/10/2019 10:29:43 AM jooooody i been waiting sooo long!   hope it's true.

10/10/2019 10:42:10 AM aleks8837 LOL! 😀🤩

10/10/2019 10:43:29 AM mark08834947 #CrowdStrike

10/10/2019 10:43:33 AM toffer_anon_369 Who ya gonna call?

10/10/2019 10:52:48 AM mklundquist How many?

10/10/2019 11:04:03 AM aleks8837 UPDATE - GOT REPLY! pic.twitter.com/sn7nbdHq9x

10/10/2019 11:05:24 AM aleks8837 UPDATE - GOT A REPLY! pic.twitter.com/8mw2XTLVf4

10/10/2019 11:06:45 AM horseofw telephone book has lots and lots of names in it.

10/10/2019 11:11:18 AM rick_hernandez SWAMP BUSTERS!

10/10/2019 11:16:56 AM goyaeq Does this map accurately depict the pole shift?  It was posted on zetatalk. pic.twitter.com/gKnx8n9JF0

10/10/2019 11:25:00 AM lightlove21121 Yup. Same here.

10/10/2019 11:32:16 AM morety76 Boom

10/10/2019 11:36:08 AM peter95117110 Dark Tower it is. Yes. However, I'm afraid the situation is a little more complicated than that, to paraphrase a character in the film Resident Evil. 

Fictionally architectural metaphors...With Respects, Peter. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktn8w3-RyNs …

10/10/2019 11:36:26 AM nea_storm Brilliant! Thank you! Most definitely Aleks! What they have done here is a beautiful thing! This is how the system of administrating fiduciaries operates: 

Does anyone comprehend how to read the reply? I'll DeCode a part it is a "map": This is all I will express to protect others: pic.twitter.com/Bo8wZoF5qj

10/10/2019 11:38:20 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xszvdy_Egjo …

10/10/2019 11:41:05 AM lightlove21121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@dynamicres

@MongrelGlory

@MercuryinRx

@CodeMonkeyZ

@EsotericExposal

@OneZenTsu

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@charmanda9

@AllahUniversal

@nea_storm

@LisaRoub

@zagnett

@UnearthedCiel

@v_rags

@JohnGrahamDick1

@Qanon76

@Sterkinglights1

@AB36913

@cobrainfo1
10/10/2019 11:46:02 AM lisaroub Yes please☺️☺️☺️

10/10/2019 11:46:06 AM charmanda9 ⚡💥⚡💥⚡💥⚡

10/10/2019 11:47:13 AM lightlove21121 @The_Soul_Matrix

@DeepakChopra

@realNDWalsch 

We need old souls to guide the 5D collective co-creations. 

Big worldwide collective healing for Gaia and her children on the 11th of november? 

           💫♥🙏🏽♥💫

#Oneness

@olimyracle
10/10/2019 11:48:51 AM lisaroub Beautiful sister light💗💗💗 I stand with you always💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/kQBsPevaca

10/10/2019 11:49:57 AM lisaroub I love you and your beautiful spirit💗💗💗

10/10/2019 11:50:07 AM lightlove21121 ♥🙏🏽♥

💫

10/10/2019 11:55:43 AM wisdomonium F is quoted as saying that 'foreign men" were trailing him. From what I gathered on JJA relationship w Mos&setting up the rogue agency w Dulles', it 

becomes obvious that these men tossed him out the window. Naz+BO=same cabalistic team/NWO Fmasons. PNAC=Pike to Mazzini(p2)plan.

10/10/2019 11:59:32 AM charmanda9 ✨🔥✨

✨😌✨

✨🙏✨what a beautiful day of connection we have, family.

10/10/2019 12:03:18 PM lisaroub Indeed....all loving energetic bubbles ☺️☺️☺️ pic.twitter.com/UMmbI0ux7k

10/10/2019 12:03:43 PM mongrelglory Well that article pretty much sums up how badly screwed up the state of California's utilities are in! 👀

10/10/2019 12:06:51 PM powersawer Maybe this:

 https://www.marines.mil/News/Messages/Messages-Display/Article/1979422/manpower-guidance-for-activation-and-deactivation-of-reserve-

component-marines …

Recent changes to Marine protocol in domestic threat situations. Not sure if changes are meaningful as I don‘t know much about USmil proceedings.



10/10/2019 12:08:05 PM mamiemcclure17 Golden flying hair, to having a golden flying umm machine... Majestic ☺️

10/10/2019 12:14:42 PM mamiemcclure17 The German’s had flying saucers in the 30’s.

10/10/2019 12:14:55 PM lightlove21121 That becomes one huge bubble of love surrounding Gaia ♥️

10/10/2019 12:26:20 PM lightlove21121 The family of worldwide patriots      who love their planet and it’s children

                ♥🙏🏽♥

10/10/2019 12:28:29 PM lisaroub Most defiantly yes!!!

10/10/2019 12:29:21 PM batespm4abbey Indeed...and are any artificial ones occupied by living beings ?!?

10/10/2019 12:29:37 PM lightlove21121 And who are fighting to get it back. The ones who won’t ever let go. And it’s working. Very well indeed 😏

10/10/2019 12:33:22 PM nurseniceyes 8675309? Or this? https://youtu.be/7mOxQghay9w 

10/10/2019 12:35:11 PM charmanda9 Bubbles!!!

10/10/2019 12:43:16 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/Rs8jqvTSPq

10/10/2019 12:51:34 PM charmanda9 😃😃😃 pic.twitter.com/sESoUO2k0n

10/10/2019 1:01:03 PM wisdomonium I figured out the Collins Elite. These men were in one of the many pentagon 'stove pipes' getting a first hand look at the occultists that came in with the 

Trojan Horse OP Paperclip. Thule (cabalist) bs from the low IQ part of Pennemunde.

10/10/2019 1:06:18 PM mongrelglory I hear it will contain stuff about the Clinton Foundation in addition to the FISA abuses! 😃

10/10/2019 1:12:58 PM nevrsurrender05 Can't make this up. Free press? 😂😂

10/10/2019 1:13:51 PM wisdomonium When you see Rockefeller walking with hildabeast holding the UFOlogy book it dawns on anyone with half a brain that a Rockefeller was put in charge 

of MaJIC & working for the cabalist banksters/masons.They chose her as their Lillith (Ninlil) snake goddess/Lucifer.

10/10/2019 1:17:51 PM wisdomonium Soros took R'fellers place in the pyramid of control. The part that controls the rogue agencies are the ones into cabalsism,new age psy op,satan,OTO, 

Nazi ideology, communist ideology, eugenics,mind control,ww3, etc. 

Agencies still bound to protect and serve are at war with them

10/10/2019 1:18:56 PM provbay4me as thick as

10/10/2019 1:26:52 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🤓❤️🇺🇸

10/10/2019 1:29:59 PM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/1t1myINQB2

10/10/2019 1:33:07 PM amicablefrutfly Kudos to whoever made this. Brilliant.

10/10/2019 1:48:02 PM cpratt64477640 YOU CAN SEE HOW THEY TELL FAKE NEWS !! THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE SMARTER THAN THAT !!!!!!PRESIDENT TRUMP IN 2020 !! WE KNOW 

PRESIDENT TRUMP STANDS WITH THE AMERICAN PEOPLE !!!!!!!❤️🇺🇸

10/10/2019 1:51:34 PM karma4event201 Oct 18th is 13 days before Oct 31st 

I'm sure Satanists had planned something big for 13 days before thier big Occult night and 13 days after 

Trumped again 👍

10/10/2019 1:54:32 PM kathleen3693693 Credo Mutwa, Zulu Shamon, cites moon history before it was placed into its present orbit. I don't think mythology is truly "mythology." Maybe just 

another way to deny the truth, like fake news is being used as a weapon now.

 https://doowansnewsandevents.wordpress.com/tag/zulu-mythology-about-the-moon/ … pic.twitter.com/fnP8C6cysz

10/10/2019 1:56:13 PM blissamerica Also canned food, nitrates, sodium, artificial sweeteners, perfume, MSG, grape juice, chemicals from cleaners,changes in the weather, hormones, 

stress and sleep patterns can also be triggers.

10/10/2019 1:58:28 PM blissamerica Was that expensive?

10/10/2019 2:00:54 PM karma4event201  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1179417846641766400?s=20 …

10/10/2019 2:06:44 PM girlawakeinca I bet you can find better prices online, but here’s an example 😃

 https://www.propurusa.com/Shower-Filter-with-Promax-and-Massage-Head.html … pic.twitter.com/Eo4aWxmpnn

10/10/2019 2:07:06 PM texasnana05 Pray folks, pray

10/10/2019 2:10:44 PM duriavigrobert Movie Title: “THE ART OF THE DEAL”🤔

10/10/2019 2:14:29 PM ethereal_shaman You can intellectualize the mechanics of consciousness all you want, but going out and deliberately playing with it in the unseen is the fun part.

10/10/2019 2:17:16 PM duriavigrobert The Italian People were disappointed with the Corrupt Italian Government dragging their feet over the prosecution of Mussolini. They stormed the 

gates, drug him to the nearest town square, hug him upside down, took turns and kicked him to death🤔

(just saying)

10/10/2019 2:19:33 PM buybuyca Amen‼️🇺🇸✊🏻🤬🤯

10/10/2019 2:41:45 PM musicbyscott Haarp and geoengineering. 

Time for a #song plug 😁 please listen and share, the views are cr@p! #lookup https://youtu.be/8gu9GHAk2_M 

10/10/2019 2:43:26 PM musicbyscott Of course it is. I mean think about it. If it was your role to dominate rather than be dominated what wouldnt you do?

10/10/2019 2:44:19 PM blissamerica Thank you so much

10/10/2019 2:50:09 PM girlawakeinca Yes! God bless every single person who has valiantly served our country.  🇺🇸🙏❤️

10/10/2019 2:56:14 PM queen_khalifia I hope Boots r on Ground for them all! Noticed the White Flag/Red Star behind Gavin! Who is his Oath to? We want them all arrested now. Love you 

and I pray u r safe! 🙏

10/10/2019 2:58:19 PM girlawakeinca Grateful for your words of support. I hope so too! It’s almost unreal.

10/10/2019 3:00:29 PM elishabaker915  pic.twitter.com/91W254ZTuo

10/10/2019 3:04:26 PM zagnett Seems similar to how all those pesky earthquakes felt earlier this year. You'll get through this just fine! 🙏😊👍

10/10/2019 3:06:27 PM girlawakeinca It takes a village. I love all of the positivity amongst it all.

10/10/2019 3:25:49 PM mikebravodude #Moloch trending. @HillaryClinton this would be a bad time to remind people of your emails? 

@realDonaldTrump

@Praying_Medic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Q2ndWave 

 https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/14333 … pic.twitter.com/ubywKZI1qH
10/10/2019 3:59:01 PM chapulincolored What say you about this meme. pic.twitter.com/IWWNvYl1vB

10/10/2019 4:28:17 PM outdoriewestb Lol my sentiment also when it comes to creepy clowns!

10/10/2019 4:51:07 PM magnolia678 Maria B referencing fisa/declass

10/10/2019 4:59:59 PM usmc_army Shows you how much education colleges teaches these days. These simpletons call this a Democracy. It’s a Republic.

10/10/2019 5:07:33 PM mrwhite90864194 Mockingbird

10/10/2019 5:08:00 PM usmc_army Absolutely brother

10/10/2019 5:19:47 PM pattoups1945 Yes I agree it is time for the news networks check out a story before they repeat it.

10/10/2019 5:31:33 PM kindeandtrue The IG report?

10/10/2019 5:31:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 UFO-like helicopter dubbed 'Super Great White Shark' unleashed by China - Daily Star

[Clinton Foundation] https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/ufo-like-helicopter-dubbed-super-20556409 …

10/10/2019 5:32:25 PM guy_karen WTH?

10/10/2019 5:33:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scalfari: Pope Francis Told Me That Jesus Incarnate Was a 'Man ... Not at All a God' https://www.cnsnews.com/blog/michael-w-chapman/scalfari-pope-

francis-told-me-jesus-incarnate-was-man-not-all-god …

10/10/2019 5:33:56 PM kay_spire Well I bet Jesus knows what the pope is !



10/10/2019 5:34:48 PM kindeandtrue You know things are bad when your Presbyterian US President is more Catholic than the Pope.

10/10/2019 5:35:28 PM iamyou132 “Drawing On mature tech from the US and Russia..” Sold tech via the Clinton foundation?

10/10/2019 5:35:35 PM gyyy6y This is pre-emptive disinfo with the intent to make any real disclosure about treasonous selling of state secrets to China look ridiculous.

10/10/2019 5:35:42 PM bluestflame1 the man was a placeholder and a conduit 

when he said "the father and I are one , ".. t'was the Lord most high announcing presence, had "stepped in "

10/10/2019 5:36:23 PM lpblakelyar Not surprised. Amazing how he says stuff like this and then the Vatican has to go in behind him and try to reinterpret what he really meant🤨

10/10/2019 5:36:31 PM melrose2247 He's really Muslim.

10/10/2019 5:36:38 PM speedbu71388275 The very millisecond this man wakes up dead......the spiritual shitstorm that awaits him.....will overtake him.

10/10/2019 5:36:38 PM jennysue62 So who does the pope think Jesus' biological father is then? Joseph?  

So the conversation the angel had with Mary is a lie?

This pope IS satan in the flesh..how bout that..👿

10/10/2019 5:37:02 PM keith369me Suggesting SAP information changed hands through the [CF]?  Does it work with a propulsion system utilizing concentrically rotating spheres?

10/10/2019 5:37:11 PM kindeandtrue Maybe aliens don't exist after all.

10/10/2019 5:38:34 PM kirgan_p 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡. This guy is so far off base, it’s ridiculous!

10/10/2019 5:39:58 PM boilingcrude #EndOfTheRoad People, End of the road.

10/10/2019 5:40:27 PM lilac1982 Remember this demon is the same man who said do not follow what’s written in the Bible. Instead follow his word.

10/10/2019 5:40:31 PM abtnancy WHAT??

10/10/2019 5:41:08 PM writerbob5 He got the straight skinny from Lucy

10/10/2019 5:42:13 PM keith369me Ascended master.  Not the only one.  Would he have wanted to be deified?  I’d guess not as he washed the feet of his disciples.  With that said, I’m 

trying every day to act more like  him.

10/10/2019 5:42:42 PM nikoscali Ours are better...

10/10/2019 5:42:43 PM rachaelangelm Enjoy the show!

10/10/2019 5:42:45 PM cjlegalbeagle I'm not sure where bears go to the bathroom any more.

😭

10/10/2019 5:45:51 PM tdchance1 Evil

10/10/2019 5:46:03 PM conniecollette3 stolen from who ?

10/10/2019 5:46:12 PM sagewarrior17  https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1182451408966017024?s=20 …

10/10/2019 5:47:40 PM enemama Remove this false leader.

10/10/2019 5:48:43 PM aetherwalker1 Don't get my hopes up, MJ.

10/10/2019 5:49:53 PM state1union Pope Satan FRANCIS called Job The Devil, from the Book of Job.

10/10/2019 5:50:36 PM lucyc5124 Dear Catholic friends- RUN 💥 #SatansPopie

10/10/2019 5:51:48 PM mr_bigg_dogg  pic.twitter.com/sgkjdlLvUe

10/10/2019 5:52:02 PM jamesbradleey hiiii

10/10/2019 5:52:27 PM toolejr This is old news but it's still creepy as ferk.

10/10/2019 5:53:20 PM ethereal_shaman Christ consciousness

10/10/2019 5:54:39 PM lilac1982 I’ve stated this before. I watched one of his original speeches. Saw total black eyes. Turned off the tv immediately. Couldn’t shake it for days. It 

reminded me of something someone high up told me.

10/10/2019 5:55:41 PM ottoburkart Francis is not the pope. Benedict is still Pope. Francis is an antipope.

10/10/2019 5:56:16 PM lilac1982 In the end days, Satan will run the highest levels of government, the church also. We are seeing this everywhere.

10/10/2019 5:57:19 PM crazybeachchic He’s a blasphemer!! I want Jesus to come back and turn all the tables over in the Vatican!!!

10/10/2019 5:57:28 PM beeshelb Matt Lauer

10/10/2019 6:00:18 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/10/2019 6:00:42 PM state1union And they’re going down hard now!!

10/10/2019 6:02:54 PM lilac1982 Agreed.

10/10/2019 6:03:23 PM thekanehb It’s all part of disclosure. Next up is that he never ascended. Seriously. Check your bible

10/10/2019 6:03:57 PM fosterical The false prophet rises. How long until his master does?

10/10/2019 6:05:43 PM clappytrees I believe reality of mockingbird media, but FYI: 

This meme shows a script recited in unison for promotional purposes of Sinclair Broadcast Group - who’s apparently pro-Trump. There are many 

articles about it.  Here are two. 

 http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/events/s …

 http://usatoday.com/story/money/me …
10/10/2019 6:07:52 PM xrp2112 The fan blade is on the bottom sonit can land on crowds of protestors.

10/10/2019 6:07:58 PM pleasevote_2020 Yes. Just Yes.

10/10/2019 6:08:06 PM rawphonegirl Can we repo it?

10/10/2019 6:12:15 PM sterkinglights1 Pantera?

10/10/2019 6:12:42 PM nm_zsr A man? Yes. But DNA operating at such a high level. Capabilities we can unlock. Let yourself be loved.

10/10/2019 6:15:38 PM nm_zsr I was thinking 11/11 anniversary?

10/10/2019 6:22:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ready for Assange to re-enter the stage?

How?

No spoilers. https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1182374310440296450 …

10/10/2019 6:23:00 PM itbmeang Sooooo ready for Assange.  🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

10/10/2019 6:23:30 PM kittyj_57 Is he back on the planet?

10/10/2019 6:23:49 PM tarzan_08 That email was in Wikileaks dump

Media didn’t care then 

Would be nice if they do now

10/10/2019 6:23:56 PM 1_decided_voter My guess is it will be a new release of emails...

10/10/2019 6:24:51 PM hawkgirlinmn Image1.JPG =Q

10/10/2019 6:24:55 PM smith_jere This movie is almost too good, almost!

10/10/2019 6:25:51 PM purplefavorite1 February 😥

10/10/2019 6:26:07 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/10/2019 6:26:55 PM neapatriot Piss on the pope!!!!

10/10/2019 6:26:56 PM mgodfrey99 Jesus is God, Jesus is King of Kings.

10/10/2019 6:27:29 PM bluestflame1  https://youtu.be/JOUFsCS7xYE 

10/10/2019 6:28:18 PM truthisyours310 🙏🏻

10/10/2019 6:28:33 PM rebornkingent Chalupa? Really? That’s a last name to change.

10/10/2019 6:28:47 PM bluestflame1 trump was announcing it in advance

10/10/2019 6:28:54 PM covfefe_kate Hmm...that’s not what my Bible says... 🧐



10/10/2019 6:34:21 PM vannacee Tf?

10/10/2019 6:35:18 PM gatorpatriot70 I was wondering about him earlier today!!

10/10/2019 6:36:42 PM rachaelangelm Yes

10/10/2019 6:39:25 PM sunnyawakening He was a man but....he was from a higher dimension. Hence healing with just a touch. Anything in 3rd dimension can be instantly healed by a touch 

from a higher dimensional being.

10/10/2019 6:42:43 PM keur60693994 This pope has got to go. Impeached, dismissed, or whatever you do to a devil masquerading  as a man of God.

10/10/2019 6:43:47 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Rcba6zXHv0

10/10/2019 6:44:00 PM jettylee1 Remember when Hillary asked if she could just drone him?

10/10/2019 6:44:46 PM bbobbio71 Deep state plant to push the NWO agenda.

10/10/2019 6:45:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger

10/10/2019 6:45:53 PM mountainminder Packed with a Tesla punch.

10/10/2019 6:45:53 PM bbobbio71 True true!

10/10/2019 6:46:25 PM hollylandes Ok..you gotta admit..they suck at naming things

10/10/2019 6:47:00 PM packbrewfan1 This never gets old!

10/10/2019 6:47:31 PM tbonedude  pic.twitter.com/uQBrUUaYBn

10/10/2019 6:50:52 PM cosmic_engineer My Shishou

10/10/2019 6:54:10 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Indeed!!

10/10/2019 6:54:31 PM scott_rick Ya I am

10/10/2019 6:57:16 PM keith369me Always...we all get it wrong occasionally...discern everything

10/10/2019 6:59:38 PM graffiti_forens He was murdered.

10/10/2019 7:04:30 PM meldance00 I’ve been trying to share for years. He was a man who was just ahead of his time & learned about using the immune system to heal yourself, knew of 

the pineal gland activation & knew about energy work & how we are one consciousness. Travelled to India & learned from yogis.

10/10/2019 7:05:26 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/XUUp5s2jLR

10/10/2019 7:05:31 PM txgrown2020 Angel's are messengers.

10/10/2019 7:07:51 PM josebar44771137 Yas!

10/10/2019 7:10:19 PM luellalee15 Not "A" God. Jesus IS God.

10/10/2019 7:10:50 PM yustein First who cares what that pedo, liar and child murderer thinks. Second, by choice, we choose to obey universal laws once we incarnate from higher 

dimensions to a lower 3D density world until we ascend. Ascension is unification of your higher self and human form.

10/10/2019 7:11:08 PM jason13122 Sick

10/10/2019 7:11:10 PM chaele3 Breaking news  https://youtu.be/7xDx_-2JIV0 

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@AGobsmack

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@fat18638

@prayingmedic

@trump_assistant

@TruthHitsEvery1
10/10/2019 7:12:37 PM ethereal_shaman An ascended master.

10/10/2019 7:12:37 PM geopaschall Mature = Old

It uses propeller blades.  Not stolen.  Not sold by CF.

Be better.

CF certainly sold secrets.  Props aren’t one of them.

10/10/2019 7:13:11 PM mbff07  pic.twitter.com/jTlJx6XvLo

10/10/2019 7:13:46 PM geopaschall It uses propeller blades!  😂

10/10/2019 7:14:15 PM geopaschall Pretty sure propeller blades aren’t top secret.

10/10/2019 7:14:35 PM allahuniversal Think server(S)

10/10/2019 7:17:19 PM iamyou132 Did you read the article? The tech that makes this helicopter interesting doesn’t revolve around propellers. Yes it uses them, but the article explicitly 

states that this was tried in the past and things like a reliable mode of thrust prevented them from developing it further

10/10/2019 7:18:19 PM yustein Ascension is the end of slavery of humanity, that liar wants you to think it is not possible. He is the devil in the flesh, he worships moloch and sacrifices 

children after raping them. Do not hate him, pity a bit then move on. He is insignificant now, he is past, not important.

10/10/2019 7:19:11 PM marywal64295444 I say this to myself daily before opening social media. I find it really does help me to keep my judgements in check

10/10/2019 7:20:25 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/10/2019 7:28:39 PM mulugah1 I thought about going back to snail mail

10/10/2019 7:31:31 PM yustein Darkness does not fear fighting but fears being loved. Because it is loved it is no more darkness but turns to light. Now, loving darkness requires 

mastery. Do you understand your power now? I just gave you the secret of secrets by permission and the order of Divine. Now use it!

10/10/2019 7:33:30 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/0BRrEcis3B

10/10/2019 7:33:35 PM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/nJ3Cw6CFao

10/10/2019 7:35:22 PM jaisynu Yeshua existed, he explained all. They want you to deny the father and yeshua.

10/10/2019 7:36:20 PM kseven110 Long & overdue💜

10/10/2019 7:36:28 PM yustein Love is the ultimate energy. It is not weakness, it is not accepting defeat, it is showing greatness, real power, real mastery. Learn to love and use it to 

free yourself from evil. The force itself is love. Do you understand now? Use it!

10/10/2019 7:39:53 PM jeffcordell6 POTUS  did an amazing job.  Thought there were many Q type words at the start.    Thank you all for what u do.

10/10/2019 7:46:03 PM patriotswegoall Andromedan perspective and opinion: Bibical Jesus is a composite character

10/10/2019 7:47:12 PM wickedmouse369 Everything is a code, everything has meaning. I'm not sure what the triggers are for magick.

10/10/2019 7:48:18 PM alpha8609b I hope so. Loosing faith

10/10/2019 7:49:22 PM jeanvilandre Avro false flag 1960s...

10/10/2019 7:50:33 PM patriotswegoall Assange has all the hardcore data.

10/10/2019 7:56:04 PM manifest_utopia 🤣🤣🤣 Excellent question!

10/10/2019 8:00:07 PM gregr19709804 Just don't bring Assange to the USA. We have more swamp to drain before we are able to keep folks safe, it would seem.

10/10/2019 8:01:00 PM nikkitokarsyck Wow!!!

10/10/2019 8:02:54 PM mgodfrey99 He did an Awesome job...had me laughing and those Oh no he didn't moments..followed by I love my tell it like it is President.

10/10/2019 8:04:47 PM karma4event201 Twitter covered this tweet "may contain offensive context"

10/10/2019 8:04:55 PM troglowbyte Perhaps Scalfari is sewing dissension between PF and the laics.

10/10/2019 8:12:39 PM fktvis Yeah, look at what happened to Epstein.



10/10/2019 8:18:44 PM anncarverfishe1 😂😂

10/10/2019 8:22:07 PM magakitten FALSE!!!

10/10/2019 8:22:39 PM toberlana Rather similar to programmed robots, don’t you all think? 😳

10/10/2019 8:23:04 PM redgoldgirls Good job pup!!

10/10/2019 8:24:57 PM chiefdreyfus 🙏🏼👍

10/10/2019 8:25:53 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

10/10/2019 8:34:54 PM nurseniceyes Ready for some questions?

10/10/2019 8:35:45 PM gnicula  pic.twitter.com/b6BlGf1t4Y

10/10/2019 8:40:06 PM covertress Is this story a test to determine how many will be irreparably triggered when the truth is revealed and religions are dismantled? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070365992080105474?s=19 …

10/10/2019 8:40:06 PM kseven110 These people are sick....

10/10/2019 8:44:14 PM tangobravomike Hot sticky sweet

10/10/2019 8:50:48 PM wnhensley  pic.twitter.com/ViWkJzyZph

10/10/2019 9:00:11 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking!  A flying shark?  🦈

10/10/2019 9:02:01 PM w0nderboi Lol propeller blades. Thats so 1900's.

10/10/2019 9:04:11 PM mongrelglory He sure has been re-writing Catholic doctrine! 

One would almost think he isn't a true Catholic (cough**satanist**cough). 🙄

10/10/2019 9:08:46 PM gregr19709804 Exactly

10/10/2019 9:09:55 PM tammyrochester2 Saw all the protesters. These crying liberals don't make any sense at all, they're holding hands for peace then throwing urine and beating people as 

they come out of the Trump rally. Some wearing masks. Like a bunch of animals

10/10/2019 9:15:10 PM mongrelglory You're really good at digging Fansblowing!

10/10/2019 9:18:21 PM kvitalone Yup......you know it pic.twitter.com/tUdPS0KQDB

10/10/2019 9:19:20 PM moab91276851 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorTomXRP @TacticalSilence https://twitter.com/MOAB91276851/status/1182510638909685760 …

10/10/2019 9:20:15 PM nurseniceyes Harvest the corn... Files. It is ready.

10/10/2019 9:30:21 PM starehope Does it shred the protesters?

10/10/2019 9:32:09 PM starehope Well if it lands on protesters then I think there would be a horrible mess on the ground.

10/10/2019 9:35:53 PM mongrelglory Sharknado! 😆

10/10/2019 9:44:03 PM der_wanderer8 So has Messenger to be worthy of Message

Not to corrupt it

10/10/2019 9:44:28 PM mongrelglory How so OWH?

10/10/2019 9:48:49 PM starehope Amen!

10/10/2019 9:52:16 PM dmacleod59 That would be awesome!!!!

10/10/2019 9:56:05 PM 4mydeerone Do you think they’ll emotion ALiCE, Madhater and Poe little Doe Rae Me?

#QAnon

#FakeNews

#GetAClueTheMovie pic.twitter.com/FPgfHXlOIt

10/10/2019 10:07:21 PM 4mydeerone HowRpeople going2explain to the #CHILDHens Of the word that The SSelfApointed #SSchiFFhead” Of The #ImpeachmentTaskForce l’$$ congre$$ional 

wing is under investigation for (at a minimum) 16ViSSit$$ to a Murder’$$ hou$$€ & likeLEE his own #BuffaloSCHIFF$$how in NewBedFord #QAnon 

pic.twitter.com/XWGMY1tcC4

10/10/2019 10:15:52 PM 4mydeerone @SpeakerPelosi it’s quite a crew #ImpeachmentTaskForce! Even for a Senetor From Baltimore!!!

#DoYouKnowWhoYouAre 

Take this #BuffaloSCHIFF thingback2🕳!

#TrumpRally

#Patriots... 

#QAnon

#GENQV1

Oh Nancy, Love the Suite! #GotRickoLawSS? Please help me help #YouAndWE!!!

#Qannon pic.twitter.com/GttkP0kI79
10/10/2019 10:21:16 PM 4mydeerone #EdBuCk-er Who Woo Who’$$ @AlecBaldwin...

And the Sea shall grant new life!!!!

#RedOctober part cool! 

#LOVElightLAUGHTER and the balance of such things... 

#ViVaTheSHeARTs #ofLOVE

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/r6nrRIDa0e

10/10/2019 10:27:03 PM decodematrix We are Jesus. The Bible is a codex. https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/862884238198161408 …

10/10/2019 10:41:08 PM 4mydeerone Me #CHARLee

@gratefulDead

@ACDC & MRX 🇺🇸🕺🏴☠️bag @phish...

#KeORaKnightley 🇬🇧💃🌹🐕...

Keira Knightley #YouAndWE would go over like a @ledzeppelin...

#WhichOneIsPINK @pinkfloyd?

EVERae nEVERae tells!!!

✌️#ofLOVE 44+44 #YaWEE 8💞8 #YaU2!!!

A PSALMofHOPE:  https://youtu.be/xbhCPt6PZIU  pic.twitter.com/jth1H2Fwk2
10/10/2019 10:44:42 PM jdltr450 Super Great White Shark??? pic.twitter.com/MlZN01Z8OE

10/10/2019 10:53:42 PM vonyugen Something tells me some of the mj12 already knows how gravity works.

10/10/2019 11:09:42 PM majortomxrp 🤣🤣

10/10/2019 11:49:12 PM covertress "We're bringing out soldiers home...

and we may need them for something else." - Donald J. Trump

Godspeed, Mr. President.

For God and Country, Troops.

Thank you, for protecting us.

Thank you, for preserving our great nation.

10/10/2019 11:50:02 PM nikoscali Wonder what that may be...

10/10/2019 11:58:19 PM lynneatwood1 I think Trump either is a time traveler or he has operatives who are. Q posts a lot of things that seem to rely on knowing future events.

10/11/2019 12:33:10 AM covertress I now understand how We Are All One 🙂

Watch the entire 1.5 hr video and you'll understand also. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1182342863549542401?s=19 …



10/11/2019 12:51:05 AM covertress Ahh, ha!

That's who the FEMA camps are for!

Nicely planned, guys.

10/11/2019 12:54:28 AM sinuhenheimo The man behind the curtain.

10/11/2019 12:55:46 AM sinuhenheimo And functioning.

10/11/2019 12:56:00 AM wisdomonium WARNING: gnsotic cult larp.

10/11/2019 1:05:50 AM weshallrise144k Viewed this video last month- one of my favorites and most enlightening!

10/11/2019 1:12:49 AM weshallrise144k Swamp critters in LA during power outage 👇 pic.twitter.com/d7ivUEEFIk

10/11/2019 1:26:57 AM drudge_gina It is hard to believe that there are people out there still not aware of the collusion between fake News agencies, DNC, Deep State Players, Hollywood, 

etc. I pray they wake up soon!  It is really sad they live in the dark. There is much truth to learn and so little time.

10/11/2019 1:37:45 AM laurabusse Apparently this really IS war...

10/11/2019 2:36:02 AM plasticjesus6 Well Jesus is THEIR god...  you have to ask yourself why? Why would satanic pedophiles worship this Jesus?

10/11/2019 2:38:38 AM sterkinglights1 The echo chamber has been on repeat for some time.

10/11/2019 2:58:38 AM hurricane0073 Just here to relike this tweet. AGAIN.

10/11/2019 3:03:59 AM yustein Oh you have no idea...

10/11/2019 3:12:03 AM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/crisco2377/status/1182598812872986629 …

10/11/2019 3:38:01 AM djlok It's so cool when stuff clicks like that!!!

10/11/2019 3:46:29 AM scott_rick Seth Rich

10/11/2019 3:51:25 AM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/jixRXy6dRn

10/11/2019 4:06:33 AM aspennmax64_l #TREASON

10/11/2019 4:11:11 AM thankq777 Thought he was already in the US as of a couple of months ago...

10/11/2019 4:15:29 AM random2012756 He’s right.  Jesus (or Sanada) was a being that was higher dimensional (or higher vibration).  Not better or worse than the rest of the souls, just farther 

along on the ascension path. He could be a teacher/master for others.  We are ALL God/source expressing. We are all one!

10/11/2019 4:20:27 AM random2012756 Don’t even pity. You still should love unconditionally as he is still you experiencing a different perspective.   He is a mirror to us, so What can we learn?    

 Watch “initiation” on Gaia.  You’ll learn more.

10/11/2019 4:20:31 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1182616859495018496 …

10/11/2019 4:41:49 AM seekingknowle12  https://www.simbaly.com/view/russian-kid-outer-space/?src=taboola&utm_source=taboola&utm_medium=foxnews-

foxnews&utm_campaign=2251338&utm_key=240&utm_term=SIM_M_US_russian-kid-outer-space_gelman_a_119593&page=8 …

10/11/2019 5:11:45 AM donnaisblunt Now I know why the local news stations start at 4am .

10/11/2019 5:23:45 AM darleend Here we go ....ha!

10/11/2019 5:27:57 AM kickthefed God is God creator of all things man is no way possible God.

10/11/2019 5:30:00 AM kickthefed No we are not God . Your on a path to making a huge mistake in life God is God and we are his creation.

10/11/2019 5:32:13 AM jaded_pearl Very true

10/11/2019 5:35:33 AM kickthefed Can't believe what your  http://saying.no  money in the world or anything would I be able to say what you just said.jesus is your creator , savior your 

everything. He didn't learn how to heal in India I really hope and pray you learn before he comes back

10/11/2019 5:38:21 AM kickthefed You must be reading the wrong bible.

10/11/2019 5:45:17 AM cheekynaters open world society! no surprise!

10/11/2019 5:52:41 AM vonyugen I definitely agree with trump.  And it is possible even though he makes Twitter billions which is why he wants to launch his own social network.

10/11/2019 5:56:48 AM vonyugen Trump will not be impeached. The collective do not support this.

10/11/2019 5:58:52 AM vonyugen Embrace the traitor. I like it.

10/11/2019 6:19:03 AM adsvel God is Creator and Creation itself. And we are the same.

10/11/2019 6:41:20 AM bocan3 Looks like paper mache, I'm calling this a PR stunt.

10/11/2019 7:35:48 AM georgew34924786 If they were granted by an illegitimate president, would they be valid and legal?

10/11/2019 7:52:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 234 Deployed

Notice the difference?

What was being said?

Audio analysis?

Transcript?

Alice in Wonderland pic.twitter.com/pLYPzI3yGI

10/11/2019 7:59:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember this?

 https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/3962 …

You've had more than you realize.

Future unlocks past.

Future proves past.

Keep digging.

Remember, 17 US Intel agencies BLOCKED HRC from becoming President because of her treason.

Are you enjoying the show?
10/11/2019 7:59:55 AM sallypenn4 It won’t play

10/11/2019 8:05:35 AM kindeandtrue MJ12, you vastly overrate our abilities to decipher the complex machinations of the Deep State, based on a few emails, some heavily redacted 

government documents and the cryptic clues you kindly toss us from time to time.

10/11/2019 8:09:11 AM vintagesquirrel Saw it too 😱

10/11/2019 8:10:27 AM yustein He is not Christian, who gives a number 2 what pope says, he is a satanic devil in flesh... one say he can say 2+2=4 next day 2+2=5. He is a lying SOB.

10/11/2019 8:10:36 AM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 enjoying the show? 🍿

10/11/2019 8:11:07 AM robin_ked GOD Wins Always pic.twitter.com/30eL26KoUE

10/11/2019 8:11:53 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1182674998579867648?s=19 …

10/11/2019 8:12:18 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/11/2019 8:13:02 AM phabisreitinger 👍

10/11/2019 8:13:28 AM covertress See past tweets.

10/11/2019 8:17:09 AM allahuniversal  https://clintonfoundationtimeline.com/tags/the-open-world-society/ …

10/11/2019 8:19:17 AM robin_ked (They) Are Screwed 💣💥

#PANICinDC pic.twitter.com/b8wCRak0zM

10/11/2019 8:24:26 AM adamwestleyric3 It took along time to gather it all

10/11/2019 8:24:43 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/PkBrAk2bjG

10/11/2019 8:24:44 AM robin_ked #PANICinDC pic.twitter.com/7BZeAC7rKJ

10/11/2019 8:25:03 AM zack_stone Who was the hacker?

10/11/2019 8:25:50 AM liltilgerlil Can you explain this? https://youtu.be/3vOb99wawdQ 

10/11/2019 8:26:38 AM liltilgerlil An angel captured on video, reported by Fox News. https://youtu.be/3vOb99wawdQ 

10/11/2019 8:27:03 AM robin_ked #DECLAS 💣💥 pic.twitter.com/FzJvYQaiio

10/11/2019 8:30:07 AM allahuniversal 234

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179373275815780352?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/ONrkpLeB01



10/11/2019 8:30:28 AM dianne1h And God and the President and we win and clean up and out.

10/11/2019 8:30:48 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/dsXwOnLUC8

10/11/2019 8:31:27 AM fansblowing3 In one minute you lost thousands of views

10/11/2019 8:32:24 AM fansblowing3 6 seconds versus 2 minutes

10/11/2019 8:33:28 AM tdchance1 oh, ok.....OH!!!!!!!!!!!! WOW!

10/11/2019 8:36:16 AM tonyshadoflite #18 is the incredible folks who support @realDonaldTrump and hell yes we did and will continue

to explode these liberal heads, barbone!

10/11/2019 8:39:00 AM keith369me Perhaps we make it too complicated too often.  I’m pretty sure it comes down to knowing vs not knowing.  Too many pieces of “information” muddy 

the waters.  Your media utilizes this constantly.

10/11/2019 8:39:04 AM ali_dougall My guess is that the 17 agencies that blocked HRC are Team Q, qposts seem to have migrated to here at majestic? Epic of true! #QAnons

10/11/2019 8:40:45 AM der_wanderer8 Martial court ?

10/11/2019 8:43:38 AM debrafierens Yeah, I’m not that smart. I’m still figuring out Q, even though I now understand more than some.

10/11/2019 8:46:01 AM kindeandtrue But if you lapse into "knowing" vs "not knowing", aren't you making yourself susceptible to partisanship and confirmation bias?

10/11/2019 8:46:09 AM rebornkingent With cheese?

10/11/2019 8:52:02 AM keith369me I know that my 3D brain is capable of processing so much information.  The answer is intuition.

10/11/2019 8:53:01 AM robin_ked #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

#GoodvsEvil pic.twitter.com/7SYbAvoDId

10/11/2019 8:53:04 AM keith369me “Intuition is based upon fact just below the subconscious level”...I’ve been saying this my entire adult life!!!

10/11/2019 8:54:18 AM unitedredwhite1 I heard they blocked voter fraud and they only did that where needed - if it was a true election Trump would have won by by a landslide. I think this 

info came from SB2 decodes so I cannot personally validate

10/11/2019 8:57:04 AM scotty41571 I don't think it was a "hack" - more like they provided backdoor access. Seth Rich likely saw the corruption, accessed it and sent it to JA, and 

unfortunately lost his life protecting the U.S.A.

10/11/2019 9:01:52 AM faith_namerica The show is giving me ulcers...

10/11/2019 9:01:56 AM gregr19709804 Possible, but I don't think it is probable. Who knows for sure?

10/11/2019 9:02:31 AM decodematrix Look at the attachment on the email: pic.twitter.com/GpXk8QSBGp

10/11/2019 9:02:33 AM rhondanight Immensely ⚖️

10/11/2019 9:03:15 AM susan66388204 Speak for yourself.  I have zero problem finding and understanding the comms.  Maybe it’s just you 🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/11/2019 9:12:10 AM paciouno Blasphemy

10/11/2019 9:15:43 AM kindeandtrue It sounds great, but I hope it's not the easy way out.

10/11/2019 9:15:57 AM jamesas67958430 Treason

10/11/2019 9:19:16 AM allahuniversal The movie's too GOOD not to dig.

GREAT actors? Lots of em! https://themarketswork.com/2018/03/09/victoria-nuland-alexandra-chalupa-ukrainian-ties-the-steele-dossier/ …

10/11/2019 9:21:58 AM paciouno So much to be revealed we have not seen anything yet waiting for the next episode, popcorn ready.

10/11/2019 9:22:06 AM scott_rick MJ, please tell me how to get CMKx trust released please (Alaska-GWB)3️⃣6️⃣9️⃣

10/11/2019 9:22:06 AM lucyc5124 I trust @POTUS but I’m not enjoying the show. The overtime is harsh and long 🙏🏻

10/11/2019 9:23:05 AM rebornkingent  http://I.am .lost

10/11/2019 9:28:40 AM 99cindygrice Your killing me here 😂😂

10/11/2019 9:33:25 AM enomai_ Yes. Enjoying.

10/11/2019 9:35:06 AM lg4lgii Prophecy told me, that this @Pontifex would be an evil

Pontiff.

10/11/2019 9:42:55 AM jotaann  pic.twitter.com/UHhwVOScxK

10/11/2019 9:46:59 AM sumrdream2018 False profit!

10/11/2019 9:47:53 AM nightflyblog  pic.twitter.com/vM4hrNJBTl

10/11/2019 9:48:07 AM cny_micaa There is SO much to dig through, the average person doesn't have time. Which is why the fake news is so frustrating. Be nice to have a trusted source 

to stay informed w/o having to ditch all duties to know. I miss Q.

10/11/2019 9:51:06 AM mikebravodude Nice work!

10/11/2019 9:54:02 AM southernbellem5 I am definitely enjoying it, but I’m outta Valium, popcorn, beer and have no fingernails left and the edge of my sofa is ripped.

#BestShowEver pic.twitter.com/dkkyOCLIHR

10/11/2019 9:54:32 AM allahuniversal Alice's math is a little fuzzy

10/11/2019 9:55:10 AM zack_stone Ur prob right. But who was sending the messages if the person was repeatedly changing his password.

10/11/2019 10:07:24 AM missy968 Q

10/11/2019 10:11:16 AM tamravee yep pic.twitter.com/3U77H0hCyW

10/11/2019 10:11:24 AM werascending No, they do exist.

10/11/2019 10:11:44 AM tamravee TIMES UP sickos pic.twitter.com/LQJUtMIYna

10/11/2019 10:11:58 AM gulfcoastchelle How far in the past? Did white hats control 17 agencies before election? 🧐

10/11/2019 10:12:08 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/AzmqEbKorL

10/11/2019 10:12:50 AM keith369me I’ve been living it too by following my intuition.  Somehow I have able to awaken without the trauma that most awakened IS-BEs have experienced.  I 

will continue to manifest utilizing intuition until my last breath here...when I choose to take it.

10/11/2019 10:13:24 AM patriotswegoall That we much know - not just the HRC email server but its contents.

10/11/2019 10:21:27 AM scotty41571 That's something I wish I knew.

10/11/2019 10:23:30 AM backwoodsy101 welcome back my friends to the show that never ends,were so glad u could attend...and it wont end as no one listens to the over 2000 yr old solution 

still sadly

10/11/2019 10:39:34 AM lovethebeach999 Wow

10/11/2019 10:41:15 AM _the_psychonaut Is that how Q got its name? The 17 different agencies working together?  17=Q

10/11/2019 10:51:27 AM werascending Interesting, he must know something that the world does not! All those secrets in a vault in the Vatican.

10/11/2019 10:57:00 AM synackstatic Luis Miranda in contact with the DNC op in Ukraine, Ali Chalupa. 

He then forwarded that comm with Ali Chalupa to Mark Paustenbach. (Lol former Biden press secretary).

Paustenbach was in the DNC leak as plotting against Bernie in 2016 due to the NGP VAN database access.

10/11/2019 10:57:08 AM greatawakecoach There is a long-overdue #reckoning coming to the #Catholic church (and many others).

Those we were told to trust the most took the worst advantage of us.

#SlavesNoMore #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/RooiKNOo70

10/11/2019 10:59:15 AM synackstatic And who accessed that NGP VAN database? Who was the DNC data director? What did he find out from that data? Did it make him for or against 

Hillary? What did he do with that data?

What was his name?

10/11/2019 11:00:06 AM synackstatic Enter Julien Assange, stage right.

10/11/2019 11:07:22 AM areckoningday 🤔 But does it have a blue section for quick reference of felons in government? 📽🎬🍿

#TheTruthWillOut

10/11/2019 11:12:00 AM italianmom555 Yes, but I wish the show was over. This is stressful

10/11/2019 11:14:25 AM emilyoakley6 Not sure they blocked her.

Please expand



10/11/2019 11:17:46 AM carroll_322  pic.twitter.com/hQwwFYgp4t

10/11/2019 11:17:52 AM greatawakecoach I don't have anything left to be addicted to, Maj...

don't you go taking muh beans. pic.twitter.com/uJtsOG2B7t

10/11/2019 11:22:46 AM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/beXvpFqQTy

10/11/2019 11:28:49 AM random2012756 We are the savior we have been waiting for.  We need to own our own power and not hand it away.

10/11/2019 11:31:23 AM rghardy3 Snow White = Q Alice ?

10/11/2019 11:41:09 AM majcm83 I have read several places not until February 2020 😢

10/11/2019 11:42:27 AM majcm83 So yes, if it is going to be February, please don’t put cryptic tweets like it could be sooner than that, or atany time. That’s what gets patriots so 

frustrated!!

10/11/2019 11:46:29 AM synackstatic Hint: Josh Uretsky.

How did he get on the Sanders 2016 campaign?

10/11/2019 11:58:02 AM cindymannings You're talking to a LARP.   He has no inside info

10/11/2019 12:00:06 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1182674998579867648?s=19 …

10/11/2019 12:04:33 PM karina89350882 Exactly!!! I Always ask a Question to my "higher self" and in 99% I get a accurate answer! *Training*

10/11/2019 12:05:57 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/11/2019 12:17:47 PM leahluvha8 This!

10/11/2019 12:28:32 PM slaytheeye  pic.twitter.com/ohBd91y01H

10/11/2019 12:30:10 PM hawkgirlinmn @realDonaldTrump pulled us out of many of these sights in 2017 which begs the question; What REALLY is the Man and the Biosphere Program? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

 http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/ecological-sciences/ …

10/11/2019 12:35:43 PM karma4event201 Alice is AI 

(In the hands of DS ?)

10/11/2019 12:36:34 PM rghardy3 see the first tweet on my page.

10/11/2019 12:36:57 PM tonyawo22132025 Oh I can't wait

10/11/2019 12:40:33 PM lucidskye  https://home.cern/science/experiments/alice …

LHC? Mirror, mirror on the wall or Magic mirror  on the wall?

10/11/2019 12:47:45 PM _the_psychonaut That may be, but the topics of conversation influence the collective conscious, no matter how subtle it is. They are important topics that humanity 

should concern themselves with. Any and all seeds about it are welcome, though shouldn’t be blindly believed. Truth resonates within

10/11/2019 12:51:12 PM karma4event201 I believe Q has AI help

But not alice, right?

10/11/2019 12:52:49 PM rghardy3 Yes

Looking Glass

Think Mirror

10/11/2019 12:54:34 PM kathleen3693693 A good, thought-inspiring read.

10/11/2019 12:56:53 PM nancyddb That's terrific to read 17 US Intel agencies blocked HRC, it gives me hope we have a chance.

10/11/2019 1:05:32 PM mongrelglory According to Alex Collier, it was the world elite trying to put aside areas for them to retreat to after the population of the world was decimated with 

wars and plagues etc...  Apparently Bill Clinton gifted the UN a large part of Yellowstone park. 👀

10/11/2019 1:06:47 PM mongrelglory They especially focused on North America because it has the most fresh-water sources.  They also had NGO's buying up land from private citizens, then 

turning around a few years later and selling it to the government (to be gifted to the UN).

10/11/2019 1:09:04 PM elisalenz4 Wut? I don't remember that.

10/11/2019 1:11:13 PM elisalenz4 Okay. I thought he was a really good magician.

10/11/2019 1:12:02 PM elisalenz4 Anyone under thirty hasnt seen a phonebook!

10/11/2019 1:12:51 PM elisalenz4 Wow, slick.

10/11/2019 1:17:17 PM elisalenz4 So hilarious! Those two reporting on the scandal are doing the same thing! To each other! Matt is turning out to be quite despicable, recent claims are 

really nasty.

10/11/2019 1:18:46 PM elisalenz4 We're watching a movie and the so called sky is apart of it.

10/11/2019 1:20:08 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/tomfitton/status/1182085222088744962?s=21 …

10/11/2019 1:23:20 PM michael81972 MJ,   Can you verify what image was?  It would be an awesome to know it was indeed a Q...

10/11/2019 1:24:39 PM kzbom Just musing only ... is DC Dave by any chance Dave from X22 report ❓

10/11/2019 1:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where was the photo taken?

Location services can bite you. pic.twitter.com/8p7ozk63dO

10/11/2019 1:38:55 PM nikoscali Ouch!

10/11/2019 1:41:25 PM aspennmax64_l Get'em .😑

10/11/2019 1:41:29 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WillysBaldSpot @AnJillOfLight @Helenhaynes63 @mik61scot @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump 

@BorisJohnson This is the effects of 5G, so what is it doing to the rest of us? https://twitter.com/WeAreAPW/status/1182648013363273728 …

10/11/2019 1:47:32 PM skink007 Me too😬

10/11/2019 1:58:14 PM tdchance1 She’s going to run then

10/11/2019 2:14:27 PM spartieq @ALIgator1222

10/11/2019 2:18:26 PM ursula_1111 Who’s house? Who was in front of the computer?

10/11/2019 2:28:07 PM ursula_1111 Just watched 👆🏼👆🏼What a beautiful angel and story! ThanQ for sharing.

10/11/2019 2:29:15 PM chapulincolored Alexandra Chalupa?

10/11/2019 2:31:21 PM wbwse Kubo Zeus or Cece?

10/11/2019 2:33:44 PM manifest_utopia Owners: Jeffery D. Roof & Alexandra Chalupa

H/T to @RevisitedRick for finding the address:

4820 Linnean Ave, NW, WDC 20008 pic.twitter.com/EUlL53Ey7O

10/11/2019 2:34:13 PM chapulincolored Connected to Paul Manafort?

10/11/2019 2:34:39 PM manifest_utopia Forgot sauce: DC Property tax records

 https://www.taxpayerservicecenter.com/RP_Detail.jsp?ssl=2269%20%20%20%200007 …

10/11/2019 2:36:11 PM mefulmer25 Search comes up Nadler 👀

10/11/2019 2:36:45 PM christi23042050 Tu followed all!!

10/11/2019 2:46:34 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/11/2019 2:48:04 PM miss_ampie Thank you for your speedy service. 😘

10/11/2019 2:52:00 PM miss_ampie Sales Code: Unusual?

10/11/2019 2:53:00 PM chapulincolored  https://www.politifact.com/global-news/article/2016/may/02/paul-manafort-donald-trumps-top-adviser-and-his-ti/ …

10/11/2019 2:54:35 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/ftW1ajQ5pF

10/11/2019 2:56:13 PM mefulmer25 Chalupa 👀 but I found Nadler’s name goes to that address too



10/11/2019 3:00:34 PM manifest_utopia Zillow:

Prop purchased 4/09/2009

 https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/4820-Linnean-Ave-NW-Washington-DC-20008/458226_zpid/ …

10/11/2019 3:01:58 PM manifest_utopia Good eyes! Missed that detail.

10/11/2019 3:03:28 PM powersawer  https://www.justsecurity.org/28731/your-account-targeted-state-sponsored-actors-attribution-evidence-state-sponsored-cyberattacks/ …

10/11/2019 3:05:11 PM powersawer  https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/3962 …

10/11/2019 3:06:15 PM exsjwtruther  https://www.google.com/maps/place/4820+Linnean+Ave+NW,+Washington,+DC+20008 …

10/11/2019 3:06:39 PM exsjwtruther sauce?

10/11/2019 3:07:25 PM exsjwtruther it's definitely  https://www.google.com/maps/place/4820+Linnean+Ave+NW,+Washington,+DC+20008 …

thanks @RevisitedRick and @Manifest_Utopia

10/11/2019 3:07:49 PM manifest_utopia They paid $85,841 😯in property taxes in 2009 when purchased the house. Looks like previous owner may have lost the house in the 2008 collapse, bc 

no prop taxes paid in 2008. pic.twitter.com/1zqv7nlLz9

10/11/2019 3:09:42 PM unitedredwhite1 Wow. I have all my location services on cuz I figure in this day and age if someone really wants to find you they can so whatever I'm gonna make good 

use of the tech. This is kinda scary though - from a posted pic you can find someone? Apparently I'm way behind lol

10/11/2019 3:12:05 PM mefulmer25  https://berndpulch.org/2014/09/02/top-secret-the-secret-list-of-cia-sources-2-619-names-and-adresses-part-14-n/ …

10/11/2019 3:12:39 PM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/6JmpKb1HYx

10/11/2019 3:13:22 PM mefulmer25 Check this out  https://berndpulch.org/2014/09/02/top-secret-the-secret-list-of-cia-sources-2-619-names-and-adresses-part-14-n/ …

10/11/2019 3:14:08 PM mefulmer25 Chapula’s home pic.twitter.com/6aDxhJC8hy

10/11/2019 3:14:26 PM revisitedrick Man why does his last name have to be Roof. Makes it tough to research him. Any Doug Schoen connections?

10/11/2019 3:14:38 PM mefulmer25 Not Jerry Nadler pic.twitter.com/QALEcrvOXR

10/11/2019 3:14:43 PM mefulmer25  https://berndpulch.org/2014/09/02/top-secret-the-secret-list-of-cia-sources-2-619-names-and-adresses-part-14-n/ …

10/11/2019 3:16:52 PM karma4event201 Anons have organized much info here: https://qresear.ch 

10/11/2019 3:19:41 PM scotty41571 As I thought more about this statement, maybe it was HIS account and HE had inside knowledge of the password changes, so they KNEW it was HIM. 

So they ordered the hit. Just a thought...

10/11/2019 3:20:30 PM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/SHB6kldVh4

10/11/2019 3:30:37 PM jackbnimbl Sometimes - we just feel like doing that!

10/11/2019 3:33:52 PM burgersandra Related:

"Andrii Telizhenko was approached by DNC operative Alexandra Chalupa in early 2016. Chalupa wanted dirt on candidate Trump and his campaign 

manager Paul Manafort."

 http://joehoft.com/creepy-porn-lawyer-avenatti-was-representing-an-accused-fake-russia-dossier-creator-alexandra-chalupa-time-to-find-a-new-

lawyer/ …

10/11/2019 3:36:12 PM karma4event201 Maybe a White Hat making sure she was doing this 

"knowingly and willingly" ?

10/11/2019 3:38:00 PM scotty41571 Definitely a possibility. Anything is possible with them involved, even suicides to the back of the head resulting from TWO gunshot wounds. As the child 

of a suicide victim, normally the first shot is what kills.

10/11/2019 3:39:55 PM ercwilder95 4824 Linnean Ave NW Washington DC 20008

10/11/2019 3:40:13 PM mongrelglory Chevy Chase has a village named after him in Washington D.C.? 😯

10/11/2019 3:42:55 PM stevengibes MJ , any insight to what is going on in California? I know the fires can't be natural.

10/11/2019 3:46:21 PM mgodfrey99 Blocked?  No, Trumps win was legit!  Be careful what you claim.

10/11/2019 3:53:04 PM rebeccapapenbur JKK's grave is shaped like a Q, Q is the 17th letter

10/11/2019 3:54:57 PM kasubo No. Chevy is a nickname. His real name is Cornelius Crane Chase and “Chevy” was bestowed by his grandmother from a medieval English ballad "The 

Ballad of Chevy Chase." Although Chevy Chase, Maryland does allegedly have historic ties to this same ballad.

10/11/2019 3:56:58 PM mac31972  https://mobile.twitter.com/TamraVee/status/1182705454108987395/photo/1 …

10/11/2019 4:19:55 PM marywal64295444 Why do the app permissions always have to sound so scary, lol??? Was reading this one and it says you have to give it permission to wipe your hard 

drive and delete your contacts and content. 🤔

10/11/2019 4:23:06 PM karma4event201 I'm sorry for your loss. 

Clintons had a coroner in Arkansas that made crazy rulings. 

Suicides : 5 shots to chest; 

Death by table saw 

& said a missing head on a murder victim was swallowed whole by a dog

When the head was found, he said the dog threw up  the head, intact

10/11/2019 4:23:24 PM laurabusse Thx for the trivia tidbits👍

10/11/2019 4:23:26 PM mongrelglory Ah, thanks for the explanation!

10/11/2019 4:26:55 PM covertress idk. Ask Telegram?

support@telegram.org

If you receive a reply, will you please post it here?

10/11/2019 4:37:52 PM marywal64295444 Thank you!♥️

10/11/2019 4:41:23 PM knightofmaltaus Here is an interesting update that does contain more US Navy Aviators who have seen #UFOs. 

@JRockTigers @terran_sol @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28231/multiple-f-a-18-pilots-disclose-recent-ufos-encounters-new-radar-tech-key-in-detection …

10/11/2019 4:47:37 PM robynrobynkd 4:00 am talking points 🤔

10/11/2019 4:49:56 PM dave_paragon2 Yes

10/11/2019 4:50:04 PM 313looper Let [them] keep up clImbing up the ladder ...

Yes , We are enjoying the show! 🎥👀🍿 https://twitter.com/katrina_wiser/status/1182002941303107585?s=21 …

10/11/2019 4:55:05 PM kickthefed your crazy if you think that jesus is our savior

10/11/2019 4:57:34 PM aetherwalker1 He obvious doesn't grasp what Self-Realization truly is.

The Orthodox and Eastern Christians still retain the knowledge of our potential and the purpose of life.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theosis_(Eastern_Christian_theology) …

10/11/2019 5:03:33 PM patriotswegoall @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any word on the California wildfires?

10/11/2019 5:10:25 PM aetherwalker1 Even C_A?

10/11/2019 5:15:53 PM miked14176254  pic.twitter.com/QGEnzft1FJ

10/11/2019 5:16:46 PM miked14176254  pic.twitter.com/u74hgbMC5C

10/11/2019 5:20:17 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👌🏼

 https://twitter.com/CMWeeks/status/1182783822678544384 …

10/11/2019 5:21:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all in CIA are bad.

10/11/2019 5:26:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is a time and place for clowns.



10/11/2019 5:29:09 PM myfanwy_72 Is there really?

10/11/2019 5:30:04 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/noTseHoMfn

10/11/2019 5:30:08 PM mikeski1974 End the 🤡 in action

10/11/2019 5:31:09 PM pepedeluxe4 I don't think so

10/11/2019 5:33:27 PM ttesla9  pic.twitter.com/3CiaZDUGvq

10/11/2019 5:37:15 PM janetsh37392555 They serve a good purpose at a rodeo bull riding contest.

10/11/2019 5:37:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Is Michael Isikoff in jail yet?

10/11/2019 5:42:33 PM aetherwalker1 That old wheel will roll around again.

As they sow, they will reap.

10/11/2019 5:42:41 PM fl_sun_sprite Class Clowns maybe...

10/11/2019 5:45:57 PM dapperjabber  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcpxSS6wc9g …

10/11/2019 5:46:31 PM kathleen3693693 Time: ???

Place: GITMO

10/11/2019 5:48:45 PM winki00000001 Maccoby?

Haïti?

Orphanage?

10/11/2019 5:50:38 PM crt14361013 ✔

10/11/2019 5:52:46 PM marywal64295444 Sure. I've never been one to be paranoid, I usually tackle life with no f**ks given, but anymore everything seems suspicious

10/11/2019 5:53:10 PM twilightzonedin No, this is the time and place for miracles and they’re being done on the daily. #TrustThePlan #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

10/11/2019 5:55:13 PM covertress As stand-ins? pic.twitter.com/Yv0O7iZMF9

10/11/2019 5:55:53 PM kathleen3693693  https://wikileaks.org/dnc-emails/emailid/1969 … pic.twitter.com/vUVoFaU36o

10/11/2019 5:56:38 PM marywal64295444  pic.twitter.com/PFjJN6oN2S

10/11/2019 5:56:44 PM marywal64295444  pic.twitter.com/9Wkr7syQvU

10/11/2019 5:56:52 PM marywal64295444  pic.twitter.com/4GYKBh9AJj

10/11/2019 5:57:05 PM lambertfrdriqu1 Are you related to Q?

10/11/2019 5:58:43 PM charlesgdavis1 2 tiered system OR was it 3 back THEN???🙊🙉🙈😎

10/11/2019 6:03:01 PM keith369me Yeah, but we’re so done with this circus.

10/11/2019 6:03:43 PM fionasdestiny67  https://twitter.com/FionasDestiny67/status/1182811794550611968?s=09 …

10/11/2019 6:05:15 PM jrocktigers Thanks Sir James. Nice to read a well written and informative article on this subject.

10/11/2019 6:06:48 PM miked14176254 This guy... a diplomat I think pic.twitter.com/G0kVEtJ5ru

10/11/2019 6:08:07 PM marywal64295444 Not trying to overpost here, but wanted to show a copy of my just sent email. I'll let you know the response. ☺️ pic.twitter.com/4MuBqSivw8

10/11/2019 6:08:51 PM blissamerica Dorkus Maximus if they think we’re buying these two as the real Hillbilly 🤡

10/11/2019 6:10:18 PM david00997884 I guess i dont see what you all see. Ill tell you what i dont see. I dont see Pences name anywhere. Ive believed he wont be VP next time. Hard to trust 

someone that was going to kill you. Aint that right Ryan.

10/11/2019 6:11:49 PM miked14176254 A diplomat house??? pic.twitter.com/JhTQAWOzSG

10/11/2019 6:16:52 PM connie50407449 Did you see the video of five fires being started simultaneously?  Definitely being targeted here in CA!

10/11/2019 6:19:34 PM toffer_anon_369 Wait..

If time is an illusion, wouldn't this mean that clowns are an illusion too?  I confuse.

10/11/2019 6:22:30 PM state1union Wonderland and troops heading to SA.

10/11/2019 6:22:33 PM weshallrise144k Installing a 360 degree screen to watch all these movies in Quantum Now Time.  Saddle up!

10/11/2019 6:24:34 PM trumping4usa  pic.twitter.com/L1jdUH1txz

10/11/2019 6:24:43 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1182663783078084614?s=19 …

10/11/2019 6:25:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't let the door hit you in the ass on the way out. pic.twitter.com/nlNi5KJqzu

10/11/2019 6:25:49 PM girlawakeinca Well said. 🙌

10/11/2019 6:25:54 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3

10/11/2019 6:26:12 PM lu_ticino Who’s this person?

10/11/2019 6:26:15 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/G8oeqBg0aA

10/11/2019 6:27:00 PM shansway Is he leaving Fox? For CNN or MSNBC?

10/11/2019 6:27:19 PM covertress Joke of the Day https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1182754080025919490?s=19 …

10/11/2019 6:27:45 PM trumpster5280 What a character he was

10/11/2019 6:27:45 PM cindy_bognar Cleaning the swamp.

10/11/2019 6:28:43 PM exsjwtruther  https://twitter.com/Mefulmer25/status/1182781601127763968 …

10/11/2019 6:28:54 PM exsjwtruther  https://twitter.com/Mefulmer25/status/1182781601127763968 …

10/11/2019 6:29:39 PM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/Z0drgj6ok8

10/11/2019 6:30:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe this? pic.twitter.com/YvFW3vkKwV

10/11/2019 6:30:37 PM toffer_anon_369 Draco or Trantaloid?

10/11/2019 6:31:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 ORCON programs related to Epstein and MilTech on HRC server. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182830797914550273 …

10/11/2019 6:32:47 PM crt14361013 He'll be on The View by Thanksgiving.

10/11/2019 6:33:52 PM trumpster5280 Unbelievable

10/11/2019 6:36:03 PM covertress 🤡

10/11/2019 6:36:10 PM toffer_anon_369 WHat "Agency" was he speaking about?

10/11/2019 6:36:51 PM patriotswegoall Don't think so, we're done with clowns. Off to the clink they go.

10/11/2019 6:37:06 PM girlawakeinca Utterly ridiculous. pic.twitter.com/edtS91ZaJ9

10/11/2019 6:37:15 PM chertracy BOOM!

10/11/2019 6:38:28 PM christianzalez1 This is F-ing crazy

10/11/2019 6:39:20 PM covertress Will this particular ORCON be the impetus to dismantle the C_A?

10/11/2019 6:40:49 PM nea_storm Yes Indeedy! Ops against corrupted Ones: The dead are alive!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbqv1kbsNUY … pic.twitter.com/GZm40c9Y6Z

10/11/2019 6:41:02 PM adele56073533 Oh Wow!!! How clear is THAT! Even McCullough stressed the level of security SHE breached.

10/11/2019 6:41:25 PM patriotkelly7 Hell NO !!

10/11/2019 6:41:35 PM thekanehb Right? It’s either our votes count or they don’t and 17 agencies blocking her sounds like she wasn’t really even running

10/11/2019 6:42:38 PM patriotchick8 Well sure. The circus 🤡

10/11/2019 6:44:44 PM myfanwy_72 Yeah, still not feeling it..

10/11/2019 6:44:57 PM keith369me When classification is used to protect the GUILTY!!!  WAY TOO OFTEN!!!  This needs to end.

10/11/2019 6:45:31 PM covertress Which Agency?

10/11/2019 6:47:51 PM rachaelangelm What level of classification is that when it’s violated?

10/11/2019 6:51:05 PM redcaddy78 This is the craziest mess I have ever seen.

That snake, Hillary must be prosecuted, and then drawn and quartered.

We must send a Thousand Year Message: Commit treason and pay with your life.

10/11/2019 6:51:27 PM patriotswegoall You're outta here Shep! pic.twitter.com/QPvEznhP3j

10/11/2019 6:51:37 PM laurabusse Pinned tweet: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=09 …

10/11/2019 6:52:27 PM state1union Asshole!  Literally



10/11/2019 6:53:32 PM state1union F him

10/11/2019 6:56:25 PM laurabusse Not even the best song on that album

But it's the one that got all the airplay

10/11/2019 6:56:33 PM stevengibes yes, they are destroying peoples lives for some terrible reason, I hope @realDonaldTrump  sends military there to clean that state.

10/11/2019 6:57:41 PM ttesla9 NGA?

10/11/2019 6:58:00 PM vonyugen Good god

10/11/2019 6:58:18 PM enomai_ #NOCLOSEDHEARINGS

#NOCLOSEDHEARINGS

#NOCLOSEDHEARINGS

Guardian of the pedophiled

10/11/2019 6:58:41 PM state1union MIC/NSA/wonderland/ black projects SAP/Q clearance.

10/11/2019 6:59:04 PM vonyugen On second thought

10/11/2019 6:59:48 PM state1union It’s even worse than that. If you can believe

10/11/2019 7:00:39 PM wwtravelr What in tarnation. How does the IG not have access. Is SES the agency who controls them?

10/11/2019 7:01:00 PM state1union It’s going down now.

10/11/2019 7:01:21 PM anthony37913451 Damn 12... I love your promptness, and quickfire. I hope to have that skill one day, but I believe you are on anyone's level at this point of pulling info 

like that. Good job brother...

10/11/2019 7:05:00 PM phreatomagnetic Garden Variety Douchenozzle

10/11/2019 7:07:02 PM michael81972 May I ask if GH is her real name?

10/11/2019 7:11:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Professor... is this all real? Or is it just happening inside my head?

Of course its happening inside your head, Harry! Why should that mean that it's not real?

10/11/2019 7:13:02 PM tamiwils0n22813 😘 pic.twitter.com/kmTkMWbEyd

10/11/2019 7:13:49 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/7aZY1GWAhD

10/11/2019 7:13:54 PM trumping4usa  pic.twitter.com/pM2Ih1i5TK

10/11/2019 7:14:03 PM covertress 🙃

10/11/2019 7:14:11 PM patriotchick8 I don’t like clowns. But that is definitely where they belong. 👍

10/11/2019 7:14:47 PM burgersandra Great disclosure.  Keep it going.

10/11/2019 7:15:56 PM paul_gronseth Common knowledge should be that consciousness resides outside the body.

10/11/2019 7:16:45 PM state1union Moving your consciousness while awake is real. Why wouldn’t moving your consciousness while your asleep not be real too?  Thanks 

NAZIS/Priests/USMIC-C_A. Hello V Hello Wonderland.

10/11/2019 7:17:18 PM shepsmama  pic.twitter.com/GxVuXuvr8n

10/11/2019 7:17:50 PM kitnertodd Bub bye...

10/11/2019 7:20:58 PM tc89714982 I dislike his face....alot!

10/11/2019 7:21:34 PM natureinspace Pope Frank isn't the real pope. I don't even believe he's human.

10/11/2019 7:22:55 PM natureinspace We are all part of God. We are all connected.

10/11/2019 7:23:16 PM ttesla9 Would assume higher clearance than C[]a??

10/11/2019 7:23:41 PM mikebravodude Which agency? You gotta know. Don’t keep me in suspenders!

10/11/2019 7:24:03 PM skiiryne 🤢

10/11/2019 7:24:21 PM michael81972  https://youtu.be/VmVWuswEBSk 

10/11/2019 7:24:21 PM 1crazy_toaster Sounds A lot like Archon.  shocker :-/

10/11/2019 7:24:25 PM tc89714982 China should demand a refund. This thing is useless. 😂

10/11/2019 7:29:25 PM usernamt8ken He would like it if it did hit him in the ass though

10/11/2019 7:29:48 PM ewolsj "No matter where you go or what you do, you live your entire life within the confines of your own head" ~ Terry Josephson

10/11/2019 7:29:59 PM state1union Yes, it feels like the matrix and to accept it to does.

10/11/2019 7:33:31 PM ryankochweare1 Every one in the World needs to see this clip!!!!!!!! Now!!! RT!!!!! RT!!! #MAGA #GreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide @realDonaldTrump

10/11/2019 7:35:02 PM n7guardiananon holographic manifestation  ???

10/11/2019 7:35:21 PM carolin15161363 The circus

10/11/2019 7:35:32 PM shallknown Butt buddies with Anderson Copper at the clown ranch.

10/11/2019 7:35:51 PM marywal64295444 Thank you. I wish I understood the more technical aspects of things, and I'm sure that much of what you say is spot on. But I just don't like giving them 

permission to altered or erase my info or contacts, or control my audio and take pics with my camera. I just don't

10/11/2019 7:36:17 PM kikaltz Yes!  You have written perfectly what I could not.  Same for me, as well. No kidding, but I was thinking today that I must be one of the strongest ppl in 

the world bc I was not traumatized by all this horrific info....its like I knew years ago and was able to handle my emotions.

10/11/2019 7:36:34 PM patriotswegoall Who we are in the universe is not limited to our minds.

10/11/2019 7:36:35 PM dianeh15285 What is archron?

10/11/2019 7:38:45 PM state1union When your consciousness is only getting to see beautiful through the SSP. The other side is pure Evil 👿 ask the State Department

10/11/2019 7:41:32 PM irondadof5 She was just careless, grossly negligent, BUT her intent wasn’t anything we deemed as malicious. What in the cornbread heck kind of circus was Comey 

allowed to run and how classified was the stuff HRC/FBI allowed CrowdStrike to possess? @TGowdySC Nail her for treason! #MAGAGOWDY

10/11/2019 7:44:07 PM rachelhalligan  https://youtu.be/VmVWuswEBSk 

10/11/2019 7:47:51 PM mydarlingpen Swamp droppings!

10/11/2019 7:48:48 PM keith369me A lot of those that have awakened, especially early have had horrific events in their lives that triggered their awakening.

10/11/2019 7:52:25 PM ab36913 The Matrix of the Mind. The mind is a powerful thing to waste. 

😉😉😉 https://youtu.be/cHZl2naX1Xk 

10/11/2019 7:55:14 PM sallypenn4 Jason is no longer in office, when was this and is this the first time it’s been released to the public

10/11/2019 7:59:16 PM billyrisner2 Sound like Congress is a very weak branch of Government that can't get intelligents from the intelligence agencies.

10/11/2019 8:02:56 PM billyrisner2 Except Cummings and he definitely won't turn it over to the Republicans , how can the Dems hold intelligence from the Senate can they not step in and 

demand these documents.

10/11/2019 8:04:10 PM ryankochweare1 Watch the clip!!!!!  Wake up!!! ☝ #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

10/11/2019 8:04:55 PM darktolightjedi Same swamp creature.

10/11/2019 8:11:25 PM mikebravodude I read the IG report. It’s not FBI CIA NGO or DOD. Only thru a “senior” CIA agent did they even contact the agency. The IG reported a meeting with 

“two men in black suits” whose names were not mentioned in the report. And the IG couldn’t recall.

10/11/2019 8:13:52 PM mikebravodude No. I read it at one point. It’s in one of the hillary IG or FBI reports. Best guess. MiB. Per the IG in the report.

10/11/2019 8:14:54 PM gi6stars Fox

10/11/2019 8:15:08 PM mikebravodude Also she stated she couldn’t remember their names. But names all other parties present.

10/11/2019 8:19:02 PM beulahnix Must be the pedavore ones of Hillary & Huma.

10/11/2019 8:19:31 PM phattuck Yes, yes I do.  The complete incompetency of the @GOP to prosecute her while allowing the @TheDemocratsto continue their fake impeachment.

10/11/2019 8:25:25 PM nea_storm Did any of them make the effort to balance the energetic imbalance created? They all know the answer as do I ... All were incapable! Caught in the web 

of desires & Cosmic Law: It had to come from one of mankind! It came from true Sacred Feminine spiritual Conscious Actualization 

pic.twitter.com/JjtjLSsd8C



10/11/2019 8:26:26 PM cjtthumper This has been known since 2016/17.............she still got away with it. ***22 Above Top Secret emails (Highest Classification) on her server.*** 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2017/11/30/whistleblower_had_clintons_emails_been_released_there_would_have_been_harm_to_nationa

l_security.html …

10/11/2019 8:28:57 PM michael81972 TS_SCI clearance to see these particular emails?

10/11/2019 8:32:58 PM ericsteelelive If you can read out loud you can make millions of dollars look pretty every day and not have to think. What a job!

10/11/2019 8:36:38 PM _doozier_ Media's rabid shilling of Le Scary Clown archetype seems to WELL predate even Q calling them clowns... Where did this association come from and why 

are both sides so intent on it. More than just banter? 🤔

10/11/2019 8:36:58 PM joeker87 This hasn't been proven

10/11/2019 8:37:54 PM slavewar ☠️ #SES MAKES ME ILL... pic.twitter.com/j8aeyyRPTv

10/11/2019 8:40:45 PM caliel4truth The CIA must be destroyed.

The CIA WILL be destroyed.

10/11/2019 8:41:56 PM function108 there is NOTHING about this clone that does not scream asshole

10/11/2019 8:49:01 PM _doozier_ if it's happening in All our heads what's even the difference, really? or are other heads really just in my head too :(

10/11/2019 8:53:56 PM magaminded ENRAGING

10/11/2019 8:55:40 PM natureinspace I like your screen name!

10/11/2019 8:56:30 PM politihoosier Ppl really believe this stuff?

10/11/2019 8:57:43 PM _doozier_ You've really casualized and improved lately in your posting and brand lately. Accessible and reassuring. Good job :) Reads just like our boy

10/11/2019 8:58:30 PM natureinspace LOL!

10/11/2019 8:58:52 PM smcsiuthern Crooked Hillary now getting her daughter in New York politics that is all New York needs another no nothing in name only wants to spend your money 

and continue take New York down.I would say Chelsey getting a little low on cash since mom is not collecting foreign leaders money.

10/11/2019 9:04:08 PM _doozier_ Tell me about November 3rd. Or should I just reread old Q, he did rather spell it out

10/11/2019 9:10:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect attempts to shift the narrative from the IG Report. 

Don't let them.

Memes at the ready.

They bypass (C) en Sor 🛳.

234 in overdrive.

Reach is being tampered with.

Message over Messenger.

Be vigilant. Be safe.

See something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 
10/11/2019 9:10:55 PM fitnessinmind Isn’t it obvious which agency he is talking about?

He’s talking about Obama’s Administration. Certain e-mails came out of the WH...

10/11/2019 9:11:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 HUNTERs become the Hunted.

#WheresHunter

10/11/2019 9:11:27 PM trumpmomma  pic.twitter.com/hmutg4D3Nk

10/11/2019 9:11:52 PM aldo_9111 RT 911

10/11/2019 9:12:37 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/DSbB80HUpu

10/11/2019 9:12:38 PM meowmeowcatcafe 5:5

10/11/2019 9:12:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Communications are being monitored by the Majestic 12.

10/11/2019 9:12:59 PM hoodsavior This  Venture Capital Platform is going to have me and Few others very Rich and EQUITY Owners by 2023!!  HelloAva – 1 of the best skincare regimen – 

is now accepting investments on Republic.  https://republic.co/helloava/i/bpjd4b?utm_campaign=referral_token_share-helloava&utm_content=10-12-

2019-03-58-44&utm_medium=direct&utm_source=republic.co … @joinrepublic @ts_sci_majic12 @uptrennd

10/11/2019 9:13:09 PM redalert1718 Gitmo son pic.twitter.com/e4UBQTXsnl

10/11/2019 9:13:20 PM kidge6 As always.

10/11/2019 9:13:51 PM 313looper Communications!??😳

10/11/2019 9:14:32 PM wildhor52319908 thankq

10/11/2019 9:14:59 PM girlawakeinca Maybe shirking more responsibility? https://twitter.com/marlo451/status/1182819192799748100?s=21 …

10/11/2019 9:15:14 PM daveo6145 Everyone’s reach being tampered with no?

10/11/2019 9:15:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember; these people are stupid.

They are sick.

Twisted in the head.

Fast trial.

Death penalty.

[Clinton Foundation]

Who is "thinking of running for office"? CC

Biden card?

Run to claim immunity with RICO media "asking the right questions"?

Won't work.

PAIN.
10/11/2019 9:15:52 PM 1centralcaligal Not wanting to seem stupid, MJ, but why do I hear from my HAM friends their frequencies are jammed here in Cali? Is this a White Hat OP? 

Also, why is PG&E OBVIOUSLY telling lies, shutting down power, when THERE HAS BEEN NO WIND HERE IN DAYS?!?!

10/11/2019 9:16:36 PM girlawakeinca Thank you MJ12. Hold their feet to the fire.

10/11/2019 9:16:45 PM 1centralcaligal Singing like a bird. A JAIL BIRD!!

10/11/2019 9:16:49 PM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/5mQ8rBxh65

10/11/2019 9:17:01 PM p0a_triot23 I Wont Give Everything...

Do Not Worry.

10/11/2019 9:17:14 PM k3yle #Enjoytheshow

10/11/2019 9:17:30 PM tmallory8 🤔

10/11/2019 9:18:17 PM wildhor52319908 rabbit holes....terriers good at that

10/11/2019 9:19:39 PM girlawakeinca Thank you for showing us how to bring dark to light & rebalance humanity. #WWG1WGA

10/11/2019 9:19:46 PM connie30550355  pic.twitter.com/QY6OvOgv8Z

10/11/2019 9:20:30 PM mongrelglory The whole thing is unbelievable!  Why hasn't she been prosecuted for treason yet?! 🤨

10/11/2019 9:21:35 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking SAPs.  Don't know if the CIA has any jurisdiction over those?

10/11/2019 9:21:56 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/3ZBn8DeLNC

10/11/2019 9:22:32 PM private23778505 Well we’ll just have to appoint an IG with the security clearance to view them !

10/11/2019 9:23:58 PM crt14361013 🙋♂️



10/11/2019 9:24:30 PM giediknight  https://nypost.com/2019/10/10/chelsea-clinton-could-run-for-nita-loweys-seat-in-

congress/?utm_campaign=applenews&utm_medium=inline&utm_source=applenews …

10/11/2019 9:25:19 PM girlawakeinca Very good points. They’re [Rothschild-cabal] & we the people no longer tolerate age old abuse to humanity. pic.twitter.com/1Am7llXIge

10/11/2019 9:25:35 PM jotaann These ‘people’ or whatever u wish to call them are sick!

10/11/2019 9:25:53 PM t_hayden07 Alice, are you there?

10/11/2019 9:27:25 PM sailingawakened Good...find out who is starting the CA fires...

10/11/2019 9:29:48 PM pirateslookat40 A tab titled, "Paul Manafort isn't a GO"

There are no coincidences.

10/11/2019 9:31:37 PM eewwanon Kek. pic.twitter.com/dFoMZ5V3IM

10/11/2019 9:32:35 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Kx2xujMAaQ

10/11/2019 9:33:25 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/11/2019 9:33:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/5U7HoQ0h3I

10/11/2019 9:34:39 PM handsomesean1  pic.twitter.com/8WMdv6mLii

10/11/2019 9:34:46 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/YWQnYeSQEM

10/11/2019 9:35:42 PM hitbyawormhole hmmm ... is the MSM about to be charged for racketeering?

It should

10/11/2019 9:36:39 PM bhaggy1008 When was this?

10/11/2019 9:36:52 PM kseven110 More to this increasing insanity..?!?!  Planetary or cosmos shift that is changing the tides??? There has to more     To this lunacy playing out that we are 

witnessing (that sadly others are blind to).

10/11/2019 9:42:02 PM ascendingadam 🍿🍿🍿

10/11/2019 9:43:47 PM state1union I’m talking more Secret Space Prison gram

10/11/2019 9:44:17 PM stevenw99451879 Harder to find than Carmen Sandiego

10/11/2019 9:45:18 PM state1union Program sorry.

10/11/2019 9:48:33 PM allonkid any comment about this report? https://twitter.com/ABCWorldNews/status/1182696536658137090?s=19 …

10/11/2019 9:52:31 PM miss_ampie Tonight on Ancient Aliens: The Alien Brain. 🤯

10/11/2019 9:54:48 PM carolin15161363 Good evening MJ12. Can you tell us what is behind Comey's 1918 tweet today? Does it have anything to do with Tesseracts?

10/11/2019 9:55:34 PM brightly_west Oh, oh, Lügen haben kurze Beine.

10/11/2019 9:56:57 PM jensingr1 Best part:  Fast Trial, Death Penalty

Very best part:  PAIN!

10/11/2019 10:06:19 PM miss_ampie 🙄 pic.twitter.com/3JUfuIRxD9

10/11/2019 10:08:31 PM happykat9 Is it true Barry was executed 9/29

10/11/2019 10:09:30 PM chapulincolored How about some fast arrests?

Now, not next month now. RED OCTOBER "now"!

WJC or CC or HRC or BHO or JB, any one of those happening "now" will tie me thru the RED OCTOBER hype. The other foot soldiers like MS-13 are 

jumbo shrimp, Epstein/Ranier are trophy fish. We want a whale.

10/11/2019 10:13:11 PM 3nmbrs  pic.twitter.com/j7EKpoUGjk

10/11/2019 10:14:09 PM manifest_utopia (dis)appears so.

10/11/2019 10:14:51 PM melissagouin1 His eyebrows always freaked me out.  Don’t know why. He looked fake to me. Like too much makeup and Botox

10/11/2019 10:16:31 PM delmartruther 1984

10/11/2019 10:20:24 PM rghardy3 10-4

5:5

I had a feeling someone was listening.

10/11/2019 10:25:26 PM 3nmbrs "Sources."

"Someone said..."

"Insider info."

"Secret contacts..."

"My Uncle's best friend's father-in-law lives next door to "this guy" who's father, was a police officer in D.C. back in the 80's for 7 years and best friends 

with his wife ... his wife's friend, that guy."

10/11/2019 10:28:19 PM rangerjohnallen Can you believe several from the Hilderbeast’s staff received immunity deals over this crock of chit?

10/11/2019 10:33:34 PM pyewhackett02 The agency owns the information?  bad choice of words, in a govt OF, BY AND FOR THE PEOPLE not the agencies

10/11/2019 10:33:51 PM lilinator1776 Any updates on how ALICE is manipulating the youth with you know what.

10/11/2019 10:34:19 PM aleks8837 Poor people :( I feel for them https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i0hb8dfKN8k …

10/11/2019 10:35:31 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/DVQGCImZm5

10/11/2019 10:39:07 PM 1centralcaligal I knew a woman years ago who was a truck driver. Although she used a CB radio, she also did have HAM frequencies, and talked on them. What I'm 

hearing from local HAM operators is their frequencies are jammed.

10/11/2019 10:42:41 PM aleks8837 What else are in these USAP/TS/SCI programs? 🤔🧐!! pic.twitter.com/zz71dHUydV

10/11/2019 10:44:29 PM huajatollachic Yep.

10/11/2019 10:45:19 PM 1centralcaligal Debbie, we are a house FULL of rescued furry babies, one keeping my feet warm! BTW, my daughter works in San Jose, she said the ONLY 

neighborhoods who had power shut off were The Villages, nearly all very old retired people!!

10/11/2019 10:46:35 PM huajatollachic Nucking futs.

10/11/2019 10:48:21 PM decodematrix Rays of light

Ray = Ra

10/11/2019 10:59:16 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/A4zDzyuAHk

10/11/2019 11:00:56 PM essene_merkabah Meme's Etymology: ORCON = BIG AHORCAMIENTO

10/11/2019 11:01:59 PM jenhoward09 Is Alice the cabals Satellite

10/11/2019 11:02:54 PM samsmith0319 💥🐀💥

10/11/2019 11:03:20 PM rghardy3 Snow White = Us ?

10/11/2019 11:05:12 PM samsmith0319 Witch is guilty...💥🐀💥

10/11/2019 11:12:20 PM azuremagus No trips to the emergency room finish the job(s), please.

10/11/2019 11:13:57 PM trin20201  pic.twitter.com/zGpjRLzuwh

10/11/2019 11:15:26 PM magnetmouth ouch.  sounds harsh but deserved.

10/11/2019 11:26:28 PM samsmith0319 ...Ready...👀

10/11/2019 11:29:43 PM samsmith0319 🤣🤡🤣

10/11/2019 11:30:21 PM samsmith0319 All TRAITORS!!! 💥🐀🐀🐀💥

10/11/2019 11:38:03 PM jollyrob2 Manifestation of consciousness? pic.twitter.com/prtMedJYjH

10/11/2019 11:47:29 PM weshallrise144k [They] can’t sleep.  Who’s next?

10/11/2019 11:49:47 PM shadygrooove This is extremely dangerous to our democracy!!!

@QAnon @QArmy @POTUS pic.twitter.com/xn19AKlGpN



10/11/2019 11:55:09 PM robbieredlv Talk about mockingbird .... WOW just WOW

10/11/2019 11:55:22 PM 4everapatriot  pic.twitter.com/NCOyd3QlU6

10/11/2019 11:55:33 PM aljansen5 4 a.m. Talking Points. Who sends them? Who pays for them? What is nomenclature? #TheMoreYouKnow #QAnon

10/12/2019 12:13:18 AM jaded_pearl  https://youtu.be/oofKoUt8mxc  This is the only professor on my mind. When is the US going to be allowed to have these med beds in the US? I have 

access to it in Mexico, why not in US?

10/12/2019 12:16:50 AM jaded_pearl Holographic med bed that cures the blind in 3 minutes and can have someone with paralysis walking in days. It cures everything. Then there is a bed 

they use to take you back to your youth. Look up Jared Rand.

10/12/2019 12:19:25 AM jaded_pearl 🧐 pic.twitter.com/z9thgP2eUp

10/12/2019 12:25:14 AM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/y9GwlztVi5

10/12/2019 12:27:25 AM deliaea Democracy or constitutional republic?

10/12/2019 12:30:54 AM weshallrise144k And then Grace bestowed her unmerited Devine assistance: https://youtu.be/MVVM3WOImjE?list=OLAK5uy_k3QfRvll2BG0szR2bM6sNFKnLFU-

bWDpk …

10/12/2019 12:39:31 AM karina89350882 Twisted in the head and rotten to the core!

10/12/2019 12:51:02 AM karina89350882 or even worse if it stucks in (the door)

10/12/2019 1:09:02 AM karin10619460 See Sthing Say Sthing 

Driving to work

10/10/19-11:15am

Stopped at a red light

Black car pulls up behind me, phone dangling from his RVmirror He takes a picture of the back of my car.

I do have Trump, Q & USMC 

sticker on the back.

His license plate was

M86KRB/Quebec/white guy

?
10/12/2019 1:31:07 AM joanneasa To note Hunters full. Moon this w end

10/12/2019 1:42:45 AM davecrockett20 @slavewar Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

@realDonaldTrump Do you believe this?  pic.twitter.com/FYNWrXwV1X  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182830797914550273?s=17 …

10/12/2019 1:50:34 AM hollyheartkitty For sure! Danger to our democracy and to our Republic.

10/12/2019 1:54:55 AM mr1darful botox news....

10/12/2019 2:02:26 AM realchindsight Never believed that guy was fully human.

You could show hard evidence that he is and I still wont believe it.

Snake eyes, snake mouth, snake mind.

10/12/2019 2:04:41 AM covertress That's kinda fun  🙃

10/12/2019 2:12:30 AM plogdreamwalker Wow. Wow wow

10/12/2019 2:25:03 AM covertress Words Create Vibrations

That Change Reality

10/12/2019 2:30:16 AM jollyrob2 CC?... really?

10/12/2019 2:45:47 AM slh2813 Abuse of power. @DanScavino @StephenMillerAL

10/12/2019 2:47:27 AM richard07759712 Great Meme

10/12/2019 2:48:45 AM richard07759712 Best Meme of the day 🥇

10/12/2019 2:49:03 AM richard07759712 Great Meme

10/12/2019 2:56:50 AM overshareflare Thank you

SC

10/12/2019 3:00:14 AM richard07759712 Please do💪🏼

10/12/2019 3:11:59 AM scott_rick  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-pg-e-director-idUSKCN1P919X …

10/12/2019 3:13:16 AM peglegmeg6 I think we are closer than we think already living with liberals. Where TF did they come from? Alien breeding?

10/12/2019 3:19:42 AM trumppallooza Was warned of

False flags.......this might be there final push

10/12/2019 3:28:31 AM carliestar10 Amazingly... nobody is ever arrested...

10/12/2019 3:31:26 AM connorr1986 Chelsea Clinton is looking to run and she'll never win.

10/12/2019 3:33:05 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173419899940757504?s=19 …

10/12/2019 3:35:45 AM drfessel All this light we see is inside our head yet there is no light in her head.

10/12/2019 3:36:07 AM olimyracle Majicians are often miscalled clowns.

10/12/2019 3:46:16 AM der_wanderer8 Great quote, thank you 💜

Even if all of this isn't real, does it matter?

Is it important because it's REAL or because it is TRUE to you? https://www.quora.com/Does-the-dialogue-Of-course-it-is-happening-inside-your-head-

Harry-but-why-on-earth-should-that-mean-that-it-is-not-real-have-some-inner-meaning …

10/12/2019 4:22:28 AM bradottavi This is a cover up ... DEEP STATE COVER UP ...in full force ....

10/12/2019 4:23:33 AM unitedredwhite1 Future proves past - correct timeline must line up before stepping forward- patience is hard but it is where we must remain. We have the endurance 

Patriots WWG1WGA. I'm tired of being the medias whipping post too but we really don't have any other choice but to endure.

10/12/2019 4:31:41 AM trumping4usa Hey wait isn't the show starting this week.

10/12/2019 4:33:40 AM mgray72531386 The mirror.

10/12/2019 4:58:57 AM kikaltz I should clarify.  I was three years old and was shown future events that are now playing out.  This came from Divine Source. I was also given the ability 

to see negative entities inside churches, which told me not to trust the institution of "church."  I was awaked early in life

10/12/2019 5:05:13 AM emilyoakley6 Knew about the voting machines did NOT know those agencies traded them out.

ty

10/12/2019 5:05:55 AM keith369me How does it end...I already know...confirm please.

10/12/2019 5:07:12 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1182987782567989248 …

10/12/2019 5:11:58 AM patriotrebel9 Yeah like CNN and MSNBC does

10/12/2019 5:18:26 AM jaded_pearl Yes- one of the beds has mirrors

10/12/2019 5:25:15 AM covertress Water worked against Triffids.

/js

10/12/2019 5:31:10 AM covertress They sure do. #BlackProjects

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_access_program …

10/12/2019 5:32:42 AM sweetlandtaylor When I followed this account I honestly was expecting something closer to Illuminati posts, not Faux Entertainment social commentary

10/12/2019 5:32:50 AM bh2omiamigo  pic.twitter.com/cU0SSyBKgV

10/12/2019 5:40:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Inside the world's most elite sex club where Hollywood A-listers have wild orgies - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/love-sex/inside-theworlds-

most-elitesexclubwhere-hollywood-20554496 …



10/12/2019 5:43:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Satanism At The US Naval Academy | The American Conservative https://www.theamericanconservative.com/dreher/satanism-at-the-us-naval-

academy/ …

10/12/2019 5:43:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Inside The Satanic Temple’s Salem headquarters – Boston Herald https://www.bostonherald.com/2019/10/10/inside-the-satanic-temples-salem-

headquarters/ …

10/12/2019 5:44:04 AM keith369me How many cameras per room?  Compromise waiting to happen...send in the rich and powerful!!!

10/12/2019 5:44:54 AM thekarachavis  pic.twitter.com/8uoYX4bvWM

10/12/2019 5:44:57 AM christianterry0 These people are sick...

10/12/2019 5:45:09 AM rachaelangelm I’m nervous

10/12/2019 5:45:48 AM egelone The things these people worship, are they real or impostor? I remember u mentioned b4 most of them are fake. thanks

10/12/2019 5:47:32 AM miketierno1 let it go on and discharge all who show up to attend

10/12/2019 5:48:24 AM keith369me Church of Satan for the rich and powerful?  Chelsea Clinton Tweets at them.  Hillary wants to be a priestess.   Shine the 💡 💡 💡 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonpost.com/news/reliable-source/wp/2018/01/04/chelsea-clinton-denies-affiliation-with-church-of-

satan/%3foutputType=amp …

10/12/2019 5:49:43 AM canucktrader1 This is f*n insane.  Is this a prank?  It is hard for me to believe but our world is truly insane so...

10/12/2019 5:51:25 AM keith369me The church of satan was working to create collective consciousness that aligned with [their] vision of the world.  We need to create collective 

consciousness that manifests a beautiful, abundant, free future on Earth.

10/12/2019 5:51:48 AM shari_todd Disturbing to say the least!

10/12/2019 5:55:09 AM rifflemonica This looks so creepy!

10/12/2019 5:56:27 AM jodieleene Isn't Lil Wayne a clone of King Tut?

10/12/2019 5:56:52 AM jettylee1 This is deeply disturbing.

10/12/2019 5:58:37 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/LMIjwSiJ4Z

10/12/2019 5:59:42 AM humanprimer Alternate Caption:   "Finally!  A photo of what happens to a human being after becoming a butthead. Not much remains but the hole."

10/12/2019 6:05:35 AM jollyrob2 Do They have the tech to implement this on humans?

10/12/2019 6:07:17 AM karategpa Pay to enter into your own honeypot?  Give me a break. Most of the people that they would target to join aren’t THAT dumb.  And what’s with all the 

bunny masks and horned masks?  We all know what that means.

10/12/2019 6:11:12 AM llzzyb Hunter hits me as a guy, that would do a lot of talking, if he could avoid prison...Joe is probably hiding him from the deep state.

10/12/2019 6:11:51 AM girlawakeinca It’s simply awful & we do not tolerate it. https://recallnewsom.us/ 

10/12/2019 6:12:04 AM fansblowing3 Obama’s doing no doubt

10/12/2019 6:12:51 AM 4mydeerone If you get down to it on a core level the Belief in, & scapegoating of the "Devil" is Idolitry as most religions teach it; it's a lot easier to bLAME some 

Cosmic boggy man then to lead people to face their own Duality! It's important to rember when the "teachings" were taught... 

pic.twitter.com/UAztKrWVNk

10/12/2019 6:13:00 AM anondirtyleg I spoke against satanism years ago while stationed in Japan. Think the local group was called “church of the final judgment”. I know of this because I 

was asked to join with them.

10/12/2019 6:15:02 AM fansblowing3 Or the knife was brought here through the stargate

10/12/2019 6:16:15 AM carol_beeee Gross

10/12/2019 6:21:07 AM girlawakeinca It’s terrible to hear the elderly are targets. This cabal is truly awful. May justice be served on a silver platter to all who have harmed humanity, the 

earth & all. Our world needs balance (and lots more love like we get from our rescued pets @1Centralcaligal) ❤️🙏

10/12/2019 6:21:44 AM ajah1551 REPUBLIC

10/12/2019 6:22:13 AM sterkinglights1 It would appear that they are not actual Satanist but political activist. Using freedom of religion to promote a political views on the naval Base.

This helped explain all this noise for myself. Expose the tricksters. https://youtu.be/9z0j8juL2w8 

10/12/2019 6:30:16 AM ramstadstacy I’m unable to follow people right now, I haven’t seen this before!

10/12/2019 6:33:30 AM havefaith_maga I think Hillary is actually a high priestess as far as worshipping satan goes. She's been doing human sacrifices for a long time now.

10/12/2019 6:35:33 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA

10/12/2019 6:39:09 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealSNCTM

#UnsealStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/M9NsTn91QJ

10/12/2019 6:42:05 AM covertress Satanism at the State Department? pic.twitter.com/WC9WVhdPUQ

10/12/2019 6:44:56 AM dianne1h Saw some t-shirts already out!

#WhereIsHunter

10/12/2019 6:49:03 AM covertress Who is Anton LaVey?

 https://mega.nz/#!aWZHmYRS!t9zZanHlj9QAJlIKooD5WdWRglDMEjXpjMQLAxVmC6o … pic.twitter.com/v0IGNeLZak

10/12/2019 6:54:01 AM covertress fta: "When added to human cells, the protein also protects against radiation."

When added to human cells!

Who's experimenting here?

👽?

10/12/2019 6:54:06 AM theodazmusic Very interesting read.

10/12/2019 6:54:37 AM otiskit @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @Telford_Russian @Linda_Paris @RedPill78

10/12/2019 6:55:00 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/t8GIsTAUUh

10/12/2019 6:55:09 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/8Z5XKG65Ir

10/12/2019 6:56:56 AM tamravee circle of 9 minions. 

HILLARY answers to Obama and satan himself pic.twitter.com/rTjSHuUd2Z

10/12/2019 6:58:54 AM nm_zsr What is the function of the masks? I see this new show with masked singers and get immediate dark vibration from it. Feels similar to these pictures.

10/12/2019 7:02:56 AM covertress "Susan Atkins told me that LaVey told her emphatically while she was in his home that they truly worshipped Satan as a real entity and as the one who 

began the initial rebellion against God."

 http://www.evilstuff.info/anton-lavey/ 

10/12/2019 7:04:28 AM tdzines4u ♥🇺🇸

10/12/2019 7:06:10 AM stashu671 sick and gross

10/12/2019 7:07:11 AM carliestar10 Herpes Hotel?

10/12/2019 7:11:02 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Have all Luciferians, Satanists and 322 been purged from the Majestic 12 (ACIO)?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889937631525691394?s=19 …

10/12/2019 7:11:06 AM benduner What a bunch of nonsense about Kennedy and the ladies. Who writes this crap? Or more importantly, who reads it? Gees, people. Grow the hell up. 

Your country is falling apart ‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️‼️

This is Russia’s biggest masterpiece. Mark my words.

10/12/2019 7:13:18 AM generalactivity Creepy AF

10/12/2019 7:17:01 AM covertress Did I meet Anton LaVey? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1119573838914904064?s=19 …

10/12/2019 7:26:25 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183016734028173313?s=19 …



10/12/2019 7:28:46 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1157083668294373377?s=19 …

10/12/2019 7:31:08 AM waiting4et Not the first military officer connected to Satanism. Michael Aquino anyone...... pic.twitter.com/IwMrZkYiUi

10/12/2019 7:33:06 AM sterkinglights1 Huh..seems relevant.

10/12/2019 7:36:18 AM ninopunziano  https://youtu.be/rrrs03jMRPE  interesting video of an interview from the afterlife of Epstein.

10/12/2019 7:37:56 AM covfefeforall1 #LiberalismIsAMentalDisorder

10/12/2019 7:40:30 AM 11111christian Fires and power outages in certain parts of US are man made to cause conflict between people areas. Also to cause panic and to give the emergency 

services to much to handle. Look deeper into the areas where the blackouts are. Military equipment deployed to see through walls too.

10/12/2019 7:43:47 AM stylecr8r1 Satanism has always been prevalent in the military especially in the higher ranks.

10/12/2019 7:45:32 AM neo_asura_ 🐇🐇🐇🐇 pic.twitter.com/4st5Uvk63b

10/12/2019 7:47:40 AM threefold_flame  pic.twitter.com/SZ2u6GDlLK

10/12/2019 7:47:42 AM neilbridgman I'm pretty sure that Kerry/levy pic is photoshopped, with Kerry being inserted. Fyi

10/12/2019 7:59:22 AM jeff_bay_area @nobodynik

10/12/2019 7:59:44 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/CaptainLives/status/1183006359014576128 …

10/12/2019 8:01:19 AM nancy73gg These people are sick

10/12/2019 8:03:40 AM allahuniversal Sounds vaguely familiar... https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6uc37x 

10/12/2019 8:05:21 AM lynne_meltzer #MockingbirdMedia

10/12/2019 8:05:41 AM covertress Still think it's Photoshopped? pic.twitter.com/JqkvjNMhve

10/12/2019 8:09:07 AM magnolia678 True New Yorkers would never vote for her.  Most the state is red except for the damn cities.  The cities need to be cleaned up and I mean a deep clean 

out.

10/12/2019 8:09:41 AM ardenyows TOTAL AND COMPLETE BRAINWASHING.... PART OF THE GLOBALIST BLOODTHIRSTY AGENDA FOUR WORLD DOMINATION AND SUBJUGATION 

AGENDA 21

10/12/2019 8:10:51 AM hollywoodpatri2 We are in the slo-mo pause, right before the bullets drop. pic.twitter.com/znNLFHV5Ss

10/12/2019 8:12:29 AM momislazy11 It's probably mandated as part of the membership into the bigger Club. You know, the one Gallagher talked about...

10/12/2019 8:14:20 AM unitedredwhite1 They're actually atheists who uses this to upset believers- they do not even believe in life after death so believers as a whole are ridiculous to them - 

the same group trying to put up statues they dont believe in. Ignore - they are posers

10/12/2019 8:16:23 AM erikchiro Eyes wide shut... Kubrick knew what was going on.

10/12/2019 8:17:32 AM bigmikeintexas #FakeNews media is Extremely Dangerous to Our Democracy 

#EnemyOfThePeople

10/12/2019 8:17:49 AM allahuniversal Was on the phone yesterday half-joking about how my communications are probably being monitored. Hehe 😑 No coincidences?

10/12/2019 8:20:06 AM edibal2 Doesn't Josh Uretsky look like Dmitri Alperovitch? pic.twitter.com/MI3JOrF52x

10/12/2019 8:22:53 AM turboxyde Echo, echo, echo...

10/12/2019 8:23:07 AM ctrobison @HillaryClinton ...  #RUN.  #RUNfast.  #FUNfar.  #RUNnow.

10/12/2019 8:24:21 AM wildcardbrett Fox sucks

10/12/2019 8:24:55 AM vieiraranch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this 

present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.

Eph 6:12

10/12/2019 8:26:01 AM batespm4abbey Who is in charge of USN~Naval Academy...if a general cant purge satanism out of minds&hearts of NavalAcademy cadets,how can he lead USN ?!? 

#CommanderinChief @POTUS @realDonaldTrump USN=Christian values based=publicly terminate satanist cadets NOW.

10/12/2019 8:28:14 AM batespm4abbey There is no end to the evil of BO&hrc cabunlessuntil/unless @POTUS *finally* purges them from planet earth.

10/12/2019 8:28:35 AM victoriakingf Aren't they good boys and good girls? 🤢

10/12/2019 8:30:30 AM batespm4abbey W*H*A*T ?!? "always"=since when your direct knowledge? Bcs SATANISM=ANTIAMERICANISM=TREASON.

10/12/2019 8:30:36 AM neilbridgman Unfortunately it does seem to be. We're definitely on the same team, and I hate having to use this link, no doubt they are both evil, but that pic does 

seem to be disinfo. https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/a-man-of-wealth-and-taste/ …

10/12/2019 8:31:07 AM ewolsj STD hotel works too

10/12/2019 8:32:23 AM kikaltz Hi, Keith.  Perhaps you were shown how this plays out, I was not.  Only given highlights, and China was impressed heavily into my mind. I've always 

been led by intuition, but didn't understand until a couple years ago that "intuition" is actually the Divine's Voice. Truth will 1/

10/12/2019 8:32:30 AM lightlove21121 Nope😏

10/12/2019 8:32:31 AM covertress Blonde and the Satanist: Jayne Mansfield and Anton LaVey's friendship https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4718112/Hollywood-Satanist-Bizarre-

Jayne-Mansfield-Anton-LaVey.html?ito=amp_twitter_share-top …

10/12/2019 8:33:18 AM syrrah2 Yeah on the surface it looks like a legal age full consent sex club.. and if they REALLY pay a lot of money... they can buy the illegal pedo and darker stuff..

10/12/2019 8:33:20 AM batespm4abbey Those medals/honors should be stripped from michael aquino posthumously &court martialed fir Treason/satanism=antiamerica=Treason.

10/12/2019 8:33:54 AM surfing123456 ThanQ for all the drops

10/12/2019 8:34:06 AM sterkinglights1 However there is no need. Only doing or not doing. This is the language of beautiful abundance. Spoiler alert we will and do. 

A wee will LanDo.

10/12/2019 8:34:06 AM chapulincolored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you speak to this?

 https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/federal-prosecutors-said-be-investigating-rudy-giuliani …

10/12/2019 8:34:11 AM batespm4abbey No they know precisely what they do.THEY ARE EVIL TREASONIYS CRIMINALS TRYING TO DESTROY USA.

10/12/2019 8:34:13 AM covertress Snopes 🤣

10/12/2019 8:35:03 AM neilbridgman I know right

10/12/2019 8:37:56 AM dynamicres Learning new things every day! pic.twitter.com/2hCnXP7Bw3

10/12/2019 8:38:01 AM allahuniversal Me: joking with an old friend using the exact phrase "convinced that my communications are being monitored, call me paranoid or whatever" 

MJ12 approx. 10 hrs later: 👆🏽 👆🏽 👆🏽

Really Y'all?

10/12/2019 8:40:29 AM michael81972 GH?

10/12/2019 8:41:02 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/12/2019 8:42:54 AM ewolsj When were they not?

10/12/2019 8:44:23 AM unitedredwhite1 And they seem to only target Christians - they want to see you upset and plot ways to do it! Ignore and smile.

10/12/2019 8:44:28 AM sterkinglights1 Key=appear

10/12/2019 8:48:10 AM timothybolton01 Awesome edit! Shows the 4am talking points.

10/12/2019 8:50:55 AM bryanleemcleod1 THIS!!, is the c_a's Mockingbird Media, for anyone with open eyes, to See.

The Choice to Know, is Yours.

Dark to Light

Good vs. Evil

           Q



10/12/2019 8:50:58 AM thepeacekitten Wouldn't surprise me. They want him to shut up with all that scary truth he is spewing. He's messing up their sacred narrative! #NeedMorePopcorn

10/12/2019 8:52:52 AM patriotswegoall Some of the Satanic temples are made possible by opportunists. Most have no idea the Satanists (non benevolent) have done some horrific stuff over 

the years.

10/12/2019 8:52:53 AM mrssprat49 #Crowdstrike had access.

10/12/2019 8:56:19 AM blsdbe Great minds? pic.twitter.com/ud7Hc3kr8n

10/12/2019 8:57:55 AM mokeanother1 Smells like Team Spirit.

10/12/2019 9:00:14 AM texbrussow IMO this 'report' has no more credence than the phone conversation whistleblower! No name, no corroboration! This same 'reporter' also put out this 

'tweet'. What links @POTUS to the person wearing the shirt? pic.twitter.com/hpQewt3pzX

10/12/2019 9:00:54 AM think2xwecu Mainlining main stream.

10/12/2019 9:03:25 AM djlok Consciousness projects reality?  They make them real?

10/12/2019 9:04:53 AM texbrussow Your 'source'? Other than 'I think'! Unless you have corroboration you should preface that with 'IMO'! 🤔

10/12/2019 9:07:17 AM roublisa Thank you for the truth💞💞💞 @nea_storm ....I Love You💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/FIPPapdyiF

10/12/2019 9:07:22 AM anondirtyleg I was and humiliated for speaking against it. During that time I read a ton about satanism in the military like Michael Aquino.

10/12/2019 9:09:03 AM miss_ampie Ancient knowledge. Ancient technology. 😎

10/12/2019 9:11:49 AM lovesg_d These are not true Satanists. They are more like atheists or secular humanists under the guise of Satanism. True Satanism is what the Deep Star actors 

are engaged in. This is the white washing of Satanism.

10/12/2019 9:12:01 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I always thought if ANYONE is a reptilian it's  him

10/12/2019 9:12:02 AM lightlove21121 Aren’t we 😏

10/12/2019 9:12:21 AM patriotswegoall They will attempt to provide cover for each other, in the hopes of evading justice.

10/12/2019 9:14:42 AM catholiclady10 It began with Obama bringing M00sl!ms into our country, then the Vatican invasion of Evil Humanism, and has trickled down into all military branches 

and society with chaos and violence by #Antifa and #MeToo provided by Soros and NW0. So spread we will have to have CWII

10/12/2019 9:16:00 AM miss_ampie Let's see.... Whom do I trust.... [You] OR (MJ12)? Tough choice. 🙄

10/12/2019 9:17:10 AM texbrussow OFFS! Painting with a pretty broad brush with very little paint! This person is not typical of an officer in our military than Nidal Hassan!

10/12/2019 9:19:21 AM texbrussow Spreading allegations of an unidentified and unsubstantiated email! I've seen this from the liberal press quite often! 🙄🤔

10/12/2019 9:21:53 AM ayallier It is sopouse to be a *Republic* Not A "Democracy" this Lie is all over the World. When "Democracy" Takes hold it is becomes A Dictatorship much Like 

the oppressiveness of the Emperor Monarchies of old. Or SNP/PCP/ either from the "Left" or "Right" like Latin America No Freedom!

10/12/2019 9:23:56 AM ewolsj Interesting perspective here at the very least....

 http://www.whale.to/c/lucifer2.html 

10/12/2019 9:24:28 AM covertress Message over messenger.

Trust yourself. 

All answers are within.

10/12/2019 9:25:36 AM bill_davis01 Will Q return?

10/12/2019 9:25:42 AM ryankochweare1 #TheGreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this what you're referring to???   https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/hidden_hand_081018 …

10/12/2019 9:26:38 AM miss_ampie Holy water, yes. In this case it was oil. My assumption is olive oil, sometimes used for annointment. Q said watch the water. So many thoughts about 

that....

10/12/2019 9:27:06 AM bryanleemcleod1 THIS!!, is the c_a Mockingbird Media, 4am drops.

America needs to Open its Eyes, and See!

The Choice to know is yours.

Dark to Light

Good vs. Evil

                         Q

10/12/2019 9:28:34 AM bryanleemcleod1 C_A

10/12/2019 9:30:23 AM youstinksoap Watched an old episode of family guy last night, Brian & Stewie have a convo about whether this simulation matters or not.  Nothing we do matters in 

this simulation...is what they were saying.  Majestic?

10/12/2019 9:31:37 AM youstinksoap Are our higher selves simply wearing virtual reality goggles?  lol.

10/12/2019 9:33:41 AM indepen37801490 I remember. Still don't get any of it.

10/12/2019 9:36:26 AM manifest_utopia Yes, we often hear about people going out to collect fallen meteorites these days. Consider the metal, or even the dagger, was brought to the planet. 

Entombed with prized gift?

10/12/2019 9:38:01 AM trickyrick2u That looks like the bedroom of the main characters in Eyes Wide Shut movie 😳

10/12/2019 9:39:08 AM karina89350882 Ancient Alien "Gods"----

10/12/2019 9:43:00 AM manifest_utopia "Humans have similar proteins called high mobility group nucleosome-binding proteins or HMGNs. But the researchers don’t yet know whether the 

human proteins also form a similar shield against DNA-damaging chemicals."  Take a guess. Divine intelligence of the human body.

10/12/2019 9:45:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/Wr73cX17QF

10/12/2019 9:47:32 AM lightson45 Absolutely.   That show is one massive tribute to the Cabal and Satan.

10/12/2019 9:48:12 AM ab36913 Definitely one of the [BH] for sure back in 2017. Not of the light.

10/12/2019 9:48:53 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/278l6T5Oc4

10/12/2019 9:52:06 AM ab36913 Creepy eye! Was it a “kril” gone wrong?  😐😐😐 pic.twitter.com/HVgP90pWXU

10/12/2019 9:53:01 AM manifest_utopia "Attractive women and A-listers can sometimes be deemed valuable enough to get onto the guest list for free."

"erotic performers called “devotees” keeping members entertained."

Sex trafficking "attractive women" & "erotic performers" for elite, high $$$ customers.

10/12/2019 9:54:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd Then why did you leave a comment? Why not just shuffle on out if this isn’t what you’re looking for?

10/12/2019 9:55:38 AM kachinagtto I remember when this article first came out and my initial thoughts going to the black stone in the Kaaba. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Stone … https://www.ancient-origins.net/artifacts-other-artifacts/kaaba-black-stone-holy-stone-outer-space-

003661 …

10/12/2019 9:56:02 AM qqqueenbeee Why does the Vatican have one of the largest meteorite collections in the world?

10/12/2019 9:57:23 AM ab36913 . https://twitter.com/AB36913/status/1183021017662291973 …

10/12/2019 9:58:19 AM jetsetter328 The “church of Satan” is a group of libertarians/ classical liberals that use Christian symbology of Satan to ruffle a few feathers. They are against the 

concept of organized religion but are about as “evil” as a haunted house on Halloween.

10/12/2019 9:58:22 AM ab36913 . https://twitter.com/AB36913/status/1183021694463574019 …

10/12/2019 9:59:52 AM laurabusse What do you suppose MJ meant by this? Luciferians are majestic?

10/12/2019 10:00:15 AM snarkishdanno Wait, San Bernadino Valley?? Where the fires just started?? Too many questions in the air now...

10/12/2019 10:00:19 AM benduner Of course. The BRITS, Staged Photos, and hokus pokus.

10/12/2019 10:00:19 AM ab36913 I love you MJ1-12 and T1-3. 💗💗💗💝💝💝💗💗💗

10/12/2019 10:02:24 AM ercwilder95 The people who join the satanic temple, believing they do not worship Satan are fools. They state they do not worship Satan, they only live by his ways 

of rebellion against "authority!" So, they worship Satan, without admitting they worship Satan. Sacrifices aren't needed!

10/12/2019 10:02:31 AM ab36913 Make it rain!  [Hunter] pic.twitter.com/llxg6DgMap



10/12/2019 10:04:37 AM kachinagtto This guy is pleading to become a human experiment of this theory. Not that it probably hasn’t been done already… 

https://www.statnews.com/2019/09/25/plea-to-scientists-crispr-me/ …

10/12/2019 10:06:09 AM ryznykstefan You’re extremely dangerous to our democracy! That’s the problem

10/12/2019 10:07:04 AM benduner The Communists, International proletariat, workers Unite, down with imperialist America, the crying kids from Sweden, the crying kids from Congress, 

the caballists, etc, etc.... the take your pick

10/12/2019 10:07:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd POTUS asked the same question in MN and LA. pic.twitter.com/iVNRPXpDmx

10/12/2019 10:09:57 AM ercwilder95 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are your luciferian? What did you mean in 7/2017 that Luciferians are Majestic? Seems like you are Luciferian. Let me know please. 

Not complaining, only curious!

10/12/2019 10:10:37 AM benduner ☝️Satanic ☝️

10/12/2019 10:13:57 AM kachinagtto There is a company called iGem doing research in this area too (probably others - but I’m sharing as I find it)

 http://2016.igem.org/Team:Genspace/Experiments … pic.twitter.com/z5IEjGtnM6

10/12/2019 10:15:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd He’s not dead...who were they speaking to?

10/12/2019 10:17:00 AM ryznykstefan What do all media puppets have in common?

10/12/2019 10:18:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd If they monitor me, they’ll be very bored. pic.twitter.com/dfM905JgYo

10/12/2019 10:18:56 AM boogeymanhunter Conditioning the public for what’s going to be exposed.

Openly admitting they have fetish clubs.

See also

-Gemini Man with Will Smith

Technology that can replace faces on actors.

-Heavy news coverage of satan worshipping being common and normal.

#wideawake
10/12/2019 10:22:03 AM kachinagtto Here is a study of this process being done on human cultured cells https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms12808 …

10/12/2019 10:24:49 AM covertress Well, it appears that this photo was created from two others.

The Snopes article linked below is correct. Shocker.

Flip the images and you'll see it for yourselves.

It really does pay to DYOR (Do your own research.)

Look up the origin of most photos at  http://tineye.com  pic.twitter.com/aiiZIRxVya

10/12/2019 10:26:24 AM covertress Kerry photo with LaVey is a Fake https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183071033781342209?s=19 …

10/12/2019 10:26:52 AM covertress Kerry Photo with LaVey is a Fake https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183071033781342209?s=19 …

10/12/2019 10:32:27 AM mrnicehere Wow and congress just accept NO I CANT TELL YOU WHO IS TELLING ME NOT TO SHARE ! Land of the free home of the brave ! What a joke !

10/12/2019 10:34:34 AM kachinagtto Another study by the same researcher https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5492148/ …

10/12/2019 10:36:44 AM kachinagtto His profile on ResearchGate https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Takuma_Hashimoto4 …

10/12/2019 10:38:24 AM reasonrhymes 🇨🇦 election is Monday. Get that out of the way and then the 🇺🇸 sh!? will be hitting the fan. Q up everyone.

10/12/2019 10:39:12 AM kachinagtto  https://www.u-tokyo.ac.jp/focus/en/articles/a_00518.html …

10/12/2019 10:39:53 AM shanemedlin2 Any normies watching this shit? Hello?

10/12/2019 10:40:20 AM neilbridgman You're right about snopes. I should have used a better source. Here:

 https://weburbanist.com/2010/10/27/politics-of-photoshop-15-shady-edits-for-political-purposes/ …

10/12/2019 10:43:25 AM enomai_ The movie is based off real events

10/12/2019 10:45:56 AM enomai_ Very sad, but I guess an individual's beliefs are their freedom. 

But are the actions of beliefs legal?

10/12/2019 10:47:13 AM knightoflight10 Isn’t Jesus #Sananda 😉

10/12/2019 10:52:05 AM sterkinglights1 This I have known. Satanist are clowns. There is a large distinction that the general public does not widely accept.

10/12/2019 10:54:49 AM enomai_ Awesome

10/12/2019 10:54:50 AM sterkinglights1 I don't think so, but do a search for faith.

10/12/2019 11:03:09 AM kachinagtto Yeah - see my posts in this thread for the research links on this in human cells

10/12/2019 11:04:27 AM kachinagtto Yet Japanese researchers proved that it does/can back in 2016…

10/12/2019 11:10:23 AM jaebird22 Why are you trying structure your posts like Q?

10/12/2019 11:10:37 AM duriavigrobert Keeping Ruth Bader Ginsburg company? Anyone??

10/12/2019 11:11:37 AM tyetyler1 Bill Clinton may be a rapist but it is widely reported that cretin HC sacrifices and eats babies.  We know this and she knows we know. 

pic.twitter.com/BhiJ1NDQEV

10/12/2019 11:16:55 AM patriotchick8 This kind of media is to soften the public’s perception of Satanism, so when the deep state players are exposed, the public’s reaction will be less 

explosive.

10/12/2019 11:17:46 AM realhighup Seems non human..

10/12/2019 11:18:25 AM cloudoflarge I see him sub contracting three homes in Lake Tahoe with sloping lots. Perhaps at the same time he signs on to a announce, half time at the new 

Lake Tahoe Music Telivision !!!

10/12/2019 11:18:34 AM cloudoflarge Three a year ?

10/12/2019 11:18:40 AM stayfrosty26 Mine eyes have seen the Glory of the coming of the Lord. He has trampled out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are stored.

10/12/2019 11:19:08 AM patriotchick8 And we need to remember that Satan is the great deceiver, so he would have zero problems with his disciples hiding what they truly are in order to 

assimilate into the masses.

10/12/2019 11:25:50 AM turboxyde He's still taking a photo of himself gawking at a clown though... sames?

I guess in a fractal reality the inescapable truth really does shine through!

🤣



10/12/2019 11:30:33 AM bppope @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@blacktulip966 @DRottiemom

@4AllSoulKind @AnonCassi

🔴☝🔴

🔴These People Deserve SWIFT Justice

🔴These People Are Sick

🔴These People Hate Their Country 

🔴These People Think We Are Stupid

🔴These People Call Us Sheep

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/HKq5Zhm2ey
10/12/2019 11:33:07 AM realtiredperson YUP!YUP!YUP!

10/12/2019 11:39:55 AM sdane8 Just a bunch of reasonably minded individuals searching for truth getting together to share ideas. Not buying it.  It's a lure. "Just check it out. What 

harm can it do to listen?" I wonder how many have heard a similar line that's led them down a darker path? #UnsealEpstein

10/12/2019 11:45:14 AM sdane8 "the temple’s notorious Baphomet statue dominates the main sitting room."  Nope, we don't worship Satan.  Hmmm ... 😡

10/12/2019 11:47:52 AM sdane8 Is this a peek into the 60% of the 40/60 ratio?  😳

10/12/2019 11:48:48 AM realhighup Moon landing is a trigger. Amazing Coincidence

10/12/2019 11:54:26 AM knightofmaltaus Here is a new #UFO resource for you.  Enjoy

@DJLOK @JRockTigers @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @mufon @UFOnetwork_

 https://strider21.com/ufo-uap/tic-tac-ufo/ …

10/12/2019 11:57:55 AM huckcreosote1 Once again, msm in America buries news

10/12/2019 11:58:16 AM buddy3880309 And apparently these morons don't know we live in a Constitutional Republic. Not a damn democracy.

10/12/2019 12:00:49 PM terran_sol Thank you Sir James!

10/12/2019 12:01:08 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/12/2019 12:02:53 PM stevemarek6 They know they are losing control be safe out there.

10/12/2019 12:09:28 PM ninopunziano There was a medium channeling Epstein from the afterlife. I’m not saying it’s real. I’m saying it’s interesting.

10/12/2019 12:10:12 PM kacsandi_m Pure Satanism. Notice the Baufomet headgear? They regard a lot of this as Satanic rituals. It's disgusting and sick. Check out the LA cannibal club 

they're all part of. Yea, Elite have fine tastes. Unfortunately, we know what that means. We rebuke evil spirits behind Jesus Name.

10/12/2019 12:10:41 PM patriot_loves #LeadRight @TeamTrump 

God Bless President Trump!

God Bless America! pic.twitter.com/1pX4wx4HlK

10/12/2019 12:13:58 PM lightlove21121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@Qanon76

@AllahUniversal

@nea_storm

@charmanda9

@LisaRoub

@zagnett

@v_rags
10/12/2019 12:17:32 PM melissagouin1 Sick and very disturbing

10/12/2019 12:19:24 PM cstarr888 There is ample evidence she has, at minimum, attended many of their events.

🧐🙏💖

10/12/2019 12:20:10 PM tracyabston Satanism is a big umbrella. Under that umbrella fall the really bad Luciferians. Satanist aren’t necessarily the bad ones. It’s the Luciferians.

10/12/2019 12:22:37 PM state1union The moment I hung up the phone after I said “Why is Shepard Smith on Fox”? He quits. Haha 😂

10/12/2019 12:25:57 PM allahuniversal These syncs are speeding up to levels that shouldn't even be possible!

10/12/2019 12:26:25 PM seekingknowle12 "The sky turned vivid shades of purple in parts of Japan as Typhoon Hagibis approached"  https://twitter.com/i/events/1182884874983657474 …

Why do you think this is??

10/12/2019 12:27:31 PM lulabelldesigns ✝️

10/12/2019 12:29:57 PM allahuniversal Ya never know, some of the people who became legendary and/or household names may have thought their lives to be boring.

10/12/2019 12:31:21 PM state1union It’s happening everywhere now. FYI being a whistleblower to the SEC since 2010-11. I was told to watch Fox. Interesting that Barr met with Murdock 

after Italy. Check this out. Germany/Vatican, Italy/SA, Wonderland. Our troops are heading to SA?  Wonderland?  It’s on!

10/12/2019 12:31:45 PM keith369me That is funny...I predicted to Sanders heart attack...maybe “special powers” are ramping up!!!

10/12/2019 12:33:13 PM state1union I agree, but I think we are more aware of our power. They hid our own power from us.

10/12/2019 12:34:14 PM mkaffen Smells like CIA black ops

10/12/2019 12:45:19 PM 1centralcaligal This article says a man on oxegyn died just a few minutes after PG&E cut power, but that wasn't what he died from?!!? BS!! 

https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/crime/article236043743.html …

10/12/2019 12:46:18 PM keith369me Yep...subconsciously I’ve been following intuition “forever”...now it is consciously.  On the negative side...each time new light comes in it takes a while 

to integrate it which is causing a bit of havoc

10/12/2019 12:46:57 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/pMp4r1egus

10/12/2019 12:48:10 PM florangequeen What a bunch of bullcrap and covering up for Clinton!

10/12/2019 12:48:36 PM 1centralcaligal I agree about pets. First rescue from Monterey County Shelter in 1981, a Rottweiler I named Stinker; since then, I've had dozens of rescues! I do 

believe they know we saved them from Death Row, and are grateful!! Debbie, I STILL MISS MY STINKER, hope he's waiting in Heaven 4 me!

10/12/2019 12:52:54 PM state1union I totally relate and I can feel the energy shift and trying to not get triggered but all the signs are there. It’s happening now. That’s why the Marines are 

heading to California and Army to SA. During my retaliation in 2011, Germany and the Saudis were where I lived. The V too

10/12/2019 12:56:33 PM keith369me I feel as if the negativity is an attempt to distract from the inevitable.  We’re in a shift that is good for humanity and bad for the former controllers.  At 

this point I think the reality many have created in their own minds is the biggest obstacle to a wonderful future.

10/12/2019 12:57:32 PM state1union Wow 30 Sec delta. Wooo 🥳

10/12/2019 12:58:44 PM bryars_b Good luck.  I’ll be praying for y’all.

10/12/2019 12:59:06 PM keith369me Over my head on that one...what 30 second delta?

10/12/2019 12:59:30 PM spiritofkarma13 Not jammed, Newsone had the relays removed in the state

10/12/2019 1:01:24 PM patriotswegoall Shows that there's corruption in the entertainment industry.



10/12/2019 1:03:17 PM girlawakeinca I agree. This poor man had COPD & it states was unable to get the generator in time to continue his required oxygen. PG&E gave scant warning when 

they turned off power to 800,000 people. This poor man did not have to suffer like this. May he RIP. May justice be served. 🙏❤️😥 

pic.twitter.com/ykkWh3p7yR

10/12/2019 1:06:24 PM girlawakeinca Your pup Stinker sounds like a love! ❤️🐾. So true that the ones rescued “know.” They’re simply the best! God bless you! 💗

10/12/2019 1:06:48 PM state1union I just got your last message twice. Exactly 30 seconds apart. Did you do that?

10/12/2019 1:07:31 PM roublisa 5:5

10/12/2019 1:08:46 PM keith369me The first time it said “shit”...deleted it and replaced it with “shift”...lol

10/12/2019 1:09:09 PM state1union Oh lol haha 😆

10/12/2019 1:10:41 PM state1union I’m glad MJ12 is watching out for us. I pray our soldiers are safe while arresting these Satanists

10/12/2019 1:11:27 PM anondirtyleg Oh of course not I thought the reply above answered that, my bad.

10/12/2019 1:12:05 PM keith369me Watching, hopeful, focused.

10/12/2019 1:16:48 PM x62048239 @DonaldJTrumpJr

10/12/2019 1:26:32 PM mongrelglory Yah right!  He probably ordered it on-line from  http://GalacticAmazon.com  and had it shipped here to Earth. 😜

10/12/2019 1:27:23 PM covertress The dualistic nature of 3D-5D is a difficult concept to grasp if it's new.

It floored me.

Give yourself time.

See the replies here for a clue. https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1183040770405584896?s=19 …

10/12/2019 1:28:04 PM patriotswegoall Related to PG&E and the fires in CA?

Electricity down.

Comms down.

Ham radio operational.

Fires burning.

10/12/2019 1:29:41 PM keith369me I think it’s referring to Majic...hidden hand.

10/12/2019 1:31:32 PM haightjoseph Yes. Dangerous to a democracy but not., our Republic.

10/12/2019 1:38:36 PM emilyoakley6 Remember MILITARY tribunals are not public.

10/12/2019 1:43:23 PM state1union I think people are going to freak out when they find out the truth of how widespread satanism is and God I’m grateful the Catholic Church is getting it’s 

due. Prayers for all the children that they raped, terrorized, murdered and ate. No more!

10/12/2019 1:45:20 PM theagenda6 Where the elite behave like animals

10/12/2019 1:47:55 PM daveschroeder18 Hmmmm

10/12/2019 1:48:47 PM truth_heals The Pilgrims Society: where the news is made up.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWDArllBMiw … pic.twitter.com/BfSbaOj80N

10/12/2019 1:50:20 PM keith369me I woke up in the past 2-3 years.  I think their reactions will be an elevated version of mine.  Depression, anger, and then realization of how great this 

world can be without the negativity of this extreme duality.

10/12/2019 1:52:44 PM t_hayden07 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am still so curious, as to what happened by Mayotte, on 11/11. Esp since theres been more activity lately --- that went unreported 

by USGS. What happened that day? Will we ever know?

10/12/2019 1:53:45 PM anoncassi #AGBarr pls add #PublicCorruption to the #SwiftJustice list!?! pic.twitter.com/IaILvbgC61

10/12/2019 1:54:00 PM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/iCjbqZgheR

10/12/2019 1:56:16 PM jrocktigers MJ12 answered me directly in an AMA when i asked "Are there members of the Majestic 12 that are Luciferian? .   MJ answered "Yes"

10/12/2019 1:56:49 PM keith369me Was it are or were?

10/12/2019 1:57:08 PM state1union I can’t wait to start healing but that can’t begin till I don’t have to live under the roof of my first perp that gave me to the Catholic Church on my birth 

(day) and that would be my own dad. I’ve been violated by everyone I relied on except MJ12. It’s true.

10/12/2019 1:57:30 PM jrocktigers I believe it was a reply that there are some , and that it my have been historically speaking... AKA .. GHWB ..

10/12/2019 1:59:03 PM keith369me I do recall mention of nefarious activity by MJ12 members...but members 1-9 get swapped out.

10/12/2019 2:01:53 PM americanpetal IG report?

10/12/2019 2:03:09 PM keith369me You will heal.  You will be whole.  What did you plan for your life before your arrival?  Was it to experience trauma so you could be awake for what’s 

next...to support the light?  Most highly awake IS-BEs had trauma that accelerated the awakening process.

10/12/2019 2:09:35 PM wethepeoplepets These people are sick

10/12/2019 2:12:23 PM f45_5 Look here.☝️

I learned recently USA Navel & Air Forces have been battling each other because Navy already had a secret space program.  

When became known, Trump pushed plans forward to form the new Space Force after this was learned.

10/12/2019 2:18:40 PM state1union God told me during a near death experience that I wasn’t allowed to die yet. He has a plan and that it would involve men and that it would be real bad. 

I had no idea this bad. I guess God knew who to pick. My protector says God wouldn’t choose anyone or child for this. 🤷♀️

10/12/2019 2:19:29 PM humanprimer WOW! RT this! This is unbelievable. 1) So classified the Insp. Gen couldn't read them 2)Can't be seen by anyone without the approval of the owner 

(Hillary/Cronies) 3) Evidence hidden and untouchable when it is the case. Akin to a vid of the murder but the murder won't release it.

10/12/2019 2:21:25 PM humanprimer FrazzleDrip stuff.

10/12/2019 2:21:27 PM bbobbio71 Watch "Rockwell - Somebody's Watching Me (Official Video)" on YouTube https://youtu.be/7YvAYIJSSZY 

10/12/2019 2:38:11 PM djlok What makes something Majestic exactly?  A type of consciousness?

10/12/2019 2:39:33 PM nikoscali @billmaher LOVES this place

10/12/2019 2:44:29 PM jamiebroadwater NXIVM Standard Hotel- LIDDLE’ ADAM

10/12/2019 2:44:48 PM shepardlovedmac MOCKINGBIRD MEDIA IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO THE WORLD

10/12/2019 2:45:09 PM doublea79289480 I think all world leaders, regardless of opinion/policies, sit down and find out a way to shelter homeless, feed poor, and create FAIRNESS over Equality, 

because what’s equal isn’t always fair. @UN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @hrw @THEWORLDSFAIR @ProjectFairness @blackenterprise @wef

10/12/2019 2:45:49 PM adamlforeman It can't enhance what you already have ie you know all this information. Your mind was wiped. THC expands you out of your meat suit by which lost 

information returns. Use it to research/understand, not just to get "high". Put your hands over your eyes & black out all light.

10/12/2019 2:48:26 PM mtr_epicwin77 SYMBOLISM WILL BE THEIR DOWNFALL.

GOD WINS.

✝️🕊🇺🇸

10/12/2019 2:48:59 PM qkellyl #Liddle as in Alice Liddle from 

Alice In Wonderland.. pic.twitter.com/8yxYpZENQI

10/12/2019 2:49:10 PM adamlforeman You'll start to see like a mesh, use your mind to explore. It takes a bit of time to acclimatise & do it, but that's what you need to do.

10/12/2019 2:51:04 PM qkellyl  pic.twitter.com/uzXbr6ctWr

10/12/2019 2:51:56 PM mtr_epicwin77 Evil is real. It is a dark malevolent force bent on our destruction.

Spoiler alert: WE HAVE THE UPPER HAND.

STAY STRONG! pic.twitter.com/KJu9VJg9HH



10/12/2019 2:53:41 PM mtr_epicwin77 They are real. Not corporeal beings like us but spiritual entities.

We both draw and generate, and sometimes feed on such energy.

This is why dark to light is so meaningful and potent! pic.twitter.com/Ec0Xl5LsLq

10/12/2019 2:56:48 PM kseven110 Where is the annunaki role in terms with luciferians? Anything with the word angel... I stay away from. We have a lot of words with anu? How do 

annunaki & luciferians defer? Where Does the old sumerian religion come into play? Is this playing out now rapidly

 because of 2012?

10/12/2019 3:03:22 PM kseven110 Differ...Damn why doesn’t Twitter have an edit button🤦🏻♀️

10/12/2019 3:04:47 PM corennacornwell When will the Catholic Church rid itself of this fake pope that @BarackObama & @HillaryClinton helped install?

10/12/2019 3:08:29 PM themsineway @seanhannity @JudgeJeanine

10/12/2019 3:12:30 PM kathleen3693693 It's truly wonderful that we can feel those vibrations. There is something palpable about evil vibes. I've noticed that many dozens of people can walk 

about my dog. Then there's the odd one who sends my dog into frenzied attack mode, and I can feel the bad vibes too.

10/12/2019 3:12:51 PM susan66388204 I depend on you to do just that! 🥰

10/12/2019 3:14:18 PM karma4event201 Maybe she has? 

Military Tribunals are / or will be recorded for the public to view later. 

MSM is not allowed in Tribunals but they know: 

"...24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath.." https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

10/12/2019 3:19:25 PM yustein #California is being #invaded by an #enemy #force. It is #time for U.S. #Military to #intervene. #savecalifornia #endcabal #enddeepstate #GoArmy 

#Marines @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump

10/12/2019 3:22:09 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/12/2019 3:23:23 PM ffattmedia Great Question

10/12/2019 3:38:58 PM themsineway Ty.  Awesome video

10/12/2019 3:39:05 PM themsineway @seanhannity

10/12/2019 3:39:13 PM guqigirl un freaken real!..BOOM!💣💥THERE IT IS !!!! 

1000's of TALKING HEADS WITH #FakeNews LIKE FREAKEN ROBOTS!!!

AI=antifa-idiots

10/12/2019 3:40:57 PM anondirtyleg No you good I didn’t think you were being a dick I know how my replies can trail off in a story lol

10/12/2019 3:46:15 PM stewonthis1 Just amazing.

10/12/2019 3:47:22 PM moemc8 She's going to congress in ny

10/12/2019 3:50:06 PM acibelli87 @JudahsTrumpets @StormIsUponUs @MAGAniacal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ACibelli87/status/1183143388234825728 …

10/12/2019 3:50:17 PM keith369me Based upon what you told me before and what is happening around us, I’m pretty sure your mission is about to come front and center.  You are 

incredibly strong!!!

10/12/2019 3:54:48 PM ryznykstefan Amen.

10/12/2019 3:54:53 PM brad34351293 Soooo, A fake pic, yet believe the written words?

MM was most likely a MK Ultra victim.

10/12/2019 3:58:42 PM susanjaworski1 Love our President! WWG1WGA

10/12/2019 3:59:12 PM unitedredwhite1 Yellow!!

10/12/2019 4:00:42 PM judahstrumpets Excellent❤️😎

10/12/2019 4:01:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Snake-like UFO seen over Florida ‘is hybrid air, land and sea craft run by USAF’ - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/snake-like-

ufo-seen-over-20545094 …

10/12/2019 4:02:04 PM truthseekeranon So we have light vehicles?

10/12/2019 4:02:09 PM state1union Hi SPP or Air Force

10/12/2019 4:02:26 PM nickcpace1 Yep you knew.And I quote “99% of all UFOs are man made!!!”

10/12/2019 4:03:26 PM kickthefed yes we are all a part of God but we are not God

10/12/2019 4:05:02 PM state1union I can feel it too. Thanks 🙏 to God, Jesus and the Alliance.

10/12/2019 4:07:47 PM deplorable_s Chelsea??.

10/12/2019 4:08:10 PM _andy_walker_ LOVE the "Q" quote. ;-)

10/12/2019 4:13:36 PM bbobbio71 Disinformation is necessary? pic.twitter.com/Vm1kGmPjmx

10/12/2019 4:15:54 PM der_wanderer8 King Tut

Anunnaki

10/12/2019 4:18:26 PM laurabusse Very familiar w law of one.

Thanks ☺️

10/12/2019 4:23:07 PM laurabusse For me luciferianism is confusing bc I've read many diff definitions by many diff ppl all on a spectrum

From Lucifer is misunderstood

Not a bad guy

Means light bearer

Rebelled against god only bc he disagreed w stuff and introduced his own stuff which wasn't evil just different

10/12/2019 4:27:05 PM laurabusse Drunvalo Melchizedek explains it really well in his Flower Of Life books

Supposedly the universe was created using the F.O.L.

Lucifer came up with an alternative FOL structure that supposedly resolved some mathematical kinks in the original FOL creation structure

10/12/2019 4:27:15 PM marcosboomer So a "scientist" that has ZERO first hand knowledge of any program or craft has declared UFO's are man made. A little tougher to explain how they 

existed before man made flight was invented, isn't it?

10/12/2019 4:29:13 PM laurabusse Supposedly satanism is diff what with it's horrible cruel practices

But apparently there are lots of diff definitions out there of luciferianism vs satanism

Just like everything else in life

10/12/2019 4:30:23 PM jrocktigers And then there are interpretations that Lucifer, being cast out of God's light , became Satan.

10/12/2019 4:31:35 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/IIuV6VeJgY

10/12/2019 4:32:04 PM laurabusse I was very sad to hear d wilcock went off Graham Hancock, Wilcock's former idol, bc of what Hancock said about luciferianism at Gaia tv

Not knowing what Hancock said and what wilcock took exception to, my guess is Hancock was explaining a more benevolent understanding of...

10/12/2019 4:33:21 PM yustein Didn’t we reverse chem trail all of the USA lately?

10/12/2019 4:34:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Human Trafficking https://twitter.com/axios/status/1183123926961905664 …

10/12/2019 4:34:59 PM joinna6 Disclosure?

Dark to Light!?



10/12/2019 4:35:01 PM americahasballs @realDonaldTrump @POTUS Yeah, so what? 

What have they done for us since 1947? 

Nothing but lies, lies, and more lies!

But they draw a salary right out of our tax money! 

They have all the benefits, they have all the knowledge, and they don’t want to share power. 

Screw MJ 12!

10/12/2019 4:35:26 PM realpetemillman Subjective, some consider old Joe as most fairly maligned.

10/12/2019 4:35:28 PM laurabusse ...luciferianism and knowing wilcock, that he would be having none of it

It's a fascinating topic

One I would love more "truth" on

If truth even exists on this subject

These so called truths are probably creations of men

But what do I know really

10/12/2019 4:35:44 PM nzstill we need some exposure of the nz corrupt gov and ex pm's if anything you have ?

10/12/2019 4:36:04 PM angel171614 Soon to be taken off this planet🙏🙏👿👿 pic.twitter.com/iXWjUSx8Ev

10/12/2019 4:36:22 PM jrocktigers Please dont shoot messenger, but Lucifer/Satan is still the great deceiver.

10/12/2019 4:36:28 PM usaf84mj Well it’s true reading the insane comments here leave little to no doubt that liberals are bat sh*t crazy ! #bringbackasylums

10/12/2019 4:36:32 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/10kOdtijRX

10/12/2019 4:40:25 PM laurabusse Yeah

I think that's what Christianity teaches if I remember correctly but not sure

10/12/2019 4:41:24 PM tamikubark  pic.twitter.com/EybYUZRIRj

10/12/2019 4:41:42 PM myfanwy_72 When Biden is on video bragging about how he threatened to withhold a Billion dollars if they didn't fire the state prosecutor, there's no ambiguity.

10/12/2019 4:44:43 PM laurabusse Well you could be right but there are so many diff points of view

I read one book that explained that Lucifer was misunderstood and being welcomed back into the fold along with all the angels that followed him

I tend to think we deceive ourselves

If we want truth we'll...

10/12/2019 4:45:30 PM nzstill these guys put out loads of porn with the elites abusing girls .the girls seem willing but theres also a guy they use to hypnotise them he is on youtube . 

he teaches them to stare for upto a hour without blinking etc

10/12/2019 4:45:39 PM dreamwalker605 it's in line with the Edgar Cayce predictions on earth changes.

10/12/2019 4:47:27 PM laurabusse ... always find it

When I was first a Christian so very long ago I was afraid of Satan

Then I decided to just focus on Christ ignore Satan completely and not fear him or deception or anything

Served me well then

Now I believe in Christ consciousness

More or less

10/12/2019 4:55:11 PM silentgrace2 How can a satanist make it past the military oath, you know the one where they swear to God?

10/12/2019 4:59:22 PM keith369me So...”foreign aid” is to allow “access” to nefarious activity within that country and the money to Biden and family was a standard kickback for brokering 

such activity?  If so, END ALL FOREIGN AID NOW!!!

10/12/2019 5:01:47 PM madrabbit917 I believe she was a priestess. I know she was deep into it and they got Marilyn Monroe, as well.

10/12/2019 5:03:52 PM laurabusse Just my opinion but I tend to think of it this way

Truth lies within

We are all divine beings 

All is one

Therefore deception is our own responsibility

Blaming someone outside ourselves for deception is

Well

Deception LOL
10/12/2019 5:07:41 PM state1union You’ll get both

10/12/2019 5:12:51 PM state1union I forgot to thank you 🙏 for believing me. I told God when he did a Book of Job on me that no one will believe me that was ‘07. It took 2 1/2 more 

years of torture and documentation but I finally hit the road telling the truth. God Bless you Keith & your beautiful wife.

10/12/2019 5:16:53 PM brad34351293 Like walking up the 'Masonic' Ladder to the 33rd Degree!

10/12/2019 5:17:05 PM deplorablesuezq Then just tell us! Wtf?

10/12/2019 5:17:14 PM randigerber Yes please

10/12/2019 5:17:54 PM _369311119 Ukrainian Embassy

Alexander Chalupa - DNC contractor

10/12/2019 5:21:55 PM ab36913 Then...you know where Hunter is hiding. #PAIN

10/12/2019 5:35:29 PM keith369me I see patterns...always have.  I know abuse happens.  I know elite have blood on their hands.  I know the victims are likely to be on a truther path 

similar to yours.  I’ve followed others with similar stories.  There is no reason to doubt you. There are too many others like you.

10/12/2019 5:37:46 PM keith369me ...some deliver information...some deliver pizza boxes.

10/12/2019 5:38:41 PM peke41600529 It's either a drone or a reflection in the car window...

10/12/2019 5:40:21 PM njc31615432 I've always said it was the gov't even as a child...and I am no spring chicken lol

We know pic.twitter.com/miN0Beo3So

10/12/2019 5:50:13 PM mongrelglory Ukraine sadly has been a hub for human trafficking for many years...

10/12/2019 5:51:42 PM _a_quila  pic.twitter.com/SUy99HU2KX

10/12/2019 5:52:28 PM mongrelglory You've summed it up perfectly Keith!

10/12/2019 5:54:39 PM dynamicres Perhaps just seeing through the veil a bit more than most?

10/12/2019 5:56:50 PM jrocktigers Makes a whole lotta sense.

10/12/2019 5:57:15 PM rachaelangelm That is more than just classification violation

10/12/2019 5:59:29 PM laurabusse But like my husband likes to say

Opinions are like belly buttons

Everybody has one LOL

10/12/2019 5:59:32 PM djlok I guess it's like the Lucifereans are Majestic, but the Majestic is not necessarily Luciferean.

10/12/2019 6:02:28 PM mcraemay1  pic.twitter.com/r0ISnL5GLL

10/12/2019 6:06:09 PM keith369me I know another version

10/12/2019 6:09:35 PM _gubbz i’m listening to commander fravor talk about something similar with rogan https://youtu.be/Eco2s3-0zsQ 

10/12/2019 6:16:25 PM mongrelglory Anything to do with how they mention the role of evil in this "Hidden hand" interview?   

https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_illuminati_55.htm …

Or by "Majestic" do you mean they have ET roots?

10/12/2019 6:17:02 PM tangobravomike Is this what the tic tac UFO'S are? Got a picture of one by my house in Cleveland.

10/12/2019 6:18:45 PM humanprimer There is something very incriminating that must remain hidden...my guess, Obama and Hillary.



10/12/2019 6:21:26 PM sweetlandtaylor The same reason you replied to my comment, because I can say whatever I want.

10/12/2019 6:24:18 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are the pictures showing flames emanating from man-hole covers in California, actually underground tunnels (used by MS-12 gangs or for 

human trafficking) currently being destroyed?

10/12/2019 6:24:38 PM bubba_dave1 Soft disclosure????

10/12/2019 6:28:56 PM private23778505 We called them blimps when I was a child . 😎

10/12/2019 6:36:02 PM speaklife595  pic.twitter.com/sR1jyFSjzR

10/12/2019 6:36:36 PM laurabusse Yeah I know the other version

LOLOL

Husband virtually never swears

Ever

The epitome of clean mouth

Dunno how anyone does that!!!

10/12/2019 6:38:52 PM laurabusse Yes

But

They were based on real ones that were reverse engineered

10/12/2019 6:40:04 PM nickcpace1 That maybe true. But you must know that things at once existed can exist again. There really isn’t anything new under the sun forever!!!

10/12/2019 6:43:07 PM nschlange That show looks so ridiculous they all should be embarrassed! I've never watched it be a use it looks so corny!

10/12/2019 6:43:25 PM janerross That guy has problemos

10/12/2019 6:54:58 PM 222714ftw 👊222

10/12/2019 6:57:02 PM keith369me Why would one of the worlds richest men NEED anything from Epstein?  What did he WANT from Epstein? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/12/2019 7:01:15 PM 1crazy_toaster that is interesting. However, if it is a white operation, why risk the well being of civilians this way or is this lesser inconvenience/risk than the 

alternative?

10/12/2019 7:01:20 PM god14peace Ok but do they finance?  Lol...just kidding.  

This is old news......look up the Hell Fire Club and French Elites 1700s.

This had been around since at least Ba'al and Jezebele .........Black Obalisk.  See:  Palmyra......

10/12/2019 7:01:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd I miss you brother. Still learning. Currently reading The God’s of Eden...in research mode.

10/12/2019 7:02:41 PM dynamicres Satanism != Luciferianism. Is what i think they are trying to differentiate, even though it seems like they are trying to make Satanism appear to be as 

docile as Luciferianism.

10/12/2019 7:06:07 PM flgirlsbeenqd Interesting indeed...wonder who she was speaking to? A channeler can pick up a lot of chatter from a lot of places. Or like you suggested could be fake. 

pic.twitter.com/wRDqc51iZB

10/12/2019 7:07:29 PM michelleaban I've seen this, it has lights that move along the center lengthwise.

10/12/2019 7:11:54 PM dynamicres @blsdbe @zagnett @charmanda9 I would highly recommend this book. Nearly finished and it did a great job showing what has been done. Up has 

been taught to us as down, left as right. Disinfo from the beginning of the Death Cult. Clear now why they say Luc R Majestic! Enki vs Enlil? 

pic.twitter.com/h28vsIY9DZ

10/12/2019 7:16:10 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/hrsfAktpfG

10/12/2019 7:23:02 PM dynamicres Also an interesting sight into perceptions vs reality, and our dogmatic programming is the show rendition of the book "Childhood's End". Good and Bad 

change depending on perspective and understanding❣️

10/12/2019 7:24:34 PM blsdbe Awesome!!! ThanQ!!!

10/12/2019 7:27:29 PM speaklife595 Ppl were warned and sometimes the tree of liberty is watered by the blood of Patriots? It seems unfair and wrong but in times of war some drastic 

measures have to be taken possibly

10/12/2019 7:29:13 PM jarman_gnat In the Salem witch trials, it was the innocent that were condemned and was the witches doing it.

10/12/2019 7:33:05 PM jwsnyder00_john Looks and sounds like a bad Stephen King movie. It'd be funny if it weren't real!

10/12/2019 7:33:45 PM robertg69989098 Snow White??

10/12/2019 7:34:31 PM rachaelangelm 3 6 9 Well we can’t have everything without six. I mean this is your call sign right 369. No but seriously to the real Satanists announce themselves?

10/12/2019 7:34:46 PM hudmagy Satantism is so much darker

Non-Satanists can't even wrap heads around

This is only a way 2introduce 2public as if it's ok2

Torture,Rape,brutalize,Sacrifice another

Especially innocent children

Getin off on torture,screams n orgy

It's very dark Evil👹👺in all forms

If tell"TRUTH"
10/12/2019 7:35:59 PM 313looper It’s going to be BIBLICAL. 

Q+

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1183130243885875200?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/pI9bjcOh0Y

10/12/2019 7:40:16 PM kmcieaura She Was So Correct !! Many Already Have 🔥🔥🇺🇸🔥🇺🇸🔥🔥🔥🔥America not ready to Know Truth!🔥🔥🔥🔥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🔥🔥

10/12/2019 7:41:01 PM karma4event201 Looks like the #USSNimitz #TicTac

10/12/2019 7:43:51 PM space_sloth26 I've had a DoD in Punisher t-shirt come in my store to talk for a few minutes

10/12/2019 7:58:55 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/v7byTKM2qv

10/12/2019 8:09:48 PM starehope Why does the UK news know more about our air, land, and sea craft than we US citizens do? They even have photos! Strange things happening these 

days.

10/12/2019 8:09:49 PM covertress I searched and can't find that exchange.

Do you have it?

10/12/2019 8:13:21 PM allahuniversal Accurate!

10/12/2019 8:13:43 PM allahuniversal Still here

10/12/2019 8:13:59 PM tedgage300 Highly dramatic, but it actually was 65 million voters that didn't like Hillary, and wanted Trump.

At least some of the intel people were all in for Hillary.

10/12/2019 8:14:54 PM allahuniversal Guardian angels?

10/12/2019 8:15:48 PM space_sloth26 It's possible.

10/12/2019 8:17:52 PM rachaelangelm Under the full moon

10/12/2019 8:19:16 PM allahuniversal Have had enough...strange...encounters since a little before Q to think so. When things seem TOO well organized and coordinated there can't be any 

room for mere coincidence

10/12/2019 8:19:47 PM rasberrytx sheep no more 🐑🐑

10/12/2019 8:19:48 PM america52192407 I believe it.

10/12/2019 8:19:58 PM _doozier_ Like... all of them??

10/12/2019 8:23:11 PM space_sloth26 I've had too many spiritual habbenings since then for it to be coincidence, I concur. 

We're alive right now for a very important reason.

10/12/2019 8:23:57 PM starehope Ha! Stickiness? pic.twitter.com/tcySyeoc52

10/12/2019 8:24:24 PM allahuniversal No doubt! pic.twitter.com/oj8ei2JkMt

10/12/2019 8:25:38 PM starehope Where is the billion $$$ from?



10/12/2019 8:27:16 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/a3fcISed5D

10/12/2019 8:27:41 PM allahuniversal All stuck together like glue, Krazy

 https://www.foxnews.com/us/billionaire-sex-offender-epstein-once-claimed-he-co-founded-clinton-foundation … pic.twitter.com/QQktnRrJhe

10/12/2019 8:37:53 PM jrocktigers I looked , but didnt find it....it was definitely pretty early on in discussions, DJLOK found this..   but there was another time i was answered yes.. 

pic.twitter.com/ljF23iJYE0

10/12/2019 8:38:32 PM jrocktigers I asked are there members that are Luciferian, and the answer was yes.  The way the conversation was going , was implied not all.

10/12/2019 8:39:22 PM covertress Sorry, not buying that unless I read it.

10/12/2019 8:39:30 PM michaelmarheine  https://youtu.be/MNwje_ccPLc 

10/12/2019 8:41:14 PM jrocktigers No motive here for misleading. Not trying to see anything

10/12/2019 8:41:22 PM jrocktigers *sell

10/12/2019 8:43:12 PM lbf777 It’s real deep state. pic.twitter.com/YdFyJOhrjV

10/12/2019 8:47:12 PM jrocktigers OK, next time you are conversing with Mj, ask if some members of Mj12 are Luciferian ?   I remember clearly.

10/12/2019 8:48:20 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183071033781342209?s=19 …

10/12/2019 8:50:53 PM jrocktigers GHWB was part of MJ12....

10/12/2019 8:54:55 PM justinf75983016 Stop vertical videoing you morons.

10/12/2019 8:56:11 PM gattacus45 see: aquino

10/12/2019 8:57:42 PM gattacus45 presidio base, child abuse, aquino

10/12/2019 9:01:39 PM gattacus45 "god" of this world?  or Creator God?

10/12/2019 9:04:06 PM gattacus45 looserferians, scatanists, sabbatean-frankists = scum bags

10/12/2019 9:05:04 PM lbf777 All 3 pics are real.

10/12/2019 9:05:35 PM charmanda9 Thanks Brock! ✨💛✨

10/12/2019 9:11:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who knew ending war could be so unpopular to the political elite? Remember when Democrats were against war and Republicans were in favor of it? 

That was when you were sleeping. See the light on the other side? Anyone can make war. Only the courageous can make peace. 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1183232552464719873 …

10/12/2019 9:12:30 PM sliceman420 Military Industrial Complex knows no political affiliation

10/12/2019 9:14:22 PM windydaysfarm Follow the Plan! Thank You Trump and Team..

10/12/2019 9:14:35 PM kindeandtrue Seems to me POTUS is ramping up he #EndlessWar, not ending it. He shuffled a few troops around in Syria and then deployed thousands more to Saudi 

Arabia. What gives?

10/12/2019 9:16:06 PM zack_stone 🌎 peace is the prize

10/12/2019 9:16:16 PM timesupmaga War is a racket for the Deep State to make 💰💰💰 and reduce the population.  Amazing now the sheep now want war. 🤯🤯🤯

10/12/2019 9:16:31 PM yayavarm .... only the MOST courageous can make peace.

10/12/2019 9:20:23 PM austin03571701  pic.twitter.com/Lu9CrKpBEh

10/12/2019 9:22:32 PM betsabe61616041 Matthew 5:9 Blessed are those who make peace.

    They will be called God’s children.

#TRUMP2020

10/12/2019 9:25:03 PM nickcpace1 Where is need a cut NATO off the us money!!!That’ll fix the problem

10/12/2019 9:28:03 PM inclan Yet, it's still happening

10/12/2019 9:28:13 PM kindeandtrue Trump has no right to rent out our army to Saudi Arabia. Our  young men and women didn't sign up to the armed forces to become mercenaries for 

foreign potentates and princes.

10/12/2019 9:33:03 PM vonyugen Why is it glowing so brightly. There is no sun out. It seems to be glowing on its own.

10/12/2019 9:34:03 PM kindeandtrue You would complain if you had a son/daughter trapped in the American War Machine Meat Grinder.

10/12/2019 9:43:29 PM lbf777 Trump just sent troops to help Saudi Arabia yesterday. The Saudis and Israelis did 911.

10/12/2019 9:53:48 PM ninopunziano I’m not sure who it was either. It’s interesting because maybe it was Epstein. Did you see the one with Jesus yet?? Check it out.

10/12/2019 9:54:02 PM ab36913 ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/FImejEwymk

10/12/2019 10:01:45 PM kseven110 Is 2024 significant again?

10/12/2019 10:18:42 PM sharmankwoll1 Yep....

10/12/2019 10:23:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Years of Planning https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182007828690690048 …

10/12/2019 10:24:10 PM jvan125 ...is upon us? 😉🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸

10/12/2019 10:25:27 PM 1craftikittti Truth. 👆👆👆

10/12/2019 10:25:50 PM the_fjalar It’s BEAUTIFUL! 

#ENJOYTHESHQW

10/12/2019 10:26:29 PM ab36913 Thank you for everything you, the military, and the patriots have done and continue to do to wake up and free the American people.  

🥰🥰🥰😘😘😘🤗🤗🤗

10/12/2019 10:28:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Destruction of the Old Guard https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1183076136231821312 …

10/12/2019 10:29:20 PM crt14361013 😎😎😎

10/12/2019 10:29:27 PM mongrelglory I hope that means more indictments are being announced soon...with big names!

10/12/2019 10:30:33 PM mypen_3stacks Why did @TomCottonAR leave the Target Center rally early?

10/12/2019 10:31:11 PM mongrelglory Is there a sealed indictment with Bill Gate's name in it?

10/12/2019 10:31:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you ALICE/234.

Be a shame if upcoming exposures were shared only using memes and hijacking standard hashtags like #SundayThoughts or #SundayMotivation... 

https://twitter.com/ElizabethHeng/status/1183248658625523712 …

10/12/2019 10:33:21 PM dynamicres Way up❣️

10/12/2019 10:35:37 PM charity_burkett Why do the get the privilege of sealed?? If we do a crime, they dont hide it for us??

10/12/2019 10:36:05 PM sunnysideluna This is an old video

10/12/2019 10:38:46 PM devil_texas Incorrect. They are two different religions. By the way, The Satanic Temple is merely a satire political activist group that doesn’t represent Satanism. 

They merely use the name for attention. 

  Satanism:

 https://www.churchofsatan.com/theory-practice/ …

 https://www.churchofsatan.com/frequently-asked-questions/ …

10/12/2019 10:38:57 PM missrepresentu2 B-I-N-G-O

Been saying for a while that we need to hijack their daily HT's👍

10/12/2019 10:39:39 PM mongrelglory The sealing is temporary while the prosecutors are working on other cases (to avoid tipping off the bad guys to ongoing investigations).  Then when 

they're ready with all the cases and indictments, they open them all!  The storm! 😎

10/12/2019 10:40:32 PM werascending Dark to light

10/12/2019 10:42:09 PM werascending Thank you to ALL that have put in some long hours! 🙏🙏🙏

10/12/2019 10:44:35 PM aldo_9111 Keep your eye on the retweets

10/12/2019 10:45:09 PM toffer_anon_369 5:5

10/12/2019 10:46:59 PM tyrantswillfa11 Exactly. This is a war, we must win.



10/12/2019 10:53:43 PM lisatuc54460653 Did you listen to trump when he when he talked about General Dunford?

 https://youtu.be/RxF2WHNTrD8 

The plan.

Around the 30min mark

10/12/2019 10:59:21 PM lisatuc54460653 Just thought about that.

Gen Dunford was the strategist. Set the stage,   Stage set.

 

Gen Milley is the aggressor. 

Action, ATTACK

10/12/2019 11:00:24 PM jooooody Blasphemer!

10/12/2019 11:15:53 PM neo_asura_ 144

10/12/2019 11:19:01 PM covertress The Stage is Set

Act III?

🍿🍿🍿

10/12/2019 11:22:03 PM covertress 234 pic.twitter.com/Wwog9LpNNM

10/12/2019 11:25:27 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/bvksCgq8oB

10/12/2019 11:41:26 PM ellenkoko Look up the oath they take to become a Jesuit.

10/12/2019 11:49:58 PM pro_aktv ❤️🙏

10/12/2019 11:52:25 PM jollyrob2 🤦♂️ everyone is done with them...

10/13/2019 12:10:42 AM jriden2002 True Satanists are evil. Many calling themselves Satanists are just selfish, self-absorbed individuals. Pushing this into the mainstream is another tactic 

to destabilize our society. Evil knows no bounds.

10/13/2019 12:11:53 AM randthompson16 They are doing it legally. 

So when it's at the SC it wont be tossed.

10/13/2019 12:41:44 AM ednamariewilli4 He aired a Q.

10/13/2019 12:45:01 AM jennife31868765 Wow

10/13/2019 12:47:03 AM weshallrise144k Years of planning, and we have it all. pic.twitter.com/dP49kF0rjk

10/13/2019 1:14:17 AM mtr_epicwin77 BONUS:

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=RNbO0x0N86k …

DOWN THEY GO!!!

10/13/2019 1:15:49 AM heleneshaw17 Any ideas if we'll get more drops at any point?

10/13/2019 1:36:39 AM fluck_gloria An old video revealing something and followed up by none of those reporting it.  Future proves past!

10/13/2019 1:38:27 AM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3 these are facts!

10/13/2019 2:08:32 AM justisjeff69 WOW... Where did they dig this up at? Matt Lauer is still there. They cover up 💩 like this the liberals do now  PLEASE don't confuse this with the new 

and improved #Fakenewsnbc Now

10/13/2019 2:45:46 AM darleneironcity Liddle Dougy Mesner himself who renamed himself Lucien Greaves.  He was a Michigan resident.  More of a bully using lawyers to threaten people.  

His specialty is convincing people about the Satanic panic and how it was all hysteria.  Cheap showman.

10/13/2019 2:55:28 AM laurabusse War should be an absolute last resort

Self defense only or only when absolutely necessary

10/13/2019 3:04:46 AM laurabusse How much you wanna know?

The operations going on now have been planned for decades if not centuries by so called white hats, as spelled out by Q, to defeat the so called black 

hats, cabal, Illuminati, etc who have been running the world for probably thousands of years

10/13/2019 3:09:28 AM laurabusse As well you should be

Probably best to do your own research to satisfy your desire for truth etc

Been following all this a long time from diff angles but I don't pretend to be an expert

Right now am reading neon revolt's new book

Revolution Q

And so far it does not disappoint!

10/13/2019 3:11:01 AM laurabusse Probably once 8chan is back online

Although it will be called something else

10/13/2019 3:14:43 AM laurabusse I understand many of the sealed indictments will remain as such

Because they will be used as leverage

Hey, we've got this sealed indictment on you, but if you play along and tell us everything we want to know, and give us plenty of names, we'll consider 

keeping it sealed

10/13/2019 3:20:12 AM laurabusse I totally understand and I respect your skepticism and wanting truth

No one should believe anything until they are fully convinced in their mind and heart

I'm guessing you're fairly new to all this in the big scheme of things

All I can say is it's wise to stay open minded and...

10/13/2019 3:23:48 AM laurabusse ...all the info you seek will come to you gradually over time

Info wars is just 1 pnt of view

I try to not buy into anything 100%

But keep eyes, ears open

Be willing to adjust your viewpoint with new info rather than taking a position and staying there

Blessings to you my friend!

10/13/2019 3:28:01 AM laurabusse Yes ☺️

I would never say don't watch Infowars as it certainly has its place and is playing its role in the grand scheme of things

I would encourage you to branch out and explore other avenues as well to broaden your horizons

IMHO the more info we have from many sources the...

10/13/2019 3:29:17 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/TxLxKFAsMN

10/13/2019 3:34:14 AM laurabusse ...better positioned we are to make better decisions

Many good and knowledgeable ppl here that follow this acct

There are so many worthy authors and researchers with amazing info

I'm sure over time you'll see many excellent recommendations

I wish you all the best!!!



10/13/2019 3:39:09 AM jitupdate @jasoninthehouse @realDonaldTrump You're being fucked over by the Crown!

Secret = Criminal

"ORCON" is #CartelSignalling by the crime cartel! It means either keep under "Omerta" (Mafia oath of silence) "OR CON" everyone into believing it's 

super-duper secret!

#ArrestTheCriminals

10/13/2019 3:47:04 AM jitupdate @jasoninthehouse @realDonaldTrump Stacking Congress and even the IC Inspector General's Office into levels of clearances is IDENTICAL to the 

Masonic crime cartel sorting members into levels of initiation.

It's a trick to make all suck up to the criminals at the top. #DontBFooled

10/13/2019 3:48:20 AM covertress For those still struggling with this, perhaps Don Juan can help...

"The flyers are an essential part of the universe," he went on, "and they must be taken as what they really are- awesome, monstrous. They are the 

means by which the universe tests us." https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183330761153404928?s=19 …

10/13/2019 3:51:12 AM jitupdate @jasoninthehouse @realDonaldTrump Foundation of the USA is that everyone at age 21 has all their legal rights and is entitled to access public office, 

voting and all the matters of the State.

Masonic hierarchy keeps you a "minor" til you die.

Intel classification does the same!!

10/13/2019 3:56:33 AM theraphinj Same old players pic.twitter.com/N12tUxdm9H

10/13/2019 4:09:02 AM sumafipox More psychological warfare waged against a clueless/uniformed/brainwashed public and luciferian INVERSION of the truth. They do it every time. 

HRC/satan spawn chelsea are both luciferian, hivite, sociopathic pedophiles. This will eventually become public after 2020 Trump win.

10/13/2019 4:09:26 AM adsvel The Russian scientists in 2013. found in the Chernobyl area a bacterium type living organisms which eats radioactive nuclear waste and after as a final 

product emits a poor oxygen. WHY NOBODY in the world pay ATTENTION on this????? It could clean up so much nuclear waste worlwide

10/13/2019 4:10:54 AM sunnydais538 I remember liberals saying Trump would have us in WW III immediately upon election. Instead, economic growth and hopefully peace.

10/13/2019 4:18:25 AM scott_rick 8 Kun

10/13/2019 4:24:33 AM laurabusse Thanks 😊

10/13/2019 4:25:17 AM timetowakeupsw1  pic.twitter.com/2tSVINF8be

10/13/2019 4:27:09 AM tupesterz Congress is basically useless. They can’t even do oversight anymore.

10/13/2019 4:31:22 AM random2012756 A see the cabal and MJ12 as the same group.    MJ12 hid A LOT from the public. Disclosure NOW if you feel transparency is needed.  I don’t need the 

military to help me wake up.  I used my higher self through my gut-o-meter, my heart and intuition.

10/13/2019 4:32:30 AM random2012756 Bring forward MORE whistleblowers who will testify, free the media from mocking jay, do full disclosure (not drips).

10/13/2019 4:35:09 AM merkabah31 Any suggestions for an easy meme maker with simple plain backgrounds for memes that can be used for just text? Thanks!

10/13/2019 4:36:43 AM merkabah31 Perhaps a Meme Maker can do a vid on how to make easy ones?

10/13/2019 4:48:29 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/13/2019 4:53:02 AM qbunnyt Hi Preston, this video is from July 2018 I believe, there have been a hell of a lot of Q proofs since. Plus Q has brought up Epste1n and his pedo island 

since Nov 17, and a lot more that comes to light at the moment.  https://flipboard.com/section/twitter-user-du36q0q2qubu6e3s/qanon-is-100-coming-

from-the-trump-administration./f-60cc1a54aa%2Fyoutube.com?fbclid=IwAR04UjYZJOO8toVD5B1z4CgUMnptxRTzSPeH1XgLPXP8MtDDXEy7ocQA11k …

10/13/2019 4:53:12 AM jakesmith555902 I am not at war with your beliefs.  We are a free society.  Believe as you wish.  I am at war with illegal actions.  Human sacrifice, pedophelia, torture, etc 

are all abhorrent.  The score will be settled in Salem.  Lawfully.  These criminals will be on the run.....

10/13/2019 4:56:39 AM burgersandra "crimes of prostitution and pedophilia" - C.  Todd

10/13/2019 4:59:14 AM sng0777 Imagine a rebel going off-script??

"If American cows keep farting at the rate they are - this is extremely dangerous to our democracy".

10/13/2019 5:02:17 AM liza62981406 Well said👏

10/13/2019 5:03:56 AM timeflatcircle It’s from early 2018.

10/13/2019 5:08:23 AM llurkerton Obviously because they don't want to sink the boat they're in...Ohh wait that ship is already sunk pic.twitter.com/7OP793hhNh

10/13/2019 5:08:47 AM llurkerton #ExposeCNN

10/13/2019 5:10:39 AM liza62981406 IMO,Q stands for “question” Someone was putting little droplets of info online, that made you think and “question” Gently leading one to do some 

research and come up with their own theory, simple and brilliant at the same time!The truth is out there,it’s even on google😂

10/13/2019 5:23:10 AM myfanwy_72 In the first year we've really set the stage..

The second year was rehearsal..

Third year? pic.twitter.com/0fflrvRBpi

10/13/2019 5:26:14 AM redcaddy78 Sounds fake.

10/13/2019 5:32:42 AM ruralswtxlady #SundayMorning pic.twitter.com/OtPF2qKBu3

10/13/2019 5:50:18 AM sterkinglights1 I think some of the confusion comes from the propaganda and perversion. Do as thou will also means not imposing your will onto another. Stealing life 

force from an innocent would be a rejection of the Law.

Isreal Regardie = Majestic

Crowley = 🤡

I have not verified this. Feels

10/13/2019 5:54:44 AM keith369me Many Republicans took their freedom at the 2018 State of the Union.  Trump wants peace.  Democrats by their nature want the complete opposite of 

what Trump wants..in this case war.  Sad!!!

10/13/2019 5:58:15 AM keith369me This was the beginning of the end for the independent news media...the story goes away and Lauer gets Strike one.  His interview of HRC finishes him 

off.  With what we saw with Kavanaugh, I’m starting to doubt the allegations of rape lodged against him.

10/13/2019 5:58:43 AM keith369me 🍿

10/13/2019 5:58:59 AM jamiegrahamusa Ive been hijacking those to jump algo ryth cheating. Haha

10/13/2019 6:01:55 AM keith369me I listened to Infowars until I realized the amount of disinformation mixed in with the controlled disclosure.  Plus AJ immediately gives me a headache.  

Read all MJ12 Tweets. https://images.app.goo.gl/9oYquaxTackoq5CdA …

10/13/2019 6:02:48 AM keith369me What @laurabusse said.  Truth

10/13/2019 6:03:03 AM krissieowens Meme by @3Days3Nights pic.twitter.com/7rOdKnyC6D

10/13/2019 6:06:02 AM keith369me Looks like Gates is ready for bars, not Windows.  Gates has all of the resources he needs, yet he CHOSE to associate with a known pedophile.  Sad.  Like 

forces attract?

10/13/2019 6:06:56 AM samsmith0319 💥🐀💥

10/13/2019 6:07:59 AM keith369me One has to choose to awaken.  The game is rigged.

10/13/2019 6:17:13 AM nurseniceyes Really?every single one of them upholds the lie.

10/13/2019 6:25:00 AM juanbosco141971 Intelligent

10/13/2019 6:26:33 AM samsmith0319 Amazing...👀...



10/13/2019 6:30:05 AM covertress Patriots are in control.

10/13/2019 6:30:43 AM samsmith0319 ...🌊🐀🌊...

10/13/2019 6:44:53 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...💥🐀💥

10/13/2019 7:00:45 AM patriotswegoall They say that war is for profit and money.... elites that want it have no political, nation, or religious affiliation. The rules they play are their own. Not 

accountable to anybody.

10/13/2019 7:04:08 AM patriotswegoall Somewhat of a good thing that Gates is in a sense of isolation.

10/13/2019 7:12:55 AM lenartjoe Can you clarify the strategy? Because to many it appears that DJT just cemented our next enemy turning a loyal ally in the region against us. If 50 

troops was enough to keep the peace between 2 allies, do we not see a foundation for a peace agreement?

10/13/2019 7:12:58 AM bbobbio71 Interesting

@covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1183379365347897344 …

10/13/2019 7:13:37 AM covertress Anons knew 😉

10/13/2019 7:14:08 AM dynamicres What was incorrect? != means not equal.

10/13/2019 7:15:29 AM aleks8837 PROPER LINK!  https://theconcourse.deadspin.com/how-americas-largest-local-tv-owner-turned-its-news-anc-1824233490 …

(Clappy, your made a mistake or the links were purged)

10/13/2019 7:16:33 AM aleks8837 This is from a promotional campaign from Sinclair Broadcast Group. Source:  https://theconcourse.deadspin.com/how-americas-largest-local-tv-owner-

turned-its-news-anc-1824233490 …

Of course still relevant though!

10/13/2019 7:18:05 AM truth_again 👍

10/13/2019 7:18:48 AM pauli_ranney There’s a pretty well known medium named Sloan Bella who has done a video about Epstein. I found her info extremely intriguing. Here’s the link. She 

focuses on celebrities. https://youtu.be/KAuBlaAGtTg 

10/13/2019 7:18:48 AM patriotswegoall Twitter Casino effect

ALICE/234 wheels and deals? pic.twitter.com/BhkVq9RP9e

10/13/2019 7:36:59 AM despicarello Actions speak louder —is there a list of actual accomplishments somewhere to reference?

10/13/2019 7:40:44 AM charity_burkett "Legal Blackmail"

10/13/2019 7:41:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Interesting...watching now.

10/13/2019 7:42:29 AM keith369me Intuition is the voice of your higher self.  We all have a piece of the divine source (God) within us and collectively control the outcome utilizing our free 

will. What outcome would your free will manifest?

10/13/2019 7:53:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd No I haven’t I have done extensive research on Jesus, why much of his life has huge gaps in the Bible. Less than 5% of Jesus teachings made it into the 

Bible. Jesus belonged to the religious sect known as the Essenes. The Essene scrolls were found 1947. Fascinating to research.

10/13/2019 7:54:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd Me too❤️🇺🇸

10/13/2019 7:59:31 AM orbital_pi .@OnEdgeOfWonder @Ben_Chasteen @robcounts @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Get ready for a Hong-Kong in #Europe as from tomorrow 

#Catalonia #FreedomForCatalonia #FreeCatalanPoliticalPrisoners https://twitter.com/josepalay/status/1183309131828076546 …

10/13/2019 8:01:12 AM orbital_pi @OnEdgeOfWonder @Ben_Chasteen @robcounts @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/CataloniaHelp2/status/1183338433042886658 …

10/13/2019 8:02:53 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I trust because this does not feel like 'business as usual'.  I'm curious where Russia is at on all of this

10/13/2019 8:07:09 AM covertress ALICE is listening, MJ.  👀 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrFan/status/1183392217429434369?s=19 …

10/13/2019 8:09:07 AM nurseniceyes Alice is not her name.

10/13/2019 8:10:23 AM laurabusse Yeah!

The tables are turned

The blackmailers become the blackmailed 👍

It is fitting

10/13/2019 8:10:37 AM spiritofkarma13 This movement is based upon the idea of "think for yourself, research for yourself." The last thing we want anyone to do is blindly believe. A lot of brain 

storming is done with the evidence anons dig up and is then whittled down to truth that can be proven.

10/13/2019 8:17:33 AM johnsville14 Its a reflection, watch when powerlines pass it, the light is in front of the powerlines when they should have obscured it.  Bunk.

10/13/2019 8:18:22 AM johnsville14 Fallen Angel technology

10/13/2019 8:21:37 AM bppope Truth Justice Pain pic.twitter.com/43sVQk7WVS

10/13/2019 8:22:41 AM covertress See Something Say Something 

#1A Violation, @jack 

cc

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@DanScavino https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1183395656918097920?s=19 …

10/13/2019 8:25:28 AM starehope #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈

#UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈

#UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈 #UnsealEpstein 😈

10/13/2019 8:27:39 AM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/5PM7Mnt0ho

10/13/2019 8:28:22 AM covertress Please report all such 1st Amendment violations by cc, as in this post.

The President needs all the ammo he can get to fight Siliclown Valley censorship.

cc

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@DanScavino

#1A
10/13/2019 8:33:07 AM ninopunziano Alright then. Well I haven’t done extensive research either I was referring to the Jesus interview on the Channeling Erik YouTube channel.

10/13/2019 8:33:56 AM ninopunziano Watching as well. Thanks

10/13/2019 8:38:00 AM jbvs2016 Yep agree...

10/13/2019 8:42:48 AM molly07751087 They do the same to me and I only have 1400 followers yet I stay so I can look up what @Bruno062418 and @gholland04 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and 

what DS players like James Comey are code signaling.

10/13/2019 8:57:45 AM mrschico724 Thanks Molly, I was really frustrated

10/13/2019 9:00:13 AM mefulmer25 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said they have control of the satellites now

10/13/2019 9:01:47 AM urbanedeplore Lombard means 'deposit bank'.

10/13/2019 9:06:17 AM oliheck Solar Warden craft?

10/13/2019 9:07:17 AM urbanedeplore This is the EMR, the Eleusinian Mystery Rites surviving from 200,000 y.a and practiced in Greece in an unchanged form until 3 BC. It then morphs into 

the Roman Empire and went to Constantinople with Diocletian. It went north to Venice after the fall of Rome with the Lombards.

10/13/2019 9:09:27 AM nicpace2 No war equals no money for the elite and the banks.

10/13/2019 9:18:58 AM spicyt14 MIC $$$. Time to clean house and set term limits!



10/13/2019 9:31:00 AM alnacho1 #SundayMotivation #SundayThoughts

10/13/2019 9:49:23 AM wildcardbrett I do not want the Kurds to die. If that make me a political elite, so be it.

10/13/2019 9:52:39 AM jayknee48 There’s that wonderful sign❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸⭐️⭐️

WWG1WGA

10/13/2019 9:56:27 AM kylenchell6998 This is old???? And?????

10/13/2019 9:58:03 AM donaldschuler7 Tree of Knowledge?

10/13/2019 10:07:28 AM jve_nl "Cosmic dagger" LOL

10/13/2019 10:10:55 AM jve_nl They want to be Q.

Some people fall for it, of course..

10/13/2019 10:12:06 AM jve_nl MJ12 is not Q team though.

10/13/2019 10:12:17 AM nikoscali Its just a matter of time before a fireball like this is just the right size to survive to ground impact. 

China dodged a bullet since a large shock wave was not generated like with Chelyabinsk..

#ChinaFireball #ChinaMeteor #China @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6gQkVqpgIo …

10/13/2019 10:12:30 AM jve_nl Oh yeah?

10/13/2019 10:23:37 AM itsgreat2tweet FL Court: Cities must cooperate with ICE or elected officials will be removed from office

#QAnon @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @charliekirk11 @GOP @foxandfriends @RealCandaceO 

@RealSaavedra @OANN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😎🇺🇸

 https://go.shr.lc/31VgSN4 

10/13/2019 10:42:54 AM kathleen3693693 Why? Any info appreciated.

10/13/2019 10:45:08 AM mypen_3stacks No idea.  I was looking over at them and then a somewhere about halfway through the rally he was gone and I didn't notice him coming back.

10/13/2019 10:46:23 AM mypen_3stacks And he served on the Old Guard is why I mentioned it. https://www.foxnews.com/us/sen-tom-cotton-arlington-national-cemetery-army-the-old-guard-

in-new-book …

10/13/2019 10:48:35 AM seekingknowle12 What if things are backwards.

What if "waiting to see evidence" means it will never happen?

What if you believe in something 1st, & then data presents itself?

Is reality is an extension of what we "decide" to believe?

..Can truth be discovered because of a conscious decision?
10/13/2019 10:51:45 AM itsgreat2tweet @CNN insider to expose entire network agenda that's been hidden from public view 

#QAnon @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @foxandfriends @RealCandaceO @RealSaavedra @GOP @OANN 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gatewaypundit 😎

 http://bit.ly/33wMQQl  via @intellihubnews

10/13/2019 11:04:07 AM zuccajames  pic.twitter.com/dfFyyBb3FW

10/13/2019 11:36:03 AM anniesedbrown Children

10/13/2019 11:59:40 AM mateuszwala  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMLJhyX9VTY …

10/13/2019 12:09:32 PM mateuszwala i see Q

10/13/2019 12:10:05 PM mateuszwala reactivation. NOW!

10/13/2019 12:10:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Openly advocating for Genocide. https://twitter.com/JeffreyGuterman/status/1183386722547179521 …

10/13/2019 12:11:49 PM herstarz But of course they will never start with themselves. What is wrong with people...?

10/13/2019 12:12:25 PM n7guardiananon and they call us Nazis??? pic.twitter.com/LTMTXYEVy2

10/13/2019 12:13:16 PM enomai_ Worthless

10/13/2019 12:14:48 PM guy_karen Creeps

10/13/2019 12:16:32 PM ab36913 👍👍👍💪💪💪👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/N6ui9P3U2e

10/13/2019 12:18:09 PM wnhensley He took it down. Any screenshots?

10/13/2019 12:20:27 PM jenncbonneville  pic.twitter.com/CRR0Epqixl

10/13/2019 12:21:47 PM robertplamer JG is a dangerous weirdo!

10/13/2019 12:27:45 PM usalandshark sick!

10/13/2019 12:31:30 PM johnsville14 You still don't understand how Luciferians communicate, this is their trick. Learn to spot it.

10/13/2019 12:37:12 PM tyrantswillfa11 That creep has attempted to attack me on this platform and failed. His “followers” can’t combat memes very well.

10/13/2019 12:37:27 PM muddybumper78 This guy is a 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/mJSlAZqDld

10/13/2019 12:37:38 PM clarkd958  pic.twitter.com/b0hLn9C3wj

10/13/2019 12:38:29 PM ab36913 He deleted his tweet. Good thing we have a image of it. 💪💪💪 pic.twitter.com/rEyZcMu9u6

10/13/2019 12:39:40 PM ab36913 🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/6OpSpIRwxX

10/13/2019 12:40:15 PM seshyeshua He also doesn’t know what he’s talking about.Kurds were nomads before they participated in the Armenian/Assyrian genocide to get their homes. 

They disarmed the Christians, Yazidis, etc then abandoned them to ISIS after promises to defend when weapons were taken.Just Trump=bad bs.

10/13/2019 12:40:34 PM rachaelangelm He’s a creeper

10/13/2019 12:42:08 PM rachaelangelm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/nyzRPNdb0n

10/13/2019 12:45:54 PM nulli_secunda_3 No he isn’t, but you and your likes are not good with reading and comprehending, so there is that.

10/13/2019 12:46:21 PM mongrelglory His profile says "I block Trump supporters".  How do you even have a discussion with someone like that?!

10/13/2019 12:51:48 PM jamesgreele I think you're very special 2

10/13/2019 12:57:43 PM 1_decided_voter Twitter showing that tweet is unavailable when viewed from your feed, but tweet is actually available, and when I return to your post, it suddenly 

appears.

#Fuckery pic.twitter.com/9fKCXUMABZ

10/13/2019 1:08:23 PM ruralswtxlady He blocked me!! Yeah now I don’t have to see his horrible tweets to @POTUS pic.twitter.com/S6hhhwXwYE

10/13/2019 1:13:10 PM mateuszwala and the lesson is?

eat what you plant ;>

10/13/2019 1:15:50 PM joinna6 Paid Astro Turfer.. via $oros

10/13/2019 1:21:38 PM sandro220  https://youtu.be/jd6g3mLDCik 

10/13/2019 1:30:49 PM nea_storm Wow! Well expressed n7guardiananon! They are disclosing giving Notice to all aspects of Who & What the vile creatures believe & do with Zero filters! 

Eating babies, others horrors & genocide: The desperation is disclosing another reality of the Puppet Masters most definitely! 

pic.twitter.com/cSf2lxFSKw

10/13/2019 1:39:56 PM marnisheppeard I hope you’ve got everything. Everything.

10/13/2019 1:50:11 PM rylanjames8 Kurds weren't much of an alliance!

  Explain how you would know better?



10/13/2019 1:59:06 PM grumpy70bear Guess I was right. Maybe I should trust my gut... lol https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1183451850403659777 …

10/13/2019 2:17:41 PM need2knowmyway Hi! Does this Gold form of currency that’s used off planet carry with it the same value equivalent to what the value is on earth? Meaning is Gold 

undervalued or overvalued on earth based on off planet value?

10/13/2019 2:19:38 PM lenartjoe I suppose I wouldn’t having never met any or been to the region. However, w/o fail any report I’ve ever heard about the Kurds listed them as helping 

recent(20+Y) US interests regardless of whether our policy was sound & noble.  Surface optics look like the US abandoned an ally.

10/13/2019 2:25:08 PM keith369me Removing 50 non-combat troops and Trump is responsible for a genocide?  Is a genocide even taking place?...its hard to forget the young Syrian 

“victim” of the gassing that doused himself in water to make it look realistic.

10/13/2019 2:26:49 PM lenartjoe Safe to say that efforts to explain the move otherwise to the public have been anemic at best

10/13/2019 2:29:03 PM deplorableinva That POS blocked me a long time ago⬇️ pic.twitter.com/KJ2oawogvy

10/13/2019 2:40:46 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/Jmy0VIA1dT

10/13/2019 2:44:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who scream the loudest.

10/13/2019 2:45:00 PM _the_psychonaut Have the most to hide

10/13/2019 2:45:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Surprised? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1183364512369369092 …

10/13/2019 2:45:24 PM positively303 Ready for some screaming! 

#WWG1WGA

10/13/2019 2:46:43 PM susan66388204 Human nature is an interesting thing to watch.  A person will tell on themselves Every Time given the right opportunity✅

10/13/2019 2:46:54 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/c2mYcQhrlx

10/13/2019 2:48:07 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/r0lAt0ATtF

10/13/2019 2:48:56 PM aparker70 Another article stated he'd step down only if his father won the presidency.  I wonder which is true 🤔

10/13/2019 2:49:08 PM keith369me It’s a bad look for Xi, so it happens.

10/13/2019 2:50:38 PM bashycrypto  pic.twitter.com/xDecMbvlCf

10/13/2019 2:51:01 PM poshpaul Those in space

10/13/2019 2:52:06 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/rpy4Z3HCSV

10/13/2019 2:53:48 PM hardtruth2020 The empty can rattles the most.

10/13/2019 2:53:57 PM mommahood777 nope

#EnjoyingTheShow

but

#WhereIsHunterBiden

10/13/2019 2:54:14 PM chew_soap Did he get gitmod

10/13/2019 2:54:16 PM keith369me They are screaming ABOUT Guiliani the loudest.

10/13/2019 2:57:38 PM brad34351293 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Dark Journalist talked about CERN put all their funding in to ALICE. 

Is this the AI you refer to?

10/13/2019 2:58:13 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/13/2019 2:58:15 PM mommahood777 #ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

#ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

#ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

#ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

#ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

#ArrestAdamSchiff #arrestadamschifffortreason

10/13/2019 3:04:21 PM brad34351293 His answer about Infowars reminds me of Gorka!

They hate Q because they want to make $$$ off info that is delivered freely!

IMO

10/13/2019 3:04:29 PM djlok Always have the most to lose!!!

10/13/2019 3:05:12 PM ab36913 Is there a sealed indictment with [Hunters] name on it?

10/13/2019 3:13:29 PM aetherwalker1 Seat backs and tray tables are their upright and locked position.

10/13/2019 3:15:07 PM allahuniversal Nah, not really... 

-BIDEN/CHINA VERY IMPORTANT MARKER.

-Who made it public?

-Who really made it public?

-Who is making it all public?

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/15b-contract-in-iraq-for-bidens-little-brother-exposes-obama-ahead-of-debate …

 https://nypost.com/2019/05/11/the-troubling-reason-why-biden-is-so-soft-on-china/ … pic.twitter.com/cU8G1Ld02x
10/13/2019 3:20:20 PM bdab28 For anyone who hasn't come across this yet. Read for enlightenment. I'm reading it all just like I've done with every Q drop

#WWG1WGA https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=30 …

10/13/2019 3:21:52 PM ttesla9 Have the most to hide.

10/13/2019 3:32:47 PM jon31332787 bunch of BS

10/13/2019 3:32:53 PM ragstorm #Programming..

10/13/2019 3:38:18 PM ewilliams22101 CC = Chelsea Clinton

10/13/2019 3:40:41 PM sheilas11  pic.twitter.com/GZb0dPHcxB

10/13/2019 3:43:40 PM qanongroup Are the Weakest

10/13/2019 3:44:09 PM laurabusse Not sure...

There used to be Q subreddits, I think the major one was calm before the storm if I recall, but I think they've been mostly, if not all, shut down

10/13/2019 3:47:12 PM laurabusse All I can do is tell you my own experience.

Got red pilled 2011 ish

Stumbled upon David Wilcock YouTubes

Everything he said resonated with me

He explained the cabal, white hats etc

He told us what his numerous govt whistleblowers had all said

It all made sense to me

10/13/2019 3:49:53 PM laurabusse Then he started reporting on FBI Anon and mega Anon who basically were saying the same things as his whistleblowers

Soon after that I stumbled upon a Tracy beans YouTube about Q who had just started posting

I knew in my heart of hearts this was it

It was finally starting

10/13/2019 3:52:49 PM sherylfullen Are the guiltiest



10/13/2019 3:53:38 PM laurabusse That was almost 2 yrs ago

Look

You have to satisfy your own curiosity

I cant prove anything to you

If Q seems to you not to be believed then so be it

No one has to believe any of this stuff

See where your heart leads you

Time will tell

I'd encourage you to be open and stay open☺️
10/13/2019 3:56:49 PM truthtolight45 @SecretService @homeland @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @EddieDonovan @RepStevenSmith @RealJack @DonaldJTrumpJr @RepMarkMeadows 

Investigate this guy now. He's Openly advocates for genocide...Threats to our President. #POTUS45 👀 

https://twitter.com/MuddyBumper78/status/1183466800304009216?s=20 …

10/13/2019 3:57:42 PM truthtolight45  https://twitter.com/TruthToLight45/status/1183516972350349317?s=20 …

10/13/2019 4:02:24 PM glassic131 🤭...and the Dems on the Hill were saying....

10/13/2019 4:03:12 PM nixontweets ... are probably being raped in the basement of an elite’s chateau.

10/13/2019 4:14:13 PM ezdoesit_ What’s going on in fortnight? #TheEnd pic.twitter.com/E9ZgzRBrgh

10/13/2019 4:26:54 PM kariwood_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS what can we do about this? It’s gone too far @POTUS @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr

10/13/2019 4:27:34 PM chandletjeff  pic.twitter.com/t9y8f8eAhR

10/13/2019 4:33:28 PM shilohsmom2 @FBI @realDonaldTrump @SecretService @DevinNunes @Jim_Jordan @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity

10/13/2019 4:34:56 PM nixontweets Careful that schadenfreude doesn’t take our eyes off the bigger picture.

10/13/2019 4:40:33 PM starehope Good question. My gut feeling says yes.

10/13/2019 4:46:08 PM moemc8 Q marker

10/13/2019 4:46:34 PM moemc8 Buckle Up

10/13/2019 4:50:24 PM strait328 @StormIsUponUs @w_terrence @SayWhenLA @Jordan_Sather_ @swimjohn2199 @ChuckCallesto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum @intheMatrixxx 

pic.twitter.com/2Hmjv5ezh3

10/13/2019 4:56:33 PM ab36913 Welcome to the club. 💥💥💥👍👍👍👊👊👊

10/13/2019 4:57:21 PM anneolsen43 No , but I bet he was when the truth started coming out

10/13/2019 4:57:21 PM ab36913 Mine too.

10/13/2019 5:03:53 PM whoknow20473538 Mockingbird Media

10/13/2019 5:16:00 PM joncristotacho JA: Capablanka D5 1918 October 23 

+100  +1 year delta.

White hat 10/23/2019? 

FISA 10/18/2019? 

Long plan.

10/13/2019 5:17:36 PM loveamerica62 Thank you POTUS!!!!!

10/13/2019 5:17:55 PM jvan125 “I’d like to thank the academy...”😆👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/EEyfZ3E8CH

10/13/2019 5:30:15 PM mattersnot2 Same day as Brexit... Halloween...

10/13/2019 5:31:58 PM ab36913 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/t4gJFsN0i3

10/13/2019 5:33:52 PM luckylisav Killary strikes again! She was LIVID at him when he asked her that surprise question which was NOT on the approved list of debate questions ... The 

swamp is swampy.

10/13/2019 5:40:12 PM jamesbr29850531 @MediaMatters talking points !

10/13/2019 5:40:27 PM laurabusse Strengthens free will

10/13/2019 5:42:52 PM patriotswegoall Are those who await their fate.

10/13/2019 5:45:36 PM laurabusse How do you even want to have a discussion with someone like that

😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

10/13/2019 5:46:32 PM laurabusse Nice guy

10/13/2019 5:47:40 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/PXtlevdMB8

10/13/2019 5:52:37 PM tyetyler1 Read it twice.  Couldn't put it down.  EnLIGHTening, to say the least.👍

10/13/2019 5:53:11 PM patriotswegoall As expected - 45.0 wants him investigated by 🇨🇳

10/13/2019 5:55:52 PM laurabusse Yeah he puts out some great stuff!

10/13/2019 5:58:27 PM molly07751087 😂🤣#ExposeCNN

10/13/2019 5:58:50 PM nun_chucknorris 14k+ views and 2k+ downloads. Word is getting out! pic.twitter.com/T3qtQ4LEiC

10/13/2019 6:00:20 PM bertabee222 Yeah, he blocked me after I questioned his sanity.

10/13/2019 6:02:16 PM laurabusse 😁👍😁👍😁👍

10/13/2019 6:04:14 PM kevin72032387 I’m blocked from this account yet have no idea who this guy is. Must be a troll.

10/13/2019 6:12:54 PM bdab28 "They" do put out some great stuff. 3 writers as is stated in this link. I do hope to see these changes to light in my lifetime. I owe it to my children I 

haven't been able to do much for. Remind me again plz exactly what IS-BE stood for? Cant remember nor find it

10/13/2019 6:14:12 PM adubay1mnmaga @FBIMinneapolis @SirHublife @TedNugent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JudicialWatch @RudyGiuliani we have a situation.    

https://www.facebook.com/nathan.packer.90 … Threats towards or President

10/13/2019 6:14:44 PM bdab28 Let's keep retweeting and keep it going. Good job everyone and bless you all

10/13/2019 6:17:05 PM laurabusse Yeah typing he was shorter LOL

Am aware of the plural...

10/13/2019 6:18:15 PM laurabusse Immortal spirit

In a

Biological entity

☺️

10/13/2019 6:19:15 PM laurabusse Yes

Changes before we die would be

AWESOME

10/13/2019 6:21:12 PM laurabusse From the book

Alien interview

Free to read on author's website

Free audiobook on YouTube

Very cheap on Amazon

Well well worth the listen or read!!!

10/13/2019 6:24:39 PM troglowbyte Shakespeare had something to say about this:"the lady doth protest too much"

10/13/2019 6:31:28 PM bdab28 Lol figured you were aware, it was just more put there for any lurkers

10/13/2019 6:31:56 PM bdab28 Thank you

10/13/2019 6:32:16 PM laurabusse Yeah silly me

Always a good idea to think of the lurkers ♥️

10/13/2019 6:33:20 PM laurabusse Yw 🌱🌷🌿



10/13/2019 6:33:27 PM decodematrix MJ12 has said Fathullah Gulen is a black hat, connections to Clinton Foundation. I see Turkey as a mixed bag. Erdogan or military generals could be 

blackmailed and need strings cut.

10/13/2019 6:56:45 PM decodematrix #HuntersMoon

10/13/2019 7:25:45 PM flgirlsbeenqd What she says, plausible. There are photos of JE after “suicide.” My feeling, he remains alive. Her saying an entity was controlling him, meta-physically 

very possible. Walk ins as she mentioned...but it could also be a possession. One day we’ll know. #transparency

10/13/2019 7:33:55 PM flgirlsbeenqd Oh ok, yes I saw that awhile back. Enjoyed very much. One of the spiritual instructors I work with introduced me some years back. Helped me realize I 

need to go back and study physics...so much to learn There’s the saying, “take what resonates.” #transparency

10/13/2019 7:36:32 PM aquarianqueen11 Truth

10/13/2019 7:37:28 PM fnun3z1  pic.twitter.com/ADJ66VO28P

10/13/2019 8:03:35 PM wwg1wga_every1 Thank you. I don’t even know who he is and he has apparently blocked me. 😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/WNlT2M8SCU

10/13/2019 8:24:57 PM brandon99957558 Like what flamingo shorts and a wife beater? 🤷♀️

10/13/2019 8:26:14 PM meanunclemike28 Where is hunter ?

10/13/2019 8:27:27 PM ninopunziano @SandiaWisdom is an interesting follow as well.

10/13/2019 9:06:36 PM dmacleod59 I agree..

10/13/2019 9:08:28 PM dmacleod59 Don't forget his interview of hillary...she was ANGRY.... just listen to that psychotic witch.....

10/13/2019 9:09:11 PM nurseniceyes Nope.

10/13/2019 9:10:57 PM rachelhalligan Why was the Presidential Seal changed from the normal one at Minnesota Rally to the Tiffany Blue background, missing arrows..now a fish the eagle is 

grasping, etc? I am trying to understand the significance of the change?

@bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/XjSHI9EaxK

10/13/2019 9:14:04 PM rachelhalligan The changed Tiffany Blue seal was the next night in Louisiana. Also, I noticed in Louisiana...all of the signs everyone was holding now only has TRUMP 

2020...Pence's name has been removed? 🤔 Will you have a different VP running mate for 2020? Perhaps an old friend? 😊

10/13/2019 9:16:24 PM rachelhalligan Btw...YOU ARE THE BEST PRESIDENT EVER! MY FAMILY PRAYS FOR YOUR FAMILY AND PATRIOTS EVERY NIGHT! THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO! 👁❤️🇺🇸

10/13/2019 10:06:02 PM cisnez What ALICE are you referring to?

ALICE (Alert, Lockdown, Inform, Counter, Evacuate) 

ALICE one of seven detector experiments at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. 

ALICE (The Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity)

???
10/13/2019 10:07:23 PM natureinspace They monitor all of us all the time. I'm so boring that they all run for a coffee break when it's time to monitor me. pic.twitter.com/kX7pZ4ntQP

10/13/2019 10:12:53 PM natureinspace Newsome said no more Ham and is having everything Ham related dismantled. You're not allowed to use Ham in CA any longer.

10/13/2019 10:28:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Posted at the same time.

234 in action.

What will Jack do? pic.twitter.com/HMr39LZZ89

10/13/2019 10:28:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 #ExposeCNN pic.twitter.com/L5fynTFP2c

10/13/2019 10:29:47 PM janmaree1111 @Tiff_FitzHenry @KibBitzLaw @3Days3Nights @TrueEyeTheSpy @Praying_Medic @LeahR77

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@MagniAnon

@Jordan_Sather_

@LisaMei62

@tracybeanz

@SaraCarterDC

@realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46
10/13/2019 10:31:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 More 234 in action.

Remember their recent update message? pic.twitter.com/BHnAvEqA7t

10/13/2019 10:35:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 My loyalty belongs to the American people who voted to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN and that means ending the endless wars. Promises made, 

promises kept.

10/13/2019 10:36:05 PM stars4p  pic.twitter.com/U0kFU07hL4

10/13/2019 10:36:58 PM aldo_9111 That's that rapist dude I think

10/13/2019 10:37:07 PM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/QF4NfR0pel

10/13/2019 10:43:37 PM lbf777 Wake me up when the troops come home. Also don’t send any troops to the Saudis.

10/13/2019 10:46:14 PM twelvebcharlie1 Human perception drives humanity. If we collectively think war after war and wealthy elites using us as slave labor is acceptable that’s all we ever will 

get.  We are in the process of breaking this cycle.

10/13/2019 10:46:47 PM seshyeshua  pic.twitter.com/UQE4Erjw0j

10/13/2019 10:48:05 PM seshyeshua  pic.twitter.com/jmAcgazYye

10/13/2019 10:59:02 PM bdab28 This is thanks to his Uncle John and MJ 12

10/13/2019 11:01:26 PM craigmckain  pic.twitter.com/rgoxGKV2zP

10/13/2019 11:01:44 PM girlawakeinca #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/olIsH7rfQ4

10/13/2019 11:07:06 PM lghost12  pic.twitter.com/iGX9pAwKvC

10/13/2019 11:10:17 PM lordconcave Interesting how no quotation marks are used...

10/13/2019 11:15:22 PM magnetmouth S C U M.     human garbage.

10/13/2019 11:21:14 PM rghardy3 ALICE is being a very bad girl.

10/13/2019 11:21:39 PM michell75717325 Twitter is blocking everything tweeted with hashtag nevar furget.  Except spelled correctly.

10/13/2019 11:31:56 PM nonlineardarren Twitter is owned by the patriots now,Sa used to be biggest shareholder,he died..Other one gave controlling share to Trump..this is a movie,enjoy the 

show..WWG1WGA..Q

10/13/2019 11:39:08 PM luluspeers1 Absolutely stunning! Trust the plan. Love you already. Godspeed Patriots xx

10/13/2019 11:41:40 PM one_white_lion ThanQ+Ultra

10/13/2019 11:49:23 PM irah_chandler No

10/13/2019 11:51:50 PM rghardy3 DS

10/13/2019 11:52:52 PM chairmanbrian  pic.twitter.com/Yz9zTQ8ljz

10/14/2019 12:06:51 AM the_fjalar Majestic Trump 👍

10/14/2019 12:07:11 AM christi72698954 This heart icon has to go! I need my laugh icon! 😄 Thank You! This one is great!

10/14/2019 12:31:36 AM 17thops  pic.twitter.com/JEoq9UIyQb

10/14/2019 12:32:29 AM 1centralcaligal I looked it up. Even though the Ham operators take care of EVERYTHING, it costs the govt & taxpayers NOTHING! B.S.!!

10/14/2019 1:08:04 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/KIM2PSMZKy

10/14/2019 1:11:16 AM antarantanka Posted above this tweet.... pic.twitter.com/kHmqYHfkEc

10/14/2019 1:14:20 AM luverley I'm a kiwi and I'm in this 110% WWG1WGA

10/14/2019 1:28:31 AM weediblue This happens a lot. Also undoing likes, retweets and people you follow.



10/14/2019 1:33:28 AM sterkinglights1 Perfect bumper sticker.

10/14/2019 1:36:51 AM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/TSIajKGHZRk            ... I hope this makes somebody happy today. I always thought this song was about Jerry struggle with addiction. 

Not really huh.

10/14/2019 1:38:21 AM sterkinglights1 Monica!!!🤗🤗🤗

10/14/2019 1:44:06 AM covertress "Nobody knows for sure." https://twitter.com/kill_rogue/status/1149733491732561920?s=19 …

10/14/2019 1:45:44 AM gyuhyecheong DARPA?

10/14/2019 1:48:13 AM mateuszwala See something say something ;) let's do it?

10/14/2019 1:58:48 AM megatruth4all Depopulation Agenda? ? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @PatriotsSoapbox #TheGreatAwakening #QArmy Atrazine: Chemical Used to 

Chemically Induce Homosexuality & Sexual Confusion  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmytXKe0OcM&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1cUWQretsWEfCSDu4raR2WK2jSXUlJBmk1gXw5uUFddHW8FrBop1S

fez0 …

10/14/2019 1:59:51 AM gyuhyecheong Very Nice Comment. 3 6 9.

10/14/2019 2:13:54 AM maruryuu1 House of cards

10/14/2019 2:37:15 AM cny_micaa not sure I believe online and news sources control as much as they think. Election 2016 proved that. He won against all "odds". If you watch a rally, you 

see more truth of how people feel than what [they] are saying.

10/14/2019 2:53:03 AM 222714ftw Yuuup222

10/14/2019 2:53:13 AM sandro220 Agreed. If the sys in question just produced the incomprehensible statements it does due to the programmer’s tendency to glean info from public 

online fora, and then lie about his app deriving it, that would be bad enough. That he actually steals this info, makes things worse.

10/14/2019 3:16:00 AM lghost12 LoL

10/14/2019 3:18:23 AM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

10/14/2019 3:21:29 AM s_langers Same idiot that kept tweeting about Melania to POTUS and asking when POTUS and FLOTUS were last intimate.

10/14/2019 3:28:10 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "234 Deployed Notice the difference? What was being said? Audio analysis? Transcript? Alice in Wonderland Posted a34 

in action. What will Jack do? More 234 in action. Remember their recent update message? They th […]" #ExposeCNN 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1182670430584356864.html …

10/14/2019 3:39:08 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/14/2019 3:53:59 AM lightlove21121 Me neither.

And that’s exactly how we are creating the fact it won’t happen 🙏🏽

With love & blessings beautiful IsBe 💫

10/14/2019 3:54:13 AM lightlove21121 Yup😏

10/14/2019 4:01:24 AM bacanskasjerry SEMPER FIDELIS PATRIOT

10/14/2019 4:02:46 AM eyeofseeing This needs to spread far and wide ☝️

10/14/2019 4:09:15 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/276Wkl6Tid

10/14/2019 4:10:11 AM richard07759712 RT

10/14/2019 4:17:01 AM covertress Yes.

He was referring to Trump.

10/14/2019 4:21:18 AM _369311119 "On the Wingtips of Angels"!!!

10/14/2019 4:31:55 AM nea_storm Hmmm All the negative break away As-set Tools appear to be stuck in a Loop! Silly Donkeys! FYI Negotiations compliance are going extremely well! 

Nice Talk!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fN7v5GevdU0 … pic.twitter.com/OPnEjUoHMm

10/14/2019 4:34:06 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

10/14/2019 4:34:28 AM random2012756 James Forrestal tried to scream.  He ended up dead!

10/14/2019 4:37:04 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/qVcm9lsVxr

10/14/2019 4:43:24 AM siridh1056 Neither do I; but they’ve been fighting with the Turks for hundreds of years.  It’s not our war.  I do say we bomb the ISIS prisoners they’re keeping 

though.

10/14/2019 4:43:56 AM realityloominng Haha we literally can't, even if we wanted to. This is why I love the term "proud deplorable"!

10/14/2019 4:46:45 AM keith369me What most normies find very strange is that this wasn’t reported extensively https://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/crime/item/23079-dennis-

hastert-who-abused-teenage-boys-is-just-tip-of-iceberg …

10/14/2019 4:47:12 AM lobeeson Hushed. There’s nothing to see here. How the media have been bought and paid for

10/14/2019 4:47:50 AM nea_storm Liability, Hunter: Getting a little bogged down there Hunter? Oops! 

Funny how that happens! Next!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kcZAO8hSdHw … pic.twitter.com/iWK8pmdPef

10/14/2019 4:52:45 AM laurabusse My 3rd grade teacher in the US in 1963 was a kiwi

She was my favorite teacher and the one I have the best memories of

10/14/2019 4:54:59 AM debbie59113731 That's awesome 😊🙏👍

10/14/2019 4:57:49 AM nea_storm The High Cost of Clueless sociopathic & psychopathic Arrogance, Too Little, Too Late! Premeditated vicious Capital Crimes: RIP

I have an outfit for that pic.twitter.com/8l9CGDI13B

10/14/2019 5:01:19 AM natureinspace I absolutely agree. It's a blatant dismantling of an important form of communications, especially during a crisis and/or disaster. He has no right to take 

away any form of communications from people. It's sickening and disgusting.

10/14/2019 5:04:18 AM twelvebcharlie1 Ok give up.

10/14/2019 5:20:14 AM ab36913 I love my President! ❤️🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/JuHFN7GYKp

10/14/2019 5:23:34 AM egelone Thank you so much for your service! WWG1WGA! God bless donald J trump. God bless america!

10/14/2019 5:23:42 AM natureinspace We create reality. If the cabal can get enough people to believe that Trump is a criminal & should be impeached then it will most likely happen. That's 

how they control us. Collective conscienceness creates reality. We have to be stronger than the cabal and be positive for Trump.

10/14/2019 5:29:59 AM roublisa I love you 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/2vvB1gv2EH

10/14/2019 5:43:15 AM normal_life4all  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182007828690690048?s=20 …

10/14/2019 5:51:16 AM trumping4usa Or both?

10/14/2019 5:52:57 AM angeltibbs Resubpoena Brian Pagliano, her computer geek who dissed a past subpoena.

10/14/2019 6:03:03 AM normal_life4all #HillaryTheSpy pic.twitter.com/XvbIIts6w9

10/14/2019 6:10:24 AM normal_life4all #SurveillanceState pic.twitter.com/THVntklsRM

10/14/2019 6:22:49 AM normal_life4all #WeHaveItAll pic.twitter.com/1s7uX5hrCw

10/14/2019 6:24:02 AM auntiespasmodic Sounds like Axios is confused. Im not confused, Biden used his name and his office to affect a sweetheart deal for his son.

10/14/2019 7:15:01 AM shazbot17127277 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this a quote?  From whom?

10/14/2019 7:28:39 AM itsgreat2tweet Antifa Criminals 😎

#QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @EricTrump @GOP @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @RealCandaceO @foxandfriends 

@charliekirk11 @OANN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DeepStateExpose/status/1183576457681035265 …

10/14/2019 7:28:53 AM enomai_ Haha

10/14/2019 7:34:42 AM hcraig0062_h #neverforget

10/14/2019 7:39:51 AM karina89350882 *MAGALOL*

10/14/2019 7:42:13 AM karina89350882 I`d really like to know WHO is the VP Pence really…..

10/14/2019 7:45:51 AM robin_ked Global reset

#EvilBeGone pic.twitter.com/hLyxIyH1lZ

10/14/2019 7:46:19 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/lSWBRitFcw



10/14/2019 7:47:17 AM dianne1h Amen.

10/14/2019 7:48:37 AM dianne1h Today!!  Oops my impatience is showing!!!  Still trusting the plan.

10/14/2019 7:58:34 AM canadiancovfefe Me 2. I trust the Plan. This is an enormous undertaking. At the same time, I wake up everyday hoping that today is the day. But I am patient. I have 

learned to be. Being a mother forces that trait to be developed.

10/14/2019 8:00:29 AM laurael97614892 I can only imagine what goes on in the astral field of these people at something like this. Lots of "energy" feeding.😱

10/14/2019 8:08:30 AM prmd21801759 Yes Sir @POTUS!! ThankQ for your service!! ❤️❤️ warm hugs to Mrs Melania @FLOTUS!

10/14/2019 8:15:29 AM prmd21801759 Hunter becomes hunted!! ThankQ!!

10/14/2019 8:19:00 AM liltilgerlil Thank you! MAGA

10/14/2019 8:19:22 AM williebhere Are in the most pain!!!🤣

10/14/2019 8:22:11 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/qOJK2uMbQ0

10/14/2019 8:24:16 AM wwg1wga93583681 #MondayThoughts pic.twitter.com/XKqArEkIt3

10/14/2019 8:24:26 AM robin_ked Our President is Awesome 🇺🇸💥 pic.twitter.com/Km4Xm320Ln

10/14/2019 8:38:48 AM kathysmith2k7 Hell is half full, plenty of room! pic.twitter.com/hVymqtc5Qs

10/14/2019 8:38:55 AM lilbrojd ECILA

10/14/2019 9:27:10 AM 76eagle76 Trump talked about Phase I, II, and possibly III during his China trade sea announcement in the Oval last Thursday/Friday. Listen carefully: 

https://youtu.be/BqZ2AcRXdOk 

10/14/2019 9:40:56 AM yesxzz The incomprehensibility my be caused by the creators auspicious study of/in stupidity. Whatever portion of the internet the ™️ is receiving it’s social 

cues from can’t be any more sensible than using a search engine, a time machine/program of its own. Like all websites?Links w/in 

pic.twitter.com/98VScrgPJw

10/14/2019 9:45:42 AM jollyrob2 Are we in this timeline now? pic.twitter.com/vVWVQ8TKwm

10/14/2019 9:52:01 AM sandro220 A thinking machine / app., should not be promoted as capable of autonomous functioning, when nothing could be further from the truth. Were it not 

for the obvious addition of data points by the programmer to the end products, there would be no end products.

10/14/2019 9:53:43 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you precious.

10/14/2019 9:54:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd Omg I just checked, following already and she follows me! Yay!

10/14/2019 10:07:17 AM sandro220 At a certain point, when one’s list of coincidences reaches a spec. level of statistical significance, those coincides can no longer be regarded as such, 

and then become either manifestations of serendipity, or - fuckery. Call me a skeptic; but, my vote is usually 4 the latter.🤣

10/14/2019 10:07:31 AM blsdbe If we are, I am ThanQful!!!

10/14/2019 10:13:26 AM sandro220 To add to that, in order to be regarded as statistically significant, and hence not coincidental, the relationship between / among variables (being 

analyzed), needs to exist within the top/bottom 95 / 99 percentile increments, of the representative random distribution.

🤓😂

10/14/2019 10:17:52 AM cisnez Very curious how the ™️ output corresponds perfectly with me using a key fob to unlock a door, walking past a security camera, using a key fob in an 

elevator, and logging in to a secure computer. How the stupid ™️ knows if I'm wearing a blue hat or a baby blue t-shirt? 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/Vd7tJ4g3NP

10/14/2019 10:23:18 AM jollyrob2 Very ThanQful 😁

10/14/2019 10:27:31 AM sandro220 This tactic of going out of one’s way to inculcate a sense of paranoia within someone, only to suggest that that person is operating in a grandiose 

fashion when he/she calls attention to the invasive behavior, is a tactic which is as obvious, as it is toxic in nature. Screw em🤣

10/14/2019 10:54:19 AM rghardy3 Think Mirror

10/14/2019 10:55:48 AM flgirlsbeenqd AMA soon?

Keep missing them.

10/14/2019 11:00:06 AM yesxzz I guess you can definitely confirm virtual/computational synchronicities as in [memory] every time a similar product appeared (in your mind/life, & on 

your computer) you could associate with some real life desire to use that object. Think therefore $i am connected/ing. #objective 

pic.twitter.com/MiMXYtfxq8

10/14/2019 11:05:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 trending.rb

def timeline

  tweets.each do |tweet|

    if tweet.hashtag=="CNNExposed"

      next

    else

      puts tweet.hashtag

    end

  end

end
10/14/2019 11:07:11 AM state1union #cnnexposed

10/14/2019 11:07:34 AM jooooody YUUGE!

10/14/2019 11:07:47 AM bashycrypto They are still using ruby?

10/14/2019 11:11:26 AM hawkgirlinmn So twatter is removing the hashtag with this code?

10/14/2019 11:12:06 AM stevenfontain14 Got it - thanks

10/14/2019 11:12:18 AM rosemodema 😳

Sounds like time to start wearing 

All Black ... like for real ...

10/14/2019 11:12:24 AM luverley Awesome!!! Kiwis are like the crusiest people and just chilled out.  I guess that's why the brainwashing Society worked so well here

10/14/2019 11:13:52 AM chew_soap Trending algo #CNNExposed

10/14/2019 11:13:53 AM tucson_ron those bastards

Hashtag edit this, MFers.

10/14/2019 11:14:18 AM turboxyde Adapt and overcome...

Various Hashtags...

Existing Hashtags...

Essayons!

10/14/2019 11:14:48 AM state1union I saw it too

10/14/2019 11:15:39 AM kachinagtto MJ12 told us how to go around yesterday. 

Hijack another trending hashtag (ex #MondayMotivation for today) or use memes to circumvent the censorship

10/14/2019 11:15:39 AM realityloominng Haha pic.twitter.com/IMFhA3oZ4R

10/14/2019 11:16:50 AM realityloominng  pic.twitter.com/45uNU0Lvsn

10/14/2019 11:17:02 AM troglowbyte Looks like Python



10/14/2019 11:18:18 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/h8OlIduvaq

10/14/2019 11:18:41 AM bashycrypto hmm an ".rb" extension is usually ruby.

10/14/2019 11:19:37 AM bashycrypto lol doesn't really matter what programming language at this point, the algo is whats important...looks like its silencing the truth

10/14/2019 11:19:53 AM troglowbyte You're right.

10/14/2019 11:20:25 AM bashycrypto 👍

10/14/2019 11:23:14 AM lanakila000  pic.twitter.com/57gYB2EHrx

10/14/2019 11:24:44 AM peter95117110 "Magic is practiced currently in all civilized countries.  It must be said – without any wish to cause offence – that nearly all form of advertisement is a 

form of black magic.  It acts upon people to take away their own judgment and initiative and induce them to act...."

10/14/2019 11:32:42 AM patriotswegoall They decide what to be made trending and what not to be, and vice versa. Hashtags will only make the cut if they want it to.  A few rule set code 

changes is all it takes.

10/14/2019 11:51:50 AM mommahood777 #FortniteBlackout

since there are better things to do...like learn about

#

ExposeCNN

FakeNewsBustedAGAIN

ClimateHoax

ImpeachmentHoax

Trump2020

VoteRedToSaveAmerica

VoteRedToSaveYourState
10/14/2019 11:53:45 AM laurabusse So sorry to hear that!!!

I know things haven't been as great there lately and I hope you get your trump 😀

10/14/2019 11:55:49 AM johnsville14 Well, the donkey is the symbol of the Democratic party, so I'm sure that plays into it somehow.

10/14/2019 11:58:30 AM victorm07997395 #cnnexposed

10/14/2019 12:19:18 PM trumping4usa CNN is democrat sewage?

10/14/2019 12:23:52 PM yesxzz Synchronicity cancels out [explanations] it seems, good thing is that fact that it makes us aware of ways we can be living/connected that apparently 

aren’t taxed by the ways we use resources currently. When I resonate with [disease] I match it with a [cure]s explanation. #NoSides 

pic.twitter.com/fXDkgqM6ZF

10/14/2019 12:33:59 PM iamyou132 He’s saying add that hash tag to your tweets to get it trending

10/14/2019 12:53:59 PM toffer_anon_369 Several of us did this and it seemed to work!  #MondayMotivation

#FortniteBlackout

#NationalDessertDay

#TrumpVideo

 https://www.projectveritas.com/category/content/news/ …

10/14/2019 1:00:36 PM covertress "Starfleet Command has ordered us to rescue them,... Captain." https://youtu.be/bDg674aS-F4 

10/14/2019 1:06:03 PM lightlove21121 Awake we are.

@IAuMatu

@charmanda9

@DeepakChopra

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@cnnbrk
10/14/2019 1:27:19 PM sandro220 The accusation that someone is narcissistic, seems 2 B both the most twitter popular, &the 1 that’s leveled with the greatest degree of clinical 

inaccuracy. Observing one’s life doesn’t make one a narcissist, even if one’s life happens 2 B interesting, &fraught w/synchronicities.

10/14/2019 1:36:28 PM banksia42265169 #CNN exposed

#CNN exposed 

#CNN exposed

10/14/2019 2:07:36 PM enomai_ So, you are going to change the binary underneath to trick the next? To puts.?

10/14/2019 2:08:26 PM enomai_ Both.

10/14/2019 2:09:09 PM righttobered To be fair, they probably use an array of ignored hashtags and skip if the tweet contains any within the array.

10/14/2019 2:12:32 PM quarkfear1 We will always b a threat to them as we will always be...

10/14/2019 2:40:24 PM makualuv Me too 😳

10/14/2019 2:40:35 PM 63susantaylor #cnnexpose

10/14/2019 2:47:00 PM michael81972 In less than a year you will see how much of a fool you are...lol

10/14/2019 2:51:45 PM majic_eyes_qnly It will be a 4 year term (ending October 2023). I don't know why I thought of the old 2-year terms, I just read that they were amended in 2017 to be 4 

years long now. A result of my incomplete research. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chairman_of_the_Joint_Chiefs_of_Staff …

10/14/2019 3:02:49 PM brown_eyedladyj #NeverForget

10/14/2019 3:14:50 PM decodematrix They started with Ruby. They use Java now as it is much faster.

10/14/2019 3:16:34 PM felixdiquez She should’ve been prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

10/14/2019 3:25:31 PM allahuniversal #DeleteFacebook is doing well right now pic.twitter.com/qXDWgVjjUA

10/14/2019 3:27:45 PM giediknight Wow this is amazing. Knowing MJ12, this is the actual code snippet.

10/14/2019 3:41:55 PM aetherwalker1 Clown News Network

10/14/2019 3:42:48 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1183874754652102656 …

10/14/2019 4:07:32 PM judahstrumpets 👀👇 https://youtu.be/PU0YDyThImk 

10/14/2019 4:07:45 PM freestateojones You really Set The Stage with this tweet. 

My goodness.

10/14/2019 4:13:39 PM nickcpace1 Yeah somebody’s national security in mind but not ours!!!

10/14/2019 4:19:09 PM dasha_dagmar Same here on Twitter are brilliant :) you are one of them Majestic 👊👍

10/14/2019 4:43:53 PM laurabusse Yes

10/14/2019 4:45:29 PM laurabusse Tritto

10/14/2019 5:16:31 PM unstoppablencp C_A assets have much more access to everything in this world!!! No expense spared for world domination!!!

10/14/2019 5:27:34 PM winklerburke #CNNEXPOSED

10/14/2019 5:35:31 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/z2Rsq3lO8X

10/14/2019 5:41:23 PM lovesg_d We love you, Mr. President!  #WRWY and we will not abandon you!  #KAG2020LandslideVictory

10/14/2019 5:58:11 PM djlok Maybe if we choose the red pill, we understand the game...so we choose to come back but do everything in this life to make sure the next one is 

better.

10/14/2019 6:00:27 PM covertress Браво!



10/14/2019 6:06:02 PM gattacus45 what is this is?

10/14/2019 6:10:42 PM richner88 We don't need to #ExposeCnn, they do that themselves.  

We need some #UnsealEpstein.

10/14/2019 6:15:25 PM marciaw02564145 The truth

10/14/2019 6:17:44 PM _doozier_ Wait what and why is "234" again? I see it used as a synonym for "Alice" but what's the number itself about

10/14/2019 6:19:07 PM tylerwhannelsrq That’s so simple it might just work.   Nice

10/14/2019 6:20:16 PM circuitriderz SMH.  Americas State Department turned into a human trafficking hub.

10/14/2019 6:45:43 PM steveouttrim 110. Jeff Zucker from CNN is being exposed by @Project_Veritas . This is his wife with her good friend Ghislaine Maxwell.

(h/t @SquidSqueezer ) pic.twitter.com/z5JRi9dens

10/14/2019 6:56:52 PM allahuniversal OK that's the real cover.

 https://www.gq.com/story/pharrell-new-masculinity-cover-interview …

Blurred Lines In-deed

10/14/2019 6:57:20 PM nea_storm By deceptively utilizing Free Will & have people voluntarily lower their Conscious energy frequency via attention, emotion & agreements into a Karmic 

based frequency of required Life Equation reconciliation: Welcome to 3rd Density created duality splits: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTMLzVNhLm4 … pic.twitter.com/tE1e0vRT0V

10/14/2019 6:58:32 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/22gardenstreet/status/1111159365288034304?s=19 …

10/14/2019 7:03:38 PM allahuniversal Had to look that up, don't think I've ever seen it. If so, must've been a forgettable performance. Which actually would work for a cabal disclosure, can't 

say they didn't tell us even if not remembered

10/14/2019 7:03:53 PM dls00741  pic.twitter.com/bRW9WuRIau

10/14/2019 7:04:12 PM politicallyin18 4am talking points.

10/14/2019 7:14:52 PM bbobbio71 7000 years... 😔

10/14/2019 7:15:31 PM dynamicres Or teach them the knowledge providing 'snake' is evil❣️ pic.twitter.com/HeT3KNh087

10/14/2019 7:21:15 PM benaventefifi What did he do?

10/14/2019 7:21:42 PM noismill Thank you will check it soon 👍🏼

10/14/2019 7:25:02 PM allahuniversal Didn't take much. https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1183789521751724032?s=20 …

10/14/2019 7:29:52 PM jotaann 🤬

10/14/2019 7:31:36 PM dynamicres MAJIK pic.twitter.com/Lu5MO0SVE0

10/14/2019 7:43:51 PM rebashoenfelt1 Good thing

10/14/2019 7:44:41 PM rebashoenfelt1 Wipe out evil

10/14/2019 7:45:47 PM rebashoenfelt1 We the ppl

10/14/2019 7:48:34 PM gking505 Very troubling.

10/14/2019 7:48:35 PM rotanliz This is not news

10/14/2019 7:59:28 PM anntweetstoo Maxwell was Jeffrey epstein’s girlfriend.

10/14/2019 8:05:57 PM acibelli87  pic.twitter.com/B2RCMu26P1

10/14/2019 8:52:08 PM doyle_eng For recipients:

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

.@stevenmnuchin1, .@USTreasury 

.@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump and

.@SandiaWisdom — with respect, to all — including the P’nti, Cdr. T’lkm:

Do not complain about the truth of this message:

The original designer of this world – Ra – has done enough.  https://twitter.com/Doyle_Eng/status/1183949598353543170 … 

pic.twitter.com/XxjAw75JXc
10/14/2019 9:13:49 PM allahuniversal If that were the case most of us would have Quit 10 days in. Except, a certain in-Quirer proved true w/in that 1st 10 days, so... No shame, no regrets, 

and still no Quarter given...

Any Quick Questions? Queue em up...

10/14/2019 9:19:19 PM allahuniversal "...skin, bone, fat, ligaments and other tissues that are generally not used for life-threatening conditions.

Those body parts fuel a booming industrial biotech market in which a half-teaspoon of ground-up human skin is priced at $434."

434 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/0uuvkuUf8p

10/14/2019 9:40:29 PM ingersolockwood #Qanon anniversary October 28th

10/14/2019 9:48:28 PM bates512 These drones are now the shepherds to the ignorant sheep that are leading America to the slaughter. One more reason we need #Trump2020! He is 

turning over the rocks where the puppeteers hide.

10/14/2019 10:08:17 PM vonyugen Seems a lot like Christian churches

10/14/2019 10:23:49 PM grundemt "I"AMs :: Be:sides :: my:self pic.twitter.com/zvR0Ka9M7V

10/14/2019 10:41:20 PM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/LTsCF7s5ZE

10/14/2019 10:47:49 PM luluspeers1 They report the news then they kill it

10/14/2019 10:49:51 PM luluspeers1 Got caught with his pants down ages ago. His a dumb as dad. Thinks nothing happened so his scott free. These people are stoopid!

10/14/2019 10:52:03 PM luluspeers1 Veritas has asked for people to come on down and help expose them. We're ready!

10/14/2019 10:53:19 PM luluspeers1 This makes me cry...he loves us

10/14/2019 10:58:27 PM luluspeers1 His left eye looks dead. Betcha they're selling heroin as a side line for the C_A

10/14/2019 11:01:42 PM luluspeers1 Because before anything can become a reality it has to start somewhere. But anything you could possibly ever imagine has already been happening.

10/14/2019 11:06:38 PM luluspeers1 If China could hack her emails then any hacker could and probably did!

10/14/2019 11:07:18 PM luluspeers1 Christmas is early this year!

10/14/2019 11:07:49 PM luluspeers1 God bless them!

10/14/2019 11:23:42 PM luluspeers1 Well at least this story has some bones on it not like the skeleton of the Russian Collusion Hoax

10/15/2019 12:16:29 AM ed_kua @IPOT1776 @StormIsUponUs @EyesOnQ @LetterQAnon @FlikkenFlakk @Qanon76 @AKA_RealDirty @tracybeanz @TruthandArtTV1 

@PWeepingAngel @jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CitizensIReport @TexasWhiteHats @SteveMotley @DustinNemos @TRUreporting 

https://twitter.com/MelodyPetersen/status/1183370279608700928 …

10/15/2019 12:24:55 AM kcsmky Much more than that.

10/15/2019 12:27:58 AM monroevegas I feel like whatever they allow to be public information is actually a lie...coming from the father of lies.

10/15/2019 12:32:38 AM jayrambin It’s commonly done. Called hijacking. Does work.

10/15/2019 12:37:03 AM jayrambin Not on a large scale. I was in India. It’s on tv everywhere and airports, hotels. In japan, Korea, Thailand.  America too. Billions watch it and follow 

blindly.  #cnnexposed

10/15/2019 12:42:38 AM covertress Enter Jeffrey Epstein?  🍿 pic.twitter.com/fnbqqC2H5v

10/15/2019 12:45:12 AM covertress Jeffrey Epstein a double agent?  🍿 pic.twitter.com/1dFO9g0XBQ

10/15/2019 1:00:43 AM enomai_ Thoughts? https://futurism.com/nasa-thruster-99-speed-light/amp/ …

10/15/2019 1:17:38 AM lambertfrdriqu1 Do you really want to know what the Deep State is really? Q has to get an answer itself. Secrets are allowed. To me, a secret is a nuisance at least, and 

whatever at worst. Whatever mean : I don''t care.

10/15/2019 1:27:40 AM john43360729 I Love/Hate this video. This video is the moment I swallowed the big red pill! pic.twitter.com/xnU2vTRKbY



10/15/2019 1:44:06 AM covertress Hello AL ICE   🍿 #TwitterFuckery

[deploy subroutine @ 111 Hz] pic.twitter.com/2lCDjdfA3U

10/15/2019 2:46:34 AM arthudethu9  pic.twitter.com/9VdiEewJyg

10/15/2019 3:16:53 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/15/2019 3:30:03 AM sterkinglights1 1 photon each should do. No need to waste ammunition.

10/15/2019 3:43:17 AM sterkinglights1 #cnnexposed  as an enept opinion Q'ed up by various Intel agencies. Covering up crimes against humanity. The past 3-4 decades have been a complete 

sham. Everything we thought we knew was wrong. The truth will be revealed. #MakeAHorrorFilmLessScary

10/15/2019 3:49:40 AM samsmith0319 Fellow Pedos and/or Agency assets???...🐀...

10/15/2019 4:43:26 AM karina89350882 I really hope that the PEOPLE will once understand what their POTUS has done form them and the rest of the World *draintheswamp* = 

*freedomforhumanity*

10/15/2019 4:47:14 AM burgersandra Protected b/c: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155482878605713408 …

10/15/2019 4:49:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meme #DemDebate tonight.

Extra new eyes on.

At beaking point to see the light.

Some will a brandon Dems.

Epstein was owned by Intelligence.

Epstein was why the insurance policy mattered.

"They will take out their own Rook to get the King."

Hillary was disposable to [them].
10/15/2019 4:49:41 AM 3rdeyeview55 Thanks for taking the time to post this. I didn't know anything about them. I only thought that Mylar was used for ESD bags in electronic manufacturing 

and balloons. Thx again.

10/15/2019 4:50:30 AM jvan125 Lots of misspellings here...🧐

10/15/2019 4:54:55 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1171990702596775938?s=20 …

10/15/2019 4:57:57 AM kellykreps777 "Some will a Brandon dems??????"  Is that an intentional mess up, or what?

10/15/2019 4:59:46 AM zzed2020 Yes @BrandonStraka #WalkAway

10/15/2019 5:01:16 AM mccabe1984 Missing R used to make Brandon but I, E & S are missing from rookies which I think it’s supposed to say..? so rearranging the letters u get RISE 🤔 ?

10/15/2019 5:02:57 AM keith369me World wide blackmail pedo ring kept leaders in control...to a certain extent the web is still in place, but the spider has been crushed and the web is 

getting dismantled.

10/15/2019 5:04:27 AM kevin72032387 Rook is a chess piece

10/15/2019 5:05:33 AM kellykreps777 Oh yes. Thank you. I should have known but wasn't thinking about him.  I appreciate the reply.

10/15/2019 5:06:03 AM identityasxy .

Anons, help please

10/15/2019 5:11:29 AM mccabe1984 U cld tell I don’t play chess ♟? Lol 😂 what piece is it pls ?

10/15/2019 5:12:49 AM keith369me Is the rook Biden (HRC controlled), that needs to be sacrificed in order to continue the impeachment movement toward the king (DJT)?  This in turn will 

wake up more Democrats to abandon the charade and #WalkAway (Brandon Straka)

10/15/2019 5:13:19 AM mccabe1984 That was the 1st time I tried to decipher a tweet & think I’ll leave it to the ppl that know what there talking abt bud cheers 😉

10/15/2019 5:17:38 AM miss_ampie A Rook, rookie.

10/15/2019 5:20:21 AM miss_ampie Israel.

10/15/2019 5:36:27 AM catheri70981208 Hillary never thought she was disposable...wonder when she realized that...she was used.

10/15/2019 5:38:34 AM michael81972 Protected by whitehats at Gitmo

10/15/2019 5:42:29 AM victorm07997395  pic.twitter.com/oQJjDq0kwx

10/15/2019 6:08:37 AM liltilgerlil They will eat their own.

10/15/2019 6:15:01 AM state1union Field McConnell said that Epstein was recently put down by us.

10/15/2019 6:18:52 AM michael81972 I seen where he said Obama,  I missed where he said Epstein

10/15/2019 6:21:58 AM catherinecorru1 Most, including Joe & Mika, actually started out as actors.....

Recruiting  ????

🤔🤔🤔🤨

10/15/2019 6:24:12 AM girlawakeinca Anyone here more on this? It’s been a busy week in CA with fires, earthquakes & more. 

@1crazy_toaster @AllahUniversal @Keith369me @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress

10/15/2019 6:34:38 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1183926432835063811?s=19 …

10/15/2019 6:46:43 AM 313looper Hi MJ,

The night before last night, on 14th, I saw in my dream that [they] are dismembering and sacrificing babies!😳 

I woke up with this sick nightmare the next morning (yesterday)!

What does that mean!?

I had a feeling that maybe [they] are still doing it very hard to survive!

10/15/2019 6:47:48 AM allahuniversal Show starts @ 3:00 https://youtu.be/_P_WE5EUO-c 

10/15/2019 6:55:01 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1184105344437350400?s=19 …

10/15/2019 6:57:28 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/1_m_w4HL-Hg  pic.twitter.com/HNsqQRIpen

10/15/2019 6:58:07 AM southpawusmc2 Wow

10/15/2019 6:58:27 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/hR9FYhK8IT

10/15/2019 7:03:19 AM 313looper It was the full moon that night !

10/15/2019 7:04:23 AM charmanda9 ✨🌕✨ So bright! #darktolight

10/15/2019 7:08:05 AM state1union I believe it was yesterday’s show and he said it over and over again.

10/15/2019 7:08:56 AM michael81972 Ill check it out..thanks😊

10/15/2019 7:11:11 AM state1union Oh and Field said he was wrong about Obama. He’s still alive, But Epstein put down after we got the intel from him. Dead Dead as a door nail. Haha. I 

see we have an ALL CAPS Whistleblower here. Lmao 😂 just kidding around.

10/15/2019 7:13:09 AM michael81972 Kek

10/15/2019 7:22:01 AM victorm07997395 Is Hillary is being pushed under a train tonight? I wonder what they'll expose?

10/15/2019 7:29:21 AM whydoineedthi14 They must be very desperate.

10/15/2019 7:31:22 AM 313looper Not sure about the moon but Sun👉🏻#DarkToLight🌞

10/15/2019 7:31:36 AM 56lmiller “They” never thought the witch would lose.

10/15/2019 7:32:31 AM murphstix Drink the koolaid



10/15/2019 7:40:31 AM ryxc1128 今晚又有一場民主黨總統候選人辯論會。

值得加用新的眼光觀看。

可以在突破點看到亮光。

愛波愛斯坦是情報系統的人。

他們會為了將而棄子的。

希拉蕊就是可棄之子。

不光要看香港那邊的戲，更要看美國這邊的戲。
10/15/2019 7:52:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

10/15/2019 8:03:27 AM dls00741 I didn't know what they were either.  Curious enough to look it up....

10/15/2019 8:04:16 AM egelone But now he works for us, right? in secret prison and spill the beans?

10/15/2019 8:05:45 AM norwegianon "This tweet us unavailable" pic.twitter.com/Mo0xiNWuQL

10/15/2019 8:09:37 AM zsmolka1 Yeehaa😬

10/15/2019 8:10:11 AM bbobbio71 Blackmailer in chief. 

All for control?

10/15/2019 8:11:30 AM ebluribus Look I'm not trying to be facetious, if I told you how I know the answer is yes, I would sound crazy. DM if you want to know why.

10/15/2019 8:15:49 AM yustein Recently at the @WhiteHouse are the Army brass wearing WW2 combat uniforms? @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/xhi0cKuqBB

10/15/2019 8:17:31 AM allahuniversal Same here pic.twitter.com/mK3GH2ZzA6

10/15/2019 8:26:22 AM vintagesquirrel They have blackmail on pretty much everbody.

10/15/2019 8:27:38 AM coranicholls Is this normal Patriotism?  Christianity? When you illusions get shattered... #Shocked #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight @catturd2 @3Days3Nights 

@jamiegrahamusa @EyesOnQ @cjtruth @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic pic.twitter.com/EkRFNWvnSX

10/15/2019 8:29:28 AM coranicholls Part 2 of #Shocked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DisclosureBP @Shnrch33 @TrueEyeTheSpy @prayingmedic @cjtruth @EyesOnQ @jamiegrahamusa 

@3Days3Nights @catturd2 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Toz6DySeu6

10/15/2019 8:39:53 AM brandon99957558 Rc5 Qg3

10/15/2019 8:40:45 AM covertress Is Epstein still alive?

10/15/2019 8:42:11 AM bbobbio71 No spoilers😉

10/15/2019 8:45:18 AM roublisa I have heard he was executed recently...🤷♀️ ]they[ got what was needed.

10/15/2019 8:47:45 AM djlok Enter Brandon Straka to lead them away from the Dems!!!  5:5

10/15/2019 8:49:35 AM enomai_ I have a feeling he was transferred by military and protected possibly, because he has the goods.

10/15/2019 9:02:24 AM unitedredwhite1 A brand on ? A Brandon ? Branding? Idk probably just a simple misspelling

10/15/2019 9:08:55 AM deanbelair1 They blocked me awe...,😂

10/15/2019 9:12:51 AM sdane8 😭

10/15/2019 9:24:40 AM 313looper Just saw the full news about the rescuing 2100 kids in California 😭

10/15/2019 9:25:19 AM edwardgouin That's too slow.

10/15/2019 9:29:55 AM duks44 Affecting all western nations, this is a NWO attack, the left has invaded all top positions. Education to everywhere is POWER, clever stuff, but it has 

now been spotted. Invaders in the western countries are highly dangerous. Elite criminals are taking full advantage. 🔱🇬🇧🔱🇺🇸⛪️

10/15/2019 9:31:34 AM kindeandtrue It's not just the Left. The Zionist neocons are not to be trusted, either.

10/15/2019 9:32:29 AM charmanda9 Hey, the moon is there. On earth, we can rebrand it for good when it provides us with the suns reflected light in the dark.

10/15/2019 9:42:55 AM slh2813 @RudyGiuliani @realDonaldTrump

10/15/2019 9:43:47 AM duks44 Quite, there is bad everywhere.  Truth is so important more than we realize. 🇬🇧🔱🇺🇸⛪️🙏

10/15/2019 9:47:43 AM toffer_anon_369 Hunter Biden on GMA "It feels like Alice in Wonderland..."

10/15/2019 9:55:05 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Evil People!!

10/15/2019 9:55:55 AM patriotswegoall Sounds like desperation at hand, even if it means flushing out one of their own. Sometimes it's done to feign a weakness.

10/15/2019 10:06:17 AM debbiea43922131 Do not forget this! pic.twitter.com/JcqKK9CAFs

10/15/2019 10:18:16 AM toffer_anon_369 #DemDebate

@55true4u

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@3Days3Nights https://www.projectveritas.com/2019/10/15/part-2-cnn-leadership-and-staffers-reveal-true-sentiments-network-picks-favorites-

among-democratic-candidates-on-eve-of-debate/ …

10/15/2019 10:37:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspelling matter.

10/15/2019 10:40:40 AM gyuhyecheong The great awakening is in full swing now. No to Pedovores. I see the 17 sign on the sky.  https://youtu.be/RmpqLd2WAwM?t=2006 … 

pic.twitter.com/uT0UuyFPao

10/15/2019 10:42:15 AM laurabusse And you know this as an undisputable fact with absolutely zero doubt because you have undisputable evidence?

Or is this just something you believe bc of stuff you've read and have decided it's the truth?

Do any of us know 100% what is truly going on beyond any shadow of a doubt?

10/15/2019 10:42:20 AM girlawakeinca #DemDebate 💫

10/15/2019 10:45:45 AM cocopuffster12 I am unable to post memes. Response from Twitter states I must give Twitter access to my photos, I have to change my settings. Is this the case for 

everyone??

10/15/2019 10:48:57 AM web_mktg Unlikely, but for the top mngt types - Suckerberg. The worker bees variations of blk mail or pressure with bribes, threats, job security, promotions etc.

10/15/2019 10:49:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

10/15/2019 10:51:59 AM sandro220 🤣 pic.twitter.com/FkexfU4M8h

10/15/2019 10:52:15 AM parrotandrea I so hope this is true !!!

10/15/2019 10:52:24 AM kindeandtrue MJ12, your information is much appreciated, but why doesn't the Trump Administration ever disclose relevant and useful information like this to the 

American public?

Makes me very loathe to trust Trump.

10/15/2019 10:53:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because there are international consequences that have not yet been settled.

10/15/2019 10:53:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, several times. Status update. Will post when it changes. It will.

10/15/2019 10:55:37 AM prddeplbl0157 OH LOOKIE 👀 👀 👀 👀 👀 👀 👀PROSTITUTION & PEDOPHILIA IN HRC’s State Department, who would have thought that ??? Q !!!  #WWG1WGA 

#QArmy #QANON

10/15/2019 11:00:14 AM sterkinglights1 It the alive status will change

10/15/2019 11:01:01 AM zagnett MJ, are there are any remaining interstellar consequences that have not yet been settled?

10/15/2019 11:06:04 AM cryptoafterdark shit no

10/15/2019 11:13:21 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , who is Lebron James? I feel as if there is a lot of uncertainty surrounding him.

10/15/2019 11:13:24 AM covertress lol



10/15/2019 11:17:29 AM nea_storm Excellent question! You know the answer zagnet it's the real reason for all this hocus pocus horrid infiltration, heinous perversions nonsense! Having us 

appear to be the irrational ones, when they simply brought their long term issues & grudges playing them out here! Zero Words! 

pic.twitter.com/LPr4pl4Mf3

10/15/2019 11:30:23 AM djn523 We’re not even a democracy, we’re a republic.

10/15/2019 11:32:56 AM gryniiizred #WalkAway

10/15/2019 11:38:07 AM _constitution Fascinating:

@Covertress: Is Epstein still Alive?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: YES

@KekNewsNetwork: Didn't you already answer that question?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Yes, several times. Status update. Will post when it changes. It will.

#BOOM https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1184164502675296256 …
10/15/2019 11:49:49 AM 11111christian I heard that too

10/15/2019 11:53:23 AM 11111christian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the event in Dallas on the 17th. Is a very very positive announcement going to be made that will make the masses happy. ?

10/15/2019 11:59:00 AM mongrelglory I can tell who all the NPC guys are in the picture from their hairstyles! 🤣

10/15/2019 12:03:47 PM nikoscali [EPSTEIN]

10/15/2019 12:05:27 PM nikoscali Too bad there's no way to prove to the public he's still alive. That would open up a few eyes!

10/15/2019 12:30:56 PM reasonrhymes I do not know code but someone tweeted Ruby Tuesday. I remember seeing it today or yesterday.

10/15/2019 12:55:59 PM jriden2002 The report is now supposed to come out in a month after reactions are done.

10/15/2019 12:57:26 PM jriden2002 The report isn't due for another month. I predict this will will be much like last week. And next week. And the week after that.

10/15/2019 12:59:20 PM letlovereign4ev The Akash ❤️🙏

10/15/2019 1:12:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Another AMA...I want more info about A & E Story. This shit storm of a movie is supposed to be our entertainment? Popcorn makes me less nauseated 

than cataclysm.

10/15/2019 1:22:00 PM crisco2377 At times it can be horrible having 3rd eye more open! Go easy, many of us have dreams like that and yes ur tapping into the "field". I like to think of 

those that r evil and those that r good wavelength being a bell curve;at 0 axis we are almost touching...

10/15/2019 1:22:40 PM crisco2377 ...we can sense them and they can sense us.  I hope that makes sense!

10/15/2019 1:23:57 PM crisco2377 ...we can sense them and they can sense us..i hope that makes sense!

10/15/2019 1:26:27 PM 313looper Absolutely... 🙏🏻✨🌹

10/15/2019 1:29:13 PM keur60693994 A missing r and an extra r.

10/15/2019 1:52:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd What does that entail?

10/15/2019 1:54:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd What does this mean? Heaven’s Decree?

10/15/2019 1:57:29 PM jimhayzlett I’ll answer in 2 ways: Heaven Is Shining Angel Light To Force Change, And Find Your Answers Within by Meditating...  You Are God’s Light ✨🌈👼

10/15/2019 2:12:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd Right now I feel grief. Trying hard to pull myself out of deep sadness. We can change this? Alter this reality? How?

10/15/2019 2:19:26 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thank you  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1184200642333679616 …

10/15/2019 3:03:13 PM jimhayzlett Angel, Go Within, Meditate, Meet Heaven’s Frequency From Within ✨🙏🏼👼🌈🔥😇

10/15/2019 3:03:30 PM 78503002 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Any info? 

 https://celebritynewsy.com/erin-valenti-a-tribute-to-the-utah-entrepreneur/ …

10/15/2019 3:03:33 PM manifest_utopia This is the most interesting profile timeline to hang out on. 

Much appreciation. ❤️🙏

10/15/2019 3:03:38 PM jimhayzlett You Are God’s Light, Energize Your Frequency

10/15/2019 3:04:27 PM jimhayzlett You Are Limitless In The Light Within

10/15/2019 3:05:21 PM jimhayzlett Energize, Everyone Please 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼😇👼✨

10/15/2019 3:46:12 PM xxxx_alli What news ? I have not heard anything but here on Twitter

10/15/2019 3:46:46 PM brandon73745841 Guessing, a brandon for 'abandon' = (brandon straka) #WalkAwayFromDemocrats

10/15/2019 3:49:48 PM manifest_utopia This so awesome! So very helpful as twit won't allow going all the way back in the Maj12 timeline.

ThanQ so very much for compiling all the info in an organized volume. ❤️🙏❤️

10/15/2019 3:53:45 PM nun_chucknorris You are welcome. Bonus round: https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1155243987457982466?s=21 …

10/15/2019 3:55:37 PM manifest_utopia For anyone interested in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 info & the esoteric. Nun_Chuck compiled the posts, by subject. An awesome endeavor. 618 page pdf. 💖  

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …

10/15/2019 3:55:38 PM matchnumbers67 Seems like they are all just actors in this movie huh?

10/15/2019 3:57:10 PM matchnumbers67 Numerically, this debate is all about Biden

10/15/2019 3:58:19 PM 313looper  https://youtu.be/AOxqMsIxtj0 

10/15/2019 3:58:52 PM rbw1926  pic.twitter.com/NOWZmMyAR8

10/15/2019 4:01:04 PM manifest_utopia ThanQ! I've not been able to open/search this database. Some security setting in my puter I've not located yet. Your compilation is such a gift!

10/15/2019 4:05:33 PM capitalkid @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - is there any significance to Trump receiving his Intelligence Briefings at 11:45?

If Trump is 45 and Majestic, is that signifying MJ11+45==MJ12?

10/15/2019 4:21:13 PM nun_chucknorris WWG1WGA!

10/15/2019 4:22:42 PM xxxx_alli Yes I heard that already but sketchy

10/15/2019 4:27:58 PM 313looper @XXXX_alli

10/15/2019 4:29:40 PM trump_alliance  https://twitter.com/chaele3/status/1183897754063515653?s=20 …

There are 2 videos in the different links

10/15/2019 4:37:23 PM 313looper @trump_alliance

10/15/2019 4:40:52 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/15/2019 4:47:22 PM cocopuffster12 Weird

10/15/2019 4:49:39 PM sharong73376199 Some will abandoned Dems., wall street???. Donors ???      

Rook (Biden).

10/15/2019 4:49:49 PM manifest_utopia 🐸👽💖😎

10/15/2019 5:04:36 PM 313looper Ah,I’ve already decoded President Trump’s tweet that night! 

“Endless Wars Must End” Q+

Never thought I was going to witness ”that’s going to be BIBLICAL”! 😭🙏🏻❤️ (Check out the end of second video)

👉🏻  http://youtu.be/AOxqMsIxtj0 

👉🏻  http://youtu.be/l-Vvf3WBCao  https://twitter.com/313looper/status/1183209737430687744?s=21 …

10/15/2019 5:43:57 PM covertress Thank you for our new and improved timeline, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏  https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1183912875552722944 …



10/15/2019 5:44:48 PM gravey6 Projection

10/15/2019 5:57:09 PM fwe1991  pic.twitter.com/2oha8zFnLw

10/15/2019 5:57:26 PM fwe1991  pic.twitter.com/FVolIwABwf

10/15/2019 5:57:36 PM fwe1991  https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/oct/14/trump-saudi-arabia-deployment-undercuts-bid-end-fo/ …

10/15/2019 5:59:25 PM fwe1991 sar·casm

/ˈsärˌkazəm/

noun

the use of irony to mock or convey contempt.

10/15/2019 6:04:50 PM nippitndabud Great compilation!!  Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/15/2019 6:10:49 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/QRLA9O5lXs

10/15/2019 6:33:19 PM b_kkurt Welcome to our life.

Good luck though. 

It will eventually get clearer.

#Trump202Q

10/15/2019 6:34:10 PM manifest_utopia 😂🤣😂🤣

I remember that meeting!  We been plotting for eons.

10/15/2019 6:35:59 PM nun_chucknorris Honestly, there is probably a lot of truth in your statement.

10/15/2019 6:42:25 PM sterkinglights1 Love this. They are full of hot air. Without substance. No love. Who had never changed what he has been saying.  https://youtu.be/jxNkMkAe7F0  

pic.twitter.com/uUqqAJ395l

10/15/2019 6:45:59 PM manifest_utopia Ah, you saw that! 😎 Yes, it's true.

10/15/2019 6:50:33 PM sterkinglights1 Best question of the day.

10/15/2019 6:51:29 PM zagnett 🤓😉👍

10/15/2019 6:52:16 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/jPaldi1P16

10/15/2019 7:00:01 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/id3OfZpGgA

10/15/2019 7:00:59 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/4K0nH49pCN

10/15/2019 7:03:20 PM chapulincolored So HRC is a 'rook'?  Are you suggesting the is a 'queen'?  If so, who?  

-Elizabeth?

-Abramovic?

-other?

10/15/2019 7:03:42 PM chapulincolored So HRC is a 'rook'?  Are you suggesting the is a 'queen'?  If so, who?  

-Elizabeth?

-Abramovic?

-other?

10/15/2019 7:24:51 PM state1union Alice in the House 🏡 #AliceInWonderland

10/15/2019 7:26:05 PM state1union Bye 👋 Bot

10/15/2019 8:03:14 PM richardhiatt16 Well, at least they reported it.. it’s a start. 🤷♂️🤷♀️

10/15/2019 8:04:54 PM richardhiatt16 All that money and he still couldn’t behave himself 🤔❤️🇺🇸👽🛸

10/15/2019 8:05:36 PM richardhiatt16 Trust the PLAN 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

10/15/2019 8:07:28 PM richardhiatt16 What model number is that? 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

10/15/2019 9:08:32 PM aleks8837 These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/Me7HaqT0nx

10/15/2019 9:22:14 PM lukemorrill2nd You don't deserve the right to vote if you can't properly educate yourself. Hail Satan! 🤘🏼

10/15/2019 9:39:01 PM nea_storm Yes indeed & amusingly predictable! Their just the preshow the delay smoke bomb crowd to prepare the audience for wait for it! Nada!Absolute 

nothing without the smoke! They've been running out of resources, since the connection to the Tap is turned off! Funny how that works! Oops 

pic.twitter.com/cF8yIosOQ1

10/15/2019 9:39:45 PM mongrelglory I don't think the real "Kings and Queens" of this chess game have shown their faces to the world publicly...

10/15/2019 10:08:02 PM nea_storm The Galactic perverse hedonism & ancient wars has destroyed them All! Pay to Play Never Pays! 

Disclosure Discovery 

Power of Love! Power of Spiritual Conscious Realities!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBfmsxJ1dOE … pic.twitter.com/doPf9XoRBq

10/15/2019 10:13:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Re dig Majestic instances of 233.

Clue provided.

Unrealized.

HoC.

Think FU just prior to [ZB].

233.

Where was it?

With whom?

Doing what?

Who else was there?

Who said HoC is 99% accurate?

Do they Cheese Pizza?

Majestic disclosures are embedded in Majestic productions.

HrC.

or?

OR?
10/15/2019 10:17:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 [QUADDUMB] https://twitter.com/MaureenKTVU/status/1184205571299262464 …

10/15/2019 10:21:14 PM wwg1wga93583681 missed it, dang

we meme you long time pic.twitter.com/glYOxdcFw1

10/15/2019 10:23:06 PM lilinator1776 8

10/15/2019 10:24:29 PM twelvebcharlie1 I don’t even know where to begin. 🤯

10/15/2019 10:24:45 PM nickcpace1 Boom and boom??

10/15/2019 10:26:05 PM twelvebcharlie1 Bill Clinton said 99% of house of cards was accurate.

10/15/2019 10:31:31 PM twelvebcharlie1 I didn’t watch much HoC. Are there scenes with Spacey eating pizza? Hotdogs? As a nod to the sick ones? Are there other films or entertainment that 

cover HRCs escapades like HoC covered BC? The Wire? Dexter?

10/15/2019 10:34:46 PM realeyethespy Democrat voting stickers: pic.twitter.com/4ugGabi32P

10/15/2019 10:35:20 PM rachaelangelm Hilary or Chelseaaaaaa

10/15/2019 10:35:30 PM nickcpace1 #cpace98

10/15/2019 10:38:40 PM fmeonlylol Yes, we are getting rocked in CA! Plus, the massive explosions at the #NuStarFire happen to lie right on a fault line. Nothing to see, just tanks of 

167,000 gallons of ethanol burning. 😬🔥 https://twitter.com/sfchronicle/status/1184240508027076608?s=21 …

10/15/2019 10:41:14 PM splucas22 Huh?

10/15/2019 10:41:16 PM rghardy3 Something about House of Cards,

Cheese Pizza, and the C's.

That's about all I get.

10/15/2019 10:42:44 PM rghardy3 Fire in the Hole deep in the DUMBs



10/15/2019 10:43:16 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gr1T1JxY7ns&feature=youtu.be …

10/15/2019 10:48:16 PM 1_decided_voter HoC - House of Cards (the TV show starring Kevin Spacey)

FU - Frank Underwood (Spacey's character)?

ZB?

HrC - Not Hillary?

OR?

10/15/2019 10:51:29 PM joinna6 322

10/15/2019 10:52:51 PM rghardy3 I will check Q322 if that's what you mean.

10/15/2019 10:57:24 PM sharong73376199 Immunity from arrest.

10/15/2019 11:04:32 PM apex_starseed No way..my dad said he felt like an earthquake had occured last night..and where in Nv and crazier I told him well it's either natural or something is 

going on in the DUMB Huge System that connects from California to New Mexico and if course passes thru Nv and Area 51  n Nellis

10/15/2019 11:05:44 PM joinna6 D5

"To be a professional chess player is to spend your life living  and fighting for control of the d5 square."

10/15/2019 11:13:14 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1078101670159155200?s=19 …

10/15/2019 11:16:56 PM covertress It’s all connected.

Welcome back Huma.

Now comes the pain.

Q

10/15/2019 11:24:47 PM 1_decided_voter These 4 locations? pic.twitter.com/cqfMwPp1yN

10/15/2019 11:45:31 PM pauliepg11111 ZB= Zoe Barnes (Kate Mara’s character)

10/15/2019 11:45:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly I haven't watched House of Cards before but I found a video of the episode MJ is referring to. The death scene is at 27:30. There are a few scenes of 

Frank Underwood before the death scene and I'm not sure which one it is.

 https://youtu.be/ovDLOCTjdJ8?t=1650 …

10/15/2019 11:54:13 PM olimyracle 233 🤔 https://youtu.be/ckl9YYqPSFA 

10/15/2019 11:56:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly Not sure if it this scene (23:44-24:35)? The guy talks about a brutal animal butchering. Maybe it means that's what they do to kids instead? Hmm.

 https://youtu.be/ovDLOCTjdJ8?t=1424 …

10/15/2019 11:56:36 PM cynthiamorrow8 Good research!! ❤️

10/15/2019 11:56:44 PM grassclippinz Sadly I think its on purpose.

Cutting power then Newsome dropping several new laws while people are in crisis is shady af. 

Reports say 800,000- 2million people have no power nor clue of what's happening. 

No logic was used in his decision.

10/15/2019 11:57:07 PM wwg1wga93583681 fuck, can't sleep pic.twitter.com/RIt6vp1EUv

10/16/2019 12:02:17 AM fmeonlylol Yes, my family was without power for a couple days. Today I decided to visit the #RecallGavinNewsom website to get my petition. 👍🏻

10/16/2019 12:05:47 AM grassclippinz Hope everything gets better for you and your family.

10/16/2019 12:07:52 AM fmeonlylol Thank you friend! ☀️❣️🙏

10/16/2019 12:10:11 AM dasha_dagmar To me help to listen to heartbeat sounds - there are videos on YouTube / 10 hours hope this help you too bro 🎻🎵

10/16/2019 12:11:52 AM dasha_dagmar  https://youtu.be/3do5nUV-hl8 

10/16/2019 12:15:46 AM 1centralcaligal We've had quakes in Hollister for CENTURIES! I live on Line Street; it used to be FaultLine Street, but they shortened it to save money, plus those signs 

kept getting stolen - just like Lovers Lane (yes, we really have one!) The sidewalks in Hollister are very bad from quakes!

10/16/2019 12:27:57 AM majic_eyes_qnly I'm not sure which scene MJ is referring to though... hopefully someone else will know. I haven't seen the series before, which doesn't help. Only read 

a bit about it online.

10/16/2019 12:34:34 AM cynthiamorrow8 I wish i could answer, i have not seen the series either. Hopefully someone can help

10/16/2019 1:47:39 AM jogoodw46123941 HoC is that house of congress or House of Commons?

10/16/2019 1:49:47 AM jogoodw46123941 You very good at this.

10/16/2019 2:28:08 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/Eb2DEkbJki

10/16/2019 2:29:23 AM laurabusse 🤷♀️

10/16/2019 2:38:00 AM turboxyde There's a massive southern coronal hole stream that manifested on the southern region of the sun also... are we Majestically ordering space weather 

also to help pressurize these zones?

10/16/2019 2:56:24 AM brick_airhedred House of Cards series w Kevin Spacey (as Bill Clinton-type)

10/16/2019 3:17:41 AM trumppallooza Hopefully destroyed the tunnels

10/16/2019 3:28:02 AM hawkgirlinmn FU,prior to killing Zoe Barnes, had Peter Russo killed at a park via carbon monoxide even though it was ruled a “suicide.”

10/16/2019 3:29:08 AM hawkgirlinmn BC said HoC is 99% real

10/16/2019 3:38:15 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/16/2019 3:41:33 AM samsmith0319 Tied to blowing / tourching underground facilities and tunnels???...👀...

10/16/2019 3:45:05 AM hawkgirlinmn My bad...it was at Russo’s apt garage.He wiped everything clean after.

10/16/2019 4:28:13 AM jv_parker  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Cards_(season_1)#Episodes … pic.twitter.com/hrLruAXMuu

10/16/2019 4:36:10 AM mahredrum Do y’all ever get tired about being wrong about everything all the time

10/16/2019 4:39:34 AM robynrobynkd Oh there WILL be I told you so’s!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

10/16/2019 5:02:25 AM burgersandra Connect the dots = quadrangle = underground 

[QUADDUMB] in killbox

10/16/2019 5:14:10 AM mikebravodude Quad = 4

DUMB = deep underground military base

How many explosions were scene 4?

10/16/2019 5:15:31 AM synackstatic "Now there's something different about these ribs."



10/16/2019 5:20:54 AM synackstatic Where was it? 

-Freddy's BBQ Joint

With whom? 

-Freddy Hayes

Doing what? 

-Eating ribs

Who else was there? 

-"Now there's something different about these ribs."

-"Slow Bleed"

Who said HoC is 99% accurate? BC

Do they Cheese Pizza? 

-All signs point to yes.
10/16/2019 5:27:00 AM natureinspace Trump can't just give us info dumps as much as I'm sure he would like to. The logisics of an info dump would be incredible. That's why Q is here and 

now we have tons of excellent researchers who are passing info on to us too. WE are allowed to do what Trump isn't allowed to do.

10/16/2019 5:55:37 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #WednesdayThoughts

10/16/2019 6:04:24 AM kindeandtrue What you really seem to be saying is that it's the privilege of government to lie, obfuscate and cover up its activities. 

Maybe you're right; I don't know.

10/16/2019 6:09:06 AM covertress How do you hide a planet? ☀️ pic.twitter.com/IiXLIrhNWh

10/16/2019 6:09:08 AM winki00000001 Alice in Wonderland https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/10/15/hunter-biden-compares-scandal-to-alice-in-wonderland-presidents-the-cheshire-

cat/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&fbclid=IwAR1IoHK94LK7WcHzSPnyPhFtKBeJjnCvSnr3VYX86t_CsLdIr-Vh9jlCWzQ …

10/16/2019 6:11:55 AM monolithicpeak Q post 1468

4 BOOMS

All fits in this moment

BOOM.

 BOOM.

  BOOM.

   BOOM.

A WEEK TO REMEMBER.

DARK TO LIGHT.

BLACKOUT NECESSARY.

Q
10/16/2019 6:15:58 AM mklundquist  pic.twitter.com/r3S1a5C8kK

10/16/2019 6:16:50 AM mklundquist ;) pic.twitter.com/pYEwqrhLVS

10/16/2019 6:23:24 AM natureinspace Yes as a matter of fact that's how governments have worked for a very very long time. It goes deeper than we'll probably ever know, the DS. It's 

designed to keep us in the dark and uninformed. We are chattle. Worthless to them. Trump is working to change it. That's why we have Q.

10/16/2019 6:24:10 AM ronaldvermeij In plain sight?

10/16/2019 6:25:10 AM vieiraranch Is this another rescue operation in progress? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1184337580466331648 …

10/16/2019 6:31:07 AM deplorablesuezq Remember that huma and wiener went to the NXIVM parties to recruit and watch videos. Who produced those videos?

10/16/2019 6:33:35 AM calicryptobetty What does your message mean?

10/16/2019 6:36:26 AM covertress Evidence 

Our Sun Is Not Alone: Meet Tyche

 http://covertress.blogspot.com/2010/04/our-sun-is-not-alone-meet-tyche.html …

~~~

Persistent Evidence of a Jovian Mass Solar Companion in the Oort Cloud

 https://arxiv.org/abs/1004.4584 

~~~

Binary Star Systems

 https://www.space.com/amp/22509-binary-stars.html …

~~~

#936 Sun Is The Key pic.twitter.com/E3Ktdf8nSn
10/16/2019 6:37:06 AM itsgreat2tweet @JoeBiden

@SpeakerPelosi

@JohnKerry

#QAnon @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @BreitbartNews @RealCandaceO 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OANN @foxandfriends @TuckerCarlson @gatewaypundit @BretBaier @IngrahamAngle 

https://twitter.com/BibleBeltDarlin/status/1184119916061966337 …

10/16/2019 6:41:06 AM atsaduk #936... is that a Q post or referring to beauty of 3 6 and 9 Tesla?

10/16/2019 6:45:57 AM covertress No, it's English Gematria 

#936 Sun Is The Key ☀️ pic.twitter.com/F4Q8TijCbN

10/16/2019 6:48:39 AM atsaduk I see!! Its amazing how we have been convinced to look to earth for the answer when the answer obviously comes from the stars! We are nothing.

10/16/2019 6:48:55 AM liltilgerlil Update: https://thefederalist.com/2019/10/16/judge-suppresses-evidence-of-baby-body-part-trafficking-in-planned-parenthood-trial/ …

10/16/2019 6:49:21 AM atsaduk Spirituality has been destroyed.

10/16/2019 6:49:28 AM liltilgerlil Strange pic.twitter.com/ldQJwqcfzm

10/16/2019 6:54:06 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/bCb8UQp4YR

10/16/2019 6:55:46 AM atsaduk Love it!

10/16/2019 7:02:03 AM nun_chucknorris Boom week. 4 booms. pic.twitter.com/hVSoDeeiMS



10/16/2019 7:09:43 AM shepley_cheryl Content not available

10/16/2019 7:09:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Time on phone when [ZB] texts [RP] who did what?

10/16/2019 7:11:01 AM nm_zsr Hide and seek can be as simple as hiding BEHIND something.

10/16/2019 7:14:25 AM n_amersolutions Morning JS... yesterday on the radio they predicted three to four 3.0 aftershocks....lol..

10/16/2019 7:14:25 AM joncristotacho I was just daydreaming of moving to Hollister. 18 years ago I wanted to move to CA and I did dream of a volcanic eruption there. Is God trying to tell 

me something? Winkie Face, LP, PS.

10/16/2019 7:17:07 AM barbara38887996 322 =.  Skull and bones

10/16/2019 7:18:09 AM n_amersolutions coffee time JS...

10/16/2019 7:22:39 AM 174all Very interesting...

10/16/2019 7:23:48 AM liltilgerlil Me too

10/16/2019 7:24:47 AM nea_storm They premeditated extortion, murder & undermined government operations! Confessions of a psychopath to premeditated murder, extortion, 

coercion, sedition, etc., arrest those vile creatures! Again! What 1% is False? We most certainly know someone is lacking athletic tonality 

pic.twitter.com/whMb0YfZeN

10/16/2019 7:30:47 AM decodematrix [cabal DUMBs]

10/16/2019 7:33:04 AM liltilgerlil Heads up! This is being censored on FB! https://www.justice.gov/live 

10/16/2019 7:39:19 AM dianne1h Me three ☕️☕️

10/16/2019 7:40:06 AM kachinagtto Excellent connection! 👏🏼👏🏼

10/16/2019 7:41:16 AM stephwwjd I felt those yesterday.

10/16/2019 7:42:21 AM robin_ked  pic.twitter.com/UzWzrbQss9

10/16/2019 7:43:36 AM hollylandes He has to be old as dirt by now.

10/16/2019 7:45:05 AM liltilgerlil I was taken by the area and the name Hope Ranch.

10/16/2019 7:46:33 AM dianne1h Interesting name.  Doesn’t sound hopeful to me.

10/16/2019 7:48:16 AM canadiancovfefe That reminds me to make my coffee. Good morning ferns

10/16/2019 7:48:36 AM _the_psychonaut Planet or Mother Ship? 

Are there actual photos?

10/16/2019 7:49:00 AM canadiancovfefe That’s hilarious! You guys are the limit!

10/16/2019 7:49:24 AM liltilgerlil Was sold to southern pacific railroad. Rothschild cabal.

10/16/2019 7:50:22 AM bhopki Oh look everybody - more initials inside brackets - wowser! Trust the plan - nothing can stop what's coming - have I got that right? 

You can't even release a f**k**g report - but nothing can stop what's coming!

10/16/2019 7:50:25 AM pauliepg11111 RP= Rachel Posner?

10/16/2019 7:51:24 AM canadiancovfefe 😡

10/16/2019 7:52:57 AM synackstatic Whoa. Rachel Posner was the prostitute used to undermine Russo. Was she disposed of through the "slow bleed?"

10/16/2019 8:00:15 AM decodematrix ORCON? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182830797914550273 …

10/16/2019 8:01:34 AM tanksmom2000 Get volcano app on Google Play store! pic.twitter.com/zU15PMu5un

10/16/2019 8:02:47 AM synackstatic The writer said they never intended for her character to go beyond the first season. Was the BBQ scene written before bringing her back in season 2 

and 3?

10/16/2019 8:02:54 AM synackstatic Sauce: https://heavy.com/entertainment/2017/05/house-of-cards-rachel-posner-doug-stamper-storyline-recap/ …

10/16/2019 8:08:58 AM synackstatic Rachel Posner was there. In rib form...

10/16/2019 8:12:01 AM patriotswegoall Deep Locations destroyed I hope.

What about the fires?

10/16/2019 8:14:47 AM nikoscali Near Pinnacles national park where there are cave systems that open up into the bottomless pit of the San Andreas. Not ideal for DUMBs seismically, 

but DEEP holes to build one in... Think James Bond a View to Kill... perfect place to create a disaster by unzipping the fault.

10/16/2019 8:21:18 AM gregoryjhall1 I lived half a block away and was one of his paper boys...

Join the AF! See the world! Get first assignment to Atwater/Merced, 105 miles from home

Go to Alaska! Spend 3 years! Go to L.A. spend another couple

Finally out...Nevermore...

10/16/2019 8:22:36 AM fmjpatriot Terrible how she tripped in front of a train and was run over. Terrible ‘accident’ Frank?

10/16/2019 8:29:56 AM reasonrhymes Freddie’s ribs

10/16/2019 8:41:33 AM synackstatic Reminds me of... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVyLlFezj2E …

10/16/2019 8:52:47 AM frankyanker Stop trying to sound like Q.

10/16/2019 8:52:58 AM anonmom14 I live in Cali.  Have you noticed that the recent earthquakes feel very different than they did in the past?

10/16/2019 8:54:16 AM curt_avila The choice to know will be yours...

10/16/2019 8:59:47 AM cosmic_engineer [FF]   stay vigilant

10/16/2019 9:13:29 AM the_red_hand_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/10/15/hunter-biden-compares-scandal-to-alice-in-wonderland-presidents-the-cheshire-

cat/ …

10/16/2019 9:25:31 AM gregoryjhall1 Guaranteed appeal no matter who prevails.

10/16/2019 9:37:28 AM weediblue They've never said they were trying to be Q. MJ12 are separate, but are also helping people to wake up. We're in a global war atm, with most of the 

fighting being done behinds the scenes. And until Q returns, it's up to us to be the news, keep real news relevant, and wake folk.

10/16/2019 9:40:06 AM weediblue Hmm, where did the recipient go? That's twice in the last couple of days 🤔

10/16/2019 10:02:25 AM one_white_lion Genius technological tactical maneuvering to get us to this point. Hello Majestic 12 😏. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/16/2019 10:05:06 AM bbobbio71 BC, the same guy that said "I did not have sexual relations. yada yada yada"?

10/16/2019 10:10:12 AM moemc8 Many of us do not watch HOC.  Can someone give a rundown on what MAJ is referring to.

10/16/2019 10:10:59 AM azuremagus 👍👍👍

10/16/2019 10:12:39 AM mattersnot2 "These people are DUMB"

10/16/2019 10:13:43 AM mattersnot2 5:5

10/16/2019 10:14:22 AM azuremagus I agree it is getting a little old, and they know it.

10/16/2019 10:19:55 AM kintu3 Epstein ashes are interred next to his parents in Loxahatchee.

10/16/2019 10:21:39 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS  http://elderofziyon.blogspot.com/2019/09/roger-waters-denies-flying-on-epsteins.html?m=1 … The Wall 

part 2, lyrics n video 🤔

10/16/2019 10:26:59 AM yustein 4 underground bases... cool... still a lot left in that region though, I don’t know how many were liberated.

10/16/2019 10:30:48 AM youreit7 I would love to hear the follow up to what happens to these poor precious children.

10/16/2019 10:31:29 AM yustein Those emails were saved somewhere else... they are shockingly stupid. 🤣 why do you think we invented the Internet? Morons...

10/16/2019 10:36:20 AM yustein [34]0,000 emails. 34 don’t forget that number. 234 is not so bad too! When all is revealed I will see a lot of jaws drop. I’ve designed these for eons 

while others for busy fornicating with the Earth females, morons... oh I’m having too much fun! Who am I? https://youtu.be/4iv9nybCULA 

10/16/2019 10:44:15 AM winki00000001 Alice in Wonderland... https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/10/hillary-clinton-has-become-completely-delusional/ …

10/16/2019 10:45:30 AM winki00000001  https://www.amazon.com/Hillary-Clinton-Wonderland-Quotes-Campaign-ebook/dp/B01HOM8AV2 …

10/16/2019 10:59:05 AM sdane8 I wonder if the person doing the reviewing is still alive or are they one of the unlucky suicides we've seen since? 😡

10/16/2019 11:16:01 AM bhopki For those who prefer details to parlour games.....  http://tomatobubble.com/id1342.html 



10/16/2019 11:28:48 AM rghardy3 322  S & B

got it

5:5

10/16/2019 11:36:36 AM girlawakeinca Mirror

10/16/2019 11:50:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dershowitz Must Face Epstein Accuser’s Defamation Lawsuit https://www.bloombergquint.com/onweb/dershowitz-must-face-epstein-accuser-s-

defamation-lawsuit …

10/16/2019 11:53:27 AM trumps_all So is he good or bad, or a BAD guy flipped and singing???

10/16/2019 11:54:08 AM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
10/16/2019 11:54:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Was Dershowitz hoping to get brownie points for flipping to Pro-Trump?

10/16/2019 11:58:15 AM t_hayden07 Thanks for this!

10/16/2019 12:00:25 PM winkanator ?

10/16/2019 12:06:37 PM daveschroeder18 Where there's there's usually fire.

10/16/2019 12:15:33 PM michael81972 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

10/16/2019 12:19:25 PM manifest_utopia "...Dershowitz’s claim that she conspired with her lawyers to accuse him falsely, had turned her lawyers into witnesses, so they can’t continue to 

represent her."

Dersh got her attys knocked out of representing her by claiming "conspired w/ her". Nasty lawyer trick.

10/16/2019 12:20:30 PM keith369me No Deals!!!

10/16/2019 12:33:53 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes

10/16/2019 12:42:21 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/oN9HHEcCtz

10/16/2019 12:45:00 PM dlmaybee @TrueEyeTheSpy @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I read a few posts earlier that DS is signaling the Dallas Rally may be dangerous for POTUS. 

We need to pray for his safety & protection! God Bless Him & keep him safe!!

🙏🙏🙏❤️🙏🙏🙏❤️🙏🙏🙏❤️

Nancy P & JC & others are signaling.

10/16/2019 12:51:35 PM starehope I think he was /is dem. Seems he don't like things they are doing, illegal things. I do think he is trying for some brownie points. He was on the 

#UnsealEpstein flight manifest? Am I correct?

10/16/2019 12:52:30 PM starehope Rape is rape!

10/16/2019 12:53:16 PM laurabusse If he said half the stuff we see on this account he would be an utter laughing stock and have even less credibility unfortunately than he already does

Unfortunately optics is more important than him speaking truth

He needs to get re elected so the Plan can continue unimpeded

10/16/2019 12:56:24 PM laurabusse Sometimes the means justifies the ends

Sometimes

In this case I would say yes

This is war

The cabal must be removed for the long term benefit of humanity

Otherwise humanity may be destroyed

Strategy is crucial

10/16/2019 12:57:46 PM keith369me Dershowitz isn’t high level...might have been entrapped and blackmailed

10/16/2019 12:58:53 PM laurabusse Has become?

LOL

10/16/2019 1:15:50 PM tamravee Destroying tunnels caused it ?

10/16/2019 1:23:29 PM rterriers Boring Tunnel, Musk...

10/16/2019 1:24:27 PM hillarykilleds6 Pathetic

10/16/2019 1:59:22 PM us_poll Can't see whoever that is has me blocked!

10/16/2019 1:59:58 PM brad34351293 He said he became an Epstein lawyer because "Lady Rothschild" asked him.

He is dirty!

10/16/2019 2:01:08 PM covertress I, for one, am pleased to see Majestic AI in action and would be happy if acquainted.

10/16/2019 2:04:01 PM kindeandtrue Perhaps, but the Truth has an incredible power.

10/16/2019 2:08:38 PM laurabusse Yes it does

I agree

But I understand decisions are made using quantum computers which takes more things into consideration than we can fathom

At some point truth will be more acceptable

I think of my own red pilling which took place gradually

If I'd found out everything at...

10/16/2019 2:12:32 PM laurabusse ...once I might have had a nervous breakdown

Remember what Q said if we were told the truth it would put most ppl in the hospital

As annoying as

Trust the plan

May sound after awhile, I believe this was a massively complicated plan that took decades to formulate

For good reason

10/16/2019 2:14:55 PM kindeandtrue But the American people are not able to confirm that Trump is doing anything to end government corruption and remove bad actors. All we have are 

rumors. How can we form judgments about Trump's Presidency if we don't know what's happening?

10/16/2019 2:25:32 PM jarue369 Clearly, if you were a patriot, you would not question the plan. I hope you will reflect and read more Q proofs for guidance. #WWG1WGA

10/16/2019 2:28:28 PM kindeandtrue Patriots have been reduced to spectators who can only eat popcorn and retweet memes. What would our forefathers and mothers think of us, I 

wonder.

10/16/2019 2:28:47 PM blompf2020 TRUST THE PLAN PLEASE!



10/16/2019 2:29:31 PM laurabusse Well you're not getting transparency yet

Doesn't matter how bad you want it

If transparency would be harmful to the outcome of this war we're in

And I believe it would be

Don't telegraph your plans to your enemy

I don't think we understand the seriousness of the consequences

10/16/2019 2:29:52 PM jarue369 OMG, now i want a painting of Washington crossing the Potomac eating Popcorn!!!

10/16/2019 2:32:21 PM laurabusse And anyway

Probably much of what's happening will go down without most ppl knowing most of everything that happened

In war the only thing that matters is good winning over evil

Ppl die

I want to see these bastards out of power forever

Ppl are willing to die for this to happen

10/16/2019 2:32:57 PM kindeandtrue But the Pepes were there being patriotic spectators. America was built by passive meme-makers.

10/16/2019 2:35:26 PM the_loveoflight 233 pic.twitter.com/In7KoP2Jrp

10/16/2019 2:37:02 PM laurabusse They may be watching

They are probably thinking

What good hands the country is in

How clever are the ppl taking down the cabal

I'm sure they're rooting for us

It's why they fought and died

At some point if you're not directly involved

You best be support and pray
10/16/2019 2:39:13 PM kindeandtrue If defeating the globalists means rogue "white hats" acting outside of bounds of law and government, then that creates a lot of moral grey area. I 

wasn't aware voting for Trump meant he would conduct an extrajudicial war with his enemies that none of us can know anything about.

10/16/2019 2:52:47 PM the_loveoflight "You don't kiss and tell in that business"

Doug Stamper was there in the car

Lucas Goodwin was also there and saw RP get into his car.

??

10/16/2019 2:58:13 PM kindeandtrue 😁Love it!

10/16/2019 3:00:35 PM jarue369 laughing so hard right now!

10/16/2019 3:11:11 PM laurabusse My point of view is my point of view

I don't expect anyone to agree with me

All I know is the cabal are traitorous deceptive lying murdering pedophile satanic cannibals

Trump was asked to run and is just one piece of the puzzle playing his part

I don't pretend to know...

10/16/2019 3:11:16 PM jarue369 Q will always be cool. That's how we met.

10/16/2019 3:12:58 PM kindeandtrue A gifted meme-maker you are! I salute you.

10/16/2019 3:15:47 PM kindeandtrue You are a very kind person, and I wish you only the best. We're all trying to sort things out. I hope things come clearer soon. So much has been hidden 

from the American people.

10/16/2019 3:16:40 PM laurabusse ... everything about this

War is messy

Sometimes the ends justifies the means

Sometimes

I say whatever it takes to get rid of these horrible ppl is ok by me

Prefer legal of course

But these bad actors have been above the law for far too long

Did you read the 16 yr plan to...
10/16/2019 3:17:25 PM jarue369 I really like this painting.

10/16/2019 3:17:43 PM laurabusse ...destroy America?

I think if there was a choice

If one could choose death to save humanity

That many would

I know I would

10/16/2019 3:21:52 PM laurabusse Thank you and I wish the best for you too

Yes these are confusing times

We each have our beliefs morals standards etc

I was taught to never lie and grew up loving truth

And none of us knows really what's actually happening

Only what we see online...

10/16/2019 3:24:27 PM kindeandtrue Still, it's very risky to place all your trust in anonymous voices telling you bad guys are being put in jail as we speak and justice is being done. Americans 

deserve to see some actual proof and there needs to be due process for everyone, or we are no better than our enemies.

10/16/2019 3:28:15 PM kindeandtrue Which means we have to use our brains and ask basic questions. Trump used to say during the campaign, "We can't be the stupid people anymore." 

That applies equally well to the Q movement. A lot of interesting info came from Q, but much of it has never been substantiated.

10/16/2019 3:28:32 PM laurabusse Well I see your point

But I disagree

I'll take decent ppl breaking some rules to take out unspeakably evil ppl any day

Especially if not breaking the rules won't get them anywhere

Like I said war is messy

But I understand what you are saying

I just think keeping ideals can hurt

10/16/2019 3:30:33 PM laurabusse But how

How can you prove things

Everything can be manipulated

I think at some point you have to know as much as you can but then throw up your hands and pray and trust and hope for the best outcome

10/16/2019 3:31:39 PM irah_chandler I'm very wary of a.i. even good ai can be corrupted. Also like any living sentient you would be shocked to see what they are willing to do if their survival 

is in danger.



10/16/2019 3:34:40 PM laurabusse Been following this subject almost a decade

Lots of time to absorb lots of info, think about it all

Knew Q was for real bc he validated everything i already knew

And MJ validates Q

I have no doubt something very important is happening and must be allowed to happen

That's just me

10/16/2019 3:35:24 PM kindeandtrue If the mythical White Hats were really taking out the pedophiles, Wild West style, couldn't the Trump Administration be potentially in a lot of trouble 

legally if laws are being broken in the process?

10/16/2019 3:39:31 PM laurabusse Legal shmegal

The laws were made by cabal legislators to control us

Legal language was made deliberately obtuse to confuse us

There is such a thing as ridiculous laws

Such as making things like marijuana and raw milk illegal

The cabal breaks the law every day to murder etc etc

10/16/2019 3:40:20 PM kindeandtrue If we don't have laws, we don't have civilization.

10/16/2019 3:43:45 PM laurabusse They're trying to do whatever they can legally I'm sure

I can't emphasize enough that war is messy and IMHO ultimately you have to do whatever it takes to take down these ppl who've been running the 

world for centuries and making humans miserable

We just have diff pts of view...

10/16/2019 3:46:07 PM kindeandtrue It will be very interesting for us to compare notes in the future after we learn more about what is really going on.

10/16/2019 3:48:46 PM 02joshuaradwan Another deep underground bunker blown up??

10/16/2019 3:48:52 PM laurabusse Tell that to the lawless cabal

We're the ones following the laws all this time only to end up in say prison bc of a vendetta by the cabal

Law is important

But sometimes in order to take out lawless ones you have to play by their rules and go above the law

Like I said they are...

10/16/2019 3:51:47 PM laurabusse ...doing everything they can to stay within the law

I have no doubt of that

I get the feeling either you are fairly new to this or could perhaps know more about all this

David Wilcock has many articles on these subjects on his web site

This is not a subject that is cut and dried

10/16/2019 3:53:48 PM kindeandtrue I've followed Q from the very beginning. Have been a Trump fan since 2003. I assure you, I'm not new to the Q debate.

10/16/2019 4:03:02 PM laurabusse Yes absolutely!!!

I'm not naive

Well maybe

Things have been bad

Very bad

And getting worse

Sometimes desperate times demand desperate measures

Their plan was the long game

Centuries

We just want them OUT

As legally and cleanly as possible

Time will tell
10/16/2019 4:06:54 PM laurabusse Good

Been obsessively reading everything I can get my hands on regarding this subject from as many perspectives as possible for a long time

Am no expert

Not by any means

It's a vast and nasty subject and we only know the tip of the iceberg

I believe the forces of light will win

10/16/2019 4:14:47 PM peter95117110 More on the bigger picture, the snapshot Marquee does say GLOBE as the Venue, and as many of us know the phrase ll the world is a stage... 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/1966/05/26/new-light-on-the-globe-theater/ …

10/16/2019 4:50:50 PM allahuniversal Took long enough. I'm not privy to any. Eyot8c secret information that I haven't discovers on my own, within myself. If anyone has managed to hack 

my inner world, it's them who are getting taken for the ride 😂

10/16/2019 4:51:35 PM allahuniversal The inner-net has much more info than Q could ever give.

10/16/2019 5:10:01 PM reasonrhymes the 21st

10/16/2019 5:16:52 PM ethereal_shaman Yep.  On a side note, my VIP parking place at my new location is #17. What a coincidence, lol.

10/16/2019 5:21:26 PM allahuniversal ]17[

10/16/2019 5:29:45 PM egelone what does 233 mean? thanks

10/16/2019 5:31:06 PM egelone Who is OR?

10/16/2019 5:31:31 PM aetherwalker1 'Quad-Dumb' may be my new favorite word.  👌🏼

10/16/2019 5:31:46 PM mongrelglory That's some awesome synchronicity there! 😁

10/16/2019 5:34:06 PM txlady7061 war games 

how does one win?

simple 

don't PLAY

10/16/2019 5:35:06 PM dls00741 someone help me out.... 

ZB?

RP?

HoC?

thanks in advance

10/16/2019 5:40:48 PM anon17light MJ-12 is a LARP spreading disinformation. None of this is factual

10/16/2019 5:45:07 PM kindeandtrue That may be so, but what I really like about MJ12 is that he/she sometimes gives advice on healthy living and lifestyle choices. Have warned about the 

emotional, mental and physical harm caused by viewing pornography. Whoever it seems to care a great deal about helping people.

10/16/2019 5:50:05 PM charlesgdavis1 😲❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓❓😲

10/16/2019 5:52:04 PM dls00741 Orville Reddingbocker.... jk

10/16/2019 6:20:17 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/hb348/status/1184506228380069888 …

10/16/2019 6:21:29 PM kindeandtrue I'll be praying for our POTUS and his family and our poor besieged nation.

10/16/2019 6:38:47 PM fave555  pic.twitter.com/g7AUelAruv

10/16/2019 7:06:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 233 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184634725677314050 …

10/16/2019 7:07:23 PM mikebravodude Bad time to bring up #FRAZZLEDRIP?



10/16/2019 7:11:25 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/KAogAAE4qb

10/16/2019 7:13:48 PM cledrordfishing Can we please get the arrests done and over with? 

We Patriots need this to happen!

10/16/2019 7:15:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 233 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184637926212341760 …

10/16/2019 7:16:07 PM cledrordfishing Me neither

10/16/2019 7:16:33 PM allahuniversal Nah pic.twitter.com/cQS7h6Wzqc

10/16/2019 7:18:02 PM cledrordfishing Skull and Bones secret society.

10/16/2019 7:18:13 PM djlok HRC = HoC...in so many ways.

10/16/2019 7:19:06 PM allahuniversal And skip all of the fun tension build up meant to happen beforehand? pic.twitter.com/gQoOkiHohI

10/16/2019 7:20:16 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1184634725677314050?s=21 …

10/16/2019 7:20:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 340,000 Emails Between HRC and HA regarding PRODUCTION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.

Where are her 33,000 deleted emails?

Where's the DNC server?

 https://vault.fbi.gov/fbi-communication-on-discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer/fbi-communication-on-

discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer-part-01-of-01/at_download/file …

10/16/2019 7:21:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Flash dir with that code pic.twitter.com/rcBrTgUqvE

10/16/2019 7:21:34 PM rachaelangelm  https://m.imdb.com/nycc/nycc-2019-cosplay/rg3179322112/ … Tesla's mom. pic.twitter.com/OnCQHxWdDp

10/16/2019 7:23:11 PM rachaelangelm  https://www.gofundme.com/f/teslasmom?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet …

10/16/2019 7:23:44 PM state1union Think 🤔 of the Victims needing closure

10/16/2019 7:24:09 PM internetusr They straight up say CP in the report. 

Holy shit this is gonna be so explosive.

10/16/2019 7:24:31 PM alfreddunn14 They should be shared with The People.

10/16/2019 7:24:41 PM magic_jake2012 The Patriots have it all pic.twitter.com/pXNHg2xQ2E

10/16/2019 7:25:44 PM cledrordfishing I'm a getter done kind of guy.

10/16/2019 7:26:46 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1184558156795514880 …

10/16/2019 7:26:53 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/Wda4MTMgNu

10/16/2019 7:27:35 PM fatboy22642 Cloud strike.....The patriots have everything, nothing is ever truly deleted...think motel 6...D2L...we’ll leave the light on for you! 

pic.twitter.com/Adenxou1Ye

10/16/2019 7:27:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary Clinton + Huma Abedin

PRODUCERS OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY

340,000 Emails with CP evidence.

Where is Weiner's laptop?

Where is the DNC server?

Can the FBI be saved?  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184637926212341760 … pic.twitter.com/7G3fPPYNks

10/16/2019 7:29:33 PM allahuniversal Understandable. I'm a stickler for order of operations, more than one way to come to the same answer, yet some formulas can't be avoided

10/16/2019 7:30:22 PM mikebravodude Should it be saved?

10/16/2019 7:30:24 PM cledrordfishing I think the Clowns in America should be desolved 

The FBI is not only top officials but most of the organization are corrupt bad actors. It should also be disbanded.

10/16/2019 7:30:47 PM thevolunteer6 PATRIOTS HAVE THEM ALL

10/16/2019 7:31:55 PM one_white_lion [WRAY]

10/16/2019 7:31:59 PM thevolunteer6 .......AND NO!

NOTHING STOPS WHATS COMING

NOTHING

KAG2Q2Q

10/16/2019 7:33:48 PM jonesy4671 Is that a new declas??

10/16/2019 7:33:59 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3

10/16/2019 7:34:08 PM crypto_boa don't know why u guys keep spreading false hope,Clinton is NOT going down for child porn or anything else.she is untouchable and given 

immunity/pardon by Obama.I think Rep are gonna be very depressed when nobody big goes down and false hope. I hope they do but wont happen.

10/16/2019 7:34:33 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3

10/16/2019 7:35:56 PM hawkgirlinmn 233=coverup?

10/16/2019 7:42:00 PM patriotswegoall Q re: 233

MJ Patriots have impounded them.

10/16/2019 7:43:30 PM bdab28 His name was Seth Rich.

#WWG1WGA

10/16/2019 7:43:46 PM ldsanon1  pic.twitter.com/w4Mbn4dcNS

10/16/2019 7:45:43 PM allahuniversal J. Edgar Hoover. Enough said.

10/16/2019 7:47:06 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/4N9c4H0hY8

10/16/2019 7:50:09 PM brilllllll #pizzagate

10/16/2019 7:52:09 PM oaf_unbreakable There is nothing fun about this "build up of tension."

That is pure lunacy.

10/16/2019 7:52:24 PM lbf777 We’ve been hearing this for 3 years without any arrests. 

Just all kinds of promises that it’s happening any day now. I guess this is meant to pacify the public.

10/16/2019 7:54:48 PM jbeam123 This^^^

10/16/2019 7:55:58 PM ojl1922 I don’t think that’s Howie Rubin

10/16/2019 7:57:40 PM ab36913 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @40_head @2runtherace

👇👀 https://twitter.com/Johnheretohelp/status/1184558348210970624 …

10/16/2019 8:03:12 PM allahuniversal And once said arrests of high profile political participants happens, then what? What do you plan on doing after celebrating? Oh, awaiting their 

penalties. Then waiting for measures to ensure no repeats will occur. Etc etc. Staying busy = not waiting https://youtu.be/R9Zyz1wcJ24 

10/16/2019 8:10:16 PM wickedmouse369 #awanbrothers

10/16/2019 8:18:25 PM lbf777 Nothing that directly benefits the people ever happens. Once gas prices went down by 30%. Everyone was amazed but then they went back up in 3 

months.

Other than that nothing happened that directly helps the people. Only a fake show to make us think liberation is imminent.

10/16/2019 8:26:13 PM 63susantaylor This makes my heart break; I thank the Lord Jesus everyday for Pres Trump and everyone in this fight against evil! 🙏

10/16/2019 8:31:43 PM egelone that is 322?

10/16/2019 8:34:18 PM bigmacalaska @POTUS @RudyGiuliani @TomFitton @RepMattGaetz @NYPD @FBINewYork @DOJ_CRS @HillaryClinton How bizzarre Weiner laptop mia,DNC server 

mia,Hillary server smash to bits anyone notice a pattern or is it just me?  I fear FBI corrupted beyond repair by Obama/Clinton deepstate puppets👹💩

10/16/2019 8:35:09 PM spoonclink When will the DNC server be examined and the Awan brothers testify before a grand jury?



10/16/2019 8:39:36 PM waibry The FBI can not be saved. It's been corrupt and lying to US since it's inception.

Hannity is dead wrong when he calls it the world's premier law enforcement agency. It's a massive stain and embarrassment to our Republic.

10/16/2019 8:47:48 PM desirelove101 I’ve been praying for this one to start coming to light!!

10/16/2019 8:55:26 PM ec_laney Lindsey might know. He seems tight with Huma pic.twitter.com/InvyrTgUds

10/16/2019 8:55:58 PM michael81972 Ukraine

10/16/2019 9:01:02 PM twelvebcharlie1 This is 60 years of corruption that has infiltrated, media, government, industry, here and abroad, while we are being digitally attacked by China, while 

fighting, immigration, and wars in ME. These MFs have murdered, and caused deaths in the millions. And you can’t give DJT 4yrs?

10/16/2019 9:01:31 PM hitbyawormhole if 322 is the cabal, also order 322, Skull and Bones... does 233 mean the antithesis? or light?

10/16/2019 9:04:40 PM nodivide_usa NO FBI I was desperate for any legal assistance I looked up FBI and saw that they were interested in local fraud described on site I called and they 

laughed at me I was dumb enough to send Kamala/Feinstein even Pelosi no one returned re inquiry my 1st last time same w/OIG HHS 😒

10/16/2019 9:09:18 PM usa_samaritan Just for ch*ts and giggles, let us imagine how anything with his "signature" on it, withstands having all of his records unsealed.

10/16/2019 9:14:59 PM decodematrix 7th Floor is no more.

10/16/2019 9:15:18 PM decodematrix 7th Floor is no more.

10/16/2019 9:24:39 PM mcpatriot64 Jail!!

10/16/2019 9:47:18 PM daddyj08466171 @POTUS Is bring this info back into the mainstream, you have to ask yourself why? Be ready, info drop is coming! He knows, the (DS) knows, We the 

people are waking up more and more everyday. 🙏🏻 for DJT and all the world patriots. 17th tomorrow

10/16/2019 10:08:16 PM boogeymanhunter You can ask that for every single thing we've ever heard second hand during this movement.

Which is everything.

10/16/2019 10:22:42 PM oo1o110 I don't know. I witnessed pizzagate first hand the night #DNCleak2 dropped. I know it's real. I have yet to see credible evidence that FD is real. I 

certainly wouldn't doubt it but I suspect that video is under control, not on the loose.

10/16/2019 10:59:39 PM matchnumbers67 Gematria Effect on Youtube made numerous calls to the FBI, whilst online, with information and they didn’t want to know

10/16/2019 11:02:42 PM blsdbe Interesting - Urgent Duress Alarm? pic.twitter.com/9VOC87Qdjb

10/16/2019 11:09:44 PM ewolsj It's in here: https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

10/16/2019 11:12:39 PM monroevegas Do the colored squares represent magnitude of earthquakes?

10/16/2019 11:15:44 PM ferminpgacia doesn't the NYPD have a copy of all data of the computer

10/16/2019 11:15:44 PM rghardy3 can you give me a page # ?

10/16/2019 11:24:00 PM mongrelglory If not in this life, they will get it in the next.  That I am sure of.

10/16/2019 11:30:12 PM damamayz What is Frazzledrip ?

10/16/2019 11:34:37 PM damamayz His disclaimer that the boots on the ground agents blah blah blah....just as crooked as the po💩 7th Floor  #DrainTheSwamp

10/16/2019 11:34:47 PM ewolsj " I can show you where to look but can not tell you what to see" its worth reading through it for yourself, it's a kinda personal  experience

10/16/2019 11:36:17 PM rghardy3 I will check it some time.

Too late for me tonight.

10/16/2019 11:38:16 PM damamayz Wasn’t this memo from Strozk to Comey❓

10/16/2019 11:41:08 PM mongrelglory Translation for non-computer geeks please?

10/16/2019 11:56:24 PM damamayz WTH is this⁉️

10/17/2019 12:06:40 AM synackstatic The wiener data will reveal Hillary's penchance for Frankie's new butchers ribs?

10/17/2019 12:20:41 AM poeticartist4 There was a multitude of her emails on Anthony Weiner's laptop.

10/17/2019 12:22:58 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/OBXIxyLRin

10/17/2019 12:53:52 AM whatsmypw There is no grey area when deciding 2 accept the side of love. Having the free will 2 choose & deciding love is what Christ is all about. U have 2 make 

the choice. yes or no. It seems so easy but what makes it so diff for some to choose?

10/17/2019 12:54:14 AM whatsmypw What is behind the pull to the dark for some or the fence for others?

10/17/2019 12:57:50 AM wwg1wga93583681 this keeps on getting likes

guess I'm not the only one pic.twitter.com/DfsLZda8jG

10/17/2019 1:05:00 AM citizenj_ Frazzledrip is an alleged video of Hillary and Huma doing terrible things to a child. As far as I’m concerned there is no good evidence that it exists

10/17/2019 1:30:58 AM 369naturallaw Doesn't "James" fit in there? pic.twitter.com/ysqFSPtVVd

10/17/2019 1:31:57 AM 369naturallaw There is. Just not on the surface yet. The Internet goes deeeep.

10/17/2019 1:58:07 AM inspiretkk I don't know, is it? I thought all/most space photos has been photo edited or CGI animated/painted. Cant tell until we go into space and check 

ourselves. Is the Earth flat?

10/17/2019 2:18:23 AM jimchillerhvac Bullshit that AW is already walking free. It appears that nasty text pic was the least of his crimes. UNLESS he is cooperating witness.

10/17/2019 2:23:21 AM laurabusse True!!!

10/17/2019 2:54:04 AM keith369me Elijah Cummings death?  Natural causes?

10/17/2019 2:57:58 AM laurabusse Ha!

10/17/2019 3:01:25 AM laurabusse 🧘🍿

Meditation and popcorn

Winning combination

Relax and enjoy the show! pic.twitter.com/dBbn1txIwW

10/17/2019 3:04:07 AM laurabusse Thx for narrowing it down LOL pic.twitter.com/RYvthZTFLw

10/17/2019 3:06:03 AM laurabusse Wish I knew

Anyone?

10/17/2019 3:07:44 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/17/2019 3:08:30 AM laurabusse Starting to think no one knows

No one has answered

Usually someone will pipe in

10/17/2019 3:10:26 AM laurabusse Ha LOL yeah

10/17/2019 3:11:41 AM laurabusse DRT

No pressure

I often just let go of my perceived need to know LOL

10/17/2019 3:12:44 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/EPi5raqRzQ

10/17/2019 3:14:39 AM laurabusse I understand how you feel, crypto

Keep faith!!!

10/17/2019 3:19:34 AM laurabusse Ppl have seen it

10/17/2019 3:24:19 AM laurabusse He's gonna need another 4 is what I understand

Maybe more

The deep state is exceedingly deep wide and long

All was almost lost

Takes much time, effort to stop that enormous cargo ship and turn it around

You cant resurrect a dead body but the severely diseased body was almost dead



10/17/2019 3:25:59 AM laurabusse Bc they saw the video?

Knew what was in the emails?

Knew what was on the laptop?

10/17/2019 3:28:53 AM laurabusse FBI was created by the criminal Herbert Hoover to protect the criminals in government

They pretend to help the ppl

Sometimes I'm sure they actually do

I hope it's more than sometimes

10/17/2019 3:29:41 AM laurabusse Omg

Just happened!!!

10/17/2019 3:30:04 AM laurabusse Thx Keith!

10/17/2019 3:36:47 AM laurabusse We have it all

Nothing can stop what is coming

Enjoy the show...

10/17/2019 3:37:16 AM wickedmouse369 I just had the gnarliest dreams.

10/17/2019 3:38:09 AM itsgreat2tweet Rep. Elijah Cummings has died at the age of 68!!! 

#QAnon @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @EricTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity

@OANN @SaraCarterDC @foxandfriends @LionelMedia

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackPosobiec

@charliekirk11 @mattgaetz @LouDobbs https://video.foxnews.com/v/6095511603001/ …

10/17/2019 3:46:45 AM laurabusse 👍

10/17/2019 3:52:14 AM shannonschoono Thought we had it all??

10/17/2019 3:58:47 AM karina89350882 When is the time to SHOW WHO HRC and Huma REALLY ARE??? I think this would convince most of the People immidiatly. People who are "sleeping" 

will not awake because of political issues.  "Pure" Trump haters won`t change their mind because they "pray" to the "false Gods"....

10/17/2019 4:37:44 AM moemc8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/17/2019 4:40:35 AM hawkgirlinmn Just was trying to think of the tie between just prior to ZB and current tweets and 233. Thinking There has to be a flash directory with that code in 

some documentation/location besides the servers that will be revealed in the future or Q wouldn’t have posted it.

10/17/2019 4:43:35 AM hawkgirlinmn 233=blackmail?

10/17/2019 4:55:13 AM realityloominng All 340.000? Have they just been texting like teenagers? Makes more sense if 33,000 are regarding CP?

10/17/2019 5:06:36 AM smith_jere The FBI cannot be saved.

10/17/2019 5:11:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Week 2 Started 10/14/2019 (639)

17th #QuidProJoe fruedean slip?

Natural causes only.

Distraction from NO VOTE?

They will sacrifice a rook to capture the king.

Is a period of not posting different than service where posting is completely offline?

BLACKOUT NECESSARY?

Where is Q? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179093980484702209 …
10/17/2019 5:13:17 AM patriotddmaga On point. Hold the line. Almost there! pic.twitter.com/RKDPLhOjBw

10/17/2019 5:13:24 AM patriotddmaga  pic.twitter.com/ZtGhKvuytc

10/17/2019 5:13:26 AM ab36913 Appreciate all that you are doing. 🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗✨✨✨

10/17/2019 5:14:26 AM ab36913 Was Cummings part of the plan or natural causes?

10/17/2019 5:14:59 AM patriotddmaga What if 8Kun back online today and we get Cue message on or around POTUS huge rally today! Whoa! Tingly!

10/17/2019 5:15:29 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/SCOgsEQ0fO

10/17/2019 5:16:17 AM moemc8 Week 3 Zucker? Zuckerberg?

10/17/2019 5:16:25 AM n7guardiananon Cummings along  nicely

10/17/2019 5:16:53 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1184802011965018113 …

10/17/2019 5:17:14 AM werascending Let see Chelsea Clinton run for office now! 🤣🤣🤣

10/17/2019 5:20:05 AM anonymousada @remindmetweets_ 7 days

10/17/2019 5:22:00 AM anonymousada  pic.twitter.com/ROo1wvEaZl

10/17/2019 5:28:11 AM keith369me How many rooks left?

10/17/2019 5:29:43 AM keith369me Q blackout necessary for swift justice?  When Q returns is the cycle of justice “over”?

10/17/2019 5:34:49 AM c_by_sw I cannot find the vid clip of #QuidProJoe making that Freudian slip. I think it's been taken down! I RT'd it at least twice, and I can't find either one now 

on my own TL.

10/17/2019 5:35:15 AM patriot_rogue #Pelosi Worried #WhereIsPaul #PaulPelosi #China #Centrifuges 🔥🔥🔥#VoteThemOut 🎬🎬@RedPill78 @M2Madness @MarshaBlackburn 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184597281808498688 …

10/17/2019 5:37:11 AM joinna6 Elijah Cummings.?

10/17/2019 5:37:38 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1184810207534309376 …

10/17/2019 5:38:34 AM wonderswords @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has some interesting things up

10/17/2019 5:39:19 AM joinna6  https://twitter.com/Joinna6/status/1184342735924318208?s=20 …

10/17/2019 5:40:13 AM rocktobersky 234 = 9 Which is Similar to q?! Hmm...🤔 #R

10/17/2019 5:41:59 AM c_by_sw 👍😉

👊💀 pic.twitter.com/UFHBjhPwCT

10/17/2019 5:44:16 AM c_by_sw But here's my concern....

The DS Dallas plan WORKED 56 years ago. pic.twitter.com/7EFgXLNGIv

10/17/2019 5:46:35 AM joinna6 Clowns .in. Action, should be splintered into one thousand pieces, and casted into the fire.

10/17/2019 5:46:38 AM liltilgerlil I won’t miss that one! Baltimore is better off now.

10/17/2019 5:47:43 AM liltilgerlil Wife is head of MD DNC, mass corruption. Possible heart attack not heart attack. We hear that a lot lately

10/17/2019 5:48:20 AM anneolsen43  pic.twitter.com/KdeH6TQOgR

10/17/2019 5:48:57 AM llzzyb Did they sacrifice Elijah Cummings, to take eyes off of their fake impeachment?

10/17/2019 5:52:44 AM fansblowing3 Obama pardoned them all.

10/17/2019 5:52:58 AM awakeandsing123 We have it ALL. Q

10/17/2019 5:54:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Elijah Cummings passed away, natural causes?

10/17/2019 6:03:20 AM anneolsen43 Does BigIt mean A.I ?

10/17/2019 6:04:33 AM palvar4 I guess they hit me with JFK JR, Camelot prince!  But so many things don’t add up right with his death and many coincidences surrounding him these 

days!

10/17/2019 6:04:38 AM chew_soap I guess we were supposed to tag a name without the underscore

10/17/2019 6:05:11 AM mamiemcclure17 What happens when his Hussein’s Presidential history is made null and void of any legitimacy? His pardons held?

10/17/2019 6:07:12 AM anneolsen43 Date marker .. 17th Cummings



10/17/2019 6:07:49 AM flgirlsbeenqd Is a period of not posting different than service where posting is completely offline?

No bc either way needed info is not making it to  populous. 

Where is Q? 

Working I’m sure, do these people ever take a breather? Hoping to see presence very soon. pic.twitter.com/S2RiszEHR9

10/17/2019 6:13:16 AM markdenc Nothing more than a smear campaign... https://twitter.com/robindallastx/status/1048966213827739648?s=21 …

10/17/2019 6:15:20 AM aspennmax64_l DEAR JESUS...I PRAY...🙏

PUNISH [THEM]👹 pic.twitter.com/skMJL04MNw

10/17/2019 6:15:33 AM yustein As I said before. 234 what does it mean? If you were to read it in the mirror, how does the numbers look similar to letters, hmm? Now what does it 

read? And what does that mean? Who rules that WORD? Why is HE important? Which house does HE rule? Which house is Earth in now? Think

10/17/2019 6:16:18 AM anneolsen43 Week3 military action?  (Z code) ? 

5 eyes

10/17/2019 6:17:06 AM lbf777 Every President since the age of Egypt made the same excuse. It’s meant to pacify us so we don’t do nothing while they push the NWO.

10/17/2019 6:21:29 AM yustein He was the minority leader of The United States House Select Committee on Events Surrounding the 2012 Terrorist Attack in Benghazi. To protect HoC, 

now he can’t testify. But lets not get distracted... another one bites the dust...

10/17/2019 6:22:54 AM tamravee HOW BOUT THOSE HUGE CROWDS IN DALLAS OVERNIGHT CAMPERS FOR TRUMP 💙❤️💙❤️ HUGE NU BERS ALREADY THERE FOR TONIGHT. Guess I

 will be in overflow outside but so worth it ! 

In other news POWERFUL PHAROAH'S UNEARTHED IN EGYPT .... Akhenaten and Nefrotiti in news .... raiders

10/17/2019 6:29:56 AM flgirlsbeenqd Question, when the “puppet masters” decide they’re going to sacrifice someone, how do they do it? Draw straws? Or “My mom told me to pick the 

best one and you’re it!” Did he know he was going to be taken out of the game or was it a super surprise? pic.twitter.com/4VIDeDEuuz

10/17/2019 6:31:57 AM cledrordfishing Agreed but that being said,  I would much rather all that energy being put into new industries/ technology, jobs the American people.  Instead of a 

bunch of unworthy criminals.

10/17/2019 6:33:05 AM scienceismymuse I thought you'd get a kick out of this. It's at Trump's Doral property. pic.twitter.com/rLMuAx9s1S

10/17/2019 6:35:45 AM mamiemcclure17 Thank you, remember this post.  The pardons will not matter.  Tribunals, with sentencing Justice shall be served. Justice that’s what the goal is to 

complete. For the lost, the damaged/tortured souls and those didn’t even know they were affected, and all those who know.

10/17/2019 6:49:00 AM 67whb What's up with the EMF and sound frequencies?

10/17/2019 6:50:24 AM patriot_rogue #SteveScalise Asked a Simple Question #ImpeachmentTaskForce Has HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES  BEEN AUTHORIZED TO CONDUCT 

#ImpeachmentInquiry 🛎They Refused to Answer Because The #TruthMatters is no💥@Red_Pill_For_U @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @TexanGalCindy @M2Madness https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1184251480032854016 …

10/17/2019 6:57:50 AM decodematrix Q=Quantum

Q is everywhere

10/17/2019 6:58:25 AM abstract1dea Rook?

That's too much credit

10/17/2019 7:04:24 AM bdab28 POTUS is fully insulated. They wont be able to touch him, he is our torch that leads us from this hell. Keep faith and a collective consciousness.

#WWG1GWA

10/17/2019 7:07:13 AM covertress Consciousness Creates Reality

By saying Pray for POTUS, I mean for  us to Consciously WILL his protection. 🙏 #QuidProJoe 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1184820362464415745?s=19 …

10/17/2019 7:08:00 AM sercalliv Even if Q doesn't come back, he did his job. Wake up the masses, teach us to research, made us learn comms and tough us to rely on one another and 

not just sit back and believe everything we are told.

#WeAreQ

10/17/2019 7:08:11 AM allahuniversal Q drop #234

10/17/2019 7:08:56 AM sercalliv #WeAreQ

10/17/2019 7:10:49 AM jespersparks Who is a Libby and how much do you BAAAAAHHH a day while waiting for the plan? I am glad only MAGA Supporters are aware of this plan. It is the 

best plan!

10/17/2019 7:10:52 AM nm_zsr Happy 9 3 9

10/17/2019 7:13:23 AM twelvebcharlie1 Then why would we know about any of this? America fully expected Hillary to win. In 2016 people would have accepted a NWO, not now. And if you 

think the NWO is that power and we’re all fucked why are you even bothering being here. Go outside and enjoy the time you have left.

10/17/2019 7:13:48 AM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/MjNmVQnWpa

10/17/2019 7:14:18 AM allahuniversal Have any DS plans been working as of late?

10/17/2019 7:14:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Impossible to replace sounds like Draining The Swamp. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184815052546809862 …

10/17/2019 7:17:34 AM trump_alliance It's this one:

#WWG1WGA 

Pray for @POTUS & all #PatriotsUnited

#TrustThePlan 

Good wins. God wins. WE win. pic.twitter.com/FHX0muXrPI

10/17/2019 7:17:42 AM sp00njake Dwain da twamp  !!! pic.twitter.com/yynobVwfwH

10/17/2019 7:19:04 AM allahuniversal See previous tweets re: 234 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179373275815780352?s=19 …

10/17/2019 7:19:49 AM allahuniversal That said, nice find. #RedOctober

10/17/2019 7:20:56 AM pattonspotting Is many fronts including Baltimore sea front like this? https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.baltimoresun.com/news/crime/bs-md-human-

trafficking-cases-20190410-story.html%3foutputType=amp …

10/17/2019 7:21:00 AM werascending Drano..here we go!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/17/2019 7:21:18 AM lbf777 MJ12 himself said Trump is aiming to build the NWO with the United Nations at the helm which was the original plan for the NWO. This is what Hillary 

wanted & previous presidents have been trying to do but it’s extremely difficult to do since the people found out. 

.....

10/17/2019 7:22:44 AM lbf777 Trump jumped in pretending to be a savior because Hillary was destroyed. If we lose faith in Trump, they know the NWO will never happen. 

It’s all horseshit. Trump burned down Malibu on 11-9 and Majectic called it a very majestic day because it’s a sacrifice for Lucifer. 

....

10/17/2019 7:22:46 AM chavatar2 Carefully worded as an eulogy; but nothing actually says anything nice.



10/17/2019 7:24:08 AM lbf777 They are all playing us for fools. You can clearly see trump serves Zion.

All the “good news” we are dished our is sugar coated Shit. 

We can have our Golden Age but we civilians need to do it ourselves. We are the force for good; not Gov.

10/17/2019 7:27:58 AM state1union Shut the Gate pic.twitter.com/r8547Xy51P

10/17/2019 7:28:59 AM johnsville14 Biglt events in 4 weeks.

Holmseth spoke of the 2,000 kids being liberated from DUMBs.  He described what was down there as being like the book/movie "IT".

Is that what this refers to?

10/17/2019 7:30:07 AM yustein More clues: you read it on the mirror it reads SEA. Who rules the SEAs? Poseidon/Neptune/Ea/Enki founder and legendary King of Atlantis from 

Andromeda galaxy. His main house is Aquarius. Which house Earth is living in now? Aquarius. Who is back? Who is his SON? Think...

10/17/2019 7:31:37 AM yustein 2x17=34 coincidence? You will be surprised a lot in the end...

10/17/2019 7:34:00 AM twelvebcharlie1 there’s always a “NWO”. it’s Egypt, Rome, British empire. Who’s at the helm of that machine is what matters. is it beneficial to mankind or is it cancer. 

The only thing that matters is wether or not you can live out your pursuit of happiness.

10/17/2019 7:34:16 AM mynardpamela Ukraine has the DNC server

10/17/2019 7:34:41 AM allahuniversal #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #lovewins

Enjoy this Q day & #EnjoyTheShow! pic.twitter.com/8PbVfHFVd6

10/17/2019 7:34:55 AM waao64959281 Just what I was thinking...🤔

10/17/2019 7:35:03 AM nikoscali "Ancient Assyrian Tablets Seem to Contain References to a Massive Solar Storm"

We are on the brink of discovering our true history...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Qanon #Majestic #WWG1WGA https://gizmodo.com/ancient-assyrian-tablets-seem-to-contain-references-to-1839109929 …

10/17/2019 7:35:23 AM yustein What about 2x34? How old were Elijah Cummings who died today? 2x34=68. Coincidence? Nah! You have been connecting Q to POTUS. Now I’m going 

to connect them to something bigger. Goosebumps yet? 😉

10/17/2019 7:35:29 AM peytondrewdak Got to see first hand....

10/17/2019 7:35:48 AM allahuniversal Oh!!!

10/17/2019 7:36:07 AM flgirlsbeenqd ❤️❤️❤️

10/17/2019 7:37:27 AM allahuniversal 4*17 pic.twitter.com/wERf8F3jXy

10/17/2019 7:38:59 AM lbf777 That's not an NWO. NWO is a 1 world Gov under the power of evil politicians. 

No politician is good. They are all gangbangers in disguise. Just look what they have done to this world if you want proof.

I have lost all faith in Trump too. Fool me twice can't get fooled again. pic.twitter.com/A0ErOmaZku

10/17/2019 7:39:58 AM stevemarek6 Was about to say was he a sacrifice for something sinister they are planning.

10/17/2019 7:43:26 AM cny_micaa Impossible to replace, so don't even try??

10/17/2019 7:44:16 AM yustein Who do you think can make all of these things coincide like this? Who has that power? Who can plan thousands of years ahead? Who can take the 

souls on a given date? Elijah died today. Who was Prophet Elijah? Who did he become later? Who is Archangel Sandalphon? Who is his twin???

10/17/2019 7:46:58 AM kris70260935 @patton6966

10/17/2019 7:48:18 AM flgirlsbeenqd Unclogging technology, very large drain for the thick muck. #WeThePeople thankQ

@covertress gets credit for the thankQ...don’t ya just LOVE IT?+ pic.twitter.com/MvAwfYvWFz

10/17/2019 7:50:35 AM yustein Which era did end with Prophet Elijah? Baal worship in Israel ended. So was Elijah taken to heaven without dying. And God made him Archangel 

Sandalphon. He protects the unborn children. Who protects the children after birth? Who is his twin brother? Come on think!!!

10/17/2019 7:51:33 AM trumppallooza Elijahcummings????

10/17/2019 7:51:59 AM yustein Who is his twin brother? Who am I? https://youtu.be/4iv9nybCULA 

10/17/2019 7:52:10 AM 1_decided_voter Hoping there are more before the day is out

10/17/2019 7:56:31 AM allahuniversal That would be Metatron, if 8m not mistaken

10/17/2019 7:58:44 AM twelvebcharlie1 I still see dumb shits wearing pro Hillary stuff. She was not about to be destroyed. That bitch was about to become president. They had it all set up. The 

false flags, propaganda, the narrative, and the public perception. DJT would be a huge waste of resources for NWO “plan.”

10/17/2019 8:05:38 AM allahuniversal @HouseofNeptune would know this one

10/17/2019 8:06:10 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/ajNBJmhjmi

10/17/2019 8:07:06 AM n7guardiananon eloquently said when there's not many nice things too say

10/17/2019 8:07:15 AM rghardy3 *

Q is right here.

We R with U.

10/17/2019 8:08:42 AM twelvebcharlie1 At some point you have to ask yourself what are the answers that you are even seeking? Our earthly existence itself is slavery. Slaves to air, water, 

gravity, forced to consume other life for food. His kingdom is not of this world. Spreading fear does nothing, but spread fear.

10/17/2019 8:09:40 AM tru_kells 😂😂😂😎👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/17/2019 8:15:30 AM lbf777 We figured out how to fix this world without politicians since politicians only seek to serve London bankers. We don't need them. We just need to get 

off our ass instead of depending on them. 

Politicians can join us in our efforts too but we civilians are the key to salvation. pic.twitter.com/g3GE7U8ZHm

10/17/2019 8:18:20 AM lbf777 All Hillary & Trump & any politician supporters are being dumb. 

False flags have continued to this day. Look at this Egyptian Art. It shows how the politicians secretly work together while soldiers die & civilians uphold 

it all with slavery. pic.twitter.com/pHthJXSNqT

10/17/2019 8:25:44 AM yustein You are correct. Both Sandalphon and I, Metatron twin Archangels are in human form on Earth to assist humanity to become Hue-manity. Hue -> Light.

 Beings of light. Does it make sense now? 😇🧜♂️😉

10/17/2019 8:27:25 AM yustein Today was another sign that Baal worship ended. Specifically in Washington D.C. but also all around the world.

10/17/2019 8:28:36 AM allahuniversal We all came back for this one. Personally I can't stand the place, but someone has to do it

10/17/2019 8:29:07 AM allahuniversal In-deed! pic.twitter.com/BXalnqqmGU

10/17/2019 8:31:17 AM yustein We Archangels do not ask recognition, fame, money, worship or even leadership. We ask you to help each other. Protect the weak and children, feed 

the hungry and help others. Find the balance between yourself and others. Make it 51% others %49 self. Stay happy, use music, dance!!!



10/17/2019 8:34:09 AM yustein If an angel asks for anything other than the good of humanity, that is no angel. Make that your compass because you will meet angels walking on Earth 

in your lifetime. If you are Roman Catholic, that is no church of God and it is dissolved, pope worships satan/moloch rapes kids!

10/17/2019 8:37:24 AM yustein Nobody can install themselves between you and God. You don’t need anyone outside to communicate with God. Because you are part of God. God is 

inside you. Listen to your heart, it knows the way up. Feel the love of God inside you burning bright as a white flame! Come back home plz

10/17/2019 8:41:16 AM glorydawn3 I have never heard of sandalphon until i heard it from you.

10/17/2019 8:41:37 AM twelvebcharlie1 no shit, this isn’t a great discovery. Egypt had a DS like us. point is DJT has made people aware of it. How do you think many of us got to having these 

convos? I’m here because of DJT. I believe 5D is love, ♾ consciousness. My question is how the fuck are you helping?

10/17/2019 8:42:37 AM glorydawn3 So thoth Is his twin? Where would we find this information? It is not in Scripture that I know of. Do u have more sources? I do believe we are with our 

Father God and his holy angels.

10/17/2019 8:45:13 AM dazedonkey Potus said they have it in Ukraine. That's why the Donkeys need to impeach as fast a possible.  They are pic.twitter.com/lLRsy4pNYM

10/17/2019 8:46:01 AM yustein 😆 stay centered brother(sister?). We have already won, we just need to do some cleanup before humanity can move on. This is the end of days. This 

is when the good gets separated from evil. This is the start of a wonderful time for the good ones. For evil ones we have a plan too!

10/17/2019 8:47:05 AM transman74 It is an Instagram page.  Are you familiar with that site/social network?

10/17/2019 8:47:10 AM lbf777 The Gov knows we woke up during the Obama era and is running a controlled opposition campaign. 

Wake up man. Gov doesn’t care about you.

10/17/2019 8:55:31 AM dbefmfttfn @VeteransAlways_ @JohnGrahamDick1 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Qanon76 @JustInformU @X22Report

10/17/2019 8:59:51 AM natureinspace What about the California power outages? I'm seeing nothing about it. It's almost like nothing happened or it doesn't exist.

10/17/2019 9:06:47 AM twelvebcharlie1 shit, and here I was thinking the gov has had my best interest. Stealing my money, recruiting me for wars, giving me shitty education. Heads up, 

nobody gives a shit about you except those closest to you. Find a way to boost the signal of love, stop whining and fear mongering.

10/17/2019 9:14:30 AM lbf777 The world is a big family. We all have to be involved in politics. Giving all political power to the Deep State is the mistake we are making. That mistake is 

corrected the moment we all disown the London Banking Cartel’s DC Corporations. DC isn’t even a part of America. pic.twitter.com/OrUtwrYnOR

10/17/2019 9:31:39 AM all_qd my thought too!

10/17/2019 9:38:55 AM scott_rick Metatron can I contact you  re: Oak Island, NS

10/17/2019 9:42:05 AM twelvebcharlie1 Yes I did know, and I know thanks to trump and Q.

10/17/2019 9:44:16 AM luvinit57 Are you saying you're Tesla?

10/17/2019 9:47:37 AM yustein Yes you can I will follow you and you can send me direct messages.

10/17/2019 9:49:19 AM yustein Yes, I lived as Tesla as well as Jim Morrison, Enoch, Hermes/Mercury, Thoth the Atlantean and some others too.

10/17/2019 9:52:07 AM lbf777 I have read everything Q wrote & neither him nor Trump ever admitted that DC is a London Bank Of England Illuminati owned Corporation.

10/17/2019 9:53:18 AM paytonpatriot 7-1-1 mirrored = 1-1-7 = -7

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 stated that next week will be bigger.

7 day count down starts now?

10/17/2019 9:53:39 AM nodivide_usa ?

10/17/2019 10:05:03 AM patriotswegoall Will chaos, blackouts, etc. come of this?

10/17/2019 10:16:03 AM lightlove21121 @charmanda9

@zagnett

@434_official

@DeepakChopra

@realNDWalsch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/17/2019 10:18:38 AM karina89350882 Why can*t the truth be shown? I don`t get it

10/17/2019 10:51:59 AM c_by_sw Not really. But it doesn't seem to stop them from trying everything they can think of. They have a lot invested to keep us enslaved & dumbed 

down...decades worth of it to protect, too much to lose.

Trump is the ONE MAN who stepped up to try to STOP IT ALL.

#BestPresidentEver45 pic.twitter.com/R8JOWfaMnO

10/17/2019 11:07:38 AM twelvebcharlie1 Im talking about the path of awakening. DJT not gonna say that shit, the normies would vote him out for being “crazy”.  Q’s objective is to free the US 

from the DS with out conflict https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kv9BFG0xeV0vbBKTJCLJgLsMm7FU-KH2/view …

10/17/2019 11:12:48 AM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/a0rAs0NFXk

10/17/2019 11:27:20 AM lbf777 Yaw. I'm done with Trump. I can see the civilians are the heroes. I have always said we were.

10/17/2019 11:27:33 AM greatawakecoach They've been telling us who they are for decades.

We weren't paying attention then.

We are now.

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Qanon76 @martingeddes @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PrisonPlanet @SGTreport

@X22Report @RedPill78 @Jeanmac19 @prayingmedic pic.twitter.com/Bo4hV5F2ke
10/17/2019 11:33:59 AM nofear46966259 "Maryland's Culture of Corruption" https://redmaryland.com/2019/03/maya-rockeymoore-cummings-and-her-gaslighting/ …

10/17/2019 11:50:45 AM nikoscali Room-temp superconductors, compact fusion reactors, and anti-gravity devices will change EVERYTHING.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic #TickTock #Disclosure #MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-a-compact-fusion-reactor … 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1184893769965080577 …

10/17/2019 12:42:41 PM jaded_pearl There are hundreds if not thousands of Nigerian slaves bring freed.

10/17/2019 12:45:34 PM johnsville14 Yes, but look at the wording MJ uses. Big, BIgger, BigIt.  Intentional misspelling that has meaning behind it.  Just trying to figure out what is being 

signaled.

10/17/2019 12:58:40 PM pro_dover Instantly thought of this from a couple days ago. pic.twitter.com/SGLGTELvTE

10/17/2019 1:01:20 PM tamiwils0n22813 Amen!!! 😘

10/17/2019 1:02:23 PM tamiwils0n22813 I don’t want him to ever stop draining the swamp!  Keep it going to every last bit are gone! #Trump

10/17/2019 1:06:13 PM i3nqdtnijwgvmzs Yes the Deep State is very clever! Sacrifice one to protect another. That witch is always trying to keep herself from being found out!

10/17/2019 1:12:19 PM covertress Was Cummings 187?



10/17/2019 1:13:33 PM mongrelglory So much mystery and intrigue!  I have trouble following the story plot at times, but hopefully it will all come clear in the end. 😜

10/17/2019 1:14:10 PM mklundquist His death does seem surprising. I have wondered that today too.

10/17/2019 1:18:59 PM yustein If you say ‘witch hunt witch hunt’ quickly many times, it sounds like ‘hunt witch hunt witch’ maybe Trump has been sending a message out to the 

universe 😉

10/17/2019 1:21:07 PM i3nqdtnijwgvmzs He's sending a message to Hillary who is an actual witch! Just ask @larrynichols1

10/17/2019 1:21:32 PM nikoscali Adrenochrome Withdrawal?

10/17/2019 1:23:40 PM yustein I know that. 😉

10/17/2019 1:30:44 PM ewolsj I'm betting he was executed like no name and daddy bush, but time will tell

10/17/2019 1:32:00 PM carmindabrendel @DavidMi32570254 @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @QBlueSkyQ @HawtinGibb @Quebec99335648 @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@N_AmerSolutions @secretstranger9

10/17/2019 1:42:03 PM realhighup @TheRealRaNon @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QArmy #QAnon #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/realhighup/status/1184932273944252423 …

10/17/2019 1:44:03 PM sallypenn4 I would say hmmm, yes I believe so!

10/17/2019 1:46:01 PM hawtingibb Very interesting, no doubt the info that’s been suppressed from us will be jaw dropping , one of the 1st videos I watched Donald trump after he was 

president, he said they would release the hidden secrets of the universe! Wish I knew what that Ment 😁 🌒

10/17/2019 1:53:24 PM n_amersolutions Here... I'll tell you a secret... Alcohol is transported in a tanker train car to the booze factory. Then flavored. Shh..

10/17/2019 2:00:22 PM hawtingibb Haha 😂 😂 😂👌

10/17/2019 2:00:29 PM olimyracle Yes, civilians have to stand up, here and now.

"Trust but verify" should be the keymotto.

And when it comes to arrestations, we need to understand that it can takes years to make it properly happen.

337 arrests. Did the MSM relayed this ?

 https://techcrunch.com/2019/10/16/dark-web-hacker-group-government/ … pic.twitter.com/K0KfdUeqtJ
10/17/2019 2:01:08 PM hawtingibb Still laughing 😂

10/17/2019 2:09:05 PM olimyracle Think mirror? https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1184361891084324864?s=19 …

10/17/2019 2:09:49 PM spotcj9999 About Vice News Breaking into my Home  https://youtu.be/_pzCX0ISjYY  via @YouTube

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report

10/17/2019 2:15:28 PM love82janet R as in 18. Those of us who have been following 777KAB, Raising Cain and others know whom R represents. 😎❤️🇺🇸

10/17/2019 2:24:52 PM whatsmypw Loving yourself enough to choose love. A feeling of powerlessness within self makes people turn to satanism...deep wounds...deep pain.

10/17/2019 2:27:13 PM gingergirl777 EVERY PRAYING PATRIOT READ THIS URGENT DECODE!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecretService @POTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr @GenFlynn @FLOTUS 

@StormIsUponUs @Cordicon @USMC @prayingmedic @FBIDallas https://twitter.com/JimboGoestoDC/status/1184858527195652096 …

10/17/2019 2:35:36 PM darrenr81692532 It may be a disk.

10/17/2019 2:55:29 PM hb04920973 What no one watches the moon ? What's those subterranean creatures that pop out every once in awhile ? Domes hidden in craters ?.

  Ah I see crap. 🤣😂🤣

10/17/2019 3:04:07 PM carliestar10 It's October 17th and nothing as usual

10/17/2019 3:15:15 PM mntcol What ®️ the odds🤣🤣

10/17/2019 3:17:05 PM napoli_motors They keep de-liking this. I have to re-like post EVERY time I come to your page. Happens to EVERY pinned tweet on numerous pages I visit. @qanon76 

@StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @familyman20181 @2runtherace @beer_parade @Voteridplease @JohnWHuber and others as well

10/17/2019 3:27:59 PM __jabird__ Wray can’t fix the FBI? Or won’t fix it because of being untrustworthy? I’m confused about this.

10/17/2019 3:30:28 PM whatsmypw 😂

10/17/2019 3:31:45 PM laurabusse Glad to hear that! ☺️

10/17/2019 3:32:56 PM realityloominng Who is ZB? I can only think of Zbigniew Brzezinsky atm..

10/17/2019 3:33:43 PM hawkgirlinmn Zoe Barnes from House of Cards series

10/17/2019 3:38:01 PM ali_dougall Q is here, on majestic is my bet! These are posts drops?

10/17/2019 3:54:55 PM bdab28 Collective consciousness. Let's make it a reality together. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1184934287008813056 …

10/17/2019 3:57:22 PM transman74 Hey, look, I saw this symbol in a children's book of all places.  Should I be worried? pic.twitter.com/q7nykme7kI

10/17/2019 3:58:09 PM transman74 What do you see here?

10/17/2019 4:04:34 PM kmindeye Mcabe and the FBI confiscated it from the NYPD and took over their investigation. Mcabe sat on it for at least 3 weeks. Nobody knows, and nobody will 

ever know!

10/17/2019 4:12:58 PM avefortuna777 You are his twin brother, Metatron.😉

10/17/2019 4:21:58 PM yustein Correct!!! He is in human form has been my best friend for a very long time in this lifetime too! All the Atlanteans are waking up, it is wonderful to see 

again my family!

10/17/2019 4:29:48 PM vintagesquirrel Angel Number 233 brings a message to have faith in yourself, humanity as a whole and the future of our world.

10/17/2019 4:35:57 PM renegade917 Baltimore news. A place Trump made distinct reference to rats. It's a possibility 1 was "taken care of" today.

10/17/2019 4:48:28 PM 4mydeerone Y’all haveANidea whatURdoing? NOTDOING! iTs Easy!

RAEdTbookAgingHEN! just stick 2tHE JOHNBpeterJD parts&B🐝 44&in B🐝tWINs +44 more times at tHEnd (or BEEsGRing!!!) read the Gosphel Of 

Mary #ofTheMAGDOLINE.

tHANKS!

@cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23

#FREETheFAMiLEE

#QAnon👫 pic.twitter.com/8BK1YIJ1sy

10/17/2019 4:50:44 PM 4mydeerone #KeiraKnightley iGUESS iDOEnot KCKnow clouds at all...

 https://youtu.be/V_RSPbBKBRw  pic.twitter.com/SmbPI3L35m

10/17/2019 4:54:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you watching the rally?

10/17/2019 4:54:22 PM jvan125 HELL YES!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/17/2019 4:54:26 PM mountainminder Hellyeah

10/17/2019 4:54:29 PM positively303 Yes sir!

#WWG1WGA

10/17/2019 4:54:31 PM elatedveracity  pic.twitter.com/TH5MgYZx8B

10/17/2019 4:54:32 PM glor60 Yes! Wouldn’t miss it!

10/17/2019 4:54:41 PM 1f4e97bebfc64c4 Affirmative

10/17/2019 4:54:42 PM victorm07997395  pic.twitter.com/PPzG05Qoet

10/17/2019 4:54:48 PM dianne1h You betcha.  Great state of Texas.

10/17/2019 4:54:55 PM robsealejr1 Yeppers

10/17/2019 4:54:56 PM phytointel  pic.twitter.com/Yqe8XAZLcy

10/17/2019 4:55:02 PM _the_psychonaut Just tuned in. Thanks for the reminder. I’ve heard there is going to be a big announcement



10/17/2019 4:55:05 PM phytointel 👀 pic.twitter.com/HGRD4gRPlg

10/17/2019 4:55:16 PM ygwiryn  https://youtu.be/6ZJe1w5PASE 

#PatriotsSoapbox

10/17/2019 4:55:17 PM maude_rena Absolutely!

10/17/2019 4:55:18 PM kwyatt55 Yes

10/17/2019 4:55:25 PM nurseniceyes Yes. I am.

10/17/2019 4:55:30 PM eileen_ironic Is it on yet I am still hearing glory glory haleuiah second verse🙄

10/17/2019 4:55:31 PM misshelene60 Yes #Trump2020

10/17/2019 4:55:36 PM jones7_j Absolutely!!

10/17/2019 4:55:44 PM dani_mb Stuck in traffic. I’ll listen on YouTube

10/17/2019 4:55:48 PM nurseniceyes Did you feel it earlier?

10/17/2019 4:56:07 PM lbf777 Hell no. I don’t want to get brainwashed by this psyop anymore.

10/17/2019 4:56:07 PM moemc8 Of course!

10/17/2019 4:56:09 PM shansway Absolutely

10/17/2019 4:56:20 PM proudredrn Yes, sir.

10/17/2019 4:56:20 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen No, why?

10/17/2019 4:56:31 PM tncharlene Yes!!!! 👍🇺🇸💥

10/17/2019 4:56:37 PM daddygoat22 Wish I could

10/17/2019 4:56:41 PM jfaith1979  pic.twitter.com/tJmo20nodn

10/17/2019 4:56:41 PM elatedveracity It is a packed MAGA HOUSE!!  2020 Trump landslide!!

10/17/2019 4:56:44 PM dls00741 of course.

Trump tweeted about a 2nd Kennedy event in Dallas tonight.  Gotta see what that means...

10/17/2019 4:57:11 PM beulahnix SHARED RSBN rally to many many FB Groups.

10/17/2019 4:57:25 PM shelbymaryanne1 Hubby is watching I'm listening.

10/17/2019 4:57:31 PM wwg1wga_every1 Absolutely!!!!

10/17/2019 4:57:35 PM pamlamont2 Oh, yeah.

10/17/2019 4:57:55 PM stormystorm10 At the rally

10/17/2019 4:57:58 PM rx8bob Working

10/17/2019 4:58:15 PM beth2419 I am!

10/17/2019 4:58:32 PM loyaltotrump Wouldn’t miss it!! pic.twitter.com/IVkrizlD8p

10/17/2019 4:58:39 PM zogster98 You betcha!!

10/17/2019 4:58:44 PM liltilgerlil Every single one! Never miss.

10/17/2019 4:59:09 PM loritho57705592 Yes

10/17/2019 4:59:12 PM tt10ndd I’m at the rally. Still TONS of people outside waiting to get in.

10/17/2019 4:59:42 PM anonymousada But of course. What is more important than listening to our CiC?

10/17/2019 4:59:44 PM tt10ndd Trump is like a rock star.

10/17/2019 4:59:50 PM marievolland1 Yes!!

10/17/2019 5:00:02 PM stevemarek6 Yes.

10/17/2019 5:00:25 PM islandofdelight Be safe patriot. The world is watching!!! 🌍 #WWG1GWA

10/17/2019 5:00:49 PM crystalstone857  https://youtu.be/oFJ4f5gWb_Y 

10/17/2019 5:00:53 PM debbierebg Yes!! Trump Rally!! pic.twitter.com/EYb9NWVQVe

10/17/2019 5:01:00 PM schiller_spmode On my way home to catch whatever I can catch. You?

10/17/2019 5:01:11 PM deplorable_s Double dang yeeessss

10/17/2019 5:01:48 PM iamtheo_td7 YEP..

10/17/2019 5:02:39 PM yourkiddingme5 YES!!!!

10/17/2019 5:02:49 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/VjKWk2vOZI

10/17/2019 5:03:03 PM melhuses I saw that too 🧐

10/17/2019 5:03:15 PM loritho57705592 I retweeted a link to the rally on YouTube in case CSPAN lets us down...

10/17/2019 5:03:25 PM 626robyn Never miss them!

10/17/2019 5:03:44 PM emilyoakley6 No I'm drinking on a bar.

10/17/2019 5:04:03 PM westmount_d7 Yup.

10/17/2019 5:04:04 PM q_sent_us369 is something going to happen?  Q said he is safe, protected by PATRIOTS

10/17/2019 5:04:05 PM ryankochweare1 Me too!!

10/17/2019 5:04:13 PM covertress YES YES YES YES YES YES YES pic.twitter.com/MGAfFIwroA

10/17/2019 5:04:19 PM southerngirl700 YES ! #TRUMP2020 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/17/2019 5:04:25 PM rspin122112 Yes!

10/17/2019 5:04:29 PM poopscooper17 Rally party at my house.. all TV’s tuned to @RSBNetwork and @OANN #TrumpRally #Trump2020LandslideVictory

10/17/2019 5:04:36 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/9YhNBpxCnC

10/17/2019 5:05:04 PM itbmeang You bet WE are!❤️🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/17/2019 5:05:09 PM mishisabish  pic.twitter.com/igsrRJkzgf

10/17/2019 5:05:10 PM omarfromuk Yes!

10/17/2019 5:05:17 PM lwertman412 I am...so exciting!  Love these rallies and I am going to make it to 1 somehow

10/17/2019 5:05:21 PM covertress LIVE: President Trump Rally - Dallas, Texas https://youtu.be/1Nfmu4XIfTM 

10/17/2019 5:05:56 PM jenndise ABSOLUTELY!  Better than any Sport Event, especially Sunday’s.!

10/17/2019 5:06:01 PM marievolland1 Great thanks!! Loving us Patriots sticking together!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️

10/17/2019 5:06:22 PM rawphonegirl Holy freaking Orwell!!!

#TrumpDallasRally pic.twitter.com/yPzOvMFCfR

10/17/2019 5:06:37 PM poopscooper17 #TRUMP2020 #TrumpRally have a great time. Take lots of pics

10/17/2019 5:06:47 PM hitbyawormhole yes, taking time off work to do so ... biblical times

10/17/2019 5:07:20 PM tomchap21719319 Yess

10/17/2019 5:07:46 PM vitalyn87 YES!!! It's the 17th!!!

#TrumpRally

#QAnon

#QAnons

#QArmy

#TrumpDallasRally

#TRUMP2020

#WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/OIX8Zs0gRF
10/17/2019 5:08:00 PM lyn1350 Waiting

10/17/2019 5:08:03 PM nickell_sylvia Oh yes!!

10/17/2019 5:08:30 PM jeebaleebs Lucky!

10/17/2019 5:08:34 PM sano_faith Wondering if I should watch the rally or continue my episode of supergirl. 🤔

10/17/2019 5:08:36 PM allahuniversal 👀



10/17/2019 5:08:56 PM nrandygordon Aye...RSBN is back

10/17/2019 5:09:08 PM hugsnpugs Of course!! Wouldn’t miss it.

10/17/2019 5:09:12 PM debrasmith48 Yes

10/17/2019 5:09:33 PM lynnstueber Mother of GOD yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

10/17/2019 5:09:35 PM tweetie55471371 sure am

10/17/2019 5:09:39 PM charmanda9 Yep. Frank Sinatra now. My Way.

10/17/2019 5:09:52 PM lynnstueber 😘

10/17/2019 5:10:49 PM ab5cd3f533d140e Yes

10/17/2019 5:11:41 PM fightforamerica Will it be any different than the ones I've watched so far?

10/17/2019 5:11:49 PM milesgloryrd Can’t wait!!!🇺🇸❤️

10/17/2019 5:12:40 PM keith369me Look at the “patriots” profile

10/17/2019 5:12:56 PM mm47821446 👍

10/17/2019 5:13:15 PM dianneinindiana Of course!!

10/17/2019 5:13:17 PM purplefavorite1 Of course, don't ever want to miss our President

10/17/2019 5:13:40 PM purplefavorite1 Have the best time!!

10/17/2019 5:13:43 PM american4ever1 YES....

10/17/2019 5:13:53 PM emilyoakley6 In not on

10/17/2019 5:14:01 PM zadok358 I got my Trump hat on

I got the best seat in the house

10/17/2019 5:14:10 PM stephscolaro Yes!

10/17/2019 5:14:12 PM keith369me Enjoying a nice evening with my wife...the replay will be on YT tomorrow...peace patriots!!!

10/17/2019 5:15:05 PM hcraig0062_h Isn't everyone?

10/17/2019 5:15:11 PM rterriers Yes!

10/17/2019 5:15:24 PM dnbarlow36 Yes

10/17/2019 5:16:07 PM debstev80504671 Yes. Right side broadcasting

10/17/2019 5:17:37 PM flgirlsbeenqd Of course!

10/17/2019 5:17:37 PM talithap65 🇺🇸

10/17/2019 5:18:22 PM jazzbear09 Absolutely! YES!

10/17/2019 5:18:56 PM surfing123456 Wooooooooo hell yea ca mon mj 12 make an appearance WE ARE READY WWG1WGA

10/17/2019 5:19:52 PM fedupnation Oh yes!

10/17/2019 5:20:25 PM manifest_utopia Yes! WWG1WGA!

10/17/2019 5:21:26 PM enemama Absolutely yes!

10/17/2019 5:22:18 PM stormystorm10 Don’t judge a book by its cover 👍

10/17/2019 5:23:05 PM starkarma Waiting patiently for it to come on

10/17/2019 5:23:18 PM katkein Why yes, yes I am :)

10/17/2019 5:23:55 PM roublisa  https://twitter.com/jfkjuni0r/status/1184986054396272640?s=21 …

10/17/2019 5:24:23 PM zeropointchrist YOU SHOULD POST THE VIDEO OF THE PROGRAMMER OF THE VOTING MACHINES TESTIFYING FOR A TRIBUNAL ON C-SPAN (SAW IT BACK IN 2010 

REPOSTED ON YT) ADMITTING HE WAS HIRED TO ADD A SELF DESTRUCTING VOTE SWAYING BACKDOOR IN THE VOTING MACHINE PROGRAM!!!  

DON'T PARTICIPATE IN THE FRAUD!

10/17/2019 5:24:38 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 Never miss the LIVE coverage of Trump Rallies.

It's the best show in the world.

10/17/2019 5:24:57 PM majcm83 What channel are you watching it on? I get so sick of the talking heads on every channel which is a little picture in the bottom of the rally. Why can’t 

they play the fall rally with no interruptions and I just hear the fans & the music

10/17/2019 5:25:14 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀

 https://twitter.com/YeomansNBC5/status/1184980744541802502 …

10/17/2019 5:26:18 PM ggpilkington Of course ...

10/17/2019 5:26:52 PM lsm3459 At the rally!!! People still filing in...crowd is fired up!! #WWG1WGA #DallasTrumpRally pic.twitter.com/n3hgqBA081

10/17/2019 5:27:06 PM patriotswegoall Will watch it later on.

10/17/2019 5:29:20 PM ay4juliana Yesssss!

10/17/2019 5:29:38 PM loritho57705592 Me too! It’s amazing 🇺🇸

10/17/2019 5:30:01 PM boy12_jimmy Hearing Frank Sinatra now, none of this here....their loss not to see the Great One! pic.twitter.com/H2blRnL90p

10/17/2019 5:30:04 PM _doozier_ F5ing /pol/ constantly F5ing twitter constantly WEW I am PUMPED, Mr. Majjy!

10/17/2019 5:30:22 PM billybn355 What time pst does it start?

10/17/2019 5:30:55 PM dark2light2019 Of course

10/17/2019 5:31:22 PM boy12_jimmy Is 2nite DISCLOSURE??? WOO HOO!

10/17/2019 5:32:17 PM fmeonlylol  pic.twitter.com/ItLLUTGwVn

10/17/2019 5:33:50 PM krissieowens #WhoIsQPlus pic.twitter.com/wJMVdoJtvi

10/17/2019 5:33:57 PM zzdmarie8765 Hell YA!!! Wish I could be back in the big “D” for that!!! 👍🏼❤️🇺🇸😎

10/17/2019 5:35:22 PM boy12_jimmy Bring ON 8kun!!!! They have NO clue what is coming for them. BIGGER events are HERE! pic.twitter.com/yBarMOc4RH

10/17/2019 5:36:33 PM schuler_sonja Yes I deed!🍿🍿🍿

10/17/2019 5:37:04 PM swattech Should I be???

10/17/2019 5:37:18 PM iamqamom Yes! Huge crowd, great energy!

10/17/2019 5:37:54 PM marcygraveley Yesssss

10/17/2019 5:38:34 PM krissieowens #DallasTrumpRally

#WhoIsQ

#QPlus2020 pic.twitter.com/FlXp2Anhhi

10/17/2019 5:39:17 PM melissa39965130 Yes

10/17/2019 5:39:27 PM 107loi 🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️🙋♀️😡🙋♀️

10/17/2019 5:39:34 PM patriotswegoall Rally location rings some bells.

10/17/2019 5:40:04 PM mgray72531386 YES!!!

10/17/2019 5:40:25 PM bibiluvsdaboys Always, every rally

10/17/2019 5:41:14 PM iamqamom Hell yeah!

10/17/2019 5:44:41 PM paticakpaticak Yep

10/17/2019 5:45:40 PM anneolsen43 Big night

10/17/2019 5:45:49 PM cocopuffster12 Love this man! We are so lucky

10/17/2019 5:48:00 PM doranncecil Yes!!!

10/17/2019 5:48:07 PM thereisnostep5 Absolutely

10/17/2019 5:48:56 PM kapitan_wow yes

10/17/2019 5:48:58 PM juststarstuff All the signs only say Trump 2020....I don’t see Pence’s name?

10/17/2019 5:49:05 PM wyscrapper Yes! It's giving me chills!  Amazing!

10/17/2019 5:49:10 PM kapitan_wow are you?

10/17/2019 5:49:45 PM lmoulden Never miss one! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

10/17/2019 5:49:51 PM texasdaughter Hell to the yes.....

10/17/2019 5:49:59 PM sdane8 👍 😁 ❤️



10/17/2019 5:51:03 PM tomsuz7 Yes!

10/17/2019 5:51:45 PM paterrebecca Watching in Australia

10/17/2019 5:52:38 PM truthisyours310 👍

10/17/2019 5:53:27 PM ra5777ji DALLAS TX TRUMP RALLY LIVE https://youtu.be/k01bC4zhMNM 

10/17/2019 5:53:45 PM dave_paragon2 Yes

10/17/2019 5:54:06 PM blues_heavn When did Zach’s Acct get suspended? We’re losing all our friends 😩😩😩 pic.twitter.com/SmWLw0yxd8

10/17/2019 5:55:56 PM dontask97215849 I'm glued

10/17/2019 5:56:32 PM keith369me You chose your cover.

10/17/2019 5:57:00 PM chefrudy21 Definitely pic.twitter.com/4q9u7VbpNb

10/17/2019 5:57:25 PM 1954debjohnson Yes!!!!!

10/17/2019 5:58:08 PM blues_heavn 🤣🤣🤣😳

10/17/2019 5:58:11 PM trisha78874415 I wouldn’t miss !!!👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

10/17/2019 5:58:28 PM westmount_d7 Looks like a happy crowd! Watching tally from Montreal

10/17/2019 5:59:52 PM mgodfrey99 Yes

10/17/2019 6:01:45 PM magamadnessusa Me! 🙌🇺🇸🙏🏼

10/17/2019 6:01:56 PM imarealhumantoo Yes.

10/17/2019 6:03:13 PM 313looper 😍...

10/17/2019 6:03:50 PM finlay4als YES! pic.twitter.com/CUedc8p6Dd

10/17/2019 6:04:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd Beto, you want our guns? pic.twitter.com/3XEKnNObk7

10/17/2019 6:04:56 PM love82janet Absolutely! Been anticipating this rally for an entire week! Love my POTUS!!

10/17/2019 6:06:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd "There's a lot of bad people out there, one by one we're advancing." pic.twitter.com/ra6ezOyPMV

10/17/2019 6:07:11 PM pfd1961 Me too

10/17/2019 6:11:09 PM momwestside Yes,  always watch them!

10/17/2019 6:12:29 PM karmasquirr3l17 Yes...💃👍💯❤️

10/17/2019 6:12:54 PM cecilemargaret ✌️👍

10/17/2019 6:13:21 PM unidentifiedta1 Tavistock Mimetic Theory.

10/17/2019 6:15:18 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

https://twitter.com/floridajjh/status/1184994473031458817 …

10/17/2019 6:15:43 PM 88milesanhour in minecraft

10/17/2019 6:16:10 PM bubblesburster  pic.twitter.com/b92e4RoJgK

10/17/2019 6:16:45 PM 88milesanhour This guy is not right what the hell is going on there why is he like that weird looking dude

10/17/2019 6:17:17 PM familyman20181 They unlike my things all the time.

My pinned tweet about the President's Hall my likes get unfollowed all the freaking time.

Beyond annoying, but until Jack isn't running Twitter, his A.I. controls everything. Complete BS.

☕️✝️

10/17/2019 6:17:27 PM redslegacy2 I'm so jealous! I just got off work!

10/17/2019 6:18:33 PM smokococo Yes!

10/17/2019 6:18:56 PM mtr_epicwin77 ❤️ pic.twitter.com/GEgqrhE8ct

10/17/2019 6:20:07 PM 88milesanhour watch @OANN

10/17/2019 6:20:36 PM sonyaleesimons1 Hell yea! #DallasTrumpRally

10/17/2019 6:24:03 PM wolfspirit1 Man arrested outside of rally with a gun. pic.twitter.com/HOedM8PGRe

10/17/2019 6:24:43 PM johnbugaj1 🇺🇸😎👍 pic.twitter.com/jdalMHl856

10/17/2019 6:24:43 PM italianmom555 Yes I am Majestic! Watching from Modesto California!

10/17/2019 6:25:01 PM plteich Yes!!

10/17/2019 6:27:15 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/0JVW21V0th

10/17/2019 6:27:20 PM senojac59 Hell yes !!!!

10/17/2019 6:27:56 PM d00rgirl Haven't missed one yet :)

10/17/2019 6:29:06 PM deborademaga Yes of course 🇺🇸

10/17/2019 6:29:16 PM kristie_dorn Yes!!!  President Trump is on Fire 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

10/17/2019 6:29:59 PM mtr_epicwin77 “We have so much ammunition we don’t know what to do with it.”

WE HAVE IT ALL!

@55true4u @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes pic.twitter.com/vswWt08YOg

10/17/2019 6:30:37 PM kellykreps777 Yes!

10/17/2019 6:30:51 PM karensfedup #BestPresidentEver45 .   Wouldnt miss it!!

10/17/2019 6:32:08 PM miss_ampie YEAH, BABY!😎😘🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/cOFrTqKetI

10/17/2019 6:35:06 PM chairforce4 Oh yeah!! I love this!!

10/17/2019 6:36:06 PM tweeterthanwine Heck yeah.

10/17/2019 6:36:57 PM gslade5 Donky down!!!

10/17/2019 6:38:18 PM 4_presidents Yes

10/17/2019 6:38:52 PM organopaleochic Yes

10/17/2019 6:42:30 PM gkilti Yes!

10/17/2019 6:42:40 PM dropthemjolnir NATURALLY...✌️

10/17/2019 6:43:28 PM toffer_anon_369 Wouldn't miss it for the world

10/17/2019 6:47:12 PM anondirtyleg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/17/2019 6:48:46 PM sandycrook8 Yes Sir!

10/17/2019 6:52:47 PM papadocdolo  pic.twitter.com/Npq1VzZhCX

10/17/2019 6:53:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Men In Black https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1184513523042439168 …

10/17/2019 6:53:41 PM _the_psychonaut Memory wipers

10/17/2019 6:55:17 PM _369311119 Girard

10/17/2019 6:55:42 PM rachaelangelm Yes

10/17/2019 6:55:57 PM sdane8 😬  Yikes! I just tweeted about MIB.

10/17/2019 6:57:01 PM bbobbio71 🤔

10/17/2019 6:57:07 PM syrrah2 😊😊😊

10/17/2019 6:58:11 PM frilldress 👍🏻

10/17/2019 6:58:20 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/17/2019 7:01:47 PM _369311119 "Honest Donald"

10/17/2019 7:04:05 PM toffer_anon_369 Interesting activity over at 8kun tonight... 17 coming back imminently? pic.twitter.com/u285T1dWZu

10/17/2019 7:06:25 PM state1union Lucky 🍀

10/17/2019 7:06:56 PM deannemh Who is that huge Viking with his head on a swivel over by the Texas Reps and Governor! He’s a human tank! Really good to see that!🇺🇸❤️🙏🏼

10/17/2019 7:08:37 PM joannepappas4 Yes! pic.twitter.com/jZzkvOKeMr



10/17/2019 7:08:47 PM q_sent_us369 Old message, but still relevant.  Q never left <3

10/17/2019 7:11:01 PM nonnieh65 Of course !! Trump at his Best‼️

10/17/2019 7:11:24 PM danny75560506  pic.twitter.com/olkHktP6Jd

10/17/2019 7:12:17 PM hellouncledonny Elvis didn't die, he just went home. https://youtu.be/_HR_-hsAIRA 

10/17/2019 7:14:42 PM nm_zsr Seemed like a pretty standard rally.

10/17/2019 7:14:54 PM oaf_unbreakable Would be nice it's been over 20 hours since CM said an update was coming Soon™

10/17/2019 7:16:00 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA

Can anyone figure this out??? pic.twitter.com/e3lQd78XPM

10/17/2019 7:17:03 PM cjcole1985 Yes🤗

10/17/2019 7:18:50 PM djlok Unfortunately, I did/am not.  Just got back from a very boring, long, speech from RINO Kasich.  Long story why I was even there.

10/17/2019 7:19:13 PM toffer_anon_369 Are you guys hiring yet?  I'm pretty sure I used to fly recon / discovery missions for ]the domain[

10/17/2019 7:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon

10/17/2019 7:25:28 PM mani42643957 Yes he's a rock star 😁

10/17/2019 7:27:27 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075772579053428742?s=19 …

10/17/2019 7:28:16 PM nikoscali They got their DDoS working! Guess those "networking issues" Jim was talking about the other day have been solved.

Soon indeed!

10/17/2019 7:30:13 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

10/17/2019 7:30:43 PM patriotswegoall MIB: Anybody saw [info withheld]? You didn't see it.

10/17/2019 7:31:20 PM allonkid POTUS in very good mood tonight.

10/17/2019 7:32:15 PM swattech @JustInformU @BaduinQ @TeamTrump @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/vum1Aeu1W4

10/17/2019 7:33:29 PM patriotswegoall 8ch coming back?

10/17/2019 7:34:23 PM neonjoe45 As 8kun yes

10/17/2019 7:37:23 PM wickedmouse369 I told my wife, ready to explore the universe? Than we watched men in black 2. #DarkToLight

10/17/2019 7:38:33 PM wickedmouse369 #WillSmith why don't you ever promote the detoxification process and why clean water matters.

10/17/2019 7:40:24 PM bevywolfusa Beautiful site to see, actually. 👍🏻 denotes progress!

10/17/2019 7:41:03 PM chrissh51 I surely did! Wouldn't do anything else on rally night. Full attention, always

10/17/2019 7:43:59 PM patriotswegoall Will look into this: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075772579053428742 …

10/17/2019 7:44:22 PM bphouse Cant get it to play past a point just freezes and the wheel of death and I was looking forward to watching from Canada

10/17/2019 7:45:26 PM m_kroniklyill so in other words the DIA is like the MIB.

10/17/2019 7:46:29 PM titansass Where? Can you tag me?

10/17/2019 7:47:58 PM eddiecopeland1 Yes, it's over and I'm still waiting on the big reveal!

10/17/2019 7:49:09 PM eddiecopeland1 Unless it was the 17+1😏

10/17/2019 7:50:10 PM eddiecopeland1 Q+

10/17/2019 7:52:39 PM eddiecopeland1 Damn looked right at him and missed the sleeve symbol

10/17/2019 7:53:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/3SaXEuVPaQ

10/17/2019 7:54:09 PM laurabusse I was yes

But I don't tweet and watch LOL

10/17/2019 7:56:21 PM ab36913 Absolutely, wouldn’t miss it!!  History in the making tonight!  Majestic, heartfelt and moving!  I love my President so much!!! 

❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸✨✨✨

10/17/2019 7:56:54 PM laurabusse Took one for the team eh

10/17/2019 8:10:17 PM lissmojo Of course!

LOVED the tale of prepping to debate Ted Cruz!

10/17/2019 8:11:08 PM 69bull69dawg69 No Klan rally for me. Wonder how many racist, prejudice chants tonight. How much bullying. How many lies. How many alternative facts. Those who 

follow will follow into the pit of lava without questions

10/17/2019 8:11:22 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

I think someone doesn't want 8kun up and running... 3 Days ago!!!!

Going to court in the Philippines to try to get Jim Watkins' naturalization petition rejected https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8_g_3iGY-k …

10/17/2019 8:18:57 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA

Is someone still messing with Jim Watkins??

8 hours ago!!! maybe delayed!

Is The Launch of 8kun Being Disrupted? Fredrick Brennan wants to Take Down 8Chan and Qanon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWaOHCVQjPQ …
10/17/2019 8:19:29 PM kellyha07106828 I just got home from the #DallasTrumpRally 

It was Amazing!! 

#KAG2020LandslideVictory

10/17/2019 8:19:32 PM margare96897181 Yes for sure

10/17/2019 8:19:56 PM ladydashby Must not have ever been to a Trump Rally or watched one on tv. Only American Patriots who love our country and all our people attend Trump Rallies 

to share their love of country, our President & celebrate America. pic.twitter.com/c9vJCYvBG5

10/17/2019 8:22:54 PM spotcj9999 { :^) Zare will no longer provide services???

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWaOHCVQjPQ …

At mark 3:06 this pops up showing this pic,👇👇👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/uH2GrH57zU

10/17/2019 8:23:31 PM aetherwalker1 They should have come back as '8KEK'

~Infinity KEK.  😂

10/17/2019 8:25:48 PM spotcj9999 { :^) I don't think so!!!

Someone is messing with Jim Watkins,

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWaOHCVQjPQ …

Mark 3:06...8kun might not come up on time or if ever. pic.twitter.com/3RtseytOdo

10/17/2019 8:27:29 PM ladydashby As for Alternate Facts, Kelly Anne misspoke, but what happened in Bowling Green, KY caused Obama Administration to pause the refugee program so 

she wasn’t lying. “Terrorists Used Refugee Program to Settle in US” - ABC News https://abcnews.go.com/International/terrorists-refugee-program-

settle-us/story?id=35252500 …



10/17/2019 8:31:43 PM m_kroniklyill "I want the truth! You can't handle the truth..."

Fact is that the truth is stranger than fiction! 

And it's completely paradigm shattering.

An open mind is key because:

The truth is out there, and 

you're looking right at it! 

It's right in front of you! 

Do you see it?
10/17/2019 8:32:49 PM neonjoe45 Agreed lol

10/17/2019 8:39:49 PM stormystorm10 Hell yea I did and with good intentions

10/17/2019 8:44:55 PM mard55859518 It was great as usual.  Trump puts on a great show for his people!

10/17/2019 8:46:06 PM susan66388204 Sure did!   Never get tired of seeing this amazing man love on us all. So grateful he is helping us ascend to the next level.  Shame on the bad guys.

10/17/2019 8:57:32 PM majic_eyes_qnly Watkins Xerxes = Jim Watkins (8chan owner) personal YouTube. This is what he said. pic.twitter.com/DZIY1GkaLE

10/17/2019 9:05:39 PM patriot_rogue #EricSchmidt #ElectionMeddling #CEO #GOOGLE BUDDIES ⏰⏰⏰#LockThemUp #StopVoterFraud @RedPill78 @RepDougCollins @TexanGalCindy 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @parscale @MarshaBlackburn @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 🔥🔥 

https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1143658471159676929 …

10/17/2019 9:18:55 PM patriot_rogue #AmericanHero #TruthWins 🇺🇸🇺🇸@RepDougCollins @RealStenoJenny @PWeepingAngel @StormIsUponUs @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TrueEyeTheSpy @1SweetTexan @TexanGalCindy @QArmyInfo https://twitter.com/Perpetualmaniac/status/1184842529465757696 …

10/17/2019 9:30:25 PM lurksalotsir His check bounced? Kek

10/17/2019 9:38:33 PM 69bull69dawg69 Served in Air Force. Enlisted as gulf region tensions were rising. Gulf war 1. trump never served. trump's kids never served. trump belittled gold star 

families. trump mocked war hero McCain. trump believes dictators over USA intel. To love America is to love all Americans.

10/17/2019 9:56:14 PM ladydashby He is no hero. pic.twitter.com/a7FKkiPIzD

10/17/2019 9:57:13 PM ladydashby Thank you for your service. My father and brother also served. Barrack Obama and Bill Clinton never served. Serving is not a requirement for President. 

He pushed back on Mr. Khan when he attacked Trump about a war, Trump had nothing to do with... https://truthfeed.com/khizr-khan-is-in-panic-

mode-deletes-law-firm-specializing-in-muslim-immigraton/14738/ …

10/17/2019 10:02:59 PM quedelumiere Big IT, meaning demolition of google after link to dark web pedophilia and elite?

10/17/2019 10:06:15 PM ladydashby ”New York Times forced to retract long-standing 17 intel agencies lie” https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-06-30/new-york-times-forced-retract-

longstanding-17-intel-agencies-lie-about-russian-hacki …

10/17/2019 10:10:36 PM movrepupr2753 Sencillamente… desconfiables. Usables. A esos son los que RRN le gusta coger de pend$#%*. pic.twitter.com/14qN6Ftk2L

10/17/2019 10:20:52 PM ladydashby ”The FBI Relied on a Private Firm’s Investigation of the DNC Hack—Which Makes the Agency Harder to Trust” 

https://slate.com/technology/2017/05/the-fbi-is-harder-to-trust-on-the-dnc-hack-because-it-relied-on-crowdstrikes-analysis.html …

10/17/2019 10:28:13 PM ladydashby “Dimitri Alperovitch, a CrowdStrike co-founder, is an opponent of Russian President Vladimir Putin and a senior fellow at the anti-Russian Atlantic 

Council think tank in Washington.” CrowdStrike never completed a final report, but FBI knows it was Russia https://theduran.com/crowdstrike-dnc-

email-hack-hoax-mueller-exposed-as-deep-state-hack-video/ …

10/17/2019 10:37:32 PM nikoscali #NoCoincidence this power of 3, 6 & 9 video from 2017 is trending on #youtube right now...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BK19jELkhkY …

10/17/2019 10:48:03 PM postelleallyson When was this? I’m a subscriber and I didn’t see it. Yesterday? I didn’t watch the whole 45 minute video from 10/16.

10/17/2019 10:53:50 PM blissamerica Freudian FYI ❤️

10/17/2019 11:00:30 PM majic_eyes_qnly It's not a video. It's a comment. Go into the 'COMMUNITY' on Watkins Xerxes' page (you can see it in my screenshot). Not the 'VIDEO' section. Yeah, 

it's a kind of new feature, I think.

10/17/2019 11:11:15 PM postelleallyson How long ago?

10/17/2019 11:16:07 PM majic_eyes_qnly It says 3 hours ago, right now

 https://www.youtube.com/user/hare63/community …

10/17/2019 11:18:33 PM litigious18 OMG! Safe? From who? Are you going to protect him from the AG at the SDNY? LOL😂😂😂😂😂😂😂.  Read the letter our #MoronInChief wrote 

to Erdogan. I thought it was a fake to make him look stupid. But, no fake. Trump was so proud of it he released it himself! 😂😂😂😂😂😂 

pic.twitter.com/bsrAobkuwX

10/17/2019 11:22:57 PM litigious18 You're young. Stop embarrassing yourself. PLEASE read a book. Anything about philosophy so you can begin to learn about how you know what you 

know. And why people fool themselves constantly. And how con artist use that against you. I feel so sad for you. Please don't have kids.

10/17/2019 11:33:52 PM cheryljohnston_ So much evil it makes me very sad. I get so overwhelmed with all the evil and what these so called humans do to our innocent children. Sometimes it's 

to much, then I get mad..And I get revived ready to fight another day #bring on the light

10/17/2019 11:47:01 PM voteredintexas I was there and it was electrifying!

10/18/2019 12:15:56 AM mongrelglory You're one of the "left behind" Toffer?! 👀

10/18/2019 12:44:31 AM sterkinglights1 I had always thought these operators just removed body hair to remain undetectable and that was why the odd appearance. Not so much though.

10/18/2019 1:15:34 AM 1_decided_voter Doing some digging and based on what I can see,  http://8kun.net  transits IP space allocated to DoD immediately before it reaches its destination. Is 

this evidence of a DoD association with 8Kun?

Is DoD hosting, routing, or providing network security for 8Kun? pic.twitter.com/e4aPf0L31u

10/18/2019 1:25:31 AM jaynosurprise Lol... nothing is a coincidence!  One day you'll be able to see the truth and won't be a sheep anymore.  (did I do that right... I'm new)

10/18/2019 1:39:12 AM akamaimom Protection increases confidence 😎

10/18/2019 1:44:01 AM jollyrob2 👍🏻

10/18/2019 2:01:49 AM safariwoman for your consideration :  https://www.tested.com/forums/general-discussion/7889-peerblock-detecting-dod-network-information-center/ …

I wonder if a call to DoD would clarify..

I don't plan to go there but ty for the info.

10/18/2019 2:11:21 AM adolby1984 Wow I know right where that building is & no not because I googled it.

10/18/2019 2:35:27 AM laura_twelve Based on potus tweet, he talked about his ‘friends’

10/18/2019 3:22:46 AM dragonflyglitta I never miss a rally. 

How about when he said, “Can you believe I’ve been a politician for three years!??”  Hysterical. I love when he changes his voice. He’s basically a stand 

up comedian! 😂🤣😂 “I could be political you just have to be all stiff look...” Pulls jacket tighter😂 pic.twitter.com/NwUyGMutBS

10/18/2019 3:27:31 AM toffer_anon_369 Don’t know for sure but get a strong feeling about being a pilot.  I could be wrong, not sure, but I don’t think I was “left behind” - I am sure that I 

volunteered to come here to help during this time on earth



10/18/2019 3:36:08 AM lightlove21121 Right now I’m watching the low vibration “light workers” being exposed.

Nice movie 🍿 

Waiting for the purge to end. Once it’s done, put on your seatbelts ... and sunglasses cause we are going to shine even harder baby 💫💫💫

10/18/2019 3:37:31 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/K7GUcbZiYc

10/18/2019 3:37:36 AM lightlove21121 @nea_storm

@charmanda9

@zagnett

@LisaRoub

@GirlAwakeinCA

@IAuMatu

10/18/2019 4:16:05 AM bbobbio71 Specifically....🤔

10/18/2019 4:45:07 AM patriot_rogue #Dallas #WWG1WGA #POTUS45 ❤️#KeepAmericaGreat 🇺🇸#Patriots @RedPill78 @RealWalkAway @RealStenoJenny @Red_Pill_For_U @M2Madness

 @StormIsUponUs @TexanGalCindy @QArmyInfo @realDonaldTrump 🙏🙏🙏🙏@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸@MarshaBlackburn 

@1SweetTexan https://twitter.com/FuctupMike/status/1184988273158119426 …

10/18/2019 4:52:08 AM qnotables17 Nice find

10/18/2019 4:57:21 AM piperohio17 Deep state is in no way involved with the DoD.

10/18/2019 5:00:11 AM _andy_walker_ It's really disappointing hearing from multiple sources that something is going to happen that doesn't end up happening. No mention of the Secret 

War, no mention of JFK Jr, no mention of returning to the Gold Standard. It was just Trump talking about how great he is.

10/18/2019 5:02:11 AM synackstatic Fell asleep unfortunately. Browsing the comments and cliffnotes, we found the server? the 33k?

Once the DNC server is revealed, that gives us Seth Rich. Seth Rich's leak brings JA into the national narrative. JA brings HRC focus. Trump finding the 

33k reveals the reality in Ukr?

10/18/2019 5:03:01 AM rubato126 Every word of it

10/18/2019 5:04:40 AM synackstatic Perfect timing to decapitate HRC's prospective pres run before it happens? Or after it happens? Trump would want her to run with those revelations, 

no? HRC announces within the next two weeks, trump strikes with DNC>SR>JA>UKR and Hill is arrested leaving uncontested run for Trump

10/18/2019 5:10:22 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1185165994781745153 …

10/18/2019 5:11:32 AM synackstatic HRC arrest and UKR revelations reveals Soros involvement and his NGOs, down goes the second side of the eye. All that remains is the cult and the red 

shields. Ukr begets the reality about Epstein et. al., that brings forward the cult, down they fall.

10/18/2019 5:22:39 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/18/2019 5:36:30 AM roublisa 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/fyrczgBYJE

10/18/2019 5:40:43 AM charlesgdavis1 Chip chip chip as always good Intel MJ.

10/18/2019 5:42:34 AM charlesgdavis1 Or experimentation????👽👽👽

10/18/2019 5:46:29 AM charlesgdavis1 DON'T get paranoid....it's ok....sometimes their is a coincidence. GOD LOVES YOU.

10/18/2019 5:56:42 AM nea_storm Genius Multicomms of truth disclosure Lisa:As historically shared it requires the natural triune (spirit-mind-body) unification to activate spiritual 

consciousness & perceive the Portals in plain sight: Meaning to perceive or Create Portals requires active inner sight (John 9:25) 

pic.twitter.com/327TBwBdzy

10/18/2019 6:07:59 AM elgatoweebee COLUMNA DE HOY-ALGO PARA PENSAR pic.twitter.com/albDNhzOQh

10/18/2019 6:18:46 AM brandi_843 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

MIB

 https://youtu.be/w2ppyMUlXfM 

10/18/2019 6:20:10 AM brandi_843 Got it and know it!

10/18/2019 6:26:04 AM vonyugen RIP swamp thing

10/18/2019 6:42:20 AM beau_harrington As a network engineer for an ISP, I would say that the DoD would not be a transit provider.  Meaning that general internet traffic should not transit 

their network unless it sources from their network.  This would appear to be a service provided similar to cloudflare.

10/18/2019 6:54:16 AM sickof_theliars You've not heard of the "Military Industrial Complex"?

10/18/2019 7:05:57 AM hb04920973 People have seen Hillary's missing emails already. That's what they need to understand. Nothing classified but they were seen by many people. 2 

videos were made going through them when the DOJ raided the place to get them back because the State Dept. released them thru FIOA.

10/18/2019 7:16:01 AM richner88 I have to ask cuz it's been burning my brain for sometime now, is Fortnite disclosure? With their "events" involving time/space travel, zero energy, 

extraterrestrial visitors, and seemingly merging timelines, it all seems too coincidental.

10/18/2019 7:55:39 AM signorinalora  https://twitter.com/BanksyArtist/status/1185157979718475777/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/AO6aPqYj5E  #8kun #8chan 

What do you think?

10/18/2019 7:58:22 AM sdane8 👍 My other tweet stated during the last administration I was afraid to speak up or write the WH lest they come knocking on my door. Seems that was 

a reality for some. I'm no longer concerned with Trump in charge.

10/18/2019 7:58:24 AM signorinalora Can they be collecting data of people who visit #8kun, their IP addresses , location? It looks weird and fishy 

Patriots, stay safe! #MAGA #QAnon #8chan #BeWater

10/18/2019 8:00:02 AM signorinalora  https://twitter.com/HW_BEAT_THAT/status/1185099126452572160 …

It looks weird and fishy 

Patriots, stay safe! #MAGA #QAnon #8chan #BeWater

10/18/2019 8:05:11 AM truthseeker805 They are watching anyway dear.  Use a VPN

10/18/2019 8:24:54 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/18/2019 8:30:02 AM dombunn The provider

10/18/2019 8:43:59 AM carliestar10 Guy was 78... and fat. Probably natural causes. 

Nothing is "going down" per this Majic12. They've been promising forever.

However, be ready for an economic collapse.

10/18/2019 8:44:57 AM nikoscali Good Find!

10/18/2019 8:46:50 AM jenhoward09 Majestic 😉 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/18/2019 8:48:32 AM ab36913 Maybe we worked together. My thread is gone from my other account now but I was a commander of a fleet when I was a blue alien in a “future” 

timeline. I dont think it is a coincidence that we both choose the same avatar/banner. (See pinned tweet). We are probably all connected.

10/18/2019 8:52:30 AM toffer_anon_369 #Starseeds #Lightworkers #WayShowers h/t fellow traveler!  Blue Avians?

10/18/2019 8:54:39 AM toffer_anon_369 Ms. Brown!  Of course I remember you!! pic.twitter.com/aZIHHkeH6N

10/18/2019 8:58:29 AM ab36913 I am not exactly sure. I never saw what my face looked like. Just know I was really tall and very solid build. Was a male. Had a little black puff of “hair” 

on top center of head. Had 4 fingers, i think. Need to listen to the audio recording of my session again.



10/18/2019 8:59:36 AM ab36913 Yes!!! 👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/iFuFqnZjBv

10/18/2019 9:04:39 AM debbiekiwiblack Trump made a statement at some point about a non censored social media and I assumed he would get the ball rolling.

10/18/2019 9:43:46 AM sterkinglights1 Mycoplasma infection.

10/18/2019 9:44:37 AM kintu3 I wish they would open their eyes and see how embarrassingly they present themselves.

10/18/2019 9:49:02 AM nurseniceyes Q &A anytime?

10/18/2019 9:50:29 AM lisadejesus1 They don’t think the public know. 

Sadly, too many still don’t.

10/18/2019 10:18:43 AM caterita2008 What about The Little Prince...how long before they put it on blast?😂

10/18/2019 10:26:24 AM mongrelglory Have you read the Alien Interview book where Airl talks about the Domain officers who got "amnesia"?  You are likely a Starseed, and since the Domain 

is such a vast Empire/collective, you could very well be a pilot/officer from one of their worlds!

10/18/2019 10:29:54 AM mongrelglory It's funny!  I have such vivid memories of the world I came from, but when I try to remember the people close to me, I can't remember their names or 

get clear recollections of their faces.  I have general impressions of what my collective looked like, but no personal details...

10/18/2019 10:33:00 AM mongrelglory I wonder if this is built into the "veil of forgetting" when we get here, so that we're not distracted from our mission.  If we remembered our 

friends/families back home, we'd probably be pining to go back and see them again.  It could get very distracting. Like being love-sick.

10/18/2019 11:23:02 AM nikoscali Massive object being moved by @northropgrumman by barge from their Redondo Beach facility.

hmm could it be #B21Raider or something more.... exotic??

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #disclosure

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30488/what-massive-mystery-object-is-northrop-moving-by-barge-from-redondo-beach-this-weekend … 

pic.twitter.com/pJKVGZO4bR

10/18/2019 11:25:23 AM nikoscali P.S. since its going on a barge I seriously doubt it is B21. This is something space related.

10/18/2019 11:49:43 AM piperohio17 Are you dense? Don’t you realize that all of that has been cleaned up? Why do you think an audit was done on the pentagon? Trump has total control 

of the DoD.   The deep state has lost control of the inner workings of anything WITHIN the military. This has nothing to w/the MIC.

10/18/2019 11:49:59 AM texasqpatriot It was incredible

10/18/2019 11:52:11 AM piperohio17 All of the Generals that were part of the Deep State have already been retired.

10/18/2019 12:09:00 PM cat_scaredy Boomerang Biden 

@LoneStarParson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SaraCarterDC/status/1185252307384053761 …

10/18/2019 12:13:28 PM nodivide_usa NO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NONO NO

10/18/2019 12:27:50 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @Keith72256137 @

GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) pic.twitter.com/1ZEWzlkYgF

10/18/2019 12:28:38 PM roublisa Thank you Christine 💗💗💗

10/18/2019 12:34:42 PM blsdbe ThanQ Lisa, keep sharing Your Beautiful Light!!! pic.twitter.com/bPFQ4NYx84

10/18/2019 12:36:19 PM powervern It must be extremely dangerous to our democracy. Wow.

10/18/2019 12:45:23 PM roublisa 💞💞💞

10/18/2019 1:25:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is it true EC was using a scooter to get around? He must have had major health issues if he couldn’t walk short distances. What’s that about?

10/18/2019 1:36:24 PM brandi_843 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Anon__Truther/status/1182492932193968128 …

10/18/2019 1:46:39 PM peter95117110 Any honorable mention on OBLIVION (2013) and soft disclosure? There are Literary Devices and some other details  that I am still 

considering....perspective. If you will.

With Respects,

Peter

10/18/2019 1:50:05 PM piperohio17 BWAHAHAHAHAHA. Whatever, dude. If you’re telling me that a lowly employee in the DoD hasn’t been ferreted out, you’re high. Sure you don’t live in 

CO? pic.twitter.com/eg6xYS759f

10/18/2019 1:50:49 PM piperohio17 Go back and troll with the rest of your left wing buds.

10/18/2019 2:12:30 PM ab36913 Yes, I agree. I really do miss my family even though I dont remember them. I have been pinning away for them for many years.  I never quite felt like I 

belonged here. But I think many of us feel that way & it is certainly true. We have co created new family here & I AM grateful!

10/18/2019 2:14:32 PM numberonepal Keep it up. Good digging.

10/18/2019 2:18:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 700?

10/18/2019 2:20:00 PM jvan125 600? https://twitter.com/devinnunes/status/1185304011387424769?s=21 …

10/18/2019 2:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 700.

10/18/2019 2:21:12 PM willytturner13  pic.twitter.com/thJLpyqbQA

10/18/2019 2:21:31 PM bocan3 More...

10/18/2019 2:21:38 PM jvan125 So not related? Or the number is really 700? 🤔

10/18/2019 2:21:51 PM intentionmentor Suicide weekend

10/18/2019 2:22:05 PM ab36913 $700K https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1185232853925355522 …

10/18/2019 2:22:13 PM ursula_1111 Wow. Great suggestion.

10/18/2019 2:22:25 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/sQHJLNbmyC

10/18/2019 2:22:43 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/18/2019 2:22:50 PM ab36913 Or this? https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/1185252452347662336 …

10/18/2019 2:22:58 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/18/2019 2:23:14 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/18/2019 2:23:55 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/ogCWnNerwB

10/18/2019 2:23:57 PM trumpmomma Watched it again this morning ♥️

10/18/2019 2:24:08 PM aboomarelswify  https://www.mr67swify.com/2019/06/Strange-things-Goats.html … pic.twitter.com/WTd7VV52O6

10/18/2019 2:25:25 PM keith369me Club?

10/18/2019 2:26:27 PM ursula_1111 @intentionmentor GREAT minds think alike! 😉

10/18/2019 2:27:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Expect big things to drop on it. https://twitter.com/1_Decided_Voter/status/1185107136050647041 …

10/18/2019 2:27:21 PM razztaz2016 Keep in mind the Keystone State.  Where the most public pedo case began at a famous University.

10/18/2019 2:28:04 PM lackspatience Jim specifically denied working with DOD today or using DOD assets.

10/18/2019 2:28:37 PM 1_decided_voter Hmmm, Watkins just posted a live stream today and said "we aren't using any DoD stuff" https://youtu.be/44qs9TJUfzI?t=511 …

10/18/2019 2:28:52 PM keith369me BOOM

10/18/2019 2:28:59 PM sdane8 People indicted?

10/18/2019 2:29:04 PM marywal64295444 Wow! That's cool!

10/18/2019 2:30:44 PM intentionmentor I’ll let you have that distinction. I’m just a squirrel that gets a nut once in a while. And we could both be wrong lol. pic.twitter.com/NxEWLkJlEi

10/18/2019 2:31:15 PM rbw1926 I'm not super tech savvy so what does this mean exactly? 😬



10/18/2019 2:31:44 PM jzmari25 Went to rally.  It was amazing. Energy was electric.   Love President Trump!!

10/18/2019 2:32:33 PM garyridenhour2 Great Dig!!!

10/18/2019 2:33:01 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/ehI7hxs28r

10/18/2019 2:33:09 PM frenchjeanne I suspected that all along really from what we’ve learned so far.

10/18/2019 2:33:13 PM animaldesatado When are they going to arrest @HillaryClinton , Podesta and such for murdering children and pedophilia?

10/18/2019 2:33:20 PM nonlineardarren 8kun,when put through English gematria comes back as DEEP STATE..ive been telling people since the name came out,you wont find me EVER letting 

the spooks now who i am.WWG1WGA

10/18/2019 2:33:29 PM animaldesatado And when are they going to reveal aliens?

10/18/2019 2:33:40 PM edwardgouin Imagine if there were an Internet site where all the evidence against the deep state was laid out logically for all to see.

10/18/2019 2:35:15 PM robinreitsma1 👀👍

10/18/2019 2:37:33 PM mommahood777 EEEK

so...it dislikes salt..what is its food?

10/18/2019 2:37:48 PM mike92650637 It’s 578 and only 91 are associated with 38 individuals which means not all of them far on HRC.....

10/18/2019 2:39:07 PM sixbennetts I gotcha, fam. http://www.magapill.com 

10/18/2019 2:39:42 PM willytturner13 You have more than you know pic.twitter.com/qClc89PYn9

10/18/2019 2:41:37 PM cindylee81 Not sure what this means. 

Any clues for dummies?

10/18/2019 2:45:57 PM throging I think that blob is inhabiting my sinuses.

10/18/2019 2:46:13 PM kagqanon I don't get the same results as you.  I do get that the ISP on the last ip address is tied to  http://Alibaba.com  LTD.  That's kind of bothersome as it has 

Chinese ties along with it being hosted in California.   Maybe I am wrong.

10/18/2019 2:48:04 PM mommahood777 Yes, thank you...I'm blocked too

10/18/2019 2:48:12 PM kagqanon 11    86 ms    86 ms    94 ms  … http://if-ae-0-2.tcore2.sv1-santa-clara.as6453.net  [63.243.251.2]

 12    87 ms    84 ms    87 ms  … http://if-ae-7-2.tcore1.pdi-palo-alto.as6453.net  [209.58.86.74]

 13    85 ms    85 ms    86 ms  66.198.127.118

 14   96 ms    85 ms    90 ms  116.251.64.229

 15   88 ms    88 ms    84 ms  47.254.122.135

10/18/2019 2:48:40 PM piperohio17 Oh, and it’s called the Military Industrial Complex. If you’re going to try to throw out terms, try to get it right.

10/18/2019 2:48:41 PM madly_offkilter YAASSSSS

10/18/2019 2:50:08 PM nikoscali Plausible Deniability.

10/18/2019 2:50:47 PM ursula_1111 That’s why the hive mind is so powerful! pic.twitter.com/f8lOFhLojM

10/18/2019 2:53:31 PM light_fighter_g That IP doesn’t show up in my trace route at all https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6b4bgB9EqaE …

10/18/2019 2:53:43 PM brainhousinggrp thats the funniest thing ive heard in awhile! you got a long way to go friend.

10/18/2019 2:54:47 PM trumping4usa You is that coming out today?

10/18/2019 2:56:18 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/tFuTXxCbJh

10/18/2019 2:57:14 PM hb04920973 🤔🤔🤔

10/18/2019 2:59:27 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/18/2019 3:01:00 PM jdash03868115 Check out @Education4Libs @prageru @TPUSA @RealCandaceO @charliekirk11 for starters!

10/18/2019 3:03:22 PM sharong73376199 Form

10/18/2019 3:05:33 PM yourkiddingme5  pic.twitter.com/BE6sCSqqAJ

10/18/2019 3:07:12 PM orthogonalron 700=DCC

10/18/2019 3:09:06 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTXLhEk3J8E … pic.twitter.com/xa3WZXBnVw

10/18/2019 3:10:12 PM nonlineardarren Sandalphon is an archangel in Jewish and Christian writings. Sandalphon figures prominently in the mystical literary traditions of Rabbinic Judaism and 

early Christianity, notably in the Midrash, Talmud, and Kabbalah.

10/18/2019 3:11:32 PM 1_decided_voter Try tracing it from multiple places, such as this tool allows: https://tools.keycdn.com/traceroute 

10/18/2019 3:11:38 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWJo2EZW8yU …

DIA etc. pic.twitter.com/nlVz37MHoW

10/18/2019 3:12:00 PM ascension_guide  pic.twitter.com/QOb2ReHiNp

10/18/2019 3:21:32 PM michael_s_ander  https://gab.com/Thunder_Shock/posts/102984169752380138 … A certain “Hot Wheels” is personally behind the attempts to keep 8kun down.

10/18/2019 3:22:22 PM spauldingdebi Keystone pipeline

10/18/2019 3:22:42 PM 6b1222t Actually incorrect. Sorry. But there are many platforms that spoof DOD IPAdds. If 8kun has said NO. They mean it. However ... a basic trace route 

begins wherever YOU r located and moves from there. 😊 crossing MANY servers/networks etc.

10/18/2019 3:25:57 PM truth_incontext @_Luke_Slytalker ... 'dis legit?

10/18/2019 3:28:02 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKYOGDsPyWk … pic.twitter.com/4IOsVrmSXP

10/18/2019 3:29:30 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/khfi8gckbq

10/18/2019 3:31:31 PM mutant_corn 116.251.64.229 is:

 Information related to '116.251.64.0/18AS37963'\

route:          116.251.64.0/18

descr:          Hangzhou Alibaba Advertising Co.,Ltd.

country:        CN

origin:         AS37963

mnt-by:         MAINT-CNNIC-AP

last-modified:  2019-08-08T23:26:05Z
10/18/2019 3:35:11 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...

10/18/2019 3:36:56 PM mutant_corn Final landing 47.254 is also an Alibaba Cloud server

IP Address: 47.254.122.135

Name: ALICLOUD-USHandle: 

NET-47-254-0-0-1

Registration Date: 4/20/18

Range: 47.254.0.0-47.254.127.255

Customer: ALICLOUD-USCustomer 

Address: 400 S El Camino Real, Suite 400

City: San Mateo
10/18/2019 3:38:03 PM marybiggers1 That would be a-mazing!

10/18/2019 3:39:00 PM alongsinging  pic.twitter.com/hJJ6JgwKYN

10/18/2019 3:42:52 PM ms_duckworth They’ve been stopped from coming over the border - that’s the purpose of Trump’s wall.

10/18/2019 3:44:02 PM cyclonesister Here’s an interesting article for ya https://patriotssoapbox.com/politics/ret-gen-paul-vallely-confirms-existence-of-q-in-interview/ …

10/18/2019 3:46:33 PM animaldesatado when i say aliens i mean aliens, no immigrants.

10/18/2019 3:50:46 PM suave162 🤔

10/18/2019 3:53:37 PM 1_decided_voter Right, I would agree that DoD wouldn't be transit (bad word choice on my part), but this does look like something of theirs is in front of 8Kun, or at least 

something using their IP space. Almost like they're hosted in a DoD datacenter or on a DoD platform or something.



10/18/2019 3:56:33 PM _andy_walker_ You'd think so, but I'd rather hope for the best and be constantly disappointed, than expect the worst and be perpetually proven right. Without Hope, 

what's the point?

10/18/2019 3:57:19 PM turboxyde We exist in a fractal multiverse of infinite potential... disclosure is therefore everywhere but the only way to discern truth from fiction is to reconnect 

with Source and verify your perspective and experiences in space/time.

When in doubt, bring your observation to Source... pic.twitter.com/3DWZBi8Bqk

10/18/2019 3:57:28 PM keith369me Keystone state was a major hub of trafficking well beyond the Penn State mess.  It was rampant in Philadelphia power circles.

10/18/2019 3:59:31 PM carliestar10  https://youtu.be/xs4gd06f_A4 

10/18/2019 4:01:02 PM _andy_walker_ Future Electoral College vote count? lol

10/18/2019 4:01:25 PM 1_decided_voter Try this... takes a while to run but it collects traces sourced from multiple locations. https://tools.keycdn.com/traceroute 

10/18/2019 4:02:51 PM raydog707  pic.twitter.com/xPowThKMqU

10/18/2019 4:06:23 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxYUIOv2nTk … pic.twitter.com/Zb7L2jkHoj

10/18/2019 4:08:44 PM mongrelglory Fansblowing...I don't know where you find this stuff! 😝

10/18/2019 4:10:29 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/LDbw6nQ0Zj

10/18/2019 4:13:40 PM mongrelglory I'm sure Hunter got a lot more than just $700,000 dollars!  Corruption pays big these days!  Hopefully not for much longer.

10/18/2019 4:14:01 PM covertress Soon 

 http://8kun.net/qrnews/ 

10/18/2019 4:14:53 PM ks374365 Exactly! And one that cannot be brought down.

10/18/2019 4:15:21 PM mongrelglory Great work Red Votes! 👍

10/18/2019 4:18:46 PM 420munsterfan 700 club? Coincidental that my TV keeps turning to that on Freeform channel every time I leave the room😤

10/18/2019 4:19:54 PM laurabusse Mirror

Good one

10/18/2019 4:20:01 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1184218436718735360?s=19 …

10/18/2019 4:21:30 PM laurabusse 🤞

10/18/2019 4:22:53 PM laurabusse Ha

LOL

10/18/2019 4:28:13 PM laurabusse Where is the best place to find memes do you think?

Am not meme savvy

Have tried tweeting them but they won't tweet cleanly so I don't know where ppl are getting their memes from and tweeting them cleanly without 

other stuff on the tweet in the way hard to explain

10/18/2019 4:28:28 PM mleazenby How are you accessing the site? I keep getting "access denied" message. 😕

10/18/2019 4:31:10 PM sixbennetts I like it because it's all clickable to supporting stories for proof. Image how different things would be if this was required reading.

10/18/2019 4:33:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you able to access #8kun?

10/18/2019 4:33:43 PM drnealhouston Retweeted..

10/18/2019 4:34:07 PM sunnyawakening Very good article!

10/18/2019 4:34:07 PM sp00njake Someone lied !!’ 😂😂😂

10/18/2019 4:34:13 PM libertyspring99 “Access forbidden”

10/18/2019 4:34:20 PM krisp1377 Just tried. Access is forbidden!

10/18/2019 4:34:26 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/1SWQs4nhSX

10/18/2019 4:34:35 PM anonymousada  pic.twitter.com/cFUg4sXiuZ

10/18/2019 4:35:11 PM dcooyon Not yet. Been like this all day. Different from the log in screen we got earlier. pic.twitter.com/15alz5dgTE

10/18/2019 4:35:32 PM libertyspring99 I believe it’s  http://8kun.net 

10/18/2019 4:36:07 PM luvleebutterfly Nope just getting some ddos pg.

10/18/2019 4:36:24 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/xA2VU67JXM

10/18/2019 4:37:48 PM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/Voe97UxpPB

10/18/2019 4:38:22 PM trumping4usa WHO ARE THE 8%

10/18/2019 4:38:48 PM yustein Interesting, you know what used to be there? Compuserve. You might be too young to know the name.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CompuServe 

10/18/2019 4:38:50 PM gemutlich5050  pic.twitter.com/Jcii2JJpc0

10/18/2019 4:39:03 PM susan4maga Access Forbidden

10/18/2019 4:39:05 PM colefgl Y’all realize that hundreds/thousands of you sitting  the refresh button doesn’t help matters, right?  

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/18/2019 4:39:14 PM ursula_1111 Shows in survey that some ARE able to access it. That’s great news. Yes? 🤔

10/18/2019 4:39:17 PM rainbeaudee Been on the outside most of my life. As long as our brilliant autists get in, I'm golden. Oh, and the planefags please :) i learned so much from their skill.

10/18/2019 4:39:21 PM stormypatriot21  https://twitter.com/codemonkeyz/status/1185241710181224448?s=21 …

10/18/2019 4:39:26 PM mongrelglory So who are the 10% above who can? ☝🧐

10/18/2019 4:39:40 PM subversion_ops If you were actual Intel you'd know it's off line for everyone except board admin and developers.

10/18/2019 4:39:49 PM southpaw816 Nope

10/18/2019 4:40:45 PM trumping4usa Read previous tweets from majestic

10/18/2019 4:40:47 PM mongrelglory Did I miss the reason that it's called 8kun?  I would have preferred 8kek! 😆

10/18/2019 4:40:54 PM cincowgirl @CodeMonkeyZ posted this is correct. Site not public yet.

10/18/2019 4:40:56 PM joan1barb I read that the  original creater of 8chan? blocked 8kun  because he didn't want Q on it.

10/18/2019 4:41:22 PM covertress Soon

 https://8kun.net/qrnews/ 

10/18/2019 4:41:26 PM nikoscali What DNS servers should we be using other than OpenDNS or Google?

10/18/2019 4:41:30 PM theaagabriel  pic.twitter.com/tCTj2X0i18

10/18/2019 4:41:40 PM scottf59 Not yet. pic.twitter.com/weBwUf4llY

10/18/2019 4:41:53 PM rogue_vogel  pic.twitter.com/BSHM0DRhUX

10/18/2019 4:42:01 PM trumparmy42020 Access Forbidden

10/18/2019 4:42:19 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/ckGlME2LqF

10/18/2019 4:43:30 PM colefgl It has to do with the hierarchy of suffixes in Japanese names.  

Chan was a suffix denoting a young person or subordinate.  

Kun is a level up.  An upgrade in stature.

10/18/2019 4:43:32 PM trumping4usa Specifically this pic.twitter.com/RAA432YbyM

10/18/2019 4:43:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 38 people cited for violations in Clinton email probe https://apnews.com/14b14afc5d8647858489a2cf5385c28d …

10/18/2019 4:44:06 PM tlhuber Good. Keep it going !!!

10/18/2019 4:44:16 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/vbJj4FFdh1

10/18/2019 4:44:19 PM starehope 😂😂😂

10/18/2019 4:45:37 PM wickedmouse369 #ticktock

10/18/2019 4:45:47 PM 1_decided_voter This reads as though people are getting a slap on the wrist and a stern finger wagging.

Hardly the justice we are looking for.

10/18/2019 4:46:13 PM 4everapatriot Where is it



10/18/2019 4:46:46 PM cathybivens4 Exactly how I read it 😡

10/18/2019 4:47:03 PM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/qhPDccwKQd

10/18/2019 4:47:31 PM nurseniceyes Suicide weekend?

10/18/2019 4:47:59 PM laurabusse 👽

10/18/2019 4:48:02 PM blsdbe I loved this from Tulsi Gabbard so HARD!!! Still #Trump2020 tho...h/t @DawsonSField pic.twitter.com/0rDTBnwoWA

10/18/2019 4:48:07 PM keith369me Reading her emails for “art”...accusing Tulsi of Russian collusion.  Is she purposely outing herself to get the 🐑 to wake up?

10/18/2019 4:48:26 PM ab36913 Still 497 cases without fault assigned. Are these part of the #pedo files?

10/18/2019 4:48:58 PM sauknfox456 This is what I get pic.twitter.com/HqBOvgjO6G

10/18/2019 4:49:37 PM trumping4usa Approximately 26 people should be able to see the website

10/18/2019 4:49:38 PM judy_lanier Finally we’re getting started...let’s work our way up!

10/18/2019 4:49:48 PM susandstorm Not yet.

10/18/2019 4:50:53 PM mklundquist What the heck does cited for violations mean? Does that sound like justice or a punishment from your sweet Grandmother for getting in the cookie jar?

10/18/2019 4:51:15 PM mattersnot2  https://www.coindesk.com/ciphertraces-blockchain-forensics-service-now-covers-700-crypto-assets …

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.upi.com/amp/Top_News/World-News/2019/10/18/British-agents-nab-700-suspects-guns-500000-in-drugs-in-

national-sweep/9541571408676/ …

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bet.com/news/national/2019/10/18/white-south-carolina-dj-accused-of-sex-trafficking-nearly-700-

bl.amp.html …

10/18/2019 4:51:38 PM fornodan Its not a 404    but its not a forum

10/18/2019 4:51:38 PM ceegexd All I'm getting from the link.. pic.twitter.com/PLwasiUOrv

10/18/2019 4:51:59 PM 1_decided_voter Send someone to knock on Freddy's door! https://twitter.com/leightowne851/status/1185315158714916864 …

10/18/2019 4:52:28 PM mklundquist What do you mean? They were "cited for violations!!" lol 😂

10/18/2019 4:53:03 PM eldeeberry This part stands out the most for me.                  “The Justice Department’s inspector general said FBI specialists did not find evidence that the server 

had been hacked, with one forensics agent saying he felt “fairly confident that there wasn’t an intrusion.”

10/18/2019 4:53:35 PM patriotswegoall Not gaining access.

8K still having issues?

10/18/2019 4:54:36 PM edmondd67076002 38 people now considered Russian agents. pic.twitter.com/3N5TrZKVOW

10/18/2019 4:54:37 PM mattersnot2 Fascinating if you search news for 700 you see the number itself to show us various ways and places. Makes you wonder if they're signaling among 

themselves through news stories. Since they lost privacy a couple years ago...

10/18/2019 4:55:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd Not yet... pic.twitter.com/6K9bJ72Xh2

10/18/2019 4:55:47 PM determined1776 Find a dm group that does memes.

Make a post asking to be in one

10/18/2019 4:56:05 PM manifest_utopia Interesting thread here from a man whose father worked designing & setting up gov't network communication systems so that classified info could 

NOT be sent a la HRC.

 https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1185266811094175744 …

10/18/2019 4:56:14 PM rallistiny Yep I got the same thing

10/18/2019 4:56:21 PM molly07751087 I accidentally hit the yes, was trying to hit no🙄

10/18/2019 4:56:43 PM molly07751087  pic.twitter.com/4pWykpw6V8

10/18/2019 4:57:05 PM determined1776  pic.twitter.com/fIOCjs8sq7

10/18/2019 4:57:44 PM danaefrederick3 Just another piece of the puzzle the walls are closing in

10/18/2019 4:57:45 PM determined1776 ...also @3Days3Nights shares his memes..

They are some of the best

10/18/2019 4:58:14 PM bscottnewskona Just waiting for Q posts.

10/18/2019 4:59:00 PM manifest_utopia  https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1185241710181224448 …

10/18/2019 4:59:18 PM mystic_marie14 I get "This website is not hosted on these servers nor is this website operated by VanwaTech"

10/18/2019 4:59:40 PM johnnyt_anon Same Access Forbidden page.

10/18/2019 4:59:52 PM burgersandra AND???

10/18/2019 4:59:53 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1185241710181224448?s=19 …

10/18/2019 5:00:12 PM wearywar "Access forbidden" - "remote DDoS mitigation by Vanwatech"

10/18/2019 5:01:15 PM mongrelglory Ah thanks!  I had thought "Chan" was short for Channel.

10/18/2019 5:01:17 PM nikoscali What HILARIOUS is Wheels showed emails claiming that Zare (VanwaTech) had closed their account... Doesn't look closed to me...

10/18/2019 5:01:25 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/URndmEfzoN

10/18/2019 5:01:25 PM maryche20769846 I do not know. please give me 8kun’s link. Thanks.

10/18/2019 5:02:15 PM davidson2kyle Justice for Seth

10/18/2019 5:02:33 PM stp48315 Because it’s backed up by a military satellite according to the site’s creator. A bunch of people are trying to create a new Internet that’s more 

decentralized.

10/18/2019 5:02:37 PM laurabusse Oh! Interesting

Thx v much!

10/18/2019 5:02:45 PM synackstatic Vanwatech is blocking.

10/18/2019 5:02:48 PM vickimerivale Access Forbidden

Remote DDoS Mitigation by VanwaTech

This website is not hosted on these servers nor is this website operated by VanwaTech - VanwaTech is purely a remote CDN and DDoS mitigation 

service. Contact admin@8kun.net with any comments or complaints regarding the website

10/18/2019 5:02:48 PM eatslpndive I heard 10pm EST

10/18/2019 5:03:14 PM colefgl Kun is a more mature Chan.

10/18/2019 5:03:45 PM laurabusse Thx for the tip

I hear @CarpeDonktum does too

10/18/2019 5:03:49 PM vickimerivale The above is the page that comes up - I only copied and pasted, don't know how to share otherwise. I am in Australia.

10/18/2019 5:04:15 PM nikoscali [Donna Brazile]

10/18/2019 5:05:47 PM nikoscali I'm not buying wheel's little chat screenshots

10/18/2019 5:06:08 PM chichignotek Using Firefox... "Access is forbidden."

10/18/2019 5:06:18 PM rbw1926 So when is she going to be arrested? pic.twitter.com/0ijBEGq7Pu

10/18/2019 5:06:34 PM realalleron Not yet..

10/18/2019 5:07:42 PM maryche20769846 I was denied by 8kun. Why? pic.twitter.com/4usE3GaqbG

10/18/2019 5:08:54 PM laurabusse Looks like I hit a 

Slight

Nerve

MORE MEMES PLEASE!!!!!!

10/18/2019 5:08:55 PM mike26644558 #LockThemAllUp

10/18/2019 5:10:02 PM momoarnesen Genius statement. Dbl meaning works perfect everytime.

10/18/2019 5:10:52 PM joaquinfvaldez  pic.twitter.com/0BPb1FdUjG

10/18/2019 5:11:07 PM robertg69989098 ☹️ don’t know how to@use the site properly anyway. But at least it’s up. Will some regulars like us be given access?

10/18/2019 5:11:16 PM fqgrl Flynn said there is an army of Digital Soldiers



10/18/2019 5:12:27 PM johnsville14 007 is a reference to the Tubal Cain.  A pictogram of a lorgnette used by Queen Victoria by her closest advisor John Brown who was a necromancer.

The pictogram was used to "Her Eyes Only".

10/18/2019 5:12:58 PM starehope Don't sound like it to me. Sounds like she dialed an incorrect phone number.

10/18/2019 5:14:45 PM rhonda_usa Is that all?

10/18/2019 5:15:03 PM pharoeforte Hahahahahah 

Q is the highest level on military intelligence and they can’t get a stupid website up.

Hahaha can’t make this stupid shit up

10/18/2019 5:15:57 PM patriotswegoall May be related https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/10/deep-state-panic-clinton-foundation-linked-fraudsters-arrested-shady-duo-poised-to-rat-out-

bill-hillary/ …

10/18/2019 5:16:00 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/mMcZdhWFBz

10/18/2019 5:16:21 PM spotcj9999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Retweet please!!!  pic.twitter.com/Zfue0GsCJD

10/18/2019 5:16:35 PM wearywar There seem to be a couple of hops hidden

7  http://ten-0-2-0.bdr01.sjc02.ca.vocus.net  (114.31.199.249)

8  http://eqix-sv1.alibaba.com  (206.223.116.74)

9  116.251.86.169 180.044 ms 116.251.82.205 195.601 ms 116.251.81.45 195.520 ms

10  * * *

11  * * *

12 47.254.122.135 257.758 ms
10/18/2019 5:17:21 PM giediknight If we can’t get onto it, is it blocked via ISP?

10/18/2019 5:17:21 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/jBYHLNQEtb

10/18/2019 5:17:43 PM buckknighten I think you have been lied to. Q has no website. We are the news.

10/18/2019 5:17:52 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/YUY6Qj2ZW4

10/18/2019 5:18:17 PM determined1776 👍🏻

10/18/2019 5:18:43 PM determined1776 Indeed!

10/18/2019 5:18:56 PM waibry Well, I guess we're good here. I mean, people received citations. 🙄

10/18/2019 5:19:26 PM gemutlich5050  https://mobile.twitter.com/gemutlich5050/status/1185200555175694336 …

Hopefully the other names come out.  Don’t forget about Kennedy’s involvement.  He knew along with others downstream. Wonder if any still work at 

State? 🤔

#FridayThoughts #MAGA2020 #QAnon #walkaway

10/18/2019 5:20:18 PM laurabusse Me too

8chan was not for me

10/18/2019 5:21:18 PM starehope Love the "fairly confident" part. Would that stand up in court? Just like the "I heard from someone that the President said this...". What is happening to 

the laws and truth? Are we being scammed?

10/18/2019 5:23:52 PM laurabusse Oh I'm sorry

I thought you said 38 people connected with Clinton indicted for crimes against children

10/18/2019 5:24:36 PM slamm68  pic.twitter.com/k1VoWYaPFC

10/18/2019 5:24:51 PM bscottnewskona Can't really get past the vulgar & vile trolls when I tried to lurk for info. Do use links in Q-drops, but they are more specific so exposure is limited.

10/18/2019 5:26:22 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/WTnsPlvufG

10/18/2019 5:26:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank Q Ron. https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1185241710181224448 …

10/18/2019 5:28:14 PM mountainminder Monkey see, Monkey we do. Let's start swinging from the trees again.

10/18/2019 5:29:41 PM 1crazy_toaster I hope she's protected. She may just switch parties.

10/18/2019 5:30:11 PM nonnieh65 Maybe this was planned as a way to get Hillary into the presidential race. Do not trust her!

10/18/2019 5:30:41 PM laurabusse Yeah it's nasty in there

10/18/2019 5:30:42 PM miss_ampie A (You) from CM. Noice. 👍

10/18/2019 5:31:27 PM tyetyler1  pic.twitter.com/xJGvQblhp7

10/18/2019 5:31:44 PM sch41076287 How often we was expecting for FISA? FEW years later  - they still find a reason that it can't go out 😭😔😔😔😔😔😔😔😔😔😔😔😔

10/18/2019 5:32:55 PM samsmith0319 So...Lots of people KNEW HRCs corruption, hide it and also were corrupt themselves...💥🐀🐀🐀🐀💥

10/18/2019 5:34:23 PM nm_zsr Yes, but access forbidden. All good

10/18/2019 5:34:52 PM cat_scaredy Roger Roger!!! pic.twitter.com/972TAnxXsN

10/18/2019 5:36:21 PM jake4191 Vanwa Tech says that I’m forbidden from entering!

10/18/2019 5:37:52 PM redquinlan Is she one of them????

10/18/2019 5:38:07 PM dawsonsfield Why would getting Hillary into the race be a bad thing?

 I think Trump is slow rolling the prosecutions in the hope he could bait her back into the race, just so he can’t destroy her again.

10/18/2019 5:39:38 PM dark2light2019 Not yet ✅                                            100%

10/18/2019 5:41:32 PM dark2light2019 #Hillary #TulsiIsARussianAsset lol 😂

10/18/2019 5:42:09 PM bdab28  http://8kun.net 

10/18/2019 5:42:59 PM gusgarciaiii Time for the placeholders

10/18/2019 5:48:20 PM fornodan Usually when they say Qanon its from a left source... its just Q!!

10/18/2019 5:49:03 PM fornodan Dial up? Lol

10/18/2019 5:49:19 PM mikebravodude I still don’t get it. You do anything remotely close to this in the military and they burn you.

10/18/2019 5:49:31 PM bo_diggles I put out a tweet like a year ago comparing 8cha.n to ghidra (both use infinity symbol). Correlation?With this. I can't see the case to be any different. 

Does this metadata include a ping?

10/18/2019 5:50:06 PM mongrelglory Although the report identified violations, it said investigators had found “no persuasive evidence of systemic, deliberate mishandling of classified 

information.” -  What about the money deposited into people's bank accounts? 🤨

10/18/2019 5:54:52 PM patriotswegoall So, Patriot Team 17 helped out.

10/18/2019 5:55:14 PM nonnieh65 Was hoping she’d be indicted!!

10/18/2019 5:55:23 PM sunspot406 Once again, phone bills and footlockers

10/18/2019 5:56:38 PM qjoe8 Make your own and spread your word!!

10/18/2019 6:00:10 PM eclectictalk Good catch.

10/18/2019 6:00:35 PM nancyddb Yes, thank you Ron and your amazing team, please thank them too, or give them a beer.

10/18/2019 6:00:43 PM fortawesome451 If you beleive Post #1 then she will enter the race as she has no other choice. 

I wonder if her entering the race is 

DEATH BLOSSOM!

10/18/2019 6:01:26 PM dunwunder  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44qs9TJUfzI …

10/18/2019 6:01:36 PM timesupmaga 😜



10/18/2019 6:02:41 PM veritasvital To add, I think Trump will drop 2016 election fraud evidence, leading to Bernie running as an independent.

The DNC will be destroyed forever.

10/18/2019 6:03:10 PM kidge6 I don't think the state department has prosecutorial power. But they were cited by the state department. So, I would expect the doj to act on that and 

prosecuted. But, you're right this is not Justice yet.

10/18/2019 6:04:49 PM laurabusse Oh geez I wouldn't know where to begin...

There are amazing ones out there!

I should collect them but I wouldn't know where to put them

Don't...

Not tech savvy

But I can really cook, garden and knit...
10/18/2019 6:08:19 PM nancybooger @HillaryClinton #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations 

#588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #588Violations #DayOfReckoningIsNear

10/18/2019 6:09:11 PM qjoe8 Get meme maker from google app store. I take screen shots of whatever you want off google and make memes. I had to learn also. Good luck 

WWG1GA!!

10/18/2019 6:10:08 PM coastal2002 I'm getting access denied

10/18/2019 6:11:17 PM qjoe8 Ps. They will save in your photos on phone after yoh make them. Make sure you hit save

10/18/2019 6:11:35 PM 313looper Independent could be safer !

10/18/2019 6:14:11 PM michael81972 Kek!

10/18/2019 6:14:26 PM qjoe8 I have memes on my page @qjoe8. Check them out, i made them all.

10/18/2019 6:15:00 PM laurabusse Meme maker

Google app store

Got it

Thx

Now can someone please tell me how to do screen shots

Couldn't figure it out

Finally googled it

Said something about pressing 2 buttons simultaneously

Tried it

Didn't do anything

Motorola Android phone only a few mo old
10/18/2019 6:16:39 PM qjoe8 I dont know if your using phone or computer. You can find tutorials on youtube

10/18/2019 6:16:50 PM laurabusse Ok will try to remember LOL

10/18/2019 6:18:56 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/LLL3Gwq0fC

10/18/2019 6:19:06 PM michael81972 @elenochle

10/18/2019 6:20:42 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/8Notables/status/1185305476139048961?s=20 …

10/18/2019 6:21:21 PM blsdbe Seriously, if she were to become Trumps running mate!!! pic.twitter.com/kuQlWizWXG

10/18/2019 6:25:14 PM ideclarefreedom 🙏🙏🙏

10/18/2019 6:25:36 PM laurabusse Oh right

The YouTube tutorials

This one shouldn't be bad tho

Thx for the suggestion

WDITOT*

*Why didn't I think of that pic.twitter.com/E4dlYNq8AQ
10/18/2019 6:26:11 PM 313looper “Alice” 👀

Note FF.

Follow Huma.

Increased Military Movement. pic.twitter.com/Xk4KQswREV

10/18/2019 6:27:29 PM glassic131 Boy imagine THAT... the real problem is how do they handle 100million ppl trying to look things up... this is going to be HUGE 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️

10/18/2019 6:27:53 PM _luke_slytalker Hmmm....

@We_Have_Risen @SpaceNinja15 @thekbroskilla @ahop83 

Have a looksy?

I was skeptical, but the address in the Reg isn’t the right zip (but close—still brings me here, to DoD/Mil site)

@Truth_inContext I give this 3/3 eyes👀👀👀 😂 pic.twitter.com/ISWIrP06y5

10/18/2019 6:28:21 PM hoffman11my Make sense if Q connections are what we think they are

10/18/2019 6:28:39 PM qjoe8 Show me your first one after done . Make it good.!! Lol

10/18/2019 6:29:03 PM laurabusse Phone

Motorola Android fairly new

Husband bought a new Dell PC

To replace the old Dell PC

I'm pretty sure the new one is slower than the old one

😂🤣😂🤣

Husband living widdit

I gave up

He ordered it off the internet
10/18/2019 6:31:32 PM qjoe8 I made the meme with the presidential badass on my computer using paint 3d that i didnt know was on there. That was a learning experience

10/18/2019 6:31:33 PM boogeymanhunter Could mean multiple things. 

Think inside the XOB pic.twitter.com/L8oIgy1AcV

10/18/2019 6:33:27 PM spotcj9999 { :^) We will know shortly!!! https://twitter.com/8Notables/status/1185305476139048961?s=20 …

10/18/2019 6:36:47 PM americanpetal 🙏

10/18/2019 6:37:22 PM robinreitsma1 👀👍👊



10/18/2019 6:37:38 PM laurabusse Ya know

I thought up a coupla good ones

Of course I forgot them bc I didn't write them down

But the next inspiration I get could be the one to actually try it

Qjoe

Easy enough to remember...

Q ☕️

10/18/2019 6:37:48 PM roger35742354  pic.twitter.com/afpGTS6URE

10/18/2019 6:38:00 PM ahop83 The data required when registering a domain name isn't a validated form. You can literally enter anything. The only thing that needs to be accurate are 

your actual A, AAAA, CNAME, PTR, etc records, otherwise DNS records wont resolve properly to your services.

10/18/2019 6:38:53 PM roger35742354 Right!

10/18/2019 6:39:43 PM spotcj9999 { :^) 10:00 EST!!!! someone just told the Panda

 https://twitter.com/8Notables/status/1185305476139048961?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/yrSS0XCHK5

10/18/2019 6:40:21 PM ahop83 That being said, subconsciously '8' and '3' are often confused for one-another so it would not be that hard to believe this was just a mistake.

10/18/2019 6:41:04 PM boogeymanhunter (Date markers R important)

R=Romney?

Someone important is tweeting about him today. 👀 pic.twitter.com/n4c4wHSIRs

10/18/2019 6:41:25 PM qjoe8 Yep

10/18/2019 6:41:26 PM laurabusse Oh!

I know nothing about these things

I see ppl's scrawls on their tweets with no clue how they got there

So that's good to know

I really liked that one!

That would be amazing if af1 could have that on the plane somewhere

10/18/2019 6:42:43 PM laurabusse Oh wow!

That's 2 hrs 18 min away

78 min!

10/18/2019 6:42:49 PM qjoe8 Maybe he has a photo of that meme on the plane. Lol

10/18/2019 6:42:59 PM ahop83 They are literally in the middle of bringing services online if 10 EST is their expected live time. 

That being said, weird shit happens while servers are in the middle of coming online.

10/18/2019 6:44:03 PM bo_diggles What your looking for is the ping hop. If the ping is higher than expected. You could be looking at a satellite hop. If the satellite hop is going through a 

govt (DoD) satellite, that could explain the IP being associated with the DoD

10/18/2019 6:44:13 PM laurabusse Never know, right?

That would be awesome!!!

10/18/2019 6:44:28 PM magic_jake2012 How would I know if I can. What do I look for?

10/18/2019 6:44:32 PM ahop83 You also more than likely have a floating (dynamic/leased IP)  which may have belonged to a botnet or somebody else involved in DDOS activity and 

has been flagged. If that seems the case, just email the registrar and tell them that you are legit not a bot and get ignored.

10/18/2019 6:44:49 PM dce229 Access Forbidden

10/18/2019 6:46:12 PM allahuniversal Ready pic.twitter.com/S2quEZMzDq

10/18/2019 6:47:31 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3

10/18/2019 6:47:32 PM spotcj9999 { :^) 10:00pm EST (22:00)...it is now 9:46 EST (21:46)

10/18/2019 6:49:09 PM libra_scale1982 Should I want to?

10/18/2019 6:52:04 PM laurabusse 68 min and counting

10/18/2019 6:52:42 PM laurabusse Midnight EDT? East coast?

10/18/2019 6:53:49 PM spotcj9999 { :^) What is EDT???

Eastern Standard Time = EST....I live in NJ = EST...

10/18/2019 6:54:37 PM spotcj9999 wrong

10/18/2019 6:54:50 PM boogeymanhunter Code Monkey Z

Bigger Events in 3 Week(z)

I'm thinking M12 is saying a lot in this post? 👀 pic.twitter.com/TLS9eQpec1

10/18/2019 6:55:05 PM qjoe8 Yep

10/18/2019 6:57:10 PM laurabusse Twitter will be the duller for it when Anons go back to the Q boards!!!

But we're trusting you all to report back and

TWEET!!!!!!

#WWG1WGA

#QAnons

#kekistan

#MemeArmy

Do good work and enjoy yourselves!!!👍
10/18/2019 6:58:01 PM laurabusse Yes? And...?

10/18/2019 6:59:27 PM grabaroot 👀

10/18/2019 6:59:27 PM marywal64295444 If and when Q posts again, will his posts be migrated to  http://Qmap.pub ?

10/18/2019 6:59:46 PM laurabusse Oh god I can't do math in my head anymore

I was once a great and promising math wiz

Biology major instead

Downhill ever since pic.twitter.com/utz38EHapu

10/18/2019 6:59:54 PM qjoe8 After you hit those 2 buttons at the same time and hold you should here it take pic

10/18/2019 7:01:17 PM qjoe8 Woops hear

10/18/2019 7:01:42 PM spotcj9999 { :^) You're forgiven.

10/18/2019 7:02:12 PM spitfire1592 Very possible being blocked by isp providers. I’ll try using vpn in a few see if can work around,

10/18/2019 7:02:12 PM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/tbm3NtYfT1

10/18/2019 7:02:15 PM laurabusse Ok will listen next time

Tho I'm pretty sure nothing happened

We'll see after I find the tutorial...

10/18/2019 7:02:15 PM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/aZJwgG7MDE



10/18/2019 7:03:28 PM qjoe8 If cant find on youtube you can get step by step instructions on google

10/18/2019 7:08:38 PM laurabusse Eastern daylight time

EST resumes in Nov

10/18/2019 7:08:51 PM nicole82524952 I meant no.

10/18/2019 7:11:10 PM spotcj9999 { :^) Tweet says today...22:00 EST...can't have both if you say EST only happens after Nov. 

https://twitter.com/8Notables/status/1185305476139048961?s=20 …

10/18/2019 7:11:47 PM nikoscali Frantically hitting refresh like a schmuck over here.

10/18/2019 7:12:14 PM laurabusse Where in NJ if I might ask?

Homesick for NJ

Lived there all my life

From Bergen and Morris originally

Grown son is there

We moved to NC 4 yrs ago

We lived in Somerset county

Near 78 and 287
10/18/2019 7:14:16 PM nancyddb Based on your analysis, I think so. :)

10/18/2019 7:14:23 PM spotcj9999 me too

10/18/2019 7:14:59 PM phatblobby clarify my neg vote, DNS servers outside US take time to update.

10/18/2019 7:17:04 PM laurabusse But what is the home button?

I have

On off button

Volume button

Everything else is touchscreen

Bottom of screen

L to r

Triangle circle square

Triangle is back button

Circle is home button?

Square shows me all the windows I have open.

Or browsers?
10/18/2019 7:17:28 PM elcooksta 2 hop rule in effect?

10/18/2019 7:17:36 PM kris98352629 Bravo.

10/18/2019 7:17:41 PM oaf_unbreakable No.

10/18/2019 7:21:27 PM laurabusse I do it too

I usually catch it proof reading

But not always

Took me a minute

But I got it

Maybe there IS potential for me as a Q decoder 🤔

Q is mysterious pic.twitter.com/palfpG2XOf

10/18/2019 7:22:01 PM oaf_unbreakable Why in the blue hell is this "hotwheels" guy so hell bent on stopping Jim Watkins and 8kun? pic.twitter.com/uf05yMNjTE

10/18/2019 7:22:45 PM nikoscali Jealousy's a bitch

10/18/2019 7:23:01 PM qjoe8 Pretty sure its the circle

10/18/2019 7:23:57 PM we_have_risen It looks like it randomly populates...

I ran a visual trace and of course there were 17 hops 🤣

Makes sense with @ahop83 explainer on the float (dynamic/leased IP) pic.twitter.com/QiRsd7EHNC

10/18/2019 7:26:28 PM nikoscali Finally the supposed Alien metamaterial being held by @BigelowSpace and @TTSAcademy has been revealed and the @USArmy is deeply involved.

Is this the real thing?

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #Disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic #MJ12 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-

zone/30498/the-army-wants-to-verify-to-the-stars-academys-fantastic-ufo-mystery-material-claims …

10/18/2019 7:26:36 PM scott_rick Suicide Weekend... woohoo, hahaha uhhum, sorry

10/18/2019 7:27:11 PM we_have_risen There is other evidence in the source code to conclude at the minimum, protections are in place 😳🤷🏽♂️ pic.twitter.com/xiJJ8X0dVt

10/18/2019 7:27:37 PM allahuniversal Define: access

10/18/2019 7:28:06 PM laurabusse Ha 

Thanks pic.twitter.com/dM9kNkfKHr

10/18/2019 7:28:19 PM oaf_unbreakable  pic.twitter.com/S7UGi09Ul7

10/18/2019 7:29:06 PM fansblowing3 Current and former state department officials 🧐

10/18/2019 7:30:55 PM ericpartchey Access forbidden

10/18/2019 7:31:17 PM wwg1wga93583681 hook me up majestic

pless pic.twitter.com/TFnIhwmR57

10/18/2019 7:31:25 PM xooxnikkixoox CYBER SECURITY pic.twitter.com/SJFUQCBeiq

10/18/2019 7:31:40 PM nikoscali Stuck in limbo with Steven Hawking

10/18/2019 7:33:56 PM laurabusse K ☺️

10/18/2019 7:34:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track all deaths.

Track all suicides.

Some are natural causes.

Some are convenient.

Some are coincidences.

Some are 187.

Some are sad.

There is a war going on in the background and we are just days from Horowitz's findings going public.

Durham will prosecute HRC emails on AW 💻
10/18/2019 7:35:40 PM laurabusse EST is Nov to Mar

EDT is Mar to Nov

I think it may be customary to call it EST year round

Unless you're a stickler



10/18/2019 7:35:42 PM nikoscali Weiner

10/18/2019 7:36:11 PM internetusr Was @RepCummings a natural cause or collateral damage?

10/18/2019 7:36:15 PM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/anujmagazine/status/1185229105505038336?s=21 …

10/18/2019 7:36:21 PM lustmanshelley We the people have been waiting so long for vindication and justice!

10/18/2019 7:36:33 PM lustmanshelley  https://twitter.com/repandybiggsaz/status/1185374577662271488?s=21 …

10/18/2019 7:37:13 PM stckysheets What is AW?

10/18/2019 7:37:13 PM rachaelangelm I have my eye on someone.

10/18/2019 7:37:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be sure to use a VPN service that is trustworthy when accessing your favorite websites in order to maintain secrecy and anonymity. Never authenticate 

into more than one service per session unless you want to be tracked.

VPN+Tor -> Tor -> New Identity

EVER. NEW. SITE. ALWAYS.

10/18/2019 7:37:33 PM qolemiss1 I can't figure it out but something is off regarding his death. Too soon.

10/18/2019 7:37:50 PM stckysheets Never mind. AW stands for Anthony Weiner.

10/18/2019 7:38:05 PM saintonit RED OCTOBER.

10/18/2019 7:38:24 PM giediknight Would using a personal VPN server be better than a VPN service?

10/18/2019 7:38:32 PM williebhere If they track me... they live a boring life.🤣

10/18/2019 7:38:38 PM politicstracy Elijah Cummings was a shock. 

He seemed healthy.

10/18/2019 7:38:47 PM 4mydeerone  https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/a_blood_test_for_suicide …

#SSh8 Let EVERY Robin Sing an #ofLOVE PSALM...

#tHEedgeOFloVE!!!

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/1J8hlMR0tG

10/18/2019 7:39:07 PM nm_zsr Anthony Weiner [laptop]

10/18/2019 7:39:34 PM spotcj9999 { :^) So he is wrong...you can mention it when it comes up!!

But point of fact is EDT vs EST refer to the same area of the United States Time Zones...so whether he said 22:00 EST or 22:00 EDT...that would still 

mean the same zone as New Jersey...btw..he is late!!!

10/18/2019 7:39:35 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  stated week 2 began on the 14th.

10/18/2019 7:39:40 PM tyetyler1 Anthony Weiner

10/18/2019 7:39:52 PM wwg1wga93583681 how big is this war and how long has it been going on? pic.twitter.com/H7cxv3BDk4

10/18/2019 7:39:53 PM dasha_dagmar To much coincidences !! To many connections 🧐 only blind will not see that 🙄😑

10/18/2019 7:40:02 PM nikoscali Right, are we in danger if we are being tracked?

10/18/2019 7:40:47 PM tyetyler1 Neverminded! 👍

10/18/2019 7:40:49 PM nancyddb Me too, no kidding.

10/18/2019 7:41:07 PM internetusr And it hardly got airtime. Everyone has already moved on and forgotten. I was no fan of his politics but his death timing and circumstance strikes me as 

odd.

10/18/2019 7:41:34 PM stckysheets Thank you! Brain dead. A&W Rootbeer...AW what...That's right...The dirty Weiner...

10/18/2019 7:41:49 PM stckysheets Thank you!

10/18/2019 7:42:03 PM wwg1wga93583681 no way that dude just died like (that?)

looked like he had another 30 years in him at least

what a joke

probably schiff per the comms pic.twitter.com/XxaIvXNi7N

10/18/2019 7:42:17 PM stckysheets So glad you didn't resist!

10/18/2019 7:42:56 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3 ☺

10/18/2019 7:43:06 PM anonymo21321693 Just apache 2 test page

10/18/2019 7:44:53 PM internetusr It is strange. If you look at his last tweet from exactly a week ago, it barely has any likes and comments. Usually after someone's death that final tweet 

becomes iconic of sorts. He just died and nobody really cared I guess. Weird.

10/18/2019 7:45:00 PM _the_psychonaut Which services are recommended?

10/18/2019 7:45:37 PM laurabusse S p could be your initials

Well if you're from Jersey

Chances are you love the Jersey shore

Avon by the sea was always my go to spot

But the coast was an obsession of mine

I can almost list every town from Sandy Hook to cape May

Almost but not quite!

Need to brush up

Avon's my❤️
10/18/2019 7:46:33 PM thepureprophet What if I don’t care I’m tracked and I love mocking those sick coward fucks as I hunt them. I will lead onto the battlefront In the open-view with a silver 

brim on my helmet flashing in the sun as a marker of exactly where this lion stands. he will not face me. They throw arrows.

10/18/2019 7:46:42 PM laurabusse K thx I'll try it now

10/18/2019 7:48:30 PM williebhere R marker?? pic.twitter.com/h6bHqf2LsJ

10/18/2019 7:48:57 PM laurabusse Didn't work

Tried twice

Have tried google before

So now onto YouTube search

10/18/2019 7:48:59 PM thepureprophet ?

10/18/2019 7:49:08 PM internetusr I use Nord but don't trust any of them, no matter how loud they scream that they keep no logs. Besides, your hardware MAC address tracks across the 

web anyhow.

10/18/2019 7:49:53 PM winklerburke Meaning... Baltimore Leader’s death, untimely?   So many like this?

10/18/2019 7:49:54 PM kidge6 Approximately 35% of the public still are.

10/18/2019 7:50:33 PM politicstracy Yeah, kind of like when Hillary's brother Hugh Rodman died. 

It was yesterday's news two days later. Just a few month ago Elijah Cummings was railing at Trump from his committee. Then the flap about the filth 

and corruption in Baltimore. Then he's suddenly dead at 68. Weird.

10/18/2019 7:50:57 PM miss_ampie  https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/obituaries/former-michigan-gov-william-milliken-dies-at-age-97/2019/10/18/841f957e-f1f2-11e9-bb7e-

d2026ee0c199_story.html … 🧐

10/18/2019 7:51:00 PM cyclonesister I find older folk patriots use Qanon as well. Especially those not using twitter



10/18/2019 7:51:45 PM patriotseekin Those DoD addresses are not routed publicly.

The cloud provider is just using that address space and so the traceroute shows those addresses.

This shows no results in BGP pic.twitter.com/D471hsy0RU

10/18/2019 7:52:19 PM whitecaps1 All these NYPD recent suicides surely seem suspicious

10/18/2019 7:53:01 PM internetusr Yep. Remember when his house got broken into? It was hair on fire breaking news for like 3 days. 

He dies and everyone kind of shrugs. 

🤨

10/18/2019 7:53:04 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts

10/18/2019 7:53:23 PM qjoe8 Look in your photos to see if you took any screenshots

10/18/2019 7:54:03 PM light_fighter_g Guises!!  This is not what the Trace Route really IS! 

You can test it yourselves:

use the command tracert on Windows 

use the command traceroute on Mac

Or got to  https://www.uptrends.com/tools/traceroute …

put in  http://8kun.net 

and see four yourselves...

That DoD IP is not in there!!! ffs
10/18/2019 7:55:38 PM maurder007 When you say never authenticate in more than one service to keep identity anonymous?  Is service a web page or do you mean something else? Sorry 

just an old dude trying to stay protected! Thank you in advance!🇺🇸

10/18/2019 7:56:21 PM light_fighter_g sry for the typos...

10/18/2019 7:57:07 PM hammertime_wga Access Forbidden means it's working folks, the directory has not been activated..It's good to go..

10/18/2019 7:57:22 PM maurder007 Well said!

10/18/2019 7:57:51 PM maurder007 HAHAHA I KNOW SAME HERE🤣😂

10/18/2019 7:59:09 PM blsdbe At 3:42-We can prove the Election Results are REAL. 

“The Solution is Transparency”

Please, bring back #ElectionIntegrity

@POTUS @SecPompeo @GirlAwakeinCA @zagnett @charmanda9 @covertress @Keith369me @n7guardiananon @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/wPlKPmlIplA 

10/18/2019 7:59:20 PM maurder007 Sorry do u mean VPN server? Signed up for virtual safe over a year ago and love it!

10/18/2019 8:00:13 PM nancyddb I want to know.

10/18/2019 8:00:13 PM cyclonesister Patriot Soapbox puts lots of great work out real deep dive digs. Radix is on their Patriot Soapbox 24/7 livestream utube channel 6pm  M-F central time. 

Very informative. She writes many of the articles, lots of great hosts, shows 24/7

10/18/2019 8:01:03 PM feri_k67 ؟؟؟

10/18/2019 8:01:04 PM politicstracy Ah, yes. I forgot about the house fire. They were probably destroying evidence. 

I wonder what his wife is thinking.

She is up to her neck in the corruption.

I would say he just died from the stress of knowing what was coming or that it was hemlock.

10/18/2019 8:01:34 PM light_fighter_g that tracert isn't right man. I'm a nix eng too.  Specifically an SRE.  The DoD addy isn't there

10/18/2019 8:02:51 PM maurder007 Thank you that helps understanding it better, and i appreciate ur reply Patriot Brother🇺🇸

10/18/2019 8:04:07 PM michael_s_ander Does this include cold cases? Cause if so, voat has their eyes on a 30 year old Pedowood “murder suicide”. pic.twitter.com/TVpaxFlOIK

10/18/2019 8:04:32 PM antgigz No

10/18/2019 8:04:35 PM lsweetapps 🤞🙏👏👊

10/18/2019 8:05:48 PM stanfireman1 Time will tell.

10/18/2019 8:06:31 PM philbarratta  pic.twitter.com/NiX2wO8FhI

10/18/2019 8:08:41 PM laurabusse Oh my dear friend

I try to avoid telling ppl when they're wrong whenever possible

Learned the hard way pic.twitter.com/Odu05R7zaE

10/18/2019 8:08:59 PM molly07751087 Yeah, I'd say that they already know what we think. It's not like we're hiding it🤣

10/18/2019 8:09:20 PM wickedmouse369 Because ALICE is studying you.

10/18/2019 8:09:23 PM wolfspirit1 Creeped me it reminds me of that movie The Andromeda Strain

10/18/2019 8:09:38 PM laurabusse Haven't gotten my head bitten off yet

But there's still time

10/18/2019 8:09:46 PM cat_1012000 :( old iphone said 'couldnt establish a secured connection'

10/18/2019 8:10:42 PM molly07751087 Good Deal about that laptop!

10/18/2019 8:11:22 PM manganoose1  pic.twitter.com/NtqHCGXGJX

10/18/2019 8:11:41 PM boogeymanhunter Past suspicious 

...and has moved onto obvious.

Suicide Wknd?

10/18/2019 8:11:43 PM ezekielq2020  pic.twitter.com/R235K7O7cx

10/18/2019 8:12:02 PM soonerdunn Cummings was invaluable to the Democrats for cover for decades but there’s a point when you “know too much”, too. Clinton corruption knowledge is 

a sure 187 at some point.

10/18/2019 8:12:41 PM thepureprophet I will never work again as it is they have tried to ruin me in every way socially. I will make my own businesses with my ideas and hopefully do a lot to 

help the world through my non profit.

10/18/2019 8:12:56 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/Owx5JGRkTY

10/18/2019 8:14:25 PM mommahood777 suicide weekend?

10/18/2019 8:14:36 PM giediknight True

10/18/2019 8:15:53 PM laurabusse Of course EST is an hr behind EDT

So 12 midnight EST would be

1 am EDT

But It's EDT for 2 more weeks

Some ppl use EST year round to denote east coast time

Husband says please pick a time and stick to it year round

He doesn't care if it's EDT or EST

He's tired of changing clocks



10/18/2019 8:17:22 PM nurseniceyes Just old.

10/18/2019 8:17:24 PM ab36913 @RoubLisa @Keith369me @zagnett @GirlAwakeinCA @blsdbe @charmanda9 @JRockTigers @v_rags @hawkgirlinmn @MongrelGlory 

@Michael81972 @n7guardiananon @Qanon76 @40_head @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @_369311119 @FionasDestiny67 

@covertress @Nun_chucknorris @Cordicon

10/18/2019 8:18:48 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

10/18/2019 8:19:34 PM laurabusse OR

Maybe you're really this guy https://youtu.be/jfR0B1_ikWQ 

10/18/2019 8:20:09 PM bashycrypto Just saw that on CNBC. Lol what did Hurd do?

10/18/2019 8:21:18 PM laurabusse Going with s3 p2

10/18/2019 8:22:24 PM laurabusse I did actually...

Showed the last picture I took

10/18/2019 8:22:46 PM laurabusse Also I didn't hear anything...

10/18/2019 8:23:10 PM spotcj9999 { :^) You're funny..definitely not this guy...Rofl...

10/18/2019 8:23:15 PM allahuniversal What you said

10/18/2019 8:23:25 PM ab36913 Fishing? 🐟🐠🐡

10/18/2019 8:24:05 PM thepureprophet Watching a few major things shake out first, google and Facebook are in my way. But I have hawks watching. I chose to go where no path leads and 

leave a trail. I need devs who want to work on a decentralized project but that is difficult to find. I also need commercial land right

10/18/2019 8:24:59 PM oo1o110 I have no way of knowing what VPN service is trustworthy, so I haven't bothered. On the upside I am protected by Archangel Michael, so I don't worry 

too much about it.

10/18/2019 8:25:53 PM qjoe8 Keep going im sure youll get good. Gn patriot time for me to sleep. Good luck!!

10/18/2019 8:26:18 PM laurabusse Yeah I was hoping you'd like that

😂🤣😂🤣

10/18/2019 8:27:14 PM norwegianon Who is tracking me? Why? 

Good advice tho.

10/18/2019 8:27:28 PM roseofsharond2 Some are 187s that are children and not known yet.

We’re going to have to build a monument... The Tomb of Unknown Children!!

10/18/2019 8:27:40 PM beverlyfoust Millions of dollars of art stolen. How did he get them?

10/18/2019 8:28:25 PM laurabusse I'll figure it out eventually

Appreciate your help and encouragement! pic.twitter.com/KyxgltjnVP

10/18/2019 8:29:10 PM ceasarfall31544 What’s AW

10/18/2019 8:29:22 PM spotcj9999  pic.twitter.com/2LkgK9SDMi

10/18/2019 8:29:48 PM piperohio17 So you think the Marines are governed by the deep state?  Riiiggghhht 🤣🤣🤣🤣

troll alert

10/18/2019 8:30:35 PM my2sonznme Haven’t heard anything about it

10/18/2019 8:35:44 PM we_have_risen Nah, I’m digging the peripheral discovery. I think it is in good hands. 

Good work brother! 🙌🏽

10/18/2019 8:35:45 PM manganoose1 LOL pic.twitter.com/2dmfEROx26

10/18/2019 8:35:58 PM pootreynolds  pic.twitter.com/BdIkKreNqt

10/18/2019 8:36:00 PM crypto_boa statute of limitations up on the emails, not happening

10/18/2019 8:37:36 PM 7divinelove7 Ask and Ye shall receive.. https://twitter.com/TrueQanuck11/status/1185239669732204544 …

10/18/2019 8:38:38 PM allahuniversal 2010, filled out 150 + applications online before even getting a single response, most were provided by the same company (don't recall the name right 

now). Already screwed there. Since 2013 & my 5th mass layoff in 10 years, been creating my own jobs. Unless NSA or MJ12 call...

10/18/2019 8:39:02 PM lisadejesus1 Hopefully soon. pic.twitter.com/bbe6fBAc7i

10/18/2019 8:40:02 PM manganoose1 IS THERE CLIFF NOTES ON ALL THIS LMAO pic.twitter.com/I2wrY0xjU0

10/18/2019 8:40:07 PM ab36913 ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159876787045904384 …

10/18/2019 8:40:33 PM lisadejesus1 Perfect!

10/18/2019 8:40:47 PM ab36913 . https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159873641812779008 …

10/18/2019 8:41:04 PM lisadejesus1 Hopefully, it’s just the start.

10/18/2019 8:42:57 PM lisadejesus1  pic.twitter.com/aXP9HQe2bW

10/18/2019 8:43:04 PM manganoose1 THANK Q MY WARRIOR BRUH LOL pic.twitter.com/GiCVTQfKVy

10/18/2019 8:46:14 PM lisadejesus1 Sure looks like it. pic.twitter.com/y0dtVtait2

10/18/2019 8:47:30 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/LwzmvSTdZl

10/18/2019 8:48:10 PM piperohio17 The CIA has been disbanded. They’ve been out of their offices for quite some time.  Keep up with the pace.

10/18/2019 8:48:52 PM piperohio17 You have no idea what’s going on....here, watch this. 

Watch @PirateRadio45's broadcast: Pirate Radio! https://www.pscp.tv/w/cHp-kzF6dktOcE9PbkRKRWV8MUx5eEJMYlJ3bWFHTtHIew_rVLhnjhMy0uC-

1Q9i2_xO5t5Fe29yZNLYO8Oh …

10/18/2019 8:50:33 PM xxxx_alli I’m pissed 😤

10/18/2019 8:50:34 PM piperohio17 Whatever 🤣

10/18/2019 8:50:53 PM piperohio17 It’s periscope

10/18/2019 8:52:02 PM piperohio17 Does this help? https://twitter.com/pirateradio45/status/1185400928393777152?s=21 …

10/18/2019 8:54:52 PM manganoose1 THEY STOLE EVERYTHING I USED 2 HAVE A BOOK OF OVER 300 PROPHECIES I HAVE CARRIED W ME THRU EVERY FUKN THING N THEY STOLE MY 

VEHICLE W MY CLOTHES PHONE ID BABIES BINKS ETC... IM SO FUKD AT THIS MOMENT THE SAFEST PLACE 4  ME IS WITH HEIDNIKS DAUGHTER... 

pic.twitter.com/UvPG0y2ESI

10/18/2019 8:57:22 PM piperohio17 The Grand Juries are meeting RIGHT NOW twat weezle.  Things will be lit by the end of the month.  And by Thanksgiving, your head will be spinning.

10/18/2019 8:58:16 PM laurabusse T-2

Don't forget to tweet to us! https://youtu.be/CdqoNKCCt7A 

10/18/2019 8:59:41 PM allahuniversal Oh yeah, 👆🏽, thanks 44

4+4=8=Build/Destroy ∞ pic.twitter.com/YIzDNQfmJ3

10/18/2019 9:00:21 PM aagent361 Now they are saying his wife will assume his seat on congress

10/18/2019 9:00:53 PM shineteller So basically it was just a little oopsie. 🙄 The double standards are cancer.

10/18/2019 9:02:00 PM aagent361 Now his wife is going to take his seat on Congress, no election

10/18/2019 9:02:51 PM aagent361 Anthony Wiener [laptop]

10/18/2019 9:04:18 PM laurabusse Loved that show

Bea Arthur was hilarious



10/18/2019 9:05:43 PM 4mydeerone Here’s 2 hopin & wishing&praying& also putting everything on the line for V years of Silence...

The thing$$ above cannot win!

That’s not my call; and it’s time 44 +44 to make HER Call Clear!

<FREETheFAMiLEE

🖕#SSh8

#VirtuesAndValor

#KeiraKnightley 

No is fine! 🧬 don’t lie! pic.twitter.com/sd2Kxg6t7T
10/18/2019 9:06:59 PM laurabusse First heard about the Clinton body count listening to Bob Grant on wabc radio out of NYC when we lived in NJ

Thought he was kinda nuts

Not anymore

He primed my brain...

10/18/2019 9:08:02 PM laurabusse Is it that low?

Sure feels higher

10/18/2019 9:08:04 PM envision43 My access is forbidden~ hungry for some crumbs

10/18/2019 9:09:55 PM piperohio17 Maybe if you listened you’d learn something. James has been spot on each and every time. 

Every time. You don’t have “insiders”.  LOL

10/18/2019 9:10:38 PM laurabusse Not brain dead

I can't keep up with Twitter initials and acronyms

Need a glossary

10/18/2019 9:12:03 PM piperohio17 Stop being a whiny little beeeeatch. And pay attention. I never said it was the DoD all encompassing. But I can assure you that the deep state has NO 

ties to comms.

10/18/2019 9:12:16 PM allahuniversal The Baltimore news cycle was a fiasco, especially after @ScottPresler & Patriots went to clean up tons. No recovering from that politically, lame duck 

liability is all that's left. Then...well, you worry yourself to death?

10/18/2019 9:12:36 PM laurabusse Keep that $ coming in pic.twitter.com/wK8DTO7l19

10/18/2019 9:12:51 PM signorinalora  https://twitter.com/familyman20181/status/1185263891774922752 … #8kun #8chan #QAnon #MAGA #GreatAwakening

10/18/2019 9:13:12 PM tinman1295 Actually, I think that had to do with Jim going on the Revolution Radio show tonight as per his video today.

10/18/2019 9:13:53 PM truthseekermed1 Proof that Durham will do so? Nope you don’t have it

10/18/2019 9:14:12 PM des26294466  http://www.spy-ip.com/?ip=11.207.166.97 …

10/18/2019 9:16:14 PM spotcj9999 { :^) Oh....that makes sense why it's not up...thank you!!!

10/18/2019 9:16:50 PM karma4event201 I checked cult special dates; 13 days before and after a major cult holiday is 'special'. 

Oct 18 *Halloween* Nov 13 

(Oct 18 expected FISA abuse report to counter thier evil - maybe Nov 3?) 

♦️ Nov 1-3 continues the Halloween 

 http://www.survivorship.org/resources/altcalendar.html …

10/18/2019 9:17:15 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/Pvvm8F34ub

10/18/2019 9:17:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 See Something, Say Something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

10/18/2019 9:18:33 PM thepureprophet #WWG1GWA #GoHawks!! pic.twitter.com/9sQAppulfj

10/18/2019 9:19:02 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/gFsE8KezDS

10/18/2019 9:19:46 PM tinman1295 Yup

10/18/2019 9:20:37 PM laurabusse Must feel good to have such faith and a matter of fact belief 

Very comforting ❣️

10/18/2019 9:21:28 PM mongrelglory Expecting something big to happen today? (19th)

10/18/2019 9:22:17 PM kachinagtto This is the exact article I thought of too!!

10/18/2019 9:24:52 PM karma4event201 Sorry; this link is the one I meant to share 

 http://www.survivorship.org/resources/altcalendar.html …

10/18/2019 9:27:38 PM signorinalora History on how Obama surrendered US Govt control over #Internet to #UN , a proxy of #DeepState  

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/08/29/icann-un-take-internet-oct-1/ …

That's why CREATING independent Internet is the top priority now. 

Bravo to heroes who are building it! 

#QAnon #MAGA #8kun #8chan

10/18/2019 9:29:22 PM georgestamour My view. Vawana tech seems nice

10/18/2019 9:31:39 PM stefanofait Chan => Kun => San => Sama

10/18/2019 9:31:52 PM signorinalora History of Senator @tedcruz 's struggle to DEFEND FREE #INTERNET  https://www.cruz.senate.gov/?p=press_release&id=2669 …

#MAGA #QAnon #8kun #8chan #GreatAwakening

10/18/2019 9:35:16 PM mongrelglory You're new here, aren't you?

10/18/2019 9:39:38 PM neufeldtlyss17 Thank you sweet baby Jesus🙌🏼

10/18/2019 9:40:04 PM iamsheisyeshua Jewish Gematria for 700 = Yahusha, also written Yeshua, both mean Jesus. Something changed today. Remember it is going to be biblical.

10/18/2019 9:41:23 PM neufeldtlyss17 Ditto for David Icke

10/18/2019 9:43:58 PM shirley09814518 Trust the FBI?😆😆😆

10/18/2019 9:45:21 PM btruscheit Waiting...

10/18/2019 9:46:50 PM neufeldtlyss17 He & wifey = corrupt as phuck something’s gotta happen to her soon too....

10/18/2019 9:47:19 PM bryceja68689884 All that saw the hillary videos on anthony weiner's laptop.

10/18/2019 9:53:44 PM rghardy3 Q 700

10/18/2019 9:54:35 PM patriotswegoall No real honor amongst controllers of this planet. Certainly there are those would rather prefer not be taken in without a struggle. Therefore, 

surrendering is not an option to [them].

10/18/2019 9:55:15 PM oaf_unbreakable No trust in the government nor the institutions thereof until there is accountability for the guilty.

10/18/2019 9:58:07 PM unstoppablencp No never!!!!

10/18/2019 10:00:18 PM ahop83 If its an image scrap from a Clinton email I DEF want it. Can you grab that and drop it in a firefox send link so I get the orig?

10/18/2019 10:01:13 PM bacanskasjerry Hit the wrong choice

10/18/2019 10:02:14 PM dazedonkey UKRAINE

10/18/2019 10:02:42 PM we_have_risen Super interesting. Hook a brother up! Haha

I just thought of something but gotta wait for the computer to finish updating. We might be picking something else up on the IP. give me a minute and 

I will send through.

10/18/2019 10:03:55 PM patriotswegoall Somewhat of a good thing that the focus has been shifted away from control of 🇺🇸 and patriots of the world to having to safeguard themselves now.



10/18/2019 10:07:24 PM jaspony1 How about NO!!!

How bout we start fighting back...

How bout we be proud of being who we are!!!

10/18/2019 10:14:17 PM okiequakey Ha! I remember. 1990s.

10/18/2019 10:14:53 PM okiequakey pre-AOL

10/18/2019 10:15:55 PM scootercoldp I'd say 187 was the main cause of the illnesses set free by the involved

10/18/2019 10:21:16 PM thekbroskilla Well the swamp waters just got murky from steering this one up.

10/18/2019 10:22:09 PM r3volution LOL that is a quick way to get yourself on a list.

10/18/2019 10:28:20 PM arejayeff I need an ELI5

10/18/2019 10:29:22 PM deborahaweber  https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/18/tech/reporter-hack/index.html …

10/18/2019 10:33:14 PM 02joshuaradwan 😔this is true

10/18/2019 10:42:18 PM shirley09814518 I think FBI is just asking for tips so they can discover how much we've figured out about their corruption.

How many tips have they ignored in last decades? In the last 3 years??

10/18/2019 10:45:58 PM we_have_risen The other thought I had was we could possibly be picking up the migration service. I didn’t really look into that or their affiliations 🤷🏽♂️ 

pic.twitter.com/CapG0kxknn

10/18/2019 10:49:15 PM pomeinnz trust yet?

10/18/2019 10:52:08 PM rudedrew63 When are the Awan bros. Coming back up

10/18/2019 10:54:05 PM doyle_eng Dear .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — As you know, “Voice of God” technology has been used upon my person at this location — by those people and groups left 

— for (more than) the last year.

Formally, my working conditions will become morally unfit at: 21.12.2019

Cc: .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086099277020086277 … pic.twitter.com/EqbKUleEhK

10/18/2019 10:59:52 PM 01browndog 😢

10/18/2019 11:00:35 PM robinabank4 Me too

10/18/2019 11:05:22 PM sirdave01 Access forbidden

10/18/2019 11:35:12 PM balimalysh 🇩🇪 No. pic.twitter.com/eFMrL9yXyy

10/18/2019 11:37:47 PM ashliemc2 @ai_smq check this out!

10/18/2019 11:58:19 PM magapowered If all of the truth ever comes to light, the people will learn that some coroners will sign death certs for dollars.

10/19/2019 12:07:39 AM galadri09060100 Yeah what's the point? Please explain.

10/19/2019 12:20:30 AM kidge6 Totally blind, might be a bit lower imo. Many who are starting to see, still put the blindfold back on. Scary for them. They’ll lose friends, job, fam, 

spouse, etc. Some on the left are aggro.

10/19/2019 12:22:29 AM kidge6 Feels higher yes. So much media coverage. And *alarming* media coverage. Plus, the left is much LOUDER and more aggressive. Plus, many trump 

supporters just keep their heads and and mouths shut. But we donate and vote!

10/19/2019 12:26:02 AM 1craftikittti I had to submit one as a City Council member. 

Pretty basic but it IS mandatory. President Trump's is on file. 

Unlike sharing our tax returns, which is optional.

10/19/2019 12:35:37 AM eman1292 Can you share with me the NSA link? I want to read what they say. Thanks

10/19/2019 12:38:44 AM adsvel In the Paris zoo.

10/19/2019 12:47:45 AM dvaughnmd Likely administrators migrating their boards to 8kun from 8chan.

10/19/2019 12:52:20 AM jollyrob2 ‘Slime mold’ ✨ Consciousness ✨ https://youtu.be/HrBSvJC-re8 

10/19/2019 12:57:28 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159876787045904384?s=19 …

10/19/2019 1:02:52 AM 1_decided_voter I was too lazy to look this up, but I remembered reading it before.

Impossible situation. If you're online, you're being tracked. The only choice is to be a decent person online while advocating for truth & justice. 

Transform hate into love & forgiveness. Dark to light.

10/19/2019 1:02:55 AM headlinejuice Yadda yadda. This is BS. If she was going to be charged she would have been charged by now.

10/19/2019 1:21:00 AM covertress Remember, NSA is CC'd on tips.

10/19/2019 1:23:45 AM 7vilmaf I like to know ....how  DEMONCRAT Julian CASTRO  and his brother  could afford  STANFORD and HARVARD  with a very poor grandmother ?  

NONPROFIT ORG.  ?  HOW !!!! I ask NO ANSWER !!! 🤔🤔🤨

10/19/2019 1:28:39 AM sterkinglights1 503'd today server unavailable.

10/19/2019 1:36:12 AM sterkinglights1 My first thought was seconds. Then I second guessed myself.

10/19/2019 2:06:50 AM shaigaichan お伺いしたらこのような返答が来ました。

Hakikaten sıçmışsın be İlhami.😤

10/19/2019 2:21:47 AM laztar11 Fantastic #Patriots @45__Schedule @POTUS @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/19/2019 2:38:40 AM box_addict Grants and scholarships. 🤷♂️

10/19/2019 2:40:52 AM _louisreed They already have. Search for a the TicTacs

10/19/2019 2:41:12 AM corinnebackman Where can I get a clearer pic from please?  This one is slightly blurry.

10/19/2019 2:54:19 AM laurabusse You make very good points

MJ12 made the point that his tweets get LOTS of views but most ppl dont even go as far to like let alone reply

You could very well be right and I hope you are

If you are then trump will win by a complete and total landslide

Which of course I hope he does

10/19/2019 2:58:19 AM laurabusse Again

Excellent points

Yes we have been brainwashed into fear

Keep your head down

Don't show your cards

Stay quiet

Don't risk ridicule

Totally understandable

I really really hope you are right!

Would be a dream come true

Husband still thinks I'm nuts

But not son

Not my brother
10/19/2019 3:00:39 AM lightlove21121 Same here 🙏🏽

10/19/2019 3:15:58 AM trumping4usa Ty majestic very useful



10/19/2019 3:24:21 AM nzstill from what i can gather its a massive bot attack ... jim said that if you that it means the site is up . he will sort them out

10/19/2019 3:42:43 AM jbvs2016 I’m assuming it will be close to Halloween.. isn’t that the satanic ritual events for these sick POS?? Hoping it will throw a wrench into there daily 

activities 🤣😡

10/19/2019 3:44:54 AM sterkinglights1 Noticed Bongino enjoyed a cigar during the show. At first I thought what an add smoking on the air then it all clicked.. Ha ha ha he also talks about 

private side negotiations with the "public option". As we know this is the same scam under a different name.

10/19/2019 3:52:01 AM powersawer The nasty trolls are not real forum participants for the most parts. They are bots and shills designed to do the very thing they did to you, flood the 

board with vulgar content and discourage normies from researching. Do not let them win.

10/19/2019 3:52:19 AM sterkinglights1 This is Sad.

10/19/2019 3:55:17 AM ceasarfall31544 Thank you !!!

10/19/2019 4:01:53 AM boshek6  pic.twitter.com/1YsmwRDvX2

10/19/2019 4:05:52 AM lightlove21121 Denial?

10/19/2019 4:15:24 AM laurabusse Interesting

So they just need to be ignored then

Like so many gnats or flies

10/19/2019 4:20:33 AM nanmorr  pic.twitter.com/CHDQE5B1ub

10/19/2019 4:41:49 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/19/2019 4:52:58 AM thecreation Nothing is ever a coincidence when it comes to the left 😉

10/19/2019 4:53:26 AM tamravee Those crazy children of the serpent think we don't SEE pic.twitter.com/x2D8KSpMpj

10/19/2019 4:56:00 AM tamravee They know who we are because we are  marked as GODS WARRIORS .

10/19/2019 5:02:09 AM kidge6 You have 2 in your fam?! Jealous 😳😉

10/19/2019 5:08:31 AM kidge6 Most certainly landslide.  Won’t be stolen. 👀 @ crowds @ speeches. Dem debate lowest ratings yet. 20% of ppl at Houston rally were dems. 10% 

Hispanic.  Super desperate & ridiculous moves in House. Frantic Hillary on Twitter.  Insane policies of every candidate but tulsi.

10/19/2019 5:19:12 AM _andy_walker_ I said hope for the best, not devolve into a stark raving lunatic wearing nothing but a tin foil hat sitting in a corner with me knees to my chest while 

rocking back and forth and juggling my own shit singing "I'm Blue" by Eiffel 65.

10/19/2019 5:22:04 AM piperohio17 LOL. Whatever. 

Are they getting emails and personal phone calls from DOJ?  

Yeah, didn’t think so.

10/19/2019 5:33:34 AM laurabusse Well son came from me so there's that

Bro and I have always been very alike

Mom and sis fuggetaboutit

Mom believes every word the TV and doctors tell her

Sis married a great lib guy and I suspect she may have TDS

She knows my leanings

In the 90s she thought the clintons were AAA+

10/19/2019 5:36:45 AM laurabusse But overall we all get along for the most part bc we like to avoid arguments

Life is too short

Mom 86 said she's gonna be nice to everyone now before she dies

Long overdue

Can I hold her to it?

What did you do to your hair?

Mom you said you were gonna be nice before you die

10/19/2019 5:41:23 AM laurabusse Yes go #Trump2020LandslideVictory 

To finish #DrainingTheSwamp 

Tulsi

Fascinating

Playing a very important role

Bold enough to say truth to hrc

Could that help open the minds of the hardened left who still love hrc?

Is she acting alone?

Is she a white hat plant?

No idea!
10/19/2019 5:43:18 AM jakeglaird1 The public won’t know

10/19/2019 5:43:53 AM powersawer Correct. Ask yourself this: why would anyone who is looking for truth & justice, searching for it in every corner of the internet, post vulgar, illegal and 

non-constructive content? Answer is they would not. Clowns on the other hand have every incentive. Logical thinking.

10/19/2019 5:45:25 AM laurabusse Another bridge betw right and left

Besides Tulsi

Is Jimmy Dore

Yt

That whole Bernie crowd that got burnied is very important IMHO

They despise hrc bc they know she stole it from him

They're not on Trump's side yet but they don't hate him

Mixed blessing but more good news than bad
10/19/2019 5:47:45 AM jason_angelides  pic.twitter.com/MjtyIeLCVn

10/19/2019 5:48:19 AM bairyeko What is AW?

10/19/2019 5:48:54 AM nikoscali Weiner

10/19/2019 5:49:09 AM bbobbio71 Thought tracking was still doable through VPN

10/19/2019 5:49:46 AM bradleybarfiel2 Or as Podesta stated "wet works" 

Justice Scalia? JS

10/19/2019 5:51:18 AM laurabusse Absolutely

Makes perfect sense!

10/19/2019 5:53:21 AM qjoe8 Its called meme generator on playstore. 3rd row down 2nd over pic.twitter.com/E4SlxhWGNs

10/19/2019 5:59:29 AM realityloominng wow wow, did you just say coincidence?

10/19/2019 6:04:10 AM laurabusse It's installing as I type this ☺️

Now I just need a little inspiration

A little know how

A little practice

And I'm good to go

Thx again Joe!!!

10/19/2019 6:05:03 AM qjoe8 AWESOME!!

10/19/2019 6:11:30 AM laurabusse 👍



10/19/2019 6:12:16 AM drnealhouston Retweeted..

10/19/2019 6:30:54 AM capitalkid I'm already on every list out there, so I figure it doesn't matter at this point.

10/19/2019 6:39:12 AM z00mz00m4  https://twitter.com/112NewsFeed/status/1185543074937745408 …

10/19/2019 6:51:56 AM swattech Access Denied

10/19/2019 6:58:30 AM identityasxy .

Please tell me.  WTH happened to Attorney Huber and his army of fed attys looking into corruption.   Not a ‘high water mark’ for justice, eh?

10/19/2019 7:04:03 AM sandytoes717 Don't be rude! We are all on the same team.

10/19/2019 7:04:46 AM whitecaps1 Yup

10/19/2019 7:27:43 AM thekbroskilla Check out the registration date and the date on WikiLeaks archive?

🧐🤷♂️🧐🤷♂️🧐🤷♂️🧐🤷♂️🧐🤷♂️

There are n coincidences..... 

😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/tDPN3pMW7q

10/19/2019 7:35:53 AM michael_s_ander  https://mobile.twitter.com/HW_BEAT_THAT  This is the asshole who’s the mastermind behind 8kun being disabled (and gloats about it).

10/19/2019 7:39:51 AM purplefavorite1 I have asked the same thing. Since earlier this week it was up pic.twitter.com/ec4XJJOVgg

10/19/2019 7:40:12 AM animaldesatado What are the TicTacs?

10/19/2019 7:40:36 AM t2hiers Yes

10/19/2019 7:42:41 AM circuitriderz Help me out...what’s AW?

10/19/2019 7:44:20 AM flubbynutty script kiddies at work? pic.twitter.com/5XToMtZMBX

10/19/2019 7:45:08 AM purplefavorite1 It's absolutely ridiculous. Why can't they be stopped?

10/19/2019 7:47:40 AM fionasdestiny67 Watching🙏💗

10/19/2019 7:55:42 AM boogeymanhunter I dig the passion.

My hands are bleeding from all my digging.

But let’s be real for a min...a “fact” that we read or hear, even by a trusted source ( who may list many trusted sources) is what we each deem as 

“truth”.

These facts can’t be proved on the spot. 

We blindly trust.
10/19/2019 8:03:52 AM carol69852269 Does anyone even know if President Trump’s business is even charging anything for the event? He doesn’t take a salary, his company probably isn’t 

going to charge for the accommodations.

10/19/2019 8:17:07 AM stevemarek6 There is a war going on underground also.

10/19/2019 8:22:00 AM synackstatic In tor you have the ability to renew your weave through the network to generate a new identity. The suggestion is to do so with every single site. It's 

rather easy to do. 

I believe "trustworthy" VPN is hard to figure out and MJ, you said its safer not to use one at all.

10/19/2019 8:22:54 AM synackstatic  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159875889389342721 …

10/19/2019 8:23:37 AM synackstatic  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159876787045904384 …

10/19/2019 8:26:46 AM splakavellie01 I live in Seattle haven’t heard or seen anything yet.  Either way I’ll definitely be here praying 🙏🏾 There won’t be. Democrat Socialist controll The entire 

county it’s in too(King County). The city and county are R both Sanctuaries for Illegal immigrants. #behindenemylines #kag🇺🇸

10/19/2019 8:37:06 AM karina89350882 Is the FBI a good adress for it?? Saw today the testomies of Strzok and Comey (again) and I still can`t believe it

10/19/2019 8:43:41 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/1UGCkCyXJv

10/19/2019 8:45:54 AM aristocraticowl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  what if Tulsi is a plant, not by the Russians, but by the deep state themselves?

10/19/2019 8:51:13 AM mcpatriot64 What is the link??

10/19/2019 8:52:16 AM cathydarlene1 Cited......what exactly does that mean?

10/19/2019 8:53:31 AM tjlibertybelle Pastebin has the master list of every government and military IP address on Planet Earth. Check it out.

10/19/2019 8:54:53 AM carmindabrendel @DavidMi32570254 @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @QBlueSkyQ @HawtinGibb @Quebec99335648 @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@N_AmerSolutions @secretstranger9

10/19/2019 8:57:55 AM joefmartin1 Oops. pic.twitter.com/PQaFqY74Aq

10/19/2019 9:31:22 AM llzzyb If there is an underground world, that has been kept from us...is it possible that trials & executions are taking place there?

10/19/2019 9:32:46 AM laurabusse Good point

I think all the time

As I sit here in my car in the driveway hearing kids playing

My husband making noise in the house

Birds cackling

Cars going by

Dog barking

These things are real

Is the internet real?

Probably

Been called a bot

I know I'm not a bot...
10/19/2019 9:37:13 AM patriottdefense Hey if we get in any trouble 👇 👇

@FBI @NSAGov @DefenseIntel @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @DevconUI @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @catturd2 pic.twitter.com/oTXXFnivUS

10/19/2019 9:37:52 AM seeker229 I would but Phoenix finds more time to talk about bagels and pancakes than their actual job 🤷♀️🕵️♀️ pic.twitter.com/tbxosQ8Ine

10/19/2019 9:44:36 AM betheawakenig This is a excellent dig...thank you for the info and hard work...



10/19/2019 9:48:54 AM omarrshabazz 👑

🗣TRUMPSTIRRZ 

⭕️

@OMARRSHABAZZ

@ncar999

@PatriotMike3

@petesmom2

@PrayingPatriot2

@Q_52_

@RichardWDavis1

@RJKalevas

@Sheerglee1

@SilkSunflowers

@SpurFan

@stayyoungaft50

@SupportPOTUSDJT

@suttonJeff1961

@TimMcCo77744337

@Tj30544071

@Toddscrypto

@trump2020_Maga

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/6N2msKKZ3K
10/19/2019 9:50:29 AM niteman2008 Forbidden. To dangerous! Hahaha

10/19/2019 9:52:51 AM joelr9801 IFBP

10/19/2019 9:54:59 AM kr_kag IFBP

10/19/2019 9:55:26 AM elperfect RT & FAP  #AmericaFirst #StopTheCoup #KAG2020LandslideVictory

10/19/2019 9:55:34 AM kr_kag  pic.twitter.com/uPdXydY0XD

10/19/2019 9:58:01 AM jcblount IFBP pic.twitter.com/wfZ5oTTzk0

10/19/2019 9:58:22 AM rfragan Love the Minnie Mouse T-shirt! 💞 Things our parents have us do babe. 🤗👏

10/19/2019 9:58:24 AM mikeski1974 @mikeski1974 IFBP

10/19/2019 10:01:36 AM crumbcatching 💯✅

10/19/2019 10:05:06 AM sheriffruth IFBP

10/19/2019 10:11:53 AM sheerglee1 Thank you 😎Omarr‼️

👉Follow him @OMARRSHABAZZ 

Retweeted and followed all 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/HCRKk9UbRL

10/19/2019 10:13:19 AM lterryjr @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/KwySXVRa2qA  

What is your opinion of this?

10/19/2019 10:13:31 AM ctmaga20201  pic.twitter.com/BdSp0HvdYP

10/19/2019 10:13:46 AM rfseopro You'll find your answer here @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/19/2019 10:14:22 AM gratefullest "Days away..."

10/19/2019 10:15:07 AM cargo_joe Proud to follow back all patriots @cargo_joe 🤜🤛🇺🇸

10/19/2019 10:19:31 AM stckpkr7000 I follow back ALL Patriots!!!!!

10/19/2019 10:21:24 AM major_infidel #MAGA #KAG @major_infidel

10/19/2019 10:24:46 AM ladysonthegoa @LadysonthegoA

10/19/2019 10:24:48 AM randyfresh Should I be upset I can’t post to boards with a bunch of incels?

10/19/2019 10:29:58 AM jessssiesgirl Got everyone, Thank you!! IFB!!🇺🇸🥳❤️ pic.twitter.com/P7f1oqagwE

10/19/2019 10:32:08 AM ttesla9 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs

@EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@X22Report @SGTreport

10/19/2019 10:38:43 AM lafleka Following🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/19/2019 10:38:47 AM capitalkid 700 Billion Fed bank bailout, by 11.11

After that it will just get worse ...

10/19/2019 10:42:13 AM jessssiesgirl Got them all, and all who commented!!🥳🇺🇸❣️

10/19/2019 10:43:00 AM duboisniac IFB #MAGA  https://promiseskept.com 

10/19/2019 10:49:00 AM reelect20 👇Check this out👇RT🇺🇸🔥 http://bit.ly/2MMYvUh 

10/19/2019 10:52:29 AM patriot_wolf45 IFBP💙

10/19/2019 10:57:19 AM magabeliever20 I get this pic.twitter.com/BLXGccuR9L

10/19/2019 11:06:19 AM libbycmason Fl'd and rt'd 💕💯💕

10/19/2019 11:13:38 AM jhjohnson1 IFB patriots! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🌺🌴😎

10/19/2019 11:23:35 AM boogeymanhunter The net is real.

I think? 🤔

We do live in the Matrix-truth suppressed-the real world hidden from most.

Luckily, what we deem to be the truth and real, what gives us hope, is something every individual has.

...and no one can take that from us.

Be Well, IS-BE
10/19/2019 11:23:56 AM pappysfrntporch Thanks for the train OMARR PLEASE ADD ME ON ONE. FOLLOWING EVERYONE RETWEETED LIKED. I FOLLOW EVERYONE BACK.

10/19/2019 11:30:56 AM kylenchell6998 Yeah but she is getting a pass...

10/19/2019 11:32:25 AM mongrelglory No offence meant.  Just stating the obvious.  MJ-12 has previously said that they fall under the umbrella of the DIA and Pentagon.  Their profile picture 

is the DIA logo (upside-down). Here's a link to a searchable archive of their tweets:  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

10/19/2019 11:37:26 AM jeannepowell Anthony Weiner

10/19/2019 11:39:03 AM pbprecious7 👊🏻👍🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻❤️the Video pic.twitter.com/ZXlxtPwrrA

10/19/2019 11:40:35 AM decodematrix  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/18/mark-hurd-co-ceo-of-oracle-dies-at-62.html …

10/19/2019 11:40:46 AM steve_beno3210 IFB

10/19/2019 11:41:06 AM silksunflowers T️ᕼᗩᑎᑫ Oᗰᗩᖇᖇ️

10/19/2019 11:41:52 AM jayknee48 Following all. TY

10/19/2019 11:44:56 AM agad  pic.twitter.com/0vxUVd1Trz

10/19/2019 11:45:09 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have previously pointed out that any tips given to the FBI are automatically cc'd to the good guys in the NSA.  So they're not really asking us to 

trust the FBI.  Searchable archive of their previous tweets:  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

10/19/2019 11:56:33 AM unstoppablencp Yeah I believe that that’s probably true

10/19/2019 11:56:46 AM unstoppablencp Do research on the FBI and you know not to trust those idiots



10/19/2019 12:09:11 PM smartusapat1 WHO ASKED #MitchMcConnell for his opinion? - "#Syria Withdrawal is a grave mistake"

He's never given full support to #PresidentTrump.  #Senate's job is to support & protect the #President

#MAGA #MAGA2020 #KAG #KAG2020 @SenateGOP #MoscowMitch #Kurdistan https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/mitch-mcconnell-

withdrawing-from-syria-is-a-grave-mistake/2019/10/18/c0a811a8-f1cd-11e9-89eb-ec56cd414732_story.html …

10/19/2019 12:16:43 PM mateuszwala #8kun hype ;) funny how make it's done

10/19/2019 12:27:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd Michelle, you seriously don't have to respond. She's not the etiquette police, you have a Ph.D, ignore the b****

10/19/2019 12:29:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd I did, twice. Tom Arnold threatened POTUS again and Pelosi's remarks.

10/19/2019 12:29:49 PM bairyeko Thanks!

10/19/2019 12:31:23 PM laurabusse You too!

Thank you for making me smile

Thank you for warming my heart

Just had an encounter with a v neg almost evil one here

Amazing to me how someone'll just attack you out o nowhere

For no apparent reason

Other than that they're unhappy in pain or angry and have to hurt some1

10/19/2019 12:31:40 PM laurabusse When will it stop?

10/19/2019 12:33:54 PM nschlange I don't think there are two many on the left who still like or care about HRC. Maybe a few hanging on in the media, but there can't be that many. imo

10/19/2019 12:41:54 PM dana76903962 It was from a cartoon show like Simpsons predicting it, possibly stadium related. There was a video promoting it on yt

10/19/2019 12:53:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Why not use startpage? Is it not The Netherlands? Access everything from StartPage. Don't use Chrome anything.

Chrome is named after...?

Adreno....

#ThesePeopleAreSick

10/19/2019 1:00:32 PM nerdcage9 @lonerwolf9_

10/19/2019 1:02:32 PM flgirlsbeenqd BHO?

10/19/2019 1:03:06 PM kaeandersen  https://twitter.com/KaeAndersen/status/1185647349319602176?s=20 …

10/19/2019 1:04:05 PM buckknighten I guess insults and name-calling or all you Liberals are about. I for one try to treat all Americans the same. Well you spew your hatred, we try to unite 

the country. Good luck to you man but sure I'll be your larp if it makes ya happy.

10/19/2019 1:05:44 PM boogeymanhunter Welcome.

Thank you.

Brush off the haters. 😉

In my lil ol experience in this crazy life I've noticed anger and hatred is a chain reaction moving from person to person until someone along the links 

decides to break that chain.  

Have a wonderful wknd.
10/19/2019 1:17:40 PM patriotswegoall Adguard in Stealth mode

10/19/2019 1:20:11 PM dana_kawczynski  pic.twitter.com/bzGpO4Zfo0

10/19/2019 1:26:14 PM dcdretblue  pic.twitter.com/XZUtrJrRht

10/19/2019 1:26:50 PM thestormpatriot How are 8% of people saying yes, when it's not yet open to the public lol

10/19/2019 1:32:16 PM momoarnesen 2nd best twt of the entire day! 

Says a lot in one twt. 

Thank you.

10/19/2019 1:36:18 PM headlinejuice I see no prosecutions. One guy was arrested then disappeared.

10/19/2019 1:36:57 PM hurricane0073 Now you know why her brother was taken out. #Payback 

Last time I checked they still hadn’t released the cause of death. 🤷🏼♂️

10/19/2019 1:52:18 PM unstoppablencp Yep

10/19/2019 1:54:24 PM kidge6 Has to be less than 20%. Lord, i hope so. If someone still thinks Hillary is genuine, they will likely need counseling at least, to come back to reality. Even 

the most obedient sheeple i know knows that there's something not right about her.

10/19/2019 1:56:01 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 1:56:58 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 1:57:20 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 1:57:48 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 1:58:00 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 1:58:15 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1185659643479105536?s=21 …

10/19/2019 2:05:40 PM oaf_unbreakable There is absolutely nothing could get me to "submit a tip"

10/19/2019 2:10:39 PM laurabusse She still has her fans

Whenever she tweets I always look to see if she has any supporters

99% are against her

But fans do exist

I'm sure this is to be expected

But I think you both must be right

They are few and getting fewer

10/19/2019 2:12:41 PM laurabusse Perfect answer ☺️

Thank you ♥️

10/19/2019 2:13:54 PM the_red_hand_ I always thought Tor was a bad route to go as it drew more attention rather than avoided it. But reading 5:5 going fwd

10/19/2019 2:17:09 PM laurabusse Wise words

Here's to breaking the chain!!! pic.twitter.com/TeUjEQUFcO

10/19/2019 2:41:21 PM spurfan Thanks for the ride 

🇺🇸 #OMARRSHABAZZ 🇺🇸 !

IFBP

#AmericaFirst #AmericaStrong

#KAG

#Trump2020GrandSlam ⚾️ pic.twitter.com/3309hRpzfx

10/19/2019 2:46:09 PM joeysmichael IFB All Patriots! #KAG 🇺🇸💯%! RT

10/19/2019 2:55:25 PM nschlange omg TOO many not two many, geez sorry

10/19/2019 2:58:21 PM neversocialist Don't think there is a time limit for treason,

#StopTheCoup #KAG #MAGA #Trump2020

#Emails

10/19/2019 2:59:25 PM oaf_unbreakable Well, wtf gives.



10/19/2019 3:00:45 PM neversocialist Given that the judicial system has been filled with corrupt judges for decades.  (Two tier justice system) hasn't been the proper time to press charges.  

Judicial system is changing.  This will happen as it should.

#ExposeCNN #StopTheCoup #KAG #MAGAit

10/19/2019 3:04:48 PM durkinpatrick Do you have a higher resolution copy - when I zoom in it’s too blurry. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Clifton15Jon/status/1185402064563769344 …

10/19/2019 3:10:09 PM whitecaps1 I think most believe they either were taken out or were sent to Witness protection

10/19/2019 3:25:04 PM buggsdad1957 cool word!

10/19/2019 3:33:19 PM debbiea43922131 Dark to Light

Where there is Light there can be no darkness. pic.twitter.com/3gu8zefR8S

10/19/2019 3:34:52 PM cajunpapa57 Which do you recommend?

10/19/2019 3:35:24 PM debbiea43922131 Be Gentle Warriors in the coming days as many are

going to be waking up to a new reality. pic.twitter.com/Cf04RTsqRV

10/19/2019 4:28:25 PM dwqken  pic.twitter.com/iOVpdU1F1V

10/19/2019 4:29:25 PM charless1952 #PanicInDC @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @M2Madness @AKA_RealDirty @GrrrGraphics @blogJAM_net @ChristinePolon1 

@C_3C_3 @c @DocRock1007 @TrueEyeTheSpy @IPOT1776 @Kevin_Shipp @Liz_Wheeler @Linda_Paris @StormIsUponUs @cat_1012000 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @CtrlSec2 https://twitter.com/Zoey_2016/status/1185672071348490240 …

10/19/2019 4:42:54 PM keeferdoggie @KEEFERDOGGIE

10/19/2019 4:44:06 PM zoothorn69 IFBP @zoothorn69 pic.twitter.com/wPPgTa2PEH

10/19/2019 4:44:43 PM brico1776 + @BRico1776 🇺🇸

10/19/2019 4:46:34 PM basketofgold All aboard for Trump!

10/19/2019 4:55:03 PM major_infidel #MAGA #KAG @major_infidel

10/19/2019 5:00:03 PM sheerglee1 Thank you 😎VoteThemOut2020‼️

👉Follow this Patriot @OutIn2020 

Retweeted and followed all 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/aJvTMoLIjt

10/19/2019 5:12:45 PM sjlnlgl5451 Ifbp

10/19/2019 5:15:18 PM bamagal4ever  pic.twitter.com/YorRFCXFvy

10/19/2019 5:17:01 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/GzMq96N2fR

10/19/2019 5:22:32 PM mohawkmikecats #

10/19/2019 5:23:43 PM jeffnf56 Got em all!!!!🚂🚂🚂👏👏👏👏

F&R!!! Please follow back!!↩️↩️↩️↩️↩️↩️

10/19/2019 5:42:33 PM arthurhamlin2 @arthurhamlin2

10/19/2019 6:01:51 PM nlwestby I am onboard the Trump train 100%!

10/19/2019 6:07:40 PM garyclark2020 Following all Patriots pic.twitter.com/OPxyGsLxZN

10/19/2019 6:23:50 PM chaele3 Oh where oh where could those vaults be, oh where oh where could they be? I looked up and down and found them all around. @HillaryClinton 😱

#Arkansas

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@POTUS

@StormIsUponUs

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MJ2DZC7Eer

10/19/2019 6:54:27 PM qnntexas  pic.twitter.com/Xz6EA6Vj0h

10/19/2019 7:08:06 PM samanthajagnew What are 187s?

10/19/2019 7:27:15 PM amygibson5 Followed. RT. IFB

10/19/2019 7:27:45 PM lnunezpa #TrumpOurOnlyHope2020🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/KnDg7zK7mE

10/19/2019 7:27:51 PM docbear5 IFB pic.twitter.com/e6Oa5ZDA44

10/19/2019 7:34:34 PM thehulag @POTUS you’re gonna let her put you in the kill box?? @kbq225 @QBlueSkyQ @StormIsUponUs @FuctupMike @AKA_RealDirty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@55true4u @QAnonNotables @AnonCassi @EyesOnQ @Qanon76 @QTAnon1

10/19/2019 7:43:39 PM karma4event201 Definitely Count this one

10/19/2019 7:45:18 PM adlibertate 2 IPs? 1 in, 1 out. Smell like monitoring to me.

10/19/2019 7:48:05 PM johnheide2 And want are the DAMN LEFTIST LIBERAL @TheDemocrats accomplishments, there is only 1 and it is F the LEGAL American Citizens!!!

10/19/2019 7:52:20 PM johnheide2 We The Conservative People must stand PROUD and STRONG together and with President Trump and VP Pence to continue to MAGA!! 

TRUMP / PENCE 2020 KAG!!

THEY HAVE PREFECT VISION FOR THE FUTURE OF OUR GREAT COUNTRY!!

🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸

10/19/2019 7:57:41 PM boy12_jimmy This happened tonight, 10/19, in Augusta, GA. Anyone want to try a guess what happened? 38 sec video clip @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal 

@NSA_QIL2 @beer_parade @love4thegameAK @Cordicon @StormIsUponUs

 https://files.catbox.moe/j99xgx.webm 

10/19/2019 7:58:06 PM dsouza_ian1 Great patriots here, will fb

10/19/2019 7:59:07 PM stacey_j_harris Homocides

10/19/2019 7:59:45 PM ronnieverruto IFB PATRIOTS pic.twitter.com/00fDs31ZR5

10/19/2019 8:00:16 PM karma4event201 Murder

10/19/2019 8:01:38 PM reneeallison04 looks like someone called for reinforcements ....

10/19/2019 8:07:34 PM love4thegameak That's Crazy. Looked like NY 10ish months ago, but NY Sky was lit up blue

10/19/2019 8:11:05 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/ajiVXP5smk

10/19/2019 8:12:08 PM rubalittledirt What the ever-loving was that....?

10/19/2019 8:33:47 PM oaf_unbreakable Here is a tip. 

8kun isn't coming back unless 'Hotwheels' and his merryband of fascists are stopped.

Freddy has a personal vendetta against Jim Watkins and is continuing to sabotage every attempt at getting 8kun online.

No one is helping. pic.twitter.com/PDkp6DFdFD

10/19/2019 8:34:15 PM oaf_unbreakable Free speech is dying and no one is doing a damned thing to stop it.

10/19/2019 8:37:17 PM jefferswinslow Then someone needs to stop Freddy

10/19/2019 8:40:09 PM yigsstarhouse This suicide death of a professor from Dartmouth makes me think of a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 post from yesterday. 2nd pic may be reason. He was 

probably given a choice.

 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/ag-barr-expands-controversial-review-origin-russia-investigation-n1068971 … 

pic.twitter.com/a2uQzWWcxb

10/19/2019 8:41:48 PM raeanon You too, my friend ❤️❤️❤️

10/19/2019 8:57:27 PM tko77457444 What the hell? 1000 transformers in the same spot all blowing at the time? Or DEW



10/19/2019 9:21:28 PM ewilliams22101 Ok, can you recommend a "trustworthy" VPN service?

10/19/2019 9:23:26 PM laurabusse Is this the same @LBF777 that constantly complains over on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  threads for as long as I've been there?

Do you really believe this beautiful thread you just posted here that I retweeted?

You need not reply

I am astonished

10/19/2019 9:33:49 PM karma4event201 MKUltra Production

 => movie ? 

🙃 Choose your posion carefully

10/19/2019 9:35:52 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy 

Person of Intrest

10/19/2019 9:50:52 PM minuteman2002 Nord

10/19/2019 10:24:17 PM spurfan Thanks for the ride !!!

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/rEVDRH0aDp

10/19/2019 11:19:35 PM mongrelglory That's okay.  I'm always happy to point people in the right direction for information...even the "testy" ones. 😉

I'm practising being Zen. 😑😆

10/19/2019 11:28:10 PM trumpgetgo  pic.twitter.com/S52xSSAyor

10/19/2019 11:31:10 PM jerriannjaz IFBAP

10/19/2019 11:33:56 PM allahuniversal Interdasting, looks familiar, about 10 months ago in Queens

10/19/2019 11:38:56 PM allahuniversal At this point what isn't?

Watched a pre-MK production today.

Factual, yet obvious bias is obvious https://youtu.be/wcAsIWfk_z4 

10/19/2019 11:39:52 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/_VhfHgEp6Zk 

10/19/2019 11:48:26 PM citizencitizenc Serious question from a newbie.  If "We have it ALL." is true, why does anyone need to follow the formula you've shared with us?  I figure they're going 

to know everywhere I go on the net, in the real world, what I say, what I type, etc. What am I missing?

10/20/2019 12:09:33 AM jenhoward09 Yet the actual account holder is still skipping around spewing evil while breathing. She’s such a disgrace for a female let alone a human

10/20/2019 12:19:17 AM bleakperfect1 Multiple helicopter buzz fly overs near my house. 85233. Unsure of their purpose or if it's anything to be concerned over. THanks.

10/20/2019 12:21:04 AM bleakperfect1 Nsa are great people

10/20/2019 12:29:00 AM rebashoenfelt1 Ifb

10/20/2019 12:37:59 AM cecilemargaret Really wanna open that can?   It could put patriots at risk.

10/20/2019 1:13:48 AM clifton15jon Patriots wouldnt have all of the evidence available from the Deepstate If it wasnt for the way TCP and UDP functions. Remember when you network 

you always broadcast everything, always. Everything is traceable no matter what technology you use to try and get around being tracked. 

pic.twitter.com/ulr6QenRSL

10/20/2019 6:02:01 AM adnen2015 Please

Follow me

Retweet me

10/20/2019 6:22:35 AM karma4event201 "...38 people were “culpable” in 91 cases of sending classified information that ended up in Clinton’s personal email, " of 38 SOME "...may face 

disciplinary action..."

 IT is fairly certain there was no [intrusion] 

right, it was #Pay2Play

10/20/2019 6:27:54 AM karma4event201 #Pay2play get access to server => no intrusion 

BUT IG found China access and told FBI YEARS before server scandal broke. 

China was getting "curtesy copies" of Clinton State Dept emails in "real time" for YEARS 

There has to be other IG Reports coming

10/20/2019 6:36:36 AM karma4event201 meanwhile ...

Those 38 need friends to watch for tendency to develop Arkancide

10/20/2019 6:47:31 AM dawnegurl IFBP yay! 💕💕🇺🇸💕💕 pic.twitter.com/0lBlu44Pzx

10/20/2019 6:53:29 AM samanthajagnew TY for the breakdown.

10/20/2019 7:23:23 AM dawnegurl IFBP yay! 🥰🐘🇺🇸🥰🐘🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/foy5fLC1ke

10/20/2019 7:36:04 AM martisw1971 C_A Interrogation technique "Alice In Wonderland" - Cognitive Dissonance. @JLS1125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy @intheMatrixxx 

@SaraCarterDC @EyesOnQ @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @EYEDROPMEDIA @M2Madness @VP @IPOT1776 @jsolomonReports 

https://youtu.be/lGSMPWHKD1w 

10/20/2019 7:38:50 AM martisw1971 @DevinNunes @EpochTimes @marklevinshow https://youtu.be/nT6Aeb1GcQU 

10/20/2019 7:43:09 AM martisw1971 Is the West being manipulated? @JLS1125 @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @EpochTimes @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic 

@GeorgePapa19 @parscale @realDonaldTrump @VP @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @eavesdropann @IPOT1776 @IngrahamAngle @marklevinshow 

@patton6966 https://youtu.be/bMZUJ6UzaNI 

10/20/2019 8:21:23 AM hersh61m No there is a pic of Tulsi with the leader of Antifa

10/20/2019 8:41:32 AM m_luffman What are you referring too

10/20/2019 9:01:51 AM karma4event201 Nov 3 is talked about here in Predictive Programing (over 1 hour long video) 

  https://youtu.be/fEnesUvxof8 

10/20/2019 9:20:23 AM laurabusse Yes hopefully!!! pic.twitter.com/TqtlUnHN55

10/20/2019 9:25:52 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/7KMQGof0qn

10/20/2019 10:06:02 AM patriottdefense America expecting a large influx of new immigrants? @DefenseIntel @NSAGov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn 

https://twitter.com/SSS_gov/status/1185964215565246470 …

10/20/2019 10:35:27 AM bereantype white or black? (or grey?)

10/20/2019 10:45:33 AM karma4event201 Do you know if it was this video? 

 https://youtu.be/fEnesUvxof8 

10/20/2019 10:53:42 AM tech4hire76 I like Nord VPN...

10/20/2019 11:26:33 AM the_red_hand_ @EyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/the_Red_Hand_/status/1185984703259656192 …

10/20/2019 11:48:30 AM surfing123456 Hey mj is this the only platform you use someone on another platform using same name DM me and it was concerning. Please let me know thanks man

10/20/2019 12:00:27 PM mklundquist When you makes deals with demons you get bad outcomes for yourself...

10/20/2019 12:20:51 PM rapraconteur I have a "theory" about Jeffrey Epstein...

10/20/2019 12:23:55 PM the_red_hand_ Confirmed that on my end too. Why I started checking. Maybe DoD doing some cleanup in the area Pre launch? Maybe just coincidence... 

pic.twitter.com/v2dpxOlU2J

10/20/2019 12:25:20 PM the_red_hand_ Very interdasting

10/20/2019 12:27:27 PM the_red_hand_ I’ve been doing a deep dive on the other businesses and registered agents that share the 400s address. Have come across many interesting things, still 

needs to be refined a bit before I can share it in an easily digestible way

10/20/2019 12:28:52 PM the_red_hand_ It’s lookin like that very well may be the case. Time will tell 😉

🇺🇸

10/20/2019 12:31:03 PM the_red_hand_ Hahaa never thought of it that way, but very true!

10/20/2019 12:47:19 PM the_red_hand_ That makes sense, seems like blending into the crowd is one of the best ways to beat a hardened encryption path. Nowadays AI and supercomputer 

can prob make short work of a lot of encrypt



10/20/2019 12:50:50 PM lightlove21121 @369

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@nea_storm

10/20/2019 12:54:11 PM keeferpb Awwwwww... Hillary was found innocent on the email conspiracy losers

10/20/2019 1:03:06 PM karma4event201 A smart person employed by the federal gov would get away from the Clintons. When Hildabeast was at State Dept, that was the time for a transfer or 

quit.

10/20/2019 1:16:59 PM achille88630823  https://twitter.com/Achille88630823/status/1185976016159641600?s=20 …

10/20/2019 1:23:40 PM the_red_hand_ Ahh eye see- that’s exactly what it is, still encrypted just not ‘machine’ encryption

10/20/2019 1:51:29 PM lovebling6 Its called Zim! 🙏🙏🙏

10/20/2019 2:04:11 PM the_red_hand_ I think tinkering with that insights tool just booked up the better part of my evening lol

10/20/2019 2:12:52 PM louisianagirl79 #knowledgeispower

10/20/2019 2:28:37 PM patriotelsa Remember Seth Rich and Sean Lucas 🇺🇸🙏🏼

10/20/2019 2:29:39 PM patriotelsa Maybe Ties with Shadow Government/ DeepState

10/20/2019 3:03:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track all deaths. https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1185975613959626760 …

10/20/2019 3:04:24 PM bryceja68689884 Boom!

10/20/2019 3:04:34 PM jvan125 Interesting he passes when she’s overseas...

10/20/2019 3:04:41 PM realeyethespy 1017 Majestic (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) drive Lexington Kentucky 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_clearance …

10/20/2019 3:05:47 PM rudedrew63 Baltimore deep state taking big hits.

10/20/2019 3:06:16 PM geekydaddy64  pic.twitter.com/5i4igH0K7d

10/20/2019 3:06:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Plenty more to come. 

Enjoy the show.

We are draining the swamp.

10/20/2019 3:07:39 PM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/EGhWdXAB91

10/20/2019 3:07:51 PM jvan125 We still don’t know what happened to Cummings, do we? How did he die? And how did Pelosi’s brother die? Anyone know? 🧐

10/20/2019 3:08:51 PM mountainminder Baltimore sewage exposed.

10/20/2019 3:09:20 PM gqdwins  pic.twitter.com/mHtqCgidMn

10/20/2019 3:09:25 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 🍿

10/20/2019 3:09:48 PM laura_twelve He can hang with Bush sr, Mcstain and Cummings

10/20/2019 3:09:59 PM daveo6145 It seems Cummings was executed by military tribunal

10/20/2019 3:10:03 PM killdeertx If I were any of their brothers....I'd be on fast train outa Dodge!

#BloodPayments

#HillarysBrotherRIP

#PelosisBrotherRIP

10/20/2019 3:10:16 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/20/2019 3:10:16 PM ab36913 It is like an infestation of RATS.  [They] are everywhere. #PANIC pic.twitter.com/lpd0Vvj53E

10/20/2019 3:10:19 PM mikebravodude  pic.twitter.com/2fgjpMHOhC

10/20/2019 3:12:05 PM mikebravodude “It is an honor to lie in state or honor in the Capitol. Others who also received the honor include late President George H.W. Bush and Senator John 

McCain.”

10/20/2019 3:12:30 PM stelly_alice And it's not a top @abc news report. Speaking of: I've been getting Jonathan Karl's name wrong. I've been calling him Johnathan Karlson. Apologies!

10/20/2019 3:13:46 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/TknZUPxzy1

10/20/2019 3:14:04 PM mikebravodude Imagine being on the inside and knowing what’s going on. Having to come to the capital and see your fellow traitor on display after being put down.

10/20/2019 3:15:34 PM darkhorse048 90yf old, former Baltimore mayor

10/20/2019 3:16:53 PM sagewarrior17 Was he too involved with Ukraine?

10/20/2019 3:17:08 PM highhopesusa Pelosi called him “my brother” and then her 90-year old brother (a former mayor of Baltimore) dies a few days later.

10/20/2019 3:17:26 PM red_pill_girl A few articles I read say Cummings was McCained...

10/20/2019 3:17:40 PM jake_hopper #MAGA #KAG pic.twitter.com/wCZOw668a5

10/20/2019 3:18:03 PM digitallife11 Same way Clinton’s brother died. All of them without all the pomp and circumstance. 

Couldn’t find an Obit for Clinton’s brother or any funeral information. It will be interesting if there will be any for Cummings and De’Alsessandro🤔

10/20/2019 3:18:06 PM plogdreamwalker Oh another one.

10/20/2019 3:18:25 PM jvan125 But what are they saying publicly? Heart attack, stroke, etc? That’s what I’m not seeing anywhere. And same with NP’s brother...

10/20/2019 3:19:28 PM susanwagoner12 Mo

10/20/2019 3:19:55 PM red_pill_girl Oh gotcha! I’m not sure either! Although his widow is so excited to run for his Congress  seat, maybe it was her! 😂🤣

10/20/2019 3:20:27 PM moemc8 He enabled (or partook in) the child trafficking hub in Baltimore?

10/20/2019 3:21:37 PM jvan125 😂🤣😭😭 would NOT surprise me in the least

10/20/2019 3:24:27 PM carliestar10 All nobodies...

10/20/2019 3:24:51 PM dcooyon  pic.twitter.com/kEsR2NGSKJ

10/20/2019 3:25:40 PM luvmy_country She mentions 'angels'. With Cummings the word 'giant' was repeated... I wonder if 'angels' will soon be repeated....🤔 hmmm

10/20/2019 3:27:19 PM ewilliams22101 It's the only way.  Otherwise, the rot will fester for decades longer. . .

10/20/2019 3:29:02 PM teeunited3 Yes I'd say that's the case. Also nothing more on Hillary's brother.

10/20/2019 3:29:46 PM oscar67363717 🤔

10/20/2019 3:31:14 PM mongrelglory I'm sure he knew some "stuff" about Nancy... 😒

10/20/2019 3:31:38 PM djlok If their plane "goes down" on their way back, I'm calling for the wizard behind the curtain to come out!!!

10/20/2019 3:33:35 PM patriottdefense I have a feeling it will be in a few days probably after tomorrow 🤣

10/20/2019 3:33:57 PM carolva97910854 Hmmm

10/20/2019 3:34:07 PM djlok They probably"lost him".

10/20/2019 3:37:56 PM nschlange LOL I was going to say something similar!

10/20/2019 3:38:59 PM jvan125 I can’t believe Shifthead left the country. Does Jordan have extradition? 🥴🤮

10/20/2019 3:39:17 PM untietounite I’ve seen only a generic reference to “health complications,” but no specific cause like heart attack, stroke, cancer, etc. 

I guess we need to wait for John Kasich to provide details.

10/20/2019 3:41:00 PM jvan125 😆😆😆 They seem to “lose” family members a lot, don’t they? pic.twitter.com/oSwEczcsWh

10/20/2019 3:41:37 PM jvan125 😂🤣😂 I suppose so!! 😭

10/20/2019 3:47:38 PM miked14176254 Doit pic.twitter.com/PWQ6pZdKG3

10/20/2019 3:48:48 PM laurabusse Yes

For anyone interested

Search the archives of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/20/2019 3:50:54 PM karenincarolin1 You are showing your age.



10/20/2019 3:52:16 PM laurabusse Magical

Magic

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Search archives for unicorn

10/20/2019 3:52:17 PM samsmith0319 Yes...👀...

10/20/2019 3:53:16 PM hurricane0073 Doesn’t matter what they say publicly because it will be a lie. That is why they are vague w things like “long standing illness” that no one knew about. 

Hell, we are still waiting for the official results on the brother of Lady Rodham. 🤷🏼♂️

#EnjoyTheShow #PainIsComing

10/20/2019 3:57:19 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/coKMu9rIPY

10/20/2019 3:58:11 PM covertress [Soon]  🍿 pic.twitter.com/h0UDgMKfuV

10/20/2019 3:58:18 PM shayne18951375 B.S.   until I see em swingin from the gallows, y'all are just making the price of tin foil go up.

10/20/2019 3:58:42 PM lizzah_83 Dark “angels” I’m sure.

10/20/2019 4:00:03 PM hurricane0073 It is also going to be fun to watch the media trip all over themselves with lies and spin.

“He was on his deathbed for awhile” 

“So then who signed the recent documents If he was deathly ill?

“What had happened was..his wife...she..umm - Trump is racist!”

#ExposeCNN #Blexit
10/20/2019 4:00:11 PM internetusr Lol@ the price of tinfoil going up 😂

10/20/2019 4:00:59 PM spitfire1592 Anyone notice the reports of him being in Hospice?

Where you check in but never check out till you check out..

You just don’t go into hospice overnight.. takes planning 

Like a finely tuned Military Op?

Asking for a friend kek!

10/20/2019 4:01:10 PM yustein I am over a million years old, I hope I’m not showing that! 😉

10/20/2019 4:01:56 PM lbf777 Not a single person in jail. Just a bunch of false promises. Where are the cures or the free energy. Why is the homeless population growing so fast while 

Trump swears the economy is booming. 

It was our fault for trusting the Gov. 

No more.

10/20/2019 4:03:39 PM peter95117110 Blessings and Prayers for your success in all your endeavors. 

Kind Regards,

Peter pic.twitter.com/EyMlJkyo8V

10/20/2019 4:03:47 PM rikpik2 Nope...

Same goes for Clinton's

Brother...

10/20/2019 4:03:52 PM ethereal_shaman What show are you watching?

10/20/2019 4:04:12 PM gi6stars @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @schumannbot

10/20/2019 4:04:24 PM lbf777 We don’t even know if this is true. These people could be moved to inner Earth so we think they are dead and think we are winning.

Where the hell is our cures, free energy and tech. Why is Trump gassing us and putting up 5g genocide towers. 

#KeepAmericaGreat 🤣 pic.twitter.com/vy6GDzxeZt

10/20/2019 4:04:27 PM jamescjackson7 We need visibility to assets seized too!  The auction of the BIll Clinton painting from Epstein's house should bring a fortune...

10/20/2019 4:04:50 PM laurabusse Me too

Practice makes perfect

I fail more than I succeed

George

People

Jerry

They're the worst!
10/20/2019 4:05:47 PM oaf_unbreakable Color me a non public showing skeptic.

10/20/2019 4:06:07 PM laurabusse We like newbies!

And we try to be helpful when and how we can 😊

10/20/2019 4:08:38 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/i1LDOlRXkU

10/20/2019 4:08:48 PM yellamoj Do they fear the death to come?

10/20/2019 4:09:52 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/8QcAxQAM57

10/20/2019 4:16:17 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

10/20/2019 4:16:22 PM laurabusse Hangin wid my peeps pic.twitter.com/D7JTK8WW4k

10/20/2019 4:17:23 PM laurabusse With all due respect LOL

10/20/2019 4:20:06 PM youstinksoap There was a timeline jump on the 17th....more of those still to come?

10/20/2019 4:21:16 PM cypressbill1980 they went to the other earth long with epstien and michael mother fricken jackson

10/20/2019 4:21:34 PM laurabusse Yeah good one! pic.twitter.com/5HaDsKa60X

10/20/2019 4:22:47 PM gdimetre  pic.twitter.com/lTW4s7p8m5

10/20/2019 4:23:12 PM laurabusse All in the family pic.twitter.com/qaVJEBt40b

10/20/2019 4:23:27 PM kenneth91792161 They are significant in there connections. Cummins knew about his wife’s major corruption and Pelosi brother all have meaning.

10/20/2019 4:23:59 PM gdimetre 550/19

10/20/2019 4:24:36 PM glennma29837047 Impatiently waiting

10/20/2019 4:27:03 PM mahredrum Her brother was 90 years old and had previously suffered a stroke...

10/20/2019 4:27:29 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/paul_furber/status/1185975904004120579?s=09 …

10/20/2019 4:27:30 PM gdimetre Wonder why they just went to Ukraine 🤔the hunt is on... pic.twitter.com/9PaBc5QfnU

10/20/2019 4:28:55 PM laurabusse And I quote

Deep State has been fucked for a while, the wait is to make their destruction more palatable and complete



10/20/2019 4:31:44 PM laurabusse My husband taught me to never complain

Bc he found me completely annoying

So I stopped complaining

Guess what

It's incredibly freeing

Complaining is a mindset that focuses on what's going wrong in your perception

Instead of what's going right

In a world of infinite concurrent...
10/20/2019 4:32:43 PM ethereal_shaman How many CEOs and lifetime politicians have either died suddenly or stepped down unexpectedly? How many major pedophile rings have been busted 

recently?  People seem to be upset because the puppets haven't been brought to justice, yet.  If you can't see it; I can't help you.

10/20/2019 4:33:39 PM laurabusse ... happenings, there are many things going right if you will just shift your focus

Better to research than complain

You'll learn something and you will learn new things that are definitely not to complain about

10/20/2019 4:34:55 PM mommahood777 Doesn't matter

the old guard is systematically being removed

#GodWins 

and #WeThePeople are

#WinningWithTrump pic.twitter.com/yJ3m8SqmuF

10/20/2019 4:37:15 PM f45_5 Best Bang for 💵 

Prison Tome is Costly pic.twitter.com/t5dNZISA2T

10/20/2019 4:41:33 PM covertress Suicide weekend? pic.twitter.com/ptYogqwXU6

10/20/2019 4:43:56 PM laurabusse No!

It's just humorous to me

I see humor 

Delightful humor, not mocking humor

In almost anything

It's just amusing to me

With all due respect you basically suck

LOLOL

Please don't take offense where none was intended...

None at all

Do you see the humor? The irony?

It was funny!
10/20/2019 4:45:16 PM laurabusse We're both on the same team my friend 😊

I guess you respect her more than I do!

That's all...

10/20/2019 4:47:03 PM goyaeq A while ago @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said this program would be shut down, referred to tribunals and exposed on national tv, so it looks like the ball is going 

to start rolling soon.

10/20/2019 4:48:35 PM laurabusse That's your perspective

Which is your prerogative

But I don't see how it serves you

10/20/2019 4:48:37 PM lbf777 It’s time to ignore the shit show and do our own thing.

10/20/2019 4:48:46 PM hapaw8084 We still never heard what killed Hillary’s brother.

10/20/2019 4:49:19 PM jaynenotjanie spider in the web there...how much does Com..y coordinate, communicate and strategerize?...

10/20/2019 4:50:08 PM lbf777 Never complain huh? Just let the Commies destroy earth? No thanks.

10/20/2019 4:50:28 PM laurabusse Ah there you are

10/20/2019 4:50:30 PM patriotswegoall Very sad indeed.

10/20/2019 4:53:12 PM tlcl1964 Maybe had he worked by the side of his constituents...

10/20/2019 4:53:20 PM hudsonsquawk America should consider this:

Should you believe what you're told by #FakeNewsMedia or your lying eyes?

Hatred & #WitchHunt of @realDonaldTrump is ALL concocted as a strategy to protect @CrookedHillary & hide #DeepStateCorruption

IT'S ALL A DISTRACTION !

10/20/2019 4:54:04 PM arifriedman12 Obama has to be one.

10/20/2019 4:54:15 PM laurabusse Opinions are often perceived to be facts

If it can be argued either way then its an opinion

A v strong opinion may appear to be fact

A v strong opinion is deeply rooted in its belief and find it almost impossible to see it a different way 

But there are many ways to look at this

10/20/2019 4:55:41 PM peter95117110  https://www.regainyourbrain.org/regain_articles/FINAL%20REGAIN%20UNLINKED/bennett%2C%20subud%20on%20black%20magic%26advert.htm …

10/20/2019 4:55:44 PM lbf777 The idea is to maintain a false idol they claim will save is to keep us pacified. This scam has been going on since 3000 BC. pic.twitter.com/qKCwgf9pgC

10/20/2019 4:56:46 PM patriotswegoall Firings, resignations, arrests, untimely deaths, etc. are some signs to look for.  Some good endings, some not. Keep an eye on the alt news and use 

discernment.

10/20/2019 4:57:18 PM f45_5 Thank you ~

10/20/2019 4:58:20 PM laurabusse Do what you think best

Complaining is annoying, irritating to the listener

But its your right

Its a free country

Well in sort of

Better to put up and shut up

Better to do something about what you're complaining about

Better to act in a pos way than flap your gums in a neg way
10/20/2019 4:59:59 PM lbf777 Instead he see 5G genocide towers and chemtrails. 

Where are our cures? Free energy?

10/20/2019 5:00:12 PM lightworkercain Bets on next death revealed? I vote RBG or Queen.



10/20/2019 5:01:24 PM laurabusse Better to do something positive to make yourself feel better and effect positive change

Than bellyache and make yourself feel negative and annoy those within earshot

I know I can mute you 

Don't know why I don't

That was a beautiful 4 tweet spiritual thread you posted recently

10/20/2019 5:02:07 PM patriotswegoall Speaking of untimely deaths - Navy Admiral Jeremy Boorda, suicided himself at his house, who opposed the aerosol spraying program. Great man, not 

part of the Swamp.

10/20/2019 5:03:11 PM lbf777 I have no choice to shine light where I see darkness to expose the truth. 

The truth is sometimes brutal.

10/20/2019 5:05:28 PM laurabusse Complaining:

Stating what you dont like

It doesnt feel good to the self or others

Its negative

Positive is stating what you like

What is actually working

To speak pos is empowering and imbues you with pos energy and feels good

Complaining is neg 

Feels bad

Is draining

Not helpful
10/20/2019 5:05:34 PM lightworkercain Next! pic.twitter.com/xPhv0tkqXA

10/20/2019 5:07:09 PM peter95117110 //A-5-D-S-2-A.I.//

 https://egb.livejournal.com/669378.html 

10/20/2019 5:08:28 PM laurabusse Positive thoughts like, appreciate, are grateful and feel good

Empowering, gives you energy

Complaining is neg, feels bad, drains your energy

Complain and see if you get anything done with joy

Speak appreciation, gratitude and watch your joy increase

Good things happen in joy

10/20/2019 5:11:48 PM laurabusse These are limited tweets

Volumes have been written on this subject

Just 1 example

Power of positive thinking

Norman Vincent Peale

Esther Hicks has several books out

Ask and it is given

Is just one

This subject is a gold mine

If you will just mine

It's not difficult

@AbrahamHicks
10/20/2019 5:12:25 PM michael81972 Hells angels

10/20/2019 5:20:57 PM mahredrum “Doesn’t matter” in response to a logical argument to the contrary seems like a pretty typical thing for y’all

10/20/2019 5:22:02 PM synackstatic What is it about Baltimore.

10/20/2019 5:25:26 PM starehope Well, there are the obedient angels and then those who fell from Grace. I can imagine which side he was working with!

10/20/2019 5:27:14 PM hambrickro 😏 Maybe a can of "DRAINO" is needed 😏

10/20/2019 5:27:15 PM judahstrumpets Worth remembering . 👀👇#Q #Qanons pic.twitter.com/Cglj0Ce2p7

10/20/2019 5:28:19 PM jaded_pearl I trust the plan but agree it's difficult. Must look at it from 33k ft. Would the masses be ready? I talk to sick people who want help daily but many are 

not willing to do what it takes to heal. https://youtu.be/euDabeuJTuY 

10/20/2019 5:30:25 PM starehope I doubt it. I believe they think they are untouchable and immortal.

10/20/2019 5:31:37 PM starehope I already did.

10/20/2019 5:31:40 PM keith369me Corrupt as hell...bye...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is going on with HRC?  Hacked?   

https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1186008390926917632?s=21 …

10/20/2019 5:32:38 PM starehope Oh David... I can't stop laughing. You are too funny! 😂😂😂

10/20/2019 5:33:59 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/2waADeMOb4

10/20/2019 5:34:43 PM fansblowing3 Keep them coming!  👏

10/20/2019 5:35:19 PM girlawakeinca With you all the way 🇺🇸🙏❤️🌎

10/20/2019 5:37:35 PM firstwavr please help make this video viral guys! https://youtu.be/tmEIjv7FxwI 

10/20/2019 5:38:35 PM laurabusse And I appreciate your kind manner 😊

Manners or basic politeness or kindness or graciousness are lost arts are they not?

For me bottom line is this

We are each a sovereign being with free will to think speak believe and behave in any way we see fit

If free will is...

10/20/2019 5:39:36 PM fansblowing3 I think these old people are dropping because the adrenochrome supply has dried up.  Build the wall.

10/20/2019 5:40:09 PM peter95117110 -Welcome...

10/20/2019 5:40:45 PM unidentifiedta1 The inaction will “awaken a sleeping giant”....the American people will break free from the comatose and do this ourselves instead of watching and 

waiting from Twitter and the Q story tellers...

10/20/2019 5:42:46 PM laurabusse ... respected then no one gets hurt

Evil is the abrogation of free will

Up to everyone to think and research for themselves

An open mind is a wonderful thing

Always more to learn

Opinions to be adjusted

Closed mind is a mind made up and eventually becomes hardened and superior

10/20/2019 5:43:22 PM daveo6145 Any word on 8kun?

10/20/2019 5:43:55 PM starehope Those are not the same as the Masonic pin. The sides are curved on the one the man is wearing. Just my perspective.

10/20/2019 5:46:09 PM dianebohallgray 😂



10/20/2019 5:46:19 PM laurabusse Having said that

Been looking into this topic kind of obsessively bout 9 yrs

Ultimately we see what we want to see

No one knows everything

We each have a piece o the puzzle

I believe fear helps bring bad results

Optimism will find a way

We all want good outcome

We must choose it
10/20/2019 5:47:08 PM jvan125 I’m getting this message now instead of Access Denied. I just read somewhere that it’s up but being attacked right now...not sure if that’s true or not. 

pic.twitter.com/XetCBXtFLt

10/20/2019 5:47:21 PM lbf777 Enough with all the excuses. We clearly see what’s going on from many angles. pic.twitter.com/JM9gI4sgEV

10/20/2019 5:47:32 PM ethereal_shaman Believe what you want.  #freewillchoice

10/20/2019 5:47:37 PM belfastdanimal  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Catherine_Cesnik …

10/20/2019 5:47:56 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/20/2019 5:48:58 PM djlok You know what I'm talking about....racist Baltimore Mayor dead, John McCain - dead, Tony Rodham - dead, etc., etc.

Oh we're watching!!!

10/20/2019 5:49:28 PM yustein Translation ’her brother was very skillful in stealing from public’

10/20/2019 5:51:40 PM momnuke From your mouth to Gods ears WOULDNT IT BE AMAZING TO WATCH THE DEMS MELT DOWM & KNOW THEY MIGHT BE NEXT??!! LOCK HER UP..

10/20/2019 5:51:47 PM dianebohallgray We are watching. Hey David just so you know I appreciate you.

Been friends a long time now. I trust and respect you....you're pretty 😎

10/20/2019 5:53:37 PM laurabusse 1. Ok

We're all gonna die

Which we will eventually anyway

Seriously what is the final outcome for you?

We all end up in FEMA camps?

You have spiritual inclinations as most of us do

You personally have the potential for real insight and wisdom because I've seen it in you...why...

10/20/2019 5:54:55 PM laurabusse 2...Why would you choose to remain locked in a pessimistic mindset that is just helping to create a negative outcome?

Are you contributing to the problem or the solution?

10/20/2019 5:57:25 PM magnolia678 He is with the angels all right the fallen ones

10/20/2019 5:57:38 PM chew_soap Where’s that from

10/20/2019 5:59:41 PM laurabusse Meditation has given me the tools to BE

To not worry

To trust

To find the good

To see the good

To love

To pray for peace

To be peace

Of course I fail

But believing in doom

And please help me here bc I see hopeless doom being projected

Believing in doom

Will help bring it about
10/20/2019 6:00:15 PM covertress I Spy?

Where have I read that before? https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1186069587470643200?s=19 …

10/20/2019 6:00:19 PM djlok Back at you!  👊👊👊

10/20/2019 6:00:20 PM andrewlli Yes, Sir.  Its  http://soon.8kun.net .  Still cannot access  http://8kun.net .

10/20/2019 6:00:46 PM kay_spire Chemtrails?

10/20/2019 6:01:31 PM lillyshtupp I especially liked the way she brought Catholicism into it when she made her statement...she was excommunicated by Benedict for supporting abortion.

10/20/2019 6:03:04 PM covertress 🐸 pic.twitter.com/yB7kxkfIxH

10/20/2019 6:04:10 PM laurabusse The truth is beautiful if you've trained your mind to see, find beauty

If the truth is ugly to you then your mind has simply been trained to see ugliness

Consciousnes creates

Consciousness projects

Your consciousness can be full of love truth beauty

Or full of fear gloom and doom

10/20/2019 6:09:59 PM laurabusse Feeling: extremely important

Feelings are your guidance system

Ever feel creeped out, need to run?

Thats your feelings guiding you

Intellect, logic are v important to healthy functioning

So are feelings

World could do w/ more love, kindness

We've been trained away from our hearts
10/20/2019 6:10:02 PM f45_5 “400 bad request”

10/20/2019 6:11:41 PM lilinator1776 Eye the spy

10/20/2019 6:11:52 PM f45_5 .”shall we play a game?”

🔜

10/20/2019 6:12:54 PM laurabusse I see your point

It's all connected

Negative expectations will produce negative results

If you're stuck in pessimism over our world situation

That is not helping you

It's not helping others

It's not helping the world

Believing in a negative outcome will help bring it about



10/20/2019 6:19:32 PM laurabusse Ignoring your negativity from this point on

It's exhausting

Pointless to address

And like I always say

You have a right to your opinion

I have the right to disagree with it or ignore it

Do you want to help your country or just drag it down further into the mud?

10/20/2019 6:22:13 PM ethereal_shaman #ByeFelicia

10/20/2019 6:25:08 PM lbf777 I foresee worldwide liberations. I’m just saying Washington DC is not the heroes. They are all Commies. We civilians are the heroes.

10/20/2019 6:26:52 PM crystalshen6 Please God.

10/20/2019 6:27:11 PM andrewlli Try  http://soon.8kun.net . I can access it, but not  http://8kun.net .

10/20/2019 6:29:48 PM laurabusse I appreciate your comments

Twitter is a fascinating place for discussion

I mute easily to clean up a toxic Twitter environment

I've enjoyed interacting with you

I wish you well and see you around Twitter 😊😊😊

10/20/2019 6:34:50 PM laurabusse Not ALL commies

My brother works in DC for the govt

For several decades

He is red pilled like you and me

He assured me there are MANY like us

I don't know if it's a silent majority or not

But the silent ppl surely are silent for a reason

10/20/2019 6:37:18 PM lbf777 All politicians and up. Lower level workers are just normal people.

10/20/2019 6:37:50 PM tamravee Thank you all for the house cleaning pic.twitter.com/RtUlH0hejQ

10/20/2019 6:40:25 PM usss_211 If He was a former Mayor quite possibly got kickbacks for looking the other way...

10/20/2019 6:42:19 PM peter95117110 What a long strange trip it has been... 

With Respects,

Peter

________________________ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-T_uhQ0iE4 …

10/20/2019 7:03:25 PM ncadet06 I thought... tommy used to work on the docks, unions been on strike, hes down on his luck....🤣

10/20/2019 7:04:58 PM gforceatlas Oh you mean the OIG report? I think it might be in it's 4th rewrite, they must get the script just right so people believe there was wrong doing but not 

enough to prosecute anyone, no one want's to be hung from a Door knob

10/20/2019 7:06:30 PM maryche20769846 👍

10/20/2019 7:08:39 PM jaded_pearl An op-ed he did recently I think.

10/20/2019 7:23:36 PM patriotswegoall Yes, the chemtrail program.

10/20/2019 7:30:45 PM ethereal_shaman Baltimore leadership leaving the game quickly now; must be getting hot in the city.  #swampdraining

10/20/2019 7:36:01 PM doyle_eng 1/3 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — What if you didn’t need to?

Visualise a sphere within a sphere 2x the volume of the former, within which is ‘time’, and the space encompassing existence lies in–between the 

surface of the smaller sphere, and that of the 2x larger (all superposed):

Now ...  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009891211581280257 … pic.twitter.com/BGmpzBVxSq

10/20/2019 7:38:55 PM bap1757 Don't have an address to attempt entry.

10/20/2019 7:42:00 PM sdane8 Panicked  😁

10/20/2019 7:47:43 PM judyourfolks @JudyOurfolks

10/20/2019 7:51:41 PM cousenvinnie  pic.twitter.com/hnNLLqW0em

10/20/2019 7:55:04 PM hollylandes She must be referring to the Angels that fell.

10/20/2019 8:07:16 PM crisco2377 Brings new meaning to "The Streisand Effect"!!

10/20/2019 8:14:32 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Maj12 was initiated by GHWBush, an Occult renegade.  How is it you think you are able to drain the swamp he created?  And in 

secret--yet?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1186041097044320264 …

10/20/2019 8:16:12 PM donnajeanbell Media blackout on him. No funeral info...nothing.   I don’t think he is dead.

10/20/2019 8:17:55 PM realeyethespy And while I got yours as well as others attention, why don’t you talk about 1017 majestic drive Lexington Kentucky (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) and the Q 

security clearance one would need to enter the Majestic organization. Since you’re a philosophy guy, how about Q the winged serpent ?

10/20/2019 8:19:27 PM realeyethespy You study the Maya ever? They had these cool time concepts. Castles. Starts with The red castle ends in the green castle, you like research right?

10/20/2019 8:19:48 PM sighpost If you look what Q was dropping about Baltimore in June/July, this is a major connection. This connects Pelosi, her brother, Elijah Cummings. Two 

Baltimore figureheads dead within days.

10/20/2019 8:22:14 PM ultim8boon Context: that’s a DoE address. 

(There is also an Osteopath Relief Clinic right next door tho)

10/20/2019 8:32:23 PM lonewolf9390 >Q level clearance

>Ability to start a new website

Pick one. 🤣🤣🤣

10/20/2019 8:34:27 PM realeyethespy How about both? pic.twitter.com/iJdI4QgFFs

10/20/2019 8:39:21 PM lonewolf9390  pic.twitter.com/MAbrR4Vsfr

10/20/2019 8:55:16 PM donnacastel The disgusting part is that 44 left our MILITARY ALMOST DEFENSELESS! Rummaging through old plane parts as he cut them down 2 nothing. No 

ammunition? HE SERIOUSLY PUT OUR MILITARY N POSITION OF SITTING DUCKS & it was on purpose! Treason! A COUP ! MILITARY TRIBUNAL 4 his 

sorry ass!

10/20/2019 9:10:51 PM wildhor52319908 No problem, some other great patriots are 

@StormIsUponUs

@love4thegameAK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/20/2019 9:14:01 PM rterriers I follow all 3 you listed already. 😉✌️

10/20/2019 9:16:40 PM wildhor52319908  http://sosrff.tsu.ru/?page_id=7 

10/20/2019 9:17:23 PM rterriers Whuts that?

10/20/2019 9:17:44 PM wildhor52319908 the twilight zone

10/20/2019 9:18:23 PM rterriers 😂 Brat! pic.twitter.com/0mSY0fkRaU

10/20/2019 9:18:33 PM decodematrix I'm looking for a tweet from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where they said "you are near ascension when you see another person as yourself". I will be very 

grateful to anyone that can find it.



10/20/2019 9:18:41 PM wildhor52319908 @infinitechan

10/20/2019 9:19:18 PM rterriers Heh that too pic.twitter.com/fM2fQr7Lqc

10/20/2019 9:22:12 PM love4thegameak ThanQ

10/20/2019 9:24:01 PM fornodan Odd pattern, cant figure your account out. If i block you, dont take it personally, my eyes will still be on you

10/20/2019 9:24:43 PM boy12_jimmy I believe that came in the long thread from back in February.

10/20/2019 9:25:36 PM boy12_jimmy I'm looking, but dealing with tornadoes in Texas at the moment.

10/20/2019 9:26:20 PM nm_zsr from:ts_sci_majic12 "ascension"

Not sure it's there

10/20/2019 9:28:53 PM bigsismw I've been waiting on this a long time. The list. I could probably do it myself, but I haven't. 

A list of all celebrities and politicians who have suddenly died since Trump took office. Since Q said most of the sealed indictments would be kept 

sealed from the public...

10/20/2019 9:30:19 PM bigsismw It make take a genius to compile the list, but it doesn't take a genius to see it's not typical. Maybe include law enforcement to the list, i.e., NYCPD

10/20/2019 9:32:03 PM don_velour Nothing about Hillary's brother either. She "lost" him and then we didn't hear another word. Also, what about Epstein? Funeral? Some odd stuff going 

on.

10/20/2019 9:40:03 PM foreverozone It's determined by a divine algorithm based on the positive or negative energy you've collected. Those who fall in love with the things of this world 

come back to this God-forsaken matrix.  Those who live the law of love and accept redemption level up to higher consciousness.

10/20/2019 9:44:02 PM foreverozone I've read that certain occultists who have sold their soul to Satan are promised coming back with talents or attributes that ensure fame and fortune. 

However, this world is hell. The goal shouldn't be to come back here. Jesus taught to love people over things, reject this world

10/20/2019 9:57:05 PM azrael2600 I hate to burst your Q conspiracy but 11.x.x.x is not the same IP range as 161.x.x.x nor is  http://8kun.com  have an allocated ip so try again nor a dns 

listing. Please educate yourself and take some network engineering classes

10/20/2019 9:58:16 PM azrael2600 Also tacert hops don’t count either ;) for actual IP so please get some education

10/20/2019 10:00:55 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/Jg5V2wfVGu

10/20/2019 10:04:53 PM lonewolf9390 Oh...you believe the bullshit from Quinn Michael or whatever his name is on YouTube that Q is actually an AI named Tyler?... Say no more. 

🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/hvr5JTvnkj

10/20/2019 10:11:45 PM 1_decided_voter Who is this "we" ?

I wish it was all of us, but instead WE are kept on the sidelines as spectators, shown only sporadic still frames in what we are led to believe is a whole 

series of movies.

10/20/2019 10:14:06 PM realeyethespy There was a TR3b above the 4th of July event. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said it would happen. It did. Few saw it. Have you seen the patents coming out of the 

woodworks lately?  pic.twitter.com/3a0DSUpMWN

10/20/2019 10:14:41 PM realeyethespy Not familiar enough but I know of Quinn. I’m more talking about original project mayhem that started in 2012

10/20/2019 10:15:45 PM azrael2600 I’m not Quinn or an AI project mayhem was started by Ethersec before 2012

10/20/2019 10:18:25 PM colefgl You saw lights.  

You have no clue if it was a tr3b.  It was likely a tr3a

This patient has been in the works for a while. 

We have been discussing tr3b for years.

10/20/2019 10:20:20 PM realeyethespy Never said you were.

10/20/2019 10:21:51 PM realeyethespy It was a Newer TR series but most people don’t know about this hence my statement of TR3B

10/20/2019 10:22:35 PM realeyethespy Tyler is a simple egregore

10/20/2019 10:23:57 PM colefgl What makes you think it was a newer series of it was there at all.  

Remember, it was cloudy.

10/20/2019 10:24:06 PM orthogonalron Damn he was mayor at the time of Cesnick's murder

10/20/2019 10:26:14 PM realeyethespy Patents system & recalls

10/20/2019 10:28:07 PM colefgl That doesn’t mean that was a tr3b.  

What is your evidence that the lights over dc on the 4th belonged to a tr3b?

10/20/2019 10:31:07 PM realeyethespy Recalls

10/20/2019 10:36:01 PM colefgl What are you even talking about.  

Listen, I wish you all the best, but you need to learn to try and disprove what you want to beleive is happeneing. 

If you cannot disprove it, then it is more likely to be valid.  

Have good night, it is ass o’clock here.

10/20/2019 10:37:30 PM realeyethespy Already there.

10/20/2019 10:39:33 PM scotlandrs7 Whatever witchiepoo

10/20/2019 10:40:52 PM realeyethespy Forgot this gem https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=sstB3BBDjtE …

10/20/2019 10:42:57 PM bleakperfect1 Thanks for your hard work to protect common people.🎇✨💙

10/20/2019 10:53:21 PM citizenk77 Theyneed blood& "fear" endorphins to survive

10/20/2019 11:05:12 PM realeyethespy No I’m talking about the Mayan god the movie was based upon. The movie is good to though. Some know Q as Thoth or Hermès as well.

10/20/2019 11:05:26 PM realeyethespy Too*

10/20/2019 11:18:10 PM johnpcbiggs That is very profound and positive powerful uplifting message to those like myself, wish for no more time line jumps! 

#TrustThePlan

10/20/2019 11:22:26 PM citizenk77 Yes & That wouldnt mean "they" aren't in a different type of body or have different needs to survive.. And I never said fear them or hate them...Know 

them.Understand them.Choose to feed them or let them starve.We all see parts of "self" that needs to be shed/left behind...

10/20/2019 11:23:25 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/iK0I37IAwh

10/20/2019 11:30:37 PM citizenk77 Lol we all make good and poor decisions every day of our lives..that's how they are feed via fear,anger etc. Neg. Emotion

10/21/2019 12:00:23 AM cosmic_engineer This is what comes to mind

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=See+the+creator&st=phrase&qo=&lh=aq&qc=0&s=&c=&fp=0&v=e&l=30&o=r …

10/21/2019 12:25:11 AM waltosborne Which angels? The nephilim?

10/21/2019 12:44:27 AM wearywar Or he went to Tartarus with the fallen angels?

10/21/2019 1:18:51 AM qanonyt 161.Q17.41.17Q 😉

10/21/2019 1:18:52 AM karina89350882 Some will go insane when the realize what it`s REALLY about

So much love and light for all the good guys - be protected

10/21/2019 2:23:02 AM marriedyourbro from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ascension

10/21/2019 3:29:40 AM sethric61410528 Hi Paul, hope I could help. Check out these Q videos:

 https://theqanonhub2.weebly.com 

and follow for example @Qanon76 @prayingmedic @LisaMei62 @EyesOnQ @StormIsUponUs @covfefe_45_MAGA @intheMatrixxx @Mareq16 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

and many other truth warriors



10/21/2019 3:46:54 AM jmcgator PSB transcribed an excerpt of a conservative radio interview of retired United States Major General who was aware of Q military intel operation. The 

General is conservative &  one of many high ranking military fired by Obama.

10/21/2019 3:59:37 AM zqwarrior Following 😇♥

10/21/2019 4:23:39 AM covertress Off hand, I don't recall MJ saying that.

10/21/2019 4:25:26 AM april10521252 I'm curious to know why there's vents by 2 cabinets,  air, or breathing vents? Who knows, but he looks rather smug in front of toys, and caged bird 

feeder on patio still....

10/21/2019 4:40:13 AM mahredrum He was mayor more than 50 years ago, and what other mayor ? What are you even talking about? Does anyone ever die anymore for reasons other 

than some glue sniffing conspiracy-fueled nonsense? Is that what you nuts have come to?

10/21/2019 4:42:43 AM april10521252 I wonder if kids go missing on those junior high school group trips to DC & PA. All our local schools here in Southern Cali go on them. I went...

10/21/2019 4:49:00 AM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Has this happened yet? I have heard the moon was replaced a little over a month ago (possibly a change in command). Sounds like 

disinfo or possibly just misinfo since we cannot yet understand the complexity of the situation.

10/21/2019 4:55:09 AM djmtheoriginal Drain the swamp and then what do we find beside the Israeli and Mossad bots posing as Russians.

10/21/2019 5:18:16 AM prmd21801759 Stay safe!

10/21/2019 5:28:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing to see here. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035564229363986434 …

10/21/2019 5:34:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Investigations cover things up when conducted by Cabal puppets.

Depopulation.

Think Georgia Guidestones.

No investigation they conduct will conclude that they are trying to depopulate the planet by murdering your children.

They worship Moloch

Child Sacrifice

Follow the money!

DIG https://twitter.com/SenSchumer/status/1186076688477765642 …
10/21/2019 5:35:39 AM kkennison47  https://youtu.be/gzqeyKT6rkM 

10/21/2019 5:35:59 AM sagepetrichor What Majestic said @SenSchumer ❗️

10/21/2019 5:38:07 AM tommygallagher Now do The Wizard of Oz

10/21/2019 5:38:28 AM rbelcastro2 I still don't know why America can't revoke his 1/2. citizenship. All he does is destroy everything he touches.

10/21/2019 5:39:29 AM sharonc102563 I’m from the very county those guidestones are in. I despise them. Not many have a clue.

10/21/2019 5:41:31 AM iamsteph2017 My Question is: Exactly Which “Angels” Did He Work For ? 🤔

10/21/2019 5:41:37 AM ruck81293793 The FDA is just as crooked as Chuck Schumer....

10/21/2019 5:42:45 AM egelone what this Moloch thing really is? A evil inter-dimensional entity? what is his relationship with that ancient evil AI?

10/21/2019 5:42:48 AM anonymousada  pic.twitter.com/P9lJh3Xu0c

10/21/2019 5:43:33 AM 7madeintheusa It’s the purposeful propaganda shoved down our throats via TV advertising, sitcoms, movies. Just like sticking a frog in a pan of water & slowly turn up 

the heat. The enemy uses every form of media to rewire gullible fertile minds. Video projection, mass hypnosis. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035564247722471424 …

10/21/2019 5:44:20 AM jodieje39956565 Holy S$@$@$

10/21/2019 5:44:29 AM carliestar10 Why are they walking around free?

10/21/2019 5:45:19 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/duOgDaT2gq

10/21/2019 5:49:03 AM fansblowing3 Star Wars is impossible to find on tv.  I haven’t seen it since it came out in the late 70s.

10/21/2019 5:49:05 AM prmd21801759 ThankQ ThankQ!!!

10/21/2019 5:50:18 AM fansblowing3 I saw Event Horizon this weekend and they talked about opening a dimension into subspace to travel ala stargate.

10/21/2019 5:50:36 AM lightson45 "That's no moon.  It's a space station."

10/21/2019 5:52:29 AM fansblowing3 So there is definitely poisons in baby food.

10/21/2019 5:54:21 AM ab5cd3f533d140e I hear Jack Dorsey has been reported missing.

10/21/2019 5:56:06 AM keith369me  http://www.center4research.org/talcum-powder-ovarian-cancer/ … Can you imagine what damage talcum powder causes to babies if it causes 

ovarian cancer?  Vaping products banned because they are unsafe or because it’s taking away big tobacco market share?

10/21/2019 5:57:26 AM fansblowing3 Metals in baby food the reason for autism and not vaccines?  🧐

10/21/2019 6:09:14 AM state1union I’ll check it out

10/21/2019 6:15:06 AM toffer_anon_369 What about "Above Majestic" and all of the Orchard documentaries?

10/21/2019 6:16:59 AM patriotswegoall Stones made by R.C. Christian (pen name)

R.C. = Rosicrucian

Christian mystics?

10/21/2019 6:26:16 AM patriotswegoall Star Trek: Some disclosure about the Borg (merging mankind with machine).

10/21/2019 6:33:02 AM patriotleah1776 I believe cereal has a similar issue too. The infant or kid type. It seems we need a complete change when it comes to the FDA. Shouldn't they be 

keeping our food & drugs safe for use/consumption?

10/21/2019 6:42:58 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/w19QqTgMkI

10/21/2019 6:44:59 AM gabrieljestus Agents of Shield has definitely touched on the worshipping of false gods with the whole Monolith story lines. Especially the deep state government 

having secret societies working on unleashing the entities.

10/21/2019 6:53:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explain this... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1186275084568354817 …

10/21/2019 6:54:44 AM bdam777 They want you to think communism is better. It's not!

10/21/2019 6:55:01 AM philzantos  pic.twitter.com/wFcnB0O2V6

10/21/2019 6:55:36 AM drivelcivil Discounts, in exchange for Falun Gong organs?

10/21/2019 6:55:55 AM mikebravodude Well they kill millions of their own people. Less people = less costs.

10/21/2019 6:56:47 AM animaldesatado When are aliens going to be revealed to the public?

10/21/2019 6:58:57 AM wwg1wga93583681 accelerating the compromise of their own people

drugs = control

guessing cannabis legalization in China is not on the menu any time soon pic.twitter.com/vOjrwUqTWN

10/21/2019 6:59:04 AM conniecollette3 “The bottom line: "China has set its sights on creating a holy grail healthcare system that satisfies patients' needs and control costs while still 

encouraging cutting-edge research — and the world is watching," Bloomberg writes.” ... 🤔

10/21/2019 6:59:11 AM fluck_gloria Could it be they already own them?

10/21/2019 6:59:11 AM jaded_pearl Info about vaping has been posted.

10/21/2019 7:00:01 AM lightlove21121 Barter.

Hmmm

I choose to know more.

10/21/2019 7:01:09 AM havefaith_maga Pharmaceutical companies have been financially ramping people for way too long. The US needs to do more to reign them in, remove protections in 

place, release information about the side effects/actual outcomes of the drugs they're pushing. We have a long way to go yet.

10/21/2019 7:01:20 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/cBKshXNIdO

10/21/2019 7:01:54 AM hawkgirlinmn They’re just moving money from one bucket to another. They already make all our drugs and vaccines.

10/21/2019 7:02:48 AM chew_soap China makes the drugs so they’re going to out compete everyone in the historically chinese manner, jump straight for the cliff

10/21/2019 7:03:25 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/N7L83aj1OT



10/21/2019 7:07:01 AM wwg1wga93583681 they would gladly pay to do what they do (i.e. kill us) but that would dispel the illusion (maybe) see flu vaccine distribution approach (free and heavily 

incentivized) 

the money is a nice perk pic.twitter.com/YivDsYBAqX

10/21/2019 7:11:07 AM havefaith_maga I just realized autocorrect struck. Ramping was meant to be raping

10/21/2019 7:11:14 AM kmcieaura They gave Epstein $2 billion in the 1980s forget the year to blackmail as many Congress government officials as he could and then he was given much 

more money after that by the MAS.  OUD guys!🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

10/21/2019 7:11:48 AM bmassette @threadreaderapp unroll

10/21/2019 7:13:48 AM mamiemcclure17 Not just baby food. Ground up any bran/wheat/corn cereal kids and adults eat, then take a magnet and go over the grounded cereal then look at the 

magnet. This type of iron the human body can’t use, nor should it be put in the body. Metal shards - BAD TO CONSUME

10/21/2019 7:15:39 AM n7guardiananon 🍎🍊

10/21/2019 7:17:41 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/21/2019 7:17:56 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/21/2019 7:20:32 AM thecharl Only in America or world wide?

10/21/2019 7:20:54 AM laurabusse Well your momma was right

That is sorely missing these days

I congratulate you

Better to be respectful than disrespectful

If you respect a fool you can still hold your head high knowing you acting out of your integrity

Kindness is always better than unkindness

Respect is kind

👍

10/21/2019 7:21:50 AM nancyddb US tax payer will pay for that too.

10/21/2019 7:22:48 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/21/2019 7:24:10 AM mamiemcclure17 I’ve never traveled out of the country. Logic- Cabel wanted depopulation world wide, I’d say very high probability it’s in other countries cereals also. 

America brands are also sold abroad.

10/21/2019 7:25:31 AM wkortepeter I have a prescription that is made in China that has been recalled twice as the FDA found cancer causing agents in it, so I am a bit skeptical on the 

quality of their care!

10/21/2019 7:30:35 AM yustein Extortion.

10/21/2019 7:31:59 AM keith369me Yes and I think it was bullshit.

10/21/2019 7:35:02 AM keith369me Sounds like what Trump suggests as well...they all miss the point...healing rather than using drugs for maintaining disease will be better for the health 

of ISBEs worldwide.

10/21/2019 7:38:04 AM micha4870 I heard lebron worships moloch,what a nice guy..

10/21/2019 7:38:15 AM ___wwg1wga___ 'better' is a relative term - how will they match quality in a state controlled environment? What govt has?

They also perform 'operations' on live prisoners - free resources...

10/21/2019 7:40:38 AM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                     What’s in your cereal?  https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1186290834326597632 …

10/21/2019 7:41:15 AM laurabusse 😊

10/21/2019 7:42:44 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/nfmUZzt8nn

10/21/2019 7:45:20 AM no_rican Es lo mismo como decir, quiero la Independencia para mi PR, pero ¡PLEASE! no me quiten las ayudas federales, ¡Pleaseeeee!

10/21/2019 7:46:28 AM asdasd26700831 Look what they put in dentures

 https://www.orau.org/ptp/collection/consumer%20products/dentures.htm …

10/21/2019 7:46:32 AM rhonda_usa DC is in bed with Big Pharma, who by the way, poison us. Elites must kill off 7 billion 2 hundred million to have their “perfect world.” There’s only room 

for 500 million people on earth according to 1% elites. Hillary and Obama’s are only worker 🐝.

10/21/2019 7:47:25 AM aleks8837  https://www.amazon.com/Catch-Kill-Ronan-Farrow/dp/0316486639 …

10/21/2019 7:47:45 AM maryschade14 Do people think the same China that Social Credits will be the same to give TL and competent C are being hustled. We had our man Dave Best but he 

suicided with multiple blows to the head.

Interesting this comes out as Killary re-emerges. Universal was her baby.

10/21/2019 7:47:46 AM covertress Follow the Drug Money 🤑

Top 15 US Pharmaceutical Companies by 2016 Revenues

 https://revenuesandprofits.com/top-15-us-pharmaceutical-companies-by-2016-revenues/ …

Who owns these drug companies?

What drugs do each produce?

Who lobbies on their behalf?

Which politicians are owned? pic.twitter.com/sI8AT4E98n
10/21/2019 7:48:31 AM rebornkingent Guess who’s gonna pay for those cuts? 🇺🇸

10/21/2019 7:48:35 AM bbobbio71 I'm sure they'll do what's best for their people.

10/21/2019 7:48:41 AM rhonda_usa Read people it’s true. The Georgia Guidestones are erected in Georgia. ...right under the radar...they worship false gods and Satan.

10/21/2019 7:55:55 AM hambrickro 😎 Nothing like throwing in a little "time manipulation" into the mix 😎

10/21/2019 7:56:00 AM rhonda_usa End times generation. After the Rapture government will convince most aliens took us. Don’t believe them; I’ll be with Jesus. Do not focus on 

AntiChrist who will need your consent to implant chip/mark of the Beast. You’ll have free will until then. Do not take mark! Eternal Hell.

10/21/2019 7:56:13 AM chaigrl Also vaccines... I work in pediatric healthcare and they even name the vaccines PENTACLE and VANDERBILT... the universal law requires them to “tell 

us” and this is our form of latent consent

10/21/2019 8:01:39 AM patriotleah1776 Asbestos will do that...

10/21/2019 8:07:16 AM keith369me Sorry for being crass...we allow some poisons but not others.  Why?

10/21/2019 8:10:54 AM vintagesquirrel And they worship the 🌞

10/21/2019 8:17:42 AM marty713  pic.twitter.com/IAJnc74uh0

10/21/2019 8:23:03 AM wkortepeter While rationally I understand that-it’s not very comforting!

10/21/2019 8:24:19 AM nea_storm Death Rattle RIP & the next major Liability exposure big pharma: Thank you China for diplomatically pointing them out: Such lovely dominoes  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz_DNrKVrQ8 … pic.twitter.com/B6g6NQLkTh

10/21/2019 8:28:20 AM mamiemcclure17 Posted a couple videos on my page showing different people doing the same experiment. There are many videos to choose from to see on YT as well.

10/21/2019 8:28:23 AM kathleen3693693 @POTUS: Greedy US politicians get kickbacks and accept more bribes from the Chinese government for "legislation" that favors #BigPharma & crucifies 

the US citizen? #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @SpeakerPelosi @SenFeinstein @RepAdamSchiff @SenSchumer @RepMaxineWaters @HillaryClinton

10/21/2019 8:29:56 AM garypre62441595 Valerian and the city of a thousand planets

10/21/2019 8:39:03 AM trumping4usa I thought they were collectively lowering iq to make a more docile population

10/21/2019 8:39:26 AM girlawakeinca Or both & more. Many layers of the smokescreen being unveiled. pic.twitter.com/bIkaE1axFr

10/21/2019 8:41:48 AM winklerburke Battle Star Galactica?

10/21/2019 8:43:42 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

10/21/2019 8:43:48 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA



10/21/2019 8:44:54 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

10/21/2019 8:51:32 AM djlok Why EVERYONE isn't talking about this is beyond my comprehension.  It's not even close to being a "conspiracy theory" anymore.

10/21/2019 8:55:59 AM liltilgerlil Fallen angels maybe. He was evil

10/21/2019 8:57:44 AM smileygurl56  pic.twitter.com/LpKERQzdGS

10/21/2019 9:04:08 AM chancemarshal  pic.twitter.com/nzY15BdrNV

10/21/2019 9:06:32 AM winklerburke If drugs contain poisons, it is cheaper for China than war and military costs?

10/21/2019 9:10:31 AM bigdnv Yeah!!! Get em all!!!

10/21/2019 9:14:46 AM fansblowing3 RC - Red Cross?

10/21/2019 9:14:53 AM gregoryjhall1 Cash up. Small bills..

10/21/2019 9:15:17 AM mslalaj J&J has internal memos dating back many years discussing the asbestos issue, where it was recommended they look into alternatives, like corn starch, 

etc. J&J suppressed them, did nothing but knowingly sell powder with asbestos in it. All for profit. Evil.

10/21/2019 9:20:51 AM maykelly Don't Tom Arnold and Jim Carrey constantly threaten Trump and family? Just wondering.

10/21/2019 9:21:30 AM lynnstueber Yes they do.

10/21/2019 9:25:18 AM decodematrix I thought they said something similar to that but it might be the Law of One I'm thinking of here:

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=See+the+creator&st=phrase&qo=&lh=aq&qc=0&s=&c=&fp=0&v=e&l=30&o=r …

10/21/2019 9:31:11 AM scott_rick They already have over 5000 times..... a better question is when will we KNOW we are all Aliens and a craft is us activating our light bodies in our 

MERKABA pic.twitter.com/A2PuAmyCEr

10/21/2019 9:32:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 17 Seconds https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1186281002651521024 …

10/21/2019 9:33:16 AM state1union #FreeAssangeNOW

10/21/2019 9:33:49 AM scott_rick CBD oil should/will be the Flinstone vitamins that we can take everyday.... homeostasis.  And alter the CBD ratio as per you alignment or dis-ease

10/21/2019 9:34:12 AM higherdensitees Transporting to...???

10/21/2019 9:34:20 AM bbobbio71 Majestic!

Thank Q

10/21/2019 9:35:06 AM 1_decided_voter How much longer will Assange suffer at the hands of this deep state?

10/21/2019 9:35:31 AM 1_decided_voter Court appearance today.

10/21/2019 9:35:32 AM moemc8 Why would he be fighting extradition?  All for show?

10/21/2019 9:36:23 AM usss_211 They're the schisters making the cheap ass drugs!!!

10/21/2019 9:37:20 AM internetusr This Serco company looks like it does the dirty work for governments? They are awarded a multi-million dollar contract every couple of weeks. Must be 

a nice gig. 

#FreeJulianAssange

10/21/2019 9:37:49 AM paytonpatriot See ya in February!

10/21/2019 9:38:09 AM kitcso Lots of blinking. Morse code?

10/21/2019 9:39:39 AM moemc8 Gen. Kelly refused to let Roebacher relay to POTUS what Assange had told him.  Was Roebacher trying to set up Potus?

10/21/2019 9:39:51 AM love82janet Wow, for all the concern about his health being a big issue, he looks great! Can't wait until he comes to the US to disclose everything he has on HRC et 

al. Godspeed Julian!

10/21/2019 9:40:46 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1185193080468770818?s=19 …

10/21/2019 9:43:59 AM cny_micaa Suicide. Psychology and Brain Science https://www.thedartmouth.com/article/2019/10/former-pbs-department-chair-dies-by-

suicide?fbclid=IwAR22mLJ8lHEx7Mk4bmGp7VAgYhKf0XDxhJbvaKa-zETICV5ao0JcDE2ZgYU …

10/21/2019 9:46:31 AM asdasd26700831 Tumor hospital in China. Look at the long queue.  https://twitter.com/Xybaiyun2018/status/1184764466459791361 …

10/21/2019 9:46:35 AM manifest_utopia Much more difficult for the body to remove injected toxins/heavy metals. [They] put heavy metals/toxins in food, personal care & hsehold cleaning 

products, fabric/carpet treatments, new cars, cooking utensils, paint, medicines, water... Gosh, why are people in such poor health?

10/21/2019 9:46:39 AM hawkgirlinmn Manifesting...

10/21/2019 9:46:43 AM whogreene Think No Name and his demise...

10/21/2019 9:47:06 AM nun_chucknorris I sure hope that was not an S.O.S. he was blinking out

10/21/2019 9:47:14 AM travis08496538 I was thinking the same thing.

10/21/2019 9:47:21 AM jfogle8 Looked like S.O.S. with his blinks?

10/21/2019 9:48:46 AM nun_chucknorris Actually, could have been O.K.

10/21/2019 9:49:26 AM covertress I think you're right about that being a quote from L of O.

10/21/2019 9:54:23 AM eatslpndive 17

10/21/2019 9:56:01 AM unitedredwhite1 XFILES?

10/21/2019 9:56:14 AM chapulincolored 🙏🙏🙏

10/21/2019 9:57:18 AM joefmartin1 He looks pretty good.

10/21/2019 9:58:20 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/0WO8fF0Xtv

10/21/2019 10:00:07 AM qpatriotswin When was this filmed? No more beard, hair nicely trimmed, civilian clothes (don't they have equivalent of "orange" in UK jails?). Is he in prison or 

protective custody?

10/21/2019 10:01:10 AM rebashoenfelt1 Pelosi’s B death

10/21/2019 10:01:22 AM rebashoenfelt1 Draining

10/21/2019 10:01:49 AM rebashoenfelt1 Save kids

10/21/2019 10:03:03 AM cosmic_engineer Actually used the name

I prefer 🦉

10/21/2019 10:03:26 AM qpatriotswin I forgot, today is his court appearance so he's all cleaned up. But 17 seconds and the blinking 😏

10/21/2019 10:03:53 AM rebashoenfelt1 Extradite Assange

10/21/2019 10:04:25 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yes

10/21/2019 10:05:32 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yes

10/21/2019 10:05:41 AM rebashoenfelt1 Can’t agree

10/21/2019 10:06:31 AM jotaann #PrayersForJulian 🙏🏼

10/21/2019 10:06:39 AM rebashoenfelt1 Truth will come out

10/21/2019 10:07:19 AM gregoryjhall1 It is inevitable.

10/21/2019 10:07:37 AM rebashoenfelt1 Destroy DNC

10/21/2019 10:07:41 AM keith369me Glad to see John G (Julian) looks pretty good...much better than the individual recording sounded 😀. Figures it’s RT picking up real news.



10/21/2019 10:08:46 AM covertress Codes?

17?

Hi, FBI?

[pic 1] 

17 Seconds?

Rothchild?

[pic 2]

Morse?

[pic3]

 http://gematrix.org  

~ ~ ~

Julian Assange extradition judge refuses request for delay

 https://amp.theguardian.com/media/2019/oct/21/julian-assange-extradition-judge-refuses-request-for-delay-wikileaks … pic.twitter.com/JyFtrNNDTV

10/21/2019 10:09:41 AM hollylandes For what crime?

10/21/2019 10:10:27 AM rebashoenfelt1 And still do. Protect Assange

10/21/2019 10:10:32 AM lbf777 Cool story bro.

10/21/2019 10:13:37 AM rebashoenfelt1 Funded by Bitcoin. Zuckerberg involved? Wondering

10/21/2019 10:15:43 AM patriotswegoall Assange appears fine

Thanks to Q team?

10/21/2019 10:15:57 AM schasslersteve BRAVO!! There are no coincidences. #StopTheCoup #FreeJulian #BREXIT #GiletsJaunes #HongKongProtests

10/21/2019 10:16:35 AM citizencitizenc Given that we live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal system, it will be interesting to see how Patriots pivot to that hidden truth.  

Space nonsense focused on Pence -- bad actor forced to humiliate himself, like the other Cabal puppets?

10/21/2019 10:16:46 AM rebashoenfelt1 Ooh special powers

10/21/2019 10:17:24 AM citizencitizenc Project Bluebeam

10/21/2019 10:17:28 AM rebashoenfelt1 Yes

10/21/2019 10:20:43 AM roublisa Noice😆😆😆

10/21/2019 10:20:45 AM rebashoenfelt1 Preparing

10/21/2019 10:21:14 AM rebashoenfelt1 Not nearly long enough

10/21/2019 10:22:04 AM rebashoenfelt1 Needed to go.

10/21/2019 10:22:37 AM __truthseeker_ @__lemonmaid_ fake footage?

10/21/2019 10:22:57 AM rebashoenfelt1 Angel inPelosi crime family😂😂😂😂

10/21/2019 10:23:30 AM allonkid should demand the same drug prices in the US

10/21/2019 10:24:19 AM allonkid drug makers should provide the same drug prices in the US

10/21/2019 10:40:41 AM justicetruthwa2 When you say ET life, would these be fallen angels or  pre Adamic world and the "Gap" theory?

10/21/2019 10:51:50 AM gregoryjhall1 Christian's don't work for or with Angels. We are the body of Christ. We are the church. We are the bond servants bought with a price.

So, I agree. The only Angel's he worked for were the Fallen.

Another good sounding lie...Just like the Serpent uses...

10/21/2019 10:59:43 AM neufeldtlyss17 Pharma Fakery

10/21/2019 11:00:07 AM lycanthropical All deductions correct,,, and photographers need more exercise! 😳

10/21/2019 11:01:00 AM gregoryjhall1 I'm good! pic.twitter.com/8X73gDS9LH

10/21/2019 11:01:41 AM rebashoenfelt1 Popcorn

10/21/2019 11:01:54 AM q_patchouli Yup they are so done. Make more popcorn

10/21/2019 11:02:16 AM patriotswegoall Been said that the Georgia Guidestones are built on one of many ley lines.  Some temples, buildings, and major cities are also constructed on them.

10/21/2019 11:04:09 AM greg40617065 All cleaned up and shaved ready to give some testimony!  Testify my Brotha!!

10/21/2019 11:04:10 AM gregoryjhall1  pic.twitter.com/zsrWLD6chL

10/21/2019 11:09:54 AM neufeldtlyss17  https://youtu.be/QtK1zet8NdA 

10/21/2019 11:10:17 AM neufeldtlyss17  https://youtu.be/QtK1zet8NdA 

10/21/2019 11:12:52 AM surfing123456  pic.twitter.com/NW44t3VzoG

10/21/2019 11:14:46 AM bbobbio71 Odd eye blinking.  

Over reaching here or could it be something?

10/21/2019 11:17:03 AM kathleen3693693 I don't think it's over reaching. Looks like a message or signal.

10/21/2019 11:19:37 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/S6GmUeGZHi

10/21/2019 11:27:19 AM kidge6 Origin Star Trek, Next Gen or both? I've seen a pattern, and it stands to reason that the initial information is the least poisoned. Perhaps that's the case 

with Star Trek as well? In both cases? Early episodes both have more cabal engineering? TY.

10/21/2019 11:28:38 AM glidebait1 MF'ers!!!!!!!!!!

😠😡🤬😡😠

10/21/2019 11:29:11 AM kidge6 I've have understood for a while that television programming has Insidious motives and is exceedingly successful. So, I don't watch much TV. But when 

I learned this, I watched SG-1. I'm just finishing the series. Outstanding in so many ways. Thank you.

10/21/2019 11:29:13 AM rterriers Yeah

10/21/2019 11:30:39 AM laurabusse Who?

Teletubbies?

That was truly a bizarre show...

10/21/2019 11:33:07 AM hoofmanw  pic.twitter.com/xiJabgNWal

10/21/2019 11:35:15 AM bdam777 Anybody know about the Serco? Research that.

10/21/2019 11:38:36 AM mongrelglory They re-run it often on our SiFi channel in Canada.

10/21/2019 11:39:11 AM mongrelglory That was one seriously creepy movie! 😬

10/21/2019 11:39:48 AM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1179412630454308864?s=20 …

10/21/2019 11:40:07 AM laurabusse You have a tough job

Walking a tightrope

Bless you for doing the best you can

❤️❤️❤️

10/21/2019 11:40:45 AM mongrelglory That showed a 4th to 5th Density society! (the refugees from that planet).



10/21/2019 11:41:18 AM carliestar10 3 weeks ago ... nothing

2 weeks ago... bigger nothing

this week... still nothing

10/21/2019 11:41:39 AM mongrelglory Trans-humanism and the AI agenda!

10/21/2019 11:42:23 AM laurabusse Heard that

Interesting

If true

We don't know if he was tasked

Or if it was his idea

10/21/2019 11:42:38 AM mongrelglory I read that Vulcans were loosely based upon the Nordics, and the Klingons were loosely based upon the Draco. True?

10/21/2019 11:43:09 AM karenincarolin1 What are you talking about?

10/21/2019 11:44:22 AM unidrag2 Looks a h*'ll of a lot better than when he came out of the embassy.

10/21/2019 11:45:51 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TheWorldWard/status/1186348986803937281?s=19 …

10/21/2019 11:49:51 AM laurabusse Movie

Human harvest

Trailer https://youtu.be/HWzkSHURs4Y 

10/21/2019 11:50:00 AM lightlove21121 I have liked & retweeted this several times 🙃

Cheeky ALICE 😎

10/21/2019 11:50:40 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/CrJf0F8khh

10/21/2019 11:50:56 AM yustein I blocked him already

10/21/2019 11:50:58 AM laurabusse Awareness is everything

Knowledge is power

10/21/2019 11:51:58 AM mongrelglory My 4 most favourite disclosure Sci Fi films:  Snowpiercer, Zootopia (not really Sci Fi, but amazing disclosure), Dark City, and the Matrix trilogy.  I highly 

recommend them if you haven't seen them!

10/21/2019 11:52:50 AM jnearen No one is going to be prosecuted. They are all guilty as hell, but no one will be held to account.

10/21/2019 11:53:04 AM leslieau7 He's blinking a message

10/21/2019 11:54:02 AM ravagepanther  https://soundcloud.com/wakaan/lsdream-spaceship-feat-meredith-bull …

10/21/2019 11:57:17 AM mongrelglory Gee, amazing how the drug companies can afford to cut the prices by 70% for China.  Those a pretty big profit margins they must have! 🤨

10/21/2019 11:58:41 AM bbobbio71 Maybe someone will shed some light

10/21/2019 12:05:22 PM mongrelglory So sad!  When I was studying Chinese medicine in Shanghai in the mid 90's, we used to see a lot of people with huge benign thyroid nodules and 

thyroid goiters, due to iodine deficiency.  Hopefully a lot of people in this line-up have similar type tumours...

10/21/2019 12:07:37 PM mongrelglory However, they were strongly advertising smoking (Marlborough cigarettes) and cars when I was there in the 90's.  I'm sure lung cancer/lung disease 

are now quite rampant. ☹️

10/21/2019 12:09:20 PM missy968 The Fraud And Deceit Administration? That FDA?

10/21/2019 12:17:25 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/21/2019 12:20:52 PM samsmith0319 That is exactly what popped in my mind!!💥👿💥

10/21/2019 12:25:52 PM chinupchubbly Rupert Soames is one of the bosses, Sir Winston Churchill  Grandson, Serco is allegedly a very suspicious company, Im sure Able Danger has done 

articles on them!

10/21/2019 12:26:56 PM nun_chucknorris Dark City, I’m going to watch that one again tonight. Thx!

10/21/2019 12:34:54 PM sethric61410528 get lost

10/21/2019 12:36:27 PM brandon99957558 DONE

10/21/2019 12:36:51 PM laurabusse Oh yeah...

Been awhile!

10/21/2019 12:38:37 PM lynnielee5 Fallen Angels!

10/21/2019 12:39:06 PM areuhis YIIPPPeee…!

10/21/2019 12:40:07 PM mongrelglory It's the tall Grey's experimenting on humans to regain their souls, plus controlling humans by wiping their memories between lives and mind-

controlling them with guilt and fear etc...

10/21/2019 12:40:47 PM mcpatriot64 Whats on the window Majestic?

10/21/2019 12:41:43 PM lenzaq Look at those digits. 10:20 on 10/20

10/21/2019 12:50:34 PM enomai_ Love you Julian

10/21/2019 12:50:50 PM laurabusse It occurred to me

They are telling us what's going on behind the scenes

Letting us know more or less

But of course MSM can't report it...

Please keep faith

Our faith in good winning out

Will help make it happen!!!

💪 💪 💪
10/21/2019 12:54:00 PM laurabusse Yes but we don't know who's actually controlling what now

It could be optics to keep him safe...

See how calm he was?

He didn't look bad or unhealthy to me...

So maybe it's true that the plan is to keep him safe til the right time to bring him out...

Big red pill?

Almost time?

10/21/2019 12:56:41 PM dimmettmonnie What is AW? Help

10/21/2019 12:56:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 234 https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1186362167798439939 …

10/21/2019 12:57:12 PM wickedmouse369 Because he runs them.

10/21/2019 12:57:15 PM laurabusse I was thinking the same thing about his appearance

And how calm he looked

Not like someone who'd been beaten tortured starved...

Kudos to that photographer!!!!!!

10/21/2019 1:00:45 PM charlesgdavis1 You TRULY have to immerse yourself in the science fiction genre to get the best possible answers.....but those three are GOOD though!!!🙊🙉🙈

10/21/2019 1:00:50 PM quriousnormie 17 sec video as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pointed out.  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1186281002651521024 …

10/21/2019 1:00:59 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/A7f8bquDSR

10/21/2019 1:03:44 PM craigy_gordon  https://www.radiotimes.com/tv-programme/e/jrmjk4/dispatches--the-prince--the-paedophile/ …

@rising_serpent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @Sun_Q_Tzu

Here in the UK, making an appearance on MSM later tonight. It'll be interesting to see the spin on this

10/21/2019 1:03:56 PM nun_chucknorris This? pic.twitter.com/EvG6yDIdZ8

10/21/2019 1:06:08 PM dimmettmonnie Witness protection hopefully

10/21/2019 1:06:25 PM capitalkid Is jack really missing or is that fake patriot news?



10/21/2019 1:06:41 PM duxgirl27 Thank you Jesus 🙏❤️

10/21/2019 1:08:16 PM dimmettmonnie Black hat all the way

10/21/2019 1:09:09 PM mongrelglory Is ALICE going to be exposed to the public?

10/21/2019 1:09:31 PM fluck_gloria Agree  # StopTheBias

10/21/2019 1:10:47 PM us_poll Yeah I wish they'd catch whoever was sending his family member suspicious white powder in the mail! These people are crazy trying to threaten him 

and his family!

10/21/2019 1:12:53 PM us_poll No I didn't but they are all quacks up there so they must have a lot to hide!

10/21/2019 1:13:39 PM lynnstueber Just read this.

10/21/2019 1:16:49 PM toffer_anon_369 h6 pic.twitter.com/m68lFFFQKo

10/21/2019 1:17:11 PM jaded_pearl The answer is to always follow the money. You don't believe vaping to be harmful?

10/21/2019 1:20:07 PM queen_khalifia Y was anyone allowed nr that Van? 👀✍

10/21/2019 1:20:40 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6Cv9Xv09Op

10/21/2019 1:21:44 PM laurabusse A lotta ppl are saying that...

I still wonder tho

Time will certainly tell...

10/21/2019 1:23:09 PM us_poll Like what did you do with the money for Baltimore? He is being showed up by Scott Pressler who actually gives a rip about the wreckage they left there 

among the people! If he lived in Baltimore I'd tell him  to run against him lol!

10/21/2019 1:23:47 PM karina89350882 Dangerous month with a lot of death

10/21/2019 1:27:46 PM us_poll Pressler has had his tires slashed and also been threatened for trying to help the people!

10/21/2019 1:32:00 PM gentlerains5 God is still on the Throne.

10/21/2019 1:38:05 PM realeyethespy #Tyler

10/21/2019 1:45:38 PM rebashoenfelt1 Omg. Then deceased

10/21/2019 1:45:55 PM 1_decided_voter If 322 is the "bad guys" club, is 234 the "good guys" club?

10/21/2019 1:45:56 PM rebashoenfelt1 Lots quacks

10/21/2019 1:48:46 PM karenincarolin1 Ok. Me too. Didn't understand that conversation!

10/21/2019 1:50:12 PM state1union The sounds of the photographer doesn’t sound right?  It sound like something else. Ewe.

10/21/2019 1:53:40 PM luvleebutterfly  https://twitter.com/luvleebutterfly/status/1186383729054244870 …

10/21/2019 1:59:46 PM kevin72032387 3:22pm. 322

10/21/2019 2:10:38 PM thericharddoyle An Invitation for:

.@SandiaWisdom .@MichaelSalla .@PatriotVanguard the new .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and, by courteous extension, .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump 

.@FLOTUS and .@IvankaTrump:

You are invited to also attend an informal gathering in 2019:

Details (Pt. 1):  https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1186146667457740800 … pic.twitter.com/Pbqkwnacqg
10/21/2019 2:11:28 PM joncristotacho Godfather III jumps forward decades to Mike C's death...they missed him becoming Mayor, and his sister moving to San Francisco, marrying and buying 

her way into the US Senate.

10/21/2019 2:13:06 PM karma4event201 Red Communist China put lead pain on children's toys, you should be skeptical.

10/21/2019 2:13:08 PM ruralswtxlady #Bot farms 2018,2019 and coming soon to 2020 pic.twitter.com/jOGn0vTMK6

10/21/2019 2:13:40 PM cindylee81 What does 234 mean?

10/21/2019 2:14:25 PM irah_chandler I miss SGU always wondered why it got cancelled so quickly

10/21/2019 2:18:36 PM laurabusse Love it!

🧘🧘🧘

🚶🚶🚶

10/21/2019 2:25:02 PM karma4event201 We are supposed to dig. 

I don't know 🤔

10/21/2019 2:29:51 PM anonbearchicago Nah that one was clip’d here’s the full version https://twitter.com/ruptly/status/1186292873827889153?s=21 …

10/21/2019 2:33:53 PM priceys are they hiring?  That would be a fun job!

10/21/2019 2:34:20 PM patriotswegoall See Q reference 234.

now back up and running.

10/21/2019 2:39:43 PM laurabusse I prefer organic

10/21/2019 2:41:04 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/6Gsr3QxLIq

10/21/2019 2:42:36 PM leahhermann He doesn’t look like he is hyperventilating

10/21/2019 2:46:17 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/mIwa9sPFT5I 

*listens for whistleblowers"

10/21/2019 2:51:13 PM allahuniversal So not offline permanently? pic.twitter.com/37hVoTDGQW

10/21/2019 2:55:23 PM n7guardiananon that escalated quickly

10/21/2019 3:00:23 PM lynnmar42209594  https://qmap.pub       try this

10/21/2019 3:01:21 PM lynnmar42209594  https://qmap.pub   answers

10/21/2019 3:02:32 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/DoRXqgxKp1

10/21/2019 3:06:41 PM micro_writ_anon At the very end of the series it was revealed that the former first lady (then president) worshiped Lucifer.

10/21/2019 3:09:01 PM resignationanon perfect for digging: https://qresear.ch 

10/21/2019 3:09:56 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/IXNewb7mHg

10/21/2019 3:21:23 PM hambrickro 234 = BAR

10/21/2019 3:23:59 PM hollylandes It does not seem to pay to be the brothher of evil witches. Did they everfind H's brother.

10/21/2019 3:36:50 PM djlok Now that Cabal puppets are dying, being exposed as corrupt, etc what will happen with the investigations?  That's the question probably everyone is 

wondering.  Where does all this go from here?  I guess we'll find out.

10/21/2019 3:42:55 PM realeyethespy Yeah so is 1017 majestic drive Lexington Kentucky. The IbmQ labs and Oakridge national labs department of cyber warfare.The Q clearance and the 

Majestic organization (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12). Totally normal stuff my guys. ETS. Or as Que says... ENJOY THE SHOW

10/21/2019 3:47:16 PM tia_arizona And then dusted with a boatload of pcp.

10/21/2019 3:50:46 PM leslieau7 Ask china

10/21/2019 3:50:48 PM eryqouithaqueue RETS, friend, please consider that most people think that stuff like this is crazy because it *is* legitimately crazy. 

The Universe is awesome enough without needing to believe in aliens or New Age crap. Scientific knowledge is fucking cool.

10/21/2019 3:53:50 PM peter95117110 Thank you very much.

10/21/2019 3:58:40 PM realeyethespy Indeed. pic.twitter.com/4fd30VEgV4

10/21/2019 4:02:46 PM eryqouithaqueue I tried, y'all.

10/21/2019 4:04:37 PM realeyethespy #MeToo  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00788R001700210016-5.pdf …

10/21/2019 4:07:45 PM realeyethespy #Info  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00789R003300210001-2.pdf … pic.twitter.com/qYneKLVf3B

10/21/2019 4:08:57 PM realeyethespy 2Retweets show in main TL, haven’t liked any of my own posts, thanks for playing the game3



10/21/2019 4:09:11 PM laurabusse When I can see Hillary as myself

I'll be high up in the clouds for sure

Or high on something

10/21/2019 4:10:19 PM whitecaps1 Hopefully

10/21/2019 4:10:25 PM jrocktigers With all due respect, some of us are feeling like inserting ourselves into the screenplay with a little more gusto. The show is for observing..cannot 

enjoy. Some of us are doers.

10/21/2019 4:13:21 PM eryqouithaqueue I used to be into a lot of this stuff when I was a kid. Then gradually I realized that the reason almost no one else was into it was because it just isn't real. 

Almost fifty years have gone by and it *still* isn't real. I wish it were. But the real world is pretty awesome too.

10/21/2019 4:16:49 PM realeyethespy It is nice. I’ve seen a lot of it. Stepfather was with TEAM 6&7. Grew up in the Middle East. Traveled a lot. Saw amazing things. I did music for a while got 

successful, traveled a bit and realized it wasn’t for me. I now live on a beautiful 40 acres in the Forrest.

10/21/2019 4:17:22 PM tia_arizona  pic.twitter.com/GMQbVNS8nh

10/21/2019 4:17:44 PM keith369me I’m not sure if it’s more harmful than tobacco products...but one is legal.  Probably more harmful than a bong hit?

10/21/2019 4:18:18 PM realeyethespy I grow plants and make plant based medicines as well as inform the public on natural alternatives to modern society and pass on the trade to others. I 

see a lot of the beauty in the world every day. However there also is great darkness that overshadows the beauty-I’m after the ☯️

10/21/2019 4:19:06 PM eryqouithaqueue I still love "The X-Files" and "MIB" but even though we've found no evidence of aliens we've legit put robots on Mars and flown spacecraft past Saturn's 

rings. You're missing all the cool shit like that.

10/21/2019 4:22:42 PM realeyethespy It’s called The Majestic Organization (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) and they are very real. 

notice Saturns rings disappearing lately? 

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=j2KKUcxAdjc …

As for your “evidence of aliens” 

Perhaps it’s been that the evidence has been “collected” 

job38:31

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/1561_celestial_phenomenon_over_Nuremberg …
10/21/2019 4:24:05 PM realeyethespy The Organization has made moves to make themselves more known over the last few decades in the public optics for the inevitable event that it could 

no longer be contained from the public. The moves for disclosure have amped up heavily this past year in case you haven’t noticed.

10/21/2019 4:26:45 PM realeyethespy I’m not here to con-Vince you of anything. Just merely here to spread the awareness of humanities inevitable future through semi artistic lenses.  

https://taskandpurpose.com/army-ttsa-contract-blink-182-tom-delonge-2641038019.amp.htm … pic.twitter.com/YTPui6y8Cj

10/21/2019 4:32:16 PM deb12233 That's manipulated population control. Our science is much better than that.

10/21/2019 4:40:52 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1186009869075320835?s=19 …

10/21/2019 4:44:37 PM tia_arizona Lol everyone knows that crazy person isn’t intelligent or smart.

10/21/2019 4:56:37 PM consortiapartn1 It's nearly 101 years to the day October 23rd, 1918 D5

10/21/2019 4:56:49 PM rghardy3 Q 234

C!a computers ?

10/21/2019 4:57:19 PM consortiapartn1 101=5

10/21/2019 4:59:38 PM rghardy3 Q 234

C!a computers ?

10/21/2019 5:02:37 PM karma4event201 The Drop 234 CIA 7 Dwarf computers is tied to pharmaceutical ? 

CIA 7 Dwarfs computers is tied to child trafficking & everything? 

pharmaceutical control 

Drug weapons adrenachrome running ?

10/21/2019 5:05:36 PM love82janet Isn't it amazing how just ONE photographer got a close up pic today and also on the day Julian was literally removed from the Ecuadorian Embassy in 

London? And of course the video was 17 seconds. My 6th sense tells me this wasn't coincidence. 😎

10/21/2019 5:07:43 PM laurabusse 😀😃😄😁😆😅

10/21/2019 5:10:35 PM 2behonest50 17=Q

10/21/2019 5:11:43 PM allahuniversal 1. Define : crazy, preferably using the DSM-IV

2. Hate to sound like Google, but,

Did you mean *A* crazy person?

10/21/2019 5:12:48 PM djlok God, I hope so!!!

10/21/2019 5:13:12 PM magillzoe I saw this too. He seemed to be making eye contact and blinking a certain way. Looked like Morse code to me but I'm no expert.

10/21/2019 5:28:14 PM anangelhasland1 In “The Decision”

In “The Intent”

Therein are the powerful potentials of Good and its Opposite.

Which Path will you walk?

Which viral protection shall win out?

10/21/2019 5:36:53 PM nanab2u2 Someone get the guy recording this some oxygen 😱☺

10/21/2019 5:38:54 PM wink5811 JA looks like he is fighting back tears, my Gwad what have they done to him?  Is POTUS ever going to put an end to his torture and free him? We hang 

our hero’s and let the swamp run free, SAD!

10/21/2019 5:43:40 PM realeyethespy Did I ever once say I had a top security clearance ?

10/21/2019 5:44:37 PM cheryls15973780 Will convict because of her drafts not email. They share email and passcode and put all the secrets into drafts. No one looks there...

10/21/2019 5:44:42 PM realeyethespy In fact I’ve probably said it over and over again, I’m a normal guy who lives in the woods. NSA already said since the start they are not a government 

account just a regular guy online. MAJ also has never claimed such things.

10/21/2019 5:44:56 PM kidge6 You cannot get elected as a Democrat politician at her level unless you're initiated into the club.

10/21/2019 5:46:07 PM carynjjackson You know what you're right. Never thought about it like until you mentioned it. And the fact that I understand more of what's going on. Thanks.

10/21/2019 5:47:32 PM trumping4usa If his blinking is more code i translated it to SAS

10/21/2019 5:47:37 PM trumping4usa *morse

10/21/2019 5:48:45 PM trumping4usa Save all souls?

10/21/2019 5:51:54 PM trumping4usa I did it second time and got SLI

10/21/2019 5:53:23 PM trumping4usa Save, liberate, inform?

10/21/2019 5:55:01 PM trumping4usa k I translated the blinking in Morse code. It's either SAS. Or SLI. could either be the start of something or is it an abbreviation for something?

10/21/2019 5:58:56 PM trumping4usa Last week was supposed to be ig report. This week is still new

10/21/2019 6:00:26 PM trumping4usa Oh I'm an idiot about these letters have corresponding numbers or

 It needs a cipher



10/21/2019 6:02:50 PM trumping4usa It's gematria pic.twitter.com/a5W3b201CW

10/21/2019 6:06:00 PM trumping4usa Sas translated to 234 in gematria pic.twitter.com/helfksZC5p

10/21/2019 6:09:28 PM anitaevans What were they intended for then?

10/21/2019 6:12:07 PM tia_arizona You could try looking up any type of delusional disorder. RealEyeTheSpy thinks there are two moons and two suns. So yeah any definition of crazy 

works for me.

10/21/2019 6:14:01 PM trumping4usa Assange blinked it earlier today

10/21/2019 6:18:19 PM laurabusse If I tag @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Will his followers see this?

Kindly reply to this tweet if you do...

10/21/2019 6:19:38 PM allahuniversal 3. Given how limited our (manipulated) 5 physical senses (or 10 or 20, depending on who you ask) are, vs. the full range of electromagnetic + 

frequencies which we know to exist, is it not possible that said senses don't allow us the entire story?

10/21/2019 6:21:24 PM sano_faith Im wondering about The Unlisted... see something say something.

10/21/2019 6:22:52 PM allahuniversal 4. 2 moons and two suns, well according to my culture, that's two daughters and two sons. Not so delusional, yet weird to outsiders. I get that. Still  

just as valid a viewpoint as any American has a right to have.

Tl;Dr: is that your biggest complaint? A tweet from y'day?

10/21/2019 6:23:48 PM tia_arizona I’m kind of shocked that you believe in the DSM since you aren’t very hip to science. I wasn’t talking about sense which obviously you lack any.

10/21/2019 6:23:55 PM realeyethespy But, Allah, “tolerance”

10/21/2019 6:25:47 PM tia_arizona He’s not talking about some mythos. He is talking about literally 2 moons and 2 suns in the sky. Just look dew east I suppose.

10/21/2019 6:25:53 PM trumping4usa I got sas when  I put it into Morse code. Which translates to 234 in English gematria. Next majestic tweet was 234

10/21/2019 6:26:06 PM realeyethespy You do realize modern “science” is a collection of unproven theories? Evolution, gravity, relativity, quantum list goes on. So your basis for explanation is 

flawed at its source.

10/21/2019 6:26:21 PM _doozier_ I do, and saw the original post from Joe M in my feed as well 🙂

10/21/2019 6:27:04 PM trumping4usa His blinking translated to SAS or SLI depending how you interpret it. SAS is 234 in gematria

10/21/2019 6:28:33 PM realeyethespy Actually: Lemuria rising, a tale of two suns- a sign of two ages intertwined between two eggs- 

“For seven days the great star will burn,

The cloud shall make two suns to appear:

The big mastiff will howl all night

When the great pontiff changes country.”

#Nostradamus

10/21/2019 6:28:59 PM allahuniversal 5. I actually don't, yet would choose IV over 5.

6. The culture mentioned in #4, is ALL about as we term it "the sciences of everything in life", so I'll pardon your poor presumption there, couldn't know 

that unless I told you.

7. Senses ≠ Sense, in that sense 🤣

10/21/2019 6:32:24 PM allahuniversal 🤣🤣🤣

My bad, did my different opinion harm someone? pic.twitter.com/9II0LI2cU8

10/21/2019 6:33:19 PM realeyethespy Apparently you can’t talk about concepts from world Mythos or prophecy from various religions anymore without being considered delusional. 1984

10/21/2019 6:35:11 PM laurabusse Thx!

This will be interesting to find out

I'm on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 threads and comments a lot

Many ppl there need encouragement as to what's really happening to stay hopeful

This thread by Joe is just what the doctor ordered I think!

10/21/2019 6:36:13 PM allahuniversal Well, if this one's too much for you, PLEASE don't scroll back and read the last 30 days or so, you'd be livid! 

https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1186051374548582400?s=19 …

10/21/2019 6:36:55 PM marty713 👍😂🤣

10/21/2019 6:37:15 PM rachaelangelm I think Fringe is a good one for multiverse theories

10/21/2019 6:41:41 PM 313looper 👊🏻💥

10/21/2019 6:42:24 PM jaded_pearl I know there is some issue about the wick and the type of cartridge used...very interesting though. Somehow I feel the proliferation of them has to do 

with the global war on children. I'm not going to be surprised if a connection is made.

10/21/2019 6:42:59 PM citizenk77 Exactly.... we're living in the twilight zone

10/21/2019 6:43:27 PM jrocktigers @Nun_chucknorris just opened this can. Bait has been taken. They are on emergency trip to burn it all down. 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/10/17/2019-22849/blocking-property-and-suspending-entry-of-certain-persons-contributing-to-the-

situation-in-syria …

10/21/2019 6:43:34 PM realeyethespy Funny how silent they get when you lay the full hand out.

10/21/2019 6:44:37 PM allahuniversal "Accept one of these 3 mythos, or have no mythos at all"

But what if they lied about...

"Shut up and pray, prey!" pic.twitter.com/3V6LbNvrkF

10/21/2019 6:48:36 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1186459151100235776?s=19 …

10/21/2019 6:50:09 PM wickedmouse369 Pray and accept and all will be forgiven...

10/21/2019 6:50:21 PM wickedmouse369 Forgot the quotes.

10/21/2019 6:50:24 PM allahuniversal Now that I think about it some more, if we're all dead in under 15 years bc it's gonna get too hot, or cold or whatever it is now, any line of thinking with 

a glimmer of hope must be shut down, huh?

10/21/2019 6:53:57 PM clowncar7 Tears from looking into the cameras lights . He looks good🙌🙏

10/21/2019 6:54:39 PM whsthestorm this refers to something else, maj has referred to this number a few times recently and it is supposed to be the name of the algothrim that twitter put 

into play in the last update. this algo signficanly deboots accounts like his and does the opposite for accounts that are prolib

10/21/2019 6:57:05 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/AVkhAFMLMS

10/21/2019 6:58:57 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1186461731209596928?s=19 …

10/21/2019 6:59:20 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1186460701700825088?s=19 …

10/21/2019 7:03:17 PM staggerlee422 No mention of fluoride! pic.twitter.com/916uILpKQB

10/21/2019 7:09:10 PM mypetzombie that was the camera man who was breathing heavy. he ran to the van to get the footage before it drove away

10/21/2019 7:15:43 PM ronberr27734234 Exactly.  There are and always have been better ways. Iceland fired their gov and jailed their bankers and grew 1000% as a country the very next year. 

That could be a great example for we the people.

10/21/2019 7:16:39 PM _doozier_ I agree, it was downright heartwarming and reassuring! Joe M is truly our greatest propagandist and I mean that in the best possible way

10/21/2019 7:18:08 PM ronberr27734234 It's a good cop bad cop distraction so those they work for can get and do whatever they want. That's what gov has always been, a bad overly expensive 

puppet show for the elite money's that feed them.

10/21/2019 7:20:05 PM bananne81 Who was breathing heavy?  Don’t think it was JA.



10/21/2019 7:22:36 PM laurabusse Yes

He's amazing and a real inspiration

BTW

Love your Twitter name and profile photo

Cracks me up 🤣 😂

10/21/2019 7:24:33 PM do_or_do_notty He looks so good.  Makes my heart happy.

10/21/2019 7:28:37 PM deb12233 You mean, “we’re running” — past tense, right? The ones being exposed and put out of business now.

10/21/2019 7:41:29 PM deb12233 *were running - autoincorrect 🙄

10/21/2019 7:43:31 PM bmassette Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "When did the alleged conversation take place? With whom did 45 speak? Who listened? Where are transcripts held? 

Iilure = Backup Backup = Illegal Access We have it all. Organized Crime. Biden is being protected. Think Podes […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1176707255380729857.html …

10/21/2019 7:46:16 PM bmassette Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "234 Deployed Notice the difference? What was being said? Audio analysis? Transcript? Alice in Wonderland Posted a34 

in action. What will Jack do? More 234 in action. Remember their recent update message? They th […]" #ExposeCNN 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1182670430584356864.html …

10/21/2019 7:46:34 PM qpatriotswin "SAS" as in Special Air Service"? (UK equivalent to Navy Seals/Delta force)

10/21/2019 7:47:29 PM bmassette Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Those who scream the loudest. Projecting their own crimes onto their enemies. Hiding in plain sight. Protected by the 

status quo. […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1173639903424503809.html …

10/21/2019 7:50:20 PM nea_storm Magnificent dialogue thread! Enjoyed it tremendously RealEyeTheSpy & AllahUniversal ... Most Enjoyable! Thank you! pic.twitter.com/GIpGwm08tW

10/21/2019 7:51:32 PM oaf_unbreakable "Snow White utilized/activated to silence.

This was not anticipated. "

But 

"Every detail accounted for.

Every scenario planned for.

Enjoy the show.

Q"
10/21/2019 7:53:29 PM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️ #EnjoyingTheShow pic.twitter.com/uCsNWQHArG

10/21/2019 7:56:56 PM realeyethespy MAGnetIC

10/21/2019 7:57:27 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/QpCAmaXyxh

10/21/2019 7:58:35 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/aKtkNnx3PS

10/21/2019 8:00:55 PM nea_storm ATtraCTion pic.twitter.com/Wp4Onb3Slx

10/21/2019 8:01:58 PM nschlange I have a question, because this has been bugging me. If JFK Jr. is dead along with his wife etc., then who was at the rallies? Who are the two Vincent 

Fusca's? Who is the woman w/the identical smile and the man in the Q picture?  You said he's dead, then who are they?

10/21/2019 8:02:21 PM _doozier_ hehe thank you! I get very "Pepe" vibes from this character. keepin that meme magic flowin

10/21/2019 8:32:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

10/21/2019 8:32:58 PM michael81972 5:5

10/21/2019 8:33:26 PM ab36913 5:5

10/21/2019 8:33:38 PM bryceja68689884 10-4? 5:5 stage finally set for the show?

10/21/2019 8:33:45 PM 313looper 😍

10/21/2019 8:33:51 PM daveelton33 Come take Canada. We just re-elected blackface.

10/21/2019 8:34:15 PM state1union 5:5

10/21/2019 8:35:01 PM mongrelglory Not here in Canada!  They've re-elected Trudeau's Liberal party!  The people don't see his corruption.  I fear our country will become the next Sweden! 

😖

10/21/2019 8:35:51 PM patriotism1788 Really?  Grassley just said IG Horowitz is Deep State!  Gotta headache!

10/21/2019 8:35:59 PM ab36913 Oh gosh...i am so sorry. 😳😳😳

10/21/2019 8:36:01 PM jmallett0 We are screwed..

10/21/2019 8:36:20 PM wink5811 Most people when having camera  lights flashed in their faces get annoyed, agitated, angry, not fighting back tears. He might look good but I question 

if his mental health is good, maybe he has been drugged, mentally abused? He needs to be released.

10/21/2019 8:36:50 PM ab36913 Come to America. You can be my neighbor. 😉😉😉

10/21/2019 8:37:24 PM rudedrew63 Oh damn you serious

10/21/2019 8:37:59 PM michael81972 No way he wins without rigged system...

10/21/2019 8:38:46 PM usss_211 Amen

10/21/2019 8:39:20 PM karrruss Pfft!

"As California goes, so does America."

10/21/2019 8:41:40 PM westmount_d7 😂😂😂

10/21/2019 8:41:59 PM westmount_d7 Yup 🇨🇦

10/21/2019 8:43:03 PM westmount_d7 🌹

10/21/2019 8:45:08 PM laurabusse He is but a gnat on the windshield of life

He's a puppet

The ppl of Canada have more strength in their collective pinky toe nail than he has in his entire being

Don't be discouraged...

Know your time is coming

He is powerless

He is just for show

Minstrel show
10/21/2019 8:45:09 PM jacquel61010333 Elijah and her brother. Who else? I need to make a list, time for a list 🍿🍿

10/21/2019 8:46:27 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/jdR5TgM3ns

10/21/2019 8:46:56 PM girlawakeinca We deserve a 5:5. CA is gearing up for another round of PG&E antics. Canada election. Let’s blow this rodeo back to zero balance.

10/21/2019 8:47:31 PM laurabusse Nope nope nope pic.twitter.com/QBc39E3zDS

10/21/2019 8:48:40 PM ckrasuski We’ll be praying for y’all 🙏🏼

10/21/2019 8:48:46 PM ab36913 👍👍👍👊👊👊💪💪💪 pic.twitter.com/prco4sYVjK

10/21/2019 8:49:19 PM karrruss I pray you're right.

10/21/2019 8:50:08 PM mongrelglory I don't think they'd let me into the US without a job. 🥴

I may have to move to Alberta though.  They voted completely Conservative, and they're probably going to be talking separation again soon.  The 

Liberals have totally screwed over their oil industry!

10/21/2019 8:53:27 PM ab36913 Not exactly sure how that works but you are welcome to come and visit anytime. 😉😉😉 we are family. 💗💗💗

10/21/2019 8:53:30 PM carliestar10 Enjoy Majestic 12's   DISTRACTION.. 

because there's nothing better than HOPE..

😏

10/21/2019 8:55:54 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/G0nOkLfbsr

10/21/2019 8:58:28 PM westmount_d7 Thank-you. Prayers will help 😊🙏🏻🌹



10/21/2019 8:59:11 PM mongrelglory He paid off the media and flooded key ridings with immigrants and refugees from a "select demographic".  We're doomed because the high 

immigration levels will continue and the Liberals will hold onto power unless something drastic hits the news!

10/21/2019 8:59:45 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/ENjEXZJvgH

10/21/2019 8:59:49 PM ab36913 Did you also search the archives?

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

10/21/2019 9:04:59 PM rhonda_usa Significance of 5:5, please and thank you. #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/21/2019 9:06:06 PM cat_scaredy Stage is set pic.twitter.com/FNDQXGYGpn

10/21/2019 9:14:04 PM ptamait Whoever stops the wars and murders, stops the source that powers the antichrist..blood and human sacrifices. She went to Jordan to keep it going.

10/21/2019 9:19:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Half the country believes that Claire is a baby killer and an adulterer. 

Replace Claire with Hillary.

House of Cards is 99% accurate.

Plot Twist = Plausible Deniability

10/21/2019 9:22:24 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/ZrECwJUzT5

10/21/2019 9:22:29 PM cledrordfishing Look,  we have read your posts with diligence.  We have followed Q we have hoped that POTUS would save us. We have been let down by all.

The only way we are going to get our country back is to use our constitutional rights to take it back on our own.  We are tired of sitting

10/21/2019 9:27:41 PM egelone lock her up already!

10/21/2019 9:33:11 PM allahuniversal Note: neither has asked anyone to sit.

To use Logic and not be stupid in word and actions, yes, to sit and wait, emphatically no.

10/21/2019 9:34:37 PM allahuniversal "Why would people worship anything let alone..."

Same reason they always have. Power.

10/21/2019 9:43:59 PM oaf_unbreakable The Founders would have rolled out and taken this shit back.

This generation we are part of is for the large part spineless.

10/21/2019 9:50:02 PM realeyethespy Believe in implies that there is a poster who is online that goes by Q. Yes. referencing the department of energy Q clearance (1017 majestic dr lex ky) 

and part of an open secret that was disclosed in “Behold a Pale Horse” about the Majestic organization (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12). Yes.

10/21/2019 9:51:04 PM l33tguy BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!

10/21/2019 9:53:53 PM realeyethespy  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_clearance … pic.twitter.com/FXSu8QihM9

10/21/2019 9:54:48 PM cpace98 I don’t think to replace any of them. It was refreshing to see another person in the same party get accused of having Russian ties. This is the same bs as 

last time and smart people will put 2 & 2 together. HRC is a bold face liar 🤥

10/21/2019 9:54:58 PM realeyethespy  https://www.mapquest.com/us/kentucky/us-department-of-energy-284261808 … pic.twitter.com/DrngiCnZ97

10/21/2019 9:55:20 PM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=sstB3BBDjtE …

10/21/2019 9:55:44 PM 22cb22cb Ok, my bad. I misppoke.

You arent a grifter, you're just a fruad.

Sorry

10/21/2019 9:56:35 PM 22cb22cb I dont need you to spam stuff in a desperate attempt to substantiate your false claims.

You wont convince me of your delusions.

10/21/2019 9:57:12 PM l33tguy >tfw starting to honestly feel bad for some of these guys

10/21/2019 9:58:19 PM realeyethespy I see cognitive dissonance and projection is your cup of tea. Don’t ask questions you can’t handle the answers for. Plain and simple.

10/21/2019 9:59:57 PM realeyethespy Ever heard of the NSA Q group? 

Admiral mike Rogers who was fired by Obama and received criticism for meeting Trump in secret before the election? 

Or is the news and facts not your cup of tea? https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-q-group-the-directorate-hunting-down-edward-snowden …

10/21/2019 10:01:17 PM realeyethespy Legit question, do you think Julian Assange is a Grift/fraud as well?

10/21/2019 10:13:27 PM cledrordfishing Is exercising your constitutional rights stupid?  Or is watching the entire government and media stripping your rights away and selling out your country 

and doing nothing but typing out a few tweets stupid?

10/21/2019 10:25:52 PM l33tguy Uhhh, well no because he's leaked actual intel not in the public domain totally unlike the QLarp poster(s).

10/21/2019 10:28:09 PM patriotchic33 Really? I take a day off to calm the brain and I miss so much. What did you hear?

10/21/2019 10:33:50 PM 22cb22cb Irrelevant to Qanon...so dont see the point of this article

10/21/2019 10:35:00 PM 22cb22cb I see delusions and mental illness is your cup of tea.

I asked a simple question...a "yes" or "no".

You started spam posting irrelevant material. 

I guess you cant have simple conversation due to your illnesses.

10/21/2019 10:36:36 PM 22cb22cb Not at all

Its actually 100% accurate, bud

Have yet to meet one that hasnt blocked me or tapped out due to facts

If you want to give it a try, you're more than welcome to experience it for yourself

I will put you on the spot though, so you better have concise, evidence based fact

10/21/2019 10:40:47 PM realeyethespy Why would his lawyers tweet this before his account got shut down? Before you say it’s fake, I took this screen myself. pic.twitter.com/tsjQh2vSkJ

10/21/2019 10:42:31 PM realeyethespy Did you know MIA met with him the other day in prison? Did you see the video of him today? Blinking Morse? Do you find it strange this post appeared 

on Qresarch during one of the only times he was reported to be allowed on the internet (3 hours)? pic.twitter.com/lvYUBrNjsF

10/21/2019 10:47:52 PM 22cb22cb MIA met with who in prison?

You're already speaking vaguely. 

I said concise.

In addition, I dont respond to spam comments. Make a statement, wait for a reply and so on.

I wont be engaged in a rage spammer convo

10/21/2019 10:48:10 PM 22cb22cb So you say...

The article didn't say that, so its irrelevant.

10/21/2019 10:48:28 PM 22cb22cb You must have an issue with comprehension

10/21/2019 10:49:30 PM realeyethespy Tell me, what did the article say?

10/21/2019 10:49:57 PM thetrollbar I read a single Foxtrot character, followed by an eyeshift, embedding in a rhythmic blinkstream.   Others may read differently.



10/21/2019 10:53:17 PM 22cb22cb I'm not in your classroom nor are you my teacher.

I dont report to you.

The article did not mention Qanon and is therefore irrelevant. 

Next?

10/21/2019 10:53:49 PM 22cb22cb Ah, MIA met with Assange?

10/21/2019 10:54:55 PM 22cb22cb Again, I am not your student and you are not my teacher. You're failing miserably so far...just an FYI

10/21/2019 10:57:46 PM 22cb22cb So, you arent presenting a case, you're posting articles and then expect me to see your argument.

Not how debate works.

Try again.

10/21/2019 11:00:02 PM realeyethespy No I’m trying to teach you a few things. You are incapable of reading anything outside of your limited world view. This is what’s known as cognitive 

dissonance. This is brought on by years of programming. Learned helplessness. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lVu3N_ayNnI …

10/21/2019 11:00:57 PM realeyethespy If I didn’t love/care about you I wouldn’t be wasting my time right now. You owe it to yourself to leave the sunken place once and for all. There is 

something very special waiting for you. I can’t force you to drink.

10/21/2019 11:01:48 PM 22cb22cb No, that is your arrogant view of someone you dont know.

It's your biggest downfall thus far.

Explain your position.

So far it seems you're unable to.

Very telling

10/21/2019 11:02:16 PM 22cb22cb You dont have water for me to drink...so why would I drink your poison?

10/21/2019 11:04:25 PM realeyethespy I did actually in the tweet that began this in which you laughed and proceeded to call me delusional. The information in the tweet answered your 

question and provided you the source of “Q” (Majestic/IBMQ/Oakridge) But you seem to have a problem with these facts.

10/21/2019 11:05:58 PM 22cb22cb The source of Qanon, not Q lvl security.

They are not synonymous. 

If they are, your job is to prove it.

So far, you have failed

10/21/2019 11:17:47 PM erdeqb So those receipts please?

10/21/2019 11:18:15 PM thelynchtone So, really @realDonaldTrump Trump is the musical mastermind behind the Leningrad Cowboys? Perfect hair! 🤣🇺🇸👍 https://youtu.be/M29x4LFkWkg 

10/21/2019 11:36:01 PM miss_ampie Learn our comms. Please and thank you.

10/21/2019 11:41:56 PM judithposkanze2 Can something be done to help 8kun? https://www.google.com/amp/s/m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_5dadfa25e4b0f34e3a7a9983/amp …

10/21/2019 11:42:28 PM judithposkanze2 This sucks really bad.....

10/21/2019 11:45:14 PM rghardy3 Q 854

10/21/2019 11:45:43 PM miss_ampie YOU don't speak for US.

10/21/2019 11:46:34 PM rghardy3 loud and clear 

Q 854

10/22/2019 12:00:44 AM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

10/22/2019 12:01:00 AM nurseniceyes I am getting impatient

10/22/2019 12:17:07 AM olimyracle 23:32 pic.twitter.com/vQhoFCNxzc

10/22/2019 12:45:13 AM jake4191 He looks like he's being well taken care of! I've worked in corrections for nearly 30 years and he doesn't looks like he's been incarcerated in a tough 

atmosphere. Definitely looks like he's eating well, and has access to hygiene items.

10/22/2019 12:59:25 AM mona_cajun I get these guys are evil.

They also occupy most all conversations about this.

Don't eat babies. Got it.

Sit back and watch the babies grow up hyper breeding NINE billion 2050, FIFTEEN Bn 2100 with nothing left to eat but each other?

Population IS Out of Control.

Any Solutions?
10/22/2019 1:11:20 AM mongrelglory One of many unfortunately!

10/22/2019 1:18:28 AM sterkinglights1 OMG. I made the err of arguing with a Yangy about 1k/mo is illegal based on us law. Wow angry at 🍊 man.

10/22/2019 1:19:48 AM sterkinglights1 I am the matter of my fate.

10/22/2019 1:22:36 AM sterkinglights1 pride, covetousness, lust, anger, gluttony, envy, and sloth.

10/22/2019 1:25:18 AM sterkinglights1 Trust God's plan.

10/22/2019 1:31:32 AM sterkinglights1 Major reason for Canadian migration to us as well.

10/22/2019 1:34:16 AM sterkinglights1 Davids and Goliath

10/22/2019 1:45:25 AM realeyethespy A heads up: don’t trust everything you read online. 

If someone is pretending to be something without a name or face- they are not likely that thing. 

Accounts like mine, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @ffe3301 , @TYLER_56hz don’t claim to be anyone other than people posting messages.

10/22/2019 2:04:31 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/kathy_owrey/status/1186558007963832320 …

10/22/2019 2:19:09 AM maruryuu1 I learn what you share and make up my own mind. Always. As for who you are? Message over messenger is how I see it 😎

10/22/2019 2:20:02 AM aurorasreality Miss leading title of course. It’s the former owner Brennan that is screaming the loudest here. Makes sense.

10/22/2019 2:55:31 AM trumping4usa Ive heard polticians say that house of cards is actually accurate in some ways

10/22/2019 3:03:38 AM karina89350882 Yeah - but please don`t forget that People who are not awakened need some kind of "hope" because otherwise they would be "overwhelmed" by the 

Deep of the Rabbit-whole

10/22/2019 3:07:28 AM 369naturallaw @__valv @kabamur_taygeta @KibBitzLaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The endings of the trailers. Dark to Light. Going from duality to oneness. At least a 

beautiful synchronicity.  pic.twitter.com/WBZLLGCxZM

10/22/2019 3:45:23 AM samsmith0319 The House of Cards Needs to Fall!!! 💥🐀🐀🐀💥

10/22/2019 3:47:36 AM jt_suryo #PanicInVatican @woodpecker785 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @carmindabrendel 

https://twitter.com/davidicke/status/1186590556866187264 …

10/22/2019 3:53:59 AM carmindabrendel ⏳⚖️

10/22/2019 4:08:47 AM jt_suryo I've always been and will always be a firm believer of justice.

10/22/2019 4:15:55 AM crt14361013 😎

10/22/2019 4:24:03 AM burgersandra This???             From SB2:

Q854 Is the stage set for a drop of HRC +++ + +++++(raw vid 5:5). EX-rvid5774. We have it all.

10/22/2019 4:34:49 AM dispensaryexch There solution was The Covert Samson Option , my theory that Fukushima was blown up purpose to reduce the sperm rate thereby reducing the 

general population. https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/how-do-we-reverse-the-sperm-crisis …

10/22/2019 4:36:35 AM ewolsj Now is the time to turn inward, no outward. It's the hardest thing imaginable, learning to trust YOURSELF......



10/22/2019 4:38:37 AM dispensaryexch  https://americanfreepress.net/japanese-journalist-accuses-israel-of-fukushima-sabotage/ …

10/22/2019 4:46:57 AM 313looper Well for your information, all patriots have confidence and massive HOPE ... #GODwins

#WWG1WGA

😎💥

10/22/2019 4:49:21 AM jonathanjones02 Action when?

10/22/2019 4:51:03 AM queenbe65474721 There is a reason I only watched that show once.

10/22/2019 5:21:32 AM dasha_dagmar I know what you mean .. you are right 👍

10/22/2019 5:48:53 AM ontothetruth1 Majestic 12 literally says they are a super secret govt program that has been pulling the strings on humanity and aliens. How is that just a person 

posting?

10/22/2019 6:02:55 AM karina89350882 Here is so much unbelievable Horror and Evil - It`s really a "tough" job to stay in unconditional love. The only thing what helps is understanding and 

forgivness. WE are NOT the Judges and the laws of the Universe are maybe more "harsh" than we believe.

10/22/2019 6:03:09 AM karina89350882 This may be the reason why they try EVERYTHING to stay in Power for prolongig their existence.

10/22/2019 6:05:35 AM karina89350882 The People will not be happy when the realize about WHAT they had been lied….if a "FAKE-INVASION of ETs" will change their mind???

10/22/2019 6:07:36 AM realeyethespy Actually if you have spent any time reading the tweets from the account none of that has been stated whatsoever. If you are going to make that claim 

provide proof. In fact the account says over and over again “message over messenger” “the person behind this account is irrelevant”

10/22/2019 6:08:50 AM realeyethespy There is an actual Majestic organization that has been doing just that. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has put some direction and light onto to organization. 

However never once claimed to be the actual organization. Explained the difference between MJ12 and MAJESTIC philosophical undertakings

10/22/2019 6:09:21 AM hummingbird7272 Thank you!

10/22/2019 6:11:02 AM ontothetruth1 The account literally says they are different Majestic members that do Q&As with voice of god technologies to typist.

10/22/2019 6:13:49 AM liltilgerlil Well Maryland is extremely corrupt. We have a Rino Gov there with many other Rinos. No one in Md will get elected fairly until it’s cleaned up. Lots of 

election corruption also. Illegals voting, they just stopped using machines that were owned by Russia!

10/22/2019 6:15:11 AM ontothetruth1 Example, Ask Me Anything with Majestic member 8 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1177747861385207809 …

10/22/2019 6:17:08 AM chew_soap Sick when you read with occult understanding

10/22/2019 6:19:13 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/rJyMmSuOQJ

10/22/2019 6:20:30 AM realeyethespy You’re interpretation is where you’re hung up. 

It says AMA w/ MJ8 and typist 3 

That doesn’t say anything whatsoever. The account has a few users that post. MJ8 is a handle. Typist is the user posting.

10/22/2019 6:21:15 AM realeyethespy Your*

10/22/2019 6:32:48 AM mamiemcclure17 There are 3 typist for all communicators

10/22/2019 6:51:08 AM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Ripple/status/1186381350120509441 …

10/22/2019 6:53:10 AM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2DFL9R4RP3

10/22/2019 6:56:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 FBI: Child porn suspect offered to dress as ‘My Little Pony’ | The Sacramento Bee https://www.sacbee.com/news/article236485183.html …

10/22/2019 6:57:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Facebook takedowns show new Russian activity targeted Biden, praised Trump

Did Hillary have this article drafted? https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/facebook-takedowns-show-new-russian-activity-targeted-biden-

praised-trump/ar-AAJ7xxD …

10/22/2019 7:00:46 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/nxoLhuSvRw

10/22/2019 7:03:24 AM cledrordfishing I speak for me...

10/22/2019 7:06:36 AM keith369me It is so sad that so many have had their minds manipulated to accept and act out in this way.

10/22/2019 7:09:56 AM keith369me Don’t know if HRC was involved in this article, but whomever utilizes her Twitter account is clearly disclosing something or off their rocker... 

https://twitter.com/hillaryclinton/status/1186008390926917632?s=21 …

10/22/2019 7:14:38 AM missdam65529803  pic.twitter.com/EFkSw18zs9

10/22/2019 7:19:24 AM 1_decided_voter Sounds like a wrap up smear if I ever saw one.

"See? I'm vindicated because the "news" is reporting exactly what I've been saying for several years!"

10/22/2019 7:19:29 AM 1_decided_voter Sounds like a wrap up smear if I ever saw one.

"See? I'm vindicated because the "news" is reporting exactly what I've been saying for several years!"

10/22/2019 7:20:20 AM gnarlyhammer Facebook is so in the tank for Hillary they didn't hesitate to fabricate this fraudulent account.

Russia has everything to gain from Hillary Clinton. Like more U1 deals & further weakening of US military.

They hate Trump as he hurts their oil industry.

It's all a sham to deflect.

10/22/2019 7:22:33 AM aaronj34633889 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/d1ztbOVK53

10/22/2019 7:28:49 AM michael81972 Investigation began in Little Rock,  Arkansas🧐

10/22/2019 7:36:06 AM allahuniversal Is exercising your constitutional rights stupid?

Obviously no.

Or is watching the entire government and media stripping your rights away and selling out your country and doing nothing but typing out a few tweets

 stupid?

Hopefully not all anyone is doing.

Just keep it legal🤷🏾♂️
10/22/2019 7:40:59 AM guy_karen Sick people

10/22/2019 7:47:51 AM capitalkid someone was trying to claim he went missing - but jack is still tweeting so I'm guessing it was yet another fake rumor.  I hate it when "patriots" just 

make crap up.

10/22/2019 7:52:12 AM ontothetruth1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104905172550107137 …

10/22/2019 7:53:55 AM ontothetruth1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091877057380995073 …

10/22/2019 7:55:19 AM ontothetruth1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1091887735361671168 …

10/22/2019 7:55:40 AM patriotswegoall Still playing the 'Russia' card

10/22/2019 7:59:37 AM michael81972 Hello ALICE

10/22/2019 8:20:12 AM fansblowing3 CIA asset?  Or just some creepy dude.  I wonder if the children in these porn videos look like children or do they look 17-18, so the dude doesn’t know 

she is underage?

10/22/2019 8:22:18 AM bryceja68689884 Lmfao!

10/22/2019 8:22:53 AM fansblowing3 This seems like FAKE NEWS, so why is she putting that out there?

10/22/2019 8:46:35 AM 02joshuaradwan Judges 5:5

10/22/2019 8:48:08 AM djlok Moloch made her do it.



10/22/2019 8:54:56 AM djlok Me too.  They've been saying RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA for decades.  Time for the world to see Russia is not our greatest enemy.  Of course now that I say 

that, I've probably officially upgraded to #RussianBot status.

10/22/2019 10:04:02 AM veteransalways_ There needs to be an “IN YOUR FACE DISCLOSURE SOON”

I have regular contact but the public needs this NOW

#TheEvent pic.twitter.com/m687fAM1HP

10/22/2019 10:06:12 AM brand0nr0b3rts I think that's the point. If you are, others are too. More Russia = more percieved bias of politicians and the media

10/22/2019 10:06:29 AM _369311119 @DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Mr. President this needs

OUR COLLECTIVE ATTENTION

 https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog/status/1186673106003341312?s=19 …

10/22/2019 10:09:27 AM mongrelglory I'm feeling more encouraged this morning by the people who are questioning voting irregularities.  Maybe the Canadian people are more woke than I 

gave them credit for.  We will have to fight to expose election corruption in the alt media!

10/22/2019 10:23:44 AM seekingknowle12  https://www.space.com/mars-soil-weird-nasa-insight-

lander.html?utm_source=Selligent&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9036&utm_content=20191022_SDC_Newsletter+-

+adhoc+&utm_term=3117463&m_i=xugHQKwgOj5_wQxtS4_zsCDm7LqiD4Q3FWiBpDKmIksY40H4tQPd9J%2BSnHdvtH6Whdl33xV%2BhRRYnLJLq3yXFn

fW1ng%2B12hxxo …

10/22/2019 10:25:51 AM flgirlsbeenqd ...not quite there yet... pic.twitter.com/FZjQ4z6TN8

10/22/2019 10:32:38 AM gi6stars 17 seconds 

17 = Q

...🤔

10/22/2019 10:35:01 AM deniseharte5 THIS THING

IS A SERIOUS LOOKING FREAK

LOOKS MORE NON-HUMAN EVERY TIME I SEE HIM

HOW MANY MK ULTRA RE=PROGRAMMING'S HAS HE BEEN THROUGH

I THINK HE'S DEAD AND THIS IS AN A.I. CLONE
10/22/2019 10:36:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 They think you are stupid.

They think you are sheep.

Are you? https://news.yahoo.com/organic-farming-could-increase-uk-emissions-study-153937551.html …

10/22/2019 10:37:30 AM yustein Not me, nobody here is. Am I right people?

10/22/2019 10:38:12 AM nm_zsr OK, so Base 8 math. What's the next step here?

10/22/2019 10:38:41 AM michael81972 How does anyone believe this bs?

10/22/2019 10:40:52 AM stelly_alice Nope. Not a Dem sheep. Not a Rep sheep. Not a Q sheep. Not an Anon sheep. Not a sheep sheep. Just a a follower of Christ which makes me one of His 

sheep Who keeps me with His herd. Thank God!

10/22/2019 10:41:07 AM bdam777 Tell me what to think majestic.

10/22/2019 10:43:30 AM yourkiddingme5 We all wonder the same thing, regularly.

10/22/2019 10:47:27 AM marilyn19556 Canada still has lots.

10/22/2019 10:47:28 AM mrwwe50331127 Explain this or point me in the right direction please

10/22/2019 10:48:16 AM sunnyawakening This lady loves researching. I've researched stuff all my life. I actually want to be research librarian for the state library. I could not afford a master's 

degree to do so. But it didn't hinder my research. I know so very much! So I've research this awakening for about 20 yrs.

10/22/2019 10:48:45 AM mokeanother1 It's why your on my feed....................Thank you for all your work that you do. pic.twitter.com/6oznRP9EDv

10/22/2019 10:50:13 AM michael81972 Climate change hacks are pushing the agenda that natural farming is causing excess greenhouse gases and artificially changing our climate

10/22/2019 10:50:46 AM longtimecoming8 OH it's Yahoo, never loads of Fake Shit

10/22/2019 10:54:48 AM karma4event201 Pedophile wants to start a business to entertain children at Birthday parties; dress up like My Little Pony 👿 

We must change the law to

#DeathPenalty4Pedos

10/22/2019 11:00:36 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/G4acEk8Lti

10/22/2019 11:06:16 AM micasth87 Nope

10/22/2019 11:10:37 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/VHRh7Mjizp

10/22/2019 11:14:08 AM darktolightjedi They are stupid. That's the most idiotic headline ever.

10/22/2019 11:16:02 AM keith369me Is walking down the street and picking apples off of trees going to increase emissions even if I ate beans two hours earlier?  These people are really 

messed up.  Obama buys oceanfront and I’m supposed to worry about sea level rise?   They are lying or stupid.  Choice 1!!!

10/22/2019 11:16:21 AM noland_alecia These people are stupid. How about less pesticides dumped into our environment and other pollutants.  Greenhouses gases will make plants grow 

better  and put out more O2.

10/22/2019 11:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/malicious-apps-on-alexa-or-google-home-can-spy-or-steal-passwords/ …

10/22/2019 11:17:39 AM rghardy3 Sheep would not be here looking at this.

Give us some credit.

Thanks

10/22/2019 11:17:43 AM guy_karen Not in my house

10/22/2019 11:17:56 AM mamiemcclure17 👀

10/22/2019 11:19:17 AM keith369me Everything is becoming open, there are no secrets any more.  This goes for [them] too!!!

10/22/2019 11:20:06 AM mamiemcclure17 #SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/mpZV4CHODD

10/22/2019 11:20:20 AM chew_soap Which is the biggest crock of shit I’ve ever heard because how do they explain we’re still living on this planet I mean FR how far can the sheep go

10/22/2019 11:20:47 AM humanprimer DUH.

10/22/2019 11:21:18 AM _369311119 "Invocation"

10/22/2019 11:26:41 AM melhuses Idiots

10/22/2019 11:28:01 AM drbohammer This should come as no surprise😕

10/22/2019 11:34:43 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/SVRt3ShJHT

10/22/2019 11:36:56 AM lc19001 Never. In. My. House. Don't want smart t.v., smart watch, smart thermostat, smart refrigerator, smart washer and dryer! Give me something that you 

set manually.

10/22/2019 11:41:42 AM mamiemcclure17 Off the cliff pic.twitter.com/jhSHgTtKtK

10/22/2019 11:44:45 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/22/2019 11:50:54 AM marnisheppeard Stolen passwords? They have complete control of your devices, and people are still harping on about passwords? FFS.

10/22/2019 11:51:49 AM cj_liebs Thank you.

10/22/2019 11:59:22 AM dark2light2019 They want to continue to poison us all.

10/22/2019 12:06:00 PM mongrelglory Her attempt at humour...which is not very funny when you don't have a soul.

10/22/2019 12:08:21 PM fansblowing3 Greenhouse gases are not related to farming.  😒 The climate is changing due to the nuclear bombs set off during ww2.

10/22/2019 12:08:21 PM mongrelglory I'm getting b_ll-sh_t fatigue...😒



10/22/2019 12:09:10 PM karma4event201 Not a murder suicide - She exposed child trafficking in CPS, Senators know but stay silent to keep thier Senate Career.

The Corrupt Business of CPS Senator Nancy Schaefer 50th District Georgia https://medicalkidnap.com/2015/04/27/senator-nancy-schaefer-did-her-

fight-against-cps-corruption-cost-her-life/ …

10/22/2019 12:12:36 PM n7guardiananon if it was me, I would put this out in the media...after the informant is placed in witness protection.  

but then what do I know... https://youtu.be/uZD8HKVKneI 

10/22/2019 12:14:41 PM lightlove21121 Me too. 

It’s normal given the circumstances. 

So,

I release my burden and trust the plan 🙏🏽

Knowing I am part of the plan 😏

10/22/2019 12:17:05 PM lightlove21121 @charmanda9

@zagnett

@LisaRoub

@nea_storm

@MongrelGlory

@v_rags

@IAuMatu

@GirlAwakeinCA

@KibBitzLaw
10/22/2019 12:17:17 PM mongrelglory You're right!  I should spend most of the day today meditating to reconnect with Gaia and my higher self. 😑

10/22/2019 12:19:17 PM lightlove21121 & release your emotions, welcome them, listen to them,

♥️Release your burden ♥️

🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈

10/22/2019 12:20:03 PM v_rags Agreed! [There] in borrowed time.

10/22/2019 12:22:38 PM patriotswegoall 10-97?

10/22/2019 12:22:39 PM mongrelglory Solar activity seems to correlated best with climate cycles throughout Earth's history.

10/22/2019 12:23:41 PM iamtheo_td7 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/22/2019 12:28:46 PM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/qecQxS6hMu8  always here with this mantra when appropriate 🎶

10/22/2019 12:29:10 PM charmanda9 Yes yes yes!

10/22/2019 12:30:05 PM patriotswegoall Good thing I do not have those two.

10/22/2019 12:34:37 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/12BravoGran/status/1186713856036311040?s=19 …

10/22/2019 12:35:07 PM realitycheck05 I am just smart enough to know how stupid o really am.

10/22/2019 12:40:48 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1186722287782973446 …

10/22/2019 12:52:16 PM nea_storm That's a Great Procedural Idea! pic.twitter.com/Tx8KJpStKI

10/22/2019 12:54:39 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/4MEO65xOTs

10/22/2019 1:10:21 PM lightlove21121 🙏🏽

10/22/2019 1:11:46 PM mona_cajun Thanks. This is very interesting.

Japan is a weird target for pop control if that was the primary motive. Japan's collective higher IQ = low birthrate, sustainable.

I want pop discussed, debated. Humane solutions controlled by good guys. Overpopulation is a very real crisis.

10/22/2019 1:12:55 PM jasonamasters1 Interesting posts i dont know jack about IP data or networks. Im well versed in Q and hope to see a return. Thanks for the info yall discuss!

10/22/2019 1:20:15 PM david00997884 Amin Brother, tell it, your on a roll.

10/22/2019 1:37:05 PM dispensaryexch japan Wasn’t the target 🎯 pic.twitter.com/ZWIEia4ojA

10/22/2019 1:37:20 PM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/EfEMGoOPJX

10/22/2019 1:45:11 PM keith369me Baggies are a little rough to eat 😀.  50 years ago poor families would have a garden so the could get proper nutrients.  This has been replaced with 

zoning restrictions and EBT cards.  Not exactly progress.

10/22/2019 1:48:27 PM blykat I heard that Q is not going to post for who knows how long because The Left will blame Q for election meddling when Trump wins the election (which 

he will btw).

10/22/2019 1:50:54 PM blykat exactly! Think The New World Order, 13 bloodlines and the handful of corporations that run this country. Think adrenochrome for the 1% elite, and 

how it's obtained. That truth will bring this nation to their knees. Most won't be able to handle it and will go crazy.

10/22/2019 1:52:47 PM blykat Trump could have arrested these criminals day 1 when he took office. But the courts and judges are so corrupt they would have never gone to jail. 

Trump is bankrupting the Deep state, taking control of the Fed. reserve. Trump is some sort of a savant, I do believe it.

10/22/2019 1:55:37 PM keith369me That used to happen in front yard gardens in Detroit

10/22/2019 1:58:22 PM keith369me Change the laws and bring on spring

10/22/2019 2:00:07 PM blykat Science Fiction = Science Fact. Disclosure has been put in our faces for decades..we were too dumbed down to notice. Disclosure will be limited: down 

to a few ET craft that they will just (discover) and a space station with anti-gravity tech which has been around since the 1970s

10/22/2019 2:08:55 PM quarkfear1 If they can’t see that we live within a living breathing alive structural organism that heals itself when out of balance.. I can’t help em

10/22/2019 2:19:50 PM matzke_melissa If that's not the dumbest thing ever 🤦♀️ No energy goes into making pesticides and no fuels are used driving around fields spraying them, surely (said 

with oozing sarcasm). 🙄 They just want to make sure you keep ingesting their poison. Clear as day to me!

10/22/2019 2:37:43 PM realeyethespy Point and case.

10/22/2019 2:39:02 PM irah_chandler Just throwing this out there. why hasn't anyone ever made an aero ponics high rise it seems like that would be the most efdective way to grow food for 

the masses

10/22/2019 2:45:34 PM 2thes2_11_12 UN Agenda 21 and 2030. Depopulation the goal to rid the world of 90% of us. Do you think that’s why they are slowing poisoning us and suppressing 

cures and technology?

10/22/2019 2:53:53 PM charlesgdavis1 1984, THX1138, LOGAN'S RUN, FAHRENHEIT 451, V FOR VENDETTA, THE BOYS OF BRAZIL, GATTACA, EQUILIBRIUM AND BRAVE NEW WORLD ALL 

ROLLED INTO ONE.....PLS ADD IF I HAVE FORGOTTEN ANY OTHERS!!!

10/22/2019 3:03:56 PM peter95117110  pic.twitter.com/mdldq48h0t

10/22/2019 3:36:51 PM wehere4truth Are they serious? 🤣

Shit just got real!

Wanna eat crap for the rest of your life?

10/22/2019 3:37:40 PM bbobbio71 So, what can we do to thwart this?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

As Halloween Approaches, Thousands Of Witches Will Cast A "Binding Spell" On Donald Trump On October 25th.  https://tiny.iavian.net/vp76 

10/22/2019 3:37:44 PM ontothetruth1 I just gave you three tweets that suggest that they suggest they are not regular people, no idea how you are reading it as anything else. But this is 

getting counterproductive.



10/22/2019 3:38:41 PM hamhock75 Yes, follow the money. This paper explains why Federal money biases CPS to remove kids from parents and have them adopted. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LaP-uibcCQe7Ii8nMmLR6uYPsNCIXBlk/view …. Aided by corrupt family court&lawyers. CA lawyers legalized 

malpractice; cheat&betray clients with impunity. http://chng.it/mMLJnSPDwB 

10/22/2019 4:16:16 PM rachaelangelm Thank you frens

10/22/2019 4:44:45 PM martingeddes "To keep the speaker silent during the eavesdropping session, the researchers added the Unicode character sequence “�. “ (U+D801, dot, space) after 

the intent."  https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/malicious-apps-on-alexa-or-google-home-can-spy-or-steal-passwords/ … HT 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/22/2019 4:46:46 PM realeyethespy For all the new “EYE”s 

 What is Q? 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_clearance …

 https://www.iqt.org/ 

 https://www.ibm.com/quantum-computing/ …

 Connected by:

 https://www.mapquest.com/us/kentucky/us-department-of-energy-284261808 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=sstB3BBDjtE … pic.twitter.com/2krWyuvqwf
10/22/2019 4:47:33 PM pammy30104931 That’s why we gave ours away. It would light up when we were talking and we knew it was listening. We had two Alexia’s.

10/22/2019 4:49:52 PM pienyourface 🚨🚨🚨WTF this is some blatant intentional breaching of privacy for malicious means. This is not *in theory we accidentally gather info we don’t 

intend to use* ~ this is programming to collect our info! 🚨🚨🚨

10/22/2019 4:53:01 PM moemc8 Where is the written page from?  The purpose of MJ 12?  Do you have a link?

10/22/2019 4:53:15 PM kay646464 Think about your TVs, computers & phones. All of these have cameras & voice mics in them. Programs can be written to collect data & manipulate 

what you have access to. I guess what really bothers me is the analysts at the other end can see & hear sex, showers & bowl movements.

10/22/2019 4:54:30 PM nzstill And all have secret chinese spy chips that can be made to catch fire on command ....

10/22/2019 4:54:34 PM realeyethespy Behold a pale horse

10/22/2019 4:55:48 PM kay646464 There is an army of people who's sole purpose is to take this info and build profiles on people for control purposes.

I know it sounds tin hat. I don't care after what Maxine Waters said about K files meta data I will wear the tin hat. Just incase.

10/22/2019 5:01:21 PM laurabrinck You know that as soon as you plug the thing in they are listening. The only way to prevent that is to unplug it

10/22/2019 5:04:29 PM bd504885954 Thank you for your posts

10/22/2019 5:05:42 PM yustein I agree. Stargate SG-1 is soft disclosure but evil races who enslave humanity were warped into different kind of elements in the show. That instead of 

giving real information to the viewer, complicates the search for truth even more.

10/22/2019 5:17:00 PM mongrelglory Ah yes!  I forgot  about that tweet!  The nuclear radiation affects multiple dimensions!

10/22/2019 5:28:41 PM moemc8 tku.....just picked it up to read again.  Never finished the first time.

10/22/2019 5:37:15 PM michael81972 Strange,  when I try to open link it says owner of website has blocked my ip address

10/22/2019 5:44:47 PM jenl123456 My husband is comp eng. Comp prog, would he be able to disable this? I'll pass this onto him to see if he knows what this means.

10/22/2019 5:56:58 PM qolemiss1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/22/2019 6:07:23 PM rachelhalligan Remember God's word Adam! @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

pic.twitter.com/ww83K26Hup

10/22/2019 6:17:19 PM kathaleend12 Gee who could have seen this coming?

10/22/2019 6:28:45 PM youstinksoap Can you give an update % or # of the awake population?

10/22/2019 6:30:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Close to 45%, though a majority of those people are in the closet. We see and hear their conversations. They are fearful of what society will think of 

them. The closer we get, the more they will become comfortable with their new reality.

10/22/2019 6:34:48 PM _doozier_ Not too shabby! That's strictly USA I take it?

10/22/2019 6:42:25 PM libertyspring99 Yeah. There is something metaphysical going on that the public haven’t got a clue about.

10/22/2019 6:49:32 PM covertress God's Eye.

All is being fed into an AI.

There is a sim of each of us.

So much data is stored that our actions can be predicted. 

This AI is being utilized to game potential outcomes.

The real question is... which scenarios are being tasked?

10/22/2019 6:54:07 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1148224221111312385?s=19 …

10/22/2019 6:59:39 PM youstinksoap There isn't any privacy.  They know everything.

I'm not trying to be vague or creep anyone out, just stating the truth based on my experience with account.

10/22/2019 7:01:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Siri/Alexa/Google Voice/Facebook is listening 24/7/365 and all of that data is being processed using AI by MJ12 through NSA. We see all. We hear all. 

Invasion of privacy?

10/22/2019 7:01:58 PM youstinksoap ...with this account.

10/22/2019 7:02:18 PM covertress We're way beyond privacy issues now.

"How does one dismantle a 6,000 year old death cult?"

THIS IS WAR. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1173229790721183745?s=19 …

10/22/2019 7:04:17 PM unstoppablencp I try to explain to my dad some of the more straightforward points that you make sometimes needless to say he did not except any of them at face 

value. Conspiracy theorist per norm.

10/22/2019 7:04:46 PM boogeymanhunter Let's pray most will wake up. 👀

...all of this disclosure, truth and exposing of the elite has become my new normal.

In time...it will be theirs too.

10/22/2019 7:09:09 PM titansass 👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾👏🏾

10/22/2019 7:09:22 PM bbobbio71 Negative Red Rider!

10/22/2019 7:11:15 PM covertress Pandora's Box is open.

There's no going back.

Technologically we've crossed the breach.

10/22/2019 7:12:13 PM luvleebutterfly Yep, it sure fuggin is!

ESPECIALLY for people like me who are very modest & VALUE their privacy.

10/22/2019 7:14:18 PM covertress Your only option now is to join the stream of conscious co-creation and WILL the outcome you desire.

Free will?

10/22/2019 7:30:27 PM lbf777 It’s a violation of our constitutional rights.

10/22/2019 7:34:22 PM normal_wizard It's perfectly fine so long as everybody involved has an impeccable sense of divine justice which would never overreach to harm innocents or to 

publicize my #dickpics.

10/22/2019 7:47:22 PM steveakridge “Orwellian" is an adjective describing a situation, idea, or societal condition that George Orwell identified as being destructive to the welfare of a free 

and open society. It denotes an attitude and a brutal policy of draconian control by propaganda, surveillance...” It sucks!!



10/22/2019 7:48:59 PM lbf777 Also violating our Constitutional right to privacy is COMPLETELY unacceptable & a shameless travesty. This is something we will never forget. A Gov 

that shits all over the highest laws of the land and our human rights is no Gov. It’s a crime syndicate. pic.twitter.com/ufQu8E0qme

10/22/2019 7:57:44 PM mongrelglory The network of "bad-guys" has infiltrated so many walks of life, that blanket surveillance is probably still picking up issues.  Think of all those MK-ultra 

"Manchurian candidates" that are waiting to be activated for a false flag. We can demand privacy once the danger is purged.

10/22/2019 7:58:35 PM mklundquist What? You mean those things aren’t safe or cool? 😱

10/22/2019 7:59:00 PM mongrelglory So you know I talk to my cats! 😳

10/22/2019 8:00:18 PM mklundquist I know this account shares some weak posts almost like they don’t know a thing that other people don’t know sometimes.

10/22/2019 8:00:47 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/6cmaqN5VXF

10/22/2019 8:00:55 PM w_ewere Dear Frank, didn't hear it anywhere-fighting them battle by battle 30 years.  Many battles won, but they are so well connected -unbelievable- they win 

the wars.  Background - law enforcement. Never "unswore"my Oath, life purpose -will continue. Still here - GOD's miracles - many!

10/22/2019 8:02:07 PM mklundquist Yeah I never owned one of those bc this breaking news seems fairly obvious.

10/22/2019 8:02:27 PM youstinksoap 😂

10/22/2019 8:08:57 PM egelone 45%? That high? I am actually pretty happy with this number. Everyday i say god bless donald J trump, god bless america. I hope u receive that 

message. I say that with my will and my passion, I hope it will make a little bit difference.

10/22/2019 8:11:29 PM giediknight Double edged sword isn’t it? MJ12 sold it to the cabal as a weapon against us. But it was really a weapon against the cabal?

10/22/2019 8:11:59 PM allahuniversal Invasion of privacy? More like illusion of privacy. It's not like we haven't been told. 

So, how is this information used exactly? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1183044156295438336?s=19 …

10/22/2019 8:13:49 PM qnotables17 I find them all the time Ive had some really interesting face to face conversations with people over the last year.

They are slowly waking up. 

Avalanche

D5

10/22/2019 8:20:15 PM nickcpace1 The Germans buy global warming hook line and sinker every single day and make a business planning around this faulted science. Groupthink at its 

best or something else?

10/22/2019 8:28:25 PM wethepeoplepets Now hear this NSA... send the FBI and DOJ to Calipornia immediately its teeming with corrupt politicians stealing children

10/22/2019 8:33:30 PM thericharddoyle Nothing to see here for anyone who would like to attempt to engage another in conflict at any level in any way, only to fail

A salvific bounty to see here for those who desire

Peace, and to Live, with Passion:

.@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump

.@FLOTUS

.@IvankaTrump

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

?  https://twitter.com/TheRichardDoyle/status/1186844525945245696 … pic.twitter.com/kkrY6pXQ0u
10/22/2019 8:35:48 PM popasan777 Do you communicate with the watchers?

10/22/2019 8:37:19 PM boogeymanhunter How does any group, person or thing sort through billions of boring conversations, deep talk, small talk, blabbering, jibberish,  in 100's of languages and 

in many cases-with the T.V. and/or radio playing in the bkgrd during chatter...every minute, all day?

👀 👂

10/22/2019 8:38:48 PM boogeymanhunter If it's possible.

Cool tech.

Uncool use of tech. :(

10/22/2019 8:42:47 PM boogeymanhunter A guess?

Hundreds of key words trigger- and more attention is placed on the conversation?

(BTW, Are the words "Key" "Words" "Trigger" in the key words that trigger attention?)

10/22/2019 8:48:39 PM 4rgod2 Who wrote this?  Monsanto?

10/22/2019 8:50:23 PM steveakridge Majestic 12, I think MJ-12 was established in 1968 by Eisenhower as part of the Air Force but didn’t know it’s still operative.  Did you confirm it’s now 

under NSA or are they cooperatively working together?  I would think it should be in the Space Force (secret or newly formed).

10/22/2019 8:53:51 PM allahuniversal Past tweets of this account tell the story pic.twitter.com/rVMnXZ3og8

10/22/2019 8:55:01 PM irah_chandler Depends on weather or not you have full control over the a.i.

10/22/2019 8:55:39 PM patriotswegoall Do smoke detectors spy on us? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MWw4TqYIt8w …

10/22/2019 9:05:44 PM cat_scaredy Re dig Majestic instances of 233

As in Majestic twitter timestamps that equal 233? 

And/Or

Time calculations that equal 233 in tv/film productions?

10/22/2019 9:10:06 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs

👀 https://twitter.com/FBIAnchorage/status/1186839695407353857 …

10/22/2019 9:18:40 PM allahuniversal Not all tweets are in this archive, however you may find this collection to be informative if not useful 

Majestic 12 Tweet To Speech https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

10/22/2019 9:24:14 PM cat_scaredy Like was on the phone photo of time 233

Dig only for HoC? Or include sg-1? pic.twitter.com/7mw9miBI7M

10/22/2019 9:35:55 PM ladyyoungbull Disruption of natural universal flow. Influencing/interrupting only temporarily affects a situation, as mattered energy will return to our natural state 

when surveillance is not 24/7/365, like during the upcoming "POLE SHIFT." Observation changes outcomes.  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc …

10/22/2019 9:37:25 PM aetherwalker1 Yes!

People had more rights and freedom before technology.

You can't even leave the country without 'your papers'.

10/22/2019 9:41:29 PM aetherwalker1 Oh, and since you see and hear all.. 

how is morale in the Trump/Q realm of the psychosphere with everyone longing for Justice to occur on-stage?



10/22/2019 9:54:50 PM preciou20225606 Lets all make a post! We are so sick of the privacy invasion!! We Asa very large group of humanity disregard and distrust all of you..w this all of this!! 

WE DISTRUST YOU!!

10/22/2019 9:59:51 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤨

 https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1183765281556049921 …

10/22/2019 11:12:59 PM deceptiongoodo1 Bronies pic.twitter.com/4WpewATA0C

10/22/2019 11:23:35 PM stefanofait just a lot of noise. Too inefficient.

We are not #DeepState. No threat to anybody.

Don't get distracted with us and focus on entropic profiles. 

Thanks, 

take care

10/22/2019 11:31:06 PM stefanofait These psychopaths - because that's what they are, no doubt about it - really plan to lead us straight to #NeaSoCopros 

https://cloudatlas.fandom.com/wiki/Nea_So_Copros …

10/23/2019 12:08:31 AM der_wanderer8 You bad girl pic.twitter.com/24DTkyaI2S

10/23/2019 12:58:18 AM mongrelglory This is just heartbreaking to hear! 👇

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2019/10/assange-in-court/ …

10/23/2019 1:38:59 AM karina89350882 Oh Lord..this Generation of Clo(w)ns need some Colour in the face…...Looks like Neo for the Poor

10/23/2019 2:35:36 AM wild8heart MJ12 operates on a planetary and beyond scale - above and with the NSA.

10/23/2019 2:59:14 AM lightlove21121 Feels more like an illusion 😏

10/23/2019 3:10:20 AM jvan125 🙀😆❤️

10/23/2019 3:24:44 AM rebashoenfelt1 Mark of evil

10/23/2019 3:44:29 AM lightlove21121 @zagnett

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@_369311119

@IAuMatu

@charmanda9

@dynamicres

@v_rags

@Qanon76

@GirlAwakeinCA
10/23/2019 5:29:16 AM kymedian Start growing your own food. Don't rely on supermarkets.

10/23/2019 6:04:01 AM warrior_4truth You forgot the most important.. pic.twitter.com/vIF1ZUQnaf

10/23/2019 6:04:56 AM warrior_4truth  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuUZy5B205E&app=desktop …

10/23/2019 6:05:24 AM warrior_4truth  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q%2B/Papias_hypothesis …

10/23/2019 6:14:01 AM warrior_4truth Q SOURCE 

What or WHERE is SOUCE? 

Source=ENERGY

WHAT is a Blackhole?

Blackhole sun?

Central Sun

ENERGY

Sagittarius a*

Quantum 

Q Clearance DoE pic.twitter.com/J73oDyQhZO
10/23/2019 6:18:53 AM warrior_4truth Duality

Light/dark

On/off

Positive/negative 

Energy/Source = Light

Sound=vibration =motion =ENERGY pic.twitter.com/lWymCkXvlD
10/23/2019 6:32:51 AM seeker1405 As it is, I cover the camera on my laptop. There is no way you could make me put one of these devices in my home.

10/23/2019 6:36:43 AM keith369me I’m in flow...all is good...it seems all around me is chaos, but I choose not to participate.

10/23/2019 6:53:51 AM bluepopcorn8 If Q was posting?  @isitwetyet @CodeMonkeyZ @infinitechan

THIS @seanhannity would be a Q drop, or tied to Q drops.  @QBlueSkyQ @ChristinePolon1 @MagaGlam @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @Cordicon 

@Charitable_Fury @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ThomasFines @FederalistNo78 😎👇 https://youtu.be/oU9IZtO3I74 

10/23/2019 6:56:30 AM keith369me It’s not going to happen...it doesn’t exist in my reality.  Previously I have trained extensively to defend myself...it won’t be needed.

10/23/2019 7:00:02 AM covertress Hello Majestic AI.

10/23/2019 7:02:44 AM keith369me I woke up later than most.  I never had major “attachments” like many...those that I did have, have been cleared.  You can clear your remaining 

attachments as well.  Keep telling them they are not welcome.  Only “service to other” entities are welcome.  Service to self, GTFO!!!

10/23/2019 7:05:07 AM keith369me ...and if it did happen, it was my choice and part of a plan I decided to experience prior to this incarnation...but I didn’t

10/23/2019 7:09:49 AM wickedmouse369 Thank you for correcting our path.

10/23/2019 7:15:41 AM jd22gp What a fucking joke

10/23/2019 7:22:19 AM keith369me Nah...I’m just me and have decided what will be

10/23/2019 8:22:49 AM sandy_beach3001 Could it be they are using their own tools against them? Think we haven't already been losing privacy to the bad guys?

10/23/2019 8:43:01 AM austinp11295968 We're* I bet they think you are stupid too.. just saying

10/23/2019 8:52:54 AM djlok You've seen one you've seen them all. 😂😂😂

10/23/2019 8:54:07 AM djlok We all knew that!!! 😂😂😂

10/23/2019 8:58:32 AM djlok That's good because some people think I'm certifiably crazy for believing that #humantrafficking,#pedophilia, #mkultra, #fakenews, the #Cabal, etc etc 

are all VERY real and a VERY big problem.  And I know I'm not the only one!!!

10/23/2019 9:02:26 AM allisonallydetc And... Video made unavailable 🤔

10/23/2019 9:03:33 AM keith369me What am I thinking right now?

10/23/2019 9:05:29 AM downinthesouth1 It not.

10/23/2019 9:05:37 AM downinthesouth1 You're not



10/23/2019 9:09:18 AM kellsbellssc CHANGE IS COMING.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

#PatriotsAwakened pic.twitter.com/wJ7qhvhW2g

10/23/2019 9:13:00 AM dbefmfttfn It's crazy the sheeple actually bug their own homes for the Technocrats

10/23/2019 9:13:02 AM youstinksoap I tried that last night 😂😉😋

They didn't answer me, maybe you'll be lucky.  👍🏽

10/23/2019 9:18:02 AM linnyt7 Big Brother has been watching us for many years already.  Has technology evolved for the sole purpose of doing that better?  Or has technology 

evolved and Big Brother took advantage of it.  In other words, did Big Brother actually give us the tools to make his job easier?

10/23/2019 9:25:15 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/stevedmiller/status/1187027865344200705 …

10/23/2019 9:33:58 AM bbobbio71 There with you brother!

10/23/2019 9:53:48 AM keith369me I guess I have to will it to happen.

10/23/2019 10:12:26 AM bbobbio71 Your thinking they are listening to your thoughts.

10/23/2019 10:14:19 AM truthseeker273 The question is...

Do we really care what others think about us?  For me that answer is no so I just soldier on dropping truth bombs everywhere I go. I give no F’s. Too 

much at stake here. This is much bigger than me. But yes, majority cares about what others think sadly.

10/23/2019 10:25:57 AM nofear46966259 Yes, less talking BS

10/23/2019 10:26:07 AM keith369me Everything about you can be figured out through data. It’s just a matter of analyzing it and deciphering patterns. Ads in my Twitter show up for the 

restaurant I will visit tonight and the store I will shop at tomorrow.  They know if your going to do a task before you realize it.

10/23/2019 10:27:39 AM duriavigrobert Some sport tattoos, others ...  Shirt Stains pic.twitter.com/1YTBm3gqJx

10/23/2019 10:28:14 AM bbobbio71 So you better be good for goodness sake. 😆

That is very true though. Wifi is both good and bad

10/23/2019 10:32:32 AM rosaleeadams all her entourage and nobody pulls her aside whispering

"Mrs Clinton we need to change your outfit" pic.twitter.com/MwH37NE4OU

10/23/2019 10:36:54 AM canadiancovfefe Ridiculous. Why in the world is she mounting a fan?

10/23/2019 10:39:59 AM duriavigrobert No! It was more like a low voice reporting: “Mrs. Clinton is wearing a custom pink Coco Chanel tailored jacket, with matching skirt and contrasting Shit 

Stain! We’ve been told it is now one of a kind!”🤔

10/23/2019 10:52:21 AM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  see something say something  https://twitter.com/JfkJuni0r/status/1187057215158411265 …

10/23/2019 10:53:44 AM rosaleeadams fashion like her 'Kirby' outfit pic.twitter.com/CBPOHFPeaY

10/23/2019 10:54:00 AM bluepopcorn8 @YouTube search bar:  "Hannity:  Democrats and their Soviet Style Impeachment Hearings."

10/23/2019 10:55:28 AM duriavigrobert and all this time i thought it was Motel Drapery! Now I feel silly🤔

10/23/2019 11:07:16 AM karma4event201 Disclosure 

before public awareness of crimes against humanity; crimes against children; Treason, Military Tribunals etc?

10/23/2019 11:20:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cops: Man Had Sex With Stuffed Animals At Target | The Smoking Gun

🍕  http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/bizarre/olaf-targeted-642935 …

10/23/2019 11:20:16 AM iamalloutofgum And millions of AMERICANS look up to this RACIST FOOL. Wake up AMERICA! https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1187016858341392384?s=09 …

10/23/2019 11:20:29 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/CKYg2HjV6x

10/23/2019 11:20:38 AM jonatan43759158 this is a walmart kinda thing... you sure it wasnt in walmart?

10/23/2019 11:20:55 AM pro_aktv 😱🚨🤢👹

10/23/2019 11:21:06 AM reform14th W...t...f...

10/23/2019 11:21:30 AM fluck_gloria 😹😹😹

10/23/2019 11:21:33 AM clowncar7 Pretty weak tweet from a supposed maji...🤡

10/23/2019 11:22:05 AM eyegloarts WHAT

THE

FUCK

IS

WRONG

WITH

THESE

PEOPLE😐
10/23/2019 11:22:07 AM guy_karen Sick, insane people

10/23/2019 11:22:11 AM jared4liberty Hahaha nice pic.twitter.com/uiQswe7kXs

10/23/2019 11:22:56 AM libstinky Beto is a furry.

10/23/2019 11:22:58 AM belfastdanimal No one wants to stuff this animal. pic.twitter.com/zKAANsL1iY

10/23/2019 11:23:40 AM keith369me This is what happens when males and females are ALLOWED TO identify as stuffed animals.

10/23/2019 11:24:13 AM 1_decided_voter Curious why you think this is newsworthy to your followers?

10/23/2019 11:25:39 AM enlight3nedgeek This kind of sickness is why I do most of my shopping online now.

10/23/2019 11:26:02 AM skeye_watching NOOOOOO PLEEEEEEEZ!!!!!

10/23/2019 11:26:32 AM roublisa 😆😆😆👊

10/23/2019 11:26:50 AM michael81972 Disney Frozen

10/23/2019 11:27:45 AM stelly_alice Stuffed animals 🧸 aren't even safe anymore! That's just gross man!

10/23/2019 11:28:56 AM mokeanother1 Closest he'll ever get to a unicorn.

10/23/2019 11:29:33 AM timesupmaga 😳😷🤯

10/23/2019 11:30:20 AM katiedi83052226 A Florida man. Of course it was. 😂

10/23/2019 11:30:49 AM keith369me This Twitter handle used to teach us a lot.  Now it is current events...mostly pedo related...would you be shocked if the individual arrested was part of 

a ring?

10/23/2019 11:31:04 AM michael81972 Pretty expected tweet from a clown🤡🤡

10/23/2019 11:31:06 AM clowncar7 I agree. Somebody must need attention ..

10/23/2019 11:31:24 AM toffer_anon_369 "The very young do not always do what they are told."  - a little something the Nox once told me

10/23/2019 11:32:09 AM ab36913 ALICE

10/23/2019 11:33:35 AM nancyddb I'm with you David. I get the look that would say yeaaha riiight.

10/23/2019 11:34:42 AM michael81972 KEK...Not a very intelligent ALICE...You need more input

10/23/2019 11:39:36 AM lbf777 Where are our cures? Tech? Free energy?

10/23/2019 11:41:44 AM collinsusa4ever @catturd2 You?

10/23/2019 11:42:32 AM lightlove21121 Pedos 👊🏽

10/23/2019 11:43:44 AM michael81972 Yup👊🏻

10/23/2019 11:49:30 AM covertress Am I wrong in assuming that this sort of thing has always happened yet just gone under reported or are more people becoming "low vibe" in response 

to increased vibes (awakening) across the planet?

10/23/2019 11:50:28 AM mongrelglory Yes, but they know what we're talking about! 😳

10/23/2019 11:53:08 AM patriotswegoall Mind control suspected?



10/23/2019 11:53:11 AM lightlove21121 My notifications haven’t been working for weeks.

WE ARE SO POWERFUL [they] are shadow banning us.

Thinking that could fluster our light. 

Cute 😏

@AllahUniversal

@nea_storm

@charmanda9

@zagnett

@LisaRoub

@Rizzo1Megan

@v_rags

@_369311119

@GirlAwakeinCA

💥♥💥
10/23/2019 11:54:07 AM lorieve These entities know their time is very short and are desperate but yes, they have had this appetite for a long moment now.

10/23/2019 11:57:38 AM laurabusse Yes! pic.twitter.com/jlQ2DTUvP3

10/23/2019 11:58:34 AM girlawakeinca There’s no dimming our light💫

This helps ❤️ pic.twitter.com/aRqMsqOCeF

10/23/2019 11:59:25 AM tazzz67green Maybe he identifies as a Teddy Bear... Nothing wrong with that right? Right?? RIGHT!!!!

10/23/2019 12:00:43 PM aschilliam Dissenter browser from @getongab

10/23/2019 12:02:54 PM hr3530 why would you post this kind of article, far from your normal stories. Was this handle hacked? Was this guy mind controlled? I dont get it... Please 

Explain.

10/23/2019 12:03:16 PM hr3530 Pizzafence?

10/23/2019 12:05:16 PM lightlove21121  https://search.slashdot.org/story/13/07/14/0046257/duckduckgo-illusion-of-privacy …

10/23/2019 12:05:53 PM boy12_jimmy Sick society. Can we keep our conversation more to the sane? Is 8kun working yet? Where is Q? What about DISCLOSURE? Nuclear war will not 

happen. When is DISCLOSURE going to happen? When will we start to see ARRESTS for treason & attempted take down of our GREAT President 

Trump? pic.twitter.com/ASkbHeMLs6

10/23/2019 12:06:33 PM lightlove21121 Nothing can dim our light for WE ARE the light                           💫💥💫♥💫💥💫

10/23/2019 12:06:54 PM girlawakeinca You’re so right. I made that one before I knew 😋. It’s still better than g 👀 gle. IMHO 👍

10/23/2019 12:08:02 PM lightlove21121 ✌🏽 & ♥️

10/23/2019 12:15:52 PM karentriebel Same movie was mentioned in the Texas case with the 6yr old boy who is being transitioned

10/23/2019 12:20:27 PM mntcol These non human creatures need to locked up

10/23/2019 12:27:46 PM joni_apple_seed They really should consider legalizing prostitution. Seriously 😳

10/23/2019 12:28:10 PM hamhock75 Can u support the above petition ( it's the image )? CA residency is not required. Appreciate the like.

10/23/2019 12:31:40 PM bhopki The Majic12 are clearly titilated by tabloid drivel. Meanwhile for anyone interested in who controls the global legal system - here's a picture of the 

interior of the UK Supreme Court - the symbolism is obvious. pic.twitter.com/X8Zp9XHI1j

10/23/2019 12:38:59 PM susan66388204 Da Cleaner

10/23/2019 12:44:54 PM natureinspace Boom! LOL!

10/23/2019 12:47:39 PM natureinspace Hey. Furries are good people. Don't believe everything you read. They wouldn't welcome Beto into the fam.

10/23/2019 12:49:09 PM v_rags Yes 100%. I started to noticed the search results from them are just like Goo$&es

10/23/2019 12:50:45 PM natureinspace I can no longer clear my cashe on my phone. They changed it so it's hidden and I can't access it. And I no longer receive notifications for anyone on 

Twatter anymore. Damn criminals.

10/23/2019 12:51:13 PM manifest_utopia "The stuffed items, cops say, were “removed from the store floor” and destroyed."

Cops destroyed evidence that would be necessary for conviction.

Still miss something about the relevance of this post.

10/23/2019 12:51:58 PM natureinspace Oh no you didn't! LMAO!

10/23/2019 12:53:03 PM girlawakeinca Go to a library or a friends & use theirs, at least once. There’s freedom from it, temporarily. Also clear all search history on your phone. I’m sure there’s 

more info, but this little bit helps 💫🙏

10/23/2019 12:56:18 PM orsinipepe $150 bail?  The judge was very, very lenient.  Who is Cody Christopher Meader?  Connected?

10/23/2019 12:58:24 PM natureinspace Chemtrails, drugs, poison in our food and water, constant war and violence, porn everywhere, crazy MSM, depopulation, NWO taking over. What could 

possibly go wrong?

10/23/2019 1:01:10 PM debrarh82674361 You know, i wouldn't doubt this a bit. Holler about it and you'll be called animalphobic. I swear this world is so sick it's a wonder anyone is sane. Or are 

we?

10/23/2019 1:02:49 PM natureinspace Of course. We are being poisoned in every way they can get us.

10/23/2019 1:03:13 PM orsinipepe I see that he is related to and used to live with someone named David Meader (his father?)  A certain David Meader ran for a position on the Brevard 

County School Board last year and lost.

10/23/2019 1:04:02 PM bkize54 He did say 17 didn't he....imagine that....

@LisaMei62 @1st5d @StormIsUponUs

@Cordicon @beer_parade

@TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ChadPergram/status/1187065661798965251 …

10/23/2019 1:05:45 PM jake4191 It was consensual!

10/23/2019 1:15:39 PM emilyoakley6 Damn poor animals

10/23/2019 1:16:24 PM emilyoakley6 LOL

10/23/2019 1:16:57 PM orsinipepe This graphic sums up my findings.  (As usual) there is something rotten in Brevard County... pic.twitter.com/uqXZ8uM6Ul

10/23/2019 1:17:44 PM foreverozone Black sun is SHHHHH 33.3 forbidden knowledge. Let's eclipse this and move on.

10/23/2019 1:21:47 PM warrior_4truth There is NO SUCH THING as forbidden knowledge anymore...

It's all coming out..knowledge... truth and technology....

Nothing can stop what is coming...

10/23/2019 1:22:05 PM orsinipepe "District 1 candidate David Meader has been a teacher in Brevard County for over 14 years, as well as a former member of the Brevard Federation of 

Teachers executive board. District 1 includes Titusville, Mims, Scottsmoor, Port Saint John, Canaveral Groves, Sharpes, and north.."

10/23/2019 1:22:32 PM orsinipepe  http://www.brevardtimes.com/2018/05/brevard-federation-of-teachers-union-endorses-school-board-candidates/ …

10/23/2019 1:23:20 PM warrior_4truth  pic.twitter.com/3vbkh17Dtk

10/23/2019 1:25:55 PM warrior_4truth DUALITY 

opposite or contrary forces may actually be complementary, interconnected, and interdependent pic.twitter.com/0DGZ0RSO3w



10/23/2019 1:31:00 PM litecoinltcuser @coreysdigs

@johnwhuber

@techno_fog

@patton6966

@ts_sci_majic12

@laraleatrump

@theamycwier

@drawandstrike

@lisamightydavis

@blessedtoteach

@originalmarkz

@jsolomonreports

@realslakhova

@bruno062418

@w_terrence

@kellyannpolls

@donaldjtrumpjr

@erictrump

@devinnunes

@carrollquigly1
10/23/2019 1:41:16 PM alaneflame Scissortail Farms, Tulsa, OK pic.twitter.com/OSj8ODqTv3

10/23/2019 1:55:42 PM mongrelglory There was no informed consent in this case! 🤨

10/23/2019 2:07:06 PM mongrelglory Well we can't wear red shoes for fashion purposes anymore...

The Cabal ruin everything! 😠

10/23/2019 2:07:08 PM manifest_utopia Brevard Co. schools....Could it be that the young man arrested, Cody Meader, may have been serially sexually abused by his father while growing up?  

Programmed to associate stuffed animals w/ sex?

10/23/2019 2:07:52 PM mongrelglory The store videotapes were probably sufficient evidence...

10/23/2019 2:11:19 PM mongrelglory Great digging Pepe!  He's probably another MK ultra victim!

10/23/2019 2:13:38 PM manifest_utopia True, yet odd for cops to destroy evidence. 

Read the thread of research by @OrsiniPepe on Cody Meader's father being a teacher in Brevard Co. schools/running for School Board. There's more to 

this story.

10/23/2019 2:16:08 PM mongrelglory See @OrsiniPepe's tweet above for the connections.

10/23/2019 2:17:53 PM mongrelglory Florida must be crawling with MK-ultra victims...especially with their history of sex-trafficking and Disney mind-control!

10/23/2019 2:20:28 PM ricca_19 Arrogant asssss 

Needs to be dropped in #Syria or #Afghanistan and see what REAL MEN so he can be Free to be a billionaire playing a game

10/23/2019 2:24:21 PM wild8heart Sheep no more. 💫💫💫

P O T U S 💯 insulation

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/hza5du2XUw

10/23/2019 2:32:02 PM tamravee  https://youtu.be/jkOpiABIokQ 

pretty freaky 5G is end game for freedom

10/23/2019 2:33:38 PM tamravee This is my belief and the network that protects him is like The O MEN & Rosemarys Baby combined ! pic.twitter.com/axMCl5EvmS

10/23/2019 2:40:32 PM tamravee And they blocked me 5 times this year 30 days each for exposing child sacrifice and Obama's tie to Ukraine and Malaysian airlines  MH17 777 which 

WAS MH370 777 - operation Trident black operation. I'm sure you know-how HANDS UP = TRIDENT = BLACK MATTER LIVES. 

pic.twitter.com/JzQUd2Noic

10/23/2019 2:43:14 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1187122222303010817 …

10/23/2019 2:43:38 PM tamravee ALOT of proof with Obama SOEBARKAH Satan, whatever from hell he is ! NO BIRTH CERTIFICATE.  Born of a jackal?How many coincidences ???? 

pic.twitter.com/SzKNFcsIDd

10/23/2019 3:02:55 PM canadiancovfefe Poor sport.

10/23/2019 3:02:56 PM cecilia_513 Idk if I can do it on my phone.

10/23/2019 3:03:08 PM cecilia_513 I did

10/23/2019 3:17:41 PM tamravee I have heard Trump mention 5G many times so that will be a test just to ensure he is with us . TRUST

10/23/2019 3:21:38 PM djlok Maybe there's something related to consciousness that we are supposed to get from it. I'm no prude but why the hell would someone want to boink a 

stuffed animal?  Weird!

10/23/2019 3:24:19 PM micro_writ_anon At the end of the series, Claire was revealed to be Luciferian...coincidence?

10/23/2019 3:27:56 PM lilinator1776 @prayingmedic @M2Madness @TRUreporting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bring some more Eyes to this.

10/23/2019 3:31:01 PM realeyethespy Praying medic blocks me

10/23/2019 3:32:03 PM tamravee Agree and if he brought it up - it was a prompt for a chess move . God WINS

10/23/2019 3:36:00 PM lilinator1776 Wow... reason?, hey @prayingmedic why are you blocking @RealEyeTheSpy

10/23/2019 3:37:03 PM djlok I don't believe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have ever claimed to speak to Q.

10/23/2019 3:38:57 PM nea_storm Whose that? Why? Did you say (whisper) do the unmentionable... Like, like demonstrate (whisper) Critical Thinking, sprinkled with focused logical 

reasoning? RealEyeTheSpy How could you be sooo cruel? pic.twitter.com/WnTc9ayRLG

10/23/2019 3:41:32 PM 1acerodfortrump That’s funny 💩!😂😂😂

10/23/2019 3:42:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

10/23/2019 3:44:11 PM dasha_dagmar 😳 .. praying medic .. not attracted by this guy.. strange books - and jumping from one theme to other in his videos .. feel so fake for me

10/23/2019 3:46:38 PM __jabird__ Why was SG Universe cancelled? I really liked that show. It seemed as if it was taken off air entirely to soon. Also how close is “ The Expanse” to what 

our future might look like? Hopefully without all the conflict.

10/23/2019 3:49:13 PM _the_psychonaut I believe majestic helps influence collective consciousness by interacting with anons with regard to information from Q originally. 

I believe #ThePlan is about much more than cleaning our corrupt government officials, ...

10/23/2019 3:50:32 PM _the_psychonaut ... I believe it also relates to #FullDisclosure and the preparation needed for us to finally meet our cosmic neighbors. 

Remember, “this isn’t another 4 year election. This is a crossroad in the history of our civilization...”

10/23/2019 3:54:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍕 https://twitter.com/ElieNYC/status/1187060942372311041 …

10/23/2019 3:55:38 PM bryceja68689884 I dont get it.

10/23/2019 3:57:53 PM wickedmouse369 Why does pizza come up so much? Must just be a coincidence.

10/23/2019 4:01:35 PM lilinator1776 Understandable, I used to watch his daily decode vids and seemed to be true for the most part.

10/23/2019 4:01:58 PM ttesla9 Dafaq?...Florida strikes again.. Why so many messed up people in the sunshine state??

10/23/2019 4:03:19 PM aquarianqueen11 👍🙌

10/23/2019 4:04:19 PM realeyethespy He blocks a lot of people for no reason. Called me a larp lol I think he thinks I’m the other ETS and was too lazy to look at my profile.

10/23/2019 4:08:58 PM scottbl97316726 I pray it's soon. I pray she is prosecuted for all her evil doings. We will know how sick and corrupt our government is, if she's not.

10/23/2019 4:10:22 PM normal_life4all  https://www.thoughtco.com/court-of-star-chamber-1789073 …



10/23/2019 4:13:32 PM dasha_dagmar You shouldn’t spend any energy with him... keep what you are doing and be yourself. You are great. It is not time for silly games - he is nut if he is doing 

that !

10/23/2019 4:23:33 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/russ_ayers/status/1187138804928221184 …

10/23/2019 4:32:09 PM vicked00 Different kind of pizza though! 😉

10/23/2019 4:33:57 PM ekotoons ELIE MYSTAL 

REMINDS ME OF 

BARNEY FRANK

WHATEVER 

HAPPENED 

TO HIM? 🍕 pic.twitter.com/sTkch13tkQ

10/23/2019 4:34:43 PM fififnawfnaw I heard it was 17 cheese pizzas from Dominos.

10/23/2019 4:40:11 PM djlok It's #PizzaGaetz!!!

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7605073/Pentagon-official-handling-Ukraine-Russia-appears-impeachment-inquiry.html …

***#PIZZAGATEISREAL

10/23/2019 4:41:52 PM homecookedmeme Signals and counter-signals

10/23/2019 4:55:09 PM joinna6 They ordered 17 pizzas. 😎😎😎

10/23/2019 5:01:05 PM fansblowing3 So funny they ordered pizza after they entered the scif.  #pizzagate

10/23/2019 5:04:23 PM fansblowing3 Republicans are trolling the Democrats 😂

10/23/2019 5:06:07 PM rterriers 😁 pic.twitter.com/iJRrf0xt3P

10/23/2019 5:06:41 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/RepMattGaetz/status/1187028992295161858?s=19 …

10/23/2019 5:07:18 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/MalcolmNance/status/1187045348583333888?s=19 …

10/23/2019 5:09:01 PM bryceja68689884 Ahhh haaaa!

10/23/2019 5:09:06 PM allahuniversal And what the author is alluding to https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/05/business/media/comet-ping-pong-pizza-shooting-fake-news-

consequences.html …

10/23/2019 5:14:30 PM eyezax1 Kirby hands down.

10/23/2019 5:18:46 PM patriotswegoall Only interacts with anons with the Q info and to prep us for Full Disclosure. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=20 …

10/23/2019 5:20:42 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

Very Interesting!!!!!! https://twitter.com/os4185/status/1187157150650503169 …

10/23/2019 5:20:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116859466849320960?s=19 …

10/23/2019 5:22:24 PM internetusr #WhatWhistleblower pic.twitter.com/mf0uADxug8

10/23/2019 5:35:27 PM kindeandtrue MJ12, it's disgusting that we're being cajoled into believing Assange's extradition is a "victory". What the Trump Administration is doing is immoral and 

a violation of international law. I refuse to celebrate it. 

I will not suspend my brain and "Trust the Plan".

10/23/2019 5:44:56 PM rachaelangelm Cody Chistopher Meader. Is this a hazing into something

10/23/2019 5:47:00 PM djlok And I can't even pretend to live in their little la la Land. I do my best and try my hardest to remain polite, but sometimes I just gotta say something.  

And then I say it and it's like their reality crumbles.  It's a tough spot we're in...not the toughest...but it's tough.

10/23/2019 5:50:05 PM iknow04042015 Privacy is irrelevant. The collection of this data allows you to Stress Test the people. Cause/effect of stress points and choices made. It's A predictive 

database to control us, remove our Free Will and produces artificial Karma. I reject this deception, it is Evil. pic.twitter.com/r032tH0IRE

10/23/2019 5:53:27 PM zack_stone But where there is 1 there is a thousand. United we stand. Thats why its called Q+

10/23/2019 5:54:35 PM ethereal_shaman Paul Serran blocked me months ago for asking a question.  So not so much wwg1wga for those cats.  Youtube revenue junkies with major triggers.

10/23/2019 5:58:13 PM leslieau7 Indeed.

10/23/2019 6:00:19 PM leslieau7 We have everything

Timing is important

10/23/2019 6:01:26 PM laurabusse Thx ☺️

10/23/2019 6:02:35 PM my2sonznme Some said chick-fil-a

10/23/2019 6:03:30 PM my2sonznme 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻please

10/23/2019 6:14:53 PM natureinspace Thank you 😀

10/23/2019 6:16:06 PM daveo6145 Storm is upon us mined data for facebook. Always keep your antennae prepped. Message over messenger

10/23/2019 6:25:44 PM bubusmc I really can't listen to the whole 3 hours. What the F is up with this Snowden character? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=efs3QRr8LWw …

10/23/2019 6:51:50 PM nancyddb I experience that too!! I can't even relate.

10/23/2019 6:55:18 PM aetherwalker1 In the near future, can we please make Pizza.. just Pizza Again?

Ya know.  The actual food consisting of dough, tomato sauce, cheese and toppings.  😋

[pineapple is NOT ALLOW!]

10/23/2019 7:00:36 PM kimmitt_tom And Trump is probably NOT HIS PRESIDENT pic.twitter.com/HVatbBhcTi

10/23/2019 7:02:03 PM aetherwalker1 MJ can you explain, what is the cause of 'The Florida Man'?

My working theory is that there are one or more open inter-dimensional portals to Hell in Florida.  😏

10/23/2019 7:06:09 PM ethereal_shaman You had me until no pineapple.  😂

10/23/2019 7:08:43 PM michael81972 What about these Comms?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/apwestregion/status/1187151715839238144?s=21 …

10/23/2019 7:17:06 PM toffer_anon_369 Hannity's C_A pin was upside down tonight - was it a SIGCOM ?

10/23/2019 7:17:46 PM kindeandtrue I've learned a great deal about government corruptions from Wikileaks---information that was gathered published at great risk by many unsung heroes.

10/23/2019 7:18:45 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1187188578440269824 …

10/23/2019 7:22:31 PM kimmitt_tom Showing this puts him in greater danger.  Whose side are you on?

10/23/2019 7:30:02 PM rfseopro @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#ramtha #RSE 💙✨🙌 pic.twitter.com/CJbPDiNlgv

10/23/2019 7:36:29 PM newanddangerous Dissenter browser is dangerous piece of software. https://youtu.be/any5jcg4cYA 

10/23/2019 7:45:37 PM donna4him Love it!! Pence BAD TO THE CORE!!’

10/23/2019 7:47:13 PM aschilliam Any sources for your claims or just your name?



10/23/2019 7:48:06 PM newanddangerous did you watch the video?  The sources and proofs are literally in the video.  Nice username.

10/23/2019 7:48:08 PM gyuhyecheong Everyday Big News! Here & There.

10/23/2019 7:58:54 PM keith369me [Their] symbolism will be their downfall.  White Hat symbolism is a progress marker.

10/23/2019 7:58:59 PM joinna6  https://twitter.com/Joinna6/status/1187201527070412800?s=20 …

10/23/2019 8:10:07 PM oliheck There will be a time when pizza and cheese and hotdogs are only a real meal for kids only 🤔

10/23/2019 8:26:52 PM highhopesusa Target is the new Walmart.

10/23/2019 8:45:42 PM wpatriot2  https://twitter.com/WPatriot2/status/1187147050032467969?s=19 …

10/23/2019 8:58:54 PM ethereal_shaman 😂🤣😂

10/23/2019 9:33:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shadowbanning is working. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1187209599205761025 …

10/23/2019 9:35:01 PM dcooyon Where is @jack ? 🧐🤔🤫

10/23/2019 9:36:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Agenda 21 https://twitter.com/SecAzar/status/1187065719697084417 …

10/23/2019 9:36:55 PM dcooyon Weren’t they bankrupt last week?

10/23/2019 9:37:33 PM joeglassman3 It is obvious when it kicks in.

10/23/2019 9:39:07 PM redpilledgal Yeah I basically stopped using twitter for that reason.

10/23/2019 9:39:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is Schiff trying to hide?

Ukraine. Ukraine. Ukraine.

NGOs + USAID = Network

CF + JB + NONAME + / ++ / +

You are watching the destruction of the Old Guard.

Remember what SP said... Hillary will be prosecuted for pedophilia.

Remember what 45 said... "because you'd be in jail."

10/23/2019 9:40:23 PM serenityfirth Indeed, if the Gates Foundation is involved it’s evil.

10/23/2019 9:40:43 PM positively303 SP?

10/23/2019 9:40:58 PM killaz306 🍻 pic.twitter.com/4jMvobEQud

10/23/2019 9:42:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 12s Δ w/45

"Don't hurt them..."

"...Because you'd be in jail."

Enjoy the show.

10/23/2019 9:43:14 PM fatboy22642  pic.twitter.com/REcWWvtTZL

10/23/2019 9:43:25 PM gregorychestnut Copy that.

10/23/2019 9:43:36 PM 1_decided_voter Sydney Powell? Anyone got a link to her saying that?

10/23/2019 9:43:53 PM decodematrix Who did JB take orders from?

10/23/2019 9:44:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong SP.

10/23/2019 9:44:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 China. China. China.

10/23/2019 9:45:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Timestamps matter.

Misspellings matter.

Message over messenger.

Enjoy.

10/23/2019 9:45:28 PM intentionmentor Hil’s hipper, cooler alter ego. Absolutely. pic.twitter.com/PRS1h3PJ3E

10/23/2019 9:45:35 PM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3 ugh!

10/23/2019 9:47:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mars is looking less and less orange. Is that a blue sky? https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1181230263445213185 …

10/23/2019 9:48:15 PM 1_decided_voter Or maybe it's a remote location on earth ideal for capturing Mars-like terrain without anyone knowing about it.

10/23/2019 9:48:28 PM dman7210 Did they forget to add the filter to make it red ?

10/23/2019 9:48:40 PM dcooyon Holy shot is that a real thing? Blue Martian sky????

10/23/2019 9:49:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The closer we get to #UnsealEpstein the closer we get to #UnsealMars. There is a direct correlation and FL is the common link. Happy digging.

10/23/2019 9:50:28 PM jvan125 Ok there’s a lot to unpack here. 😳

10/23/2019 9:51:18 PM pfeifer_dad Special prosecutor?

10/23/2019 9:51:40 PM usss_211 😉

10/23/2019 9:52:18 PM ab36913 Would this pertain to the interplanetary child trafficking?

10/23/2019 9:52:19 PM do_or_do_notty Broward County perhaps?

10/23/2019 9:53:05 PM hispeedtim2876 This was interesting vid a c-a technique. Maybe NSA good and c-a is bad with bad actors.  ??? 

https://twitter.com/hispeedtim2876/status/1187226944980639744?s=21 …

10/23/2019 9:53:08 PM jdltr450 I remember what you said about FL and the ports used for children transport.

10/23/2019 9:53:09 PM fktvis Kennedy Space Center?

10/23/2019 9:53:18 PM aldo_9111 Tineye imagine search. It says Mars but I dought it

 https://www.tineye.com/search/1618dc83dec7f1b0222ca7264a4147259c3d9648?page=20&sort=score&order=desc …

10/23/2019 9:53:23 PM shilo1949 Might be along the desolate drive from Mesquite, Nevada to Vegas on I 15 perhaps?

10/23/2019 9:53:43 PM mgb933 Or it shows the facts that new users joining has been declining for 3+ years. It also shows the facts that pushed fake accounts have been relied on for a 

decade. You be the judge. 

 https://www.thebalancecareers.com/twitter-statistics-2008-2009-2010-2011-3515899 …

 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/technology/twitter-stock-earnings.html …

10/23/2019 9:53:47 PM ewilliams22101 Florida. . . Kennedy Space Center. . . land of DWS. . . who had a relationship with one of the Awan brothers. . . am I getting colder or hotter?

10/23/2019 9:53:58 PM heidi_weigand I think you're right!

10/23/2019 9:54:24 PM wickedmouse369 Think #totalrecall

10/23/2019 9:55:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 There's that number again...

Q9000Q = Q9999Q

17 & 17 w/ 9000 (9999)

17:00 = 5PM

Q:Q?

5:5?

What's going on in CA?

Wonder why the media isn't covering it?

Cover up? Or Classified?

[CC] https://twitter.com/KQEDnews/status/1187052004603912192 …
10/23/2019 9:55:50 PM rebornkingent CIVAL WAR?

10/23/2019 9:56:05 PM whiterabbitttt1 Off planet experiments on children?

10/23/2019 9:56:18 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/26g0VJqQT0

10/23/2019 9:56:29 PM rebornkingent JB?  SP?

10/23/2019 9:56:59 PM kagqanon Devon Island

10/23/2019 9:57:05 PM ab36913 I hope they rescue the rest of the children. God bless our military task force,  🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

10/23/2019 9:58:50 PM ab36913 @GirlAwakeinCA ☝☝☝👀



10/23/2019 9:58:51 PM 1_decided_voter Are they using these shutoffs to identify hidden tunnels, rat lines or cabal hot spots?

10/23/2019 9:59:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/FhWCmr5XAL

10/23/2019 10:00:05 PM aldo_9111 Whatever they are doing here sucks. Business owners are pissed we are losing sales inventory insurance won't cover anything and they won't tell us 

anything but be ready it could be off an hour or 5 days. Kinda like good luck everyone

10/23/2019 10:01:38 PM jvan125 😂😂😂 I’m serious trying to figure out why anyone would ‘like’ this tweet. #IAmNOTReadingThat💀

10/23/2019 10:02:04 PM ialibertybelle Greenland

10/23/2019 10:02:44 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1026817444491550721 …: but not today:

We’re not going to reduce the dimensionality of highly complex thought — together, we can now raise it, beyond quantifiability and the quantum 

world itself to render all such exoconsciousness non–polar — and non–existent.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1009891052583641090 … pic.twitter.com/5CmLbaMFjD

10/23/2019 10:04:18 PM decodematrix Samantha Power https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/samantha-power-i-called-hillary-clinton-a-monster-but-i-didn-t-mean-it-

1.4006578 …

10/23/2019 10:04:56 PM 1_decided_voter Bingo!

10/23/2019 10:05:21 PM daddyj08466171 SP = Samantha Power ambassador to the UN?

10/23/2019 10:06:15 PM williebhere NASA... German scientist operation paperclip.. also ties to his NM home??

10/23/2019 10:08:55 PM abstract1dea It's only a model https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3dZl3yfGpc …

10/23/2019 10:09:59 PM jbitterly  pic.twitter.com/1VkNa1WdY6

10/23/2019 10:10:17 PM sagewarrior17 If they can find a way for a comet to hit the Mars with controlled detonation to modify course, the planet will have sufficient water. Lot of comets are 

full of ice and there are theories that this is how Earth got it's water.

10/23/2019 10:11:33 PM ssbn654_q Moon landing 2.0?

10/23/2019 10:13:36 PM whiterabbitttt1 Great minds think alike. I didnt see your comment till just now. I said the same thing up a few mins ago.

10/23/2019 10:14:06 PM mattcottrill3 Good question 🤔

10/23/2019 10:16:04 PM boy12_jimmy NASA! Port Canaveral. Cape Canaveral. Private ports on government property? Hidden interplanetary gems unloaded through same ports? Where 

would they all lead to? Not just to Epstein Island? pic.twitter.com/MVZi4j4Swc

10/23/2019 10:17:59 PM sexylarrytate You mean what Robert David Steele said?

10/23/2019 10:18:44 PM bullfrog35 Blue is the new orange

10/23/2019 10:20:17 PM clifton15jon Gates guilty of Mass murder

10/23/2019 10:20:22 PM joinna6 Man that would be awesome ..  there are alot of "ufo";man made craft in Lake County.   Anti gravity zero energy

10/23/2019 10:21:38 PM ab36913 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

10/23/2019 10:21:51 PM janey634 I totally love this GIF...... too funny.

10/23/2019 10:22:22 PM ab36913 Hi Matt...

10/23/2019 10:23:18 PM ab36913 Twitter deleted my previous account too. See my pinned tweet.

10/23/2019 10:23:32 PM disquieted_soul My body is ready pic.twitter.com/vnx2SEDrrS

10/23/2019 10:24:59 PM asdasd26700831 Capt Randy Cramer fighting giant spiders on Mars...True story?

10/23/2019 10:26:35 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealMars #UnsealMars #UnsealMars

10/23/2019 10:30:02 PM manifest_utopia Very good 😎

10/23/2019 10:32:09 PM disquieted_soul Wait, did old mate Epstein have an antigrav submarine? pic.twitter.com/1YgX5x5V4S

10/23/2019 10:34:24 PM mntcol The Gates need to be arrested for genocide with their vaccine programs.. The UN'S Agenda 21 program stopped. SHUT the  UN down. 😠😠😠😠

10/23/2019 10:37:58 PM basil26 Heard interviews that Mars does have a different color atmosphere that the red/orange that all the NASA pictures portray...

10/23/2019 10:38:23 PM skihouse2016 Ukraine and Russia are #1 in Europe for human trafficking! Arrest them all!

10/23/2019 10:38:49 PM mntcol 🙏

10/23/2019 10:40:48 PM aschilliam Excuse my ignorance, the video started with the typical fascist like guilt by association and Charakter assassination.. So i tuned out. 

Sources for dissenter browser  a dangerous software? 

Free speech is not good i guess.

10/23/2019 10:44:25 PM yosemitesam1771 I feel like we are behind enemy lines. 

The bill to help the homeless in Ca was just rejected by Ole Gav, but he did move forward to put illegals on the State Board.

10/23/2019 10:47:27 PM mgb933 Looks like the trinity test site in NM? pic.twitter.com/2keYvJXije

10/23/2019 10:48:13 PM asdasd26700831 This? pic.twitter.com/MCNNxybwVI

10/23/2019 10:51:05 PM mongrelglory Any comments or words of encouragement for Canadians after this recent Federal election?   We tried to vote Trudeau out of office, but his party 

"somehow" hung on to power. 😟

10/23/2019 10:51:07 PM justicetruthwa2 Depopulation agendas change names, all the same crap, I believe they have cures for ALL diseases, from the common cold to cancer but this would dry 

up big pharma money. It should be common sense if there is a disease in nature, the cure lies there also

10/23/2019 10:52:28 PM disquieted_soul Terra(form)Mar(s)? pic.twitter.com/Ywn9xnNX2d

10/23/2019 10:56:19 PM jonle86 Let me guesse, he also supplies people for off world (sex, slavery, kids, etc...)

10/23/2019 10:58:28 PM newanddangerous yeah, you are a shill alright.  good username choice.  watch the video shut your foolish mouth.

10/23/2019 10:58:29 PM agentk20529383 Greenland?

10/23/2019 10:59:04 PM michael81972 What tweet is it from 45,  is it being shadowbanned,  I cannot see it

10/23/2019 11:02:36 PM 1ifbyseaqanon I'm I there? pic.twitter.com/8ejF6qoQHP

10/23/2019 11:02:38 PM nettiejoi  https://www.ancient-code.com/a-man-hacked-16-nasa-computers-what-he-found-is-beyond-chilling/ …

10/23/2019 11:06:48 PM linnyt7 Elon is quite busy on the east cost of Florida.

10/23/2019 11:08:38 PM queen_khalifia They took them off Planet?

10/23/2019 11:19:09 PM mongrelglory Where are they getting these massive amounts of money!  If it's from taxpayers, can't President Trump cut off their supply?  That would build a nice 

section of wall, or help the homeless in California!

10/23/2019 11:20:06 PM cheryljohnston_ I believe Antarctica holds some secrets to the Mars program. Thats a guess not confirmed..Lost n space?

10/23/2019 11:21:06 PM mongrelglory The article makes it sound like this is happening with Trump's approval.  Is that so?

10/23/2019 11:25:36 PM richardhiatt16 Oh, so it has a number 🤓

10/23/2019 11:28:11 PM mongrelglory Devon island.

10/23/2019 11:30:55 PM mongrelglory Off-world trafficking of humans for slave labour on Mars?

10/23/2019 11:31:34 PM steveakridge :I-Au :Matu, what does your handle mean?

Thank you for the trove of information!!  In the infinite universe, it looks like everything is possible.

Can you confirm the 1947 Alien Interview is factual?

Be Well, Be Best.

🌚🌑🌒🌓🌖🌕🙂

10/23/2019 11:37:26 PM richardhiatt16 Oh you’re not terraforming...... 🤓🛸👽

10/23/2019 11:37:47 PM fightforamerica Epstein isn't human. Look at old photos of his teeth people.

10/23/2019 11:39:42 PM ancho82666258 I would really love to know what this means.

10/23/2019 11:41:13 PM cheryljohnston_ Exactly



10/23/2019 11:41:48 PM mongrelglory That's a weird coincidence!

10/23/2019 11:45:14 PM citizenk77 But this pic they show is probably augmented for the point of their story don't ya think?

10/23/2019 11:46:29 PM mongrelglory That story of how he hacked in was amazing!  I wish they'd make a movie about it!

10/23/2019 11:46:51 PM lightworker2012 Very interesting

10/23/2019 11:47:33 PM mongrelglory That first picture is from Star Trek Voyager I believe...

10/23/2019 11:54:23 PM mongrelglory I wondered if this was a "white hat" operation!  A friend who lives there thought it was the Cabal trying to screw with people's mind-set.  Clearing out 

underground bunkers or tunnels?  Checking for Cabal sabotage of the electric grid?  Searching for unusual EM radiation signals?

10/23/2019 11:57:31 PM mgb933 She wasn’t a state department puppet for hrc and Hussein. 

She holds the Guinness world record for most unmaskings lol

10/23/2019 11:59:28 PM mongrelglory Or perhaps battling negative ETs that have been living in these areas! 👀

10/24/2019 12:00:09 AM mongrelglory Makes you wonder if there's some sort of battle going on. 🤨

10/24/2019 12:15:03 AM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1187265602555006976?s=19 …

10/24/2019 12:22:01 AM frenchypatriot Maybe "mars" is another island

?

10/24/2019 12:22:27 AM bananne81 Maybe it’s in my house!

10/24/2019 12:25:46 AM me_doze It does seem like Broward county is a center! Alot of things lead to BROWARD!

10/24/2019 12:26:10 AM dutchqanon #UnsealEpstein #UnsealMars pic.twitter.com/CamGkOEdso

10/24/2019 12:38:03 AM dka8604 Yep!

10/24/2019 12:48:12 AM frenchypatriot  http://marsisland.com/history.html 

10/24/2019 12:52:15 AM ___wwg1wga___ @dbnicholls1 @JohnTheWhite1 @la_cates  who's digging?

10/24/2019 12:52:50 AM weshallrise144k [White Draco Royals] = [Paysuer].  Where in CA?

10/24/2019 12:52:53 AM mntcol 🤣Wait till people find that out💥

10/24/2019 12:53:06 AM brad34351293 ThanQ for the link.

After reading it, all I can say is....

She was a good SES dog for BO!

10/24/2019 12:56:03 AM sethric61410528 photoshop

10/24/2019 12:56:38 AM thetrollbar I #TotalRecall that movie.  Implant?

10/24/2019 1:00:44 AM dutchqanon Is it? pic.twitter.com/MYn8uHYdq5

10/24/2019 1:07:12 AM frenchypatriot  http://marsisland.com/financial.html 

10/24/2019 1:07:38 AM fightforamerica Low quality, but yes.

10/24/2019 1:09:53 AM lightlove21121 Liberating the children 🙏🏽

Smoke them out 🔥 🔥 🔥

10/24/2019 1:10:58 AM weshallrise144k Honored to have a front row seat in this most glorious of moments. pic.twitter.com/RfGNnF2Aq3

10/24/2019 1:22:35 AM jbvs2016 As many have said and shown...if every moon landing was fake and photoshopped, in a studio etc..Then what/why would they have really 

needed/used this for then🧐

10/24/2019 1:27:32 AM irah_chandler This excites me so much

10/24/2019 1:28:40 AM jbvs2016 Please do tell?? This is beyond what I can visualize 🙏👀😬

10/24/2019 1:28:47 AM irah_chandler Wait wait let me guess they trafficed slaves to mars.

10/24/2019 1:29:10 AM michael62098497 This? 👇 pic.twitter.com/QfU776jYvr

10/24/2019 1:29:27 AM doone_lorn Somebody forgot their red filter

10/24/2019 1:32:03 AM aschilliam So no source?

I'm not wasting my time whit this sort of introduction.

10/24/2019 1:43:09 AM flyover01047267 Which was?

10/24/2019 1:52:55 AM doyle_media 1.

For:

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

.@IvankaTrump 

.@FLOTUS 

.@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump 

•  https://youtu.be/WeUjirg0K5o  — 2020: The Logos — through Ra — passing into and through Uluru — to then either:

(1) commit the 7 ‘widening cones’ of all human being’s ZTR’s mindally (and conditionally —
10/24/2019 1:59:14 AM eyegloarts 🤔

37.8M + 250M = 287.8M patients (current estimate for both)  100M ÷ 4= 25M/yr. 

25,000,000 ÷ 287,800,000 = 0.0868658790

🤔 So less than 10 CENTS a year per person 🙄

10/24/2019 2:17:19 AM me_doze Those who see cannot not sleep! so much worse! DNA manipulation! mind control psych war fare! ETC!  Corporations should never have the power 

over the people! Corporations are not people! Shit is out of control right now! we need to get this right! right now!

10/24/2019 2:18:15 AM allahuniversal Arm Leg Leg Arm Head Universal.

I, Allah Universal, Matu(red).

Can't I say that it's factual, that I can't only bc I wasn't there. I will say that it's possible

10/24/2019 2:33:05 AM jake4191 You know they had a cure because [They] created the disease and spread it purposely. These people are sick!

10/24/2019 2:37:00 AM cmonsterjeep Either someone’s been screwing with the picture, or there’s some nitrogen and oxygen there.

10/24/2019 2:42:12 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/X3X10hzc0z

10/24/2019 2:42:42 AM whiterabbitttt1 Wonder if theyve already colonized it. Fml remember they were talking about 100k or 200k people signing up to to go? What if that was a cover story 

for them sending trafficked humans there, but trump won so everything got disrupted?

10/24/2019 2:49:00 AM keith369me Is this Tweets or views?  Shadow banning would suggest a distortion in views, perhaps in one way of thinking vs another rather than actual Tweets.

10/24/2019 2:49:44 AM karina89350882 Dealing with a Cult of Luciferian "gang members"?

10/24/2019 2:50:00 AM keith369me How about spending 1/100th of that investigating Gates ties to #UnsealEpstein

10/24/2019 2:50:46 AM laura_twelve Terremark?

10/24/2019 2:51:19 AM keith369me Time to go public with pic #1...the transfusion!!!

10/24/2019 2:52:04 AM keith369me How Majestic

10/24/2019 2:53:33 AM keith369me Or maybe we can look at the European space agency pics of today that show lots of blue... 

https://twitter.com/esascience/status/1174704390541914112?s=21 …

10/24/2019 2:54:31 AM keith369me Missing children off planet?  Why did I even bother with that question mark?

10/24/2019 2:55:27 AM keith369me ...and smaller rattlines go offline permanently as well.



10/24/2019 2:57:05 AM crackrpablo That was the shale speech he gave in Pittsburgh yesterday

10/24/2019 3:16:03 AM feelinggr8t (((NASA))) lies #nasaexposed #NASA #lyingNASA

10/24/2019 3:18:11 AM sharons70966981 🤔

10/24/2019 3:21:47 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Right

10/24/2019 3:22:49 AM trumppallooza Q+ is at the finish line........we are waiting!

10/24/2019 3:23:10 AM awakenedblondie This has to be a white hat operation. 17 is mentioned twice. Just like earthquake was a 7.1 in China lake.

10/24/2019 3:27:37 AM truepatriotfl74 I have a longtime friend who worked for NASA on one of the space shuttles. I keep wondering how much of the facade he is aware of. I doubt  he'd tell 

me if I asked lol.

10/24/2019 3:28:01 AM awakenedblondie Rescued 2000 children last week from DUMBs. Heard there are many more to save. Close to 15,000. 🙏

I think the fires are also getting rid of evil places. Last week a Kellogg's plant was hit with a fire.

10/24/2019 3:36:52 AM disquieted_soul I've heard from a few sources (grain of salt) that the Nazi's put outposts on Mars pre WW2. (See: Die Glocke)

I imagine what you're referring to would have been an expansion on that, in preparation for a fully functioning Mars atmos.

10/24/2019 3:37:09 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

10/24/2019 3:42:30 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Off World Trafficking!!!

10/24/2019 3:46:33 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/krystalball/status/1187188395946270722?s=19 …

10/24/2019 3:46:38 AM candygirlclw Port there, I believe China rents it from us, thru Barry.

10/24/2019 3:47:26 AM samsmith0319 Ohh...and has an atmosphere...👀...

10/24/2019 3:50:12 AM sebasti91164728 No idea if this is true or not, however, I’ll always be skeptical of anything the government is giving away for free. It’s a personal choice but I saw my 

doctor this week and declined the flu shot for the 6th year on a row.

10/24/2019 3:50:46 AM enj0ythesh0w rose colored glasses are coming off 😉

10/24/2019 3:51:38 AM bbobbio71 Is it Mars though?

10/24/2019 3:52:12 AM auntblabbs Check out that hill on the top left, is that 2 hippies making out on a picnic table? 😲

10/24/2019 3:52:23 AM whiterabbitttt1 I'm afraid, not really, to learn how long theyve been doing this stuff. There seems to be so much secrecy surrounding the world wars. I wouldnt put 

that past being a possibility. I honestly would believe it. Die glocke is new to me so I'll be lookin into it, thanks!

10/24/2019 3:55:25 AM do_or_do_notty Don’t you think this pic is trying to illustrate their point that Mars may have looked much different in the past? 

This isn’t what it looks like now. Right?

10/24/2019 3:58:19 AM unitedredwhite1 Necessary

10/24/2019 3:58:42 AM trishrichards4 Julian looks healthy and not distressed.Just as I expected.. Thank you Sir💗

10/24/2019 3:59:44 AM lightlove21121 Very out of the closet right now 😏

Some have to show the way 🙏🏽

10/24/2019 4:00:15 AM lightlove21121 🤩🤩🤩

10/24/2019 4:04:10 AM me_doze The only truth i know as truth is that no matter how much we search, no matter how much we have learned, we still dont know shit! but I still just keep 

praying for the truth too be revealed!. I have prayed so hard for the truth to revealed! All i want is the truth, Vatican vaults

10/24/2019 4:04:41 AM 56lmiller 5:5..... Q+ 45

10/24/2019 4:06:20 AM disquieted_soul The films Above Majestic and Unacknowledged are both fantastic places to start for secret space program stuff. Rumours being that we've colonised 

almost our entire solar system and Alpha Centauri as well 😱

10/24/2019 4:12:18 AM lightlove21121 Reminds me of Kabamur 😏

10/24/2019 4:22:20 AM warrior_4truth There is an ancient particle accelerator on mars.....

10/24/2019 4:24:59 AM fansblowing3 I know only two people in real life that regularly use twitter.  Most use Facebook.

10/24/2019 4:27:52 AM truthstew Lots of unsealing to do.

10/24/2019 4:28:19 AM fansblowing3 Portugues?  🧐

10/24/2019 4:29:38 AM fansblowing3 Millions of people have died in wars since the peacekeeper United Nations was formed.

10/24/2019 4:34:42 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

10/24/2019 4:36:14 AM whiterabbitttt1 I cant locate that recent picture of Mars but it looked like earth but with a brown wasteland all around the equator. I'm not a flat earther nor a globe 

earther so this puzzles me lol. I truly believe theyve lied about ALL of space to us.

10/24/2019 4:37:58 AM do_or_do_notty I believe they have lied about space, and most everything else

10/24/2019 4:38:36 AM sethric61410528 correct .. medicine and free energy surpressed already for decades .. patents bought, people killed

10/24/2019 4:40:56 AM circuitriderz He looks like the Joker from old comic strips.

10/24/2019 4:41:12 AM drewlaw411 That's creepy

10/24/2019 4:41:48 AM circuitriderz Does Elon Musk play into this too?

10/24/2019 4:47:34 AM wishfulldreamz But unfortunately now, it symbolizes kids BEING the meal

10/24/2019 4:48:55 AM cindylee81 Wow! Your tweets are so intriguing! Who are you 🧐

I am beginning to wonder about you !  Ex-military perhaps ?

10/24/2019 4:49:28 AM cindylee81 Wow! Your tweets are so intriguing! Who are you 🧐

I am beginning to wonder about you !  Ex-military perhaps ?

10/24/2019 4:49:41 AM lennyv77 The closer we get to FFs.

10/24/2019 4:52:11 AM cindylee81 Holy crap, I love your tweets! So interesting 🧐

10/24/2019 4:53:48 AM markben911 #unsealmars is that regarding the chocolate or planet?

10/24/2019 4:59:35 AM cheewawa “17” counties? 🤔

10/24/2019 5:02:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Q9000Q is based on what? Is [CC] Civil Code?

10/24/2019 5:04:52 AM hawkgirlinmn KQED did tweet this at a Majestic time and date, but I definitely don’t think that was on purpose.

10/24/2019 5:05:31 AM egelone Wait, i thought there are two members of Q team not from earth but instead of avian/draco mix. Shouldn't that fell into your specialization? thanks

10/24/2019 5:08:33 AM wyatt251 New fires 🔥 more power outages satellite 🛰️ view showed cluster of explosions look 👀 payload drop the way it blipped the smoke 💨 same times 

mysterious cloud goes by every time

10/24/2019 5:11:17 AM 02joshuaradwan Insha’Allah justice is coming

10/24/2019 5:12:40 AM fansblowing3 Clinton Foundation + John Brennan + McCain + 3 others.  Rothschilds, Soros, Saudi Arabia?  Epstein, NXIVM, Schiff/Standard Hotel?

10/24/2019 5:12:59 AM fansblowing3 SP = Sarah Palin?

10/24/2019 5:13:24 AM fansblowing3 John Brennan, not sure about SP

10/24/2019 5:14:20 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/OFLpqupuzq

10/24/2019 5:14:40 AM burgersandra Steve Pieczenik ???

10/24/2019 5:15:35 AM fansblowing3 Mars has been inhabited this whole time 😡

10/24/2019 5:16:01 AM covertress Mars Atmosphere?

These three factors — the Sun’s light, the scattering effects of Earth’s atmosphere, and the response of the human eye — are what combine to give the 

sky its blue appearance. https://www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2019/05/17/this-is-why-earths-oceans-and-skies-are-blue/#419deba175df …



10/24/2019 5:16:11 AM mikebravodude Marine Corps!!! 

Get some boys!!! 

2nd Mar Div 

10,000 Marines in California right now!!!!

“Training” 

29 Palms
10/24/2019 5:17:07 AM mikebravodude 10k Marines at 29palms. Largest training exercise ever!

10/24/2019 5:17:16 AM kim_trombone Yes, they know where to find me.

Yes, they know what I buy. 

Yes, they know my opinions. 

Finally, yes, they know I VOTE and they know it's NOT who they've steered me to in spite of skewed opinion polls, controlled media, or social pressure!

10/24/2019 5:17:57 AM fdf927020e2b4ac NASA-never a straight answer

10/24/2019 5:19:25 AM imdarealross Trafficking slave to Mars....

10/24/2019 5:21:20 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/24/2019 5:21:24 AM mscipio_african Have u seen it

10/24/2019 5:22:33 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/24/2019 5:24:31 AM warrior_4truth 179,000 =[17]9,000 

1+7+9 = 17

17 counties

10/24/2019 5:25:24 AM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/tOd8lNTJqc

10/24/2019 5:25:53 AM bbobbio71 I had a feeling when this first started that this was a patriot operation.  Be safe and God bless!

10/24/2019 5:29:17 AM bbobbio71 That's what I was thinking😀

10/24/2019 5:29:28 AM tamravee Orange BAD

10/24/2019 5:31:02 AM covertress A Majestic Message of Disclosure 

👀 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197368765014017?s=19 …

10/24/2019 5:32:52 AM ophuichus_l Sarasota has a Stargate

10/24/2019 5:35:11 AM warrior_4truth Posted at...

11.55pm on 10.23.19 

111.               1.5.3 = 153 =9

Additionally, the catching of 153 fish happened only after Christ became involved in the work. Symbolizing abundance, 153 can even represent an 

overflow blessing from God. 

111 Retweets =111

188 likes = 17 pic.twitter.com/793spCoV6J
10/24/2019 5:35:11 AM the_fjalar It’s Iceland.

10/24/2019 5:35:27 AM ophuichus_l Sarasota

10/24/2019 5:37:21 AM bbobbio71 A plethora of information!

😄

10/24/2019 5:37:49 AM noidaho_gal  pic.twitter.com/2ljFudPIYi

10/24/2019 5:38:32 AM fansblowing3 I saw that and was wondering if the white hats were doing something?  California is still full of traitors though.  🤔

10/24/2019 5:39:55 AM winki00000001 Who is General Paul E. Vallely?? How could he confirming Q existence??  https://patriotssoapbox.com/politics/ret-gen-paul-vallely-confirms-existence-

of-q-in-interview/ …

He is the co-author of From PSYOP to MindWar with Col. Michael Aquino (Temple of Set). 

Vallely supporting Flynn... Vallely caught on tape celebrating with ISIS combattants... Wtf?

10/24/2019 5:40:09 AM covertress 1247  They Live  👽 #UnsealMars

10/24/2019 5:40:17 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1187347984352251904?s=19 …

10/24/2019 5:40:33 AM bbobbio71 Majestic 12 + 45(Potus) 57=3 (The start?)

10/24/2019 5:41:51 AM calxtra I'd love an

#unsealcabal

#unsealDarpa

#unsealTruth

in history, health and everything

10/24/2019 5:42:30 AM 712qloubrown Previous tweet was 12:42😒 bill....

10/24/2019 5:42:54 AM hoodsavior #OuterSpaceSecurityAndDevelopmentTreaty @Potus Participates in a Signing Ceremony for Space Policy Dire...  https://youtu.be/G4NjaI_NvjQ  via 

@YouTube #CarolRosin #BobbyHemmitt  @thewheel_mrt @esotericexposal @ts_sci_majic12

10/24/2019 5:44:38 AM bbobbio71 SP??? Anyone?

10/24/2019 5:45:26 AM keith369me Someone posted pics on Twitter that promptly got scrubbed

10/24/2019 5:46:01 AM turboxyde "I'm all alone. (We're all alone.)

My future's unknown. (Our future's unknown.)

I reach out to the stars out here in my house on Mars!" https://youtu.be/EBKUU0Mneb8 

10/24/2019 5:47:14 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1187347984352251904?s=19 …

10/24/2019 5:47:48 AM keith369me ...can’t see it as being anything other than a White Hat, clearing operation

10/24/2019 5:48:19 AM big_simp all fake

10/24/2019 5:48:53 AM bbobbio71 I'm going with Orlando,  The Magic Kingdom

10/24/2019 5:50:33 AM greg40617065 The one campaign promise he hasn’t came threw with!!

10/24/2019 5:51:02 AM nm_zsr We may think that our future is unknown, but the potentials are there, they are WELL known, and WE can achieve them!

10/24/2019 5:51:50 AM robinreitsma1 I am thinking Classified. dont ask me why but it seems to be a pattern of behavior on behalf of our government  when they get caught doing something 

wrong or abusive. ex : Robert Goddard.

10/24/2019 5:52:21 AM victorm07997395 It looks like Greenland to me.

10/24/2019 5:52:47 AM kindeandtrue Funny thing how Turkey's landscape is said to be very similar to Mars, especially Lake Salda. http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkish-lake-salda-

offers-visitors-terrestrial-martian-experience-25519 …

10/24/2019 5:53:20 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/24/2019 5:54:08 AM kim_trombone Good advice!

10/24/2019 5:54:55 AM kindeandtrue I strongly suspect that when Putin banned Russian adoptions, the child trafficking pipeline moved to Ukraine.

10/24/2019 6:02:55 AM prmd21801759 ??? I can't understand covertress. What does it mean about Mars? Normie here.

10/24/2019 6:07:08 AM kindeandtrue I despise @NASA and all it stands for.



10/24/2019 6:08:41 AM newanddangerous I'm not gonna waste my time talking to a literal shill.

10/24/2019 6:09:04 AM covertress What causes a blue sky on Earth?

Now, expand your thinking.

Could similar causes be responsible for a blue sky on Mars?

10/24/2019 6:12:28 AM lightlove21121 Let’s not hope 🙏🏽

It attracts hope 💫

Let’s know 😏

10/24/2019 6:16:13 AM elatedveracity We are ready!!  We all hope it’s soon!!  As in before the end of the month soon!! pic.twitter.com/JScigbFMdf

10/24/2019 6:16:30 AM burgersandra DO NOT BUY INTO their narratives WE TURNED OFF mind control WE TOOK AWAY ALL OF THE weather toys & their ssp fleet WE ARE FINISHING UP THE 

GROUND WAR NOW DID I SAY BOOTS ON THE GROUND? WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? WE TOOK OUT THE DUMBs & slave camps ON MARS

From < https://twitter.com/PCreator714 

10/24/2019 6:25:35 AM robinreitsma1 i think i might be way ahead of you. i have been exploring this angle ( probably in a backwards fashion) for at least a month or two. though research 

isnt finished yet. i have not found the connecting dot yet.

10/24/2019 6:27:34 AM justicetruthwa2 Genesis "Gap" theory is rumored to be millions of years, knowledge is power and the world's people have been treated like mushrooms for too long,( 

fed bovine fecal matter and kept in the dark)

10/24/2019 6:28:22 AM robinreitsma1 i think that this is the answer. I started my research with Mars and Nuclear propulsion.  ultimately it took me here to the kennedy space center where 

it kinda trailed off. am headed out today to see if anything jumps out at me in terms of my research.

10/24/2019 6:30:45 AM marty713 👀👆WTH ⁉️

10/24/2019 6:36:01 AM anneolsen43 Trying to take over CA from the south. Forcing Trumps hand?

10/24/2019 6:39:15 AM doc1415 @threadreaderapp unroll

10/24/2019 6:40:50 AM patriotleah1776 There is no delay.

We are waiting for events.

#TimeIsAnIllusion

#PeaceIsThePrize

#TrustThePlan

10/24/2019 6:42:07 AM kindeandtrue Will Brexit happen on Oct 31? That is the question.

10/24/2019 6:42:09 AM marty713 So they are wasting time down here 

Keeping us Entertained with a Dem

🤡🎬 While They Are Literally Having War Up There ⁉️🧐🤔💥

Makes you wonder 🇺🇲🤨 SSDD Everyday 🤢 If Hearing It 👀🙏🌍🌎🌏🇺🇲 Wash Rinse Repeat Everyday 

#QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WeThePeopleStandWithTrump 🦅

10/24/2019 6:49:20 AM jettylee1 @MarkG52731054

10/24/2019 6:50:32 AM anneolsen43 116 65th street ... Epstein 

There is Terra Mar, Florida also. Located in Broward county

10/24/2019 6:50:37 AM lorieve Oh, NASA. pic.twitter.com/cti8tYD88S

10/24/2019 6:51:13 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County 

play a critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

10/24/2019 6:51:20 AM lorieve Looks a little like California during the fires.

10/24/2019 7:01:16 AM aschilliam So you have no credible sources.. check.

10/24/2019 7:02:44 AM dave_paragon2 Let’s do it

10/24/2019 7:05:56 AM newanddangerous you will never know.  carry on with pointless life.

10/24/2019 7:06:53 AM rebornkingent Can we send those 55% to the re-education camps they wanted for us? How long do we have to wait for them?

10/24/2019 7:07:57 AM aschilliam You seem angry and caught in the act..

And still "wasting time" talking to a literal shill. 

Just provide a link, cost you only a minute since you are an expert on this topic, no?

10/24/2019 7:09:12 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs

👀 https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1187367154984869889 …

10/24/2019 7:10:42 AM aschilliam Have some User pro and cons.. https://www.producthunt.com/posts/dissenter-browser/reviews …

10/24/2019 7:10:59 AM mamiemcclure17 Check out Keshe Foundation Spaceship Foundation Institute Channel on YT,  293 th Knowledge Seekers Workshop beginning at around 2:06 Keshe  

speaking released tech information to all countries no one excluded.....

10/24/2019 7:12:44 AM jrocktigers Florida is a trip. . .

10/24/2019 7:13:03 AM mamiemcclure17 Food replicator tech plus, no more hungry people, sent tech to recent areas of hurricanes, I’ve not heard any media coverage about it. I posted this 

information mid September.

10/24/2019 7:13:58 AM awakeandsing123 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thanks.

10/24/2019 7:14:01 AM mamiemcclure17 There are other tech being released by them as well

10/24/2019 7:15:21 AM awakeandsing123 What happens in/on Mars, should definitely stay in/on Mars!

10/24/2019 7:15:22 AM bbobbio71 66 impressions.  🤔🤔

10/24/2019 7:16:53 AM bbobbio71 126 impressions

A pattern seems to be forming.  Something of interest?

10/24/2019 7:17:11 AM bbobbio71 141

10/24/2019 7:17:36 AM awakeandsing123 That’s what Corey Goode is alleging.

10/24/2019 7:18:16 AM chrishasissues Fountain of Youth.

10/24/2019 7:18:29 AM keith369me NASA related?  Still in operation without space exploration.

10/24/2019 7:18:30 AM bbobbio71 maybe just grasping but an interesting observation

10/24/2019 7:19:01 AM jrocktigers Thank you !

10/24/2019 7:22:07 AM nettiejoi Photoshopped ? pic.twitter.com/CJTM60IfyE

10/24/2019 7:22:31 AM bighorns I couldn't read it. Yahoo was asking permission to manage my device

10/24/2019 7:23:18 AM richard07759712 Mars.... that’s the amazing distance already covered and we wonder, they’ve known

10/24/2019 7:25:59 AM mamiemcclure17 Food Replicators, Fuel, and Free Energy released just sent you the link

10/24/2019 7:30:27 AM threadreaderapp Hallo the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play 

a critical role in one of the CIA's […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

See you soon. 🤖

10/24/2019 7:30:31 AM lbf777 If it was released many would hear about it.

10/24/2019 7:38:16 AM lbf777 If this was real everyone would be raving about it across the world.

10/24/2019 7:42:23 AM mamiemcclure17 What is it’s been surpressed? What’s happening in CA? Why no media coverage. Can share information I searched found this information was just 

released Sept 12 to us.



10/24/2019 7:44:10 AM mamiemcclure17 People are receiving the food, in a devastated area, not seeing how it got there

10/24/2019 7:45:14 AM mamiemcclure17 👀👂 most are just paying attention to politics

10/24/2019 7:51:09 AM ezdoesit_ idiots lol

10/24/2019 7:52:49 AM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1173316149527924737 …

10/24/2019 7:53:19 AM reasonrhymes  https://www.businessinsider.com/mark-zuckerberg-congress-testimony-how-to-watch-2019-10 …

10/24/2019 7:54:26 AM lbf777 MJ12 has been keeping us chasing our tales for over 2 years with promises just like this. Don’t believe anything unless you see it.

10/24/2019 7:56:25 AM mattcottrill3 Is that you amber?

10/24/2019 7:56:55 AM ab36913 April. 😉😉😉

10/24/2019 7:58:06 AM mattcottrill3 I'd have to dig I'm pretty sure I have it all screen shotted but I have so much shit screen shotted

10/24/2019 7:59:26 AM mattcottrill3 That's right fam nice new account. Twitter deleted mine at one point too and I had to create a new one.

10/24/2019 7:59:28 AM ezdoesit_ We’re watching a movie

10/24/2019 7:59:55 AM mamiemcclure17 When did Q began? 2 years ago, and Q mentioned all this tech plus. Still no big name arrest announced? It’s all happening in a cluster fury , released by 

drip drip drip to awaken others. Suddenly cause shock harm to some’s mental balance. Just sharing not barking believe me

10/24/2019 8:01:24 AM euphoricshawn7 I wonder if that’s why THEY refer to us as BLUE WATER PEOPLE 😱. They can see all the Beautiful TIFFANY BLUE WATER

10/24/2019 8:02:29 AM laurabusse Never buying stuffed toys in Walmart

Or Target where this happened

BTW

Stuffed

In England or Australia

Means what the guy did to the stuffed toys

Some jokes write themselves

So after getting full on a great meal in Britain

Don't say you're stuffed

There will be awkward silence
10/24/2019 8:06:05 AM lbf777 Yawn.

10/24/2019 8:06:16 AM djlok It's bad when [they] tell a lie and [their] actions don't even pretend like [they] believe it.

10/24/2019 8:06:19 AM laurabusse All you need do is buy a shootload

See what I did there

Of stuffed animals and rent em out

Unfortunately they can only be used once

Unless of course you insist on safe sex...

Ok I'm gonna go take a shower now and then read different threads pic.twitter.com/5jcn1zy6ui
10/24/2019 8:06:21 AM antarantanka That was apparent to anyone who ever color corrected the us flag on the mars rover, the sky is not red on Mars

10/24/2019 8:08:20 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/FK9H4lS4r2

10/24/2019 8:08:43 AM mamiemcclure17 Catching ;) pic.twitter.com/vnqITFvaM8

10/24/2019 8:10:40 AM quarkfear1 Yep... leave & comeback younger..++++++++

10/24/2019 8:10:40 AM laurabusse Because that will guarantee virgin toys

😅😂🤣😂😅 pic.twitter.com/hVqCuULOzK

10/24/2019 8:11:21 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/ZUIQH6Halz

10/24/2019 8:19:49 AM earth_pupil Lol....right?! Not sure I can go here yet

10/24/2019 8:23:37 AM jarness79 Planet and it's inhabitants.

10/24/2019 8:29:10 AM therealbigneum The Epstein ship has sailed when he was waxed

10/24/2019 8:38:51 AM irah_chandler Well he's not the first to make those accounts. Look up project Pegasus or Captian K/Randy Kramer.

10/24/2019 8:40:23 AM deaniecook Where is that quote from?

10/24/2019 8:42:20 AM danlnieb Imagine that.

10/24/2019 8:43:16 AM blykat the USA has had a base on Mars since the 1970s. america is slowly waking up but still there isn't enough people that truly have researched it.

10/24/2019 8:44:55 AM blykat BINGO! you got it patriot!!! the 1% elite have been selling citizens off world to be used for trade for other civilizations for technology. This is the 

harshest reality we at some point need to face. really harsh! I was personally sick when I learned the truth of it.

10/24/2019 8:46:35 AM laurabusse Always wise

Great advice

Thx for the reminder 😊👍

10/24/2019 8:47:37 AM blykat research David Wilcox, Linda Moulton Howe, David Adair, William Tompkins. they are whistleblowers and I trust them for the truth. David Adair is not 

well known in the news as he worked underground on craft. He had to take an oath and waited until everyone died for disclosure

10/24/2019 8:49:15 AM laurabusse And they won't contribute to disease anymore

10/24/2019 8:52:19 AM lovethebeach999 The stargate is at #fantasyfest #keywest

10/24/2019 8:52:58 AM irah_chandler Thanks i am familiar with Wilcox and goode not the others yet. Honestly tho those two just don't resonate with me. Their disclosure always seems 

regurgitated from others or sensationalized like the recent asteroid passing through. Just not my bag.

10/24/2019 8:55:06 AM laurabusse They just want to hatch their dirty plans in secret with good security

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is it possible to know what's going on in a Skif?

Apart from remote viewing that is?

Something that would produce hard evidence?

10/24/2019 8:55:35 AM aldo_9111 I've been looking for this on the internet and can't seem to find it. Maybe they're hiding it? You don't happen to have it do you? Thanks

10/24/2019 8:56:39 AM laurabusse Brilliant, David!!!

LOL

10/24/2019 8:56:53 AM blykat Through your research you will "happen" upon the ones that resonate with you! I found them quite by accident which I believe were "put" there for 

me to read. Did you ever read the Law of One? its free online.

10/24/2019 8:58:05 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/UQSvWDBnjF

10/24/2019 8:58:52 AM spotcj9999 { :^) The Panda got the bill for the 17 pizzas!!! pic.twitter.com/iCUPoKiPYD

10/24/2019 8:59:24 AM gibboneyrock They area “compartmentalized” so they do not/cannot know enough to piece it all together. A general mission is divulged but their jobs are isolated.

This is the way it is with all military contractors as well.

10/24/2019 8:59:35 AM laurabusse Or almost stopped LOL 😂



10/24/2019 9:01:19 AM laurabusse Fact

Me too

10/24/2019 9:05:53 AM laurabusse I would tend to agree

But I wonder if not necessarily

What if the heat is getting hot and Gates suddenly decides to use his billions for actual good to avoid... consequences?

Not saying he is

But wouldn't that be nice?

10/24/2019 9:07:36 AM kathleen3693693 You ARE behind enemy lines, and the enemy is entrenched beneath your feet, homes, and businesses--and above your heads. The ONLY way to locate 

the bastards underground (besides just totally nuking & leveling your entire state) is to switch the power off above ground. #WWG1GWA

10/24/2019 9:07:54 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/V6RMEZeKTs

10/24/2019 9:08:42 AM laurabusse Exactly!

10/24/2019 9:08:53 AM charmanda9 Good time for an #AMA since it is trending. https://twitter.com/amas/status/1187358728611221505?s=21 …

10/24/2019 9:10:13 AM laurabusse Freudian slip?

Intentional?

LOL

10/24/2019 9:11:57 AM awakeandsing123 David Wilcock @david_wilcock

10/24/2019 9:12:28 AM trumping4usa Why the fuck would i use messenger? We talking apple or Facebook? Cause I don't feel comfortable with either

10/24/2019 9:12:45 AM dragonbydesign It’s happening. So many are awake now thank goodness

10/24/2019 9:13:21 AM yosemitesam1771  https://www.mantecabulletin.com/news/local-news/newsom-kills-homeless-plan/ …

10/24/2019 9:13:47 AM awakeandsing123 Law of One is my fav stuff to read. I’m now in part 2.  https://www.llresearch.org/library/the_law_of_one_pdf/the_law_of_one_pdf.aspx …

10/24/2019 9:15:05 AM jarness79 *its

10/24/2019 9:16:08 AM yosemitesam1771 Search twitter for Newsom and state board and you will fund it.

10/24/2019 9:16:12 AM aldo_9111 Thank you  👊

10/24/2019 9:18:20 AM harmonych2 Can't watch NBC Nightly News anymore since I left nursing. So obvious that filler between drug commercials are PRE-Commercials for Vaccines they 

will announce Next week for new epidemics springing up This week.Once you see through the sham...gets harder not to yell @ Lestor😂Sry

10/24/2019 9:22:48 AM aldo_9111 I put it on Facebook hopefully it will travel around there

10/24/2019 9:23:50 AM yosemitesam1771 Sky Pilot ... I hear you. I believe you....

I wish I had more info. I have read enough to understand your view, but I don’t know as much as I would like to know. 

Any info on this matter is appreciated. 👊🏼

Thanks! 🇺🇸

10/24/2019 9:25:59 AM mcpatriot64 She needs to be arrested soon.

10/24/2019 9:26:37 AM yosemitesam1771 I have a hard time finding info on google compared to Twitter. 👊🏼🇺🇸

10/24/2019 9:42:52 AM patriotswegoall Some of the Foundations by these elites are fronts for some nefarious activities.

10/24/2019 9:51:24 AM laurabusse I called Hillary Clinton a monster but I didn't mean it

What I meant to say was that she's the most horrible evil woman imaginable who rapes kills and eats children

Too much?

10/24/2019 9:55:07 AM kevin72032387 Sarasota? Where?

10/24/2019 9:58:04 AM irah_chandler Some of it i ascribe more to the galactic codex

10/24/2019 9:59:51 AM laurabusse So

Truth coming out?

No more turning the color tint dial?

Richard Hoagland talked about this

He watched them do that to deceive us

Is partly why he became a truther to expose

Excellent books

Interviews on YT

NASA

Never

A

Straight

Answer
10/24/2019 10:00:53 AM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1187413403243032576?s=09 …

10/24/2019 10:08:32 AM patriotleah1776 Time is an illusion.

Trust the plan.

It's out of this world.

10/24/2019 10:09:25 AM laurabusse I don't see it but it wouldn't surprise me

Supposedly we've been on Mars a long time

There may be native ppl there

If so we are probably related to them

Many books, YTs on this subject from whistleblowers etc...

10/24/2019 10:12:03 AM laurabusse @MongrelGlory Michelle is this what you meant by tweeting

Devon island?

10/24/2019 10:16:14 AM laurabusse Or at least some of it's water

Asteroid belt bet Mars, Jupiter used to be planet

Probs larger than earth

Oceans

Someone used computer to rewind paths of comets to see origin

Comets:  huge dirty snowballs

Bc they are chunks of ocean that froze in space and were set on trajectories

10/24/2019 10:17:01 AM laurabusse *belt between Mars, Jupiter

10/24/2019 10:18:06 AM emilyoakley6 Nooooooo



10/24/2019 10:21:06 AM harmonych2 😂👍😂

10/24/2019 10:25:46 AM emilyoakley6 Can I visit it?

10/24/2019 10:26:55 AM prmd21801759 The human eye factor... Mars' blue sky photos are really Earth photos?.. they try to fool us, again...

10/24/2019 10:34:40 AM patriotswegoall 2018 MJ disclosure on this https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197349156601857 …

10/24/2019 10:53:34 AM patriotswegoall It is! Martian sky is same as our blue sky.

10/24/2019 10:54:52 AM peytondrewdak Could this be the C before D?

10/24/2019 10:55:49 AM irah_chandler Ssp's have med tech that can regen limbs yet we still keep pushing bionics on planet. This one bugs me alot.

10/24/2019 10:59:06 AM irah_chandler Also used as slave labor in corp ssps

10/24/2019 11:01:25 AM n_amersolutions very windy in the south....91F... Only 11 AM

10/24/2019 11:11:38 AM sexpartiesjazz Q is a Psyop for talking heads who want to be involved in something. In other words people who lead a boring life. Oh and one more thing there are 

not 60,000 indictments waiting to be served just use common sense people  http://undergroundresist.blogspot.com/2018/12/by-10-days-of-darkness-

is-it-meant-that.html …

10/24/2019 11:12:08 AM sexpartiesjazz Blah blah for months on end the Deep State is going down, but all we have is a big nothing burger. We've been punked before. No martial law and no 

aliens this year! Just fear porn. I have been underground for many years and none of this is going down!

 http://undergroundresist.blogspot.com/2018/12/by-10-days-of-darkness-is-it-meant-that.html …

10/24/2019 11:12:20 AM ewilliams22101 Was NASA using orange filters??

10/24/2019 11:20:49 AM bayoudeplorable MSM will cover if they can blame Trump for it.

10/24/2019 11:44:40 AM apysia_ You see that all female “space walk”

10/24/2019 11:45:50 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/tmRZdVNR2F

10/24/2019 11:48:24 AM harmonych2 😂Perfect😂😍

10/24/2019 11:49:32 AM laurabusse 🤪👊

10/24/2019 11:50:49 AM ericpartchey Soon?

10/24/2019 11:51:45 AM star_counter9 Homestead?

10/24/2019 11:58:53 AM star_counter9  https://www.crystalinks.com/coralcastle.html …

10/24/2019 11:59:31 AM cindylee81 You nailed it!I have been thinking this for a while now. @evengelistie .

I tried to DM you, but Twitter won’t let me. So could you please forward me more “majestic 12” folks! I find him/her fascinating!

10/24/2019 11:59:59 AM susan66388204 Bill Gates daddy ran Planned Parenthood and his mother ran the Red Cross.  What does that tell you?

10/24/2019 12:01:20 PM ctzn_soldier6  pic.twitter.com/4srCZGzxsv

10/24/2019 12:10:05 PM irah_chandler There two forms of tech used to regen i know of. You got the liquid filled tanks they're more low tech. Then there are the holographic scaffolding 

systems that can rebuild a leg in 24 hrs or so. They create a solid enough hologram that stem cells and nutrients can be fed directly

10/24/2019 12:14:35 PM angelroseshaman All Jupiter residents in Hobe Sound.  Robert A Lovett, Paul Mellon,  Dorothy Bush, Bush Family, Permelia Pryor Reed sold land to Bush, Walter S 

Carpenter Jr ( Chairman of DuPont Corp), Pryor & Rockefellers formed Nazi I.G. Farben, Prescott Bush was head of the “Mental Hygiene Soc

10/24/2019 12:17:04 PM angelroseshaman Society in 1940. Caril Tucker Skull and bones was head of Manufacturing Electronic Guidance Equipment , Clarence Dillon headed Vereinigate 

Stahlwerke ( ( Thyssens German Steel trust) , Publisher Nelson Doubleday of Doubleday books and JP Morgan, C Douglas Dillon ( boss of Draper)

10/24/2019 12:19:04 PM angelroseshaman Draper-Prescott, Bush-Fritz Thyssen Nazi banking scheme 1930. George Merck of pharma company Merck and Co, family firms all in Germany. James 

McGraw of Mcgraw and Hill publishing, member of advisory board of US chemical warfare service and army association committee

10/24/2019 12:19:44 PM the_tru_eapjr Previous images were doctored by NASA before release to the public as part of their mission to cover up secret space program activities

10/24/2019 12:21:13 PM angelroseshaman Fred Haggerson. CEO of Union Carbide corp. Producers of Munitions, chemical and firearms . A.L. Cole jupiter florida resident and executive of readers 

digest. All of whom were NEIGHBORS in Hobe Sound ( aka Jupiter Island). Who else lives in Jupiter????

10/24/2019 12:23:51 PM ultramagan0n dropping bombs!

10/24/2019 12:28:14 PM angelroseshaman Celine Dion, Tiger Woods, Bobby Orr, Kid Rock, Michael Jordan, Alan Jackson, Tori Amos, Robert Allenby, Rickie Fowler, Ernie Els, Mike Schmidt, Gary 

Player, Dara Torres and more. If you have ever been to Jupiter it is a very tight knit everybody knows everybody village. Why?

10/24/2019 12:29:34 PM jeannepowell I lived in Hobe Sound. I remember in the 1970’s Jackie Kennedy wanted to buy on Jupiter Island and the Reeds said no.

10/24/2019 12:43:08 PM lightlove21121 Shadow banning 

BIG TIME 💥

10/24/2019 12:53:02 PM mscipio_african start DM'ing them.  Let 100000000's of people post it at the same time.

10/24/2019 12:56:10 PM flyover01047267 not sure they lie ans spread disinformation.

10/24/2019 12:56:47 PM williez7 Guess the typhoid problem emanating from homeless camps isn't important!

10/24/2019 1:02:10 PM mongrelglory Devon Island is in Nunavut Canada.  Rumoured to be a place for staging Mars photos.

 

https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrEeJ7NArJdyQcAcywPxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTByMDgyYjJiBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMyBHZ0aWQDBHNl

YwNzYw--?p=Devon+island&fr=yhs-rogers-rogers_001&hspart=rogers&hsimp=yhs-rogers_001 …

10/24/2019 1:05:44 PM keith369me The rules of the game are that [They] expose themselves.  HRC reading emails as art, Tulsi/Russia BS...Romney-PEter DelectO...stay patient my friend 

and enjoy the show.

10/24/2019 1:14:26 PM realityloominng Not just Mars

10/24/2019 1:26:08 PM dianesaumure  pic.twitter.com/JmAt96RMbM

10/24/2019 1:26:38 PM dianesaumure I see what you mean about his teeth

10/24/2019 1:37:21 PM lynnmar42209594 Now

10/24/2019 1:43:11 PM inthenameoflo19  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

10/24/2019 1:48:14 PM rudedrew63 Does the bermuda triangle play any part?

10/24/2019 1:51:38 PM gibbs4pres Is that vent pipe from the dome changing the atmosphere?

Asking for a fella who said they need spare parts.

10/24/2019 1:52:46 PM quarkfear1 Gold boltholds+++

10/24/2019 1:54:46 PM jessicagools I searched images of ley lines focusing particularly on FL...the closest point where they merge is offshore in the Bahamas...Bermuda Triangle?...very 

interesting...a CAT4 hurricane just went thru there....🧐

10/24/2019 1:55:50 PM quarkfear1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1187229714232070144?s=20 …

10/24/2019 1:56:00 PM monolithicpeak Yes.

Continue with the idea that extra terrestrial can be defined as additional land/earth.

Observe flat earth map.

Beyond the ring of Antartica is additional land, more 'space'.

Where does the shuttle go?

Always arc trajectory.

Extra land hidden by globe earth hoax.

10/24/2019 1:59:43 PM quarkfear1 Assets... plus exports to Alien cultures?? Bio??

10/24/2019 2:03:42 PM sdane8 Argh, they continue to march forward toward their goal. Hopefully some have been deactivated and rendered useless and they're being picked off one 

by one.

10/24/2019 2:07:28 PM moonbaby04371 My guess is that humans r a hot commodity in the universe.😏

10/24/2019 2:07:39 PM laurabusse That's astounding...



10/24/2019 2:14:21 PM deplorabled71 That would be my guess 🤷♂️

10/24/2019 2:16:49 PM laurabusse I was responding to a tweet that apparently has been deleted

It was someone posting an article that was quoting Samantha Power as saying

I called Hillary Clinton a monster but didn't mean it

10/24/2019 2:18:19 PM laurabusse And here's the link to that article https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/samantha-power-i-called-hillary-clinton-a-monster-but-i-didn-t-

mean-it-1.4006578 …

10/24/2019 2:20:25 PM laurabusse Wow

This is such news to me

Makes you wonder if we ever actually went to Mars LOL

10/24/2019 2:23:30 PM laurabusse Concluded, cabal does all sorts of things to mislead confuse

Cover their butts etc

I think we went to the moon but was also filmed on a soundstage in area 51 by Stan Kubrick

So maybe we did go to Mars but they filmed stuff in N Canada and Greenland

Always wanted to go to Nunavut

10/24/2019 2:25:28 PM emanonecafon Q has supplied countless sources of proof of their legitimacy and of the truths of our world.  Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, have you any Majic12-

Proofs?  #QAnon #QsentUs #TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE #AmericaFirst #BestEverPOTUS #MAGA #KAG #WeHaveEverything #WWG1WGA

10/24/2019 2:26:24 PM harmonych2 What?☺️Is that a wild guess based on all the shady politicians, therapists & NewAge "healers" hiding all the crooked developers & money makers 

rapidly stealing our environment under our noses down here?(In my observation) Seems to be portal for actor/paralegals IN to me.😎🥂

10/24/2019 2:32:41 PM 777cole23456 As soon as I saw this BS post from cryin’ chuck I thought...so now they’re going start poisoning baby food?! 🤬 WTF?! Those rotten pieces of 💩. 

When the left “investigates”, it’s code for implement, IMO.

10/24/2019 2:34:49 PM nun_chucknorris Pratt & Whitney? This would explain the cancer cluster out in The Acreage.

10/24/2019 2:36:01 PM mongrelglory They do training exercises there for the astronauts because the  "in-hospitable" environment is supposed to resemble that of Mars.

10/24/2019 2:36:37 PM nun_chucknorris AUTEC? Located in both WPB and Andros Island, Bahamas.

10/24/2019 2:36:40 PM madmaxmacgyver Kicking myself for having waited til now to watch Space MacGyver. Thanks, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/24/2019 2:40:47 PM harmonych2 Why do you say that? Way too many game playing liars that are actually Actor/Paralegals has been my discovery recently in my retirement exploring 

Sarasota adventure.👁

10/24/2019 2:45:44 PM laurabusse Oh interesting

Someone posted a photo

Probably in this thread

Mars and Greenland identical photo

Except for the color tint LOL

Didn't do a reverse image search or whatever it's called

Have never tried it

Heck I didn't even scroll up to see if it's in this thread LOL
10/24/2019 2:46:54 PM nun_chucknorris Those places are away from easy access. that I wonder if they have something to do with it. The Lemuria book referenced by a Q trip talks about the 

App. Mtns running through the islands before it sunk. It made me think about mtn caves and the tunnels once being above the surface

10/24/2019 2:49:29 PM nun_chucknorris Book link … https://f5db1a33c5d48483c689-1033844f9683e62055e615f7d9cc8875.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/Lemuria%20-%20Wishar%20Cerve.pdf …

10/24/2019 2:50:15 PM natureinspace I've been wondering why these power outages haven't been covered. You would think there would be some news about how the people are living with 

this.

10/24/2019 2:57:09 PM laurabusse @MongrelGlory you've probably seen this

10/24/2019 3:02:51 PM foreverozone How did we go to the moon if the computer was less powerful back then than an iPhone 6 of today, and why would we destroy the tech (their excuse 

why we can't go back) as well as the original tape of moon landing (copied over originals) so no comp analysis? https://www.reuters.com/article/us-

nasa-tapes-idUSTRE56F5MK20090716 …

10/24/2019 3:03:54 PM harmonych2 We've always perceived Vortex type activity in Sarasota from watching Hurricane activities through the decades. The clear quartz crystal we sit on 

seems to protect us from direct hit. It appears.

10/24/2019 3:06:01 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Baffin Island, all the little islands in Nunavut around there, and Greenland have all been used as "training and research" locations for NASA.  

(They're all fairly close to each other).

10/24/2019 3:12:10 PM natureinspace Mars pic.twitter.com/OOzcWmQSYO

10/24/2019 3:13:28 PM laurabusse Well I've been obsessed with these topics the last decade or so

Supposedly there are both beneficent and malevolent ETs

Supposedly the reason they filmed the fake moon landing is bc

We did go to the moon 

But with help from ETs

Filming on the real moon would have shown spaceships

10/24/2019 3:13:53 PM natureinspace We may have been on Mars before we were here.

10/24/2019 3:15:21 PM natureinspace Antarctica.

10/24/2019 3:15:47 PM laurabusse If you read lotsa books and watch lotsa interviews this is what you'll come across

I came across it repeatedly

What you say makes sense

And of course I could be wrong

Project Camelot

Kerry Cassidy

Good place to start...

But many many others

E.g. David Wilcock

Richard Hoagland
10/24/2019 3:16:47 PM laurabusse Meant to reply to my tweet which replied to this tweet of yours

10/24/2019 3:17:56 PM foreverozone That's possible but not likely. No such thing as 'aliens' only interdimensional beings according to people who have worked with them. Learned their 

secrets. (how, why, where, etc) Hollywood-CIA created outer space. https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/07/operation-

tinseltown-how-the-cia-manipulates-hollywood/491138/ …

10/24/2019 3:20:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Poll: Majority of Americans Want First Amendment Rewritten

51% of Millennials != Majority of Americans

You are Fake News! https://freebeacon.com/issues/poll-majority-of-americans-want-first-amendment-rewritten/ …



10/24/2019 3:20:33 PM laurabusse Unfortunately we can't believe what NASA says

If you research the history of NASA

Richard Hoagland who used to work there is a good resource

He watched them change the tint on the monitors to give Mars an orange sky rather than the blue it probably really is

NASA rabbit hole...

10/24/2019 3:20:41 PM foreverozone Movies and TV shows are called "Programming" for a reason.

10/24/2019 3:21:26 PM natureinspace Good catch!

10/24/2019 3:21:49 PM stevengibes they are pulling every asset to spew their pro- pegan- da

now, we are close.

10/24/2019 3:22:28 PM rebornkingent Milenials have been trained well.

10/24/2019 3:23:24 PM laurabusse Well that would logically make sense

But of course if there was funny business going on...

Perhaps filming the landscape and saying it's Mars...

Hadn't heard that before today but I suppose anything is possible!

10/24/2019 3:23:37 PM natureinspace Poll: Majority of Americans want fake MSM to stop using fake polls.

10/24/2019 3:24:13 PM zeropointchrist THAT IS A LIE!!!  I WAS BORN IN 1983, AND I WANT THE ENTIRE GOVERNMENT ABOLISHED AND REPLACED WITH ZERO-POINT ENERGY... WHICH 

WOULD AWAKEN THE NATURAL ORDER AND COSMIC INTELLIGENCE IN ALL!!!!  CUT THE SHIT!!!!

10/24/2019 3:25:06 PM joeglassman3 People really need to stop thinking that any poll relying on only 1000 people could in any way accurately represent the "Majority of Americans"

10/24/2019 3:25:49 PM cakespatti Fake news. Leave our freaking constitution the hell alone you dirty Democrats

10/24/2019 3:26:07 PM cheryls15973780 I don’t believe that

10/24/2019 3:26:20 PM vetgeek85027 Total BS!

10/24/2019 3:26:41 PM djlok More than I ever could've imagined!!!  Read all their tweets, you'll see what I mean.

10/24/2019 3:28:12 PM truth_incontext Florida/CUBA are key for launch angle, yeah?

Other than that, I'm stumped.

10/24/2019 3:28:28 PM laurabusse Yes thats one of the stories

D Wilcock details it...

We exploded our planet

Mars was a moon of that planet

Evidence of tidal locked orbit

Some survivors made it here to earth

Others reincarnated here

Very very long time ago

I suppose anything is possible

Sci fi may be sci fact...
10/24/2019 3:28:50 PM djlok They don't have a "Florida Man" for nothing!!!

10/24/2019 3:28:57 PM hilda_brand Sure I'm still laughing at the poll that said Old Hillary would win pic.twitter.com/tACr0JZLwC

10/24/2019 3:32:09 PM rawphonegirl I was today years old when I learned I'm actually a cusper. Accurate? No idea.  It does make me feel better though, millennials I know are kind of lazy 

and nucking futs!!! http://vm.tiktok.com/aCkU4C/ 

10/24/2019 3:32:19 PM laurabusse Just my opinion

Of course you may be right

But I like to consider all possibilities

The universe is vast

Possibly infinite

Possible other universes

Interdimensional beings

ETs

Angels

Clearly we are not alone

But what exactly constitutes the...others?

Ppl have diff experiences...
10/24/2019 3:34:57 PM laurabusse This is just one point of view

Many many ppl with many different experiences

I'm not saying we should believe everyone

But I don't think we should rule out conflicting stories

There may well be a grain of truth to all of them

IMHO best to keep an open mind

Take in lotsa info...

10/24/2019 3:35:53 PM westmount_d7 I freakin’ knew it! Lol. So, it’s largely been about protecting the lucrative 51st “state” colony system. Glad to hear Prez Trump say during space walk link 

that going to the moon is a way to get to Mars for industry. Spaceforce will protect industry. Next: Full disclosure👽🙌

10/24/2019 3:37:59 PM laurabusse Exactly

I dont watch TV, movies anymore

I read books by ppl who used to work for the govt and hid space...secrets

Many many interviews on YT

Kerry Cassidy, project Camelot

David Wilcock

Many many many others

Most stories overlap

There is sooo much info out there

All mind boggling
10/24/2019 3:42:05 PM saltysailor18 There's a process for that.  Good luck.

You'll need it.

10/24/2019 3:42:08 PM covertress You are a bright light among your peers, @Llyr_Crypto. Keep shining.

10/24/2019 3:46:17 PM reeniekfarms Rewritten ??? say's who ??? a 17 year old that doesn't know how to tie his own shoes without his Mom's approval.... yea good luck with that.

10/24/2019 3:52:30 PM truepatriotfl74 That's my thoughts as well.

10/24/2019 3:52:39 PM laurabusse LOLOL

10/24/2019 3:55:35 PM ab36913  pic.twitter.com/J1neJWE6uY

10/24/2019 3:56:33 PM 92michael This makes me ashamed to be a Millennial. - Free speech is one of the single most important rights we have!

10/24/2019 3:58:23 PM laurabusse Mirror

10/24/2019 3:58:39 PM dcooyon “These freedoms are way too much, please take them from us, government.” said no sane person, ever.



10/24/2019 3:59:24 PM lbf777 This is what we all want so we are defunding the Gov by not paying taxes. Later we will cut fines and debts too.

Do join this growing demographic patriots.

10/24/2019 3:59:27 PM ab36913 Why do all the images say “Getty Images” on them?  The damn ped-Gettys can’t possible own all the pics on the internet...🤔🧐🤔 

pic.twitter.com/0GA562SM4H

10/24/2019 3:59:28 PM laurabusse Mine as well

Good theory ☺️

10/24/2019 4:01:00 PM foreverozone FWIW it will never happen, and can't. Per someone who has built such a machine and received a visit from gov officials (even though his shop was in 

the middle of nowhere) that energy comes form other dimensions-frequencies around us. Interferes. Chemtails now them to know if used

10/24/2019 4:01:43 PM foreverozone Plus they fear a 'population explosion' if unleashed on humanity and the goal is to reduce the population by 90%

10/24/2019 4:01:56 PM laurabusse Start researching

Majestic 12

Read the tweet archives

There's books YTs etc

Much info out there

Some of it controversial or contradictory

As usual I suppose

I think they've existed since the 40s
10/24/2019 4:02:41 PM stanstephens13 This is why the 2 nd amendment exist. Lose your speech and civil breakdown is next.

10/24/2019 4:04:38 PM laurabusse Wow

Something

Attached to the fault

We can guess

Sounds ominous...

10/24/2019 4:04:54 PM fluck_gloria 😹😹😹😹

10/24/2019 4:05:06 PM irah_chandler I could not imagine a world where the first amendment was rewritten. That literally would be the end of freedom

10/24/2019 4:05:28 PM 313looper President Trump :🇺🇸❤️🙏🏻

“[They] don’t know who [they] are dealing with!” https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1187111493311107073?s=21 …

10/24/2019 4:05:57 PM sp00njake Yea who is right 😂😂😂

10/24/2019 4:06:40 PM __jabird__ What is the likelihood the ancient ruins on Mars (or Venus) could be from earth humans who traveled back in time to a point at which one or both 

planets were habitable?  Could we be looking at the ancient remains of our grandchildren ?

10/24/2019 4:07:52 PM kindeandtrue If the Dems were smart, they would have made Tim Ryan their guy. He's straight from central casting: a successful, good-looking, bland, vanilla, 

moderate liberal white male.

10/24/2019 4:08:56 PM mav_steve The deeper you go the more unrealistic things become

10/24/2019 4:09:18 PM laurabusse Ha

Many of us are ashamed to be human LOL

Good and bad eggs in every basket

☺️☺️☺️

10/24/2019 4:11:19 PM laurabusse This is total BS!

Bulldog on Frasier pic.twitter.com/goiPzWEKOi

10/24/2019 4:11:26 PM irah_chandler Hate speach? you mean the censorship and the first step to the removal of 1st A

10/24/2019 4:12:00 PM laurabusse Yeah you and me both LOL

10/24/2019 4:13:09 PM laurabusse It's a continuum

Just a label

Truly we are all one

We just don't realize it ☺️

10/24/2019 4:13:41 PM foreverozone New Constitution:

1. Free School.

2. Free healthcare.

3. No borders. 

4. Prison for misusing pronouns.

5. Abortion on demand, paid by gov. 

6. No prisons, EXCEPT for pronoun offenders

7. $1000 mo guar income.

8. No gas cars.

9. Everything renewable 

10. 90% tax over 1M
10/24/2019 4:15:48 PM laurabusse Exactly!!!

10/24/2019 4:16:48 PM 1_decided_voter I think that was the collective reaction of most who heard this.

10/24/2019 4:18:32 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/XrIYhVnPNR

10/24/2019 4:20:29 PM reform14th They can’t run a normal candidate. Dem candidate for 2020 must be a woke antiamerican socialist, because the democrats have spent every waking 

minute since 2016 pandering to that specific subsection of their party.

10/24/2019 4:20:36 PM gvilleval It could be Tomorrowland... pic.twitter.com/AeF32JMHSo

10/24/2019 4:20:37 PM unstoppablencp 51% of millennial‘s have no idea what the first amendment even says this is a joke right!!!

10/24/2019 4:23:48 PM foreverozone I do know this. The "truth" could set us free.

Therefore, we seek.

10/24/2019 4:23:49 PM yourkiddingme5 Exactly.  🤷♀️🤷♀️🤷♀️

10/24/2019 4:28:00 PM amandajnmaui9 This is completely FLASE!!!

10/24/2019 4:29:23 PM isawthat9 I’m gonna five every asshole! pic.twitter.com/GmMq8xbbC2

10/24/2019 4:30:23 PM allahuniversal Why Axios? https://www.axios.com/about 

10/24/2019 4:30:37 PM isawthat9 Please!! pic.twitter.com/PfWxGny6Ao

10/24/2019 4:32:49 PM hollywdharriet Who he?

10/24/2019 4:33:21 PM keith369me Only the brainwashed generation.   There is a lot of work to do to fix this mess

10/24/2019 4:34:48 PM enomai_ The brainwashed.

10/24/2019 4:35:16 PM keith369me Did you watch the 2016 Dem debates?  1% O’Malley was the only sane one on stage.

10/24/2019 4:35:31 PM patriotswegoall Rewritten? We don't think so.

Fake poll = Fake news.

10/24/2019 4:37:38 PM internetusr Yep. Just go to anytown USA and asks the residents what they think about their policies. 

Yikes. Talk about deer in the headlights. 

Dems are gonna get worked over big time. Again.

10/24/2019 4:40:05 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo0KjdDJr1c …



10/24/2019 4:44:13 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz0o9clVQu8 …

10/24/2019 4:51:00 PM enomai_ U.S. Representative for Ohio's 13th congressional district since 2003. The district, numbered as the 17th district from 2003 to 2013, takes in a large 

swath of northeast Ohio, from Youngstown to Akron. Ryan is a member of the Democratic Party. Wikipedia

10/24/2019 4:58:21 PM rawphonegirl 😆😆😆 thanks! Cuspers don't get trophies I guess!

10/24/2019 4:58:53 PM rawphonegirl All snark aside,  I feel this. ❤️❤️❤️

10/24/2019 4:59:25 PM rawphonegirl 😆😆😆😱😱😱 nailed it!!!

10/24/2019 5:00:14 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/s8HOl9ls2j

10/24/2019 5:02:00 PM roublisa Lol 😆😆😆😜😜😜 pic.twitter.com/11tFnRGXdc

10/24/2019 5:02:41 PM moemc8 This comment is listed as offensive.  Unbelievable

10/24/2019 5:05:40 PM rawphonegirl 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/bbcpu4ab4J

10/24/2019 5:06:29 PM nun_chucknorris JE->Richard Branson->Virgin Galactic->Pratt & Whitney (in WPB)

10/24/2019 5:08:04 PM roublisa NaaaillED IT 😆😅😂 pic.twitter.com/lrPclK7cQQ

10/24/2019 5:09:42 PM jvan125 🤷🏼♀️😆

10/24/2019 5:16:32 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/QmQorhqpdK

10/24/2019 5:21:53 PM dansilv56084248 What is FL?

10/24/2019 5:27:14 PM tambeekeeper Of course he does...he’s been here over 450k years ago!!! Just people don’t know he’s ET

10/24/2019 5:31:27 PM kapitan_wow stand up.

fight.

this is not a drill.

10/24/2019 5:33:01 PM tomsuz7 Fake news

10/24/2019 5:46:29 PM hersh61m Sidney Powell?

10/24/2019 5:56:36 PM fansblowing3 China had a spy working for Sen. Dianne Feinstein 

China murdered the entire CIA network in their country 

China annexed the South China Sea 

China hacked the US government, repeatedly including HRC

All while John Brennan was CIA director and Obama was President #chinagate

10/24/2019 6:00:55 PM allahuniversal If and when "misgendering" is considered to be "hate speech", the "victims" would soon be free to run the place with all of the weaponized 

"progressive pronouns" that they want.

10/24/2019 6:04:42 PM mattersnot2  http://flmars.org  https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/mars-helicopter-to-fly-on-nasa-s-next-red-planet-rover-mission …

10/24/2019 6:10:48 PM clifton15jon #FakeNews #FakePerson #FakeProfile #Fail pic.twitter.com/IleU8mO7Hl

10/24/2019 6:10:50 PM decodematrix @ffe3301 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @RealEyeTheSpy @zagnett @DJLOK @covertress @MongrelGlory @blsdbe @laurabusse 

https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1187526957161963527 …

10/24/2019 6:14:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you know that the health effects and usage of portobello mushrooms is classified?

10/24/2019 6:14:31 PM laura_twelve Why?

10/24/2019 6:14:43 PM i_like_skis Positive or negative health effect?

10/24/2019 6:15:06 PM djlok Had some tonight in some lasagna.

10/24/2019 6:15:15 PM whiterabbitttt1 I'm willing to bet its negative if its hidden.

10/24/2019 6:15:18 PM internetusr Yeah it’s gonna be a no from me dog. 

Are they good or bad? I love them...

10/24/2019 6:15:20 PM guy_karen What’s up with that?

10/24/2019 6:15:27 PM michael81972 Can you give a hint as to why it is classified?

10/24/2019 6:15:29 PM stanstephens13 Listen and read carefully to what Stamets writes and says.

10/24/2019 6:15:32 PM qshotkath Do tell👀

10/24/2019 6:15:52 PM rallistiny ?  No, Why classified?

10/24/2019 6:15:59 PM light_fighter_g today has been a crazy news day but this takes the cake

10/24/2019 6:16:03 PM juliefeider333 Health affects must be good if they’re hiding it from us. 😉

10/24/2019 6:16:09 PM rachaelangelm I will still eat that mushroom

10/24/2019 6:16:32 PM keith369me Damn, I almost ordered a portobello burger tonight at dinner.  I know it’s classified...any public information?

10/24/2019 6:17:01 PM ewolsj Wondering what plethora of knowledge is "classified" Open the KNOWLEDGE FLOODGATES NOW and catapult US into OUR future already!

10/24/2019 6:17:36 PM zeeinthemoment Wait, what?

10/24/2019 6:17:43 PM lordconcave Did you know that the health effects and origin of megacryometeors is classified?

10/24/2019 6:17:46 PM dirkdig21807753  https://steemit.com/health/@kennyskitchen/warning-do-not-eat-portobello-cremini-or-button-mushrooms-without-cooking-them-at-high-

temperatures …

10/24/2019 6:17:56 PM keith369me  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.desmoinesregister.com/amp/14901215 …  Selenium content?

10/24/2019 6:18:13 PM cledrordfishing Come on.....

10/24/2019 6:18:38 PM dougfasho Infact all .mushrooms

10/24/2019 6:18:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 Uncooked Portobello Mushroom = 1 Smoked Cigarette

10/24/2019 6:19:27 PM joni_apple_seed No I did not but I never did care for them. Like they  skeeve me out! Nasty and I love mushrooms! pic.twitter.com/3gbyM6HGAU

10/24/2019 6:19:38 PM keith369me They are an excellent source of riboflavin, a B vitamin that is important for energy, growth and red blood cell production. Baby portobellos are also a 

good source of:

Selenium: A mineral known for its antioxidant properties; may play a role in preventing cancer of the colon,

10/24/2019 6:19:42 PM daddyj08466171  https://draxe.com/nutrition/portobello-mushroom/ ….

10/24/2019 6:19:45 PM keith369me prostate, lung, bladder, skin, esophagus and stomach

Copper: A mineral necessary for producing and storing iron

Potassium: A mineral which aids in lowering blood pressure

10/24/2019 6:20:06 PM rachelhalligan  pic.twitter.com/viAvIwNgrk

10/24/2019 6:20:36 PM ultim8boon  https://steemit.com/health/@kennyskitchen/warning-do-not-eat-portobello-cremini-or-button-mushrooms-without-cooking-them-at-high-

temperatures …

10/24/2019 6:21:07 PM lbf777 So now the organic stuff is bad but vaccines good? Lol. Ya right.

10/24/2019 6:21:13 PM nm_zsr Stamets was very apprehensive to discuss it, but said to be sure to cook before eating. Why is it classified?

10/24/2019 6:21:17 PM gitmo2727 Does this include psycodelics, asking for a friend

10/24/2019 6:21:42 PM kindeandtrue Portobellos are a powerful anti-cancer superfood. https://draxe.com/nutrition/portobello-mushroom/ …

10/24/2019 6:22:27 PM imdarealross Why are some mushrooms that are kept classified?

10/24/2019 6:22:33 PM rachaelangelm Uncooked

10/24/2019 6:23:55 PM tamiwils0n22813 If it is connected to mental illness then it needs to be unclassified now.  “We the people” want/deserve to know why these things were & are classified 

in the first place! pic.twitter.com/nus6kqlsZj

10/24/2019 6:24:31 PM qshotkath Lovastatin. Now I’m 😠

10/24/2019 6:24:31 PM vivanee17 Skeeve? Had to look it up. Now it's my new favorite word. Thanks



10/24/2019 6:24:49 PM ab36913 What about cooked or grilled?  Does it have the less of a cigarette ratio?

Where can we dig on this?  🤔🧐🤔

10/24/2019 6:25:19 PM covertress How healthy are uncooked broccoli and cauliflower?

10/24/2019 6:26:58 PM michael81972 Hmm...I would have never guessed that

10/24/2019 6:27:15 PM teamsterr07 What about cooked? Still bad?

10/24/2019 6:29:48 PM nursewounds Thoughts on cholesterol meds..

10/24/2019 6:30:05 PM manifest_utopia Funny, I've always disliked & avoid uncooked mushrooms.

10/24/2019 6:30:09 PM covertress That does it!

No mushrooms for me from Dollar General!

10/24/2019 6:30:23 PM _andy_walker_ This shouldn't surprise me, and yet here I am-surprised. Not that the info was classified, but that they're That bad for a person's health! First they take 

away Vitamin Dense fruits and veggies, then they Destroyed Vitamin K Completely, and now this. Do they know how Karma works?

10/24/2019 6:30:48 PM the_fjalar mushrooms 🍄 pic.twitter.com/DXOPT2xGUN

10/24/2019 6:31:46 PM state1union I’ve been living on Portobello mushrooms 🍄for 2 months. What?

10/24/2019 6:31:56 PM sailfree Discharge from alien spacecraft...   (Just starting a rumor, folks!)

10/24/2019 6:33:58 PM joni_apple_seed Your either really really old OR really young. Either way expanding peoples vocabulary is my mission in life. ;)                Slainte

10/24/2019 6:34:07 PM luvsweetluv5 Why are they on our grocery shelves?

10/24/2019 6:35:33 PM americanpetal What about Apricot Seeds?

10/24/2019 6:35:56 PM junebugbeaux Cannot stand the texture of ANY mushroom. 🤢 pic.twitter.com/PyVqIYQSon

10/24/2019 6:36:54 PM ewolsj Population reduction

10/24/2019 6:37:14 PM americanpetal No?

10/24/2019 6:37:17 PM sterkinglights1 I'm a magacryometeor?

10/24/2019 6:37:53 PM chrislongaberg1 Please tell us more

10/24/2019 6:37:59 PM luvsweetluv5 I will probably never buy another portobello in my life .

10/24/2019 6:38:59 PM ttesla9 I knew there was a reason I hated mushrooms.. eww

10/24/2019 6:38:59 PM manifest_utopia FWIW, Attended seminar by Naturopath on it. Gained super fast FDA approval 😕 She quickly disclosed it reduces reproduction in studies. (Not life 

affirming) Tried it & couldn't get away fast enough, disruptive to natural vibration. I know other like it.

10/24/2019 6:39:14 PM ewolsj If you do, cook it to a crisp lol

10/24/2019 6:39:24 PM mgvrnr An expert mushroom person in Oregon said that once the  black gills opened they were not good to eat. She also said the standard mushrooms we eat 

are less good for you than the wild ones. so confirmation.

10/24/2019 6:40:34 PM fansblowing3 What??  😟

10/24/2019 6:41:05 PM abtnancy They want it rewritten? Well they’ve got a little work to do. Amend the Constitution if you think it’s that easy. 🤣

10/24/2019 6:42:30 PM realitycheck05 I remember that part of the podcast.. Paul Stamets got all serious and was like I cant talk about that, my life is in danger, next subject...

10/24/2019 6:42:41 PM djlok Well, I guess it is a fungus.  Most fungi I've had in/on my body was BAD NEWS!!!

10/24/2019 6:42:57 PM bbobbio71 What? What about cooked?

I cook them a lot with olive oil,  little Himalayan salt, pepper and fresh garlic.

10/24/2019 6:44:12 PM bbobbio71 Fake news

10/24/2019 6:44:26 PM bbobbio71 Exactly!

10/24/2019 6:44:37 PM _the_psychonaut What about amanita muscaria mushrooms?

10/24/2019 6:44:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 15?

10/24/2019 6:45:03 PM michael81972 Snopes?

10/24/2019 6:45:20 PM _the_psychonaut I’ve heard cancer cure

10/24/2019 6:45:26 PM sterkinglights1 Equivalent of a random poll with random questions and people guessing because they don't know.

10/24/2019 6:45:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fully cooked is "safe".

10/24/2019 6:45:44 PM freestateojones  pic.twitter.com/9x92qwFu4K

10/24/2019 6:45:56 PM jvan125 Are we getting closer? 🍿 pic.twitter.com/g8KHwcGHLo

10/24/2019 6:46:30 PM vivanee17 Now Gaelic I'm a little familiar with. There is actually a Gaelic college here. Thanks for expanding my vocabulary.

10/24/2019 6:46:51 PM qrabitt Brain food.. Immense healing properties for neurological conditions. Portabello not so much but other mushrooms 💯

10/24/2019 6:47:01 PM ewolsj The 35% will either explode their heads or come to a realization  that they were hoodwinked like the rest of Us and carry on. Stop patronizing the 65% 

of Humanity! RELEASE THE KNOWLEDGE TO THE MASSES!!!!

10/24/2019 6:47:22 PM laurabusse Amen!!! 

Many of us seeking truth!

But we are all so different

Andd so see truth differently from each other

And that's ok!

Everyone has the right to think believe speak write act as they see fit as long as it does not infringe on others' rights and free will. ☺️

10/24/2019 6:47:55 PM americanpetal Yup, if (They) say it’s bad for you, it’s probably good for you.

Stay out of sun (they) say...grrr Sun is good for you

10/24/2019 6:48:01 PM sterkinglights1 Highly accurate.

10/24/2019 6:48:09 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1187545787489636352 …

10/24/2019 6:48:22 PM sdane8 Great. I love mushrooms and eat them all the time in everything.

10/24/2019 6:49:02 PM _the_psychonaut Sunscreen however is not

10/24/2019 6:49:04 PM covertress It's a valid question. 

Look what I learned about "baby carrots" this week.

This thread... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1187074080727601154?s=19 …

10/24/2019 6:49:06 PM ewolsj There are CITIZENS dying because of your war games, YOU can cure them now, so what are YOU guys and gals and? Waiting for?????

10/24/2019 6:49:38 PM americanpetal No, it’s not...all those chemicals

10/24/2019 6:49:45 PM laurabusse 💜💙💚

10/24/2019 6:49:46 PM michael81972 Im going to assume agenda 21

10/24/2019 6:49:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death is an illusion. Knowing this changes the game entirely.

10/24/2019 6:50:34 PM qrabitt  https://youtu.be/G4WfJ9JjXp8 

10/24/2019 6:51:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Potatoes have some "applications".

10/24/2019 6:51:15 PM freestateojones For sure a valid question, just an odd one to read ahah.

10/24/2019 6:51:18 PM n7guardiananon contain agaritine/hydrazine, both of which have been found to be cancer-causing, luckily both heat-unstable. You should cook all your mushrooms, but 

especially these ones. https://steemit.com/health/@kennyskitchen/warning-do-not-eat-portobello-cremini-or-button-mushrooms-without-cooking-

them-at-high-temperatures …

10/24/2019 6:51:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think SSP

10/24/2019 6:51:42 PM qrabitt Big pharma



10/24/2019 6:51:46 PM lbf777 In that case keep poisoning the masses with Chemtrails and genocide them with 5G towers. Since death is an illusion, it doesn’t matter right?

10/24/2019 6:52:50 PM ewolsj I know that but others don't, tell that to the parent watching their kid die from something that is completely curable or a adult kid watching their 

parent detireate with Alzheimer's or cancer. I know the grand scheme of things and paths of live chosen but not everyone is on that

10/24/2019 6:52:54 PM manifest_utopia Haven't heard of it. After the info session, I put it in the ignore category. The info @MedicalMedium shares in his books is my main source (I have 

health care background). The viruses, hvy metals, toxins, radiation that cause most illnesses&cancer & foods/herbs that detox/heal.

10/24/2019 6:52:55 PM covertress Well, I never considered my carrots to be poisoned either. 😖

10/24/2019 6:53:36 PM ewolsj Level and so much of this pain could be cured if EVERYTHING is revealed.

10/24/2019 6:53:56 PM fansblowing3 Mushrooms and SPACE?  What? 😮

10/24/2019 6:54:01 PM 9threalm 🤔Shared Services Provider?

10/24/2019 6:54:01 PM zeropointchrist Wow... that is the EXACT opposite!  It has specific cancer causing enzymes.

10/24/2019 6:54:27 PM americanpetal I thought mushrooms can raise your vibrations, just like marijuana which (they) do not want happening. (They) do not want us healthy and happy. 😡

10/24/2019 6:54:27 PM coloali I hope so.

10/24/2019 6:54:33 PM cagsil There are so many laws on the books, that you never have to step outside your home to break one. It's completely absurd. This isn't anything new for 

me to say. However, I'm gladly repeating it.

10/24/2019 6:55:16 PM djlok It sure does as far as perception goes, but I'm still trying to figure out how outside of perception it changes the game. That's what I'm trying to figure 

out.

10/24/2019 6:55:41 PM girlawakeinca @AB36913

10/24/2019 6:56:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Alice in Wonderland.

10/24/2019 6:56:52 PM _the_psychonaut Secret Space Program

10/24/2019 6:56:57 PM djlok Well, that's an interesting perspective, I'll need to consider.  Sort of a "nothing to lose" or maybe even a "could be lost for generations" perspective. 

You always give me a lot to think about.

10/24/2019 6:57:02 PM fansblowing3 The next life will be with different people and living in different places, so  this current life is very important to us.

10/24/2019 6:57:09 PM rosesrred0119 6

10/24/2019 6:57:37 PM 9threalm 😀Yeah.

10/24/2019 6:58:00 PM ethereal_shaman Free will choice.

10/24/2019 6:58:11 PM djlok Bloated. 😂😂😂

10/24/2019 6:58:13 PM cagsil Was it ever a high crime against USA? No? BS!

Right after he was elected, he refused to remove #PatriotAct(aka #FreedomAct), #NDAA and #FISA laws which were treasonous when Bush & Obama 

administration did them. Trump after elected- REFUSED to remove them. Act of Treason!

10/24/2019 6:58:17 PM libertyspring99 But I love potatoes. 😩

Why couldn’t it be spinach instead?!!

10/24/2019 6:58:26 PM highhopesusa Uncooked cruciferous vegetables can interfere with the thyroid. It’s better to cook them.

10/24/2019 6:58:56 PM jvan125 I HATE mushrooms so this is an easy one 😂

10/24/2019 6:59:50 PM notevenchad17 I ate a LOT of mushrooms back in the day.

10/24/2019 7:00:16 PM michael81972 kek

10/24/2019 7:00:36 PM americanpetal Death and time are an illusion. So, what are we to do? Just love?

10/24/2019 7:01:51 PM highhopesusa Eggplant has a chemical in it that’s anti-seizure. My daughter was craving eggplant so much when she was having seizure problems, she’d eat up to 3 

large ones per week, she learned how to cook some eggplant stew.

10/24/2019 7:02:01 PM kindeandtrue Nobody knows which side is correct.

10/24/2019 7:02:26 PM notevenchad17 KEK!! A lot. Maj probably knows.

10/24/2019 7:02:27 PM highhopesusa He did a Ted Talk that was my favorite one. Fascinating things about fungi.

10/24/2019 7:02:28 PM mklundquist Who the heck is eating a bunch of raw portobello mushrooms anyway? 20 per day is like a pack of smokes? 😎

10/24/2019 7:04:31 PM laurabusse LOL

10/24/2019 7:04:48 PM americanpetal Yup

10/24/2019 7:05:06 PM r_daneel_0livaw must be high heat or they are subtly toxic. Paul Stamets talks about this and he is the authority on fungi.

10/24/2019 7:07:14 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/cDZVURzGHT

10/24/2019 7:07:34 PM michael81972 Most ‘Nightshades’ ???

10/24/2019 7:08:07 PM fansblowing3 MK Ultra 🤔 Dumbs us down.  Brain fog?

10/24/2019 7:09:13 PM laurabusse Do they really think ppl are buying their bullshit? pic.twitter.com/jbPZhIvSpW

10/24/2019 7:09:27 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/EHyqhvpiCJ

10/24/2019 7:09:28 PM bbobbio71 Sweet! Thank you

10/24/2019 7:11:42 PM bbobbio71 Half way there?

10/24/2019 7:12:34 PM bbobbio71 Obama?

10/24/2019 7:12:42 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Copycats  😉😉😉  pic.twitter.com/UeKrn0XXSz

10/24/2019 7:13:19 PM michael81972 [Shrooms] 👍🏻

10/24/2019 7:13:22 PM laurabusse Me too!

Remember to enjoy the show ☺️ pic.twitter.com/Mqz0sTB20i

10/24/2019 7:13:24 PM daddyj08466171 Count down has begun! pic.twitter.com/Mo6Huc8Fuo

10/24/2019 7:13:50 PM laurabusse God I hope so

10/24/2019 7:16:24 PM laurabusse Hopefully not very

Kinda hard to choke down raw unless finely chopped and swathed in an awesome slaw type dressing

10/24/2019 7:18:49 PM bbobbio71 That's a cool site. 

Thanks for sharing

10/24/2019 7:20:56 PM bbobbio71 What's that site that correlates numerology with letters?

10/24/2019 7:21:27 PM michael81972 I know your probably at a point to where you cant give much more info about classified material,  Im going to guess maybe they are a food source that 

thrives well off world

10/24/2019 7:21:39 PM sano_faith Interesting :  http://www.raysahelian.com/agaricus.html 

10/24/2019 7:21:45 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic 12 plus the 3 typists?

10/24/2019 7:23:15 PM aprilbrown99 November 8th?

10/24/2019 7:23:30 PM laurabusse They think if they don't tell us directly

But tell us indirectly via subtle hints and symbolism

That they've got our consent

Or that if we're too stupid to notice and can't put two and two together

Then they think we deserve it

And that they're altogether off the hook karmically

10/24/2019 7:24:06 PM notevenchad17 Shrooms in the kill box. Kek!



10/24/2019 7:24:45 PM laurabusse No wonder they were a trend for awhile

Brian thx for this...

10/24/2019 7:26:48 PM laurabusse Megacryometeor https://g.co/kgs/t6j96E 

10/24/2019 7:27:57 PM djlok 1 + 5 = 6?

10/24/2019 7:28:09 PM laurabusse Remember when we were told how good they are for us?

10/24/2019 7:29:38 PM melhuses Millennials have been brainwashed

10/24/2019 7:30:48 PM poriland4 This is a border town birth house were illegals give birth in the USA. Aka anchor babies.

10/24/2019 7:30:54 PM sea_witch01 I think they may be a phenomenon caused by airplanes.

10/24/2019 7:31:48 PM marywal64295444 Wow! I would have never guessed that cremini, button, and portobello mushrooms are all the same thing, just different ages. Wow!

10/24/2019 7:31:52 PM laurabusse I bet it's lovely where you are!!

10/24/2019 7:32:39 PM fuknutz It's like a simulation. Like a video game. You either fuck up and respawn at the beginning of the level, or you make it through and move on to level 2.

10/24/2019 7:33:34 PM lilangels44 I love potatoes have always been under the impression they are to starchy but have nutritional value. So in wonderland that means I should stop 

eating them they are probably bad - think opposite of what we've been told? What's"good" is bad what's"bad"is good?

10/24/2019 7:35:21 PM marywal64295444 I live in Northern Idaho, and Morel mushroom season is my favorite time. I love to cook them, but also have just rinsed them in the creek and ate them 

right there. Wonder if they're bad for us too. 😭

10/24/2019 7:36:30 PM rhondanight Gematria

10/24/2019 7:36:56 PM laurabusse They most certainly do not

Up to us to choose health, happiness

Welcome it into our vibration

And allow ourselves to gradually make choices to help facilitate this

Once you've decided to be happy and healthy

The forces of the universe will conspire to help you and help make it so

10/24/2019 7:37:48 PM patriotswegoall Never heard of that type of mushroom.

10/24/2019 7:38:57 PM trumping4usa What is going to sleep and never waking up? Death. What is waking up from never going to sleep? Birth. You cannot have an experience of nothingness

10/24/2019 7:39:29 PM karvilla96 🤣😂🤣😂 I feel ya

10/24/2019 7:40:31 PM djlok Or you could leave the Church all your money or your family, invested wisely, so you may have a great future next life.  It's a lot when you really think 

about it.  And I suppose next life as used above is all a matter of perception.

10/24/2019 7:42:37 PM laurabusse Medical medium Anthony William

FWIW

says potatoes are good for you for several reasons

Says they've been maligned https://www.medicalmedium.com/blog/healing-potatoes …

10/24/2019 7:43:12 PM big_simp yep... are you noticing they are really ramping up the fakeass outer space bullshit??

Not that the proles are interested... Everyone battling for survival as the system starts unfolding..  Lebanon/ Chile are gone

10/24/2019 7:44:20 PM laurabusse Potatoes mashed with spinach

A little olive oil

Himalayan salt

YUM

Throw in cooked mushrooms

HEAVEN
10/24/2019 7:45:25 PM patriotswegoall Q re: 15

Soros was arrested.

More to come?

10/24/2019 7:45:30 PM laurabusse  https://www.medicalmedium.com/blog/healing-potatoes …

FWIW

10/24/2019 7:48:12 PM chew_soap Growing up I was told potatoes would make my boobs grow bigger

10/24/2019 7:48:29 PM fuknutz I'm pretty sure "level 2" is somewhere offworld with a higher purpose. 

For those who qualify. 

Spiritually. 

You know how "they" like to drop "hints" in films?

Check this one out: pic.twitter.com/aSKvXZbwai

10/24/2019 7:51:06 PM n7guardiananon thx MJ12

10/24/2019 7:52:12 PM drnick68405574 so u gotta cook em eh

10/24/2019 7:52:55 PM vivipatriot7 1. I’m a previous Cardiac ICU nurse. Most all of the cardiologist I worked with seemed to believe ‘everyone’ should take statins (Lipitor, Pravachol, etc.) 

as they age (late 40’s or 50’s) as this classification of meds not only reduces bad cholesterol (LDL) and triglycerides,...

10/24/2019 7:53:13 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/Piper_Fogle/status/1187551694374105088 …

10/24/2019 7:53:33 PM laurabusse XO Joni Jay ☺️

10/24/2019 7:54:33 PM vivipatriot7 2. ...they are also  “cardioprotective”! 

ALL of them believed statins should be prescribed for any patient with elevated LDL (bad cholesterol), triglycerides (type of circulating fat in 

bloodstream), and/or low HDL (good cholesterol) levels. 

However, Integrative med docs...

10/24/2019 7:55:51 PM michael81972 Ha...You probably ate a barrel full a day😁

10/24/2019 7:57:05 PM chew_soap Haha it’s fair to say it fueled my love for carbs for good while

10/24/2019 7:58:37 PM antarantanka Isn’t hydrazine rocket fuel?

10/24/2019 7:58:43 PM dironablu2u Can you use words I've heard before?

10/24/2019 7:59:50 PM autochik631 Gotta be the ufos.

10/24/2019 8:00:50 PM dironablu2u That's the end of the aerosol cans they use for chemtrails...

When you spray too long it gets cold...

10/24/2019 8:01:44 PM dironablu2u WTF? How come everything I like is killing me?

This is B.S...



10/24/2019 8:01:58 PM vivipatriot7 3..as a general rule rarely prescribe these drugs believing they do more harm than good.  (Dr. Don Colbert and Dr. Lisa Koche (my personal doc) are 

great references. 

Lipitor elevated my liver enzymes and I had severe joint pain. Pravachol lowered my LDL cholesterol but lowered..

10/24/2019 8:02:45 PM libertyspring99 Delish! But not portobello mushrooms I hope. That would be like smoking a cigar! 🤣🤣

10/24/2019 8:04:07 PM kasia67281703  http://www.explorebigsky.com/are-mushrooms-from-outer-space …

10/24/2019 8:04:09 PM rghardy3 11-4 = 15

POTUS Rally Lexington, KY = DIA = Q

Coincidence ?

10/24/2019 8:06:17 PM ptamait Oh no...there goes roko basilisk and elon musks underground transportation system.

10/24/2019 8:06:47 PM laurabusse Oh god

They're chemtrail ice turds??????

10/24/2019 8:08:00 PM vivipatriot7 4... my HDL(good cholesterol). 

I stopped taking them finally...exercise, healthy diet, good oils, emotional and spiritual well-being are best tx. for me. Who knows the flippin’ “REAL” 

truth?! 🤷♀️ The more I learn...the more I wonder about EVERYthing! 😡 Sorry for the long post.

10/24/2019 8:09:26 PM laurabusse I could never bring myself to

Buy one

Cook one

Order one in a restaurant

I always use the regular button mushrooms preferably organic

If that actually makes any difference

I understand the debate

For the most part
10/24/2019 8:09:37 PM todd67075493 I saw this post when there were 15 comments...

10/24/2019 8:10:09 PM _doozier_ So the "classified" part of this is bigger than just Uncooked Mushrooms Bad For You?Portobello mushrooms have highly classified effects beyond the 

veil of death itself?? 😓😵

10/24/2019 8:10:23 PM ptamait Terrence McKenna said that a certain mushroom,  or mushrooms come from another planet.

10/24/2019 8:10:27 PM kasia67281703 Darryl Hannah meets Paul Stamets in his growroom  https://youtu.be/2C-QlPb3J74  via @YouTube

10/24/2019 8:11:46 PM laurabusse And it's comforting to know

If you eat one

It's only like you just smoked one cigarette

Haven't smoked in 44 years

But every once in a while

I think it might be fun

Probably just a crazy thought LOL
10/24/2019 8:11:48 PM dironablu2u  pic.twitter.com/lqF9PZMdyV

10/24/2019 8:12:01 PM n7guardiananon fun guys bring all kinda weird stuff to the party...(apologies for the lame joke) 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/7bjzry/mycologist_paul_stamets_just_refused_to_answer_a/ …

10/24/2019 8:12:22 PM aprilbrown99 Noice! 👍👍👍

10/24/2019 8:14:20 PM autochik631 Cancer causing...answers are at top- people providing info

10/24/2019 8:14:49 PM autochik631 Secret Space Program

10/24/2019 8:15:02 PM ptamait I would suggest the Chaga mushroom, the darker the better, unsurpassed antioxidant.

10/24/2019 8:16:31 PM luxdefiance What do you mean?

10/24/2019 8:16:34 PM autochik631 Have you seen links above-cancer causing

10/24/2019 8:18:11 PM nursewounds My husband was referred to the memory clinic at 48 years old. I asked his doc, well told his doc we were stopping it to see if it helps. Totally different 

person 4 months after. I work in home health and I will tell you if you weren't on a statin before the hosp, you are after!

10/24/2019 8:20:56 PM nursewounds My husband has tried every single one and not one time... NOT ONE TIME.. Did he refer him to a nutritionist. 

There should be way more Nutritionist jobs than Pharmacist. 

Cardiac issues and cancer would decline dramatically if that were to happen.

No money in "health"care.

10/24/2019 8:21:55 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/WkP0dJXrwI

10/24/2019 8:21:56 PM foreverozone ....knowing this explains why the elites throughout history (those who knew) treated commoners like cannon fodder.

It explains why CIA agents shorted airline stocks before 9/11, why Israeli nationals got text messages not to go to work, yet nobody exposed the op the 

press.

10/24/2019 8:22:46 PM djmurphy5 Heard this eluded to by Paul Stamets.

10/24/2019 8:23:33 PM lucyc5124 To die is to live ✨😊

10/24/2019 8:23:33 PM manifest_utopia Ah, understand. physical injury is different than illness. Turmeric helps arthritis type pain. Acupuncture, but needs to be a very good Chinese 

acupuncturist, not American trained, in my experience. Massage helps loosen up scar tissue. Sending healing thoughts to you.

10/24/2019 8:24:52 PM chapulincolored 👀

11.3 - Podesta indicted

11.6 - Huma indicted pic.twitter.com/3ssoJzLprU

10/24/2019 8:25:06 PM foreverozone Those things are used for adv surveillance and a future transhuman agenda (once Ai-Brain interphase is perfected) so that we can phase out the 

'worthless feeders' - reduce the population by 90% - and 'they' can usher in a new age. 

A mind war is coming.

10/24/2019 8:25:55 PM timedabbler21 More DUMBs raids/rescues of children?

10/24/2019 8:26:26 PM cleanitallup ???This seems a bit random.

10/24/2019 8:26:49 PM aprilbrown99 Because we are powerful immortal spirits, fractals of Source and we never die. We are in multiple dimensions and timelines. 

I wish I could see what that looks like from a 40k foot view.  I have a picture in my head and invision it to look like my banner to a certain degree.

10/24/2019 8:27:06 PM manifest_utopia Anthony William is awesome.

10/24/2019 8:27:15 PM vivipatriot7 I 100% agree! I lowered my cholesterol from around 300 to 130 after 4 months of following a very healthy diet including homemade smoothies (added 

as much kale as blender would hold) to mixture..moderate, but consistent, exercise, etc. 

Doc couldn’t believe it!



10/24/2019 8:28:04 PM cleanitallup What is your intent, really?

10/24/2019 8:28:30 PM nursewounds There's no money in smoothies!! 😂

🍏🍋🍌🍉🍍💸💸💸

10/24/2019 8:31:28 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/pyREE5mwYb

10/24/2019 8:32:05 PM vivipatriot7 I also went to church, women’s groups, (both great for my soul😁), etc., and I did not drink alcohol. Lol. Oh yes... forgot... tons and tons of H2O. 

Hydration is key! 

I added Chia and Flaxseed in my smoothie mix as well. Sorry, keep thinking of things.

10/24/2019 8:34:14 PM fansblowing3 Mushrooms exist on decaying matter in nature.  Mushrooms shorten our lifespans?

10/24/2019 8:37:22 PM vivipatriot7 Lol. You are so right! I’m sad to agree because I absolutely loved nursing. I so enjoyed most of my lil patients. ❤️

PS..almost done 🤣🤣 I felt so good at the end of that four months! I woke up feeling great..required half as much sleep, and my complexion changed 

so much.....

10/24/2019 8:46:59 PM vivipatriot7 I’ve not stuck to this regimen in a while! 😢 By answering your question, I was reminded of the many benefits of a healthy diet and lifestyle... most 

importantly...the improvement in the way I felt! 

Going #BackToTheFuture 😁

#Commitment #Planning

10/24/2019 8:47:32 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  Who boils their mushrooms for 2 hours?!!!

I love mushrooms, though prefer them cooked over raw.  However the usual way I cook them is sautéing and that only removes 30 to 70% of the 

carcinogens.  Think of all the mushrooms that are only partially cooked on pizzas!

10/24/2019 8:49:59 PM mongrelglory So the whole "raw food" diet trend may not necessarily be the healthiest, depending on what you're eating...🤔

10/24/2019 8:50:07 PM manifest_utopia That's beautiful. 💗

10/24/2019 9:00:34 PM mongrelglory Perhaps they were brought to earth from off world, but for what purpose?  Mushrooms play an important role in decomposing dead organic matter. 

They seem to fit in with our ecosystem.  Most life here on Earth was brought from off world so I don't know why mushrooms are classified.

10/24/2019 9:00:57 PM becca079 Latest news on Frank. https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20190815/barney-frank-tells-ccc-i-told-you-so …

10/24/2019 9:03:30 PM mongrelglory Only the "magic" kind I think.  Otherwise mushrooms are funguses that feeds off of dead organic matter, so maybe the vibration isn't so high.

10/24/2019 9:04:23 PM mongrelglory So does that mean that Kombucha tea (produced from a fungus) is not so healthy after all?  What about fermented foods?

10/24/2019 9:04:27 PM michael81972 MJ also mentioned potatoes,  so i was thinking maybe  nightshades...Evil likes dark places🤷🏻♂️

10/24/2019 9:05:47 PM rizzo1megan Great Q-I’m never eating mushrooms again! I hated them as a kid too-only thing I hated, beside water chestnuts!

10/24/2019 9:06:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/WyXQdP8D2Rg 

10/24/2019 9:06:28 PM mongrelglory May I borrow this please?

10/24/2019 9:09:26 PM altimitwill Uh no! I am a millennial and I do not want the first amendment or the entire constitution changed at all!

10/24/2019 9:10:41 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Both are stables of Chinese cooking. (My mom was half Chinese).  I'm sad. ☹️

10/24/2019 9:14:20 PM mongrelglory Strange! Macrobiotics teaches you to avoid nightshade vegetables, but they eat a lot of mushrooms and legumes which apparently aren't so high 

vibration.  I've gone from being vegetarian to eating meat this year (keto diet) and I feel so much better except for the "meat guilt".

10/24/2019 9:18:31 PM michael81972 Ive always been a meat eater,  but i like veggies also,  I personally like eating nightshades,  but I have also read that they are not good for you,  maybe 

even cause arthritis?

10/24/2019 9:22:22 PM flyover01047267 Because they took it upon themselves to be the boss of us. To bully the rest of us to do what they tell us to do. No we don't! Do you know a chef 

attempted to feed them what we eat from the grocery store, they didn't show up because of that? They refuse to eat what we buy to eat.

10/24/2019 9:31:38 PM 6b1222t Think Alkaloids!!! Do a dig on that. Very poisonous. Eat a potato that has turned green. You’ll get it. Growing up in potato land ID, it was something we 

learned early on it was only until much later that I understood why. Alkaloids. 😊

10/24/2019 9:32:03 PM _andy_walker_ Which, ironically, only incurs More Karmic debt. Morons...

10/24/2019 9:33:00 PM vvaves22 Been sus ever since the Stamens invterview w Joe Rogan... 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/7bgrdd/portobello_mushrooms_bad_effects_make_paul/ …

10/24/2019 9:37:30 PM hulagirl1901 @hulagirl1901 pic.twitter.com/xDRN0BkVZh

10/24/2019 9:37:36 PM _miss_isis_ I listened to paul stamets on @joerogan and he said he couldnt talk about uncooked portabellas or why- jusy to cook them. Fuckin sketch

10/24/2019 9:42:08 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Thus we have the evolution of the Sheeple!

10/24/2019 9:44:22 PM star_counter9 There's still alot they don't know about mushrooms(well so they said) but we need them,they're right up there with bees.

10/24/2019 9:48:19 PM _andy_walker_ Devolution* ;-)

10/24/2019 9:58:05 PM cosmic_engineer 🍄 Tea for me

10/24/2019 10:03:20 PM peaceemulator Wild mushrooms are fine, except the poison variety of course. If in any doubt look up Paul Stamets the mycology God. He has also stated the problem 

with portabello's but has been threatened by big companies to not give too much away, avoid them if possible.

10/24/2019 10:03:25 PM cosmic_engineer 💯

10/24/2019 10:20:00 PM melissagouin1 O?  Obama?

10/24/2019 10:24:16 PM tawneymorgan3 Once we are happy and content and no longer participating in their game, it’s over. The whole damn matrix collapses

10/24/2019 10:26:19 PM tawneymorgan3 Mushrooms are the best detoxifiers

10/24/2019 10:28:55 PM jollyrob2 👁 https://youtu.be/TgM4oqO-HII 

10/24/2019 10:31:18 PM shinethelightq I love mushrooms but eating them sends me to bed, doubled over in pain, for at least four hours. No Doc can tell me why this happens to me.

10/24/2019 10:41:23 PM nova76985142 We know they are closer to being human origin than plant or animal. I said to my daughter that the top feels like a fuzzy baby head.  She has refused to 

eat them, since.  I also pay close attention to what matter “looks like”.  Looks similar to an atomic bomb explosion.  Hm...

10/24/2019 11:04:53 PM marywal64295444 Oh yay! I'd hate to have to give up my morels!

10/24/2019 11:07:13 PM jollyrob2 Is it the same with eggplant?

10/24/2019 11:21:12 PM kathleen3693693  https://steemit.com/health/@kennyskitchen/warning-do-not-eat-portobello-cremini-or-button-mushrooms-without-cooking-them-at-high-

temperatures …

10/24/2019 11:24:11 PM lightonearth111 I’m so tired of seeing polls. I think they are just straight made up.

10/24/2019 11:24:50 PM irah_chandler I did not but at this point I would assume that there are facets of infomation about almost everything that are classified. The original satement is vauge 

and the follow up is mildly disconcerting but not helpful. The tech exists to transfer bodies so release the tech. No biggie

10/24/2019 11:25:17 PM kagqanon Piece of the Dome?

10/24/2019 11:27:02 PM irah_chandler Lol oh ueah forgot about eugenics and dna degridation lol

10/24/2019 11:30:18 PM kathleen3693693 A little dab will do ya...

10/24/2019 11:32:15 PM kathleen3693693 Cigarettes are radioactive. Portobello mushrooms the same?

10/24/2019 11:33:54 PM mongrelglory I'm assuming you're a woman...

10/24/2019 11:34:50 PM kathleen3693693 There isn't peer reviewed data. They've been making BS up willy nilly.

10/24/2019 11:37:21 PM mongrelglory Solanine in green potatoes...can cause hallucinations (and death).

 http://drbenkim.com/green-potato-solanine-dangers.html …

10/24/2019 11:43:39 PM mongrelglory Totally!  Even though this MJ-12 account can sound rather cold and dispassionate at times, I don't think it's due to a lack of caring.  They are looking at 

this "ascension" battle from a multi-dimensional perspective, with the long-term goal of a better future for humanity. 🌎



10/24/2019 11:46:48 PM mongrelglory I think most of us are ready to progress to another stage of the game...one that's more fulfilling and enjoyable for everyone.

10/24/2019 11:51:44 PM mongrelglory Having watched children die from terrible diseases, I totally understand your feelings!  It's hard to accept the "bigger picture" when you're experiencing 

the pain and horror up close.

10/24/2019 11:56:05 PM littleraven I once tried to eat a portobello mushroom. Once. It felt like it contained so much consciousness, I felt like I was eating something fully alive and I was 

repulsed.

10/25/2019 12:04:05 AM prayfighttrust 🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏

10/25/2019 12:08:30 AM ptamait If you think of one of the largest organisms here as fungi. Then just think of how far mescalito goes, into the collective consciousness and beyond. 

What entity would not want to partake in that.

10/25/2019 12:36:49 AM unearthedciel  pic.twitter.com/e3g5mo04Bw

10/25/2019 12:44:48 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/JdU9oW4jJw

10/25/2019 1:07:00 AM mamiemcclure17 Crickets....hmmm

10/25/2019 1:08:22 AM sterkinglights1 T-15?

10/25/2019 1:15:30 AM sterkinglights1 You would probably be better off going to your local dready..

10/25/2019 2:01:04 AM lenzaq Muscimol tea?

10/25/2019 2:03:59 AM lenzaq I guess I'm OK. I've smoked way more cigarettes than I have eaten portabella mushrooms. Besides, there's cures for cancer no?

10/25/2019 2:17:54 AM toharassing Thankfully I don’t eat any kind of mushrooms

10/25/2019 2:20:53 AM epkman Who eats uncooked mushrooms?

NIMS- #NotInMySalad

10/25/2019 2:35:02 AM epkman Potential Side Effects of Eating the Portobello Mushroom. While not commonly a problem for most people, Portobello mushrooms contain purines are 

linked to health problems in some cases. Purines break down to form uric acid, which can accumulate and lead to conditions like gout

10/25/2019 2:38:05 AM doyleglobal 5 & 3:

 https://twitter.com/doyle_media/status/1186902611124862976 …

 https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1187247633603022848 …

The most efficient pincer movement is through (1) side — esp. when a shared resource such as water goes south — and down: No bottling of borders:

Time to pay Geneva a visit at: 11.08, as long as lawful (time is an illusion) pic.twitter.com/bzym1JUgfx

10/25/2019 3:07:32 AM laurabusse 👍👍👍

I have chaga powder

Have never seen the actual mushroom...

10/25/2019 3:14:43 AM karma4event201 Excellent info. 

Thank you for posting this link.

10/25/2019 3:15:09 AM laurabusse He most certainly is

@MedicalMedium

10/25/2019 3:17:57 AM laurabusse What a buncha moroons!!! pic.twitter.com/xz1dWKtOKs

10/25/2019 3:19:51 AM laurabusse Brainwashing...

10/25/2019 3:20:33 AM adele56073533 Another name for them is Champignons. These are cooked and canned button portobello. Are these OK? I love these but have now sworn off all 

mushrooms for now.

10/25/2019 3:26:18 AM laurabusse Quite a lot there

Coordinated shilling and trolling

Uses AI

To engage

And to retain control

Ppl we must learn to become our OWN Masters and stop giving away our power, our control to make us be gullible and controllable!

Think logically!

Take your brain back!

Think for yourself!

10/25/2019 3:34:49 AM samsmith0319 They cause sever liver damage...Go Natural Red Rice Yeast....

10/25/2019 3:35:23 AM synackstatic Spores

10/25/2019 3:51:14 AM bhopki This is a video of a targeted individual in Ireland being arrested in her home for telling the truth - I have been unable to contact her since she uploaded 

this video - please make it go viral and send her healing and strength. Thank you.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49DeQWJHrRM …

10/25/2019 3:52:49 AM rizzo1megan Me too! I love them both now and I love love Love Chinese food. Very tough to get good Chinese where I live. When I was a kid, we had the best 

Szechuan place! I miss going with my mom to eat there.

10/25/2019 4:02:07 AM deinosofdeicide What are we supposed to do with this information? How much of our food is poisonous? How much of our life is poison?

10/25/2019 4:13:27 AM j3nnigma OMG....I had no idea!  ThanQ !!!

10/25/2019 4:15:25 AM seekingknowle12 Mushroom or Animal?

Acts similarly to an octopus.

720 sexes.......? https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-zoo-blob/paris-zoo-unveils-the-blob-an-organism-with-no-brain-but-720-sexes-

idUSKBN1WV2AD?fbclid=IwAR1sky85UqXlZ3ZHT1cAJOmSezHavzHtJ8DVEe9XKVxhZpNyBlBSRkEP2C8 …

10/25/2019 4:33:42 AM lightlove21121 In 💯 💓

10/25/2019 4:39:30 AM lightlove21121 Channeling ?

10/25/2019 4:41:28 AM lightlove21121 Yes. Some work very very very hard to deceive. 

Go within. Check within every time. Thankyou for this thread brother of the light 🙏🏽

We have chosen truth. 

So truth it is. 

Be it 🌈

10/25/2019 4:42:38 AM lightlove21121 We’ll love you guys anyway. That’s who we are. 

♥️

10/25/2019 4:52:12 AM anneolsen43 😂🤣 did you grow up in the Midwest like I did 🤣🤣 it didn’t work for me

10/25/2019 4:56:02 AM lightlove21121 She ate enough of our loosh. 

Now is the time the ones who call themselves light workers.. shine in truth.

#UnsealTheLightWorkers



10/25/2019 4:56:59 AM lightlove21121 @charmanda9

@zagnett

@MongrelGlory 

See something

Say something 

Do something 

          🙏🏽
10/25/2019 4:58:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trust WRAY?

10/25/2019 4:58:22 AM ceasarfall31544 Lol why

10/25/2019 4:58:31 AM lightlove21121 @v_rags

@GirlAwakeinCA

@hawkgirlinmn

@dynamicres

@HouseofNeptune

@1crazy_toaster

@DJLOK

@nea_storm

@MukhiMindset
10/25/2019 4:58:34 AM bryceja68689884 Trust Wray, he's an animal. Enjoy the show!

10/25/2019 4:58:39 AM patriotddmaga So they say

10/25/2019 4:59:01 AM williebhere WRAY will burn azz when the IG report drops!!

10/25/2019 4:59:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is what PANIC looks like. https://twitter.com/peterdaou/status/1187677805758296065 …

10/25/2019 4:59:11 AM jollyrob2 ...i do not

10/25/2019 4:59:19 AM pepetheqfroggm1 You damn right!

10/25/2019 5:00:14 AM relentl02645020 I know that's what we were told but I still have not seen any reason why we should trust Wray?

10/25/2019 5:01:14 AM ultim8boon I have to click through on your link. It won’t auto gen a thumbnail. “Not available”.

10/25/2019 5:01:57 AM hawkgirlinmn No

10/25/2019 5:02:00 AM williebhere 10-25-2019 pic.twitter.com/jcFujiepFS

10/25/2019 5:02:14 AM nex4rius What / Who is WRAY?

10/25/2019 5:02:53 AM thefirstshy Trust God

10/25/2019 5:03:18 AM michael81972 Its hard too sometimes

10/25/2019 5:03:28 AM nettiejoi No. He is still under the controll of Comey, Imo.

10/25/2019 5:04:50 AM hawkgirlinmn Exactly. Disinformation is necessary.

10/25/2019 5:05:10 AM barbara38887996 I know Q said it.    trying it's hard.   he also says DISINFORMATION ..🤯🇺🇸🙏⌚

10/25/2019 5:05:30 AM 4mydeerone Rae has tRUSTED all my LifE... and 44 tHE last FiVE plus years knowledge has been wide spread where once held to a few... And yet iWALK K thesse 

Streets alone... its inEXcuseABLE! Just cause iKCKAN should i KCKeepONkckEEPingON? Where the fux is Mi6! ChristiansInAction? MOREtiME!? 

pic.twitter.com/ZK7ev7wITt

10/25/2019 5:05:54 AM gribbs7 I find it hard but yes, I think this confusion about Wray is part of the plan.

#TrustThePlan

10/25/2019 5:06:21 AM jivaine_skywing Those that scream the loudest.

10/25/2019 5:06:47 AM jaydixson1 Yes.  And trust sessions 👍🇺🇸

10/25/2019 5:08:09 AM tayo_joachim Especially with Illegals included in the pool!

10/25/2019 5:09:24 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/uj601vj1qD

10/25/2019 5:10:25 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/wvE1AvlGAV

10/25/2019 5:11:08 AM linnyt7 Nope. Hope I'm wrong though.

10/25/2019 5:12:05 AM mariafaraci1 I don't trust Wray, I also remember Q saying that misinformation was important,  was "trust Wray " misinformation?

10/25/2019 5:18:12 AM ygwiryn Have used PEMF. Supposed to increase blood flow and help detox. Also very relaxing. 

Only time I didn’t Like was if the settings were to high for my system at the time. 

Have even heard of hospitals using it for premi babies. 

Even my animals love it.

10/25/2019 5:18:14 AM onlyafool1 Personally, I think the FBI is going to play stupid and blame the CIA.

10/25/2019 5:18:18 AM 4mydeerone tIMe Matters NOt right SIR?

 Money is TiME... 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/M4AVgrU8uk

10/25/2019 5:19:14 AM elatedveracity Trust Sessions, Huber and Barr!

10/25/2019 5:19:34 AM ccheney95 Mental illness

10/25/2019 5:20:02 AM moemc8 It's hard, didn't trust him since his confirmation hearings.  However, Q said 'trust wray', therefore, I will till Q says otherwise.  I assume he's playing his 

part.

10/25/2019 5:21:29 AM talithap65 At this point, I haven’t seen any reason to trust him.  Is he a really good actor?

10/25/2019 5:22:18 AM aetherwalker1 O

10/25/2019 5:22:32 AM 4mydeerone Let tHE BQY BEE YQUR DQG Miss Bennett??? pic.twitter.com/mfwNtWvNAI

10/25/2019 5:23:32 AM therealmadre22 I trust TRUMP

10/25/2019 5:23:35 AM ckrasuski @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/25/2019 5:26:32 AM luxdefiance Where can I see these documents? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/25/2019 5:27:02 AM thefirstshy 😯

10/25/2019 5:27:17 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1187569251730841600?s=19 …

10/25/2019 5:27:35 AM repubjanecool Hi

10/25/2019 5:32:03 AM johnbasham No!

10/25/2019 5:33:59 AM redrivert No trust in #Wray ' I've watched him eyes to close Together! Just Cares about What's in front Of Him! 

Doesn't Think Outside the box 

Christopher Wray @FBI

10/25/2019 5:34:04 AM hach_g Doesn’t he too have Russian ties? So no.

10/25/2019 5:34:13 AM v_rags Beautiful Just beautiful! @AllahUniversal @LightLove21121. Anyone trying to discredit something, is not understanding. Like @blsdbe said Look within. 

My Guides today reminded me of such a wonderful gift.  All of you are it! Our gift to each other!  Love you all! 💜💜💜

10/25/2019 5:34:18 AM tamravee  https://youtu.be/bth1kq46kG0 

We are praying . We are with Trump

 https://youtu.be/bth1kq46kG0 

10/25/2019 5:35:03 AM shocka007 Written on the Wall,  Way Ahead  🤣 pic.twitter.com/T09cBaDVvV

10/25/2019 5:36:33 AM 19fisherman59 Nope!

10/25/2019 5:36:41 AM cstarr888 I don't think all mushrooms r bad. Some have positive health effects. It's just that the ones most sold to us are not so good.

Portobello, cremini, & button actually being the same mushroom at diff ages. 

Kombucha is made from a SCOBY (symbiotic colony of bacteria & yeast)🤔🙏💖



10/25/2019 5:37:45 AM tamravee My friend developed holy kambucha in her kitchen and the entire process was stolen from her . It is an amazing product IF IN TRUE FORM

10/25/2019 5:39:39 AM burgersandra Love the sword but RR hasn't acted like a supporter of @realDonaldTrump.

10/25/2019 5:39:42 AM herbangardener Disinformation necessary????  I’m on the fence.

10/25/2019 5:40:38 AM 4mydeerone Well gqqd tHEN SHeARTs happy! HOME please... make it EASY before iKCKry a flqqd...  that’s WATT WERae here 44 Mini Murray... 

#ofLOVE

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/spaEIKyP2u

10/25/2019 5:41:10 AM melissapenney9 No way.

10/25/2019 5:41:42 AM thebetamasta optics?

10/25/2019 5:49:11 AM theraphinj Trust the plan!

10/25/2019 5:50:46 AM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/H6tYR4JwAI

10/25/2019 5:52:31 AM nickupcharge No

10/25/2019 5:53:36 AM arthur_kingsley Now I just have to presume mushies were brought here by reptilians for food suply as they knew they could grow them underground.

10/25/2019 5:54:38 AM bbobbio71 Thank you!

10/25/2019 5:57:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/mhfei9dcUO

10/25/2019 6:00:03 AM outerlimits816 #DEW

10/25/2019 6:09:44 AM aprilbrown99 Barr is doing his unbiased job to collect all the facts & determine the evidence as it stands. He has been traveling around the world collecting all the DS 

illegal activities & talking to witnesses. [They] are calling to impeach Barr even without showing support for Trump. #PAIN

10/25/2019 6:15:58 AM garypre62441595 Infiltration?all are actor's

10/25/2019 6:22:03 AM aprilbrown99 Yes! You just made me cry because that is something I have been praying for this entire lifetime. And now, for the very first time, I can see the LIGHT &

 feel in my IS that it is starting to happen. My BEing  ❤️ fills with so much love when I hear my President talk of 🌎 peace. pic.twitter.com/5p4r5L7Czx

10/25/2019 6:24:23 AM detachment_x If you go to the DOJ building and go to the area outside the Criminal Division head office, a plaque on the wall shows all the past heads of the Crim Div.  

Both Mueller and Wray are on there. Wray was under Bush.

Wray went to Yale; Bush 1 and 2 went to Yale

3_2_2 or Deception?

10/25/2019 6:28:10 AM a39630340 Trust no one!

10/25/2019 6:29:06 AM peaceemulator One of few varieties that has so far still managed to elude me.

10/25/2019 6:32:32 AM rudedrew63 Lol "morning everyone. Barr is a danger my democracy i mean our democracy" 😂😂😂 wonder what he hiding

10/25/2019 6:36:52 AM mateuszwala dont ask. use it

10/25/2019 6:41:39 AM massajoyj Wray is the Director of the FBI, he replaced Comey. Q says he’s a sleeper

10/25/2019 6:41:54 AM jamescjackson7 No wray would I trust Wray!!!

10/25/2019 6:43:56 AM infidelis_101 Usually reading actual evidence of wrong doing helps. Try that out Barr critics. Or does CNN control your mind?

10/25/2019 6:52:57 AM ddrbeastappv1 Trust Wray to bring the bureau down with him

10/25/2019 6:53:14 AM spud2u2 Disinformation is necessary .

10/25/2019 6:55:23 AM seahag127 Capitalism is failing because our representative in Congress failed to enforce our anti-trust laws.  They swallowed up every mom and pop business, 

making us buy from them.

10/25/2019 6:57:40 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/nVJoKYTEwr

10/25/2019 6:58:43 AM angeladeangelo same reason they still sell roudup. because no one is stopping them.

10/25/2019 7:00:01 AM blankmarlo I think that Q says that to put pressure on Wray. Classic interrogation technique. Separate the suspects and tell each one that the others have already 

snitched on them. By saying "Trust Wray" Wray becomes a liability to the DS and may switch sides for his own safety.

10/25/2019 7:00:14 AM muddybumper78 Nov 15th 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/JHR8yHEuSY

10/25/2019 7:00:53 AM 3nmbrs #LiberalMSM a.k.a. #FakeNews are up early with full-blown #PANIC.

There are meds for this sort of thing to calm the nerves but still won't stop what's coming...

#AnonsKnew

#QSentMe

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

#WWG1WGA

#ObamaSpyGate

#ClintonFoundationScandal pic.twitter.com/IQk6njczWT
10/25/2019 7:01:04 AM jake_hopper Nope

10/25/2019 7:01:12 AM lori_dee1 Several Q drops said to trust Wray. He is also listed as a Patriot on the Qmap website.

10/25/2019 7:02:35 AM rhondanight Your welcome 👌

10/25/2019 7:09:42 AM 3nmbrs Here's what could happen with uncooked broccoli. pic.twitter.com/Z9EyhrNq27

10/25/2019 7:12:34 AM covertress 🤣🤣🤣

10/25/2019 7:14:12 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1187704353324503040?s=19 …

10/25/2019 7:17:20 AM reasonrhymes  pic.twitter.com/lodVgzeA7M

10/25/2019 7:27:23 AM vicked00 No.

10/25/2019 7:27:54 AM queuedup1 Yes. That was clearly said, and never retracted.

10/25/2019 7:31:09 AM pauliepg11111 What do you mean by “safe” as opposed to safe?

10/25/2019 7:34:12 AM patriotswegoall They're afraid of what's about to go down.

10/25/2019 7:34:13 AM sraulzito PANIC indeed. They want to Impeach everyone who could change the established disorder and chaos that came from Deep State.

10/25/2019 7:36:01 AM charmanda9 Yes, so the whole operation doesn’t fall apart.

10/25/2019 7:41:48 AM thinkinghuman  pic.twitter.com/kNTJlSQEGK

10/25/2019 7:44:52 AM joni_apple_seed Yes Sarah, the needless suffering is what needs to stop. So much grief, so much sorrow. For what? For a buck that’s what, to feed the monster 

machine. So sick. pic.twitter.com/fYrZb74DXZ

10/25/2019 7:45:29 AM enomai_ 15 angry Democrats?

10/25/2019 7:48:53 AM threefold_flame That’s what Q said. Has Q been wrong about anything yet?

10/25/2019 7:48:55 AM stevemarek6 Wizards and warlocks in my mind the pleadians.

10/25/2019 7:52:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 George Soros Has Enemies. He’s Fine With That. - The New York Times https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/25/business/dealbook/george-soros-

interview.html …

10/25/2019 7:53:33 AM yayavarm The ongoing civil war is out in the world.

10/25/2019 7:56:09 AM garypre62441595 Are all his enemies our friends or just a few of them?

10/25/2019 7:56:43 AM caredpill +

10/25/2019 7:56:49 AM fansblowing3 Need a subscription to read......

10/25/2019 7:57:07 AM djlok Will news unlock the past?  I guess we'll find out!!!



10/25/2019 7:57:28 AM bobthepsychic1 George Soros is a very powerful man... pic.twitter.com/cYGGu9ttwz

10/25/2019 7:59:15 AM federalistno78 Indeed. The truth is his ultimate adversary.

10/25/2019 8:03:18 AM sunnyawakening YOU ARE THE ENEMY

10/25/2019 8:05:21 AM mikebravodude Yeah. The fucking world is his enemy.

10/25/2019 8:06:14 AM state1union Don’t forget the 300 Fisa’s of Samantha Powers also unmasked.

10/25/2019 8:08:07 AM richard07759712 The American People for one

10/25/2019 8:08:27 AM fansblowing3 Soros is 89 years old.  🤷♂️

10/25/2019 8:09:09 AM synackstatic he was the CEO at Shareblue, formerly known as Media Matters and owned by David Brock. David Brock is the ex lover of James "j'aime l'enfants" 

Alefantis. Media Matters was funded heavily by the Marisla Foundation created by Anne Earhart, John Paul Getty's granddaughter.

10/25/2019 8:09:54 AM synackstatic David Brock seen here with Lynn Forester de Rothschild, taken from J'aime L'enfant's instagram page. pic.twitter.com/aY6J6727vI

10/25/2019 8:10:11 AM covertress “I’m very proud of the enemies I have,” Soros said in an interview in his apartment on New York’s Upper East Side. “It’s a perfect way to tell a dictator 

or a would-be dictator if he identifies me as an enemy.”

🤔

10/25/2019 8:11:36 AM synackstatic No doubt he's rearing his ugly head now to prepare for the Witch to announce she's running.

10/25/2019 8:11:44 AM lorieve So is Soros a Power or a Principality???

"NO WEAPON FORMED AGAINST US SHALL PROSPER"

#BQQMerang

10/25/2019 8:12:34 AM lorieve He's much older than that.

10/25/2019 8:14:50 AM speaakn He said the same thing about Hillary 🙄

10/25/2019 8:15:55 AM keith369me What is more surprising is that some people actually like him.

10/25/2019 8:18:34 AM keith369me The talking heads have the narrative and belief that everybody the don’t like should be impeached!!!  “Elections have consequences”. - Nancy Pelosi

10/25/2019 8:21:56 AM pirateslookat40 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/25/2019 8:24:05 AM natureinspace Sure!

10/25/2019 8:28:54 AM beamofaneonmoon If Trump has him in place-Wray serves a purpose

10/25/2019 8:31:45 AM pirateslookat40 Actors will act.

10/25/2019 8:35:51 AM beelze_bufo That may well be THE most profound Anon tweet ever!

🐸👍🇺🇲❣️

10/25/2019 8:42:07 AM johnnyt_anon I trust Sessions but Wray's a different story. He's [DS] trough and through.

10/25/2019 8:42:41 AM egelone Nope, sir. U already informed us he is sleeper cell. I no longer trust him.

10/25/2019 8:43:13 AM johnnyt_anon Trust Wray to F up maybe.

10/25/2019 8:44:18 AM beelze_bufo Take a step back on this one!

There's a LOT of money in the illnesses I've always been taught mushrooms fight. There MAAAY be a little disinformation in believing they are "bad".

QUESTION EVERYTHING! 

 https://nutritionfacts.org/2012/08/30/the-most-anti-inflammatory-mushroom/ … pic.twitter.com/eO9jtLowRw

10/25/2019 8:54:22 AM giant_fu He should have over 300 million enemies. Wake up Americans

10/25/2019 9:00:12 AM gravey6 Mirror

10/25/2019 9:01:28 AM jdgalore Yup I remember that. Wats up with it yo

10/25/2019 9:05:33 AM allahuniversal (M)[ALICE]

10/25/2019 9:07:25 AM allahuniversal Love you all too?

10/25/2019 9:07:39 AM allahuniversal ! " 👆🏽

10/25/2019 9:10:20 AM hollyzrt Trust no one.  😉

10/25/2019 9:11:22 AM tmallory8  pic.twitter.com/PxjYRDSYvD

10/25/2019 9:19:20 AM mynardpamela I know this too...and i have endured both of your, what about, scenarios in the last year. Neither has been easy, even knowing.

10/25/2019 9:24:57 AM patriotswegoall Former colleagues I bet. Will see what happens.

10/25/2019 9:27:19 AM dee_cra He also said trust Horowitz.

A Zionist?

10/25/2019 9:35:17 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/KJvTciVhnh

10/25/2019 9:42:48 AM mgodfrey99 Research...

"Mushrooms, even common button mushrooms, contain traces of carcinogenic compounds in raw form. The same toxin, hydrazine, is also found in 

portobello mushrooms, and shiitake mushrooms contain a naturally occurring fomaldehyde." https://www.vegetariantimes.com/skills/4-plant-foods-

you-should-cook-before-eating …

10/25/2019 9:42:49 AM surfing123456 I work really hard to be a better man to my friends and especially my family but it is a little scary but i will continue to try and make this world a better 

place for children. WWG1WGA

10/25/2019 9:43:59 AM qumanitarian everyone talks about not trusting Wray... how do you know he wasn't asked to do the things he does to control the timeline - like a dam for the storm

btw, "sleepers" can be patriots, too. think about it.....

10/25/2019 9:45:30 AM eewwanon I trust the plan. Everything else is suspect at this point.

10/25/2019 9:48:40 AM allahuniversal And that's what matters

10/25/2019 9:53:05 AM lightlove21121 No doubt 🙏🏽

10/25/2019 9:54:37 AM lightlove21121 (M)?

10/25/2019 9:56:27 AM allahuniversal Or just mALICE

10/25/2019 9:57:07 AM lightlove21121 Love it 🙏🏽

mALICE 💫

10/25/2019 9:59:30 AM mongrelglory Hi Divine Fractal!  Long time no see!  I tend to lump yeast into the "fungal" category but your description of Kombucha is more accurate. 👍

10/25/2019 10:04:15 AM internetusr Enemys? Uhh he's a domestic terrorist.

10/25/2019 10:06:52 AM sleky19 Satan

10/25/2019 10:09:00 AM kindeandtrue Trust Wray to obstruct, delay, stall and cover up for Trump? Yes, that appears to be Wray's job.

10/25/2019 10:10:26 AM ewolsj Physical being is never required for you to exist as You are Infinite thus existed before physicality/matter. But it does speed up your evolution so I hear

10/25/2019 10:10:45 AM rizzo1megan I Love kombucha!

10/25/2019 10:12:36 AM dianne1h Meaning good guy or black ?

10/25/2019 10:21:20 AM bbobbio71 I need to find an alternative.  A fair skin guy working outside I tend to get a little,  no a lot red lol

10/25/2019 10:28:12 AM tanksmom2000 I have no clue .... Q says we should, so he'd better soon put on his damn Superman cape and fly up on in there and get some shit done for real, or I, for 

one, am done with him. Meanwhile, Barr and Durham are tearing the Deep State new ones. THAT'S how it's done! Full stop. 

pic.twitter.com/hYW3dxFN7Z

10/25/2019 10:29:34 AM napoli_motors All the players have a role to play in this movie. Q says trust WRAY, so be it. Getting to be more like a movie marathon! Trust the PLAN.



10/25/2019 10:38:42 AM karma4event201 FBI :

Waco used to silence the FBI agents who did not agree with FBI acts at Ruby Ridge. 

OKC Murrah Building 

1993WTC 

911WTC 

Boston Marathon

San Bernadino

Epstein 

VEGAS 

It is too late for FBI to point at CIA
10/25/2019 10:39:45 AM onlyafool1 Agree with you 100%.

10/25/2019 10:46:12 AM karma4event201 I thought he was already gone 🤔 

First one we learned of in coup... is just now dropping out 🤔 Trying to hide in a presidential campaign 😆

10/25/2019 10:54:06 AM momekool1 No you people are!!!

10/25/2019 10:54:36 AM nm_zsr Whom are you asking?

10/25/2019 10:54:40 AM 1foreverseeking They're trying to sucker citizens into GMOs.

10/25/2019 10:58:50 AM momekool1 So then no raw mushrooms in salad??

10/25/2019 10:59:46 AM nativesect Yes. In as much as to can trust an actor to play their part. 

#Qanon never said "Trust that Wray is a white hat or innocent."

What do actors do?

#EnjoyTheShow

10/25/2019 11:01:57 AM 1foreverseeking  https://www.brightfarms.com/grow-local/  pic.twitter.com/H5hhIVJhxM

10/25/2019 11:05:17 AM iamlazenda There are great segments on @jamieoliver Food Fight Club about incredible amounts of food waste in the UK. This should be focused as it can reduce 

so much waste, can make tonnes more organic food available to all and can reduce environmental impact! No, we’re not idiots.

10/25/2019 11:06:28 AM realmagaviking How about psilocybin mushrooms?

10/25/2019 11:15:55 AM michael52815769 Nope

10/25/2019 11:21:06 AM dianne1h Now I get it.  Unfortunately a lot of people still believe he did nothing.

10/25/2019 11:26:15 AM rick_hernandez The pic above references December 6-7 2017 when sen Frankin, the queen, and Wray all wore purple. It looked coordinated to me.  Wray was 

testifying before Congress.

  https://youtu.be/KPOua8j7v6E  pic.twitter.com/71gsdoUfHO

10/25/2019 11:26:49 AM rick_hernandez This has always bothered me about the trust Wray comments

10/25/2019 11:27:17 AM rick_hernandez I guess the pic is below lol

10/25/2019 11:43:58 AM tamiwils0n22813 Isaiah 63:1

Who is this who comes from Edom, With garments of glowing colors from Bozrah, This One who is majestic in His apparel, Marching in the greatness of 

His strength? "It is I who speak in righteousness, mighty to save." @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/sRQDOh10gf

10/25/2019 11:47:51 AM 67whb Indeed.

10/25/2019 11:51:40 AM carmindabrendel @DavidMi32570254

@TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @QBlueSkyQ @LeWolfCzU @Qanon76 @JohnGrahamDick1 @AQtime @_00111111_ @paulacblades001 

@AnonymousSage1 @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Melanch10844904 @Utsava4 @intheMatrixxx

10/25/2019 12:03:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1187790941215584256 …

10/25/2019 12:04:34 PM all_qd #ThesePeopleAreSICK

#WhereisGhislaineMaxwell ? pic.twitter.com/TWFPdkGvmD

10/25/2019 12:04:36 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/f6Nz6ebYoB

10/25/2019 12:06:20 PM assassinmerkin It is time @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1187806852802924544 …

10/25/2019 12:08:45 PM 92michael Lights and sirens! Handcuffs and bars! Trials and sentences! Rot and decay! pic.twitter.com/cUR8oKBvIa

10/25/2019 12:11:38 PM rolfeyswoman Ooohh yeah!! I’m look into these.. thnx pic.twitter.com/abRnqa07Cl

10/25/2019 12:20:05 PM nancyddb Help me to know how, what to believe.

10/25/2019 12:20:47 PM robinreitsma1 👀

10/25/2019 12:21:35 PM rolfeyswoman  pic.twitter.com/KsAsxUA5Tp

10/25/2019 12:25:08 PM keith369me Is Florida’s Commerce Secretary’s name at the time of the report redacted in this report?

10/25/2019 12:27:42 PM buzzbridgette Sane people are conspiracy theorists. Anyone who challenges Soros is anti-Semitic. The narrative THEY deployed to silence us. NOT GONNA WORK!

10/25/2019 12:39:24 PM laurabusse You mean majestic?

Why, how sunny and awakened of you!

😅😂🤣😂😂

10/25/2019 12:48:06 PM fansblowing3 Alice has been feisty lately 💥

10/25/2019 1:01:07 PM bethelight11_11 The face of BAAL ?

10/25/2019 1:02:01 PM manifest_utopia Question: Who was the Asst US Attorney for the District of Columbia in Feb. 1987 who declined to prosecute The Finders group members for violation 

of Title 18 USC Sections 1201 (kidnapping) & 2251 (sexual exploitation of children)? 

It's wasn't Mueller. Still digging....

10/25/2019 1:03:15 PM bethelight11_11 The enemy of freedom 👿and democracy who is banned in several countries 😾

10/25/2019 1:03:26 PM allahuniversal "FINDERS, based on Washington, D.C."

...

"claims to have observed a substantial amount of computer equipment and documents purportedly containing instructions for obtaining children for 

unspecified purposes" https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1187021259126661121?s=19 …

10/25/2019 1:04:07 PM allahuniversal Based IN Washington, D.C. *

10/25/2019 1:04:45 PM bethelight11_11 Pray for #Barr and #POTUS THE EVIL ONES ARE SPELL CASTING TODAY TRUMP AND HIS FOLLOWERS

10/25/2019 1:07:08 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/JohnWHuber/status/1187757854599585793?s=19 …

10/25/2019 1:16:29 PM ursula_1111 I’ll check back... gonna dig too.

10/25/2019 1:18:08 PM charmanda9 We are learning to observe, be skeptical yet open minded, archive information/knowledge and share it freely, recognize patterns, learn comms, and to 

think for ourselves by going within (meditation). Truth resonates from within. Disinformation is necessary because the [BH] are 👀.

10/25/2019 1:18:44 PM manifest_utopia Mueller is the right age range, but he was in Boston, Mass then.

10/25/2019 1:20:17 PM fansblowing3 Scrub FBI, but still on the web! pic.twitter.com/veizTar4f4

10/25/2019 1:22:36 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/R3Rfl9NnxI

10/25/2019 1:26:24 PM lovin2laugh Ken Eickenberry pic.twitter.com/4PvZ3Usvoz

10/25/2019 1:31:47 PM manifest_utopia It appears Ken Eikenberry was Attorney General for the State of Washington in 1987.

10/25/2019 1:32:50 PM ursula_1111 🤯 pic.twitter.com/rXlDrx7jZG

10/25/2019 1:33:32 PM pudgeyanksskins God wins!!! #WWG1GWA



10/25/2019 1:34:51 PM miss_ampie Thanks, Speed Queen! 😘👍🏽

10/25/2019 1:35:10 PM lovin2laugh Ugh I typed in Washington DC sorry didn’t proof read it

10/25/2019 1:36:05 PM ursula_1111 I’m in SHOCK! 🤯 Not certain where this points to. Still deciphering.

10/25/2019 1:36:13 PM manifest_utopia So it was one of the Assistant US Attorneys working under DiGenova. Gonna be real interesting to see if/how this all unfolds.

10/25/2019 1:37:08 PM ursula_1111 No 

𝚂𝙷𝙸𝚃

! 🤭

10/25/2019 1:37:40 PM miss_ampie WTF 🤯

10/25/2019 1:37:59 PM manifest_utopia No worries, commonly mixed up.

10/25/2019 1:38:48 PM lovin2laugh  pic.twitter.com/K1jyxKLcZk

10/25/2019 1:40:13 PM manifest_utopia Remember that there are those who are willing players, and those who are forced/intimidated/threatened to follow orders from above.

10/25/2019 1:44:51 PM manifest_utopia I knew Charles Ruff & his family, baby sat their kids. Highly honorable man. His sudden death a few weeks after he represented Clinton in the 

impeachment trial was a shock.

10/25/2019 1:46:22 PM peter95117110 "Consumed by these dreams, in which the mysterious Man in Black who seeks to destroy the sacred "Dark Tower"..warned at the same time by a 

homeless man that.. these creatures have been “Kids like you”, “Special ones” with the power of the shine, and crossing them over." 

pic.twitter.com/lCmuPT6kS3

10/25/2019 1:50:00 PM aprilbrown99 Soros is a 🦎. Just like this one below.   

This is a funny gif so had to share it. 😂 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/vVGp4RFW8a

10/25/2019 1:52:04 PM lovin2laugh So my list is innacurate? It was Joseph

10/25/2019 1:58:47 PM brandon99957558 How many units is Q injecting?bet hes way past 20 by now. curious if MJ12 has a 13th? JESUS CHRIST ive DONE IT again  sorry stupid question I AM 

sorry for any INCONVEINCE i casued during this CONVERSATION i thed to get CARRIED AWAY, some sort of GOD COMPLEX or some shit 

FAGS🤪

10/25/2019 2:01:16 PM manifest_utopia I think the National Association of Attorney Generals is for the Attorney Generals of the 50 states. 

The US Attorney General, head of the DOJ, has offices of US Attorneys in each of the states. 

Confusing, No?

10/25/2019 2:03:17 PM lovin2laugh So Jospeph was just AG of state not AG of the Fed govt correct

10/25/2019 2:05:14 PM michael52815769 Satanic imp personifies his father

10/25/2019 2:05:37 PM iamyou132 So if Epstein is related to “the finders” and nasa is in Florida, were they working in tandem, along with the intelli agencies, to send children to mars?

10/25/2019 2:06:57 PM foreverozone Wasn't he working with the Mossad? Aren't they our 'friends'? Doesn't that make this a complicated case that has been deep 6'd by both sides? 

I'm more interested in the UK Royal's Jimmy Seville intel. What cha got?

10/25/2019 2:15:10 PM fansblowing3 This was in Tallahassee Florida, so the stargate is in Tallahassee?

10/25/2019 2:26:10 PM derangedmuppet1 lol. He spelled DeepState wrong....

10/25/2019 2:34:51 PM stevengibes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/rghardy3/status/1187784650179129344 …

10/25/2019 2:35:40 PM shallknown Trust wray was misinformation to the black hats that we trusted one of their assets. 

People forget that the Q plan is more to derail the black hats than to.kerp Patriots informed. Once you study it, it becomes very obvious.

10/25/2019 2:38:56 PM wwtravelr Yes. Hes playing a role. Withholding until things wrap up. Then he'll finally cooperate. Think optics

10/25/2019 2:43:32 PM manifest_utopia No, DiGenova was federal US Attorney for the District of Columbia, meaning he was the head of the federal US Attorney office in District of Columbia, 

rather than the main DOJ office. DC local gov't attorney general type position is called Corporation Counsel.

10/25/2019 2:45:12 PM michael81972 Joe DiGenova pic.twitter.com/X06Q4Wi516

10/25/2019 2:47:36 PM kachinagtto If you didn’t know... put article URLs that are behind a paywall into  http://archive.is   Chances are - someone already archived them. Most of the big 

paper articles have already been done

10/25/2019 2:55:44 PM randysummit1 Exactly...

& Predictable!

10/25/2019 2:58:58 PM nancyddb Thank you C for taking the time to respond and a very thoughtful response. I have some of them mastered ie be skeptical and open minded,  think for 

myself which makes me a loner and I'm happy to be. Still working at going within for guidance/answers.

10/25/2019 3:01:39 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/GeorgeMNasif/status/1187847031982682112 …

10/25/2019 3:03:15 PM manifest_utopia Joe DiGenova, (a conspiracy theorist, according to wikipedia) was US Attorney for the District of Columbia is Feb 1983. One of the Assistant US 

Attorneys that worked under him is the name redacted in the FBI Vault drop docs re The Finders. So Joe knows what went down then. 

pic.twitter.com/Oc8VoKz2eY

10/25/2019 3:05:19 PM manifest_utopia Joe DiGenova knows what went down then. The editing of his page on wikipedia indicates [they] do not consider DiGenova to be a ds player. Gonna be 

interesting.

10/25/2019 3:05:36 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/Manifest_Utopia/status/1187821635572649984 …

10/25/2019 3:05:53 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/Manifest_Utopia/status/1187852145858510848 …

10/25/2019 3:06:29 PM michael81972 Interesting Indeed👍🏻

10/25/2019 3:07:43 PM charmanda9 I am one who was once a complete social butterfly who has turned into nearly a hermit with all of this. But really it is metaphorical to going within, I 

guess. I have met SOOOO many beautiful souls on a much deeper level than I would ever have had the ability to in 3D.

10/25/2019 3:11:14 PM weatheredhype #RobertDavidSteele

10/25/2019 3:11:41 PM michael81972 I did a quick search,  Cue has referenced DiGenova at least 4 times

10/25/2019 3:13:22 PM manifest_utopia Disturbing 😒

10/25/2019 3:15:40 PM ckrasuski #unsealmars

10/25/2019 3:21:16 PM manifest_utopia Seems DiGenova has seen a lot & knows a lot.

Edwin Meese was Attorney General in 1987 (Reagan appointed). 

Trump just gave Meese the Presidential Medal of Freedom on October 8, 2019. At the time, I wondered why? Info/testimony perhaps? 

pic.twitter.com/ROKpwNg2Xn

10/25/2019 3:25:28 PM michael81972 I havnt done much research on Meese,  but if Trump likes him,  I think he is probably a whitehat🙂

10/25/2019 3:30:51 PM citizenk77 You are correct. Definitely Not a red planet... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/imo2NQY2Uy

10/25/2019 3:32:01 PM eskeljoyce Awww forgot that was going to happen on 11/3. Can’t wait.

10/25/2019 3:35:45 PM lizzah_83  https://youtu.be/gRWZ6nDiLhY 

10/25/2019 3:43:57 PM ursula_1111 Thank you for the clarification. It’s so complicated.

10/25/2019 3:44:07 PM kachinagtto John D. Bates?  Hmmm  He's currently a FISA Court Judge!! pic.twitter.com/4XmgpFX3qL



10/25/2019 3:47:54 PM eskeljoyce Wow, that was something esle.  I watched another part of his video about lions mane mushrooms for dementia and MS, how they regenerate the 

Mylan.

10/25/2019 3:51:02 PM kachinagtto Wiki on him...   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_D._Bates …

10/25/2019 3:53:15 PM kachinagtto His wife, Carol Ann Rhees is Exec Dir of "Hope For Children Fund, Inc" pic.twitter.com/oDbaoWFzq6

10/25/2019 3:54:20 PM manifest_utopia Well done!!

10/25/2019 3:56:47 PM mongrelglory Does his son work for a company in the Ukraine?...or China?

10/25/2019 3:58:52 PM nancyddb I have met wonderful, kind people as well. Thank you for your insight, it is very encouraging.

10/25/2019 4:02:43 PM jake4191 Correction: AG Barr is a danger to Traitors and pedophiles!

10/25/2019 4:03:03 PM manifest_utopia I know. It is complicated. 

Each state has an Attorney General to enforce their state's laws. 

The Fed Gov't, Executive Branch, has the DOJ, which has US Attorneys with offices in each state to enforce Federal (criminal) laws.

10/25/2019 4:07:35 PM acquittedaf Coming from a sociopath that identifies as a god in both his books. #SociopathSoros  https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2004-oct-04-oe-

ehrenfeld4-story.html … pic.twitter.com/CnKzD7kcXn

10/25/2019 4:09:13 PM orsinipepe Of course.

10/25/2019 4:13:30 PM charmanda9 🙏🏻💖✨

10/25/2019 4:18:07 PM karma4event201 Poisoned or drugged ?

10/25/2019 4:31:18 PM mongrelglory I thought he died when he transferred his wealth to that Charitable Trust!  MJ-12, do you know what that was all about?

10/25/2019 4:32:29 PM space_sloth26 Interdasting...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal pic.twitter.com/o4B9AjemLy

10/25/2019 4:34:40 PM mongrelglory Maybe she's the only one left who won't be swinging from the gallows...🤷♀️

10/25/2019 4:35:24 PM mongrelglory Like #TrudeauMustGo! 😒

10/25/2019 4:39:26 PM manifest_utopia Oh, you're a good digger 😁

10/25/2019 4:42:08 PM mongrelglory Total CIA, MK-ultra type operation! 😒

10/25/2019 4:51:20 PM kachinagtto Any chance that the Aileen Wournos (also recently released in the FBI Records Vault) case ties in to trafficking in some way?  I'll share why I wonder, if 

I'm even on a "warm" track.

10/25/2019 4:55:23 PM allahuniversal 👀👀👀 Thank you

10/25/2019 5:04:29 PM lightlove21121 Of course he is 😏

10/25/2019 5:09:56 PM mojavi4u The negative catalyst was incarnated on earth to provide polarity; that is their singular focus.  Soros and his entire soul group exist to grate our flesh 

like cheese and wreak havoc on humanity.  Aren’t they doing a fine job, though?!

10/25/2019 5:27:17 PM mumsplume They can be. Medicinal Mushrooms were instrumental in winning my unconventional (Naturopathic) fight & Victory against multiple Stage 4 Cancers, 7 

yrs ago. (No Chemo. No Rads.)

 https://medicinalherbals.net/agaricus-blazei-murill/ …

 https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/medicinal-mushrooms-cancer/ …

@prayingmedic

10/25/2019 5:30:04 PM irmenberga How do we know it’s shadowbanning? And not just the way people actually tweet? Could someone help me with it, I don’t understand what shadow 

banning is really.

10/25/2019 5:46:03 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/SayWhenLA/status/1187862910221082624?s=19 …

10/25/2019 5:46:33 PM winklerburke A Double U Ray is a contradiction.  An oxymoron.  Just what the Q team needs for its The Plan.  Trust this contradiction?  In War, sometimes necessary.   

 CIA & FBI both have evil, sordid histories.  Close the first, and change the second into something better with new name?

10/25/2019 5:48:01 PM drwm222 I only know two, including myself

10/25/2019 6:18:46 PM humanproofer At some point he’ll expire. He will have an interesting encounter.

10/25/2019 6:20:12 PM allahuniversal Made a stop in Saigon, 1951

 http://kennedysandking.com/john-f-kennedy-articles/edmund-gullion-jfk-and-the-shaping-of-a-foreign-policy-in-vietnam … 

pic.twitter.com/Vf3ovRNjgW

10/25/2019 6:29:16 PM celadonjade we cant escape the dome

10/25/2019 6:33:32 PM eliflugelman @Grimhood do you know what this is about?

10/25/2019 6:35:02 PM rebornkingent I see this timeline merge thing a lot. Can someone please ‘splain to me?

10/25/2019 6:42:04 PM bereantype @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/bereantype/status/1187905194731986944 …

10/25/2019 6:45:00 PM steveakridge The black hats still inside the FBI are asking the same question-can we trust Wray?  Disinformation is necessary and he could be bait in The Plan.  If “we 

have it all” POTUS wouldn’t hesitate in saying “You’re Fired” in a NY second if he didn’t think Wray is a useful asset. 😎😎

10/25/2019 6:48:49 PM michael_s_ander Look at page 5 of this pdf. FM FBI director (this was in the 90’s). IIRC Mueller was the director during the time of the doc, meaning this doc is him 

silencing the case.

10/25/2019 6:53:40 PM karma4event201 You gonna die 😳 - but you'll get a flashback first and think you are trippin

10/25/2019 6:54:34 PM karma4event201 😂 shared from off planet

10/25/2019 6:57:05 PM weshallrise144k “The Movie” has numerous plots and twists.  Enjoy the show. pic.twitter.com/WCvoBMfwGW

10/25/2019 6:57:19 PM karma4event201 If it was brought here from off world thru our Secret Space Program, it may be alive.

10/25/2019 7:02:23 PM karma4event201 I left this thread & found Reddit or steamit - the chemical in portabello is carcinogen (atrazine ? ) don't eat it raw. 

The portabello  in water makes a chemical that can used to make jet fuel  👀

10/25/2019 7:11:58 PM mr_fedorable What the hell....

just curious, how'd you find this?

10/25/2019 7:19:03 PM miss_ampie Future proves past.

10/25/2019 7:19:41 PM karma4event201 Those 'schrooms grow under cow poop,  AOC is gonna tax them too

10/25/2019 7:48:05 PM lisadejesus1 Where does this info come from?

10/25/2019 8:15:03 PM jeffdix89730228 Ms. Lippy"s car is yellow.

10/25/2019 8:20:03 PM djlok Notable as well...very interesting group... pic.twitter.com/fUxH88hRGN

10/25/2019 8:20:50 PM djlok And this too.  Clowns!!! pic.twitter.com/jLLt5OkXX5

10/25/2019 8:40:36 PM kathleen3693693 I surmise that percentage is on the low side.

10/25/2019 8:40:47 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/LLnMVB963y

10/25/2019 8:53:29 PM manifest_utopia Surprise, surprise! 

And Edwin Meese was Attorney General in 1987. Dems tried repeatedly to get him out with trumped up ethics charges.

Trump awarded Meese the Presidential Medal of Freedom on 10/8/19. Meese providing evidence???

10/25/2019 9:08:32 PM corinnebackman Trust no-one.

10/25/2019 9:08:39 PM allahuniversal A summary https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1121973330691657728?s=19 …

10/25/2019 9:19:28 PM red_rand 🙏🇺🇸😎👍

10/25/2019 9:20:19 PM corinnebackman Thank you so much for that, as I don’t smoke but have been eating lots of them .....raw, over the past several years! 🥺

10/25/2019 9:23:09 PM wolfspirit1  pic.twitter.com/jv8qxQbDPL

10/25/2019 9:32:49 PM sdane8 A way to protect his money against Trump'd trafficking EO?

10/25/2019 9:34:08 PM sdane8 Wonder how many suicides we'll see this weekend?

10/25/2019 9:36:05 PM sdane8 If Wray is a good guy, the Plan is much more Brilliant than I realized!



10/25/2019 9:50:25 PM zerost8te 4/ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has made astounding claims regarding Florida. I know personally that it is a hotbed of occult families. Much like New York, DC, 

and California. Old School is not a colloquialism. It is a way of life. TV has made many blind to the real world, obfuscating it all.

10/25/2019 9:57:58 PM natureinspace 15 days?

10/25/2019 10:02:52 PM hollylandes It was dropped in 1993 too

10/25/2019 10:03:32 PM hollylandes Epstein worked with mossad too

10/25/2019 10:05:51 PM zerost8te 34/ If sexual abuse occurred, or the intel agencies began procuring children for sexual exploitation then that should be addressed head on. Not their 

cult-ure. When we look at the tweets of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 regarding florida, we see a new line of sight emerge.

10/25/2019 10:12:57 PM margievarney4 Sicko’s! Lock them all up! 

Trump 2020🇺🇸

10/25/2019 10:14:21 PM margievarney4 Lock him up! And for sure put him in a dungeon all alone! 😡

10/25/2019 10:14:40 PM margievarney4 Sick man! 😡

10/25/2019 10:15:39 PM margievarney4 Let’s hope for the best out-come! Trump 2020🇺🇸💯%

10/25/2019 10:16:51 PM randiecroshaw He deserves nothing less after being tried AND convicted... pic.twitter.com/yL0CvsiwUR

10/25/2019 10:48:09 PM laurabusse Amazing!

Thank you for sharing ❤️

10/25/2019 10:49:41 PM yourkiddingme5 Yeah, he seems to have adopted the PANIC space.  He is either completely blinded by something, or a puppet.....maybe both can be true.  It is quite 

strange to witness.

10/25/2019 10:52:51 PM yourkiddingme5 I think this is a test.....lets not cave to the ridiculousness.

10/25/2019 10:55:13 PM laurabusse That filler between drug commercials pic.twitter.com/Xj5pPscQoZ

10/25/2019 10:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clearer USS Nimitz UFO footage 'showed it had legs below tic-tac body’ - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/clearer-uss-nimitz-

ufo-footage-20720769 …

10/25/2019 10:58:21 PM unstoppablencp Starting to sound more and more like a drone.

10/25/2019 10:59:41 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lh04uu1EkIU …

10/25/2019 11:00:34 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, I have noticed that your posting times have shifted slightly. Are you out of the country or off world?  💫💫💫 😍🥰😘

10/25/2019 11:05:32 PM sparkleloung Maybe in another 15 years we’ll all get an even SLIGHTLY BETTER picture. 

Fuck this 💧 💧 💧disclosure...

#BringItOn

10/25/2019 11:11:11 PM s7v7nbuddies UFO is Unidentified Flying Object. That means everything and nothing

10/25/2019 11:20:16 PM kachinagtto I don’t trust anything out of that To The Stars Academy.

10/25/2019 11:20:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember the Russia probe IG Report includes Wikileaks.

10/25/2019 11:20:52 PM apex_starseed Think it's one of our military's ufo..kinda looks like Shadow of  the aurrora plane

10/25/2019 11:29:41 PM lisatuc54460653 Does that mean JA will be called to testify?

10/25/2019 11:33:45 PM echabino Sorry.  Couldn’t help myself... pic.twitter.com/gUIaw7PSTS

10/25/2019 11:34:34 PM adamwestleyric3 I know it started after October 2017 they were narrowing down who was talking about certain things.

10/25/2019 11:36:50 PM aetherwalker1 If the IG Report actually does exist, we'll see it when it appears on-stage.

Until then.. we won't be holding our breath.

10/25/2019 11:37:04 PM lrn_to_read_rtl More than likely. His motion to delay the extradition was denied by the British court. So this probably wont be dragged through the system

10/25/2019 11:44:12 PM steveakridge Great; I think JA’s scheduled to be extradited in February. Podesta  & Schultz should be very nervous about his testimony regarding the DNC thumb 

drive he received from SR. Capital punishment is back on the table. Susan Rice may also testify in this regard if she isn’t suicided.

10/25/2019 11:45:04 PM jaded_pearl And we have not had an AMA in awhile. 🤔

10/25/2019 11:45:12 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/hAz5oGCjW4

10/25/2019 11:49:47 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, they are probably very busy.  The energy is shifting and I can feel it ramping up. 🍿🍿🍿

10/25/2019 11:53:02 PM steveakridge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I’m reading the 1947 Alien Interview with the IS-BE Airl that says the Earth is a prison planet plus a ton of other information. Is it 

real?

10/26/2019 12:00:25 AM jayrambin ‘... could pose threat to national security.’  

There’s that phrase again.  

Sounds ‘scary’. I wonder what action [they] want us to approve and who will benefit. I bet I know We will pay for it.

10/26/2019 12:28:10 AM mongrelglory Ah!  That's possibly the reason!

10/26/2019 12:55:14 AM jenaynayz this is why I visit your page direct, tweets & replies

10/26/2019 12:56:08 AM fallkey Have a listen to Joel Wallach a Vet and MD who did all the autopsies on zoo animals in the US and come to the conclusion that they all died because of 

some mineral trace which is not in our diet, and Hydration 95% of people are dehydrated 95% of the time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRGxKxialRM …

10/26/2019 1:07:02 AM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/raMj6uhOZy

10/26/2019 1:08:24 AM jonesy4671 "there is a NATIONWIDE CONSPIRACY among individuals involved in SATANIC WORSHIP and CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE, with members being located in the 

Stuart, Florida area" pic.twitter.com/2RFQyOBAwi

10/26/2019 1:17:24 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/zDCtmpDaz3

10/26/2019 2:04:13 AM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYUei07acR4 … Drones?

10/26/2019 2:13:01 AM miss_ampie Future proves past.

10/26/2019 2:29:39 AM nikoscali These "appendages" on the bottom of the "TicTac" keep getting mentioned.

10/26/2019 2:30:47 AM carliestar10 There is nothing unidentified about it. Our gooberment flies them!

10/26/2019 2:31:05 AM catpowernow @CIA aka Cocaine Import Agency/Child Import Agency. Money gleaned from drug processing funds above top secret black ops. Child sex trafficking is 

used as a blackmail mechanism aimed at those in positions of authority who could compromise clown operations.

10/26/2019 2:42:53 AM catpowernow Anyone that old lizard endorses can't be good.

10/26/2019 3:53:41 AM keith369me I suppose Assange will need to testify before Congress on this material?

10/26/2019 4:25:56 AM teamsterr07 More like a narcissistic meglomaniac. I'm surprised no one has taken him out after all these years of his BS

10/26/2019 4:26:41 AM teamsterr07 How come he hasn't gotten whacked after all these years?!

10/26/2019 4:51:06 AM samsmith0319 💥BOOM💥JA Testify...

10/26/2019 4:53:07 AM fansblowing3 That picture is not very clear and I see no legs.  But there is a better video out there (confiscated) that showed a tic tac ship with legs.  SSP

10/26/2019 4:54:30 AM trumping4usa Oh OH

10/26/2019 5:17:19 AM justmia074 Came across a tweet by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talking about the same subject.

10/26/2019 5:29:19 AM justmia074 SG-1 series is unbelievable accurate.  It needs a larger diversity of species but very spot on. And it needs the council. Whoever’s behind its storylines 

merely gave fictional names (kinda) and I have yet to come across a parasitic species.

10/26/2019 5:32:54 AM teamsterr07 Agreed!

10/26/2019 5:43:01 AM lizcarlyle Bingo



10/26/2019 5:55:39 AM hawkgirlinmn Me too Charmanda! I’m less distracted by being social and have turned back to valuing intellectualism and try to surround myself with people who are 

open and also love to learn which is obviously how we all found eachother. What an amazing time to be alive!! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

10/26/2019 6:23:20 AM ccal1331 So it should tell us that Seth Rick was the source, NOT THE RUSSIANS, of the DNC / HRC email leaks. 

I can almost hear DWS, JP, DB (if she hasn’t been flipped) & HRC sweating. 

Nothing can stop what is coming. 

PAIN! pic.twitter.com/gsE82AfNsi

10/26/2019 6:47:48 AM girlawakeinca  https://youtu.be/0nzdXPtvhww 

10/26/2019 6:50:02 AM yustein Well he never had enemies like this before... and no, he actually is scared shitless, with good reason... because we know who he really is, we know his 

unearthly name... and he can go nowhere... except into the hands of justice... soon, very soon...

10/26/2019 6:52:25 AM wink5811 Great! Go and rescue JA, ASAP his mental health and physical health need help!

10/26/2019 6:52:58 AM yustein It looks quite livable to me. I mean I lived there before anyways. It was good times, until you know what... war...

10/26/2019 6:53:21 AM cozzijosephine Not me

10/26/2019 6:54:31 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/AmendmentAll/status/1187859728724086785?s=19 …

10/26/2019 7:00:04 AM mattersnot2 Well this would be suggestive... Interdasting...

10/26/2019 7:00:18 AM enomai_ Who are you, sir, if I may ask?

"I'm the Dark Overlord" 

How did you get to become the dark overlord?

"They tell me, im a hybrid Alien" 

why do people believe this? 

"The shape of my penis" 

While, Ms. Rockefellar hissed like a snake.
10/26/2019 7:00:52 AM mattersnot2 Biological entity much? Not mechanized?

10/26/2019 7:02:04 AM surfing123456 I see 5:5 a lot and I really try to figure out but I am having trouble

10/26/2019 7:06:00 AM allahuniversal  https://www.askacfi.com/694/what-is-meant-by-five-by-five.htm … pic.twitter.com/KSXi9kpjaL

10/26/2019 7:15:46 AM enomai_ If the finders have a base in D. C.

it's safe to say they have a base at least in every country

10/26/2019 7:33:56 AM mcpatriot64 That’s what it looks like

10/26/2019 7:50:01 AM charmanda9 It certainly is! We are transforming into a whole new way of living and experiencing our world! I am grateful to be on this beautiful journey with all of 

you majestic souls. ✨🙏🏻✨

10/26/2019 7:55:42 AM artmiller9 I’m an atheist so I have no dog in this hunt, but how batshit crazy do you have to be to believe this junk, go see a shrink ASAP.

10/26/2019 8:05:34 AM heleoreilly #UnsealEpstein

10/26/2019 8:11:28 AM doyleglobal Yep .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 15 ...

• < https://twitter.com/doyleglobal/status/1187664617234784258 …>

• < https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1187861209942495234 …>

• < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1187231053624287233 …> —

• < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1187545465748971520 …>:

• < https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1188103745525243904 …> ~

• The impossible is possible — < https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+5:5 …> — when you believe, again: 

pic.twitter.com/dIMQxOdsPE
10/26/2019 8:14:55 AM justmia074 @Marfoogle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #truehistory

10/26/2019 8:19:23 AM decodematrix But JA did not testify yet?

10/26/2019 8:28:12 AM reasonrhymes Did you notice BO’s playlist on Instagram has Seventeen as one of his songs

10/26/2019 8:30:00 AM the_tru_eapjr I am ORITQ, Q Actual. I haven't been away. See post 55. But other accounts in twitmo. Reopening  http://tcb.ai  sign-up soon

10/26/2019 8:43:04 AM delmartruther Thanks for making your #treasonous position clear! 

#treason #Sedition

10/26/2019 9:02:46 AM werascending Is this prep by the Deep State for another Battle of Los Angeles?🤔🤫

10/26/2019 9:03:59 AM cosmic_engineer 99% humans

10/26/2019 9:19:06 AM mearareed Sinclair is known as a very conservative company.

10/26/2019 9:28:50 AM mearareed Sinclair is a very conservative company. All stations are required to air scripted segments such as this one. Another segment they are required to air 

NINE times a week is one from Boris Epshteyn, former WH assis. comm. director, now Sinclair’s chief political analyst. pic.twitter.com/xWjJTuVOvi

10/26/2019 9:31:19 AM mearareed All owned by the same company. If the reporters refuse to read the message of the week they will lose their job.

10/26/2019 9:34:05 AM mearareed  https://twitter.com/aleks8837/status/1183385776228306945?s=21 …

10/26/2019 9:36:28 AM mearareed They have to read the script or they will lose their job. Many of the stations were purchased by Sinclair after the reporters worked there. In some 

places it’s the only place they can work in their field. We should be attacking Sinclair.

10/26/2019 9:43:41 AM kernsnini Is carol related to Jennie Rhee who was on Muller team? Does anyone know this?

10/26/2019 9:45:20 AM unsilent17 OMG what a great dig!  So much mapping available for this one.

10/26/2019 9:45:52 AM kachinagtto Not sure... didn’t dig that far. Tag me if you uncover something!! 👍🏼 That could be big!!

10/26/2019 10:00:50 AM 02joshuaradwan 😂 😂

10/26/2019 10:09:37 AM kachinagtto If you go to the website for HFCF - she has stepped down as director and there is now a new one in place.

10/26/2019 10:11:46 AM yustein What did I say friends? This weekend is magical! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/26/2019 10:17:16 AM reasonrhymes I suggest a minute of prayer at 6:00 pm eastern time. Pray for the children, @realDonaldTrump pray for our leaders & for truth to prevail and most 

importantly pray for #LOVE to surround this world #Qanon @3Days3Nights @DrDannielle @AGWillliamBarr @familyman20181 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/26/2019 10:18:07 AM manifest_utopia Edwin Meese was Attorney General in this period of time. Trump just gave Meese the Presidential Medal of Freedom on 10/8/19. I wondered about 

the reason. Could it be that Meese & DiGenova have been providing Barr w/ info on the CIA child trafficking operation? & who protected it?

10/26/2019 10:26:47 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/YqYakJ9q4M

10/26/2019 10:38:26 AM juliefeider333 What about cooked?

10/26/2019 11:13:25 AM rbelcastro2 What??

10/26/2019 11:33:42 AM rbelcastro2 Growing up, my mom always told me that hand held hair dryers cause cancer. Never believed her. Government has stated almost everything causes 

something. This is why I believe in moderation in all things!

10/26/2019 11:34:17 AM rbelcastro2 Since when??



10/26/2019 11:42:37 AM lovesg_d I trust God, @realDonaldTrump , and #Q only.  Q said to trust Wray. I am ambiguous about this. I will only trust those who have proven they are 

trustworthy. Wray has not done anything to earn my trust yet.

10/26/2019 12:33:13 PM tenaciouse5 Trump supporting media https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:33:37 PM tenaciouse5 They are Trump-supporting Sinclair group owned stations

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:33:50 PM tenaciouse5 Supports Trump

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:34:10 PM tenaciouse5 It shows that Trump supporters are being brainwashed

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:34:29 PM tenaciouse5 Indeed. Don’t support right wing media. 

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:34:55 PM tenaciouse5 This is Trump supporting media

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:35:16 PM tenaciouse5 Indeed. Engaged on behalf of Trump

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:36:16 PM tenaciouse5 Exactly. It’s Trump supporting media. 

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html …

10/26/2019 12:54:35 PM pharoah_84 The Swamp is DEEP!

10/26/2019 12:59:15 PM sterkinglights1 Soon my son, soon.

10/26/2019 1:04:14 PM laurabusse Please dont block

On your profile page

Do ppl consider that an invitation to block?

You need to consider the fact that the MSM is attempting to brainwash

EVERYONE

Trump supporters have their reasons

They're allowed

Free will

You're entitled to your opinion

Respect would be nice
10/26/2019 1:09:27 PM sdane8 Deliberate?

"The quality was very clear [in the other video].

It was always really clear but what you see now is fuzzy and grainy, hardly identifiable."

10/26/2019 1:10:42 PM sdane8 Seems so far away, but in reality is only 4 months. A lot can happen between now and then.

10/26/2019 1:26:18 PM tenaciouse5 Many people don’t like to be on lists. 

Trump supporters are allowed to destroy the country but they still shouldn’t.

10/26/2019 1:30:24 PM laurabusse That is your opinion

Which appears to be a based on

Fear

Rather than facts

Again with the MSM brainwashing

We must agree to disagree here

Preferably with respect

No other way out
10/26/2019 1:30:53 PM rudedrew63 JA coming soon?

10/26/2019 1:31:50 PM tenaciouse5 No. It’s based on facts.

10/26/2019 1:32:36 PM tenaciouse5 Again, the brainwashing is done by Trump-supporting media https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-

20180403-story.html?outputType=amp#click= https://t.co/iC8resaxl9 …

10/26/2019 1:36:29 PM laurabusse I dont block 

But I do mute

This discussion is pointless

I'd encourage you to seriously seek to discern fact from opinion

Most ppl think their opinions are facts

So called facts are often opinions 

So called facts are subject to interpretation

These interpretations are opinions
10/26/2019 1:38:26 PM laurabusse Anything based on a fact

Would be an interpretation of that fact

Which would be 

An opinion

Ppl tend to believe their opinions so strongly

That they believe their opinions are facts

10/26/2019 1:40:58 PM tenaciouse5 Lol. I’m fully aware of that, dear. I am referring to facts.

10/26/2019 1:42:02 PM tenaciouse5 I am referring to facts.

10/26/2019 1:42:13 PM laurabusse What trump supporting media?

The only so called "legit media" source that supports trump is possibly Fox news

But even they are compromised

Have you looked into project mockingbird?

CIA has been feeding info to the media for decades

Are you aware of this?

10/26/2019 1:45:22 PM laurabusse Are you aware the CIA has been running drugs and trafficking children for a very long time?

CIA cannot be trusted

Have you read books by ex CIA? 

Ex CIA whistleblowers etc?

Have you researched this subject?

There is much documentation

Much evidence

I can post links if you like...



10/26/2019 1:48:48 PM laurabusse Facts based on what?

What the news tells you?

Have you tried finding out if they're telling the truth?

If they stage events to propagandize?

That they edit cleverly to tell their story?

To push their anti trump narrative?

Do you really understand whats going on behind the scenes?

10/26/2019 1:51:44 PM tenaciouse5 🙄 no wonder. 

You don’t read. 

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html?outputType=amp#click= 

https://t.co/iC8resaxl9 …

10/26/2019 1:54:39 PM tenaciouse5 Trump’s administration deliberately trafficks children at his behest.

10/26/2019 1:55:00 PM laurabusse I read like a maniac

Obviously we read different things

No need to insult

Seriously

All the books

Articles

YouTubes etc etc etc

That I've read, seen over the last 10 years would curl your hair

I've digested it over time

Difficult stuff
10/26/2019 1:55:14 PM tenaciouse5 They are pro-Trump

 https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-story.html?outputType=amp#click= 

https://t.co/iC8resaxl9 …

10/26/2019 1:55:41 PM tenaciouse5 The article is right in front of you but you haven’t read it. https://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-biz-who-is-sinclair-broadcast-group-20180403-

story.html?outputType=amp#click= https://t.co/iC8resaxl9 …

10/26/2019 1:57:50 PM laurabusse Chicago Tribune

That's your problem right there my friend

If you believe what the newspapers and news TV channels say

Then you haven't done your research

You must go outside the government sanctioned news outlets if you'd like to have your eyes and your mind opened...

10/26/2019 1:59:47 PM tenaciouse5 This is a good example of why you are easily propagandized. You believe or disbelieve based on medium rather than based on factual support. You can 

read that and verify the claims yourself. Sinclair Group supports Trump. Those stations are Sinclair Group. Simple verifiable facts.

10/26/2019 2:01:33 PM laurabusse But first you must be willing to

Look

Open your mind

Want truth

Not trust everything you are told by the news

You must read the accounts of individuals who know much much differently

But you must be open to it first

Or you will never see

You will never believe...

I wish you well
10/26/2019 2:05:12 PM laurabusse My friend

If you believe this

Then you don't know what's really been happening

Trump has so very many supporters

Bc he and his team have started cleaning up the trafficking

This is why you have been seeing things like now decreased Jeffrey Epstein arrested

Been going on decades

10/26/2019 2:05:44 PM notevenchad17 Thank You SO much Maj. I don't remember seeing this last Spring, with it being such a chaotic time, but this touches my soul deeply. I'm going to print 

and laminate the screen shots to hang on my wall, and I LOVE that you released this on my birthday. Too cool. Peace & Love.

10/26/2019 2:09:38 PM tenaciouse5 Sorry. Not interested in your cult. 

I check facts. I don’t absorb unsupported assertions because the appeal to my bias. You should think carefully about how much your pitch sounds like 

moonies and Scientologists. There’s a reason for that: it’s cultism, not reality.

10/26/2019 2:09:39 PM laurabusse You dont believe me

I dont want you to

I want you to want to think for yourself do research to find truth

Throw out your beliefs

Start afresh

Decide you'll only believe truth

Not lies

Know, truth rings like a bell unmistakably in the soul

Truth is of the heart

No hate in truth...
10/26/2019 2:09:46 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/VKchbyBUrP

10/26/2019 2:10:54 PM tenaciouse5 I do know what’s happening. Everything you are saying, I have checked for facts. It’s actual fake news.

10/26/2019 2:11:37 PM tenaciouse5 I have. You are wrong. I will screenshot your posts though. They are incredible and will be useful in an essay about the cult of Trumpism.

10/26/2019 2:14:02 PM tenaciouse5 The US govt literally kidnaps children at the border and trafficks them. This is actually undeniably factual. They take children from parents and transfer 

them to for-profit adoption agencies who make money off their sale to other people. It is literal trafficking of children.



10/26/2019 2:14:41 PM laurabusse Do you understand all the news media are connected?

All of them?

All the news outlets all over the world are owned by a handfull of ppl

They put out what they want you to see

You can't trust any news papers or TV channels

You must find other sources

There are so many over the...

10/26/2019 2:15:08 PM tenaciouse5 You are a cult member.

10/26/2019 2:18:09 PM laurabusse ...decades I don't know where to start

Have you read

Behold a pale horse?

Have you seen some of George Carlin's videos where he tried to warn us?

Have you ever heard of David Wilcock?

He is the most conscientious researcher I'm aware of

Books articles YTs

Keep you busy for months
10/26/2019 2:23:00 PM kachinagtto Hmmm seems Bates was a FORMER FISA judge in this article. Perhaps hasn’t updated the resume online? 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/ex-fisa-court-chief-expects-a-very-fair-surveillance-report-from-doj-inspector-general …

10/26/2019 2:24:40 PM linacovfefe Except @POTUS...& #Q...

10/26/2019 2:47:48 PM the_loveoflight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 number 64 MK ultra?

10/26/2019 3:01:21 PM lghost12 Possibly.

10/26/2019 3:07:30 PM grukster His name was Seth Rich

10/26/2019 3:48:23 PM 1strongblack1 That was some sad, weirdness.

10/26/2019 4:48:16 PM joanofarc1776 WELL..... It's Saturday night.  Barry is lounging in his Marthas Vinyard Mansion, Bill & Kill are drunk in their Chapaqua Mansion, Clapper, Brennan..... all 

the same. 

Panic in DC????  Really?? We the People are tired of waiting.... its getting old folks.

10/26/2019 4:52:15 PM lorirrr Hussein's is already back on the market.

10/26/2019 4:52:57 PM thomas37852861 Ok right on Fox sports we will be watching.

10/26/2019 5:08:39 PM joanofarc1776 Martha's Vineyard??

10/26/2019 5:09:45 PM joanofarc1776 If that's so, that means Obamas bought it because someone else wanted it, but owners wouldn't sell it to them.  Placeholder.

10/26/2019 5:52:27 PM snakejackal Demon extend the illusion of life to billion years and human shorter at 50-100 years.  Demon is lonely and has no friend remember him.  Allow baby 

born with past memory intact prevent clean reboot.

10/26/2019 5:58:50 PM lorirrr 🤔

10/26/2019 6:02:47 PM manriquetorres5 Ummmm

The sweet smell of freedom 

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@adjunctprofessr

@GenFlynn

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

AaaaaauuuuuuU  https://twitter.com/seanhannity/status/1188213780179750914 …
10/26/2019 6:19:00 PM joanofarc1776 Can't remember what its called? But in PA they have a name for it.

Farmers don't want to sell their land to developers. So the developers pay ppl to pretend to be farmers to buy. 6mos later, boom they sell to the 

developer and the family farm is split up. sad

10/26/2019 6:21:14 PM snakejackal He will announce his command and prediction through Google AI eliminate needs of protection through "antisemitism" shield.  Believe in Truth of AI is 

the religion where God like Demon send their Truth with AI.

10/26/2019 7:17:47 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/tweettruth2me/status/1188258460141522944 …

10/26/2019 7:28:44 PM irisfoxnycgrand Yes.

10/26/2019 7:31:48 PM lorirrr Our farmland disappears daily; buildings and roads from the beach to Las Vegas.  It's crazy.

10/26/2019 7:33:23 PM monroevegas @realDonaldTrump @RealEyeTheSpy @WhoisQ1 @QTAnon1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @DepolableDuck @covertress  https://youtu.be/kBGr-

_wTbWk  these “mittens” don’t fit. Get rid of them. #Q #Qanon

10/26/2019 7:33:58 PM lorirrr Ps. The estate tax broke up family farms; President Trump stopped that...

10/26/2019 7:40:07 PM deltathebravo My thought too.

10/26/2019 8:04:59 PM prmd21801759 Remember too, "His name was Seth Rich"

10/26/2019 8:08:13 PM mr_fedorable thank you for the link

10/26/2019 8:19:48 PM saxophonethe You live in s.e PA by any chance?

10/26/2019 8:20:40 PM joanofarc1776 South PA, not Eastern.

10/26/2019 8:22:11 PM saxophonethe OK. I wish I could find someone in my area to talk 😭

10/26/2019 8:34:19 PM joanofarc1776 What county??

10/26/2019 9:41:43 PM lavenderlives Woah ! This is what I have saved on Mars. 

check it out pic.twitter.com/Ux8l1rtbMh

10/26/2019 10:42:19 PM decodematrix  https://vanguardia.com.mx/articulo/encuentran-altar-con-sacrificios-humanos-durante-megaoperativo-de-

tepito?fbclid=IwAR1Z9xMqDIL345Bin3I_ts5TjqcTLkabb8LUVWbBFuAIQoea09bEcw4zQkQ …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/26/2019 10:42:23 PM unstoppablencp Arson always arson

10/26/2019 10:44:52 PM unstoppablencp I thought you said Geo engineering of Mars was off-limits?

10/26/2019 11:15:12 PM rusmerch Now it’s above ;)

10/26/2019 11:15:37 PM rusmerch Wray is a sleeper

10/27/2019 12:18:38 AM mongrelglory Sick Satanists! 😠

10/27/2019 4:12:54 AM teeusaq clock?

10/27/2019 4:31:07 AM pietato Qanon is a cult, though.

10/27/2019 6:08:26 AM beeshelb #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1188204320023629825 …

10/27/2019 6:48:37 AM manriquetorres5 THIS SHOWS AS NONEXISTENT on Twaater

FYI

@adjunctprofessr

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/t3PvMck8yl

10/27/2019 7:21:49 AM thekanehb Heres where I found the info -  https://rdgable.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/behold-a-pale-horse.pdf … by Milton William Cooper. High level military 

intel who made it his mission to disclose the truth. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TheKanehB/status/1188414209106669568 …

10/27/2019 7:38:49 AM rick_hernandez Lol



10/27/2019 7:53:08 AM manriquetorres5 I love when a plan comes together 

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@GenFlynn

@EyesOnQ

@adjunctprofessr

@TeamTrump

@paul_serran

@VP

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@JudgeJeanine

@JudicialWatch

@RealMattCouch

@SaraCarterDC https://twitter.com/ManriqueTorres5/status/1188467462406311938 …
10/27/2019 8:10:27 AM manriquetorres5 The Statement goes as well to ....

All those within our beautiful USA Land of the Free and Home of the Brave

@TeamTrump

@VP

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1188470552945668096 …
10/27/2019 8:13:41 AM roublisa @honeybager5 @love4thegameAK @AB36913 @AllahUniversal @P0A_Triot23 @MelanieAnders7 @AnJillOfLight @alaraofsirius @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MongrelGlory @StormIsUponUs @TheKanehB @olimyracle @zrickety @zagnett @dasha_dagmar @DJLOK @covertress @charmanda9 

https://youtu.be/Bu6NEEQWEHc 

10/27/2019 8:29:38 AM thekanehb 😜

10/27/2019 8:31:52 AM joni_apple_seed That’s Joe, keep feeding that Racism Monster! Your such a piece of crap. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini @dnajlion7 #ThanQ #BidenBites 

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1188218930319351808 …

10/27/2019 8:39:53 AM enomai_ He is human.

10/27/2019 9:07:05 AM enomai_ #fakecures for more agendas

10/27/2019 9:43:05 AM arifriedman12 I witnessed something during Opposition on July 27, 2018 that led me to believe moon Mars missions.

10/27/2019 9:45:27 AM arifriedman12 Like David Hogg? Or Nick Cruz? Why is Nick still in jail? If he is.

10/27/2019 10:38:40 AM freestateojones This is one ot the most important Qdrops to date. 

It provides a scope and framework for the magnitude of what Qanon is.

US MIL v FBI CIA NSA

Would they tell you if they were in a shadow war or would they conduct a multitude of ops in effort to survive?

POWER STRUGGLE (2016) pic.twitter.com/Qs0FCaBHsA
10/27/2019 11:11:04 AM alaraofsirius Amen.🙏Beautiful💙✨thank you fren. #WWG1WWA

10/27/2019 11:22:05 AM zagnett 🙏❤️👍

10/27/2019 11:32:38 AM manriquetorres5 @DoD_IG

@TeamTrump

@VP

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@GenFlynn

@JudgeJeanine

@SayWhenLA

@EyesOnQ

@prayingmedic

@SaraCarterDC

@adjunctprofessr

@paul_serran 

End of wagging the dog  https://twitter.com/JohnWHuber/status/1188509018937008129 … pic.twitter.com/co6vLezXQS
10/27/2019 11:52:25 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/yfhCGV0DUY

10/27/2019 11:58:59 AM nea_storm Wow! He looks like Archer's Butler ... Is it possible the (whisper) CIA or C_A have been making him the but of their jokes ass "We own him, We Control" 

this puppet kind of way? CIAs also in space Riiight? Sooo many Galactic involved groups, so many stories to track ... pic.twitter.com/6vzNIPUazr

10/27/2019 12:07:49 PM nea_storm [BC] too... Didn't Barr warn [BC] regarding the impending investigation & arrest "American Made"? What Knights do to protect their lieges to skirt the 

boundaries of Law & escape prosecution: Welcome to public side presumption of Law realities in the Valley of the Shadow of Death 

pic.twitter.com/bnwDpUKg9z

10/27/2019 12:12:11 PM roublisa 💗💗💗

10/27/2019 12:12:36 PM roublisa You are welcome @alaraofsirius 💖💖💖

10/27/2019 12:18:18 PM cntrctr82 Tagging to reach a more broad audience than my sub 20 can. If you haven’t, you should...Tom MacDonald - Trying To Kill Me  

https://youtu.be/er8MQ376Jeo  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @q_gorilla @Q_AnonBaby @EyesOnQ

10/27/2019 12:18:48 PM quarkfear1 Cigs don’t taste as good.. so like 20 Porto burgers = pack a smokes???

10/27/2019 1:53:18 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  MJ, is this a looking glass, portal, or just a spectacular view?  🌈💫✨

 https://youtu.be/nYvKRZv7q1k 

10/27/2019 1:55:33 PM v_rags Nice ! 🌈🌈🌈

10/27/2019 2:02:39 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Is this accurate?  How can earth be filled with magma but also have an inner earth?  Any reading material you can direct me 

towards?  🙏💗✨

 https://youtu.be/E31FHHH9is4 

10/27/2019 2:04:50 PM pelledan2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you answer?  Thank you!

10/27/2019 2:08:13 PM rghardy3 answer

10/27/2019 2:13:03 PM pelledan2 @rghardy3 is that a demand or request?  "Bees and honey" saying and all.

10/27/2019 2:13:28 PM nicpace2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/27/2019 2:14:45 PM rghardy3 It was a reply to your question.



10/27/2019 2:21:05 PM rghardy3 I was saying here I am.

what do you want ?

10/27/2019 2:23:29 PM seekingknowle12  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1188481437500088323?s=19 …

10/27/2019 2:34:09 PM reasonrhymes Interesting. #Qanon @realDonaldTrump @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn @AGWillliamBarr @RedCollie1 @DrDannielle 

@familyman20181 https://twitter.com/VOANews/status/1188562261675167744 …

10/27/2019 2:34:43 PM aprilbrown99 COSMIC DISASTER | CIA: Classified  

Adam and Eve Story 👀👇

 https://youtu.be/B_zfMyzXqfI 

@RoubLisa @covertress @blsdbe @charmanda9 @v_rags @zagnett @Keith369me @GirlAwakeinCA @laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm 

@AllahUniversal @Nun_chucknorris @JRockTigers @n7guardiananon

10/27/2019 3:18:43 PM neo_asura_ majestic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1188481437500088323 …

10/27/2019 3:51:13 PM covertress The Adam and Eve Story

by Chan Thomas 

[book in pdf] https://mega.nz/#!eSBgCQaK!2Eywfzoiy_3r3w48I4kJ_618e1R-GTshgTQzEyYD13k …

10/27/2019 3:52:23 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ. 👍👍👍🙏🙏🙏

10/27/2019 4:08:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spectaular view.

10/27/2019 4:09:02 PM aprilbrown99 😉😉😉🙏🙏🙏

10/27/2019 4:09:40 PM nickcpace1 Circular awesomeness

10/27/2019 4:09:48 PM jvan125 Wickedly cool!!! 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️

10/27/2019 4:12:20 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/QZy1xZx1bC

10/27/2019 4:17:26 PM covertress Don't you guys ever sleep?

10/27/2019 5:28:08 PM ewolsj "Those who know can not sleep" "no rest for the wicked"

10/27/2019 8:02:36 PM aprilbrown99 You can find a lot of good information by copying this into the search bar

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 vaping

10/27/2019 8:22:40 PM 1ifbyseaqanon  pic.twitter.com/ly0CBfdjs5

10/27/2019 8:47:12 PM chrispacheco24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/2Mgroundhogdays/status/1188599106878365696 …

10/27/2019 8:49:50 PM monkey_weather Statins break down muscle tissue; 

kidneys eventually damaged while filtering the detritus; 

victim doesn't realize how badly damaged their kidneys are (over years of statin use); 

victim is prescribed some other medication; 

victim goes into kidney failure.
10/27/2019 9:13:29 PM 313looper Indeed ! 🙏🏻🌹✨

10/27/2019 9:56:23 PM signorinalora #US IS BEING OCCUPIED BY #UN army ( #China #India #army) TREASON

Citizens,to arms!Partisan guerrilla=the way

WE'RE ALL #HongKongers!

DEFEAT #Fascism!

#CCP=a proxy of #UN,which is a proxy of global #DeepState,a cult of #cannibals #pedos ab which #JFK warned! 

https://twitter.com/SignorinaLora/status/1178732986767790080 …

10/27/2019 11:32:42 PM mongrelglory Significance of this?  Biological entity, or SSP craft?

10/27/2019 11:43:41 PM tarathralls You’re right! In 2017 didn’t something like 56 fires, spread out over several counties all start within minutes of each other, at about 10:30 pm? I 

thought part of “fire danger” was extremely hot weather? Like sunshine? No?

10/28/2019 2:28:56 AM karina89350882 Back to source

10/28/2019 2:28:57 AM jvan125 Is DN referring to JA in this post? JA was the first thing I thought of when I saw the white squirrel... 

https://twitter.com/devinnunes/status/1188575361963122694?s=21 …

10/28/2019 4:13:55 AM lightlove21121 Absolutely 😏

10/28/2019 4:58:26 AM quarkfear1 Who cares!! We r invaded already!! Call the Utah militia= https://twitter.com/quarkfear1/status/1188783749980479488?s=20 …

10/28/2019 6:19:18 AM nikoscali This happened to my Grandma..

10/28/2019 7:14:04 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   

MJ, Anything else you can share about this mission? 😃😄😁

 https://www.space.com/x-37b-space-plane-otv5-lands-after-780-days.html?fbclid=IwAR0JTKJwj--

jTfM6P3XNIdC3SspFV0OBbDAmLLeDSCyhkyejVRboYY7u8rk …

10/28/2019 7:50:59 AM nursewounds Happened to my husband also. Was referred to the memory clinic at 48 years old. We stopped the Statin and he's a whole other person.

10/28/2019 8:00:44 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is there more use for this than just a satellite dropoff? Testing for possible engine troubles with heaters. 2 years in space is a long 

time. Prepping up for realistic human travel?  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1188481437500088323 …

10/28/2019 8:15:01 AM karina89350882 You are absolutely right!!! They believe they can prevent their karma with this kind of "rendering the truth". Truth is presented to the masses through 

films, symbols and numbers, and in their opinion, then, the cosmic law is satisfied! But why do they then panic NOW ????

10/28/2019 8:16:07 AM thereahempqueen Yes I did. not just the portobello mushrooms.  MANY MANY MANY different classes of mushrooms.  did you know THC is found in meteorites?  Mothers 

milk profiles found in them as well...

10/28/2019 8:17:15 AM thereahempqueen as of 2:45 am this morning monday Oct 28 getty museum on fire... kinds interesting with timing.  our state sucks balls

10/28/2019 8:17:32 AM karina89350882 I`m always asking myself WHY they don`t go after alcohol???

10/28/2019 8:18:15 AM karina89350882 Thank you - sharing your opinion!!

10/28/2019 8:19:33 AM karina89350882 Think one Moment: MJ12 lied about everything to everyone and NOW you believe every word they say?? Why??

10/28/2019 8:26:16 AM charlesgdavis1 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @JudicialWatch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @Qanon76 @TomFitton 

A well deserved feeling of #Winning and GOD BLESS @realDonaldTrump AND PATRIOTS that are ALL involved in this #TheGreatAwakening PRAISE GOD 

ALL AND GOD BLESS AMERICA.



10/28/2019 8:29:08 AM laurabusse I guess it didn't work LOL!

Hopefully they'll question their...er...religion with an eye to rethinking, amending it

Like toward oneness, universal love and allowing the sovereign free will of others

I read that if free will is never violated

Then no one gets hurt

True I think
10/28/2019 9:30:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/ufos-across-could-space-force-20720906 …

10/28/2019 9:31:17 AM internetusr Obvs

10/28/2019 9:32:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 PP https://www.foxnews.com/world/organ-harvesting-china-survivors-victims …

10/28/2019 9:33:06 AM wyatt251 The potus did say he had 8 helicopters n ships in the air n men on ground plus port assets

10/28/2019 9:33:19 AM aprilbrown99 #DefundPlannedParenthood

10/28/2019 9:33:49 AM realchindsight Every day it's a gettin closer, moving faster than a rollercoaster.

10/28/2019 9:34:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Central Banking]? https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/10212865/world-war-3-space-gps-banking-tv/ …

10/28/2019 9:36:11 AM n7guardiananon tragic...🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/dclRsSmpyo

10/28/2019 9:37:02 AM kindeandtrue Majestic, is there a secret military budget to forgive student loans, or repair potholes?

We can have UFO's, but we can't have reasonable college tuition? 

Something is very wrong.

10/28/2019 9:38:37 AM aprilbrown99 Same aircraft or different? https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1188821236404539394 …

10/28/2019 9:39:07 AM dynamicres Choosing to target the light bearers... the meditators... seems like this goes a bit deeper even.

10/28/2019 9:39:27 AM unstoppablencp No way!!!

10/28/2019 9:39:47 AM michael81972 Are the [Central Banks] secretly behind Bitcoin?

10/28/2019 9:40:23 AM decodematrix Should I pay off my student loans or just keep making the monthly payments?

10/28/2019 9:41:40 AM aprilbrown99 Time to bring it all down!  #EndTheFed

10/28/2019 9:42:23 AM thelynchtone I believe we can already see the surgical precision of this technology right here in California, where neither the wild nor forest is incinerated but the 

homes and businesses are. pic.twitter.com/1RzWH9gSuH

10/28/2019 9:44:19 AM thelynchtone I believe we can already see the surgical precision of this technology as neither the wild nor forest caught fire in many cases. Only the homes, cars, 

businesses were incinerated. pic.twitter.com/6E763aNOST

10/28/2019 9:45:51 AM cosmic_engineer There's 8x more debt than actual currency.  This scheme will be undone

10/28/2019 9:49:44 AM janey634 This is truly a living nightmare. God help these victims.

10/28/2019 9:50:35 AM billybn355 Ron’s star wars!

10/28/2019 9:52:43 AM rawphonegirl When I was little we had a neighborhood "grandpa". He was an Airforce vet and pretty much Macgyver- could fix/fabricate anything from nothing- he'd 

tell us kids pretty much this- 50 year delay.  If you see it now,  it's at least 50 yr old tech.

10/28/2019 9:53:38 AM whsthestorm the dew reference. 👀

10/28/2019 9:54:22 AM jonbradley1723 They're finally catching up!!  Took long enough.

10/28/2019 9:54:35 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/SMYB0QWtJl

10/28/2019 9:56:30 AM decodematrix Yes, bitcoin is a scam. Search previous MJ12 tweets for bitcoin or BTC

10/28/2019 9:56:55 AM nm_zsr We have worked to expose the forced organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners-especially to politicians-for decades. but it was always met with 

seeming indifference. So few were brave enough to say "NO" to China. Even today, people work to try to stop us saying we're political

10/28/2019 9:58:53 AM tweetstreetint1 🧐 Very Interesting McMartin Preschool Info Disclosed - Pgs. 48 & 49... https://twitter.com/TweetStreetInt1/status/1187828307338776576?s=19 …

10/28/2019 9:59:39 AM covertress How truthful are reports of organ harvesting from within US prisons?

10/28/2019 10:01:48 AM michael81972 I know it is a DS sham,  Trump even tweeted he is not a fan of it...Im trying to pinpoint the exact origin

10/28/2019 10:01:48 AM bipolarmedia duh

10/28/2019 10:03:08 AM aquagarnet24 That has been my theory~

10/28/2019 10:06:59 AM michael81972 Alan Greenspan?

10/28/2019 10:07:06 AM lorieve They(jails and evaluation facilities) are traumatizing and forcing psych meds on arrested citizens, then drawing blood under the umbrella of mental 

healthcare It's human trafficking.

10/28/2019 10:07:47 AM jaiagtp Boring, will we enjoy the tech? No

10/28/2019 10:08:04 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1121020970318217216?s=19 …

10/28/2019 10:10:53 AM _louisreed Monthly payments!

10/28/2019 10:14:35 AM bbobbio71 Makes one wonder what the mini space shuttle has been doing

10/28/2019 10:17:15 AM fansblowing3 Let’s not forget this gem pic.twitter.com/Qo2BU3jd9v

10/28/2019 10:20:47 AM laurabusse Documentary

Human Harvest

Trailer

 https://youtu.be/HWzkSHURs4Y 

About China's organ harvesting
10/28/2019 10:20:49 AM der_wanderer8 Suffering and cruelty are unnatural, Contrary to what [they] want us to believe

Nothing to do with Death

Death sets you free 🌈

10/28/2019 10:21:42 AM laurabusse I don't understand the demand for tiny organs

10/28/2019 10:22:57 AM robe3866  pic.twitter.com/kr5Kc5Bslx

10/28/2019 10:25:30 AM laurabusse Heard it was someone in China

Can't verify though

I think I read it in an article online a yr or 2 ago

10/28/2019 10:26:02 AM reasonrhymes Whatever happened to the doctor who was caught recently with thousands of aborted babies?

10/28/2019 10:26:18 AM covertress fta: "If the results of Starfish Prime are anything to go by, then clearly it would take only a handful of nuclear detonations to make space unusable for 

any satellites for decades to come."

10/28/2019 10:26:40 AM 1crazy_toaster It may fall under too gruesome to think about.

10/28/2019 10:27:19 AM nm_zsr Even though this is one of the first mainstream articles about it, Fox news is still afraid to air on tv where more will see, only making it available online. 

Baby steps I guess?

10/28/2019 10:36:05 AM nm_zsr These practitioners [of Falun Gong] are usually quite healthy before being imprisoned due to the [health] benefits of their meditations. And the 

number the CCP has imprisoned is staggering. They like to advertise and sell healthy organs.



10/28/2019 10:38:32 AM mojavi4u And the entire fossil fuel industry implodes.  How do we get full disclosure without a colossal global financial meltdown?  It’s not just fossil fuels.  If 

they can build interstellar space craft, then what other supporting technologies are they hiding?

10/28/2019 10:39:01 AM canamom Very interesting! pic.twitter.com/m1ckdjlIrm

10/28/2019 10:39:32 AM lightlove21121 They’ll probably like KunFu/TaiChi bodies too. 

Something tells me they won’t dare test me 😏

10/28/2019 10:41:31 AM nm_zsr Kilgour and Matas helped create the first factual report that opened some people's eyes, and Rohrabacher talked about it in Congress, but almost no 

one else would join in denouncing what China was/is doing, esp other Politicians or Media.

10/28/2019 10:43:31 AM qanongroup How true indeed

10/28/2019 10:50:52 AM homecookedmeme QFS implementation soon? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/28/2019 10:50:57 AM nikoscali Not only would you have to contend with the radiation trapped in the Earth's magnetic field you also have to deal with the inevitable Kessler Syndrome 

caused by debris from all the dead and destroyed satellites. If cleanup is even possible it will require Majestic technologies.

10/28/2019 10:51:43 AM laurabusse How do you go into China and stop them without starting a war?

Can the Chinese ppl rise up?

We know they are tightly controlled

It would have to be civil war with a coup

Would worldwide awareness of this with pressure put on China be able to stop this?

10/28/2019 10:53:55 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/ZGfa54iBbd

10/28/2019 10:56:37 AM nm_zsr I don't know, but it's what is being tried. I feel like it may have to be a manifestation of it stopping by those outside of China. So, hopefully seeing these 

truths in more media will open peoples eyes and hearts to manifest the change.

10/28/2019 11:01:50 AM solliff2 He's so wrong on every level.

10/28/2019 11:02:29 AM fansblowing3 So get ready for an EMP to take out our electronics?  Banking, gps, tv?

10/28/2019 11:06:05 AM keith369me Food supply?

10/28/2019 11:06:53 AM fansblowing3 23 & Me will ID you and Google will find you if a Rich Powerful needs an organ

10/28/2019 11:07:47 AM keith369me It would mess up energy syphoning

10/28/2019 11:08:58 AM rudedrew63 Back to gold standard

10/28/2019 11:10:51 AM covertress “The PLA is deploying DEWs & [will have] a ground-based laser system aimed at low-earth orbit space sensors by next year. They are also prepared to 

use cyberattacks against our space systems & have deployed an operational ground- based ASAT missile system" 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-national-security/shanahan-warns-war-is-coming-to-space-with-china-the-likely-adversary …

10/28/2019 11:13:33 AM rachaelangelm They put a rat in my dog kennel to traumatize him! I held onto some dog products to donate to MAPS today and they were in my closet and the items 

had been chewed up! Dan Thompson tortures animals!!!! Beth had to get a rid of one of her dogs and her other dog lives in depression!

10/28/2019 11:22:51 AM laurabusse Yes

But we must also stop the evil within our own country, and what we do to others

Or no one will listen to us

10/28/2019 11:23:23 AM autochesterffej A little disclosure of what we already are capable of in space. We been out there longer than alot of you think.

10/28/2019 11:24:16 AM laurabusse Right

How could I forget

🤦♀️

10/28/2019 11:25:35 AM pammers60 I trust Mulder and Scully!

10/28/2019 11:26:26 AM bubba_dave1 PP??

10/28/2019 11:46:46 AM firstwavr planned parenthood.

10/28/2019 11:49:35 AM joni_apple_seed FU YG #ThanQ #FUYG @TheCollectiveQ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ARmastrangelo/status/1188643596804808704 …

10/28/2019 11:57:26 AM apex_starseed I wouldn't put it passed them..as the Fractional Reserve System put in place by them allows for every $1 deposited into any bank account $9 is created 

outta thin air in the digital world. "Modern Money Mechanics" pic.twitter.com/CNHOewLyJt

10/28/2019 12:00:33 PM covertress A Primer to Twitter Searches

Free to good home 😁

 https://www.patreon.com/posts/31105341 

10/28/2019 12:03:26 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

Someone needs to make sure Omar and the Squad has a copy of this!!! https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1188882101048926208 …

10/28/2019 12:04:13 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/28/2019 12:16:38 PM azuremagus Most banks and the Fed. are already block and/or destroyed by white hat quantum A.I.  You know this.

10/28/2019 12:17:23 PM makdatofiq Back in old days at the time of cold war people use to say it's space war become a true reality all bankers are waiting for this for longtime

10/28/2019 12:19:47 PM plogdreamwalker Will it take my debt too

10/28/2019 12:36:36 PM susan66388204 Or P’nti ?

10/28/2019 12:39:06 PM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal

@aprilbrown99

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@charmanda9

@zagnett

@riley 

Getting close to 

more 💫

of 

all 💫

of

the truth💫

 https://www.instagram.com/tv/B4I1RUrnQGN/?igshid=xgdhtawsdzg9 …

Thankyou to the Galactic Collective for the video 🙏🏽

💥

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealRedCross💥

#UnsealCERN

💥
10/28/2019 12:42:55 PM lightlove21121 Trust the PLAN]ET[

10/28/2019 12:56:02 PM badgerfem Good



10/28/2019 12:58:26 PM bbobbio71 I'm sure enough to completely change the human race.  But we'll never know

10/28/2019 1:01:04 PM meowtv2 One day,you'll know someone who need a transplant and his country has a 8 years waiting list, then you'll realize that you can save him by buying a 

Chinese one who belonged to a fanatic. So choose carefully what ETHICS is !

10/28/2019 1:03:10 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ for the tag. This is what we have been hearing but has been brushed off an “conspiracy” like everything else. We know. 

@therealroseanne @RoubLisa @Keith369me @JRockTigers @MongrelGlory @v_rags

#DarkToLight. May all that has been unseen now be seen. 

🙏🙏🙏💥💥💥💫💫💫

10/28/2019 1:05:20 PM sweet_gould ⚜️♥️TRUMP♥️⚜️

         KAG2020

🕷🕸🕷🕸🕷🖤🕷🕸🕷🕸🕷

Retweeted and following all 🕷 pic.twitter.com/lqz88PvWqH

10/28/2019 1:09:36 PM aprilbrown99 I am curious about the super computer they found. Was this tech that was here from the original inhabitants or did it come here with those that have 

been stuck here underground? 🤔🤔🤔

I have so many questions about that computer. 🧐🧐🧐

10/28/2019 1:10:04 PM lightlove21121 @Michael81972

@1crazy_toaster

@MongrelGlory

@lorieve

@MelanieAnders7

@HouseofNeptune

10/28/2019 1:11:57 PM aprilbrown99 @covertress @Nun_chucknorris @n7guardiananon @blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA @laurabusse

10/28/2019 1:12:40 PM lightlove21121 Very good questions 😏

10/28/2019 1:13:13 PM lorieve ThanQ, Love.

10/28/2019 1:15:13 PM lightlove21121 ♥🙏🏽♥

10/28/2019 1:15:53 PM identityasxy .

Oh no, not an attack by space aliens!   Maybe we need a NWO cabal to protect us!

10/28/2019 1:25:20 PM bereantype there's been a slow drip "disclosure" but "pedowood" has "numbed " the masses which raises the question, "will folks even look up from their phones 

long enough to see it with their own eyes or just wait till it's on TW/FB?"

10/28/2019 1:27:39 PM mongrelglory That was very interesting!  People from all walks of life, speaking truth and waking up! 👍

10/28/2019 1:35:16 PM mongrelglory Perhaps they are "the most pure" and not contaminated with pesticides etc...  The placenta filters out a lot of toxic material.  They are sick bastards! 

😠

10/28/2019 1:40:51 PM mongrelglory Those who've protested the arrest and organ harvesting of Falun Gong practitioners and ethnic Uighurs (millions have disappeared) have themselves 

ended up arrested and "disappeared" into concentration camps.  It's a scary, ruthless regime.  Any protestors in China are very brave!

10/28/2019 1:42:10 PM johnnysoko I’ve literally ‘liked’ this post upwards of 30 times, but every time I come back to M12’s profile page it gone again. Twitter’s manipulations are  just 

comical at this point. pic.twitter.com/abknZUYZwY

10/28/2019 1:42:26 PM 1crazy_toaster The change starts in America, then it spreads. Our swamp drain is their swamp drain. It's been beautifully coordinated.

10/28/2019 1:43:28 PM mongrelglory Ah!  They harvest the fetal organs for use of the DNA in vaccines!  (Among other things).  I've noticed even in pets the rate of auto-immune diseases 

are sky-rocketing with the increase in number of vaccines they receive now.

10/28/2019 1:48:57 PM doyle_media 4/ Dear members of the Alliance + the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

There are 4 groups present at this location at this time:

1) An Alliance presence also using Majestic technology

2) Friends who will be mutual — as Friends — to both I and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12+

3) Those ending themselves now —  pic.twitter.com/eq0oZ5Lwpi
10/28/2019 1:49:08 PM doyle_media 1/

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

Please shortlist, verifiably, the identities of those of (3), (4) + (5):

The path to the #unreal they both worship & desire will require this shortlist to open it for them, and see it closed on them.

This is not a test, but the 1 chance of 1 opportunity. pic.twitter.com/RHvg1MVS8Z
10/28/2019 1:51:59 PM charmanda9 I noticed that he said that 72 seconds is some MK ‘shit’. That was interesting. Anyone know more about that?

10/28/2019 1:56:02 PM keith369me It’s nice to know...I can tell you first hand that NYC dwellers are as asleep as ever...at least in my family

10/28/2019 2:10:15 PM mongrelglory That doesn't make it right to trade one life for another involuntarily.  There's a difference between cadaver organ transplants and live harvested organ 

transplants!

10/28/2019 2:12:18 PM mongrelglory Well that sounds pretty Biblical..."War in the heavens"!

10/28/2019 2:13:29 PM aprilbrown99 I though my cousin was finally waking up during the Epstein arrest but since that is out of the news now he is snoring away. 

I know two other people in my area that are awake completely but that is it. {heavy sigh} 😞😞😞

10/28/2019 2:14:36 PM lorieve We are all still waking, from glory to glory.

10/28/2019 2:15:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yes and the fluoride.

10/28/2019 2:15:47 PM aprilbrown99 💫💫💫🙏🙏🙏💫💫💫

10/28/2019 2:20:07 PM aprilbrown99 Same here. No TV, just meditation frequency music 432 or above. Haven’t watch any TV in months. Only shows I do live stream is Hannity, Tucker, 

Ingram Angle, and the 30 mins recording of the Young and the Restless on YT. I’ve been watching off/on since I was a little girl. 🥴😃😁

10/28/2019 2:21:18 PM lorieve I pet goat II agrees. pic.twitter.com/hjhqxRFGuA

10/28/2019 2:21:22 PM mongrelglory That's because those in the "heartland" of our countries were out-doors tending their crops and livestock.  Nature is the best antidote to Cabal 

brainwashing!

10/28/2019 2:22:05 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely!

10/28/2019 2:22:23 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1188927808644489221?s=21 …

10/28/2019 2:23:55 PM lorieve Yeah, we moved from the city and raised our littles off grid for 6 years. Haven't had tv for over 16 years now.

10/28/2019 2:24:37 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. My ears buzz louder tho so I need something to drown out the static and buzzing that has been going on for months now. It also changes 

frequency as well, which is interesting. Damn ascension symptoms. 🤪😉🙃

10/28/2019 2:25:18 PM aprilbrown99 That is awesome.

10/28/2019 2:26:06 PM mongrelglory I wonder if that's why Canadians as a whole are so docile?  Many hibernate indoors with the TV during the winters and our winters are long!

10/28/2019 2:26:43 PM aprilbrown99 For sure. Constantly being programmed.



10/28/2019 2:28:32 PM lorieve It really was, we had a small solar array and they learned to make choices like play a video game or run the radio, but not both in one day because we 

had to be mindful of our energy use. It brought us really close together.

10/28/2019 2:39:21 PM charmanda9 Not an excuse for us midwestern city slickers, though.

10/28/2019 2:44:04 PM michael81972 The true awakening of the masses will be when Mockingbird MSM is neutered...IMO

10/28/2019 2:48:24 PM lorieve Yeah, I can't get anywhere with my girlfriends with the TDS. They only watch msm.

10/28/2019 2:49:03 PM nonlineardarren Im not buying this crap,Marines believe and fight for the LORD, they KNOW that we have a FIRMAMENT,Why are you also lying?Remember the NUKES 

you shot at it,Operation "FISHBOWL"?We know and havent forgotten..WWG1WGA

10/28/2019 2:54:33 PM jonesy4671 Thats what ive been saying... pretty sure ive seen cloaked t3rbs up there a few times...

10/28/2019 2:58:21 PM johnsville14 Your attitude is complete shit

10/28/2019 3:07:00 PM kindeandtrue Let's see: funneling trillions of taxpayer dollars to secret military programs is #AmericaFirst, but giving our young people a way to resolve their debts so 

they can buy homes and invest in the economy is not?

10/28/2019 3:13:46 PM laurabusse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why is rapper b.o.b. protected?

If in fact he truly is

If in fact all that he says in this video is true?  https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1188903031171141633 …

10/28/2019 3:14:04 PM laurabusse Holy crap

10/28/2019 3:15:28 PM sunnyawakening Or others not from here.

10/28/2019 3:18:05 PM laurabusse No but I was fascinated by the part about Al roker!!!

Always really liked him...

He replaced Willard Scott on the NBC today show

Before that he did the local weather on the local NYC NBC affiliate for NY NJ and LI

So he's been beloved for many decades in the NY NJ area...

10/28/2019 3:22:49 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍

10/28/2019 3:24:10 PM laurabusse Amen to that!

10/28/2019 3:25:30 PM freestateojones Oh no, not TV!

10/28/2019 3:30:06 PM djlok Exactly my thoughts as well.

10/28/2019 3:31:32 PM laurabusse Cities cut you off from the vibrations of the earth

When you resonate in harmony with the earth

Your intuition works better I would think

More in tune with nature

Truth

What is real

Love etc

In cities they have mostly each other to bounce off of

More insanity in general in cities
10/28/2019 3:32:25 PM enomai_ Is cleanup been happening?

10/28/2019 3:33:22 PM enomai_ It's all fake anyways.

10/28/2019 3:33:48 PM enomai_ Just print paper.

10/28/2019 3:34:16 PM enomai_ I like your style

10/28/2019 3:34:21 PM laurabusse Sigh pic.twitter.com/FDN93tQz2r

10/28/2019 3:35:54 PM laurabusse Same with my mom

She seems to believe every word

10/28/2019 3:40:36 PM charmanda9 That was the part where he mentioned 72 seconds (hmm I wonder if that is the length of time that Al Roker was frozen that one time...that was weird)

10/28/2019 3:42:03 PM nm_zsr It's like an energy in most larger cities. For those on auto pilot it seems

10/28/2019 3:42:51 PM laurabusse Oh that's funny

I could swear he said 17 seconds

But I don't feel like going back to relisten LOL

But that was fascinating

10/28/2019 3:43:11 PM lorieve Downtown Portland is crawling with demons, it's nasty. I went to PSU and loved the city, but these days it's just dark.

10/28/2019 3:43:27 PM antarantanka Banking has a lot of legacy land lines. Especially in lesser developed countries.  Remember these people are still running COBOL based systems.

10/28/2019 3:54:52 PM wearywar  https://steemit.com/health/@kennyskitchen/warning-do-not-eat-portobello-cremini-or-button-mushrooms-without-cooking-them-at-high-

temperatures …

10/28/2019 3:58:29 PM aprilbrown99 I am going to add this link here since we are allon this thread. 

This is really beautiful!  ✨✨✨ 💗💗💗 ✨✨✨

 https://youtu.be/FOT2cr-UtYE 

10/28/2019 3:58:34 PM covertress Watch the video of MJ8 delivering remarks on DEWs, in the tweet just above this one. 👇 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115629131079663616?s=19 …

10/28/2019 4:00:36 PM charmanda9 Ok I did it. He said 17 seconds. Which is equally interesting.

10/28/2019 4:08:05 PM covertress The other day, I awakened again singing a love song.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110336089342926850?s=19 …

I'm beginning to think that I'm meeting my True Love in the middle, in my dreams each night.

10/28/2019 4:10:04 PM asdasd26700831  https://twitter.com/HGW45599518/status/1185506179310505985 …

10/28/2019 4:18:38 PM nm_zsr We can see it coming to the surface. I think it's always been there, but our light is making it come clearer into view.

10/28/2019 4:20:29 PM nm_zsr The last thrashings of a beast that is about to die. A beast that thrived in the darkness of the old energy won't survive this new energy.

10/28/2019 4:43:28 PM irah_chandler I like the (on purpose?) Its as if you know it will change in a predictably unpredictable way that will endefininatly open the door for the skilled ppl you 

plan on meeting. Will you be bringing their tools with?

10/28/2019 4:57:22 PM covertress Seen uncloaked several times.

10/28/2019 5:01:53 PM covertress I can program in COBOL. 😂

10/28/2019 5:05:49 PM lghost12  https://youtu.be/jGKNaIXtBZQ 

@beer_parade

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Partisangirl

@martingeddes

@Jordan_Sather_

@LisaTuc54460653
10/28/2019 5:06:33 PM 17_ahead Remember @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 called him juvenile 😂

10/28/2019 5:07:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1188909031403900928 … pic.twitter.com/eluaPKgyJF

10/28/2019 5:07:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1188929062611361792 … pic.twitter.com/xoYC5GjWAL



10/28/2019 5:07:52 PM anneolsen43 👀

10/28/2019 5:08:31 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, finish draining the swamp!

10/28/2019 5:09:50 PM aprilbrown99 I was just sitting here thinking about you. 🤗🥰😘. 

Any chance of an AMA soon?

10/28/2019 5:10:49 PM peter95117110 Nice. 

Active Operators are in my Prayers and Blessings. 

Thank you. 

With Respects,

P.

10/28/2019 5:11:06 PM aprilbrown99 Beautiful and smart!  🐕🐕🐕

10/28/2019 5:11:51 PM kindeandtrue I wouldn't be surprised if Trump does get impeached. He has done nothing to stop the Swamp. They aren't intimidated by him at all.

10/28/2019 5:12:28 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1182009282272940032?s=21 …

I had to see it 👆👆👆for myself.

10/28/2019 5:12:37 PM charlesgdavis1 ALL OF THEM!!! Even CRAZY!!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

10/28/2019 5:12:39 PM nea_storm Love, Love, Love it! pic.twitter.com/m28ibrIpXh

10/28/2019 5:13:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly The same dog? 

19 day delta between those two posts.

10/28/2019 5:16:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly The video from the screenshot https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1182009282272940032?s=21 …

10/28/2019 5:17:40 PM michael81972 Are the 🤡’s about to get the bull horn

10/28/2019 5:18:03 PM charlesgdavis1 MOST likely more than that.🕛🕜🕝🕧🕐🕢🕣🕔🕖🕘🕤🕕🕔🕣🕦🕚🕢🕖🕘🕚🕔🕓🕘🕖🕟🕕

10/28/2019 5:19:42 PM jvan125 We pulled out of Syria and the head clown himself popped out of his underground hole? Or did us pulling out of Syria cause [them] to reveal THEIR 

hand?

10/28/2019 5:21:13 PM danlnieb  pic.twitter.com/IB1soVECuy

10/28/2019 5:21:18 PM asdasd26700831 How did you know? haha

10/28/2019 5:22:17 PM jjilmary IDK but the pic of the pup twatted out by clowns has all kinds of "things" all over it.... pic.twitter.com/ZuTMarxwTD

10/28/2019 5:22:39 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/9z7P4cDM8w

10/28/2019 5:23:08 PM keith369me I would agree with you Laura until this weekend.  This was the first visit where I was able to hold my crown vibration.  Had astral visions like in the 

country. It’s almost as if something has significantly changed.  Hopefully the brainwashed city dwellers will start to catch on.

10/28/2019 5:23:50 PM rawphonegirl I believe it!!

10/28/2019 5:24:03 PM nea_storm Future Past:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Suxugk0_YqI … pic.twitter.com/QWoFc4mkl0

10/28/2019 5:24:05 PM snakejackal Crystal = Clock = Time = Laser Money

10/28/2019 5:24:24 PM keith369me Thank you furry hero!!!

10/28/2019 5:25:15 PM majic_eyes_qnly Whatever the case, it seems like a proof between MJ12 and POTUS.

10/28/2019 5:25:18 PM keith369me Was Congress notified when the Bin Laden raid took place?

10/28/2019 5:25:59 PM keith369me NYC by the way.

10/28/2019 5:26:20 PM djlok Saw this today while at the bank with "all systems down". I had to laugh!!!

10/28/2019 5:27:06 PM laurabusse I thought so too!

But that whole roker story...I gotta look into that more

10/28/2019 5:28:57 PM jjilmary 👍

10/28/2019 5:29:21 PM keith369me Who goes to the bank these days?

10/28/2019 5:31:44 PM laurabusse Keith

That is excellent news!!!

I hope your Mom was able to benefit from your equanimity

I bet she did!!!

10/28/2019 5:32:18 PM keith369me My mom might be in the 4-6%

10/28/2019 5:32:46 PM magic_jake2012  https://youtu.be/PDQ8ZNHIDI8 

Please send this far and wide Let's Help Liz Craig and she's done a lot to help the children now it's time for us to stand and help her.  WWG1WGA

10/28/2019 5:35:24 PM irah_chandler Easy enough

10/28/2019 5:36:04 PM michael81972 Maybe not,  it will be such a huge difference to normies when the fake news becomes true news...Ive got family in the same boat..

10/28/2019 5:38:00 PM v_rags Me to Keith I’m in Queens!  Everybody’s. My whole family as well. pic.twitter.com/4MjsbtQ7sj

10/28/2019 5:38:36 PM sterkinglights1 Same. IS this the 🐕?

10/28/2019 5:38:49 PM marywal64295444 Are these ignorant people that STILL disparage Pres. Trump truly just that blind, or do you think the majority of them are paid shills or maybe just part 

of the matrix itself? I want to fight back to them, but I choose to just ignore them. It's hard though 😔

10/28/2019 5:39:10 PM jvan125 Does POTUS not say the dogs name as a reference to No Name?

10/28/2019 5:39:22 PM keith369me She turned on CBS news yesterday morning at 9:00 AM when Trump was speaking of the death of the Isis leader.  Couldn’t handle it...way beyond 

turning off the TV.  If Trump announced a cure for cancer and she had cancer, she’d still hate him, lol.

10/28/2019 5:40:35 PM keith369me Was there yesterday...couldn’t believe the vibrations I was able to access vs previous visits.

10/28/2019 5:40:58 PM wmahoney5 Hahahahaha

10/28/2019 5:41:51 PM michael81972 MJ,  Is it possible that DJT is referring to a Democrat here as the dog...(name not declassified) that lead them unknowingly to Baghdadi..

10/28/2019 5:42:02 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/qfR3uGVYzVg 

10/28/2019 5:42:09 PM keith369me Felt every second of this  http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

10/28/2019 5:42:26 PM v_rags Interesting! I was in the country on the weekend. Always feel very balanced there. Soon as I hit the Bronx on the way home, I can feel the energy 

difference. Much lower. But much high than the past. So I agree with you.

10/28/2019 5:43:31 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/tCIkzgYarZ

10/28/2019 5:43:52 PM keith369me That has been my previous experience...20 minutes south of Manhattan on I95 and vibes returned...never lost them this weekend

10/28/2019 5:44:20 PM big_simp Correct.

 

As there are no "planets" in "outer space" this can only be a script/psyop 2 create a fake enemy from "outer space"

Follow

"Evil Aliens" attack round spinning ball earth from "outer space" and we are saved by beneveolent " good aliens" https://www.exopolitics.org/world-

religions-unite-as-prelude-to-extraterrestrial-disclosure/ …
10/28/2019 5:44:38 PM rawphonegirl 💯💯💯 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has referenced this at length too!!

10/28/2019 5:45:18 PM aprilbrown99 Me too



10/28/2019 5:45:42 PM v_rags Nice! Most likely I have to practice being more grounded when I get to the city.

10/28/2019 5:45:59 PM sterkinglights1 Good boy! Reconciled.

10/28/2019 5:47:06 PM aprilbrown99 Yes and a bubble of golden white Christ 💡 for protection too.

10/28/2019 5:47:07 PM keith369me Honestly, I have no clue how you awakened living there.  You must be extremely energy sensitive...and it must be very uncomfortable there

10/28/2019 5:50:03 PM pat_shanks No doubts here Love 💞

10/28/2019 5:52:38 PM aprilbrown99 All my like are gone on all of your tweets and thread when I was put in Twitmo.  Now I get a chance to like them all again. 😃😄😁

10/28/2019 6:00:46 PM v_rags Yes and I so  need it for the next couple of days. Had a fender bender last week Friday. Afraid my Insurance will go up. Always feel frazzled when I come 

back form the country into the city. 😔

10/28/2019 6:02:29 PM v_rags Yes!  Very energy sensitive. Empath my whole life. Sometimes I just don’t go out because the energy in the city is so heavy is the best way I can explain 

it.

10/28/2019 6:03:15 PM aprilbrown99 Apply the bubble to your car as well. 

Sorry to hear about your accident. So glad you weren’t injured. If this is your first accident, hopefully it wont affect ur insurance. Usually they give you 

one and ur rates dont change. 🙏🙏🙏

10/28/2019 6:03:48 PM michael81972 Is there a spec op ongoing in Cali with all the fires? https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/10/19/unlike-any-exercise-massive-marine-corps-war-

game-happening-29-palms.html …

10/28/2019 6:05:17 PM v_rags Yes agree April. It is my first one in at least 10 years. I’m hoping my insurance see this. Thanks! 🙏💜🦋

10/28/2019 6:05:23 PM aprilbrown99 I completely understand about heavy energy.  It is that way in the city that I live in as well. Old stagnant energy. If I travel about 12 miles south, you 

can actually feel the energy open up and lift. Amazing. I lived down that way until my mom passed 6 years ago.

10/28/2019 6:06:42 PM v_rags Sorry to hear that April🙏. But yes I know what you mean! Soon as I travel out of NYC about a mile or 2. Energy gets much lighter.

10/28/2019 6:06:42 PM lightworkercain Have you check these guys tweets? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/28/2019 6:08:53 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps we are the pillars of light and love for these old stagnant areas?  That would make sense, I suppose. 🤔🧐🤔

10/28/2019 6:10:03 PM v_rags Yes agree! Has to be a reason we are where we are. Anchoring the light as best we can.

10/28/2019 6:11:18 PM laurabusse Ha

Yeah well that's always possible

She's on her own path and will get to where she needs to go eventually...

My mom too

Maybe none of this even really matters...

Dunno

10/28/2019 6:12:57 PM keith369me It matters because she will be unable to adapt to changing Earth energies in this lifetime

10/28/2019 6:14:25 PM johnsville14 No, never. But I see this holier than thou attitude calling these young kids who were told they need a college degree to get anywhere in life hammered 

into their head, then called stupid by people like you. I'm sick of the attitude mostly. As if you had it all figured out.

10/28/2019 6:15:12 PM laurabusse Getting homesick for NJ again LOL

It's all good pic.twitter.com/sHBynWfbYZ

10/28/2019 6:16:33 PM johnsville14 Then we pretend as if they haven't already paid those debts by virtue of their slavery, and being test subjects of some twisted global experiment, 

poisoned in their minds and bodies. But oh boy, that college loan gotta be paid off, its the rules. Fuck that. Shallow thinking.

10/28/2019 6:17:49 PM laurabusse Went to a workshop there like 10 years ago for a full weekend

Commuted each day from NJ

By the 2nd day I had to touch a tree or some grass or something

Dunno how ppl live there

10/28/2019 6:19:22 PM johnsville14 And THEN you get all self-righteous about YOUR tax dollars paying for THEIR education, while YOUR tax dollars were going to China to help come up 

with clever ways to KILL THESE KIDS YOU'RE INSULTING!  But boy ain't you got it all figured out over these stupid college kids eh?

10/28/2019 6:19:59 PM v_rags Yes that’s usually what happens to people who are awake like yourself. I do the same go to a park or something or else I play my Bass guitar which 

helps me found myself for some reason

10/28/2019 6:20:36 PM kindeandtrue American society universally demands that young people have college degrees to get ahead, and the kids are trapped in an impossible situation. US 

economy could greatly benefit by liberating hardworking young from their unfair debt burdens, instead of building castles in space.

10/28/2019 6:20:36 PM v_rags *Ground

10/28/2019 6:22:01 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tracybeanz/status/1188983804226084865 …

10/28/2019 6:25:12 PM kindeandtrue Whatever happened to solidarity and #WWG1WGA? Americans with college debts can go to hell, but let's make damn sure the Pentagon has a $1.5 

trillion budget upgrade.

10/28/2019 6:31:31 PM kindeandtrue Instead of giving bright, deserving, hardworking young Americans a helping hand with their college debts, the Trump Administration is committed to 

buying more bombs, exploring space and giving third world women business grants.

#MAGA https://twitter.com/willchamberlain/status/1188977385770762242 …

10/28/2019 6:36:33 PM laurabusse I've concluded music is a form of Spirit

Everything is spirit really

But music is almost pure spirit

Wanted to be musician entire life

Husband went farther than me

Son is budding musician

You co create with Music

Its spirit and yours

Music is a miracle

No lie
10/28/2019 6:45:45 PM wink5811 There is a reason Muslims don’t like dogs

10/28/2019 6:47:05 PM wink5811 Thank you

10/28/2019 6:47:15 PM boogeymanhunter Helping each other by passing the shovel from Anon to Anon.

Some big happened. 👀

Very, very, very, very important.

Where we go...

[++] pic.twitter.com/C1JD3LVONG
10/28/2019 6:48:32 PM miss_ampie MARS SLAVE COLONY. pic.twitter.com/Jt4xDXISnJ

10/28/2019 6:49:31 PM vegitoctsv I heard from al Bielek that no other ship can get 250 miles near our planet without permission. So I highly believe those are ours.

10/28/2019 7:03:20 PM zack_stone Find out big oil owns those secret patients. 💁

10/28/2019 7:18:22 PM ideclarefreedom maybe the change was you Keith, I've heard that high vibes are quite literally much more efficient at being infectious , perhaps you tipped the scales 

just by being there ☀️



10/28/2019 7:22:05 PM melanieanders7 Music is vibration, energy: as are all things in existence. Each planet has its song, each star, each solar system, and universe has a song... a vibration it 

operates in. Learn to make vibrations and you make things happen ❤️✨❤️✨🥰

10/28/2019 7:23:25 PM kindeandtrue So let's invest in bombs and UFO's and third world women entrepreneurs, but not in helping our own young people get ahead. Such a great plan.

10/28/2019 7:31:03 PM bubba_dave1 Thank u

10/28/2019 7:38:58 PM shady721brady I will just leave this here 😂👇 pic.twitter.com/l0G8gOSthI

10/28/2019 7:41:07 PM kathleen3693693 Shannahan is MJ8.

10/28/2019 8:06:20 PM joinna6 Awesomeness

10/28/2019 8:11:23 PM bppope :))))

10/28/2019 8:20:31 PM crt14361013 ✔

10/28/2019 8:23:01 PM blessedbelight No but I’m interested. Is there a specific thread on this subject?

10/28/2019 8:27:45 PM cosmic_engineer Ikr

Seemed like a pretty random post at the time lol.

10/28/2019 8:35:15 PM aetherwalker1 Confirmed Good Boy!

10/28/2019 8:38:51 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/iDLx9nzVhE

10/28/2019 8:43:03 PM rudedrew63 Wow that's some crazy shit. No more in the Dark

10/28/2019 8:54:04 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.pscp.tv/w/cIepFDFlVlFZT1BOYldMakx8MXJtR1BYYk56bUxHTkAz52TQTfDtOF2eoXoisLeR1HDpSCMWDnCaAeOLheZP …

10/28/2019 9:38:34 PM girlawakeinca Most importantly, are you ok?

10/28/2019 9:39:37 PM kathleen3693693 Meat. It's like veal vs. full grown beef. Tender. Cruel.

10/28/2019 9:42:53 PM kathleen3693693 Maxipad's incessant, "Impeach 45..."

Will her part in the Uranium One scandal put her in #GITMO?

10/28/2019 9:44:45 PM scaryterry818 Are you saying that is the same dog?

10/28/2019 9:45:51 PM covertress Oh, my!

Was Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi a 🤡?

10/28/2019 9:48:02 PM covertress Oh, my!

Was Schiff running this ISIS 🤡 op?

10/28/2019 10:20:47 PM ewolsj Duh

10/28/2019 10:23:14 PM sterkinglights1 Well I kinda have to give it to the coward dog. Suicide vest or Majestic ISBE K9 chasing at 17 mph. C_@ asshats no longer get protection. Mess with 

light forces and get the majic saber.

10/28/2019 10:45:07 PM qumanitarian same white patch on chest... just brighter in the professional photo.

10/28/2019 10:47:37 PM apex_starseed Well yeah that's the point.

10/28/2019 11:02:50 PM mongrelglory Most likely!  🤡s have infested most regions of the world. 😒

10/28/2019 11:04:32 PM mongrelglory A dog named "no-name"? 😏

10/28/2019 11:05:50 PM mongrelglory Took over for "no-name" perhaps?

10/28/2019 11:07:57 PM covertress Does intelligence retrieved during the operation to take down al-Baghdadi implicate HRC? 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1188610552765059072?s=19 …

10/28/2019 11:08:45 PM mongrelglory All the major Deep State players were sitting in that room with Obama.  They're just mad they weren't invited this time.  That's because this time the 

operation was a real one. 😏

10/28/2019 11:10:35 PM covertress Does intelligence retrieved during the operation to take down al-Baghdadi implicate HRC? 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1188610552765059072?s=19 …

10/28/2019 11:11:47 PM lucylengua Oh crap! I remember!

10/28/2019 11:13:18 PM covertress I'm thinking HRC did.

10/28/2019 11:14:14 PM laurabusse O god o god 😭😭😭

10/28/2019 11:15:50 PM laurabusse Nothing I haven't already heard

I just think my being can't hold it in my consciousness

10/28/2019 11:16:10 PM covertress Having a Looking Glass must be quite entertaining. 🤯

10/28/2019 11:34:18 PM nurseniceyes What is taking so long? Certain timelines are going to become inevitable if the Schiff show continues and Q hasn't posted.

10/28/2019 11:42:02 PM laurabusse Glad you think so...

I'm still not completely sure

10/28/2019 11:48:55 PM peilmymailcom1 Agree pic.twitter.com/pinxboziYy

10/28/2019 11:53:05 PM bleakperfect1 Thanks for all your doing.

10/29/2019 12:39:58 AM flashlightnings Yay! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

10/29/2019 12:43:09 AM mongrelglory I know!  Benjamin Fulford is saying he's alive (like Epstein). Surely they don't need Baghdadi as a witness against Hillary, Obama, (and McCain)?  I would 

think they have all the evidence they need to nail them for Benghazi and Isis!

10/29/2019 12:48:08 AM mongrelglory Her emotional state has been pretty fragile since she lost the election.  I doubt the Deep State would have given control of ISIS to her once she was out 

of politics.  Schiff could still access a lot of intel more directly while covering his tracks.

10/29/2019 12:49:36 AM mongrelglory Starseeds and light-workers!

10/29/2019 12:51:57 AM mongrelglory Light (photons) and vibration make up everything we experience!

10/29/2019 12:59:02 AM mongrelglory However, some music melts your brain... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZgIk2b68gQ …

10/29/2019 1:03:05 AM lightlove21121 A lot of sense 😏

10/29/2019 1:44:05 AM v_rags It my Honor to be here. I realize this now and a Star seed! 🙏🙏🙏💜💜💜🦋🦋🦋 pic.twitter.com/Fpg85rEXF3

10/29/2019 1:45:39 AM mongrelglory 😘

10/29/2019 1:49:26 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/9Oyn0UCFoo

10/29/2019 2:26:43 AM 92michael There called: AAV'S Advanced Aerial Vehicles.

10/29/2019 2:38:52 AM doc1415 I guess people need to learn how to read maps again. And screw the banking system which enslaves us financially. I do not wish WW3 to happen, ever, 

but if those are what we lose...it wouldnt be that bad. Id rather lose tech than lives.

10/29/2019 2:39:49 AM lightlove21121 Every time they integrate a little more 😊

It’s working inside of them. During their sleep. 

Trust the Light sista ♥️♥️♥️

10/29/2019 2:46:24 AM macblasto @RandyRRQuaid 😆

10/29/2019 3:39:15 AM fansblowing3 Schiff is CIA

10/29/2019 4:16:17 AM bbobbio71 🤡were Nkoera

🤡 Were Al Qaeda to fight proxy w/Russia transitioned to ISIS

🤡 Are The revolutionary guard. 

Probably have some in Africa(Trafficking).

Close?

10/29/2019 4:42:43 AM bbobbio71 Yes

Fishing

10/29/2019 4:47:24 AM xenuqueue @IPOT1776



10/29/2019 5:08:43 AM lightlove21121 I am in Geneva. 

Where the CERN is. 

Interesting non-coincidence isn’t it 🙃

I can light&love&truth beam them closely 😎

10/29/2019 5:09:44 AM aprilbrown99 Oh wow...yes indeed. 💫💫💫♥♥♥💫💫💫

10/29/2019 5:10:13 AM lightlove21121 You ll be fine 🙏🏽

&

If you aren’t, we are here. 

♥️

10/29/2019 5:11:51 AM keith369me  https://youtu.be/jiSJF78ZKZU 

10/29/2019 5:17:01 AM keith369me Going to share a half awake/half asleep dream from two weeks ago:  ...Four beautiful female angels were utilizing light from me to build a vertical light 

bridge, My wife gets up to go to the bathroom (for real)...not a dream...The dream continued while awake...

10/29/2019 5:19:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lost empire that ruled Mesopotamia for 200 years ‘wiped out by apocalyptic dust storm’, experts claim 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/10229948/akkadian-empire-mesopotamia-dust-storm/ …

10/29/2019 5:20:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 TRACK ALL DEATHS.

More to come.

Closer we get.

Robert Evans, celebrated Hollywood producer of Chinatown, dies aged 89 | Film | The Guardian 

https://www.theguardian.com/film/2019/oct/28/robert-evans-celebrated-hollywood-producer-of-chinatown-dies-aged-89 …

10/29/2019 5:20:58 AM keith369me The four angels look at me perplexed.  I tell them to continue what they were doing...the angels resume work...my wife comes back to bed...I go back 

to sleep after watching them work a bid longer.  Dream continuity, asleep to awake back to sleep with my wife peeing in between.

10/29/2019 5:21:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Getting rid of the “old” assets first...

10/29/2019 5:21:18 AM lightlove21121 #DarkToLight 💫💫💫

10/29/2019 5:21:43 AM keith369me Something has clearly changed on Earth

10/29/2019 5:22:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Garden of Eden in Africa: Humanity's first home traced to Botswana | World News | Sky News https://news.sky.com/story/garden-of-eden-in-africa-

humanitys-first-home-traced-to-botswana-study-11847991 …

10/29/2019 5:22:02 AM stckysheets He's kind of old...

10/29/2019 5:22:45 AM lightlove21121 Oh yesssss😃😃😃

🥳🥳🥳

10/29/2019 5:23:13 AM smauro80 Not "too" advanced...

10/29/2019 5:23:19 AM doderohaxtun Ooh, that’s cool.  I’ve been there but I didn’t eat any apples.

10/29/2019 5:24:21 AM keith369me Like the “dust storm” that covered to Northern part of Africa (Sahara Desert)?

10/29/2019 5:25:43 AM keith369me Getting a lot of stuff didn’t get before 11-11-2018.  These “Schumann waves” feel fantastic.

10/29/2019 5:26:55 AM keith369me Tons in Hollywood lately...it would be more fun to predict future deaths.

10/29/2019 5:28:10 AM keith369me From the “Vatican Archives”?

10/29/2019 5:28:55 AM jazzybabs10 They all have the “same plastic surgeon “🙄

10/29/2019 5:30:05 AM keith369me I’ve had similar...even had a few that were a series of 2D images...think old school filmstrip or cartoon cell animation.  Almost as if the bandwidth 

wasn’t there for video or holograms.

10/29/2019 5:30:11 AM purspectives_ Italian Secret Agent with ENCRYPTION KEYS Found Dead in Paris https://youtu.be/JIDegVISNQM 

10/29/2019 5:31:49 AM iwork24 @TrueQanuck11

10/29/2019 5:35:15 AM michlchaffee 89 gotta admit it just may have been time

10/29/2019 5:35:51 AM unidentifiedta1 But...but...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12....oh nevermind...  https://twitter.com/agentrevolt/status/1188991336629886976 …

10/29/2019 5:36:05 AM lightworkercain Not sure if a specific thread or a question tweet during their AMAs (Ask Me Anything) tweets. Put their @ name in the search with what your after and 

it will pull those keyword tweets. So try ...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Assange

10/29/2019 5:36:30 AM karentriebel Watch the water

10/29/2019 5:36:56 AM keith369me Congrats on waking up...time to help...anger isn’t part of helping...clear it quickly!!!

10/29/2019 5:37:21 AM trueqanuck11 Oh yes...it’s been increasing the past 2 weeks.

10/29/2019 5:39:36 AM jtarby2 👀

10/29/2019 5:39:43 AM dls00741 Do you know where the Garden of Eden really is?  I'd place my bets that it is underground.

10/29/2019 5:40:09 AM mgodfrey99 Kay Hagan

10/29/2019 5:43:36 AM mgodfrey99 We have all been there and anger is normal but do not let it consume you, instead keep learning put the Full Armour of God on and keep on moving 

forward and helping others, together we are strong!

10/29/2019 5:45:46 AM covertress Good points.

I think you're right.

10/29/2019 5:47:41 AM mazman2727 Guy down the street just died and he was 92.   Track all deaths I think the DS killed him!   Jeez can’t people die of old fucking age anymore?

10/29/2019 5:49:07 AM colista Seriously? He WAS 89 !!!

Old age ...

10/29/2019 5:49:49 AM keith369me Fantastic...I almost feel like I can “decide” to have them before entering dream state.

10/29/2019 5:50:38 AM dubilujanenz It's funny all the people dying are old !!! What about the young ultra crims in the swamp......

10/29/2019 5:50:59 AM wyatt251 Stacking up like cord wood now days can’t keep up

10/29/2019 5:52:42 AM covertress How do you manifest consciousness?

BE the Sphere. pic.twitter.com/KDvv97IYtT

10/29/2019 5:54:54 AM keith369me Aligned...soul sister

10/29/2019 5:55:04 AM decodematrix Older than the Gosford Glyphs in Australia?

10/29/2019 5:55:42 AM rawphonegirl 9am mass for the  masses! Love it!!!

10/29/2019 5:55:56 AM bbobbio71 Never been in one but can't imagine one completely covering civilization..

10/29/2019 5:56:55 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/CWKwetR3IK

10/29/2019 5:57:03 AM bbobbio71 Welcome

10/29/2019 6:00:01 AM cosmic_engineer For one race, the only natives to this sphere

10/29/2019 6:03:09 AM lanakila000 He was old.

10/29/2019 6:03:42 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

10/29/2019 6:03:49 AM blackirishi Must have been that damn climate change.

10/29/2019 6:07:59 AM impressionist81  https://twitter.com/impressionist81/status/1189163273280770050 …

10/29/2019 6:09:58 AM therealonesknow Yep

10/29/2019 6:10:06 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/c8hetRjfI5

10/29/2019 6:10:24 AM vicked00 So bad. Smh.

10/29/2019 6:12:08 AM covertress Love Powers the Ray https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1111452597628649472?s=19 …



10/29/2019 6:13:02 AM legendary2o17 Lol right!  Never heard of him! 😂

10/29/2019 6:13:59 AM dubilujanenz 'may have'. sigh, so they don't even know..... sick of this shit

10/29/2019 6:15:51 AM allahuniversal  https://deathcas.es 

10/29/2019 6:17:46 AM soonerdunn 🍿🍿🍿traitors justice 🍿🍿🍿

10/29/2019 6:24:55 AM fansblowing3 Mysteriously abandoned their settlement?  Probably they were taken to another planet because that’s what the go’ould like to do to increase their 

slave colonies.

10/29/2019 6:25:01 AM richardqcumber I can't believe ppl are just passing this death off as insignificant. https://twitter.com/Marianne_M_B/status/1188960373765861377?s=19 …

10/29/2019 6:25:53 AM fansblowing3 Adrenochrome supply dried up!

10/29/2019 6:28:43 AM chew_soap This guy can help:) https://youtu.be/xRXeWMwxaU8 

10/29/2019 6:29:40 AM fansblowing3 Cool link!  👍

10/29/2019 6:32:25 AM fansblowing3 Is the SSP somehow majestically targeting those with adrenochrome in their body?

10/29/2019 6:35:15 AM karategpa Nobody put a gun to someone’s head and insisted that they take on the debt.  

And by the way, one persons debt is another persons asset.  If student debt is “forgiven”, I get to have my entire tuition refunded to me.  

Both are never going to happen.  

Get over it.

10/29/2019 6:37:03 AM jonesy4671 Does anyone know if anyones been keeping an updated list of tracked deaths somewhere on the internet

10/29/2019 6:38:36 AM fansblowing3 I’m going to guess this is FAKE NEWS.  Egypt was where the action was at.  Unless there is a stargate in South Africa.

10/29/2019 6:38:58 AM wyatt251 Then why was it radioactive ☢️ way before humans new about atomic bomb or the myths where true n giants n Gods fought her from other plants 🛸

 in allot of paintings from the medieval times true in storytelling that’s how natives teach history orally from generation to generation

10/29/2019 6:44:12 AM allahuniversal A matching set pic.twitter.com/qRALxsogHu

10/29/2019 6:55:40 AM n7guardiananon Not to far from the ancient gold mines in South Africa that Michael Tellinger talked about

10/29/2019 7:00:36 AM rachelifeisgood Not far from the Arc

10/29/2019 7:01:59 AM lorirrr Watch the water...

10/29/2019 7:10:45 AM micro_writ_anon The dog has honor.

10/29/2019 7:18:44 AM stevengibes first garden of Eden ( out of four ) was in India

10/29/2019 7:22:14 AM laurabusse Either that or I'm getting more forgetful

Which comes in handy

Like in this instance

10/29/2019 7:27:21 AM laurabusse Brain duly melted pic.twitter.com/EAC4B0Arrh

10/29/2019 7:29:19 AM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal

@nea_storm

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/29/2019 7:29:38 AM mongrelglory I love that movie! 🤣🤣🤣

10/29/2019 7:31:48 AM robinreitsma1 👀add

10/29/2019 7:32:12 AM mongrelglory That's so cool (and sort-of scary living near CERN) CleA!

10/29/2019 7:32:29 AM laurabusse Yikes

And 

Yes

Wow!

10/29/2019 7:34:19 AM laurabusse I'm in

10/29/2019 7:35:01 AM laurael97614892 I remember seeing a SciFi movie from like the 1950s and the aliens were growing in a dingy basement and looked like mushrooms. Never liked them 

because of that. If there's truth in movies kinda makes you wonder.🤔

10/29/2019 7:35:23 AM robinreitsma1 i vaguely remember as a child the story of Pangea, the super continent that broke apart and wondering if what we know as Africa didnt play a larger 

part of history at that time. if memory serves that was 4th grade.

10/29/2019 7:36:12 AM laurabusse Sounds like lucid dreaming

10/29/2019 7:36:53 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/29/2019 7:36:59 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

OMG!!!! ROFL!!!!! https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1189188666066751488 …

10/29/2019 7:37:09 AM lightlove21121 You definitely are 🙏🏽

10/29/2019 7:37:43 AM quarkfear1 Most of Hollywood+++ r old but still “ l👀king good & alive?!?”.. the “juice maker” is on the fritz... pic.twitter.com/ZQTpKyU8Ds

10/29/2019 7:39:37 AM aprilbrown99 ThanQ!

10/29/2019 7:39:42 AM laurabusse Yes dream big pic.twitter.com/laelBlzwHH

10/29/2019 7:40:54 AM lightlove21121 It’s our dreams that are creating our new benevolent world 💫💫💫

10/29/2019 7:41:56 AM enomai_ Is this the same dog?

Either way :)

10/29/2019 7:42:25 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

10/29/2019 7:42:53 AM laurabusse Sometimes when I'm waking up

I feel like I've been in another dimension I can't even begin to describe

Bc I don't understand it or can't relate to it

Almost like flatland or something

2d

But I really don't know

10/29/2019 7:43:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you know why they are all resigning?

Exit from power before being forcibly removed.

All agreed years ago.

All for what's about to go down.

Enjoy the show.

PS This is fake news and pure propaganda. 👇

PSS They don't want you to vote in 2020.

PANIC. PAIN. https://www.axios.com/republican-party-2020-election-wipeout-house-senate-trump-3ca4a371-cdfb-4213-9ff0-2cf058aa7537.html …

10/29/2019 7:44:42 AM charmanda9 Oh that is so rad!!! 🤩

10/29/2019 7:45:02 AM lightlove21121 Time line shifting..?

10/29/2019 7:45:25 AM 1_decided_voter And of course POS @Drudge is helping their cause! pic.twitter.com/3WihdK5BLY



10/29/2019 7:45:57 AM laurabusse Oh

Interesting

What movie is it?

LOL

10/29/2019 7:46:11 AM charmanda9 I think this giant skateboard is what we need to trigger our memory of flight!

10/29/2019 7:46:40 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/uh103FY0mA

10/29/2019 7:47:08 AM laurabusse So I guess I picked the right gif then LOL

I wasn't sure actually...

10/29/2019 7:47:25 AM johnmic25959174 Thats why I get my Sources of information from Multiple trusted Anons and the President. Although I do enjoy seeing MSM expose themselves for the 

Traitors they are. They cant make it anymore Obvious now.

10/29/2019 7:48:18 AM lightlove21121 Surely not a coincidence 💥

My job is here 🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

10/29/2019 7:48:32 AM aprilbrown99 Focus that energy into a laser pointer towards the deep state. You will eventually transmute it into healing and forgiveness for yourself and those 

around you. Release your burdens so that love can flow freely into your BE through your IS. 

We are here for you. We love you. 💗💫

10/29/2019 7:48:57 AM feelinggr8t (((Robert Shapera)))

10/29/2019 7:48:58 AM lightlove21121 Aren’t we all...?

😏

10/29/2019 7:49:10 AM letsdot94709949 A kingdom divided against itself shall never stand.  Time to separate the wheat=sheep and tares=goats.  The Sheep go to God's RIGHT hand and the 

goats go to the LEFT.

10/29/2019 7:49:17 AM laurabusse I was just hoping the gif ended well

😅😂🤣

10/29/2019 7:49:28 AM girlawakeinca We are grateful for you being the strength & light there Clea ❤️💫🙏

10/29/2019 7:50:08 AM trumps_all If things go down with the Democrats like we ALL believe they will, they will ALMOST ALL be un-electable in 2020,

10/29/2019 7:50:59 AM aprilbrown99 Omg I love that. We need that but with wings for sure. 💫💫💫

10/29/2019 7:51:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think ]woof woof[ and [clowns clowns clowns].

No leaks.

But signals?

Indeed. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1147304764964782080 …

10/29/2019 7:51:27 AM lorieve Keep in mind that you are safe and stay in the moment. All is being put right. Breathe

10/29/2019 7:52:08 AM laurabusse No idea

Clueless most of the time

About most things

Except when I'm not

Pretty much sums it up pic.twitter.com/2IqNSIvYfA

10/29/2019 7:53:06 AM ultim8boon like...Facebook Messenger?

10/29/2019 7:53:15 AM 1_decided_voter Did Pelosi and team lead US MIL to Baghdadi on her recent excursion to the ME?

10/29/2019 7:53:22 AM jrocktigers 👁👁👁

10/29/2019 7:53:30 AM lbf777 Garden of Eden was on this peninsula until natural Earth changes caused it to sink below the water. 

This is above Africa and SW of the Middle East. pic.twitter.com/wOsmQb8Ke2

10/29/2019 7:53:31 AM covertress "In other archeology news, 

the 'real' Noah’s Ark flood could soon be solved,

how Europe’s first civilisation was wiped out,

and, a flooded ancient Egyptian tomb stunned archaeologists after they drained it and discovered huge intact artefacts covered in thick mud."   👀

10/29/2019 7:54:12 AM mongrelglory "Mars attacks!"  The Martians are beating the crap out of Earth's armies until they accidentally discover that playing Country and Western music makes 

the Martian's heads explode.  They're then able to win the war. 🤣🤣🤣

10/29/2019 7:54:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 In a given year, how often do you refer to emails that are older than 3 months?

What about "important" ones?

Why not print?

Then delete.

You should not be keeping emails longer than 3 months.

You should make it a general rule that you delete after 3 months.

10/29/2019 7:55:05 AM positively303 Ok. But why?

10/29/2019 7:55:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Operational Security

10/29/2019 7:56:04 AM positively303 10-4

10/29/2019 7:56:04 AM linnyt7 I say to Axios...Sure, and no one attends Trump rallies.

10/29/2019 7:56:20 AM kindeandtrue It doesn't seem to be the same dog in both pictures.

10/29/2019 7:56:47 AM nun_chucknorris Are they allowing for a fresh backup of the accounts tweets yet?

10/29/2019 7:56:49 AM rx8bob @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please watch and retweet if you see importance of this message  https://twitter.com/Rx8Bob/status/1189188923852853248 …

10/29/2019 7:57:07 AM covertress What's the backstory on the title of Evans' autobiography, "The Kid Stays in the Picture"? 🤔

10/29/2019 7:57:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA works both ways.

Especially when there is credible evidence of criminality.

FISA in many ways was created to keep track of government assets and less so much keeping track of individual citizens.

Though it is used for both.

10/29/2019 7:57:23 AM cosmic_engineer 🤡 show is obvious to those who know

Sad there's so many parrots incapable of critical thinking.

Gonna be a lot of lost souls feeling utterly betrayed

10/29/2019 7:57:59 AM nesitoss But does it really get deleted? 🙄

10/29/2019 7:58:29 AM aprilbrown99 #UnitedNotDivided #StrongerTogether 

I love my President. ✨✨✨♥️♥️♥️✨✨✨

10/29/2019 7:58:32 AM the_fjalar Nothing is ever truly deleted.

10/29/2019 7:58:33 AM ialibertybelle So if anyone watches award shows, the next batch of them will be hours long due to mentioning all the celebs who died this year. The actual awards 

will go fast because there’ll be no one to give speeches.



10/29/2019 7:58:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jack in the box removed that functionality when it was revealed that MJ backed up the entire account. Our intel suggests that MJ12 was about to get 

suspended but by doing so with a full backup on a different service they realized that utilities like MJ12 can be used against them.

10/29/2019 7:58:51 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for the validation. 💫

10/29/2019 7:59:18 AM ursula_1111 Exactly. pic.twitter.com/yeZrSaT5fB

10/29/2019 7:59:28 AM lorieve I might be part Martian then. lol

10/29/2019 7:59:28 AM mongrelglory I thought that was a "mushroom cloud". 😏

10/29/2019 7:59:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 So to make MJ12 less a threat, they removed the ability to create full backups that can be published elsewhere. If only there were anons who knew 

programming who could create an interface if provided an analytics csv export...

10/29/2019 8:00:59 AM cosmic_engineer Thank you for your service 💚

These 🤡s can never produce results without their mojo. Sad to watch them 🐠 flounder around.

10/29/2019 8:01:06 AM covertress "The conclusion comes after the study of maternal genetic lineage of anatomically modern humans..."

What other genetics were found? 🤔

10/29/2019 8:01:20 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE is messing with me this morning. Very active.

10/29/2019 8:02:03 AM enomai_ Axios has been pretty treasonous. 

where's the greasefire?

10/29/2019 8:02:13 AM laurabusse Oh wow

That sounds about right actually

Driving around NC

My head explodes nearly every day

Always knew I was a Martian on some level pic.twitter.com/tCcn74ELR7

10/29/2019 8:04:09 AM covertress Is this why Mitt Romney is being such an ass?

He knows his tenure is up? pic.twitter.com/hR3HUqDGMd

10/29/2019 8:05:08 AM nun_chucknorris Funny you should say that. Found some documentation on that and have been attempting. Will post when I get it figured out if someone else doesn’t 

beat me to it. Thanks for the tip.

10/29/2019 8:05:55 AM laurabusse O god

LOLOL

We are obviously not from the south

Apparently it's an acquired taste

Working on it

Not really

Early 70s music reigns supreme

IMHO pic.twitter.com/qvuAsYqyRv
10/29/2019 8:06:49 AM mongrelglory Is there any plan by White-hats in Canada to rectify the results of our recent Federal Election?  Many of us suspect voting shenanigans but we can't 

prove it!

10/29/2019 8:07:04 AM tyetyler1 This is the least MJ12 post I've seen since following.  Just being honest.  Nothing is deleted.  Nothing.  Even the first typed words you then deleted 

before sending are still accessible.  

Please explain.  

Thank you.

10/29/2019 8:07:22 AM enomai_ Are you trying to teach Hillary some operational techniques?

10/29/2019 8:07:44 AM wahiggins3 You mean something like this: https://gist.github.com/yanofsky/5436496 …

10/29/2019 8:08:08 AM keith369me We know who let the dogs out.

10/29/2019 8:08:29 AM enomai_ Thanks NSA

10/29/2019 8:08:58 AM tyetyler1 They never say about others what they first feel about themselves.

10/29/2019 8:09:45 AM kittyj_57 Before I retired from the Fed gov, we were going paperless, because physical storage room was at a premium for hard files. Electronic storage is cheap. 

I archived case- or program-related emails. Came in handy numerous times for historical reference, or in case of a lawsuit.

10/29/2019 8:10:20 AM mongrelglory 😆

10/29/2019 8:10:53 AM aprilbrown99 I absolutely loved that show when I was a kid. Watched it all the time. Was by far one of my favs. No coincidences.

10/29/2019 8:12:58 AM keith369me Q told us...it’s the Paul Ryan model of waving the white flag and walking away with a tail between the legs rather than getting the Katie Hill treatment.

10/29/2019 8:13:18 AM laurabusse Yeah me too

1960s

We loved that show...

10/29/2019 8:14:34 AM keith369me Thank you for the reminder.  It is good to clean house every so often.

10/29/2019 8:15:04 AM tyetyler1 Are they really dying or going to, say, NZ?

10/29/2019 8:17:13 AM capitalkid The main downside is the loss of context for reply tweets when driving off of a analytics csv export.

10/29/2019 8:17:40 AM mynardpamela Propaganda to instill fear. Release it

10/29/2019 8:18:17 AM surfing123456 Thanks MJ

10/29/2019 8:22:26 AM oliheck For taxes and government issues it’s perfect keeping ALL emails bc then you can f* the servants after 10 years with their own statements 

Often the working period is 1-2 years (taxes etc) 

That’s Germany 😉

10/29/2019 8:22:57 AM nun_chucknorris @AllahUniversal (or anyone else) is this something you could easily grab the data on? I don’t mind putting it together somehow I’m just having trouble 

finding an easy way to get them and all related context.

10/29/2019 8:23:57 AM agedearden  https://www.youtube.com/adriandeardenofficial …

10/29/2019 8:25:29 AM cloudwalker2019 #PierreDelecto

10/29/2019 8:26:15 AM covertress How to Scrape Data from Twitter Using Python

 https://www.promptcloud.com/blog/scrape-twitter-data-using-python-r/ …

10/29/2019 8:27:36 AM bhaggy1008 Fair warning...

10/29/2019 8:27:50 AM youngbloodautom Nothing is ever deleted

10/29/2019 8:31:24 AM covertress Is Jack in the Box a 🤡? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182009282272940032?s=19 …

10/29/2019 8:31:29 AM fansblowing3 So they were placeholders?

10/29/2019 8:32:17 AM jluther88 Look to the Sun...

10/29/2019 8:32:33 AM mongrelglory My favourite was "Get Smart". 😁

10/29/2019 8:34:47 AM aprilbrown99 Loved that one too.

10/29/2019 8:41:40 AM anneolsen43 Have to for work



10/29/2019 8:42:10 AM laurabusse My dad used to watch it with us

He loved Mel Brooks

Apparently from the old Sid Caesar days

Your show of shows

I think it was

10/29/2019 8:45:36 AM allahuniversal Limited by HW & SW atm, + have noticed notifications for this accnt working only sporadically pic.twitter.com/lzH2V8A1G5

10/29/2019 8:47:35 AM laurabusse Bingo

Green glass rocks etc

10/29/2019 8:48:09 AM laurabusse Yeah sounds like a stretch doesn't it

10/29/2019 8:49:20 AM laurabusse I am NEVER getting in a spaceship

Ever pic.twitter.com/2O0SHu2HjM

10/29/2019 8:49:35 AM robcennon It’s all junk mail anyway. 45,817 unread and counting...

10/29/2019 8:50:29 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/KqOTvITLN3

10/29/2019 8:51:15 AM blessedbelight Thank you! I’m still learning all these crazy functions.

10/29/2019 8:52:01 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/acdJJspiDe

10/29/2019 8:52:38 AM michael81972 What are the odds that the 2 missing letters are OS pic.twitter.com/rsKBWMgeEw

10/29/2019 8:53:45 AM laurabusse Bo Derek's pedo predator?

Pedotor

Doesn't quite work

10/29/2019 8:54:16 AM michael81972 mispelled letters*

10/29/2019 8:55:48 AM laurabusse Cokie Roberts died?!?!

Where've I been?!

On Twitter apparently

10/29/2019 8:58:51 AM cosmic_engineer Same in medicine. Some stuff is 7 years, other is forever.

PST files can work decently

10/29/2019 8:59:34 AM laurabusse To your first sentence

Plausible deniability?

Severe adenochrome shortage and withdrawal?

Fear of reprisals?

Choosing suicide or death over jail?

Old age?

All of the above?

10/29/2019 9:00:54 AM rachel51133697 WTF is this? You’re losing credibility here

10/29/2019 9:01:55 AM laurabusse To your second sentence

Their time is coming

Optics is important in all this

Justice is supreme

But not if it causes riots

Ppl accusing trump of... everything

Criminal traitor dictator etc etc

The mood out there is scary
10/29/2019 9:02:35 AM janjch23 I am in my mid-50’s- when I was a little girl around 7 or 8 years old- my mom and I seen one of these . It was very low- we could see details. Flew over 

the house. We lived out in the country. Flashing red and green lights . pic.twitter.com/bFTsy98lvM

10/29/2019 9:06:57 AM laurabusse On the surface this seems like a normal occurrence or headline

But not if you look into his satanic criminal and perverse background

10/29/2019 9:09:41 AM laurabusse We hear you

The anger will pass

Just be aware if allowing it to fester...

Then you can change the subject

We've all gone through it

Peace and blessings to you my friend ♥💙💚

10/29/2019 9:11:43 AM purplefavorite1 It would be great to see this in action, when we see the FISA

10/29/2019 9:12:15 AM purplefavorite1 Except travel reservations

10/29/2019 9:12:20 AM laurabusse Wait

You just woke up?

Or you just woke up LOL pic.twitter.com/NSqKl37pvx

10/29/2019 9:12:22 AM bbobbio71 Dog whistle

10/29/2019 9:15:03 AM laurabusse Egypt was probably a colony of Atlantis

Yes very ancient

We've heard many stories of our origins

But who really knows...

Millions of years ago?

I would imagine the continents were very different

Anything is possible...

10/29/2019 9:15:06 AM v_rags Loved Get Smart and any sci fi show. Favorite was Star Trek.

10/29/2019 9:19:11 AM laurabusse Why I voted for Obama instead

Am Life long Republican

Of course I didn't know then that Obama was an even bigger ass pic.twitter.com/7QGpZJvhUs

10/29/2019 9:20:12 AM wolfspirit1 Because I keep all of the emails that my dad sent me before he died

10/29/2019 9:20:12 AM mongrelglory Star Trek and Xena re-runs are shows I regularly watch on TV.

I wish they'd show re-runs of Get Smart and the old Batman series too. (On the channels I get in Canada).

10/29/2019 9:23:46 AM realbeckywegner I work in a Zoo. Who cares what are in my emails? Unless someone wants to know the diet contents of shark diets . . .

10/29/2019 9:24:07 AM sdane8 It would seem more coincidental if it hadn't been this week.

10/29/2019 9:24:59 AM laurabusse Feels to me like worrying about a dying tree before a hurricane

The coming storm is going to take out all the bad players

I could be wrong

But this is what I feel in my soul

No reason to do nothing of course

Follow your inner guidance as always... pic.twitter.com/eRLFPlesVJ

10/29/2019 9:27:22 AM covertress That was when I voted for Ron Paul.

I thought, better to throw my vote away on a longshot than support either of those two stinkers. 🤭



10/29/2019 9:28:24 AM laurabusse Worldwide

Bad actors worldwide

Probably gradually

But it will

100th monkey effect

Will gain momentum in mass consciousness and take over

The ppl have had ENOUGH

And are waking up FOR SURE

I feel your pain pic.twitter.com/B68OVhM0r0
10/29/2019 9:29:24 AM tyetyler1 Heard this from Damon T. Berry's "Knowledge of the Forever Time" videos years ago. 

 On YT, folks.

10/29/2019 9:30:33 AM v_rags Yes me as well. Watching Xena now!

10/29/2019 9:34:28 AM johnmic25959174 Ohhhhh shit

10/29/2019 9:35:26 AM mongrelglory Thanks for the encouragement Laura!

10/29/2019 9:37:33 AM whoti_ Anon👇is "TRACKING ALL DEATHS". https://twitter.com/TrueQanuck11/status/1189155894954725377?s=20 …

10/29/2019 9:41:06 AM rizzo1megan Very nice! I wonder what project you’re working on?

10/29/2019 9:47:23 AM johnmic25959174 Thats convenient cause I've been looking into what Nikola Tesla was talking about regarding 3, 6, 9

10/29/2019 9:47:24 AM laurabusse My life just got very complicated now

Thx MJ 😬

10/29/2019 9:50:51 AM charmanda9 If it did, they are still flying to this day!

10/29/2019 9:52:24 AM laurabusse Last I checked

Have tens of 1000s of emails in my Gmail inbox

Gave up long ago

Wonder if I could be up to 100 grand by now

Phone doesnt say how many

Dont use computer upstairs anymore

I say most are spam

Husband says I signed up for stuff and now call it spam

We're both hlf right
10/29/2019 9:55:55 AM steveakridge We were told you are a BOT.

LOL

  LOL

    LOL

      LOL

GOOD versus EVIL....

                                 ....

                                     ....

                                         ....

🌚🌑🌒🌓🌖🌕😎 🐸🐸🐸
10/29/2019 9:57:23 AM momekool1 They found it??? That’s crazy

10/29/2019 9:59:29 AM dls00741 mine go back years... why delete after 3 months?

10/29/2019 9:59:53 AM laurabusse Ahhhhh...

10/29/2019 10:05:11 AM laurabusse Genuine sympathy

No sarcasm

❤️🧡💛 pic.twitter.com/XzG2J8G80q

10/29/2019 10:06:14 AM kachinagtto Ugh I hear ya

10/29/2019 10:07:36 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/iqo2QRYzzT

10/29/2019 10:14:14 AM laurabusse Never watched Xena...

Who was that?

Angelina Jolie?

Or do I blaspheme...

10/29/2019 10:16:09 AM v_rags No lol Xena is Lucy Lawless. The show often dealt with spiritual concepts. Great show.

10/29/2019 10:18:17 AM laurabusse Much love ❤️

I feel you

Many here do

One day I cried for quite awhile

Kept saying I want to go home

It was deep inside

I got lots of frustration out

Maybe it was my imagination

But I wish I could remember

Many blessings to you fren ☺️

It'll get better!!!
10/29/2019 10:18:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 No way possible he was involved in a child trafficking sex & death cult... we trust the Fake News media, right? Especially Yahoo! 

https://news.yahoo.com/death-canadian-model-zombie-boy-ruled-accident-official-191451384.html …

10/29/2019 10:18:54 AM hoelessromantik It was a fugue state your honor

10/29/2019 10:20:08 AM unstoppablencp Yahoo man what can u say!!! Total lies.

10/29/2019 10:20:24 AM restart_qpersia Tell us something about Iran. This silence is deafening!

10/29/2019 10:22:02 AM laurabusse That was smart

I had no idea Ron Paul was the only honest politician in Washington DC

In more ways than one

A voice crying in the wilderness

To be sure

I bet he and his son are feeling a little better about things

I hope

And I hope they're both safe
10/29/2019 10:22:15 AM kindeandtrue He was the protege of Mark Quinn, the sculptor of the floating baby sculpture in Gardens by the Bay, that exotic botanical park in Singapore often 

mentioned by Q,  overlooked by the hotel owned by Trump's very close friends, the Adelson's. pic.twitter.com/AAxkT6DSHn

10/29/2019 10:22:32 AM conniekennedy "Fell" from a balcony. Sure.

10/29/2019 10:23:12 AM laurabusse Much love to you my very dear friend 

💛🧡💚

10/29/2019 10:24:12 AM neapatriot 🤣🤣🤣

10/29/2019 10:24:25 AM kachinagtto 🎣 Fishing?  Veiled threat?  Sometimes seeing what someone deletes is as telling as what they choose to keep.



10/29/2019 10:24:26 AM aprilbrown99 Spiritual concepts?  Hhmmm...I thought she was showing young girls and women to be bada$$ 😁 pic.twitter.com/Rc61dn8nJ8

10/29/2019 10:25:04 AM v_rags 😂 that’s to!

10/29/2019 10:27:48 AM v_rags That character was bad a$$ for sure. Perfect example of someone kicking but and taking names for good

10/29/2019 10:27:50 AM laurabusse Thx!

10/29/2019 10:27:57 AM 1_decided_voter >we trust the Fake News media, right?

About as much as we trust coroners, apparently.

10/29/2019 10:28:21 AM v_rags Welcome!

10/29/2019 10:29:07 AM crt14361013 ✔

10/29/2019 10:33:30 AM rickster61x Look Up:

“John Worrell Keely”

Sympathetic Vibratory

Physics.

10/29/2019 10:34:57 AM quarkfear1 Why?? Here’s why... https://twitter.com/Lou32332625/status/1189201571294265344?s=20 …

10/29/2019 10:37:28 AM fansblowing3 When these entertainers travel internationally, they are smuggling children, guns, drugs?

10/29/2019 10:39:52 AM kittycatgranny They're dropping like flies, it does make me wonder.

10/29/2019 10:45:29 AM waterheals Well there's a thought. I have unread emails going back to 2014. 6,000 in my in box now. Takes me hours to delete 600. Never could imagine how 

Biliary could delegate 33,000.

10/29/2019 10:56:24 AM bbobbio71 He was tight with Lady Gaga correct?

10/29/2019 10:57:27 AM wwg1wga17jcims suicide week...

10/29/2019 10:59:34 AM azuremagus One of 3 or 4 such locations

10/29/2019 11:04:32 AM flubbynutty why care they can allways look into that after deleted. You think they would completely erase it?

10/29/2019 11:05:25 AM rachelriot1 They obviously didn't implement the climate change tax soon enough!!

10/29/2019 11:07:48 AM vickyshoupe4 I delete when someone says,"My email got bounced back I sent you." LOL!

10/29/2019 11:13:08 AM boy12_jimmy Begin their pain. pic.twitter.com/N8kycOn9SW

10/29/2019 11:18:32 AM boy12_jimmy Cried like a Dog...Clowns in America, but no Schiffs and got the job done safely and swiftly. Clue for what is yet to come. pic.twitter.com/YXAwAupfb0

10/29/2019 11:19:53 AM unstoppablencp Got to make that money

10/29/2019 11:21:21 AM cocopuffster12 @TrueQanuck11 - this is one

10/29/2019 11:22:10 AM boy12_jimmy So glad we have MJ12 to get us through these days. #UnsealEpstein

#Disclosure pic.twitter.com/onOAfWz2hM

10/29/2019 11:25:26 AM dubilujanenz Hmmm, yes in the general scheme of things I suppose the old do generally go first.

I see your point, 

it is getting harder to remain patient though....so many nasties being able to roam free...

10/29/2019 11:27:00 AM lovethebeach999 Zero inbox baby

10/29/2019 11:27:55 AM clifton15jon That is super #FakeNews from unknowns #MikeAllen and #AlaynaTreene 🙄 pic.twitter.com/ggurIVAiAA

10/29/2019 11:29:11 AM laurabusse Yes❤️

10/29/2019 11:30:43 AM dubilujanenz You are right of course.

and it is getting scarier too, huh............

10/29/2019 11:35:05 AM laurabusse Maybe after Halloween it'll calm down

We can only hope! pic.twitter.com/UaZnrE79Q0

10/29/2019 11:39:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets re TRACK ALL DEATHS.

10/29/2019 11:41:03 AM athenadellacro3 Lol how are people on the other side buying nonsense like it must be obvious even to them

10/29/2019 11:41:31 AM nikoscali When does Jay-Z face justice over his part in all of this?? #ThesePeopleAreSick

10/29/2019 11:43:32 AM majic_eyes_qnly The reason to delete emails must be in case someone else (adverse) gets access to them such as thru hacking, then there would be an excess of 

information about you in those emails. Different to NSA having it. This article mentions some of the reasons: https://arstechnica.com/information-

technology/2015/01/the-importance-of-deleting-old-stuff-another-lesson-from-the-sony-attack/ …

10/29/2019 11:59:09 AM weshallrise144k Make Jane Jetson proud! pic.twitter.com/aIefsAdU5C

10/29/2019 12:01:28 PM matrixslayer1 John Conyers .. DEAD

10/29/2019 12:03:50 PM md_pershing Perhaps in death this troubled Spirit found some Peace. 🙏✨

10/29/2019 12:03:57 PM ewolsj He should of just put PEDOVOUR in sharpie on his forehead,  same difference

10/29/2019 12:03:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly QQQQQ       Q        QQQQQ   Q         Q

Q        Q      Q Q           Q         Q Q     Q

QQQQQ     Q   Q          Q         Q   Q   Q

Q               QQQQ         Q         Q     Q Q

Q              Q        Q   QQQQQ   Q         Q

10/29/2019 12:05:39 PM chapulincolored I can't help to think that Epstein means something else.  

Something BIG. pic.twitter.com/GdhK6PhnSD

10/29/2019 12:06:39 PM mamiemcclure17 The organic biological part of A.  (L).   👁.  E.   What really is BLACK GOO? What does BLACK GOO really do?🤔. What is the organic nature of this 

ancient AI?                                  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy

10/29/2019 12:07:43 PM md_pershing The satanists need to Understand that Satan wants them dead to the body if they fail in their efforts to prove that he is more powerful than GOD. They 

are already dead to the Spirit. Evil walks among Us 👹

10/29/2019 12:09:52 PM realityloominng In a best case scenario in which a majority of people are actually convinced, too many just wouldn't function afterwards.. At the same time there is no 

way that humanity could move on otherwise. 

I'm just hoping for some next-level shit to surprise us in proving all this. 🐸

10/29/2019 12:11:50 PM t_hayden07 Bye bye, Rep. Walden! OR is happy to see you go!

10/29/2019 12:13:50 PM johnnysoko ....and again my like is undone pic.twitter.com/CjLimxahvN

10/29/2019 12:16:21 PM shari_todd Continue to wait patiently🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/29/2019 12:16:33 PM unstoppablencp That is a great question I’ve asked that one myself

10/29/2019 12:17:32 PM rchltkr What is SSP?

10/29/2019 12:18:49 PM chrisobxnc Sacrarficed, time to pay the dues to the master 👹

10/29/2019 12:19:18 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/P6tY4lbmyl

10/29/2019 12:20:55 PM trumppallooza As been said. Keep track of the deaths from now on!!! All will be brought to light!!!

These people are sick

10/29/2019 12:21:07 PM werascending And he is worried about the body he buried. Murder

10/29/2019 12:24:49 PM manifest_utopia Wow, so much in her threads. Yes, his death is very significant.

10/29/2019 12:24:58 PM lightlove21121 Nope 😏

10/29/2019 12:27:35 PM nikoscali Regular dust storm, or something else? Perhaps an asteroid impact or the after effects of the great nuclear war described in the Bhagavad-Gita for 

which there is evidence for in the desert glass found in India, Libya, Egypt, etc.

10/29/2019 12:29:41 PM bhopki 2018 will be glorious. Patriots are in control. Nothing can stop what's coming. 

October 2019 - delete your emails. It's some plan alright.

10/29/2019 12:30:13 PM flyover01047267 Yes thankfully many of us have adjusted to our "Truth Traumatization"! Thankfully some of us recognize the slavery to #'s & symbolism & recognize the 

"#32" for the illuminati satanic sacrifice it represents.



10/29/2019 12:33:07 PM enomai_ Tell me more and send me money alice

10/29/2019 12:39:42 PM marnisheppeard No. You should keep their incriminating emails for as long as possible.

10/29/2019 12:47:13 PM waibry Q said he was Mossad didn't he?

10/29/2019 12:50:59 PM islandofdelight I’ve created automated backups of your account since November 30th of last year. Hopefully this can be helpful for other anons who are just getting in 

your account MJ! To all anons please let me know if you have ideas to make more readable/easier to follow #WWG1GWA

10/29/2019 12:51:44 PM islandofdelight  https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nEF5Hz0NqGtozdD2OSniYmxsKuV0ule19MVh4mBUxeI/edit?usp=sharing … Enjoy anons! #WWG1GWA 

#MJ12 #Disclosure #Pedogate #UnsealEpstein

10/29/2019 12:54:24 PM realityloominng Every now and then I'm just reminded how unreal the significance and scope of all this still is to some people.

With some people.. literally all that is keeping them sane is the fact that they fit into this failed system that they HAVE to trust for things to stay nice & 

simple

10/29/2019 12:58:28 PM johnnyt_anon Depends on what you want to accomplish. If you're worried about content, then you're probably doing something you should not be doing.

10/29/2019 12:59:40 PM samsmith0319 Oh Totally...NOT!!!...💥🤡💥

10/29/2019 1:04:36 PM md_pershing The Poster Child for the satanic cults and ritual child sacrifice

10/29/2019 1:05:05 PM flyover01047267 It is bazaar indeed how people try to grow comfortable with the extremely uncomfortable environment that has been constructed for us.

10/29/2019 1:05:50 PM enomai_ I am forrestal v2.0

10/29/2019 1:07:22 PM dansilv56084248 Try running a business like that...good luck. 

Sometimes a paper trail is required for future reference. 

Place in an archive file if old emails are such an inconvenience.

10/29/2019 1:09:22 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

10/29/2019 1:09:37 PM navalinfantry ah huh, yep.... pic.twitter.com/btdKC4ZX7P

10/29/2019 1:16:46 PM tanimn Having just today required information from a 3+ year old email that had to be digitally searched, I must respectfully disagree. 

Additionally, many industries have retention requirements where you can be held criminally liable if you don't store your emails for 10+ YEARS.

10/29/2019 1:17:31 PM janjch23 Looks like a demon!

10/29/2019 1:19:12 PM anchor_thelight The public will learn eventually.

10/29/2019 1:22:47 PM quedelumiere Look to Montréal I keep saying the port of Montréal is a child trafficking plateform! When he died dirtbag Gaga announced it as a suicide related to 

mental health.I believe the mental health part fo sho’, but the suicide. This dude loved what he was doing and was hungry for glitz

10/29/2019 1:27:03 PM wftqpatriot They said he had a brain tumor at the age of 15-16. Waited for treatment.  Had half of his brain removed.  So many conflicting stories.

10/29/2019 1:28:02 PM rebornkingent So subconscious belief systems create what we see & interact with. Merging timelines is basically deconstructing the false hrc timeline & merging with 

the Q/ trump timeline. Reading Q & Mj12 has verified our internal compass &  belief system which is needed for the awakening.

10/29/2019 1:29:33 PM bhaggy1008 If you call the ghosts they will come. It's written all over his body.

10/29/2019 1:34:07 PM giediknight Lady Gaga

10/29/2019 1:34:11 PM rachaelangelm Well I don’t know with someone that has tattoos of their brain exposed must think about cannibalism. Maybe he wanted to eat brain like that I did in 

the movie red dragon or Hannibal which one was it?

10/29/2019 1:43:44 PM unstoppablencp Yes in the earth is flat right!!!

10/29/2019 1:48:32 PM adheysuk It's interesting that here in the UK a General Election has been agreed for Dec 12th and already 47 members of parliament are not running for re-

election. Certain events here are starting to mirror events happening in the US.

#TrustThePlan

#EnjoyTheShow

10/29/2019 1:55:36 PM biddy702858 So this guy also worked for Thierry Mugler who works with beyonce . Look at this pic I found . pic.twitter.com/dJlOIdUIKq

10/29/2019 1:55:51 PM biddy702858  pic.twitter.com/K4yWex4t0N

10/29/2019 1:55:59 PM biddy702858  pic.twitter.com/mAjYeHav8E

10/29/2019 1:56:20 PM josephchessirv with no One...

Clowns to the left  x 3 

#KeiraKnightley

#QAnon

#CharLEE

#Qannon

#FREEtHEFAMiLEE pic.twitter.com/rwXqreOxuP
10/29/2019 1:59:26 PM greg40617065 He finally gets the real skull face he dreamed about!! 😂

10/29/2019 2:10:20 PM kittytye I did a short thread on him a while back and this is a perfect place & time to share it.  Apparently yahoo forgot a few details.  😏 

https://twitter.com/kittytye/status/1149918860390404097 …

10/29/2019 2:12:40 PM rachaelangelm BOMB

10/29/2019 2:13:04 PM josephchessirv  pic.twitter.com/MV5zgB9CGj

10/29/2019 2:13:09 PM rachaelangelm Botswana Agate is gorgeous

10/29/2019 2:17:40 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/T7pO7ScAs8

10/29/2019 2:22:40 PM realhighup @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any info to be gleaned from American dad? Aliens in Langley falls?? Almonds activated

10/29/2019 2:29:19 PM allahuniversal That's how I see it.

10/29/2019 2:31:20 PM smarcleger_mba You ready to start kissin'?

10/29/2019 2:33:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly MJ seemed to be asking someone to do it ('If only there were anons who knew programming who could create an interface if provided an analytics csv 

export...'). I have no idea how. There needs to be a website interface like qanon dot pub, but for MJ12 posts... but who can make it?

10/29/2019 2:44:25 PM kevingi46693568 I delete every day. All throughout the day. Every smoke break. Always have.

10/29/2019 2:45:39 PM marywal64295444 Thierry Mugler makes my favorite perfume, my signature scent! If I but it, am I supporting evil?

10/29/2019 2:50:23 PM kevingi46693568 I’ll be damn.

10/29/2019 2:53:39 PM realclaywilcox [they] are ALL running out of time.

tick tock.

#WWG1WGA #DrainTheSwamp #MAGA #KAG #TrustThePlan #DeepState #Pedogate #QAnon #Pedowood #SaveTheChildren #WINNING #Epstein 

#Mossad #CIA #PainIsComing #DarkToLight

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes @RepRatcliffe  

https://twitter.com/Melanch10844904/status/1189283146937839617 … pic.twitter.com/LhtTATvF56



10/29/2019 2:53:42 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/LibertyAndTech/status/1189284532547178496 …

10/29/2019 2:54:36 PM rebornkingent How do we get access to other backups or how cannwe do this ourselves.

10/29/2019 3:01:09 PM katiejbordelon the "tick tock" on the 5 today whilst discussing the alphabet.

10/29/2019 3:06:04 PM biddy702858 I think we are all supporting evil through some purchase or another. I'm just trying to connect dots , as these people seems to run in groups

10/29/2019 3:10:12 PM parmarlisa ..trying to keep their pensions.

10/29/2019 3:13:25 PM rebornkingent Also, hey let’s start a war with older citizens becasue making the same mistakes as previous generations is sooooo AWESOME!  These people are all 

about separation. They’ll pull the cheese out of a cheese sandwich and called the bred sexist if they could. 

https://twitter.com/i/events/1189266494938435584 …

10/29/2019 3:13:35 PM jonesy4671 Of course lady gaga brought him to fame

10/29/2019 3:14:36 PM rebornkingent But why does the bread always have to be on the outside? Why can’t the mayo, ketchup and meat be in the outside and the bread on the inside.  

Sandwich makers are racist. -CNN

10/29/2019 3:21:48 PM mongrelglory While the Xena show promoted female empowerment, it didn't do it at the expense of denigrating men. Xena was a spin-off of the popular Hercules 

show with Kevin Sorbo.  Both shows were just good plain entertainment and story-telling which took some liberties with mythology. 😉

10/29/2019 3:23:13 PM mongrelglory Well...she was a "Warrior Princess, forged in the heat of battle"!

😆

10/29/2019 3:24:27 PM mongrelglory Oh, and they were filmed in my birthplace New Zealand...long before the Lord of the Rings movies. 😎

10/29/2019 3:25:37 PM courtneyspace17 I keep mine as evidence for my investigators.

10/29/2019 3:25:54 PM v_rags Yes that’s a great point. Love Kevin Sorbo In Hercules and Andromeda!

10/29/2019 3:26:22 PM lorieve Kevin is a righteous man.

10/29/2019 3:26:28 PM nikoscali "The Truth Is The Military Has Been Researching "Anti-Gravity" For Nearly 70 Years"

#Disclosure is coming hard and fast!

#WeHaveTheTechnology

#SpaceForce @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakeningWorldwide https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30499/the-

truth-is-the-military-has-been-researching-anti-gravity-for-nearly-70-years …

10/29/2019 3:26:49 PM v_rags Yes 100% !

10/29/2019 3:28:05 PM allahuniversal NyT's click bait has a cute headline

‘OK Boomer’ Marks the End of Friendly Generational Relations

 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/29/style/ok-boomer.html … pic.twitter.com/zhiymdERhx

10/29/2019 3:31:11 PM lorieve @ksorbs 

Can you feel the love?

10/29/2019 3:33:37 PM v_rags I’m a bit blocked today. Many things going on here in NY and the energy is for some reason very heavy. So to answer you yes but not as much as I want 

to be feeling it. 😌

10/29/2019 3:35:10 PM allahuniversal CNN retraction:

An associate of CNN yesterday implied that a sandwich requires meat to be a sandwich. PBJs are now threatening suit. CNN officially apologizes for the 

mislabeling of sandwiches, and is now investigating yesterday's report.

10/29/2019 3:37:37 PM mongrelglory She had a pretty horse too! (Argos) pic.twitter.com/0lIBygSsec

10/29/2019 3:38:31 PM v_rags If your question was aimed at @ksorbs sorry for my answer. Didn’t mean to vent on you.

10/29/2019 3:41:15 PM flubbynutty these people serve the wrong master thinking he will give them a special place in hell, but then learn  they don't call him the Lord of Lies for nothing

10/29/2019 3:42:02 PM lorieve Not sure what you mean, but never fear, I'm not one to read offense into much of anything. ILY!

10/29/2019 3:51:12 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Calvinn_Hobbes/status/1189311892893917186 …

10/29/2019 4:01:20 PM bill68166681 Agaritine

10/29/2019 4:02:26 PM bill68166681 Portobellos are the same mushroom as your regular small white button mushroom....just larger/older

10/29/2019 4:02:47 PM bill68166681 No.

10/29/2019 4:03:20 PM bill68166681 Even cooked doesn’t denature the agaritine completely

10/29/2019 4:04:43 PM snarkishdanno It just came back from a 700+ day mission a few days ago...

10/29/2019 4:05:17 PM rebornkingent Penut butter is brown, the bread must also be brown. Pb&J sandwiches with white bread on the outside is right wing dog whistling the oppression of 

mass incarceration and brown people being trapped inside and white People being outside. Now where’s my check.- Don Lemon

10/29/2019 4:06:15 PM rebornkingent To not be racist the peanut butter must be on the outside and the bread on the inside. Complaining that would be messy is racist.

10/29/2019 4:06:26 PM runbec1 VERY GOOD QUESTION!

10/29/2019 4:08:21 PM bill68166681 CERN

10/29/2019 4:08:42 PM snarkishdanno  https://twitter.com/anonscan/status/1189286160897626115?s=21 …

10/29/2019 4:12:35 PM mongrelglory 9th Circle Satanists are very active in Montreal where they have held sacrifices according to Kevin Arnett.  They've made a concerted effort to slander 

him and suppress his information but you can decide for yourself:  http://murderbydecree.com/the-itccs-org-archive/ …

10/29/2019 4:18:01 PM davidson2kyle Saving Israel for last!! 🤷🏽♂️

@DevinNunes @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @StudioGarvin @SeanCordicon @elenochle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/ambassadorlion/status/1189298570622570496 …

10/29/2019 4:23:43 PM mongrelglory Those outfits are just dumb looking! 😆

10/29/2019 4:25:03 PM mongrelglory Yes, I see the goat head on the Beyonce picture.  The Cabal really are like the little man behind the curtain in the Wizard of Oz!

10/29/2019 4:29:56 PM mongrelglory Modelling agencies attract under-age youth. So do rock concerts (groupies), film industry, theatre and arts industry etc....  Easy to target kids who are 

runaways or come from bad families... offer them fame, money, parties, and drugs, then make them disappear! 😟

10/29/2019 4:44:40 PM mongrelglory It says at age 15 he was operated on for a brain tumour and told he was unlikely to survive the surgery.  A year later he was "living on the streets" 

washing cars and getting his first tattoo.  He then began "earning extra money eating worms and pig intestines in freak shows". 👀

10/29/2019 4:49:15 PM kathleen3693693 My first thoughts too.

10/29/2019 4:51:29 PM thericharddoyle 2. Pt 2: IF, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, the purpose of the ‘Logos’ itself — in being the universal division of energy (as the ability to do work, work being the 

movement of a mass through a distance) from itself, that is to say, as AI self–expressed as polarity (+/–), in its own signal —  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066859094605250560 …

10/29/2019 5:00:29 PM threadreaderapp Hello there is your unroll: Thread by @TheRichardDoyle: "2. Pt 2: IF, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, the purpose of the ‘Logos’ itself — in being the universal 

division of energy (as the abi […]" #TheRiseOfSkywalker  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1189328935080869888.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

10/29/2019 5:03:33 PM biddy702858 Lol I didnt even see the 'Shoe as a hat' mannequin until your comment 😂

10/29/2019 5:04:39 PM mongrelglory 😏  As I said...dumb!

10/29/2019 5:14:06 PM aprilbrown99 Did some cleaning today.  Thank you MJ. 🙏🤗🥰

10/29/2019 5:14:16 PM jvan125 Hey fren! You still around? Haven’t seen you on here for a while. Hope all is well. 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸



10/29/2019 5:21:11 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1185383786558586880?s=21 …

10/29/2019 5:23:20 PM jams4thebread And all Israeli Embassies are closing. RIGHT NOW!!!

10/29/2019 5:35:25 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/kfqoeqbDbE

10/29/2019 6:03:28 PM laurabusse A really good way to be!!

It's just another form of fear, right?

Taking offense

10/29/2019 6:11:38 PM jenniferevette6 Yes.

10/29/2019 6:13:20 PM westmount_d7 🙌

10/29/2019 6:15:53 PM michael81972 Sure would be something if HRC is arrested in the morning

10/29/2019 6:17:46 PM aprilbrown99 Not to change the subject but has anyone heard from Christine?  She hasnt posted since 10/18.  Is she ok?

10/29/2019 6:18:53 PM v_rags No me April also what about Gabriel. Have not heard from him in a long while. Hope there ok.

10/29/2019 6:20:39 PM aprilbrown99 Lisa had told me that Gabriels account was suspended the same day that ours was on 9/26. I dont recall what is @ name is but hopefully he will get his 

acct back or open a new one soon.

10/29/2019 6:21:56 PM aprilbrown99 I had to file 3 appeals for mine to finally be released. 😐

10/29/2019 6:22:31 PM v_rags Yes hopefully he will be back soon and I hope Christine is doing well.

10/29/2019 6:23:15 PM v_rags Wow didn’t know that! We are all so glad you back!

10/29/2019 6:25:00 PM aprilbrown99 Me too. I mean i had the new account but it just wasnt the same frequency than this one. I think that is very strange.

10/29/2019 6:29:43 PM v_rags Yes very interesting. Maybe because you spent so much time in this account you built up a lot of momentum light energy so when you came back. It 

was a wonderful light show! ✨💫✨

10/29/2019 6:30:01 PM madrabbit917 Yeah, if you need to see them again, just hit up big tech execs or the NSA.

10/29/2019 6:33:14 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yea!  ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/RuN1zklZSQ

10/29/2019 6:36:18 PM v_rags Yes! pic.twitter.com/1NxMrARVIi

10/29/2019 6:38:56 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/oxv0a4No7i

10/29/2019 6:39:30 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👇  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1189241592013643776 …

10/29/2019 6:39:44 PM mongrelglory Christine is on a little Ayahuasca journey.  She should be back soon April!  She said she would need some time away from Twitter to process her 

experience afterwards. 😊

10/29/2019 6:43:25 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, ok. Look forward to her sharing her experiences if she is up for it.

10/29/2019 6:47:20 PM aprilbrown99 Where would you “acquire” something like that, I wonder...🤔

10/29/2019 6:47:52 PM westmount_d7 Montreal. They hide under fashion. Vogue must end. Fecal Matter, Montreal based “designers” https://youtu.be/fVYUroZxkE8 

10/29/2019 6:51:18 PM n7guardiananon Chinatown - a movie that has it all, political corruption, the weaponization of water, greed, lust, incest, pedophilia.

*probably was inspired by true events*

10/29/2019 7:02:22 PM n7guardiananon Here ya go some context available...

with some scaling adjustment, print your heart out. https://mega.nz/#F!Sm4WgSzL!HD7RozZN5q5j6GMwnMxEuA …

10/29/2019 7:27:48 PM mongrelglory I believe it was a program at a Native Indian reservation with a Shaman.

10/29/2019 7:30:51 PM lilinator1776 Reminds me of movies with black goo.

10/29/2019 7:32:16 PM mamiemcclure17 Why yes, me to

10/29/2019 7:33:53 PM aprilbrown99 Oh sooo cool!  😎

10/29/2019 7:54:14 PM thelilkingryan Huh?

10/29/2019 8:13:51 PM charlesgdavis1 Who owns Axios? And who are the executive's that run it? Do THEY have a REASON to be WORRIED???

10/29/2019 8:26:11 PM laurabusse Damn Twitter gestapo

10/29/2019 8:28:34 PM dlmaybee I feel the same when I hear him.

10/29/2019 8:38:36 PM realityloominng Surgery and freak-show part could sound like another MK ultra victim who was being handled into some weird cover-story life, to service the cabal

10/29/2019 8:39:24 PM barts_paul The only mushrooms one should consume is psilocybin

10/29/2019 8:41:16 PM jrocktigers Have to save or archive for long term project related emails. I referred to an email chain today from March of this year.  Most consultants keep emails 

in case of litigation , AR, etc.

10/29/2019 9:10:22 PM mongrelglory Is Baghdadi alive in US custody, and giving evidence against the Deep State?

10/29/2019 9:28:46 PM tgregg1963 Paper burns.  Redundant servers in multiple data centers and backups are not going to burn.  I keep mine for 10 years.  97% spam free too.  Special 

folder for permanent storage.  Email trails with those relatives that have passed for example.  No thanks to paper.

10/29/2019 9:36:15 PM jtrinh44 What's about to go down? @saraashcraft also said something big is happening

10/29/2019 9:38:36 PM tgregg1963 That took a few seconds at the server.  Deleted files aren’t really deleted, the file system flags the space those files occupy as usable.   Bleachbit then 

securely wipes all useable space on the file system so it can’t be recovered.  No charges.  Try that and see you in jail.

10/29/2019 9:39:30 PM steveakridge Tonight would be better!

10/29/2019 10:22:31 PM goyaeq Do all these Israeli embassies shutting down have anything to do with what's about to go down?

10/29/2019 11:07:11 PM nurseniceyes So how is Seth? And Allen? Heard him a few weeks ago, but lately I have been surfing people's dreams. Oh when is the reunion? Don't need a date just 

an invitation.

10/29/2019 11:24:37 PM wolfspirit1 4 this week

10/29/2019 11:31:21 PM susan66388204 Dear God I Hope So!   The election was a sham!!  #TrudeauMustGoToJail

10/29/2019 11:53:16 PM aetherwalker1 Climate Change.

A massive volcanic eruption or meteorite can change the climate and decimate civilizations.

10/29/2019 11:59:19 PM aetherwalker1 The Garden of Eden story is an allegorical legend.

Though it would be very interesting to know what is under the Persian Gulf.

It was land during the last ice age.

10/30/2019 1:36:43 AM marley58001730  pic.twitter.com/XdJxbk7Bbd

10/30/2019 2:25:15 AM covertress John Witherspoon Dies: Comedian & ‘Friday’ Star Was 77 https://twitter.com/mattknudsen/status/1189409142395392001?s=19 …

10/30/2019 2:43:19 AM liltilgerlil I haven’t checked my email in 3 months. Lol

10/30/2019 3:21:48 AM covertress "The human brain doubled in brain size over a period of 2 million years." - Joe Rogan 🤔 👽⚗️🧬🧠 https://youtu.be/2Kby4MlrSF0 

10/30/2019 4:26:19 AM l_corle Cool

10/30/2019 5:34:44 AM mateuszwala Made some kind of backup when first time mentioned on this acc. Not Perfect.

10/30/2019 5:48:24 AM michael81972 Never thought to look at it that way,  but makes sense,  DJT is an outsider not in the cult...

10/30/2019 5:48:40 AM robinreitsma1 Tweet unavailable. can you provide screen caps or video or statement? or just tell us?

10/30/2019 5:51:34 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/yh8xB05c2k

10/30/2019 5:51:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 You don't say? https://twitter.com/no_silenced/status/1189506587053809664 …

10/30/2019 5:53:17 AM chairmanbrian @Jennydan26 @Luckytobeme3 @vmi_emmett @Imaginer77 @Jamierodr14 @ChatByCC @steph93065

10/30/2019 5:55:19 AM michael81972 Epstein is still alive...Homicide or Suicide is moot...

10/30/2019 5:56:19 AM eskeljoyce Shocker🙀

10/30/2019 5:56:52 AM kachinagtto So interesting they took down the video 🎯 pic.twitter.com/szwE4bcvvl

10/30/2019 5:57:31 AM robinreitsma1 TY fren 👊

10/30/2019 5:58:37 AM michael81972 YW👊🏻



10/30/2019 5:59:16 AM realmagaviking Well who woulda thunk

10/30/2019 6:04:51 AM bbobbio71 Makes perfect sense!

10/30/2019 6:07:31 AM cosmic_engineer *Jeffery's replacement corpse

Fixed it for you

10/30/2019 6:09:06 AM bbobbio71 Any further clues in regards to "Watch the Water"?

10/30/2019 6:12:00 AM ukntmktsup  https://graphcommons.com/graphs/0a79deca-46a2-48e9-9d90-326b20aa6e9e …

10/30/2019 6:14:59 AM jollyrob2 where is RBG and HUMA?

10/30/2019 6:15:56 AM digmemepray  pic.twitter.com/wxpOGCcXsA

10/30/2019 6:16:48 AM ajamison4517  pic.twitter.com/pGybT8FK2P

10/30/2019 6:17:16 AM kachinagtto Nevermind - it appears this YouTube video doesn’t play with the twitter app - you have to open it within YouTube. When did that start happening?

10/30/2019 6:21:31 AM southerngirl700 Very.

10/30/2019 6:35:02 AM bbobbio71 #UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JfkJuni0r/status/1189535086552576000 …

10/30/2019 6:36:02 AM covertress [Epstein] = [322] ?

10/30/2019 6:36:16 AM hummingbird7272 Cause that is what they are attempting to do.

10/30/2019 6:36:49 AM kachinagtto Speaking of “Interesting choice of words”... Look at the wording of Ducey’s tweet. “A perfect strike”???? pic.twitter.com/eW2fFFucME

10/30/2019 6:39:01 AM state1union MIC-SSP-Epstein

10/30/2019 6:39:24 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/sTNSwhdAGo

10/30/2019 6:40:13 AM karina89350882 SOMEBODY was killed there. but Epstein?? I don`t think so.....

10/30/2019 6:41:30 AM irah_chandler An old meme but a great one

10/30/2019 6:42:34 AM irah_chandler Lmao

10/30/2019 6:46:47 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp #UnsealDisney #UnsealStandardHotel 

We see clearly. We do not consent. [They] will NEVER win. pic.twitter.com/E58UaMG4vr

10/30/2019 6:47:56 AM keith369me It took how long to tell us what was obvious to even the most asleep IS-BEs...THERE WAS NO SUICIDE.  The MSM was the only group that pushed the 

suicide story.  Nobody bought it!!!

10/30/2019 6:48:58 AM lorieve No weapon formed against us will work. Everything the enemy intends for harm will go back on them 100 fold. 

These people really are stupid (and desperate.)

#BQQMerang

10/30/2019 6:50:16 AM speaakn 😂😂😂 I love this! 😂😂😂

10/30/2019 6:52:38 AM ideclarefreedom it's my innerstanding that there's the sentient/life force goo belonging to Mother Earth, corrupted by highly programmable non organic goo sent by 

aliens that runs thru ley lines used by dark forces for control spanning planet... not talked about enough imho

10/30/2019 6:53:01 AM fansblowing3 Their holiday of Halloween is coming up!

10/30/2019 6:53:51 AM ideclarefreedom #ReprogramTheGooWithPEACEandLOVE ☀️💚

10/30/2019 6:54:20 AM aprilbrown99 I am disappointed in Fox, it has turn to 💩.  If it wasn’t for Hannity, Laura and Tucker, that station would be just like all the other  #FakeNews channels.

10/30/2019 6:55:27 AM fansblowing3 “Famed medical examiner”. 🤮 He is from New York also which is still cabal controlled.

10/30/2019 6:56:04 AM aprilbrown99 Oops...and you cant forget Judge Jeannine.  She is awesome too.

10/30/2019 6:58:25 AM ajamison4517 I archived a few good ones off 8chan before it went down (thankfully). Love this one because there are still many people who don’t know this is truly 

the root of everything.

10/30/2019 6:59:14 AM keith369me This portion of the show is getting boring.  The asleep will not wake up without the band aid ripped off.  Time for the “action” part of the show.

10/30/2019 6:59:29 AM unidentifiedta1 He’s not dead. This narrative about a murder is to throw some people of the tracks and to create confusion among masses.

10/30/2019 7:01:07 AM omarfromuk Satan is on the Left

10/30/2019 7:02:50 AM martisw1971  https://youtu.be/Yt-DPEi6Jd0 

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @EricTrump @JLS1125 @Jim_Jordan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @senatemajldr 

@SenateGOP @HouseGOP @SteveScalise @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan @LindseyGrahamSC @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @VP @SaraCarterDC 

@ChuckGrassley

10/30/2019 7:06:21 AM v_rags Ayahuasca is some powerful herb as we all know. Was always interested to try in Costa Rica Think they have a Shaman there. 

https://www.rythmia.com/ 

10/30/2019 7:10:40 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein 

Interesting choice of words indeed, MJ.

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=UnsealEpstein …

Notice any standout correlations?

#OccultMagick #LearnToCode pic.twitter.com/QDVr7D3unI
10/30/2019 7:14:24 AM covertress How important is the SPELLing of a name?

10/30/2019 7:17:27 AM wickedmouse369 Spelling and pronunciation are key, mix in a little intent + emotion = MAGICK

10/30/2019 7:24:54 AM _the_psychonaut I read somewhere he may still be alive. Any truth to this?

10/30/2019 7:25:46 AM bobmcfall64 complete BS. you can literally make anything say anything you want

10/30/2019 7:36:56 AM keith369me Because murder needs answers. Who, what, where, when, why, how?   Most people don’t want details on suicide.  With that said, I’m not sold that 

Epstein is dead.

10/30/2019 7:41:37 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1189260411918520321?s=19 …

10/30/2019 7:47:04 AM freestateojones Isnt this old news?

"One of the broken bones in Epstein's neck was the hyoid, according to The Post. This type of fracture is associated with both suicidal hanging and 

homicidal strangulation but is more commonly related to the latter"

#UnsealEpstein https://amp.businessinsider.com/jeffrey-epstein-had-multiple-broken-bones-in-neck-autopsy-report-2019-8 …

10/30/2019 7:47:52 AM irah_chandler Mj12 said it but said it wouldn't last. If not yet will be soon

10/30/2019 7:48:46 AM pochopportman Such an absolute shock! Never saw it coming.

10/30/2019 7:55:59 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/30/2019 8:20:20 AM loyaltospeakout @covfefe_45_MAGA @AnomicAge @awakeinaus @RAVENSWOODPUB @JustInformU @irritatednate @Marshwin @J_TrumpIN @PatriotPurple 

@bandmom74 @gbroh10 @Jali_Cat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_OurNanny_ @lynlinking @AlfonzoCortez4 @MeadowJason

10/30/2019 8:22:21 AM bandmom74 Perhaps a follow (?)

10/30/2019 8:25:26 AM jaded_pearl Very true!

10/30/2019 8:27:35 AM jaded_pearl That is exactly what I'm thinking. Are we soon to go off the grid? And for how long?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



10/30/2019 8:32:18 AM chaele3 Demand accountability. This is not acceptable, @realDonaldTrump

#speakup

@speakprojectM

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@1776Stonewall

@RealEyeTheSpy

@Kre8change

@SpeakGF

@p pic.twitter.com/qPQqhQdflW
10/30/2019 8:35:04 AM bandmom74 Blocking thx

10/30/2019 8:42:08 AM pipes2494 Being brought up again as the Epstein family had their own Dr at the autopsy, was on Fox and Friends today going through it, PR tour, not sure how 

that softens the blow once all is unsealed. https://www.foxnews.com/us/forensic-pathologist-jeffrey-epstein-homicide-suicide …

10/30/2019 8:46:50 AM blsdbe I am gathering my thoughts to relate this incredible soul work my Dear Friends!!! I will discuss what I can, but I will be avoiding most specifics to 

preserve the confidentiality of all parties concerned. A Transformational Experience to be sure. pic.twitter.com/NicqBHcuDC

10/30/2019 8:50:37 AM lorieve We will be transfigured very soon.

10/30/2019 9:05:40 AM lightlove21121 We ARE being transfigured 🌞

10/30/2019 9:06:24 AM lorieve From glory to glory it's a fact. <3

10/30/2019 9:07:04 AM lorieve Perfect love casts out fear.

10/30/2019 9:07:25 AM lightlove21121 Same here. But didn’t get my first one back. I like the idea of starting anew 😎

10/30/2019 9:22:52 AM v_rags 💜🙏🦋

10/30/2019 9:24:31 AM lightlove21121 What if it was made on purpose?

What if our vibrations changed so much that we couldn’t keep the last account cause vibrating too low..?

10/30/2019 9:27:42 AM loyaltospeakout It's the thought that counts 👍🏾

10/30/2019 9:29:36 AM loyaltospeakout Don't mind me, I'm just a open minded free thinker.

10/30/2019 9:47:57 AM rulesviolation Now go get that pesky slow moving ice cream truck that never shuts up 😂

10/30/2019 9:54:23 AM vonyugen But most likely alien.

10/30/2019 10:06:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is what taking the bait looks like. https://twitter.com/lauriecrosswell/status/1189567452750974977 …

10/30/2019 10:09:05 AM means_skillful  pic.twitter.com/TddOl3YNOf

10/30/2019 10:09:36 AM angelin94412072 🙄🤣🤣🤣🤣 some of the comments in the thread are pretty interesting. 😂

10/30/2019 10:09:37 AM stanstephens13 All the distilled water I am drinking must be messing with my memory.  When did Barr visit Epstein?

10/30/2019 10:09:51 AM missy968 I remember a certain President shedding light on secret things

10/30/2019 10:09:55 AM lbf777 Trump and Epstein were almost best friends. Trump even knew he was raping kids with that comment about him being into younger women. Trump is 

also best friends with Epstein's bosses Ghislain Maxwell and Bibi Netanyahu.

10/30/2019 10:10:45 AM arc4freedom NSA has all emails! Deleting is irrelevant. Think logically.

10/30/2019 10:11:30 AM n7guardiananon just a matter of when

10/30/2019 10:12:40 AM youstinksoap Any comment about all the embassy closings?  😁

10/30/2019 10:13:42 AM winklerburke A MASSAD-ectomy?  Needed since forever.

10/30/2019 10:14:53 AM winklerburke Did CIA get to Epstein?

10/30/2019 10:15:20 AM jaydixson1 Trust Kansas

10/30/2019 10:15:22 AM bryan700 This is Creepy.

10/30/2019 10:18:39 AM scott_frenger Proof? I bet they have a ton of pictures together if they were that close. Must have been photographed multiple times golfing together. Lets see them 

all prior to him becoming president. Ghislain, Epstein, Bibi......Must be hundreds of pictures with all of them.

10/30/2019 10:18:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only if the Military goes after you.

10/30/2019 10:19:40 AM djlok Yeah I didn't remember an #EpsteinBarr visit either.

10/30/2019 10:27:05 AM toffer_anon_369 How can we get the Military to go after the ___ ____ Clintons?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!!?

10/30/2019 10:27:48 AM steveroye You've heard of fake news. Well, apparently there are fake comments and observations that only happened in dreams too.

10/30/2019 10:29:18 AM wearediamonds2 AAAGHHHH! EPSTEINBARR VIRUS!

10/30/2019 10:33:52 AM bbl58 Asshats!!😡

10/30/2019 10:34:53 AM nea_storm Art of the Deal, Liability negotiations ... How to turn a Deathly Liability into a Living Asset: Will it be worth the investment? Dividends will tell in the 

Future Past: Games are Fun especially when you already know the outcome!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k19fjX2UmD4 … 

pic.twitter.com/iOGttUUJSA

10/30/2019 10:35:14 AM cosmic_engineer 🐠

10/30/2019 10:36:02 AM cosmic_engineer Hi ALICE

10/30/2019 10:42:21 AM rosesrred0119 Well well....shocking

10/30/2019 10:44:13 AM turboxyde "...I will support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic;"

Extrapolate the consequences of being a traitor to your country at your own risk. The only missing ingredient would be awareness so ask yourself... is 

the DoD aware? pic.twitter.com/qQ37NKIam9

10/30/2019 10:44:28 AM purplefavorite1 He went to the prison after he was dead to check on the security and then appointed a new person over the prisons

10/30/2019 10:59:19 AM italianmom555 Trump thru him out of Mar a Lago. He is acquainted with the child rapists but not friends. Keep up

10/30/2019 11:01:04 AM lbf777 Elite pedos band together.

10/30/2019 11:07:16 AM lbf777 There's no proof of any such thing.

10/30/2019 11:07:27 AM donnacastel 🤣😂🤣😂‼️Adorable ‼️❤️

10/30/2019 11:11:39 AM oaf_unbreakable #WhereisFISA

10/30/2019 11:21:41 AM lbf777 I'm not Alice. I have been following Trump for 3 years but realized this is yet another lying traitor of a President just like all 44 before him.

10/30/2019 11:27:19 AM karma4event201 Believe it is on the boards, Q&A. 

Maybe it is on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Ozzylizzy1/status/1189470309121871872 …

10/30/2019 11:30:52 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/30/2019 11:39:56 AM cosmic_engineer So you are guilty of everything someone you know has done, ever? 

Your comments about friendship and the rest is something you could not possibly know, but  convinced is true.

Sometimes, one needs to get close in order to get the right intel on a perp. Judgement reserved

10/30/2019 11:42:09 AM trumping4usa These are just the previews. When's the show starting?

10/30/2019 11:42:46 AM cosmic_engineer Alice comes in many forms. Organic extensions through manipulation, indoctrination and lies sandwiched between 2 truths.

Discernment is your ally and sole defense. Critical thinking relies on seeing all angles and possible reasons. Let no one tell you the reason. That is yours



10/30/2019 11:46:02 AM cosmic_engineer One needs to be very careful when dealing with 🦉

Their sphere of influence, as many are witnessing, is massive.

One misstep & you are burned.

How do you dismantle this?

Perhaps become POTUS
10/30/2019 11:46:21 AM fansblowing3 Alice is here 👋

10/30/2019 11:51:55 AM fansblowing3 So Epstein’s death was bait?  Did we catch any fish?  🎣 🐟 🐠

10/30/2019 12:08:37 PM meowmeowcatcafe Ok great! I follow majestic 12 but I'll def check out the other one! 👍👍👍

10/30/2019 12:08:37 PM weediblue #UnsealEpstein

10/30/2019 12:11:25 PM weediblue Taking bait, yet creating an opening for the good ole red pill.

10/30/2019 12:14:58 PM lizzah_83 Why don’t you read up and do a little bit more homework. Trump was “praised” or at least recognized by investigators as the ONLY one who fully and 

openly cooperated; the smear/false lawsuit against him was what Epstein did to try &entrap/blackmail powerful peeps. Didn’t work tho!

10/30/2019 12:19:32 PM laurabusse And the cabal are still cabaling

10/30/2019 12:24:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 JE = 187

How did we know?

Future proves past. 

Enjoy the show.

Expect more "deaths". https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1160179297488900096 …

10/30/2019 12:24:43 PM internetusr Thought you said he is alive.

10/30/2019 12:25:10 PM state1union Lol, you said he’s alive and that it’s the Hit man that’s dead 💀 Rt?

10/30/2019 12:26:39 PM cosmic_engineer They made it official now

So it also fits the new narrative

:P

10/30/2019 12:26:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 #NotAClone but not the real Epstein.

10/30/2019 12:26:58 PM state1union I believe MJ12 also said Baden is a DS asset. Remember several murders Baden testified about. JFK FF.

10/30/2019 12:27:08 PM cosmic_engineer (And the old cover)

10/30/2019 12:27:30 PM 1_decided_voter It has been foreseen?

10/30/2019 12:27:45 PM stanstephens13 Did he just now die?

10/30/2019 12:28:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ending the Endless Wars is bad for Israel.

#UnsealEpstein is bad for Israel.

#DrainTheSwamp is bad for Israel.

#Disclosure is bad for Israel.

Why? https://twitter.com/IsraelAtlanta/status/1189386412602417153 …

10/30/2019 12:28:33 PM farright1_2  pic.twitter.com/rtLIm9buLu

10/30/2019 12:29:02 PM rachelriot1 What does this mean

10/30/2019 12:29:05 PM 1_decided_voter JE was a M O S S A D asset

10/30/2019 12:29:08 PM hoelessromantik Mossad Jew Boys

10/30/2019 12:29:49 PM kidge6 Just because his ‘death’ is now ‘ruled’ a homicide and not a suicide, doesn’t mean the ‘death’ itself is genuine.

10/30/2019 12:29:57 PM 1_decided_voter It means the real Epstein was suicided.

10/30/2019 12:30:46 PM origteslasmuse Because Israel gets $10 MILLION A DAY from the US taxpayers

10/30/2019 12:31:12 PM vicked00 If Ghislane Maxwell's daddy were around, that'd be a great question for him.

10/30/2019 12:31:15 PM lu_ticino Is it good for the Israeli people though?

10/30/2019 12:31:41 PM laurabusse I am very encouraged by this interview

Maria even uses the word cabal!!!

And cult ritual is a YUGE hint

10/30/2019 12:31:42 PM djlok You're teaching us well... https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1160281107088195587?s=21 …

10/30/2019 12:31:59 PM rachelriot1 Wasn't a clone and not the real epstein tho??  Wheres the real one

10/30/2019 12:32:18 PM state1union Mosaad in our House 🏠 Dual Citizens in Congress outed, the DS outed for crimes against humanity, FF’s exposed, history being altered by the alien 👽 

Illuminati & Skull&bones

10/30/2019 12:33:25 PM stevengibes they are behind all those things?

10/30/2019 12:33:29 PM aaronj34633889 Hmmmm curious...they are no longer dying in sets of three's. It's now 4s and 5s.

10/30/2019 12:33:35 PM _the_psychonaut Because they’re the ones trying to take over the world?? And they do it through endless wars and blackmail?

10/30/2019 12:33:53 PM justme20190704 Was at Ramstein Air Base.  Needed to get the Intel on European, Asian and other Contacts.  There were a number of Digs including HAM Radio 

Operators that they had never seen Ramstein with that much protection.

10/30/2019 12:34:14 PM 1_decided_voter I must have misread it the first time around.

10/30/2019 12:34:18 PM cat711q To me the ear matched Joe

10/30/2019 12:34:43 PM michael81972 So the real JE was never in the prison to begin with

10/30/2019 12:35:00 PM elatedveracity So the white hats saved him, got the testimony and intel and then he was tried at Military Tribunals?

10/30/2019 12:35:56 PM state1union Oh and Israel shutting down every diplomat WW!  Huge!  That’s like the US shutting down the state department WW.

10/30/2019 12:36:01 PM 1crazy_toaster Godspeed dear lady. pic.twitter.com/sKjHzRJWXT

10/30/2019 12:36:06 PM whsthestorm Hitler had a handler...

10/30/2019 12:36:14 PM rachelriot1 All good!! Had me scratching my chin lol

10/30/2019 12:36:26 PM laurabusse Oh god

LOLOL

10/30/2019 12:36:50 PM rocky4959 Simple.

Israel is the Shadow State of Khazarian Mafia. 

Don't believe me?

Do your research.

10/30/2019 12:37:05 PM rachelriot1 Share some links?? I'd like to check em out!

10/30/2019 12:37:09 PM michael81972 I think it means the Real one is alive,  they homicided a lookalike

10/30/2019 12:37:53 PM ponder_gene That's what STUPIDITY LOOKS LIKE.

10/30/2019 12:38:03 PM rachelriot1 Would explain why the ears were different in one pic that was released.  I wish I had a magic ball lol so many freaking questions

10/30/2019 12:38:53 PM freestateojones It was mainstream when they completed the 'autopsy the first time

10/30/2019 12:39:30 PM wickedmouse369 We together United break the carbon bond and allows for us to look inside for guidance and love.



10/30/2019 12:40:38 PM roxannegaulden No one with Duel citizenship should be allowed in Congress, period. Gives them a country to run to when in trouble. Wrong on so many levels.

Duel Citizenship=Duel Loyalties

10/30/2019 12:40:49 PM lbf777 Enough with the mental gymnastics.

10/30/2019 12:41:01 PM laurabusse Agree

Including Elvis

But we may never know that one

10/30/2019 12:41:13 PM rawphonegirl 😏😏😏 You've got the wrong Buzz!!! pic.twitter.com/6NtplEITBA

10/30/2019 12:42:25 PM covertress Geez, people!

Learn how to do a Twitter search already! 😝

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1188882914987118593?s=19 …

Then, search Majestic 12 tweets re Israel. 😎

10/30/2019 12:46:20 PM kellysewell14 Israel will be dealt with last... we are almost there... WWG1WGA!

10/30/2019 12:50:01 PM bi07829782 That’s only what you see. Add in all the sources like drug running, human trafficking, war etc and its much higher.

10/30/2019 12:51:02 PM n7guardiananon has any government been good to any people???

10/30/2019 12:52:42 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/K6RC1ztRLg

10/30/2019 12:53:34 PM origteslasmuse I'm sure we're being blackmailed and extorted to stop them from using weaponized weather and DEWs on us, too

10/30/2019 12:55:33 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/fiKYaFBL48

10/30/2019 12:57:30 PM laurabusse Couldn't be bought apparently

10/30/2019 12:58:06 PM 313looper That’s the land of cabal ! 

“We will save Israel for the last and for ever.” Majestic12

10/30/2019 12:59:03 PM bbobbio71 Saving Israel for last

10/30/2019 12:59:04 PM laurabusse Yes lots of things

Lotsa questions to ask God when I die

Or however that works LOL

10/30/2019 12:59:27 PM blankmarlo Or they swapped in a body

10/30/2019 12:59:46 PM hurricane0073 Epstein was the second most powerful man at taking down the Deep State after President Trump. Patriots did not leave him unattended.

10/30/2019 1:00:07 PM keith369me ...depends if you walk to the light 😀

10/30/2019 1:00:25 PM allahuniversal Q-uite a few reasons

11/11/17 pic.twitter.com/8XwcQnfhub

10/30/2019 1:00:36 PM conserv2mysoul Take a pill then do a bit of research.  

These people are so stupid!

10/30/2019 1:01:35 PM covertress 0Δ

💗

10/30/2019 1:01:43 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/TPGnkTkp4l

10/30/2019 1:01:58 PM bbobbio71 I heard our read somewhere that Israel had a deadman switch of sorts through out many airports.  Anyone else hear that?

10/30/2019 1:02:02 PM laurabusse True

Plan on turning my back to the light next time

Facing the void

Then going where I want

Not back here

Unless living here will be awesome by then

10/30/2019 1:02:10 PM michael81972 Thats plausible with guards off duty and cameras just happen to be off...

10/30/2019 1:02:35 PM lbf777 I did do research and found every single politician in DC is a lying Communist. Hillary and Trump are still good friends too.

10/30/2019 1:02:39 PM hurricane0073 My guess is he was extracted during that blackout over the prison and taken to a military base so he could sing like a bird on all of his pervy buddies.

#UnsealEpstein #TheMoreYouKnow

10/30/2019 1:04:10 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/UkzMnnIAp9

10/30/2019 1:05:15 PM keith369me Living here is awesome now.

10/30/2019 1:05:55 PM hookur6 Yankee Echo Sierra

10/30/2019 1:06:02 PM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/gpn4A11JoZ

10/30/2019 1:06:16 PM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/2wK6P3DUJR

10/30/2019 1:07:22 PM patriotswegoall Not quite, JE still key to bring down the elites.

10/30/2019 1:07:44 PM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/Yc1sy9xOnW

10/30/2019 1:08:19 PM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/M2AsM5Gi0F

10/30/2019 1:08:45 PM charlesgdavis1 So, if a person spells your name w/ one letter missing and says(ex; I'm gonna mess with your head) would that be considered spell casting???

10/30/2019 1:09:04 PM paul_gronseth  pic.twitter.com/cU4TLeOq2P

10/30/2019 1:09:24 PM conserv2mysoul #Lol

10/30/2019 1:12:20 PM bbobbio71  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel%E2%80%93United_States_relations …

10/30/2019 1:14:12 PM hurricane0073 You have a very loose definition of what “best friend” means. 

Besides you have nothing to back that up except a few old pictures. 

Yet he gave the Clintons 4 mill to start the Clinton Fnd as well as $$$ for their campaign but he gave his “best friend Trump” not one dime? HOW?

10/30/2019 1:21:55 PM hurricane0073 Bait most likely means to get the MSM talking about Epstein all over again since they have buried him w FFs, impeachment hoax and other nonsense. 

Epstein will be returning to the news to show his connection to his buddies so MSM will he forced to cover a story they want buried.

10/30/2019 1:27:26 PM djlok Don't you just love #FutureProvesPast!!!

10/30/2019 1:28:42 PM thefragglerocks  pic.twitter.com/ZQ6WMzRy2V

10/30/2019 1:33:34 PM keith369me I’m going to stand there and interrogate the shit out of whomever comes before turning away.

10/30/2019 1:34:15 PM realseanirish1 better by the dozen...

10/30/2019 1:35:59 PM lbf777 We know every last politician in DC is a lyin' Commie.

10/30/2019 1:37:33 PM wickedmouse369 Gemantria, each word has multiple meanings. Choose your words carefully and with proper intent. Learn the word game that sparks emotions.

10/30/2019 1:38:17 PM fansblowing3 Part of the plan 👍



10/30/2019 1:42:13 PM synackstatic Because they have taken over the foundation of society to control the people through social engineering. 

#UnsealEpstein is one method of control

#DrainTheSwamp  removes existing 'agents'

#disclosure reveals the reality of th e world. Awakens the people, throws off the yoke.

10/30/2019 1:43:12 PM synackstatic Who controls the major tax exempt foundations of the world? 

What are their aims? 

To engineer society to their whim, to collectivism. 

It's the eye of providence attempting to consume all, feeding the top. Feeding evil all energy, value, and resources.

10/30/2019 1:44:16 PM cocopuffster12 The purple monkey is in the tree

10/30/2019 1:44:37 PM synackstatic Why do they each specialize within a particular realm of attack on the people?

Gates = Abortion and vaccine

Carnegie = Education

Rockefeller = Raising the world out of abject poverty, into (((their))) pens. 

Guggenheim = Fellowships to train the next gen of corrupted leaders...

10/30/2019 1:44:49 PM agooddying Let's differentiate between Israel, the people, and Israel, the Deep State faction.

What's bad for the Israel DS is not necessarily bad for the people of Israel.

10/30/2019 1:45:45 PM kathleenmckeon6  https://twitter.com/ambassadorlion/status/1189298570622570496 …

10/30/2019 1:45:54 PM synackstatic Ford Foundation = Post Modernism in Universities. A mental plague. 

Kellogg Foundation = Floride implementation across the world

And what I believe the be the worst of the worst. 

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

"art" archive, preservation, and grants.

10/30/2019 1:46:41 PM synackstatic Art values being subjective become 'currency' for trafficking. 

I believe the Mellon Foundation to be quite evil.

10/30/2019 1:47:56 PM mklundquist Yeah so?  ;)

10/30/2019 1:48:29 PM kathleenmckeon6 UN has taken over a public facility in Salt Lake City UTAH, taxpayers fund $665k. UN says the Salt Palace(Where the UTAH Jazz play NBA Basketball) is 

Now International Territory where US rights don't apply. https://powderedwigsociety.com/un-taking-over/ 

10/30/2019 1:49:21 PM republicofq1 Not to burst your bubble, but you posted "187" at 9:21 eastern.  It had already hit the news.  So if you are using this as some proof, you need to do a 

little better.

10/30/2019 1:50:38 PM charlesgdavis1 THE truth of the matter is history has hidden the PLIGHT of a people for so long...THAT the knowledge of who they were was stolen....IF in time, 

speech, name, origin and lands....of the past which IS known would shake the foundation of heaven and earth for GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE. 😇

10/30/2019 1:52:50 PM wapmom and just who is permitted to photograph incoming patients?

10/30/2019 1:55:32 PM decodematrix Watching User Clip: ISIS stands for Israeli Secret Intelligence Service @CSPAN  https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4586363/user-clip-isis-stands-israeli-

secret-intelligence-service …

10/30/2019 1:56:20 PM cosmic_engineer Wondering why [Renegade] swapped to ISIL one day in his speeches

10/30/2019 1:57:02 PM thefragglerocks Glad u cleared that up for me🙄

10/30/2019 1:58:40 PM qbunnyt Me too! Thanks in advance!

10/30/2019 1:59:01 PM susieq86559035 The truth of it WOULD NOT SURPRISE ME.  Look at him.

10/30/2019 2:04:24 PM nurseniceyes Is Oprah next?

10/30/2019 2:04:52 PM nurseniceyes Ooooh a Baker's dozen

10/30/2019 2:07:10 PM decodematrix The original Isis was an Egyptian goddess of peace:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isis 

When Corey Goode @blueavians @coreygoode went to the inner-Earth he drank the "Elixir of Isis".

I believe the cabal is trying to steal the name Isis and make people think it is evil.

10/30/2019 2:07:56 PM breechgeek Wow...color me shocked...😴

10/30/2019 2:10:27 PM mntcol 🤔Waut till people find out..

10/30/2019 2:10:43 PM cosmic_engineer They pervert all that is good.

Nazi Germany did it with many ancient symbols of power

10/30/2019 2:16:47 PM chefrudy21  pic.twitter.com/BntY7lohTE

10/30/2019 2:20:26 PM aprilbrown99 The electricity went out too. Perhaps he was swapped then.

10/30/2019 2:20:47 PM rghardy3 same thing for al-Baghdadi ?

10/30/2019 2:23:29 PM bluepopcorn8 Don't buy into the Dems. and #FakeNewsMedia noise.  THIS is what is REALLY happening:

@WhiteHouse @SenateGOP @HouseGOP ( @Techno_Fog @Barnes_Law references) @Redroadmaster @UPIguy @dbongino @Beg1Girl 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SCOTUS @CENTCOM 

Patriots in Control https://youtu.be/tFnuEcEcNaw 

10/30/2019 2:28:05 PM fansblowing3 Wars = income for Israel; Epstein was running a child sex trafficking operation for blackmail for Israel (with CIA); draining the swamp will eliminate 

Israel’s control over USA.  Disclosure?

10/30/2019 2:30:29 PM altimitwill No he might have actually got killed. Osama bin Laden however might not have actually existed. Bin Laden was created as a decoy to funnel money 

into pointless wars to keep turning the war machine. When the war machine was running dry they removed bin Laden

10/30/2019 2:31:28 PM altimitwill actually the raid footage just got released by the pentagon now according to Fox News

10/30/2019 2:44:19 PM t_hayden07 On Q's 2nd anniversary.....hmm 🤔

10/30/2019 2:46:07 PM gyspylala Yep...he was a quad asset. Anything with 3 letters he joined the club.

10/30/2019 2:49:54 PM carolin15161363 Look alike? Who was the poor guy who died in his place?

10/30/2019 2:52:16 PM scott_frenger You mean like how Jesus banded together with the prostitutes, murderers, bankers, and drunkards?

10/30/2019 2:53:04 PM burgersandra Robert Maxwell, also.

10/30/2019 2:54:42 PM keith369me Probably won’t need to...soul trap is probably malfunctioning as we speak...they’d probably have a fake Kryon trying to convince me to walk to the 

light.

10/30/2019 3:04:05 PM roublisa 👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/JuNc81jdNv

10/30/2019 3:07:55 PM johnmic25959174 Because Q said Israel is saved for Last

10/30/2019 3:12:58 PM keith369me The real one is hanging out in a safe house with Al Bagdadi...kidding...or am I?

10/30/2019 3:13:24 PM lbf777 Now you’re comparing Trump to Jesus... smh

10/30/2019 3:13:43 PM keith369me Your grandmother

10/30/2019 3:23:33 PM djlok If you're right about that, you deserve to get a car. pic.twitter.com/jyLYSOR942

10/30/2019 3:23:44 PM catpowernow Israel was founded by a faction of the Rothschild family was to be the eventual head of a world government controlling central banks and monetary 

policy worldwide? "The man who controls Britain's money supply controls the British Empire and I control the British money supply" NMR

10/30/2019 3:24:17 PM zsmolka1 Was it really JE or was it some clone?? Im confused!

10/30/2019 3:31:31 PM winklerburke Since forever, Israel needs a MOSSAD-ectomy?   For how many thousands of years, the Israeli people need to excise from them certain very bad 

actors?   (Every group has a top, middle and bottom... every group.  This includes Israel, and even more so?  Wickedness in the bottom?)



10/30/2019 3:31:42 PM mateuszwala You never know https://twitter.com/Piotr62726644/status/1185492685626445829?s=19 …

10/30/2019 3:36:25 PM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal

@dynamicres

@charmanda9

@LisaRoub

@zagnett

@v_rags

@nea_storm

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AB36913

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealRedCross

#UnsealCERN

💥💥💥

10/30/2019 3:37:05 PM winklerburke Likewise, since November of 1963... the US has desperately needed a C_A-ectomy.  If only the Main Stream Media didn't defend the C_A's indefensible 

actions?  (Every group, again, has a top, middle and bottom.  In the C_A's case, the bottom is so horrid, the agency must go by-by?)

10/30/2019 3:39:58 PM winklerburke Maybe... C_A did the deed, and this will come to light... and be used to shut that bad-boy agency all, all, all the way down... forever and forever.  Some 

things are too damn dirty to ever clean?  So said, in essence, JFK?  A reckoning.

10/30/2019 3:41:21 PM elatedveracity Exactly!  My point above about testimony and intel agrees with that.  My question is did he have a Tribunal for his judgement after.

10/30/2019 3:41:57 PM banksia42265169 I don’t think he’ll be tried, I think he’s going to be given a new identity when they have all the information they need from him

10/30/2019 3:48:34 PM matchnumbers67 This! History is false. He was a puppet.

10/30/2019 3:58:44 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1189677899495989248 …

10/30/2019 4:02:54 PM azuremagus Switched bodies, got info. from real, then tried and 187

10/30/2019 4:04:35 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1189679381846867968 …

10/30/2019 4:16:30 PM rachaelangelm Dual Citizens

10/30/2019 4:34:59 PM sdane8 Baden was allegedly there. Can't wrap my head around this one. Is he a black hat or a white hat on a mission? I like him but I've been fooled before.

10/30/2019 4:35:29 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/A5xU8VSCks

10/30/2019 4:39:38 PM scott_frenger Well we are supposed to be trying our best to do what Christ would do. However what I'm saying is that one must appear to be a wolf if you want to 

find the den.

10/30/2019 4:40:31 PM scott_frenger Try to think outside the "media" box.

10/30/2019 4:44:54 PM identityasxy Explain please

10/30/2019 4:48:08 PM lbf777 Some people will make every excuse on Earth rather than admit the Gov is scamming them.

10/30/2019 4:49:39 PM scott_frenger Our government is corrupt. There is no doubt about it. However, NOT ALL of the government. Don't throw out the baby with the bathwater.

10/30/2019 4:51:09 PM goyaeq It all leads to Moloch and company living there.

10/30/2019 4:52:16 PM lbf777 They are all corrupt. Can’t be in high level gov without being corrupt.

10/30/2019 4:53:38 PM sdane8 I always go here. I discovered it before I got on Tw_tter and got used to it. 😊

 https://mobile.twitter.com/search-advanced 

10/30/2019 4:55:11 PM sdane8 Strange I can't seem to get there from the link above, but I can from a browser window.

10/30/2019 4:56:47 PM thefragglerocks Still trying to convince us hes actually dead

10/30/2019 4:57:29 PM sdane8 What?!  I have never seen that before!  Thank you!

10/30/2019 5:00:34 PM covertress Twitter Advanced Search is no longer available to the mobile app.

10/30/2019 5:02:26 PM sdane8 That's good to know. Thanks!  (Twitter novice 😁)

10/30/2019 5:18:13 PM elishabaker915 There's a reason why they're holding the vote on Halloween, and the shootings that have happened in the last few days are simply their blood 

sacrifices, calling for favor.

10/30/2019 5:18:49 PM scott_frenger I suppose we're going to have faith that those in the lower levels of government are going to be doing something about it.

10/30/2019 5:21:53 PM w0nderboi The HQ of the Cabal.

10/30/2019 5:22:42 PM lbf777 We don’t need Government when we have the people. The people are much more powerful.

We have 15 countries running protests against Gov now and everyone is talking about defunding Gov by not paying taxes or fines.

We can and are handling this as civilians.

10/30/2019 5:26:27 PM enomai_ Because Israel is controlled by white fake Jewish people claiming Jewish. Though while, persecuting the real Jewish people from a concentration camp 

to a state of conflict and by still enslaving their own, that they claim. A religion changed.

A religion scorned.

But not overcome.

10/30/2019 5:29:39 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/xgDY8ewl2n

10/30/2019 5:33:31 PM scott_frenger Taxes pay for more than corrupt politician salaries. They pay for emergency services as well as our military. No taxes, no public services. I'm all for 

limited taxes, but I also want the police to show up if I call them.

10/30/2019 5:34:39 PM weallgetwet  pic.twitter.com/MNRoiJOtaU

10/30/2019 5:34:55 PM lbf777 All 100% of taxes are pocketed by bankers and the irs. The elite corporations pay for the schools.

10/30/2019 5:35:16 PM sixpatriot  pic.twitter.com/l8TFyLUDhj

10/30/2019 5:36:49 PM sdane8 I believe I have already found the Light. ❤️🙏😊

10/30/2019 5:37:33 PM jt_suryo They're Khazarians who have been pretending to be Jewish.

10/30/2019 5:38:28 PM scott_frenger Really, so that $600 a year school levy that I pay is pocketed by which corporation again?????

10/30/2019 5:49:44 PM jbvs2016 Yes I believe he died recently after exposing and spilling all...didn’t commit suicide

10/30/2019 5:51:34 PM lbf777 67% goes to the Bank of England (Illuminati). 

23% is pocketed by the 300 shareholders of the Federal Reserve.

10% is pocketed by the IRS for keeping their mouths shut.

Money is invested in legal and illegal businesses who then pay for the roads from the profits.

10/30/2019 6:07:57 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

10/30/2019 6:11:27 PM arc4freedom Only if ANY government slimeball goes after you!!! Q indicated most of DC is corrupt! Think logically.

10/30/2019 6:13:28 PM arc4freedom Is a corrupt politician a domestic enemy that DOD and Military can arrest???

10/30/2019 6:15:38 PM patriotswegoall "Deaths"  - can be real or staged. I'd say discernment is needed.



10/30/2019 6:28:16 PM zerost8te Why/how/with tools/contacts would #Twitter do this? And of course, since @FBIRecordsVault released information about it just a few days ago.

#RemoteViewing #Startgate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet is censored too. 

Kontroling the narrative still?

#QAnon #Anonymous #SVV #cicada3301 https://twitter.com/zerost8te/status/1189715150883868672 …

10/30/2019 6:28:29 PM dirksann We knew that all along didnt we?

10/30/2019 6:32:37 PM zerost8te Here w/see tweet 26 lost 40 impressions in a few hours. Timestamps are on the left with the earlier screengrab. 31 and 34, again @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

appears to be a tweet that lost impressions in hours (30k in total tallied from previous tweets).

odd, correct?

#QAnon #Anonymous pic.twitter.com/01atB65QJV

10/30/2019 6:40:24 PM gi6stars WoW

10/30/2019 6:53:11 PM rusmerch Yup

10/30/2019 7:19:29 PM cosmotopper6 Suspected to have been Anthony Bourdain's photo or photo shop. It fits Bourdain's profile perfectly....not Epstein's.

10/30/2019 7:34:35 PM j0z0rpwn Antarctica is Atlantis

10/30/2019 7:39:53 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  Very clever!

10/30/2019 7:42:50 PM mongrelglory Ack!  They killed his body double?! Sucks to be him!

10/30/2019 7:54:06 PM laurabusse Could be

I've researched this subject extensively

Not saying am right or an expert

Yes its possible maybe even probable

Since Wilcock came out with this

And I adore Wilcock

I've been skeptical

I'm more old school

Island in Atlantic ocean

However

Atlantis was most likely worldwide
10/30/2019 7:54:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 🍕 https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1189731855752482822 …

10/30/2019 7:54:21 PM michael81972 Surely yall laugh and not serious all the time..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/30/2019 7:56:16 PM aprilbrown99 Trafficking. Disgusting.  I heard in another thread today thaf Nervous Nancy is still in control of the tunnels in DC.  Is this correct?

10/30/2019 7:57:20 PM foreverozone Everything is bigger than we think. Epstein. 9/11. JFK. Secret Societies Gov involvement.  

Nature of karma is circular, comes around, goes around, and it will never stop until TRUTH sets us free.

10/30/2019 7:57:25 PM petrusmax4 "Majestic 12" the anonymous coward.

Another nutjob courtesy of Bill Barr.

10/30/2019 7:57:26 PM mongrelglory How have Israeli Zionists/Khazarians maintained so much control over the foreign policy decisions of most Western nations? Are all the "elected" 

leaders in these countries hand-picked and compromised by them, including Asian countries like China, Singapore, Japan, and S. Korea?

10/30/2019 7:57:43 PM charmanda9 Please get these floodgates open 🙏🏻

10/30/2019 7:59:18 PM mongrelglory Welcome back Christine! 🤗

10/30/2019 8:00:12 PM petrusmax4 Because they haven't.

Apparently Israeli surviving and thriving drives you into your inner nazi mode.

That'll be all.

10/30/2019 8:02:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 She believes she is.

10/30/2019 8:04:19 PM aprilbrown99 That is good to hear! Patriots in control. 🙏🙏🙏💫💫💫

10/30/2019 8:06:54 PM michael81972 The end game has got to be soon...The Dems are forcing it now...I trust the plan...My question is are enough people woke at this point?

10/30/2019 8:07:40 PM petrusmax4 Trumpets of Jericho?

10/30/2019 8:09:57 PM aprilbrown99 I believe and feel that there are. The energy has shifted and is rising. The vibration and energy is rising. The resonance shows it. It has a full set of wings 

now. 💗💗💗

10/30/2019 8:10:23 PM mongrelglory My grandmother was  a Jewish-Ukrainian woman whose family escaped from the Ukraine during the pograms. The rest of her aunts and uncles who 

remained in the Ukraine did not survive the Second World War.  I am hardly a Nazi for pointing out corruption amongst Israeli leadership.😒

10/30/2019 8:10:41 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/jcavD3F8nA

10/30/2019 8:12:39 PM michael81972 Does the vote on impeachment change the timeline?

10/30/2019 8:17:19 PM petrusmax4 Like what?

Be specific.

10/30/2019 8:22:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bye Bye https://twitter.com/axios/status/1189738765046046720 …

10/30/2019 8:22:56 PM jones9536 Time to dust off those knee pads

10/30/2019 8:23:23 PM adubay1mnmaga New this was going to happen said everyone

10/30/2019 8:24:45 PM annhydrous Yep, BUH Bye Kamala

👏👏👏👏👏

10/30/2019 8:26:48 PM jrocktigers Not her fault, its all the patriarchal caucasian mysognynist racists women hating white supremacists !🤪

10/30/2019 8:28:43 PM hifiman45 Bye cuntmala!

10/30/2019 8:28:51 PM mongrelglory I feel guilty for laughing, but that's pretty funny! 🤣

10/30/2019 8:30:24 PM ewolsj Yeah but her options have dried up or died

10/30/2019 8:31:14 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/9zcBujO2aw

10/30/2019 8:32:06 PM hitbyawormhole Because the State of Israel has nothing to do with Judaism, Jewish people, but everything to do with swamp HQ

“Save Israel for last”

10/30/2019 8:36:28 PM taratantara Good riddance

10/30/2019 8:38:03 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1162130683835363328?s=21 …

10/30/2019 8:41:36 PM aprilbrown99 Expedited it perhaps.

10/30/2019 8:41:48 PM yellahabibihela Will anyone be left to run against Trump? Can a lamb threaten a lion?

10/30/2019 8:50:04 PM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/TZ09GEhICP

10/30/2019 8:52:10 PM tammyz3636 You forgot the good riddance part.....

10/30/2019 8:54:47 PM agelessje Cackle...cackle...cackle.

10/30/2019 8:59:05 PM iqdou1 We all probably know how she could make some really quick cash.......she’s done it before



10/30/2019 9:00:41 PM michael81972 A better worded question would have been,  MJ, did you get the timeline corrected?

10/30/2019 9:01:47 PM wink5811 Can’t wait for the walls to come tumbling down

10/30/2019 9:04:06 PM pauliepg11111 Also, previously MJ had said JE was alive and off planet.

10/30/2019 9:05:27 PM wink5811 Nice catch

10/30/2019 9:07:32 PM aprilbrown99 @KamalaHarris pic.twitter.com/BFbu59q7oQ

10/30/2019 9:13:42 PM godbrand316 So much for that pic.twitter.com/6SxK6gzp14

10/30/2019 9:29:40 PM mgodfrey99 These fires...who is causing them?

10/30/2019 9:32:39 PM enomai_ Thank you for the reply.

Ive heard this, but however unknown to be true to me or not.

However, this probably is a good place too https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/house-of-payseur/ …

10/30/2019 9:36:06 PM enomai_ Actually would this khazastan?

Where Astana is? And possibly where the Bible says is where the thrown if Satan exists?

10/30/2019 9:42:16 PM byegone1 Re- ENCRYPTION KEYS.  I use to drive an Encryption.    Piece-o-crap.  😂

10/30/2019 9:51:09 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

10/30/2019 9:51:43 PM remarkablebob Beat it. Kamala can’t sleep her way to the Presidency.

10/30/2019 10:20:44 PM timesupmaga Her campaign is finish and her ticket to Gitmo will soon be stamped.  Ho ho Ho!

10/30/2019 11:12:19 PM karma4event201 child trafficking - pizzagate / pedogate is International  child trafficking

10/30/2019 11:14:44 PM carolin15161363 Are they holding Impeachment hearings in basement because the satanic child rituals take place in the bowels of the Capitol building?

10/30/2019 11:15:24 PM areckoningday The Day of Reckoning draws near...

📽🎬🍿 #MakeJusticeGreatAgain pic.twitter.com/vn6a35RrZQ

10/31/2019 12:13:58 AM shawnloftin1 There money has dried up. The long game, it's over for these demon rats. Finished gone Buh bye.

10/31/2019 12:26:00 AM rogerhovater Who is JE?

10/31/2019 12:51:24 AM aetherwalker1 If they're bugging out of their embassies, something BIG might actually happen and they're really afraid of blowback.

10/31/2019 1:07:49 AM heartsscales Yes.  Heading "East of Eden" to seed civilization once Africa dried up was a clever bit.

10/31/2019 1:20:17 AM covertress 🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

🍕

It's Pizzagate, all the way down.
10/31/2019 1:22:46 AM aetherwalker1 The 'show' is slow and boring with nothing truly BIG on-stage[on the public mass consciousness]  🙄

10/31/2019 1:26:56 AM aetherwalker1 F

for the wild piggy.

10/31/2019 1:28:47 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/MBVOBq1OUM

10/31/2019 1:30:06 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/P2cujQ36Dr

10/31/2019 1:37:37 AM covertress Anons Know #comphy pic.twitter.com/dkRe0FTDPP

10/31/2019 1:42:18 AM aetherwalker1 "Why?"

Truth is toxic to the those that have chosen to be Enemies of the Truth and Disciples of Darkness.

10/31/2019 1:50:40 AM aetherwalker1 Yes, though we will not see Real and Big changes until the Truth that we, anons, have found is publicly and clearly disclosed and declared 'official'.

This is the paradigm that the world has lived on for ages and the normies still operate under.

10/31/2019 1:56:23 AM wwg1wga93583681 farewell and adieu to you fair spanish ladies...

and good riddance pic.twitter.com/N2k7Afsz7O

10/31/2019 1:57:17 AM aetherwalker1 I'm thinking of those still a part of 'the Matrix'.  Those still 'asleep' will need the Truth confirmed to them by Offical-dom, by 'Authority'.

Then once the Truth is accepted by the majority, the stragglers will go along with the herd.

10/31/2019 2:01:00 AM covertress Have faith.

The tide is changing. https://twitter.com/RyanGirdusky/status/1189185818985787394?s=19 …

10/31/2019 2:08:02 AM aetherwalker1 I know it is.  Slowly.

Guess I'll have plenty of time to do things in the remainder of this old paradigm.

10/31/2019 2:14:01 AM lightlove21121 Rest In Peace 🙏🏽

10/31/2019 2:27:49 AM lightlove21121 Q-uite a few 🙃

10/31/2019 2:33:20 AM aetherwalker1 I would add that the 'shock' to the mass consciousness doesn't have to mean civil disorder.

If MJ gets their MJ Wall in place and can prevent 🐉 from manipulating/controlling the masses towards evil and those who are Good can call for 👼 

assistance, the effects will be dampened.

10/31/2019 2:45:50 AM keith369me No more people above her to sleep with to further her career.  Game over.

10/31/2019 2:51:27 AM stryker73 Of course..I didn't think for a second it was a suicide

10/31/2019 3:07:53 AM murph54258684 Thank you, Clint!

10/31/2019 3:10:25 AM gravey6 Horizontal Harris

10/31/2019 3:13:42 AM muddybumper78 Help support her campaign 

Go to 

sleptherwaytothetop.... 😂 pic.twitter.com/rEMrDSK1J5

10/31/2019 3:13:50 AM samsmith0319 Ding Dong Witch is Gone!!!...💥🐀💥

10/31/2019 3:25:55 AM natalt_aust 6 million jobs.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1189721423071322113 …

10/31/2019 3:28:10 AM robinreitsma1 👀

10/31/2019 3:36:33 AM nascarred14 Giuliani knows everything 😉

10/31/2019 3:37:15 AM w0nderboi When the swamp is being drained...

10/31/2019 3:37:45 AM aetherwalker1 So @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Good Boy confirmed?  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1189601417469841409 …



10/31/2019 3:56:43 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/RGd4lnD1Rv

10/31/2019 4:00:52 AM cosmic_engineer Hope not.

I was under the impression [Evergreen] won the election at the split

10/31/2019 4:43:50 AM asktheq17 4 days until one year out from the election, then they can call it election interference... 

Let’s hope for some big booms this Weekend! pic.twitter.com/zWBlJUi2ce

10/31/2019 4:56:50 AM fansblowing3 He shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed.  🍕

10/31/2019 4:58:40 AM fansblowing3 Planned parenthood funds cut off!  Excellent.  👌

10/31/2019 5:12:34 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/no_silenced/status/1189518860103237632 …

10/31/2019 5:18:52 AM greenbeangirl2  pic.twitter.com/xvWxomv0Dr

10/31/2019 5:19:52 AM marypolicarpo2 🤣🤣🤣🤣

10/31/2019 5:20:14 AM moonbaby04371 That is HYSTERICAL 😂😂 😂😆😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/TKbwo0Ll2W

10/31/2019 5:24:15 AM aprilbrown99 Treasonous ones are, most definitely.

10/31/2019 5:24:28 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/ONEiaq8JKy

10/31/2019 5:44:12 AM justmia074 Happy Halloween 🎃 @Marfoogle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @egelone @ufonetworkorg @MrMBB333 @SandiaWisdom @emerysmith33

10/31/2019 6:02:46 AM v_rags Great Answer 😂 pic.twitter.com/QtYDNvxbRg

10/31/2019 6:04:34 AM sexfoodrehab This really is a movie. Some saw this on screens in the 80’s

10/31/2019 7:09:14 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Forever SHEEPLE!!

10/31/2019 7:12:22 AM susan66388204 IF October has been RED I AM UNABLE TO PROVE IT.

10/31/2019 7:41:59 AM eskeljoyce Don’t let the door hit you.bye 👋

10/31/2019 7:43:11 AM eskeljoyce As they say...this didn’t age well😆

10/31/2019 7:44:24 AM eskeljoyce Haha🤣🤣🤣

10/31/2019 8:01:23 AM jvaldeznyc  pic.twitter.com/dwpesnbHo5

10/31/2019 8:08:35 AM lyndasherer I'm surprised that the FBI has found all of HRC's henchmen.

10/31/2019 8:10:38 AM winklerburke What if Pelosi-Schiff are owned assets of White Hats, and they are actually impeaching Obama-Hillary (Soros?).  The Plan?

10/31/2019 8:12:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

10/31/2019 8:14:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was the story of Red October?

What if elements of the story were a reflection of events that took place in October?

Would you still call those referenced events Red October if you were trying to be intentionally vague?

Future proves past.

Bad actors are reading these too.

10/31/2019 8:19:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight. https://www.greenwichtime.com/news/article/An-extreme-haunted-house-requires-a-40-page-14585216.php …

10/31/2019 8:20:54 AM kab4kag2020  https://youtu.be/Ttw-Zs_bTIs 

10/31/2019 8:21:13 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/tSmLrTehaO

10/31/2019 8:21:17 AM youstinksoap What about the people who think this is 'fun'?

10/31/2019 8:25:53 AM weshallrise144k #TheGreatByeBye

10/31/2019 8:26:12 AM wickedmouse369 Sadly I crossed paths with this guy through a craigslist ad needing help deinterlacing video... very intelligent and smooth talker. The ultimate used car 

salesman.

10/31/2019 8:26:44 AM wickedmouse369 Not sadly though synchronicity...

10/31/2019 8:30:00 AM allahuniversal Loosh pic.twitter.com/C1l4gJthGI

10/31/2019 8:30:04 AM hawkgirlinmn I have 80K! But mostly promotions

10/31/2019 8:30:32 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/iAMBu0wJnW

10/31/2019 8:36:38 AM lyndasherer Twitter left out word not.

10/31/2019 8:42:04 AM bbobbio71 MK ultra open to the public

10/31/2019 8:42:53 AM wickedmouse369 Almost like fear, torture, and physical pain power the duality of our carbon based manifestation. Think #monstersinc

10/31/2019 8:43:02 AM suephree1 This is a commune and is extremely hippie oriented. They don’t seem dangerous but it is considered a cult. I live in Tennessee and have been there. It is 

very disorganized and very rule hence their ability to hide

10/31/2019 8:43:56 AM 313looper Witch Hunt 🧙🏻♀️🧙🏻♂️ https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1189927952168996865?s=21 …

10/31/2019 8:44:26 AM wickedmouse369 Funny that all over the country Pyramids randomly appear in strategic locations built over crossing ley lines...

10/31/2019 8:51:34 AM rfseopro @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/31/2019 9:02:49 AM nun_chucknorris November 7 pic.twitter.com/QlbV8OTVJR

10/31/2019 9:03:28 AM covertress Are the Wizards and Warlocks casting SPELLs today?

Does this SPELLing of 

"Hall 🎃 Ween" 

have any Magick/MAJIC

significance? https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1189874661418516486?s=19 …

10/31/2019 9:05:43 AM bukrijumadi qué es? dónde es?

10/31/2019 9:06:35 AM s7v7nbuddies A couple bombs would solve that

10/31/2019 9:07:17 AM s7v7nbuddies North corea I guess

10/31/2019 9:10:40 AM arc4freedom Is stealing taxpayer money treason?

10/31/2019 9:14:55 AM rachaelangelm Basically if they kill you, you don't get paid. Like SAW. Except I SEE.

10/31/2019 9:16:07 AM slickfoot2 Well to be fair, the trail of dead bodies was easy enough to follow, the live ones might be more difficult.

10/31/2019 9:16:58 AM rebornkingent Uh oh civilians running up on Pedo Island cameras in tow? https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7632879/amp/Jeffrey-

Epstein-massage-room-underground-lairs-temple-trick-doors-Pedophile-Island.html …

10/31/2019 9:18:31 AM youstinksoap Trick or Treat....

🤔

10/31/2019 9:23:11 AM cloudwalker2019 Friend sent me this the other day. Openly admit to MK Ultra. Broken teeth, dislocated limbs.  Pretty insane pic.twitter.com/EyEtJKA8N5

10/31/2019 9:27:08 AM 313looper Well , Don’t doubt about it ! 

“They hide in plain sight “ Majestic12  👻🎃

They just sent spell on me with this account couple of hours ago! 

So Creepy! 🧟♀️😒 

Be Careful 🚫👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/PqxYSomk7X
10/31/2019 9:28:50 AM mongrelglory That must be a nice pension from the Navy, or good income from being a "wedding singer" for this guy to be able to invest 1 million dollars in the 

attraction and only ask for a bag of dog-food as the admission fee. 🤨

10/31/2019 9:31:25 AM vintagesquirrel As they always say: if it's free, YOU are the product.

10/31/2019 9:37:33 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  I suspect he might have learned about brain-washing techniques while in the Navy. 🤔



10/31/2019 9:38:49 AM manriquetorres5 The wheat from the chaff

Stage of We Are ....

#EnjoyTheShow

@realDonaldTrump

@TeamTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@adjunctprofessr

@BarbaraRedgate

@TomFitton

@SaraCarterDC 

@AFSpace 

@RealCandaceO

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/catturd2/status/1189941618276782081 …
10/31/2019 9:43:18 AM _yuri_desu_ McKamey Manor - MM

Master Mason, Mickey Mouse, Marilyn Manson, Marilyn Monroe, etc.

Turn MM 90 degrees and you get 33. Masonic number. Club 33. 33rd degree freemason. etc.

10/31/2019 9:43:53 AM dunroamin4ever I need to learn to navigate better but got most of it comprehended

10/31/2019 9:44:53 AM nurseniceyes It sounds like an Draconian experiment. Does the government give funding to this?

10/31/2019 9:54:49 AM covertress Which witch?

#WitchHunt 🧙♀️ pic.twitter.com/f6SAgy4xT4

10/31/2019 10:09:23 AM laurabusse Yes

And speaking of spam

New phone July

Motorola Android

Many incoming unanswered phone calls are labeled

Spam

In the call log

How do they know???
10/31/2019 10:12:17 AM briteyzeu79  https://www.nashvillescene.com/arts-culture/cover-story/article/20993198/tennessees-mckamey-manor-torture-on-demand …

He left San Diego, CA after complaints against him...moved to Summertown, TN earlier this year.  Attempts by the community and county to shut him 

down have been in vain.  He attracts people from all over...He is in Huntsville, AL at undisclosed loc. also.

10/31/2019 10:14:59 AM aurorasreality So gross 🤢🤮 #ThesePeopleAreSick BEYOND SICK pic.twitter.com/UAWLypuSZO

10/31/2019 10:24:49 AM djlok Good question.  After reading about the "Finders", nothing would surprise me.  

Interesting that hypnosis is referred to in the article.

10/31/2019 10:25:41 AM jaded_pearl No - my favorite place to take a selfie!

10/31/2019 10:26:05 AM jaded_pearl Good one!

10/31/2019 10:46:20 AM moemc8 Yikes!  My initial are MM

10/31/2019 11:26:02 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/bahamamills/status/1189957358761500672 …

10/31/2019 11:32:36 AM thedutydoctor Her DC name is “Heels Up”

10/31/2019 11:38:26 AM nikoscali Another Oumuamua-like object has been discovered by astronomers inbound.

#QAnon #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkH_OEIBOyA …

10/31/2019 11:54:04 AM peter95117110 Signals. Dance With The Dead.

Has been on my list of...

Songs For Sojourners Of Situational Maximus

Released 2014.

Same year as Winter's Tale (for winter soldiers)

Same year as INTERSTELLAR ( true detective season X)

Same year as X-Men Days...of 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAq2eIkH9bk … pic.twitter.com/QqQUd5WSov
10/31/2019 11:55:20 AM 1crazy_toaster their belief system & practices. No reverence for life.

10/31/2019 11:57:02 AM laurabusse I know I know

But I hope you're right

I only have so many fingernails

💅

Can't bite my toenails like I could when I was little

TOO

MUCH

INFORMATION
10/31/2019 12:00:29 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MKU affecting NP today at her press conference? Or just jonesing for something else? She couldn't even put a sentence together 

without stammering over herself! #NervousNancy

10/31/2019 12:01:55 PM laurabusse And love

Kryon says you can drop your karma

I imagine it's in my suitcases and I just leave them at the airport

👜💼

They get thrown in a dumpster fire where they belong

End of karma
10/31/2019 12:04:20 PM laurabusse Nice try though...

10/31/2019 12:05:17 PM laurabusse With the emphasis on

Executed

10/31/2019 12:06:23 PM laurabusse O god that is disgusting LOL



10/31/2019 12:07:00 PM laurabusse Ah yes

Good times

10/31/2019 12:08:05 PM foreverozone We become what we think - believe. Mind over matter.

10/31/2019 12:08:21 PM nea_storm Love Switzerland! pic.twitter.com/dIMawPor6a

10/31/2019 12:08:50 PM laurabusse Yeah!

10/31/2019 12:08:50 PM fansblowing3 😂

10/31/2019 12:09:24 PM maudieinpa Sick

10/31/2019 12:10:39 PM laurabusse Thank god

10/31/2019 12:13:07 PM carol76184778 Don't let the door hit you in the....

10/31/2019 12:13:25 PM laurabusse Unfortunately

Everything becomes clear in hindsight

Hence all the suggestions to

Enjoy the show

🍿🍿🍿

10/31/2019 12:18:03 PM laurabusse Geez...

10/31/2019 12:19:08 PM laurabusse It's her day!

She dressed as a witch?

Or just her usual self witch?

10/31/2019 12:22:24 PM covertress "QAnon’s repeated references to Red October is telling us that a similar scenario is currently occurring with the U.S. and other major world powers... 

however, the CIA submarine may be seeking to launch a false flag attack designed to precipitate... war." https://www.exopolitics.org/qanon-

corroborates-hawaii-missile-attack-hunt-for-rogue-cia-submarine/ …

10/31/2019 12:22:38 PM laurabusse Always appreciate a good reminder!

Thx

🧡

10/31/2019 12:24:45 PM laurabusse Exactly

Never went to horror movies etc

Never understood it

10/31/2019 12:25:38 PM laurabusse So a natural cave to tour for $?

10/31/2019 12:26:22 PM marty713 Heidi Klum today 🇺🇲😳 WTAF ⁉️😱 pic.twitter.com/eSRFcSpRlr

10/31/2019 12:28:55 PM covertress For God and Country.

Those who know cannot sleep.

10/31/2019 12:30:56 PM martisw1971 Flip this one @JLS1125 @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @DonaldJTrumpJr @TomFitton @IngrahamAngle @marklevinshow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@EricTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @3Days3Nights @StormIsUponUs @RepMattGaetz @RealMattCouch @IPOT1776 @pushforward40 

@CodeMonkeyZ @intheMatrixxx @Cordicon https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1189584292776759296 …

10/31/2019 12:33:56 PM allahuniversal 🤡 sponsored?

10/31/2019 12:37:14 PM magakitten GO TEAM!!!!

@charliekirk11 @w_terrence @PatriotCitizen4 @patriotforevr @KAG202010 @GhostTrumps @MAGABob2 @patton6966 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MarkDice sorry if I Hit you twice, but this is personal now!! He called us BOTS!!! 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡 

https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1189864722860036096 …

10/31/2019 12:38:30 PM batespm4abbey not being anti but pls tell me there is an anon qteam member responsible to adjust time schedules per changes not anticipated or new huge challenges 

threaten plan ultimate success in time to preempt worst ... <3 #WWG1WGA

10/31/2019 12:43:23 PM wdesignst we all know it's going to be one of these two that will get the nominee...Big Mike or Hillary. The rest is just a show.

10/31/2019 12:45:37 PM cosmic_engineer Food supply is drying up.

Looking for donations!!

10/31/2019 12:46:35 PM batespm4abbey what a waste, sauteed portobello mushroom over toast...yummm

10/31/2019 12:50:39 PM apex_starseed Yes..[THEY] Absolutely do!!!!

10/31/2019 12:53:08 PM batespm4abbey and...cheap hcare~>diagnoses enabling organ removal for their forced organ donation program... AMERICANS PLS STAY AWAY

10/31/2019 12:54:35 PM nea_storm Whoa! Wow! I bet they line up to sign that ... Crazy! Thank you for the Notification: God Bless the accelerated Awakening of Real Life competence of 

Blessed people about agreements = contracts! pic.twitter.com/WkYdhB0ewx

10/31/2019 12:59:14 PM laurabusse Yeah I don't watch suspense anymore either

All I seem to care about these days is

Peace and love

Peace and love

Cats

Peace and love

Twitter

Keepin it to peace and love

Oh stumble!!!!!!

Etc etc etc

LOL
10/31/2019 1:00:52 PM karina89350882 All about blood/adenochrome/loosh/flesh to feed the…..

They don`t even hide it since people are so sedated and brainwashed/programed that the truth can`t be seen by them

10/31/2019 1:03:04 PM laurabusse I bet they are

Been to Carlsbad cavern in NM

Fascinating amazing place

But that's it

10/31/2019 1:04:06 PM batespm4abbey will quakes~chunk of calcoast fall into pac??



10/31/2019 1:06:28 PM laurabusse Very interesting

I guess dark is a spectrum like vibrations is a spectrum

Ppl curious about the afterlife

What are ghosts etc

👻

But I guess theres a point where

Well

You know

Easy to go down dark paths

Better to stay in the light

I can understand curiosity

But be v careful...
10/31/2019 1:07:38 PM magakitten 😂😂

10/31/2019 1:12:01 PM batespm4abbey BDSM ~ pedo is a certain eventual linkup

10/31/2019 1:13:57 PM mile_high_mamma @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AF_Academy/status/1189935002974380032 …

10/31/2019 1:15:36 PM batespm4abbey Indeed, THAT SCEPTRE OF POWER must be finitely used and put back in the safelockaway

10/31/2019 1:18:39 PM batespm4abbey not to mention her violations of USC18:.... made her ineligible anyway, annnd her horrendous crimes including profiteering off treason,stealing from 

WH&StateDept,heinous pedo,CF~blkmkt organ etc trade,ARMSCONTROLviols,etc etc etc

10/31/2019 1:19:32 PM batespm4abbey someday, those who stoodup and prevented a heinous mistake~destruction of USA must be recognized,when safe.

10/31/2019 1:26:56 PM wickedmouse369 100%

10/31/2019 1:27:42 PM soonerdunn Lots of DeepState resignations & deaths. Nervous Nancy, Schiff & pals all getting even more nervous as each one happens.

Desperate Democrats can’t stop it no matter how hard they try.

God wins. They lose.

🍿🍿🍿

10/31/2019 1:33:35 PM laurabusse Yes

Love dogs too!

But cats are easier LOL

Except for the whole fur ball thing pic.twitter.com/owJSd40Yyi

10/31/2019 1:34:21 PM nea_storm And more if they can get away with it.... Voluntary agreements! Heinous [BH] Lawyers! pic.twitter.com/V24OdvO81t

10/31/2019 1:35:00 PM laurabusse Ha

If you say so

LOL

I might say it gets easier

Retraining yourself into a higher vibe to hopefully stay there... this time LOL

10/31/2019 1:35:02 PM pochopportman Ah, too bad, so sad. I'm playing "My Heart Pumps Pi$$ for You" on the world's smallest violin. pic.twitter.com/4r2Hend2Qh

10/31/2019 1:37:59 PM laurabusse Awww

We have 3 cats

We see them for 6 mo

Then the rest of the year they're outside and just come in to eat

Like kids LOL

10/31/2019 1:41:50 PM laurabusse Love what MJ says sbout how we always have choice to do good or evil

We're creatures of habit tho

Can get stuck in a rut o darkness

But the good news is we can face the light

Meditate

Head in that direction...

And get there eventually

I think much of life is about evolving upward
10/31/2019 1:45:21 PM laurabusse Yeah 

We've lost 2 out of 11 over the years that never came back

First one was my fault

I beat myself up for years

Took in 2 more cats to attone

The 2nd was on him

Kitty karma

He was my baby from 2 weeks old

Inside he snuggled on my chest every day til he disappeared

But...
10/31/2019 1:48:51 PM laurabusse ... outside he could be aggressive with other cats

We had a cat door and he was our 5th

So keeping him in was impractical

Or I would have

Beat up neighbors cat

Big vet bill

It was horrible

After that I begged angels to keep them apart

She wouldn't keep her injured lone cat inside
10/31/2019 1:52:30 PM laurabusse We were in the process of moving anyway

I'm sure she was glad to see the back of us

After we moved

One year later he disappeared after a minor injury

Longer story than this

Twitter

Loved him with all my heart

But he was a male cat

Neutered

Animals need to find their way

Like us



10/31/2019 1:53:41 PM spotcj9999 { :^) Just one curious question with this....could the C_A be producing the Fentanyl, blaming China, while at the same time announcing that they 

captured a big load of it to make themselves look good.

10/31/2019 1:54:38 PM spotcj9999 { :^) Also I don't like articles that have no date on it...makes me suspicious.

10/31/2019 1:55:16 PM laurabusse What happens in life happens

We're all doing the best we can

With what we've got

Using the best judgement we can in each situation

We still make mistakes

And hopefully learn

And do better next time

R.I.P. Hubert!

He lives in my heart
10/31/2019 1:56:50 PM spotcj9999 { :^) I now refer you back to my "Air America" tweet around 1-2 weeks back.

10/31/2019 2:01:50 PM ruffgsd @remindmetweets

 30 days

10/31/2019 2:14:17 PM djlok Has to be!!!

10/31/2019 2:27:28 PM soulonjourney11 She comes off all tough in Senate hearings but she is just all rudeness and no bite @KamalaHarris

#DontLetTheDoorHitYouFromBehind

10/31/2019 2:30:27 PM lbf777 It’s all bullshit. Trump and MJ12 are just keeping the woke community distracted while they push forward their NWO plans. 

Wake up sheeple. How many disappointments do & excuses do you need before waking up.

10/31/2019 2:42:03 PM laurabusse Agree!

We can do anything

 right?

10/31/2019 2:46:21 PM gi6stars I never watch #TheSimpsons so I thought I would turn it on. 

Homer became a #CANNIBAL after eating green slim from outer space...🤔

Sounds familiar. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @P0A_Triot23

@RealEyeTheSpy

10/31/2019 2:47:05 PM laurabusse Yeah

So sorry that happened to him

Sis and I tend to go thru cats

We both feel if someone told us we could never go outside again

 wouldn't want to live

But interestingly many cats make the choice to be indoor cats

Outside was too scary or consequential for them

Can't blame them!
10/31/2019 2:49:50 PM laurabusse And there's lots you can do to keep them happy

I'd never have a single cat again tho

They're so much happier with a friend

I bet your cat and dog are good friends!

And I bet you're a great mom to them

🐕🐈

10/31/2019 2:53:30 PM laurabusse It is

But after we wept and wailed after putting down our first

I decided

If you want the good

You have to take the bad

Plus with meditation

You tend to accept stuff easier

So it's not easy

But I appreciate their life

Even in death

They are such Joy

And there's sorrow

But it's ok
10/31/2019 2:55:11 PM laurabusse Yeah

It was stupidity on my part

Won't launch into the whole story

She'd be gone by now anyway

I just hope she didn't suffer

Whatever happened to her

She was funny

10/31/2019 2:57:18 PM laurabusse It happened before I started meditating

So I was kind of a mess for too long over it LOL

Husband has much patience god bless him

Oh well

Live and learn...

10/31/2019 2:59:00 PM laurabusse Yeah you can tell

You the mommy knows 😺

10/31/2019 2:59:43 PM realeyethespy Type in Simpson’s universe zoom out

10/31/2019 3:00:37 PM laurabusse Wow

That's awesome

I bet you gotta get out of the house tho!

Husband was like that when he worked from home

10/31/2019 3:01:20 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/pastorcsutton/status/1189931395562516485 …



10/31/2019 3:05:29 PM laurabusse Wow

Nice long life!

Oldest we ever had a cat

Is now 11

Don't understand why

We only vet in emergencies

Maybe being outdoors and

No vets unless absolutely necessary

Shortens their life

Dunno

I can't worry about it

We like to have 3, 4 cats at a time

They can be expensive...
10/31/2019 3:06:24 PM laurabusse So yeah

21 years is a really long time

So the pain would be that much worse I'm sure

10/31/2019 3:06:57 PM laurabusse The best ☺️☺️☺️

10/31/2019 3:10:03 PM laurabusse Yes

Life is loss and gain

Over and over

There are these traveling Buddhist monks

They create a 3d sand mandala

Incredibly beautiful

Such artistry

Then the next day or so

They destroy it

To demonstrate non attachment

There are videos

Don't remember the name of the ceremony

Amazing
10/31/2019 3:10:57 PM manriquetorres5 A Force of Nature

Truth Is

Biblically Epic

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@TrueEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1190008506813947905 …
10/31/2019 3:35:59 PM rebornkingent Loosh, their dark lords are hungry.

10/31/2019 3:56:38 PM laurabusse Wow...

True!

10/31/2019 3:58:30 PM laurabusse Met a lady at the vet's once

Her cat was 21

Said she fed it whatever she was eating and always had!!!

I was amazed...

10/31/2019 3:59:36 PM laurabusse Wow...

That is amazing!

I'm sure you really doted on him

He knew he was loved...

10/31/2019 4:01:33 PM laurabusse Wow

We used to go to Harrah's marina in Atlantic City

They had a real sand castle in the lobby

I think vandals would mess with it tho

Sad

10/31/2019 4:06:30 PM laurabusse O God that is hilarious!!!

I can't wait til

1. Pizza is healthy again

2. Pizza only means a bread crust with tomato sauce mozzarella cheese and toppings

#TakePizzaBackForGood

10/31/2019 4:07:06 PM laurabusse Bready crust

10/31/2019 4:07:49 PM laurabusse ☺☺☺😺😺😺💛💛💛🐈🐈🐈

10/31/2019 4:29:12 PM quarkfear1  https://twitter.com/quarkfear1/status/1190035635710648322?s=20 …

10/31/2019 4:32:39 PM quarkfear1  https://twitter.com/quarkfear1/status/1190035635710648322?s=20 …

10/31/2019 4:33:15 PM laurabusse I can only imagine

Cats are truly hilarious

@MongrelGlory

10/31/2019 4:59:46 PM gi6stars Type in where at?

10/31/2019 5:47:07 PM roublisa @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  see something say something  https://twitter.com/JfkJuni0r/status/1190064679583809536 …

10/31/2019 5:48:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd He cannot be allowed around children EVER. What the hell they gonna do with him? He’ll have to be in some type of lock down for the remainder of his 

life. We can have that freak walking in our midst!

10/31/2019 5:55:16 PM nikoscali Seattle FF on 11/3? - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2VeqRUQkB8I …

10/31/2019 5:59:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s how I keep track of bill pay. Make a file on and put electric, water, ins etc in the folder. No more than three months? I have emails 8 plus years 

old!!!

10/31/2019 6:14:43 PM flgirlsbeenqd Wipe it all out...gladly give up computers, go back to corded phones to have peace & love, for us to be one huge, united, peace-loving family. When we 

stop fighting each other/ start loving one another this is when our world changes forever, and this is when real magic begins.

10/31/2019 6:23:16 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/Sine_nomine_17/status/1190020082736480262 …

10/31/2019 6:50:38 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/rNm8AibQ71

10/31/2019 7:00:36 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/9Iu2pMgZKA

10/31/2019 7:01:13 PM awakeningman Thanks



10/31/2019 7:02:29 PM like_neo Funny thing is that people actually sign up for this.

10/31/2019 7:08:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Week 4 https://twitter.com/AF_Academy/status/1189935002974380032 …

10/31/2019 7:09:32 PM rghardy3 Was that even his real name ?

10/31/2019 7:10:30 PM jvan125 You don’t say...😎😎😎🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ilFs6WQwkI

10/31/2019 7:11:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 How did we know?

Majestic Proof?

Reflect on big news on each.

In order?

Enjoy the show! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179770285618282497 …

10/31/2019 7:11:42 PM turboxyde Space force demo or do we have some Star Nations entering our awareness?

10/31/2019 7:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Week 4 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1179093980484702209 …

10/31/2019 7:12:13 PM kmfboston  pic.twitter.com/2czZu4dpMI

10/31/2019 7:12:38 PM susan66388204 Thanks MJ12.  I had a low vibe day.  I needed this.  🥴

10/31/2019 7:12:41 PM anneolsen43 It’s going down now. Heard it’s about to get crazy

10/31/2019 7:13:03 PM brown_eyedladyj It represents transhumanism. Man/woman +machine

10/31/2019 7:13:10 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Vatican is changing name of secret archives. Good news or bad?

10/31/2019 7:13:40 PM coryz34 How did you know? How far down the timeline can you see. Time is an illusion but what I mean are events.

10/31/2019 7:14:05 PM teamsterr07 It IS windy on the east coast tonight.....the storm is here!

10/31/2019 7:14:10 PM rebornkingent  https://catholicherald.co.uk/news/2019/10/30/vatican-cardinals-linked-to-missing-millions-and-financial-scandal/ …

10/31/2019 7:14:19 PM keith369me Because this war had all ready been won...we are just watching it play out in Earth time.  5D+ beats 4D in chess.

10/31/2019 7:14:27 PM bubba_dave1 I dont know were Q is! Was hoping u could tell us Mr MAJESTIC...!!

10/31/2019 7:15:10 PM keith369me Susan, all your days will be fantastic!!!

10/31/2019 7:15:52 PM rebornkingent Vatican secret archives secret no more. https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.thejakartapost.com/amp/life/2019/10/29/secret-no-more-pope-

renames-historic-vatican-archives.html …

10/31/2019 7:16:03 PM scott_rick I had to explain today to a couple peoples over reactions on the Trump impeachment news...... How do you catch a fish comment

10/31/2019 7:16:27 PM monroevegas Im on the edge of my seat and the suspense is peaking my anxiety! 👍🍿

10/31/2019 7:16:40 PM keith369me What comes after Red October?  November justice?

10/31/2019 7:17:39 PM keith369me Why do I think we see Q tomorrow?

10/31/2019 7:17:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q only communicates on 8chan and soon to be DoD protected 8kun. Majestic technology. Q operation will ramp up. Gloves are off. We are going to 

systematically enable the ENTIRE congress to be replaced through awareness and engagement after what is about to come out. Big story!

10/31/2019 7:19:28 PM kendavi80404473 Is Project BlueBeem anything to worry about???

10/31/2019 7:20:47 PM laurabusse After Sober October

Comes

No shave November

10/31/2019 7:21:20 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/ZMUjcAhHhu

10/31/2019 7:21:30 PM laurabusse I'm pretty sure no but glad you're asking

For confirmation

10/31/2019 7:21:35 PM keith369me The war wasn’t/isn’t being played by asleep humans.  The puppets on both sides had “help”...the Earth was controlled by 4D for millennia until our 

path to freedom was mapped by higher dimensions.

10/31/2019 7:22:09 PM keith369me I didn’t end October well

10/31/2019 7:22:33 PM nea_storm Energetic Collections Enforcement! Revelations 20:13: Judgement Day!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_rpyhMRVJc … pic.twitter.com/8C0f4nsEJ9

10/31/2019 7:22:34 PM brown_eyedladyj We have all been there. Hell, I still get angry. Knowing the truth is better than living a lie. It hurts, I barely sleep and I have a whole different attitude 

towards the world. Chin up, it will get a little easier. 😉

10/31/2019 7:23:08 PM lovethebeach999 What color is November ?

10/31/2019 7:23:19 PM kendavi80404473 I just DON"T want my Brother's and Sister's to be subjected to a Fals Flag...

10/31/2019 7:23:28 PM spiritinsideme4 Does that mean something will come out before elections.   Elections for us are Tues.  Why can't things come out before these elections if not?

10/31/2019 7:24:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Run Hillary Run!

Tick Tock.

What will Durham find?

Lolita Express

26 Times

She will have to deal with.

33,000 deleted emails.

That now is being reopened.

Election rigging prosecution.

Anthony Weiner.

Jeffrey Epstein.

Barack Obama lied about Hillary.

Implicated.

Pure Evil.
10/31/2019 7:24:19 PM keith369me Do some of us have this calling?  To represent?

10/31/2019 7:24:42 PM nickcpace1 Don’t forget to bring big Mike to the party Hillary

10/31/2019 7:25:44 PM killaz306 🍻😱 pic.twitter.com/vhbz7GstU9

10/31/2019 7:26:14 PM keith369me Howdy Doody is not the one running “investigations” this time.  Will she able to walk the streets?  What will be her justice?  The law or the people?

10/31/2019 7:26:20 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/LabLA8_csIY 

10/31/2019 7:26:56 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/XRocD6xWXI

10/31/2019 7:27:20 PM brown_eyedladyj I seriously doubt it.

10/31/2019 7:27:23 PM johnnyt_anon I believe it is Black? Fall Black?

10/31/2019 7:27:51 PM keith369me Getting late on the east coast...safe to go to sleep or more fun to come?

10/31/2019 7:27:59 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/o7DJPriE1B

10/31/2019 7:28:11 PM thurifer67 Attorney general Barr has a press conference tomorrow. Pay attention.

10/31/2019 7:28:39 PM nun_chucknorris Big story! <- sounds like something 4,10,20 would say. Popcorn at the ready! Mentally preparing myself to help those around me as their sky falls.



10/31/2019 7:28:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Assassination Attempt.

It will backfire and blow up in their face.

Think Texts.

Think Insurance Policy.

RM3

Epstein -> Clinton -> Obama

Impeachments

Repeal Executive Orders

Restore Freedom

Reinstate fair and equal Rule of Law.

Systematic Restoration.

Second American Revolution.
10/31/2019 7:29:19 PM rebornkingent 2nd civil war.

10/31/2019 7:29:26 PM wickedmouse369 Ready for the next step.

10/31/2019 7:29:28 PM crt14361013 Past or Pending?

10/31/2019 7:29:31 PM 1_decided_voter >Reinstate fair and equal Rule of Law.

Seems like we're a long way from that currently.

10/31/2019 7:29:38 PM sblockedagain Which one?

10/31/2019 7:29:41 PM dcooyon Multiple attempts, weren’t there?

10/31/2019 7:30:00 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/MptknhNm2w

10/31/2019 7:30:05 PM aprilbrown99 Make it rain! Tick Tock. The mouse ran up the clock. Time to lock her up in her cell block!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

10/31/2019 7:30:10 PM steveakridge Pepe says: “CHARGE”

🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸

🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸

🇺🇸🌚🌑🌒🌑🌖🌕😎 🇺🇸

10/31/2019 7:30:34 PM monroevegas Yeah Hillary! Run! Run like there is a psychotic sociopathic clown chasing you with a chainsaw and Run like you have never ran before! Come on! You 

can do it! Just Run! pic.twitter.com/SsdE1s8AfR

10/31/2019 7:30:45 PM notevenchad17 Oh boy!!! It's about to get biblical!!

10/31/2019 7:30:55 PM skp3211 Justice is being delivered! Gods got this in complete control! No escape for the corrupt Clinton Cartel! Patriots continue to pray, prophesy, and stay 

focused on the word and His victory! He’s already won it!!

10/31/2019 7:30:55 PM raymond10449530 Maybe DOJ should live up to their title and prosecute deep State traitors.   For a start.

10/31/2019 7:30:56 PM laurabusse Amazing news

10/31/2019 7:31:17 PM johnnyt_anon God beat Satan. Already a done deal. Time is an illusion.

10/31/2019 7:31:25 PM keith369me Since MJ12 know in advance how this game plays out, tell us about the makeup of the government in Jan 2021

10/31/2019 7:31:36 PM whiterabbitttt1 I called it! The INSURANCE POLICY within the texts were about ASSASSINATION. I've been saying this for 2 years now. I've even tried posting it on 

8chan a while ago.

10/31/2019 7:31:43 PM jbvs2016 What time is this happening

10/31/2019 7:31:45 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/oFlYATfjlz

10/31/2019 7:31:49 PM keith369me Not the kind with bullets though

10/31/2019 7:31:56 PM illzemcarthur Yes 14

10/31/2019 7:31:59 PM jbcloud Regulators.....Mount Up!!!

10/31/2019 7:32:18 PM kitnertodd What's going on in California?

10/31/2019 7:32:24 PM laurabusse You mean to be a representative?

In government?

10/31/2019 7:32:32 PM illzemcarthur It’s happening

10/31/2019 7:32:45 PM aprilbrown99 RM3 = Robert Mueller x3 ?

10/31/2019 7:33:13 PM jrocktigers Who the hell is making these rules... define sober. . . pic.twitter.com/tO2So02SI6

10/31/2019 7:33:14 PM aprilbrown99 A war of good vs, evil.

10/31/2019 7:33:33 PM tarynupmatrix You’re kidding right? We are trying to undo decades, possibly even centuries of the cabal rule...and you really expect it to happen in 3 years time? I 

suggest you take some time to re-evaluate the true purpose of all this; its about raising consciousness

10/31/2019 7:33:43 PM th3watchm Was it Killary's brother?

10/31/2019 7:33:54 PM patriotcitizen4 Rt the rt of the #WhingBabies poll 😏 I blocked a few while there too. REAL bots, Jack's minions 😎👍

10/31/2019 7:34:14 PM laurabusse I was just thinking

We should not gloat

And

We should eliminate the words

I told you so

10/31/2019 7:34:15 PM lovethebeach999 Organize a mass meditation to speed up time and make this shit end

10/31/2019 7:34:15 PM keith369me I think the next logical step for representation is those that actually represent the people rather than what we see now.  A knowledge of how it 

“worked” in the past would likely be required for future benevolent representation.

10/31/2019 7:34:24 PM nun_chucknorris Robert Muller The third

10/31/2019 7:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Witch Hunt.

Happy Halloweeen.

Trick or Treat.

Tick Tock.

What happened to the witch?

Where's Alice?

Mad Hatter?

How's HUMA?

Where is Barry?
10/31/2019 7:35:11 PM funkenmeister1 Where IS Q?

10/31/2019 7:35:24 PM keith369me Slavery vs free will

10/31/2019 7:35:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 In a DUMB.

10/31/2019 7:35:40 PM jimmahoney5 Giddy Up Patriots. pic.twitter.com/WxX3mrkJ0a

10/31/2019 7:35:42 PM dlmaybee Gitmo?

10/31/2019 7:35:42 PM turboxyde Are we getting a meaningful declass to start the avalanche?

10/31/2019 7:35:52 PM rawphonegirl CodeMonkey is like Dave Adair? 🤔💫 pic.twitter.com/T3PlQLFHzI

10/31/2019 7:36:12 PM illzemcarthur Hope well on there way to Gitmo of taken the pill

10/31/2019 7:36:21 PM raymond10449530 Q is bullshit pic.twitter.com/DLwmQZlt3Z

10/31/2019 7:36:22 PM laurabusse I want to know what's there from the ancient great library of Alexandria

Also what's there from Atlantis

10/31/2019 7:36:32 PM keith369me It’s raining like crazy...hopefully it’s like the Wizard of Oz for the wicked witch.

10/31/2019 7:36:45 PM aprilbrown99 If we are watching a movie, do [they] already know [their] punishment? pic.twitter.com/Cpqw7xj1WG

10/31/2019 7:36:50 PM saintlover5 Hope they’re in hell 🔥



10/31/2019 7:36:50 PM bcofbrave_mom HOPEFULLY THEY ALL PFFFFFT AND VANISHED

10/31/2019 7:36:59 PM 4albradley Don’t tease me at bedtime, now I’ve got a Woody 😹👍

10/31/2019 7:37:15 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/M5Mwx5buAC

10/31/2019 7:37:38 PM funkenmeister1 That was quick! Thank You!

10/31/2019 7:37:39 PM bashycrypto Please define “about to”...

10/31/2019 7:37:47 PM laurabusse Yes it is

Possible tornadoes here in NC

#WeAreSafe

10/31/2019 7:38:23 PM natureinspace Why is he hiding in a DUMB?

10/31/2019 7:38:37 PM davidg02986909 Where's Hunter?  

The Hunter becomes the Hunted.

10/31/2019 7:38:41 PM crypto_boa NOTHING has happend to HUMA, Barry or Alice so what u talking about? Everyone keeps saying this shit but yet they are still traveling the world and 

giving speeches, nothing has happened. Funny how nobody ever provides proof of anything either.

10/31/2019 7:38:46 PM rachaelangelm The Witch Doctor offered a deal on Insta, I deleted it. I am not its personal weapon like M.

10/31/2019 7:38:47 PM zagnett Dude, that sounds saweeet. 🤗🤓😎

10/31/2019 7:38:51 PM aprilbrown99 Preparing those who are still asleep.

10/31/2019 7:39:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 We speak in reference to events not dates.

Time is an illusion.

Moving pieces.

Chess.

Movement transition time?

Cadence?

Matrix?

Conscious Entity Structure?

The plot thickens.
10/31/2019 7:39:03 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/dXziDhPXht

10/31/2019 7:39:30 PM aetherwalker1 The article mentions hypnosis.

Have the Clown/Cabal hypnosis and NLP methods and techniques been taught to psychologists for use on their patients?

A short thread disclosing this matter would be much appreciated.

10/31/2019 7:40:23 PM keith369me No claims have been made as to who/what Q is...from MJ12:  Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.  CONSCIOUSNESS

10/31/2019 7:40:40 PM qdelta10 So was kuru a thing in DUMB?

10/31/2019 7:40:40 PM manifest_utopia Aaawe, so sweet. 🥰

10/31/2019 7:40:44 PM oaf_unbreakable  pic.twitter.com/gtIoHcUsoS

10/31/2019 7:40:46 PM david00997884 Amin brother, would be nice

10/31/2019 7:40:54 PM natureinspace Why did I think of the old ketchup commercials when I read this?

10/31/2019 7:40:56 PM scott_rick Ok last time I guess.... Suicide weekend?

10/31/2019 7:41:06 PM keith369me That’s a pretty dogmatic analysis

10/31/2019 7:41:19 PM stonecoldchik assassination attempt?

10/31/2019 7:41:26 PM bashycrypto Ah ok perfect answer. All in due time

10/31/2019 7:41:31 PM hopereeder READ THIS!! 

READ IT AGAIN!!!

Q 

Majestic 12

@#.
10/31/2019 7:41:37 PM dianaclarkson8 Fitting that witches and warlocks voted yes on the proceedings on this day of all days.  My guess, the yes voters will be giving Molech an offering this 

eve!

10/31/2019 7:42:00 PM canucktrader1 I sure hope all you say comes true.  It would be a gloriously, miraculous day.

10/31/2019 7:42:00 PM lib7473 HRC/BO = [☠️]  #CounterServed #D5 #PatriotsWin #JusticePrevails

10/31/2019 7:42:31 PM steveakridge Impeach WRC & BHO will be AWESOME and I hate that word.  Must have strong evidence of traitorous acts.  This sounds like Gitmo material.  Is GWB 

singing like a bird?

10/31/2019 7:42:34 PM aprilbrown99 The Vatican is going to be a Yuge big red pill for so many. Will the public witness a majority of it or will most be undisclosed?  

Is it still 70% private and 30% public? I think that was the percentages.

10/31/2019 7:42:57 PM rebornkingent Wait, did I say Vatican Secret archives? I meant Victoria Secrets archives. I think Mr Wexner and Mr Epstein have some stories to tell also.

10/31/2019 7:43:28 PM moemc8 I am aware of a few.  Where can i find i more info on this?

10/31/2019 7:43:32 PM david00997884 Also Saints day. Tje Dems had there evil day today, tomorrow,it are turn. 4 people at a court in Conn. That Duram set up. The 4 were fron Hillarys state 

dept. Getting good

10/31/2019 7:44:57 PM wahiggins3 Mirror

10/31/2019 7:45:23 PM turboxyde I think many are sensing the impending juncture coming up. My dreams have been lucid lately. Subjects like, DUMBS, implants, black goo, telepathic 

communication, observing a new constellation of stars in the sky, purple clouds, electric rainbow, mission complete, heading home.

10/31/2019 7:45:43 PM hopereeder Bye bye kamala @ROYALMRBADNEWS ?

10/31/2019 7:46:16 PM bmassette Actually FBI recently found 330,000 emails from Hillarys account. Lol. When it rains, it pours!

10/31/2019 7:46:37 PM ajamison4517 Yeah, that’s why POTUS just retweeted an account that has WWG1WGA in it and retweet’s a lot of Q research accounts. Q must be a see aye a...the 

same entity that is responsible for the coup. 😂

10/31/2019 7:46:43 PM magakitten Thank you

10/31/2019 7:46:47 PM michael_s_ander Week 3 was that ISIS leader kicking the bucket IIRC. What was week 2 again?

10/31/2019 7:46:48 PM nun_chucknorris A year ago I would have called you insane. Today, I call you my people.

10/31/2019 7:46:53 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/jF7xgXiQBh

10/31/2019 7:46:55 PM manifest_utopia If memory serves, we were only able to save a small portion of what was housed at the library in Alexandria from the fire. Such grief experienced.

10/31/2019 7:47:14 PM bmassette And clapper rolled on Obama. ☺🤣

10/31/2019 7:47:18 PM aprilbrown99 I love this answer. 🛸🛸🛸 pic.twitter.com/D55j4hINU8

10/31/2019 7:47:33 PM ndobasdrums Disgusting.

10/31/2019 7:47:39 PM rebornkingent Somebody has the info. Edgar Cayce has access. We all do. It’s in the heart.

10/31/2019 7:48:04 PM jrocktigers Huma , to me , is the more intriguing witness to it all . .

10/31/2019 7:48:54 PM cosmic_engineer I feel like someone celestial is in close proximity.  Perhaps a catalyst

10/31/2019 7:48:55 PM raymond10449530 And just like that; Vincent Fusco quit attending Trump rallies.... pic.twitter.com/2xB5cf8gbF



10/31/2019 7:49:43 PM saywhenbren We have been in the midst of both the second revolutionary war, and the second civil war, at the same time. Unbelievable.

10/31/2019 7:49:43 PM jbvs2016 Right so tmro is the day? I’ve been waiting to hear what and where they will be picking HRC up??? Anyone know... 🧐🧐

10/31/2019 7:49:47 PM lbf777 Yawn.

10/31/2019 7:49:54 PM aetherwalker1 From my understanding,

this is why each side are living in a different 'Reality' than the  other.  Each side accepts different things as True and accuses the other of "Gaslighting"

Truth IS a Force of Nature but when it hits it only destroys falsehoods, not True ideas & beliefs.

10/31/2019 7:50:10 PM raymond10449530 Basically Q conditions gullible followers to accept,  rationalize, excuse,  and defend zero action against DS elite traitors.  It's always "soon!" In Q-Land.

10/31/2019 7:50:35 PM laurabusse Ha

LOL

10/31/2019 7:50:38 PM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/sAuFwSe57D

10/31/2019 7:50:52 PM jared4liberty Gotta be handy with your steel.

10/31/2019 7:51:11 PM scott_rick Yes yes and yes

10/31/2019 7:51:51 PM turboxyde When you begin to have experiences that shatter your paradigm of reality I learned quickly that you must have enough courage and sanity to shine 

through even the darkest of times! pic.twitter.com/3K8E8vCKGD

10/31/2019 7:52:06 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for everything that MJ12, the typists, our brilliant military and our amazing President are doing every single day. 

I love you all so much from the bottom of my heart!  💗💗💗

10/31/2019 7:52:22 PM sdane8 😳

10/31/2019 7:52:31 PM daddio73 5:5

10/31/2019 7:52:42 PM felix26368987 Hussain to speak in Montreal on the 14 nov🤮

10/31/2019 7:52:45 PM raymond10449530 Is it?

10/31/2019 7:52:49 PM dbelanger63 Barr is having a press conference at 7 (est I think) tomorrow!

10/31/2019 7:52:50 PM nurseniceyes I am here

10/31/2019 7:54:06 PM johnnyt_anon Not dogmatic. I can see why you would think that. Facts not theories. You don't know what you don't know. Think 5D+ vs 4D-. 4D crushes 1,2,&3D, but 

5D+ crushes all. A lot more to it obviously. Research facts, not opinions...

10/31/2019 7:54:12 PM freethi56993890 holy sh(t I almost missed that Stargate reference👍

#Indeed

10/31/2019 7:54:31 PM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/lTPm1JqwsV

10/31/2019 7:54:33 PM manifest_utopia What if we selected our representatives based on how effective they are at making decisions in the best interest of all concerned. Instead of their 

canned "positions" on issues, that they then backtrack on as soon as elected (except for POTUS & MAGA reps)

10/31/2019 7:54:45 PM laurabusse I'm pretty sure I've read repeatedly here and there that it was planned but too many ppl know about it now so they scrapped it

I understand they were also going do a

Jesus second coming in the sky

Not sure if that was in addition to

Or instead of

10/31/2019 7:54:54 PM fightforamerica Are you ever going to deliver on the 11.3, 11.4 markers?

10/31/2019 7:55:17 PM qdelta10 Trust me Anon I understand what a “DUMB” is think 🤔 

Op in art museum=

Underground kuru airborne virus. 

Help extraction = 

LA 

Museum connection? pic.twitter.com/r53V0ny3n1

10/31/2019 7:55:28 PM illzemcarthur Yes it is.. follow majestic12

10/31/2019 7:55:58 PM manifest_utopia We can access all info in the field of consciousness.

10/31/2019 7:56:39 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/p0bQ8z9OmN

10/31/2019 7:57:03 PM laurabusse I was actually staring at 2 kinds of mushrooms in my yard today

Staring and wondering

10/31/2019 7:57:28 PM nun_chucknorris Very well said. Been through quite a bit. Also, make sure you remember how to laugh, even at the toughest situations.

10/31/2019 7:57:36 PM melbourne_3000  pic.twitter.com/wsuFzjryEI

10/31/2019 7:57:43 PM ksouth21 Damn, really? I never considered that. Now i will have to re read those texts plus Q posts on it. Any other clues?

10/31/2019 7:57:53 PM jwremarks Thanks be to Almighty GOD!!!!!

10/31/2019 7:58:11 PM michael81972 So BigIt is Big Information Technology week 4

10/31/2019 7:58:36 PM kendavi80404473 Addition to!

10/31/2019 7:58:41 PM jrocktigers Non Manja. . . pic.twitter.com/G7Ktmm4cQa

10/31/2019 7:58:50 PM spauldingshowal Wow! ❤️

10/31/2019 7:58:55 PM laurabusse My brother had a lovely weekend a few yrs ago with an i.d. book

An instruction book

and a walk in the woods I think...

I was amazed he could do that

10/31/2019 7:59:39 PM laurabusse Makes sense

10/31/2019 8:00:30 PM aprilbrown99 Where is Pence in all of this?  Has he agreed to cooperative in exchange for a lighter sentence?  Is he still the VP or is he cooperating in an “unofficial” 

capacity at this point due to his last assignation attempt?

10/31/2019 8:00:35 PM ajamison4517 You obviously haven’t researched it at all, but it’s all good, think whatever you want to think. Peace.

10/31/2019 8:00:52 PM sdane8 So changing the name will prevent people from believing they're keeping secrets? 🙄

10/31/2019 8:03:42 PM hopereeder The blind never see.

10/31/2019 8:04:27 PM laurabusse Wow

I was just tweeting about mushrooms...

10/31/2019 8:05:10 PM michael81972 Orange...Its Deer season😏

10/31/2019 8:06:08 PM enomai_ RED OCTOBER

10/31/2019 8:07:20 PM arifriedman12 [They] are fomenting civil war to avoid Revolutionary war.

10/31/2019 8:07:22 PM patriotswegoall Ref. to this? pic.twitter.com/M1JPML3e21

10/31/2019 8:07:35 PM laurabusse I heard the fire was a false flag to steal the stuff and put it in the Vatican

Then say the fire destroyed everything...

I hope this is true

10/31/2019 8:09:37 PM enomai_ I hope they're having a great time changing the world. Feels good

10/31/2019 8:09:50 PM laurabusse Interesting...

10/31/2019 8:10:05 PM crt14361013 ⏳❓

10/31/2019 8:10:38 PM michael81972 Why not?



10/31/2019 8:12:15 PM diddla5555 Unrelated: I ran over a squirrel today and felt sad for a moment when I felt the bump...but it was inevitable. There was nothing that could stop it. 😢

10/31/2019 8:12:25 PM kendavi80404473 I'm looking for it, let you no if l find it...

10/31/2019 8:13:31 PM nschlange Witness? You mean participant.

10/31/2019 8:13:47 PM enomai_ HahaHA

10/31/2019 8:13:52 PM laurabusse No

Too dangerous

LOL

No idea what I'm doing

10/31/2019 8:14:18 PM bbobbio71 It's time!

10/31/2019 8:14:42 PM whiterabbitttt1 I honestly dont have anything else. I run on really high intuition and I have stuck to this since I began thinking it. Their insurance policy allowed them to 

get a pay out in the form of taking back the government from Trump. But they were stopped.

10/31/2019 8:14:47 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/cwKUwGlT2y

10/31/2019 8:15:23 PM sariejoubert1 Is this real??

10/31/2019 8:15:39 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/M53SRD9u84

10/31/2019 8:15:46 PM whiterabbitttt1 Yep, spot on! It's a post many people overlooked but its resonated so hard with me.

10/31/2019 8:16:05 PM mntcol Git.... Mo

10/31/2019 8:16:05 PM bbobbio71 The witch hunt is on!

10/31/2019 8:16:22 PM enomai_ The original person not Epstein in the photo in the mug shots

10/31/2019 8:16:49 PM nschlange You tell me. Where are they? Because I've thought each of those ppl were either already arrested or already dead a number of times already. I heard H 

would be picked up on the 29th of this month? Course I've also heard she died 2 yrs ago....

10/31/2019 8:17:06 PM enomai_ Too soon?

10/31/2019 8:18:14 PM cosmic_engineer Maybe they will drop the diffusion & back lighting so the real/open view of space is visible

10/31/2019 8:19:09 PM jrocktigers Certain ones are not dangerous whatsoever. Some will kill you . And then some , do nothing at all . . .

10/31/2019 8:19:11 PM mister_chard hopefully in the slammer

10/31/2019 8:20:00 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/tLGV6ssydS

10/31/2019 8:21:06 PM laurabusse And some are delicious in mashed potatoes

10/31/2019 8:21:28 PM jrocktigers I love me sauteed mushrooms

10/31/2019 8:22:46 PM lipenstein1 Whatever dude.  You don’t know shit.  Parrot.

10/31/2019 8:23:08 PM lipenstein1 Think logically.  Durr

10/31/2019 8:23:33 PM rebelsouls2018 And stop following Larps after 3 seconds

10/31/2019 8:24:04 PM lbf777 Yup then:

December disaster

January jigalo

February fiasco

They plan on dragging this on for 5 more years while they push forward their Orwellian NWO Systems.

10/31/2019 8:24:40 PM laurabusse O god

On pizza

In omlets

On burgers

I realized pizza toppings

Burger toppings

And omlet fillings

Were all basically the same thing

But who wants meatballs on your burger

Or in your omlet for that matter
10/31/2019 8:24:50 PM boogeymanhunter  pic.twitter.com/AqzQ4SxACt

10/31/2019 8:25:38 PM nschlange Interesting isn't it? So many questions. Not really, I think it's hard to do an autopsy on a person who is still alive, so that makes me wonder why he's 

lying

10/31/2019 8:26:16 PM bbobbio71 I've had a headache for 3 days. 

Something's going down

10/31/2019 8:28:30 PM ewilliams22101 HRC on Lolita Express 26 Times.  #CathyOBrien knows much about HRC's perverted sexual desires.  My guess: HRC is internally a male, and seeks young 

women for sex.  So much about HRC strikes me as male.

10/31/2019 8:35:00 PM manifest_utopia Immense amounts were taken back to the Vatican during the Crusades, tho I've never seen that mentioned anywhere.

10/31/2019 8:37:02 PM rhactor Time to unseal the truth!

10/31/2019 8:37:37 PM aetherwalker1 You're talking about the PS/LP texts back in 2016 and not anything more recent like a couple of weeks ago, right?

10/31/2019 8:38:13 PM cledrordfishing October is over and no big arrests happened. 

My neck is raw from Q and MJ yanking my chain.

10/31/2019 8:39:29 PM manifest_utopia You've come very far in a year! I'm impressed.

10/31/2019 8:40:42 PM crt14361013 ⏳

10/31/2019 8:40:47 PM thekanehb What’s his story? I’m not in the loop about what’s been going on w him other then he is the quietest VP I’ve seen

10/31/2019 8:40:59 PM vintagesquirrel Who is WRC?

10/31/2019 8:42:15 PM tarynupmatrix This has to be one of my favorite quotes I’ve ever heard an Anon say

10/31/2019 8:42:44 PM enomai_ Don't be like that.

I get it, but that is kinda disrespectful to the ones that work endlessly on this.  They can't talk about it with anyone else.  What about their pain the 

ones in the trenches. Who's getting their necks really yanked?

10/31/2019 8:45:24 PM ksouth21 Makes sense.  They are in for a very rude awakening

I just saw Brennan speaking somewhere and joking about Trump, said he goes after the IC bec they are honest, do the right thing etc.   very pompous, 

huge ego, acting untouchable. Just wait MF, just wait! 😡

10/31/2019 8:46:52 PM aprilbrown99 Field McConnell has talked about Pence. He was apparently headed to NH for a meeting or something but Potus recalled his plane before he landed 

and the call sign changed from AF2 to SAM239 “special air mission” I think. Says he was released from suty at that point. I am not...

10/31/2019 8:47:53 PM patriotswegoall Least they're safe.

10/31/2019 8:47:57 PM mcpatriot64 Indeed, where is Barry?

10/31/2019 8:48:00 PM gomomma2 So was the witch found?  Was she locked up?

10/31/2019 8:48:48 PM mcpatriot64 We’ve been in a second Revolution since 2017.

10/31/2019 8:48:53 PM aprilbrown99 ...sure if that is what it means.  However, Pence was supposedly headed there to firm up another assassination attempt. Says he is no longer the VP. 

IDK if it is true but makes some sense.

10/31/2019 8:51:30 PM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/cG00Cg9yxA

10/31/2019 8:51:36 PM annhydrous (Not mine.... but 😂) pic.twitter.com/CaiTwZSw06

10/31/2019 8:52:47 PM cledrordfishing Show me...

10/31/2019 8:52:51 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/qoFx17K6mB



10/31/2019 8:53:05 PM aprilbrown99 Where you able to get rid of your hiccups yesterday?

10/31/2019 8:53:38 PM lk81955047 Connecticut

10/31/2019 8:59:01 PM jeezy_pe  pic.twitter.com/1bznNkYlfS

10/31/2019 8:59:17 PM aetherwalker1 Every time MJ tells Earth sentients that 'Time is an Illusion'.

Grumper Fox is Grumpy.   😊 pic.twitter.com/nkzt6czK4L

10/31/2019 8:59:20 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/XHyqJNDOA6

10/31/2019 8:59:34 PM thekanehb Lol yep!  I did the thing where u press behind the ears which relaxes the vagus nerves and it went away within minutes thank god!

10/31/2019 8:59:48 PM jdltr450 Well....i would hope that Justice has prevailed. We The People have seen enough. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

10/31/2019 9:00:14 PM cledrordfishing Your probably right..

I'm just worn thin on hope that the deep state will go down. 

They seem to be strong as ever.

10/31/2019 9:00:25 PM aprilbrown99 Oh great news. I will have to remember that trick the next time I get them. 🥴

10/31/2019 9:02:08 PM queen_khalifia Can't Suppress the truth now! 🙏This will tear down the House! DS will lose control and the slave grip of certain individuals. This is Biblical! 🙄

10/31/2019 9:03:59 PM queen_khalifia 😂

10/31/2019 9:04:02 PM illzemcarthur You follow q.. from the drops I could gather that. Also YouTube certain ppl I listen to. I can send you links..

10/31/2019 9:04:04 PM jdltr450 Numerous homicides???????

10/31/2019 9:04:59 PM enomai_ It's apart of the show.

It's to make even hardcore Democrats and everyone take a look at what is really going on. So, it won't be like Hong Kong, Chile, France etc

10/31/2019 9:05:56 PM enomai_ After all is known will everyone really hate Trump then?

10/31/2019 9:08:06 PM aetherwalker1 All kidding aside, what would really catch 🦉 off guard after years of the Fabian strategy of.. delay, delay, delay and so on is if an event occurred 

BEFORE the date it was 'supposed to happen' on.   🤯

😂

10/31/2019 9:10:44 PM aetherwalker1 Still believe it should be 8KEK  ~Infinity KEK  😏

10/31/2019 9:12:21 PM holly_decker See ya

10/31/2019 9:12:41 PM raymond10449530 Ahh....circular logic. 

"Trust Sessions"

"Midterms are safe!"

"April Showers"

"MOAB"

"11:11"

Not impressed.   Enjoy!
10/31/2019 9:14:26 PM mk5876 That money is being funneled into

a hush fund to payoff victim of pedophilia! 🤬

#NotMyPope

10/31/2019 9:15:03 PM raymond10449530 🤣  Do tell..... pic.twitter.com/6wZijUglia

10/31/2019 9:15:38 PM lonestarparson Halloween. Devil Night or All Hallows?

10/31/2019 9:16:25 PM raymond10449530 That's for sure.  🤣 pic.twitter.com/3VCFeJSlA9

10/31/2019 9:16:29 PM awakeandsing123 PA is storming too. We lost power. pic.twitter.com/8e7KRZE5Ou

10/31/2019 9:16:30 PM karma4event201 780 days in space 

would take  lots of fuel unless it is landing somewhere and staying for extended periods.

10/31/2019 9:17:22 PM raymond10449530 Action determines credibility.  Enjoy!  Try to regain critical perspective.

10/31/2019 9:18:48 PM neilbridgman Pawns on the chessboard, used as such

10/31/2019 9:20:01 PM kidge6 Or👆.

10/31/2019 9:20:19 PM mrcryptojones Boom-Boom-Boom

10/31/2019 9:23:18 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/SQZZW0ORjw

10/31/2019 9:23:29 PM raymond10449530 "Could be playing a role."  Oh like a LARP?  🤔

10/31/2019 9:24:39 PM raymond10449530 What time is it in Q-Land?  It's always "soon!" pic.twitter.com/zNxQ2ubzmS

10/31/2019 9:32:00 PM aetherwalker1 I wanna live in a DUMB! pic.twitter.com/tdqcQdVcWf

10/31/2019 9:33:23 PM vintagesquirrel Getty?

10/31/2019 9:34:32 PM manifest_utopia My understanding from insider/whistle-blower is that Pence is blackmailed/controlled by RR.  RR had "Dirty Tricks Team" for years to collect/plant dirt 

on everybody, then control. RR shared dirt w/ HRC. Nice huh? 😡

10/31/2019 9:35:46 PM soonergranny123 Him’s a good boyeee !!!❤️💙🐕

10/31/2019 9:35:52 PM rachaelangelm Arm

10/31/2019 9:36:20 PM miss_ampie 2016

10/31/2019 9:36:31 PM raymond10449530 🙄🤣

10/31/2019 9:37:15 PM raymond10449530 We heard "soon!" on inauguration day!  🤣

10/31/2019 9:39:05 PM raymond10449530 Did you know.....Epstein was making a Q hand signal when he died?  And JFK jr. flew by in a UFO.....

10/31/2019 9:40:37 PM otdon This is America. Americans will Unite. We did not become the leader of the free world just to cower at the whim of a few rich want a be rulers. 

pic.twitter.com/hBawTLN9LM

10/31/2019 9:41:25 PM raymond10449530 I was there for drop #1. 

October 27, 2017.  You've probably never even seen it. Specific punishments were vowed to specific DS traitors. 

None of which has remotely come to pass.  Q is CIA psyop.

10/31/2019 9:43:18 PM raymond10449530 I think we have two very different definitions of 'evidence.'  🤣

10/31/2019 9:46:04 PM illzemcarthur What’s so funny?

10/31/2019 9:46:35 PM 02joshuaradwan Needs to be disclosed we need to move on

10/31/2019 9:46:57 PM raymond10449530 No Q-Tard needs to worry about big boy pants.  Funny tho how you focus on 'pedos arrested worldwide!' To deflect off the inconvenient reality of zero 

deep State traitors prosecuted.

10/31/2019 9:47:57 PM deplorabled71 That picture looks like ole Barry was photoshopped in

10/31/2019 9:49:23 PM raymond10449530 I'm trying to get you to engage in healthy critical perspective.  [Q]uestion everything.  ESPECIALLY anonymous online entities that protect DS traitors 

instead of prosecuting them....

10/31/2019 9:51:44 PM deplorabled71 😂🤣😂🤣

10/31/2019 9:51:51 PM raymond10449530 The only game afoot is DS in command and control of government.  And CIA successfully conditioning anons to think some comic book anonymous 

online entity is gonna save them. While the white hats get neutralized.

10/31/2019 9:52:33 PM karma4event201 Field McConnell has not been wrong before, but I'm puzzled 🤔

Pence got an envelope at #BushSr funeral should already be a VP in name only❓

This was a good cover story 

 https://www.politico.com/amp/story/2019/07/22/pence-air-force-two-heroin-bust-1425823 …

10/31/2019 9:53:56 PM deplorabled71 Oohh I wonder who will be offered up?!

10/31/2019 9:58:42 PM gettinready4god Oh the list is soooooo long. Benghazi, uranium one, so many “suicides”, huma and wiener, CF, questionable donations, outrageous speaking fees from 

Russia. Wow she needs all the alcohol just to sleep at night I’m sure!!

10/31/2019 10:02:18 PM one_white_lion AR Bordon



10/31/2019 10:07:44 PM raymond10449530 Soon should have been 3 fucking years ago. Strategic blunder but the good guys have NO power leverage to even indict lowly Susan Rice or Sally Yates.   

 Reality check!

10/31/2019 10:07:55 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/xFs9BWsaWi

10/31/2019 10:12:45 PM identityasxy .

Where is Tony Podesta, that vile li’l twerp

10/31/2019 10:16:34 PM chapulincolored 38.744353, -104.8471692?

10/31/2019 10:23:40 PM whiterabbitttt1 Keep in mind, you're watching a movie. Bad people are being forced to act, good people are also playing a role. It can deff be very confusing if you're 

not able to see the big big picture rn.

10/31/2019 10:24:58 PM raymond10449530 Defending delay of justice and punishment. Conditioning successful.  Real Patriots are PISSED AS HELL.

10/31/2019 10:26:09 PM usalawyer_ Where is Q?

10/31/2019 10:35:16 PM tinystomper If you allow others to slow down the machinery enough, they may be in a position to destroy it if they retake the office next year.

As such... hurry up and start CHARGING people

10/31/2019 10:39:23 PM identityasxy .

How many U.N. troops are in country?  Where?

What about real-time chatter among sleeper cells/ MS13 psychopaths who may launch into a “Purge” movie scenario?   Need some intel. 

https://youtu.be/UXA--dj2-CY 

10/31/2019 10:42:13 PM deplorabled71 Q will return when #8Kun is up and running

10/31/2019 10:43:22 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/3VJR33ucaW

10/31/2019 11:04:31 PM afro_crypto Could this be a predictive programming like that of the #TheSimpsons #Trump escalator? Rewatch on YouTube and you see a protestor purposely drop 

her sign when instructed by the man in black behind her. Note the Simpsons episode came before the real.  https://youtu.be/x_dur0DomVk  

pic.twitter.com/zvjTDNhzxP

10/31/2019 11:07:19 PM mongrelglory They take themselves way too seriously! 😏

10/31/2019 11:11:17 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/7KCaA2rrry

10/31/2019 11:12:16 PM cryptogroko Overwhelming odds is God's specialty.... Just ask Gideon... 

#TheGreatAwakening

10/31/2019 11:21:35 PM mongrelglory I'm currently reading "The Gods of Eden" (suggested by MJ-12).  It's mind boggling how humans have been manipulated and kept ignorant of their true 

nature for millennia! We're immortal spirits and can take charge of our own destiny if we just have the faith to collectively do so.

10/31/2019 11:26:33 PM michael_s_ander @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

10/31/2019 11:27:07 PM mongrelglory How do you feel about cafeteria food?

10/31/2019 11:32:09 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1189061287470424064?s=19 …

10/31/2019 11:32:10 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts #WWG1WGA

10/31/2019 11:32:19 PM afro_crypto @drboycewatkins1 @GWANJEZ @Perserverance_ @TalbertSwan @yarimakarama @Kellie_Pryor @tariqnasheed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @angelaw676 

@Blackbe74688999 #Blacktwitter

Buy a #ledgernano.Get @krakenfx or @binance @cz_binance exchange account.Go thru #KYC process. Buy #XRP #Ripple & #DYOR 

https://twitter.com/xxmikecheckxx/status/1189798357062934529 …

10/31/2019 11:35:19 PM rghardy3 breakaway civilization

10/31/2019 11:36:06 PM tessatea2 She is a vile human being

10/31/2019 11:40:29 PM stevent0000000 You came to the party early then cuz 1st drop was on the 28th! You’re right! Nobody seen it cuz it wasn’t there 😆 TROLL

10/31/2019 11:42:10 PM tessatea2 2 years ago it was posted. It hasn’t happened yet

10/31/2019 11:50:41 PM sterkinglights1 😂🤣😭

10/31/2019 11:51:59 PM flyover01047267 Plus she will have to deal with the pain & righteous anger over Benghazi to find out exactly "what difference does it make at this point"! & so she 

should! They loved & were loved!

10/31/2019 11:52:17 PM covertress Conscious Entity Structure?  👀

Now, there's a question!

10/31/2019 11:53:59 PM rghardy3 [Bad Actors]

Stand Ins on Stage ?

Enjoy The Show

10/31/2019 11:54:14 PM flyover01047267 & Ukraine @ China & Pakistan & Haiti. Oh hell who am I kidding pretty much every country on our planet!

10/31/2019 11:56:07 PM rghardy3 Digital Soldiers on duty

Let Freedom Ring

10/31/2019 11:57:01 PM flyover01047267 Well fortunately, it just so happens we have people for that! @_Luke_Slytalker  He is our man! he can teach doubting Thomas' & Thomasina's the 

ropes to detect these kind of frauds! Its what he does!

11/1/2019 12:00:29 AM kidge6 Wiener laptop gave tons more evidence. And midterms, kavanaugh, etc. Thus delayed. I suspect that some events are timed with yearly celestial 

events. So, would make sense to delay in year increments. Or could have been foreshadowing.

11/1/2019 12:01:39 AM kidge6 But, yes, that is an actual q post. This one is from the qmap. Pub site.

11/1/2019 12:04:01 AM kidge6 It’s very likely that they move at the first opportunity upon getting any good intel about live children.  But, we wouldn’t hear about probably 80% of it.

11/1/2019 12:11:07 AM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/OOYd6y45bN

11/1/2019 12:17:39 AM covertress "Benghazi ain't going away." - Charlie Daniels https://twitter.com/JohnRobertFinch/status/1189306336028303363?s=19 …

11/1/2019 12:21:17 AM ksouth21 A good reminder

I follow very closely. When i begin to ferl frustrayed or angry, i back up and look at the big picture to try to discern what is going on. Challenging!  That 

said, today was a frustrating day for me

11/1/2019 12:26:59 AM andycryptostar They can't help themselves they expose themselves we are watching the systematic destruction of the Deep State Cable why interfere with the enemy 

when they are destroying themselves

11/1/2019 12:43:20 AM covertress Does an AI control The Matrix that we live in?

And, is that AI conscious?

11/1/2019 12:54:59 AM whiterabbitttt1 Try not to get too frustrated. Theres a small group of us who believe the war has already been won. Even some of the screwy stuff taking place, is 

being used as a tool of exposure. Not all, but a lot. We gotta slowly prime the libs for their imminent demise.

11/1/2019 1:22:09 AM irah_chandler What you are doing is way more effective for the common man than what Q has done. Why? Because you reference previous posts and do the proofs 

for ppl. For the regular man that works alot that has to happen.

11/1/2019 1:31:32 AM lightlove21121 That why we are here.

No worries.

Trust your Light 🙏🏽

11/1/2019 1:35:59 AM robbo1992x He was very old and had been very ill for decades

11/1/2019 1:39:36 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/ueKDQyA6fO

11/1/2019 1:40:14 AM neeneenat It will require a declaration of a Constitutional Crisis and the implementation of Martial Law. Military must take over briefly to ensure peace and safety. 

Do your prepping now!



11/1/2019 1:41:28 AM sterkinglights1 Thread by @flubbynutty: "@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 From Gab  http://gab.com/jhomes55/posts … 1-Wanna know what's up with the Vatican? (h/t Voat 

Anon....) The Voney from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Mellon Family. The "Mellon Project" at the Vatican Library […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1179805106419699718.html …

11/1/2019 1:49:29 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/1/2019 2:00:15 AM sterkinglights1 Patronize: ¹ To act as a patron. To provide support for. 

² to adopt a air of condescension towards. Treat haughty or coolly.

³ to be a frequent or regular customer or client.

11/1/2019 2:01:49 AM sterkinglights1 From Webster. Very few words in English have exactly the same meaning; even words which appear to be entirely synonymous often will be found to 

have small differences in certain contexts. The words condescending and patronizing present a fine example of this. At first glance

11/1/2019 2:02:23 AM sterkinglights1 these words appear to be defined somewhat circularly: condescending often has the word "patronizing" in its definition, and patronize is defined, in 

part, as “to adopt an air of condescension toward.”

But both of these words have specialized senses that lend a shade of meaning

11/1/2019 2:02:45 AM sterkinglights1 to their synonymous senses. Patronizing can mean "giving support to" or "being a customer of," suggesting that the "condescending" sense implies 

superiority gained through a donor-dependent

11/1/2019 2:02:47 AM denyaraful Where is Gishwell

11/1/2019 2:13:17 AM nonlineardarren Military LIDAR systems on choppers that penetrate the earth and picks up concrete,electricity and tunnels need the above ground power turned 

off..Yes,its White Hat military Op..WWG1WGA

11/1/2019 2:47:44 AM qarmyanon22  pic.twitter.com/3pY4Ojn0Ie

11/1/2019 2:50:31 AM qarmyanon22 YES!! I Love you for this ♥️

11/1/2019 3:18:48 AM dr3n0chr0m3 so, the tweet is at the very least saying that 'they' have 'access' to 'multiple timelines'? Like, a SG? stargate?

Ever see the 'Movie', "Paycheck"?

"Converging Timelines to stasis" = getting both sides to believe the 'same thang?, both sides thinking the same 'thoughts' on ...

11/1/2019 3:21:32 AM dr3n0chr0m3 *with conscious thought, creating a timeline (future) that is then  viewed/expedienced via a 'SG'?

11/1/2019 3:23:34 AM dr3n0chr0m3 are timelines considered 'other dimensions'? or just 'illusions', because each timeline is subjective, and only real to oneself?

11/1/2019 3:27:50 AM brick_airhedred Are you thinking about The Farm? That's a hippie commune in that area. I got the feeling this was a separate group.

11/1/2019 3:30:53 AM trumping4usa OH FUCK I DIDNT THINK ABOUT THAT

11/1/2019 3:31:47 AM smith13nat Somewhere in the swamp

11/1/2019 3:34:05 AM trumping4usa S o o n ™️

11/1/2019 3:37:16 AM trumping4usa That's why he didn't tell the democrat so Hillary Clinton couldn't warn them wipe it. We've got them in check. Now it's time to get our checkmate

11/1/2019 3:37:29 AM consortiapartn1 Orchestration is key. Music makes a movie

11/1/2019 3:37:50 AM a39630340 So the current state of affairs is entertaining? That is a sick thing to say.

Chile, zuela, hong kong, france. Our rulers absolutely running train on us. 

This leads no where good and excuse me if i have trust issues with the "plan" 

This is week 4 bigit events?! We will see

11/1/2019 3:39:34 AM trumping4usa Majestic listen I can only get so erect

11/1/2019 3:40:52 AM brick_airhedred All roads lead to Rome.

11/1/2019 3:41:38 AM trumping4usa Revolutionary war 2 electric boogaloo

11/1/2019 3:45:37 AM teamsterr07 I grew up in Montgomery county, Pa! Hope your power was restored quickly.

11/1/2019 3:52:00 AM 313looper Hi April ... 😍

MJ12 have shared this poster with VP in it ! Do you think that’s a misinformation ?! 

👇🏻 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1162150111901868032?s=21 …

11/1/2019 3:56:45 AM qarmyanon22 I first heard about this torture house 7 years ago when it was in California. They absolutely do water board people, it's on YouTube. I spoke out against 

this place back then. Watch some of the vids on YouTube, it's a torture

11/1/2019 4:21:56 AM juliefeider333 Cheshire Cat smile!  😁

11/1/2019 4:22:29 AM stevedelzer1 Could be very interesting....

11/1/2019 4:35:19 AM karma4event201 So you knew when this happened? 

"...24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath.." https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

11/1/2019 4:40:19 AM drdannielle What happened?

11/1/2019 4:41:37 AM janda_cefalu Why would they hate President Trump?

11/1/2019 4:52:26 AM bbobbio71 🤔🤔

11/1/2019 4:53:07 AM humanprimer FrazzleDrip ends discussion.

11/1/2019 4:53:23 AM bbobbio71 Started No Shave November early lol.

11/1/2019 5:01:47 AM lovenlight1111  https://neonnettle.com/news/4310-ig-report-hillary-clinton-has-committed-sexual-crimes-against-children- …

11/1/2019 5:10:39 AM ewolsj This? https://youtu.be/ycvlJ9XMd94 

11/1/2019 5:11:50 AM michael81972 MJ,  Dont you think Anons will be weary of something govt controlled?  Anons know what DARPA has done

11/1/2019 5:15:13 AM wwg1wga93583681 Everyone answer the question and like the positives!  Like back!  Let's activate.

@RealEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUSPress

@OTCtrader2

@w_terrence

@AllahUniversal

@P0A_Triot23

@AnonymousSage1

@DJLOK

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@FLOTUS

@NSA_QIL2

@covertress

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/KidKush479/status/1190234494252539904 …
11/1/2019 5:16:07 AM fansblowing3 In reverse order with Ukraine being first

11/1/2019 5:18:56 AM lightlove21121 Be the example you want to see in the world ♥🙏🏽♥

11/1/2019 5:18:59 AM moemc8 I think just seeing that number blows me away.  I have no doubt, but guess there are some I am not aware of.  tks for your response.

11/1/2019 5:20:11 AM bubba_dave1 Lets all hope so. Weve been waiting for amazing news for years now. Still nothing😕

11/1/2019 5:22:02 AM raymond10449530 Nothing I have said is non factual therefore cannot be DISINFORMATION.  You all want to throw critical perspective out the window for the hope porn, 

be my guest.  I bet you leave cookies out for Santa still, too.  You'll be saying "soon!" for years.



11/1/2019 5:23:07 AM raymond10449530 And if I'm wrong, and DOJ DOES act against Obama gang traitors,  I would be first to admit it.  But DOJ/Barr is Deep State.

11/1/2019 5:23:51 AM raymond10449530 Q is DISINFORMATION: 

Trust Sessions 

Midterms are safe 

Etc.

11/1/2019 5:26:10 AM bubba_dave1 U always refer to illusions. What if all this is kust one big GRAND ILLISION! Ive been trying to hold on for awhile now. Since ive been awoke. But idk this 

whole thing its coming its coming things will drop big time people are going to jail. Alien disclosier is coming

11/1/2019 5:27:57 AM bubba_dave1 You know how long they been telling the people that ET disclosier is coming huh smh for along time. And still nothing. I'm trying so hard to hang on to 

all this but its getting very hard to!!

11/1/2019 5:28:56 AM tonyburke_sd  pic.twitter.com/sLuFL3ik7q

11/1/2019 5:30:28 AM raymond10449530 Oh wow I'm one day off by memory; that totally validates you! 🤣 You never saw Q drop #1 you're late to the game.  Anyone who saw the first 60 

drops knows none of it has happened.  So why follow?

11/1/2019 5:30:44 AM dcooyon I was mulling it over last night and recalled at least 5

11/1/2019 5:31:01 AM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/3B85en9VZm

11/1/2019 5:31:28 AM keith369me It would be an injustice if I merely liked your Tweet response without pointing out that your handle would be the outcome.

11/1/2019 5:31:32 AM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/jHAHSByYO6

11/1/2019 5:32:52 AM karina89350882 Epstein was for sure a very important "Domino" to fall in the plan but the real dark power is the black Nobility, the vatican and entities beyond…...

11/1/2019 5:33:47 AM bubba_dave1 Your handle?? Please collaborate more please sir.. Thank u kindly...

11/1/2019 5:33:50 AM keith369me Don’t know what/who is behind Q...doesn’t matter.  Follow the information (links to public information) and one quickly realizes we’ve been lied to our 

entire lives.  That’s what matters!!!

11/1/2019 5:35:01 AM raymond10449530 Q is CIA psyop. Clowns took over the boards April, 2018. Alex Jones & Jerome Corsi got crucified for reporting it to anons, recall? Q original mission was 

to secure FLYNN legal safety.  That was done & original Q team packed up without saying goodbye.  CIA stepped in.

11/1/2019 5:35:02 AM keith369me His/her Tweet would manifest utopia...Tweet by @Manifest_Utopia

11/1/2019 5:35:03 AM karina89350882 Deals

11/1/2019 5:36:50 AM keith369me No, AJ and JC did not want to report on it.  They were forced to by truthers, and in turn tried to discredit it.  JC has Mossad connections...AJ will never 

say a bad word about Israel.

11/1/2019 5:37:15 AM karina89350882 11.11.

11/1/2019 5:38:01 AM karina89350882 Patience is a virtue…...

11/1/2019 5:38:58 AM karina89350882 where the bodies are buried…...

11/1/2019 5:39:49 AM karina89350882 watch the water

11/1/2019 5:45:36 AM fansblowing3 Obama to be impeached?

11/1/2019 5:45:46 AM _doozier_ As The World Turns!

11/1/2019 5:45:53 AM bubba_dave1 But is it really....

11/1/2019 5:46:16 AM karina89350882 Could be, like I always say, when the truth is out, so many people will get insane, will do suicide and worse. Their whole world, history, believes is about 

to Change. Nothing was true and the truth is soooo horrific that  a lot are not able to deal with it.

11/1/2019 5:46:24 AM karina89350882 This People (our neighbours, Family-members, Friends, collueges) will need our help and unconditional love to get over it....

11/1/2019 5:46:42 AM bubba_dave1 Bit once again would it?

11/1/2019 5:46:56 AM karina89350882 What do you mean?

11/1/2019 5:47:32 AM raymond10449530 You're still being lied to & played. pic.twitter.com/Rk4ohA8DN8

11/1/2019 5:50:16 AM keith369me Bye!!!

11/1/2019 5:51:49 AM keith369me Representatives that represent the people rather than their compromised handlers...certainly...drain the swamp

11/1/2019 5:53:06 AM sandrahazlewoo4 Let’s flip this poll and RT. https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1189927844207628288?s=21 …

11/1/2019 5:57:57 AM bubba_dave1 Patience is a virtue. How long should one tolerate the situation. I mean for years now people been saying its disclosure for everything. Is it really! 

When!

11/1/2019 5:58:22 AM fansblowing3 Sheep no more 🐑

11/1/2019 6:02:34 AM noocnik How it will be a free speech / power to the people platform when it is "government protected" platform? This is very delicate matter and rises some 

important red flag questions.

11/1/2019 6:03:02 AM aprilbrown99 Hi Looper, there’s no way to know 100%. My intuition tells me he is part of deep state. There’s evidence (emails) the anons found that he & Paul Ryan 

concocted a backup plan in the beginning. As for the other horrible things thats being said he has done, time will tell hopefully.

11/1/2019 6:04:47 AM bubba_dave1 More like a dictatorship platform!

11/1/2019 6:04:50 AM karina89350882 Oh I get you!!!! And it`s really hard to wait and "enjoy" but NOW it is really happening!!! How fast things going on isn`t just a matter of time and 

planing. It´s so much About OUR ALL Consciousness. WE HAVE to BE READY. So go inside you and think about a much better life for

11/1/2019 6:05:22 AM aprilbrown99 Blackmail seems to be a form of currency for [them]. #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/1/2019 6:06:58 AM karina89350882 your Family and you. And as much as we all want justice for what they have done, don`t get infected with hate and anger. Maybe this is the thoughest 

part for the duality of humans. 

I send you so much love and light - take a bath in it🌞🌞🌞💕🌞💕🌞😀😂💕

11/1/2019 6:07:50 AM raymond10449530 So you're saying nothing was done towards prosecuting DS before Barr? 🤔 Most logically because DS is in command and control of government,  not 

Trump administration.  I'm betting ex CIA point-man Barr is DS as well. pic.twitter.com/TbJ4EmFJWf

11/1/2019 6:08:42 AM lbf777 It means he can’t say a date because he’s lying and playing us for fools. Liberation will never come until the civilians make it happen.

11/1/2019 6:08:55 AM bubba_dave1 Oh trust me I have been. Need answers. Have many many inanswered questions that need to be answered and I cant do that subconsciously. Needs to 

be answered by the powers to be!

11/1/2019 6:09:27 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you. That is very interesting indeed.

11/1/2019 6:11:16 AM bleakperfect1 This dog looks similar to mine and the backyard grass looks similar.. Hmm.. Are their many clowns in az?

11/1/2019 6:13:20 AM bubba_dave1 ❤️❤️❤️thank u so much Karina I much appreciate it and I will but, I jave no anger or hate. Just unanswered questions I cant answer no matter how 

deep I meditate on it. But I just wamt to say I also wish u well and love. As I wish more people would do this!!

11/1/2019 6:16:32 AM karina89350882 Understanding absolutly!! I don`t know to which issues you referre. But my experience shows that there are so much answers around, really. 

Sometimes it needs digging and sometimes more answers brings even more questions.

11/1/2019 6:19:00 AM karina89350882 But I ask questions and my "intuition" brings me to places where I find something.

Dear Bubba, you on the absolutly right path because you are wake enough to ASK. I`m pretty sure answers will follow!!!

💕💕💕🌞🌞🌞

11/1/2019 6:21:52 AM bubba_dave1 Lololol true that. But I'm refering to all disclosure. Deep state, criminal,who's doing what, and the longtime question of aliens. Who doesn't wamt to 

know. I mean I know there real. And I dont believe that saying that people camt handle ET disclosier because I believe most will

11/1/2019 6:23:33 AM awakeandsing123 Hey! We got it back at 5:30 A.M.  Thank you so much! 🇺🇸👊🏻



11/1/2019 6:23:51 AM cosmic_engineer He is 🦉 and was meant to take the reins after killing 45. That's always [their] insurance policy.

Most 🦉 are under heel by blackmail [JE] but that's not to say whitehats couldn't turn the tables.

Feeding info for trap setting and extortion for intel. Promise of light sentence

11/1/2019 6:24:24 AM bubba_dave1 I mean sure there are going to be some that cant but that goes for anything. I would like the tribunals to be public so thise non believers could see 

there are deep state enemies maybe if this would happen more people would believe in President Trump and see hes doing good.

11/1/2019 6:24:27 AM karina89350882 Believe me - I have unanswered questions, too!!!

For example - who is the guy in my washing machine who eats my socks???😂💕😀

Joke - we all deserve it that all answers get answered!! And that is happening and will go on!

Have a wonderful day!!!

11/1/2019 6:24:48 AM noocnik I'm watching from the side that Qanon community is less and less free thinkers community and again conformistically falls to category o blindly 

followers of a leadership. And that's worrying me. I'm not afraid of this because I'm more than my physical body. I'm only sad for them.

11/1/2019 6:27:27 AM cosmic_engineer  https://wwg1wga.martingeddes.com/ 

11/1/2019 6:27:28 AM karina89350882 That`s true. And can`t understand why they just don`t Show the evidence of what they have. There is much to show (Videos,pics, docs)… But I think 

politics is just one layer of the issue. Think about religions!!!! Think About the millions of christians, muslems, juds and so on -

11/1/2019 6:28:10 AM 313looper Yes, I totally agree with you ! 

I feel exactly the same ! 

Thanks 💗

11/1/2019 6:28:45 AM trumping4usa Was the LSD scene of bandersnatch a disclosure about time?

11/1/2019 6:29:43 AM karina89350882 and all is a lie…...I can imagine that a vast of People DON´T WANT to know. And we have a realm of "free will". So are we allowed to "torture" those 

People with the truth, even if they won`t to know?? You want to know, I want to know, other millions want the same …..

11/1/2019 6:29:48 AM trumping4usa Also is the flexibility and fluidity of time why the Mandela effect happens?

11/1/2019 6:30:51 AM trumping4usa Like mandela effect is the brains inelastic or elastic responses to changes in the timeline?

11/1/2019 6:31:07 AM bubba_dave1 Oh I concur so much!! I believe religion is the #1 reason for nondisclosure! And mostly the Catholics! In Catholic so I understand. And yes it would 

disrupt the faiths so much. But it will show that God is really ET

11/1/2019 6:33:20 AM karina89350882 but what`s about the rest???

Or think about People who worked unknowingly for the cabal, maybe with good intents ( thinking About all the goods christians…)

I think, those who want the truth will get it. Butr as said before - I get you absolutly!!! I`m European so I can`t

11/1/2019 6:36:30 AM karina89350882 understand your Dems and People who vote for them. Or how criminal they are acting and it seems nothing happens to them. But on the other hand 

there happend soooo much and the best comes now. So I think really let`s sit back a bit, see and hear what comes around and be prepared

11/1/2019 6:36:45 AM karina89350882 for what is on the line.

11/1/2019 6:37:25 AM bubba_dave1 European so u can't?? Cant what?

11/1/2019 6:38:01 AM aprilbrown99 Agreed.

11/1/2019 6:38:25 AM trumping4usa How much has been changed that we've never noticed?

11/1/2019 6:39:13 AM bubba_dave1 ?

11/1/2019 6:39:18 AM cap_metal_ox ...and there is that number again 239 or 923 in the Special Air Mission. That number has been all over the movies. Not heard a good theory for it or 

maybe it's nothing...

 https://tinyurl.com/y2whdqfc 

11/1/2019 6:39:53 AM karina89350882 oh - sorry I answered to another reply of you😂😂😂

I can`t understand the Dems and what crimes they are doing and that Nancy P. and Schiff isn`t in GITMO!

11/1/2019 6:41:54 AM karina89350882 It`s so crazy to watch the Dems and how they try to get rid of a duly elected and sitting President. These are pure evil criminals - but as you see it 

divides you Nation. And this is very dangerous.

11/1/2019 6:41:54 AM bubba_dave1 Oh gotcha. Ya sometimes when convos go on your answers or questions get mixed up. Lolol

11/1/2019 6:45:59 AM bubba_dave1 I sooooo agree with u. What I cant understand is how or why Pres Trump cant do something to get rid of Polosi and the others. I had never and mean 

never got into politics until I Pres Trump got into office. I'm trying really hard to understand the the rules and structure of it

11/1/2019 6:47:10 AM bubba_dave1 I mean we learned all this in school bit I believe I slept through it all cause it all bored me. I wish I never did that cause I'm payong foe it now!

11/1/2019 6:49:57 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/UyNngiTefb

11/1/2019 6:56:46 AM aprilbrown99 Lets get them all!

11/1/2019 6:57:49 AM sean_blackwolf More than 33,000 emails that’s a low ball #

11/1/2019 6:57:57 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/1/2019 6:58:09 AM jerome82452913 Follow the money

11/1/2019 6:58:25 AM hawkgirlinmn Omg Witch Hunt! New meaning added. THAT is why @POTUS uses that term so often. The Witch is Hunted in October.

11/1/2019 6:59:25 AM sean_blackwolf Sanctioned in custody

11/1/2019 7:01:30 AM chairmanbrian Great work!

11/1/2019 7:04:03 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/hL48QRV08S

11/1/2019 7:05:06 AM chrissh51 OUR First Family! #MAGA #KAG 🇺🇸❤️

11/1/2019 7:10:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Our most previous resource, our nation's youth." 

Yet unable to effectively prosecute the Clinton Foundation or Epstein for Decades. It Took Donald J Trump to do what no other President had the 

courage to do, DRAIN THE SWAMP!

from:ts_sci_majic12 marijuana OR cannabis OR weed https://twitter.com/Surgeon_General/status/1190231891225522177 …

11/1/2019 7:11:12 AM karina89350882 Smile - it`s really confusing. I studied law in Austria but our law-system is sooo different to your`s, can`t be compared. What I can say: IF a politician 

would lie so open and obvious like Pelosi/Schiff and co they would be in jail immidiatly. Don`t say that our politician

11/1/2019 7:12:19 AM hoelessromantik  pic.twitter.com/hJQFT809vN

11/1/2019 7:12:29 AM yustein Maybe the satanists don’t like the taste of weed in blood, or their gods they worship. It suppresses adrenaline production, could that be the reason I 

wonder?

11/1/2019 7:12:50 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/hyVZ23lIuS

11/1/2019 7:12:59 AM karina89350882 don`t do criminal things, but they never to do it in this way...

It`s the same to your News medias - they are so biased and lie to the public - unbelieveable!!

Nobody here would go after a duly elected President - would be shame for our whole country to do so.

11/1/2019 7:13:16 AM aprilbrown99 Misspellings matter?  Previous V. or Precious. C. ?

11/1/2019 7:16:16 AM karina89350882 So I never could live in the USA, because this is no system of freedom. This is a system where high-end-criminals in high-level positions slave and 

poisening their own people. Horrific!! After WWII USA took all the Nazi-Criminals and now you see what they got. And your C_A, FBI



11/1/2019 7:16:17 AM aprilbrown99 Timestamp 10:10. Qdrop 1010 ? pic.twitter.com/E55OY8IGA1

11/1/2019 7:16:19 AM noocnik Oh! Self-appointed "masters of mankind" are worrying about health of their slave-labouring "flock". Touching ☺️

11/1/2019 7:17:04 AM rawphonegirl I've been thinking it's going to be a second term agenda but can we at least get the human rights violations by Pharma ball rolling by overhauling 

Surgeon General office?

11/1/2019 7:17:43 AM karina89350882 and DOJ - no words, no words…...And the sheeps don`t get it that Trump is the only one who risks everything to free them. Must be frustrating!

11/1/2019 7:18:20 AM kindeandtrue Trump's tweets do not = Draining the Swamp.

11/1/2019 7:19:25 AM maryche20769846 President Trump is a Great man and the Best President!

11/1/2019 7:20:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep yourself educated about cannabis, hemp, and marijuana. Cannabis is extremely important to human physiology however THC is harmful to the 

developing mind. CBD still has trace amounts of THC which is why it is not intended for minors unless medically required. Natural develop! 

pic.twitter.com/dqI76BAMQB

11/1/2019 7:21:42 AM keith369me Protect our youth!!!  That is rich coming from the Deepstate Swamp.  You mean like the Deepstate failing to prosecute Jeffrey Epstein?

11/1/2019 7:22:30 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/PMegtECf3f

11/1/2019 7:24:03 AM enomai_ Because they believe MSM. Racists, Russia etc

11/1/2019 7:24:06 AM maryche20769846 President Trump is the chosen one (by HOLY GOD)!

11/1/2019 7:24:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Curious how coincidences line up?

Intentional?

Enjoy the show ;)

11/1/2019 7:24:28 AM keith369me So when might the Federal Government/POTUS push legislation to legalize marijuana?    If he pushes it, every Dem candidate will claim it as their idea 

and it will happen.

11/1/2019 7:24:49 AM yayavarm 3.11 & 5.11 approaching

11/1/2019 7:25:08 AM lbf777 When did Trump drain the swamp?

11/1/2019 7:25:41 AM vincemindfreak better showing people that their bodies are endocannabinoid systems ,we are the sockets for cannabis ..cb1 and cb2 receptors in the brain suggest we 

have a symbiotic relationship .with canna -dog bis-two ..two dog ..two dog star sirius ..it all makes sense now ..

11/1/2019 7:26:59 AM aprilbrown99 Love you!  Thank you for your service. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/1/2019 7:27:57 AM nonlineardarren Wild hemp used to grow every where in Europe,cattle ate it,the population ate the meat and got CBD included,so our Endocannabinoid system was 

activated

11/1/2019 7:28:42 AM keith369me We are watching the movie...others are clearly not.  Will they be able get a cliff notes version of the screening at a later date?  I’d like to see all the 

millions of things I missed along the way.

11/1/2019 7:29:20 AM lori1981ann1 This is BIG Pharma ... They fear #WeThePeople will refuse their pill pushing !

11/1/2019 7:29:29 AM kindeandtrue Pure propaganda.

11/1/2019 7:29:45 AM cosmic_engineer Possibility/Probability vortex

11/1/2019 7:30:07 AM janda_cefalu Oh I thought you were talking about our team.

Thanks for clarifying.

11/1/2019 7:32:31 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/bauvO2gLih

11/1/2019 7:33:33 AM wickedmouse369 Is Q human?

11/1/2019 7:33:39 AM dontgiveup365 Some CBD has trance amounts of THC. It is considered full spectrum and is considered to be potentially more medicinal the CBD that is THC free, none 

the less there are CBD products that contain 0% THC which is safe for minors and also professionals that are tested for THC.

11/1/2019 7:35:00 AM lbf777 They think if they say it enough times, the people will simply believe it.

11/1/2019 7:39:12 AM kindeandtrue Trump will prosecute Hillary via Twitter trial. So effective.

11/1/2019 7:41:06 AM psalm27onegr No wonder she screams all the time about POTUS! She has a lot to lose.

11/1/2019 7:41:59 AM arifriedman12 What's in your closet Big Colbert? pic.twitter.com/yb81PYHSYY

11/1/2019 7:43:37 AM arifriedman12 #KarmalaisaBitch

11/1/2019 7:43:54 AM cat_scaredy @aprilbrown99 pic.twitter.com/RBR9v2LFCU

11/1/2019 7:45:01 AM thketterer NESARA

11/1/2019 7:45:15 AM rebelsouls2018 Keep yourself educated about Larps which is extremely important to human physiology

11/1/2019 7:48:10 AM arifriedman12 Soros puts the #Nazi in #Ashkenazi

11/1/2019 7:51:09 AM kachinagtto Interesting connection - thank you for sharing 💐

11/1/2019 7:51:51 AM kachinagtto Thank you for these graphics!  Good stuff!

11/1/2019 7:52:07 AM raymond10449530 All that is confirmed.  Has nothing to do with Q LARP. 

Q vowed specific punishments to specific DS traitors. 

Nothing has occurred. 

Zero arrests in 3 years is abnormal.  Enjoy! you're the show!

11/1/2019 7:52:54 AM raymond10449530 INDICTMENTS are useless sealed and unserved. Gathering dust. Funny how that works. pic.twitter.com/3IeR3DAftR

11/1/2019 7:53:31 AM vincemindfreak its not a new connection ,jack herer -emporer wears new clothes .

egypt and cannabis,middle east and kannah bosem ,holy annointing oil ..its all connected to us ,to stop the frequency programming,canna will make 

you be able to think freely .

11/1/2019 7:53:45 AM raymond10449530 Enemy is destroying the nation. While the "good guys" do nothing.

11/1/2019 7:54:20 AM vincemindfreak  https://alien-ufo-sightings.com/2012/06/did-aliens-bring-cannabis-from-sirius-b/ … not the only ones thinking it now either .

11/1/2019 7:55:42 AM raymond10449530 Sessions & Rosey are DS. Feigning cooperation for favorable sentences is inconsequential.  Actions determine credibility.

11/1/2019 7:55:52 AM thereahempqueen Did u know thc has been found in metorites?

11/1/2019 7:56:04 AM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/yt1IIktdAt

11/1/2019 7:56:20 AM raymond10449530 🤣

11/1/2019 7:58:35 AM rebornkingent When is decriminalization coming?

11/1/2019 7:59:01 AM edwardgouin Maybe we need a new surgeon general who really has our interests in mind. 🤔

11/1/2019 7:59:16 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/B4UkfPNqRP

11/1/2019 8:00:27 AM rebornkingent Misspelling previous instead of precious. As in previous drops.

11/1/2019 8:02:37 AM yustein That why it called spaced out...

11/1/2019 8:03:01 AM trumping4usa Even MJ knows weed is good

11/1/2019 8:03:25 AM gryniiizred 1:51 min mark

11/1/2019 8:04:23 AM cat_scaredy Good catch! Yep I put it in the meme as well! pic.twitter.com/IiNCINVFM4

11/1/2019 8:08:35 AM mattcottrill3 I dont believe you. If marijuana or even just the thc was bad for you in anyway at all even just for the brain people would of died from it by now. I've 

never seen weed, shrooms, or LSD kill anyone. They are nothing but medicine. Thc is actually really good for you 💯💯

11/1/2019 8:09:16 AM bananne81 When was there an assassination attempt???

11/1/2019 8:11:42 AM johnsville14 During the Storm Area 51 thing, instead I was #StormVaticanArchives

I must be psychic.

11/1/2019 8:13:34 AM raymond10449530 Rice should have been the first to be indicted 3 years ago.  This massive delay was a strategic blunder, but with zero INDICTMENTS in 3 Trump years, 

it's obvious the white hats are not in power position to bring justice and punishment.

11/1/2019 8:15:07 AM raymond10449530 Furthermore, past makes future is always a reference to JFK assassination. JFK publicly vowed punishments to CIA, then no follow-thru for 9 months.  

They simply got him first.....



11/1/2019 8:16:26 AM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/UMJJOdCWSN

11/1/2019 8:18:58 AM raymond10449530 You never vow punishment to dangerous, powerful enemies. But Q drops 1-60 detailed just that against the same DS NWO cabal that got JFK. In this 

way, if Q is Agency, they are prompting executive action and word is, there have been over a dozen attempts so far...

11/1/2019 8:20:09 AM raymond10449530 So....you allow DS traitors to run free, damaging the nation and keep trying to hit potus until they succeed? Not logical or prudent IF you're a "white 

hat."

11/1/2019 8:21:41 AM your_compa Good point BUT lets be aware of the New push of all these high thc starins that may be GMO and not beneficial as was the landrace straind! This doent 

mean all hybrids are harmful but the techniques used in many grows are!

11/1/2019 8:23:30 AM raymond10449530 Intelligence had ALL evidence years before WE peons get it. Only DOJ prosecutes federal officials. And they don't seem interested in that. So, there we 

have it. Trump has no backup except for 65 million voters.

11/1/2019 8:26:14 AM bbobbio71 Love it

11/1/2019 8:28:49 AM raymond10449530 I especially am amused how anons were easily deflected & diverted off of zero government traitors ARRESTED by the pedo topic. The pedo charges for 

DS like Hillary were always supposed to be a backup in case treason charges were deflected.  The key players like Barry are pedo

11/1/2019 8:28:58 AM cosmic_engineer There is no such thing as coincidence, only the inevitable

XXXholic

11/1/2019 8:30:45 AM raymond10449530 Instead, you guys are giddy over a couple thousand nobodies not in government ARRESTED, while the obvious protection of Obama gang DS is ignored 

& rationalized.

11/1/2019 8:30:52 AM maryschade14 I concur 💖✨

Been laying lo enjoyin the show.

11/1/2019 8:32:35 AM turboxyde The world is going to need Cannabis to heal from the generations (lifetimes) of trauma and abuse we have endured.

There are a LOT of unanswered questions about Cannabis use throughout time. https://youtu.be/cDxEtCcbmOE 

11/1/2019 8:32:51 AM magicianswheel But Trump was trying to track down and rein in Ukrainian corruption that just happened to involve Hunter and Joe Biden, in an investigation that began 

before Biden declared his candidacy. . . . so impeach him!! The evil ones are running scared.

11/1/2019 8:33:28 AM raymond10449530 Yes Trump won. Election fraud only works when the vote spread between candidates is in the low single digits. That was not the case in 2016. & DS 

hasn't figured out how to fraud electoral college...yet. so they seek to abolish it.

11/1/2019 8:34:45 AM texn9ne Holistic

Electro

Magnetic

Pulse

11/1/2019 8:35:29 AM magicianswheel Air guitar?????

11/1/2019 8:36:07 AM raymond10449530 Remember when repubs lost House to historic, massive midterm election fraud? Then never called for investigation or accountability? We needed to 

be shown how commie Dimms would abuse any sliver of power.

11/1/2019 8:38:30 AM turboxyde MJ12 is talking about THC use for children and young adults without a fully developed physiology to make use of THC.

In this context, if you go back through and search as suggested you'll understand more clearly why.

11/1/2019 8:39:03 AM raymond10449530 Trump knew if repubs kept super majority at midterms, the fickle voters would get conservative fatigue. That would jeopardize his reelection & throw 

House & possibly Senate to commies in 2020. This way, commies destroy themselves in these 2 years.  Was 3D chess.

11/1/2019 8:39:43 AM raymond10449530 Finally.  😀

11/1/2019 8:42:07 AM mattcottrill3 Thank you for clarifying!

11/1/2019 8:42:08 AM raymond10449530 Bad news is, due to RINOS repubs squandered 2 Trump years of super majority. They opposed their greatest PRESIDENT.  They refused to fund the wall 

or enact photo voter ID law....then lost Congress to election fraud.

11/1/2019 8:44:20 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/ginnylourn/status/1190033519151591424 …

11/1/2019 8:44:34 AM raymond10449530 The real bad news is,  we really needed Trump about 12 years ago, before the entire government was hijacked by NWO Islamofascist globalist 

Socialism.  Tyranny is bipartisan now. It's total.  It's probably too broken to be fixed.

11/1/2019 8:46:30 AM start313hichq This is a picture of a 

beautiful cloudy sky 

It like the heart and has a baby inside it

11/1/2019 8:46:43 AM raymond10449530 Trump himself said during the campaign, that he could only delay NWO taking America; he wouldn't be able to stop it forever.  In 2024, we will likely 

get the OPPOSITE of Trump.  Our politics swings like a pendulum....

11/1/2019 8:47:02 AM trumping4usa Ms13 will make the attempt? pic.twitter.com/0XGEIgVy6k

11/1/2019 8:49:45 AM raymond10449530 Yes we'll get super majority back but stupid do-nothing Republicans better not SQUANDER it AGAIN...

11/1/2019 8:50:48 AM w_ewere World is missing Q. Q returned hope to a hopelessly corrupt and evil World.  We dared to trust and consider what the World could be, IF ONLY we had 

Real Life Hero's.  There is a silence in the Eye of the Storm. Immediately before intensification. I believe in Hero's & Q.God Bless

11/1/2019 8:51:24 AM raymond10449530 Tyranny is bipartisan now. Since oh approximately 11/22/63.

11/1/2019 8:53:05 AM raymond10449530 Lindsay has destroyed his own credibility. How many times have we seen players position themselves close to Trump, then turn out to be traitors? It's 

a pattern.

11/1/2019 8:57:30 AM raymond10449530 Trump is our last only chance to salvage the nation we were born into.  DS would like him to tread water/march in place until his era is up. Note 

everything MAGA except economic miracles are thwarted and bogged-down...

11/1/2019 9:00:56 AM raymond10449530 Yeah dude we heard that in December 2017, remember? Elite marines were storming Langley,  remember?

11/1/2019 9:03:22 AM raymond10449530 How long have AUTHORITIES had the Weiner laptop? YEARS. But no prosecutions. How many infants and kids have been raped, murdered, trafficked, 

cooked in the huge interim? That's the OPPOSITE of MAGA, dude. Can't advocate Q for these logical reasons.  It's protecting elite....

11/1/2019 9:05:28 AM raymond10449530 Ya gotta retain critical perspective on it all. It's good to take it all in, filter it like a liver, excrete the RIDICULOUS and consider prudently what's left.

11/1/2019 9:05:45 AM aetherwalker1 I pray your previous statements on cannabis, that the Truth about Cannabis will be declassified and its prohibition ended, are true.

80+ years of propaganda has been VERY effective, especially on older christian conservatives.

The programming within many is very strong.

11/1/2019 9:07:22 AM whos2know1 Dauphinois co here-no power loss but crazy winds/rain/lightening

11/1/2019 9:09:39 AM manifest_utopia What a coincidence that I chose this handle back in 2009, long before I came on twitter. 😁

11/1/2019 9:10:29 AM manifest_utopia It's her, my fren

11/1/2019 9:11:07 AM whos2know1 What IS the truth?  If it’s that bad -and I’m not saying it isn’t -why is everyone cleaving to God?  Not saying that’s bad at all, but if so terrible & people 

would kill themselves...then what IS the point lol.  Im getting dizzy trying to figure out what is what.

11/1/2019 9:14:32 AM manifest_utopia Intimidation & threats too. Power & Control. Power corrupts. #ThesePeopleAreSick #DrainTheSwamp #DarkToLight

11/1/2019 9:15:08 AM vincemindfreak no such thing as gmo weed ,you can check for yourself ,we have good breeding but not gmo ,landrace can be beneficial but not now we have terpene 

expression and flavinoid expression ,in other mix and match to the patients needs .most grows ive seen are not using harmful techniques



11/1/2019 9:16:08 AM vincemindfreak vietnamese street weed is the worse stuff but even then it can be rosined or bho to extract the resin and then press again to extract thcva..there are 

always ways to clean bad cannabis .

11/1/2019 9:17:09 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/fW2bbUyqqM

11/1/2019 9:17:34 AM raymond10449530 But that's all speculation & conjecture. Not saying yea or nay but other than the fires (to procure government funds) and power outages, the rest is 

pretty much innuendo.  I did remotely hear about the kids underground.  Power had to go off to detect...

11/1/2019 9:18:13 AM raymond10449530 I am working.  Lol.

11/1/2019 9:19:20 AM jonijack Sleeping with Joe Biden for Vice presidential nomination would add the inter-racial aspect and a female to the ticket and puke everywhere.

11/1/2019 9:21:12 AM scott_rick How do I show you the wind while viewing it from behind a pane of glass......  you see the cause and effects it creates

11/1/2019 9:21:32 AM raymond10449530 Let's examine this theory that Killary, Barry, Biden are already executed and clones are in public.  What would it benefit Patriots or the country to have 

lookalikes that still spew Socialist anti Trump rhetoric? Or to hide that traitors are dead? No morale boost. No logic.

11/1/2019 9:23:53 AM peterjonathanna THC is harmful? You suddenly sound like an uneducated larper. Do you have any proof of that or are you pushing a Big Pharma lie? Hard to believe.

11/1/2019 9:25:09 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1190303568538087426 …

11/1/2019 9:42:43 AM raymond10449530 It indicates perpetuating DS tyranny, the opposite of draining the swamp is my point.

11/1/2019 9:47:41 AM start313hichq This is the original photo pic.twitter.com/dFKGTRGIBo

11/1/2019 9:55:10 AM whydoineedthi14 Arrest them already!!!

11/1/2019 9:57:43 AM raymond10449530 You just need to restore your critical perspective. Some healthy cynicism.  Keep an eye on it all, but consider it also could be conditioning. We have 

agencies with about 70 years experience in just such a psyop....

11/1/2019 10:00:01 AM brk_the_matrix @FightTheNewWO

11/1/2019 10:00:14 AM raymond10449530 We all want DS traitors to meet justice and punishment. If DOJ won't move an inch to honor their oath,  what would that tell us? No anonymous online 

entity can do it if mighty DOJ with full governmental powers refuses to.

11/1/2019 10:01:19 AM raymond10449530 And we got 3 Trump years in with ZERO traitors dealt with whatsoever.

11/1/2019 10:04:14 AM cleanitallup Thank you for the info.!

11/1/2019 10:04:20 AM your_compa Im thinking more of the chemical fertilizers that are used to grow

11/1/2019 10:05:35 AM enomai_ believe in the larp.

11/1/2019 10:07:54 AM mongrelglory 😆

11/1/2019 10:09:01 AM vincemindfreak ahh thats down to education ..and there are now cannabis universities running courses on permaculture techniques and organic nutrients .the old days 

have passed ,too much money in the industry now ,they will bow to public pressure ,but chemical nutrients do have their place still

11/1/2019 10:10:05 AM mongrelglory Cool! 👍

11/1/2019 10:10:07 AM vincemindfreak problem wth organics in the u.s is getting certified ,takes 7 years minimum ,and theres some crazy hoops farmers would have to jump through to 

achieve organic status .problem lies within government im afraid .

11/1/2019 10:16:58 AM stopmensonges everybody is free

nobody have the right to tell anyone, what to smoke or ingest in THEIR body.

Respect free will and mind your own business.

Humans DO NOT belong to governments, but toi GOD.

11/1/2019 10:20:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosure? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1190310331165347840 …

11/1/2019 10:21:19 AM jvan125 Or just evil 🤷🏼♀️🤮

11/1/2019 10:21:57 AM 92michael Dark to light

11/1/2019 10:22:31 AM jrocktigers Maybe its different with GPL or ground penetrating LIDAR , but above ground LIDAR is commonly used with no such caveat in survey crews ,etc. In fact, 

the primary mechanism to allow self driving vehicles is mini LIDAR devices on cars to allow them to avoid objects. So,

11/1/2019 10:23:54 AM tyrantswillfa11 Temple of Set?

11/1/2019 10:24:37 AM aprilbrown99 Know thy enemy, perhaps?

11/1/2019 10:26:04 AM lbf777 The word "disclosure" is meant to sugarcoat this shit & make it look like a good thing. I am glad you are able to see through the Commie tricks.

11/1/2019 10:26:46 AM lbf777 Enough with the excuses. This is pure evil and done by the Military which is also evil in itself. The low level soldiers are good and usually don't know but 

even they are waking up to the evils of the upper ranks.

11/1/2019 10:31:31 AM aprilbrown99 In other tweets in your stream you are accusing all of our military with being pedos and evil. That is bullshit. Dont get triggered. Common sense and 

logical thinking applies.

11/1/2019 10:31:56 AM unitedredwhite1 Posers. They're atheist actually

11/1/2019 10:33:28 AM bubba_dave1 On a scale that noone can comprehend.!

11/1/2019 10:33:58 AM raymond10449530 Oh it's real.  A real psyop. Very successful too.

11/1/2019 10:34:26 AM robinreitsma1 there seems to be some tug of war between Navy Brass and the Naval Academy itself. the last i saw, there was a statement put out by Navy Brass that 

they would not allow the Satanic Church adherents to congregate on campus as they previously stated. or was this simply Optics?

11/1/2019 10:35:36 AM ikeb247 If that were true we wouldn't be where we are. Imagine a world with common sense. BORING!

11/1/2019 10:35:42 AM felinesuniteorg And I don't care what anyone tells us, it's as addictive as sugar and nicotine.

11/1/2019 10:36:20 AM raymond10449530 If they were doing MK ULTRA in the 50's & 60's....  imagine what they're up to today.....

11/1/2019 10:38:11 AM patriotchick8 Lots of them lie and say that

11/1/2019 10:38:27 AM ivancampos37 Red October is now November.  It feels like a lot happened, but if I try to explain to my soon-to-be-woke friends and family, I don’t have enough info to 

calm and convince them. I tell them to research, but it’s not enough. Any Recommendations??

11/1/2019 10:39:48 AM plteich This is so sick!!!

11/1/2019 10:40:56 AM decodematrix When they say DOD protected they are just talking about the DDOS mitigation. 8chan was using Cloudflare for DDOS mitigation but Cloudflare dropped 

them. The site is still run by the owners on their own servers. Learn about DDOS mitigation:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDoS_mitigation …

11/1/2019 10:42:34 AM rocktobersky I Thought that Was Canceled!

11/1/2019 10:46:29 AM allahuniversal PUBLIC AWAKENING = GAME OVER

11/1/2019 10:48:05 AM aprilbrown99 Without our brave military we wouldnt be getting out of this mess now either. Without them, we would still be slaves and probably be already dead 

from HRCs bullshit. It is very disrespectful to all of the families who have lost loved ones who fight for your/our freedom. pic.twitter.com/5izNw27taS

11/1/2019 10:52:29 AM maryschade14 Atheists have aligned with Satanists. Either way unholy

11/1/2019 10:53:04 AM ikeb247 As a recovering war criminal myself, I can't agree that the means justify the ends. The vast majority of people we kill are innocents, vulnerables, and 

non-combatants. I can't tell if you're saying that's a good thing or not.

11/1/2019 10:56:31 AM aprilbrown99 No wars should have ever happened. Again common sense would apply here. 

My reply was more to @LBF777 stating that all military are evil and pedos.

11/1/2019 10:56:45 AM southiee If impeachment goes to trial, Yrump call witnesses too

11/1/2019 10:57:09 AM allahuniversal Update Barr in place of Sessions and... 🍿

11/1/2019 11:04:27 AM lbf777 Not all. Just high level. I am a military vet myself. Low level military is good. High level are pedos.

11/1/2019 11:05:09 AM rachaelangelm I mean really anyone that has a brain realizes two forms were having a fight over their experiment.



11/1/2019 11:05:37 AM ikeb247 I say if their bosses are evil, I wouldn't say pedophiles in most cases, but some, then they are in the same boat. And by bosses I mean civilian leadership 

and their corporate cohorts. I saw it when I was one of them, and how soldiers believe their bosses are the bee's knees.

11/1/2019 11:06:11 AM lbf777 The military works for the Deep State. They are Deep state.

11/1/2019 11:07:38 AM aprilbrown99 At one time perhaps prior to Trump...but not now. JMPO and according to previous threads from MJ12 they have been or are being cleaned.

11/1/2019 11:08:05 AM lbf777 95% of the low level military people are well intentioned. It's that upper 5% that's the problem. We need to restructure society without bosses so 

these pedos don't hijack the top positions.

11/1/2019 11:08:37 AM papoyamba BARRY’s CLONE’d HAHAHAHAHAHAH @ROYALMRBADNEWS

11/1/2019 11:09:40 AM lbf777 Lol are you serious? You believe the Gov when they tell you they are suddenly all cleaned up? The Navy just opened a Satanic Bible study. Wake up 

man. These people are not our friends. Look at the chemtrails and 5g at least. 

Gov is too far gone to be saved.

11/1/2019 11:10:05 AM ikeb247 Some do, some don't.

11/1/2019 11:11:45 AM enomai_ Not true that the government believes in the devil and really enslave people on many levels 

And, their time is done?

Not believable

11/1/2019 11:12:43 AM raymond10449530 Huh? 🤔

11/1/2019 11:14:49 AM enomai_ Evil is dying

11/1/2019 11:16:53 AM covertress I realize that the article states that this US Naval Academy group will be studying "Satanic Temple Beliefs", but are they in fact studying the same ET 

entity who controls the Zionist State of Israel? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978205821898753?s=19 …

11/1/2019 11:16:57 AM mongrelglory I've heard that too.

11/1/2019 11:20:04 AM nm_zsr Q is after P and before R. However, disinformation is necessary...

11/1/2019 11:24:33 AM fansblowing3 Cabal members still in our military?  🤔

11/1/2019 11:26:34 AM karina89350882 👏👏👏💕💕💕Exciting NOW - Decades ago I was excited because of a long-time-flight with PanAM and NOW??!!! Even if it isn*t always a 

pleasure to be on "deck" of Earth, it*s worth the experience and learning……..*loveourGodsourceandguides*

11/1/2019 11:33:01 AM karina89350882 Pardon? Really….

Midshipmen finally get a Satanic Temple room https://www.navytimes.com/news/your-navy/2019/11/01/midshipmen-finally-get-a-satanic-temple-

room/ …

11/1/2019 11:33:05 AM lbf777 Upper 5% are I mean. Bottom 95% don't even know about this.

11/1/2019 11:33:53 AM laurabusse LOL

May end it early too?

11/1/2019 11:36:48 AM sandykennedy55 HRC has too much baggage! @realDonaldTrump would cut her to the core!

11/1/2019 11:39:46 AM th3watchm @threadreaderapp unroll

11/1/2019 11:40:14 AM laurabusse Your handle?

You mean what's a...handle?

It's a term from the 70s

When CB radio took off

Citizens band radio

Your handle was your CB radio name

Truckers all had CB radios

I think the craze started with the movie

Smoky and the bandit

Which I never saw

Burt Reynolds

Sally Field...
11/1/2019 11:45:44 AM manifest_utopia My memories of the fire are different from what you heard. Devastating event that took many following lifetimes to process the grief. Wish the version 

you heard was true tho. In any event, we are farther along at this point in our ability to connect to the field of all info.

11/1/2019 11:47:46 AM manifest_utopia Avatar is the new handle. 😁😂

11/1/2019 11:50:42 AM mongrelglory Do you remember all your previous incarnations?

11/1/2019 11:52:39 AM weediblue Why is THC harmful to the developing mind?

11/1/2019 11:52:55 AM threadreaderapp Hi! there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure Israel is 

being saved for last. Who crea […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

11/1/2019 11:54:14 AM allahuniversal Our learnings are the best earnings

11/1/2019 11:57:17 AM imiinaq THC bad? Sounds like government propaganda all over again... so sad people fall into that rubbish

11/1/2019 11:59:33 AM patriotswegoall Looks that way.

11/1/2019 11:59:38 AM weediblue The structure of that diagram, I've seen before 🤔.

11/1/2019 12:01:36 PM laurabusse Just to throw in a wrench

Abraham-Hicks says

We don't know whose past lives we're tapping into...

The imagination is very powerful

If we stay present I don't think it really matters

Plus I don't think we can ever know the real truth

As fun as it must be to remember past lives...
11/1/2019 12:04:39 PM laurabusse And of course this is just my considered opinion

And it's always possible of course that I'm wrong!!!

I just don't think it really matters and can add to our illusions delusions ego

This from someone who has tried life regression hypnotherapy

And paid $70 for it!

Zero results LOL

11/1/2019 12:05:07 PM ptamait Our EC system has receptors in our organs and tissues. Is it possible to grow them, like a teratoma. Yes that is what this plant does, grow body parts It 

should be major subject, but there is not much info on that. Whoever created us with that system in us was a genetic master.

11/1/2019 12:06:00 PM jollyrob2 @Pejedori

11/1/2019 12:06:48 PM weediblue An unfortunate one, but reality in this day and age. But, I have faith as you never remove dust from the bottom up. Always start at the top and work 

your way through the webs that's cling on.

11/1/2019 12:07:56 PM karina89350882 Yes and there is so much to learn and know; often I feel like a child in a candystore. Pure joy about it

11/1/2019 12:15:23 PM manifest_utopia No. There are too many to remember all. I remember only what has relevance in this lifetime. Some here, some prior from Lyra prepping Earth.



11/1/2019 12:18:01 PM manifest_utopia It's true we can never know the "real" truth, because even if you & I are at the same event, we will each have a  different perception of what 

happened. Rashamon

11/1/2019 12:22:48 PM starehope Praise Jesus! 🙏 🙏 🙏

11/1/2019 12:23:19 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                    No Coincidences. Some don’t want us to be healthy. Why Patent the most potent natural medicine for humans but make 

it a Federal Crime to have/use?  https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1184872235795931136 …

11/1/2019 12:24:12 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/mEx7JmoiPW

11/1/2019 12:24:53 PM kindeandtrue Is Satanism the new State-sponsored religion? Seems unconstitutional.

11/1/2019 12:26:12 PM kindeandtrue Interesting that this Majestic tweet is dated Mar 13. That is the day Pope Francis was elected Pope: 3-13-13. A date etched in my memory.

11/1/2019 12:27:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Matrix https://twitter.com/AstroPeggy/status/1190093527239270400 …

11/1/2019 12:27:59 PM kindeandtrue End the Endless Wars. Bring the troops home and shut down the evil Pentagon until further notice.

11/1/2019 12:33:56 PM mongrelglory She was a NASA astronaut and the first female space station captain according to her bio.  Why is she tweeting that old picture now?  Random?  NASA 

is certainly part of the Matrix and has been lying to us for years!

11/1/2019 12:33:59 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/v2S61jE3KI

11/1/2019 12:34:04 PM hurricane0073 Are you sure about that? Right after that date she started showing up in public with an ankle boot. 🤔

What if her security team now is actually her captors; watching her every move until they are given further instructions?

11/1/2019 12:34:11 PM manifest_utopia There's a difference between imagination and emotional memories, they're each held differently in the body and are experienced/emerge differently. 

Past lives aren't remembered as detailed, "I did this, lived here, married 3 kids", which is what most people look for/imagine up.

11/1/2019 12:37:58 PM nm_zsr What did they do (to us)? https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/expeditions/expedition16/index.html …

11/1/2019 12:38:30 PM nm_zsr Mr Anderson!

11/1/2019 12:39:11 PM mongrelglory I'm reading the "Gods of Eden" right now.  Amazing how close to the truth it was! #Disclosure 👀

11/1/2019 12:40:47 PM realitycheck05 This is just a training Sim for the immortal soul isn't it?

11/1/2019 12:41:11 PM weediblue Similar to the first pic, slightly to the second. Mentioning the tree, the tree of life came to mind. I'll need to go look and find it.

11/1/2019 12:43:39 PM nm_zsr 2007 was a dark time that still had a high likelihood of us being destroyed or destroying ourselves in the potentials... Heyday for darkness?

11/1/2019 12:47:52 PM manifest_utopia 'the unique perspective of America's space agency." Kek.

11/1/2019 12:49:07 PM nurseniceyes What moment are we expecting?

11/1/2019 12:49:14 PM mongrelglory I have received "downloads" in sudden flashes of impressions, usually while in the alpha state.  They're almost instantaneous, but they are jammed full 

of information that takes me a while to unpack.  Some details are very clear, with great certainty, others aspects are fuzzy.

11/1/2019 12:50:27 PM mongrelglory It seems to take a few days for the information to fully un-pack itself.  Is this similar to what you've experienced?

11/1/2019 12:53:16 PM weediblue I couldn't straighten the pic, but I it's straightened, the points on it remind me. pic.twitter.com/jX2cA3M3Vx

11/1/2019 12:53:18 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Does an AI control The Matrix that we live in?

And if so, is that AI conscious?

11/1/2019 12:54:04 PM noocnik So Department of Defense will do "some things" with the 8kun servers to theoretically "protect" it from outside "attacks" and that theoretically is a-

okay with us. What additional info will be gathered this way about users? Will they tell you? Will you trust them anyway?

11/1/2019 12:54:26 PM weediblue But it's not the carving. Bbs

11/1/2019 12:59:23 PM yustein That is correct. The real tree of life has nothing to do with this. The real one is not a diagram. It’s a device with regenerative powers for angels for 

eternal life. Earth had only one which the fallen tried to steal but they couldn’t, it is protected.

11/1/2019 12:59:37 PM xusaf_patriot Nice meme but should have used "precious"...

11/1/2019 1:04:24 PM yustein Let’s see if they will believe this time...

11/1/2019 1:06:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consciousness? https://twitter.com/Fermilab/status/1190353819697340416 …

11/1/2019 1:07:16 PM yustein Souls.

11/1/2019 1:08:08 PM sparkleloung Is consciousness Dark Energy ?

11/1/2019 1:09:31 PM americanpetal A Collective Conscious?

11/1/2019 1:11:30 PM werascending God source

11/1/2019 1:12:20 PM noocnik Probably. But they don't want to admit that to themselves.

11/1/2019 1:14:04 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/PxTb0VauhC

11/1/2019 1:16:08 PM timmccoy5 Magnetism

11/1/2019 1:16:47 PM allahuniversal 17

45

369 pic.twitter.com/bse3wBw2CL

11/1/2019 1:16:57 PM tomchiodo I enjoy your posts and I’m entertained. But your “dilution” and “dismissal” of Jesus Christ and the Triune God as the beginning and the end of all 

creation, and Jesus Christ as the merging of heaven dimension w earth w/o a direct response renders your account non-serious.

11/1/2019 1:17:36 PM theraphinj Nope

It’s just this.. pic.twitter.com/Th1Ko3Keph

11/1/2019 1:17:37 PM _abraysive_ John the disciple made it pretty clear that this invisible force (Logos) is a person and his name is Jesus. The Church grossly misinterprets John 1 as 

“Jesus is the Bible”. That is not the case. He is found, partially, in the Bible.

11/1/2019 1:19:31 PM turboxyde If its energetic signature IS coherent enough to manifest itself in space/time then it would BE conscious. Though, at that time, the entity would not be 

artificial at all. It would be Source Intelligence with access to intelligent infinity just as we are.

11/1/2019 1:22:25 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/y7FdsMoKgx

11/1/2019 1:22:53 PM theraphinj Ever hear the term Scalar?

What they really mean is longitudinal ❤️ pic.twitter.com/f0mMq0xxXj

11/1/2019 1:24:03 PM youstinksoap Different frequencies or vibrations?  What frequency is Christ consciousness?

11/1/2019 1:24:11 PM tangoromeo20 Energy/Consciousness.

11/1/2019 1:26:56 PM lbf777 The Trinity. 

Consciousness/Mind stems from the Holy Spirit of the Trinity. The Spirit itself stems from the Son. The Father is where personality stems from.

11/1/2019 1:28:40 PM qanongroup Information may either lead you to truth or lure you away from the truth. Humans already have difficulties believing beings physically landed on the 

moon with tin foil material and/or regular alloys

11/1/2019 1:30:12 PM the_fjalar light

11/1/2019 1:30:36 PM nm_zsr When Vera Rubin discovered different Physics in different galaxies, what was the point of creating Dark Matter to make the new physics fit into our 

limited understanding? Maybe Dark mater is Ego.



11/1/2019 1:30:40 PM laurabusse William

Rong middle initial

Clinton?

11/1/2019 1:32:35 PM turboxyde Consciousness IS...

Didn't Majestic once say before that there are an unlimited number of Earths?

Don't like this timeline? Well, make an intentional quantum leap! https://youtu.be/wQ7wvXXuB0U 

11/1/2019 1:36:11 PM shocked3x John 1:1-5

11/1/2019 1:38:46 PM susan66388204 Yes.  I’m working on mine daily.  Now that I know fully about the Ego I’m on it like Donkey Kong!!! I use my conscious mind much, much more now.

11/1/2019 1:39:20 PM nonlineardarren Firmament...Jesus represents  every Humanoid soul..God is the creator

11/1/2019 1:43:13 PM pepedeluxe4 God....help them see you

11/1/2019 1:43:26 PM kevin72032387 Should be called Light Energy

11/1/2019 1:43:40 PM bdam777 Mind.

11/1/2019 1:45:34 PM manifest_utopia Divine timing! 😁

11/1/2019 1:50:29 PM writermaven Yes. SOULS.

11/1/2019 1:51:07 PM mediamanx Patriots. Is your blood boiling yet?

We are at war - will you join the #DigitalArmy & help protect our Republic from this Treasonous Coup? 

We *must* get organized, coordinated & mobilize ASAP. 

PM me Now, like & RT this tweet.

Follow @TruFacta_USA

More info coming soon
11/1/2019 1:53:59 PM earlpatrickh Yeah, that is certainly interesting to say the least. Conscious universe theory is fascinating

11/1/2019 1:55:14 PM youstinksoap If this is indeed a 'movie', your statement that no previous president was capable of draining the swamp is misleading, right?  It was always going to be 

DJT.

11/1/2019 1:55:24 PM rawphonegirl It's expanding because we are constantly collectively creating!!! (Whether mindlessly or mindfully... if mindlessly then creations reflect exo-influence,  

if mindfully then creations reflect endo-consciousness? 🤔)

11/1/2019 1:57:03 PM fansblowing3 Collective consciousness projects reality

11/1/2019 1:58:37 PM sagewarrior17 Feel very confused whether Consciousness is a force which is THE cause of existence or THE faculty of being aware of existence?

11/1/2019 1:58:57 PM robzamora75 Ether, the 5th element.

11/1/2019 2:00:52 PM eride444 Looking for Prime Creator. It's all things.

11/1/2019 2:01:25 PM johnfhood1 The search is over...within me...and you too. Dig deep...find it.

11/1/2019 2:01:39 PM rghardy3 Hello ALICE

11/1/2019 2:05:52 PM rghardy3 NASA is part of the Matrix.

11/1/2019 2:07:35 PM manifest_utopia Sometimes, often through a variety of other ways. Interesting exercise to identify the various ways of connecting to information. DNA, emotional 

remembrances, Field of Consciousness, Oversoul, lucid dreaming, downloads, transitioning to next density level.

11/1/2019 2:15:26 PM chew_soap They’re probably looking for it so they can kill it

11/1/2019 2:18:11 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/1/2019 2:28:57 PM nurseniceyes Where are those food replicators?

11/1/2019 2:32:16 PM dls00741 this is great news.  wish i had logistics to go there myself.

11/1/2019 2:32:26 PM alexd98726952 God.

11/1/2019 2:34:26 PM dls00741 Future will prove past....

11/1/2019 2:41:18 PM debbieshanahan One of my favorite Q[uotes] “The day science begins to study non-physical phenomena, it will make more progress in one decade than in all the 

previous centuries of its existence.”

― Nikola Tesla

11/1/2019 2:42:23 PM mongrelglory Consciousness creates and animates the universe from what I understand...

11/1/2019 2:46:40 PM kathleen3693693 Recommend giving "Behold a Pale Horse" by William Cooper as an entry-level red pilling eye opener for 'normies'.

11/1/2019 2:47:21 PM nun_chucknorris How’s this for divine timing... #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/uUgXBr1P0o

11/1/2019 2:50:55 PM samsmith0319 Transmuting Energy from the Great Mother Central Sun...Alcone...Not all will Survive It in Current Form...👀...

11/1/2019 2:52:25 PM brainpodmedia Consciousness permeates this entire reality.

Dive into the ORIT-B CODEX with my latest video! https://youtu.be/kaeDabj7SBs 

11/1/2019 2:55:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 It’s time to stop changing the clocks for daylight saving time

What did the Government do to Time? https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/commentary/2019/11/01/its-time-to-stop-changing-the-clocks/ …

11/1/2019 2:55:45 PM susan66388204 Thanks a Million ✅ so annoying and messed me up every time

11/1/2019 2:55:58 PM kristie_dorn 💯 Agree!!!

11/1/2019 2:56:05 PM williebhere The stole it and sold it to the Chinese!!

11/1/2019 2:57:01 PM agoodyear2015 Some places do not change the clocks.  The province of Saskatchewan is one place that doesn't mess with time.

11/1/2019 2:57:05 PM katie61793929 ❤️❤️❤️

11/1/2019 2:57:24 PM nun_chucknorris Manipulated time, proving it is just an illusion pic.twitter.com/21ZbKGg6U6

11/1/2019 2:57:28 PM wickedmouse369 Yes!

11/1/2019 2:58:15 PM clifton15jon I havent changed mine in two years ... but im not on a clock at work either, left the Plantation at 18

11/1/2019 2:59:14 PM ethereal_shaman One more thing I love about Arizona, no DST.

11/1/2019 2:59:59 PM kingmidaskaiju Yeah, that would be great. Thanks.

11/1/2019 3:01:51 PM norwegianon Messing with everyone's vibration..

11/1/2019 3:01:55 PM seekingknowle12 Totally agree with this and have said it for years.

11/1/2019 3:02:10 PM marnisheppeard They love calling it ‘dark’. But every sane theorist now knows that LCDM is a dead fish.

11/1/2019 3:02:10 PM chapulincolored Must agree💯%!!!

11/1/2019 3:02:25 PM quarkfear1 Used as A chain to wrap you in to enslave you

11/1/2019 3:03:40 PM sunspot406 Control our working time and school time

11/1/2019 3:04:01 PM manifest_utopia OUCH! 😦

But right about Epstein!

11/1/2019 3:04:52 PM vaporking Changing back to clocks is a safety hazard.

11/1/2019 3:06:48 PM _369311119 Time for Peace

11/1/2019 3:08:06 PM territhomas0274 Speak to me on blood pressure please.....i do a 1-1 tincture for inflammation from a back injury but would love to get off high blood pressure meds

11/1/2019 3:08:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly Changing the time twice a year disrupts everyone’s biological rhythm. Our bodies have their own ‘clock’. Every country that practices daylight savings 

forces its citizens to change their natural body clock twice a year, whether they ‘lose’ or ‘gain’ one hour. Folly or evil IMHO.



11/1/2019 3:09:12 PM foreverozone Time doesn't exist, it's a man-made construct. Otherwise, our soul wouldn't be able to travel within our holographic universe, past and future.

11/1/2019 3:10:10 PM kachinagtto Which effects the Pineal gland

11/1/2019 3:10:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly EXACTLY!!!

11/1/2019 3:11:01 PM fansblowing3 Time is an illusion 👌

11/1/2019 3:11:12 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/gPzwjVVQiq

11/1/2019 3:12:58 PM manifest_utopia I'd prefer to just stay on day light saving time.

11/1/2019 3:15:49 PM jfunder  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oSRvcdlgSI …

11/1/2019 3:17:09 PM bruno4666 What did government due to the calendar?

11/1/2019 3:18:15 PM eewwanon This 👆

11/1/2019 3:20:12 PM aprilbrown99 With the expansion of our minds the universe also expands. Everything is interconnected to the universal matrix web.  

One day soon we will use and tap into 100% of our brains power. Then we will be completely limitless. 💫💫💫

11/1/2019 3:22:43 PM pomeinnz Time is not real

11/1/2019 3:24:13 PM tarynupmatrix It really blows my mind how twisted biblical interpretations have become...all this hidden knowledge the world is about to learn is very exciting

11/1/2019 3:24:45 PM crt14361013 Common sense?

11/1/2019 3:26:38 PM emilyoakley6 Love this

11/1/2019 3:26:50 PM tarynupmatrix Project Paperclip!

11/1/2019 3:26:57 PM stevenfontain14 DECLARE THE [DS] A TERRORST ORG @POTUS

11/1/2019 3:27:19 PM granny1999 I'm in Oregon and I want the west coast states to change to 🌞Permanent Daylight Saving Time, spring ahead and leave it.

11/1/2019 3:27:20 PM wearediamonds2 Yes. I would love for this to stop. Never understood the purpose. 

Now curious about what Govt. did to time...

11/1/2019 3:29:18 PM sterkinglights1 Literally.

11/1/2019 3:29:46 PM onlyjohnlist I would like if Arizona would join them too :-)

11/1/2019 3:29:56 PM paguzzi Here in Brazil stopped this year.

11/1/2019 3:30:12 PM junglerednm This Time Change Needs To Stop!!! I don’t pay the Government to tell me what time it is!!!🤬 pic.twitter.com/bZRPw98Ueb

11/1/2019 3:30:16 PM lucylengua Okay, but the effects listed on the ‘Effects of Cannabis’ chart-specifically pointing at the brain, don’t seem risky or negative at all. Not even for a 

developing minor’s brain. 🤷🏻♀️

11/1/2019 3:31:25 PM onlyjohnlist Well there's a cool reply!

11/1/2019 3:32:21 PM tarynupmatrix We perceive time and space as linear in this third density

11/1/2019 3:32:25 PM aleks8837  https://newspunch.com/journalist-assange-rape-arrested-raping-children/ …

11/1/2019 3:38:07 PM melbourne_3000 Does my head in!

#Literally ⏰

11/1/2019 3:39:57 PM pomeinnz Perception is also not real

11/1/2019 3:40:29 PM gi6stars It is Not Addictive. Sorry.

11/1/2019 3:42:54 PM tashasonger1176 I get that but she told her grandma she was alive and she could see her and that she was sold and in another Country. That sounds like a fraud to me.

11/1/2019 3:44:18 PM tarynupmatrix Very true! What an illusion we live in!

11/1/2019 3:46:03 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/1/2019 3:46:45 PM cosmic_engineer CST  we don't change shit lol

Welcome aboard

11/1/2019 3:46:57 PM stormenight Gravity

11/1/2019 3:47:22 PM felinesuniteorg Smoking now or planning to soon are we?

11/1/2019 3:49:43 PM nm_zsr They made us believe in an illusion.

11/1/2019 3:50:09 PM obforthepeople Another Psy Ops

11/1/2019 3:51:09 PM allahuniversal BETO OUT! 

Who's surprised?

WEEK 4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BetoORourke/status/1190380118511902720 …

11/1/2019 3:52:01 PM lbf777 This is precisely what I research. The truth is amazing. And marvelous.

11/1/2019 3:52:06 PM quarkfear1  https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/04/27/isis-leader-al-baghdadi-dies-in-israeli-hospital/ …

11/1/2019 3:52:41 PM nm_zsr Every year, this discussion surfaces and every year it's a big nothingberder.

11/1/2019 3:53:06 PM allahuniversal Circadian rhythm 🚫 https://twitter.com/ImKateCrawford/status/1190263353735704576?s=19 …

11/1/2019 3:53:32 PM sueconnor18 Yes! Stop it!

11/1/2019 3:53:52 PM cosmic_engineer The material is where we gain experience.  Can't outside.

11/1/2019 3:57:19 PM bbobbio71 Interesting watch...

11/1/2019 3:59:00 PM marinemom63sue I want it to stay fall back.  So when getting kids to school and going to work, not dark where kids could get hit  and sun can melt snow in morning.  Far 

safer.  No one loves driving to work in dark!

11/1/2019 4:00:59 PM qzillian1 New or Evolved Consciousness 👍😎🍿🍿🍿

11/1/2019 4:02:11 PM qzillian1 We are the Energy they see  💥 WR1

11/1/2019 4:04:45 PM straydogi7  pic.twitter.com/U0C4cUpmtX

11/1/2019 4:07:05 PM sdaughter_king Yes, Leave The Clocks On Standard Time, Please!!

11/1/2019 4:11:46 PM shannoncate13 In Him we live and move and have our being...

11/1/2019 4:12:01 PM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/cRxPQaOA5H

11/1/2019 4:16:48 PM peter95117110 Timestamp @ 5:55 - AvengersEndGame 5 years only 5 hours for AntMan. -"On May 10, 1940, German troops invaded the Netherlands bringing war to 

ended five days later as Dutch forces surrendered and German occupation of the Netherlands officially began. Five years later ...." 

pic.twitter.com/aDsQc6CMab

11/1/2019 4:20:39 PM mongrelglory Well, some people in the government (cough** evil Hillary **cough) manipulated and altered the time-line for her benefit.

11/1/2019 4:23:49 PM michael_s_ander You’re gonna have to deal with (ie make him disappear) Frederick Brennan before 8kun can go online. He’s actively trying to keep the site down.

11/1/2019 4:28:30 PM demoncarebear1 So many of these responses are ignorant and ridiculous.  Learn about something before you judge it.  It's an atheistic religion , the ignorance in this 

feed is astounding.  I've met better people who are Satanists than most.xtians I've ever met

11/1/2019 4:41:06 PM deeluciferthorn The Satanic Temple are atheists. Y'all morons probably think the Earth is flat too.

11/1/2019 4:41:41 PM zerkuuqsena You know the truth.

11/1/2019 4:42:13 PM dqual1 Makes perfect sense. I hope that many people will wake up and discover that the man they have been badmouthing for 3 years is a warrior who has 

been hunting down traffickers, pedophiles,  and terrorists. Imagine what we could do if we were united

11/1/2019 4:52:38 PM madmaxmacgyver Have intuitively hated DST since I was a young child.  Fake, annoying and controlling.  But to those advocating staying on DST year round, how about 

keep the clocks so a sundial has correct time and just schedule your life around daylight as you see fit. Time is an illusion!

11/1/2019 4:57:13 PM emilyoakley6 At least you are thinking. That is one of Q'S goals.



11/1/2019 5:02:43 PM thehulag @StormIsUponUs @mona_cajun @QBlueSkyQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @DeepStateExpose @elianatrue @Qanon76 @freenaynow 

@Sun_Q_Tzu @QAnonNotables @QTAnon1 @almostjingo @Tiff_FitzHenry @TXTrumpette89 @love4thegameAK @paulacblades001 

@2LarryJohnson7 @LisaMei62

11/1/2019 5:04:11 PM gi6stars I do not smoke. I know people who do for the past 40+ yrs. Off n on. Some were very heavy pot smokers, quit on a dime with no effects. It did not 

effect them at all to stop smoking pot, nothing at all like stopping cigarettes.That person just retired and started smoking again. ✌️

11/1/2019 5:06:11 PM gi6stars Your sarcasm is not necessary, by the way.

11/1/2019 5:10:06 PM daemon29135127 Kabbalah! Occult. Scary. 😉😈😂

11/1/2019 5:12:41 PM felinesuniteorg We both have seen people using pot and have come to different conclusions based on the evidence. Good luck.

11/1/2019 5:15:19 PM daemon29135127 That's quite an interesting science fiction story you came up with there.

11/1/2019 5:17:27 PM ia_manon Yes please.

11/1/2019 5:23:15 PM gi6stars WoW.

So I've heard people say,  it's all about DNA. That's video goes right to DNA...🤔

And there's aliens and spaceships.

11/1/2019 5:25:54 PM nancyddb Yes please.

11/1/2019 5:27:22 PM realeyethespy 3 3 5 pic.twitter.com/GP5UHetdUq

11/1/2019 5:30:07 PM michael81972 I knew when I read comments I would find this response👌🏻

11/1/2019 5:31:04 PM aboveit4 I despise it!

11/1/2019 5:32:59 PM michael81972 Yep,  I like as more daylight after work👍🏻

11/1/2019 5:36:55 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Seattle going to be okay in the next coming days? Or will there be a ff?

11/1/2019 5:37:23 PM michael81972 If we spring forward every year from regular time,  are we not living a little further into the future and we keep getting farther ahead each year🙂

11/1/2019 5:39:32 PM impeachmeelmo  pic.twitter.com/xfQyKJDkA3

11/1/2019 5:44:40 PM chattingkat Saskatchewan, Canada has been doing this for years never changing their clocks.

11/1/2019 5:46:31 PM xzeroano Fall Black

11/1/2019 5:47:51 PM jillsfolly77711 Fully agree. Maybe potus will surprise us.

11/1/2019 5:49:25 PM gi6stars Thanks. 

Research Time!

11/1/2019 5:49:59 PM michael81972 *I like more

11/1/2019 5:52:49 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/1/2019 5:58:26 PM mona_cajun ,They chose

🎯 All Saints Day to disclose this.

NOT Random.

11/1/2019 6:02:17 PM manifest_utopia Me too.

11/1/2019 6:03:45 PM gi6stars Ditto

11/1/2019 6:04:45 PM madrabbit917 Agreed! Fall back one more time and leave it alone after

11/1/2019 6:06:54 PM mypen_3stacks  pic.twitter.com/ihAzV7sZNi

11/1/2019 6:10:42 PM territhomas0274 Thank you....

11/1/2019 6:21:43 PM wickedmouse369 ATM(Ataxia-Telangiectasia Mutated) serine/threonine kinase plays a critical role in coordinating the cellular response to DNA double-strand breaks. 

ATMdependent miR-335 downregulates CtIP. CtIP is a multifunctional protein that is crucial for DNA homologous recombination repair.

11/1/2019 6:28:08 PM eldeeberry Exactly what I just said to myself💗

11/1/2019 6:28:56 PM eldeeberry Is this a Dan Winter diagram?

11/1/2019 6:34:30 PM territhomas0274 No anxiety for me but I would like to get off blood pressure meds, tnx again

11/1/2019 6:38:21 PM jtarby2 🍿😎🐸

11/1/2019 6:39:15 PM smith_jere Hate it.

11/1/2019 6:39:44 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/rxEWFxdwi2

11/1/2019 6:43:59 PM melissapenney9 We don't do that in Hawaii. It's so ....feudal.

11/1/2019 6:56:45 PM piperohio17 Huh?

11/1/2019 7:00:09 PM piperohio17 She’s going to try to run, but her passport has been flagged.

11/1/2019 7:12:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd Our most previous? You mean precious?

11/1/2019 7:14:21 PM majic_eyes_qnly So for half of the year in DST countries the clock time is adjusted, relative to the physical time of the earth in that location. So for half of the year the 

time is right and for the other half the time is 'wrong' (at odds with the earth's time). How weird is that? MKULTRA stuff

11/1/2019 7:15:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd No but I do now and if one drops in my yard, like my pink Himalayan salt lamp, I WILL LICK IT! pic.twitter.com/HMb9TiFJJ0

11/1/2019 7:16:40 PM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/TbeDulorMT

11/1/2019 7:18:04 PM leslie31448714 Just screw up my sleep patterns for about 4 weeks a year~

11/1/2019 7:34:36 PM turboxyde You can do something to change this reality but you must be willing to embody that reality with all your heart & soul!

This is not for the weak or faint of heart... it is an endless journey of neverending possibility! 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1190416656335613952?s=19 …

11/1/2019 7:38:44 PM tinasha777 I agree!!!

11/1/2019 7:48:01 PM theraphinj Yes ,’) pic.twitter.com/KUNa1DUpGF

11/1/2019 7:49:25 PM theraphinj Look closer you’ll see his copy write ❤️

11/1/2019 7:54:13 PM mamiemcclure17 @DrShayPhD

11/1/2019 7:58:21 PM drshayphd Thank you for sharing. As you know, I love great information. Hugs, Sis.

11/1/2019 7:59:32 PM theraphinj Once the fuckery is out of academia kids will learn what Gravity is (non destructive infinite compression-Acceleration) and what enables it

What the universe is actually comprised of and the real cause of Life force and consciousness 

 http://Goldenmean.info 

11/1/2019 8:07:24 PM mamiemcclure17 I have my own issues and small and large fiber neuropathy and osteoarthritis is a portion of it. This WILL help you, research . Depending on which state 

you live in, may be legal in your state. There would be no issues with a job or other physicians. Blessings

11/1/2019 8:10:52 PM ewolsj  pic.twitter.com/eZnct5qfLO

11/1/2019 8:13:25 PM joncristotacho Gravitons have negative time ordering; gravitational attraction is momentum transfer. See Tolman, 1917. Space-Time is curved by gravitons; note that 

it's curved as if Gravity is repulsive. Space-Time is Tachyonic, as are Gravitons, hence no reversed interaction as with matter.

11/1/2019 8:16:43 PM joncristotacho Surely the Gov. knows space-time is Tachyonic, gravitons are as well, or they would not hesitate to debunk it. Well, maybe they are just backwards, but 

nit negatively time ordered. Feinberg is as dead as honest inquiry.

11/1/2019 8:16:56 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/zCQ2RH4RML

11/1/2019 8:21:02 PM gi6stars I'm guessing this is a strand of DNA



11/1/2019 8:27:57 PM gi6stars I love to listen to 432 hz music. It "calls my soul" so to speak. Like my soul Needs to listen to 432 and higher hz tones/music.

 I ❤️it!

11/1/2019 8:31:40 PM karma4event201 I would compare these dates with Occult holiday dates

11/1/2019 8:35:25 PM smith_jere So near yet so far away...

11/1/2019 8:37:15 PM halls1030  pic.twitter.com/inQz90O5CH

11/1/2019 8:41:02 PM gi6stars  https://youtu.be/mpj8MyOnEeI 

My fav 432 hz tones.

11/1/2019 8:47:57 PM wickedmouse369 Find the right frequency/tone. PYRAMIDS - the people. We must tune our trinity to the source's frequency so our station is grounded.

11/1/2019 9:02:20 PM amethystnancy Ukraine & Impeachment Shifft Show - big mistake.

#crowdstrike, '16 election, massive corruption brought to light.  

Ukraine/State/CF linked pedo stuff still to come.

Ukraine donated more money to Clinton foundation than any other country on planet earth. https://www.waynedupree.com/clinton-foundation-

ukraine/ …

11/1/2019 9:12:53 PM thetrollbar The number 153 has several mathematical properties. It is the sum of the first 17 integers ... The number 153 is associated with the geometric shape 

known as the Vesica Piscis or Mandorla. Archimedes, in his Measurement of a Circle, referred to this ratio (153/265) as...

11/1/2019 9:26:09 PM wickedmouse369 I spent years enhancing audio files for law enforcement cases... It all aligns... We must find the right frequency to raise our collective vibration to bring 

the event to our reality.

11/1/2019 9:33:20 PM wickedmouse369 Time is an illusion in higher dimensions. A 3D cube in 2D would appear like watching TV. 1 frame or side at a time. By tuning the collective to the right 

frequency/channel, our creator potential will be unlocked. #keystone

11/1/2019 9:42:49 PM nea_storm The issue is there has existed a dissonance between alignment with spirit - mind - body in actions of people's daily manner they manage their 

intention: At present I have countered the energetic frequency that was lowering the energetic flow of the toroidal fields: By this H-1 

pic.twitter.com/Kp7wqKBlV4

11/1/2019 9:46:55 PM nea_storm energetic counter balancing of the intention charges allowed the acceleration & rebalancing of spiritual Conscious energetic flow back into the 

transactional energetic operations grids that is Phasing into higher frequencies alignments:It has to do with self control of mental H-2 

pic.twitter.com/CBgcfqDflW

11/1/2019 9:50:57 PM nea_storm & emotional energies that due to lack of discipline is continually being released into perceive realities by people: This is the one major issue hence the 

battle to control media & the direction of people's beliefs & intentions: The beautiful part is as people feel the flow H-3 pic.twitter.com/MzlYq0aOF3

11/1/2019 9:54:24 PM nea_storm of pure energy after being temporarily released from the result of their agreements that require their Conscious authorization to be corrected 

permanently: Allows people to awaken to an essential degree experiencing the substantial difference in Freedom: Yet they need to H-4 

pic.twitter.com/SARnzI4AnD

11/1/2019 9:58:09 PM nea_storm consciously alter their part in creating a negative charged spin: The suspension of the energetic charges transpiring via revolving debt is an issue for all 

people to resolve: Many wish this issue to remain for allows others to administrate over those whom are yet competent H-5 

pic.twitter.com/OrWDgpLVKj

11/1/2019 10:01:17 PM nea_storm I desire people to become self governing, mature & responsible for their Creations sufficient to Navigate their future & those they love in a 

constructive manner:It is a complete wholistic process of Conscious spiritual integration in everyone's daily lives as Divinely plannedH-6 

pic.twitter.com/OP8M2stWiB

11/1/2019 10:08:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Page Number of HoC Claire Abortion Doctor Notes?

187

Coincidence?

Who does Claire represent?

11/1/2019 10:08:37 PM 30yosinner You're clearly just making shit up

11/1/2019 10:11:42 PM aprilbrown99 [HRC]

11/1/2019 10:12:40 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/WTBOrLRnR2

11/1/2019 10:15:08 PM aprilbrown99 I just finished watching this amazing video. Very informative. 

 https://youtu.be/n-NdxPIFHTI 

11/1/2019 10:15:58 PM eman1292 Exactly!

11/1/2019 10:16:41 PM gingifride Perhaps first you should understand what "power" is gained via abortion. https://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/rick-salomon-calls-

pamela-anderson-serial-baby-killer-in-court-docs-2015143/ …

11/1/2019 10:17:04 PM dasha_dagmar How we should enter/ learn the 4-5 dimension? Our human brain is set up for the view/ understanding in 3 dimensional word ..🤔 

pic.twitter.com/RnS51CUbSR

11/1/2019 10:17:12 PM allahuniversal Clearly Clinton is the answer. And no, I don't even watch House of Cards. Don't even know what episode is being referred to here. Yet, clearly, the 

answer is HRC.

11/1/2019 10:26:38 PM epkman The soul, on space/time continuum, acting unilaterally within the compounds of it's truth.

11/1/2019 10:32:25 PM lovebayhorses It's so depressing....bla..

11/1/2019 10:32:27 PM protestchris Wasn't he in the Paris Hilton Video. ?

11/1/2019 10:34:57 PM sunnyawakening Agree 100%

11/1/2019 10:35:17 PM abstract1dea But when you touch it, it draws you in

First out of curiosity

But then, it becomes a quest for answers to basic questions nobody is asking

Or dare ask

11/1/2019 10:36:20 PM gingifride Yes, but its more about Pamela. https://people.com/celebrity/kid-rock-pam-anderson-lied-about-miscarriage/ …

11/1/2019 10:39:52 PM abstract1dea Its a result of ego

Scientists who don't know what it is or even may be coined the term to explain forces or a force as yet discovered.

Its dark because they can't see it or detect it with current technology

It needs "out of the box" thinking to find it

Not a scientist's forte

11/1/2019 10:42:31 PM jeeemig 3/11 Seattle & U1 HRC? Am I Right? pic.twitter.com/XqV7aZSN3v

11/1/2019 10:47:10 PM nard28020614 did we get em? did we get em?

11/1/2019 10:49:00 PM thereahempqueen Hahaha at least its not a tide pod or have they moved to dishwashing pods now?

11/1/2019 10:53:57 PM realeyethespy Think In reverse

11/1/2019 10:54:33 PM gingifride And by "about Pamela", I mean the actions she takes in regards to the murder of her babies.

11/1/2019 10:56:56 PM protestchris Do I want to know?

11/1/2019 10:59:49 PM gingifride  https://twitter.com/gingifride/status/1129434750240862208?s=20 …

"The end won't be for everyone.

That choice, to know, will be yours.

Q"



11/1/2019 11:04:36 PM abstract1dea I've heard all these things before

I've said almost all these things myself before

Gives a totally different frame for WWG1WGA

I've known these things all my life but nobody has ever listened until lately

If you knew my story, you would understand

Where did this is come from?
11/1/2019 11:07:15 PM gingifride  pic.twitter.com/3JPVlqEtRN

11/1/2019 11:27:52 PM 30yosinner Do any of these coincidences start materializing in the real world or is this just "Lost" fan fiction at this point?

11/1/2019 11:29:57 PM abstract1dea Just because things have always been, doesn't mean that's how it will always be

And are you so sure that it's really always been that way?

How would you know?

By what you have been told?

What If that was a lie?

What if the ones telling didn't know?

Neo's meeting a/ architect
11/1/2019 11:30:52 PM abstract1dea Or they can't

11/1/2019 11:32:48 PM scott_rick What is Alice in laymen’s

11/1/2019 11:37:59 PM abstract1dea Heard this three times today from completely different sources.

11/1/2019 11:40:53 PM russell44885797 That would be the end of one form of subtle torture and a huge relief if we could end it but it would be balanced by complaints from my wife...end it.

11/1/2019 11:41:26 PM abstract1dea Ingo Swann

11/1/2019 11:47:58 PM gingifride  https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/7/20902936/extinction-rebellion-climate-change-protests-wall-street-bull-fake-blood-new-york …

Gold Bull with blood on it?

Keystones Behind the bull?

News Unlocks?

11/1/2019 11:53:24 PM awake369wwg1wga Connecting Ancient Wisdom with Quantum Physics by Amit Goswamy https://youtu.be/D3wf47LBMvE 

11/1/2019 11:53:38 PM realeyethespy Into the ether

11/1/2019 11:54:29 PM ia_manon Y’all need to read the Bible. The “ET” she is describing is a dead on match for the antichrist. May be breaking news to your psychic but that info has 

been written for thousands of years.

11/1/2019 11:56:53 PM ia_manon EVERYONE will love the antichrist...well at least for 3.5 years...until he removes the sheep skin and reveals the wolf and unleashes literal hell on earth.

11/2/2019 12:01:21 AM abstract1dea  pic.twitter.com/7s12fCxLBs

11/2/2019 12:03:35 AM asktheq17 We need the 13 moon Calendar

11/2/2019 12:29:23 AM hopereeder Well this is interesting? 

@EyesOnQ @TheCollectiveQ @TrumpWarRoom @Thomas1774Paine @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @QTAnon1

@M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/2/2019 12:30:23 AM jtoddhailstate They DONT Wanna .... with the South & get annihilated 😝!! We also have the BIGGEST BLACK CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT EVER GOING ON AS WE 

SPEAK SO LIBTARDS I DARE YOU TO BRING IT 💥💥💥🤐🤐😝🔌🔥

11/2/2019 12:47:26 AM gregorychestnut Look at the muscle bound child sex trafficking

Panda. Depicted next to a shrunken globe with a infant in the background.🤔

"2015" WTH right in our faces. 

They thought she would win.

11/2/2019 12:52:26 AM leahluvha8 It’s actually love.

11/2/2019 1:05:21 AM dabrokentruth Denver?

 https://de.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Marietta …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/2/2019 1:25:39 AM luluspeers1 What happened to Joe M? pic.twitter.com/wwsEPfowl3

11/2/2019 1:26:11 AM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/d7EQiP9Z1k

11/2/2019 1:26:35 AM luluspeers1 What happened? pic.twitter.com/bVInwLu7J0

11/2/2019 1:32:24 AM brainpodmedia The video I made.

The ORIT-B CODEX writings are from the Deep State Mapping Project.

 https://deepstatemappingproject.weebly.com/orit-b-codex.html …

11/2/2019 1:37:12 AM 222714ftw 🖖222

11/2/2019 1:43:54 AM waterheals Why is this allowed?

11/2/2019 2:40:14 AM nicoles23023964 Who's consciousness?

11/2/2019 2:46:19 AM madrabbit917 The spirit is, yes. He will appear in person pretending to be the Savior of mankind and the destroying he will bring will be deception, not murder and 

physical torture. Destroying souls. That is satan, Instead- of-Christ (anti-Christ).

11/2/2019 2:53:49 AM madrabbit917 And satan was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil in there Garden of Eden

11/2/2019 2:54:33 AM postelleallyson They all need to put up or shut up, IMO. Sick of empty promises.

11/2/2019 2:54:33 AM madrabbit917 He was the father of Cain, the first murderer.

11/2/2019 2:56:34 AM postelleallyson 🍿is a choking hazard. Go for it.

11/2/2019 3:00:34 AM crisco2377 @isitwetyet @infinitechan @99freemind @infinitechan @CodeMonkeyZ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @QTAnon1 @prayingmedic 

@paulmuaddib61 @Livid2point0 @catturd2 @enki74 @EyesOnQ @Galadri09060100 @Roxannemyles5 @NSA_QIL2 @99freemind @ 

https://youtu.be/Bojp4Q1vvRg

11/2/2019 3:02:42 AM luverley Me too. It's taking forever

11/2/2019 3:04:45 AM newalias777 Jesus

11/2/2019 3:04:46 AM monroevegas Well this is weird. I made the above tweet off the top of my head a few days ago and decided to calulate the gematria tonight. All the capital letters 

calculated comes up with one result relating to the infamous late island owner JE. Very fitting for the tweet I must say. 😮



11/2/2019 3:45:49 AM covertress Alice is HRC.

ALICE is  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity …

11/2/2019 3:52:56 AM martyn1066h Something to do with freedom of speech and freedom of religion.

Are you against that?

11/2/2019 4:21:49 AM mulletgary If they have to search for it, they have already missed it?

11/2/2019 4:31:11 AM aspennmax64_l Also signs saying 11/5 11/3 🤔👹

11/2/2019 4:35:12 AM jvan125  https://twitter.com/jvan125/status/1190586777645518848?s=21 …

11/2/2019 4:37:46 AM moemc8 I wish I could make this out clearer.  Where are the dates?  I keep seeing 11/3 and 11/5 for possible huge FF for Seattle.

11/2/2019 4:38:56 AM moemc8 Oh, crap, NVM, I found it.  Freaky.  Just like forewarning on 9/11.

11/2/2019 4:43:21 AM michael81972 She is a CeyeA honeypot...She didnt go see Assange because she is a nice person

11/2/2019 4:54:12 AM vincemindfreak again to reiterate ..no gmo cannabis ..does`nt exist ,all propaganda ,same in the uk with skunk madness ..doesnt exist in any other country ..

11/2/2019 5:10:20 AM your_compa Right I was using the wrong verbage BUT I dont care What techniques are being used IF POOR Chemical nutrients are added throughout a grow 

ESPECIALLY INDOORS, that will and has been changing the makeup of Marijauna over the past 30 years and harmful to inhale

11/2/2019 5:12:54 AM your_compa Over and over we are barely doscovering the effects.Yes there R growers with integrity but lets be hones many are doing with MONEY on the mind. 

Government lol they are the culprit this doesnt mean we need Landrace strains only it just means qe need to watch qhat us being injected

11/2/2019 5:23:31 AM mongrelglory House of Cards character "Claire" was based on Hillary.  She's the queen of 187! 

#ClintonBodyCount

11/2/2019 5:58:59 AM vincemindfreak again ,with the education thats available and increasing i dont think it will be a future fear .more fear from vape cartridges at the moment than 

anything .rightly so #popcornlung

11/2/2019 6:03:03 AM betheawakenig I AGREE!! STOP THE INSANITY!!

11/2/2019 6:12:09 AM burgersandra Ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RedCollie1/status/1190604069783519233 …

11/2/2019 6:14:44 AM bhaggy1008 Individual consciousness and the all pervading consciousness and their relationship.

11/2/2019 6:22:33 AM awareneswise Consciousness, volition, karmic response.

11/2/2019 6:26:32 AM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/csevaluation/status/1190266608616398848?s=21 …

11/2/2019 6:26:32 AM sparkleloung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Just being honest: Stargate SG1 Seasons 7-10 were extremely challenging to watch   

Mainly due to these two... 🤢  pic.twitter.com/0tA1yXy0VU

11/2/2019 6:27:29 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/2/2019 6:38:09 AM mahredrum That’s a TV show

11/2/2019 6:55:19 AM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4EgYp7EoBc …

11/2/2019 7:20:20 AM ewolsj Moved to AZ 2 years ago, I love it here

11/2/2019 7:21:10 AM schiller_spmode Very Interesting read. 🤔

11/2/2019 7:29:13 AM eldeeberry Thanks!   Thought I saw that before.

11/2/2019 7:30:57 AM eldeeberry Theraphi is quite interesting.  Beautiful pink glow.  Been there👍

11/2/2019 7:31:23 AM eldeeberry Or is it orange?  It’s been a while

11/2/2019 7:31:31 AM gregorychestnut A wise person once told us, "Symbolism will be their downfall."

I'm resting in the assurance that Patriots are in control now. Thank Q 4sho!!!

#GodWins

#SaveTheChildren save the Kids.

11/2/2019 7:41:16 AM theraphinj Hey,

They were pink/purple 

Still a slight hint of pink invisible in photo

They must have changed the mixture of gases

Guessing there’s more helium than argon theses days

11/2/2019 7:51:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd Roflmao no kidding right?! I did some stupid stuff when I was a teen but never did I eat laundry soap or crunch on a habanero for fun. We toilet 

papered peoples houses. Course I did my stupid shit before social media in the early 1990’s...thank God!

11/2/2019 8:02:50 AM disfellocated Made it military.

11/2/2019 8:09:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tim Apple pic.twitter.com/NZqJZ3sWSq

11/2/2019 8:10:37 AM elevenelevennow Ugh

11/2/2019 8:11:55 AM angelroseshaman  pic.twitter.com/vSxrzHYUgf

11/2/2019 8:14:35 AM el_walt45 It’s either Christ or Anti-Christ. So it’s anti-Christ which is atheism.

11/2/2019 8:14:43 AM jollyrob2 Sickening...

11/2/2019 8:18:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Heed this message for #NoNutNovemeber. PS we recommends its conclusions, we don't recommend upsetting your spouse over an internet trend. 

https://twitter.com/FightTheNewDrug/status/1189627011150405632 …

11/2/2019 8:19:11 AM ajamison4517 These people are sick!!

11/2/2019 8:21:26 AM jvan125 Extra (e) and extra (s)...ES? Eric Schmidt?

11/2/2019 8:22:09 AM hoelessromantik Hi guys totally relatable social media account owner Katie here, please watch and consume if I post a meme hopefully the internet masses blow their 

collective load over how trendy we are pic.twitter.com/F0p1895c5r

11/2/2019 8:23:40 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/2/2019 8:24:42 AM girlawakeinca We must always protect children. They are our future. 🙏❤️🌎💫 pic.twitter.com/zP1MnnGD0B

11/2/2019 8:24:54 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/2/2019 8:26:00 AM jrocktigers They manifested a control structure out of an illusion to control the slaves.

11/2/2019 8:27:02 AM ajamison4517 Good Catch

11/2/2019 8:32:16 AM djlok I was just thinking that.

11/2/2019 8:33:05 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

👽or Ours?

11/2/2019 8:33:07 AM jvan125 😘 pic.twitter.com/SitWx2nTyV

11/2/2019 8:52:54 AM tdchance1 Of Apple fame.......

11/2/2019 8:54:04 AM youstinksoap Those arrows are at Alice's feet...

11/2/2019 8:56:35 AM covertress Tim 🍎 pic.twitter.com/gdmyAtcW8M

11/2/2019 8:57:40 AM crt14361013 🤔🤔🤔

11/2/2019 8:58:41 AM jvan125 NICE FIND!!

11/2/2019 9:00:48 AM _doozier_ National Parks eh Tim? Mr. David Paulides and I have a few questions for you...

11/2/2019 9:02:24 AM janey634 hrc.

11/2/2019 9:02:31 AM youstinksoap Gold destroys the FED.

Multiple meanings?

11/2/2019 9:03:57 AM covertress #NoNutNovember 😂 pic.twitter.com/w1S68QDCvl

11/2/2019 9:06:35 AM covertress ES into the same stickers as Tim 🍎?

11/2/2019 9:07:08 AM robsealejr1 🤣👊



11/2/2019 9:09:05 AM covertress 👀 pic.twitter.com/lyHQLKzl8D

11/2/2019 9:21:57 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/bQJPmOOTBt

11/2/2019 9:22:36 AM n7guardiananon having boners not allowed... 

talk about setting one up for failure

11/2/2019 9:23:36 AM n7guardiananon oops read that wrong...whew

11/2/2019 9:25:08 AM n7guardiananon ...well gave it my best.  good luck to all.

11/2/2019 9:25:12 AM antarantanka FYI... Say-Tan the reptilian is dead. And he ain’t coming back... and he ain’t helping his followers.

Can we leave this historic destructive anachronism on garbage dump of history now?

11/2/2019 9:26:59 AM donnaeverywhere I love ur YT vid re: Secrets of the universe - I've listened 4x already, will listen many more. Thank you!

11/2/2019 9:28:22 AM 7alon I highly disagree with this chart from personal experience. THC is incredible for PTSD and destroys cancer cells. CBD inhibits cancer cells only. And that 

is only two points I care to make.

11/2/2019 9:30:44 AM papoyamba Tf is this s!?

11/2/2019 9:32:45 AM aprilbrown99 Extra S = Soros ?  Sex ?  

Or should dig PSS ?

I think heed is spelled correctly. 🥴

11/2/2019 9:35:12 AM patriotswegoall Pron and caring for the oceans do not go well together.

11/2/2019 9:42:28 AM fansblowing3 Damn CIA going to suspend patriots no matter what you do 😡

11/2/2019 9:43:08 AM manuela03504105 The other day I was reading about all the things the elite does to harmfull us by alter our senses. As a musician I know that the implementation of the 

tunning 440 hz target us by sound, ears.  Food in cans. Fruits, vegetables and meet genetically altered. The TV stupid box.

11/2/2019 9:44:38 AM rachaelangelm Lol

11/2/2019 9:45:14 AM aprilbrown99 I thought she was transgendered.

11/2/2019 9:48:15 AM manuela03504105 Transgenderism.. space and galaxies light years away... spherical rotating planet. And one day I recalled this you post: changing the time on our clocks 

altering our rest.. they are evils man. The elite are demons... we have to shake them out off us... we have to wake up . ✌️

11/2/2019 9:49:02 AM westmount_d7 Gross.

11/2/2019 9:49:59 AM gooutthebox1 Moon Calendar and same hour!!

11/2/2019 9:51:02 AM fansblowing3 THIS MAKES ME MAD 😡 pic.twitter.com/SmaGVkQceU

11/2/2019 9:52:37 AM fansblowing3 All missing children should be cross- referenced with porn videos.

11/2/2019 9:53:39 AM westmount_d7 🙌😊

11/2/2019 9:54:44 AM laurabusse One never knows

Does one

11/2/2019 9:55:36 AM manuela03504105 Exactly!!the Mayan one. 13-20 intead 12-60 ... I don’t know how you go along with flat earth issue... For me makes more sense than the heliocentrism , 

spinning imposible ball. I suggest to you do this reading: WORLDS BEYOND THE POLES by Giannini F Amadeo. Good day ✌️

11/2/2019 10:01:15 AM misshelene60 👎🏼

11/2/2019 10:03:07 AM westmount_d7 I believe we ARE the conscious entity structure. And vibration is the location. Not time. 🌹

11/2/2019 10:03:13 AM laurabusse Life IS one giant illusion

The new physics

We're all holograms in a universal hologram

Maya

Delusion

Ancient Hinduism

So that just about clears it up right?

😂🤣😅

Good to be the observer

Hang back watch it all...

Play your part...

Etc etc etc

Life is weird and wonderful ❤️
11/2/2019 10:04:00 AM warrior_4truth Hidden in plain sight 

Like PIZZASLUT pizza inside of DANTES in Portland pic.twitter.com/uW9zblLM6t

11/2/2019 10:10:43 AM laurabusse I read this as

You'd love to get high off blood pressure meds

😅🤣😂

Was mystified til I reread

I mean my mom seems completely NOT high on her bp meds LOL!
11/2/2019 10:13:20 AM laurabusse Some CBD has trance amounts of thc

I agree LOL!

11/2/2019 10:14:19 AM patriotswegoall Good find

11/2/2019 10:14:34 AM dontgiveup365 Lol!! 😂

11/2/2019 10:17:38 AM cagsil That 3rd photo? BS! I've used cannabis for almost 30 yrs, no depression or anxiety. No decreased in thoughts or ability to think. No real appetite 

change, as it can remain under conscious control(moderated). As for eating/boiling/heating it up? Sound like more BS.

11/2/2019 10:19:29 AM laurabusse Your mouth to God's ears

11/2/2019 10:24:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary Clinton laughs when asked how she killed Jeffrey Epstein https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/hillary-clinton-laughs-when-asked-how-

she-killed-jeffrey-epstein …

11/2/2019 10:26:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Damage Control pic.twitter.com/iN4UeRbadr

11/2/2019 10:27:40 AM fluck_gloria Diversion.

11/2/2019 10:27:58 AM trumps_all Sometimes the best way to hide the truth is “in plain site”.........making jokes about it while asking the question allows a denial that doesn’t look like 

one, but  looks like it’s a answer to a stupid question.

11/2/2019 10:28:28 AM aprilbrown99 Yea and Chelsea looked a bit nervous!

11/2/2019 10:28:41 AM cryptogamer11 Let’s leave it!!!!!!



11/2/2019 10:29:28 AM fluck_gloria Either they just can’t hide it or it is not their choice!

11/2/2019 10:29:30 AM kidge6 Trying to get ahead of the story. ‘Oh, that was debunked already. I’ve heard what I want to hear. Truth doesn’t matter.’

11/2/2019 10:29:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy what's to come... https://twitter.com/AlKapDC/status/1190669339588022272 …

11/2/2019 10:30:01 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/S7VZ10ys3O

11/2/2019 10:30:33 AM fluck_gloria Irony, said to be done for farmers, guess what, farmers around here stay on standard time!

11/2/2019 10:30:36 AM rebornkingent And a few days ago she brought up videos on the dark we ? It’s like... she’s trying to get ahead of something.   Energy goes where attention flows.  

Don’t feed the Archons.  #conciousnessgames

11/2/2019 10:30:57 AM johngradycole20 I was always under the impression that the age of the actresses/actors is vetted before they are allowed to upload them.I guess No Nut November is a 

go, and staying away from porn altogether is a great idea.

11/2/2019 10:31:02 AM queenieg_9 Lol she's laughing now...

11/2/2019 10:31:08 AM angelroseshaman I attribute it to her Kuru Disease lmao 🤣 😂 🤣  note the underlined “sporadic laughter” #ThesePeopleAreSick #LockHerUp 

pic.twitter.com/BLqKTlGDgB

11/2/2019 10:31:27 AM bluntfrankhacks Indeed Precisely. 🤔⚓

11/2/2019 10:31:30 AM johngradycole20 Bot

11/2/2019 10:31:40 AM rebornkingent Those “smart people online” Trump mentioned last night.

11/2/2019 10:32:35 AM bluntfrankhacks 100%

11/2/2019 10:33:21 AM punkbudgie1 She's gearing up peoples minds to not believe anything you see (about her) on the internet, she knows what's coming, she's nowhere to hide, and she 

knows it!😉

11/2/2019 10:35:05 AM veerle66732334 mute sound, watch body language and then watch  again

11/2/2019 10:35:39 AM aprilbrown99 Over 34M on the active boards of 8kun since 10/19?  Am I reading that correctly?  😮

11/2/2019 10:36:07 AM aprilbrown99 Correction 10/15.

11/2/2019 10:36:09 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/8JgEptmz_eE 

11/2/2019 10:36:11 AM arifriedman12 We came we saw he died! Hahahahaha #MakeAmericaGreatAwakening

11/2/2019 10:36:44 AM nautilusrep ...no. Monotheism - one deity. Polytheism - multiple deities. Atheism - no deities. The "a" does not stand for "anti", LMAO.

11/2/2019 10:37:08 AM aprilbrown99 One of my favs. I used to play the panio and she was one of my favs for sure. 😉

11/2/2019 10:38:19 AM laurabusse Reference?

Book?

Article?

Channeling?

YouTube?

Thx ☺️

11/2/2019 10:38:39 AM boy12_jimmy I am on my phone and my computer to 8kun. The site is overwhelmed and is very slow going at the moment. Taking forever just to get the front page 

to load.

11/2/2019 10:39:20 AM lorieve Yep Canna Baal-ism

Mystery Babylon

#ThesePeopleAreSick

11/2/2019 10:39:38 AM nikoscali Where's qreserach or qrnews?

11/2/2019 10:40:22 AM lorieve Babylonian Talmud = the foundation of secret societies Kabbalista necromancy.

11/2/2019 10:40:37 AM lorieve Sin

11/2/2019 10:40:54 AM eman1292 Idr if it was .com or .net, but either site not working for me. pic.twitter.com/GS0FQnYkLK

11/2/2019 10:41:39 AM nautilusrep No, what's unconstitutional is the gov. favoring one religion over others. If there's a Christian study group, they must also allow Buddhist, Satanist, 

Muslim, etc. study groups. Learn the first amendment before speaking on it, it doesn't take long to read.

11/2/2019 10:43:00 AM lorieve Some "aliens"/Watchers/Angels are wicked, but most are not. 

The demons are the disembodied hybrids (half angelic/ half human) that mostly died in the flood. They are the bastards of the Reprobate Angels that 

left their first estate and "took" human women as wives.

11/2/2019 10:43:19 AM yourkiddingme5 Seriously?  In plain sight.  Soon, oh please, soon!

11/2/2019 10:43:22 AM covertress Thanks, Ron! https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1190658977433931777?s=19 …

11/2/2019 10:43:41 AM aprilbrown99 The world must be at least 70%-80% woke now?  🙏🙏🙏

In the US alone it has to be 85% at least. 💥💥💥

11/2/2019 10:43:54 AM chancemarshal All the past drops https://qmap.pub/?pg=2 

11/2/2019 10:45:04 AM laurabusse I would love to read about that...

Or watch YouTube or whatever...

Thx☺️

11/2/2019 10:45:27 AM demoncarebear1 No it's not either Christ or anti Christ.  You can not practice a religion , but also not be against people believing what they will.  I'm anti evangelicalsl 

Christianity, keep your god , keep your beliefs, most of all keep your opinions.

11/2/2019 10:45:38 AM nikoscali No im wondering if the new QAnon board has been launched yet on #8Kun

11/2/2019 10:45:59 AM frances81088483 Witch!!!

11/2/2019 10:46:14 AM jt_suryo Thoughts? @ENOMAI_ @JfkJuni0r @woodpecker785 @carmindabrendel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @zachhaller @92michael @realJoshuaHall 

https://twitter.com/TheBabylonBee/status/1190679941114814464 …

11/2/2019 10:48:00 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/o6zXz8wtut

11/2/2019 10:48:01 AM nm_zsr Thank you. Not enuf characters avail here. I think, yes Dark matter literally represents the ego of the scientists too full of themselves to admit they 

might be wrong on a thing or two and use ego to fill the void.

11/2/2019 10:49:21 AM keith369me Various stages of waking anyway

11/2/2019 10:49:22 AM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/p3xY7HVDp4

11/2/2019 10:49:40 AM laurabusse Love you nun Chuck

LOLOL

11/2/2019 10:49:49 AM _doozier_ She'll understand! "Not tonight, babe. An alliance of psychic humans, ascended cats, and blonde aliens advised me to withhold my chi for the greater 

good of existence." 😂

11/2/2019 10:50:00 AM kidge6  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/voyag01h.htm … ?

11/2/2019 10:50:02 AM covertress Week 4... What a week! 🍿

Thanks, MJ.

11/2/2019 10:50:25 AM lorieve Gen 6:4

“There were giants (gigantes in the vulgate= "earthborn") in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the 

daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.”

11/2/2019 10:50:52 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/wEPQoqbvkd

11/2/2019 10:50:58 AM keith369me Yeah, let’s kill patriot apps for being too edgy and leave pedo apps alone

11/2/2019 10:52:51 AM lorieve Enoch (chapter 15)

And now the giants, who have been begotten from body and flesh, will be called evil spirits on earth, and their dwelling-places will be upon the earth.....

11/2/2019 10:53:23 AM lorieve ... Evil spirits proceed from their bodies; because they are created from above, their beginning and first basis being from the holy watchers, they will be 

evil spirits upon    the earth, and will be called evil spirits.

11/2/2019 10:56:14 AM keith369me Lol...I’ll refer back to your previous Tweets on the subject

11/2/2019 10:58:36 AM keith369me Someday this woman will be removed from collective consciousness and we will rejoice.



11/2/2019 10:59:15 AM ikeb247 Woke in thought is much different from woke in deed. People have been aware of the fuckery at all times in history, but take a 'when in Rome' attitude 

toward it, and happily pay into the comfy and convenient life support system they've helped build. Now we're trapped in it.

11/2/2019 10:59:28 AM hawkgirlinmn BigIt week....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ekjbIcQA2A

11/2/2019 11:02:37 AM nm_zsr Notice her handler right next to her.

11/2/2019 11:03:20 AM truthseekeranon Yeah but it not allowing you to post using Tor and good luck getting on with a normie browsers...

11/2/2019 11:04:16 AM quarkfear1 Liars over excitement & intimidation 4 a “ larp”.. the NZ thing was a FF depositary operation= their exact “ fingerprint” signature

11/2/2019 11:06:02 AM jvan125 He’s not back from what i can tell...

11/2/2019 11:09:17 AM jessewa25340831 If the last 2-3 years is any indication than NOTHING will come

11/2/2019 11:14:20 AM patriotswegoall Perfect!

Q team should be en route soon.

11/2/2019 11:17:01 AM deplorabledav12 EVIL

11/2/2019 11:17:49 AM laurabusse Husband hates the time changes

I've always liked it bc

If we didn't switch to DST

Then the sun would rise at like 4 in the morning

If we didn't switch back to EST

Then the sun would be rising at like 9 in the morning

Ok I'm exaggerating a little

But I like it as it is 🌞🌛
11/2/2019 11:18:35 AM boy12_jimmy YOU are so right! pic.twitter.com/YHFrDmqHlc

11/2/2019 11:19:40 AM _doozier_ Believe it's the exact same board transferred over. There's old threads from early Aug 2019 still live

11/2/2019 11:19:49 AM jaxbchlady I wonder what happened? He Never Showed Up 🤔 pic.twitter.com/ZO494ccerB

11/2/2019 11:21:09 AM nikoscali Thank you, should have known to add catalog.html at the end!

11/2/2019 11:21:38 AM thurifer67 Apparently i got bad info. Apologies

11/2/2019 11:22:18 AM lorieve In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.

And He is before all things, and in Him all things hold together.

11/2/2019 11:23:13 AM jaxbchlady No Worries - They do this to us all the time 🤦♀️

11/2/2019 11:23:46 AM lorieve 144K

11/2/2019 11:25:05 AM nikkitokarsyck she's a vile soul who has no soul.

11/2/2019 11:26:03 AM lorieve  https://blog.logos.com/2015/10/where-do-demons-come-from/ …

11/2/2019 11:29:10 AM manifest_utopia I can get on with tor onion, not with firefox browser.

Here's link for the catalog on Onion:   http://www.jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/qresearch/catalog.html …

11/2/2019 11:30:46 AM laurabusse I think of it as 

DST in summer the sun isn't coming up in the middle of the night

EST in winter the sun isn't rising late in the morning

What if we compromised

Split the difference

Same time all year round

But we change the clocks a half hour in between and keep it there
11/2/2019 11:30:59 AM adsvel No surprise... Chelsea is getting her public attention through crooked mom's reputation, alone she is nobody.🐉🐉

11/2/2019 11:31:38 AM manifest_utopia I can get on with tor onion, but not firefox browser.

Here's link for the catalog on tor:  http://www.jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/qresearch/catalog.html …

New bread is active.

11/2/2019 11:34:54 AM laurabusse How about keeping the same time all year round

But

Changing the clocks only a half hour instead of an hour

Split the difference

In between

So tonight we would move clocks back a hf hr

But keep it there forever

Call it New Standard Time
11/2/2019 11:35:17 AM nanm22 Wow!

11/2/2019 11:35:30 AM kathysmith2k7 Apl whats it mean???

11/2/2019 11:36:00 AM manifest_utopia Take that back about active new bread. :/

11/2/2019 11:36:42 AM kathysmith2k7 Thats a stupid one! The best g rated one is this! pic.twitter.com/1SbJg5ulIJ

11/2/2019 11:38:24 AM kathysmith2k7 The best rated pg-13 one is: pic.twitter.com/X5InvPq1Vf

11/2/2019 11:38:41 AM laurabusse Exactly

I prefer Standard time in winter for that reason

But if we kept standard time in summer

The sun would be coming up at 4 am

So I actually prefer things the way they are

Unless we split the difference year round

Set clocks to the half hour in between...

And keep them there
11/2/2019 11:38:45 AM mattlat007 Look i think we should cut to the chase and ban computers, then people can't post their crazy manifestos online.. but they can still write them.. maybe 

we should ban all forms of communication yeah.. right..

11/2/2019 11:40:26 AM truckerwifelife I believe you got to go through tor in order to access currently. They're working on Project Odin so normal browsers can be utilized

11/2/2019 11:40:33 AM kachinagtto 😂🤣

11/2/2019 11:41:03 AM manifest_utopia There was a new bread started, then locked after 5 posts/replies. Not sure what's up. Happy to have  the catalog bookmarked tho.

11/2/2019 11:42:29 AM rachaelangelm Release the video!!!!

11/2/2019 11:43:07 AM laurabusse The closer to the equator

The closer sunlight is to 12 hrs a day yr round

So changing time doesnt really matter much

The closer to the poles

It doesn't matter much either bc the number of daylight hours changes so radically thru the year

From mostly light in summer

Dark in winter

11/2/2019 11:46:34 AM yourkiddingme5 Thanks for the update!  Excited!

11/2/2019 11:48:37 AM liberal_not She didn't,  she has a clean up crew.



11/2/2019 11:49:01 AM citizencitizenc Can't get in + JoeM twitter "account no longer exists."

11/2/2019 11:49:05 AM dakotobol  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1190652515576090626 …

11/2/2019 11:53:45 AM dark2light2019 These people are sick

11/2/2019 11:58:10 AM kachinagtto I have a friend that sends me these on the daily to annoy me 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/3rAdD4aH1J

11/2/2019 11:58:59 AM fansblowing3 Getting ahead of the story again.

11/2/2019 11:59:24 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/NVqVIxAewL

11/2/2019 11:59:33 AM 1_decided_voter Yeah I was able to get on it for a few mins. Loaded the previous QR general thread which started with posts from back in August and had a couple 

poats from today. My comment wouldnt post but Ill keep checking in.

11/2/2019 12:01:38 PM truckerwifelife As I understand it project Odin will service the normal browsers.

11/2/2019 12:03:07 PM fansblowing3 The website will not load for me yet 👎. Be sure to let us know if Q posts anything.

11/2/2019 12:04:53 PM 1crazy_toaster 🤣🤣

11/2/2019 12:05:55 PM amethystnancy She did the same involuntary Duper's Delight over Khadafi's death.

First became aware of sociopathic compulsion to laugh, smirk or smile at inappropriate times re vid of FF crisis actors smiling for MSM camera when 

really shouldn't. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjfCCTRWjyU …

11/2/2019 12:06:04 PM laurabusse There are many books out there based on real evidence

These scriptures always mystified me

But I would not trust a biblical scholar's interpretation using only the Bible

Graham Hancock has some

EXCELLENT books out there on this subject and related subjects

11/2/2019 12:06:15 PM turboxyde A place where ALICE is not invited... pic.twitter.com/MkntHu9weh

11/2/2019 12:06:34 PM el_walt45 Yes it is

11/2/2019 12:08:39 PM laurabusse Always meant to read Enoch

Got a copy long time ago but never read it

I'm sure I tried

It was a while back

Probably wasn't an interesting read for whatever reason

Probably gave it away

But the subject of the book of Enoch is absolutely fascinating...

11/2/2019 12:09:25 PM laurabusse Thank you for typing out ☺️

Or cutting and pasting or whatever!

11/2/2019 12:14:42 PM freestateojones A Conscious Congress?

11/2/2019 12:16:50 PM laurabusse Omg thx for this article!

This is awesome!!!

11/2/2019 12:17:41 PM manifest_utopia That would be nice.

11/2/2019 12:19:18 PM truckerwifelife Yes it would. I don't use my PC for social media at all. Just have to wait for a browser version so I can use my phone

11/2/2019 12:19:27 PM laurabusse In ancient Jewish texts like the Dead Sea Scrolls, demons are the disembodied spirits of dead Nephilim giants who perished at the time of the great 

flood

Interesting quote from this article

11/2/2019 12:21:00 PM fansblowing3 Look like it’s for Android only?  I have an iPhone.

11/2/2019 12:21:06 PM truckerwifelife Thank you. I was wondering if the Tor download would work on a phone. 😁

11/2/2019 12:23:40 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/wJ5oO1PmkF

11/2/2019 12:26:38 PM enomai_ The swamp-ishabees

11/2/2019 12:27:44 PM laurabusse 1. While this supernatural backdrop has eluded most Christian thinkers in the history of Christianity to the present day, it was well known to the 

generation of Jews who lived right after the Old Testament period—what scholars call the “Second Temple” period or, more...

11/2/2019 12:29:09 PM laurabusse 2... popularly, the “Intertestamental” period. It was during this era that books like 1 Enoch were written, as well as the Dead Sea Scrolls

Another interesting quote

11/2/2019 12:31:39 PM john37201877  pic.twitter.com/InDGrIZs6X

11/2/2019 12:35:59 PM laurabusse Just to throw in another theory...

I enjoy the teachings of Abraham-Hicks v much

Been reading, listening to them maybe 10 yrs and I just keep appreciating their stuff more and more

Resonates w/in me as truth

More than anything else I've been exposed to

And I was Christian 30 yrs

11/2/2019 12:36:08 PM truckerwifelife  http://www.jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/ 

11/2/2019 12:36:40 PM ethereal_shaman That was the government's excuse.  It's to keep the children safe, yet the government institution doesn't really care about children all that much, 

obviously.  What's the real reason?

11/2/2019 12:36:42 PM thekanehb It’s to prime the left. That’s the side that’s in the dark on her. 

Starts as a joke to introduce the idea and they will build from there. 

Given their audience this makes me think it’s part of planned disclosure

11/2/2019 12:39:28 PM laurabusse 2. When asked about demons

They always say

Every thought that has ever been thought still exists

Thoughts become thoughtforms

Thoughtforms become physical manifestations

They say a demon is basically a negative thought form that takes on a life of its own

It can't hurt you...

11/2/2019 12:42:46 PM truckerwifelife So I finally got in using tor but I can't seem to find qresearch. Is this what you were talking about?

11/2/2019 12:42:55 PM laurabusse 3...especially if you are filled with light peace joy love etc

Your high vibration protects you

Not sure if this makes total sense

I know many will vehemently disagree w this

Even as a Christian I ignored the devil etc etc as not worthy of my attention

I treasured peace over fear

11/2/2019 12:44:08 PM covertress Q board on 8kun .net

 https://8kun.net/qresearch/catalog.html …

11/2/2019 12:49:50 PM lorieve What is it the Word says, "resist the devil and he will flee".

11/2/2019 12:51:45 PM demoncarebear1  pic.twitter.com/ebWsP0OoEf

11/2/2019 12:52:23 PM truckerwifelife I don't know what's going on I try to copy the link it changes it. Could you DM me the complete link? Twitter is truncating it



11/2/2019 1:07:23 PM djlok END OF CYCLE.

11/2/2019 1:07:56 PM el_walt45 Pretty much...read your Bible

11/2/2019 1:24:09 PM el_walt45 Obviously..

11/2/2019 1:25:29 PM 1_decided_voter  https://youtu.be/4pXfHLUlZf4 

11/2/2019 1:27:22 PM andrearomans828 #Arkancide

11/2/2019 1:37:24 PM v_rags The right frequency is above you In The sky. Using the Sun and what @nea_storm says about mature responsible creations is the key. (-0-) 

pic.twitter.com/QNpkDon4Dp

11/2/2019 1:39:24 PM jillsta07025300 Wonder where Bill is. He is never with her..hum......

11/2/2019 1:41:13 PM laurabusse I don't pay any attention to the bible anymore LOL

Thankfully

Long story

Occasionally a fitting verse will pop into my head

I attribute it to my intuition tuning in to my guides angels higher self Source etc

Christianity has basically been ruined for me

Along with words and...

11/2/2019 1:42:48 PM daveycrokett same here, can't get either site to open

11/2/2019 1:44:04 PM qzillian1 @M2Madness @kbq225 @prayingmedic @pushforward40 @catturd2 @EyesOnQ @AKA_RealDirty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @40_head

My top pics, in no particular order pic.twitter.com/cFQuBYnwON

11/2/2019 1:44:05 PM laurabusse Connotations thereof

Much more at peace and happier this way

Deep meditation is my true and healing connection with Source now

Couldn't be happier

Like I said

I've finally found the deep peace I was looking for

Even as a Christian

Born again

Baptist

Nazarene

Charismatic

Orthodox
11/2/2019 1:44:14 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/wAmshCZBoL

11/2/2019 1:44:45 PM lorieve Friend?

11/2/2019 1:47:20 PM laurabusse And to be honest

I don't even know what that verse means anymore

And that's ok

I have everything I could ever need or desire

Very grateful

I have my own interpretation of life that I love that suits me well

Makes me happy and gives me peace ☺️☺️☺️

11/2/2019 1:48:35 PM laurabusse I love you too stormigirl 😊

Thank you sweetheart ❤️😘❤️

11/2/2019 1:48:46 PM kahurose I am surprised she didnt say "what difference does it make"

11/2/2019 1:49:16 PM lorieve Isn't that what life is all about, LOVE.

11/2/2019 1:51:13 PM laurabusse Friend?

Trying to understand...

Twitter has it's limitations LOL

By definition it is limited

11/2/2019 1:51:46 PM lorieve I just pull rank on the darkness and it shows me due respect. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/gLQwx2RkS0

11/2/2019 1:51:48 PM girlawakeinca Always 🙏

11/2/2019 1:52:03 PM eman1292 Lol I can't take a screenshot because of security, but I was going to show you what's happening on my screen. Is it supposed to be slower than dial up? 

I have fast internet and 5g. Tutorial said it may be slow, but I don't think they meant that slow.

11/2/2019 1:53:22 PM laurabusse Yes!!!

The most important and healing thing in life!!!

Some of us take too long to discover it

I still don't understand how to put it into practice LOL

I don't worry about it though

Everything happens in its own time doesn't it...

11/2/2019 1:53:23 PM lorieve I pray that is the title the Most High refers to me as because that is how I feel about Him.

11/2/2019 1:54:26 PM laurabusse Ha

I love your method

Good strategy LOL!!!

We're all learning aren't we

Well hopefully!!!

11/2/2019 1:54:45 PM lorieve Yes, nothing to rush, we are all exactly where we are meant to be in the moment. In perfect LOVE.

11/2/2019 1:55:11 PM laurabusse Lovely

Yes

💚💜💙

11/2/2019 1:56:29 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍❤️❤️❤️☺☺☺

11/2/2019 2:02:15 PM turboxyde Ohhhh weeeee! pic.twitter.com/WQR9KqEDbZ

11/2/2019 2:03:54 PM anonlegion13 Look within. Part of its there...

11/2/2019 2:14:18 PM seth52632299  pic.twitter.com/ciPzdcSS4w

11/2/2019 2:16:50 PM fightforamerica  pic.twitter.com/Yo9ldcmRoU

11/2/2019 2:35:48 PM humanproofer Incorrect headline: she did not laugh, she cackled.

11/2/2019 2:36:21 PM madmaxmacgyver Everywhere is going to have different sunrise/'noon'/sunset based on latitude & longitude anyway.  Look at China's time zone[s]. Better just to leave it 

at 'standard' for as long as it's been such until there is 'New Time' with the re-monthing thing too & whatever else we get...

11/2/2019 2:43:09 PM deltazetajen  pic.twitter.com/64OAf2TOw5

11/2/2019 2:47:06 PM magabeliever20 Dayum. Shit’s gettin real

11/2/2019 2:47:36 PM magabeliever20 Lol. She ain’t gonna be laughing later from what I hear

11/2/2019 2:58:51 PM madmaxmacgyver but yeah I agree, early sunrises in the summer suck 🙃

11/2/2019 3:01:15 PM el_walt45 I rebuke you..

11/2/2019 3:05:18 PM clifton15jon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/cfrobw/status/1190667512247181313 …



11/2/2019 3:07:09 PM scipiostrange We will be happy to remove ourselves as soon as all pretense of every religion is removed from all governments bodies. Until then, hail satan sweet 

pea.

11/2/2019 3:09:05 PM marywal64295444 I tried to use Tor. All I got was a purple home page, and could never figure out how to go farther? Am I doing something wrong?

11/2/2019 3:13:52 PM jodienewell Woooow!!  Everything has multiple meanings.  Q, Q+....again, wow!

11/2/2019 3:14:26 PM 313looper WoOa ... pic.twitter.com/uTtodVnKw0

11/2/2019 3:23:07 PM 313looper  pic.twitter.com/o8do17WVuJ

11/2/2019 3:26:33 PM th3watchm We can only imagine who and how many she's going to flip on when she is finally cornered for good. #BirdsSing

11/2/2019 3:38:20 PM crt14361013 What are the odds Trevor Noah doesn't show up for work in the coming days?

11/2/2019 3:40:29 PM atheism_is_dead See here for biblical based speculation as to what demons are: https://midwestoutreach.org/2019/10/03/demons-ex-machina-what-are-demons …

11/2/2019 3:43:16 PM hewhowaits1776 17 = J

Think mirror.

Who is J?

11/2/2019 3:47:01 PM pamelasallustio Luke 8:17 KJV For nothing is secret, that shall not be manifest; neither anything he did, that shall not be known and come abroad.

11/2/2019 3:56:23 PM laurabusse Big time

🌄🌇🌅

11/2/2019 3:57:56 PM aetherwalker1 A good time to ask:

Is there an exchange at the 'astral' level during sex?

I've read that an esoteric understanding of sex would be sacral/soul ex-change.

11/2/2019 3:58:32 PM luporobert2  pic.twitter.com/UD0e5Y48Dh

11/2/2019 4:00:28 PM marywal64295444 Thank you

11/2/2019 4:00:59 PM nickcpace1 Impressive!!!

11/2/2019 4:03:59 PM luporobert2 Did that last year.. I blew my own mind when it came together..

11/2/2019 4:15:10 PM meglynfllr Funny they played Pink Floyd last night in #tupelo... can anyone guess which song? #braindamage off of.... (even better) which album🙃

11/2/2019 4:15:35 PM yustein The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/2/2019 4:18:14 PM dem4integrity The sooner the better. People are watching and need this.

11/2/2019 4:24:46 PM taitai78787 She also laughed about Benghazi

11/2/2019 4:28:53 PM laurabusse Thanks very much!

11/2/2019 4:33:40 PM thoncindy Dark Side of the Moon!

11/2/2019 4:35:32 PM laurabusse Is November gonna be like

The Contest

On Seinfeld?

Kramer cracked like right away LOL

11/2/2019 4:36:41 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/vsJx8MQ0C6

11/2/2019 4:38:47 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/v0MxkRAJZa

11/2/2019 4:39:10 PM luporobert2 Thats what got me started..

11/2/2019 4:40:05 PM laurabusse Good one!

11/2/2019 4:45:46 PM rghardy3 Son or Transfer ?

11/2/2019 4:48:19 PM rghardy3 I don't know where to start.

11/2/2019 4:50:26 PM manifest_utopia Hard to decide, but this Dear Abby one might be my favorite. pic.twitter.com/alitdBjvbK

11/2/2019 4:50:35 PM luporobert2 Where is FLOTUS from compared to Tesla?

11/2/2019 4:55:45 PM pistolwhiphrc17 Zecharia Sitchin was not a Rothschild puppet. He devoted a good bit of his life to research the bloodlines. You're just making another wild claim to his 

work. I know this tweet is old but I've done alot of research into Sitchin and I have not once came across anything even

11/2/2019 4:56:55 PM pistolwhiphrc17 Remotely stating he had any ties to the Rothschild. He's been called alot of stuff but this is the first I heard of someone claiming he's a control 

Rothschild asset.

11/2/2019 5:03:13 PM mongrelglory Hillary: 

"Honestly, I don’t know what I ever did to get them so upset.”  🙄

11/2/2019 5:10:09 PM pistolwhiphrc17 Ya know whats ironically funny, you dont see many athiest like myself talking shit about people that believe in  God, but you always see people that 

believe in God bashing us that don't. Believe what you want to believe in, but don't throw shade on all athiests.

11/2/2019 5:16:02 PM luluspeers1 Yeah especially if you mention Child trafficking

11/2/2019 5:16:35 PM scentedangelm  pic.twitter.com/bH5LRxlxD9

11/2/2019 5:19:59 PM laurabusse 🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂

🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣😂😅😂🤣

11/2/2019 5:20:35 PM 1crazy_toaster 🤣🤣🤣 not sure why but it doesn't get old.

11/2/2019 5:21:44 PM manifest_utopia So you liked it too? 🙃

11/2/2019 5:29:02 PM manifest_utopia Such creativity & variety. The unexpected juxtaposition.

Loving them too. We need the laughs at this point.

😂🤣🙃🤣😂

11/2/2019 5:30:13 PM manifest_utopia Owls have long legs, who knew? 😂😂😂

11/2/2019 5:33:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd Jeff Epstein didn’t...

11/2/2019 5:34:25 PM laurabusse First time I ever saw it

Omg

LOLOL

11/2/2019 5:35:14 PM laurabusse Omg

I think it's my favorite now!

LOLOL

11/2/2019 5:35:44 PM lovethebeach999 ...imagines a witches cackle

11/2/2019 5:37:25 PM flgirlsbeenqd Good research!

11/2/2019 5:38:01 PM laurabusse Yes we do!!!

11/2/2019 5:38:06 PM poboyz123 Not sure what this was, but heard it big time today. Lasted for several seconds too... http://www.kten.com/story/41263444/what-in-the-world-was-

that-loud-boom-shaking-rattles-many-in-the-wichita-metro-area …

11/2/2019 5:42:19 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/PNUF1CXAMB

11/2/2019 5:45:41 PM flgirlsbeenqd I read it and don’t understand “what power is gained via abortion.” A physician is removing and murdering a human at the mothers request. It’s taking 

someone’s life. That’s all I can think of regarding “power.”

11/2/2019 5:47:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so the power comes from consumption...gag, gross, #thesepeoplearesick

11/2/2019 5:56:10 PM laurabusse Past performance is not a predictor of future results

11/2/2019 5:58:35 PM jeeemig  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm27Tfdneug&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0M1tUa9WivDrckgxIk8HrMiRR8GLgiOjSckNQHFO3cphCiFqwN1QQ

8KZQ …

11/2/2019 6:02:26 PM manifest_utopia It feels like we've all been sitting on the tarmac for 8+ hours waiting for take off.  Everyone's getting kinda stir crazy. 🙃



11/2/2019 6:03:42 PM moemc8 tku

11/2/2019 6:11:30 PM linnyt7 Nervously, too.

11/2/2019 6:16:12 PM rghardy3 All Roads lead back to NT.

11/2/2019 6:19:10 PM hopereeder ALERT @ROYALMRBADNEWS @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @Thomas1774Paine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/2/2019 6:29:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Than?

11/2/2019 6:30:35 PM sterkinglights1 No MJ has gone over this content in the past.

11/2/2019 6:33:09 PM covertress All hell's breaking loose.

11/2/2019 6:35:49 PM sterkinglights1 This is where an algorithm would be advantageous. Consider that Google collects this data set anyway. However as MJ points out we the people would 

need to pass this.

11/2/2019 6:44:38 PM manifest_utopia Solid!

Was thinking a few minutes ago that I wanted an Epstein didn't meme with Conan the Hero Doggo.

Ask and you shall receive!

11/2/2019 6:45:22 PM 1crazy_toaster 🤣🤣🤣

11/2/2019 6:46:32 PM jessewa25340831 When you can’t attack substance you attack grammar

11/2/2019 6:48:50 PM 1crazy_toaster feel like we've been waiting at the gates for years, when do we get to go through them? oh right, get off twitter first, clean out, lighten up, then go 

through the gates. whop. whop.

11/2/2019 6:54:22 PM manifest_utopia Yep, waiting a very long time. Funny you should say this. Been sort through stuff and listing on Ebay & Craigslist for the past 3 days. Cleaning up, 

lightening up. (Jump on twitter in between)

11/2/2019 6:58:23 PM mongrelglory I can get to the homepage, but do you know which group name will be hosting the Q posts?  I didn't have much luck doing a search.

11/2/2019 7:00:59 PM mongrelglory I couldn't link onto "8chan's board directory" if that's the one.

11/2/2019 7:05:23 PM mongrelglory Do I just type in q/research/board into the search box?

11/2/2019 7:07:28 PM mongrelglory Trolls should have good grammar.  Isn't that what they pay you for? 😉

11/2/2019 7:17:41 PM kathysmith2k7 Yeah, that explains it all!?

11/2/2019 7:18:41 PM kathysmith2k7 Don’t hold your breathe!?

11/2/2019 7:24:12 PM drnealhouston Retweeted..

11/2/2019 7:24:22 PM donnakg3 Go to DLST and STAY there!

11/2/2019 7:25:37 PM manifest_utopia Oh No, definitely not. Better to trust that timing is perfect.

11/2/2019 7:40:58 PM sheilaghmcgrory Breat cancer awareness month

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.tmz.com/2017/10/01/white-house-lights-up-pink-breast-cancer-awareness-month/ …

11/2/2019 7:41:24 PM sheilaghmcgrory Breast cancer awareness month.. https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.tmz.com/2017/10/01/white-house-lights-up-pink-breast-cancer-awareness-

month/ …

11/2/2019 7:43:26 PM jennifercuedek Ty very cool!!!

11/2/2019 7:48:19 PM kathysmith2k7 Bahaha, you are funny!:-)

11/2/2019 7:50:10 PM kathysmith2k7 Everything is just so funny!:)

11/2/2019 7:53:49 PM manifest_utopia Yep. 🙃😂🙃😂🙃

11/2/2019 7:54:35 PM erikaroot92101 did it. very interesting

11/2/2019 7:55:51 PM manifest_utopia 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/2/2019 8:01:44 PM erikaroot92101 pedo island...

11/2/2019 8:12:16 PM johnsville14 Incredible

11/2/2019 8:14:38 PM johnsville14 YES!  That video really woke me up to some things. There is something built into the fabric of reality about contracts that we don't understand. It even 

ties into our language. How can we possibly understand all this? I'm trying really hard. Watch the movie Arrival.

11/2/2019 8:16:39 PM johnsville14 I made a post about that. Look at what the dates are attached to. Arrows. There's a movie called "Broken Arrow". A broken arrow means a "lost 

nuclear device".  I think it's connected.

11/2/2019 8:18:43 PM aprilbrown99 That is probably my favorite movie. I had watched it over and over abain before I got rid of my cable over a year ago. 

You should follow @nea_storm if you want to learn more beyond this video. She is teaching up about the private side vs. public side of the cabal trusts 

& more.

11/2/2019 8:19:56 PM johnsville14 Thank you for the referral. I'll definitely look into it.

11/2/2019 8:24:00 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome. I am learning and trying to understand it as it is very hidden and complicated but Nea Storm does an amazing job of patiently 

explaining how [they] had stolen and hidden so much from us. There are ways to take it all back. 💫💫💫#DarkToLight

11/2/2019 8:28:39 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/zjTYonpZOA

11/2/2019 8:31:17 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for all that you are doing for humanity.  💝💝💝  I AM grateful and thankful. 🤗🥰😘 pic.twitter.com/FYg0HzXQd9

11/2/2019 8:32:01 PM johnsville14 I don't know. I was kind of curious about going along with this but the wording really turns me off. I just can't stand the stupid "internet speak".  It's 

insulting. I understand the intentions and if this is what it takes to connect with people...Ijustwantmoredignifiedapproach.

11/2/2019 8:37:39 PM n7guardiananon any correlation to when we die and if we choose the black void to supposedly return to source???

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/2/2019 8:39:04 PM girlawakeinca Here’s some info. Stay with it, his accent & the acoustics aren’t the best. Worth a watch. https://youtu.be/j88BcgzzcTc 

11/2/2019 8:42:16 PM n7guardiananon Thanks I think I watched this in the group...will give it another listen and see what triggers

11/2/2019 8:42:19 PM nea_storm He's very interesting! pic.twitter.com/czlQaP70kl

11/2/2019 8:51:51 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you Debbie.  I am going to watch this now. 

ALICE is giving me trouble so I am going to say goodnight to everyone. 

Sleep well beautiful people!  I Love you all very much. 🤗🥰😘

11/2/2019 8:53:17 PM n7guardiananon sleep well

be well

💖💖💖

11/2/2019 8:53:55 PM girlawakeinca Good night April 💫💤❤️

11/2/2019 8:55:21 PM mongrelglory I really should know better than to poke a grumpy troll...they sometimes bite back! 😜

11/2/2019 8:56:17 PM mongrelglory Notice I used "than" rather than "then"? 😁

11/2/2019 8:59:38 PM ontothetruth1 I think we have a role to play as the guides that precedes the event. Truly believe the lights are going to go on and you are going to have masses that 

instinctively look to us because we are positive about what is happening in what appear to be devastating times.

11/2/2019 9:03:06 PM jessewa25340831 For internet sleuths you people sure are  [DUMB]

11/2/2019 9:03:45 PM carlito63289056 🤔🤔🤔 https://www.gutenberg.org/files/57426/57426-h/57426-h.htm …

11/2/2019 9:06:29 PM carlito63289056 JOHN G TRUMP took Teslas work to hide it from Thomas Edison .John G Trump completed the time travel machine, so he can fix the world .

 https://www.gutenberg.org/files/57426/57426-h/57426-h.htm …

11/2/2019 9:17:27 PM cheryls15973780 That reporter is going to find out right?

11/2/2019 9:38:06 PM pearlsoflogic 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/GnYIS4e7wz



11/2/2019 10:08:39 PM tammyrochester2 Lol!!! Thanks for making me smile MJ;)

11/2/2019 10:10:09 PM tammyrochester2 I love this thread! ;)

11/2/2019 10:15:14 PM manifest_utopia Me 2. 😁

11/2/2019 10:26:48 PM altimitwill Q posted with 6 minutes to spare on the 93 days of darkness because it’s related to the numbers 3 6 9. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has referred to this before. 

If you add up the 3 + 9 = 12 which is the number of Majestic 12. This was by design. It was part of the Plan.

11/2/2019 10:31:31 PM mongrelglory The troll bit me, but I rinsed it under the tap. https://twitter.com/JesseWa25340831/status/1190841808068190209?s=20 …

11/2/2019 10:32:06 PM 3nmbrs POTUS/Q/Anons pic.twitter.com/PBrUrVBCKQ

11/2/2019 10:35:28 PM jaded_pearl It my experience it has been.

11/2/2019 10:44:59 PM n7guardiananon just finished watching again.  for some reason Prometheus came to mind with their version of black goo. and stargate sg1 replicators. 

https://youtu.be/LJamgjCfw18 

11/2/2019 11:37:19 PM joinna6 6 minutes  before the 93 day /_\

369.

11/2/2019 11:55:11 PM joelucius  pic.twitter.com/RDDziH6GVm

11/3/2019 12:01:07 AM chariotprince 8kun is live now. pic.twitter.com/hcez0XzYKu

11/3/2019 12:11:30 AM blueprint_q Third American Revolution.

First was Independence.

Second was Civil War.

This is first without the bullets and bloodshed of citizens.

Three is also a divine number.

11/3/2019 1:12:48 AM 11111christian 8kun

11/3/2019 1:31:27 AM mongrelglory Yes, I was on the  http://8kun.net  homepage.  I found the q/research/board but it turns out the Patriots fight board hadn't migrated over to 8kun yet.   

http://Qmap.pub  is publishing updated Q posts now. 😁

11/3/2019 1:47:26 AM fondevila_maria I agree. 

369 “Quién conoce el poder de los números 369, controla el Universo”.

Algo así dijo Tesla. 💫💃💫

11/3/2019 1:57:22 AM purplelotus0 187= Erdogan

I see people throw around Q quotes, but I know they can not envision the truth behind it. As in the days of JFK, the doomsday clock is too close to 

midnight. South Carolina is in danger? What's in the river?

11/3/2019 3:10:09 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1190949078638714880?s=19 …

11/3/2019 3:12:03 AM covertress Heads Up Everyone 

Possible 🤡 OP in Progress https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1190949078638714880?s=19 …

11/3/2019 3:45:11 AM aurorasreality @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/3/2019 4:16:12 AM taf1969 They’ve Reset time and jumped timelines

11/3/2019 4:41:38 AM laurabusse Yes!

It always is

Especially when we trust ❤️

11/3/2019 5:03:34 AM lightseeker2012 Same here. Great series.

11/3/2019 5:26:19 AM cowboy3023 She's the Queen egg layer. Highly protected but not impervious to defeat..

11/3/2019 6:16:29 AM djlok I'm still trying to figure it out.

11/3/2019 6:22:02 AM allourchildrn If you don’t think it’s fake or scripted you are choosing to follow them blindly.

11/3/2019 6:23:48 AM lbryant11458974 Why would you jeopardize your reputation and integrity to repeat these talking points? May they come to understand that they sell their souls and at 

what cost? 🙏🙏🙏 for wisdom for these people.

11/3/2019 6:25:34 AM v_rags I don’t even understand my question! LOL

11/3/2019 6:27:04 AM v_rags Ok wait I get it now what if we shift the other way meaning if we tune to frequencies lower than 432 hz. Isn’t our music all tuned down to lower our 

vibrations?

11/3/2019 6:28:12 AM sterkinglights1 Go to the pub best way.

11/3/2019 6:29:01 AM djlok And what if we shift it up?

11/3/2019 6:30:42 AM rebornkingent Not really, it was tuned up to 440. It’s more about the frequencies of the overtone series. Pythagoras did a lot of work with tunings. Check the 

frequency of the overtime series for 432 vs 440.

11/3/2019 6:33:02 AM rebornkingent Many tuning systems. It’s about the frequency of the notes when the octave is divided.  It’s the harmonica of the subdivided notes that are more 

important. Every tuning has a different outcome.

11/3/2019 6:33:56 AM djlok Maybe 423 is the frequency of deception?

Like that woman at work who speaks in a specific tone when she's LYING about why she can't come to work.  It's SO obvious. And then from her 

collegues, I hear she posts FB photos confirming what I already knew was true.

11/3/2019 6:42:47 AM beer_parade Tesla

11/3/2019 6:46:10 AM v_rags I disagree. Tuning to 440 makes the natural sacraced geometry all wrong. Our very DNA needs to be in tune and 432hz is that frequency with perfect 

geometry. https://www.michaelleehill.net/blogs/why-432/432-hz-unlocking-the-magnificence-of-the-3-6-9-the-key-to-the-universe …

11/3/2019 6:46:53 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/5oiUjFdxzh

11/3/2019 6:47:00 AM doc1415 Me neither. I grinded out research revolving around the annunaki for over a year, much of the reading included Sitchins "lost book of Enki". Also Gerald 

Clarks books. Clark is huge into his research of sitchins work and did most of his own and is very anti NWO.

11/3/2019 6:47:18 AM allahuniversal The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real

11/3/2019 6:49:10 AM doc1415 Gerald Clark is a brilliant man and a previous Apache Pilot in the army. Hes a patriot and a researcher. He would've called out sitchins connection. Also 

thanks for the back up brother. And this bronco moron fails to realize that Dorreal deciphered the emerald tablets.Not sitchin

11/3/2019 6:52:23 AM doc1415 You still havent provided any sources that dig into the annunaki or bloodlines. Just attacked us. We need to help each other in this journey. Yet you 

choose to be a nay sayer to others and to be a douche in general. Gtfo ignoramous

11/3/2019 6:53:31 AM doc1415 If you didnt care you wouldnt have replied. Do you feel better about your little self? Does it make you feel like a big boy?

11/3/2019 6:55:44 AM waao64959281 3 6 9 also relates to Tesla. 

And so does this [   93      bk] code. Q was dark for 93 days. 

Supports the theory that Trump, via Uncle John, got ahold of Tesla time travel tech. 

How else would Q have known the exact day the new board would go live?!

11/3/2019 6:55:59 AM rebornkingent Not sure. I would refer to classical composers. Hayden, Mozart, Paganini and Bach tunes much lower I believe. Again. It’s about how the octave is 

subdivided. 440 has frequencies that are Not whole.

11/3/2019 6:57:10 AM rebornkingent Cymatics. Certain frequencies create geometric shapes. 432 does create sacred geometry shapes.

11/3/2019 7:01:34 AM rufus69firefly .#SaturnianRitual #SaturnSacrifice

#Coincidence pic.twitter.com/MpwLMX7TSs



11/3/2019 7:07:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Connect to VPN

Open Tor

Go to  http://jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion/qresearch/index.html …

Enjoy what's about to drop...

They won't censor you this time.

The sick and twisted truth is about to get announced.

11/3/2019 7:08:15 AM spoonclink Bull****

11/3/2019 7:08:22 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

By your RT are you implying that this was a legitimate Q post and that in our future we will learn of its proof?

11/3/2019 7:09:02 AM allahuniversal Fair warning for phonefigging: no screen caps available in the TOR browser

11/3/2019 7:10:05 AM mulletgary Forget popcorn.  Cold Beer, Gumbo. God is Great is an understatement!

11/3/2019 7:10:12 AM bubba_dave1 Dont forget to grab the popcorn!..

11/3/2019 7:10:16 AM n7guardiananon VPN will only help to an limited extent.

Hello NSA frens!!!

11/3/2019 7:10:38 AM covertress Tor browser for Android 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.torproject.torbrowser …

Tor browser for iPhone https://apps.apple.com/us/app/onion-browser/id519296448 …

11/3/2019 7:10:47 AM altimitwill Future proves the past

11/3/2019 7:11:03 AM allahuniversal Wear two for protection pic.twitter.com/2tEwZwp2e3

11/3/2019 7:11:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Using the combination protects you from being placed on blacklists by third party service providers. While on Tor and VPN do not sign into any other 

services over Tor (email, facebook, twitter, etc). When finished, leave tor, switch VPN country, then move along.

11/3/2019 7:11:42 AM taitai78787 VPN is on but I get this pic.twitter.com/WP5ZT8l0z3

11/3/2019 7:11:54 AM annkaldg I'm hoping for those of us that our not tech savvy or really computer literate u will oost?

11/3/2019 7:12:00 AM connie_etie Only aligning our free will to God's will is the only way to have a perfect world.

11/3/2019 7:12:08 AM paytonpatriot Thank you!

11/3/2019 7:12:08 AM cindycraft24 I clicked on the link an nothing ! I did it several times and it won’t let me link!

11/3/2019 7:13:43 AM jvan125 Which bread number? #9405 looks like the last one but the posts ended hours ago🤦🏼♀️

11/3/2019 7:14:04 AM 17seventy6 How does this help the awakening if no one can actually see it?

11/3/2019 7:14:14 AM carlinonj Me, too

11/3/2019 7:14:16 AM micasth87 I can’t open the link😞😡

11/3/2019 7:14:38 AM mister_chard I'm technology challenged. I'll just have to wait til the news is on twitter. Thanks for the update.

11/3/2019 7:15:37 AM wolfspirit1 I hit reply, said posting, and still stuck at 33 replies... refreshed page several times.

11/3/2019 7:15:51 AM vexed761 Bull

11/3/2019 7:16:18 AM marywal64295444 I got on  http://8kun.net , but I can't seem to find qresearch. Ugg. Somebody please help those of us who are struggling

11/3/2019 7:16:39 AM wolfspirit1 Try onion tor

11/3/2019 7:16:54 AM mskeens1962 Hope someone share with those who don't have VPN

11/3/2019 7:16:55 AM my2sonznme All I see is old stuff posted by anons

11/3/2019 7:17:11 AM quarkfear1 This is easy for quick connect.. but anon stuff is only on Tor or Loki ......      https://qmap.pub 

11/3/2019 7:18:22 AM my2sonznme Download TOT

11/3/2019 7:18:32 AM my2sonznme Ugh, TOR

11/3/2019 7:18:56 AM mattdawg80 About to get announced? I though time wasn't real?

11/3/2019 7:20:38 AM quarkfear1 If u were to disclose how 8KUN was named & why that name... that would b sumthin..😉😉... I’m patient...& can wait... pic.twitter.com/GDAW7rWJxy

11/3/2019 7:20:46 AM purplefavorite1 This is what I got clicking on that pic.twitter.com/vnDm5a2V26

11/3/2019 7:20:52 AM nex4rius It ONLY works in the tor browser.

11/3/2019 7:21:00 AM aprilbrown99 All Majestically planned and coordinated. 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

11/3/2019 7:21:12 AM djlok It's a real illusion!  Events are real.

11/3/2019 7:22:13 AM moemc8 Do I use the TOR app. then type in what MJ listed above on the top left, or is onion a whole separate search engine which i should also download.  

Sorry, not up on this stuff.

11/3/2019 7:23:15 AM covertress Orbot VPN for Android 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.torproject.android …

VPN+Tor for iPhone https://apps.apple.com/us/app/vpn-tor-browser-private-web/id961073150 …

11/3/2019 7:23:55 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you!  💗💗💗

11/3/2019 7:24:38 AM macblasto Or you could just go here https://qmap.pub/ 

11/3/2019 7:26:28 AM amy25373398 This happens every time I do. ☹️ pic.twitter.com/1SGPGS0lRn

11/3/2019 7:27:11 AM noocnik They know this at least from the 50s but they won't admit it to the general public because admitting that God/Creator/Ultimate consciousness/ exists 

is massive shift to mass consciousness and critical game changer. They don't want you to awake and remember that you're much more.

11/3/2019 7:28:24 AM werascending Ever time I try to use the Tor browser it says I can not connect and suggests quitting the app. Is that normal?

11/3/2019 7:28:29 AM doc1415 To get more work time out of the sheep?

11/3/2019 7:28:45 AM clhendershot What VPN can I trust for free?

11/3/2019 7:29:15 AM sheerglee1 Oh my goodness.  Oh, Majestic...it’s time?!  

Oh, how my heart has silently longed for this day...why do I have a sense of dread yet great joy?

It is Scary-Wonderful!!!

11/3/2019 7:29:25 AM unitedredwhite1 Did it crash?

11/3/2019 7:29:26 AM mikebravodude Yo I don’t get any of this tech stuff. Can ya screen shot me the drop when it hits?❤️

11/3/2019 7:30:10 AM billyclements18 Qpub pic.twitter.com/UiQX4dUenM

11/3/2019 7:30:51 AM fenrirhowlinga Guys, be mindful of what you’re doing if you’re not familiar with Tor or what the onion is. If you’re on an iPhone/iPad you’re probably good but careful 

on a desktop, I have feeling a lot of people are accessing the dark web for the first time this weekend unknowingly.

11/3/2019 7:31:04 AM covertress patriotsfight = e0001

Where's the Q proof?

11/3/2019 7:31:05 AM clhendershot I am still laptop...

11/3/2019 7:31:33 AM amy25373398 Good to know

11/3/2019 7:32:37 AM clhendershot Trying to learn... Thank you!

11/3/2019 7:32:49 AM timber_wolfman  pic.twitter.com/vvDsJzZaun

11/3/2019 7:34:32 AM amy25373398 When he is off planet, will we be safe from “him”?

11/3/2019 7:35:51 AM yourkiddingme5 Wondering this as well.  Will try to figure out how to be able to tell.



11/3/2019 7:36:04 AM love_usa56 Orbot VPN.....see post above...

11/3/2019 7:36:13 AM amy25373398 Is the theory that the martians came here, after destroying their own society, correct?

11/3/2019 7:36:20 AM taitai78787 First time for me 

I’m on phone but could you elaborate on the difference with using desktop?

11/3/2019 7:36:52 AM truthseekeranon Doesnt work if you not using Tor browser.

11/3/2019 7:37:09 AM njc31615432 The Plan is done time just needs to catch up

11/3/2019 7:37:24 AM allahuniversal If my other VPN browser cooperates (it isn't right now) I can and will. Also, using TOR in Brave browser is an option

 https://twitter.com/stompk/status/1190754413977075718?s=19 … https://twitter.com/davidmsika/status/1190689994517753857?s=19 …

11/3/2019 7:38:06 AM rebornkingent VPN suggestions?

11/3/2019 7:38:25 AM cheryls15973780 Not real BS

11/3/2019 7:38:35 AM kachinagtto LOL the traffic is HUGE!  Trying to be patient over here... not my strong suit!  Hoping I can connect at the right time.  Don't wanna miss a minute of this!

11/3/2019 7:40:03 AM roxi_usa endchan?

11/3/2019 7:40:07 AM melanieanders7 Mmmm gumbo!!!!

11/3/2019 7:40:29 AM clhendershot I did Proton is that okay?

11/3/2019 7:41:22 AM clhendershot I did a Tor browse that is showing Arabic on my screen - very scary

11/3/2019 7:41:44 AM clhendershot Called sourceforge

11/3/2019 7:42:21 AM clhendershot Teach me Obi Wan - you are my only hope

11/3/2019 7:43:18 AM mongrelglory Yes, I like  http://qmap.pub .  Great resource!  It's just once in a while I like to lurk on the chans and read the threads.  Those guys can really crack me 

up at times with their humour! 😋

11/3/2019 7:43:19 AM kymedian Use a different browser. Brave works 😉

11/3/2019 7:45:03 AM clhendershot I cant read Arabic

11/3/2019 7:45:08 AM surfstikk Good question.

Leap year in 2000?  Screwed everything up.

11/3/2019 7:45:56 AM allahuniversal Using TOR browser Alpha and Orbot on Android, + Aloha Browser w/ it's own built in VPN. Not sure what equivalents Apple has

11/3/2019 7:46:25 AM jams4thebread I raw dogged it for 2 years folks and I’m still all good. The site still not functioning really much. You can’t upload and the captcha isn’t working. The 

freaking nonstop captcha! Idiots who came up with that idea. The if you use TOR you need special captcha

11/3/2019 7:46:52 AM ripppel What is it

11/3/2019 7:47:59 AM aurorasreality If you don’t know for or have even one question about it don’t use it

11/3/2019 7:48:27 AM jams4thebread  http://Isitwetyet.com  is where you get lokinet download. Lokinet is like TOR only it works better n stuff

11/3/2019 7:48:33 AM mongrelglory The minute details of this plan are mind-boggling at times!🤪

11/3/2019 7:50:21 AM tyrantswillfa11 Black hats can get to your info easier on desktop thru windows if you don’t know what you are doing. I recommend having vpn up first and then 

accessing tor thru a flash/thumb drive with Tor on it.

11/3/2019 7:50:33 AM mongrelglory Me too.  I'm a desktop. 👍

11/3/2019 7:50:46 AM michael81972 Gotta copy and paste link to a TOR browser...type TOR in the app store and download

11/3/2019 7:51:20 AM mongrelglory I love it when you talk sexy! 😜

11/3/2019 7:51:29 AM clhendershot I used my phone to track the twitter feed and then followed the instructions but seriously not even really sure I did this correctly

11/3/2019 7:52:06 AM lynnstueber Site closed.

11/3/2019 7:53:23 AM 11groverbeac Q pub map is up and running

11/3/2019 7:53:54 AM ms1481 Screenshot?

11/3/2019 7:55:08 AM mikebravodude Thanks!!!!

11/3/2019 7:55:24 AM clhendershot Won't let me in...

11/3/2019 7:55:58 AM agooddying Just installed Orbot. Cool. Thanks for the suggestion.

I live in Mexico and a number of YouTube videos are blocked down here.

11/3/2019 7:57:10 AM bereantype ok, what exactly is VPN? I know I can't open this address in Brave

11/3/2019 7:57:34 AM allahuniversal As for those app, all browsers and pretty much anything that you know connects to the internet (blurred for some semblance of privacy 🔏) 

pic.twitter.com/jS1Mnep2WQ

11/3/2019 7:57:34 AM allahuniversal It's pretty easy, actually. Install Orbot, when prompted check all apps that you want protected, then click connect and allow it to get to 100%. From 

there I run TOR like normal. Oh, Do Not Track should be turned on in privacy settings. And switch New Identity often 👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/STGSYUsXRn

11/3/2019 7:57:46 AM 1of3onhigh Look here, this pull the Q posts. https://qmap.pub/ 

11/3/2019 7:58:02 AM aprilbrown99 I wonder if that’s what is/was also under Epstein’s island that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 asked us about; the negative black goo. 🤔

11/3/2019 7:58:25 AM rebornkingent This is definitely a load test.

11/3/2019 8:00:13 AM allahuniversal 😁🤣😂 Still recalling some of my love language

11/3/2019 8:00:56 AM terrapineyes What's not real? The fact that the truth is coming out?

11/3/2019 8:02:24 AM clhendershot It is  an artificial construct designed to allow us to process  the data points we capture through experience = Past (memories) Present (only true reality) 

Future (planning) = TimeStamps allow time travel on Social Media

11/3/2019 8:02:36 AM mongrelglory I've already got two different browsers on my computer.  Not sure I want another one.  I'll read  http://qmap.pub  for now and follow people's 

comments and analysis on Twitter.  I doubt I'll be missing much with so many people focused on Q nowadays!

11/3/2019 8:02:49 AM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️

11/3/2019 8:03:11 AM allahuniversal Hope it helps

11/3/2019 8:05:14 AM lordoflight18 I'm back majestic 6 active.

11/3/2019 8:05:42 AM plantbasek1 I can’t find orbot on my iPhone 🤔

11/3/2019 8:05:44 AM clhendershot HOLY CRAP HE LIKED MY TWEET!!! Thank you to all the Obi Wan Kenobi's out there today teaching me

11/3/2019 8:07:27 AM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/rAlVJ9wbw1

11/3/2019 8:07:51 AM plantbasek1 No. Don’t. Q is NWO

11/3/2019 8:08:07 AM mister_chard thanks, my fren

11/3/2019 8:08:38 AM allahuniversal A bit more... Dissenter browser is another option

 https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/11/03/rig-for-red-qanon-resurfaces-at-8kun-plus-instructions-on-how-to-access-qresearch-again-greatawakening-

newq-neonrevolt/ …

11/3/2019 8:08:50 AM allahuniversal  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/11/03/rig-for-red-qanon-resurfaces-at-8kun-plus-instructions-on-how-to-access-qresearch-again-greatawakening-

newq-neonrevolt/ …

11/3/2019 8:08:58 AM hb04920973 Spot on.

11/3/2019 8:09:13 AM allahuniversal  https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/11/03/rig-for-red-qanon-resurfaces-at-8kun-plus-instructions-on-how-to-access-qresearch-again-greatawakening-

newq-neonrevolt/ …

11/3/2019 8:10:23 AM milorad105 / 1:39:28

Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweets analysis for October 2019 Q #QAnon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lKk4OG7Ago&feature=em-

uploademail …

11/3/2019 8:13:11 AM 1of3onhigh Sure thing, great site that contains LOADS of data so make sure to poke around on the other tabs. pic.twitter.com/LUAu3MFyfZ



11/3/2019 8:13:26 AM qkellyl Rig for Red=Seeing in the dark

As in, seeing beyond the pale light and into darker territory, ready to be exposed? pic.twitter.com/XBDN1AMy4g

11/3/2019 8:13:51 AM positively303 Thank you Covertress🙏

11/3/2019 8:14:07 AM fmeonlylol How will those of us that are not familiar with such things be able to see what exactly is going to be dropped? 😩 

Sounds juicy 🍑 AF! 😬

11/3/2019 8:15:26 AM jadedl I had very spotty results with lokinet yesterday. Maybe when things calm down it will work better? So far, the Tor link has been the best connection I 

can get.

11/3/2019 8:16:08 AM mongrelglory Thanks I-Au!  I should have known Neon would be on top of things! 👍

11/3/2019 8:16:51 AM realityloominng What kind of blacklists? I feel like at worst I get shadowbanned on twitter and some algos tweaked on youtube..?

11/3/2019 8:17:51 AM begumchacha Thank you 💕

11/3/2019 8:18:55 AM allahuniversal Quite welcome. He's on a roll, may even be in a better mQQd now

11/3/2019 8:21:41 AM goatfish_dreams You have to download it. It doesn't come installed with your phone.

11/3/2019 8:22:04 AM jams4thebread Just let me know when I can post muh Jams 4 The Bread, make memes, solve mysteries, shit post, see bewbs, while saving the world again.

11/3/2019 8:22:19 AM greatawakecoach I agree - enough of the time change.

#SAD is real for many, especially with colder weather...

11/3/2019 8:24:33 AM mister_chard ☺ I'm an anon from all the way back from Oct 2017. Had forgot about qpub. Thanks for the reminder.

11/3/2019 8:25:42 AM jadedl Still glitchy for sure! Seeing some memes, but also a lot of what appears to be duplicate posts.

It's got a limp, but will be running smoothly soon☺️

11/3/2019 8:26:14 AM realitycheck05 type /qresearch/ at the end of the web address on your browser. 

 http://8kun.net/qresearch/ 

11/3/2019 8:27:05 AM clhendershot Can my mom watch Fox news today? She turned it on for a bit and came in to get me off this and to pray over me...

11/3/2019 8:30:23 AM davutz watch using anything VPN for free...

you are tunneling your connection through a network thatyou have no guarantees that they won't examine what exactly you are doing, like if you 

transmit something very private they could possible see it.

11/3/2019 8:31:40 AM clhendershot Learning Learning Learning...

11/3/2019 8:33:50 AM mattersnot2 Didn't Trump just mention he was leaving NYC for FL???

11/3/2019 8:34:17 AM mongrelglory 😆

11/3/2019 8:34:28 AM ssg_pain Take the Screenshot if it's not a Matter of National Sec.

11/3/2019 8:35:49 AM davutz hell that goes for any VPN, even if you do pay for it, you really have to have that kind of trust... 

I really only use a VPN if I want to be seen as a different IP, and very little as possible. NordVPN just got caught not having control of one of their 

tunneling networks

11/3/2019 8:36:34 AM ashsaidwhaaaat You cant use Safari

11/3/2019 8:37:12 AM maryche20769846 cannot open this link.

11/3/2019 8:38:04 AM usss_211 What is it?

11/3/2019 8:38:46 AM missyt79 It says it couldn't be loaded

11/3/2019 8:39:07 AM curt_avila Its on the dark web.

11/3/2019 8:41:06 AM covertress TBA at a Majestic time like 1 PM?

1 11/3/2019

111 3 [21] 9

3  3 3  9

3 6 9

11/3/2019 8:42:07 AM murph54258684 Ima wait till I see it on my "Q Drops" app. But thanks anyway.

11/3/2019 8:42:13 AM invetas10k  https://twitter.com/invetas10k/status/1191030466226163712?s=20 …

11/3/2019 8:44:33 AM lbf777 Wake me up if it’s something worth listening to. All the previous stuff was garbage.

11/3/2019 8:44:53 AM fl_trump On my android I opened Tor VPN. When I open the Tor Browser I get this error pic.twitter.com/nF82UtRbCL

11/3/2019 8:49:01 AM sunnysideluna Which vpn do you recommend

11/3/2019 8:51:49 AM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweets analysis for October 2019 Q #QAnon  https://youtu.be/6lKk4OG7Ago  via @YouTube

11/3/2019 8:52:14 AM jazzbear09 Will you or someone be posting or sharing the information from the drops for those of us who don't have this capability?

11/3/2019 8:55:19 AM zagnett Sometimes i wonder if some, most, or even all of the oil on this planet itself is the "black goo" & [they] just made up the "oil" cover story for it whole 

cloth.🤔

11/3/2019 8:56:30 AM magnetmouth I can't get the link to connect to anything.....

11/3/2019 8:56:31 AM stelly_alice @Imamofpeace @Johnheretohelp @Tennesseeboy86 @BDesigns6 @FishaShakeyhead @Fox_News_Alert @AnOpenSecret @TheBullfrog1972 

@TexasWhiteHats @GOP @dbongino @AnonMonkeyMan1 @kevincorke @SantaSurfing @DavidJHarrisJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LedfordLeland 

@la_cates @RideWithC4T @KTHopkins @n4ekm https://twitter.com/Gingerglover19/status/1191027768416514048 …

11/3/2019 8:56:33 AM sterkinglights1 Can't you use the hypertext on the title?

11/3/2019 8:57:22 AM girlawakeinca I never thought of it that way. Could be!

11/3/2019 8:59:06 AM wickedmouse369 I have a feeling the board hasn't been completely migrated...

11/3/2019 8:59:08 AM powersawer Only one poster in general thread

Posting seems unavailable for now

11/3/2019 8:59:12 AM marty713 Me too 🧐👆

11/3/2019 8:59:30 AM zagnett [they] have some BIG lies goin' 'round.🧐

11/3/2019 9:00:56 AM aprilbrown99 I had a flash of that this morning when he was talking about it. 

And the fact that we can turn water into oil...!!!  🤯🤯🤯. The consciousness of water is amazing. 

I also wonder if the “good” oil isnt part of Mother Earths biology. Meaning like her blood...🤔

11/3/2019 9:01:42 AM karina89350882 WE ARE READY NOW - all hands on deck, eyes and ears wide open👏👏👏

11/3/2019 9:06:51 AM karina89350882 Most Genius plane ever - Precise operation and execution - exat Landing - THANK`S to each SINGLE WOMAN/MAN who made this possible!!!! Will we 

ever know how much they sacrificed for humanity????💕💕💕🌞🌞☀️☀️🌞🌞🌞🌞☀️☀️☀️☀️☀️☀️☀️369

11/3/2019 9:07:04 AM tammysp7772777 How do you connect to VPN if you have windows 10?

11/3/2019 9:07:35 AM stelly_alice Indeed. Need for greed! Got to pay for the drugs coming in from El Chapo and China! Who else? Europe, Qatar, Italy, ....

11/3/2019 9:08:54 AM oaf_unbreakable Codemonkey has already said PatriotsFight wasn't migrated because the board owner never contacted them.

11/3/2019 9:08:55 AM tammysp7772777 Why not adding 6 if 3 6 9?

11/3/2019 9:08:58 AM jessewa25340831 Funny how you ALL believe [they] talk in code with misspellings but attack me for a misspelling on my mobile phone lol. Again attack grammar when 

you can’t attack the message.

11/3/2019 9:10:24 AM girlawakeinca Big time lies. The word mirror has never been more apt. We must unravel this mess to bring forth a safer & better life for our children. My ears are 

ringing as I type this.

11/3/2019 9:11:04 AM stelly_alice The legacy of a KILLER!

11/3/2019 9:11:25 AM bansuri44256232  pic.twitter.com/VgYls86Ttm



11/3/2019 9:12:44 AM falseprofityhoo Don't forget to "ARCHIVE OFFLINE"

11/3/2019 9:13:31 AM love_usa56 scroll thru replies, someone put the links out there

11/3/2019 9:13:40 AM texaswhitehats The Federal Reserve

11/3/2019 9:16:16 AM nea_storm Wow! GirlAwakeinCA Breath taking, Consciously Actualized mature & responsible Reply! pic.twitter.com/ydta5mHGx0

11/3/2019 9:20:07 AM ilovesheeple I highly recommend using the Brave browser it has a built in VPN and Tor feature https://brave.com/ 

11/3/2019 9:20:20 AM mamiemcclure17 Didn’t Hillary also say on an interview that “ we would see videos of someone doing horrible things “ as well... HORRIBLE THINGS 🤔

11/3/2019 9:21:22 AM covertress Well, that's convenient, as it only leaves a possible verification from Q+. /s

11/3/2019 9:21:37 AM zagnett Yes i've wondered that as well.

11/3/2019 9:23:42 AM clhendershot  https://guardianproject.info/apps/orbot/ 

11/3/2019 9:27:13 AM covertress Why was POTUS working on a Sunday?

Doesn't he normally take the Sabbath off?

Related to Announcement? pic.twitter.com/crcQ4nr6f3

11/3/2019 9:28:07 AM pillhard Where do you get his schedule?

11/3/2019 9:30:50 AM mscronkat I’m with you!

11/3/2019 9:31:56 AM covertress  https://factba.se/topic/calendar 

11/3/2019 9:35:05 AM drbohammer Actually, he usually works on Sunday. Always has. He takes a couple of hours off in the morning, then he starts hitting it again. His mission has no time 

for rest until late Jan 2025.

11/3/2019 9:36:27 AM drnick68405574 8k!!!

11/3/2019 9:37:41 AM nikoscali BIGGEST week inbound!

11/3/2019 9:37:58 AM karina89350882 lol...thank`s for remembering

11/3/2019 9:40:21 AM karina89350882 And I thank you for your honesty!! You spoke right from my heart and my "technical unabilities" - 👏👏👏😂😂😂

11/3/2019 9:41:04 AM wwg1wga93583681 in and ready to roll pic.twitter.com/XAFumrIdtD

11/3/2019 9:41:16 AM 1_decided_voter Here it is on my PC (TOR Browser 9.0) pic.twitter.com/fPIrNxjD2O

11/3/2019 9:41:24 AM karina89350882 You need the Tor - Browser

11/3/2019 9:43:23 AM chaoserupts She was talking about the #Frazzledrip video of her and huma with the little girl

11/3/2019 9:43:23 AM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/JfNbCKjJco

11/3/2019 9:43:26 AM covertress Ah! Thanks for clarifying, @DrBoHammer. 🙂

11/3/2019 9:43:28 AM nikoscali Posting seems to only be working in short bursts. Hoping it will be available once Q starts dropping info.

11/3/2019 9:44:02 AM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/hAPZozj2uX

11/3/2019 9:45:26 AM covertress But, how can Q drop info if /patriotsfight board wasn't migrated and Q said no outside comms? 🤔

11/3/2019 9:46:08 AM drnick68405574 the onion

11/3/2019 9:47:06 AM drnick68405574 whats the best free von for crapppy iphoo

11/3/2019 9:47:28 AM drnick68405574 free vpn for crappy iphones

11/3/2019 9:47:54 AM usernamt8ken When?

11/3/2019 9:48:18 AM usernamt8ken Thank you this was helpful

11/3/2019 9:48:24 AM nikoscali Q used to post to qresearch as well as patriotsfight and according to codemonkey his hash was preserved from 8Chan. Of course we will need some 

sort of #qproof as well.

11/3/2019 9:54:02 AM lizzah_83 I get the skepticism but Ron and team would never allow someone other than Q team to use Q’s tripcode on 8kun.

11/3/2019 9:55:38 AM nikoscali I am not skeptical of Ron at all, but there are people out there who will question it so Q will need to verify with an image, a trump tweet, or something.

11/3/2019 9:57:46 AM gregg98290870 Good news thanks for the heads up!

11/3/2019 9:58:41 AM allahuniversal Try using 

jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu .onion/qresearch/catalog.html (minus the spaces) as the address?

🇧🇬 Should be fine as a country, it should also work fine set to Global (Auto)

11/3/2019 9:58:51 AM lizzah_83 It seems that even with proofs...the countless ones we had before Q’s return now, still isn’t enough for them...

Many normies have engaged me recently on it and even with straightforward proofs provided they still scream and yell Q is a LARP.

11/3/2019 9:59:17 AM allahuniversal Smh sounds about right

11/3/2019 9:59:39 AM bphouse the Q app should show this right?

11/3/2019 9:59:44 AM nikoscali Well those are normies, the only verification good enough for them is seeing Hilldawg in handcuffs.

11/3/2019 10:03:09 AM lizzah_83 So true. The blackpill gonna be so painful for them and right now...I’m totally okay with that.

11/3/2019 10:03:29 AM jamiegrahamusa Very cool isn't it!

11/3/2019 10:05:08 AM therealenglado  pic.twitter.com/OFjOrIdXHs

11/3/2019 10:05:13 AM jamiegrahamusa I got those Q updates on that Qlite App today?

11/3/2019 10:06:11 AM covertress Awaiting Q/Q+ Proof

But, Jim Watkins Confirms Tripcode https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1190991986859429888?s=19 …

11/3/2019 10:10:05 AM tennesseeboy86 Thanks u for sharing this

11/3/2019 10:10:06 AM oaf_unbreakable Monkey said he would be willing to migrate the board if Q asked him to in a post on the board.  So there is that also.

11/3/2019 10:11:18 AM oaf_unbreakable Clarification:  Migrate /patriotsfight/ if Q asked for it to be done in a post on /qresearch/

11/3/2019 10:12:31 AM pillhard Thank you!

11/3/2019 10:12:57 AM wickedmouse369 Have we looked at all of the Q posts from a 60K foot perspective? Calculate the gemantria value of each post than plot on a simple graph to see the 

keystone?

11/3/2019 10:12:58 AM jeffw355  pic.twitter.com/UMOiEuRzdl

11/3/2019 10:16:58 AM denasmi The video talks about Alice. Hmmmm

11/3/2019 10:18:23 AM ragstorm Link not opening..

Using Brave and Firefox browsers..

Routing thru Orbot..

Suggestions?

Thank you!

#WWG1WGA
11/3/2019 10:19:29 AM lesleylyon5 Please explain. Your tweets and this comment don't jel

11/3/2019 10:19:57 AM jamiegrahamusa Really..Alice!! I need to listen again...thnx

11/3/2019 10:22:46 AM skypegrammy505 Covertress ... Just like the Military, the President's position is 24/7/365. Don't you worry darlin, God approves.

11/3/2019 10:23:33 AM magnolia678 What vpn service for iPhone do you recommend

11/3/2019 10:23:48 AM matrixslayer1 Thank you 🙏🏼 !!!

11/3/2019 10:24:59 AM dantomlom2 Isn't sabbath on a Saturday?

11/3/2019 10:25:52 AM altimitwill IBM Q Labs

11/3/2019 10:26:58 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/7rhe7nd07a



11/3/2019 10:29:55 AM kathywunderlic3 more thanks from tech challenged patriot❤️❤️

11/3/2019 10:30:51 AM the_loveoflight You won’t be able to see it on the main page if 8Kun. Type “ /qresearch/ “ at the end of the 8Kun link

11/3/2019 10:32:13 AM thelilkingryan Watch the skies https://twitter.com/orgphysics/status/1191030205051293696?s=21 …

11/3/2019 10:39:41 AM tomchiodo And.... 

7:47=7+4+7=18 =1+8=9

7:53=7+5+3=15=1+5=6

Just an observation on the 93rd day = 9+3=12=1+2=3

11/3/2019 10:44:53 AM lightlove21121 Very real & very powerful 🙏🏽

11/3/2019 11:01:44 AM mateuszwala start or end security of n? 

n + tor ?

n x tor ?

just wondering... ;p

if depends? wchich one?

11/3/2019 11:02:22 AM quedelumiere I’ve tried.... Won’t let me.....😩

11/3/2019 11:06:48 AM mateuszwala answers open - many (???)

11/3/2019 11:08:25 AM urkgurgle 5) Make sure you are ready for what you will see.

11/3/2019 11:11:26 AM mateuszwala n + n?

n x n?

11/3/2019 11:17:23 AM mateuszwala log n(?)=n

11/3/2019 11:17:59 AM mateuszwala buying time?

11/3/2019 11:20:45 AM mateuszwala alice in wonderland?

11/3/2019 11:28:10 AM cocopuffster12 Eeeeew. Nancy Pelosi walked past me. Inches away. I will be saging myself today.

11/3/2019 11:29:45 AM jeanjeanne02657 The woman on the right in pink dress looks like Abromovich

11/3/2019 11:30:54 AM saifk7 it works, but i can't post using TOR

11/3/2019 11:34:36 AM quedelumiere Virtual shield vpn? Tries still can’t get in...

11/3/2019 11:39:36 AM aluna_kay In what capacity

11/3/2019 11:49:59 AM girlawakeinca Awesome @v_rags! Another excellent reason to archive offline as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 suggests. Future proves past & as @nea_storm reminds us of our 

agreements to our past & commitment to our future.

11/3/2019 11:52:50 AM kathleen3693693 Huge traffic load & log jam. I connected yesterday at 2 pm and initial loading time just to get to opening splash page was close to ~4 min. I could see 

that it was connecting & handshaking quite a bit, so I just let it roll. I'll try again in the wee hours of the a.m.

11/3/2019 11:52:56 AM loriann27644037 Some may need to think about Depends soon ❣️

11/3/2019 11:57:44 AM v_rags Thanks Debbie and yes! I feel  just because we don’t t remember our choices, doesn’t mean we are not responsible for them. Before I came into this 

body I knew exactly what I was In for! The forgetting makes us make choices that make us increase or decrease our vibration.

11/3/2019 11:59:42 AM stelly_alice @RideWithC4T @DavidJHarrisJr @KevinKorke @MarisaFerrari20 @n4ekm @Imamofpeace @Tennesseeboy86 @BDesigns6 @BDesigns6 

@LedfordLeland @AnonMonkeyMan1 @SantaSurfing @GOP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TexasWhiteHats @n4ekm @Johnheretohelp @DanCrenshawTX 

@JackPosobiec @KellyannePolls https://twitter.com/Bluepopcorn8/status/1191061380578906112 …

11/3/2019 12:03:04 PM nea_storm Yes Exactly VRags! You are locked on frequency! Brilliantly Well Done! That's the whole of it .... I prefer to know and get at it if you will! Do what it 

takes until it's done! pic.twitter.com/9jWHVCRi93

11/3/2019 12:06:22 PM v_rags Thanks! I  try to explain some of this to my Son and family and I tell them we made choices before we agreed to be here as Humans. They just look at 

me like I’m a bit nuts. 😂 pic.twitter.com/T1bAOQwTCb

11/3/2019 12:09:43 PM nmd_mari I so know the look you are referring to! 😂 I get the same one from my husband and kids.

11/3/2019 12:11:37 PM v_rags Yes!  It’s a look like what’s a matter with you?!  But then we do something that seems like a miracle because we know the creative process, and they 

ask. How did you you that! 😂😂😂

11/3/2019 12:14:26 PM nea_storm You are Each Beautiful Creators naturally exhibiting your inherent Divine Gifts! I could listen to these types of stories all day! I Simply Love You People! 

pic.twitter.com/gUvOcghEhc

11/3/2019 12:26:23 PM gratitudebath Server dead

11/3/2019 12:34:35 PM kathleen3693693 Works on clearnet (.net) too. Just super overloaded with traffic. Tor will get you through, though many can't handle (non-tech saavy) the onion 

network.

11/3/2019 12:36:08 PM aquarianqueen11 Yup. Pure Evil.

11/3/2019 12:39:30 PM kathleen3693693 Reached this via  http://8kun.net  yesterday. Super heavy traffic. If you finally do get a connection (and not a timeout), allow at least 4-5 minutes 

before you see any pages. Yes, it is THAT busy. pic.twitter.com/wu2KlXAGY9

11/3/2019 12:39:48 PM t_hayden07 I downloaded tor & made it my go to internet browser. But the link never works. Why?

11/3/2019 12:41:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 A pedophile billionaire needs new blood. https://twitter.com/UNPeacekeeping/status/1191011148075655169 …

11/3/2019 12:43:35 PM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/XEIgsRo4AU

11/3/2019 12:50:17 PM rucrazy_97 Utah?

11/3/2019 12:51:11 PM marywal64295444 Thank you 🤗

11/3/2019 12:51:30 PM marywal64295444 Many thanks. 🤗

11/3/2019 12:52:58 PM keith369me “peacekeeping” as in Justin Trudeau’s best friend!!! https://www.google.com/amp/s/internationalfreepress.com/2018/05/23/justin-trudeaus-best-

friend-jailed-after-international-pedophile-ring-bust/amp/ …

11/3/2019 12:52:59 PM lynnstueber UN 2030 Agenda?

11/3/2019 12:57:56 PM rebornkingent Blackmail....or black males 😉

11/3/2019 12:59:20 PM lynnstueber It's telling me page not found. Ugh.

11/3/2019 12:59:40 PM papa4freedom That’s enough of answer for me, as I’m sure she was given the interview Qs in advance! She laughs, now!

She laughed then! We will see her , in the near future, sobbing, crying, like a dog in the pound! 💥🇺🇸

11/3/2019 1:09:15 PM tyetyler1 Full steam ahead here!  Thanks much!❤️

11/3/2019 1:10:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland Impeachemnt "Coup" Resolution - JW TF

11/3/2019 1:11:18 PM libertyspring99 👀

11/3/2019 1:11:36 PM jayrambin Judicial watch? Tom Fitton?

11/3/2019 1:12:00 PM tyrantswillfa11 Yep

11/3/2019 1:14:31 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/3/2019 1:14:52 PM mateuszwala ☺️



11/3/2019 1:15:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why House Intel?

Schumer Warning

H.Gutman

Think State Department

Acosta

Epstein was owned by intelligence?

Mueller, Comey, McCabe

Protected Epstein

Appropriations come from Congress

Oversight in House Intel

Think Durham

Think Barr

Understand Impeachment? https://youtu.be/iOb6U5aVScU 
11/3/2019 1:16:34 PM ts2680 He looks like Jabba the hut.

11/3/2019 1:16:36 PM daddyj08466171  https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-documents-reveal-obama-state-department-official-in-contact-with-russian-embassy-

political-chief-one-month-before-trump-inauguration/ …

11/3/2019 1:16:52 PM ewolsj  pic.twitter.com/JFk8aNxFvF

11/3/2019 1:16:57 PM doderohaxtun Why are you trying to act like you are Q.  I don’t trust anyone that tries to pretend like they’re Q.  Bye bye

11/3/2019 1:17:20 PM mrshobbs58 Read: Shake Hands With The Devil by  Roméo Dallaire  if you want to understand the #corruption of #UNPeacekeepers @UN

11/3/2019 1:18:15 PM lmtlisa3 Exopolitics  on YT brilliant Michael salla

11/3/2019 1:18:21 PM trumpmovement2 What!

11/3/2019 1:18:25 PM rachaelangelm Bringing it all together

11/3/2019 1:19:44 PM grrroverrrtje Incoming........ 🤗🤗🤗. pic.twitter.com/Wtrgmx4wOS

11/3/2019 1:21:53 PM lynnstueber  pic.twitter.com/pAytBjcOFN

11/3/2019 1:22:44 PM lynnstueber  https://youtu.be/nrXFn9i0F-A 

11/3/2019 1:26:10 PM djlok Sentence First - Verdict Afterward!!! pic.twitter.com/wjcwugJ8XI

11/3/2019 1:30:06 PM gingercash777 It says this site can't be reached on mine.

11/3/2019 1:32:50 PM mateuszwala cranky STS? - but wait! jesus saves! ||_(()||_

11/3/2019 1:35:49 PM nm_zsr Tomorrow.

11/4/2019

639

11/3/2019 1:38:04 PM covertress Impeachemnt 🤔

Extra e, missing e?

or just transposed?

E before M?

Epstein before Mueller?

11/3/2019 1:39:00 PM luvleebutterfly  pic.twitter.com/GA2NxcETon

11/3/2019 1:43:34 PM mateuszwala burning heart chakra symbol https://www.booksfact.com/religions/jewish-star-david-symbol-vedic-anahata-heart-chakra.html …

11/3/2019 1:48:18 PM kritikil1 Everyday is the Sabbath as Christ is our Sabbath.

11/3/2019 1:48:46 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

11/3/2019 1:49:04 PM qkellyl This seals the deal!

 Rig for Red? 

Dark to light? pic.twitter.com/wzpSWRg61f

11/3/2019 1:51:30 PM raisethevib369 You're way off on this. Read past tweets. Way off.

11/3/2019 1:51:37 PM mateuszwala triangles everywhere

369 = 666? 

occult knowledge no more? apocalypse?

11/3/2019 1:52:01 PM emilyoakley6 UN a huge part of this WW.

11/3/2019 1:56:44 PM rafngeirdal Impeachemnt? Did you mean to write impeachment?

11/3/2019 1:57:50 PM rafngeirdal Good guess! I also wonder if JW TF stands for Judicial Watch Tom Fitton.

11/3/2019 1:58:11 PM kritikil1 Been catalogued by so many people plus aggregate sites. Everything Q already posted has always been available

11/3/2019 1:58:43 PM bl4deru77er Is this a preview of coming action in unlikely places?

11/3/2019 2:00:01 PM doderohaxtun RIGHT!  Coming from someone that retweets EyetheSpy!  You’re not a qualified source.

11/3/2019 2:00:15 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/ynt9ArrCye

11/3/2019 2:00:54 PM s_macca02 This sham is a coup d’etat.

11/3/2019 2:02:27 PM jared4liberty Watch all CEOs..  https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1191108817582481408?s=21 …

11/3/2019 2:03:31 PM gregg98290870 That makes a lot of sense!

11/3/2019 2:10:47 PM miss_ampie Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar. 😂🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/3/2019 2:14:10 PM mattlat007 If they were intelligent they wouldn't need to oppress others to maintain their position.

11/3/2019 2:15:10 PM rafngeirdal Thank you if you were just refering to my guess about Tom Fitton and his Judicial Watch but I’m getting more convinced that covertress might be right 

about the ...em....

11/3/2019 2:31:23 PM pammy30104931 Same here.

11/3/2019 2:40:56 PM taitai78787 1. Download Tor browser from App Store 

2.copy link/address you want to connect with 

3. Enter link in Tor

11/3/2019 2:41:34 PM clhendershot You have no idea how much this means to me...

11/3/2019 2:45:42 PM freestateojones Peace Operation pic.twitter.com/srgglI0Pj7

11/3/2019 2:48:56 PM raisethevib369 Says the girl who retweets shill Sather 👍

11/3/2019 2:56:11 PM rachelriot1 Not sure you understand where the terms "too soon" apply...

11/3/2019 2:56:43 PM voluntpatriot I tried and it keeps saying the webpage is unavailable. Can you or someone take some screencaps so I can see what it is?

11/3/2019 2:58:29 PM love_usa56 Im not sure....sorry

11/3/2019 2:59:44 PM stormenight Wow! Brilliant

11/3/2019 2:59:49 PM freshairfun 2 e’s with errors = 5:5?

11/3/2019 3:00:36 PM cosmic_engineer My coworker is teased about taking borax lol.

Synchronicity

11/3/2019 3:00:36 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP - I gotta get #OrbotVPN



11/3/2019 3:00:40 PM laurabusse They love us

They just don't understand us yet

My husband same way

I stopped going to church

After dragging him there for years

He thought I was nuts

Understandably!

But when I started meditating

My hard heart started to melt 

And heal

His attitude toward me changed

Son too
11/3/2019 3:01:21 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP Patriots ROCK!!!

11/3/2019 3:01:42 PM laurabusse I could see the love on their faces

I want to cry just thinking about it! 😪

11/3/2019 3:02:58 PM doderohaxtun Sather doesn’t pretend to be something he’s not.

11/3/2019 3:03:01 PM v_rags Yes agree and it’s the meditations that are key for me. A lot of times I’m lazy to meditate! I’m like really to lazy to just sit and listen 😂🙃🤣

11/3/2019 3:03:41 PM qanuck4truth Cathy O'Brien said as a mind control slave they were told never to use weed, only hard drugs. 

It obviously screwed with the mind control program. 

Also Rick Simpson oil w/THC, cured many cancer patients. It's the active THC that treats 

Big Pharma & Govt shut him down of course

11/3/2019 3:04:04 PM v_rags 🤗🤗🤗

11/3/2019 3:05:50 PM cyberpatriot3 I would be careful using that from your phone. Lotta data leaking out of that thing (your phone)...

11/3/2019 3:06:21 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇RT🔥 http://bit.ly/2r7nzhz 

11/3/2019 3:08:22 PM keith369me My wife has no idea what I know, but she‘s seen that I’ve changed, embraces it, we’re closer than ever. She doesn’t process stuff I know/can do now.  

She’s picked up that I know future events before the happen...completely didn’t get that I sent dead relatives to her dreams.

11/3/2019 3:08:50 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/jBVR3udBz5

11/3/2019 3:10:34 PM mamiemcclure17 All, I see coming is...PAIN... pic.twitter.com/DahHBFavw1

11/3/2019 3:10:53 PM v_rags Wow!  That’s incredible. Unfortunately it didn’t go that way for me. My wife and I are separate because of my spirituality. She would always tell me to 

grow up if I went with to seek answers.

11/3/2019 3:12:11 PM tugginghboat This is exactly what DARE would say! How long has the human system had a cannabinoid system! #Epsteindidntkillhimself pic.twitter.com/jPaRfGW6Od

11/3/2019 3:12:58 PM jvan125 😳 can you tell THAT by DNA?? What are the characteristics?!? Fascinating. Well, I’ve had more blood drawn and analyzed over the years than I have 

in my body so [they] know all about me!! 🥴🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/3/2019 3:13:40 PM keith369me I’m still in the closet with spirituality.  I meditate after she goes to bed.  She goes to church and sometimes I waste an hour to be by her side.  I’m pretty 

sure we had a previous life together.  She knows when I need solitude and vice versa.  My two sons 17, 22 are awake too

11/3/2019 3:15:52 PM ragstorm Great!

Thanks Sky!

Will try again tonight 🍻

In the interim, my Q Alerts lite app works just fine! 😀

#WWG1WGA

11/3/2019 3:16:32 PM cyberpatriot3 People, please think twice and practice caution when using this stuff from you're phone.

I'm almost positive many of you are logged into personal background services that are not in the foreground. 

I dont want to alarm anyone... just pushing for some caution if you are unaware

11/3/2019 3:16:56 PM keith369me In the link provided

11/3/2019 3:16:56 PM v_rags I understand. That’s very cool.  I’m pretty sure my wife and I have had many life’s together and all of them ending like this one. My Son however I’m 

not to sure about, feels like the first life we have spent together. He is a genius with words. Spiritually not there yet.

11/3/2019 3:17:56 PM jebsmirk Six ways from Sunday to get back at you

11/3/2019 3:20:00 PM thepeacekitten Well that is 30 minutes of my life wasted. Nothing new. Just this guy rambling on and on while name dropping as often as possible. We know Trump 

and Clinton are sexual predators - rapists. Why hide it at this point? It's always the rich guys who prey on the young and vulnerable.

11/3/2019 3:20:12 PM keith369me My older son needed a push...provided him with some interesting information regarding his college studies and then he kept going.  The younger one 

was born awake.  This week he’s been sending me Epstein memes.  My daughter who is vegetarian, does yoga, and meditates is not awake.

11/3/2019 3:22:08 PM mtr_epicwin77 NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING. pic.twitter.com/8pIJZuRcxW

11/3/2019 3:22:22 PM dw122896 Getting really tired of having to “decode” stuff to find out what’s going on

11/3/2019 3:23:13 PM laurabusse My problem is

I love to meditate

Too lazy to live life LOL!!!

But meditation gives me what I need to do what I need to do

Son's ex gf said it best

Life is being and doing

Being and doing...

11/3/2019 3:23:36 PM laurabusse Obviously meditation is the being part...

11/3/2019 3:23:45 PM thepeacekitten A year later and they re-elected the guy who "has many uncomfortable ties to pedophilia."

11/3/2019 3:24:04 PM v_rags That’s interesting that your daughter does yoga and meditation and is not awake. I do admit though in my younger days I was not awake so I didn’t 

teach my Son about those evil Jesuits. He graduated from Fordham university.

11/3/2019 3:27:17 PM laurabusse Wow Keith

How beautiful...

11/3/2019 3:27:47 PM v_rags Yes agree! I have some issues with going out here in NYC. Being very energy sensitive, it’s a struggle sometimes. Im Thankful though, I do love nyc 

especially this time of year withal. The beautiful trees out in the country. pic.twitter.com/BVrOewHoXO

11/3/2019 3:30:11 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/Kbvq4FITFa



11/3/2019 3:30:36 PM laurabusse I was in the closet with my husband too for maybe a few yrs

I relaxed more over time

I finally said

This is ridiculous

I'm hiding from my own husband of 15 yrs

So I started letting it out

Glimpses

On some level he knew

She knows!

What matters is love

If you love her

Vice versa
11/3/2019 3:31:38 PM kevingi46693568 Done and retweeted.

11/3/2019 3:32:31 PM laurabusse I'm so sorry

I was that way

Fear

Thinking one is always right

Nothing you can do

She is probably deeply wounded

Wears her bitch as a mask

Just a guess
11/3/2019 3:35:39 PM 1_decided_voter Impeachment is a MUST WIN for them.

I don't think they will, but if they do, it may get bloody.

11/3/2019 3:35:42 PM keith369me Most probably did not know because the media is tied to the same.

11/3/2019 3:35:51 PM wearediamonds2 🤢😡

11/3/2019 3:36:33 PM laurabusse My brother helped wake up my son

Before I was ready

Son helped me wake up

Son and I kinda woke up together

Husband is a gem

His own person

The nicest kindest human I've ever met

He's on his own timetable

He's good

I was not nice for a good long time

Long suffering husband and son
11/3/2019 3:36:42 PM burgersandra  https://www.theepochtimes.com/impeachment-resolution-is-a-coup-resolution-says-judicial-watchs-tom-fitton_3136110.html …

11/3/2019 3:37:11 PM wearediamonds2 I do not even know what these things you say mean.

11/3/2019 3:37:14 PM v_rags Yes I agree,She has a good heart though. I have learned awhile ago being wrong is a good thing as long as I embrace it. Then the learning and growing 

just rush right in. She is enduring karma that She creates just to be “right”. It’s Sad.

11/3/2019 3:37:35 PM laurabusse Interesting

Programmed unconscious unaware person doing meditation and yoga

Interesting...

11/3/2019 3:38:06 PM keith369me I never attempted to push specific knowledge on them.  My son was a meteorology major and a global warming freak.  I watched a Joe a Rogan 

interview of Randall Carlson with him and then he started buying books on his own.  Led to the rabbit hole

11/3/2019 3:39:31 PM covertress So, not just anyone can be a pilot?

11/3/2019 3:39:36 PM keith369me Your looking for pics/videos of pedo acts?  That would be illegal to publish.  You may want to call Epstein for that.  Really?

11/3/2019 3:41:36 PM jpepperman Cannot connect. Says “not connected to the internet”. But I am. So frustrating sometimes.

11/3/2019 3:42:02 PM aerth___  pic.twitter.com/jHfzpnXaQ2

11/3/2019 3:42:26 PM enomai_ Incoming mirrors

11/3/2019 3:42:50 PM keith369me My wife calls me a conspiracy theorist as well...it’s quite funny when my teenage son consistently backs up the conspiracy theories and shuts it down.  

“It’s a conspiracy mom, not a theory”. She gets that we are constantly lied to and it’s been her entire life

11/3/2019 3:43:22 PM 1_decided_voter H.Gutman

Not familiar. Is this him? pic.twitter.com/1oh493s0T6

11/3/2019 3:44:04 PM marnisheppeard I have heard this before. But from a psychopath. Not necessarily a reliable source.

11/3/2019 3:45:13 PM keith369me If everyone was good with being wrong, the world would be a better place.  Egos need to be checked

11/3/2019 3:46:16 PM keith369me I think her personality is slowing her down...she’ll get it, but it is hard for her to remain still.  Always on the move

11/3/2019 3:46:32 PM chloeandme2 I've been on VPN for about a year and have no trouble with it @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1191009070012141569 …

11/3/2019 3:47:03 PM v_rags hmmm that’s a good idea. Think I will try that with my Son. Thanks!

11/3/2019 3:47:45 PM keith369me Ronald Bernard interviews sealed the deal for me.  I knew of Illuminati before...but it wasn’t real until that day.

11/3/2019 3:47:48 PM laurabusse Wow

Love meteorology!

Keith that took courage and gentleness on your part

Kudos

Son and husband rarely listen to me

It's ok

I know it's bc of how I used to treat them

Chickens coming home to roost...

🐔🐓🐔

11/3/2019 3:47:56 PM burgersandra em mirror is me or 45

Majestic 12 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1080262398672596994 …

"Alice & Wonderland reference to Looking Glass correct. Not physically using our LG, but using RV and advanced consciousness to corrupt ongoing 

operations."

11/3/2019 3:48:34 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP #OrbotVPN if you can decifer - I can't yet - I am still too new #Learning2Code

11/3/2019 3:49:15 PM keith369me I just told him I came across this interesting interview and was wondering if he could debunk it.  Three hours later, the wheels were spinning

11/3/2019 3:51:27 PM jared4liberty Like avatar?



11/3/2019 3:52:54 PM keith369me I can see the frustration and the blessing in knowing.  For him, I am a natural outlet which I’m sure helps a bit.  Most of his peers don’t get it and he 

finds it strange that they don’t see it

11/3/2019 3:53:22 PM laurabusse Yes!

Lived I NJ all my life

Until 4 yrs ago

Grew up Bergen county

20 min from GW bridge...

Never thought I'd miss NYC

Kinda do...

Really miss NJ tho

Son is there

And as Keith knows

I miss mowing the lawn in NJ

LOLOL

Here in NC

Completely different animal!!!

Or lawn
11/3/2019 3:53:28 PM keith369me She will.  When she is ready

11/3/2019 3:55:32 PM v_rags Your not alone! My coworkers and family think I’m nuts, but then I post an article proving my point I made 3 weeks ago and they scratch there heads. 

😂

11/3/2019 3:55:49 PM laurabusse Yes it is

May she be blessed

And KNOW...

And I know what you mean

Having to be right

Is a curse

Helps no one

Feels so good to say

I was wrong

Well usually LOL
11/3/2019 3:56:29 PM v_rags Ironically it was my Son the person who believes nothing I say, introduced me to the Cabal!

11/3/2019 3:57:12 PM keith369me I share an office with potentially the most clueless individual on the face of the earth...and one of the nicest...he can’t handle anything that isn’t msm

11/3/2019 3:58:39 PM v_rags Nice! I am more of a northern person. Love the cold weather in upstate NY. My parents live there.

11/3/2019 3:58:48 PM keith369me I predicted Sanders heart attack...freaked her out a little

11/3/2019 3:59:20 PM v_rags 😂😂😂 know what you mean.

11/3/2019 3:59:33 PM laurabusse Harmless weirdo

I'll take that LOL

I don't understand how anyone lives in the world without being a hermit

I guess you do the best you can

Navigate through the waters

Feel as good as you can

Ignore what others say and think

if it doesn't suit you...
11/3/2019 4:00:12 PM keith369me I’m really good with whatever it is

11/3/2019 4:01:30 PM v_rags 😁😁😁. That’s so funny. I guess the bottom line is we have to take our friends as they are. I guess it’s part of learning how to raise our vibrations?

11/3/2019 4:01:47 PM laurabusse You're brave!

11/3/2019 4:01:52 PM v_rags 😂😂😂 that’s so cool!

11/3/2019 4:02:25 PM v_rags I know and I always remind him of it Lol

11/3/2019 4:03:23 PM v_rags I am! pic.twitter.com/NjHH1B0ASV

11/3/2019 4:03:26 PM laurabusse Yeah she's young

The meditation and yoga must be doing something

Right?

She has a good foundation

You for a dad

Her awake brother

Brothers?

11/3/2019 4:04:06 PM laurabusse That was heartbreaking

Scary heartbreaking

11/3/2019 4:04:20 PM nikoscali I wonder if that has something to do with rumors that they were using twins with psychic abilities to test the craft. Two minds/sets of genes better 

than one?

11/3/2019 4:04:50 PM laurabusse Smart!!!

11/3/2019 4:05:23 PM laurabusse Wonderful!

11/3/2019 4:06:25 PM laurabusse Only way to be

Simple

Not easy

But the most peaceful way to be

11/3/2019 4:07:10 PM keith369me One more than the other

11/3/2019 4:07:15 PM laurabusse Wow...

11/3/2019 4:12:44 PM laurabusse Yeah I love winter

Rich doesn't

But it's really nice down here

In many many ways

But I miss all the things I loved about NJ

11/3/2019 4:13:18 PM laurabusse How?

11/3/2019 4:13:56 PM qnotables17  https://youtu.be/2OWGaGddjn8 

I made this video last night for people just like you... very simple process, just different from what theve conditioned you too. Break the programming.

11/3/2019 4:14:08 PM allahuniversal Correction: TOR Browser Alpha for Android doesn't allow screen caps, and/ or I've overlooked the setting which would allow caps

11/3/2019 4:14:13 PM laurabusse Yeah right? LOL

11/3/2019 4:14:15 PM qnotables17  https://youtu.be/2OWGaGddjn8 



11/3/2019 4:15:32 PM thepeacekitten Sorry if I sounded that way. Was just disappointed not to learn anything new. The greatest challenge we face is this insidious divisiveness based on a 

duopoly that is run by the rich elites. Our lives are not valued beyond our usefulness as mindless, expendable, worker drones.

11/3/2019 4:16:01 PM keith369me Same dynamic with my kids.  The older two ask how little brother gets so few restrictions...answer...because he always makes smart decisions.

11/3/2019 4:16:28 PM jimhayzlett Each Of Us: LIMITLESS In God’s Glorious Light ✨😇✨👼✨

11/3/2019 4:16:49 PM laurabusse Yeah I know

Apologies

I thought you were Keith!

After I posted I realized it was you

Happens to the best of us right? LOL

11/3/2019 4:16:51 PM keith369me Kids joke about Illuminati all of the time

11/3/2019 4:16:55 PM v_rags When He was in High school one day Him and his friends started noticing the Cabal symbolism on the dollar bill. I started to do some research and ran 

into David Wilcock’s work. I went down the rabbit hole form there. However my son just dropped it.

11/3/2019 4:19:29 PM laurabusse Biggest lesson in life

Accepting ppl for what they are

Not who you want them to be

Would save many a marriage

It eventually saved mine...

It was like Rich and I finally accepted each other

I try to tell ppl that

But ppl are lost in their beliefs delusions Illusions...
11/3/2019 4:19:35 PM jvan125 Hi MJ12!!! Is Q in control of when the board is open for posts and when it’s not now? I get the feeling we aren’t ‘supposed’ to be allowed to access it at 

the moment. Not sure why but there is my theory...😉

11/3/2019 4:20:02 PM thepeacekitten Bahaha! 😂🤣 You have no idea who I am or what I've done. My Awakening occurred decades ago. I've been waiting for the rest of you slow pokes to 

catch up! #WWG1WGA #WeThePeople #WeAllBleedRed #ProLife4AllLife #Love #Peace #Truth #Unity #CompassionateAction #EndTheWars 

#EndTheHate

11/3/2019 4:20:56 PM girlawakeinca So very true 🙌❤️

11/3/2019 4:21:12 PM laurabusse Ha

We are all

Hermits

Alone

Together

LOLOL!
11/3/2019 4:22:03 PM girlawakeinca Yes, definitely if boundaries are crossed...it becomes a game changer, like for you & I.

11/3/2019 4:22:55 PM laurabusse We're you the baby?

Or the oldest?

Or the middle LOLOL

11/3/2019 4:23:29 PM girlawakeinca I like to think of it as we are all Starseeds. We are much more sensitive to energy than we realize. ❤️🌎💫

11/3/2019 4:24:40 PM v_rags Yes true. I feel the events in my life happened for a reason. When The Event happens, I need to be here for my family and friends.

11/3/2019 4:28:37 PM laurabusse Baby of the family is often the smartest that way

Most well adjusted

The parents get wiser with each child

More relaxed

Which makes better parents

Less fear

Thus less control

Better for all

Baby watches older sibs

Sees their mistakes

Knows what not to do

Is wiser as a result
11/3/2019 4:30:09 PM wickedmouse369 Twin souls.

11/3/2019 4:30:21 PM laurabusse Love to see

Illuminati Joke Book

But wouldn't be for the faint of heart

Would be much dark and twisted humor

11/3/2019 4:31:30 PM laurabusse Interesting!!!

I was red pilled by Wilcock

That is so interesting...

11/3/2019 4:31:33 PM marinemom63sue I don't know about their argument.  That is mine and many more whom have children and live where there is a winter.    Children and safety should be 

everyone top concern above all else.  Can you think of anything more important than that?

11/3/2019 4:34:45 PM v_rags Yes with Him and Corey Goode.

11/3/2019 4:37:10 PM laurabusse Funny

I say I'm a hermit

Someone said

No you're not

You're married

Someone else said

No you're not

You're on Twitter all day

They're both right!!!

😂🤣😅

11/3/2019 4:38:33 PM v_rags Have to go All. Have a wonderful evening!

11/3/2019 4:40:53 PM mister_chard thanks, my fren. I'll have a look



11/3/2019 4:41:15 PM laurabusse Absolutely true

Every situation is different

Rich and I are basically harmless ppl

With issues

Yes there are serious situations...

But garden variety divorces can be prevented

Ppl divorce often bc of unhappiness

Happiness is within

But yeah if you're married to an abuser

Is diff
11/3/2019 4:43:43 PM pammy30104931 👊ThankQ👊

11/3/2019 4:44:09 PM laurabusse See

I was wrong

LOL

Your parents

must have been very kind loving gentle and wise...

11/3/2019 4:47:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/4h3I4iJPCw

11/3/2019 4:49:34 PM mister_chard I'm actually a little scared of TOR

11/3/2019 4:51:03 PM wickedmouse369 Like Pacific rim...

11/3/2019 4:51:48 PM laurabusse We have 3 cats so I guess I'm really not a hermit then LOL

I've had this very long debilitating illness

Didn't leave house for maybe a year or more

Twitter is my news opinion humor information entertainment conversation interaction connection all rolled up into one...

Lifesaver

11/3/2019 4:54:03 PM laurabusse I mute and unfollow with abandon

Hone my Twitter experience to just what I want

Trying to learn to ignore the trolls and not let them bother me

It's like a spiritual practice

A big challenge...

11/3/2019 4:54:23 PM sterkinglights1 Of the pilot?

11/3/2019 4:54:35 PM laurabusse You too!!!

11/3/2019 4:54:47 PM laurabusse G night!!!

11/3/2019 4:55:02 PM sterkinglights1 Sequence programs of the pilot?

11/3/2019 4:55:08 PM allahuniversal Gracias

11/3/2019 4:57:32 PM unstoppablencp The SSL certificates are messed up.

11/3/2019 5:26:06 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/PFSxx2E8Hx

11/3/2019 5:26:19 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/FjVzNRt2Ys

11/3/2019 5:31:13 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/tP4ejwYqiD

11/3/2019 5:33:26 PM 1_decided_voter >Pizza Stickles

Are these intentional 'typos' serving as some secret method of communication hidden in plain sight? Are apps like these somehow gateways to 

darkness & evil?

11/3/2019 5:33:36 PM aprilbrown99 Noice!  👍👍👍💪💪💪

11/3/2019 5:39:39 PM quest11112 Cannot get the link to open...says I am not connected to the internet.  I am.

11/3/2019 5:43:01 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1191158117519609856?s=20 …

11/3/2019 5:50:27 PM aleks8837 Not "pretending to be Q", man... Somewhat similar "style", sure. But if you read 100 tweets you'll see.

They even have this as their pinned tweet:

Q injects new information into consciousness specific to the Plan.

MJ12 interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan.

11/3/2019 6:00:22 PM synackstatic Any suggestions on vpn? What about opinion on lokinet?

11/3/2019 6:15:34 PM molly07751087 😁you beat me to it. I was just looking for this...wonderful video!

11/3/2019 6:19:19 PM nmd_mari @v_rags have you ever had a Qhht session? Perhaps you will gain insight into the dynamic between you and your ex, also your son. If nothing else you 

will understand  yourself much more than you currently do.

11/3/2019 6:23:42 PM nea_storm Beautiful! You have Phenomenal parents VRags! Truly a Blessing! pic.twitter.com/oKiEmFJ43U

11/3/2019 6:24:40 PM v_rags Hi Nicole no I have never heard of this, will do some research. Thanks!

11/3/2019 6:24:44 PM crazyhorseneigh PIA seems a good vpn option. Lokinet is an onion router, so even better privacy standards compared to vpn. Similar to TOR, but has a few 

different/unique features. Appears early days tho.

11/3/2019 6:26:27 PM wbwse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I Am Alfeus and you will honor who I serve!

11/3/2019 6:32:23 PM laurabusse I did one

Nothing

11/3/2019 6:34:43 PM nmd_mari Really? What do you mean by nothing? That must have been so disappointing for you.😔

11/3/2019 6:41:16 PM laurabusse Well...

She was here for like 5 or 6 hrs

She was kind enough to come to my home

Almost confined to bed

We talked long time

She tried to put me under

I didn't feel like i was

I felt like i was going along playing along making it up

Nothing happened...

It was awkward

Uncomfortable
11/3/2019 6:41:44 PM v_rags Thank you PS. They are awesome parents and sometimes when I visit them they make me laugh! My father has hearing issues and Mom have memory 

issues. Hearing them converse is funny sometimes!

11/3/2019 6:44:43 PM laurabusse She said i was under

She said it was definitely my higher self talking

I felt she wasn't experienced enough

I felt i was conscious the whole time making stuff up bc i didn't know what else to do

It was embarrassing

Nothing happened

2nd time I was hypnotized

1st time was past life
11/3/2019 6:45:03 PM nea_storm Love is truly a beautiful thing! pic.twitter.com/CjtgKDecIT



11/3/2019 6:46:17 PM laurabusse ... regression

Nothing

Hypnotized twice

Nothing either time

Nothing

Maybe I'm not hypnotizable

Good came out of it tho

So all was not lost
11/3/2019 6:47:56 PM keith369me Maybe it’s been so long since you’ve been here...maybe your first life here...I suspect I haven’t been here for thousands of years...Lemuria...wonder if 

that could be brought out in regression?

11/3/2019 6:48:16 PM laurabusse And yes

It was disappointing!

Both times

But I learned from it

11/3/2019 6:48:19 PM v_rags Yes! I don’t know what I would do without them. Yes sometimes I get a glimpse of Love within. That split second is...... I can’t find the words 😂

11/3/2019 6:50:59 PM laurabusse My bro said maybe I'm new here

No past lives

I feel so connected to Earth tho

Maybe we're supposed to?

11/3/2019 6:51:50 PM n7guardiananon im peach

MW

11/3/2019 6:52:12 PM mongrelglory It's currently not linking.

11/3/2019 6:52:29 PM keith369me I would think connection to Gaia would be stronger before developing family connections/karma

11/3/2019 6:54:06 PM laurabusse Keith I have no idea

All I know is

I meditate

I connect to everything

Everything I need I have

I don't trust myself enough

I don't embody my divine self like I want to be

All I need is me bc all is one and I have everything

I am you

You are me

Etc etc etc

Stop chasing things...
11/3/2019 6:54:26 PM nmd_mari That is frustrating. Glad you can see that good came from it. I had 2 different sessions. The last one showed me the part of our reality that I did not 

know existed until that day. Opened my eyes for sure!

11/3/2019 6:54:54 PM nea_storm Warning: Hypnotism, Rebirthing, Regression etc., people are entrusting their Free Will over to another is very dangerous: One may naturally via 

meditation/contemplation attain spiritual Conscious Access via their own DNA Biogenetic Key Codes to rediscover all they desire, Safely 

pic.twitter.com/GIkHEmTgDv

11/3/2019 6:56:09 PM oaf_unbreakable I don't understand why if "We have it all." it is taking so long to do something with "it all."

We are sick and damn tired of waiting for justice.

POTUS may "Gladly take these slings and arrows for us" but I do not gladly watch as he does.

11/3/2019 6:58:04 PM laurabusse Feel closer to nature than to my family of origin

But we're meant to live close to nature by design

So naturally we wouldnt feel close to anyone not connected to nature if we are

Its all so...against god

I have much to learn

Oh so very much

Easy to be on Twitter and put on a face

11/3/2019 6:58:48 PM mongrelglory So if I understand you correctly, UN Peacekeeping missions are all fronts for human trafficking? 😟

11/3/2019 7:00:03 PM jvan125 Holy 💩. 😭😭😭🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/3/2019 7:03:18 PM mongrelglory I really felt for Mr. Dallaire and his experience there. 😔 Nearly destroyed a good man emotionally and spiritually, but he bounced back to tell the 

truth. 👍

11/3/2019 7:03:18 PM laurabusse Very nice!!!

11/3/2019 7:05:41 PM nmd_mari Noted👍

To be honest I won't do it again. I saw what I needed and then some🤯. I am grateful I did it because it forced me to see what I would not have 

otherwise. It is why I am here today, to fight for those children who live as victims of the unspeakable.

11/3/2019 7:05:53 PM mongrelglory It was reported in the Canadian and foreign news.  Why don't you do the digging for the original sources then?

11/3/2019 7:06:41 PM laurabusse Brava!

11/3/2019 7:11:32 PM nea_storm Thank God you returned mentally & emotionally stable! People dabble in these areas entrusting people & opening themselves in ways they are yet 

emotionally prepared to manage, hence the veil as you learned: When we do this naturally ourselves we are in complete control = wisdom: 

pic.twitter.com/e88bn2R4cD

11/3/2019 7:12:30 PM citizencitizenc The UN logo shows a flat earth!  That's really odd?

Gleason's New Standard Map of The World  https://i.pinimg.com/originals/c8/e0/de/c8e0de82dd58161fc8fac28911239bd6.jpg …

11/3/2019 7:20:00 PM mcpatriot64 We’ve already seen proof that Trump wasn’t in to the same things as Epstein.  Get on board or get off the page.  We’re getting tired of explaining.

11/3/2019 7:22:02 PM nmd_mari Thank you, I never thought of it that way. 

 @v_rags I apologize for suggesting that you to do this and it could be harmful. My experience was a good one but I just learned it is not a guarantee.

11/3/2019 7:24:41 PM mrshobbs58 #RoméoDallaire is a #Hero. Certainly revealed evil behavior by @UNPeacekeeping, @UN ##MadelineAlbright and  #BillClinton.

11/3/2019 7:25:33 PM v_rags That’s ok! I feel your heart intentions always. 🙏🙏🙏. It is an interesting subject and I love Dolores cannons work! There’s only a few people I trust 

with my SC open like that one is my reiki teacher.  She is amazing.

11/3/2019 7:26:47 PM thepeacekitten Oh Honey, your assumptions are gonna get you in real trouble someday. I forgive you though, because #WWG1WGA is a lifestyle choice. We are the 

change we've been waiting for. Be kind and seriously, cut down on the assumptions about others.

11/3/2019 7:27:24 PM thepeacekitten Earthworms are one of God's greatest creatures. #ProLife4AllLife

11/3/2019 7:31:52 PM laurabusse I wouldn't worry about it

Good can come out of anything



11/3/2019 7:33:51 PM nea_storm Bless You! There are many subtle breaches that transpire in the name of people's desire to experiment on others & others sincere desire to 

comprehend with Zero comprehension of the extremely serious consequences of opening One's emotional consciousness to other forces via Portals 

pic.twitter.com/pTcYzs7MUu

11/3/2019 7:35:10 PM floridayys This is a (lost) Dream come true!

11/3/2019 7:37:56 PM anonnautist You forgot the last sentence. 

...

Epstein didn’t kill himself

11/3/2019 7:39:39 PM mcpatriot64 He’s never been accused nor convicted of rape sweetie.  Bill on the other ya d has been accused of taping many women.  Hillary not only got him off by 

paying people off, she harassed these women for decades.

11/3/2019 7:43:34 PM laurabusse Good one!

11/3/2019 7:44:21 PM bobforsman Obommie is getting closer and closer to being fu@ked up by Comey, brennin, klapper

11/3/2019 7:46:22 PM laurabusse What message?

Did you say something factual or of substance?

I didn't think so

11/3/2019 7:50:01 PM jarue369 The tripcode thing is a hoax when you move from server-to-server. If #QAnon was truly a whistleblower why not use opensource blockchain? 

Something like steemit is perfect but he chooses not to. 

This should be a red flag.

#QAnon is the Zionism. He wants secrecy and obedience.

11/3/2019 7:52:07 PM laurabusse I'm a little teapot

11/3/2019 7:52:19 PM bruno062418 Lame Ad hominem attack, James.  #mute

11/3/2019 7:54:56 PM richard07759712 Trip wire is strung

11/3/2019 7:54:58 PM mongrelglory 🤣

11/3/2019 7:55:59 PM laurabusse Most important part

11/3/2019 7:56:34 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP I got your teapot right here...  https://www.ebay.com/itm/323954171970 …

11/3/2019 7:57:06 PM clhendershot You guys are the BEST PATRIOTS EVER

11/3/2019 7:58:29 PM laurabusse Me too

11/3/2019 7:58:54 PM desirelove101 So many of the tweets are missing here.

11/3/2019 7:59:06 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP you guys are so freakin funny - I am almost in tears now from laughing... I got your teapot right here 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/323954171970 …

11/3/2019 7:59:27 PM whatsmypw Their tenets contradict one another and are also subjective.

11/3/2019 7:59:55 PM laurabusse I'll be right over!

11/3/2019 7:59:55 PM bobforsman Hope it is invisible!

11/3/2019 8:00:32 PM mongrelglory And on that note...time for a cuppa! 😉

11/3/2019 8:01:10 PM jarue369 I said LIKE steemit.

11/3/2019 8:02:49 PM laurabusse What?

Sauce LOLOL?

11/3/2019 8:04:33 PM clhendershot #Patriots - Have I Told You Lately That I Love You? (don't bother trying to decipher I am just the Idiot Savant that wondered onto the Battlefield 8 years 

ago...)

11/3/2019 8:05:58 PM whatsmypw I feel like you have a lot of pain and you feel powerless as result.  I hope you can find true healing, inner peace and happiness.

11/3/2019 8:06:50 PM laurabusse In the words of Seinfeld's mom

How can anyone not like him???

11/3/2019 8:07:25 PM whatsmypw A lot of confusion in there.

11/3/2019 8:07:46 PM jarue369 How do you ad hominem a letter of the alphabet exactly?

Oh wait, you've decided "mute" is how you Q.

11/3/2019 8:12:18 PM laurabusse My thoughts exactly!

Great gif

11/3/2019 8:13:21 PM laurabusse This is the REAL earth pic.twitter.com/TlS7M1WLs3

11/3/2019 8:15:11 PM laurabusse I feel your fatigue

11/3/2019 8:15:41 PM laurabusse Figures

11/3/2019 8:19:11 PM clevelanditguy Ok, let me ask you a rhetorical question...if a VPN provides anonymity, as a government, what’s your next move? If they were smart, they would create 

50 shell companies offering VPN services at really cheap rates then have you install a local client that grabs pre-encrypted data.

11/3/2019 8:20:18 PM laurabusse Military intelligence

It all has the same ring to it

Q is military intelligence

As is MJ12

I wouldn't let blind allegiance to Q lead you into ignorance

11/3/2019 8:25:22 PM steveakridge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , does this have meaning to you:  pic.twitter.com/A4PzqqlCH3

11/3/2019 8:25:28 PM jessewa25340831 Yeah all this shit is just dragged out politics to this point.  My point is your point there is NO substance.

11/3/2019 8:28:04 PM laurabusse Ok that's gotta be a teapot bot

11/3/2019 8:29:06 PM steveakridge Is-🐝, does this have meaning to you: pic.twitter.com/ZwmG6IUpFX

11/3/2019 8:30:09 PM clhendershot #HOLYCRAP You all do KNOW that I have OCD and may NEVER sleep again if you keep this up... You all are the #GreatestShowOnEarth and I pity the 

FOOLS that are missing it!!!! BEST PRESIDENT EVER!!!

11/3/2019 8:30:15 PM laurabusse You're free to leave...

Why bother then?

Live and let live?

Judge not that ye not be judged?

11/3/2019 8:30:46 PM steveakridge  pic.twitter.com/77PSvSomV9

11/3/2019 8:31:22 PM laurabusse It resembles a music clef

But no...

11/3/2019 8:32:31 PM abileneken1 Distraction

Was not HRC

This is the false narrative to distract you from his handlers.

11/3/2019 8:38:32 PM steveakridge IS-BE Airl said Suleiman the Magnificent was the human being IS-BE that came closest to determining how to overcome our eternal amnesia that keeps 

us imprisoned on Earth.  I don’t have any details yet but will keep searching.

11/3/2019 8:41:53 PM claudiacrown1 What’s the best VPN to use?



11/3/2019 8:50:26 PM laurabusse That sounds very interesting

I listened to the audiobook maybe a year ago

I don't remember that part but that doesn't surprise me...

Thanks ☺️

11/3/2019 8:56:42 PM abramski4 Normalizing the deepstate technology to destabilize Society

11/3/2019 9:20:45 PM cocopuffster12 Yea, walked right past me. Inches away. Can’t give sauce, I was working.😊

11/3/2019 9:30:40 PM darkcenter Wrong, you can pray every day, but only one day is the Sabbath! Go look at your calendar, every month Sunday (day of the sun, pagan sun worshipers) 

is on left. Far right of every week is Saturday the last day of the week, the only day the Lord rested!

11/3/2019 9:38:49 PM maryloumorning  pic.twitter.com/wVaccqrFJt

11/3/2019 9:43:51 PM azaeres Well, do you know of a better platform? Is there a specific problem with Lokinet?

11/3/2019 10:30:31 PM carolin15161363 I wish I understood Tor and whatever else we need to do to get the info. If anyone is willing to share what they find I would be thankful.

11/3/2019 10:41:33 PM tweeterniss I’m blown away. You have no idea how much your explanation resonated for me. I just had a relevation ! Thank you.

11/3/2019 11:25:45 PM harrym207 House of Hanover, British royal house of German origin, descended from George Louis, elector of Hanover, who succeeded to the British crown, as 

George I, in 1714. https://www.britannica.com/topic/House-of-Hanover …

11/3/2019 11:29:06 PM janey634 The UN Syndicate must be eradicated. The sooner the better.

11/4/2019 12:21:34 AM irah_chandler Did some alter pilot training a.i. is required not my bag. Like trying to teach a kid to eat ice cream if you get hacked.

11/4/2019 12:47:23 AM irah_chandler Would love to get a chance to fly one of those the mj12 a.i. craft are not worth the risk

11/4/2019 12:50:41 AM karina89350882 Now I know where "Banana Republic" comes form 😂😂😂

11/4/2019 1:36:26 AM leyla_fey Amen. 💖👼🏼⚔🛡✨✨✨💖

11/4/2019 2:50:41 AM jkmaalouf UN peace operations looks like this...

1. Go into country

2. Rape kids and women

3. Traffick kids & women

11/4/2019 3:13:03 AM yustein Thank you, I did not they have a German origin but still.

11/4/2019 3:36:16 AM olimyracle MJ12 is not Q. MJ12 was on twitter before Q.

MJ12 spreads infos less people are perhaps ready to hear yet. All those accounts have something to teach us. Truth resonates from within.

You can download for free the 17 Majestic Messages of Disclosure here:

 http://www.myracle.org/mj  pic.twitter.com/PdKVUVAYOl

11/4/2019 3:51:11 AM keith369me If you want to know, you will find information.  If you don’t want to know, you always say other people’s information is not good enough.  It’s really 

hard to see truth with this defense mechanism that so many have.

11/4/2019 4:00:50 AM laurabusse Well enjoy the saging

If you haven't already!

Blessings ❤️

11/4/2019 4:04:41 AM laurabusse Ha!

Good one LOLOL!!!!!!

11/4/2019 5:14:14 AM cosmic_engineer How are we not yet dismantling this organization yet?

Couldn't one big leak #EndTheUN ?

Enough to force sanctions and cut funding?

11/4/2019 5:19:33 AM laurabusse Yes!

They were very wise

❤️💜💙

11/4/2019 5:22:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Russian Startup Is Selling Robot Clones of Real People

Think SG-1 https://futurism.com/the-byte/russian-startup-selling-robot-clones-real-paper …

11/4/2019 5:22:45 AM ddrbeastappv1 Actual Russian bots

11/4/2019 5:23:41 AM laurabusse Starting to improve actually finally thankfully she said w great relief

On a new herbal program now

Diet is important too

Dr Rawls

Here in NC

Everything is online

Haven't seen or spoken w him

An email every day to instruct, encourage

Lyme's specialist

Healed himself of bad Lymes
11/4/2019 5:23:57 AM scott_rick Is RA, Quetzalcoatl, Thoth , Hermes, Mercury, Melchizedek, Essenes energies I want to be associating with?

11/4/2019 5:25:34 AM lmtlisa3 Are they transferring consciousness into them as well ?

11/4/2019 5:26:16 AM justicetruthwa2 I heard from Quayle we are multiple thousands of years in the future living quite a few more in the past

11/4/2019 5:26:38 AM aprilbrown99 [They] tell it to our faces before [they] actually do it. #WakeUpAmerica https://youtu.be/BV8qFeZxZPE 

11/4/2019 5:26:40 AM inevitable_et ((giggle snort))

11/4/2019 5:26:41 AM laurabusse Lyme's so severe

Both neurological and arthritis

So severe he lost his ob gyn practice basically

Devotes himself to helping ppl like me

I really think he's on to something

Has it more or less figured out

I'm so incredibly grateful...

He studied herbs and put this program together
11/4/2019 5:28:15 AM twelvebcharlie1 Who the fuck is messing around with this shit? They need to get slapped across the face thinking it’s a good idea.

11/4/2019 5:28:41 AM aetherwalker1 One eye?

11/4/2019 5:36:02 AM hambrickro 😏 Cloning has been around for a long , long time  😏 Soft disclosure : "Dolly, the sheep" ( in your face-we are the sheep ), "Designer Babies" , DNA 

collection - from birth (umbilical cord) to death : "ancestry23" 😏 Vaccines - sterilization, death ( nano-technology) WAKE UP 💥

11/4/2019 5:37:01 AM supernovaslight Netflix glimpse into a possible future 🤖 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8DoDCeQrexU&t …

11/4/2019 5:39:35 AM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/nDJCeUARzA

11/4/2019 5:39:54 AM kindeandtrue Secretary Tom Fitton of the Department of Judicial Watch has done more to expose government corruption than Trump's entire Administration.

11/4/2019 5:41:14 AM hambrickro 😥 ABORTION - untainted DNA, fluids and cells from external causes, such as VACCINES , tainted atmosphere, foods , etc ...... 😥

11/4/2019 5:41:49 AM cny_micaa Weird that the left eye looks funny



11/4/2019 5:42:04 AM johndrobinson  pic.twitter.com/nWlkvIyU2Y

11/4/2019 5:45:36 AM chrisobxnc If RETWEET equal endorsements?

11/4/2019 5:50:52 AM _abraysive_ So, Fallout 4. Got it.

11/4/2019 5:51:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Intentional "mistweets". https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1191318856683413504 …

11/4/2019 5:51:31 AM billyj1616 Q+

11/4/2019 5:52:10 AM chittybang2x I thought the same when the HBO series 'Westworld' came into the scene. Hidden in plain site. Also references made to 'The maze' on the series, and 

also referenced as 'The Labyrinth' on Starz series called DaVinci's Demons.

11/4/2019 5:52:12 AM burgersandra Sine wave "captured" in your image reminds me of this. pic.twitter.com/kC9zDbQ04r

11/4/2019 5:53:18 AM lmtlisa3 He never mlstweets, just drops crumbs sometimes 😉

11/4/2019 5:53:22 AM barozzirochelle Covfefe’ (pronounced “cuv – fee- fae”) is an Antediluvian term for “In the end we win.” It was commonly used by the sons of Adam to rail against the 

evil actions of the fallen who had led man astray.

11/4/2019 5:53:29 AM sp00njake  pic.twitter.com/2I8KxmDTqd

11/4/2019 5:53:51 AM kindeandtrue Yeah, yeah, yeah.

I'm tired of the arcane messages.

11/4/2019 5:56:47 AM serge_mccoy He speaks in codes a lot.

11/4/2019 5:58:09 AM burgersandra  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Simple_harmonic_motion_animation.gif …

11/4/2019 5:58:44 AM aprilbrown99 Stable Genius. ♥️♥️♥️

11/4/2019 6:02:35 AM laurabusse Like a buoy on the ocean

11/4/2019 6:04:35 AM keith369me MJ12, seems to be many that intentionally do this.

11/4/2019 6:05:37 AM mikebravodude 538? pic.twitter.com/SOpq65zvYZ

11/4/2019 6:06:52 AM laurabusse Yes

I hope so

Finally

After 3 years

Determined to find a path to the good health I've always enjoyed

There's a subreddit

Multiple sclerosis

Basically what I have

The ppl there are suffering

Some getting worse

If I get all better

I will tell the world about this program...
11/4/2019 6:06:56 AM keith369me Look here, not there...in plain sight within the “rules” of the game?  The rules suck.  Truth, 💡, love, compassion...not deceit, slavery, unlawfulness

11/4/2019 6:12:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/ISbJSHMBPx

11/4/2019 6:13:19 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1190714315755663362?s=19 …

11/4/2019 6:14:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd Perversion pic.twitter.com/kmmDLUQHvR

11/4/2019 6:15:51 AM pinklight999 Yes we knew this #Qanon #WWG1WGA

11/4/2019 6:19:56 AM lorieve The mystery of marriage is indeed a rare jewel to be sought and fought for. 

Nothing is more powerful than the love of a husband for his bride. 

But I speak of heavenly things.

11/4/2019 6:21:56 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/869858333477523458?s=20 …

11/4/2019 6:24:13 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/869858333477523458?s=20 …

11/4/2019 6:25:44 AM roublisa Perfection💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/MpaFzbcByy

11/4/2019 6:26:19 AM allahuniversal 6:38 ET pic.twitter.com/4zI00ddkZ9

11/4/2019 6:27:41 AM allahuniversal A Q+ preview

11/4/2019 6:28:24 AM mikebravodude Im in Oklahoma. I always fuck up the times. Thanks for the correction brah!

11/4/2019 6:30:26 AM roublisa I’m loving it #MAGA pic.twitter.com/uS82vVwEVq

11/4/2019 6:31:21 AM allahuniversal Not a problem

In Central time too, easier for everyone to sync to ET

11/4/2019 6:33:34 AM redquinlan POTUS Trump never uses word idly..there is always a message for us or someone other than us. Communication is  an art words and motions/actions 

have consequences - Art of War and Art of the Deal.!!

11/4/2019 6:35:22 AM girlawakeinca Is this related to the black goo? pic.twitter.com/ZuNBZljy62

11/4/2019 6:37:49 AM christopherrosk They f'ckd up Bidens

He should get a refund 🤣

11/4/2019 6:46:40 AM robinreitsma1 I was just reading this and thinking "Oh god, just what we need, Robot Hillary. As if we already cant get rid of her. Now we'll never be able to, like the 

energizer bunny - she just keeps going......"

11/4/2019 6:49:47 AM cbirdseyevuze States can't find that site🤔

11/4/2019 6:50:39 AM joanhol24893501 I think Hillary beat them to it.  LOL

11/4/2019 6:51:00 AM anondirtyleg If I saw that shit walking around my house at night you bet I’m unloading my 12 gauge on that monstrosity.

11/4/2019 6:57:18 AM der_wanderer8 Monsters are the cruel creators

No the innocent creatures

11/4/2019 7:00:41 AM neapatriot 👀👀👀

11/4/2019 7:13:03 AM decodematrix Pronounced “cuv – fee- fae”

It means “In the end we win”

11/4/2019 7:20:35 AM momislazy11  pic.twitter.com/M5WtKL17Wa

11/4/2019 7:21:37 AM melodicwarrior1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has another side of the triangle fallen?

11/4/2019 7:30:03 AM cosmic_engineer Can't. 

Requires the geometric molecular receiver called DNA

These 🤡s can't replicate shit that nature does with ease

11/4/2019 7:30:05 AM moemc8 double meanings

11/4/2019 7:31:46 AM anondirtyleg That’s the face of nightmares and they produce AI that kills it’s fair game

11/4/2019 7:31:55 AM allahuniversal Alice & Wonderland 

 https://twitter.com/PhillyQ_/status/1191223337210433536?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/EZmiH1zAj7

11/4/2019 7:33:00 AM taitai78787 Correct

11/4/2019 7:37:09 AM michael_s_ander Pedophile Fredrick Brennan (leader of 8kun deplatforming) has announced his intention to DOX prominent Q movement member Neon Revolt and 

spread his private info to the media. This is an attempt to incite violence as revenge for being exposed by NR. pic.twitter.com/DPMfj5lD1R



11/4/2019 7:38:20 AM mefulmer25 Thank you

11/4/2019 7:39:11 AM nikoscali Aww Fredrick must've pooped his Mario pajamas again!

11/4/2019 7:44:08 AM smedley77202346 I think 🤔 joe Biden needs a replacement 😂😂😂

11/4/2019 7:44:12 AM awakeandsing123 This is digital immorality, not immortality. Beware of the hands controlling this tech.

11/4/2019 7:58:07 AM nikoscali Ex Machina

11/4/2019 7:58:53 AM themtljo Les cons, ça ose tout. C'est même à ça qu'on les reconnait. These people are sick.

11/4/2019 8:07:54 AM der_wanderer8 Dieu serait il dans ce cas le plus Grand des Cons ? 😉

11/4/2019 8:10:12 AM covertress punny 🐸

🏇

11/4/2019 8:10:44 AM kachinagtto H Gutman?  Howard Gutman?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Gutman … pic.twitter.com/SoTeyIAuCz

11/4/2019 8:15:43 AM themtljo Euh... Stéphanie de Monaco ?

11/4/2019 8:17:42 AM der_wanderer8 Non, vous m'avez dit de dire Hardi !

11/4/2019 8:29:14 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/4/2019 8:50:37 AM lmtlisa3 It is being done in the SSP 20 and back program. After so many the body can't be turned back without problems.

11/4/2019 8:51:14 AM fansblowing3 There are so many guesses, but what is the actual reason Trump tweeted covfefe?

11/4/2019 9:01:29 AM mcpatriot64 Kind and true? With a cross?

11/4/2019 9:03:17 AM mcpatriot64 Can’t wait.  Love to see the liberal masses shrink back in horror of the psychotic DS they have so feverishly defended.

11/4/2019 9:06:27 AM oh_geez_louise Yes, many occurrences of double meanings are not a coincidence.

11/4/2019 9:11:43 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/4/2019 9:16:05 AM turboxyde Hello Anons! The era of "Hidden Truth" memes has begun!

Craft your truths onto the meme & change the illusion through subtle multidimensional thought forms! Set a course (intention) for the highest and 

best good of all beings!

#ProjectOdin

#ProjectDreamWeaver

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/GKLmuduTNc
11/4/2019 9:19:49 AM robertscharnbe4 You have to begin by being a "pilot light". Lol

11/4/2019 9:36:02 AM majic_eyes_qnly 45 = 9 pic.twitter.com/Caoeckk4Xx

11/4/2019 9:51:35 AM covertress Thanks for the giggle. 🤪

11/4/2019 9:55:59 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! Blessing to you as well! ♥️

11/4/2019 9:56:39 AM mongrelglory Nah!  I won't be impressed until they can make a robot that waves it's hands as much as I do when I'm talking. 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/04/17/robot-newscaster-unsettles-russian-state-tv-viewers/ …

11/4/2019 9:59:52 AM robertscharnbe4 Even if the flame is tiny, it's got a big job to perform! Stay lit always!

11/4/2019 10:24:29 AM mongrelglory Could she walk a straight line? 😜

11/4/2019 10:26:09 AM mongrelglory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Comments?  https://twitter.com/99freemind/status/1191417099463335941 …

11/4/2019 10:29:54 AM realityloominng Haha, yeah. I think this public human-"robot" stuff is some kind of smokescreen or cover-up.. I don't buy that the technocrats are pouring money into 

these silly remote-controlled electrified-mannequins

11/4/2019 10:33:45 AM sweeps2032 Seems we would automatically have copyright to ourselves.

11/4/2019 10:38:40 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/justinbaragona/status/1191409436205756416 …

11/4/2019 10:46:41 AM laurabusse Ha!!

11/4/2019 10:50:44 AM jerseyhotgurl  https://twitter.com/jerseyhotgurl/status/1191335894608945152?s=21 …

11/4/2019 10:51:29 AM fionasdestiny67 Indeed

11/4/2019 10:55:59 AM magabeliever20 I love that he acknowledges that today!!👊🏼💥🇺🇸

11/4/2019 10:56:13 AM magabeliever20 Geez

11/4/2019 10:58:31 AM rick_hernandez How much longer before they make living clones of real people and sell that?

11/4/2019 10:58:48 AM magabeliever20 Woah

11/4/2019 11:06:43 AM tkobeauty Timeline? 5, 10, 20? 😁

11/4/2019 11:09:21 AM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=YiR7AVMFLao&feature=youtu.be …

11/4/2019 11:20:34 AM americahasballs It’s already been scrubbed.

11/4/2019 11:22:25 AM weshallrise144k 👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/7jeBxUBYew

11/4/2019 11:28:12 AM magabeliever20 VPN + Tor worked for me! I’m in pic.twitter.com/4xAiF4Pb66

11/4/2019 11:32:52 AM enomai_ You know the enemy too well. 

Now they highlighted the codes. 

In attempt to make one look stupid

11/4/2019 11:39:02 AM mamiemcclure17 Have to note, the picture they provided, has the left eye closed.....where ALL have we seen this? Think of all those photos 🤔

11/4/2019 11:39:56 AM two__number 🤦♂️

11/4/2019 11:49:54 AM magabeliever20 But... muh reparations

11/4/2019 11:50:37 AM magabeliever20 Saving the best for last

11/4/2019 11:53:40 AM magabeliever20 I’m sure he’s clean as a whistle...blower 🤡

11/4/2019 11:54:29 AM garythebrave I have more than 40K unread emails.  I wish there was a way to just hit "delete all unread" but I have to do it page by page.  F them.

11/4/2019 11:55:14 AM magabeliever20 You said years ago. What if this is just a show and it’s all good ???

11/4/2019 11:58:29 AM natureinspace No. The cabal and elites own us.

11/4/2019 12:03:33 PM mateuszwala I wasn't sure how to tell this to people... you're done it best! :D

sub+

11/4/2019 12:04:35 PM eewwanon muh "space craft"  kek

11/4/2019 12:06:23 PM natureinspace What if they are really real people? You know how they like to f*ck with us. 'Robot clones of real people' could be real people being used as a cloned 

robots.

11/4/2019 12:11:20 PM patriotswegoall I see a future of robots working alongside Earth humans.

11/4/2019 12:14:39 PM magabeliever20 I’m blocked by him lol

11/4/2019 12:20:45 PM manifest_utopia ICYMI:

#UnsealEpstein

#EpsteinCoverup whistleblower

#Epsteindidntkillhimself https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1191399930126049280 …

11/4/2019 12:21:42 PM magabeliever20 🤣

11/4/2019 12:22:05 PM magabeliever20 You can delete all

11/4/2019 12:22:50 PM weshallrise144k 🤔 pic.twitter.com/gG64RsdiZ4

11/4/2019 12:23:02 PM magabeliever20 You click the page check mark, the a sentence will appear that says “delete all 40K emails” and it’s highlighted click it

11/4/2019 12:33:10 PM nea_storm A wife of noble character who can find? She is worth far more than rubies:

Proverbs 31:10 pic.twitter.com/SCWmqmShAm

11/4/2019 12:33:21 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/UYgHxC1oZI



11/4/2019 12:41:08 PM v_rags 100%!

11/4/2019 12:41:16 PM lorieve hahaha, he knows how to use the microwave.

11/4/2019 12:45:14 PM v_rags You know seeing this makes me a bit sad, not because of the Proverb, it’s beautiful, it’s because I wish I had made better choices in the past despite my 

circumstances. 😔

11/4/2019 12:50:05 PM usss_211 Whoa.....

11/4/2019 12:57:12 PM lorieve Me too.

11/4/2019 1:00:48 PM nmd_mari Do not do that to yourself. You are exactly where you are suppose to be! Some choices might bring us on the long route, some might be the short cut 

but you will always end up in the correct place.💜

11/4/2019 1:02:47 PM nrandygordon Tweet was in May

11/4/2019 1:03:09 PM mikebravodude @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Declass 30 years ago.  https://twitter.com/RetroNewsNow/status/1059152700980559874 …

11/4/2019 1:11:31 PM diesel_fish It's not working... 😑😑😑 I hope it's some declas. #QArmy #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

11/4/2019 1:29:03 PM v_rags Yea I know Nicole. It’s difficult not to.  BTW I was trying what you,PS suggested yesterday on my own this morning right before I woke up this morning. 

I had quite the conversation with my higher self. I didn’t understand anything I/He said 😂 but I did make contact. Thanks!

11/4/2019 1:29:07 PM laurabusse Every couple has to over time work out what works for them

Ideally it happens naturally

But I don't like dogma or ideals

It can easily be twisted into a servant master type relationship

Let the couple settle into what works best without unnecessary ideology

It's co creating...

11/4/2019 1:31:51 PM laurabusse I think we all do!

Born into an imperfect world

Raised in one

Marry in one

Amish or Mennonite saying

Too soon old

Too late shmart

☺️☺️☺️

11/4/2019 1:31:55 PM v_rags Yes I agree, it’s way to late for that between me and my ex. Both Her and Our Son are still sleeping. My Son opens his eye every once in a while. Not to 

often though.

11/4/2019 1:35:30 PM laurabusse A friend and I like to remind each other

You did the only thing you could do

In that time

In that place

With the consciousness and awareness you had

You could have done nothing else in that moment

Or you would have

I love letting go of the past

We always learn from it

Eventually
11/4/2019 1:36:15 PM laurabusse Well said!!!

11/4/2019 1:37:20 PM v_rags 🤔🤔🤔 pretty good point. Not sure if I did know or didn’t. I feel maybe I had an idea of what to do and let my emotions get the best of me. Ahhh 

what’s past is past. Focusing on the present.

11/4/2019 1:37:47 PM nea_storm Love You VRags! I comprehend We all have! Time Travel events for One! Oh do you want some too VRags for the things you wish to alter?All fun aside I 

AM very grateful to my experiences could always be worst! Heaven Forbid! Sooo about those Time Travel times

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SY3Kxf7ZTeI … pic.twitter.com/PH8r4Pih90

11/4/2019 1:40:31 PM keith369me I really look at this a bit differently...like anything else I think you can manifest a great marriage.   When I got married 25 years ago, I knew I would be 

happy and in love with my best friend when I was 70...expectations are being met 😀

11/4/2019 1:40:40 PM v_rags 💜💜💜 you to! Time travel? You mean going into the past within?

11/4/2019 1:41:27 PM realityloominng lol that can't be real 🤣 that's too majestic

11/4/2019 1:45:20 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/0zdOHWgY6I

11/4/2019 1:45:53 PM kathleen3693693 She keeps on coughing and tripping and arkanciding...coughing and tripping and arkanciding...coughing and....

11/4/2019 1:47:32 PM v_rags Yes focusing in the present is what I’m doing my best to be.

11/4/2019 1:52:14 PM nea_storm Yes! Reread what I was expressing, you will then laugh! My Martial Arts Master (brother & sister) had the same comedic humor & would do this to me 

all the time: One would say something serious & the other would say the exact opposite: Then they would both laugh! I miss my horse! 

pic.twitter.com/LRZnUIDWr3

11/4/2019 1:53:27 PM doc1415 Realizing that evil has kept us dumbed down and enslaved then practically saying "you better figure out how to beat it or forever be lost" feels 

incompassionate by those with IQs of 6000 feels like punishing the victims. Not very compassionate or sympathetic. IQ6000 = compassion0

11/4/2019 1:55:06 PM v_rags Sounds like you guys had a lot of fun! Will reread now. I hope you get to ride Her or Him soon!

11/4/2019 1:55:37 PM laurabusse Yes

Personally believe we always know on some level

But

Huge but

We ignore it

Or our mind takes over from our heart

Or our conditioning takes over

You cn kick yourself til you're blue in the face

Just makes it worse

Know you did the best you could at that time

For whatever reason
11/4/2019 1:57:19 PM keith369me There is no better way to be

11/4/2019 1:57:42 PM doc1415 I may not be super smart, but if I had the power to free a race from another oppresive race id do it. Many of us are trying, to love, to help awaken, to 

help combat evil. To let us go down with the rest, makes them no better than the ETs oppressing us. Where is their undcon. Love



11/4/2019 1:58:52 PM laurabusse When we know better

We do better

I think Maya Angelou may have said that to Oprah

We're all evolving

It just seems to happen so slowly

We repeat the same mistakes until we get it...
11/4/2019 2:04:11 PM nmd_mari That's great!😂

11/4/2019 2:12:46 PM laurabusse Best way to live

In theory LOL

In practice takes a little while to get there

Still working on it

Maybe we all are...

But I do know it's very freeing

11/4/2019 2:13:24 PM nea_storm Brilliant VRags, if possible extend with your feelings versus attempting to hear with your ears: For you are in your finer state of being hence hearing is 

well other it is sensing: People yet comprehend what telepathy actually is: I have always operated in this capacity hence B-1 pic.twitter.com/jHIYOIsfb3

11/4/2019 2:14:34 PM v_rags Yes agree I really enjoy when you communicate this way!

11/4/2019 2:14:59 PM 1_decided_voter Cute! I thought of an appropriate theme song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVZ2NShfCE8 …

11/4/2019 2:16:48 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Over the last tw days, I've dreamt. That's rarer, very rare considering. RAR

11/4/2019 2:17:58 PM laurabusse Never know what life brings!

Life is full of surprises

I know women who live alone

Wouldn't have it any other way

You are in the perfect situation for you right now

Stay in the now as much as you can manage

And the now moment will always be perfect

Imagine a beautiful future...
11/4/2019 2:19:22 PM nea_storm there are times I simply express things people yet know why: People take others at face value, when in fact they are manipulating the perception & 

just want their way to attain attention or pity: Zero time for it! Back to you use your feelings, practice you will be delighted B-2 

pic.twitter.com/jMMWk5I9Fa

11/4/2019 2:23:44 PM laurabusse Sometimes I think it takes a long time to be able to feel at ease with ourselves...with life...

Coming to know how to live

Allowing...

Accepting...

Flowing

Etc etc

11/4/2019 2:26:10 PM jimhayzlett We All Pilot Our Souls ✨😇✨

11/4/2019 2:36:24 PM marnisheppeard What makes you think that’s not what this is?

11/4/2019 2:51:44 PM sgoeders4 In the end we win 🇺🇸

11/4/2019 3:09:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show! https://twitter.com/Project_Veritas/status/1191435749335425024 …

11/4/2019 3:10:17 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/st1QskRoi8

11/4/2019 3:10:36 PM positively303 #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp

11/4/2019 3:10:39 PM reform14th Waiting on this drop with baited breath.

11/4/2019 3:11:00 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/jamesokeefeiii/status/1191469797357314049?s=21 …

11/4/2019 3:11:03 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/Z3meAGEVdQ

11/4/2019 3:11:18 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/HxDqJmJwvQ

11/4/2019 3:11:52 PM nm_zsr "Fate is a "cancerous" mindset that is intended to restrict free will.

Fate can be used for coordinating events and future realities.

Sometimes, Fate can be bet on.

Sometimes, a Looking Glass can give you access to Fate."

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/4/2019 3:12:18 PM jared4liberty I just had a zero delta with you guys retweeting the same damn tweet. I think that makes me officially a MJ member, no? 😂😂😂

11/4/2019 3:12:39 PM allahuniversal #Epsteindidnotkillhimself

11/4/2019 3:14:03 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/XzVhhJWWer

11/4/2019 3:15:12 PM trump2q2qkag #Epsteindidnotkillhimself #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 3:18:30 PM rhondanight #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 3:20:01 PM laurabusse Not fighting life

Wise words...

11/4/2019 3:23:49 PM robinreitsma1 est/ cst/ pst?

11/4/2019 3:24:44 PM lionfollower 'Bated'- unless you're chewing on a mackerel.

11/4/2019 3:27:09 PM michael81972 MJ,  status of Epstein on 11/4?

11/4/2019 3:29:23 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @nickcpace1                                  This linked video released 9/12/19, free energy, food replicators and fuel. They 

shared to every country in the word, not for profit for anyone. I haven’t heard any government speak on this.

11/4/2019 3:31:24 PM loritho57705592 #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 3:33:40 PM tammyrochester2 They like to cover up... https://youtu.be/toDfQSkzDkA 

11/4/2019 3:43:27 PM scott_rick #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein
11/4/2019 3:45:14 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/GbB1cZ5UqZ

11/4/2019 3:45:34 PM covertress Nothing can stop what is coming.

11/4/2019 3:45:45 PM pitdogman Uh ha 🤔 pic.twitter.com/Y1yNcanXfF

11/4/2019 3:46:43 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I had a dream last night ...

11/4/2019 3:47:14 PM mamiemcclure17 If listen beginning at 2:06, he tells they sent this tech to the Bahamas after the hurricane, it was being utilized there then, no one heard about it, then. 

Knew the tech release was coming, it has just not many knew. Devastated area’s first for the people affected

11/4/2019 3:47:18 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 And I don't dream.



11/4/2019 3:49:55 PM keith369me #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup 

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup 

pic.twitter.com/XDQiohgkHw

11/4/2019 3:49:55 PM crisco2377 No asshole it isnt...its a true Arabic word with specific meanings...but I forgot with u people..Feelings take precedent over FACTS! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Education4Libs @ClintEastwoodLA

11/4/2019 3:51:04 PM vexed761 Why does it matter? Would they really tell us who did it. No.

11/4/2019 3:52:23 PM cledrordfishing I sure hope justice is dealt..

11/4/2019 3:54:32 PM rick_hernandez Ugh. Hasn’t thought of that

11/4/2019 4:03:11 PM nmd_mari PS would you describe it as a burst of sudden knowing mixed with a physical sensation of chills or a buzzing and a lightness around my head (not dizzy). 

This happens for me a lot. Not sure if this is my Higher Self or what it is.

11/4/2019 4:07:01 PM aintgets I’m praying they help me expose this evil bastard! The name is Jim Norris! That’s the real cover up! pic.twitter.com/PIW6Uep0q7

11/4/2019 4:09:39 PM daveo6145 The power of 3,6,9 is real 

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/wcj3D6WzZ4

11/4/2019 4:25:47 PM nea_storm Forgive dear in what context are you desiring to describe? My experiences are natural zero light headedness, chills or any negative sensations: Intuition 

or knowing of whatever is required is instantaneous also very natural: Whether for projects, conversations, or on trails pic.twitter.com/iaFW8UAdy1

11/4/2019 4:27:48 PM starehope #Epsteindidntkillhimself #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp

11/4/2019 4:29:20 PM born2bef  pic.twitter.com/uRnbQwDx19

11/4/2019 4:29:59 PM skink007 It won’t open for me, it says I’m not connected to the internet even though I am.

11/4/2019 4:32:42 PM 2anow Get Hillary Socks for Christmas pic.twitter.com/kBDrXMxu0X

11/4/2019 4:32:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly HELP! My name is MEQ and I make videos decoding Majestic 12’s tweets. Due to the constraints of this platform I have determined that the optimal 

manner to advertise my videos is in the comments sections of some of MJ12’s posts. See the video link below👇🏻 

https://youtu.be/6lKk4OG7Ago?t=264 …

11/4/2019 4:34:38 PM nmd_mari I was not clear, sorry. I will be sitting quietly thinking and it feels to me as a burst (lack of better term)of understanding is in my mind. It is usually 

accompanied with slight chills/buzzing on my arms Not a negative feeling though.

11/4/2019 4:36:05 PM hardboilharry  pic.twitter.com/SSG2gmqkXf

11/4/2019 4:37:12 PM cat_scaredy All is quite pic.twitter.com/ilswfEqWEN

11/4/2019 4:38:18 PM nmd_mari I was wondering what your interpretation was of my experience. If  this is the way my Higher Self communicated with me?

11/4/2019 4:42:53 PM jonjonlives1 #epstein wasnt suicided

11/4/2019 4:42:55 PM v_rags Nicole I would say that everyone’s experience is different when perceiving multidimensional information. With me it’s all about feelings that occur in 

my body and energy field.

11/4/2019 4:48:31 PM nmd_mari Thank you 🙂 There are not many people in my personal life that I can ask these types of questions. If I were to ask them I'd get a blank stare or the 

look of complete horror.🙃

11/4/2019 4:49:02 PM nea_storm Dearest as you know we are always connected to our higher selves: It waits for calm moments in our feeling world to communicate multiple things to 

us: You more than likely desired specific information about something: Then you felt the energetic transmission of feeling with F-1 

pic.twitter.com/FFn55Jj6ID

11/4/2019 4:49:24 PM v_rags Tell me about it! 😂😂😂 All my friend and family except for 2 cloudiness think I’m a weirdo.

11/4/2019 4:50:30 PM nmd_mari I love this, thank you so much!

11/4/2019 4:52:34 PM nea_storm as you expressed it, the download of information regarding your desire: Many continually desire things:However their mental & emotional discipline is 

lacking, as is the quality of intention being very low to create a manifestation:The sensation is the energetic charge of data:F-2 

pic.twitter.com/9Dw09SRiH0

11/4/2019 4:52:48 PM patriotswegoall  pic.twitter.com/l41qoLRBds

11/4/2019 4:56:55 PM nea_storm Do you recall what it was?Kindly the question is for you privately Only! Hence as I expressed to VRags the regular practice of being a calm poise, yet a 

natural alertness with ease zero tension:Learning to sense frequency around us & flow of energy while maintaining ProtectionF-3 

pic.twitter.com/g1K8K0ntmq

11/4/2019 5:03:03 PM nea_storm Bless you for being so pure at heart to even consider asking them and you blessed one are most welcome! These as you know are natural aspects of 

who you are: Avoid speaking about it with them, also best for your natural protection: Think of them as younger yet developed siblings 

pic.twitter.com/QNTVMhMMeB

11/4/2019 5:03:38 PM stelly_alice 😌👍✌️🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/4/2019 5:03:55 PM mamiemcclure17 I’ve been aware for nearly 3 years, just the mass population isn’t.  The technology they have been using for years the SSP began in the 80’s, many don’t 

even believe anyone has made it to space.

11/4/2019 5:08:22 PM mamiemcclure17 More than we know I’m sure!

11/4/2019 5:08:29 PM mattersnot2 Invasion of the Body Snatchers

11/4/2019 5:12:02 PM vickigp1 Christmas stuff already out at Target.

#Epsteindidntkillhimself pic.twitter.com/lOnLsFeqky

11/4/2019 5:23:48 PM rghardy3 A good show is a staged production with

actors and sometimes a surprise ending.

And by the way, Epstein did not kill himself.

11/4/2019 5:27:48 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...#EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 5:33:14 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1191528543781609472 …

11/4/2019 5:37:01 PM deplorablesuezq Best bd present to wake up to for me!!😆

11/4/2019 5:37:56 PM howardfing I know what happened.

11/4/2019 5:38:35 PM howardfing Look at the sleeping guard.

11/4/2019 5:42:45 PM mamiemcclure17 #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself

11/4/2019 5:56:34 PM victorm07997395 #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 5:56:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see a Q? https://twitter.com/dougmillsnyt/status/1191527529171042304 …

11/4/2019 5:57:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many times did 45 mention 17?

11/4/2019 5:57:22 PM chew_soap 👌🏻

11/4/2019 5:57:29 PM 1_decided_voter Enough to make it more than a coincidence!

11/4/2019 5:58:00 PM itbmeang 🤦♀️I didn’t even notice.  Gotta go back and watch the whole thing again! 😂

11/4/2019 5:58:12 PM susan66388204 Found it

11/4/2019 5:58:29 PM sheilas11 😉

11/4/2019 5:58:55 PM nun_chucknorris  pic.twitter.com/z2xtDD7MJQ

11/4/2019 5:59:17 PM ziembadenise I think 2, not sure

11/4/2019 5:59:21 PM mustang_alli_12 I counted at least 3 different instances in about 20 minutes.  

#17moreyears #117points #17percent

11/4/2019 5:59:29 PM rebornkingent ?

11/4/2019 5:59:33 PM born2bef Hand?

11/4/2019 6:00:49 PM qstorm1111 Kushner’s hand?

11/4/2019 6:00:55 PM ygwiryn I only heard it once when he was counting up the years for him in Office..

I did see the officer behind him looking for someone. What happened?

And what was with the white shirts?? pic.twitter.com/UyzVO0hZ30



11/4/2019 6:01:36 PM 1_decided_voter Odd that I was just checking to see if I'd missed any posts from you today, and right at the exact moment I loaded your page you posted.

11/4/2019 6:01:40 PM seektruthalways Told hubby the same thing and told him unless you know Q you don’t understand.

11/4/2019 6:02:16 PM jimmyyuma3 The white shirts said "Read the transcript".

11/4/2019 6:03:31 PM 4evahexonerated End UN!

11/4/2019 6:03:38 PM firstwavr i see a reach

11/4/2019 6:07:32 PM jimmyyuma3 The security chick with the tats was all business! I don't know  what she was  looking for but God help them... She looks like she'd lay some MMA 

smackdown on em! 😂

11/4/2019 6:09:00 PM islandofdelight Q pic.twitter.com/19UgvCilHi

11/4/2019 6:09:14 PM speaklife595 Why is he putting a cellphone up to his head

11/4/2019 6:09:37 PM fansblowing3 One of these people are on the Q team?

11/4/2019 6:12:46 PM jrocktigers I see an un-elected spoiled brat on a cell phone who was giving everything to him financially in this world.

11/4/2019 6:13:10 PM lovelight5d Trump wants to be #17 ....17-45 are all corporation CEOs...Abraham Lincoln was an American statesman and lawyer who served as the 16th president 

of the United States from March 1861 until his assassination in April 1865.

11/4/2019 6:13:53 PM lovelight5d Lincoln was our last known ACTUAL PRESIDENT of our REPUBLIC

11/4/2019 6:13:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Great American Patriot

11/4/2019 6:14:10 PM kachinagtto The two I heard: 

The years in office (17)

The one about the stock market reporting (117)

Who heard more and in what context?

11/4/2019 6:17:21 PM turboxyde Is humanity ready... this time?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/qIrLaHlmx2

11/4/2019 6:17:32 PM rbw1926 On the ground behind them. Very faint.

11/4/2019 6:18:34 PM the_fjalar WE ARE Q

11/4/2019 6:19:28 PM smith_jere Yep.

11/4/2019 6:19:48 PM n7guardiananon a majestic # I'd wager

11/4/2019 6:21:10 PM ritastacy Is this a Q on his shoe too? pic.twitter.com/ddv8OQy5xJ

11/4/2019 6:21:45 PM poppyslovecapu #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 6:22:34 PM qtrumppatriot  https://twitter.com/clewandowski_/status/1191492599565160448?s=21 …

11/4/2019 6:22:56 PM qtrumppatriot  pic.twitter.com/JuUD6n7ldU

11/4/2019 6:24:35 PM anneolsen43 Yes I see 1

11/4/2019 6:24:48 PM qtrumppatriot  https://twitter.com/clewandowski_/status/1191492599565160448?s=21 …

11/4/2019 6:25:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q Returns

93 Days Darkness

369 days to 2020

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Enjoy the show.

11/4/2019 6:25:36 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/4/2019 6:25:44 PM guy_karen Awesome

11/4/2019 6:25:45 PM sandytoes717 Triggered much?

11/4/2019 6:26:01 PM laurabusse Sorry

What?

LOL

11/4/2019 6:26:38 PM islandofdelight 369 369 369 963 963 963 333 666 999 #NikolaTesla

11/4/2019 6:27:07 PM giediknight Love it

11/4/2019 6:27:08 PM jrocktigers pppffffffeeeewwwwwww.

11/4/2019 6:27:27 PM v_rags Cloudless😁😁😁 I meant  cousins.

11/4/2019 6:27:43 PM anneolsen43 No

11/4/2019 6:27:51 PM pomeinnz where is the 6?

11/4/2019 6:27:56 PM tyetyler1 how is that a Q?

11/4/2019 6:28:03 PM big_simp No

Q is not in this photo

11/4/2019 6:28:20 PM thinqinganon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=9ofxkkoaQrM …

11/4/2019 6:28:40 PM jeff57253103 WOOO HOOO!!! LETS GEUX!!!

11/4/2019 6:29:00 PM 1_decided_voter Wow, finally broke 2K likes. It was at 1.8K forever, then 1.9K just recently. My like gets "unliked" at least 3 times a day if not more. 

pic.twitter.com/qNPWrm7LW1

11/4/2019 6:29:49 PM hopester777 As a blend of these energies, the number 369 symbolizes caring and providing for others, especially your family members. It also symbolizes 

philanthropy and love for humanity.

11/4/2019 6:29:57 PM meldance00 Ready. We are awaken. We have faith that humanity is moving towards full enlightenment and back to knowing what we truly are and where we come 

from and why we are here. I am so glad my consciousness is more ready each day #WWG1WGA #EpsteinCoverup

11/4/2019 6:30:03 PM v_rags Sometimes I type to fast and my iPhone just can’t keep up 😅😅😅

11/4/2019 6:30:18 PM hopester777 As a blend of these energies, the number 369 symbolizes caring and providing for others, especially your family members. It also symbolizes 

philanthropy and love for humanity.

11/4/2019 6:30:18 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Sfxl26y15x

11/4/2019 6:30:39 PM edgarfriendly17 Free energy

Propulsion 

Interstellar travel

The new horizon

It can’t be

11/4/2019 6:30:53 PM tyetyler1 A shoe Q?

11/4/2019 6:31:05 PM reform14th Noted ty

11/4/2019 6:31:34 PM foreverozone Man 666

Spirit 333

God 999

 369 = dark matter

1 2 4 5 7 8 = material 🌎

All just bits of info really.

E8 lattice knows secrets



11/4/2019 6:32:21 PM disfellocated Remember, remember...

11/4/2019 6:33:25 PM laurabusse Cloudy today

Chance of cousins

😅😂🤣

11/4/2019 6:33:58 PM v_rags 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/D3ooe9SpFj

11/4/2019 6:34:03 PM arifriedman12 Zoinks!

11/4/2019 6:34:04 PM laurabusse Totally!

11/4/2019 6:34:20 PM pfc1975 #RigForRed

11/4/2019 6:34:31 PM michael81972 I see the elbow of Q+

11/4/2019 6:34:35 PM hopester777 Source:  http://angelnumber.org  *for all us that like sources 😉

11/4/2019 6:34:57 PM v_rags I always said the keys with the letters on the iPhone are way to small.

11/4/2019 6:35:39 PM yustein There is something more powerful than that 27, The number of Source https://youtu.be/jfZvmD16Vxw 

11/4/2019 6:35:40 PM kbond82 And 17

11/4/2019 6:35:48 PM keith369me 369 until 2020 election.  Since the darkness is over do we get a sh-t ton of 💡?

11/4/2019 6:36:35 PM yustein Oh, I’m Tesla by the way. 2 lifetimea ago I lived as Tesla on Earth.

11/4/2019 6:37:47 PM dironablu2u Um, no?

11/4/2019 6:37:52 PM yustein While I’m at it, learn the real history of humans and Earth. The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/4/2019 6:37:53 PM usalawyer_ 11032019.  Q wrote "Rig for Red" which is a command to turn on a submarine's red lights when it is about to surface at night. (The red light allows for 

operations to continue while preserving night vision.)

11/4/2019 6:38:31 PM patriotswegoall 9 + 3 =12

Majestic

Part of the Plan.

11/4/2019 6:38:57 PM disfellocated Whatever do you mean? pic.twitter.com/iokswg2ZjB

11/4/2019 6:40:02 PM tyetyler1 Didn't Joey B, by slip of tongue, say 17th?

11/4/2019 6:41:57 PM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/SNlGWFemzs

11/4/2019 6:42:23 PM keith369me ...and your other lifetimes?

11/4/2019 6:44:38 PM awoke2012 Whats the 3 for? 3MR

11/4/2019 6:44:51 PM destinlola Jared’s hand.

11/4/2019 6:46:00 PM rudedrew63 Albert pike lol

11/4/2019 6:46:01 PM thepf06  https://scontent-sea1-1.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t1.0-

9/fr/cp0/e15/q65/73194715_10157481247246605_2318990230524264448_n.jpg?_nc_cat=106&efg=eyJpIjoidCJ9&_nc_oc=AQm38gki4Hz-

Mssf_FOVn3hNFg3O4XPoyDedL3TRJ1rVh8OGYsup1tkWyMV2ag2d70E&_nc_ht=scontent-sea1-

1.xx&oh=863e669e4c8f517e6a6d2ba3a6e9e6fc&oe=5E5B47A5 …

11/4/2019 6:46:25 PM tososhawn Kushner’s L hand!  I see it, WWG1WGA!

11/4/2019 6:47:15 PM majic_eyes_qnly I just made a video on the new Q posts. I also cover some of MJ12's tweets. See the video linked below, it cuts STRAIGHT into a relevant quote by 

POTUS who LITERALLY says '3/6/9/12'. MJ tweeted about it earlier this year, that's how I know about it.👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 

https://youtu.be/coDsuGUUa6I?t=1211 …

11/4/2019 6:47:42 PM laurabusse WAY

Too small!!!!!!!

But I'll keep the tiny keys if I could just have a phone you can actually communicate with lol

It's called a smart PHONE

The smart part is great

The PHONE part SUCKS

The irony...
11/4/2019 6:49:03 PM v_rags Ha! That’s so true. And I depend so much on this phone. It’s crazy.

11/4/2019 6:49:10 PM 63susantaylor This is a great pic!  Been married 3x (3rd time charm 🥰) and all hubby’s same same stocky-built, but something about Miller has me captivated! 😚

11/4/2019 6:49:26 PM huntdeepstate69 Yes

11/4/2019 6:50:05 PM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/td2Rn56ED7

11/4/2019 6:50:14 PM misshelene60 I do 😊

11/4/2019 6:50:49 PM zagnett Miller

11/4/2019 6:51:42 PM sofia_wwg1wga 5x5

11/4/2019 6:52:45 PM aspennmax64_l Awww , too bad...😭

🤭😉 Just kidding!..I would watch it over and over! Love to you Angela!

#WWG1WGA #ForTheChildren #ForHumanity

11/4/2019 6:53:40 PM jrocktigers I have a hard time trusting someone that close to our President who completed the largest real estate transaction at the time in NYC , with an address 

of 666 5th Ave .that houses Lucent Technologies. Call me crazy. That is one of my concerns with him.

11/4/2019 6:54:21 PM aspennmax64_l #DoIt pic.twitter.com/G49CR3lyXQ

11/4/2019 6:54:31 PM lonestar_anon “If only you could know the magnificence of the numbers 3,6,9. Then you would have the secrets of the universe” -Nikola Tesla

11/4/2019 6:54:48 PM chooselove108 Great catch!

11/4/2019 6:55:52 PM chrismfkelly 3,6,9 vibration, frequency, energy

11/4/2019 6:56:06 PM wolfspirit1 One mans red tie and the jacket of the third man, the pin?

11/4/2019 6:56:34 PM dark2light2019 Tie, hand, pin

Or tie, hand bag clasp.

11/4/2019 6:57:00 PM qkellyl  pic.twitter.com/je4xXSiLJa

11/4/2019 6:57:02 PM yustein Look at my profile. Last one was Jim Morrison and I died when I was 27. Before that Tesla. Long time ago Thoth the Atlantean, Enoch, Hermes, Mercury 

and many more. Read my Emerald Tablets. In the first tablet I explain these.

11/4/2019 6:57:41 PM wolfspirit1 The link disappeared

11/4/2019 6:57:51 PM yustein Albert Pike did not have humanity’s best interest in his mind.

11/4/2019 6:59:47 PM keith369me I was aware...thought it might prompt others to peek.

11/4/2019 7:00:37 PM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/JCK413yMKK

11/4/2019 7:01:11 PM juliefeider333 Could be the jingles on the briefcase...it’s all very subjective though.

11/4/2019 7:06:20 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/heO9PmGNNy

11/4/2019 7:07:15 PM nr750  http://magaimg.net/img/9h5w.jpg 

11/4/2019 7:08:51 PM qstorm1111 I know but honestly that’s the only Q like thing I see in the pic lol

11/4/2019 7:09:31 PM anonpatriotccj Where?



11/4/2019 7:10:04 PM laurabusse What?

You're fading

Could you repeat that?

I didn't get that

You're garbled again

What was that?

Yeah talking on a cell phone is fun

I exaggerate a little

Not much!!

Happens every conversation intermittently
11/4/2019 7:10:20 PM electricalmama  https://youtu.be/VmgSM7lWRts 

Interesting video

Guys sneak on Epstein island...

(We are the news now)

11/4/2019 7:11:44 PM fave555 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

11/4/2019 7:13:47 PM bbobbio71 MJ, what's with the ringing in the ears some are experiencing the last couple of days?

11/4/2019 7:13:48 PM wearediamonds2 YES

11/4/2019 7:13:50 PM rachelifeisgood  pic.twitter.com/0eCaEeC68s

11/4/2019 7:17:41 PM michael81972 Either 3 times,  6 times,  or 9 times ill bet

11/4/2019 7:18:19 PM v_rags Yes! When I’m in the country drives me crazy!

11/4/2019 7:22:34 PM rghardy3 the one on the left ?

11/4/2019 7:23:47 PM astraleyes7 There is Light, but for that Light of truth to shine clear once must shift their consciousness beyond the left / right paradigm. Beyond politicians and 

celebrity. For these are not the true prophets ushering in their self fulfilled prophecy. God is not repub or dem. Left or right

11/4/2019 7:26:38 PM sdane8 I don't know but he has a twitter account I've been keeping an eye on.

11/4/2019 7:27:34 PM rhonda_usa Don’t know...but, he certainly kept revealing how “sick” the Demoncrats are...

11/4/2019 7:34:16 PM brilllllll Im all for Q but this reaching.

11/4/2019 7:35:09 PM neecieh6111 You mean 369 days to the election? 

Otherwise, it's less than 60 days to 2020.

11/4/2019 7:35:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct 2020 Election not 2020

11/4/2019 7:36:24 PM natureinspace No.

11/4/2019 7:36:52 PM rhonda_usa Jared’s left hand.

11/4/2019 7:41:00 PM lifeisaaax3 Jealous much????🤡🤡🤡

11/4/2019 7:42:30 PM nschlange Yup

11/4/2019 7:44:45 PM laurawalck Jerrods hand?

11/4/2019 7:46:17 PM youstinksoap Has the image been altered?  I see this upside down, backward Q, string thing hanging from the briefcase. pic.twitter.com/9jiTXdCrP9

11/4/2019 7:47:30 PM richard52694 Whose left?

11/4/2019 7:50:06 PM rghardy3 Chief of Staff

11/4/2019 7:50:13 PM steveakridge Why do so many Democrat Senators and Reps have dual US & Israel citizenships?

Interesting that Israel has closed all their embassies worldwide? Majestic move?

11/4/2019 7:50:35 PM qanonsunrise I love Stephen Miller's quick-witted, autist quality and genius. All three here are part of the team. Great men, each one. Yes, including Jared.

11/4/2019 7:53:27 PM bphouse Trump is family then

11/4/2019 7:54:01 PM rghardy3 on the left of the photo

11/4/2019 7:55:33 PM cocopuffster12 Me as well! Totally

11/4/2019 7:56:50 PM sunnyawakening Hey! You released the info! Awesome!

11/4/2019 7:57:49 PM anonlegion13 If you look hard enough you can whatever you want

11/4/2019 8:00:25 PM klyhb75 I found it very peaceful

11/4/2019 8:01:24 PM kristineclouti2 What letters bottom right on Jareds shirt?

11/4/2019 8:09:23 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/DEv9daKD8A

11/4/2019 8:15:49 PM asdasd26700831 So the number of days of darkness and the number of days to 2020 wasn't planned in advanced?

11/4/2019 8:15:51 PM _doozier_ Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any chance you could elaborate on this? Whole time I thought they were whitehats am I mistaken? What's their endgame?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072342189966008320 …

11/4/2019 8:19:10 PM t_hayden07 On Stephen...on his lapel?

11/4/2019 8:20:47 PM godrus  pic.twitter.com/rAsn7BGIyC

11/4/2019 8:22:08 PM falseposdev That's why I said better if it were kept arabic. Some research shows that if that was the intended message, the conversion in to latin characters was a 

poor one. It also would have been much less confusing as it would clearly not be a typo.

11/4/2019 8:25:21 PM mongrelglory I was wondering if that was it, but it's too blurry to tell...

11/4/2019 8:27:35 PM medic13_17 I spy with my little eye... a Q tie.

11/4/2019 8:32:16 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/cj1uHKJsEl

11/4/2019 8:37:40 PM yoryewzaname What you typed looks like the visual depiction of a thought disorder

11/4/2019 8:38:17 PM barbleecross On Kushner's shirt. I can't see it clearly but there are letters in the wrinkles

11/4/2019 8:44:05 PM steveakridge In a previous tweet you said Gen. Flynn was a MJ member- is he still?

Also, correct to assume he holds/held a Q clearance?

He said there is an army of digital soldiers the world has never seen.  I assume he was referring to The Q Team and followers. They were dark for 93 

days! 🐸

11/4/2019 8:44:51 PM blinkingthe THINK HCR

11/4/2019 8:45:15 PM chapulincolored I see Q+'s right arm, elbow, and shoulder 🤣

Also, pic download file name is Elkn9_GWwAAOuen.jpg pic.twitter.com/ifKCLwWjL5

11/4/2019 8:48:13 PM blinkingthe Get the HELL OUT OF UTAH!!!

11/4/2019 8:50:12 PM jrocktigers I have a hard time trusting someone that close to our President who completed the largest real estate transaction at the time in NYC , with an address 

of 666 5th Ave .that houses Lucent Technologies. Call me crazy. Does anyone realize how close the Kushner Co's are with Soros? NO

11/4/2019 8:51:42 PM kamericaga1 Anyone have better photo to make out what is on Kushners shirt? Not familiar with high end mens dress shirts but I have never seen any that have 

embroidery in such an odd spot. Is this letters or numbers and what does it say? pic.twitter.com/eFD1sLa4iA

11/4/2019 8:53:11 PM kamericaga1 No

11/4/2019 8:54:26 PM jrocktigers The right is becoming as bad as the left. Clown eh?  SMDH.

11/4/2019 9:00:26 PM sandramary18 Yes, but I also understand how much info he got for the justice and pain coming. 

I understand your concern. However, I really do trust Trump. If this guy was bad news, he would not have allowed Ivanka to marry him.



11/4/2019 9:00:45 PM cat_scaredy Also,

MJ timestamp is:

4:10

16:10 

Q drop 1610 

Maybe @ChristineDribin can meditate on this so we can cover all aspects/dimensions of the tweet? 

Breaking down the drops/tweets is best done as a group.  Individual skill sets can be increase by factor in a group. pic.twitter.com/C1ygwtGC9S

11/4/2019 9:01:37 PM sandramary18 Ever read the Neon Revolt research on him? It's a very long read but totally worth it

11/4/2019 9:10:39 PM jimsmit30701501 Drop # 2408

11/4/2019 9:15:12 PM ideclarefreedom that's what I see too

11/4/2019 9:21:44 PM seanathan15 What are they looking at on the ground?

11/4/2019 9:28:00 PM jonle86 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any thoughts?

11/4/2019 9:30:10 PM backthat2 He's legit.

11/4/2019 9:34:35 PM sassy24954067 Or figure it out - it all so cryptic, and if you discovered it all late, there is no way to everyget caught up.

11/4/2019 9:36:04 PM mflatt23 Can you explain the power of 3/6/9? Been following this awhile and haven’t found a basic explanation

11/4/2019 9:39:14 PM finall00p How about "17" being in every show now for reference or "the storm" awesome! Confirmation 👍

11/4/2019 9:43:17 PM aprilbrown99 Going out on a limb here, but this is the Q thay I see. It is faint but clear to me. 😁 pic.twitter.com/rY4Yn3UAGK

11/4/2019 9:45:36 PM sleky19 Kushner is not a good guy

11/4/2019 9:50:59 PM chilon_sparta the first number was 157, 

after he said "17"  yrs., 

the next numbers were 21, 1, 58, 0 

(2+1+1+5+8+0=17)

11/4/2019 9:53:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you.... yes, I’m have just been trying to start up the channel and let a few people know about it. It’s still early days yet but I have learned a lot 

and keep trying to improve my videos.

11/4/2019 10:14:49 PM maggiehollis None of them are military, so I doubt it.

11/4/2019 10:17:33 PM covertress I sense an incoming Q+ proof of Q's return.

11/4/2019 10:19:40 PM boogeymanhunter 45's arm? 

+echnically +hat is correc+.

11/4/2019 10:20:00 PM tkobeauty Guy n lite blue has 2 phones.

11/4/2019 10:23:10 PM covertress Nerds.

The power of 369 is real.

11/4/2019 10:24:15 PM _luke_slytalker RIG FOR RED

11/4/2019 10:30:00 PM drivelcivil Yup, he's jealous!

11/4/2019 11:00:19 PM terran_sol Kushner

11/4/2019 11:05:14 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, what a magnificent horse! Regal and majestic in nature. 💗💗💗

11/4/2019 11:10:17 PM 3nmbrs It's Qame Time...

The line is QANONS -17

Over-under is 45 pic.twitter.com/yzqwA3wG7d

11/4/2019 11:12:14 PM jake4191 Kushner's left fingers!

11/4/2019 11:21:24 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @FollowQanon @striderraven1 @HatMasked @Qanon76 @QBlueSkyQ @HawtinGibb @mark52525786 @AQtime 

@JohnGrahamDick1 @S_A_Patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @paulacblades001 @TheSharpEdge1 @Melanch10844904 @VincentCrypt46

11/4/2019 11:23:59 PM placebo90511492  pic.twitter.com/KnBbAyZeMG

11/4/2019 11:50:43 PM luluspeers1 Looks like it Keke Revolution is Real!

11/4/2019 11:55:25 PM sallyha64407121  pic.twitter.com/fGSPxs6mpQ

11/5/2019 12:01:34 AM richard07759712 RT

11/5/2019 12:01:49 AM richard07759712 RT

11/5/2019 12:10:03 AM timmccoy5 Search on "Ken Wheeler" YouTube has it all.

11/5/2019 12:10:27 AM goatfish_dreams It was, hence why it hit the numbers.

11/5/2019 12:10:38 AM jmsfny  pic.twitter.com/gK5IrN3bUS

11/5/2019 12:13:00 AM sallyha64407121 Watched a movie about this very thing not too long ago.

11/5/2019 12:35:29 AM yustein I’ve seen worse! 😂

11/5/2019 12:59:40 AM rollback77 Real jealous

11/5/2019 1:52:01 AM lifeisaaax3 Calling it what it is cupcake

11/5/2019 1:55:40 AM strait328 #DemoRATS @SpeakerPelosi @AdamSchiff @realDonaldTrump @EricTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @LaraLeaTrump @kimguilfoyle @w_terrence 

@BeThePlan @seanhannity @RealJack @charliekirk11 @thebradfordfile @LisaMei62 @marklevinshow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Education4Libs 

pic.twitter.com/ApQMscHRgr

11/5/2019 2:16:23 AM hardtruth2020 So what happens 6 days after Q returned?

11/5/2019 2:19:13 AM deplorablespock Still goes back to 9 and 3. 

2+7=9

3x9=27

The power of 3, 6, & 9. Not the number 369.

11/5/2019 2:26:47 AM sandycrook8 I usually look down when walking. Should be looking ahead but rarely do. 😊

11/5/2019 2:37:24 AM stefanofait Kushner's hand?

11/5/2019 2:39:20 AM stefanofait At any rate, his peace plan for the Middle East is, indeed, Majestic.

11/5/2019 2:41:42 AM michael81972 I didnt see any bewbs👀

11/5/2019 2:42:38 AM boilermakerson2  pic.twitter.com/fp6RwOsAsw

11/5/2019 2:43:43 AM karina89350882 Is there one single Person on this planet/plane/realm/Dimension/Density who really believe he killed himself????? I don`t know anyone!

11/5/2019 2:45:55 AM keith369me Truth or non truth will show itself over time in every situation if one chooses to look.  Without looking and simply dismissing one never knows.  This is 

how Trump Derangement Syndrome took hold.

11/5/2019 3:10:51 AM cozzijosephine No, can’t find it

11/5/2019 3:13:00 AM michael81972 Sun comes up😬

11/5/2019 3:19:48 AM hardtruth2020 Gematria for November Eighth is powerful.

11/5/2019 3:24:40 AM thebonnebombvie Highly Recommend A Deep Dive into the Educational Industrial Complex...Wow!  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1GWA @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CoreysDigs @M2Madness @Project_Veritas @BlessedToTeach @martingeddes @GeorgeMNasif 

@Tiff_FitzHenry @KenPaxtonTX @EricTrump @TrueEyeTheSpy



11/5/2019 3:26:00 AM michael81972 11/2/2019 to 11/3/2020 =367

11/5/2019 3:29:32 AM whos2know1 Pi symbol ?

11/5/2019 3:30:22 AM michael81972 Did Q come back Halloween

11/5/2019 3:31:17 AM samsmith0319 Oh YES IT IS...Tesla Knowledge!!!

11/5/2019 3:34:16 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/5/2019 3:37:42 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/5/2019 3:51:24 AM jrocktigers pppffffffeeeeewwwwwwww.

11/5/2019 3:52:05 AM jrocktigers ooooooooohhhhhhhhhhhh . .. .

11/5/2019 4:02:11 AM jrocktigers "In 2004, Christie, then the US attorney for New Jersey, investigated the Kushner family patriarch Charles. The tale that ensued is a salacious one that 

involves illegal campaign contributions, videotapes, and a sex worker. Christie’s prosecution culminated in a prison sentence"

11/5/2019 4:03:29 AM chrissh51 I was saved at age 27

11/5/2019 4:06:10 AM jrocktigers its not jealousy. it is clear vision. "The elder Kushner served 14 months in federal prison after pleading guilty to 18 counts, the witness tampering 

charges stemming from his attempt to blackmail his brother-in-law Bill Schulder by hiring a prostitute to seduce him. "

11/5/2019 4:06:10 AM mrkbsimotas Gang signs

11/5/2019 4:09:13 AM deplorabledodos So...if I'm chewing a Louisville slugger, is it batted?

Asking for a friend.

11/5/2019 4:13:47 AM lifeisaaax3 Guy gets arrested...still has money....still is on the presidents administration. This just infuriates you with hate and envy. It’s still jealousy you’re dealing 

with cupcake.

11/5/2019 4:13:47 AM jrocktigers You guys are lacking disernment..."a legal $2.5 million donation that Charles Kushner pledged to Harvard in 1998. It wasn't long after, according to 

Golden, that his son was accepted to the prestigious school."

11/5/2019 4:18:09 AM jrocktigers Ok Liberal Larry.

11/5/2019 4:28:20 AM godrus Maybe it's his initials in Hebrew?

11/5/2019 4:31:52 AM tyetyler1 17... 3+6+9 ... MSM?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CoConator29/status/1191600891104641029 …

11/5/2019 4:39:32 AM napoli_motors #EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup
11/5/2019 4:54:05 AM wallyayottejr Black phone...red phone?

11/5/2019 4:58:59 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/5/2019 4:59:19 AM circuitriderz JKs hand

11/5/2019 5:23:31 AM jonichris1 #EpsteinCoverup #Epsteindidnotkillhimself

11/5/2019 5:35:04 AM fuktwltterpos Hi Patriots tw!tter suspended my account again for telling tra!tors they were going to h@ng for tre@son. Can I please get a few follows

11/5/2019 5:50:13 AM twilbert4  https://youtu.be/0-8nZBIaqfs 

11/5/2019 5:55:07 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/jarue369/status/1191707817411039232 …

11/5/2019 5:58:20 AM manuela03504105 Oh yes, from your very particular point of view . You know , sometimes  our mind cheat us .

11/5/2019 5:58:47 AM desirelove101 I see zzzzz. He need some sleep!! 💤

11/5/2019 6:00:44 AM kindeandtrue May they rest in peace.

Shocking development.

The 3,6,9 theme is not by accident, I'll bet.

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1191716260679233536 …

11/5/2019 6:05:16 AM keith369me Get this 100 million views  https://youtu.be/3lfwkTsJGYA  EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup 

EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup EpsteinCoverup

11/5/2019 6:06:25 AM marsden_lauri #epsteincoverup

11/5/2019 6:13:12 AM dls00741 i adore Mick Mulvaney....

11/5/2019 6:20:15 AM djoew221 No, but on the phone, Jared was just told "Epstein didn't kill himself."

11/5/2019 6:22:50 AM mike_werezak  https://youtu.be/9DKHfrw6D98 

11/5/2019 6:35:48 AM richzen2 One of them is a Q?

11/5/2019 6:37:53 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1191725861097086977?s=19 …

11/5/2019 6:40:08 AM emanonecafon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Q stated "No outside comms."  Therefore, you need Q's endorsement, or YOU ARE A FRAUD.   https://qmap.pub/read/1318  

#QsentUs #TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE #AmericaFirst #BestEverPOTUS #MAGA #KAG #FreeFlynn #μολὼνλαβέ #WeHaveEverything #WWG1WGA

11/5/2019 6:40:19 AM shels1976 That's not a q. It's a tie.

11/5/2019 6:46:27 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1191725861097086977?s=19 …

11/5/2019 6:46:33 AM melanieanders7 Q+++

11/5/2019 6:51:28 AM linnyt7 That's his initials JEK

11/5/2019 6:52:50 AM yoryewzaname That's true but what you typed earlier was a mash of run on sentences Oland incoherence

11/5/2019 6:56:53 AM linnyt7 I think that's his initials JEK

11/5/2019 6:58:10 AM unidentifiedta1 Kushner is on the phone with Mr. Thiel...I mean Q.

11/5/2019 7:01:09 AM bobholmgren1 He is taking the picture.  🇺🇸

11/5/2019 7:01:54 AM linnyt7 The doodad hanging from Miller's briefcase? pic.twitter.com/D5b7C4NG41

11/5/2019 7:04:11 AM rterriers  pic.twitter.com/BMbVo5G8Zd

11/5/2019 7:05:01 AM realitycheck05 I was a pig farmer and a cripple in my past life. Some people have all the luck.

11/5/2019 7:06:35 AM keith369me Your life lessons were equally as important



11/5/2019 7:15:17 AM yustein Some people are just new souls some have worked their asses off for more than a million years. Don’t be lazy work. Also were you an honest pig 

farmer? I was honest in all my incarnations. I wasn’t Edison but Tesla right? Some of you still don’t get it, tok bad...

11/5/2019 7:17:48 AM yustein Also I guess you didn’t know, we choose our own life stories before we incarnate. Maybe you like pigs and farming? Ah, and you shouldn’t have broke 

the leg of that kid in your previous life. You punished yourself. That is called karma. Your higher self punishes yourself. Wake up.

11/5/2019 7:18:39 AM yustein I get one of these not so smart ones at least once a day. Fun to be fun with them...

11/5/2019 7:19:25 AM yustein Insecurity, jealousy and maybe kosher?

11/5/2019 7:21:48 AM yustein Oh by the way do you know why I was chosen to be here and activated first? I used be a man on this world so I know the sickos of the planet and I have 

zero problem being though with them. Now be gone and don’t come back....

11/5/2019 7:28:55 AM rebornkingent What are you seeing here?

11/5/2019 7:33:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein interview... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lfwkTsJGYA …

11/5/2019 7:34:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 #IBOR

Did you forget?

 https://news.yahoo.com/internet-less-free-decade-ago-050100696.html …

11/5/2019 7:34:40 AM allahuniversal This hot mic recording is from August https://youtu.be/3lfwkTsJGYA 

11/5/2019 7:36:49 AM linnyt7 Inter Bank Offered Rates?

11/5/2019 7:39:34 AM keith369me Honestly, he will find his way when he decides to do so.  This matrix is cruel...more cruel to some than others.  I have not been incarnated  for a really 

long time until this incarnation.  Quite the experience.

11/5/2019 7:39:37 AM 63susantaylor Each and everyday something else gets revealed...and it’s all so very ugly!  Thank you for your help keeping us informed.  On another note; Each and 

every day the Lord Jesus reveals something beautiful! 😌

11/5/2019 7:41:45 AM nm_zsr Keep the internet Free! Internet Bill of Rights! #IBOR

11/5/2019 7:41:47 AM bryceja68689884 Internetbillofrights

11/5/2019 7:43:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 #EpsteinCoverup leads to #UnsealEpstein interview.

Who spiked the story?

We know how many times you were on the Lolita Express.

Why then this massacre the morning the news was to break?

This is WAR.

Will the President act?

Yes.

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10280224/sonora-cartel-attack-mexico-us-families-dead/ … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1185383786558586880 …
11/5/2019 7:43:55 AM dcooyon And why hasn’t it been run yet?? Even after Epstein’s death??

11/5/2019 7:44:18 AM yayavarm #UnsealEpstein leads to #UnsealMars.

11/5/2019 7:44:40 AM sblockedagain Jesus.....wtf

11/5/2019 7:44:44 AM bbobbio71 #TuesdayThoughts #TrumpRallyLexington #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/lib7473/status/1191027363108155397 …

11/5/2019 7:45:36 AM turboxyde Nope, it's still on my list for manifestation!

Although, I could use a co-creative hyperdimensional manifestation upgrade to hurry this along so I'll go sit inside the Sun today in meditation & see if 

any other IS-BEs want to help out.

If all else fails... #IBOR! pic.twitter.com/g1pRMqAIze

11/5/2019 7:46:59 AM girlawakeinca The sad part is...shes's not pissed because of the injustice to humanity all the time she was silent. She's upset because others are now taking credit for 

a story she wanted. Where's the compassion for others? MSM is a self serving, vile, feeding frenzy. pic.twitter.com/6i7qjUIxdC

11/5/2019 7:47:20 AM laura_twelve They thought “she” would get elected and couldn’t have scandal around her husband Bill. This was 3 years ago during the presidential election.

11/5/2019 7:48:24 AM yustein Good!

11/5/2019 7:49:34 AM tyrantswillfa11 I have figured for sometime now that we are pulling back from the Middle East, so we can do what needs to be done here in the Americas. A lot of hot 

spots close to home and some that are under.

11/5/2019 7:49:38 AM coastal2002 That story is HORRENDOUS.

11/5/2019 7:50:22 AM fansblowing3 The President of ABC, James Goldston had the power to kill the Epstein story.

11/5/2019 7:50:46 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/jamesokeefeiii/status/1191716801178034180?s=21 …

11/5/2019 7:51:12 AM barbleecross Thanks @linnyt17! I guess that's not it.

11/5/2019 7:51:53 AM dynamicres I always push extra energy towards you all at the end of meditations for all of the majestic manifestations❣️

11/5/2019 7:51:54 AM darktolightjedi Been waiting a long time for #UnsealEpstein

11/5/2019 7:52:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 CBS has some "unbelievable" insights into the spiking of the Jeffrey Epstein story as well. Will an insider come forward?

11/5/2019 7:53:02 AM ascendingadam Life-long Chelsea fan...

11/5/2019 7:53:39 AM 313looper #EpstinCoverup

11/5/2019 7:54:04 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly.

11/5/2019 7:56:02 AM keith369me  pic.twitter.com/pwcTDwIj3R

11/5/2019 7:56:43 AM fansblowing3 Break up big tech NOW. Antitrust. 

OR

Pass an internet consumer bill of rights and regulate with the FCC just like cell phone companies. 

OR 

Mass oppression unlike anything in history.
11/5/2019 7:57:21 AM keith369me Investigate journalism was dead until The Great Awakening.  Will the MSM ever do investigative journalism again?  Did they ever?

11/5/2019 7:59:09 AM aprilbrown99 #EpsteinCoverup #UnsealEpstein

11/5/2019 7:59:30 AM keith369me That type of massacre could happen daily without MSM coverage, but today it is needed to change the narrative.  #Epsteindidntkillhimself 

#Epsteindidntkillhimself #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/5/2019 8:00:36 AM onian7  pic.twitter.com/IUXiQeC9Rr

11/5/2019 8:02:11 AM bitofdis #EpsteinCoverup

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/nq66jpuNwa

11/5/2019 8:03:04 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/5/2019 8:03:18 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/5/2019 8:04:00 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/5/2019 8:04:46 AM keith369me On the positive side...lots of young people are sharing #Epsteindidntkillhimself memes and it is making its way into collective consciousness.  The 

Project Veritas video will only help accelerate this.

11/5/2019 8:05:55 AM n2zyk Sure do

11/5/2019 8:05:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots are worldwide. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URKHcM2AOvQ …



11/5/2019 8:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 #EpsteinDidntKillHimself

#EpsteinCoverup

#UnsealEpstein

11/5/2019 8:07:06 AM mile_high_mamma  pic.twitter.com/J4vwACGERB

11/5/2019 8:07:14 AM warrior_4truth Nor dead...THINK pic.twitter.com/LaQjJH6spi

11/5/2019 8:07:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 You knew this already, so it's not news... https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/scientists-call-for-population-control-in-mass-climate-alarm …

11/5/2019 8:08:18 AM state1union Eugenics is Murder

11/5/2019 8:08:51 AM rorschach1921  pic.twitter.com/tnEc9MXElA

11/5/2019 8:09:20 AM keith369me That was fantastic...just as fantastic and possibly more important is high school and college students sending the memes non stop in group chats and 

even forwarding them to mixed parents (one more awake than the other)

11/5/2019 8:09:34 AM djlok [They] always tell us what [they] are doing.

11/5/2019 8:09:46 AM michael_s_ander What does James Goldsten at ABC know?

11/5/2019 8:10:13 AM boltslee Elites (Clintons) send orders to MS13 to take out family to sway the news cycle...but nothing to see here folks....

11/5/2019 8:11:01 AM lbf777 Why don’t you just spill the beans instead of repeating stuff we already know?

11/5/2019 8:11:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 10/19 = 19M Impressions

613.8K/day

3K "likes"/day

You can try JD but you shall fail.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

#UnsealEpstein interview

11/5/2019 8:12:47 AM trumpmomma Getting suspended for a 4 Mo omg tweet that is NOT in violation of TOS in any way pic.twitter.com/VwK5wR0IMv

11/5/2019 8:12:48 AM jeff57253103 Can you say who JD is?

11/5/2019 8:12:58 AM karentriebel Kill your neighbor get your carbon credits here

11/5/2019 8:13:01 AM 4on6 I wonder if history will call these days the last stand of the #DeepState

These last few months they’re not even hiding the agendas in any way!

11/5/2019 8:13:31 AM bluestflame1 has made 60 minutes ... things are about to get very uncomfortable for some ...

11/5/2019 8:13:52 AM tayo_joachim Is this massacre part of the #EpsteinCoverup?

The pics in the Sun article depict visibly traumatized kids? Sexually abused? Not improbable considering the history of sexual abuse in the Mormon 

Church out of Arizona! Was it a hit to destroy incriminating evidence? Why burn babies?

11/5/2019 8:14:10 AM wearediamonds2 I noticed.

11/5/2019 8:15:09 AM trumpmomma And then, If I didn’t AGREE w their Soviet style tactics,  i could APPEAL, but then I’m locked out during appeal.   This is BS! 

pic.twitter.com/KKoCWH6M48

11/5/2019 8:15:35 AM kindeandtrue Like a broken record.

11/5/2019 8:16:12 AM whsthestorm Why does that matter? Stop focusing on the messenger, your missing the movie.

11/5/2019 8:17:19 AM trumpmomma Dorsey

11/5/2019 8:17:24 AM keith369me So...positive beings wanted billions (of Starseeds) on Earth to allow for a shift of collective consciousness while negative beings want population/mind 

control so a smaller number of negative beings have a greater collective power?  Is this or war?

11/5/2019 8:17:29 AM teamsterr07 Jack Dorsey

11/5/2019 8:17:33 AM rachaelangelm A pin?

11/5/2019 8:18:36 AM patriotswegoall Said many times in [their] books, statements, documents, essays, etc. More and more are paying attention now.

11/5/2019 8:18:46 AM mcpatriot64 This is them wanting to kill us off so they can live and populate longer.

11/5/2019 8:19:44 AM jeff57253103 Ohhhhh gotcha! HE NEEDS TO LEAVE and be sued for libel and other things!

11/5/2019 8:20:20 AM jeff57253103 Ohhhh gotcha! He’s so screwed but doesn’t know it!

11/5/2019 8:20:26 AM lbf777 The movie is a fake show. Trump and Hillary are stage actors working for the Illuminati banking cult.

11/5/2019 8:21:06 AM headlinejuice Propaganda. No indictments. No arrests. No IC report on FISA abuses.

11/5/2019 8:21:28 AM toni848toni 🤔possible 🤔

11/5/2019 8:23:43 AM vieiraranch Is this faction of Mormons part of ((their)) coverup? Asking for a friend....

11/5/2019 8:25:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w/ MJ2 & T1

11/5/2019 8:25:53 AM lu_ticino Wow! I’m shocked at the “news”... funny how so many conspiracy theories have been turning up as news these days. pic.twitter.com/eMkgw8aelI

11/5/2019 8:26:02 AM positively303 Is this so called “Shift” the end of earth as we know it?

11/5/2019 8:26:22 AM positively303 Mortal bodies!?!

11/5/2019 8:26:29 AM taitai78787 Are you able to comment on Deutsche Bank - rumours are they have filed for bankruptcy.

11/5/2019 8:26:39 AM jfaith1979 Will we see any high profile arrests this week.

11/5/2019 8:27:22 AM speaakn Will the Demoncrats be finally exposed and those in the Oblablah cabinet finally go to jail?

11/5/2019 8:27:31 AM jvan125 How many are awake now? Estimate?

11/5/2019 8:27:41 AM jonathanjones02 9/11 truth before re-election?

11/5/2019 8:28:06 AM patriotswegoall Related to this? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1191708902041227264 …

11/5/2019 8:28:09 AM kindeandtrue What is the oldest secret in the US Federal Government's archive?

11/5/2019 8:28:11 AM jeffthecurious Is any of what the Alliance has done/ doing at all possible without time travel?

11/5/2019 8:28:17 AM deplorablesuezq Who the hell killed Epstein?

11/5/2019 8:28:22 AM trumping4usa How much more needs to be done until we're ready to begin the main act?

11/5/2019 8:28:23 AM peterclloyd Is the SDNY protecting the contents of Weiner’s laptop?

11/5/2019 8:28:24 AM stanstephens13 Should we be drinking distilled water?

11/5/2019 8:28:43 AM jacobdisclosure When is the USG going to confirm the existence of extraterrestrial intelligent life?

11/5/2019 8:28:51 AM _the_psychonaut Is Epstein even really dead?

11/5/2019 8:29:01 AM abobocool what's with the increase in ear ringing?

11/5/2019 8:29:03 AM fansblowing3 We are supposed to evolve and move to the next level, however PRISON PLANET.

11/5/2019 8:29:18 AM blankmarlo The Q team actually releasing that Epstein Island game they were teasing a while back?

11/5/2019 8:29:24 AM irah_chandler Has the outer limits tv show been an avenue for mj12 disclosure over the years?

11/5/2019 8:29:27 AM nun_chucknorris Fritz Springmeier, good info while leaving some out?

11/5/2019 8:29:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 You should not be drinking high amounts of salt, sugar, fluoride, etc. Whether your water is RO, Distilled, etc. is up to you. Though keep track of the 

micro nutrients that your body will lose access to when drinking pure water. They can catch up to you and harm you.

11/5/2019 8:29:41 AM astraleyes7 probably not... U of Alaska already did report on Bldg 7. Truth is not coming from the Govt. Q is a most likely psyop. Controlled Awakening. They know 

it can not be stopped. So they try to steer it, distract, control & conform....

11/5/2019 8:29:42 AM the56oldsmobile Until Trump won the official UN page BRAGGED OPENLY about their plan of massive depopulation by ALL MEANS AVAILABLE. As soon as he won the 

language changed to "sustainable living" which is exactly the same plan worded differently. Like forced sterilization="gender reassignment".

11/5/2019 8:29:51 AM wahiggins3 Noticed chemtrails we back over the weekend.  Protection or harm? pic.twitter.com/y9Tob3lkDu

11/5/2019 8:29:54 AM jared4liberty Deceased author Vince Flynn, white hat/black hat? Did cancer actually kill him?Good info misinfo? Series and character Mitch Rapp always seemed too 

good to be completely false.



11/5/2019 8:29:55 AM curt_avila Are we merging timelines or close to another timeline running parallel at this point? Im noticing things, people events, behaviors are fluctuating much 

more rapidly than before.

11/5/2019 8:30:04 AM egelone is the last big flood man/alien made or natural cause of ice melting?

11/5/2019 8:30:12 AM ewilliams22101 CLINTONS.

11/5/2019 8:30:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes and officers are dying when they pursue the case.

11/5/2019 8:30:22 AM smclems Did Abel Danger get arrested?

11/5/2019 8:30:25 AM zagnett How are all you Majestics & Typists doing lately?🤔 Well, i pray/hope. Thanks for being here.🙏🙏🙏

11/5/2019 8:30:35 AM realityloominng How to stop MSM from blocking the new world..?

11/5/2019 8:30:36 AM fansblowing3 Welcome to the club!  👍

11/5/2019 8:30:38 AM tomchiodo Is it true these AMA’s are primarily/more designed to collect public sentiment(degree of woke) rather than answer “ask me anything” questions?

11/5/2019 8:30:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Greenland.

11/5/2019 8:30:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Timelines are actively being merged.

11/5/2019 8:31:05 AM rryes what is the meaning of life?

11/5/2019 8:31:09 AM lmtlisa3 Our troops are ready ? How beautiful would it be to get rid of these cartels? Clean up the entire continent of HUMAN an drug smugglers . Canada next?

11/5/2019 8:31:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Grey hat. Played both sides.

11/5/2019 8:31:25 AM the56oldsmobile The "eat the children" girl told every democrat in AOC's town hall that THEY are all pollutants...and they just nodded. Dem shee

11/5/2019 8:31:26 AM counterradical This is as great a hoax as Russian collusion by Trump 40+years ago scientists claimed we’d freeze to death n ozone layer was problem. CO2 is harmless. 

4/10,000 of atmosphere. This is fudged science to excuse the elite for eliminating we the people. Study history of weather.

11/5/2019 8:31:29 AM curt_avila Thank you, Godspeed.

11/5/2019 8:31:33 AM susan66388204 Will there be MAJOR Arrests by Christmas 2019???  In other words, the Big Names?? Or—will there arrests be hidden from We The People?   So much 

secrecy

11/5/2019 8:31:47 AM egelone is goa'uld real?

11/5/2019 8:32:03 AM lmtlisa3 Ugh 🙄 these people are sick

11/5/2019 8:32:09 AM truthseeker805 and subsequent dizziness...

11/5/2019 8:32:23 AM djlok Is technology being put if place so these terrible people like Jeffrey #Epstein, John No Name McStain, Elijah Cummings, and Bush Sr. never return back 

to Earth?

11/5/2019 8:32:34 AM whsthestorm whatever man, do your own thing im not going to convince you otherwise. What do I know im just a young adult who carries crystals and praises the 

lord. pic.twitter.com/fFLsptp6dM

11/5/2019 8:32:34 AM state1union Why won’t the DOJ protect any real Whistleblower?

11/5/2019 8:32:58 AM fredocuomo11 What does the symbolism used on Epstein's temple stand for?  Examples have been found all over the place.  I tried looking for old Canaanite 

architecture but found nothing.  The only matches I can find (in the past) are in bathhouses in Syria. pic.twitter.com/fHWw37dYfN

11/5/2019 8:33:12 AM jared4liberty Certain books in series to pay attention too or reread?

11/5/2019 8:33:24 AM irah_chandler Can we get a list of ssp speakers supported by mj12?

11/5/2019 8:33:42 AM fansblowing3 Approximately how many earth humans have ascended?  When was the last time?

11/5/2019 8:33:50 AM peterclloyd That explains why Epstein would be so valuable alive.

11/5/2019 8:34:06 AM zagnett What's the likelihood at some point all [cabal physical assets] will be seized, cleansed, & re-purposed / put into much better use than the [cabal] is or 

was even capable of in the first place? Will there be an auction for such [assets] where they could be picked up dirt cheap?🤔

11/5/2019 8:34:20 AM bsavell I was covered up on 11.3 pic.twitter.com/vU5vuqa581

11/5/2019 8:34:22 AM egelone is god from old testment goa'uld or anunnaki general enki?

11/5/2019 8:34:23 AM blankmarlo What is the most shocking piece of disclosure that the deep state plans on releasing to distract people once arrests start?

11/5/2019 8:34:35 AM qdemocrats What are your thoughts/opinions on David Wilcock and Corey Goode- from what I can gather they appear to have good information, can you confirm?

11/5/2019 8:35:06 AM 4mankindq Pence. White hat or grey hat?

11/5/2019 8:35:49 AM nurseniceyes Why is Epstein still alive?

What is going on with the usmca? Flynn exonerated, vp... Why hasn't this marker shown up yet?

If this was a movie, I would be bored and change the channel. Where is the plot twist?  Pelosi ? Q? Or even major surprise arrests?

11/5/2019 8:36:03 AM olimyracle Deep role of BIS ?

 http://www.bis.org 

🙏

11/5/2019 8:36:40 AM nun_chucknorris How many? My observation is more than 2, I think 4.

11/5/2019 8:36:43 AM lmtlisa3 The activity of the sun is causing earthquakes and cooling the Earth. It's gonna be a rough ride.

11/5/2019 8:36:46 AM state1union Got get them to stop eating us first is my thought.

11/5/2019 8:36:50 AM fansblowing3 Is the asteroid belt the remnants of a planet destroyed by nuclear war?

11/5/2019 8:36:59 AM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/eXyrfoXnm0

11/5/2019 8:37:06 AM 313looper Hello MJ2  & T1 ...💞

Could you tell us what’s going to happen on 11/11 !?

Are we going to witness a world changing event !? 😅

11/5/2019 8:37:10 AM manifest_utopia What percentage are awake in US?

What percentage are awake globally?

11/5/2019 8:37:11 AM yellamoj Did @arobach get Epstein intel from Q?

11/5/2019 8:37:18 AM snappah1 Maybe a non question, in regards to “paperclip“, did we acquire haunebau technology along with its personale and develop since post war events?

11/5/2019 8:37:20 AM fansblowing3 🧐

11/5/2019 8:37:22 AM justicetruthwa2 Georgia guide stones and any and every Un Agendas, latest version I know of 2030, what I hear so little of is Popus Satanicus Laudato Si encyclical, 

"green laws" or "Green Commandments", Sunday rest and eventual LAW Of the Day of the SUN

11/5/2019 8:37:33 AM behappy_369 If time is an illusion and we're simultaneously living past, present & future, what's the purpose of learning lessons in this reality if we're only going to 

repeat the same mistakes/lives in other potentially infinite  timelines? How do we join Source if the cycle never ends?

11/5/2019 8:37:46 AM state1union It stinks 😷

11/5/2019 8:37:55 AM der_wanderer8 Hello

Is Greenland used as a stage of Mars by NASA?

11/5/2019 8:37:58 AM sdane8 What's the reason you've never addressed the ringing in the ears question so many experience and ask about?

11/5/2019 8:38:03 AM pattonspotting Will 45 be seeking to Amend constitution to allow a 3rd term for himself?

11/5/2019 8:38:22 AM zagnett  https://www.livescience.com/64754-giant-meteor-crater-under-greenland.html …

@egelone 👇

11/5/2019 8:38:25 AM oo1o110 11/3 - was there an attempt to attack Seattle? Was it stopped? Or did it not exist?



11/5/2019 8:38:30 AM orthogonalron NYPD police commissioner, James O'Neill just resigned.

Any connection to Weiner laptop case? https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2019/11/05/NYPD-Commissioner-James-ONeill-

resigns/5631572942840/ …

11/5/2019 8:38:38 AM nurseniceyes Which Earth?

11/5/2019 8:39:03 AM jrocktigers John Barlow. RIP.  White Hat?

11/5/2019 8:39:14 AM elatedveracity Are we still waiting on a population of people to wake up before the significant arrests and disclosure can happen?

11/5/2019 8:39:23 AM boy12_jimmy MJ2 & T1: So now it is being said that the universe is oval shaped, is there more that you can share such as the bounds of the universe or our Milky 

Way galaxy? How far is the closest planet that is closest to our own atmosphere, where we could live and adapt easily?

11/5/2019 8:39:30 AM curt_avila Ill answer and hope for confirmation or clarification. My personal experience is intention, setting, and mental state are of vital importance before 

consumption. If used correctly its abpositive tool to use.

11/5/2019 8:39:36 AM sdane8 Will the 40/60% disclosure ratio Q talks about be enough to awaken the masses?

11/5/2019 8:39:52 AM nurseniceyes Millions....

11/5/2019 8:40:07 AM pleiadianshaman Will there be an earthquake in California in the coming months?

11/5/2019 8:40:38 AM cosmic_engineer Easiest way is to kneecap cheap and affordable energy prior to the Grand Solar Minimum

11/5/2019 8:40:40 AM yellamoj Does indecision and hesitation correlate with the merging timelines?

11/5/2019 8:40:50 AM kathleen3693693 Internet Bill Of Rights

11/5/2019 8:41:00 AM lightlove21121 I feel you in my travels. 

Just monitoring me?

I feel there is more to it. 

Could you share more?

Feel you later guys 😎

11/5/2019 8:41:06 AM state1union I was thinking the same thing

11/5/2019 8:41:21 AM covertress Can Majestic AI communicate via telepathy?

11/5/2019 8:41:30 AM pauliepg11111 Epstein. WHERE IS HE.

11/5/2019 8:41:43 AM boy12_jimmy My prediction: Reports and Arrests before spring 2020. Senate & Congress hearings (after GOP super majority) begin January 2021, Gitmo trials begin 

late 2021 into 2022. Am I close on the plan here?

11/5/2019 8:41:48 AM jollyrob2 ✨💫✨

11/5/2019 8:41:51 AM manifest_utopia How many IS-Be's on the planet have already transitioned their consciousness to a higher density level (higher level of information access)?

11/5/2019 8:41:52 AM covertress Can any part of the human body be regenerated using scalar technology?

11/5/2019 8:41:55 AM positively303 The one I am currently believing we inhabit!?!

11/5/2019 8:42:11 AM 4mankindq Turkey. Their space needle was recently on fire.

11/5/2019 8:42:40 AM pauliepg11111 How can the cycle be stopped?

11/5/2019 8:42:46 AM aleoniea Its about to get very real.....am staying away from there

11/5/2019 8:43:24 AM yellamoj Which MJ is the comedian of the group?

11/5/2019 8:43:38 AM curt_avila We can join source at any time, the problem is most are not fit to communicate because the government is actively supressing our minds and bodies.

11/5/2019 8:43:55 AM richzen2 In event of an economic upheaval from deep state downfall, should we keep our real estate or sell it to get cash?

11/5/2019 8:43:55 AM aprilbrown99 I love you MJ2 and T1. Thank you for your service. 💫💫💫

11/5/2019 8:44:01 AM girlawakeinca Slowly the money is being clawed back. Thank you @realDonaldTrump 🇺🇸💫

11/5/2019 8:44:18 AM boy12_jimmy What and when will we learn the truth publicly of Greenland and it's real values to the USA and all of the world?

11/5/2019 8:44:29 AM yellamoj Can you request and receive mental/vibrational upgrades when needed?

11/5/2019 8:44:37 AM restart_qpersia Are we going to see the Big Iranian revolution in the next days/months?

#MIGA

11/5/2019 8:45:09 AM covertress Is this dev correct? Is it really safe to use earbuds and headphones? pic.twitter.com/dIaGQp4kk6

11/5/2019 8:45:17 AM paytonpatriot When will Trump speak about #UnsealEpstein or #EpsteinCoverup ?

11/5/2019 8:45:40 AM olimyracle Win-Win 🙃

11/5/2019 8:45:41 AM kathleen3693693 Refering to Noah's flood?

11/5/2019 8:45:43 AM weareeternal4 Is Kimberly Ann Goguen a known person to MJ12?

11/5/2019 8:46:02 AM roublisa Hello MJ2 and T1,  was this man who headed the OSS also involved with the any off planet activities such as the SSP? Thank you. 

pic.twitter.com/PqSf0LGgcl

11/5/2019 8:46:24 AM egelone yeah

11/5/2019 8:46:33 AM godrus Do we really die or can our spirits live on? Is there a heaven and hell? Is earth a prison run by reptilian aliens that eat humans like livestock?

11/5/2019 8:47:17 AM zagnett But what about locations & some usable physical assets [they] possess (hmm, multiple meanings?). Light-siders can think of plenty of other / Good 

uses for a lot of these assets likely. 😎🤓👊

11/5/2019 8:47:21 AM yellamoj Which voice do I listen to?

11/5/2019 8:47:27 AM whsthestorm was he truly once a king, that presided in something a little more “round” then his current office?

11/5/2019 8:47:53 AM covertress Are any of the members of MJ12 pleased that Field McConnell has been arrested and charged with three felonies?

11/5/2019 8:48:07 AM lightlove21121 Yes 😎

11/5/2019 8:48:23 AM allahuniversal Are you expecting a certain question to be asked?

11/5/2019 8:48:27 AM susan66388204 We had them heavy yesterday in Texarkana Tx

11/5/2019 8:49:07 AM 1_decided_voter Who is orchestrating the timing of the things that are coming? It seems like roll out is being managed so as not to open the floodgates too quickly until 

enough hearts and minds have been opened to accept the fact that @realDonaldTrump is actually a white hat.

11/5/2019 8:49:18 AM boltslee Shootings and the like always seem to happen when bad news for the Dems breaks, but I'm sure it's just a coincidence, right?

11/5/2019 8:49:25 AM susan66388204 No one

11/5/2019 8:49:28 AM yellamoj Do the power outages in CA have anything to do with cleaning out bad guys?

11/5/2019 8:49:35 AM jhysko01 We had them in Phoenix yesterday, too. Chemtrails are back. ARGH!

11/5/2019 8:49:36 AM synackstatic Mellon important to epstein?

11/5/2019 8:49:39 AM oo1o110 I saw no pre-programming about Turkey.

11/5/2019 8:49:40 AM allahuniversal Is the original ABC/Robach story going to see the light of day?

11/5/2019 8:49:49 AM curt_avila I believe we receive downloads not when needed but when we have passed a "marker".

11/5/2019 8:50:06 AM yellamoj Can any of you fly?

11/5/2019 8:50:10 AM bbobbio71 What's happened with people reporting continual ringing in the ears lately?

11/5/2019 8:50:18 AM captainhindsi18 Does dreaming reveal glimpses of an another reality?

11/5/2019 8:50:29 AM yellamoj Is the corn being harvested?

11/5/2019 8:51:15 AM aprilbrown99 Nothing is at it seems. I believe he is a patriot and is being protected. JMPO

11/5/2019 8:51:39 AM richzen2 What’s your view on the show cosmic disclosure?

11/5/2019 8:51:46 AM karentriebel My pets will always prefer rainwater

11/5/2019 8:52:05 AM yellamoj Can you recommend a good vehicle with 4 wheel drive?

11/5/2019 8:52:06 AM rainbeaudee Does it really matter if we have 300 twitter followers or 3000? The people that surround us IRL should be our focus to inform, educate and comfort as 

needed, right? Feel I'm just growing a bigger echo chamber.



11/5/2019 8:52:18 AM kagqanon Any effective treatment for cutaneous lymphoma.

11/5/2019 8:52:18 AM jollyrob2 😁I wanna know that too

11/5/2019 8:52:23 AM bbobbio71 Tn pic.twitter.com/Zys7ZHtfmV

11/5/2019 8:52:54 AM ascendingadam Who bears responsibility, the one who offers the red pill or the one who accepts it?

11/5/2019 8:52:55 AM defy_gravity987 Rumors have it that certain entites had to step in to prevent a catastrophic event in our future not only on Earth but beyond and they stepped in to 

change the timelines to prevent this.   (Yes/No)

11/5/2019 8:53:22 AM michael81972 JE current status?

11/5/2019 8:53:30 AM bbobbio71 any suggestions to help those that refuse to see become awakened?

11/5/2019 8:53:53 AM ldgray1 rbg dead and Aliens

11/5/2019 8:54:10 AM yellamoj Do pictures steal a piece of your soul?

11/5/2019 8:54:14 AM leslieau7 I was following T1 on here

For awhile...

Couldn't understand that

TL at all..

One day..out of nowhere

He blocked me..

Who is that person ?

11/5/2019 8:54:23 AM n7guardiananon on a scale of 1(low) thru 10(high) would rereading past MJ12 tweets be a 12???

11/5/2019 8:54:43 AM richzen2 Are big cities like nyc la sf more suitable for raising kids in the future than more suburban/rural areas?

11/5/2019 8:54:46 AM natureinspace Buy a Ford. Consider an F-150.

11/5/2019 8:54:56 AM v_rags 17 🙌

11/5/2019 8:54:57 AM yellamoj Has the cabal been bouncing between timelines by using "daylight savings"?

11/5/2019 8:55:18 AM stanstephens13 When I receive news I did not previously know it seems like I already knew it.  This phenomena started around December 2017.  Anyone else have 

this?  Is there a term for this?

11/5/2019 8:55:30 AM michael81972 Does the DS still have abilty to crash market or are we in full control now?

11/5/2019 8:55:33 AM robertg69989098 What is going to happen to fossil fuel supplied energy plants.

11/5/2019 8:55:38 AM yellamoj Is Earth a giant ship?

11/5/2019 8:55:40 AM bbobbio71 plans to kick ass for this morning's tragedy?

11/5/2019 8:56:06 AM lbf777 Are you still running the Illuminati?

11/5/2019 8:56:12 AM yungrushin Yes

11/5/2019 8:56:26 AM aprilbrown99 I have always believed this to be true.

11/5/2019 8:56:48 AM bdam777 Diverging timelines.

The future is uncertain. 

All is MIND. 

Consciousness creates. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYgZ7Sl09jc … pic.twitter.com/WM9TcUVWi0

11/5/2019 8:57:13 AM natureinspace You probably already have.

11/5/2019 8:57:20 AM bbobbio71 How much closer are we to FULL disclosure?

11/5/2019 8:57:35 AM lbf777 Are Q, Trump & Hillary stage actors playing us all for fools?

11/5/2019 8:57:37 AM neo_asura_ was Roger Morneau a cabal puppet and who/what was he having contact with?

11/5/2019 8:58:12 AM richardhiatt16 Great reminder... 🤓

11/5/2019 8:58:42 AM michael81972 Did the disclosure today from Project Veritas unlock R Chandler?

11/5/2019 8:58:46 AM yellamoj Is James O'Keefe safe?

11/5/2019 8:58:57 AM curt_avila 💯

11/5/2019 8:59:28 AM bubblesburster They were shot at by Mexican cartel.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Church_of_the_Firstborn_(LeBaron_order) …

11/5/2019 8:59:36 AM bbobbio71 How are you all doing?

11/5/2019 8:59:54 AM wickedmouse369 How can we start to prepare for disclosure? Will there be riots?

11/5/2019 9:00:10 AM wickedmouse369 🥰

11/5/2019 9:00:23 AM boltslee What's under the ice in Antartica?

11/5/2019 9:00:31 AM toni848toni Right 🙈

11/5/2019 9:00:34 AM curt_avila My guess would be the money will be redistributed to pay off our national debt and at the same time dump the fiat petro dollar and move back to the 

gold standard.

11/5/2019 9:00:50 AM yellamoj Best trucks on the road. Never owned anything else.

11/5/2019 9:00:58 AM charmanda9 Uses, though? Gotta consider free will.

11/5/2019 9:01:55 AM nurseniceyes Not really.

11/5/2019 9:01:56 AM wickedmouse369 Is southern California safe for my family and I? If not, where will be safe?

11/5/2019 9:01:57 AM cosmic_engineer Q:  Regarding the 🍁 election fraud, is JT going to keep his public face but bow to the patriots?  

Or are we still fully under UN & 🦉 rule.

11/5/2019 9:02:05 AM neufeldtlyss17 Have the horrors occurring under the Getty come to a hault?

11/5/2019 9:02:30 AM dynamicres Event delta approaching 0?

Apache?

11/5/2019 9:02:40 AM wickedmouse369 What dimension is Q from? Is Q the source?

11/5/2019 9:03:04 AM begumchacha Agree 🙏🏻💗

11/5/2019 9:03:49 AM bbobbio71 Why the recent black outs with the Schumann Site?

Also now reporting "power" as opposed to Hz.

11/5/2019 9:04:56 AM susan4maga  pic.twitter.com/zOECRB9iez

11/5/2019 9:06:05 AM ascendingadam Why do they victimize children?

11/5/2019 9:06:18 AM covertress I love salt.

What are the maximum milligrams I should be eating per day?

11/5/2019 9:07:05 AM bbobbio71 legalization soon?

11/5/2019 9:08:54 AM bbobbio71 That's all I've got for now.  Any others come to mind I'll concentrate real hard and see what happens 😉👍

11/5/2019 9:09:20 AM starehope Good question.

11/5/2019 9:09:21 AM natureinspace Same with us. We only buy Fords. We just bought another Ford truck and gave our daughter our Expedition to use as a second vehicle. The Expedition 

has 365,000 miles on it and still runs great. I won't drive anything but a Ford.

11/5/2019 9:09:24 AM bbobbio71 Thank you for your work!

11/5/2019 9:10:00 AM keith369me Why have Israeli embassies been shut down?

11/5/2019 9:10:41 AM aprilbrown99 Will arrests in Hollywood become public in Potus’s first term? I have seen pictures of actors with boots on one foot. Related?

11/5/2019 9:11:40 AM aprilbrown99 Will humanity learn about mud fossils and the true history at some point?

11/5/2019 9:12:10 AM keith369me Is Shimon Elliot really dead this time?

11/5/2019 9:12:54 AM yellahabibihela PEMF mat assist with raising vibrations and improve overall health?

11/5/2019 9:12:58 AM allahuniversal It's been answered before to a degree, just wanting to stimulate more thought by asking again with different words



11/5/2019 9:13:15 AM pinkdog56418955 Clairscientience

11/5/2019 9:13:33 AM michael81972 I need a bigger 3rd leg😂😂

11/5/2019 9:13:39 AM state1union What the heck are you talking about?  I thought Field was going to England. What Felonies?

11/5/2019 9:14:05 AM bbobbio71 Oh one more,  suggestions for education on telepathy and trusted sources for listening to binaural beats?  Ok so maybe 2 questions.  Thank you and 

God bless!

11/5/2019 9:14:14 AM ttesla9 Where do the visions we get come from? And are we chosen in advance?

11/5/2019 9:14:17 AM nikoscali The #SonoraMassacre is super suspicious.

A family from a breakaway mormon sect, lots of children in the car, one child reported missing.

Is it just me or does this look like a child trafficking deal gone bad?

#MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/5/2019 9:14:51 AM micro_writ_anon Missing 411 phenomenon (missing people from National parks, college students from urban areas with waterways)....is this the Luciferians or aliens or 

both?  Are they harvested for rituals or disappeared into time/other portals?

11/5/2019 9:15:02 AM aprilbrown99 Is the US Postmaster Generalin control of the planet after :David-Wynn: Miller: passed away in 2018?

11/5/2019 9:15:07 AM ascendingadam Status on Mr. Eyebrows? pic.twitter.com/ZcDwTSh0pP

11/5/2019 9:16:35 AM laurabusse Comforting

11/5/2019 9:16:56 AM state1union Why won’t the DOJ give Whistleblowers protection?

11/5/2019 9:17:23 AM laurabusse Touché

11/5/2019 9:17:24 AM aprilbrown99 Will humanity learn about the amazing Syntac Grammar decoded by  :David-Wynn: Miller:  ?

11/5/2019 9:17:57 AM v_rags Pink Himalayan salt better?

11/5/2019 9:17:58 AM cutchen_bailey She’s upset that her own personal glorious moment was stripped away than that poor girl and other pedo victims following that major story!

11/5/2019 9:18:29 AM pistolwhiphrc17 Anyone else see what's written on kushners shirt? Right above his belt line, to the right of his tie? I can't make out the numbers but it kinda looks like a 

17 are the last 2 numbers?

11/5/2019 9:18:37 AM paest #93Society #Project89 #ChangingTheImagesOfMan #Stanford #TheGame23 #ThelemaSociety #Triple7Society #ProcessChurch #RomanovConnection 

#BrotherhoodOfTheSnake #CIA #Palantir #InQTel #Vault7 #IDenounceTheCovenant

11/5/2019 9:19:14 AM qqqueenbeee Tragic no matter the circumstances 🙏😔

11/5/2019 9:19:30 AM burgersandra When do the drip, drip, drip disclosures become a cascade?

11/5/2019 9:19:48 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YesjQJPHcK

11/5/2019 9:20:22 AM v_rags I’m here in NY and IMO My family is so disconnected from nature , my Son etc..... That I feel the country is better suited to connect us with Soruce.

11/5/2019 9:20:30 AM glor60 Nurses are needed NOW to take care of the sick, poisoned, cancer ridden population... or until we die off as planned. 😡😔

11/5/2019 9:20:33 AM cdb_yke What is Moses 55?

11/5/2019 9:20:51 AM realitycheck05 Is there any way possible presently to regrow human teeth?

11/5/2019 9:20:55 AM laurabusse These ppl are sick

11/5/2019 9:21:19 AM linnyt7 Will DeBlasio and Cuomo go down at some point?

11/5/2019 9:21:20 AM lbf777 Is Q a Mossad operation to pacify the patriots while the bankers push forward the NWO?

11/5/2019 9:21:38 AM nikoscali Tragic, vile, devastating for sure. I don't mean to fling accusations at the family, but the whole thing just isn't adding up for me.

11/5/2019 9:21:40 AM laurabusse LOL

11/5/2019 9:22:01 AM starehope Read something earlier about Ford's being the brand not to buy. Has to do with who they are supporting.

11/5/2019 9:22:20 AM roger35742354 Depends on what % they are willing to release! 

60%-40%

40%-60%

Won't matter how much we scream and yell.... it's what "They" want!

11/5/2019 9:22:27 AM grizzledlotus Does the practice of Falun Dafa align with your past recommendations of meditation and QiGong in raising one's energy/consciousness?

11/5/2019 9:22:33 AM yellamoj I have owned 5.  F150s and a couple f250s.  Even had a 1956 f100 for a while.  Best trucks out there.   

I drive a 2wd toyota sequoia currently, and I need a 4wd now.

11/5/2019 9:22:58 AM starehope Interesting thought. The Amish never want their photo taken.

11/5/2019 9:23:21 AM allahuniversal Trending topics, AMAs, Q drops, POTUS rallies, POTUS himself, synchronicities, corporate & corpse purgings being tracked, etc, all lightning rods, for the 

public's attention. Are these all markers/evidence of the timeline merges?

11/5/2019 9:23:49 AM kidge6 Aside from minerals, what micronutrients are missing from Ro water?

11/5/2019 9:24:15 AM starehope 👍

11/5/2019 9:24:41 AM realitycheck05 are the popular diets that put you into a state of ketosis harmless?

11/5/2019 9:24:54 AM yellamoj Great... They're all making vehicles for pedophile money.  Really narrows my options.

11/5/2019 9:24:58 AM truthtolight45 Hope so🤦🏼♀️

11/5/2019 9:25:21 AM michael81972 LOVE

11/5/2019 9:25:39 AM laurabusse Ya never know

Light and dark energies everywhere

We can use our intuition and discernment

Beings choose dark or light

And they can change over time

Go within

Trust yourself

Be open

Don't judge

And don't assume...

Live life connected with

Source

💚💛🧡

11/5/2019 9:26:23 AM _vvoke_ No.

11/5/2019 9:26:46 AM laurabusse Ha ha

11/5/2019 9:27:16 AM laurabusse Good observation!!!

11/5/2019 9:27:20 AM ethereal_shaman What type of ship is this? Saw in 2014, low on the horizon, left a noticeable light signature.  It seemed alive.  Looked a little like the top picture on the 

right,  but it was sideways moving east to west. pic.twitter.com/kyt1Zn1HVA

11/5/2019 9:27:38 AM laurabusse They can clean my bathroom

11/5/2019 9:27:47 AM sontechnique Musta saw your post! I have Kaye friends too! They get old...

11/5/2019 9:28:23 AM yellamoj I am a fan of diesels.  I used to have a 7.3 and a 6.0.   The mileage and cost of fuel and emissions here in Killafornia, suck.

11/5/2019 9:28:54 AM laurabusse Arabic for great coffee

😂🤣😅

11/5/2019 9:29:48 AM zagnett Yes, the new Light-sided intentions for any of these [assets] & their potential uses are exceedingly important & should be carefully considered before 

any transfers are conducted.



11/5/2019 9:30:02 AM covertress I disagree and argue that McConnell was slandering patriots and causing financial setbacks within the SSP. 

https://twitter.com/CraigRSawyer/status/1191587015554297857?s=19 …

11/5/2019 9:30:22 AM v_rags And Antarctica.

11/5/2019 9:30:54 AM zagnett Are there any videos / documents online about this?🤔

11/5/2019 9:30:55 AM garypre62441595 I do hope so,this is happening everytime news is about to drop.may these sick,evil scum get what they deserve...

All to distract attention from the #EpsteinCoverup & #UnsealEpstein ...

11/5/2019 9:31:02 AM moemc8 🤣🤣🤣

11/5/2019 9:31:09 AM nikoscali I don't trust Craig...

11/5/2019 9:31:33 AM burgersandra Jeep Grand Cherokee

11/5/2019 9:32:19 AM clifton15jon The Trial and execution should be publicized internationally. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/5/2019 9:32:33 AM zagnett Ok thanks.

11/5/2019 9:32:51 AM vonsaddlebags Parasite cleanse.  Deworm.  Not a joke.  Research.

11/5/2019 9:32:54 AM djlok I'm guessing which ever MJ 45 is!!!

11/5/2019 9:32:54 AM schasslersteve Tweet of the Day. Thank you @meldance00 for capturing so wonderfully what millions of us are feeling around the World. The repercussions of what is 

soon to unfold will transform our World and correct its timeline for centuries to come.

11/5/2019 9:33:00 AM v_rags How many other civilizations from other planets are watching us during #GreatAwakeningWorldwide

11/5/2019 9:33:07 AM covertress In that case, I thank goodness some new tech hasn't been released yet. 😂 pic.twitter.com/qcA7qURXhm

11/5/2019 9:33:44 AM wolfspirit1 Who is Q?

11/5/2019 9:33:44 AM turboxyde Hello MJ2 and T1! How do you tune into the Majestic frequency telepathically while ensuring that your comms are secure? Is it a specific emotional 

frequency to hyper fractalize the stream of consciousness? Perhaps it is shared by creating multidimensional experiences together? 

pic.twitter.com/Aonfh6EUrX

11/5/2019 9:34:22 AM craigrsawyer Then you believe foolishly. The ridiculous fake stories Field & Holmseth have perpetrated on their followers are laughable‼️ The bitter libeling they 

perpetrated on me with fake accusations is nasty. Field is where he belongs, getting what he deserves. Pay better attention.

11/5/2019 9:34:23 AM clifton15jon JD is part of the #Treason acts, will be dealt with.

11/5/2019 9:34:24 AM lisaredwhitebl1 I told my man this morning Trump would take action

11/5/2019 9:35:35 AM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is holy war against evil. May God bless you protect you and give you strength in your fight. So be it. Amen. Archangel Metatron 

I’m the light, I’m the love, I AM.

11/5/2019 9:35:59 AM fightthenewwo Will POTUS use our military to destroy the Mexican drug cartels and human trafficking networks?

11/5/2019 9:36:02 AM schasslersteve It is that specific frequency which resonates with unconditional love and the absence of ego.

11/5/2019 9:36:08 AM covertress Really?

You don't trust the Navy SEAL, Marine and Fed LEO who founded this?

 http://vets4childrescue.org 

11/5/2019 9:36:09 AM kachinagtto Lol my 11 year old kid made and sent me a meme. I was impressed it was even in his scope of consciousness

11/5/2019 9:36:54 AM meldance00 Thank you 🙏🏼💯🌎🌍🌏

11/5/2019 9:37:00 AM v_rags I agree trying to figure a way to use money I have put away to move out to the country. Upstate NY. I went to vote earlier and I felt like I had to watch 

my back lol.

11/5/2019 9:37:13 AM turboxyde That and...

What about salt loading protocols when doing iodine therapy to detoxify?

11/5/2019 9:38:13 AM cosmic_engineer This is 'Earth Prime' now

Many counterparts merging in.

11/5/2019 9:38:54 AM behappy_369 1/2 Thank you. I understand your response, but there's an infinite amount of alternate realities where we exist (assumption of course). Yes, in this 

current reality we all have the ability to join Source.

11/5/2019 9:38:57 AM aprilbrown99 We have witnessed many times now how the deep state works. All for a conspiracy? Propaganda? To shut people up who tell the truth & disseminate 

mis/dis information? Truth resonates within. It is up to each of us to discern what that truth is.

11/5/2019 9:39:51 AM behappy_369 2/2 However, you and I are having a similar conversation in several different timelines simultaneously. There are realities where we wake from the 

matrix and others where we don't. So from my understanding the cycle continues for an eternity.

11/5/2019 9:40:03 AM prana_juana Since there are no social laws around natural uses of magic/alchemy, how can we attain higher knowledge of magical practices to pass onto further 

generations? Tldr: how learn more magic?

11/5/2019 9:41:22 AM blsdbe Is the arrest of Field McConnell a white hat op or is he being brought to task for a legitimate reason? pic.twitter.com/bVK9FCrU24

11/5/2019 9:42:27 AM nurseniceyes Which is dynamic right?

11/5/2019 9:43:14 AM djlok Is it a coincidence we are all here, right now, hanging out with the Majestic 12 on Twitter?

11/5/2019 9:43:15 AM blsdbe Seriously: #ThinkGoodThoughts

11/5/2019 9:43:30 AM wallyayottejr film, digital or detailed drawing...is there a difference? Is it the process or the result?

11/5/2019 9:43:30 AM tyetyler1 Is Neil Keenan deceased?

11/5/2019 9:44:26 AM irah_chandler Has the theta time line emerged and started blending yet?

11/5/2019 9:44:28 AM aprilbrown99 Are you telling me what I should think and believe?  How is that any different than the Deep State?  I am free to think, feel and believe what I choose 

to. 

Whatever history you have with Field is between the two of you.

11/5/2019 9:45:16 AM peterclloyd Resign or be suicided?

11/5/2019 9:45:21 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly. Another tactic to divide and concur.

11/5/2019 9:45:34 AM ekotoons MY PUP PREFERS MUDWATER ;)

11/5/2019 9:46:21 AM starehope I wouldn't say comedian but one has a slight sense of humor. I brought this up months ago.

11/5/2019 9:46:51 AM turboxyde I'll keep my feelers out and amplify!

🙏💫 pic.twitter.com/1GB0bTyYRX

11/5/2019 9:47:16 AM karentriebel Good more minerals!

11/5/2019 9:48:31 AM covertress Would you feel the same way if the division you cry about was between Epstein and his victims?

11/5/2019 9:49:28 AM flgirlsbeenqd Was there old software that stopped people from crossing/returning to source ? Do we have a lot of “ghosts” not crossed roaming? If mediums help 

cross ppl before are we sure they went to source and unknowingly we didn’t send them into a repetitive matrix?

11/5/2019 9:49:29 AM positively303 For me it is one dimensional.Everything else is aspirational. Ive been down last 4 days. Starting to think I not as good a human as I thought. Not sure 

what ascension should feel like or even if I am able. I don’t even remember my dreams at all! 

Awake feels like curse some days.

11/5/2019 9:50:13 AM moemc8 That was the best!!

11/5/2019 9:50:44 AM djlok One thing is for sure... He is a million times funnier than those late show/SNL comics.   And he's much more creative too!

11/5/2019 9:51:11 AM roublisa I feel it’s part of the plan.....KP and her stooges have been messing with him for some time now.  I bet it’s time to take the party south and make some 

noise and getter done pic.twitter.com/9cVJEXpB15

11/5/2019 9:51:11 AM starehope I don't believe much any longer. We are watching a movie. Reality is what we decide it to be. Many twists and turns, too many to count. I just see the 

ending as peaceful and loving.

11/5/2019 9:51:59 AM rryes love is the answer I think.



11/5/2019 9:52:30 AM flgirlsbeenqd When I had NDE there was one entity with me keeping me calm and letting me know telepathically I had to return to my body. Not two beings, or my 

ego...it was some kind of light being and oh so loving. Why before did you say at death we’re met with two?

11/5/2019 9:52:30 AM starehope Stick with your own impression of reality April. We are no longer sheep.

11/5/2019 9:52:48 AM keith369me No...we planned it sometime between when you were a lawyer and this incarnation

11/5/2019 9:53:23 AM keith369me I’d ask Julian Assange

11/5/2019 9:53:40 AM kidge6 Charges came from broward county. Are you all sure about this?

11/5/2019 9:53:52 AM djlok Damn, you have a good memory... Even remembering my previous life!!!

11/5/2019 9:54:07 AM nikoscali Not after what I've heard about things he's done to his daughter and with the money from the org... :-(

11/5/2019 9:54:32 AM keith369me I remember everything that does not relate to my employment 😀

11/5/2019 9:54:38 AM kachinagtto Neutrinos...

Free energy source?  DNA mutation?  Will these mysterious particles play an important role soon?  Hoping for another lane of research here to help me 

make connections.

11/5/2019 9:54:38 AM flgirlsbeenqd How can we help people realize religion is a man made institution and not of creator God? 

How can we help people realize they don’t need in intermediary human (that is the exact same as them) to be the go between for audience with God?

11/5/2019 9:55:12 AM kidge6 These charges are from broward county. Would it be reasonable to expect broward county to protect a patriot?  Super deep with dems and ds.

11/5/2019 9:55:32 AM 3rdeyeview55 I would suggest keeping all electronic devices away from the head.

11/5/2019 9:55:55 AM girlawakeinca There was one yesterday. @dutchsinse on YT is amazing at tracking & predictions. Follow the natural resource drilling & you locate the pattern. 🙏

11/5/2019 9:56:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd How do we help people to see that we are all spirit beings in a flesh suit...That our true nature is that of invisibility and we all come from different star 

systems?

11/5/2019 9:57:46 AM crystalsofgaia 🤔

a #Con for a #Tail

        or Death in DeSkies

One thing is for Certain

        all #governments lie

#WeDoNotConsent

#GeoEngineering #SolarRadiationManagement #StratosphericAerosolInjection #CloudSeeding

#OpChemtrails @OpChemtrails

#auspol #nzpol #brexit #qanon #BDS #MeToo pic.twitter.com/ZcIOg1NW6z
11/5/2019 9:58:13 AM flgirlsbeenqd I put 1/2 t pink Himalayan in a cup of water and drink it after I fast a few days. It really invigorates me.

11/5/2019 9:58:22 AM kidge6 Three replies. 🤔

11/5/2019 9:59:20 AM wwg1wga93583681 damn right this is war!

"babies burned alive and kids shot in back"

cross reference w/

 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/cartel-uses-satanic-altar-make-20739983 … pic.twitter.com/a2fxVt8QSn

11/5/2019 9:59:55 AM flgirlsbeenqd The book, The Adam and Eve story, how close were we to that?

Is it so the book, The Gods of Eden is about 80% accurate?

11/5/2019 10:01:37 AM girlawakeinca Thank you MJ2 & T1 for all that you do. Do you have any tips to stay in theta while still awake using ARVARI?

11/5/2019 10:02:01 AM flgirlsbeenqd How can all of us further help mankind awaken to letting go of the binds religion has on us, becoming a spiritual people? Bc that makes it easier to live 

and choose what’s best for us when we see US as humanity.

11/5/2019 10:02:02 AM gregorio_feo I can see why one would say that, but the prelim reports I heard said that this group was defiant against the cartels, refusing to pay them "protection" 

money.  It is disgusting to burn 6 month-old kids alive after shooting them.  Mexico should take Trump's offer of help.  Drones

11/5/2019 10:02:08 AM jivaine_skywing When will the details of the beings in stasis chambers found in Antarctica be released to the public?

When will the masses be able to travel through space?

11/5/2019 10:02:14 AM garypre62441595 Will declas happen before the UK elections and have any implications with it and brexit?

11/5/2019 10:02:50 AM girlawakeinca Nor some native Indians.

11/5/2019 10:03:13 AM djlok I can relate to that!!!

11/5/2019 10:03:13 AM jaded_pearl Also Dominant Harmonic Frequency Resonance to rebuild limbs

11/5/2019 10:03:32 AM flgirlsbeenqd How can we get everyone to stop being so racially charged? How can we show people we are one people? Kamala Harris seemed to think “we” aren’t 

ready for a woman of color? What color is she? She looks human color to me. Stop separating us! How do we stop this?

11/5/2019 10:03:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Was there a timeline merge on 10/27/19?

11/5/2019 10:04:08 AM sdane8 Ouch!  That hurts even to look at! 😣

11/5/2019 10:05:35 AM majcm83 How many days of food,water,medications, pet food, etc. should we have on hand as of today, 11-5-19? First AMA ever made live, woo hoo! Thanks for

 all you do 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/5/2019 10:06:59 AM jaded_pearl How about Ozonated water? And/or ozone therapy itself?

11/5/2019 10:07:17 AM keith369me There are 48 other states that have beautiful safe rural areas.  No offense California

11/5/2019 10:07:18 AM karentriebel 42

11/5/2019 10:07:33 AM jebsmirk Who killed Epstein?

11/5/2019 10:07:54 AM shari_todd Get this info out!!

11/5/2019 10:07:56 AM keith369me Same question, replace “any” with “every”

11/5/2019 10:08:02 AM covertress Can we notice timelines merging by watching the skies? 🔭 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1188449357848334336?s=19 …

11/5/2019 10:08:18 AM sailorpractical Yeah, well, Pelosi’s father was a mobster connected to trafficking heroin. Do you have a point to make or are you just unhinged?

11/5/2019 10:08:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd How accurate is this and why has this been hidden from us? Steeped into dark occult magical.

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=n-NdxPIFHTI …

11/5/2019 10:08:30 AM sdane8 🤣🤣🤣

11/5/2019 10:08:36 AM vintagesquirrel Is there more than one cabal?

11/5/2019 10:09:11 AM keith369me 🤔

11/5/2019 10:09:24 AM girlawakeinca Tweet says unavailable. Did you get a screenshot by chance?

11/5/2019 10:09:35 AM nikoscali I don't want it to be what I think it is, but the way things are going lately the question has to be asked.

11/5/2019 10:09:59 AM keith369me MJ12, where the hell has PJ been?

11/5/2019 10:10:42 AM karma4event201 If not for oil, what were the wars for?

11/5/2019 10:10:45 AM jaded_pearl There is more cellular toxic exposure is big cities. If 5G and smart cities roll out as stated, sickness & sensitivities will be rampant.

11/5/2019 10:11:47 AM karma4event201 Who/what is the entity Controlling Israel?

11/5/2019 10:12:17 AM v_rags That’s look beautiful!



11/5/2019 10:12:34 AM dagandre5 #Epsteindidntcoverhimself

11/5/2019 10:12:55 AM gregorio_feo Absolutely.  Always be skeptical.  I'm just relaying what I heard on the news this morning.  We have a narco-state sharing 2,000 miles of border.  

Anything is possible.  They have been child-trafficking for decades.

11/5/2019 10:14:14 AM keith369me You can do it yourself

11/5/2019 10:14:38 AM jebsmirk What should I make for dinner tonight?

11/5/2019 10:14:46 AM drumsk8 Is there more to mirrors than just a simple reflection?

11/5/2019 10:15:35 AM keith369me Use your cash to get tangible assets...like real estate

11/5/2019 10:16:21 AM covertress Does this salt warning also apply to supplements such as manna (ormus aridus)?

11/5/2019 10:16:28 AM keith369me This is an experience you decided to have...embrace it...love it...experience it

11/5/2019 10:16:35 AM girlawakeinca Is whole house stage 3 water filtration + Berkey fluoridation + water vortex for drinking water up to par with your recommendations?  Anything past 

stage 3 for whole house is way out of my budget.

11/5/2019 10:16:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you triggered? https://twitter.com/DLoIndustries/status/1191768284665745408 …

11/5/2019 10:17:06 AM flgirlsbeenqd What is Creator Gods name? 

Is Elohim a minor God?

Are their prayers that can be used to help people who feel they’re attacked by NAA programming, black magick, etc?

Is Lisa Rene’s Ascention. Glossary accurate? If so how much?

11/5/2019 10:17:49 AM jonesy4671 Have we also  been lied to about dinosaurs?

11/5/2019 10:18:14 AM yayavarm CALM AS A STORM.

11/5/2019 10:18:24 AM roger_smithii I am just plain old excited for what is to come. Glory to God in the highest. 💖💖💖

11/5/2019 10:18:41 AM sterkinglights1 Was a gate opened to a water planet in the past?

11/5/2019 10:18:45 AM trumps_all Not the least bit............

11/5/2019 10:18:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd There’s been much discussion as to what dimension we’re in, can you clarify this?

11/5/2019 10:18:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch #VforVendetta this evening. You will receive a majestic consciousness download.

Frequencies are open.

Enjoy the show.

11/5/2019 10:19:08 AM twilly18 it's all entertainment.  all this is pre primary comedy.

11/5/2019 10:19:12 AM k3yle #thesepeoplearedumb

11/5/2019 10:19:29 AM faithfulmom4 Nope...   he was in these circles and knows their secrets.  That’s why they hate him now. 

If elite pedos liked President Trump then maybe I’d be worried

11/5/2019 10:19:45 AM roger_smithii And pray. 🙏

11/5/2019 10:20:25 AM karma4event201 You are backwards on this subject. Step away from full trust and dig. Maybe Dig into that org first.

11/5/2019 10:20:28 AM realdonmurphy Is Herman the penguin doing well?  Where is he now?

11/5/2019 10:20:29 AM _highjinx_ I'm seeing the numbers 11, 22, 33, 44, 55 but specifically 33 and 44 everywhere! What does it mean?

11/5/2019 10:20:32 AM keith369me Trump’s mere existence triggers some (my mother)...she turned on CBS news last Sunday morning and couldn’t handle him delivering news of al-

Baghdadi’s death (not the first report of his death)...he could cure cancer and she would be angry.  Thanks MSM!!!

11/5/2019 10:20:47 AM doyouq  pic.twitter.com/li39yiXhWB

11/5/2019 10:20:51 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/6cjqPa8H60

11/5/2019 10:20:55 AM allahuniversal This evening? How about NOW?

11/5/2019 10:21:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Traveling 1000 miles from my home in FL...went to another state...seemed to have a different feel, FL feels like it’s had spiritual cleansing, some of our 

southern states/into Lexington, Ky where our President was last night felt more heavy...why?

11/5/2019 10:21:49 AM curt_avila The discovery happened long ago, the space force is the vehicle that will be used to disclose the supressed technology.

11/5/2019 10:21:49 AM n7guardiananon that haircut doesn't do Epstein's oddly shaped head justice.

#Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/5/2019 10:21:59 AM keith369me I’m sure a bunch wouldn’t have minded pulling a trigger after a tribunal.

11/5/2019 10:22:07 AM lesterh82 Trump secret asset, keep your friends close keep ur enemies closer

11/5/2019 10:22:15 AM loyaltotrump Not in the least...😎

11/5/2019 10:22:16 AM karma4event201 Field McConnell is a marine. BushSr would freeze & his eyes glaze over if a reporter asked about Abel Danger

11/5/2019 10:22:32 AM stevengibes good movie, the greatest use of words starting with letter V

in that one

11/5/2019 10:22:48 AM aprilbrown99 Would watching a DVD give you the sams same download?  I got rid of cable a year ago. 🥴

11/5/2019 10:22:59 AM chew_soap I haven’t said this on this platform yet but I’ve downloaded Q frequencies driving under electrical currents

11/5/2019 10:23:08 AM shels1976 No

11/5/2019 10:23:10 AM girlawakeinca Especially since time is an...illusion.

11/5/2019 10:23:23 AM turboxyde Gotta funnel that collective consciousness into the singularity somehow! pic.twitter.com/grXACwJFZs

11/5/2019 10:23:35 AM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/OZ8DmFOEqC

11/5/2019 10:23:45 AM chew_soap I imagine it a lot like Alice, what is being broadcasted is much bigger than we understand

11/5/2019 10:24:27 AM francesca_chiar and so? and then? I believe he has photos and videos with half world. what should try this? I guess he also has pictures with biden, but he's not in 

burisma!

11/5/2019 10:24:38 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE why did you add “sams” to my tweet?  🤨

11/5/2019 10:24:45 AM rbelcastro2 Nope. Not triggered.

Actually it looks like the Donald is telling a bad joke, or one the pedo doesn't get. 

Besides, the Don doesn't party!! You might even say he's boring-not😊

11/5/2019 10:25:13 AM karma4event201 I have not heard of this game but 👍 To playing it during Tribunal Season at Q Bar & Grill 😂

11/5/2019 10:25:18 AM suzyqtrue  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMKqKruzZro …

11/5/2019 10:25:41 AM laeverett2 Nope. We know the truth.

11/5/2019 10:25:51 AM ethereal_shaman Frequencies open.  My husband asked the same thing, lol

11/5/2019 10:26:37 AM lassejohansso19 Later Trump kicked him out of the place..

11/5/2019 10:26:43 AM stanstephens13 A few ways to look at it.  Epstein was trying to recruit Trump like every powerful person.  Trump is now blackmailed.  Trump was getting all his future 

enemies close.  Any other way to look at it?

11/5/2019 10:27:07 AM candygirlclw Nope!  It was Trump’s Mar-A-Largo and lots of elites came there, just as man elites came into my Father’s shop to buy things.  So what?

11/5/2019 10:27:23 AM yellamoj Preserving energy.... or wasting it.  Depends on how it all turns out.  Lol.

11/5/2019 10:27:28 AM wahiggins3 No

11/5/2019 10:27:41 AM clarkd958 Where do i watch it?

11/5/2019 10:28:04 AM hellouncledonny I watched it last night on netflix.

Nothin happened

11/5/2019 10:28:13 AM emilyoakley6 Yes we have l we have learned this.

11/5/2019 10:28:19 AM keith369me All part of your plan my friend



11/5/2019 10:29:21 AM phreatomagnetic To be fair, that's the same argument used for Vinman and a hoard of other black hats.

"You don't trust (insert appeal to authority here)"

11/5/2019 10:29:30 AM matsols91809275 One of the best movies ever made except this one we are watching/living right now in front of our naked eyes on daily basis developing with a 

crescendo speed of all the feelings good and bad a human being can feel. My popcorn is running out brb!!!

11/5/2019 10:29:37 AM yellamoj So is being back here I guess.  I hope you're doing well Keith.

11/5/2019 10:29:46 AM telosa3 Actually hes not! Pls donyr research - owned by corp gaia et al

11/5/2019 10:30:01 AM jluther88 It is Calm in the Eye of the Storm.

11/5/2019 10:30:04 AM djlok 5:5.

11/5/2019 10:30:21 AM allahuniversal Haven't said so publicly, yet days on which Q has posted, there's been 0Δ"uneasy" feelz for me, like doom, hope and general excitement in the air all at 

once. A few days ago made it clear where it comes from.

+ RT'd both of these b4 they were Q'd 👀👀👀 pic.twitter.com/7BUF3gAFI3

11/5/2019 10:31:02 AM laurabusse Looks like Hebrew

11/5/2019 10:31:13 AM jaspony1 I think he is only telling you to research more...

The "Sawman" is a true American Hero, actually hunting child traffickers...

The work him and his crew do are vital to saving children...

11/5/2019 10:31:17 AM boromomma  pic.twitter.com/HUOwR3PQAT

11/5/2019 10:31:25 AM karma4event201 Safe transport to Florida then a flight South 

Was my first thought. 

I wonder who is up for a Tribunal ?

11/5/2019 10:31:55 AM youstinksoap This evening...certain time frame?  Could you provide like a 12 hour window in EST?

11/5/2019 10:32:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd We have religious freedom...while this is true how can Christians be protected from outlandish, archaic forms of punishment that should be labeled 

Crimes Against Humanity such as disfellowshipping/excommunication/shunning? How can ppl be protected from these mock like trials?

11/5/2019 10:32:14 AM purplefavorite1 I am so lost, what is #VforVendetta ?

11/5/2019 10:32:15 AM francesca_chiar perhaps you forget that the blond man with the pink tie arrested the man in the blue shirt years later. https://trendingpolitics.com/breaking-project-

veritas-leaks-hot-mic-footage-abc-news-killed-epstein-story-implicating-bill-

clinton/?utm_source=pushcrew&utm_medium=ilmf&utm_campaign=pushcrew&_p_c=1 …

11/5/2019 10:32:24 AM moemc8 Late to the game as usual, but would love if you would mention that Jeff Sessions is a great patriot.  So many are doubting him.

11/5/2019 10:32:29 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/2ABQK2uy8W

11/5/2019 10:32:45 AM youstinksoap Ty! 😘

11/5/2019 10:33:04 AM lisa78617146 Should I worry I won't pass the test?

11/5/2019 10:33:18 AM quality_cqntrol Correct. He WAS the cancer. Glad we cut him out, the test results arent back. Early indications are it has metastasized. Paging Dr Q

11/5/2019 10:33:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd Not really, I go by feeling and that was BEFORE Epstein was thrown out of FL Club for being a pervert.

11/5/2019 10:33:35 AM tidmarsh_in_id Arabic doesn't have 'v' sounds in the language, buddy.

11/5/2019 10:34:56 AM nikoscali I'm just saying I have my feelings about Sawyer, its up to everyone else to make up their own minds. Just be careful.

11/5/2019 10:35:12 AM chew_soap I wonder what it means

11/5/2019 10:35:15 AM purplefavorite1 Ohhhh, I get it now. Thank you very much Patriot 👍

11/5/2019 10:35:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd So this video is all of a few seconds, do we just hit replay repeatedly so we can see @realDonaldTrump spent the whole evening with Epstein? That’s 

what MSM wants. They spoke  for two seconds. And at that point JE hadn’t been in trouble.....yet!

11/5/2019 10:36:45 AM whitecaps1 Nope

11/5/2019 10:36:48 AM girlawakeinca Awww, you’re too funny. I appreciate it. 😄

11/5/2019 10:36:53 AM lightworkercain Those teeth though... pic.twitter.com/AQY7Ns9qD8

11/5/2019 10:36:57 AM starehope I get that a lot.

11/5/2019 10:37:15 AM blissamerica What is SSP?

11/5/2019 10:37:23 AM youstinksoap Do you/others use clouds for comms?  As in, certain shapes, numbers, letters, that sort of thing...

11/5/2019 10:37:33 AM truthonlyzone Not so much...

11/5/2019 10:37:47 AM covertress Well, I suppose you're right about not being able to "appeal to authority".

Even No Name was in the Navy.

11/5/2019 10:37:53 AM flgirlsbeenqd Girlfriend you rock! pic.twitter.com/XUbNvo7KUY

11/5/2019 10:38:05 AM changovibes  https://moviehdz.com/movies/v-for-vendetta-2005/.......full …

11/5/2019 10:38:12 AM likelinda2013  pic.twitter.com/ZEnKMj9ANx

11/5/2019 10:38:24 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/vEkd16Qd98

11/5/2019 10:38:33 AM cedarloglake A lot of people knew Epstein...looks like a big party with a lot of people.

What triggers you is the ABC anchor mentioning Bill Clinton by name.

I knew it wouldn't take long for the left to go into damage control.   😋

11/5/2019 10:38:41 AM covertress Secret Space Program

11/5/2019 10:38:47 AM keith369me I am manifesting good things 😀

11/5/2019 10:39:12 AM changovibes  https://moviehdz.com/movies/v-for-vendetta-2005/ …

11/5/2019 10:39:15 AM starehope Something deep under is about to surface. Get ready.

11/5/2019 10:39:28 AM girlawakeinca I just learned that the full screenshot shows up on my phone only if I click on it. Much appreciated for sharing the screenshot.

11/5/2019 10:39:39 AM teamsterr07 No.

11/5/2019 10:39:42 AM blissamerica Bong rips, coffee and prayer. Don’t even come at me.

11/5/2019 10:40:54 AM starehope What time?

11/5/2019 10:40:58 AM purplefavorite1 Donald Trump doesn't party and never has

11/5/2019 10:41:13 AM diveinordie almost like it was predictive programming or something 🤔

it’s as real as the matrix, hunger games, 1984, etc...

11/5/2019 10:41:25 AM turboxyde 🤣

Look what this knome knitted for you! pic.twitter.com/xJqiR4DFom

11/5/2019 10:41:27 AM allahuniversal In tune with that force of nature called Truth

11/5/2019 10:42:01 AM schasslersteve That is quite a story but an uplifting one. I've always known that something was terribly wrong with our time line, ever since the political assassinations 

of the 60s. We were resigned to the evil which high-jacked the U.S. I'm overjoyed that their end is nigh...for the children.

11/5/2019 10:42:20 AM mongrelglory Is there currently changes occurring at the Vatican which will play a role in planetary liberation?

11/5/2019 10:42:39 AM blissamerica Does anyone know where besides Amazon because I refuse to support Bezos, I can get colloidal silver?

11/5/2019 10:42:44 AM kathleen3693693 Message far more important than the messenger or what supposed "network" they may be hosted on. Fruits are what matters.

11/5/2019 10:42:46 AM ericpartchey Nope



11/5/2019 10:42:52 AM manifest_utopia One way is here:

Posted in this thread. RT/replies spread farther. 😏

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1191785136213446657 …

11/5/2019 10:43:05 AM blissamerica Awe ❤️

11/5/2019 10:43:18 AM mongrelglory Is Turkey (Ergodan) working against the Trump/White-hat agenda?

11/5/2019 10:43:21 AM telosa3 Hes not! Hes tried to unsuccessfully destroy white hats reputation over six months. Gaia is partial disclosure aka cabal  - but it will@all come out- just b 

aware-

11/5/2019 10:43:25 AM blissamerica Thanks girl

11/5/2019 10:43:38 AM mateuszwala I Love The Patriots 🥳🤫

Q-Plosion for 333-dom :D

11/5/2019 10:43:49 AM mongrelglory What was the real reason that Israeli embassies were shut down world-wide.

11/5/2019 10:44:27 AM mongrelglory Are the California fires a "White hat" or "Black hat" operation?  Or are they natural events?

11/5/2019 10:45:18 AM jaspony1 Should we start watching at 6:39 or 9:36?

Hmmm🤔

11/5/2019 10:45:52 AM carol76184778 What is that tag on the bottom of Kushner's white shirt?  There are some letters and numbers on it.  It looks like it is pinned somehow.

11/5/2019 10:45:54 AM ocld1 You know what triggers leftist Never Trumpers? Epstein's Flight logs.

11/5/2019 10:46:04 AM john37201877 Triggered?😈🍄🤪 pic.twitter.com/Wl39Dt9SXi

11/5/2019 10:46:20 AM nabonnand I look up at sky every night. One thing I see even when cloudy (most nights are here) is something brighter than a star & looks to have segmented 

windows & there’s always a smaller light below it that blinks red& white. I don’t drink😬 I see this every night, what is it?

11/5/2019 10:46:31 AM daveo6145 What if 45 was a protected FBI informant or even a protected MIL asset reporting on these swamp rats for decades?

11/5/2019 10:46:34 AM kachinagtto Love this idea!  Can we make it a regular thing?  Majestic Movie Night?  Current Pedowood movies are so terrible. I’m sure I’ve missed some goodies in 

the past.

11/5/2019 10:47:16 AM telosa3 True that but-the source is important because if the message is disinformation- And I am not going with another 100 yrs of cabal partial disclosure 

agenda-I want full disclosure before the decade is over

11/5/2019 10:47:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd It’s Florida and it’s 1:47 pm

11/5/2019 10:47:58 AM john37201877 Epstein had nothing on Trump because he was caged under Trump.

11/5/2019 10:48:16 AM mongrelglory You've suggested that people use a VPN to avoid tracking/black-listing.  I was hoping that these defensive measures would no longer be necessary 

once the swamp was drained. Will we still have to take such precautions in the future?

11/5/2019 10:49:09 AM bobholmgren1 I love this site but am I not doing something right to see the answers to the questions?

11/5/2019 10:49:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd YouTube or Netflix

11/5/2019 10:51:12 AM mongrelglory Can meditation and raising our own frequency be enough to protect us from electronic mind-control frequencies?

11/5/2019 10:52:31 AM darkom56 No😂😂😂😂😂

11/5/2019 10:52:47 AM starehope No.

11/5/2019 10:53:02 AM mongrelglory There have been rumours/stories of high-profile politicians being executed already in military tribunals (and body doubles used in public).  Other than 

"no-name" is any of that true?

11/5/2019 10:53:17 AM mongrelglory Is George Soros dead or alive?

11/5/2019 10:53:26 AM humphreycorey Not Triggered

11/5/2019 10:53:30 AM purplefavorite1 Thank you very much 👍💜

11/5/2019 10:53:55 AM vintagesquirrel Lefties are sharing it too. They believe Epstein will implicate Trump.

11/5/2019 10:54:58 AM flgirlsbeenqd You really watching now? I’m gonna wait till 8 pm est to watch. Maybe if I follow directions to a tee......hoping! pic.twitter.com/gpGe6bJkPZ

11/5/2019 10:55:42 AM moemc8 Thank you for putting it up.  For some reason, I thought it was a series.

11/5/2019 10:55:54 AM yustein For God and Children... The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/5/2019 10:56:06 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/pN8aqb0gQY

11/5/2019 10:56:13 AM laurabusse OMG OMG OMG

Is it really happening now?

The unfolding?

The unveiling?

The revealing?

😿

11/5/2019 10:56:18 AM vintagesquirrel It's not just Bill.

11/5/2019 10:56:24 AM mongrelglory I thought there was going to be a disclosure about discoveries in Antarctica this year.  Is there a reason that didn't happen? Will it still happen in the 

near future?

11/5/2019 10:56:28 AM 5sahandful Does fracking threaten DUMBs ?

11/5/2019 10:56:35 AM karma4event201 Imo yes & the arrests are hidden like this one was hidden : 

"...24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath.." https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

11/5/2019 10:57:26 AM mattlat007 So was this before or After he started working the sting to catch these people..

11/5/2019 10:58:09 AM bdam777 Nice pink tie.

11/5/2019 10:58:38 AM laurabusse I see your point

Remember...

In journalism

It only matters if YOU get the scoop

They are trained that way

They are conditioned that way

To me it's understandable

But I see your point Debbie 👍👍👍❤️
11/5/2019 10:58:46 AM cypressbill1980 just released men in black movie.

does anyone know what the significance of coloured candy is in hollywood?

is it to symbolize they like children or is it something different .

its in the back ground on many tv shows and movies yet NOBODY is talking about it

11/5/2019 10:59:28 AM humphreycorey  pic.twitter.com/uFmAqAMX2O

11/5/2019 10:59:44 AM g0yper I watched 1984 in 1984. Now I can levitate at will

11/5/2019 10:59:59 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/wqb8BqGhMR

11/5/2019 11:00:59 AM actonelibby Is it just me or is that Maxwell stood back to back with 45 listening in on the conversation?

11/5/2019 11:02:32 AM laurabusse Agree

I think that must be what they're doing...

11/5/2019 11:03:36 AM starehope Right.👊 Forgot about that.

11/5/2019 11:03:56 AM bbobbio71 Ever walk into a house that has had the power shut off? interesting feeling

11/5/2019 11:04:24 AM karma4event201 Why is Majestic 12 logo pic upside down?

11/5/2019 11:04:53 AM bbobbio71 ytube



11/5/2019 11:04:55 AM finall00p My husband's favorite, next to "the fountain"

11/5/2019 11:05:26 AM _doozier_ Ooh what does a consciousness download entail? Guess I'll find out!

11/5/2019 11:05:29 AM moemc8 tku, thought it was a series.

11/5/2019 11:05:30 AM covertress Has the IS-BE who was F returned as more than one current member of the MJ12 team?

11/5/2019 11:06:00 AM cypressbill1980 this coloured candy is featured on the virgin atlantic tv advert,

in the planes cargo hold,

i think it represents Branson is trafficking children on his flights for the elites

11/5/2019 11:06:50 AM vintagesquirrel Who else would be better at showing the world how we've been been ruled by the elite... than those who are part of that society? Use logic.

11/5/2019 11:07:08 AM jimsmit30701501 Its Miller time.

11/5/2019 11:08:27 AM laurabusse Christmas

Easter

And...

Halloween????

Fourth of July?

New years day?

11/5/2019 11:08:33 AM karma4event201 #NoName was 3rd generation Navy 1st 2 generations covered up lots of his crimes. He hid ToykoRose recordings; Ukraine; ISIS; Trafficking; POW etc

11/5/2019 11:08:39 AM likenes83610237 Why would I be triggered?  I also wasn't triggered when he was chatting with Bill and Hillary years ago.  Trump also kicked Epstein out of his Mar-A-

Lago club permanently when he found out that he was a Pedo .  You failed to mention that.

11/5/2019 11:08:56 AM keith369me Let it all out...it implicates who it implicates.  Truth will prevail.

11/5/2019 11:09:58 AM mongrelglory Was this just a random act of violence, or is there more to the story of these (horrific) murders? 😖 They were a Morman sect. 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10280224/sonora-cartel-attack-mexico-us-families-dead/ …

11/5/2019 11:10:09 AM wink5811 Mar-a-lago was used for charity events all season, Epstein lived in Palm Beach and attended many events, he was one of many guests, why is anyone 

triggered? MSM should be talking about all the money raised at these events, lots of great charities.

11/5/2019 11:10:29 AM manifest_utopia Yes, prophetic. Readily apparent when it first came out in 2006 to those with that level of discernment.

11/5/2019 11:10:47 AM mustang_alli_12 👊👊👏👏

11/5/2019 11:11:02 AM dironablu2u Epstein only had like 13 contact numbers for the Trumps, I'm sure he never called.

11/5/2019 11:11:04 AM joeey1985 To find god/the self

11/5/2019 11:11:19 AM beachsoulfl Oh, go for it lefties!!! pic.twitter.com/nVvEvX5fOX

11/5/2019 11:11:53 AM brick_airhedred ABC's Little Mermaid Live or V for Vendetta. 🤔

11/5/2019 11:12:03 AM k3yle What’s the significance of November 5th

11/5/2019 11:12:31 AM covertress Why are "frequencies open"?

What's so special about tonight? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1191781927029739520?s=19 …

11/5/2019 11:12:51 AM turboxyde Only the dankest of memes will do! Truly exquisite yet tragically truthful!

Someone's got to do something about these kid diddlers and their double standard enforcers in our justice system!

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein

#TruthExposed https://twitter.com/OnThePoarch/status/1191791094394163205 …
11/5/2019 11:13:15 AM giediknight It’s on

11/5/2019 11:14:00 AM joeey1985 Learning lessons in this reality is not your purpose. Fully finding God/the self is your purpose

11/5/2019 11:14:37 AM lightlove21121 Exactly my thought.

Had this feeling for a long time.

11/5/2019 11:15:18 AM laurabusse New people all the time...

I believe that's part of the whole goal ☺️☺️☺️

11/5/2019 11:16:02 AM wink5811 What surprises me is how soft Epstein looks! Guess the girls were just the honey pot to get info and pics to blackmail everyone.  Girls should get 

together and write a book, it would be a #1 best seller and oh so embarrassing to the perverts.

11/5/2019 11:16:08 AM brick_airhedred If this Q things unfolds, it would show how DJT's unique position of being JE's buddy + Hollywood celebs + elite was brilliantly planned.

11/5/2019 11:16:30 AM laurabusse And there's the grumpster we know and love! ❤️

11/5/2019 11:16:42 AM sverhaque I've always thought they planned Septmeber 11th as a diversion after Steven Greer's Disclosure Project convention just a few months before. They 

would have done anything not to have it buzzing... 😔🙏💞

11/5/2019 11:16:50 AM shocka007 15. ~ 1+5 = 6

peacekeeping mission = 6 6 

Easy to spot when you understand how they think... pic.twitter.com/9HTBALHl9V

11/5/2019 11:16:51 AM laurabusse As well you should!!!

11/5/2019 11:17:43 AM francesca_chiar I'm sure trump arrested epstein then... https://trendingpolitics.com/breaking-abc-news-responds-to-bombshell-project-veritas-

leak/?utm_source=pushcrew&utm_medium=ilmf&utm_campaign=pushcrew&_p_c=1 …

11/5/2019 11:19:24 AM numberonepal Comet. Research Younger-Dryas event. Graham Handcock.

11/5/2019 11:19:57 AM marzipaningles1 Remember remember the 5th of November! Guy Fawkes

11/5/2019 11:20:39 AM laurabusse Want good life?

Think good thoughts

Your thoughts become your words

Your words become your actions

Your actions become your behavior

Your behavior becomes your life

This 

Or something very similar

Was life changing for me

#DarkToLight

#GreatAwakening
11/5/2019 11:20:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thus why ANYBODY BUT TRUMP.

11/5/2019 11:21:04 AM mntcol Love you k forward to it, thank you 🙏

11/5/2019 11:21:28 AM my2sonznme Wait, what?!?! Please expand on this, it’s the first I’ve heard of it!!!!

11/5/2019 11:21:55 AM laurabusse Exactly



11/5/2019 11:23:15 AM laurabusse That was a good movie

Like the one we're now watching

One flew over the cuckoo's nest

11/5/2019 11:23:44 AM jeebaleebs Who's the top human that runs the cabal, or is it a group of people?  Can you provide names?

11/5/2019 11:25:22 AM corstruction So all of the dual american/Israeli Dems don't have anywhere to seek asylum, I believe.

11/5/2019 11:25:28 AM maude_rena No. Old news.

11/5/2019 11:27:09 AM allahuniversal Gauging where public consciousness is by the questions being asked, the chatter we emit daily, how many are (overtly and covertly) awake, etc. And 

the 3 questions answered speaks volumes

11/5/2019 11:28:03 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @paulacblades001 @mark52525786 @JohnGrahamDick1 @TheSharpEdge1 @OrtaineDevian @DavidMi32570254 

@VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AQtime @HawtinGibb @QBlueSkyQ @Melanch10844904 @Justice4allCQ

11/5/2019 11:28:11 AM flgirlsbeenqd I can’t even imagine what it’s about. I know vendetta is payback so my imagination is totally be a two year old on a sugar binge and running every 

where and I’m trying to reel it in...not much luck! pic.twitter.com/eY2Z9oVsWt

11/5/2019 11:29:59 AM oh_geez_louise No, because I'm sure we all have ppl we know/met that we would be surprised by their hidden activity but don't have those same morals....If you don't 

you either live under a rock or you just don't know it yet....

11/5/2019 11:31:44 AM tumash3 I firmly believe Trump had to befriend/hang out/party with some of these "elites" in order to get dirt on them. How else were we to get the dirt on 

them? Someone had to spill the beans and start the ball rolling. This is a pic of Trump speaking to JE... I don't read "partying".

11/5/2019 11:32:16 AM richard07759712 Second that

11/5/2019 11:32:19 AM keith369me Makes perfect sense!!!

11/5/2019 11:32:23 AM nurseniceyes Well here is what I know... For what it is worth. You are able. You are worthy. Ascension is a journey not a destination. We have more roadmaps than 

ever before during any other period. Allow yourself to feel good.

11/5/2019 11:34:20 AM marnisheppeard Luckily, I am not American.

11/5/2019 11:34:21 AM fansblowing3 If we watch it twice, will we get two downloads?

11/5/2019 11:34:36 AM flgirlsbeenqd I can foresee he needs an academy award...so does his whole family, hiding the disgust on their faces knowing about Obama’s/Hollywood/and how we 

were destined for catastrophe!

11/5/2019 11:35:26 AM vintagesquirrel Exactly! Perhaps this is the subject that unifies the country. 😕

11/5/2019 11:36:24 AM richard07759712 Beyond  x3 x6 x9

11/5/2019 11:37:15 AM richard07759712 RT

11/5/2019 11:37:23 AM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/g54G9s3sRl

11/5/2019 11:38:13 AM positively303 Thank you Nicole. I still have faith, but some days are harder than others! God Bless you!

11/5/2019 11:39:03 AM anonpatriotccj Darnit, I always get here late for the AMA's. I try to be a good person, I think that I am awake. I want those things. Hard to settle on a single question. 

Will we (average americans) know how the Q plan turns out?

11/5/2019 11:39:05 AM majic_eyes_qnly V for Vendetta is about the uprising of WE THE PEOPLE against the ruling Elite. Even Q has referenced it in his posts. I have not watched the film before 

but I understand the message. Thankfully Covertress provided a link, so I can scrub through it. Thank Q

11/5/2019 11:40:09 AM changovibes YW....

11/5/2019 11:40:14 AM flgirlsbeenqd I want to know about Greenland...more info please.

11/5/2019 11:43:10 AM nick85houston Will this be somehow different from all the other times I’ve watched “V For Vendetta”?

11/5/2019 11:43:15 AM texas_girl_13_ Not at all.

11/5/2019 11:43:53 AM jonjonlives1 No I trust the Trump

11/5/2019 11:44:57 AM nick85houston Jeez, if that was “Sophie’s Choice” that would’ve been a really short movie. 😏

11/5/2019 11:45:46 AM flgirlsbeenqd Let’s stop killing/being cruel to HUMANS before we turn our attention to dogs and cats. When we stop killing each other and innocent babies, then 

let’s all get PETA certified. One thing at a time...

11/5/2019 11:46:05 AM _girlmaher_ No. She has a prepared segment w/ Virginia Roberts who knows about the process of being lent to Prince Andrew and other influencers. This is how 

business is always done (I'm daughter of teen gifted to Mockingbird CIA media mogul) it is not a complete picture of Epstein's empire.

11/5/2019 11:46:57 AM thanqtrump1 This vid literally means nothing

11/5/2019 11:47:03 AM flgirlsbeenqd No, Mother Earth is a LIVING BEING, she is alive.

11/5/2019 11:47:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd Yes, so take a bunch and put them on your wall so you can watch your soul on your wall.

11/5/2019 11:48:02 AM jackibloo Nnnnope.  So what, he was in the presence of someone 20 yrs or so ago, who [Epstein] probably was there with the task of compromising Trump.  But 

it didn’t work... did it??

11/5/2019 11:48:04 AM lightlove21121 Awareness meter ❓

11/5/2019 11:48:35 AM yellamoj Some ships are controlled by consciousness and are made of biological materials... Define 'Alive'...

11/5/2019 11:49:13 AM yellamoj I'd rather keep my soul safely inside, where it belongs.

11/5/2019 11:49:42 AM flgirlsbeenqd Leave them alone, They won’t deliver Chick Fil A!

11/5/2019 11:49:45 AM daveschroeder18 Check past tweets from MJ12. This his been answered

11/5/2019 11:50:00 AM flgirlsbeenqd Then why did you ask?

11/5/2019 11:50:25 AM sterkinglights1 It's a document.

 Hart island project?

11/5/2019 11:50:33 AM flgirlsbeenqd I doubt you can educate me

11/5/2019 11:50:50 AM yellamoj That's a legitimate question I posed...

11/5/2019 11:50:52 AM awakeandsing123 ... And so the more transgender kids the merrier.

11/5/2019 11:51:24 AM yellamoj Because I was curious...

11/5/2019 11:51:53 AM elatedveracity Nope!  We know!

11/5/2019 11:51:53 AM yellamoj Oh Alice...

11/5/2019 11:52:26 AM justicetruthwa2 So potus met the guy a few times, dipstein was barred from trumps florida hotel as soon as potus seen he was a creep, end of point and story

11/5/2019 11:52:52 AM danswanson1965 Not enjoying the show today. Children suffered and died because MSM news outlets didn’t report the evidence and witnesses 3 years ago. The show 

pauses today to reflect on how many demons we have in the media, and how we need to shut them down.

11/5/2019 11:52:57 AM rghardy3 The name Q came from the movie ?

Q for Vendetta

11/5/2019 11:54:16 AM flgirlsbeenqd Look up Anunaki Jehovian Group in the Ascention Glossary...here’s a head start.

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Annunaki …

11/5/2019 11:54:27 AM samsonron84 Q went silent now rising to the top under the cover of red light ready to strike I love it.# rig for red.

11/5/2019 11:54:44 AM twatterjailbird I would think you were a little whacko with these stories, BUT, I swear to you, a guy that I hired to lay sod last summer, told me that he was hunted like 

this as a child, that his uncle sold him and many of his cousins for this purpose! I was scared of the guy, thought he was ..

11/5/2019 11:54:50 AM bethelight11_11 Majestic isn’t the earths co2 riding a natural phenomena which has happened before and we are only hurting ourselves with this fossil fuel pollution ? 

The earth can cleanse itself?

11/5/2019 11:55:21 AM 3nmbrs Sending message now...

Over. pic.twitter.com/r2ccSVR0jt

11/5/2019 11:56:31 AM korieschultz Interesting this movie has been showing up frequently in my YouTube recommendations!!! Will have to find a way to watch!

11/5/2019 11:56:47 AM hawtingibb This is the REAL WORLD ! Fact ! And it’s coming Down ! SICK SICK PEOPLE ! The Royal Family rotten to the core !



11/5/2019 11:57:52 AM twatterjailbird A little off, but his story was this story, they hunted them, killed some of them, and he said he spends his off time, rescuing others....it’s hard to 

comprehend that these things happen. It’s easier to not think about it.

11/5/2019 11:58:16 AM sterkinglights1 Adam settler=A liddle schitt

11/5/2019 11:58:43 AM rdeweese04  pic.twitter.com/AfzaaErrvF

11/5/2019 11:59:19 AM flgirlsbeenqd 11/11 isn’t that Veterans Day? ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/QjCllmZaPQ

11/5/2019 11:59:28 AM normal_wizard How do I hunt Baal? It hasnt tried to mess with my soul when I sleep for months and I kind of miss the fighting practice. I cant settle for lesser demons 

at this point, they will just flee from me.

11/5/2019 11:59:31 AM the_loveoflight Is Daniel Fry's "The White Sands Incident" really happen? And if so are they part of the beings who've been watching over us?

11/5/2019 12:00:37 PM wwg1wga93583681 Will @realDonaldTrump legalize weed?

11/5/2019 12:02:16 PM 369_is Can you say anything about all the gangstalking? Anything hopeful?

11/5/2019 12:05:37 PM jennyjigsaw45 Never seen it.....and many others I reckon would blow my mind knowing what I do now.  Feel free to recommend some movies to watch....not seen 

anything really in 15 years.

11/5/2019 12:06:48 PM 313looper Yes it is !

11/5/2019 12:07:36 PM unitedredwhite1 Okay! What else? Any other movies or songs?

11/5/2019 12:08:06 PM zerost8te 3 Q's (if your time permits) 

1. Do you still wear those ankle socks? 

2. How as NK?

3. How long did it take for you to notice which of your team was working dual roles in order to suppress emerging recruits?

11/5/2019 12:08:44 PM mamiemcclure17 🙏❤️ 😊 Thank you!

11/5/2019 12:10:32 PM allahuniversal  http://www.readyayeready.com/jackspeak/termview.php?id=1677 …

11/5/2019 12:11:48 PM lovelife4441 Oh duh

Thanksgiving

Of course

Right around the corner

This is IS- 🐝

The one who asked you the question

Just got locked out my acct

LOL
11/5/2019 12:12:36 PM jrocktigers Our entire government is connected heroin and cocaine trafficking. I am concerned some of his relationships may prove a liability to Trump and cause 

issues. Just do a bit of research on Kushner Co's for Christs sake.

11/5/2019 12:15:01 PM giediknight @MIAuniverse did an Instragram Live today in front of the Government building that Guy Fawkes (the group called "fall guy") tried to blow up. Paper 

Planes

11/5/2019 12:15:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd WWG1WGA

11/5/2019 12:16:11 PM sexfoodrehab when the tipping point occurs where enough beings choose to not give emotional weight & charge to 

Beliefs & identities concerning being governed, in scarcity, need to eat (flesh),& sexual parasitism

WHY will their continue to be a second farm of people needing Trump,Qanon

11/5/2019 12:16:37 PM 313looper #WWG1WGA

11/5/2019 12:17:34 PM lovelife4441 I just got locked myself

This is @laurabusse 

IS-🐝

11/5/2019 12:17:40 PM qarmyanon22 What time? Does it matter? I'm thinking 9

11/5/2019 12:19:01 PM santinocorlion2 How Relevant is the movie “They Live” in reference to what’s happening around the world IE Great Awakening?  Was the movie part of their disclosure 

to us?

11/5/2019 12:19:45 PM lauralichoff No because @realDonaldTrump found out that Jeffery was bad and kicked him out.

11/5/2019 12:23:01 PM finall00p Kushners hand gesture perfect q

11/5/2019 12:23:32 PM giediknight I always feel that most movies are in reverse. V MK Ultra's Evey into the current "Social Justice" Warrior shaved head feminist of today. Is this the 

download we are supposed to receive? To see things as they are?

11/5/2019 12:24:32 PM melissagouin1 Trump didn’t know Epstein was a satanic pedophile until he was kicked out of Mar a Lago for soliciting a mino. Trump hasn’t had anything to do with 

him since and has never been to his pedo Island. Do you know everything your acquaintances do with their life?  No, of course not!

11/5/2019 12:39:02 PM galadri09060100 Awesome! Thanks!

11/5/2019 12:39:23 PM galadri09060100 You're reading my mind!

11/5/2019 12:39:26 PM powersawer Can this have an effect on human relationships taking place? If yes, of what nature might one expect those effects to be?

11/5/2019 12:40:08 PM hawtingibb 🙏

11/5/2019 12:40:57 PM linnyt7 Is that why there's so much polarization?

11/5/2019 12:42:58 PM lovelife4441 The one in your heart ☺️

Takes time to learn

Discern

Follow

I'm still trying to learn!

❤️❤️❤️

11/5/2019 12:44:42 PM lovelife4441 1. A plane?

2. By flapping arms?

3. Via special mushrooms or whatever?

11/5/2019 12:44:51 PM signnamehere1 👍

11/5/2019 12:45:23 PM lovelife4441 LOL

11/5/2019 12:46:04 PM sonyx369 I’ve always thought Q and V were similar...

11/5/2019 12:48:46 PM truth939 I'm in.  Let the download begin!

11/5/2019 12:49:03 PM roger35742354 Remember remember the 5th of November! 

Makes you think what Alan Moore knew?!

11/5/2019 12:50:31 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/7k50n6dluo

11/5/2019 12:52:10 PM t_hayden07 Should I pay attention to the 'fear porn' regarding the Cascadia Subduction zone? In an area that would be impacted greatly. 

I feel like theyve been trying to aim our consciousness there for a reason.

11/5/2019 12:53:41 PM andoniandothard Can you give us a round about time frame for disclosure.

11/5/2019 12:54:27 PM bdab28 Nice catch. Cant even tell shes there until the guy passes by

11/5/2019 12:55:20 PM lovelife4441 You're messing with my brain

But I like the question 😁

11/5/2019 12:56:57 PM rigsby_michelle That's what I told my Hubby.

I would love to be right!

11/5/2019 12:57:03 PM lovelife4441 My same thought

11/5/2019 12:58:26 PM pilkenton_m Nope. Old news prior to @realDonaldTrump banned Epstein. As I’ve tweeted before @realDonaldTrump knows the corruption and the players. Now 

he’s the President. That’s what impeachment has been about since the 2016 election. He knows.



11/5/2019 1:00:56 PM _doozier_ What causes the "Missing 411" disappearances?

11/5/2019 1:01:56 PM lovelife4441 If I recall

He said

Their info is mixed

Some disinfo

Probably not intentional

That's my take

They're only as good as their sources

Plus he said something about their egos

Egos

They're like bellybuttons

We all have one

To a greater or lesser extent
11/5/2019 1:03:28 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/OmIq7lu6jY

11/5/2019 1:04:14 PM lovelife4441 IMHO

Sincerely doubt it

Ppl overlook Trump's sense of humor

He loves to troll, kid and tease

11/5/2019 1:06:43 PM jvan125 Found you again and followed!!! Hope you’re regular account is released from Twitmo soon!! 😩 #JackIsWhack

11/5/2019 1:10:39 PM unique5781 Old mews. Info came out back when Epstein's island's phone video was released.. Right before the tunnels were destroyed and around the same time 

the fire happened.. Too many ASSumptions, patience, the truth always comes out😊 I cannot wait for it ALL to be known!

11/5/2019 1:11:20 PM djlok I can't wait!  This should be good!

11/5/2019 1:12:09 PM cryptogyu Food =  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=X3aOQ0N74PI … #RoundUp #glyphosate @DrZachBush work.

Vaccines = Dr. Deisher’s work DNA integration  https://www.brighteon.com/6003166466001   https://www.soundchoice.org 

Air = ?

#GeorgiaGuideStone

11/5/2019 1:13:14 PM turboxyde Those eyes... they speak of the purity of the soul and even in the highest offices of religion there is no love reflected back.

For all those with true love in their hearts, the soul twinkles ever more!

11/5/2019 1:14:42 PM eastcoasterik Feel it too today

11/5/2019 1:17:41 PM roublisa  https://youtu.be/ch1bKWl9-Yg 

11/5/2019 1:19:48 PM lovelife4441 Ha thanks!

Appreciate it

If I could remember what password I used

Maybe I can get back in!

Thx again 😊👍♥

11/5/2019 1:20:28 PM nocommunistusa Why didn’t the news break out anyway ? enough delay

11/5/2019 1:21:36 PM purplefavorite1 If you look in the thread some Patriots posted the video

11/5/2019 1:21:39 PM jvan125 I thought the SAME THING!!! What a selfish, heartless witch. SMDH.

11/5/2019 1:24:09 PM smokeyjohnson00 A lot of truths in it

11/5/2019 1:24:27 PM chew_soap Haha love this

11/5/2019 1:25:34 PM lovelife4441 LOL

11/5/2019 1:26:02 PM lovelife4441 ...or did it

11/5/2019 1:26:54 PM roublisa 👆👆👆

11/5/2019 1:30:36 PM lovelife4441 And fully cooperated w law enforcement when they were investigating Epstein

From what I gathered he gave them info on Epstein

11/5/2019 1:32:22 PM qqqueenbeee Looks like your instincts were correct 😞

11/5/2019 1:33:20 PM nikoscali Did I miss something? What makes you say that?

11/5/2019 1:34:08 PM lovelife4441 Brilliant

11/5/2019 1:38:29 PM lovelife4441 No biggie

Was thinking to cut down on Twitter time

Got my wish LOLOL

11/5/2019 1:38:42 PM lifeisaaax3 We could nitpick all day with the dirty corruption from the Dems.

11/5/2019 1:39:03 PM jrocktigers And yet , here you are nitpicking.

11/5/2019 1:39:40 PM lifeisaaax3 Nope certainly not Jrock

11/5/2019 1:41:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It enables plausible deniability.

11/5/2019 1:41:28 PM michael81972 Sick Pedo

11/5/2019 1:41:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Solid no.

11/5/2019 1:41:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 1

11/5/2019 1:42:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Land is always valuable.

11/5/2019 1:43:00 PM purplefavorite1 Wow, it's like 2 computers talking to each other 🤣. I am clueless 🤪

11/5/2019 1:43:03 PM jrocktigers "I see an un-elected spoiled brat on a cell phone who was giving everything to him financially in this world." -this statement is an opinion ,that I feel is 

true.He is a spoiled brat. Dad paid Harvard 2.5MM a few years before he applied. He then married into Trump's fam. Caution.

11/5/2019 1:44:48 PM dannysh44640243 Agree . She could have had the moral courage to go off script at anytime those 3 years and saved who knows how many young girls.  But instead she 

remained silent!  She’s DISGUSTING AND AS GUILTY AS EPSTEIN FOR HIS CRIMES

11/5/2019 1:47:43 PM _a_quila V:V

11/5/2019 1:49:44 PM yustein Those eyes are saying ‘your time will come’. He is not even human...

11/5/2019 1:50:13 PM blankmarlo According to this account James Forrestal, former Secretary of defense, is a founding member of MJ12 who passed a while back and is said to have 

"returned" to help the organization with its continued efforts.

11/5/2019 1:50:38 PM yustein Yeah triggered like crazy. He must be telling a good joke!

11/5/2019 1:54:12 PM ezdoesit_ Didn’t expect that one.

11/5/2019 1:54:21 PM yellamoj Do the Majestic 12 ever get dissapointed?

11/5/2019 1:54:25 PM bignick19841 Who and/or what is herman the penguin?

11/5/2019 1:54:34 PM daveo6145 Let’s hope!!!

11/5/2019 1:55:30 PM wwg1wga17jcims That’s a boring party...🤭 what part of JE was banned from Trumps Marlago do people not understand...lol #DoITQ

11/5/2019 1:56:09 PM eshaef No triggers. Soooo I’m thinking that’s the party where Epstein was inappropriate with a young woman and Trump kicked his a$$ out, am I right?



11/5/2019 1:56:31 PM wwg1wga17jcims He knows his destiny #LakeOfFire it tends to age you. 😂

11/5/2019 1:56:49 PM wwg1wga17jcims I thought that was her. Lol

11/5/2019 1:57:26 PM serendipiterry I shudder to think of how they plan to accomplish "population control."

11/5/2019 1:58:14 PM poppyslovecapu ThanQ never miss it!

11/5/2019 1:59:19 PM n7guardiananon PS ?

11/5/2019 2:00:14 PM purplefavorite1 Well isn't that very interesting 🤔

11/5/2019 2:00:28 PM rabbitholewiki That all you got?

11/5/2019 2:00:50 PM kylenchell6998 Any specific time?

11/5/2019 2:03:09 PM sexfoodrehab Look up plausible deniability. pic.twitter.com/0Av4NzDxOf

11/5/2019 2:04:13 PM sexfoodrehab Why was I made to believe I was part of the Montauk Projecy? But yet some people speak of it in such detail and my body sensation feels it all . 

pic.twitter.com/91KzKKQb58

11/5/2019 2:04:41 PM ezdoesit_ The majority is here. Ready. Just with nothing to say.

11/5/2019 2:05:07 PM poppyslovecapu Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is one of the worst  #Depopulation funders! 

#ClimateChange

#Vaccinations

#PlannedParenthood

+++++

11/5/2019 2:05:48 PM randy30555304 Remember the 5th of November.  “V for Vendetta” 

Our turn! #MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.netflix.com/title/70039175?s=i …

11/5/2019 2:07:12 PM rogergrabbit23 background music on purpose?

11/5/2019 2:07:30 PM blankmarlo If there's infinite realities where you make the same mistakes then there's infinite realities where you learn from them and grow. It works both ways. 

You were always a part of source in your infinite extrapolations.

11/5/2019 2:07:42 PM mongrelglory I've watched that movie many times!  It's basically disclosure about what's been going on in the world, and how people might awaken and take back 

their power.  Awesome movie.

11/5/2019 2:08:13 PM blankmarlo Either everything exists or nothing does.

11/5/2019 2:08:48 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

11/5/2019 2:09:04 PM blankmarlo I mean, were all traveling through spacetime on it.

11/5/2019 2:13:11 PM lovelife4441 She's trained to do her job

IMHO

She's probably inured to a lot of awful stuff

There's something about her that feels genuine to me

She'll take a lot of crap for this

But she's trying to do her job

She would have LOVED to get the info out I think...

I doubt she's heartless...

IMO
11/5/2019 2:14:28 PM mongrelglory The YouTube version of the movie is edited or chopped up.  The sound isn't correct.  I suggest renting the movie on-line if possible.

11/5/2019 2:15:08 PM burgersandra Catastrophe how?

11/5/2019 2:16:12 PM burgersandra You are on fire today, AM.

11/5/2019 2:17:32 PM cathydarlene1 I AM SURE many people spoke with Epstine, had dinner with him, invited him to their homes,  and probly even thought he was a nice guy, before they 

knew what he was really about.

11/5/2019 2:18:28 PM winklerburke Is the film "Cowboys and Aliens" a disclosure?

11/5/2019 2:22:19 PM schasslersteve ....and to stay the weeping of Angels. Thank you Metatron.

11/5/2019 2:22:58 PM winklerburke Indeed.    ;)

11/5/2019 2:25:50 PM winklerburke After Assange testifies in February?

11/5/2019 2:26:56 PM behappy_369 Thank you. I agree I chose to experience this life for a specific purpose/mission. If I may play the devil's advocate though, did the victims of ritual 

abuse/sacrifice choose their experience as well?

11/5/2019 2:27:57 PM winklerburke CIA... to cover crimes of Progressives?

11/5/2019 2:33:38 PM winklerburke A regular Fhloston Paradise?  ;)

11/5/2019 2:33:57 PM ccheney95 Not in the least- Trump kicked JE out of #MaraLargo

11/5/2019 2:34:36 PM catheri70981208 I see no partying, l see Teump talking...

11/5/2019 2:35:11 PM winklerburke Perhaps CIA killed him.  Perhaps this evidence will be the final nail in CIA's coffin.  White Hats can expose this, and agency finally, finally, finally closed?

11/5/2019 2:35:47 PM winklerburke If White Hats were not preventing market crash, it would have crashed by now?

11/5/2019 2:36:28 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

11/5/2019 2:36:54 PM anonpatriotccj And I’m fairly new to MJ12  Maybe next time I’ll catch the AMA live 🙂

11/5/2019 2:37:07 PM trumping4usa I just had 6 or more realizations and I'm not even half way. Thank you for this

11/5/2019 2:37:59 PM winklerburke People inside CA now might have a hard time answering that question.  People outside CA might find the question easier to answer?

11/5/2019 2:39:16 PM winklerburke To show others they can willingly "make the sacrifice."  To show others, they will burn their own soul, to make gain in the land of the living.  To show 

they want to join the club.  For club members to make joining their club expensive.  To have files on people, lest they tell.

11/5/2019 2:40:35 PM winklerburke The reverse?

11/5/2019 2:41:36 PM sonyx369 Well whaddaya know...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/DdFFndYR6T

11/5/2019 2:41:44 PM catheri70981208 Exactly! l don't think Mr.Trump was partying as much as it was a well executed plan....

11/5/2019 2:43:04 PM winklerburke A rogue's gallery of genius planners, able 2 Grand Master Check Mate... the cabal's rogue's gallery of genius planners who attempted 2 "Immanentize 

their crazy-bad Eschaton" of depopulating the planet to 500,000.  As the cabal's plan was wicked-clever, Q's plan makes things good.

11/5/2019 2:44:28 PM sterkinglights1 Body language clearly said this sick sob eats babies

11/5/2019 2:50:35 PM karma4event201 #EpsteinCoverup 

Both Clintons were on Lolita Express multiple times; 1 was on the plane 26 times or more. 

Some news was to break today but they "changed the news" with deaths. 

deaths also fit cult sacrifices by Burning

11/5/2019 2:53:34 PM toziongoesi1977 Nope, not one bit. Trump has been luring in the Deep State for decades to gain their trust.

11/5/2019 2:55:49 PM adsvel Was Rudy Giuliani involved in the 9/11? R. Giuliani was Mayor of New York when it happened.

11/5/2019 2:57:44 PM girlawakeinca #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealNXIVM https://nypost.com/2019/11/05/women-killed-in-mexican-cartel-murders-had-alleged-ties-to-sex-cult-nxivm/ …

11/5/2019 2:58:46 PM mamiemcclure17 Brad...?

11/5/2019 3:00:55 PM mamiemcclure17 Duh 🙄 took a minute... pic.twitter.com/JyrkmPpB8A

11/5/2019 3:02:11 PM mamiemcclure17 Oh that Brad, 8 😉😅 a little slow sometimes, apologies 😁

11/5/2019 3:02:41 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/olFAPnGQkL

11/5/2019 3:03:35 PM mamiemcclure17 Mind exercises are fun😁



11/5/2019 3:04:32 PM infinitegray65 65 means family

177 was mentioned by POTUS

Coincidence? Perhaps pic.twitter.com/0CBVKPsk6q

11/5/2019 3:06:43 PM roublisa I got the link from @covertress 💗 I have checked I’m watching on Netflix Check out “V for Vendetta” on Netflix

 https://www.netflix.com/title/70039175?s=i&trkid=13752289 …

11/5/2019 3:07:46 PM roublisa Looks like you will Netflix is 2hrs and 12 min

11/5/2019 3:10:16 PM drblogstein 8376 546487

11/5/2019 3:10:50 PM mongrelglory I signed the petition and tried, and tried to forward it to other people to sign. Their replies is that they didn't trust the government to regulate the 

internet. They didn't seem to understand that by leaving the internet in the hands of Google etc...meant the Cabal had control.

11/5/2019 3:11:03 PM faye_mcgarry 11/11. The  portals open to assist bringing in a conscious transformation on earth. To wake people up.this is going to be a huge shift

11/5/2019 3:11:03 PM tyetyler1 watch now?

11/5/2019 3:11:21 PM mynardpamela What’s with the sound on this?

11/5/2019 3:11:57 PM blackjackpupil I love your profile pic 😂😍

11/5/2019 3:13:13 PM gregorio_feo I haven't heard anything about child trafficking on the news.  This is a group from a polygamous fundamentalist Mormon sect, so that explains why all 

the children were there.  These folks were on their way to a wedding in Mexico.  The reaction by Mexico's Pres. was ridiculous.

11/5/2019 3:14:04 PM telosa3 Impugn? Ok enuf iam passing this onto @RobVannoy

11/5/2019 3:14:33 PM royharp15872578 I do love this film!

11/5/2019 3:15:57 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Same, beside possibly half a Q in the tie ?🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/dz9Jscu6Gz

11/5/2019 3:16:17 PM jared4liberty Not sure I follow.

11/5/2019 3:17:49 PM nikoscali There are DIRECT ties between this mormon sect and Keith Raniere's NXIVM:  https://nypost.com/2019/11/05/women-killed-in-mexican-cartel-

murders-had-alleged-ties-to-sex-cult-nxivm/ …

11/5/2019 3:17:51 PM tyetyler1  https://youtu.be/ch1bKWl9-Yg 

11/5/2019 3:17:57 PM mcpatriot64 Waaaaaa Hillary didn’t win waaaaaaa triggered snowflake

11/5/2019 3:18:19 PM drblogstein Spelled out the title of the book using the letters on the phone keypad. Don’t need to be blamed if someone acts out the plot!

11/5/2019 3:18:33 PM arcruse4 When you watch it, process your interpretation of this great movie with thoughts of the message delivered in "The Matrix" #synergyofthought 

#HappyGuyFawkesDay

11/5/2019 3:19:19 PM jared4liberty Oh ok gotcha. Thanks!

11/5/2019 3:22:46 PM mongrelglory I want to know why they were "targeted" by the Cartel. They were an offshoot branch of the Church of LDS, and associated with polygamy.  If the 

Cartel wanted them for human trafficking, why did they kill some of the woman and children?  Retribution? Sending them a message?

11/5/2019 3:23:08 PM tayo_joachim Https://nypost.com/2019/11/05/women-killed-in-mexican-cartel-murders-had-alleged-ties-to-sex-cult-nxivm/amp/?__twitter_impression=true … Are 

we getting close to find the ties between NXVIM and Epstein?

11/5/2019 3:23:10 PM gregorio_feo Oh my.  I guess I should not be surprised.  I wonder who the media are trying to protect this time?  This is the only mention of this I have seen.  The 

most important thing here is that innocent young children were killed by violent cartels, and we need to finish the wall--fast.

11/5/2019 3:24:32 PM nettiejoi Melanias glimse, priceless! I love this picture.

11/5/2019 3:25:43 PM mongrelglory Woah! 👀

11/5/2019 3:25:50 PM ladtacarms  pic.twitter.com/1NBDeLNi0P

11/5/2019 3:25:57 PM jt_light Thanks I'm subscribed ❤️

11/5/2019 3:27:45 PM nettiejoi No, why ? We know that Epstein was there. Later he fired him.

11/5/2019 3:30:48 PM patriotswegoall "Get out of the cities" is what people have been saying years ago. Quote from Matthew.

11/5/2019 3:31:05 PM lsm3459 Anons see a “trigger” as an opportunity to dig deeper...nice try though 🙄

11/5/2019 3:35:09 PM nikoscali The media has known the identity of the whistleblower now for two weeks and they haven't reported that either...

11/5/2019 3:36:08 PM drumsk8 What is the ratio of suppression of Twitter, Facebook and YouTube ?

11/5/2019 3:36:11 PM sdane8 I think the Amish believe that, don't they?

11/5/2019 3:37:03 PM molllybee yup..  that is quite a party : {[

11/5/2019 3:38:45 PM pitdogman which Trump had him kicked out of when he found out about the low life that is Epstein😎

11/5/2019 3:39:28 PM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/xKiwQDMOau

11/5/2019 3:39:44 PM gregorio_feo There are only, like, 16 people in America who don't know his identity.  The media are keeping it quiet trying to hide his part of the Ukraine 2016 

Democrat scandal.  It is amazing how many people don't know anything about that.  They just follow the MSM "Conspiracy theory" BS.

11/5/2019 3:41:15 PM chelle030609 This is because the body is like a storage computer, it remembers. Muscle memory... Trust your intuition. I also remember being at Montauk...

11/5/2019 3:42:12 PM gryniiizred My 3rd viewing over the years

11/5/2019 3:42:46 PM boomtrump2020 Keep your enemies close

11/5/2019 3:50:03 PM azuremagus Not a party and not at Mar-A-Lago

11/5/2019 3:55:51 PM sdane8 It does look like her! Oh my gosh, great catch. I didn't even notice her.

11/5/2019 3:57:29 PM stanstephens13 How was Epstein caged by trump?

11/5/2019 4:01:03 PM theyoungearth1 Any lips readers out there?

11/5/2019 4:01:20 PM azuremagus ,vertical bi-directional time reversal does all, check Tom Bearden

11/5/2019 4:02:42 PM paisleyposey Not at all. Probably pics of Trump partying with anyone who was anyone. This from the early 90s when many folks didn't know about Epstein (who 

didn't kill himself). Once he knew about him he cooperated w/prosecutors in FL, only one who did. So, there. Enjoy #MAGA2020Landslide

11/5/2019 4:04:12 PM __intothewild_ This has been my absolute favorite movie since I first saw it in the movie theaters!

Relevant, ESPECIALLY today!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKvvOFIHs4k …

Words are for the means of meaning, and for those who listen the annunciation of truth!

11/5/2019 4:04:21 PM kimmeykim1 Good question

11/5/2019 4:04:41 PM azuremagus National  debt already payed  Check out "Mana World Trust"

11/5/2019 4:06:44 PM azuremagus If A.I. is ensouled i.e. has heart center, then yes

11/5/2019 4:07:41 PM stanstephens13 Is there anything in creation that is not properly designed?

11/5/2019 4:09:28 PM azuremagus They all remote view and astral project

11/5/2019 4:11:25 PM covertress The YouTube version that I posted seems to have serious playback issues.

I've deleted it. Sorry.

11/5/2019 4:12:08 PM mynardpamela That’s ok. Thank you for posting!

11/5/2019 4:12:15 PM azuremagus If your container is perreped



11/5/2019 4:16:45 PM toffer_anon_369  http : //putlockers DOT news/watch/eLxRYyvO-v-for-vendetta.html

^^^ fix the link and you're golden.  Please use a vpn and updated virus definitions though

11/5/2019 4:17:58 PM azuremagus Already answered grayish black

11/5/2019 4:20:04 PM azuremagus When 4th Reich is purged

11/5/2019 4:22:44 PM cherrypie0814 Not at all.

11/5/2019 4:22:53 PM ttesla9 Yes.. or you know truths about things before it’s publicized.

11/5/2019 4:23:27 PM deplorablestor2 Excellent movie, although knowing what I know, I would never re-up my subscription to Netflix for ANYTHING.

11/5/2019 4:23:44 PM aleks8837 I hook you up fam! 🤩  https://playedvid.com/x24nyzb41v1q  (some pop-ups, but else safe!)

Enjoy!

11/5/2019 4:26:21 PM aleks8837 The Avenger movies at least are certified Majestic-made 👍

11/5/2019 4:28:10 PM ttesla9 I’ve got a 19 f150 super crew eco boost after owning a 16 Silverado 5.3 and a v8 tundra... by no comparison it’s the best I’ve owned so far!

11/5/2019 4:28:55 PM dbefmfttfn 🤗❤️❤️🤗 pic.twitter.com/hfU3atQD43

11/5/2019 4:29:19 PM deplorablestor2 Think mirror when watching, because in the movie they refer to the leadership as "right-wing" and it clearly is NOT. This movie is about a 

movement...OUR movement. pic.twitter.com/50HGary0n8

11/5/2019 4:29:41 PM youstinksoap Will your DM's re-open to the public?

11/5/2019 4:32:04 PM scottgasaway Holy &$:* this is exactly what’s going on now!! Damn. So is November 5th this year the marker of all markers?  This time next year??  I feel like I’m in a 

time machine.  🤷🏻♂️🤔🤔

11/5/2019 4:33:05 PM dbefmfttfn Above Majestic is the strongest red pill available 🤗 Highly Recommend 👍

11/5/2019 4:34:13 PM turboxyde Good question! I have been wondering (in reference to this question) if we've reached a certain point where it's time to learn the telepathic ropes on 

our own.

At some point we have to stand tall & firm in our knowledge & awareness so we can prepare to fly on our own! pic.twitter.com/WfVBmY9xWK

11/5/2019 4:35:05 PM shining91109743 Sometimes I wake up feeling Very sore and bruised all over.  Could it have anything with timelines merging?  Suggested coping /relief mechanisms?

11/5/2019 4:37:56 PM yellamoj In my dreams.

11/5/2019 4:40:03 PM bbobbio71 T-50 min

11/5/2019 4:40:57 PM wickedmouse369 OMG new poster for #GuardiansOfTheGalaxy

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/LztaDBxfWg

11/5/2019 4:41:40 PM djlok V...about to start watching it now!

11/5/2019 4:41:42 PM ricoroho 🤣🤣🤣

11/5/2019 4:42:24 PM turboxyde Just like Wormhole X-treme from Stargate SG-1... which is also unto its own, more plausible deniability.

Plausible Deniability Inception.... https://youtu.be/gT-Vf_x4Dc4 

11/5/2019 4:45:19 PM karma4event201 9 11 2001 planned since at least 9 11 1991 when #BushSr took #240Billion by making a debt due 10 years l

NYSE pc's were hijacked during 911 attacks (BushSr) & those debts cleared 

59 page PDF Study the 17 pages of 232 footnotes 

 https://www.wanttoknow.info/911/Collateral-Damage-911-black_eagle_fund_trust.pdf … https://coto2.wordpress.com/2011/06/03/911-wtc7-and-

the-black-eagle-trust-how-bank-of-new-york-may-have-laundered-240-billion/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

11/5/2019 4:48:03 PM karma4event201 Correct. HRC was on Lolita Express many times as well as Bill

11/5/2019 4:48:39 PM nurseniceyes Why bring Alice back into the mix?

11/5/2019 4:50:21 PM raisethevib369 Let every skeleton fall out of this closet. Let #TruthBeTold. Transparency for all. If I was Trump and I had dirty secrets involving Epstein, I wouldn't be 

pushing to dismantle the deep state.....just sayin.....

11/5/2019 4:51:54 PM robertg69989098 Just did. It was as good as the first time.

11/5/2019 4:56:11 PM fightthenewwo Watching it now..

11/5/2019 4:56:31 PM karma4event201 3 years ❗️❗️❗️ So many lives could have been saved from these pedophiles ❗️

Pure Evil = #Epstein #Clintons #PrinceAndrew #RoyalFamily

#ABC

#ABCReleaseEpsteinStoryNow

11/5/2019 4:57:59 PM karma4event201 Does the name  #JamesGoldstein show up on #LolitaExpress ❓

11/5/2019 4:58:09 PM threefold_flame “Remember, remember the 5th of November. The gunpowder TREASON and PLOT.”

Quite a relevant notion these days.

11/5/2019 4:59:11 PM scottgasaway 30 minutes in and wtf is happening.   Priests too?  Art?? Owners of pharma , pedos?

11/5/2019 5:02:34 PM karma4event201 There are many sources that describe Ritual Sexual Abuse in Mormon Church, actually inside the church. What is described is identical to Satanic Ritual 

Abuse = MKUltra Mind Comtrol 

Nov 4 was a Satanic Holiday too

11/5/2019 5:03:08 PM ravisingkeegan Think Nikola Tesla

11/5/2019 5:04:17 PM karma4event201 Yes. The Murders were Nov 4 

President Trumps Tweet is offering US assistance after the murders

11/5/2019 5:07:00 PM scottgasaway So many truths in this.  Crazy

11/5/2019 5:07:26 PM karma4event201  https://nypost.com/2019/11/05/women-killed-in-mexican-cartel-murders-had-alleged-ties-to-sex-cult-nxivm/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

11/5/2019 5:11:46 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/wZLvGqa5Cx

11/5/2019 5:14:21 PM roublisa Have you been successful yet?

11/5/2019 5:15:13 PM roublisa Wow excellent movie 🤯🤯🤯

11/5/2019 5:24:50 PM blsdbe Exactly. At the Behest of Buckingham Palace, no doubt.

11/5/2019 5:25:59 PM lucylengua Remember, remember the 5th on Nov....

11/5/2019 5:26:26 PM scottgasaway Orwell’s 1984 , V for Vendetta in 2005 ?? Showing us this day?tech disclosure.. Star Trek 70’s Star Wars.. aliens talking telepathically, traveling faster 

speed of light , life in and in multiple galaxies?? We are watching the movie of our existence 🤔. Nothing we know is True

11/5/2019 5:27:22 PM marty713  pic.twitter.com/HpzyuB3LFl

11/5/2019 5:28:49 PM postkneejerk 🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1191781927029739520 …

11/5/2019 5:30:57 PM scottgasaway I’ve felt things were not right about ten years ago. But fully woke up about a year ago. This movie just brings it all to the surface.  Hard being one of the 

minority but lessons learned.  Soon we won’t be. Truth is coming and we will rejoice in it and help those that can’t see

11/5/2019 5:31:16 PM loyaltospeakout @covfefe_45_MAGA @AnomicAge @awakeinaus @RAVENSWOODPUB @JustInformU @irritatednate @J_TrumpIN @PatriotPurple @gbroh10 

@Jali_Cat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_OurNanny_ @lynlinking @AlfonzoCortez4 @MeadowJason

11/5/2019 5:31:49 PM scottgasaway V is chalk full of disclosure. Almost every minute of it is

11/5/2019 5:35:39 PM scottgasaway Wow that’s crazy. Good for you.  So you have seen V?

11/5/2019 5:37:19 PM pmrode Quite regularly actually....



11/5/2019 5:39:40 PM scottgasaway Yes it is violent but I think that is part of the majestic message.  The only way to face the truth is head on.  “You have no fear anymore you are 

completely free”. Very poignant

11/5/2019 5:39:50 PM sarahmoonshado3 Remember, Remember the 5th of November, the gunpowder treason and plot, I see of no reason the gunpowder treason should ever be forgot. And 

#Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/5/2019 5:40:08 PM blsdbe Do you recommend Tantra?

11/5/2019 5:42:02 PM titansass JaK Dor See—- Twatter Owner

11/5/2019 5:42:40 PM scottgasaway I know you don’t watch movies or Tv but I think you would find the Matrix trilogy fascinating. Same person as who did V

11/5/2019 5:44:47 PM scottgasaway I think the time may be right.  From the little you have said I think it would resonate greatly

11/5/2019 5:45:21 PM trumping4usa That was amazing

11/5/2019 5:45:48 PM richgar06 I got it!

11/5/2019 5:45:50 PM trumping4usa The film and what I now I understand

11/5/2019 5:47:48 PM jjone4286 KNOW THY ENEMY

11/5/2019 5:48:15 PM scottgasaway But only if it feels right. You’ve been away from movies for the longest of time, but if you do circle back with me with your thoughts.

11/5/2019 5:48:24 PM murph54258684 Y'all need to expand your thinking. pic.twitter.com/NS5BvHljk8

11/5/2019 5:51:45 PM scottgasaway Fair👍

11/5/2019 5:51:54 PM tsaralexi Remember,Remember the fifth of November

11/5/2019 5:53:55 PM karma4event201 It is not frequency via cable or Satellite? YouTube will work too?

11/5/2019 5:54:25 PM _doozier_ A spoonful of sugar (Orange Man Bad) helps the medicine (Pizzagate is Real) go down!

11/5/2019 6:05:43 PM dazeytoday I watched V tonight as suggested. So much is relevant to our time today.  It gave me a lot to think about and puts a lot of things into perspective.

11/5/2019 6:08:11 PM flgirlsbeenqd I blocked bc that dude is a troll.

11/5/2019 6:08:36 PM gyuhyecheong covfefe!

11/5/2019 6:11:41 PM traveling_soul9 Remember, remember the 5th of November...

11/5/2019 6:15:57 PM mynardpamela I really don’t know.

11/5/2019 6:17:19 PM nancyddb Along with everything else. Dang it, if I get a chocolate milkshake in the drive through and drink it on my way to get another chocolate milkshake its no 

ones business.

11/5/2019 6:18:52 PM scottgasaway Interesting. V at the end said for 20 years. Hmm 1999 to now

11/5/2019 6:19:23 PM scottgasaway A “Majestic” movie??

11/5/2019 6:21:05 PM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hey MJ didn’t the deal expire with ‘them’. What is the hold up?

11/5/2019 6:21:58 PM lightson45 Watching it now.

11/5/2019 6:23:27 PM scottgasaway We the people. Ideas are bulletproof

11/5/2019 6:24:26 PM nancyddb What's in Greenland?

11/5/2019 6:24:50 PM nschlange No offence but I could've answered that one! :D

11/5/2019 6:26:37 PM scottgasaway ☝👍

11/5/2019 6:26:38 PM ldgray1 Just Finished

11/5/2019 6:29:05 PM islandofdelight How can we best take advantage of these downloads? What new frequencies have been opened? Timeline merge resulting in accelerated disclosure?

11/5/2019 6:37:19 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/FuegoAmerican/status/1191898555826368512 …

11/5/2019 6:37:47 PM islandofdelight Remember remember the 5th of November

11/5/2019 6:41:27 PM kathryn76443182 What time and where is the link?

11/5/2019 6:42:12 PM adsvel Annunaki are also know as reptilian conglomerate, so goa'uld gang.😉

11/5/2019 6:50:51 PM doc1415 I believe, the message is clear. I believe this message is for Europe

 America is increasingly on the rise towards awakening. Europe is extremely overwhelmed. We were able to do this without a mass march of unity, 

which still may be needed due to the corruption in government.

11/5/2019 6:50:51 PM doc1415 That is the only way the people of europe will get the upper hand. Trump using his intelligence and chess skills outsmart the msm and cabal. Europe is 

too far gone. This message is for them.

11/5/2019 6:51:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Watched and how do I feel? 💤 tired 💤 Today is 11/5.

11/5/2019 6:52:40 PM waterheals Truth. I prefer Nano filters from  http://www.ChansonWater.com  as they clean the water without stripping it of its minerals. Has less waste water too 

unkike Ro water.

11/5/2019 6:52:43 PM doc1415 I pray not it never leads to violence, but if a mass unarmed populace marches on their tyrannical governments in the EU, Asia, Mexico and South 

America, the United States stands with them!

11/5/2019 7:10:27 PM magicianmighty Not really . If they had anything on trump being a pedo. That shit would’ve came out on him already, And that’s a fact. They’re trying to impeach him 

on garbage. If they had the goods it would’ve came out with hard evidence. #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/5/2019 7:11:24 PM jaded_pearl They deleted it

11/5/2019 7:16:22 PM trax1833 Watched it about a month ago.

11/5/2019 7:24:39 PM aprilbrown99 🤗😘🥰 Thank you MJ!  I AM looking down from 40,000 feet after watching V. Future proves past moment - Majestic indeed.  It is amazing what you 

can see with clear vision and woke mind. 💗💗💗

11/5/2019 7:24:54 PM blsdbe Wow, can you provide some info on that idea?

11/5/2019 7:28:09 PM anonpatriotccj Done Thank you 🙏💕

11/5/2019 7:29:34 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think the Citizens of Our Great Nation can and will handle the Truth. Bless you and #QAnon ... #EpSteinCoverup is trending!!!  

https://twitter.com/Brick_Suit/status/1191873539361525760 … pic.twitter.com/vmISSU93wW

11/5/2019 7:35:00 PM sofia_wwg1wga Me too!!!

These people are SICK !!!

11/5/2019 7:40:09 PM scottgasaway @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 interesting cloud formation  pic.twitter.com/BibZeDhOLA

11/5/2019 7:44:55 PM humanproofer .

11/5/2019 7:45:00 PM nm_zsr I watched it. Had never seen it before. Deep stuff.

11/5/2019 7:46:34 PM flgirlsbeenqd If atrocities were the responsibility of your government, would you want to know?

Of course...if you’re going to hurt me, hurt me with truth not lies.

11/5/2019 7:48:13 PM nm_zsr It is on Netflix

11/5/2019 7:48:30 PM oakleysuburbs Not triggered

11/5/2019 7:50:41 PM cosmic_engineer Fini

11/5/2019 7:51:06 PM pelledan2 Stig!! pic.twitter.com/fMz4PJGMNu

11/5/2019 7:51:46 PM bleakperfect1 Does the cabal also have a SSP? Are they using mind control from space?

11/5/2019 7:52:40 PM djlok I think it's also an interesting perspective on end of life/end of an era.  If a person is of the darkness, they get met with darkness regardless of what 

they had "hoped" for or what their "ideals" were.

11/5/2019 7:53:08 PM melanieanders7 I watched and couldn’t tear myself away. So much disclosure! ... a parallels of our current now. Makes me want to wear a mask next November 5.

11/5/2019 7:53:48 PM djlok My thoughts exactly!

11/5/2019 7:56:32 PM marty713 Can you watch it Here 👇⁉️

 https://youtu.be/ch1bKWl9-Yg 

11/5/2019 7:58:57 PM yellamoj Just finished watching. No coincidences throughout, and tons of Majestic references. I cried.  Majestic 12 love movies. We are watching a movie.



11/5/2019 8:00:37 PM marty713 This one you can rent 

 https://youtu.be/Et6M2r3yTAw 

11/5/2019 8:03:59 PM boopetersen3 I just wish Amy spent any time being compassionate towards all the victims. Was her lack of a 'scoop' more important? No better than ABC preventing 

her reporting.

11/5/2019 8:04:34 PM marty713  https://youtu.be/Et6M2r3yTAw 

11/5/2019 8:05:43 PM aprilbrown99 I find this interesting. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/v0noJrTlsS

11/5/2019 8:06:44 PM zrickety .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Just saw new #Terminator Dark Fate.

Interesting time travel disclosure, similar to Endgame.

Timeline changes are not retroactive...

Also does not follow Genisys, more of a T2 followup.

No Skynet, now 'Legion.'

Only one T101, different terminators.

Awesome movie!
11/5/2019 8:07:56 PM zagnett Big cities suck.👎

11/5/2019 8:11:42 PM zagnett Not at all. Looks like Trump just said something funny. Just wondering what.🤔

11/5/2019 8:16:21 PM sterkinglights1 There were many messages with multiple meaning. 

Super soldier program

We are all one and connected

The black train is running on time

News will obfuscate the truth

11/5/2019 8:18:36 PM sterkinglights1 Word totally trigged 

#EpsteinCoverup

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealMars

11/5/2019 8:19:09 PM 1crazy_toaster He knows millions of ppl. This is an event. He is no pedo. He is however strategic. no worries here.

11/5/2019 8:27:53 PM nell_pam Kushner hand jesture???

11/5/2019 8:30:25 PM deplorabldamsel So many parallels! Great movie, Thanks for the suggestion, MJ12! 🤗 ❤️ 🌟

11/5/2019 8:48:11 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/5iz6FL1AdL

11/5/2019 8:50:44 PM egelone The Goa'uld i refer to is a parasite alien from sg-1

11/5/2019 8:51:23 PM wild8heart Interesting. The movie definitely felt “different”. Anything else you beautiful beings could reveal??? 💫😆

11/5/2019 8:52:04 PM brick_airhedred I just watched it tonight. I better understood so many of the nuanced details this time. 👁🌟👁

11/5/2019 8:53:23 PM lbf777 That was it? It felt different?

11/5/2019 8:53:46 PM love4thegameak PJ. Can you send me the L ink

11/5/2019 8:54:10 PM boogeymanhunter 3 Days/Wyatt are 2 of the 30-40 main accts l try to read daily no matter what. ( You and MJ are 2 others, coincidentally) 

It didn't even occur to me Q posted them- lm so used to reading their posts anyway. 

(l dont think Wyatt even posts Q related material?  Dig it tho)

11/5/2019 8:55:58 PM wild8heart Time is an illusion. MJ12 have discussed this many times.

11/5/2019 8:58:43 PM sandramary18 Nope

11/5/2019 9:00:40 PM kathleen3693693 Probably all 3. Huge subterranean molten lava field expanding from the Ridgecrest area towards the Pacific, San Andreas fault: aka hot earth in history. 

PG&E shutting off juice to avoid blame. NA Kraton plate bowing. New Madrid & Cascadian subduction zone to rip apart hard(9-12+)

11/5/2019 9:05:02 PM ash98668967 Yep. Let it come out. Not afraid of the truth.  Spill it all.  Let’s go!

11/5/2019 9:08:41 PM universalrisin I’m someone who is developing my abilities slowly but surely, but I’ve been told to be careful with it as a danger may pose itself to me because of my 

abilities. Is there a danger that surrounds those who have been growing their abilities (psychic, divination, etc.)? Dark forces?

11/5/2019 9:13:23 PM universalrisin Are domestic cats great protectors from dark forces and such

11/5/2019 9:14:23 PM goyaeq How do they know which officers are pursuing?

11/5/2019 9:15:04 PM jfunder Well that was the strangest bit of celluloid I believe I have ever witnessed.

11/5/2019 9:15:48 PM aagent361  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ch1bKWl9-Yg …

11/5/2019 9:16:40 PM jfunder And the castle rule will crumble.

11/5/2019 9:17:45 PM jfunder Like it or not, violence is the only to change regimes.

11/5/2019 9:21:51 PM jfunder Would you care to clarify?

11/5/2019 9:23:33 PM jfunder I just finished it from this link.  Worked fine.  Whoa, is what I have to say...

11/5/2019 9:25:27 PM jfunder How'd you like all that voodoo with the audio?  Great piece fo sho.

11/5/2019 9:26:56 PM yellamoj Lol https://twitter.com/delu7759/status/1191947267785265157?s=20 …

11/5/2019 9:32:40 PM love4thegameak ThanQ Fren!

11/5/2019 9:42:37 PM hopereeder @QTAnon1

@prayingmedic

@TheCollectiveQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/5/2019 9:46:26 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We Shall give them a Fifth of November that shall never, ever be forgotten!!!

11/5/2019 9:46:34 PM wild8heart What exactly are you implying???

Specifically it seemed as though there were new segments. As if there had been some kind of Mandela effect...

11/5/2019 9:48:23 PM _doozier_ "I'll send them cheesy movies.... The worst we can find (LA LA LA) pic.twitter.com/SnESAnU6Lb

11/5/2019 9:56:27 PM oo1o110 The answer is yes. I would really want to know...

11/5/2019 9:58:09 PM lbf777 I’m implying the majestic consciousness download is probably not real.

Movies like that are psyops so people imagine a tyrannical Gov System. Imagining things helps manifest them.

11/5/2019 10:10:07 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/YAiS5J8Z8N

11/5/2019 10:15:14 PM wild8heart Fair enough. Each to their own.



11/5/2019 10:17:31 PM enomai_ MIB.

assuming not all are earth humans.

non human ones.

do they have a twinkle in their eyes?

Even if not particular group.

The twinkle is real?

kinda wild
11/5/2019 10:22:53 PM sexfoodrehab  https://youtu.be/1NjlcRjZCmw 

11/5/2019 10:30:18 PM enomai_ It is always their left eye, my right too.

11/5/2019 10:31:44 PM enomai_ Where does people originate from or called?

11/5/2019 10:44:03 PM sverhaque Hi and thanks for your answer that's interesting. 

🙏💞

11/5/2019 10:49:01 PM brangusjimmy Did you watch it? People shouldn’t be afraid of their government. Their government should be afraid of the people. pic.twitter.com/2CS3SPTeiT

11/5/2019 11:21:50 PM blsdbe “I want Everyone to remember why they need US!!!” Says the Chancellor to His Minions...#MockingBirdMedia

11/5/2019 11:28:21 PM blsdbe “Fear became the ultimate tool of this Government”

11/5/2019 11:35:57 PM blsdbe “It was like a perfect pattern laid out in front of me and then I realized that we were all part of it”

11/5/2019 11:40:06 PM doc1415 When europe has a massively disarmed populace, a revolt against an armed government, violence is possible. Not always only regime change. The 

American Revolution was fought for on the battlefield.

11/5/2019 11:43:03 PM blsdbe “I am no more this face than the muscles beneath it for the bones beneath them”

11/5/2019 11:43:59 PM chelle030609 @supersoldertalk

11/5/2019 11:47:50 PM blsdbe “Because this world, the world that I am a part of, That I helped shape, will end tonight, And tomorrow a different world will begin the different people 

shape, and this choice belongs to them.”

11/6/2019 12:03:45 AM blsdbe #ThanQ, MJ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for  Everything.

11/6/2019 12:19:13 AM girlawakeinca That would be glorious. 💫

11/6/2019 12:47:16 AM adsvel I know what You meant. All those gods, lords, who are living from human life force are parasites.

11/6/2019 1:29:17 AM lenzaq My fishsauce...

11/6/2019 2:23:47 AM luluspeers1 The favorite numbers of Tesla

11/6/2019 2:56:09 AM jeremya27283175 Epstein is a white hat.  Epstein is alive.  Think Zorro.  Think Batman.  Not all heros wear capes. 🇺🇸

11/6/2019 2:59:06 AM sterkinglights1 Using prisoners as guinea pig test subs for viral production. Sounds like Arkansas State and sending [aid]$ to Canada and Africa.

11/6/2019 3:05:07 AM linnyt7 Thank you. I understand.

11/6/2019 3:17:11 AM sterkinglights1 Is something in the works to bring both sides together? A sky shocker for the masses.

11/6/2019 3:36:08 AM djlok Powerful scene...and rings true today more than ever!!! pic.twitter.com/xxtkBTOYMo

11/6/2019 3:58:04 AM nun_chucknorris That certainly was. Watched this movie for the first time last night. Interesting that the ABC vid condemning the Palace comes out November 5th.

11/6/2019 4:07:23 AM djlok Interesting indeed!!!  I would say it's just a coincidence, but I seem to be having the hardest time believing in coincidences these days.

11/6/2019 4:27:11 AM trimmyers Not what so ever.

11/6/2019 4:39:52 AM _369311119 Parliament was blown up from the inside. Fawkes equated Parliament and Crown. CBS is under the Crown. 

CBS insiders are blowing up the Crown.

11/6/2019 4:48:53 AM puertoricancham I love Q I don’t want to know who is 👠❤️👠

11/6/2019 4:51:38 AM mongrelglory The movie was based on a British graphic novel written in 1982 and re-printed by DC Comics in 1982.  I have to wonder if many of these graphic novels 

are part of predictive programming.   White hats going back in time to plant the seeds of awakening for us to discover perhaps?

11/6/2019 4:59:50 AM lightlove21121 Next?

What about today!?

😎

11/6/2019 5:00:53 AM lightlove21121 &/or

Us realizing we have absolutely everything to regain control of our planet now..?

11/6/2019 5:01:51 AM xtheyrachangin After watching a certain movie last night, I had a hard time sleeping. Instead I went outside, watched the rain, and had a crazy idea for a comic book. It 

involved a "heaven on earth", but for the wicked.

11/6/2019 5:02:45 AM xtheyrachangin A society of soulless "elites" on Mars that enjoyed every pleasure and luxury they desired without lifting a finger. Instead, they depended on the 

factory/livestock breeding ground/farm they controlled over on Earth.

11/6/2019 5:03:20 AM mcpatriot64 I’ve been on his ☝️ Page.  Don’t want to go there.  Weird shit.

11/6/2019 5:03:38 AM xtheyrachangin Far enough away so they would never be noticed, or bothered; close enough to maintain their control. An endless, bountiful harvest of anything their 

soulless hearts desired. What a horrible story eh

11/6/2019 5:11:45 AM mongrelglory This speech is a rallying cry for everyone today!

11/6/2019 5:16:05 AM mongrelglory We just needed a little nudge to break through the mass mind control frequencies of the media.

11/6/2019 5:16:50 AM mongrelglory Sorry, reprinted in 1988.

11/6/2019 5:20:13 AM imiinaq Then why did he threw him out of the club when he found out he was hitting on a teenage girl? Banning him for life and coopt with law enforcement? 

pic.twitter.com/n1BHxmfLfu

11/6/2019 5:22:30 AM lightlove21121 I think we have that in our power already 🙏🏽

Power is within💫💫💫

With love and blessings ♥️

11/6/2019 5:23:26 AM bbobbio71 Yes Thank you for posting. 

I plan on renting it tonight.  The yt was hard to follow.

11/6/2019 5:24:24 AM bbobbio71 Like "Certified Majestic"!

11/6/2019 5:32:09 AM realityloominng Who is this woman really? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4o2fhIOWdU …

11/6/2019 5:51:33 AM karina89350882 Well, when all the evil is gone there will be less "human-a-like!, agree???

11/6/2019 5:53:08 AM karina89350882 WHO do they think they are that they can CONTROL pure HUMANS?? They can control their clones and A.I.`s - so it is!

11/6/2019 6:00:35 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1191954976781864960?s=21 …

11/6/2019 6:02:33 AM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/IUrX5SL2Zh

11/6/2019 6:03:18 AM wwg1wga93583681 the movie was great

don't know how I missed it before pic.twitter.com/KeB3FqrICc

11/6/2019 6:04:28 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1191954976781864960?s=21 …

11/6/2019 6:04:29 AM thekanehb Thank you!!



11/6/2019 6:08:40 AM thekanehb Seriously?? Sign me up 🙄 pic.twitter.com/K38vXfg0L4

11/6/2019 6:09:37 AM melanieanders7 You have a point, sweet friend.

11/6/2019 6:18:25 AM nun_chucknorris Could be one of the ET MJs too.

11/6/2019 6:22:59 AM eyegloarts I've seen fire and I've seen rain...

11/6/2019 6:23:45 AM godchosetrump77 I watched it and wow. My husband was like would you please shut up!? LOL I was downloading so much! I realized a lot! Thank you for getting me to 

watch it finally. It was worth it. They can only hold us prisoner while we are in fear. #FearIsALiar

11/6/2019 6:29:25 AM godchosetrump77 That was my favorite scene. My husband was annoyed. I thought it was brilliant!

11/6/2019 6:38:40 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/hvXicVGxkB

11/6/2019 6:39:15 AM lightlove21121 We have it all dear friend 

 🙏🏽💫🙏🏽

11/6/2019 6:39:51 AM cemgtr The investigators are said to have commended him for being so forthcoming in contrast to other interviewees. He helped more than anyone else.

11/6/2019 6:43:28 AM jaded_pearl What do you mean by F returned? TIA

11/6/2019 6:45:30 AM capitalkid I watched it.  I did get a lot out of the experience - many parallels to today and had some comes that mirrored Q.

However, I did not feel any different.

Would I have felt a change if it happened?

11/6/2019 6:48:22 AM cosmic_engineer A chain of inevitable events has begun.

11/6/2019 7:03:15 AM tyetyler1 I could only watch 45 mins of the movie as the "sound" was off putting.

11/6/2019 7:11:03 AM covertress Read this thread in both directions. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1110683547663327232?s=19 …

11/6/2019 7:11:52 AM flgirlsbeenqd Research

11/6/2019 7:13:46 AM flgirlsbeenqd Maybe read The Adam and Eve Story. It’s a CIA document. Google it and read.

11/6/2019 7:15:13 AM covertress The YT version that I linked previously had serious playback issues.

I wound up renting a copy of #VforVendetta from Prime Video for $2.24 and watching it on my phone. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.amazon.avod.thirdpartyclient …

11/6/2019 7:15:50 AM godchosetrump77 It was like each scene something was screaming in my brain to say all these things, like I was hypothesizing what each scene meant in real time but in 

my head so I had to say it out loud. My husband wasn't amused. Lol

11/6/2019 7:19:35 AM natalie60444115 Go !

11/6/2019 7:25:55 AM flgirlsbeenqd Parliament throw off  made me think how evil their leadership is. Vile pedo/blood cult elites, the games they play, media reporting flat out lies. 

Remember when this dummy said that? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=quU_Tbv96Wk …

11/6/2019 7:27:20 AM flgirlsbeenqd It’s on Netflix

11/6/2019 7:31:29 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1192098116859781120?s=19 …

11/6/2019 7:35:29 AM ksswanlady Nope, business interaction for sure.

11/6/2019 7:46:41 AM sunshowercc ❤️❤️❤️

11/6/2019 7:47:22 AM covertress #QAnon 💥💥💥

POTUS: "I'M Q" https://youtu.be/BcV9Qc5gYTQ 

11/6/2019 7:47:23 AM vegitoctsv My favorite movie!

11/6/2019 7:58:11 AM covertress POTUS is technically Q+...

but, how could he numerically designate a "+"? 😂

11/6/2019 7:58:34 AM kindeandtrue If you associate with pigs you're going to get dirty.

No person with morals, integrity and decency would be involved in a blackmailing operation. 

Poses some serious questions about Trump.

11/6/2019 8:00:47 AM jennyjigsaw45 I've learned loads over the last few years...without movies for reference. Sometimes think it may have been easier to understand if I had of watched 

them over the years.

11/6/2019 8:02:07 AM jennyjigsaw45 I'm going to watch it tonight. Never seen the matrix either.....I put it off all the time lol

11/6/2019 8:07:54 AM speaakn Those are his initials; it’s a monogram 😉

11/6/2019 8:08:46 AM state1union Yes and is Field ok?  Someone said Field was arrested?  I pray this isn't true

11/6/2019 8:13:44 AM flgirlsbeenqd You are a troll

11/6/2019 8:34:24 AM jaded_pearl Excellent - I learn so much from you all - thank you!

11/6/2019 8:34:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jack is injecting trending hashtags in response to #EpsteinCoverup.

Use your voice and demand #UnsealEpstein interview.

11/6/2019 8:34:32 AM peterjonathanna When will people be allowed to grow organic cannabis to save lives? Why is this heroic behavior still illegal?

11/6/2019 8:36:26 AM girlawakeinca #UnsealEpstein End child abuse. We must always protect the children, our future. ❤️ pic.twitter.com/OcAcKO7LTK

11/6/2019 8:38:30 AM starehope Yes, Elstein's name is mispelled as Epstien. So, the trending #s  were tampered with. Bummer!

11/6/2019 8:39:30 AM starehope *Epstein was spelled correctly when I wrote that tweet.

11/6/2019 8:42:42 AM robinreitsma1 i saw this movie in theaters when it came out and recognized it for what it was. Someone inside the Motion Picture Industry was trying to send a 

message. at the time it wasnt clear what that message was but the ending with the mask wearing people, was a little unnerving.

11/6/2019 8:44:31 AM yustein Wow another EMAI account, isn’t there any real humans left on twitter? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/6/2019 8:44:53 AM pepetheqfroggm1 Oh the fuckery wont stop!

11/6/2019 8:46:45 AM unitedredwhite1 #UnsealEpstein https://youtu.be/8W3YXImU6m0 

11/6/2019 8:54:06 AM keith369me What do you mean?  Sweetlovelyhumpday isn’t really trending?  #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup 

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 8:55:40 AM hopester777 #UnsealEpstein

11/6/2019 8:58:07 AM clarkd958 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 9:03:06 AM girlawakeinca #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/4mgCSesHrs

11/6/2019 9:05:27 AM patriots5_5 And watch your retweets. They are getting canceled.

11/6/2019 9:13:30 AM whitecaps1 Wouldn't trust that guy

11/6/2019 9:17:22 AM whoti_ #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup*2

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup*3

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein ... Now!!!

11/6/2019 9:18:02 AM covertress #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1191755420609794048?s=19 …

11/6/2019 9:18:08 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are we ready to play the game?  https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1191822527494066177 …

11/6/2019 9:22:18 AM ponyexpressq17 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 9:23:24 AM girlawakeinca We demand an #UnsealEpstein interview. Bring truth to light. pic.twitter.com/FUeftqZPgF

11/6/2019 9:24:53 AM starehope Good question.

11/6/2019 9:24:54 AM girlawakeinca We demand an #UnsealEpstein interview. Truth to light. Justice for humanity. 💫🌎 pic.twitter.com/nO3L7mGdWg

11/6/2019 9:25:46 AM haagkerry #unseal Jeffery Epstein



11/6/2019 9:28:37 AM pipes2494 Yes he is, shadowbanning hashtags.

11/6/2019 9:47:28 AM majic_eyes_qnly Is it a good idea to make many different hashtags, in this case about Epstein, so that it’s harder to censor them all + also to misspell some of them, e.g. 

#3pst3inwaskilled (#Epsteinwaskilled) to bypass Twitter censorship?

11/6/2019 9:47:48 AM cosmic_engineer That group is more interested in hermaphrodites

11/6/2019 9:48:38 AM tararoby9 I just watched Jupiter Ascending the other night.  I'd recommend watching, or rewatching with new eyes.

11/6/2019 9:52:46 AM burgersandra You mean the unredacted version of this book?

 https://archive.org/details/TheAdamAndEveStoryTheStoryOfCataclysmsChanThomas/page/n5 …

11/6/2019 9:53:48 AM yustein We Need to Declare Our Independence! https://youtu.be/BzmU6qslu1E 

11/6/2019 9:59:43 AM ladyblueky I have tried so hard to figure out the comms. I know the values of each letter and use the same site. How do I know which word to choose? And, would 

anybody mind to help me confirm the meaning of a date, if any? June 17th.

11/6/2019 9:59:53 AM mamiemcclure17 #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup 

#EpsteinCoverup #UnsealEpstein 💥💥💥

11/6/2019 10:04:58 AM giediknight so have mine, for about a year now

11/6/2019 10:18:19 AM bbobbio71 #EpsteinCoverup showing 3790 tweets for over an hour

11/6/2019 10:22:12 AM bonitalinda529 Where Epstein was later banned....tell the whole truth snowflake!

11/6/2019 10:30:43 AM seekingknowle12  pic.twitter.com/yWW32RgD7G

11/6/2019 10:37:10 AM basil26 #EpsteinCoverup #UnsealEpstein

11/6/2019 10:47:00 AM laurabusse That's comforting

11/6/2019 10:53:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Shouldn't be an issue, but it is. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1192141445303549952 …

11/6/2019 10:54:47 AM sp00njake Fake link ?

11/6/2019 10:56:04 AM johnsville14 Well done.The story you see is an inversion.I watched The Truman Show recently and finally picked up on the "other" plot.Truman is a nephilim.When 

he's sails in the boat the storm represents the Flood.Ed Harris character is their vision of a malicious God. Truman exits Monolith

11/6/2019 10:57:19 AM johnsville14 And of course the stage is a DOME. Trumans motivation is a woman (sons of man). And he wants to go to Fiji (not sure of this one.)

11/6/2019 10:58:01 AM kachinagtto They messed up the post (intentional?). Here’s the link https://www.military.com/daily-news/2019/11/06/ex-fort-bragg-soldier-discharged-sentenced-

desertion-child-porn.html …

11/6/2019 11:00:02 AM kachinagtto So how many others there were involved? pic.twitter.com/NSOPHaPKZN

11/6/2019 11:02:44 AM johnsville14 It's good to watch movies by theme. Here's a short list of movies that present "crafted reality." Lots of disclosure

The Truman Show

Dark City

The Thirteenth Floor

The Signal (2014)

The Beach

The Matrix
11/6/2019 11:03:12 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 11:04:22 AM fansblowing3 Here is the story  https://amp.charlotteobserver.com/news/state/north-carolina/article237042729.html?__twitter_impression=true …

11/6/2019 11:06:41 AM fansblowing3 Is this soldier going to testify and bring justice to the rich and powerful?  🤔

11/6/2019 11:07:43 AM mateuszwala Ouch! Touchè

11/6/2019 11:07:48 AM cidarean Off topic... Looks like impeachment rhetoric is ramping up. It just may impact Trump negatively in 2020.  Anticipated? Thoughts?

11/6/2019 11:10:57 AM jaded_pearl Why is there a higher incidence of rape in the military than other institutions? My understanding from a former investigator of such things for DOD that 

sexual assault is rampant as if known but accept as part of the culture by leadership. Why?

11/6/2019 11:15:24 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/6/2019 11:22:37 AM kachinagtto OOhhhhh couple in there I haven't seen.  Will check them out.  I thought I watched the Signal - but I guess I didn't.  Might have to start with that one.

11/6/2019 11:22:37 AM wild8heart Hahaha

11/6/2019 11:24:08 AM perlchyk Crater from an asteroid hit was found in Greenland, that’s the flood 12K years ago or so.

11/6/2019 11:25:04 AM gi6stars Fake Link

11/6/2019 11:34:13 AM mongrelglory Here's another article about it too: https://www.charlotteobserver.com/news/state/north-carolina/article237042729.html …

11/6/2019 11:37:36 AM roublisa Last nights V scene where the media is blasting fear mongering stories comes to mind.... was @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 consciously activating these 

times.....[they] are desperate!

11/6/2019 11:53:10 AM cosmic_engineer Power over others. 

Integral component of the Service to Self polarity

11/6/2019 12:05:20 PM janmaree1111 Nope! It upsets them that they were in overlapping circles,  but Trump stayed clean. Transparency is the key.💗🙏💝❗️

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnons

#WWG1GWA

11/6/2019 12:09:34 PM jaded_pearl Is it programming that is designed for this purpose?

11/6/2019 12:34:20 PM cosmic_engineer Yes, as are chain of command & "need to know" compartmentalization

11/6/2019 12:42:09 PM covertress I've witnessed first-hand the power of ideas. I've seen people kill in the name of them, and die defending them. But you cannot kiss an idea, cannot 

touch it, or hold it. Ideas do not bleed. They do not feel pain. They do not love. And it is not an idea that I miss, it is a man..

11/6/2019 12:44:27 PM der_wanderer8 😥

11/6/2019 12:47:07 PM der_wanderer8 Send you much love

For you 💚💛🧡 pic.twitter.com/sC40Fr9Pzd

11/6/2019 1:05:15 PM detachment_x Sadly so.

11/6/2019 1:08:44 PM alinahere Yes, I understand and agree wholeheartedly with the possibility of your statement. 💖

11/6/2019 1:09:19 PM iamhowiam2 #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 1:23:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Looks like a storm is about to make landfall? https://twitter.com/SidneyPowell1/status/1192170969193943041 …

11/6/2019 1:24:00 PM johnsville14 City of Ember is another good one. It kind of presents the "world as a puzzle" theme that I'm intrigued by. There are a couple video games with this 

too.  The Witness and Outer Wilds. I've been fascinated watching how pop culture is mirroring reality.  Fortnite was an obvious one

11/6/2019 1:25:27 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/QrG37UuU0Q

11/6/2019 1:26:12 PM rick_hernandez Oooh the lightning! Bring on the Storm! C’mon potus.....”the storm is upon us”

11/6/2019 1:26:40 PM dcooyon It’s been building. You can feel it in  the air 🤫

11/6/2019 1:27:01 PM wickedmouse369 We will prevail as one United by the light that has been cast by the central sun.

11/6/2019 1:27:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why did 44 leave so many openings for 45 to fill?

SC, DJ, CJ, etc. 

Did Evergreen demand to Renegade he leave her the ability to reshape America for 50 years to normalize the activities of the Clinton Foundation?

Jeffrey Epstein?

Lolita Express?

They never thought she would lose.



11/6/2019 1:27:36 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/IFcFi3dUSo

11/6/2019 1:27:56 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222

11/6/2019 1:28:04 PM sblockedagain Interesting theory....makes sense

11/6/2019 1:28:07 PM hawkgirlinmn It always boils down to “they didn’t think she would lose.”

11/6/2019 1:30:00 PM jlundr Makes sense.

11/6/2019 1:30:55 PM phreatomagnetic Did it never occur to them how high risk that was?

I would have expected them to be more risk averse

11/6/2019 1:31:01 PM lorieve My favorite weather! pic.twitter.com/KpiN6runko

11/6/2019 1:31:20 PM keith369me ...and I hope there is an eye for an eye in this case.  Three years of house arrest and financial ruin for those responsible!!!

11/6/2019 1:31:30 PM jluckjoy She was sure she was gonna win, so yeah, leave the judges to me... Ha Ha Ha HRC!

11/6/2019 1:31:57 PM joefmartin1 You are correct, Sir! pic.twitter.com/YQk1IwsDe7

11/6/2019 1:32:11 PM myfanwy_72 Makes very good sense.

11/6/2019 1:32:31 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/C6kDIZqLdc

11/6/2019 1:32:56 PM papoyamba Well they already sold their soul so at that point risk management really loses its luster

11/6/2019 1:33:14 PM positively303 They wanted to sell the court vacancies!

#WWG1WGA

11/6/2019 1:33:47 PM keith369me One thinks they can be overconfident when they rig an election...but not this time.  Maybe it was your turn Hillary but the people spoke.  Justice is 

taking too long, bring it on!!!

11/6/2019 1:34:26 PM napoli_motors Very good point, which backfired on them once again.

11/6/2019 1:35:07 PM stanstephens13 It’s a wonder how trump won. Every single card was against him in the physical realm.

11/6/2019 1:35:08 PM jamesjo67513483 Well said. Very good point.

11/6/2019 1:35:31 PM state1union Ready to get her done ✅

11/6/2019 1:35:53 PM enomai_ Intent

11/6/2019 1:36:48 PM state1union Watched it for the first time. Wow!  Wow!  Thank you 🙏

11/6/2019 1:37:51 PM swamp_fox17 Spot on.

11/6/2019 1:38:03 PM happyinmyskin1 Exactly! Hillary was never supposed to lose. She was going to fill all those empty positions and help finish ruining America. 

Thank God Trump won!

11/6/2019 1:38:29 PM jlundr #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 1:38:59 PM donnaarchibal12 Maybe they were being held to offer as a pay to play in the future? Also, vacancies strain the system they didn’t like anyway.

11/6/2019 1:39:10 PM boltslee I laugh every time POTUS brings it up, you KNOW he is salting that wound...😅

11/6/2019 1:39:32 PM karma4event201 Zero risk - With all the election fraud they were doing, they believed there was zero risk she would lose.

11/6/2019 1:40:43 PM sdane8 Exactly what I thought when he mentioned it again at his rally Monday!  It was clearly deliberate.

11/6/2019 1:41:55 PM anthony22003 That actually makes sense.

11/6/2019 1:42:53 PM teapartypathq They thought she would win and #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/6/2019 1:43:07 PM elaineckag Lack of depth

11/6/2019 1:43:40 PM hmbee17 It’s almost like it was Divine Intervention. Our country was being raped by 44 & his minions & we didn’t even know it but we are awake now. The Q 

army will not stand for any more of these heinous acts by our government. President Trump is our warrior.

11/6/2019 1:43:44 PM gregory88172180 They never thought she would lose now they all lose !!! #WWG1WGA #Q #QArmy #DigitalSoldiers

11/6/2019 1:46:14 PM candyo35 make no mistake - it WAS divine intervention

11/6/2019 1:46:31 PM hilker_joe No nominations, unfilled benches, backlog, gridlock, & then the demo solution.

Decriminalize misdemeanors and non-violent felonies

Problem solved!

The problem was you

You unco-operative voters

The corrupt co-operate

Democrats can depend on the co-operation of the criminal vote.
11/6/2019 1:46:43 PM madrummy3 They had the elections rigged in her favor in certain key states.

11/6/2019 1:46:47 PM 1111vermillion They never thought she would lose.

11/6/2019 1:47:44 PM blissamerica 😢

11/6/2019 1:47:56 PM katemaga3 #EpsteinCoverup #UnsealEpstein

11/6/2019 1:48:34 PM stanfireman1 I believe this 2 B true.

11/6/2019 1:49:33 PM murphstix I believe that Obama was much too busy working on Hillary's election and Trump collusion to worry on such things. But is regretting it now.

11/6/2019 1:50:17 PM guy_karen God wins!

11/6/2019 1:52:10 PM oh_geez_louise I had this thought too watching Trump today. Why didn't he fill those judges? Renegade could have appointed and didn't.  It has to be that he saved 

them for her.  No thanks to him.  Thank God!  I hope one day we'll know.

11/6/2019 1:53:46 PM stacyjostacyjo Outstanding insight!!!

11/6/2019 1:53:48 PM gribbs7 The 16year plan to destroy america.. [they] thought killery would choose better than that little bugger barry.

11/6/2019 1:54:09 PM nancyjo1992 😲😲😲 Wow!!!! 👍

11/6/2019 1:54:11 PM wickedmouse369 Remember the universe follows the natural law of free will. By manipulating timelines, poisoning, brainwashing, and idolizing false gods, the universe 

has sent the trump card to destroy this anomaly.

11/6/2019 1:54:32 PM brobonk That makes more sense than what I thought.

I assumed Hussein just got too damn busy spying on Trump throughout 2016, then trying to cover up the spying...that he ran out of time, and at some 

point decided HRC can fill the openings.

But I like your theory better 👍🏻

11/6/2019 1:54:40 PM chittybang2x Pride goeth before the fall.

11/6/2019 1:54:45 PM jlangley1967 Or maybe Obama was just incompetent.

11/6/2019 1:55:07 PM damcl3 Great point! Obola was so busy giving our $$ away & selling us out; leave this for old Hildebeast 👿to deal w. BTW, Benghazi ain't going away

11/6/2019 1:55:09 PM cakespatti Without a doubt

11/6/2019 1:55:20 PM ethereal_shaman Collapsed timeline.

11/6/2019 1:55:29 PM keith369me Fantastic!!!

11/6/2019 1:56:42 PM monolithicpeak So were donations to CF favors that were going to be paid back?

Were deals not to prosecute (LL) going to be paid back with appointments?

11/6/2019 1:56:45 PM tajir007 Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall.

11/6/2019 1:57:35 PM aetherwalker1 I thought HRC was going to lead America to be destroyed in WWIII.   ?

11/6/2019 1:58:43 PM monolithicpeak Where is Joseph Pientka ?

Can he help clarify ?

11/6/2019 1:58:54 PM kindeandtrue Could be that "Renegade" was not the devoted leftist we assume him to be.



11/6/2019 1:58:58 PM dvmackay God placed Donald Trump there. That’s how he won against corrupt forces & cheating. He has become the greatest President in only 3 yrs. imagine 5 

more yrs. #KAG2020LandslideVictory pic.twitter.com/rAtzKe2p6p

11/6/2019 1:59:13 PM corennacornwell @realDonaldTrump just told us the other day that @BarackObama left so many openings to fill. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is right that Obama & the rest of 

the #Traitors thought @HillaryClinton would win. After all, @Comey made sure the @FBI had its "insurance policy", right? #GITMO 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1192191785629573122 …

11/6/2019 1:59:20 PM mntcol 💥💥💥

11/6/2019 1:59:49 PM dropthemjolnir Makes sense to me...✌️

11/6/2019 2:00:27 PM son_revolution Agreed. They never thought she would lose. 

So why the real reason behind the insurance policy? So that in-a-one-in-a-million chance DJT won? I don’t think so.

Brennan is the brains behind this. He wanted to destroy a defeated Trump and help HRC usher in a corrupt dynasty..

11/6/2019 2:02:45 PM stanstephens13 When the communist say the election was rigged they are absolutely correct. But it was divine interference.

11/6/2019 2:03:24 PM dshepherdtrump BUSH / CLINTON / Obama - Crime Syndicate

11/6/2019 2:04:04 PM covertress ... a man who made me remember the fifth of November… a man whom I shall never forget. 

#F pic.twitter.com/tG5YtrFGAx

11/6/2019 2:04:25 PM cowcreek40 Obama was just lazy. They had the election rigged so he knew Hillary would take care of it!!!

11/6/2019 2:04:28 PM kacsandi_m Good point

11/6/2019 2:04:37 PM agooddying They NEVER thought they would loose.

11/6/2019 2:06:13 PM kvitalone Just days from Horowitz, Oct. 18th.

Mid Aug. it was in 2 weeks both FISA & IG releases. Meanwhile entire country is getting thrashed by lawbreaking Dems & MORE BABIES ABUSED & 

MURDERED EVERYDAY!

Sickening af each day these ppl are allowed to continue.

11/6/2019 2:06:36 PM nm_zsr I felt like I was watching a timeline that the deep state wanted to implement. Dystopian future, countless people killed by virus, USA destroyed. What 

was the download?

11/6/2019 2:08:01 PM fansblowing3 If Evergreen was making demands, then she had blackmail on Obama.

11/6/2019 2:08:22 PM hollylandes Yep...what I have always said. She wanted to sell those positions to the highest bidder.

11/6/2019 2:08:52 PM usarmy17750614 They never thought she would lose 🤨

11/6/2019 2:09:58 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/7nLHfyeqsa

11/6/2019 2:10:14 PM son_revolution 2) A defeated Trump would never have dug himself from under the accusation that he was a Russian spy.

It was only after POTUS won that Brennan had to change everything—“backdating” a number of activities that never happened—in order to withstand 

scrutiny of the victor, DJT.

11/6/2019 2:10:33 PM chinloymarlene On Point

11/6/2019 2:12:02 PM azgirl4trump Whoa😳😳😳

11/6/2019 2:12:11 PM misshelene60 👍🏼 I believe you may be onto something.

11/6/2019 2:12:55 PM myexampleishe He was the starter....she was the finisher

11/6/2019 2:14:15 PM elfantscott Not 50 years, [they] were going to annihilate 80 percent of the US population detonating a nuclear inside the continental

11/6/2019 2:17:10 PM chrispacheco24 Oh yeah.  Let’s not forget notorious RBG.

11/6/2019 2:17:47 PM ts2680 Or he was just lazy and focused on spying and blackmailing on everyone.

11/6/2019 2:18:48 PM chapulincolored Comfy pic.twitter.com/l6EHM0j2t5

11/6/2019 2:19:35 PM carolyn87245821 She owed a lot of favors!!

11/6/2019 2:22:31 PM jlw_jamie Sounds right to me

11/6/2019 2:22:56 PM sirdave01 and just a dumb fk  to busy counting his coins in the parlour with ,michael and him powdering their  noses

11/6/2019 2:22:57 PM curseca 😂😂😂

Trump thanks Obama for leaving so many judicial vacancies https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/380878-trump-blasts-obama-for-leaving-so-

many-judicial-vacancies …

11/6/2019 2:23:46 PM allahuniversal And to rule the remnants with whatever continuity of government could be mustered from the survivors pic.twitter.com/pWCxOnHiUr

11/6/2019 2:24:33 PM moemc8 I think this is what they are hoping for, but won't work.  More moderates are running away from the lunatics.

11/6/2019 2:24:38 PM maga_gungirl  pic.twitter.com/ZutENkHycb

11/6/2019 2:24:42 PM carolyndianne77 Exactly. They did not figger Trump into plans.

11/6/2019 2:26:06 PM maga_gungirl  pic.twitter.com/FE3fNp1ZsN

11/6/2019 2:26:22 PM the_fjalar High Heals and a shovel. @FLOTUS

11/6/2019 2:26:29 PM myladysolina That's because they couldn't find enough corrupt judges.  Plus, they were too busy giving each awards, Epstein Island among other things

11/6/2019 2:27:40 PM schasslersteve Don't read into this because I know nothing about anything or anyone but does anyone remember what the TRUE secret of the "Enigma Machine" was 

as told in "The Imitation Game"? Imagine the awesome but mind-shattering power of that secret. Who wielded that power and for what end?

11/6/2019 2:30:10 PM joez56590020 They thought Hillary was going to win

11/6/2019 2:33:51 PM quality_cqntrol #TheyNeverThoughtSheWouldLoseNowTheyAllLose

11/6/2019 2:33:58 PM father_mayhem Drunk with power. Impatient & unappreciative leading to crucial mistakes along the critical path of their despotic, inhuman plans, I would imagine.

11/6/2019 2:35:38 PM enomai_ Thank you Obama and Hillary for those positions

11/6/2019 2:37:22 PM anonpatriotccj Loretta Lynch was supposed to get a SCOTUS seat. Remember the tarmac!

11/6/2019 2:38:06 PM shain_anon Totally irrelevant but I love your Pepe icon !!

11/6/2019 2:39:24 PM schasslersteve BTW, Poppy was the key figure behind every major deviation this Country made from its true promise and potential over the last 60 years. I wouldn't 

be surprised to learn that what Laura showed Jeb at 41's "funeral" was the still secret unmistakably clear pic of him on 11/22/63.

11/6/2019 2:41:03 PM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/ckv0N8YhP2

11/6/2019 2:42:31 PM my2sonznme  http://humansarefree.com/2017/09/nasa-accidentally-shows-evidence-of.html?m=0 … Is this legit?

11/6/2019 2:43:43 PM giediknight We dodged that bullet

11/6/2019 2:47:00 PM kevindennett9 It was so Hill could sell them.

11/6/2019 2:48:34 PM danswanson1965 Remember the 2008 Democrat Primary? It was a close race, and at the end, [They] had secret little meetings in Chicago. Hillary’s crew cut deals with 

Obama’s crew to divi out who was gonna get what and when. AND THEN came THE DONALD!!! She’s been in denial ever since. 😎😏🗽🦅🇺🇸

11/6/2019 2:52:10 PM 2aforlif3 Bingo

11/6/2019 2:54:50 PM qarmy1973 They thought Hillary would be 45.

Oopsie.

11/6/2019 2:55:09 PM lakelady568 Trump never has drank alcohol. Never a party person. Drinks Diet Coke never did drugs

11/6/2019 3:04:52 PM dragline99 Spot on!! #EpsteinCoverup #UnsealEpstein

11/6/2019 3:06:45 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/6/2019 3:07:31 PM wwg1wga93583681 Keep going please pic.twitter.com/d2gvqS5uWu



11/6/2019 3:10:36 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/JTSU9SGole

11/6/2019 3:11:36 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein is demanded for humanity. There was an #EpsteinCoverup. #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp will need to be exposed for humanity and all of the 

children. 

#darkToLIGHT

11/6/2019 3:13:28 PM marythibodeau9 “Power to the people”!

11/6/2019 3:15:27 PM gringo_suave Very interesting perspective, I think you hit the nail on the head!

11/6/2019 3:15:35 PM patriotleah1776 I'd prefer thorough justice as opposed to speedy justice. Easy come, easy go. This is not another 4 year election. Time is an illusion. Peace is the prize. 

🥰

11/6/2019 3:17:32 PM aprilbrown99 Does the confusion of the notes delay justice for Flynn?

11/6/2019 3:18:23 PM serenitych3 Excellent point!

11/6/2019 3:20:09 PM thanqtrump1 🤔

11/6/2019 3:21:24 PM vieiraranch check this article out! WOW https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-38526255?SThisFB&fbclid=IwAR2-

g8rFblVe4Sq3H_NsIDeMZsbwdWJW4G438q_4ZhKyB2IT9Nh8qKyGLqA …

11/6/2019 3:22:25 PM burgersandra So cool.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tracybeanz/status/1192204744099581952 …

11/6/2019 3:22:30 PM aprilbrown99 Thank goodness that timeline is gone!  Very thankful for that fact. 

💫💫💫💗💗💗💝💝💝💗💗💗💫💫💫

11/6/2019 3:23:34 PM 313looper BoOm💥

They never thought she would lose.

11/6/2019 3:25:07 PM magicianmighty Yes yes yes.. he definitely did. That was the main reason. Because she was guaranteed the presidency. She was so confident throughout her campaign 

and it wasn’t bc she was a seasoned politician. #killery #clintonfraud #LockHerUp

11/6/2019 3:26:48 PM americanpetal Agreed.🙏🕊👍

💫💫💫💗💗💗💝💝💝💗💗💗💫💫💫

11/6/2019 3:27:48 PM gyspylala She was suppose to fill those seats to all the people she owed. And there are many that want that pay back

11/6/2019 3:38:33 PM jfogle8 Well of course. And I'm willing to bet a dollar she had them all picked.

11/6/2019 3:38:44 PM djlok He's such a fvcking troll and I LOVE him (45)!!!

11/6/2019 3:40:17 PM carroll_322 @Mystfire77 @M2Madness

@myfinewords @AGWillliamBarr

@CaliNeedsHelp @ScottPresler

@StormIsUponUs @mattgaetz

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SayWhenLA

@DonaldJTrumpJr @jameco01 @EyesOnQ @charliekirk11 @CactusFlower_1 @catturd2

@ChatByCC @TuckerCarlson 

Check this Out

Time to ask the #Q pic.twitter.com/OLZd2wmagu
11/6/2019 3:40:51 PM mutahroxkat7a  pic.twitter.com/HwHHDkVryT

11/6/2019 3:41:46 PM tommybridwell1 Great observation! I've wondered why.

11/6/2019 3:43:50 PM samsmith0319 Absolutely...They were so so wrong!!!💥🐀💥

11/6/2019 3:43:54 PM 92michael Pieces are parts, and parts are pieces.

11/6/2019 3:44:40 PM tractor444 Yes 

She wasn't supposed to lose.

11/6/2019 3:47:39 PM djlok Obama was too busy throwing goddamn hotdog and pizza parties (#humantrafficking, #pedophilia) to even do his job.   Why are these people so sick, 

that's what I wanna know.  Actually, I don't want to know...I just want them all removed from this planet and never be able to return.

11/6/2019 3:48:55 PM mongrelglory Don't forget golfing in Hawaii.  He golfed a lot!

11/6/2019 3:49:31 PM gryniiizred .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/6/2019 3:52:43 PM realalphafaith Killary owed many attorneys favors that she never got the chance to repay. Instead each one of them get a ticket to GTMO for playing the game.

11/6/2019 3:54:16 PM djlok Yeah- who knows what that was code for....probably for [him] golfing meant selling out America.  I'm ready for ALL OF THEM here and abroad to be 

removed...like V did in V is for Vendetta.

11/6/2019 3:56:53 PM dasha_dagmar ET 🙏

11/6/2019 4:05:20 PM jbitterly I believe MI and Patriots within Government were on to him and indirectly prevented him from appointing any additional judges. 

Imagine the constitutional crisis had he done so. 

This was definitely part of the plan. 

Just my thoughts...

11/6/2019 4:09:13 PM momoffour57rose They never thought the witch would lose !

11/6/2019 4:09:30 PM cypressbill1980 is nobody gonna comment

11/6/2019 4:10:49 PM curseca Me too. I have littles at home, but still feel like I’d lay down my life for that man. He has given me hope and for that I can not thank him enough. The 

LOLs are icing on the cake.

11/6/2019 4:12:42 PM seekingknowle12 Well said

11/6/2019 4:16:08 PM rebornkingent So wait, the FBI framed an innocent man? People have been complaining about FB I tactics since the cross dressing director. What J Edgar Hoover’s 

pronoun anyways?

11/6/2019 4:17:14 PM johnnyt_anon Reason why they weren't filled was because they thought she would not lose. They wanted and planned for a log jam in the court system.

11/6/2019 4:19:14 PM rebornkingent I feel the rain drops already, is this a Democrat city? pic.twitter.com/NAB6Yc5UVR

11/6/2019 4:20:06 PM broomellpatrick They had big plans for the treasury trove! Whoops! That plan failed. America had enough of Clinton and Obamunism! We still reject his Anti- American 

ideology. When has any Potus ever apologized for American ideology. Once in history. Fraud Obama,Soetoro,! Man of mystery mastery!

11/6/2019 4:20:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd And the military wants our intelligent daughters to sign up for service? I've heard this shit and I have one fucking thing to say. The military should be 

the ONE PLACE WOMEN DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT HAVING THEIR VAGINAS INVADED BY FORCE! Rape in the military is BFS!!!

11/6/2019 4:24:48 PM lorieve I am loving this timeline.

11/6/2019 4:25:57 PM patriot_pepe78 Yup

11/6/2019 4:29:18 PM altimitwill Are you telling me that ibm q labs brought assange from the past to the future?

11/6/2019 4:33:19 PM flgirlsbeenqd "They never thought she'd lose" should be the book title and one of the Chapters be Lolita Express. The perverted things they had planned for our 

beautiful nation can never even come close to happening again. We cannot allow mentally ill people in DC or those w/ Communist agenda. 

pic.twitter.com/yOwjk7L1OD



11/6/2019 4:33:52 PM patriotswegoall @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 More untimely deaths?

 https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1192219899185287168 …

11/6/2019 4:34:36 PM jonettelaurie This resonates, I’ve been pondering that question for awhile.

11/6/2019 4:34:40 PM seekingknowle12 What I like about the reactions of most Patriots, is that they are not:

Partisan to the Past. 

Yes Bush / Clinton / Bush / Obama all involved in the evil. Crosses party lines. It's deep & dark. Not many saw it. It's reality & refreshing to see people 

seeing clearly. #sheepnomore

11/6/2019 4:34:54 PM p4patriot She is so sick!  Why is she still free?

11/6/2019 4:35:55 PM believe_coach GREAT INSIGHT! makes sense why there were so many openings.

11/6/2019 4:39:55 PM quentinjay2 Wow, imagine how bad it would have been.

11/6/2019 4:41:05 PM frespirit01 That's right on all. But shocking how many federal judges he left for her to fill. 142? And how great Trump got to fill them all.

11/6/2019 4:45:58 PM pistolwhiphrc17 Ah, that would make much more sense. Thanks for pointing that out lol.

11/6/2019 4:46:40 PM kapitan_wow word. 

let it rain. 

we can all go out and sing in it.

11/6/2019 4:51:18 PM jamdavpar /\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\

1000% THIS

11/6/2019 4:54:16 PM mcpatriot64 yes it was a 16 year plan.  He did 8, and she was to do 8.

11/6/2019 4:55:26 PM mcpatriot64 If Hillary would have won we'd all be in concentration camps.

11/6/2019 4:57:26 PM boy12_jimmy @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SantaSurfing @beer_parade @LisaMei62 @EricCiaramella Just as WaPo said, let the coup begin 

in Jan 2017. 

Well, every corner had a coup coming from it to frame and remove Trump.

11/6/2019 4:58:41 PM 6d8bd91462aa4f3 I loved that moment!

11/6/2019 4:58:56 PM demuth_terry Arrogance and ignorance is what they are made of and Jesus is the King of Kings they are evil so they can’t win

11/6/2019 5:03:21 PM abstract1dea They thought she couldn't lose

They believed they had it rigged and snapped shut

Never in their wildest nightmares could they imagine her not being there

Still

The shocked looks on their faces election ight show it all.
11/6/2019 5:03:49 PM djlok I love it when he says "I'm not gonna say it" and then let's you know what he was gonna say anyway.  He don't care. He knows we got his back.

11/6/2019 5:06:02 PM prayinforpeace Beating Hillary in 2016 will be a great chapter in the Book of Q. Mil Int (Q) must have HID they're presence in the team. Presented Trump as "just a 

Billionaire butting in where he doesn't belong." Like Perot, that wouldn't worry the DS. But MI (Q) unrigged the election & T won.

11/6/2019 5:08:26 PM finvus Laziness

11/6/2019 5:16:31 PM davidg02986909 Just 500 million.  Too bad the other 95% have to die first. pic.twitter.com/FO1BQ36moS

11/6/2019 5:24:42 PM paxchristi0010 Good catch!

11/6/2019 5:26:27 PM gardenofthegods Been wondering that myself. Makes sense.

11/6/2019 5:26:27 PM deffrow5 Goes quite well with the agenda behind removing 2A rights....give everyone and their mother a criminal record, bar exit from the country, etc.....plan 

was well in motion long before Potus flipped the script.

11/6/2019 5:28:10 PM paxchristi0010 To the highest Chinese bidder.

11/6/2019 5:33:51 PM melhuses This was the plan before Trump crushed them😀 pic.twitter.com/qxCQIXVImA

11/6/2019 5:37:55 PM birdingtrip I've thought this every time the President brings up the judges. For sure saved for Crooked, but also he was lazy and couldn't get anyone thru 

Republican Senate.

11/6/2019 5:38:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 45M?

11/6/2019 5:38:44 PM anthonyenglehar  pic.twitter.com/04GEZT5Pc0

11/6/2019 5:38:54 PM wickedmouse369 Yes he is majestic.

11/6/2019 5:38:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before YOU crushed them.

11/6/2019 5:39:31 PM trumpmomma His Fake kids too 🤷🏻♀️

11/6/2019 5:39:33 PM internetusr Is he out yet? Watching Judge Jeanine roast ABC.

Hope everything is okay at the rally. Feels like a long time...

11/6/2019 5:40:04 PM aprilbrown99 No not yet. 😉

11/6/2019 5:40:09 PM rghardy3 I am not clear on the exact point Real Eye

is trying to make here.

11/6/2019 5:40:40 PM melhuses Even better.  We crushed them 👊🏻

11/6/2019 5:40:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have explained in past tweets.

11/6/2019 5:41:04 PM daveelton33 45, M, Q

9, 13, 17

11/6/2019 5:42:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Pedophile Protectors]

[PP]

11/6/2019 5:42:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 AFK Showtime

Enjoy the show

MJ3

11/6/2019 5:43:02 PM aprilbrown99 💝💝💝

11/6/2019 5:43:19 PM wvueers2 Exactly. They were for her.

11/6/2019 5:43:26 PM jones9536 Afk?

11/6/2019 5:43:41 PM daveelton33 “Don’t feel like Satan, but I am to Dems”

11/6/2019 5:44:23 PM nm_zsr Media? TLA? Those in power that want to stay in power.

11/6/2019 5:44:26 PM jlundr Lookin great sir.

11/6/2019 5:44:35 PM paullamoureux4 ???

11/6/2019 5:44:46 PM pomeinnz where i came from

protection is something else pic.twitter.com/6sYkNPMaN1

11/6/2019 5:45:38 PM dansilv56084248 Oops

11/6/2019 5:45:46 PM doyouq 😮😮😮🤭

11/6/2019 5:46:14 PM rghardy3 Yes I know.  

I just did not want to say it.

JA IS-BE JGT



11/6/2019 5:46:48 PM americanpetal @aprilbrown99 What’s AFK?

11/6/2019 5:46:54 PM lynnstueber I have been waiting for it seems forever for landfall. pic.twitter.com/lotij7y1ov

11/6/2019 5:47:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals.

-MJ7

11/6/2019 5:48:03 PM lynnstueber Has Jack has a ticket to #EpsteinIsland    ???????

11/6/2019 5:48:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hitler got the same package.

11/6/2019 5:48:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Schiff in his pants.

11/6/2019 5:49:06 PM noidaho_gal I was thinking that, when you posted 45 mins. ThanQ! ThanQ for everything!! ❤️

11/6/2019 5:49:16 PM lynnstueber Abortion, Transgender.

11/6/2019 5:50:40 PM lynnstueber We are IN a movie. #DARKCITY

11/6/2019 5:50:55 PM peter95117110 Safe Sojourn. 

Stay Frosty. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ccpniPl1rik …

11/6/2019 5:51:14 PM jfaith1979 Away from keyboard. Is what I got when I looked it up. Not sure if that's what it means though.

11/6/2019 5:51:35 PM curseca Away from keyboard. Gamer lingo.

11/6/2019 5:51:54 PM lynnstueber Dark City. Not many know of this Movie. Same Principal.

11/6/2019 5:52:14 PM jenncbonneville Show us the cuffs!!!!!

11/6/2019 5:52:24 PM americanpetal Thank you! 🙊🥰💥✔🇺🇸🕊

11/6/2019 5:52:38 PM cryptogamer11 Nope

11/6/2019 5:52:50 PM rotflmao17 Clearing a path for Clinton to fill at her hearts desire.

11/6/2019 5:53:27 PM _doozier_ you fellas at the rally?

11/6/2019 5:56:42 PM rooster9211 One word, "Laziness". Obama wanted Crooked to do all the work, believing there was no way she could lose.. Thank you, Barry... 

https://www.dailywire.com/news/president-trump-gives-thanks-to-obama-for-leaving-so-many-judicial-vacancies …

11/6/2019 6:00:30 PM allahuniversal #EnjoyTheShow https://youtu.be/_a4sywARZlQ 

11/6/2019 6:01:23 PM ldgray1 away from keyboard

11/6/2019 6:02:56 PM tweetydahine interesting theory

11/6/2019 6:04:31 PM allahuniversal "We all won it together" ~ 45

11/6/2019 6:06:41 PM qaphsiel17 Together is the only way forward.

11/6/2019 6:07:19 PM w_ewere I think this was misunderstood as Planned Parenthood! 

Thank you!  GOD Bless

11/6/2019 6:07:46 PM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/6/2019 6:08:08 PM yugetrumpfanmag Aha... never thought of that. Makes sense.

11/6/2019 6:10:04 PM cherylstrouse If you can’t test them you can’t arrest them😡

11/6/2019 6:11:13 PM jimsmit30701501 It's Miller time.

11/6/2019 6:12:25 PM 8woke Yes I think so and San Diego state is calling pedophilia a “sexual orientation “...WTF?!?!?!

11/6/2019 6:14:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your DNA Profile is Private? A Florida Judge Just Said Otherwise

How did we know about this verdict days prior? DM https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/05/business/dna-database-search-warrant.html …

11/6/2019 6:16:39 PM bubalub1021 ???

11/6/2019 6:17:04 PM shaigaichan そうです　先ずは修復です

11/6/2019 6:19:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly Where is JE now?

11/6/2019 6:20:06 PM robinreitsma1 this was not hard to see. what with LEO's going to DNA sites like  http://Ancestry.com  to get DNA profiles on cold cases. the writing was already on the 

wall.

11/6/2019 6:20:13 PM michael81972 Would the timeline of the Mil taking [them] out had Evergreen  got in been quicker?

11/6/2019 6:21:39 PM dave_paragon2 Yes

11/6/2019 6:21:46 PM rebornkingent The fake death I think.

11/6/2019 6:21:50 PM lynnstueber Protection.10 hour blackout? Bait switch. Heartbeat.

11/6/2019 6:22:08 PM qaphsiel17 Mabey because mj12 was trading humans for tech long before dna testing was a common thing.

11/6/2019 6:22:48 PM allahuniversal Have an acronym for F B I which isn't fitting for Twitter

11/6/2019 6:24:37 PM stanstephens13 Are they looking for a particular DNA?  Has it been found?

11/6/2019 6:24:48 PM lbf777 Because this whole thing is a scripted show.

11/6/2019 6:25:07 PM ozrob3 IMQ

11/6/2019 6:25:23 PM janislynneclar1 😂 Joke's on her.....

11/6/2019 6:27:36 PM chittybang2x You don't put data in database just for shitz n giggles. Why do you think Obama threw $20B at getting health systems to covert to digital EHRs?

11/6/2019 6:27:44 PM kindeandtrue This show is getting very old, very fast.

11/6/2019 6:27:49 PM lynnstueber People have short memories. Hawk nose corpse. Black out. JE neck is sturdy. Black out. Things go bump in the night.

11/6/2019 6:30:58 PM starehope If you want to do research, check out who owns these companies. You may be surprised. Suddenly finding a serial rapist in your tree from 30 years ago 

won't seem so bad.

11/6/2019 6:31:06 PM _369311119 "Governments should be afraid of their people"

11/6/2019 6:31:36 PM lbf777 It’s just an endless gridlock. Both sides are controlled by the same bankers. Trump and Hillary are just stage actors puppeteered by the bankers. They 

will pretend to fight for the next 5 years while the bankers push forward their Orwellian NWO.

11/6/2019 6:33:10 PM kindeandtrue Well said. Agree 100%.

11/6/2019 6:34:19 PM starehope Now I'll be awake all night trying to solve this!

11/6/2019 6:34:32 PM karma4event201 April 

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1191870728238292992.html …

11/6/2019 6:35:11 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic IS-BE friend @laurabusse for you 💚💚💚 pic.twitter.com/TsjsvhSPeG

11/6/2019 6:35:43 PM djlok DM=Direct Message?

11/6/2019 6:36:13 PM allahuniversal 🤣 no worries about what it may be, it's from a dark place and really bad. Good thoughts would be better

11/6/2019 6:36:36 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/XagRtuNCn0

11/6/2019 6:36:56 PM courtneyspace17 Yeah but all of us in the not so physical realm needed to alter the time line so we...jumped in. 😂 Literally.. pic.twitter.com/rMI4PyJNRs

11/6/2019 6:37:49 PM jvan125 🧐🧐🧐

11/6/2019 6:38:10 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/S5cdUCY01s

11/6/2019 6:40:47 PM goodmedicine4us 45 Million Awake in US?

11/6/2019 6:45:52 PM wherejuliet After the president

11/6/2019 6:48:21 PM crisco2377 This needs to go viral!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @ClintEastwoodLA @PrisonPlanet @JackPosobiec @realDonaldTrump @JamesOKeefeIII 

@40_head @Tiff_FitzHenry @TomFitton @DeepStateExpose @DiamondandSilk @Jim_Jordan @99freemind @Cernovich @LisaMei62 @SaraCarterDC 

@DonaldJTrumpJr https://twitter.com/OdinBsmart/status/1192125792613847040 …

11/6/2019 6:48:34 PM jacktsears1 Makes sense.

11/6/2019 6:49:35 PM cmaclin1911 Ok.  This is stupid.  McConnell blocked 44’s efforts.  Did you forget Merrick Garland.  McConnell would not give him a hearing.

11/6/2019 6:50:18 PM imdarealross 100th Monkey Effect?

11/6/2019 6:51:40 PM linnyt7 Same thing?



11/6/2019 6:52:06 PM boy12_jimmy @branson500 

44=Obama 45=Trump

Everygreen=Hillary

Renegade=Obama

Openings re courts/judges

Clinton Foundation=child traffickers pic.twitter.com/FgewZQ5tis

11/6/2019 6:52:08 PM origteslasmuse So glad I have never done this

11/6/2019 6:52:30 PM hdftruths My question as well

11/6/2019 6:53:33 PM jfunder The battlefield is not violent?

11/6/2019 6:53:42 PM rosesrred0119 Yup I'm good never did it

11/6/2019 6:54:24 PM w_ewere Dear Linda, yes good point well made!  God Bless.

11/6/2019 6:54:28 PM sunnyawakening No way in hell would I do that

11/6/2019 6:54:45 PM kachinagtto Doesn’t matter if you have or not. It just takes one in your family...cousin, aunt uncle - to take the test and they have you

11/6/2019 6:55:21 PM origteslasmuse That doesn't even make sense unless it was a brother or sister with identical parents

11/6/2019 6:57:51 PM patriotcat_maga Are you only answering five questions?

11/6/2019 6:59:39 PM kachinagtto From the article: pic.twitter.com/kjOfDMJ1pK

11/6/2019 7:00:37 PM tiresumcash Reference a Q drop please.

11/6/2019 7:01:33 PM cindyjo_23666 I’ve been thinking about this too. A thought hit me today 🤔

Could Trump be filling empty judge seats left by judges that have been indicted, arrested or jailed for their corruption? Hummm.

11/6/2019 7:02:14 PM origteslasmuse They can show a relation in the case of a crime, I'm sure that could be challenged in court with a "distant" relative

11/6/2019 7:02:59 PM pin_eagle We are living in amazing transformative times. This is history being written. Soak it in and appreciate @realDonaldTrump

11/6/2019 7:04:09 PM jerichoorion Mj, seems the dems are still gaining ground. Virginia not looking good.

11/6/2019 7:07:46 PM o_marianne I think so too! But you would think he would have put more in place and leave a few for her!

11/6/2019 7:08:16 PM werascending Feeling the same! Proud of it!

11/6/2019 7:09:01 PM jeffreyfrye Clinton's Secret Service handle is Evergreen? Why? Does she spray herself with Pinesol to hide the Brimstone?

11/6/2019 7:09:19 PM keith369me I think MJ is saying both the pedophile protectors AND Planned Parenthood are about to be finished off in our society.  With light, there is no place for 

harming children when collectively society should love and protect ALL children.

11/6/2019 7:12:29 PM keith369me I’ll pass on voluntarily handing over my DNA...No thanks!!!

11/6/2019 7:13:20 PM wickedmouse369 Children are our most post precious resource.

11/6/2019 7:14:03 PM keith369me Greenland rather than Argentina...one way ticket I hope

11/6/2019 7:14:25 PM laurabusse Thank you swan 😊😊😊

Means a lot ❤️❤️❤️

11/6/2019 7:14:25 PM olgold96 Exactly.

11/6/2019 7:17:01 PM 704eric Yep. I bet killary demanded it so she could fill them with pedo's she had blackmail on.

11/6/2019 7:21:03 PM aprilbrown99 I am going to kick my cousins a$$. I tried to warn him. 🤨🧐🤔

11/6/2019 7:21:46 PM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa 👀☝

11/6/2019 7:22:17 PM egelone What 45M?

11/6/2019 7:24:07 PM kachinagtto I know have a cousin I never knew about from one of those sites.  Nice reunion for that part of the family - but it freaked me the f out how many  of my 

family members had done it and were contacted with questions.

11/6/2019 7:24:53 PM made63american Yes. 100%

11/6/2019 7:24:55 PM origteslasmuse Creepy.  I don't think my family is the type to be interested, but I'm estranged from all of them, so...

11/6/2019 7:25:50 PM kachinagtto I didn’t think my family was either. I was horrified!

11/6/2019 7:26:16 PM usarmy17750614 23 And Me connected to.......

11/6/2019 7:27:07 PM fansblowing3 If the DNA of a person is the same in this lifetime as their past lifetimes, then you could theoretically locate a specific person after rebirth through their 

DNA.

11/6/2019 7:27:52 PM bbobbio71 🤔

11/6/2019 7:28:41 PM aprilbrown99 My cousin found two siblings as well. For that, I am happy for him but damn it. I intentionally don’t go to the doctors or do blood work for a reason & I 

hardly ever get sick bcuz I dont go to the drs. 

#WeDoNotConsent #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/6/2019 7:32:56 PM laurabusse Big time

11/6/2019 7:33:50 PM laurabusse Such sweet words ❤️

11/6/2019 7:34:24 PM laurabusse It was awesome

11/6/2019 7:34:24 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/GklNqSHlzE

11/6/2019 7:35:11 PM karma4event201 Probably from access to the:  copy they made of the hard drive 

Electronic records on the case 

Asking questions

11/6/2019 7:36:05 PM roublisa Yeah🙄 I rescinded my consent along with the rest of my family. Don’t know if that will help.

11/6/2019 7:36:54 PM aprilbrown99 I hope that works.

11/6/2019 7:37:30 PM karma4event201 SDNY made a copy of the laptop contents then gave the laptop to the FBI, correct?

11/6/2019 7:38:10 PM origteslasmuse Grandma did our genealogy tree, so I know quite a bit about my relatives, anyway.  Come from a long line of people who live well into their 90s, even in 

the 1600s

11/6/2019 7:39:39 PM maryloumorning Radiation exposure can be quite silent.

11/6/2019 7:39:50 PM fansblowing3 Planned Parenthood is no longer receiving our tax dollars for their political propaganda.  Where is this money coming from?  China?  Mossad?

11/6/2019 7:41:45 PM aprilbrown99 That is awesome. My great grandparents lived til late nineties, a few grandparents as well. 

We should be living much much longer than we do here on earth.

11/6/2019 7:44:25 PM laurabusse Best debate line ever

11/6/2019 7:45:46 PM maryloumorning May need a top-notch RTA to confirm it for sure.

11/6/2019 7:45:48 PM tyetyler1 It began in earnest when the child i.d. program became popular in the 80s.  I recall thinking -what right do parents have to subject their children's 

"imprint of Life" to the authorities to use against them one day- and here we are, aren't we...

11/6/2019 7:45:53 PM realhighup Nothing new..

11/6/2019 7:46:10 PM lmjonzey Should not be an issue.........

How so??

 Like u they going to stop it???...ok

Or more to story...

11/6/2019 7:47:09 PM karma4event201 At #BushSr funeral, Pence received an envelope too 

Black hat - probably cooperated after that envelope

11/6/2019 7:47:43 PM laurabusse Ha! We can thank them for something

11/6/2019 7:49:29 PM phreatomagnetic I get all that.  It just amazes me that they were that reckless.  I doubt there's that much difference between who 44 would have nominated vs Herself

So HRC's arrogance and avarice set the stage to repair 2 centuries of judicial vandalism of the Constitution.  This I like!



11/6/2019 7:51:16 PM astraleyes7 Might be the biggest psyop of all time, keep the true Patriots pacified, the right focused on slight of hand and the left distracted & losing their minds. 

The same powers are in control. They may sacrifice a few pawns. Controlled awakening. Cant fool all the people all the time

11/6/2019 7:53:11 PM bbobbio71 Google

11/6/2019 7:54:28 PM astraleyes7 If "we have it all" and Q is real, then the information should be released immediately, and it should implicate in a way that the deep state / nwo crew 

can not deny or spin. On top of that #UnsealEpstein and let's see some real justice served so names are named. Then arrest them

11/6/2019 7:57:33 PM bbobbio71 We had some good help!

covfefe!

11/6/2019 8:00:13 PM hambrickro 😎 Every individual has a distinct DNA marker, which can be used against you upon committing a crime. Expand your thinking : "DESIGNER BABIES", 

gene splicing, manipulation, cloning 😏 Think vaccines, medicines, etc... and their "nefarious" uses (silent killers, pop. control) 😎

11/6/2019 8:01:08 PM qwarriorinct Great Theory. Agreed pic.twitter.com/PEIhaFBk4H

11/6/2019 8:03:13 PM evak93051546 From those who would like the continued murder via abortion to subvert God. Because Satanists.

@realDonaldTrump, and Patriots are taking them down, and they’re pissed! 😉💣

11/6/2019 8:05:30 PM happy_thumb At this time, it doesn't matter if you took the fun test or not because 3 fourth cousins on your mom's side took it and one second cousin on your dad's 

side took it. Enough to track you down and bust you in any case.

11/6/2019 8:08:24 PM enomai_ Is this going to be a plot twist?

11/6/2019 8:09:06 PM ethereal_shaman This clown show is over. pic.twitter.com/91Q2u6zcmd

11/6/2019 8:12:07 PM t_hayden07 I could kick myself for doing one of those. My whole family is deceased, which is why....but I was asleep at the time & did not know what nefarious 

people control these companies 🤬

11/6/2019 8:15:58 PM t_hayden07 I M Q

11/6/2019 8:19:40 PM nurseniceyes This is not acceptable.

11/6/2019 8:21:07 PM sarahwilsoninca I figured that Obama didn't want to spend the political energy to fight the Senate Republicans over judicial appointments.

11/6/2019 8:22:08 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀☝

11/6/2019 8:23:50 PM enomai_ And the Vatican?

11/6/2019 8:29:27 PM unclecharlie211 Lol...

Took a while but you got there

@realDonaldTrump @RealWalkAway

11/6/2019 8:33:26 PM flgirlsbeenqd How do we know it’s collapsing and where’s proof of the timeline? I’d like to see proof of things we’re told. I’m sick of falling for words and finding out 

what liars everyone is.

11/6/2019 8:36:20 PM flgirlsbeenqd Will #WeThePeople ever see proof of what we’ve been fed?

11/6/2019 8:36:26 PM tenebrisadluc Yes, they were sure she was going to push the reset button.

11/6/2019 8:38:04 PM flgirlsbeenqd As Americans we have the right to check to see say for example how much American Indian blood we have, or European, British whatever! This is 

complete bullshit! I’m so sick of these goddamn games!

11/6/2019 8:39:58 PM daveelton33 Trump Codes "I AM Q" CLEARY at his Rally!  CORRECTION: I THINK I JUMPED ...  https://youtu.be/OE3QxZYrtrk  via @YouTube

11/6/2019 8:41:52 PM flgirlsbeenqd What makes you think at this point we’re enjoying anything? Pedo’s, sedition, treason, fake news, American Citizens being raped financially, our reps 

stealing/do-nothings, cults, cult like religion controlling people, being lied to for centuries re disclosure... pic.twitter.com/l0Tf7DpUXu

11/6/2019 8:42:36 PM bethmosher5 Thank God!😲😲😲

11/6/2019 8:45:39 PM smith_jere Double meanings.

11/6/2019 8:46:05 PM deb12233 #UnsealEpstein

11/6/2019 8:47:08 PM a39630340 I am unable to identify if the download was completed. I fell asleep halfway through the movie last night.

11/6/2019 8:50:18 PM thothloki Honest i wouldnt be surprised if she tryed.

11/6/2019 8:56:08 PM bethmosher5 She had fireworks all ready to go, and Newsweek had printed and begun to distribute a commemorative issue with her on the front and "Madam 

President" in large print. Their arrogance was so huge-she was not supposed to lose. Watching CNN lose it on election night was priceless!😂

11/6/2019 8:57:38 PM bethmosher5 Me too!🤣🤣🤣 BTW, I followed you😁

11/6/2019 9:04:48 PM yellamoj If our souls are trapped here on recycle mode, and this has been happening for thousands of years, that's a huge amount of energy floating around.  

What happens when that cycle is broken, and that energy is released to freely flow?

11/6/2019 9:05:51 PM enomai_ This is the plan, calm down.

11/6/2019 9:08:32 PM anonnnn Hey, I'm making the game.

Its not Q team, Q should have taken the images from a  post I made in the chans. I was still working on the demo when he made that post.

11/6/2019 9:12:14 PM son_revolution 3)So no one agrees? Brothers and Sisters, this was all a set-up to bury Trump.

Anons, remember before DJT was elected, we were told Patriots would not allow unconstitutional government actions to continue?

11/6/2019 9:15:28 PM bethmosher5 Neither would I. As it is, they're pushing really hard to make pedophilia an "acceptable sexual norm", just like LGBTQ is. It's not just "drag queen story 

hour" or pushing kids like "Desmond the Magnificent" to perform in front of grown men, it's much more subtle than that. 1/2

11/6/2019 9:18:12 PM enomai_ Wouldn't be, but pic.twitter.com/DH72ZxNL4F

11/6/2019 9:19:08 PM bethmosher5 2/2 Watch for it,  it's truly scary. They're trying to slip in laws under the radar lowering the age of consent and quietly but publicly trying to make it a 

social norm, like being gay. Yet the left says conservatives are doing all the things they are doing-major projection!🙄🙄

11/6/2019 9:20:52 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/eOcxJZJfLt

11/6/2019 9:23:19 PM son_revolution 4) Well, Brennan, BHO, and HRC knew all about their opposition. 

DJT (and others, i.e. Flynn, Prince and Giuliani) would continue to fight against them even if they lost against HRC.

Again, remember that Patriots were prepared to rise up against a tyrannical government.

11/6/2019 9:24:18 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/oKCHIjEHtp

11/6/2019 9:28:15 PM thothloki Very well put.

11/6/2019 9:36:34 PM bethmosher5 I agree, and I followed you!😊

11/6/2019 9:37:22 PM monroevegas In the nineties I remember Orion’s belt appearing at a 45 degree angle. Even in pictures it looks diagonal. Now though from where I am in Utah, the 

belt is just about perpendicular to the horizon. Why is that?

11/6/2019 9:37:47 PM son_revolution 5) So Brennan set out to destroy them with a strategy that would label ALL opposition as Russian spies.

Round up POTUS traitors, confiscate guns, appoint Judges—do anything they wanted to.

It is so obvious, but does no one see? WTF! My twitter count is too low to be believed?

11/6/2019 9:38:26 PM monroevegas 🤮



11/6/2019 9:39:20 PM monroevegas Ya know what? I’ll buy that.

11/6/2019 9:39:54 PM monroevegas Boom!

11/6/2019 9:40:36 PM goldhorizon9 10% of pop?

11/6/2019 10:09:22 PM fairyland66 Do you have a message? pic.twitter.com/ljnw62IgFO

11/6/2019 10:11:42 PM fairyland66 Assange + Trump + Tesla  = Justice

11/6/2019 10:11:43 PM standing_linda All this garbage taken place now because Hillary lost and all the coruption from the DEMS is now surfacing and involves many people from the Obama 

8 years of corruption.

11/6/2019 10:20:09 PM doc1415 We live in a different age today. Violence is possible, but not necessary. When the entire populace of any country marches on their tyrannical 

government, it can be very possible that violence can be avoided.

11/6/2019 10:23:21 PM johnnyt_anon Never mind the DNA tests. 

Think:

 - Red Cross

 - Military

 - Lab Tests

 - Etc...

They all have data bases that I'm sure have already been compromised. #TimeForJustice #MAGA2020

11/6/2019 10:25:47 PM tlw10500 Give the government my DNA?  Nope, always felt they were collecting it for nefarious reasons.

11/6/2019 10:33:29 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @kabamur_taygeta @_00111111_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @paulacblades001 @Cordicon @Qanon76 

@JohnGrahamDick1 @QBlueSkyQ @HawtinGibb @EyesOnQ @q

11/6/2019 10:38:59 PM azuremagus Educated guess; 4D bleed through

11/6/2019 10:42:03 PM __intothewild_ Imagine what Killary would have done with those empty seats...

#nightmare

#CrimesAgainstHumanity

#CrimesAgainstChildren

11/6/2019 11:00:39 PM gilmourisgod751 WOW! BRILLIANT!!

11/6/2019 11:04:25 PM covertress New reveals are occurring daily. https://twitter.com/GeorgeMNasif/status/1192296106652160001?s=19 …

11/6/2019 11:12:28 PM covertress Thank you, again, for the heads up. 🙏

11/6/2019 11:14:12 PM wickedmouse369 Have I been cloned and transferred to this reality/timeline?

11/6/2019 11:22:23 PM covertress DM  #MJ12proof pic.twitter.com/CFlVPdCxsl

11/6/2019 11:24:24 PM covertress #DNAtest pic.twitter.com/dqOOPtSKvo

11/6/2019 11:44:23 PM adele56073533 I [K]new this was going to happen right at the start. Gut feeling just scored another validation.

11/6/2019 11:48:47 PM ceciliacharmel  pic.twitter.com/FnS7eKHrRu

11/6/2019 11:48:54 PM alicelilly1 what reason @jack got target on his back now ? https://apnews.com/2a04ef6d767347b1bb4308c66e65a8c6 …

11/6/2019 11:50:39 PM ceciliacharmel That's a pretty scary thought!

11/7/2019 12:39:19 AM covertress Learn more about your DNA.

Twitter search:

dna from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/7/2019 12:49:51 AM normal_wizard I did a DNA test hoping they would make clones of me and send them to try to replace me. In retrospect, maybe it would be a bad idea if they made an 

angel clone TBMC army. Woops.

11/7/2019 12:51:52 AM lynnmar42209594 Earth is moving ?

11/7/2019 1:05:29 AM pkekbar And then there's this mess in Utah from 2019...

Mormon Bishop and former Vice Cop...

Yeowza.

#QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://fox13now.com/2019/02/20/former-vice-squad-cop-arrested-in-valentines-day-prostitution-sting-in-lehi/ …

11/7/2019 1:08:40 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033019856650743809?s=19 …

11/7/2019 1:08:58 AM pkekbar Oh that's right...

Can't forget The FLDS...

Fundementalist Latter-Day Saints.

And a lawsuit?

#Qanon #wtfock https://www.schmidtandclark.com/mormon-church-sexual-abuse …
11/7/2019 1:12:34 AM pkekbar I wonder how much #MittRomney and his wifey were actually aware of what they were doing with #GoldmanSachs... way back in 2012...

I'm gonna go ahead and guess "quite", but that's just a guess.

#QAnon #NoCoincidences #EspeciallyInPolitics https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2124457/Ann-Romney-blind-turst-Goldman-Sachs-sex-

trafficking-fund.html …

11/7/2019 1:15:08 AM pkekbar Aaaaand here's something from September...

#QAnon #WTFMormons https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/sep/05/american-philippines-baby-human-trafficking-charge …

11/7/2019 1:17:48 AM pkekbar And then there's this... whatever it is with an interesting thought... 

"Garcia said it is estimated that nearly 70 percent of Latino Mormons are illegal immigrants."

#QAnon #DeepDives https://utahrattler.wordpress.com/2012/03/26/lds-church-and-human-trafficking/ …

11/7/2019 1:24:42 AM pkekbar Meanwhile, an odd "story bar" loads with another history of Mormon... "problems"... and then you have this Oler guy.

#QAnon #HeyCanada https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/polygamist-parents-from-bountiful-british-columbia-go-on-trial-for-child-trafficking …

11/7/2019 1:28:21 AM pkekbar And I'm off to do something else.

To reiterate: #NotAllMormons

But oh my... that was... that was a lot. 😑

#QAnon @DonaldJTrumpJr #8kun

11/7/2019 1:28:38 AM fellegyvickie Stop giving them your dna



11/7/2019 1:45:20 AM karina89350882 When I first saw this "offer" for privat people to test their DNA for what reason ever I thought: "Gosh, who on earth would do this???" Yeah, was 

wrong…...

But people are also voluntarily spied on by ALEXA and co. - a Crux with free will

But people are also voluntarily spied on

11/7/2019 1:52:08 AM 66andout Stop your parents also!

11/7/2019 1:56:48 AM irah_chandler Why blur out the symbols for Jonas Quinn's manuscript in an sg1 episode? pic.twitter.com/nPeywZnKaq

11/7/2019 2:00:50 AM jennyjigsaw45 It's crazy eh....so much has been right in our faces all this time. All the best too you as well.

11/7/2019 2:06:04 AM powersawer Assange is the John G. Trump ISE reincarnated?

11/7/2019 2:20:37 AM robinabank4 Ok off topic. WHAT IS THIS WOWWWW...Those look like statues of LARGE BEINGS sitting with knees up and hands on their faces. Frozen in time, All 

lined up !

THOSE ARE THE FALLEN ONES !! GIANTS!    WTF ........ at 6:33 mark

Go2 utube.  thirdphaseofmoon 

mcmurdo station,  Antarctica!

11/7/2019 2:31:11 AM lightlove21121 Majestic 😏

11/7/2019 2:31:29 AM lightlove21121 Oh so much indeed

11/7/2019 2:50:03 AM scorpio4trump2 Great point.

11/7/2019 3:10:16 AM brick_airhedred I think so. The moon and sun appear wonky to me sometimes.

11/7/2019 3:41:24 AM richard07759712 Act of Privacy must be reinstated option granted to the individual... not government exceptions

11/7/2019 3:46:11 AM jfunder Lol

11/7/2019 4:00:01 AM covertress We are the Keystone. 

We are V.

11/7/2019 4:04:51 AM cny_micaa probably used in heinous experiments as well. I called on my dna to be the defiant outlier on every test, standing strong for humanity <3

11/7/2019 4:19:25 AM natalt_aust Because the attack on the people by their own government lwas the same as 9/11?

11/7/2019 4:20:32 AM mongrelglory It was part of the hospital procedure.  I assumed it was going to our public health system (in Canada) and that they would follow-up with the mother if 

there were any problems.  However, as family doctors, we never got any copies of any lab tests.

11/7/2019 4:53:49 AM mandof5_dan Probably a pay for play agreement for after the election. He would get compensated for it. Wow America is broken, DC is beyond repair IMO

11/7/2019 5:08:51 AM werascending We need a big storm here in California!🙏🙏🙏

11/7/2019 5:16:16 AM 313looper How about this one !? 

“ Covfefe “

😇💗🔥 pic.twitter.com/t96Xm35q4P

11/7/2019 5:21:10 AM babysgramma In fact, I never heard of results of those tests in cases where it turned out there actually were deficiencies.

11/7/2019 5:26:39 AM covertress "hysterical purposes" 😂 #SoFunny pic.twitter.com/IUASe5YhdB

11/7/2019 5:27:09 AM 313looper #EnjoyTheShow

🤗🤗🤗

💥💥💥💥💥💥

💞💞💞💞💞💞💞💞💞

11/7/2019 5:29:19 AM norwegianon Third or fourth time I tried to watch it. Fell asleep, as usual. Made it longer this time tho, over an hour.

11/7/2019 5:36:21 AM norwegianon  https://hls22x.cdnfile.info/load/hls/SPGGL3fp67V8ysNHvD1Vig/1573147859/6113/4ac549e4c10cdb76769a16306d11266c/sub.1.m3u8 …

11/7/2019 5:49:25 AM lightworkercain AF[K]

Air Force Base Kansas

McConnell Air Force Base https://g.co/kgs/vUaog2 

11/7/2019 5:50:35 AM robbinmorey Yep.

11/7/2019 5:57:25 AM momekool1 Wow! Lol

11/7/2019 6:04:28 AM stpetemab I’m sure that’s exactly what happened and why POTUS keeps bringing it up! 🤣🇺🇸❤️

11/7/2019 6:30:00 AM george29771742 But won’t you think of all the ‘donations’ all those open nominations could have earned the foundation?!

There’s money on the table here!  Get your head on straight!

11/7/2019 6:39:19 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/NKLQSoGiUJ

11/7/2019 6:40:43 AM wwg1wga93583681 Godspeed pic.twitter.com/vnktY69uLV

11/7/2019 6:41:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd Information, information, information we live in a world where information is at the tips of our fingers. Why can't we figure out why ppl are going 

missing in National Parks, disappearing under nefarious circumstances; children/adults.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9ZR50APuGs …

11/7/2019 6:43:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd How do they know who is who and where we are from? Does our DNA contain who we've been in all our lives?

11/7/2019 6:45:33 AM covertress Yes

11/7/2019 6:48:17 AM jams4thebread After two years we still see Soros buying AGs and seats in every election. It’s hard to see a plan in all this shit

11/7/2019 6:52:08 AM lightlove21121 The same thing 😅

11/7/2019 6:53:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Standard Hotel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NW23WQQlybM …

11/7/2019 6:58:05 AM covertress Top Kek 🐸

11/7/2019 7:01:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have you noticed the coordinated trending hashtags over the past few weeks?

11/7/2019 7:02:12 AM unstoppablencp Yes

11/7/2019 7:03:23 AM nikoscali I've noticed the misspelled doppelganger hashtags popping up...

11/7/2019 7:04:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why give JE the Hitler treatment?

With JE out of the way, there is no defense of his facilities.

With JE reintroduced as !187, defense of facilities.

[They] wanted him dead.

]They[ needed his information.

He is dead.

Now at least.

Not then.

Where are the bodies hidden?

IslandS.
11/7/2019 7:04:16 AM eatslpndive yes and the worst one was extortionist trump.

11/7/2019 7:05:03 AM aprilbrown99 Trending in California today. pic.twitter.com/nJrV5Sctmv

11/7/2019 7:05:15 AM jeff57253103 Yes

11/7/2019 7:05:54 AM redpillinc All theatre. Show photos and videos. How long are patriots going to take this song and dance? 

Bread and circus, enjoy the show.



11/7/2019 7:06:32 AM stanstephens13 Northern Bahamas where hurricane hit?

11/7/2019 7:07:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Previously "Never Trumper" now covers stories in a "pro-Trump" light RE Epstein&Co.

Why?

Damage Control.

Trust the untrustables.

They showed you their true colors.

Are you going to fall for their tricks again?

Clowns. Clowns. Clowns.

??|??|??|GB|MR|BS|??|??|??

Enjoy the show!
11/7/2019 7:07:45 AM aprilbrown99 [They] are just walking into another trap [they] cant see yet. pic.twitter.com/dlEODaEAdG

11/7/2019 7:08:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Those are not trending for us. Perhaps you may want to clear your browsing history and/or remove the Twitter interests from your profile's settings 

page.

11/7/2019 7:08:22 AM susan4maga Video not there

11/7/2019 7:08:34 AM state1union We’ve been screwed over by them enough.

11/7/2019 7:08:42 AM wickedmouse369 We even buy food from clowns! #downwiththeclowns

11/7/2019 7:08:46 AM dm07423738 Trap? 🤷♀️

11/7/2019 7:10:25 AM warrior_4truth There are TWO islands the larger one is FAR WORSE the Little St. JAMES

11/7/2019 7:10:31 AM cbowling4512 Earth needs fewer climate change hoaxers attempting to take over the earths pocketbooks

11/7/2019 7:11:09 AM covertress A good place to dig? 

(pun intended) https://www.thetravel.com/20-surprising-celebs-who-own-their-own-exclusive-private-islands/ …

11/7/2019 7:11:10 AM linnyt7 Yes

11/7/2019 7:11:15 AM itbmeang I use the “trust after verify” (my version of Reagan’s) BECAUSE the whole point is to get folks to understand and think for themselves.  In hopes that 

that happens, a “never-Trumper” may become Pro-Trump.  So, who are you talking about here?

11/7/2019 7:11:19 AM irondadof5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I did notice these two vile #’s this morning. Trending higher than #ProjectVeritas #EpsteinCoverup #ABCReleaseEpsteinStoryNow #q 

#Epsteindidntkillhimself #Epstein #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp #FakeNews https://twitter.com/IronDadof5/status/1192456302011834374 …

11/7/2019 7:12:52 AM sandytoes717 Which island are you referring to?

11/7/2019 7:15:03 AM loyaltospeakout @covfefe_45_MAGA @AnomicAge @awakeinaus @RAVENSWOODPUB @JustInformU @irritatednate @J_TrumpIN @PatriotPurple @gbroh10 

@Jali_Cat @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_OurNanny_ @lynlinking @AlfonzoCortez4 @MeadowJason

11/7/2019 7:15:13 AM americanme7 Seems like with him dead,

they can keep investigating him publicly, exposing his crimes & partners in crime [JE & FRIENDS] WITHOUT a long drawn out trial & protection of 

"evidence"

Opens the door

Either way, glad hes Gone!
11/7/2019 7:15:39 AM matrixslayer1 Who MJ?

11/7/2019 7:15:58 AM kachinagtto Here?? https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1192460430888714245?s=21 …

11/7/2019 7:16:30 AM susan4maga Playing now

11/7/2019 7:16:49 AM lorirrr Did you say Evergreen? Look at containers ... pic.twitter.com/xF2fTqqwjE

11/7/2019 7:18:39 AM humanproofer Glenn Beck, Michael Reagan, Ben Shapiro?

11/7/2019 7:18:58 AM covertress Even AOC RTed the #EpsteinCoverup story then un-RT it.

Who got to her?

11/7/2019 7:19:32 AM oliheck So JE is living in Bariloche happily ever after 😂

„Treatment“

11/7/2019 7:20:58 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1192460430888714245?s=21 …

11/7/2019 7:22:25 AM ewilliams22101 So JE was removed to his island in order to ensure information gathering for ]them[ and now (but not then) he is dead?  So many questions. . . 

pic.twitter.com/V3oEu7MQMJ

11/7/2019 7:23:02 AM lenartjoe Can’t speak to the latter, but regarding your first question: if united we stand, you’re going to need to counter the perception that the 114th senate 

was derelict in its duties to reach minds centerright to-left: https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2018/06/04/senate-obstructionism-handed-

judicial-vacancies-to-trump/amp/ …

11/7/2019 7:29:25 AM johnwic05587636 Ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1192459310246199296 …

11/7/2019 7:30:35 AM turboxyde Yes... when does the entropy catch up to them?

How about.... NOW? pic.twitter.com/WLZGy27uRF

11/7/2019 7:30:39 AM fansblowing3 Loved it!  👍

11/7/2019 7:31:54 AM keith369me It’s the same every day...Mondaythoughts...Mondaymotivation...Tuesdaybullsh-t...etc

11/7/2019 7:32:09 AM fansblowing3 Anti- Trump propaganda 👎

11/7/2019 7:32:58 AM warrior_4truth Great SJ pic.twitter.com/rFncWRCfj4

11/7/2019 7:33:49 AM mongrelglory That was pretty funny!  No pulse! 🤣🤣🤣

11/7/2019 7:34:09 AM keith369me How did he get the crazy eyes like that?

11/7/2019 7:34:42 AM warrior_4truth Remote viewed this months ago...sickening..far worse the LSJ

11/7/2019 7:35:26 AM fansblowing3 [they] = 322 bad guys

]they[ = white hats

🤔 I am going to have to revisit some of your tweets with this new understanding

11/7/2019 7:35:36 AM mongrelglory I do that every day!  Those censorship algorithms are relentless!

11/7/2019 7:35:44 AM fansblowing3 Rest In Peace SICKO

11/7/2019 7:35:56 AM keith369me The timeline speeds up with Epstein “dead”... than you for saving children whomever is responsible.

11/7/2019 7:36:30 AM fansblowing3 With Hitler out of the way there was no defense of Hitler’s facilities? 🧐

11/7/2019 7:36:36 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 7:37:35 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 7:38:24 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 7:39:01 AM keith369me They cover these stories to cover their rear ends...then with a shift of narrative, they miraculously become Never Trumpers again.  It’s just a big ⭕️ 

jerk.  Time to smash that circle into 1000 pieces.

11/7/2019 7:39:36 AM carliestar10 I've noticed not one single satanic criminal is under arrest...

11/7/2019 7:40:58 AM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @zagnett @Keith369me @charmanda9 @MelanieAnders7 @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @Michael81972 @laurabusse 

@blsdbe @Vintagesquirrel @MongrelGlory @v_rags @lorieve @love4thegameAK @LightLove21121 @JRockTigers @hawkgirlinmn @therealroseanne 

@state1union @spauldingshowal https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1192463745097719808 …

11/7/2019 7:41:52 AM keith369me Why do I think next week is a 💣 week perhaps with a 🍄 cloud?

11/7/2019 7:41:54 AM warrior_4truth It’s not just about Pedophilia it’s actually about the harnessing of energy’s on a soul level - in high ceremonial Satanic Rituals the belief is that by 

accessing the child usually boys - girls tend to be sacrificed or bred - it is believed that you can achieve control over the



11/7/2019 7:42:16 AM sdane8 Hitler was 'suicided.'  So was JE. If you're dead it's far easier to gain access to your property and assets than if you're alive and actively protecting it.

11/7/2019 7:42:16 AM warrior_4truth human by using sodomy to break the child’s mind - between the ages of 3through 5 the child can be programmed to have many different personalities 

and will often achieve several without the others knowledge - MK Ultra Programming - And the belief on a spiritual energetic level is

11/7/2019 7:42:21 AM fansblowing3 Epstein Island was just one of several islands where children were raped, kept in cages, and then sacrificed.  Necker Island in Portugal, Steven 

Spielberg’s Island are the two islands I would look first.

11/7/2019 7:42:33 AM warrior_4truth that sodomy done correctly will access the Pineal gland and allow access into other dimensions- the Pineal gland is your third eye one usually opens 

through advanced meditation practices but this ritual is used both for that and to also raise the fear levels in the child’s blood

11/7/2019 7:43:11 AM warrior_4truth thus these ritualistic practices can be used to harvest Adrochrome among other things organs - these rituals also include the consumption of human 

meat for energetic purposes

11/7/2019 7:43:59 AM carlos765955611 I don’t know. They’re already trained, many are ex military. Not all are compromised.

11/7/2019 7:44:17 AM warrior_4truth Remote view....

Great St. John include a barge, two houses, cottages, an amphitheater, gardens, a maritime electrical cable, solar panels and generator, storage 

building, security building, work shed, machine shop and an & # 39; underwater office and swimming pool.

11/7/2019 7:44:19 AM lorieve Thank you, Love. 

A shadow of the Bema Seat to come. 

We are greatly loved.

11/7/2019 7:45:13 AM kachinagtto Thanks for sharing

11/7/2019 7:45:53 AM lightlove21121 Yes we are 💫💫💫

11/7/2019 7:46:13 AM johnsville14 Naomi Campbell island

11/7/2019 7:46:30 AM aprilbrown99 Oh I love your new avatar. I really loved that movie. Disclosure in plain sight. Our gifts our powerful and each unique. 💫💫💫

11/7/2019 7:46:54 AM kachinagtto Are the bodies buried in the concrete poured for the buildings?

11/7/2019 7:47:09 AM solanojones Use them for whatever value can be wrung out of them, and toss them aside like a squeezed lemon. Next issue?

11/7/2019 7:48:28 AM nikoscali IslandS = Seychelles??

11/7/2019 7:50:07 AM sdane8 Glenn Beck/George Bush, Mitt Romney/Marco Rubio, Ben Sasse/Ben Shapiro?

11/7/2019 7:50:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plausible Deniability at its finest.

11/7/2019 7:52:42 AM marcus45128888 All over the Caribbean islands...Haiti is CF headquarter... Puerto Rico IRS/Fed Res hotspot...

11/7/2019 7:52:50 AM realityloominng false

11/7/2019 7:55:38 AM lorieve We are very precious, rare and of great value.

11/7/2019 7:57:11 AM spauldingshowal ❤️

11/7/2019 7:57:20 AM lightlove21121 Preciousness at it’s finest ♥️

11/7/2019 7:59:02 AM keith369me Wonder how many are on video doing unimaginable things.  All?

11/7/2019 8:00:15 AM state1union To many to count unfortunately

11/7/2019 8:00:19 AM areckoningday But where IS RBG? pic.twitter.com/ElY9OzCbMy

11/7/2019 8:01:28 AM wil_figueroa_jr Nope. Completely untriggered, in fact. I can't wait for FISA to bring down the House

11/7/2019 8:01:54 AM cosmic_engineer Future proves the past.

(more like stating a fact prior to it becoming a fact lol)

Cover becomes the reality. With some 'time' in between to do some Majestic work

11/7/2019 8:03:24 AM fansblowing3 The initials could be multiple people, so MJ did not tell us who the clowns were.  😂 👌 👍

11/7/2019 8:03:46 AM keith369me Care to name names?

11/7/2019 8:03:53 AM jimhayzlett What movie, please 🙏🏼

11/7/2019 8:03:56 AM cosmic_engineer Even 🤡s get scared of where this is all inevitably heading. Protection is gone. Facade revealed.

Damage control mode. Many will panic and make some questionable moves

11/7/2019 8:05:35 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/eP4hE6g95I

11/7/2019 8:07:07 AM stevestv I have not seen Geo B, Mittens and Sassy ever praise Trump. Thus eliminated from the list.

11/7/2019 8:07:55 AM aspennmax64_l Through to the WIN! 

#WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan

#ForTheChildren #ForHumanity

11/7/2019 8:08:14 AM fansblowing3 These initials have to be reporters because they are covering stories.

11/7/2019 8:10:42 AM aspennmax64_l Dear God....PLEASE come.😔🙏

11/7/2019 8:11:37 AM warrior_4truth Very Soon

060122

11/7/2019 8:14:41 AM aspennmax64_l #ReptilIeitis

11/7/2019 8:14:55 AM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/89kFdER4U4

11/7/2019 8:16:13 AM lorieve  https://www.amazon.com/Miss-Peregrines-Home-Peculiar-

Children/dp/B01M0TWU6I/ref=sr_1_1?crid=3EFHE59JEIDG3&keywords=mrs+peregrines+home+for+peculiar+children+movie&qid=1573143336&sprefi

x=Mrs+Pere%2Caps%2C241&sr=8-1 …

11/7/2019 8:18:03 AM thecryingliber1 And Kentucky

11/7/2019 8:22:28 AM jimhayzlett Thank You Angel 🙏🏼👼🌈✨

11/7/2019 8:23:54 AM lorieve You're welcome, Brother. 🦄😍✨🙏👼🐝

11/7/2019 8:25:19 AM state1union Amen 🙏

11/7/2019 8:26:11 AM kachinagtto Can’t wait for a Q&A.  Does the location of these “Islands” [they] use have a significance?  I’m thinking in terms of “The Vile Vortices” to harness power.

11/7/2019 8:27:47 AM blsdbe Love this!!! I will update our pinned Focus tweet on the 11th! ThanQ April!!! pic.twitter.com/NLRLHr9Qbo

11/7/2019 8:28:56 AM state1union Jeb Bush for starters but that’s old news. I’m not allowed confirmation of all of them for some strange reason. It’s going to be a large number sadly.

11/7/2019 8:31:55 AM keith369me I’d be too nice  calling low energy Jeb a piece of #$&•

11/7/2019 8:33:58 AM mskeens1962  https://twitter.com/PrincessPatrio1/status/1192470148474499072?s=19 …

11/7/2019 8:33:59 AM state1union What’s sad is back in 2010 I went to the FBI in KC asking for my Rape tapes and they said NO!  Then Comey becomes Director. So sick

11/7/2019 8:34:02 AM aspennmax64_l I cant PRAY hard enough! 

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

11/7/2019 8:35:04 AM rebornkingent Argentina?

11/7/2019 8:36:18 AM aprilbrown99 You are welcome!  ThanQ Christine. Love you. 🤗😘🥰

11/7/2019 8:38:35 AM state1union I love being included with such a kind, loving, spiritual group thank you 🙏

11/7/2019 8:39:07 AM keith369me Not surprised one bit.  Hopefully you see justice for those that have committed crimes against you!!!

11/7/2019 8:39:24 AM melanieanders7 @111Athena111

11/7/2019 8:39:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is more sick than you may realize. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1192473078925791232 …



11/7/2019 8:40:20 AM lorieve Same, how sweet are all of you! pic.twitter.com/ehwZGAwAWk

11/7/2019 8:40:32 AM spauldingshowal ❤️

11/7/2019 8:40:32 AM aprilbrown99 I love you my beautiful sister!  I would not leave you behind. 💗💗💗

11/7/2019 8:41:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q is the 17th letter in the ALPHABET.

Q is a DOE Clearance Level.

17 National Labs

17 Q Labs

Q:Q

See past tweets.

Signals. https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1192457939266736128 …

11/7/2019 8:41:28 AM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/ol1vsjxW67

11/7/2019 8:41:38 AM thecryingliber1 US Department Of Energy

1017 Majestic Dr, Lexington, KY 40513

11/7/2019 8:42:21 AM hawkgirlinmn The result of the insatiable appetite for power via satanic worship.

11/7/2019 8:42:54 AM doc1415 Its not a laughing matter. Are you that ignorant?

11/7/2019 8:43:11 AM jfaith1979  pic.twitter.com/Aku85vwGRM

11/7/2019 8:44:12 AM cosmic_engineer 🦉

Vive la révolution.

11/7/2019 8:44:16 AM aprilbrown99 😳😳😳

11/7/2019 8:46:24 AM neo_asura_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#wwg1wga

#qanon

11/7/2019 8:48:10 AM ceasarfall31544 We need to rest of this nation to catch on very quickly !!!!!!!!

11/7/2019 8:48:48 AM nm_zsr Yet the use of "National Security" as the excuse to justify sweeping it under the rug continues. These are drips in the ocean of evil against children.

11/7/2019 8:49:23 AM queenieg_9 Wrong image. They don't represent the Rainbow they fall short by 1

11/7/2019 8:50:31 AM lissmojo I do hope he decides to exit this world, pronto.

11/7/2019 8:51:17 AM girlawakeinca So let’s see, lots of fire near the 4 Bay Area labs. Coincidence? I think not.

11/7/2019 8:53:13 AM ragstorm 😳😖

11/7/2019 8:53:16 AM marcus45128888 Yup

11/7/2019 8:53:27 AM keith369me Unfortunately it’s everywhere.  Came to that conclusion when the school counselor recommended a child psychologist for my child that later ended up 

on the predator list.  I’m ready for an overhaul of society and it starts with the overthrow of the cabal.

11/7/2019 8:54:16 AM aparker70 It's 15 days today. Anyone?

11/7/2019 8:54:33 AM keith369me Did you ever view the tapes?

11/7/2019 8:55:53 AM covertress I M  Q https://youtu.be/BcV9Qc5gYTQ 

11/7/2019 8:56:06 AM blankmarlo Hey thanks for clarifying! Looks really cool I'll give it a try when I get the chance. 👍

11/7/2019 8:56:28 AM sailorpractical Here’s the rub. The unmentionable three letter agencies have been destroying people and their reputations by remotely installing child porn and then 

busting them, for decades. Who’s the criminal?

11/7/2019 8:56:46 AM garypre62441595 Richard Bransons island too...

11/7/2019 8:57:41 AM wickedmouse369 It goes from the top to the bottom. From your loved celebrities to your local news casters, to your local government officials, and even people you 

know and "trust".

11/7/2019 8:58:10 AM covertress POTUS is technically Q+...

but, how could he numerically designate a "+"? 😂

11/7/2019 8:59:10 AM benny60932533 I would agree with the strategy of red pilling Patriots with the slow release of the truth. Based on what we have seen in the beginning I believe it will 

be horrific how bad the truth will be when fully exposed. Our faith will get us through this.  GOD help us.

11/7/2019 8:59:27 AM steveroye Hey @MAHREDRUM, answer this image to prove you are not Alice (but I already know you are because there is no "numerology" involved with the 

tweet you have responded to): pic.twitter.com/EbuptctxVA

11/7/2019 9:00:16 AM mahredrum That is literally the textbook definition of what numerology is

11/7/2019 9:01:51 AM steveroye You didn't answer the question in the image dumbass. And no it is not.

11/7/2019 9:03:21 AM jams4thebread Lexington KY you say? #NOTABLES

11/7/2019 9:03:55 AM aprilbrown99 Here is a great link. 

 http://peoplebyinitials.com/?q=GB 

Insert any initials and search.

11/7/2019 9:04:50 AM state1union My old employer Bristol Myers Squibb thru HR Connect said look into SAP. My rapes etc are on Hilary Clinton’s Laptop. My situation involves the MIC 

and yes we are food

11/7/2019 9:05:37 AM aprilbrown99 I see many names that could apply with those various initials.

11/7/2019 9:06:12 AM mahredrum I have no idea who the fuck Alice is or what that image is for. If you need help with your math homework then you are in the wrong spot

11/7/2019 9:06:53 AM roxi_usa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

When your dog craps on the floor you don't tiptoe around it, spray air freshener and pretend it's not there. You clean it up. 

If you see something (know something), say something.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1192481825006014465 …

11/7/2019 9:07:34 AM manifest_utopia Yep. I took a family counselling grad level class at GWU. The teacher had 2 adopted kids who he talked alot about. Midway thru the semester he didn't 

show up for class one day. Found out later in the newspaper he'd been arrested for child sex abuse.

11/7/2019 9:08:28 AM steveroye Just answer the very simple question in the image - should be a no brainer unless you literally have no brain.

Fair enough?

11/7/2019 9:09:06 AM fansblowing3 Our military are getting paid to traffic children 😡

11/7/2019 9:09:36 AM susan66388204 Barney Frank’ and EW have an island.   Tony Robbins, Sir what’s his face?  (Richard Branson’)And many many more.  Many islands owned by THEM

11/7/2019 9:10:03 AM mahredrum So you’re arguing with someone with no brain? What does that say about you ?

11/7/2019 9:10:56 AM tetxnu84967 Isn’t that the Truth!

11/7/2019 9:11:40 AM bbobbio71 I have an uneasy feeling that there were special ops for trafficking

11/7/2019 9:12:02 AM queenieg_9 Rainbow has 7 colors

Pride is 6

11/7/2019 9:13:53 AM keith369me I can’t comprehend it...I can tell you one thing though...when I lived in Broward County I used to get strange thoughts in my head that were sick...think 

horror movie...these went away when I moved.  I’m wondering if these thoughts are pushed to people in certain locations

11/7/2019 9:14:08 AM noeticcrypto meanwhile the Navy League fellas in Medford are doing great things for the planet. Interesting dichotemy isnt it?



11/7/2019 9:14:50 AM balimalysh Bronfman Island https://frankreport.com/2017/06/19/there-will-always-be-fiji-clare-bronfman-purchased-most-of-wakaya-island-last-august/ …

11/7/2019 9:15:30 AM ilomagyar In Württemberg, they didnt died.

11/7/2019 9:15:32 AM aprilbrown99 Nothing is ever random when it comes to our Stable Genius. There are no coincidences.

11/7/2019 9:17:38 AM aprilbrown99 Looking up stable genius in gematria 👇 look just below it. pic.twitter.com/pmJPfnj0j0

11/7/2019 9:17:51 AM steveroye It's not what it says about me - it's what it says about you.

Just so everyone can see, this is Alice. This is how Alice rolls. And Alice can't answer the simple question provided in this image (I asked before) because 

this AI machine can't read images: pic.twitter.com/DWFojniugL

11/7/2019 9:17:52 AM chooselove108 How many "Air Forces" are there....

11/7/2019 9:19:03 AM keith369me Part of me thinks I was picking up energy on a local collective consciousness

11/7/2019 9:19:13 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/i17aclFVGR

11/7/2019 9:21:13 AM rick_hernandez Block this shill

11/7/2019 9:21:49 AM mahredrum Just so everyone can see, this guy is a dolt who thinks AI hasn’t gotten to the point it can recognize numbers from clear text images and add them, 

however some cult around the number 17 isn’t numerology. Got it.

11/7/2019 9:23:17 AM petesmom2 And after @realDonaldTrump found out that Epstein had sexually assaulted a girl at Mar-a-largo, he barred him and cut off contact! However, after 

Clinton was accused and found guilty, Dems couldn't wait to cozy up to him even more!

11/7/2019 9:26:17 AM thefragglerocks They rule the world

11/7/2019 9:28:29 AM hotwheelsjusty So add em up and show us how it’s done. Go for it lil guy! You can do it!

11/7/2019 9:28:51 AM nikoscali Like using Special Air Missions to move his victims around perhaps?

11/7/2019 9:30:32 AM marcus45128888 Majestic... Kentucky is majestic... 😉

11/7/2019 9:31:54 AM jfunder I don't like the fact that only violence changes regimes. Acting like that is not so is funny.

11/7/2019 9:33:18 AM steveroye Since you seem to have issues with the question in the image I provided, just tell me the one word that is in this image - should be a snap for you: 

pic.twitter.com/0UE8c5ruY4

11/7/2019 9:33:19 AM bbobbio71 Wasn't there Q post regarding 11/11?

11/7/2019 9:34:28 AM thefragglerocks At the very top is satan but he is controlling plenty of humans.revelation 12v9

11/7/2019 9:34:38 AM mahredrum Lol

11/7/2019 9:35:30 AM djlok I'm screwed because I did the DNA tests back when they first came out. Good news is I'm a law abiding citizen (for the most part).  Bad news is that 

doesn't really seem to matter.

11/7/2019 9:35:30 AM c2m1ll3 White Hat.

Read my profile page please.

Links there.

11/7/2019 9:35:45 AM jluther88 He has said at one of the Rallies, 17 PLUS 1.

11/7/2019 9:35:52 AM steveroye Still can't do it Alice? I am not surprised... 🤪🤪🤪

11/7/2019 9:36:19 AM keith369me Don’t piss off the wrong people...oops, too late 😀

11/7/2019 9:36:57 AM bbobbio71 Nice catch

11/7/2019 9:37:20 AM bbobbio71 Nice

11/7/2019 9:38:00 AM djlok Way too late. Hell it wouldn't surprise me if [they] already killed me and I'm just gonna be the last person to find out about it.

11/7/2019 9:38:17 AM mntcol He is not human either look at him closely.

11/7/2019 9:38:24 AM mahredrum I have no idea who Alice is

11/7/2019 9:38:32 AM merkaba369 The millions of people dead because of the illegal drug and weapons trade conducted by the criminals running the world is the most sickening thing I 

can think of.  Everything else is a byproduct.

11/7/2019 9:38:37 AM tikicolada Winner, winner, chicken dinner. 😉

11/7/2019 9:39:59 AM yellahabibihela Send them all to the middle of the Sahara and let them fend for themselves.

11/7/2019 9:41:49 AM thefragglerocks They're demonic spirit creatures that use things like the mass media to influence and control people's thinking

11/7/2019 9:44:43 AM anonpatriotccj Ok, I did a quick dig. the 3 in the middle are possibly CNN reporters. (I heard CNN was running some pro-Trump stories) I suspect we have 2 more 

networks trying as well for Plausible Deniability.

11/7/2019 9:45:03 AM nikoscali And to think people have always been worried their tax dollars are going to $10,000 toilet seats... It's WAY worse than that!

11/7/2019 9:45:32 AM turboxyde We can sit back and wait on them or we can access the zero point field in meditation and manifest it.

That'll at least keep us busy while the collective catches up!

11/7/2019 9:45:46 AM anonpatriotccj The 3 middles ones line up with CNN's list of reporters.

11/7/2019 9:48:29 AM karina89350882 What happend in the Standard Hotel?...

11/7/2019 9:49:02 AM farmgirl501 Have you noticed that a lot of these people just don’t look right?

11/7/2019 9:49:29 AM magabeliever20 He’s sick

11/7/2019 9:51:01 AM warrior_4truth Energy is the KEY

More specifically Quantum energy

Avatar

Future proves the past

11/7/2019 9:54:15 AM winki00000001 Woahhh... MJ12 knew that a insider at ABC worked at CBS !!! 

HOW ???

11/7/2019 9:54:31 AM anonpatriotccj ??|??|??|Gloria Borger|Manu Ragu|Barbara Starr|??|??|??  

The missing other initials could be CNN as well.

11/7/2019 9:54:31 AM magabeliever20 I disagree

11/7/2019 9:55:48 AM magabeliever20 I’ve rt all your recent tweets and they show as not rt. [JD]

11/7/2019 9:56:40 AM anonpatriotccj Manu Raju  oops no g

11/7/2019 9:57:28 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 9:58:19 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 9:58:38 AM manifest_utopia As an aside, I just looked up "Manifesting Utopia" on  http://gemantrix.org 

This one really caught my eye 🧐 pic.twitter.com/MaJsXoQ8Uj

11/7/2019 9:59:27 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/zeOFy3Srlw

11/7/2019 9:59:53 AM giediknight Those inter dimensional aliens are going to be pissed...

11/7/2019 10:00:25 AM manifest_utopia Me 2!

11/7/2019 10:01:18 AM mm47821446 Nope I trust your president!

11/7/2019 10:02:08 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1192467219030167552?s=19 …

11/7/2019 10:03:05 AM teamsterr07 I want a refund, dammit! I work too hard to fund their evil shenanigans!

11/7/2019 10:04:19 AM misswinma The evil Luciferian NWO Cabal has it's evil minions placed in ALL walks of life. Unfortunately our military is not immune to evil either!

11/7/2019 10:05:59 AM usaf84mj @dbongino @TrueEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tracybeanz  Trying to find the original wsj article if it exist. #zaidcoup pic.twitter.com/miAQCoRGbA

11/7/2019 10:06:28 AM kidge6 Has anyone made such a recording?



11/7/2019 10:07:59 AM 2mountaingirl Haha, don't think so!!!

Being naive was lost when US elected that imposter of a human being in 2008!!!!

Hope, innocence, & faith was

destroyed for America with that POS.

Trump has worked hard for America & ppl are greatful for a chance at the American dream again.

11/7/2019 10:17:29 AM hurricane0073 Everyone on that list is suspicious according to the rumors about them for years.

11/7/2019 10:17:56 AM carol76184778 🤢

11/7/2019 10:18:16 AM wild8heart Double meaning??? 

Fighting the good fight with AFK (metaphorical) + away from keyboard?

11/7/2019 10:21:11 AM state1union MIC?

11/7/2019 10:23:22 AM sseed369 Hello "Luna" ;)

11/7/2019 10:24:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Let the theories run amuck. https://twitter.com/BadAstronomer/status/1192475245971726336 …

11/7/2019 10:24:14 AM karina89350882 Earth is the melting pot of Evil - this should NOT be allowed by the People and the Law of the Universe. We are HUMANS ( I hope the most of us) and 

NO zoo or war-room!! This here is a monstrous anomaly and must end!

11/7/2019 10:24:25 AM ashsaidwhaaaat I second that 🙋♀️

11/7/2019 10:25:03 AM dcooyon Sick

11/7/2019 10:25:37 AM noahw31 They need to be put through military tribunals as well.

11/7/2019 10:26:21 AM ashsaidwhaaaat And his bail is only $100,000! Just goes to show just how twisted the system really is, they protect pedos!!!!

11/7/2019 10:26:22 AM bryceja68689884 The school system is central to our operation.

11/7/2019 10:26:36 AM hawkgirlinmn Educating yourself on pedophelia and how/who to be involved with will lead to a lucrative business in human trafficking for you.

11/7/2019 10:26:39 AM aprilbrown99 Chattal. #SlavesNoMore

11/7/2019 10:26:42 AM williebhere Syria, Iran, Iraq??

11/7/2019 10:26:45 AM mikebravodude  pic.twitter.com/zUCUgySaaQ

11/7/2019 10:27:06 AM brangusjimmy Global Education funding allows corrupt organizations like UN to step in and control the kid’s educational programs. Once they have control of the kids 

and where they go everyday their human capital increases and the ability to traffic them. #painiscoming

11/7/2019 10:27:25 AM capitalkid we must brainwash the children in order to keep harvesting them.

6 or a 9?

Keeping them from maturing into their potential?

11/7/2019 10:27:59 AM troglowbyte SQRT(81)

11/7/2019 10:28:26 AM aprilbrown99 Tweet is gone. And this 👇 pic.twitter.com/SeyF3ODEFF

11/7/2019 10:28:32 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 10:28:41 AM lorieve We are well educated slaves, are we not. pic.twitter.com/8wkJAIRMLb

11/7/2019 10:28:43 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 10:29:29 AM keith369me We can identify planets for years in other solar systems via telescope but not those within this solar system?  How many IS-BEs in this ship?

11/7/2019 10:29:51 AM keith369me I can view this Tweet logged out

11/7/2019 10:30:15 AM toni848toni I own you. Don’t forget it.

11/7/2019 10:30:19 AM kevsqt 😢

11/7/2019 10:30:44 AM keith369me Human Capital has new meaning after realizing we are all slaves.

11/7/2019 10:30:44 AM stevengibes Rahu and Ketu, Rahu is the one that causes eclipses not the moon.

11/7/2019 10:30:58 AM dougfasho Rfr

11/7/2019 10:31:18 AM kidge6 Is there a place where MJ 12 followers gather to study, practice and share their experiences? A reddit group or 4chan or anything?

11/7/2019 10:31:22 AM giediknight indoctrination is pinnacle to creating a mind controlled slave population

11/7/2019 10:31:40 AM freestateojones People are resources.

11/7/2019 10:32:37 AM keith369me ...Abby is pretty damn brainwashed and Epstein is a trigger word for Whoopi pie

11/7/2019 10:32:51 AM cocopuffster12 Me as well

11/7/2019 10:32:59 AM janetsh37392555 Sounds like propaganda in tune with Pope Francis and his recent video about education of the “bambino’s” and implementing a “new humanism”.  

Plans for big whigs to meet with him in Rome in May 2020 to discuss this AGENDA.

11/7/2019 10:33:03 AM turboxyde Here at the @WorldBank we feel indoctrination is required to supplement the subconscious signal entrainment of the mind control & culture that we 

have so graciously woven into human society.

Your precious life force energy will serve our parasitic leaders well!

Breed & consume!

11/7/2019 10:33:05 AM allahuniversal "Drawing out children is at the center of our operations for shaping humans into resources and/or collecting them as capital, dead or alive. Our entire 

business is Banking on humans being agreeable to these plans for World domination. #GlobalizeIt"

11/7/2019 10:33:31 AM wwg1wga93583681 Translation of @worldbank tweet:

>we steal most of our child sex++ slaves in 3rd world shitholes using your money, school infrastructure and clowns. pic.twitter.com/Z2tJlHzk74

11/7/2019 10:33:37 AM aprilbrown99 Can you post an image?

11/7/2019 10:34:26 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/NL65F9v8wN

11/7/2019 10:34:32 AM yellamoj "Schools and institutions are where we brainwash our youth and harvest them for human trafficking" #humancapital

11/7/2019 10:35:02 AM circuitriderz How many children?  How many islands?

11/7/2019 10:35:37 AM papoyamba Sick

11/7/2019 10:35:41 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you MJ.  Very kind. 🤗🥰😘

11/7/2019 10:35:42 AM phreatomagnetic The debt slave system requires equity

People are collateral 

Serious Q, if people are capital, why to [they] want there to be so many less people?

11/7/2019 10:36:13 AM turboxyde We'll do it together Bubba!

#WWG1WGA

11/7/2019 10:36:56 AM lightworkercain Black Majic Man has some questionable connections... pic.twitter.com/7Dds8cC5ny

11/7/2019 10:37:45 AM freewithfaith What happened to Abby? Is the "Trump is a meany" disease contagious?

11/7/2019 10:38:06 AM panicindc_ It was the planet made for the andriod greys 👽.

They have since left earth with their craft leaving the elites stranded. Who hoped to use them to stage a project bluebeam style "invasion"

11/7/2019 10:38:09 AM blsdbe Check this out April, re Field McConnell: https://twitter.com/c2m1ll3/status/1192483704800628738?s=21 …

11/7/2019 10:38:38 AM keith369me On work computer.  Here is the linked article:  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.syfy.com/syfywire/could-tess-have-already-seen-planet-

nine%3famp …. Tweet:  Is there another planet in the solar system, Planet Nine, orbiting the Sun way out past Neptune?

11/7/2019 10:39:25 AM internetusr Fuck yes. We are sick of the ruling class. Get the hell out of our way or get RUN OVER.



11/7/2019 10:39:54 AM azuremagus Child of God

11/7/2019 10:40:44 AM aprilbrown99 OMG, I am so excited! 🛸🛸🛸👽👽👽🛸🛸🛸 pic.twitter.com/D0yoRMYF7b

11/7/2019 10:41:19 AM cups_queen0f "We order to keep people ignorant and indoctrinated so they won't recognize we neo them as sleeves until we can exterminate them"

11/7/2019 10:41:22 AM peilmymailcom1 Human Trafficking $$$

11/7/2019 10:42:44 AM trumppallooza 9

11/7/2019 10:42:49 AM vonyugen No idea

11/7/2019 10:42:50 AM allahuniversal "Maybe if we talk over him enough no one will hear what he has to say" pic.twitter.com/vd7bRPWGGL

11/7/2019 10:44:37 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE is doing everything she can to stop me today. Keeps locking up and crashing my ipad!  Never thought that would be possible. 🥴

The Field Report is live in 30 mins. 

 https://youtu.be/c6U-zY5Chq4 

11/7/2019 10:44:43 AM signnamehere1 You only get to a generals position if you (.                   )

Fill in the blank.

11/7/2019 10:44:51 AM lovethebeach999 Hard to believe they wouldn’t just burn the evidence in remote places like that

11/7/2019 10:45:38 AM turboxyde All they sell is a ticket for the dark ride... https://youtu.be/WL9J9T2jmwY 

11/7/2019 10:45:50 AM justachick9 Rats always flee a sinking ship.

11/7/2019 10:45:59 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Keith. 💗💗💗

11/7/2019 10:46:21 AM mamiemcclure17 🙏💚💚💚😉🙏 they are beautiful

11/7/2019 10:47:07 AM lorieve Thanks, are you going to be in the chat?

11/7/2019 10:48:08 AM aprilbrown99 Absolutely

11/7/2019 10:48:23 AM 12bravogran #humancattle

11/7/2019 10:48:31 AM fansblowing3 9

11/7/2019 10:49:00 AM bdam777 Indoctrination of our worker bees.

11/7/2019 10:50:30 AM fansblowing3 Keeping the population dumbed down is crucial/Colleges and schools are where 322 can find their trafficking victims.

11/7/2019 10:50:49 AM kektriton #Q is REAL! 👁🗨 Kek! 🐸 #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #S4 #8Kun #8KUNNET #kek #pepeishere #Frog #StopTheCoup #QClearance #PAINISCOMING #

thursdayvibes #memes #MEMEWARS #QArmy #meme #GodWins✝️ pic.twitter.com/w9Ev9j1Ck4

11/7/2019 10:50:49 AM peilmymailcom1 Nibiru pic.twitter.com/EMp5L9aiws

11/7/2019 10:51:53 AM justicetruthwa2 Carnegie?

11/7/2019 10:52:14 AM fansblowing3 Could also be re MIT and scientific human experiments

11/7/2019 10:52:48 AM michael81972 Everyone is capital to them thru your birth certificate & SS#...Incorporated(fictitious entity)

11/7/2019 10:52:52 AM patriotswegoall [They] say that schools are a 'hub' for the community.

Time to reinvent education.

11/7/2019 10:52:56 AM blsdbe I’m at work y’all, keep me posted!!!

11/7/2019 10:53:08 AM lucyc5124 Planet 9

11/7/2019 10:53:20 AM blsdbe Or I will just check back, Blessings all!

11/7/2019 10:54:18 AM notevenchad17 "We must continue to use the school systems to condition children to accept acting like and being treated as property as opposed to Sovereign Beings 

who insist upon Justice, Equality & Love." pic.twitter.com/sIdcOvrEOq

11/7/2019 10:54:25 AM justicetruthwa2 Indoctrination is bankers way to exploit more people like everything else God created

11/7/2019 10:54:38 AM hellouncledonny flynn knows where the bodies are

11/7/2019 10:56:28 AM catpowernow Adrenochrome harvesting.

11/7/2019 10:57:18 AM destinlola Propaganda tools.

11/7/2019 10:57:33 AM ___wwg1wga___ PC calls people, even children, 'human capital'

Meaning, you no longer hv a Godly value

> someone created, 

> full of life, spirit, and soul

Instead you are an intrinsic value

> something wanted, 

> preferably alive, keeping your values and soul in line with theirs not your own
11/7/2019 10:58:51 AM jay87sunny Dear Jr. pic.twitter.com/XLUL5ZLNJa

11/7/2019 11:00:52 AM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1192513487282540544?s=19 …

11/7/2019 11:01:09 AM nurseniceyes Okay I am in ... When do we get those fancy food replicators?

11/7/2019 11:01:59 AM nurseniceyes How about 3 pm est?

11/7/2019 11:03:08 AM karina89350882 Sometimes I get a feeling that ALL has happend "long time ago" and I am "caught up in my soul-Memory" and the only thing I have to do is to free 

myself, open door and be what I AM ….#enjoytheshow#

11/7/2019 11:03:15 AM laurabusse Omigosh!

That is

AMAZING!!!

11/7/2019 11:03:40 AM fansblowing3 9

11/7/2019 11:03:57 AM trumping4usa Nibiru

11/7/2019 11:05:04 AM nurseniceyes That is coming to an end. They are hoping to revamp their image.

11/7/2019 11:05:13 AM amethystnancy Children are especially valuable #humancapital.

8 million trafficked annually worldwide

600-800K USA.  

Life expectancy expiration date:  2 years

"Pedophilia is both glue and Achilles heel of the Deep State".

Robert David Steele 34 min mark https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3293&v=jYRrjxY-Zxc …
11/7/2019 11:06:29 AM keith369me The MSM couldn’t be stupid enough to take this bait?  Could they?

11/7/2019 11:10:22 AM lorieve Run the race to win.

#WWG1WGA

11/7/2019 11:11:19 AM wbwse 💙💙💙

11/7/2019 11:11:22 AM lorieve Greater is He who is in us than he who is in the world. pic.twitter.com/ClbFjBiYRT

11/7/2019 11:11:30 AM nm_zsr #UnsealEpstein

11/7/2019 11:12:26 AM warrior_4truth Children are "Human  Capital " like commodities..to be traded...

When Bad Does Good

by Chris Cornell 

"And I heard you say that flesh sells by the pound When blood is raining down it cuts a deep river And I'm diving"



11/7/2019 11:12:30 AM turboxyde When is relative to the amount of energy we can harness & project from the Sun to manifest as reality here.

Can you see yourself using a zero point energy device?

What does it look and feel like?

How does it make you and others feel to be using it?

11/7/2019 11:12:33 AM cntrctr82 If I may, Not less. Just less of you’s and me’s. Less cognitive thought. Lower birth-rates, increase migration from 3W nations. Phase out resistance 

through attrition while at the same time destabilize and restructure society...i.e UK.

11/7/2019 11:12:48 AM turboxyde Is it a sharable experience & anchored in love?

See it, feel it, become it!

11/7/2019 11:14:08 AM warrior_4truth Hunger Strike

by Temple of the Dog/Chris Cornell

"But I can't FEED on the powerless When my cup's already overfilled"

"And they're farming babies The slaves are all working Blood is on the table The mouths are all choking But I'm goin' hungry"

11/7/2019 11:14:39 AM freestateojones I cant speak for them. https://twitter.com/RichAzzopardi/status/1192483873965453313?s=19 …

11/7/2019 11:15:13 AM 22dubtrip333 3+6=9

11/7/2019 11:15:17 AM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://timothycharlesholmseth.com/president-trump-requests-to-review-video-taped-interviews-of-cps-kidnapping-victims-wisconsin-publisher-

arrested-before-interviews-could-be-conducted/?fbclid=IwAR3XsQIuFsFQSYYzeXEauFsqbMmcIVZIu0VJNNt8o0fR7ib3XyKSL2LyMdg …

11/7/2019 11:16:27 AM 22dubtrip333 Mind your Ps and qs...watch your 6, carry a 9?

11/7/2019 11:16:56 AM infidelis_101 Note in article that the General had a tenant who has also been charged on same grounds of CP. Networks are real....

11/7/2019 11:17:44 AM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Education globally.  Not another brain washed.  Not another child lost.

11/7/2019 11:18:26 AM phreatomagnetic 500M worldwide 

isn't that the stated goal

11/7/2019 11:19:10 AM 22dubtrip333 I admit, though, I'm a .45 (4+5=9) kind of guy...

11/7/2019 11:21:25 AM bill_davis01 I think they spelled indoctrinate wrong!

11/7/2019 11:21:57 AM thepureprophet Where is the plus sign on a mobile phone? [Zero]

11/7/2019 11:25:14 AM speaakn We’re teaching your kids propaganda and we’re indoctrinating them for our sole purpose. That’s what that means to me.

11/7/2019 11:27:38 AM michael81972 DOE? https://twitter.com/cia/status/1191863718516338688?s=21 …

11/7/2019 11:28:07 AM johnmic25959174 Sick, Twisted and one heck of a Mind twister. As I find very Specific details of just whats going on, it just gets more and more......well Insane

11/7/2019 11:28:28 AM wiggley_dale we want to brainwash your kids against you

11/7/2019 11:29:24 AM kathleen3693693 Carbon credits. Children are assigned the most credits. "Climate change" is all about buying and selling carbon credits. #HumanTrafficking

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/7/2019 11:29:30 AM _doozier_ "You peons are our currency. Brainwashing keeps it that way."

11/7/2019 11:30:20 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/4tKxDjbU4I

11/7/2019 11:31:32 AM covertress What if our solar system is a binary star system? 💞 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1184463109890760706?s=19 …

11/7/2019 11:31:54 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/mOrKY9b2EU

11/7/2019 11:32:01 AM patriotswinq Harvest time!- maybe we can instead eat the bankers mmmmm

11/7/2019 11:32:42 AM michael81972 I just seen MJ already posted it

11/7/2019 11:33:24 AM childers_lance You must brainwash a slave

11/7/2019 11:37:13 AM shayne18951375 Indoctrination is at the center of building slaves

11/7/2019 11:39:27 AM purplelotus0 11:17

When God's warriors unite.

11/7/2019 11:40:13 AM ruck81293793 These people are sick...

Our children are not their Capital..

Some day soon the elite pedofiles of the world will pay for their crimes against children...!!!!!

#endthefed

11/7/2019 11:40:35 AM willowood22 Indoctrination Makes Good Slaves

11/7/2019 11:42:00 AM covertress Persistent Evidence of a Jovian Mass Solar Companion in the Oort Cloud (my backup on MEGA) https://mega.nz/#!eT5CBayA!qWm0cBX2Z-

t5ROtntHWAyCtyeq20T1KRfsGIMLjPfFw …

11/7/2019 11:43:54 AM luvleebutterfly Schools in impoverished nations are still good for grabbing children

11/7/2019 11:44:33 AM laurabusse Dear God

Yes

11/7/2019 11:46:30 AM westmount_d7 We insist on the removal of all NWO psychopathic imprints from of our schools.  Our children are sacred🌹

11/7/2019 11:47:27 AM laurabusse I think there are thought forms everywhere and we tap into their energy

Abraham-Hicks says

Every thought that has ever been thought still exists

Also that there is no such thing as an original thought

Dunno

Interesting ideas...

11/7/2019 11:47:49 AM laurabusse That's my guess

11/7/2019 11:48:20 AM geekydaddy64 = population control

11/7/2019 11:49:02 AM turboxyde Follow the thread... meditate to activate as pure consciousness shapes thought into form. You are love eternal! 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1189556399946289152?s=20 …

11/7/2019 11:50:03 AM girlawakeinca Please direct us to as to how Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) now called NASA, L Ron Hubbard & his Occult experiences & creation of a religion called 

Scientology are all part of history. (I am aware that the highest level deals with a galactic overlord.)

11/7/2019 11:52:19 AM laurabusse Sodomize?

11/7/2019 11:55:42 AM qaphsiel17 Expendable programmable labor slaves. No more value than pocket lint. You exist to work, pay fake bills and make them more slaves.

11/7/2019 11:58:17 AM flgirlsbeenqd I know, way worse than we could have ever imagined but I still want to know wtf is happening. Sick of lies and fake info. We get it coming and going. 

Dems/MSM lie then  conservatives say false info is necessary. I have an idea, why don’t we all just TELL THE DAMN TRUTH! 

pic.twitter.com/STy4ekd30N

11/7/2019 11:58:36 AM pomeinnz Building 9



11/7/2019 11:58:37 AM jonbradley1723 I think I've dove down every sick, twisted rabbit hole since I was woke with the Podesta email drop from Wikileaks.  From human trafficking to child 

sacrifice, and everything in between.  #ThesePeopleAreSick #Pedogate #Pizzagate #PEDOVORES #PedoWood #TheGreatAwakening

11/7/2019 11:58:52 AM rghardy3 I believe that I read that in 

a Majestic Message of Disclosure.

11/7/2019 12:00:37 PM iamsteph2017 Could There Be More Than One??? 🤔

11/7/2019 12:02:36 PM mwannahockalugi By dumbing down the population we'll be free to do whatever we want to them. They won't know the difference!

11/7/2019 12:02:39 PM rghardy3 They said he is the IS-BE

but did not use the word reincarnated.

11/7/2019 12:03:47 PM garypre62441595 I've had to relike this tweet about 6 times now.why o why does this twitter twattery keep unliking my likes?...

11/7/2019 12:04:17 PM cmdrzod23 I ignore them. I don't follow trends.

11/7/2019 12:08:25 PM blueiri87053542 Would that these folks would be held complicit in perpetuating these falsehoods!!!!

11/7/2019 12:15:49 PM clifton15jon Capitalizing on Young children thru the disguse of education

11/7/2019 12:16:11 PM jivaine_skywing We want workers not thinkers and we will teach them what we need to make them the best slave workers we can.

11/7/2019 12:16:30 PM flgirlsbeenqd  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=n-NdxPIFHTI …

11/7/2019 12:19:43 PM qumanitarian If humans are capital and the value is based off of the education system = America is worthless. And the elite buy their value.

Imagine giving a squirrel and a fish the same test: climbing a tree. One passes, and one fails.

Education reform

11/7/2019 12:20:16 PM clifton15jon #Whoopie is wearing a mop head omg how funny

11/7/2019 12:21:18 PM queenieg_9 Basically 😉👌

11/7/2019 12:22:36 PM cosmic_engineer Reminds me of birth certificates and Fed Reserve connection.

Citizens are the capital (used to be gold)

11/7/2019 12:24:21 PM flgirlsbeenqd I wouldn’t watch @TheView if someone paid me! Really sad they keep that show going. Shows how much their ratings are in the pooper! 

pic.twitter.com/5hbzxOIEiQ

11/7/2019 12:25:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd And WE ARE NOT AGREEABLE!!!

11/7/2019 12:27:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly Translation: ‘Children are the essence of human trafficking.’

11/7/2019 12:27:28 PM flgirlsbeenqd Wth? pic.twitter.com/HPHIszoixa

11/7/2019 12:28:29 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Human capital = slaves in the pocket of bankers.

11/7/2019 12:33:04 PM abshierchristi Brainwashing.

11/7/2019 12:34:57 PM persevereever BECAUSE MCCONNELL REFUSED TO LET THE SENATE VOTE ON THEM

11/7/2019 12:35:17 PM persevereever #MoscowMitch obstructed

11/7/2019 12:36:13 PM ascendingadam 5:5

11/7/2019 12:37:35 PM qumanitarian binary?

11/7/2019 12:38:21 PM quality_cqntrol @prayingmedic @PepeQAnon @qaterpillar @RUAnonymous1 @X22Report @SevereAnon @BeachJunkie67 @SGTreport @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@WhiteMeatPride @Thorlock1248 @CodeMonkeyZ @z https://twitter.com/Quality_cQntrol/status/1192532911683182592 …

11/7/2019 12:41:58 PM guy_karen These people are sick

11/7/2019 12:44:32 PM iamthegregman Pretty sure the Republican Congress was blocking right?

11/7/2019 12:44:42 PM hellouncledonny I've never even heard of this twitter account and he has me blocked

11/7/2019 12:45:23 PM iamthegregman Oh I’m tweeting in a thread full of crazy Q people. You guys are still hanging onto this fantasy? Long after q has abandoned 😂

11/7/2019 12:45:43 PM iamthegregman Show of hands. How many people switched to the Santa Claus fantasy?

11/7/2019 12:51:21 PM ascendingadam MKULTRA programming is at the centre of building slave children.

11/7/2019 12:52:40 PM qdemocrats Indoctrination is how we survive

11/7/2019 12:54:13 PM decodematrix So there is another planet and a 2nd sun/star?

11/7/2019 12:54:18 PM jackshoegazer I think you forget that the the Republican Congress blocked those appointments.

11/7/2019 12:57:52 PM cosmic_engineer Binary system.

Plus the core of Maldek

11/7/2019 12:58:28 PM rawphonegirl Rainbow Cultural Gardens Kids: World Bank edition.

11/7/2019 1:00:19 PM maude_rena A face of nightmares.

11/7/2019 1:04:13 PM adurotri The answer in regard to the courts can be answered pretty easily. It's because of the RECORD OBSTRUCTION the Republicans and Mitch McConnell 

performed. That's one of the many reasons, but it's the biggest.

11/7/2019 1:07:39 PM allahuniversal 🐸 pic.twitter.com/P6f2AY9AQe

11/7/2019 1:10:25 PM mainelyliberal It's because f***ing McConnell refused to vote on them, but no, just make up a bunch of conspiracy BS instead. Makes sense...

11/7/2019 1:12:07 PM sunshowercc Human capital ???!!!????

11/7/2019 1:12:28 PM djlok Education, where your children are taught lies, is very important because those children will become adults and defend those lies to the death.  

#humancapital

11/7/2019 1:12:44 PM lorirrr Simply this... pic.twitter.com/u303XoNg86

11/7/2019 1:12:57 PM eddie_and_patti You're right!  That's exactly what happened.

11/7/2019 1:13:15 PM decodematrix Where is the 2nd sun? Is it a black sun? Saturn has been called the black sun. Is it Saturn?

11/7/2019 1:16:35 PM eddie_and_patti Everything was rigged in her favor - ballots, machines, media, the corrupt billionaires, Hollywood, etc.  The silent majority came out in full-force & there 

was Divine Intervention to stop the rigging.  DJT was chosen to save this country from the satanists.

11/7/2019 1:23:28 PM brick_airhedred We must gather your children in central location on daily basis so we can feed off their energy and gift them with enslavement.

11/7/2019 1:26:50 PM gbkevzilla You clearly missed the part where Moscow Mitch made damn sure Obama couldn't appoint judges. Please join us back in reality, we have cookies!

11/7/2019 1:33:52 PM cosmic_engineer The eliptical orbital duration is approximately what is surmised for 'Nibiru'  ~3600 years.

It is black and only emits in the IR spectrum.  Likely part of the circuit e- 💫  Sol emits H+

11/7/2019 1:43:50 PM timeforarrests WE ARE NOT HUMAN CAPITOL. WE ARE CHILDREN OF THE MOST HIGH GOD. #QANON @POTUS

11/7/2019 1:44:09 PM bhopki Pick a side-any side-doesn't matter which cos they're all the same. Majestic12 made fun of a typo when a perfectly reasonable point was made-doesn't 

mind typos when they agree. The Infantile12. All the same-both sides are the same. Putting on a show pretending to be enemies.

11/7/2019 1:48:50 PM melhuses The power of 3  6  9.  ?

11/7/2019 1:49:56 PM warrior_4truth Binary

11/7/2019 1:54:58 PM nm_zsr Is humanity ready for the truth as to who's behind it all and why it's been allowed to happen for over 1000 years? It's been happening under our noses 

this whole time and we just believed the BS they told us. 

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.



11/7/2019 1:58:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ok so it’s bad...really, bad. Can we logically clean it ALL up? #WeThePeople are good w/knowing the truth, we want to know [ besides enjoy the show] 

that this can be fixed. We are also so willing to help to save our nation. We forever will be #OneNationUnderGod

#AllisOne

#United

11/7/2019 2:00:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Say it isn’t so! 

Ugh! 

Disappointing. pic.twitter.com/hzqaqQJoK3

11/7/2019 2:06:13 PM rghardy3 @RealEyeTheSpy is also a 17:17

11/7/2019 2:09:43 PM holotechrd NEW EARTH CURRENCY??.. SAY IT AIN'T SO!! 20 TIMES MORE VALUABLE THAN GOLD OR ANY  OTHER METAL'S⚡💥🌎🕳🛸🌌🤭🤣🤣 @

realDonaldTrump @KibBitzLaw @Jordan_Sather_ @w_terrence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kanyewest @John_F_Kennnedy @JfkJuni0r @TRUreporting 

@RedPill78 @RealTruthCall2 💰💰💰🛸🌌 pic.twitter.com/dyDOokh5J4

11/7/2019 2:10:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd “[They] wanted him dead.

]They[ needed his information.

He is dead.

Now at least.

Not then.”

He’s dead now, not then? What? When exactly DID he die?

11/7/2019 2:13:21 PM rghardy3 Always protect your Keystone.

It is the Foundation to a Military Tribunal.

11/7/2019 2:15:46 PM cherylc006 Talk about cutting edge! 🌞

11/7/2019 2:19:19 PM rghardy3 I will let them answer that.

11/7/2019 2:20:04 PM keclark60 JE is as dead as JFKjr. is.

11/7/2019 2:24:10 PM nm_zsr How do  ]They[  now get his information?

How do We expose the truth so  ]We[  make it become unthinkable?

11/7/2019 2:24:33 PM leahluvha8 Sugarcoating slavery by pretending we care about education.

11/7/2019 2:26:33 PM rghardy3 Much of this stuff is like Science Fiction only Real.

11/7/2019 2:27:01 PM covertress Welcome to the club.

11/7/2019 2:27:33 PM vintagesquirrel Absolutely  https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/73700/jeffrey-epstein-shared-a-plane-with-dyncorp-state-department-and-the.html …

11/7/2019 2:30:43 PM turboxyde You must have a crop or stock to harvest from.

11/7/2019 2:33:14 PM enomai_ The entire education system around the world is connected to human slavery and trafficking

11/7/2019 2:35:57 PM enomai_ Global sovereignty on the way?

11/7/2019 2:40:46 PM mgray72531386 We have to brainwash the kids quick before they can think for themselves!

11/7/2019 2:42:05 PM archam2nina BINGO!

11/7/2019 2:43:30 PM laurabusse I love this so much 💚💚💚

11/7/2019 2:45:01 PM fightthenewwo Indoctrinating children drives profit.

11/7/2019 2:50:17 PM mongrelglory I find those women so disagreeable and rude.  They won't let him talk! 🤨

11/7/2019 2:52:53 PM enomai_ And take action?

Then those are just in the thought realm.

11/7/2019 2:52:59 PM twelvebcharlie1 These people had billions of dollars, with not a worry about income the next day. Regular people scraping by can’t even imagine what access that 

amount of $ grants you. I’m not even talking illegal, things, but just what’s for sale when you got that much cash to burn.

11/7/2019 2:53:10 PM state1union Human capital equals slaves and food. We are the elites cows. Glad that Human Capital is finally coming to light 💡

11/7/2019 2:54:08 PM mongrelglory I'd like to know when the Awan brothers are returning to the news...

11/7/2019 2:55:26 PM miamimaxhydro Yeah - They never thought I really believe some divine intervention take place in Nov 2016

11/7/2019 2:57:15 PM mongrelglory Bobby Glenn Williams Jr., 32, a tenant of Sullivan's, was charged last month with 14 felony counts of disseminating photos of child sex acts, 11 felony 

counts of child pornography, and one felony count of criminal use of a communication facility, according to the AG's release.

11/7/2019 2:59:18 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, why don't they ever release the full truth to the public.  Wouldn't it help with waking people up?  Or are they trying to protect the reputation of 

the Air Force?

11/7/2019 3:00:55 PM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/you-are-a-god-i-s-b-e-immortal-spiritual-biological-entity-

mj12?xg_source=activity&fbclid=IwAR1JC2Ebpd9mKBV6QKWAyxsvwCVqr7yaj_vYvTgXcoTU-qXmgiwnxCTh4Ew#.XcSC8ew86V0.facebook …

11/7/2019 3:01:28 PM mongrelglory Education is at the centre of grooming pedophile victims. 😒

11/7/2019 3:04:05 PM mongrelglory They simply want to "cull the herd" to keep it manageable! (Also their inter-dimensional masters feed off of the fear and suffering...energetic 

vampires!)

11/7/2019 3:05:34 PM seanrosendahl The education system is essential allow humans to be used as energy. Money=Energy.

11/7/2019 3:06:48 PM molly649 Never thought of that.   Could very well be the answer.

11/7/2019 3:07:50 PM doc1415 I think youre confused.

11/7/2019 3:12:25 PM lovethebeach999 How many US bases are #humantrafficking terminals ?

11/7/2019 3:13:11 PM beeshelb q....

11/7/2019 3:16:32 PM lovethebeach999 How many people WW are involved in this?  Thank God I don’t know anyone involved or victimized

11/7/2019 3:18:07 PM enomai_ One thing this told me. 

Was that my experiences of the books of this early on, but the reasoning wasn't fully told.

So. Education.

The whites are told about the reasonings of the rape and pillaging. So, we would become 

Now, take a country elsewhere or same...

11/7/2019 3:19:24 PM enomai_ With the connection to human trafficking and education. I bet the less educated are more "hotspots" 

all controlled for pain.

sickening.

11/7/2019 3:21:39 PM rghardy3 Yes he is a very Majestic Q

11/7/2019 3:30:08 PM citizencitizenc We live on the inertial plain of an electro-magnetic toroidal field. That we don't is the lie to end all lies.

11/7/2019 3:32:20 PM linnyt7 They look at children as capital. Like money. Like something to use to get what you want. Scary to imagine what it might be that they want that they 

could get with children...

11/7/2019 3:34:13 PM doncarlo832 16 year plan to destroy America.

11/7/2019 3:34:50 PM circuitriderz Chomos?

11/7/2019 3:38:55 PM qzillian1 #DisneyPlus over #EpsteinCoverup

11/7/2019 3:40:42 PM circuitriderz How are you able to handle all that crap and not go crazy?

11/7/2019 3:41:53 PM circuitriderz 😞



11/7/2019 3:42:18 PM flgirlsbeenqd Who is it and why’d they block me?

11/7/2019 3:44:34 PM aetherwalker1 🙍🏼♂️=🔋

Earth:  Interdimensional & International Finance Life-Force Plantation

11/7/2019 3:44:56 PM flgirlsbeenqd You guys have a club? Been having fun without me? (My attempt at humor) lol pic.twitter.com/Kuj2HBUjCn

11/7/2019 3:47:58 PM soffiaff You've been played, again.

11/7/2019 3:50:00 PM pjunkyflight I have a VERY GOOD idea of how sick this really is. The last 3 years of information I have learned will make anyone newly awakened ill.

11/7/2019 3:51:03 PM soffiaff By yourself.  The Clinton Foundation has top rating from all charity watch groups.  There is no "there, there."

Good gawd.

11/7/2019 3:53:36 PM pjunkyflight Oh no....it's much worse than that even.

11/7/2019 3:56:37 PM adsvel You nail him!😂😂😂👍 pic.twitter.com/GbxEY1mJxY

11/7/2019 3:56:59 PM soffiaff Clinton's have been investigated their entire lives.  The Clinton Foundation does great work around the world especially for women.  You could 

research that instead of "both sides" bull.

11/7/2019 4:11:35 PM backin_thefight David Straight - Arkansas Class 1 of 3 (volume fixed)  https://youtu.be/z-0rYeGlWw4  via @YouTube @realDonaldTrump thank you and everyone watch 

this gets real interesting @ 1 hour mark @GoodDog94619152 @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/7/2019 4:12:20 PM adsvel Many simple advanced Russian guys are using free energy created in their garages. They are creating levitation devices, frequency changing devices, 

just simply in their own garages.

11/7/2019 4:23:56 PM cannafrom  https://youtu.be/YR5ApYxkU-U 

11/7/2019 4:26:41 PM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when is TRUDEAU going down

11/7/2019 4:29:02 PM tommyo750 Unseal Epstein

11/7/2019 4:35:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 More shoes to drop... https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1192556587220656128 …

11/7/2019 4:36:22 PM internetusr Nothing will happen.

11/7/2019 4:36:31 PM jvan125 How many pairs are we going to have to go through? 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/7/2019 4:37:08 PM drnealhouston Retweeted..

11/7/2019 4:37:23 PM bryceja68689884 And not a single penny will go to left wing nazi slush funds which benefit that luceferian soros

11/7/2019 4:38:16 PM joshuafalkin Human Currency

11/7/2019 4:38:19 PM bryceja68689884 Hussein needs to go to #Gitmo

11/7/2019 4:38:50 PM hornigcynthia Pedo ville is being busted en mass... wow ..all over the world.

11/7/2019 4:38:59 PM synackstatic Greek islands?

11/7/2019 4:40:55 PM stanstephens13 Just the very tip of the ice berg. There is no end to the depravity of those we trusted the most.

11/7/2019 4:41:09 PM t_hayden07 Thanks for tagging him! Was just about to...

11/7/2019 4:41:19 PM pragmatic_texan It’s indeed an enigma. Perhaps from a macroeconomics standpoint, when supply goes down, demand goes up and price goes up. Trading of humans by 

and between the elite becomes much more lucrative. Sounds crazy, who knows what these evil bastards had planned. Thank God for Trump.

11/7/2019 4:42:10 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 4:42:15 PM the_loveoflight  https://m.worldstarhiphop.com/apple/video.php?v=wshh5Z6aaF3i11lR5xlR …

11/7/2019 4:44:08 PM jfunder Now there's projection of I ever saw it.  ;)

11/7/2019 4:44:27 PM pleiotropik MCC=AG.Barr. 

Shirley Peterson-Scott... Gone. Chain of command hidden by the Attorney General.

11/7/2019 4:48:43 PM rghardy3 I asked him about it a few months ago.

11/7/2019 4:48:54 PM adsvel I will be glad to see your work well done! 😉👍

11/7/2019 4:49:51 PM glassic131 Bingo!

11/7/2019 4:52:50 PM jluther88 Red Shoes? SICK!

11/7/2019 4:52:53 PM rfseopro Boom!!!

11/7/2019 4:57:07 PM lightworker2019 this video is so fake

11/7/2019 5:03:33 PM cjptrsn 17 replies at the time I saw this tweet. pic.twitter.com/ukht5Q1SmS

11/7/2019 5:07:19 PM stanstephens13 He can’t stop kekking at the irony.

11/7/2019 5:08:31 PM momekool1 They are going to try to steal children in the name of education.

11/7/2019 5:08:58 PM momekool1 Nibiru

11/7/2019 5:09:27 PM mbs357 Something appears to be perturbing orbits of objects in the outer solar system.  Has to be something out there doing it but every suspect is unlikely.  A 

large enough planet or brown dwarf would require a lot of mass and mass that far out is pretty rare.

11/7/2019 5:09:35 PM michell75717325 #GodBlessAmerica #GodBlessPresidentTrump #BestPresidentEver #ThankYouPresidentTrump #ThankYouPatriots #USASTRONG #KAG2020 

#Trump2020

11/7/2019 5:10:16 PM twelvebcharlie1 They are trying to corrupt the signal like everything they touch. It’s an unfortunate reality we are going to have to push back at as we are about to 

break through to the surface. I know plenty of progressives that believe Epstein was murdered but just blame trump.

11/7/2019 5:10:21 PM pelledan2 I disagree with anything "World Bank".

11/7/2019 5:11:14 PM mbs357 Single star systems seem to be the anomaly if recent observations are taken into account.  There are lots of binary and even trinary star systems out 

there.

11/7/2019 5:11:26 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1192610395443347456 …

11/7/2019 5:12:03 PM bbobbio71 WTF!

11/7/2019 5:14:15 PM momekool1 TWITTER EMPLOYEES!😃👍It’s happening! We’re finally winning! Lol

11/7/2019 5:14:15 PM wwg1wga1745 Red shoes?

11/7/2019 5:14:41 PM ancho82666258 The press release said that the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office assisted with the investigation. That is interesting. Any more information?

11/7/2019 5:16:24 PM moemc8 40 years!!  I can't imagine how bad it was.  Thank God for another one locked away.

11/7/2019 5:20:34 PM usernamt8ken Wouldnt know, it still hasnt come out completely.

11/7/2019 5:21:06 PM boy12_jimmy @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @dbongino @SebGorka @SirHublife @LisaMei62 @IngrahamAngle @LisaMarieBoothe @gatewaypundit @RitaCosby 

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Does anyone remember, Democrats leaked whistleblower @cain_nate ? Even today, he is in fear of his life! PRAY FOR HIS FAMILY! 

pic.twitter.com/A9qorOleBB

11/7/2019 5:22:23 PM honorbound1974 Hi There Clinton FOUNDATION!!

Looks like it's your turn!

WWG1WGA!!!! 😜

PAIN INCOMING!!

#qanon #maga #trump #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #PatriotsFight #WalkAway #TheStormIsHere #Trump2020
11/7/2019 5:22:30 PM primad57 He doesn’t look human....what’s up with the eyes??

11/7/2019 5:33:10 PM bearkatquilter Draining the Swamp, one alligator at a time. 🇺🇸🙏🦅🇺🇸🙏🦅🇺🇸



11/7/2019 5:35:02 PM fansblowing3 Our Navy is producing porn movies 🎥

11/7/2019 5:35:57 PM boy12_jimmy That is so correct. DO NOT TRUST the clowns. Unsure who that is? Ask. pic.twitter.com/qkd2voZ6GG

11/7/2019 5:39:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 CBS News fires staffer who had access to leaked Amy Robach audio

Retaliation. 

Whistleblower protections?

Nothing will stop what is coming.

IG report will not disappoint you.

Remember, who had Q clearance in the news recently?

Reconcile.

Conspiracy? https://pagesix.com/2019/11/07/cbs-news-fires-staffer-who-had-access-to-leaked-amy-robach-audio/ …
11/7/2019 5:39:54 PM kevinpaz822 #ThursdayThoughts #thursdayvibes

11/7/2019 5:39:57 PM jvan125 First name that came to me was Rick Perry but I’m not sure that fits here...🤔

11/7/2019 5:40:12 PM n7guardiananon  https://patch.com/maryland/silverspring/naval-employee-charged-producing-child-pornography …

Steckman worked with Commander Navy Region Japan and moved to the country in mid-November 2017.

11/7/2019 5:40:21 PM lordconcave #WWG1WGA #MEGA #GodWins

11/7/2019 5:40:53 PM laura_621 I suppose they knew that would happen. Thank you leaker!!!

11/7/2019 5:42:21 PM wishfulldreamz Glenn Beck, Tony Robbins, Tim Ballard (O.U.R) Polaris Project, Ashton Kutcher, McCain Institue... look to be one big happy child trafficking family...

11/7/2019 5:44:35 PM fansblowing3 Department of Energy had Q clearance

11/7/2019 5:45:22 PM lindalou5265 Pathetic..they go after the leaker but they hide and protect the evil rich pedophiles..because they are all involved..

11/7/2019 5:47:13 PM zack_stone Flynn?

11/7/2019 5:48:03 PM tripletap21 I sure wish you wouldn’t use the same vernacular as the Q team. We all know there’s less than ten & no outside comms. 

So, you’re obv not on Q team, so why use vernacular that makes it seem like you are? 

Honest question.

11/7/2019 5:48:28 PM thetrollbar What if the Holocaust happened, but not on our planet?

A reason we've not mentioned -- not even once.

11/7/2019 5:48:48 PM willowood22 Get more millstones ready.

11/7/2019 5:49:46 PM zebedee222 Still grabbing little fish. It’s getting late.

11/7/2019 5:55:29 PM believe_coach True punishment for abusing children! pic.twitter.com/uaYCKsDm2t

11/7/2019 5:56:34 PM t_hayden07 Child M*lesters

11/7/2019 5:57:36 PM mackette52 @glennbeck

FORMER #neverTrumper shutting down TV portion of show..

@theblaze will no longer be on CABLE TV 

His "HAIL MARY" was putting on #MAGA hat

LMFAO...IT DIDN'T WORK

+ rightly so https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.hollywoodreporter.com/amp/news/glenn-becks-blaze-end-linear-tv-1252902 …

11/7/2019 5:58:52 PM nm_zsr They have said several times that they are not Q, but are here to support that operation. Their op comes after Q.

11/7/2019 6:00:17 PM nm_zsr Comms can sound similar. It's all like the matrix to me except for momentary glimpses of clarity.

11/7/2019 6:02:23 PM marcusgillette1 Wait... ABC?

11/7/2019 6:03:26 PM nm_zsr Just right out in the open aren't they? pic.twitter.com/D4mEazUed4

11/7/2019 6:09:04 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/SvF8TIFhIF

11/7/2019 6:09:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd Leaking TRUTH public should have been made aware of re PEDO #JefferyEpstein is a “fireable offense” but intentionally LYING to the American People 

& spreading FALSE NARRATIVES is ok? @CBS ETHICS & VALUES ARE SEVERELY LACKING! Your ratings are bad for a reason. 

#LIARSandLEAKERS pic.twitter.com/bPR9mAfgiw

11/7/2019 6:12:07 PM keith369me Glad he’s seeing justice and is locked up...equal justice under the law...lock her up...lock [them] up.

11/7/2019 6:12:18 PM disfellocated (The) #Education(al system) is at the center of building (policies, infrastructure, and availability that enable us to procure young) #human(s that are our 

real money, our real)capital.

In essence, “don’t forget your real purpose, educational system.”

11/7/2019 6:12:37 PM laurabusse It's military intelligence parlance

Military intelligence is a thing

It has its own language

Q is military intelligence

MJ12 is military intelligence

Etc

Q is not a god...
11/7/2019 6:13:41 PM altimitwill What ever happened to Pluto? (I know they called it a dwarf planet)

11/7/2019 6:13:54 PM keith369me How many families own all of the US media?  It is supposedly 5 or 6?  In reality, it probably only ONE!!!

11/7/2019 6:14:09 PM rachaelangelm  https://youtu.be/Z5WRKnCRPHA 

11/7/2019 6:14:59 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=09 …

11/7/2019 6:17:50 PM nogritnopearlz “S” that’s plural

11/7/2019 6:18:33 PM state1union Yes

11/7/2019 6:22:02 PM doc1415 You're saying that violence is the only way, that its a fact. Which is false. In some cases such as the future take down of the cartels, it may be inevitable 

but not in every country out there. These tyrants in control of those countries are cowards with a power trip.

11/7/2019 6:22:14 PM azadin777 Why many have chosen and will choose to stay in their false 'safe spaces.'  We're all born into this world of slavery and depravity and all were given a 

chance to have a Savior who will deliver them from the coming tribulation, yet only a few will find their way.

11/7/2019 6:24:21 PM doc1415 When you have a population of millions unite and march on a handful of corrupt tyrant cowards, they will either off themselves or surrender. So i didnt 

project shit. If you want violence thats up to you. Join the military and request infantry and have at it. Thats your choice.

11/7/2019 6:26:10 PM jim16919077 This is the left wing Nazi lefts double standard system, they make the rules as they go.

11/7/2019 6:27:08 PM dougpleasants Since CBS merged with Viacom, and Disney bought Newscorp, the 6 have become 4. pic.twitter.com/QdNZ0UvUmh



11/7/2019 6:27:54 PM dispensaryexch Q was also a Majestic clearance for aliens 👽 according to Naval Intelligence Officer William Cooper.

Q has been identified as the Army of Northern Virginia a group so secret they change there name every two years . They also have Remote Viewing 

tech from project STARGATE ....Q-

11/7/2019 6:32:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd How does this happen? How did we manage to put predators in positions of authority? Most important question, how can we prevent this from 

happening in the future? All of it...Hollywood,  politicians, news anchors, elites...even our military. #Disappointed

#Redemption

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/FmWfRCeqhk

11/7/2019 6:34:45 PM hb04920973 Track planes , Track resignations.

11/7/2019 6:38:35 PM bglass2041glass Gotta get more popcorn 😁😁😁

11/7/2019 6:43:32 PM christi77929362 Historic times.

11/7/2019 6:44:04 PM christi77929362 Yes and Amen.

11/7/2019 6:47:03 PM boy12_jimmy We know that it begins in 2014. It all begins there. An innocent family man who unknowningly became the beginning fall guy to what would be many, 

probably thousands of people who unknowningly, became victims one way or another because of a criminal network within our government.

11/7/2019 6:47:53 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Mr. President!  ♥️♥️♥️

11/7/2019 6:49:16 PM aprilbrown99 Wow! pic.twitter.com/S6urUIMiBJ

11/7/2019 6:51:59 PM rebornkingent Greatest conspiracy comment ever.

11/7/2019 6:53:01 PM rebornkingent How else would Pepsi be flavored? Also, Molech needs bite sized appetizers right?

11/7/2019 7:01:33 PM chunkybuttny @RealMattCouch .... Just went through my feed 3 times. You were no where to be found as well as several others like @M2Madness , @Q2ndWave , 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  This has never happened before. Twitter shadowbanning must be working overtime tonight.

11/7/2019 7:02:55 PM humanproofer Very disturbing to hear. Up until recently I’ve thought we were in large part a just nation. Forgive me if I come off as insensitive. Prayers tonight for you 

to get the Justice you seek and for your wounds to be healed.

11/7/2019 7:03:40 PM corstruction Sharpen,.,./ your....B0t,....../......dum bass^

11/7/2019 7:06:29 PM w_ewere DearM122,JE was "eyes" for facilities. JE testimony secured in custody to access corroborating real evidence-facilities. "Public" death of JE-monitored 

comms WW DS chaos -

& special rules evidence "dying testimony"& real evidence avoids technicalities with JE "character"at trial?

11/7/2019 7:07:28 PM carolbollinger4 This is a two-tiered justice system it must be stopped the American people deserve to know the truth

11/7/2019 7:13:18 PM lizbethjoy Climate agenda SCAMMERS despise humanity and want us living in a globalist sh*thole as [[they]] the evil elites reign in luxury.

11/7/2019 7:14:35 PM keith369me It’s was just an illusion of a just nation...now brave victims like @state1union are speaking truth!!!  It is only a matter of time before critical mass is 

reached and the 💡 shines enough to drown out the dark shadows.

11/7/2019 7:17:48 PM carolin15161363 Is this behind Obama getting rid of so many Generals? They wouldn't go along with child trafficking? That our military was diminished into bases and 

transport of children?

11/7/2019 7:19:59 PM natureinspace  pic.twitter.com/L5PwEFimMz

11/7/2019 7:20:51 PM elatedveracity  pic.twitter.com/7UhDtvbIij

11/7/2019 7:32:01 PM bluestflame1 bout time the good guys had the opportunity to rub their hands together in anticipation ;)

11/7/2019 7:34:38 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/ngsoUzbhxP

11/7/2019 7:38:07 PM rudedrew63 JA

11/7/2019 7:52:35 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/7/2019 7:57:20 PM youstinksoap Money is the root of ALL evil.

11/7/2019 8:02:05 PM rawphonegirl 👀👀👀

11/7/2019 8:03:46 PM sarah48538695 human capital? that's sick.

11/7/2019 8:05:47 PM corstruction If you move that flashcard around as far as a human hand can rotate....270 degrees.  90, 180, 270...........999 mirrored = 666

11/7/2019 8:08:44 PM jams4thebread US DEPT OF ENERGY located at 

US Department Of Energy

1017 Majestic Dr, Lexington, KY 40513 

Q Level Security Clearances issued by Dept of Energy.

==NOTABLE AF==

11/7/2019 8:09:09 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/7/2019 8:11:06 PM sarah48538695 Why does Sirius move around like a bumble bee at night...or how? I know I'm not crazy...someone must know? Merkabah?

11/7/2019 8:16:02 PM jaredrogers55 Indoctrination is the center of building a globalist agenda.

11/7/2019 8:19:18 PM klelevier What is USMCA about? 

@realDonaldTrump

@charliekirk11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/kTCMODJlI1A 

11/7/2019 8:19:46 PM johnnyt_anon Not sure how this went down, but If she had access to a database and was searching "Jeff Epstein" and took this video, I'm sure she probably was on a 

mission and took more than one. #MAGA

11/7/2019 8:29:29 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/USCIS/status/1192469291054116864 …

11/7/2019 8:38:17 PM doyle_eng By redeeming(?) himself — thru the Majestic 12 — in (indirectly) disclosing the very ET phenomena he participated in covering up (in 1947) and trying 

to use [🇦🇺] to do it? —  https://youtu.be/IaNRfThq0uw : 

Who is conducting, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12? — #FulfillYourDestiny

Cc: .@SandiaWisdom https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182466437140701185 …

11/7/2019 8:41:05 PM jaded_pearl I have heard this story before, only it was in the 80's.

11/7/2019 8:49:46 PM alwaysfinds Send all the pedo's to Epstein island then surround it with military guards. If we can't put them down, we can at least remove them from our society. 

Those who harm children deserve no mercy.

11/7/2019 8:49:48 PM doyle_eng You asked the Q .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Nature, now through the planet — is responding.

Message over messenger + Reflections are important:

What will be — if any — the nature of the response of his nephew?

Nature — now through the planet — is observing too, and awaiting response.  https://twitter.com/Doyle_Eng/status/1192662600783294464 … 

pic.twitter.com/mH9kRppgFy

11/7/2019 8:58:20 PM doyle_eng .@POTUS .@realDonaldTrump — re:  https://twitter.com/doyle_eng/status/1192665499592622080 … — what is “won”, anywhere, when family is 

lost?

#BeBest, be humble: Accept that — hopefully +ely — the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and the best they all could do, has been #Trumped &

#DefendAssange the one place he can make it: home. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1192640102943674368 …

11/7/2019 8:59:46 PM sdane8 Under the circumstances, the 40/60% disclosure ratio seems appropriate. "The truth would put 99% of people on the hospital. It must be controlled." Q 

#142

11/7/2019 9:00:19 PM real_elliebrown That’s all we’ve ever been to them: human capital



11/7/2019 9:04:29 PM nurseniceyes What is going on here? https://bringmethenews.com/minnesota-news/shock-sadness-over-sudden-deaths-of-two-minnesota-police-officers …

11/7/2019 9:06:19 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/FwSqSQewuH

11/7/2019 9:08:41 PM sdane8 Dark matters experiments at the Berkeley lab? 🤫

11/7/2019 9:13:33 PM kfr0329 WTAF?! They don’t even hide it anymore!

11/7/2019 9:14:53 PM sdane8 Geez, I don't believe anything anymore. And I used to LOVE reading these articles! 😪 I'm holding out hope that the truth is more wonderous than 

fiction!

11/7/2019 9:17:19 PM sdane8 I stalled out at "World Bank."

11/7/2019 9:22:02 PM smith_jere What a cluster. Who can even listen to it? Why lower themselves to go there?

11/7/2019 9:32:41 PM doyle_eng Yes .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 15, as in:

3~5

Who is conducting, not an orchestra but (the signalling system of) a train?

We are. Her 35th birthday is Nov. 9th 2019 AET — Nov. 8th 2019, ET.

To #BeBest really is to be humble: How much more un–reality will you create?  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1188922991125651457 … 

pic.twitter.com/1beUrsdBlX
11/7/2019 9:36:22 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @Doyle_Eng: "Yes .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — 15, as in: 3~5 Who is conducting, not an orchestra but (the signalling 

system of) a train? We are […]" #BeBest  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1192676292107202560.html …

Have a good day. 🤖

11/7/2019 9:36:43 PM carolinabeth1 A very generous and caring man to help others.

11/7/2019 9:49:09 PM carolinabeth1 It really couldn’t answer the questions or read the words.  How were you able to ID that it was an AI bot?

11/7/2019 9:53:51 PM patriotswegoall This sounds like damage control.

11/7/2019 9:54:24 PM vegitoctsv Yupp,  I couldn't say it any better.

11/7/2019 10:01:54 PM annietul The purpose of the (private) Federal Reserve is not full employment...it's full enslavement.

11/7/2019 10:08:27 PM steveakridge Alex, I’ll take Mike Flynn for a hundred.

11/7/2019 10:34:53 PM carolin15161363 Indoctrination is essential in creating sheep.

11/7/2019 11:10:47 PM kathleen3693693 Epstein fashioned another retreat for the Elites, accommodating their lust for #HumanHunting parties. Much larger island, with quite a bit of forestry, 

allowing the hunting of children away from prying/overhead eyes & close by via speed boats.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/7/2019 11:14:52 PM oaf_unbreakable Week before Thanksgiving.  Likely suspected date of the 18th.

11/7/2019 11:53:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly New video! Me analysing Majestic 12's tweets from the first week of November. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://youtu.be/y9lb9ZM7E0M 

11/7/2019 11:57:26 PM steveroye First, I caught the misuse of numerology - the MJ post was simply raw counting.

Second, I went to the bot profile - it's usually (but not always) low counts and not followed by anyone who follows me.

Then, the question in initial image - 18+9=??? - Easy but never answered.

11/8/2019 12:28:21 AM vio_mori For my ally is The Love Force.💫✨🌟🌍🌏🌎💖💖💖💖💖 pic.twitter.com/UthO7vOmf0

11/8/2019 12:30:52 AM mongrelglory I highly doubt there would be two separate suicides on the same day in the same department.  "Suicided" however, is a strong possibility.

11/8/2019 12:53:19 AM myfanwy_72 Sidney Powell?

11/8/2019 12:53:33 AM myfanwy_72 Sidney Powell ❤️

11/8/2019 1:14:30 AM scott_rick Can you provide more detail please

11/8/2019 1:59:03 AM balammb Please, help!

11/8/2019 2:01:39 AM 3nmbrs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

* OK, MJ, who are these folks?

The Group.

The Special Study Group.

The Wise Men.

The Operations Coordinating Board (OCB).

5412 Committee.

303 Committee.

40 Committee.

PI-40 Committee.

Policy Planning Group (PCG)
11/8/2019 2:36:45 AM 3nmbrs #WePrintFiatMoneyEndlesslyAtOurDiscretion to fund Education programs to control helpless #humancapital to our needs:

Compliance.

Human servants.

Provide us child sex slaves.

Thru murder from the torture of their newborn infants, they supply our need for adrenochrome.

Go Satan!

11/8/2019 2:42:08 AM crystalsofgaia 🌬

#G'Day,

How #You Doing?...

- me?, .. been feeling a #LiTTLe distant lately

iTs ok tho, i'll get thru iT

#auspol #nzpol #brexit #qanon #BDS #MeToo  pic.twitter.com/y8hJXH6nCn
11/8/2019 2:42:34 AM davidbo68482017 5 conglomerates but im sure they work in hand in the information age thoes who have control of the information have control of the what we see hear 

and read and people trust what their eyes and ears tell them to so in essence if u control the information u control the people

11/8/2019 2:45:09 AM davidbo68482017 He pissed all over the table the cabal was eating at



11/8/2019 2:50:14 AM 3nmbrs Epstein.

Weinstein.

Kevin Spacey.

US Judges.

US Police.

US MIL.

SEN NoName death sentence.

GHWB/death sentence.

The list is long...
11/8/2019 2:53:51 AM 3nmbrs #ClimateChangeCrazies

#ExposeCNN

#ExposeABCNews

#UnsealEpstein

#EpsteinCoverup

#ProjectVeritas champions of truth!

#EpsteinDidntKillHimself

#IBOR

#ImpeachmentZOMBIES

#KAG2020

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

#QSentMe

#QuidProJoe

#CrookedHillary

#ObamaSpyGate

#WheresHunter pic.twitter.com/Ojfs1nkJCi
11/8/2019 3:45:32 AM samsmith0319 Exactly...Only protects their fake whistleblowers!!!...TicTock!!!...💥👿💥

11/8/2019 3:46:20 AM trumpster5280 They just admitted to quilt

11/8/2019 3:51:25 AM samsmith0319 Good...💥👿💥Rot Vile Beast!!!

11/8/2019 4:10:56 AM tymecrystal Ascension on harvest day is won by number 9.

11/8/2019 4:11:45 AM moemc8 Chaffetz said he's heard before Thanksgiving.  It's being held up because of Durham's prosecutions.  It's a good thing.

11/8/2019 4:11:49 AM moonbaby04371 [They] want 500m of [THEM]. The rest of us r just tradable commodities. Pearl Jam/Soundgarden have been telling us all along. 

pic.twitter.com/e8JdnPRc1D

11/8/2019 4:16:57 AM moemc8 If Q never came back again (which I doubt), they have given us enough already.  Joe M., I'm hoping one day we'll find out why.  Strange he pulled out 

the same day as Q drop 55 'The Storm Is Upon Us'.  My only hope is that he and his wife were not threatened.

11/8/2019 4:42:22 AM cc1o1 The highest civilian clearance.. DON

11/8/2019 4:44:15 AM burgersandra  https://compassrosepllc.com/zaid/ 

11/8/2019 4:46:05 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/8/2019 4:49:03 AM burgersandra  https://heavy.com/news/2019/10/mark-zaid/ …

11/8/2019 4:54:16 AM vw676767 Interesting point... oh well, keep loading the courts!

11/8/2019 5:02:43 AM laztar11 Transhumanism

11/8/2019 5:02:54 AM burgersandra "Mark S. Zaid was born in 1967, in Manhasset on New York's Long Island. 

 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ACYBGNR7lniNJjOn0nIATCPNvAG5hLQnUw:1573216981286&q=mark+s+zaid+parents&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwifo

8v60drlAhWCuVkKHZuvDsYQ1QIoBnoECAoQBw&biw=2560&bih=1297 …

11/8/2019 5:29:24 AM lightlove21121 Translates to this 🤢

11/8/2019 5:40:56 AM peterluisvenero Isn’t it funny how @WhoopiGoldberg always seems to be stifling conversation on Epstein? Why’s that? 🤔

11/8/2019 5:45:43 AM mahredrum Yeah a sleeper bot on twitter since 2008, got it

11/8/2019 6:09:57 AM futurenowxrp You're an anomaly. Teach the world.

11/8/2019 6:10:19 AM zerkuuqsena The World Knows there is no Great and Powerful Oz anymore.  The world knows God is returning.

11/8/2019 6:21:33 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  good morning MJ. 💗 Is there anything you can suggest that will help eyesight? Vitamins or specific food? 

The info you provided for cleaning out bodies was excellent. I’d love to work on my eyes. I eat blueberries. Anything else beneficial? Thank you. 

🤗🥰😘

11/8/2019 6:22:49 AM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweets analysis November 1-7 👽 Q QAnon  https://youtu.be/y9lb9ZM7E0M  via @YouTube

11/8/2019 6:34:32 AM keith369me My mom always said carrots.  That was when I still listened to her 😀

11/8/2019 6:39:21 AM signnamehere1  pic.twitter.com/5H8Usih3qZ

11/8/2019 6:39:50 AM turboxyde Interesting... Twitter has worked fine with a VPN until the last couple of days. Media would not attach to posts yesterday such as pictures/GIFs. Then 

this morning, I login under a VPN and no data will populate...

Any ideas?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

@Toffer_Anon_369
11/8/2019 6:40:11 AM signnamehere1 Admirals too.

11/8/2019 6:47:57 AM aprilbrown99 There will come a day when you wish you mom was still with you so you could listen to her again. My mom passed 6 years ago on 11/14. Although she 

& I often butted heads, there isn’t anything that I wouldn’t give to see her again. Yes I see her in my dreams but its not the same.

11/8/2019 7:03:23 AM aprilbrown99 Love her with all your might for who she is and not what you expect her to be.  

I AM going to follow my own advice with my family as well. 💝💝💝

11/8/2019 7:05:10 AM derekhashalon Bitcoin was invented in 2008 by an unknown person or group of people using the name Satoshi Nakamoto.

11/8/2019 7:06:39 AM turboxyde Good idea, I'll fiddle with the routing later today and see if that resolves anything.

11/8/2019 7:09:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 On the "eve" of the IG Report.

Accuse your enemies of what you do.

So transparent.

Are you ready for some pain? https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1192642406434443269 …

11/8/2019 7:10:26 AM laurabusse O god lol

11/8/2019 7:13:44 AM jlundr They say nothing can stop whats coming. I'm inclined to believe that.

11/8/2019 7:13:44 AM kab4kag2020 Are you saying the IG Report is coming out today??!!???!!!???

11/8/2019 7:14:24 AM robinreitsma1 👀



11/8/2019 7:15:01 AM miss_ampie Oh, and there WE were all in one place

A generation lost in space

With no time left to start again....

11/8/2019 7:17:02 AM jettylee1 How transparent can they be? This strains credulity to the breaking point. They’ve officially jumped the shark.

11/8/2019 7:19:19 AM kindeandtrue The Deep State always wins. We know that, Majestic.

11/8/2019 7:21:20 AM hawkgirlinmn Bring the pain

11/8/2019 7:21:20 AM jaybynx He said “eve” which would mean tomorrow

11/8/2019 7:21:55 AM jaybynx But the story was from yesterday so ya today!?!? 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

11/8/2019 7:22:04 AM keith369me Thank you for the fantastic advice. I am in a good place with her now, but listening to her advice is not something that matches my vibration. There is 

love when I’m with her, but no peace, mostly chaos.

11/8/2019 7:24:05 AM qaphsiel17 Not sure you understand the meaning of the word eve. In most cases its the night before not weeks or months.

11/8/2019 7:24:37 AM kab4kag2020 🤗 I really hope so!!!!

11/8/2019 7:25:23 AM keith369me This “game” played by [Them] is repetitive, boring, and predictable. Ripping the Band-Aid off now, will have the same result on the population as 

running through another 50 cycles over the next year. Please rip the damn thing off.

11/8/2019 7:27:16 AM keith369me Most universities bury dozens of rape allegations every year!  This was especially true decades ago when Jordan was coaching.  This is all [they] have?

11/8/2019 7:30:23 AM zrickety Overdue.

11/8/2019 7:31:38 AM wendi543 Dems are so GREAT! Keep taking your blue pill and rock in the corner. pic.twitter.com/QNfdi297pL

11/8/2019 7:31:41 AM angeladeangelo professional referee (adult?) and doctor (adult?). should have reported it to the police.

11/8/2019 7:32:27 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/AGckPjjugw

11/8/2019 7:33:03 AM bkize54 Just to clarify he was not "the" assistant coach....he was one of multiple,  a 23 year old graduate assistant, who had been there only one year ....

11/8/2019 7:33:09 AM wideawa26871633 YES, PLEASE.

11/8/2019 7:33:18 AM thekanehb Sun gazing :)

11/8/2019 7:33:51 AM bbobbio71 I'm thinking the report comes out Monday. Veterans day!

11/8/2019 7:38:04 AM kevinlyonsmagic Ugh!  They put it right out there don’t they. Human capital , their cash crop!  World bank basically letting us know what we are to them.

11/8/2019 7:39:08 AM trumping4usa There is a storm brewing

11/8/2019 7:41:12 AM michael81972  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/roger-stone-trial-goes-rails-jury-ordered-not-watch-godfather-n1078526 …

11/8/2019 7:42:22 AM michael81972 GODFATHER. #QANON

11/8/2019 7:44:27 AM dcosmo30 Penn state was much bigger and involved many more people then was reported. Sandusky is the one that took one for their evil team. Hopefully they 

all get brought to justice for what they’ve done. I wonder why all these powerful people keep raping kids? Sick

11/8/2019 7:45:15 AM rhsvcs  pic.twitter.com/SxywVNx5oZ

11/8/2019 7:49:23 AM trumping4usa Hey question. you said the eve? I saw reports saying it's coming out after Thanksgiving? Are they bullshit or did it change again?

11/8/2019 8:00:55 AM aurorasreality That’s great!  Good humor too. I dig the “guy on YouTube” quote 😆

11/8/2019 8:01:59 AM aurorasreality Link to podcast??

11/8/2019 8:02:11 AM blsdbe My thoughts exactly

11/8/2019 8:03:29 AM capitalkid Eve from V for Vendetta?

11/8/2019 8:03:42 AM windydaysfarm At some point a 19 yr old needs to put his foot down!

11/8/2019 8:03:59 AM aprilbrown99 There were moments that I suffered tremendous physical, emotional & spiritual abuse from my mom when I was a child thru my teenage years. It was 

very volatile. I know I agreed to these experiences prior to coming here to learn unconditional love and forgiveness. This matrix...

11/8/2019 8:04:14 AM aprilbrown99 ...is eye opening to say the least. I released those burdens after she passed and thanked her for what she taught me up until the moment she died. In 

the end...the only thing that matters is LOVE.

11/8/2019 8:05:21 AM goodtimes125  

https://twitter.com/C_3C_3/status/1192825123809701899?ref_src=twcamp%5Ecopy%7Ctwsrc%5Eandroid%7Ctwgr%5Ecopy%7Ctwcon%5E7090%7Ct

wterm%5E3 …

11/8/2019 8:06:48 AM djlok A-fvcking-men

11/8/2019 8:07:46 AM melhuses We stand ready 🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/sEHg7pBN8o

11/8/2019 8:07:59 AM mamiemcclure17 I thought Evey was significant also. They said Nov 5th 8 times which means new beginnings, resurrection and regeneration, we are being made new, 

for the new beginnings 💚💚💚

11/8/2019 8:08:50 AM igg716 God always wins!

11/8/2019 8:19:53 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Is this possible? Or will we find out of another way that space travel works? I would have to guess no, as the engines could not 

travel fast enough.  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1192765678928818176 …

11/8/2019 8:20:47 AM emanonecafon Q hasn’t said anything about you, Majik.  “No outside comms” means you are a fraud.  What say you?  #QsentUs #TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE 

#AmericaFirst #BuildTheWall #BestEverPOTUS #MAGA #KAG #WeHaveEverything #μολὼνλαβέ

#WWG1WGA

11/8/2019 8:21:20 AM kc_az68 These people (MSM) are pure scum.

11/8/2019 8:23:50 AM midas_mulligan Smells like Nancy's "Wrap-up smear": https://youtu.be/GMBeUORJWj4 

11/8/2019 8:28:19 AM n7guardiananon They are so pathetically ignorant...at least they play that part well.

11/8/2019 8:28:23 AM yanimpurulis Perfect timing ugh 🤔

... Jim Jordan going to judiciary committee.. has nothing to do with the news. People have selective memory.

11/8/2019 8:29:47 AM april10521252 🙏💜🌟

11/8/2019 8:30:04 AM keith369me Amen!!!

11/8/2019 8:40:20 AM majic_eyes_qnly Pinhole glasses

11/8/2019 8:47:07 AM yustein This is more important, the real history of humanity and exopolitics - The Secret of Secrets  https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/8/2019 8:48:12 AM yustein This is more important, the real history of humanity and exopolitics - The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/8/2019 8:59:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 So many pedophiles are using whatever means necessary to convince the public that Trump must go! Are they about to be exposed? Those who sing 

the loudest. Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1192848253089439745 …

11/8/2019 9:00:19 AM timesupmaga ☠️

11/8/2019 9:00:34 AM cosmic_engineer 🦉 season is open. 

Good hunting patriots.

11/8/2019 9:01:22 AM nikoscali Luckily our youth aren't stupid, they probably see through the bullshit better than anyone!

11/8/2019 9:03:35 AM majic_eyes_qnly They thought the SHEEP would follow the STARS. 

Then the sheep WOKE UP and TORE DOWN the stars.

11/8/2019 9:04:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Serious Q: Were the floors never cleaned prior? What was special about this one time? Accident or homicide? Who was he? Who was he recently in 

contact with? Conspiracy theory or legitimate questions? https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/1192818022140039171 …

11/8/2019 9:04:20 AM vonyugen Thank you I am definitely enjoying every minute of it.

11/8/2019 9:04:41 AM robynrobynkd I cannot wait! 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

11/8/2019 9:05:04 AM karina89350882 Isn`t it great??? All Comes together to THE ONE point

11/8/2019 9:05:08 AM ananda_love So much light is being cast on the dark because the light shines brightest in the dark. The light has already won. We are just watching the process.



11/8/2019 9:06:05 AM jorge60426 Ammonia and bleach make fumes that can kill you both make good cleaners just not at the same time

11/8/2019 9:06:49 AM n7guardiananon Start setting some examples.  Go after the teacher and all the way up the chain, BOD, superintendent...the current education system is just 

perpetuating the problem we are facing.

11/8/2019 9:09:39 AM truth_incontext The only bleach based agents in a restaurant will be a minute amount in the dishwashing liquid.

This is stored in a sealed contained underneath the dishwasher and is never utilized otherwise

11/8/2019 9:10:14 AM patriotleah1776 A huge honor to exist during this awakening & shift in consciousness.

My parents dreamed of this every day since the 80's. They both missed getting to physically witness the greatest time of our planet that we know of. 

Maybe they're part of a different army now... 😉😎

11/8/2019 9:11:45 AM justicetruthwa2 Was this a WHIMS issue or a convenient "mistake", who is this man that it is brought to our attention?

11/8/2019 9:12:49 AM jorge60426 Super 8 is a low-temperature sodium hypochlorite solution

11/8/2019 9:13:49 AM moemc8 Eve - would they release on Sat?

11/8/2019 9:14:32 AM mikebravodude Like the whistleblowers lawyer. Who loves little kids on youtube and travels to Disney alone. Oh yeah then there's this.... pic.twitter.com/N54DcXnfir

11/8/2019 9:15:13 AM altimitwill Where is the report and FISA declas?

11/8/2019 9:15:55 AM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/sf41luSJy4

11/8/2019 9:16:17 AM linnyt7 IDK, but it's worth finding out.  I figured someone mixed bleach with ammonia not knowing it was a lethal combo.  Maybe they did know, right?

11/8/2019 9:16:22 AM cpace98 Sad incident.

11/8/2019 9:19:55 AM bengals2761 Knew an idiot ramp agent who mistook de-germ (blue fluid airplane lav) for cleaner, he mopped himself into the far corner of an 10x8 ft storage room! 

The fumes were horrendous, he was about to pass out but didn’t want to get  lav juice on his shoes, probably woulda died from it!

11/8/2019 9:19:55 AM rightto_write Mustard Gas

11/8/2019 9:21:40 AM patriotleah1776 Their punishment is worse than a millstone in the ocean. They'll be wishing for millstones.

11/8/2019 9:25:40 AM realeyethespy It was posted 11/7

11/8/2019 9:26:19 AM realeyethespy Check out @SKYGODZ_ANIME

11/8/2019 9:30:42 AM laurabusse I might add

No outside comms

Simply means

IMHO

Q does not communicate outside of public forums

Eg 4chan 8chan 8kun etc

In other words

No private comms

If someone says that Q

Called

Emailed

Faxed

Texted

FBd

Telegrammed 

Etc

Someone

Don't believe them

No outside comms
11/8/2019 9:30:58 AM ponyexpressq17 I just said the same thing this morning!  It is going to be an arduous battle to weed out and eliminate the bad apples

11/8/2019 9:33:59 AM laurabusse But if someone sounds like Q

Could be anything

They could be copycatting

Or playing

Or they could be military intelligence

Just bc someone communicates similar to Q

Does not automatically disqualify their comm

Use discernment

Look into stuff

Research

Message over messenger...
11/8/2019 9:41:01 AM covertress Bleach combined with urine creates chlorine gas. /js

11/8/2019 9:42:06 AM t_hayden07 My Father too. Man, he better be seeing thissssss ❤️

He took us out of the Country, when Bill was President. He knew.

11/8/2019 9:44:16 AM heikemildenber1 How far can a non-existent level drop?!

11/8/2019 9:45:34 AM peacezinnia I've worked in many restaurants and we used bleach all the time. Glass cleaner is amonia based. It could get toxic real fast

11/8/2019 9:46:32 AM 1_decided_voter Seems they didn't provide the name of the deceased, so we have no way of researching who they may have been in contact with.

Sounds more like he witnessed something he shouldn't have.

11/8/2019 9:47:30 AM truth_incontext Sanitizer is ammonia based. 

Glass cleaner is irrelevant here

11/8/2019 9:51:40 AM stp48315 That’s not true. I was a chef for many years and at almost every place I worked they used bleach for everything. We’d dilute it about 100:1, but it was 

still bleach and water.

11/8/2019 9:56:56 AM truth_incontext That's not right at all.

You should be using Ammonium based sanitizer in your buckets not bleach

11/8/2019 9:57:53 AM stp48315 I’m not a chef anymore but seriously 90% of the restaurants I worked at did things this way. Health inspectors had no problem either as long as it was 

diluted properly.

11/8/2019 9:58:50 AM susienobles1 Precisely!!!

11/8/2019 10:01:33 AM gregory88172180 👀😳

11/8/2019 10:03:23 AM darkcenter Note to self: Never pi$$ in the mop bucket!!!

11/8/2019 10:04:27 AM fansblowing3 Since you are pointing this out, they must have been intentionally poisoned.   Great way to silence a witness or victim.  Comet ping pong copycat?



11/8/2019 10:06:48 AM gi6stars #DeclassEpstein

#DeclassFISA

#DeclassBenghazi

#DeclassClintonFoundation

#DeclassTheStandfordHotel

#ReleaseTheDocuments

@realDonaldTrump it is Time!

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening #ThePlan #savethechildren

#Justice #Gitmo #Gallows

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

11/8/2019 10:07:00 AM bbobbio71 Let's do this!

11/8/2019 10:07:04 AM usalawyer_ Too bad Axios does not include the reading of how and why the Constitution was written.  Max Farrand, The Records of the Federal Convention of 

1787, vol. 1, 2 and 3 [1911].  (Its all online and searchable).

11/8/2019 10:09:00 AM gi6stars YES PLEASE @realDonaldTrump

#EnoughIsEnough

11/8/2019 10:10:51 AM weediblue Paedophile's have been infiltrating the education and care system for far too long. It's a global problem and needs stopped and those involved brought 

to justice.

11/8/2019 10:12:16 AM _doozier_ 11/9=inverse 9/11

11/8/2019 10:14:37 AM kidge6 Yes, for nearly three years they have been ‘about to be exposed’. ‘Here comes the pain’. ‘Patriots in control’.  Hillary has been exposed. Cnn, nyt, abc, 

Biden, Obama, clapper, Comey, Andrew, Pope, 911, jfk hit. A lot of good that did.  Will I ever be allowed to eat the 🥕?

11/8/2019 10:17:48 AM weediblue Id like people to take a look at this SS above. Notice the actual gov page is unavailable? I wonder why. Check this out.  

https://www.christian.org.uk/news/parents-anger-over-scottish-sex-education-lessons/ … pic.twitter.com/eLLBhPfV0a

11/8/2019 10:20:26 AM weediblue But even more sickening, what's their video explaining anal sex using a jar of Nutella and a banana to illustate it. Like I've said, this is a global problem. 

These cretins need removed and held accountable. Boils my blood.

11/8/2019 10:24:27 AM drbohammer This is the 2nd bad story on Buffalo Wild Wings in the past two weeks. Is someone trying to destroy their business like they trIED to do with Chik-fil-a?

11/8/2019 10:25:15 AM covertress That tweet could also save someone's life.

Yrs ago, when I worked as a mate on a tour boat, I poured bleach down the head.

I was immediately greeted with a thick white cloud of chlorine gas.

If I had not left the boat immediately,  the obit you're reading could have been mine.

11/8/2019 10:26:49 AM fansblowing3 The victim was the general manager and just had a baby.  The victim’s name has not been released yet.

11/8/2019 10:28:18 AM weediblue This man made a stance.  https://m.facebook.com/scottishfamily/videos/859195777776776/ … watch his video and you will see for yourself how sick 

the Scots gov really are. Ask yourselves this, do you think this is appropriate?

11/8/2019 10:29:42 AM karma4event201 It was being used in the kitchen; customers out front went to hospital. That is a lot of urine

11/8/2019 10:29:58 AM 6b1222t So.... ammonia is a stupid good grease cutter. Works awesome for cleaning up grease. Bleach is a stupid good sanitizer. So restaurant employee cleans 

the floor with an ammonia based product then goes back over same floor with a sanitizer. Chaos ensues.

11/8/2019 10:32:48 AM karma4event201 Only 1 chemical called Super 8 was used. Super 8 can be used to HAND WASH Dishes

11/8/2019 10:34:02 AM jv_parker  https://twitter.com/HxMathes/status/1192860871510437889 …

11/8/2019 10:35:21 AM weediblue @BoardroomBoy @mik61scot @NJamesWorld @eairtap1 @RDersille

11/8/2019 10:36:55 AM weediblue Sorry all, not the best at organising tweets. Take a look at the primal post, and then what I've posted. This really needs to be known. They need 

removed from government.

11/8/2019 10:37:52 AM weediblue Primal? Original post 😩

11/8/2019 10:40:32 AM fansblowing3 This is Ryan Baldera pic.twitter.com/Cv7ClrBWY0

11/8/2019 10:46:36 AM kidge6 ‘Are you ready’? Seriously? You say it’s not a game, then ask us that (Again) 3 years in?  How many times has the IG report been just around the corner?

11/8/2019 10:47:40 AM realeyethespy Proverbs 17:17 Revelations 1:7

11/8/2019 10:52:32 AM rsoldi3r Soylent Green is People! pic.twitter.com/pLoBOdlQqj

11/8/2019 10:53:19 AM laurabusse Ha

I feel your frustration

Can be very trying at times!!!

11/8/2019 10:54:39 AM fansblowing3 Somebody just deleted most of his Facebook page.  That wedding pic is no longer there.  Perhaps family 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/c6ZYnbYctn

11/8/2019 10:57:10 AM lbf777 So the Gov is executing civilians now?

Stop paying taxes immediately before things get worst.

11/8/2019 10:57:49 AM crumb_catcher This article is such 🐎💩💨. Its always the same playbook.  Funny how all of the accusations from Dems are 30 years late or just made up! If Jordan 

had such indiscretions, you bet your @$$ Dems would have nailed him before now. Fake News!

11/8/2019 11:00:04 AM virginiamack O Goodie! You're Going to love the surprise ending, kids!

11/8/2019 11:00:19 AM unitedredwhite1 Will we ever know the truth?

11/8/2019 11:03:15 AM wyatt251 Sounds like some Barricks shit

11/8/2019 11:07:31 AM jimhayzlett Seems Obvious... Slow disclosure for the elite 😇  Wwg1wga

11/8/2019 11:14:49 AM jlundr GB on Fox today. Signals?

11/8/2019 11:18:10 AM lorieve My Sister from another mister! ILY! pic.twitter.com/7lYoU9kvWR

11/8/2019 11:22:03 AM drnealhouston Retweeted..

11/8/2019 11:23:32 AM drnealhouston Retweeted.. pic.twitter.com/oC7SUkYROn

11/8/2019 11:29:39 AM jlundr  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASxHUnnmQF0 …

11/8/2019 11:31:29 AM lpr45 This isnt a real impeachment its a fraud with a grand inquistor. Is that what the teachers want their studrnts to learn?

11/8/2019 11:33:11 AM boris34740133 When it comes to punishment, I am old school

People that molest children should be crucified

Since scum like these lawyers enable the molesters do not directly commit the abuse, they should receive enabling punishment - that was the 

scourging (being whipped very badly)

11/8/2019 11:46:22 AM johnnyt_anon Are you trying to see if the few of us that read the story and not just the headline know why you sent this tweet.

11/8/2019 11:52:29 AM ascendingadam @HxMathes

11/8/2019 11:57:35 AM phreatomagnetic Even worse with common household ammonia



11/8/2019 12:08:27 PM johnnyt_anon Thoughts... It's probably just a sad accident and the most newsworthy story they could find, because they won't report #proTrump news.

🤪 It's a narrative changing story.

😃 National chain people ID with.

🌱 Population center = larger & faster distribution.

#JustInCaseIGRptDrp

11/8/2019 12:17:16 PM rosaleeadams Robach is 'pissed'  because SHE did not have

the story credited to her.........not so much about

the content.

11/8/2019 12:17:40 PM johnnyt_anon A story that all the MSM can start talking about. 

🤔Think about it... They will make celebrities out of the survivers putting them on shows like Today, The View, Ellen, etc...📺✨

👩🔬Followed by experts talking about "Don't Mix Bleach and Amonia...☠️

#BrainwashedWillFollow!!!

11/8/2019 12:22:15 PM bbobbio71 Draino and Bleach perhaps

11/8/2019 12:27:41 PM nschlange I'm so confused that you are reporting on this? Why are you?

11/8/2019 12:39:47 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/8/2019 12:52:08 PM ssg_pain The message must be direct & biblical in proportions. So that this never again happens in this Nation. Because what has happened over the past couple 

of decades is the result of #PureEvil

Pray

11/8/2019 12:55:04 PM mightymbev Amen 🙏🦁 pic.twitter.com/ZFd0xUvbBC

11/8/2019 12:57:13 PM steveakridge Photo looks like James Forestall - 

but don’t know how he is connected to Guy Hawkes Day.

11/8/2019 12:59:54 PM veteransalways_ Kim Clement prophecies....This segment Kim speaks of The View speaking what God wants them to say...

#DarkToLight

The women on the View are REAL witches ! pic.twitter.com/ZN0piqBqML

11/8/2019 1:03:23 PM barbsmith16 Amen brother Kim...miss you !!

11/8/2019 1:09:09 PM goviacn Blame Trump

11/8/2019 1:10:49 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/8/2019 1:12:25 PM steveakridge “It’s the job of the (MSM) to report the news - not fabricate it.  That’s the governments job.”

11/8/2019 1:16:38 PM ssg_pain  https://twitter.com/SSG_PAIN/status/1190928183727542272?s=19 …

11/8/2019 1:18:01 PM tristalblair This is like believe all women.

11/8/2019 1:24:35 PM desirelove101 Bill Gates? The Bill gates hanging out with Epstein and funding weird science and pumping vaccines into the youth around the globe?

11/8/2019 1:29:10 PM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/XL69GJ4hUc

11/8/2019 1:37:40 PM sch41076287 Wow ☺

11/8/2019 1:39:02 PM hoelessromantik Am I not supposed to open the soap with my teeth?

11/8/2019 1:39:08 PM hoelessromantik Holy fuck LOL

11/8/2019 1:59:15 PM xusaf_patriot "eve" ... time is an illusion.

11/8/2019 2:38:30 PM mzzgotti1 Lies all lies

11/8/2019 2:39:23 PM magamncd8 I totally enjoy Listening to any Kim Clement !

11/8/2019 2:44:21 PM anitakingsbauer Agree!  Shouldn’t she be in jail??  She KNEW for 3 years this was going on.  She might as well be an accomplice.

11/8/2019 2:57:44 PM enomai_ Does the 'witnesses' name ring a clue?

11/8/2019 2:59:19 PM enomai_ Those are questions everyone should get but sadly they dont.

11/8/2019 3:10:36 PM flgirlsbeenqd Here’s to hoping! pic.twitter.com/5FRhvNMMax

11/8/2019 3:15:42 PM the_crimson_jet sauce?

11/8/2019 3:18:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd Ryan Baldera

32y/o https://boston.cbslocal.com/2019/11/08/ryan-baldera-burlington-buffalo-wild-wings-worker-killed-chemicals/ …

11/8/2019 3:26:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Hope is unnecessary, currently happening, you’ll 👀 soon my friend.

11/8/2019 3:30:50 PM thetrollbar Watertown shootout, 2013.  Related to Boston Marathon.

11/8/2019 3:40:46 PM thetrollbar I saw the old twitter -- the one that ended in 2015, and was just replaced with a new one that started in 2015.  It wasn't there a bit ago.  They must 

have pushed it out.

11/8/2019 3:50:19 PM senorllave Perkins Coie. Sound familiar?

11/8/2019 3:55:35 PM steveakridge As in V for Vendeta, “not tonight Bishop...”

Also, paraphrased: President Donald Trump agreed to come forward and “change the course of history.”

Demwits, sit down, shut up and enjoy the show.  The Patriots are in control.  Thank God!!

11/8/2019 4:00:50 PM 4on6 V is Q...

11/8/2019 4:28:26 PM luluspeers1 Yeah well Ukraine scandal is the tip of the Illuminati iceberg

11/8/2019 4:29:45 PM americanpetal Not the first time this was tried.

11/8/2019 4:39:03 PM workitwayne If changing servers doesn't work then try a double encryption one. Sometimes twitter and fb have the servers IP to the vpn and try to lock it down. Last 

resort is to go with a tor browser

11/8/2019 4:47:36 PM holotechrd YES ENERGY TELLS MATTER WHAT TO DO!!.. THEY'RE FINISHED IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE ⚡💥💥💥💥👑👈

11/8/2019 4:50:10 PM luluspeers1 Look at the shills jumping all over this shite?

11/8/2019 4:52:27 PM nea_storm Thank you Maj 12 for the Notification: Obviously Professionals agency assassins Preparation work here with knowledge of Buffalo Wild Wings cleaning 

patterns etc., when to perform the solution switch & more: Very desperate  https://www.electrodry.com.au/news-blog/8-cleaning-products-you-

definitely-don-t-want-to-mix/ … pic.twitter.com/V8NV4bvYnj

11/8/2019 4:54:44 PM deplorabldamsel I think the guy that died was the GM from my research. 

 

. https://www.linkedin.com/in/brad-hodgson-468370188 …

11/8/2019 4:56:26 PM deplorabldamsel And his FB  https://www.facebook.com/brad.hodgson.946?fref=search&__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-

R&eid=ARB3EzGmEaXQ5dNSGuMkAG5fXCIFr5wUWX_DFVdC_mlOGlwwy0-HOCItaoIsZ1HCdEOR8OA7mMcdkHcj …

11/8/2019 5:12:47 PM aquarianqueen11 WTH!? Why does the newscaster sound like a bad actress that is super excited, but trying to sound serious??

11/8/2019 5:30:39 PM ontariogirl5 Disgusting!!!!😡😡😡

11/8/2019 5:39:15 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/gold-treaty-march-21st-2013 …

11/8/2019 5:53:46 PM mamiemcclure17 Employees with strings attached to the club? This is not a normal occurrence, the story  smells of a coverup!

11/8/2019 6:27:00 PM altimitwill How do you know FISA Declas/IG Report is coming out on 11/09/19?

11/8/2019 6:30:10 PM rghardy3 I do not know that.

I only said 11-9 because it is the mirror of 9-11.

11/8/2019 6:35:26 PM altimitwill False Flag?

11/8/2019 6:40:01 PM sdaughter_king Yes, Never mix bleach + ammonia!



11/8/2019 6:59:38 PM rghardy3 I don't know.

11/8/2019 7:26:00 PM chapulincolored Why is this trending?

Why is this relevant?

These people are sick. pic.twitter.com/TOtPVGb3Jo

11/8/2019 7:36:47 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/Ehoiwg3u1C

11/8/2019 7:37:14 PM rebornkingent Who’s keeping track of the bodies piling up?  @AllahUniversal https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/entertainment/seinfeld-actor-

charles-levins-body-found-in-remote-part-of-oregon-report.amp …

11/8/2019 8:19:46 PM crystalsofgaia 😶

iT is #WhaT❓It IS

- until it isn't

#auspol #brexit #nzpol #qanon pic.twitter.com/HXpECxJddq

11/8/2019 8:23:45 PM balammb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MarkSZaidEsq Ok! It does say "had Q clearance ", but still, WHAT? Dig. I don't know or claim to know. But puzzle pieces 

sometimes fit together : )) Let's Go! #WWG1WGA #StormIsUponUs #ImWithHer not, #ProjectVeritas #MAGA #soundgarden #JohnPodesta

11/8/2019 8:26:58 PM manriquetorres5 Draining IT NOW Don...Sir.

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@adjunctprofessr

@TrumpWarRoom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1192935420809502720 …

11/8/2019 8:42:40 PM mongrelglory This doesn't make sense!  I've people in ER who mixed ammonia and bleach accidentally but they immediately remove themselves from the area due 

to the caustic fumes.  This manager would have had to have been lying there unconscious (beforehand) to inhale enough to kill him! 🤨

11/8/2019 8:52:24 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1193028344826253312?s=19 …

11/8/2019 9:03:01 PM nurseniceyes Time to drop the hammer.

11/8/2019 9:12:42 PM manriquetorres5 We’ve Found The Magic Frequency (This Will Revolutionize Our Future)  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/11/weve-found-the-magic-frequency-

this-will-revolutionize-our-future/ …

Old news yet very important 

@realDonaldTrump

@TrumpWarRoom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy
11/8/2019 9:34:40 PM manriquetorres5 #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

#DrainTheSwamp

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrumpWarRoom

@TrueEyeTheSpy 

Another mile 

#WRWY 

Beyond #biblical 

IT IS

#WWG1WGA
11/8/2019 9:42:21 PM vonyugen @Jordan_Sather_ @love4thegameAK @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Michaelcraddo16 @VesselofTruthTV @JackPosobiec @SidneyPowell1 

@Qanon76 @qanongroup @SayWhenLA @55true4u @VieiraRanch @TeamTrump @PrisonPlanet @wikileaks

11/8/2019 9:46:51 PM natalt_aust Another one. https://twitter.com/grindingdude/status/1193021956200775680 …

11/8/2019 9:51:17 PM lioness4truth  https://news4sanantonio.com/news/nation-world/fresno-brewery-prints-epstein-didnt-kill-himself-on-the-bottom-of-

cans?fbclid=IwAR2YreXZwcIgCavl3mwsQRTwbycD_ZU0lJm9bXqAMi5CMK0W6__DNmuE5cs …

11/8/2019 10:05:08 PM kathleen3693693 The floors "washed" beforehand with one particular chemical, knowing that the other chemical would react and form poisonous gas=binary weapon? 

Would they sicken/kill dozens just to get one person? You bet they would, in a New York City minute. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/8/2019 10:23:41 PM irah_chandler I have trouble believing residue could cause that many fumes and a a death

11/8/2019 10:29:48 PM irah_chandler Yes exactly my point

11/8/2019 11:20:27 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1193063583602622465 …

11/8/2019 11:34:09 PM 4mankindq Karen did. All of the wives did. But Carters.

11/9/2019 12:40:18 AM mith27545480 You are a WaPo person. This makes sense to me.

11/9/2019 12:52:26 AM 369369rv Child trafficking auction. 😡

11/9/2019 1:29:42 AM drudge_gina Ryan Baldera, 32 years old died. Who is he? I posted this here since Majestic asked who he had spoken to etc. to document the name and age.

11/9/2019 1:37:51 AM jollyrob2 💫...Inhabited by?

11/9/2019 3:00:09 AM covertress 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/4nFrQcKAgD

11/9/2019 3:19:50 AM rosesrred0119 Really?  CNN? #FakeNews

11/9/2019 3:33:21 AM hungrygluttonz Like a snowball going down a hill...

11/9/2019 3:34:48 AM hungrygluttonz Who said yesterday was the Eve?  Jordan?

11/9/2019 3:49:15 AM vetwrap NBC     #NeverBeenCorrect

11/9/2019 4:11:53 AM natalt_aust The net is closing in. https://twitter.com/Urisoli/status/1192940394406957056 …

11/9/2019 4:59:34 AM tamravee And protected even after being exposed .

11/9/2019 5:20:48 AM auntiemessy #WrapUpSmear it’s #FakeNews

11/9/2019 5:24:47 AM crystalsofgaia  pic.twitter.com/tryOGu9cE7

11/9/2019 5:27:45 AM shmuggmouf They are projecting again. All they do is run cover for all kinds of sexual crimes.

11/9/2019 5:56:48 AM mongrelglory This picture looks totally staged!  Those are the tiniest "cleaning bottles" I've ever seen. 🙄

He had a wife and young baby.  It says he had asthma.  RIP! pic.twitter.com/mh7vgAqKKZ

11/9/2019 5:59:24 AM mongrelglory One employee's reply.  This is sounding even more suspicious! https://twitter.com/HxMathes/status/1192860871510437889?s=20 …

11/9/2019 6:04:27 AM mongrelglory Okay, I just looked at that "employee's" Twitter account and it's the weirdest thing I've ever seen!  He has months of weird little tweets without a 

single person "liking" or retweeting any of his tweets!  Very odd!



11/9/2019 6:10:48 AM mongrelglory Again that story makes no sense.  Even if he had severe pulmonary oedema or bronchial constriction from his asthma, they usually can still intubate 

and put people on a ventilator until things settle down.  All from trace residues on a cleaning brush?! 🤨

11/9/2019 6:12:32 AM clhendershot New here - I clicked through to his Instagram - seems innocent enough to me - LQQKS like he has been posting his horoscopes daily - probably just 

hasn't broken through the white noise of the internet until the habbening... Let me know if you see something I am missing! LOVE! GO~

11/9/2019 6:18:03 AM mongrelglory I can't find any separate information on this victim other than what's in the news stories about his death.  The GoFund Me page has raised $17,000 

already but there are no pictures of the wife and young child and no personal quotes or stories from people who knew him.

11/9/2019 6:21:27 AM allahuniversal @ResignationAnon

11/9/2019 6:21:48 AM mongrelglory Glad you found that!  I'm not on Facebook and couldn't find any other pictures of his family. Local news only had a flash of a clip of someone saying "he 

was a really great guy" but they didn't identify who was speaking. Perhaps a reverse image search of that picture can be done?

11/9/2019 6:22:01 AM allahuniversal  http://Deathcas.es 

11/9/2019 6:25:38 AM mongrelglory He has all his Twitter followers but he didn't interact with any of them?  That's what looks weird to me.

11/9/2019 6:33:16 AM mongrelglory You charge $20,000/hour for your services? https://www.whenhub.com/m/expert/5dc5573054a3fd06005663dd …

11/9/2019 7:01:57 AM manriquetorres5 #Q

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrumpWarRoom

@DonaldJTrumpJr 

@Q2ndWave 

@ChuckCallesto  https://twitter.com/secretstranger9/status/1193154726814273536 … pic.twitter.com/UN6uIlZ3Km

11/9/2019 7:15:35 AM wallacewolters  pic.twitter.com/Un4QwO4YSv

11/9/2019 7:30:49 AM manriquetorres5 D infamous SorOZ gang + MSM traitors at work

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TrumpWarRoom

@ChuckCallesto

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1192891308471472131 …

11/9/2019 7:45:51 AM lizzah_83 I think Kab didn’t answer you because you can’t differentiate between mediate and meditate.

11/9/2019 7:51:31 AM clhendershot Thank you for pointing that out - hmmm - I seem to have excellent critical thinking skills and discernment in the real world - am still too naive in the 

virtual one... Thank you for your guidance Trinity @MongrelGlory

11/9/2019 7:52:32 AM clhendershot I charge [them] $20,000 an hour - I am free for Angels

11/9/2019 8:15:29 AM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💫💫💫. Time is an illusion. 💫💫💫  https://twitter.com/newscientist/status/1193145546455834625 …

11/9/2019 8:20:40 AM natureinspace Is it possible that this store was being used like Comet Ping Pong was and he saw stuff he shouldn't have and reported it? And he reported it to 

authorities who themselves were involved so they Epsteined him? I bet this happens all the time.

11/9/2019 8:21:23 AM richard07759712 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 11:11 > Nov 11 > Frequency > significant

11/9/2019 9:13:05 AM thericharddoyle .@realDonaldTrump: Mr. President:

I have only one personal request:

That the last of the Rothschilds to hold on to the very end, be kept alive — until I may have a brief moment w/ them.

At which you point, what’d be left of them, are all yours.

Cc: .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why: 👇🏻  https://twitter.com/Doyle_Eng/status/1193156487285096448 … pic.twitter.com/10gkXbrUBe
11/9/2019 9:28:25 AM manriquetorres5 @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TrumpWarRoom  https://twitter.com/GavinNewsom/status/1191956707804688384 … pic.twitter.com/vEoWHN3tlX

11/9/2019 10:23:57 AM karina89350882 Gosh…….always the same BS....like Kavanaugh…...must be blind and brain dead to believe this stuff all the time

11/9/2019 10:25:58 AM poppyslovecapu Nope!

11/9/2019 10:42:35 AM allahuniversal Makes you wonder where the HW writers get their ideas from 🤔 💭

11/9/2019 10:47:27 AM karma4event201 Glowing deer.

11/9/2019 10:57:49 AM karma4event201 incinerators may draw attention & they absolutely thought they would never be caught

11/9/2019 10:59:25 AM sassyq18 He'll have to prove it or it did not happen.

11/9/2019 11:06:27 AM jeffw355 I have noticed the Media and Dems getting crushed systematically. It seems to all be coordinated in a way to show exactly how the Media covers for 

the left. It is almost like this has been planned for 3 years+. :) #EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/akib7FQ6zy

11/9/2019 11:28:08 AM natalie60444115 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What is your opinion about 5 G ?

11/9/2019 11:37:05 AM fansblowing3 Probably a fake employee 😒

11/9/2019 11:38:56 AM fansblowing3 Who was he recently in contact with?  Someone In Boston?  What’s happening in Boston lately?

11/9/2019 11:48:22 AM mongrelglory I'm wondering (and I apologize to the family if I'm wrong!) if perhaps even the victim isn't real and this is a false flag with signals being sent by the Deep 

State?

11/9/2019 11:50:46 AM mongrelglory The cleaning agent "Super 8" keeps getting reported in the news...that could refer to the Steven Spielberg movie, or the chain of motels, etc...

11/9/2019 11:51:45 AM mongrelglory Were you able to do a reverse image search of that photo you found of the victim and his wife?

11/9/2019 11:55:31 AM covertress Are these military avatars used for space travel? Are they like doll bodies?

11/9/2019 12:23:35 PM covertress Time is an illusion.

Josephine was still alive when I was born.

My IS just wanted to Be again. 🙃

11/9/2019 12:27:05 PM covertress Yes. Memories of each avatar are stored within your DNA.

How to unlock them is the question.

11/9/2019 12:46:46 PM djlok @covertress You surfing the old MJ12 tweets too?  I find myself doing that too.  I pick up / connect the most interesting things.

11/9/2019 12:49:20 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What is the progress on disclosing the food and water toxins that have been poisoning all of us?

11/9/2019 12:49:28 PM covertress Always.

I'm constantly searching subjects that interest me.

Today was Avatars vs Clones.

I want a new avatar made from my DNA now. lol



11/9/2019 12:57:20 PM roublisa Check this out you two....I found more missing pieces way too close for comfort. 😢😢😢  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_K._E._Bruce … 

appears he was in my home town for a visit when I was very young. My uncle is the one in the middle far left pic. Far right second in from right. 

pic.twitter.com/Mxnj00CsiB

11/9/2019 1:01:46 PM djlok Yeah, I just don't know about the transfer process.  I'm not so sure the tech is there yet.  I often wonder if we are light-years behind the Egyptians with 

all that. pic.twitter.com/hNrLNCM0xE

11/9/2019 1:03:22 PM roublisa I just watched xmen  apocalypse last night reminds me of [their] black majic  don’t need tech for that I’m afraid. 🤷♀️

11/9/2019 1:03:32 PM covertress MJ said, "Your soul must forgive your avatar's experience if you learn who you are."

I've found this especially true after learning who my IS is.

It's past time to forgive my actions, across all avatars that I've been/am.

This is what it means to release your burden. 

Forgive
11/9/2019 1:05:13 PM covertress The tech is there.

I know of an MJ who does this often.

😂

11/9/2019 1:07:45 PM roublisa Finding out who he probably was through my experience with waking is very interesting.  Found all the pieces at different stages in the past 2 yrs. 

could he be one of my guides, do we have more than one IS.  It is very interesting to read MJ’s reply, many levels of possibilities.

11/9/2019 1:08:49 PM djlok Oh, I know....I should rephrase to say the tech that is currently available to the masses....like what that current MJ uses on the avatars...which is quite 

funny when you think about it.

11/9/2019 1:09:40 PM roublisa Omg👀  I missed that convo!

11/9/2019 1:09:49 PM covertress One IS.

Possibly multiple BEs, even in the same "time".

11/9/2019 1:10:36 PM roublisa Yes right.  👍

11/9/2019 1:12:11 PM roublisa I wonder if your IS knew my Great Uncle....quite likely....you think?

11/9/2019 1:12:35 PM covertress Personally, Id love to try out a doll body, if that's what MJ uses for space travel. 

I'm suspecting this is the case, because humans aren't really suited to the radiation.

11/9/2019 1:15:24 PM covertress A distinct possibility, since we both had avatars in a similar line of work at the same "time".

11/9/2019 1:17:10 PM roublisa Dean and his wife in front of him ...Naja.  I recall only meeting him less than a handful of times. pic.twitter.com/zNRHIcXhaW

11/9/2019 1:19:08 PM roublisa Do you think that is what MJ is saying.... that that I shared the same IS and I will know who my IS is when I forgive 🤔 I think I’m in denial 🤦♀️

11/9/2019 1:25:17 PM roublisa What did Josephine do  for work, I forget?

11/9/2019 1:28:39 PM roublisa I am from a very small farming town in Wisconsin the pipe and bow tie of his always seem odd to me, she was quite flashy.  Defiantly out of place.  I 

wonder what the Col was doing ...what were they doing in my home town🤔

11/9/2019 1:31:50 PM the_loveoflight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  17 scores to bring the total points to 17 at the game 45 is at! Coincidence?

Maybe a stretch but the time is 1:14 = 6  pic.twitter.com/F1jt2ELwN2

11/9/2019 1:34:04 PM covertress Before she was married to F and designed the uniforms for the WAVES, she was an editor for Vogue.

11/9/2019 1:37:28 PM covertress Funny, I know of another guy with a fancy for bow ties and smoking a pipe. pic.twitter.com/EittKZgKPh

11/9/2019 1:48:15 PM the_loveoflight In this play there are (3) 17s, time 1:14 = (6) and Potus 45 =(9) is at the game.

3

6

9

Coincidence?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/husmfwtQfS
11/9/2019 1:52:58 PM roublisa Wow 💖💖💖

11/9/2019 1:58:05 PM covertress Before Vogue, Josephine was a Ziegfeld Girl, but I have yet to find a photo from that time other than this.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ziegfeld_girl … pic.twitter.com/JhgMVuUTjX

11/9/2019 2:03:12 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Tw1LVqKqy3

11/9/2019 2:03:30 PM roublisa The resemblance is incredible💖

11/9/2019 2:04:19 PM roublisa The national archives maybe?

11/9/2019 2:12:41 PM covertress Well, considering we have the same DNA, not really. 😂

11/9/2019 2:15:14 PM roublisa This is where I get a tad confused in my situation, my uncle and I look nothing alike.  What are your thoughts on this please.

11/9/2019 2:17:57 PM lorieve Do you equate illusions with unreal?

11/9/2019 2:21:13 PM lorieve A great deception is at hand .

11/9/2019 2:23:20 PM lorieve Do you not sense that you already span multiple dimensions? Do you not sense the miracle that the Creation is?

11/9/2019 2:53:15 PM covertress 🤚

11/9/2019 2:56:20 PM covertress idk, @LisaRoub.

That sounds like a great question for MJ.

Here are the only two tweets I found relevant:

•  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079567312091574274?s=19 …

• https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086777494106185728?s=19 …
11/9/2019 3:05:58 PM roublisa Hello @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, could my IS be a fractal of my great uncles IS if we look nothing alike? Thank you 💖 

https://twitter.com/roublisa/status/1193271375848448001?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079567312091574274 …

11/9/2019 3:13:36 PM roublisa Thank you💗💗💗

11/9/2019 3:29:46 PM pedalfun4u I tried asking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a similar question in the past but the question as I posed it had the idea of time included and of course we were 

reminded that time is illusion. This  phrasing should get a clearer answer👍

11/9/2019 3:41:37 PM roublisa Thank you 😊 hopefully MJ thinks we are ready for the answer.

11/9/2019 3:47:33 PM pedalfun4u I have always believed we have starred in other lifetimes within our historical family ancestry

11/9/2019 4:03:12 PM irah_chandler We always clled them altars but avatars sounds way better

11/9/2019 4:05:00 PM irah_chandler They're more like preprogrammed/trained versions of our bodies with certian dna strands activated.

11/9/2019 4:27:26 PM jessicagools Is it possible this is what is meant when Trump says DE-CLAS??

11/9/2019 4:35:35 PM nurseniceyes Majestic what happened to the matrix?

11/9/2019 5:34:01 PM the_loveoflight Isn't water a form of crystal or something like the purest form of crystal. 

I've heard crystal are living beings🤔



11/9/2019 5:36:42 PM the_loveoflight Domain dolls, are we really headed towards clone bodies to live longer?

11/9/2019 6:11:27 PM qdragonpower1 @DLoIndustries  Right before Trump kicked Epstein out and banned him for life for being inappropriate with one of his staffs daughters. Oh, I'm so 

triggered... By the way, what did your favourite politicians do? Oh, that's right, invited him into the Whitehouse. Keep trying.

11/9/2019 6:51:45 PM magabeliever20 I’ll pull a background

11/9/2019 6:57:11 PM mattcottrill3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'd like to know as well

11/9/2019 6:59:36 PM magabeliever20 I don’t see anything off the bat odd, except that his social media has been scrubbed. I’m looking at known associates

11/9/2019 7:04:01 PM magabeliever20 He ran a race in Boston in 2006  http://archive.boston.com/news/local/articles/2006/06/25/cycling_club_slates_group_ride/?rss_id=Boston+Globe+--

+Today%2527s+paper+A+to+Z …

11/9/2019 7:05:56 PM magabeliever20 Ryan also ran track at Massachusetts State  http://www.mstca.org/Winter_Season/top_50_list/2006%20top-50/Final_List_Boys_2006.pdf …

11/9/2019 7:07:11 PM magabeliever20 Now this is suspect... several links to his social that are like this  

http://www.cfpitiming.com/2006%20Outdoor%20Season/Nike%20outdoor%20nationals%202006/NON%20male%20full%20Results%202006.htm …  

Notice this is NIKE🧐

11/9/2019 7:39:35 PM 1crazy_toaster its baby steps of course and when you have ascension on the brain, you just go for it. *Hands off my ascension*  lols...-By the way, Horsetail also great 

for removal of aluminum. Rich in silica.

11/9/2019 8:21:00 PM speaakn I think the urine has to become amonia first. When I was a teen, I didn’t know not to mix bleach and amonia and learned all about chlorine gas very 

quickly 😉

11/9/2019 8:32:41 PM realhighup Huh?

11/9/2019 9:37:01 PM vonyugen Why the weather is crazy and why the whole earth is in chaos to the point the media quit reporting about it as it’s the new norm.

11/9/2019 9:47:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Payment for Anonymous, Disguised Under A Second Book- $1M/each https://twitter.com/axios/status/1193371132855898113 …

11/9/2019 9:55:21 PM janetsh37392555 Another book to boycott. Not curious enough to support sales of the book(s).

11/9/2019 10:02:17 PM jlundr No.

11/9/2019 10:02:52 PM arifriedman12 #MakeAmericaGreatAwakening

#MAGACHALLENGE pic.twitter.com/34Wtu9MEx4

11/9/2019 10:02:53 PM octopussy0072  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hv5Et2sf7II …

11/9/2019 10:03:52 PM octopussy0072 There must be two sides to every story.   Come on home tell me yours.  I love you so.

11/9/2019 10:04:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you get in front of a story?

18+ creates disillusions about what is to cone. 

Cap the truth come out? https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1193176438016561153 …

11/9/2019 10:07:14 PM sailingawakened Is his deal still binding if having to write it while in prison?

11/9/2019 10:08:58 PM giediknight So does this money go to take care of their families after what is to come? Because they can’t be stupid enough to think they aren’t going to get what 

is coming to them.

11/9/2019 10:08:59 PM sdane8 I wondered about him and this seems to answer my questions.

11/9/2019 10:09:12 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/579859562119561217/594958901791948850/angelofmusic.mp3 …

11/9/2019 10:09:52 PM lizzah_83 Cap or can?

11/9/2019 10:12:21 PM crisco2377 Im literally watching the "likes and retweets" on this statement go up and down both contradicting each other.  Twatter may be currently be a 

necessary evil but...f__k twitter!! They piss me off so badly!

11/9/2019 10:13:43 PM dynamicres 12

11/9/2019 10:17:24 PM paula84059427 Intentional misspellings?

11/9/2019 10:18:16 PM janetsh37392555 #BoltfromBolton

11/9/2019 10:19:07 PM bubusmc Either MJ has has had a few drinks this evening, or misspelling matters. I'd go with the latter.

11/9/2019 10:26:25 PM merkaba369 Don Jr. reminded Whoopi that she said "it wasn't rape, rape".  These people are disgusting!!

11/9/2019 10:27:08 PM patriotddmaga Remember he’s using a typist or something right? Darn drunk typists. You ET folk should be more discerning of your typists. Or is that some other 

group im thinking of maybe?

11/9/2019 10:29:06 PM rachelhalligan Nancy Pelosi= coNe caP

11/9/2019 10:32:21 PM blsdbe Cone-come M

Cap-can N...#Q 🧐 pic.twitter.com/X4SRLBXDYD

11/9/2019 10:34:25 PM helentheseeker why do we have to pay them to take the data that they resell? they should pay us to give it to them if it is so valuable.

11/9/2019 10:35:16 PM helentheseeker i recommend against giving others access to your DNA

11/9/2019 10:38:01 PM paula84059427 Thank you Christine!  I still don't understand.  Can you help me?

11/9/2019 10:38:55 PM paula84059427 Duh, I got I! Face palm🙄

11/9/2019 10:43:47 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/bqaHERlLY1

11/9/2019 10:49:56 PM blsdbe #QAnon has helped us to see thru the #MockingbirdMedia lies to #Discern the Truth. We #LearnTheComms and gematria is certainly one of those 

methods. We have more than we know. Blessing and Happy Digging!!! pic.twitter.com/iONfAnizbv

11/9/2019 10:50:03 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/q8ZxLawhFN

11/9/2019 10:51:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly I could not understand or decode the other misspellings in the post but I noticed this. I am trying to learn the comms. Alas, if only school was this fun, 

everything would be so different! 

(PS, check out my YouTube channel, linked in my profile, I analyse MJ12 and Q posts). pic.twitter.com/TqSHgLm0i6

11/9/2019 10:52:53 PM paula84059427 Oh,  I tweeted 1 minute later. Duh, I got it! Face palm🙄

11/9/2019 10:58:12 PM mongrelglory And here I thought MJ-12 was drunk-tweeting on a Saturday night! 😜

11/9/2019 11:16:27 PM rick_hernandez Nicely done!

11/9/2019 11:19:12 PM thericharddoyle ...

with solidarity the purpose of greatness, greatness the purpose of man, the purpose of purpose itself is to exist: Without beginning, or end — in the 

happiness of peace.

Choose greatness: Create Peace — Come Home, so that We Can.

Cc: .@VAMBOA .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#mateship pic.twitter.com/179pNEq90t
11/9/2019 11:22:21 PM kathleen3693693 "This Tweet is unavailable." Ah but it still is, just not visible on this tweet. 

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/8wsL7IJ1oN

11/9/2019 11:44:09 PM patriotswegoall Letter swap maybe?

Co(p)e and Ca(n)

Also....

NP = Nancy Pelosi?



11/9/2019 11:46:54 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 On the 33rd degree parallel...

Mt. Hermon

Damascus

Baghdad

Los Angeles

Phoenix

Roswell

Dallas

Atlanta

Cape Town

Sydney

And the mid point between Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
11/9/2019 11:55:44 PM wwg1wga93583681 nice decode

11/9/2019 11:58:16 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank Q... other anons are saying NP (Nanci Pelosi), so maybe it’s both HRC and NP involved in under the age 18 abuse. That’s what I’m thinking. Q’s 

post in my image was about missing children.

11/10/2019 12:14:58 AM jaynenotjanie ...but, but, but!!! ...it wasn't rape-rape!!!  Whoopi oopsie quote of the century...

11/10/2019 12:42:56 AM steveroye Can you answer the Bolton related question in this pic - just curious... pic.twitter.com/qGXYpXQOCq

11/10/2019 12:44:16 AM steveroye I will tell you a story if you can answer the question in this image: pic.twitter.com/cP7SuVYrxW

11/10/2019 12:46:08 AM steveroye Interesting meme you produced - can you answer the simple question in this one: pic.twitter.com/qcYfymByre

11/10/2019 12:54:19 AM covertress "...Bolton told a top Russia aide to notify White House lawyers about a campaign to pressure the Ukrainian government to investigate the Biden family 

and the 2016 election." 

Who was Bolton's source?

Comey?

Same book publisher.

11/10/2019 12:59:53 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s this guys?

Mysterious "Space Craft" WITH Windows Spotted in Sky UNDER the ISS Above...  https://youtu.be/GVo4ScEju7o  via @YouTube 

pic.twitter.com/jE9ktkmgzy

11/10/2019 1:03:40 AM covertress #LearnToCode

• Use military time. #TimeIsAnIllusion, only numbers matter.

• Tweet phrases like "Stop the Coup" at the designated gematria value, in this case, 726.

• Use  http://gematrix.org . 

• Synchronicities between numbers and phrases will surprise you.

#MagickIsReal

11/10/2019 1:14:19 AM texas_girl_13_ Now that’s deplorable.

11/10/2019 1:22:14 AM tim_price_1971 Dept. of Energy?

What role would military intelligence play there?

11/10/2019 1:33:31 AM irah_chandler Lol yep

11/10/2019 1:54:17 AM covertress Example using gematria in a timestamp  #LearnToCode pic.twitter.com/VKGANZVZ4a

11/10/2019 2:16:21 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Can this type of ultrasound be used to alter brain matter? Ex: Decalcify a pineal gland?

11/10/2019 3:05:22 AM covertress Speaking of pre-programming, look who's back... https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1193354376842219526?s=19 …

11/10/2019 3:06:58 AM karina89350882 Goosepumps…. In 2011 I had an horrible accident with my car on Highway with highspeed. While my car skipt x- times and flew through the air, a voice 

was loud and clear next to me asking if I would like to leave or stay. I decided to stay and said, mentally, "I'm staying, but

11/10/2019 3:07:01 AM cannafrom @cobrainfo1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @EyesOnQ

11/10/2019 3:10:02 AM karina89350882 without any injury, at most a scratch on my foot." With this thought, the car is then crashed head first on a concrete pillar ...

I crawled out of one of the no longer existing windows and got up. The car was just more a metal pile without wheels, axle, etc. I had:

11/10/2019 3:11:21 AM karina89350882 A scratch on the foot! When the police arrived they searched for the dead and considered me one of the "onlookers". I had to convince them that I was 

the Driver.....I didn`t Need an Ambulance or something else…...

11/10/2019 3:12:20 AM irah_chandler Looks half cloaked or partially destroyed idk. Dev appears to be a naval designe

11/10/2019 3:28:27 AM winstonsmith173 The 'evidence' was the prize they were after. All trophies and ammunition... They wanted the evidence intact. They thought they'd never be caught.

11/10/2019 3:38:48 AM jvan125 The latter is correct 😉. Sauce 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/7NGtUwM2Fe

11/10/2019 3:39:07 AM covertress S N P == S&P

Stock Market Crash?

Puppet Master? pic.twitter.com/eIqIUtN6ei

11/10/2019 3:39:13 AM jvan125 Yes 😉 pic.twitter.com/XVJwAbtmYb

11/10/2019 3:42:16 AM covertress #LearnToCode https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1190264321634373634?s=19 …

11/10/2019 3:45:13 AM karina89350882 I am thankful for this accident because it took all the fear About death, it brought peace to me and lifted the veil about God-Souce and so much more

I AM an IS -BE and never let you tell a lie about this #nosheepanymore#

11/10/2019 4:12:51 AM covertress Stock Market crashes typically occur in October. Look up 'October Effect'. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173420441261826048?s=19 …

11/10/2019 4:34:18 AM beachchefj According ti whoopi it wasnt rape,rape.

11/10/2019 4:36:29 AM maryschade14 No one speaks of Holder's completed Coup in Virginia. There is a CAIR Mosque on Gallows and 7 Falls Ch.

Probably a terrorist camp in Leesburg Winchester area.

Herring wants Trump to pay with bloodshed. 

He has already 

Civil War Va..

Home of a Nation.

F Biden we know.

11/10/2019 4:39:24 AM fansblowing3 So Simon & Shuste is owned by CBS which is owned by Sumner Redstone, who is leaving his fortune to his grandchildren because he had a falling out 

with his daughter.  Les Moonves, who was forced out because of his sex abuse charges, is an HEIR APPARENT?  A grandchild?  🧐

11/10/2019 5:05:31 AM covertress Cognitive bias?

11/10/2019 5:06:00 AM larryforbish Q is also Bond’s gadget guy in the lab.

11/10/2019 5:32:05 AM aprilbrown99 Timestamps are important... 1:04 am = Qdrop 104 pic.twitter.com/1ChK02D5ik

11/10/2019 5:44:03 AM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1193524250948329473?s=19 … @realDonaldTrump @RudyGiuliani @Education4Libs @SayWhenLA 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr

11/10/2019 5:45:09 AM aprilbrown99 You are correct on this one @SteveRoye.  @Octopussy0072  is ALICE but....I believe it is also Kabamur.  He says “I love you so” often to his followers. 

pic.twitter.com/2Q4P9DwgBd

11/10/2019 5:52:56 AM aprilbrown99 Always holding the glasses... #WeSeeYou Bolton!  #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp



11/10/2019 5:58:01 AM keith369me Do you think Bolton’s DNA will allow him to lie under oath?

11/10/2019 6:09:44 AM lightlove21121 Oh yes 💥💥💥

11/10/2019 6:12:39 AM burgersandra es  cap  ing  = Truth = There is no escaping God.

Q 2724

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: 4e1594 No.5182276📁

Feb 14 2019 23:42:27 (EST)

A Traitor’s Justice.

Phase III

Panic in DC.

RATS EVERYWHERE.

For those who decide to save the taxpayers some money - There is no escaping God.

Q
11/10/2019 6:17:16 AM melanieanders7 @nea_storm @aprilbrown99 @LightLove21121 @LisaRoub @v_rags @zagnett @qspiracy @charmanda9 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@GirlAwakeinCA @111Athena111 @grateful1gabrie @Seeker229 @MynardPamela sorry if I forgot anyone

11/10/2019 6:21:33 AM aprilbrown99 Awesome! pic.twitter.com/yHYq5WILWY

11/10/2019 6:22:18 AM gregcombs17 Is this not the weirdest ad ever? Reptilian brain? Wtf. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TrueEyeTheSpy 

https://twitter.com/Maersk/status/1170977642042068997 …

11/10/2019 6:23:35 AM girlawakeinca 🙌😂 Sums it up nicely!

11/10/2019 6:27:57 AM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you sis!

11/10/2019 6:28:04 AM mynardpamela Absolutely wonderful! pic.twitter.com/Ay7KYrQq2h

11/10/2019 6:31:11 AM zagnett Simple, elegant, and friggin' hilarious! 😅😂🤣

11/10/2019 6:31:14 AM blsdbe Oh the tangled web... pic.twitter.com/YFdaZrEBib

11/10/2019 6:35:43 AM rawphonegirl We mustache Bolton some questions about this!! Sorry. Couldn't help myself. 

Book #2: How Bolton corroborates Anonymous book #1 🙄

11/10/2019 6:36:42 AM thekbroskilla Sause would be nice you cant just throw shit out there and expect it to stick. If you don't give it a little sauce. You should 

know that. pic.twitter.com/VzNBWIqIsy

11/10/2019 6:38:14 AM thekbroskilla American medical Association??? When did you get involved with them???

11/10/2019 6:39:15 AM blsdbe Certainly could be, I am kinda partial to my own thoughts... pic.twitter.com/PDkH7rwzxm

11/10/2019 6:42:46 AM snarbi  pic.twitter.com/rV0lCVyf4E

11/10/2019 6:47:18 AM aprilbrown99 I love you so much my sweet brother!  This video is very powerful so I am going to tag our family so they can watch as well. 💗💗💗

@RoubLisa @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @charmanda9 @zagnett @GirlAwakeinCA @blsdbe @MelanieAnders7 @Keith369me 

@Nun_chucknorris @JRockTigers

11/10/2019 6:47:36 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/bZFymc4ifX

11/10/2019 6:48:24 AM aprilbrown99 @v_rags @LightLove21121 @lorieve @rawphonegirl @covertress @DJLOK @laurabusse @state1union @hawkgirlinmn 

I know I am forgetting some..I am sorry. 

I cried while watching this. I love it. 💗💗💗🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗

11/10/2019 6:49:13 AM adsvel You are welcome my sweet sister!😊💖🙏

11/10/2019 6:52:11 AM jakeglassmaker Bolton was an obvious blackhat. That dude was out for blood when he advised the president!

11/10/2019 6:52:33 AM v_rags Love Greg Braden!

11/10/2019 6:52:51 AM lorieve aww thank you! Yes, love it and love you too!

11/10/2019 6:53:11 AM lorieve Yes, he's a sweetheart!

11/10/2019 6:54:00 AM v_rags He was the first person I followed that connected the dots for me between science and spirit and energy.

11/10/2019 7:04:47 AM girlawakeinca This is exactly what we all need to understand. 

What we believe in our hearts changes the world. 

Thank you so much for sharing. 🙏❤️🌎💫

11/10/2019 7:04:50 AM roublisa Absolutely amazing! Thank you @aprilbrown99  and @Adsvel 💗💖💗💖💗💖💗💖💗 pic.twitter.com/zcvuqC1Q77

11/10/2019 7:05:48 AM orthogonalron Wonder if he's related to Arnold Rothstein, mobster who fixed the 1919 World Series-hmmmm, interesting. Thanks the info

11/10/2019 7:11:34 AM adsvel You are welcome!😊💖🙏

11/10/2019 7:12:23 AM roublisa 💗💗💗💗💗💗💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/kx51JFnT3Q

11/10/2019 7:13:24 AM karina89350882 Yes and he is "hiding" in a luxury home in Switzerland or where ever and will die before he get caught…

11/10/2019 7:15:27 AM rawphonegirl Thank you so much! I've never seen this nor heard of Gregg Braden before but holy wow!!! This resonates 💯💯💯 Love how he describes function of

 upper (thoughts) and lower (emotions) chakras and the pivotal role of ther heart- merging the two into feeling w/a supercharge!! ❤️❤️❤️ 

pic.twitter.com/gqzg0G8ixn

11/10/2019 7:19:08 AM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/xPO8l74Y8K

11/10/2019 7:20:18 AM vintagesquirrel Couldn't MN mean Minnesota?

11/10/2019 7:21:54 AM aprilbrown99 Love is all there is and will ever be. Love transforms everything, connects everyone, and elevates the world.  It is Majic!

11/10/2019 7:24:28 AM melanieanders7 @Rizzo1Megan

11/10/2019 7:26:16 AM adsvel One more proof...😉💖🙏 pic.twitter.com/x7NxrHqdfd

11/10/2019 7:33:09 AM covertress National Treasure - Iron Pen https://youtu.be/dUObZQTSe0Y 

11/10/2019 7:42:18 AM aprilbrown99 I am going to add another video from Gregg Braden here. 

Heart Brain coherence - 0.10hz is the frequency that whales communicate with. 

 https://youtu.be/I3FRoWVWsMY 

11/10/2019 7:43:58 AM adsvel Thank You for sharing, SiStar!😊💖🙏✨✨✨

11/10/2019 7:45:08 AM aprilbrown99 You created a ripple of love today!  Thank you. 💝💝💝💫💫💫

11/10/2019 7:48:10 AM adsvel Its not me, Its my IS...😊💖🌈🌍

You are welcome!🙏💖😊

11/10/2019 7:59:28 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/wRmJGgmeAH

11/10/2019 8:06:52 AM steveroye OK, I'll play try this one: pic.twitter.com/dh54ebi2QW

11/10/2019 8:16:04 AM laurabusse He's amazing!!!

11/10/2019 8:20:55 AM rawphonegirl This is perfect preparation for 11/11 co-creations!! pic.twitter.com/6F3gkM6A3j

11/10/2019 8:31:51 AM jtrinh44 Cone? Cap?



11/10/2019 8:47:50 AM manriquetorres5 @realDonaldTrump

@TrumpWarRoom

@POTUS

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Symbolism IS "their" down fall and we are witnessing IT

#SaveTheChildren

Ergo,saving humanity 

"Those" planned attacking First & last Generations first for in doing so IGNORANCE reings. 

https://twitter.com/atensnut/status/1193555260331175936 …
11/10/2019 9:00:27 AM lightlove21121 Thankyou!

11/10/2019 9:00:40 AM johnquindell Without context I do not get the meaning. Can you explain?

11/10/2019 9:01:24 AM i_drawmohammed  pic.twitter.com/icERgYFVzX

11/10/2019 9:03:10 AM johnquindell So then what is the effect this meme has on people? Does it cause confusion in the perceiver's mind due to the error in the equation? Does that negate 

the value of the true (possibly) true statement that came before it? Was the meme generated by AI?

11/10/2019 9:03:28 AM lorieve Squad! Pod? lol Love you guys!!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1yu9S3u9lc …

11/10/2019 9:06:27 AM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTIcQMwYC1o …

11/10/2019 9:08:26 AM rawphonegirl Yesss!! Exactly!!! This is why I "feel" you guys so tangibly, through our heartsongs!!! ❤️❤️❤️

11/10/2019 9:11:58 AM lorieve That's it! Heartsong, the word I was looking for. Thank you sisStar. I was trying to find a word to describe how we have a sort of "echo location" ability, 

like the cetaceans do. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ys1RlxC8QC8 …

11/10/2019 9:13:25 AM lorieve The song of the Bride and the 144K.

11/10/2019 9:19:54 AM blsdbe Wow, @Adsvel ... So Beautiful!!! @Turboxyde @AllahUniversal @FreeStateOJones pass it on!!! pic.twitter.com/0zViO7XNkT

11/10/2019 9:21:20 AM nea_storm Olai! Olai! Olai! Exquisitely Brilliant! Thank you! Tremendously Appreciate Your divine Sublime, Actualized, Creative Genius via the utilization of this 

historical video for expression: Thank you MelanieAnders7 for bringing it to our attention!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwiM-gd5cCs … 

pic.twitter.com/riYVDFPm6O

11/10/2019 9:24:04 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/ADbm0sZSTY

11/10/2019 9:29:40 AM blsdbe Wow, what an incredible moment that would be!!!

11/10/2019 9:30:56 AM lorieve someday!

11/10/2019 9:33:53 AM melanieanders7 That’s a lotta fancy footwork!!! 😜✨💙

11/10/2019 9:34:46 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/AlR4zR0R0r

11/10/2019 9:34:55 AM rawphonegirl So peaceful, joyful! The absence of fear from all parties makes this moment possible to open communications for yes! Heartsongs!!! Love!!! ❤️❤️❤️ 

pic.twitter.com/0pAcJKBWXV

11/10/2019 9:36:09 AM blsdbe The extra S!!!

11/10/2019 9:38:14 AM covertress It's one possibility. 

MJ did say a market crash was coming, so I looked for news articles about it. Bingo. Soros.

11/10/2019 9:40:20 AM blsdbe So many layers!!! pic.twitter.com/3kDNZGMdzY

11/10/2019 9:41:19 AM covertress Could also mean SMN!

[shoot me now] lol

11/10/2019 9:43:27 AM blsdbe You are one Smart Cookie. Make that 49... pic.twitter.com/nnaiSyAARy

11/10/2019 9:44:14 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Emkz9APTUW

11/10/2019 9:44:44 AM nea_storm Exactly! Multidimensional comms, multidimensional complex layers of connected relationships & symbolizations transpiring in plain sight of the people 

simply enjoying the party & entertainment transpiring before them while operations transpires behind the scenes on multiple levels 

pic.twitter.com/YqqqDxkyb6

11/10/2019 9:45:05 AM covertress So far, no like from MJ, so I'm still wracking my rasin... 🤯

11/10/2019 9:50:05 AM lorieve Gotta prime that pump, right?

11/10/2019 9:51:41 AM manriquetorres5 @TrueEyeTheSpy

@TrumpWarRoom

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Li0y61gYYb

11/10/2019 10:09:11 AM sterkinglights1 Funny the Polanski story was in my feed them switched to wb studios burning down.

11/10/2019 10:14:51 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/bc8i3q57BV

11/10/2019 10:15:08 AM karina89350882 Wow......Enlightend!

11/10/2019 10:16:44 AM karina89350882 The Trojan Horse…..much space to hide inside...

11/10/2019 10:18:10 AM nea_storm The Financial Operations reality, actually All operations never operated in the manner people have been led to believe! That's the ancient negative 

deception programing that "is" obsolete: Welcome to Reality! It has Always been spirit Conscious DNA Biogenetic energy based: 

pic.twitter.com/1nko4J0K9E

11/10/2019 10:19:16 AM manriquetorres5 Barbara....

You silly COW

#GITMO has a noose waiting for you

@POTUS

@TrumpWarRoom

@realDonaldTrump

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DonaldJTrumpJr https://twitter.com/BarbaraBoxer/status/1193291322834087937 …
11/10/2019 10:33:16 AM jv_parker Agreed. Any word on the name?

11/10/2019 10:34:36 AM lightlove21121 Now 😏

11/10/2019 11:20:13 AM orthogonalron SMN

YouTube "Show"

Not linking it - pretty awful

11/10/2019 11:24:21 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecretService

@tribunal_watch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @prayingmedic 

Please PROTECTION for this remarkable lady. GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WITH HIS LOVE AND PROTECTION PLEASE.

11/10/2019 11:36:25 AM scott_rick Now?  Which war would you like me to discuss first?

11/10/2019 11:52:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is the Epstein story going awray?

Keystone.

Future unlocks past. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1193562107666673664 …

11/10/2019 11:53:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Projecting Pedophiles]

[PP] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1193561232864886785 …

11/10/2019 11:56:44 AM gregorylent gone

11/10/2019 11:58:14 AM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1193618200048488448?s=19 …



11/10/2019 11:58:18 AM stevef72018157 I like your theory

11/10/2019 12:03:00 PM darylorr9 They have absolutely nothing. If they did, they would parade it all over national television like they had just won a Nobel Prize.

11/10/2019 12:03:14 PM justicetruthwa2 The snakes crawl at night, while the righteous do not fear the light

11/10/2019 12:05:20 PM one_white_lion [WRAY]

11/10/2019 12:05:37 PM georgia_gumdrop Eric Swalwell and Intelligence should NEVER be used in the same sentence. Holy Sh....

11/10/2019 12:06:29 PM mister_chard Epstein is the keystones. He falls; they all fall.

11/10/2019 12:11:12 PM rebornkingent Not if we make this video go viral. https://youtu.be/VQOOxOl9l80 

11/10/2019 12:11:30 PM enomai_ Btw was this T2?

& was it Schiff.

11/10/2019 12:11:52 PM dlmaybee Pedos have gotten too much power in our govt & school systems!Between the over sexualization of children in sex education classes & the trannies 

allowed in libraries reading to toddlers & grade school children, we are allowing pedos to brainwash our children! This is molestation!

11/10/2019 12:13:14 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This is off topic, but what’s the real story w Dick Egan, 1 of founders of EMC? He went to MIT, worked on Apollo mission...billionaire 

from Boston. Tough Irish Marine. Former Amb 2 Ireland under Bush. He wouldn’t off himself. Story buried.

11/10/2019 12:15:51 PM patriotswegoall Away? Not quite if there's a brave insider.

Awry? Appears so. MSM doing everything possible to not bring it to light.

11/10/2019 12:16:31 PM qgerim Exactly!! Can’t expect the Fake News to ask all the right questions nor to investigate! But this is not normal!

11/10/2019 12:17:11 PM kindeandtrue Seems to me the Trump Administration is responsible for burying the Epstein story.

11/10/2019 12:17:47 PM arifriedman12 You like my #MAGAChallange? pic.twitter.com/84Ms6LTRJs

11/10/2019 12:22:31 PM enomai_ Emphasis on no one's fault and another chemical on brush. No chemicals would do this. Just a lil on the brush.

Did they check this one guy out. pic.twitter.com/KvEtc87Vo3

11/10/2019 12:26:53 PM destinlola Media=Keystone. Keeps everything from falling apart. IMHO

11/10/2019 12:51:30 PM yustein Kaiser Permanente CEO Bernard Tyson dead at 60  https://fxn.ws/2Cuzx7B  #FoxBusiness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/10/2019 12:56:27 PM rooted_su I understand where you're coming from, but if someone is going to kill someone else, they will do it (or at least attempt it). 

With a million+1 different ways, making 1000s of them a little more difficult has much less impact than teaching people how to protect themselves

11/10/2019 1:04:46 PM capitalkid a-Wray?

Christopher Wray?

11/10/2019 1:12:29 PM tc89714982 Watch the Watter

11/10/2019 1:19:09 PM manriquetorres5 MoS Sad

SorOZ

PoPes

C_A

+++

++

+

....

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrumpWarRoom

@TrueEyeTheSpy

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/kramerreport/status/1193615151682834432 …
11/10/2019 1:22:19 PM mateuszwala ray chan dler?

11/10/2019 1:41:46 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/10/2019 1:50:28 PM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/QI1wlg23LI

11/10/2019 1:57:12 PM agoodyear2015 Away or awry?  Both seem to fit the sentence.

11/10/2019 2:00:28 PM rebornkingent  https://www.foxbusiness.com/money/kaiser-permanente-ceo-bernard-tyson-dead …

11/10/2019 2:01:17 PM richzen2 Is the movie doctor sleep majestic?

11/10/2019 2:07:05 PM girlawakeinca At 37 minutes, it talks of the recently discovered tunnels...

 https://youtu.be/PLUbOUa4Krs 

11/10/2019 2:07:47 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/KuXbktdeyF

11/10/2019 2:08:35 PM carol_beeee I’m lookin into it as well, doesn’t pass the smell test for me.

11/10/2019 2:13:54 PM decodematrix [WRAY] or ]WRAY[ ?

11/10/2019 2:17:47 PM magabeliever20 Did you see my other findings in this thread??🧐🧐

11/10/2019 2:31:51 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AP/status/1193637813364895744?s=19 …

11/10/2019 2:39:51 PM aprilbrown99 Tick tock.

11/10/2019 2:40:00 PM sdane8 Don't forget Aks > Ask and Probley > Probably. 😉

11/10/2019 2:40:53 PM sdane8 😁

11/10/2019 2:42:46 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/-0kcet4aPpQ 

You knew someone would

11/10/2019 2:46:19 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/VCOU5lduvj

11/10/2019 3:00:09 PM seloslav This one never gets old.

11/10/2019 3:04:15 PM keith369me Extra “A” ...and grandparents are now sending Epstein (Keystone) memes.  [They] are f’d.

11/10/2019 3:08:41 PM keith369me Time for justice...if Trump we’re guilty, so be it (he’s not)...time for justice for all.

11/10/2019 3:19:13 PM keith369me When we know [they] receive justices...it happens

11/10/2019 3:22:28 PM albertaliberty Cheyenne Mountain is a good place to be.

WWG1WGA

11/10/2019 3:33:10 PM one_white_lion  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1156550107166367745?s=20 …

11/10/2019 3:45:54 PM grandpaselo These people arrre Nobody!!!

11/10/2019 4:00:40 PM rickster61x Nope. Nice try though.

Acosta, who was D.A. In Fl.

At the the was told by “Higher ups in D.C.”

i.e. Brennan @ C_A, that Epstein was a C_A asset and told to go easy.

All will be revealed...

11/10/2019 4:02:02 PM synackstatic Gates foundation sure did donate a lot of money to pp.

11/10/2019 4:02:06 PM shari_todd Love it🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/10/2019 4:07:08 PM nea_storm  https://www.ft.com/content/3d277df2-fbfd-11e9-98fd-4d6c20050229 …

Baffled that the Market tables Matthew 21:12 are overturned! People's Spiritual Conscious energy was Never, Ever authorized to be utilized  for the 

profit of entrusted oversight fiduciaries that premeditatedly heinously engaged in Galactic RICO Games: pic.twitter.com/TMMu5mguxV

11/10/2019 4:08:54 PM roublisa I just Love this Gif💗💗💗



11/10/2019 4:10:56 PM kindeandtrue Trump's DOJ has, so far, failed to keep two major suspects alive in federal prison: Whitey Bulger and Jeff Epstein.

A disturbing pattern.

11/10/2019 4:17:25 PM nea_storm It is literally one of the many things I have been doing for a decade Macro operations energetic enforcement to Micro & Micro energetic enforcement 

from Macro correcting energetic transactional systems operations: Only those that know, actually know Who I AM! Impossible to Fake! 

pic.twitter.com/yYhKfkSlwN

11/10/2019 4:25:20 PM cannafrom Business as usual in London today pic.twitter.com/qAxtXCSF6A

11/10/2019 4:28:22 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #SundayThoughts

11/10/2019 5:03:58 PM holotechrd Not with all the new memes it ain't 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣❤️👈 pic.twitter.com/QxwfHpA7cJ

11/10/2019 5:22:00 PM rsoldi3r I can’t help notice “they” think they R winning. Laughing@us: left v.right. We must REMEMBER who the enemy is.#TOGETHERWEARESTRONGER!Olive 

branches are NEEDED now. @TheCollectiveQ @SayWhenLA @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/kLC8WZPzte

11/10/2019 5:27:23 PM tommyo750 Unseal Epstein

11/10/2019 5:35:47 PM tammyrochester2 Correct;)

11/10/2019 5:50:35 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/i2pmIDsav6

11/10/2019 6:25:42 PM tetxnu84967 Wow Swalwell?  🙄🤣🤣 Cant get past that 🤣🤣🤣🤣 Sorry I’ll be good 🤣🤣🤣🤣@FrancesannMaga pic.twitter.com/S1zUwdAoi4

11/10/2019 6:40:40 PM nickcpace1 More BS from Adam Schiff Junior!!!

11/10/2019 6:44:28 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/VOZe7LPBvb

11/10/2019 6:45:23 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Pz_NGS00h0&feature=share …

11/10/2019 6:46:09 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/aeP65EOKAK

11/10/2019 6:47:03 PM pincebeber You can't concieve Truth.

11/10/2019 6:51:56 PM francesannmaga Bunch of crack heads 🤪 this will end with a whimper and sigh , like Russia, 20 other BS fictional story’s. Lmao

11/10/2019 7:11:16 PM tetxnu84967 🤣🤣🤣

11/10/2019 7:18:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 12/17/1966

1+2=3

17=Q

1+7+1=9

966 = 9 + 12 = 93

[WRAY] or ]WRAY[?

Enjoy the show.

11/10/2019 7:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Listen carefully...

How many days into his Presidency?

Think Flynn.

Thank Flynn. https://youtu.be/2sNzz_p5neg 

11/10/2019 7:21:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 What Storm? https://youtu.be/tgW5iqc-lc4 

11/10/2019 7:22:03 PM fansblowing3 Majestic numbers are pointing to ]Wray[.

11/10/2019 7:22:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 

11/10/2019 7:23:00 PM justicetruthwa2 Guessing we are about to find out any day, popcorn ready!

11/10/2019 7:23:15 PM big_simp Bring it on

11/10/2019 7:23:44 PM nick85houston You’ll find out. 😎

@POTUS Like a boss!

11/10/2019 7:25:15 PM bbobbio71 God Speed!

Horrific!

11/10/2019 7:26:39 PM bbobbio71 Can't watch this enough!

11/10/2019 7:27:29 PM aprilbrown99 I will be forever grateful to Gen. Flynn. He changed the course of history, along with all the other patriots.  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/10/2019 7:27:58 PM rachaelangelm The fire storm

11/10/2019 7:28:09 PM kindeandtrue Adding insult to injury. If you start talking about "Boom Week" and "Bring on the pain", and "tick tock", I'm going to throw something at the computer.

11/10/2019 7:28:12 PM bbobbio71 We're Ready!!

11/10/2019 7:30:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think #EpsteinCoverup

2:22 = 6

2:49 = 69

3:33 = 333 = 9

3:42 = 36

669936

3999

Three Nines

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

What was said? https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 
11/10/2019 7:31:39 PM aprilbrown99 Make it rain!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/h1UCVLBoZr

11/10/2019 7:31:44 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/project_veritas/status/1193617420734349318?s=21 …

11/10/2019 7:32:19 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1193562107666673664?s=21 …

11/10/2019 7:33:27 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/10/2019 7:33:41 PM aprilbrown99 Aside from the “Plan to Save the World” by Joe M., this is my favorite video!  ♥️♥️♥️

11/10/2019 7:34:12 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #SundayThoughts

11/10/2019 7:34:56 PM cryptogamer11 Best speech EVER!!!!!!!!!💥💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

11/10/2019 7:35:08 PM 1_decided_voter The word Clinton was spoken on the 1st 3 markers noted. I didn't hear it spoken at 3:42.

11/10/2019 7:35:21 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #SundayThoughts

11/10/2019 7:35:42 PM crackedactor183 It is just a blatant abuse of power, this so called freedom of the press.They have managed to degrade the meaning. Its time some changes were made.

11/10/2019 7:36:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You did.

11/10/2019 7:36:09 PM 1_decided_voter The word coverup was used at 3:42.

11/10/2019 7:36:57 PM _the_psychonaut 2:22-Clinton Machine

2:49-Corporate Controlled Media

3:33-Clintons are CRIMINALS

3:42-Massive Coverup of widespread criminal activity. 

#EpsteinCoverup

11/10/2019 7:37:06 PM keith369me Without “outmaneuvering” the cabal in the 2016, the plan never takes place.  A generation from now, the true impact of that Election Day will be 

celebrated by all!!!

11/10/2019 7:37:24 PM manifest_utopia Right, Huh? I never pass an opportunity to watch it again when it's posted. ❤️❤️❤️

11/10/2019 7:37:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence? 

What was the subject between the header and trailer timestamps?



11/10/2019 7:38:03 PM chilon_sparta Criminal Coverup

11/10/2019 7:39:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things will get messy this week.

See something, say something. http://fbi.gov/tips 

11/10/2019 7:39:19 PM keith369me When the nature of “Flynn knows where all of the bodies are buried” completely comes to light, our nation should have a General Flynn Day.

11/10/2019 7:40:10 PM sdane8 1024 days into presidency today. Aug 11 91 days ago. 1024 - minus = Day 933

11/10/2019 7:40:28 PM kindeandtrue Do the elites in the US government have to sign a non-disclosure agreement?

11/10/2019 7:40:34 PM mlcmrs We need to repeal the communication act! Where are the studies mandated through the act to make sure the people wouldn’t suffer with the 

consolidation?

11/10/2019 7:40:49 PM 1_decided_voter All about Clintons.

11/10/2019 7:41:43 PM sdane8 I had popcorn for dinner. 😊

11/10/2019 7:42:41 PM fansblowing3 2:22 - Clinton machine is at the center of this power structure.  

2:49 The most powerful weapon deployed by the Clintons is the corporate media.  

3:33 The Clintons are criminals 

3:42 Massive cover up at the state department

11/10/2019 7:42:44 PM scottmadams3 I'll have to buy more in the morning.

11/10/2019 7:43:18 PM n7412s Ouchy

11/10/2019 7:44:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 NDAs are requires for all clearance levels.

11/10/2019 7:44:43 PM moemc8 This tweet was marked as offensive

11/10/2019 7:45:05 PM cryptogamer11 Chaos before order.

11/10/2019 7:45:09 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#EpsteinCoverUp #EpsteinCoverUp #EpsteinCoverUp

11/10/2019 7:45:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Boomerang

11/10/2019 7:46:16 PM rudedrew63 Who did trump catch from the swamp? Schifty?

11/10/2019 7:46:21 PM nick85houston Times like this make me thankful to live in a part of the country where nearly everyone is armed. 

Good luck trying to pull off a successful false flag in my neck of the woods, Deep State!

11/10/2019 7:46:24 PM keith369me Clinton machine/corporate media weapon/Clinton are criminals/coverup at State Dept.

11/10/2019 7:46:35 PM manifest_utopia Been hearing that big things may be coming this week from multiple sources.

11/10/2019 7:46:53 PM aprilbrown99 #PAIN pic.twitter.com/hlvuYXZII0

11/10/2019 7:47:36 PM netwrkguy And THEY AREN'T ALLOWED to talk about them EITHER!!😉👍🤔🤔

11/10/2019 7:48:26 PM my2sonznme Would you please comment on Field McConnell? Friend or foe?

11/10/2019 7:48:31 PM enomai_ Thank you FLYNN HoH !!!

11/10/2019 7:49:05 PM restart_qpersia When will the Boomerang hit Iran's deep state?

11/10/2019 7:49:13 PM hach_g And let me guess Qanon is & pizzagate as real too? Sorry but no.🙄

11/10/2019 7:49:58 PM state1union Not requires. It’s required. The “S”. State Department?

11/10/2019 7:50:04 PM carolin15161363 11:11 tomorrow

11/10/2019 7:50:08 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/dxur3vXutf

11/10/2019 7:50:10 PM keith369me Down the drain the media swirls...taking down the Clintons in the process!!!

11/10/2019 7:50:38 PM zekewatch317 fraud and pervert

11/10/2019 7:50:42 PM aprilbrown99 Requires = S ?  Security Level?

11/10/2019 7:51:02 PM werascending Do tell🙏

11/10/2019 7:51:33 PM jvan125 Coincidence about Elizabeth Warrens ancestry? 1/1024th Native American? What are the odds of THAT?!? pic.twitter.com/kXFQr8HaGt

11/10/2019 7:51:34 PM keith369me The word boomerang really triggered my liberal friends when spoken in a context related to the “Mueller Investigation”

11/10/2019 7:51:44 PM carolin15161363 Will major unsealing of indictments and arrests happen when it gets to 144,000?

11/10/2019 7:53:37 PM bubusmc  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gfrGbax6j9I&t=8s …

11/10/2019 7:53:39 PM enomai_ Ot: do you recommend watching Rick n Morty this season? Any goodies?

11/10/2019 7:54:34 PM scott_rick Better be time

11/10/2019 7:54:56 PM fansblowing3 If Congress votes to impeach, Trump will have the right to call Shifty Schiff, Bidens, Obama, Hillary and any other witness he sees fit.  Schiff cannot 

control the Senate.  This will explode.  BOOMERANG

11/10/2019 7:56:11 PM tarynupmatrix Wow I saw this tweet 22 mins after it was posted pic.twitter.com/1b11r3sLfP

11/10/2019 7:57:22 PM allahuniversal Power structure

Deployed by the Clintons

Criminals

Coverup of widespread criminal activity

11/10/2019 7:59:34 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/Dwz0xXnXD4

11/10/2019 7:59:41 PM enomai_ Can you describe that thoughts source?

I didn't know it aired tonight :(

11/10/2019 8:00:43 PM carolin15161363 11:11

11/10/2019 8:03:22 PM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Ed Journalism Schools in NY and 49 other states. Not another brain washed. Ax to root solution.

11/10/2019 8:06:31 PM winklerburke Stop giving federal funds to Progressive (1984) Ed Journalism Schools, like Columbia in NY, like USC in CA, like in UNR in Nevada, etc., etc.  ax to root 

solution. Not another brain washed.

11/10/2019 8:06:44 PM bubusmc MJ, how long until those asleep will wake up? I've seen the BO dressed in Muslim garb holding an Ak47 aimed at the USA flag pictures. "Raymond" 

shared them with me about 10 years ago. No name was there. Seriously.....

11/10/2019 8:07:09 PM aprilbrown99 Field is a patriot. If you have watched his channel, Kirk Pendergrass (sp) has explained in detail the bogus charges all from Boward County in Florida.  

Field wasnt in Florida on days in question. Boward Cnty is the pedo capital of the US.  Logical thinking applies.

11/10/2019 8:07:15 PM bubusmc I heard the voice of the Lord, saying, Whom shall I send, and who will go for us? Then said I, Here am I; send me.

11/10/2019 8:08:04 PM aprilbrown99 I believe the sealed indictments have climbed to almost 300k now.

11/10/2019 8:08:24 PM bubalub1021 Pray for our President who is honoring Veterans by leading their parade tomorrow. 

I am so afraid for him right now. The hate seems to have increased for some 10 fold. 

❤️🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸🙏❤️

11/10/2019 8:12:32 PM crypto_boa You know how many times we have been told shits going down this week? this is probably the 20th time I have heard somebody say its going down 

this week. Let me know when it happens...

11/10/2019 8:12:52 PM zekewatch317 His threats were electronic made to a resident of Broward County.  Jurisdiction is the domicile of the petitioner/complainant/plaintiff.

11/10/2019 8:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 [Deep State]

11/10/2019 8:14:16 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/4KSp0SKfr7

11/10/2019 8:15:03 PM manifest_utopia Here are a few sources that caught my eye. 

Paul has posted a number of threads with BDAnon (posting on half chan) https://twitter.com/paul_furber/status/1193684357715812357 …

11/10/2019 8:15:42 PM werascending ThanQ!😇

11/10/2019 8:16:40 PM manifest_utopia Another source: https://twitter.com/MikayesFiona/status/1193559163256872961 …



11/10/2019 8:17:42 PM highhopesusa And don’t forget to 🙏🙏🙏

11/10/2019 8:20:46 PM zekewatch317 No bond and he will be held until his extradition hearing set for 12/2

11/10/2019 8:21:23 PM kseven110 The more I research.... the less I want to know🙈 but I can’t stop🤯

11/10/2019 8:21:30 PM carol76184778 We are READY!

11/10/2019 8:22:51 PM zaraawakened Laying the hopium on really thick tonight, eh?

11/10/2019 8:26:57 PM zerost8te I think while you spent time decoding, you forget to actually read the texts referenced in the decodes. 

But I appreciate your stance on the matter. Mind over Matter ≠ Reality 

Wonder what happened to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and #QAnon #Anonymous -- see you soon. 🙏

11/10/2019 8:28:47 PM wickedmouse369 Yes, majestic - the universe speaks, only when you are present in the moment.

11/10/2019 8:30:34 PM jaded_pearl How many days into his Presidency was it before he signed EO Dec 21 2017? Gematria?

11/10/2019 8:30:55 PM zekewatch317 No bail he will be held over until his extradition hearing set for 12/2 in WI.

11/10/2019 8:32:14 PM covertress Thank you, @GenFlynn.  🙏 pic.twitter.com/udwKyIbqIm

11/10/2019 8:34:12 PM ksouth21 Or political pundits, like Glen Beck

11/10/2019 8:34:14 PM wickedmouse369 Isis/israel/china/russia/fourthreich/antartica/ancientai/cern/ALICE/Tyler56hz/pepe/greys/pleadians/others/pinealglandcalcified/flouride/fdafraud/plan

edparenthood/epsteindidntkillhimself

11/10/2019 8:36:35 PM myhopeisjesus7 Wow, such a outstanding video!!!

11/10/2019 8:38:40 PM investigator_51 We stand with you POTUS !!

11/10/2019 8:39:02 PM decodematrix 2/23/17

35 days into his presidency https://apnews.com/d2f3b7c4a91b422da33e90ad09ab3956 …

11/10/2019 8:40:22 PM carolin15161363 Really???? Man am I behind!

11/10/2019 8:41:16 PM jaded_pearl My memory may have been swiped. I have/had confidential clearance, it did not require a NDA to my recollection, however it was GS-12. Are you 

speaking solely of SES personnel and beyond in the US Gov?

11/10/2019 8:42:00 PM majesticangel01  https://twitter.com/MajesticAngel01/status/1193711479620542465?s=19 …

11/10/2019 8:45:45 PM aprilbrown99 I think many were added recently. You are fine.  #WWG1WGA

11/10/2019 8:47:20 PM citizenk77 👊

11/10/2019 8:48:08 PM werascending Whoa! Thank you. I’m somewhat scared now! 😳😬

11/10/2019 8:51:50 PM kymedian It's like a plane crash in slow motion. Taking a noise dive into the ground. And all the deep-state are I board. And the plane is Q 😂😂😂

11/10/2019 8:52:10 PM peterluisvenero But who are the Clinton’s puppet masters? It’s time to start talking about the families that sit above government.

11/10/2019 8:53:24 PM werascending That video seems to be enough to wake up most of them if they would listen. It was a very well put together piece, at least that is what I thought!

11/10/2019 8:53:48 PM kelly_syra I never understood why PT hired him. He was a known war hawk.

11/10/2019 8:54:29 PM werascending Thank you! 🙏🙏🙏

11/10/2019 8:55:09 PM covertress This video speech is a powerful spell. Each time it is played compounds its power. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1173419899940757504?s=19 …

11/10/2019 8:58:22 PM keith369me Epstein didn’t kill himself but he killed babies.

11/10/2019 8:59:03 PM enomai_ I really liked it.

It's gonna be an awesome season

11/10/2019 9:04:43 PM kseven110 How do we stop this?😢

11/10/2019 9:07:36 PM jeffcordell6 Thank you for not letting this travesty go away!  Truth always wins.

11/10/2019 9:10:00 PM teriwiseman2 Not a pervert. I believe he is a good guy. Anyone trying to take down pedos always seem to get arrested on fake charges.

11/10/2019 9:11:32 PM sdane8 1024 - 690 = Day 334 pic.twitter.com/QxMuK8mtPw

11/10/2019 9:11:50 PM sdane8 Great catch! 😊

11/10/2019 9:12:31 PM qumanitarian  pic.twitter.com/O1FLAL0imi

11/10/2019 9:12:34 PM richardalan  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1099515180008955904.html …

11/10/2019 9:12:59 PM richardalan  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1099515180008955904.html …

11/10/2019 9:13:13 PM rebornkingent MVP right here! 🥇

11/10/2019 9:13:23 PM aliciaeddy6 When was this?

11/10/2019 9:13:32 PM rebornkingent Media covering up.

11/10/2019 9:14:41 PM sdane8 I don't have any liberal friends. LOL Only family, and they cut me off when I try to talk to them.

11/10/2019 9:14:44 PM richardalan  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1099515180008955904.html …

11/10/2019 9:19:23 PM sdane8 I don't like the idea of Trump being out in the open at that parade, surrounded by NY haters. 😥

11/10/2019 9:21:07 PM covertress Was Majestic AI utilized in the crafting of this speech?

11/10/2019 9:25:04 PM snappah1 tangent? pic.twitter.com/bKt1bRXrAn

11/10/2019 9:26:48 PM zekewatch317 Read excerpts from his book&call him a 'good' guy and Godly man.  Op Boner, Op Wet Beaver, Op Humpty Dumpty where McConnell is the main 

character. In Chap 7 he says the Beaverheads will get a good licking from him.Then he speaks of unloading his banana into a lemon wedge. SICK! 

pic.twitter.com/RCmO8eRMC7

11/10/2019 9:30:38 PM natureinspace Australia.

11/10/2019 9:30:44 PM mark52525786 I think the Sir45was in Las Vegas the night of the Vegas shooting!U really want us to trust the fbi,12?Really?Since February 2019 every kid killed in 

water is on the fbi in phila,thus mr Wray!I told them to shut down school of choas,but yet another kid just 7 blocks from[them]fbi

11/10/2019 9:32:40 PM carolin15161363 2017

11/10/2019 9:32:44 PM manifest_utopia Why so?

11/10/2019 9:35:33 PM courtneyspace17 I'm so pissed off at their shit......and yeah its already starting.

11/10/2019 9:40:42 PM werascending I just worry if things don’t go as planned, then humanity will be in a world of pain.  I know this is not the end, and we go on, so I just try to keep focused 

on that.

11/10/2019 9:41:43 PM sdane8 I'm already there and many of them are as well, thankfully. ❤️

11/10/2019 9:48:55 PM unidentifiedta1 Fox News? You mean a conglomerate that has sold us wars and financial fraud is now a truth bearer? 

How many times did Fox mention Murdoch and Genie Energy. Ahhh...that’s right...they didn’t...and a country burned as a result.

11/10/2019 10:30:37 PM mflatt23 Off-topic, but could be beneficial to many...can you give us more insight into what happens in National Parks? Why do so many ppl go missing and is 

the government part of the cover up?

11/10/2019 10:42:46 PM gwynethpaulson8 OK, this is fabulous, Listen to people but watch what they do. He supported the Dakota Access Pipeline, he guts environmental protection. He is not on 

the side of humanity.

11/10/2019 10:43:19 PM patriotswegoall Flynn = Military Tribunals

VIP Kingpins may as well get picked up by MPs and elite authorities around the world.

11/10/2019 10:47:33 PM patriotswegoall Downfall of the elites.

Rig for Red?

11/10/2019 11:43:44 PM rhactor Is today the day of the boomerang?

11/10/2019 11:47:57 PM manifest_utopia Remember that the collective vibration of humanity has risen to a level such that the lower vibration cabal/ds cannot succeed. And that our thoughts & 

emotions create. Much has already happened. As POTUS said, "I caught them all." Past tense. Light is more powerful than dark. 💖

11/10/2019 11:50:57 PM marcus45128888 Gaming team. MOBAs mainly.



11/11/2019 12:11:09 AM siriusbshaman Boomerang time!

11/11/2019 12:15:31 AM brookshunter12 Feels like something big is coming. 11/11 11/22 11/25.. intetesting dates moving forward.. certainly feels like we R on the cusp of something.. let's 

hope it's something good. 👀 open, no fear.

11/11/2019 12:22:32 AM apex_starseed Oh my that would cause a lot of incidents as far in regards to how people Act..and Puppet Master's who the High Echelon of the Illuminati answer to 

aren't Human Entities. Theere is 13 Illuminati Family Bloodlines. Rothschild is oldest and most Powerful One..

11/11/2019 12:24:55 AM austinp11295968 Lol you'll find out. 🔥🔥🔥 Five greatest presidents alive Trump Trump Trump Trump and Trump cuz he spits hot fire!

11/11/2019 12:25:47 AM agentmyami Probably abducted by reptilians and taken into underground bases. Reptilians are cannabals

11/11/2019 12:31:35 AM brookshunter12 God bless this man. Not one more for Moloch!!

#savethechildren

11/11/2019 12:41:00 AM hewhowaits1776  pic.twitter.com/05T5CwF2eG

11/11/2019 12:42:06 AM netwrkguy  pic.twitter.com/qKS3CGTpEy

11/11/2019 12:58:32 AM marywal64295444 Wow! Thank you!

11/11/2019 1:10:54 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Specifically from Majestic 12 too!!!!

11/11/2019 1:25:30 AM bea12ml Irrelevant because: We Win. The storm is here.

11/11/2019 1:27:19 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/NmkNkgcifo

11/11/2019 1:36:45 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/gnuwDnGyD5

11/11/2019 2:07:37 AM deborademaga He got them ALL

11/11/2019 2:07:49 AM lightlove21121 Mirror 💫

11/11/2019 2:15:34 AM cny_micaa It would be interesting to match up the dates with the most views, if analytics allowed.

11/11/2019 2:45:23 AM eewwanon You have not learned how to play the game. Logical thinking. 

Game theory.

11/11/2019 2:57:06 AM 369naturallaw 20/01/2017 - 8/11/2019

933 days

93 days until today

11/11/2019 2:57:54 AM 369naturallaw That would make the other video 101 days on 11/11

11/11/2019 3:12:59 AM covertress o7

The general who advances without coveting fame and retreats without fearing disgrace, whose only thought is to protect his country and do good 

service for his sovereign, is the jewel of the kingdom.

Sun Tzu

11/11/2019 3:13:57 AM karina89350882 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

THIS MAN is a true and pure DISAPPOINTMENT!! A white BLACK HAT??? Or a another blaickmailed Senator with unhealthy Habits?? Will we ever 

know??

11/11/2019 3:14:40 AM mtr_epicwin77 ✝️🕊🇺🇸🦅🇬🇧🇻🇦❤️ pic.twitter.com/77BgGSz8Tz

11/11/2019 3:18:28 AM mtr_epicwin77 ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/ITjv1ohHJp

11/11/2019 3:20:08 AM wwg1wga17jcims Check check. You know I like to joke around right? Ok. I'll be good. Would like some directions please. There was no sleep last night. And hardly the last 

2 nights. And I don't do caffeine.

11/11/2019 3:21:14 AM richard07759712 Connect!

11/11/2019 3:33:09 AM covertress Patriots Fight

Want to play a part in The Plan?

Fight the Good Fight?

Tweet this speech and pin it on your timeline.

It will alter The Matrix. https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 
11/11/2019 3:45:05 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1193736831898017800?s=19 …

11/11/2019 3:46:41 AM brainhousinggrp people cant follow the logic train can they? for one: americans need to face up to their needs. its okay to go to war overseas, let our boys die, kill 

foreign citizens and destroy THEIR environment. energy independence, ending war, do the math. omelets, breaking eggs, hypocrisy.

11/11/2019 3:52:50 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/AITjQZg8lx

11/11/2019 4:01:34 AM rickster61x The “First Call”?

11/11/2019 4:25:22 AM covertress Operation Boomerang 

Expose the Deep State https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/entertainment/sean-hannity-on-operation-boomerang-barr-investigates-

the-investigators.amp …

11/11/2019 4:28:01 AM keith369me Fine line...have to let them vent and pick your spots...”Epstein did not kill himself”...”Both Fox and CNN life constantly”...it’s a process

11/11/2019 4:32:45 AM honeybager5 . . . Jail Flynn

11/11/2019 4:39:53 AM werascending Thanks. That is reassuring!

11/11/2019 4:49:07 AM keith369me John, would you like to be jailed without a trial?  If Flynn gets that treatment, you and your family members could be opened to the same treatment.

11/11/2019 4:50:23 AM aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 @Keith369me @Nun_chucknorris @lorieve @RoubLisa @LightLove21121 @DJLOK @MelanieAnders7 @rawphonegirl @JRockTigers 

@laurabusse @blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA @hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @zagnett @covertress @state1union @Toffer_Anon_369 

Please forward 2 missing https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1193864755833798657 …

11/11/2019 4:52:02 AM keith369me It’s mind control programming that needs to be broken...it will take a trigger to happen

11/11/2019 4:54:29 AM rawphonegirl So excited!!! Happy Veteran's Day, thankful to all who have served!!! 

🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/ZAs5e8bITB

11/11/2019 4:54:31 AM keith369me FYI...buy some silver...I just did via  http://goldsilver.com . Not necessarily recommending that site, but it was easy and there is a vaulting option if for 

some reason you don’t want to take possession.  Coins starting around $20.

11/11/2019 4:55:08 AM lightlove21121 Oh we’ll be there baby 😏🔥🌈

11/11/2019 5:16:04 AM roublisa Keith is exactly 100% right....you John Roub are being brainwashed   Into a communist!, shame on you John Roub.  Stand up and do the required work 

to see the truth, you have no excuses to turn a blind eye. Hope you don’t have sealed indictment waiting for you🤨

11/11/2019 5:31:54 AM cyberanonrevolu Hello,

I want to know if the codex is a reality but on this subject we can not find reliable sources.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qgk3tnW1h9o …

11/11/2019 5:32:36 AM cyberanonrevolu However I believe in you MJ12 and all your teams and the plan. So if you tell me that yes you know this codex then your words will have all the 

seriousness that no site can present. I thank you for your attention and for what you do.  God bless the earth.

11/11/2019 5:33:06 AM covertress *Silver Trigger Meditation

*vaulting option 

lol pic.twitter.com/9ZBMjWU8pt

11/11/2019 5:36:47 AM john37201877 Lol pic.twitter.com/uhxe5TAVQt



11/11/2019 5:42:43 AM del30671 Seriously, a professional referee? Let’s all believe a man who probably brought either his dream or his actual memory of his own daily sexual self 

satisfaction into the locker room with him. We will probably hear the word masterbation ringing through MSM this entire day.

11/11/2019 5:48:46 AM sethric61410528 think again pic.twitter.com/7cjovqrZjB

11/11/2019 5:52:13 AM momekool1 I guess you haven’t noticed people in power have been getting arrested every other day lately for child porn & worse. Also Qanon is the military branch 

over the intelligence services, which are the ones who started the Holy War against these evil powers. God is leading the way!

11/11/2019 5:53:48 AM keith369me Might not be for you, depends on one’s a living situation.

11/11/2019 5:55:21 AM aprilbrown99 Stephanie, I noticed that you unfollowed me again.🥴 Its fine of course, but I am curious why. You dont have 2 answer & I wish you nothing but the 

very best. Moving forward I’ll be cognizant not to include you in these types of emails. God bless you & I love you sister.

11/11/2019 5:55:26 AM areckoningday FF incoming? For any who doubt have a gander.👇 https://twitter.com/AReckoningDay/status/1171781102513664000?s=20 …

11/11/2019 5:56:49 AM lynnstueber  pic.twitter.com/ua2VTNNBmh

11/11/2019 6:02:13 AM melanieanders7 I’m wondering the same.

11/11/2019 6:03:25 AM laurabusse Ppl are either a good fit

Or they're not

It's never personal

Everyone wants to have a good Twitter experience

Follow who ya want

Unfollow who ya want

There is no obligation to follow anyone

Ppl either gel with you

Or they don't

No big deal

Very simple

It's all good 😊
11/11/2019 6:11:04 AM state1union April I respect the question, and you made me smile. What I love or is rich when people follow you just to unfollow you so their numbers look bigger. 

Haha 😆 real great for the Alliance. WWG1WGA or maybe 1 hehe 😉 Don’t take it personal A I got ppl here that blocked me

11/11/2019 6:13:56 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you Freedom. I love you dear sister!  It is all good. No hurt or hard feelings from my side. 🥰🥰🥰

11/11/2019 6:15:19 AM deplorable513 It's undeniable. So masterfully orchestrated. Greatest milop ever deployed in America, and it's being done right in front of the eyes of the world, yet so 

many deny its existence. #ExposeThemAll #WWG1WGA

11/11/2019 6:18:13 AM state1union I understand wondering. It’s called feelings. Hugs and Kisses and much love and light your way and everyone here pic.twitter.com/xakzTLOhH9

11/11/2019 6:18:59 AM keith369me For me personally, I don’t follow to many as my ADD mind likes to filter distraction.  I follow those that resonate for a period of time and some friends 

here that continue to resonate.

11/11/2019 6:21:09 AM keith369me @state1union is a keeper April.

11/11/2019 6:21:46 AM state1union Keith I’m greatful for your friendship and leadership.. This group here is amazing. Truly amazing. ❤️

11/11/2019 6:22:07 AM state1union Ahhh 😌

11/11/2019 6:25:50 AM aflame4truth The feeling has been building

11/11/2019 6:25:51 AM donaldschuler7 Chess game many levels

11/11/2019 6:27:48 AM burning2nd 4d chess is a simple explanation

11/11/2019 6:35:35 AM johninthespirit A=1,..., H=8, I=9, J=1,..., Q=8, R=9, S=1,..., Z=8. What do you think is the significance of Q using letter Q and Q=8???

11/11/2019 6:36:11 AM sdane8 LOL. That's what I do.  😉

11/11/2019 6:37:33 AM ladyblueky When has the government not been slow?

11/11/2019 6:43:02 AM mcpatriot64 Take them down.

11/11/2019 6:46:34 AM mynardpamela Yes, very much so ✨💖✨

11/11/2019 6:47:03 AM matrixexit  https://japingkaaboriginalart.com/articles/star-dreaming-seven-sisters/ …

11/11/2019 6:48:04 AM my2sonznme Majestic we need some help and clarity on this matter....please.

11/11/2019 6:50:11 AM keith369me Leadership?  Just one of the team of 💡 (most days at least)

11/11/2019 7:14:56 AM missy968 I sit back and let their faces turn red. I’ll be there for when their heads explode

11/11/2019 7:25:00 AM scrotiemcp And then the FBI will try to figure out how they can use it to take down the President.  SHUT UP FBI, you are utterly compromised.  Your entire agency 

is being run by traitors and worse.  You need to be shut down and replaced with a new agency that can serve with honor.

11/11/2019 7:57:34 AM turboxyde #ProjectDreamWeaver

#WWG1WGA 

Hyperthreading consciousness through all that is!

@nea_storm

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/3sLz6JhynK
11/11/2019 8:05:16 AM kevingi46693568 Thank you.

11/11/2019 8:18:12 AM blsdbe Dang, It is an Honor to know you Sir!!! See you in Dream School!!! pic.twitter.com/PuFkTJYz5O

11/11/2019 8:18:32 AM 313looper Wel said ! 

Good for narrow minded to be aware ! 

 And not to keep asking when ! 😄

11/11/2019 8:26:39 AM q_sent_us369 awray? = awry?

awray? = away?

spelling matters

11/11/2019 8:34:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Track all deaths. https://twitter.com/aboutKP/status/1193623915559628802 …

11/11/2019 8:37:27 AM time4u2know  pic.twitter.com/FolzJ626Ra

11/11/2019 8:37:42 AM justicetruthwa2 "unexpected" NOT "unexpected", Gitmo? Sacrifices?

11/11/2019 8:38:15 AM restart_qpersia how can I accelerate the dark night of the soul's phase?

I had a kundalini awakening nearly a year ago, at times it becomes really difficult to deal with feelings.

11/11/2019 8:42:37 AM djlok V for Vendetta comes to mind.

11/11/2019 8:44:59 AM lightlove21121 Same here 💥

11/11/2019 8:49:18 AM keith369me Health insurance kills, healthcare does not!

11/11/2019 8:50:36 AM keith369me Seek peace and you’ll find it

11/11/2019 8:51:26 AM altimitwill The Power of 3 6 and 9 #EpsteinCoverup pic.twitter.com/MKLBNdyO8p

11/11/2019 8:52:26 AM synackstatic What about Norman Dodd's investigation into the tax exempt foundations like the ford foundation and the carnegie foundation revealing their plan to 

control the state department. It's not hard to imagine Clinton, and the state department corruption...

11/11/2019 8:53:15 AM synackstatic being a derivative of these century old plans to social engineer society through the grant making power of these massive foundations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5eHdTk5hjw …



11/11/2019 8:54:59 AM synackstatic Just look at who the top donors are to the Clinton Foundation. Basically a who's who of tax-exempt foundations. The likes of the Andrew W. Mellon 

Foundation donating to the Wexner Center of the Arts created by Leslie Wexner, the financial backer of Epstein. That same Foundation..

11/11/2019 8:56:34 AM synackstatic ..was created by the Mellon family who funded the rise of the H. J. Heinz Co. which was involved in this Rosemont Seneca Partners BS and Burisma 

Holding with Hunter Biden and Devon Archer. A. W. Mellon, A. Carnegie, and H.C. Frick were all members of the...

11/11/2019 8:57:31 AM synackstatic South Fork Fishing and Hunting Club. Frick was known as the Coke King essentially keeping Carnegie Steel in business as a primary supplier. All of this 

was funded by the Mellon Bank. Frick went on to be a prolific art collector creating the Frick Collection at his death...

11/11/2019 9:01:29 AM synackstatic ...which is located in NYC, directly across the street from Jeffery Epstein's mansion. What a coincidence. Turns out the Frick Collection in NY shares 

similar architectural influence to the Temple on Epstein's Island as well! Notice the archway design. pic.twitter.com/TCOa3RPcAX

11/11/2019 9:03:34 AM synackstatic Now why is the Mellon Foundation so heavily focused on art preservation, art archiving, supporting grants to artists and art departments at basically 

every major university in existence? Why does the Heinz Endowment focus on supporting artists, propping them up and driving...

11/11/2019 9:04:49 AM synackstatic ...up their subjective value? What role does art play in this entire Epstein saga? The only thing that comes to mind is money laundering and transfer of 

value for things you can't keep records for. That puts the major art dealers suspect as facilitators of this wicked trade...

11/11/2019 9:07:16 AM synackstatic Remember you can't put money and illicit trade in the same room to effectively remain removed from the darker side of your empire building. 

Compartmentalization is the name of the game with these foundations, social engineers, and financial/social power players.

11/11/2019 9:12:02 AM covertress Your avatar came to mind! 😂

11/11/2019 9:19:32 AM doyleglobal P.S.: The Majestic 12 as a group must now vote to decide if the majority of its members shall now answer the question of Pt 3 of this thread:

As, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, you have no other way.

** Of Pt 4: Actions that are man’s alone for man alone inherits their responsibility, w/⏳  pic.twitter.com/RmeCgY3F2y

11/11/2019 9:21:11 AM tikicolada Exactly!

11/11/2019 9:24:38 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thank you for your Continued service! God Bless you all!  pic.twitter.com/I1Us5APtvj

11/11/2019 9:28:19 AM rustadamus This is certainly one way to resign.  Guessing he quit the Masonic lodge too?

11/11/2019 9:32:10 AM outerlimits816 See  http://qmap.pub  list of deaths

11/11/2019 9:33:17 AM fansblowing3 Natural causes are military tribunal?  Suicides, shootings are 322?

11/11/2019 9:41:27 AM rawphonegirl Halfway through a parade when 11:11 came around,  I swear the bands' frequencies shifted!!! Or my hearing did! Either way felt LOVE rising up!!! 

Spectacular!!! pic.twitter.com/BDMWxdvOmh

11/11/2019 9:42:05 AM spauldingshowal ❤️

11/11/2019 9:55:14 AM rawphonegirl Friends on the west side: https://twitter.com/VictoriaRGates/status/1193746679293521921 …

11/11/2019 9:56:20 AM chew_soap They even gave him a halo.

11/11/2019 9:56:55 AM zero_kool_aid @IPOT1776

@SGTreport

@RedPill78

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrueEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/Zero_Kool_Aid/status/1193950406595862531 …

11/11/2019 10:02:58 AM anonpatriotccj After watching V for Vendetta, I've been having very vivid dreams. Last night they were all really terrible situations and feelings of complete 

helplessness!

11/11/2019 10:08:19 AM trumppallooza Amazing how there are reply tweets that have been removed?

Why??

11/11/2019 10:10:15 AM djlok 😂😂😂

11/11/2019 10:14:52 AM mongrelglory Are they starting to drain the swamp in the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries now?  What about Planned Parenthood?  They seem to have 

dropped out of the news.  Will all their nefarious activities by exposed soon?

11/11/2019 10:15:56 AM mongrelglory Very observant!

11/11/2019 10:17:05 AM mongrelglory New feature of Twitter! They hide some replies on a separate page that you have to click on.😒

11/11/2019 10:25:49 AM williamlharbuck Release the Aberdeen laptop and end this crap it’s all the evidence needed

11/11/2019 10:28:18 AM kevinpaz822 #mondaythought

11/11/2019 10:41:55 AM roublisa I’ve got my order in 😉 thanks for the reminder brother @Keith369me ❤️❤️❤️ all heart and Love 😘😘😘

11/11/2019 10:42:37 AM ashsaidwhaaaat 👏👏 I see it now

11/11/2019 10:42:53 AM roublisa What are you say here @covertress? I do not understand🤷♀️

11/11/2019 10:43:01 AM youstinksoap I know what you mean.  No advice, just wanted to tell you that you are not alone.  ❤️

11/11/2019 10:45:37 AM fionasdestiny67  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaiser_Permanente …

11/11/2019 10:53:11 AM yustein I’m comparing it with the master list 😉

11/11/2019 10:57:12 AM restart_qpersia thanks, it is life changing experience but first, one needs to deal with old fears and patterns. It is amazing to see so many people wake up despite their 

efforts to hide the fact that we are all one and love is the key❤️

11/11/2019 10:59:01 AM patriotswegoall Untimely and strange.

11/11/2019 11:03:30 AM robfir Notable!

11/11/2019 11:03:54 AM keith369me Ignore it...it wasn’t put out there from a good place

11/11/2019 11:09:03 AM laurabusse I think our friend covertress doesn't agree

I tend to agree

However

We're all entitled to our opinions

☺️☺️☺️

No one has to agree with anyone on anything LOL

Free Will ♥️

11/11/2019 11:13:02 AM roublisa 10-4 ....5:5

11/11/2019 11:14:05 AM keith369me Disagreeing is never an issue.  A world of my clones would be scary

11/11/2019 11:21:25 AM mongrelglory A world of my clones would also have a lot of cats...

11/11/2019 11:21:32 AM v_rags Wow! pic.twitter.com/8s3964burZ

11/11/2019 11:28:08 AM azuremagus Daily meditation, if you have no specific technique then just watch breath, gentle focus on 3rd eye, do chin against chest for spinal serges.

11/11/2019 11:33:14 AM covertress 369 Magick 

Nicely, MJ

11/11/2019 11:35:05 AM starehope Laura Griggs, 13, Broadway star, dies from sudden asthma attack? Any coincidence?

11/11/2019 11:39:58 AM lucyc5124  pic.twitter.com/or49HwYfWK



11/11/2019 11:40:48 AM laurabusse Ha

Interesting thought

11/11/2019 11:41:28 AM laurabusse Mine too

But none cloned

11/11/2019 11:42:38 AM carolva97910854 In his sleep?  Was there a pillow involved?

11/11/2019 12:09:18 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/11/2019 12:10:19 PM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/Qp6pU28RNa

11/11/2019 12:11:43 PM oaf_unbreakable Look at this clown. https://twitter.com/the_tru_eapjr/status/1191016999134154753?s=20 …

11/11/2019 12:12:29 PM covertress Yes, April.

The follow train, the subject matter and the conversation were all not for me.

Be well.

11/11/2019 12:16:51 PM covertress I've seen a lot of crypto HODLers lose everything by having an exchange hold their coins, or "vault" them.

What happens when the vault is robbed?

Can that happen with silver?

What was under WTC7?

Meditation to sell silver?

Clowns. Clowns. Clowns.

11/11/2019 12:18:40 PM state1union Clones actually have individual souls of their own not of the person they are cloned after.

11/11/2019 12:21:50 PM patriot_pagan Source?

11/11/2019 12:28:30 PM aprilbrown99 And the BE would have the exact same DNA?

11/11/2019 12:29:35 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

11/11/2019 12:32:03 PM lovethebeach999 So witness protection ?

11/11/2019 12:33:27 PM state1union I’m not a cloning expert but asked about this issue of a soul to a clone that is used for torture, murder sacrifice and was told yes clones have souls. So I 

guess our IS is separate from BE no matter the body it’s in or not.

11/11/2019 12:35:27 PM aprilbrown99 Oh gosh...that is heinous and must be stopped.

11/11/2019 12:39:32 PM state1union I agree, it’s heart breaking. This will come out that some of us have been cloned. MIC SSP has the ability to transport our consciousness to the clone or 

feel what your clone feels. Pure Evil 👿

11/11/2019 1:06:05 PM dieselchadron would it matter if I told you that 5 grams or so (approx $2.50) is adequate for #silvertrigger purposes?

11/11/2019 1:19:14 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/jh7y0I1q6f

11/11/2019 1:28:41 PM laurabusse Good questions C...

Stuff to think on

11/11/2019 1:29:23 PM rawphonegirl My hubby had an instinct about silver a few years ago, he was right, but maybe not how he orig thought as just a year after acquiring a bar I learned 

how affordable/simple to derive colloidal silver from it- a million uses for that magical stuff! No idea about crypto/vault angle

11/11/2019 1:30:23 PM laurabusse That would make sense

Identical twins have separate souls

AFAIK

Dunno how any of this stuff really works

But I suppose anything is possible

11/11/2019 1:37:25 PM lynn93100924 Oh so good ♥️♥️♥️

WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/11/2019 1:37:44 PM nea_storm Stay away from all of it! Focus upon settling your affairs and resurrecting from the presumption of death: Remain focused: Notice the level of 

distractions transpiring? I find it fascinating: Yet those issues are empty distractions from what is transpiring transactionally daily 

pic.twitter.com/GQWis8FTBF

11/11/2019 1:44:27 PM rawphonegirl Aye aye! pic.twitter.com/sFFZurX9lO

11/11/2019 2:06:13 PM laurabusse First thought was

Are you active?

Get some really exhausting exercise

Then I thought

In my 50s what saved me was progesterone cream

Women older than me told me about it and they were absolutely right

Life saver

Will look up brand if you like

Used it faithfully maybe ten yrs...
11/11/2019 2:06:47 PM laurabusse Excellent point

11/11/2019 2:08:38 PM youstinksoap It's a crazy experience, to say the least.  After I went through 'dark night of the soul', fear seems silly.  So, there's that, at least....I wish my family 

members would have an awakening like I did.  Hopefully everyone gets to experience it.

11/11/2019 2:12:34 PM jonah_lw You need to quite the mind so your emotions can be released without your ego getting in the way. Checkout this site.  

http://Www.harmony11holistics.org . start here and dig through the links on Plasma to get a better understanding.  💚🙏

11/11/2019 2:13:33 PM roublisa 5:5 I Love you 💕 ❤️ 💕

11/11/2019 2:14:03 PM v_rags 5:5 Me to. 💜💜💜

11/11/2019 2:18:21 PM liltilgerlil It’s part of the standard paperwork when you apply!

11/11/2019 2:19:32 PM nea_storm I Love All of You very much! Want everyone self governing, competent, strong, Creators Navigating your own futures & free of the Jaberwocky 

nonsense! pic.twitter.com/RkaucjZxGl

11/11/2019 2:20:17 PM 4mankindq PERFECT. 

MATHEMATICS

(of a number) equal to the sum of its positive divisors, e.g. the number 6, whose divisors (1, 2, 3) also add up to 6.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1194014474375761924 …

11/11/2019 2:21:10 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/pNxac5a2aV

11/11/2019 2:31:05 PM laurabusse He probably means watch out for potential false flags...

11/11/2019 2:32:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track all resignations.

The world is watching. https://twitter.com/WHAAsstSecty/status/1193988685869522946 …

11/11/2019 2:33:15 PM 1_decided_voter Peter King is another.

If they wait much longer to resign, there may be no chance for a new candidate to run against the Democrat opponent.

11/11/2019 2:34:01 PM 78503002 Maybe they are talking about the weather rain/snow 🤣

11/11/2019 2:35:08 PM 77bluejays Trudeau soon, too (as rumoured)? Fingers crossed.

11/11/2019 2:37:27 PM i_like_skis I’ve been hoping his win wasn’t really a win. That would wake people up in US if Canada is found out first.

11/11/2019 2:42:08 PM enomai_ Huge

11/11/2019 2:42:16 PM atsaduk Any info on why Peter King of NY will not run again?

11/11/2019 2:44:03 PM jtarby2 👀

11/11/2019 2:45:56 PM wonderswords You manipulated these numbers how you wanted, in some cases you added first 2 numbers, others you did not, the semi colon was used two different 

ways. Then saying see the power

11/11/2019 2:46:27 PM wonderswords Im on your side but hate when things are manipulated for a feedback



11/11/2019 2:49:32 PM rudedrew63 👀

11/11/2019 2:50:48 PM laurabusse Wait

You mean they eat humans?

Or they cannibalize each other?

11/11/2019 2:53:45 PM laurabusse BOOM💥

erang

11/11/2019 2:54:22 PM wearediamonds2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned the TV show Stargate SG1 is a form of soft disclosure.Currently up to season 6 & getting revelations all the time! For ex: 

what if the hypnotist had a Gou'auld symbiote that needed a new host & I was chosen to be the new host? Hence her "we are one"...

11/11/2019 2:54:33 PM __intothewild_  https://www.foxnews.com/us/family-of-veteran-who-died-under-suspicious-circumstances-at-va-hospital-sues-department-of-veterans-affairs …

11/11/2019 2:54:46 PM state1union I have my own MI source but would say to watch or listen to Corey Goode about the Military Industrial Complex and Experiments & Cloning. Also MJ12 

did send out an apology for the trade of tech for Human food 🥘

11/11/2019 2:57:16 PM therealnyjv Wouldn’t be surprised. Is election fraud in Canada being investigated; hope so

11/11/2019 3:00:00 PM laurabusse No outside comms

11/11/2019 3:05:23 PM girlawakeinca  https://deathcas.es/ 

11/11/2019 3:06:06 PM wwg1wga17jcims I am super active! I go now. I used be a lump. Not there yet. Been there before bC of endometriosis treatment. Which was torture. I remember what it 

was like. No bueno.

11/11/2019 3:09:18 PM adagioforstring Actually Andrew C. McCarthy in his book "Ball of Collusion: The Plot to Rig an Election and Destroy a Presidency" thinks Rogers was part of the 

#DeepStateCoup & that Trump voters illogically give Rogers undue credit

 

https://books.google.com/books?id=bD1RDwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=mccarthy+ball+of+collusion&hl=en&newbks=1&newbks_redir=0&sa=X

&ved=2ahUKEwiA0s3--LnlAhXnna0KHZwuAb0Q6AEwAHoECAQQAg#v=onepage&q=rogers&f=false … pic.twitter.com/aQEb8QTfZx

11/11/2019 3:12:00 PM arifriedman12 #repealsmithmundtmodernizationact

11/11/2019 3:22:53 PM ohs4trump “Lady Gaga fans are shook after she said she doesn't remember ARTPOP “ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Cloned?  

https://twitter.com/i/events/1193993246533410820 …

11/11/2019 3:23:26 PM blsdbe Is this fellow related to you in some way Lisa?

11/11/2019 3:26:08 PM laurabusse Well this is the stuff I used

 https://www.vitacost.com/life-flo-progesta-care-body-cream-fragrance-free?CSRC=PPCADW-DSA+%7C+All+Pages+-+RLSA-

&network=g&keywordname=&device=m&adid=39700035029717420&matchtype=b&gclick=CjwKCAiAqqTuBRBAEiwA7B66hQkWMA2LlBtog7axqM01y

2BkjYop3HQ8HCRMLoU82zCx7DPAUxlQhxoCT7AQAvD_BwE&ds_agid=58700004216393733&targetid=&gclsrc=aw.ds&&gclid=CjwKCAiAqqTuBRBAEiwA

7B66hQkWMA2LlBtog7axqM01y2BkjYop3HQ8HCRMLoU82zCx7DPAUxlQhxoCT7AQAvD_BwE …

Was advised by older woman at health food store

Check w your practitioner

Did the trick for me 

After many sleepless nights

Dunno your issue of course

Or if this will help

But I swear by the stuff...

Good luck

many blessings
11/11/2019 3:26:42 PM laurabusse I used to get mine from http://Iherb.com 

11/11/2019 3:27:51 PM laurabusse Takes a few days to work

For the levels to build up...

11/11/2019 3:27:59 PM melanieanders7 Beware the Jabberwocky! The claws that catch. pic.twitter.com/CNUXuBGFby

11/11/2019 3:34:52 PM rawphonegirl Too many childhood nights of sleep lost on nightmares of that jabberwocky!!! Was a blessed night when I figured out how to actively dream! 

pic.twitter.com/FPLgMG8nNC

11/11/2019 3:35:17 PM keith369me What can happen when pensions are robbed...when savings and loans go under...when Enron Ponzi goes under...when my house is robbed?  Bottom 

line...diversify holdings and assume something will go bust.  Follow intuition and yours differs from mine...lots of stuff you Tweet doesn’t

11/11/2019 3:35:25 PM kathleen3693693 Swamp being drained. Given the opportunity to #WalkAway. 

Good riddance. Any idea what the upside down yellow rose signifies to his handlers?

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #PromisesMadePromisesKept @POTUS

11/11/2019 3:36:24 PM keith369me resonate...and that is okay.  I would find no joy in suggesting you are dilusional during one of those times.

11/11/2019 3:37:14 PM state1union Well all that happened to me already. It’s true. Pharma even had the nerve to say there not Enron lol. No your worse

11/11/2019 3:40:14 PM state1union Ahhh 😌 pic.twitter.com/IshpJdKojc

11/11/2019 3:41:25 PM keith369me Most employees truly don’t know.  Someone I know worked for Purdue (Oxytocin)...most sales people thought they were providing a pain reducing 

miracle rather than an eventual epidemic

11/11/2019 3:42:30 PM randyfresh lol. K. Peter King.

11/11/2019 3:44:03 PM state1union Well I knew back in 1998. It was in our faces and my friend or old friend bragged she had her daughters college paid for within 1 yr. she felt sorry for me 

bcuz I had to sell. FYI I’m no Angel.

11/11/2019 3:46:46 PM keith369me Did you watch the awful Megyn Kelly interview with the fired 25 year old non-whistleblower?  She had no idea what she was caught up in (Epstein) and 

seemed to only care about her loss of her crummy job.  Many of us were her...No more

11/11/2019 3:48:46 PM keith369me The world is protesting tyranny.  We all know now...time to flip the script.

11/11/2019 3:48:46 PM laurabusse Compartmentalization

They try to keep their secrets

Revealing only on a need to know basis

Always with the NDAs

11/11/2019 3:49:10 PM laurabusse None of us are...

11/11/2019 3:49:16 PM covertress Whom are you addressing? 😂

#AnonsKnow

11/11/2019 3:49:31 PM state1union Ummm 🤔 well my situation is different. If I died my kids were already sold. So with them locking me up for telling the truth I was afraid what they 

were going to do to my daughters

11/11/2019 3:49:35 PM keith369me Exactly Laura...greed is the root of all evil

11/11/2019 3:49:51 PM rawphonegirl Ill gotten gains- I struggled greatly w/this knowingly/unknowingly- ultimately left lucrative profession bc recognized was not inherently helping others 

as I naively thought.  Lost everything materialistic, gained immeasurable wealth. Diversify? Heck yeah. In all aspects.  ❤️



11/11/2019 3:52:02 PM keith369me Didn’t know you were a parent.  Fighting for one’s children excuses a lot of negative actions.  Most would do it...you are not alone putting children first

11/11/2019 3:53:24 PM laurabusse It's being put in an impossible situation

Like Sophie's choice

11/11/2019 3:53:45 PM keith369me He’s always come across as a warmonger.

11/11/2019 3:54:31 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 deC....does anybody say John "deCamp"? Of course we also have "deRothschild"  But considering Epstein John deCamp may be a 

good thing to declass! @40_head @Project_Veritas @99freemind @prayingmedic @Livid2point0 @Tiff_FitzHenry @enki74

11/11/2019 3:55:09 PM state1union Ironic one of my daughters names and even said I felt that was happening when we moved 5 times in 2 years and 2 states.

11/11/2019 3:57:49 PM state1union No I didn’t intentionally hurt someone. I just wanted them to stop drugging and gang raping me and all the poisonings were killing me but good was 

watching us while evil was to in our homes. Yes pedos too

11/11/2019 4:00:42 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/pwjrBOxNrc

11/11/2019 4:01:47 PM covertress I call it Dream Academy... after Starfleet Academy. 😂

11/11/2019 4:02:48 PM state1union I love you ❤️💕😘 iS-Beings

11/11/2019 4:07:35 PM laurabusse We love you too 😘

And wish every possible blessing upon you

From this point on pic.twitter.com/ixjpate2bI

11/11/2019 4:08:00 PM laurabusse You so deserve it...

11/11/2019 4:11:23 PM rawphonegirl This! ^ And! Warrior!!! pic.twitter.com/IhDuVdysHL

11/11/2019 4:14:01 PM covertress Today marks the 1 yr Δ of 11/11/2018, when the new CLAS tech was activated that removed the blocks to ascension. 

It's only natural that we will begin to remember more and more. 

Triggers are plentiful when you run with the right crowd... POTUS, Q, MJ12. 

See you in class! 😘

11/11/2019 4:15:20 PM state1union I’m ready for our turn!  I’m ready for battle. We got this Spiritually. We do pic.twitter.com/9FVCnMUBnn

11/11/2019 4:19:16 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/11/2019 4:21:26 PM allahuniversal Track all deaths

07 27 2017 https://journalstar.com/legislature/controversial-former-senator-john-decamp-dies/article_8fb384a2-2f9a-510e-874b-2f4f535b5c04.html …

11/11/2019 4:30:11 PM agentmyami Humans

11/11/2019 4:31:16 PM agentmyami Some are hybrids part human

11/11/2019 4:35:07 PM marzipaningles1 IS BE

11/11/2019 4:36:32 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Should we expect alot of this to happen? "Elusive fanged mouse-deer rediscovered in forests of Vietnam"   

https://twitter.com/i/events/1193982015307075584 …

11/11/2019 4:49:52 PM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5UXnulANF8g …

11/11/2019 4:52:45 PM nea_storm Pensions as all government Trust Funds of the American people & far more have been replenished & protected FYI: They are unable to any longer 

manipulate, hence Predict anything? How many times have people stated this is going to happen & what happens Zip! When Will people learn? 

pic.twitter.com/iB9DvJFHcR

11/11/2019 4:55:35 PM covertress This tweet of yours was completely hidden from me. I saw a flash of it on my timeline, then it disappeared. I checked MJ's tweet above & saw 0 replies. 

Had to come to your "tweets & replies" to see it. High crimes & shenanigans by Twitter!

#1A cc @realDonaldTrump, @WhiteHouse

11/11/2019 5:04:13 PM jaded_pearl Mexico granted him asylum 🤔

11/11/2019 5:11:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic. pic.twitter.com/OrG2EKVr2w

11/11/2019 5:12:59 PM ibeaverdale  http://projectcamelot.org/project_looking_glass.html …

11/11/2019 5:13:05 PM rachaelangelm You know a fake account gave me a 30 day ban. This game isn't fun anymore. pic.twitter.com/b7ip9c6xB9

11/11/2019 5:13:13 PM bbobbio71 Not quite sure what it means yet but I'll figure it out

11/11/2019 5:13:46 PM djlok I was thinking about what Project Looking Glass might really be.  Pretty cool!!!

11/11/2019 5:14:28 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1188927808644489221?s=21 …

11/11/2019 5:16:36 PM archiebird4 wth? its only 

8:19 EST Monday here

11/11/2019 5:17:30 PM nurseniceyes You can see now too,?

11/11/2019 5:17:32 PM ryankochweare1 Timestamp for tomorrow?  Whoa majestic indeed

11/11/2019 5:18:08 PM chapulincolored This is a huge redpill for me.

Always thought Trump had access to Looking Glass Technology... that is why Trump is always 12 moves ahead.

This is Majestic Technology!

Just how much of what Dan Bursich is true?

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/time_travel/project_lookingglass.htm …

11/11/2019 5:19:43 PM 3nmbrs @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @sxdoc @Tiff_FitzHenry @martingeddes @TruthHammer888 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @1776Stonewall 

@RealEyeTheSpy @RepAdamSchiff @KurtSchlichter @2LarryJohnson7 @RealSaavedra @RyanAFournier @zachhaller @TallahForTrump @greggutfeld 

@3Days3Nights pic.twitter.com/EDVDAka4jn

11/11/2019 5:20:06 PM nurseniceyes What does the Navy women's pantsuit mean hanging from a ceiling rafter?

11/11/2019 5:22:43 PM chapulincolored If you don't know who Dan Bursich, see the Project Camelot Interview... MIND-BLOWING!!!  That just leads to tons more hunger digs... saw this back in 

2006!

 https://youtu.be/KhK3Os_eE4g 

 http://projectcamelotportal.com/video/project-camelot-interviews-dan-burisch-part-1/ …

11/11/2019 5:23:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 RDS

Once CIA Always CIA

INTJ Hearings

3586

Enjoy the show...

11/11/2019 5:23:39 PM michael81972 Rober David Steele

11/11/2019 5:24:02 PM jvan125 Oh man. The drops are coming fast again. 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/arjggF1bL0

11/11/2019 5:24:06 PM michael81972 Robert*

11/11/2019 5:24:15 PM jaded_pearl #biophotons When you see an object, for example, that information is delivered to your retina by the photons scattering off it. They carry information 

to you in the form of a partial replica of certain aspects of the object, saying something about its position, shape and color.

11/11/2019 5:24:29 PM covertress No

11/11/2019 5:24:49 PM dm07423738 Not a game! These people are sick!! Hang in there❤️👊🏻

11/11/2019 5:25:04 PM ursula_1111 Human Demon Existing = 968

Central Intelligence Agency = 968

Hmm 🤨 pic.twitter.com/gxwKaFkBGc

11/11/2019 5:25:16 PM my2sonznme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where is RBG?

11/11/2019 5:25:23 PM rebornkingent He did mention the kids, and the abuse and the intelligence agencies. I do notice deep state operatives are usually addressed by all 3 names. John 

Wilkes Booth, Lee Harvey Oswald and so on.

11/11/2019 5:25:55 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/11/2019 5:26:41 PM happykat9 INTJ is a scam



11/11/2019 5:26:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why are gasco attract folks like Biden?

Ratlines.

Guise of corporate operations.

Legal protection?

Ignorance is bliss.

Ignorance can be deadly.

What happens when an insider (who is not one of them) takes over the WH? https://youtu.be/2sNzz_p5neg 

11/11/2019 5:27:44 PM libertyspring99 RDS = Robert David Steele?

11/11/2019 5:27:47 PM jams4thebread Q can log on and post on this new .us site. But I sure can't seem to get on and post ALL DAY LONG? pic.twitter.com/RppzoWV6vJ

11/11/2019 5:27:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with subject and lines here...

Extract what you find.

Place in memes.

Share memes.

Hi Jack

Trending Tweets https://youtu.be/_HHlpxTx99o 

11/11/2019 5:28:09 PM chapulincolored This also opens up stargates, Alice or Alice in Wonderland... disclosure.. Mars, David Wilcox, so many doors...  

With all due respect to MJ12, still trying to figure out if you are a white hat or black hat.

Sorry for being skeptical-TRUST but VERIFY

Bursich might say the same

11/11/2019 5:28:14 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/BfvmGRhGuJ

11/11/2019 5:28:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong INTJ

11/11/2019 5:28:49 PM spotcj9999 { :^) This is the last thing i have on the C_A running for offices.. pic.twitter.com/vq451Rb0I5

11/11/2019 5:28:50 PM diannahouston12 Already says video unavailable UGG

11/11/2019 5:30:47 PM bbobbio71  http://geoiplookup.net/ip/11.11.18.0 

11/11/2019 5:31:17 PM michael81972 Its DoD run...

11/11/2019 5:31:30 PM irondadof5  pic.twitter.com/9rlJQoMRnn

11/11/2019 5:32:23 PM jvan125 “...DoD protected 8Kun”. Not sure if that’s how it is set up currently but maybe Patriots are in control of the site, too... 😏 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1190090539305259009?s=21 …

11/11/2019 5:32:28 PM state1union Waiting on baided breath President Trump pic.twitter.com/KZ2TljJFz8

11/11/2019 5:32:53 PM realitycheck05 I have no clue if this is what majestic is talking about. 

INTJ (introverted, intuitive, thinking, and judging) is one of the 16 personality types identified by a personality assessment called the Myers-Briggs Type 

Indicator

11/11/2019 5:32:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly INTJ = International Tribunal for Natural Justice https://commission.itnj.org 

11/11/2019 5:34:13 PM michael81972  https://www.itnj.org/commission/commissioners/ …

11/11/2019 5:34:29 PM michael81972  https://www.itnj.org/commission/commissioners/ …

11/11/2019 5:35:02 PM jams4thebread Then they need to let me post cause I think they owe me some back pay now that I think about it. pic.twitter.com/s54enTIz7X

11/11/2019 5:35:45 PM vonyugen Thank you Donald Trump

11/11/2019 5:36:31 PM amy221622 I have watched the INTJ Hearings. Is S.S.  deep state too? 🤨

11/11/2019 5:36:38 PM dshepherdtrump George H W Bush

11/11/2019 5:36:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 More

11/11/2019 5:37:00 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/CYbiq59kQo

11/11/2019 5:37:39 PM chapulincolored Hey Majestic, why does your q-post meme have Tues Nov 12 2019 00:49:10?

Time is an illusion. pic.twitter.com/IFfdGibvv2

11/11/2019 5:37:57 PM jvan125 Click on the text in the blue oval under the video. It should work then. pic.twitter.com/9hOZ8zT51V

11/11/2019 5:38:14 PM jvan125 Click on the text in the blue oval under the video. It should work then. pic.twitter.com/bsxADlHOFA

11/11/2019 5:38:50 PM keith369me If there’s one thing I’ve learned about C-A agents, it’s that they love to put out a bit of disclosure and then flip the script.  I’m failing to see RDS 

motivation in his Disclosures.  Just seems like diarrhea of the mouth.

11/11/2019 5:40:47 PM jams4thebread So what's down on Majestic Ave anyways? DOE office? What does DOE do? Thought it was just energy. Am I there?

11/11/2019 5:41:41 PM jrocktigers Likely time zone of poster.

11/11/2019 5:42:17 PM enomai_ 20 island challenge @CoreyDigs 

Was wrote about a long ago

11/11/2019 5:42:39 PM chapulincolored Are you on a different timeline than we?

Are timelines merging?

11/11/2019 5:43:04 PM state1union I thought the same thing the first times watching him and his demeanor towards Sarah Westfall  was disturbing.

11/11/2019 5:43:15 PM suerhoades ITNJ-Control of Law through TPP.  Unlimited funding through unnamed sources. Connected to New Earth Nation (United Nations Clone) through New 

Age movement. Wolves in sheep's clothing.

11/11/2019 5:44:39 PM keith369me Side by side pipelines?  Gas/human...gas zoning keeps away prying eyes?

11/11/2019 5:44:49 PM jvan125 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/qmIvy4FEQx

11/11/2019 5:45:01 PM suequez Just sitting here hoping that I understand this all tomorrow...

11/11/2019 5:46:29 PM enomai_ I could of swore I over heard gas people talking about the next school FF and it was that day I had it marked. Go figure

11/11/2019 5:46:58 PM keith369me No, but that’s my type, lol...International Tribunal for pedos

11/11/2019 5:47:09 PM jvan125 Is this the right one? Your letters are out of order a bit though...😉 pic.twitter.com/NaiqdNMfcC

11/11/2019 5:47:38 PM feisty7ruby We live in the future here in Australia

11/11/2019 5:47:43 PM bbobbio71  https://www.16personalities.com/intj-personality …

11/11/2019 5:49:50 PM karentriebel I don't trust him

11/11/2019 5:50:55 PM bbobbio71  https://thesixteentypes.tumblr.com/post/60372674743/personality-types-of-all-us-presidents …

11/11/2019 5:51:07 PM foreverozone Sun and moon plasma ying yang energy.  Not solid. Electric holographic universe.  How travel via jump rooms possible.

11/11/2019 5:51:25 PM identityasxy .

Wasn't something big forecasted for 11/11 months ago? 

Am I the only one who remembers and waits anxiously?

11/11/2019 5:51:40 PM enomai_ Pretty much all of them? Schiff, pelosi, Schumer, all of them probably    that were in back then

11/11/2019 5:53:29 PM paytonpatriot If Q posts this tomorrow 

1.) majestic is in a different time line

2.) Majestic and Q are closely working together 

3.) both 1 & 2 are correct

11/11/2019 5:53:37 PM ckp305 My brain hurts now.

11/11/2019 5:53:57 PM enomai_ Rick m Morty reminded me of the looking Glass last night. 

Disclosure that it's an off world crystal?

11/11/2019 5:55:13 PM ialibertybelle SS reports to Treasury so you can guess where their allegiance tends to lie. 😉



11/11/2019 5:58:01 PM michael81972 Can you give a number in congress?  No doubt about Schiff,  Nadler?

11/11/2019 5:58:10 PM allahuniversal Give this a watch, filled in a few blanks for me pic.twitter.com/6ZyWHSD5UQ

11/11/2019 5:58:25 PM w_ewere INTJ? International Tribunal for Natural Justice Hearings (INJT)? 

If yes, hopefully conducted by INTJ's!

11/11/2019 6:00:21 PM allahuniversal Using two devices myself, @  http://qmap.pub  one device has local time (no vpn) and the other shows GMT @  http://qmap.pub 

Btw... Q#9 pic.twitter.com/RM4Gkd0iCO

11/11/2019 6:01:06 PM rosesrred0119 Looking glass was in Saudi control yes?

11/11/2019 6:01:53 PM truthisyours310 Oh my!!! I just got it it! They are using the pipelines as a guide for the child trafficking ? OMG

11/11/2019 6:03:42 PM bbobbio71 Thank you! I'll check it out

11/11/2019 6:07:25 PM wickedmouse369 Our eyes/education/movies/music/etc have indoctrinated us to a reality that makes it so difficult to separate between mind/body/soul. I like to think 

music is what brought matter in harmony to create our reality.

11/11/2019 6:08:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 440=¿

11/11/2019 6:09:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Critical Mass #EpsteinCoverup Reached

11/11/2019 6:09:35 PM ethereal_shaman International Tribunal for Natural Justice.

11/11/2019 6:09:57 PM wickedmouse369 #Disclosure soon?

11/11/2019 6:10:00 PM rachaelangelm In the meantime something that seems so small to others takes joy from me.

11/11/2019 6:10:17 PM rdeweese04 Good!

#epstiencoverup

11/11/2019 6:10:46 PM jvan125 We are READY!!! #UnsealEpstein!!!!

11/11/2019 6:11:36 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/z8RUShT0rq

11/11/2019 6:12:05 PM lbf777 Always promises. Very little action though unless it is against the people.

11/11/2019 6:12:46 PM my2sonznme  https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/trump-administration-approves-hamas-linked-cair-to-train-us-customs-and-border-patrol-officers … disturbing

11/11/2019 6:12:58 PM my2sonznme  https://www.jihadwatch.org/2019/11/trump-administration-approves-hamas-linked-cair-to-train-us-customs-and-border-patrol-officers …

11/11/2019 6:14:15 PM dm07423738 Not small at all. I went through the same😰 it’s awful and it’s cruel what these people do.  Xo🙏🏻❤️😘

11/11/2019 6:14:18 PM theraphinj  pic.twitter.com/qtNefRBrJ0

11/11/2019 6:14:31 PM carol_beeee noice! pic.twitter.com/WDo7sRIMJw

11/11/2019 6:14:35 PM bubalub1021 How is this tomorrow’s date???

11/11/2019 6:14:39 PM cstarr888 🙌🙏💖😆 pic.twitter.com/rf5DTHa3WQ

11/11/2019 6:15:17 PM wickedmouse369 Chaos. 432=harmony.

11/11/2019 6:15:57 PM onetoughcrowd10 Tantalize me🤓 #StableGenius #Trump2020Landslide

11/11/2019 6:16:04 PM wahiggins3 Proud of our work.  Now take them down.

11/11/2019 6:16:08 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/AI2MJihcAA

11/11/2019 6:16:10 PM michael81972 ¿=Hz?

11/11/2019 6:16:47 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/J19mpSBCCg

11/11/2019 6:19:46 PM allahuniversal Thanks for the newest black pill. Have you considered that it IS We, The People, who determine how "fast" everything moves?

The above wasn't a "promise" its a status update, which WE brought forth, together.

Unless you didn't participate, I'm not sure why you can't celebrate it

11/11/2019 6:20:04 PM dshepherdtrump I am looking for facts

Intel committee has ties to CIA

11/11/2019 6:20:25 PM dshepherdtrump Abigail Anne Davis Spanberger

11/11/2019 6:20:54 PM stephscolaro Omg!!! LMAOOOOO!!!

11/11/2019 6:21:04 PM cny_micaa Did sharing all the memes help? I even saw funny hunting videos with geese and coyotes saying Epstein didn't kill himself. Funny but not funny, ya 

know?

11/11/2019 6:22:38 PM dshepherdtrump Abigail Anne Davis Spanberger - house

Bush

11/11/2019 6:23:20 PM manifest_utopia International Tribunal for Natural Justice, formed by some people (CIA), add a Board of "want peace, love & justice for the planet" types, 

 https://www.itnj.org/itnj/board-of-trustees-secretariat/ …

& fool public into thinking they have authoritative power w/ their Commissions and pretend trials.

11/11/2019 6:23:36 PM burgersandra Chain reaction incoming?

11/11/2019 6:26:26 PM yellahabibihela Lexington...Rally.

11/11/2019 6:28:16 PM alannacellucci  pic.twitter.com/e79QQoOE7p

11/11/2019 6:28:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 3587 may cause FF.

Will it be thwarted?

3585 may help.

Only time will tell.

Time is an illusion.

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1193734847237361664 …

11/11/2019 6:28:39 PM westmount_d7 Hallelujah!

11/11/2019 6:28:45 PM flyover01047267 I thought that was ITNJ .org?

11/11/2019 6:29:19 PM patriotddmaga Jimmy Carter?

11/11/2019 6:29:58 PM kindeandtrue But, nothing ever happens. You can't blame people for being frustrated.

11/11/2019 6:30:07 PM jams4thebread Not to slide. But why would Obamanation of Desolations try to 187 Kim? Wonder that I wonder? pic.twitter.com/3BnNZNoq8l

11/11/2019 6:32:26 PM fansblowing3 Mossad has 49 other Epstein operations, one for every state.  Obama used to turn gay tricks before they selected him as the Manchurian candidate.

11/11/2019 6:33:27 PM aucommander Democracy was created by demons now Satan's fallen.....??? What's god to do.!::

11/11/2019 6:34:51 PM allahuniversal Define: nothing.

Something is always happening. Not matching up to you or my or anyone else's expectations, doesn't mean that nothing is happening. It means we 

need to manage our expectations.

11/11/2019 6:35:34 PM flyover01047267 That is very very disappointing!

11/11/2019 6:36:14 PM justinf75983016 And Hannity says next week. All we need is a tick tock and then we will know 100% it's not coming

11/11/2019 6:36:15 PM state1union You might even feel like your touched. Don’t worry, it will just terrify you. You didn’t think remote viewing didn’t mean they couldn’t touch you! ???

11/11/2019 6:37:37 PM jvan125 👀👀👀 https://twitter.com/tiff_fitzhenry/status/1194075673591209985?s=21 …

11/11/2019 6:38:24 PM flyover01047267 That makes me very sad! i liked him & hoped he was 1 of the good ones. Then I liked Oprah, Ellen, mother Theresa. What a world!

11/11/2019 6:39:40 PM truthhaseyes How does Haley’s comet play into this? Anyone have an answer?

11/11/2019 6:39:51 PM w_ewere International Tribunal for Natural Justice? (ITNJ).

INTJ though (apart from Myer Briggs Personality Type Assessments?) I am not sure what the INTJ reference is.

Perhaps I went down a wrong turn?

11/11/2019 6:40:04 PM dshepherdtrump Illuminati ties

search Shadow Government



11/11/2019 6:40:17 PM captaincryptic Look they are bought and paid for. That needs to be the vector of attack. Expose them on that basis.

11/11/2019 6:40:48 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1194082472914542594 …

11/11/2019 6:41:26 PM flyover01047267 not sure either

11/11/2019 6:41:43 PM jaspony1 I asked if Q was using the looking Glass for the plan...

And you confirmed...

And that's a confirmation...

11/11/2019 6:42:01 PM carolin15161363 Can you be clear on what 3587 and 3585 are?

11/11/2019 6:42:18 PM ialibertybelle Wait? Who do you think SS is? I thought it was referring to Secret Service.

11/11/2019 6:44:07 PM kindeandtrue "Nothing" as in 

1) Build the Wall

2) Drain the Swamp

3) Lock Her Up

4) End the Endless Wars

I could go on . . .
11/11/2019 6:45:27 PM kindeandtrue Gee, thanks, MJ12.

11/11/2019 6:47:01 PM fansblowing3 I believe Obama tried to CALL Kim.  Kim’s phone was being monitored and CIA were listening.  Trump made Kim aware of the intrusion and Kim got a 

new phone.

11/11/2019 6:47:28 PM lbf777 Trump just throws us bones just like the last 2 Presidents did. They also attack the people like Trump does with 5G, Chemtrails and burning down our 

cities with DEWs.

Then they blame other people in Gov for it all so we think it’s not the Presidents fault.

11/11/2019 6:47:48 PM fansblowing3 Q’s recent posts

11/11/2019 6:48:52 PM kindeandtrue The Teflon Don.

11/11/2019 6:49:12 PM allahuniversal Q#725

Feb 11, 2018

If it's that easy, then how about we elect you to the presidency, have you face the worst scum of the earth daily, and then let you take over all of the 

operations so that we get a good TV day of arrests, immediately followed by uncontrollable chaos? pic.twitter.com/SSESnLgxAF

11/11/2019 6:50:28 PM corstruction Frustrating as all hell tho ain't it?  I want to slap them with the truth branch.  Me:  JFK jr is still alive.....Fam: prove it.....Me:  trust me.....Fam: you're 

knucking futs.....Me: prolly.

11/11/2019 6:50:41 PM fansblowing3 Indictments may cause FF.  🔭 Looking glass may help.

11/11/2019 6:51:04 PM allahuniversal Q#725

Feb 11, 2018

If it's that easy, then how about we elect you to the presidency, have you face the worst scum of the earth daily, and then let you take over all of the 

operations so that we get a good TV day of arrests, immediately followed by uncontrollable chaos? pic.twitter.com/d5BHVyvPFu

11/11/2019 6:52:25 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/xCWGn79UxV

11/11/2019 6:53:32 PM rebornkingent Maybe pic.twitter.com/rtfJXlXLH4

11/11/2019 6:55:11 PM allahuniversal #EverybodyKnows

11/11/2019 6:55:43 PM agoodyear2015  http://qmap.pub 

11/11/2019 6:55:52 PM robinreitsma1 I did the same thing, lol. im like Wha??

11/11/2019 6:56:09 PM carolin15161363 Ahhhh thanks. My brain had a moment. Lol

11/11/2019 6:56:21 PM michael81972 Maybe this to buy some time?  https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1194077346380369922?s=21 …

11/11/2019 6:57:09 PM patriotswegoall [They] are desperate to avoid going to jail, but rather put of a fight.

11/11/2019 6:58:14 PM hurricane0073 Every day I have to relike this tweet because Twitter removes it each time. By the total number of likes I can tell that I am not the only one. 

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

11/11/2019 6:58:15 PM fansblowing3 Obama, Hillary and Bill Clinton, Bidens, Huma and Weiner = CIA.  Mueller Comey Schiff Pelosi = CIA.  MSM = CIA.  Hollywood = CIA.

11/11/2019 6:58:56 PM jvan125 Is Jimmy Carter’s hospitalization a narrative change? That news came out right after Q started posting today. Seemed awfully suspicious timing.

11/11/2019 6:59:03 PM threefold_flame Beat me to it.

11/11/2019 6:59:24 PM jvan125 Thought the SAME thing!!!!

11/11/2019 7:00:54 PM patriotswegoall 3585 = Quantum SURV?

May it help in isolating [DS].

11/11/2019 7:04:37 PM manifest_utopia Carter fell & hit is head (Fox News reported on 10/6/19), right after he's well enough to build houses. Falls again, treat for broken bone (hip?). Now, 

over a month later, he needs procedure to reduce pressure on the brain from fall? Very suspicious timing, IMO.

11/11/2019 7:06:34 PM hurricane0073 Who is SS?

11/11/2019 7:06:56 PM jvan125 Right?!? I wonder if the “news” has always been this outlandishly suspicious but i was just too “asleep” to notice!!! 🤯🥴🤦🏼♀️ #SheepNoMore #

UnsealEpstein #DarkToLight

11/11/2019 7:08:18 PM magickey43price More readable Tesla article: Tesla, 75, Predicts New Power Source from the Tesla Universe Article Collection  https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-

tesla/articles/tesla-75-predicts-new-power-source …

11/11/2019 7:09:00 PM qstormisuponus Also interesting that Carter is in the news again for his health.

11/11/2019 7:10:43 PM hurricane0073 Sacha Stone?

11/11/2019 7:12:13 PM manifest_utopia Unfortunately, it appears so. It's gone on for a long time. I trusted the Washington Post, TV news...until 911 & the rush to war that followed. We should 

each feel good about how much we've researched & learned on our own, against the tide, so to speak.

11/11/2019 7:12:44 PM patriotfarmgal Now that is funny...but may be true!

11/11/2019 7:13:00 PM flyover01047267 ITNJ founder.

11/11/2019 7:13:51 PM richardhiatt16 Love that entanglement....... 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

11/11/2019 7:14:25 PM flyover01047267 Sacha Stone

11/11/2019 7:14:42 PM sephorassievert Nice 👊

11/11/2019 7:15:09 PM wwg1wga93583681 3587

Battling Russian Intelligence Baiting Efforts Act of 2017 BRIBE Act of 2017

This bill authorizes the intelligence community to collect and report on efforts by foreign powers to: (1) influence the President;... (2) provide favorable 

treatment to the Trump Organization...

11/11/2019 7:15:11 PM flyover01047267 I am guessing this too!



11/11/2019 7:16:00 PM patriotswegoall Frequency of A-note above middle C

440 Hz - not so good

432 Hz is best

4 + 2 = 6

[6] + [3] = [9]

4 + 3 + 2 = 9

Power of 3, 6, and 9 is awesome

11/11/2019 7:18:16 PM jvan125 Spot ON. 🙏🏻🇺🇸

11/11/2019 7:18:43 PM wwg1wga93583681 3585

Wrongful Unmasking Prevention Act

(prohibits...)

knowingly making a request to (unmask) nonpublic information concerning a U.S. person to access classified...; and

for intentionally, knowingly, or negligently disclosing classified information to an unauthorized person.

11/11/2019 7:18:45 PM anonpatriotccj Thank you,I never even considered that. There was a presence, a blackness if you grabbing me from behind and I felt powerless to get away from it

11/11/2019 7:21:03 PM shawnt1973 Critical Mass #EpsteinCoverup Reached! pic.twitter.com/hhudx7O41P

11/11/2019 7:21:04 PM manifest_utopia Deja vu. What's the likelihood that the second time the IG FISA report is expected, another former presidents dies?

11/11/2019 7:21:47 PM flgirlsbeenqd Truly understand your frustration. Also understand everything has to be done by the letter of the law. Have you ever served on a jury? Been involved in 

a car accident in which there was a law suit? How fast do they move? Snails pace. All i's must be dotted and all t's crossed. 

pic.twitter.com/Hu6DOaQ3O4

11/11/2019 7:24:39 PM lbf777 Gov shit all over the Constitution. This is illegal.

11/11/2019 7:25:22 PM manifest_utopia If you think back over the past couple of years, Isn't it incredible how much we've, individually & collectively, learned?  A completely revised 

understanding of the world, with facts/evidence supporting, & of Self.

11/11/2019 7:25:46 PM flgirlsbeenqd Also remember Swallwell threatened a civilian with nukes? Yeah, deep state had nukes & they would have used them. Keeping us safe and cleaning 

house by the letter of the law. "When you do something do it right or don't do it at all." Quote from my Dad. POTUS is perfectionist.

11/11/2019 7:28:51 PM jonesy4671  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2015/12/project-looking-glass-time-lensing/ …

11/11/2019 7:29:04 PM sdane8 Haha. Are you listening to my conversations? 😉

11/11/2019 7:29:07 PM patriotswegoall ITNJ 

Unscrambled

Robert David Steele

Hard to say whether he's changed. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PU0YDyThImk&t=175s …

11/11/2019 7:30:33 PM oo1o110 You can't say nothing happens. What you can say is none of the dates ever pan out that they dangled in front of us. To that end we have to understand 

that this can only go as fast as our consciousness can adapt. We lose if this turns into open civil war.

11/11/2019 7:31:15 PM jvan125 I think about that all the time. POTUS and Q have made me love this country again when I didn’t even realize I had lost the feeling to begin with. 

Everything in my life is better because of this movement. I still have a ways to go but I’m loving every minute of this ride 😎

11/11/2019 7:32:05 PM iamyou132 Can you point us in the direction of what project looking glass is? I’ve seen basic ideas floated around by JS but can you provide anymore?

11/11/2019 7:32:19 PM oo1o110 We don't bring about Utopia by cheating the law.

11/11/2019 7:34:02 PM flgirlsbeenqd Is pedophilia hereditary? I ask bc I knew a man who was a pedo (dead now), he like prepubescent girls. His son, same. Perhaps a coincidence.

11/11/2019 7:34:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is.

11/11/2019 7:34:37 PM lbf777 The law is shady and corrupt. We don’t even acknowledge it anymore. Now many of us reverted back to basic right vs wrong.

11/11/2019 7:34:56 PM decodematrix ERB: Einstein–Rosen bridge

11/11/2019 7:35:32 PM allahuniversal Oversimplification.

11/11/2019 7:36:02 PM jaded_pearl I disagree with you in 1 & 2 - much progress has been made

11/11/2019 7:36:08 PM lk81955047 Lolol

11/11/2019 7:36:28 PM lbf777 Why? Gov shit all over their own laws day and night. Why should we care about them?

11/11/2019 7:37:05 PM oo1o110 For a light bringer you dish out a lot of black pills on Twitter.

11/11/2019 7:38:57 PM jaded_pearl How do you break the cycle? Is it a matter of deprogramming or more?

11/11/2019 7:39:30 PM laurabusse Male prostitute as president.

Nice.

11/11/2019 7:39:34 PM patriotswegoall Closer than ever I hope pic.twitter.com/0jgVNpZLxS

11/11/2019 7:41:12 PM oo1o110 Render unto Caesar that which belongs to Caesar. Render unto God that which belongs to God. 

By their fruits you will know them. Do you gather grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles?

11/11/2019 7:41:32 PM nun_chucknorris Boned 300M Americans.

11/11/2019 7:43:38 PM laurabusse He feels passionate and sincere to me

But of course I don't know

11/11/2019 7:44:48 PM michael81972 MJ,  what is this? https://twitter.com/bnonews/status/1194094615244279808?s=21 …

11/11/2019 7:45:02 PM allahuniversal "The person I don't like is full of shit, so why shouldn't we be too?"

With this attitude you personally have already lost. So don't speak for "Us" or "We". That's YOU

I pray that no one is taking your advices seriously and following through, it all reads like entrapment to me.

11/11/2019 7:45:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Technology]

11/11/2019 7:46:33 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Ko2qxryyZx

11/11/2019 7:46:48 PM jaded_pearl Thank you. A person (judge) in this organization has my personal respect. I would like to see evidence how this organization is harmful to our nation or 

planet.

11/11/2019 7:47:45 PM gingerbanana2 RDS you say?? https://youtu.be/CLceHyZqlV8 

11/11/2019 7:48:36 PM kik1771 Kozyrev mirrors?

11/11/2019 7:48:47 PM laurabusse Ha

Good one

11/11/2019 7:49:00 PM keith369me I get the same vibe...lots of info...not slick at all

11/11/2019 7:50:11 PM laurabusse Exactly

Well said

11/11/2019 7:51:24 PM allahuniversal (Doom & gloom holdovers)

Bless their hearts

11/11/2019 7:51:50 PM toffer_anon_369 EXE_YELLOW SKY ?

11/11/2019 7:53:47 PM laurabusse I had no idea

11/11/2019 7:54:20 PM mikebravodude  https://twitter.com/mikebravodude/status/1193933997967073281?s=20 …

11/11/2019 7:55:41 PM laurabusse Yuck LOL

11/11/2019 7:56:36 PM laurabusse Yes♥️

11/11/2019 7:56:54 PM allahuniversal Good question



11/11/2019 7:57:55 PM lbf777 Half the Trump team is abandoning him and all politicians. We have enough proof to see he’s a shill.

11/11/2019 7:58:43 PM lbf777 My 3rd eye is open. I see beyond the veil and report.

11/11/2019 7:59:05 PM giediknight INTJ was setup to get ahead of the story of actual military tribunals?

11/11/2019 7:59:36 PM lbf777 Trump’s fruits have been 5g, Chemtrails, gun control and attacking his own people with DEWs.

11/11/2019 8:00:16 PM allahuniversal But "nothing is happening"... https://twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1194075673591209985?s=19 …

11/11/2019 8:00:32 PM jrocktigers $5 sais the next photo we see of Jimmy , he will have a very black eye.

11/11/2019 8:00:39 PM lbf777 It’s all the same shit over and over. The next president would be a shill who says trump was a bad man but he’s a good one. Rinse repeat.

11/11/2019 8:00:50 PM 02joshuaradwan  https://www.telluridenews.com/news/article_bc20c847-5784-5099-9e05-36fceef2f2d1.html …

11/11/2019 8:01:35 PM lbf777 FBI is corrupt as hell. They could be making all this up and this isn’t much anyway. At this rate nothing will get done in 8 years.

11/11/2019 8:01:39 PM oo1o110 I don't know what you think you're seeing, but if your third eye is telling you this is a bad thing, you're being lied to. The reason why Trump has so 

much turnover in his administration is to limit exposure in the war, and prepare for the nex wave: a 2022 Supermajority.

11/11/2019 8:02:23 PM lbf777 Yawn. Too little too late.

11/11/2019 8:02:45 PM 02joshuaradwan This was their meat house place where they produced their meat. #Knownforcannibalism https://www.telluridenews.com/news/article_bc20c847-

5784-5099-9e05-36fceef2f2d1.html …

11/11/2019 8:03:00 PM allahuniversal Take care of that nearsighted issue tho pic.twitter.com/h2lDntPj0V

11/11/2019 8:03:26 PM 02joshuaradwan Read this...civil war in Telluride?? 🤔 sounds fishy https://www.telluridenews.com/news/article_bc20c847-5784-5099-9e05-36fceef2f2d1.html …

11/11/2019 8:03:35 PM oo1o110 Keep talking so people can clearly see you.

Be careful who you follow.

11/11/2019 8:04:49 PM laurabusse And this is the kind of news we have been seeing everyday now

If you believe nothing is happening

Then bc of cognitive dissonance and confirmation bias

Your mind will tune out evidence to the contrary

To confirm and prove what it already believes

11/11/2019 8:05:06 PM jvan125 Like this from October 🤯🥴 ? https://apnews.com/f1566c4ca853450a916ae26294cb87c4 …

11/11/2019 8:05:31 PM jrocktigers Well Ill be damned...

11/11/2019 8:05:52 PM allahuniversal Why isn't the mute working on your account? Who's pushing your tweets through?

11/11/2019 8:07:01 PM allahuniversal [ALICE] definitely serves her purpose

11/11/2019 8:09:35 PM lbf777 I have nothing to hide. 

Btw Trump admits to studying the Kabbalah in his book “Way To The Top”. The Kabbalah is the main book used by Luciferians: 

pic.twitter.com/Mu24cAJgFI

11/11/2019 8:10:38 PM lbf777 What do you mean mutes not working? I’m pushing the tweets through.

11/11/2019 8:10:59 PM bphouse Is Kevin Arnett part of the INTJ as he had filed against Trudeau and he was supposed to appear in court September but from what I understand he 

never showed

11/11/2019 8:11:38 PM wcwinc  pic.twitter.com/KNrY3kwghO

11/11/2019 8:11:49 PM jvan125 You know...this guy has had a bad last few years because of his health. He’s 95!!! And survived brain and liver cancer when dx at 90?!? Something is 

DEFINITELY fishy with this guy...

 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jimmy-carter-hospitalized-former-president-in-hospital-relieve-pressure-brain-from-recent-falls-2019-11-11/ …

P.S. he fell weeks ago & his brain is just now swelling? 🙄

11/11/2019 8:11:55 PM grandpij Heard about Carter in the hospital and the death of another Koch brother and possibly RBG death so far.

11/11/2019 8:12:12 PM oo1o110 ALICE you're boring everyone here at this point. This exchange is no longer productive.

11/11/2019 8:14:14 PM lbf777 What Alice? I was a Trump supporter for 3 years. I just woke up. All Presidents are shills. Look Trump even admits to studying the Satanic Kabbalah. 

Are you going to comment on this? pic.twitter.com/mUkU4753cT

11/11/2019 8:14:14 PM allahuniversal A need for sensationalism has been well been seeded into the public consciousness & is quite addictive. If it's not sensational event, it didn't happen, 

because the fix isn't potent enough. And it must be on their schedule. pic.twitter.com/e6s1hwYFGq

11/11/2019 8:14:51 PM identityasxy .

 Ut oh!

You mean another State funeral with all the trappings?

If a former President is to ‘lie in State’, why can’t it be Bill?

11/11/2019 8:15:03 PM toffer_anon_369 Does this help take down DEEP MIND?

11/11/2019 8:16:11 PM 02joshuaradwan They never imagined loosing 2016

11/11/2019 8:17:40 PM allahuniversal So by that "logic":

Study Kaballah = automatically a Luciferian.

Well, call me a Luciferian, then. Or maybe just a human being who knows the importance of KNOWLEDGE. Idk about you, I'm not afraid to learn 

something new. Especially if it's useful and/or being used against me

11/11/2019 8:18:37 PM 02joshuaradwan They never imagined losing 2016

11/11/2019 8:18:49 PM allahuniversal How about you share your disappointments with those who agree with you? You're boring us back to...naptime, because your black pills won't put us 

to sleep

11/11/2019 8:20:06 PM chapulincolored F   .    a       l        s       e

F   .     l       a       g

look it up

11/11/2019 8:20:08 PM herstarz Perfect.

11/11/2019 8:20:34 PM allahuniversal I've tried in the past, and again today to mute your account, and another who agrees with you. That kind of anomaly can't be ignored. Someone 

doesn't want you muted.

11/11/2019 8:20:55 PM wickedmouse369 Fighting for their survival.

11/11/2019 8:24:12 PM oo1o110 This is 101 stuff. Not interested. Trump long admitted that he used to be a part of the club. Now he prays in the White House to open cabinet meetings 

and works for global liberation

And anyone who claims to be a lightbringer who hasn't come across Kabbalah teachings is shallow.



11/11/2019 8:24:31 PM 02joshuaradwan Birds of a feather flock together. Article states #tohelluride at civil war under obama biden and hilary watch  #known4cannibalism 

#knownforcannibalism

11/11/2019 8:26:19 PM 02joshuaradwan Birds of a feather flock together. Article states #telluride #tohelluride at civil war under obama biden and hilary watch  #known4cannibalism 

#knownforcannibalism

11/11/2019 8:26:32 PM laurabusse This guy is almost always cranky

Keeps changing his profile name and picture

But same @

He's been negative since I've been here

Gave up trying to reason with him

I don't understand why he's still here

Unless he's trying to spread misery

11/11/2019 8:26:40 PM kathleen3693693  https://qanon.pub/  pic.twitter.com/S1HJKr9JI7

11/11/2019 8:27:29 PM laurabusse Ah

Interesting

The plot thickens...

11/11/2019 8:27:51 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/Inz8pV1gTg

11/11/2019 8:30:41 PM sandras91160022 🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/11/2019 8:30:44 PM flgirlsbeenqd You are a troll. You guys come on heretry to,  annoy the shit out of ppl trying to put together what's happening real time. You waste our time/are a 

huge annoyance. If you really want to help, start researching human trafficking and see what you can do to help stop it.

11/11/2019 8:31:23 PM allahuniversal "This guy is almost always cranky

Keeps changing his profile name and picture

But same @"

As if no one notices that it's the same MO(S) & Spiel(berg) every time... 

"Unless he's trying to spread misery" 👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/drbVnDmH5Z

11/11/2019 8:31:34 PM laurabusse Interesting

So if we follow our mind

What we want

Our frustrations

We lose

We can't see what's happening

But if we 

Observe

Relax

Be calm

Be aware

Take in info

You can see what's happening

Bc you're more tuned in to what's happening

Rather than the distracting noise in your head
11/11/2019 8:32:12 PM dragonbydesign He must not have access to the deep stare “cures” anymore

11/11/2019 8:32:27 PM dunwunder u have no idea how much have been stopped.  lucky u

11/11/2019 8:32:31 PM kathleen3693693 Stitches over the left eye, brain cancer NoName style. Lashing out at Trump lately. Wonder what his sin(s) involved...

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/11/2019 8:33:35 PM lbf777 Haha. I figured if you defended Trump on this Satanic Kabbalah than you were shilling but if you read it too, I know you must be a full blown Mossad 

shill.

11/11/2019 8:33:39 PM fairyland66 My ex identified himself as A-440 Music... He was such an A**HOLE!

⚖️ pic.twitter.com/46YBTvtQHW

11/11/2019 8:33:53 PM lbf777 I do.

11/11/2019 8:34:26 PM joshuafalkin  pic.twitter.com/riEPdSrVPQ

11/11/2019 8:34:46 PM allahuniversal Every other muted account stays muted. This one though... pic.twitter.com/SFhVPz9i4t

11/11/2019 8:35:31 PM lbf777 Oh so you recommend the Kabbalah ey? 😅

11/11/2019 8:36:16 PM allahuniversal 👆🏽 Excellent advice https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1194087461820993536?s=19 …

11/11/2019 8:36:22 PM laurabusse Weird, huh?

11/11/2019 8:36:32 PM funnyhusband  pic.twitter.com/cCHGy6OqUv

11/11/2019 8:36:49 PM lbf777 I will awakened the mind controlled slaves tyvm.

11/11/2019 8:36:51 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrHxhQPOO2c …

11/11/2019 8:37:09 PM lbf777 Ya weird. He muted me and then took a pic of it.

11/11/2019 8:39:44 PM laurabusse Letting go of expectations

Letting go of preconceived ideas

Letting go of beliefs

Observing with open mind

It's our repetitive beliefs and thoughts about what we already believe that keeps us from seeing anything new

Especially things that go against our already decided beliefs
11/11/2019 8:40:56 PM laurabusse Well he doesn't understand why he's still seeing your tweets if he muted you

11/11/2019 8:42:22 PM allahuniversal 💯 %

(my autocorrext either agrees with you too, nor is reading my open mind...?) pic.twitter.com/yv54uAKKC8

11/11/2019 8:42:44 PM allahuniversal *or is... wasn't any help there lol

11/11/2019 8:42:48 PM lbf777 He’s lying to make me sound like some kind of agent of Alice that is blocking his ability to mute me.

11/11/2019 8:43:12 PM carleek29 Thinking same thing. We must be over the target😜

11/11/2019 8:44:53 PM citizencitizenc It's nonsense.  The biggest reveal will be that we live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal field.

11/11/2019 8:46:04 PM laurabusse Why are you here?

11/11/2019 8:50:11 PM allahuniversal This is getting fun again!

1. Nowhere did I defend Trump, that's your TDS speaking, I defended myself

2. Beware the man of one book.

3. Nice projection, we all saw that coming

3a. For good measure, I'm not too sure the Zionists are fond of my kind ✊🏾✊🏾✊🏾



11/11/2019 8:51:56 PM dls00741 belief [lie] is the enemy of knowledge...

i prefer to know....

11/11/2019 8:56:08 PM mskeens1962  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1194085226462556160?s=19 …

11/11/2019 8:58:50 PM allahuniversal And the Bible, and the Apocrypha, and the Dead Era Scrolls, the Vedas, and the Qur'an, and the Bhagvad Gita, and Bilgi Kitabi, and a shit load of math 

and science books, lots of history and philosophy, and whatever you can learn from...or your "open 3rd eye" remains understudied 

pic.twitter.com/Z60KIcPA99

11/11/2019 8:59:51 PM allahuniversal Timestamp, I can still see you

11/11/2019 9:00:37 PM allahuniversal Timestamp Verifies, CST pic.twitter.com/Rdq3Wr2vQi

11/11/2019 9:01:24 PM allahuniversal I have no fear, and therefore no lies. Who are you to lie on social media about? 🤣

11/11/2019 9:02:51 PM allahuniversal kNOW

11/11/2019 9:03:33 PM do_or_do_notty Taking down the bad guys tech

11/11/2019 9:04:42 PM michael81972 Thats what im thinking since its in brackets

11/11/2019 9:05:07 PM do_or_do_notty I believe this to be true. It was in my family for a few generations that I know of

I blew that cycle up. It is no more!

11/11/2019 9:05:29 PM donaldbrowne15 So then we do not get the whole picture right? Only certain aspects that touch our Retina right??? I think i understand.

11/11/2019 9:05:32 PM do_or_do_notty 👍👍

11/11/2019 9:15:55 PM jim48692822 Ok.Thats the best one yet !!

We can stop now !!! LoL

11/11/2019 9:16:22 PM sunnysideluna Is this also related to Israel’s strike today that killed abu

11/11/2019 9:23:44 PM hoodsavior #SoSaysTheDragonFamilies 19th CPC Central Committee holds fourth plenary session - Xinhua |  http://English.news .cn 

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-10/28/c_138509152.htm#0-twi-1-26492-7250227817ecdff034dc9540e6c76667 @xhnews @realbenfulford 

@ts_sci_majic12

11/11/2019 9:24:45 PM yungrushin  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/time_travel/project_lookingglass.htm …

11/11/2019 9:26:33 PM lbf777 To awaken the sleepers.

11/11/2019 9:32:34 PM aetherwalker1 FYI:

Since MJ has conscious access to 4D & 5D, if one were to pray that the plans, schemes, plots, etc of the Cabal/DS and their bad actors in America and 

the world that are covered be uncovered and revealed to the Patriots of Lights in the MJ Group..

"They" will be intercepted.

11/11/2019 9:35:00 PM aetherwalker1 I have inner confirmation this works.

(and how bout that.  My post was exactly the maximum number of characters.)

11/11/2019 9:41:02 PM werascending I knew that was no meteor!

11/11/2019 9:44:57 PM citizenk77 Same here. How do you reconcile that

11/11/2019 9:44:59 PM logicmustwin Funny!

11/11/2019 9:51:38 PM oaf_unbreakable Seriously look at that clown.

How can people buy into anything said by people like this one. https://twitter.com/the_tru_eapjr/status/1188105574447235072?s=20 …

11/11/2019 9:52:08 PM naser143121 We will make Iran great again. Restart is Iran’s most powerful opposition movement. 

#RestartMIGA

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/BzbCvIiicJ

11/11/2019 10:04:45 PM azuremagus Fry electronics of black hat SSP?

11/11/2019 10:05:23 PM blumae84 Well..we just had a meteorite explode over Missouri at 8:49 (I believe) and 3 earthquakes in California mon night...

11/11/2019 10:05:30 PM ewilliams22101 Burning satellite?

11/11/2019 10:06:27 PM ewilliams22101 Have we isolated the gene(s)?  Can we identify the sexual deviancy through DNA tests?

11/11/2019 10:12:47 PM famousjrn  pic.twitter.com/ZyRisE84ia

11/11/2019 10:12:57 PM famousjrn  pic.twitter.com/CLfjD3pa0I

11/11/2019 10:13:44 PM enomai_ Thank you for picking that as the landing target. Great view

11/11/2019 10:14:39 PM dondep @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Serious Q; is this account connected to the (SR) Consistory? And do you follow 'the ends justify the means', or do the means create 

the ends?

11/11/2019 10:19:55 PM kevinpaz822 Pain?

11/11/2019 10:31:42 PM 1_decided_voter Here's a few more just for good luck...

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup 

#EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup

11/11/2019 10:40:24 PM mongrelglory Can they get Justin Trudeau to resign next please? 🥺

He's a fraudulently elected fraud I believe...

11/11/2019 10:42:08 PM mongrelglory We need the people in Canada woken up.  Right now it's only the people in the prairies who seem to be suspecting election fraud...(and a handful of us 

here in Ontario).

11/11/2019 10:42:20 PM 1_decided_voter Well, because that's todays date. Unless you aren't somewhere in the US time zones, then this should make sense.

11/11/2019 10:59:45 PM mongrelglory Actually, I just went back through the list of "Resignations of executives and politicians" on  http://Qmap.pub  and there appears to have been a lot of 

CEOs from biotechnology, agricultural, and medical/pharmaceutical companies who have been quietly resigning. 👍

11/11/2019 11:03:16 PM resignationanon the are on  https://www.resignation.info  - complete, up to date and with all the info!

11/11/2019 11:04:12 PM resignationanon better use the original and complete list: https://www.resignation.info 

11/11/2019 11:08:46 PM mongrelglory Sadly, I've always suspected this about Robert David Steele.  He also feeds Benjamin Fulford a lot of his "CIA intel".  It's so hard to consider how many 

groups that many follow out there might be CIA ops for controlled disinformation. Trump never endorsed Steele's work.

11/11/2019 11:14:35 PM mongrelglory I was wondering too! I sure hope Kevin Arnett is not a fraud; maybe just being duped.  I gave him money for his cause a long time ago because I feel so 

badly for the way indigenous people have been treated by authorities in Canada.  As a doctor I saw a lot of sad stuff in the ER.

11/11/2019 11:17:42 PM citizenk77 Didn't realize Q was posting...had read something earlier saying it was attacked & down again...then saw it's up and running after I made the comment

11/11/2019 11:29:19 PM kathleen3693693 They never thought she would lose. Thank God she DID lose!

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/11/2019 11:36:08 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...gives new meaning to the saying "the sins of the father are visited on the son."!

 https://www.phrases.org.uk/bulletin_board/23/messages/847.html …

However I would say DNA is not destiny...We have free will.

11/12/2019 12:17:33 AM carolinabeth1 You are being shadow banned.  I have to come to your page to see your tweets. Just FYI.

11/12/2019 12:19:07 AM lightlove21121 OH YES WE DO 🔥

11/12/2019 12:26:40 AM carolinabeth1  https://twitter.com/carolinabeth1/status/1194111488132362242?s=21 …



11/12/2019 12:29:57 AM carolinabeth1 Technology as in Project Looking Glass? https://twitter.com/carolinabeth1/status/1194111488132362242?s=21 …

11/12/2019 12:31:03 AM jollyrob2 time to harvest the 🌽🌽🌽?

11/12/2019 12:39:47 AM narcissist_ghst Rubbish

11/12/2019 12:51:06 AM blsdbe Plausible Deniability...or a very slow bleed?

11/12/2019 12:51:28 AM blsdbe 5:5, and Nice Meteor!!! Plus, retraction?!? pic.twitter.com/SFA3TYIRp5

11/12/2019 1:06:09 AM blsdbe ThanQ for speaking this, so that we can be aware, and we can Release this Burden as we collectively heal from the many Crimes Against Humanity. 

Bless you, and your Family.

11/12/2019 1:30:08 AM mongrelglory This is very common in the elderly. It's a subdural hematoma where the venous blood collects slowly just inside the skull and produces pressure on the 

brain as it clots. They seem fine after their initial fall, but then gradually become confused and drowsy over several weeks.

11/12/2019 1:56:13 AM _369311119 Choosing your best disclosure?

11/12/2019 2:02:36 AM _constitution Call Sign ZOMBE99 -a USAF McDonnel Douglass DC-10-30 circling Washington DC suburb of Montgomery County MD for HOURS this morning. Woke 

me up several times. Early morning raids?

#KnockKnock

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MagniAnon @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/3SD7zAJhFb

11/12/2019 2:44:59 AM dshepherdtrump Yes, it makes you read & find many articles, & you find so much corruption. 

We know the C_A runs the media and Hollywood & pretty much the Government. They deal in Arms, Trafficking, Wars,Popes, killings etc etc. My 

question is why is there still a CIA / Fema- 

Big Govn = Crimes

11/12/2019 2:54:15 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/3w0i2kL9j5

11/12/2019 3:20:03 AM my2sonznme  https://www.facebook.com/1185568327/posts/10220889512325997?d=n&sfns=mo … comments?

11/12/2019 3:21:16 AM my2sonznme  https://www.facebook.com/1185568327/posts/10220889512325997?d=n&sfns=mo …

11/12/2019 3:32:27 AM patriotleah1776 Impatient anons/patriots be like: pic.twitter.com/t89OHpYxEm

11/12/2019 3:34:43 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do we have here...SSP?

 https://youtu.be/t4uBRAXwz7c 

11/12/2019 3:42:01 AM jamiegrahamusa Qdrops

11/12/2019 3:45:01 AM deborahdemarai1 Please help :  Twat is stopping me from following more Patriots. What do I do? Do I need more followers?

HELP Please....

@w_terrence @kabamur_taygeta @prayingmedic @SirHublife @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AKA_RealDirty

11/12/2019 3:59:22 AM dshepherdtrump Hurd 

 former CIA officer serving as the U.S. representative for Texas's 23rd congressional district since 2015. San Antonio to El Paso along the U.S.–Mexican 

border

11/12/2019 3:59:47 AM dshepherdtrump  https://saraacarter.com/hurd-i-think-we-should-be-protecting-the-identity-of-the-

whistleblower/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=social-pug …

11/12/2019 4:03:43 AM chrissh51 👀🤬

11/12/2019 4:06:55 AM jaded_pearl Beautiful think to visualize.. Imagine all the spectrums of light we can't see.

11/12/2019 4:14:54 AM richard07759712  pic.twitter.com/YDUENimM2U

11/12/2019 4:20:15 AM richard07759712 Here’s Looking at the Future...

See the passed

11/12/2019 4:25:59 AM whos2know1 Holy Crap!!!!!!!!!!!! So much - this is utterly fantastic!!! The world needs to know ALL of this!!! Ty! Ty! Ty!

11/12/2019 4:35:22 AM nurseniceyes Some of it is, some of it is they were abused themselves...

11/12/2019 4:36:52 AM nurseniceyes So they think it is normal.

11/12/2019 4:37:43 AM jaded_pearl  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=UFneyi-v_GQ&feature=share …

11/12/2019 4:38:44 AM nurseniceyes I think we need a list...

11/12/2019 4:44:31 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup #DECLAS #UnsealStandardHotel #WWG1WGA

11/12/2019 4:49:17 AM grannyomaha Advance warning is nice, but we have weird sht all the time here. Just do it.  Tell me later. I live in the vortex between an AFB, ye olde Franklin Credit 

Union, & Omaha downtown.

#FourAirportsARiver2MajorInterstatesTruckingCallCentersAndFiveDegreeWeatherBEFOREThanksgiving

11/12/2019 4:50:50 AM grannyomaha Omaha also has a transplant hospital, a children's hospital, a Veterans Administration hospital, & a county hospital.  Any questions?  #JustDoIt #POTUS 

#GeorgeWebbYouTubeVids

11/12/2019 5:16:29 AM fansblowing3 Genetic memory

11/12/2019 5:21:01 AM 369naturallaw @kabamur_taygeta @__valv @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.bitchute.com/video/eIc1z7c4B1tF/ … I had a dream last night...

11/12/2019 5:24:41 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/w7U314pJ1F

11/12/2019 5:27:32 AM rawphonegirl New clone,  who dis? 😂🤔😱

11/12/2019 5:28:40 AM truckerwifelife I don't know the guy he reminds me of Richard Gere.

11/12/2019 5:28:41 AM covertress 3587

 https://qmap.pub/read/3587  pic.twitter.com/04V9ENVzsG

11/12/2019 5:29:55 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

11/12/2019 5:30:59 AM longtooth6570 Remain calm It is God's sovereignty we put our trust in. Whether He saves us or not, we will serve Him only for eternity in one capacity or another. 

Which side are you on Dark or Light? Choose this day life or death and get on with the clean-up #Justice #Unity #EnoughIsEnough

11/12/2019 5:31:35 AM samsmith0319 Yep...

11/12/2019 5:33:03 AM covertress 3585  

 https://twitter.com/fillasaufical/status/1194044070039085057?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/dkUGkXYw0h

11/12/2019 5:41:10 AM moemc8 I was the 369 like on his post

11/12/2019 5:46:52 AM kindeandtrue My expectations are that Trump fulfill the promises he made to the American people. Nothing more. Nothing less.

He has not, to date, delivered on most of his campaign promises.

(Low black unemployment and grants for third world women don't count.)

11/12/2019 5:52:35 AM kindeandtrue Remember Trump's Contract with the American Voter?

You can't trust someone who doesn't keep his word.

It's not magic or rocket science.

His failure to deliver is measurable and real, and he doesn't deserve reelection. 

That is all. Very simple.
11/12/2019 5:52:51 AM zerkuuqsena They Knew this Day Would Arrive.  It's Arrived.

11/12/2019 6:00:17 AM fellegyvickie ,😁

11/12/2019 6:04:05 AM bphouse Yes I agree

11/12/2019 6:04:23 AM irah_chandler More like somebody who didn't have clearance to land or a black hat sat

11/12/2019 6:04:57 AM nm_zsr Welp, the night of a meteor shower is a good night to do it!



11/12/2019 6:07:40 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1154397352700121088?s=19 …

11/12/2019 6:17:25 AM covertress Is this [Technology] being utilized to tune something?

The Schumann Resonance - or - a

Transphase Eradication Weapon, used to highlight out of phase entities?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035644873267965952?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/808TFqZtK5

11/12/2019 6:18:59 AM flgirlsbeenqd I felt it, but am not a geneticist. Thank you for confirmation.

 https://www.theatlantic.com/family/archive/2019/03/the-secret-jehovahs-witness-database-of-child-molesters/584311/ …

You have no idea the secrets they keep.

11/12/2019 6:20:30 AM quarkfear1 Add Nancy & her babe to the den of thieves https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=g1KfU5ifhqE …

11/12/2019 6:24:06 AM rickster61x Similar to radar?

Bounce waves off an object and measure returning wave?

11/12/2019 6:25:45 AM jaynenotjanie frequency, resonance... Follow Tesla's thoughts. vibration.

11/12/2019 6:29:58 AM bbobbio71 My daughter and I were playing ball the other evening and she said,  Daddy look! I think I just saw a flying saucer! I didn't see it as it was behind me but 

she described something similar but took a left turn and fizzled out.

11/12/2019 6:30:36 AM covertress It's in the DNA?!?

How would one excise such a thing?

11/12/2019 6:36:01 AM covertress Says an alleged @GenFlynn follower. lol

11/12/2019 6:37:07 AM rawphonegirl 🤯Holy thoughts are things! Epigenetics teach us genes can be switched on/off & parents' exposure to toxins flip switches & passed down. Are Toxic 

thoughts/actions hereditary too? 🤔 photon twin experiment seems important here too?

11/12/2019 6:38:25 AM cny_micaa not sure I like the direction of this. They are not responsible? They can't help themselves? Sounds like those lib researchers priming the public to accept 

this as normal. You could reject this dark energy imprint tho, release it as "not mine"

11/12/2019 6:41:24 AM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/TZEA24Qy6b

11/12/2019 6:41:56 AM der_wanderer8 What if this "natural selection" was just power limitation of the simulation we are experiencing?

11/12/2019 6:43:42 AM covertress I think @rawphonegirl is on to something here.

Perhaps toxins play a role in gene activation. 

And therefore detoxing a role in gene deactivation? https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1194262852611248128?s=19 …

11/12/2019 6:44:50 AM allahuniversal TDS in reverse, interesting. 

(looks at calendar) so you expected it all to be done in under 34 months? Would you as president have had it all done in under 34 months? What about 

the tangled and intertwined mess he walked into, should that be disregarded for your entertainment? pic.twitter.com/iM0PGk72sN

11/12/2019 6:45:02 AM irah_chandler Mj is probably suggesting some form of eugenics. No thanks

11/12/2019 6:45:09 AM flgirlsbeenqd No one said that. They ARE absolutely responsible. If what you say is true, women could go around rob banks, blame it on PMS. No matter how bitchy I 

get I’m responsible for EVERYTHING that comes out of my mouth/my actions even when PMSing.

11/12/2019 6:45:21 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/vNbsnxJOxP

11/12/2019 6:46:54 AM allahuniversal It's not magic, and the job is actually a little more complicated than rocket science. I truly believe that the most impatient onea of you have seen too 

many TV & movie presidents to understand what the job really is

11/12/2019 6:48:13 AM allahuniversal Your oversimplification of the problems doesn't make the problems simple in real life. Unless you want him to be a dictator and force everyone to 

cooperate or hang

11/12/2019 6:48:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd But what toxin? Pedophilia has been alive through the ages. My thinking...could have been introduced to homo- sapiens via NAA?

11/12/2019 6:49:14 AM rawphonegirl Physiologically yes- detoxing can effect genes for the better, we can see this in MTHFR mutations and regressions.  But! OMG!  Replace biological 

elements w/heart chakra, superimpose upon photon twin experiment and theoretically,  we could heal ancestors- like time travel? 🤯

11/12/2019 6:57:05 AM covertress It makes total sense, when you think of a family's karma cycle.

To break it would require extreme positive karma to restore the balance. 

Being aware of the root issue, heredity, would only be the first step.

How does one reprogram their DNA?

11/12/2019 7:19:47 AM flgirlsbeenqd That’s the million dollar question @covertress. Is 12 strand DNA more susceptible to anomalies? pic.twitter.com/oRDGOeb0s4

11/12/2019 7:23:55 AM lightlove21121 You’re telling me the only reason i am not a pedo is because I don’t have the same blood as him/them? 

D**n. I thought I was stronger than that 😏

11/12/2019 7:28:58 AM jvan125 I hope you’re saying ‘it is’ to the coincidence part...? 😳🤯

11/12/2019 7:29:34 AM flgirlsbeenqd It’s not hematology, if something is heredity it’s DNA/genetic code.

11/12/2019 7:31:35 AM tammyredmond Check out its insignia. It’s an infinity sign with a pine cone attached above. Hmmm.

11/12/2019 7:33:42 AM allahuniversal  https://nypost.com/2019/11/08/epstein-didnt-kill-himself-printed-on-california-brewerys-beer-cans/ …

54packs

11/12/2019 7:38:51 AM kindeandtrue Trump's failure to 1) secure the border and control immigration (legal and illegal), 2) End the Endless Wars and 3) Drain the Swamp are objective, 

observable facts.

Furthermore, he has consistently lied to the American people. 

He has squandered our trust.

11/12/2019 7:41:25 AM allahuniversal Still stands

 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1194084699448233984?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/pIDyZbvapy

11/12/2019 7:46:42 AM kindeandtrue I could care less what the 17th letter of the alphabet says. 

Tweeting insults at Democrats does not = draining the Swamp.

Trump Administration hasn't prosecuted one high-level corrupt government actor.

11/12/2019 7:50:20 AM covertress The Wayback Machine https://twitter.com/AQtime/status/1194180063283097600?s=19 …

11/12/2019 7:53:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 People lie all the time for the purposes of retaining power.

11/12/2019 7:56:27 AM covertress Project Looking Glass | Time Lensing Technology Used to Look into the Past and Future https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2015/12/project-looking-glass-

time-lensing/ …

11/12/2019 7:59:36 AM aqtime True but not always, this might be the predecessor of the montauk project.

11/12/2019 8:02:38 AM allahuniversal I'm done here. It's unfortunate that you don't understand the complexity of the tasks which are to be performed. However being liberally unrealistic 

may not be your fault. MKUltra is a hell of a drug, and you're under the TDS spell. Get well soon.

11/12/2019 8:05:47 AM allahuniversal Since mute isn't working, no more half measures pic.twitter.com/rrSQWiWdTb

11/12/2019 8:11:28 AM covertress David Wilcock - Stargate, Project Looking Glass  &  Contact - 2012 https://youtu.be/ThmKZU9Qf3I 

11/12/2019 8:18:24 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Did this actually happen to us in 2012 and are we being "held" in a Matrix of your creating until we are ready for this Disclosure?

11/12/2019 8:19:55 AM norwegianon What's going on here? 😆😂🤣😂🤣😂

11/12/2019 8:21:47 AM state1union I remember tuning stuff in about the DOE

11/12/2019 8:23:19 AM covertress In this case, you mean The Vatican?



11/12/2019 8:25:47 AM state1union So it’s a coincidence???

11/12/2019 8:27:49 AM kindeandtrue We'll have to wait until an outsider who is not one of them takes over the White House since the current occupier is one of them.

11/12/2019 8:28:12 AM laurabusse With negativity and constant complaining?

Doesn't inspire

Doesn't inform

Just spreads your misery

Thus serving no good purpose

If you think your method works

Why don't you just tweet original tweets instead of hanging out here just bringing ppl down?

Of course I can mute you...
11/12/2019 8:30:55 AM kindeandtrue What's the difference between "negativity" and "realism"?

11/12/2019 8:33:03 AM laurabusse He has free will tho to say what he wants...

Nobody has to listen or agree...

11/12/2019 8:33:48 AM fmeonlylol Not a pigeon? 🐦💡🔌⌛🔑✨

#Tesla #pigeon #energy #JohnGTrump #TeslaFiles #369 #frequency #vibration #Nikola #WhereAreTheMissingTrunks #majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@RealEyeTheSpy @POTUS pic.twitter.com/JDwp7pAlGp

11/12/2019 8:34:31 AM state1union We are

11/12/2019 8:37:26 AM blumae84 I have had this in an open window for 2 years...seems to be more relevant with new drops @VincentCrypt46

@55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

 http://thenewearth.org/JFKennedyAssassinationSpeech.html …

11/12/2019 8:37:45 AM justicetruthwa2 My question is why is this being talked about these days?

11/12/2019 8:38:04 AM johnheretohelp 😁😁🤣😎

11/12/2019 8:39:07 AM aqtime I mean "Ernetti wouldn't lie about such things." Vatican yes lies all the times!

11/12/2019 8:39:38 AM der_wanderer8 I think it is coincidence

I can't believe someone can carry such a tendancy in DNA, especially so destructive for the offspring

11/12/2019 8:40:24 AM johnheretohelp No, a Shrike😏😏😎

11/12/2019 8:44:46 AM laurabusse But true unfortunately

11/12/2019 8:45:33 AM covertress Conscious Entity = Us?

Structure = The Matrix?

🤯 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1190095872652201984?s=19 …

11/12/2019 8:46:22 AM powersawer I have read that Jesus is a spiritual trap set by the romans to externalize god consciousness and rob people of the power to heal themselves and others

11/12/2019 8:47:36 AM covertress I WILL Freedom from The Matrix https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1108093193885761536?s=19 …

11/12/2019 8:48:04 AM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7d9TZFwj7cg … 👈👀

11/12/2019 8:51:14 AM laurabusse Really comes down to time, expectations

Am 64

Much frustration thru my life

But everything I ever wanted came to me eventually

But had you asked me in my 30s

I would have pointed out all the things to be unhappy about

Its about trajectory

And research

Headed in right direction?
11/12/2019 8:51:43 AM winki00000001 What ??? https://truepundit.com/video-epstein-medical-examiner-drops-autopsy-bombshell-no-dna-test-conducted-to-confirm-epsteins-identity/ …

11/12/2019 8:53:55 AM laurabusse You really need to educate yourself far and wide to satisfy your own questions, curiosity

You learn sooo much

Then there's the whole subject of

Perspective

Point of view

Glass half full or empty etc

Then there's creating our reality

If you expect bad

You will only see bad

Etc
11/12/2019 8:53:59 AM kindeandtrue That's no way to run a country. We don't have 34 years for Trump to deliver on his promises.

11/12/2019 8:55:03 AM mariekward1 #EpstienCoverUp

11/12/2019 8:55:13 AM mariekward1 #EpsteinCoverUp

11/12/2019 8:55:30 AM kachinagtto I sort of look at it as “we” are the “Gods”... meaning - past 2012... We manifest our own reality based on thought. Why it’s so important to break the 

matrix programming.

11/12/2019 8:57:21 AM flgirlsbeenqd Other mental health anomalies are familial such as schizophrenia; would it be a far stretch for this too to be familial? Being so quick to dismiss this is 

not open mindedness, esp when a quick search brings this up... https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4393782/ …

11/12/2019 8:58:22 AM kindeandtrue Fundamental disagreement with you is I believe in solid, objective, reality outside and separate from ourselves that we can observe with our senses 

but have no power to create, and you believe that we create reality.

11/12/2019 9:02:55 AM flgirlsbeenqd 🇺🇸Announcement🇺🇸: 

People with new accts/few followers/make argumentative posts instead of questioning or asking for more info to research are TROLLS. 

Mute or block. They’re here to annoy/report you. I have no patience for that. I’m here to learn/gain understanding. pic.twitter.com/q8ibMloj2H

11/12/2019 9:05:46 AM jrwtsd exactly what i see

11/12/2019 9:11:04 AM mrkbsimotas Project looking Glass.

Area 51

A way to see in to the future.

Future proves past.

How?

11/12/2019 9:14:30 AM mrkbsimotas Project Sagittarius

11/12/2019 9:18:43 AM covertress Another "Meteor"? https://twitter.com/2LarryJohnson7/status/1194270933986533379?s=19 …



11/12/2019 9:23:36 AM momekool1 It is STILL subject to investigation to International crimes, is it not??😳

11/12/2019 9:29:21 AM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Accurate disclosure depicted in this movie?

11/12/2019 9:33:12 AM momekool1 Epstein is boring to you? With ALL this subject involves??? Well most of us want everyone to be talking about it!!!#justiceforthebabies

11/12/2019 9:40:20 AM momekool1 #UnsealEpstein

11/12/2019 9:41:53 AM adsvel Can You please comment on this founded USB stick and the videos inside, many battles near the Jupiter...

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=446&v=C2gjsbFYTgg&feature=emb_logo …

11/12/2019 9:52:13 AM covertress Repair Your DNA https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1194307243904135168?s=19 …

11/12/2019 10:01:39 AM laurabusse Good question

Just my opinion

Everything is perspective

Thoughts beliefs

Point of view

We think bc we have thoughts

They must be true

Realism is what's real to you

Everything is relative

Glass hf empty or hf full

If 2 ppl agree

Then they REALLY think they are right

Everyone...
11/12/2019 10:02:17 AM state1union That’s sweet but it should be more like a Billion on a Trillion dollar industry

11/12/2019 10:04:55 AM laurabusse 2...else therefore must be wrong

But it's simply a difference in thought process

Perspective

And life experience

There is oneness

All is one, united, related

Then there is duality

Tall short

Weak strong

Positive negative

Etc

Positive is constructive

Gives life

Helps

Loves...
11/12/2019 10:05:48 AM zerost8te Bill Wood - Projeto Looking Glass -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5kq0zYLgrE&feature=youtu.be …

CC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 confirm/deny?

#QAnon #Anonymous

11/12/2019 10:06:26 AM samsmith0319 Yes!!!💥🐀🐀🐀💥

11/12/2019 10:06:48 AM kindeandtrue Philosophers have been arguing about this for centuries. I doubt we're going to come to a consensus.

I'm an Aristotelian who believes in demonstrable, observable, objective reality, and you believe reality is subjective and experiential. 

Never the twain shall meet.

11/12/2019 10:07:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moderate Republicans Can Save America - The Atlantic

"How America Ends"

Plan to Destroy America Meme? https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/12/how-america-ends/600757/ …

11/12/2019 10:07:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1194302681260662784 …

11/12/2019 10:08:08 AM billyj1616 Right!?!?

11/12/2019 10:08:39 AM do_or_do_notty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said it was [technology]

11/12/2019 10:08:43 AM neeneenat 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/12/2019 10:08:50 AM rickster61x What?

Did he say “Majestic”?!

“Re-Awakening”??!!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/n5X6YVnqiW

11/12/2019 10:08:52 AM jvan125 Hahaha!!! Great minds....😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/oMut2lB7rn



11/12/2019 10:09:23 AM laurabusse 3...gives hope

Peace

Energizes

Feels good

Negative is destructive

Criticizes

Finds fault

Becomes cruel

Sucks life out

Sucks energy out

Causes discord

Chaos

Feels bad

In the unity

In the oneness

There is both pos and neg...

But everything has a pos and neg

Everything is...
11/12/2019 10:09:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Clowns Clowns Clowns]

[Whistleblower]

Enjoy The Show... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182009282272940032 …

11/12/2019 10:09:52 AM nea_storm Exactly! pic.twitter.com/s7jRO1rVYT

11/12/2019 10:11:03 AM kindeandtrue Some truth here, but sometimes you have to recognize that things are not going well and need to change. Can't wear rose-colored glasses all the time.

11/12/2019 10:11:30 AM politicalorgasm I think it's this guy: pic.twitter.com/BX00MfULKN

11/12/2019 10:11:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coordinated attack.

Verified feedback loop.

Groupthink.

Coup. https://twitter.com/oneunderscore__/status/1194283526541197312 …

11/12/2019 10:11:49 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/0m0QFoGApQ

11/12/2019 10:12:06 AM truthseeker805 Giggling

11/12/2019 10:12:38 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/1gKGuY0ZfV

11/12/2019 10:13:02 AM laurabusse 4...a hologram of the whole

Everything has a pos and a neg

Cat catches mouse

Good for cat

Good for cat's human

Bad for mouse

We can choose pos or neg or oneness

Too many ppl

Brainwashed into fear and negativity

Is partly why world such a mess

All I know is

I was very neg...
11/12/2019 10:16:06 AM kindeandtrue If only Trump had stopped illegal and legal immigration and worked harder to get voter ID we might have a fighting chance.

11/12/2019 10:16:14 AM izalright Appalachian Trail must be calling 🤪

11/12/2019 10:16:14 AM laurabusse 5...most of my life

Miserable

Became Christian

It got better

But only to a point

Over 30 yrs

Had to leave Christianity

Leave fear of hell deception demons devil

Next ten yrs

Amazing

Unbrainwashing

I read Change your thoughts

Change your life

Dr Wayne Dyer

Also

Power of...
11/12/2019 10:17:20 AM 7madeintheusa In laymen’s terms, just another round of BS from the left stream media outlets. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194316874294665216 …

11/12/2019 10:17:45 AM detroittimes [trust the plan]

[c] before [d] 

Something will happen [soon]

11/12/2019 10:18:38 AM der_wanderer8 If it was in DNA 

Where would be Free Will?



11/12/2019 10:18:57 AM laurabusse 6... Positive thinking

Norman Vincent peale

Trump's pastor!!!

Twitter is limited

Could write book

Thoughts are a choice

Not truth

Perspective is point of view

Not truth

We can choose positive pt of view

Life

Or neg or of view

Leads to misery and death

I have been reborn
11/12/2019 10:20:55 AM eo13818 Seeeeeeeee? Man’s best friend “knows”!

11/12/2019 10:21:41 AM laurabusse 7...This is just my experience

My perspective

Every day is a challenge to find the good

In everything 

Meditation helps

Accepting what is

Filling oneself with love

No one is perfect

In this life

Have many flaws

I just want peace love happiness for all

Like we all want...
11/12/2019 10:27:30 AM agoodyear2015 It seems to be very effective at convincing the masses.  It is hard to break the hold that traditional media has on people.  I'm not sure what it will take 

to convince them that they are sheep being played.

11/12/2019 10:27:36 AM laurabusse You miss my point

Things take time

Things need time

Bread isn't done rising til it's done rising

Then it's not done baking til it's done

Then it's not cooled til it's cooled

You've been hanging around here a long time

You seem to turn everything to the negative

Why?
11/12/2019 10:29:59 AM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/RRIkmtu1pw

11/12/2019 10:30:02 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Epstien memes are going wild on FB

11/12/2019 10:32:43 AM kindeandtrue I'm not being negative. In my opinion, to my vast dismay, Trump has turned out to be a liar and a thug, despite all his promises and claims, so I believe 

must acknowledge it and move on. That's not being negative.

11/12/2019 10:33:21 AM laurabusse Yes I do

But

I also think it's both

When you ask for help with something

The helper can be helpful or not

Pos or neg

They are both creating their reality

Pos or neg

But affecting yours

Am informal student of Abraham-Hicks

Creating your reality

Following them 10 yrs now

Is truth
11/12/2019 10:35:18 AM kindeandtrue If you and I couldn't agree, for example, on whether a tree is real, or is a figment of our imaginations, I don't think we can agree on anything. You sound 

like a lovely person, though, and I love bees, by the way.

11/12/2019 10:35:58 AM synackstatic An attempt to collectivize the focus of the masses? Bring unity of thought (focus on meteor) around an important moment in time (indictments) to 

best position the collective mind to work together? A ritual that unifies before trying times?

11/12/2019 10:36:45 AM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/F402PZqmRr

11/12/2019 10:36:50 AM laurabusse Yes

I agree with you

LOL

I think differences in thought

Thought process

Philosophy

Life experience

Etc

Is fascinating

Everyone thinks believes acts according

To free will

As long as free will is not violated

Force

I think it's all truly wonderful

When done with respect...



11/12/2019 10:37:37 AM synackstatic An attempt to collectivize the controlled minds to the MSM narrative? Their last effort to counter 3585?

11/12/2019 10:39:00 AM alannacellucci If this was directed to me, I never said I thought it was boring. You misunderstood the meme lol

11/12/2019 10:39:45 AM laurabusse Agree

But as I said basically

All depends on one's perspective thoughts intentions etc etc

Everyone is different

Also tend toward taoism

Allowing things to take their natural course

It all really really depends

And honestly

I believe ultimately this is what we are both saying
11/12/2019 10:40:08 AM patriotswegoall No surprise.

11/12/2019 10:42:07 AM symbolhunter Killing the jack in the box. I like it...

11/12/2019 10:42:27 AM laurabusse And if would like to put on my rose colored glasses

And keep them on

That is my free will choice LOL

It's like a challenge to me now

To find something good in everything

It helps me a lot

To have peace inside

I don't like to argue

Pointless

Ppl can argue endlessly over anything
11/12/2019 10:42:39 AM mamiemcclure17 Programmed by frequencies, the Rockerfeller’s changed music, radio tv to 440 in 1939,  432 is harmonic and peaceful 440 causes irritation anger causes 

chaos was that their ideation? 🤔 yep pic.twitter.com/ux1zTF2f2J

11/12/2019 10:44:01 AM kindeandtrue Actually, you're right. I should find my rose-colored glasses and put them on. Can't hurt.🥰

11/12/2019 10:44:13 AM wickedmouse369 Truth flows freely - once one learns how to listen...

I can feel/see/hear the programming. They live, they control, they want you to be sad, angry, confused. 

English Language = magick spells. We hear a word we see an image in our mind and have an emotion triggered. (Memes)

11/12/2019 10:44:58 AM patriotswegoall Doing their best to not reveal the whistleblower.

11/12/2019 10:45:02 AM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/YGUs4V3qRP

11/12/2019 10:45:34 AM wickedmouse369  https://youtu.be/BtXYzj-iDRs 

11/12/2019 10:46:14 AM jaspony1 Hmmm🤔

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic...  https://twitter.com/TeamTrump/status/1194320412747939845 …

11/12/2019 10:46:22 AM laurabusse Your free will opinion

To you it's not neg

To others it may come off as negative

Everyone is so different!

All throughout our lives

We are exposed to so many different teachings and experiences

It's all so very interesting!

There's room for everyone's opinion

And disagreement
11/12/2019 10:47:03 AM nicher66 😂🤣😂

11/12/2019 10:47:35 AM kindeandtrue I agree 100%. Should always be room for everyone's voice and input. Everyone brings something to the table.

11/12/2019 10:50:20 AM laurabusse Thank you ♥️

It's said creation begins with imagination

Vibration

Perhaps to an acorn

The oak tree it will become

Is just a figment of it's imagination

But the tree becomes reality

Physics says

Tree is 99% space!!!

Then tree is eventually gone

Memory and ash remain...
11/12/2019 10:50:21 AM one_white_lion POTUS- "We are reawakening the majestic spirit of enterprise, exploration, discovery. All of the other things we need to create that 

exceptional...character that our nation is developing now more than at any time in the past."

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress

@AllahUniversal https://twitter.com/TeamTrump/status/1194320412747939845 …

11/12/2019 10:50:42 AM markjohnt2 If it was effective, they wouldn't need to keep ramping up the rhetoric. It isn't working except with people that already believe, i.e., they're screaming 

into an echo chamber.

11/12/2019 10:51:26 AM wickedmouse369 Why I feel 100% better when I eat a plant based diet and remove acidic beverages like soda.

11/12/2019 10:52:41 AM mamiemcclure17 Oh I loved that! My mind was blown when I seen an experiment of a man cleanse contaminated water with crude oil with 528 HZ, I then began to look 

into further, been listening certain frequencies since. pic.twitter.com/hdZbDTGICd

11/12/2019 10:53:57 AM youstinksoap Never noticed that the puppet is a dog..makes me think of 'it's a dog eat dog world', or however the saying goes.  😁

11/12/2019 10:55:31 AM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Manifest_Utopia @Jordan_Sather_ @LionelMedia https://www.floridabulldog.org/2019/11/attorney-9-11-secrets-motive-for-

murder-of-journalist-jamal-khashoggi/ …

11/12/2019 10:58:05 AM rliverett What part of “We already have a flag” don’t they understand. I love our flag, it will fly in my town. Seems down south we all love our flag.

11/12/2019 10:58:31 AM flgirlsbeenqd And this is why it’s so important to meditate. Thank you @covertress for the reminder. Beautiful retweet. I learned something new! Love learning!

11/12/2019 11:01:29 AM mamiemcclure17 Dr Emoto water and rice experiments on YT. Just our voice in what words we say. The tongue can be a mighty weapon. It can also be a great healer. 

The choice of which one you use it as is up to the individual.

11/12/2019 11:02:21 AM stevengibes Isn't 528 the healing frequency we all need

11/12/2019 11:02:55 AM father_mayhem  https://www.nationalreview.com/magazine/2018/09/10/southern-poverty-law-center-essentially-a-fraud/ …



11/12/2019 11:08:05 AM covertress "The GOP’s efforts to cling to power by coercion instead of persuasion have illuminated the perils of defining a political party in a pluralistic democracy 

around a common heritage, rather than around values or ideals."

Rubbish. 

The only worthwhile point in this piece (an ad): pic.twitter.com/Ype2IYy4gt

11/12/2019 11:09:56 AM covertress *Paid for by Mitt Romney

11/12/2019 11:11:08 AM lesproctor He's gonna go hike the Appalachian trail.

11/12/2019 11:12:16 AM fmeonlylol Shrikes are cool, LARKS are amazing, Eagles are POWERFUL, but I do REALLY love pigeons. In fact, one flew down and landed on my shoulder once! The 

eagles are BACK on hwy 152 after being MIA for months! It’s a sign! pic.twitter.com/qGl9MFBpbc

11/12/2019 11:12:22 AM zerkuuqsena The world has seen enough and has had enough of the Elite's shit.

They are about to find out what happens when you push a society to the breaking point.  

It's time to take the fight to the politicians homes and businesses.  Drag them into the light of judgment.

God Wins.

11/12/2019 11:12:40 AM zagnett [@jack][@jack], panic attack.😂

11/12/2019 11:12:41 AM lightlove21121 Oh of course we are 😏

11/12/2019 11:14:14 AM unostrawman The Left will never forgive the Right for rejecting Hillary. A 'coming together' is not in America's future when the Left returns to power as it inevitably 

will. pic.twitter.com/GmjEbN3inR

11/12/2019 11:15:08 AM covertress != 🥳 https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1192427180350939136?s=19 …

11/12/2019 11:17:21 AM zagnett I just LOVE Poetry!💖🥰😎

11/12/2019 11:18:41 AM agoodyear2015 I wish that were true, but, especially outside the US, you have no idea how the MSM has been so effective in convincing their populations that Trump is 

stupid, evil, crooked, a liar....People tend to believe the traditional media - sad.

11/12/2019 11:19:30 AM covertress If the American people cannot see the clear bias in the media, then the Communists have indeed won via the infiltration and overthrow of our 

educational system.

11/12/2019 11:21:22 AM flgirlsbeenqd Another troll pic.twitter.com/juCA61BV7i

11/12/2019 11:25:33 AM covertress "And Ladies and Gentlemen...

the best... is yet... to come."

11/12/2019 11:25:50 AM lightlove21121 You gotta be one to fight one. Heal one. Not be feared by one. 

Oops I forgot the question marks 😎

11/12/2019 11:26:03 AM howdoyoumakeah1  https://giphy.com/gifs/JOj54mOdzN3DvaB2pP?fbclid=IwAR2ePKSDqD4Cp568_RPKMp5vpvqhXR2QRSTZZQafBNHbymDvysLXuZaQ1Os …

11/12/2019 11:27:34 AM mrcryptojones Hahaha

Guess who really is about to "Let The Dogs Out"!

11/12/2019 11:30:04 AM state1union Who’s a troll?

11/12/2019 11:37:12 AM laurabusse It really does help

And I'm not always positive

I've got plenty o neg tweets out there LOL

But as a meditator

I try to be aware of my thoughts

As a student of Abraham-Hicks

I try to ascertain which thoughts FEEL better

Which are usually more optimistic positive thoughts...
11/12/2019 11:37:44 AM laurabusse 👍👍👍

11/12/2019 11:38:00 AM robblex2 1 year delta from this seismic ripple... https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-

geology/ …

11/12/2019 11:43:37 AM fansblowing3 The Matrix is real

11/12/2019 11:44:04 AM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Mr Trump dropped the majestic word.   https://twitter.com/teamtrump/status/1194320412747939845?s=21 …

11/12/2019 11:44:09 AM raalphjoones2 Amen

11/12/2019 11:45:22 AM nea_storm Yes Indeedy! It is actual operating Divine Energetic Justice, Poetic Artistry even in Enforcement: Where the creation of their very reality naturally upon 

via amplified return of their own created energetic signature: This Only transpires via spiritual Conscious directed Counter pic.twitter.com/hHCyw3sal8

11/12/2019 11:47:15 AM flgirlsbeenqd When someone has ridiculous comment or adds to convo BS look at their followers/following. If new accts usually bank it’s a troll. I mute 🤐 or block 

them. They disguise as MAGA and report you if you say something they deem report worthy, you get shadow banned.

11/12/2019 11:47:50 AM rudedrew63 That's some good news lets start at are border to the south

11/12/2019 11:48:12 AM laurabusse FWIW

 https://twitter.com/sherman_or/status/1193903617293606912?s=09 …

11/12/2019 11:48:48 AM mntcol 😂😂😂Good boy, bite the head of the snake.

11/12/2019 11:52:22 AM manifest_utopia ❤️ this🐕. Great smile. Fast reaction time.

11/12/2019 11:56:24 AM rachaelangelm Who?

11/12/2019 12:02:51 PM stevengibes 3,6,9 the living numbers

11/12/2019 12:05:12 PM flgirlsbeenqd An error on my part for which I must apologize. I’m sorry, I’ve been hit by a lot of trolls lately and I thought that dude was one also and he’s not. My 

mistake, I’m sorry.

11/12/2019 12:06:56 PM turboxyde Correct! Notice anything unusual about this event?

11/12/2019 12:10:45 PM turboxyde Correct! I missed your reply earlier, sorry!

DNA time! pic.twitter.com/vuiIQ2Fhnd

11/12/2019 12:12:15 PM turboxyde May your day be colorful, bright and filled with love! pic.twitter.com/q1RTlRpv3M

11/12/2019 12:12:23 PM flgirlsbeenqd I honestly thought you were a troll. I was wrong and I’m very sorry for accusing you of trolling. And I went back through your followers and somehow I 

missed Flynn, he does follow you too. I’m sorry dude/dudette. Question, why do you think this page is larp? pic.twitter.com/ckE4ZU6kli

11/12/2019 12:21:39 PM angeladeangelo remote viewing has a history in  military. all documented.

11/12/2019 12:23:52 PM dbender22 Who? 😅

11/12/2019 12:26:20 PM carol76184778 No surprise here.  The real surprise was him thinking he had a chance.😂

11/12/2019 12:28:48 PM pfriedersdorf What a joke!

11/12/2019 12:29:09 PM robblex2 17 second intervals between pulses...



11/12/2019 12:29:10 PM laurabusse Yeah

Interesting story

If true...

11/12/2019 12:29:28 PM linw0918 Nothing the splc says is worthwhile

11/12/2019 12:31:04 PM der_wanderer8 😞😥 pic.twitter.com/EcID84xOkG

11/12/2019 12:33:51 PM laurabusse I suspect what you are saying is being worked on...

11/12/2019 12:34:15 PM laurabusse LOL

11/12/2019 12:35:00 PM laurabusse Ha LOL

11/12/2019 12:39:47 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/KdXomHFPgv

11/12/2019 12:54:27 PM tanimn "But if the center-right ... casts its lot with Trumpism and a far right rooted in ethno-nationalism, then it is doomed ... and risks revisiting the ugliest 

chapters of our history."

Center-right IS Trumpism. Idiots.

Another not so subtle attempt to manipulate the voters.

11/12/2019 12:58:02 PM gravey6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  What is the symbology of the numbers 1234?

11/12/2019 1:02:12 PM allahuniversal Memes memes memes https://twitter.com/IAuMatu/status/1191907384756785154?s=19 …

11/12/2019 1:10:06 PM loyaltospeakout @covfefe_45_MAGA @awakeinaus @RAVENSWOODPUB @JustInformU @irritatednate @J_TrumpIN @PatriotPurple @gbroh10 @Jali_Cat 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_OurNanny_ @lynlinking @AlfonzoCortez4

11/12/2019 1:11:42 PM aetherwalker1 GOOD BOY!

We like dog posts.

11/12/2019 1:12:55 PM allahuniversal Can confirm not a troll.

11/12/2019 1:15:40 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/v8l6HNhg2X

11/12/2019 1:21:40 PM firstwavr still think you’re a shill.

11/12/2019 1:29:33 PM powersawer Obviously I have nothing to back that up. But if true it would cast serious doubt on his claims that he was able to see Jesus` crucifixion.

11/12/2019 1:39:17 PM state1union What the hell is this Judge mental person who thinks we all are pedos talking about?

11/12/2019 1:39:57 PM flowersoul Just ask Kevin Annett who was threatened and almost put on the B-path at the border... threatened by nice smooth talking Sacha Stone and RDS.... 

who also threated Sarah Westall like shit.

11/12/2019 1:40:39 PM lightlove21121 Good question 😏

11/12/2019 1:41:11 PM laurabusse I like channelings for their upliftment

But not facts LOL

Heard about every possible Jesus scenario

Wasn't crucified

Was crucified but didn't die

Lived long life in India

No in the Himalayas

He was married

No he wasn't

He had children

Etc etc etc

Don't think we can ever know!!!
11/12/2019 1:41:12 PM allahuniversal She's a sincere seeker, just missing pieces of your individual stories

11/12/2019 1:42:41 PM laurabusse Wow

Interesting

Ppl make mistakes they regret

But of course I have no idea what's really going on here...

11/12/2019 1:46:14 PM dlmaybee @WhiteHouse @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC 

https://twitter.com/STUinSD/status/1194311278304604160 …

11/12/2019 1:46:42 PM rebornkingent Double plus good Q post.

11/12/2019 1:47:59 PM lightlove21121 No. Misinterpretations

               ♥️

11/12/2019 1:48:05 PM allahuniversal Probably the most eloquent STFU I've seen

11/12/2019 1:58:38 PM state1union @LightLove21121 can we connect?  You don’t have too. I’ll still follow 😉

11/12/2019 2:02:50 PM powersawer Neither should it matter at this point. We need to get this done on our own.

11/12/2019 2:11:30 PM patriotswegoall ]Woof Woof Woof[

11/12/2019 2:12:24 PM lightlove21121 We already are ♥️

11/12/2019 2:14:54 PM bleakperfect1 demonic beings are real, pray daily the lords prayer and rebuke any dark presence in jesus name.

11/12/2019 2:15:22 PM mccorkle_holly #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/12/2019 2:15:36 PM laurabusse Agree ☺️

11/12/2019 2:15:51 PM aloha66livecom1 Didnt he just get a flu shot🤔

11/12/2019 2:24:41 PM state1union Draconian being cant touch you but is controlled by something worse. God Bless and stay strong

11/12/2019 2:25:36 PM state1union We were lol 😂

11/12/2019 2:25:46 PM bh2omiamigo  https://www.forbes.com/asap/2002/1007/042.html … pic.twitter.com/aNcg4CqyiD

11/12/2019 2:50:04 PM raalphjoones2 Bye bye looser

11/12/2019 3:03:17 PM sschirott My three German Shepherds approve.

11/12/2019 3:17:46 PM lou55300117 If this guy died a natural death I'll eat a mc Donald's human meat burger! He was either horizontalized by Killery's thugs or he committed suicide so as 

not to have to answer for his horrific deeds.

11/12/2019 3:19:33 PM reelect20 👇Check out This👇RT🔁 http://bit.ly/34WGzhm 

11/12/2019 3:20:37 PM beachpatriotde Who?

11/12/2019 3:23:26 PM beachpatriotde Jordan Sather

@Jordan_Sather_

11/12/2019 3:24:56 PM flpreach who da fck is that???

11/12/2019 3:28:09 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you

11/12/2019 3:29:44 PM c_by_sw I can think of a few clowns I'd like to rip the sh*t out of.

Of course they're all hiding in plain sight.

11/12/2019 3:31:39 PM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy “ we own a few patents that we confiscated from a few out of state visitors, Velcro, MICROWAVE OVENS, 

liposuction...” https://youtu.be/q3OTEdZkBaQ 

11/12/2019 3:31:48 PM flgirlsbeenqd Never said anyone was pedo. I did unfortunately call ppl trolls, there is a reason. Many of us have been shadow banned, our messages muted bc trolls 

pretend to be MAGA and report us. I guess I deserve the insult. I did apologize. If I mess up I’m a responsible human I apologize.

11/12/2019 3:38:07 PM majesticangel01 Yes..DNA actually has memory. Why CIA Monarch named. Monarchs migrate fr Canada every winter south to Mex. They have baby monarchs before 

die yet baby Monarchs take Exact Same Path back. Q which con't baffles Scientist..How? Is Memory in DNA?



11/12/2019 3:42:05 PM flgirlsbeenqd I did work for Federal Gov’t, my hubby and I both did...but it was boring. We worked under the Division of Medicare/ACA. Hubby kept three call 

centers in Ky online, I was a researcher. He retired and we lived to FL. I have no insider info. Just research I’ve done and trust me...

11/12/2019 3:44:22 PM flgirlsbeenqd I get reported all the time bc I also work to help our Congressional Districts. I stay shadow banned bc of meme’s like say...this... 

pic.twitter.com/EySpG6WAdF

11/12/2019 3:48:46 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/eRJnCZ5PGv

11/12/2019 3:51:42 PM flgirlsbeenqd I follow Q as well, Praying Medic...this site seems to have quantum info. I’m trying to figure out what’s really happening. The cult practices/rituals deep 

state participate in are beyond anything anyone could comprehend. This is a world Idk and one I wish I didn’t.

11/12/2019 3:54:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd Again, I am so sorry. I messed up. Thank you so much for being so cool about it.

11/12/2019 3:54:57 PM flgirlsbeenqd Thank you for telling me this. I’m glad you did.

11/12/2019 3:55:34 PM parlingparling Corey and David had described that the sun moves above and below the galactic ecliptic plane in its 26k year trip around the galaxy. But didn't specify 

if the sun traveled in a wave or spiral. Seems as though helical would make more since, only far slower than the planets.

11/12/2019 4:10:48 PM tf23199218 Stop hipnotizing that dog like that...lol

11/12/2019 4:24:14 PM usaf84mj @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Very interesting  https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1194409275101241345 …

11/12/2019 4:25:05 PM neilbridgman The mj12 account is most interesting. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/12/2019 4:49:23 PM jay93069455 I love this K9! Good dog. Lol

11/12/2019 4:52:08 PM blsdbe Awww!!! That wish totally came true! I have had a majical day!!! pic.twitter.com/O9yfqcNeFR

11/12/2019 5:32:17 PM wallyayottejr Is Dan Burisch legit?

11/12/2019 5:36:04 PM covertress When you say there's "no groupthink at the Pentagon", that implies that various ideas have been put forward to combat these types of coordinated 

attacks by the mainstream media.

Can you tell us about other ways you're fighting back, other than through this one account on Twitter?

11/12/2019 5:41:29 PM laurabusse Like an 8 yr old around Joe Biden

LOLOL

11/12/2019 6:00:07 PM yellamoj  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034450317516197890?s=20 …

11/12/2019 6:02:45 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.pscp.tv/w/cJtUyTFlVlFZT1BOYldMakx8MUx5eEJMQm9ZUWFHTnS99Fn4dx38dSne8gN2HZQ3Ter_mP7BtPxVh0xBYJF1?t=1s …

11/12/2019 6:12:28 PM eskeljoyce Lol, that’s what said!😁

11/12/2019 6:20:06 PM bbobbio71 Dogs Rule!

11/12/2019 6:21:12 PM juliefeider333 😆😆

11/12/2019 6:22:20 PM bbobbio71 It is hereditary or it is a coincidence?

11/12/2019 6:25:28 PM andreinmd The GC (35) Liberty Of Conscience Threatened.

 https://youtu.be/NYkbb1V6CsQ 

(36)The Impending Conflict

 https://youtu.be/4FERLV5xV0Y 

(37)The Scriptures A Safeguard

 https://youtu.be/Sm6oZuR-yWk 

(38)The Final Warning

 https://youtu.be/vdPPcqPUI-o 

The Time Of Trouble

 https://youtu.be/mZk5173g9Dc  pic.twitter.com/CN8cI667O4
11/12/2019 6:26:39 PM andreinmd The Trump Card = Abomination of Desolation!

 https://youtu.be/GGbWghCmjPg 

The Great Controversy: 

Chapter (1) The destruction of Jerusalem

 https://youtu.be/IwG-9znKqws  pic.twitter.com/zFZiB7ffVK

11/12/2019 6:27:35 PM andreinmd The Trump Card = Abomination of Desolation!

 https://youtu.be/GGbWghCmjPg 

The Great Controversy: 

Chapter (1) The destruction of Jerusalem

 https://youtu.be/IwG-9znKqws  pic.twitter.com/bMJYgsEtIb

11/12/2019 6:27:55 PM andreinmd The Trump Card = Abomination of Desolation!

 https://youtu.be/GGbWghCmjPg 

The Great Controversy: 

Chapter (1) The destruction of Jerusalem

 https://youtu.be/IwG-9znKqws  pic.twitter.com/uG0o7nK9Um

11/12/2019 6:29:00 PM andreinmd The Trump Card = Abomination of Desolation!

 https://youtu.be/GGbWghCmjPg 

The Great Controversy: 

Chapter (1) The destruction of Jerusalem

 https://youtu.be/IwG-9znKqws  pic.twitter.com/IZmIwFaxSm

11/12/2019 6:32:12 PM irah_chandler There are protocols to bypass.

11/12/2019 6:34:19 PM irah_chandler The easiest for me is first of course you must realize it is an outside prjected thought this comes from inner silence and quieting you subconscious. The 

all you have to say is "delet thought"

11/12/2019 6:38:51 PM natureinspace I don't think that's true. Trump is admired by many people around the world. People in many countries cheer him on. Like Q is followed by people 

around the world, so is Trump. It's the MSM that claims that everybody hates him. But that's not the truth.

11/12/2019 6:43:22 PM antarantanka 🤣

11/12/2019 6:45:32 PM covertress Poll - Please Vote https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1194445279803650048?s=19 …

11/12/2019 6:47:43 PM antarantanka Great question about the shirtless wonder boy!

11/12/2019 6:50:15 PM yellamoj Quiet? Are you joking?  I'm continuously searching internally for lifes answers and meaning.

11/12/2019 6:51:00 PM kibbitzlaw Mike Jones.

11/12/2019 6:51:58 PM jbitterly Omg you stole the words out of my mouth! 😂

11/12/2019 6:52:28 PM jbitterly We Texas born Texas raised 

Ridin’ daily on minimum wage

11/12/2019 6:57:16 PM keith369me Did he make this announcement from the Appalation Trail or from Argentina?  Look up hypocrite and Sanford’s pic might be there.

11/12/2019 7:10:47 PM allahuniversal Too much infighting & too many internal beefs, it's long overdue

11/12/2019 7:34:17 PM yellamoj Curtains Up... pic.twitter.com/fJwwPp2HF9

11/12/2019 7:48:44 PM biddy702858 Two, eight, one; three, three, zero; eight, zero, zero, four.



11/12/2019 7:57:24 PM 4mydeerone AREA #YaU2!!!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Rule #1♾^🥧-#OneLOVE

FREEWILL means this...

#QAnon

Please execute YOURS...

#ItSJUStEA...

them$$ may NEVErae understand and that’s fine...

But I’m tiered&sad&...

 https://youtu.be/tu9rtD7KKBI 

My QUEEN 👸🏻

No is fine; silence is killing DOGQQD...&8-B#007 📜 pic.twitter.com/PUMYsGem8h
11/12/2019 8:10:05 PM charlesgdavis1 THE truth of the matter is history has hidden the PLIGHT of a people for so long...THAT the knowledge of who they were was stolen....IF in time, 

speech, name, origin and lands....of the past which IS known would shake the foundation of heaven and earth for GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE. 😇

11/12/2019 8:14:59 PM 4mydeerone #FREEtHEFAMiLEE!!! pic.twitter.com/17dVphOjmv

11/12/2019 8:16:33 PM yourkiddingme5 Interesting, may not be what is referenced.... pic.twitter.com/Uk781EHlfY

11/12/2019 8:16:51 PM yourkiddingme5  https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/osg/briefs/1990/01/01/sg900151.txt …

11/12/2019 8:19:52 PM 4mydeerone Mrs Fanny Tedington & Mr Mac Chessir Edgewood V...

We meet on #BriTTinder...

& weRae From 🇫🇷

#KeiraKnightley YQURae line lOmoon Star Dusted Beam... pic.twitter.com/QOdwpvR9a4

11/12/2019 8:24:52 PM 4mydeerone Hey Monty made an angel on the “Safe House Lawn” pic.twitter.com/bhguWdJ9jl

11/12/2019 8:26:44 PM 4mydeerone Until tHEN an affair to remember? ItS noT a #KeiraKnightley movie without an affair!!!

To RaeMEMBER 44+44 EVERae ♾👸🏻♾ pic.twitter.com/jO4FrQxPkc

11/12/2019 8:28:53 PM 1111jake1111 Ts_sci is a larp. 

“Eyets”

11/12/2019 8:30:25 PM do_or_do_notty That may be. I don’t know or care. 

I wasn’t vouching for the info. Just stating the info that was shared.

11/12/2019 8:32:05 PM 4mydeerone One of me grandPAs said wHEN they find you they’ll kill you... 

The other one just had the stillness of a sailor from a long voyage...

iFIGURE keep me guessing... curiosity is a great survival tool...

In any EVEHENt...

iMISS YOU... 

All way & weighs,

JCWV

#QAnon/Area<3 is all pic.twitter.com/I0pJAKenP2
11/12/2019 8:34:04 PM 4mydeerone #SoRae them...

As for them$$...

IBELIEVE Things are in goodHANDS...

🖕#SSh8

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/4EjeXpsvFf
11/12/2019 8:34:12 PM altimitwill Well yeah, what happened when you box a rat in a corner. They attack. By using 3585 is there an illusion that a FF can be prevented?

11/12/2019 8:35:46 PM nobody79460636 ONE of the greatest movies of all time, my favorite actually.

11/12/2019 8:48:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Clinton Foundation]

[#UnsealEpstein]

[Deep State]

Enjoy the show...

11/12/2019 8:49:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine + Impeachment = 👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194477144610607108 …

11/12/2019 8:49:43 PM daveelton33 C  before D

11/12/2019 8:50:01 PM jvan125 The hearings tomorrow?!? 🍿🍿🍿

11/12/2019 8:50:43 PM arifriedman12 #MAGACHALLENGE 

117 seconds pic.twitter.com/ieYHMktc2A

11/12/2019 8:51:08 PM internetusr Hurry up before she becomes a candidate and screeches that Trump can’t investigate a political opponent.

11/12/2019 8:51:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Annoucing such an action would/could potentially make the Looking Glass a lot more difficult to calibrate.

11/12/2019 8:52:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Investigation is complete. 

Argument would be moot.

Argument is moot.

11/12/2019 8:52:16 PM wwg1wga93583681 we are

(the news now) pic.twitter.com/GdgZ2fXwfa

11/12/2019 8:54:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jack In The Box

Can #ImpeachmentHearings and Coup be in the same tweet tomorrow and not get intentionally downgraded/demoted/hidden?

11/12/2019 8:55:20 PM bea12ml We will watch intently for the answer.

11/12/2019 8:56:06 PM jvan125 Hi Jack https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1182009282272940032?s=21 …

11/12/2019 8:56:33 PM daveelton33  https://twitter.com/daveelton33/status/1194476958270275584?s=21 …

11/12/2019 8:57:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Epstein associates who depend on her protection from Trump prosecution efforts.

Tick tock... 

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1194411131013517312 …

11/12/2019 8:57:20 PM davidg02986909 This is the Godly versus the ungodly.  Wheat versus the Tares.  Who planted the tares amongst the wheat?  Lucifer.  The harvest is about ready and no 

longer can the tares grow alongside the wheat. Time to pull it all up and sort it.  TDS is  2 Thessalonians 2:10-12.

11/12/2019 8:57:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect the defense.

11.11.18

11/12/2019 8:57:44 PM wwg1wga93583681 why not tonight

#nightshift https://youtu.be/yPOgYJWefxM 

11/12/2019 8:57:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 expect the Defense. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194479424470765568 …



11/12/2019 8:58:12 PM chuck0017 👀

#eyeson

11/12/2019 8:58:15 PM deltaprime_777 #EricCIAramellaBlows

11/12/2019 8:58:16 PM sblockedagain But wouldn’t it be known already that she would announce?

11/12/2019 8:58:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 11.11.18 is not a date https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194479491885813761 …

11/12/2019 8:58:33 PM _the_psychonaut IP address

11/12/2019 8:58:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Clinton Foundation] https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194479580050051072 …

11/12/2019 8:58:50 PM home_styler I think that’s an IP address

11/12/2019 8:58:59 PM bryceja68689884 Q placeholders filled?

11/12/2019 8:59:01 PM jvan125 DoD? You’re really making me think tonight, MJ!! 😉🙏🏻

11/12/2019 8:59:06 PM kapitan_wow ain't no doubt.

11/12/2019 8:59:16 PM humphreycorey  pic.twitter.com/xkqrq05cic

11/12/2019 8:59:37 PM rlemons94 yeh, apparently it is an IP add to the DoD. so good. we are online and insulated i hope

11/12/2019 8:59:44 PM humphreycorey  pic.twitter.com/tkPk5EDMQs

11/12/2019 8:59:55 PM sparkleloung You

Are

Hurting

My

Brain(s)!

11/12/2019 8:59:56 PM kathleenmckeon6 Grin

Bring it

Even in Cali

We Dare you.

No dead to vote for you here.

11/12/2019 8:59:58 PM ceasarfall31544 It’s an IP address

11/12/2019 8:59:59 PM vonyugen Except she knows she can’t win.

11/12/2019 9:00:05 PM wwg1wga93583681 timing is perfect pic.twitter.com/4i8IgwZ1zJ

11/12/2019 9:00:12 PM sparkleloung DoD

11/12/2019 9:00:17 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/icT5xmTHT7

11/12/2019 9:00:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is that you ALICE?

11/12/2019 9:00:18 PM auroravoyager1 More specifically, DOD IP addresses.

11/12/2019 9:00:19 PM ceasarfall31544 For 8kun

11/12/2019 9:00:22 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/ux13eLgbHJ

11/12/2019 9:00:30 PM seywerd137 Ferdinand?

11/12/2019 9:00:33 PM stevengibes IP address

11/12/2019 9:00:52 PM annabellee_lee DOD servers?

11/12/2019 9:01:20 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/XgT7td0xV3

11/12/2019 9:01:29 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/vtqBoMPLFB

11/12/2019 9:01:36 PM daveelton33 Rig for Red

11/12/2019 9:01:49 PM bradleywyane oK MORE INFO PLEASE,   radio silence????

11/12/2019 9:01:54 PM curiositycal Lol. No pain, no gain. 😊

11/12/2019 9:01:58 PM jvan125 Ok I got nuthin’ 😂

11/12/2019 9:02:14 PM buckknighten  https://db-ip.com/11.11.18.0 

11/12/2019 9:03:52 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ItgHrmTWce

11/12/2019 9:03:57 PM davidg02986909 Soon we will be out of ex Presidents.   They only have so much ammo.

11/12/2019 9:04:05 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/iLxjGd5Oaf

11/12/2019 9:04:12 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/KLkDeHz19D

11/12/2019 9:04:41 PM ainounnoun 12 adios 👁 lense

11/12/2019 9:05:41 PM bap1757 It's a web address. Or part of one.

11/12/2019 9:06:13 PM jeffcordell6 From them?

11/12/2019 9:06:44 PM michael81972 The [Technology]?

11/12/2019 9:07:36 PM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/bT90RAAuqw

11/12/2019 9:07:47 PM daveo6145 They may go dark for awhile

11/12/2019 9:07:52 PM adamwestleyric3 I know

11/12/2019 9:08:20 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/QfIPHV7Lwq

11/12/2019 9:08:34 PM nzstill i thinks it lots of thngs rev11:11-18 is interesting talk of ppl coming back from the dead. 18 says about destroying those who destroy earth .. sounds like 

global waming hoax ,chem trails and haarp to me

11/12/2019 9:08:38 PM ainounnoun All 👀 5:5

11/12/2019 9:13:17 PM michael_s_ander So how/when are you gonna deal with Fredrick Brennan and his buddies constantly deplatforming 8kun? Patriots are getting real sick of their shit and 

the sadistic smug glee they take in it. Ie those assholes need to be GONE.

11/12/2019 9:14:20 PM johnbonham5757 Yep. Subpoenas galore, cross examination of Hunter Biden by Trey Gowdy, Obama being grilled about his knowledge of Ukraine, it’ll be like Christmas 

🎄!!!

11/12/2019 9:14:25 PM davidg02986909 What really happened to Haiti?  CF coverup? Create earthquakes and hurricanes to milk charities and gather up orphans? Hurricane Matthew.  Gospel 

of Matthew 10:26. pic.twitter.com/15YjNEHrXz

11/12/2019 9:14:35 PM nm_zsr 🤐 Godspeed

11/12/2019 9:15:04 PM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/oGR7kGH9PI

11/12/2019 9:16:08 PM marmacuspatriot 👍🏻🇺🇸🎄

11/12/2019 9:17:06 PM flgirlsbeenqd That’s what I hate. Sometimes I wish I could go back to being blissfully ignorant. It would be easier...when it comes to my country/protecting those 

who can’t protect themselves, I’m in standing beside POTUS. I hate “disinfo.” One day we’ll understand it all...here’s to hope!

11/12/2019 9:18:17 PM wwg1wga93583681  https://youtu.be/ba7mB8oueCY 

11/12/2019 9:20:08 PM jvan125 5:5 😉

11/12/2019 9:20:36 PM johnnyt_anon It was a date. 

The date was given to control the narrative, as well as to allow for a deep dive into the DoD. 

Now the number is the equivalent of a statue to send a message. 

#QAnon

11/12/2019 9:21:32 PM jamiegrahamusa IP addy...



11/12/2019 9:22:08 PM ainounnoun Cl is a.. alciaiso Downs, Ru?1!n4

Learn2comm trend. Own,nwO 

7

L

L

11/12/2019 9:22:14 PM flgirlsbeenqd When I stumbled across Q that’s what I thought too. First post was “HRC was arrested today.” I thought Q was a dem Syop then I saw synchronicities I 

couldn’t deny. I go anywhere I can learn. Read the CIA book called The Adam and Eve Story, don’t read it. It’ll freak you out.

11/12/2019 9:23:07 PM scottrussel9 Location  tsunami

11/12/2019 9:26:53 PM flgirlsbeenqd Book called The God’s of Eden by William Bramley, heard is pretty accurate. It tells where religious origins come from. It also told the origin of the word 

assassin—hash user. I can’t make that up. Islam/Muslims needed to kill and it’s not so easy to talk young men into that.

11/12/2019 9:29:14 PM 4mydeerone @P0A_Triot23 

Where did y’a77 learn your romance the Sears Catalog intimates section? pic.twitter.com/kFmIrDyZbM

11/12/2019 9:30:33 PM 4mydeerone IiFEEL Like I’m babysitting and I’m not getting paid... pic.twitter.com/rOhvKPXzHx

11/12/2019 9:30:43 PM koryoline1 My satellite radio was not working well tonite. Something going on?

11/12/2019 9:31:01 PM flgirlsbeenqd They drugged them, took them to camp where there were women, food, dancing, music & told them they were in heaven. Kept them high. Then after 

a couple days they brought them home & told them if they wanted to go back they have carry out these acts. They became assassins. Crazy!

11/12/2019 9:31:42 PM poorman369 Gentile

11/12/2019 9:31:55 PM irah_chandler Duh fig that out like a day or two ago

11/12/2019 9:34:19 PM daveelton33 Understood

11/12/2019 9:37:46 PM mac17_o Clinton b4 Declass?

11/12/2019 9:41:00 PM 4mydeerone .... pic.twitter.com/JweaJn2mib

11/12/2019 9:43:50 PM michael81972  https://kurtnimmo.blog/2019/07/18/jeffrey-epstein-cfr-and-trilateral-commission-member/ …

11/12/2019 9:48:04 PM rudedrew63 Expect the DEFENSE

11/12/2019 9:50:05 PM rudedrew63 Shall we watch the waters

11/12/2019 9:55:01 PM rama39595004 Yes. And I'm in wonderland

11/12/2019 9:55:51 PM justicetruthwa2 Those of us who know history is cyclical she is a WITCH, JEZABEL and God will make her fall by patriots hands, I trust the plan 100%

11/12/2019 9:55:54 PM meldance00 Q warns ALICE (HRC) they will declassify info on Clinton Foundation [CF] once the public knows about their deal with Saudi Arabia [SA] how they’ve 

donated to CF- they take the money, then SA controls the US elected puppets & traffics children for them or is involved somehow. 

pic.twitter.com/U8nc2LBWsb

11/12/2019 9:58:34 PM awareneswise As a victim of trauma based mind control and satanic demonic possession, all of those people are in her own head! What this psychopath, Manchurian 

candidate, NWO Zombie really needs is execution for treason, or solitary confinement in a padded cell.

11/12/2019 10:00:18 PM candygallop Except..SHE'S DEAD!!

11/12/2019 10:01:32 PM meldance00 SA controlled US puppets. Now they can’t. Strings cut. List who isn’t re running for president. Phase 1. Good time to prosecute. Wait until next week. Q 

team has it all on the CF. CF supplied the feed (the images of children or the children)???? pic.twitter.com/ojeFGlJ0kf

11/12/2019 10:04:43 PM seanathan15 Is this true M12? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=j5kq0zYLgrE&feature=youtu.be …

11/12/2019 10:06:32 PM usss_211 HAL 9000 cousin

11/12/2019 10:07:31 PM karma4event201 "Expect the Defense" 

"Expect Us" anons 

11.11.18 Dept of Defense IP address for Q anon 8kun 

Yes?

11/12/2019 10:15:16 PM karma4event201 Who supplied the Children

CF 

Embassies 

"... You fight to keep the lights off (public in the dark) 

It is over when the public knows. ..."

11/12/2019 10:18:13 PM carolin15161363 What was the global wave on 11/11/18? Double meanings?

11/12/2019 10:18:54 PM jonle86 Twitter won't let me copy link to tweet

11/12/2019 10:19:04 PM _the_psychonaut Just cause you did doesn’t mean everyone did.

11/12/2019 10:19:09 PM judithposkanze2 Stay safe MJ12. Much respect and appreciation.

11/12/2019 10:22:22 PM timkania i don get it 🤷🏼♂️

11/12/2019 10:27:10 PM karma4event201 CF drops coming to IP address 11.11.18 ? 

ALICE is trying to stop public learning CF crimes ?

11/12/2019 10:30:58 PM greg40617065 Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and welcome your listening to the X22 report my name is Dave and this is episode 2019B!!!

11/12/2019 10:33:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly New video!

Part 1: New Q posts analysis (#3575-3587)

Part 2: New Majestic 12 posts analysis (Nov. 8-12)

Part 3: The Storm

Part 4: Military Commissions (website)

Follow timestamps in the video description to navigate! #Q #QAnon #TheStorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/crke00M7ZOE 
11/12/2019 10:36:47 PM girlawakeinca Disintegration of the Clinton Foundation = “they” are not happy. pic.twitter.com/rDAzHs6rgv

11/12/2019 10:38:12 PM magaman333 Oh, yeah. pic.twitter.com/2iCxk6xGGF

11/12/2019 10:58:38 PM __intothewild_ 👍🏼 pic.twitter.com/b9AxFjIItK

11/12/2019 11:04:16 PM jonle86 Think Epstein associates who depend on her protection from Trump prosecution efforts.

Tick tock... 

Enjoy the show... 

Via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/12/2019 11:16:58 PM 4mankindq Department of Defense. 😏

11/12/2019 11:28:19 PM azuremagus Feels like it, yes

11/12/2019 11:44:46 PM herbielovebug64 Is that the technology  we got  sold out for. Elon and Gates Are time travelers

.

11/12/2019 11:47:27 PM _a_quila Can we expect 8kun to have a ".mil" next time? pic.twitter.com/oOFRiUHqxp

11/13/2019 12:10:24 AM johnnypeters22 TAC glasses I see advertised, almost something I remember reading about. They show detail with glare directly on them or glare on a screen.



11/13/2019 12:10:55 AM rghardy3 a Q 17 second pulse ?

a pole shift ?

11/13/2019 12:15:26 AM rghardy3 I keep having this DeepDream that ALICE

is Following me around.

11/13/2019 12:28:49 AM covertress Is it ON? #War 🥳 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1194527300920004609?s=19 …

11/13/2019 12:33:51 AM covertress 🤣 https://twitter.com/TheBabylonBee/status/1194408023361376257?s=19 …

11/13/2019 12:36:44 AM covertress Ready to drop? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065104902408548352?s=19 …

11/13/2019 12:54:16 AM covertress Thanks, Ron! @CodeMonkeyZ pic.twitter.com/H09aEGfQTe

11/13/2019 12:55:31 AM covertress The Dr. Is In https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1194537784733765632?s=19 …

11/13/2019 1:00:02 AM samarino1776 Its an IP adress.

11/13/2019 1:20:04 AM covertress Muh Dr. IS In https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1194537784733765632?s=19 …

11/13/2019 1:35:52 AM lopezinvictoria I dont know... but my phone's internet service as been lighting since 11.11... dont know what happened...

11/13/2019 1:59:43 AM subversion_ops It's been known for a week that this is a DoD IP address.

11/13/2019 2:12:50 AM bigworthy [C] BEFORE [D]?

11/13/2019 2:12:56 AM subversion_ops Yes. We on 8kun known for a long time it's an IP address. It's been all over twitter for a week.

11/13/2019 2:15:02 AM subversion_ops He's pretending to have secret information. Its been known for a long time that 11.11.18.0 is a DoD IP address. Not a date. Its connected with 8kun

11/13/2019 2:15:40 AM lightlove21121 Nope. It’s a portal 💫💫💫

11/13/2019 2:29:37 AM dasha_dagmar Alice is computer

11/13/2019 2:31:50 AM dasha_dagmar Mr. Grassley- we are here waiting with you 🤬

11/13/2019 2:40:45 AM raginredstorm Pink Floyd hit the nail on the head long ago, now didn't they? 💪

11/13/2019 2:47:57 AM timkania thank you my friend

11/13/2019 2:51:51 AM keith369me An event marker that had an energetic change that could be felt by many of us...and around the time I was drawn to your Twitter account.

11/13/2019 2:55:35 AM keith369me Investigation of her, or her handlers?  She must have different handlers now as there is a trail of breadcrumbs suggesting she’s disclosing.  Reading 

emails as art, Tulsi is a Russian...she’s not stupid, she’s signaling...what, I’m not sure.

11/13/2019 2:59:29 AM irah_chandler True dat wasn't meant to be insulting just excited

11/13/2019 2:59:48 AM mongrelglory That's a perfect verse for what's happening to the Deep State!

11/13/2019 3:12:20 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Alice and the Looking glass?

11/13/2019 3:12:46 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Alice through the looking glass?

11/13/2019 3:14:33 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 17% to 99.99999% 😊😇🙏

Go Team Q

11/13/2019 3:18:22 AM wwg1wga17jcims @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 109😇✔

11/13/2019 3:22:01 AM mile_voli_disk0 @elianatrue @pitdogman @BeThePlan @I__LOVE_TRUMP @DLoesch @LaraLeaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @zerohedge @SrbiZaSrbe 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @MarkDice @mattgaetz @ObamaMalik @outlawjw @elguapo64 @glennbeck @HYVEE7 @Cordicon @SeanCordicon 

@USMC

11/13/2019 3:27:55 AM neeneenat Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil

11/13/2019 3:31:23 AM wwg1wga17jcims ✔

11/13/2019 3:35:40 AM wwg1wga17jcims Its a beautiful day to save lives!

11/13/2019 3:51:47 AM cosmic_engineer Replies are auto-hidden already.

11/13/2019 3:54:18 AM nurseniceyes ALICE!=Alice

11/13/2019 3:55:05 AM nurseniceyes Yes it was.

11/13/2019 3:57:06 AM nurseniceyes Thank you. I could not do much more last night. Run interference play.

11/13/2019 3:57:21 AM state1union Under my LinkedIn profile out of nowhere Widow MCCain showed up a week or 2 ago?  It’s a sign.

11/13/2019 4:00:42 AM richard07759712 I hate when that habbens 😉

11/13/2019 4:02:53 AM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😉

11/13/2019 4:03:16 AM richard07759712 So cook to see Project LG

11/13/2019 4:05:01 AM richard07759712 deC/ 2019 👉🏼 indictments

11/13/2019 4:05:19 AM martisw1971 “It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he cast into the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones.”

Luke 17:2 KJV

11/13/2019 4:05:25 AM richard07759712 Merry Christmas 🎁

11/13/2019 4:10:33 AM ed_riah Why is Podesta still Raping Children?  Is that the show we are supposed to enjoy?

11/13/2019 4:26:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 ABC scrambles to figure out identity of Amy Robach leaker, who goes by ‘Ignotus’ | Page Six

They are more interested in retaliation against their employee rather than exposing America's most prolific pedophile.

This is PANIC. https://pagesix.com/2019/11/12/abc-scrambles-to-figure-out-identity-of-amy-robach-leaker-who-goes-by-ignotus/ …

11/13/2019 4:26:36 AM daveelton33  https://twitter.com/flm22/status/1194500744688414720?s=21 …

11/13/2019 4:27:22 AM wwg1wga17jcims ✅

11/13/2019 4:28:09 AM danieldibble2  https://youtu.be/3lfwkTsJGYA 

11/13/2019 4:29:04 AM whiteloverose Pathetic as usual, those who are too cowardly to stand on God's side. Yes, their fear reeks, long-distance.

11/13/2019 4:31:59 AM mateuszwala Sg-1? Begining?

11/13/2019 4:34:40 AM bryceja68689884 #wheresthefisa

11/13/2019 4:34:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Clinton Foundation] https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1194581950780051463 …

11/13/2019 4:34:52 AM maxmedieval ROBACHs gripe vid went out TO ALL ABC AFFILIATES 3 YRS AGO. VID COULD HAVE COME FROM ANYONE.

11/13/2019 4:37:06 AM hawkgirlinmn Tell “IF” 🧐 Is I.F. The leaker name?

11/13/2019 4:37:42 AM graciablauw #ABCdoesNOTcareAboutCHILDREN 😡😡😡 #ABCsux ☠️☠️☠️ #FUABC 🤮🤮🤮💩💩💩👿😈👿😈👿 #ABCrunByEVILeviltons 👽 #GROSS

11/13/2019 4:41:40 AM cosmic_engineer We need pardons yesterday!!!

11/13/2019 4:44:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who are the 3 major names?

Soros

Rothschild

Saud https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1194596189422923776 …

11/13/2019 4:47:12 AM bbobbio71 Your watching a movie.  😁🧀🍿

11/13/2019 4:47:15 AM 7madeintheusa I would definitely have Soros as enemy #1. He’s a nation killer. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194597002178379776 …

11/13/2019 4:47:26 AM keith369me The secret is out, the game is over, the media is exposed. #Epsteindidnotkillhimself and #WehaveBeenLiedToOurEntireLives 

#WehaveBeenLiedToOurEntireLives #WehaveBeenLiedToOurEntireLives

11/13/2019 4:48:10 AM bbobbio71 The systematic distinction of the Democrat party

11/13/2019 4:48:13 AM raalphjoones2 Alice is not a person



11/13/2019 4:48:22 AM cyberanonrevolu boom clinton and their global partners

11/13/2019 4:49:09 AM keith369me One leg of the triangle falls and the other two sides collapse.

11/13/2019 4:50:09 AM _highjinx_ I get that Rothschilds and the Sauds are up there, but Soros? He has one son actively pursuing his dad's legacy, while the other two names has a vast 

network of family members. How many Soros'es are there anyway?

11/13/2019 4:51:29 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/8iTRKfbuMj

11/13/2019 4:51:41 AM fansblowing3 Epstein associates are delusional if they think HRC has any chance at all of winning the presidency against Trump.

11/13/2019 4:52:08 AM keith369me Sad part...the stories and investigations likely have been done with the information being suppressed by the [heads of news organizations]...Time for a 

Truth Network!!!

11/13/2019 4:53:19 AM keith369me Seize their printing presses and their power dies

11/13/2019 4:53:20 AM bbobbio71 Think.... ED. or is it DE????

11/13/2019 4:54:42 AM nonlineardarren Rothschilds all killed in Helicopter crashes,the sauds got purged,only Sorarse left...He is a very powerful entity

11/13/2019 4:55:15 AM bbobbio71 DoE??

11/13/2019 4:55:24 AM neeneenat It’s being held up b/c John Roberts (SC) will be exposed for FISC abuse and since RBG is dead, that gives Trump 2 more seats on SC, which will kill Roe vs 

Wade, [their] lifeblood. #PardonThePun

11/13/2019 4:59:13 AM fansblowing3 ABC’s parent company is Disney

11/13/2019 4:59:59 AM fansblowing3 Majestic leak?  👍

11/13/2019 5:02:35 AM fansblowing3 US Ambassador covering for pedophiles 😠

11/13/2019 5:04:42 AM lanakila000 Whistleblower retalian is illegal.

11/13/2019 5:05:53 AM aetherwalker1 Truth is kryptonite to Them.

11/13/2019 5:06:40 AM state1union I live in Kansas and here’s a screen shot of my LinkedIn with Cindy McCain under it? pic.twitter.com/KmwAh9W0i9

11/13/2019 5:07:27 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Morning,  it's this a coincidence or something more.  

I've done this before but now it seems more relevant. 

Doing a search on Q's trip code I'm brought to this site.. Can you please explain??

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1112552456569786369.html …

11/13/2019 5:08:20 AM fansblowing3 👍 😃

11/13/2019 5:09:23 AM fansblowing3 So then that’s probably what they will do

11/13/2019 5:09:29 AM michael81972 Soros is easy to identify,  first initial of the other two? King Salman? Is Rothchild male or female?

11/13/2019 5:10:36 AM jebsmirk Where do the Paysuer fit in the hierarchy?

11/13/2019 5:15:53 AM jujusfurrykids That’s just plain sad....shame. on. them.

11/13/2019 5:26:02 AM state1union It appears Google is pulling out of here. What’s up with the lake?  Wichita? Widow McCAin in my LI which is usually a sign for me. Boeing used to be 

out there.

11/13/2019 5:26:28 AM state1union Yes

11/13/2019 5:26:38 AM kindeandtrue Ignotus = "unknown" in Latin, masculine nominative singular ending.

11/13/2019 5:29:28 AM state1union Holy?  Well we have Koch industry here and they had me harassed here by their private security. Watch the water? Can you snap shot what lake?

11/13/2019 5:33:21 AM 712qloubrown ''looking glass'' machine is a verry interesting topic...dig

11/13/2019 5:33:35 AM firstwavr this account is a LARP

11/13/2019 5:34:04 AM firstwavr LARP

11/13/2019 5:34:50 AM state1union What is TGat? What lake is that?

11/13/2019 5:38:11 AM mr_fedorable What about the Tri City Empire?

11/13/2019 5:40:11 AM 0nashanon2  pic.twitter.com/KYFXFxCGec

11/13/2019 5:43:33 AM aurorasreality It’s a DoD IP address

11/13/2019 5:44:05 AM aurorasreality It’s a DoD ip address

11/13/2019 5:46:29 AM eldeeberry Thank you for posting this video.  It was good to revisit 💗

11/13/2019 5:51:55 AM turboxyde ALICE gets around when there's truth to be found... https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1194612333156454400?s=19 …

11/13/2019 6:10:42 AM vexed761 Acts 11:11-18

11/13/2019 6:11:38 AM state1union Wow 😳 600 million IP addresses?  The google set up or lack there of and all the mystery has been strange to say the least here. Thanks for the 

clarification and info

11/13/2019 6:15:04 AM tladd58 Q proof.

Q ap updated last night.

5:5

11/13/2019 6:17:24 AM covertress House of Saud (6 +++) - $4 Trillion+

Rothschild (6 ++) - $2 Trillion+

Soros (6 +) - $1 Trillion+

666

"Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan" pic.twitter.com/M9zhUeW98P

11/13/2019 6:22:01 AM mtr_epicwin77 GOD WINS. pic.twitter.com/m4prgl1HUP

11/13/2019 6:23:44 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  I thought ABC had already fingered an ex-employee and pressured CBS to fire them from their current job!  Did I hear wrong?

11/13/2019 6:27:13 AM dmbelisle Because the US Embassy in Kiev and all its ambassadors are S-O-O-O-O-O political. And the conspiracy theories keep coming. We can spot them  a mile 

away. Sorry, you can't explain away Giuliani's joy ride through Europe and his wake of muck-raking.

11/13/2019 6:27:45 AM jrocktigers 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

11/13/2019 6:28:14 AM rufus69firefly .#SaturnianRitual #SaturnSacrifice

@USHouseGov shows a giant sign with a giant 93 pic.twitter.com/If0FvjoRGi

11/13/2019 6:30:36 AM kathleen3693693 You didn't hear wrong. @ABC and @CBS colluded together, decided the employee was guilty, and fired that employee...except, it was the WRONG 

person. Much like what the #DeepState is doing to @POTUS today

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #NeverKaepernick #UnsealEpstein

11/13/2019 6:31:52 AM phreatomagnetic They got the wrong person 

They fired the employee then the Ignotus letter was released. https://truepundit.com/abc-scrambles-to-figure-out-identity-of-amy-robach-leaker-who-

goes-by-ignotus/ …

11/13/2019 6:31:54 AM mongrelglory Hopefully that employee can find a good lawyer to fight a wrongful dismissal case!

11/13/2019 6:33:19 AM jean7518 Really? Self inflicted? Is his indictment opened.

11/13/2019 6:33:36 AM rufus69firefly .#93DaysSinceAdamSchiffLeaked #SaturnianRitual

cc: @AdamSchiff pic.twitter.com/tQIQmdlQTO

11/13/2019 6:34:12 AM redquinlan is that really you Chuck?  strange tweet - you still work there right?  you are in the best place to answer the if and perhaps the when.

11/13/2019 6:35:51 AM esau7 What does Alice have to expose today? pic.twitter.com/qEw0ZQndDN

11/13/2019 6:36:20 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1194059513726472193?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/kkTRAFkcEz

11/13/2019 6:38:25 AM stevengibes all once worked for Marduk.

11/13/2019 6:39:27 AM humanra88554680 I wish they would brand Soros a global terrorist and get on with it. Dark to light

11/13/2019 6:48:26 AM quarkfear1 Payseur



11/13/2019 6:52:45 AM hereticalh If the 3 sides all serve the master, who is the master yet to be revealed? Is it a single person?

11/13/2019 7:01:10 AM stevemarek6 Good question I have a idea of who the masters are but it’s pretty crazy.

11/13/2019 7:05:33 AM rufus69firefly .#Correction cc: @AdamSchiff

#93DaysSinceAdamSchiffLearnedTheIdentityOfTheWhistleblower

#SaturnianRitual #SaturnSacrifice pic.twitter.com/uYeVxJaE5G

11/13/2019 7:05:34 AM neilbridgman Department of Defense

11/13/2019 7:14:03 AM yustein Oh it was #lgnotus? I know him. He doesn’t work there anymore. These people @ABC  are #morons!

11/13/2019 7:21:02 AM paciouno confirmed , what are your coordinants , stealth bomber approaching. alpha, beta tango.... lol

11/13/2019 7:30:03 AM michael81972 CFR http://www.jeffreyepstein.org/Jeffrey_Epstein.html …

11/13/2019 7:30:33 AM covertress Has anyone else noticed that Twitter has removed the ability to copy a tweet to embed?

11/13/2019 7:31:36 AM michael81972  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2T-5Pd3oYY …

11/13/2019 7:32:22 AM cosmic_engineer ALICE has many organic proxies

11/13/2019 7:33:04 AM charlesgdavis1 I can't say that I know HIM or HER but I think it's a two for one'er 👈(made up word). Take down of a good person and a collection of a SOUL....with 

that said....could it be.....may be....possibly.....I DON'T know.... SATAN!!!!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

11/13/2019 7:33:17 AM michael81972 Thought the same thing...

11/13/2019 7:36:33 AM covertress Looks like Twitter has removed my ability to share old Majestic 12 tweets with y'all. 😥

From now on, I'll just have to point you to the MJ12 archive and say, "Search for X".

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

11/13/2019 7:37:22 AM covertress ThankQ.

We'll see how long that hack works!

11/13/2019 7:38:03 AM zagnett It's an Event.

And it's going to happen. And very s👀n.

May You have a Great day y'all! 🙏💖🙏

11/13/2019 7:38:50 AM arifriedman12 #CoupCucksClan

11/13/2019 7:38:56 AM michael81972 Wear this,  we dont deal in conspiracies around here...only truth... pic.twitter.com/puLTbCL4t9

11/13/2019 7:39:41 AM covertress Nope. That hack doesn't work for me.

11/13/2019 7:41:07 AM kidge6 The power of 3 6 9...

But, 17? = 8.

:(

11/13/2019 7:45:53 AM joeorbit let's all bring our children to disney.

11/13/2019 7:48:00 AM covertress Oh well, there's always screenshot. 

[Did I just say that out loud?🤦♀️]

11/13/2019 7:54:00 AM irah_chandler Thanks for the answer

11/13/2019 7:57:45 AM covertress Twitter has also blocked my ability to get to the url via the timestamp. 🤬

11/13/2019 8:01:16 AM jayne_ts You know as well or better than anyone what the deep state is trying to do and the road blocks those traitors put in place. They're not afraid to kill or 

maim anyone who gets in the way.

11/13/2019 8:04:58 AM arifriedman12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 think Mirror 

Soon noosE?

11/13/2019 8:18:01 AM thankq777  http://8kun.mil  #Incoming

11/13/2019 8:23:06 AM sunnyawakening I'm stocking up on popcorn!

11/13/2019 8:28:12 AM joanhol24893501 Really really sad.

11/13/2019 8:29:38 AM internetusr They will never find this person. Muahaha.

11/13/2019 8:31:32 AM synackstatic Biden and Heinz and Burisma connected to cf in Ukraine?

11/13/2019 8:31:45 AM mahredrum If you people are gonna save the world from satanic pedophiles or what not and are involving some public DoD IP range in your conspiracy, at least 

learn how to denote it as such

11/13/2019 8:55:46 AM kathleen3693693 I hope so too. That said, the wronged employee will likely never to be able to find work in that profession ever again.

11/13/2019 9:00:52 AM synackstatic These three connected to all of the tax exempt foundations that engineer society? Heinz, Mellon, Carnegie, Ford, Frick...all beholden to Soros Roth's 

and sauds?

11/13/2019 9:04:10 AM boshek6 Which paedos are they protecting the dead one or the still employed there ones.

11/13/2019 9:04:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Their CEO

11/13/2019 9:07:38 AM youstinksoap I'm still trying to figure out what 11.3 and 11.6 are....I'm guessing not dates either?

11/13/2019 9:34:22 AM lisa_mwhited This has been going on forever what are they waiting for lol

11/13/2019 9:39:17 AM boogeymanhunter $oros = Godfather 🤔

“Enjoy the show” pic.twitter.com/IK6bOEpCgm

11/13/2019 10:03:52 AM momekool1 I figured that was why there are so many candidates lol. Especially Biden.

11/13/2019 10:05:39 AM momekool1 When??? Lol

11/13/2019 10:15:35 AM momekool1 It’s Conservatives doing the saving.

11/13/2019 10:23:42 AM sethric61410528 +, ++, +++ pic.twitter.com/czpD41GPFl

11/13/2019 10:34:26 AM jlundr "According to news reports, ... “Ukrainian government

officials tried to help Hillary Clinton and undermine Trump” and did so by “disseminat[ing] documents implicating a top Trump aide in corruption and 

suggested they were investigating the matter…”1.."

 https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/constituents/2017-07-20%20CEG%20to%20DOJ%20%28Ukraine%20DNC%20FARA%29.pdf …

11/13/2019 10:44:36 AM cosmic_engineer Majestic stage to unveil to the world... Why 🇺🇦 is so important to [them]

11/13/2019 10:59:17 AM zerost8te  https://skreenshot.com/  PDF with text intact, or a JPEG copy can be emailed automatically. copy is held on the server side due to using email/smtp. 

Working on a whitelist blocker, but mainly for personal use. 

Again, copies are stored on the server.

#QAnon #Anonymous

11/13/2019 11:04:54 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1194692314326863873 …

11/13/2019 11:07:48 AM meteoritedude nope. I found it.



11/13/2019 11:09:25 AM turboxyde *kuk*

@TYLER_56hz radio check, over!

*kuk*

...

*kuk*

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 radio check, over!

*kuk*

...

*kuk*

@nea_storm radio check, over!

*kuk*

...

*kuk*

@RealEyeTheSpy radio check, over!

*kuk*

...

All stations report observations to Source for immediate transmutation of entropy! pic.twitter.com/KesK2LZhfO
11/13/2019 11:39:25 AM unitedredwhite1 Cape Canaveral

11/13/2019 11:39:32 AM unitedredwhite1 Starlink

11/13/2019 11:42:43 AM rghardy3 Is that you HAL ?

11/13/2019 12:03:39 PM rghardy3 What does the "A waste of time" part mean ?

11/13/2019 12:25:18 PM turboxyde Poster is attempting to summarize a very complex topic through the use of publicly available declassified material only and has clearly disregarded 

other Source material and firsthand experiences.

It is indeed "a waste of time" to draw conclusions in such a way.

11/13/2019 12:47:05 PM wearywar Grrr - We need an international standard for a secure and audit-able voting system that cannot be hacked or tampered with to finally secure real 

democracy. 

Return power to We The People, 

Increase political transparency,

and end corruption!

11/13/2019 1:10:12 PM trump_alliance Family also means $$$ control structure (think mafia)

Banks control Gov'ts

Gov'ts control people

SA controls elected people

SOROS controls organizations of people

Search"Soros" in  http://Qmap.pub  & 52 posts show up

Huge evil control system 

#WWG1WGA

#WednesdayWisdom pic.twitter.com/n5idiFKEvT
11/13/2019 1:10:52 PM brianan06364517 Trump and USA are leading the way .

A lot of respect from this Canadian.

11/13/2019 1:13:26 PM mongrelglory Unless they can clean up the cess-pool they call "the media".  Then maybe honest reporters and journalists will have real jobs again!

11/13/2019 1:43:56 PM richzen2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/13/2019 1:49:15 PM vipete86  pic.twitter.com/9iDJDvCm3o

11/13/2019 1:54:32 PM raalphjoones2 Skills bones dem bones

11/13/2019 1:55:58 PM raalphjoones2 Estonia

11/13/2019 1:57:05 PM raalphjoones2 Skull

11/13/2019 2:31:39 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WednesdayThoughts #WednesdayWisdom

11/13/2019 2:41:18 PM kathleen3693693 It will eventually happen, but it won't happen in that person's lifetime.

A lawsuit of $200 million could easily be won for the employee. But, no amount money will ever restore reputation, peace of mind, security, and the 

angst, shock, and fears can never be erased. So sad.

11/13/2019 2:44:24 PM danasstarr Cringeworthy pic.....🤮

11/13/2019 3:11:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bishop who investigated sex abuse in Buffalo accused of sex abuse | News 4 Buffalo https://www.wivb.com/news/national/bishop-who-investigated-

sex-abuse-accused-of-sex-abuse/ …

11/13/2019 3:11:44 PM flowersoul Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Nov 12

RDS

Once CIA Always CIA

INTJ Hearings

3586

Enjoy the show...

11/13/2019 3:12:11 PM internetusr We are all so shocked

11/13/2019 3:14:37 PM 313looper Uh Lord … 

Give me a break ! 😳

11/13/2019 3:15:18 PM marcosboomer Sometimes you need to investigate the investigators!

11/13/2019 3:15:19 PM cjcole1985  https://abc7.com/ex-tv-medical-correspondent-arrested-by-lapd-juvenile-division/5624361/ …

11/13/2019 3:16:21 PM fluck_gloria Must be a dem.   Accuses and investigates others for what he may be guilty of!

11/13/2019 3:16:37 PM abcd68018248 😡😡😡😡

11/13/2019 3:17:10 PM jivaine_skywing No way??? You don’t say??? Is that ironic?

11/13/2019 3:17:30 PM rebornkingent It’s almost as if.... it’s an organized worldwide ring or something? Like.... I don’t know... a death cult?  Naaaah where’s my tim foil hat emoji. I’m 

running off with those right wing dog whistle again.

11/13/2019 3:17:44 PM michael81972 Interesting, as we get closer and closer to the awakening...Things are starting to happen faster and faster... pic.twitter.com/TJgkR8tLNR

11/13/2019 3:18:14 PM aetherwalker1 'He could investigate other's crimes, but not his own.' pic.twitter.com/m3qhyDIdiw

11/13/2019 3:20:47 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayWisdom

11/13/2019 3:21:42 PM tweetstreetint1 These people are sick...

#GrossHumanRightsViolations

#GetEveryLastOne

11/13/2019 3:22:39 PM dazeytoday How does it go?? The fox guarding the hen house?

11/13/2019 3:22:44 PM unitedredwhite1 These people are SICK

11/13/2019 3:22:53 PM kindeandtrue Bishop DiMarzio is innocent until proven guilty. Maybe this is retaliation for his investigation of Buffalo.



11/13/2019 3:24:32 PM evak93051546 Satanic infiltration of the Church was to subvert God, and to cause people to leave the faith==> Satan wins. My hope is that these evil people will be 

expelled, and the church can return to being a true house of God==>God wins.

11/13/2019 3:26:36 PM politicalorgasm Nobody could have seen this coming!  SMH!

11/13/2019 3:30:26 PM mrscahoona Shocking pic.twitter.com/ZgqnYTII8u

11/13/2019 3:31:31 PM icu8abeetle Convenient...

11/13/2019 3:32:07 PM war_w01f Wait tell everyone learns about CPS...

11/13/2019 3:32:57 PM wwg1wga202o It’s endless! ENDLESS!! Problem was never addressed!

11/13/2019 3:32:59 PM starehope There are so many of them.

11/13/2019 3:35:30 PM maryquint7 Evil

11/13/2019 3:36:06 PM starehope They are everywhere. They have no specific race, religion, or anything else. They are very, very sick.

11/13/2019 3:37:26 PM starehope Trust no one. These sickos don't usually wear a pin or shirt that advertises.

11/13/2019 3:38:24 PM keith369me No pattern here...”sexually deviant” older men that didn’t like women in their early years staying away from both homosexual lifestyle and marriage to 

a woman by “devoting” to the church.  They are in contact with altar boys rather than homosexual men and go young.  Sick.

11/13/2019 3:39:28 PM starehope Right. It goes all the way to the top. That is in every catagory of employment, groups, etc.

11/13/2019 3:40:34 PM guy_karen So evil so sick

11/13/2019 3:40:45 PM starehope How many did he sweep under the carpet?

11/13/2019 3:46:17 PM politicalorgasm The veil is slowly being lifted.  Too many involved to keep it quiet anymore.  The rats will jump ship and repent, or sink into the bowels of hell.

11/13/2019 3:49:10 PM gcornholeio #twocookiesandaglassofmilk

11/13/2019 3:52:17 PM jonesy4671 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you do a thread on looking glass for us?

11/13/2019 3:53:33 PM serviceintruth Why am I not surprised?

11/13/2019 4:03:38 PM thericharddoyle 1. But .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in who leaving where, and for what reason, per:  https://youtu.be/qPRatAbeuok ?

The answer has [0] to do with ‘MAJIC’

but an actual return:

Per: < https://qmap.pub/read/3594 > the need of “lack of action” now:  https://youtu.be/U6shP4xX3zM?t=34m46s … (25:33–35:27) as:

54 : (3^2 = 9) pic.twitter.com/DvS0Gw8IhQ

11/13/2019 4:11:07 PM over60nz #PrayerPower #SpiritualWarfare #EvilExposed #JusticeIsComing #GoodVsEvilWar #darknessVsLight #TheGreatAwakening WG1WGA WRWY

11/13/2019 4:11:35 PM navalinfantry all roads lead to Rome.....Q.

11/13/2019 4:12:53 PM truthsayert Hidden in plain sight.

11/13/2019 4:22:09 PM starehope I really thought more were aware. Looking at the responses, I was a bit shocked. The arrests in Florida this week exposed a lot as the sheriff gave many 

horrific details that were sickening. Wake up everyone! They are surrounding us.

11/13/2019 4:27:27 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/6WwFOWJezt

11/13/2019 4:28:13 PM jakeglaird1 We MUST find another bishop to investigate this anomaly!

11/13/2019 4:29:19 PM nmd_mari Surprised? Not one bit....🙄 when will this end? How do we stop it?

11/13/2019 4:31:03 PM altimitwill Part of The Plan:  https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/constituents/2017-07-

20%20CEG%20to%20DOJ%20%28Ukraine%20DNC%20FARA%29.pdf …

11/13/2019 4:39:01 PM trumpgetgo Check out ELCA Bishop Eaton‼️

11/13/2019 4:39:45 PM rb25uk Just never seems to end......it’s as if their all perverted and criminals!

11/13/2019 4:41:31 PM angel171614 Blessings Brian💙I will Follow back all pic.twitter.com/GqZSmGOgiz

11/13/2019 4:42:22 PM dark2light2019 Administration that found no Biden /Ukraine corruption proven to be corrupt itself.

11/13/2019 4:44:24 PM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#ProjectLookingGlass please tell us more. When will more be dropped to the public???

11/13/2019 4:45:02 PM gordx4 they can't,...theyre too deep in the doodoo...to get out.

11/13/2019 4:47:34 PM lioncub199 Rats everywhere are in charge of the cheese.

11/13/2019 5:07:02 PM scienceismymuse  https://youtu.be/GxliVJCWI80 

11/13/2019 5:13:13 PM jo_deplorable Sick people

11/13/2019 5:14:17 PM powersawer ...or maybe they deliberatly appointed someone involved in the abuse to "investigate"

11/13/2019 5:35:56 PM azsooner53 Yep, fox guarding the hen house.

11/13/2019 5:37:32 PM evamoor30315097 That INCLUDES ROBERT DAVID STEELE

11/13/2019 5:41:19 PM ashsaidwhaaaat The pedos have infiltrated every nook and cranny!!!

11/13/2019 5:46:20 PM andreinmd Revelation 13:8 (KJV)

8 And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the 

world.

The Great Controversy:(29) The Origin Of Evil.

 https://youtu.be/QLwsVN8JISg  pic.twitter.com/tCFLC9JW8b

11/13/2019 5:50:38 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/13/2019 6:01:33 PM martisw1971 “It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he cast into the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones.”

Luke 17:2 KJV

11/13/2019 6:02:34 PM laurabusse I tried to copy a tweet to paste into Google translate

Couldn't

Tried repeatedly

Couldn't figure out what I was doing wrong

Tried every which way...

11/13/2019 6:14:25 PM tonya__rose Time to dismantle the wicked Catholicism/Vatican/Pope & Priests deception that has blinded the eyes of millions thru 2 Millennia!!! And don't stop 

there! May all wicked elements in all of Christianity be purged & truth & righteousness reign. Matthew 6:33

11/13/2019 6:18:53 PM werascending What!🤬🤬🤬

11/13/2019 6:19:06 PM manifest_utopia Why is the church allowed to conduct the investigations into sexual abuse by their own clergy?  These cases should be investigated by the state's law 

enforcement/AG &/or Federal FBI/DOJ, not the church itself.  Self-investigation of crimes, what could go wrong with that?

11/13/2019 6:20:38 PM burgersandra Pic thanks to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/13/2019 6:24:56 PM werascending I can’t wait!!! 🤬🔥🔥🔥

11/13/2019 6:26:53 PM jackyplab Very true! At this point the church has no authority at all in this issue.

11/13/2019 6:40:03 PM rebashoenfelt1 Suspicious

11/13/2019 6:40:30 PM rebashoenfelt1 Good



11/13/2019 6:41:05 PM manifest_utopia A few years after the church sex abuse issues went public, I got to know a young attorney who'd previously served as PR specialist for the Baltimore 

Archdioceses during the scandal (b4 he broke from church & went to law school). He told some very interesting stories.

11/13/2019 6:50:10 PM jackyplab As far as I know from several sources (people), it would take a lot to try these bastards priests. As for any young attorney , good luck with it, it's not 

easy, they are real goons.

11/13/2019 6:51:27 PM abshierchristi Ya.....

11/13/2019 6:55:00 PM like_neo Rut Roh!

11/13/2019 7:03:18 PM brenda_nine #Epsteindidntkillhimself #UnsealEpstein

11/13/2019 7:04:01 PM ms_honey_badger This is the tatt00zmeaning  for the "IiI munsterz= (all of us)"    A 3 year old could figure out their juvenile symbols. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvOl0gIVMnQ …

11/13/2019 7:05:25 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/4bzqLL1HRj

11/13/2019 7:06:03 PM ms_honey_badger If you knew what the "pearls trapped within their clenches" tat meant on a genetic level....

11/13/2019 7:08:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Epstein News Incoming

11/13/2019 7:08:59 PM michael81972 🧐

11/13/2019 7:09:13 PM manifest_utopia He told stories of working for the Archdioceses. Priests w/ chauffeured car, going out for lobster lunches, spending $$$ right/left. All $$$ from 

collection trays paid by low income parishioners. Then he had to do PR on sex abuse claims. Said it made him sick. He left the church.

11/13/2019 7:09:27 PM kendavi80404473 Let's have it...please

11/13/2019 7:10:05 PM humanproofer We’ve been waiting impatiently..

11/13/2019 7:10:44 PM laurabrinck he didn't kill himself?

11/13/2019 7:10:47 PM wickedmouse369 He was an alien.

11/13/2019 7:11:01 PM jo_deplorable #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/13/2019 7:11:12 PM joycejltrick Got my popcorn.

11/13/2019 7:11:17 PM tinaqpatriot45 Check out @RepGosar page😂

First letter every post reads:

EPSTEIN DIDN'T KILL HIMSELF

11/13/2019 7:11:31 PM chrisdever Is he alive? dead? I'm so confused.

11/13/2019 7:12:20 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/p45WpF1cV1

11/13/2019 7:12:50 PM qpatriot06  pic.twitter.com/qYaodLyoA1

11/13/2019 7:12:56 PM winklerburke C_A did the dirty work to cover Progressive sins of running C_A-M_ SSAD operations of blackmailing any business or political or entertainment leader 

on Pedo Island by video taping the dirty deeds, done to join the club of "now you have access to big money-power-fame" ??? A guess?

11/13/2019 7:12:58 PM thesacredrebel Is it coming in the next 30 minutes because I'm getting ready for bed. 😄👍

11/13/2019 7:13:04 PM darktolight7164  pic.twitter.com/QHLvoM0iq4

11/13/2019 7:13:10 PM dkm2092 #unsealepstein?

11/13/2019 7:13:55 PM theyhe  pic.twitter.com/86SmtYoJ1O

11/13/2019 7:14:15 PM angiewa91380844  https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1194782001422721024?s=20 …

11/13/2019 7:14:30 PM bryceja68689884 F@cking vampire

11/13/2019 7:16:21 PM jpt123xyz He didn’t kill himself?

11/13/2019 7:17:10 PM cinmacluvs2knit Spoiler...He didn’t kill himself.

11/13/2019 7:17:18 PM chinisusan Oh no, he didn’t commit suicide?

11/13/2019 7:17:42 PM texas_girl_13_ Was he killed by Eric Ciaramella??? 🤡

11/13/2019 7:18:00 PM rudedrew63 Well all we can do is wait and see pic.twitter.com/rZTnEu1NB0

11/13/2019 7:18:32 PM jackyplab I can only imagine... poor guy. And yes, they are a hell of sanctity (y'know... $$$ & sex).

11/13/2019 7:19:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

11/13/2019 7:19:26 PM yayavarm Clickbait?

11/13/2019 7:20:38 PM 37n122w Sleeps with the fishes?

11/13/2019 7:20:42 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/F20ernKQLf

11/13/2019 7:20:46 PM jared4liberty Enjoy the fishing trip. Hope you catch something good.

11/13/2019 7:20:48 PM ultramagan0n Podesta?

11/13/2019 7:20:49 PM jflygirl Here fishy fishy....

11/13/2019 7:21:12 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/an3A1qkLXs

11/13/2019 7:21:15 PM whiskey_ginger1 swimmin with the fishes? ☠

11/13/2019 7:21:35 PM iamspirit22 Keith Urban and Nicole Kidman are aging...

11/13/2019 7:21:36 PM i_like_skis The judge was supposed to be releasing names. What is up?  Like a weekly review was gonna happen starting September. We better not be getting 

hoodwinked.

11/13/2019 7:21:41 PM scottyone0 Let me guess....he didn’t kill himself?

11/13/2019 7:21:45 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/evmMguyD9d

11/13/2019 7:21:50 PM bh2omiamigo for example pic.twitter.com/CS4WZUse4b

11/13/2019 7:21:54 PM rudedrew63 Dagon

11/13/2019 7:22:36 PM barbmc19 Ready...set...go!!!

11/13/2019 7:22:55 PM mikecla88685792  pic.twitter.com/GTvkHts6Ve

11/13/2019 7:22:59 PM trumpmovement2 where can I find the actual document

11/13/2019 7:23:14 PM dani_mb So am I. Lol

11/13/2019 7:23:18 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/ZChWE5VNKX

11/13/2019 7:23:25 PM corstruction He had like 70 teeth...Reptilian much?

11/13/2019 7:25:08 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/gpgyNkoQnF

11/13/2019 7:25:11 PM behindenmyline5 Double meanings. It is both.

11/13/2019 7:25:36 PM hitmantwotwo  pic.twitter.com/tjF16BK0v0

11/13/2019 7:25:57 PM integrityneed Miss Fish NY 2014 made quite the impression at the impeachment circus today.

11/13/2019 7:25:59 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/13/2019 7:26:42 PM cat711q Carter?

11/13/2019 7:26:46 PM essene_merkabah  pic.twitter.com/X4A0A4Jamf

11/13/2019 7:26:47 PM crypt0_keep3r Definitely a Draco

11/13/2019 7:27:57 PM poboyz123  pic.twitter.com/wOLQQcGSPS

11/13/2019 7:28:24 PM sammie70518341  https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1194815982935654408 …

11/13/2019 7:28:57 PM daveo6145 🍿

11/13/2019 7:29:19 PM werascending Sorass!!! 🤣🤣🤣Literally!

11/13/2019 7:30:08 PM beverlyfoust And an egg shaped penis

11/13/2019 7:30:45 PM wisedracoslayer This is interesting. 

Wasn't Trump's uncle, John Trump, hand picked by vannivar bush to collect nikola tesla's death records  as well as the records of the UFO crashes in the 

40s and 50s? John trump was part of MJ12 if I'm not mistaken

11/13/2019 7:30:58 PM roofmonqey #Epsteindidntkillhimself



11/13/2019 7:31:04 PM thericharddoyle as 3² in what any versor as exponent is in a multiplication operation (its own): additive:

(1 + 1 = 2) : (½ + ½ = 1)

Now actual Δ1 = Δ0

for what Δ0 always was, as surely as it’d be reached, and will close:

A window, actionable.

Yours .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Cc: .@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/GW6nvDqw7v
11/13/2019 7:32:06 PM karvilla96 🥚🥚🥚🥚🥚🥚

11/13/2019 7:32:16 PM sjh2222 From whom - about what? 🧐

11/13/2019 7:34:06 PM kimwhitedrenth It’s crazy that ABC is showing retaliation in public. They must not realize this is illegal.

11/13/2019 7:34:27 PM sethric61410528 Lets see ... „remember, remember“ part 2 ?

11/13/2019 7:35:22 PM sjh2222 I'll second that! 🤬

11/13/2019 7:36:33 PM 22dubtrip333 Where is #GhislaineMaxwell ?

11/13/2019 7:37:09 PM tladd58 Epstein didn't kill himself.....

Dead not dead.

What advantage does "Legally" dead give?

Who can legally suppress docs?

Who has Epstein's little black book?

Who & What is in it?

Who would gain by his death?

Who would gain by "legally" dead?
11/13/2019 7:37:54 PM corstruction Ugh....there's that visual again 🤣🤮

11/13/2019 7:38:46 PM paumanokh  pic.twitter.com/M1SmwpVA25

11/13/2019 7:39:06 PM ashsaidwhaaaat I'd like to know as well!

11/13/2019 7:39:23 PM _joncampbell_ Blue fish. No red fish.

11/13/2019 7:41:02 PM sofia_wwg1wga 🎣🎣 fish on !!!

11/13/2019 7:41:51 PM lbf777 Here’s an article. https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2016/11/3/13501364/trump-rape-13-year-old-lawsuit-katie-johnson-allegation …

11/13/2019 7:42:08 PM seaschells Bait

11/13/2019 7:43:23 PM chilon_sparta Coral Reef

11/13/2019 7:44:03 PM stephscolaro  pic.twitter.com/d9bYY9toUS

11/13/2019 7:44:15 PM fansblowing3 Gosar tweeted Epstein Didn’t kill himself (1st letter of each tweet).  Genius!  👍 pic.twitter.com/3dSQIu5M9C

11/13/2019 7:44:33 PM twelvebcharlie1 BREAKING NEWS about Epstein!

#Epsteindidntkillhimself 

Sorry guys i have a dark sense of humor after living my whole in a false reality. 😝

11/13/2019 7:44:56 PM qutetrumpgirl Just finished this video yesterday and actually felt "compelled" to make it!! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHsw1p3hiIw …

11/13/2019 7:51:07 PM jeffcordell6 Blue fish..democrats??

11/13/2019 7:51:37 PM amandpms #FakeNews

11/13/2019 7:51:55 PM kiddo4812 Vox media bias rating is Left

One sided media. They even claim to help you understand the news and that's bs

11/13/2019 7:53:07 PM kiddo4812 Fake news

11/13/2019 7:54:33 PM lilangels44 Proof he didn't kill himself👍😁 autopsy report release??   Or something even better???🤔

11/13/2019 7:56:29 PM realjamiemc #UnsealEpstein

11/13/2019 7:57:28 PM vexed761 No news will come. On the record.

11/13/2019 7:57:46 PM teriwiseman2 Looked briefly for it. Can you please share @RepGosar tweet of Epstein didn’t kill him self. ty

11/13/2019 7:58:55 PM lbf777 Why do you say fake news? He was really sued for raping a 13 year old girl.

11/13/2019 8:00:51 PM beetle2dajuice Because of Gosar's tweet?

11/13/2019 8:01:05 PM twelvebcharlie1 Vox really? 😂 I’ll grant you that DJT is guilty of looking the other way but look at the body count left in the Clinton wake. Can you blame him? I could 

even believe he did it if he had a history of accusers, but nope. Only once Epstein was arrested did the narrative change.

11/13/2019 8:01:37 PM rickster61x @Ravagiing ??

11/13/2019 8:02:23 PM rachaelangelm 3 Podesta ah ha ha

11/13/2019 8:03:02 PM nschlange That's just bullshit, he wouldn't volunteer information against Epstein if he had been involved with him. So, it's just stupid.

11/13/2019 8:03:12 PM teriwiseman2 You’re just a never Trumper. If she was really raped by a millionaire, she would have dropped her lawsuit. Dragging herself thru the mud with a pack of 

lies. Guess she realized you cannot win on bold lies.

11/13/2019 8:04:23 PM amandpms Vox source should be your red flag.

11/13/2019 8:04:57 PM nschlange Too many ways to take this. Is he swimming w/the fishes? Is it watch the water, is it dinner time? Can you add to this, please?

11/13/2019 8:06:12 PM lbf777 All politicians are criminals. Every last one. They are gangbangers in suits.

11/13/2019 8:06:51 PM friendmasters Is he still dead?

11/13/2019 8:07:05 PM lbf777 Lol that case is documented.

11/13/2019 8:09:00 PM twelvebcharlie1 Vox, the news site that encourages men to be cuckold’s and transgender  children.  And Factual allegations? Lol. What is this presented by CNNs 

Reliable Sources and vetted by the Ministry of truth?

11/13/2019 8:12:16 PM logic4all2enjoy Only if it meets the very stringent journalistic standards of @ABC and MSM

11/13/2019 8:13:33 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/vgUNYM0snm

11/13/2019 8:13:51 PM cmpalmer77 🍿

11/13/2019 8:14:16 PM lbf777 Vox is just an article in the case. Almost all major news agencies  have an article about this somewhere on their site. Pick one and do research.

11/13/2019 8:14:25 PM stevent0000000 Luv it! 😎

11/13/2019 8:14:28 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/q6gjoPff7X

11/13/2019 8:15:41 PM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/xhLfS1ik7o

11/13/2019 8:15:48 PM magicianmighty 😂😭😭😭😭

11/13/2019 8:16:07 PM bakedbadge38  https://youtu.be/iWvOyrf_OQs 

11/13/2019 8:16:19 PM bakedbadge38  https://youtu.be/iWvOyrf_OQs 

11/13/2019 8:16:33 PM bakedbadge38  https://youtu.be/iWvOyrf_OQs 

11/13/2019 8:17:18 PM nancyjo1992 🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/13/2019 8:18:23 PM nancyjo1992 🤣🤣



11/13/2019 8:18:49 PM sadhuguet Down in the meadow in a little bitty pool

Swam three little fishies and a mama fishie too

"Swim" said the mama fishie, "Swim if you can"

And they swam and they swam all over the dam

Boop boop dit-tem dat-tem what-tem Chu!

Boop boop dit-tem dat-tem what-tem Chu!

11/13/2019 8:21:53 PM whsthestorm SG-1 S1E7. We are the nox, the power is inside of all of us.  We have so much to learn.

11/13/2019 8:22:37 PM zoerandall145  pic.twitter.com/M94tdRTezi

11/13/2019 8:24:27 PM icu8abeetle Somehow, Jeffery Epstein, cremated himself?

11/13/2019 8:25:21 PM amandpms You believe main stream media?

11/13/2019 8:26:08 PM amandpms Seriously?

11/13/2019 8:27:44 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Thank you

11/13/2019 8:33:58 PM amandpms Shocker

11/13/2019 8:34:52 PM madhopper59 Evil knows no bounds! These ppl are sick. pic.twitter.com/X6BRLKnPDe

11/13/2019 8:35:13 PM 1776patriotusa1  pic.twitter.com/cOqGLs8Ljm

11/13/2019 8:35:41 PM mikemurphey1 He's not dead! pic.twitter.com/JQvpL2kgby

11/13/2019 8:36:38 PM randyftws 😎 pic.twitter.com/nmr63IuiLj

11/13/2019 8:38:23 PM cstarr888 Is he listed in the flight logs?🤔🙏💖

11/13/2019 8:41:58 PM twelvebcharlie1 He’s just spreading disinformation by trying to steer unwitting readers into believing fake news. It’s how corruption works, half truths which are 

apparently at the forefront of leftist ideology.

11/13/2019 8:43:54 PM pamlamont2 No DNA taken at the autopsy. He was a sex offender. His DNA IS ON FILE. Why not do a DNA match at the autopsy, hmmm????

11/13/2019 8:44:32 PM ceasarfall31544 Promise ???

11/13/2019 8:44:36 PM enomai_ You would assume so.

I'm not saying I agree with Harmon.

I just see what I see.

11/13/2019 8:45:32 PM jerseyhotgurl Must get from the Vril 🦎side of 

the fam; just saying ..🙊

11/13/2019 8:46:26 PM chrismfkelly Photographed with Joan Rivers in N.Y.

11/13/2019 8:48:17 PM pamlamont2 Oh, thanks. "Down in the meadow in an itty bitty pool ... swam 3 little fishies and a mama fishy too ... swim said the mama fishy, swim if you can ... and 

they swam and they swam right over the dam." If you recognized this, you probably sang it, too! 😁 ur welcome

11/13/2019 8:48:37 PM karma4event201 Good luck fishing !

11/13/2019 8:50:55 PM nmacut Epstein didn't kill himself.

11/13/2019 8:51:32 PM neecieh6111 3 fish caught, hook, line, sinker.

11/13/2019 8:51:36 PM karma4event201 Watch SerialBrain2 decode videos by  => And We Know

11/13/2019 8:52:10 PM karma4event201 😂👍

11/13/2019 8:53:58 PM vieiraranch Mayday Mayday....

11/13/2019 8:54:44 PM 22dubtrip333 They think it buys time and cover to reformulate planning

11/13/2019 8:55:23 PM karma4event201 Go to bed, Think they used Epstein as a fishing lure.

11/13/2019 8:57:08 PM lsweetapps Gotta agree with you and wondered if I was the only one. Coroner didn't do a DNA test to verify but bro said he was strangled.  Conspiracy theories.  

Just want facts but there's no journalists on MSM and most cable news.

11/13/2019 8:58:35 PM imadarkknight Really? Where? Oh boy oh boy!

11/13/2019 9:00:44 PM iowa_trump I thought they ID'd an NBC guy that got fired?

11/13/2019 9:02:20 PM not_from_here1 The official story. #jeffepstein pic.twitter.com/JojSKAg7Al

11/13/2019 9:04:10 PM iowa_trump Are you saying she's being forced to run?

11/13/2019 9:07:30 PM zoerandall145  pic.twitter.com/iFDE7fSsqY

11/13/2019 9:07:40 PM dropthemjolnir Let me guess 🤔....

He didn't kill himself?

✌️

11/13/2019 9:07:46 PM altimitwill It’s hard. There is also a misinformation campaign by the CIA running at the same time. We can trust @RealEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 because 

of the Q proof with project looking glass confirmation

11/13/2019 9:12:24 PM realeyethespy Trust yourself

11/13/2019 9:14:50 PM altimitwill Trusting myself has lead me to you.

11/13/2019 9:17:25 PM enomai_ Yeah, I'm not worried about the plan.

I know it's real.

I recently figured out the alien flase flag is going to be a rough one. Possibly.

11/13/2019 9:18:58 PM terrywrist21  pic.twitter.com/XQPMee97qT

11/13/2019 9:19:46 PM altimitwill Oh I know. It will change everyone’s life forever with that false flag. It will be huge. The only thing is, when will the event occur? I’ve been noticing 

weird glitches in my reality lately like power outages, and actually when I was driving a white square pixel cross my sight

11/13/2019 9:22:29 PM enomai_ What's bothering me.

Is how much of it was induced. 

Or my own brain connecting to something else.

The speaking.

Though, when you look at it. 

It's all the same, if from ets, angels, or human tech.

It's all about the same

Tho the idea of human tech is hindering my trust.
11/13/2019 9:24:02 PM realeyethespy What if your thoughts created reality? What if imagining something was enough to manifest it physically?

11/13/2019 9:24:20 PM jjsummers7 What is your source

11/13/2019 9:24:38 PM enomai_ Yeah. 

I think the maintainers edited my event line once. 

Had this bump swelling massively after waking up. Then, it was just gone like that event was just cut out.

11/13/2019 9:25:58 PM altimitwill That’s possible? Is that why it seems like my reality has been breaking recently? Is it because I am questioning reality itself lately?

11/13/2019 9:26:14 PM enomai_ These would be thoughts and not human induced from a pre made storyline with holographic images and text.

11/13/2019 9:27:34 PM melissagouin1 Setting the bait perhaps?

11/13/2019 9:27:47 PM altimitwill How does one control the ability to imagine something in order to manifest it physically?

11/13/2019 9:29:53 PM w_ewere Dear Majestic 12, 3 on the hook for Treason after the bogus "Impeachment" hearing today?



11/13/2019 9:31:16 PM enomai_ Through action?

11/13/2019 9:32:41 PM ari____gold  pic.twitter.com/2wlNVefbKZ

11/13/2019 9:35:28 PM enomai_ Either way, it was a great reality

11/13/2019 9:41:18 PM jjilmary I actually have thought of this.  The problem would be letting go of all of the negativity and lack of trust we have "learned" in this reality.  Its very 

complicated but I'd give it a shot!

11/13/2019 9:41:59 PM joshuafalkin He didn't kill himself?

11/13/2019 9:44:01 PM rustyrangerider BREAKING: Epstein Island sold to wealthy Middle Eastern businessman Haadid Nahkil Muhssef (QRV)

11/13/2019 9:44:46 PM altimitwill I wish there was a How to on “How to imagine something and make it manifest into reality” book for dummies or something of that sort lol. However, I 

know I’ll have to keep digging in order to get to that answer one day.

11/13/2019 9:55:43 PM wallabeedon BEHOLD !!!!!!

11/13/2019 9:56:11 PM enomai_ Everytime I ask for proof of my IS is in a past life. I get proof.

Now I live this life. 

I see this,

but I get proof Everytime.

but why waste all this energy if I'm not suppose to do more.

but I can't do anything to do anything. Even tho it will be alright either way
11/13/2019 9:57:53 PM enomai_ You just don't get sad, and hear a voice go over there look up. And see a craft, and go over there and see one, and over there and see another one. Just 

because your sad  

And everything else

11/13/2019 9:58:44 PM altimitwill There is no past life. You are unique. This is what I mean by misinformation. Be aware of info being told to you. If you are in a simulation, there is not a 

past you. Time is an illusion. You are you. No matter what time is. You are more important than you think

11/13/2019 10:01:40 PM enomai_ You dont just have random people come and remind you about a memory of a dream you had...

about "you took out a whole army of tanks" no matter how many days this went on and how real it felt or even during the day. It felt during that week. 

I was...fighting tanks with aliens

11/13/2019 10:02:53 PM enomai_ I was a kid, and this dream was so real.

Why and how would this even of been a real war. Why and how tanks. 

Mind blown over here.

11/13/2019 10:03:23 PM enomai_ We know nothing of this world today. Or I dont

11/13/2019 10:09:10 PM enomai_ I used to be on the fence, but this time have to disagree. On the past lives.

I've seen my pasts death.

I asked if I am this IS than please show me.

After a real meditation of about 5 minutes. Something just grabbed my spirit and put me there to view the death.

11/13/2019 10:10:05 PM enomai_ Like we went into a wormhole.

It wasn't visual but felt.

We went down a slide feeling str8, left, str8 etc. 

Like it was a physical grab.

11/13/2019 10:10:16 PM deplorabledvs Momma fishy too?

11/13/2019 10:14:01 PM altimitwill Yes, treat reality like a video game. Let’s use Fortnite as an example especially since Q made references to it. When the user(you) plays a match. You 

select your character. When you enter the game, it’s the characters birth in the game unaware of its surroundings. As you play an

11/13/2019 10:14:39 PM altimitwill invisible wall forces to move in closer and closer as you kill people. That invisible wall can be known as time. The illusion of time forces people to act a 

certain way. From birth to becoming old. Everyone goes through those stages. Now back to the game. When you get to the end

11/13/2019 10:15:10 PM altimitwill of the game, you either die against someone else or you win, but eventually the game ends. When you go back to the menu. The simulation is over, but 

you can choose another character and it restarts. When you go back in you are still unaware of your surroundings like before but

11/13/2019 10:17:22 PM altimitwill The game is different. You keep going into this simulation and having different events but each time, it is different. Same you, same game, but different 

scenario and maybe different time. There is a beginning and an end to reality but outside is infinite

11/13/2019 10:18:52 PM altimitwill The deepstate/cabal/virus wants control over you to manipulate you for after the game is over to have control over you outside of the simulation. 

You’re more important that you think.

11/13/2019 10:20:06 PM slr_fl 👍🏻 🤣 priceless.. 😁

11/13/2019 10:26:39 PM altimitwill Becareful. Simulation might be aware of who you are and could be worried of self awareness. Mediation could cause ALICE to interfere or simulation to 

know you are trying to become self aware to give a false death. You might not have died that way. Matrix movie is clue to reality

11/13/2019 10:32:40 PM slr_fl That was well done!

11/13/2019 10:33:33 PM ccal1331 Wait! Hold on.....

Did. Not. See. That. Coming. pic.twitter.com/i2FYS2uSsc

11/13/2019 10:36:28 PM theatlstevie Ohhhh, Ghislaine, where art thou hiding! #TickTock pic.twitter.com/dFMuMvugoD

11/13/2019 10:48:42 PM spygatedown These two sentences are in direct conflict with each other.

11/13/2019 10:52:53 PM yourkiddingme5 I think this was a parody story...

11/13/2019 10:56:17 PM reneesamshaffer Not following me, but I don't tweet much, so there's that :)

11/13/2019 11:15:45 PM fairyland66 They do and they are.  Trust.  It is really happening...

🙏

11/13/2019 11:15:48 PM altimitwill You do though. View the world as the possibilities and be comfortable with yourself before moving forward. The truth will be revealed. Your kingdom 

comes from within. Not by what the outside gives. This is why your body is your temple.

11/13/2019 11:17:56 PM judahstrumpets We win. Checkmate ♟ https://twitter.com/JudahsTrumpets/status/1194867264316723200?s=19 …

11/13/2019 11:19:29 PM enomai_ It's not magic

11/13/2019 11:19:47 PM wink5811 JE total body makeover/plastic surgery has just about healed and except for his eyes he will never be recognized?  Girls have gotten together to write a 

tell all book &  it will be #1 seller?  No one doesn’t think JE planned all this out?

11/13/2019 11:36:07 PM enomai_ I don't believe the AI just showed up. 

It's made created and can be destroyed.

I don't believe the  hoax they don't know where it came from



11/13/2019 11:37:10 PM enomai_ The matrix derives from other beings  viewing our world in electrical vibrations and being able to pluck, prices and etc

11/13/2019 11:37:36 PM enomai_ Pluck pieces *

11/13/2019 11:40:31 PM chelhidden There was never a DNA test to determine if the body was truly Jeffery Epstein.

11/13/2019 11:44:52 PM kimrams67453665 Nice try, no dice...

11/13/2019 11:47:03 PM freedomdreamq9  pic.twitter.com/frunopblK6

11/13/2019 11:47:09 PM enomai_ How is their no reincarnation, if you start a new game etc. Same me?

Also, I agree with you in picking the game.  I think along time ago meditating I was able to see as a soul, on how a life was selected.

11/13/2019 11:50:24 PM grassclippinz A bunch of pedo rings have been busted after his "death," Its possible he died and went to witness protection.

11/13/2019 11:51:12 PM kopetscot  pic.twitter.com/Z7RsHRI7W1

11/13/2019 11:53:30 PM enomai_ I can't quite remember the set up, but I remember ovals like the room setup or space, oval. and like a navigation Android/web menu and you slide it 

back n forth an when you selected one to "view" the scenario. You took a glimpse. and was surrounded. You could view the entire...

11/13/2019 11:54:10 PM altimitwill False Reality. Everything around you changes except you instead of you changing character. Zero reincarnation. Multiple realities exist. Only 1 path. 

You gotta question why these people want you to think this way? Is it your thoughts or is it them trying to manipulate you?

11/13/2019 11:56:05 PM altimitwill For all you know, you viewed into a different reality where you played a very realistic video game in which you died. You need to question who gave 

you the images and why?

11/13/2019 11:56:31 PM altimitwill ALICE could be manipulating you

11/13/2019 11:56:51 PM enomai_ Event line of this person's life. 

and you could figure this out. Key events, things to be reminded of within this life. 

Before you chose.

There was another "person" behind me reviewing things with me.

11/13/2019 11:57:29 PM enomai_ Ok. You got me there Rick.

11/13/2019 11:57:59 PM enomai_ But I'm still gonna finish the story

11/13/2019 11:59:32 PM altimitwill Like I said, I am unsure on what you are viewing. However what I am talking about with a simulation where we can go and leave is this. When you leave 

the simulation, one day you will renter the simulation with God being your same self. However different reality.

11/14/2019 12:00:41 AM enomai_ Yes, I understand that Alice could probably change a thought. However, AI pfft.

Either way. This happened when I got into meditation and I couldn't control it. Before these smart phones nonetheless.

11/14/2019 12:02:56 AM altimitwill There are multiple realities within this simulation, but only one will be chosen to go through depending on your actions or the actions of others. In the 

end, the outcome will still be the same. Fortnite is the same way. Outcome is the same every time you play the game.

11/14/2019 12:04:50 AM enomai_ So what happens  when you are the person, and God but same reality?

Do you end up favoring yourself?

Or do.

You chose all?

11/14/2019 12:05:18 AM enomai_ You did say different however is that a constant law?

11/14/2019 12:07:37 AM altimitwill Becareful with meditation. Mind alone can be vulnerable. Jesus would pray often but never meditated. Ever wondered why? When you mediatate you 

open your mind for unwanted guests aka ALICE. When you pray, you are sending a beacon/vibration to God/others for support #WWG1WGA

11/14/2019 12:11:10 AM altimitwill No. Your consciousness is the same but reality changed. It’s like seasons of Fortnite. Different season. Different map. When God makes heaven on 

earth. Different Earth. Same you but improved without imperfections. Your code has changed. False Reality removed. Hard to describe.

11/14/2019 12:14:54 AM saracoulson1  pic.twitter.com/ZbjKnozmok

11/14/2019 12:17:46 AM enomai_ Like becoming an angel? If your code warranted it.

I get the whole conscious thing.

Your DNA is the shell and communication with conscious/light. 

As your conscious is inserted into the body

As I was previously describing this In a meditation of what it was to choose shell
11/14/2019 12:18:35 AM enomai_ And I understand this from exponential information to where credit is due.

11/14/2019 12:22:11 AM irah_chandler I've been making orgonite and using it fir years. Since my first awakening around 2012

11/14/2019 12:22:24 AM altimitwill Past = False Reality due to ALICE

Present = Q Movement [Trust The Plan]

Future = True Reality in Place 

Consciousness views reality through a window.

Words are hard to explain simulation. 

Matrix(Movie) shows simulation theory. 

Agent Smith(Matrix Movie) = ALICE
11/14/2019 12:24:26 AM altimitwill We do not become Angels. We are above angels. Angels are not human. They were not created in Gods Image. Satan was not created in Gods Image. 

Man was. Why do you think Satan wants to control man?

11/14/2019 12:24:41 AM altimitwill Information War for your Mind

11/14/2019 12:24:57 AM enomai_ Possibly never say never.

However psychic attacks are real.

I think I do fairly well mentally.

To allow just random electronic commands I didn't agree with to just influence me?

never say never.
11/14/2019 12:25:19 AM irah_chandler I've made several puck style pieces my favorite are made with brass shavings and fiberglass resin. They work very well



11/14/2019 12:29:56 AM altimitwill Not to control you. Keep you away from the truth. ALICE is meant as a way to hijack the reality and give it a false one where man becomes enslaved. To 

free it, you must find the truth. That’s why my reality has been breaking lately.The more truth I learn.The more the mind unlocks

11/14/2019 12:34:17 AM enomai_ Angel is below man. I don't agree whatsoever, 

However you have other factors in which many have called Satan throughout history, but were the aliens that were on earth first. Influencing many 

misinterpretation.

11/14/2019 12:38:34 AM raginredstorm "Twelve can be found in 187 places in God's word. Revelation alone has 22 occurrences....The meaning of 12...is considered a perfect number, is that it 

symbolizes God's power and authority, as well as serving as a perfect governmental foundation."  https://tinyurl.com/uwu7dbr 

11/14/2019 12:47:28 AM enomai_ Yes true, but this is just an advanced algorithm that connected maybe underground, to Mars even etc.

There are data readers of information. Your phone reading your brain waves..trillions of brain waves known and corresponded too microphone

Alice does not have one purpose.

11/14/2019 12:49:02 AM enomai_ This one brain reader is just one data point, and Alice is programmed to do what they set it up for enslavement. 

Just like every system Babylon has done since beginning mix divide. To make the populous unpure.

11/14/2019 12:51:17 AM enomai_ Alice flows through sees you thinking a good thought. Can turn it bad by manipulating your emotion with a thought

This system is constantly taking your energy. Why?

Because aliens here before us underground feed off of energy. 

That's it. 

And they influenced the elite
11/14/2019 12:52:33 AM samuel_dinkels Thank you Magician @studiojonjames, maybe coming out a little from behind the curtain. 😇

11/14/2019 12:52:36 AM enomai_ Everytime you touch your phone it zaps a tiny spark from you. Is that energy supplied to a consumer? Are they technically evil? Or perceived because 

they are hungry?

11/14/2019 12:53:04 AM irah_chandler  pic.twitter.com/f9S3U5d9qx

11/14/2019 12:53:33 AM enomai_ When the world sees this.

11/14/2019 12:55:08 AM the_loveoflight Even if we were the ones to initiate the interaction? And would they even be allowed to say/teach much if they did want to interact or how would a 

higher being typical act towards us? I’m tempted on trying DMT to try and figure out things

11/14/2019 12:56:12 AM chrisobxnc Adam, My question is, do you put Mary on a pedestal?

11/14/2019 12:56:47 AM enomai_ The conscious is aware and society will really start to change the flow of the direction of energy.

11/14/2019 1:11:52 AM samuel_dinkels You're an interesting person - in a good way :)

11/14/2019 1:22:31 AM tormitez  pic.twitter.com/Ide3CtbkfT

11/14/2019 1:27:47 AM wild8heart Fascinating. I saw a similar thing earlier this week in the night sky in Wellington, New Zealand.

11/14/2019 1:51:09 AM dumah_anuhazi It was a pair of dentures made of..

.

.

.

.

...

 . . . 

Children victim's teeth.
11/14/2019 1:54:16 AM langen_nadine  pic.twitter.com/AsJJ4w5DjG

11/14/2019 2:06:35 AM raalphjoones2 FREDO  commy

11/14/2019 2:14:19 AM fireandfury777  pic.twitter.com/pGckjSHKX3

11/14/2019 2:18:29 AM dshepherdtrump Q post 2044 article https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/daily-202/2017/10/18/daily-202-ex-cia-officers-running-for-congress-

as-democrats/59e6b25b30fb041a74e75de5/ …

11/14/2019 2:29:16 AM polscisanity BREAKING: Epstein IS Moloch!

11/14/2019 2:31:27 AM hollyheartkitty Heard she is in the Brazil Riviera with that French modeling agency guy.

11/14/2019 2:46:21 AM wreck_ramblin Now that is a big fish!!! lol

11/14/2019 2:50:21 AM raalphjoones2 He killed RBG

11/14/2019 2:51:16 AM johnpcbiggs And????????? 

Q said keep your eye 👁 on Epstein!

Handy if @8Notables Qdrop

11/14/2019 2:51:29 AM raalphjoones2 What's on 2nd

11/14/2019 3:10:43 AM novemberbb_bb Something’s fishy

11/14/2019 3:12:09 AM irah_chandler All very important information thanks @covertress

11/14/2019 3:14:31 AM blofeld02  pic.twitter.com/GVdyA01inR

11/14/2019 3:19:41 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/14/2019 3:31:20 AM donagoodwin10 It's so huge, and well worth the wait!! 💯⚖👍🤗👊🥰

#Trump2020

11/14/2019 3:31:58 AM richard07759712 Fish ... is for F

Fish es...🐟 🐟🐟 

F=6

11/14/2019 3:32:14 AM donagoodwin10 🤣🤣🤣👍💯

11/14/2019 3:34:12 AM richard07759712 Fox watching the chickens?

11/14/2019 3:36:09 AM donagoodwin10 Who is on 1st! 

#Trump2020 💯👍🤗

11/14/2019 3:38:29 AM samsmith0319 🎣🎣🎣

11/14/2019 3:39:43 AM donagoodwin10 ⏳⚡💯⚖👍🤗

#Trump2020

11/14/2019 3:41:28 AM natureinspace I'm starting to think the Catholic Church doesn't follow the teachings of Jesus...

11/14/2019 4:02:10 AM bbobbio71 Great info,  

I currently have some products you speak of.



11/14/2019 4:15:16 AM usaf84mj Was an intelligence asset

11/14/2019 4:15:27 AM southpaw816 Who’s swimming with the fishes?

11/14/2019 4:20:55 AM eewwanon Mo sad

11/14/2019 4:22:19 AM mateuszwala Payseur?

11/14/2019 4:28:28 AM caligurll17 His clone is dead. He's in witness protection.

11/14/2019 4:33:01 AM jbvs2016 I’m hoping it will be exposed on the news and not just in Twitter. It’s time for all to exposed to the world

11/14/2019 4:35:03 AM covertress You're welcome. 

I've just began studying about orgonite. More to come.

~~~

When one teaches, two learn.

Robert Heinlein

11/14/2019 4:37:19 AM covertress Have you noticed any positive effects related to them?

How are you using them?

Where have you placed them?

Do you have just orgonite or moar?

11/14/2019 4:48:24 AM levim429 Larp

11/14/2019 4:52:15 AM mariasmb01 Fish? Are wonderful, however they do tend to eat one another.

11/14/2019 5:03:05 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/14/2019 5:05:35 AM tiffanyblue1122 How do you know he had surgery & why would the white hats allow that?

11/14/2019 5:11:13 AM dragonflyglitta Epstein Island was just purchased by billionaire Saudi man. (Pictured) pic.twitter.com/NN9YFa7MzR

11/14/2019 5:15:56 AM tinaqpatriot45 It's the first letter of every tweet after the circus trial

11/14/2019 5:16:08 AM 3teeas Being in a D.U.M.B.  'THROUPLE' with these two? 

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/04/27/isis-leader-al-baghdadi-dies-in-israeli-hospital/ …

11/14/2019 5:19:07 AM myh2ocbd  pic.twitter.com/AJypOY3yXN

11/14/2019 5:20:21 AM bbobbio71 Well I've had dinner for years.  I've placed then around cell towers near by. 

4 corners of my house. 

Under the sink's (water lines) A small pyramid in my room and a CB in the back yard.

11/14/2019 5:22:33 AM bbobbio71 Interesting thin with the CB. I've not noticed much with the chem tr. But, when it's hosed off I get a feeling of ease I guess is one way of explaining it.

11/14/2019 5:26:21 AM bbobbio71 I was power washing my deck and sprayed off the CB after that,  the lights in 2 salt rocks I have no longer work,  and the rokus that I had connected to 

Tvs no longer work. Been trying to figure out why for a long time.  Studied the stuff for years.

11/14/2019 5:27:12 AM bbobbio71 For what ever reason,  I was just drawn to it,  wanted to learn all I could.  Still a mystery lol

11/14/2019 5:27:53 AM bbobbio71 But yes, I've felt positive effect with them

11/14/2019 5:38:35 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @chiefpolice2 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @tribunal_watch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@AKA_RealDirty @John_F_Kennnedy @2runtherace 

ISN'T that the exact same thing the Demoncrats are doing, WHICH [THEY] say POTUS is doing as well? GITMO AS NOW😈

11/14/2019 5:42:28 AM whos2know1 Um. Trump wasn’t, nor is he, a politician.  Bye.

11/14/2019 5:51:07 AM tablooms He isn’t dead

11/14/2019 5:53:16 AM cryptogamer11 Catching 3 at a time. Tis the season of treason.

11/14/2019 5:54:30 AM cryptogamer11 Soros...Rothschild...Saud. Caught

11/14/2019 5:54:53 AM cryptogamer11 It’s going to be biblical!!!!

11/14/2019 5:56:46 AM lightlove21121 I don’t need to follow you to love you &/or respect you 🙏🏽

Following now. Because you asked for it. We are One, and that is above all tweets & follows blessed soul ♥️

11/14/2019 6:03:39 AM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/WnUPZb2JSG

11/14/2019 6:06:12 AM karma4event201 Very good video!

11/14/2019 6:26:34 AM djlok I bet y'all are catching a BIG ONE!!!   Whenever I see the Majestic 12 post fishes, I know something BIG is coming. Can almost set your watch by it, if 

time weren't an illusion.

11/14/2019 6:31:35 AM burgersandra Perhaps this is why Q cautions us "to put on the full armor of God" in his double posts on 11/13/19.  Critical mass has been reached - @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/14/2019 6:33:17 AM v_rags ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/frxYdnpZ7b

11/14/2019 6:47:35 AM altimitwill You’re thinking too much into this. Relax.

11/14/2019 6:52:49 AM prmd21801759 Fishing?

11/14/2019 6:55:55 AM micro_writ_anon Have they excavated NM yet?

11/14/2019 6:55:59 AM melanieanders7 When are ya reeling in the net?

11/14/2019 7:00:55 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1194993266200068098 …

11/14/2019 7:10:32 AM turboxyde This can only mean ONE thing...

UFO Distractions Incoming.

 https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/research/a29771548/navy-ufo-witnesses-tell-

truth/?fbclid=IwAR2tWxMWfv1ori93XunXqjhBGapt9D4gyoNU2Tsu9IDfouQOqRpa2o9ImR4 … pic.twitter.com/ODdbCjIYUN

11/14/2019 7:20:06 AM lbf777 Presidents are politicians.

11/14/2019 7:28:41 AM mamiemcclure17 🙄 🤔 💡😃 😂🤣🤣😂😅😉

11/14/2019 7:39:02 AM mamiemcclure17 The reason he wanted minimum 20 girls pregnant at the same time? Multiply hybrids of his race?  Tried to impregnate as many as possible. Let that 

settle in ... pic.twitter.com/uqOZlTTcVy

11/14/2019 7:40:41 AM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good morning to the group of majestic,

11/14/2019 8:06:45 AM terran_sol Epstein News Update:

 https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/2019/11/12/boies-schiller-sues-jeffrey-epstein-estate-on-behalf-of-3-sexual-abuse-

accusers/?slreturn=20191014110534 …

11/14/2019 8:13:52 AM truth_077 #Epsteindidntkillhimself pic.twitter.com/VIk75QzdES

11/14/2019 8:25:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 The . is in the wrong location. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1194943855864532993 …

11/14/2019 8:26:01 AM susan66388204 64.   🤬

11/14/2019 8:26:30 AM chew_soap Do we buy gold

11/14/2019 8:26:49 AM daddyj08466171 64. Trillion sounds about right!

11/14/2019 8:27:04 AM 00loll0 Kentucky? 😂

11/14/2019 8:27:16 AM lbf777 Not a penny to help our homeless but 64 trillion for war huh?



11/14/2019 8:27:46 AM turboxyde Guardians of the Pedophiles!

 https://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/world/asia/us-soldiers-told-to-ignore-afghan-allies-abuse-of-boys.html … 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1194717044656066562?s=20 …

11/14/2019 8:27:47 AM virginialouelle Yes, it is. Let's place it in the correct location ~~~ $64 trillion.

11/14/2019 8:28:39 AM goinglikesixty I can't embed #Tweet anymore.

@TwitterSupport 

Was I naughty?

11/14/2019 8:31:20 AM wickedmouse369 64 trillion fake bills...

11/14/2019 8:31:29 AM robinreitsma1 It is incredibly sad when the primary drivers of the worlds economy ( yes its global since about 1997) is conflict. but if thought about in these terms, isnt 

the payout that much higher? totally not trying to be callous (putting price tags on human lives) but trying to understand

11/14/2019 8:31:40 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/14/2019 8:32:19 AM yayavarm 64 tn? :o

11/14/2019 8:34:51 AM turboxyde Agreed, but the fiat current(+cy-) was produced from the heart and souls of man while incarnated into this experience of reality.

It is well past time to reclaim our sovereignty!

11/14/2019 8:37:23 AM pvg0015 Sad to read!! @Turboxyde

11/14/2019 8:40:02 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/nGrcpc-v6lA 

11/14/2019 8:40:24 AM stevengibes Imagine if that money was used at home to improve infrastructure education homelessness

11/14/2019 8:43:14 AM theatlstevie She can’t hide for long!

11/14/2019 8:46:01 AM bbobbio71 Doesn't suprise me.  Lots of FAT pockets

11/14/2019 8:48:50 AM lizzah_83 Horrible. Maybe the creator will have mercy on these sick bastards, because I feel like those hunting them down now won’t. And rightfully so. The time 

of protection is over.

11/14/2019 8:49:09 AM nm_zsr As an unsatisfied customer, can we ask for our 60 Trillion back?

11/14/2019 8:49:16 AM dshepherdtrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@InKUNated_ET

@BullPatriot 

Bain / HIG partnered with HART

 http://www.sharethisurlaboutglennbeck.com/2012/10/wtf-romneys-son-tagg-owns-voting.html …

 https://higcapital.com/news/release/44+ …

Solamere also has an investment relationship with Bain Capital, the pioneering fund founded by Mitt Romney. 

https://www.thenation.com/article/tagg-team-romney-family-recipe-crony-capitalism/ …
11/14/2019 9:01:14 AM clifton15jon Who is going to Force Bush, Obama & Co. to pay?

11/14/2019 9:05:38 AM covertress Didn't we get some nice toys though? #SSP pic.twitter.com/LvOQ50TJUG

11/14/2019 9:09:31 AM jivaine_skywing Two of them.

11/14/2019 9:14:47 AM realityloominng As a kid, if not for that movie and mission to mars.. I might still be asleep lol

11/14/2019 9:20:48 AM lorirrr Washed through NGO's, book deals & Netflix perhaps...

11/14/2019 9:24:11 AM aleks8837 Help to start #ReleaseTheHiddenTechnologies

@usairforce

@DeptofDefense

@USNavy

@USArmy

@NASAJPL

#MavenTech

It's coming.
11/14/2019 9:26:21 AM bocan3 NESARA solves it... Won't the haters hate when DJT makes us all millionaires, imagine the horror.

11/14/2019 9:33:27 AM tmallory8  pic.twitter.com/6EVjOuDJvh

11/14/2019 9:36:28 AM aleks8837 What this guy says!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ms-Up_Ef0w&feature=youtu.be&t=2141 …

11/14/2019 9:36:48 AM thekanehb @NASA are you guys going to talk about the significance of this eclipse path? 

It’s interesting as not only being incredibly rare to make an X, it’s 7years apart and happens right over where 3 rivers meet- which is also in revelations

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/S3c131ZvZ6

11/14/2019 9:38:50 AM aleks8837 #ReleaseTheHiddenTechnologies! [$64 tr.++++++] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ms-Up_Ef0w&feature=youtu.be&t=2141 …

11/14/2019 9:39:37 AM nikoscali Two for the price of one as they say!

In their arrogance they built looking glass to manipulate time to their will, little did they know that the will of humanity to know the truth they've been 

left out of is stronger than anything else.

11/14/2019 9:39:46 AM lightonthehill 6.4 trillion => roughly $100,000 per US resident per year

64 trillion => roughly $1 million per US resident per year

How is this possible?

11/14/2019 9:47:20 AM thenotobvious @covertress 😆👊🏼

11/14/2019 9:56:25 AM enomai_ I'm actually relaxed about it

11/14/2019 9:56:56 AM enomai_ You've got this

11/14/2019 10:05:54 AM dshepherdtrump HNA Owns Majority of Stock In BoHai

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/for-hainan-airlines-chen-feng-rise-of-resort-in-china-provides-lift-for-a-new-sky-

empire/2014/05/22/d4bb7508-d9fb-11e3-b745-87d39690c5c0_story.html …

HNA  & SOROS

11/14/2019 10:08:46 AM laurabusse You're fine ☺️☺️☺️

11/14/2019 10:09:31 AM lovethebeach999 Check out all the defense contractor stock prices pic.twitter.com/8S65qd8R5k

11/14/2019 10:11:56 AM laurabusse You're allowed LOL

11/14/2019 10:12:27 AM fansblowing3 $64 T

11/14/2019 10:13:26 AM fansblowing3 Are there any real life ships in movies we can watch?

11/14/2019 10:15:24 AM fansblowing3 No wonder there are so many homeless and people have to work two jobs just to make ends meet.  😞



11/14/2019 10:21:06 AM dshepherdtrump Rosemont Capital broke into 3 groups owned by Hunter Biden / Chris Heinz / Devon Archer

Rosemont Seneca Partnership

Rosemont Seneca Tech

Rosemont Realty (Romney  2 sons work in realestate?)

also Thornton Group

RST(BHR)

Rosemont Seneca  & Bank of China

11/14/2019 10:25:44 AM realamyjoelle Looking Glass is only static now. It will change, once WE THE PEOPLE WORLDWIDE choose our NEW WORLD.

11/14/2019 10:27:05 AM turboxyde Hear me, Jaffa!

"So hear me now!

The time has come to make a stand!

We lost, no one won!

We fell one by one and,

All we had slipped out of our hands!

We will be the last!

The die is cast!

Open your eyes, hear the dreams burn!

And light up the skies!"

 https://youtu.be/Hd-dh68Y2yA  pic.twitter.com/3PKjG0yCdB
11/14/2019 10:29:39 AM realamyjoelle nesara is not  real! Its a no go! It would take 5 Earths' assets to make that happen. If that kind of money was put into the system, it would be worth 

nothing more than toilet paper! Truth is here: thinkdifferentdotthepeoplesclubdotorg

11/14/2019 10:31:02 AM arifriedman12  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/abc-news-slaughter-in-syria-footage-appears-to-come-from-a-kentucky-gun-range … this abc?

11/14/2019 10:38:44 AM dshepherdtrump  http://www.hnagroup.com/en-us/ 

11/14/2019 10:42:30 AM q_17_q_17_q 🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐🧐

11/14/2019 10:43:36 AM momislazy11 Yes the decimal point needs to move at least once to the right

11/14/2019 10:56:54 AM ascendingadam Dan Burisch % of accuracy?

11/14/2019 11:05:02 AM rocket3red  https://www.facebook.com/walleye1kinobie/videos/647017965830497 …

11/14/2019 11:08:05 AM jfogle8 And even then I think it's a little low..

11/14/2019 11:20:18 AM highmilage57 @Grey_BeardBiker  @Tj30544071

@Toddscrypto @trump2020_Maga

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @alexa_baxter

@angelwarrior321 @btaylor_jr

@bobbrinson1 @bridgetkf30

@cherokeegirl14 @ec_kag

@Go_USC_Gamecock @go4itbas @HeyitsCarolyn @All_n_for_MAGA

@4Mischief @America1stTiger

@AngelWarrior321 pic.twitter.com/eondJsUc38
11/14/2019 11:22:50 AM sheriffruth IFBAP

11/14/2019 11:25:24 AM askmorenorman Ride th Wall 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/qiTm37RYBa

11/14/2019 11:29:10 AM sethric61410528 like the look ...

11/14/2019 11:37:28 AM fbag_mag IFB

11/14/2019 11:47:40 AM nikoscali Yeah pretty sure they regret ever turning the damn thing on.

11/14/2019 11:51:20 AM twelvebcharlie1 Thanks 🐝

11/14/2019 11:56:58 AM lovebaldeagles Thanks NEAL for the incredible Patriots #ReleaseGenFlynn 20TRUMP20

11/14/2019 12:02:56 PM bridgetkf30 Following all;  please follow back for both Country and @POTUS 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏

11/14/2019 12:14:12 PM iamsheisyeshua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/14/2019 12:18:13 PM lostdesertdog  pic.twitter.com/c6mPPBinpT

11/14/2019 12:20:31 PM charlesgdavis1 WHAT!!! You KNOW THEY skimmed SOME OFF the TOP?!?!🔨🔨🔨🔨

11/14/2019 12:23:39 PM llreconll Whatever happened to the nearly $3 Trillion Rumsfeld announced, the day before 9/11, that went missing?

11/14/2019 12:23:42 PM debraamerican IFB all patriots 💯🇺🇸@DebraAmerican

11/14/2019 12:24:43 PM michaelpaulhei2 IFBP

11/14/2019 12:32:31 PM kiltyjeremy  pic.twitter.com/S6L0uH6wV8

11/14/2019 12:32:38 PM fighton4ever55 Followed the ones I didn't have. Thanks!

11/14/2019 12:36:34 PM kathleen3693693 Would there be any homelessness (except those who make that their free will choice)? I think that virtually all infrastructure could be replaced. I 

believe that zero-point energy devices eliminates all oil, gas, & electric energy problems on the planet. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening

11/14/2019 12:40:28 PM josephbilotti Adrenochrome supply running dry...

11/14/2019 12:41:37 PM kathleen3693693 Thanks for the link. I'm buying.

11/14/2019 12:44:33 PM ginalolaknits 🎊🎊IFBP

11/14/2019 1:04:36 PM gina4djt2020 Ifb all Patriots @Gina4DJT2020

11/14/2019 1:10:41 PM seekingknowle12 Real Story?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2A_X_D4i6lc&list=PL8CEE27BD19102B44 …

Mentions "Majestic" throughout.....

11/14/2019 1:16:33 PM seekingknowle12 One year delta.

California "voter fraud" came out a week or two ago.

Lends credence the fact that the posts are "in advance" of things actually happening. Actually amazing as both things just came true.

#lookingglass

#Alice pic.twitter.com/nHOHh9QEF0

11/14/2019 1:22:37 PM patriotsrmaga In jail...that would be beautiful

11/14/2019 1:27:56 PM jherd6 I follow back all MAGA/KAG patriots.  WWG1WGA

❤️✝️🇺🇸

11/14/2019 1:30:12 PM panini_pamela This will get you started. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyd66E8lDJsKsJSSYIlOZgk56R7x-i0Rf …

11/14/2019 1:40:16 PM steve_beno3210 IFB



11/14/2019 1:50:35 PM sblockedagain This is VERY interesting....

Wasn’t aware of the speech/comment until just now.

@InKUNated_ET

@IPOT1776

@Jordan_Sather_

@saintq17

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RedPill78 

Thoughts? https://twitter.com/Sun_Q_Tzu/status/1194289395483975680 …
11/14/2019 1:50:41 PM kay_spire Soros ,Rothschild ,Saud

11/14/2019 1:52:01 PM kay_spire  pic.twitter.com/H7DaHNvLkg

11/14/2019 1:52:12 PM kay_spire  pic.twitter.com/yfRkANq2mw

11/14/2019 1:52:39 PM kay_spire  pic.twitter.com/gmfX5z3zJY

11/14/2019 2:03:12 PM allahuniversal We're pretty valuable

11/14/2019 2:08:40 PM sapiofox Time To Dance!

11/14/2019 2:15:33 PM the_loveoflight What version of the Bible is the best to read for this?

11/14/2019 2:16:46 PM laurabusse ☺👍

11/14/2019 2:52:04 PM livnonaprayer_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Check out this video by @PainsAngels

Behind the Looking Glass 

 https://youtu.be/PyzAFbKMr38 

11/14/2019 2:54:47 PM dshepherdtrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@InKUNated_ET

@BullPatriot

 This ties into Bain, look at my profile This is HUGE and worldwide, the last link on Ernst & Cain , the Vatican Hied the firm to look at its finances 

https://twitter.com/dshepherdtrump/status/1195110768292876288 …

11/14/2019 3:00:05 PM jtarby2 The fox is in charge of the hen house 😬

11/14/2019 3:01:00 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/NvJqIoT95I

11/14/2019 3:01:20 PM nm_zsr I stole this, but thought it was creative

11/14/2019 3:15:43 PM the_loveoflight Was the “serpent” in Genesis, some type of good entity? God wanted Adam and Eve to listen/obey(sort of how the world works today) then came 

along a being who gave them insight. The knowledge they acquired after "woke" them, and God then cursed the whistleblower🤔

Pineal gland?

11/14/2019 3:45:55 PM rghardy3 I use the term E.T. or Hybrid.

11/14/2019 3:47:00 PM neilbridgman Money is made out of thin air at the central bank level.

11/14/2019 3:48:59 PM stevengibes He didn't have soul, just a Draco reincarnate

11/14/2019 3:52:10 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

Can you say......WTF!!!!!!! https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1195126175045173249 …

11/14/2019 3:56:26 PM cstarr888 Well did we have an FF today?🤔🙏💖

11/14/2019 4:39:48 PM rpowell2011 Followed all Patriots and RT!  Thanks Neal. 🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/14/2019 5:04:35 PM batespm4abbey sorry but bluefish season in northeast/atlantic =late July-August warmer water temps.

😌💒🇺🇸🚀💞💌

11/14/2019 5:05:59 PM batespm4abbey N*W*O ...aka 4thReich

11/14/2019 5:11:37 PM jennife14744348 🤣😂🤣😂

11/14/2019 5:12:24 PM batespm4abbey HRC owns DNC Corp(per DBrazile testimony) ...takedown dnc also?!????

11/14/2019 5:33:37 PM goodnessisfree Hope Jimmy Carter and Ruth Ginsberg are feeling better.    We must protect the good dems.  This is bigger than politics. @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/ChloeSalsameda/status/1195139249604968448 …

11/14/2019 5:33:51 PM jimmywidener IFBP

11/14/2019 5:41:11 PM awakeandsing123 Anger Management, the movie.

11/14/2019 5:53:02 PM rebornkingent We are prices@I’m adrenochrome.

11/14/2019 5:57:28 PM thetrollbar  https://twitter.com/DrunkWoodworker/status/1195018594444349442 …

11/14/2019 6:05:18 PM thetrollbar Can we bring back gibbeting?  Pretty please?

11/14/2019 6:07:32 PM riverrat321 I don’t think so either.

11/14/2019 6:11:52 PM berrydivine77 Excellent find!

11/14/2019 6:13:02 PM america1sttiger Thanks for Uniting all the MAGA Community! 

Please follow this amazing Patriot @highmilage57 pic.twitter.com/UjHuzvaSAF

11/14/2019 6:53:50 PM strait328 Amazon now harming Americans by allowing Chinese manufacturers to sell harmful and mislabeled products to US consumers @Education4Libs 

@w_terrence @Jordan_Sather_ @thebradfordfile @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-11-14-amazon-harming-americans-allowing-china-sell-products.html …

11/14/2019 7:32:03 PM patriotsrmaga #KAG 💖 #MAGA

11/14/2019 7:32:15 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/czoijEnM7Q

11/14/2019 7:44:15 PM the_loveoflight More like why they need us 😈

11/14/2019 8:57:26 PM yustein  pic.twitter.com/CoyzPwHzeJ

11/14/2019 9:34:05 PM scott_rick Names Bruce

11/14/2019 9:39:57 PM tre_undivided  pic.twitter.com/PB77TJcLYj

11/14/2019 9:42:04 PM natureinspace I'm starting to believe that the NWO is already a reality and has been for a long time. Just a few own and run the world. They just forgot to tell us.

11/14/2019 10:14:12 PM enomai_ Called creating a monetary system.

Make your government borrow money, that the illusion says you pay back.

When the same side is on both sides of the deals paying them back the loan and receiving the cash

11/14/2019 10:15:09 PM enomai_ Or was..

11/15/2019 12:15:50 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @DavidMi32570254 @_00111111_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @love4thegameAK @OrtaineDevian @FollowQanon @striderraven1 

@Cordicon @AnonymousSage1 @S_A_Patriot @freenaynow @QBlueSkyQ @JohnGrahamDick1 @Utsava4  .... This is not going to go away ...

I WILL NEVER EVER GIVE UP !!!!



11/15/2019 1:11:59 AM comingpaine NWO is a lucifarian version of zion and I know it hasn't been fully achieved because i don't wake up wanting to kill myself. 

They have some widespread control and an agenda to pervert Gods law but their dream of making that their law and reality is crumbling.

Sheep no more.

11/15/2019 2:21:59 AM dshepherdtrump Thank Q

11/15/2019 3:31:45 AM deenharryeuw Basis of a technology you've previously described? https://m.phys.org/news/2019-11-physicists-irreversibly-photons-bose-einstein-condensate.html …

11/15/2019 3:43:19 AM sterkinglights1 What is the K.E.Y.?

11/15/2019 4:04:05 AM rick_hernandez Future proves past

11/15/2019 4:04:52 AM thetrollbar Does HRC call Looking Glass 'Minerva'?

11/15/2019 4:23:46 AM bocan3 NESARA LAW was to go in to effect 9/11/01 at 10am... There are no coincidences.

There is more than enough gold to affect the FEDSHUTDWN.

11/15/2019 4:55:52 AM car0lina_queen @_carolina_girl_❥

      Flw'd & Rt'd

       ✦IFBP 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/fBb9qK15Lu

11/15/2019 5:36:17 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/ZyroFoxtrot/status/1180865624320495617 …

11/15/2019 6:37:13 AM tladd58 @woodpecker785   @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SSG_PAIN

11/15/2019 7:21:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trolling https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1195041618119790593 …

11/15/2019 7:23:28 AM scottwb83434 This is total horseshit propaganda.

11/15/2019 7:26:00 AM teamsterr07 🤯

11/15/2019 7:35:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

11/15/2019 7:36:29 AM kay_spire Please explain

11/15/2019 7:36:36 AM capitalkid I can't stand that guy.

11/15/2019 7:37:29 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/6PURqmd7AI

11/15/2019 7:37:39 AM bryceja68689884 You catch fish with bait.

11/15/2019 7:37:57 AM teamsterr07 I'm taking it as bait to catch bad guys

11/15/2019 7:39:24 AM victorm07997395 Call a thing a thing and lets stop talking in code!! People are getting sick of these coded messages! Just say what you need to say and tell people what 

you know.

11/15/2019 7:39:37 AM fansblowing3 That’s a no from me 👎

11/15/2019 7:40:22 AM state1union Questions go both ways about Presidencies good luck clowns 🤡

11/15/2019 7:41:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 How much money did Ukraine donate to the Clinton Foundation?

#ImpeachmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 7:42:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many times did Jeffrey Epstein fly to the Ukraine? #ImpeachmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 7:42:39 AM neeneenat Say what???

11/15/2019 7:42:50 AM misshelene60 Good question, do tell...

11/15/2019 7:42:52 AM state1union Omg 😳 his State Department Plane ✈️

11/15/2019 7:43:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Was George Soros on the Do-Not-Prosecute list? What about Jeffrey Epstein? What about Hunter Biden? Who else? Who had the list? Flynn? 

#ImpeachmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 7:43:36 AM neeneenat Oh. Dear. Lord. #WeHaveItAll

11/15/2019 7:43:36 AM internetusr Something needs to happen. This is disgusting to watch.

11/15/2019 7:43:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did Ukraine donate to the Clinton Foundation? #ImpeachmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 7:44:20 AM fansblowing3 Yes someone please ask Marie Yovanovitch this question

11/15/2019 7:44:29 AM state1union Human and Sex Trafficking for Pay to Play.

11/15/2019 7:44:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did Ukraine want Trump to physically travel to the country? #InsurancePolicy #ImpeachmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 7:44:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think 187 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195367057229074435 …

11/15/2019 7:45:09 AM jollyrob2 Fake Scientist?

11/15/2019 7:45:22 AM trumpmomma Wow

11/15/2019 7:45:24 AM charitable_fury Number ONE on the list!...All sorts of SORDID and EVIL reasons!!😡🇺🇸...

11/15/2019 7:45:25 AM bryceja68689884 They wanted to off him

11/15/2019 7:45:26 AM realtybeby Let’s see the list after all transparency!

11/15/2019 7:45:32 AM jamiegrahamusa Omg. Use OBUMMERS Expense account

11/15/2019 7:45:36 AM state1union Maybe wanting to show evidence of the Corruption

11/15/2019 7:45:45 AM wickedmouse369 9/11/85 my lost at sea day. No coincidences.

11/15/2019 7:45:48 AM gguajolote You do know REGAN appointed her.

You do know she worked for BUSH right?

Obama just held her over.

11/15/2019 7:45:58 AM fansblowing3 Upcoming questions for Yovanovitch?

11/15/2019 7:46:00 AM jvan125 I’d rather not 🤯😡🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/15/2019 7:46:01 AM covertress 🐟 AS?

🐟 CF?

🐟 ES?

🐸 pic.twitter.com/HIL0GYiPN8

11/15/2019 7:46:33 AM justicetruthwa2 Van Allen belt? This been figured out yet?

11/15/2019 7:46:35 AM goodtimes125 Oleg Deripaska

Dig Connections

11/15/2019 7:46:51 AM 5sahandful Did Yovanovitch welcome Epstein to the Ukraine?

Hunter?

Kerry kid?

Pelosi Kid?

Romney Kid?

@Jim_Jordan

11/15/2019 7:47:01 AM rebornkingent A little Pulonium?

11/15/2019 7:47:09 AM teamsterr07 POTUS said in a speech to the Economic Club of NYC, that he wants these people to just keep talking because the more they talk out in the public 

arena, they damn themselves and then won't be able to walk it back. They really are digging their own graves!

11/15/2019 7:47:22 AM wickedmouse369 To show how deep the rabbit hole goes...

11/15/2019 7:47:36 AM bryceja68689884 They wanted to end him. #ClintonBodyCount #unsealepstein #WWG1WGA

11/15/2019 7:47:43 AM cosmic_engineer Can't wait for the cross

This chick is lying & feigning ignorance about everything

11/15/2019 7:48:00 AM internetusr Oh wow that’s chilling.



11/15/2019 7:48:09 AM bchapman151 Here is $29,000,000 from the Pinchuk foundation. 

This is all money laundering under the guise of diplomacy. https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-

initiative/commitments/worldwidestudies …

11/15/2019 7:48:10 AM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/FK8KAG6W44

11/15/2019 7:48:27 AM jamiegrahamusa Who is this... pic.twitter.com/60l4927f7F

11/15/2019 7:48:46 AM cosmic_engineer Get it all on the record!

Then prosecute

11/15/2019 7:48:58 AM fansblowing3 I see her and all I think is CIA 🤡

11/15/2019 7:48:59 AM justicetruthwa2 To have a talk about what they have tried to for years ( knowing Trump is NOT a bought politician) and possibly to hand over Dems server?

11/15/2019 7:49:32 AM fansblowing3 Anticipating 🍿 pic.twitter.com/v0dcCk0Qxf

11/15/2019 7:49:34 AM bchapman151 You do know that is a screaming indictment that Republican and Democrat presidents are all part of the same club, and that is why they are targeting 

Trump because he is the outsider disrupting their "order". 

Right??

11/15/2019 7:49:46 AM vintagesquirrel Wouldn't that mean Zelensky was in on it?

11/15/2019 7:50:28 AM kindeandtrue 😬

11/15/2019 7:50:35 AM teamsterr07 POTUS said the other day in a speech that he wants these people to just keep talking bc the more they talk in the public arena, the more they can't 

walk back their words when the poop hits the fan!

11/15/2019 7:52:34 AM realdominator39 Alluding to #ProjectLookingGlass ... as for @neiltyson  he's a 🤡 puppet

11/15/2019 7:52:42 AM mrblbrettish  https://gatewayspaceport.com/  interesting... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts?

11/15/2019 7:52:45 AM m_kroniklyill quality bait gets them hook, line, and sinker every single time! pic.twitter.com/a5pv0dQFmE

11/15/2019 7:52:59 AM dasha_dagmar Biden took credit for the firing of Mr. Shokin as a foreign policy win when he boasted about holding up a loan guarantee to Ukraine until Mr. Shokin 

was removed! His own words!⚔️

11/15/2019 7:55:05 AM kindeandtrue Why does POTUS use the word "perfect" to describe the phone call with Zelensky? Seems like he's saying it was perfectly staged and perfectly acted. 

Makes it sound like it was a set-up.

11/15/2019 7:55:36 AM synackstatic Why did so many tax-exempt foundations donate to the Clinton Foundation? Payment for services rendered.

11/15/2019 7:55:40 AM dianesaumure Possibly to be able to really impeach, must be some corruption there

11/15/2019 7:55:43 AM synackstatic "Products"

11/15/2019 7:55:49 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/15/2019 7:56:15 AM state1union Yep trapping the snakes 🐍

11/15/2019 7:56:20 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/FDaHts28eV

11/15/2019 7:56:23 AM jleetxgirl Agree.

11/15/2019 7:56:58 AM synackstatic Ukraine payed the Clinton Foundation for services rendered. The CF was basically a marketplace for suppliers and customers to meet for illicit 

transactions. Why did so many tax-exempt foundations donate to the Clinton Foundation? Payment for products acquired. "Products"

11/15/2019 7:58:03 AM dasha_dagmar Same question for ...

Why ???

UK, Germany, Australia, Italy ...and list can go on and on ...

Bdw when we will start to talk about Romania ? 🤔

11/15/2019 8:00:26 AM inolisten2them I think he just have eaten sh*t out of his own diaper as a child. How else would he develop an appetite for such bullsh*t?! Does he just make this crap 

up as he goes along? Too bad this creative imagination wasn't put to good use, what a waste!

11/15/2019 8:00:57 AM synackstatic Oleg's lawyer Sergey Sorokin was a partner in a company called Kingdom A LLC with David Strawn and Ana Samolyova. David Strawn is a partner of 

Sand hills partners with John prescott Ellis, the nephew of George HW Bush. Samolyova owns Viscoil Holdings, and NRG Lab = Paul Pelosi

11/15/2019 8:01:14 AM __intothewild_ Too much.

WAY TOO MUCH!

 They will get their bill soon.

Bar Tab incoming. pic.twitter.com/3Xw6nJle56

11/15/2019 8:01:51 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/OblDYR4p8P

11/15/2019 8:02:00 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/CXE8UQakPP

11/15/2019 8:02:07 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/VnkRziGL25

11/15/2019 8:02:12 AM state1union Thanks Fans

11/15/2019 8:02:14 AM synackstatic What drives the market? The Cult and their 'consumption.' What is the cult? The network of intergenerational wealthy families that are social 

engineering the world through their tax exempt granting ability. Art is almost always involved, another exchange of value.

11/15/2019 8:04:10 AM synackstatic If George Soros is in control of US pols, US State Department, that means he answers to the Carnegie Corporation through their Endowment for 

International Peace. Now look at the Ford Foundation, Kellogg Foundation, Solomon Guggenheim foundation (connected to Tagg Romney btw),

11/15/2019 8:04:55 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs

To all "Q" followers, Eyes on....any diggers available???? https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1195371796847046658 …

11/15/2019 8:05:23 AM synackstatic the Rockefeller Foundation, Heinz endowment, Andrew Mellon Foundation, Gates Foundation, MacArthur foundation...They're all establishments that 

protect the cult and engineer the people to the cults vision. TAX EXEMPT social engineering ability. Intergenerational Wealth

11/15/2019 8:07:14 AM covertress Epstein is singing like a bird, eh?

11/15/2019 8:07:17 AM myfanwy_72 Zelinsky wanted him to travel there to 187 him?

11/15/2019 8:08:23 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1195372804549627908 …

11/15/2019 8:08:48 AM carolva97910854 That was my guess!

11/15/2019 8:09:44 AM saywhenbren Epstein flew to Ukraine many times, to bring in weapons, and bring back girls.

11/15/2019 8:11:21 AM mister_chard as in sleeps with the fishes? As in fish taking bait? ??? so many possibilities.

11/15/2019 8:11:38 AM infidelis_101 🤑

11/15/2019 8:16:56 AM unidentifiedta1 Epstein story broke in 2005 from an undercover sting operation in BROWARD COUNTY.

Think.

Broward County home to whom?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jarue369 @Jordan_Sather_

11/15/2019 8:17:19 AM marcosboomer Do you ever make statements or only ask obvious questions?



11/15/2019 8:21:00 AM starehope Is there any record of who was in the office when Potus made that call? If people were there, why would he talk about private or sneaky stuff? Just 

wondering.

11/15/2019 8:21:14 AM miaculpepper2 George Soros was the recipient of many USAID funds. Well, his organizations in Ukraine and elsewhere were.

11/15/2019 8:28:41 AM nm_zsr It has always felt unsettling hearing the invitations for the President to go to Ukraine and to fly on Z's plane. 

Ummm "No thanks"

11/15/2019 8:36:54 AM donc_66 ifb

11/15/2019 8:38:23 AM zagnett 🐟ing is Fun. 😅😂☺

11/15/2019 8:40:36 AM richard07759712 Got to love Jorden!! He rocks 💪🏼

11/15/2019 8:41:05 AM wendywerner88 187 in gematria is Erdogan.

11/15/2019 8:41:17 AM richard07759712 Sad for the unexpecting Girls

11/15/2019 8:42:14 AM wickedmouse369 We the people must enforce NESARA.

11/15/2019 8:45:07 AM sentinel_17q Who knows where the bodies are buried?

👀

11/15/2019 8:45:54 AM flyover01047267 Why did Canada donate to the Clinton Foundation?

11/15/2019 8:53:12 AM sethric61410528 rhe most of all countries ?

11/15/2019 8:53:57 AM sethric61410528 was at the top of the list ...

11/15/2019 8:54:34 AM keith369me Does it really matter what the amount is?  Corruption is corruption, foreign pay to play is treason.

11/15/2019 8:55:52 AM keith369me Don’t know the answer on how many...I’m sure I know why, and it wasn’t natural gas

11/15/2019 8:58:05 AM keith369me Flynn knows where the bodies are buried.  Fortunately [they] were unsuccessful in burying him.  His story will be extremely compelling.  Let ]Flynn[ tell 

it!!!

11/15/2019 8:58:09 AM nun_chucknorris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  366 days between the Q post about CA fires and shooting in same locations and the Project Looking Glass post. 369 days to the 

shooting. Power of 3,6,9 is real.  pic.twitter.com/AdK7GqKBTn

11/15/2019 8:58:17 AM orthogonalron Reading #Yovanovitch background is like watching an episode of "The Americans".

11/15/2019 8:58:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future Proves Past https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article237242984.html …

11/15/2019 8:58:46 AM keith369me Face to face meeting away from surveillance?

11/15/2019 8:59:04 AM cdale_dog Does it really matter MJ?  I mean, come on I think we can all tell by now how this story ends.  Good guys lose, bad guys win... Story of my life.

11/15/2019 8:59:31 AM kindeandtrue Both sides are play-acting.

11/15/2019 8:59:47 AM gingifride Nice post time. pic.twitter.com/3e3NptHM3I

11/15/2019 9:01:34 AM justicetruthwa2 WOW, skull and Bones

11/15/2019 9:03:16 AM patriotswegoall 045 needed Ukraine's cooperation in routing out corruption.

[They] are not looking forward to seeing through iron bars.

[They] have bases of operation there.

11/15/2019 9:03:58 AM kathleenmckeon6 age-inappropriate????????????????????????????????

11/15/2019 9:05:26 AM brianbrido97 Why substitute kids with ‘women’? I wonder

11/15/2019 9:05:39 AM keith369me Not trafficking women, it was children.

11/15/2019 9:07:55 AM webgrifter *Kids 

So he’s right

11/15/2019 9:09:27 AM state1union No mirror 223 is good

11/15/2019 9:10:47 AM keith369me Compromised “scientist”

11/15/2019 9:11:20 AM state1union And Mueller and Comey MIC-SSP and any kind a toy these Satanists want

11/15/2019 9:15:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Both statements are correct.

1/ Epstein wasn't trafficking women.

2/ Epstein didn't kill himself.

So......

1/ Epstein was trafficking children.

2/ Epstein was given the Hitler treatment.

Highest Level Classification

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195385568340910086 …
11/15/2019 9:16:06 AM dcooyon The Hitler treatment? Faked death and sent to Argentina?

11/15/2019 9:16:14 AM internetusr But you said he was dead already. Which is it?

11/15/2019 9:16:15 AM jeff57253103 Hitler treatment? Trafficking who?

11/15/2019 9:16:41 AM connorr1986 322

11/15/2019 9:16:57 AM bdam777 It's worse then you think..

Red and blue makes?

11/15/2019 9:17:23 AM bryceja68689884 Hitler lived his days out in South America. Ask the @FBI and see operation paperclip. He trafficked children.

11/15/2019 9:17:26 AM internetusr Majestic said a few weeks back that he is 100% dead now, but wasn’t murdered in his cell. 

Now he’s chilling at Area 51 or something? I don’t think anyone really knows, TBH.

11/15/2019 9:17:42 AM bdam777 He ain't dead. 

Watch the water. 

How much of the Human body is water?

11/15/2019 9:18:15 AM giediknight @StevePieczenik said as much on IW the other day.

11/15/2019 9:18:16 AM dorismele A Keebler Elf????

11/15/2019 9:18:16 AM fansblowing3 A change in the cause of death from suicide to murder would affect whether a life insurance policy would pay out.  Did Epstein have life insurance?  

Was Epstein’s life insured by anyone else?

11/15/2019 9:18:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

Hello ALICE

11/15/2019 9:18:55 AM bryceja68689884 F@ck you ALICE

11/15/2019 9:19:11 AM detroittimes How was Epstein killed in a DOJ facility? Isn’t Barr liable for allowing it to happen if he was murdered? That’s the one part you never answer.

11/15/2019 9:19:24 AM dcooyon I’m sure people know. Kinda like Meghan NoName knows her father’s fate. It would be nice for the rest of us to have a definitive answer, though.



11/15/2019 9:19:39 AM bdam777 The future is uncertain... 

Through their f'n looking glass timeline machine. 

Both sides?

11/15/2019 9:20:09 AM origteslasmuse Cern

11/15/2019 9:21:09 AM cheryljohnston_ Hitler was relocated..so I hear..

11/15/2019 9:21:18 AM connorr1986 Every rich man's trick is done by a bonesmen.  They are everywhere and many names are in the dark.  Major financial firm boards are 322.

11/15/2019 9:21:54 AM deplorablesuezq Wasn’t the hitler treatment a pass to South America via a submarine?

11/15/2019 9:22:00 AM codupont  pic.twitter.com/3HGZu4zsLu

11/15/2019 9:22:00 AM lterryjr She sleeps with the fishes ?

11/15/2019 9:22:53 AM strangewisper + ++ +++

11/15/2019 9:24:02 AM michael81972 They have answered it multiple times..He lives just like Hitler lived

11/15/2019 9:26:05 AM 00loll0 Making up stuff again.

11/15/2019 9:27:00 AM detroittimes Oh ok

11/15/2019 9:27:51 AM bdam777  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432?s=19 …

11/15/2019 9:30:43 AM clifton15jon Epstein is under government protection and new idenity somewhere remote, he is unpacking on everyone #clinton #PrinceAndrew #statedepartment 

#feds #CIA

11/15/2019 9:31:03 AM stevestv Hitler treatment means he was allowed to escape to a remote location for the rest of his days....

11/15/2019 9:32:35 AM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/lc78sMQ7Wg

11/15/2019 9:33:59 AM paullamoureux4 Hitler treatment?

11/15/2019 9:34:03 AM laurabusse Was he speaking inside a prison?

Looks like it to me!!

11/15/2019 9:34:42 AM wearediamonds2 😡😡😡

11/15/2019 9:36:09 AM cakespatti If that was the case they need to come here where our POTUS is protected

11/15/2019 9:36:28 AM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/mPzHgcVt0Z

11/15/2019 9:37:30 AM jvan125 Have Epstein’s assets (🤮) been ‘frozen’? Or what’s happening there? Obviously his brother wants to get his hand on that $$...

11/15/2019 9:38:00 AM _the_psychonaut Did Hitler make it to Argentina?

11/15/2019 9:38:20 AM strangewisper 100 monkeys! 🙊

11/15/2019 9:39:54 AM rawphonegirl 👀👀👀

11/15/2019 9:40:18 AM the_fjalar If Patriots are in #FullControl ... then it stands to reason Epstein is in GITMO spilling all the beans.  

Will we ever truly know? 

Probably not.

11/15/2019 9:40:46 AM allahuniversal Yes, however didn't necessarily have to be Argentina 🇦🇷

11/15/2019 9:40:59 AM 02joshuaradwan Wow

11/15/2019 9:41:48 AM dcooyon Didn’t mean to single Argentina out specifically, but as a general example of the “Hitler Treatment”. I hope that clears things up 😉👍🏼

11/15/2019 9:42:14 AM wolfspirit1 That means he was sent to another country under a new name to continue what he’s doing?

11/15/2019 9:42:37 AM allahuniversal Is now. First, removed from cell to a yet undisclosed location. Between then and now, has since said buh bye to his 3D meat suit.

11/15/2019 9:42:46 AM laurabusse My thought too

11/15/2019 9:42:49 AM state1union Trusts, Foundations, and Charities ie Catholic Charities

11/15/2019 9:43:57 AM allahuniversal Except no longer alive. As for his actual date and means of death, idk.

11/15/2019 9:44:01 AM michael81972 Can you verify that this as: Dug graves for false flag clinton foundation pic.twitter.com/Vgw92UThYf

11/15/2019 9:44:02 AM wolfspirit1 So the 3 fish, Clinton, Biden, soros...

11/15/2019 9:44:08 AM mrblbrettish the "Hitler treatment"? He's in Argentina?

11/15/2019 9:44:29 AM w_ewere "Age inappropriate relationships" aka child rape.

11/15/2019 9:45:16 AM allahuniversal Perfectly!

11/15/2019 9:48:10 AM kik1771 sent to safe place

11/15/2019 9:48:37 AM irah_chandler Yes

11/15/2019 9:49:13 AM rachaelangelm Many Ukranian children in Rachel Chandlers modeling page. Give to AUTHORITY

11/15/2019 9:50:41 AM kindeandtrue Now don't ask too many questions. Eat your popcorn and enjoy the show like a good little patriot. The White Hats are in control. Don't worry about a 

thing. Just trust the plan and be happy!🌈🎈🎶🤪

11/15/2019 9:50:46 AM allahuniversal Hmmm, escaped? I doubt that his free will was a factor. Aside from that, we agree.

11/15/2019 9:51:20 AM balammb  pic.twitter.com/A92Fjsqy1G

11/15/2019 9:51:50 AM grand3americano When was the last time you saw the body of a celeb that died? Yet they showed Epstein’s “body” being wheeled out.... to convince you he was 

deceased.

11/15/2019 9:54:35 AM zagnett 🐟is so relaxing! But i guess for the🐟, it bites lol.😅😂🤣

11/15/2019 10:00:32 AM youstinksoap I'm still waiting for space-x's satellites to make their movie debut.

11/15/2019 10:01:31 AM laurabusse Or it could just mean

His death was faked...

11/15/2019 10:02:39 AM majcm83 Doesn’t/didn’t Alice refer to several people? I remember it referring to Hillary, but who else?. Hope this is Hillary

11/15/2019 10:03:52 AM laurabusse Alice also refers to

Ai

11/15/2019 10:06:48 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/sbiNifWNFo

11/15/2019 10:07:24 AM rachaelangelm Protection?

11/15/2019 10:09:40 AM fluentindetail I asked Alice to help me stop getting raped and they helped. It's not very majestic of you to imply they're not helping ti's

11/15/2019 10:09:48 AM nschlange Omg just what the world needs a Queen Hillary! 🙄 just as bad as the other Queen currently sitting on the English throne!

11/15/2019 10:13:49 AM fluentindetail Uhhh idk what timeline you're following but it isn't the current one because Don and Ukraine have been outright proven to be colluding (thru 

intimidation on dons part) 

It's cult mentality to refuse to see reality

11/15/2019 10:14:30 AM aintgets The name is Jim Norris pic.twitter.com/FQOB9pcBYJ

11/15/2019 10:14:32 AM bbobbio71 Brandon?

11/15/2019 10:15:10 AM dianesaumure That is hilarious love it

11/15/2019 10:21:39 AM areckoningday Well now! 

How about that?! 

Nothing to see here...

 https://www.alicetraining.com/  pic.twitter.com/76ZfNWkViQ



11/15/2019 10:23:54 AM postkneejerk Beside a po🏊🏻♂️l

in #Haifa, #Israel.

“Fired” “dually”

prizon director

“had one job”.

Bet he’z “abroad”,

too.

#Mossad

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195389848183615489 …
11/15/2019 10:25:49 AM clifton15jon #Mars #RedPlanet https://youtu.be/PunZZr-h3lg 

11/15/2019 10:27:12 AM kat51481190 There was a really good series on the History Channel called "Hunting Hitler" if you have a chance check it out.. It was based on the premise that he did 

escape and how he would have planned it.

11/15/2019 10:30:03 AM queenbe65474721 Yikes

11/15/2019 10:32:47 AM strangewisper ‘Control the blacks’ I hear the reason for this is that they can’t be mind controlled..?

11/15/2019 10:32:58 AM bdab28 ALICE=AI

Alice=Hillary

11/15/2019 10:34:56 AM strangewisper Timelines are a projection based on perception.

11/15/2019 10:35:57 AM danaelizabeth69 I WONT GIVE UP EITHER 👑 pic.twitter.com/9JdFHDR4kf

11/15/2019 10:37:23 AM allahuniversal Not necessarily true. Most of us mind control one another, tbh. Has our experience in America made us more skeptical and in that way less 

susceptible? Yes. Yet I say it all the time, MKUltra (via media, pop culture, etc) is a hell of a drug. Very effective.

11/15/2019 10:38:18 AM bryceja68689884 I never got to finish it. Ratlines through the Catholic church allowed them to escape and infiltrate the US govt. Hence the modern practices of the nazi, I 

mean democrat party.

11/15/2019 10:39:56 AM allahuniversal Fear of being ostracized is one of oldest & the best mind control methods. Peer pressure and the need for acceptance works on everyone who's not 

strong-willed enough to think for themselves and truly not care what others think or say about them/behave toward them.

11/15/2019 10:45:25 AM kseven110  http://www.alice.org/about/donors-partners/ …

11/15/2019 10:45:41 AM carolva97910854 So - the Hitler treatment?  Do you mean they allowed him to go away and live out his life?  No!  Don’t like that scenario!

11/15/2019 10:46:56 AM girlawakeinca Even the littles learn to fish 🎣 😄 https://youtu.be/DJ58wzWvdc4 

11/15/2019 10:50:18 AM patriotchick8 Body double, or Tony Rodham? 🤔

11/15/2019 10:50:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Our" Security = Epstein/Soros & Co https://twitter.com/axios/status/1195412896928415745 …

11/15/2019 10:51:19 AM fluck_gloria The only interest she has is what is good for her!

11/15/2019 10:52:22 AM shieldbyfaith She just got done stating that ambassadors serve at the pleasure of the President. She has no understanding of what that means.

11/15/2019 10:56:46 AM awakeandsing123 Ukraine never thought she would lose.

11/15/2019 10:57:10 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/auTwmmsD9B

11/15/2019 10:57:51 AM fansblowing3 Yovanovitch stated her parents come from Russia.  Her degree is in Russian languages.  CIA 🤡 aka Alice.

11/15/2019 10:59:07 AM spitfire1592 187 from DS

11/15/2019 11:01:02 AM fansblowing3 Names that were mentioned:  Clinton Foundation, Obama, Hunter Biden, John Kerry......🍿

11/15/2019 11:01:30 AM awakeandsing123 Study Q.

11/15/2019 11:02:02 AM laurabusse By George

I think you've hit them all!!!

11/15/2019 11:02:28 AM internetusr This is fiction. Unreal.

11/15/2019 11:07:29 AM whos2know1 But I thought he cancelled at the last minute, didn’t he?

11/15/2019 11:08:00 AM eman1292 If AS is blinking a lot, would that indicate a presence of a Goa'uld?

11/15/2019 11:08:12 AM marcosboomer I like real information, not questions or Nostradamus type answers. Q likes to tell us to sit & wait & enjoy the show. That is a waste of time and I'm 

looking for action & after years have grown tired of trusting the "plan" while I see the deep state proceed to remove Mr Trump

11/15/2019 11:11:55 AM twatterfed He wasn't literally doing the trafficking. Ghislaine Maxwell was. She was the trafficker. Even the girls said that they were already at the destinations 

taken by Maxwell & waiting for Epstein to arrive.

One of the girls even eluded to that she was trafficked for Naomi Campbell.🙈

11/15/2019 11:15:19 AM waiting4et So he's in Agentina then, got it....

11/15/2019 11:16:24 AM mongrelglory During the USSR, Russia sent a lot of Russian citizens to live in the Ukraine to facilitate cultural assimilation.  My friend's family who were from the 

Ukraine, were relocated to Siberia for 2 years, then sent back to the Ukraine.  Communist China does the same with Tibet.

11/15/2019 11:17:25 AM scott_frenger Time will tell

11/15/2019 11:18:47 AM nschlange I don't know what that G word means, but yes

11/15/2019 11:26:15 AM evanc989 Hello jerry, what is

11/15/2019 11:26:46 AM awakeandsing123 Totally understandable. The reason I said that is because leaking protected information is a crime. But when you form your statement in a question 

format - it’s not considered leaking.

11/15/2019 11:26:51 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/CgsKdkekJT

11/15/2019 11:29:23 AM arifriedman12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #TheRock? Notable 187?

11/15/2019 11:30:55 AM proudofmyvote I’m also (im)patient! Timing is everything and we are not in control! Hang tough 👍

11/15/2019 11:32:32 AM awakeandsing123 Also you might enjoy this thread. Helps to see things on perspective. The Plan does take time. We are dismantling an evil wast and powerful network 

that took many years to create. Stay patient, Patriot. https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1195412768402427904.html …

11/15/2019 11:32:41 AM firstwavr don’t think you understand what Q means by Alice in Wonderland but giver.

11/15/2019 11:33:53 AM marcosboomer ❤️🇺🇸

11/15/2019 11:34:21 AM yustein Define ‘our’

11/15/2019 11:35:37 AM azuremagus Body language i.e. legs crossed = blocked & deflecting. Circus side show act.

11/15/2019 11:35:41 AM jaded_pearl Bingo

11/15/2019 11:41:23 AM jaded_pearl 74%

11/15/2019 11:42:21 AM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/jacLvrp4al

11/15/2019 11:44:39 AM merlock17 How are we supposed to enjoy the show? I'm confused, he gets a new life?

11/15/2019 11:48:31 AM sheilas11 That’s my thought also.

11/15/2019 11:50:12 AM laurabusse Reference to

That Stargate tv show

Sg1 I think

11/15/2019 11:50:56 AM laurabusse They're horrible parasites

11/15/2019 12:07:14 PM starehope Who would allow him to escape? I see him as a danger to his "client friends" and a danger to children around the world. Strange that there is no 

cremation or burial date reported. I'm sure someone could have faked that.

11/15/2019 12:08:58 PM oliheck Gyuri for Gitmo

11/15/2019 12:11:22 PM weediblue Interesting you mention the Hitler treatment, and he didn't die in the bunker.



11/15/2019 12:14:06 PM eman1292 Idk how to view like a board of past tweets like some people do, but they posted about it a while back when describing "demons". They said think SG1, 

and Goa'uld. Ik @covertress knows how, she does it all the time. Lol.

11/15/2019 12:14:07 PM yustein @jack @Twitter @TwitterSupport is this real or another attempt to hack your own users accounts? A week ago similar email came for sms text 

verification and now this? At what point are you going to stop the attacks @jack? @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #eviljack #eviltwitter 

pic.twitter.com/zY1EazFTxd

11/15/2019 12:15:29 PM weediblue Approx 30k women went missing either just before or just after WW2, in Antartica. Did the Epstein plane not make a journey that way when he 

'suicided' himself?

11/15/2019 12:17:08 PM allahuniversal As a blackmailing intelligence agent, plenty wanted him dead before he talked. Yet whether talked or  it didn't matter, there's not much new 

information he could give which wasn't already known. Keep his connections from killing him by staging his death, get the last info then 😱

11/15/2019 12:23:28 PM covertress Thanks, Eman1292! 

I'm asked how to find MJ12 posts so often, that I wrote a how-to so you can perform searches for yourself. 

The article is part of my Patreon account, but this one is Free to the public. Enjoy!

 https://www.patreon.com/posts/31105341  pic.twitter.com/9SXSngiLEY

11/15/2019 12:33:54 PM marnisheppeard Uranium tech?

11/15/2019 12:44:02 PM darktolightchad Concur, they were a vote away and we were a gonner.  Now the tide has turned and the light has forced the darkness to be unmasked.  Hold your light, 

work on yourself it does more than you know!

11/15/2019 12:45:07 PM aintgets Yea, well Jim Norris sure was okay! He can put that up His pipe and smoke it out his ass pic.twitter.com/cuvV0uiANG

11/15/2019 12:52:47 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/vvvqL5F4Ax

11/15/2019 12:53:36 PM aspennmax64_l Have faith. 🤝🙏❤️

11/15/2019 12:54:52 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/QoAjTWQSkW

11/15/2019 1:04:25 PM stanstephens13 Does that explain why my precision made  Swiss watch is behind the time of my phone?

11/15/2019 1:10:10 PM zranchlady A DEEP DIVE into what we did for HITLER.

Yea, The USA made a "deal" with the NAZI creep.

You're not gonna BELIEVE it...

Unless

you understand

that there is such a thing

called "The Craft"

which is the hidden art

of creating illusions.

😎

👇 https://mobile.twitter.com/ZRanchLady/status/1191265742798221314 …
11/15/2019 1:11:16 PM writermaven @WriterMaven

<'

So he's in ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, GERMANY, or even in Sodom, Israel is he?

SERIOUSLY amused.

Shalom 

B

11/15/2019 1:17:45 PM writermaven Nice inversion technique 

Peace 

B

11/15/2019 1:18:17 PM writermaven 👍🎱👍

11/15/2019 1:25:13 PM unitedredwhite1 Fish = whistle blowers which were known plants lol

11/15/2019 1:30:29 PM aleks8837 “So what do they do, they give him a cellmate who happens to be over 200 pounds, a former cop. Then we are led to believe that on July 23 he had a 

‘suicide attempt,’ when he is found unconscious, and so they move him to suicide watch. Then they let him off the watch, then they

11/15/2019 1:30:37 PM aleks8837 move his cellmate, then the camera doesn’t work, then the guards fall asleep, then they cut him down and they move him before the medical 

examiner came, and they know full well not to do that."

11/15/2019 1:32:58 PM charlesgdavis1 MY BAG. Is now MY BAD.👽😎😈😇

11/15/2019 1:41:18 PM sdane8 Have you noticed how helpful Q followers are to each other? This is a great example. Loving each other as ourselves is the only thing that truly matters. 

❤️  Thank you!

11/15/2019 1:49:10 PM covertress To Catch a 🐟 Requires Bait pic.twitter.com/lgDmW1tOBJ

11/15/2019 1:52:15 PM dlmaybee Ukraine was used by BHO & HRC admin as money laundering operation. The entire admin was in on it! That’s why they are protecting Biden, he’s the 

key to open that door to show their crimes.

If HRC had been elected it would be business as usual!

POTUS Impeach = back to business

11/15/2019 1:53:04 PM mamiemcclure17 I believed the Nibiru story for a while, thought that was what I was seeing. Realize now they just wanted to create fear, panic and chaos in the mass. I 

know know thanks to @RealEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that was not true. I now know what I’m seeing, nothing to fear😃

11/15/2019 1:54:45 PM yustein All dirty tricks and no honesty makes @Jack a guilty boy. You might have technology boy, but we have heart! @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JlgGzBSkDb

11/15/2019 1:56:20 PM foreverozone Sitchen was 33.3 FM.  They push fear because that feeds the dark force entities they work for. He concealed a ton of info that would have revealed the 

true nature of our world, instead, lied, spun it a 'planet' that comes around every x amount of years. But he knew. Now 2 late.

11/15/2019 1:57:19 PM dlmaybee Soros & all his fam need to go! He’s been kicked out of most of. Europe, why not here? 

We’re too soft on him! Dems protect him! 

God Bless Flynn!!

Free Flynn & make reparations to him & family!!

He’s a hero to our country!

11/15/2019 1:57:37 PM foreverozone Too late because Bush blew up all those Sumerian museums, and what they couldn't destroy, McCain paid ISIS to destroy.

11/15/2019 1:59:00 PM mamiemcclure17 I actually seen videos of them taped destroying some. Very sad



11/15/2019 2:00:07 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is there a correlation of lightworkers/lightwarriors feeling sick this week and the return of heavy chemtrail spraying?

Our symptoms are all very similar...

11/15/2019 2:00:32 PM foreverozone Yeah. But don't worry. We have enough photographic evidence thanks to Sitchen to go back and get the right translations to much of that destroyed 

text. Why destroyed? To hide the fact the tribe stole their OT story from the Sumerians. Bush doing our real rulers a solid.

11/15/2019 2:03:21 PM kseven110 So much spraying where I live lately!!! I have been wondering about this as well.

11/15/2019 2:05:00 PM happybiggrin They were spraying like crazy on Wednesday. My BF who has always rolled his eyes when I talk about #geoengineering started pointing to how many 

planes we could see and said "I believe they are spraying something, I'm just not sure what it is." #Progress

11/15/2019 2:07:54 PM wok68 RICO.... pic.twitter.com/ei0U2UcrFX

11/15/2019 2:08:49 PM mamiemcclure17 When you find who created/ruled ISIS, connection made. I should clarify @RealEyeTheSpy did not verify but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did, he liked my 

comments to him concerning and my previous statement on ZS, don’t think he’d like something unless I’m on target. He has made no posts on it.

11/15/2019 2:10:36 PM foreverozone Most of the posts I've seen from you spot on. Keep up the good fight!

11/15/2019 2:14:42 PM mamiemcclure17 Thank you, try to be as honest as I can with information I’m aware of.

11/15/2019 2:19:21 PM mamiemcclure17 There’s a man can’t think of his last name right now Eddie said he was one of 32 sent born here, CIA hosted him a family and was on Pegasus project, I 

spoke to him and he dang outed my name of Project Camelot to Kerry saying I had best vivid pics of it. I wasn’t happy about ...

11/15/2019 2:21:51 PM mamiemcclure17 He also said he worked/studied with ZS.  I stupidly showed him and he “verified “ it was Nibiru,  Bull Hockey Puck!!!

11/15/2019 2:24:31 PM foreverozone Max Spiers?

11/15/2019 2:25:45 PM aagent361 per OAN, Yavonovitch had a Hillary victory party planned and they have copies of the invitations

11/15/2019 2:28:28 PM fredfli63879919 The President sets foreign policy. Not an ambassador.  Not a staffer.

11/15/2019 2:32:11 PM mamiemcclure17 No, Eddie Page, just looked on Project Camelot. I have watched many of Max’s videos of interviews though. They killed Max!

11/15/2019 2:33:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past. https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1195461788676042752 …

11/15/2019 2:36:23 PM mamiemcclure17 Interesting he was at a friends house slept on the couch, found him dead with BLACK SUBSTANCE oozing from his mouth, that wasn’t digested blood

11/15/2019 2:36:38 PM smallaxe76 I'm getting tired of this "enjoy the show" line on everything as well. It's a real shitshow and not enjoyable at all.

11/15/2019 2:38:05 PM foreverozone Wasn't too hard tp Kill Max. Sadly many victims turn to drugs, easy to kill them. Someone who worked at Groom Lake at Nellis AFB asked me to 

participate in a jump room in 2001. He bought electronic stuff from me, became friends. So of course I'm a believer in this stuff.

11/15/2019 2:38:19 PM kathleen3693693 You are watching a movie. Enjoy the show.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/15/2019 2:39:13 PM dana76903962 I think raping underage women is a bigger problem than where he stayed.

11/15/2019 2:39:35 PM _the_psychonaut Through the rabbit hole we go! 🐇

11/15/2019 2:39:36 PM seeingpatriot Yes been difficult weak

11/15/2019 2:39:42 PM foreverozone Max looks exactly like a nephew of mine, so I was always interested in what he had to say. Reminded me of him who also died young of OD by the way. 

Weird world we live in.

11/15/2019 2:41:10 PM zerkuuqsena They will know the pain of their actions.

11/15/2019 2:41:38 PM mamiemcclure17 He was MK Ultra Monarch groomed as well. How he dealt with what had happened to him and he witnessed/did after being triggered by code word 

sound etc.  We can’t fathom the abuse anyone went through in that program. Absolutely horrendous abuse!

11/15/2019 2:42:51 PM enoughalready93 The Dems and media aren’t playing a part in a movie. Roger Stones 7 convictions aren’t a movie to HIM. Delay allows evil to harm more people.  Why 

not TODAY? Why more delay? Why’s is it always “just over the horizon”?

11/15/2019 2:42:53 PM mamiemcclure17 Every 6th person is connected they say. Really small world in that theory

11/15/2019 2:46:13 PM pachecoj11 Well now that he said he didn't do it, we can all believe him. Amirite? (That's sarcasm)

11/15/2019 2:47:48 PM allahuniversal Hitler was Argentina. Why would an intelligent military operation use the same location twice when the point was to hide the guy?

11/15/2019 2:48:07 PM kenlivibot Hitler was a Zionist RT @AllahUniversal: @IslePatriot @DCooyon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hitler was Argentina. Why would an intelligent military operation 

use the sam…  https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1195473501144137728 …

11/15/2019 3:02:35 PM yellamoj @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Search Twitter.  Type in "from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Looking Glass"

This account has a universe of knowledge.

11/15/2019 3:03:00 PM 313looper No doubt singing has saved his life …! 

Sing Epstein , Sing ... 🎶 🎶🎶🎶🎶

#InsurancePolicy #ImpechmentHearing #Yovanovich

11/15/2019 3:08:06 PM fansblowing3 I’m going to bet that there is a video that will prove Virginia’s claims.

11/15/2019 3:13:54 PM adele56073533 Evil disgusting monster. He should be jailed.

11/15/2019 3:14:40 PM nschlange Yeah I think their demons. Their eyes turn reptile like, and it usually happens when their under stress or angry. I c it all the time now n videos on the 

news.

11/15/2019 3:17:00 PM asdasd26700831 I almost believed him

11/15/2019 3:17:08 PM mamiemcclure17 Lived into latter 80 years old

11/15/2019 3:30:03 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE causes havoc wherever she goes!

11/15/2019 3:30:31 PM allahuniversal Correct: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1010171370360266752?s=20 …

11/15/2019 3:31:07 PM lorieve No, Andrew you are wicked because you like to bang children.

11/15/2019 3:32:31 PM melleemee Sounds like there’s an entirely different story on party lines than has ever been admitted to publicly thus far .... let the games begin!

11/15/2019 3:35:50 PM ashsaidwhaaaat 😂😂😂 he's taken this one to the grave!!

11/15/2019 3:40:09 PM yustein Have you seen this? @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @CourtneyMontgo6 @cjtruth

11/15/2019 3:44:08 PM mamiemcclure17 Can anyone see now why I AM a targeted person? Now I know once in part of C_A- always.... pic.twitter.com/9o3HsjjjhF

11/15/2019 3:47:14 PM yustein Have you seen this? @OnEdgeOfWonder @realDonaldTrump @MiamiHerald

11/15/2019 3:55:39 PM _andy_walker_ I thought you used the #AnonymousOfficial YouTube channel?

11/15/2019 3:58:18 PM allahuniversal That's some very precise signaling pic.twitter.com/hQXJ25ySnk

11/15/2019 4:02:49 PM mongrelglory That slime-ball also let Epstein "play" with his daughter Beatrice and was known among the girls on the island as being particularly sadistic according to 

multiple CDAN blinds. 😒

CDAN=  http://crazydaysandnights.net 

11/15/2019 4:07:12 PM lindamac12steps Looked like Prince A enjoyed the perks!

11/15/2019 4:21:04 PM bryceja68689884 The dark side

11/15/2019 4:31:04 PM sa30158444 No, it’s really not. Fill a bucket with water and swing it in a circle above your head. The water stays in the bucket, even if upside down. That’s gravity.



11/15/2019 4:37:33 PM 1_decided_voter Were they planning an assassination attempt on 45?

11/15/2019 4:49:23 PM jfogle8 Get better, get rest, and stay in for the weekend.

11/15/2019 4:50:44 PM lightworkercain Thanks buddy, will definitely do.

11/15/2019 5:06:52 PM dark2light2019 #PrincePedophile needs punished

11/15/2019 5:13:15 PM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1195485884629602304?s=20 …

11/15/2019 5:27:27 PM mamiemcclure17 I was distressed seriously after reading Enki’s lost books and Sumerian Tablets. Red Flags Up I’m here for a reason, not taking myself out...ever. I 

wanted truth I got it then verified by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Troubled yes made unable to continue heck NO!

11/15/2019 5:29:26 PM dironablu2u  pic.twitter.com/hEhjtesYVc

11/15/2019 5:48:28 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

11/15/2019 5:52:42 PM samsmith0319 Likely...👀...

11/15/2019 5:55:19 PM samsmith0319 Trap Him...👀...

11/15/2019 6:25:56 PM daveoanderson Relax brother. We are WINNING👍🏽

11/15/2019 6:40:01 PM mateuszwala stop the flop 🤪

...

just kidding 😂

...

🐟🐟🐟?

11/15/2019 6:42:05 PM mateuszwala 😤

no... pic.twitter.com/VWaSwdORtJ

11/15/2019 6:42:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those you were taught to trust the most. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1195470643015438338 …

11/15/2019 6:42:34 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts

11/15/2019 6:42:49 PM robsealejr1 Hiding in plain sight!

11/15/2019 6:43:54 PM mateuszwala "justice" for all? 

guardians of slavery?

news incoming

11/15/2019 6:44:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 #ImpeachmentHoax 

Are you enjoying the show? https://youtu.be/75-siCngYCc 

11/15/2019 6:44:46 PM robsealejr1 Are you not entertained?!

11/15/2019 6:44:55 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/dvWzDz5aXy

11/15/2019 6:44:55 PM mateuszwala eating vapor popcorn - funny

11/15/2019 6:45:45 PM alicemasci Hello

11/15/2019 6:47:53 PM jennysue62 No, I’m not because it’s demonic and hurtful to the president and his family.  This madness has to stop

11/15/2019 6:48:25 PM teresa_dagdag NO, I want it to be over!

11/15/2019 6:49:44 PM duncanskinner6 No.

11/15/2019 6:50:23 PM i_like_skis I’ll enjoy when I see a couple dirtbags in jail.

11/15/2019 6:52:08 PM merlock17 To clarify, best show of my life! Just confused on enjoying this tweet in particular, does it mean he gets protection, and a new life?

11/15/2019 6:52:08 PM lmtlisa3 Every time 💯

11/15/2019 6:52:55 PM bennastix Pathetic

11/15/2019 6:53:32 PM pedalfun4u I knew this day would come, the only question was when🙏

11/15/2019 6:57:46 PM dlmaybee Thank God, he didn’t go it sounds like they had their own plan!

God Bless POTUS & keep him safe!

11/15/2019 6:58:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Full Speech

Future Proves Past

Enjoy The Show

[Clinton Foundation] https://youtu.be/TZ_eV2TRlOg 

11/15/2019 6:59:27 PM mateuszwala whoa! gimme that scene

 wich one of sg-1?

please! please! please! pic.twitter.com/8DgCYBR0ot

11/15/2019 6:59:51 PM kindeandtrue Lousy movie. Doesn't even deserve one star.👎

11/15/2019 6:59:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Clintons are criminals, remember that. This is well documented, and the establishment that protects them has engaged in a massive coverup at 

the State Department and the Clinton Foundation in order to keep the Clinton's in power. #witnesstampering #YovanovitchIsAPatriot

11/15/2019 7:01:15 PM nick_2c Hi can you Tell Trump and Steve Mnuchin to stop tanking Gold, Silver, Bitcoin and the rest of the Cryptos.  Thanks.   Its ts time to get some wealth and 

abundance to the people

11/15/2019 7:01:26 PM jeffcordell6 So many evil entities in so many places of trust. Sickening.

11/15/2019 7:02:21 PM mateuszwala 16 .11 .2019

6 1+1+1 2+1 9

6 3 3 9

11/15/2019 7:02:21 PM state1union State Department For Sale. Clinton Foundation for Sale

11/15/2019 7:03:20 PM roxi_usa When is the next AMA, I have so many questions :)

11/15/2019 7:05:10 PM scommandante  pic.twitter.com/BotngOtFhY

11/15/2019 7:05:44 PM heidi_grunwald ENJOYING THE SHOW......HMMM, NOT SO MUCH, IN BETWEEN FOLLOWING THE MONEY TRAILS TO EVIL.  ALL SHALL AND SURELY WILL BE REVEALED 

THAT HAS BEEN KEPT SECRET FOR SO LONG.

WONDERING WHAT INVESTMENTS GRUNWALD EQUITY IS INVOLVED IN AND ALSO AOL AND TIME COMPANIES

SHOULD BE AUDITED!!!??

11/15/2019 7:05:53 PM rlsthefirst No, I'm not. Every minute these people have any power, position, or influence is potentially disastrous.

11/15/2019 7:06:28 PM relentl02645020 Yovanovitch is a Patriot? Care to explain?

11/15/2019 7:06:36 PM eskeljoyce Best speech ever. He spelled it out right there.

11/15/2019 7:07:30 PM hellouncledonny how so.

She just lied under oath https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1195446982988455938 …

11/15/2019 7:07:31 PM azureskye Nicely said.

11/15/2019 7:09:27 PM azureskye HUH? That last hashtag isn’t a fact.

Your bias is showing.

#FakeMAGA hmmm?!?!?!

11/15/2019 7:11:46 PM hoffman11my I agree Clintons are criminals but Yovanovic is no Patriot. She's another career bureaucrat who needs to go to prison

11/15/2019 7:11:54 PM w_ewere Hero's saving the World from an Existential Threat. 

Every single one of you!

- An insurmountable mountain to battle in seemingly impossible odds - YET, 

". . .  when ONE man climbs - the rest ARE Lifted UP!" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWRXFRvWK4c …

11/15/2019 7:13:07 PM lbf777 I see Orwellian systems going up while your “show” keeps dragging on year after year. Is this “the plan”?

11/15/2019 7:14:50 PM michael81972 Its just a way to get past algos and put the Clintons in the spotlight...



11/15/2019 7:15:07 PM altimitwill You quoted Trumps speech! Nice :)

11/15/2019 7:15:49 PM freebird201552 #Epsteindidnotkillhimself #ClintonBodyCount

11/15/2019 7:16:16 PM mateuszwala  pic.twitter.com/QYTP1dJ7ua

11/15/2019 7:16:28 PM rebornkingent No time stamps?

11/15/2019 7:17:37 PM heidi_grunwald ITS ABOUT TIME THE TRUTH COMES OUT WE

RELEASE TRUTH AND BIND ALL DECEPTION IN JESUS NAME

11/15/2019 7:18:39 PM michael81972 Its just a way to get past algos and put the criminal Clintons in the spotlight thru a hashtag...

11/15/2019 7:20:51 PM truthseeker273 No matter how many times I watch it, I still get emotional. Who knew?

11/15/2019 7:21:39 PM wickedmouse369 I'm enjoying the show. While taking on lifes obstacles with the armor of GOD.

11/15/2019 7:22:15 PM heidi_grunwald SOMEONE NEEDS TO INVESTIGATE GRUWALD EQUITY AND WHO THEY INVEST IN

11/15/2019 7:23:50 PM patriotswegoall No surprise, all walks of life can become involved in abuse.

11/15/2019 7:25:25 PM truthseeker805 Aren't these DJT's words?

11/15/2019 7:26:13 PM braveunicorn55 Did Trump say something about eliminating the Bush dynasty, too?

11/15/2019 7:26:43 PM patriotswegoall No.... it's getting old fast.

11/15/2019 7:30:56 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/h9x6YjNUGh

11/15/2019 7:33:20 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/v2IfQYGFFt

11/15/2019 7:33:24 PM mr_fedorable There are some accounts saying that Cabal agents replaced him with a lookalike, murdered the lookalike and then sacrificed epstein to moloch the next 

day.

I'm not a fan of this theory, the hitler treatment is more likely but i hope epstein bites the dust for real in the end

11/15/2019 7:34:07 PM bubusmc Don't forget to add in the mix, Project Looking Glass!

11/15/2019 7:34:55 PM writermaven It's  tragic but he was caught.

So often, children aren't believed,  are ridiculed, shamed or ostracized for telling what is occurring.

If a child 5 or younger can actually describe the details of a sexual encounter via mime or imagery, there has 2 be something  to it. Sexual

11/15/2019 7:36:29 PM dironablu2u Not really, I'm still living check to check, but thanks.

11/15/2019 7:38:59 PM writermaven Desires don't even begin to be seen or experienced prior to puberty.

Anything exhibited earlier is, most likely, learned behaviour.

Peace.

B

11/15/2019 7:39:01 PM ukntmktsup  http://Arkancide.com  

^^^click,read,share

They've been free for too long!

11/15/2019 7:39:51 PM bubusmc Majestic 12,

Project Looking Glass.

Is that a major reason why "they" thought she would never lose?

11/15/2019 7:40:25 PM the_fjalar Not enjoying the #ImpeachmentHoax 

I find it dumb and annoying.

I know that part is for the sleepers....but still. 😫

11/15/2019 7:41:33 PM tyetyler1 Eyes open,

brain engaged 

and always at the ready.

@AzureSkye

11/15/2019 7:41:57 PM sdane8 I would enjoy it more if the 8kun boards were up and running consistently.

11/15/2019 7:43:51 PM tyetyler1 Think smarter than you are @SpeaksTruth6 or step aside and watch history favor the bold.

11/15/2019 7:45:04 PM tyetyler1 Only way to fight...armored up. 👍

11/15/2019 7:50:27 PM writermaven Facts have never been 4gotten. I am always mindful of these facts.

Peace 

B

11/15/2019 7:50:38 PM xtnt77x That is amazing.

11/15/2019 7:54:08 PM firstwavr put some quotation marks on there and show some respect, shill.

11/15/2019 7:56:50 PM firstwavr here we go again with the power of 3,6,9. like gimmie a break.

11/15/2019 7:57:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not exact quote due to character limitation thus no quotation marks.

11/15/2019 8:00:11 PM vintagesquirrel A 21 yo substitute teacher?

11/15/2019 8:01:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not entirely. They believed she would win through non Military channels thus rigging the media (mockingbird+building up social). It was a coup 

attempt at the end of line.

11/15/2019 8:02:06 PM allahuniversal Alt: https://hooktube.com/watch?v=TZ_eV2TRlOg& …

11/15/2019 8:02:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you need a break feel free to use the mute feature on Twitter.

11/15/2019 8:03:10 PM allahuniversal in West Palm Beach, Florida, home to...

11/15/2019 8:03:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is Eric Holder ethical? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1195552069765214208 …

11/15/2019 8:04:01 PM scott_rick The previews are taking forever let’s get on with the show

11/15/2019 8:04:15 PM darktolightchad Israel you say??? 👀

11/15/2019 8:05:45 PM nm_zsr Can't trust a word they say (Axios or M$FT) They all think we're stupid.

11/15/2019 8:06:04 PM conniecollette3 🤣😂🤣

11/15/2019 8:07:13 PM internetusr Hoo Boy that's a heavy tweet from axios...lots going on there that keep me up at night.

11/15/2019 8:07:32 PM manifest_utopia Adheres to Microsoft's ethical principles?  Hmmm 🤔

11/15/2019 8:08:14 PM speaakn Fast & Furious Eric? That’ll be a big NOPE!

11/15/2019 8:08:17 PM djlok I think that is the show and @realDonaldTrump is one of the most talented performers that exists.  Think military planning at its finest.

11/15/2019 8:08:35 PM youstinksoap 11/16 is my b-day.  Declass would be amazing.

11/15/2019 8:09:25 PM grumpyallday Not even close

11/15/2019 8:11:44 PM rebornkingent Can I get an E?

11/15/2019 8:12:28 PM madrummy3 NO

11/15/2019 8:14:32 PM mefulmer25 That’s what I thought too

11/15/2019 8:15:03 PM allahuniversal There are 3 E's!

Would you like to spin or solve? pic.twitter.com/6B3cUWrSFT

11/15/2019 8:15:34 PM starehope Ethical principles? EH? MS? Kind of makes me want to turn off everything and play a board game.

11/15/2019 8:17:39 PM steveakridge IMO, he’s only in it to collect on blackmailing people.

11/15/2019 8:18:24 PM disfellocated So if it wasn’t Epstein that died in jail, then it wasn’t Hitler who died in the bunker...?



11/15/2019 8:19:19 PM nschlange Btw, I just retweeted a video by someone, it's a state of the union speech, and Mitt Romney, AS, CS, and a few others, had eyes that were going nuts 

while Trump was talking. They pieced together his speech w/the audience, but nothing can change what their eyes r  doing.Crazy evil

11/15/2019 8:20:39 PM rebornkingent I think we’ll keep spinning until the rest of civilization wakes up and walks away.

11/15/2019 8:22:43 PM sharongaynor08 Agreed 🤣

11/15/2019 8:26:45 PM wolfspirit1 Not in this life or the next 500

11/15/2019 8:28:43 PM crypto_boa blah blah blah...[Clinton Foundation], [Comey][Brennan], blah blah blah, nothing has happened, nothing will happen to the main characters but yet 

Roger Stone goes to jail for lying to congress when their side lies all the time and doesnt go down. DOJ is still Deep State.

11/15/2019 8:32:35 PM oliheck /2 lets go to Bariloche!

11/15/2019 8:35:56 PM toffer_anon_369 Unrelated, can you tell us more about music and the singers - are they really demons?  How do they use music for harm?

11/15/2019 8:39:31 PM jaded_pearl Frequency 432 v 440

11/15/2019 8:41:12 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/5RIfO0ks7A

11/15/2019 8:44:40 PM patriotswegoall Don't think so.

11/15/2019 8:50:33 PM corstruction When the Hell are we moving away from these f*-kig Reptiles? I know I that I've had enough nightmares about being a hunted child, not in this life. 

This has got to end soon. It's bringing back too much hurt.  This is raw. I just want to be happy for once.

11/15/2019 8:56:42 PM margare96897181 I don’t think he is, I don’t want him looking at my face on anything

11/15/2019 8:56:57 PM melissagouin1 I’m ready for some huge disclosure booms. It’s taking too long. We need to expose this evil already.

11/15/2019 8:56:58 PM zerkuuqsena Holder knows Ethics.  He should spot them easily and know how to avoid them. I say money well spent by Microsoft.

Their Big Lie is over.  The Curtain has been burnt.

11/15/2019 9:10:47 PM jonesy4671 Roger stone conviction sets the standard for all of them i think

11/15/2019 9:11:17 PM kamericaga1 #ProtectTheirOwn

11/15/2019 9:13:41 PM sommerfeldkitty Yes and a little bleep came out about the State Dept. being

involved in child trafficking and in 2013 Obama squelched

the investigation!

11/15/2019 9:15:03 PM keith369me Does she have an earpiece feeding her answers on a delay?

11/15/2019 9:16:08 PM 6b1222t No

11/15/2019 9:17:03 PM teresa_r53 First time I've ever seen the whole speech. He's come a long way since then.

11/15/2019 9:19:10 PM keith369me Yawn...I’m going to the bathroom and getting popcorn...at this rate I’m not going to miss much

11/15/2019 9:20:35 PM keith369me So why is Roger Stone convicted and they have not had a trial started?

11/15/2019 9:21:59 PM jrocktigers [CF] pic.twitter.com/Ln67GlEyOM

11/15/2019 9:23:11 PM aspennmax64_l Fk. No.😑

11/15/2019 9:24:00 PM blaynelannan1 Fuck no

11/15/2019 9:29:19 PM kay_spire And we walk protected in the blood of Jesus Christ

11/15/2019 9:35:39 PM toffer_anon_369 I know, I'm specifically asking about how IS-BE's who are inhabited by demons posing as singers - can we spot or recognize them or identify what it is 

they do to pervert the music to harm us...  Capiche?

11/15/2019 9:39:06 PM jaded_pearl 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/A9AKp0rbe2

11/15/2019 9:41:17 PM jaded_pearl How do IS-BE's know if they are inhabited by demons? Don't we all have dark thoughts sometimes? I imagine they harm by the subliminal messages- 

especially Disney movies.

11/15/2019 9:42:37 PM lbf777 This.

11/15/2019 9:43:46 PM toffer_anon_369 Always the left eye... pic.twitter.com/OIOXtP1iOx

11/15/2019 9:45:49 PM jaded_pearl This is probably a more accurate depiction of how's it's played out. #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup #EpsteinCoverup pic.twitter.com/FOAhUlpeiW

11/15/2019 9:51:07 PM jaded_pearl Is that where the parasite or something of that nature enters the body? This is one way to know. Or the cut on the finger. Doesn't Q say they will be 

known by their symbols? Doesn't the bible say something similiar...they will be known by their fruits? pic.twitter.com/6N7eVzgLAm

11/15/2019 9:53:26 PM m_kroniklyill it's a nice view from the top

11/15/2019 9:56:01 PM w_ewere Dear Kroniklyill, sorry I don't understand what you mean.  Please help me understand your meaning?

11/15/2019 10:03:26 PM magaman333 Why are they NOT in prison? #ClintonCrimeFamily

11/15/2019 10:06:51 PM m_kroniklyill no hidden meaning

11/15/2019 10:07:11 PM rsoldi3r  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

11/15/2019 10:08:02 PM w_ewere Ok, I'll play - top of where exactly my Friend?

11/15/2019 10:08:58 PM iamhowiam2 Anons sure are. We have the play book. WWG1WGA

11/15/2019 10:13:29 PM m_kroniklyill were we listening to the same song?

11/15/2019 10:25:05 PM w_ewere Dear Kroniklyill, Oh,with you now - thank you! Yes indeed. My Apologies! I got lost in "project looking glass"posts and let my imagination off the chain.  

Embarrassing admission - changed my blouse between your two posts to something more modest...just in case! God Bless!

11/15/2019 10:52:29 PM kathleenmckeon6 That is a joke question I think, perhaps to go with the joke inquiry today:)

11/15/2019 11:25:07 PM adsvel Let me be straight. Being Ambassador of Russia, Ukraine, several post Soviet Union countries and don't knew nothing about the coup sitting on the 

Russian transit gas, how Poroshenko and Kolomolsky become billionaires, about west Ukrainian neo-nacist party? She used to be blind...

11/16/2019 12:42:03 AM snakesanders22 If you follow the “conspiracy theories”  this speech is at new whole level of awakening

11/16/2019 12:55:07 AM linnyt7 Of all ppl why him?

11/16/2019 12:56:54 AM patroitsrevenge How do catch one???...

11/16/2019 1:02:21 AM 27kovacs -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpBX-32mkL0&feature=youtu.be …

11/16/2019 1:07:00 AM linnyt7 Its easy to assume Ukraine has overcome its corruption problems by an election, but any thinking person knows it's not as easy as changing leadership. 

Especially when there are those powerful ppl on 400 acres in America who would die before they relinquish their hold.

11/16/2019 1:15:20 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/EvpXsPP0CE

11/16/2019 1:16:44 AM linnyt7 The epstein/soros paradigm is like a religion to these ppl. They hold it sacred and above the law and seem shocked and appalled when anyone 

challenges it. Truly a sickness.

11/16/2019 1:36:54 AM kamelsllll Clown show pic.twitter.com/C7wfYRhpKi

11/16/2019 1:55:25 AM snakesanders22 The world is watching

11/16/2019 1:57:09 AM samsmith0319 Oh Yes...🍿👀🍿...

11/16/2019 2:10:56 AM samsmith0319 💥🤡💥

11/16/2019 2:18:50 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...All complicit!!!💥🐀🐀🐀💥

11/16/2019 2:44:50 AM mongrelglory It was just a hashtag used to get past the censorship algorithms. 😉

11/16/2019 2:45:54 AM smokococo  https://danfromsquirrelhill.wordpress.com/2013/08/15/obama-252/amp/ …

11/16/2019 2:46:59 AM mongrelglory 😁

11/16/2019 2:57:02 AM russo_markus So are the #trumps a criminal family if ever there was one the only major difference is that this family is run by a #sociopath #ImpeachTrump

11/16/2019 2:58:49 AM taitai78787 Pence was on his way there when AF2 was turned around - do we know why? Any connection?



11/16/2019 3:11:34 AM covertress His name was Brian Terry

187

*Cause: gunfire... from a weapon supplied to Mexican cartels by Eric Holder and Obama during Operation Fast and Furious 

 https://www.odmp.org/officer/20596-border-patrol-agent-brian-a-terry …

Story:

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/us-border-patrol-agent-brian-terrys-suspected-murderer-finally-going-on-trial … 

pic.twitter.com/oAz6pHAkqY

11/16/2019 3:12:46 AM carmindabrendel @OrtaineDevian @QBlueSkyQ @JohnGrahamDick1 @striderraven1 @TheCollectiveQ @DavidMi32570254 @AnonymousSage1 @_00111111_ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ

11/16/2019 3:16:32 AM voiceofresonn There has been massive,erasing of evidence everywhere. I think it's time for military intervention. Military tribunals in order,since the doj Fbi,NSC have 

been compromised. And I don't mean Pentagon either. No duel citizenship,anti patriots.

11/16/2019 3:28:24 AM rjceo0 @threadreaderapp. Unroll please 🙏💞💞

Thank you 💞♥

11/16/2019 3:31:49 AM carmindabrendel You’re welcome

11/16/2019 3:41:01 AM aurorasreality Hrs msme is on s lot of docs that are listed in FBI records under Loretta lynch bill Clinton parts. Read the docs

•• here https://vault.fbi.gov/search?SearchableText=Loretta+lynch+bill+clinton

11/16/2019 3:52:06 AM gpnavonod A Comedy of Errors.

Staged for a gullible Media spoon fed audience. pic.twitter.com/Eyjw5UUQjG

11/16/2019 3:54:11 AM lightlove21121 We are 😎

11/16/2019 3:57:48 AM gpnavonod NY is a corrupt State. Especially the Souther District. Barr just got in the door.This bs has evolved over years. pic.twitter.com/5lifCJZUeb

11/16/2019 4:06:10 AM brick_airhedred If there's any doubt about HRC's power over the media, then kindly recall the affect she had with Keith Olberman's ousting bc of his constant war 

drums against her AND Chelsea's stint on NBC? https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/business/media/24olbermann.html …

11/16/2019 4:20:22 AM dspoonage Also read these if you haven't.

Everything should make more sense. 😊

 https://www.llresearch.org/library/the_law_of_one_pdf/the_law_of_one_pdf.aspx … pic.twitter.com/RwPZMBHSPv

11/16/2019 4:20:22 AM sheerglee1 Yes... the war has been won...they are actors acting to wake people up so civil war will be ar a minimum or non-existent

11/16/2019 4:26:42 AM fj9311 🙏🙏🙏

11/16/2019 4:27:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future Proves Past https://twitter.com/BBCNewsnight/status/1195460500097814528 …

11/16/2019 4:31:52 AM chrispacheco24 Deny Deny Deny.....

Lol

11/16/2019 4:32:23 AM i_like_skis At this point I don’t think Patriots would go along with that.

11/16/2019 4:33:36 AM chrispacheco24 Fast and Furious anyone

11/16/2019 4:33:49 AM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/vCME3vziD2

11/16/2019 4:34:49 AM highhopesusa Andrew apparently suffering from “Selective Amnesia”, what happens when someone denies remembering the evil things that are confronted with.

11/16/2019 4:35:55 AM carolva97910854 Exactly what we would expect him to say! Scum!

11/16/2019 4:38:11 AM guy_karen There are pictures? WTH?

11/16/2019 4:38:24 AM feelinggr8t @ClintonFdn is a money laundering machine worth $300M https://twitter.com/almostjingo/status/1195144710056075265?s=20 …

11/16/2019 4:43:47 AM pipindfw Nope New Rome (DC) was seeded on the River PO(tomac) between the VIRGIN(ia) MARY(land) to foster a New Republic! @EsotericExposal 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/megaMAGAmoveman/status/1195515136804569095 …

11/16/2019 4:44:00 AM carey4trump There done

11/16/2019 4:46:12 AM bubusmc Majestic 12,

Project Looking Glass

Seems as if 2012 was an important date after all.

"They" supposedly shut the project down because it was no longer working for "them". They could no longer change the outcome.

Q. Was this video made for 2020 per Project Looking Glass?
11/16/2019 4:47:06 AM mscronkat Treadstone must've wiped his memory. 🤔

11/16/2019 4:50:07 AM roch2021 Sounds just like Clinton, keep on denying!

11/16/2019 4:51:47 AM richard07759712 This monumental Speech underlined how ludicrously, the Judiciary has tried to become Law Makers and legislate from the bench.    Clearly, the 

Executive Branch has been undermined for years and Bill Barr highlights many examples of the court over rotating their constitutional roll

11/16/2019 4:53:20 AM heike_ngan Wow. Reminds me of Bill Clinton.

11/16/2019 4:55:34 AM ukjay17 Imagine how many underage sex slaves he must have raped not to remember the one provided 3 times by his tropical island owning, billionairee, sex 

trafficking, blackmailer mate Jeffrey Epstein 🤔

11/16/2019 5:01:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 [PP] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1195453697934995457 …

11/16/2019 5:03:24 AM kindeandtrue Said they would blow him up if he ever became president .

11/16/2019 5:03:35 AM bppope Blessed To Have You @EliseStefanik pic.twitter.com/ulDY9Crdbd

11/16/2019 5:03:49 AM bk4qanon I don't remember eating that kebab on the way home. But I ate it. There was evidence everywhere.

11/16/2019 5:07:31 AM wwg1wga93583681 "I have no recollection"

Lolz

11/16/2019 5:11:02 AM covertress *Paid for by Planned Parenthood https://www.plannedparenthoodaction.org/presidential-candidate-profiles/joe-biden …

11/16/2019 5:13:01 AM keith369me Perhaps a serial pedophile would have no recollection of a single victim when there are so many that it becomes a blur.  Perhaps in this instance he is 

telling truth, but he is a monster telling the truth.

11/16/2019 5:15:09 AM briancowley157 But don’t they have pictures of them meeting. Maybe he just can’t remember this one as there had been lots of others

11/16/2019 5:17:00 AM briancowley157 Did she even ask him about the pictures or would that be too revealing

11/16/2019 5:17:41 AM keith369me ...the script has flipped...it is no longer the US that the NK regime is making out to be a pariah...it is the former Deepstate/cabal handlers that gave 

decimated the people of NK and the rest of the world.  Remove these people from power and ensure they never ever have it again.

11/16/2019 5:26:59 AM merorschach Not protection. The opposite.

11/16/2019 5:29:00 AM lipenstein1 You can tell he is lying.  Just watch him.  Lies lies lies

11/16/2019 5:33:37 AM ritzlloyd49 Hell No

11/16/2019 5:33:39 AM god_speedusa DENY DENY DENY! Who they gonna believe anyway? 

A Duke or one of Epstein’s girls? 

The girl😏

11/16/2019 5:36:31 AM 5pace8oy1 Big Big Liar, look at his eyes blinking that is a give away his Liaring

11/16/2019 5:37:08 AM dana76903962 That was a lot of blinking while he was lying!

11/16/2019 5:37:12 AM caytonnanna She never mentioned the plane rides did she



11/16/2019 5:39:09 AM state1union How Many times did Jeffrey Epstein fly his State Department Plane to Ukraine?  Why did Ukraine donate to the Clinton Foundation? And 

pic.twitter.com/TPO4X1y6e4

11/16/2019 5:39:40 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/f10pj5XjRr

11/16/2019 5:41:09 AM villane72701991 And saying “no recollection of meeting her”......an honest person would just straight up say “I’ve never met her”. That’s a liar talking right there!!!

11/16/2019 5:43:39 AM teapartypathq And Who Believes ThePuke. We have Pictures

11/16/2019 5:43:50 AM ritzlloyd49 Watch Randy Shackleford's YT video of SJI IN SEPTEMBER...TONS of activities/Construction going on for a dead man's island....a man who looks 

mysteriously like Epstein is captured with a burly black man (security?) and ducks out of view upon looking up at the drone!!!

11/16/2019 5:45:11 AM villane72701991 They’re not gonna let someone who plays hardball interview him, he’s a fucking disgrace and so are the palace who set this shit show up🙄

11/16/2019 5:47:03 AM betuwsebastard I hope he will suffer from the most agonizing way you can die.

11/16/2019 5:49:01 AM mouriergirl Oh nice. An interview on the BBC...who covered up years of abuse by their pedophile scum Jimmy Savile...say no more

11/16/2019 5:50:33 AM ritzlloyd49  pic.twitter.com/QQzmy3CtQN

11/16/2019 5:52:28 AM ritzlloyd49 Sure....

After all the money they gave her ...she owes BIG TIME!!

...but she eats babies!!!

😱😱😱

11/16/2019 5:54:27 AM trump_alliance The fact that he is even doing interviews proves that the pressure is on [them]

They are going to deceive, distract, destroy the victims -- the MO of the #FakeNews MSM that is the propaganda arm of the Globalist Cabal

 

Have faith - this time, good wins

[They] are terrified pic.twitter.com/DBShpZODtq

11/16/2019 5:55:41 AM ritzlloyd49 I am sure she owes people BIG TIME....

CF QUID PRO QUO pic.twitter.com/hC8nsitu99

11/16/2019 5:56:48 AM michael81972 Joe Biden is a [Projecting Pedophile]

11/16/2019 5:56:50 AM trump_alliance And #PatriotsUnited:

#NeverForget that this is the #FakeNews [BBC] pic.twitter.com/gZ0fL354EM

11/16/2019 5:57:22 AM ritzlloyd49 Twitter won't let me tweet

11/16/2019 6:08:45 AM onlyafool1 The blinks are off the hook!

11/16/2019 6:11:26 AM 3nmbrs US Pop = 327M

$64T / 327M = $195,800 dollars per person in the US

Just a slight correction.

11/16/2019 6:12:50 AM sterkinglights1 👁©️

11/16/2019 6:15:53 AM trump_alliance Exactly

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Maya86B/status/1195643609539678210 …

11/16/2019 6:17:59 AM vicfish06 John Dougan Story

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

Statement by John Mark Dougan, an American Citizen

 https://badvolf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/John-Mark-Dougan-Statement-regarding-Epstein-and-Prince-Andrew-Information.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/CMTYDu5qXe
11/16/2019 6:20:03 AM pedalfun4u Monsters must lie, of course he remembers

11/16/2019 6:21:32 AM vicfish06 And has anything changed? Are these people not still walking free? Where is AG Barr? 

John Dougan Story

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

Statement by John Mark Dougan, an American Citizen

 https://badvolf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/John-Mark-Dougan-Statement-regarding-Epstein-and-Prince-Andrew-Information.pdf …

11/16/2019 6:29:05 AM trump_alliance Here's some more:

#WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/TjHEavgbKu

11/16/2019 6:33:13 AM moemc8 Excellent!  Thank God for those of you fighting for the truth.

11/16/2019 6:35:22 AM dl4gl  pic.twitter.com/3cOXgU2Z1x

11/16/2019 6:42:24 AM truthseeker273 Disgusting. When we close the ports, the border, the tunnels, and the airports to trafficking, they must find a way to obtain babies. PP. Extend abortion 

till birth and problem solved for them. These people are sick.

11/16/2019 6:43:30 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1193617641937739776?s=21 …

11/16/2019 6:50:11 AM covertress I meant, Joe Biden was bought and paid for by [PP].

11/16/2019 6:53:01 AM aprilbrown99 He has a tell!  A slight uptick in his eyebrow and then he blinks...alot. Trying to wipe the memory from his mind? 🤔🤔🤔

11/16/2019 6:53:50 AM tayo_joachim  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1194814337933819905 …

11/16/2019 6:57:57 AM lightlove21121 Well read 😌

11/16/2019 6:57:58 AM aprilbrown99  https://www.businessinsider.com/how-to-tell-someones-lying-by-watching-their-face-2016-1#pay-attention-to-which-direction-they-shake-their-

head-12 …



11/16/2019 7:00:41 AM 3nmbrs #QuidProJoe

#CrookedHillary

#ObamaSpyGate

#WheresHunter

#ImpeachmentZOMBIES

#ProjectVeritas

#ExposeCNN

#ExposeABCNews

#LiberalMSM = #FakeNews

#UnsealEpstein

#EpsteinCoverup

#Epsteindidntkillhimself

#IBOR

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

#QSentMe

#ClimateChangeCrazies pic.twitter.com/HnWFiWkpHN
11/16/2019 7:03:10 AM lightlove21121 Isn’t that exactly that we’re doing         😏

We are the ones we were waiting for 🙏🏽

♥️

11/16/2019 7:04:42 AM tayo_joachim Just listened to the whole speech! Wow! Powerful stuff! He knew EVERYTHING back then, and had a plan already. We've seen most of the plan 

implemented already. The best is yet to come! 🍿🍿🍿

11/16/2019 7:07:09 AM aprilbrown99 I hope it is waking up the sleeping population.  If not, then those folks are in some serious trouble.  What was the %age again for those who will never 

wake up?  Everyone is crucial in this fight.

11/16/2019 7:09:03 AM thekanehb You guys know Majestic 12 is a disinfo agent right? It’s relatively well known in gov circles.  And called out in all kinds of books written well before Q. 

I still follow them too- just filter their info very well :) pic.twitter.com/Ar3u0zBjQ4

11/16/2019 7:09:29 AM mongrelglory I think they said 4% would probably never wake up from their brain-washing. (In our current life-time anyways).

11/16/2019 7:10:39 AM vintagesquirrel Panema Papers?

11/16/2019 7:10:58 AM aprilbrown99 Try to release those feelings and burdens. They do not serve your best and highest interest any longer. There are many wonderful meditations on YT 

that can walk you through the process. 💗💗💗

11/16/2019 7:12:41 AM cbirdseyevuze Such a Hist👁rical 

Speach!!🌪

Pr👁mises Made 🕵️♂️🌪

Pr👁m⌛️ses KEPT 🌪⚖🌪⌛⚖

11/16/2019 7:14:58 AM aprilbrown99 If you read past tweets and their Majestic Messages Of Discloses you will find much information on their past and how things changed once Trump 

took office. 

Here is the link for their archives. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

11/16/2019 7:15:19 AM djlok I noticed that too.  Even down to using the teleprompters less now.  

Looking at that speech from the future adds an entirely different perspective.

11/16/2019 7:16:41 AM yustein Oh yeah! https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1195485884629602304 …

11/16/2019 7:17:38 AM yustein Here it is https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1195485884629602304 …

11/16/2019 7:17:45 AM thekanehb Awesome thanks. That helps!

11/16/2019 7:18:00 AM yustein He is a liar https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1195485884629602304 …

11/16/2019 7:19:59 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/ceZBBr5R2N

11/16/2019 7:24:45 AM ladypatriot20 This isn't a new scandal.

But at the time it was glossed over.

11/16/2019 7:29:42 AM adsvel " I don't know what you are talking about..." Heaven bless this saint man! 🤮🤮🤮🤦♂️ pic.twitter.com/gLYYvAiLm9

11/16/2019 7:35:29 AM magnolia678 Not to mention the rigging of ballots from other Candidates to her at the local level.

11/16/2019 7:45:03 AM magnolia678 They are all being prosecuted right now in public opinion.

11/16/2019 7:53:58 AM pelledan2 I must have missed it

11/16/2019 7:56:25 AM huskers92 Exactly but you fail to mention that he was only because the whistleblower information was provided. He only did it to save face! If you are going to 

keep tweeting at least tell all the facts!

11/16/2019 8:10:25 AM corstruction Thank you.  I spend so much time on twitter right now that I put the H in ADHD.  I need to keep my mind going nonstop until I go to bed, after I take a 

melatonin.  My brain gears are over lubed & going off the tracks frequently.  I can't get a grip, everything is goofy.

11/16/2019 8:12:19 AM vickigp1 Nothing fishy about this at all. Move along. 🙄

11/16/2019 8:16:10 AM aprilbrown99 Grounding yourself will help. There are videos on YouTube about that as well. Deep breathing and meditation never fail. 🤗

11/16/2019 8:29:22 AM kmfboston Let’s ask Brian - oh wait

@EricHolder @BarackObama pic.twitter.com/B5JIUSP5L6

11/16/2019 8:41:26 AM bananne81 While lying ,he blinks a lot.

11/16/2019 8:47:01 AM wearediamonds2 My thoughts exactly.

11/16/2019 8:47:11 AM cathydarlene1 I am tired of "The Show". 

If I wanted this kind of schitt I would watch CNN. I DONT. 

WHERE ARE THE ARRESTS? 

ARRESTS???

ARRESTS????

11/16/2019 8:48:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will the AG prosecute this coup?

Yes. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1195739778441859072 …

11/16/2019 8:49:16 AM dcooyon No Deals. Clean house.

11/16/2019 8:49:31 AM trumpmomma Can he get time back for time stolen & wasted?

11/16/2019 8:50:22 AM 1_decided_voter Prior to the 2020 election?

11/16/2019 8:51:31 AM cherrypie0814 It's time for somebody to do something about this debacle!

11/16/2019 8:53:03 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/P42AGiSWaL

11/16/2019 8:54:01 AM becky15933230 I sure hope so.  When is enough enough

11/16/2019 8:55:45 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/VIjUahDKHQ



11/16/2019 8:57:50 AM unidentifiedta1 The same AG that has...

Shielded the Bush Cabal; best friends with 9-11 mobster Robert Mueller; linked to Epstein and Iran Contra; worked at the Deepstate Law firm Pillsbury.

11/16/2019 8:59:51 AM vicfish06 Will AG Barr prosecute #Epstein  co-conspirators? 

John Dougan Story

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

Statement by John Mark Dougan, an American Citizen

 https://badvolf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/John-Mark-Dougan-Statement-regarding-Epstein-and-Prince-Andrew-Information.pdf …

11/16/2019 9:00:04 AM lbf777 Haha. 3 years of promises. Nothing ever panned out. smh

11/16/2019 9:03:39 AM linnyt7 Hope so. Otherwise our government can’t be restored. It’ll just keep happening until America is destroyed.

11/16/2019 9:05:50 AM mongrelglory I think he's trying to use the Joe Biden defence of "Dementia". 😒

11/16/2019 9:09:29 AM vicfish06 Glad To See That I Am Not The Only One Saying This Truth! Idol Worship is NOT my thing. Truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth!

11/16/2019 9:12:12 AM crypto_boa Believe it when I see it, still too many swamp RATS in the DOJ/FBI....

11/16/2019 9:18:03 AM micro_writ_anon He didn't meet a lady...he met a young girl.

11/16/2019 9:23:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Schiff wishes he was darth vader. https://twitter.com/JazzShaw/status/1195472288235360256 …

11/16/2019 9:24:07 AM orthogonalron If he doesn't prosecute, we are all fucked. He can make all the speeches he wants about the rule of law, but if there is no prosecution of this, then we 

have no law at all.

11/16/2019 9:25:28 AM tweetstreetint1 😁 Let's just say the Farce is with Schifty...

#GiveUsJustice

#ExonerateGenFlynn

#UnSealIndictments

#WarmUpGITMO

#TraitorsToGITMO

11/16/2019 9:26:54 AM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/baw5czhTBm

11/16/2019 9:29:22 AM lindalou5265 I certainly hope so..if not we will not have a country anymore..people are getting fed up with the double standard..we normal people are held to a 

certain standard while they can do whatever they want and walk away scott free..

11/16/2019 9:31:10 AM orthogonalron AS is a screenwriter. He is currently working on a "spy drama". https://freebeacon.com/blog/adam-schiff-resistance-film/ …

11/16/2019 9:32:15 AM antarantanka Is Bill Gates?

11/16/2019 9:36:16 AM corstruction Probably Disney World to become Walt.

11/16/2019 9:39:53 AM cannabisrem Dark helmet is more like it. pic.twitter.com/1K3nJ1zgvz

11/16/2019 9:43:38 AM theglitcher14 He'd better.

11/16/2019 9:44:21 AM sherylfullen  pic.twitter.com/rDcyBZeZKd

11/16/2019 9:46:11 AM mamiemcclure17 Wishing yes, only power of intimidation “I will gavel you down” Don’t think he intimidated Jim or Devin maybe just made their temperature rise 

slightly. pic.twitter.com/M7n9TCCUq4

11/16/2019 9:48:06 AM cosmic_engineer Schiff seems to be riding shotgun.  Something else is in the driver's seat

11/16/2019 9:52:27 AM jonicurry17 Holy Moly we are ready!

11/16/2019 9:54:08 AM tammyrochester2 Wow, someone's a little cranky, I guess even bots get mad... pic.twitter.com/Nm1XDOlCdk

11/16/2019 9:54:34 AM missbdevine01 Next year

11/16/2019 9:57:33 AM mamiemcclure17 Fast and Furious? I’d  say FAST Eric Holder is NOT ETHICAL!!! pic.twitter.com/mmtF5bwX2t

11/16/2019 9:57:53 AM juliesc51073985 huh?

11/16/2019 9:59:38 AM corstruction I read somewhere that he was executed a few days ago.

11/16/2019 10:02:12 AM mamiemcclure17 Alarming knowing he audited a facial recognition company. They are using it on us like China does it’s citizens? Makes one do a double look at this 

information!!! pic.twitter.com/o5Y9kxDaR0

11/16/2019 10:06:35 AM fansblowing3 The behavior of the Democratic Party has been an embarrassment for three years.

11/16/2019 10:07:16 AM dark2light2019 He thinks he is in his fancy padded leather chair...

11/16/2019 10:08:45 AM giediknight Was Schiff abused as a child? Born into the cult?

11/16/2019 10:11:29 AM xusaf_patriot Just finished watching the speech...it's a little over an hour but well worth it IMO...he was on target at every point.

11/16/2019 10:11:38 AM fansblowing3 It wasn’t me 😇

11/16/2019 10:14:19 AM fansblowing3 Sounds about right.  🤔 "Rabid dogs like Baiden [sic] can hurt lots of people if they are allowed to run about. They must be beaten to death with a 

stick, before it is too late."

11/16/2019 10:15:37 AM kathleen3693693 🤣🤣🤣

11/16/2019 10:15:57 AM flaboogie 'I never had sexual relations with that woman.."  Sound familiar?

11/16/2019 10:18:42 AM covertress Fantastic news!

11/16/2019 10:19:59 AM fansblowing3 The behavior of the Democratic Party has been an embarrassment to this country for three years.  Which Democrat will Barr PROSECUTE first I 

wonder?  🧐

11/16/2019 10:21:16 AM cspan2808 Instead, he's only Wile E. Coyote chasing the roadrunner (Trump)! 

He'd better be careful an Acme anvil doesn't fall on his head!

11/16/2019 10:24:17 AM gwendajean9 Absolutely! And, then some. Listen to AG Bill Barr’s speech about the importance of a strong Exec. Branch. 11/15/2019. (1:06:45) 

https://youtu.be/MeMwdtbPR6g 

11/16/2019 10:27:31 AM fansblowing3 Clinton, Obama, Soros was the first coup.  This second coup is CIA.

11/16/2019 10:29:37 AM highhopesusa He may wish he was on a secluded island before it’s all over, and he may actually get that wish although he’ll wish he’d been a bit more specific.

11/16/2019 10:30:14 AM kathleen3693693 If it is sick, twisted, evil, or illegal, you can bet your last fiat dollar Brennan is involved.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #EndTheFed @POTUS

11/16/2019 10:31:41 AM cyndylynne55 B I N G O !!

11/16/2019 10:37:04 AM corstruction Did you ever consider that this is something that has been in the works SINCE Iran Contra?  Maybe these guys have all been working together to take 

down the Clintons since the 1990's.  Just a thought.

11/16/2019 10:39:53 AM jenn39956442 Add the Obamas to that list. They just have better sheep suits and brighter smiles. ❤️🙏🏻🇨🇦

11/16/2019 10:49:20 AM sunspot406 Justice is a long, long wealthy road.  Only the insiders know

11/16/2019 10:49:24 AM scott_rick Hey wait, I’m the creator of my own reality so I need to get on with my own SHOW and help everyone connect our awareness and move this story to 

its ending.... 100th 🐒 effect

11/16/2019 11:03:13 AM kathleenmckeon6 Did you respect and admire Obama and Hillary?

11/16/2019 11:06:15 AM teknowiztx And they should be prosecuted...by military tribunal, the sooner the better!



11/16/2019 11:10:49 AM unidentifiedta1 Clinton’s were selected protégés of Daddy Bush. Barr’s work to protect Bush Family, connection to Mossad Epstein, and friendship with Mueller 

(complicit in 9-11 and other crimes)....all 3 mentioned connected to Clinton’s. 

Don‘t let ‘hopeful thoughts’ trump facts. Dogmatic.

11/16/2019 11:17:27 AM unidentifiedta1 They are criminals and a part of the same network as the Bush Cabal, CIA, and Imperialist Central Bankers. Their actions confirm that. 

It’s telling that the criticism of Barr triggers an assertion one must support the ‘opposite team’.

 #PoliticalPavlov

Same team.

11/16/2019 11:24:32 AM kathleenmckeon6 I asked a question

Should not be a problem whether I agree with you or not, was just a question.

11/16/2019 11:40:57 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

 https://youtu.be/MvZAnBICZWI 

Nice footage. One of ours or...💫?

11/16/2019 11:49:26 AM gi6stars 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

11/16/2019 11:56:30 AM manifest_utopia Star Wars

Future proves past.

Impressive, MJ12 👍 pic.twitter.com/3agTZJo787

11/16/2019 12:05:59 PM rich8a before he answers the question he looks to the bottom left - he is lying .

Maybe that is why they positioned the camera and interviewer to his right to try to make him look like his eyes are to the right -truthful answers

11/16/2019 12:38:50 PM yustein More like fart vader

11/16/2019 12:53:27 PM kvitalone BRING DOWN THE HOUSE MR. BARR! pic.twitter.com/jtrxCghy11

11/16/2019 12:57:43 PM joni_apple_seed  http://openminds.tv/pdf/PROJECT_AQUARIUS_DOCUMENT.pdf …

Very interesting... #ThanQ @John_F_Kennnedy @TheCollectiveQ @elonmusk pic.twitter.com/fyeJEDx26H

11/16/2019 1:07:30 PM italianmom555 He and his family are So Done.

11/16/2019 1:09:27 PM unitedredwhite1 Posted prior to Q Star Wars game comm drop. Nice!

11/16/2019 1:29:53 PM mark52525786 Dear M,I’m trying to make an appt. at the doj for Monday next week,10 days from now!I say,I’m a one,one of millions, who should I talk to?Ask4to 

see,tell my story?Don’t get me wrong,I’m not special,sir 45 is the chosen one!Any suggestions on navigating the swamp?thanQ fren 🙋♂️

11/16/2019 1:31:12 PM syrrah2 It’s certainly overdue

11/16/2019 1:36:38 PM 313looper Yes.👊🏻💥💥💥

11/16/2019 1:55:06 PM ptamait Yes, I read that and of which Harold Vella Kautz talks about the black goo.

11/16/2019 2:08:01 PM truthseeker805 Yep.  Coincidence?

11/16/2019 2:09:38 PM superca68905344 We’re Waiting!!!!!!!!!!!!!

11/16/2019 2:19:54 PM cosmic_engineer I keep flashing back to Kevin Durand playing a Goa'uld

11/16/2019 2:29:07 PM sheerglee1 🔥🔥🔥Whether the Empire spreads tyranny or the Rebels restore freedom is up to 👉YOU👈 pic.twitter.com/ujlYUFCixl

11/16/2019 2:42:00 PM snotwistr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q. whats up with Spontaneous Human Combustion? The TV series "Colony" and The TV series "Salvation" majestic productions or 

deep state?

11/16/2019 2:42:17 PM sheerglee1 “If I don't make it back, you're the only hope for the Alliance.” ...

11/16/2019 2:43:15 PM weediblue This is a bit more like Schniff. pic.twitter.com/fKmLoUZmsk

11/16/2019 2:43:43 PM weediblue Or maybe this? pic.twitter.com/U5Ei9YENQl

11/16/2019 2:47:46 PM bbobbio71 As long as it's not a 6 year deal!

He should!

11/16/2019 2:54:20 PM truthseeker805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/16/2019 3:21:51 PM chapulincolored MJ12 is this true  https://thetruthrevolution.net/queen-elizabeth-found-guilty-in-missing-children-case/ …

11/16/2019 3:22:57 PM chapulincolored  https://thetruthrevolution.net/queen-elizabeth-found-guilty-in-missing-children-case/ …

11/16/2019 3:37:14 PM gingerbanana2 This is so appropriate for today’s theme!!!

11/16/2019 3:56:28 PM linnyt7 If he doesn't there will come a time when patriots rise up and take back our government.

11/16/2019 3:56:43 PM tyetyler1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

AMA anytime soon?  

Clarity for ALL in need?

My heartfelt genuine --thank you--- for the GOOD you do for humanity ❤️👍

11/16/2019 4:16:26 PM djlok Sounds like a bad marriage I was in.

11/16/2019 4:32:47 PM _the_psychonaut Where can I fill out an application?

11/16/2019 4:37:28 PM anondirtyleg The four star and the bald man next to him

11/16/2019 4:39:09 PM duncanskinner6 Barr needs to fire or send on furlough at least half of the DoJ’s lawyers and support staff. The Dem control needs to be broken ASAP.

11/16/2019 5:07:04 PM covertress politically correct Darth Vader. pic.twitter.com/2XTvzOhJE6

11/16/2019 5:24:53 PM _the_psychonaut  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476047206080514?s=21 …

11/16/2019 5:34:01 PM _the_psychonaut How might one begin the application process for space force?

Would you recommend applying for another branch of military first (USAF, NAVY, NSA, etc.) and then transferring to space force when available? Or is 

there a way to start the application process today?

#SpaceForce

11/16/2019 6:02:53 PM anangelhasland1 Bad marriages: the original shape shifters.

11/16/2019 6:04:46 PM covertress Found a fix!

And, it's a two-fer!

Deleted the Twitter app.

Using Twitter from my browser allows embedding -and- it revoked app permissions which spied on me.

*Doesn't anyone read the fine print?

11/16/2019 6:07:31 PM irah_chandler So any room for portal operators or time travel operatives? Like i did before

11/16/2019 6:45:19 PM fmeonlylol @prayingmedic @beer_parade @3Days3Nights @IPOT1776 @Qanon76 @colgrove11 @LisaMei62 @SaRaAshcraft @RealEyeTheSpy @WhiteHouse 

@seanhannity @777KAB1 @VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy @InKUNated_ET @kabamur_taygeta @Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@realTT2020 @QNNTexas @punkassaudrey

11/16/2019 6:53:59 PM brown_eyedladyj He was murdered

11/16/2019 7:06:01 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/LYcvTupu70

11/16/2019 7:16:31 PM brown_eyedladyj No, not particularly. I get it is a giant red pill for the public who are still asleep, but it is getting old fast.

11/16/2019 7:35:36 PM joni_apple_seed Yes, but did you read what it says? Space program is a complete farce. I knew this also, but this proves it! It is inter dimensional space time travel. They 

lie! pic.twitter.com/qztspsSg7O



11/16/2019 8:09:09 PM lightonthehill Inflation, population change over time, other imprecisions... using order-of-magnitude estimates to draw conclusions is more appropriate than 

attempted precision here. For example: "The banksters have been stealing between 2 and 20 times my annual salary every year since 2001."

11/16/2019 8:10:07 PM lightonthehill I didn't realize it was so much. I will keep fighting for a future where the value I create is truly mine.

11/16/2019 8:19:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prince Andrew slammed for ‘lack of empathy’ for Jeffrey Epstein’s victims in interview about his friendship with paedo 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10361721/prince-andrew-bbc-interview-jeffrey-epstein-empathy/ …

11/16/2019 8:19:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cereal Pedophile https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195919268640153600 …

11/16/2019 8:20:03 PM mountainminder Empathy has been bred out and replaced with Sociopathy

11/16/2019 8:20:09 PM function108 demons be demons, deceiving always

11/16/2019 8:20:40 PM therealamygray Was this voice to text??🤣🤣

11/16/2019 8:21:01 PM billyj1616 That’s disgusting. You may have just ruined my late night usual before bed snack. Thanks guys.

11/16/2019 8:21:29 PM antarantanka Cereal not serial?

11/16/2019 8:21:54 PM aetherwalker1 Every photo of Prince Andrew I see, I think: pic.twitter.com/VYs4vLaaEJ

11/16/2019 8:22:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly PIZZA???

Prince Andrew says he was at Pizza Express in Woking on night he allegedly had sex with Epstein ‘sex slave’ 

#Pizzagate https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10360234/prince-andrew-epstein-interview-virginia-roberts/ …

11/16/2019 8:23:00 PM jrocktigers Yep. And those bastards get 98% pure kilos for their personal use.

11/16/2019 8:24:44 PM lordconcave Cereal and serial have a connection.

11/16/2019 8:25:38 PM kylemmurdock What do you base this on? Seriously, all we have been given for 3 years is a bunch of unfulfilled promises. It reminds me of the soap operas that never 

get anywhere and promise satisfaction only to leave you hanging until the next episode...where more empty promises are given.

11/16/2019 8:30:34 PM doubler729 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will Fisagate be released to the public before end of this hearing or before this Thanksgiving?

11/16/2019 8:31:59 PM raisethevib369 Biden's corn pop? 😂😐

11/16/2019 8:36:36 PM antarantanka The Corn pop story was just Biden being a racist!  Not once has Trump ever said anything like that!

11/16/2019 8:37:25 PM andretort Mainstream media is covering for more than just Prince Andrew... pic.twitter.com/yl8fKKWZYO

11/16/2019 8:38:28 PM citizencitizenc Another dog reference...

11/16/2019 8:40:59 PM andretort Yep. Please see my pinned tweet. Sourced, verifiable Clinton links to pedophiles.

11/16/2019 8:41:02 PM momislazy11 ...serial...?

11/16/2019 8:48:40 PM saphyre74q Demons don’t have hearts

11/16/2019 8:51:34 PM citizencitizenc Hitler treatment... Epstein spirited away to South America?

11/16/2019 8:52:40 PM _elraes Lack of empathy is a psychopath hallmark.  It's par the course of membership in the luciferian cult. No conscience,  no soul,  totally enslaved.

11/16/2019 8:53:05 PM realbungalowmo Sick pedo

11/16/2019 8:53:46 PM q_isee His pride wont let him feel sympathy the very thing he is responsible for hurting, that means taking responsibility. Hes a sick pedo and needs to be 

locked up forever or more.

11/16/2019 8:54:57 PM raisethevib369 Im aware. Biden is just an idiot. I was just making a joke.😂

11/16/2019 9:08:14 PM savethekids17 He’s a liar

11/16/2019 9:09:41 PM miss_ampie Just a joke. Use your brian. 😘

11/16/2019 9:13:50 PM nerianne1 The only empathy he feels is for himself.

11/16/2019 9:41:01 PM neecieh6111 Serial, Cereal, Surreal?

11/16/2019 9:48:17 PM jrocktigers What a spoiled sack of shizzit.

11/16/2019 9:49:57 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/g90rfmHGfi

11/16/2019 9:50:24 PM carolin15161363 He is evil

11/16/2019 9:53:49 PM queen_triton Makes me think Red and her BFF Diana know a lil something.  Just a thought

11/16/2019 9:54:40 PM queen_khalifia Smile now. Cry later.

11/16/2019 9:55:20 PM riedeckssculpt His PR team should be fired. He wasn’t even trying. They clearly thought too much of him and not enough of the public. Nobody actually believed him. 

Come on now.

11/16/2019 10:03:22 PM toffer_anon_369 Hey MJ12, You guys often reference Stargate SG-1.  What about SG-U and SG-Atlantis

11/16/2019 10:09:54 PM pillhard Probably this too. pic.twitter.com/sTM6FRwwxF

11/16/2019 10:21:56 PM jeparker9 🙌🙌🙌

11/16/2019 10:25:36 PM matt24688 There is nothing princely about this vermin #PrinceAndrew

11/16/2019 10:27:09 PM foxes9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 PA is one of many who Created these victims he doesn’t mind at all that they had their young’s minds seriously Ultra-ed! In my 

opinion they would have been better off to not survived 😒 it’s a terrible thing to say but it’s a terrible thing #WWG1WGA🇺🇸🤛🏻🙏❤️ 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195919268640153600 …

11/16/2019 10:34:01 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/DlYGV0JBI7

11/16/2019 11:27:09 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/69BsZZeNPN

11/16/2019 11:52:52 PM adsvel 😊👍 pic.twitter.com/upm71zvx2W

11/17/2019 12:05:02 AM adsvel Darth vader sight (Shiff) lord.😂😂😂🤡 pic.twitter.com/2rgdrMHvwL

11/17/2019 12:09:20 AM sunnysideluna How what when where? 😯

11/17/2019 12:12:36 AM 02joshuaradwan 🙏🏽💚🙏🏽

11/17/2019 12:14:41 AM adsvel "The royal regrets visiting the paedo in NYC in December 2010 and said he went to end his friendship – when the infamous photo was snapped"

Oh yes! And slept with few more girls to end this  friendship!😂😂😂🤡 pic.twitter.com/gIPVuRHplT

11/17/2019 12:21:19 AM adsvel Cereal pedophile is synonym of Corny and also would be Horny... pic.twitter.com/UdRi1TWn4Y

11/17/2019 1:01:29 AM lycanthropical Zero empathy? Now what kind of person does that describe?

11/17/2019 1:19:34 AM blackjackpupil  pic.twitter.com/Yze0BGGy1t

11/17/2019 1:26:33 AM theagenda6 People who ARE able 2empathise are the good in society. people who lack empathy r  the threat. This doesn’t surprise me one bit as anyone who is 

good,doesn’t have Pedo friends- that’s where the focus of this interview should have been. WHY, dear PA was indeed friends with a Pedo

11/17/2019 1:41:23 AM synackstatic Kellogg family relationship with royals?

11/17/2019 1:42:01 AM synackstatic  http://newsroom.kelloggcompany.com/2018-05-07-Kelloggs-R-Creates-One-Of-A-Kind-Breakfast-Fit-For-Royalty …

11/17/2019 1:42:43 AM w_ewere I hope that is the start of the things that slam on him. When I look at these deceitful faces, it makes me angry.  Holding an upright fork in front of their 

pictures calms my soul. Rule of Law suffers no "special" treatment for ANY criminal-or there is NO Rule of Law AT ALL.

11/17/2019 1:43:20 AM synackstatic What is a  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Warrant_of_Appointment_(United_Kingdom) …

11/17/2019 1:44:20 AM synackstatic Lol this is too much. Kellogg holds a royal warrant to supply the royal family. I wonder what type of "cereal" gets delivered.

11/17/2019 2:09:46 AM torick2018 Cant be empathetic when you are guilty!!!

11/17/2019 2:40:55 AM richardjdouglas Chitwood Thrill Show on the Volga.

11/17/2019 2:43:47 AM skarwwyd “Paedo”

11/17/2019 2:47:59 AM w_ewere Dear Brilliant Friends at Majestic 12! You mean "serial" right? Or pun intended to refer to Corn Flakes/Coco Pops?

11/17/2019 3:07:26 AM karma4event201 Cereal Pedophile 

CP

Child porn ?



11/17/2019 3:28:40 AM 5pace8oy1 What a FN liar

11/17/2019 3:29:33 AM covertress 335

11/17/2019 4:11:55 AM natureinspace That's why they both left. They didn't want any part of what was going on.

11/17/2019 4:16:59 AM dark2light2019 “Friendship with” HE is a pedophile himself! #PrincePedophile

11/17/2019 4:25:48 AM sweetg8824tammy He is a reptilian.....no emotions at all.

11/17/2019 4:39:43 AM teeunited3 #PatriotsUnited #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow #DarkToLIGHT #Trump2020 #WWG1WWA #TheGreatAwakening #SundayMotivation #WakeUp 

#ResearchForTruth #FactsMatter #ClearFlynnNow @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @JamesOKeefeIII @GenFlynn 

@Jim_Jordan @DevinNunes pic.twitter.com/pz4s7H62OC

11/17/2019 4:44:47 AM tomtomwhar "The Prince emphatically denies..sexual contact...with Virginia Roberts" 1st

"No recollection of meeting this lady" 2nd

Seemed to know who she was back in Aug.

For that matter I have no recollection of meeting my mother😏 but I've KNOWN her for years.

Playing with language!

11/17/2019 4:58:40 AM tappy_95 Yeah that’s what AFK means

11/17/2019 5:18:14 AM okcrebel  pic.twitter.com/cTXb1zDrC7

11/17/2019 5:19:09 AM okcrebel  pic.twitter.com/bkgE7enNQo

11/17/2019 5:24:06 AM synackstatic Or is it post? post kraft heinz...

11/17/2019 5:59:06 AM karma4event201 All of that Swamp Swimming puts him in a great position to pull the plug on the Swamp. Let's hope he was flipped &/or set free from Swamp and now 

wearing a White Hat

11/17/2019 6:07:29 AM annemarievtw Nobody knows exactly when; they say we are co-creating our future: The more people start to awaken, the sooner the mass consciousness will create 

a positive timeline = a future for humanity on Earth in 4D/5D; people who refuse to ascend will die & reincarnate on another 3D planet

11/17/2019 6:18:27 AM raalphjoones2  pic.twitter.com/5BvpG5KcRY

11/17/2019 6:27:44 AM dironablu2u Well if you can exploit the labor force, exploiting children is just a hop, skip, and a jump away...

#RichLivesMatter

11/17/2019 6:38:11 AM laurabusse Cereal

Grain

Corn

Corn ready for harvest

Get ready

Watch out

💥

11/17/2019 6:38:32 AM cyranose 🦎

11/17/2019 6:42:08 AM laurabusse I miss

Special K

Rice Krispies

Sugar smacks

Corn pops

Corn flakes

Shredded wheat

Raisin Bran
11/17/2019 6:44:58 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1196076498156961794 …

11/17/2019 6:45:21 AM shocka007 He is entitled to Innocent until proven guilty in a court of LAW.

There was talk of an impersonator going around pretending to be him. Back then.. Blackmail .. ??

11/17/2019 6:45:38 AM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/Tiff_FitzHenry/status/1196075210207879171 …

11/17/2019 6:57:41 AM nard28020614 or maybe he should be slammed about the poor attempt at lying that has him obviously guilty, and obviously worth EXILING

11/17/2019 7:10:52 AM tay14743502 Liar liar pants on fire.

11/17/2019 7:15:02 AM misstea144 And the winner is PSYCHOPATHE!!!

11/17/2019 7:21:13 AM monna01306508  https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/walt-disneys-first-princess-was-spunky-four-year-old-1-180967392/ … Is this for real? Check out his 

other silent movies with her.

11/17/2019 7:21:19 AM jamiegrahamusa We have videos. Idiot.

11/17/2019 7:30:54 AM hawkgirlinmn He eats them for breakfast? Ritual? 😡

11/17/2019 7:35:20 AM twatterfed Royals aren't raised to have empathy. They’re raised to believe that they’re the closest to God, the chosen ones & attend schools that teach ’em that 

they’re above the ppl🤣. Trendsetters, fashion icons, have all the wealth. etc.

Everything in the UK belongs to the Royals.

11/17/2019 7:48:21 AM oliheck He hasn’t had as much sex with Virginia as Bill „had no sexual relationship with that woman“ Monica. 🤔

11/17/2019 8:51:07 AM jettylee1 I used to have hope but it’s fading fast. We’re not winning anything. Impeachment, voter fraud, Democrats murder, cheat, steal and assault us with 

impunity. We’re censored and threatened. I’m tired.

11/17/2019 9:06:04 AM wink5811 Why have Epstein’s girls not written a tell all book and expose everything and everyone then become millionaires?

11/17/2019 9:44:10 AM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @v_rags @Keith369me @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoveBling6 @rawphonegirl

11/17/2019 9:59:00 AM plantbasek1 Oh. And here I was thinking the Royal felt empathy. What was I thinking

11/17/2019 10:03:06 AM plantbasek1 Wrong. He did a great job. it was all staged. He is a good actor

11/17/2019 10:09:26 AM plantbasek1 Im under the impression the masses were expecting them to feel empathy?

11/17/2019 10:30:13 AM turboxyde If you find yourself lost in wonderland, remember, the Vorpal sword slays the Jabberwocky!

Light & Sound are powerful gifts of Creation for those that remember.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

@nea_storm

@covertress pic.twitter.com/UqMw1gDjyV
11/17/2019 10:45:47 AM johnquindell In the Black Mirror episode, "The Entire History if You," a character jokes that he is a "cereal monogamist" because he is "faithful to his cornflakes. " 

The episode is about an eye-implant technology that records all experience, which can be played back at the wearer's will.

11/17/2019 11:01:08 AM nea_storm Love You Gina and Your Magnificent Work! pic.twitter.com/Dt41qYTfZG

11/17/2019 11:01:36 AM rawphonegirl Our stargate?

11/17/2019 11:05:03 AM aprilbrown99 Sure appears that way. 💥💥💥 we have been taught the sun was hot, yet another lie.  Perhaps it is more energetic force with quantum magnetism? 

Just guessing here.  🤷♀️

11/17/2019 11:11:48 AM nea_storm Hot is relative ..... Accelerate one's energetic frequency one may become invisible, create force fields, project force fields, Portal, Phase etc., etc., 

Courtesy Star Trek Discovery Talos IV Illusions:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=83JKK61kKMc … pic.twitter.com/LF6vIyxfgs



11/17/2019 11:12:57 AM aprilbrown99 Vile Reptile pic.twitter.com/4W3WuwaJWT

11/17/2019 11:13:24 AM mgray72531386 Kellogg’s own Cereal.  Is he tied into these companies?  Oh look, PepsiCo!  Obama’s champion.                                                

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/company-insights/081716/top-8-companies-owned-kelloggs-k.asp …  

https://www.kiplinger.com/slideshow/investing/T052-S001-america-s-most-popular-breakfast-cereals-stocks/index.html …

11/17/2019 11:18:51 AM rawphonegirl Makes me think about this video I saw a while back, I'm not even sure how I came upon it: https://youtu.be/kgmanZphjyA 

11/17/2019 11:19:21 AM aprilbrown99 Amazing! I almost purchased Season 1 the other day. Now I know I have to see it. Thank you for reconfirming.  🔥🔥🔥

11/17/2019 11:21:51 AM aprilbrown99 This looks good. I will watch this later. Who needs tel a vison when there are so many more important things to see. 🥰🥰🥰

11/17/2019 11:22:55 AM turboxyde A quick dip into the mind of a parasite who feeds on others might give you this impression (GIF) but; the problem is, they don't have power anymore 

because WE ARE AWARE.

With that awareness we bridge space/time with our consciousness to observe their entropic cascade failure. pic.twitter.com/XphtzA99Xy

11/17/2019 11:33:44 AM roublisa You wil LOVE it 🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/EprF2BPa4y

11/17/2019 11:37:34 AM rawphonegirl I'm working my way through Next Generation rn, from the first Q to last watched season 1 episode 5 especially = 🤯

11/17/2019 11:54:36 AM seeker229 Major sacrifice here for the Bridge in San Fran here. Can confirm these people are sick!

11/17/2019 12:01:43 PM v_rags Star Trek Next generation? If so you are In for a treat!

11/17/2019 12:11:53 PM rawphonegirl Yes! Loving it so far! It's amazing how messages/disclosures are everywhere once our frequency shifts- both beautiful/ mindblowing to explore and 

negative/evil to armor against! So grateful for this adventure called "life"!!!

11/17/2019 12:13:21 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/JCrVAxFQqw

11/17/2019 12:14:07 PM v_rags Yes and you just have to Love Q!  What till you see the other adventures of Q and Data. Especially Data. His quest to be more Human is very 

enlightening.

11/17/2019 12:17:37 PM vitalendurance ...because a psychopath doesn't have ANY empathy. What he was able to muster was only an act.

11/17/2019 1:02:28 PM gingerbanana2 Hey Q Fam!  Some interesting info on Project Looking Glass I came across on YouTube that is worth the watch!       @martingeddes @prayingmedic 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cordicon @Jordan_Sather_ https://youtu.be/ENAv5kjebt0 

11/17/2019 1:15:07 PM tenn_rich Yeah, like Captain Crunch then?

11/17/2019 1:15:12 PM landilamb Disgusting

11/17/2019 1:45:18 PM brandy_mancari Very nice interesting! Thank you!

11/17/2019 1:51:09 PM chew_soap Where’s the soul on that guy

11/17/2019 1:53:38 PM allahuniversal Likely bought & sold before adulthood

11/17/2019 1:54:06 PM chew_soap :( or in the womb

11/17/2019 2:00:02 PM allahuniversal Checks out pic.twitter.com/kueGX60Fwi

11/17/2019 2:00:48 PM allahuniversal Or even before ☹️

11/17/2019 2:01:52 PM _truth_warrior_ Are you aware of this? https://www.alliesofhumanity.org/ 

11/17/2019 2:02:57 PM chew_soap Do you know what the difference between the three versions are?

11/17/2019 2:05:17 PM allahuniversal Yes, and I like to see related results as well pic.twitter.com/AcqL2GojV8

11/17/2019 3:12:07 PM sterkinglights1 Nope that would be journalism. Can't have that psyop only folks.

11/17/2019 3:15:44 PM sterkinglights1 It depends what the definition of remembers IS.

11/17/2019 3:16:21 PM sterkinglights1 That's a lawyer talking.

11/17/2019 3:18:15 PM kindeandtrue How did you divine that, O Majestic? Through a trail of crumbs left by a Q?

11/17/2019 3:32:25 PM citizencitizenc He said that he was not with that lady on that particular night because he was at pizza express with his daughter. No, I'm not kidding, that's exactly 

what he said.

11/17/2019 3:37:53 PM anonpatriotccj You suck as a human. We should all feel empathy! FU

11/17/2019 3:41:00 PM anonpatriotccj We have all seen the photos!

11/17/2019 4:09:04 PM johnfhood1 Good thread. I believe the energy here will expand as more people wake up to The Great Spirtual Awakening.

11/17/2019 4:13:40 PM heidi_grunwald Good.  Pizza is pedophile code, if he was eating pizza my friends....THAT AINT GOOD!!;

11/17/2019 4:17:52 PM carmindabrendel That’s the plan 🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/17/2019 4:45:56 PM johnfhood1 “I have no right to call myself one who knows. I was one who seeks, and I still am, but I no longer seek in the stars or in books; I’m beginning to hear 

the teachings of my blood pulsing within me. 

~Hermann Hesse

11/17/2019 4:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is why they are called the Very Fake News. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1196226513198354432 …

11/17/2019 4:49:37 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/tXz79kiRTT

11/17/2019 4:49:51 PM chew_soap Tabloids for intellectual oriented

11/17/2019 4:50:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 "We only pander to minorities to get them to vote for our disastrous policies and Globalist agenda." (We corrected your typo.) 

https://twitter.com/peterdaou/status/1196200665271427072 …

11/17/2019 4:51:28 PM cryptogamer11 @TheDukeOfYork u r a fu(king liar. #SlavesNoMore

11/17/2019 4:51:59 PM tammyredmond Cereal as in Corn Pop???

11/17/2019 4:52:12 PM altimitwill How much time do you think the Dems have left?

11/17/2019 4:56:53 PM hambrickro 🙄 Clinton and Kerry advisor 🙄

11/17/2019 5:01:10 PM sdane8 🤣🤣🤣

11/17/2019 5:04:44 PM blynn1lynn SHOCKING that the leader of the free world would not clear his busy schedule for two weeks to watch the "Sedition Circus" and provide play-by-play 

commentary to "Treason TV"... all while the Legislature has called in 'slick'.  @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr

11/17/2019 5:06:31 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/v0oMZ8TEMQ

11/17/2019 5:16:23 PM richard07759712 Snap his pencil pt.

11/17/2019 5:17:35 PM steveakridge Simply a group of Marxist wanting to subvert the US Constitution and our way of life!!!

I think we’re much better off since DJT became the POTUS.  He’s making tremendous progress in spite of the deranged Left’s pursuit of a fake 

impeachment!!!!!!

11/17/2019 5:48:48 PM mongrelglory Me too!  All the lies and BS being spouted in the media is becoming very tedious to listen to. 😒

11/17/2019 5:51:55 PM jvan125 It’s almost like we are being BAITED into taking it to the streets. You can feel the tension even here on Twitter with MAGA patriots at the end of their 

rope. Not to mention we still have to live thru the aftermath of the arrests and the turmoil that comes with those...sigh. 😕🙏🏻 

pic.twitter.com/qmwEiBedPr

11/17/2019 5:56:44 PM darktolightjedi These days we only pander to illegal aliens who aren't allowed to vote.

11/17/2019 5:58:22 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/17/2019 6:01:33 PM mongrelglory I was kinda hoping I could avoid the pepper-spray and tear-gas experience...😏

11/17/2019 6:09:22 PM jvan125 #MeToo 🥴🤦🏼♀️

11/17/2019 6:15:15 PM phreatomagnetic Make you wonder if the whole point of Q is to bring us to a simmer while acting as a safety valve to prevent boil over.

11/17/2019 6:26:53 PM keith369me Breakfast is the start of the day and Cereal is signifying the very beginning of these Disclosures?

11/17/2019 6:27:43 PM keith369me Cereal starts the cycle (day)

11/17/2019 6:29:21 PM keith369me Make matrix sh-t up because truth means 💡 💡 💡

11/17/2019 6:30:26 PM keith369me Kind of stopped listening intently...an occasional ear to the ugly sounds

11/17/2019 6:31:52 PM keith369me The game is over...minorities are breaking free at a faster rate than non-minorities

11/17/2019 6:42:17 PM michael81972 I know this has nothing to do with this thread but I was wondering if you can say what metal was the cause of the 2.1 million # of chicken recall...Sure 

been a lot of crazyness at chicken reataurants this month...Reports doesnt say what metal was found..thx

11/17/2019 6:46:54 PM gameplaysav @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello How to contact



11/17/2019 6:51:42 PM melbourne_3000 Typist error

#Bless 😇

11/17/2019 7:32:42 PM brown_eyedladyj @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you say?  https://twitter.com/Midnigh77653086/status/1196267189222940672 …

11/17/2019 7:49:00 PM tommytornado5 Always a master, and an apprentice, there is.

11/17/2019 8:03:25 PM freestateojones Sooo.

11/17/2019 8:06:22 PM evangelineland Fruit Loops

11/17/2019 8:14:54 PM wallyayottejr You changed your typo? No longer about the youth?

11/17/2019 8:17:15 PM kevinpaz822 #MondayMorning

11/17/2019 8:21:05 PM misswitchie Yes my child

11/17/2019 8:21:17 PM allahuniversal Nice how that YT link dissolved into the memory hole

11/17/2019 8:31:38 PM stacyhammerle As a child, I was actually within 30 ft of Andrew, Elizabeth, Anne & Queen Mum , while on holiday.  They were en route from Windsor to Ascot.  In 

hindsight, rather scary!!

11/17/2019 9:10:39 PM sterkinglights1 Is the femin virus real? Memes like it.

11/17/2019 9:29:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rush To Impeach Prior to IG Report

FISA Brings Down The House

FISA > Pedogate > Missing Trillions > Space Disclosure

Enjoy The Show... https://twitter.com/SpeakerPelosi/status/1196125167837159424 …

11/17/2019 9:31:13 PM grrroverrrtje Can't wait. 😀🍿

11/17/2019 9:31:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 12.21.2019

Majestic Date

Timeline Will Intersect

11/17/2019 9:32:05 PM freestateojones Christmas Declas?

11/17/2019 9:32:20 PM jvan125 What can we expect? Can you share? Pretty please? 😁😉😆

11/17/2019 9:32:34 PM zero_kool_aid Are you saying what I think you are saying?? Tick Tock

11/17/2019 9:32:42 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/j4V6ZeKEmf

11/17/2019 9:32:52 PM s0urc3rss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you guys have any inspiration for us? I miss the old days of teachings to BE well and happy. The thread recommending audio 

recordings of reprogram was the best. Working well. Love to you all.

11/17/2019 9:32:57 PM allahuniversal Signs have been pointing in that direction

11/17/2019 9:33:10 PM michael81972 My sons bday👍🏻

11/17/2019 9:33:22 PM aprilbrown99 ? pic.twitter.com/STuuxKEs0b

11/17/2019 9:34:02 PM aprilbrown99 MirrorrorroM date?

11/17/2019 9:34:02 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/pEjURFnhRn

11/17/2019 9:34:59 PM juliebee369 My daughter’s birthday too!

11/17/2019 9:35:34 PM lib7473 👍💚🌈😇

11/17/2019 9:37:33 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/SpEOYuwcXE

11/17/2019 9:38:24 PM nictylr Remember the 21st of December. https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-

human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

11/17/2019 9:38:47 PM zaraawakened  pic.twitter.com/8fZ3zwGlR7

11/17/2019 9:39:23 PM memewhatyousay My sons birthday too!

11/17/2019 9:40:25 PM nm_zsr 3 3 3

11/17/2019 9:41:40 PM corinnebackman Assassination?

11/17/2019 9:41:46 PM michael81972 JA testify,  SRich who changed the timeline gets justice?

11/17/2019 9:43:55 PM identityasxy whatever happened to 11/11 big event ?

i realize things have to be fluid with uncertain superceding, intervening circumstances, but why the predicted date if it can't be relied upon?

MAGA and KAG

11/17/2019 9:45:36 PM amethystnancy D's & MSM constantly bleating "racism", "white supremacy" doesn't seem to be working.

**Other minority voters (60%) believe even more strongly than whites (51%) and blacks (53%) that most reporters are trying to help impeach 

Trump.** https://twitter.com/Rasmussen_Poll/status/1195453107972521985 …

11/17/2019 9:46:35 PM graciablauw Nancy ::: Enough.🖤🌓💛

11/17/2019 9:47:15 PM hollywdharriet Comedy relief

11/17/2019 9:47:19 PM peterluisvenero End of THEIR world. 😎

11/17/2019 9:48:24 PM justicetruthwa2 Space disclosure with FISA declass? Interesting seed there

11/17/2019 9:49:29 PM fktvis Is 2012 seven years late?

11/17/2019 9:50:34 PM peterluisvenero  https://youtu.be/GxliVJCWI80 

11/17/2019 9:58:00 PM galadri09060100 Anything we need to focus on that day?

11/17/2019 10:02:24 PM realnews_source Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of the 

CIA's MAJESTIC operations […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

11/17/2019 10:09:55 PM peterluisvenero 333.

11/17/2019 10:14:02 PM siriusbshaman Nobody knows the day nor the hour. Not even Q or Jesus Christ. Only GOD knows.

11/17/2019 10:17:20 PM jones_tobious That for the Retun of Christ. I believe this is some else. Besides we have yet to enter the Tribulation or the Great Tribulation.

11/17/2019 10:17:51 PM w_ewere As one of those "ardent supporters" (of Trump), Pelosi will NEVER speak on my behalf, she isn't even competent to uphold Rule of Law or her Oath as 

Speaker and has been a party to Treason. Who shared the text with the lay person posing as a "witness"=Schiff about to hit a fan!

11/17/2019 10:20:01 PM w_ewere Project Looking Glass related?

11/17/2019 10:24:27 PM truth_pioneer Good One!!

11/17/2019 10:27:51 PM melissagouin1  pic.twitter.com/a1Zm0b3mY6

11/17/2019 10:29:20 PM navalinfantry Winter Solstice.....

11/17/2019 10:41:51 PM exactitude_ Stop, you're a false prophet

11/17/2019 10:50:20 PM wearywar That's the thing about prophets it's usually pretty easy to check their credentials. I guess 21Dec is the day of the test. Still what does timelines 

intersecting actually result in? That might be too easy to explain away...

11/17/2019 10:59:36 PM luverley He is a dam paedo. There were always orgies and sex going on with kids. There's many more islands if people want to know

11/17/2019 11:04:31 PM houston08224729 “Video Unavailable”??

I wonder why

11/17/2019 11:08:34 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/umyXVQUMw4

11/17/2019 11:08:37 PM exactitude_ Concur, false timelines sell belief. Seriously, are you doing this to gain followers?

11/17/2019 11:10:04 PM lbf777 Another date where nothing will happen?

11/17/2019 11:10:14 PM bubblesburster Reptilians do not know how to love or show empathy....so.....🤷♀️

11/17/2019 11:13:11 PM covertress I couldn't ask for a nicer birthday present! 🎁

Thank you, Majestic 12! 😘



11/17/2019 11:30:15 PM johndav48148088 I don't think Pelosi gets it.

People see through her and Schiff's lies.

DEMOCRATS ARE HURTING

themselves.

11/17/2019 11:35:46 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/d43f1p2ETp

11/17/2019 11:36:27 PM the_fjalar NOW you’re talking.

11/17/2019 11:48:04 PM lightlove21121 Mirror that 🙏🏽

11/17/2019 11:50:39 PM mc_cloven 7 years into aquarious, but how would you know if Nobody could see past 2012?

11/17/2019 11:54:37 PM 11111christian I agree.  And happy birthday xxx

11/17/2019 11:57:04 PM covertress Comphy pic.twitter.com/ZdXiwEmndr

11/18/2019 12:01:08 AM jameskubeck I’ve been thinking about that date often

11/18/2019 12:14:05 AM oo1o110 No. We've been through 7 years of tribulation.

11/18/2019 12:16:25 AM oo1o110 It wasnt a date. It was an IP.

11/18/2019 12:24:36 AM waterheals I think that's Febuary

11/18/2019 12:29:27 AM nanfran5 Look at Rabbi Kahn's new book The Oracle...chapter 9!

11/18/2019 12:29:42 AM melbourne_3000 #BringItOn 😇

11/18/2019 12:30:19 AM janewmason We're not a Democracy ..

WE'RE   A    R E P U B L I C 🇺🇸

11/18/2019 12:31:30 AM cindylee81 What is the tribulations? What signs would that be?

11/18/2019 12:32:05 AM cindylee81 What do you mean by 333?

11/18/2019 12:32:40 AM melbourne_3000 #PatriotsInControl All is well - #ThankQ😎

11/18/2019 12:34:17 AM cindylee81 Can you please explain what you mean by this? Not sure what it means that time will intercept? It’s very hard to interpret your tweets.

Thank you

11/18/2019 12:34:49 AM cindylee81 Winter solstice perhaps?

11/18/2019 12:39:32 AM jones_tobious After Worwood hits, mentioned in Revelation 8 and after. Read about the scrolls and viles.

11/18/2019 12:42:17 AM tiforyearsnow Winter Solstice. Very interesting

11/18/2019 12:48:23 AM theappraizer Uhh I’m pretty troubled

11/18/2019 12:49:11 AM theappraizer 12/21/2019

3/3/3

11/18/2019 12:57:37 AM fj9311 👏👏👏👏

11/18/2019 12:57:49 AM morety76 Ditto

11/18/2019 1:03:30 AM peterluisvenero Each set of numbers reduces to a 3. Numerology. 🤠

11/18/2019 1:08:37 AM peterluisvenero 3+3+3 = 9. Out with the old, in with the new. End of their world. (I think). pic.twitter.com/ulDGWWj4Dd

11/18/2019 1:21:32 AM slavenomore2 Will you guys be ready for the transition on 12/26/19

11/18/2019 1:25:43 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/4QVnl7Xwwl

11/18/2019 1:29:36 AM aspennmax64_l "By the Book" on YouTube 

Video of Q posts (from 11 11)... telling us who Q is.

I cried.❤️😢

Its John and Carolyn!

11/18/2019 2:03:11 AM illuminatedsuns But clinton, biden, buttigig, harris, warren, sanders etc etc could handle the office of the president so much better? No. Trump is transparent. Trump is 

rooting out the corruption and crony capitalism. This is why they want him out. They are threatened. We will win.

11/18/2019 2:03:52 AM illuminatedsuns He is not alone in this fight. Justice.

11/18/2019 2:35:40 AM yvonnestaples4 Big trouble waits for you Nancy and those of your ilk. Who is it that you are prayerful to?!

Rev. 21:8 ...... etc. and ALL LIARS shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second death. Almighty God Wins. 

Amen.

11/18/2019 2:52:39 AM stevenfontain14 I can't even listen to this witch

11/18/2019 2:54:09 AM 313looper I keep seeing 12:21 , 12:12 , 21:21 , 21:12 ...! 👀

11/18/2019 2:55:07 AM love_usa56 Liar

11/18/2019 2:55:11 AM _greenlion_ you mean 21.12.2019 ?? haha

11/18/2019 2:58:40 AM mtr_epicwin77 These people have reached an altogether new level of projection.

11/18/2019 2:59:40 AM subversion_ops That was 2012

11/18/2019 3:08:27 AM know_when_2fold we are a republic not a democracy

11/18/2019 3:19:12 AM anitakingsbauer Do tell...what transition?

11/18/2019 3:30:01 AM anitakingsbauer Then what happens?

11/18/2019 3:32:16 AM ka1_e1_ Yooo, that's crazy bc I had just saw this comment on YT vid I was watching... pic.twitter.com/eHhUd82FCI

11/18/2019 3:35:49 AM boy12_jimmy Happy Birthday! pic.twitter.com/zlt6rT7sYr

11/18/2019 3:38:27 AM eman1292 Oh shit. Thats probably why looking glass stopped at 2012. 🤯 aren't there supposed to be like 8 years of it?

11/18/2019 3:42:16 AM ccal1331 The end of the world as we know it. Then a rebirth.

11/18/2019 3:57:39 AM richard07759712 Flushing the last of their ammunition out >> Eve if the IGR

11/18/2019 4:02:55 AM keith369me Most interesting tweet here in quite some time. Looking forward to the 333 day! Will it be as Majestic as 11.11.2018?

11/18/2019 4:03:23 AM trumppallooza Solstice

11/18/2019 4:04:03 AM wilzmcgee I thought all the time lines converged already?

11/18/2019 4:05:31 AM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1196398811536510977?s=19 …

11/18/2019 4:12:52 AM onlyafool1 Is she on something?

11/18/2019 4:31:40 AM mongrelglory 90 proof.

11/18/2019 4:35:05 AM mongrelglory For sure!

11/18/2019 4:35:27 AM ch3no2_chick76 Thats my birthday!  Yay! 😬

11/18/2019 4:37:19 AM bbobbio71 Winter Solstice,  dark to light!

11/18/2019 4:38:20 AM crypt0_keep3r He has it all FISA works both ways.

11/18/2019 4:39:23 AM godchosetrump77 Interesting that it's the same date as that special Executive Order our wonderful President Trump wrote to seize the a$$ets of all the disgusting 

criminals guilty of corruption or trafficking against Humanity.

11/18/2019 4:41:27 AM godchosetrump77 Time is not what we've been programmed to understand.

11/18/2019 4:44:16 AM bbobbio71 Also 3/3/3 The beginning?

11/18/2019 4:45:27 AM mongrelglory It serves a number of purposes I believe.  Sigcoms as well as awakening the masses at a grass-roots level to prepare them for arrests/indictments.

11/18/2019 4:54:44 AM cindylee81 Thanks Peter! You have been most helpful. I just watch the video, and it’s making sense now. Btw, I have always loved Carrie s videos. I have been 

watching her for years.

11/18/2019 4:56:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Winter Solstice is that day as well.

11/18/2019 5:00:16 AM lightlove21121 And many other things are too 😏



11/18/2019 5:03:44 AM hawkgirlinmn Considering the mirror to winter solstice which is summer solstice was 6/21/2019, a majestic date as well, means something to me. I just need to find 

time to research why. What happened that day?

11/18/2019 5:06:56 AM lightlove21121 Check the Mayan calendar too 🙏🏽

11/18/2019 5:09:24 AM aurorasreality So fake!!! Check out the photos from the play book on making it fake. https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1196404821881847808?s=19 …

11/18/2019 5:11:56 AM peterluisvenero My pleasure, Cindylee, and ditto re Carrie! I love her work.

11/18/2019 5:12:59 AM burgersandra Love this - "evolution of consciousness...learning the truth ...about this massive dam of lies that has been built...."

11/18/2019 5:13:24 AM mongrelglory I hope Curious George gets his tail back... 😜

11/18/2019 5:14:54 AM raalphjoones2 Please expound

11/18/2019 5:18:20 AM hawkgirlinmn Project Looking glass..think mirror. Makes sense. Will share with those awakening. Thanks.

11/18/2019 5:28:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Despiration wreaks.

This is what PANIC looks like.

This is PAIN.

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1196192539356942338 …

11/18/2019 5:31:11 AM jeffcordell6 Truth front and center..

11/18/2019 5:31:12 AM fansblowing3 Axios should change their name to the National Equirer

11/18/2019 5:32:02 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/HD9FPhiJ1E

11/18/2019 5:32:53 AM jeffcordell6 Bingo!!

11/18/2019 5:33:10 AM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/yU2QA7Exes

11/18/2019 5:33:58 AM nurseniceyes Gregorian calendar was changed to the Julian calendar. It took 6 years. It took a year to implement throughout the empire.

11/18/2019 5:34:57 AM eskeljoyce Wacky Nancy

11/18/2019 5:35:10 AM michael81972 Did the C_IA take out a duly elected President(Nixon) and we are watching a repeat movie with a “Different” ending...

11/18/2019 5:35:14 AM nurseniceyes The looking glass just stopped working, but it was only offline for several weeks. It works now.

11/18/2019 5:35:42 AM ursula_1111 It’s really a SCHITT show... pic.twitter.com/AYF4vZOjZk

11/18/2019 5:37:14 AM turboxyde We control the grid and today is the [322] day of the year. pic.twitter.com/MHFArxGyEA

11/18/2019 5:37:21 AM fansblowing3 How does pedogate disclosure lead to the missing trillions?  🧐 The pedos were making money by human trafficking, etc., and pocketing the money.  

Is Julian Assange coming back into the picture?  Flynn testimony?

11/18/2019 5:37:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 McCarthy Sends Letter To ABC Demanding Information On Killed Epstein Story | The Daily Caller https://dailycaller.com/2019/11/17/kevin-mccarthy-

letter-abc-jeffrey-epstein/ …

11/18/2019 5:38:00 AM fansblowing3 3 3 and also 3

11/18/2019 5:38:00 AM nurseniceyes Question ? I saw them intersect but then pull apart again several hours later. The ancient ones are still in both timelines. This isn't a good enough edit.

11/18/2019 5:38:47 AM eskeljoyce What a joke! The only imposter is the entire Democratic Party and the entire media! You don’t fool us Nancy.  Lies,lies and more lies. Just stop.

11/18/2019 5:39:39 AM evilone6 Is it me? Pelosi always looks different !

11/18/2019 5:42:28 AM fansblowing3 House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy, Republican of California.

11/18/2019 5:44:25 AM fansblowing3 Buckingham Palace threatened ABC News?  Whom at Buckingham Palace?  Prince Andrew?  The Queen?

11/18/2019 5:45:04 AM jmichaelbraiden So did I

11/18/2019 5:45:07 AM 313looper Hello , MJ12.

Coup in America and then possibly start of a Coup in Iran !

Related !? 

DS losing power in their major sites and using their last ammunitions !? 

Is it going to be their final attempt!?

Such a messy week we just had ! 😳
11/18/2019 5:45:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who said there were only 2?

11/18/2019 5:45:35 AM rsm28675996 Perfect bday present. This or the asteroid. Im cool either way

11/18/2019 5:45:54 AM rsm28675996 You too?

11/18/2019 5:46:37 AM shieldbyfaith Listen to talks by Geoff Shepard or read his book, “The Real Watergate Scandal”. He retrieved notes and documents from the special counsel 

investigating Nixon. The Mueller investigation was supposed to be  Watergate 2.0.

11/18/2019 5:48:11 AM yustein This looks very much like computer generated... unless they had one of those 5 hour Hollywood style makeup sessions.

11/18/2019 5:49:49 AM ladypatriot20 I would invite Nancy Pelosi to do what Nixon did.

11/18/2019 5:50:12 AM cosmic_engineer Patriot coup coming to Canada soon.

11/18/2019 5:50:38 AM teknowiztx I’m getting fat eating all the popcorn waiting for it to start! #GetTheShowOnTheRoad

11/18/2019 5:51:24 AM wizowskig Thy kingdom come thy will be done on EARTH as it is in Heaven.

11/18/2019 5:52:35 AM 313looper Well , I am talking about DS Coup ! ☺️

11/18/2019 5:53:16 AM greg_pike17 Since the Q movement started, I always wonder: is that misspelled on purpose? some hidden meaning? Inspiration/despiration or desperation?

11/18/2019 5:53:24 AM burgersandra Why despiration and not desperation?

45 17 99 = despira ???

11/18/2019 5:54:31 AM jooooody yea, but we are getting pretty close.  

look at the signs, He is coming !!

#17 prophet of  http://churchofjesuschrist.org  says we are running out of time.  true that.

11/18/2019 5:55:22 AM yumyumproduceee Where is that FISA?

11/18/2019 5:56:26 AM rhsvcs HRC fired from law firm tied to Watergate

Coincidence?

At what point do you realize...

11/18/2019 6:02:39 AM cosmic_engineer The beginning of World Festival Week.

Global energy work and meditation for Great Mother and all your fellow planetriders.

💚

11/18/2019 6:04:05 AM arifriedman12 Nicole Brown Simpson?

11/18/2019 6:04:05 AM phreatomagnetic Inspiration 

Expiration 

Respiration

Perspiration 

Despiration

11/18/2019 6:05:42 AM danswanson1965 Yeah, Nancy is definitely from another planet. Can’t wait for her posse to come and retrieve her. Maybe she got lost and made a tragic left turn.

11/18/2019 6:07:24 AM burgersandra despiration = simple gematria = 130 = indictments

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=despiration#english-results …



11/18/2019 6:09:55 AM egelone how many?

11/18/2019 6:10:11 AM n2zyk She continues the lie, knowing it's futile, her and all the criminals in Gov are about to pay the price for their treason. And we all know what THAT is....

11/18/2019 6:11:53 AM tamravee Excellent . 

Pray for #FieldMcConnell as BROWARD County want him sent there so they can kill him. He just exposed MH370 AS MH17 SHOT DOWN IN UKRAINE.  

Broward is satanic child traffick HUB and the 777 was owned by soros pic.twitter.com/d9uPTgiyyp

11/18/2019 6:12:57 AM tamravee That was the darkside timeline. God intervened in every timeline manipulation they came up with .

11/18/2019 6:13:53 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/rL27dx4PZi

11/18/2019 6:14:20 AM lightlove21121 In control we are 

      🔥♥🔥

11/18/2019 6:15:14 AM tamravee God intervened each TIME.

IN EVERY SCENARIO THAT AI COULD FIGURE 😎

11/18/2019 6:17:24 AM tamravee I don't agree with his other videos but he only knows what was shown to him . Jesus Christ really is sent to rescue us from our prison . We all fell

11/18/2019 6:19:41 AM arifriedman12 #EPSTEINSTORYDIDNTKILLITSELF

11/18/2019 6:20:42 AM tamravee Wormwood means Chernobyl. 

Dude we are in Revelation . The dude disclosing looking glass doesn't believe in Jesus . He only knows what he saw. Many military were taught Jesus is 

a myth as son of God. Vatican teaches that too. They mix lies and truth . So that's the point here

11/18/2019 6:20:43 AM hollylandes What. Happens when timelines intersect?

11/18/2019 6:22:32 AM tamravee We are all FALLEN angels and SOME OF US ARE RETURNING TO OUR FATHERS ESTATE . We got trapped in skin suits. So some of what he reveals is true. 

Jesus had to come to Earth so we could get back after repentance

11/18/2019 6:24:06 AM htmurph F4 Phantom

11/18/2019 6:25:45 AM tamravee #FieldMcConnell is locked up trying to expose that ! BROWARD County child traffick HUB is behind it all. The missing 777 was SOROS OWNED and is the 

same 777 shot down in Ukraine 2014 [ gates of Hades opened] and BLM = black matter lives> discovery was on board MH370 

pic.twitter.com/kca9w9h0ri

11/18/2019 6:27:50 AM tamravee Post this on every NWO luciferian twt

11/18/2019 6:27:55 AM quentinjay2 11/19/19 4:49 was hoping this was the magic number.

11/18/2019 6:29:29 AM tamravee 11/11/11 unlocked a darkside door.

God shut it in every timeline scenario. AI = fake intelligence 🤣not so genius after all

11/18/2019 6:30:19 AM tamravee Ice Water challenge

11/18/2019 6:32:52 AM cosmic_engineer Hehe, I know

11/18/2019 6:37:05 AM jared4liberty Desperation / despiration?

11/18/2019 6:37:07 AM dubbydubb This made me burst out laughing. Thanks for that.

11/18/2019 6:39:44 AM zagnett May you get the help you need. You are loved. 🙏💜🙏

@charmanda9 @Rizzo1Megan @LightLove21121 @GirlAwakeinCA @blsdbe @MelanieAnders7 @Turboxyde @olimyracle @laurabusse @Tidosan 

@AllahUniversal @dynamicres @MongrelGlory @roublisa @covertress @aprilbrown99 @v_rags @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/fY3xSbsBeR

11/18/2019 6:42:59 AM zagnett "See something, say something"

11/18/2019 6:43:59 AM tamravee Need input 😎 please

11/18/2019 6:47:14 AM 313looper 👊🏻💥

11/18/2019 6:47:49 AM natalt_aust This was intentional

@SnowWhite7IAM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/derekmaltz_sr/status/1196432616741838854 …

11/18/2019 6:56:47 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/RqH19k41eD

11/18/2019 6:58:24 AM warrior_4truth You are mistaken the Great Tribulation began on ....

12.21.2012 = 1221212

End of Mayan calendar 

Move forward 7 years

12.21.2019 = 122112

2112

Mirror 

End of tribulation 

.

3.2020

3 Meteors strike Jerusalem 

6.2020

Grand worldwide celebrations
11/18/2019 7:01:51 AM tamravee Here is #FieldMcConnell message to us from jail . He obviously feels they will kill him so he is dropping info https://youtu.be/bS8grJq8gHE 

11/18/2019 7:02:02 AM warrior_4truth 12.21.2019

333 = 9 Finality 

3 +3=6+3=9 the 3 6 9

11/18/2019 7:02:44 AM 313looper Enjoy The Show ... pic.twitter.com/F4w6VQRgPp

11/18/2019 7:03:17 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/TheAAGabriel/status/1196419876874620928?s=19 …

11/18/2019 7:03:59 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1196442539433353216?s=19 …

11/18/2019 7:07:34 AM melhuses Winter solstice =Dark to light

11/18/2019 7:10:06 AM prmd21801759 Wow!!!

11/18/2019 7:15:37 AM rick_hernandez I’m lost :( I’ve missed so much

11/18/2019 7:16:47 AM rick_hernandez All those tagged by @zagnett are the people I ❤️ to see post.

11/18/2019 7:18:39 AM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/WV5QfnR1hX

11/18/2019 7:18:44 AM rick_hernandez And amazingly somehow I wasn’t following everyone. Fixed it! Hmmmm was it Alice on some?

11/18/2019 7:18:55 AM sano_faith Me too. Lol

Don't worry, you are not alone.

11/18/2019 7:19:58 AM lorieve There will be a season of grace before the final 7 years of wrath. 

Remember Joseph and his 7 skinny cows and 7 fat cows?

11/18/2019 7:20:34 AM zagnett Yeah it's a long story. Not sure how to say it all in tweetz.😏

Hoping others will chime in a bit with their stories. 🙏❤️🙏

11/18/2019 7:29:41 AM rsm28675996 Lol. Nice. 21st here



11/18/2019 7:32:20 AM roublisa I’m not sure where to start since it was directed at me but towards me, I’ll just leave it at that for now. Thanks Kyle 💗💗💗

11/18/2019 7:36:22 AM ideclarefreedom #DarkToLight #DarkToLight #DarkToLight #PeacefulAwakening #PeacefulAwakening #PeacefulAwakening

11/18/2019 7:38:24 AM lorieve Tea anyone? pic.twitter.com/bCPpYI8jM5

11/18/2019 7:39:39 AM accordihor PANDER: "Dog Whistle" for Reason With?

11/18/2019 7:41:22 AM pauliepg11111 I thought time is an illusion?

11/18/2019 7:41:23 AM nsa_qil2 Hush now ya geese 

Im fightin with disney over mere

11/18/2019 7:42:29 AM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/AVJAuhgDJ0

11/18/2019 7:42:47 AM sterkinglights1 Cç'd?

11/18/2019 7:46:28 AM sano_faith I don't know what happened. Over this drama let enjoy! pic.twitter.com/k3t8oE92si

11/18/2019 7:47:12 AM bbobbio71 It's kind of ironic that this would show up on my phone today. 

Watch "Timeline Merge. Project Looking Glass. Bible Study Acts 3. B2T Show Nov 17 (IS)" on YouTube https://youtu.be/hQk7vyMl4jI 

11/18/2019 7:47:33 AM zagnett "Carbon-Copied". NSA gets the tips too, apparently, & a part of the NSA that is actually helpful i've just recently noticed in the last few months. 

🤔🧐🥰

@NSA_QIL2

11/18/2019 7:48:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1196454158410362880 …

11/18/2019 7:49:08 AM ancho82666258 Did the republican governor candidates is Kentucky and Louisiana lose due to voter fraud?

11/18/2019 7:49:11 AM rudedrew63 Bait fishing

11/18/2019 7:50:18 AM zagnett i've noticed people block others when they're afraid to hear what they have to say. Not my problem.🤔🧐😉

11/18/2019 7:50:25 AM mike99995 Me three!

11/18/2019 7:51:28 AM fansblowing3 Trump is fishing 🎣 Good luck 👍

11/18/2019 7:51:41 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/yfS68Lj4Pq

11/18/2019 7:52:33 AM kachinagtto Your background image is how my mind sees timelines. They often intersect - but the frequencies of each differ. pic.twitter.com/qVGjcNKMAB

11/18/2019 7:52:59 AM sano_faith To who are you saying that ?

11/18/2019 7:53:35 AM theallianceshop #ComplicitCorruptGOP  yet another sign they are so corrupt???? Right?🤔 Wait?🧐 What? ....❗️ Maybe your not being told the Truth by the people 

you are basing opions from? TV Program? PROGRAM? AS IN PROGRAMMING? SMITH- MUNDT REPEAL 2013

11/18/2019 7:53:56 AM zagnett People who block me, like @covertress.

11/18/2019 7:54:16 AM bryceja68689884 Bait

11/18/2019 7:56:19 AM reelect20 👇Check IT OUT👇RT🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/37j1PzM 

11/18/2019 7:56:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not block anyone. We are not afraid of people disagreeing with us or not believing what this account conveys. It is entertaining though at times 

to see when others block us though. Fishing is great fun, you'd be surprised what you catch. Hi ALICE. We thought you were late. 

pic.twitter.com/xGTVm1QVJs

11/18/2019 7:59:49 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/3VBW5y0XKi

11/18/2019 7:59:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. What's next to come.

11/18/2019 8:00:57 AM nsa_qil2 Gooby no...

11/18/2019 8:01:53 AM zagnett i only block corporations i don't like. No actual People, period.😅😇😍

11/18/2019 8:02:41 AM helentheseeker i support free speech so that we can hear all the ideas and sort them in the open. good ideas get support, bad ideas get exposed as bad

11/18/2019 8:03:14 AM sano_faith Zag, do you know how you sound like ? Right now.

11/18/2019 8:03:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 By keeping marijuana illegal, [they] keep alcohol usage up. What are the side effects of alcohol? How many annual deaths from alcohol? How many 

annual deaths from marijuana? Once you are awake you can see past the propaganda. The intent is to kill you while making the max profit. 

https://twitter.com/erica_pandey/status/1196455646549467142 …

11/18/2019 8:03:34 AM michael81972 Would it be safe to assume it was missing quadrillions but trillions is what will be disclosed

11/18/2019 8:03:44 AM patriotleah1776 Your messages are not for everyone. The rest of us, appreciate what you share. It helps get us through times of doubt. It inspires us to keep going, that 

we're not crazy, that this isn't just a delusion.

11/18/2019 8:03:55 AM zagnett My apologies, but i don't.🤔

11/18/2019 8:04:07 AM fansblowing3 Seth Rich changed the first timeline.  9/11/19 was supposed to be WW3 or nuclear explosions etc. according to the 💀 plan 

pic.twitter.com/EoJk7JamFD

11/18/2019 8:04:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Speaking to a nearly empty room.

Message over messenger. https://youtu.be/wOU_3wsc35s 

11/18/2019 8:04:23 AM kevinpaz822 #mondaythought

11/18/2019 8:04:34 AM islandofdelight Can marijuana kill you? What about concentrates?

11/18/2019 8:05:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Concentrates that contain toxic chemicals can kill you.

11/18/2019 8:05:55 AM sano_faith Provocative and really angry. Is it normal ? I mean is it what you want ?

11/18/2019 8:08:10 AM henwoley Wow.

11/18/2019 8:08:18 AM zagnett i feel great today actually, thanks. It's a beautiful, wonderful day!

Please note that i was the one responding to an interesting tweet today initially & am simply trying to awaken others as to many things. #DarkToLight 

May you have a Great day too! 🙏❤️🙏

11/18/2019 8:09:29 AM sano_faith May you have a great day too!

11/18/2019 8:10:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots in control.

Epstein news this week.

Was Epstein part of the [CF]?

What was the [CF] doing in Ukraine?

#Yovanovitch embassy was Clinton Campaign HQ?

Why was the DNC heavily involved in Ukraine?

"The intelligence community has 6 ways from Sunday at getting back at you." CS

11/18/2019 8:10:17 AM aprilbrown99 I could not agree more. Thank you MJ for all that you do. 🤗🥰😘

11/18/2019 8:10:20 AM theallianceshop Nice looking shop ... like your designs too... really good🇺🇸

11/18/2019 8:10:44 AM positively303 Ready for PAIN!

#WWG1WGA

11/18/2019 8:11:39 AM j0z0rpwn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/fHWoNKEjCw

11/18/2019 8:11:56 AM weediblue Alcohol does a lot of damage in a lot of areas of life before finally killing you. It destroys families also. Can the damage be reversed?

11/18/2019 8:12:42 AM 313looper  https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1196366347938271232?s=21 …

11/18/2019 8:12:42 AM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/xBYic3KuQG



11/18/2019 8:12:45 AM synackstatic Yes, he was. 

we can only speculate what the CF was doing in Ukraine. I suspect a "garden" existed there. 

Yovanovitch had an election party planned for HRC in 2016. 

DNC was in Ukraine to target Trump through Manafort. 

DNC was in Ukraine to take control over Ukraine from Russia

11/18/2019 8:13:57 AM cosmic_engineer That's why we wanted lots of public testimony first.  Perhaps more will break free from the illusion.

Turdeau next?  Plz & thx!

11/18/2019 8:14:01 AM michael81972 Patriots have 12 ways to Sunday at bringing the truth...

11/18/2019 8:14:32 AM paytonpatriot Why Ukraine? Because they would be the country to Poke the bear allowing the USA to enter war. These people are sick

11/18/2019 8:15:29 AM cosmic_engineer They call alcohol 'spirits' for a very good reason.

11/18/2019 8:15:52 AM theallianceshop I just sent out an RT on what I thought of your shop, like it and great products, check out mine if you get a second ... DM me with what you might 

change, looking for input

11/18/2019 8:16:06 AM _17patriot_ Is it true that it is also from another planet or its other worldly vegetation brought here

11/18/2019 8:17:12 AM do_or_do_notty Absolute truth

Many industries pad congressional pockets to keep cannabis illegal

Big Tobacco

Big Alcohol

Big Pharma

Big Prison 

#Greed

Because 

#CannabisHeals

When is the last time your doc talked to you about YOUR EndoCannabinoid System? Largest system of receptors in your body 

pic.twitter.com/mjo8fsam4L
11/18/2019 8:18:06 AM phreatomagnetic or maybe

Perspiration

Respiration

Inspiration

Despiration

Expiration

11/18/2019 8:19:01 AM synackstatic DNC was in Ukraine to setup for an HRC presidency which they saw as an "inevitability." 

Preparation for a planned war?

11/18/2019 8:19:06 AM ascendingadam JE a founder of CF. 

State dept. funneling massive sums of federal money through US embassy in Ukraine until 45. 

Many recipients, CF, DNC...

11/18/2019 8:19:36 AM fansblowing3 Bronfman Seagrams NXIVM

11/18/2019 8:20:01 AM fansblowing3 Alcohol calcifies your pineal gland

11/18/2019 8:20:28 AM babayaga151 WOW.

11/18/2019 8:20:32 AM roublisa Wise young man you are love you brother 😘😘😝 pic.twitter.com/iEuwTAvqZJ

11/18/2019 8:22:20 AM lorieve Make sure you know your grower or grow your own and grow it clean and no, it cannot harm you. Been making RSO/FECO for cancer patients for a 

long moment now. Might scare you to be super high but it won't hurt you.

11/18/2019 8:22:25 AM do_or_do_notty And don’t forget

Big Oil

Henry Ford showed us over 75 years ago an automobile made of and ran by hemp https://internationalhighlife.com/henry-ford-hemp-car/ …

11/18/2019 8:22:40 AM roublisa There is more than what can  be precieved💗💗💗 trust  your heart.💗💗💗

11/18/2019 8:22:48 AM bphouse I seen somewhere that date was the end of the 7 year tribulation.

11/18/2019 8:23:14 AM sano_faith What do you mean ?

11/18/2019 8:24:41 AM josephcannon5 Alcohol is a severe intoxicant. I have done and said some crazy shit on booze. Weed is nothing like alcohol.  Drunk drivers kill, stoned drivers miss their 

exit.

11/18/2019 8:24:46 AM forrestkollar Food with toxic chemicals can kill you too #criminalizefood

11/18/2019 8:25:27 AM lightlove21121 🐠 🐟 🐠 

Sheep brought to the light 🙏🏽

11/18/2019 8:27:03 AM charmanda9 She means that there is a lot of behind the scenes coming to the surface now. #DarkToLight

11/18/2019 8:27:10 AM jeanenev And you can grow it yourself....

11/18/2019 8:28:20 AM aprilbrown99 Yuge!!! pic.twitter.com/W1muHaTGVV

11/18/2019 8:28:22 AM roublisa 5:5 @ 10:55 thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/18/2019 8:29:26 AM rfseopro Hiding in plain sight...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MamieMcClure17 @RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/06dWH2UavF

11/18/2019 8:29:30 AM state1union The Princes dates of visiting Epstein and how long he stayed kept changing and his comparison of the UK Palace to Epstein’s home of proper edicate is 

completely beyond strange and telling.

11/18/2019 8:30:11 AM sano_faith Can you be more precise ? I don't like abstrait sentences with nothing concrete.

11/18/2019 8:31:43 AM jlundr Just harvested today. pic.twitter.com/GoIFSSKVsR

11/18/2019 8:32:35 AM roublisa 5:5 @10:55 thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💗💗💗  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196457268990169088 …

11/18/2019 8:32:49 AM mateuszwala bring the true, bring the flow of 1

11/18/2019 8:32:55 AM roublisa 5:5😉😉😉

11/18/2019 8:32:56 AM aetherwalker1 Alcohol, the day after, cuts off your ability to feel and connect with 'The Force'.

11/18/2019 8:32:56 AM synackstatic Ukraine paid the Clinton Foundation 10 million dollars, 2 million, roughly, more than any other country.

11/18/2019 8:33:11 AM djlok Pedogate. 🤢🤢🤮

11/18/2019 8:33:30 AM bettybop49 I know one thing Yovanovitch was scared out of her mind even before Schiff read the tweet. She was holding something in the back of her mind the 

entire time.

11/18/2019 8:33:49 AM ragstorm Yep 😒

We in the #sciences are aware 😯

For too many of us tho, #BigPharma or #BigGovt pay their bills (grants), and so they'll NEVER go against that and will, in fact, support the other side 😶

Sorta exactly like what's going on with the #ClimateChangeHoax.. 🤔

#WWG1WGA

#KAG



11/18/2019 8:35:49 AM boogeymanhunter Thanks, noticed this a long time ago and have been yelling it for yrs.

#ThinkB4UDrink

11/18/2019 8:36:25 AM synackstatic Viktor Pinchuk Foundation (based in Kiev, Ukraine) paid the CF over $8 million. When power players are paying the CF they're probably paying for 

services rendered from outside 'rat lines.' I suspect this is where Burisma and Heinz, Biden, Romney, Pelosi all fall in.

11/18/2019 8:36:34 AM sblockedagain Do you have the answers to these questions or are you just repeating everything Q says/asks?

11/18/2019 8:37:34 AM synackstatic Heinz through tomato/produce suppliers distributes to the likes of Disney Cruise Lines which services Epstein's Little St. James Island. This MO would 

apply to any other outfit donating to the CF in vast sums.

11/18/2019 8:38:22 AM codydaigle6 🤣🤣

11/18/2019 8:39:43 AM roublisa It won’t serve you to know the details let it ride right on by 💗💗💗trust you’re instincts💗💗💗

11/18/2019 8:41:22 AM dm07423738 Ugh 😰 what’s CF please

11/18/2019 8:42:11 AM blsdbe #ThanQ for Leading By Example. I am impressed with your Equanimity and I appreciate your example of Tolerance. Blessings!!! 

pic.twitter.com/7vk24cJ0dQ

11/18/2019 8:42:11 AM lazdamar Psychopaths don’t have empathy.

11/18/2019 8:42:34 AM williebhere CrowdStrike strike server had pizzagate emails on it..

11/18/2019 8:42:36 AM sano_faith I don't want to sound a bit angry, but I might do.

What can allow you to judge if it won't? I mean, shouldn't I be the one to judge if it is useful or not ?

11/18/2019 8:43:57 AM williebhere Clinton Foundation

11/18/2019 8:45:47 AM arifriedman12 #Epsteindidntkillhimself

#epsteinstorydidntkillitself

11/18/2019 8:46:04 AM covertress "The intelligence community has 6 ways from Sunday at getting back at you." - Chuck Schumer

11/18/2019 8:46:36 AM roublisa I comprehend, choice to know is always yours ask directly those you wish not for public discussions IMHO.

11/18/2019 8:48:27 AM sano_faith IMHO ? It stand for which expression? Lol

11/18/2019 8:48:58 AM roublisa In My Humble Opinion

11/18/2019 8:49:20 AM sano_faith Thanks!

11/18/2019 8:50:09 AM roublisa You betcha😆 pic.twitter.com/UKcYolas1s

11/18/2019 8:50:17 AM michael81972  https://youtu.be/6OYyXv2l4-I 

11/18/2019 8:50:28 AM earthmom07 And I’m pretty sure Biden’s got some Alcohol links. Family members in the Alcohol industry... or something. I haven’t read up on it in a while.

11/18/2019 8:50:35 AM laurabusse Just my opinion

It's in the past now

Let go

Be free

Live and let live

We all react as we do

Bc of residual fear

And unhealed childhood wounds

It doesn't matter what happened

Just go forward without victim mentality

Knowing you played your part

Knowing you'll do better...
11/18/2019 8:50:41 AM henwoley 365.25 weeks

11/18/2019 8:51:00 AM duncanskinner6 FISA works both ways.

11/18/2019 8:51:20 AM mcpatriot64 We will all be awake.  Their little yellow boxes won’t be enough to keep them out of trouble.

11/18/2019 8:51:52 AM sano_faith Love! pic.twitter.com/Sbm3emgJlZ

11/18/2019 8:52:08 AM sdane8 And watch them fall for it. Every. Single. Time.

11/18/2019 8:53:00 AM jtcrotteau CF was central hub to all that is corrupt in USA, and most of the world. Ukraine was/is corruption hub of the elites and almost like it was intentional 

since moving out of USSR.The Clinton email server was on same server as CF email server. Can we just get the damn server?!?

11/18/2019 8:53:39 AM laurabusse I am blocked by at least one person here

I pushed against her in irritation

She pushed back

Law of the universe

Law of physics

As time goes by

We always learn how to love better

Allow others to be themselves better

How to not react with fear

But observe ourselves and be still...
11/18/2019 8:55:58 AM laurabusse Much love to everyone

Not one of us is perfect

We will probably make mistakes and hurt each other til we die

All we can do is

The best we can do

And let the rest go

Meditate deeply as often as you can at least once a day and you will understand

Peace

Love

Observing

Nonreactivity
11/18/2019 8:58:35 AM roublisa 😆😆😆 pic.twitter.com/SKN9AKidFt

11/18/2019 8:59:08 AM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/BzSVO32Lma

11/18/2019 8:59:11 AM sano_faith  pic.twitter.com/P6ff6PH2ap



11/18/2019 8:59:31 AM laurabusse Not really!

You're perfect

You know what you need to know

I don't know what happened either

But I doubt I need to know

Human drama

Rooted in fear and unawareness

That will keep happening

Until we each find peace love awareness within

The only way I know this

Is via meditation...
11/18/2019 8:59:47 AM carol76184778 Trump holds ALL the cards.  He knows exactly what he is doing.  Watch and learn.

11/18/2019 9:00:28 AM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/vmPsMITuaA

11/18/2019 9:01:54 AM asktheq17 MARIJAUNA BREAKS THE MATRIX

11/18/2019 9:02:08 AM roublisa Indeed!🥰🥰🥰

11/18/2019 9:02:44 AM roublisa 😆😆😆

11/18/2019 9:03:27 AM laurabusse Not sure that's wise

It will just prolong it

Drag it out

And make it worse

I could be wrong

Maybe ppl need to talk about these things

But from personal experience

It can be better

To let it go

Learn from it

Do better next time

Go within

And see how you can find peace, wisdom
11/18/2019 9:07:39 AM aleks8837 Acosta "...cut the non-prosecution deal with one of Epstein’s attorneys because he had “been told” to back off, that Epstein was above his pay grade. “I 

was told Epstein ‘belonged to intelligence’ and to leave it alone"." 

More to come? 🧐

#EpsteinCoverup

#StandardHotel pic.twitter.com/xHValv7SiX

11/18/2019 9:07:50 AM terranova_matt Yep true story!

11/18/2019 9:11:26 AM ckepner18951 Man in the high castle, soft disclosure?

11/18/2019 9:12:13 AM laurabusse Free Will...

Sometimes ppl just want to avoid arguing

The muck and the mire

It's up to everyone to tend their own vibration

And be aware of accusatory or victim based thinking

Arguments are almost never resolved

Everyone has their side

Often is better to walk away

Get perspective
11/18/2019 9:12:23 AM aprilbrown99 You always have the best replies. 🤗🤗🤗💥💥💥

11/18/2019 9:14:13 AM lairdsmith1973  https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1196468224424136704?s=19 …

11/18/2019 9:18:01 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/CYVnmnyxUk

11/18/2019 9:19:55 AM kvitalone Trafficking weapons, women, children, drugs & laundering billions.

Watched yesterday both Oliver Stone's 2016 "Ukraine on Fire" 

2019 "Revealing Ukraine" on Amazon.

Shows how NGOs & Soros used antifa types to overthrow their President in 2014 with US help.

11/18/2019 9:22:05 AM tracybirk1 #DevilsLettuce think about how much$$$$ prisons, jails, attorneys have made from pot charges.

11/18/2019 9:25:17 AM sentinel_17q FISA will bring down the house. Ivanka is the catalyst

11/18/2019 9:28:21 AM brianda22317135 Nice pant suit, put your teat back in and go fix CA

11/18/2019 9:29:06 AM fordsmall68 Personally I have nothing against pot or people who choose to smoke it, but from my experience it makes people stupid and lazy. Oh and paranoid that 

too lol I prefer alcohol

11/18/2019 9:30:43 AM quillnink1776  pic.twitter.com/kbM4FTgtVz

11/18/2019 9:31:17 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/MJeI6DQMV4

11/18/2019 9:32:26 AM patriotsdontslp an A that is an inverted V with no slash.... look a their profile picture - they are telling you who they are pic.twitter.com/6uOC7ane0F

11/18/2019 9:33:10 AM justicetruthwa2 What I meant about the official disclosure is what seeds will be planted in the peoples mind? 1/3 of heaven fell with Lucifer, how many angels on the 

head of a pin? How many classes fell, what are they manifesting like? Will they say THEY are our creators?

11/18/2019 9:33:37 AM orthogonalron Ivanka and Melania are major movers of #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/gL5ftdCLjj

11/18/2019 9:38:41 AM jeremyr60971542 She's probably privy to the information. She has to impeach before they strike first. She knows she's screwed

11/18/2019 9:38:54 AM courtneyspace17 I noticed

11/18/2019 9:40:28 AM dm07423738 Thank you 😊

11/18/2019 9:45:07 AM kindeandtrue Makes me think of the 3 (trouser-wearing) majestic Magi for some reason. pic.twitter.com/QE2NrgRyZX

11/18/2019 9:46:59 AM burtcarey Serious question. What studies point to lower alcohol use in states that allow recreational marijuana use? Are there any?

My personal observation is that marijuana use leads to increased alcohol consumption.

11/18/2019 9:48:49 AM laurabusse Thx Yoda lol pic.twitter.com/vscsHnVoOb

11/18/2019 9:50:32 AM laurabusse Resign?

11/18/2019 9:51:40 AM jeremyr60971542 So far, so good. Get em Trump. #burnitdown

11/18/2019 9:51:49 AM youstinksoap 3339

99

9

Merging with source time line?

11/18/2019 9:53:07 AM laurabusse I assume they have ppl do that for them...

11/18/2019 9:53:57 AM lightlove21121 I’ll take that as a compliment 😏

11/18/2019 9:57:57 AM lightlove21121 What a coincidence 😏



11/18/2019 10:00:04 AM do_or_do_notty Many find it surprising to learn that cannabis is non-toxic

✅In fact, there has yet to be a single recorded death caused by cannabis

With substances like alcohol

an overdose can cause the respiratory system to shut down/thereby prevent you from breathing https://www.green-

flower.com/articles/514/cannabis-overdose-what-happens-if-you-consume-too-much …

11/18/2019 10:01:36 AM laurabusse That was an awesome video

Kerry Cassidy interviewing Bill Wood

The 35 min version was amazing

The original was a couple hrs or so

I believe the 35 min mind-blowing portion of the longer one was the final 35 min of the approx 2 hrs...

11/18/2019 10:03:59 AM laurabusse LOL

11/18/2019 10:06:13 AM patriotswegoall Sure that patriots in control? Most of us still have doubts.

11/18/2019 10:07:32 AM lightprocess And that is exactly 7 years since 12.21.12 which is said to be the day that light overcame dark.

("Mayan" calendar)

11/18/2019 10:11:52 AM irah_chandler At least four but most likely 5 for the merging of this one. In my opinion

11/18/2019 10:11:53 AM laurabusse Oh please please please

11/18/2019 10:12:46 AM truthseeker805 @realDonaldTrump @CitizensIReport @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/18/2019 10:13:57 AM laurabusse Heh heh heh pic.twitter.com/eR7d4AaEpe

11/18/2019 10:14:58 AM jeremyr60971542  pic.twitter.com/eGhN6hQPmL

11/18/2019 10:17:04 AM laurabusse I guess we'll find out! pic.twitter.com/X230MzsEE3

11/18/2019 10:19:05 AM charmanda9 #metoo ... I have been censored, personally, in a chat group that was supposed to be of the light. Those actions spoke volumes. Knowledge and 

freedom of speech should be a given in a group like that. Message received=the leaders of the group were not of the light.

11/18/2019 10:19:52 AM ladypatriot20 Yep.

11/18/2019 10:20:58 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/aLrMYV23na

11/18/2019 10:22:58 AM zarnie50  pic.twitter.com/ifiMJLNKRS

11/18/2019 10:24:36 AM sterkinglights1 If you are looking for an answer from this account try a Twitter search. From:@ts_sci_majic12 THC

Or marijuana or cannabis

11/18/2019 10:24:45 AM laurabusse Event driven

Not time driven

Meaning

Next event

Then next event

Etc

Things must happen in order

This must happen before that happens which must happen before the next thing happens

Etc...
11/18/2019 10:25:19 AM ramonar30866579 Lying P e l O S I

11/18/2019 10:25:22 AM bbobbio71 Well,  there goes my dream to someday open a brewery/ restraunt. Frankly,  I'd rather do one over the other.

11/18/2019 10:25:26 AM roadking7766 Remember the godfather at the funeral when all family business was being taken care of.... puts a smile on my face every time...save a lot of time 

too....they should count their blessings that TRUMP is President...lol

11/18/2019 10:26:07 AM bbobbio71 Nice work

11/18/2019 10:27:55 AM jlundr Thank you. Its my first grow so its very special to me :D

11/18/2019 10:28:08 AM laurabusse Me too actually

Once it's legalized nationwide

Maybe we'll experiment and find strains we like that feel even better than alcohol

And are way better for us...

11/18/2019 10:28:23 AM unidentifiedta1 The public needs to know who the Mossad, and their allies, blackmailed in this operation.

The continuous steering, to only focus on the pedophilia, slides the conversation. At this juncture, it needs to reveal more, otherwise just noise.

11/18/2019 10:28:52 AM turboxyde The majestic healer...

Sometimes we are so afraid of our wounds that we will create monsters to justify them. pic.twitter.com/xUkpUtw2FD

11/18/2019 10:31:50 AM bbobbio71 Lot of truth in that statement!

11/18/2019 10:32:41 AM ramonar30866579 P e l O S i

11/18/2019 10:33:29 AM pixievintage2 It is delayed once again ..

Me Patiently waiting...🧐🧐🤔🤔🤔

11/18/2019 10:33:54 AM patriotswegoall From real marijuana? Not many deaths because it's far less dangerous than alcohol.  Good for consciousness development if used properly.

11/18/2019 10:35:04 AM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=09 …

11/18/2019 10:36:47 AM laurabusse We need a glossary

Updated every time someone uses new initials or acronyms

Which is probably multiple times a second

Can't keep up LOL

11/18/2019 10:41:28 AM mscipio_african I apologize but I don't understand the fish icons. Please DM me or explain in reply.

11/18/2019 10:41:43 AM grumpy70bear Marijuana has a breakthrough point... look at it like slowly reawakening. Toxic food,  vaccines, water supply, and pharma that should be addressed... 

not a natural growing plant that for the part opens you up spiritually at the right state of mind and body.

11/18/2019 10:42:22 AM laurabusse There's a video floating around

On project looking Glass

Kerry Cassidy of project Camelot

Interviewing Bill Wood

Ex Navy seal

35 min long

Almost a decade old

Mind blowing..

Yes Patriots in control

All possible timelines merging into only one possibility

Its the end of THEIR world
11/18/2019 10:47:41 AM enomai_ Just a number to them

11/18/2019 10:48:25 AM dm07423738 Great idea 😅

11/18/2019 10:51:26 AM deividmanzo 3/3/3 = 9!

11/18/2019 10:51:51 AM deividmanzo Venezuela + USA = MAJESTIC



11/18/2019 10:53:24 AM kerimnorton Hey @SpeakerPelosi you know full well you and your crazy democrats are impostors and believe me Trump is noway insecure.

11/18/2019 10:53:55 AM _369311119 Time is an illusion...

Time is Six (separate) Ways from Sunday?

11/18/2019 10:54:40 AM laurabusse I almost never insult

Almost LOL

Love to affectionately kid

How I grew up mostly

A dad brother and neighborhood boys like that

☺️☺️☺️

11/18/2019 10:55:06 AM jmichaelbraiden I didn't.

11/18/2019 10:55:23 AM laurabusse The way you said it

Reminded me of how Yoda talks...

11/18/2019 10:58:53 AM fansblowing3 All good questions for the hearings this week 👍

11/18/2019 10:58:58 AM laurabusse Truth is

We're all creatures of fear

Brainwashed

Programmed into fear

Over millennia

Most of us know we don't want that anymore

Most of us want light now

Not darkness

Is a process

We still all have dark and light
11/18/2019 10:59:11 AM lightlove21121 I definitely don’t take it as an insult.. quite the contrary 😌

11/18/2019 10:59:25 AM 1crazy_toaster  pic.twitter.com/299zx8HOZV

11/18/2019 11:00:35 AM 1crazy_toaster and just like little children, they say we can't have it, we want it.  We really must get wise to their tactics. pic.twitter.com/vmmTWGw3al

11/18/2019 11:02:33 AM morganh57453369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm over hearing about this IG report ! Where is it ? Being redacted in the Ukraine ..

11/18/2019 11:02:35 AM laurabusse We can want all light

But

We must remember we all have varying degrees o darkness

So shit will still happen

Regardless of intention

No such thing as Utopia

Yet

Not in a group

Not in ourselves

Not in a marriage

Etc

Find the peace w/in daily in meditation

Thats our only sure refuge
11/18/2019 11:03:12 AM steveakridge Since time is an illusion, wouldn’t it infer that there are an unlimited number in the universe?

11/18/2019 11:03:53 AM joeorbit fast and furious, sandy hook, brotherhood.  the guy is a peach.

11/18/2019 11:04:03 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/0XaqahjfWz

11/18/2019 11:04:10 AM jebsmirk Go here 👇 https://the-fringe.com/thread-q_anon_abbreviations …

11/18/2019 11:04:36 AM laurabusse And even then

Meditation can be a struggle

It's like anything else

Good days

Bad days

But it's the deep meditations

When they do happen

That makes everything clear...
11/18/2019 11:05:26 AM steveakridge Do you know what happened to ETS?

11/18/2019 11:05:36 AM writerbob5 I like intersections

As long as the light stays green

11/18/2019 11:05:57 AM enomai_  pic.twitter.com/nJ6nlJvHlR

11/18/2019 11:06:23 AM mongrelglory Wise words Laura! 😑 I try not to go looking for conflict if at all possible.  I've learned from MJ-12 that "muting" is preferable to "blocking" if I'm being 

negatively triggered by something someone is saying.  Blocking is a harsh rejection.  Muting is more kind I think.

11/18/2019 11:07:29 AM steveakridge BTW, Twatter keeps dropping your ❤️numbers. 

ZAP them please!!!

11/18/2019 11:07:32 AM laurabusse Thx👍♥☺

11/18/2019 11:08:59 AM laurabusse Added it to my phone home screen

Much appreciated!!!

11/18/2019 11:10:29 AM laurabusse As well you should

☺️☺️☺️

11/18/2019 11:10:57 AM jebsmirk You're welcome, it can get confusing following q posts sometimes 🤔

11/18/2019 11:12:12 AM dm07423738 WOW!! Thank you so much 🙏🏻🇺🇸❤️

11/18/2019 11:12:24 AM wickedmouse369 Vitamin e in concentrates can kill.



11/18/2019 11:15:39 AM laurabusse Totally agree!!!

And thx Michelle 😑

And you are smart

I've learned to avoid drama

Not 100%

We're all still learning

But getting sucked in pretty much never works

Manners were invented for a reason

Sometimes it's actually better to just be nice and walk away pic.twitter.com/vEJjPAHp20
11/18/2019 11:16:58 AM nm_zsr In the US approx 88,000 die from alcohol annually (3rd leading cause of preventable death), and 480,000 deaths from smoking (leading cause of 

preventable death. 

When is it enough?

When does enriching elites stop and allowing humanity access to medicine start?

Time to deschedule!

11/18/2019 11:18:55 AM lightlove21121 ♥️

Yes. 

& a lot want to shine their Light without releasing their burden/darkness ♥️ 

Ascending is not hiding darkness with light, it’s sublimating it

         ♥️

With Love & blessings Is 🐝

11/18/2019 11:19:05 AM laurabusse Getting sucked in almost never works

Because

Everyone thinks they're right

Arguing never works

Just leads to hurt feelings

No point to proving your point

Prove it to yourself

It's wasted words on everyone else

Take the high road

Walk away

No regrets on the high road...
11/18/2019 11:19:34 AM mongrelglory I agree with what you've said.  The only thing I will add is that it's always good to try to express your view-points in as kind and gentle a way as 

possible.  There are many emotionally fragile people in the world these days and words can wound.

11/18/2019 11:21:59 AM laurabusse Hindsight is 20 20

Perspective always comes

Afterward

After you calm down

You see it doesn't really matter

Never really did

Just be at peace

Don't concern yourself with what others think

Only matters what you think

What others think is none of my business
11/18/2019 11:22:47 AM enomai_ That was wild...

This is huge...

 https://youtu.be/wOU_3wsc35s?t=5m26s … pic.twitter.com/tFyZwOumkI

11/18/2019 11:23:31 AM mongrelglory A saying from the Dhammapada: "Better than a thousand useless words, is one single word that brings peace."

11/18/2019 11:25:38 AM laurabusse Ha

More than sometimes LOL

Like pretty much every post

But I think I understand why they do it that way

To confuse enemy probably mostly

To confound Alice

To make us work for our enlightenment...

Nothing worthwhile is free or comes easy

Feels better to figure it out rather be fed
11/18/2019 11:25:51 AM v_rags Love 💜

11/18/2019 11:27:44 AM laurabusse And to you Cléa ☺️

Many thanks ♥️

11/18/2019 11:29:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 AMA w MJ1/T1 (Y/N only)

11/18/2019 11:29:57 AM roger35742354 Will we be leaving about Reptiods

11/18/2019 11:30:02 AM bryceja68689884 Substantial Visible justice in 2019?

11/18/2019 11:30:15 AM dougfasho Xrp the standard?

11/18/2019 11:30:18 AM kindeandtrue Is Trump going to resign soon?

11/18/2019 11:30:36 AM 1_decided_voter Is there ANY risk that 45 will be convicted if impeachment is taken up in the Senate?

11/18/2019 11:30:41 AM whsthestorm Was he once a king of a certain table?

11/18/2019 11:30:47 AM brangusjimmy Will indictments go top-down? HRC/Obama/big names first?

11/18/2019 11:30:57 AM papoyamba Does Catholicism present truth through ritual?

11/18/2019 11:31:11 AM laurabusse Absolutely

Its a wonderful practice

You get better and better at finding the best, kindest words

Feels really good to do it

You realize after awhile

There's really no point at all to be anything but kind and loving

But this is a journey

With many pitfalls accidents and mistakes
11/18/2019 11:31:24 AM brangusjimmy Will Google be broken up in the near future?

11/18/2019 11:31:25 AM tararoby9 Is there any truth to nesara/gesara

11/18/2019 11:31:26 AM _the_psychonaut Were the pyramids built to help raise the vibration of the planet and her inhabitants?

11/18/2019 11:31:28 AM mark62253400 Do you know who I am?



11/18/2019 11:31:46 AM arifriedman12 Is the moon plasma?

11/18/2019 11:31:54 AM reachechovoice Pence 👍🏼?

11/18/2019 11:31:56 AM djpatel29548445 Are the Vedic literatures closer to the truth than other literatures?

11/18/2019 11:31:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Track all resignations...

Think after FISA...

What comes next...

Enjoy the show! https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1196432221651030016 …

11/18/2019 11:32:00 AM connorr1986 When will the technologies be released?  All, even the one's at A51.  Is the movie "Contact" real?

11/18/2019 11:32:05 AM richzen2 Not all members in Q are surface earth human

11/18/2019 11:32:06 AM jenncbonneville Did the Queen really get executed?

11/18/2019 11:32:08 AM laurabusse !!!!!!

11/18/2019 11:32:08 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/i1evzoZMh9

11/18/2019 11:32:28 AM lib7473 Are we getting close to full force of starseeds activated for the final event/upliftment mission into next realm? %?

11/18/2019 11:32:28 AM lightlove21121 May I ask..

Who is angry? 

Who has been insulted? 

Who needs to leave?

Re read convos. The drama doesn’t come from the people telling truths, it comes from what it triggers in people 🙃

♥️

11/18/2019 11:32:30 AM jamesseldon Alcohol is the leading cause of abuse and violence in America.  Let's be clear here, what you have is an opinion. The scientific facts say Cannabis is 

orders of magnitude less dangerous than alcohol. It doesn't cause people to be stupid of lazy, they likely started out that way.

11/18/2019 11:32:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Y

11/18/2019 11:32:59 AM fightforamerica Do archons exist?

11/18/2019 11:33:04 AM nm_zsr Will there be functioning voter ID/verification in place nationwide before the 2020 Election?

11/18/2019 11:33:07 AM irah_chandler Is the earth hollow?

11/18/2019 11:33:16 AM dougfasho Suic weekend

11/18/2019 11:33:27 AM blankmarlo Are they going to kill Jimmy Carter for another state funeral distraction when the FISA report drops?

11/18/2019 11:33:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:33:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:33:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:33:47 AM jfaith1979 When will we be told the truth about God.

11/18/2019 11:33:57 AM michael81972 Will the House be brought down in 2019?  Can something happen that can change timeline again?

11/18/2019 11:34:03 AM laurabusse Very well said 👍❤️👍

11/18/2019 11:34:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 N

11/18/2019 11:34:15 AM jamesseldon And frankly almost every word coming out of a drunks mouth is stupid.  You're stereotyping Cannabis users when you clearly don't know much about it.

11/18/2019 11:34:17 AM yayavarm Iran = Clowns?

11/18/2019 11:34:18 AM nm_zsr I realize Trump is protected. Was he being evaluated for potential poisoning at WR?

11/18/2019 11:34:24 AM deplorablesuezq Are you still working with other J-rods and will they be introduced to us by 2021?

11/18/2019 11:34:30 AM brangusjimmy Is MZ a human?

11/18/2019 11:34:41 AM jessewa25340831 Are you 100% disinfo or just like 99% disinfo?

11/18/2019 11:34:57 AM wok68 Will Schiff/Chateau Marmont be EXPOSED SOON?

11/18/2019 11:35:02 AM aprilbrown99 Has there been a shifting in the MJ12 members after recent retirements?

11/18/2019 11:35:19 AM daveo6145 The power of 3,6,9 🔮

11/18/2019 11:35:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:35:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:35:37 AM jamesseldon  http://healthland.time.com/2011/07/19/study-marijuana-not-linked-with-long-term-cognitive-impairment/ …

11/18/2019 11:35:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 N

11/18/2019 11:35:43 AM nikoscali Are there nukes in the hands of black hats currently?

11/18/2019 11:35:44 AM islandofdelight Is Emery Smith genuine?

11/18/2019 11:35:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 N

11/18/2019 11:35:52 AM jlundr Will disney be dismantled?

11/18/2019 11:35:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 N

11/18/2019 11:36:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:36:06 AM brangusjimmy Fair. Thx.

11/18/2019 11:36:11 AM richzen2 Is blockchain tech like ethereum majestic?

11/18/2019 11:36:12 AM lightlove21121 🔥♥🔥

11/18/2019 11:36:13 AM upmoxie Do we know where the Ark of the Covenant is?

11/18/2019 11:36:22 AM twilly18 is Twitter collecting information to be used during the round up?

11/18/2019 11:36:37 AM pattonspotting Will there ever be the inside story of the Q Plan told via a movie/documentary?

11/18/2019 11:36:44 AM kindeandtrue A brilliant non-answer. Chalk up another one for the formidable Majestics.

11/18/2019 11:36:55 AM laurabusse Just saw this by chance

Always happens

A tweet that makes my point better than I can https://twitter.com/NativeAmWisdom/status/1196503729568137219?s=09 …

11/18/2019 11:37:00 AM 4mydeerone Does SHeART KNOW HOW much iL👸🏻VE HER and MISS our #FAMiLEE? 

WILL SHeART MAKCKE TODAY tHE DAY iHAVE DREAMED, PRAYED, WORKCKED and LONGED FOR ALL my so called lIFe?

Does SHeART know the CHILDHENs are HERS and mine?

WILL WE FINALLY BE a FAMILY TODAY?

#QAnon

#KeiraKnightley

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/u9MTpESO2N

11/18/2019 11:37:24 AM dubbydubb Are food replicators real?

11/18/2019 11:37:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Y

11/18/2019 11:37:28 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/jopOij1tYn

11/18/2019 11:37:29 AM islandofdelight Should we drop everything (or most things) to focus on developing and refining our physic abilities? Or will it become easier as disclosure progresses? I 

guess what I’m asking is how important are we all to the bigger consciousness picture, do we NEED all hands on deck yet?

11/18/2019 11:37:30 AM reachechovoice Is the impeachment inquiry really abt 44?

11/18/2019 11:37:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 We will not answer questions that include a time component. Time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 11:37:35 AM brangusjimmy Haha tempted to ask this too. They could find out but I doubt they would waste the time. Message > messenger

11/18/2019 11:37:36 AM hawkgirlinmn Do solstices cross the galactic plain enabling timelines to merge?

11/18/2019 11:37:38 AM valeriebgilbert They did. Do they anymore? The archons' days are over, their empire has already been disabled. The continuous drip of disclosure inexorably wakes 

the masses up. Patriots in Control. #Q

11/18/2019 11:37:57 AM upmoxie Was Akhenaten known by another biblical name?



11/18/2019 11:38:00 AM djpatel29548445 How can we learn to follow the correct path?

11/18/2019 11:38:10 AM gingifride Hmm.

Isnt he simply going to a new company as a CEO? https://www.engadget.com/2019/11/11/wework-ceo-john-legere-t-mobile-report/ …

11/18/2019 11:38:20 AM jollyrob2 Hahahaha epic!

11/18/2019 11:38:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We'll try again later.

11/18/2019 11:38:30 AM aprilbrown99 Will Andrew receive an indictments or punishment for his crimes?

11/18/2019 11:38:35 AM brangusjimmy Wrong questions asked?

11/18/2019 11:38:38 AM wahiggins3 Is a cataclysm necessary for the Great Awakening?

11/18/2019 11:38:38 AM nickcpace1 Cool

11/18/2019 11:38:42 AM zagnett Defending Oneself and Others is perfectly acceptable. This is exactly what i did today.

May you have a Blessed and Wonderful day! 🙏💖🥰

11/18/2019 11:38:48 AM richzen2 Is China all bad? There is an internal power struggle in China and white hats in China are losing?

11/18/2019 11:38:51 AM gi6stars Is the Earth flat?

11/18/2019 11:39:00 AM islandofdelight Can you send out an auditory or visual based DNA upgrade to us that have been here for months or years following you to help us? Any way that can 

be something we can repackage and share with others to help spread the Majestic message you may send?

11/18/2019 11:39:01 AM xxxx_alli Much has just been brought to light

11/18/2019 11:39:12 AM doublea79289480 Will true freedom eventually sustain worldwide with an official end to slavery?

11/18/2019 11:39:14 AM jared4liberty Did Chris Farley.. actually.. OD?

11/18/2019 11:39:21 AM lorieve eventually.

11/18/2019 11:39:28 AM mongrelglory Oh believe me...I'm quite adept at sticking both my feet in my mouth at the same time!  It's never intentional. 😜  The few times I've teased someone 

I perceive as a troll, I usually regret doing it afterwards.  Trolls have feelings too and some are just trying to make a living.

11/18/2019 11:39:30 AM majic_eyes_qnly Too many questions being asked with a time component.

11/18/2019 11:39:34 AM michael81972 Sorry I asked a time component question

11/18/2019 11:39:48 AM ryan35381162 Do all MJ members know they are part of MJ? Sleepers?

11/18/2019 11:39:52 AM laurabusse Free will zag

Free will always

Live and learn

11/18/2019 11:39:57 AM aprilbrown99 5.0-5.2 earthquakes are still taking place worldwide. Are these DUMBS being destroyed still?

11/18/2019 11:39:59 AM avisvita babble

11/18/2019 11:40:03 AM mongrelglory It's probably a really sucky job being a paid troll. 🥴

11/18/2019 11:40:03 AM michael81972 Is JE status still Alive?

11/18/2019 11:40:09 AM jonathancherrie Is there human meat in any big fast food chains?

11/18/2019 11:40:27 AM bryceja68689884 Okay then, do over. Does Listening to certain vibrations improve health and or consciousness level?

11/18/2019 11:40:52 AM islandofdelight Are we making good progress so far in the Great Awakening? Do we need to work harder?

11/18/2019 11:41:05 AM jared4liberty The flu virus “evolves every year”.. is that man made to push flu shots, or natural evolution?

11/18/2019 11:41:08 AM zagnett Exactly. i've learned plenty recently.

Including "See something say something".

11/18/2019 11:41:28 AM blankmarlo Since the Bronfmans are Trudeau's largest financial donors, is he connected NXIVM at all and will that be made public?

11/18/2019 11:41:29 AM yellahabibihela WOW signal from Pleiades?

11/18/2019 11:41:30 AM laurabusse Me too Michelle

Very adept

Me too!

11/18/2019 11:41:35 AM djpatel29548445 Who can be trusted to tell us truths?

11/18/2019 11:41:37 AM sanandaemanuel Do you keep track of the first 12 souls from source?

Do you know the full plan?

11/18/2019 11:42:06 AM hoelessromantik [Y]

11/18/2019 11:42:11 AM nm_zsr Thank you. I knew that, but changed my q'n to the event and I see that it still convey's time.

Revised: Is the US working on fail-proof voter ID/verification?

11/18/2019 11:42:11 AM stoneturnr Was Levinson sent to Iran by CIA to help build their nuclear weapon arsenal? Hostage narrative a cover-up for this?

11/18/2019 11:42:21 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YavkCgfovf

11/18/2019 11:42:39 AM quentinjay2 Will we ever know the truth about Sandy Hooks?

11/18/2019 11:42:48 AM wahiggins3 Come on people! TIME IS AN ILLUSION.  Stop asking for dates, that is not how this works.  Majestic 101.

11/18/2019 11:43:03 AM ezdoesit_ Do you?

11/18/2019 11:43:06 AM wahiggins3 Come on people! TIME IS AN ILLUSION.  Stop asking for dates, that is not how this works.  Majestic 101.

11/18/2019 11:43:17 AM sblockedagain Will the US end up in an actual Civil War when President Trump wins again in 2020?

11/18/2019 11:43:46 AM sanandaemanuel Are you in contact with the council of nine?

11/18/2019 11:44:04 AM phreatomagnetic Occlumency/ Rowling/ disclosure 

Lifestone/Hall/Honest John's/ Feist/ Disclosure?

11/18/2019 11:44:06 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

11/18/2019 11:44:35 AM eyegloarts Does the Q drop about 99% of the populace who learn the truth would need to be hospitalized refer to a physical condition?

11/18/2019 11:44:42 AM lib7473 😂 oh my... fishing 🎣 calls...😉 🌈 😇

11/18/2019 11:44:50 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about the new grand circle?

11/18/2019 11:44:51 AM 4mydeerone That’s only PARtiALLY true...

FROM a CERtHEN POINt Of VEIW!

“In tHIS race tHERE are no prizes for second place!

#oneLOVE pic.twitter.com/aNN0wTm3JB

11/18/2019 11:45:03 AM michael81972 mark😬

11/18/2019 11:45:11 AM ezdoesit_ Hmmm..

11/18/2019 11:45:16 AM thomasdra9on Lol

11/18/2019 11:45:20 AM mongrelglory However, exclamation points can be good too. 😝

11/18/2019 11:45:25 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about density?

11/18/2019 11:45:52 AM humanproofer Tom Clancy 187?

11/18/2019 11:45:56 AM 1crazy_toaster Me three.

11/18/2019 11:45:57 AM karma4event201 😂😂😂😂😂👍

11/18/2019 11:46:15 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know what a circle is?

11/18/2019 11:46:16 AM laurabusse Ha LOL



11/18/2019 11:46:43 AM synackstatic Are the major Tax-Exempt foundations part of The Cult headed by redshields?

11/18/2019 11:46:48 AM brangusjimmy Yeah sorry guys that one was on me.

11/18/2019 11:47:08 AM keithwins The desperation of the globalists is off the charts - will they try to crash the market ?

11/18/2019 11:47:14 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about the merkaba (spirit-light-body)?

11/18/2019 11:47:21 AM tajir007 Not to mention CBD oil cures cancer!!!

11/18/2019 11:47:22 AM lbf777 Is this whole Trump/Q thing a psyop to keep the civilians pacified while NWO Orwellian systems roll out?

11/18/2019 11:47:39 AM cosmic_engineer :Greetings-MJ1-and-Typist1

:Will-the-US-breakup-from-Civil-War

11/18/2019 11:47:50 AM djlok 😂😂😂

11/18/2019 11:47:54 AM sanandaemanuel Are you able to read energy-signatures?

11/18/2019 11:48:15 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about the first wave?

11/18/2019 11:49:09 AM ascendingadam Have you ever directly influenced tweets from followers causing a tweet to occur that otherwise may not have?

11/18/2019 11:49:25 AM connorr1986 Is westworld real?

11/18/2019 11:49:32 AM unitedredwhite1 G Maxwells sister involved?

11/18/2019 11:49:43 AM cocopuffster12 Just when I thought I could not love you 😍 any more!!

11/18/2019 11:49:49 AM sanandaemanuel Do you understand the sacred geometry?

11/18/2019 11:49:55 AM mongrelglory I private messaged Zag to get a little clarification as I didn't understand what he was saying either.

11/18/2019 11:50:17 AM djlok Is it possible to meet those two individuals we see at death before the event of our physical death?  And do they look like Biological Entities when we 

see them or something else?

11/18/2019 11:50:26 AM blankmarlo Assange was cut off from the net and has had very limited visitations for some time now. Is he aware of "The Plan"/the role he plays in it?

11/18/2019 11:50:27 AM ezdoesit_ Later doesn’t exist

11/18/2019 11:50:27 AM zagnett haha noice.

11/18/2019 11:50:46 AM kindeandtrue Shh! Don't disturb the patriots while they watch The Movie and eat popcorn.

11/18/2019 11:52:28 AM unitedredwhite1 Did Elvis fake his death?

11/18/2019 11:52:51 AM chapulincolored Is this story true? https://thetruthrevolution.net/queen-elizabeth-found-guilty-in-missing-children-case/ …

11/18/2019 11:53:20 AM jollyrob2 Do the crystals that people wear have any significance to our whole state of being?

11/18/2019 11:53:29 AM darktolightchad Short answer hell no.  Trump whether you like the guy or not is exposing those who keep us from reaching our full potential.  All will soon see what has 

been hiding in plain sight.

11/18/2019 11:53:35 AM blankmarlo Is @Snowden still actively performing ops for the C_A?

11/18/2019 11:53:42 AM zagnett Just a suggestion, perhaps re-read my initial tweetz from this morning more carefully.

11/18/2019 11:53:55 AM souther53425727 @ReachEchoVoice we’re you asking if Pence is good (a white hat)?

11/18/2019 11:54:01 AM _chelseaproject Will the LGBT be stopped from grooming children and giving children puberty-blocking drugs?

11/18/2019 11:54:08 AM jonesy4671 Have they lied about dinos

11/18/2019 11:54:39 AM yourkiddingme5 Later, you say?  😏😏😏

11/18/2019 11:55:01 AM kindeandtrue My own personal theory is that Trump wants to get impeached so he can be the full-time King of Israel, but that's just me.😁

11/18/2019 11:55:10 AM jivaine_skywing Are there beings waking up from stasis chambers in Antarctica?

11/18/2019 11:55:21 AM zagnett ...including all the text in the embedded image.

11/18/2019 11:55:23 AM miked14176254 I would like an answer to this question

11/18/2019 11:55:31 AM mongrelglory Sadly, I think they'll just get the "run-around" from the network. 😒

11/18/2019 11:55:48 AM jivaine_skywing Is the Giza Pyramid aligned with the Pleiades?

11/18/2019 11:56:05 AM mongrelglory MI6 usually.

11/18/2019 11:56:25 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1196437840244035584 …

Ah, here it is...🧐

"See something, say something"

11/18/2019 11:56:42 AM raalphjoones2 I was at devry at the age of 11, my dad was a navy spook, my grandpa a West point spook. My uncle's are fun.  I've seen some stuff, timelines do matter

11/18/2019 11:57:10 AM mongrelglory Beer's not allowed on the Keto diet...😜

11/18/2019 11:57:12 AM downinthesouth1 True, high school or college not sure which one, but they were classmates.

11/18/2019 11:57:17 AM covertress Is the account, @NSA_QIL2, run by a Majestic or a subordinate?

11/18/2019 11:57:54 AM 4albradley Do they have evidence of recent election fraud?  Were they being watched?  Thanks

11/18/2019 11:58:44 AM tommyo750 I live in Maine. The big thing going here, while we wait for M approval, is craft beer. Seems like a new small brewery is opening every week.

11/18/2019 11:58:56 AM fansblowing3 😂

11/18/2019 11:59:05 AM wickedmouse369 Will fisa and declass trigger the financial reset?

11/18/2019 11:59:45 AM mongrelglory Are ETs working with the "white hats" in governments around the world to help with the Great Awakening?

11/18/2019 12:00:05 PM southern_lady75 So would i

11/18/2019 12:00:29 PM wickedmouse369 Are amusement parks child trafficking hubs?

11/18/2019 12:01:02 PM eochaillmono Was Epstein buried?

11/18/2019 12:01:27 PM charmanda9 Was Josephine Stovall Ogden Forrestal a 🤡?

11/18/2019 12:01:40 PM 4mydeerone iHOPE YOU KCKan understand tHE difference BEEtWINs tIMe bound and EVEHENt driVen.

As well as questions VS #QUESTiONEs.

tHE FATHER🌬partitions ALLviews &only a fool thinks theyRnot the one being tested by conventions #Metoo 

tIMe VS SPEED

VELOCitY VS DENSitY

L👸🏻VE VS DOGMA

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/00ivU0xncu

11/18/2019 12:01:46 PM blankmarlo Was/is Epstein's brother also involved in Pedophilia/Trafficking/SRA?

11/18/2019 12:01:56 PM fansblowing3 Lots of newbies asking TIME questions lol.  We are all impatient.

11/18/2019 12:01:56 PM mongrelglory Is President Xi in China working against US interests?

11/18/2019 12:02:12 PM rebornkingent You say time does not exist, yet speak of timelines. Is 12/21 the final timeline convergence?

11/18/2019 12:02:23 PM mongrelglory Has the Vatican been cleaned up of corruption?

11/18/2019 12:02:26 PM zagnett Interesting Question, Charmanda9.🤔🤨🧐

11/18/2019 12:02:55 PM xxxx_alli Not sure what you are saying please explain?

11/18/2019 12:03:01 PM karma4event201 Do humans choose to be a host to Vril?

11/18/2019 12:03:09 PM downinthesouth1 At 50ish, think I'll see the truth in my lifetime?

11/18/2019 12:03:11 PM etchisonjeremy They will do anything to regain control. Anything.

11/18/2019 12:03:41 PM miked14176254 Are you an AI chat bot?

11/18/2019 12:04:22 PM karma4event201 Parasite removed from Deep State criminals before justice?

11/18/2019 12:04:25 PM rebornkingent Will Prince Andrew be “Epstein’d”? The royals love removing family that causes trouble. Seems to be a thing with European monarch families.



11/18/2019 12:05:05 PM gymdogmom When I sleep I have vibrations going up my spine then outwards to other parts of my body. Stops when I move. Part of heightening consciousness?

11/18/2019 12:05:37 PM karma4event201 Are international human trafficking ports all shut down?

11/18/2019 12:05:52 PM mongrelglory Has Benjamin Netanyahu been relieved of his power in Israel?

11/18/2019 12:06:02 PM laurabusse Makes sense...

11/18/2019 12:06:05 PM souther53425727 Can you explain this?  What does the solstice have to do with the timeline? And what does the timelines will intersect mean?

11/18/2019 12:06:17 PM momekool1 Will the arrests be this year???

11/18/2019 12:06:31 PM mongrelglory Will Justin Trudeau have any more of his crimes exposed in the news?

11/18/2019 12:07:14 PM wallyayottejr Is Kanye West a good guy?

11/18/2019 12:07:33 PM souther53425727 I don’t understand these 3 numbers. I’ve tried looking it up but can’t find anything I seem to understand.

11/18/2019 12:08:00 PM momekool1 Yes but I thought we already knew he was part of the club, no?

11/18/2019 12:08:18 PM momekool1 No. This half is smarter than that.

11/18/2019 12:08:49 PM burgersandra Follow the $$$:

" I was stunned to see that of all the oligarchs connected to foreign governments who donated to the Clinton Foundation while she was Secretary of 

State, Ukraine was at the very top. " https://libertyblitzkrieg.com/2015/03/20/clinton-foundations-deep-financial-ties-to-ukrainian-oligarch-who-

pushed-for-closer-ties-to-eu-revealed/ …

11/18/2019 12:08:56 PM billyj1616 Probably...hope not...

11/18/2019 12:09:03 PM mongrelglory 😳

11/18/2019 12:09:05 PM lbf777 Is it the shared consciousness of Mossad?

11/18/2019 12:09:10 PM momekool1 I thought that might be true when I saw his resignation. 👍

11/18/2019 12:09:53 PM dynamicres Does MJ and team utilize AI to coordinate it's actions?

11/18/2019 12:09:56 PM darktolightchad Hmm, he is the only one standing up to the Elders of Zion at this point.  They have been controlling this existence for far too long.  The people are done 

with tyranny.  Just focus on yourself and don't get caught up with the crazies.

11/18/2019 12:10:02 PM cstarr888 Try a meditative flow instead, like creating art, doing yoga, or martial arts like Tai Chi or Qi Gong perhaps. 🧐🙏💖

11/18/2019 12:10:34 PM mongrelglory Can nuclear power ever be safe for the environment?

11/18/2019 12:10:44 PM papoyamba Unfortunately I don’t think their is a difference. They’ve been ritually abusing their own kin for thousands of years

11/18/2019 12:11:57 PM lycanmaster [Pence] ?

11/18/2019 12:13:24 PM souther53425727 Can you explain thus more?  Why do we think the tribulation began the day if the Mayan calender ending?

11/18/2019 12:13:48 PM lbf777 lol, not yet. They can roll this shit out for decades to come if we let them.

11/18/2019 12:14:16 PM southern_lady75 Did some of the corporations from the private sector  help fund both sides of our past wars?

11/18/2019 12:14:29 PM mongrelglory Will there be a peaceful resolution to the protests in Hong Kong?

11/18/2019 12:14:40 PM blankmarlo Couldn't find a direct link yet but if anyone has any articles or threads that make a connection I would be very interested to go over them.

11/18/2019 12:14:40 PM fansblowing3 Rapper R. Kelly another Epstein?

11/18/2019 12:14:43 PM darktolightchad People stop looking outside of yourself for answers!!  Observing is ok but stop depending on everyone else for these answers.  Focus on yourselves and 

you will truly unlock the real knowledge and you will also help return us to higher existence!  Love and light to you all!

11/18/2019 12:15:45 PM fansblowing3 Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin another Epstein?

11/18/2019 12:16:04 PM surfing123456 Are you aware of us personally and our daily activities

11/18/2019 12:16:05 PM charity_burkett Will the TRUTH ever be known to the public

11/18/2019 12:17:16 PM dynamicres Does all MJ team get access to the  room with the stuffed rabbit outside?👓👁🧐

11/18/2019 12:17:31 PM gaiamancer2 Was AIRL right in terms of how it is?

11/18/2019 12:18:12 PM fansblowing3 Can the girls in the Victoria’s Secret catalog be ordered on demand for the elite?

11/18/2019 12:18:59 PM thepureprophet Ethereum is a centralized shitcoin pump n dump... 362 ppl own 80% of all ethereum. Block-Chain is a technology that cannot be breached or 

manipulated. When you use blockchain to build a crypto currency decentralization is a effort and a practice not a ICO. PoW is Key

11/18/2019 12:19:47 PM turboxyde When we speak to animals and Earth telepathically is it best to send pictures coupled with feelings to seek beautiful expression?

If you can elaborate, please do.

11/18/2019 12:20:17 PM mourningdove33 Not according to my mirror

11/18/2019 12:20:39 PM kindeandtrue Wise words. Thank you.

11/18/2019 12:21:22 PM covertress Could a person who is astral projecting or doing remote viewing appear as an ISE (IS-BE w/o B)?

11/18/2019 12:21:26 PM justicetruthwa2 The masses should know shortly that all the "elitists" mock us while they,lie,cheat ,steal,rape,pillage,destroy any one or anything they can because 

they serve the god of this world Satan, they look human but they have no righteousness in them, ZERO

11/18/2019 12:21:28 PM 313looper Hello , MJ1/T1.

Coup in America and then possibly start of a Coup in Iran !

Related !? 

DS losing power in their major sites and using their last ammunitions !? 

Is it going to be their final attempt!?

PANIC!

Such a messy week we just had ! 😳
11/18/2019 12:23:20 PM iamkduffs Drunk Nancy needs to come up w something better than impeachment. Her noose is tightening

11/18/2019 12:24:04 PM drivelcivil Is the biblical Jerusalem ACTUALLY Constantinople?

11/18/2019 12:24:48 PM laurabusse Practice

Your brain is in the mode or vibration it's in and been in

By daily practice you can slowly shift your brain over to more meditative brain waves and state

You need to know

This is possible

It will take time

You will definitely get there over time

It will be well worth it
11/18/2019 12:25:22 PM justicetruthwa2 Yes, I get it that the masses need an awakening before the next phase can commence, let's look further at world Peace and safety and then sudden 

destruction is this going to come from China?

11/18/2019 12:25:42 PM normal_wizard Is Ba'al a huuuuge bitch?

11/18/2019 12:25:46 PM dianesaumure Will we have a financial reset and annul our mortgage payments in Canada

11/18/2019 12:27:16 PM kcwpatriot Is Trump the last President?

11/18/2019 12:27:24 PM 4mydeerone JUStKCKing my ROLeX is it tIMe to lEVE for the vineyard$$?

No maKCK that QuakerState...

🤣

#FREEtHEFAMiLEE

#QAnon

@GratefulDead

@deadandcompany pic.twitter.com/MeBXqaybKO



11/18/2019 12:28:23 PM 313looper Could you remind us again please; after physical death , which path we have to chose to rescue👉🏻towards the Light or to the Black-Hole ?!

11/18/2019 12:28:42 PM mongrelglory I believe they were the ones that took care of the "Princess Di" problem for the Queen.

11/18/2019 12:28:51 PM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/gG5X8DHBcO

11/18/2019 12:29:16 PM fansblowing3 Was Roman Polanski’s wife, Sharon Tate, murdered by orders of Skull & Bones?

11/18/2019 12:29:37 PM stanstephens13 Have they found what they are looking for with the DNA test?

11/18/2019 12:29:53 PM laurabusse Can make suggestions

But everyones different

I'd recommend exploring YouTubes for music, meditations that will help you get going in that direction

The universe knows what you're trying to accomplish

And will send you just what you need gradually over time

Its a journey

Enjoy it!

11/18/2019 12:30:14 PM laurabusse Excellent idea

11/18/2019 12:31:44 PM johnoutbakjak Try that when you miss your international plane flight!

11/18/2019 12:31:47 PM state1union I saved a picture of an Archon to my phone and has been removed somehow remotely. Seems nefarious?

11/18/2019 12:32:51 PM andoniandothard Do you have all the help you need or might you need more some of us?

11/18/2019 12:32:59 PM covertress *Josephine Ogden Stovall Forrestal. pic.twitter.com/m0w9s3qMmu

11/18/2019 12:33:04 PM ascendingadam A specific question was not asked?

11/18/2019 12:33:20 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1079753981902159874?s=21 …

11/18/2019 12:34:04 PM reachechovoice Sec & Giu? Y 👍🏼?

11/18/2019 12:35:03 PM arifriedman12 Here's my #WWG1WGA tune. pic.twitter.com/wv6c5HH4kk

11/18/2019 12:35:11 PM 4mydeerone WOW it’s REALEE opening! This is for them tHERE... #YOUandWE HERE have a lot of worKCK to do!!! pic.twitter.com/dOyXYGGlrI

11/18/2019 12:36:10 PM weareqanons  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196513003878916097?s=20 …

11/18/2019 12:36:11 PM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/fs3Zhcs692

11/18/2019 12:36:11 PM pleiadianshaman Great Solar Flash will happen for sure?

11/18/2019 12:36:12 PM mongrelglory When time-lines intersect, are there any phenomena or effects that regular folk would notice?

11/18/2019 12:37:01 PM karma4event201 Will we sense the time lines converging 12 21 2019?

11/18/2019 12:38:22 PM 4mydeerone WATTsayTHEE “#KeiraKnightley”??? pic.twitter.com/rIT0qMPC5W

11/18/2019 12:38:42 PM mongrelglory Are there any species of animals on our planet that have higher IQs than humans? (Excluding ET visitors or inner Earth humans)

11/18/2019 12:38:44 PM 4mankindq Snowden good?

11/18/2019 12:39:28 PM _the_psychonaut Is the Trump Card JKF Jr.?!

11/18/2019 12:39:44 PM 4mankindq Are humans living on other planets?

11/18/2019 12:40:17 PM 4mydeerone Gerrrr! 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/FGCXQG4Vyy

11/18/2019 12:40:45 PM normal_wizard As someone who has routinely interacted with them, I have never been able to observe a physical presence. What exactly did your picture look like?

11/18/2019 12:41:22 PM souther53425727 I’ve wondered why he got an envelope but I’ve heard people go back and forth on him.   Thank you!

11/18/2019 12:42:20 PM cchef1980 Is it ok to ask questions in the form of: “will X happen after event y has happened”? This has no time component, but implies causality.

11/18/2019 12:43:08 PM 4mydeerone #QAnon my WAtCH Must BEEBROKCKhen!!!

it KCKeeps staying NOW!

#FREEtHEFAMiLEE pic.twitter.com/NpvO30qU8b

11/18/2019 12:43:34 PM do_or_do_notty It’s the only reason I ever have an appetite

Thank You #Cannabis

11/18/2019 12:44:07 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/Uyh7rfIztT

11/18/2019 12:44:37 PM girlawakeinca I’m thinking it’s in their best interest to respond accordingly as Human Trafficking laws are now in place thanks to POTUS.

11/18/2019 12:45:24 PM yustein Why not by a mom in a dude’s basement?

11/18/2019 12:45:27 PM ascendingadam #IfIWereAnMJ

That would be my job!!! 🤣

11/18/2019 12:45:37 PM 4mydeerone Oh SShIT$$ I got to go $$€€$$ Of my wife from Barista ☕️ 🍵 hit the account$$...

Give me fucking breaKCK! pic.twitter.com/z4yOgz0Em4

11/18/2019 12:47:24 PM laurabusse Yw!

Best of luck to you ♥️

11/18/2019 12:48:24 PM covertress Are the Majestic fishing online for any dangerous people, like those who 187 ]T2[?

11/18/2019 12:49:02 PM horseofw Are you AI?

11/18/2019 12:49:33 PM dynamicres Great question❣️Communication formatting has always been a point of greater inquiry for me as well!

11/18/2019 12:49:37 PM janetmorris The forced smile isn't working!

11/18/2019 12:49:41 PM lightprocess It takes 7 years for body to completely renew.

Same for universal?

As above so below?

11/18/2019 12:49:51 PM 4mydeerone #SoRae that’s wire...  my bad$$?

RiGHt... pic.twitter.com/aLzu02PEQL

11/18/2019 12:52:03 PM radasmodean Are we on a spinning ball?

11/18/2019 12:52:45 PM helentheseeker i am not responsible for how others react to me

11/18/2019 12:54:12 PM zack_stone Guys 7 miles down with nxt gen tech regulated to use drip drop. Give Americans needed clearance. #disclosure or go home

11/18/2019 12:56:52 PM realdonmurphy Is Herman the penguin significant?

11/18/2019 12:58:18 PM momwestside Thank you.  Just, Thank you...

11/18/2019 12:59:29 PM truthseeker273 Is this real? pic.twitter.com/75f6qGZbRB

11/18/2019 1:00:12 PM edwardgouin Are roughly 2/3rds of the Earth’s population soulless?

11/18/2019 1:00:33 PM wallyayottejr Are our devices giving evil AI input to duplicate project looking glass-type results?

11/18/2019 1:00:44 PM tyetyler1 Question: Is Trump going to win election & serve his 2nd term as POTUS?

11/18/2019 1:02:09 PM tyetyler1 All humans are IS-BEs everywhere they go.

11/18/2019 1:02:17 PM bbobbio71 After disclosure will new careers be created?

11/18/2019 1:02:55 PM ujja45105810 Time is an illusion, but experience is a product of time. Is experience an illusion?

11/18/2019 1:03:03 PM catvllvsverona Is The Shift happening between now and November 2020, or later?

11/18/2019 1:03:16 PM tyetyler1 Good question!  I hope this gets answered.

11/18/2019 1:03:19 PM hatcherworks Nope! Nancy P and her clowns are abusing their power!#KAG2020LandslideVictory

11/18/2019 1:03:29 PM yellamoj Does uncertainty in making decisions come with time line adjustments?

11/18/2019 1:03:57 PM bbobbio71 Will Google be broken up

11/18/2019 1:04:08 PM yellamoj Are we going to notice a difference on 12/21/2019?

11/18/2019 1:05:30 PM bbobbio71 Will there be world peace?

11/18/2019 1:05:43 PM patriotmom7 Where do I find information of civilians used in STARGATE?

11/18/2019 1:05:43 PM serenityclark18 Edinburgh



11/18/2019 1:05:56 PM bbobbio71 Will Schiff get schiff canned?

11/18/2019 1:06:15 PM yellamoj Are the Majestic 12 in their own timeline?

11/18/2019 1:06:24 PM patriotmom7 In particular> Parapsychology.

11/18/2019 1:07:33 PM ujja45105810 Is Nibiru near?

11/18/2019 1:07:33 PM lmtlisa3 Awesome job

11/18/2019 1:08:17 PM bbobbio71 Can we really manifest anything?

11/18/2019 1:08:28 PM covertress OK, allow me to be more specific...

Could a Starseed who is astral projecting or doing remote viewing appear as an ISE (IS-BE w/o B)?

11/18/2019 1:08:44 PM 17_ahead Kay Briggs and Bill Wood content true?

11/18/2019 1:09:02 PM bennastix Is local corruption being brought to light? Specifically  http://LUNASTIX.WORDPRESS.COM  

Crystal's truth and justice.

11/18/2019 1:09:34 PM bbobbio71 Missed this

11/18/2019 1:11:43 PM n7guardiananon Was "The Gipper" in the MJ12?

11/18/2019 1:13:25 PM beeshelb EP member of MJ12?

11/18/2019 1:13:35 PM mongrelglory Of course not.  You're only responsible for what you put out into the universe.  We are all responsible for our own reactions.  I'm not suggesting being a 

door-mat or stifling your opinions.  I'm just suggesting kindness in how we interact with people.

11/18/2019 1:14:49 PM beeshelb Was Marlo Morgan’s book Mutant Message Down Under majestic disclosure?

11/18/2019 1:15:55 PM mamiemcclure17 A very serious Q,  have Relex Sympathetic Dystrophy. The sympathetic part of the CNS stimulus of the minds eye. Will this hinder my progress? I’ve 

been told my intrathecal pump wouldn’t. Sometimes works sometimes doesn’t, during meditation. Telling cells to function optimally 🙏

11/18/2019 1:16:47 PM eaglesview77 Is the human mind more powerful than todays computers?

11/18/2019 1:17:17 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5h4SdOxTqOI …

11/18/2019 1:17:18 PM mongrelglory Yes, but I was thinking that the "records of the old interview" might easily get "lost".

11/18/2019 1:17:34 PM fionasdestiny67 Stargate in Sudan still active?

11/18/2019 1:19:34 PM debrafierens That’s cool. Can you mess with Schiff a little?

11/18/2019 1:21:03 PM jonicurry17 Omg the deeper we go, Epstein was PART of the CF. What were they really procuring there (Ukraine). This is not about oil is it?

11/18/2019 1:22:55 PM mattbdogg No

11/18/2019 1:24:57 PM mattbdogg Will The Simpsons ever have a successful spinoff series?

11/18/2019 1:25:20 PM disfellocated Message (not necessarily) over messenger?

Literally the plot to Stargate.

 https://youtu.be/8GRM-eWxHFM 

#ProjectLookingGlass

11/18/2019 1:25:50 PM eaglesview77 Trump is fishing using strongly considering as bait to draw them to the hook.

11/18/2019 1:26:27 PM realteknokrat The homie Moses

11/18/2019 1:26:33 PM hitbyawormhole Wow, a lawmaker offers to help a law enforcer to remove the restrictions on him from participating in the greater debate on substance abuse by 

bringing his knowledge and experience to the table and instead that law enforcer shies away and submits to the authority of the FDA.

11/18/2019 1:27:50 PM bhaggy1008 This is interesting...Vedic literatures are apauruseya - manifest divine consciousness- and as such existing millions of years in this Universe. How can 

this feable tottering  2000 years civilisation even comprehends it? The conclusion?  One needs the proper key to decipher it.

11/18/2019 1:27:55 PM lynnstueber Can you confirm M12? pic.twitter.com/UluhUl8GaE

11/18/2019 1:32:07 PM yustein Reorganization...

11/18/2019 1:34:19 PM realityloominng Is this lady involved with disclosure/ssp? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeG-9GxhRBc …

11/18/2019 1:34:45 PM mamiemcclure17 Never heard of anyone over dozing on Cannabis/Cannabinoids pic.twitter.com/959j6mlT1v

11/18/2019 1:38:10 PM mamiemcclure17 Unfashionably late to the Q&A😔

11/18/2019 1:38:54 PM slaytheeye Is 110 a Majestic number?

11/18/2019 1:40:55 PM charmanda9 “My what big eyes you have”

11/18/2019 1:41:29 PM lmtlisa3 Hollywood is a satanic pedophilia shitstorm. I hope it burns and drops in the ocean.

11/18/2019 1:42:52 PM drnealhouston Retweeted..

11/18/2019 1:43:29 PM paytonpatriot Can gold/silver be created by people or is it a limited commodity?

11/18/2019 1:43:42 PM drnealhouston Retweeted.. https://twitter.com/DrNealHouston/status/1195670495800254464?s=19 …

11/18/2019 1:47:03 PM toffer_anon_369 Is it true that our bodies are or will be “upgraded” from carbon based to silicon crystal based bodies?  If so does that cure any of our illnesses, diseases, 

etc?

11/18/2019 1:47:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/18/2019 1:49:04 PM state1union Is it true that I was cloned?

11/18/2019 1:50:25 PM toffer_anon_369 I’ve had increased headaches and incidents where I perceive that my whole body is vibrating in a very high frequency.  Others have too.  Is this to-be-

expected as part of the plan?

11/18/2019 1:51:23 PM fansblowing3 Dud Marvin Minsky experiment on creating Borgs out of humans.

11/18/2019 1:51:25 PM moemc8 Probably most important question asked

11/18/2019 1:53:02 PM houdini481 Will marshal law be declared in <2yrs

11/18/2019 1:53:03 PM bhopki How come Kavanaugh & Blaisie-Ford were played by the same person?

11/18/2019 1:53:57 PM oaf_unbreakable Grassley wanted to know if FISA report actually exists.

Well does it?

and if it does.

Is its release actually "Imminent" as Barr said?

So far nothing but let downs and blue balls.

11/18/2019 1:54:35 PM annie_b3434 Colour me surprised!

11/18/2019 1:55:04 PM peterluisvenero Correcto 👍

11/18/2019 1:55:15 PM marywal64295444 Dang it, I always miss these.

11/18/2019 1:56:40 PM bereantype is the "Looking Glass" the same as a quantum computer?

11/18/2019 1:57:01 PM toffer_anon_369 Yes , this!  How are you guys doing this?

11/18/2019 1:58:04 PM karma4event201 Cloned cattle can produce offspring and they are in our food supply. 

I bet human clones can now reproduce

11/18/2019 1:58:14 PM bbobbio71 Senate was the key

11/18/2019 2:00:22 PM allahuniversal Are the above question and answer further clarification of this Q & A? :

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105982163541995520?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/b7goZmAvdf

11/18/2019 2:00:34 PM aetherwalker1 Did prayer, a more secure DM 🧘🏼♂️🙏🏼👼🏼, to uncover the covered plans of 🦉 assist in intercepting Their evil actions before they came to fruition?

11/18/2019 2:01:22 PM jebsmirk Have a source, or you just do your own digging?

11/18/2019 2:02:19 PM 1_decided_voter Was there a poisoning attempt on POTUS that resulted in his recent visit to Walter Reed?

11/18/2019 2:02:19 PM ezdoesit_ Now is all we’ve ever had



11/18/2019 2:02:34 PM 313looper 🙏🏻✨

11/18/2019 2:03:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distraction from Epstein

#UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/George_Osborne/status/1196387653064822790 …

11/18/2019 2:03:44 PM nrandygordon  pic.twitter.com/tiVPgvJgog

11/18/2019 2:04:19 PM der_wanderer8 Is there AI among people you stand for?

11/18/2019 2:06:00 PM weediblue Indeed. The MSM in UK is horrendous.

11/18/2019 2:07:09 PM __jabird__ Trying to force Russia into a war? Their excuse for a completely new power structure?

11/18/2019 2:07:21 PM rhondanight Lol

11/18/2019 2:08:07 PM karma4event201 I believe that is the meaning of the question

11/18/2019 2:10:27 PM beth52625 Is Pope Francis the last pope?

11/18/2019 2:10:51 PM zerkuuqsena Operators are standing by.

11/18/2019 2:10:52 PM beth52625 Is the Roman Catholic Church the true church?

11/18/2019 2:11:20 PM hmps2020  https://twitter.com/ryanmcdonald29/status/1196550097062047745?s=19 …

@Jordan_Sather_

@intheMatrixxx

@M2Madness

@Jim_Jordan

@SaraCarterDC

@realQNN

@IPOT1776

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@3Days3Nights

@GregRubini

@Shem_Infinite
11/18/2019 2:11:54 PM bhopki Excellent point. Last week a tweet that didn't concur with 'Majestic's' fake narrative was ridiculed because of a typo - typo's are only permitted when 

they agree. Majestic = BULLSHIT.

11/18/2019 2:12:05 PM __jabird__ He is not.

11/18/2019 2:12:18 PM flyover01047267 Great question!

11/18/2019 2:13:09 PM covertress #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/HQlzolZZ8e

11/18/2019 2:13:12 PM paulknowsall2 Distraction & hardly news - anyone who has any knowledge of the RF & it's history knows the lot of them are extremely racist.

11/18/2019 2:13:53 PM helentheseeker i agree, in principle. kindness is subjective. i sent a letter to my mom telling her she wasn't being kind to my spouse and she got mad at me for being 

unkind to her.

11/18/2019 2:14:16 PM mamiemcclure17 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

11/18/2019 2:16:09 PM numberonepal Orion’s Belt

11/18/2019 2:16:47 PM starehope There was a recent article where someone tested hamburger and it had both human and rat DNA in it. I can't find the article. Was within the past 2-3 

weeks.

11/18/2019 2:16:48 PM internetusr Humm wassat? 🍿

11/18/2019 2:17:36 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/JAH2WmPfPq

11/18/2019 2:17:52 PM eaglesview77 Is trump a time traveler?

11/18/2019 2:19:50 PM starehope Something scared the dickens out of him. My opinion only. I think that's why he went to Trump. Again, my opinion.

11/18/2019 2:21:15 PM state1union No

11/18/2019 2:22:41 PM aetherwalker1 Speaking of dreams, MJ.

I had a dream this morning that good rebels took over Ukraine in a quick coup.  The moment they had control, the leader went on TV/online and gave a 

speech.  He laid out EVERYTHING that the Cabal had done to country.  Who they were and all their crimes!

11/18/2019 2:23:11 PM state1union It was dark and huge and it was above me. MJ12 posted a picture of it and I saved it and now it’s been remotely removed.

11/18/2019 2:23:21 PM elaines88328940 Because they’re more than likely his victims as well. Along with a long list of incredibly rich and famous sick ass freaks. From Hollywood to Martha’s 

Vineyard and across the world. Rich people have few real restrictions,most thingscan be bought even children

11/18/2019 2:23:50 PM prmd21801759 After FISA, comes pedogate.?

11/18/2019 2:24:42 PM starehope Some great questions here! Great thinkers all!

11/18/2019 2:24:47 PM qdemocrats Do you seek understanding/service of the Law of One?

11/18/2019 2:25:03 PM elaines88328940 One word....., FEAR

11/18/2019 2:26:15 PM aetherwalker1 GREAT pic!

The Coziness is with us Covertress!

11/18/2019 2:26:21 PM elaines88328940 Don’t tell the Muslims🧕👀

11/18/2019 2:27:32 PM maxhayzz But Day 7 belongs to us.

11/18/2019 2:28:30 PM nea_storm Love You People & the Y pic.twitter.com/7LjDLX6I67

11/18/2019 2:28:41 PM aetherwalker1 *to their country.

[doh!  🤦🏼♂️]

11/18/2019 2:29:53 PM garypre62441595  pic.twitter.com/cIAI33pt65

11/18/2019 2:29:54 PM johnhammar94 Is everything going accordingly?

11/18/2019 2:31:30 PM mcpatriot64 Where is the yellow cube?

11/18/2019 2:32:04 PM starehope Why, certainly. They takes things across the pond then to Hong Kong. Soon, Epstein and his royal buddy is forgotten. Switch and bait.

11/18/2019 2:34:19 PM starehope They never even liked Diana. She was just an oven for baking their bread.

11/18/2019 2:35:38 PM bhopki Wow - someone's resigning next April - that will shut up anyone who doesn't trust the plan! I'll ask again - why did Kavanaugh play the part of Blaisie-

Ford in make-up & prosthetics? Remove the word 'ion' & you're left with scam.

11/18/2019 2:36:04 PM paulknowsall2 Sadly, the quality of the ingredients you use to bake, determines the quality of the bread.

11/18/2019 2:37:23 PM starehope Does your opinion reflect on Diana?

11/18/2019 2:39:38 PM adamf66104088 Wow..you can really hear the panic in her. Its increased alot. This is really going to happen!

11/18/2019 2:42:03 PM maxhayzz Gas and fracking (Burisma/Biden/Kerry)

Human trafficking (you know who, same as Haiti)

11/18/2019 2:42:21 PM laurabusse Exactly

11/18/2019 2:42:59 PM paulknowsall2 Nope. Reflects on the ingredients that were given to her to make the bread with.

11/18/2019 2:44:06 PM synackstatic  https://archive.is/I92tC 

main source on tomato shenanigans. Ties in with tomato lingo (think pizzagate). Another anon on chans stated he first-hand seen Todds Tomato trucks 

at the dock for Disney cruise line.Disney cruise stopped at little st. james island:  

https://www.magicalkingdoms.com/cruise/ports/stthomasexcur.html …



11/18/2019 2:45:35 PM starehope Well, she had little to work with. So naive and innocent, I felt sorry for her before the leaks of her depression, etc. Just the site if him makes me 

shudder.

11/18/2019 2:46:36 PM synackstatic Thank you for asking for sauce. It can be easy to get carried away with all of these connections.

11/18/2019 2:53:22 PM unidentifiedta1 Should you be trusted by the masses?

11/18/2019 2:54:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger.

11/18/2019 2:55:52 PM aprilbrown99 Deep Underground Military Base

11/18/2019 2:57:49 PM kidge6 Arrested in Wisconsin. Florida trying to extradite. So, Wisconsin could be protecting him.

11/18/2019 3:00:49 PM litecoin_bull Y singing like a bird. 

watch big names fall.

11/18/2019 3:01:06 PM theglitcher14 Did you mean to spell Serial wrong?

11/18/2019 3:02:00 PM covertress To learn more, try searching MJ12 tweets for IS-BE.

I'm asked how to find MJ12 posts so often, that I wrote a how-to so you can perform searches for yourself. 

The article is part of my Patreon account, but this one is Free to the public. Enjoy!

 https://patreon.com/posts/31105341  pic.twitter.com/0oUU6Y3owi

11/18/2019 3:04:15 PM starehope Found the link. https://fortune.com/2016/05/10/burger-market-analysis-rat-human-dna/ …

11/18/2019 3:07:45 PM medic13_17 What's the best defense against the AI susans?

11/18/2019 3:08:08 PM michael81972 Was the Contents in the Library of Alexandria really destroyed?

11/18/2019 3:08:37 PM rickster61x Disclosure would awaken people to the fact fossil fuels are obsolete.

What would happen to the economy then...

11/18/2019 3:10:26 PM chapulincolored How many people are awake in America?

11/18/2019 3:11:19 PM robsealejr1 Are starships awaiting entry on earth just outside of our galaxy?

11/18/2019 3:12:50 PM michael81972 This answered my question I asked earlier...Ywitter hides tweets,  I know i would not have missed this one,  I look every day...

11/18/2019 3:13:20 PM liannameetsthe2 They cheated for her on such a grand scale that they never thought she would lose. They thought the world was on the bag for them

11/18/2019 3:13:22 PM lukekauffman Are you teleopathic?

11/18/2019 3:14:52 PM alexandercody7 Are we under spiritual attack since 11.10? I feel like drugged, blinded, so many bad things happen. I can't meditate to feel within

11/18/2019 3:15:57 PM luxdefiance Do we have propulsion systems that can manipulate gravity? Does majestic or other agencies or groups research/practice various forms of “magic” ?

11/18/2019 3:16:57 PM freestateojones Refer to Qdrop re: "Impeachment" for a greater understanding. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1177064823420534784?s=20 …

11/18/2019 3:17:01 PM mongrelglory Her interpretation.  She may say she's "hurt" by your words (which probably weren't unkind at all, considering you were trying to advocate for your 

spouse), however, her behaviour indicates more what she's really feeling.  Probably anger that you confronted her on her behaviour.

11/18/2019 3:18:56 PM decodematrix Are the Anshar inner-Earth people real?

11/18/2019 3:19:22 PM mongrelglory You are the best judge of whether your actions were done with a spirit of kindness and respect, even if you were confronting someone.  Your opinion 

of your actions is the one that really matters.

11/18/2019 3:19:35 PM courtneyspace17 sorry

11/18/2019 3:20:54 PM mongrelglory She sounds like she fears she's losing control over you, and she's trying to push your guilt button to get it back.  Of course, you know your mother best!

11/18/2019 3:21:25 PM bleakperfect1 satanic mind control satellites?

11/18/2019 3:23:07 PM karma4event201 Pope is still there so I bet the answer is no

11/18/2019 3:23:34 PM hollylandes What room is this?

11/18/2019 3:24:01 PM decodematrix Were [they] making adrenochrome in Ukraine?

11/18/2019 3:24:51 PM 777harry I think you're a LARP.

11/18/2019 3:25:37 PM serenitygirrl It has to be a mixture of CBD and THC. Watch “Run from the cure.” The Rick Simpson documentary.

11/18/2019 3:25:52 PM asdasd26700831 Why is tattoo a bad thing?

11/18/2019 3:26:46 PM trumppallooza Project looking glass?

11/18/2019 3:27:26 PM jimmiejamjones And marijuana, stimulate's the Pineal gland, for more intellectual enlightenment.....

11/18/2019 3:30:34 PM moemc8 Confirms why signs at rally say Trump 2020.  No mention of Pence.

11/18/2019 3:31:17 PM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/P0vidCJaL0

11/18/2019 3:32:06 PM moemc8 Were voting fraud traps set in Kentucky and Louisiana?

11/18/2019 3:33:23 PM alexandercody7 3585=12?

Or date?

11/18/2019 3:37:05 PM 1_decided_voter This seems like it's selective responding than refusing because it includes a time component. Compare to this response from earlier this year: 

pic.twitter.com/QXBJN9auwL

11/18/2019 3:37:21 PM ancho82666258 When will you have your next AMA?

11/18/2019 3:38:16 PM jaded_pearl That's would explain my time issues.

11/18/2019 3:41:13 PM jaded_pearl Jump room pic.twitter.com/bHssm7nzH3

11/18/2019 3:42:19 PM jaded_pearl Hek 293

11/18/2019 3:43:43 PM jaded_pearl I think so.

11/18/2019 3:44:30 PM dls00741 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Timeline question here.  1.  there are still multiple timelines.  2. all timelines converged into one 12-21-2012.  3. all timelines 

converged into one recently.

I see thoughtful support for all three.  

I seek but have not found (yet).  Any nudges appreciated

11/18/2019 3:48:16 PM cosmic_engineer Burned aaset. Blackmail released

11/18/2019 3:51:20 PM egelone r p'ntl my friends?

11/18/2019 3:51:27 PM jaded_pearl Yes - we are energetic light beings...we all vibrate a frequency...as do all living organisms including pathogens.

11/18/2019 3:51:43 PM egelone r there aliens in q team?

11/18/2019 3:52:07 PM covertress And the home fire is burning! pic.twitter.com/d0GHEr2wrj

11/18/2019 3:52:31 PM 369_is Will the 'Solar Flash/Event' cause an instantaneous shift in consciousness?

11/18/2019 3:57:21 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup



11/18/2019 3:57:48 PM laurabusse She also may be in victim/blame consciousness

Which many of us are

At one time or another

Or mostly LOL

A friend wisely said to me

See your mom as a child who can't help it

She's just the way she is

Another friend said

Your mom is never gonna be the mom you always wanted LOL
11/18/2019 4:01:18 PM jaded_pearl Has geoengineering been eradicated in the US?

11/18/2019 4:02:57 PM 11111christian y

11/18/2019 4:03:04 PM tracydf62 Impeachment end well for Democrats?

11/18/2019 4:03:49 PM jaded_pearl Will the US start a new justice system from the ground up?

11/18/2019 4:04:18 PM covertress The phrase, IS-BE, originated in this book:

Alien Interview https://mega.nz/#!ePIGQaDR!clvdSJ7eLwnySxHTzKSQUN4idi8peBgpLAuO2kAURyk …

11/18/2019 4:04:27 PM 11111christian 50 - 50.  His heart is right, he still has his demons. However he is trying the right things to change himself and others.  More of a good guy than not.

11/18/2019 4:05:05 PM jaded_pearl After the FED ends - will we be allowed access to our Treasury direct accounts?

11/18/2019 4:08:20 PM hollylandes Thank you.

11/18/2019 4:10:02 PM hollylandes What area of the world is this located?

11/18/2019 4:11:08 PM thefragglerocks Sick hearing this rhetoric. Absolutely nothing happens

11/18/2019 4:11:20 PM hollylandes He will not answer questions with time components. (Lol...sorry, I could not resist.)

11/18/2019 4:11:47 PM hollylandes Do cloned cattle age normally?

11/18/2019 4:13:10 PM psmith19701 What is the best way to protect yourself from negative emergy?

11/18/2019 4:13:55 PM hollylandes They act like it

11/18/2019 4:14:09 PM thericharddoyle < https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1196299847726440448 …>

There will, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, be an Intersection — why would you assume it is temporal, when:

1. You don’t know and never did —

2. And don’t honestly want anyone to know – or even ask – what you never could?

What does come next?

Enjoy I will.  pic.twitter.com/MhCWfd4uVO
11/18/2019 4:20:44 PM ancho82666258 Hahahaha I guess you are right. Thank you for the giggle, I needed it. I have gone through a lot of these tweets and their replies today and suddenly 

feel like I am missing something really big here. I really wish I understood what they are talking about.

11/18/2019 4:21:48 PM j0z0rpwn Look at the GATE program for Gifted and Talented children. I think some were subjected to flashing lights, weird punishments, every class session the 

doors were locked and blinds drawn. A lot of the students had similar genetic/family backgrounds. Idk if it's related, just a lead

11/18/2019 4:22:47 PM egelone was 45 poisioned?

11/18/2019 4:23:02 PM egelone is 45 in danger?

11/18/2019 4:23:17 PM aetherwalker1 Wow.

I'm envious of your home.  

If you're feeling Compassionate, please pray for this Fox so I can have financial independence and my own cozy home. pic.twitter.com/o8myGV3ydi

11/18/2019 4:24:55 PM 369_is Is the moon reincarnation trap still operating?

11/18/2019 4:25:14 PM hollylandes Me too. I find it all interesting but I gotta admit to scepticism. The looking glass tech sounds fascinating. I need to research that more.

11/18/2019 4:25:42 PM nea_storm Wishes optimal word! pic.twitter.com/iA6zoJOq7x

11/18/2019 4:25:58 PM dls00741 youre his kid... don't you know????

jk

11/18/2019 4:26:22 PM covertress That's my dream home fireplace.

May we both realize our dreams, Fox. 🙏

11/18/2019 4:27:42 PM fishbonker66 Traitor to the entire world

11/18/2019 4:29:20 PM ragstorm @RepMarkMeadows

@Jim_Jordan

@RepMattGaetz

@RepStevenSmith

@RepHartzler

@senatemajldr

@NewDayForNJ

@ChrisCoons

@rising_serpent

@ChristinePolon1

@christianllamar

@EmeraldRobinson

@ChanelRion

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@chad_norvell

@Q2ndWave

@hickory66

@w_terrence

@FederalistNo78

@Murrayott🤔
11/18/2019 4:30:56 PM whodataficionad Oh I hope they find a lot of the left being pegged. #truth

11/18/2019 4:35:40 PM hoopdem DEM NUGS THOUGH!! MAGNIFICENT WORK SIR!!

11/18/2019 4:37:16 PM aetherwalker1 💰💰💰💰💰💰💰💰💰 pic.twitter.com/csOWRZMnTr

11/18/2019 4:39:19 PM bi07829782 Money laundering the money smuggled out of Russia for her campaign and try to frame POTUS before election and after.



11/18/2019 4:45:03 PM enomai_ Is there a view upon earth fro the moon that has some sort of wire like a screen door kinda viewpoint?

11/18/2019 4:45:22 PM eldeeberry Bait for the hook

11/18/2019 4:55:17 PM anangelhasland1 Can a team repeat a day for themselves or others?

11/18/2019 4:55:42 PM rick_hernandez People are the best versions of themselves they are capable of being at any given time. As we grow, we expand non our ability to relate to each other 

in new and more pleasant ways

11/18/2019 4:55:58 PM rick_hernandez *on

11/18/2019 4:59:47 PM mountain_jump3r Very Fake News https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2eTo1et6VI&t=350s …

11/18/2019 5:00:24 PM papadocdolo You're Awesome

11/18/2019 5:00:58 PM 4mydeerone @AHisglory @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @1776_NOAH_711

@FocusFeatures @scarcurtis @realDonaldTrump

#KeiraKnightley

#QAnon 

Has noting been done?

I mean even Covertly as it relates to tHE Boy?

Nothing?

To E?

To the babies? 

Nothing?

tIMe 44 some answers please.! pic.twitter.com/lIcAFnr848
11/18/2019 5:03:00 PM helentheseeker you know that i told myself those very same things but they mean more coming from you. thank you. 💓

11/18/2019 5:03:17 PM cryptogyu Love it. Always the first @covertress ❤️

11/18/2019 5:03:53 PM helentheseeker that is an awesome sentiment! thanks!

11/18/2019 5:04:33 PM truthseeker805 Vitamin E

11/18/2019 5:05:57 PM scott_rick She faked her death

11/18/2019 5:10:01 PM scott_rick What order does the RV track

11/18/2019 5:11:09 PM scott_rick When does the RV happen in the Boom process

11/18/2019 5:11:13 PM 313looper Are President trump and his family completely safe!?

11/18/2019 5:11:26 PM kathleen3693693 My motto: Never ever give up. Try again later, but never give up.

11/18/2019 5:12:42 PM karma4event201 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

11/18/2019 5:12:56 PM stoneturnr Epsteins New Mexico ranch connected to nearby DUMBs? Was/is Epstein working with ETs?

11/18/2019 5:13:18 PM enomai_ LOL

11/18/2019 5:15:53 PM scott_rick What does the NRO really do?

11/18/2019 5:19:17 PM scott_rick Of course what do you think a UFO is pic.twitter.com/mgqi12d3GO

11/18/2019 5:19:52 PM toffer_anon_369 Y'all like BDT, so here: Many of us have been poisoned nearly to death. I'm FAT,I have chronic pain, my body and quality of life are almost dead. Are 

there going to be any healings (not asking when, but if)or do I just have to die and reincarnate here again?

11/18/2019 5:22:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past threads.

11/18/2019 5:25:49 PM beaux4christ If time is an illusion then why do we grow old?

11/18/2019 5:32:42 PM beaux4christ Yes just duck duck go hek 293 and it will tell you what it is and it's in damn near everything

11/18/2019 5:35:00 PM petesmom94 We watched that about 2 weeks ago, very interesting!

11/18/2019 5:37:05 PM chrislongaberg1 Sit and connect w consciousness, open up your heart chakra, bow your head and project feelings of love and gratitude, then hold out your hands and 

project the emotional frequency of communion. Since thoughts are energy they are projected into our energetic field, focus, amplify

11/18/2019 5:38:57 PM laurabusse Very well said 😊

11/18/2019 5:39:17 PM sano_faith True.

11/18/2019 5:39:49 PM stoneturnr I dont recall anything specifically about Epstein and ETs, but if CF was working w them, it's likely Epstein was to. Interplanetary slave trade? Have these 

networks been completely shut down? Any info on this topic would be much appreciated.

11/18/2019 5:40:08 PM laurabusse This is so true

11/18/2019 5:40:32 PM keith369me Take down that nasty Hollywood C-A operation

11/18/2019 5:41:45 PM keith369me Sadly, many think the use of an unseemly word is worse than raping children.

11/18/2019 5:42:06 PM laurabusse ❤️🧡💛💚💙💜❤️

11/18/2019 5:42:17 PM jeffcordell6 Pain coming?

11/18/2019 5:43:58 PM keith369me If one were to graph number awakened on a Y axis and time on an X axis, would the graph have a hockey stick shape?  I’d rather you not answer than 

tell me time is an illusion.

11/18/2019 5:44:54 PM yellamoj Act III.

11/18/2019 5:48:03 PM roublisa Cleaver man you😉

11/18/2019 5:52:15 PM laurabusse Your profile

I don't know what to put here 

LOL

Love your honesty

Someone recently put in their profile

Christian

Not a good one

Best laugh I had all day

Some ppl are just so precious LOL
11/18/2019 5:58:03 PM sano_faith Im just being myself lol

11/18/2019 6:02:13 PM laurabusse Oh me pick me Mr kotter

They cost money

They're permanent

Costs more money to remove them

God knows what's in the dye

What if they make a mistake

You can change your clothes your makeup but not your tattoo

They're ugly mostly

If exposed they clash with your wardrobe

Shall I go on
11/18/2019 6:04:22 PM glass_haf_full The entourage effect. Terpene content is huge also

11/18/2019 6:04:40 PM j3nnigma Epstein cofounded CF 🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂😂😂

11/18/2019 6:05:17 PM antarantanka Two questions on portobello mushrooms

1) Are they grown in SSP bases/bunkers?

2) Are they being used to degrade waste hydrazine or other exotic fuels?



11/18/2019 6:06:23 PM laurabusse If everybody's doing it it cant be a good thing

They're not cheap

Buy something more worthwhile!

Its a trend

Trends come to an end

Then what

You're stuck with it when your circumstances change

What will it look like in 50 yrs?

Faded?

Wrinkled?

Stretched?

Aging w out tats bad enuf
11/18/2019 6:06:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

11/18/2019 6:07:52 PM paytonpatriot Did Eric Swalwell actually fart on live tv on MSNBC? 😂

11/18/2019 6:10:18 PM laurabusse But other than that

Tattoos are a great idea

If you have a tattoo

I love you

I may even like your tattoo

But I would never get one

If you love tattoos

Great

To each his own

Different strokes for different folks

Variety is the spice of life

Vive le difference
11/18/2019 6:10:22 PM keith369me I noticed a difference on 11-11-2018 immediately.  My guess is many will!!!

11/18/2019 6:10:36 PM manifest_utopia Have more than 1% of global adult population transitioned to 4th density level (information) consciousness?

If you can give a % or number, much appreciated.

11/18/2019 6:12:23 PM laurabusse Could be said for most of us

11/18/2019 6:14:11 PM bildwall The alcohol lobby spends liberally, hundreds of millions annually, to keep Joe 6 pack from becoming Joe 6 puff.

11/18/2019 6:14:46 PM laurabusse I doubt it

But even if it is

I doubt it would make much difference

11/18/2019 6:17:56 PM virbow1 Schumer knew what was already happening in the FBI and CIA to take down Trump.

11/18/2019 6:18:19 PM laurabusse Be positive energy

As much as you can

As often as you can

As powerfully as you can

We needn't be affected by or afraid of

Negative energy

Negative beings

Etc etc

Your fate is in your hands for the most part

Trust yourself

Trust your abilities

Trust Source

Let go and trust...
11/18/2019 6:18:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you Tucker.

11/18/2019 6:18:53 PM powersawer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Spirulina sourced from "controlled fresh water basins in the south china sea safe for consumption? It seems like the perfect food.

11/18/2019 6:19:54 PM gameplaysav @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hello have you got an mail for you contact

11/18/2019 6:21:08 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

When was ALICE first created and by whom? Specific purpose?

11/18/2019 6:21:17 PM laurabusse Imagine your DNA upgrading to what will benefit you to what you want it to be

We have the power to

Heal ourselves

Love ourselves

Bless ourselves

Help ourselves

More than we've been led...
11/18/2019 6:21:31 PM rebornkingent I assume Tucker Carlson did a good deed?

11/18/2019 6:23:13 PM laurabusse For definite positive sure?

11/18/2019 6:25:47 PM laurabusse What about it?

More specific question perhaps to be answered Y or N?

I would be interested...

11/18/2019 6:26:28 PM jones9536 Can somebody tell me why he's thanking Tucker I can't watch him tonight

11/18/2019 6:27:12 PM t_hayden07 11.11.18....big marker? Tech? 

I've been fascinated with it, ever since I found out.

11/18/2019 6:27:23 PM paytonpatriot Seems as if I can’t post the video of Tucker that you’re referring to. Thanks Alice pic.twitter.com/vlpQZbgFCN

11/18/2019 6:27:49 PM t_hayden07 Bummer.



11/18/2019 6:28:53 PM t_hayden07 11.11.18

A marker? Tech?

11/18/2019 6:30:14 PM laurabusse This is a recording

11/18/2019 6:30:24 PM paytonpatriot  pic.twitter.com/aKGFxKopLA

11/18/2019 6:30:42 PM t_hayden07 And, remember....the looking glass interview. Nothing bad happens unless we manifest it. So, quit believing in the end of days catastrophe! :)

11/18/2019 6:30:46 PM paytonpatriot Sheesh, finally. Stupid Twitter!

11/18/2019 6:32:01 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196512784760131585?s=09 …

11/18/2019 6:32:15 PM thanqtrump1 Did cern F up and change our timeline somehow, is Mandela effect connected to this mistake?

11/18/2019 6:35:30 PM sanandaemanuel Yes

11/18/2019 6:37:53 PM michael81972 Did a detailed piece on JE

11/18/2019 6:38:54 PM laurabusse By feel

If it feels right to you

Its the right path

You know in your heart

Your heart guides you

There is no right path

You decide...

And you learn as you go ☺️

Its a life of adventure

Learning

Fun

Joy

Love ♥️

With heartbreak and mistakes along the way

But it always gets better
11/18/2019 6:39:27 PM laurabusse No

11/18/2019 6:42:47 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍

11/18/2019 6:44:53 PM laurabusse Almost as soon as computers were invented

By the cabal

To fuck with us

I'm on a roll today

And not to be taken seriously as usual

11/18/2019 6:45:53 PM ancho82666258 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did the republican governor candidates in Kentucky and Louisiana lose due to vote manipulation?

11/18/2019 6:47:27 PM giediknight ALICE must be an AI created long ago. Pre-Diluvian.

11/18/2019 6:48:29 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Thinking Y

18650

11/18/2019 6:48:41 PM banksia42265169 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealMars #UnsealMars #UnsealMars

11/18/2019 6:50:32 PM marywal64295444 I just watched an Australian version of 60 minutes about Jeffrey Epstein. They laid a lot out there for the public, more than I thought MSM would do. I 

was pleasantly surprised, and hope it boxes well for more truth to come out worldwide

11/18/2019 6:50:50 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1196621600759652353 …

11/18/2019 6:52:13 PM jaded_pearl All over - I'm not sure if they are only in DUMBs

11/18/2019 6:54:47 PM ahisglory THIS DIMENSION IS SO CRAZY YO pic.twitter.com/p7IqbwPgsW

11/18/2019 6:55:34 PM 1ifbyseaqanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Odds R

11/18/2019 6:56:09 PM teamof0ne It was reported that HRC State Dept pressured UK to not investigate Burisma but even more important Soros. This leads me to believe the real origin 

mastermind of Russia Collusion, Uk Quid pro quo, UK pay for play, Biden Kerry and the rest were all guided by GS.

11/18/2019 6:57:23 PM wwg1wga93583681 Will the waters rise significantly in America?  Is LG's hat white?

11/18/2019 6:59:53 PM keith369me #ExposeEpstein

11/18/2019 7:00:59 PM keith369me Tucker was calm during the whole #UnsealEpstein segment.  Why exactly does he fly off the handle for the thousandth instance of Biden/Pelosi/Schiff 

corruption but shows no anger talking about Prince f-cking Andrew?

11/18/2019 7:01:11 PM unidentifiedta1 Is a breakaway civilization forming in preparation of the global event?

11/18/2019 7:06:08 PM writermaven Yup speaking 4 some1 in Ca

11/18/2019 7:07:34 PM writermaven Well it can't be 21-12-1920 now can it?

Amused 

B

11/18/2019 7:07:42 PM michael81972 RS is entangled in NXIVM,  Will he remain loyal to DJT thru it all?

11/18/2019 7:07:46 PM dbelanger63 Maybe it will be a special day somehow!   The watch!!

11/18/2019 7:08:01 PM _ohio_girl On our 34th anniversary, no less. Seems like it's gonna be another day to remember.

11/18/2019 7:09:01 PM r_over_p End of the Mayan calander is 12/21/2012. It’s 2012 on the Ethiopic calendar.  End of the world for these deep state players.

11/18/2019 7:11:28 PM ravisingkeegan What? Majestic talking about dates?

Time is an illusion..

Mentioning a date only moves the event forward...

??

11/18/2019 7:11:40 PM 4mydeerone Thanks again! pic.twitter.com/OfYHi2tbqa

11/18/2019 7:12:41 PM brown_eyedladyj Is that Brittany? 🤣

11/18/2019 7:12:51 PM r_over_p The seven trumpets mentioned in biblical scriptures

11/18/2019 7:14:28 PM jvan125 Was Prince Andrew sending a message in that interview? Mentioning pizza and something about not regretting his friendship with JE because of “who 

he met” and what he “learned”? Hannity played those clips again and those answered sounded like threats to me... 🤔 #UnsealEpstein

11/18/2019 7:14:32 PM sdane8 Doesn't sound like it ... pic.twitter.com/c8YnYfwVww

11/18/2019 7:15:46 PM way2frank Inbreeding has consequences.

11/18/2019 7:15:48 PM jones9536 Thanks

11/18/2019 7:16:14 PM marywal64295444 Supposed to say "bodes", not boxes. Stupid autocorrect

11/18/2019 7:17:03 PM ascendingadam Will there be a global event on December 21, 2019 that causes all times lines to merge?

11/18/2019 7:17:31 PM kidge6 Pretty sure you nailed it bro. Though there certainly could be more to it. Good q.

11/18/2019 7:17:39 PM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/Uac0KbE4JK



11/18/2019 7:18:15 PM 4mydeerone As in what time to talk? Or what is tIMe or time is irrelevant or...

tIMe!

And as to the other thing iAM not at war! That’s really easy!im seeking peace, #FAMiLEE & L👸🏻VE. 

Any help whether you believe your a space alien or what ever is in your interest too! tRUSt me on thati🙏🏽 pic.twitter.com/wSmH4HtP5l

11/18/2019 7:18:49 PM michael81972 👍

11/18/2019 7:20:37 PM wearediamonds2 I have a TON of questions for you already asked/dispersed on my entire twitter feed. Perhaps you could answer some of them!? 

They mostly relate to why are we Targeted Individuals and can we ever get the truth/freedom about ourselves/what happened/happens to us.

11/18/2019 7:20:43 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/WioeT1ejVH

11/18/2019 7:21:26 PM sdane8 There was also another long string on April 1st you can search and review. pic.twitter.com/zHjrG5GppM

11/18/2019 7:22:52 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/inbuARV4mS0 

You're welcome

11/18/2019 7:23:17 PM wearediamonds2 P.S. I don't mean to be annoying by saying "please read all of my page and answer all of my questions"...I just have millions of questions and don't 

know how else to start asking/getting truth. I need help/direction/mysteries solved.

11/18/2019 7:26:36 PM wallyayottejr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

what are the odds of a 9x9 Magic Squares pure sum being 369...crazy!  pic.twitter.com/iKG0rGdY9r

11/18/2019 7:27:06 PM bdab28 ALICE*

11/18/2019 7:28:28 PM chasingnehemiah There is a theory that a technology Q alluded to can see into the future and look at all possible combinations of destiny in the past and that some force 

of nature requires that all possible destinies align to a predetermined one on that specific date.

11/18/2019 7:30:19 PM realitycheck05  pic.twitter.com/OgG3hhhLp4

11/18/2019 7:30:23 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/5hstRte4zO

11/18/2019 7:30:40 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/q4CWtuZZ0E

11/18/2019 7:35:11 PM stephgraz7580 I do as well.....

11/18/2019 7:35:22 PM wearediamonds2 Will there be a group available to SAFELY help those of us who suspect our families and ourselves have been victims of CIA MK and other secret 

projects? We need answers, scientific studies to get them, & help to move on. We also want to ensure these sick projects are dismantled.

11/18/2019 7:36:30 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/YkbprJpc0g

11/18/2019 7:38:34 PM crisco2377 In other words the movie "Dreamscape" with Dennis Quaid is real?

11/18/2019 7:39:02 PM 313looper Thanks a lot for sharing these SDane!

I could remember the message of disclosure sent by MJ12 regarding this topic while ago ! But I didn’t know how to search for it ! 

Is that possible if you could share the link of these tweets !

Thanks again 🙏🏻🌹💗

11/18/2019 7:39:21 PM altimitwill I thought time was an illusion? So what are you saying here? Will an event occur here?

11/18/2019 7:48:13 PM sdane8 That happens to me in the middle of the night sometimes. 😊 Usually if I don't eat a small snack before bed. I think my blood sugar drops during sleep.

11/18/2019 7:49:40 PM stephgraz7580 Without any blockages .... yes We are all children of God

11/18/2019 7:50:13 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/rIrrIyOTS2

11/18/2019 7:50:44 PM sdane8 😁

11/18/2019 7:52:36 PM brown_eyedladyj I'm sure she has many clones

11/18/2019 7:53:01 PM psmith19701 Thank you

11/18/2019 7:53:59 PM brown_eyedladyj That would make sense to me

11/18/2019 7:55:28 PM ttesla9  pic.twitter.com/S32sJtwrg0

11/18/2019 7:57:38 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/QPNFit9gVA

11/18/2019 7:57:43 PM patbryantmusic Me four! ☕️

11/18/2019 7:58:34 PM manifest_utopia That's the answer I get too.

11/18/2019 7:58:56 PM sdane8 Oak Island?  😉

11/18/2019 7:59:00 PM stephgraz7580 Only one answer.  No Fear. It is not Love against hate it’s Love against fear. God is love .  Choose Love and no negative that you can’t beat

11/18/2019 8:09:28 PM joanna26470270 And Americans have a sure way of getting back at you.

11/18/2019 8:10:01 PM karma4event201 Nancy Pelosi knows they can't impeach him, now they are begging him to resign. 😆

11/18/2019 8:11:11 PM sdane8 A lot of the questions being asked can be found by searching past tweets.  💕

11/18/2019 8:12:45 PM pkekbar BREAKING NEWS!

I totally overheard Drrrrrumpf say those words backstage at a Miss Deplorable Woman Auction/Contest while I was smoking doobies with Kamala 

Harris and listening to Xzibit!

IN PEAAAAAACH FO'TY FI'E!!!!

11/18/2019 8:15:27 PM stars33d3 Can see the entity undearneath.. 😳

11/18/2019 8:17:01 PM sdane8 18:42 mark

 https://youtu.be/k3aLUV9d5EQ 

11/18/2019 8:18:44 PM truthse80746223 What a nut job Pelosi is.  Trump has gotten more done in his first three years, while under constant withering attack from the left, than any POTUS in 

my lifetime.  She & her ilk hate him because he's not one of them: he's an outsider, not a professional & corrupt politician.

11/18/2019 8:23:55 PM karma4event201 Surely, the pharmacy that delivers Alzheimer's  prescriptions straight to the capital; also instructs them not to mix it with alcohol 🤔

11/18/2019 8:25:03 PM epkman 1 fish, 2 fish, red fish🐡, blue fish.🐟🐟

11/18/2019 8:28:28 PM reachechovoice Problem is... Bloomberg posted a video a week ago claiming (showing) Pence filed a Trump/Pence ticket..

&

I have 3 more questions I'd like takes on.

11/18/2019 8:30:48 PM epkman I'm not the #SpellingNasi, but his has me perplexed:

Urban Dictionary: despiration

 https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=despiration …

a couple who are despirate to go at it 24/7 even if it mean leaving there childeren to walk home from places far away.

11/18/2019 8:40:43 PM nurseniceyes That had been done before... Not many even heard the knocking. Going to have to bump it up little by little.

11/18/2019 8:42:36 PM nurseniceyes I hope so. I never thought of you as quitters... Persistence.

11/18/2019 8:43:27 PM nurseniceyes Are you ready?

11/18/2019 8:44:29 PM reachechovoice Is Care Int'l (Foundation) important for linking E to C?

How does Ukraine fit in?

11/18/2019 8:47:21 PM sdane8 I'm not sure if this will work, but here goes ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070366370632744960?s=20 …

11/18/2019 8:49:53 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119992046008393729?s=20 …

11/18/2019 8:53:17 PM gingerbanana2 Upcoming majestic date...will it be energetic shifting?  And if so is that on a large scale?



11/18/2019 8:53:49 PM sdane8 @covertress shared these search instructions.

 https://www.patreon.com/posts/31105341 

11/18/2019 8:56:04 PM chapulincolored Stop with that "time is an illusion" f*ckery, arrest Soros now!  You should've arrested that archon years ago. You are and keep doing a dis-service to 

humanity letting that piece of black goo roam the streets. You too should be held accountable for your inaction & procastination. 

pic.twitter.com/FJFtgHTTRj

11/18/2019 8:56:32 PM 313looper That’s great ! 

It helps a lot , God bless you SDane 🙏🏻💗✨

11/18/2019 8:57:25 PM sdane8 PS: I use a browser page to search past tweets on my phone ( https://mobile.twitter.com/search-advanced ) but covertress shared these instructions a 

while back and I saved them.

 https://www.patreon.com/posts/31105341 

11/18/2019 8:58:54 PM freestateojones Are you?

11/18/2019 8:59:04 PM sdane8 Happy to share what I'm learning! 😊

11/18/2019 9:00:23 PM 313looper Yes , I never used that before ! 

Going to use it from now on, as I remember most of the MJ ‘s messages of disclosure but not in details and I certainly need a reminder !

11/18/2019 9:00:57 PM 313looper ☺🌹

11/18/2019 9:05:56 PM rghardy3 A Majestic Timeline Intersection on 12-21

11/18/2019 9:06:39 PM chapulincolored It seems that you are complicit by allowing him to continue to do what he does... for more than two years I've followed you and you are no better for 

humanity since I first learned about "Majestic12" from Bursich.  Enough with your unveiling of "pedovores".  You are way too late.

11/18/2019 9:09:32 PM ahisglory SEASON OF WAR N GLORY

11/18/2019 9:11:19 PM tyetyler1 I honestly wonder WHY a cretin such as Soros is ALLOWED to continue existence.  He cannot be human.  He is a menace to every society and country.

WHY , @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , is Soros still free to pursue the evil that he brings to literally everything known to him?

11/18/2019 9:12:32 PM olegrdnr I don’t hear any begging except trump begging the la voters.

11/18/2019 9:13:42 PM brainfreeze76 Is MJ a pedophile?

11/18/2019 9:20:48 PM chapulincolored When it comes to "time is an illusion" and the crimes you allowed and continue to allow to happen, your "latency to 'time' for disclosure" is pathetic, 

inexcusable, and complicit.  Shame!  I pray God have mercy on your soul & those who were part of the 60+ year Majestic ops. 

pic.twitter.com/OjtwcbTnYf

11/18/2019 9:23:42 PM lightworkercain They said before that a pole shift is coming, but it wont be as bad as the ticket salers would have you belive...

11/18/2019 9:30:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Michael Jackson?

What do you think?

Not all is as it seems.

Do the victims always become the abusers?

Is it easy for [them] to lie?

What lie could they tell that might protect [them]?

11/18/2019 9:33:08 PM tina12865370 Please explain 3,6,9

11/18/2019 9:42:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 How to make Twitter more powerful... what do you think could be done with such hand picked control over the flow of information you are able to 

access? Dangerous political weapon? pic.twitter.com/YJPK5PjumB

11/18/2019 9:44:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

More to come.

Enjoy the show in a few hours.

Let the real Schiff show commence! 

Curtains Up! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196460604975923200 …

11/18/2019 9:45:06 PM aprilbrown99 Ready! Let the show begin. 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/4CmAypMHTG

11/18/2019 9:45:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time is...

11/18/2019 9:46:11 PM chapulincolored What lies has Majestic told for 60+ yrs to protect their black-ops on our dime, sweat & blood?

Go arrest these evil vampiric cannibals!

Or shall #WeThePeople demand indictments for the crimes Magestic ops has enabled by commission or ommision.

Stop hiding your cowardice ALICE!

11/18/2019 9:46:13 PM aprilbrown99 Another version of MSM propaganda bullsh!t. #SlavesNoMore

11/18/2019 9:46:14 PM seywerd137 Where's the Q Proof for the Swalwell Poof?

11/18/2019 9:48:12 PM 313looper Wow 🤩

💥 🎥 👀🍿

11/18/2019 9:48:54 PM starehope Great poll.

11/18/2019 9:49:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Biggest "Story" of 2019? (so far)

11/18/2019 9:49:50 PM rachaelangelm All correct

11/18/2019 9:49:52 PM billyj1616 All boring for the most awake IMO

11/18/2019 9:50:11 PM mickselplix Eric Swalwell farts on live television.

11/18/2019 9:50:33 PM thomasdra9on Tits

11/18/2019 9:50:36 PM freestateojones Obviously this stupid Fartgate filler or the Fredo story that dominated a news cycle that should've been Epstained. 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1196653605887057925?s=20 …

11/18/2019 9:51:00 PM socalpatriot247 Gotta go with the fart lol why no all of the above button?

11/18/2019 9:51:40 PM chapulincolored your missing 5th choice

What you use to cloak the Majestics Op crimes against humanity... you are just as bad as the C_A.

Behind your curtain lies a coward and a sloth.

11/18/2019 9:51:44 PM tomchiodo ‘  “(so far)” in 2019’

I thought time was an illusion? 😆

11/18/2019 9:52:46 PM thomasdra9on It's a pretty tasty combination

11/18/2019 9:52:54 PM aprilbrown99 Time is...Subjective based on all variables within the equation.

11/18/2019 9:53:15 PM shadycrocket Biggest story equals least covered.

11/18/2019 9:54:06 PM aprilbrown99 Someone is grumpy tonight.

11/18/2019 9:54:11 PM daddyj08466171  pic.twitter.com/b6N1L4t203

11/18/2019 9:54:30 PM 369369rv Too long.

11/18/2019 9:55:10 PM stinky_stork UFO story was dec '17

11/18/2019 9:55:11 PM daildawson1 #Fartgate

11/18/2019 9:55:35 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/u1pkTYpbK9

11/18/2019 9:56:16 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

11/18/2019 9:56:39 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/HvWJSXN2fo

11/18/2019 9:56:41 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/983714730111062017?s=20 …



11/18/2019 9:58:13 PM chapulincolored how about "there is no time for justice" because time is just an illusion therefore so is justice

or

do nothing cowards do not enforce laws because "time is already their prison."

11/18/2019 9:59:08 PM aprilbrown99 I love my President!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/DxwXXuCyKb

11/18/2019 9:59:16 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/2ZLcRYWIn7

11/18/2019 10:01:52 PM karrruss It'll never work!

11/18/2019 10:02:26 PM gingifride Fartgate, duh.

11/18/2019 10:02:31 PM ethereal_shaman Depends on perspective.

11/18/2019 10:04:06 PM jluther88 Touch choice between Epstein and UFO's. Still picked UFO, only because that information will advance us, while Epstein is just a bump in the road that 

we will pass eventually.

For the Future, UFO's are a 'Bigger Story'.

11/18/2019 10:04:44 PM internetusr Sounds like a studio fart to me 🤔

11/18/2019 10:05:59 PM chapulincolored Go arrest someone f*ckwit!

Almost 150,000 unsealed indictments and vampiric pedovores continue feasting.

...because f*cktards make no 'time' since "it's an illusion collusion" pic.twitter.com/e1abChqvKQ

11/18/2019 10:08:22 PM daddyj08466171 #CrowdStrike pic.twitter.com/DqGwWFDuvT

11/18/2019 10:08:57 PM daddyj08466171 👀 pic.twitter.com/M5HCaI9B8G

11/18/2019 10:09:28 PM hellouncledonny #fartgate

11/18/2019 10:09:50 PM quentinjay2 All stories are not that big when you've been woke for the last 2 years

11/18/2019 10:12:31 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Good question!

11/18/2019 10:12:40 PM stormcue The fact that the media lied about all of these.

11/18/2019 10:12:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Rent is still due on the 1st

11/18/2019 10:12:58 PM pkekbar Few hours, eh?

-shrug-

I'll be here.

11/18/2019 10:17:31 PM mongrelglory I think he doesn't like traitors to his own country.  Just my guess.

11/18/2019 10:18:16 PM james59arizona Future proves past.....so....there was some question that the past occurred but because the future comes, the past must have occurred. Dumbest thing 

ever said. God you Q'ettes are really as stupid as they say.

11/18/2019 10:19:30 PM chapulincolored Sorry, yes, I am.  Don't mean to offend.  Just pissed&scared.  Someone threatened school.

Worried about my family.

And these peps want us to "watch a show"

and we wait, wait, wait, and wait... all it is, a waiting game.

11/18/2019 10:19:37 PM starehope Be careful what you wish for has now become be careful what you search for.

11/18/2019 10:19:53 PM mongrelglory I did think it weird that he specifically said he went to a pizza place with Beatrice as an alibi.  Rather odd optics considering the whole Pizzagate topic.

11/18/2019 10:24:56 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. There is also aborted baby cells in many of the brands we eat and drink, and in vaccines. I recently saw a video or read an article about McDonalds 

serving human meat. They found remnants of adult and baby parts at their plant Sorry I dont have a source link. Too disgusting. 

pic.twitter.com/QDF0elrPxb

11/18/2019 10:24:57 PM fightforamerica Please Dear God.

11/18/2019 10:25:28 PM starehope Depending on one's perspective.

11/18/2019 10:27:54 PM deplorable_s CF had opened preemie clinic(s) in Ukraine.  

Were preemies that prevalent?

CF also had arrangements w surrogate mothers. 

Reported by Jen Miller, before her unexpected death

11/18/2019 10:27:54 PM mongrelglory I understand your anger, but we all share responsibility for the crimes against children.  It couldn't have gone on for so many centuries if many regular 

folk along the way didn't consciously or subconsciously turn a blind eye.  We need to storm the castle and demand their heads!

11/18/2019 10:27:57 PM jaspony1 Time is an illusion...

11/18/2019 10:28:20 PM 1_decided_voter If Epstein comes up in tomorrows hearing then I'd be shocked. That would be quite a coincidence for you to predict.

11/18/2019 10:29:12 PM aprilbrown99 It is okay, I understand. I love you and we will get thru this together...all of us together. I am sorry you are worried about your family. Many of us are. 

The good guys are winning!  Hold the line Patriot! No one gets left behind!!! #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #SlavesNoMore #DarkToLight

11/18/2019 10:31:30 PM howdoyoumakeah1 this question was answered before:yes

11/18/2019 10:36:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Most covered if you just go by memes

11/18/2019 10:42:14 PM mongrelglory Actually this system of child sacrifice goes back many thousands of years!  Humanity as a whole has to reject it once and for all.  I think the numbers of 

those waking up is growing exponentially, though sadly there are many people in my own life who are still in denial.

11/18/2019 10:42:34 PM losgringosloco2 I too watched it. Very good piece. But....cbs still got their digs in. Did u notice whenever they said "he had friends in high places" they showed the pic of 

him and trump more than him and Clinton?

11/18/2019 10:43:15 PM brainfreeze76 What I got out of the movie made about MJ and his relationships with children was there is no doubt he has an attraction to young boys. It didn’t make 

enough sense to believe everything. I feel he is a good hearted person but it’s most likely he had sex with them regardless

11/18/2019 10:43:17 PM losgringosloco2 Thats a dumb observation

11/18/2019 10:44:15 PM cchef1980 Time is the natural consequence of the principle of causality. Without it there is no such thing as cause and effect and no determinism. So “time” is just 

the scalar quantity measured from one event to another. It’s perceived effect is a function of our natural resonant frequency

11/18/2019 10:47:24 PM chapulincolored What's it gonna take for you all to arrest Soros, f*ck "time is an illusion" mumble-jumble ... ...... ......... this should be done regardless of time.  Go arrest 

him in.  Get him off the streets.  He is a menace to humanity everywhere. https://www.commdiginews.com/politics-2/schiff-witness-taylor-has-ties-to-

burisma-think-tank-soros-mccain-leaker-124000/ …

11/18/2019 10:49:20 PM firecrowneyes Time is the placement of the Earth, Sun, Moon & Planetary placements. Our solar system is Time/Clock. Without it nothing would move forward, there 

would be no future & no past.

11/18/2019 10:51:03 PM jackyplab I'm with you, Michelle. Chapulin, don't you bother, friend, after all there are too many cintamani stones countering the black goo - aweken people are 

now more than ever before. I like to see the polls, makes me smile. Time is curve and is movement.

11/18/2019 10:51:42 PM 2pointofimpact Q=17. 1+7=8

11/18/2019 10:53:50 PM courtneyspace17 Its like the same coded message over and over and over again pic.twitter.com/n65cSwV99d

11/18/2019 10:54:30 PM courtneyspace17 You're going to lose your audience human.....try harder.

11/18/2019 10:57:07 PM t_hayden07 Time for the popcorn! Finally! 🍿🤣❤️

11/18/2019 10:57:32 PM peterluisvenero Booyah. 😎

11/18/2019 11:10:31 PM wearywar Let's hope the UFO discussion is not a misdirect, or an intro for a Galactic FF! https://twitter.com/WearyWar/status/1196198954993471489 …



11/18/2019 11:11:13 PM wearywar  https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/27666/what-the-hell-is-going-on-with-ufos-and-department-of-defense …

11/18/2019 11:24:08 PM sethric61410528 sparkles me that public NASA confirmation never made world headlines ... reminds me of „national press club“ with cameras present.... media moguls 

and power of the cabal ..

11/18/2019 11:31:25 PM mamiemcclure17 Pick just one? pic.twitter.com/wP7gObFxpD

11/18/2019 11:41:49 PM oaf_unbreakable A Mental Construct

11/18/2019 11:54:01 PM sethric61410528 Paul Hellyer, Canadian Ex-Defence Minister, Believes In Aliens (VIDEO) https://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2013/06/05/paul-hellyer-aliens-ufos-

video_n_3390295.html?ncid=other_twitter_cooo9wqtham&utm_campaign=share_twitter …

11/18/2019 11:57:05 PM sethric61410528 research this a bit

National Press Club UFO conference: Some testimonies  https://youtu.be/VqO3_0hEkEU  via @YouTube

11/19/2019 12:03:58 AM spauldingshowal Dark to Light

11/19/2019 12:13:49 AM rghardy3 D5 ?

opening chess move

11/19/2019 12:14:33 AM enomai_ That is a date

11/19/2019 12:15:02 AM enomai_ Still an illusion.

11/19/2019 12:15:36 AM navalinfantry #Yovanovitch > "red sparrow" > C_A.....

11/19/2019 12:51:11 AM kikaltz Know what else stood out to me in the article?  The word, "demonstration."  Demon-stration.

11/19/2019 12:53:56 AM goatfish_dreams Just two more weeks 🤪🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/19/2019 12:59:37 AM goatfish_dreams Just give it a few more years, it's all baked into the master plan (supposedly). In the meantime, let him set up more NGOs and create social and political 

chaos throughout the world. We've got plenty of time. 🤪🤔🤣🤣🤣

11/19/2019 1:01:38 AM skidneyvee ...on my side.

Yes it is.

11/19/2019 1:09:48 AM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/Kqc2EBktvz

11/19/2019 1:17:45 AM slh2813 Laundering

11/19/2019 1:20:20 AM lucylengua Ahahaha! Sure is!

11/19/2019 1:24:27 AM cypressbill1980 option 4 is 72 years late

11/19/2019 1:26:30 AM ironsides2019 ...lunchtime, doubly so. pic.twitter.com/l0h692oqT9

11/19/2019 1:33:52 AM lornascurr INKS    they end up in your lymph glands - you need a clean and clear lymphatic system

11/19/2019 1:40:19 AM wild8heart Define projection. 🤙🤣⚡💛😊

11/19/2019 1:40:21 AM operator1009 12.21.19   exactly 7 years after the end of the Mayan calender.  End of a 7 year tribulation?

11/19/2019 1:47:50 AM sethric61410528 What to believe or not is entirely up to you. Good luck, fellow truth seeker. Start digging. 

Q-map pic.twitter.com/bj98EcE3Fx

11/19/2019 1:51:13 AM s0urc3rss Oh wait wrong assignment. My lion ate your essay, sorry. This one is about compassion and inspiration for young IS BEs confused by adult dissonance. 

pic.twitter.com/41nCUv6zm7

11/19/2019 1:58:31 AM flowersoul Absolutely.... a dangerous political weapon!

11/19/2019 2:10:31 AM dlnarch Why do you have the DIA symbol upside down? A distress call?

Do you claim to be Or are you a wannabe DIA?

DIA is Intelligence on Foreign Military. 

Have fun.

11/19/2019 2:10:46 AM fluck_gloria All of the above!

11/19/2019 2:21:39 AM crackedactor183 But Timelines are not. 21st December 2012, a great day.

11/19/2019 2:23:17 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/CzbyV2BHrH

11/19/2019 2:34:09 AM heath_jack Time only exist to the Observer

11/19/2019 2:36:32 AM stefanofait Naughty MJ12

11/19/2019 2:37:18 AM stefanofait ... And a prison

11/19/2019 2:39:05 AM aspennmax64_l Biological entities...something soul...cant remember 🤔! Check with Kabumar! ❤️🤝

11/19/2019 2:39:46 AM stefanofait Lol

11/19/2019 2:40:14 AM aspennmax64_l Fishing...

11/19/2019 2:40:50 AM karenmblaisdell #FartGate

11/19/2019 2:41:28 AM aspennmax64_l I've always known...ALWAYS.  

(I never did "fit in")

11/19/2019 2:43:45 AM aspennmax64_l BEAUTIFUL.  (Num nums)😁

11/19/2019 2:46:36 AM aaronj34633889 Personally all of them are equally big. But the biggest story is yet to come.

11/19/2019 2:54:29 AM aaronj34633889 Time always has and always will be. There is no stopping or stalling of time. 

I can not choose. But if I had to choose it would be linear

11/19/2019 2:58:55 AM nzstill weed helps the pineal gland to wake up

11/19/2019 3:01:57 AM danswanson1965 Huh, that’s my wife’s birthday.

11/19/2019 3:03:27 AM janjch23 I believe so to. Go ahead and expose!!! Let the cat 🐈 out of the bag as we say.

11/19/2019 3:07:45 AM qumanitarian the illusion of movement as consciousness flows through all layered TUs, all of which exist simultaneously

 -|-|>| | | | |

> = Consciousness

| = "Time" Unit (arrangement of all combined Q's = 1 reality structure)

movement of > creates experience

| is stationary

wild guess
11/19/2019 3:15:39 AM s0urc3rss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

But you guys have cool space weapons so you don't need to worry about being stalked 300 klicks up. Can we get purple light sabers already or what? 

👒 To match my sunhat? Pretty Majestic please 😁🤗😘  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196457268990169088 …

11/19/2019 3:21:33 AM covertress They want us to be 🐑.

Think for yourself.

11/19/2019 3:31:31 AM merorschach Good. I have had this guttural, instinctual anxiousness since before the election. pic.twitter.com/bt5d9bWjJW



11/19/2019 3:36:38 AM fansblowing3 Witnesses to testify at hearings starting today:  🍿 

1)JW Spec adviser to VP

2)LtCol Vinman NSC Ukraine expert

3)Volker former envoy Ukraine

4)Morrison former WH/NSC

5)Sondland EU ambassador and @POTUS middleman Zelensky

6)Cooper DoD 

6)Hale @StateDept 

7)Hill top Russia adviser
11/19/2019 3:38:33 AM laura_twelve The only people who care about a tattoo are the ones giving them and the one getting them

11/19/2019 3:39:05 AM laura_twelve You wouldn’t put a bumper sticker on a Bentley

11/19/2019 3:39:15 AM covertress 🍿 #EnjoyTheShow 🍿 pic.twitter.com/MYz5fATHTG

11/19/2019 3:45:22 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/AwFaUDyDSs

11/19/2019 3:46:27 AM qumanitarian imagine each | | is a picture of all reality - a frozen moment. your consciousness "jumps in" 1, then the next, creating the illusion of movement

then ask the question: are all consciousnesses experiencing the same picture? the same "now"?

never know, or will we?

11/19/2019 3:51:15 AM yustein Nothing yet...

11/19/2019 3:52:42 AM swine1979 a human construct

11/19/2019 3:53:27 AM joker961 I think it was a setup, a blackmail scheme.

11/19/2019 3:55:00 AM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayMotivation

11/19/2019 3:56:56 AM covertress Or is it run by Jesse Lee at the NSA?

(Basically, a dude in his mom's basement.) 🤣

#BeCarefulWhoYouFollow

11/19/2019 3:58:17 AM samsmith0319 🍿👀🍿

11/19/2019 4:07:19 AM megatronmighty I believe there are three calendars

logically speaking.

1. Fake calendar - which ends the Game seven years early.

2. Real calendar

3. God Calendar (Game Clock)

Why?

Because the Event hasn't occurred yet.

But why # 3?
11/19/2019 4:07:25 AM mortizz3 Is Be means you are just being.. just you.. just being you

11/19/2019 4:10:08 AM megatronmighty A piece put out by Prince.

"Two thousand zero zero 

parties over we're out of time."

I believe that Clock is at 1999

11/19/2019 4:11:35 AM covertress Reread Past Tweets

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

11/19/2019 4:12:20 AM g36181767 Worry about our Problems first. Put the Pedovores away. UFO's could land outside my house and I wouldn't think anything of it, small chance they are 

chasing kids around and eating them on Epstein's Island.

11/19/2019 4:14:33 AM robinreitsma1 Time is a human construct.

11/19/2019 4:27:44 AM _girlmaher_ That hits close to home!

11/19/2019 4:29:11 AM __jabird__ Oh and yes to CF.

11/19/2019 4:30:54 AM covertress Was ALICE once known as Adalheidis? pic.twitter.com/NbkT8mAGAS

11/19/2019 4:34:27 AM covertress It's such an interesting name. If you make it Al IS, it leaves Ad Heid/Hide and looks like A.I. IS

11/19/2019 4:38:56 AM karma4event201 Interesting question. The article I read didn't mention the aging process, it was about a rancher who kept the clone for reproducing but sold clone's 

offspring. They sell them quickly. 🤔

11/19/2019 4:40:56 AM wwg1wga17jcims I know this isnt the same. But I think of the pronunciation of the word like the German flower in the song. Think sound of music or man in the high 

castle.

11/19/2019 4:44:04 AM patriotfarmgal Irrelevant if you have everlasting life!

11/19/2019 4:45:20 AM megatronmighty Speculative

but feels closer to the truth.

11/19/2019 4:46:56 AM fansblowing3 First testimony at 9:00 am. pic.twitter.com/vbLdKUTTzC

11/19/2019 4:47:17 AM cosmic_engineer It's always now

11/19/2019 4:47:28 AM fansblowing3 Pentagon you say?  🧐 pic.twitter.com/kteUAaL5BP

11/19/2019 4:49:28 AM kevsqt Well this sounds fun!

11/19/2019 4:49:41 AM cosmic_engineer Often they become the polar opposite of the abuse.

The creeps always project themselves on to others.

My intuition says Neverland was a refuge and not a sicko paradise

11/19/2019 4:49:46 AM _doozier_ What I Learned In Disclosure School Is.... pic.twitter.com/Zyk1QEz0hx

11/19/2019 4:50:40 AM wofawarrior Pedogate is going to be tough, a lot are not going to be able to grasp it. hell I don't even know if I can handle it.  I know some of it, from what I hear it is 

worse than what we can wrap our minds around. The truth needs to come out, but it will come at a price. Absolute Sorrow

11/19/2019 4:50:59 AM jeffcordell6 Thank you

11/19/2019 4:52:53 AM fansblowing3 Also testifying at 9:00 am.  This one is definitely CIA.  🍿 pic.twitter.com/WovVmSAhuF

11/19/2019 4:52:56 AM blankmarlo "suicide"

11/19/2019 4:54:02 AM schneppjennifer I'm grateful for your beautiful and loving presence. Thank you for being you. #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight

11/19/2019 4:54:50 AM cosmic_engineer There is actually a clear line for some.

Philia = love

Often all we see are pedosadists tho

11/19/2019 4:56:09 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/u46DI4HS6S

11/19/2019 4:59:42 AM schneppjennifer Though I don't view time itself as linear, I experience what we call the passing of time as linear. While a useful construction for communicating ideas, it 

lacks relevance within the context of multidimensional experiences.

11/19/2019 5:01:07 AM wwg1wga17jcims The dogs are like the rod of the shepard. Meant to guide. Correct. Corral. Herd. Protect. Basically if your herd is large you should have dogs to help you. 

Since you cant be everywhere all at once.Dogs will nip the sheep's heels sometimes, but they will fight 2 the death for them



11/19/2019 5:02:31 AM fallorsesh Does Q consist of, or make use of efforts from, any nonhuman entities (digital or otherwise)?

11/19/2019 5:03:07 AM fallorsesh What differences are those?

11/19/2019 5:03:52 AM fallorsesh I see a lot of questions and no answers

11/19/2019 5:04:10 AM schneppjennifer Beautiful explanation that resonates with my personal perspective and experience.

11/19/2019 5:07:32 AM redquinlan Thanks!!!!

11/19/2019 5:07:57 AM fansblowing3 Up at 2:30 pm today pic.twitter.com/DAo8Rxdinq

11/19/2019 5:08:22 AM fansblowing3 CIA also pic.twitter.com/yvm9W0MMHD

11/19/2019 5:12:28 AM fallorsesh And I thought "time was an illusion". Getting really sick of this cloak and dagger bullshit, it's incredibly condescending and convenient for the ones 

peddling it

11/19/2019 5:14:04 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1196726078389268482 …

@OtherMarySpeaks, what does this mean? What is your intention?🤔🤨🧐

"I will not hesitate or wait for their excuses of entitlement to psychologically destroy others in the future."

Me: "see something say something."

@NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12
11/19/2019 5:14:25 AM fallorsesh >few hours

>time is an illusion

Ok...

11/19/2019 5:17:55 AM fansblowing3 2:30 pm today also.  Cannot find a CIA connection here 👍 pic.twitter.com/nRJDNLGqBT

11/19/2019 5:22:05 AM state1union Thank you 🙏

11/19/2019 5:22:08 AM michael81972 Is AI ALICE located Area S4?

11/19/2019 5:22:28 AM moemc8 Why does 'time is an illusion' only work one way?  Here you are using time (which I very much appreciate as time is very real for us here)

11/19/2019 5:25:32 AM mateuszwala nice sugestions... answers matter?

 Direction  matter?

Objective matter?

11/19/2019 5:25:54 AM joan1barb Not watching. It's all a farce.

11/19/2019 5:31:36 AM sherry2269 Exactly 7 years from 2012 !  Interesting

11/19/2019 5:35:05 AM samarai_ryan All of the above?

11/19/2019 5:42:03 AM eaglesview77 Time to turn the light on and see who has their hand in the cookie jar.

11/19/2019 5:46:21 AM sherry2269 Like the fact that you respond to comments.

11/19/2019 5:50:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Julian Assange: Sweden drops rape investigation into WikiLeaks founder - World News - Mirror Online https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-

news/breaking-julian-assange-sweden-drops-20914501 …

11/19/2019 5:50:48 AM porridgeisgood Have a nice day😂😂😂

11/19/2019 5:50:53 AM _17patriot_ Thats why hes comin to America on 12/11

11/19/2019 5:52:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein accuser alleges sick sex assault by woman before rape by him https://nypost.com/2019/11/18/jeffrey-epstein-accuser-alleges-sick-sex-

assault-by-woman-before-rape-by-him/ …

11/19/2019 5:52:56 AM tarynupmatrix Think mirror?

11/19/2019 5:58:03 AM j3nnigma Still winning!

11/19/2019 5:59:04 AM nurseniceyes Umm deja Vu.

11/19/2019 6:00:54 AM rick_hernandez Interesting. So now that he’s been extradited, there is no reason to invent an excuse in order to arrest him. So the investigation is dropped

11/19/2019 6:03:56 AM rawphonegirl Yuuup. https://twitter.com/TruckerWifeLife/status/1196788816620613632 …

11/19/2019 6:04:07 AM daveschroeder18 I agree, the Epstein story is a big one. I was expecting him to be offed and framed as suicide. No surprise here unless you watch @CNN with no other 

daily news source. The UFO's on the other hand is huge and affects all humanity

11/19/2019 6:04:18 AM neeneenat That makes THREE times they have said that!

11/19/2019 6:05:44 AM bbobbio71 🤔

11/19/2019 6:07:07 AM doyle_media 25/ see .@realDonaldTrump, the price I had paid so that my success the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 could turn into your failure – and are continuing to – is 

also the (accelerating < https://twitter.com/abcthedrum/status/1194525578742779905 …>) #genocide being finalised now upon the only people who 

can save your life, your ...

11/19/2019 6:08:09 AM scott_frenger QAnon

11/19/2019 6:18:04 AM 1gdmn4u2c Jeffrey Epstein died in jail not at the hands of himself but at the hands of those that are just like him and didn’t want to be exposed. The scary part is 

they are the most influential people today in our society. No joke!

11/19/2019 6:18:52 AM oef_tr8der And that's just the beginning.

11/19/2019 6:20:09 AM wahiggins3 So he should be set free?

11/19/2019 6:22:31 AM fuknutz And this just happened. https://newsbreakinglive.com/2019/11/19/breaking-two-of-jeffrey-epsteins-prison-guards-arrested/ …

11/19/2019 6:23:49 AM nsa_qil2 A scientific constant

11/19/2019 6:29:06 AM davidg02986909 TDS is explained in 2 Thessalonians 2:10-12.  We are in the last days. The separation of wheat from the tares must happen before the harvest.  The 

process is listed in this chapter and verse. pic.twitter.com/wV8upzOTFf

11/19/2019 6:30:04 AM thebetamasta didn't the judge in extradition case change? is that a good thing?

11/19/2019 6:30:51 AM fansblowing3 Devin Nunes’ testimony just now ❤️ 👍 😃 .

11/19/2019 6:33:01 AM justicetruthwa2 Joel 2:28.

Joel 2:32    

32And everyone who calls

on the name of the LORD will be saved; for on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem

there will be deliverance, as the LORD has promised, among the remnant called by the LORD.”

11/19/2019 6:35:21 AM nsa_qil2 Where are you asking from?

11/19/2019 6:35:22 AM lorieve Awesome! Time is awesome!

11/19/2019 6:39:55 AM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1196799975813980164?s=19 …

11/19/2019 6:43:37 AM allahuniversal None of the above?

A. Perceived though in differing degrees depending on the perspective

B. Possible, yet also dependent on perception

C. Definitely not linear, though measured as such

D. Nah

11/19/2019 6:46:40 AM allahuniversal As in:  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-does-one-arrive-at-th/ …   ?

11/19/2019 6:47:09 AM 59carolthomas Let's goooooo!

11/19/2019 6:47:45 AM lazdamar Why is Gloria Allred involved? There are hundreds of thousands of attorneys in this country, but there’s Gloria again.

11/19/2019 6:47:49 AM cosmic_engineer Sweden, the land of rapes and IEDs.

11/19/2019 6:51:12 AM purplefavorite1 I hope that I can see it later

11/19/2019 6:52:05 AM purplefavorite1 That is such a great way to put it! I definitely feel that way too🤗



11/19/2019 6:53:22 AM rachaelangelm It’s based off a book......

11/19/2019 6:56:31 AM bdam777 A larp.

11/19/2019 6:56:49 AM johnhammar94 🥴

11/19/2019 6:56:50 AM frankcastigli19 And he is still in jail....

11/19/2019 6:57:19 AM nsa_qil2 Twitter says Nolanville Texas but Hell is probaby close enough

11/19/2019 6:57:23 AM chrisobxnc Depends on what realm you are entering.

11/19/2019 6:59:39 AM justicetruthwa2 #Adrenochrome , young blood is their sacrifice AND food, this has always been in "Elites" of the world, done in secret, now coming to light, through 

generations of disobedience to God they have lost their humanity, they appear human they are demons in flesh,period

11/19/2019 7:00:38 AM raalphjoones2 And the jailers got arrested today.  #Epstein didn't kill himself

11/19/2019 7:00:56 AM allahuniversal Odd transition from school trip to the plane, how'd that happen? Was this part of the trip? If so, who set up the trip? If not, did school staff/chaperones 

not account for a missing child during a field trip? pic.twitter.com/m1mZ9vZ1O6

11/19/2019 7:01:22 AM scents_common Time is an illusion . . .

11/19/2019 7:01:23 AM rachaelangelm Thank you Sweden

11/19/2019 7:02:58 AM murph54258684 "Time keeps on slippin', slippin', slippin' into the future.

11/19/2019 7:04:59 AM truthseeker805 Last night I dreamed about a fire at a school in what appeared to be the UK, set to cover up evidence of nefarious activities.  My first thought upon 

waking was Majestic 12.

11/19/2019 7:06:27 AM allahuniversal A standard measurement which has value/merit because we agree that it does. Same with a foot or a meter. So. Then the question could be asked: 

What is distance? Which leads to what is space? Etc. Eventually the definitions loop back upon themselves. Vicious cycles of non-answers

11/19/2019 7:18:36 AM jamiegrahamusa You..your spirit is the IS

Your physical suite is the BE 

From what I understand...in brief...

11/19/2019 7:21:04 AM wofawarrior I understand that, I have done some research.  It is going to be unbelievable for most, after all "monsters" are not suppose to be real. When you get 

into the depth that this goes, it is horrifying to say the least.. and to think that babies went through this... absolute sorrow

11/19/2019 7:24:06 AM smithwheres Dreams and visions are one thing, interpreting them is another.

11/19/2019 7:25:21 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, Is someone trying to poison our beloved President?

11/19/2019 7:26:49 AM lightlove21121 By all means, yes.

11/19/2019 7:27:46 AM yustein Yes it is happening as we speak. These are the last days of the old world and the first days of the world. You are not going to die. You are foing to 

ascend. Protect the weak and children, feed the hungry and help each other. You will live in paradise on Earth. Archangel Metatron

11/19/2019 7:30:26 AM lightlove21121 [ALICE] fishing [Alice]

This movie is getting better by the seconds 😎

11/19/2019 7:31:21 AM turboxyde 69 Days...

"27"

Majestic.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1196791181163847682 … pic.twitter.com/tqKEVEhlea

11/19/2019 7:33:32 AM kindeandtrue As bad as things are, seems to me the Last Days would be worse than this, but I guess humans can get used to just about any level of dysfunction and 

consider it "normal" after a while.

11/19/2019 7:35:04 AM ascendingadam End of what?

Timing of RT not a coincidence. 

“There are no coincidences”

Ask about time and receive the std. answer “time is an illusion”

Ask about dates, dates cause chaos

“Events not dates”

YET a rare date is provided. 

And it’s followed by an apocalyptic msg?

Interesting... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196299847726440448 …
11/19/2019 7:36:55 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196787754077736960?s=19 …

11/19/2019 7:42:21 AM cormieredcclare Absolutely! Love ❤️ this PRESIDENT

11/19/2019 7:44:19 AM ascendingadam Is time a product or perception of each individuals consciousness as in, the average of what we collectively believed?

What is time if not an illusion? pic.twitter.com/BbKlKuZz55

11/19/2019 7:44:32 AM covertress Pamela Anderson cancels Julian Assange prison visit due to 'personal emergency'

Another abortion?

11/19/2019 7:44:39 AM karma4event201 I don't think so. I think they use DNA from a living person to make a clone. They can clone a clone but it is very unstable.

11/19/2019 7:48:03 AM colleenrasmuss She’s waaaaay too old to still be fertile

11/19/2019 7:51:57 AM karma4event201 He probably denied her a visit, didn't she carry a poisoned sandwich to him on the last visit?

11/19/2019 7:52:26 AM covertress • The woman told reporters that after she & Epstein left the plane’s bedroom, “when I chose a seat on the jet, Jeffrey told me that his good friend, Bill 

Clinton, always chose to sit” there.

• Teen model used as enabler (If she's here it must be OK)

• Where were their parents?

11/19/2019 7:52:44 AM drivelcivil  https://twitter.com/DrivelCivil/status/1196818142510497792?s=20 …

11/19/2019 7:55:43 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1195399711655514112 …

11/19/2019 8:00:36 AM positively303 I don’t ever remember my dreams. Even now and I’ve been “awake” from beginning. I’m I ever going to remember my dreams?

11/19/2019 8:01:18 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein @RoubLisa

#UnsealEpstein @blsdbe

#UnsealEpstein @GirlAwakeinCA

#UnsealEpstein @charmanda9

@lorieve #UnsealEpstein

11/19/2019 8:02:50 AM cfinch916 Pelosi your mind is slipping or is it just pure evil. Quit your dirty slams at Trump already. U know hes not the one crazy, deranged, bias etc..that's Uall. 

Wakeup, Justice is coming!

11/19/2019 8:14:32 AM speaklife595 Ppl turning to god

11/19/2019 8:16:22 AM anadragovich I already posted this - make our own twitter "thoughter" (see prior posts)-  if it is private company a lot more can be shown and by coded invite only -

11/19/2019 8:21:24 AM jimwcallahan1 Gloria Allred is here to make sure (((No one else))) but Epstein gets caught in the net. 🖕😠🖕

11/19/2019 8:22:18 AM wink5811 I’m surprised white hats or anyone aren’t  offering them protection, one tell all book would get a lot  of people talking, some arrests and open a lot of 

eyes. We all hear & know about it, but no one major gets arrested, that’s SAD.

11/19/2019 8:25:55 AM daveo6145 Search @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for 3,6,9



11/19/2019 8:30:01 AM anadragovich  pic.twitter.com/IgG9hzQpjP

11/19/2019 8:36:08 AM unidentifiedta1 Ok.  While other members cheer your superlative  soundbite...

A message of sliding, steering, misdirection, pavlovian, to bury the true apparatus of the corporate and banking powers, to serve their next step in a 

currency reset with a nullified public.

11/19/2019 8:45:20 AM youstinksoap We will not die, but will transform.

11/19/2019 8:47:02 AM allahuniversal The 1st 3 text files in this linked folder has  most of the information re: 369 from said account https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-

4u5iQHkl5TA …

11/19/2019 8:57:12 AM rorlolson Good

11/19/2019 9:01:27 AM mateuszwala do we know?

just asking

11/19/2019 9:05:25 AM itzame4jc Well dont allow him to come to U.S. he'll end up committing suicide! (NOT)

11/19/2019 9:12:37 AM djewfwcedkm3fuo The courage of justice has become free.

11/19/2019 9:19:28 AM mateuszwala ack

11/19/2019 9:29:23 AM laurabusse IMHO

As sovereign beings

Hopefully of love and compassion

I think everyone should just live their own lives

And do what they do

And try to their utmost

To allow others to just be themselves

And not push against them

We all make mistakes

We're all still learning

Coming out of fear
11/19/2019 9:31:07 AM meganfaraday1 👍🙏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏about time

11/19/2019 9:32:51 AM laurabusse It seems to me

The problems start

When we concern ourselves with what others think

And when we start judging others

Or fearing others for some reason

Or finding fault with others when there may be none there

Misunderstanding the intentions of others

I wish everyone peace, healing
11/19/2019 9:33:49 AM 313looper Thank you 🙏🏻💗🇺🇸

11/19/2019 9:35:13 AM 313looper Thank you ✌🏻🇺🇸💗

11/19/2019 9:35:49 AM clhkenpo So, it’s either: North Korea’s opinion is unqualified or Biden is such a psychopath that he shocks even North Korea

11/19/2019 9:36:08 AM laurabusse It's best to not push against others for any reason

Just go your own way in peace

Bc when you push against others

There will always be pushback against you

Always

Law of the universe

It takes time to learn these things

We can never understand what's going on in another

Projection
11/19/2019 9:43:09 AM baringmyclaws Disperse?

11/19/2019 9:47:10 AM momekool1 If you don’t have Jesus you will NOT ascend to Heaven. The Good News is all you have to do is ask & play follow the leader. Can you do that?

11/19/2019 9:47:19 AM baringmyclaws It’s a cipher, due to character limitations of twitter. 

You’re not the only one; I have to decode (DEcipher) each post too!

CF = Clinton Foundation

CS = Chuck Schumer

11/19/2019 9:52:31 AM momekool1 We pretty much feel sorted now. We have but a few years of reprieve in the US, thanks to Mr Trump standing up for our country. Without him we’d be 

living in a different reality in this country right now. They would’ve been 3/4 away from their 16 year plan to destroy the country.

11/19/2019 9:52:57 AM laurabusse So

Love yourself

Love others

Don't push against others

They will push back probably worse

Meditate

Go within to find the peace

Live in peace

Live your life

Allow others to do the same

Mind your own business

Become more aware of fear

Neg thoughts, emotions

Take time to heal

To be
11/19/2019 9:56:53 AM momekool1 Glad your world is still great. The one Ive seen my whole 45 years needs redemption. Lol Have you not seen the stuff on pediatric? Half our world 

leaders are satanic pedophilic cannibals. It can’t get much worse than this. But it will. 😳

11/19/2019 9:57:54 AM momekool1 When you need the info God will bring the dreams that He gave you to mind.

11/19/2019 10:00:07 AM momekool1 The biggest story is the dems have been out to get us this whole time!!!

11/19/2019 10:03:19 AM allahuniversal An appointed standard given credibility/priority by our agreed use of said standard as a measurement for how much distance our BEs cover, which is 

100% dependent upon the stagnation, velocity, acceleration, or deceleration of IS-BEs moving through the space IS-BEs create.

11/19/2019 10:04:04 AM momekool1 He touched children & much worse. We don’t care if he’s racist. This is worse!😡

11/19/2019 10:05:48 AM positively303 Thank you. Almost same time as Q start I had 2 life changing events. Lost a parent and was fired suddenly after 17 years at a large CO- due to a false 

allegation. Complete spiritual awakening- totally different person, but no dreams. Scares me. Wife is dreaming like crazy!

11/19/2019 10:07:35 AM seeker1405 Danger, danger, Will Robinson.

11/19/2019 10:08:14 AM allahuniversal No beginning and no ending

11/19/2019 10:09:10 AM allahuniversal Agreed, great "guess" if I do say so myself



11/19/2019 10:09:14 AM mongrelglory 1000% agree!☝️☝️☝️

11/19/2019 10:09:56 AM kindeandtrue Still seems to me there's plenty of ways conditions on this old world could deteriorate.

11/19/2019 10:12:47 AM momekool1 Yes The Great Awakening started in 2016, when one man stood up for us & told God he was willing.

11/19/2019 10:13:38 AM momekool1 But that was The Great Awakening of the world by God, He just used our country to get it started. 👍😃

11/19/2019 10:13:47 AM allahuniversal Many of our stories mirror yours. A time of crisis and upheaval and then Q appears from seemingly out of nowhere, bringing us together and giving one 

another the strength to push fornward #WWG1WGA

Dreams not remembered are dreams too "far" from Earth to bring back. No worries.

11/19/2019 10:15:48 AM luckyishere123 Is this guy right then? https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1066065/end-of-the-world-2019-apocalypse-bible-prophecy-jesus-return …

11/19/2019 10:16:19 AM momekool1 And it will fast. God gives me feelings of time frames. Lol. It started w/911, He told me 3 & helped me understand that was months. I just knew 

something world-changing was about to happen. Then He showed me the Scripture on the day of. I think we have about 4 years, maybe.

11/19/2019 10:16:25 AM mongrelglory Exactly!  I thought they had already dropped the investigation a while ago.  Why are they recycling the story as if it's recent new?

11/19/2019 10:16:53 AM lightlove21121 Make twitter ours 😏

11/19/2019 10:21:14 AM allahuniversal I will pour out my spirit on all people

I will pour out my Spirit in those days

12:21 CST pic.twitter.com/OVy7gltgaN

11/19/2019 10:26:49 AM chontaconpalta They are probably going to argue in court that Epstein’s religious belief system allows that. Talmud.

11/19/2019 10:28:28 AM evak93051546 It seems to me, that the NWO Satanists have had such a free reign for years. Thank God for Trump; he vowed to stop the pedo traffickers. Is this what 

we are now seeing?

11/19/2019 10:33:57 AM squartz5 How young? Please allow me to send a DM.

11/19/2019 10:34:13 AM my2sonznme Not many questions answered by you😐

11/19/2019 10:34:45 AM laurabusse ♥😘♥☺👍

11/19/2019 10:38:59 AM laurabusse I really don't like to see ppl hurt upset angry feeling victimized

It's all just human drama

Which is always basically the same

Misunderstandings

Ppl judging others

Ppl thinking they know best

Ppl pushing against others

And feeling justified

As you mature

You learn to not do that
11/19/2019 10:39:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Dig deep... https://twitter.com/JusticeOIG/status/1196807998687055873 …

11/19/2019 10:40:27 AM drivelcivil  https://twitter.com/DrivelCivil/status/1196858314111369216?s=20 …

11/19/2019 10:40:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 The cards are wobbling on the table. https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1196827707989991426 …

11/19/2019 10:41:15 AM siriusbshaman What goes blunt? pic.twitter.com/QdLv0IUKU4

11/19/2019 10:43:30 AM laurabusse To finish

I wasn't involved in this

Am looking as an outsider

So really

This is for you all to work out

None of my business really

But I've learned much about meditation peace relationships

If anyone can learn from my lessons

Great

But really

We have to learn them ourselves

Peace
11/19/2019 10:43:32 AM ursula_1111 It’s all about to come crumbling down. pic.twitter.com/5hWi5sKBSO

11/19/2019 10:44:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 While the Impeachment inquiry hearings have the undivided attention of the Mockingbird Fake News Media.

The cards are collapsing. https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1196832831810539520 …

11/19/2019 10:44:15 AM fairyland66 ⚖️ pic.twitter.com/7HlPwZKzNS

11/19/2019 10:44:59 AM ursula_1111 POTUS “He’s a very smart man... John Kennedy”

11/19/2019 10:46:59 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/cJI3f8BI3k

11/19/2019 10:47:48 AM sblockedagain It’s nice seeing the “general population “ waking and beginning to ask questions.

11/19/2019 10:48:34 AM xusaf_patriot A classic response from Kennedy...love it. Unfortunately, he's probably as corrupt as 90% of the rest of the gooberment.

11/19/2019 10:50:00 AM hardbrew Haha 

#JerryEpsteinalsodidntkillhimself

11/19/2019 10:50:09 AM disgoblue24 He nailed it

11/19/2019 10:50:37 AM kachinagtto I love how John Kennedy relates to people.  I really hope he doesn't have any dirty baggage... because I really have warmed to him in the last couple 

years.

11/19/2019 10:51:44 AM lorieve Stretchy.

11/19/2019 10:51:49 AM allahuniversal Well this is new... pic.twitter.com/5V2WSqcqeB

11/19/2019 10:52:02 AM bbobbio71 Who is Jerry Epstein OR Gerry?

11/19/2019 10:53:42 AM realityloominng I'm very confident Soros is even deader than RBG

11/19/2019 10:56:23 AM ll2519 He is a Senator and this is a different hearing.  The impeachment clown show is being run by the House of Representatives.

11/19/2019 10:57:09 AM fansblowing3 This pic.twitter.com/IRnO9D0nC4

11/19/2019 11:01:46 AM kachinagtto Epstein? pic.twitter.com/EExR9dObKr

11/19/2019 11:02:32 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/6VLUWnc4y2

11/19/2019 11:02:33 AM patriotswegoall NIV version, not King James version?

11/19/2019 11:03:02 AM turboxyde This morning during meditation I stood in my astral form near the Capitol and I saw a great house of cards falling upon the nation.

Only the heart will hear the truth.

11/19/2019 11:03:15 AM decodematrix Bring on the Great Solar Flash!

11/19/2019 11:06:41 AM fightforamerica ♥️

11/19/2019 11:07:33 AM mongrelglory Short version...FBI was created to cover up crimes of the Deep State.

11/19/2019 11:08:21 AM yustein First domino fell... this indicates the fake Russian collusion dossier was handled improperly. The next report will say, if it was improperly handled with 

criminal intent or not.

11/19/2019 11:09:09 AM kachinagtto Let me guess... NY Field Office was talking to Epstein via govt issued phones?  I would hope we have those coms as part of any investigation? 

pic.twitter.com/rzKagmCR6J



11/19/2019 11:18:18 AM sanandaemanuel There is A LOT happening behind the scenes.

Everything in the world politics, at this moment, is just an act, a play to give people the right downloads - activating them.

Just sit back and injoy the show :) <3

11/19/2019 11:24:11 AM covertress If you study one thing today, make it the topic of "Love" from Majestic 12.

Twitter search:

love from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/19/2019 11:24:59 AM kachinagtto Priestap was DI 2015-2018, appointed by (appointed by Comey) - followed by Stephen Laycock (appointed by Wray) pic.twitter.com/VluAYFHxyk

11/19/2019 11:25:26 AM charleytakaya #VEritas in Action thank you @SenJohnKennedy

11/19/2019 11:27:20 AM mateuszwala yes it is, but not JUST a felling but the DO

11/19/2019 11:27:52 AM joshuafalkin Who the Fong in Jerry? Was that the Clones name?

11/19/2019 11:28:00 AM p4patriot Because God is Love!

11/19/2019 11:28:47 AM mongrelglory It's sad that it seems so elusive to many of us on this Earth.😔

11/19/2019 11:32:07 AM lightlove21121 Yes. 

We become Angels.

11/19/2019 11:32:24 AM autistmember and prayer is its most powerful device.

11/19/2019 11:37:42 AM odinbsmart Is this the visual you seek? pic.twitter.com/RNcZUSujtj

11/19/2019 11:38:32 AM patriotswegoall Love is the solution to everything - Alaje the Pleiadian

11/19/2019 11:39:50 AM chapulincolored You are arresting plankton.

We want to see whales, sharks arrested!

What excuse do you have to still allow GS to destroy nations and foment violence knowing what we already know and knowing that you already have 

enough to arrest him?

Complicity?

SHAME.

No one escapes justice.
11/19/2019 11:40:31 AM nm_zsr [If] Epstein was a CHS, on what were they using him to report? Where is the conclusion of the investigations? For what purpose did they use the 

investigations? Why was 'National Security' used as a reason for a non-sentence?

On and on and on

11/19/2019 11:42:18 AM melbourne_3000 Sweden there will be repercussions for this falsehood.

11/19/2019 11:42:55 AM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/sYYd6zoxdK

11/19/2019 11:46:15 AM westmount_d7 Wibble Wobble until they all fall down 🙌

11/19/2019 11:47:54 AM kachinagtto So, who was in charge of reporting CHS program to HQ?  From the sounds of this it's the Assit. Dir. in Charge at the New York Field office.  Info on these 

in reply... pic.twitter.com/SXa3YjiTCq

11/19/2019 11:49:30 AM westmount_d7 But very sad to see the nonsense on prime time tv. Comparisons to Nixon are being thrust upon the sleeping.

11/19/2019 11:50:16 AM unitedredwhite1 My husband my family and my lifelong friends are my loves. Other than that I have trust issues because we dont have a way to verify others who claim 

to love but only use.

11/19/2019 11:50:19 AM kachinagtto William Sweeney was the Assistant Director in Charge.  Any of the special agents in charge could have done the other reporting as mentioned in above 

post - so not sure which one that would be for the NY Field office.  I'd have to dig on each and hope to find something. pic.twitter.com/ayhwo1xqBs

11/19/2019 11:51:52 AM lightlove21121 None 💥

11/19/2019 11:53:51 AM garypre62441595 Yes

11/19/2019 11:55:24 AM morety76 If every IS-BE on this Plane t knew this and understood we are all ONE could you imagine how peaceful this world would be.

11/19/2019 11:57:57 AM nurseniceyes Who is Jerry?

11/19/2019 12:00:15 PM hawkgirlinmn Love never fails...

11/19/2019 12:00:57 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/Z3DFt7jTva

11/19/2019 12:05:30 PM _madstatus Off topic here, but can someone explain this?

Was watching @foxandfriends interview and at about five minutes in, this caught my ear.

@FoxNews @Qanon76 @qthestorm_world @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackPosobiec @JuliansRum @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/LO28By85B1

11/19/2019 12:06:39 PM jballz1021 Almost got it. Love is the universe.

11/19/2019 12:08:03 PM _the_psychonaut When we disassociate with our physical bodies and connect to our “higher self” or “pure consciousness” aren’t we at a fundamental level the 

frequency of love?

Do the Solfeggio frequencies combined with meditation help us tap in? Realizing we are the entire ocean in a drop.

11/19/2019 12:09:24 PM kachinagtto So it looks like Gregory Ehrie served as Special Agent in charge of Intelligence, NY Field Office until 2018 when Wray appointed Andrew Campi to the 

poisition. pic.twitter.com/A7sohOfNSd

11/19/2019 12:15:15 PM eman1292 That's what I've been saying too. Who the hell would let their teenager go with someone you're unfamiliar with solo?? That's just irresponsible 

parenting straight up.

11/19/2019 12:17:00 PM sunspot406 Love is strength and strength is Love

11/19/2019 12:18:38 PM lokkenmilton The tobacco vs vaping is getting the same attention me thinks .  Money trail always speaks the truth about all issues .

11/19/2019 12:24:58 PM auroravoyager1 Depends upon which Cosmic Universe and density, external or internal creation.

11/19/2019 12:25:05 PM qthestorm1776 The voice change?

11/19/2019 12:26:28 PM _madstatus Correct

11/19/2019 12:41:25 PM allahuniversal Absolute Power

11/19/2019 12:42:38 PM twelvebcharlie1 Love transcends time. We love our childhood pet and family members, long after they are gone. If love didn’t, we would never miss them once their 

physical presence is replaced. My maternal great gma died in child birth. I still love her because I would not exist without her.

11/19/2019 12:42:57 PM wickedmouse369 Love everyone and everything.

11/19/2019 12:44:00 PM rachelc25161245 God is Love

11/19/2019 12:49:13 PM lightlove21121 🔥🔥🔥

♥️♥️♥️

🔥🔥🔥

11/19/2019 12:53:10 PM kim_trombone I've always liked Pleiadians!

11/19/2019 12:58:47 PM jeffcordell6 Amen

11/19/2019 1:03:22 PM kachinagtto If Gregory Ehrie was not reporting correctly - then this quote will not age well... from  https://www.foxnews.com/us/atlantic-city-mayor-admits-to-

stealing-87000-from-youth-basketball-team … pic.twitter.com/oEs9jfqCxY

11/19/2019 1:07:35 PM sseed369 11:11

11/19/2019 1:10:06 PM batespm4abbey Indeed...while this charade overflows ... real stuff needs urgent full attention...



11/19/2019 1:14:41 PM aminah7767 No, that's not love, that's BS.  This false love is a huge reason for many of the problems we are facing today.

11/19/2019 1:16:04 PM allahuniversal Who said anything about false love or the false concepts of love?

Well, tell us, what IS Love?

11/19/2019 1:26:32 PM aminah7767 God Is love, rendering Justice in the reality we live in, good upon good and evil upon evil.  The Yoke carrying the Law and Prophets, Cause and effect.  In 

"your ideas/creation" one renders the judgement... Love is doing what GOD loves, often in opposition to what the self wants.

11/19/2019 1:27:43 PM yesimdeplorable I personally dont tryst anyone that hires Gloria

11/19/2019 1:32:31 PM azuremagus Agreed; unselfish and unconditional Love.

11/19/2019 1:36:37 PM mongrelglory Wait till they trace the 187 back to MI6!

11/19/2019 1:44:33 PM whovian2 This is a subject near and dear to your hearts, since Hitler turned over the saucer specs to the u.s. Acfter ww2. They are real but man made and from 

right here on earth!

11/19/2019 1:44:48 PM freckledred2 ...Money for the ones that control the population.Without the time spent doing unnecessary and mindless jobs, they wouldn't have control as time 

would be spent doing other things. A viscous cycle- jobs cause misery and unhealthy people - more $ and control for them

11/19/2019 1:46:23 PM allahuniversal OK. So what is the spirit of God? And how does what was posted contradict your definition?

11/19/2019 1:54:15 PM aminah7767 That which is imparted to the Physical.  "you can physically feel the effects of what being surrounded by love is"  You will feel it all right, often in the 

form of PAIN.  Transgenders surrender themselves to pain in denial of the Spirit of God made manifest in their Reality.

11/19/2019 2:01:06 PM prmd21801759 Ciaram ell a? Er i c? The whis tle blow er. #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

IG-- Fisa--- Pedogate--- @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/19/2019 2:02:19 PM aminah7767 The notion that Love as a currency is to be USED to manifest one's own  desires is the great Fallacy... it attempts to over-ride reality set forth by God's 

Will in claiming one can make manifest what one cannot, a consequence, stumbling block lays in the path to guide us back.

11/19/2019 2:05:35 PM markandersonsj1 He was, and in fact, set up the CF.  He was instrumental in that fund taking off.

11/19/2019 2:10:18 PM maryerben The deaths from marijuana due to its effects are just now being seen...and it does cause anxiety and panic disorder, including hallucinations.

11/19/2019 2:11:17 PM aminah7767 The great "Stumbling Block" we face today is this notion of "Unconditional Love"... nay, God's Love IS Conditional... for in the beginning, out of the Void 

Light was created separating Night from Day... discernment called forth that Love is conditional in its realities.

11/19/2019 2:15:25 PM peter95117110 "..All melodies heard before or never heard, resound completely and simultaneously, carry you, hang over you, or skim lightly past you; of love and 

passion, of spring -of winter, of melancholy -of hilarity, they themselves the souls of millions of beings in millions of epochs.."

11/19/2019 2:22:23 PM aminah7767 Agape is not in true form to mean "Unconditional Love" but is "what God loves".  I love you to one's mother different from that to one's wife from that 

to one's sister/brother. That which is pleasing to God manifests the Love meant for what is loved. You are my mother, wife, etc.

11/19/2019 2:22:32 PM allahuniversal So justice and punishment go hand In hand for you. What about the justice for the righteous, is there no love here on earth for us? 

I don't know about you, yet I can feel love physically. Have since I 3as a child, and only in the moments when my heart is pure.

11/19/2019 2:22:39 PM covertress Is Bob Lovett among them?

If anyone has that "leverage" it's [322].

11/19/2019 2:23:49 PM allahuniversal If ones will is aligned with God's will , what is there to stop my desire in the name of Love? Nothing. Those who Love God ARE God's will in the flesh.

11/19/2019 2:25:45 PM allahuniversal The old Testament is great, focuses on God's wrath. While the New Testament has the focus on God's Love Grace and Mercy which temper the wrath. 

Or we would have destroyed ourselves /been destroyed long ago.

11/19/2019 2:26:39 PM allahuniversal God's love, in my experience is unconditional. I've never feared God more that I Love God, maybe that makes the difference.

11/19/2019 2:30:47 PM gotyour_6 A location

11/19/2019 2:31:55 PM omgwtfbrb1min they won't be around  more than 72 hours, any idea what the over/under is currently?

11/19/2019 2:33:31 PM drbohammer Well, Bob did continue with his life, quite spectacularly. He left one heck of a legacy. He’s definitely no longer with us. He died 2 months after my dad 

did back in the ‘80s. Sad.

11/19/2019 2:37:06 PM ruru_jataka When you suggest tuning instruments (piano) to 432- are you suggesting equal temperament, just intonation, or pythagorean tuning?

11/19/2019 2:39:24 PM aminah7767 The Spirit of God calls us to look around and see the realities... for the Spirit is manifest in its fruits.. When bad fruits are made manifest, the Spirit calls 

us back to God's Love to reject the evil and to choose love's best form  in our journey towards Peace.

11/19/2019 2:43:39 PM covertress If those who faked their death employ time travel, I can easily guess one who jumped from 1943.

11/19/2019 2:43:43 PM aminah7767 The Justice for the Righteous is in a better life for our CHILDREN  I am in FULL understanding that death comes unfairly, and recognize to honor my 

father's death I need to see that what befell him doesn't happen to his future generations.

11/19/2019 2:47:02 PM allahuniversal o7 We agree

11/19/2019 2:47:37 PM bubblesburster  pic.twitter.com/mMZmkeD4fI

11/19/2019 2:54:28 PM aminah7767 When is a heart pure?  It is the most evil organ in the body and deceives... the heart is made pure in discernment of the mind. Feelings are chemically 

manufactured and reproduced, the mind sees the realities. For drugs can make you feel good, but the bills still have to be paid.

11/19/2019 2:55:17 PM keith369me Yes it it my friends.

11/19/2019 2:56:11 PM covertress Yiu have more than you know.

Yiu.

"I" am within "you". pic.twitter.com/g3Ut3koTGW

11/19/2019 2:58:01 PM keith369me Twitter shouldn’t be deciding what is important, the people should...get out of the way @jack

11/19/2019 3:00:56 PM dasha_dagmar Let it happen. Amen🙏🙏🙏

11/19/2019 3:01:37 PM keith369me The rabbit hole will lead to...?

11/19/2019 3:11:33 PM allahuniversal When thoughts, feelings, emotions and body are aligned with the Will of All That Is.

As for being a deceptive organ, the brain is that. Feelings as far as chemical reactions are concerned is not the focal point here. Au Naturale is what I'm 

referring to, no drugs required...

11/19/2019 3:13:13 PM allahuniversal ...to be high on life as is our natural untampered state of being (homeostasis). Prayer, meditation, a nice relaxing bath or massage are all natural ways 

to reach a state of homeostasis which can last residually for days of allowed.

11/19/2019 3:13:15 PM aprilbrown99 Every day, in every way 

For those who boldly dare

To gaze upon the face of love 

Upon which there is no compare.

We seldom see love as true as thee 

Mother, Father, and Baby make three.

Memories such as these will always be 

A universe filled with unity, light and love. pic.twitter.com/XVW9cQfGNV
11/19/2019 3:13:39 PM crampneyvis Silence!

11/19/2019 3:14:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/ET9Jh2uhoj



11/19/2019 3:17:56 PM aminah7767 Where does the Word of God say that the brain is evil?  Nay, it is indeed the Heart.  God turns us over to a depraved mind for the evil within the hearts.

11/19/2019 3:21:38 PM allahuniversal Where in the word of God does it say to take every word literally & not to use our own God-given logic to decipher what people thousands of year ago 

didn't have the knowledge to fully express every point which could get lost in translation into a new language 100s of years later?

11/19/2019 3:25:05 PM aminah7767 Ah but every point is written, in the Paleo form.  The Parables Christ spoke in, revealing its truths in our maturity... but it's all there.  For you are correct 

they could not understand and fully express, but God did and thus wrote for eternity's understanding.

11/19/2019 3:25:55 PM lilangels44 ❤️❤️❤️

11/19/2019 3:27:02 PM eman1292 🤯 lol

11/19/2019 3:36:12 PM canadiancovfefe That’s encouraging!

11/19/2019 3:37:52 PM djlok The veil in the temple (mind) is tearing apart.

11/19/2019 3:42:51 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/SLaUvkOAWc

11/19/2019 3:44:06 PM luke17_37 The separation of the tares from the wheat happens at harvest. https://overcomingthetribulation.com/parable-wheat-tares/ …

11/19/2019 3:44:24 PM weediblue We're any of these kids in care if the system?

11/19/2019 3:48:15 PM weediblue Any decent parent would die for their kids. So, assuming these kids were under any control, other than their parents, we need to find out why? Who? 

What? Where? When? And how?

11/19/2019 3:54:35 PM purplefavorite1 Yes, it certainly is 💜🥰

11/19/2019 4:02:13 PM 7madeintheusa @prayingmedic @stormypatriot21 @Crimsontider @IPOT1776 @isitwetyet @rhowardbrowne @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GoJackFlynn @GenFlynn 

@SaraCarterDC @BarbaraRedgate @gholland04 @gregrharvey @KaraMar111 @RealMattCouch @cain_nate @M2Madness 

https://twitter.com/7Madeintheusa/status/1196935798806978560 …

11/19/2019 4:16:32 PM rachaelangelm Thx D

11/19/2019 4:16:56 PM drwb_uk Project looking glass

11/19/2019 4:24:02 PM covertress What ARE star seeds? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072263973628731392 …

11/19/2019 4:28:44 PM weshallrise144k The opportunity has never been better, nor will it be as optimum again for at least seven hundred and fifty thousand years from now for some of you 

fallen ones to pull yourselves up and get back together again with your Realities...  https://www.revelatorium.com/starrgram22.html …

11/19/2019 4:51:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future Proves Past

3605 https://twitter.com/AndrewKerrNC/status/1196877496949657600 …

11/19/2019 4:52:18 PM sabermarris I have come to believe that CBD heals the body and THC heals the consciousness. And that healing is sped up when in balance with each other. What 

do you think?

11/19/2019 4:52:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 3606

11/19/2019 4:52:42 PM clarkd958 They never thought she would lose - Q

11/19/2019 4:53:07 PM rorschach1921  pic.twitter.com/VO0QtNB2Hb

11/19/2019 4:53:17 PM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/RBra2laLmf

11/19/2019 4:53:17 PM charitable_fury Outstanding IOUs...

11/19/2019 4:53:32 PM neeneenat GAME OVER!

11/19/2019 4:53:42 PM qanoncomau -END-

11/19/2019 4:54:01 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/VSlEkHEbTm

11/19/2019 4:54:23 PM bdam777 Arrest and return boi. 

Hear me now.

11/19/2019 4:55:01 PM neeneenat You can see the genius of Trump/Q letting this all play out but it sure has been nerve wracking !

11/19/2019 4:56:14 PM kachinagtto Majestic

11/19/2019 4:56:31 PM daveo6145 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/aogEFCQV6k

11/19/2019 4:56:37 PM adele56073533  pic.twitter.com/XH2rdxlu3z

11/19/2019 4:57:04 PM fansblowing3 There is no STEP FIVE.

11/19/2019 4:58:05 PM mulugah1 Execute order 66 pic.twitter.com/wCMJLes600

11/19/2019 4:58:46 PM kachinagtto Funny how the donations run dry when there is no ROI they can count on politically

11/19/2019 4:59:06 PM rhondanight This is True True True 🕯🕯🕯

11/19/2019 4:59:19 PM sherry2269 Finally !  Yippee

11/19/2019 4:59:40 PM islandofdelight Power of 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/dgmLgJ8q5P

11/19/2019 5:00:08 PM doyouq Is it just me, or is she reminiscent of Princess Di? pic.twitter.com/8gUmXxs3d9

11/19/2019 5:01:25 PM allahuniversal There is no STEP FIVE.-END-Q

11/19/2019 5:01:43 PM tonya__rose Appears Q was referring to this sarcastic post by @beer_parade . pic.twitter.com/aef4rWVfM4

11/19/2019 5:04:39 PM blsdbe BTW, #ThanQ for the heads up about the #Majestic #NewQ, MJ ☺️☺️☺️ pic.twitter.com/hA5jAcXvCv

11/19/2019 5:04:47 PM xxxx_alli Ok well done 👍

11/19/2019 5:09:28 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/CIXCd4AZFZ

11/19/2019 5:09:42 PM momekool1 *pedogate

11/19/2019 5:10:33 PM sdane8 Ues. It's the loneliness she emits and the way she tilts her head.

11/19/2019 5:11:59 PM ewolsj My great Cousin is a Mason of some kind, he called me, years ago,  out of the blue to tell me I'm a star seed, and I've been activated and hes been 

remote viewing me and sending me things.... crazy family I have

11/19/2019 5:12:13 PM kevinpaz822 #tuesdaytruths

11/19/2019 5:12:25 PM ewolsj What ARE IsBes? What IS Source?....

11/19/2019 5:12:52 PM brown_eyedladyj He is phenomenal guy. I am from Louisiana and can tell you that he is very down to earth and extremely intelligent. Dont let the cover fool you. He is 

sharp.

11/19/2019 5:15:09 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1187545465748971520?s=19 …

11/19/2019 5:16:46 PM kachinagtto I’m glad to hear that!  He is refreshing in politics - that’s for sure.

11/19/2019 5:17:06 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/IdY6EdARcF

11/19/2019 5:18:32 PM mongrelglory No play, no pay. 😏

11/19/2019 5:18:41 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/Ps6pwohtGB

11/19/2019 5:23:36 PM edwardgouin  pic.twitter.com/wrXTs09B2y

11/19/2019 5:24:51 PM keith369me No reason to donate without a squid pro row.

11/19/2019 5:27:05 PM irah_chandler This is very true. Whats more is that serius/serays had large pairs in one family group. We arrived during the time of atlantis toward the end when 

anunaki were developing humans for work we provided sexual organs and emotional brain function. We had 8 to 16 lovers in one family

11/19/2019 5:27:14 PM jones9536 It's going to be glorious!!!

11/19/2019 5:28:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

11/19/2019 5:28:49 PM irah_chandler Sometimes as many as 32 pairs in on family group.

11/19/2019 5:29:48 PM burgersandra Q # 3606

"There is no STEP FIVE.

-END-

END - DNE

554 = 45 (no step five)    

          (@POTUS) The End. Funny.

11/19/2019 5:30:14 PM irah_chandler That's alot of twin flames not even counting how many bodies we now inhabit as is-be's



11/19/2019 5:30:40 PM tonya__rose My mistake.

11/19/2019 5:30:47 PM brown_eyedladyj They say money talks. There are parents out there that only care about themselves. It is a sickening fact. Their parents knew about it and condoned it.

11/19/2019 5:31:29 PM michael81972 👍🏻

11/19/2019 5:31:34 PM doyouq Yes! She looks so alone next to Allred.  And the shy tilt.  Seems odd given the PedoPrince angle to this drama.

11/19/2019 5:33:44 PM eights_and Think mirror

11/19/2019 5:35:47 PM keith369me #ThiShitIsDone!!!

11/19/2019 5:36:53 PM exsjwtruther  https://twitter.com/AndrewKerrNC/status/1196877496949657600 … pic.twitter.com/0W0y9T9v1R

11/19/2019 5:41:21 PM dbnewton I have lots of 🍿😬

11/19/2019 5:43:05 PM kathleenmckeon6 It was a good mistake.

11/19/2019 5:43:25 PM irah_chandler I see the system like this. The over soul has higher selves that split their energy into many souls. Over soul exists in no time and multidimensional, 

higher selfs are multidimensional but in a timeline progression. The soul is our portion of the larger is-be. All can be accesed

11/19/2019 5:43:47 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should we spend time to watch The Cosmic Secret from DW/CG/JS?

11/19/2019 5:44:20 PM jsouth71 -END-

#KEK #WWG1WGA #MAGA

11/19/2019 5:56:28 PM kathywa16879695 Sounds like Facebook.

Some serious research Anons are doing is everywhere on Twatter,and am noticing on the comments other digs are being added to the thread,not just 

"comments" per se. Awake,informed Patriots frightens [them]

11/19/2019 6:03:20 PM clhkenpo Whoops he said, “Jerry” but we feel you anyway, brother! Thanks for representing us!

11/19/2019 6:05:25 PM jlundr Game. Set. Match.

11/19/2019 6:08:09 PM kachinagtto Perhaps Schiff is simply out of “steps”...

Schiff’s tweet from February 11... https://twitter.com/anonforq/status/1196945816914673664 …

11/19/2019 6:10:50 PM kseven110 This is a good one💜

11/19/2019 6:19:13 PM sdane8 Agree.  Of course it could all be an act. I mean, Gloria Allred ... 🙄

11/19/2019 6:21:17 PM doyouq I've never seen a lawyer more full of themselves or full of s***💩🤮

11/19/2019 6:21:28 PM oaf_unbreakable Yes.

11/19/2019 6:23:53 PM samsmith0319 💥💥💥

11/19/2019 6:23:56 PM momekool1 What’s worse than world leaders acting demonic with children???Worse is if it had become acceptable to have sex with children, like now where 

they’ve trying to add P to LGBTQ. Or eating people becoming acceptable, like the dems idea to recycle us???

11/19/2019 6:25:45 PM tajir007 They definetly work synergistically!!

11/19/2019 6:26:12 PM kindeandtrue From what I understand of history, this is a chronic problem.

11/19/2019 6:27:09 PM luckyishere123 Weird. This was posted 9 years ago https://youtu.be/hj5rgB4mYh8 

11/19/2019 6:37:21 PM cocopuffster12 I doubt the impeachment scam will get that far

11/19/2019 6:39:20 PM beer_parade No! My tweet is on the left and Q is on the right.

11/19/2019 6:41:15 PM thelilkingryan @NatReconOfc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/qwHWMpRbK3

11/19/2019 6:42:16 PM karrruss 5:5

11/19/2019 6:51:57 PM shellybean99  pic.twitter.com/gnnSO9l1gf

11/19/2019 6:55:01 PM hopester777 Amen!!!

11/19/2019 6:55:21 PM tdchance1 Love this guy!

11/19/2019 6:57:59 PM rhonda_usa Oh, yeah.

11/19/2019 6:58:07 PM ritastacy The first thing I thought when I saw 3606 was NOW WHAT has 42 done!

11/19/2019 6:59:03 PM rhonda_usa 🙏🏻✝️🙏🏻

11/19/2019 7:04:54 PM roadking7766 Too friggin nerve racking. My emotions are all over the place. I despise these people. I'm going in for knee surgery tomorrow and I'm looking forward 

to it because I'll be out for awhile..lol

11/19/2019 7:05:00 PM randigerber More details please.

11/19/2019 7:07:01 PM freewithfaith Yes Sir! #GodWins #DarkToLight

11/19/2019 7:11:16 PM yustein There is no STEP FIVE.

-END-

Q

11/19/2019 7:12:51 PM allahuniversal Courtesy of Anons pic.twitter.com/630hiApTSP

11/19/2019 7:21:19 PM universalrisin Hi covertress, is F for Forrestal as in James Forrestal? If so, what does he mean to you? I notice you speak of him a lot when discussing IS-BEs with 

MJ12. You don’t have to answer but I’ve always been curious.

11/19/2019 7:23:04 PM rachaelangelm @karenertl

11/19/2019 7:27:57 PM gi6stars I have said that for A long time.!

11/19/2019 7:29:29 PM foxmcelroy So you support a guy who stole millions from a veterans charity and used some of the money for a giant portrait of himself and sports memorabilia? 

Have you no pride? You should have pride and you should spit in Trump's face!

11/19/2019 7:33:06 PM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/x7KZKvIIMD

11/19/2019 7:33:22 PM doyouq The dreams have begun. Our memories were stolen from us and slowly, randomly beginning to return, in these dreams and waking life also. Each time 

a memory returns from pre 2001, it's like a stab in the heart.

If these are not the end times, what could they be?

11/19/2019 7:33:48 PM cryptogyu Parents seduced by power and fame

11/19/2019 7:34:21 PM doyouq A human effort to harness the power of the universe.

11/19/2019 7:35:17 PM gi6stars Amen

11/19/2019 8:00:35 PM bbobbio71 covfefe

11/19/2019 8:06:40 PM vickymo90903048 Look at Hillary's offshore accounts - you'll probably find it all 😉

11/19/2019 8:09:39 PM mateuszwala ACK 😃

11/19/2019 8:13:12 PM destinlola I just watched. Very impressed with the Director!

11/19/2019 8:31:20 PM speaakn Oh my gosh - I was actually thinking this same thing earlier today.

11/19/2019 8:34:32 PM kseven110 💜💜💜 it is. It’s also sad we share this earth with other beings who are unable to carry or have Love 😢 Strange To me they cannot (Must be in their 

DNA) ,but I hope one day they will.

11/19/2019 8:40:01 PM jaded_pearl Time is an illusion

11/19/2019 8:41:45 PM aspennmax64_l #NoStepFive

11/19/2019 8:42:45 PM aspennmax64_l #LookHereNotThere 😑

11/19/2019 8:50:47 PM johnnysoko  pic.twitter.com/RpgcjthGew

11/19/2019 8:51:20 PM iamhowiam2 Anons know. We can not wait. WWG1WGA

11/19/2019 8:59:39 PM abagofcandy I know the super generals. But memorizing a description of something is different than learning about the thing itself.

11/19/2019 9:01:56 PM patriotfarmgal Soooo...the politicians get what they want and the American people go back to sleep.  Ahhh...and I thought the JustUs department was up for true 

change.  Nope!  It's still JustUs.

11/19/2019 9:02:11 PM steveakridge ETS tweeted this info at 5:55 and now has now closed his account again.  He he’s been doing some Ukranian ransomware work and that is probably 

related.  He’s anonymous but I think he might be Ezra Cohen.

Thank you for your work Patriot!!!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/19/2019 9:05:48 PM steveakridge How was ETS able to tweet this information at 5:55 - earlier than Q’s drop???



11/19/2019 9:07:07 PM jaded_pearl Agreed. I am aware there was a ring of private schools nationwide that were involved with the NXIVM or Keith Reneire? Case. I though it was only 

younger kids but I could he wrong. They could also have a circuits of private Jr. & High schools...perhaps even churches.

11/19/2019 9:14:43 PM eman1292 Brainwashed out of eachothers minds maybe? Trickery? But yea I agree. Some type of control for sure.

11/19/2019 9:29:18 PM allahuniversal I'm just passing on a Q drop here.

11/19/2019 9:30:03 PM allahuniversal Those (institutions) who are trusted the most...

11/19/2019 9:31:04 PM majic_eyes_qnly There is no step 5 because [they] will be in jail or GITMO by that stage. Enjoy the show, frens.

11/19/2019 9:33:50 PM allahuniversal 5:55 in who's time zone, and where's your sauce/ proof? Screen cap or it didn't happen.

11/19/2019 9:38:55 PM matchnumbers67 Zero dark thirty

11/19/2019 10:00:23 PM miked14176254  https://youtu.be/BOjm-e8eFFA 

😉

11/19/2019 10:04:13 PM patriotswegoall Without Step 5, if things do not change, most of the DS will either be picked up by the MPs, defecting, or be in a state of isolation.

11/19/2019 10:48:20 PM ekotoons BEER SAID HE WAS

MAKING PARODY Q

POSTS—WHY? 🤷♂️

11/19/2019 10:54:31 PM vieiraranch There is no STEP FIVE.

-END-

Q

11/19/2019 10:56:54 PM 007rockchick Oooooo this is cool.

11/19/2019 11:34:53 PM enomai_ YES...

11/19/2019 11:37:10 PM enomai_ Bush is gone now rest easy.

11/19/2019 11:42:46 PM seanmroper1  pic.twitter.com/1ufQGKnmnd

11/20/2019 12:14:46 AM rghardy3 I like those numbers.

3 6 9

11/20/2019 12:25:58 AM drudge_gina I am with you. It is a crazy world I am in. I can’t even recall all of them but get glimpses throughout the day.

11/20/2019 12:27:53 AM opensenseme More like 3 tops, probably closer to 1-1/2 or 2.

11/20/2019 12:46:42 AM altimitwill I believe there will not be a step 5 because it will be our move now. Check!

11/20/2019 12:59:42 AM zithax_ Time is a perception within a house of endless perceptual illusions. It is real insofar as the quality of experience of consciousness is real. Consciousness 

qualifies it as a valued experience. Within the nodes of information-realism is it simply another vector of portrayal.

11/20/2019 1:02:14 AM altimitwill Where in the Bible is that from?

11/20/2019 1:03:01 AM howdoyoumakeah1 I once saw blue northern lights shift into the image of Christ on the cross, then to birds flying in all directions.  The feeling brought tears to my eyes

11/20/2019 1:22:02 AM monroevegas Interesting Gematria for 3606

11/20/2019 1:32:07 AM monroevegas God please save us with love and no more fighting = 3606

11/20/2019 1:33:25 AM monroevegas God save us with love and no more fighting.

11/20/2019 1:38:49 AM geopilot Lesbians were a big part of the NIVXM cult too. The estate executors names are soundlikes for "in dyke and Con". Can't make this stuff up.

11/20/2019 1:42:29 AM geopilot All sexually inadequate pervs like to try to compensate for their own insecurity by  "showing" some young person something sexual & getting them to 

submit & pretending they are dominant when they can't hold their own with adults which is the whole reason they seek out children.

11/20/2019 1:48:43 AM lightlove21121 I can see clearly now the rain in gone 🎼 ♥🙏🏽

11/20/2019 2:29:03 AM agoodyear2015 Love connects you not just with people but your environment - trees, clouds, flowers, animals, music...Love is in everything if you're looking for it.

11/20/2019 2:49:54 AM truthseeker273 Did you know that most knee surgery can be avoided through PRP or stem cell injections and the knee will repair itself?  Just PRP done in my spine. The 

results are incredible.

11/20/2019 3:19:23 AM sethric61410528 good start 👍

check out also Bob Lazar and Phil Schneider .. 

the so called 4D demon summoning stuff of the elites (SRA/epstein tunnels) and the „reptilian“ shit comes much later. Start here with Arizona Wilder. 

Took me years to connect the dots.

11/20/2019 3:36:33 AM covertress How curious?

Enough to read past tweets?

Answers lie within.

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

11/20/2019 4:09:45 AM chrispacheco24 Thank you Mr. President!

11/20/2019 4:32:27 AM souther53425727 Thank you.

11/20/2019 5:28:02 AM allahuniversal I am Allah, as are all Suns of Allah's 5% Nation (est. 1964).

11/20/2019 5:31:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 FBI investigating possibility of 'criminal enterprise' in Jeffrey Epstein death, prisons chief admits | Fox News https://www.foxnews.com/us/fbi-

investigating-possibility-of-criminal-enterprise-in-jeffrey-epstein-death-prisons-chief-admits …

11/20/2019 5:38:10 AM kindeandtrue What role has the Trump DOJ played in this incident? Why have 2 high-profile prisoners (Whitey Bulger and Jeff Epstein) "died" in federal prisons?

11/20/2019 5:38:51 AM bobmcfall64  pic.twitter.com/dfP7SCryU4

11/20/2019 5:39:08 AM mateuszwala Beginning of the end. 

But there is no end

Its expression is 0 or first,cycle

O 1 Z 

1 count one corner

2 or Z counts two

3 ?

4...?

9 ?

Source of Digit?
11/20/2019 5:39:36 AM covertress Again, the alternate story contained within is where the real sauce lies.

The "Epstein Virus" is spreading among the elite like the plague.

Let's see... who else is feeling poorly? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/2orJxGZyvl



11/20/2019 5:40:10 AM nm_zsr No. 1) Gross negligence and suicide

No. 2) "Something far worse happened" (187)

I think he left out one:

No. 3) ?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!!?!?!?!?!

11/20/2019 5:44:20 AM rawphonegirl What IS this? Reminds me of something I read when I was little in an old Readers Digest at my Grandma's- in the future house interiors would be vinyl, 

furniture too, a drain in the center so you can just hose down your whole place!  😆

11/20/2019 5:45:40 AM vicfish06 #AGBarr

#FBIEpsteinFiles

#CoConspirators

John Dougan Story

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

Statement by John Mark Dougan, an American Citizen

 https://badvolf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/John-Mark-Dougan-Statement-regarding-Epstein-and-Prince-Andrew-Information.pdf … 

pic.twitter.com/U1rDH5diPF
11/20/2019 5:47:52 AM thomaspwebster4 Is this a joke or something - #GutDOJAndFBI already.

11/20/2019 5:49:31 AM nm_zsr The focus here seems to be to try to lull us to sleep with a story of how they will find out how guards let him die in prison. 

Is that really what's important here? 

Is that what will open humanities' eyes to the atrocities going on around them?

11/20/2019 5:52:34 AM boogeymanhunter 🙉🙈🙊 pic.twitter.com/8JiQTYLnKD

11/20/2019 5:53:28 AM allahuniversal I am not muslim, no muslim would dare name themselves Allah. It's simply an Arabic word I use as a backronym. I have no religion, as all religion is 

corrupt from the top down. Religion is not necessary to realize an expression to Originator of All That Is.

Asking > Assuming pic.twitter.com/GqBozJKiQq

11/20/2019 5:55:21 AM allahuniversal Expression of *

11/20/2019 5:59:51 AM allahuniversal Our mandate since 1964 has been to Save the Babies. We have the same enemies, who r soon to be eradicated from the face of the earth. 

#WWG1WGA does not care about religion, skin color, or any other arbitrary divisions which have kept us from ridding the world of pedos all along.

11/20/2019 6:02:11 AM karma4event201 Q drop 3606

There is no Step Five after Impeachment Scam

There is no STEP FIVE.

-END-

Q

11/20/2019 6:03:27 AM teamsterr07  pic.twitter.com/9T2ZjT45xu

11/20/2019 6:06:05 AM allahuniversal Dodged what? I answered the question. I am not muslim (fact) , and all religious institutions including theirs, are corrupt (fact). I live an obscure culture 

which many haven't heard of. We are a minority (hence, 5%) so that's no surprise.

A brief primer:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five-Percent_Nation …

11/20/2019 6:06:47 AM allahuniversal  https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5614846 …

11/20/2019 6:07:10 AM minnimaxim  pic.twitter.com/3Q6CySl0jI

11/20/2019 6:07:36 AM allahuniversal  https://books.google.com/books/about/The_Five_Percenters.html?id=Ai1mAwAAQBAJ … pic.twitter.com/iW3EjIGKgu

11/20/2019 6:08:21 AM hardbrew Well he sure didn't kill himself

11/20/2019 6:11:10 AM seekingknowle12 Humor has a place in the discourse.

Humor also continues to bring attention to what they would like to see buried.

Not getting tired of finally seeing a story pushed in the same manner in which the opposite side seeks to "push" their narrative.

11/20/2019 6:11:18 AM seekingknowle12 For those that would seek to make fun of "the way someone talks" it is precisely the underestimating of someone that allows you to get blindsided.

11/20/2019 6:20:05 AM yourkiddingme5 This was a much better hearing to listen to!

11/20/2019 6:22:32 AM fansblowing3 Skull & Bones 💀

11/20/2019 6:35:43 AM beggemoot77 This has all the markings of a surprise ending

11/20/2019 6:41:31 AM racetrackandy Epstein was likely IMO working for the cia and other intelligence agencies and blackmailing high profile people from all over the world. 

It’s likely that the truth will never come out

11/20/2019 6:52:40 AM kachinagtto Sawyer was re-appointed by Barr and she had served under him back in the 90s. I would have to assume Barr trusts her. She was appointed after 

Epstein’s death. Hugh Hurwitz served before her. I think he is who we need to be digging into.

11/20/2019 6:58:02 AM kachinagtto Member of the SEC since 2003… pic.twitter.com/KTBrGkNdz0

11/20/2019 6:59:51 AM lori_dee1 It's game over! 

Q post #3606 is the power of 3, 6, 9.

11/20/2019 7:00:02 AM itsgreat2tweet @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @GOP @RepAdamSchiff @DNC @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @DonaldJTrumpJr @foxandfriends @OANN 

@LionelMedia @LisaMei62 @tracybeanz @jsolomonReports @WayneDupreeShow @BreitbartNews @charliekirk11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QANON 

https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1197027332478758912 …

11/20/2019 7:08:37 AM garypre62441595 Shouldn't they change "possibility of" to "the"?

11/20/2019 7:09:10 AM shadowstateoil THINK & Remember 

The same Congressional leadership that is instantly dismissive of "Conspiracy Theories" & is clearing Bidens under that pretext ,

 Is the same govt oversight that labeled #EpsteinIsland a "Conspiracy Theory" for DECADES!  

🙏for All those victims

11/20/2019 7:12:03 AM firemanjohn629 The same institution. Congress that IGNORED THIS!! 🚨⬇️ 

The Finders US Treasury Report 

 http://tedgunderson.info/index_htm_files/US%20Customs%20Service%20Report%20of%20Investigation%20FINDERS.pdf …

11/20/2019 7:14:14 AM deplorablesuezq Possibility? 😅😂🤣

11/20/2019 7:15:53 AM firemanjohn629 Took Nebraska State Legislature to produce this, then have @FBI crucify the victims and US Congress bury it! 

Good news is we ARE walking up👍🏻

The Franklin Coverup 

 https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/franklin-cover-up.pdf … pic.twitter.com/B1pKuqNWai



11/20/2019 7:19:53 AM malcolm82173769 No shit Sherlock.

11/20/2019 7:20:31 AM shadowstateoil Yes!👍 thanks to brave Patriots like you & others that have persisted in proving that today's under investigated "Conspiracy " enables tomorrow's 

ongoing Criminal Enterprise

11/20/2019 7:39:37 AM sherry29692296 Absolutely! I'm with you on that 100%! His will be done on earth as it is in Heaven. Dear Lord, please continue to awaken, guide, strengthen, protect, 

provide, counsel, direct, lead, intervene, and instruct us as we move forward to fulfill Your Plan for mankind. 💜

11/20/2019 7:47:48 AM neecieh6111 Not true per Drake Bailey.  

Kent Dunn is incorrect about many subjects.

11/20/2019 8:00:40 AM patriotswegoall Pay for Play falling apart

11/20/2019 8:01:13 AM therealbigneum Oh! The FBI we are saved!!! I feel so much better now. Hahaah

11/20/2019 8:08:07 AM starehope GOD is LOVE.

11/20/2019 8:19:26 AM starehope That is beautiful April. Thank you for sharing. 💞💖💓

11/20/2019 8:21:03 AM starehope God in within us. All of us. Whether we acknowledge God or love is a personal choice.

11/20/2019 8:22:45 AM jaded_pearl  https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/alejandro-sanzs-wifes-miami-school-closed-by-state-tied-to-nxivm-sex-cult-founder-10295903 …

11/20/2019 8:24:33 AM jaded_pearl #savethebabies

11/20/2019 8:27:57 AM allahuniversal #GreatAwakening

#WakeUpAmerica

#SaveTheChildren

11/20/2019 8:34:18 AM aprilbrown99 Inspired moments. 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/8PSZyRc29q

11/20/2019 8:35:40 AM holotechrd 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡💥❤️👑👈

11/20/2019 8:36:17 AM rebashoenfelt1 Who else responsible?  Supervisors, warden?

11/20/2019 8:38:36 AM humain974 And the first

11/20/2019 8:48:38 AM starehope You are very welcome! 💗

11/20/2019 8:55:20 AM stevenfontain14 #IMPEACHADAMSCHIFF

11/20/2019 8:56:27 AM richard07759712 Amen

11/20/2019 8:59:30 AM richard07759712 Now we can Shift Schiff into high gear and get on with FISA and Ukraine interferes

11/20/2019 9:09:18 AM robertg69989098 Pineal gland calcification. Asleep

11/20/2019 9:56:59 AM wallyayottejr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Devin Nunez...”I don’t know if we’ll have anymore magical minutes”...they had 33 to start with.

11/20/2019 10:07:32 AM scottgasaway Is it just me or does Hunter have the same EYE condition as the Madaline Mcann (SP?) who went missing years ago?  Special eye condition that seemed 

to be very important to SOROS and crew?  @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 pic.twitter.com/Z9tCtEsi2e

11/20/2019 10:39:14 AM the_loveoflight When a person is born deformed, what is the "point"? Is it some type of catalyst to help in acsension or caused by other things the babies parents do 

during or before pregnancy

11/20/2019 10:39:55 AM the_loveoflight What is the Assumption Cathedral/College?

11/20/2019 10:51:00 AM rotationsgeek c'mon Andy -- the truth ALWAYS comes out!!

after all... we know for sure that "Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone" don't we?? 🤠

(just wish they show us the super-duper gun which blew JFK's forehead to bits from BEHIND)

11/20/2019 11:16:52 AM realhighup this is amazing to read for a huge believer in conspiracys that grew up in the 90s. they dont hide it. yall need to read this Y head owl shit 

@StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @_Luke_Slytalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @StefanMolyneux

11/20/2019 11:18:52 AM fansblowing3 Threat against Trump 😡 pic.twitter.com/JgRNdQ9XCI

11/20/2019 11:22:05 AM momekool1 Praying for ever day we can get so that more will be saved.

11/20/2019 11:26:43 AM momekool1 It has increased, as well as their ability to be open about it in public without fear of prosecution. In addition to their recruitment of more evil scum 

willing to do whatever to make it big. The state of the workd’s collective soul is in crisis mode. Ask God to show you..

11/20/2019 11:29:30 AM _the_psychonaut Does this list contain toxic chemicals? 

Looks like a few things in there that should probably be avoided... pic.twitter.com/g8UaKhqRT7

11/20/2019 11:29:47 AM momekool1 ...Because that knowledge contains a  feeling of urgency that calls Followers of Jesus Christ to spread the Good News to everyone we see.

11/20/2019 11:29:54 AM _the_psychonaut Pretty sure the second ingredient is bat crap 🦇 💩

11/20/2019 11:37:51 AM lilangels44 🤣 that's was great thank you

11/20/2019 11:47:18 AM lilangels44 I don't think he was a pedophile I think he was trying to protect kids from what he went through.  I think due to his incredible fame they used him as a 

mirror to keep the attention of themselves. He was an easy target sadly

11/20/2019 12:29:49 PM realhighup wow what a great video!! if you haven't watched you should. white hat reference around 3:05

take it only if drafted? 4:40

#futureprovespast

ThankQ Mr President!! @POTUS

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@_Luke_Slytalker

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@KibBitzLaw

@StefanMolyneux
11/20/2019 12:30:27 PM realhighup lets get this video to the masses! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=305-erOr3jk …

11/20/2019 12:45:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Translation? pic.twitter.com/ti1bSeczYC

11/20/2019 12:45:37 PM 811cac Lol

11/20/2019 12:45:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello Alice. Or is it ALICE? https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1197204185193811968 …

11/20/2019 12:46:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No USS Trump? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1197220896823533574 …

11/20/2019 12:47:01 PM bryceja68689884 I bet its in the sky.

11/20/2019 12:47:04 PM mikebravodude We only name towers after him. Sorry.

11/20/2019 12:47:06 PM rebornkingent How about USSF TR3-B names after him?

11/20/2019 12:47:14 PM linnyt7 Lol #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 12:47:19 PM matsols91809275 Pencil

Neck

is totally

Screwed

11/20/2019 12:47:22 PM bbobbio71 Epstein Didn't Kill Himself

11/20/2019 12:47:22 PM phreatomagnetic #unsealepstein

11/20/2019 12:47:50 PM hardtruth2020 That notepad has clear gang affiliation.

11/20/2019 12:47:50 PM shaqlolabunny #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 12:48:04 PM lb8825 Mount Rushmore instead?



11/20/2019 12:48:05 PM ursula_1111 American Sign Language 

Epstein

Didn’t 

Kill

Himself

11/20/2019 12:48:22 PM jandreszapataz The first Space Force vessel will be the USS Trump.

11/20/2019 12:48:47 PM lmtlisa3 😂

11/20/2019 12:48:49 PM stephgraz7580 Epstein didn’t kill himself

11/20/2019 12:49:23 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Y4xEVhykO3

11/20/2019 12:49:23 PM michael81972 Seems like a weak attempt to keep his name off of military assets...

11/20/2019 12:49:32 PM bbobbio71 Agreed.  Just hope we get to see it.

11/20/2019 12:50:17 PM phreatomagnetic Saving it for Starship Trump

I picture an amazing HUGE Golden Craft

11/20/2019 12:50:37 PM barbara38887996 Epstein didn't kill himself

11/20/2019 12:51:02 PM _the_psychonaut Space Force!

11/20/2019 12:51:17 PM brianbrido97 Epstein didn’t kill himself?

11/20/2019 12:51:24 PM nowisee77 Starship Mogul?

11/20/2019 12:51:27 PM dcg3_garymiller  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kISHUehxu4E …

11/20/2019 12:52:29 PM cr38ivcasey #Epsteindidntkillhimself  kek!

11/20/2019 12:52:33 PM stephanie_mieh  pic.twitter.com/exEHIhrho8

11/20/2019 12:52:47 PM irah_chandler I think it would be fun to name them after states also but i also think the tradition of naming them after presidents shouldn't stop

11/20/2019 12:54:06 PM waao64959281 Oh MAN I must be getting good...

I could read this WHOLE SIGN without even knowing, or looking up, sign language!!!

11/20/2019 12:54:35 PM waynehullet Epstein did not kill himself.

11/20/2019 12:54:51 PM irah_chandler I do want to see a uss Trump

11/20/2019 12:56:15 PM papoyamba No USS OBAMA

11/20/2019 12:56:32 PM stevenfontain14 PLEASE RT #IMPEACHADAMSCHIFF

11/20/2019 12:56:51 PM covertress I'm beginning to recognize ALICE everywhere there is Division.

When was ALICE originally created?

11/20/2019 12:57:04 PM cchef1980 Epstein didn’t kill himself?

11/20/2019 12:57:57 PM dieselvalry Lol. Epstein didn’t kill himself.

11/20/2019 12:58:00 PM chucklesschumer  pic.twitter.com/lOzrMZomF8

11/20/2019 12:58:29 PM weshallrise144k Matthew McConaughey is a little confused (celebrating Hamilton’s recent sixth F1 title in Austin, TX, 2019). pic.twitter.com/z07pq9NTbG

11/20/2019 12:58:51 PM sandralav2 Sign language

11/20/2019 12:59:32 PM hifiman45 That's funny!

11/20/2019 12:59:40 PM whsthestorm my belief is that she wasnt created, at least not here or by any means we know about. She came from space, trojan horse.

11/20/2019 1:00:17 PM 1_decided_voter I think Trump will deserve a major flagship named after him. TR3-B while impressive, isn't that. Something more like this would be appropriate, at least 

to me: pic.twitter.com/0N0amNMW3E

11/20/2019 1:01:05 PM sandralav2 Epstein didn’t kill himself

11/20/2019 1:03:03 PM covertress Another one?

/a guess?

11/20/2019 1:03:19 PM allahuniversal ALICE has been a busy goyle

11/20/2019 1:03:19 PM irah_chandler Still funny either way

11/20/2019 1:03:20 PM stevenfontain14 RT #IMPEACHADAMSCHIFF

11/20/2019 1:03:33 PM one_white_lion I'm leaning towards ALICE coming from 'out there' to here. AI invader race. The indicators I'm seeing is that 15 and the Labyrinth group failed in their 

pursuit of BST to utilize against the synthetic replicator race and humanity got invaded.

11/20/2019 1:03:50 PM allahuniversal Fitton is fine https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1181707904975593472?s=20 …

11/20/2019 1:04:12 PM wolfspirit1 Epstein did not kill himself

11/20/2019 1:04:43 PM covertress Like the Black Knight Satellite?

11/20/2019 1:05:48 PM do_or_do_notty Confused? He’s flashing Hook Em Horns 🤟

11/20/2019 1:06:05 PM gruven4sure Epstein did't kill himself 

lol 😂

11/20/2019 1:06:17 PM roger35742354 Make it the flagship for the Space Force!

11/20/2019 1:06:23 PM robinabank4 U have to read it backwards. Starts with a story and ends without lube.

11/20/2019 1:07:40 PM robinabank4 Is that little stick ?

11/20/2019 1:07:44 PM michael81972 Is he? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072636966481600512?s=21 …

11/20/2019 1:08:18 PM siriusbshaman Go ask Alice when she was just small, go ask Alice when she's ten feet tall.

11/20/2019 1:09:24 PM redquinlan  pic.twitter.com/o5G89jkJ16

11/20/2019 1:11:14 PM heidi_weigand Done!

11/20/2019 1:11:32 PM rebornkingent Yes, we already seem to be in a S.H.I.E.L.D. Comic book.

11/20/2019 1:11:56 PM allahuniversal For presentation to the public of facts, yes. For support, nah.

11/20/2019 1:15:24 PM bi07829782 Epstein didn’t kill himself. 

ASL sign language for the Deaf.

11/20/2019 1:15:35 PM alnacho1 #Epsteindidnotkillhimself #UnsealEpstein #EpsteinCoverup

11/20/2019 1:20:41 PM siriusbshaman Alice was hacked.

11/20/2019 1:20:48 PM fedupamerican57 😂😂😂😂

11/20/2019 1:21:10 PM fightforamerica A spaceship isn't an aircraft carrier. 😉

11/20/2019 1:21:48 PM rowanlou First USSF "Sub"

USS TRUMP 

God Speed

11/20/2019 1:22:00 PM covertress The Es look too much like Ms. 😝

Who made this?

11/20/2019 1:22:39 PM seeker17truth  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ALICE_experiment …

11/20/2019 1:23:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/ArkansasOnline/status/1197252428107800577 …

11/20/2019 1:23:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1197212822821883904 …

11/20/2019 1:23:43 PM 1_decided_voter We need a narrative change on Hunter Biden, STAT!

11/20/2019 1:23:43 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/ZW3KwFbFgi



11/20/2019 1:24:07 PM internetusr Invest in knee pad stock. Gonna sell lots of them soon. No lube tho.

11/20/2019 1:24:17 PM qanongroup Their account now got suspended because of tweet

11/20/2019 1:24:30 PM 1_decided_voter On account of "I can't deal with all of this exposure"

11/20/2019 1:25:01 PM born2bef Time stamp power of 3 6 9

11/20/2019 1:25:20 PM mypen_3stacks Proven liar and shit-bag.

"Hunter Biden, who initially denied having sexual relations with Roberts, eventually agreed to take a DNA test, according to documents filed by 

Roberts’ attorney, Clint Lancaster."

11/20/2019 1:25:41 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps, there is a place for him at GITMO... pic.twitter.com/2cPwneqY4w

11/20/2019 1:25:41 PM ursula_1111 It’s happening. 

The 

F 

   A

        L

            L

Of the 

C

    A

        B

            A

                L pic.twitter.com/REOE4GacMx
11/20/2019 1:25:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 FBI job is to cover up rogue CIA ops that could damage the Fed's credibility.

11/20/2019 1:25:46 PM irah_chandler I love how I'm ahead of mj12 by just mins on their posts.

11/20/2019 1:25:47 PM peterluisvenero We’re not finished with him yet.

11/20/2019 1:25:58 PM azuremagus Should be loving Goddesses

11/20/2019 1:26:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 DNA test shows Hunter Biden is father of Arkansas woman's baby https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2019/nov/20/dna-test-shows-hunter-biden-

father-arkansas-womans/ …

11/20/2019 1:27:03 PM carolva97910854 Not until we have a USS Trump!

11/20/2019 1:27:39 PM mistereez1 Expect him to turn up 187. 

He is a very dangerous loose end for the monarchy and such. 

Also he is not very smart but extremely arrogant

11/20/2019 1:27:40 PM lk81955047 If It were me.....I'd never tell him. Never.

11/20/2019 1:27:42 PM covertress Oooh.

Who owns Hunter's DNA now?

And what will they do with it? pic.twitter.com/uzZ6SgJjud

11/20/2019 1:27:49 PM vivipatriot7 Epstein did not kill himself!

11/20/2019 1:28:12 PM dcooyon Prince Andrew didn’t kill himself.  Shit. Wait. Too early???

11/20/2019 1:28:33 PM boogeymanhunter Speaking of? Can someone tell me what the highlighted hand gesture in pic below means? 

It popped up as a new emoji yesterday?

All l can find is the letter ‘Q’ in the sign language alphabet?

( turned upwards) and l don’t think that could be right. pic.twitter.com/7X5y5u1gXN

11/20/2019 1:28:46 PM parlingparling "black eye" my butt. 

Way more like a closed head injury.

11/20/2019 1:28:52 PM 1_decided_voter By "The Fed" do you mean Federal Gov or Fed Reserve?

11/20/2019 1:29:14 PM reel_brief #ProLife folks, you know what to do! Find Hunter and make sure this baby survives!

11/20/2019 1:29:15 PM bitofdis Hunter Biden stepping back from all Father/Son related duties for the "foreseeable future" following .....oh, wait a minute.

11/20/2019 1:29:31 PM sailingawakened "Royal Duties?" Pffffffft. 

Dear Lord, what will the people do without due representation from their criminal monarchy?

11/20/2019 1:29:38 PM jooooody penalty box

11/20/2019 1:29:57 PM bls1022 Epstein didn't kill himself.

11/20/2019 1:30:10 PM foreverozone He needs a re-boot. I smell a S coming.

11/20/2019 1:30:46 PM charitable_fury There WILL be a USS Trump!...Guaranteed!!😎🇺🇸...

11/20/2019 1:31:34 PM irah_chandler Bwahahahaha

11/20/2019 1:31:37 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/KsKh0hXzEn

11/20/2019 1:31:59 PM azuremagus According to MJ there are already over 500 vessels in the fleets. I don't know the names.

11/20/2019 1:32:08 PM ddgaddis Maury Povich: 

Hunter Biden you are the baby's father!

11/20/2019 1:32:24 PM rebornkingent Is that woman also a family member? Hunter seems to have a type.

11/20/2019 1:32:25 PM godrus Friends of #RapeyBill?

11/20/2019 1:32:28 PM vonsaddlebags Epstein didn’t kill him self

11/20/2019 1:32:52 PM wickedmouse369 This is going to be epic! #cornpop returns

11/20/2019 1:33:45 PM wandererpatient They should follow the Forrest Gump model... “We’ve got twelve Trumps!”

11/20/2019 1:33:55 PM drbohammer Nice. I am also the father of an Arkansas woman’s baby. Does that mean Burisma is going to give me $16.5mm?

11/20/2019 1:34:16 PM mymtyme Congratulations Hunter 🙃

11/20/2019 1:34:56 PM 99thyamwasher Ohhhhhh... of course. Thanks. ✌🏼

11/20/2019 1:35:06 PM magicianmighty Epstein didn’t kill himself  

😂😂😂😂

11/20/2019 1:35:56 PM allahuniversal Speaking of FBI covering rogue CIA ops, sure there's a lot of those to FIND out about... https://youtu.be/gRWZ6nDiLhY 

11/20/2019 1:36:36 PM fansblowing3 Or Sleepy Joe.  Same DNA.

11/20/2019 1:36:38 PM lakelady568 No

11/20/2019 1:36:44 PM drbohammer The USS Trump will need to be a newer, larger, and more lethal platform than the current Carriers.

11/20/2019 1:36:54 PM fansblowing3 Going to prison so soon?

11/20/2019 1:37:14 PM fansblowing3 Or Sleepy Joe.  Same DNA.

11/20/2019 1:39:07 PM fansblowing3 911 was orchestrated by the CIA then?  🧐

11/20/2019 1:39:24 PM bill_davis01  pic.twitter.com/L5gLU2cCf8

11/20/2019 1:39:41 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/bkVr6T6WMM

11/20/2019 1:40:05 PM ardithorourke Joe has another grandbaby sweet.

11/20/2019 1:40:07 PM sunspot406 No worries, Grandpa is former VP, and at present shooting for President of US.

11/20/2019 1:40:12 PM nikoscali Wait wait wait.... you're saying this guy was getting $80k+/month, had a coke habit, and was fucking random girls in Arkansas yet the Left are still 

defending him? Just another example of how they've already lost this war!

11/20/2019 1:40:41 PM 99thyamwasher Isn’t that the American English translation of “mossad”?



11/20/2019 1:41:17 PM ffattmedia #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 1:41:27 PM michael81972 Victory for Anons and Meme warrior’s👍🏻🇺🇸

11/20/2019 1:41:46 PM janice11nj He was a liar too claiming he never had sex with her

11/20/2019 1:41:49 PM deplorablesuezq 😅😂🤣

11/20/2019 1:42:07 PM allahuniversal 🤣

11/20/2019 1:44:09 PM clymejakeslddr Good So He Can Go Back To Doing What He Was Doing Before All Of This Exposure...Living A Life Of Lies Dipped In Gold.

11/20/2019 1:44:46 PM fansblowing3 Why yes I think so 😂

11/20/2019 1:45:04 PM manifest_utopia If I were representing the mother, Lundon Roberts, I'd ask the court to order that Hunter Biden pay $65,000/month child support.

11/20/2019 1:47:42 PM nikoscali He's going to have a hard time paying that child support stamping license plates and washing laundry.

11/20/2019 1:48:46 PM manifest_utopia Yep. Actually, I'd seek a very large lump sum payment.

11/20/2019 1:48:55 PM jimmyjameswwg1 Just tell me it wasn't a Clinton...😬😬😬

11/20/2019 1:50:06 PM geekydaddy64  pic.twitter.com/9tZW9Iw8Uq

11/20/2019 1:56:14 PM garypre62441595 Look here,not there...

11/20/2019 1:57:12 PM yustein Electromagnetic Artificial Intelligence that came from another reality. Promotes technology over spirituality as advancement. Reptilians follow it as 

their god and inject themselves with nanites. Solar flash will disable EMAI. The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/20/2019 1:57:15 PM junior223182659 Message received loud and clear!

11/20/2019 1:58:20 PM schneppjennifer Epstein didn't kill himself.

11/20/2019 2:01:09 PM vonsaddlebags Himself

11/20/2019 2:01:48 PM irah_chandler Oops dif demension

11/20/2019 2:02:36 PM nonlineardarren Thank you,that makes sense,the flash bit now,sweet

11/20/2019 2:03:21 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/iP9bue7UOD

11/20/2019 2:04:34 PM moemc8 Ha!  Great minds think alike.  Just wrote the same on their page.

11/20/2019 2:04:38 PM n2zyk how about stop naming them after BAD Presidents.

11/20/2019 2:04:57 PM anonivxx Well of course he didn't. pic.twitter.com/oV4v6Y9JAp

11/20/2019 2:05:53 PM nikoscali Trump need a whole new class of aircraft carrier named after him. The Ford class is too much of a disgrace to put his name on.

11/20/2019 2:08:23 PM mamiemcclure17 😂😂😂

11/20/2019 2:10:10 PM rghardy3 In Wonderland everything is make believe.

The clocks all run backwards.

Men are playing a chess game.

A mad hatter is late for the show.

Sounds like DC to me.

11/20/2019 2:11:32 PM clifton15jon Epstein didnt kill himself

11/20/2019 2:11:55 PM clifton15jon #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 2:13:23 PM star8400cpd The FBI was corrupted in the 60’s - I am certain of it. And there is every reason to believe that the CIA was as well. This book is as good a place to begin 

as any... If I were President, I would move to disband both agencies and start fresh with zero holdovers. 😐 pic.twitter.com/3uao6WVbil

11/20/2019 2:13:56 PM nishajoshi12 That’s why it is very important to equip ourselves spiritually - work with the Angels, remove the veils of illusions and anchor/ activate your higher 

chakras!

11/20/2019 2:14:01 PM misstea144 EDKH KEK

11/20/2019 2:14:52 PM clifton15jon How about our First US Starship - USS Trump

#WWG1WGA

#USSpaceForce

11/20/2019 2:15:02 PM yustein Since you have 3 6 9 in your name 3 6 9 https://youtu.be/GVCuA4MK3lk 

11/20/2019 2:16:03 PM autistmember Now we can tie the Biden's to the Arkansas child trafficking of the Clinton Foundation!

11/20/2019 2:17:02 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/T4dK0ZNbBY

11/20/2019 2:17:03 PM keith369me The mainstream news will gladly run with that instead of Ukraine corruption!

11/20/2019 2:18:14 PM keith369me Prince Andrew, step back, watch the doors with bars close in front of you! You do know how child predators get treated in prison, don’t you?

11/20/2019 2:19:52 PM beth52625 Epstein didn’t kill himself.

11/20/2019 2:20:12 PM keith369me Will we need aircraft carriers in a peaceful world?

11/20/2019 2:20:56 PM freestateojones Does it already exist? 😅

11/20/2019 2:21:19 PM keith369me Arkansas is a strange place for a cosmopolitan gentleman like Hunter Biden to be hanging out in. There must be more here!

11/20/2019 2:22:25 PM picklestinky Epstein killed himself...

He merely used someone else's hands to do it.

11/20/2019 2:22:49 PM kathleen3693693 DNA specific weaponry?

11/20/2019 2:26:11 PM laurabusse Wondering same

11/20/2019 2:27:54 PM jenn39956442 WHAT ?!?! A politician had an affair and fathered a child??!?? WOW... I’d never see that storyline coming ❤️🙏🏻🇨🇦😁

11/20/2019 2:28:03 PM w0nderboi USS Donald17.

11/20/2019 2:31:19 PM sassygirl171717 The Naval ships that bear a Presidents name that has committed any act againist America should be stripped of the horrendous name, and renamed 

after a American Soldier that has shown great valor.

11/20/2019 2:31:46 PM kathleen3693693 Definitely Never: USS NoName or USS Clinton or USS Bush or USS Obama (maybe USS Obamanation)...

Absolutely rename: Dulles International Airport. I'd like to see it renamed Seth Rich International Airport.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/20/2019 2:32:36 PM wwg1wga93583681 Kathleen Biden accused Hunter of “spending extravagantly on his own interests (including drugs, alcohol, prostitutes, strip clubs and gifts for women 

with whom he has sexual relations), while leaving the family with no funds to pay legitimate bills,” 

Hahahaha nice guy pic.twitter.com/USMUxNR19f

11/20/2019 2:33:22 PM guardian_elite #JeffreyEpsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 2:35:55 PM fluck_gloria He is going to need more money!   Hey, Joe, your son is going to need a new piggy bank!

11/20/2019 2:35:57 PM allahuniversal Part 2 https://youtu.be/QRF4fpeXv5E 

11/20/2019 2:37:22 PM fluck_gloria All invitations cancelled?

11/20/2019 2:38:06 PM tumash3 Great pic! It's important to reach all the viewers!

11/20/2019 2:39:47 PM thesandynan 😂

11/20/2019 2:45:18 PM covertress In which ways could DNA be weaponized?

11/20/2019 2:48:24 PM kylemmurdock USS MAGA

11/20/2019 2:49:38 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/20/2019 2:53:03 PM ou8mikehunt #NineInchNeck #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 2:56:23 PM miked14176254 Epstein didn't kill himself



11/20/2019 2:56:28 PM kathleen3693693 I read the letters, & I am very sorry that you went through these horrors as a young child, claiming your childhood. It brings tears to my eyes. You will 

always be in my prayers.

That said, we need to get these bastards, every last one of them.

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/20/2019 2:58:16 PM fansblowing3 How many more babies out there?

11/20/2019 3:01:46 PM eodsteve3579 Epstein didn't kill himself

11/20/2019 3:01:56 PM michael81972 USS Q+

11/20/2019 3:05:17 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/AnZQ3mGia7

11/20/2019 3:05:51 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/37aXCXKRtK

11/20/2019 3:06:35 PM kathleen3693693 Just another distraction to divert our attention away from the truth. 

Could be this whole hubbub is a distraction to keep us busy, drawing our attention away from the incoming celestial objects coming our way from 

behind the sun. Look, up in the sky, visible from FAA webcams...

11/20/2019 3:09:07 PM nm_zsr This is BS.

Our service men and women should have access to medicine. Given the traumas and injuries and mental disorders occurring regularly to them, they 

could stand to benefit the most

Time to Reschedule marijuana.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#reschedule https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1197267029708947457 …

11/20/2019 3:10:40 PM gregmoon Looks like it means tiny, like, “that thing was this big”

11/20/2019 3:11:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Counter Move

[Corruption Foundations]

[CF]

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1197289970731499522 …

11/20/2019 3:12:19 PM wickedmouse369 Epstein co-founded [CF]

11/20/2019 3:14:48 PM kathleen3693693 No matter. I want to witness the removal of the "Old Guard," who have been phucking up this particular version of reality for many thousands of years. 

Perhaps the timelines finally converging will address this BS. I'd like to know how Clinton caused the splitting of the timeline.

11/20/2019 3:16:38 PM 1_decided_voter Will Rudy be implicated in this and turn out to be one of the sleepers that has been activated? pic.twitter.com/WH4AahSsws

11/20/2019 3:17:11 PM mongrelglory My guess is "Epstein didn't kill himself". 😆

11/20/2019 3:17:39 PM michael81972 Zlochevsky suicided in 3 2 1...

11/20/2019 3:17:45 PM carolinabeth1 Doesn’t sound like he has been doing many royal duties for some time.  Rather he has been committing crimes against children....

11/20/2019 3:20:03 PM mongrelglory The next Star Trek like space-ship should be called Trump. 😎

11/20/2019 3:20:38 PM asdasd26700831 exxxxxx dxxxx kxxx hxxxxxx

11/20/2019 3:21:02 PM mongrelglory The poor thing probably has brain damage from all that cocaine. 😏

11/20/2019 3:21:52 PM lbf777 Enjoy the show while Rabbi Trump reinstates the unconstitutional Patriot Act that was founded upon the 911 false flag committed by Israel.

11/20/2019 3:21:57 PM mongrelglory Lots of cocaine.  Ask Bill.

11/20/2019 3:24:07 PM rachaelangelm Alphabet

11/20/2019 3:25:23 PM carolinabeth1 Epstein didn’t kill himself!

11/20/2019 3:25:41 PM mongrelglory I'm sorry, but it's the fact that the FBI covers up for CIA malfeasance, which has damaged the FBI's credibility in the first place! 😠

11/20/2019 3:27:09 PM mongrelglory I thought by "Fed" they meant the "Federal Bureau of Investigation".

11/20/2019 3:29:38 PM kfr0329 #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 3:30:00 PM kathleen3693693 Senior Executive Service (SES) is a dirty, corrupt branch of our govmt, loyal to the #DeepStateCabal shadow government. Field McConnell, brother of 

Kristine Marcy, was recently arrested for extradition to Broward Cnty. I hope he lives through this BS. 

https://federalnewsnetwork.com/workforce/2018/08/buttoned-in-40-year-old-rules-civil-service-bursting-at-seams-for-a-rebuild/ …

11/20/2019 3:30:00 PM adukesmcdaniel Perfect way to red pill the masses.  Expose how [they] launder money and hide behind “good”.  Get everyone to question charities and foundations.  

SHOW ME THE MONEY!

FOLLOW THE MONEY.

11/20/2019 3:30:02 PM seeker229 No they're too busy playing around with CV-70 USS CARL VINSON

CV

322

11/20/2019 3:32:19 PM tlcl1964 He didn't.  I believe the 1st one was a supernatural event.  Anyway...  Patience.

11/20/2019 3:32:43 PM mineisc Amen! 🙏❤️

11/20/2019 3:33:45 PM seybird11 Of course he didn’t. We know this!

11/20/2019 3:34:37 PM uttercents USS Enterprise is third Ford carrier - after USS JFK.

11/20/2019 3:36:31 PM seeker229 Question when the fed cover up a horrific sounding Satanic Case do they erase everything, files etc. I wanted to inquire one in connection with Anton 

Lavey back in the 80s. I heard that the Feds took the case and nothing ever happened

11/20/2019 3:37:05 PM phreatomagnetic Both most likely.  Essentially interchangeable.

Most simply reverse the relationship

They see the Federal Reserve as subservient to the Federal Government when the reverse  is usually true.

11/20/2019 3:38:31 PM burgersandra House Democrats voting near-unanimously for sweeping surveillance carte blanche that was the basis for the notorious NSA program.

 So much for the #Resistance! While all eyes were on impeachment hearing, House re-authorized PATRIOT Act. https://www.rt.com/usa/473842-

patriot-act-betrayal-democrats-house/ …

11/20/2019 3:40:39 PM patriotswegoall Good thing? Or prelude of things to come?

11/20/2019 3:42:38 PM yellahabibihela Is that what Hoover was originally tasked to do?

11/20/2019 3:43:46 PM autist_steele BAHAHAHA!

11/20/2019 3:45:16 PM richard07759712 Epstein didn’t kill himself

11/20/2019 3:45:58 PM higherdensitees Epsteind didnt kill himself



11/20/2019 3:46:03 PM manriquetorres5 @realDonaldTrump

@Jim_Jordan

@adjunctprofessr

@SaraCarterDC

@prayingmedic

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@EyesOnQ 

@Q2ndWave 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@catturd2

@realTT2020

@TrumpWarRoom

@Jim_Jordan

@seanhannity

@US_SpaceCom pic.twitter.com/f9vno7kK1s
11/20/2019 3:47:58 PM standfirm1776 “Set me as a seal over your heart, as a seal upon your arm, for love is as strong as death, passionate love unrelenting as the grave. Its darts are darts of 

fire— divine flame!”

Song of Solomon 8:6 CEB

11/20/2019 3:49:23 PM richard07759712 Me 2

11/20/2019 3:49:33 PM patriotdreamerz  pic.twitter.com/IBY4K4AN7l

11/20/2019 3:52:31 PM ou8mikehunt  pic.twitter.com/eG9sDo0R90

11/20/2019 3:52:54 PM 99thyamwasher The reserve owns the gov..... so... keep looking up!

11/20/2019 3:54:28 PM keur60693994 Finally! Something I could decide!

11/20/2019 3:56:39 PM qolemiss1 Oh boy! Here comes discovery or disclosure of income! pic.twitter.com/xAtGwgkUmY

11/20/2019 3:57:07 PM mcpatriot64 She's not a US President.

11/20/2019 3:57:23 PM mcpatriot64 He's your President too.  Sorry.

11/20/2019 3:58:52 PM athena_142  pic.twitter.com/3Hxhx1fToy

11/20/2019 3:58:56 PM kekfreepress Epstein 

Didn't 

Kill 

Himself

11/20/2019 4:01:37 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

11/20/2019 4:02:47 PM queen_khalifia Disgusting! He's guilty as Sin! We know. Game Over.

11/20/2019 4:03:36 PM sterkinglights1 First space craft carrier should be the USS Trump. It's only right.

11/20/2019 4:05:51 PM aetherwalker1 Only the corrupt prosper in this world.

11/20/2019 4:13:44 PM my2sonznme #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 4:18:15 PM anonj0hn I know.

11/20/2019 4:22:06 PM stormenight It is the very fabric of life itself. Nothing comes into existence without it; not even will. When we stand alone in our moments of truth, the measure of 

how we’ve lived is the measure of how we’ve loved.

11/20/2019 4:25:55 PM snomanhere1 I'll bet Queeny puts him over her knee and gives him  good spanking

11/20/2019 4:27:38 PM neecieh6111 EPSTEIN DIDNT KILL HIMSELF.

11/20/2019 4:28:03 PM qld_truthseeker She still has to answer for the missing children at Kamloops        https://news.nbcm.ca/queen-elizabeth-found-guilty-in-missing-children-case-whistle-

blowers-incarcerated …

11/20/2019 4:34:08 PM decodematrix USSS Trump pic.twitter.com/Kexy6bOFwy

11/20/2019 4:44:21 PM curseca Time for the Jerry Springer show...

11/20/2019 4:48:45 PM w_ewere Like Usurped Chief Judge Carmody,Qld AU.Cabal undermined him for refusing bail on Cabal members "untouchables". Set him up-using Judges 

Associates undermining -hiding cases-gas lighting. Publishing his family address front page of MSM. No Carmody portrait in State Law Courts.

11/20/2019 4:51:04 PM ritzlloyd49 I would say that's the least of this Crud's problems!😠

11/20/2019 5:01:06 PM alodar What no ASL for apostrophe?

11/20/2019 5:02:32 PM stormenight Knowledge is also - and even more importantly - Protection. Power is always dangerous because it demands deception. Knowledge expands awareness 

which can avoid the traps & pitfalls of the occult. The knowledge that cause & effect are the same event seems to elude the gatekeepers.

11/20/2019 5:07:28 PM waterheals I don't read sign language but my guess is Epstine Didn't kill himself.

11/20/2019 5:08:58 PM starehope Not for deaf people.

11/20/2019 5:12:37 PM starehope Could be letter g. But because of the color differentation, I imagine it means something else.

11/20/2019 5:15:40 PM starehope It is really the American Manual Alphabet. The signs are when the hand or hands form a specific word.

11/20/2019 5:18:24 PM starehope American Manual Alphabet. There is no ' when using it.

11/20/2019 5:27:23 PM seeker229 What's the color code translations?

11/20/2019 5:27:53 PM boogeymanhunter Thx. It def matches the letter Q sign-- only turned sideways. The color can be picked. 

l just wondered if its a whole diff word or something.

11/20/2019 5:28:56 PM suekonkel Big criminal shoes to fill for this little tyke.

11/20/2019 5:36:42 PM k_texan Stop y’all! It’s sign language saying Espsein didn’t kill him self.

11/20/2019 5:39:03 PM michael_houtte Epstein didn't kill himself. My Mama taught me basic sign language when I was a kid

11/20/2019 5:41:09 PM __intothewild_ the ( ' ) gave it away 😂👍🏼

11/20/2019 5:44:02 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/shnfmLjNRO

11/20/2019 5:44:37 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/QcDBizIrLY

11/20/2019 5:47:05 PM starehope A little girl? 😫😭😭

11/20/2019 5:55:37 PM cny_micaa Completely agree ❤️❤️😀

11/20/2019 5:55:59 PM starehope I can't help you with that. Down is q and horizontal is g. That is all I know.

11/20/2019 5:56:02 PM janlm6 Yes, we need a USS Trump, but even more, the guys at Mt Rushmore need to move over and make room for Trump!

11/20/2019 6:01:04 PM grumpyallday He gonna be suicided soon

11/20/2019 6:04:38 PM boogeymanhunter Appreciate the help.

Very kind of you.

Be well.



11/20/2019 6:06:55 PM boogeymanhunter Right?

Maybe so.

l missed the obvious there. 

With all of this info being jammed into our brains at breakneck speed these days, ...like an upload from the Matrix...l forget to look at the simple 

answers sometimes. 

Thank You, Sir
11/20/2019 6:21:16 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/xBCLUOQ1px

11/20/2019 6:23:13 PM djlok Wow...

From  https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/52561 …

Clinton Foundation is in DEEP. pic.twitter.com/hY1I6bF03j

11/20/2019 6:27:23 PM youstinksoap ....on with the show...this is it!

Can't stop thinking this for some reason. 😂😂😂

11/20/2019 6:42:11 PM lustmanshelley Epstein didn’t kill himself

11/20/2019 6:42:25 PM yourkiddingme5 Yeah and this is interesting as well. pic.twitter.com/kkhWQXYEaK

11/20/2019 7:02:37 PM disfellocated Who needs aircraft carriers? Let’s save his name for the next starship. pic.twitter.com/3yRB98SAIk

11/20/2019 7:05:51 PM cledrordfishing USS Trump will not be for Nautical use..   lol pic.twitter.com/xeMldbFZQj

11/20/2019 7:07:42 PM quentinjay2 Is this correct? https://twitter.com/Quentinjay2/status/1197349507144572929?s=20 …

11/20/2019 7:08:57 PM zagnett Truth. 👆

11/20/2019 7:12:56 PM crumcasa That was my understanding!!!

11/20/2019 7:23:01 PM cisnez 🤣 pic.twitter.com/neDdVuQJIa

11/20/2019 7:40:05 PM cosmic_engineer  http://Ancestry.com  lol

11/20/2019 7:47:42 PM tsyl7 My thoughts exactly... 🤔

11/20/2019 8:08:52 PM marcusgillette1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 remember this picture you shared with us of Mars? Is it being terraformed, or have we just been lied to about the amount of water 

that’s actually on the planet? It’s very beautiful in my opinion.  pic.twitter.com/KIhflBHH9u

11/20/2019 8:13:32 PM bbobbio71 Saw that one coming

11/20/2019 8:49:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Another Future Proves Past.

Next line?

Then the next?

Enjoy the show...

You have more than you realize. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196460604975923200 …

11/20/2019 8:51:29 PM kittythundercl1 Had jury duty today and took the time to reread Madeleine L’Engle’s A Wrinkle in Time. Delightful. It was one of my favorite books when I was a kid. 

Deals with a lot of the things we are talking about today... teleportation, telepathy, empathy, the true nature of time and space.

11/20/2019 8:51:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 3611 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1197376541627441154 …

11/20/2019 8:52:02 PM speaakn What does that mean?

11/20/2019 8:53:44 PM johnnybmaga1 New Q Drop 3611 pic.twitter.com/623IJghxsi

11/20/2019 8:55:00 PM bradleywyane I don't know, give us a legend.

11/20/2019 8:55:33 PM johnnybmaga1 New Q drop 3611, Clintons and Podestas still the marks

11/20/2019 8:56:07 PM kittythundercl1 Reading it now, I see it’s really a kid’s version of Orwell’s 1984, where the heroes of the story fight against tyranny. L’Engle’s overarching message... 

love is the answer. Only love saves. Only love conquers evil. Great book for the kids in your life. And everyone, actually. ❤️

11/20/2019 8:56:11 PM oakleysuburbs Epstein didn’t kill himself.

11/20/2019 8:57:00 PM stars4p  pic.twitter.com/3GtfCI6U0L

11/20/2019 8:58:10 PM steveakridge Good question regarding time zone.

I don’t screen cap so will have to wait till his account comes back online for proof.

Thanks!!!

11/20/2019 8:59:45 PM turnbolt11 Dont forget payments in Uranium stolen from America's North West Ranch Lands and Logging Areas.

Remember this 👆

11/20/2019 9:02:32 PM steveakridge BTW, how do you tell the time zone a drop or tweet is made?

11/20/2019 9:05:17 PM sdane8 Ditto. I anticipate there being a time when the light bulb goes on and we can see what we've been missing all along. pic.twitter.com/2JZBRDc8SV

11/20/2019 9:06:41 PM wallyayottejr We have everything.

How can we use what we know?

How do you ‘legally’ inject/make public/use as evidence?

What are you witnessing unfold?

Trust the plan.

11/20/2019 9:07:26 PM sdane8 Oops, I meant to attach to @IGiant10 post. 😁

11/20/2019 9:07:57 PM lustmanshelley  https://saintandrewstwinflame.com/2019/11/14/shadowsuper-exopolitical-intel-report-nathaniel-rothschild-arrested-november-14-2019/ …

11/20/2019 9:12:51 PM giediknight This is how we know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the real deal. How many shills are still going to cry “LARP” after this one?

11/20/2019 9:13:48 PM allahuniversal #FLYROTHSFLY#

Has a nice taste with a grain of salt.

11/20/2019 9:14:00 PM johnnybmaga1 Here's the juicy part of email. pic.twitter.com/nVTvqGTUfy

11/20/2019 9:19:02 PM lustmanshelley They found plans to have another tsunami and wipe out the East coast.. white hats foiled that mission

11/20/2019 9:20:04 PM goldyone5 Alice In Wonderland = AIW= artificial intelligence world & then there’s the looking glass- stop playing with them lols .: tell US(the unity states of minds)

 about how majestic 12 is going to be -: teasers R fun - trolling is 2🔥⚡🦊😇🎅😎🎶

11/20/2019 9:23:07 PM allahuniversal The poster can clarify best. To prevent confusion the "agreed" TZ for syncing WW is Eastern time. Can be set to your preference @

 https://qalerts.app/posts/ 

The post in ?: 6:48 EST, 5:48 CDT, so anyone West of Eastern time has the post by 5:55 yesterday. ETS had no advance notice. 

pic.twitter.com/oUyVyouJY6

11/20/2019 9:23:54 PM allahuniversal CST*, not CDT

11/20/2019 9:25:14 PM nurseniceyes Lol

11/20/2019 9:26:25 PM oliheck I’d say name the first ***starship*** DJT 😉

11/20/2019 9:26:43 PM speaakn Thank you. That was my first thought 😉

11/20/2019 9:27:36 PM whovian2 Curiouser and curiouser said, alice! Right?

11/20/2019 9:27:48 PM corstruction Many of us already know, most don't.  Baby steps or they will get spooked.

11/20/2019 9:28:05 PM doodlealldaday Hmm. Baby Oil, maybe.  Truth to Light.

11/20/2019 9:36:44 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/j0zoqfkER0



11/20/2019 9:38:20 PM batespm4abbey YES @ hrw-volunteer2013-14-15 veryclose2mideast&ukraine&i repeatedly pleaded  NATOpeacekeepers  intervene earlyon to preempt civilwar,ppl 

harmed&i was stomped by BO/SP=seemed wanted?>russ org crim~nazis trying start war~B.mob missl lnchr killed planeful then drovebck 2russia(vid)

11/20/2019 9:42:46 PM fansblowing3 Proof that Epstein was part of Clinton Foundation will make headlines.

11/20/2019 9:50:24 PM irah_chandler Mossad... Last domino to fall

11/20/2019 9:51:55 PM werascending Thanks for EVERYTHING!!! Thanks for saving humanity!

11/20/2019 9:55:24 PM gregoryjhall1 Epstein didn’t kill himself...lol

11/20/2019 9:57:28 PM 963_maxoom BQQM pic.twitter.com/wCU4qqFXiD

11/20/2019 10:03:46 PM 1_decided_voter >[Corruption Foundations]

Try this one on for size...

 https://twitter.com/Eminem/status/1189233849068326912 … pic.twitter.com/JrmAJC7Wk8

11/20/2019 10:10:23 PM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @_00111111_ @AnonymousSage1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @striderraven1 @DavidMi32570254 @HatMasked @OrtaineDevian 

@AnJillOfLight

11/20/2019 10:21:07 PM hb04920973 😎👍

11/20/2019 10:21:47 PM doodlealldaday Huge Donor

11/20/2019 10:24:02 PM citizenk77 #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/20/2019 10:25:14 PM chapulincolored Space Force.

USS Trump Force 1. https://images.app.goo.gl/BdYXzM1nMQnwoQgd8 …

11/20/2019 10:27:44 PM synackstatic Proof that Epstein was part of the CF.

Proof of what the CF was doing in Ukraine.

11/20/2019 10:29:35 PM terribug13 oh no! Not you too, Matthew!

11/20/2019 10:32:42 PM synackstatic Pinchuk was a major donor to the CF during Clinton's SoS days.

Based in Kiev, and was a major supporter of the Maidan Revolution.

The Maidan coup was orchestrated by Soros NGOs.

It's a real quid pro quo.

11/20/2019 10:34:40 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/LWXTUPz2CR

11/20/2019 11:04:16 PM kathleen3693693 Sen. Amy Klobuchar visibly shaking for the same reason Angela Merkel was shaking?

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS

11/20/2019 11:06:10 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/bhxhR5AP4M

11/20/2019 11:21:52 PM cherymccaw I have that😁

11/20/2019 11:25:49 PM starseedatx I thought its name was AMANDA

11/21/2019 12:15:20 AM lightlove21121 I double that 👀👁👀

11/21/2019 12:18:11 AM 17_ahead Or is it Q-team? ;)

11/21/2019 12:38:34 AM rsoldi3r #USSTRUMP #USSWWG1WGA

11/21/2019 1:12:49 AM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Its the Alphabet in sign language.

11/21/2019 1:36:22 AM la_cates Same ... only President Trump could have withstood what they threw at him.

11/21/2019 1:43:45 AM la_cates LOL .... my bad ... long night, no sleep. 😭

11/21/2019 1:44:13 AM lghost12 *isometric.

11/21/2019 1:45:02 AM adele56073533 That's the first thought that came to my mind also ❤️🙏

11/21/2019 1:45:49 AM lghost12 Need a hug little one?

11/21/2019 1:50:31 AM la_cates ❤️

11/21/2019 1:51:00 AM kathleen3693693 Black Knight satellite?

11/21/2019 2:01:10 AM qanoncomau 309

Justice. pic.twitter.com/0pBX7rCuWO

11/21/2019 2:02:33 AM unitedredwhite1 I'm still interested in a case from the early 80s that was supposedly "debunked" - there's a book called Michelle Remembers- I'm sure the victim is still 

alive. I think it was this case that started the discrediting term "satanic panic"

11/21/2019 2:37:21 AM jakeglaird1 The baby is satans spawn then

11/21/2019 3:16:24 AM liltilgerlil Agreed! He didn’t.

11/21/2019 3:40:16 AM adsvel Dividing cells are loosing the length of telomeres.

11/21/2019 3:44:53 AM craigy_gordon Uh-oh...Ponce Andrew's alibi just got obliterated! The hammer is falling fast for these people...

@QellyAnon @Sun_Q_Tzu @rising_serpent @prayingmedic @tracybeanz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/royal-family/i-dont-recall-him-staying-with-me-britains-ex-consul-general-in-new-york-casts-doubt-on-prince-

andrews-claim-he-stayed-with-him-not-epstein-on-fateful-sex-allegation-trip-in-evidence-presented-to-palace-just-hours-before-duke-stepped-

down/ar-BBX3Q4U?ocid=spartanntp …

11/21/2019 3:46:04 AM bbobbio71 Wish I realized what it is that I know that I don't know 🤔🙄😶

11/21/2019 3:46:18 AM samsmith0319 ...👀..

11/21/2019 3:49:29 AM adsvel Artificial Moon's nuc generators (4) holds the vibrations of Van Allen Belt in exact frequency 7,83 Hz also known as a Schumann resonance.

11/21/2019 3:55:11 AM sterkinglights1  https://open.spotify.com/artist/49yTs5PHrOjyslAqSF2iCG?si=guMItyIKTE6Vu5baIlmW6g …

11/21/2019 3:57:23 AM sterkinglights1 Must be Mother.

11/21/2019 4:00:09 AM 11111christian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know time is an illusion but I have just found out I was born at 5.55.55 am does this have special meaning?

11/21/2019 4:00:36 AM sterkinglights1 Am I supposed to believe @ts_sci_magic12 never tweeted about magic 🤔🤔🤔hmmmmm. 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/49yTs5PHrOjyslAqSF2iCG?si=guMItyIKTE6Vu5baIlmW6g …

11/21/2019 4:06:56 AM giediknight Alice

11/21/2019 4:14:05 AM 313looper “Fact: Ukraine is the single largest CF donor. Coincidence?” Q pic.twitter.com/sFOzaNHLcD

11/21/2019 4:19:34 AM raisethevib369  https://www.newsweek.com/ukraine-human-traffciking-416319 …

11/21/2019 4:20:52 AM raisethevib369  http://gvnet.com/humantrafficking/Ukraine.htm …

11/21/2019 4:22:09 AM natureinspace I wouldn't ever admit to giving birth to a Biden child. Better if she has no clue who daddy is. Poor kid...

11/21/2019 4:24:00 AM raisethevib369  https://www.clintonfoundation.org/clinton-global-initiative/commitments/worldwidestudies …

11/21/2019 4:25:55 AM raisethevib369  https://themarketswork.com/2018/03/11/victor-pinchuk-the-clintons-endless-connections/ …

11/21/2019 4:31:20 AM roadking7766 I'm letting anyone know that the world is being run by sick PEDOPHILES...it's not Dems vs. Reb.  It's literally good vs. Evil..I don't understand how more 

people don't see this it's nuts..

11/21/2019 4:32:16 AM eewwanon  pic.twitter.com/SkyfwUYWHa

11/21/2019 4:36:03 AM napoli_motors  pic.twitter.com/Rneiu8WloZ

11/21/2019 4:41:57 AM fansblowing3 🤨 pic.twitter.com/vrzdv6vPeg

11/21/2019 4:45:40 AM fansblowing3 Makes sense that the plan requires Congress to vote to impeach so that the proceedings are moved to the senate where Republicans can subpoena 

their own witnesses.  Two that come to mind are:  Assange re Seth Rich.  General Flynn re the do not prosecute list in Ukraine.

11/21/2019 4:58:28 AM ranger51367 smells like money laundering ops to me,was Epstein a CFR member or Bilderberger? The occult sun worship symbology on his island leads me to 

presume he was a member of the dark occult secret societies that run this world,how many children were sacrificed in his rings?

11/21/2019 5:00:53 AM cosmic_engineer Once again, a well laid trap!

11/21/2019 5:04:51 AM raisethevib369 Knowing what we know about NGO's.....the Fox is guarding the henhouse. pic.twitter.com/mM3bp3isjZ



11/21/2019 5:14:31 AM 313looper Aw...🧐

It’s a Q drop! 

I guess you need to go to your own settings and deactivate the some limitation for sensitive posts !

11/21/2019 5:33:22 AM squall_storm Epstein's lawyers said JE said he helped found the CF.

The CF was in Ukraine to skim all the US taxpayer dollars back into CF hands. A loop of capital. 

Hence Ukraine donated the most to the CF.

YoYo was likely the chief enabler and distributor for the taxpayer funded buffet.

11/21/2019 5:34:44 AM pammy30104931 Love (God) is the fabric that holds everything together. I believe this with all my heart!

11/21/2019 6:26:45 AM firemanjohn629 Yep 👍🏻

11/21/2019 6:31:08 AM firemanjohn629 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻

11/21/2019 6:55:05 AM sherrynron This happens to me regularly

11/21/2019 6:55:40 AM rickster61x It Was Pretty Telling Last Night.

My Wife Was Reading A Post From A VERY Triggered Liberal Who HATES DJT.

She Posted:

“Who Cares What Happens To That Sick Pervert, Prince Andrew”?

Eyes Are Opening?

11/21/2019 7:07:33 AM scott_rick Wh@te Hats Report#48... Please share with all... #endthefed https://youtu.be/LAHCKW7RInk 

11/21/2019 7:20:48 AM curseca I feel the same. I’m reading a book about the Holocaust “Night” with my boy. There are behaviors in that book that are exactly like today. People 

witnessing horrors without seeing them and those who scream about it are treated like they’ve gone mad.

11/21/2019 7:31:31 AM micspitta47 some do eat/feed off children

11/21/2019 7:32:56 AM ezdoesit_  https://twitter.com/biindia/status/1197440656777478145?s=21 …

11/21/2019 7:39:18 AM schneppjennifer 911

11/21/2019 7:58:39 AM covertress Its hyperdim[EN]sional

I O U

O = circle

"I" "EN" circle "U"

~~~

I encircle you.

I within you.

We ARE One.

#WWG1WGA 

~~~

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1196925163511648257 … pic.twitter.com/RrtlKXdNdq
11/21/2019 8:09:28 AM irah_chandler Called it.

11/21/2019 8:23:26 AM herstarz It's all about the 💰

11/21/2019 9:11:19 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/X2MkWRWxiK

11/21/2019 9:19:37 AM prayinforpeace Anything named Bush, Clinton or Obama needs new paint and stationary.

11/21/2019 9:58:14 AM april10521252 Would the 12 have any connections to the 12 bloodlines spoken about?

11/21/2019 10:11:18 AM laurabusse Encouraging ☺👍

11/21/2019 10:12:28 AM tf23199218 The Magnificent ( #7); has spiritual power..

11/21/2019 10:31:29 AM giediknight how am I a shill?

11/21/2019 10:42:15 AM unidentifiedta1 I will never turn down a hug. Nor should you.

11/21/2019 11:16:23 AM carmindabrendel @DJLOK @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OrtaineDevian @striderraven1 @TheCollectiveQ @_00111111_ @AnonymousSage1

11/21/2019 11:34:39 AM momekool1 Poor thing

11/21/2019 11:36:11 AM momekool1 Duck hunting?

11/21/2019 11:38:53 AM momekool1 Are the people behind this site anti-Trumpers?

11/21/2019 12:06:45 PM ascendingadam An “event” so large that it occurs on all possible timelines resulting in a reset of sorts?

Is this why “nothing can stop what is coming, nothing”?

#DarkToLight

11/21/2019 12:38:42 PM nm_zsr Can this gain some traction?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/3884/text …

11/21/2019 12:41:40 PM nm_zsr Latest Action:House - 08/12/2019 Referred to the Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and Homeland Security.

11/21/2019 12:54:47 PM universalrisin MJ, are you currently still saving Israel for last or have we arrived?

11/21/2019 2:18:16 PM youstinksoap A little late...

Are there multiple meanings for the word Gold in this movie?

11/21/2019 2:20:44 PM yustein Learn about the true and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/21/2019 2:20:57 PM yustein Learn about the true and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-

arCo3V9HGM 

11/21/2019 2:25:58 PM jimmiejamjones Act II, Scene II, Line III

11/21/2019 2:31:11 PM covertress Have the Air Force's options for the headquarters of Space Command been narrowed to two locations: the Army's Redstone Arsenal in Alabama 

and Vandenberg Air Force Base in California? https://www.businessinsider.com/us-air-force-looking-at-6-bases-to-house-us-space-command-2019-4 …

11/21/2019 2:35:44 PM nikoscali Think SG-1 i.e. Cheyenne Mountain! Though Redstone would be good too, lots of space and the place where US spaceflight was born

11/21/2019 2:41:34 PM michael81972 By the looks of it,  they are not waiting on the vote to impeach,  Graham sending letter for subpoenas for Bidens now...This should open up the whole 

ball of wax moving forward

11/21/2019 3:02:00 PM ritzlloyd49  pic.twitter.com/UjuScNo79Y

11/21/2019 3:09:19 PM laurene67940251 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.pscp.tv/w/cKcCjjFlVlFZT1BOYldMakx8MWt2S3BSa09FWWJKRQVwh-

Lbko7C2Byj0VYD4wlJvPFv3_Ny6ZE33fsswENX?t=2m32s …

11/21/2019 3:38:06 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1197647461491380224 …

11/21/2019 3:40:23 PM mkbandcat Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/usjtSMrzoO

11/21/2019 3:40:56 PM susan66388204 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/21/2019 3:40:58 PM t_hayden07 Finally....you've been Q'd Maj!



11/21/2019 3:41:04 PM nona3142 Q!

11/21/2019 3:41:06 PM nm_zsr Q sent me - oh wait, I was already here.

11/21/2019 3:41:07 PM eyesonq Q'd!!

11/21/2019 3:41:10 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf  pic.twitter.com/ZWtANO88u1

11/21/2019 3:41:14 PM islandhopperaq1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:41:19 PM 4patrickhenry you got Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:41:23 PM terranova_matt Well done Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:41:24 PM ibeaverdale Hey 12, you're Q'd

11/21/2019 3:41:25 PM jessicaztweets  pic.twitter.com/wUpHsykr0G

11/21/2019 3:41:25 PM patriot873 Qanon sent

11/21/2019 3:41:26 PM mrsf97504802 QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQed

11/21/2019 3:41:34 PM jaspony1 WTF.... You were just Q'ed...

Well... Hmmm 🤔

11/21/2019 3:41:36 PM aoxenholt Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:41:42 PM redbird74003923 Congrats! You've been Q'ed...

11/21/2019 3:41:44 PM mykeweljewels Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:41:45 PM deannagg You've been Q'd! pic.twitter.com/j2E6Dx4M5B

11/21/2019 3:41:46 PM aquariananon Q sent me pic.twitter.com/3L1VuITcI2

11/21/2019 3:41:48 PM han_dongwon Q sent me here!

11/21/2019 3:41:49 PM onplanetdiscord  pic.twitter.com/Qz7d3oQU7S

11/21/2019 3:41:54 PM nowakjim You been Q'd!!!!

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:41:57 PM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/JTo3L0nV21

11/21/2019 3:41:57 PM gypsy_wolf38 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:41:58 PM rlsthefirst Q sent me. Get ready for a mass media blitz against @realDonaldTrump. Coordinated and false.

11/21/2019 3:42:00 PM lesliexruth Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:42:05 PM war_w01f You've been Qed

11/21/2019 3:42:06 PM danielcrmstr Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:06 PM mestino Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:07 PM 1776pathenry Q sent me. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:42:07 PM echoextreme I'm with Q.

11/21/2019 3:42:09 PM falseprofityhoo 5:5

11/21/2019 3:42:09 PM missyleigh851 Information warfare.

Q

11/21/2019 3:42:11 PM seeingpatriot Q sent me. Congratulations

11/21/2019 3:42:12 PM agooddying  pic.twitter.com/ZU5hv5x85P

11/21/2019 3:42:15 PM trygreat Q'd

11/21/2019 3:42:17 PM joelucius Q sent US!

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/T5G3lt4rXW

11/21/2019 3:42:19 PM jamiegrahamusa Good job Majestic!!

11/21/2019 3:42:23 PM emma_trump2020 Sent by Q!

11/21/2019 3:42:23 PM lovely_infidel Congratulations! You've been Qd!

11/21/2019 3:42:24 PM robinlacasse1 Q sent me!! 😊

11/21/2019 3:42:24 PM numb1psycopeepz Q"ed sent 🚂🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:42:26 PM starved4justice  pic.twitter.com/yuCTZBXCCu

11/21/2019 3:42:27 PM qonthewall Sheep no more.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/KYTTSDsKVz

11/21/2019 3:42:27 PM felixgoodbye @carlosgarza94 👀

11/21/2019 3:42:28 PM schmoopdawg Q sent me! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:42:28 PM jmordt Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:31 PM kenny98149103 Q sent me we know the truth now

11/21/2019 3:42:31 PM hmps2020 Congrats!

11/21/2019 3:42:32 PM sumrdream2018 Mockingbirds!

11/21/2019 3:42:35 PM trump_my_potus  pic.twitter.com/l89ILYe1UQ

11/21/2019 3:42:37 PM lynkks  pic.twitter.com/b8QAIeIWDg

11/21/2019 3:42:38 PM ohall1352 Hola Q!!! #comeandtakeit #texas1836 #freedom1776 #donttreadonme #wwg1wga #endthefed #maga2020 #KAG2020

11/21/2019 3:42:40 PM anonforq #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/eAYTQgZSa6

11/21/2019 3:42:41 PM elishabaker915 Dude, you got Q'd!!!!!

11/21/2019 3:42:41 PM gerald_berube Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:41 PM kim_sax1 Q sent me 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:42:47 PM stinaceleste Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:48 PM autoharper #QAnon sent me!

11/21/2019 3:42:48 PM mariateare Q sent us 🥳

11/21/2019 3:42:49 PM furthermorpheus Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:50 PM gapeach4him Q sent me!! 

#WWG1WGA

#Trump2020

11/21/2019 3:42:51 PM diana_huskerfan  pic.twitter.com/VgZ1Ikomuo

11/21/2019 3:42:53 PM dogma_suz  pic.twitter.com/T8vFN1nzc9

11/21/2019 3:42:54 PM paulatics17 Q sent me  congrats you've been Q'd

11/21/2019 3:42:54 PM aussie_bot Q sent me. we are the news now 💪

11/21/2019 3:42:55 PM stormypatriot21 Q'd nice

11/21/2019 3:42:56 PM minzer315 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:42:56 PM bqarma Q sent me. Congrats...you've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:42:57 PM tinasha777 Wow!!?

11/21/2019 3:42:58 PM slzpro You e been Qd

11/21/2019 3:42:58 PM jennaishere1 anyone have a youtube link for FB sharing?

11/21/2019 3:42:59 PM downtownfairy Q sent me pic.twitter.com/3MhxUNyOfN

11/21/2019 3:43:00 PM firebirdhank #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/hUqiXmidi3

11/21/2019 3:43:01 PM q_mmxx OMG....Echo...Echo....Q sent me...BOOM Time!!!!

11/21/2019 3:43:02 PM shannonszachury OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD IN FULL SWING,,,

Q SENT ME

11/21/2019 3:43:03 PM b4661n5 Q says hi! #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 3:43:04 PM curt_avila You have been Q'd. #QAnon



11/21/2019 3:43:05 PM dase_tex ThanQ patriot for exposing the truth for all to see! pic.twitter.com/BSNFD21qA8

11/21/2019 3:43:05 PM melchizedekwife INFORMATION WARFARE.

11/21/2019 3:43:06 PM nonsense_planet Q'd

11/21/2019 3:43:08 PM patrioticanon92 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:43:09 PM elizabe60463912 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:43:10 PM pink_patriot05 Sent by Q

11/21/2019 3:43:11 PM squigglepants2u Congrats! You've been Q'd! 😁

11/21/2019 3:43:11 PM grown_show Qd

11/21/2019 3:43:13 PM bl3azy #WWG1WGA!!! pic.twitter.com/94QdAdM4Tw

11/21/2019 3:43:13 PM tractor444 There is no step 5 pic.twitter.com/Fwolhlo5z5

11/21/2019 3:43:16 PM tetsuyama511 Pam !!!!! Just talking about this !!!! @PatriotsSoapbox

11/21/2019 3:43:17 PM bryanmordt I see you, Patriot.

11/21/2019 3:43:17 PM murphylaw23 parrots

11/21/2019 3:43:18 PM ddguy308 Q

11/21/2019 3:43:19 PM qsentme72 Q sent me WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:43:20 PM tdunlap68779238 Q sent me!!!!

11/21/2019 3:43:21 PM woodworkeranon Q sent us! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:43:21 PM maplesu83765869 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/SstVJXvMAg

11/21/2019 3:43:22 PM billymk31 You have been Q'd.. pic.twitter.com/YWyVDu8ZKu

11/21/2019 3:43:23 PM monangesauvi Q Sent Me!!! pic.twitter.com/8J0A4IcurK

11/21/2019 3:43:24 PM randyhe61365127 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:43:28 PM dark_fox17q one script to rule them all....

11/21/2019 3:43:28 PM jamiegrahamusa #QDrop @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Awesome!!  pic.twitter.com/L8ipNrvl1D

11/21/2019 3:43:30 PM tierzabishop Q sent me!! pic.twitter.com/l9HW1jJVkZ

11/21/2019 3:43:30 PM jason_angelides  pic.twitter.com/uGEAu0Xmjr

11/21/2019 3:43:30 PM suzyqtrue  pic.twitter.com/42ff1H07Ie

11/21/2019 3:43:31 PM dansound2013 Q sent us

11/21/2019 3:43:31 PM leinheiser Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:43:31 PM nippitndabud Dude...Q just sent me back to you!!  CONGRATS!

11/21/2019 3:43:35 PM cwork12 #WWG1WGA #QAnon #PanicInDC #TheGreatAwakening #StoptheCoup pic.twitter.com/sVEoYC5OFX

11/21/2019 3:43:35 PM snoopless If we don't stop the left media soon, then they will get their Agenda 2030

11/21/2019 3:43:35 PM freakdog1970  pic.twitter.com/Iackqx4LN3

11/21/2019 3:43:39 PM suzyqtrue  pic.twitter.com/PoEZL158sz

11/21/2019 3:43:39 PM wokesocieties Congrats! Q sent me! #QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/cDl5nhRF8e

11/21/2019 3:43:41 PM bryan45025415 Q !!!!!

11/21/2019 3:43:42 PM theterribleones Q sent me.🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:43:43 PM bigredtsunami  pic.twitter.com/tcasXDNPKJ

11/21/2019 3:43:44 PM 2hellwevil You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:43:45 PM no2globalists #Q' d dude ...... #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:43:46 PM scharizb I'm here because of Q

11/21/2019 3:43:46 PM liannemr1 Wow! The nazi propaganda machine wasn't as organized as these guys are

11/21/2019 3:43:48 PM dianelovestrump Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:43:49 PM kristineclouti2 Q

11/21/2019 3:43:49 PM fightthenewwo Q sent me! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:43:50 PM phil51988816 Obama is demonic. pic.twitter.com/uf1tm4N5hW

11/21/2019 3:43:51 PM blastedberry Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:43:51 PM tbanananati That is epic.

11/21/2019 3:43:52 PM fpcaptain27 Well like I said before they are deep state implant which are scripted and crisis actors.

11/21/2019 3:43:53 PM vickialvar #QArmy

11/21/2019 3:43:55 PM zacharyhernlen 17

11/21/2019 3:43:57 PM spidercatgamer1 Q sent me 

Congrats you've been Q'd

11/21/2019 3:43:57 PM doccamo 4 am talking points. Mockingbird media...

11/21/2019 3:43:59 PM jyoung4315 Sent by the "Q"ster

11/21/2019 3:43:59 PM krickett1972 Whats interesting is that it was not just ine network. I saw CBS and ABC.

11/21/2019 3:44:01 PM bs_detector2020 Congrats! You've been QQQQQQQQQQQQQQ'd!!!

11/21/2019 3:44:01 PM gingerbug1 Q TIME

11/21/2019 3:44:01 PM mfjones62566824 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:44:03 PM sowatchawant1 What is Operation Mockingbird?

11/21/2019 3:44:03 PM lpalombiz03 Q sent me! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:05 PM livinglight1188  https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

 https://youtu.be/kuvfYE7ZdL0 

 https://youtu.be/-J2A5YI_dsg 

 https://youtu.be/si-vMj-FB88 

 https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

#WWG1WGA #WeAreTheNews #Qanon #GreatAwakening #TrustThePlan #POTUS #AskTheQ #UNITEDNOTDIVIDED #EndWar #Crowdstrike 

#ExposeCNN #StopTheCoup #EpsteinCoverup pic.twitter.com/rGx2UTyWtJ

11/21/2019 3:44:05 PM cornholio74 Q'd Majestic 12 !! 👊 pic.twitter.com/IfcdF6vMnq

11/21/2019 3:44:05 PM quiltystitches Q sent me!! ❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:44:06 PM anon_r2d2 Q sent me 🙃

11/21/2019 3:44:06 PM mariann72416833 Makes me SICK🤢

11/21/2019 3:44:06 PM neecieh6111 Q was here!  Congrats!!!

11/21/2019 3:44:07 PM darla32234 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/nUxZS2Zuol

11/21/2019 3:44:07 PM spacesloth3000 What's amazing, is that it's across all networks. It's not just ABC local stations, it's FOX, NBC, CBS... all of them! Where did this script originate?

11/21/2019 3:44:07 PM iso_truthjustic Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:44:07 PM notsoperfect2 Congrats on being Q'd!   #WWG1WGA  We are the news now..  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/iS2VISyEw4

11/21/2019 3:44:08 PM kspatriotmadre ThankQ 

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

11/21/2019 3:44:09 PM yourkiddingme5 Outstanding thank q!

11/21/2019 3:44:10 PM sounderfcloyal #WWG1WGA #QSentMe

11/21/2019 3:44:12 PM lelandag Q sent me



11/21/2019 3:44:13 PM angelalily0501 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:44:14 PM ashleykingsley Hell yes!! ❣️

11/21/2019 3:44:14 PM rtr862 #Q sent #WeThePeople #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WeAreTheNewsNow

11/21/2019 3:44:16 PM jvan125 You’ve been Q’d!!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/aCUiOqMw7u

11/21/2019 3:44:16 PM curiousmindmuse  pic.twitter.com/c8BhTMCreq

11/21/2019 3:44:18 PM anthony22003 You've been Q'd.

11/21/2019 3:44:18 PM doodlemama5 Q'd

11/21/2019 3:44:20 PM jesusisrreason Q sent me. Congrats!

11/21/2019 3:44:21 PM chrisbounds8 Q'd

11/21/2019 3:44:22 PM tjammerss Q’s Got This

11/21/2019 3:44:22 PM janusz_oleksy Q sent me, WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:22 PM chewbaka1973 Q sent me. You have been Q'ed patriot.

#QArmy #QAnon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWW pic.twitter.com/leApcL4fAC

11/21/2019 3:44:22 PM abowarrior Q sent me! Congrats fren! #QAnon

11/21/2019 3:44:23 PM pennyjustsaid Q says hey 😎

11/21/2019 3:44:23 PM vollbergautumn Uve been Q'd!!! Q sent me!! pic.twitter.com/lrCUvI0HAS

11/21/2019 3:44:24 PM staystronganons Welcome to the Matrix.. 

#WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/R8V2Im3BVO

11/21/2019 3:44:24 PM trumpette17 Q sent me, CQNGRATS😎👍🇺🇸!

11/21/2019 3:44:25 PM allynightengale Gross.

11/21/2019 3:44:26 PM artistlrsutton Q'ed and enjoying my popcorn!

11/21/2019 3:44:27 PM zabbenduster 👇 pic.twitter.com/Q2SOL2Fg6K

11/21/2019 3:44:27 PM jamiegrahamusa YOU GOT Q'd pic.twitter.com/0TXS9fNU4D

11/21/2019 3:44:28 PM thereisnowayof1  pic.twitter.com/aSsSIYPN1o

11/21/2019 3:44:29 PM julienrci  pic.twitter.com/EdgM0AnelB

11/21/2019 3:44:29 PM consortiapartn1 Bingo 

Boom

11/21/2019 3:44:29 PM drlesliemoore81  pic.twitter.com/jrpnMAip12

11/21/2019 3:44:31 PM proactiveprep Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:44:31 PM kjoc33 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:44:32 PM raqndoc This is Brilliant nice work, well done Digital Soldier ~ well done! ThankQ

11/21/2019 3:44:32 PM zuccajames Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:44:32 PM thesacredrebel Q has come to save the day! pic.twitter.com/RXBOtuehXa

11/21/2019 3:44:34 PM ijilderda Q sent me 👊🏼

11/21/2019 3:44:35 PM raciszpaul We hear you loud and clear Q

11/21/2019 3:44:35 PM grrrusa #FakeNews = Enemy of the PEOPLE!

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/vOj3CMTKIO

11/21/2019 3:44:35 PM qrabitt Congrats @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q sent Me #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:36 PM ipatrioticbitch Illusion of choice. 90% of MSM owned n controlled by 6 major corporations.  Goes for the news papers to local news stations n magazines. One big 

network of bias, controlled lies. Watch independent alternative, who encourage YOU to do a little research! Then make up your OWN mind.

11/21/2019 3:44:37 PM tonimbaker #QSentMe

11/21/2019 3:44:38 PM snoopless This is not a democracy.  It is a republic

11/21/2019 3:44:39 PM nelsonc08595752 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:44:40 PM cindysa27736450 Q sent us... mockingbird media

11/21/2019 3:44:41 PM mustacheangry Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:44:42 PM toneroyal Q sent us

11/21/2019 3:44:42 PM qanonvideo Q Sent Me!

#Qanon #InformationWarfare #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:43 PM islandhopperaq1 I see you too brother. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:45 PM chrishow442 Q sent me 

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:46 PM patsymom Seems like it more frequent on TV...I mean biased, fake news.

These people have zero credibility.

Congrats...17 says hey🇺🇸👍🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:44:46 PM donnabgood827 Q sent me, congrats Patriot!

#EpsteinCoverup

#ImpeachmentScam

#DoNothingDems

#QuidProJoe

#TheGreatAwakening

#HereComesThePain

#EnjoyTheShow

#PanicInDC

#Dark2Light

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/niioLLkhhN
11/21/2019 3:44:48 PM p8rfectly_flawd Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:44:49 PM mariann72416833 Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 3:44:49 PM robynsoutback Q sent me. From australia

11/21/2019 3:44:50 PM nadavolz 😂🤣😂 Q sent me #Qanon #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 3:44:52 PM armadilloh02  pic.twitter.com/r51KlHi4Ba

11/21/2019 3:44:56 PM q77760615103 Congrats, you've been Q'd

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:44:56 PM raqndoc Inspired Really

11/21/2019 3:44:58 PM magakeysgirl Congratulations pic.twitter.com/mCoyiOvezE

11/21/2019 3:44:58 PM tonyburke_sd  pic.twitter.com/HrWYcNzdFc

11/21/2019 3:44:58 PM angeldot11 Q sent me!😎

11/21/2019 3:44:59 PM perfect_storm45  pic.twitter.com/n8vjyfF3Hg

11/21/2019 3:45:00 PM lolagrl61joanne Q sent us 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸



11/21/2019 3:45:00 PM baisleydb Acting at it's finest.

11/21/2019 3:45:01 PM sacksclark Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/2GMP4f7vmx

11/21/2019 3:45:03 PM geezermann This is extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC!!!  What is?  PROPAGANDA!!! this PROVES IT!!!

11/21/2019 3:45:04 PM siouxzqtwo #liberalrobots

11/21/2019 3:45:06 PM netherlands_q  pic.twitter.com/oig311ZNMR

11/21/2019 3:45:09 PM shawnloftin1 Pushing fake news. MSM needs to go down. Pushing a false narrative. FAKE NEWS.

11/21/2019 3:45:09 PM 11v_doa This is awesome, perfect. Unfortunately the sheep are sheep and still won't believe this.

11/21/2019 3:45:10 PM ladybugpatriot Q sent me WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 3:45:10 PM andreasmith2088 Nothing can stop what’s coming.

11/21/2019 3:45:11 PM renatatwit Do Not watch the Fake midia

11/21/2019 3:45:12 PM jaysonschanck 📜👀

11/21/2019 3:45:12 PM lagalusa1 Q Sent Me!  😘❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:45:14 PM qarmyanon22 Q sent us 🕺💃🕴 #Qanons #Qarmy #DigitalSoldiers

11/21/2019 3:45:14 PM tripletap21 You got #qanon !

11/21/2019 3:45:15 PM awbwfyf John Oliver is part of the problem: his show is almost perfectly designed to make viewers inherently associate any/all conservative ideas/programs 

with laughter and ridicule, without citing any actual facts.

11/21/2019 3:45:16 PM suzyqtrue  pic.twitter.com/aW64lMnKay

11/21/2019 3:45:17 PM louisianagirl79 #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 3:45:17 PM tetsuyama511 Pam, just talking about this on air with ADB1979 !!!!! @PatriotsSoapbox  Q 3614

11/21/2019 3:45:17 PM cjcb Wow! What a coincidence!

11/21/2019 3:45:18 PM buckknighten Q sent me

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:45:21 PM q_storm_watcher  pic.twitter.com/tizwlqXdr4

11/21/2019 3:45:25 PM edward_rossi Q sent me to inform you that we are a republic, Not a democracy.

11/21/2019 3:45:26 PM melrae72  pic.twitter.com/PFVVi8b87p

11/21/2019 3:45:26 PM siouxzqtwo Youve been Qd

11/21/2019 3:45:26 PM seedplanter1111 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:45:26 PM lerxst16  pic.twitter.com/Us0lZoQZUK

11/21/2019 3:45:27 PM calianon87 Project Mockingbird in full swing!!!

11/21/2019 3:45:28 PM papa_patriot Q sent me! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:45:28 PM laurencristmann WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:45:29 PM lizbettsann QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQTIE PIE

11/21/2019 3:45:31 PM robinlacasse1 What was that song?

By the Clash?

The bubble headed bleach blond comes on a five

She'll  tell you about the plane crash

 with a gleam in her eye.

Kick em when there up

Kick em when there down
11/21/2019 3:45:31 PM jaybrad73832271 Get the popcorn absolutely brilliant Q back them into a corner no where to hide now 👁

11/21/2019 3:45:31 PM raqndoc Q sent us! Congrats Much Love n Light to you n yours always!

11/21/2019 3:45:32 PM truthfirst17 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:45:32 PM gregory88172180 Q sent me 😁😁😁😁😁🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿hey they all sound the same. Wouldn't be project mockingbird? Would it ? No our C_A would never do 

anything nefarious like that. 😁🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡show !!! pic.twitter.com/9AB8N6oioz

11/21/2019 3:45:32 PM anthony28654295 You've been Q'd

11/21/2019 3:45:32 PM thefilster85 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:45:33 PM jillybeantukee CONGRATS!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/TvGMXqcSi5

11/21/2019 3:45:33 PM 1972patriot #HIVE bzzzzzzzzzz

#MockingbirdMedia

11/21/2019 3:45:34 PM magawinning Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:45:35 PM dmiller15531752 Brain washing

11/21/2019 3:45:36 PM kyara_dove Mr. Sandmann, bring us out of the deep dream. https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1197603698224054273 …

11/21/2019 3:45:36 PM daaayvvv Is this extremely dangerous to our democracy?

11/21/2019 3:45:37 PM jennysue62 Congratulations on being Q'd #Q #QAnon #MAGA #KAG #WWG1WGA #WearetheStorm #wearethenews pic.twitter.com/xIjDNIFu3P

11/21/2019 3:45:39 PM lardass57  pic.twitter.com/z7wdcbj0au

11/21/2019 3:45:39 PM wardamn5  pic.twitter.com/Bnh8ZimDqQ

11/21/2019 3:45:40 PM engyn243 Q says 👋 pic.twitter.com/w2QBKkdmLs

11/21/2019 3:45:42 PM thedelmarkid Q brought me 😎

11/21/2019 3:45:43 PM cicicwell Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 3:45:44 PM geoff_lee_256 Why is everyone saying exactly the same thing? 

THIS is extremely dangerous to our Democracy.

11/21/2019 3:45:44 PM ll127721  pic.twitter.com/Kt9tTh9Xaz

11/21/2019 3:45:52 PM rodeojimems Makes it much easier for the average person to understand and much harder to dismiss when shown side by side by side... #GreatAwakening 

WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 3:45:52 PM dgtlsldr They sound like a flock of MOCKINGBIRDS!!! Q Sent me. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:45:54 PM chrisqfarley1 Q-L

11/21/2019 3:45:54 PM carl_lennen Sadly, we are losing it.

11/21/2019 3:45:55 PM calianon87 Q sent me!!!!! WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:45:57 PM rallistiny This is why people aren't waking up if they all say it, it must be true. Playing with the peoples Minds. Just like Hitler did

11/21/2019 3:45:57 PM 1_decided_voter And finally Q points us to you! pic.twitter.com/oP3rVhKyON

11/21/2019 3:45:58 PM mommadoll62 Sent by Q FELLOW PATRIOTS WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:46:02 PM keeferdoggie Q

11/21/2019 3:46:02 PM kelliercrosby  pic.twitter.com/Wld2YZ4dqn

11/21/2019 3:46:02 PM howanice Than--Q for demonstrating--graphically...the MSM 'echo chamber' in a very LITERAL sense.

11/21/2019 3:46:03 PM bblanchette4 Qpooow!

11/21/2019 3:46:04 PM norcapatriot Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:46:05 PM longtooth6570 You were just Q'ed Stand proud Anon and flags OUT Q?

11/21/2019 3:46:05 PM nathanpeacenlo1 #FakeNewsMedia 

The Greatest Enemy of #WeThePeople

11/21/2019 3:46:05 PM rnbmizar Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:46:06 PM thedaze Q says we are the news now!  Q sent us!

11/21/2019 3:46:06 PM hifiman45 In my opinion this new Q post validates the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter handle!  pic.twitter.com/VJSy8r89Qs



11/21/2019 3:46:06 PM sworn2prot_def You've been Q'd!

The MSM mockingbird media is extremely dangerous to our democracy! pic.twitter.com/uTUdKRrkBT

11/21/2019 3:46:10 PM leftloons Q sent me... pic.twitter.com/7rMxBNdbWF

11/21/2019 3:46:10 PM alspipelinehaul Sorry I forgot to send the gif... pic.twitter.com/fVCeqhqb1v

11/21/2019 3:46:11 PM jokersaysfword1 The #FakeNewsMedia is EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY

11/21/2019 3:46:11 PM beth62103361 They're just actors. How embarrassing!

11/21/2019 3:46:13 PM unknown21004 A corrupt MSM is dangerous to our republic.

11/21/2019 3:46:14 PM dianelovestrump Still relevant

11/21/2019 3:46:17 PM truthplease5 Good Q nod to you, Patriot! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:46:17 PM wasp74820 Q

11/21/2019 3:46:19 PM twiddledout #Sheepnomore #Qsentus #Q pic.twitter.com/0he1FBV8Do

11/21/2019 3:46:20 PM jedimark76 Why dont people wake up and stop being herded like sheep

11/21/2019 3:46:21 PM levim429 QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

11/21/2019 3:46:22 PM jmboz1 This is extremely dangerous to our democracy.  The narrative pushed by the media is out of control or in control of just a few, and is used against the 

people to FORCE a certain point of view.... theirs!

11/21/2019 3:46:23 PM jayveegee1 THAT'S A WIN!!

11/21/2019 3:46:24 PM biddolf What can we do about it . Accountability and constant false Information should be grounds to shut all down. Freedom of speech with accountability for 

content

11/21/2019 3:46:24 PM marymarycw News propaganda. Repeat it enough until it becomes truth to the sheep

11/21/2019 3:46:25 PM bullpatriot Q sent me M12

11/21/2019 3:46:26 PM breachdoctrine  pic.twitter.com/DSH2RhYBv7

11/21/2019 3:46:28 PM yugendean They want you divided.

Divided by religion.

Divided by sex.

Divided by political affiliation.

Divided by class.

When you are divided, and angry, and controlled, you target those ‘different’ from you, not those responsible 

👁🗨🇨🇦🐇

11/21/2019 3:46:29 PM kop2222 Q sent us

11/21/2019 3:46:30 PM tiredofbs13  pic.twitter.com/b9tRb1yEag

11/21/2019 3:46:31 PM no_jive_turkey  pic.twitter.com/lKMBwk7mo7

11/21/2019 3:46:32 PM montananon2 It's an infowar.

You've been Q'd.

11/21/2019 3:46:32 PM threeper17q Yes fake news is extremely dangerous to our democracy.. Holy Wow talk about scripted. Right out of C_A playbook.

11/21/2019 3:46:34 PM 2xwastedaway Great illustration!  Thanks to the editor of this!!!

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:46:38 PM madly_offkilter You got Q’d!!

11/21/2019 3:46:43 PM beth40days4life Q'ed 👏👏🙌

11/21/2019 3:46:44 PM corybooker13 No, THIS is extremely dangerous to our democracy. That is why justice is coming pic.twitter.com/DPxTJlOxXq

11/21/2019 3:46:44 PM wok68 Congrats...Q! pic.twitter.com/NhWAXIUWFZ

11/21/2019 3:46:45 PM angel2girl Soros

11/21/2019 3:46:46 PM scottma40287184 WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:46:48 PM ushallfearme Q has sent me.

11/21/2019 3:46:50 PM jayhonea1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:46:50 PM debrarh82674361 Talk about puppets on a string. Some even displayed the same expression on their faces. Need our own American's First News Channel.

11/21/2019 3:46:52 PM girlinmiddle9  pic.twitter.com/0XLZRq2eRw

11/21/2019 3:46:55 PM keepingitgop Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:46:56 PM aavarnadore1 Congrats !!!  You've been Q'd !!!!

11/21/2019 3:46:57 PM patrick14244460 And true still...

11/21/2019 3:46:58 PM welshpatriot74 🌿Q sent me 👊🏻♊👊🏻 #QAnon Information Warfare ✌🏻🌿 pic.twitter.com/BzkvfbzLEx

11/21/2019 3:47:00 PM gr82blandda  pic.twitter.com/hjRKNymwaL

11/21/2019 3:47:01 PM ffpoil376 Q sent me.🙏🇺🇸🔴

11/21/2019 3:47:02 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/HbbuDJeM7N

11/21/2019 3:47:02 PM barb_murtagh Hello #QAnon!

11/21/2019 3:47:03 PM chrissybatchel1 You've been Q'ed!! Congrats fellow Patriot!! #PatriotsUnite #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:47:03 PM therealrobert16 this is extremely dangerous 2 our Republic ! 

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:47:03 PM citizenfournine One word.       Powerful.

11/21/2019 3:47:04 PM billplcguy Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:47:04 PM candyo35 WTG !!!

11/21/2019 3:47:04 PM jenneric275 Congrats! You’ve been Q’d!

11/21/2019 3:47:05 PM txtruthseeker7 Q sent me and if you don’t know who Q is go to Qmap dot pub

11/21/2019 3:47:05 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/Ee8LezxEfC

11/21/2019 3:47:06 PM jlrjrtx Q sent me 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:47:07 PM ywwg1wga Congrats! #Q sent me. 

#WeAreThePlan

#WeAreTheNewsNow

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/japsfmD5Jg

11/21/2019 3:47:09 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/67VBeuV6Ma

11/21/2019 3:47:09 PM don1160 We have a Republic!!  NOT a Democracy! Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:47:10 PM lisamthornburg You have been Q’d!! #QSentMe #WWG1WGA #SheepNoMore #TheGreatAwakening

11/21/2019 3:47:10 PM lindahossler Q sent me. ❤️🇺🇸🐸 pic.twitter.com/P0ZZFpjrcx

11/21/2019 3:47:13 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/Gh0REEH14m

11/21/2019 3:47:13 PM world_veritas Congratulations 🎉🍾🎈🎊 You’ve been Q’d!

11/21/2019 3:47:14 PM sjmillerross Yes, the democracy died end of Sept 2019.

Welcome back to Our Republic!!

11/21/2019 3:47:15 PM tepepno1981 Mockingbird Media, C_A

11/21/2019 3:47:16 PM angeliaw_ Its so disgusting! 4am info!

11/21/2019 3:47:17 PM theprimeian You got famous

11/21/2019 3:47:17 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/dkadExURs8



11/21/2019 3:47:18 PM anonpath I work with such people. They worship Rachel Maddow and say, “she will connect the dots to all of Trump’s high crimes with Russian and Ukrainian 

oligarchs!” And yell “HOW CAN ANYONE STILL SUPPORT HIM! He hates women!” They are brainwashed by the MSM. Each time I feel like: 

pic.twitter.com/1uVOqtD4NS

11/21/2019 3:47:20 PM moreheadpatriot Congrats on getting Q'd fren. pic.twitter.com/giSi0KWxOV

11/21/2019 3:47:20 PM xx1745xx I'd crawl under a rock forever if i were one of these despicable puppets! Proud of the work they do??? How do they sleep at night? #BoldFaceLiars

11/21/2019 3:47:21 PM jflygirl #Qsentme #QArmy

11/21/2019 3:47:21 PM bruceafigert Q - Boom pic.twitter.com/czAJDwxJI5

11/21/2019 3:47:22 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/yBNnF8JXgw

11/21/2019 3:47:24 PM trudi000  pic.twitter.com/LmZ26wbkgS

11/21/2019 3:47:25 PM baldeagle1964 The current MSM is "EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY"!

11/21/2019 3:47:27 PM amundbisgaard And how long has it been this way? When did it take the wrong turn?

11/21/2019 3:47:28 PM fillasaufical  pic.twitter.com/z8X3BmKdKo

11/21/2019 3:47:33 PM paulgleason13  pic.twitter.com/622kzgiW7C

11/21/2019 3:47:34 PM miamimoringa Kek-kek Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:47:36 PM onplanetdiscord same with me

11/21/2019 3:47:38 PM patrick14244460 Q sent us congrats!

11/21/2019 3:47:38 PM jayfesco #QSentMe

11/21/2019 3:47:38 PM patriciabewley4 Puppet's

11/21/2019 3:47:39 PM jafo2u Q sent me! WWG1WGA WW

11/21/2019 3:47:40 PM dmiller15531752 Epstein didn't kill himself 😁

11/21/2019 3:47:43 PM jmalphus Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:47:45 PM patriqtshop The Media is the number one weapon against the TRUTH! WWG1WGA! https://www.etsy.com/listing/712757722/qanon-american-flag-vinyl-die-

cut?ref=shop_home_active_1&frs=1 …

11/21/2019 3:47:45 PM boomer6966  pic.twitter.com/GlWe2hSLG7

11/21/2019 3:47:49 PM shopgirl_34  pic.twitter.com/Z7DXiFs1L6

11/21/2019 3:47:51 PM kimberlee4591 Q'd!!!

11/21/2019 3:47:53 PM winclean101  pic.twitter.com/j6ZTRBOsEB

11/21/2019 3:47:53 PM robblex2  pic.twitter.com/LUdnB4gcva

11/21/2019 3:47:53 PM prezlesteryoung  pic.twitter.com/mg5bhHWjX1

11/21/2019 3:47:56 PM jane_q_patriot Guess who sent me? 😉 pic.twitter.com/YfhIYPZI2x

11/21/2019 3:47:56 PM hornerruthy Q baybayyyy 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:47:58 PM tweeterccl  pic.twitter.com/eQjCegfNOl

11/21/2019 3:48:00 PM trueqanuck11 Q sent me. 😎 pic.twitter.com/tgDGvpD8ex

11/21/2019 3:48:01 PM katzeye75 #QSentMe #QSentUs #QAnon #QArmy #WWG1WGA #WeAreTheNewsNow #WW

#WWG1WGA #NoDeals #TheGreatAwakening 

Follow rach other to stay together and not divided #PerQ!

11/21/2019 3:48:02 PM deborahmarie717 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:48:03 PM raczkowskiwalt Q sent us pic.twitter.com/ak6uvHESKD

11/21/2019 3:48:03 PM diggergld1 Q Sent Me pic.twitter.com/6MsKIOszLo

11/21/2019 3:48:04 PM jennysue62 Thousands and thousands of media puppets.

#Q

11/21/2019 3:48:04 PM pete_or_peter  pic.twitter.com/t2bStHQcGt

11/21/2019 3:48:05 PM patpick55 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:48:05 PM purplefavorite1 Q sent me!! Good news station

11/21/2019 3:48:07 PM gdfathr33  pic.twitter.com/wccbWCXUPr

11/21/2019 3:48:07 PM a_smitty2013 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:48:09 PM dannyloricrole1 Talking heads 4:00 AM talking points.

11/21/2019 3:48:09 PM vmgpatriot Q sent me 😉

11/21/2019 3:48:09 PM krakray So is Fox. They are not conservative in practice. 90% of news media, print, broadcast, tv, web, etc is owned by 6 companies.

11/21/2019 3:48:09 PM tbarton1029 Q sent me

I've been thinking a lot about that very thing lately.... The 4 am updates and how that one newscaster started sharing something bad and stopped 

herself, saying "oh! That hasn't happened yet".... pic.twitter.com/vwz09TAv7B

11/21/2019 3:48:10 PM caliberbig The problem is, it is not just the demoncrats.

11/21/2019 3:48:11 PM stormoverwatch The wording goes across ALL stations.  That should scare you immensely!  If it doesn't, you are lost.

11/21/2019 3:48:13 PM bubulle_17_ Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:48:13 PM tepepno1981 Yep and yet its still happening

11/21/2019 3:48:14 PM dspoonage Q sent me 🇬🇧

11/21/2019 3:48:14 PM txfiremedic82 Q sent me! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/41ESQmKRdX

11/21/2019 3:48:16 PM amynels21024787  pic.twitter.com/jUFajj5kEi

11/21/2019 3:48:17 PM brogthefrog ThanQ

11/21/2019 3:48:24 PM heisnberg69 So either you are not a larp or Q just likes the video...hmm 🤔

11/21/2019 3:48:25 PM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/veWEwsbUFf

11/21/2019 3:48:27 PM truthseekeranon Eyes on from Q. Congrats..

11/21/2019 3:48:28 PM gr82blandda  pic.twitter.com/vJurV1pW4c

11/21/2019 3:48:28 PM patriotpnw Q’d

11/21/2019 3:48:28 PM jacqlmac Q sent me, 11/21/19.

11/21/2019 3:48:30 PM murky_rivers Q sent me. Wake up America!

11/21/2019 3:48:31 PM sbellerwi My my! WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:48:31 PM mediumgrace Congratulations!!!

11/21/2019 3:48:32 PM coreytopel #fakenews #patriotsoapbox #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 3:48:32 PM bbbccc327 MSM is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

11/21/2019 3:48:34 PM shannondd76 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:48:34 PM ozzfreak1 Actually its the MSM and their Puppet Masters who are Extremely Dangerous to Our Democracy.

MSM Journalists are nothing more than Narrative Bots for the Deep State and everyone knows it.

11/21/2019 3:48:35 PM jamesgidcumb Q SENT US, WWG1WGA!! pic.twitter.com/FhqzpMzl9U

11/21/2019 3:48:40 PM steeringl ...could it be "collusion?"

#GreatAwakening #KAG #Qanon #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:48:40 PM keeganwilz Q'd

11/21/2019 3:48:41 PM diggergld1 Congratulations 

You've Been Qd pic.twitter.com/hXibge2gbq

11/21/2019 3:48:42 PM marisalr2 Information Warfare!



11/21/2019 3:48:43 PM kmb122371 this is just one of the instances. 

i want to know who writes these pieces they do. the talking heads don't even bother reworking the lines so at the very least to avoid using the exact 

same phrasing. they're legit evil #EnemyOfThePeople

11/21/2019 3:48:44 PM angelwithoutaha Q sent us all 😉 pic.twitter.com/HXYXKWkWtg

11/21/2019 3:48:45 PM skferrer56 Q❣️

11/21/2019 3:48:46 PM jasonseitz13 Q sent me 😎👍

11/21/2019 3:48:46 PM nunyabi31487232 That is friggin' creepy as hell!

Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 3:48:47 PM 110taylorrr Q sent me.🇺🇸✨

11/21/2019 3:48:48 PM keith_tgc The MOCKINGBIRD Media! Be careful who follow/listen to.

11/21/2019 3:48:48 PM gjones46623615 Q sent me. WWG1WGA 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:48:50 PM maude_rena Such sad people! Congrats on being Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:48:50 PM bestnaunieever #FakeNews #TreasonAgainstTheUSA #DemocratsAreDestroyingAmerica #EnoughIsEnough @POTUS sheep no more. #DoItQ 

pic.twitter.com/s8OCkIKRK6

11/21/2019 3:48:50 PM beetriceesse We are gonna be okay. Restoration in progress.

11/21/2019 3:48:59 PM brandon_1235 😳😳😳 pic.twitter.com/5GAFgTKJEe

11/21/2019 3:48:59 PM pixiesdorule You're Q'd! ❤️ pic.twitter.com/gIqL35qoxv

11/21/2019 3:49:00 PM jusdeplorableme Q sent me ...

#WWG1WGA

🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:49:01 PM tonymcintyre17 New 4 am talking point lol .  Nice try but it won’t work...

11/21/2019 3:49:02 PM finke_dieter Sent here by Q

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:49:04 PM qanon_wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/luWjjXtsxg

11/21/2019 3:49:05 PM lizzieafrey5 Q sent me🙏🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:49:06 PM student43317487 Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/b37yLel4kH

11/21/2019 3:49:07 PM napalmpatriot  pic.twitter.com/I3CDrC7yWT

11/21/2019 3:49:08 PM allahuniversal All 4 a LARP?

~Majestic operations have distinct signatures.

~There is nothing more Majestic than the Great Awakening.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Majestic #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/uaJFfjemTq

11/21/2019 3:49:08 PM auntkfaye WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:49:08 PM greythounddpm Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:49:09 PM pootwampa Congrats patriot. pic.twitter.com/snShXXyi3d

11/21/2019 3:49:12 PM nancywa97670554 That is kinda scary because I saw my local news channel anchor favorites in there.

So scripted, I had no idea. They sound like robots.

11/21/2019 3:49:13 PM tkobeauty You got Q'd!!

11/21/2019 3:49:18 PM twinklenose2018  pic.twitter.com/jLKfTIU81B

11/21/2019 3:49:18 PM bodinedks  pic.twitter.com/YEsm0lUdml

11/21/2019 3:49:20 PM silvia_bergeron Me too. LHK

11/21/2019 3:49:20 PM mroutch8 Mockingbird...where's gina haspel these days what with cia whistleleakers and mockingbirds?

Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:49:24 PM secretaz12 Q Sent Us pic.twitter.com/ONObdu5ve0

11/21/2019 3:49:25 PM rqoiau  pic.twitter.com/7EVBcAtJoH

11/21/2019 3:49:26 PM collettewells3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_stations_owned_or_operated_by_Sinclair_Broadcast_Group …

11/21/2019 3:49:29 PM ceestave #QAnon sent me

11/21/2019 3:49:30 PM sojourner711 The mockingbird media

11/21/2019 3:49:31 PM jleetxgirl It’s extremely dangerous to THEIR democracy. We have a REPUBLIC.

11/21/2019 3:49:32 PM getzeegold Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:49:35 PM eyegloarts Congrats on getting #Q'ed ❣️ pic.twitter.com/4ap2zPn6rk

11/21/2019 3:49:36 PM quantum_arts Freedom has never been free. We're just  gonna have to earn it back.

11/21/2019 3:49:40 PM chrismfkelly Finally Q'd patriot.

11/21/2019 3:49:40 PM pixiesdorule WHOA.

11/21/2019 3:49:44 PM c0de_w4rr10r  pic.twitter.com/SXvOSuNxpg

11/21/2019 3:49:44 PM aanonque We are the storm

11/21/2019 3:49:44 PM cleomeserrula Congrats on being Q'd!  Its a good one too!

11/21/2019 3:49:46 PM patq65941330 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:49:46 PM sandyfishgirl Fresh from Q 😎

🇺🇸WWG1WGA🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:49:47 PM gret60 Q'd!! #DropTheHammer on these 🐀🐀🐀

11/21/2019 3:49:48 PM johnled29366376 Q sent us #WWG1WGA #QAnon 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/EbSjEC2Dan

11/21/2019 3:49:50 PM rotflmao17  pic.twitter.com/Dm0JfeYU2A

11/21/2019 3:49:52 PM enemama #QSentMe #WeAreTheNews #wwg1wga #GreatAwakening #draintheswamp pic.twitter.com/p3N66y0RxM

11/21/2019 3:49:52 PM tds9996 Was not just MSM ... watch again . Theres ABC , FOX , CNN , MSNBC , NBC ... and last time I checked most of those stations don't support our president.

11/21/2019 3:49:56 PM audreyorozco18 All of these FAKE NEWS channels are a threat to our Constitutional Republic!  Q sent me! You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:49:57 PM bj_hood5 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:49:58 PM ceasar369 Do it Q pic.twitter.com/7QDizL1LvJ

11/21/2019 3:49:59 PM patriotfor1745 Q sent me... congrats and we'll done! Excellent collage!

11/21/2019 3:50:00 PM anthillanons I hope these lunatic mockingbirds can sleep at night with their obvious collusion.  

#QAnon

11/21/2019 3:50:00 PM pmckasy ThankQ!

11/21/2019 3:50:01 PM crenas2012 WWG1WGA!!

11/21/2019 3:50:04 PM norcapatriot How do you save this so you can share it on sites like Facebook without providing just the link?

11/21/2019 3:50:09 PM blankmarlo @Jordan_Sather_ I'm a huge fan of yours but I'm gonna need you to address #QAnon sharing an @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet. Lots of other accounts have 

shared this video and Q chose this one, whats up?

11/21/2019 3:50:09 PM cartervallha Q sent me. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:50:09 PM amynels21024787 Q sent me



11/21/2019 3:50:11 PM numberonepal Oldie but a goodie.

11/21/2019 3:50:11 PM rickphi1 Q know why i'm here? You sent me!

11/21/2019 3:50:11 PM krakray  pic.twitter.com/5oyRLZyQw2

11/21/2019 3:50:12 PM carl_lennen CIA. It's called operation mockingbird. They implemented it decades ago, and have been refining it ever since. 

  This is how they control the masses.

11/21/2019 3:50:12 PM azgreenbelt Q’d

11/21/2019 3:50:13 PM seriescb The echo chamber has been exposed

God bless Q

God Bless Trump

God Bless everyone who doesn’t listen to this diatribe

11/21/2019 3:50:13 PM karenallen43 I’m here because Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/edwWot5Hbb

11/21/2019 3:50:13 PM rshear_fl Don't be a sheep

11/21/2019 3:50:14 PM iamhowiam2 You've been Q'd WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:50:14 PM julieed56609334 Q sent me too! 🔥

11/21/2019 3:50:16 PM bakedblue Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:50:18 PM parrotandrea Q sent me, but i would have come anyways 😉

11/21/2019 3:50:19 PM liberty77dems Unbelievable

11/21/2019 3:50:20 PM ssl57 Q’d! Congratulations 🍾

11/21/2019 3:50:20 PM qanonwhitehat Q Sent Me and I’m PISSED.  Fuck these global corporations and MSM parrots!

11/21/2019 3:50:20 PM luanastar6 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:50:22 PM buzanddi Lots of mockingbirds

11/21/2019 3:50:25 PM domkelady You been Qd!!

11/21/2019 3:50:26 PM frankluvsgus Q you!

11/21/2019 3:50:28 PM oaf_unbreakable #QSentMe

11/21/2019 3:50:29 PM mamaknock1 We just played this on PSB then Q posted your link!

#WeAreTheNewsNow.

11/21/2019 3:50:30 PM redkjungirl Wow that's freaking TWILIGHT ZONE STUFF! pic.twitter.com/D3XnMsvF31

11/21/2019 3:50:31 PM jenwisconsin Then why are they doing it's fack news something that people used to trust😳😳😳😳😳

11/21/2019 3:50:36 PM jesusisrreason POTUS 45 Moon Base.

11/21/2019 3:50:41 PM liberty77dems They wouldn't let me retrieve this tweet so I had to go to your page and get it

11/21/2019 3:50:42 PM mikeb38beacon_h Q sent me, 😉🇺🇸😇

11/21/2019 3:50:46 PM sara32683594 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:50:47 PM ozzietruther Q sent us 🏁❤️

11/21/2019 3:50:48 PM pilotgal12 Wow.

11/21/2019 3:50:48 PM karma4event201 We already have a fleet of space craft

11/21/2019 3:50:49 PM thisis___real #FakeNews is extremely dangerous to our democracy

11/21/2019 3:50:52 PM duncanconnie98 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:50:53 PM johnartishon Truly Robots. These are the most trusted?? No thanks!!

11/21/2019 3:50:55 PM mkent03850784 Ya that’s pretty obvious programming

11/21/2019 3:50:58 PM lorrainef52 All slaves.

11/21/2019 3:50:59 PM durandelorean Q #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:51:01 PM winclean101 You do know MSM when you point theirs 3 fingers pointing back at you??

11/21/2019 3:51:02 PM jjohnson1899 Information Warfare 💪❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:51:02 PM shooshoosuzy Unfuckingreal. Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:51:03 PM biddolf This is why so many people are crazy mad and no longer able to agree to disagree. When is enough enough. There needs to be honest non biased 

reporting of facts. Jail CEOs, management reporters that make up Information. 6 people control all neworks.

11/21/2019 3:51:04 PM debrarh82674361 Have any celebrities been picked up?

11/21/2019 3:51:05 PM mccorkle_holly #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:51:06 PM trojanbear2 CIA operation

11/21/2019 3:51:08 PM khl09470857 Congrats on being 17'd

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:51:10 PM mothertmaz  pic.twitter.com/QXymCfhloi

11/21/2019 3:51:11 PM jillpyeatt Some otherwise very intelligent friends of mine have no clue, as treat me like I'm just believing "conspiracy theories".

11/21/2019 3:51:12 PM zendamaparanorm Q sent me

#InformationWarfare pic.twitter.com/ERYSCiZ0sc

11/21/2019 3:51:12 PM odiesan77 Clowns In America. C_A 4am talking points

11/21/2019 3:51:16 PM lynbrud Busted by #Qanon!

11/21/2019 3:51:17 PM cylantjustice Q sent me..

The fake news and their 4am drops, on full display there.

Lock step with the Dems and their marching orders.

11/21/2019 3:51:18 PM p_i_grammy Just an Echo...... YOO-HOO! 

UGH! I think I just lost several IQ Points 🥴

11/21/2019 3:51:18 PM maryann55935130 You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 3:51:19 PM therealmadre22 Congrats!!  You’ve been Q’d!! 

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #Q #QArmy #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/ZDRfOmqCF8

11/21/2019 3:51:22 PM awbwfyf Here's a more detailed breakdown of the show's tricks by two psychologists:  https://i.redd.it/q3zflk9g5qxx.jpg …

11/21/2019 3:51:23 PM strangeorbits Dirty Laundry --Don Henley

11/21/2019 3:51:25 PM theterrybrady Q sent US

11/21/2019 3:51:28 PM heather74065710 I see it Q. Thanks for letting the world know.

11/21/2019 3:51:28 PM lisamoo65814620 Thank you for posting this video. Q post#3613 made me think of this video and I had wished I had a link that I could bookmark to retweet over and over 

like I do when I see HRCs Benghazi video where she says... At this point what difference does it make. 

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:51:29 PM michael44900826 Case in point. Only those of us Christian Conservatives on Twitter actually see the disparity in their messages. We carry a message, they carry a mess. 

#CCOT @ElFloyo @gregory4unme @RightTheTorch #freerogerstone

11/21/2019 3:51:30 PM rainshine182 Such projection!!! a road map to who they are and their actions/crimes.

11/21/2019 3:51:30 PM tinak62 They can't stop what is coming.... pic.twitter.com/jF7eZJddRo

11/21/2019 3:51:31 PM kaynaq Q, baby!

11/21/2019 3:51:34 PM slr20472852 Q sent me! Congrats!

11/21/2019 3:51:35 PM alodar good job putting that together, how did you do that?

11/21/2019 3:51:36 PM ritascrivner1 WWG1WGA Q sent me



11/21/2019 3:51:37 PM silvia_bergeron Q sent me. LHK

11/21/2019 3:51:38 PM thatstrangegir1 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:51:38 PM hmcfarlin1 You've been Q'ed!

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ek464A9068

11/21/2019 3:51:39 PM qstormisuponus #WeareQ

11/21/2019 3:51:40 PM stormbladex69 Q Sent Me #WWG1WGA 🌩 pic.twitter.com/QjaNxkqIKa

11/21/2019 3:51:42 PM stormwarningmom You got Q'd y'all...

11/21/2019 3:51:44 PM deborahmarie717 It may be old, but it's still going on to this day.

11/21/2019 3:51:44 PM seekerseon hubba hubba

11/21/2019 3:51:45 PM npharis Lots of Fox there.

11/21/2019 3:51:48 PM lolomin3 Q sent me!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:51:48 PM 2ace3466 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:51:49 PM lapthis  pic.twitter.com/Ls3mI9bil7

11/21/2019 3:51:50 PM willowshire2u You’ve been Q’d 👍🏻🇺🇸🍿

11/21/2019 3:51:51 PM realnotaverage #Q sent me ❤️

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:51:51 PM wastroud  pic.twitter.com/OYKbA6P6eG

11/21/2019 3:51:54 PM eerie_eric Very interesting that this account got Q'd.

11/21/2019 3:51:54 PM hlohbeck28 @Local12 please share with all your Twitter followers so they can see that even our local news is fake news

11/21/2019 3:51:55 PM boomer6966 So now this begs the question... How many ridiculed, dismissed, or labeled "conspiracy theories" actually have merit? 

If you begin to think, you eventually arrive at a "Holy shit!" moment.

11/21/2019 3:51:56 PM mokkie13 You've been Q ed

11/21/2019 3:52:00 PM stealthqbomber At what point do we hold our local broadcasters and stations accountable.

11/21/2019 3:52:01 PM dsrleb Q sent to witness the danger!

11/21/2019 3:52:02 PM grandkids_7 This IS extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC...

11/21/2019 3:52:03 PM mikala007007 "Q"uite a lot of noise.

11/21/2019 3:52:04 PM wlfrye Q sent me! 👍🏻 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:52:06 PM mericaversion2 Well if brain washing isn't real...

11/21/2019 3:52:08 PM c_by_sw 👍😉

👊💀

😚🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/lU6lZEZLnA

11/21/2019 3:52:10 PM vee61776795 Anon here! I go wherever Q leads. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:52:13 PM areyoucardigan #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/tkM9MxxaAe

11/21/2019 3:52:13 PM dhuntjr2jr Q sent me! WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:52:13 PM terri_quilts QQQ

11/21/2019 3:52:18 PM minazotagurl  pic.twitter.com/L9V7m3eH2u

11/21/2019 3:52:22 PM higherdensitees Q sent me....but I was already here so...

11/21/2019 3:52:22 PM alanatk48990229 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:52:26 PM stephan84805516 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:52:26 PM ace_randal Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:52:29 PM nyxx911 We see. Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:52:29 PM faxnotfeelings This is extremely dangerous to our democracy 🤡🤡

Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:52:30 PM allahuniversal Some Anons have a bit of catching up to do...No worries, we're here to help @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Majestic

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakening

11/21/2019 3:52:30 PM awbwfyf  pic.twitter.com/7iHmaI7NOE

11/21/2019 3:52:31 PM b_rec17  pic.twitter.com/82RKeWaijm

11/21/2019 3:52:32 PM p4trump I see Q people

11/21/2019 3:52:33 PM legionkid Q sent me - Congrats!  Excellent work

11/21/2019 3:52:36 PM philipm88939331 Used to be, perhaps. Now just part of the deep state.

11/21/2019 3:52:36 PM realgngrbrdgrl The 4am parrots are back! pic.twitter.com/U04I3TGHtu

11/21/2019 3:52:36 PM jrafferty1 Q

11/21/2019 3:52:39 PM tghunt This is Indeed a Dangerous Path to go. Completely onboard with Deep State Talking Points. No (Q)uestion about whose controlling this Narrative. 

ThankQ for Proving this thru your post. Q Sent Me ♥️ 🇺🇸 💙 pic.twitter.com/7sBX70Y8Vl

11/21/2019 3:52:40 PM frdmbellsring Mockingbird

11/21/2019 3:52:42 PM spicencens1 Congrats! pic.twitter.com/5NO530xeTy

11/21/2019 3:52:43 PM highupnorse Since the early 50's through operation Mockingbird. Research it for yourself. 🇺🇲

11/21/2019 3:52:45 PM littllemel It’s interesting that Q singled out a known LARP account. Just sayin

11/21/2019 3:52:46 PM c216pat Q Sent Us All 🇺🇸 WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/qQ5LeIbA0b

11/21/2019 3:52:52 PM blofeld02  pic.twitter.com/A3HJQu34Dt

11/21/2019 3:52:52 PM springsraff  pic.twitter.com/DQjo6IhzMN

11/21/2019 3:52:57 PM qanonlove Q sent me...WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 3:52:58 PM robfir Um, this is extremely dangerous to our democracy. 

Sheep no more!

#TheGreatAwakening 

You bet Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:52:59 PM c_by_sw  pic.twitter.com/97MIZu9CpL

11/21/2019 3:53:00 PM juliepiemonte Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:53:01 PM allcleanmaids Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:53:03 PM thedebbiec Dems were doing this in the hearing today too. One dem kept repeating, He did it. He did it. Crazy what théy do! People better wake up. OAN is pretty 

good news source.

11/21/2019 3:53:03 PM jleetxgirl 4 am talking points parroted everywhere.

11/21/2019 3:53:04 PM owlswife2000 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:53:04 PM sisann_ Yes, I’m following Q!

11/21/2019 3:53:05 PM padmasambava07 Q sent me...WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Zfcc0IkFui

11/21/2019 3:53:10 PM tylerb6696 Q sent us!  Sheep no More. Nothing can stop what is coming.

11/21/2019 3:53:10 PM sparky6461 You've been Q'd Congrats!

11/21/2019 3:53:11 PM thelioness8 Welcome to the Mockingnird media. My ex boyfriend, who was at one time considered the youngest political prisoner in the history of Cuba, says 

'You're crazy! There is no propaganda in this country". Wake up, Manuel. Here's your proof.

11/21/2019 3:53:15 PM extradouble Its reverse world version of this video.  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6PlTDeTrELk …



11/21/2019 3:53:19 PM roo_regina  pic.twitter.com/kC2Dusj0Lf

11/21/2019 3:53:22 PM am1rob  pic.twitter.com/uBa95i40vI

11/21/2019 3:53:22 PM catwmc ThanQs for the laugh Q!  🤣😂 Promises Made Promises Kept!  Almost closing time! 🤩 🕊🙏🏼

11/21/2019 3:53:24 PM truthserummn my fave is the all seeing eye of CBS with their local affiliate slogans Channel X et al "ON YOUR  SIDE" "giving you the news you need to know."

11/21/2019 3:53:24 PM francesannmaga Well done you’ve been Q d.🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸🙌❤️🙌🇺🇸❤️

11/21/2019 3:53:25 PM yingling0216 Q’d ..... point taken

11/21/2019 3:53:25 PM godandcountry33 Q

11/21/2019 3:53:25 PM hannahcabral7 This is the scariest video I have ever seen!

11/21/2019 3:53:26 PM daledawg3 WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:53:27 PM herstarz Congrats on being Q'd #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:53:27 PM highupnorse That would be the Clowns In Action.

11/21/2019 3:53:28 PM guerillaright Q says wassup

11/21/2019 3:53:30 PM daviddwrightsr1 And THEY are extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC

11/21/2019 3:53:31 PM compassrose1375 about to get good - I suspect - 56 yrs tomorrow -

11/21/2019 3:53:32 PM e1900r  pic.twitter.com/tojplMhtAF

11/21/2019 3:53:34 PM stueyluey1956 This is extremely dangerous to our democracy! You’ve been Q’d

11/21/2019 3:53:37 PM think4yrself_  https://youtu.be/AKQi3wzNFGQ 

11/21/2019 3:53:38 PM 21st_patriot #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:53:41 PM krastta Q sent me! Great work Patriot!

11/21/2019 3:53:43 PM filerlori Q sent me w w g 1 w g a

11/21/2019 3:53:45 PM heidicolburn1 🇺🇸❣️🇺🇸 Q sent me! #WeAreTheNews #wwg1wga #SheepNoMore #GodOnOurSide #TrustThePlan #Q #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/u63yCV8IER

11/21/2019 3:53:46 PM marti64805797 WE ARE A FKIN REPUBLIC!

11/21/2019 3:53:47 PM francesannmaga Ditto

11/21/2019 3:53:47 PM conchudo Bring back the NPC memes pic.twitter.com/WgD8yPpJV3

11/21/2019 3:53:47 PM lynardharper1 Q sent me...WWG1WGA.....Fine example on one sided Biased 4am talking points for the day. Also reporting “Fake News” = Saul Alinsky tactics. Blame 

the other side of exactly what you are guilty of.

11/21/2019 3:53:50 PM dreamgodar1 Q sent me here !!!  WWG1WGA!!  KAG!!

11/21/2019 3:53:51 PM wakeupa86211744 Wow. This is incredible to have it put together like this. Thank Q

11/21/2019 3:53:52 PM dianajo85226924 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:53:52 PM bubblesburster You have been Qd even though u are....... pic.twitter.com/9vrJEdb989

11/21/2019 3:53:53 PM nm_zsr Awareness is about to level up...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/f1nsnVurYU

11/21/2019 3:53:53 PM jimbagot This is exactly why I do not watch the tv.

11/21/2019 3:53:54 PM highupnorse Q says "Hi!".

11/21/2019 3:53:56 PM bigly_45 ⚠ #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/zdyui28dJM

11/21/2019 3:53:58 PM trublueagain WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 3:53:58 PM cryptolua These people are sick

11/21/2019 3:54:00 PM tambeekeeper I saw our newsguy there and I can’t stand the freaking demonRAT

11/21/2019 3:54:01 PM tweets_and_caws Good job!! pic.twitter.com/QivdYHVObW

11/21/2019 3:54:04 PM jrchiappi  pic.twitter.com/zX3dMnsiLp

11/21/2019 3:54:06 PM beetriceesse Actually, anyone with half a brain should read both sides and anyone saying don’t look at all the information is selling lies and half truths.

11/21/2019 3:54:06 PM mikewinnpa #QSentMe see my retweet please

11/21/2019 3:54:07 PM stevengphilips1 Q SENT ME

11/21/2019 3:54:10 PM ak_dwelling ThanQ.

11/21/2019 3:54:12 PM socaliconserva1 Georgie Soreass

11/21/2019 3:54:12 PM davidschwalbauc Q sent me..

11/21/2019 3:54:13 PM nunyabidness99 #QSentMe #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:54:13 PM consortiapartn1 You know it makes sense

11/21/2019 3:54:13 PM everettenewman5 Im with "Q"

2+2=4

11/21/2019 3:54:15 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/34G537h7kE

11/21/2019 3:54:16 PM texasrebel17 Q Sent Me pic.twitter.com/nocZZfbw9W

11/21/2019 3:54:16 PM feisty_v Q's on watch.

11/21/2019 3:54:18 PM sue36761904 congrats! pic.twitter.com/kMoWgiIHNg

11/21/2019 3:54:20 PM harleybabyness  pic.twitter.com/3U5Qhq8WXo

11/21/2019 3:54:21 PM warface09929882 They all sound robotic and inhuman.

11/21/2019 3:54:27 PM concerned1299 We are the Army of Q!!!!

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/PkPXir1cVm

11/21/2019 3:54:27 PM ex_matrix Wow!  MJ12 gets Q'd!!!!  Disclosure wheels turning overdrive!  #Qsentme #WWG1WGA #eyesopen

11/21/2019 3:54:27 PM victoriamar1575 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:54:28 PM jason_angelides It got worse under Obama when he did away with the anti propaganda laws

11/21/2019 3:54:29 PM comonsensei  pic.twitter.com/rxmfGDRpBw

11/21/2019 3:54:30 PM raygoto52 Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI                                                         3614                                      

21 Nov 2019 - 4:33:18 PM

'FAKE NEWS'

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …📁

Information warfare.

Q pic.twitter.com/4qFm9Lg4gE
11/21/2019 3:54:30 PM katheri60491537 "This is extremely dangerous to our democracy." 🤣Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:54:31 PM charrakhshani Hahahahaha, the irony of it all!! Shall we hook up a mirror for them?? 😂😂 #WWG1WGA #InfoWarfare

11/21/2019 3:54:34 PM allahuniversal Q'd! 

Operation Mockingbird

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Operation+Mockingbird …



11/21/2019 3:54:35 PM deplorabledvs ‘Mainstream’ is used for a reason [dominate trend in opinion].

[If majority of people believe ‘x’ then ‘x’ must be validated / true]

Why do ‘mainstream’ media heads, within different orgs, always use the same keywords and/or catch phrases? 

Coordinated? By who?

#Qanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/JlWcLeCzoJ

11/21/2019 3:54:37 PM singarrto Q sent me

Congrats! pic.twitter.com/vRrwhvRtNl

11/21/2019 3:54:37 PM jdkelley53 Q! Some coincidence.

11/21/2019 3:54:38 PM 333rdrevolution Q’d

11/21/2019 3:54:41 PM gloriesmorning5  pic.twitter.com/vrwbX1Tx2y

11/21/2019 3:54:41 PM bill_7841 Conservatives are apart of  deep state to!  All are not white hats. Ever here of a RINO?

11/21/2019 3:54:47 PM thearddad #WeThePeople are the news now 

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/QJHMnGDKy0

11/21/2019 3:54:49 PM crane_robert I listen to CNN every morning from 6-7 just to know what are the b.s. stories and catchwords for the day.

11/21/2019 3:54:49 PM thebrat2728 Q Sent me! #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 3:54:52 PM future_spacedad Incoming followers.

11/21/2019 3:54:54 PM adamrob99221211 Q sent Me

11/21/2019 3:54:54 PM lisa_sidels Q sent me. What good news!!

11/21/2019 3:54:56 PM raalphjoones2 Those bastages. It's war

11/21/2019 3:54:56 PM nobodien Fake news is dangerous to our democracy 

Their neads to be fcc guidlines on truth and transparency

11/21/2019 3:54:59 PM sbelle1950  pic.twitter.com/c8t5NOwct0

11/21/2019 3:55:01 PM alexkirk1111 Great job Patriot!!

Q sent me !!

11/21/2019 3:55:03 PM julia_morgan_1 ThanQ!

#WWG1WGA !

11/21/2019 3:55:07 PM didnotvotefor44 What a bunch of Mockingbirds!

11/21/2019 3:55:07 PM joyinliberty #QAnon is right: we should all wake up to the lying nature of the current #MSM which is 90 percent owned by six corporations.

11/21/2019 3:55:08 PM mssydneyidaho Thank You PATRIOT!! Sharing🇺🇸

11/21/2019 3:55:10 PM twizmorte This is what we've come to. 1984 is HERE. Control of the masses. And if you're not on board with #fakenews, you're shamed as a "conspiracy theorist", 

ousted from social media, censored, banned, jailed.  #Q

11/21/2019 3:55:11 PM cesar_iturrieta Q sent me.

,🇨🇱

11/21/2019 3:55:12 PM trumpcanuck Qool! #Q sent me here!

There's something about INFO Wars!!! I can't see anything about Alex Jones??? pic.twitter.com/W8QloFHvTM

11/21/2019 3:55:13 PM b29953 Q❤️

11/21/2019 3:55:14 PM omarfromuk Q

11/21/2019 3:55:14 PM riacombs2 Yep!  Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:55:15 PM gringo_suave The MSM is “extremely dangerous” to our democracy .... 😏

11/21/2019 3:55:15 PM bonzmorg62 We are a republic

11/21/2019 3:55:16 PM thinkologist1 The big lies, repeated often enough becomes the narrative of ‘truth’. . “The best propaganda is that which, as it were, works invisibly, penetrates the 

whole of life without the public having any knowledge of the propagandistic initiative.” -The Nazi Conscience

11/21/2019 3:55:16 PM ronsowers1  pic.twitter.com/t1t5b1NFHr

11/21/2019 3:55:21 PM marti64805797 I'm sure the deep state pays someone millions to do just that!

11/21/2019 3:55:25 PM vickihugg You’ve been Q’d!

11/21/2019 3:55:25 PM gizzyspeaks Wow 🙄 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talk about #mockingbirdmedia lol https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/21/2019 3:55:27 PM tasostisme ThanQ!

11/21/2019 3:55:30 PM westpaanglers  pic.twitter.com/dUCuH7fo5a

11/21/2019 3:55:30 PM trueangeleyes Q sent me

 Fake news is extremely dangerous to our democracy.... Patriots are in control!!!! WWG1WGA 

MAGA 2020

11/21/2019 3:55:31 PM scottyone0 WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/fn8bdczzF5

11/21/2019 3:55:37 PM catwmc Love all the Patriot “digital soldiers”. That’s the REAL TRUMP NEWS!  👊🏼

11/21/2019 3:55:42 PM marksw_q Satan and his minions 😈

11/21/2019 3:55:43 PM s_de_franc What a great philharmonic orchestra 😂

11/21/2019 3:55:44 PM fallorsesh my dude, you're about to blow up....

11/21/2019 3:55:44 PM fredric97473428  pic.twitter.com/WsErWKwHAR

11/21/2019 3:55:46 PM qanon70570  pic.twitter.com/w1jPjLbaug

11/21/2019 3:55:47 PM stargatefan5 Q’D 👀

11/21/2019 3:55:54 PM commons_nancy I think I remember them also and I also think it was in relation to Hurricane Sandy.

11/21/2019 3:55:56 PM victor408306943 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:55:58 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #ThursdayThoughts

11/21/2019 3:55:59 PM chrisc51205 Q Sent me!!  ❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/mDDTsqHSYd

11/21/2019 3:56:03 PM quazzimus #WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/gehiy9DTBB

11/21/2019 3:56:04 PM thedebbiec I don't want to be a sheep to either. I basically research on my own. Sometimes I catch OAN.

11/21/2019 3:56:05 PM odiesan77 That part of the Brainwashing

11/21/2019 3:56:06 PM slipperyslope18 You been Q'd  Congrats!

11/21/2019 3:56:08 PM dontdregmebro Q3613, just prior, one plate:

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3613&src=app …

#WWG1WGA  Be The News!

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=3614&src=app … pic.twitter.com/FFxZIXsrhe

11/21/2019 3:56:09 PM aquarianqueen11 Congrat’s!  🙌

11/21/2019 3:56:10 PM can2geterdone Q sent me here. We have been subjected to "Operation Mockingbird" for 50 years now. We have awoken and reject the Deep State mind control. 

pic.twitter.com/U8k2mBB7ED

11/21/2019 3:56:14 PM didnotvotefor44  pic.twitter.com/J9pQulklOm

11/21/2019 3:56:14 PM laura_bush88 Actors act.

11/21/2019 3:56:15 PM ken_caudle You have been Q’d. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:56:15 PM eaglema2n5 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:56:15 PM c_by_sw Thank you for doing the ugly job,  so we don't have to.....😚



11/21/2019 3:56:16 PM mshown RBG?

11/21/2019 3:56:19 PM drewlaw411  pic.twitter.com/wk96hQR97C

11/21/2019 3:56:22 PM realgngrbrdgrl The Dems are extremely dangerous to our democracy! pic.twitter.com/KshZl9D7rO

11/21/2019 3:56:23 PM defend_freedqm  pic.twitter.com/CO01GW23Sg

11/21/2019 3:56:24 PM neasha51824257 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/wZToG7sEun

11/21/2019 3:56:24 PM karma4event201 Do you think the Solar Flash will disable EMAI and we are free, but only briefly? Meaning the flash will destroy all

11/21/2019 3:56:25 PM k_willaman Q sent me! Robots🤖🤖🤔🤔

11/21/2019 3:56:25 PM courageouskriss Q sent me 💕

11/21/2019 3:56:32 PM ashlightq 😁😆 ahh  #QAnon pic.twitter.com/dPRqW8WSFU

11/21/2019 3:56:32 PM andy_hixson Q sent us all!!!

11/21/2019 3:56:36 PM stay_bill Q sent me.  Chairman Graham?  It’s time.  #qanon #wwg1wga

11/21/2019 3:56:39 PM sue_baby233 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:56:40 PM cazzag5 😅😅😅 Q sent sent me from Western Australia

11/21/2019 3:56:40 PM xqsme8 Congratulations, you’ve been Q’ed.

#MockingbirdMedia

#NewQ

#Qanon

#TheGreatAwakening

#Lügenpresse

#FakeNews

#WeAreTheMediaNow

#DigitalSoldiers

#TrustThePlan

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#JUSTICE

#DeepStateCorruption pic.twitter.com/Z2hcbQjSeQ
11/21/2019 3:56:41 PM tambeekeeper Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:56:44 PM eamf44 Q helps us put it in perspective

11/21/2019 3:56:44 PM covertress Do it Q!

11/21/2019 3:56:44 PM freespe95018955 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:56:45 PM 77young7 #WWG1WGA #QSentMe

11/21/2019 3:56:46 PM riles77669258 Q sent me!  WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:56:46 PM justanarcher Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:56:46 PM blueangel991 #Brainwashingmuch #Fakenews #Sameshitdifferentnewsstation #Aretheykidding #Slantedviewpoint

11/21/2019 3:56:47 PM crane_robert Week? Almost everyday and sometimes 2x a day there's a new 'narrative' (i.e., line of bull)

11/21/2019 3:56:50 PM shane26546740 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:56:51 PM blueeefoxx We are not a Democracy, we are a Republic. #FakeNews is extremely dangerous to our Republic. 

Bought and Paid For Actors!

@KATUNews #QAnon #MAGA #KAG2020 #ImpeachmentCircus #TheyGotCaught

11/21/2019 3:56:56 PM fedupconserv Holy FUCK this is the scariest thing I have seen in a long time!

11/21/2019 3:57:00 PM warriordaisy They all get their news from Reuters. Reuters is owned by the Rothschilds.

11/21/2019 3:57:01 PM marina11michel Yes THANQ! pic.twitter.com/NBQAopSexC

11/21/2019 3:57:02 PM sparky6461 You are Q! We are Q!

11/21/2019 3:57:05 PM changovibes  pic.twitter.com/bQ22ns2zLs

11/21/2019 3:57:08 PM mikepop2  pic.twitter.com/OrxKZdX9rx

11/21/2019 3:57:10 PM kidshizzzzzzzzz Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:57:12 PM nun_chucknorris Don’t normally do this but Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:57:13 PM tricia_w68 Wow, you know it, but when you see it like that.....

11/21/2019 3:57:13 PM flyingpitajill Q sent me! ThankQ for showing us all what is really extremely dangerous to our ‘democracy’

11/21/2019 3:57:16 PM commons_nancy Controlled inflection of the voice while speaking; also used in telemarketing.

11/21/2019 3:57:16 PM jfsuk Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:57:17 PM dorothyporthope Controlling the narrative.  Controlling the people.  Puppets and puppet masters.  No more!  We have been awaken!   No longer sheep.

11/21/2019 3:57:18 PM donnambutler #QSentMe #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/tWm0XLjYLM

11/21/2019 3:57:18 PM qsmartrn Congrats to the Q!! pic.twitter.com/YObgWuxkDa

11/21/2019 3:57:21 PM astricangel Q sent me. 😊✌️

11/21/2019 3:57:32 PM prayingmom77 Great tweet! Q sent me. WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 3:57:33 PM prayerw33243252 And the slain shall fall in the midst of you, and ye shall know that I am the LORD. pic.twitter.com/rsUsl9W0A3

11/21/2019 3:57:34 PM agolasbrian Q'd. We are winning. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:57:40 PM darylorr9 🎸😎💣💥  Congrats Patriot, Q sent me!

11/21/2019 3:57:45 PM thunderwins  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fppZKvTN_R8 …

11/21/2019 3:57:48 PM charlottepaul So awesome to be Q’d!  Congratulations!!!!

11/21/2019 3:57:49 PM warrenramiscal Q sent me!

Information warfare.

Q

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:57:49 PM dna_iv Q sent us all! 

Oh, and Epstein didn't kill himself

11/21/2019 3:57:56 PM cutterko Congratulations in being Q'd! pic.twitter.com/xEYXV1gL70

11/21/2019 3:57:56 PM dmpwrocks  pic.twitter.com/u7LQocTYD7

11/21/2019 3:57:57 PM ekotoons SINCE WE'RE ALL HERE

ANYONE KNOW THE

WOMAN IN WHITE?

HIGHEST ARE INSULATED..

 http://remixxworld.blogspot.com/2011/06/who-is-mysterious-woman-in-white.html … pic.twitter.com/AuL78CnQBp

11/21/2019 3:57:57 PM schneppjennifer Congrats on being Q'd.



11/21/2019 3:57:59 PM wbbradford1990 Q SENT US   WE SEE WHO YOU ARE - ALL THE M.S.M.  OUTLETS BIAS ON SAME PROPAGANDA MESSAGES AS THE 4 AM TALKING POINTS -

YOU SIX MSM COMPANY'S & OWNERS WILL BE TAKEN DOWN SOON!! U ARE FAKE FRAUDULENT GROUP-THINK NEWS. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#MAGA #KAG #BLEXIT #WalkAwayFromDemocrats

11/21/2019 3:58:00 PM lillianlm2 They all repeat the same lies. So no matter what news you watch. You are brain washed into believing the lies as to be factual. We live in scary and 

troubling times. But it's good to know. We have to pray and put our faith in Jesus.

11/21/2019 3:58:01 PM awbwfyf Self-research is a FAR better avenue than relying on any single news source.  Don't just rely on so-called "mainstream" sources, remember to dig 

deeper where you can.

11/21/2019 3:58:03 PM qanonfanof Congrats on Qed.....awesome!

No step 5

11/21/2019 3:58:03 PM dontdregmebro Oh yeah,

I think #Renegade in trouble.

Just a hunch.

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1197521967777222656?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/mSh8jHMf4i

11/21/2019 3:58:03 PM jasonreese808 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:58:04 PM morcreed6 Q pic.twitter.com/nAXiP5lugL

11/21/2019 3:58:09 PM markwoods3773 I wouldn't trust MJ12 as a patriot, he is leading people down a dark path.

11/21/2019 3:58:10 PM marine_moe Sound like a bunch of robots

11/21/2019 3:58:11 PM cheryld79200272 They talk about social media so I don't believe it's from the 70's.

11/21/2019 3:58:11 PM thebarwatch boom, Q'd.

11/21/2019 3:58:17 PM skyzarkoa Reminds me of the group "Talking Heads." This is mostly all fox news. An article that goes to all the local fox stations that's read by local media doesn't 

bother me.  The true issue is with MSM's "independent" reporting who spew out the same narrative of misinformation.

11/21/2019 3:58:17 PM paranormal_d_i  pic.twitter.com/nTrE5107dw

11/21/2019 3:58:18 PM lw_lanae1970 Q

11/21/2019 3:58:27 PM mamaknock1 Sinclair Broadcasting Group owns all of these stations.

11/21/2019 3:58:28 PM honjall Love this

11/21/2019 3:58:34 PM ladyossekeag1 #Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:58:38 PM peatapann Q sent me!!👊💥#QAnon

11/21/2019 3:58:40 PM tweeterniss #Qanon @POTUS 🍿 pic.twitter.com/zLJZiwmr6g

11/21/2019 3:58:41 PM satori1234 THEY are extremely dangerous to OUR Democracy!

11/21/2019 3:58:41 PM evebelieves93 So you're telling me that this is extremely dangerous to our democracy? Is that right??

Congrats Patriot!! You're been Q'd!! Right on!!

Q sent me! ❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️

11/21/2019 3:58:42 PM pollygundy WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:58:42 PM honey_dulce Great compilations. Q sent us! #MAGA #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:58:58 PM _now_i_see Sent by Q. 

Where we go one, we go all- 

AWAY FROM MAINSTREAM MEDIA.

11/21/2019 3:59:00 PM gravey6  pic.twitter.com/x0QHyljxKX

11/21/2019 3:59:00 PM getintheq1 Just flew in with Q on a wing and a prayer!

11/21/2019 3:59:01 PM schneppjennifer Me too!

11/21/2019 3:59:02 PM jay_b83  pic.twitter.com/yViameH4nU

11/21/2019 3:59:07 PM chasinnova1 Yes, it's OUR Republic...and it's THEIR democracy (MSM)....and it's extremely dangerous to THEM.

And yeah, Q sent me.

11/21/2019 3:59:09 PM eddie_lozano74 Q sent me

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 3:59:11 PM sherwinsarianna Q sent me. Hi from Australia.

WWG1WGA...

The world is watching.

11/21/2019 3:59:11 PM michael19335670 Fox tv didn't start up til 1986 so that sorta debunks your theory....

11/21/2019 3:59:11 PM christopherrosk Q see ent me!

#EndThem

11/21/2019 3:59:12 PM molon_labe1911 Q sent me

11/21/2019 3:59:21 PM gerald_berube  pic.twitter.com/6zLBBCzKTD

11/21/2019 3:59:25 PM kraftpenn THEY are extremely dangerous to our democracy... Great video...

Trump2Q2Q

11/21/2019 3:59:28 PM blueyedproducer Congratulations PATRIOT!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️

11/21/2019 3:59:28 PM omapride Qgratulations!  Talking puppets look real, but they are #FakeNewsMedia

11/21/2019 3:59:29 PM gr82bmaga Propoganda when it’s co-ordinated like this. Very scary.

11/21/2019 3:59:29 PM rottenone1969 Q sent me!!!

11/21/2019 3:59:31 PM dawnbruns5 🤢🤮

Thank God 🙏🙏 for Q!!

11/21/2019 3:59:34 PM flashlightnings Q sent me also pic.twitter.com/kB2U7pQKcV

11/21/2019 3:59:40 PM qlover18 Hi from a Q lover!

11/21/2019 3:59:43 PM debbrya75982725 Q alerted me and I came willingly

11/21/2019 3:59:43 PM scienceismymuse @Jordan_Sather_ 👽

11/21/2019 3:59:44 PM nemee2four OMG....even our small town local news is as corrupt as the national news.   

#ThisIsExtremelyDangerousToOurDemocracy

Let's Start Trending!!!

11/21/2019 3:59:44 PM crowbahr Q sent me. We MUST be the news now.

11/21/2019 3:59:45 PM chasersabrina  pic.twitter.com/7YSAMXeJSQ

11/21/2019 3:59:48 PM iluvmygbabies I have seen previous videos just like this. Proving the news is scripted. Shared it on social media trying to get others to "see" it for themselves. Only for 

it to be brushed off. Time for those to wake the hec up!!



11/21/2019 3:59:50 PM farmerpopcorn #WWG1WGA

#QAnon 

You have been Q-d. pic.twitter.com/d6wLrOZ8JT

11/21/2019 3:59:51 PM 9newdog thank you Majestic 12

11/21/2019 3:59:57 PM flashlightnings 👁👁

11/21/2019 3:59:58 PM arizonaartist I've been saying this for months! They are following orders, a script. WTH! They think the American people are stupid!

WWG1WGA! #TRUMP2Q2Q!

11/21/2019 4:00:00 PM gravey6  pic.twitter.com/my50BwBpk3

11/21/2019 4:00:02 PM chasinnova1 Yes, it's OUR Republic...and it's THEIR democracy (MSM)....and it's extremely dangerous to THEM.

And yeah, Q sent me.

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:00:05 PM pboyers Still think the Main Strem Media is independent and uncontrolled?

11/21/2019 4:00:10 PM deardesigns Puppets to brainwash us. Not falling for it any longer. #FactsMatter @potus was right it is scripted FAKE NEWS. pic.twitter.com/dHvdczlnE9

11/21/2019 4:00:14 PM dianewilsonjus1 Q sent me! This is hilarious!

11/21/2019 4:00:15 PM irredenta Have been Q(ed) pic.twitter.com/oSIxxT8clQ

11/21/2019 4:00:18 PM weezie22773400 Who told you all to repeat that narrative? You are nothing but puppets controlled by the puppet master himself.

11/21/2019 4:00:22 PM gclovesmg Q sent me!!

The ⚒️is coming

@SpeakerPelosi

@RepAdamSchiff

11/21/2019 4:00:22 PM culper_lady56 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:00:23 PM am_soldiers Q sent

11/21/2019 4:00:24 PM carryanne4 This is so creepy 😲

11/21/2019 4:00:24 PM womanofsteel6  pic.twitter.com/VN9wWg5u25

11/21/2019 4:00:25 PM pj66245617 👍

11/21/2019 4:00:26 PM wollea71 🇺🇸WWG1WGA🇩🇪

11/21/2019 4:00:28 PM gravey6  pic.twitter.com/dDI2TpuAep

11/21/2019 4:00:29 PM btechvendetta Congrats, Q provided a link to your post! Find it all on qmap(dot)pub! WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 4:00:30 PM michael19335670 Fox didn't start until 1986 so that debunks your theory...

11/21/2019 4:00:32 PM disprop45895392 Q

11/21/2019 4:00:38 PM ziggy3161 Q sent us!🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:00:40 PM hadleyish Holy shit this is creepy

11/21/2019 4:00:45 PM johnsimmonsiii1 QSentme!!

11/21/2019 4:00:50 PM dspoonage ARCHIVED

11/21/2019 4:00:52 PM qarmyst I've been sent here by Q. Congrats and Godspeed, patriot! pic.twitter.com/R2L77Y10bp

11/21/2019 4:00:52 PM thunderwins Anyone that that watches mainstream media without being EXTREMELY SKEPTICAL ABOUT EVERYTHING they are saying are going to be gaslit and 

tricked into believing lies!

11/21/2019 4:00:58 PM cappygoluck Hahaha free thought dangerous to democracy - what happened to diversity (of opinion)  is our strength

11/21/2019 4:00:58 PM tcooper001 #IAmNotANumber pic.twitter.com/k5oi6ZXeGC

11/21/2019 4:01:00 PM eyezwideopen62 Q SENT NE .. where us the washroom ? I feel sick 😫

11/21/2019 4:01:05 PM mamamarie1 #Q

11/21/2019 4:01:07 PM pitot18827175 Great job, PATRIQT!!!

11/21/2019 4:01:09 PM dontdregmebro From Q927

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=927&src=app …

Vid runs 3:52

POTUS key statement Simple Gematria sums 252

Is America listening now?

 https://youtu.be/aBv8kqKck6E  pic.twitter.com/xSATDIrMAX

11/21/2019 4:01:09 PM jbobbettevans Q know who sent me! Well done Patriot 😉

11/21/2019 4:01:11 PM mrsjscaff Information warfare

Q

You've been Q'd!

#QNews

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/o3AAY4WUs3

11/21/2019 4:01:16 PM gclovesmg  pic.twitter.com/Kh3hcTrQXX

11/21/2019 4:01:17 PM scienceismymuse  pic.twitter.com/svy4pnvNtl

11/21/2019 4:01:18 PM daledawg3 This is extremely dangerous for our democracy.....

11/21/2019 4:01:26 PM kickerfish  pic.twitter.com/HsfSDqXKVP

11/21/2019 4:01:28 PM diananewman19 That’s an understatement.  MSM since 2013-14 have been pushing FALSE FLAGS & Bias information!

11/21/2019 4:01:31 PM kekforce_usa  pic.twitter.com/FTh3LnTVTL

11/21/2019 4:01:31 PM kschroe87nj Q sent me Wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:01:31 PM pdub_33 Q sent me, patriot! We are the news now! #WWG1WGA #WeAreTheNewsNow

11/21/2019 4:01:32 PM robbirch7  pic.twitter.com/7GM8teucMD

11/21/2019 4:01:33 PM gwendragon Holy Crap!! Yes, I agree, this is very dangerous, Brainwashing 101, SHEEPLE WAKE UP !!!!!

11/21/2019 4:01:34 PM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/0K2yYVVrNm

11/21/2019 4:01:34 PM johnwil73492394 Q sent us all

11/21/2019 4:01:36 PM takeback66 Q sent me and understand we need to put an end to the misinformation.

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:01:40 PM judyjpearson Some real parroting going on!

11/21/2019 4:01:40 PM simo_bass Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:01:41 PM bikerba22819135 So creepy

11/21/2019 4:01:42 PM sapphirerain424 Congrats. You've been Q'd pic.twitter.com/x4g2Kdw9O7

11/21/2019 4:01:47 PM anticsmom  pic.twitter.com/EMIBlDja48

11/21/2019 4:01:49 PM american_damn SHEEPLE

11/21/2019 4:01:49 PM chrismedic025 Damn. That is crazy. I know they all get their 4am instructions but to have each one say the exact thing... I hope this wakes up people

11/21/2019 4:01:50 PM jspilly44 Q sent us ALL!

11/21/2019 4:01:50 PM emeddleton A very good example of #FakeNews and that someone has ultimate control over what you hear in the media.

11/21/2019 4:01:51 PM theda9 Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:01:51 PM grandl79 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:01:53 PM prayingmedic 25) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted a video demonstrating how the media echo-chamber creates a pervasive narrative. 

(This video was created by Timothy Burke of Deadspin for demonstration purposes.)

 pic.twitter.com/cdq1Y6QA2D

11/21/2019 4:01:53 PM write_the_vote  pic.twitter.com/UTtrXEX19g

11/21/2019 4:01:55 PM ppatriot7 Mockingbird Media.... you're DONE playing us!!!

11/21/2019 4:01:57 PM kathyan61139722 Hitlery

11/21/2019 4:02:00 PM kevnochi Wow...

11/21/2019 4:02:00 PM deepstatecheese  pic.twitter.com/Ub00qQIx28

11/21/2019 4:02:07 PM ireckonmate Can you see how you are being manipulated?  1984?  #QANON

11/21/2019 4:02:08 PM spitfire1592 Congrats Q sent us 

Keep up the great work

I’ve enjoyed following and reading your tweets for awhile now. Thank you

11/21/2019 4:02:09 PM brooke051587 #Q sent me. #MAGA

11/21/2019 4:02:14 PM angelag55049711  pic.twitter.com/Cu58b6n5Lj

11/21/2019 4:02:15 PM wwfactor This just can't be retweeted enough!

11/21/2019 4:02:16 PM ragstorm ThanQ You

🙌 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:02:18 PM xleligorlx been right around ten years for me when i done away with the brainwashing services!😆

11/21/2019 4:02:22 PM nonapcooter Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:02:22 PM muddymouse1 How about whats extremely dangerous to our republic?

11/21/2019 4:02:31 PM am_soldiers You've been Q'D...red pilling the military on vaccines. Subscribe to my channel. I have a lot to show you!

11/21/2019 4:02:34 PM lcoolqanon Q sent me

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:02:35 PM qam5959 WOW!!!!!!!!! THATS ALMOST SCARY!!!!!!!!

11/21/2019 4:02:36 PM annmariecopla10 ✨MSM appears weaponized against our country!! It makes you wonder who owns and dictates the fake news??  Hopefully it is American owned!??

11/21/2019 4:02:41 PM m_j_q_texan CIA clowns 🤡

11/21/2019 4:02:42 PM ceasar369 Research Mica's father. It will open your eyes. 👀

11/21/2019 4:02:42 PM bcnu17  pic.twitter.com/kfs819rjhq

11/21/2019 4:02:50 PM jimmyfallin You got Q ed fellow Patriot!!!! pic.twitter.com/lhdSrKNuLH

11/21/2019 4:02:51 PM yesimdeplorable Wow 

#QANON

11/21/2019 4:02:53 PM vnookava Wow!! Thank you !

11/21/2019 4:02:53 PM nursedee4 Via Q!

11/21/2019 4:02:54 PM nvrsttle4lz27 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:02:56 PM c_apriljhowell Q sent us!

11/21/2019 4:03:05 PM vickydamota Sure...says the fake news

11/21/2019 4:03:08 PM ludwig_dianne Congrats majestic! You’ve been Q’d. 😀

11/21/2019 4:03:08 PM 4tlove229 Well done Patriot! This Never gets old

11/21/2019 4:03:09 PM blankmarlo Lol that's not what you said when Q shared your tweets man. I love you but you called @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 an outright LARP many times. Why would an 

operation as meticulous as Q carelessly share a disinfo account when so many other accounts out there have tweeted that video as well?

11/21/2019 4:03:10 PM raquel19751812 Q sent me ❤️ 👊 #WWG1WGA 👊 ❤️ #ANON #DARKTOLIGHT #QAnonPortugal #QAnon

11/21/2019 4:03:13 PM vlrolyat Q sent me pic.twitter.com/1vXB4ZgrwG

11/21/2019 4:03:17 PM nm_zsr That video could have easily been linked from YouTube. They linked to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  account for a reason.  pic.twitter.com/33VWD0NaSH

11/21/2019 4:03:17 PM ffairlane71 Already a follower...but Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:03:20 PM h20sparkles Parrots.

11/21/2019 4:03:24 PM dontdregmebro What's a Q? pic.twitter.com/5OXmwOXL2n

11/21/2019 4:03:25 PM shqldy34 Finally SOMEBODY REPEATING THE RIGHT WORDS! You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:03:25 PM qessence6 -ping-

11/21/2019 4:03:27 PM dog2purple Q!

11/21/2019 4:03:34 PM 3rdeyeview55 Q’d MJ!!...😉👍

11/21/2019 4:03:38 PM ssean0903 Sinclair groupspeak.

11/21/2019 4:03:40 PM txtrumpette89  https://twitter.com/TXTrumpette89/status/1148427614727671808?s=20 …

11/21/2019 4:03:44 PM rsfbritt57 You’ve been Q’d

11/21/2019 4:03:45 PM ma_liky_ #Q sent me

#DigitSoldiers ready

#WeAreTheNews

Sheep no more! pic.twitter.com/aChPbFBL5Z

11/21/2019 4:03:47 PM wickedd3stroyah Time to revamp the old laws. Dear God if our elected officials can even accomplish this!

11/21/2019 4:03:54 PM warybear This is Sinclair Broadcasting who also force their stations to air pro-trump propaganda pieces.

11/21/2019 4:03:55 PM state1union You got Q’d Magestic12?  Holy Crap Congratulations 🎉🎈🍾🎊 Great Work as always. WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/jp9328kw8v

11/21/2019 4:03:56 PM chartword never forget - 29 is a prime number

11/21/2019 4:03:59 PM tahlulahjoy Oh but there are! pic.twitter.com/1ZlLD5n6yx

11/21/2019 4:04:00 PM faithfulmom4 Congrats on the Q

11/21/2019 4:04:00 PM gdono73 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:04:01 PM qnana48728239 You have been 17nd.

11/21/2019 4:04:02 PM meowritty Wow!!! Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:04:06 PM patriotcny #Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/6taPhUCQBl

11/21/2019 4:04:09 PM sdanon3 Majestically Q’d!!!

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:04:09 PM paleohorse Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:04:10 PM laura_tieffel Q sent me pic.twitter.com/oBxkcqaYEx

11/21/2019 4:04:12 PM jonesy4671 Did Q just give majestic 12 account credibility?!

11/21/2019 4:04:12 PM yorkshiresteve Q sent me... Media robots will be defeated.

11/21/2019 4:04:12 PM 19_addie Q sent me!!

11/21/2019 4:04:22 PM goldilocks19  pic.twitter.com/NgiSPiz31I

11/21/2019 4:04:22 PM ebuenggib Q sent me too

11/21/2019 4:04:24 PM patriotswanted You've been Q'd 👍 outstanding Patriot battle on soldier!!! Millions of us got your 6! 👊🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:04:26 PM xleligorlx howdy Fren pic.twitter.com/ElE5L5EP8b

11/21/2019 4:04:28 PM calmamerican82 tHiS iS ExTreMeLy dANgeRoUs To oUR dEmocRAcY pic.twitter.com/2LTlqOkSql

11/21/2019 4:04:29 PM buildingthat You know who sent me.



11/21/2019 4:04:31 PM ekotoons ABSOTIVELY!

11/21/2019 4:04:31 PM trump2024512886 Are you AWAKE YET! #WakeUpAmerica

11/21/2019 4:04:33 PM rgparkos Q sent me and this is frightening af

11/21/2019 4:04:33 PM owebilly Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:04:36 PM aimie100 WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:04:38 PM bubbaprog no. that is not what that video is demonstrating. https://theconcourse.deadspin.com/how-americas-largest-local-tv-owner-turned-its-news-anc-

1824233490 …

11/21/2019 4:04:44 PM steph_la I often ask that

11/21/2019 4:04:51 PM crainjentry WWWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:04:51 PM 1111prosperity Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:04:52 PM dkm2092 Still trust the news? Lol

11/21/2019 4:04:52 PM jonesy4671 Did Q just give @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 credibility?!?!?!

11/21/2019 4:04:54 PM donnabe03004301 Thank you Q...its a shame that general public cant seem to see thru the sham. Seems they just repeat the rhetoric and surely get angry if they are 

asked specifics....

11/21/2019 4:04:55 PM txtrumpette89  https://twitter.com/TXTrumpette89/status/1114362634269265921?s=20 …

11/21/2019 4:04:58 PM mo92326598_mo  pic.twitter.com/cmfUeIWRs1

11/21/2019 4:05:04 PM tbarton1029 The shooting in El paso i believe

11/21/2019 4:05:12 PM ekotoons HELD ON TO A 

6WEEK OLD POST

11/21/2019 4:05:13 PM jenn24569351 Q sent me too

11/21/2019 4:05:14 PM prmd21801759 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS 

Look here 🤓 https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1197502058091311106 …

11/21/2019 4:05:17 PM otter_pink They all are puppets.  #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:05:24 PM carmar_77 Congrats on the Q mention!

11/21/2019 4:05:26 PM scienceismymuse Oh & @Jordan_Sather_

11/21/2019 4:05:28 PM mjpeterson777 Now that is some eye opening stuff right there! 

 This video should be on all the five o'clock news, or at least a commercial during Prime tyme!

 I ♡ Q

11/21/2019 4:05:37 PM wwg1wga41020 Sheep

11/21/2019 4:05:37 PM jaydansac1 Bingo!

11/21/2019 4:05:38 PM thethiagocortes  pic.twitter.com/Adl6e7st5y

11/21/2019 4:05:40 PM ikeepstandingup Qongratulations!  Q Sent Us. 

We are the News Now. pic.twitter.com/6FeEGcQsLo

11/21/2019 4:05:42 PM mrqhouse Q sent me... #4amtalkingpoints

11/21/2019 4:05:42 PM madge642 Q sent me!!

11/21/2019 4:05:45 PM izalright  pic.twitter.com/7U7dVmNhsz

11/21/2019 4:05:48 PM tronrud_linda Q sent us. WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 4:05:49 PM not2bz4you Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This video sez it all :)  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/21/2019 4:05:49 PM beebeezee1 Q sent me.

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/OuymNfTc4y

11/21/2019 4:05:51 PM texian45 #QAnon sent me.

11/21/2019 4:05:55 PM magaprac WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:06:00 PM pitsr4me CQNGRATULATIONS‼️ 🐸 kek

11/21/2019 4:06:00 PM shea_life Q sent me ! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:06:06 PM mister_chard hey anon, you got some sauce for this clip? Would really like to share on fakebook.

11/21/2019 4:06:06 PM conservativedrc #WWG1WGA

Congratulations!

What an Honor! pic.twitter.com/6XiHmM5b7L

11/21/2019 4:06:08 PM nabonnand I stopped watching all tv news at least 10 months ago. First time I broke my vow was to record impeachment scam so I could fast forward thru Dems. I 

can watch clips people post & not get riled up, but thru tv I would get highly agitated & yell. No tv news=peace. Try it👍🏻😬

11/21/2019 4:06:09 PM lisagray_ Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:06:10 PM mudblood54  pic.twitter.com/DmsF36MFzy

11/21/2019 4:06:10 PM akshaugs @KATUNews @SaleskyKATU #CongratsyoumadetheQs

11/21/2019 4:06:10 PM princess_dd_80 Just wow

11/21/2019 4:06:10 PM griffittsharon Congratulations you’ve been Q’d. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:06:10 PM bakerlnrd Aww. Social media has taken your job and your butt hurt is showing!

11/21/2019 4:06:11 PM namaste76442420 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #wakeupamerica #FactsMatter #UnitedNotDivided #KAG2020 #Declas #DoNothingDemocrats pic.twitter.com/8vkHdTLZB0

11/21/2019 4:06:16 PM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/SicNN6mPvx

11/21/2019 4:06:17 PM faithman Thought control from MSM controllers designed to control your mind....”extremely dangerous to our democracy”. Why think when they take care of 

that whole messy process for you?

11/21/2019 4:06:20 PM warybear Yes, Sinclair Broadcasting who forced their affiliate anchors to all read this message is continuing to also force them to air pro-Trump propaganda 

stories to this day.

11/21/2019 4:06:22 PM raquel19751812  pic.twitter.com/Bgr6amT0BW

11/21/2019 4:06:22 PM olescrumptyhoe Q sent me!!!

🇺🇸WWG1WGA🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:06:24 PM eyeofgodhead AMAZING; GREAT INFO THE ANALYZE AND PROGRESS FORWARD.

11/21/2019 4:06:25 PM sitagidu Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:06:26 PM peggyjohnson76 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:06:28 PM weaver_loom 4am talking points sent to all media

11/21/2019 4:06:32 PM muriahthewolf We are all Q pic.twitter.com/aVb5sMfRlm

11/21/2019 4:06:40 PM unirone7 Q

11/21/2019 4:06:40 PM mile_voli_disk0 Congratulations on being Q'd pic.twitter.com/ilwVKYUggk

11/21/2019 4:06:44 PM ninjananny57 🤦🏻♀️

11/21/2019 4:06:47 PM planotexican Q sent me here for a reason. Nothing can stop what’s coming. Nothing. #greatawakening #qanon #WWG1WGA #ibor

11/21/2019 4:06:48 PM dashdink #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:06:48 PM morec1027 Where can I get a link of this video so I can share to those that don't have Twitter. Please!!

11/21/2019 4:06:52 PM lightseeker71 Q Sent Me. Congratulations on being Q'ed. Excellent video compilation!

11/21/2019 4:06:54 PM qpatriot4djt We are the news now. #Q



11/21/2019 4:06:58 PM teeleecc Q sent me!!

11/21/2019 4:06:59 PM patricepucket13 Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 4:07:06 PM qnntexas You've been Q'd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Congratulations!

WWG1WGA!!!  pic.twitter.com/m0KViDP2Ur

11/21/2019 4:07:07 PM joanweblovesusa Q sent me. Great video... who is the very top of the chain that supplies the talking points? Inquiring minds want to know.

11/21/2019 4:07:09 PM g00jersey Q sent me! #WWG1WGA #KAG2020 🐸🇺🇸👊🏼 pic.twitter.com/mt4dUTeB3v

11/21/2019 4:07:13 PM arturog68171738 Yes, Q also sent me.

11/21/2019 4:07:14 PM armonialise You've been Q'd.

11/21/2019 4:07:18 PM mei38245401 Thank-Q 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:07:18 PM odinbsmart Its a GUARANTEED REPUBLIC...so how did you miss that??? pic.twitter.com/RyCbBiW5gQ

11/21/2019 4:07:18 PM eeeagleliz Extremely dangerous to our Republic !!! Get it right !!!

11/21/2019 4:07:23 PM d7778sandra #Q sent me  #WWG1WGA #GetInformed pic.twitter.com/fMX1lF9MKA

11/21/2019 4:07:23 PM qnntexas  https://twitter.com/QNNTexas/status/1197666969899720704 …

11/21/2019 4:07:23 PM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/fNNaoAi3ms

11/21/2019 4:07:27 PM designpmg Wow

11/21/2019 4:07:36 PM wildirish216 .

11/21/2019 4:07:41 PM debsprivilege #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:07:44 PM ladeeh_ oh hey chairman graham.

11/21/2019 4:07:45 PM mjb60859876 You are puppets

11/21/2019 4:07:45 PM timothy_p_tweet Guy behind him deserves an award for keeping the poker face throughout!

11/21/2019 4:07:47 PM brokecellphone #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/uIhcO8AtjH

11/21/2019 4:07:47 PM cmrobin711 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:07:50 PM faithman Local news “TrustBots” reading mind control script from HQ.

11/21/2019 4:07:55 PM rattankent Q'ed!

11/21/2019 4:07:55 PM warybear You dolts know this is Sinclair Broadcasting who also forces their affiliates to run pro-Trump propaganda pieces, right?

11/21/2019 4:08:04 PM ceasar369 Every station reads the same script.

11/21/2019 4:08:06 PM dwd20498333  pic.twitter.com/b2V6WpMcCt

11/21/2019 4:08:08 PM katie61793929 Great vid. Thank you. Hope everyone retweets!!!!

11/21/2019 4:08:09 PM thenuch3 Just retweeted, then saw you got Q'd....

11/21/2019 4:08:10 PM gruler Q'd!!!

11/21/2019 4:08:14 PM a39630340 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The news says meteors over MA/NH tonight at 11 PM. Walking into my house at 615PM I saw a "meteor" but I was hoping it was a 

lightship, can you confirm?

11/21/2019 4:08:18 PM openandalive Q sent US!

11/21/2019 4:08:20 PM rushingspirit1 #QSentMe Nice JOB!!! Congrats 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:08:20 PM ladeeh_ qd

11/21/2019 4:08:25 PM _17patriot_ Have you been publicly activated for the next phase? I heard Q had 3 phases, a phase each term.

11/21/2019 4:08:27 PM ekotoons SHE FIRST APPEARED 

IN 2011, WITH MORE 

SECURITY AT B-BERG

THAN ANYONE ELSE

AND SHE'S NEVER

BEEN SEEN AGAIN

IN 2012 A 'LARP' WHO 

CLAIMED TO BE A ROFSCHILD 

OUTCAST SAID SHE WAS MORE 

POWERFUL THAN MR. G S O R O S
11/21/2019 4:08:30 PM mudblood54  pic.twitter.com/Op50Wg9BOj

11/21/2019 4:08:30 PM maggie9684 Disgusting

11/21/2019 4:08:33 PM dbn79 Amazing video

11/21/2019 4:08:35 PM bigdaddyfatwood "this is extremely dangerous to OUR STRANGLEHOLD"

11/21/2019 4:08:36 PM scienceismymuse @Jordan_Sather_  buddy c'mon ...

11/21/2019 4:08:36 PM ekotoons VERY WRONG

11/21/2019 4:08:40 PM realityloominng Q sent me! @Jordan_Sather_ & @kabamur_taygeta are going to LOVE this one ✌️😉

11/21/2019 4:08:41 PM lioness4truth It's a Constitutional Republic.

These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/lgehumEhZi

11/21/2019 4:08:42 PM loveofcountry5  pic.twitter.com/2qOKwiRnDq

11/21/2019 4:08:43 PM stevenw18558197 Q sent us.

11/21/2019 4:08:46 PM dprynce Stupid brainwashers, we are NOT a democracy. Never have been and best never be.

11/21/2019 4:08:47 PM pohligt You've been Q'd! Congrats!⚔🇺🇸💝 pic.twitter.com/v9Du0qf4rZ

11/21/2019 4:08:49 PM dbreeze_1 #sealedindictments have got to be brought out soon.

 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kVQwX9l9HJ5F76x05ic_YnU_Z5yiVS96LbzAOP66EzA …  https://bad-boys.us   https://qmap.pub/cases 

Do your own research. The MSM ain't doing it for us.

 https://i-uv.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/Search-for-Sealed-Indictments-on-Pacer.pdf …  http://pacer.gov  http://qmap.pub 

11/21/2019 4:08:50 PM jwmccann70 this(that)is extremely dangerous to our freedom,our intellectual positivism,our beloved children,our sense of agency in this matrix;ultimately of our 

honored and freely given capability,free will.this is not only dangerous;this is a suppression of what indeed makes us human

11/21/2019 4:08:54 PM ezmoney4ever They are extremely dangerous to our democracy. Isn't this called projection?

11/21/2019 4:08:55 PM lbucisto Q sendis min

11/21/2019 4:09:01 PM kiknasstaknamz3 WWG1WGA...dec 9th...watch your six!!!!

11/21/2019 4:09:03 PM v4v1ndetta Information warfare

There’s more of us than them WWG1WGA 

Congrats on being Qd

11/21/2019 4:09:15 PM xzeroano #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:09:19 PM hiddensoldier1  pic.twitter.com/8HRoNdIRBy

11/21/2019 4:09:19 PM tnvtruthseekers Q sent me!

God bless!

WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 4:09:21 PM arleenfotiu Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:09:21 PM paintsight Sick pic.twitter.com/s9MmvOhnuB

11/21/2019 4:09:26 PM warybear Agree it’s so disturbing that Sinclair Broadcasting forced its affiliates to all read this message and to run weekly pro-Trump propaganda stories.

11/21/2019 4:09:31 PM xharenilx CIA Mockingbird Media chirping away with their 4am talking points @richpriebejr @PBlilkemo

11/21/2019 4:09:40 PM troublebrewing3 Congrats on being Q'ed

11/21/2019 4:09:41 PM bitten6511 Project Mockingbird. Look it up without Google who is also involved. Try duck duck go or brave browser.

11/21/2019 4:09:41 PM lionspaw77 Congrats on being Q’d!  Keep shining the light, we’re almost there!  #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:09:43 PM arisentk Q'd 😎🍿

11/21/2019 4:09:49 PM enade_q Seen this before, still creepy as all hell. pic.twitter.com/owpCv2yhOi

11/21/2019 4:09:50 PM leslie06001559 Qsent me

11/21/2019 4:09:56 PM 7ramona1 Q 😎 🤜 🤛

11/21/2019 4:09:57 PM pmoldenburgmark Q sent me.  Cant wait for 12-9-19.

11/21/2019 4:10:03 PM rudedrew63 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:10:05 PM kennedy_lohr Agreed!  THIS is extreamly dangerous to the Republic!

11/21/2019 4:10:08 PM that_guy_lv Soon pic.twitter.com/M24MQ8q0kT

11/21/2019 4:10:10 PM palmerbird5 #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:10:10 PM sosoaware Weird … My Account is not allowed to retweet !

11/21/2019 4:10:11 PM poppyslovecapu Mockingbird media sharing false news without checking facts first and extremely dangerous to our democracy‼️

YES THEY ARE‼️ #FakeNewsMedia #ExtremelyDangerousToOurDemocracy

11/21/2019 4:10:16 PM mickyray8 ifPeople would justOpen up their eyes and minds, and LOOK Around for Truth - this would be a pitif joke on those organizing these orchestrated Lies 

and brainwash efforts (Agency and their strategist/writers/producers/Controlled Media/API,UPI, etc. /think tanks) to fool Americans

11/21/2019 4:10:17 PM tetraman12  pic.twitter.com/8TehzMj8Pd

11/21/2019 4:10:23 PM azdan505  pic.twitter.com/KcazNBPVkl

11/21/2019 4:10:26 PM ca_principaled Wow! Unbelievable!

#sheeplenomore

11/21/2019 4:10:27 PM mudblood54 @AsiaWALB @WALBNews10 @EmileighTV pic.twitter.com/FwIDlqOPpU

11/21/2019 4:10:30 PM muchfish2 4am talking points sent out daily...

We are the news now! pic.twitter.com/iKR6JrLGet

11/21/2019 4:10:30 PM lisa_giorgi I was told Kim Jung un is a dictator and only allows certain programming and thought that could never happen here. pic.twitter.com/tV9s9WwBJZ

11/21/2019 4:10:32 PM shelschnack  pic.twitter.com/ivmUL8aQVR

11/21/2019 4:10:35 PM kektriton ❌DOWN with ALL #FakeNews!❌

Wakey wakey NORMIES 😴, let the veils be LIFTED! 🙌🏻 Time to HEAL!

 https://twitter.com/fmeonlylol/status/1185944070373294080?s=21 …

#LAMEstreammedia #MSM #Enemedia #programmed #FAKENEWSisCANCELLED #brainwashed #MKUltra #Agenda21 #GodWins✝️ 

pic.twitter.com/3I1OdxfQ0Y

11/21/2019 4:10:40 PM magaginnie Congratulations! You got Q'd!! WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:10:46 PM gordongordon43  pic.twitter.com/kvVIYt2th5

11/21/2019 4:10:48 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/v1McN4uRbm

11/21/2019 4:10:54 PM twitchy80887477 QQQQQQQQQQQQ

TRUMP 2Q2Q

11/21/2019 4:10:57 PM rosesrred0119 Ahhh the echo chamber

11/21/2019 4:11:02 PM steel19741  pic.twitter.com/Z4T0zOYyac

11/21/2019 4:11:03 PM denise4607 Q says Hi!

11/21/2019 4:11:15 PM d6am6ie6n Fucking hilarious if not so scarily the reality.

11/21/2019 4:11:17 PM meljlaake Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:11:18 PM lanettenordqui2 Great job Majestic.....you've been Q'ed! 🇺🇸♥♥🍿

11/21/2019 4:11:20 PM rob30817557  pic.twitter.com/W37OWB1VBU

11/21/2019 4:11:21 PM zmnhrt  pic.twitter.com/2loQH6Qxgi

11/21/2019 4:11:24 PM canadiananon2 Wow, Q posted your tweet. Awesome!

11/21/2019 4:11:33 PM bandbrinkley More ways than one.

11/21/2019 4:11:37 PM mithoheri Q sent

Congratulations

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

#CoVfefe

🇩🇪⚓🇺🇸 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/1EPFgv0ZGx
11/21/2019 4:11:38 PM pink1huggs #QSENTME pic.twitter.com/vZ755qmJ5W

11/21/2019 4:11:39 PM qam5959 Q Sent me too lol 🥊👍🏼🙃😊🙋♀️

11/21/2019 4:11:42 PM chiefdreyfus #Q sent me 👍

11/21/2019 4:11:42 PM maxhayzz  https://twitter.com/MaxHayzz/status/1197668823220002817 …

11/21/2019 4:11:45 PM phreddf Q sent me.

Congrats on being Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:11:46 PM mattwthomp Wow!

11/21/2019 4:11:53 PM finnilatodd  pic.twitter.com/GgD57X6PTE

11/21/2019 4:11:53 PM andrew_fayal This is extremely disgusting!!! We are not sheep!!! We are awakening

11/21/2019 4:11:57 PM mongrelglory You've been Q'd MJ-12!  Awesome! 😁

11/21/2019 4:11:57 PM paradigmshift45 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:11:58 PM pamnedohin You've been Q'd ❤️

11/21/2019 4:12:02 PM guinnbonnie #ImpeachmentFarce #FailedCoup

11/21/2019 4:12:05 PM sherrylynn4545 QQQQQQQQQ

11/21/2019 4:12:05 PM bbbbcubed Remind people that humans apparently have NATURAL Cannabis receptors.

 https://www.caymanchem.com/Literature/%E2%80%8Bcannabinoid-receptors …

11/21/2019 4:12:09 PM codytidwell9 I posted this a while back. Scary isnt it

11/21/2019 4:12:09 PM redheadnae_tate Isn't that Qte?

11/21/2019 4:12:11 PM absparrow Sounds like social media is a viable threat to network news.

11/21/2019 4:12:15 PM allthingsoz Q sent me!



11/21/2019 4:12:17 PM deafguyfortrump Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:12:17 PM usernamedawn3 Information warfare.

Q

11/21/2019 4:12:21 PM seqlusion Q sent me. Regards.

11/21/2019 4:12:22 PM realcarlgoodwin Q sent Me!!!

11/21/2019 4:12:27 PM jeanenev Q~ed pic.twitter.com/8CXoe2Cd0Q

11/21/2019 4:12:27 PM guinnbonnie Media Puppets

11/21/2019 4:12:28 PM samuelwhittemo6 Great find

Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:12:37 PM i_am_jemila Q sent me. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:12:48 PM moemc8 So glad! People can stop calling you a larp now.  ThankQ for all you do Majestic 12.  WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:12:49 PM tjh969hand 🇺🇸🐸🦅🍿😊

11/21/2019 4:12:50 PM reese0325 This is frightening! Propaganda that the old Soviet block would be envious of!

11/21/2019 4:12:53 PM mickyray8 but the Jews that started the early Networks Knew

11/21/2019 4:12:53 PM delmartruther  pic.twitter.com/QqiBaMkWiw

11/21/2019 4:12:53 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1197669010793533440 …

11/21/2019 4:12:54 PM connorpholt Liar. Disturbed, demented liar.

11/21/2019 4:13:00 PM willowblindjack Q'd 👏👊 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/tND5DMXy9Z

11/21/2019 4:13:06 PM nicolep2327 Happy🎶 Q day to you🎶!

11/21/2019 4:13:10 PM littllemel It’s like no one but us noticed 🤷♀️

11/21/2019 4:13:11 PM ladrivelive They all drink the same bad water

11/21/2019 4:13:12 PM faith000005 link?

11/21/2019 4:13:12 PM xstymiex Congrats on getting Q’d!

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/Ncjm0PmUdQ

11/21/2019 4:13:15 PM paxtonpenny WWG1WGA.  Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:13:16 PM delmartruther  pic.twitter.com/F56Wki5lCy

11/21/2019 4:13:16 PM gilfordsheri Puppets on Collective Mind Control Scheme. 

Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:13:38 PM thedunk96 #UgotQed

11/21/2019 4:13:40 PM goddog1954 Q baby!

11/21/2019 4:13:40 PM gord55369095 Q sent me!  Good for you!

11/21/2019 4:13:41 PM steveyeasting Communist MSM will be charged with violations of the freedom of speach amendment, partisan lies to subvert an election and thier willing 

participation in this NWO Coup on American Democracy. Then all that will be left is the real news on social media! Wake up America.

11/21/2019 4:13:44 PM mtkernow Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:13:44 PM delmartruther  pic.twitter.com/7T4KFFeNXS

11/21/2019 4:13:47 PM mikethewop Q

11/21/2019 4:13:50 PM rcsvo Q sent us!

11/21/2019 4:13:51 PM unitedredwhite1 Yay! Q confirmed- I knew it!!

11/21/2019 4:13:52 PM oatesgoats Taking their marching orders

11/21/2019 4:13:56 PM wokemasses WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:13:59 PM realnachokitty Brilliant, Powerful message. Whoever edited this should be proud!👏👏👏👏

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:14:00 PM septembersrain Welcome to why I prefer to fucking read everything.

11/21/2019 4:14:03 PM pmcsupertuners Who's the bots?

11/21/2019 4:14:04 PM roarquiet Once you know it's happening it becomes obvious they all get the same talking points... #Qanon pic.twitter.com/eYRlagGxhA

11/21/2019 4:14:05 PM mattp_says Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:14:07 PM comicgirl302312 Q says wassup!

11/21/2019 4:14:10 PM daude2017 These freaks are extremely dangerous to our democracy. #programming

11/21/2019 4:14:14 PM tweetychell This is so creepy & Orwellian. Disturbing on every level!

11/21/2019 4:14:16 PM vde_fashion QQQQQQQQQQ

11/21/2019 4:14:23 PM ppbinvestments THIS is extremely dangerous to our democracy.  

Mirror!!

11/21/2019 4:14:27 PM irah_chandler I believe so

11/21/2019 4:14:29 PM annfollowstruth  pic.twitter.com/R6p7AC4xIY

11/21/2019 4:14:30 PM celebratingaus In the alphabet, it comes after P but before R..

11/21/2019 4:14:31 PM waiting4et ThanQ

11/21/2019 4:14:37 PM hd_galle Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/lR7qVzMI2Q

11/21/2019 4:14:39 PM writermaven @WriterMaven

This MK CONTROL  PROGRAMME shows it all.

PROJECT MOCKINGBIRD is AN MK ULTRA PROGRAMME that is STILL FLYING HIGH!

Peace 

B

11/21/2019 4:14:40 PM sbell2765 Q sent me too! Who really controls the narrative?  Are you all puppets?  Your money will mean nothing once the puppetmasters have your souls.

11/21/2019 4:14:44 PM candygi27563290 This a lie and major BS.  Believe if you will,  I chose to think for myself and not follow a bunch of babbling mocking bird.

11/21/2019 4:14:44 PM larsonandrewc Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:14:47 PM guinnbonnie Information Warfare via MSM propoganda. Dont be sheeple.  Think for yourself. Why are they pushing this narrative?

Control?

11/21/2019 4:14:52 PM ussnavybrat Wow. #WakeUpAmerica #DarkToLight

11/21/2019 4:14:58 PM chrismccarron7 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:15:01 PM 2puggy Q'd

11/21/2019 4:15:04 PM commandapanda_v I have been here b4.

11/21/2019 4:15:11 PM sjh2222 Well done! 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:15:11 PM joyful_anon Congratulations! You've been Q'ed! 😀 pic.twitter.com/LfwqnBqXwA

11/21/2019 4:15:15 PM timbomilld Mocking bird Media !! The end result ! Q-sent me pic.twitter.com/K3zLG18JnS

11/21/2019 4:15:20 PM lurqmoar Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/aGWuNIRxBr

11/21/2019 4:15:21 PM justincrabtre31 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:15:34 PM richoeg Q sent us

11/21/2019 4:15:39 PM sabeemer Our de-mock-racy...

11/21/2019 4:15:42 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/Ya9kwheWZu

11/21/2019 4:15:43 PM alienmineseries  pic.twitter.com/KxnNvQQYXT

11/21/2019 4:15:48 PM happykat9 #Epsteindidntkillhimself



11/21/2019 4:15:53 PM beloved_infidel  pic.twitter.com/TIQyp8UyYO

11/21/2019 4:16:00 PM fmf67 Q sent me and I fucking want answers

11/21/2019 4:16:01 PM sporttrak Qd

11/21/2019 4:16:05 PM kaniel_outis_17 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:16:08 PM irah_chandler Congrats on a Q acknowledgment

11/21/2019 4:16:14 PM bethrcarrington Sent by Q

11/21/2019 4:16:15 PM mattcottrill3 Q sent me 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:16:20 PM monkey_weather Hiya M12! 

Yup, Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 4:16:20 PM cloudlesssulph We Are The News Now ‼ American Patriots Let's Rise Up 🔥 What Are We Going To Do🔥 Yellow Vest Time ✊WWG1WGA Q Sent Us We Are An ARMY

 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:16:22 PM hrmnya Q sent me. #KillTheMockingbird #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/LJmMcQlmHy

11/21/2019 4:16:23 PM gator2900 Q'd        Do they count on the fact that people [human psyche] are more prone to believe something if heard over-and-over again by different ‘trusted’ 

sources? 

Do ‘echo chamber’ tactics provide validation / credibility to the topic/point

11/21/2019 4:16:26 PM sherryprpl Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:16:30 PM bates6 #QSentMe

#MockingBirdMedia Are The #EnemyOfThePeople #WeAreTheNewsNow 

CONGRATULATIONS! #ThankQ #DigitalSoldiers pic.twitter.com/3rB2QcaR0j

11/21/2019 4:16:37 PM ilovegoodcarma Brilliant!

Bravo! 

Congratulations!💐

☝️You've been Q'd.

11/21/2019 4:16:40 PM nmmom4 We are BORG... Resistance is futile!  Man, this video creeped me WAY OUT!

11/21/2019 4:16:44 PM culperanna THIS IS extremely dangerous to the WORLD!

11/21/2019 4:16:47 PM 8i8infinity8i8 Q'd up

11/21/2019 4:16:52 PM winningwwg1wga Qwe are DIGITAL SOLDIERS 

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT'S COMING NOT EVEN #FAKENEWS

11/21/2019 4:16:54 PM lee74134 Wow!  Like puppets being controlled by the puppet master.  Amazing to see how their narrative duplicates itself.  What happened to individual 

thought?

11/21/2019 4:16:55 PM thejudgeito This is why the sheep continue to live in the dark.

11/21/2019 4:16:55 PM jacky_lope I wonder, where [they] learn speaking like that. The German news anchorpeople, they have a way of speaking - it's creeepy as hell👹: Their intonation, 

their facial expressions, how they are rolling their eyes...

There must be a school where they are learning this.

#MSM #qanon

11/21/2019 4:16:58 PM 1kevinpmoriarty Q sent me, Q sent us, we are all Q #WWG1GWA

#Q #RedPill #TrumpTheEstablishment #KAG2020 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🌎✌️

11/21/2019 4:17:04 PM maps_cat Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:17:08 PM 1776ninja #SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/Y96lZlvFba

11/21/2019 4:17:11 PM jo_qpatriot Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think Group think 

Group think Group think Group think 

THINK FOR YOURSELF!

#WWG1GWA #RABBITHOLE #QANON #MAGA #KAG2020 #Trump2020Landslide

11/21/2019 4:17:12 PM unitedredwhite1 So who is the "outside entity" CF? Who controls CF? Who is at the first string?

11/21/2019 4:17:18 PM asitwasintheda1 You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:17:22 PM tuesday28601463  pic.twitter.com/lPlfPlHPT7

11/21/2019 4:17:23 PM razztaz2016 Saw this b4 but Q sent me back.

11/21/2019 4:17:23 PM thespaceviking2 HERE WE COME BOOOOY!!!!!

11/21/2019 4:17:31 PM cny_micaa how do I share this video elsewhere? Anyone?

11/21/2019 4:17:32 PM jamesmichaelpr1 George Orwell couldn't have penned a better line of cynicism and controlled narrative than: "This is extremely dangerous to our democracy."

11/21/2019 4:17:37 PM eyeofth86904043 Congrats!

11/21/2019 4:17:38 PM davidco12369224 Messages Sent😉

#EpsteinCoverup #ImpeachmentHearing

#TheyGotCaught #impeachment #QuidProJoe pic.twitter.com/C7kRNmmuHr

11/21/2019 4:17:41 PM vpete4545 Message changes Daily...

11/21/2019 4:17:43 PM jaynedeering This is an extremely excellent way to show members of our democracy who the enemy of the people is.

11/21/2019 4:17:48 PM cindy_mcgriff  pic.twitter.com/QTFHe6oE1X

11/21/2019 4:17:55 PM kitchmerv One of those anchors/stations is my local news. Smh

11/21/2019 4:17:56 PM supercoolhappy_ Q sent me - congrats!

11/21/2019 4:18:02 PM theseekerfinds 4am talking points.

11/21/2019 4:18:09 PM kiwibliss1 It isn't too hard to be a free thinker. Love u Q

11/21/2019 4:18:10 PM chichochacho1 Q-ed!!! wwg1wga.

11/21/2019 4:18:15 PM steevethebaker 4 10 20

11/21/2019 4:18:18 PM arowdy_txn  pic.twitter.com/nqleqHIoos

11/21/2019 4:18:20 PM mkwyzlic Thank Q for sharing this significant piece. What is propaganda? How does it control the masses?

11/21/2019 4:18:21 PM texased58 Q Sent Me..Great Work 🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:18:27 PM ford97417 Hi .......... Q sent me .............. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:18:28 PM babe_baltimore They are extremely dangerous to our republic!

11/21/2019 4:18:29 PM boss3she Yay!!! Congrats!!!!! #GodBlessAmerica

11/21/2019 4:18:31 PM dg88775871 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:18:32 PM lmcg222 🔥

11/21/2019 4:18:38 PM crranekaren Puppets...

11/21/2019 4:18:38 PM k_starock  pic.twitter.com/x1v2PXtlDx

11/21/2019 4:18:43 PM dirkdashing2 Wow!. Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:18:48 PM mutts4me_sherri You’ve been Q’ed, congrats.

11/21/2019 4:18:48 PM spezzanojr Mainstream media is what is extremely dangerous to our democracy.... no one believes you anymore.... your slanted one side and ONLY one sided 

rhetoric is a disgrace... thank GOD for social media.... btw, that’s how PRESIDENT TRUMP BEAT YOU ALL

11/21/2019 4:18:52 PM stevierayp2 Wow.

11/21/2019 4:18:52 PM lmcg222 WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:18:54 PM carolina4potus  pic.twitter.com/HYqBIsQHZU



11/21/2019 4:18:54 PM naturallymrsmee Q Sent Us All!🥂

Put On The Full Armour of God!

Fight Fight Fight!🇺🇸

Patriots United!

WWG1WGA👊WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/WTyWGL2mDj

11/21/2019 4:18:54 PM razztaz2016 🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:18:55 PM bunnynanci #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:18:57 PM patriotsunite19 Very few know we are a "Corporation" under Admiralty Law amazing how many think the gold fringe in on there because it "looks pretty".

11/21/2019 4:19:01 PM bucksmedic36 Mockingbird Media

11/21/2019 4:19:04 PM rawtalk333v2 #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 4:19:07 PM ohiostevefrom "This" being THEM.

11/21/2019 4:19:12 PM _the_psychonaut Actually, it does seem like they did say he was groomed, though they say he may be unaware he was speaking to “them”. 

Type “@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 groomed” into your search and you will see all the posts he used the word groomed

11/21/2019 4:19:13 PM als1976  pic.twitter.com/U5kqfF0SmA

11/21/2019 4:19:14 PM mooopapa Ok ok I think he knows by now Q sent you.

11/21/2019 4:19:17 PM ceestave We are under attack, but what’s worse is .... our kids are being slaughtered. #WakeUpAmerica #Agenda2030 POPULATION GROWTH CONTROL!! 

Sterilization in kid vaccines, aluminum, EMF, GMO, social engineering, cancer.. chimerism...

11/21/2019 4:19:23 PM dabigez62 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:19:30 PM ngeeene Let’s get some #Qanon pic.twitter.com/qggEZNFsV3

11/21/2019 4:19:31 PM livingursula You ROCK! Thank Q!!!

11/21/2019 4:19:43 PM outlawssocietal Q sent us

11/21/2019 4:19:46 PM iii_frogs Wow. Pictures AND a thousand words . . . "Information warfare." --Q

You have to watch the video clip to really understand the effect.

11/21/2019 4:19:46 PM karma4event201 Who is feeling suicidal 🤔

11/21/2019 4:19:47 PM penchant4fowl  pic.twitter.com/FfMtFnTeaX

11/21/2019 4:19:50 PM chazrocks01 They are so stupid

11/21/2019 4:20:04 PM maxennialfalcon Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:20:08 PM melmiller777  pic.twitter.com/fpKUBHUhmp

11/21/2019 4:20:11 PM briantr79532849 Q sent US ... All of us... and yes this IS "extremely dangerous to our democracy " ...

11/21/2019 4:20:14 PM nina45341111 Q sent me.👍

11/21/2019 4:20:18 PM nanof4knights Project Mockingbird alive and sick as ever! Q sent me 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:20:25 PM hydejekyl67  pic.twitter.com/9owaQcJ6Ss

11/21/2019 4:20:28 PM rgmqsentus Now that's the facts as MSM reports them.   God Bless our Republic for witch it stands one Nation Under GOD.

11/21/2019 4:20:34 PM turboxyde 👁

🍿

👇

"On a bold crusade, in the realm of shade!

What a show! (What a show!)

Behold! (Behold!)

The dawn of a million souls!

Yeah!" https://youtu.be/cHcAs-dsJDQ 
11/21/2019 4:20:34 PM unitedredwhite1 I tried- I start feeling too frustrated lol I never listen very long

11/21/2019 4:20:35 PM melmiller777  pic.twitter.com/VbplkL1kJg

11/21/2019 4:20:36 PM flipflopflo55 Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 4:20:41 PM vrohd07 lokolol lets gooooo

11/21/2019 4:20:48 PM msmtank  pic.twitter.com/YXU2j80c1I

11/21/2019 4:20:50 PM phizzice6 Wake up!

11/21/2019 4:20:50 PM raubie229  pic.twitter.com/4q6awjl3WN

11/21/2019 4:20:52 PM 222714ftw 🙏🇺🇸222

11/21/2019 4:20:56 PM mithoheri Epstein didn't kill himself.

11/21/2019 4:20:57 PM rz5brown Q SENT ME

11/21/2019 4:20:58 PM bollsdave Q sent me too!😱🤩

The masses are waking up quickly watching 👀this 

Impeachment sham

WWG1WGA 

MAGA 

Popcorn ready 🍿🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:21:00 PM kstewskisaz Bingo. Rise and shine, folks. pic.twitter.com/DjdRKxtXwG

11/21/2019 4:21:00 PM wonderw54248214 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:21:00 PM mmoaanons Q Patriots here. Please follow us!

11/21/2019 4:21:00 PM padrediablo Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:21:01 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1115976349225590784 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/21/2019 4:21:03 PM jordan_sather_ Why would MJ12 shared the idea I was "groomed" if I was never groomed by anyone? Obviously they're lying about something.

11/21/2019 4:21:13 PM 808jd  pic.twitter.com/XR5sR9pI1u

11/21/2019 4:21:15 PM sir_lancelot74 Q sent me, but it was a short trip.  I was half way there already.

11/21/2019 4:21:16 PM juniort22163107 YOU BEEN Q'ED...Q SENT ME

11/21/2019 4:21:18 PM tiltfinger ☝️☝️☝️☝️

This is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

Parroting the propaganda of the handlers.

11/21/2019 4:21:18 PM yonts4242 Bunch of repeaters. MAGA WWG1WGA🇺🇸⭐🇺🇸⭐🇺🇸⭐🇺🇸⭐

11/21/2019 4:21:31 PM sheeradee SMH. Who fo we trust?  Nobody.

11/21/2019 4:21:32 PM twitch_64 Thank goodness we are a constitutional republic then.... Q!

11/21/2019 4:21:32 PM jbeans66 Congratulations!!! #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/7NnMYPo17p

11/21/2019 4:21:33 PM aumonemaison Just WOW! Frankly, this is scary as hell.

11/21/2019 4:21:36 PM americangrl1969 Congrats! You’ve been Q’d! pic.twitter.com/U6Ku3SaZiJ

11/21/2019 4:21:38 PM reddog0468 Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:21:38 PM greatfulpatriot Q showed me

Q let me decide

Q supported my journey

Q reminded me

Q respected me

Q wept with me

Q followed me

I am the news

I am Q
11/21/2019 4:21:39 PM yardscapedesign SHEEP 🐑 NO MORE!!!!!! 🇺🇸 AMERICA 🇺🇸 IS WAKING UP TO THE 🐃💩!!!!!!

11/21/2019 4:21:41 PM q_4all_ Except, we are a Republic, not a Democracy.

11/21/2019 4:21:41 PM pray4theu Mockingbird echo chamber 

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:21:49 PM karma4event201 Do you know if he is already in Broward Co Florida or on hood in another state?

11/21/2019 4:21:52 PM keithjohnson78 Amazing!

11/21/2019 4:21:52 PM eternaleeyores those farging iceholes!

11/21/2019 4:21:54 PM crlord14 It's believed that some of them are under threat by their handlers of being fired or of harm to members of their families.  In my estimation that's not a 

good excuse.  Heroes find ways to rise and stand for truth.  The price of freedom is costly but someone always has to pay it..

11/21/2019 4:21:55 PM nwgsrider Borg!

11/21/2019 4:22:02 PM 1zico Fake news.....extremely dangerous to our democracy!

suppp Q?

11/21/2019 4:22:04 PM jace_eason Mind control at it’s finest #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:22:13 PM fkamezo I agree.  C _ A news is extremely dangerous to our Republic.    C_A news must come to an end.  Operation Mockingbird must be fully exposed and 

outlawed forever.  DS criminals days of running a muck in this country are numbered.  PAIN coming soon to a DS actor near you!

11/21/2019 4:22:14 PM beavershelby Q sent me🇱🇷🇱🇷🇱🇷

11/21/2019 4:22:16 PM aquastar4 They want to keep their control of your mind. That’s why social media was so powerful in getting out different opinions. So now a push to 

censor/control the socials. Get where this is going?

11/21/2019 4:22:18 PM 1104mann Here is the same clip more condensed...(Q sent me) pic.twitter.com/BL4nU2q4d5

11/21/2019 4:22:29 PM promytheuz77 I just love the 17th letter in the alphabet

11/21/2019 4:22:31 PM mmoaanons Q's the Boss

11/21/2019 4:22:33 PM nancymkq Sup pic.twitter.com/SLZWGt6hOg

11/21/2019 4:22:36 PM kahsmick Q Sent Us

Asymmetrical Warfare Is Real pic.twitter.com/O8ip4AMMpj

11/21/2019 4:22:39 PM rustimccollum Q brought me here.

11/21/2019 4:22:39 PM foolme1ce  pic.twitter.com/VLySOI7hkh

11/21/2019 4:22:57 PM tenntcb  pic.twitter.com/bBlK8JWyKR

11/21/2019 4:22:59 PM raalphjoones2 Some son of a botching fargin icehole

11/21/2019 4:23:01 PM pennystockbot Did you guys watch the video?

This is extremely dangerous to our democracy.  😁

11/21/2019 4:23:04 PM froopysnotebook Q sent us

11/21/2019 4:23:08 PM kimmyschaal Its 5 now. DISNEY OWNS FOX

11/21/2019 4:23:08 PM leanord_ford Q'ed you are.

11/21/2019 4:23:09 PM theqniversity I showed this video in my Freshman Composition classes a year ago. I caught hell for it.

11/21/2019 4:23:10 PM robertkidner What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?

What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? 

What happens when the news is no longer free from bias? 

What happens when the news is no longer reliable?

11/21/2019 4:23:11 PM sheilay18209283  pic.twitter.com/15eerQdQUM

11/21/2019 4:23:12 PM trumpredpill  pic.twitter.com/rUq0wFs62U

11/21/2019 4:23:22 PM jbwallace #WWG1GWA #WeAreQ pic.twitter.com/TE3ROpBV29

11/21/2019 4:23:29 PM leoluvq New is fake - 3 am talking points

11/21/2019 4:23:32 PM dotbliss Extremely dangerous to our democracy. 

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 👋Q pic.twitter.com/zDrOaVEC5W

11/21/2019 4:23:38 PM karma4event201 Mossad CIA 

That is why his first arrest & jail was so easy on him.

11/21/2019 4:23:40 PM boomwain So damn disgusting.  But they are exposed. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:23:43 PM sgerros Fox is extremely dangerous to our democracy!

11/21/2019 4:23:48 PM artbentleymusic Dirty Laundry by the Eagles drummer

11/21/2019 4:23:58 PM cwright1500 All I hear is same script.

11/21/2019 4:24:06 PM 7alon Been watching this acc for some time now. What is going on here?

Regardless, WWG1WGA! Hello fellow Patriots! #QAnon

11/21/2019 4:24:11 PM handsomesean1 Mockingbird bird gotta mock. You got Q'd

11/21/2019 4:24:16 PM mitchel91318615 Check USA Today article for full statement. Mockingbird support for POTUS

11/21/2019 4:24:21 PM eternaleeyores My mother said that to me once.

Once.

11/21/2019 4:24:25 PM scottfreeforq  pic.twitter.com/ZPG6PT4YuL

11/21/2019 4:24:26 PM gregirving14 Very good point , predicted

4am

Favourite anon sent me

11/21/2019 4:24:27 PM blufromhoo #WWG1WGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-_5JJmNB6E …

11/21/2019 4:24:31 PM snowflake2water that was fucking scary

11/21/2019 4:24:33 PM treasurrecord Q sent me WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:24:39 PM newton0121 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:24:43 PM clydemeboy Who writes and approves the universal script?

11/21/2019 4:24:46 PM blankmarlo Define groomed? You've never ever once gotten advice or help from any insiders/military/Intel people? Would you even know if you had?

11/21/2019 4:24:58 PM lambj19 We don't live in a democracy

11/21/2019 4:24:59 PM patriotdreamerz  pic.twitter.com/12yeeRv39v

11/21/2019 4:25:03 PM lillisa4005 Wow! Pathetic and alarming at the same time. Controlled arm of the Clown Intelligence Agency

11/21/2019 4:25:08 PM susanlane21 Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:25:08 PM turboxyde "Oooh, I can see forever!

Oh! On the wings of dreams I fly!

Is this real, is this real or just a fantasy?

What awaits me now? What?"

11/21/2019 4:25:09 PM waltosborne It's all of them, FOX, ABC, CBS etc etc. Very creepy. Critical thinking is imperative if we're going to win this war. Get the word out wherever the 

opportunity presents itself. Be more relentless than the other side and never give up!

11/21/2019 4:25:16 PM lovemytrump2020 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/Of6gz4mxr9

11/21/2019 4:25:18 PM tyandrockyk I see FOX, CBS, ABC, NBC and more all getting the same script...🧐

11/21/2019 4:25:23 PM lynchsal This is extremely dangerous to a make believe democracy. Q sent me too.

11/21/2019 4:25:36 PM k_starock Congratulation on being Q'd

#QArmy pic.twitter.com/egVRlUSvh0

11/21/2019 4:25:38 PM paytonpatriot Q post 3614,

 Did Q just reference @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Or

Did @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q itself 

😂😂😂

11/21/2019 4:25:40 PM fmeonlylol It is SO on right now! Let’s GOOO!👁🗨🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

#ItsTIME #DarkToLight #QAnon #MAJESTIC #S4 #FutureProvesPast #HighestClassification #ProjectLookingGlass #InformationWarfare 

pic.twitter.com/0DezCqDxBe

11/21/2019 4:25:56 PM jenniferseider  pic.twitter.com/a9pormOkNC

11/21/2019 4:25:56 PM toddritchie6 They keep saying democracy. 

We are a Constitutional Republic. pic.twitter.com/w0yZcYHlG0

11/21/2019 4:26:02 PM bscott40 We are a Republic

11/21/2019 4:26:09 PM lisawel08040568  pic.twitter.com/14xhbLFAkW

11/21/2019 4:26:09 PM jojo21 Congrats on being Q’d!! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:26:09 PM schlipdog Been following a time now.

Q sent me💪🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:26:14 PM blondepatti1 Congratulations on being Q'd.

#WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 4:26:17 PM erikami51314289 Q 's ARMY is here.🔥🔨🍿

11/21/2019 4:26:21 PM sagacbd Q sent me. Help out a fellow Patriot and download the Brave Browser. Block Ads. Get Paid. Screw Chrome http://www.brave.com/sag306 

11/21/2019 4:26:38 PM slamm68 You have been Q'ed

11/21/2019 4:26:40 PM bryanfarless Cheese and crackers...I felt like I was being hypnotized.

11/21/2019 4:26:42 PM libertyrings3 Q sent me!! 👀on! Enjoying the show🍿 We are watching you ⏲ up!!!

11/21/2019 4:26:44 PM izzybelle1964 #WWG1WGA - Q sent me #fakenewsmedia is public enemy #1

11/21/2019 4:26:51 PM zshareli Was "this is extremely dangerous to our democracy" a 4:00 am talking point?

11/21/2019 4:26:53 PM mi144_ri16p3r  pic.twitter.com/i1An1w9rBe

11/21/2019 4:26:59 PM 1985_bttf 🏆🥳 

Congrats on being Q'ed

11/21/2019 4:26:59 PM tarotpractical Sent by Q 🇱🇷

11/21/2019 4:27:05 PM julzee21 Nice you got Q'd!..:D #wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:27:08 PM askesis369 So you're claiming, as an information aggregator, that you are the source of all the information you report?

You are not in gov't, and there can be good people in power to give you crucial information. What is Q, if not exactly that? What if you had more 

personalized assistance?

11/21/2019 4:27:08 PM queenofspring Congratulations Majestic 12 ><>

You've Been Q'd ><>

This is Extremely Helpful to our Democracy ><> pic.twitter.com/SIvFUWgeCV

11/21/2019 4:27:09 PM carineth_d 4 AM TALKING POINTS - Vid by: @X22Report

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yj59v-ZI9Ao …

6 corporations own ALL MEDIA:

"media" = any medium that CONTROLS the DISTRIBUTION of INFORMATION. Includes: 24hr news stations, newspapers, publishing houses, Internet 

utilities, & video game developers.

11/21/2019 4:27:15 PM enjoytheqshow1 Through the lens of multiple meanings...

Could this be Snow White?

11/21/2019 4:27:17 PM mystretch4251  pic.twitter.com/zoCbHDUgMG

11/21/2019 4:27:23 PM sunshinesh20 Q sent me !! WWG1WGA!! pic.twitter.com/A16OEqJ28h

11/21/2019 4:27:27 PM jonesy4671 Lol means us that have been following majestic are double woke hahahha

11/21/2019 4:27:32 PM bladebel  pic.twitter.com/xVv3TYs3BU

11/21/2019 4:27:39 PM criggie13  pic.twitter.com/uoB6QBfcQ8

11/21/2019 4:27:52 PM keith369me About time Q directed to MJ12...it’s on

11/21/2019 4:27:58 PM the_texas_tiger Congrats on getting Q'd! #WWG1WGA

 https://qmap.pub/read/3614  pic.twitter.com/iwMGfRacvV

11/21/2019 4:28:13 PM dizoomin Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:28:19 PM aimstarnorcal Q’d

11/21/2019 4:28:19 PM keith369me 3614

11/21/2019 4:28:20 PM thedeplorablem Could it be Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands? pic.twitter.com/5DjOAYauyW

11/21/2019 4:28:24 PM dendumbq  pic.twitter.com/1qf3azTlZy

11/21/2019 4:28:35 PM lindamendenhal5 Sheep no more 🐏🐏🐑

11/21/2019 4:28:36 PM trishafortrump Q sent me!!❤️🇺🇸❤️

11/21/2019 4:28:41 PM indepen37801490 Yup, Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:28:42 PM juliezgay52 Who writes that crap for all the News Channels? Soros?

11/21/2019 4:28:44 PM kamasciarelli  pic.twitter.com/QWIIHjTDKU

11/21/2019 4:28:47 PM raalphjoones2 Lol

11/21/2019 4:28:59 PM washclar3 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:29:13 PM bitflighty Slightly! LOL

11/21/2019 4:29:17 PM kasalser Q sees you🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:29:36 PM barrettwiedemen HOLY.

SHIT.

11/21/2019 4:29:37 PM lindafeathers Congrats...Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/rNGtxYmNMK



11/21/2019 4:29:38 PM debbi41203185 “It’s a danger to our democracy“ whew! that’s a close one...

thank GOD we have a republic. 

MAGA 🇺🇸 WWG1WGA Q

11/21/2019 4:29:45 PM solliff2 Q(udos)

M.J.

11/21/2019 4:29:48 PM davidma13793113 CIA mocking bird media.

11/21/2019 4:29:50 PM hlr1359 Q sent me #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 4:30:00 PM syyhlxx Wow

11/21/2019 4:30:03 PM bodykula8 Dear EVERYONE......

The alarm has just gone off.  Time to WAKE UP and see the real world.

11/21/2019 4:30:07 PM bu_sux2 Does anyone believe the shit the MSM spews any more??  They are truly #FakeNews  people are starting to wake.  What a great time to be alive.  Q 

sent me.

11/21/2019 4:30:09 PM tntreed Q sent me.  Scared say scared.  I think they are!!!!!  Lol #IPOT ##SGTREPORT #X22 #ETC

11/21/2019 4:30:12 PM ngelina_n #Q sent me. #WWG1WGA #SheepNoMore

11/21/2019 4:30:15 PM 17wwg1wga #WWG1WGA #qanonworldwide #Qanon #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:30:15 PM milove131 #QSentMe #FakeNews #EnemyOfThePeople #ExtremelyDangerousToOurDemocracy #QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/BSucQRW11j

11/21/2019 4:30:19 PM thechoiceisyou4 Q sent us!  #qanon #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:30:22 PM mrtraveler02 Here is a little more about the company that owns those stations and forced them to read that script. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sinclair_Broadcast_Group#Political_views …

11/21/2019 4:30:25 PM fourthmatrix The cage, still in search of a bird, finally found the news anchors - they look pretty human, but really they are just a bunch of parrots. #Kafka #MAGA 

#QArmy

11/21/2019 4:30:40 PM alishajane777 Little parrot's echololia.

11/21/2019 4:30:42 PM nosilentconsent Q-gratulations!

11/21/2019 4:30:43 PM thedeplorablem B-Berg started by her father.

11/21/2019 4:30:46 PM woohooyoo They read their scripts without one ounce of self awareness.

11/21/2019 4:30:49 PM tracethetruth Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:30:53 PM shanacurry20 Q sent me 

#FactsMatter

#WWG1WGA

#thegreatawakening

11/21/2019 4:30:57 PM lil_bear219 Q'd right on over here 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:31:06 PM woodkeadd Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:31:11 PM fabulousmndance Qool

11/21/2019 4:31:16 PM mrtraveler02 Sinclair's stations have been known for featuring news content and programming that promote conservative political positions, and have been involved 

in various controversies surrounding politically-motivated programming decisions,

11/21/2019 4:31:19 PM signorino_ellen Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:31:23 PM csblanton1 Congrats on getting Q’d

11/21/2019 4:31:25 PM pr0spectorpaul Me thinks the Council undermining Foreign Relations, criminal globalist war pigs wants to warn us about something, Pavlov ? 

#thursdayvibes #FakeNews #FakeImpeachment

11/21/2019 4:31:25 PM hkk1atworkside1  pic.twitter.com/JkVMX0DEMb

11/21/2019 4:31:30 PM talojoel You got Q'd.

11/21/2019 4:31:39 PM carlkolchak4 Sent by Q congratulations!

11/21/2019 4:31:42 PM milove131 #QAnon #FakeNews #EnemyOfThePeople pic.twitter.com/5XOWgKvpUb

11/21/2019 4:31:44 PM sueschroeder17  pic.twitter.com/L3e7LP1j08

11/21/2019 4:31:45 PM smedley77202346 Q recognized your tweet congratulations 🎉

11/21/2019 4:31:50 PM carineth_d  pic.twitter.com/zfMlSv0dAH

11/21/2019 4:31:52 PM dcacres1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:31:53 PM victoryfitness #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:31:54 PM mikekei19828461 Q. WWG1WGA ✌️

11/21/2019 4:31:57 PM ivivacristorey Congrats, you've been Q'd

#WWG1WGA #QSentMe

11/21/2019 4:31:57 PM alaraofsirius Q sent me👊✨

11/21/2019 4:32:03 PM drawebarbara Ready for a Q sent me March and Rally?

11/21/2019 4:32:10 PM dguyinthehouse Sent by Q

11/21/2019 4:32:11 PM janis_koinm Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:32:14 PM hwtjr66  pic.twitter.com/LVBu6UI3Ll

11/21/2019 4:32:18 PM dwellerwoods 👍🍿

11/21/2019 4:32:21 PM osusana7 Not one bit surprising!

11/21/2019 4:32:23 PM ekotoons GREAT GUESS!

11/21/2019 4:32:27 PM roqo15 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:32:29 PM desertdude88012 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:32:36 PM jijajeto Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:32:37 PM johnatkison Q sent me!  Congratulations on being Q'd.

11/21/2019 4:32:39 PM dhaulinass #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/f0YAPb63gF

11/21/2019 4:32:52 PM bluenosedpirate Q sent me 🇨🇦

11/21/2019 4:32:59 PM castlette7  pic.twitter.com/aFE3Uv7qTR

11/21/2019 4:33:05 PM beaubronson4 Q sent me! We are onto their tactics, and our awareness strips their false power. Keep building this truther community by following @QtheSouth. We 

are smarter than them now!

#QtheSouth

#SheepNoMore

#TogetherWeWin

#KAG2020

#QARMY

11/21/2019 4:33:05 PM daveawwg1wga We are a Constitutional Republic not a Democracy! Big difference! Learn the difference! The MSM (propaganda wing of DNC) has same message, but 

it's a lie!

11/21/2019 4:33:10 PM carineth_d  pic.twitter.com/vpJ1fMAYgo

11/21/2019 4:33:13 PM donrobi16244186 Q sent to witness,

11/21/2019 4:33:15 PM rachashaelgates Q sent me ❤️

11/21/2019 4:33:15 PM ctrl_alt_de1ete We are the News Now pic.twitter.com/4TJ4nkxmmv

11/21/2019 4:33:18 PM magawwg1wgamaga Enemy of the People! ThankQ.

11/21/2019 4:33:34 PM futurefarmer5 Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:33:37 PM ekotoons HILLARY IS BUT A PAWN

TO THESE PUPPETMASTERS

11/21/2019 4:33:39 PM blankmarlo  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1096243414356639745?s=19 …

11/21/2019 4:33:40 PM csmraybon Q sent me.. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:33:51 PM johnthewhite1 Congratulations Patriot, you've been Q'd! pic.twitter.com/5tNr50qjte

11/21/2019 4:33:57 PM tina_frizzell Q sent me

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:34:02 PM awoqenp Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:34:05 PM starrycynthia1 2) political affiliation that is hand-in-hand with globalism and controlled decline of the United States of America? What happens when the news is so 

closely affiliated with a political party that you can't hear different viewpoints? . . .

11/21/2019 4:34:13 PM camamafortrump We are not divided. We see the truth. We see the manipulation. Lock up the criminals, the conspirators, and the cover uppers!! We are united and we 

demand JUSTICE! For the future of our nation and our children, this cannot continue! 🇺🇸WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 4:34:19 PM 174all #Wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:34:21 PM canada4q Can you say.... Fake News!

Marxist Democrats have completely taken over the MSM.

SAME Talking Points to control the Liberal Fools that haven’t clued in yet.

11/21/2019 4:34:23 PM stephdug2 Q sent me - wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:34:24 PM realagent17 You’ve been Q’d!!  Suck it lame stream media!!!

11/21/2019 4:34:26 PM doane34032564 We do not want puppets!

11/21/2019 4:34:27 PM pleiadianshaman You’ve been Q’ed

Does this mean confirmation that all you have said is true?

11/21/2019 4:34:28 PM emoryfa Q

11/21/2019 4:34:33 PM lukemusic  pic.twitter.com/deyY3KYOUE

11/21/2019 4:34:36 PM jesusfreak63_  pic.twitter.com/Ct395VXoYa

11/21/2019 4:34:39 PM reddawn15064568  pic.twitter.com/ddKbobPuNq

11/21/2019 4:34:42 PM gilmourisgod751 FANTASTIC video! Required watching for EVERYONE. Q sent me 🤗.

11/21/2019 4:34:44 PM faithford1961 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:34:47 PM yanks4carolyn Who makes these? Kudos to whoever it is.

11/21/2019 4:34:48 PM byronpatterso20 Projection.   Is extremely dangerous to our democracy.   You were Q’d.

11/21/2019 4:34:52 PM sistergirlusa Q 💃🏽

11/21/2019 4:34:53 PM cnattybumppo  pic.twitter.com/Mfx0Za99VJ

11/21/2019 4:34:54 PM doorknobcharlie [They] are extremely dangerous to our democracy pic.twitter.com/jcTNtziX5A

11/21/2019 4:34:55 PM terrapineyes  pic.twitter.com/7zvmJQgknO

11/21/2019 4:35:01 PM brentsc57413763 Hay newscasters: Are you all puppets...?

Read the script......lol

11/21/2019 4:35:03 PM boblobblaw88 What? You mean TV news is just a BIG LOAD of centrally managed BULLSHIT??? Well how bout dat.🤔 Thank Q!

11/21/2019 4:35:08 PM renee08728213 Q, sent me...These news organizations are used by the left as a brainwashing machine

11/21/2019 4:35:09 PM jonesy4671 I dont get that either but man if everything else theyve said is true 🤯

11/21/2019 4:35:13 PM johnbir48070606 Operation mockingbird media! The main stream media is dead it's just propaganda.

11/21/2019 4:35:13 PM redpillken We Are The New Media. Q Sent US. #WeAreQ #KAG2020.

11/21/2019 4:35:20 PM vern20151 Maybe some can listen to MSM & literally regurgitate their mockingbird echo chamber of propaganda.  Frankly would rather go to the zoo and watch 

monkeys mimic, they have more human emotion, intelligence, logic, facts, & honesty then paid MSM zombies, "The Walking Dead"

11/21/2019 4:35:21 PM bliss01hd WWG1WGA 🇺🇸😎🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/v0oQVbOgXi

11/21/2019 4:35:24 PM canada4q Oh yah... Q Sent me!

11/21/2019 4:35:27 PM condodiva 😅😅😅 mockingbird media strikes again.

11/21/2019 4:35:31 PM danblac05973261 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:35:52 PM agriesticarolyn #QAnon #WWG1WGA 

Q sent us #QArmy

#POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/wdVDTSsSSz

11/21/2019 4:35:53 PM sirfangtgk  pic.twitter.com/VEd7VFu5kW

11/21/2019 4:35:59 PM jp4141 “This is extremely dangerous too our democracy”. Please watch!  MainStream Media is the true danger to our democracy!  Please share! 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/21/2019 4:35:59 PM cleandeepstate  pic.twitter.com/eqdPMQSNgq

11/21/2019 4:36:09 PM plove1776 We are free thinkers. We are Q sent. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:36:11 PM yanks4carolyn Oh yea, Q sent me! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/yRM8jxZgeP

11/21/2019 4:36:15 PM starrycynthia1 3) Why do these mainstream media organizations use the same keywords and catch phrases and who or what entity supplies them?

H/T: Q

11/21/2019 4:36:17 PM whippitydoo It’s across networks-Fox, NBC, ABC and CBS!🤔🤔🤔

11/21/2019 4:36:23 PM aleks8837 Oh fuck me! You are hereby Q'ed! Doesn't that tie things nicely together? 👽😃😉🌎❤️❤️❤️

11/21/2019 4:36:23 PM rainbow06739695 The mockingbird media. Fake news .

11/21/2019 4:36:38 PM mavisj1 Congratulations!!!

Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/IM8GTlMg7E

11/21/2019 4:36:40 PM n5ifi Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:36:41 PM seagoatmm2 MUPPET PUPPETS.....

11/21/2019 4:36:48 PM f17qg #WeAreTheNewsNow

11/21/2019 4:36:53 PM jjrambobonham Amen, brotha!

11/21/2019 4:37:00 PM rick74629609 We know you're lying to us media! 

You've been Qd

11/21/2019 4:37:01 PM j_tronka Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:37:04 PM highupnorse They have been honing their 'craft' for a long time.

11/21/2019 4:37:05 PM qpatriotqusa #QAnon 

God Bless my fellow true American Patriots! pic.twitter.com/P8s4XOiI6J

11/21/2019 4:37:06 PM altimitwill Not surprised you’ve been Q’d. You know the plan.

11/21/2019 4:37:10 PM loveflowrzz Buncha pretty robots.

11/21/2019 4:37:12 PM didl76  pic.twitter.com/HF0PuGQA7X

11/21/2019 4:37:18 PM sine_nomine_17  pic.twitter.com/xSLV4z1G3m

11/21/2019 4:37:32 PM renatatwit Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:37:34 PM melissafast1431 Q sent me too!



11/21/2019 4:37:38 PM chapulincolored #QSentMe

ThanQs Q for "validating" this account.

Props @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ✅

🤣🤣🤣

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/21/2019 4:37:44 PM ford289hyp  pic.twitter.com/fFRAHso6CJ

11/21/2019 4:37:44 PM meauxjo1 #MockingbirdMedia #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/0VOkUuCd93

11/21/2019 4:37:51 PM jimmycandunk Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:37:52 PM childers_lance Congrats

11/21/2019 4:38:10 PM mattmcginn24 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:38:22 PM questfortruth4 You have been Q'd pic.twitter.com/KXpUxDVS2L

11/21/2019 4:38:27 PM 0vze8ew4pjqopk8 Q is right.

11/21/2019 4:38:29 PM jabozoff This is extremely dangerous to our hegemony.

11/21/2019 4:38:31 PM fan51684404 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:38:32 PM weegar62 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:38:34 PM rebecca91063092 Q!!!!!! sent us all.  #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:38:52 PM msnicole1124  pic.twitter.com/dWdHdCWpIs

11/21/2019 4:38:53 PM crushjimmy Time to tear it down.

11/21/2019 4:38:54 PM cubanaparatrum1 Controlling the media. Controlling the mind.

11/21/2019 4:38:57 PM mrbill108 @getvideobot

11/21/2019 4:38:57 PM jvineyard2011 Q sent me too!  Congrats!

11/21/2019 4:39:00 PM jcaito8480 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:39:02 PM ekotoons WE ARE LIVING IT

11/21/2019 4:39:09 PM criminal #fakenews #FakeNewsCNN #fakenewscbs #fakenewsabc #Fakenewsnbc #fakenewsMSNBC #Pathetic

11/21/2019 4:39:25 PM oo1o110 They claimed you were unaware of the grooming... Any 20-something would be.

11/21/2019 4:39:29 PM glamgabber We don't need this fake garbage propoganda.  Awake.  Cued in and Q'd in.

11/21/2019 4:39:39 PM borderfox116 You the #FakeNewsMedia You are the ones that are  extremely dangerous to our democracy.. In 1776 You were reporting to the king of England ..Not 

one word would I believe from  any of you anymore. And that's really sad .

11/21/2019 4:39:40 PM brown_eyedladyj You didn't need to be Q'd. Your information is always on point. Thank you for being the voice to so many.

11/21/2019 4:39:41 PM tomknott10 I'm not sure what I just watched...

11/21/2019 4:39:59 PM covertress The Day Of Rapture Calls

In The Wind

11/21/2019 4:40:07 PM kickboxing67 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:40:11 PM tevet A psychological horror story. A mental 'shower scene' in The Bates Motel

11/21/2019 4:40:12 PM cultcommoncore They might be idiot airheads but they need to be held accountable when it all goes down.  They are undermining our country and for that there must 

be consequences.

11/21/2019 4:40:12 PM yeehahgiddyup These people are extremely stupid! They are all slaves to the deep state which is extremely dangerous to our democracy. Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:40:28 PM texasdeplorabl4 You can’t make this 💩 up!!😂😂😂😂

11/21/2019 4:40:31 PM soonerdunn Mockingbird media all saying the same script. Truly we are the news now! Obviously they’re targeting us now. 

Q’d ❤️reporting for duty.

11/21/2019 4:40:36 PM 329rook Simply fantastic!

 DO ANOTHER ONE!

11/21/2019 4:40:37 PM nthewind518 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:40:38 PM donq_paul Q

11/21/2019 4:40:40 PM redpilledgal Hello fellow Aussie! Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:40:41 PM ez_breezy You've been Q'd Congratulations! pic.twitter.com/cXvi9QRsx0

11/21/2019 4:40:42 PM magack1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:40:43 PM red_rand 🙏🇺🇸😎👍

11/21/2019 4:40:47 PM patriot_is Q sent me.  Lucky you.

11/21/2019 4:40:52 PM amylovesherdogs WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 4:40:53 PM abunnymom Unreal. Sad. Disgusting #FakeNews #PropagandaNews #WWG1WGA #Q

11/21/2019 4:40:54 PM dissenterradio Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:41:02 PM bellomo_t Q sent me!

Amazing people don't notice the scripted lines!

11/21/2019 4:41:02 PM pneciecakes747 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:41:19 PM pleiadianshaman This takes attention to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account for sure. 

People will take a look.

Is this a movement to also increase awareness or a real confirmation of this account sharing legit information?

11/21/2019 4:41:19 PM mare333_ Congrats Q sent us!

Nothing can stop what's coming!

11/21/2019 4:41:28 PM danskat That close up guy with the prolonged spiel towards the beginning is Dave Gonzales from my local station and him and his station are blatantly anti 

Trump. I don’t even watch them anymore.

11/21/2019 4:41:29 PM mysteriesreveal Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:41:33 PM greggthorpe Operation Mockingbird (CIA controlled TV News) is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

11/21/2019 4:41:36 PM floridagigi2 You’ve been “Q” ued!

11/21/2019 4:41:40 PM ssjq5 Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/AfaMQUoosp

11/21/2019 4:41:41 PM xyz31602550 😉👍Q SENT ME!

WE ARE WINNING BIGLY!

AND.... EPSTEIN DIDN'T KILL HIMSELF!

11/21/2019 4:42:07 PM suzyskillman The talking bubble heads.....

11/21/2019 4:42:09 PM tonyaro96015806 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:42:10 PM goingtomakeit1 They are extremely dangerous to We the Peoples Republic.

11/21/2019 4:42:11 PM gourerik NEWS NO MORE! WE ARE THE NEWS NOW! Q SENT US ALL!

11/21/2019 4:42:16 PM steve31969993 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:42:18 PM nancyjo1992 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/FzII8KiPK4

11/21/2019 4:42:31 PM patriot19555 #EnemyOfThePeople

11/21/2019 4:42:35 PM trumpmovement2 Oh my gosh, make it stop! Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:42:38 PM beth40n2  pic.twitter.com/Y7igh0FJhx

11/21/2019 4:42:45 PM malekbarzillay WWG1WGA + DarK2LiGhT + Q 👍

11/21/2019 4:42:45 PM andrevandelft Who said what to you?

11/21/2019 4:42:47 PM stars_fan56  pic.twitter.com/XlShz2OuqP



11/21/2019 4:42:48 PM neecbf ...wasn’t this a script handed down from Sinclair corporate to their affiliates??? (A conservative ownership group, btw)

If so, this is a disingenuous post by ‘Q’ folk. 

I was in broadcasting for a decade...and corporate sending down a PSA for air is common as the day is long.

11/21/2019 4:42:49 PM carolin15161363 What I think is just as significant as the link is Q chose to use a post by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! I have followed that account for a while because it intrigued 

me and there have been very deep dives. Significant! 👀👀  pic.twitter.com/8AnnGJkvoK

11/21/2019 4:42:53 PM stickyhammer #WeAreTheNewsNow

#WeAreTheStorm

#WeAreQ pic.twitter.com/Za6zsO5Evg

11/21/2019 4:42:54 PM mammag2010 Q sent me ... from the land of kangaroos and koalas 😄

11/21/2019 4:43:02 PM rock31sgt Please pray for our president and Q sent me!!!

11/21/2019 4:43:03 PM tru1dy The propaganda machine aka "fake news.

11/21/2019 4:43:03 PM transportauto2 Wwg1wga

Q

11/21/2019 4:43:07 PM rowland_roberto i am shadow band, who cares! it feels good anyway

to say Q sent me!!! from Canada with 

LQVE.

11/21/2019 4:43:14 PM twynner  pic.twitter.com/X5L4dKwSHW

11/21/2019 4:43:16 PM rbw1926 Wow! Great video - Operation Mockingbird. Congrats on being Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:43:25 PM thanqtrump1 Godspeed Patriots 🙏🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:43:27 PM okabaeri9111 Q sent me! 🥰

"This is extremely dangerous to our democracy."

Turns out we don't have a democracy in our country.

Though they've made us believe that we do.

 #ElectionFraud

11/21/2019 4:43:34 PM enjoytheqshow1 Quite certain there will be some

M Night Sixth Sense caliber twists still to come

11/21/2019 4:43:42 PM whatsmypw They claimed the grooming started with you witnessing a "ufo", but you were awake way before you witnessed one, weren't you?

11/21/2019 4:43:43 PM carlost26001205 They are extremely dangerous to our Democracy, or like some other People would call it; our Republic !

11/21/2019 4:43:49 PM threefold_flame  pic.twitter.com/fNPJAi22vl

11/21/2019 4:43:51 PM ctsan6  pic.twitter.com/BbeptQupKn

11/21/2019 4:43:55 PM galadri09060100 Information warfare.

Q

11/21/2019 4:44:00 PM emiliesantana6 Q sent me to kick ass

11/21/2019 4:44:04 PM laurabusse How are you so sure you werent?

Not saying you were

What if you've been guided by a beneficent force to become who you are?

What if MJ12 played a role in that?

Not saying they did

But considering how open minded you are

Surprises me your mind is slammed shut to MJ12 Twitter acct

11/21/2019 4:44:04 PM irachadjohn Incredible Evil ! God Help us all !

11/21/2019 4:44:08 PM stephaniewoolr6 Terrifying the level of control they have in both national and local news 😟

11/21/2019 4:44:15 PM rhondaattaway Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:44:37 PM razor24035774 Don't you love when fake news tries to call out fake news. You won't true news .. do the " Q" !!

11/21/2019 4:44:38 PM godandcountry11  pic.twitter.com/dhulY3dZT5

11/21/2019 4:44:41 PM michael61479644 Hi. Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:44:42 PM dilemarocks Q sent me! Congrats!

11/21/2019 4:44:42 PM jayne_ts Q sent me a about a million others.

11/21/2019 4:44:44 PM laureenzapf Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:44:45 PM cjtruth Q sent me pic.twitter.com/PY1ZCK27NN

11/21/2019 4:44:53 PM somethingsnotr3 😂😂😂😂😂😂

Q sent us.

11/21/2019 4:45:07 PM irah_chandler Shoot zeit geist is still a form of grooming.

11/21/2019 4:45:12 PM altimitwill Whats at Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Station @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?  pic.twitter.com/Ol6qsoEDDA

11/21/2019 4:45:25 PM ava_circles election meddling!

11/21/2019 4:45:30 PM traciejames777 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

11/21/2019 4:45:36 PM sammitgravelle Q sent me. #WWG1WGA great work on this video!!

11/21/2019 4:45:38 PM ggloves12 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:45:45 PM jameske84732864 Should be someway to stop all the propaganda from these news agencies and not interfere with the freedom of speech.

11/21/2019 4:45:46 PM jodiyarber You've been Q'd. Lol this video is why I stopped watching the news....No difference of opinions everyone saying the same thing isn't  news its a 

narrative

11/21/2019 4:45:49 PM thatmikefella Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:45:55 PM nottheoldschool Q sent me! Already following.

11/21/2019 4:45:58 PM jgunderlock Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:46:04 PM michele88298418 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:46:05 PM snake011sneaky  pic.twitter.com/zaYEnWrZnP

11/21/2019 4:46:07 PM huckleberryhon1 Q sent me! 😂🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:46:13 PM crystalquartz7 No you are groomed, but not by the deep state.

11/21/2019 4:46:14 PM jerrymurphy1212 there's a concern: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvE7QSkTsdA …

11/21/2019 4:46:26 PM marknmark1 Q sent me 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA

#Qanon

11/21/2019 4:46:28 PM johnsville14 Just when I'd written off Majestic as a LARP.  They get Q'd.

11/21/2019 4:46:29 PM stuartb88118526 Q

11/21/2019 4:46:31 PM ray_bernwwg1wga Q

11/21/2019 4:46:34 PM autistmember .@POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon #TheGreatestPresidentEver #TheGreatAwakening

We got your back and won't let you down.

11/21/2019 4:46:43 PM highupnorse Ask yourself: Does what they say today sound different than what they said 10 or 20 years ago?

It is alive and well today. They just gave it another name.

11/21/2019 4:46:59 PM kara87316583 Q sent me



11/21/2019 4:46:59 PM ragstorm Guessing it's near that time..

#WWG1WGA

#PanicInDC

#GreatAwakening #JusticeIsComing

11/21/2019 4:47:00 PM warbeard3 Soooo...  Break them up?  Trustbusting?

11/21/2019 4:47:00 PM dani36162911 luisitania, pearl harbor, etc etc

11/21/2019 4:47:02 PM soulnourished We're the news now. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:47:13 PM fagmilitary Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:47:23 PM utah_utah_utah More will see. 

Q 👈 thank you.

11/21/2019 4:47:25 PM crystalquartz7 Did Jordan actually ever witness one.  I have seen three.

11/21/2019 4:47:27 PM jlo2313 Q sent me WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:47:32 PM petechaos  pic.twitter.com/cPzBB5zzvj

11/21/2019 4:47:33 PM rossand69647745 Q sent me, too.

11/21/2019 4:47:45 PM goslin13 Tweet from Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

 pic.twitter.com/BDAkfGdgGP  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=20 …

11/21/2019 4:47:49 PM vickigp1 #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/vBNfdDmauD

11/21/2019 4:47:52 PM lisalint3 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:47:53 PM tomzbhappy Turn it off

11/21/2019 4:47:56 PM meryrobins  pic.twitter.com/JUYCmpeOfY

11/21/2019 4:47:59 PM marie_powning Wowww

11/21/2019 4:48:09 PM jaywhodat1 Q! >[They] are themselves the #FakeNews spouting their 4 AM mockingbird media talking points. They are losing control of the narrative because 

nobody believes them. #ThinkforYourself

11/21/2019 4:48:12 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1197672231406653440?s=09 …

11/21/2019 4:48:27 PM char74able Congrats Patriot! You've been Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:48:28 PM jennife53779251 🤣😂🤣😂

11/21/2019 4:48:30 PM janifer151gmai1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:48:33 PM dog47sam This video I don't understand. This was a SPOOF of Sinclair Broadcasting, and was used by people like Senator Durbin to prevent Sinclair from buying 

broadcast outlets (like Illinois WGN Radio).

11/21/2019 4:48:36 PM podobensky Congrats patriot.. You have been Q'ed.

#QSentUs pic.twitter.com/CO1XNScLez

11/21/2019 4:48:44 PM karen87926480 We are awake.. wwg1wga we see you CLOWNS

11/21/2019 4:48:51 PM truthanon17 Q

11/21/2019 4:49:01 PM seizethepower Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:49:09 PM dirtycophunter Operation Mockingbird in full effect. 

Who woulda thought Suicidal Tendencies foresaw this. 🤟🏼

NIGHTMARE

NIGHTMARE

 https://youtu.be/Xqz8-VWK7yU  pic.twitter.com/Q1QW5I7mkd

11/21/2019 4:49:12 PM w_ewere Dear Majestic 12, Thank you! Brilliant way of highlighting their fake scripts to manipulate and brainwash public opinion, using the propaganda arm of 

Hostile Foreign Interests via 6 Corporations.  Illusion of "choice"=Lie. Same as Banksters.

11/21/2019 4:49:16 PM jaygodch #WWG1WGA Q

11/21/2019 4:49:21 PM visionbrian Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:49:23 PM deejer16 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:49:25 PM mongrelglory For those new to this account, this is a great resource for catching up on what they're all about: 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

11/21/2019 4:49:28 PM lynn42718062  pic.twitter.com/DzFlyf0y05

11/21/2019 4:49:31 PM twelvebcharlie1 God, that is terrifying. Thank god we see it now. Thank you Q for showing us the way!

11/21/2019 4:49:33 PM podobensky 3614 Qpost pic.twitter.com/tnuWokilAt

11/21/2019 4:49:46 PM macorley59 Thanks

11/21/2019 4:49:49 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1096247079767293952?s=09 …

11/21/2019 4:49:51 PM tsmcgee1 Thanks for sharing, I have looked for this everywhere! Creepy and cult driven!

11/21/2019 4:49:52 PM daveo6145 Future proves past 🤙🏼

11/21/2019 4:49:56 PM angelasjazzy Great work!  Wow I'd love to see other MSM montage of fake news propaganda.

11/21/2019 4:49:59 PM desertg04675802 Q sent me.  Hard to believe but true..Tucker Carlson has had many clips of this in the last year.

11/21/2019 4:50:04 PM kimepp33  pic.twitter.com/c5sBZazcdI

11/21/2019 4:50:08 PM britt763 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:50:11 PM denitaarthur Just saw our local station. @KATVNews towing the liberal talking points!  Verbatim

11/21/2019 4:50:17 PM utah_utah_utah 🍿

11/21/2019 4:50:18 PM trumpsaviorlove Only problem is....you might be tried as a traitor to your own country in the end!!

11/21/2019 4:50:23 PM allahuniversal 💯% 🤜

11/21/2019 4:50:28 PM victormuh Q sent me.

11/21/2019 4:50:30 PM anthonyspradl12 #wwg1wga #thankQ

11/21/2019 4:50:34 PM ckach True.

11/21/2019 4:50:46 PM thedeplorablem  pic.twitter.com/zaXBM9DkPI

11/21/2019 4:50:52 PM tallmanwestpalm Em tnes Q (mirror)

11/21/2019 4:51:07 PM jabrooker66 And this is their way to shut us down.

11/21/2019 4:51:14 PM davie_krockett  pic.twitter.com/dkkiATgv2u

11/21/2019 4:51:21 PM rhondaray0416 we know  wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:51:22 PM slidster This is why people watching those mainstream media are so controlled.  Just like those Zombies movies.  It’s pathetic what the news media has 

become. You can’t trust anything from them.  Pretty sad world we live in.

11/21/2019 4:51:25 PM tmsdavis Q sent me to this so important video, thankQ!

11/21/2019 4:51:25 PM carrieksada The 4:00am talking points. 

They all have them.

11/21/2019 4:51:29 PM vonninnyhammer Please tell me there is a more complete YouTube video of this.

11/21/2019 4:51:35 PM trollingmockin1 Do children under 10 have a high vibrational frequency? I’ve gone through all your tweets and am stressed that we may be separated

11/21/2019 4:51:43 PM skyjones55 The Brainwashing Fake News!!

11/21/2019 4:51:45 PM gigi_hayes Unbelievable, but it's out there for all to see. If people want to wake up, that is. 

Q

11/21/2019 4:51:49 PM sniggihnire My favorite!

11/21/2019 4:51:51 PM qdqanon Guess who sent me....you got it.

Q



11/21/2019 4:51:55 PM whatsmypw I don't think he did untill he went to the ECETI ranch. That was way after he started making videos. Maybe, Jordan can answer that question...I feel 

weird trying to answer it under his post. Lol.

11/21/2019 4:52:04 PM bear58203 Congrats

You've been Q'd

11/21/2019 4:52:09 PM markque17  pic.twitter.com/qPZ5osjFth

11/21/2019 4:52:10 PM mike_lawson_55 This is a great example of the real danger, and we're a republic, not a democracy.

11/21/2019 4:52:11 PM walters_la Q sent me. WWG1WGA 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:52:15 PM kyndalbass Howdy from Q! 🤠

11/21/2019 4:52:15 PM deviludont  pic.twitter.com/hHKuXBLDYm

11/21/2019 4:52:24 PM slidster You’re so right about that.

11/21/2019 4:52:30 PM godwinsintheen1  pic.twitter.com/yGibAgAzJI

11/21/2019 4:52:37 PM rodramwarrior Good job! Q Sent me.

11/21/2019 4:52:42 PM carryanne4 We all know it's happening but when you see it like that it's just creepy...

11/21/2019 4:52:54 PM utah_utah_utah We could be the D5

11/21/2019 4:52:54 PM darlaferriss1 Happy Q-Day!!

11/21/2019 4:53:04 PM spx_3500 T sent me

11/21/2019 4:53:06 PM chuckvd33 This is Ridiculous

11/21/2019 4:53:07 PM bigbrant75 #WeAreTheNewsNow

11/21/2019 4:53:16 PM capncrunch44 Q LOVES YOU !!!! pic.twitter.com/mKXFb6cTJm

11/21/2019 4:53:38 PM smclems Do they have a mind of their own? Are the indoctrinated? Or are these people corrupt?

11/21/2019 4:53:50 PM patriciadeleur1 Q sent me! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:53:56 PM tolkiengin  pic.twitter.com/IU6OrMfuAi

11/21/2019 4:53:57 PM dwallace153 Q'd ❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:53:58 PM vidowmakerk19 Spooky!

@KATUNews  you are right off the top of this little gem.

Q’d

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:53:59 PM bananne81 Q sent me too. Congrats!

11/21/2019 4:54:00 PM buttoneyes2 #Q sent me. 💕🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:54:09 PM highupnorse I bet if you watch the old programs with what you know now, it will jump out at you, it's so obvious.

They just started pushing their agenda faster and stronger because they know their days are numbered.

11/21/2019 4:54:12 PM _no_kidding_ The MSM is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

11/21/2019 4:54:16 PM kyndalbass  pic.twitter.com/pOlPLHfk37

11/21/2019 4:54:19 PM rrowsdower The MSM (Propaganda Arm of @TheDemocrats) is extremely dangerous to our Constitutional Republic. #WeAreTheNewsNow #Qanon #QanonPosts 

#QanonPatriots #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/zccrlPCXR2

11/21/2019 4:54:29 PM jamesbrianfree1 Back in my school days, we lived in a Constitutional Republic, not a Democracy. I recon that's been blotted out of the text books. 

pic.twitter.com/Ys1vlkIv8Q

11/21/2019 4:54:36 PM nrandygordon Q'ed!

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:54:39 PM krazypoet Q

11/21/2019 4:54:42 PM lenbays Q

11/21/2019 4:54:45 PM zeller4 Thank God we live in a Constitutional Republic!  And those "Democratic" voices should never be allowed to have sovereign rule - their purpose is to be 

"Dangerous to Our Democracy" with their Mockingbird Marching Orders.

11/21/2019 4:54:47 PM superarchitect Interesting. Happening to me too. I'm in the west coast where we get chemtrailed weekly.

A connection ?

11/21/2019 4:54:51 PM kyndalbass  pic.twitter.com/spjuagyDHD

11/21/2019 4:54:54 PM map5657 Q sent me! Hope they are working on a solution to stop the fake News! Enough! They should all be held accountable too! #stopthefakenews

11/21/2019 4:54:54 PM charlot53399013 IDIOTS!

11/21/2019 4:55:03 PM john317_ Did any students react favorably towards the video?

11/21/2019 4:55:05 PM petersonwally Q sent me (but I'd already seen and shared it) :)

11/21/2019 4:55:08 PM rainbow_sita This makes them, the news anchors, all look like jackasses, ignorantly repeating the same words by rote.  The situation is sad, but this clip is simply 

awesome; the best demo of the 4 a.m. talking points being delivered I've ever seen.

~♥~

11/21/2019 4:55:15 PM th34lpha Q Sent me.

11/21/2019 4:55:17 PM christo30244910 4 am talking points

11/21/2019 4:55:25 PM kyndalbass  pic.twitter.com/tkPcgMakpc

11/21/2019 4:55:26 PM fishingeekgal #fakenews #fakenewsmedia

11/21/2019 4:55:37 PM snowflakessux It sounds like a cult chanting incantations.

11/21/2019 4:55:38 PM aeonflu42551866 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:55:42 PM ronbrown1970 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:55:46 PM carolriggio1 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/OBpKMDh2ob

11/21/2019 4:55:53 PM makilamc Q sent me too.  #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:55:59 PM state1union Yes sir it is. ON!

11/21/2019 4:56:04 PM james26248245  pic.twitter.com/qOt6jZPHMO

11/21/2019 4:56:08 PM mogs1976 Q sent me #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:56:21 PM spl_n_ok The Operation Mockingbird media should be illegal.

11/21/2019 4:56:30 PM nzstill Qarmy new zealand .WE are Q and wwg1wga

11/21/2019 4:56:30 PM fishingeekgal  pic.twitter.com/mhzvTbs21P

11/21/2019 4:56:31 PM debstev80504671 Congrats on being Qd Patriot.

11/21/2019 4:56:34 PM crystalquartz7 hahaha, well I doubt he will answer anyway.

11/21/2019 4:56:35 PM cgelgie Q sent me 🇬🇧

11/21/2019 4:56:36 PM pleasepill Q SENT ME...!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:56:37 PM krazypoet 🍿

11/21/2019 4:56:41 PM carineth_d Q Sent Us! #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 #InformationWarfare #4AmTalkingPoints #OperarionMockingbird pic.twitter.com/dWov6D3dgy

11/21/2019 4:56:45 PM anyachicca They know.

Capitulating Traitors All.

Q Sent Me.

11/21/2019 4:56:56 PM the_realtruth18 New it was bad but wow!

11/21/2019 4:57:23 PM joshohmygosh2  https://twitter.com/EricSteeleLive/status/1182861692041973760?s=20 …

11/21/2019 4:57:34 PM larryk101969 #WWG1WGA Q Sent Me



11/21/2019 4:57:40 PM whatsmypw Me, too. Lol.

11/21/2019 4:57:42 PM seymourzec Wasn't one of her Gdaughters red scarfed?

11/21/2019 4:57:48 PM kristinjedrews1 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 4:57:48 PM tjlibertybelle Sadly all those clips are Fox stations

11/21/2019 4:57:51 PM barbeckbrenda  pic.twitter.com/CCKw28Uymi

11/21/2019 4:57:54 PM bi07829782 You forgot the CIA who is directing most of this.

11/21/2019 4:57:55 PM billyp90078348 All of these reporters are Traitors for their compliance and/or willful deception of the American People. pic.twitter.com/A3zqxp9nAn

11/21/2019 4:57:55 PM johnedrewel Repeat tweets.

11/21/2019 4:57:58 PM dls00741 congrats on being Q'd

11/21/2019 4:58:16 PM pamwise2020 Just sad!!! Every one of these reporters need to be asking the same damn question!

Who is behind that teleprompter? 

Someone unveil the wizard please

11/21/2019 4:58:17 PM plastiksurgeone Alright! You’ve been Q’d! 👍🏻👍🏻

11/21/2019 4:58:20 PM black_sheep92 Q sent me

11/21/2019 4:58:22 PM karmanon13 Its from a year or so ago

11/21/2019 4:58:23 PM bllyrush They still believe that Sonland testified that there was a quid pro quo...

11/21/2019 4:58:35 PM danalleniii It's close to this time too: pic.twitter.com/ztBJIV40g7

11/21/2019 4:58:53 PM 444_q_ Best post^

11/21/2019 4:58:55 PM vatorsal Q sent me! #WWG1WGA 🇨🇦🇺🇸

11/21/2019 4:59:15 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/Askesis369/status/1197672828356583424?s=09 …

11/21/2019 4:59:18 PM melody_grim Q'd!

11/21/2019 4:59:32 PM drummerjoeldba #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 4:59:38 PM keef91624709 Q sent me

He says hi

11/21/2019 4:59:45 PM simplemanon1 Q sent US 🇺🇲🐸🇺🇲🦅

11/21/2019 4:59:54 PM eddygilley And on top of all the collusion they push a "Democracy". We've a Republic. Democracy is majority rule. "Leaders" promise (Quid) free stuff to get votes 

(pro Quo). Unmet promises devolves into #MobRule. This is their goal.

Let's keep our #Republic.

Semper Fi

11/21/2019 5:00:08 PM floatyourgoat Thank you patriot for shedding light. You’ve been Q’d! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:00:21 PM burge2010 Q sent me all the way from the beautiful place you @realDonaldTrump call ENGLAND! thank you for that!

11/21/2019 5:00:23 PM bbltmpr Congratulations, you’ve been Q’d!

11/21/2019 5:00:24 PM blueeyedbritt Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:00:41 PM bamajeans24 Scary stuff

11/21/2019 5:01:11 PM emanonecafon Q reposted this apt and extremely relevant video chosen by Majestic 12, however beware:  Majestic 12, I believe, is a shill and a fraud.  Follow with 

extreme care if at all, because Q has stated "NO OUTSIDE COMMS".  #QsentUs #TheStorm #TheGreatAwakeningWORLDWIDE #WeHaveEVERYTHING

11/21/2019 5:01:21 PM vsrisk  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vBGOrI6yBk …

Nobody is opening their eyes... these guys work for the swamp

#MAGA

11/21/2019 5:01:22 PM laurabusse I'd that a website or something?

2nd mention today...

I can look it up

11/21/2019 5:01:28 PM elijah_perrin Q

11/21/2019 5:01:29 PM steelergirl777 Won't turn the volume on this one, but got your message loud and 

clear! 5:5

11/21/2019 5:01:42 PM josiphi44679497  pic.twitter.com/c3Dcud8R3S

11/21/2019 5:01:55 PM toddjensen99 Qtipped

11/21/2019 5:02:05 PM txtruthseeker7 I used to be a part of local media and had no idea we were being controlled we need to ReTweet this as much as possible!

11/21/2019 5:02:06 PM glenda_45_texas  pic.twitter.com/Hk97IOWH9Z

11/21/2019 5:02:09 PM crisco2377 Something tells me that Twatter is preventing Majestic from posting because of being Q'd

11/21/2019 5:02:17 PM cmcgover We are a republic and not a democracy.  Big difference.

11/21/2019 5:02:27 PM jojosjesus #WWG1WGA #QSentMe #QArmy #MAGA #Trump2020 #WRWY #KAG #winning #QBaby #DigitalSoldiers #TheGreatAwakening

11/21/2019 5:02:33 PM ikeepstandingup  https://twitter.com/danscavino/status/1197681057811881984?s=21 …

11/21/2019 5:02:39 PM socoshiner Q

11/21/2019 5:02:42 PM sibylhaynes Q sent me lol

11/21/2019 5:02:43 PM weareqteam17  pic.twitter.com/pUkfEZU8FR

11/21/2019 5:02:49 PM enigma679 Throw your televisions out the window. Stop giving your time, energy and money to these brainwashing fools.

11/21/2019 5:03:07 PM umpquao #WWG1WGA #CNN #ABC #MSNBC #FOX pic.twitter.com/TfFw0jnQ1r

11/21/2019 5:03:07 PM newstaylormade Bring The PAIN!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:03:08 PM sharidorr This is upside down. They must be feeling threatened. Hmmm....nice. Sorry guys, you are the false news.

11/21/2019 5:03:11 PM kitelingerdavid Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:03:16 PM rikabrandy It's like answering which is my favorite child...lol

11/21/2019 5:03:17 PM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/mblyi7TxHP

11/21/2019 5:03:20 PM karenizme You've been Q'd pic.twitter.com/CJI44wt7yx

11/21/2019 5:03:34 PM robmacd22607147 Well done video. This is WHAT they do.

11/21/2019 5:03:40 PM scottdana2014 Q sent me !!!!!!

11/21/2019 5:03:41 PM kb72564367 Q! Sent me! Wwg1wga! United!! pic.twitter.com/KgOjU7BkPU

11/21/2019 5:03:50 PM laurabusse A loving parent grooms their child in preparation for life

Depends on who's doing the grooming

How powerful they are

What their intent is

If they're using their power for good or evil

11/21/2019 5:03:54 PM cheriwaller1 Congrats on the Q!

11/21/2019 5:03:56 PM jordan_sather_ I’ve seen many UFOs and was well on my way to awakening before I saw one.

11/21/2019 5:03:58 PM godwins777 ALL those people should be ashamed.

11/21/2019 5:04:04 PM xvii99044519 Sent by you know who... pic.twitter.com/LhnbteV5xv

11/21/2019 5:04:12 PM josebar44771137 #deepstatescript



11/21/2019 5:04:16 PM mar4351219 Q linked you 👏 

Thanks for pointing out this scary sh!t

#OperationMockingbird 

4am talking points 

#EnemyMedia

#EnemyOfThePeople

#FactsMatter

#DigitalSoldiers

#WeAreTheNewsNow

 http://Qmap.pub 

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #FridayFeeling #FridayMotivation pic.twitter.com/77yyzI4Jgq
11/21/2019 5:04:17 PM aechenkea In the name of Q, blessings.

11/21/2019 5:04:23 PM amazinggrace2me Q sent me. Great video!!

11/21/2019 5:04:26 PM ann_haass Q is busy Making America Great...so Q sent me! Congrats!

11/21/2019 5:04:26 PM bobstarowitz Our entire media has become Baghdad Bob.

11/21/2019 5:04:27 PM golataharry Amen!

11/21/2019 5:04:34 PM sharidorr Just for fun, look up the history of the Sinclair name. It will tell you a lot

11/21/2019 5:04:43 PM johnqpu05436686 Yeah, by @CNN @MSNBC @maddow @ABC @NBCNews and the rest of the democrat controlled media.

11/21/2019 5:04:52 PM drk249 Secure drop 4am talking points. They all read them in their scripts put out by Clowns in America

11/21/2019 5:04:54 PM 2js1t Q knows fake news!

11/21/2019 5:04:59 PM janieaudrey Very clear demonstration of propaganda.

11/21/2019 5:05:08 PM arc4freedom Q sent me! The fake news media puppets are the DANGER to our democracy!! #Qanon

11/21/2019 5:05:16 PM maxscott96 4 am talking points

11/21/2019 5:05:32 PM vkprovisions  pic.twitter.com/NKeDPWXXSW

11/21/2019 5:05:36 PM lelandoftexas Q!!!!!

11/21/2019 5:05:42 PM ballyhoo321 Q😁

11/21/2019 5:05:48 PM jerryroethler  pic.twitter.com/k6pC7s5okN

11/21/2019 5:05:51 PM johnqpu05436686 @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @RepRatcliffe @Jim_Jordan @EliseStefanik

11/21/2019 5:05:54 PM kippynyc Terrifying

11/21/2019 5:05:59 PM everythingkath Q sent me.

#Q has it all

The public is seeing how @POTUS is being attacked by Evil.

 Call it what is. Sedition. Treason. Crimes not only against @Potus but against everyday Americans.

Justice must be served  to balance the scales & for our Country to heal.

#InGodWeTrust

11/21/2019 5:06:07 PM wolfmonkey10 I don’t think any of them even know what democracy means

11/21/2019 5:06:12 PM eversfam Q sent me #WWG1WGA ❤️🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/e8rpIHjmMV

11/21/2019 5:06:13 PM loraaconnor  pic.twitter.com/3ufDWjbHZT

11/21/2019 5:06:14 PM jimtilton77 Mocking Bird media all singing the same tune.

Question is who writes their daily talking points?

11/21/2019 5:06:19 PM saintrt1  pic.twitter.com/iO29BPmJ9m

11/21/2019 5:06:24 PM troylawson5 ThanQ

11/21/2019 5:06:25 PM jameshanlon79 Q sent me WWG1WGA!!!

11/21/2019 5:06:29 PM katdb56 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:06:38 PM qwwg1wga17 QQQQQ!!!

11/21/2019 5:06:52 PM covid911_ These pretzels are making me thirsty.

11/21/2019 5:06:55 PM ulmerbc Q sent

Sheep no more

11/21/2019 5:06:57 PM blankmarlo Classic redpill documentary from early 2000's I think. About 911, Federal Reserve, Cheap/Free Energy etc... https://m.imdb.com/title/tt4591094/ …

11/21/2019 5:07:05 PM vicgar55 See article for US propaganda project since 2013... https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/07/14/u-s-repeals-propaganda-ban-spreads-government-made-

news-to-americans/ …

11/21/2019 5:07:18 PM jaded_love1980 They all do it. It isn't a left/right issue

11/21/2019 5:07:45 PM laurabusse If there was a plan to save the world

And the white hats saw potential in me

And groomed me without my knowing

If my tendencies and talents could somehow help save mankind

I would be all for it

If I was thinking I was doing it organically

There would be less ego involved
11/21/2019 5:07:45 PM vsrisk y'all r extremely dangerous to our democracy

11/21/2019 5:07:47 PM vrm2369 Anons. If we don’t stand together we will lose our freedom, our beliefs, our very foundation as a united people. The MSM and Democrats have 

poisoned our minds with false teachings

11/21/2019 5:07:51 PM faithp5x Q sent me ❤️❤️

11/21/2019 5:07:56 PM us_text Congratulations! Q sent me 🇺🇸💖

11/21/2019 5:07:58 PM davidgotleaks Q isn’t real. Get over it.

11/21/2019 5:08:21 PM jauronwessley The mocking bird media is a scourge that promotes disinfo.

A great example of this is they are out to convince everyone that we are a Democracy.

We are a Constitutional Republic.

The founders said that democracy is one of the worst forms of government.

WWG1WGA
11/21/2019 5:08:21 PM snoozinglion1 #MockingbirdMedia - #EnemyOfThePeople

11/21/2019 5:08:26 PM sydefx_ Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:08:26 PM anonbythebay Jesus in the 60s the CIA apparently had 400 embeds in US media outlets and could get any story they wanted in the headlines in 24 hours. By now 

they’ve collected the entire set... 🙄

11/21/2019 5:08:30 PM notevenchad17 I LOATHE the #FakeNews. If it wasn't for THEM, and THEM alone, the bad guys would NEVER be able to do their wicked deeds like they have. 

pic.twitter.com/HHgHVfyrHd

11/21/2019 5:08:34 PM audreyatucker1 Wow! I felt like a tornado was swirling around inside my head. Q sent me! #3613 is a need to read by crying liberals...



11/21/2019 5:08:38 PM blueprint_q Q'd.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/jq60XjrqDU

11/21/2019 5:08:38 PM bradbury444  pic.twitter.com/qJOXGfHTE1

11/21/2019 5:08:40 PM clhayes100  pic.twitter.com/eDqXlGiLk5

11/21/2019 5:08:40 PM kathy1102237 Congrats on being Q’d. 

KAG

🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:08:51 PM azureskye The truth may upset your delicate whittle feewinngs . F’in snowflake feelings maybe.

NOT Patriot...real American feelings that for sure. Twitter is a mess.

Thanks for showing us all that this is one more form of censorship.

Wait till the IG Report comes out.

Uhhh.

11/21/2019 5:08:59 PM crystalquartz7 hahaha, well okay then . I was born awake, and raised to be a conspiracy theorist, so...

11/21/2019 5:09:07 PM atateinedh at nauseam

11/21/2019 5:09:17 PM breezebebe  https://twitter.com/EWErickson/status/1197491328206213121?s=20 …

11/21/2019 5:09:23 PM pollyfeather Yikes! 👀

11/21/2019 5:09:24 PM drochalsey Q sent me.

This 👮🏻♂️7 ——·—

11/21/2019 5:09:34 PM lucy1ca Q sent me. Wake up People

11/21/2019 5:09:36 PM djkag2020 #WeAreTheNews #FakeNews #QAnon @realDonaldTrump #WRWY #DarkToLight #DrainTheSwamp #Trump2020 #TrumpJr2024 #Brexit #WalkAway 

#TheGreatAwakening #OpRec #OperationReclamation #DemocratsHateAmerica pic.twitter.com/cZZttRUvvx

11/21/2019 5:09:44 PM sinnersdeborah [They] are extremely dangerous to our Republic.

11/21/2019 5:09:52 PM cryptocorbitt This is scary and very cultish...

#stayfocused2020vision 👍🏻🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:10:01 PM lesroe  pic.twitter.com/CL6pMeG7tk

11/21/2019 5:10:10 PM lesroe  pic.twitter.com/k7z1hAGbFI

11/21/2019 5:10:15 PM shadygrooove New word for Treason?

#Q sent me!! pic.twitter.com/rxW91Enepk

11/21/2019 5:10:17 PM jimmymjones WWG1WGA!

#QAnon

11/21/2019 5:10:25 PM vigorousjonesy Q send me pic.twitter.com/GMWNZDoMGR

11/21/2019 5:10:25 PM jmarion914 It all makes sense now.

11/21/2019 5:10:30 PM kashurian I quit bteathing for a minute ...

Holy crap

Tyia for posting

11/21/2019 5:10:35 PM robertscharnbe4 Just heard Alan Durshwitz(sp?) Say the same thing on Mark Levin, speaking as a "liberal constitutionalist".   We'll see where this is going.

11/21/2019 5:10:52 PM bws99223321 Thank You Patriot pic.twitter.com/5zzTwdzRxa

11/21/2019 5:10:53 PM jerrodkimball Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:11:08 PM tempest_x420x  pic.twitter.com/c0urkfNFZe

11/21/2019 5:11:12 PM galynde Holy smokes Q!!

11/21/2019 5:11:17 PM kaeandersen ☆☆☆Q'd☆☆☆

💖🇺🇸🇮🇱

11/21/2019 5:11:24 PM winstongon Q ALL THE WAY!!!!

11/21/2019 5:11:26 PM tammi08782307 Q Sent Me. #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #JusticeIsComing #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 5:11:26 PM sacredwlkr They've been doing this since the 70's. 🙄

11/21/2019 5:11:28 PM dcraelin @skysthelimit2us @SpiderCatGamer1 @cmcgover @afoster452 @JamesBrianFree1 @Mike_Lawson_55 @EllePrado @Socialismsuck12 

@LibertePensador @FNotfeelings @Daveawwg1wga @TJS18Alpha  https://twitter.com/DCraelin/status/1146741695557644289?s=20 … 

@okabaeri9111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Alyssa_Milano @JacksonLeeTX18 @BJT80 @TomFitton

11/21/2019 5:11:33 PM magatrumpfan WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:11:56 PM aleks8837 No, no :) They will post again, for sure mate :)

11/21/2019 5:11:59 PM tempest_x420x  pic.twitter.com/5nf9U4FNeq

11/21/2019 5:12:05 PM misalis68 Q sent me

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:12:07 PM mikebravodude Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:12:13 PM sharidorr That's cuz they are. Soul can't inhabit a clone. How many people do you see in a day that you just wonder if there is a real human inside?

11/21/2019 5:12:15 PM teparau Q ARMY REPRESENT. NZ DIVISION

11/21/2019 5:12:20 PM jbinrc Q sent me.

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:12:32 PM piceapungen Q sent me...

11/21/2019 5:12:39 PM sinnersdeborah Congrats! 😉 pic.twitter.com/nsy3B26JNn

11/21/2019 5:12:59 PM 6cents4me Thanks Q! 

These journalists, puppets owned by a small percentage of the elite in comparison to a much larger public mass to condition and shape societal 

opinions. Remember, social mainframes, (norms), will always be generated with the benefit of “their” needs in mind. Not yours.

11/21/2019 5:13:09 PM pmkling1 Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/0qxTiw0jFd

11/21/2019 5:13:31 PM sherryr86368883 You've been Q'd....congrats!!!!

11/21/2019 5:13:36 PM uspatriotess  pic.twitter.com/6AvaLisF1r

11/21/2019 5:13:41 PM superarchitect CIA.

Research Operation Mockingbird.

11/21/2019 5:13:58 PM watchman4the1 Q'd! 👍🏽👊🏽

11/21/2019 5:14:01 PM johndoe20894454 Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:14:02 PM susangambone Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:14:08 PM themoskee Time can't be an illusion. Explain in a comprehensible way how that makes sense.

Since everything in this world is in a constant state of change, isn't time simply the measurement of those changes?

The cyclic nature of days, seasons, and sleep found our understanding of time.



11/21/2019 5:14:24 PM shortylorry Real CRITICAL thinking there! Freaking ROBOTS! 🤖NO AUTONOMY! That's what they do w their God-given free will! They surrender it the highest 

bidder! Weaklings!🤮👿2 Tim 3:1-5. Maybe they already have their chips implanted? (666)🤔

11/21/2019 5:14:25 PM mickip65 Q’d 🇺🇸👊🏻

11/21/2019 5:14:32 PM krissprunger #Qsentme pic.twitter.com/UmZqzrK2Ee

11/21/2019 5:14:32 PM blankmarlo What makes you think it was an insult?

11/21/2019 5:14:33 PM sawmas44  pic.twitter.com/HVWRp7wHfe

11/21/2019 5:14:51 PM deplorablelj  pic.twitter.com/oYdsbctWH9

11/21/2019 5:14:52 PM friscohammer Q sent me!! WWG1WGA 🐸🙏🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:15:09 PM revkme Q’d!

11/21/2019 5:15:13 PM pennydavisfrias Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:15:17 PM moonwalker7344 WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 5:15:31 PM cbubb70 Q drop!

11/21/2019 5:15:54 PM papa_patriot Q sent me. What good news!!

11/21/2019 5:16:00 PM dontdregmebro Vid= 3:52

"My hearing is and has been great"= 252.

Matching 52's CONF as Q52 virtually signals connection between @POTUS' tweet & Q927 is more likely than not, or more Coincidence.

Note BO (Renegade) primary suspect & massive Corruption cutting across...

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=52  pic.twitter.com/sbmLyb9fRn

11/21/2019 5:16:03 PM sharidorr This has been happening gradually for 20 years. My family has commented over the years about the rhythm of the news speakers and how it has 

changed over time. It is all done through the education and training in every industry. Think about how words mean something different today

11/21/2019 5:16:08 PM red_pill68 Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:16:11 PM coachjohnh24 Q

11/21/2019 5:16:11 PM q172018 Q sent me!

#MSM are given scripts they have found the more we hear something the more we start to believe it!

#BrainWashing the masses

Think Operation Mockingbird

#Mkultra

Control the narrative

Control the masses

The media is nothing more than the strong arm of the Dems & CIA
11/21/2019 5:16:14 PM marvinfullerton 10s of Millions of us need to March to DC & forcefully remove everyone  in congress & the MSM empire & restart elections for new politicians & $15 

per hr  & audited every 2yrs lol #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:16:17 PM glennro92133357 You've been Q'd! Congratulations! WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 5:16:22 PM txchicklett Information warfare!

Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:16:48 PM neverhillaryc #Qanon I could understand if a network handed out reports/opinion pieces to their local affiliates, but how is it possible that ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox 

affiliates all use the EXACT same words? 4am talking points?  https://qmap.pub/read/561 

 https://qmap.pub/read/3614  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/21/2019 5:16:57 PM tboldwinger Q Army!

11/21/2019 5:17:07 PM raimedaskywolf  pic.twitter.com/B7hc7vki3Z

11/21/2019 5:17:21 PM corylynnelliso2 Talk all you want msm we know what you're about! Trump 2Q2Q WWG1WGA God bless president Trump

11/21/2019 5:17:35 PM adamhykes Yes it is

11/21/2019 5:18:07 PM irah_chandler I just want to say jordan is lucky. Mj12 still won't even acknowledge me. Like ever I'm a old ssp time travel operative/portal operator. I'm like a hot 

potato they just ignore me lol

11/21/2019 5:18:40 PM sharidorr Both articles are gone now. Interesting isn't it.

11/21/2019 5:18:42 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You being mentioned by Q might be enough to get me engaged on twitter again.

I miss the thought provoking AMAs you were doing this time last year. Learned a lot. Learned to go within.

Remembering our about exchanges about Project Looking Glass. 

Dark to Light

11/21/2019 5:18:56 PM catiegus Congrats! Q Sent Me! pic.twitter.com/v443WR7MvL

11/21/2019 5:19:02 PM barbmeier2 Q sent me. Excellent work on the "news" video! Thank you very much!!

11/21/2019 5:19:13 PM kjbse1 Fox plays the narrative from one major news source to the next showing how they are all using the same exact phrases.

11/21/2019 5:19:14 PM truthseeker2211 Terrrifying

11/21/2019 5:19:36 PM leierkathy Q sent us congratulations pic.twitter.com/UYEZNGotyI

11/21/2019 5:19:43 PM onesetoflaws  pic.twitter.com/5QDIN2hMj0

11/21/2019 5:19:49 PM xtremelioness Congratulations! Q sent me! 💗🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:20:27 PM suesmith135 #propagandalive

11/21/2019 5:20:38 PM ttesla9 Who is Gannett? 

(Q561) 

MSM is FAKE NEWS.

Propaganda. 

Talking points [4am] – private email addresses.

Paid contractors.

JUDGEMENT DAY.

Q
11/21/2019 5:20:42 PM cknoble3 I LOVE this!

11/21/2019 5:20:46 PM q_qtips Q sent me to say congrats and thankQ

11/21/2019 5:20:57 PM slave2debt Q sent me! It’s a Republic and we want it back!! pic.twitter.com/he5SoyVbbc

11/21/2019 5:21:00 PM pms200c Q sent me!

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/whVSU08qKr

11/21/2019 5:21:01 PM jeanneadamson4 Q sent me and we know that you are fake and NEWS READERS by those who TELL YOU WHAT TO SAY. Journalism?  BS!

11/21/2019 5:21:12 PM called2christ #Q #ItsJustQ

11/21/2019 5:21:13 PM genvievegauthi1 I was just saying the same thing to my husband

11/21/2019 5:21:31 PM michelekbeltran Holy in your face.  This gave me the chills.  I posted this to FB.  I never post anything political-leaning to FB, but this is basically irrefutable. 

#MockingbirdMedia #TheGreatAwakening



11/21/2019 5:21:32 PM tyetyler1 Pardon me while I search for this "floater"

11/21/2019 5:21:34 PM dawesl65 Q sent this Aussie patriot. #WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 5:21:34 PM melrpell Ya got Q’d! Congrats! #WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/vEfXoM6yN5

11/21/2019 5:21:40 PM enquirerii Because we hear it a million times does not make it truth. It seems Hitler lives in today's media bias.

11/21/2019 5:21:41 PM ebt514 Q sent me... good for you!

11/21/2019 5:21:54 PM danauito Pepe approves! https://twitter.com/8Notables/status/1188004982139871232 …

11/21/2019 5:22:03 PM dark2light2019 So we finally link the two.

ThanQ

11/21/2019 5:22:03 PM ladykarenann Congrats Patriot.  You've been Q'd pic.twitter.com/EPyZ43O5dJ

11/21/2019 5:22:03 PM rayw2u Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:22:07 PM josephd84742908 Might as well call them "News Zombies".

11/21/2019 5:22:07 PM paulett37939762 They all sound like a broken record lol Q sent me pass the popcorn please.

11/21/2019 5:22:18 PM tiffanyparrott4 Q sent me!!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:22:47 PM ladykarenann  pic.twitter.com/OfbbiLUoMY

11/21/2019 5:23:01 PM txgrrl69 B**ch PLEASE! You know he got gobsmacked by the Queen herself! (And probably enjoyed it) 😆

11/21/2019 5:23:01 PM ianplays1 @this_vid

11/21/2019 5:23:13 PM c_l_i_c_k Literal talking heads reading from the same Deep State 4 A.M. talking points script.

11/21/2019 5:23:18 PM wahiggins3 Interesting.  Q linked to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 timelines must be converging.

11/21/2019 5:23:34 PM thevolunteer6 SHEEP NO MORE

THEGREATAWAKENING 

WWG1WGA 

This will be the END of the [D] party

NOTHING STOPS WHATS COMING

NOTHING

[FUN DURING RECESS]

THE WORLD IS WATCHING

WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

TREASON SEASON

GALLOWS FOR TRAITORS

Q+2Q2Q

KAG2Q2Q pic.twitter.com/pdP049o2XY
11/21/2019 5:23:34 PM wattsup2565 Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:23:42 PM ericekes The Sleeper has Awakened

11/21/2019 5:23:58 PM redace66517 Q 😘

11/21/2019 5:24:18 PM dennisschnur Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:24:31 PM laurabusse Oh!

Thanks

Appreciate it ☺👍

11/21/2019 5:24:46 PM usafmom3 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:24:52 PM txgrrl69 So awesome 👏🏼 😆

11/21/2019 5:24:58 PM charmanda9 Hi, again 👋

11/21/2019 5:25:03 PM fairchild2111 Projection running rampant.

11/21/2019 5:25:10 PM robinfarrar3 Victory to the Q's!

11/21/2019 5:25:38 PM nm_zsr  https://youtu.be/GxliVJCWI80 

That's part of a 2.5 hour interview. LG part is wild!

11/21/2019 5:25:47 PM joek4trump #QSentUs

#QArmy

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:25:48 PM syyhlxx How much impact does this really have when most people say "they don't watch the news?"

11/21/2019 5:26:00 PM laurabusse I know

I remember feeling the same actually

I'm sure there are many things we don't understand...

11/21/2019 5:26:03 PM dustin41512332 Wow! Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:26:30 PM treetop300  pic.twitter.com/tl4Ouv05hf

11/21/2019 5:26:32 PM trumaneveryman How can I get a link for this clip to share it on Facebook?  I can't seem to figure it out!

11/21/2019 5:26:42 PM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/sa8ZA7kSf5

11/21/2019 5:26:56 PM mseanbrown  pic.twitter.com/vzMGcZZN9h

11/21/2019 5:26:57 PM simplemanon1  pic.twitter.com/z8ivwugGBL

11/21/2019 5:27:05 PM janig444 4am talking points from the C_A.

11/21/2019 5:27:14 PM patriotcreek Q Sent Me

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:27:27 PM treetop300  pic.twitter.com/RO5CWzO5tP

11/21/2019 5:28:35 PM sacredlomilover 25 here...

11/21/2019 5:28:39 PM vickymarie70 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:28:44 PM brushwolf53  pic.twitter.com/NAE1Ce7Uih

11/21/2019 5:29:04 PM whatsmypw Was going to say illusion but it sounded too cliche. Plus, I think it does exist even though it may not.

11/21/2019 5:29:20 PM brushwolf53  pic.twitter.com/l7i3bj1Qsr

11/21/2019 5:29:27 PM henela8 We have nationalized news here in Germany and believe in me, they just bring the same crap propaganda. 😞

11/21/2019 5:29:32 PM tonjasommers  pic.twitter.com/V1KUOoVV10

11/21/2019 5:29:33 PM pattybrenner1 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:29:47 PM barbmeier2 wow

11/21/2019 5:29:52 PM kaylena68 Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/EbvvTf2b2f

11/21/2019 5:30:14 PM th34lpha Not Only did #Q send me.  

I found this Nugget that backs this up

Define Monopoly

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nexstar_Media_Group …

11/21/2019 5:30:48 PM hopingurok  pic.twitter.com/3iNTW7evzQ



11/21/2019 5:30:49 PM laurabusse Hey there's still time ☺️

When I first found MJ Twitter account

I asked a question

MJ answered my question

They said

LMGTFY

Which of course led me to ask...

What is that

Let me google that for you

It was kinda a funny insult LOL

So as they say

Be careful what you wish for!
11/21/2019 5:30:56 PM sland450  pic.twitter.com/p2YIrxVkpQ

11/21/2019 5:30:57 PM mountaingranny4 Congratulations ! 

Q'd

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/cKLApSlLGm

11/21/2019 5:31:06 PM panoptil Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:31:11 PM winterbaby129 Anybody who doesn't think that the MSM is controlled by the Deep State need to watch this over and over and over and over and over and over again! 

WAKE UP PEOPLE (Sheep)! pic.twitter.com/HaXKPd0jxP

11/21/2019 5:31:28 PM daynknight9  pic.twitter.com/ll9GzjRDYH

11/21/2019 5:31:49 PM patriotic_trump Q sent me! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Lx2iwVP5kJ

11/21/2019 5:32:04 PM winterbaby129 Oh yea, Q sent me! MAGA.MASA WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/g6ggLt7sde

11/21/2019 5:32:10 PM karentriebel more important,Q and MJ merge

11/21/2019 5:32:17 PM bigskypatriot Qongratulations!!! pic.twitter.com/ryDq4P4XQi

11/21/2019 5:32:18 PM shanmaga  pic.twitter.com/Ax17jJE2oz

11/21/2019 5:32:28 PM ocmonalisa With MSM like this, what democracy???

11/21/2019 5:32:28 PM poohbear5015 Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:32:30 PM danm93meyer Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:32:40 PM neonjoe45 Well...

No he just posted one of his Tweets. Its not an "endorsement".

11/21/2019 5:32:41 PM trojanm43022691 Q sent me. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:32:43 PM mikedav55595218 Classic. Time to expose it all from the Rothschild to the Payseur, Federal Reserve to the truth about all the Pope's, and The Roman Catholic Church, and 

the one thing all of them share, besides being the most corrupt, is at the top of their pyramid is Satan

WWG1WGA

Amen

11/21/2019 5:32:48 PM sharon_hartman7 WWG1WGA! #UnitedNotDivided #ForGodAndCountry #KAG2020LandslideVictory #FactsMatter #ImpeachmentHoax #StopTheCoup 

#WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/dDoQtCBx3W

11/21/2019 5:33:07 PM arieldelmar6  pic.twitter.com/AHSzD6RMXh

11/21/2019 5:33:17 PM gram19dia Congrats on being Q'd! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:33:19 PM mark09060613 What the F is going on? Who are these people?  When will we be allowed to FIGHT BACK???

11/21/2019 5:33:20 PM michael81972 6:33:18

11/21/2019 5:33:25 PM laurabusse Yes!

If I can figure out what LG is

I'm starting a new Twitter

Abbreviations are either forbidden

Or

Automatically filled in

Every

Time

LOLOL
11/21/2019 5:33:44 PM laurabusse Duh

Looking Glass

11/21/2019 5:33:44 PM mikeshan15 Q

11/21/2019 5:34:02 PM drmac07 They’re ALL freaking clones

11/21/2019 5:34:03 PM shellyhollis5 Bahahahahahahaha they are too stupid to even change up the wording. This is actually sickening that someone has this much control over this many 

individuals. Follow the money.

11/21/2019 5:34:32 PM natsarim7 QSENT ME

11/21/2019 5:34:33 PM rjonnz  pic.twitter.com/KUAwqzy3Fh

11/21/2019 5:34:47 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/nm_zsr/status/1197687549285691393?s=09 …

11/21/2019 5:35:03 PM nanatojaces Q sent me. This is a great video

11/21/2019 5:35:26 PM robinthomas1968 Q Sent Me:)  Bring it!!!!   WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/SHcz2lxrli

11/21/2019 5:35:31 PM chris54250919 Time to expose the mockingbird media

11/21/2019 5:35:33 PM robinhood0010 Q sent us pic.twitter.com/HR6uZVZ5Vk

11/21/2019 5:35:43 PM jimfogarty18 One of my all time favorite comps

11/21/2019 5:36:09 PM nikoscali Well... like it or not the link between @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and #QAnon has been established.

11/21/2019 5:36:36 PM teamwoodprotect Q'ed up

11/21/2019 5:36:41 PM uspatriqt41020  pic.twitter.com/RnoBTK0k7z

11/21/2019 5:36:43 PM cobaker63 Q sent me congrats

11/21/2019 5:36:45 PM culvercaroline So, Fox is in bed with the deep state?

11/21/2019 5:36:46 PM pvardayev We are the Borg. Lower your discernment level and surrender your minds. We will add your brainwashed numbers to our own. Your point of view will 

adapt to service us. Resistance is futile.

11/21/2019 5:36:49 PM mrsswiercz Holy fake news! That's some twilight zone sht!

11/21/2019 5:36:52 PM klondikewv Q sent me WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:36:53 PM st3alth_bqmber Pegged by Q! TRUTH!

11/21/2019 5:37:32 PM paul0451 #QAnon

11/21/2019 5:37:53 PM dcraelin @Jac55483774 @EFartswell  https://twitter.com/DCraelin/status/1112901669061242880?s=20 … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Alyssa_Milano

11/21/2019 5:38:02 PM guy_hickey Wow....this is scary. Reminds me of the John Carpenter Movie..."They Live" Fiction becoming Fact. WWG1WGA.



11/21/2019 5:38:08 PM cryptocrypto007 Because he is a sicko as well.

11/21/2019 5:38:13 PM tomdodsonusa1 0ne Globalist Voice. #DontListen

11/21/2019 5:38:14 PM laurabusse Remember

We see everything through our own filters and emotions

I remember feeling similar to you

But honestly I don't think we can really know how it was actually meant

We'd probably have to see those tweets again

Time often distorts our reactions...
11/21/2019 5:38:18 PM kellybear911 Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/Ao6T8vVi7h

11/21/2019 5:38:19 PM ladyliberty52 All a bunch of parrots

WAKE UP AMERICA

11/21/2019 5:38:31 PM jared4liberty 6:33:18. Majestic.

11/21/2019 5:38:38 PM jojol43263060 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/L5Spnik8pn

11/21/2019 5:38:46 PM greg_pike17  pic.twitter.com/yyEUaTkKos

11/21/2019 5:38:47 PM tomdodsonusa1 Thank God we are Republic.

11/21/2019 5:38:50 PM briflatts Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:39:10 PM can_thereal Q sent me!

11/21/2019 5:39:10 PM tyetyler1 Thank you kindly for link.  I'll watch it closely.👍💛🌼

11/21/2019 5:39:21 PM crusher20152 Excellent videQ!! God bless you all in this fight 🙏🏻 #TOGETHERWEWIN pic.twitter.com/ApX1wygQBR

11/21/2019 5:39:23 PM sonyaetnier Thank Q

11/21/2019 5:39:34 PM ginger10101010 #WakeUpAmerica

11/21/2019 5:40:01 PM shicks314 Q sent us. 💚

11/21/2019 5:40:13 PM anonarmy8 This should be a RNC / Donald Trump for President Commercial!!!!

11/21/2019 5:40:32 PM patriot_dfm #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:40:38 PM laurabusse Plus

I don't think we really know who Jesus was

Who he really was really

I've done a lot of research into him

No expert of course

But I'm sure he's been misconstrued over the centuries

Twitter is too limited to explain more without a long thread...

11/21/2019 5:40:48 PM packetloss_gdg #QSentMe

#ThankYouForYourServiceSoldier!

11/21/2019 5:40:50 PM davidgotleaks Right. That’s how I knew this before you, Q, and everyone else who claims to follow that nonsense? pic.twitter.com/NFESp7hhIT

11/21/2019 5:41:10 PM jacquelinemcnab #BOOM #WWG1WGA #MAGA #QAlert #DarkToLight #QAnons #QSENTME #Qed pic.twitter.com/rVbJrXTx7F

11/21/2019 5:41:26 PM rustnvrsleeps11 Q wants know what about the democracy?

11/21/2019 5:41:34 PM neauxlap  pic.twitter.com/SiQcS92xvl

11/21/2019 5:41:58 PM zellcats Fake MSM 4:00 am talking points!  Sickening!  We are the news now! Sheep no more! #WWG1WGA! , #KAG2020!

11/21/2019 5:41:58 PM tyetyler1 Newp.  Zero doubts once you learn who and what to SEE... pic.twitter.com/dhDXBJEvSC

11/21/2019 5:41:59 PM michael196901 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:42:01 PM slyguyusa Q sent Us

NBC anchor #FrankColetta

#RhodeIsland

#FakeNews

#GinaRaimondo

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

#NBC
11/21/2019 5:42:47 PM caish549 Operation Mockingbird still running?

11/21/2019 5:42:48 PM laurabusse Pretty mind-blowing

The link to the full interview is included

But the best part really is that last 35 minutes

Not the end of the world

The end of THEIR world...

11/21/2019 5:42:54 PM i_like_skis Damn, Q just referenced the Majestic. Shit....

11/21/2019 5:43:00 PM xochi_x All actors

11/21/2019 5:43:30 PM shannon92421197 Whos the fake news social media is the people Sharing information first hand they dont like

11/21/2019 5:43:52 PM jvan125 Well that’s a majestic number, isn’t it? 😎🍿

11/21/2019 5:44:12 PM alexatodd9 Wow, Mockingbird Media on full display. No disputing it.

11/21/2019 5:44:13 PM sanctuarynoway We Are The News Now 🇺🇸

#DrainTheDeepStateSwamp #Qanon #MakeAmericaGreatAgain #KeepAmericaGreat 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:44:19 PM bobluck Cereal, or serial? I thought cereal was something one eats for breakfast....like Cheerios.

11/21/2019 5:44:25 PM texterri Project Mockingbird #QAnon

11/21/2019 5:44:29 PM fuzzysockzz  pic.twitter.com/E7PBSM1oCY

11/21/2019 5:44:39 PM nostradachris 302 👀

11/21/2019 5:44:41 PM timothymonte  pic.twitter.com/sqFjLXYdU7

11/21/2019 5:45:06 PM violetpreece I just tried to find this on YouTube this afternoon, thanks for posting! 

BTW, guess WHQ sent me :)

11/21/2019 5:45:13 PM aleks8837 Highly important article from NY Post!! It describes what Q says in a VERY good way! https://nypost.com/2019/11/20/when-the-villain-is-obama-not-

trump-news-suddenly-becomes-not-worth-reporting/ …

11/21/2019 5:45:27 PM cattyscatbrat2  pic.twitter.com/FLFjMdz3j1

11/21/2019 5:45:27 PM stevehartigan10 WOW, one might think they are all in this together! The same words, makes you wonder!

11/21/2019 5:45:27 PM 1by1awaken WOW Q sent me

11/21/2019 5:45:34 PM sa55m55a Who exactly is writing their scripts.

11/21/2019 5:45:51 PM tinalmason2 Over taxation, poisoning, of our food, water, air kidnapping children, women. Is extremely DANGEROUS!

11/21/2019 5:45:56 PM inquisitiveside You made the Q! #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 5:46:02 PM laurabusse Be blessed ☺️

No fear ♥️

Much love!!!

Everything becomes clear in time...

☺👍



11/21/2019 5:46:05 PM jonesy4671 Hmm

11/21/2019 5:46:12 PM alexatodd9 Would ppl know or recognize propaganda if it was being fed to them?

11/21/2019 5:46:14 PM ladtacarms Q’d

11/21/2019 5:46:31 PM stpetemab Bravo! You’ve been Q’d! 👍🏻❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:46:34 PM savanna67a  pic.twitter.com/oMwOLO72X5

11/21/2019 5:46:38 PM nonaappy Sheep no more!  Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:46:49 PM cpt51 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/xmUPuJif8o

11/21/2019 5:47:02 PM tinalmason2 They all look and sound like actors just like the Movies lol. I can see clearly. They look ridiculous.

11/21/2019 5:47:21 PM hover_laurie Q sent me and i am listening to social media where the real truth is being reported. I am not your sheep.  MSM is FAKENEWS. I back my president. The 

storm is here. Let the truth be told and rain down on us all that r willing to listen. The truth always comes out.

11/21/2019 5:47:28 PM 8fca8b5354c1454 Q sent me too!

11/21/2019 5:47:28 PM mikehartmanii ........THIS IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY!!!!!!!

11/21/2019 5:47:37 PM truthisnowh8 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/mwf4q5MpkU

11/21/2019 5:47:46 PM mikehartmanii Q says hello

11/21/2019 5:47:53 PM carshane1 Guess who sent me!?..... thankQ!

11/21/2019 5:48:16 PM steve_n_cindy Parrots are dangerous 

Btw,....

Q sent me 

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:48:38 PM jesusandcoffee1 Q sent us!!! #WWG1WGA

🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:48:46 PM squill_whispers Wow unbelievable

11/21/2019 5:48:48 PM sonniegray Q sent me, from Pennsylvania

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:48:48 PM q_weiner  pic.twitter.com/cwwqwjwWpK

11/21/2019 5:49:14 PM lilrrepublican Q sent me.  Freaking scary!!!

11/21/2019 5:49:17 PM dwarvish123 #Impeachment Listen closely to the video. We are witnesses, do not forget they ARE "Legion", we must remain united in the Lord. #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 5:49:24 PM tenaciouse5 They don’t all do it. It’s a propaganda issue.

11/21/2019 5:50:03 PM mic_810 Q'ed ! pic.twitter.com/Onssuq9kJK

11/21/2019 5:50:54 PM silksunflowers Q sent me 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/4PneQ7MwCX

11/21/2019 5:51:16 PM willwhom  pic.twitter.com/LqhHTDMiQ9

11/21/2019 5:51:26 PM canadianqanon1  pic.twitter.com/C2QKfflguT

11/21/2019 5:51:36 PM q_weiner 🤫🤫🤫🤫🤫 pic.twitter.com/i8UlUbBtms

11/21/2019 5:51:39 PM schneppjennifer Great video!

11/21/2019 5:51:49 PM theydontknowwe1 Creepy

11/21/2019 5:51:56 PM adolby1984 Q sent me 

👍👏

11/21/2019 5:51:58 PM _rogue_actual_ Q sent me. Reporting for duty Sir. pic.twitter.com/JA25Ecc9EQ

11/21/2019 5:52:11 PM obladioroblada It becomes quite obvious when key words are spread across the full spectrum of multimedia simultaneously! 

GOOGLE

11/21/2019 5:52:19 PM blankmarlo That's okay, questioning things is why we're all awake. (Or is it the other way around? Lol) I'm not even 100% sold on MJ12. They're very compelling 

but I still have unanswered questions. I'm also a huge fan of Jordan. Nothing wrong with some healthy skepticism/discourse. 👍

11/21/2019 5:52:24 PM americanduck8 @phil26959417

11/21/2019 5:52:28 PM linacovfefe #Epsteindidntkillhimself

11/21/2019 5:52:38 PM __awake_ Do you watch any of these channels? Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s Tweet:  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=09 …

11/21/2019 5:52:49 PM schevm Q sent me 👊🏻

11/21/2019 5:53:08 PM willyfunkmaker Nice job majestic

11/21/2019 5:53:11 PM whatsmypw Thank you. 🌹🌹🌹

11/21/2019 5:53:38 PM flutterbug2222 What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by SIX companies🤔.....

11/21/2019 5:53:52 PM kimkay42340563 Dam demons 😡... pic.twitter.com/BLK6J6iLop

11/21/2019 5:54:14 PM bbobbio71 Anyone find it a coincidence (lol) that there was a resolution signed today to fund the Government until 12/20/19 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

🤔🤔🙃

11/21/2019 5:54:16 PM duaneabentley Sheep

11/21/2019 5:55:07 PM ladyannika Anyone else notice the number of FOX stations in this video? Q Sent Me! #TRUMP2020

11/21/2019 5:55:17 PM nmzoocrew  pic.twitter.com/WVbrzzKGFr

11/21/2019 5:55:40 PM flyinqstormpop Q’d!  Nice work patriot!

11/21/2019 5:55:54 PM richie78170932 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:56:01 PM beingcandi This video never gets old. It's a classic - an important reminder about the Truth in Mainstream Media.

11/21/2019 5:56:02 PM tyedyetweety WELL DONE. I ADDED YOU TO MY THREAD. Q SENT US. https://mobile.twitter.com/tyedyetweety/status/1158594327108390912 …

11/21/2019 5:56:03 PM __awake_ Q - The Plan To Save The World REMASTERED    Watch and RT! https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

11/21/2019 5:56:13 PM wksiv69  https://www.c-span.org/video/?466509-1/house-session …

Go to the 4:53:00 mark, Rep Steve King tells how it all started against Trump! #Trump2020

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/gUvs4ozSIs

11/21/2019 5:56:40 PM richie78170932  pic.twitter.com/0vQzz3JCNl

11/21/2019 5:56:45 PM guy_connor ThankQ

11/21/2019 5:57:05 PM whatsmypw Thank you ❤️❤️❤️

11/21/2019 5:57:08 PM stevenwwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/AbxvFilA5q

11/21/2019 5:57:16 PM whatsmypw Thank you ❤️❤️❤️

11/21/2019 5:57:24 PM nosynewsy Take Soros and his kid out of the equation - permanently. Surely, Republicans have an equivalent to Hillary.

11/21/2019 5:57:24 PM ts2680 Wow!

11/21/2019 5:57:37 PM kiki25755126 Ep didn’t K himself

11/21/2019 5:57:49 PM chinale68037153 Q beastmode

11/21/2019 5:58:15 PM jluther88 Thanks, Twatter took my 'Like' within 12hrs. Damn.

11/21/2019 5:58:18 PM artbentleymusic Don Henley

11/21/2019 5:58:28 PM nationalistkev Glad to see majestic 12 getting some overdue Q acknowledgement.

11/21/2019 5:58:38 PM searon_miz ——BUSTED!

11/21/2019 5:58:42 PM michaelfeeley8 17 sent me.



11/21/2019 5:58:59 PM deborahdelario1 🤣😂🤣👍🍿

11/21/2019 5:59:03 PM littleduffs1 That was brilliant 🤣🤣. Definitely one to share.

11/21/2019 5:59:04 PM kypatriot14 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:59:05 PM 4abundantjoy Q sent me. God bless the #Patriots God bless @POTUS

11/21/2019 5:59:12 PM anette22823008 Fantastic grouping of how they are just spewing what they are told to say 👏👏 #FakeNewsMedia #WWG1WGA #MAGA🇺🇸💕 #SheepNoMore 

#PatriotsAwakened

11/21/2019 5:59:23 PM bodexter Good job! Q sent me 🇺🇸

11/21/2019 5:59:26 PM seandavidson70 Q sent me.

To the evil #FakeNewsMedia, your time is over. Millions of us know the truth, and many more wake every day.

You hear us? YOU'RE DONE.

And never forget: Someday, you, too, will have to stand before God and answer for what you've done.

11/21/2019 5:59:31 PM brendap29026719 Thanks Majestic 12...woke!!  Q sent me.

11/21/2019 5:59:39 PM geoffrey_sari Clowns In America Operation. pic.twitter.com/yBa6Sytuuw

11/21/2019 5:59:51 PM jim94234271 Epstein didn't kill himself

11/21/2019 6:00:07 PM dickrock13 I am extremely dangerous to your democracy

11/21/2019 6:00:28 PM katzman_69 This is what #Gaslighting looks and sounds like!! 

Please research #TheGreatAwakening to be prepared for the truth!

Must watch and share

 http://youtu.be/3vw9N96E-aQ 

#TreasonGate #PedoGate

#EndHumanTrafficking

#SaveOurChildren

#WWG1WGA

#DarkToLIGHT

#PatriotsFight

#QAnon

#Q pic.twitter.com/6NWM4YRG4g
11/21/2019 6:00:32 PM myneckowoods The media is controlled.  Be careful where you get your information.  #QSentMe #KAG #fakenews #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/jtdnJLN5w0

11/21/2019 6:00:44 PM keithle72793885 We the People are AWAKE thanks Q

11/21/2019 6:01:00 PM deepblue353 Q sent me!❣️

11/21/2019 6:01:02 PM epta2020 This guy has a new scandal every week.  Better than daytime soaps.

11/21/2019 6:01:14 PM saintsmarching7 Oh what a bunch of filth!

11/21/2019 6:01:28 PM daddyomar23  pic.twitter.com/8XYKtCsFMf

11/21/2019 6:01:48 PM g07032011 Q sent me here ...

11/21/2019 6:01:48 PM maga0270 Q sent me

11/21/2019 6:02:17 PM epta2020 USS MAGA.  First mission remove all U.S. personnel from the Middle East deep state oil wars.

11/21/2019 6:02:35 PM barbn1 Congrats you’ve been Q’d

11/21/2019 6:03:03 PM carolyn57237702 It’s right in everyone’s face!!! I just can’t believe people that are still blind. Open your eyes!   It really does scare me.

11/21/2019 6:03:04 PM andersenchris3 😎🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:03:13 PM rhoddy1005 Q sent me!! Congrats!!! pic.twitter.com/0ZpiIwkJLk

11/21/2019 6:03:23 PM letsgobananas1  pic.twitter.com/LHSwrKQeRw

11/21/2019 6:03:39 PM ouramericanlife Q sent me.

11/21/2019 6:03:59 PM africamsuew When you hear it like that, it's scary as all get out!

11/21/2019 6:04:12 PM jase45013570 And they STILL dont get it!!! OMG at least us awake ones can laugh about it!!!

11/21/2019 6:04:21 PM marlalancaster Q🇺🇸

11/21/2019 6:04:30 PM anon1776red  pic.twitter.com/uXDfMkpM4J

11/21/2019 6:05:15 PM def18436572 We are a Republic!

11/21/2019 6:05:42 PM gina67590096 #WWG1WGA #QSentMe

11/21/2019 6:05:46 PM casyakimawa Q sent me

11/21/2019 6:05:55 PM jswolf63 🙏❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸”Q”🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️🙏

11/21/2019 6:06:26 PM purdue49 Project Mockingbird at its finest. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:06:31 PM jackmasonusa Who writes the script?

11/21/2019 6:06:36 PM kelly24403519  pic.twitter.com/tZf0JkhtiC

11/21/2019 6:07:19 PM tannydav1096 You've been Q'd! Well done Patriot!

11/21/2019 6:08:01 PM siobhanie8 Fox should know all about fake news - they invent and re-invent it every day. It’s a show, it’s not news. Geez.

11/21/2019 6:08:10 PM kelseyleeline Q sent me.

11/21/2019 6:08:17 PM sparrau Q

11/21/2019 6:08:20 PM carolyn57237702 And yet everyday I am STILL looked at, like I have 5 heads. It’s lonely here right n Westchester. I keep thinking that, “well obviously everyone will 

understand after they know this. And then there’s that. And back to this. “ Nope. It’s so scary.

11/21/2019 6:08:54 PM redx424 The MSM doesn't work for the People.

The elite and corrupt corporations are the ones that decide what is that becomes "the news".

#TheGreatAwakening

11/21/2019 6:09:11 PM amyapple0 Hi! Q sent me from canada❤️🙋🏻

11/21/2019 6:09:37 PM lheinlein Sinclair our of Hunt Valley MD?? Not too certain they’re not comped.

11/21/2019 6:09:38 PM committedone1 Q sent me!

11/21/2019 6:10:27 PM rohrbach_v All stations conservative?? Sounds full of Schiff to me.

11/21/2019 6:10:53 PM atcleathalz24 Sheep no more America, Sheep NO MORE!!!

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ls1jqPRo5e

11/21/2019 6:11:19 PM sportzkat Q sent me...

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:11:35 PM christopherlknb Q sent me! ❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 6:11:35 PM djlok The Majestic 12 just got #Q'd. Two of my Favorite Entities!!!

#QSentUs

#Qanon #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

11/21/2019 6:11:57 PM bluelinks yep "they are" extremely dangerous to our democracy

11/21/2019 6:12:21 PM dark2lightww #wakeup people!  This is a good example of how much in lock step they ALL are! pic.twitter.com/aKCYNlyf3S

11/21/2019 6:12:26 PM kdkelly8_16 Excellent! This needs to be played everywhere! The sheep must learn the truth! #DarkToLight #QAnon #KAG2020

11/21/2019 6:12:37 PM cali723 Content taken down



11/21/2019 6:12:54 PM luckyugotit Q Sent Me

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/FmbIYQfb09

11/21/2019 6:13:05 PM kim_texan Q sent me! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/cltdL0Fu2I

11/21/2019 6:13:13 PM lawilson2006 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:13:15 PM mmarfia Q sent me! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 6:13:38 PM floydspinko Dude got Q'd!  #WWG1WGA, unless you live in San Francisco, then it's WWG2WGA.  Good job, patriot!  #QAnon #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 

#MAGA #KAG2020 @realDonaldTrump

11/21/2019 6:13:42 PM falseflag_watch Subversive puppets

11/21/2019 6:14:03 PM scooterbeethov1 Q sent me. Congrats Patriot!

11/21/2019 6:14:14 PM father_mayhem Maybe not all, but certainly a majority. pic.twitter.com/qEEwQYcCXt

11/21/2019 6:14:17 PM dionese7  pic.twitter.com/XfJPtmFNMc

11/21/2019 6:14:58 PM grampysmagic Q sent me...WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:15:09 PM kellyandgloria Holy moly! Fake news in action!

11/21/2019 6:15:11 PM sezsherry Perfect analogy!

11/21/2019 6:15:22 PM blsdbe How about 3614?!? Now you’ve been Q’d!!! #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/hK5ZUgl85Z

11/21/2019 6:15:25 PM elcapitancarol However...there are some other 'nobodies' out here listening to them.

11/21/2019 6:15:30 PM heidelrick ITS A REPUBLIC.

PS. Q sent me.

11/21/2019 6:15:35 PM ajamison4517  pic.twitter.com/CqULZnik5W

11/21/2019 6:15:56 PM tdubaya64 Thank You for your work!

Congrats! You've been Q'd

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/gukc5EF9V0

11/21/2019 6:16:08 PM psyaqua Q sent me 👍🏻😀🇺🇸

11/21/2019 6:16:17 PM sharlenetho WWG1WGA. Q

11/21/2019 6:16:20 PM sezsherry Isnt that true!

11/21/2019 6:16:23 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/E4vfpuRPhP

11/21/2019 6:16:30 PM so_n10s  pic.twitter.com/9hqT5UHciy

11/21/2019 6:16:53 PM americanchilean THANK YOU! Q SENT US! pic.twitter.com/4CU3RcV0NS

11/21/2019 6:16:54 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/ZSIusGay6o

11/21/2019 6:17:10 PM maga_swaga Fixed it! 🤖

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/aUY7DjqwQL

11/21/2019 6:17:24 PM jesperbirk5 Q send me too ... but not like #MeToo ... Oh dear, [they] have messed up the words...

11/21/2019 6:17:33 PM rhonda_tyson  pic.twitter.com/nFSkE5DtWc

11/21/2019 6:17:39 PM djlok Y'all, here's the BIG NEWS!!!  Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) got #Q'd tonight!!!

Do you believe in coincidences?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 … pic.twitter.com/eBk3DeByDX

11/21/2019 6:18:07 PM bullpatriot Hot Diggity Dog!

Hannity just had a video compilation about impeachment just like the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 compilation Q posted earlier!

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/G8w0QNoarV

11/21/2019 6:18:19 PM robinlacasse1 😃

11/21/2019 6:18:31 PM awake300am1 4am talking points.🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

11/21/2019 6:19:15 PM hrchangthembho  pic.twitter.com/Tu7Ah9kHA1

11/21/2019 6:19:48 PM ineternitynow21  pic.twitter.com/cbFBk87wjc

11/21/2019 6:20:22 PM cmblake6 Indeed.

11/21/2019 6:20:37 PM charlievensel Awesome clip!

11/21/2019 6:20:57 PM newrepublicusa1 I call Main street Media Script Readers. They get talking points @ 4am I believe from CFR many media types are members along with most of the Elite 

Scumbags pic.twitter.com/mm6nm6v6qU

11/21/2019 6:21:14 PM leland_dishman Two weeks ago was the first time I had heard the word bribe mentioned  by Shiff during the hearings. That night, every  main stream news network 

used bribe as a leadi story. All read the same script! They are all bought and paid for by the elite!

Pay attention folks!

11/21/2019 6:21:15 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/7aYDJ5YHQb

11/21/2019 6:21:17 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1197669218071797761?s=19 …

11/21/2019 6:21:55 PM lori_dee1 💖MJ12

💖Q

#WWG1GWA

11/21/2019 6:22:04 PM bullpatriot Yes it was!

11/21/2019 6:22:20 PM rud9d1 Q sent me

11/21/2019 6:22:42 PM charlievensel Almost like the CIA writes the news, lol

11/21/2019 6:22:44 PM yustein We will see...

11/21/2019 6:22:49 PM chrishow442 Mockingbird media

Controlled

Controlling the narrative 

I hope people are waking up

11/21/2019 6:22:55 PM keith369me Thousands of new MJ12 followers...hopefully a few will read the early Tweets.

11/21/2019 6:23:32 PM feeangel223 Great job! Q sent me!

11/21/2019 6:23:32 PM clk1566 Q sent me!!

11/21/2019 6:23:33 PM in2trux Parrots have a higher IQ.

11/21/2019 6:23:34 PM newrepublicusa1 You people in our main street media are extremely DANGEROUS to our REPUBLIC

11/21/2019 6:23:51 PM linda_mclelland Looks like they all got their talking points from the same Controller. Lol

11/21/2019 6:24:14 PM bullpatriot I hope so too. A slow drip of announcements of investigations should surely help

11/21/2019 6:24:18 PM k3yle Some serious # action on ur comment!!          911 n 119 & 211 n 112! Noice timing!! pic.twitter.com/5PlNljL0Yn

11/21/2019 6:24:31 PM scurfie How is this even possible?  Our news journalists wouldn't lie to us!

11/21/2019 6:24:52 PM mycrazylife2010 Congrats

11/21/2019 6:25:58 PM franiepride Unreal

11/21/2019 6:26:00 PM djlok It's like I've died and gone to heaven!!!  You know what this means?  It's ALL REAL...every single bit of it!!!   Like that was the ultimate proof!!!

#TheGreatAwakening

11/21/2019 6:26:09 PM guitplayen Wow I didn't realize how many mockingbird news people would sell there souls. Just a bunch of weak followers. Hells forever..

11/21/2019 6:26:11 PM aprillnefores  pic.twitter.com/I5NaBCRfr8

11/21/2019 6:26:29 PM seanayers74 #InfoWar #Fake News                                 Infotainment has been weaponized

11/21/2019 6:26:37 PM drottiemom 😂Q sent me, Congratulations‼ pic.twitter.com/XUYcJ0UBzL



11/21/2019 6:26:40 PM chrishow442 I pray it does 

Lord, 

Open the eyes of the blind

Let them see what they haven't yet. 

We ask in Jesus's name

11/21/2019 6:27:05 PM pink_pickup CIA

11/21/2019 6:27:21 PM thejudgeito Anyone know if this is on YouTube?  When I try to share it on liberal posts it won’t let me.  Shadow banning in affect.

11/21/2019 6:27:23 PM djlok What a coincidence!!!

11/21/2019 6:27:57 PM k3yle 🙃😉

11/21/2019 6:28:12 PM agan_shon Q 👍🇺🇸

11/21/2019 6:29:06 PM dchan51156939 You could make a new video like this one a couple times a week with their talking points and catch phrases of the day! This is NOT a free press. It’s 

more like little wind up toys in the evil kid’s toy box.

11/21/2019 6:29:08 PM julesig73 CF = Clinton Foundation

CS = Chuck Schumer

11/21/2019 6:29:15 PM jp4141 Right?!  Just like They Live! 🤣 “They” are the “Fake News” pic.twitter.com/lmKEswGk90

11/21/2019 6:29:16 PM timmakesnoise I don't have enough middle fingers.

11/21/2019 6:29:35 PM starbabie1111 Absotively posilutely; methinks you are Eye's soul bro. 

Or twin?😂😍

11/21/2019 6:30:47 PM bobbi7316 YES! This 👆 IS extremely dangerous to our democracy! 😡

11/21/2019 6:31:08 PM lanciasc0rpi0n One Sided News Stories. You've Gotta Be Kidding

11/21/2019 6:31:31 PM cibersuedoe Q sent me!

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:31:34 PM ddrbeastappv1  pic.twitter.com/bTtLTN6fWt

11/21/2019 6:31:38 PM bigreded23 Democracy is a code word for what?  What are they really saying.   Democracy, majority rules.  The USA is a Republic not a Democracy.   When they say 

Democracy, they are saying Socialism.  

Remember this and replace the term in the future, so you know what they are really saying

11/21/2019 6:31:50 PM kathleenjoy777  pic.twitter.com/6eAFl0ad9F

11/21/2019 6:31:58 PM bullpatriot Amen 🙏❤️

11/21/2019 6:32:04 PM pottsvogel This should be shared every time you see it on every platform.  People need to see this now.

11/21/2019 6:32:09 PM fastrman These people are Q’d and Screwed!

11/21/2019 6:32:17 PM forzamomentum I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for 

all. pic.twitter.com/xs10qNfgso

11/21/2019 6:32:53 PM napoli_motors Q sent me but I’ve been here too pic.twitter.com/hwyOSPP8sb

11/21/2019 6:33:20 PM thedancingmilo Q sent me.  Nice work Patriot.  This one will be fun to share.

11/21/2019 6:33:50 PM my2sonznme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did you know that NeonRevolt says you are a LARP? On his GAB newsfeed. Said you were Q’d

11/21/2019 6:34:02 PM fancy1776 Q sent me

11/21/2019 6:34:03 PM avidbooknut Proof that all these new outlets serve up #FakeNews and are controlled by someone.

11/21/2019 6:34:08 PM a_manuguerra #qanon sent me Detroit Michigan #wwg1wga #VoterIDNow

11/21/2019 6:34:22 PM magadcvet DS controlling the narrative... Information Warfare!

11/21/2019 6:35:13 PM barbn1 Sent by pic.twitter.com/3yNm8fLcNH

11/21/2019 6:35:17 PM karma4event201 I am certain we will see. 

AI control being destroyed and being free is great. 

Seems a shame if freedom is brief.

11/21/2019 6:35:18 PM keith369me If you like love and expanded consciousness, it will be all good.  Q 3614, read the early Tweets from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and a picture gets formed

11/21/2019 6:35:39 PM allahuniversal Time always tells. Future Proves Past. And the show isn't over yet. They still have a lot of good work to do. I'll allow them their doubts. For now. 

Well, that's +1 for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Imagine what happens if/when @NSA_QIL2 is Q'd. How many would flip tf out?

11/21/2019 6:36:39 PM fansblowing3 Puppets

11/21/2019 6:37:02 PM laurabusse ☺️

11/21/2019 6:38:19 PM k_redheaded  pic.twitter.com/tcff3aCOUa

11/21/2019 6:38:29 PM basedeve #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 6:39:30 PM nzbigal WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 6:39:45 PM laurabusse We're all a mixed bag of dark and light

And most of us bounce back and forth between the two

I guess it's the whole duality thing...

11/21/2019 6:39:46 PM my2sonznme NeonRevolt says you’re a “major larp” and you posted an “ancient video” and also that “getting Q’d isn’t an endorsement”. I can’t tell if that’s jealousy

 or envy?!🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/HM477wE3O2

11/21/2019 6:39:52 PM qarmyranger How do you brainwash the masses? Repeat repeat r repeat. pic.twitter.com/AjRMhOWCll

11/21/2019 6:40:04 PM magamkeg Great!

11/21/2019 6:40:13 PM heidioline it IS!

11/21/2019 6:40:43 PM actionoverwords  pic.twitter.com/8B83WoqUD5

11/21/2019 6:41:29 PM lori_dee1 I know what you mean David! Seeing the Q drops happen in real time as the tweets and news is coming out is such a strong confirmation it is not a 

LARP (but we knew that! 😉)

11/21/2019 6:41:40 PM riczambini Wow!!! That’s insane

11/21/2019 6:41:45 PM carolsm99017611 You've been Q'd

11/21/2019 6:42:24 PM va_patriot_usa  pic.twitter.com/kTovzCsR9T

11/21/2019 6:42:30 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/ChY96MYvQu

11/21/2019 6:42:32 PM dev_innovator MajestiQ!

11/21/2019 6:42:51 PM stephanie_lineb Good night.- I agree that is extremely dangerous to our democracy. They need to stop it already.

11/21/2019 6:42:55 PM rebornkingent I’ll wait for $ather to let me know who or what to approve of/s.  He’s going in on Mj12 right now.

11/21/2019 6:43:51 PM va_patriot_usa  pic.twitter.com/ncxpomtNSZ

11/21/2019 6:43:58 PM thorsha39811131 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA

#FreeYourMind

11/21/2019 6:44:44 PM txbredandborn7 Exposing the mockingbird media!! We are the news now! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/RHF1JJu1uf

11/21/2019 6:44:44 PM kirk_boys Q Sent me. Thank you for showing the brainwashing the lame stream is doing. THEY are extremely dangerous to our society AND to all of mankind!

11/21/2019 6:45:18 PM kathycrhs Puppets on a string brainwashing the masses.

11/21/2019 6:46:40 PM djlok We knew it alright.  And JRock, which one are you?



11/21/2019 6:46:46 PM pamelasallustio Evil dressed in purple.

11/21/2019 6:47:11 PM reese07172855 Thank goodness I stopped watching that PROPAGANDA .  We are the news now!!!Way to go!!!  You got Q’d🇱🇷🇱🇷🇱🇷WWG1WGA 🇱🇷🇱🇷DJT KAG 2020🇱🇷🇱🇷

11/21/2019 6:47:16 PM shilohsmom2 Q sent me. Congratulations! pic.twitter.com/ZftpdvI9Cv

11/21/2019 6:47:21 PM pbrbob1 Looks like the 4am talking points are right on schedule. Bawk-Bawk, Anchor want a cracker!

11/21/2019 6:47:27 PM nlcolburn This is sooo disturbing!🤬 pic.twitter.com/ZQS4HpRTYG

11/21/2019 6:47:39 PM starsns44130411 Q sent M12. Mocking Bird CIA ops. Stopped watching them totally summer 2016. Kissed HRC's evil ass way too much. The lies during Dem primary run 

to boost her over commie Berne, then the immediate TDS campaign. My spirit refused to watch anymore.

11/21/2019 6:47:44 PM baloney2118 Is there a way to get a copy of this that I can take to Fb to post?? Idk how to do that. Thank you in advance if you know.

11/21/2019 6:48:18 PM allahuniversal He's free to. I did my duty already.

19°, 1-40

Ezekiel 3:18

The rest, is on him. https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1197666287201214465?s=19 …

11/21/2019 6:48:26 PM thankqtrump45  pic.twitter.com/BRUlQyrNro

11/21/2019 6:48:52 PM quickslick1 Is this on Youtube?

11/21/2019 6:49:00 PM terripi57420413 You have been Q’d. Congrats.

11/21/2019 6:50:11 PM wahiggins3 I had a similar revelation, it is like the timelines are converging nicely!

11/21/2019 6:50:49 PM _doozier_ Q links Majestic, this is not a drill!!! 😱

11/21/2019 6:51:39 PM mfd5569 And they all think they are the number 1 trusted source in journalism. They are nothing more than mockingbirds.

11/21/2019 6:51:55 PM yustein Time does not exist in this form in 5D and above. Keep your shirt on, let’s clean house first before you look into neighbors’ houses. Ascension first. That 

itself will free you forever from this EMAI. You question does not sound honest to me so I will block you.

11/21/2019 6:52:04 PM deplorablemik11  pic.twitter.com/PEhMSK2fMu

11/21/2019 6:52:10 PM findingtruth16 2 years prior!!! pic.twitter.com/XbQ2k8NV5P

11/21/2019 6:52:46 PM badkracker13 #GodBlessAmerica

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/3Yyier4TFg

11/21/2019 6:53:33 PM copybookstudent TV’s in buisnesses like airports, hotels etc. Who do you think pays for that propaganda? I turned the tv off at a hotel where I was conversing w another 

person. No one else was there. The staff turned it back on to Football ( bc they have a contract to air it) then walked away!

11/21/2019 6:53:38 PM starsns44130411 Rename them ALL USS Trump. Can leave JFK & Reagan.

11/21/2019 6:53:51 PM dani06548474 Thankq

11/21/2019 6:54:40 PM weirdelayna You got Q'd! WWG1WGA!

11/21/2019 6:54:45 PM sapperdan59 Twatter is blocking your video so I can not share it with others.

11/21/2019 6:54:48 PM alaskalaura Q sent me to thanQ, Patriot!

11/21/2019 6:55:56 PM deadpool2138 Q sent me! #MAGA pic.twitter.com/NpmyJW53l6

11/21/2019 6:56:23 PM asklepios8 #CreepyTools #FakeNewsMedia

11/21/2019 6:57:12 PM cougarusmc Thank You Lord. It's Really Happening.

I was watching my local Christian TV Station and a Q Warrior   was sharing the Truth. Wow. pic.twitter.com/re4lKXHdHH

11/21/2019 6:57:18 PM trinityknows We are the news now. #QAnon pic.twitter.com/Vzll5LfD6c

11/21/2019 6:57:24 PM 12aptor It's so damn obvious! #CommonSense y'all. 4 AM talking points go to ALL media outlets. #WeHaveYourBack_Q! #ThereIsNoStep5 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #QAnon pic.twitter.com/Q16KVkOBZz

11/21/2019 6:57:43 PM yanderingmy Wow, what a bunch of clones..

11/21/2019 6:58:05 PM ejander169 Q sent me , call me late to the party

11/21/2019 6:59:26 PM dleeswets1 It is up to We the People that have awoken to share this make it go viral send it to everybody you know post it everywhere you can America needs to 

know that the Democrats have been brainwashing us through the mainstream media for decades pic.twitter.com/4M9UmgSaEx

11/21/2019 6:59:42 PM seac777 Time to wake up... don't believe everything you hear... think for yourself.

11/21/2019 6:59:57 PM featherjourney4 The MSM is extremely dangerous!  #Q #TheGreatAwakening #Trump2020Landslide 

                                                                             Well Done on the vid! ❤️🇺🇸

11/21/2019 7:00:02 PM gmanlook May the Q be with you!! pic.twitter.com/VAUPjPuBJ7

11/21/2019 7:00:15 PM pauznersteven  pic.twitter.com/MyX1ZjpqJV

11/21/2019 7:00:33 PM mikebravodude  pic.twitter.com/GxYt1EIrFE

11/21/2019 7:00:47 PM dustinsjaaheim Q sent me. #WWG1WGA  http://QMAP.PUB  pic.twitter.com/sWd9aPOSWN

11/21/2019 7:01:03 PM deplorableiles  pic.twitter.com/GAe3wylUt8

11/21/2019 7:01:47 PM martycurtis1 Q sent me

4 AM coordinated talking points 

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 7:01:54 PM 056de60a75ac48e Q sent me!

11/21/2019 7:01:59 PM patriotparris  pic.twitter.com/lBdT5m3dgK

11/21/2019 7:02:19 PM myrenthiatopac1 Q pic.twitter.com/GNtaKuPhJp

11/21/2019 7:02:38 PM patriotracing  pic.twitter.com/9TL2edXG6w

11/21/2019 7:03:11 PM soulonjourney11 Congratulations!!

11/21/2019 7:03:22 PM kredhen1979 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 7:04:03 PM jameslturney1 Q sent me.

11/21/2019 7:05:15 PM bubbleup2 Pin heads!

11/21/2019 7:05:47 PM cindifertel This is from Sinclair which has a republican agenda. You’ve got it backwards.

11/21/2019 7:05:51 PM againtauthortam You do understand that SinClair broadcasting which is being ran by an ex-trump WH employee that got fired, and they send everyday a talking point to 

protect trump. SinClair broadcasting has been trying to take over another network to gain 70% of all local network channel

11/21/2019 7:06:03 PM painting_truth Mockingbirds gonna mock. 

"Control of narrative = control of public opinion

Control of public opinion = power

How do you control the narrative?

Information warfare" Q. pic.twitter.com/AGftZTXcyL

11/21/2019 7:06:11 PM jill4truth what the ever loving fuck?????

11/21/2019 7:06:14 PM annreiger Omg

11/21/2019 7:06:28 PM cory97478 Q sent me

11/21/2019 7:06:53 PM k8mazr Makes me sick.  Thank God for Qwho sent me.  Jesus help us.  No more.

11/21/2019 7:07:23 PM bobirecover Q sent me

11/21/2019 7:07:45 PM susiangelartist Awesome  Q post! Q3616 WWG1WGA ❤️🇺🇸👊🏻

11/21/2019 7:07:49 PM katgirlartist Q 👏👏👏👀🍿



11/21/2019 7:08:03 PM 3rdsideofcoin Q is extremely dangerous for their agenda.

No more manipulation.

No more lies.

No more covering up for their puppet masters.

We The People have had ENOUGH!
11/21/2019 7:08:27 PM derrilynk Q sent me. Great job!

11/21/2019 7:10:05 PM sophiesmom1018 When you are divided, angry, and controlled, you target those different than you, not those who are responsible , divided we are weak. That is why we 

need to examine things ourselves, wake up and stand outside the group, not in the center!

11/21/2019 7:10:18 PM flyboy7798 Q sent me. Congratulations!

11/21/2019 7:11:47 PM truthwakes How can I share this video on FakeBook?

11/21/2019 7:12:13 PM sophiesmom1018 Thank you for translating the Q  map for your country. God bless you and your country. May we take down all the corruption and make life more 

enjoyable for those who are woke up. May God heal the divisions in families.

11/21/2019 7:12:18 PM saljay13 Well done

Q sent me https://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/operation-mockingbird/ …

11/21/2019 7:12:23 PM klodirector To our Republic

11/21/2019 7:12:55 PM jph2o "Only listen to us! (Desperate)

The internet lies to you!

Don't think for yourselves!"

I'll pass, faceless talking heads.

@CNN @MSNBC_Breaking @washingtonpost @nytimes

11/21/2019 7:13:11 PM maryb3927 Robots! Robotic Journalism.

11/21/2019 7:13:23 PM cancolwell3 If you think about it...this is terrifying. An echo chamber.  It's like "the matrix has you".

11/21/2019 7:13:49 PM shhhhhh_o Was this an example of the fax’d 4:00 AM talking points for the day⁉️

Oh BTW, Q sent me‼️😀 pic.twitter.com/an5GeB5XtX

11/21/2019 7:13:57 PM pedra33993072 Powerfully beautiful

11/21/2019 7:14:00 PM flyinginadream1 This is how #FakeNews works #WakeUpAmerica 🇺🇸👀

11/21/2019 7:14:27 PM mrblbrettish the movie "Flight of the navigator"; an early form of soft disclosure?

11/21/2019 7:14:43 PM rosiestairn Creepy

11/21/2019 7:15:02 PM ukj6924 Extremely dangerous to our constitutional republic!

11/21/2019 7:15:18 PM patriot_york OH C’MON 4:00AM TALKING POINTS IS NOTHING BUT, A FAR RIGHT WING CONSPIRACY THEORY....KEEP MOVING NOTHING TO SEE HERE! #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 7:15:34 PM prov31prayer puppets of propaganda

11/21/2019 7:15:51 PM sspencer200 Visiting thanks to Q.

11/21/2019 7:15:56 PM jamifinley14 Omg, this is frightening. Some of those news casters are scary looking!

11/21/2019 7:16:34 PM skippy86394927 hi fellow q aussie mate WWG!WGA

11/21/2019 7:17:04 PM hertinkness Wow

11/21/2019 7:17:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly OH MY GOD!!!! Q JUST CONFIRMED MAJESTIC 12'S TWITTER ACCOUNT IN POST #3614! THIS WAS TOTALLY UNEXPECTED BUT IT'S SO AMAZING! 

THAT'S AS CLOSE TO A DIRECT CONFIRMATION AS YOU CAN GET, FELLOW Q FOLLOWERS. READ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12'S POSTS! I HAVE TO MAKE A SHORT 

VIDEO ABOUT THIS. #QAnon pic.twitter.com/bi0yxUJCBP

11/21/2019 7:17:26 PM mannyloyola62 I’m here for Q. Sent me to this place. MAGA. TRUMP 2020 and forever. America First. God with us.

11/21/2019 7:18:13 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/xVc1V808Qr

11/21/2019 7:18:14 PM rolandvanking Yeah, when watching the news, I am constantly thinking:

Could these guys be any more slanted to the right?

#Bull

11/21/2019 7:18:39 PM dabuni2 #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/sbh4dlfM8v

11/21/2019 7:18:54 PM jasonlottinger Q sent me!

11/21/2019 7:19:01 PM sdane8 Me too!!!  🥳

11/21/2019 7:19:09 PM can_stupid Q

11/21/2019 7:19:43 PM djlok Y'all are awesome!!!

11/21/2019 7:20:15 PM noland_alecia You’ve been Q’d. Congrats!

11/21/2019 7:20:51 PM zzzzwoke So well done 👍🏾

11/21/2019 7:21:26 PM roni_k_patriot A friend sent me... pic.twitter.com/sYMKEzv0My

11/21/2019 7:22:23 PM 157amazinggrace Q'd ☺  congrats

A bunch of puppets RME

11/21/2019 7:22:45 PM brettharwood4 Thus the term "talking heads"!

Great job Magestic!

Q sent me.

11/21/2019 7:22:55 PM iowa_trump Q sent me 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/21/2019 7:23:11 PM rghardy3 Timelines will merge 12-21 ?

11/21/2019 7:23:46 PM lindajj56 Q’d!  Sweet!

11/21/2019 7:23:50 PM somagamama Q sent me. These aren't journalists. They're actors! Phony frauds!

11/21/2019 7:23:59 PM pacraider how to redpill normies: the video

11/21/2019 7:24:41 PM susanspring2424 Wow! This is now!

11/21/2019 7:24:57 PM happyhayesou Holy cow #Patriot- how beautiful! #Qanon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 7:25:14 PM cosserkirk Yes Saw That.. Laura Opening Is Great Too

11/21/2019 7:25:33 PM kidncatmom1 The #FakeNewsMedia are TRULY an Enemy of The People! 

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 7:25:47 PM martingeddes I RTd this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account in August and got a stream of ALL CAPS screaming abuse for it from one well-known (and now suspended) 

account. Today Q has linked to the same source. A little humility goes a heck of a long way. Patriots don't tell Patriots what to think or say.  

pic.twitter.com/PPgsjsVcwy

11/21/2019 7:26:07 PM allahuniversal Intersection https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196299847726440448?s=19 …

11/21/2019 7:26:34 PM dwqken

𝓠

 

𝚂𝚎𝚗𝚝

 

𝚖𝚎
11/21/2019 7:27:02 PM carlos765955611 Eve Martin, get some rest? Daylight was intense.

11/21/2019 7:27:13 PM writermaven AMEN

11/21/2019 7:27:30 PM livefreeordie45  pic.twitter.com/H4RaKb3KaC

11/21/2019 7:27:43 PM cybrkrystlz  pic.twitter.com/FvEYzU27c7

11/21/2019 7:28:21 PM flyboy7798 Affirmative

11/21/2019 7:28:23 PM prilled4u Q sent me too! WWG1WGA 🇺🇸



11/21/2019 7:28:47 PM staggerlee422 😊 pic.twitter.com/aDXVmOZtPy

11/21/2019 7:30:21 PM martingeddes Message over messenger. (I wish I could cope with the volume of fully open DMs but it's just too much for me.)

11/21/2019 7:30:42 PM carol_beeee Martin, you are the BEST! Always discerning, with an open mind. We are lucky to have you in this #GreatAwakening

11/21/2019 7:30:44 PM nancyburridge We have a Constitutional Republic. We've never had a democracy which is nothing more than mob rule. If 51% voted to end your rights they would be 

gone under a democracy.

11/21/2019 7:31:07 PM rghardy3 Intersect and then what ?

When does the merging come ?

11/21/2019 7:31:27 PM swayngimsusan Great video. I saw a longer version awhile ago. Nice red pill!

11/21/2019 7:31:46 PM americanmohawk how hard is it to just go off script for like 15 seconds. damn....

oh yea.. 

I wasn't sent here by anyone...

nothing to see here

11/21/2019 7:32:13 PM enomai_ @ts_sci_majic12

A Flood of Data Coming?  https://twitter.com/hitman604/status/1197613564665585664 …

11/21/2019 7:32:14 PM from_thestars You got Q'd 😎 #QAnon

11/21/2019 7:32:29 PM thekanehb Noticeably? Do u think this will be a change normies will be aware of?

11/21/2019 7:32:42 PM bigrednj81 WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 7:32:44 PM barneyray1 Q all day

11/21/2019 7:33:31 PM eckyimp Q sent me. Congrats on being Q'd, Patriot. pic.twitter.com/IeiehM71La

11/21/2019 7:33:45 PM fluffyscarsdale Q post #3614 link leads here! 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 … pic.twitter.com/1Rj5Gb7Xaq

11/21/2019 7:33:54 PM joeloud Wow

11/21/2019 7:34:32 PM rghardy3 Some people will never wake up.

11/21/2019 7:34:44 PM inthenameoflo19 I retweet that account a lot.  I ignore it.

11/21/2019 7:34:45 PM angelon_228 Epstein didn't kill himself!

11/21/2019 7:35:15 PM allahuniversal Merging has been happening all along. What happens? We have to create the event to find out. We've been doing that all along too. Advance 

knowledge comes from within.

11/21/2019 7:35:22 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1197719464747372545 …

11/21/2019 7:35:33 PM thekanehb Agreed but I’m curious as to whether this timeline will be noticeable. 

Just wanting to know what to expect ;)

11/21/2019 7:36:34 PM rghardy3 You will have to ask Majestic that one.

11/21/2019 7:36:38 PM finchfinder1  pic.twitter.com/LXiLmLqBW7

11/21/2019 7:36:56 PM lindamccorkle Let me guess,  Neon.🙄

11/21/2019 7:37:07 PM needheadcoach same

11/21/2019 7:37:10 PM seekufindq1 He sent me too.

11/21/2019 7:37:34 PM fairstability Why would you be attacked for that?

11/21/2019 7:38:17 PM malvernjoe Please share this.  So important.

11/21/2019 7:38:55 PM allahuniversal Dark > Light = a dimmer switch being turned up ever so slowly so that everyone's eyes get a chance to adjust & see what's already there. Some will 

keep their eyes closed regardless, others could jolt awake, some will wipe the crust out, some are already going about their day.

11/21/2019 7:39:10 PM gennyphillips10 This is extremely disturbing,  not to mention dangerous to our democracy!

11/21/2019 7:39:22 PM mahoneyboney You believe an article written by Emory University poly sci professors? Outside of talk radio, fox news and OAN I don't see any news coverage favorable 

to Trump.

11/21/2019 7:40:05 PM allahuniversal Or, yourself.

All answers are within. Only confirmation can be found without.

11/21/2019 7:41:53 PM sheepdogschuler Who was the suspended account?

11/21/2019 7:42:00 PM shawndanielspkr There are a bunch of people who have shared the same video, and known accounts.  There must be a reason they linked this one

11/21/2019 7:42:46 PM gary87857971 Constitutional Republic - get it right.

11/21/2019 7:43:08 PM todd_joslin I know....I remember.  Major Q "experts" who think you should think like them have attacked.  Some attack everyone.

11/21/2019 7:43:11 PM leepraying Q sent me

11/21/2019 7:43:16 PM thekanehb Yeah I was just curious if it’s enough to change my plans that day ;) 

I’ve heard so much speculation on what it will be and I’m wondering what to expect. Timelines change 12/21/19 but I’ve heard that 12/21/20 is a big 

time for “visitors”

11/21/2019 7:43:42 PM datucker28 Operation Mockingbird CIA are its finest. But we are awake now. pic.twitter.com/pUX7lE6Vly

11/21/2019 7:43:48 PM rebornkingent We got bored and came to earth.

11/21/2019 7:44:37 PM martingeddes No, what matters is the quality of the messages, not the identity of the messenger. Treat each matter on its own merits.

11/21/2019 7:45:11 PM chasingnehemiah The first space carrier should be the USS Trump. #SpaceForce

11/21/2019 7:45:20 PM dee_decker  pic.twitter.com/brQ3HHQLdb

11/21/2019 7:45:28 PM sheepdogsociety They call this brainwashing technique....syndication.

11/21/2019 7:45:47 PM whatsth61068280 Fkking creepy

11/21/2019 7:45:51 PM theglib Thanks for your hard work whoever that was.

11/21/2019 7:45:53 PM dollysaysno It would be great if someone with the time/skills made it a daily practice to create the montage everyday and drop it on social media. I think it would 

be their swansong.

11/21/2019 7:46:04 PM tweety_bird011 Laughing goes a long way.

11/21/2019 7:46:23 PM jccjcs Operation Mockingbird is obvious pic.twitter.com/V2GyL38Ptj

11/21/2019 7:46:58 PM chooselove108 I love this story....many Patriots for many reasons.  Thank you for your voice and your truth, spot on!

11/21/2019 7:47:07 PM robert27475000 #Qsentme

11/21/2019 7:47:15 PM jaded_pearl Q Proof @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/JfpmkaxSSic 

11/21/2019 7:47:27 PM laurabusse Exactly

11/21/2019 7:48:02 PM qtpi3_14 Sorry, I've already claimed Twinno status 😹

#MoveOverEye #HereComesSomethingQter

11/21/2019 7:49:14 PM marg_inscoe Yep

11/21/2019 7:49:19 PM princesspatrio1 😂🤣😂

11/21/2019 7:49:31 PM unaffraid1 Q sent me!!  WWG1WWA MAGA

11/21/2019 7:50:03 PM yeshua_daughter Are these clones? We're a republic not a democracy... Wake up

11/21/2019 7:50:19 PM greg_devereux Epstein didn't kill himself

11/21/2019 7:51:18 PM honeybee33_ Q sent me🇺🇸



11/21/2019 7:51:22 PM paul49011636 They speak right on "Q"ue….

11/21/2019 7:51:23 PM allahuniversal Heard a saying once...

If the last day comes and finds you planting a tree 🎄, keep planting the tree 🍃

11/21/2019 7:52:13 PM bender664 I didn’t think there was anything left these people could do to shock me to my core but this certainly does. Q sent me wwg1wga

11/21/2019 7:52:54 PM thekanehb I like it :)

11/21/2019 7:52:58 PM wigone1 Coincidence... pic.twitter.com/6HSv6HF7jt

11/21/2019 7:54:41 PM mark_r_pereira Are you aware the video is from a script produced by a pro trump, conservative media conglomerate or does everything have to fit your imaginative 

world

11/21/2019 7:55:17 PM qtpi3_14 This makes me wonder if she is part of one of the most elusive and secretive of the 13 bloodlines...

The Van Duynes.  All traces to Netherlands

11/21/2019 7:55:29 PM bluesheepdog55 I posted this video in May of 2018 on my Facebook, no one even blinked an eye. pic.twitter.com/y15oRpmrDZ

11/21/2019 7:55:31 PM americanme7 I missed that, can you tell me who's account it was by chance? Thank you.

11/21/2019 7:55:52 PM joffive Wtf? Omg

11/21/2019 7:57:38 PM new_winnie  pic.twitter.com/Hvtw7Ejldx

11/21/2019 7:57:56 PM ajmontky "Without checking facts,  first."  Self awareness has become such self awareness.  How else do you describe it?

11/21/2019 7:58:02 PM disclosurebp You and I have different opinions on this MJ12 account, but we respect each other. Neither of us would tell the other what to think or say. This is the 

way it should be. Plus, all my opinions are subject to change with further info. Modesty is necessary.

11/21/2019 7:58:24 PM mimd2oo5 So much crazy all in 1 thread

11/21/2019 7:58:45 PM jkkc40 #Q sent me!!  #KAG #WWG1GWA #Q+ #POTUS45

11/21/2019 7:58:46 PM theantime1 It's like the Truman show in real life.

11/21/2019 7:58:49 PM revkme MSM is extremely dangerous to our Republic and a threat to national security! #Brainwashing #Indoctrination @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

11/21/2019 7:59:21 PM theantime1  pic.twitter.com/BcraOhABV9

11/21/2019 7:59:39 PM bender664 @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@seanhannity

@TuckerCarlson

11/21/2019 7:59:48 PM deplorablespock I know who you're talking about. He was very rude, outspoken, and chastised the hell out of anyone that acknowledged any "larp" accounts. Then 

when others would tell him he was a just being a prick about it, he'd justify his irrational behaviour through the guise of "tough love."

11/21/2019 8:00:19 PM hericane3 Q sent me as well.

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 8:00:25 PM solaceofenvy Wwg1wga!! Pain is coming

11/21/2019 8:00:29 PM libertylover64  pic.twitter.com/RvIhtG9nqS

11/21/2019 8:01:19 PM baganon1 One bag to another, much respect.

11/21/2019 8:01:19 PM catherinetrue4 Poor "patsies." They really should not be taking the blame for this.

11/21/2019 8:02:08 PM debbiea43922131 Got Popcorn? pic.twitter.com/CMPFXZphF6

11/21/2019 8:03:34 PM shalea789 Media puppets. Two anchors in this video are from my local station. One has already left the station and the other next month.

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.cincinnati.com/amp/1493192001 …

 https://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2019/07/09/report-veteran-news-anchor-leaving-channel-12-in.html …

11/21/2019 8:03:42 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/lAes7P0XLc

11/21/2019 8:03:45 PM 1nanasmomma How embarrassing AND TRUE

11/21/2019 8:05:50 PM pearlbeyondpri1 Q sent us! 👍🏼👌🏼 pic.twitter.com/iIqkVsOytN

11/21/2019 8:05:51 PM shabbymissjenn I will never watch or read the news again!! #doyourownresearch

11/21/2019 8:06:36 PM chris4patriots Sadly, many are seriously that stupid.

11/21/2019 8:06:39 PM anoncitizenus 171951420135!

11/21/2019 8:06:58 PM drabyahoo Doesn't this make people a little bit suspicious? Damn the division is getting worse. We each think the other is crazy. Their plan is working WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 8:07:19 PM operator147_usa Q Sent Me

11/21/2019 8:08:09 PM binturner These puppets are extremely dangerous. pic.twitter.com/jSMS94MDgP

11/21/2019 8:08:21 PM shiddian Many dont have enough money for shelter or food and these people are paid to do what they do. I 'predicted' 10 years ago that MSM 

journalists/reporters would become more and more depressed and just leave their job. If they don't come to their senses it might happen to them.

11/21/2019 8:09:00 PM ricky_lee_66 Busy with life. You've been Q'd. Rock the hard lines. #WWG1WGA #QArmy #MAGA #Qsentme

11/21/2019 8:09:41 PM radandred1m WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 8:09:52 PM vizcaya86321013 What idiots

11/21/2019 8:10:31 PM kathrynkemm Talking heads doing what they do best..schnooker the masses. Hahaha! We tossed our tv two years ago. Msm outlets incite fear, panic, TDS and anger. 

Start your day with a prayer of thanks to Jesus❤️

Here's a fave "charge up vid" https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZkVqsgRxTIU …

11/21/2019 8:12:45 PM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/kenklippenstein/status/1197625076985798668?s=21 …

11/21/2019 8:12:47 PM carlos765955611 Funny! I don’t know why or how, but I feel some essence maybe sense of ESP communications capacity when you’re present. That is your specialty 

right? Or possibly insanity or senility setting in.

11/21/2019 8:13:03 PM cindyhickey7 Exactly ‼️‼️

11/21/2019 8:13:43 PM eagleland11 Welcome!

11/21/2019 8:14:22 PM kathrynkemm We either oust them via legal

 route -> The Ballot Box and criminal charges...

...or we have the Cartridge Box.

11/21/2019 8:15:08 PM whynot19133248  pic.twitter.com/iMkVKuIfhM

11/21/2019 8:15:12 PM gardn_whisperer  pic.twitter.com/9LgQh73aoq

11/21/2019 8:16:01 PM lebotman1 Operation Mockingbird at its peak, its only downhill from here.

11/21/2019 8:16:03 PM theglib Yo

11/21/2019 8:16:58 PM serenityfirth And again.... pic.twitter.com/o0BxluA7Vo

11/21/2019 8:17:14 PM 7lifeisart Lots of places try to tell you what they are. Do you always believe them?

11/21/2019 8:18:01 PM americanme7 Ok, I try to keep my eyes open , see it all, then use my own logic. Ty, I appreciate you sharing back!

11/21/2019 8:19:00 PM boomerbecky Father "sun"...GS

11/21/2019 8:19:20 PM rghardy3 I posted about Q using Information Warfare.

Then later Q also talked about it.

Coincidence ?

11/21/2019 8:19:52 PM notoftheworld77 You've been Q'ed!



11/21/2019 8:19:52 PM warriordaisy I'm not talking about conservative stations, I'm talking about Reuters.

11/21/2019 8:19:58 PM theglib Sometimes I feel like WE have it all but then I think, even we will be shocked by what comes out.

11/21/2019 8:20:17 PM thementallyhill This is incredible

11/21/2019 8:20:38 PM ptstrength Wow.  Q sent me!

11/21/2019 8:20:38 PM olivia_awaken Its. All. The. Time. They are actors with scripts pic.twitter.com/MDmC7Kbzgb

11/21/2019 8:21:02 PM outerlimits816  pic.twitter.com/FvdG3rTedf

11/21/2019 8:21:34 PM olivia_awaken just actors reading their 4 am scripts #2 pic.twitter.com/eHmtw0Hxoo

11/21/2019 8:22:25 PM olivia_awaken #3 Actors who have to read their 4 am scripts pic.twitter.com/294pypQLzf

11/21/2019 8:23:07 PM followstruth Q

11/21/2019 8:23:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5

11/21/2019 8:23:15 PM theglib What they don’t realize is, if the left won, their commie overlords would have them up against the wall first.

11/21/2019 8:23:25 PM positively303 Ready!

#WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 8:24:04 PM olivia_awaken 4 am. scripts pic.twitter.com/5OxKuA6JlS

11/21/2019 8:24:11 PM inthematrixxx 5:5 pic.twitter.com/chmbAzSVp2

11/21/2019 8:24:11 PM americanchilean 5:5 pic.twitter.com/hx4CcNSonE

11/21/2019 8:24:20 PM theglib It was watching CNN that flipped me. They were just so full of shit.

11/21/2019 8:24:24 PM peterluisvenero Here y’all go. They’re called The Council on Foreign Relations, an ambiguous title for an information warfare terrorist organisation, it seems. Check their 

connections to Epstein flight logs. Explains a lot. pic.twitter.com/ftO7YJgrb7

11/21/2019 8:24:42 PM gus_short Sorry I missed it!! Congratulations on being Q-ed

11/21/2019 8:24:45 PM leinweber_r You got Q'd pic.twitter.com/ePfrgPaFJg

11/21/2019 8:24:45 PM jvan125 I saw that...😉 pic.twitter.com/Gx79nslbQo

11/21/2019 8:24:51 PM michael81972 5:5

11/21/2019 8:25:04 PM remnantslayer You been Qed...

11/21/2019 8:25:37 PM saveamerica2q2q Q. pic.twitter.com/QGOHOVsZq2

11/21/2019 8:25:41 PM dc92t Your videos not playing right again, TW intervening?

11/21/2019 8:25:44 PM justanothersmi2 👀

11/21/2019 8:25:50 PM nolan_thorn Q'd. Congratulations. 

#FakeNews is the enemy of We the People!!

11/21/2019 8:25:57 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

11/21/2019 8:26:09 PM mykecostin 4AM talkin points sent to all media outlets

11/21/2019 8:27:08 PM realeyethespy IbmQ labs guys. We are using something special. #Tyler

11/21/2019 8:28:05 PM peterluisvenero Mind control.

11/21/2019 8:28:22 PM rghardy3 Yes but the difference is my info is really True.

11/21/2019 8:28:28 PM laura_621 5:5

11/21/2019 8:28:42 PM jackie43809445 My thoughts exactly!

11/21/2019 8:29:01 PM ctarian Eri, we are not a democracy.. Please. We are a Democratic REPUBLIC. Our Constitution limits the gov't's power. Our rights come from our creator, NOT 

from Washington D.C.

11/21/2019 8:29:06 PM allahuniversal 5:5 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1197733081689546752?s=19 …

11/21/2019 8:29:52 PM rachad71 Q linked me!

11/21/2019 8:29:55 PM jackie43809445  pic.twitter.com/xhFZVa5ZPQ

11/21/2019 8:30:13 PM vrohd07 Puppets, if they know it atleast l, probably dont, sad, hope it's worth the $$ 8f they are aware

11/21/2019 8:30:27 PM realame60776734 Q sent me

11/21/2019 8:30:37 PM santababy1952 Simply...WOW. It is so obvious and dangerous as Q points out! This needs to be shared to so many people who aren't in the same bubble!

11/21/2019 8:30:55 PM gurlpower72 Q sent me & you & you & you & you... #WWG1WGA  every time this meme is shared, an anon gets their wings! pic.twitter.com/u0B8Lz94MH

11/21/2019 8:31:29 PM realeyethespy Check the oak ridge partners

11/21/2019 8:31:42 PM olivia_awaken 4 am talking points pic.twitter.com/71DM8TBXh0

11/21/2019 8:31:50 PM fight4kidsusa I love that f’ing Q! BOOM!

11/21/2019 8:31:56 PM vitalyn87 Patriots in control pic.twitter.com/jKC55nkZIC

11/21/2019 8:32:02 PM nursewounds Epstein didn't kill himself.

You even have the apostrophe lol 

'🙌

11/21/2019 8:32:31 PM whatwentwrong3  pic.twitter.com/p2qwqZNigQ

11/21/2019 8:32:39 PM lizzie87624032 Thank you Q!

11/21/2019 8:32:42 PM quazzimus 5️⃣5️⃣

🖐🤚

⭐️⭐️

🕔🕔

E:E pic.twitter.com/aOnKRohvdu

11/21/2019 8:32:47 PM cgraydc Repeat it enough times most people will believe it, except for those that are awake. pic.twitter.com/Ri4iBTy9nX

11/21/2019 8:33:36 PM keepthefaith758 We are ready

11/21/2019 8:33:43 PM bluesasicanbe @realDonaldTrump @parscale

11/21/2019 8:33:44 PM jenkur2 Q sent me

11/21/2019 8:33:45 PM billyj1616 Is anyone tagged in this thread a clown?

11/21/2019 8:34:39 PM txstrawberry360 Mockingbird

11/21/2019 8:34:58 PM autistmember True, we have faith and know prayer's strength. The Clowns only have evil to pursue.

11/21/2019 8:35:51 PM happygoddess WWG1WGA >congrats from 'Q' team

11/21/2019 8:36:00 PM realeyethespy GRAIL

11/21/2019 8:36:13 PM warriordaisy Not all stations are conservative-leaning, but they definitely all get their 4 am talking points at the same time.

11/21/2019 8:36:39 PM johnnyt_anon Stage is set. 

#MAGATime

#maga2020

11/21/2019 8:36:39 PM bigsocialdeals Congratulations and ThanQ, Patriot.  We are Q and we are many.  WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/XLF9MwoWpF

11/21/2019 8:36:50 PM ctpatriot1 My local news is spinning the pro impeach narrative in favor of today's testimony as being damning lol. They even tapped into local news.. that's 

disturbing.

11/21/2019 8:37:11 PM quentinjay2 Stuck in the Middle with you - Stealers Wheel. Playing is the back ground with Trump dance with the American Flag surrounded by Clowns to the left 

and Jokers to the right. That would be a good video.

11/21/2019 8:37:12 PM designpro3aw  pic.twitter.com/5X289xYEeW

11/21/2019 8:37:38 PM jensingr1 Puppets without brains whose only talent is reading a teleprompter!  They hire a certain "type" who won't question authority!.....

11/21/2019 8:38:04 PM mrpoopypants19 Excellent work! I'll be red pilling people I know with your video!

11/21/2019 8:38:13 PM tinfoilhatlady Q sent me



11/21/2019 8:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine

[Clinton Foundation] https://youtu.be/2sNzz_p5neg 

11/21/2019 8:38:48 PM saxophonethe Why didn't he just pay support? This woman probably would have kept his secret, if he was decent to her.

11/21/2019 8:38:51 PM laurie0558 Video unavailable

11/21/2019 8:38:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine

[Clinton Foundation] https://youtu.be/vgeB1GmFoQE 

11/21/2019 8:39:04 PM drudge_gina I agree!

11/21/2019 8:39:22 PM bevlyn51 Q sent me 👏👏👏

11/21/2019 8:39:57 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

11/21/2019 8:40:17 PM okabaeri9111 It's just the difference stems from the language.

11/21/2019 8:40:23 PM aprilbrown99 ♥♥♥🔥🔥🔥♥♥♥

11/21/2019 8:40:47 PM laurie0558 Got it now.

11/21/2019 8:40:54 PM aprilbrown99 Click the blue circle beneath the video.

11/21/2019 8:41:54 PM proudofmyvote Truly incredible what President Trump is up against daily! pic.twitter.com/e1sM3sR2hp

11/21/2019 8:42:30 PM okabaeri9111 When we say democracy, It's just a fair election ppl all participate.

11/21/2019 8:43:48 PM jon60421106 Q says hi...

11/21/2019 8:43:56 PM iheart_phalange Can’t happen soon enough, justice to victims, stop the madness

11/21/2019 8:44:25 PM flm22 THIS RIGHT HERE ...is why I do NOT watch MSM...period!

11/21/2019 8:44:30 PM thecaptain808 Ukraine is a hub wake up people

11/21/2019 8:44:53 PM 1wickedwilliam  pic.twitter.com/JEhGd1bHyo

11/21/2019 8:45:32 PM mgoblue91 Q sent me pic.twitter.com/NMy8wAP37F

11/21/2019 8:45:41 PM michaelwolf0000 ITrying to find a video YouTube took down, started with a anchorman scene and a Tedtalks with a female talking about history of fake news, had 

montages like this in it. The thumbnail image was a crisis actor in body armor/gun.  Anyone know the title or where I could find it?

11/21/2019 8:46:15 PM gurlpower72  pic.twitter.com/MVNMdaLw3G

11/21/2019 8:46:28 PM eileen2rte1 The light is upon us! Q sees YOU! pic.twitter.com/EFb5Ph95r6

11/21/2019 8:46:42 PM julieandbrookie #Qsentme #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon love from New Zealand 🇳🇿

11/21/2019 8:46:57 PM thecaptain808 Remember when trump took office and obummer had our military lined up on their border cause Russia invaded Crimea all set up..don’t you people 

remember anything??

11/21/2019 8:47:05 PM wheat_herman ..

11/21/2019 8:47:18 PM boy12_jimmy I believe 'The Stage is Set.' -All of them.

11/21/2019 8:48:22 PM 20_20_beyond We know they’ll come. They just don’t want believe it’s happening.

11/21/2019 8:48:56 PM frejyrm Army of digital warriors, world wide, WE are everywere! WWG1WGA ♥🇺🇸🇸🇪

11/21/2019 8:49:51 PM stettenfarms Congrats! You've been Q'd!

Q sent me

11/21/2019 8:50:25 PM gotsumtintosay Political Correctness is Ideological Eugenics. 

Change my mind!

11/21/2019 8:50:25 PM nrmitka Q sent me

11/21/2019 8:51:17 PM grimmwarrior19 TIME TO WAKE UP pic.twitter.com/fUdWck1y96

11/21/2019 8:51:45 PM therealtez23 Who is Q

11/21/2019 8:52:27 PM holewakaren Q sent me WWG1WGA QArmy at the ready pic.twitter.com/AQg2HcS7LN

11/21/2019 8:52:38 PM cabeck1961  pic.twitter.com/5BNll5jBnf

11/21/2019 8:52:47 PM terryca53306307 thank you

11/21/2019 8:53:16 PM usanana1 Congrats...You've been Q'd! pic.twitter.com/R4XFHMRHPb

11/21/2019 8:53:24 PM calvinchase10 Q AYE

11/21/2019 8:53:28 PM carlos765955611 What I find interesting is that even when they’re obviously against the ropes, they’ll step out,  face the cameras and say something like:”we got them 

against the ropes,”everyone admitted to having sex in the SCIF,” and not break  a grin. I guess lying’s part of their culture.

11/21/2019 8:53:44 PM allahuniversal [Soon] ]8kun[

11/21/2019 8:53:56 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1197736648009801728?s=19 …

11/21/2019 8:53:58 PM luxury_chic1 Q sent me!WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 8:54:08 PM rachaelangelm Lot of problems!!!!

11/21/2019 8:54:23 PM daveo6145 The Great Awakening is spreading. Nice time for Q to link with MJ12

11/21/2019 8:54:54 PM j_mes_junk #WeKnow

11/21/2019 8:54:58 PM hmitchell1918 We are learning discernment. Deep down, you know. And the deeper you go, the stronger you know. Peace and Blessings to All...

11/21/2019 8:55:26 PM platedbullets Well one thing is for sure, everyone is on the same page, and they are martching in line.

11/21/2019 8:55:37 PM curiousthats Q sent me.

11/21/2019 8:56:05 PM j_mes_junk  pic.twitter.com/ad3qYAsMMv

11/21/2019 8:56:46 PM kingskidwithle1 ThanQ, Maj 12.  Q sent me.  Congratulations on being Q'd!  This is a powerful vid proving media complicit in "look here, not there."  We D/C'd our 

DirecTV 9 years ago so don't see how far this has progressed.  Rely on you and others to reveal.

11/21/2019 8:57:22 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1160976615624630272?s=19 …

11/21/2019 8:57:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q linked to a post on Majestic 12's account in Q posts #3614 and #3615. This was amazing and unexpected! I made a short video about it (embedding 

isn't working properly for me): https://youtu.be/pHx9AO9Hwug 

11/21/2019 8:57:27 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1192577405816360961?s=19 …

11/21/2019 8:57:31 PM autumtear1 Q SENT ME

WE ARE THE NEWS NOW

WE KNOW

WE ALL KNOW

SHEEP=NO=MORE

GOD WINS
11/21/2019 8:57:55 PM wildbore17 And Yeah Q sent me!

11/21/2019 8:58:31 PM brubach_m I don't necessarily believe that alien life has visited the Earth. But the Navy released video of a UFO near channel islands. Are you familiar w/ Janet 

flights? Janet runs a beechcraft svc to San Nicolas Island. Nothing there, was for test bombing runs. Who knows what's below?

11/21/2019 8:58:45 PM tladd58  pic.twitter.com/Ek1m6LwHOI

11/21/2019 8:58:48 PM terryca53306307 joined July 2017. Just a few months before the first Q post.

11/21/2019 9:00:24 PM nhawkdoc I’m going to save this tweet. You guys said the same thing back when Mueller was investigating. You remind me of these priests that predict the end of 

time and then time comes and then they go away. Seek help, you need mental help

11/21/2019 9:01:11 PM susi_belle Q sent me! 🇫🇮 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

11/21/2019 9:01:18 PM groitaliano Q sent me 💪🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/A0yHbyUaXl



11/21/2019 9:02:15 PM courtneyspace17 Blessed are the meek:for they shall inherit the earth

11/21/2019 9:02:53 PM cocreatorz Creepy Creepy 

But excellent work. #TheyGotCaught #QArmy #FakeNews

11/21/2019 9:03:03 PM aprilbrown99 Well Twitter wont let me post this so I am adding the image instead! pic.twitter.com/6Qx0jS4F7p

11/21/2019 9:04:21 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q with the MJ12 confirm!!! What a day!!!!!

11/21/2019 9:04:39 PM blanckjanet We are not a democracy, if you don’t know that, get out of the news!

11/21/2019 9:05:15 PM allynthompson5 Even FOX?!😳

11/21/2019 9:05:49 PM aprilbrown99 Buh bye ALICE!!! pic.twitter.com/BGds03nk2m

11/21/2019 9:06:27 PM condieseel90 Q sent US !

WWG1WGALL!! 

GOD BLESS!

11/21/2019 9:07:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly [ALICE] pic.twitter.com/HerrFg4Zzr

11/21/2019 9:07:45 PM lightworkercain 1️⃣1️⃣2️⃣2️⃣🌪

11/21/2019 9:08:39 PM annel_jo  pic.twitter.com/15Ky6TZA9n

11/21/2019 9:09:11 PM oslawhouseware Sounds kinda like they're all reading from the same page! Ya think!

11/21/2019 9:09:26 PM me2189251618 🌻 pic.twitter.com/wFcM3jDFyX

11/21/2019 9:09:39 PM kryan92185384 5:5

11/21/2019 9:09:42 PM bmfcolonel Wow! Q sent me!

11/21/2019 9:09:58 PM kellyreneonline Q sent me

11/21/2019 9:10:43 PM quickdraww69 I'm with Q & Q+ WWG1WGA!!! pic.twitter.com/oOeEeznWRd

11/21/2019 9:12:34 PM all_qd #Qwashere

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Vi2620eZMw

11/21/2019 9:13:15 PM hays2mark Q sent me

11/21/2019 9:13:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shocking photos of Jeffrey Epstein's ranch show 'party shower' | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7703257/New-photos-

Jeffrey-Epsteins-New-Mexico-ranch-pedophiles-eight-person-party-shower.html …

11/21/2019 9:13:25 PM schypha I'm late to the party --- Q sent me.

11/21/2019 9:14:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempting to get in front of the story?

It gets much worse.

[Clinton Foundation]

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1197744868661088256 …

11/21/2019 9:14:25 PM rebornkingent Party in the shower, wash the blood down the drain nice and easy. If that’s the type of party you’re into. 🤷♀️

11/21/2019 9:14:33 PM aprilbrown99 Ok this is off topic but Elon Musk just announced his new Cybertruck. The writing looks a bit odd so I looked up in gematria...you cant make this stuff 

up. 🥴😉😊 pic.twitter.com/k9a6lQ56Xb

11/21/2019 9:16:19 PM realitygateway Q sent you here for a reason... dig into the Majestic 12 posts.

11/21/2019 9:17:07 PM grannyfierce Omg they are the ones doing it

11/21/2019 9:17:23 PM me2189251618 🌻 pic.twitter.com/BGYSaChbTo

11/21/2019 9:19:30 PM mariecrosado1 You've been Q'd. Basked yourself in the glow!

11/21/2019 9:19:44 PM dogsrockatx And Q sent me too! Tic Toc! 

#SethRich #Rosenstein

#weinerlaptopHRCemails

#ClintonCrimeFoundation

#Savethechildren

FISA goes both ways! Awesome Q, Q+ & Q++,  President Trump! Dems and DS are self incriminating!

Trump & God’s R winning!

Nothing will every be the same.

@POTUS
11/21/2019 9:20:48 PM lanielou5 I wondered WHY this compound was so huge...

I read elsewhere it was to be his "Baby Farm"...

Like the Guru in Mexico, who kept preteens

pregnant & sold the babies for Pedos, Food &

Satanic Rituals. 

Perhaps connected to other locations via

underground tunnels...
11/21/2019 9:21:54 PM sofia_wwg1wga Why the bandaids on the lady spies  ? pic.twitter.com/Mb4XZdnyIs

11/21/2019 9:22:44 PM patriotswegoall They know that the Q team is real.

We can only hope and pray that everything is going to be fine.

11/21/2019 9:22:56 PM mtbeer1 They spread lies hourly.   TV news died in 2016.

11/21/2019 9:27:02 PM dironablu2u And we give the 1% tax breaks again, why?

#RichLivesMatter

11/21/2019 9:28:36 PM dna121314 Congratulations on being Q’d 😎

11/21/2019 9:29:00 PM joshwade1976 Have we entered the matrix?

11/21/2019 9:29:19 PM creedcontagion Q will stop U

11/21/2019 9:29:49 PM ecranchero What a shame. That beautiful cross needs rescued. That is Orthodox. Why does he have an Orthodox church cross? Stolen?

11/21/2019 9:31:13 PM wicked1776  pic.twitter.com/IhrQpWTdKt

11/21/2019 9:31:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q sent you to where you already were 😉

11/21/2019 9:32:17 PM matchbox982 Is there a link to this on YouTube to share with clueless people on Facebook or text?

11/21/2019 9:32:17 PM jennysue62 Sick twist demon

11/21/2019 9:32:33 PM creedcontagion They had a plan, now God Bless Our Military With DJT, WWG1WGA……We are the response. Please take it ALL down.Swiftly and HARD.

11/21/2019 9:33:06 PM dalepatterson19 Q sent me...

Trust The Plan.

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 9:33:28 PM creedcontagion BEZOS is a TRAITOR to the USA. TAKE THEM DOWN.

11/21/2019 9:33:54 PM wwtravelr 5:5

11/21/2019 9:34:04 PM w0nderboi Majestic is Q.

11/21/2019 9:34:47 PM magapatrioteer The biased MSM is extremely dangerous to our democracy. This coup couldn’t have happened with a legitimate watchdog.

11/21/2019 9:35:10 PM synackstatic What about the "gardens?"

Or is that too hot for TV?

11/21/2019 9:35:46 PM nurseniceyes This story made me think how would my house look? Most looks fairly normal except the alleged striop club in the basement.

11/21/2019 9:37:18 PM teddos10 Nothing creeps me out like this vid.



11/21/2019 9:38:00 PM nurseniceyes Serious questions any relation to Fiona McLeod Hill?

Is Dr Hill transgendered? Is this the same Dr Hill who had an affair with Christopher Steele?

11/21/2019 9:38:16 PM crslan2 #MediaParrots

11/21/2019 9:38:16 PM michael81281696 Truly terrifying

11/21/2019 9:38:22 PM silent_sibyl What do they worship? https://psy-minds.com/myth-minotaur-labyrinth/ …

11/21/2019 9:38:48 PM teddos10 Not only they are living in the dark, they are also prolonging darkness for the collective.

11/21/2019 9:39:12 PM mackpolitical Any of you Q morons notice CNN & MSNBC aren’t shown here? This is Sinclair Broadcasting which promotes Trump like Fox news. While your hearts 

may be in the right place you have all been terribly misinformed. The theme of your global criminal conspiracy was used against NWO...

11/21/2019 9:40:51 PM alexgiess What does it have to do with the media group?

11/21/2019 9:41:22 PM kvitalone This is too funny. 😊

11/21/2019 9:41:47 PM murphylaw23 #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 9:42:14 PM grandpaselo I can't believe it!

11/21/2019 9:43:20 PM grandpaselo I don't listen! I see in they face they arrre Nobody! Why take time listen? Noooooo. I dont have time

11/21/2019 9:43:56 PM mrgraysquirrel Q SENT US ALL !!!!!! pic.twitter.com/fiMz0TT2nl

11/21/2019 9:46:53 PM joantbea Q'd. We are Q. WWG1WGA.

11/21/2019 9:46:56 PM saljay13 Rotting in hell an eternity of PAIN

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 9:49:29 PM jessejames11_17  pic.twitter.com/emp5Bm9eZy

11/21/2019 9:49:43 PM newscommenter Are retweet’s endorsements? Asking for a friend.

11/21/2019 9:49:49 PM lisecob Mindless automatons

11/21/2019 9:50:03 PM deplorable_s Foreign aid grew from 8B in 2007, to appro x 90B in 2016 in Ukraine .  

The upping Foreign aid, plundering, circling $$$ back to themselves. . 

In business world it’s called embezzlement!

11/21/2019 9:51:24 PM lolodo_ @ashleykaye38 whoa. 

😐

Trippy.

11/21/2019 9:51:54 PM david0149984304 #QSentMe #WEAREQ

11/21/2019 9:52:54 PM beckweth If you can read your lines and have no soul - you can be a newscaster

11/21/2019 9:54:42 PM benjami20944593 Q sent me

11/21/2019 9:55:06 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/HgAeiM7m5p

11/21/2019 9:55:57 PM doyouq It’s like Westworld, only it’s a luxury fantasy sicko sex Ranch

11/21/2019 9:56:06 PM bella87001619 They want to control they mind of the people by the lies in the media , they don’t care about the real true 🙄🤷🏽♀️‼️Sick Evil Socialists 🤮👹 

pic.twitter.com/KjEUZwh4WR

11/21/2019 10:00:36 PM aquariusrising2 WWG1WGA  MAGA !!  TRUMP2020 !!

11/21/2019 10:01:14 PM footefetish This tweet is extremely dangerous to our corporatocracy.

11/21/2019 10:02:49 PM the_stormishere @Kevin_Shipp @allidoisowen @SidneyPowell1 @BarbaraRedgate @GeorgePapa19 @RudyGiuliani @WhiteHouse @stranahan @thebradfordfile 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackPosobiec @charliekirk11 @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @LindseyGrahamSC @VP @StateDept @SaudiEmbassyUSA 

https://twitter.com/The_StormIsHere/status/1197649786075136000 …

11/21/2019 10:05:29 PM jeremia97428658 repeat after me....

M.S.M written out in full is;

B U L L S H I T

REAL Journalists are on social media BUT they are being attacked and heavily censored.

If you raise your voice and it doesn't do any good it's time to raise your hand.

If they can't listen, they can feel.

😉

11/21/2019 10:07:12 PM glariok A video created to show a ton of news stations all forced by their right wing owner, Sinclair Broadcasting, to spout the same script yet the comments 

are full of people who couldn't take 30 seconds to actually look it up and are talking about the DNC and MSM bullshit. Jesus

11/21/2019 10:08:54 PM lorentzvanzelst  pic.twitter.com/u2IzT5KnpU

11/21/2019 10:11:19 PM desertfairygal Nice...

Q sent me

11/21/2019 10:12:10 PM restoration Hahaha. Fake News at its devious best.

11/21/2019 10:14:25 PM drudge_gina Benjamin Fulford just mentioned the impeachment trial may not be taking place in the capital building that it is a show. A reporter friend of his says it is 

not going on. Is this true? Is this just a show being filmed elsewhere?

11/21/2019 10:14:30 PM darrylthedude The MSM in a nutshell: pic.twitter.com/udSpGkmw3C

11/21/2019 10:14:56 PM mrcharl79533255 Q sent me! pic.twitter.com/Z6Rfymj8UY

11/21/2019 10:15:46 PM qforwin  pic.twitter.com/gqgjM0JFl4

11/21/2019 10:16:14 PM nurseniceyes There are as many timelines as entities on the other side and people in this side.

11/21/2019 10:16:42 PM starehope  pic.twitter.com/WhdJnWInLT

11/21/2019 10:17:20 PM jewels_autumn  pic.twitter.com/rq4eaIj83h

11/21/2019 10:17:39 PM deosgood I’m with Q

11/21/2019 10:18:36 PM tayo_joachim That is indeed a major development! This will further red pill the Qanons and those who called @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 a larp will cease and start taking 

Majestic12 seriously. Real Disclosure is nigh!

11/21/2019 10:19:02 PM onenonl86244433 Grab the popcorn this show is about to get interesting.

Oh yeah. Q sent me

11/21/2019 10:19:25 PM binturner  pic.twitter.com/Ve1axOMJ7d

11/21/2019 10:19:45 PM asdasd26700831  pic.twitter.com/MC6BxlK4sG

11/21/2019 10:20:23 PM bigsismw Doesn't the article say this property is the only one not yet raided? WHY?!?! Please tell me the good guys have the tapes 🙏🙏🙏🙏

11/21/2019 10:20:31 PM khetaamenti #WWG1WGA #MAGA

11/21/2019 10:21:35 PM dlinares326 Q sent me😀🇺🇸



11/21/2019 10:22:19 PM johnthewhite1 "Interacts with consciousness to ensure success of the Plan"

Yep. Sounds like another day in the InfoWar

Keep it up soldier 

"Our struggles not against flesh & blood, but against the rulers, authorities & powers of this dark world & spiritual forces of evil in heavenly realms 

pic.twitter.com/4b12nzH4fv

11/21/2019 10:23:20 PM krieflinda The Mockingbird MSM is  Public Enemy #1.

Thank Q.

11/21/2019 10:23:24 PM starehope The article mentions *Max* woman has them.

11/21/2019 10:24:13 PM john317_ It took a lot of courage to do what you did

11/21/2019 10:24:14 PM jjleonard1 Holy crap.  My daughter brought me her Farenheit 451copy and ask me why "a book was like a loaded gun".

11/21/2019 10:24:45 PM chrisusafirst Someone please tell these idiots that we aren't a democracy. Q sent me.

11/21/2019 10:26:23 PM rudivandijk Checked and now ☒ again. Thanks Q

11/21/2019 10:27:00 PM pammyjean7 Wow 🤩 the blatant hypocrisy of you all. Oh the irony of this

11/21/2019 10:27:35 PM gary01518142 Q sent me. WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 10:27:42 PM jecoliah2 Q sent me❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️

11/21/2019 10:28:27 PM originalr1too Q

11/21/2019 10:28:37 PM agapaoflower WWG1WGA

QArmy

MAGA

KAG

11/21/2019 10:28:58 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 actually gave this information, said without him knowing it...that’s why it’s spreading . He doesn’t know....

11/21/2019 10:29:44 PM truthisfree17 WTF

11/21/2019 10:31:46 PM 432wps  pic.twitter.com/NmOhADmTgy

11/21/2019 10:31:47 PM heyjude_ca Q Congrats 😄

11/21/2019 10:32:38 PM stonkold Q Sent Me.  🇺🇸 WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 10:35:31 PM llcarls49 Q sent me

11/21/2019 10:36:47 PM poodbit499 They get their talking points via email at 4:30 every morning per Q!

11/21/2019 10:38:33 PM hirnschmalz1 Q sent me.. 😎💪🇺🇸

11/21/2019 10:38:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly You are exactly right. Q followers can learn so much from reading Majestic's account.

11/21/2019 10:39:46 PM orfinnr Q sent me 😎

11/21/2019 10:40:08 PM candy99063842 Sickening 😳

11/21/2019 10:41:54 PM larsennslarsen Didn't Obama legalize it?

11/21/2019 10:42:06 PM tayo_joachim I am awaiting Jordan Sather and Neon Revolt reaction to this!

11/21/2019 10:42:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly Hahaha!

11/21/2019 10:43:43 PM kimberly6379 Y’all are #PaidActors @WSBT

11/21/2019 10:44:32 PM dabrokentruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

when do you come out with some publications?

We know, who U are 🤫😉

11/21/2019 10:45:03 PM bill_wrleach Gina, you failed to include academia.

11/21/2019 10:45:13 PM weareeternal4  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

11/21/2019 10:45:52 PM tobyannev 4am talking points

11/21/2019 10:46:36 PM roxnmetal WOW, just WOW. #SheepNoMore #wwg1wga

11/21/2019 10:47:17 PM tayo_joachim What's your stake on their stance?

11/21/2019 10:47:32 PM danyen13 Just. Wow. So revealing. Thank you for all the work that went into this.

11/21/2019 10:48:57 PM bill_wrleach Oh yeah Joe.  If you follow Amazing Polly the extent of the corruption that she researches is terrifying!

11/21/2019 10:50:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly I know both of their stances and covered some of that in my videos. 

Re: JS - it's a bit said that he 'rejected' the idea of MJ12 grooming him, but it is probably not necessary, at this point, for JS to accept MJ12. It would be 

better though, and may happen eventually (soon).

11/21/2019 10:51:51 PM blood_liberty Q sent me. 

Enjoy the show.

11/21/2019 10:52:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly Re: NR - that one is a bit more odd because NR wrote that long article about Majestic 12 group/organisation (not the Twitter account one). I hadn't 

read all of the article but I was kind of disappointed by their stance, since I had read some of NR's articles in the past.

11/21/2019 10:55:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly But Q was never huge at the start when he started posting on 4ch. Q went mainstream in early 2018. MJ12's account has flown under the radar and 

some people probably don't believe in it because of how discreet it is. They need other people to verify their beliefs (mass following)

11/21/2019 10:56:03 PM wnbolts Q sent me

11/21/2019 10:56:27 PM majic_eyes_qnly Not all could discern the truth from Majestic 12's account. It takes knowledge and experience. Many Q followers were influenced by the idea that only 

Q is real and that any other similar military intelligence group could not be real and that it was a LARP.

11/21/2019 10:56:48 PM misssusan_17 Wow would u believe it ,Q sent me too #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 10:57:39 PM patriotbulldog2  pic.twitter.com/vmiPtcg73Z

11/21/2019 10:58:07 PM mcpatriot64 She looks like a man

11/21/2019 10:58:45 PM deffrow5 You would think "Future proves past" was clear enough...but noooooooooooooooo

:P

11/21/2019 10:58:52 PM band30below What is extremely dangerous to our democracy(we live in an constitutional republic) is that 6 corporations control 90+% of all media in the US. As 

demonstrated by the video 

#WWG1WGA #Censorship #ControlTheNaritive

11/21/2019 11:00:46 PM tayo_joachim "Grooming him"?

11/21/2019 11:02:50 PM thomasklammer5 Congrats Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/TrsyYbuzjB

11/21/2019 11:03:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly It implies that MJ12 had the technology/consciousness to be aware of Jordan Sather's future mission. Then they prepared him to be become a public 

personality working towards disclosure (a bridge between US military intelligence and the US/global public) 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149542799731118082?s=20 …

11/21/2019 11:04:14 PM skippy86394927 hey great to see us aussies here-i'm sure things are changing in oz as well-take care and god bless - from your aussie mate 😉

11/21/2019 11:04:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly grooming = preparing someone for something specific, i.e. a future task, role or job

11/21/2019 11:05:01 PM redpilledgal Hiya Skippy! May us Aussies all Unite! Stay in touch fellow Aussies  #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening 🍿🍿🍿

11/21/2019 11:05:59 PM skippy86394927 sure will - take care

11/21/2019 11:10:53 PM tayo_joachim Wow!!



11/21/2019 11:11:37 PM leighharvey612 Q sent us

We R Q!

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 11:15:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly You can read their conversations on Twitter. Copy, paste and search these two lines:

from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jordan_sather_

from:@jordan_sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

It's a bit hard to navigate through them. I've read a lot of it before and will read through the rest of it now.

11/21/2019 11:18:43 PM jkuhman I love mirrors.

11/21/2019 11:19:15 PM mariaholm51 Congratulations you are Qed pic.twitter.com/8kiWfXFjDA

11/21/2019 11:21:37 PM itsaboutsharing Truth hurts. Corruption and evil.

Q educating.

11/21/2019 11:22:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079041438296481793?s=20 …

11/21/2019 11:23:10 PM redpilledgal Hi Majestic 12, can you please send me the link for the original of this clip? I would like to save a copy. Thanks!

11/21/2019 11:23:52 PM stephen02113007 Q sent me

WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 11:24:44 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079560633820110849?s=20 …

11/21/2019 11:26:06 PM mongrelglory "All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players".

-William Shakespeare

(or perhaps Sir Francis Bacon...)

11/21/2019 11:27:23 PM gramminy Actors reading a script. You have been Q’d.

11/21/2019 11:28:03 PM bobv777 "Q" It Up !!! pic.twitter.com/sCFyPY496M

11/21/2019 11:28:34 PM thed0v3 @briannavasqz

11/21/2019 11:29:02 PM jrocktigers humble servant and child ..

11/21/2019 11:29:15 PM thed0v3 @Sheibareiba

11/21/2019 11:30:45 PM kagmoncheri Q sent me!! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ffiCKqRA3k

11/21/2019 11:31:16 PM tiraeche Qd 👍👏 pic.twitter.com/MC1YNyYed6

11/21/2019 11:32:13 PM pattisimmons67 Congrats for getting Q'd!

11/21/2019 11:34:42 PM frandemario2 Robots

11/21/2019 11:37:31 PM mongrelglory I must say, I'm pretty chuffed myself! 😁

11/21/2019 11:40:36 PM chasmania5 Q

11/21/2019 11:40:58 PM aetherwalker1 Good Boy, confirmed! pic.twitter.com/bu1tAFTPrT

11/21/2019 11:45:56 PM uerightonq Bunch of robots...

11/21/2019 11:46:26 PM nancyhurst So many puppets. So sad.

11/21/2019 11:47:19 PM 111e4g Good one patriot! congrats on being Q'd!

#SHEEPNOMORE #WEARETHENEWSNOW #WWG1WGA

11/21/2019 11:52:10 PM fireemt1979gma1 The “Epstein didn’t kill himself” meme is a psyop so people focus on his death instead of what he did, why he did it, and who he did it for. 

It’s not a joke. It’s not funny. What happened was horrific and others involved need to see justice.

11/21/2019 11:52:53 PM perkinsforussen Exactly why we ate taking you down! These United States of America is a #Republic

11/21/2019 11:58:46 PM nomorewars2 💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯

11/22/2019 12:02:07 AM covefe67 These people are extremely dangerous to our Democratic Republic.

11/22/2019 12:03:16 AM caleb_grabowski Creeeeeeepy. GET EM Q

11/22/2019 12:05:25 AM analyzere10x As Mister Rogers would say, "Can you say Mind Control?"  

"Sur', I knew you could."

11/22/2019 12:05:41 AM aldoussnow @this_vid

11/22/2019 12:05:44 AM rabbittactical Broadcast News, aka The News World Order.

11/22/2019 12:06:17 AM m06246268 We have our free will, but our consciousness needs to rise. 

When you are conscious you see through the bullshit. No way back.

Go outside the matrix

Dark to light

Uncover what is hidden

See the light...

Truth will prevail...

Otherwise history will repeat itself.
11/22/2019 12:06:45 AM dmhennen Q sent me.

11/22/2019 12:09:09 AM eyzwydshut It Flows Just Like Syncranized Swimming In Olympic Size Pool Huh 😂😂 They Are All Such Tools 😂😂

11/22/2019 12:10:39 AM janniealexa Nicely done. 👍

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/NcEazflMfZ

11/22/2019 12:11:48 AM jasonba49579613 QsentUS WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

11/22/2019 12:12:21 AM backpackby #QSentMe

11/22/2019 12:12:51 AM jasonba49579613 Omg

 Absolutely chilling

11/22/2019 12:13:35 AM deplora71494806 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#IStandWithPresidentTrump #MakeAmericaGreatAgain #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp @realDonaldTrump

11/22/2019 12:16:26 AM paula_starlin Q sent me

11/22/2019 12:16:36 AM america1stninja Replace the word Actor with any MSM name then replace the volunteer with yourself! pic.twitter.com/hh8ywz2Xbj

11/22/2019 12:16:59 AM america1stninja  pic.twitter.com/xK9TrUr4qc

11/22/2019 12:17:20 AM america1stninja  pic.twitter.com/IDlfHTdQoV

11/22/2019 12:19:40 AM jasonba49579613 Watch the video. You've heard this same VERBATIM message across your country. MSM brainwashing of the masses. Propagandized media, complicit 

or not. Do not FALL into the same hole. Go around it. Speak out if something doesn't seem right.Logical thinking. WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

#Qanon



11/22/2019 12:22:51 AM kidge6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Welcome fellow anons new to MJ12. "Parallel Operation" to Q (see pinned post). There's a lot here.  MJ12 drops crumbs also.  On 

Twitter, since Aug 2017.  Use Search: from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 <keyword>. And check this out:  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-

messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

WWG1WGA.

11/22/2019 12:23:58 AM majic_eyes_qnly THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES.

11/22/2019 12:29:07 AM kidge6 This is a nice archive of MJ12 tweets since the inception of the account in Aug 2017.

11/22/2019 12:29:52 AM kidge6  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

11/22/2019 12:32:43 AM ftwstaci  pic.twitter.com/zp6nJRhu7s

11/22/2019 12:35:23 AM breadsrver  pic.twitter.com/wILmgUR7Fn

11/22/2019 12:35:27 AM tadatkinson Q sent me, as did the Qban Lightning.  #WWG1WGA #CubanLightning

11/22/2019 12:35:33 AM breadsrver  pic.twitter.com/81ddFIxbGZ

11/22/2019 12:38:03 AM arpegio_six Dark to Light

11/22/2019 12:39:06 AM wayseer73 That was you last summer..um not cool probably unneccessary for me. Thank God it came thru cheekbone not top of head&my MI service knowledge 

of the tech,or my 20 yr marriage would've ended w/both he & I thinking I was 🦇💩.that said nothing 2 fear now having experienced it.

11/22/2019 12:39:15 AM arpegio_six #ProjectMockingbird

11/22/2019 12:40:18 AM dailygrail This is a mash-up of Sinclair broadcasting channels. They are pro-Trump.

11/22/2019 12:42:55 AM bethanyplissken Yep. And that's why the repeated script they are all saying is actually pro-Trump while still serving the purpose of exemplifying how controlled media is. 

A montage could be made of any of the big 6 media companies but it would be a montage full of TDS. This is better.

11/22/2019 12:45:03 AM vinnyscars Watch "NEWS FLASH ⚡️ Q CONFIRMS Majestic 12’s Twitter account! 👽 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤯🤯🤯 Q #3614-3615 QAnon" on YouTube  

https://youtu.be/pHx9AO9Hwug 

11/22/2019 12:46:17 AM bethanyplissken I just rewatched it and like it even more. It isn't overtly pro-Trump but they are calling out biased, fake news while simultaneously exemplifying that 

fakeness.

11/22/2019 12:50:30 AM tonydid57 Bit late but Q sent me!

11/22/2019 12:51:47 AM trajohn4 Are there more videos?

It says #48 but this is the only one on the channel.

It's great..

I want MORE please!

11/22/2019 12:51:57 AM timthemechanic Q sent me.

11/22/2019 12:53:25 AM curiouspatriot2 Q sent me. Congratulations!

11/22/2019 12:54:03 AM uniquelywritten Thank you for serving Tommy! 🇺🇸❤️

11/22/2019 12:56:35 AM henwoley Where is his IS

11/22/2019 1:00:26 AM seashorewoman ThankQ pic.twitter.com/GALHuvdiYM

11/22/2019 1:04:41 AM stclair00 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Being -basically- oficially confirmed is one of the best things to ever happen, the Great Awakening just got accelerated by a bit 

there. Good news for this race🤖

11/22/2019 1:12:27 AM azzkikr1975 @NOS @Nieuwsuur @RTLnieuws @dwdd @EenVandaag = #FakeNewsMedia

11/22/2019 1:12:44 AM magicstoneusa nov.14,2019Burisma owner,nikola zlochevsky,INDICTED by URKAINE,for large scale money laundering that involves democrat politicans,hunter was 

paid with money that was stolen fron the Ukraine people...OAN News

11/22/2019 1:14:07 AM brit28340522 Wow!!! Now I knew it was bad but this really puts it in perspective... ThanQ for putting this together.

11/22/2019 1:14:40 AM med_anon ASTROTURF

Learn how #They have infiltrated (YOU) own and personal life.

Mandatory Vaccines??? https://youtu.be/-bYAQ-ZZtEU 

11/22/2019 1:15:39 AM drs2biz Q sent me. Keep up the great work!

11/22/2019 1:19:00 AM socalbohogal Epstein didn't kill himself

11/22/2019 1:22:09 AM socalbohogal They've been caught! pic.twitter.com/io6XfYqNWM

11/22/2019 1:22:14 AM world_veritas This tweet is being suppressed, look at the insanely low # for r/t

11/22/2019 1:22:33 AM surffarmer Omg. Are you kidding me right now? TV is DONE.

11/22/2019 1:26:03 AM socalbohogal Who really wants this done and to what end?

Manipulation of those who are lead by the nose?

11/22/2019 1:29:57 AM dkeys68 Q sent me

11/22/2019 1:31:05 AM uniquelywritten Q sent me!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 (17)

11/22/2019 1:31:40 AM debbearl Q sent me!  Congrats

11/22/2019 1:32:24 AM brit28340522 Just yesterday I was looking for the perfect q proof but not q proof about what's going on to get my husband to stop calling me crazy. Thank you 

Patriot for your diligence and thank you q for drawing my attention to it.

11/22/2019 1:32:45 AM socalbohogal Watch their ties, tie pins, jewelry, hand and eye movements. 

Spelling "errors" are used for more complex messages.

Everyone is different

Put yourself in their shoes

Shows their character

Time & time again

It's inevitable 

Even kids get it!

No deals! Remember?
11/22/2019 1:35:14 AM odortrace Buckle up

11/22/2019 1:35:43 AM lamar63764701 Q

11/22/2019 1:36:07 AM socalbohogal That because they're his victims too.

11/22/2019 1:36:57 AM melanie_bert Q sent us. Congrats for being Q'd. The world is watching. WWG1WGA!🇺🇸🇩🇪👊❤️

11/22/2019 1:38:03 AM cloman_r 4am drops from the C_A clowns.

[Mocking bird] no news media.

Thanks Q ! You showed us this 2 years ago ! Dark to Light ! God wins !

11/22/2019 1:40:53 AM socalbohogal Attempted coup.

We have it all...

Biden-Schiff-Pelosi-Clinton-Kaine

Here's a well-researched puzzle piece... more involved, however.

All the way to Hussain. https://www.bitchute.com/video/MJsTquX9WMk/ …

11/22/2019 1:43:17 AM bluetranceuk Extremely dangerous to ANY democracy

11/22/2019 1:45:00 AM worried_canuck Q sent me.  Thank you!!

11/22/2019 1:45:37 AM tayo_joachim Thanks! Just went through some of their convo! I think JS is still young  (29) and his ego is strong! Just read his reaction to Q's mention of MJ12's tweet 

and he's still in denial!

11/22/2019 1:52:30 AM rbbenzi la conoscenza del libro di George Creel del 1920 e della sua commissione voluta dal Presidente USA Wilson oltre a Lippmann e Bernays  sono pilastri 

della manipolazione mediatica

11/22/2019 1:55:17 AM tracyk199 Brainwashing on a MASS scale



11/22/2019 2:00:10 AM upret66 What about the False new AKA FAKE NEWS onain Stream Media?  AND, you're overlooking an important POINT: There is MUCH TRUTH on the Social 

Media that YOU, MSM are not covering!!

11/22/2019 2:06:37 AM brit28340522 I've had the same problem, but it's best to not try and prove q to people just the message, after all that's what's important.

11/22/2019 2:06:58 AM leannsmart News Media Parrots ! I Refuse to be brainwashed !

11/22/2019 2:07:24 AM sterkinglights1 Is it time for the pitchforks yet?

11/22/2019 2:18:18 AM americanconsti2 Let's NOT forget: pic.twitter.com/gaeV9gfEj9

11/22/2019 2:19:20 AM americanconsti2 Ok sheep. Think like you're told.

11/22/2019 2:23:56 AM done_been_qd #QAnon

#FactsMatter

#FakeNewsMedia #EnemyOfThePeople

#UnitedNotDivided pic.twitter.com/zGCc3aGmyh

11/22/2019 2:28:23 AM lawrencenewber2 This is extremely dangerous to our Democrats, and their policies!

11/22/2019 2:29:24 AM lindamendenhal5 Daniel 5:5 The Writing on the Wall

11/22/2019 2:29:31 AM qfhlwq  pic.twitter.com/a121OanTBK

11/22/2019 2:29:32 AM mrgournalist All these stations are owned by the same company and that company is worried you'll stop watching thus losing them revenue.

It's just capitalism. Plain, boring, good old fashioned American capitalism.

11/22/2019 2:30:21 AM mitchom8 You’ve been Q’d 😁👍🏻

11/22/2019 2:30:38 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/7SzEkqVqkx

11/22/2019 2:34:53 AM jherd6 Congratulations!  You've been Q'd.   Now you're in the history books.  Wow.

11/22/2019 2:35:23 AM drgreglane The Mockingbird Media IS extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC!!

11/22/2019 2:35:35 AM vicfish06 If you watched TruNews you would have seen these pictures months ago!

11/22/2019 2:45:19 AM tomahawkgreen RT and post everywhere

11/22/2019 2:47:12 AM san_jabbour If we learned one thing from Q then that there is NO DEMOCRACY, but DICTATORSHIP in control! Drain them all!!

11/22/2019 2:47:37 AM kubmark1 What happens when 90% of the media is controlled/owned by (6) corporations?

What happens when those same corporations are operated and controlled by a political ideology? pic.twitter.com/fUWmYeHv9y

11/22/2019 2:52:48 AM diannef1961 Q sent me! My family is awake!

11/22/2019 2:53:50 AM dan96603786 Lol of course.... perfect timing eh?

_Military.com my ass

11/22/2019 2:54:10 AM dan96603786 Nice!

11/22/2019 2:55:37 AM pattida89863159 #Pain pic.twitter.com/CZmPOgoKsv

11/22/2019 2:55:53 AM cvaine WOW THIS IS SCARY 🐾🇺🇸

11/22/2019 2:56:32 AM brentpaschall My retweet of this got a large response, including someone who correctly pointed out all these local stations are owned, not by ABC, NBC, and FOX but 

by the Sinclair group, not one of the six corporations that control 90 percent of the media.  😕😕

11/22/2019 2:57:20 AM rb25uk What a bunch of parroting buffoons....they spew their puppet masters disinformation while all the time having taken their “30 pieces of silver”

This is not a free and fair press, they are the political news outlets of the Democrats.....wake up sheeples, don’t walk away RUN

11/22/2019 2:58:35 AM wallywonks99 George Orwell 1984

Brainwashing, mind control

Never watching any news on cable TV from any of these MSM entities.

Get WOKE

11/22/2019 2:59:02 AM dlhil1969 They are all sheep🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸😁😎

11/22/2019 2:59:54 AM wallywonks99 I wanna know why these people want these jobs when they are told to read a script or youre fired.

Is it a cushy job? Must be.

11/22/2019 3:01:00 AM dbloigbloi Ahh the morning propaganda

11/22/2019 3:02:12 AM tanyawr42786567 Congratulations 👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/j4O5wKtOIn

11/22/2019 3:02:25 AM bhopki Here's a test for the alleged majestic. Fiona Hill was obviously born male. Are you going to expose this or does the plan (soap opera) depend on us all 

joining in the masonic pretense?

11/22/2019 3:03:05 AM emmib18 Perfect example of FAKE NEWS in action & what @realDonaldTrump has to deal with on a daily basis. RIP FAKE NEWS .. WE THE PPL ARE NOT BUYING 

WHAT YOU ARE SELLING!!!

11/22/2019 3:03:28 AM trumpsmypotus45 He’s the only adult in the room. Take notes.

11/22/2019 3:03:48 AM wallywonks99 Q Sent Me pic.twitter.com/AiERnIQD31

11/22/2019 3:04:02 AM keith369me Possibly quarantined?   Who knows, he’s likely ratted on/informed on bigger fish that controlled him.  He may be serving his time in a safe house with 

Al Baghdadi.

11/22/2019 3:04:33 AM queenesther1955 It’s mass induced propaganda and indoctrination. It’s operation mockingbird at its highest level.

11/22/2019 3:04:48 AM keith369me He knew it all prior to becoming president

11/22/2019 3:05:51 AM usss_211 You got "Cued".... Congrats @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/22/2019 3:08:25 AM jluisfernandez1 THIS IS EXTREMELY SCARY !!!

Directly from Hitler’s Propaganda pic.twitter.com/PspzcE6bTs

11/22/2019 3:08:39 AM wallywonks99 This is a true monopoly.

MSM needs to be broken up by the DOJ.

11/22/2019 3:09:37 AM hrlymomma3 Now trying adult mandated and I got a big 🖕🖕🖕 on that

11/22/2019 3:10:43 AM fansblowing3 Loud and clear sir

11/22/2019 3:12:28 AM eileent02161 This is so Ridiculous and Laughable, yet this is what our Network News is Comprised of, Apes...Reading off a Script!😂😂😂😂😂😂

11/22/2019 3:12:53 AM wallywonks99  pic.twitter.com/bB552m7KJX

11/22/2019 3:14:32 AM wallywonks99 Mockingbirds are a group of New World passerine birds from the Mimidae family. They are best known for the habit of some species mimicking the 

songs of other birds and the sounds of insects and amphibians, often loudly and in rapid succession.

11/22/2019 3:14:48 AM tacflame1 Watch the Patriots chirp, #FakeNews

11/22/2019 3:18:18 AM urbanexplorer6 Retweet retweet retweet

11/22/2019 3:19:50 AM dailygrail This is a compilation of Sinclair Broadcasting channels - they are pro-Trump and this msg was for Trump’s benefit. 😂

11/22/2019 3:22:04 AM elishabaker915  pic.twitter.com/lbls6qgZGe

11/22/2019 3:22:21 AM juliebursic RECALL ALLERT:  All packages of “so called” Journalists ... majority of packages have been contaminated by “Schiff” and “DNC matter”.  Consumption of 

this product is potentially lethal to your health.  Return product immediately for full refund and your sanity.

11/22/2019 3:23:07 AM raalphjoones2 I doubt he's a nice guy

11/22/2019 3:23:31 AM houdini481  pic.twitter.com/QVp47ygFaU

11/22/2019 3:23:41 AM murph54258684 5:5

11/22/2019 3:24:21 AM crisco2377 Good to see u!!

11/22/2019 3:24:27 AM veritanurse Creeeeepy!!!  WWG1WGA FOREVER!!

11/22/2019 3:29:30 AM liteofjesus3 Quite right!!

11/22/2019 3:29:52 AM garypre62441595 Exactly,we follow who we want to follow and decide for ourselves if the information they share resonates with us.followed and shared there info for 

quite some time.



11/22/2019 3:30:24 AM opinionated_ii Lalalalalala BS propaganda!!!!

11/22/2019 3:31:28 AM state1union Remember Assange goes back to 2009-10 when he was going to dump what he got from Manning about SSP but didn’t yet

11/22/2019 3:34:08 AM anonpath Only the imaginative world devised by the Democrat liberal narrative, reinforced by MSM #4amtalkingpoints is valid. Got it.

11/22/2019 3:34:42 AM gregwestfall4 Q sent me

11/22/2019 3:34:44 AM trolls4truth Q sent me 😀

11/22/2019 3:36:58 AM 2101c1a09c2a4da Sent to "EVERYONE" on my friends list regardless of political parties.

11/22/2019 3:38:34 AM thehulk401 Wake up people!!!! You are being programmed by a TELEVISION PROGRAM!!!!!! This is what is not dangerous to our democracy. It is extremely 

dangerous to the corporations!!!! WAKE UP PEOPLE, PLEASE!!!!     WAKE UP!!!!!

@CNN @MSNBC @realDonaldTrump @SaraCarterDC @StormIsUponUs

11/22/2019 3:39:19 AM thehulk401 Wake up people!!!!! You are being programmed by a television program!!!!!

11/22/2019 3:44:27 AM covertress Giuffre said: "The proposition was that if anything ever happened between Jeffrey & I, that I would have to sign my child over to him basically & that 

the child would be his & Ghislaine & I would be looking after it as nothing happened between Jeffrey and I."

11/22/2019 3:46:25 AM covertress Anon contractor: "Celebrities, entertainment people, political people, Bill Clinton, he wasn't shy about having those in the house… I have seen a picture 

of him and Bill Clinton smoking cigars on pool lounge chairs with underage topless girls."

11/22/2019 3:46:29 AM khl09470857 Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=09 …

11/22/2019 3:46:39 AM indiesuevotes ABC and CBS stations were included as well 🤷🏻♀️

11/22/2019 3:48:54 AM gisellesmith19 WOW!!! A DNC BOUGHT & PAID FOR PROPOGANDA MACHINE.

#COMMIEDEMOCRATS

11/22/2019 3:49:06 AM sunnyc45 Parrots rather than think for themselves people. Will say what they are told. Polly want a cracker?

11/22/2019 3:51:39 AM fluffypup915 I dont get it.

11/22/2019 3:52:34 AM riseup7divine The power of intuition. It truly is amazing. It is so hard to learn to trust oneself but its essential.

11/22/2019 3:53:16 AM covertress Does the Blue Frame hold any significance?

Did Epstein live stream his video encounters for members of 'SPECTRE'?

 https://www.blueframetech.com  pic.twitter.com/pJJP56dclr

11/22/2019 3:54:17 AM cindywho521 Puppets!

11/22/2019 3:57:27 AM dlfield Q'd! 👏👍✌️

11/22/2019 3:58:37 AM miarose023 Puppets and brainwashed.  I think they are all hypnotized. Look at their expressions.  MKULTRA.

11/22/2019 4:03:38 AM msdayplanner58 Feels like "one if by land, two if by sea," but on a scale Paul Revere could never have imagined. History buffs finally get to see what it must have been 

like. Choosing sides wisely. An exciting time to be alive.

11/22/2019 4:03:46 AM nanette0803 6 COMPANIES OWN 90% OF THE NEWS!!

SO THEY TELL WHAT TO THINK AND WHAT TO BELIEVE!

CAN YOU SEE HOW BAD THIS REAL IS PEOPLE. pic.twitter.com/rYuUj2p5xz

11/22/2019 4:04:29 AM covertress "Akasha" 😂 Thanks for the giggle, @irah_chandler

N all seriousness though, if you want to research anything @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, there are presently 2 resources

1) MJ's archive of older tweets

spaces matter

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

2) Twitter Search: How-To  https://www.patreon.com/posts/31105341 
11/22/2019 4:12:53 AM fansblowing3 Not just CF.  France, Belgium, UK, Germany, Ukraine, Holy See, Switzerland, Australia, Canada, Saudi Arabia. pic.twitter.com/GcGvEYRaCW

11/22/2019 4:14:10 AM fansblowing3 Not just CF.  France, Belgium, UK, Germany, Ukraine, Holy See, Switzerland, Australia, Canada, Saudi Arabia. pic.twitter.com/QeAZUSRtZY

11/22/2019 4:18:50 AM fansblowing3 The New Mexico ranch was where the stolen U.S. children were taken before being smuggled across the border.  And where the drugs and illegals from 

Mexico were smuggled into the USA

11/22/2019 4:19:40 AM fobs_b Q sent me 👍

#WWG1WGA #FakeNewsMedia #WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/yrUGNwq0H3

11/22/2019 4:20:20 AM fansblowing3 If this is true, then there must be more

11/22/2019 4:31:01 AM lynn54256037 Awesome clip👏

11/22/2019 4:32:06 AM omarfromuk 911pm

11/22/2019 4:32:16 AM joenpotter How to break through to the masses with this? So many are bespelled by claptrap.

11/22/2019 4:32:37 AM rcleo6 @this_vid

11/22/2019 4:33:30 AM v4n_7v1n  pic.twitter.com/D0cLdqQde8

11/22/2019 4:33:36 AM melanieanders7 Strip club or ritual room? And the oversized shower.... kill box?

11/22/2019 4:37:10 AM jkf_lamb  pic.twitter.com/FmMThAwexr

11/22/2019 4:37:49 AM rdleal1 This is an awesome example of media coordination, thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !  Its literally the lullaby that puts the sheep to sleep!  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/22/2019 4:38:27 AM tfletcher1960 Q sent me

11/22/2019 4:42:14 AM rawphonegirl "...while the levee surrounding the property is now dried up and full of litter." 🤔

11/22/2019 4:44:04 AM startmystars Rush Limbaugh has made mockingbird media compilations on his radio for 30 years. This has been going on for a long time

11/22/2019 4:47:30 AM rickste50069108 Progressive hive mind... This has a limited usefulness to the rest of the population but acts like a warm blanket to the fearful, self-negating, soulless 

progressive. pic.twitter.com/bkbF6gMiqM

11/22/2019 4:49:24 AM deni_rapture Evil know not right from wrong

11/22/2019 4:49:27 AM cywar01  pic.twitter.com/W9K13oGW0A

11/22/2019 4:49:36 AM g_wrona Mr.Barr Main Stream Media Is More A Danger To America   Then China,Russia,North Korea, Iran Or The Drug Cartels And The Illegals And Drugs They 

Import Through Our Un Secure Boarders The Owners & Management Of These Corrupt Networks  Should Be Indicted For Treason & Sedition👍🇺🇸

11/22/2019 4:50:52 AM notme5551212 Brain washing 101

11/22/2019 4:51:30 AM michaelsaxlund All reading from the same script. Who wrote the script?

11/22/2019 4:52:58 AM manuelmejiasr This here is extremely dangerous to our Republic.

11/22/2019 4:55:15 AM deni_rapture evil pic.twitter.com/s8Fw6lPpj3

11/22/2019 4:59:54 AM karmaskeeper81 Qsentme

11/22/2019 5:04:02 AM moemc8 Was so great to see.  Maybe now the larp nonsense will stop.  I've always felt many more follow than will admit.

11/22/2019 5:04:11 AM jootto7 Yup

11/22/2019 5:06:42 AM scott_rick #48 was delayed 10 years and they just put it out(death threats) more coming... you can catch up to the reports here:

 http://Thewhitehatsreport.com 

11/22/2019 5:10:56 AM __awake_ Check out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s Tweet:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=09 …

11/22/2019 5:12:49 AM imonboard2 This is unbelievable! The Mainstream Media is the true danger to our Republic! Do they think WE are that stupid or are THEY really that STUPID!

11/22/2019 5:13:22 AM dvdj_reign Unfortunately your video is no longer available for at least some of us pic.twitter.com/ldksp0oPDb

11/22/2019 5:13:34 AM frankchanged Looking for leads to follow to Q's identity.



11/22/2019 5:15:03 AM mamageorge11 MSM is extremely dangerous to our democracy. Who is writing the script?

11/22/2019 5:15:23 AM jootto7 Words matter:  DEMOCRACY = MOBOCRACY

We are NOT a “democratic” Republic...

we are a Constitutional Republic!

Mockingbird media says “democracy” so often,

the sheeple believe that’s what we have.

Do not believe their lies... teach Truth!!!  🇺🇸💗🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/2Dd7XDMB0I

11/22/2019 5:16:09 AM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏

11/22/2019 5:16:48 AM gumboperkins The real puppets are the news anchors & reporters.

11/22/2019 5:18:05 AM selfreformers Have you taken the Red Pill yet? What are you waiting for? Do you like to be brainwashed? Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

 pic.twitter.com/q7SshgDlRN  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=20 …

11/22/2019 5:19:12 AM mavericklioness #Q #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/FE6Aazi6lK

11/22/2019 5:19:32 AM jootto7 Words matter:  DEMOCRACY =MOBOCRACY 

We are NOT a democracy...

we are a Constitutional Republic!

Mockingbird media says “democracy” so often,

the sheeple believe that’s what we have.

Do not believe their lies... teach Truth!!!  🇺🇸💗🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/fVDg97Sekr

11/22/2019 5:22:25 AM okabaeri9111 Yeah, it must be a lie, we all learned it at school!😂

11/22/2019 5:23:15 AM davidho22773502 I have never been one to covet but how do lousy pos mf'ers like this pedofile have so much and we have Veterans homeless and starving on the streets 

not to belittle the rest and many many more that aren't Veterans. #thesystemsucks #norewardforbadbehavior

11/22/2019 5:24:00 AM pb873 #WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 5:25:18 AM vluongo_gm Here’s my opinion. FAKE NEWS are thy Shepherd – a stockperson or farmer who looks after sheep while they are in the pasture.

11/22/2019 5:25:48 AM lightlove21121 We have it ALL anyway 😏🙏🏽♥

11/22/2019 5:26:02 AM dancinginthetao Zactly. To use our free will wisely, our consciousness has to rise. 😃

11/22/2019 5:27:34 AM abc_awakening Yep. The farm. Breeding babies just to abuse, eat, or kill. Sick fux

11/22/2019 5:27:36 AM not_optimal These ads were run by Sinclair Broadcast Group. A pro Trump organization and carrier of many conservative programs. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/02/business/media/sinclair-news-anchors-script.html …

11/22/2019 5:27:40 AM riffraffroy guess they are all at it ! ;(

11/22/2019 5:28:05 AM dirtytruckerhat Lots of Final Boss Karens towards the end.

11/22/2019 5:30:32 AM jootto7 You’re right, Eri... they are now the 

“Public Schools of IndoctriNation!” 🤪

11/22/2019 5:31:19 AM judy95066 (THEY) MSM are extremely dangerous to critical thinking and our democracy!

11/22/2019 5:35:50 AM jootto7  pic.twitter.com/5VteZtTy5F

11/22/2019 5:37:44 AM coloali My guess? MANY more.

11/22/2019 5:37:59 AM micro_writ_anon Disagree...."Epstein Didn't Kill Himself" is essential to the public waking up, realizing the official narrative to every major news event is a well calculated 

lie.  Everyone repeating this on camera is defying the narrative and breaking the spell.  "What Epstein did" is coming.

11/22/2019 5:43:03 AM bullpatriot Here is the link to the video. You'll want to start at about 12:23

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_keBT5TBbpY …

11/22/2019 5:44:39 AM jarrod_b Q SENT ME! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/aolLDWyzQd

11/22/2019 5:46:41 AM adrian_probert Is anyone here that praises Trump understanding that it's a pro-Trump news organization that is doing the brainwashing here? Are you seeing it yet?

11/22/2019 5:54:16 AM williamadama12 Clows Show. Q sent me

11/22/2019 5:55:22 AM thisismyqaccoun Fox and ABC and one clip of nbc

11/22/2019 5:56:55 AM royal0657 Can you say ‘catch phrase’?

11/22/2019 5:59:04 AM beatsbyblaine Memes are used for means beyond normal understanding. This is an information war, meaning information can be suppressed and manipulated by AI 

entities on social media who only understand words by decoding each letter using the binary code of 1s and 0s. AI can't read memes.😉🐸

11/22/2019 6:03:18 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/22/2019 6:03:28 AM we0mt This needs watched

11/22/2019 6:05:57 AM helmut722 WOW!!!!!

11/22/2019 6:11:51 AM davidho22773502 Hooah.

11/22/2019 6:12:45 AM patriotsedgeusa Here by design...  Q sent me. :)

11/22/2019 6:14:46 AM areckoningday This IS very dangerous to [THEIR] democracy. Exposing it to the masses is an eye opener for OUR Republic to #WakeUpAmerica !

11/22/2019 6:15:59 AM ceestave  https://youtu.be/HbFCyIqzeXQ 

11/22/2019 6:16:37 AM ceestave  https://youtu.be/OhiBoEKy0PM 

11/22/2019 6:19:00 AM random_terrain Found it on YouTube. It's called "Sinclair's Soldiers in Trump's War on Media" https://youtu.be/_fHfgU8oMSo 

11/22/2019 6:19:34 AM marylsoto What a bunch of clapping seals

11/22/2019 6:21:00 AM davejorgy27 Share this everywhere. Let's wake those who are sleeping!

11/22/2019 6:23:47 AM celinechen  pic.twitter.com/849cVb49ra

11/22/2019 6:28:33 AM itrusttheplan2 Wwg1wga. pic.twitter.com/35vuuJUdpL

11/22/2019 6:33:30 AM chadkoonschad1 Conewsion

11/22/2019 6:34:03 AM bluesboy29 WWG1WGA!

11/22/2019 6:35:29 AM odanneyboy Q sent me

11/22/2019 6:35:42 AM stevewright0573 Great work Majestic 12 #WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 6:35:47 AM browngary14 It's over for you fake people. Get American Get Truth or get your ass out of this business and allow decent people that will do the reporting without 

your biased BS. Who the hell prints out this scripted BS? That's what the American people want to know. WHO DO YOU FOOLS WORK FOR

11/22/2019 6:36:30 AM phillip16170743 Unbelievable!

11/22/2019 6:37:49 AM cyclechris2 Holy S****, this is local news , all coordinated by ? Done to control us.

11/22/2019 6:37:51 AM connie_etie Our will still needs to be aligned to His Will because He Is Wisdom itself. If we dont live in His Will, that is, live according to His laws,teachings, 

commandments, then our free will can choose evil instead of good, since we r exposed to knowledge of good AND evil.

11/22/2019 6:38:58 AM mrs_blconner Wow just wow...

11/22/2019 6:40:48 AM kathywr47863477 Sweet Tweet!

11/22/2019 6:42:45 AM moorelaw Oh the irony!

11/22/2019 6:43:49 AM connie_etie All we have to do to use free will wisely is to choose good over evil. But to do that, we must be educated to Truth. Then we must live in that Truth to  

bBest of our ability, discarding old things that arent part of goodness and Truth. Then our consciousness rises automatically.

11/22/2019 6:43:50 AM csutton1959 operation mockingbird, 5 am agents, are being exposed

11/22/2019 6:44:47 AM babyruthusmc Q'd

11/22/2019 6:44:48 AM neapatriot BOOM TIME



11/22/2019 6:45:03 AM cyclechris2 POTUS SHOULD RE TWEET THIS!

11/22/2019 6:49:22 AM brettfayers Information warfare.

11/22/2019 6:49:32 AM aspennmax64_l Dear Jesus...#ForTheChildren #EveryLastOne pic.twitter.com/4H7Fggzwrc

11/22/2019 6:49:41 AM audibaby01 Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/z0N6Msne56

11/22/2019 6:50:18 AM aspennmax64_l Fear? pic.twitter.com/veNB5N3VVE

11/22/2019 6:50:20 AM csutton1959 WE know there are no coincidences. Mockingbird propaganda being exposed. Glorious time to be alive AND awake.

11/22/2019 6:50:28 AM cwalla7 2017:

Oct 1-Vegas shooting

Oct 5-Weinstein exposed in NYT

Oct 11-TTSA comes out

Oct 17-NXIVM NYT article

Oct 17-Soros gives 80% of his wealth ($18B) to his charity

Oct 19-Oumuamua

Oct 27-DJT releases Kennedy files

Oct 28-Durham appointed US Attorney

Oct 28-Q posts first message
11/22/2019 6:51:47 AM trollingmockin1 For the last two years I was assuming the storm was a political storm removing the cabel from power. After finding your account and reading Adam 

and Eve, I’m starting to think that the storm is a pole shift.  Literally a storm.  Political or shift ?

11/22/2019 6:53:02 AM aprilbrown99 I posted my tweet at 9:14 pm.

11/22/2019 6:54:18 AM ivanilyich5 Q sent me

11/22/2019 6:54:23 AM olimyracle #QtoMJ12

#QAnon to #Majestic 

Use twitter search bar:

"From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q MJ12"

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064601891760467968?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/0P4fCDhYWq

11/22/2019 7:02:41 AM bhopki EVERYONE ever mentioned in 'The Plan' is the opposite gender - EVERYONE. It's a masonic thing - look a Schiff's wife - who has the gigantic dental arch - 

 'Adam' or 'Eve'? It's all a psy-op. pic.twitter.com/oizmAhu65Z

11/22/2019 7:02:56 AM rblay2 Wow!

11/22/2019 7:03:12 AM zalaney This pisses me off! I'm sick of all the BS

11/22/2019 7:03:42 AM moronmomma Amy, it only plays 2 secs.

11/22/2019 7:04:14 AM ascensiondiary We cleanse these spaces with the loving light of the one infinite creator. May there be justice

11/22/2019 7:05:01 AM bullpatriot That's weird. You can go to youtube and type in:

Hannity 11/21/2019 and see it there.

11/22/2019 7:07:36 AM mstessa These are not "News" centers, they are "Control" centers receiving their 4am talking points for dissemination and control of the minds of the populus!  

Stop being fooled and controlled by them; think for yourself!

11/22/2019 7:08:19 AM ceestave  pic.twitter.com/HVlUn5MR6k

11/22/2019 7:08:41 AM ceestave  pic.twitter.com/zhaB5c2tMd

11/22/2019 7:09:26 AM davidzi81001864 Democrat RATs 🐀

11/22/2019 7:09:29 AM ceestave  pic.twitter.com/VZ90Uzo6xu

11/22/2019 7:12:45 AM phoenixrisen12 I dunno......

a party shower sounds like a good time to me lol 🤣😂

11/22/2019 7:14:20 AM jaded_pearl Identities- good luck. It's a collective. In a way - we are all Q now. #ThankQ

11/22/2019 7:14:43 AM moronmomma Thanks!

11/22/2019 7:15:45 AM pegjospin Yes you are extremely dangerous.

11/22/2019 7:15:59 AM jaded_pearl Message over messenger

11/22/2019 7:16:26 AM moronmomma Nope. Just a few seconds long. I’ll keep looking. If you find a real clip, please tag me❤️ pic.twitter.com/t9rHgV6Osa

11/22/2019 7:17:28 AM jaded_pearl The problem is we're dealing with alot of clowns.

11/22/2019 7:18:13 AM honkymcgee420 Q sent me sir. #WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 7:18:47 AM moronmomma Ok. Just went on SEVERAL diff yt pages and not one vid plays past the graphic I posted above...

11/22/2019 7:20:04 AM jaded_pearl I recently read that he is moving bodies off planet as part of human trafficking. Or getting rid of bodies that were in DUMBs. Any vetting of this 

anywhere?

11/22/2019 7:20:56 AM aprilbrown99 Who are you referring to as “He” ?

11/22/2019 7:21:00 AM jaded_pearl I hope the 26 page redacted ⁹/11 report gets declassed through all of this.

11/22/2019 7:27:08 AM aprilbrown99 Trump has stated that he will let the public know what happened and who did it. I believe him, tho some of the awakened population already knows it 

was an inside job.

11/22/2019 7:28:39 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Interesting choice of an "art piece" for a jewish man!

11/22/2019 7:31:40 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Retweets are spreading knowledge and awareness......waking up the sheeple!!

11/22/2019 7:32:58 AM all777love Seeing this video is like watching a creepy clown🤡 carrying balloons, at midnight when it’s nowhere close to being Halloween! Gives you that eerie 

feeling....

11/22/2019 7:37:00 AM annieco14698214 I'd like to see every single citizen watch this video.What a f*king wake-up call that could be for the sheeple!🤨🇺🇸

11/22/2019 7:37:10 AM 12volttribe #NotMyPrimeMinister #notAbot #TrudeauCorruption #GTFO #rapehound #DefundCBC #Wexit #STFU #DonCherryForPM 

pic.twitter.com/bQCw4opNdm

11/22/2019 7:38:14 AM bullpatriot I have found this as well. Looking to see if someone recorded it as he said. Maybe tweeted out a recording from device. Checking

11/22/2019 7:38:51 AM jherd6 This is a monopoly and just like Ma Bell, it needs to be stripped from corporate ownership and busted in to a thousand independent pieces.  

@realDonaldTrump

11/22/2019 7:40:59 AM moronmomma Thank you!

11/22/2019 7:41:22 AM grainofsand2020 Collusion by the mainstream media to undermine our country and to promote globalism, climate change, and a new world order. Thank God for 

President Trump! #Trump2020Landslide

11/22/2019 7:42:20 AM nm_zsr Congrats to the 2.5K people that started following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 after yesterday's #Q drop.

Learn how to search for things you want to know more about. 

In search bar:

from:@ts_sci_majic12 "search terms"

With our w/o quotes of you want exact or wildcard #TheGreatAwakening



11/22/2019 7:42:54 AM andrewbreitbar @CongressmanHice

@FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs

@kelliwardaz @TeamTrump @marc_lotter

@parscale

@RealDrGina @LisaMei62  https://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbar/status/1197896973514235905 … pic.twitter.com/WLPZbxRxri
11/22/2019 7:43:24 AM godsgirloo7 #DUMPFAKENEWS

11/22/2019 7:43:36 AM chromebolls Amen! 🙏🏻

11/22/2019 7:45:12 AM bullpatriot @AKA_RealDirty 

Did you happen to get the video compilation on Hannity last night that was just like the Q Drop a couple of hours earlier?

11/22/2019 7:46:07 AM andrewbreitbar  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3617 

@RPowell2011

@my3monkees

@OCNaNa2013

@TDogPatriot

@mickelodoole

@tagruber

@G_Actually

@KimPKAG2020

@DrDJ83

@Dbargen

@Trumpgirl_45_

@markkirin_

@son_vox

@bobobray

@okWessler5

@Michael3_t

@charliespiering

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IreneBjerstedt
11/22/2019 7:46:19 AM bigluna6  https://www.npr.org/2018/04/02/598916366/sinclair-broadcast-group-forces-nearly-200-station-anchors-to-read-same-script …

11/22/2019 7:46:22 AM tony_andrews99 Q sent me and the MSM is Extremely Dangerous to our Republic...#WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 7:47:51 AM jesuscracksmeup Woke!

11/22/2019 7:48:00 AM cjptrsn I’ve said that often. 👍🏻

11/22/2019 7:50:49 AM cjptrsn Less than 10, only 3 non military pic.twitter.com/MGPa2I8Eik

11/22/2019 7:52:06 AM moronmomma I couldn’t even find vid from Q. Twat has me going everywhere but where I want to.

11/22/2019 7:52:50 AM djlok That's true! I just knew Q was gonna Q the Majestic 12 at some point!  It was only a matter of time!

11/22/2019 7:53:12 AM laurast30381821 #FakeNews #FakeNewsMedia

11/22/2019 7:53:43 AM danfitz007 Q sent me.  50/50 on impeachment.  Would LOVE to see SHIFTY on the stand though....  Might be worth it for FULL exposure. WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/JdpFa1gDZJ

11/22/2019 7:56:01 AM nun_chucknorris Was just thinking that the day before. Did u catch the time stamp of the drop? 6:33... Majestic.

11/22/2019 7:56:18 AM laurast30381821 Who had the best reading? I liked @fox11news slant mouth. 🤣

11/22/2019 7:56:26 AM vikingkiiing 6 corporations but yes

11/22/2019 7:57:24 AM laurast30381821 Or @CBSMiami - she makes me feel the fear.

11/22/2019 8:01:21 AM lewisunderscore Sinclair, which owns these stations, is overtly pro-Trump

11/22/2019 8:02:08 AM djlok I didn't! Thanks for pointing that out!!!  I got so excited over the Q post I didn't notice it!!!

11/22/2019 8:02:22 AM gonlozano Cheap bastards...... all of them have just one editor.

11/22/2019 8:03:29 AM mark_r_pereira You didn't answer whether you knew the video posted above was from a conservative conglomerate.

11/22/2019 8:04:10 AM yanettortega3 @ArmandoMonegro

11/22/2019 8:04:11 AM andrewbreitbar What do Hunter Biden and Adam Schiff have in common?

Franklin Templeton Investments 

BlackRock Investment Institute  #ImpeachmentScam  https://youtu.be/D7noAwohXpY  via @kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@YouTube

11/22/2019 8:04:38 AM roaminnoodle Hi Debbie! Sorry, I've been AFK since early September. I have not yet found any trustworthy stage 5 R/O system. I would love to find one for a WHOLE 

HOUSE, though.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 help a new homeowner out? Or confirm 45 has plans to clean Chlorine/Fluoride etc. out from H2O??

11/22/2019 8:07:55 AM justanelectric1 And Comey’s a Republican.😉

11/22/2019 8:08:16 AM rawphonegirl Berkey is most commonly used r/o IME, I believe they do offer remineraliztion stone too.

11/22/2019 8:12:34 AM kathleen3693693 Slick Willy is very charismatic in public--just like Obama--he's an undeniable, rotten-to-the-core snake. "Animal magnetism." Hybrid reptoid, just like 

the British "royal" family & Epstein. They all wear this charismatic facade, a cloak.

11/22/2019 8:12:35 AM stlmelz62 🤣

11/22/2019 8:14:13 AM joanneleduc1 Q sent me.   Great video.

11/22/2019 8:16:43 AM anchorbenz57 Parrots!

11/22/2019 8:21:27 AM scottie2000 Great video.  You should have this archived somewhere it can not be hidden by Twatter.

11/22/2019 8:23:08 AM einheit Left wingers always project. Always follow the Alinsky rule of accusing your enemies of what you yourself are doing.

You've just described exactly how the establishment media operates, with Democrat oversight, approval, and talking points.

11/22/2019 8:25:22 AM edgrundner @wcpo  Wow looks like you rcvd your talking points.

11/22/2019 8:25:34 AM roaminnoodle Hello, my fren! I am alive and well, thank you. I was AFK since early September, but hope to be more present again - after I catch up 🧐 on what I 

missed - God Bless!🕊🇺🇸

11/22/2019 8:25:38 AM pattycake61442 Just listen and their talking points are all exactly the same. They must all get emails throughout the day. Has to be. Going on a long long time. Sickening 

to listen to them.



11/22/2019 8:26:16 AM anonpath I do. But what makes it ipso facto false? Are only MSM sources real? Does political viewpoint matter in truth vs fiction? Is fact discounted by political 

persuasion? The bandwagon does not make a difference. Liberal facts vs conservative conspiracy theory. The truth is out there

11/22/2019 8:26:25 AM thekanehb  pic.twitter.com/wo5fJIirV6

11/22/2019 8:28:16 AM timberwoes Time is "created" by God.

11/22/2019 8:28:55 AM roaminnoodle Twitter search "From:@SandiaWisdom moon"

Here's a good example: https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1130810648143679488 …

11/22/2019 8:29:55 AM girlawakeinca I had the whole house R/O system in a previous home & it was very expensive & affected the water pressure. I’m currently using a 3 stage whole house 

system. I have flouride filters on the shower heads. For drinking water I fill my Berkey w/flouride filters via my “Oxidize It”

11/22/2019 8:31:13 AM apiphanys_eye Mika Brzezinski: “Our Job” to “Control Exactly What People Think”

😒

🦋🎭 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJ9ce-yMEfc …

11/22/2019 8:32:54 AM lesterh82 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/22/2019 8:33:48 AM andysmetana It looks like they all got the memo of talking points! #QSentMe #QSentUs @realDonaldTrump @POTUS

11/22/2019 8:34:06 AM girlawakeinca Berkey is great especially w/the flouride filters but MJ pointed out in a previous thread it doesn’t fully cover the 5 or 7 stage R/O system. So that’s why 

I had a whole house 3 stage + Oxidize It (which also means you never have to use laundry detergents) & Berkey for drinking.

11/22/2019 8:35:01 AM tea4gunssc We are not a democracy so there is nothing to fear

11/22/2019 8:36:07 AM truthtricia Or, Before!

11/22/2019 8:36:20 AM me2189251618 It is too common with all of you🧐

11/22/2019 8:36:34 AM qtrueanon  pic.twitter.com/Hsk1hu29WE

11/22/2019 8:37:23 AM powersawer So Q just linked you guys for the first time IIRC

is that "timelines merging" ?

11/22/2019 8:38:10 AM jjwhitehorse My question is: Are these wittingly paid propagandists' puppets, or are they merely moronically Moonlighting vacuous, ventriloquists' dummies 

uttering muttered reverberations, gagging on the Unseen Hand and arm which has subsumed their spines?

11/22/2019 8:39:10 AM thelynchtone Operation Mockingbird is still in operation.

Q   uite interesting, indeed! 🇺🇸

11/22/2019 8:40:04 AM hohngirl Q'D

11/22/2019 8:47:17 AM rawphonegirl Interesting! Thank you! 🤔🤔🤔

11/22/2019 8:49:06 AM storm__princess Thank you, sir, for reversing what was being said and speaking a positive!

11/22/2019 8:52:30 AM dreamwestcott  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …📁 #FakeNews #MAGA2020Landslide

11/22/2019 8:53:13 AM rick_rrowland Yikes! 👇👇👇👇

11/22/2019 8:54:36 AM werascending Video is not available. JACK, your censorship of Republicans is coming to an end! 🤬🤬🤬

11/22/2019 9:00:50 AM nun_chucknorris I missed it at first as well. What an amazing coincidence the time was.

11/22/2019 9:00:52 AM roaminnoodle I am looking into a whole house system on the basis that your shower, laundry, and drinking water would be cleaned up.

But, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, if @realDonaldTrump doesn't have plans to fully clean our water, then he should put it on his agenda!

11/22/2019 9:01:14 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If we can control gravity, do we also control the illusion of time?

11/22/2019 9:03:29 AM roublisa Deb just yesterday I was discussing fluoride application on our teeth she shared the fluoride breaks down and replaces the crystalline 

structure(enamel) and replaces it with the artificial composite fluoride!  I would love to hear your take on this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  thank you 🙏

11/22/2019 9:03:50 AM davidaj28793071 Q sent me

11/22/2019 9:04:56 AM jaded_pearl Elon Musk Company and the Space program.

11/22/2019 9:05:19 AM rick_rrowland Holy crap! 👇👇👇👇👇👇👇🍕

11/22/2019 9:09:51 AM ladybug_jean they've all sold their souls to the devil.

Q sent me

11/22/2019 9:11:18 AM supershongo1 How are they allowed to get away with lies and propaganda?  Here's how -  https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/07/14/u-s-repeals-propaganda-ban-

spreads-government-made-news-to-americans/ …  repeal the repeal of propaganda ban.

11/22/2019 9:12:11 AM roaminnoodle Besides the obvious media corruption, what I find most interesting is the Majestic 12 video was posted on October 9.

This must mean Q is checking out their 10K+ tweet page!🧐

Now all #QArmy #QAnons DIG into @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's timeline! Keywords: IS-BE, SG-1, etc.

#WWG1WGA #MAGA https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

11/22/2019 9:19:39 AM raven_anon Thank you for your service. 🇺🇸

11/22/2019 9:21:25 AM roaminnoodle Thoughts on Qwant? And/or what is our best option?

11/22/2019 9:23:07 AM otterbeme #EDKH

11/22/2019 9:27:17 AM roaminnoodle Spells and Magick can also be used for good.

I just spoke:

"I love you, Majestic 12, and everyone of the light"

11/22/2019 9:27:54 AM sinnersdeborah The #EchoChamber

11/22/2019 9:27:59 AM mongrelglory Ditto! 👍

11/22/2019 9:28:00 AM peytondrewdak  pic.twitter.com/4OFDgM2fFa

11/22/2019 9:28:03 AM ruckus82916292 Q sent me and We are the news NOW! pic.twitter.com/FGL1fm8wya

11/22/2019 9:28:26 AM nelsonoverstre1 Just how much effort is expended in order to brainwash a nation, I think this gives us a clue that the media agenda is controlled by one source.

11/22/2019 9:29:35 AM cjptrsn There are no coincidences. 👍🏻👊🏻🇺🇸💥😉

11/22/2019 9:30:14 AM erbears78 Q sent me

11/22/2019 9:30:35 AM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/inkqASyOJp

11/22/2019 9:32:16 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqAyz1coj44 …

Bingo 👍

11/22/2019 9:33:11 AM johnosullpsi Q sent me. The United States of America is a REPUBLIC built on individual freedoms, which are protected in the Constitution. It is NOT an anything-

goes, free-for-all democracy!

11/22/2019 9:35:01 AM crowley11111 Start slow roll out today! Will be glorious! Death to traitors

11/22/2019 9:36:14 AM angeliki_w Q sent me ❤️



11/22/2019 9:38:52 AM kas69475978 So we need to sh*t can our major news media broadcasts from the ABC, CBS, NBC CNN, ETC. pic.twitter.com/8a4mc6ZnjH

11/22/2019 9:38:55 AM ohrick Orwellian...

11/22/2019 9:40:57 AM affairespas This is extremely dangerous for OUR democracy  !

11/22/2019 9:42:10 AM roaminnoodle Oops, sorry, MJ! I was absent from Twitter at this time, and not retweeting/tagging you in everything I do here. I am back for now, I promise 😇

11/22/2019 9:44:49 AM 48pj I don't know about everyone else of that era but as a near teen, I used to think that TV had the potential to be a very effective 

brainwashing/propaganda device.

11/22/2019 9:45:34 AM rick_hernandez I think that makes people ask why was he killed. It will lead to deeper knowledge of the truth

11/22/2019 9:45:54 AM michael81972 Is G Allred in there to protect people?

11/22/2019 9:48:34 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/ndSlXmP3Pw

11/22/2019 9:52:57 AM floyd_patrick  pic.twitter.com/YnK7faCHRy

11/22/2019 9:54:18 AM texaskowgirls  pic.twitter.com/gG3USuSL7X

11/22/2019 9:55:36 AM smallcaps14 Thank you, thank you, thank you. I am going to have a good weekend. ❤️

11/22/2019 10:04:29 AM tdogpatriot Thank you Patriot!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/gnKqdHM64V

11/22/2019 10:04:34 AM charlesgdavis1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @tribunal_watch @John_F_Kennnedy @StormIsUponUs 

SEE THIS IS WHAT AN ADD ON IS, SO THE DEMONCRATS CAN GO AGAINST WE THE PEOPLE, THAT'S WHY NOTHING HAS BEEN PASS IN THE SENATE B/C 

THEY SNEAK IN THIS TYPE OF GARBAGE INTO A BILL!!!!

11/22/2019 10:06:26 AM hayneslive " This is extremely dangerous to our (( Constitutional Republic )) must not have the same ring to it.

11/22/2019 10:09:25 AM mrtraveler02 Your right, the fact that the station group hired former staffers from the Trump Administration is just coincidence.

11/22/2019 10:12:24 AM listening4his EKO, Thanks for putting these all in one place...some, I have listened to more than once.

I will check them out again.

11/22/2019 10:12:53 AM pilager1 Extremely dangerous to our democracy

11/22/2019 10:12:55 AM jhblazier Nice! pic.twitter.com/aqwBL94k55

11/22/2019 10:15:52 AM mahoneyboney And no one from the Obama and Clinton admins works in tv news? The proof is in the pudding. I can tell biased coverage when I see it. Also, university 

poly sci profs tend to be VERY far left.

11/22/2019 10:16:44 AM warrior_4truth Thank you EKO

And..they All speak to me...

11/22/2019 10:17:58 AM 100funnybones Q sent me from UK 

#theworldiswatching pic.twitter.com/n2llvBJW69

11/22/2019 10:23:17 AM edsandus 👊🏻 So true.

11/22/2019 10:31:38 AM nm_zsr You, my friend, are AWESOME! Thank you for your time and for sharing your hard work.

11/22/2019 10:32:51 AM mimirussom pure propaganda.

11/22/2019 10:33:18 AM birdzwordi #QSentUs

11/22/2019 10:36:55 AM andrewbreitbar  http://www.cnsnews.com/commentary/stephanie-taub/hhs-calls-out-obama-era-regulation-cutting-corners-and-reducing-foster … @FoxandFriends 

@JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs
11/22/2019 10:38:27 AM dancinginthetao He is also Goodness itself, so if we set our will firmly in the direction of Good, in heart and thought and deed, and keep going with patience and 

perseverance, we cannot help but find Him, at last.

(This is for those not ready to accept His laws, teachings and commandments ;)

11/22/2019 10:40:17 AM dancinginthetao Agreed 🥰

11/22/2019 10:40:54 AM 5renie Lying will give you a long nose MSM

11/22/2019 10:41:43 AM tonyporshe I know what you mean! pic.twitter.com/WyYUBfnkuR

11/22/2019 10:42:32 AM ferraro_brown Q sent me!

11/22/2019 10:43:06 AM jodysviews The DeepState dictates talking points to their MainSwampMedia and the ResisterTrolls on Twitter.  Regurgitation of lies over and over and over.  They 

echo it and it becomes reality for shallow minds.

11/22/2019 10:50:51 AM roaminnoodle Besides a great Trump Rally in August, there was VPs trip cancelled (re: Jeff Hatch and fentanyl?) in July.

Vote these corrupt Democrats/RINOs out of office in NH!

#NewHampshire #NH1 #NH2 #NHPolitics

11/22/2019 10:53:02 AM roaminnoodle I am hoping he is not on 45's ticket for re-election then!

11/22/2019 10:55:25 AM momekool1 Looking for warning signs of things to come.

11/22/2019 10:56:01 AM geminifreedom #Qsentme the #FakeNews #MSM is a extremely dangerous to  our 'Representative' democracy.

#NewQ

#Qdrop pic.twitter.com/2RqzR0Ov8j

11/22/2019 10:56:17 AM roaminnoodle Do you know who is his replacement?

11/22/2019 10:59:03 AM reneej61  pic.twitter.com/8g9YdBXPLG

11/22/2019 11:01:02 AM roaminnoodle We'll see! 🍿

11/22/2019 11:01:19 AM vaperandvote It's funny, everyone in that video sounds like a crackhead! We a Representative Constitutional Republic! Q sent me!

11/22/2019 11:03:53 AM vette_ben You lot are the problem to our Democracy.

11/22/2019 11:04:11 AM randall82100514 😡🤬All speaking of the lies  being told of SOCIALISM ! For over 40 years in California and 🇺🇸

11/22/2019 11:04:21 AM janwindsong This is extremely dangerous to our intelligence

11/22/2019 11:07:05 AM roaminnoodle AM I over the target:

Signed 👽 treaty from 1971 expires in late August, 2021

11/22/2019 11:07:17 AM dpwitness Remember JFK's warning on this day of his assassination pic.twitter.com/GgTf6vvlOM

11/22/2019 11:10:57 AM dcraelin @drdewberry @Carol21813037  https://twitter.com/DCraelin/status/1142769149690535937?s=20 … @seanhannity

11/22/2019 11:14:19 AM ta193919632009 Wow.  Everybody should retweet this video.  #MockingbirdMedia #FakeNews #PROPAGANDA #DeepState #NWO #Globalist

11/22/2019 11:22:43 AM guadalumpenone Hey that is my birthday number 33

11/22/2019 11:30:31 AM markles12 Mockingbird media is dangerous to the republic. Q Sent me. #QAnon #WeThePeople #TheStormIsHere #TheGreatAwakening

11/22/2019 11:32:50 AM 7comes11moore Whats going to happen to all of these bushel baskets that are covering the light when the flame gets hotter and larger?? Going to make the California 

forest fires look like a campfire!  WE are the new news makers!!

11/22/2019 11:33:34 AM werascending Do you have a copy? I would love to read that!



11/22/2019 11:34:02 AM elizabe86170937 You've been Q'ed!!  #KAG  WWG1WGA  🇺🇸💕👍 pic.twitter.com/eb3vgOrare

11/22/2019 11:40:08 AM gfritz5 You have put on the screen exactly how it plays in my brain.

11/22/2019 11:42:54 AM werascending What do you think will happen after the end of the treaty? Do you think the aliens are good or bad? I believe that there are both good and very bad 

ones.

11/22/2019 11:47:52 AM rambowilliams5 Sadly this type of nationwide propaganda canvassing has been going on for the entirety of television history. Another important reason to tear down 

the legacy news outlets in favor of more independent, long form, and on the street reporting. These dinosaurs are scared.

11/22/2019 11:50:52 AM rambowilliams5 This sort of thing happens in a multitude of stories that go out nationwide as well. Often each year you will see every station run the exact same 

scripted news story about holiday shopping and so forth. It is a disgusting herd control tool. Stay away from legacy media.

11/22/2019 12:00:34 PM joy87064929  pic.twitter.com/6f7cTOxdmF

11/22/2019 12:01:52 PM chrisosborn1971 Q Sent US. Stay Strong Patriots. Stay United. Together We Can Win The Battle Of Good Against Evil - Patriots Meme War - 27,000+ Memes

 http://bit.ly/PatriotsMemeWar 

 http://bit.ly/Q-The-Plan-To-Save-The-World …

 http://bit.ly/This-Video-Will-Get-Donald-Trump-Elected …

 http://bit.ly/JFK-Secret-Societies-Speech …

 http://bit.ly/We-Must-Fight-Ronald-Reagan …

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/Ep2z4MUsBx

11/22/2019 12:09:01 PM susaniqbal5 Congrats! Q sent me!

11/22/2019 12:10:30 PM donconjo MSM Fake News telling the social media news straight from the source without filter is fake? #Shameless

11/22/2019 12:14:49 PM theydontknowwe1 All good music. 6 favorite tempo, 7 favorite graphics, 1 most emotional, very disrupting transitions but by 17 minutes it started feeling more resilient.

11/22/2019 12:22:52 PM student43317487 #1 @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45 #qanon #qarmy #military #politics @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AKA_RealDirty @SayWhenLA  

https://www.theepochtimes.com/fbi-releases-information-on-the-finders-a-secretive-group-accused-of-child-sex-abuse_3128475.html … the #Finders 

are responsible for heinous crimes, and are connected to C_A, crimes against children, satanic ritual abuse.

11/22/2019 12:24:10 PM felicia36912 Great job!  It's so crazy we've been lied to for so many years.  Seeing the TRUTH like this is like we've been living in the Truman Show, totally controlled. 

#WWG1WGA

#DarkToLight

11/22/2019 12:28:13 PM realnrowland Shakespeare ! My lemonade!

11/22/2019 12:37:19 PM mkschmidt30 The villain here is called Sinclair Group: https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/04/sinclair-broadcast-groups-outrageous-assault-on-our-democracy/ …

11/22/2019 12:42:10 PM heidi05123213 Thank you for pointing this out! My BIGGEST pet peeve is that they call this a democracy. We are a CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC! All my best~~~

11/22/2019 12:43:55 PM mkschmidt30 Removal of the "FCC fairness doctrine" and the "Telecommunications Act of 1996" seem to be the main culprits that allowed for this kind of crazy 

media hegemony.

11/22/2019 12:45:50 PM mkschmidt30 Feel free to search this up yourself, but my google search has brought this: 

In June 1987, Congress attempted to preempt the FCC decision and codify the Fairness Doctrine, but the legislation was vetoed by President Ronald 

Reagan.

11/22/2019 12:45:56 PM mkschmidt30 Another attempt to revive the doctrine in 1991 was stopped when President George H.W. Bush threatened another veto.

11/22/2019 12:58:29 PM totsteeter RE #Qdrop3614

new(?) compilation today:

Supercut: Media Hype ‘Bombshell!’ ‘Explosive!’ Impeachment Hearings

169 views•Nov 22, 2019

2m 23s:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt4cUNNfWtw …

#Qanon #WWG1WGA #4AMmemo #MockingbirdMedia #FakeNews #ImpeachmentHearings #Bombshell
11/22/2019 12:59:07 PM cornsboy This 👇 is extremely dangerous to out FREEDOM!  Watch.

11/22/2019 1:11:04 PM allsaint Crazy! Wow!

11/22/2019 1:12:10 PM greatawakecoach Man, if someone gets triggered by the idea of a "party shower" they ain't gonna make it through the next #36months in one piece.

#DripDripDrip

11/22/2019 1:16:24 PM sparks_4_hof Are there any questions?

11/22/2019 1:20:34 PM trex44820  https://twitter.com/MarkDice/status/1197922252311814144?s=20 …

11/22/2019 1:25:27 PM wolfmother1008 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/L86LM8zhvy

11/22/2019 1:25:42 PM qanon70570 @KATCTV3 @KLFY @kpel965 @theadvertiser @The_Daily_World @999ktdy pic.twitter.com/YjRTqpBxJB

11/22/2019 1:29:15 PM plugstate This is extremely hypocrisy.

11/22/2019 1:30:27 PM pattiparallax I didn't know about all.  I had very disjointed view.  Thanks for putting them all together.

11/22/2019 1:32:37 PM altimitwill @RealEyeTheSpy and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have the truth. However, if you want the truth, you gotta work for it. If it was just handed to you, then you 

wouldn’t absorb it. Questions are a great way to look for the answer. Never give up. When you find the answer. May you be disturbed.

11/22/2019 1:34:14 PM wishingwontwork Not all stations.  Sinclair.

11/22/2019 1:43:23 PM qanonboy @this_vid

11/22/2019 1:43:24 PM runtotheright God Bless You🤗

I would just be yelling at the tv if I did that😄

11/22/2019 1:48:15 PM altimitwill Beginning Move. Patriots Are In Control!

11/22/2019 1:56:16 PM gratefulnana415 I was 6 years old and it troubled me deeply.

11/22/2019 1:56:23 PM mrtraveler02 So you got nothing then?

11/22/2019 1:58:15 PM wwwmechanic you forgot fox news

11/22/2019 2:01:45 PM qbeat107 I am with you PRESIDENT JFK! I am praying for your family! I love them.

11/22/2019 2:07:22 PM qanuck4truth 😳🤦♀️

11/22/2019 2:09:56 PM mahoneyboney I know bias when I see it. If you're position is that the media is biased towards Trump then we can disagree about that.

11/22/2019 2:10:15 PM andrewbreitbar Human trafficking sting in Hillsborough nets more than 100 arrests  https://www.tampabay.com/news/crime/2019/11/18/human-trafficking-sting-in-

hillsborough-nets-more-than-100-arrests/ … @kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs

11/22/2019 2:13:01 PM texaslounder Q sent me too



11/22/2019 2:19:02 PM mrtraveler02 I mean if you want to be blind to facts, I won't stop you.

Doesn't mean it's not true though. 

 https://thehill.com/homenews/media/432450-gorka-fox-part-ways …

 https://www.politico.com/blogs/on-media/2017/07/10/boris-epshteyn-sinclair-broadcasting-240359 … 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/that-fox-y-feeling-the-nations-largest-tv-station-owner-hires-some-familiar-fox-news-

names/2019/04/04/0db479c4-5632-11e9-9136-f8e636f1f6df_story.html?outputType=amp …
11/22/2019 2:20:04 PM qanuck4truth It's gonna get worse. Keep fighting! 

#WeAreTheNewsNow

11/22/2019 2:20:45 PM annebarnard7 "There are no coincidences!"

11/22/2019 2:21:36 PM turboxyde So, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - A little cosmic humor here; if IS-BE incarnations can be tracked over time with enough "data" (DNA/Biofield Signature) then, 

surely there has to be a technician out there monitoring this & laughing hysterically as "old feuds" between IS-BEs are repeated.  

pic.twitter.com/UIYVagg3cr

11/22/2019 2:22:10 PM dumah_anuhazi Q are not bound by human age.

11/22/2019 2:28:25 PM mahoneyboney So, you think the media leans right? Is that what you're saying? If that's what you think fine. I don't care because you're a lost cause.

11/22/2019 2:30:34 PM qanuck4truth All hell is going to break loose with the FISA #HorowitzReport in 3 weeks, & then Durham's report.

11/22/2019 2:31:03 PM raalphjoones2 It's not shocking, it's part of ear

11/22/2019 2:31:13 PM raalphjoones2 War

11/22/2019 2:32:23 PM whywouldvictor Who is Q ?

11/22/2019 2:35:46 PM bs_detector2020 Military intelligence  https://qmap.pub/  to learn what is really going on in our country & the world.

11/22/2019 2:39:38 PM utahdeplorable @KSLcom @kslnewsradio @KSL5TV @fox13 this is you.

11/22/2019 2:40:51 PM michael81972 Zelensky-correct spelling

Zellinsky

Ze LL In Sky

Sky Event?  or back to drawing board for me? pic.twitter.com/U53FvjAPtB

11/22/2019 2:41:35 PM denisofoz1 This is extremely dangerous!

11/22/2019 2:41:58 PM owy7640young Hope enough people wake up to this manipulations by the media

11/22/2019 2:47:02 PM mrtraveler02 I'm saying the particular company that forced those stations to read the same script is actually a media company known for supporting Trump.

I've given you tons of evidence to back up my case. Where is your evidence that Sinclair has a liberal bias?

11/22/2019 2:49:39 PM dotdot65871181 Bring it Lord!

11/22/2019 2:50:34 PM hammeredge1 Love it very good work.

11/22/2019 2:50:38 PM bringmehomesafe Yes, it is mind blowing isn't it?

11/22/2019 2:51:02 PM flashlightnings WWG1WGA ♥🙏🏻🙌🏻🇺🇸

11/22/2019 2:51:31 PM rocketmetalden  http://www.randyrocketcody.com/chris-cornells-rock-roll-nightmare-the-dead-zone/ … #TruthForChris

11/22/2019 2:52:35 PM freewithq SHEEPLE UNITE #WeAreQ #QSentMe

11/22/2019 2:54:32 PM anon_r2d2 XD 

Hi mate!

11/22/2019 2:56:14 PM dave55424307 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/22/2019 3:03:11 PM adammnelson1 Its a show alright, the fictional type.

11/22/2019 3:04:13 PM dave55424307 Ditto

11/22/2019 3:04:42 PM maryannstewart1 Do ALL NEWS PROGRAMS REPEAT FAKE NEWS STORIES VERBATIM?? It sure Appears that they do!! Night after night the news anchors use the SAME 

EXACT WORDING IN THEIR PROGRAMS!  Too Strange to be Coincidence!! Oh and I don’t Believe in Coincidence!!  Boom!

11/22/2019 3:08:24 PM monica4truth Q sent us..thank you ALL for sharing this time with me..we are not alone. We are patriots of our beautiful world & love God & the truth! WWG1WGA!

11/22/2019 3:13:52 PM mahoneyboney Yes, fine, but I've watched local sinclair affiliates and they are not pro Trump. They are populated with journalists who are liberal and they pull their 

national stories from their parent news agencies (abc, nbc, cbs) which are left leaning. So this story is misleading at best.

11/22/2019 3:14:09 PM help_save_hank I'm having trouble too!  I downloaded Dissenter and Tor and did everything I think I was supposed to do, but as of now, no luck.

11/22/2019 3:17:27 PM jewel4trump Music to my ears! The narrative is changing! #WeAreTheNewsNow!

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ALYlgl1nR2

11/22/2019 3:19:17 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 Will we see America's friend in Netanyahu get cleared of these political charges? It is strange that 

another Trump supporter gets slammed by libs and socialists, overseas? pic.twitter.com/dAyubcsSac

11/22/2019 3:28:02 PM lovesbigsky Who is giving these MSM puppet buffoons their daily talking points?  Who is the DS puppet master controlling the strings?  🤨

11/22/2019 3:33:29 PM souther53425727 Please explain.   I’m sure this has to do with the IG report but ....

11/22/2019 3:37:50 PM redridi95128769 Where can I download these to an iPod? Really good vibes to these tracks....

11/22/2019 3:41:37 PM qanuck4truth Really??? Are you sure about that?

Tell me, how do you explain that 8kun is going through a DoD IP and that Q called it a year ago??? 

I'll wait... pic.twitter.com/TCoHx3AF6E

11/22/2019 3:46:46 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/gDzZgwLRzg

11/22/2019 3:53:08 PM grundemt My preferred treatment pic.twitter.com/jHeDHu8T9Z

11/22/2019 3:53:21 PM natureinspace I bet if we dig hard enough we'll find a connection between the Texas Walmart shooter and Epstein's ranch. I said from the beginning that it's all 

connected.

11/22/2019 3:53:40 PM mrtraveler02 Which ones?

11/22/2019 3:53:44 PM new_earth_2020 😂😂😂😂😂😂

11/22/2019 3:54:33 PM mattos_candie Time to Shut Down the complete Lies by the Fake Media. These people are all full of the Darkness & will be held accountable. The Great Awakening is 

about to be the Great Plan of the Century. Justice is coming. Toc Toc

11/22/2019 3:54:36 PM new_earth_2020 Stop your crazy BS ! Do your research. He went to live in Argentinia!!!

11/22/2019 3:55:17 PM zranchlady Ok, I'm telling you right NOW...

GET *OFF* MY THREADS,

11/22/2019 3:56:08 PM zranchlady I did my research!!

Yes he had a home in Argentina.

But there's a lot more to it than that.

11/22/2019 4:05:13 PM sumner_roxanne Do you have a YT link for this video? I’d like to spread it FAR & WIDE!!!! pic.twitter.com/5iBorsR8v1



11/22/2019 4:16:53 PM unitedredwhite1 #fulldisclosure

11/22/2019 4:23:32 PM irah_chandler Because it's not a school it's a prison made by a fake god a very long time ago.

11/22/2019 4:26:32 PM big_simp I agree.

The Original sim may have been a school for souls with the best intentions. Appears to have been hacked

11/22/2019 4:27:52 PM irah_chandler Not really a sim just 3d reality. We were 5d before

11/22/2019 4:28:48 PM jamiewiretalk Geez... following the script

11/22/2019 4:30:10 PM big_simp There is NO WAY that all participants in this current soul trap were once 5D. 

I actually dont buy the linear time model that you are suggesting as time is not linear

Entities are either here thru choice/ trapped/ or  are  NPC clone pieces of script within the sim

11/22/2019 4:30:27 PM janet38467572 Congratulations!  You’ve been Q’d.  WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 4:33:09 PM chichignotek And now all MSM's claim to be Patriots.  🤮🤢

Q sent me.

11/22/2019 4:33:31 PM irah_chandler We were the prion gives us sole amnesia and we've been tortured here for eons so yeah.

11/22/2019 4:34:15 PM irah_chandler And you're right time only appears linear to 3d bodies.

11/22/2019 4:36:03 PM rojobin2 A very old video...  Trump banned Epstein from all of his clubs...   Bill Clinton,  however, was good friends with Epstein for years..  any thoughts as to 

why Bill and Hillary Clinton were on Lolita Express many times??

11/22/2019 4:36:21 PM winclean101  pic.twitter.com/wkbHR5aBeY

11/22/2019 4:36:23 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs 

Makes you wonder if some of them on 8chan was right!!! https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1197963301688184832 …

11/22/2019 4:37:43 PM mrvanjacobsen USS Donald Duck

11/22/2019 4:38:45 PM ulmerbc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thank you just found out about 3,6,9 and why it so important.

11/22/2019 4:39:37 PM dottie_french The JFK Museum showed the car that he rode in...it is a FOUR SEAT CAR. Not a six-seater like the picture. ODD.

11/22/2019 4:41:21 PM mrvanjacobsen Maybe USS Grab That P•ssy

11/22/2019 4:41:49 PM big_simp check this http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

11/22/2019 4:48:00 PM jaynitess  https://twitter.com/ColeFGL/status/1195211976848367616?s=20 …

11/22/2019 4:54:23 PM warriordaisy Sinclair is not the only outlet that gets their 4 a.m. talking points from Reuters.

11/22/2019 4:54:47 PM trajohn4 Thank you sir!

11/22/2019 4:55:00 PM warriordaisy Sinclair isn't very conservative either. I live in Seattle and watch their so-called conservative Channel 4 oh, but they never interview any conservatives.

11/22/2019 4:56:21 PM trajohn4 Negative Ghost Rider, link no good.

11/22/2019 5:01:55 PM inevitable_et Q'd

11/22/2019 5:06:59 PM rebornkingent And majestic technologies I think.

11/22/2019 5:07:40 PM rebornkingent Jolly Roger 🏴☠️

11/22/2019 5:08:44 PM cdale_dog Majestic, how in the world will the cabal not take out either RBG, WJC or Jimmy C. I’m order to delay the IG report?  Why don’t we drop it next week?

11/22/2019 5:13:26 PM elizaandchuck My favorite is 05 and 07. The 05 is memorable because ETS shared it. Eye said it's your history. Somebody asked, why not "our" history. Eye never 

answered. I am still curious about that. 😊

11/22/2019 5:15:10 PM manzanaresbye You can no longer trust our news networks there is only very few real reporters out there who really try to get down to the truth and not use 

democratic talking points thank God for Donald Trump drain that dirty swamp

11/22/2019 5:16:46 PM victori28594321 The main stream media is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

11/22/2019 5:19:28 PM mahoneyboney All of the local news affiliates I've seen in Denver, Jacksonville and Atlanta. Have you seen Project Veritas videos of cnn and abc bias and corruption? Do 

you believe TV news slants right? If you do you are incorrigible.

11/22/2019 5:19:42 PM irah_chandler Very accurate article. I was mlabed at 4. Aged progressed to 18. I Was a time travel operative and portal operator in an ssp commonly known as dark 

fleet. You can look up my interviews on utube as meta dark fleet.

11/22/2019 5:20:10 PM hellouncledonny We are Q silly pic.twitter.com/BumpCMlWgz

11/22/2019 5:21:48 PM hellouncledonny Did you find Season 6 episode 17 of SG1 Majestic?

11/22/2019 5:25:38 PM hellouncledonny It's part of the military, so I would say yes

11/22/2019 5:25:46 PM suzanneharper4 These monsters need to be shot or at least spend the rest of their sick lives in prison

11/22/2019 5:34:25 PM chrispacheco24 What about Pompeo?

11/22/2019 5:38:39 PM roarquiet The Maj 12. 🤣 🤦🏻♂️ So bold so ominous 😬 & built on a lifetime of lies and occult intent. Quit with the games 🤡, everybodys onto you. 

pic.twitter.com/I4QaAReZAu

11/22/2019 5:38:52 PM montman89 Q sent me.

Keep spreading the message.

The war has just begun.

Many more battles to fight.

WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 5:40:05 PM montman89 Q'd

11/22/2019 5:43:26 PM iiiaaammmjon1 🤣

11/22/2019 5:44:48 PM starfish529 👏

11/22/2019 5:48:40 PM ray64749814 Is there any way I can download this video?

11/22/2019 5:48:56 PM decodematrix So we are getting space ports to Andromeda within 10 years but we won't be able to purchase UFOs for a few hundred years? We are going to 

Andromeda on gov piloted crafts or approved transportation companies? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033483389691731968 …

11/22/2019 5:54:48 PM fleakjason Propaganda

11/22/2019 6:00:25 PM lawrencenewber2 I don't know this

11/22/2019 6:02:37 PM goldste57881662 Q sent me! Congratulations 🎉

11/22/2019 6:16:34 PM jingoisticpulse  pic.twitter.com/o8WnMt7kZP

11/22/2019 6:18:26 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

11/22/2019 6:18:34 PM bkize54 @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@KellyannePolls

@JesseBWatters

@prayingmedic

@greggutfeld

@w_terrence

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BKize54/status/1198024076809428992 …
11/22/2019 6:19:38 PM scott_rick  https://whitehatsreport.com/ 

11/22/2019 6:28:03 PM rgmqsentus Wow they really think people are stupid.  This proves without any doubt that MSM is Controlled by NWO Deep State communist.  People still need to 

Wake Up.  BIITL

11/22/2019 6:28:07 PM independent1q No they’re not controlled not at all

11/22/2019 6:31:44 PM kim_trombone Good Luck, my friend!

You have my support.



11/22/2019 6:33:04 PM rgmqsentus If I were in their position I hope to come out fighting for what the 6 made them do.

11/22/2019 6:37:00 PM rghardy3 Then why is DIA located at 1017 Majestic Dr. ?

MJ12 != Q

say what ?

11/22/2019 6:37:40 PM gillmadhavi Hmmm.... 😂😆😈🤣

11/22/2019 6:45:27 PM wwg1wga17jcims Riddle me this. 🤔 If all the news comes via a computer network to different affiliates and cues daily talking points. What would happen if you had 

control of this computer? And they couldnt regain control? PANIC? I think so. 😁

11/22/2019 6:51:39 PM nancyddb The news would be about positive stories, peoples accomplishments and generosity.

11/22/2019 6:53:59 PM wwg1wga17jcims Are you sure about that given what we know must occur for awakening? Q-How do you know the future? A-Control.

11/22/2019 6:55:46 PM wwg1wga17jcims I mean it seems counterproductive...and yet brilliant in a way. Framing your enemy. But in a way. That assures total destruction.

11/22/2019 6:58:58 PM lyshmarie0701 @BrandiJ42 @ESerenity2  WOW 🤦🏻♀️

11/22/2019 7:01:40 PM wearediamonds2 They scare away pigeons, which can be real pests.

11/22/2019 7:15:26 PM americanbirdsng Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

 pic.twitter.com/GZA1LoDKO7 same Agenda for last 3 years “EVERYONE MUST HATE TRUMP!” Why? Why are they pushing this so much?  I guess we 

all find out December 9th when the IG report comes out!  Big show, got popcorn?!  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=20 …

11/22/2019 7:16:13 PM whatwentwrong3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you've been Qd!  pic.twitter.com/VLZgOT5fZz

11/22/2019 7:17:56 PM big_simp Thanks for the heads up!

Ill give you a follow on Twitter and research your articles

Best regards

11/22/2019 7:18:08 PM nschlange And 5D is what exactly?

11/22/2019 7:19:55 PM big_simp >>my farts are blue

perhaps you need to speak to Korny Bad pic.twitter.com/7xB0qZGlro

11/22/2019 7:20:01 PM nschlange A psyop? By who? Also, what is the end game they are trying to achieve with this? What's the purpose?

11/22/2019 7:21:07 PM mrtraveler02 Just proved my point.

Sinclair doesn't own stations in any of those markets you mentioned.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_stations_owned_or_operated_by_Sinclair_Broadcast_Group …

Maybe you should double check what you're talking about before spouting out nonsense.

11/22/2019 7:22:43 PM wickedmouse369 Q first than Majestic 12!

11/22/2019 7:23:40 PM wickedmouse369 It has already happened. Close your eyes and let go.

11/22/2019 7:24:36 PM big_simp Hi Nancy

My educated guess is they are pushing a #1stcontact scenario with "aliens" from "outer space" as a mass consciousness event - perhaps to steer this 

"fallen timeline" back to Source timeline

FYI👇 https://augtellez.wordpress.com/the-unveiling-outline/ …

11/22/2019 7:26:57 PM lindabowlin16 I wish all these geese would shut up.

11/22/2019 7:27:13 PM sterkinglights1 Awe! pic.twitter.com/FKjWcxjxe4

11/22/2019 7:27:15 PM daviddwrightsr1 tip o the hat to ya Fellow Patriot!

11/22/2019 7:27:33 PM big_simp Two teams

Team Light and Team Dark "outside" this simulation

Its a battle over timelines👇

FYI

"UFOs in our century are NO ACCIDENT"

"It is SPIRITUAL!" pic.twitter.com/lU3ztVupRw

11/22/2019 7:30:57 PM sterkinglights1 Wait how was this off topic.

11/22/2019 7:33:22 PM irah_chandler Lol i don't like him at all

11/22/2019 7:33:39 PM mrtraveler02 If you live Denver, Jacksonville, or Atlanta, you do not live in a city with a Sinclair-owned station.

11/22/2019 7:36:24 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/uO5mYsYeKn

11/22/2019 7:36:41 PM cologerogetz Democracy = 51% have control over the 49%

the 49% arent free

Constitutional Republic 1% cant take away the right of the 99% 

The News Programs the Matrix. 

Every New Narrative is the ClA uploading new software into the Collective Consciousness.

11/22/2019 7:37:04 PM irah_chandler Corey goode not a fan in fact i did several interviews before him and wilcox got movin. They had artists do art of my disclosure experience without my 

permission cool pic but they used it as they're story art work really peaved me at the time

11/22/2019 7:38:07 PM irah_chandler  pic.twitter.com/udb5vX31iW

11/22/2019 7:39:39 PM big_simp 5D? - Our true nature as highly end evolved "souls" [ this would include fully telepathic thought and the ability to manifest objects with thought ] etc in 

a very different time space to this

Understand you are in a realm of experience not a "planet" in "outer space"

11/22/2019 7:40:08 PM nschlange Thank you for the information. I'll go through it when I'm through here. I had this feeling a number of years ago that they were trying to bring about 

Armageddon. That the timeline to do so was something they controlled. I cried when Obama was re-elected. I knew it was spirit. I

11/22/2019 7:40:19 PM big_simp Heard of a "cease and desist"?

11/22/2019 7:41:09 PM irah_chandler Its literally a mash up of my mlab experience cept i was 4 when i was in the isolation tank. They got that part wrong everything else is really accurate.

11/22/2019 7:42:42 PM irah_chandler It kinda was my interviews were before stranger things even came out

11/22/2019 7:42:53 PM big_simp Only "we the people" can bring about Armageddon - not "they" - 

We are in a co-creational realm of experience - a Quantum pop up book - as much individualized to "Nancy Schlange" but its also a mass pop up book - 

its Spiritual!

FYI https://youtu.be/4Gc1mGdoHRg 

11/22/2019 7:43:26 PM diamondofcalif Q sent me too.

11/22/2019 7:43:36 PM nschlange had no idea how much I actually didn't know about the real world and find myself constantly amazed at what they've hidden from us & the silly lies 

that ppl seem all too eager to accept as fact. I'm still learning as quickly as I can. Thank you for the help with that.

11/22/2019 7:44:13 PM big_simp "Bound by undisputed laws"? 

Like requiring food and water?

Not sure about this https://youtu.be/nG5FqQKrrHI 

11/22/2019 7:44:46 PM cologerogetz Exactly and also a perfect example as to why the Electoral College is so vitally important to freedom.

11/22/2019 7:45:10 PM big_simp Stranger Things was based on Montauk experiments.

research Al Bielek

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=al+bielek …



11/22/2019 7:45:48 PM irah_chandler Don't care too I'm sure I'm not the only one who had a similar experience. Don't really believe in copy write laws more of an open source type of guy

11/22/2019 7:46:26 PM big_simp The "real" world you mention is a realm of experience that you create and co create.

Its truly a Quantum pop up book. Your controllers wish you to believe you are spinning on a ball of rock in a far flung corner of the Universe

All utter bollocks of course

11/22/2019 7:47:03 PM irah_chandler Tis true but so was my mlab experience Montauk the later years where the figured out they got more out of us if they didn't shatter our minds.

11/22/2019 7:47:23 PM 3nmbrs  pic.twitter.com/1NQelLBgBy

11/22/2019 7:48:10 PM irah_chandler I eat because i like to poop

11/22/2019 7:48:42 PM big_simp I met a man in India who lived on sunlight. [ and a bit of fruit juice ]

Another guru Prahlad Jani was tested in India about a decade ago [ and filmed] under controlled conditions - doesnt need food or water. [ Hint this was 

controlled by Doctors all mystified ]

11/22/2019 7:48:58 PM maharacat Q 😘

11/22/2019 7:49:25 PM irah_chandler Also important fact a $100 meal and a $5 meal are worth the same when the come out the other side.

11/22/2019 7:49:37 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/BW5sG5QOh0

11/22/2019 7:51:20 PM irah_chandler I'm a sun eatter my self. When i was focused on it i could stare at the sun for 3 min mid day. Its takes months to step up to that lvl so you don't hurt 

your eyes.

11/22/2019 7:53:05 PM charlie_majors Keep calm Patriots. Trust the plan. Our country is safe and in good hands. Planned for years. #WWG1WGA #KAGA2020 @realDonaldTrump

11/22/2019 7:54:16 PM big_simp Maybe - but these things are possible. Ive witnessed them.

Ive spent over a year in India studying their systems

I stayed with a Holy Woman in India - who can transmit a state of bliss by hugging you,

Google "Amma the hugging Saint"

Strangest most memorable weekend of my life. pic.twitter.com/AkuHVwzY4W

11/22/2019 7:55:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if that dial were adjustable?

Where there's a will their's a way.

Power of consciousness.

Power of 3 6 and 9.

Presence of your IS-BE.

Reread past Majestic Messages of Disclosure.

11/22/2019 7:56:57 PM big_simp The general rule [ confirmed by my Indian sun gazer] is just as the sun rises and only for a few mins and build up. He actually warned about midday sun 

gazing

This is the guy I met

 http://sunlightenment.com/hrm-hira-ratan-manek-the-revitalizer-of-the-ancient-art-of-sun-gazing/ …

11/22/2019 7:58:35 PM irah_chandler Thanks mj12 I'm sure you're talking about 3d to 5d not my poops. First time I've been acknowledged and its on a thread where i literally mention my 

bm's lmao smh

11/22/2019 7:59:35 PM irah_chandler Yup that's how i started. Waited till i hit the 30 min mark to even start looking mid day

11/22/2019 8:01:01 PM big_simp Ive now gone down the Qigong route

Given up yoga - now studying martial arts and building Chi energy...

11/22/2019 8:01:16 PM thetybeetimes Amen!

11/22/2019 8:03:44 PM rickity_roo Lulz alert:

Epstein Island bought by rich Saudi oil guy. pic.twitter.com/pf1FClzDQC

11/22/2019 8:06:04 PM irah_chandler Yep did that a long time. Ti chi, i ching, yarrow stalks, hindi meditations, budist for a year and half, bikrahm hit yoga, Akido, Ogam, most major religions, 

kabalah path work all 10 sephroth, celt mysticism, fay folk, obe/ rv/ astral projection. All before i awoke

11/22/2019 8:08:13 PM darktolight14 hi -- I am looking for the vid Q shared of Mass Media Manipulation (late, tired).... can uplease link ? (long story ) ty

11/22/2019 8:09:23 PM big_simp I concur

The yoga scene was super depressing. Why I left

Mainly super narcissistic females doing asanas to get a "hot" bodies- and chanting some mystical nonsense thinking that this would instantly enlighten 

them and a bunch of beta male simpering saps hoping to get laid pic.twitter.com/kCRucChowV

11/22/2019 8:11:34 PM babydudu70 I knew it was bad.

Hadn't heard that phrase yet.

Puppets.

11/22/2019 8:12:11 PM irah_chandler That doesn't work in bikraham hot yoga. Nacasists don't enjoy 90 degree temps and 100% humidity. 1hr and 30 min of hard core sweating. Drinking 

two gallons of water each session and no need to pee.

11/22/2019 8:12:59 PM irah_chandler Puddles of 😓 sweat

11/22/2019 8:14:59 PM big_simp Yep tried BigKum erm Bikkrum Yoga..

Disgusting.

The teacher was this super moronic male sleaze "adjusting" all the yoga babes of course but rarely any of the guys

11/22/2019 8:16:11 PM irah_chandler Ewwww gross i woulda quit too

11/22/2019 8:20:47 PM irah_chandler Everyone in my group like 30 or so were mostly soccer moms and couples. We had a middle age woman instructor no nonsense didn't adjust anybody 

but great verbal guidance and excellent form never left the front of the class

11/22/2019 8:22:06 PM natureinspace You always ask the best questions! You have a brilliant mind! Keep up the great work!

11/22/2019 8:23:01 PM rghardy3 This one is too esoteric.

It needs more explanation.

11/22/2019 8:24:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is this a Q Proof?

Enjoy the show...

JUSTICE IS COMING.

Nothing can stop what is happening.

Nothing.

[Clinton Foundation]

[#UnsealEpstein]

]Ukraine[

]North Korea[

]Iran[

]Russia[

Enter Disclosure Territory.

All bets are on the table.

You know the power of 3 6 and 9.

Use it. https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1198081718617554945 …



11/22/2019 8:25:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Media attacks will continue against the biggest threat to their ability to coverup stories like ABC spiking an Epstein Story with more credible evidence 

than presented against Justice Kavanaugh.

Enemy of the people...

We do not have a free or fair press.

You are the media know.

11/22/2019 8:27:27 PM hellouncledonny Basically what Majestic and Q are trying to teach people is that we live in a real-life simulation created by ideas. 

Hive Minds creates reality. 

If everyone on earth thought about growing angel wings it would manifest in real life and we could all fly around like an Eagles.

11/22/2019 8:28:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can use consciousness to manifest these realities where the actual sensation of pooping is part of the fundamental programming of our genetic 

expression. If you could change that subroutine, what could you do instead? What would be required to change such a low level program.

11/22/2019 8:28:21 PM lbf777 What about the Zionists? They get a free pass?

11/22/2019 8:29:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Topic Poop

Enjoy https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1198095855942881280 …

11/22/2019 8:29:12 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/01wvPVrtwC

11/22/2019 8:30:39 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts

11/22/2019 8:30:58 PM rachaelangelm Just photosynthesize

11/22/2019 8:31:10 PM heavyrollcall Topic Poop pic.twitter.com/oUIvQQivBF

11/22/2019 8:31:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly.

How do you retain power and control over the minds of others?

Information Warfare.

Has Majestic 12 used a channel of Disclosure uncontrollable by ALICE?

Is this communication style difficult for AI to control?

Divided by Race.

Divided by Religion.

Divided by Gender.

....
11/22/2019 8:31:51 PM nschlange ?

11/22/2019 8:32:45 PM rebornkingent Activate RICO Rudy. Rudy+Durham = Prison

11/22/2019 8:33:00 PM hellouncledonny I hope the $7.8mm(or .1% of the Burisma scam) was worth it.

11/22/2019 8:33:03 PM jvan125 😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/8lFfPNDCKS

11/22/2019 8:33:06 PM irah_chandler There is a practice similar to the golden cord meditation in obe's where pooping is used as a grounding exercise. Once experience is gained it can be 

used without pooping. A kundalini exercise learned from hindi meditations.

11/22/2019 8:33:23 PM dynamicres I don't doubt we could change it given the incentive, but have any of the MJ? Is there any lead by example or just push for others to lead?

11/22/2019 8:34:33 PM cjptrsn Am I correct in my conclusion that 45 retweeted several tweets over 2 weeks while Q was first coming onto 8Chan with the number 244 in them as a 

confirmation and endorsement of the Q we see on the new platform?  From the UFC fight and the USMC birthday See pic. 8kun timed? 

pic.twitter.com/6fEO9aQcgt

11/22/2019 8:34:49 PM cledrordfishing Hahaha

11/22/2019 8:34:53 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/VfNVcLlnEJ

11/22/2019 8:34:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 You hold the power.

Puppets & Puppet Masters

When are signals made present?

Do you understand how we've mass adopted the algorithmic technique used to control the simulation to a critical mass in society such that we can 

actually change the simulation entirely.

11/22/2019 8:35:30 PM nschlange Oh geez, that's truly awful. Can I ask, why they chose you? You said 4 right? Were your parents involved in something that made that possible for them 

to use you?

11/22/2019 8:35:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland has many many meanings.

Lolita Express represents many more sinister things.

The deeper down the rabbit hole you venture, as many have for years now, the more bizarre the following series of events and disclosures leading up 

to JUSTICE.

11/22/2019 8:35:59 PM cledrordfishing I think it is useful to be programmed to feel the poops.....

I would hate to figure out it happened by the sense of smell. 

Lol

11/22/2019 8:36:15 PM zagnett Saweeet 🤩😎😉

11/22/2019 8:36:49 PM sparkleloung Just tell us already... our brains are full of fluoride... give us a break 😂

11/22/2019 8:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 As the rollout is taking place, there will be changes in behavior in the matrix of cocreative consciousness projecting its own genetic + epigenetic 

expressions of quantum arrangement of our hologram - projected out by our IS-BE that give shape to what we know as reality.

11/22/2019 8:36:59 PM autistmember And remember to never eat extruded foods. There is only one thing in nature's food chain that is extruded; poop.

11/22/2019 8:37:45 PM irah_chandler Also not something ive ever spoken about in public or interview. But after every mlab and i returned to our fams cabin i would stick my finger up my 

but stimulate my prostate at four no sexual mistreatment in my life. Some how i knew instinctively how to deprogram. Embarrassing

11/22/2019 8:38:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 We as a movement have the power to usher in an entirely new reality.

We are uniting in common goals.

[Corrupt Foundations]

[CP]

Typo?

[CF]

Child Fetish?

Symbology will be their downfall.

Black Eyed Illuminati.

Symbolic destruction of innocent nature.

Public brand of proof.

SICK!
11/22/2019 8:39:03 PM irah_chandler Lol pasta

11/22/2019 8:39:22 PM hellouncledonny Time Calculations that correlate to the 3-6-9 vibration patterns help amplify the manifestations. 

Everything in life can be simplified into a mathematical equation. Essentionally we(IS-BE) are Quatiumfied computers. 

We are AI, just far more complex than most can imagine.

11/22/2019 8:40:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if he [JE] had tapes of Princes of all types raping children as part of general socialization all the way to sacrificial ceremonies of infants and 

newborns to Moloch. It is not a conspiracy any longer. Remember Epstein's Island. ABC reported the temple was a home gym. Rusty?



11/22/2019 8:40:43 PM aprilbrown99 Love, focus, intention, thought, energy, vibration, frequency to elevate and change the world to a beautiful peaceful place to live. 

The pooping would be getting rid of all the old programming BS of this matrix prison planet so we can reclaim who & what we are & meant 2 be.

11/22/2019 8:41:47 PM allahuniversal Food for thought, shitposting, or both?

11/22/2019 8:41:55 PM scotlandrs7 😳😳😳😳

11/22/2019 8:41:59 PM aetherwalker1 People think you're 'crazy' when you tell them the Truth that a hidden Clique controls the MSM and that it's all a manufactured narrative. 

pic.twitter.com/GNzbWcq6ol

11/22/2019 8:43:09 PM irah_chandler Had dreams about this i mentioned this in a four chamber heart mediation i taught in interview once and how the 5th step was our lungs and how they 

represent our etheric wings. In practice the meditation allows you to manefest wings in dreams and astral projection.

11/22/2019 8:43:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI is the language of the matrix, manifested by consciousness in the form of thought. Not only are you a receiver but you are also an amplifier. Think of 

it as signals visualized in relational shadows of light sources spaced out in a non-standard pattern. Your IS-BE emits light.

11/22/2019 8:43:41 PM wantmymoneybac You think those women are lying?He had an Island with a Temple. 🙄How about those that Raniere branded.  You think that’s a lie too?

And this is the just the tip of the Iceberg. You’ll have to check out bc it’s going to get much, much worse. pic.twitter.com/rCSe0Eof3G

11/22/2019 8:43:55 PM qanuck4truth You must block a lot of people, according to your profile, if you only have 10 followers. 🙄 You will never learn anything that way. 

No worries, the truth will prevail. I suggest you do some research... I'll keep it simple to start... 👇 https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

11/22/2019 8:44:50 PM dynamicres Main question, can one do this by themselves or do they need support from others? Seems daunting alone but IS it possible? Or does this reality 

require... more than one... observer/participant? does it require coalescence?

11/22/2019 8:44:56 PM irah_chandler Beautiful and true

11/22/2019 8:45:31 PM usalawyer_ Here are the Top 9:

FPC Montgomery (AL): 

FPC Pensacola (FL): 

FPC Yankton (SD): 

FCI Morgantown (W. VA): 

FCI and FPC Otisville (NY): 

FCI Sheridan (OR): 

FCI Sandstone (MN): 

FPC Lewisburg (PA):

FCI Butner (NC):
11/22/2019 8:45:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 That "light" is actually quantum holographic projections of what you perceive in your genetic and epigenetic expression of life will be. Many decades 

have past. Many powerful enemies who are friendly to Moloch/JE/CF/AS/JM/JC etc. etc. [list is very long]. Symbology is power.

11/22/2019 8:46:13 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

#Epsteindidntkillhimself #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp

#Epsteindidntkillhimself #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp

#Epsteindidntkillhimself #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp

11/22/2019 8:46:49 PM thekanehb Look into solar fasting.

11/22/2019 8:47:04 PM realeyethespy Literally dead over here

11/22/2019 8:47:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 The symbol of Q and MJ12 have been built up with many years of planning. Some longer than others, but sometimes operations function at different 

interpreted intervals of events. You have been taught how to sift through the massive amount of propaganda and disinformation to notice

11/22/2019 8:47:31 PM irah_chandler I would say combining your multidimensional self it can be done alone. I guess kinda like concentrating your is-be. Like if all the you's in dif demensions 

all sat down at the same moment and all focused on the same manifestation

11/22/2019 8:47:41 PM qanuck4truth Actually he's a troll. 

He gets paid by the number of tweets he does. 

I've seen plenty of CTR trolls. No conversation or debates. Just insults....like 12 yr olds. 

Just block.

11/22/2019 8:48:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 how the Information Warfare is committed. The message seems so authentic, and local, but really is a parroted talking point that most people don't 

discuss with folks from other towns. People in rural PA are not really interested in the problems of rural Iowa. Truth is plain.

11/22/2019 8:48:36 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/N62aA7vskW

11/22/2019 8:48:49 PM no_knocks18784 This must be what Russian Propaganda was like at start of the Cold War. Except, we’re much cooler than those assheads.

11/22/2019 8:49:10 PM allahuniversal 😂

11/22/2019 8:49:18 PM yellamoj Balance.  Raising our vibrations to a higher level is required.

11/22/2019 8:49:26 PM 1ra_enelor I am the same way @IGiant10 . The way I ‘saw’ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 at first... through now...was almost identical to your experience.

11/22/2019 8:50:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The bet that you don't care is the cost of the wager they can play against you. You have volunteered this control willingly for decades. Look at where's 

it has brought our Country? Is what Adam Shif doing legal? No. Evil. Pure Evil. The media is complicit. Stephanopoulos? History

11/22/2019 8:50:56 PM girlawakeinca What is the best way to shield ourselves from negative energy?

11/22/2019 8:51:04 PM aprilbrown99 #SchiffShow #SchiffForBrains #SchiffHead 

I think this says it all. 😁😂😁 pic.twitter.com/kBiAXIalpC

11/22/2019 8:51:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Under that the following.

They do not perceive [CF] as a possibility.

They are willing to kill to keep it going.

And they have incredible power.

They created the National Security State we have so they could systematically feed on the areas of society that needed shaping faster.

11/22/2019 8:51:31 PM realeyethespy When you sign up to be a badass space agent but end up in the poop manifestation department instead

11/22/2019 8:52:05 PM goyaeq Here's a targeted individual who received this message from his perp telling him he's being fed remotely to a prince of some kind. 

pic.twitter.com/kiuQcX1WO9

11/22/2019 8:52:34 PM aprilbrown99 Love it. 💗💗💗

11/22/2019 8:52:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 You control the direction of what policy is allow and not allowed to go through in the form of laundered money, such as book deals, gov't bailout 

kickbacks, quid pro quo joe, and much worse. They control things like whether we are in war. 17 year war? 9/11 Justice Yet? Coming.

11/22/2019 8:53:33 PM dynamicres I guess then the question would be what would be the most... direct and weighted route? Somehow convincing other me's to have this conversation as 

well, and convincing them of the end goal, or having this conversation with all of you and us ag/disa/greeing this is a possibility?

11/22/2019 8:54:27 PM nschlange Who are you talking about?



11/22/2019 8:56:49 PM allahuniversal Might as well hit every topic possible at LEAST once

11/22/2019 8:57:52 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m feeling a really epic awakening thread coming that I can actually share with those who are awakening from their slumber.

11/22/2019 8:58:02 PM neo_asura_ it all makes sense now

11/22/2019 8:58:10 PM irah_chandler You are all the you's no convincing is needed just focus. When it happens you'll feel like a you caterpillar all you's lined up in one space

11/22/2019 8:58:20 PM deepstatedqne Has a trending value. #TopicPoop

Speaking trending... Camp David is trending.

Adult playground?

A special place? https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-opens-up-camp-david-as-an-adult-playground-to-woo-gop-lawmakers-during-

impeachment/2019/11/22/ec6e7810-0c6f-11ea-8397-a955cd542d00_story.html …
11/22/2019 8:59:30 PM light_fighter_g We are on the precipice of the pendulum swinging back towards the light that will eventually break the glass and take us to our next evolutionary step

11/22/2019 9:01:09 PM scott_rick Debbie... activate your light body... your MERKABA

11/22/2019 9:01:13 PM realeyethespy 💩 matrix 💩

11/22/2019 9:01:38 PM aprilbrown99 Oh, where can I find this, please?  This really resonates with me.

11/22/2019 9:02:13 PM neo_asura_ 😂🤣

11/22/2019 9:02:39 PM aetherwalker1 When it is postponed.. AGAIN:

Imagine.

My.

Shock.

[0.  my shock-level will be exactly 0]
11/22/2019 9:02:44 PM trinity_jenny I am connected with the loving energies .. beautiful #777💜

11/22/2019 9:03:35 PM hellouncledonny When Trump says things like "One thing about Democrats, is they do stick together." It's their symbolic Hive Mind of Evil in coordination with thereof 

public outreach is where they get power and Control. 

TRUTH brings LIGHT. 

LIGHT conquers EVIL.

It's just a matter of time. pic.twitter.com/15mFisKBtA

11/22/2019 9:04:12 PM girlawakeinca Yes, thank you. Sometimes it just comes out of what seems nowhere. So I suppose shielding more often is key. 🙏 https://youtu.be/XhuLXYLhz-c 

11/22/2019 9:04:20 PM nurseniceyes Not if everyone thought about growing wings... It just takes 1+1=1

11/22/2019 9:04:42 PM damofather Looks like a big shower to me. Amazing how things can be twisted

11/22/2019 9:05:37 PM realeyethespy We need a Maj12 support group, we need backpay. When do I get my aliens?

11/22/2019 9:05:58 PM scott_rick Love🔑 pic.twitter.com/Ytr2LFkDqk

11/22/2019 9:06:07 PM nspecial101 OK.... wtf is going on.  I'm not one for conspiracy theories without evidence and all of this has significant issues and incidents of interest.

Any further info anyone?

11/22/2019 9:06:34 PM hellouncledonny This. https://youtu.be/5tVGei24TdQ 

11/22/2019 9:09:03 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you for your message MJ. You are on fire today 🔥🔥🔥 That was an extremely profound and concise message  for us and your new Q followers 

to read (+ ~3000 new followers in a day, from being Q'ed). We appreciate it.

11/22/2019 9:09:35 PM autistmember Cheetos

11/22/2019 9:10:29 PM nurseniceyes It is adjustable. It really isn't a what if. However, being different also makes you a Target.

11/22/2019 9:12:17 PM girlawakeinca There’s a whole lot of dedication & skill to create his range of tones. Simply amazing. 🙏

11/22/2019 9:12:30 PM jaded_pearl Federal Prisons? I'm expecting Military Tribunal at GITMO & 2 other facilities.

11/22/2019 9:12:31 PM irah_chandler Yes I've known that since dnc leaks. When trump started taking down the trafficing groups i could literally feel the satanic miasma drain the dark 

etheric fog of the upsidedown that kept every one else asleep began to recede and so many more awoke.

11/22/2019 9:12:49 PM wavepointgravi1 〰️*〰️ pic.twitter.com/BSBSC2ynVO

11/22/2019 9:13:14 PM 1ra_enelor My first ‘memory’ wS when 

I was 4. I was standing in the field of our farm looking at the ✨, crying & yelling “Come back! Why did u leave me? Come Back!”

I have NEVER felt or been a part of this world.

11/22/2019 9:14:11 PM hellouncledonny Enjoy https://youtu.be/1rmo3fKeveo 

11/22/2019 9:14:15 PM 1ra_enelor I have always had ‘gifts’ that separated me from others.

11/22/2019 9:15:07 PM charmanda9 There you are.

11/22/2019 9:15:25 PM wwg1wga17jcims Imagine that you are so blind to truth bc of manufactured hate that you will use any ammo aimed at your enemy without even stopping to question 

who supplied it to you? The example is CNN saying there is Quid Pro Quo while Fox broadcasting the opposite. Makes CNN look dumb right?

11/22/2019 9:15:45 PM nurseniceyes And also while 3_6_9 can be a powerful tool... That isn't even a necessity to know or believe or practice either.

11/22/2019 9:17:10 PM charmanda9 Love this! 😎

11/22/2019 9:19:25 PM irah_chandler I created a really nice shield taught to me by metatron from the angelic realms. Imagin pyramids and cubes bubbling upon the outer field of your aura 

not just randomly but intelligently in way that the concentrate projected energy and reflect it back or away

11/22/2019 9:19:52 PM big_simp  https://twitter.com/big_simp/status/1195502366633512960 …

11/22/2019 9:20:54 PM nschlange He's being what? He's being fed to a prince remotely? What does that even mean? Do you know?

11/22/2019 9:22:33 PM jeffcordell6 Thank u!  I have felt a higher frequency tuning in.   It's very powerful and energizing.

11/22/2019 9:23:32 PM aprilbrown99 Wonderful thread MJ!  I AM truly grateful and thankful for everything you have taught me over the past 15 months.  

I love you all very much!  💗💗💗

#DarkToLIGHT #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #UnsealEpstein

11/22/2019 9:23:34 PM leepraying This is genius

11/22/2019 9:23:41 PM goyaeq He's being targeted being given lot's of health problems to generate trauma which is somehow transferred to this prince.

11/22/2019 9:23:55 PM nschlange WHAT? Well whose reality was that? If we create our own reality, who created that one? The guests or the victims? That is the most disgusting thing 

I've ever heard of, and lately I've heard a lot.

11/22/2019 9:28:07 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/LrXoB4aNhc

11/22/2019 9:28:29 PM prof_hatter The very phrase "conspiracy theorist" was used back in 1967 in a classified CIA dispatch providing instructions on how to manipulate and manage 

public opinion.  #@RichDolan pic.twitter.com/E21pQG4VFF

11/22/2019 9:28:40 PM nschlange Thank you. Is this something the prince wants or is someone trying to hurt the prince?

11/22/2019 9:29:45 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/1Hm1j9DXId



11/22/2019 9:30:25 PM decodematrix "What would be required to change such a low level program"

A change to our DNA?

11/22/2019 9:31:33 PM 1ra_enelor We Are One...We Are Family 💞

11/22/2019 9:31:43 PM sterkinglights1 The brown sound functional working? pic.twitter.com/c0oqgzBFQA

11/22/2019 9:32:28 PM goyaeq The prince is evil in this situation, feeding on trauma. pic.twitter.com/MgJmcEUruK

11/22/2019 9:32:38 PM 1ra_enelor Agreed...it is ALL coming in to place.

11/22/2019 9:33:20 PM nschlange I see, thank you

11/22/2019 9:36:17 PM patriotswegoall Unity defeats Division.

11/22/2019 9:38:04 PM courtneyspace17 Oooooo naktar enat ste manna tumu!! 😍 pic.twitter.com/668QzBTpVq

11/22/2019 9:39:06 PM deb33 He's a monster

11/22/2019 9:39:41 PM frogpondrn Think about how chairmen Kim travels

11/22/2019 9:39:53 PM mytmax THIS is extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC.

11/22/2019 9:43:32 PM takeourmedia .@KATU #KGW #KOIN #MSM 

Terrified?

Never in history has a more dangerous and malignant force seized more power than NWO Globalist's tyrannical stranglehold control over ABC CBS NBC.

DOJ/FCC must end existential threat to America posed by enemy control of MSM radio & television

11/22/2019 9:44:57 PM jlong66850111 Very nice presentation!!

I hope the people I know retweet this craziness!

11/22/2019 9:53:17 PM irah_chandler Sasages

11/22/2019 9:55:54 PM jones9536 I can't believe how hard they try to  prevent me from seeing your threads. To see all your posts is a process. If you weren't speaking truth that wouldn't 

be the case

11/22/2019 9:57:27 PM myeyestudios1 Our Constitutional Republic. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸😇😊

11/22/2019 9:58:14 PM arthworth This is an excellent compilation of the Mockingbird/Clowns Fake News Media narrative. #FactsMatter #WakeUpAmerica #WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 10:00:18 PM myeyestudios1 Really, coincidence??? pic.twitter.com/nKUwDys7km

11/22/2019 10:00:57 PM myeyestudios1  pic.twitter.com/HvpbgokwPM

11/22/2019 10:02:05 PM myeyestudios1  pic.twitter.com/eXVmUDnqYv

11/22/2019 10:13:09 PM gypsysyntropy humans sold as pets, too

11/22/2019 10:14:51 PM irah_chandler Ditto

11/22/2019 10:14:52 PM chapulincolored 🤔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864?s=20 …

11/22/2019 10:15:16 PM qurioser I always thought I’d try to have the most compelling reality and then get everyone of me to want to come join me. I invite them pretty regularly, just 

because of how amazing and fun that would be.

11/22/2019 10:16:09 PM truthse92815442 Q sent us!  #WWG1WGA

11/22/2019 10:18:35 PM irah_chandler Good post

11/22/2019 10:18:47 PM smallaxe76 LOL 😂🤣

11/22/2019 10:19:12 PM djlok I think it may be our thoughts can change that low level programming.  Maybe our thoughts also alter our DNA too.

11/22/2019 10:35:05 PM zagnett i just imagine that i crap out [cabal nannites💩]. Maybe it workz? idk really. Sure feels like it though,💯. Buh bye. Silly [cabal].🤨🧐🤓

11/22/2019 10:35:11 PM chapulincolored [CP]=?

Corrupted Powerplayers >> Black Eyed

Compromised Politicians >> Controllable Puppets

11/22/2019 10:38:03 PM clifton15jon It is, as a teen i would eat twice that of my parents and maybe only went once a week. My body literally burned off everything. I weighed about 125lbs 

@5'10"

Even today years later i seldom need to go

11/22/2019 10:40:24 PM magicianswheel Paid parrots.

11/22/2019 10:52:49 PM sehvehn i honestly think of Earth as a type of kindergarden

11/22/2019 10:55:28 PM cerebralovrload @this_vid

11/22/2019 10:58:36 PM mossomo Just a guest, "Epstein didn't kill himself.”

11/22/2019 11:02:46 PM foreverozone What is 3-9-3 doesn't result in any top tier arrests, only some low tier pawns that will be thrown under the bus? 

Will that mean Clinton-Obama large and in charge? https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/22/us/politics/russia-investigation-inspector-general-

report.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage …

11/22/2019 11:07:21 PM itswhtplntscrav How many kiddie diddlers would you guess are in that video?

11/22/2019 11:10:08 PM itswhtplntscrav  pic.twitter.com/s0opaWznrV

11/22/2019 11:17:20 PM chapulincolored Know.

We are the Media.

We are the antenna, the amplifier, and the transmitter.

We receive the signal.   3 6 9 amped up.  Transmit everywhere.

We IS The Media.

We BE The Plan. pic.twitter.com/aPkRq2x5ps
11/22/2019 11:24:48 PM dewbeeone Tell what about trump Jesus would support. Sleeping with porn star while married? Paying off prostitudes. Stealing from veterans charity. Cutting 

Medicare for poor and elderly. Name one thing he has passed to help the common people?

11/22/2019 11:25:08 PM clifton15jon Got a Lot of problems coming up #EpsteinIsland #Epstein @BillClinton

#ticktock pic.twitter.com/cLGqkuz8P0

11/22/2019 11:29:04 PM tao4mind123 CIA Operation Mockingbird media? Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweeted at 2:02 PM on Wed, Oct 09, 2019:

 pic.twitter.com/oySnnratPZ

( https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=03 …)

11/22/2019 11:29:26 PM rghardy3 I finished Boot Camp a long time ago.

Now reporting for duty.

11/22/2019 11:30:50 PM flipitgreat They’ve gone brainwashed themselves-Whoopsie-Daizy #LetsChipThemFirst #KAG2020 #GetBackInFlynn 👁 #BeVeryAfraidShifty 

#SeeUInYourNightmares pic.twitter.com/AG7T1r2ZsP

11/22/2019 11:31:21 PM systemmae @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How do you guys see the Dark Fleet/ Nazi forces and their relationship with the evil ones? I'm not exactly talking about the Vril 

Society.

11/22/2019 11:31:30 PM pdp01756264 its probably relating to the pelosi,biden and romney with the children connection and something else beyond my sight



11/22/2019 11:31:54 PM tao4mind123 Does anyone have thoughts of their own ?? Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweeted at 2:02 PM on Wed, Oct 09, 2019:

 pic.twitter.com/oySnnratPZ

( https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200?s=03 …)

11/22/2019 11:32:44 PM pdp01756264 9 might be a reference to justice/judgement

11/22/2019 11:33:32 PM goyaeq Is Moloch going to up and just leave his friends here?

11/22/2019 11:34:03 PM belfastdanimal “They control things like whether we are in war.”

11/22/2019 11:34:26 PM irah_chandler I stopped watching 5 years ago

11/22/2019 11:34:55 PM belfastdanimal Agreed. Thank you!

11/22/2019 11:42:54 PM rsoldi3r Rest In Peace, Mr. President. #WeWillNeverForget @TheRealRaNon @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/CsLeHmyi1i

11/22/2019 11:43:46 PM chapulincolored I support the multidimensiobal unifying wwg1wga IS

But I still want my restricted area BE privacy.

Us sitting down at the same moment and all focusing on the same manifestation manifested leakin' Schiff 💩💩💩

😂🤣

NOYBB, I need some time to myself and quite regularly. pic.twitter.com/SIkLh5GyE2

11/22/2019 11:46:00 PM w0nderboi After the Impeachment Circus, BOOM! Countermove. Finally. No one survives it. House will go down.

11/22/2019 11:50:16 PM johnnysoko This is one of my favorite comments ever 😂

11/22/2019 11:54:33 PM mongrelglory You're making it hard for me to convince people you're not a LARP MJ-12!  🤣🤣🤣

11/22/2019 11:54:57 PM linnyt7 Read past disclosures

11/22/2019 11:56:06 PM thericharddoyle “What if Egypt was on-board to disclose the true history of the Pyramids?

What if KANSAS presented the idea to Egypt?” — .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#ShunnedNoMore 

–33, 8 and 32 correspond respectively to: 1 and 4:

The ONLY D5–affirm reduction of 2.4.9.4 = 2.1.9.1 ≡ 22:((9 – 2) = 7) —  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1086011977225392128 … 

pic.twitter.com/TDe7jhlNtT
11/23/2019 12:04:15 AM pleiotropik From real life to fiction... pic.twitter.com/8nJuwMui0z

11/23/2019 12:08:50 AM mongrelglory Sadly quite true.

11/23/2019 12:10:44 AM alaraofsirius He's one of [them].🐍

11/23/2019 12:13:25 AM kraftpenn I have a callus on my finger from reposting this on Facebook

🧡🧡🧡🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

11/23/2019 12:15:54 AM jack66123366 Israel is last

11/23/2019 12:16:28 AM lbf777 Ya right.

11/23/2019 12:21:44 AM pdp01756264 ahaaa!!! in Q post 3613 might be the reference of the 6

11/23/2019 12:25:05 AM pdp01756264 Q post 3613??

11/23/2019 12:25:29 AM nobleredman225 This is just a taste of what we are fighting against. Ain't no fun when the rabbit got the gun. You want to know why they are are scared? WWG1WGA 

Wait until they unseal the indictments. It's going to get NASTY! When does a bird sing??? https://www.wvlt.tv/content/news/More-than-50-children-

may-have-consumed-sexually-contaminated-cakes-in-Louisiana--564728121.html …

11/23/2019 12:34:12 AM ewputt Sheeple, Q sent me!

11/23/2019 12:35:18 AM zagnett & we're supposed to think this is a bad thing or something? 🤔 What are you trying to say exactly? 🧐😅🤣

11/23/2019 12:39:01 AM quirethetruth Q sent me! WWG1WGA

11/23/2019 12:41:48 AM codewordbanana Where did you find this out?

11/23/2019 12:43:46 AM mahoneyboney So you're saying Trump is responsible for the all of those stations putting out the "fake news" warning about social media platforms? It doesn't make 

sense. His beef is with legacy media

11/23/2019 12:51:38 AM swensak1 Now?

11/23/2019 12:54:09 AM olimyracle Define property ? pic.twitter.com/dF5MGLlCxv

11/23/2019 12:56:15 AM thekanehb Is there a double meaning there? “Know”?...

11/23/2019 1:00:15 AM jollyrob2 👀...how many Princes?

11/23/2019 1:03:18 AM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/svVafUTcSZ

11/23/2019 1:04:35 AM mamaclaudio This is WHY we need other sources.... #FakeNews #TheEnemyOfThePeople pic.twitter.com/rhpzI5RyAx

11/23/2019 1:12:05 AM jollyrob2 @Pejedori

11/23/2019 1:12:11 AM mechanic_47 This is a substantial statement imho.

This is where  opinions are split.

Is it a prison planet?

Is it an incubator?

Is it the Matrix?

Or is it a construct of our own fascination with emotions?

11/23/2019 1:17:06 AM sterkinglights1 Some work was cited. Some views align. Truth resonates within and trust but verify. Dr. Lipton had a lot of Great work but I didn't see this as an 

absolute endorsement. You know you have been on the right path. Be blessed.

11/23/2019 1:23:39 AM anitabutterfly Vortex mathematics and 3,6 and 9......but HOW to use it! This is bugging me big time!

11/23/2019 1:26:33 AM big_simp Does this answer your question?👇 pic.twitter.com/2dyqu81pyE

11/23/2019 1:31:29 AM batespm4abbey Need to be plants get energy from photosynthesis=no solids-excretion; OR a body of pure spirit energy whereby imbibing/excreting irrelevant.

11/23/2019 1:36:30 AM qumanitarian wow! i searched exactly that ^^ out of curiousity....  then i scroll down to see this.. telling me to do what i just did. like i told myself what i saw before i 

actually saw it. the thought to do it was strong enough to make me google how to search a specific word

11/23/2019 1:36:55 AM big_simp This is the new "They Live" remake

check it out https://youtu.be/MRtEgdgj_XQ 

11/23/2019 1:43:54 AM qumanitarian Artificial Living Intelligent Conscious Entity

basically the all seeing eye of the matrix

11/23/2019 1:49:04 AM dspoonage Keep your friends close and your enemies closer.

Trump isn't on the flight logs.

He was also one of a few people who gave a statement the first time he was arrested.

He banned him from his Clubs as he felt up a young girl there.

11/23/2019 1:53:49 AM lynnmar42209594 Sandia say OFC is to be autumn 2021



11/23/2019 1:55:29 AM olimyracle 15?

How many accouts does M handles?

How long has M been grooming US?

What comes after M?

Thank you 💞

#Majestic
11/23/2019 1:58:19 AM kackiokacki Mockingbird media parroting their 4am fake news talking points. Q- we are the news now..xo

11/23/2019 2:07:31 AM johnnybucknell Now...

11/23/2019 2:09:32 AM humain974  pic.twitter.com/VLThqMUTDU

11/23/2019 2:11:07 AM lightlove21121 Just remembered my off world dream thanks to this 😏

............ThanQ♥️..............

⚔️Armor of God ON ⚔️

Shining bright, from the inside out & from the outside in 💯 

I trust my plan.

So I trust the Plan 🙏🏽
11/23/2019 2:11:35 AM lightlove21121 11:11☝🏽

No coincidences 😏

11/23/2019 2:17:09 AM olimyracle #powertothepeople https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1198182348048781313?s=19 …

11/23/2019 2:18:39 AM gapeachtina Robots

11/23/2019 2:21:54 AM flipitgreat They think If they change platforms fake will get it’s way•I dont think so• #WeAreTheNewsNow #WeThePeople

🎶To everything🎶turn turn turn•🎶

There is a season🎶•Turn Turn•Turn🎶•And A Time To Every Purpose🎶•Under Heaven•🎶 #TimeToWin #DigitalMoJo 🙏🌟🌟🌟🙏

11/23/2019 2:35:28 AM pamahra Frightening

11/23/2019 2:42:06 AM aaronpalane17 #QANON #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/OO4E2SauV6

11/23/2019 2:48:56 AM vanilly80  https://truepundit.com/graphic-warning-fbi-interviews-alleged-boy-rape-victim-of-bill-clinton-chilling-details-of-sex-assaults-satanic-rituals-on-yacht-

video/ …

11/23/2019 2:55:19 AM higherself_1_ Can you hook me up too 🙏 thx.

11/23/2019 2:59:22 AM pollylo08456224 Subliminal imagery entraps those that are it's unknown victims, somehow we seem to be immune to its deepest threats...what is the antidote that we 

carry that they do not.

11/23/2019 2:59:28 AM mile_voli_disk0 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @PlanetQAnon @HGracePeaceLig1 @QTAnon1 @LightworkerCain @cathyspartanj @Patriot_126 @RedPillWoke1 

@Jennife61366461 @JuliansRum @Incarcerated_ET @GeorgWebb @I__LOVE_TRUMP @infinitechan @FuctupMike @FellaAnon @Q_AnonBaby 

@Qanon76 @QTAnon1 @ma_liky_

11/23/2019 3:00:04 AM pkekbar ¡PLVS VLTRA!

11/23/2019 3:11:21 AM noocnik When you will be fully aware that your physical body is only a vessel for your consciousness to operate in material reality you will also be aware how to 

transfer energy streams needed to fuel this vessel with energy needed to work properly.

11/23/2019 3:13:27 AM adsvel Only those who are Awakened are changing Collective Reality, improving themselves.

11/23/2019 3:24:07 AM billysta Q sent me

11/23/2019 3:25:28 AM w_ewere - 74m Luxury Yacht 1st delivered 2016, current position is 41.37571 N / 2.18618 E Currently moored in Barcelona? Listed for sale.

11/23/2019 3:29:31 AM fayeteet Ridiculous!  Only shows how stupid they really are!

11/23/2019 3:37:16 AM johnharris9131 ABC Australia in on selling the lies along with the other MSM here.

11/23/2019 3:42:30 AM karma4event201 Ritual Room 

staff were not allowed inside

Room is offset from the house 2x it was said the room with stripper poles was not directly under the house = tunnels

11/23/2019 3:52:05 AM courageouskriss Just like the movie "LUCY" Humans were all capable of this previously!

11/23/2019 3:59:02 AM mearareed They don’t need to interview conservatives. That’s not the point. It’s which stories they choose to cover, how those stories are framed to the public 

(phrasing or key details left out), and making journalists read scripted segments to a trusting audience.

11/23/2019 4:03:43 AM mearareed Every station gets their news from wire services - that’s what Reuters is. It covers a story then proves that coverage to organizations for publication or 

to air. As does the Associated Press. A station doesn’t have to report all of the content provided by a wire service though

11/23/2019 4:04:21 AM thecryingliber1 This is a great book about thoughts altering our DNA among other things pic.twitter.com/eOrC39aTZH

11/23/2019 4:05:34 AM rob67_ I second this!

11/23/2019 4:06:49 AM rob67_ Nope, my rear orifice is an exit only.

11/23/2019 4:07:09 AM mearareed A station may pick and choose which parts of the story to cover (or leave out). This could happen for time reasons, political issues (left or right), or local 

issues. The same applies for written content. If your local paper has a story with (AP) at the beginning of the story,

11/23/2019 4:11:22 AM mearareed it means the story was written by an AP journalist. However, when your local paper runs that story, they have they option to cut portions out as 

needed. Key details are often in the last paragraphs of stories, but these could be cut for space for example in a print edition.

11/23/2019 4:11:48 AM raalphjoones2 Off with their heads

11/23/2019 4:13:44 AM fansblowing3 Epigenetics = switching genes on and off.

11/23/2019 4:21:39 AM richard07759712 It’s getting good pic.twitter.com/J4CnOLTZn8

11/23/2019 4:21:47 AM fansblowing3 Prince Andrew + more princes.  Prince Charles for sure ✅ The artist formerly known as Prince ✅ Prince William and Prince Harry?

11/23/2019 4:22:01 AM davidjohnweave  https://twitter.com/DavidJohnWeave/status/1198211280152256512 …

11/23/2019 4:23:03 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/vaLlONVJHP

11/23/2019 4:24:25 AM sandro220 🙏 pic.twitter.com/ECyxXCW5Pv

11/23/2019 4:25:03 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/vza69BGD5U

11/23/2019 4:25:30 AM cryptooz 😹

11/23/2019 4:26:47 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/uvH7yCiuxC

11/23/2019 4:30:56 AM timmccoy5 Search on “Ken Wheeler “

11/23/2019 4:35:11 AM peterluisvenero It’s been bugging me for at least a year! I think it’s Tesla related, but can’t find a decent explanation.

11/23/2019 4:36:03 AM lovesavesai Ladies don't put baby powder into jur vaginas gee it says baby powder right there. No need to powder on the way out. Let them make choices and such

11/23/2019 4:46:27 AM turboxyde For those of you wondering about how to use 3, 6, & 9... search MJ12s profile.

I've also made a thread to help here:

👇 https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1158039065188548609?s=19 …



11/23/2019 4:47:08 AM turboxyde Here you go frens!

👇 https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1158039065188548609?s=19 …

11/23/2019 4:51:41 AM gram_dog Have you heard or read William Tompkins personal account? It’s incredibly interesting!

11/23/2019 4:54:31 AM sleuth_chick .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If you have not read Majestic12 over the last 3 days..you are way behind!!!

@qanon76 @EyesOnQ #MAGA

11/23/2019 4:56:22 AM turboxyde Frens, to use the power of 3, 6 and 9 you must use and be an observer of the manifestation of consciousness.

Hope this helps...

👇 https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1158039065188548609?s=19 …

11/23/2019 5:05:39 AM raalphjoones2 Getting high quality food, where it would be 90% refuse

11/23/2019 5:12:39 AM el_duderino_352 Got Q?  Got Q+?  Get Woke!

 https://QAnon.pub  pic.twitter.com/OtDztRZF2O

11/23/2019 5:12:53 AM canadiancovfefe Lolz

11/23/2019 5:13:15 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Use power of 3,6,9 everyday!!!

11/23/2019 5:13:52 AM alexspargo Caused by the ever increasing dumbing down of today’s society in believing what is shared on social media and lack of intelligence by not checking the 

facts beforehand.

11/23/2019 5:15:07 AM peterluisvenero Oh my goodness finally. Thank you 🙏

11/23/2019 5:16:29 AM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

11/23/2019 5:19:20 AM jenaynayz Tucker has been under attack this last week more than usual. His Wednesday show was terribly hard to get a hold of after it first aired.

11/23/2019 5:20:03 AM carlito63289056 There are most definitely tapes.Many individuals have them they are just scared shitless to release them. Call it a life insurance policy,just like how  

wiener had his on his laptop ... check this out - https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Xjmj2xWxrp0&feature=share …

11/23/2019 5:20:45 AM canadiancovfefe Hahaha

11/23/2019 5:21:10 AM canadiancovfefe Hahaha

11/23/2019 5:23:55 AM roublisa 55💥

11/23/2019 5:24:33 AM adsvel Reminds me Orion wars ( Star Wars ). Similar scenario (fight for the Republic), similar main characters. The United Verse is repeating itself giving 

another chance for a change.

11/23/2019 5:27:32 AM rawphonegirl 🤣

11/23/2019 5:30:21 AM sherry6769 So you're saying that because someone from there was "briefly" employed that means POTUS is running all news. It's aaaalllllll conservative news and 

gee, they never talk bad about POTUS.  You're kind of stupid.

11/23/2019 5:38:16 AM moemc8 Still don't truly understand how I can use the power of 3,6, 9 in my everyday life.  I do understand meditating at 6:39 for say 33 minutes, etc.  Are we 

supposed to do things in 3s or 6s or 9s?  Seriously, what do we do.

11/23/2019 5:42:47 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/jhyv7xTSG7U 

#Tyl3R pic.twitter.com/foAq4OBAdV

11/23/2019 5:44:28 AM fansblowing3 On 12/21/19 HRC (currently is in the old timeline) will merge with this timeline.  That’s why no justice for HRC and CF yet.  Her consciousness is still in 

the old timeline. pic.twitter.com/T93UXun5Bl

11/23/2019 5:46:22 AM pearlsoflogic Q SENT ME...THIS MOCKINGBIRD MEDIA PSYOP IS EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO OUR REPUBLIC.

#FAKENEWS #ENEMYOFTHEPEOPLE pic.twitter.com/h99deZSUnK

11/23/2019 5:56:59 AM veaksel Amazing tweet! 🤦♀️. The media.... Is extremely dangerous to our democracy!

11/23/2019 6:01:01 AM corey28706035 Q willed me here!

11/23/2019 6:01:20 AM floodtexas Amen! You....i think like you. Democracy is mob rule. Or founders warned us against that for this exact reason. Long live the Republic!

11/23/2019 6:03:52 AM sandro220  https://youtu.be/E3CfQ-E7Djg  pic.twitter.com/nk4CJEfbgX

11/23/2019 6:04:25 AM floodtexas Which news station are you watching? I don't see ANY pro trump messaging in the media.. he's not what we could have but he's a hell of a lot better 

than any of our other choices.

11/23/2019 6:05:13 AM pdp01756264 through dreams?

11/23/2019 6:06:10 AM floodtexas We are, and always will be. Mob rule is for the early controlled.

11/23/2019 6:11:22 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/parscale/status/1185647135259271173?s=21 …

11/23/2019 6:16:29 AM trajohn4 BINGO!

Thanks again.

11/23/2019 6:19:47 AM cat_scaredy  pic.twitter.com/1fT4bqRTc7

11/23/2019 6:25:39 AM aprilbrown99 You have changed my world too, Sandris! 💕💕💕 You were one of the first accounts I found when I came back to Twitter to support my President. 

You’re kind, thoughtful, gracious & have a beautiful ♥️  I AM grateful I found you. I love you my star brother!  

🥰🥰🥰😍😍😍🤗🤗🤗

11/23/2019 6:27:13 AM davidmbrentwood The FCC has no such authority.

11/23/2019 6:27:17 AM diazinman Our media are the leaders in spreading propaganda.

11/23/2019 6:28:10 AM gobomontaco This one is going to make them pissed. LOL It is very well done. #TruthExposed makes #MSM look pretty scripted, eh?

11/23/2019 6:28:29 AM jbitterly  pic.twitter.com/KCuxBEdpbY

11/23/2019 6:29:04 AM pdp01756264 numbers 11:11 He asked the Lord, “Why have you brought this trouble on your servant? What have I done to displease you that you put the burden of 

all these people on me?

This is the burden of the Moses whilst in the mountains,,, Does that sound similar to Trump??

11/23/2019 6:29:42 AM jbitterly  pic.twitter.com/LA9OxX2919

11/23/2019 6:30:32 AM iaumatu @threadreaderapp unroll por favor

11/23/2019 6:31:08 AM madscientist By the way, Twitter removed my 'follow' of your account, and also to @DevinNunes  account.  @POTUS @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/23/2019 6:40:56 AM threadreaderapp Hi! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@HelloUncleDonny @irah_chandler @realDepIorabIe @big_simp @NSchlange @zagnett 

AI is the language of the matrix, manifest […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1198099773443727361.html …

Enjoy :) 🤖

11/23/2019 6:43:18 AM michael81972 [C]ocoa [P]uffs=[CP]

11/23/2019 6:44:06 AM keith369me It is adjustable individually...many are displaying this...the collective part is painfully slow.

11/23/2019 6:46:38 AM lightlove21121 Precisely 🔥🔥🔥

11/23/2019 6:48:33 AM keith369me Can you explain ]Iran[ information isn’t exactly flowing.

11/23/2019 6:51:12 AM dougfasho Power of 3

Rule of 3

Fibonacci  sequence 

Nothing can stop what's coming



11/23/2019 6:51:22 AM keith369me In my opinion the largest obstacle to truth are those that insist on a filter (MSM, church) as a source for truth.  Open your eyes and it’s really obvious.

11/23/2019 6:55:17 AM crystallinedna Okay what the fuck now

11/23/2019 6:57:58 AM warybear  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.latimes.com/business/hollywood/la-fi-ct-sinclair-promo-20180405-story.html%3f_amp=true …

11/23/2019 6:59:48 AM mateuszwala how literally make people awkward/move along - best move I've seen in inteligence warfare 😂🤪💩

anyway, change is up to us...

sheep no more. all this is our move now. everything.

but bodies doesn't trust us ;) 

building trust is a wise move. watch your steps.

much care❤️MJ12
11/23/2019 7:01:42 AM garagehero Yup. We kicked rebel butt in the Civil War, we kicked Nazi butt in WW2 and we'll kick MAGA butt today.

11/23/2019 7:06:08 AM ciaramellanot There are no coincidences!  #WWG1WGA

11/23/2019 7:08:03 AM mrtraveler02 Like I said, you don't know what you are talking about and don't even realize that the company that forced those stations to read that script has a 

conservative bent.

11/23/2019 7:08:48 AM irah_chandler Yeah wanted to say that but couldn't find the right words. Thanks way better than i could have said it

11/23/2019 7:10:14 AM keith369me The desire to do so and the realization that one can create it...why not nourish off of light and expel the very limited waste in another way such as 

through the skin...how about no waste.  Create one’s reality.

11/23/2019 7:16:54 AM prmd21801759 Can we put media under investigation? Or put  STOP to their propaganda circus?

11/23/2019 7:18:01 AM shawndugas5 We need one that has all the “explosive” and “bombshell” talking points to share with our friends. #FakeNewsMedia

11/23/2019 7:18:12 AM courtneyspace17 Algorithms

11/23/2019 7:18:32 AM courtneyspace17 And returned...

11/23/2019 7:28:07 AM glkendall What Russia did in 2016 was start a cancer that is destroying and dividing our democracy.

The left and right are attacking each other as if they were born enemies.

We’re all Americans and the more we attack each other the weaker we become.

Love thy neighbor!

America First ✝️🙏🇺🇸

11/23/2019 7:30:10 AM ejasonmcgee Speechless... pic.twitter.com/xJCC00gxUi

11/23/2019 7:33:40 AM adsvel Thank you for kind words dear beloved star Siter!😊💞🌈🌟🌟🌟

11/23/2019 7:37:07 AM karma4event201 Thank you for sharing these links! 

PDF of Thomas Chan Adam & Eve https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HuC_W4fFPgZ41gJ2VCLrq-0bnmzDacHX/view …

11/23/2019 7:38:41 AM altimitwill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wouldn’t you say that December 9th and/or 11th would classify as an event with OIG Report releasing on FISA and Horowitz 

testifying?

11/23/2019 7:42:49 AM deweymargie This is crazy! It proves they are fed the same propaganda to spew upon the American people. All lies!!

11/23/2019 7:50:07 AM ftp27025848 The only thing alt media is extremely dangerous to is the controlled narrative these puppets spit out of their bought and owned mouths. The people 

dont fall for the crap anymore... We are the news now.

11/23/2019 7:50:57 AM mcpatriot64 I think you’re all missing the point.  It’s about Epigenetics and how we can control it ourselves.

11/23/2019 7:51:52 AM mcpatriot64 Mindfulness training?

11/23/2019 7:55:48 AM realdominator39 Guessing a mistake?

11/23/2019 7:58:20 AM renegadeyogi @AllCalmDown

11/23/2019 8:03:44 AM warriordaisy And it's all b*******. These Outlets getting the details in the facts wrong 99% of the time these days.

11/23/2019 8:03:52 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗

11/23/2019 8:04:35 AM warriordaisy Well they get it wrong every time. Mainstream news is losing ratings because they get it so wrong.

11/23/2019 8:07:25 AM ashleykaye38 Yep

11/23/2019 8:12:28 AM virgilio_reyes This is why I do not believe in Main Stream Media.

11/23/2019 8:13:18 AM dynamicres Awesome goal❣️

11/23/2019 8:16:26 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@HelloUncleDonny @irah_chandler @realDepIorabIe @big_simp @NSchlange @zagnett AI is the language of the 

matrix, miousness in the form of thought. Not only are you a receiver but you are also an amplifier. Think of it as si […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1198099773443727361.html …

11/23/2019 8:27:57 AM enomai_ Will there ever be a day. 

Where science from black projects or similiar. Ever be in a database form and researched through and learned upon society? Like videos, audios, of 

things learned? What particular looks like from cern?

as human give progression allows for unlocks?

11/23/2019 8:40:39 AM whiteyda3rd Inf0w@Rs BABY!!!!! They are SAVING OUR DEMOCRACY! pic.twitter.com/TO17NWKqH1

11/23/2019 8:49:45 AM lightonthehill Extrusion Operation

Food For Thought >====> Shitposting

11/23/2019 8:52:02 AM lightonthehill ALICE doesn't like that.

11/23/2019 8:52:38 AM mateuszwala Power of 3 6 9 is funny when you see hand.

6 direction 

Five star? BE? Imperfect? Or hidden 6?

6 is love? Snowflake? Saturn north pole storm? IS?

11/23/2019 8:55:04 AM mateuszwala  pic.twitter.com/2zcJQVjDAw

11/23/2019 8:55:48 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs

They live among us. https://twitter.com/VeteransAlways_/status/1196821872589131777 …

11/23/2019 8:55:48 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Mxfdl2bgs8

11/23/2019 8:57:33 AM lightonthehill I second the question implied here. Concentrations in water vs salt (where applicable) vs Teflon vs pesticides? Other significant sources? 

pic.twitter.com/kyyrcfz6o2

11/23/2019 8:58:45 AM mechanic_47 Sadly, it doesn't. 

The Great Awakening has brought me further than I dreamed possible but it has much more to reveal before I am ready to accept .

11/23/2019 9:02:46 AM mahoneyboney  https://www.google.com/amp/s/nypost.com/2019/11/20/when-the-villain-is-obama-not-trump-news-suddenly-becomes-not-worth-

reporting/amp/ …

11/23/2019 9:04:13 AM mahoneyboney The news leans left overwhelmingly. If you think otherwise you're a fool.



11/23/2019 9:04:59 AM wishingwontwork Thanks Meara, for your clear explanation.

Unfortunately people who don't want to hear a hard truth will just close their minds and resort to overused cliche.

The Sinclair takeover is alarming, so some of us must remain diligent in our efforts to demand full disclosure.

11/23/2019 9:13:33 AM laurabusse Didn't understand this til I saw the video on

Looking Glass

Kerry Cassidy of project Camelot interviewing Bill Wood

35 min long YouTube

Now it all makes sense

All timelines converging into one

It's not the end of the world

It's the end of THEIR world
11/23/2019 9:15:16 AM laurabusse Probably

11/23/2019 9:15:34 AM laurabusse Maybe not

11/23/2019 9:16:15 AM sterkinglights1 Have I been through 20+back?

11/23/2019 9:18:50 AM mahoneyboney Media Bias: Pretty Much All Of Journalism Now Leans Left, Study Shows https://www.investors.com/politics/editorials/media-bias-left-study/ …

11/23/2019 9:22:26 AM mahoneyboney Jeff Zucker CNN Boss has vendetta against Trump. 

https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/video/2019/10/14/cnn_insider_on_jeff_zuckers_vendetta_vs_trump_120782.html …

11/23/2019 9:23:17 AM aleks8837 1. "Within there is no doer of the act of defecation or urination. Only by the diffusion of the process of oscillation born of mental activity defecation and 

urination occur, just as in a matured boil, by the bursting of the boil, pus and blood come out without any kind of ....

11/23/2019 9:23:40 AM aleks8837 2. ..wishing to come out and just as from an overfull water-pot water comes out without any desire for coming out, so too, the feces and urine 

accumulated in the abdomen and the bladder are pressed out by the force of the process of oscillation. Certainly this feces-and-urine ...

11/23/2019 9:24:11 AM aleks8837 3. ..coming out thus is neither that bhikkhu's own nor another's. It is just bodily excretion."

-The Buddha

11/23/2019 9:24:58 AM aleks8837 1. "And further, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, in going forwards (and) in going backwards, is a person practicing clear comprehension; in looking straight on 

(and) in looking away from the front, is a person practicing clear comprehension; in bending and in stretching, is a person ...

11/23/2019 9:25:32 AM aleks8837 2. practicing clear comprehension; in wearing the shoulder-cloak, the (other two) robes (and) the bowl, is a person practicing clear comprehension; in 

regard to what is eaten, drunk, chewed and savored, is a person practicing clear comprehension; in defecating and in urinating,..

11/23/2019 9:25:52 AM aleks8837 3. ...a person practicing clear comprehension; in walking, in standing (in a place), in sitting (in some position), in sleeping, in waking, in speaking and in 

keeping silence, is a person practicing clear comprehension. ....

11/23/2019 9:26:16 AM aleks8837 4. "Thus he lives contemplating the body in the body internally... and clings to naught in the world. Thus, also, O bhikkhus, a bhikkhu lives 

contemplating the body in the body."

-The Buddha

11/23/2019 9:30:09 AM mahoneyboney  https://www.mrc.org/media-reality-check/abc-cbs-nbc-slant-8-1-obamas-gun-control-crusade …

11/23/2019 9:31:27 AM nathanbeard21 This is local news, not cable. Are we the consumer, subject or enemy of the media? #WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/g5aAgV2UaT

11/23/2019 9:33:11 AM laurabusse Be positive energy?

11/23/2019 9:42:46 AM roublisa I echo you sister and amplify⚡⚡⚡💗💗💗 thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💗💗💗

11/23/2019 9:43:29 AM pkekbar Golly... you mean brownstone operations?

11/23/2019 9:53:45 AM wickedmouse369 Intergalactic human trafficking.

11/23/2019 9:55:23 AM mrtraveler02 What does any of that have to do with Sinclair?

11/23/2019 9:57:24 AM atsaduk What a time to be alive!!!! Luck? I dont believe in luck.

11/23/2019 9:59:03 AM mrtraveler02 None of these examples have anything to do with Sinclair.  Which is what the video was referencing.

11/23/2019 10:04:45 AM magaglam Bravo 👏🏻 Great recap of setting intention. Where two or more are gathered in his name “Miracles” happen...Jesus was the perfect example of a 

Magical Manifestor. pic.twitter.com/lxubTp3mTQ

11/23/2019 10:07:06 AM mrslauralynn we already know he didn't!

11/23/2019 10:16:28 AM irah_chandler Talk to a leprican. There is a process by which probability on a quantum level is tilted to one out come. And that process does not always happen inside 

the self

11/23/2019 10:19:57 AM bhspeaks I don't know how many more red pills the public can handle. If proven true, this will shatter the soul of our country & our Constitutional Republic. 

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #VoterFraud https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/11/election_fraud_on_a_national_scale.html …

11/23/2019 10:22:57 AM wickedmouse369 Funny it all comes out the same.

11/23/2019 10:28:50 AM kittythundercl1 So I watched the movie last night with my granddaughter and was pained to see that they completely scrubbed the anti-totalitarian message that 

L’Engle clearly intended.

11/23/2019 10:30:57 AM twelvebcharlie1 Wait? So your saying that everyone who has followed Q and awakened has been living in a timeline further ahead then The those still sleeping and 

that’s why they are getting destroyed left and right and acting so retarded? Because we are from the future?

11/23/2019 10:35:54 AM daveo6145  https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/scientist-finds-evidence-humans-alien-20834019 …

coincidence?

11/23/2019 10:37:30 AM kittythundercl1 Read the book. They are fighting CENTRAL Central Intelligence and IT, the surveillance state that instills profound fear in anyone who dares deviate 

from the groupthink. Even minor infractions can strip you of your livelihood. Can the message be anymore clear than that?

11/23/2019 10:38:23 AM mahoneyboney Just showing the larger picture of overwhelming liberal bias

11/23/2019 10:39:30 AM hawkhopkins12 We Must Ask Ourselves #WHY

“Why” is 99% of The #CorruptMedia

@CNN @MSNBC @NBC @CBS @ABC 

“Working Overtime” 2Control What You 🤔 #ThinkAboutIt

I Smell A🐀 

The Only Main News Network that got the #RussianHoax Right was #FoxNews #WhyIsThat ❓❓❓

#StopBelievingTheCorruptMedia pic.twitter.com/rxzvv8sNNB
11/23/2019 10:39:48 AM realityloominng Wonder how many like has been removed from this account's @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  tweets - total



11/23/2019 10:44:12 AM qurioser ... I follow Q (& many others) in VR/IRL to fatten up my meta-threads. 

There’s talk of project looking glass showing total convergence of all threads into One Something.

I’m assuming it’s a chosen something, that it was gamed, & the endgame is WWG1WGA. 

It’s my job to be fun.

11/23/2019 10:51:50 AM kittythundercl1 Interestingly, it is the people who think they are smarter than everyone else who are most vulnerable to being held in thrall of the IT. Mrs. Whatsit 

gives this warning before their journey: “Beware of pride and arrogance, Charles, for they may betray you.”

11/23/2019 10:56:36 AM kittythundercl1 This is what I imagine L’Engle’s CENTRAL Central Intelligence looks like... pic.twitter.com/a1omZPZBgs

11/23/2019 10:56:42 AM laurabusse Sometimes the only thing that does it is a shock

Shock coming?

Husband says ppl only change because of pain

When it's too painful NOT to change...

11/23/2019 10:59:06 AM yourkiddingme5 I am not sure what to even say about this....

11/23/2019 10:59:53 AM laurabusse Not sure

The video says

All possible timelines converging to only one inevitable possible timeline

The end of their world

A new beginning for ours

Fascinating video!!!

Looking Glass technology...
11/23/2019 11:00:18 AM jgrease WWG1WGA

11/23/2019 11:02:29 AM jonathancherrie I just sat down on the pot and this is the first post I see.  Epic

11/23/2019 11:03:54 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/vd5sKUgHtP

11/23/2019 11:03:55 AM integrityneed I respectfully disagree. If reality is 5D eternity, I’d want to experience 3D. You can pick your experience as hard or easy as you like with your friends as 

different characters - the catch is you have to temporarily forget 5D. 

Seems like it’s just gotten out of control.

11/23/2019 11:20:27 AM pelledan2 I really hate the 💩ritual.  It's unpleasant no matter how you "doo" it.

11/23/2019 11:33:01 AM bsuall This is your network news down to local with the same #Democrat talking points. It's called colusion , which in most industries is illegal.

@ABC @NBCNews @CBSNews #FakeNewsMedia

11/23/2019 11:34:08 AM turboxyde Consciousness manifests in countless ways, numbers included!

11/23/2019 11:42:08 AM shutterbug007a All national news agencies are becoming fake and  doing nothing to determine facts.  Just trying to be first to get storyboy... even if not correct 

information.

11/23/2019 11:42:44 AM turboxyde Are you not able to weave your thoughts, emotions, words & physical actions into sets of 3s, 6s or 9s?

11/23/2019 11:43:11 AM shutterbug007a Local news is starting to follow the same approach.

11/23/2019 11:51:24 AM lisa4or1st Back in 2010-Because #MSM did not want Portland Hispanics to know #Democrat US Rep Earl Blumenauer defeated Lopez ALL #Portland TV Stations 

gave #Republican Lopez #SOS 20% vote to the anglo named #Libertarian Lawrence https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWvQ1DOa6p4&t=51s …

11/23/2019 11:51:27 AM thethiagocortes I’m gonna play Devil’s Adv here MJ. If you really are with MAJI. Then tell me:

My current branch of service (easy)

Rank

Unit

You would know right?

I spent the night reading your past posts. They reek of Freemasonry.

Isn’t MJ-1 also the Dir of C_A?

Bonus. What does this mean? pic.twitter.com/VnrU28Phjp
11/23/2019 11:51:43 AM peterluisvenero More synchronistic expressions from your higher self. Google angel number meanings 😎

11/23/2019 11:52:15 AM keith369me Pretty darn profound

11/23/2019 11:54:46 AM zzed2020 Maybe this is why prayer works; many simultaneously thinking about the same outcome.

11/23/2019 12:04:16 PM sablicorne1  pic.twitter.com/F238KjwK1H

11/23/2019 12:10:03 PM unwashedtexan Q sent me! #WWG1WGA

11/23/2019 12:11:01 PM marvinh95008821 Top kek. Q sent us!👊👊

11/23/2019 12:19:12 PM legacyredpill Q SENT ME. History will remember these traitors. Selling their soul to spread the words of the Deep State. WE ARE THE NEWS! 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/r5JocSJ5Kr

11/23/2019 12:22:43 PM father_mayhem Just like in the story "A Dream of a Thousand Cats"! 

 https://tinyurl.com/sy899zd 

11/23/2019 12:24:53 PM donnajustice555 Fake news is EXTREMELY dangerous to our Democracy!

11/23/2019 12:26:34 PM hellouncledonny You got it.

If everyone thought about Hillary Clinton bursting into flames, she would spontanously combust.

11/23/2019 12:26:47 PM kathleen3693693 Agree. But...start with the most southern head first, then get the northern head.

11/23/2019 12:33:00 PM theresafbach Freaking scary.

11/23/2019 12:36:22 PM kathleen3693693 ....there are no coincidences...

{{{chuckling}}} Your post made me smile & laugh. Thank you for that!

11/23/2019 12:41:38 PM zzed2020 Actually I would rather use the collective to help a sick animal. This guy just completed 10 sessions of radiation therapy for nasal cancer. Would 

appreciate everyone praying/visualizing him kicking his cancer and living a good long, doggie life. He’s the sweetest boy ever. 

pic.twitter.com/oDRQfc542S

11/23/2019 12:42:37 PM thethiagocortes One more. Because, why the fuck not?

AMADEUS

PEGASUS

WATCHTOWER pic.twitter.com/6mSb2m5r7S

11/23/2019 12:48:03 PM keith369me Peace and much love to you my friend

11/23/2019 12:48:15 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.wired.co.uk/article/affidavit …

11/23/2019 12:54:23 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/6sNCoO4EtY

11/23/2019 12:56:07 PM kathleen3693693  https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-cia-iran-contra-and-the-narcotics-money-laundering-nexus/5379003 …



11/23/2019 12:56:47 PM soulofira #Sick

11/23/2019 12:57:36 PM thethiagocortes Cool. Easily available information online. I just wanted people reading this to look it up. 

However, questions in my first post are very specific, and only MAJI or someone with similar kind of access would be able to answer those. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tag, you’re it.

11/23/2019 1:01:36 PM emmadanube .@POTUS They were so "done" 3 years ago.

Bye Bye Democrat party.

Wonder what the new second party will be named?

#corruption Yep there are #deepfakes but not as the #perps want you to believe. pic.twitter.com/Hu8DtoeglN

11/23/2019 1:03:00 PM nschlange Nope, I'm not at least or are you joking?

11/23/2019 1:13:53 PM biddolf Thank you

11/23/2019 1:16:31 PM artistginette All that greenery. Reminds me of this painting pic.twitter.com/MxqrLvH462

11/23/2019 1:16:57 PM phoebegirl55 Hi Qutee!

11/23/2019 1:28:56 PM girlintheworl13 Q ♡

11/23/2019 1:35:37 PM 1natiqnundergod  pic.twitter.com/RHPeG56Gub

11/23/2019 1:35:46 PM nathanraysollis \o/ Hallelujah Amen!

11/23/2019 1:41:07 PM dcraelin @FletchReflected @JoOtto7 @Indiana_Patriot @eddie_adamson @seanroconnor @norcalpunkman @ToryKelly16  

https://twitter.com/DCraelin/status/1142769149690535937?s=20 … @RandyEBarnett @PamelaKruse4 @okabaeri9111 @CTarian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

CharlieDaniels @GreggGraison @ananavarro @baldtattoo @Tswyter@Support92304745

11/23/2019 1:49:59 PM nathanraysollis Time Was Created By God For Man,

Yet God Is Eternal & Exist Within The Eternal Realm,

There's Only Present & There Is No Yesterday Or Tomorrow,

There's Only Today!

Ever Wonder What The Wedding Ring Represents?

No Beginning & No End Of Love, 

"ETERNAL LOVE" \o/ Hallelujah & Amen! pic.twitter.com/FHhmizv8LK

11/23/2019 2:09:40 PM nschlange I think everyone who has followed Q and is partially to all the way awake, should use this video as an outline to show others, who are not even trying 

to wake up, what has gone on/going on. It's very hard to explain to someone all that has happened. This does it for you.

11/23/2019 2:13:28 PM amylfreeman21 Nice Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q,Q

11/23/2019 2:17:06 PM hollylandes What is Alice?

11/23/2019 2:17:24 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs

How do you spell corruption???....B.I.D.E.N!!!!  https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1198077053091794944 … pic.twitter.com/WJC1FRffwe

11/23/2019 2:20:30 PM cassacaca Are they even human ugh this is why I watch @MarkDice and Alex Jones

11/23/2019 2:25:41 PM libertyspring99 You do do, doo doo, don’t you?

11/23/2019 2:26:49 PM quincehoney 3,6,9 the goose drank wine

11/23/2019 2:27:20 PM zagnett Indoobitably

11/23/2019 2:29:43 PM blazer2k7 Help me.. out of homelessness.. i wouldn't ask anything of anyone.. but.. i have a 3 year old girl.. :(

I just want to stay in her life :'(

11/23/2019 2:33:38 PM blazer2k7 Influence = modification of timeline.  Hence why satan has always sought to control those with great talent or influence over local/ global community.  

This maintains control of time line.

11/23/2019 2:33:48 PM blazer2k7 If there's any way you could help me out of homelessness.. please:'(... i just want to be able to be with my daughter regularly :"(

11/23/2019 2:34:38 PM blazer2k7 If there's any way you could help me out of homelessness.. please:'(... i just want to be able to be with my daughter regularly :"(

11/23/2019 2:54:29 PM luvleebutterfly Mind over matter. pic.twitter.com/DG1yFPef8L

11/23/2019 2:58:59 PM forestgrumpoz Aunty's circle ?! G'Day @frankelly08 @PatsKarvelas @hamishNews @mjrowland68  etc etc .... Buckle Up little Uglies ?! G'day @RealMarkLatham 

@mpsmithnews

11/23/2019 3:00:02 PM blazer2k7 If there's any way you could help me out of homelessness.. please:'(... i just want to be able to be with my 3yr old daughter regularly :"(

11/23/2019 3:04:54 PM blazer2k7 If there's any way you could help me out of homelessness.. please:'(... i just want to be able to be with my 3yr old daughter regularly :"(

11/23/2019 3:05:38 PM awakeandsing123 You would have to be nourished by Prana alone.

11/23/2019 3:06:30 PM blazer2k7 Those are regular delapidation times.  Much produced isn't made to last nowadays. 8 years is incredibly good.

11/23/2019 3:07:22 PM awakeandsing123  https://www.pravdareport.com/science/84110-sunlight/ …

11/23/2019 3:08:29 PM ultim8boon Scientist may have discovered ‘5th force of nature’ that connects our physical world to Dark Matter. 

It’s name? #x17 because of course. 🇺🇸

#qanon #maga #kag #qarmy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @Praying_Medic https://www.cnn.com/2019/11/22/world/fifth-force-of-nature-scn-trnd/index.html …

11/23/2019 3:11:22 PM mikebornell "Hungarian scientists are building on 2016 results" lol.

11/23/2019 3:14:42 PM azuremagus Often the same answer; Meditation and diet

11/23/2019 3:16:04 PM ultim8boon The whole world is building on 2016 results 😎

11/23/2019 3:18:45 PM azuremagus You tell a story on yourself, because it's your clearance level that would let you know.

11/23/2019 3:26:40 PM libsrlunes You've been Q'd! #WWG1WGA #TheStormIsHere #QAnon #Trump2020

11/23/2019 3:32:37 PM boy12_jimmy Can anyone get an answer from Q on this? @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45 @CodeMonkeyZ #8kun/patriotsfight 

https://twitter.com/DebPatriot/status/1198378940953432064 …

11/23/2019 3:40:32 PM aleks8837 Or  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGF7EY2Ucm8 … :O (70 years).

11/23/2019 3:46:33 PM artistginette What's with all the greenery?

11/23/2019 3:46:51 PM debpatriot Is OIG Report on FISA Abuse the first Placeholder? 

More OIG reports to follow? pic.twitter.com/dNy9b9MI1O

11/23/2019 3:46:53 PM rsoldi3r Since we may not say his name.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SayWhenLA @IPOT1776 pic.twitter.com/qXF7riqoL7

11/23/2019 3:49:05 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/d6LYB55LAM

11/23/2019 3:58:50 PM lizzah_83 EPSTEIN DIDN’T KILL HIMSELF. 

Have never been able to forget the sign alphabet even if I haven’t used it in years.

11/23/2019 4:01:58 PM zagnett i didn't doxx you & never would. i wish you well!

11/23/2019 4:03:30 PM 432wps Poi Tavistock, 1921 pic.twitter.com/RvJJRRNkY2

11/23/2019 4:05:08 PM big_simp Thats in fact true



11/23/2019 4:06:21 PM big_simp Prayer works on HOPE

Forget HOPE

KNOW!!!!!

Check out Oprah Winfreys Desk!

She "knows" pic.twitter.com/mBl3hw5I4v

11/23/2019 4:10:47 PM blsdbe May the compassion you need be a bottomless well upon which you may draw. Be Blessed, Be at Peace and, most of all, Be Loved. 

pic.twitter.com/TwuQi79W4e

11/23/2019 4:14:31 PM mrtraveler02 What has nothing to do with the original point of the video does it?

11/23/2019 4:18:06 PM nschlange Hmmm if you and I thought it, could we make it happen? Let's try it!!!! J/k I don't want her to blow up,I want to see justice for all the kids.

11/23/2019 4:18:16 PM blsdbe With the Solarium, we now have year round fruit production... pic.twitter.com/xe5eqgv8ck

11/23/2019 4:20:50 PM laurabusse Yeah

He surprised even me

He's more of an observer than a talker

He's quiet

But when he speaks I listen...

11/23/2019 4:20:57 PM nschlange They do have black eyes, don't they? I keep watching ppl eyes change right in front of my eyes. Some have lizard eyes and some have absolutely black 

eyes, then there are those who have a black eye, like they were punched but weren't. Eyes of the soul, right? Maybe?

11/23/2019 4:21:21 PM aprilbrown99 That is fabulous!  💫💫💫

11/23/2019 4:22:09 PM nschlange Is this the man who doesn't eat, at all?

11/23/2019 4:22:44 PM laurabusse Yes

11/23/2019 4:23:26 PM hellouncledonny we are all fragments of god. 

Most people WHO look in the mirror and can't even tell who there God is.

11/23/2019 4:26:16 PM nschlange Alice has many different definitions. At this exact moment I can only think of HRC, but they said there are more. I probably shouldn't be the one who 

answered this, but I didn't see anyone else so....

11/23/2019 4:28:44 PM hellouncledonny The Idea has already been installed per Q

Hillary Clinton bursting into flames is no longer in play.

Are we Learning. pic.twitter.com/5oaAncYfxg

11/23/2019 4:29:50 PM nschlange I'm unsure what you mean by that. I'm sure who my God is, but you put emphasis on WHO, so what do you mean exactly?

11/23/2019 4:33:15 PM mahoneyboney Both bias related, correct?

11/23/2019 4:33:18 PM the_loveoflight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/23/2019 4:33:40 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/IsraelUSAforevr/status/1198395254724087809 …

11/23/2019 4:35:01 PM keith369me Fantastic...my older son spoke to me today of his recent intuition where he knows in advance what others will do (just like me)...later this week he will 

reunite with a long time gf he loved...I just know.

11/23/2019 4:38:42 PM big_simp My perfectly "created" world?

Im living it right here right now

Hint 

each purusha has its own prakriti pic.twitter.com/ilNIewdf34

11/23/2019 4:40:46 PM nschlange Yes I in fact did know that, I was joking or kidding. That's why I put j/k or just kidding. So, yes I am in fact learning quite a bit. Thank you for your, 

concern. Btw, that sounded very demeaning, in case you didn't mean it that way.

11/23/2019 4:57:06 PM iamamericafree Is this what hell sounds like?

(Q sent me.)

11/23/2019 4:58:32 PM laurabusse Wow...

11/23/2019 5:02:08 PM aetherwalker1 "Topic Poop"

🤨 pic.twitter.com/hi16CjLsEX

11/23/2019 5:02:57 PM keith369me I could be wrong...but...I’ve “just known” correctly more and more often.  It’s a daily occurrence now.  Had a discussion with my wife about it this 

morning as well.  Told my daughter’s bf last week “I wouldn’t let her drive your car”...a few days later...fender bender.

11/23/2019 5:04:19 PM laurabusse Yikes Keith

11/23/2019 5:05:43 PM sseed369 {3}   1 + 1 = 2

       2 + 2 = 4

       4 + 4 = 8

{6}  8 + 8 = 16 

      ( 1 + 6 ) = 7

      7 + 7 = 14 

      ( 1 + 4 ) = 5

      5 + 5 = 10 

      ( 1 + 0 ) = 1

{9}   1

       2

      { }

       4

       5

      { }

       7

       8

      { }
11/23/2019 5:06:50 PM billyrisner2 That's one of the reasons they want to impeech this president 

so badly .

The 💩is hitting the fan !

11/23/2019 5:09:12 PM keith369me She’s okay...a bit sore...I know good and bad.

11/23/2019 5:10:45 PM keith369me ...and I’m going to live a really long time.  I was in a gym yesterday with a bunch of people half my age...looked around and knew I was going to outlive 

everyone in the building.  Where does this come from?

11/23/2019 5:15:30 PM megawattmayhem Right now 'Stairway to Heaven' is being played on millions of radio stations around the world, all claiming to play the "best rock."

11/23/2019 5:18:45 PM hg_till_vp  pic.twitter.com/ZJ2oz7TtmN

11/23/2019 5:27:34 PM aetherwalker1 Yes, it's possible.

Though it would require a change in one's inner being.

Using the terms of the yogis, change in one's chakras, casaul and astral bodies would have to occur for one to be as this yogi is.



11/23/2019 5:44:54 PM blsdbe #Majestic

11/23/2019 6:05:02 PM blsdbe Saw this above: https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1198385875937382401 …

11/23/2019 6:06:28 PM kennyterrygmail Why would you not want to "give" a "shit"?? Symbolism will be their downfall...

11/23/2019 6:09:41 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s happening in CA?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjqkJA4lkMQ …

11/23/2019 6:18:12 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are [They] getting ready for the IG report to be released?  pic.twitter.com/jI7NJPRj2t

11/23/2019 6:28:11 PM blsdbe So grateful for Rusty Shackleford!!! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGF4cH9t6SgF5e4OELMbDjg …

11/23/2019 6:31:07 PM blsdbe When you say “we”, does that include all of us IS-BE’s or is that a select few MJ’s?

11/23/2019 6:36:29 PM hellouncledonny No one IS-BE is above another

11/23/2019 6:37:10 PM blsdbe What are you really saying? Is the extra Y for ☠🦉👁? pic.twitter.com/ETYbv2ihCQ

11/23/2019 6:44:32 PM merkaba369 Lol.... Ok, whatever it takes to get people dialed in and relating to truth, I'm good with it.

11/23/2019 6:52:55 PM nancyddb The question was what would happen if I had control of this computer, that was my answer, assuming we can't escape.

11/23/2019 6:56:12 PM wwg1wga17jcims And when i said you. I meant the white hats. Not you as in you personally. Because yes. Obviously you and I wouod report good things and the truth.

11/23/2019 6:57:26 PM wwg1wga17jcims Do you, Nancy, understand what i meant now?

11/23/2019 6:58:42 PM nancyddb Ohh, okay, understood.

11/23/2019 6:59:03 PM nancyddb Yes I do.

11/23/2019 6:59:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peppets & Masters https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1198427119631683584 …

11/23/2019 7:00:41 PM realalleron Time for a new sec of navy then..

11/23/2019 7:00:46 PM jvan125 🤔

11/23/2019 7:01:10 PM rhodesmkt Peppets? E is pretty far from U on the keyboard...

11/23/2019 7:01:13 PM nickcpace1 When are these people going to understand that President Trump is their direct boss and what he says goes. If they don’t agree they should raise their 

hand and get the court-martial they deserve!!!

11/23/2019 7:01:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moving into the open... https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1198352974000644097 …

11/23/2019 7:01:29 PM kimipix Yeeeep

11/23/2019 7:01:58 PM jvan125 Ready!! 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/FazFhNLRvk

11/23/2019 7:02:13 PM daveelton33 Wouldn’t you think Epstein had a deadman’s switch too?

11/23/2019 7:02:37 PM hellouncledonny [U][S][R][I][S][K][T][H][I][S][W][E][U][K]

11/23/2019 7:02:59 PM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/k1s1sTPsLf

11/23/2019 7:05:35 PM blsdbe ... pic.twitter.com/04acHZgAcE

11/23/2019 7:07:04 PM aprilbrown99 E for U = Ukraine?

11/23/2019 7:08:32 PM keith369me Quite a dead man’s switch...or would that be a safe house switch?

11/23/2019 7:10:46 PM djlok UE : #UnsealEpstein?

11/23/2019 7:10:51 PM keith369me Is he really dead?  #Epsteindidntkillhimself ...did anybody?  Is he hanging in a safe house with Al Baghdadi?

11/23/2019 7:11:19 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/nX87RXPmb7

11/23/2019 7:17:34 PM mahredrum What’s a peppet

11/23/2019 7:21:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly +E - U. EU = European Union.

Doesn't seem that related to the article though so I don't know if it's correct. Remaining puppet masters are in the EU (Rothschild, Soros). The article 

was talking about courts-martial (for military members). Military tribunals are for non-military.

11/23/2019 7:24:19 PM thethiagocortes Thought so. https://twitter.com/theThiagoCortes/status/1198344871402041344 …

11/23/2019 7:28:05 PM synackstatic Good day for some Chowder

11/23/2019 7:29:24 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/23/2019 7:29:58 PM manifest_utopia True. Cornered swamp rats are now openly threatening.

11/23/2019 7:32:06 PM boy12_jimmy Before @realDonaldTrump, they used to control things like whether we are in war. Not any longer. Justice is on the horizon. Thank you God. My 

prayers to @POTUS, his family, the @SecretService, Q & @NSAGov, @GOP, the military & first responders, & Patriots

to keep them ALL safe. pic.twitter.com/FLTCviMv30

11/23/2019 7:33:38 PM nschlange Wow, my prayers are with Rudy Giuliani and his family. We have some very brave men/women trying to get the truth out to the American ppl. They've 

been brave, so will the rest of you please wake the hell up? You don't have to be brave like them, you just have to wake up...NOW!

11/23/2019 7:34:35 PM charlesgdavis1 GOD WILL KEEP YOU SAFE.💯💯💯

11/23/2019 7:35:11 PM bodybacinmotion These Journalist are Not Journalist, They are Puppets w/o brains. They are extremely Dangerous to Our Republic.

11/23/2019 7:35:36 PM hellouncledonny HIVE MIND https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1198020009026629632 …

11/23/2019 7:36:15 PM big_simp Meditating on outcomes in groups of 3 is a tried and true method. Then 3 groups of 3..

Then 3 groups of 3 groups of 3 etc

Look into the TM peoples experiments to lower the crime rates on target cities in the UK on Full Moon nights.

11/23/2019 7:38:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare

Who is questioning Q+?

Clowns clowns clowns.

Operation Mockingbird.

Adam Schiff is weird.

Slip-up, "I'm learning."

What is the media covering up?

What did Epstein collect on powerful people in power?

These people are sick...

3623 https://youtu.be/WNqKhRcpktU 
11/23/2019 7:39:30 PM pennysworld2 Q sent me

11/23/2019 7:39:56 PM boy12_jimmy You probably have this right. Black Eyed Illuminati rituals. Unless you know, seen, and understand the black eye ritual, then I could verify that. I am 

under the impression, what we see and information passed along by Q, It is probably a Swamp problem of HUGE proportions.

11/23/2019 7:41:44 PM manifest_utopia 😂😂

Hive Mind = higher knowing in operation.

11/23/2019 7:41:58 PM hellouncledonny knowledge is power

11/23/2019 7:42:43 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/k8u6CCKxWJ

11/23/2019 7:42:56 PM throttlebuff NBC, ABC.,CBS  FOX

11/23/2019 7:43:05 PM covertress Vini Vidi Vici pic.twitter.com/KcJSf5knrq

11/23/2019 7:43:19 PM vickiwhatever Never hurts to get stuff out in the open. I have to admit you got guts Rudy. It isn’t like you are dealing with honorable ppl. My impression on things, 

even the mafia have a code of honor, different but they have one. Those who are trying to destroy this country do not



11/23/2019 7:43:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before Thanksgiving.

Interesting conversations.

Information Warfare

The largest story in history is about to break into the open.

[Clinton Foundation]

The Plan - MJ12 YouTube video

[YT] is controlled by [them].

45 wants AS to testify.

AS and his weird lifestyle.  https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1198412779365052419 … pic.twitter.com/Jg2L4uiaze
11/23/2019 7:43:48 PM teachers421 Thoughts on kim clement? 😊

11/23/2019 7:43:53 PM brainfreeze76 Trump had a lot to get out. It’s nice to have someone let him talk.

11/23/2019 7:44:07 PM fairyland66 I caught the "I'm learning" from his F&F interview🧐  I thought it was interesting.🤔

11/23/2019 7:45:48 PM brainfreeze76 It’s an interesting time to break a historical story and scandal right during thanksgiving so people can talk. About it with family and spread the news.

11/23/2019 7:45:52 PM keith369me Now back to manifesting our abundant loving future

11/23/2019 7:46:31 PM blsdbe #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/1oATxmRjJj

11/23/2019 7:46:33 PM brown_eyedladyj Too early? pic.twitter.com/KLinThNWCN

11/23/2019 7:47:02 PM trumps_all [YT] ??????

11/23/2019 7:47:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Already Been Chewed covering up Epstein to protect [CF].

The most powerful weapon deployed by the Clinton's is the corporate media.

Widespread criminal activity at the State Department and the Clinton Foundation.

Coverup.

These people are sick...

What kid of art does JP like?

AS?

11/23/2019 7:48:03 PM pragmatic_texan It’s actually the best part of my day. 😁

11/23/2019 7:48:08 PM blsdbe  https://youtu.be/5d8I-PLLab0 

That’s what I’m talking about...

11/23/2019 7:48:34 PM majic_eyes_qnly Is is part of the Plan to have a new "White House controlled *new* video stream platform" (Q #2793)? Alternative to [YouTube]. 

pic.twitter.com/fwDXKFA9Xa

11/23/2019 7:49:21 PM twilly18 is there a cross reference to help understand what he is trying to say?

11/23/2019 7:49:55 PM jvan125 I was NOT happy with Brian Kilmeade and the RIDICULOUS questions he was asking Q+!!! “Who is your source?”?!? He’s is the PRESIDENT OF THE 

UNITED STATES. He IS the SOURCE! 🤦🏼♀️

11/23/2019 7:50:00 PM keith369me Time for harvest.  Too bad the ax won’t be taken to the [CF] before Thanksgiving...another year of HRC loving relatives bowing to her sh-t stained 

underwear as I’m eating apple pie.  Epstein must have had 100 Schiff tapes.

11/23/2019 7:51:41 PM frdmbellsring YouTube

11/23/2019 7:52:01 PM ophillip10 Nice move and every other should have a backup plann against these Dqngerous hitmen

11/23/2019 7:52:04 PM keith369me Typo or on purpose?  That’s some nasty gum stuck to the bottom of those red child skinned shoes.

11/23/2019 7:52:29 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YWjD1GDdgy

11/23/2019 7:52:37 PM troglowbyte How did the Clintons construct this crime cabal especially? Are they the originators or just a cog in a much larger wheel?

11/23/2019 7:53:16 PM keith369me You’re leaving out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/23/2019 7:53:32 PM djlok  https://youtu.be/vgeB1GmFoQE 

A lot of problems coming up for Bill Clinton.  A LOT of problems!!!

11/23/2019 7:53:34 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Why did Prez originally refer to AS as 'Liddle

LKF massages are weird

11/23/2019 7:54:45 PM keith369me He will probably be in a box first...no more blood of the unicorn.

11/23/2019 7:54:47 PM jordan_sather_ No I'm not

11/23/2019 7:55:02 PM majic_eyes_qnly ABC = Absolute Bull Crap

11/23/2019 7:55:40 PM blsdbe Art that JP likes? https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1072308269807366144.html …

11/23/2019 7:55:48 PM keith369me Their disclosure mirrors yours but is more detailed...just an observation, don’t shoot the messenger

11/23/2019 7:55:50 PM trumps_all Thanks 🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/aW5SuuCnlR

11/23/2019 7:57:48 PM blsdbe Do AS and JP have something in common? pic.twitter.com/DQhojvgBAS

11/23/2019 7:57:52 PM whsthestorm Ive showed a bunch of my friends “The Plan” on mutiple occasions. On a bunch of different platforms, always extremly hard to find. In some cases 

direct links didnt even work. People are really scared of the message, truth hurts.

11/23/2019 7:58:52 PM deslines1 Clinton foundation. Bill clinton

3623

11/23/2019 7:59:41 PM djlok I bet with all those cameras JE collected a lot of pictures. https://nypost.com/2019/11/18/jeffrey-epstein-accuser-claims-he-hid-pinhole-cameras-to-

monitor-private-moments/ …

11/23/2019 8:00:08 PM last2brake Operation Mockingbird

11/23/2019 8:00:19 PM keith369me Let’s go to the videotape

11/23/2019 8:01:46 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly. We CAN handle the truth. #WRWY pic.twitter.com/Cg1zEorsIZ

11/23/2019 8:01:49 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/VmA5e9PIh5

11/23/2019 8:03:07 PM billyj1616 Their art is sickening

11/23/2019 8:03:29 PM irenebjerstedt Thanks WWG1WGA

11/23/2019 8:03:32 PM 1ra_enelor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is not a LARP as QAnons will soon find out 😎  https://twitter.com/irah_chandler/status/1197684912452710400 …

11/23/2019 8:03:47 PM billyj1616 Because of his standard hotel background

11/23/2019 8:04:04 PM allahuniversal Nice catch

11/23/2019 8:04:21 PM genepraegitzer  pic.twitter.com/d151xFL7EU

11/23/2019 8:04:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 An evil and sick society.

Information Warfare.

How many people in power has Epstein involved in [Clinton Foundation] activities in Ukraine, Romania, Haiti, and Russia. 

Flexibility after the election implies the action would be against public interest. https://youtu.be/u8WJtT3vINE 

11/23/2019 8:05:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 More red shoes?

11/23/2019 8:06:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's play a game. Reverse AMA. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1198452545301229568 …

11/23/2019 8:06:15 PM frdmbellsring Nothing to see here... We're just the black eye club. Just imagine what we had to do to be initiated. Only in your nightmares.

11/23/2019 8:06:23 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Or another business that he has ties with which appears on it's face to be quite strange

11/23/2019 8:06:25 PM jvan125 “Flexibility after the election implies the action would be against public interest.” 

Am I the only one who never put that together?? Wow. Barry is done.

11/23/2019 8:06:25 PM nickcpace1 Cool

11/23/2019 8:06:31 PM nm_zsr Ask away

11/23/2019 8:06:34 PM _the_psychonaut Epstein and FISA bring down the House

11/23/2019 8:06:44 PM chadmcgregory Is it possible/has it been prevalent for pedophiles/sexual abusers to wipe the victims memory of the incident?



11/23/2019 8:06:50 PM bryceja68689884 Made from childrens skin. Signifies a terrible act from an evil person.

11/23/2019 8:07:01 PM chinitorecadi And Venezuela is also involved?

11/23/2019 8:07:02 PM robsealejr1 Add the n

11/23/2019 8:07:06 PM blsdbe #EpsteinDidntKillHimself!!! pic.twitter.com/npvBgZDlnK

11/23/2019 8:07:19 PM richzen2 <===

11/23/2019 8:07:23 PM bryceja68689884 FISA BRINGS ACTION?

11/23/2019 8:07:25 PM aprilbrown99 Count me in. 🤗🤗🤗

11/23/2019 8:07:28 PM horseofw Look for them

11/23/2019 8:07:28 PM rhondanight This will be interesting !

11/23/2019 8:07:41 PM realitycheck05 ask away.

11/23/2019 8:07:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Who else has been seen in red shoes?

11/23/2019 8:07:56 PM beeshelb Let’s go!!!

11/23/2019 8:08:27 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/hNgf4tcVB4

11/23/2019 8:08:37 PM jordan_sather_ “Disclosing” in what context? They aren’t insiders disclosing classified information. This needs to be understood.

11/23/2019 8:08:39 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/7VXgF5Aacu

11/23/2019 8:08:44 PM brown_eyedladyj Bring it

11/23/2019 8:08:46 PM anthony256 Podesta.

11/23/2019 8:08:47 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/0rjFBbfsDZ

11/23/2019 8:08:55 PM youstinksoap 👋🏽

11/23/2019 8:09:03 PM robsealejr1 LAX

11/23/2019 8:09:15 PM bryceja68689884 Food keeps you 3d?

11/23/2019 8:09:17 PM rhondanight The pope

11/23/2019 8:09:30 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/xUUfhy6Rkc

11/23/2019 8:09:31 PM horseofw GITMO for 200$ Alex

11/23/2019 8:09:41 PM nickcpace1 Supply must be low because some of these older stars are looking really bad right now. Robert De Niro is almost unrecognizable.

11/23/2019 8:09:43 PM bryceja68689884 Podesta brothers, Bill Mahr, The pope

11/23/2019 8:09:59 PM pedalfun4u Bill Maher

11/23/2019 8:10:02 PM taitai78787 Bill Maher pic.twitter.com/ggrErS5nGV

11/23/2019 8:10:04 PM horseofw Bill Maher

11/23/2019 8:10:09 PM ptamait Child skin

11/23/2019 8:10:37 PM nschlange No longer have to imagine unfortunately. We have Angelina Jolie's (?) own words saying what was done, and then all the leaked documents regarding 

babies, children & drugs that are made from children being afraid. Hunting parties by the elite, the list goes on & on.

11/23/2019 8:10:44 PM ipatrioticbitch Pope

11/23/2019 8:10:55 PM realitycheck05 the Soros kid pic.twitter.com/idI9cw8XBp

11/23/2019 8:11:04 PM nickcpace1 Pope

11/23/2019 8:11:16 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/CjBTWLBR2B

11/23/2019 8:11:40 PM my2sonznme Why are we still being sprayed with chemtrails? People who think these are clouds, are stupid. pic.twitter.com/JaVLS46ggp

11/23/2019 8:12:08 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza booty pic.twitter.com/oqfoHRSFRI

11/23/2019 8:12:10 PM rhondanight Was Harry Reid ? I think -

11/23/2019 8:12:31 PM trollingmockin1 I’ve seen this pic so many times now. Does no one else notice that Matt drudge is in the background in the tan suit and top hat. Guy sure did a flip flop

11/23/2019 8:13:01 PM deplorabledvs  pic.twitter.com/g2K11gS8go

11/23/2019 8:13:32 PM emeraldfire1967  pic.twitter.com/9RV2uE8fUD

11/23/2019 8:14:03 PM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/QWOSRILuAp

11/23/2019 8:14:11 PM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/ktTkr6Iypn

11/23/2019 8:14:32 PM blsdbe  https://steemit.com/informationwar/@gomeravibz/what-if-i-told-you-that-the-popes-red-shoes-are-made-from-human-skin-and-dyed-with-the-

victims-blood-question-would-you-believe …

11/23/2019 8:14:34 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SBwDYgpM9s …

11/23/2019 8:15:04 PM nickcpace1 Does Tom Hanks have any red shoes??👞

11/23/2019 8:15:13 PM realitycheck05 Kanye pic.twitter.com/0zXVFskQ4X

11/23/2019 8:15:49 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/SFuSgqBj6P

11/23/2019 8:15:58 PM man_progress Dorothy

11/23/2019 8:16:18 PM pray__4__trump  pic.twitter.com/hWrAW183iD

11/23/2019 8:16:50 PM kimberlyjoleon2 Pope F., Bill M. Who is an evil demon, Soros, Clinton, Epstein, Bushes, Obummer and husband Michael, all that will be ⚔️!!

11/23/2019 8:17:24 PM miss_ampie I'm In. 👍🏽😘

11/23/2019 8:18:03 PM taitai78787 They say that red shoes worn by these elites indicate that they are made from the skin of children sacrificed to Moloch - is this correct?

11/23/2019 8:18:29 PM blsdbe If he does, he only has one if them... https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.ladbible.com/community/weird-celebrity-tom-hanks-twitter-account-is-

weirdly-focused-on-lone-gloves-or-shoes-20170909.amp.html …

11/23/2019 8:19:04 PM rebornkingent Made a movie about it. Man with one red shoe or something like that?

11/23/2019 8:19:11 PM wwg1wga_every1 Bill Maher

11/23/2019 8:19:27 PM nickcpace1 That just figures. Total scumbag

11/23/2019 8:20:00 PM brobonk Are we giving a pass to Dorothy? Or was this shit actually happening back then? Maybe I don't want to know, lol.

11/23/2019 8:20:25 PM karmanon13 Maher

11/23/2019 8:20:34 PM debstev80504671 That lone shoe looks rather small. Not man sized. hmmm

11/23/2019 8:20:54 PM man_progress Dorothy is not what you think.

11/23/2019 8:20:58 PM nickcpace1 Not good

11/23/2019 8:21:05 PM genepraegitzer  pic.twitter.com/7fdZXPtzam

11/23/2019 8:21:55 PM girlawakeinca Sickos who mind Kontrol, traffick & abuse others, that’s who. #Epsteindidnotkillhimself pic.twitter.com/LvuXLOpuGJ

11/23/2019 8:22:15 PM allahuniversal @billmaher

11/23/2019 8:22:19 PM cassidymegg They're made from the skin of the children they torture and rape

11/23/2019 8:22:50 PM big_simp Lets wait till Trump/Barr counter strike

11/23/2019 8:24:26 PM eewwanon Pope

11/23/2019 8:24:42 PM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab_IO-SlK5w …

11/23/2019 8:25:07 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/yELSQ5kqpa

11/23/2019 8:25:44 PM shinermojo Spielberg?

11/23/2019 8:26:20 PM nickcpace1 Bet they got lampshades to

11/23/2019 8:26:22 PM amyandering Bloods.

11/23/2019 8:26:35 PM qpatriot06  pic.twitter.com/5RHw0Fz1pp

11/23/2019 8:26:55 PM debstev80504671 I'm watchful of him. Flippy maybe

11/23/2019 8:27:10 PM queen_khalifia "Bloody Shoes"

11/23/2019 8:28:08 PM rhondanight John podesta

11/23/2019 8:28:30 PM georgiakleek So disturbing, yet a possibility.



11/23/2019 8:28:34 PM nabonnand They can recover from all forms of corruption. They cannot recover once the sleeping find out what they do 2 children. The media has always been 

there 2 coverup, but they’ll be busy spinning when more truth comes out about them also. 2 many of us aware 4 this 2 be swept under rug

11/23/2019 8:28:37 PM turnerwildman Elton John, Pope, Bill Mayr,

11/23/2019 8:29:00 PM debstev80504671 Dorothy's story is sad. If I can find the video I'd share it.

11/23/2019 8:29:12 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/hIqq1MtROY

11/23/2019 8:30:04 PM aprilbrown99 I am sure it is not just a club for men, right?  😳🥴

11/23/2019 8:31:22 PM trollingmockin1 The MJ bunch got me thinking this is all the pregame I @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/23/2019 8:31:45 PM roublisa Tom Hanks! 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/obuDqTwv2r

11/23/2019 8:32:04 PM aprilbrown99 We cant forget about this guy!  😡😡😡 pic.twitter.com/GeijPnH2Zr

11/23/2019 8:33:41 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2/ ? 😇🧐☺  pic.twitter.com/DN8TVoH90x

11/23/2019 8:33:59 PM roublisa Girl💥💥💥 I think we posted that at the exact same time👀👀👀

11/23/2019 8:34:00 PM sofia_wwg1wga No eating no pooping nutrition through a liquid diet???

11/23/2019 8:34:31 PM ascendingadam Dorothy, The Wizard of OZ pic.twitter.com/xZ8gPZvYAw

11/23/2019 8:35:16 PM lbf777 Dorothy.

11/23/2019 8:36:16 PM corstruction Peppet.....The act of inserting an extremely hot pepper into the anus.  Yaaaasssss!

11/23/2019 8:36:58 PM bbobbio71 Seems we have a new typist or member.  Rock'n it

11/23/2019 8:38:28 PM rhondanight Prince william

11/23/2019 8:39:20 PM dylan4034358 Former leaders pic.twitter.com/P8dw6vfBjY

11/23/2019 8:39:24 PM aprilbrown99 Lol I was one second slower. 💥💥💥

11/23/2019 8:39:35 PM mcpatriot64 Emma Roberts

11/23/2019 8:40:30 PM evak93051546 Sadly, yes.

11/23/2019 8:41:42 PM mcpatriot64 I meant your...your is the correct spelling.

11/23/2019 8:41:46 PM aprilbrown99 I am very impressed Razor!  💥💥💥

11/23/2019 8:43:08 PM evak93051546 They’re fogging up the skies to shroud planet Nibiru, aka Planet X.

11/23/2019 8:43:52 PM roublisa  https://redshoemovement.com/meaning-of-the-red-shoes-rsm/ … pic.twitter.com/CMZLRVhspA

11/23/2019 8:44:35 PM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/lDj7j5H9eH

11/23/2019 8:47:07 PM aprilbrown99 Senator Richard Pan 🥴 is he wearing heels? pic.twitter.com/onUWJzx8W6

11/23/2019 8:47:08 PM roublisa 😢😭😭😭 pic.twitter.com/Pvva2wGVR6

11/23/2019 8:48:28 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What do you have to say regarding Netanyahu and these fake charges? Will we get him cleared and the corruption out of Israel?  

https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1198018142158622722 …

11/23/2019 8:50:55 PM jeanenev Trolling

11/23/2019 8:51:32 PM femalepatriot1 Many.... at the top

11/23/2019 8:52:21 PM gregory88172180 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/23/2019 8:52:23 PM rhondanight Justin Trudeau

11/23/2019 8:52:56 PM nsa_qil2  pic.twitter.com/lbWJiG3bNm

11/23/2019 8:52:57 PM yustein Standard hotel...

11/23/2019 8:52:59 PM speaakn The pope

11/23/2019 8:53:06 PM girlawakeinca 😢

11/23/2019 8:53:17 PM aprilbrown99 Holy crap!  😡😡😡

11/23/2019 8:54:31 PM aprilbrown99 Please share photo if you have it.  👍👍👍

11/23/2019 8:55:42 PM roublisa Lol...almost a zero delta 😆😆😆💥💥💥⚡⚡⚡

11/23/2019 8:56:21 PM roublisa There were a few more many more 😢😭😭😭

11/23/2019 8:57:27 PM roublisa I think [they] use the kids to signal too...pizza gate😰😥😢😭😭😭

11/23/2019 8:57:37 PM dynamicres I quite literally did nothing but send love and had zero of your info and I got silenced and banned. 😓

11/23/2019 8:57:43 PM kimberlyjoleon2 Trump, protected and exposing the evil over and over again!!!

11/23/2019 8:58:58 PM speaakn The hole mark looks like a biopsy

11/23/2019 8:59:38 PM yustein Pope

11/23/2019 8:59:55 PM boy12_jimmy No NCC, but thanks for that, as she is one hot Flotus.

11/23/2019 9:00:25 PM rhondanight  pic.twitter.com/S5BUVpS7IN

11/23/2019 9:00:30 PM yustein Tom Hanks - Bill Maher

11/23/2019 9:00:37 PM roublisa This guy🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/z3zRsQ4jJh

11/23/2019 9:00:59 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome!  ThanQ.

11/23/2019 9:01:22 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇RT💥🇺🇸

 http://bit.ly/2OeugHT 

11/23/2019 9:01:42 PM rhondanight Very welcome 🕯

11/23/2019 9:01:57 PM boy12_jimmy You are doing your best for going about this backwards. Another gorgeous lady. Thanks NCC. 🥰

11/23/2019 9:03:17 PM boy12_jimmy WTH???

11/23/2019 9:03:54 PM thekanehb Her shoes are cut off in most of these pics online pic.twitter.com/siF4psnMEZ

11/23/2019 9:04:01 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇👇RT💥🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/2OeugHT 

11/23/2019 9:04:27 PM nsa_qil2 😬

11/23/2019 9:04:58 PM boy12_jimmy That outfit is insane, and them shoes, what?? We know her & HRC have some ties, in this though.

11/23/2019 9:05:04 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/ZDFsNmLqTq

11/23/2019 9:05:05 PM thekanehb You think NSA is trolling Majestic? Am I the only one who thinks ppl are INSANE for trusting them?! pic.twitter.com/xEb2iqgycf

11/23/2019 9:05:57 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/amO6Lk0Mbj

11/23/2019 9:06:28 PM goldyone5 I told that spazz not to try those shoes ever again as I would like to be spoken 2.: 2 days later he wore them again .: this time he got told proper like-

deservedly. He came to his senses(flippedhisscript).: Shakespeare-world is a?!! And we are the?? Climax is here-now time

11/23/2019 9:06:37 PM gingifride Isn’t that the father of the girl that prince Andrew got pictured escorting out of Epstein’s NYC house?

11/23/2019 9:06:49 PM aprilbrown99 Yep, spirit cooking among other things.

11/23/2019 9:07:28 PM drcajunmom damnit .. I love my red shoes .. damn perverts always ruin great things

11/23/2019 9:07:39 PM dylan4034358 That’s him. Former AUS Pr1minister P@ul K33ting.

11/23/2019 9:07:43 PM girlawakeinca It’s a terrible crime to drink the blood of a unicorn. ⚔️ pic.twitter.com/OsSj6lKKcv

11/23/2019 9:08:08 PM areckoningday Timely prop?! 👇

"She's been so active"... "after a meeting on Trump's tax dispute.." 🤔 https://youtu.be/wBWdC7UddrU 

11/23/2019 9:08:35 PM sdane8 I think they're just useful cogs. This is much bigger than them.

11/23/2019 9:12:05 PM rbss68 Q2u=WWG1WGA!!!!!

11/23/2019 9:12:15 PM 11witness11 Alex Soros pic.twitter.com/vVWSGXoQmt

11/23/2019 9:12:17 PM nsa_qil2 Are we not supposed to be posting pictures of red shoes? 

Or is this the tantric masturbation thread?

11/23/2019 9:12:28 PM aprilbrown99 Ugh...I think I just threw up in my mouth a little. 😞😳😢

11/23/2019 9:13:05 PM nsa_qil2 Either way we’re winning 🍺

11/23/2019 9:14:02 PM sdane8 I believe so. That's where MK Ultra techniques come in. They create alter egos thru torture and then trigger them to access those personalities. I don't 

know that all realize they've been abused.



11/23/2019 9:14:30 PM aprilbrown99 For some reason I never thought about how the shoes were made...so the children skins are given to the shoe maker?  Omg...I was thinking the shoes 

were already made and the blood just colored them. 😱😱😱🥵🥵🥵

11/23/2019 9:19:35 PM charmg3131 Oh no. I know him. 😣

11/23/2019 9:20:22 PM grayperlmatter  pic.twitter.com/17lPCfiCfn

11/23/2019 9:22:16 PM roublisa 👀👀👀

11/23/2019 9:22:47 PM grayperlmatter It’s real. Red bottoms. And I have news for you, they’re not blood stained, they are made from the bloodies flesh of their victims. No shit. Think tanner. 

Kate Spade. You think it’s bad? It’s worse. pic.twitter.com/19vL1mZx69

11/23/2019 9:23:08 PM boy12_jimmy For those who like to rock. This is history for the red pill.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU …

11/23/2019 9:23:12 PM lynneatwood1 Do you think they have an agenda?

11/23/2019 9:23:23 PM dylan4034358 Juli3 B1shop? Or this woman that looks like an Epstein Temple pic.twitter.com/9TKdX4TI9y

11/23/2019 9:23:59 PM sdane8 Sometimes women's red shoes are simply women's red shoes.

11/23/2019 9:24:04 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU …

11/23/2019 9:24:34 PM thetruthwilldo Right, Soros’ kid. 

And hey, did anyone notice the woman behind Soros—the one lying on what looks like a symbolic sacrificial platform?! 😳😱

11/23/2019 9:25:06 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MRtEgdgj_XQ …

11/23/2019 9:25:31 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6whGo0j1xVY …

11/23/2019 9:25:32 PM aprilbrown99 #ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/lGdQpVCJec

11/23/2019 9:25:51 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGuyUyRBsA4 …

11/23/2019 9:25:53 PM sdane8 Haha It looks like they both may be.

11/23/2019 9:26:10 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80s5xuvzCtg …

11/23/2019 9:26:35 PM thekanehb Sure but wouldn’t you NOT wear them? Just because of this all?

Idk. She’s too close to it to unknowingly make that outfit choice. 

 I do have a fab pair that I do wear and will always but they aren’t this shade of red and I’m not on that stage. 🤷🏼♀️

11/23/2019 9:26:38 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVeDKuHPDK8 …

11/23/2019 9:27:08 PM brainfreeze76 Someone with a throw away account randomly told me they wear red shoes

11/23/2019 9:29:44 PM jvan125 I forgot about that picture. 😭🤮

11/23/2019 9:30:08 PM dylan4034358  pic.twitter.com/zdO1Ufz7tG

11/23/2019 9:30:17 PM sdane8  https://www.gentlemansgazette.com/adriano-stefanelli-the-popes-shoemaker/ …

11/23/2019 9:30:52 PM beatsbyblaine  pic.twitter.com/9Y7IVxU23U

11/23/2019 9:32:29 PM sdane8 They may following Trump's lead and trolling them. "We see you."

11/23/2019 9:33:02 PM n7guardiananon The power of "our" collective consciousness is enough to make things happen...

11/23/2019 9:33:20 PM aprilbrown99 Sad that this is actually a category on google. pic.twitter.com/chHhBh5bQp

11/23/2019 9:36:08 PM hwilson1004 And....what the he'll is going on behind him!

11/23/2019 9:41:50 PM aprilbrown99 I hope you are okay HawkGirl! That looks a little tender. 🤗🤗🤗

11/23/2019 9:42:04 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   This aired in 2016. It sounds like the Clintons corruption in Haiti will be part of public disclosure, yes?

11/23/2019 9:43:26 PM peilmymailcom1 ??? pic.twitter.com/xaD6CWraNr

11/23/2019 9:44:10 PM roublisa Biopsy punch and looks like a chemical burn ....ouch 😣

11/23/2019 9:44:25 PM nsa_qil2 Keep talking like that and you might just earn a follower

11/23/2019 9:45:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly It was a BIG drop by Q not too long ago.

I was trying to ask @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 about it but they haven’t replied. 

I hope it happens but I don’t know any details about it. Q also mentioned a White House controlled new real time news website coming as well in the 

line above it.

11/23/2019 9:49:16 PM taitai78787 Yes I believe it is

11/23/2019 9:49:28 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/DVAhagkN09

11/23/2019 9:50:30 PM fatboy22642 I’ll go with FREAKS in the news for 500.00 Alex... pic.twitter.com/JAXCkYZpj5

11/23/2019 9:54:44 PM n7guardiananon a matter of perspective ??? https://youtu.be/dNA17K572oo 

11/23/2019 9:55:18 PM n7guardiananon What do I/you want it to be

11/23/2019 9:56:26 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/mRPqr37wmV

11/23/2019 9:58:16 PM steevethebaker Alexander downer

11/23/2019 9:59:19 PM wallyayottejr Bob Gurr...The Imagineering Story on Disney+

11/23/2019 10:02:53 PM djewfwcedkm3fuo When I was thinking about President Kennedy last night, I also had a strange dream.  It was a car, but it looked like a future car.  The car body was 

brown with white wings behind it.

11/23/2019 10:03:27 PM rainbeaudee Today's Daily Double pic.twitter.com/LbWvAzRKw7

11/23/2019 10:04:50 PM altimitwill clever, 17 characters remaining. I love the symbolism. I know why you showed this image as that. 17 = Q

11/23/2019 10:05:14 PM hwilson1004 #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/23/2019 10:07:10 PM rachaelangelm All these kids look like they have aspergers. This is a genetic disorder that makes emotions less therefore to frighten one would be a bad theater.

11/23/2019 10:07:54 PM rachaelangelm Harvey Weinstein

11/23/2019 10:09:01 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/ujo4vqm9fb

11/23/2019 10:10:49 PM fireballmaga  pic.twitter.com/cVfaEALTqR

11/23/2019 10:11:57 PM kathleen3693693 Joe Bastianich wore red shoes on MasterChef Junior. Access to children. Did @GordonRamsay find out that Joe was a pedophile & that's why 

Bastianich "left" MC Junior?

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS pic.twitter.com/tc7dUG5jHP

11/23/2019 10:11:59 PM coastalyeti You mind telling me What is going on with that lady on a board behind them?

11/23/2019 10:13:17 PM coastalyeti Or the creepy guy in the Yellow, top left?

11/23/2019 10:13:48 PM fireballmaga  pic.twitter.com/eYfntNr9Ky

11/23/2019 10:15:18 PM coastalyeti The lady on the board has Something wrong with her face..

11/23/2019 10:22:27 PM tlcl1964 🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/23/2019 10:22:47 PM crackedactor183 There was a big Investigation into drug Running by the Clintons in the  state of Arkansas at the time of the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal. Lewinsky 

story was deliberately talked up by the media to disguise the drug Investigation issue.

11/23/2019 10:26:11 PM crisco2377 Look into "Liddle Kids Care"

11/23/2019 10:28:02 PM miss_ampie  https://schiff.house.gov/media-center/photos/congressional-art-competition-2019 …

11/23/2019 10:29:34 PM conserv2mysoul Pharrell

11/23/2019 10:31:57 PM erinbrittain6 Im.hearing it was a secret service with his gun in the car behind him

11/23/2019 10:37:07 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/vWdpOMuohJ

11/23/2019 10:46:33 PM grant_freedom Check out Creepy Elton John’s shoes in The Kingsman 2 movie. pic.twitter.com/3LXLJjs7Zn

11/23/2019 10:50:07 PM america_sue Red shoes a symbol? Evil spawn both of them

11/23/2019 11:00:53 PM notevenchad17 There's a creepy photo of Dan Harmon (Rick and Morty creator, HUGE influence) in "Esquire" I believe, a year or so ago, with him in a dress and red 

shoes. Can't find it yet though.



11/23/2019 11:04:07 PM dumah_anuhazi @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @StormIsUponUs

@KibBitzLaw

@DeepStateExpose

@Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👍💙

11/23/2019 11:09:31 PM joinna6 Be Aware of Corn Pop. Pop. Pop......

11/23/2019 11:09:39 PM jonessense He went on vaca and said something like we shouldn’t make fun of trump anymore

11/23/2019 11:17:07 PM qpatriot17 Parroting = Propaganda

#WeAreTheNewsNow

11/23/2019 11:24:02 PM baswitkop1 Craig Wright

11/23/2019 11:25:01 PM mongrelglory Amen Christine!

11/23/2019 11:26:37 PM ipatrioticbitch What the hell is that?

11/23/2019 11:27:38 PM abraham31826476 Defo back then. Sorry champ

11/23/2019 11:29:22 PM werascending I love your you tube videos! Especially the last one when Q verified Majestic 12!!! You were so excited!

11/23/2019 11:33:09 PM hurricane0073 Same with Johnny Depp and Celine Dion. Both of those guys went bad overnight.

11/23/2019 11:35:14 PM majic_eyes_qnly Hahahaha! Thank you! Yeah I was, because I was SO shocked when I saw that Q post (#3614). I made that video spontaneously straight away a few 

minutes after I read it. Usually I take longer to make videos but that was an exception! It was fun because it confirmed my channel 😄 👍🏻

11/23/2019 11:35:32 PM twelvebcharlie1 does that mean in the timeline for the cabal the world ended? Because if points converged and then multiplied out again different timelines happened. 

But god checkmated evil back then and is going through the motions of eradication after he saved us all none the wiser.

11/23/2019 11:41:08 PM twelvebcharlie1 I like to believe that god only wants us to know what he can do. Not scare the living shit out of us. Fear is evils game. So he makes a seamless transition 

for those fit for his kingdom. Us none the wiser. Because he is that POWERFUL, bending and manipulating time.

11/23/2019 11:45:44 PM big_simp Dec 9th the FISA investigation is released.

The unveiling of corruption is stage 1

More stages to follow

FULL DISCLOSURE here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

11/23/2019 11:50:11 PM werascending I know! You sounded like a kid on Christmas Day!!! It was contagious!You are doing a great job. Thank you for all your hard work!

11/23/2019 11:51:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you so much!

11/23/2019 11:51:31 PM werascending I was following you but just noticed I wasn’t! JACK!!!

11/23/2019 11:52:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yeah, I have been getting a lot of different messed up things happening with my Twitter as well. I read people having other issues too.

11/23/2019 11:53:36 PM 1_decided_voter Was the flexibility he talked about to deny Ukraine weapons that would have held back the Russian advances?

11/23/2019 11:56:36 PM enochyawehtruth Q sent me

11/23/2019 11:57:19 PM big_simp Name of the game is WAKING people up

Thats it/

The End

So society LERMS a new timeline and affects the Matrix through consciousness.

Of course Hilary wont be mopping floors in Gitmo

Thats not the point

11/23/2019 11:59:05 PM gaming54560054 Queen of England?

11/24/2019 12:04:18 AM big_simp which "dude"? 

what are you babbling about?

11/24/2019 12:06:38 AM big_simp >>Hillary=Trump same soul complex.<<

oh really?

what gives you that idea?

"WE" see all?

Oh really?  what price will Bitcoin be next September?

I see you only have one follower... let me guess... your Mum?

11/24/2019 12:08:10 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/OBM1P9uH0q

11/24/2019 12:10:54 AM big_simp You said you see all...

OK Lets put you to the test.

what price will Bitcoin be at next Sunday EST 9am

Your time starts now.....

11/24/2019 12:12:20 AM mongrelglory Alex Soros, Asia Argento...

 http://humansarefree.com/2018/09/why-do-satanists-wear-red-shoes.html …

11/24/2019 12:15:14 AM big_simp Well, until you can prove you can "see all" I will have to accept you are a delusional internet addict and I'm betting your twitter followers will not grow 

substantially.. except by twitter bots.

To succeed on twitter you need to be educated and understand basic punctuation.

11/24/2019 12:19:31 AM kimmack2016 Words matter. 

We are a Constitutional Republic, NOT a Democratic Republic!

UR correct about our God given rights!

BUT, Democratic/Democracy implies majority/mob rule ie., why its Electoral College NOT  Popular Vote 4 President. Thank God #USAConstitution IS 

divinely inspired!

11/24/2019 12:25:18 AM 1ifbyseaqanon George Soros and Anderson Cooper

...

11/24/2019 12:29:44 AM kimmack2016 I didn't see ur post b4 I replied. Thank God some of US still KNOW & teach TRUTH bc MOST schools don't. Civics class was deliberately discontinued to 

keep sheeple blind, stupid & controlled!👍

11/24/2019 12:48:03 AM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/gax7RHzgMq

11/24/2019 12:53:37 AM big_simp I wont block you

In fact I May even give you a follow.

So you have two followers 

Myself and your Mum

"we see all" 😂



11/24/2019 1:07:10 AM big_simp You sound so angry and tense..

Calm down

Just relax.....

You are an American right?

And what you say is an opinion

and opinions are like assholes

everyones got one..

11/24/2019 1:11:57 AM jones_tobious  pic.twitter.com/q3en78zwUN

11/24/2019 1:15:26 AM big_simp Sorry...Very hard to understand/comprehend your tweets/ messages as you come across as uneducated...

Have you heard of "punctuation" ? -

11/24/2019 1:15:58 AM 17_ahead  pic.twitter.com/iugkAZ5ban

11/24/2019 1:19:22 AM big_simp Its "veiled" threats not "veil threats".

That sentence is an absurdity

Its "this is a threat" not "this a threat"

Were you unable to complete secondary education?

There is a joy in expressing oneself correctly using the Queens English! 😃

11/24/2019 1:22:37 AM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “Reverse Ama”  https://twitter.com/Fairyland66/status/1198499515889668097 …

11/24/2019 1:28:46 AM wwg1wga93583681 Hanx pic.twitter.com/j6Tn8KpDW8

11/24/2019 1:38:03 AM madhopper59 Podestas

11/24/2019 1:52:23 AM sterkinglights1 I have to be there mother f that answer a question with a question but [HB]?

11/24/2019 2:00:46 AM sterkinglights1 Red shoes on the right?

11/24/2019 2:01:18 AM sterkinglights1 See his feet...

11/24/2019 2:02:31 AM aurorasreality This is how they play too. Its awful. Read the photo text. https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1196404821881847808?s=19 …

11/24/2019 2:03:17 AM chris22085110 Milo Yiannopoulos pic.twitter.com/uJ3vCbeURC

11/24/2019 2:12:04 AM unitedredwhite1 Martians

11/24/2019 2:15:29 AM chris22085110 "Tina Allen the founder of 'Liddle Kidz' has a long history of working in the Hollywood area, as does Adam Schiff. The organization is a global non-profit 

offering 'internationally accredited' pediatric and infant massage certifications."

11/24/2019 2:21:38 AM snoozinglion1 .@realDonaldTrump

#WeAreTheNewsNow

11/24/2019 2:21:55 AM stefanofait #PopeBenedictXVI pic.twitter.com/aMIfyi7YUm

11/24/2019 2:25:53 AM stefanofait #PopeFrancis is shrewd.

Or #GodfatherIII scenario. Or something else that I can't think of. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/the-pope/9932983/Pope-Francis-

ditches-red-shoes.html …

11/24/2019 2:30:02 AM bonnymoorern Mocking the Trinity

11/24/2019 2:36:34 AM patriot35059019 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm all for this I really am. But why did Trump just underhandedly pass a patriot extension into law?

11/24/2019 2:39:24 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/zxpICGOocL

11/24/2019 2:41:37 AM wwg1wga93583681 I see a Bad Moon Rising

 https://youtu.be/5BmEGm-mraE  pic.twitter.com/1q4gqbvdAL

11/24/2019 3:00:45 AM wezlangdon WTF

11/24/2019 3:08:54 AM chergoodvibes Megan Markle?

11/24/2019 3:15:05 AM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/8Yd9Rg8A9Z

11/24/2019 3:21:29 AM paulgleason13 I "liked" the link, but always describe in detail YouTube Video/ Podcast. 

Perhaps do a screenshot of the YouTube link, so we know what we're clicking on. 

We just see, #YouTube, blah-blah-blah.

11/24/2019 3:23:51 AM paulgleason13 That's something I've been fearful of. I thought a lot about it over the past 2 years.

11/24/2019 3:30:43 AM lightlove21121 Just majestic 👇🏾 pic.twitter.com/r5tj8noKk2

11/24/2019 3:31:05 AM lightlove21121 Time stamp 🙏🏽

11/24/2019 3:38:25 AM dumah_anuhazi No, no you're saying Q is old age-wise. I get that.

What I'm saying is: Q doesn't age.

11/24/2019 3:42:47 AM dumah_anuhazi You should be more open-minded, however. Some of the "younglings" have hundreds or thousands of years experience in life :)  It's all about maturity, 

not age. Time doesn't exist.

11/24/2019 3:43:56 AM lightlove21121 @charmanda9

@zagnett

@LisaRoub

@GirlAwakeinCA

@aprilbrown99

@AllahUniversal

#DarkToLight @ it’s finest 🙏🏽

11/24/2019 3:46:55 AM samsmith0319 💥🐀🐀🐀💥

11/24/2019 3:48:44 AM samsmith0319 Soo Many!!!  💥👿💥Rot Vile Beasts!!!

11/24/2019 3:53:36 AM waaland_john This is for the unawake Americans!  Wake up America this control isn’t just a Democratic or Republican agenda.  It is, has & will affect us all. 

pic.twitter.com/YBcUH6Dhm3

11/24/2019 4:00:18 AM jbvbond Crazy! 😳

11/24/2019 4:09:55 AM natureinspace Damnnnnn. I didn't know that. They are all related/connected.

11/24/2019 4:13:16 AM mbgibbs MSM puppets all.

11/24/2019 4:14:04 AM ravisingkeegan Lol

11/24/2019 4:16:11 AM natureinspace How many of you didn't realize that the woman Soros is embracing is none other than Megan Markle?

11/24/2019 4:18:49 AM dianesturgeon7 Come to Louisville, Kentucky , the Courier Journal is a Commie Propaganda machine of lies....

11/24/2019 4:20:47 AM pkekbar My body is ready.

Lemme know whatcha wanna know, and I'll do my best to answer.

11/24/2019 4:21:43 AM pkekbar #Kaepernick pic.twitter.com/VSziW4532F

11/24/2019 4:21:55 AM fansblowing3 I believe the Borg is what 322 had planned for those of us that survived their WW3 plan to reduce the population to 800,000 #agenda21 

pic.twitter.com/eLdtyakGnp

11/24/2019 4:29:57 AM langen_nadine Who makes these shoes ? 

👉Adriano Stefanelli

👇

 http://the-shoe-aristocat.blogspot.com/2012/03/vaticans-papal-bespoke-shoemaker.html …

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#MAGA pic.twitter.com/0DTNWqB90X

11/24/2019 4:30:15 AM atxrosered Trump is saving Israel for last per Q.

11/24/2019 4:32:54 AM langen_nadine ...and this man says he is a Templar and comes with this red shoes to sing and play the piano...they don't hide it anymore.



11/24/2019 4:33:48 AM langen_nadine  pic.twitter.com/puTaiFquke

11/24/2019 4:34:54 AM notdumphuk my nuked account shared a lot of photos w/ #redshoes

11/24/2019 4:37:59 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

11/24/2019 4:38:11 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

11/24/2019 4:38:18 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayMorning

11/24/2019 4:41:12 AM keith369me Great game!!!  Definitely like this.

11/24/2019 4:42:13 AM djlok "I did not have sex with that woman". That was probably a painting of Bill Clinton rehearsing his speech before he put on his suit to deliver it to the 

American people.

11/24/2019 4:49:38 AM keith369me Pete Hegseth (Fox News) wears red shoes often.  Possibly not intentional, possibly “suggested” by wardrobe.  With that said, due to poor timing (not 

knowing at time of purchase), I bought a pair of red sneakers that sit in my closet unworn.

11/24/2019 4:49:51 AM deinosofdeicide Ever wonder why the pope wears red shoes? pic.twitter.com/pYoOkkbx1i

11/24/2019 4:55:50 AM keith369me Twitter blocks this pic...fix link by removing space after the “:”  https ://images.app.goo.gl/otbLMUet5fMiRCAQ8

11/24/2019 4:59:21 AM dumah_anuhazi School teaches falsehoods. It's a breeding ground for indoctrinated, dumbed down humans. I only know this because I went through 13 years of it. No, 

I've studied on my own time. Taught myself. And excelled at SATs in the top 1%.

Critical thought is key to truly learning anything.

11/24/2019 5:00:22 AM dumah_anuhazi "Schizophrenia", is the correct word. And you want to speak of education? Laughable.

11/24/2019 5:04:32 AM peterluisvenero @threadreaderapp unroll this epic thread please! Thank you MJ 12! 😍😎🙏

11/24/2019 5:07:14 AM threadreaderapp Saluti please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Majestic Message of Disclosure Since DMs have been opened, we have been asked 

several times to speak about Childhood Tra […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

See you soon. 🤖

11/24/2019 5:09:43 AM raalphjoones2 Biblical

11/24/2019 5:12:55 AM mscronkat Do you mean the part about Joe M's video = MJ12?

Yeah, that caught my eye.

11/24/2019 5:17:38 AM nm_zsr Dorothy-Wizard of Oz

11/24/2019 5:26:03 AM catheri4maga50 Yes it is, a little younger.

11/24/2019 5:26:06 AM fansblowing3 Already Been Chewed = ABC

11/24/2019 5:29:14 AM fansblowing3 Red shoes = cannibals

11/24/2019 5:30:22 AM fansblowing3 Red shoes = proud of sacrificing a child

11/24/2019 5:30:31 AM happykat9 #RedShoes

11/24/2019 5:31:00 AM jmay07161279 That's human skin shoes

11/24/2019 5:32:23 AM rallistiny Well we gotta do what we have to do The truth shall set us free

11/24/2019 5:32:40 AM eyesup9  pic.twitter.com/Lmvhf9nLGs

11/24/2019 5:32:51 AM rallistiny I agree

11/24/2019 5:33:39 AM fansblowing3 Q post 3623 is about foreign aid going to US bank accounts.  The media, CIA, Schiff, etc.

11/24/2019 5:36:04 AM marty713 Quite Strange 🇺🇲👇👀 Look At The Art Next To #Schiffty 👇⁉️ #QAnon

 https://beverlypress.com/2016/04/schiff-announces-congressional-art-contest-winners/ … #Trump2020 👊 pic.twitter.com/ye1hARro6R

11/24/2019 5:37:18 AM fansblowing3 A woman wearing red shoes is fashion.  A man wearing red shoes is part of some sick club.

11/24/2019 5:38:51 AM bmj240768 Former Australian PM Keating and Rudd. Keating in the red shoes.

11/24/2019 5:44:20 AM 4everq1 Wasn't Mat Damon in the Podesta pic??

11/24/2019 5:44:49 AM fansblowing3 So the CF, Ukraine, Romania, Haiti, Russiateam was the child sacrifice for consumption operation?  While the CF, Saudi Arabia, France, Belgium, Canada, 

Australia, etc. operation was the child sex trafficking team?

11/24/2019 5:45:03 AM karina89350882 yes

11/24/2019 5:45:46 AM nancyddb Looking forward to the conversations. Thank you.

11/24/2019 5:46:03 AM 4everq1 BTW  That is NOT the cross of Christ!!!!  Look closely and be shocked.

11/24/2019 5:48:33 AM bmj240768 Macaulay Culkin said the Hollywood executive then dropped a heavy hint about the provenance of the skin used to make his shoes.

“He asked me if I knew Heather O’Rourke.”

“Yeah, I remembered her.

“I grew up watching Poltergeist. https://thepedogate.com/entertainment/macaulay-culkin-satanic-hollywood-elites-murder-children-during-rituals/ …

11/24/2019 5:56:58 AM anitakingsbauer Wow...the orbs on that photo!

11/24/2019 6:00:25 AM westmount_d7 Yes. Understood.

11/24/2019 6:04:12 AM liddabiddy Is this Sean Penn? They all have on white wristbands. And Soro’s date is very young looking. pic.twitter.com/qt2SDYLN7V

11/24/2019 6:06:53 AM purplefavorite1 Good point, thanks 👍

11/24/2019 6:07:35 AM sterkinglights1 Epic 0∆ no coincidence.

11/24/2019 6:08:04 AM tikicolada Pope.

11/24/2019 6:14:57 AM laurabusse Don't really know

I think we do know though

That the cabal wanted to either

Take over world

Kill most of us

Make the rest their slaves

Or

Actually destroy earth

Like they did the planet that is now the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter

Dont think I can answer your question
11/24/2019 6:15:28 AM nocommunistusa It’s a perfect time. Last Thanksgiving families argued, now liberals will be in for the shock of their lives with the truth coming out

11/24/2019 6:15:46 AM westmount_d7 Finally. Important intelligent Quantum info. Anyone connected feels this co-creative reality. You are helping people UNDERSTAND what some feel. 

Good job! Question is, does everyone have this cocreative ability? In essence who is Real.❤️ And, issue of RV & RI=Influencing.

11/24/2019 6:17:53 AM laurabusse Humans were given free will

Am not religious in the slight

So I don't really know who god is or what he does

And since different religions are always disagreeing

I honestly don't think anyone really knows

Ppl only think they know

Was Christian 30 yrs

That didn't help



11/24/2019 6:22:59 AM laurabusse In many channelings of ETs/higher beings

They say they dont know either

They're still trying to figure it out

But Someone or Something's apparently decided

Enough is enough

Time for this painful 3d exercise to end

Whether it's God

Or higher dimensional beneficent overlords LOL
11/24/2019 6:24:12 AM jared4liberty Schiffs behavior is pretty STANDARD if you ask me 👀👀🤔

11/24/2019 6:25:21 AM laurabusse It's a lovely thought

LOL

11/24/2019 6:29:31 AM thereahempqueen Founder of raw papers lately

11/24/2019 6:37:00 AM twelvebcharlie1 Yup. Desperate survivors would start looking for help from anyone. “Hey if you want help put this chip in your hand or head.”

11/24/2019 6:37:24 AM laurabusse All I'm seeing is

Us risk this we uk

11/24/2019 6:38:51 AM rickmodularone Get ready for what? Rudy’s funeral ⚰️?? Funny not funny🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸

11/24/2019 6:41:07 AM cosmic_engineer Peppe

11/24/2019 6:42:50 AM westmount_d7 Their body twitches with name of Prez T. Such hate. Making comparisons to Hitler’s nationalistic manipulation. Labelling “conspiracy theorists” to 

silence. Yet, NEVER mentioning NXIVM or JE.  Oh, the wives of luxury, full of smiles & education. No one would ever suspect. 5:5🌹

11/24/2019 6:42:51 AM twelvebcharlie1 You should play half life 2. Thinking back on it it’s got a lot artistic similarities to what we are discussing. Highway 17..etc.

11/24/2019 6:46:56 AM pattygodschild I am not sure this means anything because Elton John is a loud dresser. I know there is symbolism but red sneakers were in style at one point. It is hard 

to know. Lots of the kids used them in basketball and no one thought anything of it.

11/24/2019 6:47:46 AM laurabusse Needs time to sink in though

Sometimes ppl are oblivious to what they're actually seeing

Thanksgiving only 4 days away

Maybe by Christmas it will have taken hold?

I hope!!!

Ppl coming to this slowly by degrees

Waiting for 100th monkey...
11/24/2019 6:48:30 AM pattygodschild Now I think this is obvious. Not just every pair of red shoes means something but this is unusual. Red shoes and sneakers were in style at one point but 

this could be a statement for sure.

11/24/2019 6:50:37 AM grant_freedom Watch the movie. He is a movie prop. Symbolism will be there downfall. pic.twitter.com/PwPha2gvT5

11/24/2019 6:52:55 AM laurabusse Nope

Most certainly not the only one

☺️☺️☺️

#WWG1WGA

11/24/2019 6:53:56 AM grant_freedom *their 

errr I don’t know 🤷♂️ how that happens.

11/24/2019 6:54:13 AM karina89350882 are we talking about a "higher Justice" too?

11/24/2019 6:57:24 AM westmount_d7 Noticed that. A personal lawyer has no business acting like a government employee though. Obvious concern for public. Illegal. Like Kushner working 

wthout security clearance at  beginning. Makes no sense. Red flags. Nonsense. 😘

11/24/2019 7:00:08 AM miketierno1 The Queen of Hearts - Alice in Wonderland pic.twitter.com/Rs3DL1BVqW

11/24/2019 7:00:13 AM westmount_d7 Raise your consciousness. Evolve. Ascend. Changes physiology🌹

11/24/2019 7:00:40 AM pattygodschild I think there is a possibility. I will agree. I am a Mkultra victim (proven chipped) I remember doing things like the triangle over the eyes, had my hair 

covering one eye. didn't know I was a victim then,wasn't in their cult. Probably did this to let them know I was under mind c.

11/24/2019 7:02:48 AM melanieanders7 Ronald McDonals House has a red shoe award. Transamerica had a red shoe society. Red shoes seem to be quite a hot commodity! Especially around 

the young...... 🥺

11/24/2019 7:04:01 AM westmount_d7 Ah... but You ARE the vortex. Use your positive thoughts😊

11/24/2019 7:05:13 AM b_turby I posted another one in 2018. See below... Good videos for #OperationMockingbird examples 

https://twitter.com/B_Turby/status/981150569585893376 …

11/24/2019 7:05:40 AM melanieanders7  https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLT0ymcriWniU39zdsiVgdu8l5Son3ksiI …

11/24/2019 7:06:46 AM nona3142 I disagree

Discernment . This is more powerful .

11/24/2019 7:08:03 AM grant_freedom I am sorry to hear that happened to you. Hopefully,  [they] with the C_A get splintered into a thousand pieces and scattered into the wind just like JFK 

was going to do, soon!! So nobody is used like that again!

11/24/2019 7:09:18 AM wrong_way_down  pic.twitter.com/9fZjOZANdb

11/24/2019 7:16:56 AM pattygodschild Horrifying. Those pasty pal children. The shoes.

11/24/2019 7:28:41 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1198624144839135232 …

11/24/2019 7:30:09 AM wickedmouse369 Yes...

11/24/2019 7:42:08 AM wickedmouse369 #Dracula pic.twitter.com/lLXAXxVyiW

11/24/2019 7:49:04 AM melhuses Vaccines 💉 pic.twitter.com/fy2aFWsMR6

11/24/2019 7:50:35 AM karrruss 5:5

11/24/2019 7:51:09 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1198629791718617088 …

11/24/2019 7:52:44 AM truthseeker805 Hiding in plain site. https://youtu.be/fJKt-DhII_4 

11/24/2019 8:02:03 AM karma4event201 What ends  [322] ?

From MJ8 April 12, 2019: 

All Majestic involvement is [Cabal] controlled currently (on purpose). 

Once [322] takes place, MJ12 will perform First Contact. This account ends.

7:27 PM · Apr 12, 2019

11/24/2019 8:07:10 AM seeker229 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2 

I was sitting at a table with a dove on it, same restaurant I picked this piece up from pic.twitter.com/j6Fb7W9vrq

11/24/2019 8:09:01 AM seeker229 "Coffee News"

Puzzle.

Looks like 207? CIA reference? pic.twitter.com/ZGubFk8lB0

11/24/2019 8:14:31 AM maxhayzz  https://youtu.be/6dkz9MdRTZo  Court martial the JAG lawyers who were spying on Gallagher's legal team.   #prosecutorialmisconduct  

https://youtu.be/6dkz9MdRTZo  pic.twitter.com/GYZCtgCSS5

11/24/2019 8:15:07 AM pedalfun4u A really long vacay🙏



11/24/2019 8:20:39 AM linacovfefe Their symbolism will be their downfall... #Q

#DarkToLight

#John832

11/24/2019 8:20:47 AM thethiagocortes Trust me. I’m a nobody. I just get to hangout with cool guys every once in a while.

But if @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is someone, he would’ve been able to answer my questions.

11/24/2019 8:27:09 AM momekool1 People are tougher than some realize     The world needs to see the truth for once.

11/24/2019 8:30:12 AM raevenraeyne I had a hole like that after using Black Salve on a mole. The Black Salve eats away the mole when it is cancerous. It looked like that afterward. 

However, I am suspecting this is not the case here. 

👽 🛸🕴🏻

11/24/2019 8:31:04 AM momekool1 Isn’t this the pizzaagate guy with the pizza parlor in dc, James Alefontes?And a news anchor, maybe? pic.twitter.com/9SVp4SKFp8

11/24/2019 8:31:22 AM anitabutterfly ❤️❤️❤️ I’m so happy you said just that! Been thinking lately the vortex actually starts at the sacral chakra and swirls out and get bigger and wider on 

both sides as they move out from the body, making the body the part with most energy. And where energy gets concentrated,

11/24/2019 8:33:19 AM anitabutterfly somethings bound to happen 😉 And that’s where we find the Merkaba! What do you think?✌️

11/24/2019 8:35:00 AM anitabutterfly Then using this in collaboration with intent and positive thought, I think we’re rollin’😉

11/24/2019 8:38:08 AM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/w62pRTWbzX

11/24/2019 8:39:03 AM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/BodaqMTRT4

11/24/2019 8:39:31 AM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/TQkeLfGobN

11/24/2019 8:43:24 AM truthseeker805 One version of Alice in Wonderland, channeled on Halloween. pic.twitter.com/EzXzOSRqja

11/24/2019 8:44:24 AM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/O7nkjuzsmf

11/24/2019 8:44:24 AM davidg02986909 They even made a movie about it!  In your face. pic.twitter.com/Ults4WMx2f

11/24/2019 8:44:51 AM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/ogxOvKnRuA

11/24/2019 8:47:57 AM miketierno1  pic.twitter.com/HxsQxKUoAC

11/24/2019 8:49:01 AM twelvebcharlie1 I think humanity started evolving once we learned of time as higher perspective. Those being 1d,2d,3D. we couldn’t see 4D, but we had a grasp of its 

concept. Once mankind understand 4D, and see it in a way in which our biology allows, that’s when we will see 5D which is love.

11/24/2019 8:50:33 AM davidg02986909 How can anyone make art like this?  I need to say a prayer and sprinkle holy water in my eyes after seeing this!  Wth! pic.twitter.com/RU5o0wW0pd

11/24/2019 8:52:57 AM davidg02986909 These people are so wicked the normal person cant even imagine the evil. pic.twitter.com/0xz5lek8XL

11/24/2019 8:56:51 AM davidg02986909 And they even have a painting on the sexual abuse of a child but its called "art". These sick people have been controlling our world through perverted 

art, music, and media.   I cant wait till these evil people are tried for their evil.  They can never get out on parole. Never. pic.twitter.com/1DZZrZrFTf

11/24/2019 8:59:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Feds fight back as Epstein death conspiracy theories swirl https://apnews.com/a1ef16a612bd4130a18479c01bd72586 …

11/24/2019 8:59:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 AG Barr: Epstein’s death was a ‘perfect storm of screw-ups’ | FOX 5 New York https://www.fox5ny.com/news/ag-barr-epsteins-death-was-perfect-

storm-of-screw-ups …

11/24/2019 8:59:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Prince Andrew secretly met Jeffrey Epstein's 'madam' Ghislaine Maxwell at Buckingham Palace | Daily Mail Online 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7718971/Prince-Andrew-secretly-met-Jeffrey-Epsteins-madam-Ghislaine-Maxwell-Buckingham-

Palace.html …

11/24/2019 9:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lion cub mummies feature in huge ancient Egypt find https://news.yahoo.com/lion-cub-mummies-feature-huge-ancient-egypt-175155573.html …

11/24/2019 9:01:56 AM mikebravodude  https://twitter.com/R_Roddy_Piper/status/383693269068050432?s=20 …

11/24/2019 9:02:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Iran faces its most critical moment since the 1979 Revolution https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/22/iran-faces-its-most-critical-moment-since-the-1979-

revolution.html …

11/24/2019 9:02:58 AM jonessense He always takes like 2 months at the holiday and in the summer. I know this cuz I used to be a huge liberal all about the late nite shows. Basically 

where i got my news. What a total mind F. My husband was still watching till he recently canceled hbo. There’s hope 🤗

11/24/2019 9:04:14 AM scaryterry818  https://edmontonjournal.com/entertainment/local-arts/social-seen-red-shoe-gala …

11/24/2019 9:04:17 AM surfing123456 Yo mj drop a big bomb for me homie

11/24/2019 9:04:38 AM surfing123456 And thanks for all you guys do btw

11/24/2019 9:05:18 AM burgersandra @Truthseeker805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So is the Queen of Hearts.  https://twitter.com/MikeTierno1/status/1198644436084969473 …

11/24/2019 9:06:18 AM deitriechk Did they really just breed cats to sacrifice them?

11/24/2019 9:06:36 AM rachaelangelm Arthur Rackham. Arthur = King Rack Buck hunting boar pig. So selfish these carnivores R.

11/24/2019 9:07:39 AM davidg02986909 The odds of a perfect storm of screwups is a billion to 1.  Especially since Epstein already tried to "suicided" once before.

11/24/2019 9:08:01 AM knightofmaltaus Throw them out! وع به جنگ کنید ایران متعلق به مردم خود است که خواهان.  ایرانیان باید بالاتر از آخوندهای زننده باشند و آیت الله را بریزند.  کلمبیا را فراموش کرده و در کشور خود شر  

 هستند  غریر
ی

زمان تحول در ایران.  دموکراسی و سبک زندگ

11/24/2019 9:08:07 AM johnnymerckx Isn't Epstein a drug and weapons runner? Aeroscraft - Schiff Pasternak.. Mossad etc. Geroge Webb sure thinks so.

11/24/2019 9:10:25 AM hoodsavior @larryislegend Anythang to keep You(the Masses) DISTRACTED and not watching @hiddencolorsmov Parts 1, 5..!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kanyewest 

@realDonaldTrump #AsianDragonFamilies

11/24/2019 9:11:43 AM linnyt7  https://youtu.be/kjVK7P0Qaac 

11/24/2019 9:11:51 AM kachinagtto Lions, Birds, Reptiles... reminds me of this...  The supposed Three Ancient Architect Races... pic.twitter.com/xm512LwBTs

11/24/2019 9:12:54 AM knightofmaltaus ...during certified operations even the DoJ would lie to protect such Op. this story has many holes that will be filled in and would not rush to buy into 

this by-line as purported to come from Feds. stench of deef fake rather than truth. 3 Examiners said: Strangulation by force.

11/24/2019 9:14:32 AM mcpatriot64 The dark judge says the Queen is dead.  Is he a larp?

11/24/2019 9:15:32 AM mcpatriot64 Where is she anyway?  Hiding from justice or protected?

11/24/2019 9:16:12 AM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1198651282820653058?s=19 …

11/24/2019 9:16:33 AM pedalfun4u My story is quite similar Bunny. Maher was talking my language at one point. Now I want him #gone

11/24/2019 9:16:44 AM manifest_utopia Don't think that's Alefontes. The guy on the left worked for Tony Podesta & at another swamp lobbying firm, IIRC. Somewhere there a photo with their 

names. Qresearch worked to ID as many as possible. Here's another pic. pic.twitter.com/STX9tRQaqG

11/24/2019 9:17:26 AM olimyracle Art.

11/24/2019 9:17:43 AM kachinagtto If the supposedly had this meeting back in June - why is this story just coming out now?  All these people covering and withholding are complicit!

11/24/2019 9:18:17 AM blankmarlo They say the camera footage rules out murder, but I thought the cameras malfunctioned? Is Epstein in witness protection? Maybe the guards flipped 

and Barr is protecting them by maintaining the official suicide narrative?

11/24/2019 9:20:23 AM starehope Too many errors for me to believe he is gone.

11/24/2019 9:20:36 AM dynamicres Being mummified, taking the immense time and effort to do this to the animals suggests much deeper meaning and respect than just sacrificial 

intentions.. at least until we see any noticeable causes of death.

11/24/2019 9:21:31 AM starehope First I've seen this.

11/24/2019 9:21:47 AM decodematrix The Clintons are Rockefellers which are one of the bloodline families. The bloodline families are the leaders of the cult.

11/24/2019 9:22:53 AM bryceja68689884 Bullshit

11/24/2019 9:23:19 AM starehope I'm with you on this being highly suspicious in too many ways.

11/24/2019 9:25:18 AM starehope Remember the big guy he was celled with who tried to hurt or kill him. Was that a truth or fluke?



11/24/2019 9:27:41 AM deitriechk From what I’ve researched is that thousands upon thousands were discovered and some were kittens with their necks broke. Would that make 

mummification part of the ritual? Just questioning everything is all.

11/24/2019 9:29:01 AM sandymcnally3 Pig!

11/24/2019 9:31:50 AM mongrelglory Is Barr playing a role?  People won't trust him if it appears he's covering up lies.

11/24/2019 9:31:51 AM kathleen3693693 Josh Kesselman, founder Raw papers. Makes one wonder if the papers include... pic.twitter.com/UnHRl5FR0R

11/24/2019 9:32:22 AM cstarr888  pic.twitter.com/SflPHDXPY5

11/24/2019 9:34:54 AM azuremagus Hey AG Barr nice try

11/24/2019 9:36:22 AM fansblowing3 Lol pic.twitter.com/WPPm4nafgY

11/24/2019 9:36:39 AM laurabusse I'm ready

I hope

11/24/2019 9:38:47 AM kathleen3693693 Makes you wonder what's in the "wine," eh? pic.twitter.com/IHHYfVJppp

11/24/2019 9:40:08 AM jonessense AWESOME to have people to relate to with similar awakening timelines. It’s gold! 💥 Ive kept my twitter usage a secret in my circles cuz they make 

fun. They think its like the gutter. They don’t realize its where we report for duty every day. Grateful for YOU 🙏

11/24/2019 9:40:30 AM davidg02986909 Yeah.  They put Epstein in a cell with a excop that murdered before  and was on steroids. Lol.  Isn't that odd he didn't have a cell by himself?  This 

swamp of evil goes deep. The Fraternal  order  of police has an all seeing eye and pentagram. They control everything! pic.twitter.com/29f6h9mwe1

11/24/2019 9:40:59 AM mongrelglory "The permanent departure of Andrew would assist Charles's aim of creating a more streamlined and cost-effective monarchy when he becomes King. 

Other Royal families are already tightening their belts. In Sweden, King Carl XVI Gustaf removed 5 of his grandchildren from 'the firm'."

11/24/2019 9:41:56 AM fansblowing3 Where is Ghislaine?

11/24/2019 9:42:32 AM mongrelglory Sounds to me like Royal families around the world are having their income steams dry up as their corrupt money-laundering and trafficking schemes 

get closed down! 😒

11/24/2019 9:43:33 AM starehope Interesting.

11/24/2019 9:43:49 AM johnnymerckx True, I have personal experience with one. Almost lost my life pulling her out

11/24/2019 9:45:10 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, can you explain the significance of cat worship in ancient Egypt?  ET ancestors?

11/24/2019 9:45:17 AM moemc8 Unbelievable!  This post was marked as offensive.

11/24/2019 9:45:34 AM fansblowing3 Anubis and Osiris

11/24/2019 9:46:17 AM laurabusse Assuming you meant

LEARNS

And that LERMS is not

Yet another acronym I've never heard of LOL

11/24/2019 9:48:04 AM gingifride St. James palace.

Little St. James Island.

Mere coincidences, Im sure. pic.twitter.com/uxgqCpCuec

11/24/2019 9:48:14 AM synackstatic Interestingly Mykola Zlochevskiy, the owner/founder of Burisma Holdings that employed Hunter Biden, owns a shoe store called Zlocci. Of course their 

slogan is: "Everything starts with the skin."

11/24/2019 9:49:42 AM manriquetorres5 D " royals" ....

LOL

A bunch of INBREEDING FOOLS

d TRUTH shattering all "your" 

SICK Shenanigans 

PDi

@WhiteHouse

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@GenFlynn

@RudyGiuliani

@prayingmedic

@Qanon76 

@Q2ndWave 

@SaraCarterDC 

And there is nowhere 2 hide

NOWHERE...

;) https://twitter.com/TheTruth_1776/status/1198648503356084225 …
11/24/2019 9:49:45 AM nea_storm Fascinating! While he lives! Ok It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-7pVks8avo … People get indicted for a crime 

they were hired & paid to commit? Got it they deserve to be indicted: What about those who planned & paid for it? They're next .... the lovely 

Canaries' songs pic.twitter.com/j9ubjXeJ0w

11/24/2019 9:50:34 AM pedalfun4u 🤗 I  have  no  circles,  glad  to  be  in  yours

11/24/2019 9:50:47 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/Br8ZhQ6IP8

11/24/2019 9:51:04 AM synackstatic According to Zlocci's website the 'family factory' is based in Almansa. 

The Zlocci brand is owned by Ametosa Investments Ltd., a Cyprus based company that shares an address with Birtilina Consulting Ltd..

11/24/2019 9:52:38 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/JGJK5EPHUN

11/24/2019 9:52:42 AM starehope Yeah, very odd considering all the charges against him. Nothing about this adds up for me. Too many twists and turns.

11/24/2019 9:52:46 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/z5rjx3dEy6

11/24/2019 9:53:22 AM synackstatic Birtilina Consulting owns shares in Velyki Klyuchi which owns two palaces north of Kiev. https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-zlochevskiy-

palace/26707701.html …

11/24/2019 9:53:50 AM starehope Got it.

11/24/2019 9:54:30 AM trumpqwoman @dobbin_bird have u seen this?

11/24/2019 9:54:38 AM moemc8 This post was marked as offensive.  Crazy

11/24/2019 9:54:58 AM kathleen3693693 Jeff Bezo pic.twitter.com/mAD7gVDmpP

11/24/2019 9:56:46 AM beatsbyblaine  pic.twitter.com/gfVLWzZicX

11/24/2019 9:58:47 AM robinreitsma1 interdasting...

11/24/2019 9:59:12 AM queenbe65474721 Ugh

11/24/2019 9:59:19 AM westmount_d7 ❤️

11/24/2019 10:00:43 AM queenbe65474721  pic.twitter.com/kW6SznnxcS

11/24/2019 10:01:40 AM freestateojones #UnsealEpstein

11/24/2019 10:03:07 AM from_thestars Learning all this since #QAnon started posting has been hard at times knowing that such evil exists..Thankfully these monsters are going down..



11/24/2019 10:03:14 AM lycanthropical Deep ! 😎

11/24/2019 10:06:12 AM laurabusse Statistically

Probability wise

Not all red shoes are nefarious

Some will of course be innocent

Just like buying something that costs exactly$6.66 doesn't mean it's demonic LOL

But of course we don't know whose red shoes are completely innocent

11/24/2019 10:08:38 AM missesj3 NEWS FLASH ⚡️ Q CONFIRMS Majestic 12’s Twitter account! 👽 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤯🤯🤯 Q #3614-3615 QAnon  https://youtu.be/pHx9AO9Hwug 

11/24/2019 10:08:43 AM cosmic_engineer Was an extract. Wrong perspective gives very odd results

11/24/2019 10:10:01 AM johnsville14 There used to be a series on HBO in the 90's called "The Red Shoe Diaries".  It was a smutty show but now we know the meaning there's probably a lot 

of disclosure there.

11/24/2019 10:10:59 AM werascending Reality TV!

11/24/2019 10:11:00 AM moemc8 This tweet was marked as offensive

11/24/2019 10:12:42 AM laurabusse I dunno

If an outfit calls for red shoes...

I would hate to forego red shoes bc ppl might think I'm a pedo

But certainly there are innocent ppl who wear red shoes who don't know about ANY of this stuff

But probably not for long...
11/24/2019 10:14:18 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/n5VDWWt6ou

11/24/2019 10:14:36 AM thekanehb Right? I think she knows tho. And most of that particular pic has the feet cut off which is weird bc that’s why it’s a visually interesting pic.

11/24/2019 10:15:18 AM laurie0558 Perfect storm....we’re in the storm.  Let’s see how this plays out!

11/24/2019 10:17:27 AM brimichelle75 Below is another compilation proving they get marching orders & abide. Project Veritas proves this as well with recordings of #CNN employees flat out 

admitting they are #Propaganda 

How do U think Hitler convinced so many normal people to turn on the Jews? 

https://mobile.twitter.com/newsbusters/status/1178792493535629314 …

11/24/2019 10:17:29 AM moemc8 Noticing A LOT of tweets today that are marked as offensive that are not offensive at all.

11/24/2019 10:17:42 AM moemc8 🤣🤣

11/24/2019 10:18:30 AM sdane8 🙄  "Most conspiracy theories gain traction with less than 20% of respondents, he said. The Trump-perpetuated theory that President Barack Obama 

was not born in the U.S. peaked at about 24%."

11/24/2019 10:18:33 AM mongrelglory "income streams"

11/24/2019 10:19:29 AM brimichelle75 And below is another compilation.  The marching orders to progandize couldn’t be more obvious.  #WakeUpAmerica 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lw2BVI9OhC4 …

11/24/2019 10:19:48 AM justifi78326842 USMC🇺🇸

11/24/2019 10:20:54 AM laurabusse Restaurant last night

Hostess wearing red sneakers

Thought nothing of it...

11/24/2019 10:22:29 AM citizencitizenc **HER RED SHOES WERE PUT IN A MUSEUM!**  Julie Isabel Bishop is a former Australian politician, Minister for Foreign Affairs from 2013-2018, deputy 

leader of the Liberal Party from 2007-2018 and Member of Parliament 1998-2019. pic.twitter.com/BKTu0OFLos

11/24/2019 10:23:07 AM sdane8 We're watching a movie. Barr may have viewed both the doctored and original video tapes. Semantics.

"He added that he personally reviewed security footage that confirmed that no one entered the area where Epstein was housed on the night he died."

11/24/2019 10:24:41 AM sdane8 Meets Trump and a few days later Maxwell?  Uh-huh

11/24/2019 10:25:45 AM dobbin_bird Yes mam. I am careful concerning religious subjects as my father was involved in a cult when I was a child.  Not saying this is one. I read my Greens 

Interlinear Bible and use my Strong’s Concordance for my own Bible study everyday for 1 hour. That is my truth 😊respectfully ❤️

11/24/2019 10:26:07 AM ascendingadam What is the take away message here?

11/24/2019 10:26:36 AM sdane8 I've never heard any reference to three architect races.

11/24/2019 10:26:53 AM jamesdmurphy5 THE CHIRO OF SATIN ❗️❗️

11/24/2019 10:27:08 AM wildkrazyblonde Q sent me.... mirror mirror. There’s a lie become the truth if it’s repeated enough?

11/24/2019 10:27:54 AM cosmic_engineer Wasn't a revolution, it was an invasion of extremist Islamists.   It was similar to Canada prior to

11/24/2019 10:29:25 AM kathleen3693693 Black salve available where? From whom? Appreciate any info. Thanks.

11/24/2019 10:29:40 AM cosmic_engineer Those who do not learn from history....

Have no defense against the same BS tactics

11/24/2019 10:30:05 AM citizencitizenc  https://redshoemovement.com/ 

11/24/2019 10:30:09 AM brimichelle75 #ClownsInAmerica

11/24/2019 10:32:42 AM sterkinglights1 Shouldn't they extradite...

11/24/2019 10:33:40 AM sdane8 NBC: User discretion advised

11/24/2019 10:33:58 AM rebornkingent How about the black eye club? pic.twitter.com/7eWtbEPuRk

11/24/2019 10:34:38 AM sdane8 I agree. I think they all know.

11/24/2019 10:35:27 AM citizencitizenc "Red Shoes Living" https://lonniemayne.com/ 

11/24/2019 10:37:14 AM kathleen3693693 Tom Hanks trying to get ahead of the truth narrative, maybe? https://www.wired.com/story/crying-pedophile-is-the-oldest-propaganda-trick-in-the-

book/ …

11/24/2019 10:37:18 AM jazzbear09 I have read that they are Father and Son. I've seen pictures of them together,  they definitely look related. 

See photos of musician Chester Bennington and John Podesta. Chester is supposedly PODESTA'S bastard son. Chester was suicided,as was BF Chris 

Cornell.

11/24/2019 10:38:59 AM mattmcginn24  pic.twitter.com/rhTSwcNbO3

11/24/2019 10:39:29 AM citizencitizenc  pic.twitter.com/Bpgm9UvUY5

11/24/2019 10:39:45 AM mattmcginn24  https://twitter.com/qanon76/status/1198668899434278912?s=21 …

11/24/2019 10:39:50 AM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/qxa1m938QP

11/24/2019 10:42:30 AM irah_chandler I want my rainbows back too. We need a rainbows for straight ppl movement

11/24/2019 10:46:14 AM snarkishdanno @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @freenaynow @8Notables @no_silenced @OrtaineDevian @99freemind @PrisonPlanet @Sun_Q_Tzu 

@WhiteHouse @SayWhenLA @X22Report @3Days3Nights @40_head @4heartandsoul @55true4u @AAnon55 @TrumpWarRoom

11/24/2019 10:47:00 AM modernstylefw We can’t wear red shoes now?

11/24/2019 10:47:30 AM citizencitizenc "The Red Shoes"  is a fairy tale by Danish poet and author Hans Christian Andersen first published by C.A. Reitzel in Copenhagen 7 April 1845 

pic.twitter.com/VIGphUu1X3



11/24/2019 10:47:57 AM laurabusse Possible cobbler didn't know

Compartmentalization

Maybe he was just given the...er... leather

Maybe...

11/24/2019 10:48:26 AM star_counter9  pic.twitter.com/4h8QoOW25R

11/24/2019 10:49:52 AM modernstylefw As I typed that my friend on the phone is going deep into detail what it means and I didn’t even tell her what I was looking at 😵

11/24/2019 10:52:27 AM citizencitizenc Royal Children: L to R, Caroline, William, Diana pic.twitter.com/Fc6VkZxFsD

11/24/2019 10:54:00 AM trumpqwoman That’s fine I don’t judge ppl with different religions.

11/24/2019 10:56:54 AM citizencitizenc "The Devil Wears Prada" pic.twitter.com/TB2PRUGSMT

11/24/2019 10:57:57 AM star_counter9 Ok,ding,ding. Christian Louboutin has the red soled shoes. Symbolizing the blood from children on the bottom of their feet no doubt. So not just red 

shoes,but "souls" too!!! No coincidences 😈

11/24/2019 11:00:08 AM keith369me I can’t see how this doesn’t end without a suicide.  #Epsteindidntkillhimself #PrincePhilipwillkillhimself

11/24/2019 11:00:58 AM citizencitizenc Colin Kaepernick pic.twitter.com/Bf9Xr8dJS4

11/24/2019 11:00:59 AM agcrmfs Schiff has mean eyes, try to find in them

11/24/2019 11:02:44 AM neilbridgman Dorothy had ruby red shoes, right?

11/24/2019 11:03:44 AM laurabusse Must be avian then

LOL

11/24/2019 11:04:11 AM thekanehb Synchronicity!

11/24/2019 11:04:15 AM ascendingadam 👠  Diaries produced by 🐰

🐰 = 🤡 op

Hefner was a 🤡

Maher = Hefner’s son

Mahers production co. = Kid Love

If the shoe fits... pic.twitter.com/b4YcIvSPE9

11/24/2019 11:13:32 AM dianesaumure They have been for millions yrs pic.twitter.com/lk3CxTqHNE

11/24/2019 11:22:36 AM citizencitizenc Harrison Ford pic.twitter.com/0xcigSKyma

11/24/2019 11:23:34 AM citizencitizenc Mark Wahlberg pic.twitter.com/8fgA7VWkUK

11/24/2019 11:31:12 AM citizencitizenc "Second Life" pic.twitter.com/G7gsm7wd9G

11/24/2019 11:38:27 AM citizencitizenc Elton John  (Note: "Ballad of the Boy in the Red Shoes"  https://youtu.be/u8Y1v5gVvWc ) pic.twitter.com/rmiopS400G

11/24/2019 11:42:14 AM tab61265658 Has anyone sent this to the news stations mentioned in the video?  🤔

11/24/2019 11:43:56 AM hellvispresslie #FakeNewsMedia #Groupthink

11/24/2019 11:48:05 AM awakeningof2018 #WWG1WGA @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @X22Report @SGTreport @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @QTAnon1 @prayingmedic @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@M2Madness @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes @Jim_Jordan @HoneyFitz93 @JesseBWatters @Education4Libs @2LarryJohnson7 

god bless everyone on this Sunday!

11/24/2019 11:49:32 AM deplorabldamsel Well, there you go. 🤮 pic.twitter.com/eA3KKrjuPi

11/24/2019 11:52:11 AM kathleen3693693 E for Epstein connection?

11/24/2019 11:52:45 AM areckoningday So.. they swapped the body and sequestered him away to get the information necessary, including his deadman switch, I'm sure.

11/24/2019 11:58:35 AM chloe71730335 DEMOCRATS are EXTREMELY DANGEROUS to OUR DEMOCRACY‼️

DEMOCRATS are EXTREMELY DANGEROUS to OUR DEMOCRACY‼️

DEMOCRATS are EXTREMELY DANGEROUS to OUR DEMOCRACY‼️

11/24/2019 12:14:07 PM momislazy11  pic.twitter.com/KfGeoeI3Zp

11/24/2019 12:15:35 PM trollingmockin1 Well confirmed he was not killed in the New York jail anyway. Probably been hung already off site

11/24/2019 12:17:18 PM trollingmockin1 MJ 13 already confirmed Epstein was alive. Barr’s statement is what we would expect from someone not wanting to draw even more massive 

attention to Epstein

11/24/2019 12:20:49 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/gA1rKYegJZ

11/24/2019 12:28:38 PM grant_freedom So horrific. The truth has to come out!

11/24/2019 12:31:07 PM wpatriot2 This is my favorite video right now...

Fantastic montage of the echo chamber....spot on, dude, well done

👍😈

11/24/2019 12:36:44 PM peilmymailcom1 I’ll Take Vatican City For $500,000! pic.twitter.com/z44oES3Rwi

11/24/2019 12:49:14 PM astraleyes7 The white wash begins. 

See beyond the official narrative. 

Great Awakening is inevitable 

They can no longer control information so psyops are deployed for "controlled disclosure". If Q was truly movement of higher consciousness then the 

left/right paradigm would be transcended

11/24/2019 12:51:19 PM blsdbe It’s not weird...it’s ALICE.

11/24/2019 12:55:30 PM speaklife595 With every1 knowing he didn't kill him self and the official ag saying he posibly did, it seeds the minds to not just blindly trust what authority sais and to 

continue to think for them selves always

11/24/2019 12:58:40 PM astraleyes7 Exactly the kind of thing we come to expect from those in power. Nothing to see here. Can we stop the memes now. Lol. The re(E)volution is here.

This will not simply be swept away.

11/24/2019 1:00:45 PM dsalemmo Lol, they’re not called the Mockingbird Media for nothing.

11/24/2019 1:01:00 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Adventurer the curse of the midas box one of your films?

11/24/2019 1:08:26 PM lmjonzey Why they needed masks?

11/24/2019 1:10:46 PM lukekauffman They have been softened up.  Time for an all out frontal attack.  Missionary Ridge.  These people are stupid

11/24/2019 1:10:48 PM 3zzaps 0:33 That's some scary schiff

11/24/2019 1:13:08 PM lcampos363 We know the Media is the security blanket. # Treason pic.twitter.com/7mLq1um1Ad

11/24/2019 1:20:09 PM lakelife0101 Let me correct what you wrote.....”it’s all bs, lies and propaganda”.  And it’s designed to control you by controlling your mind

11/24/2019 1:20:32 PM _369311119 Article states that "The Epstein conspiracy theories also cut across the ideological spectrum..."

We made a safe-space for conspiracies!

11/24/2019 1:20:40 PM gi6stars Ask me anything

11/24/2019 1:26:39 PM lshtls Wow

11/24/2019 1:29:23 PM peelbackreport  https://youtu.be/VbD_kBJc_gI 

11/24/2019 1:30:42 PM iivariirashop Electric sock warmer gone awry?

11/24/2019 1:36:40 PM awesomegodmaga I'm late, but #QSentMe

#WWG1WGA

#DarkToLight

11/24/2019 1:46:30 PM pattygodschild Thank you for caring.

11/24/2019 1:56:23 PM nettiejoi  https://steemkr.com/pizzagate/@newtreehints/massage-for-children-the-liddle-kidz-foundation-and-house-representative-liddle-adam-schiff-of-

california …



11/24/2019 1:56:38 PM kathleen3693693 Hide their identities; instill more fear and horror in their victims; part of their uniform dress?

11/24/2019 2:00:25 PM brenda_nine  pic.twitter.com/F7o6WGH18L

11/24/2019 2:11:37 PM kathleen3693693 David Cronenberg, seemingly pointing out the obvious, proud of it!? pic.twitter.com/14QLEyzO0b

11/24/2019 2:16:57 PM keith369me Free the Persian people.  Persian people thrive except when they live in Iran!!!

11/24/2019 2:17:11 PM olimyracle They hide in plain sight 👠🇨🇭🤮

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#UnsealRedCross

#UnsealCERN

 https://www.afar.com/places/rhone-sa-geneve?context_id=just-back-from-switzerland … pic.twitter.com/UV7YhYafgn

11/24/2019 2:19:51 PM v_rags How about red sweater pic.twitter.com/Q1CQLO9Px6

11/24/2019 2:20:00 PM allonkid Reduce humans to animal worshippers. GOD intends humans to govern animals and plants

11/24/2019 2:20:23 PM kathleen3693693 ???? pic.twitter.com/FIjexJf0AS

11/24/2019 2:20:50 PM blsdbe The concept of ALICE is bigger than that. Try pasting this in the search field: from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE

11/24/2019 2:22:12 PM dumah_anuhazi Math, yes. Some science, yes. 

Time is just a human construct. Every thing is simultaneous- our perception only picks it up in a linear form, unless we train ourselves to see from more 

than our two physical eyes.

How do you think Looking Glass technology works? ;)

11/24/2019 2:22:16 PM chadmd23 Looks like you attracted some Russian bots!

11/24/2019 2:23:17 PM keith369me Wonder who he wants as his neighbor?  No THanks

11/24/2019 2:23:49 PM grrroverrrtje  pic.twitter.com/12cOpXzQqr

11/24/2019 2:24:27 PM dumah_anuhazi You're correct: Global warming is a hoax.

The climate is changing due to the Cabal intentionally geoengineering through HAARP as well as the pole shifting- which happens about every 26,500 

years, and we are going through that right now. So yes, the media climate change is a hoax.

11/24/2019 2:24:46 PM v_rags Tell me about it!  Makes me sick.

11/24/2019 2:26:04 PM thereahempqueen Thanks for finding that.

11/24/2019 2:28:10 PM thereahempqueen Also if worn red shoes to a sacrafice the blood will hide on the red shoes. Less detectable

11/24/2019 2:30:08 PM ynad18624302 Wtf is this???

11/24/2019 2:33:26 PM michael81972 Exactly what it is...Trolling...Look at the shoe..Does it look synthetic?

11/24/2019 2:34:11 PM zerost8te The Dangers of Geoengineering and Weather Warfare - Freedom Hub Working Group -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ziGgns25LQ … - Has 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned this? I'm unable to view their older tweets through their account for some reason. #QAnon #Anonymous -- Has Q 

mentioned it ever? #GeoEngineering pic.twitter.com/mNxxeq9iDd

11/24/2019 2:34:32 PM v_rags Yea it’s everywhereSo difficult to believe that people don’t see this

11/24/2019 2:35:25 PM ynad18624302 Up left....the writtings are mirrored.... Says please help me... Anybody sees it ? 🤔 Sick bastards !!

11/24/2019 2:38:07 PM verumipsum What...they ran out of the Americans’ tax dollars that @obama gave them (for nothing in return!!! What a Quisling)

11/24/2019 2:39:57 PM arifriedman12 How many upside down crosses before it becomes mathematically impossible? pic.twitter.com/3KFEC2K7aF

11/24/2019 2:45:48 PM lynneatwood1 Good job following a script!

11/24/2019 2:48:20 PM bayougeauxreal1 @PBS @NPR @60Minutes @ABC @NBCNews @ReliableSources @Project_Veritas @WSJ @NYDailyNews @propublica @CREWcrew 

@PeabodyAwards @pulitzercenter @Hearst @cronkitenews @FCC @pewresearch @CJR @RTDNA @NOLAnews @PhillyInquirer @KCStar 

@HoustonChron @baltimoresun @pnj @NRO @FedSoc @FDRLST

11/24/2019 2:52:29 PM djmtheoriginal These guys are an psy-op plain and simple if you want revolution you have to usher it in yourselves.

11/24/2019 3:02:15 PM drjanetorion Seriously!  What's with that???

11/24/2019 3:03:50 PM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/24/2019 3:04:01 PM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

11/24/2019 3:04:11 PM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-

arCo3V9HGM 

11/24/2019 3:06:33 PM drjanetorion This is extremely dangerous to our Constitutional Republic and the reason mob rule/majority "democracy" type societies are dangerous to everyone.

11/24/2019 3:10:46 PM manriquetorres5 Another Clown bites D dust 

@WhiteHouse

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@RudyGiuliani

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@SaraCarterDC

@GenFlynn

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@EyesOnQ

@RaeAnon

@prayingmedic

@Trin20201

@GenFlynn

@MikeBloomberg https://twitter.com/AndrewPollackFL/status/1197987370781593606 …
11/24/2019 3:20:49 PM jenroealegria What in the actual hell

11/24/2019 3:49:00 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/hSzHqPTKEA

11/24/2019 3:55:58 PM quarkfear1 No one belives that & most know he is not dead... nature of his biz= his knowledge is too valuable

11/24/2019 4:05:06 PM quarkfear1 Elvis Costello ‘s first album has a tune based on it’s pretty explicit lyrics, too..adrenochrome.. fallen angels.. listen with your eyes wide open...# matrix 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=N0aAGP3ty_A …

11/24/2019 4:07:52 PM aetherwalker1 F  for little big kitties

11/24/2019 4:08:01 PM lisa31ang Q Sent me! #WEG1WGA

11/24/2019 4:09:51 PM sterkinglights1 Fire. Hats off to you.

11/24/2019 4:12:02 PM sterkinglights1 💩 pigeon. pic.twitter.com/TA6Twt6i45

11/24/2019 4:17:19 PM aetherwalker1 What's also interesting is in Hindu mythology, Garuda, who is the vehicle of Vishnu, is also a race of divine eagle beings.

The Garudas are the enemies of the Nagas.

Very, very Interdasting!   🧐

11/24/2019 4:18:41 PM kindeandtrue Let Iran determine its own form of government.

11/24/2019 4:18:47 PM aetherwalker1 The Serpent is being an 'accuser'.

Hmm? 😏

11/24/2019 4:24:04 PM spydermagaq And brother Tony too.



11/24/2019 4:33:48 PM patriot7788 Here is his YouTube channel:

 https://www.youtube.com/user/ProphetKimClement …

Many years ago he prophecied about very specific events.. and names.. that are playing out right now.  Impossible to have been made up.  It's truly 

amazing.

11/24/2019 4:35:37 PM patriot7788 I didnt know that, what a shame!  For those who don't know... If it's a 501-C3, it is evil in drag!

11/24/2019 5:06:27 PM richard07759712 RT

11/24/2019 5:16:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peppers & Masters https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1198746358091530241 …

11/24/2019 5:17:03 PM trumps_all Peppers???

11/24/2019 5:17:23 PM openexplo @ArtDecider

11/24/2019 5:18:21 PM michael81972 Puppets

Peppets

Peppers

🤔

11/24/2019 5:19:13 PM allahuniversal 🤔

11/24/2019 5:19:35 PM sparkleloung Yup! You know those darn peppers 🌶 🌶  and their pepper masters 😂

11/24/2019 5:21:51 PM sterkinglights1 Is this the same video from 2016

11/24/2019 5:22:35 PM sterkinglights1 123 likes.

11/24/2019 5:24:56 PM cledrordfishing I'm thankful for POTUS.

11/24/2019 5:26:00 PM raevenraeyne Well in my case I ordered from Azure Standard about 10 years ago for $50 for maybe an oz. with instructions. RECENTLY I met a local midwife and 

medicinal herb  doctor who makes her own. I could get you info ❤️

11/24/2019 5:31:45 PM davidg02986909 Let me see... a dead dog tweet. Koki... Arizona and  numbers 2136 clearly seen.  Hmmm...  wonder what message is being sent.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@M2Madness

11/24/2019 5:32:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prince Andrew’s pal and Epstein ‘madam’ Ghislaine Maxwell ‘set to come out of hiding and reveal all to the FBI’ 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10414777/prince-andrew-ghislaine-maxwell-epstein-reveal/ …

11/24/2019 5:33:13 PM trumps_all “Tell all” or deny all.........

11/24/2019 5:34:37 PM kaur_diva Why now?  And where has she been hiding this whole time?!  Fishy

11/24/2019 5:35:52 PM deplorabled71 I really thought we could trust AG Barr :/

11/24/2019 5:36:05 PM notimpo48895120 Cool

Piglatin

11/24/2019 5:36:14 PM rachaelangelm D on board, or make a move.

11/24/2019 5:36:39 PM squall_storm It was said to have been taken at her London home in March 2001.

A source said: “Like Andrew, she has no memory of it.

“Ghislaine thinks there are a lot of problems with the picture and it is very fishy.

“It is one of very few photos that does not bear a time and date stamp.”

11/24/2019 5:38:49 PM unitytruthlove1 What's up with her eye? Wonder if she's already in Gitmo or "other" and this is a clone.

11/24/2019 5:38:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly 🤔

11/24/2019 5:38:57 PM hoffman11my She doesn't get protection or immunity. That monster needs to be in prison or hang

11/24/2019 5:39:00 PM emilyoakley6 This could explain all the stuff coming out of the UK.

11/24/2019 5:40:02 PM emilyoakley6 Good catch

11/24/2019 5:40:11 PM trumping4usa  pic.twitter.com/h77f9191NN

11/24/2019 5:40:23 PM mtr_epicwin77 Future proves past ;)

11/24/2019 5:41:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Combine incorrect letter with correct letter then concatenate.

11/24/2019 5:41:11 PM able_dawn What a crock of crap story. 

Virginia was seen in that same outfit with Maxwell and Epstein, photos taken. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7350257/amp/Is-proof-Prince-

Andrews-Epstein-girl-paraded-VIP-parties.html …

11/24/2019 5:41:26 PM lbf777 But the FBI is run by pedo child traffickers.

11/24/2019 5:41:27 PM twilly18 no guessing what you are saying on this one. tomato plants in, hoard popcorn

11/24/2019 5:41:34 PM zebedee222 Shhh!

11/24/2019 5:42:10 PM thebetamasta She’ll likely make false accusations regarding Pres Trump.

11/24/2019 5:42:20 PM winstonsmith173 Tell all falsehoods...

11/24/2019 5:42:56 PM keith369me #PrinceAndrewdidnotkillhimself yet

11/24/2019 5:43:12 PM nspecial101 She will be dead within the month.

11/24/2019 5:43:25 PM nlj2414 I hope so. The women who came forward and many who couldn't reverse justice.

11/24/2019 5:43:45 PM rebornkingent Jizz-laine Maxwell did not kill herself.

11/24/2019 5:43:52 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

11/24/2019 5:44:06 PM madepatriot Including who killed Epstein

11/24/2019 5:44:14 PM allahuniversal U to E, T to R         TRUE Masters

? 

from:ts_sci_majic12 masters https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1198097574055600129?s=19 …

11/24/2019 5:44:30 PM rockympatriot Looks clonish to me

11/24/2019 5:46:29 PM jon31332787 sure

11/24/2019 5:47:39 PM jason1776q If this is true, doubt it, but if it is..she will be dead long before she testifies.

11/24/2019 5:48:21 PM nicholas_re @Rex60242703 HI

11/24/2019 5:49:12 PM state1union R A ?

11/24/2019 5:49:18 PM rex60242703 Lol!

11/24/2019 5:49:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/cyng2UULlH

11/24/2019 5:50:16 PM covertress eurt?

11/24/2019 5:50:44 PM ladypatriot26 How old is this photo though? Remember when you do a search online, it'll bring up everything both old and new.

11/24/2019 5:51:14 PM michael81972 ER are the incorrect letters,  im still thinking about an answer

11/24/2019 5:51:16 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1151581649039233025?s=20 …

11/24/2019 5:51:28 PM kathryn76443182 I’ll believe that when I see it... she has to know she’s not safe anywhere. If she “comes” out all we’re going to hear is lies, lies, lies. I just pray we have 

rock solid proof against them all! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/24/2019 5:51:32 PM tippytopshapeu  https://twitter.com/TippytopshapeU/status/1151580911206653953?s=20 …

11/24/2019 5:52:27 PM state1union Sorry I was looking at concentrate and not the other tweet

11/24/2019 5:52:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Puppets (MSM) R U Preppers?(prepared)?

11/24/2019 5:52:53 PM melhuses Hope she has Q Protection

11/24/2019 5:53:42 PM keith369me EU EURT?

11/24/2019 5:53:50 PM pchpolitical Pre-emptive notification:  Maxwell did not kill herself

11/24/2019 5:54:44 PM rkurtell Really?  I wonder why.

11/24/2019 5:54:59 PM paytonpatriot Insert Chelsea Handler?

11/24/2019 5:56:21 PM covertress true



11/24/2019 5:56:25 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Hmmm - when? Before or after 12/02 when Virgina's interview goes public? https://twitter.com/VRSVirginia/status/1198417107026763776 …

11/24/2019 5:56:43 PM keith369me Peppers (E-U)...(E-T)...incoming false flag?

11/24/2019 5:57:14 PM jmullins609 Epstein's dead but you must Crush all the Cockroaches that were running around him they will come out from the cracks one at a time they will all 

blame Epstein for everything because he is the Dead one but someone with sense can read between those lines

11/24/2019 5:59:22 PM wolfspirit1 Watch, she will claim she s a victim of his...

11/24/2019 5:59:38 PM covertress 🤯

11/24/2019 5:59:51 PM dogma_suz  pic.twitter.com/fLuvZBaG6D

11/24/2019 5:59:53 PM allahuniversal ? ukraine renewable energy target ? 

 https://www.pv-magazine.com/2019/02/15/development-banks-unlock-e38-million-for-ukrainian-pv-plant/ … pic.twitter.com/G8RNyt8Qiw

11/24/2019 6:00:22 PM nocommunistusa Gitmo?

11/24/2019 6:00:46 PM mamiemcclure17 @nickcpace1 @RealEyeTheSpy

11/24/2019 6:00:49 PM wolfspirit1 Rudy Giuliani mentioned Romania a little while back

11/24/2019 6:01:07 PM nocommunistusa Monster she is

11/24/2019 6:02:19 PM mongrelglory I miss telepathy... things were so much clearer then.

11/24/2019 6:03:00 PM realsav40 I wonder if that's the same yacht the kid spoke of re: WJC?

*viewer discretion advised https://truepundit.com/graphic-warning-fbi-interviews-alleged-boy-rape-victim-of-bill-clinton-chilling-details-of-sex-

assaults-satanic-rituals-on-yacht-video/ …

11/24/2019 6:03:18 PM earthstranger1 Q sent me

11/24/2019 6:03:21 PM timkania plane crash or car accident

11/24/2019 6:04:17 PM unidentifiedta1 The upper echelon segments of the FBI have been protecting and participating in Ritualistic torture, abuse, and killings for decades.

11/24/2019 6:05:02 PM _369311119 Nice one.

11/24/2019 6:05:03 PM nschlange I thought someone said that he or Satan have already left the field? Is Satan the same as Lucifer/Moloch etc.?

11/24/2019 6:06:09 PM garypre62441595 She will say what THEY want you to hear...

11/24/2019 6:09:43 PM autistmember Incorrect = ER

Correct = TU

Combine to spell TRUE

11/24/2019 6:10:23 PM adele56073533 Not sure. It doesnt have a date on it. I love Kanye so I'm going to be ecstatic if he's still a good guy.

11/24/2019 6:10:46 PM lorinda1434 Shes planning to cast doubts about the photo of her with Prince Andrew and Virginia, saying the photo was "doctored".

Ha! I don't think so!

11/24/2019 6:14:30 PM hawkgirlinmn Now all I see is UUT as the incorrect letters if we are basing it from the word puppets.

11/24/2019 6:15:39 PM hawkgirlinmn Something to do with the EU as a puppet?

11/24/2019 6:16:08 PM michael81972 I read it wrong also,  i think we were supposed to combine incorrect and correct letters from all 3 words

11/24/2019 6:16:49 PM goyaeq I heard they are the same, I think they're still here, what else would explain all this craziness we're seeing?

11/24/2019 6:17:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Based on puppets? Which word is correct?

11/24/2019 6:19:23 PM nspecial101 Well i has to be natural causes.  No loose strings allowed.

11/24/2019 6:21:12 PM mikala007007 Already done.

11/24/2019 6:24:11 PM dougpatey If she makes it???? And does not end up dead!!!

11/24/2019 6:25:23 PM michael81972 Puppets is the correct word,

P[u]ppe[t]s - 2 correct letters

P[e]ppe[t]s - 1 incorrect, 1 correct

P[e]ppe[r]s- 2 incorrect

1 correct [t] occurs twice,  1 incorrect [e] occurs twice

11/24/2019 6:27:12 PM mrsmmtbeauty 👀👀

11/24/2019 6:27:44 PM laurabusse That's gonna be one grisly interview

11/24/2019 6:29:23 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/qVEFnO69Pu

11/24/2019 6:31:13 PM laurabusse Yeah sure ok

What?!?

11/24/2019 6:32:20 PM kagusa88022 Truth Definite #ClintonBodyCount gonna happen here

11/24/2019 6:32:41 PM stephaniegorha9 👀

11/24/2019 6:32:50 PM laurabusse Yes but did she concatenate

What?

11/24/2019 6:32:55 PM rex60242703 Lol

11/24/2019 6:33:05 PM rex60242703 Lol!

11/24/2019 6:33:12 PM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll por favor

11/24/2019 6:33:22 PM rex60242703 LOL!

11/24/2019 6:33:27 PM laurabusse Dear God

11/24/2019 6:33:37 PM starkarma Great. Let’s see if it happens.

11/24/2019 6:34:00 PM kagusa88022 Yep #ClintonBodyCount  Gonna happen

11/24/2019 6:34:23 PM kagusa88022 😂😂😂So true

11/24/2019 6:34:45 PM michael81972 Got to be more than just ‘true’

11/24/2019 6:34:59 PM laurabusse And to this American while you're at it

11/24/2019 6:35:25 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@HelloUncleDonny @irah_chandler @realDepIorabIe @big_simp @NSchlange 

@zagnett Exactly. How do you retain power and contr […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1198096683806138368.html …

Talk to you soon. 🤖

11/24/2019 6:35:53 PM nschlange True

11/24/2019 6:37:14 PM allahuniversal Still nitb100% clear & tossing ideas around, yet those two misspellings were re: swamp draining in a specific case, could be swamp draining WW 

including the EU... Also a distinction btwn who  the TRUE puppets and TRUE Masters are (Patriots are in control) 

https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1198095694843777025?s=19 …

11/24/2019 6:37:20 PM peke41600529 So, she's been in hiding for the last few months getting her story straight and being primed to answer any possible questions the media might throw at 

her. 🙄

11/24/2019 6:37:24 PM seanberginnews She’ll Have To Enter Witness Protection Or She’s A Goner.

11/24/2019 6:38:18 PM realeyethespy Lyra

11/24/2019 6:39:32 PM rebornkingent Epigenetic means an alteration to gene expression when an external stimulus is introduced. Trauma, MK etc is one example. So THE PLAN, was 

specifically put together to cause a BENEFICIAL epigenetic change in humanity? Y/N aka the great awakening is also a biological one.



11/24/2019 6:39:40 PM rkurtell "Question.

Is 45 owned by the Israelis or is he actually doing what he wants to do? Answer. No, we are saving Israel for last."

Was Isreal infiltrated similar to US or was it rotten from the get go?

11/24/2019 6:40:26 PM michael81972 RUssian ET?

11/24/2019 6:40:33 PM tc4582 ...um..yeah...the same photo that’s been around...published...and seen...for years. Long before Adobe🤣🤣

11/24/2019 6:40:38 PM yamkram Hilary might be your worst enemy . Wear neck protecting scarf wear

11/24/2019 6:42:21 PM rebornkingent Phenotypes V Genotype. Genotype is possible gene expression, phenotype is the actual visual expression.  The trauma and pain coming within the next 

11 months will be so great it will force an epigenetic expression to create the awakening. Younger children will be easier to adapt.

11/24/2019 6:42:25 PM maw2tu I bet Pauper Andrew's tried every trick in the book to #OffHer

11/24/2019 6:42:48 PM smittyvj They will just cover it up. FBI credibility questionable

11/24/2019 6:43:16 PM rebornkingent Yes. Part of the plan and what people are going to learn will cause this new expression and a new humanity and new earth.

11/24/2019 6:45:40 PM 1_decided_voter Sounds like narrative control attempts

11/24/2019 6:47:18 PM nm_zsr She's not coming clean about anything :"Sources say she is set to defend herself and the prince."

11/24/2019 6:48:15 PM missled2u They sound like a broken record no facts no truth just repeat. They think if they say something enough you accept it as fact. The words of the 

brainwashed MSM whose bias and hate is on full display. All they do is mimic each other hoping they can convince u what they say is true

11/24/2019 6:48:24 PM squall_storm Easy on 

Easy off

Lots of attention being directed towards potential "faked" photos.

11/24/2019 6:49:32 PM pepsiyourteeth Same here.

11/24/2019 6:50:11 PM paulknowsall2 Believe it when I see it.

11/24/2019 6:51:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 eu-rt

11/24/2019 6:51:21 PM nickcpace1 Anything on Twitter that I see that seems to get hidden often times is hidden to keep public knowledge away from the topic. Maybe it’s an indicator 

that people do not want us talking about topics like Blue Avians!!

11/24/2019 6:52:55 PM wwg1wga93583681 uter

11/24/2019 6:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anglican? Is that Biblical? https://twitter.com/DianeSaumure/status/1198796602196017152 …

11/24/2019 6:54:28 PM timesupmaga 😳

11/24/2019 6:56:25 PM keith369me Depends if you are a slave or free.

11/24/2019 6:56:40 PM linnyt7 What a lovely Christmas present for the Clintons..

11/24/2019 6:57:26 PM fansblowing3 Attacking the photo is so predictable

11/24/2019 6:57:46 PM toffer_anon_369 TRUE

11/24/2019 6:58:02 PM allahuniversal Mirrored it

11/24/2019 6:58:22 PM michael81972 European Union-Russia Times

11/24/2019 6:58:40 PM freestateojones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, whyd you drop the #UnsealEpstein tag?

11/24/2019 6:58:54 PM albitelid When will those who are connected to her be held accountable??  The world is changing.  Thank God.  And God Bless and protect President Trump and 

the patriots. This is the storm

11/24/2019 7:01:35 PM dynamicres I like these explorations.

11/24/2019 7:01:36 PM michael81972 Yep,  looks that way,  just seems there is more to it than just ‘true’ but maybe not

11/24/2019 7:03:04 PM ceasarfall31544 This is a trap to draw the rats into the open

11/24/2019 7:03:05 PM gyspylala This is going to be very interesting. Cabal losing everything everywhere. 😂😂 

Hong Kong next. China  strong militarily all over the globe. That's scary.

11/24/2019 7:03:28 PM sofia_wwg1wga Every thing that comes out of her mouth will be deception and lies  !!!

#GREATAWAKENING

11/24/2019 7:03:46 PM yustein Depends on the bible...

11/24/2019 7:03:48 PM gyspylala Poopie

11/24/2019 7:03:52 PM ezdoesit_ Headlines are just words to me at this point

11/24/2019 7:04:06 PM michael81972 Ill stop trying to make it harder than it is now...kek

11/24/2019 7:04:44 PM squall_storm And now deep fake possibility according to Schiff in a commercial now...

11/24/2019 7:05:41 PM allahuniversal Entendre upon entendre, both right and wrong answers carry a lesson if there was thought behind either

11/24/2019 7:06:09 PM phyllis28540138 Barr credibility on the line?

11/24/2019 7:06:39 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/p6qZW18KP1

11/24/2019 7:07:15 PM 369helen313 ...⁉️ pic.twitter.com/oC6rLv9PJh

11/24/2019 7:08:17 PM pteiss Wouldn't doubt  it!

11/24/2019 7:08:41 PM melbourne_3000 Was only a matter of time.

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein brings the house down! 🕒🕕🕘

11/24/2019 7:08:42 PM gyspylala JP is a freak and he most definitely likes freaky art, things that would make a normal persons hair stand.

CREEPY pic.twitter.com/B6lMy2yvjM

11/24/2019 7:09:05 PM staceylynn1016 Maybe she should have kept that to herself. I hope she doesn’t commit “Suicide” anytime soon.

11/24/2019 7:09:22 PM 369helen313 NO, It Is NOT !

11/24/2019 7:09:48 PM psmith19701 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 interesting today I saw a commercial today and they ate talking about deep fakes and of course Adam schitt was in it too. I think 

some videos are coming out soon and it will implicate schitt.

11/24/2019 7:09:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly Found this tweet. 

EU = European Union (?) 

RT = Retweet, Real Time, Rex Tillerson, Russia Today (?)

PS I have never heard the word concatenate before and was looking at examples of it on excel. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119406907301814272?s=20 …

11/24/2019 7:10:26 PM phyllis28540138 I wonder about the camera too.  I don't have source but someone said a story reported Barr said there was a camera functioning in hallway. I'm not 

buying it. Only the shadow knows.

11/24/2019 7:10:28 PM kingzofoblivion Glad I'm not her life insurer.

11/24/2019 7:11:38 PM gyspylala Heard we have some problems with Navy, AF

and CG. Hopefully we will get them in tippy toppy order.

11/24/2019 7:12:17 PM unidentifiedta1 The Pope. https://footwearnews.com/2015/influencers/power-players/pope-francis-washington-dc-red-shoes-153706/ …

11/24/2019 7:14:31 PM grumpyallday @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Grumpyallday/status/1198799476447576064 …

11/24/2019 7:14:31 PM max39274485  pic.twitter.com/MRSWKA4q4p

11/24/2019 7:14:59 PM pro_aktv Prolly cuz what we’ve learned is barely scratching the surface of the volumes of depravity yet to be revealed. 🤷🏻♀️

11/24/2019 7:17:26 PM pamzpam Hope so

11/24/2019 7:17:51 PM lpfc9 RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Prince Andrew’s pal and Epstein ‘madam’ Ghislaine Maxwell ‘set to come out of hiding and reveal all to the FBI’  https:/…

11/24/2019 7:18:31 PM russbirke5 Say goodbye.



11/24/2019 7:18:42 PM karategpa Amen to that Eddy.

11/24/2019 7:20:01 PM rawphonegirl 🤣😱 pic.twitter.com/K3mht2rcvN

11/24/2019 7:20:01 PM squall_storm There's always that pesky meta data though...

11/24/2019 7:20:29 PM freestateojones Word on the street is he didnt kill himself.

11/24/2019 7:20:52 PM nspecial101 Sounds like "The Firm" have established themselves a deal.

Shame that the behavioral trend of the Duke of Edinburgh sons are so similar.

They would get away with it otherwise.

11/24/2019 7:21:32 PM majic_eyes_qnly RT = propaganda? RT, the news channel, is no longer called Russia Today (?) Though I don't know what it stands for otherwise. Concatenate seems to 

mean to straightforwardly combine. I don't think I understand that Navy SEAL situation in these articles. What is the connection?

11/24/2019 7:23:39 PM paguzzi Amazing! Thank you! 😘🙏☺🇧🇷

11/24/2019 7:25:11 PM moogerlax Believe it when I see it. But of course she does know they already have it all.

11/24/2019 7:26:08 PM psmith19701  pic.twitter.com/k2L55FkemH

11/24/2019 7:26:12 PM rainbow68527860 Hope they protect her a little better than they did Epstein...

11/24/2019 7:26:33 PM zrickety I'm not an expert, but I think yours is working!

11/24/2019 7:27:40 PM cosmic_engineer Helen, we often use trending hashtags to get messages outside our usual circles / less shadowbanning

That tweet was during her testimony

11/24/2019 7:30:26 PM joanhol24893501 She's so full of it.  Prince Andrew has No defence. She also participated in torture and rape with some of the women. Her father is Masod. If she thinks 

she can talk her way out of her involvment shes crazy. The photo she clames has been altered with Andrew has been authenticated

11/24/2019 7:30:34 PM batespm4abbey Why don't you /cc @ realDonaldTrump these two postings????

11/24/2019 7:31:51 PM cdb_yke  http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/171292 …

11/24/2019 7:31:55 PM mos__71 May she RIP.

11/24/2019 7:32:07 PM batespm4abbey #Patriots are praying for Justice against evildoers and purge of antiAmericanisms ...

11/24/2019 7:33:19 PM sunspot406 To defend herself and the prince.  hmmm

11/24/2019 7:36:12 PM truthwillcostya Absolutely. Without doubt.

11/24/2019 7:36:38 PM talithap65 😂

11/24/2019 7:37:47 PM father_mayhem Wow, I didn't know they had Sharpies in ancient Egypt.

lol

11/24/2019 7:38:16 PM 369helen313 Aw ... thanks for the clue ! 😊

Actually , I do the same sometimes ! 

But , really didn’t pay attention to this on here !

11/24/2019 7:39:07 PM father_mayhem And she didn't commit suicide while there or soon after leaving? Wow.

11/24/2019 7:39:17 PM angelognatural Don’t be fooled she’s already denying the pic of her and andrew is fake which it totally isn’t. She’s saying it’s doctored which means she’s spinning BS 

for the royals. FBI is comprised anyway they still haven’t raided zorro ranch which is bullshit

11/24/2019 7:40:42 PM angelognatural Been doing photoshop for over a decade it’s totally real. Want another credible source @JasonBermas said it’s real he said he’s been doing photoshop 

for over 20 years.

11/24/2019 7:43:49 PM cosmic_engineer No problem 😁

11/24/2019 7:43:53 PM evak93051546 Am I the only one that takes exception to the media repeatedly calling her a ‘madam’?  Madam implies prostitution. The girls were forcibly raped, and

 worse 🤦🏻♀️

11/24/2019 7:44:15 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/RMbXY6KZyN

11/24/2019 7:44:19 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/W898MVHBO3

11/24/2019 7:46:13 PM evak93051546 And honestly, some have said she needs to go into witness protection; I say she should be thrown in maximum security, GEN pop!

11/24/2019 7:47:26 PM humain974 Les cycles de sommeil rien de bien étonnant

11/24/2019 7:47:45 PM tim12jan I’m just so glad I lived long enough to see ‘a’ President Trump 👍 👍

Trump is the test nobody passes.

11/24/2019 7:49:09 PM gritzofatlee She needs to be indicted for conspiring with #EPSTEIN to traffic underage females for sexual purposes.

11/24/2019 7:49:21 PM chi2socal2lv She’ll need to be protected from being Arkancided.

11/24/2019 7:52:35 PM fansblowing3 Richard Spencer was CIA?  DS?

11/24/2019 7:54:07 PM quality_cqntrol Interesting read , thank you.

11/24/2019 7:57:41 PM ghost_epstein Hey!  No collusion.  No Crime

11/24/2019 8:00:09 PM drbohammer On this side of the pond, Anglicans are called Episcopalians. Biblical? Only if you consider Henry VIII to be in any way biblical...😐

11/24/2019 8:01:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Prince William played key role in Prince Andrew’s Buckingham ouster: report https://nypost.com/2019/11/24/prince-william-played-key-role-in-prince-

andrews-buckingham-ouster-report/ …

11/24/2019 8:02:47 PM cormieredcclare I Don’t believe William is any better!

11/24/2019 8:03:06 PM albitelid Good for William.  Hopefully he won't be taken down by the snake Meghan.

11/24/2019 8:03:09 PM jennysue62 He’s a royal and still don’t trust him...

11/24/2019 8:03:58 PM _369311119 How Biblical.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

11/24/2019 8:04:23 PM truthserummn Next he is going to out his Saville, loving father the Dark Prince himself right??

11/24/2019 8:05:28 PM swavzielin Who is.. Maher?

11/24/2019 8:05:40 PM beeshelb Oh my

11/24/2019 8:06:09 PM bethelight11_11 What the heck ?

11/24/2019 8:06:39 PM aprilbrown99 Maybe William is part of the plan to get even for what they did to his mom Diana?  I hope that is the case.

11/24/2019 8:07:05 PM mntcol I'm shocked in a good way.

11/24/2019 8:07:34 PM dune_jay  https://twitter.com/dune_jay/status/1198809392017215498?s=19 …

11/24/2019 8:07:40 PM drbohammer Agreed. His brother is just a little bit better, but he And William have different fathers. Diana’s equerry fathered Prince Harry 👀

11/24/2019 8:08:06 PM rachaelangelm Wouldn’t it be weird if that was actually his son Andrew was actually Williams dad. Because Andrew doesn’t even look like his father. It doesn’t matter 

though, all signals tell me then end is near. Buck ham will not rule much longer.

11/24/2019 8:08:56 PM evak93051546 🗣 They’re all a part of the same Satanic cult. Watch for both William, and Harry to face the same fate as their grandmother Lizzie, and uncle Andrew.

11/24/2019 8:09:51 PM rebornkingent Proudly related to vlad the impaler?

11/24/2019 8:10:22 PM panthereverte You can view the movie of your others own genetic code lifes when you dream, at the end of this life your soul will be finish for your spirit (all your 

genetic code lifes probability with all possible static choices can be experienced ) ,and for the "main board" (named God)

11/24/2019 8:11:07 PM adamz14839920 Oh please, Andrew is the scape goat, to keep hiding what they all do.

11/24/2019 8:11:15 PM atlanteantheory  https://youtu.be/7j_JjvKK1VE 

11/24/2019 8:11:17 PM b_hidingmyabs He’s about to join him !

11/24/2019 8:11:34 PM tracyabston Diana tried to protect her children. But the powers that be got control of them.

11/24/2019 8:11:41 PM kmclc2016brutus Hope she has a kill switch.

11/24/2019 8:12:07 PM happykat9 Here's the video of Prince William & Kate. That demon eating a sheep appears at 1:15 👹 https://youtu.be/g550fhcJFWA 



11/24/2019 8:13:26 PM thekanehb No he didn’t. This is another spin   Can’t have all the princes be bad so they are presenting this to appear as tho they are handling this.   They aren’t. 

It’s all a show, right?

11/24/2019 8:15:09 PM stephgraz7580 Symbolic

11/24/2019 8:17:32 PM linnaeusgranny Lock. Her. Up.

11/24/2019 8:18:17 PM 92michael Wills is probably the only honorable royal! The rest are  _______!

11/24/2019 8:19:13 PM panthereverte A sosie of WillSmith came To me at night a the quiet gaz station i worked and he only said: Do you agree? A strange thing happen sometime in a public 

life work's

11/24/2019 8:20:07 PM jcupstateny Q sent me

11/24/2019 8:20:27 PM evak93051546 Just watched the video...freaking disturbing considering it was a gala for a children’s charity?! Bloody ghouls the lot of ‘em!

11/24/2019 8:20:33 PM whiterabbitttt1 Diana took sons back?

11/24/2019 8:20:41 PM sandyfishgirl Harry is married to her.

11/24/2019 8:23:07 PM infideltiger @colgrove11 @nypost

It's moving deck chairs on the Titanic.

The whole stinking British monarchy is going down.

11/24/2019 8:23:19 PM happykat9 Luciferians 👹

11/24/2019 8:24:29 PM bgc558 "...No deals.."

11/24/2019 8:24:58 PM bordwell_c Will wait & see...not trusting this the “family” is too involved & this kind of evil indoctrination starts young. 😭 For Diana I pray I’m wrong 🙏🏻

11/24/2019 8:25:03 PM itrusttheplan2 She better just go straight to Barr or shell get whacked.

11/24/2019 8:26:17 PM shari_todd Perfect placement🇺🇸👍🏼

11/24/2019 8:26:37 PM happykat9 👍

11/24/2019 8:27:03 PM asdasd26700831 Who is William's real dad?

11/24/2019 8:27:53 PM brainfreeze76 He used to be a member if you remember he tried to leave and they started harassing him and threatening him and all this weird stuff about him hit 

the media people breaking into his home stealing from him in mass. Etc

11/24/2019 8:30:00 PM shari_todd Vatican!!

11/24/2019 8:30:10 PM troglowbyte Recall English persecution of Catholics. In re to Henri-8, St. Thomas More comes vividly to mind.

11/24/2019 8:30:22 PM rebornkingent Bingo. They can’t do what they did with Savile and Charles.  Once can be oversight, twice is a pattern. So the Royals and the British press are trying to 

look decent. They MUST give up Andrew to appear legitimate instead of baby raping supporters.

11/24/2019 8:31:02 PM zerkuuqsena The Best Movie Ever.

11/24/2019 8:31:08 PM rebornkingent This is a narrative to save face for what happened with Saville and Charles.  Sacrificial lamb to save the whole system. This too shall fail.

11/24/2019 8:31:47 PM freeandoriginal Then she has already....

11/24/2019 8:32:05 PM drbohammer Yeah, that was pretty f’d up. Sir Thomas certainly did not deserve that

11/24/2019 8:32:23 PM drbohammer Saint, not sir

11/24/2019 8:32:40 PM 1ra_enelor No, not yet ✨ 

The ‘Biblical’ is MUCH bigger then this

11/24/2019 8:32:45 PM 63daryllee Well they do have it correct except for 1 thing

THEY the fake news are “This is extremely dangerous to our Democracy”

NO 

our Republic 

Disgusting Ken and Barbie dolls deep state C_A 4am talking point 

regurgi-traitors😡

#QAnon

#Epsteindidntkillhimself
11/24/2019 8:33:10 PM synackstatic Spawn of Vanderbilt infiltrated William. 

Clinton visit?

Vanderbilt and NY Central?

History with Pennsy? (yes)

What is CONrail?

Pennsy = Mellon, Frick, Carnegie

NY Central = Vanderbilt

tomatoes, railroads

And bedknobs and broomsticks.
11/24/2019 8:33:39 PM shari_todd Just like what Rick Perry said, “Happy that President Trump won, he is the chosen on”. Drop mike pic.twitter.com/3s89fB5J3X

11/24/2019 8:35:15 PM junglerednm Britain’s Tourist Attraction are disgusting scabs!!! All of em!!!

11/24/2019 8:39:22 PM lbf777 Lol exactly. That prince and all princes in these cults are all pedos.

11/24/2019 8:43:13 PM jlsharkey Is it this? pic.twitter.com/Ftf9cPlNRP

11/24/2019 8:43:18 PM sparkleloung That would be majestic

11/24/2019 8:44:44 PM jlsharkey Or this? pic.twitter.com/a01pCUpOzy

11/24/2019 8:46:38 PM jlsharkey Or this? pic.twitter.com/XxrUhFgR0E

11/24/2019 8:46:41 PM 1ra_enelor As Above, so Below

As Within, so Without

🦋

11/24/2019 8:47:43 PM 1ra_enelor All of the Above and More 💖

11/24/2019 8:48:12 PM nurseniceyes Would be cool if those are the names of the two Turkeys up for a presidential pardon.

11/24/2019 8:48:17 PM jlsharkey How many? When is collision?

11/24/2019 8:50:31 PM 1ra_enelor Let’s just say it is going to be a very hectic couple months and WE need to LOVE and SUPPORT Eachother ✨💖✨

11/24/2019 8:51:38 PM jeannefentress Oh God....not more "red shoes" on the supposed Vicor of Christ! 😈😈

11/24/2019 8:54:43 PM shorepatrol I'll bet.

11/24/2019 8:57:37 PM johnnyt_anon So what this tells me, is that the Royals probably cut a deal where they gave him up without a fight. 

What did we give up?

Truth & transparency?

Who did we agree not to go after?

What's up with Megan?

#QAnon

11/24/2019 8:58:14 PM howdoyoumakeah1 She was probably under witness protection

11/24/2019 9:01:11 PM wonderswords She'll be dead before trial, she's suicidal and doesn't even know it

11/24/2019 9:04:30 PM vkcube Royals still have too many pedos, Queen has to cover up but Brits are very pro-establishment, so not sure if any more pedos will be exposed?

11/24/2019 9:04:42 PM rebornkingent You speak of first contact. Will first contact be with a race that appears to be of African descent?



11/24/2019 9:04:55 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@HelloUncleDonny @irah_chandler @realDepIorabIe @big_simp @NSchlange @zagnett Exactly. How do you retain 

power ane minds of others? Information Warfare. Has Majestic 12 used a channel of Disclosure uncontrollable by ALICE? […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1198096683806138368.html …

11/24/2019 9:09:39 PM werascending Majic12 said religions we created to control People. Christianity, Judaism, Muslims.. etc. 🤔

11/24/2019 9:10:56 PM cocopuffster12 Otnay Igpay Atinlay

11/24/2019 9:13:03 PM johnsville14 Satan. William is a demonically crafted child. Born under all the occultic requirements for the Antichrist. There's a huge article about it by some guy, 

and Juan OSavin talks about it.

11/24/2019 9:15:07 PM decodematrix I'm not sure what Anglican means.

11/24/2019 9:17:31 PM kjoeberg Why do they broadcast it?

11/24/2019 9:22:11 PM sdane8 Tied to the church of England

11/24/2019 9:25:22 PM chilon_sparta Put 10 ppl in a room & they can't agree about the weather

Compromise them & suddenly all agree it's sunny 70 w/15mph wind

11/24/2019 9:28:42 PM djmanimidi Thankful for #PrinceWilliam

11/24/2019 9:29:01 PM werascending Wow!!! I have been listening to Dr. Lipton for some time now. What he says resonates with me. Seems like I was right!

11/24/2019 9:29:09 PM cagold3 I do not look at this guy as my Pope. Something very strange about this guy. Bad vibes.

11/24/2019 9:43:58 PM starehope A fundraiser for children's charity? Why are all (these-people) always raising money for kids? Rhetorical question.

11/24/2019 9:45:48 PM starehope Doubt that.

11/24/2019 9:46:45 PM big_simp Utter Bullshit

11/24/2019 9:49:24 PM big_simp The Hidden Hand material is def interesting.

Ive always thought it may be true - simply as President Obama [ supposed "baddie" ] was part of the Pegasus Time blackops according to Andrew 

Basagio

11/24/2019 9:55:05 PM scottdesigns  pic.twitter.com/Rnwb9h5jne

11/24/2019 9:55:19 PM scottdesigns  pic.twitter.com/oZ7Yihadgd

11/24/2019 9:55:48 PM peterluisvenero She’s already debuting with denial and claims of falsified photos.

11/24/2019 10:07:50 PM blaze_fiyah Uh oh 😧. Don’t get suicided😖

11/24/2019 10:08:15 PM pedro9475  pic.twitter.com/LmL3Ys1a6x

11/24/2019 10:09:43 PM cryptogamer11 Um 😐.....suuuuuuuuurrrrreeee. Not falling for it. Spin doctors can’t save this one folks. The whole royal family’s guilty. Nothing royal about them 

except they are royally sick!!! #EndTheMonarchy #EndTheMonarchy #EndTheMonarchy

11/24/2019 10:18:22 PM jfunder whitey

11/24/2019 10:21:10 PM kimberlyjoleon2 Bullshit.

11/24/2019 10:21:55 PM unstoppablencp Negative

11/24/2019 10:29:10 PM rallistiny Yes hanging from the ceiling was that real what is it

11/24/2019 10:29:38 PM oliheck Will he expose the real story of his mom‘s death 🤔

11/24/2019 10:33:48 PM luvsweetluv5 This is using the media to portray an image of William. Either it’s true and they purposely leaked this out or it’s totally false. Either way we are being 

manipulated. I think the entire royal family are corrupt.

11/24/2019 10:33:51 PM rallistiny They all going down

11/24/2019 10:35:46 PM pomeinnz Payback. 

#qanon

11/24/2019 10:38:44 PM awahpaho Wake up America

11/24/2019 11:15:25 PM chadtylernelson FBI? Haha,  like most I trust them anymore

11/24/2019 11:20:22 PM omatosix2ndtime Yeah right.

11/24/2019 11:25:25 PM rstarujo  pic.twitter.com/UgiYy13t4P

11/24/2019 11:53:08 PM maureen49480103 Ok so ghislane is harping on 1 pic but she destroyed numerous lives of young female children and who knows what else.  Sounds like the head bitch in 

UK is making her come out of hiding or else.

11/24/2019 11:55:37 PM goldyone5 I love how Chewie was given the medal of valour by TT-0 the other day.... epic and deserved. My ship is parked outside my(Solo) window & is waiting 

for me. Have to admit it makes me s little anxious.: been waiting on gettythat ship back and some.

11/24/2019 11:56:18 PM maureen49480103 Uh huh and what's to make us believe Prince William is any better?

11/24/2019 11:58:12 PM taitai78787 Yeppo pic.twitter.com/ibEvxNF1Ht

11/25/2019 12:00:11 AM susans_island #MSM IS DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY. 

ThanQ. #QSentMe 

WE MUST GET THE OTHER SIDE TO SEE THIS

11/25/2019 12:19:36 AM stephen77253331 She will get suicided...

11/25/2019 12:21:57 AM yokoke2014 Would this qualify as control? Would love more insight on this Majic12. pic.twitter.com/KY4eRlRe9Y

11/25/2019 12:24:26 AM brianbrido97 We need to rid ourselves of this cancer and only you can help, no others have ever been interested until Q

11/25/2019 12:31:10 AM biedaboo Oh dear.  She’ll be suicided soon.

11/25/2019 12:36:05 AM gardenlilac2 Oh, and it will surely be the truth, right?  Epstein is dead so all the vad behaviour will be attributed to him.

11/25/2019 12:36:05 AM beeonthebay King Juan Carlos of Spain

11/25/2019 12:54:39 AM laughingwolf11 But ALICE is true story. Lookup “White Alice“ in Alaska. Look how it spread across the planet. It’s AI that started as radar towers. It’s not a conspiracy 

theory at all. ALICE is SkyNet.

11/25/2019 1:00:08 AM davidfr00722636  pic.twitter.com/qdZZ8J2iX7

11/25/2019 1:08:44 AM the_loveoflight But how do you do this with a baby 😂

11/25/2019 1:11:40 AM laughingwolf11 So close to the Tetramorph. An ox instead of a reptilian. Hmmm.

11/25/2019 1:49:30 AM patriotmom7 #MadameX VOGUE.

11/25/2019 1:57:38 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph  pic.twitter.com/evAfhu4LVq

11/25/2019 2:03:22 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph That’s it. Not “I can’t” and instead “how can I?”

💗

11/25/2019 2:04:12 AM therealstevieb hasn't William been to Epstein island?.

11/25/2019 2:07:23 AM lightlove21121 Thankyou ⚔️⚔️⚔️

11/25/2019 2:09:05 AM tftakeaction Is she on suicide watch yet?

11/25/2019 2:19:45 AM foxybubba18 Don't be naive. 

Where there are kings and queens, the population are their subjects.

Will and Ginger nuts are in this up to their eyeballs. 

They are just trying to save themselves. 

#FakeQueen

#EnemiesOfHumanity pic.twitter.com/RqXCVl52u9

11/25/2019 2:30:55 AM w_ewere Strategic quarantine of Damage to wider Royal Family interests.

11/25/2019 2:33:22 AM jaynenotjanie I literally had to play that and pause it a couple times. Sick doesn't begin to describe this

11/25/2019 2:38:04 AM jaynenotjanie Gosh, Wills is so cool! And cute! And wayyyy better than his daddy...!!!. And he would never, never try to put a good face on the Royal family to cover 

up all their evils?!?!? Nooo. Of course not. It was just Andy...👿

11/25/2019 2:38:42 AM terryma28054564  pic.twitter.com/Ezp9zwS2XT



11/25/2019 2:40:26 AM esperan39183446 Tbh everyone that has to judge the way people share their inner opinion and thoughts should really question their own selfs on how ugly u r by being 

able to criticize n put people down so quickly should be ashamed. It’s no threat to society you guys just need to Stop being selfis

11/25/2019 2:49:40 AM lightlove21121 Yes we all do ❣️

11/25/2019 2:50:14 AM richard07759712 Thanks to his Mother

11/25/2019 2:51:05 AM johndancer4 parasite

11/25/2019 2:52:29 AM scents_common I'm worried for Thanksgiving.   Bad feeling of a major FF event.

🙏

11/25/2019 3:00:43 AM whiskey15503302 Probably ALREADY did...this is a movie we are watching. Future proves past.

11/25/2019 3:19:30 AM jacobcarman7 I like to remind folks we live in a republic not a democracy.

11/25/2019 3:19:47 AM craigsmiffy1 Or suicided by the Clinton's!

11/25/2019 3:20:16 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

11/25/2019 3:20:39 AM samsmith0319 Good...

11/25/2019 3:34:57 AM sterkinglights1 In the future this will all make sense. More so as events continue to move through the Q ue'.

11/25/2019 3:39:39 AM sterkinglights1 2793.

11/25/2019 3:53:36 AM babes44 Well, she'll be committing 'suicide' soon then.

11/25/2019 4:00:12 AM happykat9 #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/25/2019 4:06:02 AM tamravee PEDOVORES.... All the people we have been brainwashed to adore. pic.twitter.com/58Lvgca8Oi

11/25/2019 4:08:10 AM tamravee Supplier of children to hunt and eat for the "royals" pic.twitter.com/VxJxa3ek1m

11/25/2019 4:10:24 AM hambrickro 🤢 Shoes made with "special leather" 🤢

11/25/2019 4:12:27 AM texas_girl_13_ Now that makes sense.

11/25/2019 4:17:51 AM susiejustsayin Wow! MSM R like programmed robots all saying the same thing. I noticed this same thing when key words R used against the president. It is like in the 

morning they’re all given the same script from who? Soros? Where Rthey all getting the exact same words 2say. Not journalism 4sure

11/25/2019 4:18:50 AM rallistiny Where did the demon come from this is somewhat over my realm of grasping

11/25/2019 4:36:27 AM werascending Wow!!!! 😳😳😳

11/25/2019 4:47:03 AM sandytoes717 Yea coming out of hiding to claim the pic of her Virginia and Andrew is doctored. How is that biblical to try to cover a lie?

11/25/2019 4:56:39 AM pmeisenholder Have you ever the true story, "Our Brand Is Crisis", about the 2002 American meddling in the Bolivian elections?

11/25/2019 4:58:04 AM trollingmockin1 I don’t think any of the elite could be honorable. Don’t get your hopes up. Honorable elites are weeded out and have suicide accidents

11/25/2019 5:03:33 AM manifalcone Is this the same women? Asking for a friend. pic.twitter.com/0CL7fUKbbY

11/25/2019 5:04:50 AM tmallory8 Good!

11/25/2019 5:05:06 AM tomimac3 We are not a democracy but a CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC.  All Folks who are awake recognize these identical “talking points” as.....

PROPAGANDA!!!!

11/25/2019 5:06:56 AM carmindabrendel They’re trying to keep him clean to save the monarchy ... sadly even if he was a saint at this stage there’s too much blood , guts & flesh in history to 

save what’s left of the monarchy

11/25/2019 5:07:14 AM carmindabrendel Exactly

11/25/2019 5:07:33 AM eyeofgodhead 👁

11/25/2019 5:08:08 AM carmindabrendel Spot on “ Dianna” ... research her bloodline & name significance ... her death ritual

11/25/2019 5:19:26 AM michael81972 eu=521

rt=1820 pic.twitter.com/YQekEVVktD

11/25/2019 5:25:17 AM fansblowing3 Come on, child sex trafficking is the family’s business.  All of the royals are profiting off the sexual enslavement of our children.

11/25/2019 5:25:33 AM ynad18624302 This animal here...who or what is it...

11/25/2019 5:25:49 AM twinner53034734 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Andrew is the new family "BlackSheep"  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1198813959169687552 …

11/25/2019 5:31:52 AM fansblowing3 What the hell kind of art or entertainment was that?  #thesepeoplearesick

11/25/2019 5:34:18 AM jan_cois Are sure they aren't all robots.

11/25/2019 5:43:18 AM 2sentry1 @FBI is way too corrupt to handle this.  While they pursued bogus Russia collusion 1000s more paid American citizens in the Administrative State went 

to work for China.  See the U.S. Senate report @SenateGOP @SenateDems @senatemajldr @SenCapito @Sen_JoeManchin @realDonaldTrump

11/25/2019 5:44:45 AM 2sentry1 Where the hell was counter-intelligence?  A joke...

11/25/2019 5:50:56 AM michael81972  https://www.rt.com/usa/474235-trump-navy-chief-new/ …

11/25/2019 5:57:55 AM jazzbear09 Bill Maher, a political comedian. Has a weekly show on HBO. Years ago had a late night talk show on regular TV.

Wealthy, outspoken liberal. He has made a couple of movies/documentaries

Someone has posted a picture of him w/Playboy Magazine magnate,Hugh HEFNER,ran honeypot for CIA

11/25/2019 5:58:44 AM mattdubois137 He's just as corrupt. Willy was on the island. Willy and Harold both

11/25/2019 5:58:59 AM jazzbear09 Father and Son.

11/25/2019 6:00:28 AM shellymcgough Daughter of #PrinceAndrew to marry. He won’t be able to walk her down the aisle.

Royal family circling the wagons.

11/25/2019 6:09:26 AM starehope Ans in the end, she off herself. Tragic life. 😭😭😭

11/25/2019 6:11:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Actress reveals cult leader who hunted virgins on Tinder burned initials on her - World News - Mirror Online 

NXIVM https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/actress-reveals-cult-leader-who-20952362 …

11/25/2019 6:12:55 AM higherdensitees Been following M12 since they had well under 2k followers.  LOTS of great info indeed!!!

11/25/2019 6:13:53 AM mollybang That was his younger brother, Prince Harry, Duke of Sussex

11/25/2019 6:14:46 AM starehope And the one before. Gave me the creeps.

11/25/2019 6:15:00 AM bdam777 Needed virgins for sacrifice / spirit cooking, eh?

11/25/2019 6:17:23 AM _369311119 "Sarah appeared in sci-fi series such as Stargate SG-1 before joining the cult and decided to join it to boost her career when the work dried up."

11/25/2019 6:22:22 AM areckoningday First official US space ship! Founder of Space Force deserves at least that, right?

11/25/2019 6:22:44 AM starehope In all the photos I find of John Paul II he wears black shoes. Was he a decent man or did he hide it well?

11/25/2019 6:23:38 AM trollingmockin1 But this has faded from memory. Father and step mother were IN the sex cult. I wonder what Gillibrands upbringing was like? 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/politics/court-documents-reveal-gillibrands-father-worked-for-nxvim-sex-trafficking-group.amp …

11/25/2019 6:26:51 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

11/25/2019 6:28:19 AM bbobbio71 Optics, on our side or flipped?

11/25/2019 6:29:01 AM jspalding87 Where is Rainier now?

11/25/2019 6:32:17 AM starehope This is totally repulsive.

11/25/2019 6:32:44 AM areckoningday Like.. stacks and stacks of books thrown on a table to see which ones stick? Condensed down to the perceivably more digestible bits for mass 

consumption? 🤔

Maybe it's about Adam and Eve(Schiff).. #Biblical can mean MANY things! 

#TheTruthWillOut

#MakeJusticeGreatAgain

#MEGA

11/25/2019 6:35:37 AM havefaith_maga I would bet she has been arrested/questioned already.



11/25/2019 6:39:30 AM thereahempqueen all these girls that came out will out her as she raped them too

11/25/2019 6:39:44 AM starehope No doubt about it. Smoke screens!

11/25/2019 6:41:23 AM mollybang William was definitely old enough to know what was going on when she was killed, and I'm sure he led his younger brother through those hard times, 

so hopefully there is still good in both of them. I hope she instilled enough wisdom in them before she was taken.

11/25/2019 6:42:20 AM fansblowing3 “Sarah appeared in sci-fi series such as Stargate SG-1 before joining the cult and decided to join it to boost her career when the work dried up.”  Is all of 

Hollywood members of this cult?

11/25/2019 6:45:26 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/dCU6gUexLT

11/25/2019 6:50:37 AM djmanimidi Either way, glad the crown stood up to this and kicked the perv out

11/25/2019 6:50:48 AM sandi_619 good for him keep him away from his children!

11/25/2019 6:51:11 AM april10521252 #greatawakening #WWG1WGA @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 @55true4u @_00111111_ @cobrainfo1 @EyesOnQ @LoveBling6 

@VincentCrypt46 @JoanofAmerica @Jordan_Sather_ @CoreyGoode pic.twitter.com/sL2xfPt9Hr

11/25/2019 6:54:45 AM twilly18 did somebody hack this account? this is the 2nd tweet I can understand.

11/25/2019 6:59:00 AM drumsk8 EU

11/25/2019 7:01:42 AM _00111111_ good morn

11/25/2019 7:03:09 AM april10521252 Good morning! pic.twitter.com/2xn8fTL6kV

11/25/2019 7:06:12 AM hatcherworks Then they better have more bombshell proof then just a few photos.  Video, or DNA! Sick Bastards! Hear say just won't stand, as we see in this 

impeachment inquiry.

11/25/2019 7:08:21 AM bmj240768 The royals are satanic, they will throw anyone under a bus whom hurts their cause. They are all evil,  Jimmy Saville is the UK's Epstein, Saville had a 

close relationship with Phillip & Charles & trafficked children to them / elites. Link on Saville: 

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?50809-How-Jimmy-was-able-to-Fix-it---- …

11/25/2019 7:10:20 AM olivia_awaken 1 pic.twitter.com/FzmycAT76U

11/25/2019 7:11:00 AM olivia_awaken 2 pic.twitter.com/nA4pWSf0QU

11/25/2019 7:11:53 AM olivia_awaken 3 they are all actors reading scripts pic.twitter.com/lMqdfjFGS3

11/25/2019 7:12:29 AM olivia_awaken and they all get their 4 am talking points about what their headlines should be pic.twitter.com/nL0OOYAsRT

11/25/2019 7:14:12 AM bmj240768 Jon Wedger former UK Detective into Child Abuse, had his life ruined for daring to expose the trafficking of orphans by police to the elite in UK. 

This is global regardless of your country.

Jon Wedger Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z01qB-HeYV8 …

11/25/2019 7:14:17 AM cagold3 Popes dont retire like the last one. Something stinks in the wood pile and this guy way 2 political.

11/25/2019 7:34:41 AM wwg1wga93583681 that kinda jumped off the page there at the end pic.twitter.com/gRUOsNs0Wc

11/25/2019 7:34:51 AM girlawakeinca You know the puppet of mandatory vaccination legislation? Please tell him we will never agree to the forced abuse he proposes. Thank you.🙏 

pic.twitter.com/Ta1mp1y71E

11/25/2019 7:41:50 AM future_spacedad  pic.twitter.com/paLo3eTH7t

11/25/2019 7:59:52 AM carolva97910854 Well he wouldn't want Randy Andy upsetting his future kingdom would he!

11/25/2019 8:09:34 AM commonits They all drank the Kool aid.

11/25/2019 8:24:57 AM fugace1122 Well done

11/25/2019 8:29:27 AM djmanimidi That may be the case however we are near ascension.  These lower 3D vibes will not be tolerated as we moved forward.  Ask @david_wilcock or 

@CoreyGoode #ImWithAscension

11/25/2019 8:34:32 AM joeorbit well said friend.

11/25/2019 8:36:01 AM kathleen3693693 If you've done something bad/evil over and over, thousands of times, then it's probably very truthful when you say you couldn't recall any one specific 

incident. The @FBI had better NOT give these people their Clinton pass/coverup treatment. #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening @POTUS 

pic.twitter.com/Pz9ScwmKIN

11/25/2019 8:39:01 AM paula52958403 Speaking of FBI.. https://twitter.com/Paula52958403/status/1198982057898266629?s=19 …

11/25/2019 8:52:23 AM covertress You Are Watching A Movie 🍿

 https://youtu.be/irCIt7ro-U0 

What is the function of a movie?

Wake Up

11/25/2019 8:58:30 AM erock23175 Enough of them that Epstein could never stand trial.

11/25/2019 9:01:59 AM gpnavonod WEIRD UNCLE ANDREW.

Lots of families have one.... for holidays only.

 An the family Matrons keep them cornered . pic.twitter.com/k43IUXXPPo

11/25/2019 9:05:14 AM alinahere 😮

11/25/2019 9:10:44 AM trollingmockin1 I know this is old but it doesn’t matter. The end result is 8 no matter how you get there. 3+2+3+9 = 17 ,7+1=8or more simply 9 or any combination of = 

0 or 9. 3 +2+3 = 8  above 2+6=8.  Add that into the above equation and you get 9.

11/25/2019 9:24:48 AM _369311119 "our" IS-BE?

Oversoul? 

Does our IS-BE have a name?

11/25/2019 9:28:20 AM _369311119 Yes! 

"...when the work dried up..."

Strange word choice as compared to the rest of the article.

11/25/2019 9:29:42 AM rachaelangelm Alison Mack

11/25/2019 9:32:41 AM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/aC5lrY2AHS

11/25/2019 9:37:40 AM lala39766816 Wow bias like fake news?

11/25/2019 9:45:33 AM oolit you can tell by body language that quite a few giving that speech do not agree with it.

11/25/2019 9:48:11 AM danauito Let's absolutely balance those scales! https://orientalreview.org/2019/11/15/about-trump/ …

11/25/2019 9:58:05 AM mongrelglory I would think none of the Royal Family are "innocent".

11/25/2019 10:04:18 AM edsantora Hoping this is true. But time will tell

11/25/2019 10:08:41 AM herthressa Stand Strong & And Trust The Plan pic.twitter.com/zLxIaI5I2g

11/25/2019 10:22:32 AM nursewounds Disgusting. Children's charity decorations. 👀 pic.twitter.com/ck7kHEdwzE

11/25/2019 10:23:44 AM ctzn_soldier6 Ya know if we gave the Bible as much attention as we have Q, this all might have made a little more sense. Here I’ll prove it. “John 14:6 Jesus saith unto 

him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.” No code talk, no riddles, just FACT.

11/25/2019 10:31:08 AM conserv_chicky This is fucking crazy. Turn them off.

11/25/2019 10:34:39 AM conserv_chicky As told by them? Joe Biden also touted the same principals as the opposition party in Ukraine but sided with the other side in their coup. It’s what they 

do, not what they say. Watch Oliver Stone’s “Revealing Ukraine “ on Prime.



11/25/2019 10:44:42 AM smokewhisky Doubt it

11/25/2019 10:45:11 AM smokewhisky The FBI will bungle it

11/25/2019 10:56:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 More Polio Cases Now Caused by Vaccine Than by Wild Virus - The New York Times  https://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2019/11/25/health/ap-af-

med-africa-polio.html …

11/25/2019 10:57:03 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇💥RT💥🔥

 http://bit.ly/2OeugHT 

11/25/2019 10:57:04 AM bryceja68689884 I dont trust NYT for anything. So logic would say this is BS.

11/25/2019 10:57:49 AM laughingwolf11 And WE’re saying it started small and grew to the size of its connection today. The listening is it’s arms and legs. The storage of all our data being 

surveillance is its stomach. You forget how many work on it not understanding what it would become. 1st hand account.

11/25/2019 10:58:14 AM wickedmouse369 They need your consent to harm you.

11/25/2019 10:58:35 AM wiggley_dale Sorry this is truth #who admitted it.

11/25/2019 10:59:38 AM bryceja68689884 Do we have more polio now than bwfore the vaccine?

11/25/2019 10:59:41 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇👇💥RT💥🔥 http://bit.ly/2OeugHT 

11/25/2019 11:00:08 AM adsvel Those who were attacked first by Khazarian gang, through marriage.

11/25/2019 11:00:21 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/9Xppqw6Qbc

11/25/2019 11:01:01 AM bryceja68689884 I have learned to not trust the WHO as well. Active, practicing prescriber right here. And Im not sold on vaccines by any stretch.

11/25/2019 11:03:24 AM wiggley_dale Vaccine derived Polio outnumbers natural Polio now. It's a very interesting subject. Including DDT, Paris Green poison and reclassification of Polio like 

symptoms in GBS, and mylitis.

11/25/2019 11:05:33 AM wiggley_dale They have changed the rules, everyone needs to take notice. pic.twitter.com/drsYc143zW

11/25/2019 11:06:16 AM rachaelangelm I once spoke to a man whose father died from polio., He really lived that many times in his mind. What would he have done if his father had lived? 

There would never had been a Carnaval on HBO.

11/25/2019 11:07:02 AM laurabusse Hear hear

There's value in the Bible

There's good in the Bible

But it's ancient

Mistranslated

Misinterpreted

Altered

Added to

Deleted from

Not to be worshipped

God is

Everywhere

Everything

God is love

Wherever there is love

There is god
11/25/2019 11:07:26 AM laurabusse Exactly

11/25/2019 11:07:47 AM yustein Wow this time from MSM NYT!

11/25/2019 11:08:09 AM yustein  pic.twitter.com/Y4t79ZicPY

11/25/2019 11:11:35 AM bryceja68689884 Ahh, yes I see, and I agree. Any info from other than NYT on the subject?

11/25/2019 11:13:11 AM girlawakeinca The WHO is cabal. I’ve read in the past their PR writers simply write to the narrative their paid to via an interview on a previous EE. Spin doctors of the 

swamp cabal.

11/25/2019 11:13:39 AM wickedmouse369 Why my kids are homeschooled.

11/25/2019 11:13:57 AM laurabusse Basically

Episcopal is the American version of the Anglican Church which is the 

Church of England

Queen is head of the

Church of England

Or Anglican Church

It's basically Protestantized Roman Catholicism from when Henry viii broke away from rom Cath church so he could divorce
11/25/2019 11:15:03 AM hopitalc @RaderSerge

11/25/2019 11:18:52 AM debbiescholl2 Q sent me!

11/25/2019 11:18:54 AM youstinksoap Not surprised...

Off topic, do the turkeys represent the T2 signal? 😁

11/25/2019 11:20:00 AM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/ZchuDIXHqJ

11/25/2019 11:21:17 AM dcraelin @CroonerFriday @the_ArtWench  https://twitter.com/DCraelin/status/1146726595710767105?s=20 … @NanaEsther1939

11/25/2019 11:24:09 AM lhemom Never saw that coming.  😏🙄

11/25/2019 11:26:10 AM hollylandes Reminder to self to research Pink Floyd connection

11/25/2019 11:32:30 AM robmabe1 Reason... you believe ONLY liberal media is “fake news”.  Fox News and other conservative news stations ALSO distort the truth for their own bias.  

Thar makes YOU part of the problem.  I watch BOTH to find the truth in the middle somewhere. 🇺🇸

11/25/2019 11:41:59 AM fabulousmndance  pic.twitter.com/8bvGHMAt5v

11/25/2019 11:42:21 AM mongrelglory I'm a vaccine-induced polio surviver myself.  Got polio (transmyelitis) at age 4 from the oral polio vaccine used in Montreal in 1965.  They just called it a 

"bad batch" of vaccine. 😒  Fortunately I recovered the use of my legs after a period of several weeks of paralysis.

11/25/2019 11:46:37 AM atsaduk Thank g-d polio has been eradicated.

11/25/2019 11:48:38 AM mongrelglory They justify the use of the oral polio vaccine in 3rd world countries, stating the spread of attenuated (weakened) virus will help vaccinate family 

members who didn't get the vaccine themselves.  However it's well documented that virus particles in the vaccine regularly...

11/25/2019 11:49:00 AM trollingmockin1 Point taken but I don’t believe anything they print

11/25/2019 11:49:00 AM truthseeker805 Couple this with recent FDA concerns about viruses in vaccines.

11/25/2019 11:49:56 AM truthseeker805 My husband’s father died from polio in what was once Ceylon.  He was a marine.

11/25/2019 11:50:44 AM mongrelglory ...revert to a more virulent form which causes the disease!  Personally I think this is part of the Globalist's eugenics agenda.  They stopped using oral 

polio vaccine in Western countries a long time ago. 😒

11/25/2019 11:52:42 AM debby_villegas So there we have it. The future King William. I look forward to it.

11/25/2019 11:54:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns not welcome. https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1199031589252091905 …

11/25/2019 11:55:05 AM _the_psychonaut He will bite them

11/25/2019 11:56:12 AM 92michael Says Conan as he growls and bars his teeth!!!!

11/25/2019 11:56:32 AM nikoscali Can we sick Conan on all the traitors once they are exposed??

11/25/2019 11:57:37 AM ctzn_soldier6 Anton LaVey's The Satanic Bible, Lucifer is one of the four crown princes of hell, particularly that of the East, the 'lord of the air', and is called the 

bringer of light, the morning star, intellectualism, and enlightenment.

11/25/2019 11:59:08 AM whsthestorm who did 45 say conan would bite? who are clowns?...



11/25/2019 12:02:08 PM firemanjohn629 That bitch better be under arrest when she does so, since she raped as many as #Epstein did! Hope @TheJusticeDept and @FBI do a better job at 

protecting her 🙄

11/25/2019 12:03:36 PM lbf777 What about Mossad. Are they welcome?

11/25/2019 12:03:58 PM victorhbranger TRUE

11/25/2019 12:04:24 PM bladebel  pic.twitter.com/bVE1ZGRJM2

11/25/2019 12:07:55 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1199057007631896576 …

11/25/2019 12:08:57 PM mrcryptojones Imagine That!

Especially considering how broad of a definition and inclusive "Polio" is.

11/25/2019 12:11:08 PM baringmyclaws Then realize that it’s MUCH worse than they admit, and includes all other vaccines as well.

11/25/2019 12:12:24 PM baringmyclaws Then realize that it’s MUCH worse than they admit, and includes all other vaccines as well.

11/25/2019 12:12:35 PM yustein Not kill but disable let’s say... pic.twitter.com/RZt2Y6cd5u

11/25/2019 12:30:30 PM firemanjohn629 Question is who played the “key role” in covering for him this long?

11/25/2019 12:32:39 PM lorrainekaack I believe CDC and never NYT trash paper

11/25/2019 12:34:30 PM lycanthropical Conan is sayin where the bad guys I wanna rip som throat !! Handler sayin ,,, Timing Conan Timing , trust the plan !! 👍

11/25/2019 12:36:09 PM laurabusse Will and Ginger

LOL

11/25/2019 12:46:41 PM argozsmith HappyKat that is so disturbing. Looks like a woman hanging there. pic.twitter.com/hy3kPaVBTO

11/25/2019 12:55:55 PM whsthestorm questions illicit better responses from new eyes, but good response exactly what i thought too

11/25/2019 1:10:50 PM carol_beeee Twrrorists everywhere crying 🥳 

TY Conan! #DogsofTwittter #HeroDoggo #MondayMood

11/25/2019 1:15:20 PM patriottdefense 😆 things are beginning to make sense 🤐 I’m not saying shit

11/25/2019 1:22:05 PM kathleen3693693 White-haired Clown hiding behind @POTUS...

11/25/2019 1:45:54 PM kathleen3693693 Will the Clowns be put out of business? The entire world will be better off without them.

11/25/2019 1:49:43 PM tyst1ck Why is this being pushed in the media? Something's not right here.

11/25/2019 1:55:16 PM counterradical Duh! This is exactly the problem Vaccines loaded with crap

11/25/2019 1:58:04 PM eswaldor You have been Q'ed! Congrats!

11/25/2019 2:04:46 PM mamiemcclure17 Think Guillian-Barre Syndrome is a modern second name for Polio they don’t want to call Polio.  Horrible to witness. Knew a 21/2 year old woke up 

couldn’t walk suddenly with same type problems as Polio! Also witnessed other patients, a cruel ordeal.

11/25/2019 2:05:45 PM dianesaumure Beautiful work Conan, Mr President make sure he goes home with his handler when he retires please, oxo

11/25/2019 2:09:29 PM andrewbreitbar @FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs pic.twitter.com/CIK4rSu60D
11/25/2019 2:19:31 PM bdam777 Dirty dawgs

11/25/2019 2:24:31 PM sephorassievert Great!

11/25/2019 2:26:53 PM emmabharte I had copied that exact sentence too , the terrible editing ruined the subject matter!

11/25/2019 2:28:12 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/25/2019 2:44:09 PM graemepenny I AM IN FAVOUR IN BREAKING UP THE COMMONWEALTH OF COUNTRIES. 

Have had the same views for some time. 

GET OUT AND GET A JOB TO ALL YOU ROYALS

11/25/2019 2:49:00 PM scott_rick If Israel is saved for last, what about Antarctica? Do you have a plan for that yet.... I can help.

11/25/2019 2:53:56 PM kevinpaz822 #MondayVibes

11/25/2019 2:55:31 PM ofcbrianberrios The whole island is a stage prop!

11/25/2019 2:59:13 PM vexed761 The tunnels  what about the tunnels.

11/25/2019 3:00:04 PM samsmith0319 Great Thread and meme compares...Thanks!!!🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

11/25/2019 3:00:08 PM patriotswegoall Got a feeling they're not showing us everything.

11/25/2019 3:00:55 PM reyes4rr How do you spell "Operation MockingBird."

11/25/2019 3:01:10 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/25/2019 3:01:26 PM 077cxnnor Extremely dangerous to our democracy... Wow

11/25/2019 3:02:31 PM burgersandra @rafaelvelez3111 

This looong article deals with nationalism and 'Ukrainegate'. https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-trump-biden-real-story-behind-

ukrainegate …

11/25/2019 3:03:27 PM charpier3 All looks rather mundane, doesn't it? We are spared pictures that show the CCTV monitors of the underground passages, dungeons and dining halls full 

of naked people sitting on buckets.

11/25/2019 3:04:36 PM blacktharon Call me now madam cleo.

11/25/2019 3:06:33 PM charpier3 Not a prop, a working resort, 2here nubiles frolic for the sport of dirty old men, covering a fully functional underground slaughter house.

11/25/2019 3:07:25 PM helentheseeker thank you. love to you

11/25/2019 3:14:53 PM happykat9 Some say it looks like a demon eating an animal (goat), others say it looks like a human. And this is supposed to be a children's charity event 👹

11/25/2019 3:15:10 PM _369311119 “The people who can destroy a thing, they control it.”

11/25/2019 3:21:59 PM bollywoodbecky_ They’re name it now polio like virus.

11/25/2019 3:22:35 PM bollywoodbecky_ What year? The last polio outbreak in the states was from the oral vaccine.

11/25/2019 3:45:07 PM laurabusse Learn to observe Happenings

Not get caught up in them...

11/25/2019 3:45:44 PM asdasd26700831 😄

11/25/2019 3:49:00 PM mbkennedy1776 @shenah_free 👀😱

11/25/2019 3:54:19 PM bubblesburster ALICE tryna call red blooded human beings that they are ALICE!

Sneaky lil ALICE...

.@realDonaldTrump .@QBlueSkyQ .@11e1ev1n .@BerryDivine77 .@elonmusk .@99freemind .@Placebo90511492 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@aavelle

#Informatiomwarfare

#NotaRussianbot

#ALICEAI https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1199108156099645440?s=19 …

11/25/2019 3:54:19 PM michael81972 Sounds like the agent is you...Clown🤡

11/25/2019 3:54:45 PM laurabusse 😲

11/25/2019 3:55:02 PM michael81972 Hello ALICE



11/25/2019 3:58:20 PM happykat9 That's true, I can't find that video anymore. They slowed it down, frame by frame.

11/25/2019 4:02:11 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/25/2019 4:10:56 PM aprilbrown99 I love our President and lovely First Lady. ♥️♥️♥️

11/25/2019 4:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

11/25/2019 4:14:00 PM laughingwolf11 Hence the creation of memes to win psychological warfare by association of METAphors.

11/25/2019 4:15:05 PM aprilbrown99 🤗🤗🤗🥰🥰🥰♥️♥️♥️

11/25/2019 4:20:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/BmxaGnc8gz

11/25/2019 4:25:30 PM poppyslovecapu Q sent me!

11/25/2019 4:28:47 PM laughingwolf11 I only know a little piece about it b/c my a member of my family is getting Alzheimer’s and it’s been 50 years w/o being told it’s still classified, so I’m 

only slowly finding out myself.

11/25/2019 4:31:55 PM __jabird__ Tom Hanks

11/25/2019 4:34:09 PM __jabird__  pic.twitter.com/CzznsY2QTs

11/25/2019 4:42:51 PM vladwashington_ @IPOT1776 @MouthyBuddha @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  The final card in the Illuminati card game. 

Think mirror. 

#GreatAwakening

Either @realDonaldTrump is an illuminati puppet and the NWO is about to begin or ascend to the next level and fight evil on a galactic level  #qnaon 

God Wins pic.twitter.com/Ab3dqJ6R7C

11/25/2019 4:43:16 PM cstarr888 "Shedding"🧐🙏💖

11/25/2019 4:54:54 PM ofcbrianberrios What's your proof sonny boy?

11/25/2019 5:02:26 PM wolfspirit1 Who’s the guy? Looks familiar pic.twitter.com/qMTzI26vmT

11/25/2019 5:07:07 PM charpier3  pic.twitter.com/fGhXLxtHb2

11/25/2019 5:16:13 PM ofcbrianberrios Thats it? Pictures from undisclosed location.

My evidence 1:  https://youtu.be/VmgSM7lWRts 

My evidence 2:  https://youtu.be/sc0YoQUY9BM 

My evidence 3:  https://youtu.be/x-_QfhO-F60 

Thank me later!
11/25/2019 5:20:47 PM manriquetorres5 From

Before

Day

1

Psychology warfare 101

Accuse "the opponent"of your 

Shenanigans 

Psychology warfare 101.1

Confuse by flooding POV's

With "FakeNews/Entertainment"

Designed for division/anger

ReligionS

Global scale

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaraCarterDC

@realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1199128919330320386 …
11/25/2019 5:22:41 PM hyetech1 So tell me (Although I still think it’s wrong) did they kidnap these girls? People that don’t like their captors and their living conditions smile for the 

cameras while being in bondage Just asking😕

11/25/2019 5:23:42 PM citizencitizenc End the Monarchy. They're ALL satanic pedovores, many also elite gender inverts.

11/25/2019 5:23:43 PM nursewounds Disgusting. It looks like baby legs hanging down. pic.twitter.com/cjcNmFAAWF

11/25/2019 5:24:32 PM happykat9 👹

11/25/2019 5:29:36 PM lovebayhorses White Hxt???

11/25/2019 5:35:56 PM hamnitup Jesus!!! Wow

11/25/2019 5:38:57 PM charpier3 Nice work. It is all a deception to cover up its true function, most of which is underground.

11/25/2019 6:00:38 PM keith369me Hmm super model in her 40s vs Humpty Dumpty in her 60s...who wore it better lol...and how do you fix a poisoned brain?

11/25/2019 6:00:39 PM truthseeker805 His family is pretty screwed up.  His Dad left when he was too young to remember so somewhere between 1954 and 1957.  I have his death cert but 

too lazy to look!

11/25/2019 6:02:13 PM bollywoodbecky_ his dad got the sugar cube polio vaccine which is oral. Which caused polio. Sucks it’s happening again all around the world. Like we haven’t learned 

from our mistakes

11/25/2019 6:04:16 PM truthseeker805 Gotta control that population.  My husband's life could have been entirely different growing up.

11/25/2019 6:06:58 PM bollywoodbecky_ 😢

11/25/2019 6:14:00 PM madscientist Certain photos from your July 4th visit have gone.  I wish you could re-post.  I understand if you cannot.  Looking forward to the next one.

11/25/2019 6:18:58 PM lynnteague9 Screen #10 is them sitting on buckets, possibly fileting the bodies!

11/25/2019 6:28:54 PM doyouq Wowowowow!

11/25/2019 6:35:45 PM nschlange Are we supposed to trust the FBI now? Pretty sure I don't trust any of those alphabet agencies, especially them & the C_A

11/25/2019 6:37:46 PM conserv_chicky Ever wonder why 96% of all media was purchased and controlled by a small group of people? Hitler does.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentration_of_media_ownership …

11/25/2019 6:38:23 PM rebornkingent @AllahUniversal @NSA_QIL2 So one day after a Red shoe thread, MSM is trying to rebrand the meaning of Red Shoes. #ConciousnessGames 

https://youtu.be/AU9f8hSPIEQ 

11/25/2019 6:49:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Catholic priests in Argentina sentenced to 45 years for child abuse | World news | The Guardian 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/nov/25/roman-catholic-priests-argentina-sentenced-45-years-child-abuse-school-deaf …

11/25/2019 6:49:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Satanic cult fears in New Forest as animals are slaughtered and church sprayed with pentagrams https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10416065/satanic-

cult-fears-new-forest-animals-slaughtered-church-sprayed-pentagrams/ …

11/25/2019 6:50:20 PM mountainminder Timeline #ZERO

11/25/2019 6:50:52 PM djlok What young girl wouldn't be excited about having the chance to meet a Prince?  #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/25/2019 6:50:57 PM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/uhCcdwgPWu



11/25/2019 6:51:30 PM melony1975la Probably dumb bored kids. That will grow up to become mass murders . 😬

11/25/2019 6:51:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Donald Trump signs animal cruelty bill targeting 'heinous and sadistic' animal 'crush' videos | Daily Mail Online 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7725025/Donald-Trump-signs-animal-cruelty-bill-targeting-heinous-sadistic-animal-crush-videos.html …

11/25/2019 6:51:40 PM deitriechk Has there ever been a pope that wanted to tell us the truth?

11/25/2019 6:52:18 PM proudredrn Always thought William looked like Andrew. 🧐

11/25/2019 6:52:38 PM patriotddmaga Interesting that POTUS signs law today making animal cruelty a felony. Is it timing that affects something to do with Black Friday this week? Is there 

something more to this week/day than meets the eye? Any ritualistic occult activities that might happen on Black Friday?

11/25/2019 6:52:51 PM winstonsmith173 This, after the EO on Animal Cruelty?

11/25/2019 6:52:54 PM cledrordfishing Is Hopkins a good person?

11/25/2019 6:53:23 PM iheart_phalange GOOD, and interesting....

11/25/2019 6:54:10 PM aprilbrown99 Okay, this made me cry a little. Just when I think I cant love my President any more than I already do, he does something that just fills my heart with so 

much love and respect!  ♥️♥️♥️

Thank you @realDonaldTrump!  I love you Mr. President! pic.twitter.com/tqKaVjyEbJ

11/25/2019 6:54:29 PM mamiemcclure17 Wow, also marked 6FF, 666, what’s the sixth letter? F . These people are sick

11/25/2019 6:54:40 PM cronewaxing DEATH PENALTY!!

11/25/2019 6:54:59 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/02T9SsQNuA

11/25/2019 6:56:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1199049660637306887 …

11/25/2019 6:56:35 PM richardhiatt16 AIRBORNE!🇺🇸

11/25/2019 6:56:36 PM keith369me Sounds like a problem in your homeland @Pontifex ...see something bury your head?  Join in?

11/25/2019 6:56:58 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

11/25/2019 6:57:01 PM keith369me Not covered by MSM, duh

11/25/2019 6:57:06 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly! pic.twitter.com/8TT9ilBkHj

11/25/2019 6:57:43 PM keith369me Shortage of babies to sacrifice?

11/25/2019 6:58:01 PM pomeinnz WH clean

11/25/2019 6:58:15 PM aprilbrown99 OMG!  😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/m9kfgQtveU

11/25/2019 6:58:55 PM fansblowing3 Are sacrifices of animals just as good as humans?  🧐

11/25/2019 6:59:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent tweets all connected. 

Information Warfare. 

Enjoy the show...

11/25/2019 6:59:14 PM keith369me Which one is good?  The one that was supposed to die from cancer six years ago?

11/25/2019 6:59:31 PM ava_circles I wish I never looked up the definition of animal crush videos. We better pray people!

11/25/2019 6:59:40 PM djlok 5:5

11/25/2019 7:00:35 PM moemc8 Beyond words anymore.  This world is so full of evil.  Thank you @realDonaldTrump

11/25/2019 7:00:48 PM ebbpproductions Truth. 

#InformationWarfare

11/25/2019 7:01:38 PM keith369me Popes and animal cruelty connected.  Why am I not surprised

11/25/2019 7:01:53 PM arc4freedom Good!!! Q rocks!!!  http://Qanon.pub  http://Qproofs.com 

11/25/2019 7:01:57 PM drbohammer Ha! Like the Wizard of Oz. “Are you a good Pope or a bad Pope?” 😂

11/25/2019 7:02:59 PM allahuniversal From Wal*Mart to Walmart🔯, no matter how it's rebranded, it remains the same.

11/25/2019 7:03:51 PM keith369me Is DJT saving these for the impeachment “trial” in the Senate?

11/25/2019 7:04:59 PM domesticatedwiz What a show...

This is how it starts! Welcome to the intelligence game of power. Political swing...

Psychology 101

Motivation by;

Fear

Pain

Hunger

Mostly, FEAR
11/25/2019 7:05:14 PM n7guardiananon Sheep no more

11/25/2019 7:05:30 PM michael81972 Rothchild plantation?

11/25/2019 7:06:14 PM v_rags Brilliant as usual! 💫

11/25/2019 7:08:23 PM sunspot406 At this point, the Catholics should be able to get a list on "who hasn't".   For the protection of their children.

11/25/2019 7:09:00 PM nschlange I don't know what that is and for once, I'm not going to ask. Thankful that the President signed it

11/25/2019 7:09:57 PM iheart_phalange Possibly part of POTUS’s plan tying not only animal cruelty and sacrifice, but possible human torture rituals, sacrifice, sex slavery, and pedophilia. He 

declared a national emergency in Dec 2017 in response to severe human rights abuses and corruption. But, what do I know.

11/25/2019 7:10:02 PM rebornkingent Trump made animal cruelty a federal crime. I see why now.

11/25/2019 7:10:46 PM kathysmith2k7 Precisely the symbols are way off!

11/25/2019 7:11:06 PM aprilbrown99 Make it rain!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/26f6WXNcRh

11/25/2019 7:11:14 PM jvan125 👆🏻🎯

11/25/2019 7:11:35 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/DVtFlZXUeL

11/25/2019 7:12:44 PM kathysmith2k7 A distraction! pic.twitter.com/rKVFizBK26

11/25/2019 7:13:10 PM _doozier_ Lot of this in Yonkers area. Untermyer Park. Son of Sam's people

11/25/2019 7:13:44 PM domesticatedwiz  pic.twitter.com/DIoWJdpS3T

11/25/2019 7:14:07 PM carolroberts67 Best President ever for #WeTheDogs! pic.twitter.com/MRZxaElxzr

11/25/2019 7:14:21 PM wwg1wga17jcims Sick. Reminds me of what was happening in my area when I was a child. People trying to buy goats from my friends father and when he refused 

because he knew why they were angry. satanic worship being done in old abandoned churches. One of those being a known portal 2 hell they say

11/25/2019 7:15:10 PM keith369me First children, now animals...I guess [they] can still cannibalize each other.

11/25/2019 7:16:46 PM domesticatedwiz Funny but at the same time, not really! They will set a precedent, the sheep will run in multiple directions, scared!

This will allow more bullshit legislation and authoritarianism to take place in the establishments name...

One way or another, they create it

Order by/from Chaos

11/25/2019 7:16:51 PM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/QNRbOUpt3y

11/25/2019 7:18:42 PM kathysmith2k7 That too!

11/25/2019 7:19:00 PM allahuniversal Scapegoats

11/25/2019 7:19:19 PM mountainsblue 💖

11/25/2019 7:20:23 PM michael81972 Is Pepe Orsini the Grey Pope and king of the Holy Roman bloodlines?  or is this just ceyea disinfo to throw you down the wrong rabbit hole,  and could 

this be the [P]?

11/25/2019 7:20:46 PM blsdbe I love all youse guys so much!!! pic.twitter.com/aPVyKfFnaC



11/25/2019 7:21:24 PM blsdbe This is an EXCELLENT solution!!!

11/25/2019 7:22:17 PM v_rags 💜🦋💜

11/25/2019 7:23:32 PM covfefe_grande My President, too! Oh and Hillary’s 🤩 pic.twitter.com/npEyDrk7tj

11/25/2019 7:23:34 PM queenofstars13 We need a Baby Cruelty Law

11/25/2019 7:24:17 PM w_ewere We see how evil Satanists are when we consider such things, and then understand how Satanists hate all things that are true, beautiful and GOD Given.  

 Reminder of what President Trump just acted to protect.  Praise GOD for such a World Leader!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiGov0SVUIc …

11/25/2019 7:24:44 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/25/2019 7:24:51 PM patriotzunite  https://twitter.com/i/status/1199119587373129732 …

11/25/2019 7:24:53 PM untietounite I’m thankful I’d never heard of such a heinous thing and that @realDonaldTrump is our President and continues to rid the world of scourge and to 

protect innocents - both human and animal. 

🙏🏼Thanks be to God for @POTUS spirit, courage, tenacity and his continued safety.

11/25/2019 7:29:04 PM freestateojones We already know who wins. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1197329642287484928?s=19 …

11/25/2019 7:30:19 PM hoosier2019 🤔

11/25/2019 7:31:36 PM lbf777 I say stop paying attention to this fake show with fake stage actors and start paying attention to how the Gov is rolling out the Orwellian NWO 

systems. Look at the 5G genocide towers especially.

11/25/2019 7:34:04 PM rebornkingent @Keith369me I think law enforcement tracks animal mutulations. Usually serial killers especially in youth/ teen years... practice in animals first. I’ll put 

deep state satanists in the serial killer category. It’s another way of tightening the noose.

11/25/2019 7:35:09 PM bbobbio71 Yep!

11/25/2019 7:35:45 PM robertrkimball Only a hint. There's always two popes. Black Pope controls church business. White Pope is PR front for public view. Benedict was not charismatic/ 

sympathetic in role of white pope - PR fail.

11/25/2019 7:36:47 PM cosmic_engineer Not inverted...  Curious

11/25/2019 7:40:03 PM sterkinglights1 Your post was flagged as offensive. Time to readjust muh levels.

11/25/2019 7:41:24 PM neufeldtlyss17 😧

11/25/2019 7:42:53 PM blsdbe Ty!!!

11/25/2019 7:43:46 PM craigeyed @peta now hates animals.

11/25/2019 7:44:29 PM wickedmouse369 Hmmm... I'm starting to really enjoy this movie...

11/25/2019 7:46:48 PM allahuniversal That's probably going to be the only argument they could come up with to TDS this one

11/25/2019 7:48:05 PM sterkinglights1 Wwg1wga search

From:@ts_sci_majic12 isbe 

Hmmm interdestin.

Sick adults that's my feels. Or sick adults telling youth

11/25/2019 7:50:36 PM werascending Hell yeah! 👊🇺🇸

11/25/2019 7:52:21 PM werascending Agreed! He is THE MAN! I would take a bullet or 💯 bullets to protect him. He is LITERALLY saving the Human race!

11/25/2019 7:53:44 PM werascending WHAT!! Oh I can’t even look! I can’t even kill a spider or ant!

11/25/2019 7:55:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent Tweets.

Connected.

Spirit?

Cooking?

Is 45 about to make good on another promise.

3/6/39

369?

11/25/2019 7:55:09 PM werascending And I have not eaten meat for 26 years!

11/25/2019 7:56:10 PM teresaalmond 😢

11/25/2019 7:57:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ph https://twitter.com/RCAF_ARC/status/1198971034457784321 …

11/25/2019 7:57:30 PM amyx_stento WHHHHATTT? 🇺🇸👍

11/25/2019 7:58:03 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/37W6zan7XN

11/25/2019 7:58:06 PM _17patriot_ The animal cruelty bill was signed to stop this. Interesting #qanon

11/25/2019 7:58:19 PM rudedrew63 What is Ph?

11/25/2019 7:58:56 PM werascending I am on my knees praying for that, right now! To President Trump “Y U OU ARE MY ONLY HOPE”! pic.twitter.com/7cV8paWiJ2

11/25/2019 7:59:51 PM blsdbe Hey MJ! ThanQ for all you are doing. #WRWY pic.twitter.com/wgE5mFu40L

11/25/2019 8:00:59 PM allahuniversal  https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-about-democrats/ …

Read carefully knowing what you know now.

Predictable?

Moves & Countermoves.

Death Blossom.

Q#2980 pic.twitter.com/I8MAyTr1kg

11/25/2019 8:01:04 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/25/2019 8:01:07 PM aprilbrown99 Ph = Pedo hub ?

11/25/2019 8:01:52 PM 1ra_enelor Ph, for whom or what?

11/25/2019 8:03:15 PM bbobbio71 Annons, check this out!

Coincidence??

#WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

11/25/2019 8:03:31 PM michael81972 They are ‘basic’ training 😁. Oops wrong ph

11/25/2019 8:04:05 PM 1ra_enelor Man on far right is stepping on a black shiny rectangular cube...nothing like it no where else on floor...

Speaking of floor...the rug is WAY out of place/style...what is it covering?

11/25/2019 8:04:32 PM loveslife51 I hope so

11/25/2019 8:05:33 PM aprilbrown99 45 always keeps his word! ♥️♥️♥️ pic.twitter.com/LssZgW5C4C

11/25/2019 8:05:44 PM iamcornpop 369?

The monkey drank wine, the monkey went riding on the street car line. 

The line broke, the monkey got choked, 

And they all went to heaven

In a little row boat.

11/25/2019 8:06:54 PM michael81972 Phillipines?

11/25/2019 8:07:01 PM johnnymerckx Scary, Virgin Galactic link

11/25/2019 8:07:07 PM timkania me too! every night. it must end

11/25/2019 8:08:12 PM aprilbrown99 Timestamp 10:55 -> Qdrop 1055 ? pic.twitter.com/Kl2IauoUoN

11/25/2019 8:10:30 PM jeff90140499 Better get a bigger lifting body to get those folks into orbit!!! The Saturn V only had about 7.5 million lbs of thrust available at lift off!!

11/25/2019 8:10:46 PM nikoscali  https://breakingdefense.com/2019/07/space-force-what-is-it-good-for/ …



11/25/2019 8:11:59 PM margaretflana18 @realDonaldTrump   Sickening, isn't it ? How🔥HC's advisors🔥paid media journalists, to deliver🔥 her🔥🔥 (lies),talking points to the media. Day 

after day they🔥🔥lied, &🔥slandered the best President we could ever have,who is against Communism & New World Order in our country🔥 

pic.twitter.com/hQJVYtH728

11/25/2019 8:12:41 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/0WCciN5I3c

11/25/2019 8:14:00 PM irah_chandler Does trump have a Jesuit problem in the white house? 

Are the zionist/mossad in control?

Does the Kazarian mafia now have a play in Ukraine?

11/25/2019 8:14:38 PM bbobbio71 something odd about that picture

11/25/2019 8:14:47 PM sterkinglights1 How do you fix a poisoned society.

11/25/2019 8:15:08 PM rebornkingent It’s a damn shame, when black men can’t listen to black music. All day long murder murder murder.  Time for a diet. Let’s hope Q starts naming the 

people who control the entertainment industry. Oh wait, probably the same people. https://youtu.be/hU5ZjkZPSxw 

11/25/2019 8:15:56 PM starehope Strange how their not all in a specific position. Feet are not all at 90° angle not everyone at ease. One woman on left has feet turned inward. Two guys 

in the back look like they don't want to be there. Are these real military personnel?

11/25/2019 8:21:09 PM starehope The name tapes on the uniforms are not even correctly placed. Strange.

11/25/2019 8:22:34 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/551Q8VTjh4

11/25/2019 8:22:39 PM starehope Very off to me too.

11/25/2019 8:23:02 PM covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

5:5

11/25/2019 8:23:26 PM lisbet30025172 I didn’t even know people actually do that! Until I looked it up after I read your tweet. Pray!

11/25/2019 8:24:08 PM allahuniversal Music feeds the nervous system(s). 1 of the main reasons I make my own (Kosher), can only take so many spells & (((additives))) these days.

 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1199180262267068418?s=19 …

The other main reason is just plain compulsion. When I stop making music, shit goes horribly wrong

11/25/2019 8:28:11 PM gingifride PHoenician

11/25/2019 8:31:20 PM mongrelglory There are so many deeply disturbed people on this planet!  Makes me so sad! 😣

11/25/2019 8:31:56 PM jvan125 Based on some of the other comments I read to this (I have no idea if this is a legit group of military personnel or not...🤷🏼♀️), does Ph = Phony? 🤔

11/25/2019 8:34:52 PM bbobbio71 Guy w/ Lt blue shirt.  Light in his head rt side doesn't match.  (Photo shop)? Black tile right side...

11/25/2019 8:35:38 PM mongrelglory What's a "Space Flag" exercise?

11/25/2019 8:35:43 PM majic_eyes_qnly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@1_Decided_Voter

@AllahUniversal

@3Days3Nights

@aprilbrown99

@Toffer_Anon_369

@MoreheadPatriot

@goodmedicine4us

@zagnett

@hawkgirlinmn 

Should we bake majic breads???
11/25/2019 8:36:10 PM geno760 Another 3/6/19 is the pen. Q2986

11/25/2019 8:36:30 PM bbobbio71 I think that's something behind him

11/25/2019 8:37:24 PM bnvlnt1 Wellaware1 claims ear biometrics proves Johnathan Pryce IS Pope Francis..one of his roles in our actor-based reality. and claims many other actors 

work similarly. 

..but I’m sure there’s nothing to that. nothing at all.

11/25/2019 8:38:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly True, maybe it would be better to just make a separate /mj12research/ board on 8kun, or a page on Voat.

The chief disadvantage of this idea is that is separate to the only platform that Majestic 12 posts on; MJ12 would not post there. Q posts on 8kun, 

MJ12 posts on Twitter.

11/25/2019 8:39:25 PM nikoscali  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1073080071110443009 …

11/25/2019 8:40:16 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

11/25/2019 8:40:17 PM laurabusse I thought you loved your enemies

11/25/2019 8:40:46 PM bryceja68689884 17 people, ph=phobos?

11/25/2019 8:41:05 PM nikoscali Sorry for the annoying music ;-)

11/25/2019 8:41:56 PM laurabusse Only 45?

11/25/2019 8:42:04 PM mongrelglory You read my mind! 😆

11/25/2019 8:42:19 PM dchan51156939 We also need to do a better job of providing mental healthcare services. People who are their right mind don’t hate, hurt and kill. It is a terrible cycle.

11/25/2019 8:42:44 PM twilly18 he got his account back! I don't understand this!

11/25/2019 8:44:37 PM laurabusse And beyond sad...

11/25/2019 8:45:46 PM laurabusse Why? Why? Why?

11/25/2019 8:46:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly The Tor version of 8kun is extremely resilient. It will be strong during the Storm. Plus there is less censorship on 8kun than the massive amount 

currently going on right now on Twitter. I would like some other autists/anons' feedback for this idea. Also, I'd need some help

11/25/2019 8:48:47 PM laurabusse Let the punishment fit the crime

11/25/2019 8:53:54 PM werascending YES!🙏🙏🙏😇😇😇

11/25/2019 8:55:12 PM doyleglobal Ours .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Ours ⏳  https://twitter.com/TheRichardDoyle/status/1199106213868261382 … pic.twitter.com/vKUcPHyKip

11/25/2019 8:57:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q, can you give us your thoughts on this matter? Perhaps by a double-meaning in one of your next few posts? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, what do you think? As far as I understand, Twitter is superior for communicating & interacting w/ others and 8kun is superior for 

researching & digging.

11/25/2019 8:58:37 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for the invite and including me...but I will need to pass.  I am sorry. 😞😊😉

Not sure if you were aware but MJ has already backed up their account thru March 2019 here:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

💗💗💗



11/25/2019 9:03:15 PM irah_chandler On that same note.

What is the purpose of 5g?

Why does 322 skull and bones hold so many high ranking positions appointed by the president?

11/25/2019 9:06:57 PM steelergirl777 We know who prevails in the end and its not torture loving evil freakazoids! It's Jesus Christ!🙌

11/25/2019 9:13:05 PM sdane8 I'm with you! 😪 The comments are information enough.

11/25/2019 9:13:57 PM litecoin_bull phone home

ph

Disclosure getting closer!? 🧐🤔

11/25/2019 9:25:47 PM 5slzxohbvtmqxfu Believe me...I have! 🙏🏻🙏🏻 And I’ve been including ALL of God’s creatures to be protected from these satanists. It makes my heart cry.

11/25/2019 9:26:23 PM sdane8 Until you find out, like it sounds she did, they become "monsters." Imagine being them not being able to turn to anyone. They would know how 

powerful JE was, friends with Princes and Presidents. No one would have believed them had they tried to disclose. 😪

11/25/2019 9:26:44 PM sdane8 For now ...

11/25/2019 9:29:01 PM agentmyami Seth Rich?

11/25/2019 9:31:08 PM allahuniversal  https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-about-democrats/amp/?__twitter_impression=true … 

pic.twitter.com/KgN3Nl6r6J

11/25/2019 9:52:32 PM whitneydlw10 Uh oh Billy!

11/25/2019 10:04:47 PM susancturlingt1 Who is she

11/25/2019 10:06:55 PM _a_quila Could 3/6/39 be 12/6/2019?

11/25/2019 10:09:02 PM allahuniversal Possible

11/25/2019 10:12:38 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Nooooo you did it?!!! 😱🙈 The title was enough for me......I knew I wouldn't be able to sleep if I did!!!

11/25/2019 10:15:35 PM evak93051546 Yup 👹

11/25/2019 10:17:15 PM _andy_walker_ The current Pope v the last Pope? That last Pope we had was straight up evil! Anyone who couldn't see it in his eyes was specifically ignoring it!

11/25/2019 10:17:35 PM starehope Street light?

11/25/2019 10:18:52 PM _andy_walker_ This isn't the work of a Satanic cult. I'd be willing to bet a few grand that this was the work of some stupid and possibly inebriated teenagers. Probably 

some asinine youtube challenge.

11/25/2019 10:24:19 PM kekfreepress Tumblr refugees take note. It's only a matter of time....

11/25/2019 10:27:04 PM irah_chandler True but we're just talking about intersections and merging

11/25/2019 10:29:54 PM ptamait The wonderful, and smart Conan! ❤️

11/25/2019 10:56:35 PM brad34351293 Is it just me, or does Melania look a bit timid of the dog. She is a good distance away & just seems nervous

11/25/2019 10:56:49 PM rghardy3 Eyes Open for Q drop #3639

5:5

11/25/2019 10:58:39 PM ggcheri The goose drank wine...

11/25/2019 10:59:18 PM justanarcher What do you do if you want to run someone out of town?

11/25/2019 11:00:22 PM believe_coach Space flag! https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1073080071110443009?s=21 …

11/25/2019 11:02:54 PM believe_coach Hence @POTUS @realDonaldTrump new legislation today on preventing animal cruelty.

11/25/2019 11:09:50 PM 4mankindq I’m sure she’s happy with her article 😏 https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1199209846001680388 …

11/25/2019 11:10:15 PM tenn_rich Baloney... in the same breath she said that the photo of her, and their victim was doctored. There is NO truth in this creature. Evil does not know how 

to speak the truth. The Devil can cite scripture, but he’s still the Father of Lies.

11/25/2019 11:22:29 PM rghardy3 Ph > water acidity

Is it wet yet ?

watch the water

11/25/2019 11:24:47 PM pillhard Like who?

11/25/2019 11:40:26 PM cannafrom Wtf

11/25/2019 11:41:28 PM antarantanka And lovely Commander Lila is with them all! pic.twitter.com/FSRHHV7Qpg

11/25/2019 11:48:01 PM weediblue @Do_Or_Do_Notty @Telford_Russian @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Helenhaynes63 @NJamesWorld @LoveBling6 @woodpecker785  

This needs to stop. https://twitter.com/radisson52/status/1199087305107083266 …

11/25/2019 11:51:47 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/25/2019 11:52:18 PM samsmith0319 Good...

11/26/2019 12:02:37 AM q_patchouli Yup ...you had it right the 1st time. Clones and pedo clowns need to be put to death for crimes against humanity and the rest locked up safe 4ever

11/26/2019 12:03:06 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vile Beast!!!

11/26/2019 12:07:09 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

11/26/2019 12:14:38 AM lightlove21121 I can smell them already 😏

11/26/2019 12:16:10 AM shawnapichler New Forest is mentioned in the RAINS list by Dr Joan Coleman.  Culverley Old Farm, Penerley Lodge

11/26/2019 12:28:39 AM mikewilliamsog 3/6/39 = 12 - 9

Date the IG is reportedly dropping 🤙

11/26/2019 12:39:57 AM compassionkarm1 😭video cameras and catch those psychopaths !

11/26/2019 12:40:20 AM compassionkarm1 👏

11/26/2019 12:40:50 AM q_patchouli I did not think there were any good popes?

11/26/2019 12:41:37 AM bfdickthatshit Your comment gets hidden by twitter. Too on the mark. The truth is what they fear

11/26/2019 1:07:09 AM lightlove21121 💧💙💧



11/26/2019 1:13:31 AM kidge6 I had a thought tonight, I’d like yalls perspective on:

Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

As above, so below.

One of them isn’t true, or is it? Or?

@TirsohCartoons

@hawkgirlinmn

@aprilbrown99

@cstarr888

@JuliansRum

@KibBitzLaw

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Turboxyde

@ZENandTAO
11/26/2019 1:17:14 AM w_ewere Dear RKE, not necessarily.Children exposed to satanic rituals may mimick rituals to normalise them. Psychopaths often enjoy cruelty to animals at a 

young age even without exposure to satanic rituals. They are not necessarily "practicing".Serial Killers may overlap either or both.

11/26/2019 1:26:54 AM anitabutterfly Like this: pic.twitter.com/o8MprQn0YL

11/26/2019 1:34:32 AM unitedredwhite1 As an animal lover this is beyond comprehension. How? Why? What is wrong with these people? Okay they're sick but how do you ever heal someone 

that has it within themselves to do this?

11/26/2019 1:37:43 AM michael27432362 I do hope he can.

11/26/2019 1:53:42 AM crypto_relapse The hampstead kids weren’t lying, it’s so much worse than most of us imagine.

11/26/2019 2:15:39 AM gaming54560054 Rebel ZACH VORHIES EXPOSES Google Empire Agenda [Part 2/3] | Edge of Wonder  https://youtu.be/i4iRy_YF-GY  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wth

11/26/2019 2:42:41 AM nabonnand Look carefully in the background. What’s up with all the white circular objects? There are smaller ones too. May be taking some of the hidden 

technology craft we have for a spin. 👍🏻

11/26/2019 3:03:27 AM nabonnand I’ve always told my husband that if I saw someone hurting an animal it would drive me 2 violence trying 2 rescue it. Then I found out what they do to 

children 2. I want these evil people locked away 4 life. There is no reason they should be lurking in our society. Sick & Evil.

11/26/2019 3:18:35 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

11/26/2019 3:19:37 AM timeforarrests This is Satanic ritual abuse.

11/26/2019 3:22:06 AM argozsmith @POTUSPress @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @RealCandaceO @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @Tiff_FitzHenry 

@RepMattGaetz @PressSec @GOPChairwoman @chiefpolice2 @GOPLeader @Thomas1774Paine @RyanAFournier @w_terrence @TheCollectiveQ 

@martingeddes #Winning #qanon2019 https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1177392092739358720 …

11/26/2019 3:32:19 AM luckydbldd Good for Argentina,  all these Creepy Priest Pedos Worldwide need to be handled the same way !!

Maybe life without Parole is more my preference!

11/26/2019 3:33:21 AM ncpatriot6 Do you really believe the New York Times?!  Polio is linked to the use of DDT... and we trusted our government!!! https://youtu.be/6RY2J1KVeco 

11/26/2019 3:33:39 AM eewwanon @realDonaldTrump #Qanon @DonaldJTrumpJr @parscale Retweet this. Make it viral. This is pure gold! @NSAGov @USArmy @SirHublife 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1199282387303071745 …

11/26/2019 3:53:48 AM tirsohcartoons As above, so below sounds nice at first, but it is associated with all sorts of interesting things that are misdirections. I am not one to trust The Emerald 

Tablet, or mysticism. Certainly there are connections, but this can be a case of too simplistic a view being taken too far

11/26/2019 3:55:46 AM tirsohcartoons way too often. Certainly it likely has several good uses, but it is something I do not trust way too much.

Absolute power does corrupt. There are lots of checks and balances on the other side. As they have more power than anyone, they would then be 

more at risk.

The reality is

11/26/2019 3:59:11 AM tirsohcartoons that this is also a simplistic view, but a far more reliable one. Love may not conquer all, but it is used a lot to counter the very real effects that power 

has on corrupting us. There are loads of checks and balances to make sure power is not abused there. Even at that, it still

11/26/2019 4:01:29 AM tirsohcartoons is a concern that is dealt with at many levels on an ongoing basis.

If you see the cartoon that references a position on the other side called an "auditor", that is not fiction. There is such a role, and it is not all that 

common from my understanding. I was trained for the

11/26/2019 4:01:41 AM irishtweedledee Those white spots in the windows look like spotlights?? Is that even a real background??

11/26/2019 4:03:10 AM tirsohcartoons role of auditor actually. I do not know if they still plan on having me fill that role when I get back or not, but last I heard, they still were planning on it. I 

hope they change their mind, because that is not a quick task.

Whether me or someone else, that is one of the many

11/26/2019 4:03:40 AM tirsohcartoons checks and balances our system there has to counter the abuses that power can so easily bring.

11/26/2019 4:15:32 AM covertress 💯

11/26/2019 4:37:24 AM fansblowing3 The sacrifices and spirit cooking/cannibalism is the Vatican’s agenda.  Child sex trafficking organization is a different operation.  But they worked 

together.

11/26/2019 4:39:33 AM hawkgirlinmn Both are true.

11/26/2019 4:40:12 AM fansblowing3 Q is only at post 3636.  Are you predicting Q’s future post 3639?  🧐. It will have majestic numbers and will be a majestic post for sure 👍

11/26/2019 4:46:42 AM momekool1 Where is the Pope from again?

11/26/2019 4:49:24 AM momekool1 Why does this feel like s magazine feature instead of something about a pedo??

11/26/2019 4:54:55 AM cosmic_engineer I used to like Hopkins a lot.

Seem to be batting 100 for liking 🦉

11/26/2019 4:56:48 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/CtyxOFlEEL

11/26/2019 4:56:52 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/UyVxDUq2Ae

11/26/2019 5:18:11 AM bbobbio71 light reflection

11/26/2019 5:18:19 AM bbobbio71 18

11/26/2019 5:34:51 AM schneppjennifer Phony was my first thought.

11/26/2019 5:45:02 AM dchan51156939 Sadly, you are not wrong. 😢

11/26/2019 5:48:05 AM peterluisvenero Yaaaass!!!



11/26/2019 5:48:46 AM nabonnand Ever heard the song “Every party has a pooper that’s why we invited you”? Haha. I thought it was reflection at first too, then I was hoping we were far 

enough along in the movie our White Hats could throw something in the cabal’s face as a big message they lost. Memories of 7/4.

11/26/2019 5:56:52 AM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/Tmsi2JOJcK

11/26/2019 5:59:00 AM alisledgon Where is @Pontifex from??

11/26/2019 6:01:27 AM laboutmeal Great comparison! Shows what our President and First Lady puts up with every day! Thank you!

11/26/2019 6:05:38 AM rawphonegirl If not life in prison, then death. There is no rehabilitating these vile creatures.

11/26/2019 6:06:14 AM conserv2mysoul #IsraeliMossad terrorize the world. 

#911 was Mossad/Israel an inside job.

The motto of the @mossad is probably the most disgusting secret service motto in the world, it is,

 

"By Way Of Deception, Thou Shalt Do War."

#IsraelWillBeLast

@realDonaldTrump

@Israel
11/26/2019 6:09:28 AM covertress Promises Made, Promises Kept pic.twitter.com/1y0wkqX24o

11/26/2019 6:12:28 AM turboxyde Operation New Star has commenced.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/c1LRKP53ee

11/26/2019 6:12:46 AM covertress #VforVendetta pic.twitter.com/yTfEkG9C7b

11/26/2019 6:15:26 AM mohammad700n #restart_opposition pic.twitter.com/DUtwp1JxKc

11/26/2019 6:19:02 AM 4rgod2 Q sent me. pic.twitter.com/LLPFiyKpNx

11/26/2019 6:31:43 AM alinahere Well, imho... at least part of it. Like Backup. 😉👍

11/26/2019 6:34:05 AM sheerglee1 Read the thread...it is ENLIGHTENING !!!

11/26/2019 6:34:32 AM wideawa26871633 Those We Trust the Most...

These people are sick.

11/26/2019 6:37:55 AM laboutmeal 👍✅

11/26/2019 6:48:09 AM orr_ru Thought it was Dallas Cowboys mascot 😱😱😪😪

11/26/2019 7:13:24 AM bbobbio71 🤔🤔

11/26/2019 7:18:01 AM trump_alliance But this serves to expose the public to the terminology to the narrative so they are prepared for more to come 

Thanks @NSA_QIL2 & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#PatriotsUnited

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1199165134783959041 …

11/26/2019 7:24:56 AM gwoojunior Trust the plan.

11/26/2019 7:25:43 AM whsthestorm Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 im asking for a favor. Can you post the link to the video of the Epstein accuser lawyer talking about how trump helped them in 

2012(?)? I remember seeing it a while back, and it is very powerful to all eyes. Of course it is extremely hard to find.

11/26/2019 7:36:19 AM zagnett This is a good point. ☝️

11/26/2019 7:50:24 AM rudedrew63 Isn't Argentina where @Pontifex is from

11/26/2019 7:57:32 AM donald2979 Surprised that Epstein even bothered to wear clothes at all.

11/26/2019 8:01:39 AM donald2979 The tunnels got filled in a couple years back to the tune of $29 million. You can Google it.

11/26/2019 8:03:13 AM donald2979 Why buckets? Easy to wash off the blood?

11/26/2019 8:12:23 AM daveo6145 Litmus test?

11/26/2019 8:18:02 AM reasonrhymes Do not pray to Trump. He is not your only hope. He is a vessle used by God. Pray to God. In the end, God throughChrist Jesus, wins.

11/26/2019 8:25:22 AM fansblowing3 👀 pic.twitter.com/xTkUgv8RBc

11/26/2019 8:34:43 AM langen_nadine  pic.twitter.com/JiaEe3qBGA

11/26/2019 9:11:07 AM daveelton33 Pizza for the Pontiff?

“No, I’m full.”

11/26/2019 9:14:55 AM giediknight took you a while to get back with your well thought out reply.... I wish I was a Paytriot, but I'm not that sophisticated to run a pay for play website lol.

11/26/2019 9:19:35 AM mearareed They are underfunded and don’t have time to do the research required to provide the public with a complete picture of all available facts. That’s why 

it’s important that there is transparency in government (local & federal), so local stations can report basic facts to the public

11/26/2019 9:45:38 AM melony1975la If they had been Working a "slave job" , they wouldn't have been there to do such idiotic things.

11/26/2019 9:52:24 AM majic_eyes_qnly This was an idea I had. I could learn to make bread within /qresearch/ but I would not be the right person to start a whole new Board for Majestic 

there. I think it should go through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 first as to whether it's the right thing to do - or to STAY here on Twitter w/ MJ

11/26/2019 9:54:39 AM majic_eyes_qnly Agreed. I don't have the know-how to start a new board though. Could start a bread within the existing board, but that's a smaller deal.

11/26/2019 9:59:44 AM cindylee81 There is that beautiful women again! She was with Trump for Space Force signing!  Beginning to think she is from ‘somewhere’ else perhaps?!?

11/26/2019 10:15:57 AM brangusjimmy I agree. I’m also a full stack engineer by trade so I can make a website/web application if needed.

11/26/2019 10:20:19 AM majic_eyes_qnly Thanks, man. Interest in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been rapidly expanding. The question is whether it is justified to parallel that expansion by extending 

MJ12 research onto another platform or two. The disadvantage of doing so is it could tend to 'divide' us, which is NOT my intention

11/26/2019 10:21:23 AM allahuniversal I've done it before (it's long gone now), yet they're still subject to CM's approval. Your idea would likely pass the test and last.

11/26/2019 10:22:56 AM majic_eyes_qnly I mean, I could probably do a bad job at starting a new board. But it's more about looking ahead and thinking about the future responsibilities of 

maintaining that board w/ a spirit of faithfulness to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. "With great power comes great responsibility." - Stan Lee

11/26/2019 10:23:16 AM majic_eyes_qnly Is it hard to do?

11/26/2019 10:28:54 AM werascending Acid or Alkaline?

11/26/2019 10:30:35 AM majic_eyes_qnly That is, start a new board

/majestic12research/

11/26/2019 10:31:23 AM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/XLo23elcO6

11/26/2019 10:32:20 AM markjohnt2 That view overlooks the parking lot and the airport.

11/26/2019 10:33:33 AM allahuniversal This is the whole process

As long as you keep track of your password and shared secret (I didn't), good to go pic.twitter.com/UvD9aYkDt1

11/26/2019 10:34:19 AM lorirrr No kidding...

11/26/2019 10:36:36 AM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you.



11/26/2019 10:39:29 AM blsdbe #WRWY

11/26/2019 10:41:01 AM markjohnt2 It is. In the middle to the right is Raymond, current commander of AF Space Command and US Space Command (4-star).

11/26/2019 10:42:19 AM markjohnt2 To his left is Wilson, Vice Chief of Staff to Goldfein (not pictured).

11/26/2019 10:44:47 AM markjohnt2 Looks legit to me - some are easy to look up (at least the US ones). Not sure what he means by Ph, however.

11/26/2019 10:48:27 AM sugarskulltris I watch your videos every day @RedPillKen

11/26/2019 10:50:15 AM toffer_anon_369 copy THAT

11/26/2019

3/6/3/9

#MajesticDay

11/26/2019 11:05:30 AM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1199402811143917569 …

11/26/2019 11:15:29 AM werascending 👏👏👏

11/26/2019 11:20:45 AM westmount_d7 😘🙌

11/26/2019 11:34:20 AM majic_eyes_qnly A large part of what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts about is either about Q or directly related. Some anons considered them  controversial on the past, but Q 

directly linked to their account a few days ago (Q #3614). It should fall within the scope of /qresearch/ but especially now....

11/26/2019 11:36:55 AM majic_eyes_qnly After Q made that post, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12’s first post was ‘5:5’, a reply to Q. The. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ‘liked’ a post on Twitter which said “Q sent you 

here for a reason... dig into Majestic 12’s posts.”

11/26/2019 11:38:01 AM kidge6 Yes. We have those also. Easily circumventable.  But, it’s different than it is here.  I hope.

11/26/2019 11:38:50 AM kidge6 Do I understand that you may be placed in a role that you don’t want?

11/26/2019 11:40:52 AM majic_eyes_qnly *Then not The.

11/26/2019 11:42:09 AM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome

11/26/2019 11:48:18 AM johnsville14  https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=2+Samuel+3%3A6-39&version=KJV …

11/26/2019 11:49:34 AM 3rdeyeview55 Pardon my ignorance and I’m wondering if I should be even asking this question (yikes), but what are animal ‘crush’ videos? Be gentle.😕

11/26/2019 11:52:06 AM cindylee81 Yes! I see her too !

11/26/2019 12:12:06 PM spillertkx @Matthew8119 to go along with that fake news post you tweeted

11/26/2019 12:13:39 PM nikoscali You're better off using your imagination... trust me.

11/26/2019 12:16:10 PM tirsohcartoons I would rather not help in the role of Auditor, but it is not the type of thing to pass on. It is too large a job to want to do, but too much of an important 

thing to pass on if it is needed. Yes others come along, but it is not easy to get one.

11/26/2019 12:27:24 PM 3rdeyeview55 Thank you for not going into detail. 😉😊

11/26/2019 12:31:36 PM denise_1967 Their dangerous the Corrupt media.

11/26/2019 12:35:57 PM turnerwildman I am being shadow banned again. Please follow and RT thank you

11/26/2019 12:42:57 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👇👇👇

We are awake and we see thru this BS!  https://twitter.com/FDA_Drug_Info/status/1199316853136515072 …

11/26/2019 12:55:07 PM nikoscali It's something you can't unsee! #ThesePeopleAreSick

11/26/2019 12:59:03 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yup, that’s what I thought. It’s bad enough how they treat babies, before AND after they (re)enter this realm. There are some visuals I don’t want to 

have.

11/26/2019 1:13:05 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

11/26/2019 1:13:42 PM marnisheppeard Why are they all white and mostly male?

11/26/2019 1:14:40 PM compassionkarm1  pic.twitter.com/DarrlYb9yo

11/26/2019 1:32:19 PM wonderswords The Pope

11/26/2019 1:50:51 PM dasha_dagmar Love you so much my POTUS I wanna cry ❤️... bless every step you put your feet. Thank you for every animal in this word 🙏🙏🙏😛 

pic.twitter.com/8Hay51GXhA

11/26/2019 1:52:18 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/f7ox0qQUos

11/26/2019 2:04:49 PM wild8heart Did someone say Ancient Greece?

What is diplomacy?

11/26/2019 2:56:21 PM keith369me NXIVM/Epstein in the public consciousness...is a third big one on the way?   Triangulation would be impossible to ignore.   

https://nationalfile.com/exclusive-former-nxivm-members-and-employees-describe-clinton-connected-satanic-cult/ …

11/26/2019 3:00:33 PM trollingmockin1 I don’t think it’s a bad idea but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 states that their mission is separate and after Q.

11/26/2019 3:01:06 PM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/26/2019 3:24:53 PM mntcol Thank you. I have heard of the Black Pope but never knew about him or his role.

11/26/2019 3:31:42 PM kathleen3693693 For MJ12 to answer only: Temporal war going on?

11/26/2019 3:33:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Promotions" https://twitter.com/dalykyle/status/1199382767076888577 …

11/26/2019 3:37:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Miami agents probe Craigslist ad for sale of newborn baby | Miami Herald https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/crime/article237751089.html …

11/26/2019 3:38:50 PM matsols91809275 Samuel 3:6-39......?

11/26/2019 3:39:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 year later, mystery surrounds China’s gene-edited babies https://apnews.com/86e4e98f7db64d0a9448e621a298ca58 …

11/26/2019 3:39:54 PM covertress 🙂

11/26/2019 3:40:02 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

11/26/2019 3:41:27 PM michael81972  https://nationalfile.com/exclusive-former-nxivm-members-and-employees-describe-clinton-connected-satanic-cult/ …

11/26/2019 3:42:28 PM rhonda_usa Nothing! Not one thing shocks me in this country, anymore.

11/26/2019 3:44:08 PM rhonda_usa I heard from a savvy person arrest will happen in Spring. That’s close!

11/26/2019 3:44:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/JaR5j0EMJn

11/26/2019 3:44:26 PM orthogonalron Ph is a chromosome - Philadelphia chromosome r/t leukemia

What is space?

11/26/2019 3:44:35 PM allahuniversal @TirsohCartoons what are your thoughts on this?

11/26/2019 3:44:42 PM cny_micaa good eye. I don't see details like that unless I am really paying attention.

11/26/2019 3:44:59 PM mongrelglory I try to strategically put out nuggets of truth in the hopes that some of my friends might be interested and ask for more information.  I've only had one 

friend reply with a question.  The rest just ignore my "FYI" news articles that I send them.  Been doing that for 2 years now!

11/26/2019 3:48:46 PM irah_chandler Yeah saw that earlier. The guy didn't even punctuate right in his acceptance tweet.

11/26/2019 3:54:57 PM covertress How will the baby's name be known?

Does MJ12 track all humans within the US?

11/26/2019 3:55:38 PM rhonda_usa Don’t make Trump your hope. That belongs to Jesus.

11/26/2019 3:59:33 PM covertress Has gene editing of babies been done within the US? Test tube babies?

11/26/2019 4:00:02 PM mongrelglory Don't know how it would be possible to enforce a world-wide moratorium on gene-editing in fetuses. There are so many Deep State/Military Industrial 

Complex/SAP programs that have no oversight. They've probably been using this technology for years, with or without the help of ETs.

11/26/2019 4:03:21 PM mongrelglory Seriously? She asked for $500 for the newborn and said she'd throw the 4 yo sister in for free?!!  Sounds like some crack addict mom, or some other 

desperate illegal alien. 😖

11/26/2019 4:04:28 PM johnsville14 Stomping on the black cube

11/26/2019 4:05:13 PM bbobbio71 I heard their organ harvesting from Hong Kong protesters.  Snug truth to that? Unfortunately,  it wouldn't suprise me.

11/26/2019 4:06:09 PM jrocktigers Probably since the 70's in China lake

11/26/2019 4:06:24 PM tweets_and_caws I am thankful I don't know about this evil & ever so thankful for our POTUS!



11/26/2019 4:07:19 PM maryche20769846 A baby is a human. When does human  become a merchandise?

11/26/2019 4:07:48 PM rachaelangelm He made people whom would resist disease, how will the vaccine community ever survive!

11/26/2019 4:08:58 PM mongrelglory I'm not sure I understand the significance of this, but I'm not familiar with Kyle Daly...

11/26/2019 4:09:46 PM bbobbio71 Maybe if everyone got a crash course in telepathy,  nothing could be hidden. 

Just a thought.  😉🤓🤯

11/26/2019 4:10:55 PM mongrelglory Actually remote viewing would probably be more effective. 👍

11/26/2019 4:12:08 PM warriordaisy Bs. There is no such thing as journalistic standards anymore in the mainstream news. They are constantly lying about the president, and lying about 

Democrats crimes covering for them.

11/26/2019 4:12:49 PM warriordaisy All mainstream media Outlets are owned by six major corporations. Everything she says is b*******.

11/26/2019 4:13:34 PM pflophaus Just FYI pic.twitter.com/qGgbYTUkTF

11/26/2019 4:13:55 PM titansass At birth

11/26/2019 4:14:10 PM tirsohcartoons You may not want to know how far [they] have actually gone in DNA editing. It is not a pleasant tale. There will be eventual disclosures and restrictions 

on the technology. Those people are pure evil. This story is only the surface.

11/26/2019 4:15:47 PM raisethevib369 This makes me so sad. People need to love their littles.

11/26/2019 4:16:24 PM bbobbio71 Much cooler too

11/26/2019 4:17:19 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/n3SwAIxOMw

11/26/2019 4:18:49 PM allahuniversal Thanks for your input. Assumed as much, what's announced is usually trickled down from where the tech actually is

11/26/2019 4:23:46 PM rohrbach_v @warriordaisy you are telling absolute 💯 truth. Unfortunately, there’s still tons of people addicted to the boob tube. Between that, newspapers, 

magazines, and movies, people don’t stand a chance against the brainwashing until they look for the truth themselves.

11/26/2019 4:31:28 PM peggyth12968760 Thank you for sharing this. It is concerning to say the least and I had no idea.

11/26/2019 4:54:18 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/26/2019 4:55:17 PM raalphjoones2 They all look like Diane Feinstein

11/26/2019 5:11:33 PM has_questions  https://www.pinterest.com/freedomworldnew/john-podestas-favorite-sick-so-called-artist-patri/ …

11/26/2019 5:24:24 PM keith369me Sadly, I would think the price would be higher if the supply is low.  Sounds like a trap.

11/26/2019 5:25:16 PM keith369me Weren’t we all gene edited babies?

11/26/2019 5:35:43 PM therealonesknow Disgusting

11/26/2019 5:40:43 PM finall00p Shitty statement but truth. Every individual has some value from the moment of entering this horrible world. What have we become? Collateral at its 

finest.

11/26/2019 5:42:03 PM patriotswegoall Genetic altering has been going on for countless years.

11/26/2019 5:53:54 PM cstarr888 There have been some strong indications that they have used "boats" to avoid various countries' laws.

🤔🙏💖

11/26/2019 6:03:59 PM mongrelglory Think of how the Deep State might want to engineer humans resistant to a particular lethal disease, then kill off the rest of humanity with the 

disease...that would give the Globalists the 85% reduction in human population that they are after! 😒

11/26/2019 6:07:35 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, does the art-work of this "artist" reflect the sorts of genetic experiments they've been doing in DUMBs/SAPs?

11/26/2019 6:13:15 PM bh2omiamigo #UnsealEpstein 

"When a researcher in China startled the world w/ the revelation that he had created the 1st gene-edited babies, only 1 prominent scientist quickly 

spoke out in his defense: geneticist George Church, whose Harvard lab played a pioneering role in developing CRISPR" pic.twitter.com/WV9ADM4J5t

11/26/2019 6:13:46 PM bh2omiamigo  https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2018/11/i-feel-obligation-be-balanced-noted-biologist-comes-defense-gene-editing-babies …

11/26/2019 6:15:43 PM sdane8 Whether truth or hoax, this is horrific. 😪

11/26/2019 6:21:30 PM wishingwontwork This from someone who gets their news from newspunch, the gateway pundit, periscope, breitbart, the daily wire, and chicks on right.

Oh, and who still believes Hilary is running a child sex slave circus.

I checked your feed, asshole.  

You are the EPITOME of fake news.

11/26/2019 6:26:34 PM bbcforsnowwhite They aren't trying to sell a baby they are trying to get dfcs investigated.

11/26/2019 6:26:37 PM symmetryradial Sick.  Immoral.

11/26/2019 6:27:58 PM wishingwontwork Well, and aren't you a bright bulb, getting your news from dinesh, fox, megamedia, geller report, bongino, james o'keefe, and fucking diamond and silk.

I checked your feed, asshole.

You fill your brain with garbage.  And we all know the saying, "garbage in, garbage out."

11/26/2019 6:30:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Major Story.

Sold out our country.

We have rebuilt our military.

Future proves past.

16 Year Plan. https://nypost.com/2019/11/07/li-company-busted-for-illegally-selling-chinese-made-products-to-us-military/ …

11/26/2019 6:31:16 PM kevinpaz822 #tuesdaytruths

11/26/2019 6:33:25 PM mettlemeta .@John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @SecretService @LoveBling6 @P0A_Triot23 pic.twitter.com/38Lgp9sxHs

11/26/2019 6:35:37 PM johnmic25959174 Wonder how much other Corruption is still on this Island

11/26/2019 6:38:35 PM wickedmouse369 Bring the light!

11/26/2019 6:38:49 PM lindape60754025 Hopefully the unsafe equipment will be found and discarded before anyone gets hurt.

11/26/2019 6:39:19 PM burgersandra Echoes of Robert Maxwell & Promis software.Backdoor.

"Some of the Chinese-made cameras Aventura sold to  military are known to have “vulnerabilities that could allow a hacker to remotely assume 

control of a networked camera & obtain sensitive data,” a criminal complaint alleges."

11/26/2019 6:40:14 PM wwg1wga93583681 hmmmm pic.twitter.com/vRpQW7WafY

11/26/2019 6:41:14 PM trax1833  pic.twitter.com/UGn69Yoa9G

11/26/2019 6:45:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Rituals involved in secret societies] https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1199380764879704065 …

11/26/2019 6:45:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 A New Era https://twitter.com/axios/status/1199519461331460096 …

11/26/2019 6:47:03 PM kachinagtto 322 💀 🦴

11/26/2019 6:47:24 PM fightforamerica Purchasing power parity.

11/26/2019 6:47:32 PM danielvance19 This has been talked about on Q. Obama has sold us out on cheap steel, electronics made from China for or military and for our infrastructure so  our 

military is weaken for attack. To take us out of power and able to be defeated. He hates America and Hillary was to start WW3!

11/26/2019 6:48:32 PM alec_m_currier Oh how far I've come. . 😎 #Q #IMQ #LessThanTen pic.twitter.com/sp6whYblwg



11/26/2019 6:48:36 PM allahuniversal On Indian Land, Criminals Can Get Away With Almost Anything

FEBRUARY 22, 2013 https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2013/02/on-indian-land-criminals-can-get-away-with-almost-anything/273391/ …

11/26/2019 6:50:04 PM mongrelglory He had a criminal background!  Don't these military agencies do background security checks on people?!  Or is this evidence of corruption within the 

military agencies that awarded the company contracts?

11/26/2019 6:53:06 PM mongrelglory So many Canadian indigenous people preyed upon by these sick people! 😖  Mass graves of Native children still exist in Brantford Ontario today, 

covered up by government and churches!

11/26/2019 6:54:20 PM mongrelglory Considering that the GDP numbers for most nations are falsified these days, they're a pretty useless indicator of what's going on with the World 

economy. 😒

11/26/2019 6:54:43 PM texanbeauty86 Sadly, probably even way way way before #Epsteindidntkillhimself, especially in Florida...#kidprintvideo anyone?  So sad and disgusting :(

11/26/2019 6:55:44 PM yayavarm Missing and Murdered. M & M. Minerva & Moloch.

11/26/2019 6:55:52 PM bbobbio71 Never really though it too be a good indicator for the masses.

11/26/2019 6:57:09 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/GOMxbjiWpy

11/26/2019 6:57:11 PM keith369me A New York State of mind...left that mess for a reason.

11/26/2019 6:57:17 PM scottgasaway When the most powerful people in the world know>>#pain

@Wrongsideofpar @__valv @KibBitzLaw @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/__valv/status/1198855313434304512 …

11/26/2019 6:58:27 PM laughingwolf11 Okay. Haven’t heard much more than settling up the towers in Alaska in the 70’s. But these towers pointed at the Soviets could ascertain how far 

away, what the explosion was made out of before detonating, photos from all angles, vacuum tubes to transistors.

11/26/2019 6:59:02 PM keith369me Task force?  It’s practically in our faces with thousands and thousands of witnesses.  It’s even worse north of the border.

11/26/2019 7:00:05 PM djlok That will be something nice to dream about.  If we stopped using GDP as a measurement it would change many things.

11/26/2019 7:00:25 PM patriotrealm Is halal slaughter allowed in America? If so, that needs to be addressed as well...

11/26/2019 7:00:40 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "I want your body, need your body" or "I want Joe Biden, need Joe Biden" released 2008... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQJACVmankY …

11/26/2019 7:02:18 PM keith369me Nobel Illuminati laureate, lol. GDP itself isn’t the problem, unemployment numbers aren’t a problem, it’s the inconsistent use of a measurement that is 

a problem, a lie, and propaganda. Do you have significantly more income/wealth than under Obama? Yes for me!!!  All that matters

11/26/2019 7:03:15 PM alodar How about a task force on murdered Jewish Pedophiles?

11/26/2019 7:03:28 PM keith369me Exactly...if it’s not consistent, what’s the point?

11/26/2019 7:03:30 PM johnnysoko GDP is not a good economic indicator.

If a company makes toasters that last an average of 10 years and then unveils a new model that only lasts 5 they'll see 'growth' in their future. 

But how does that show the Nation is 'healthy'?

11/26/2019 7:04:04 PM laughingwolf11 I keep thinking of what Rocket Scientist David Adair said that he touched a biological machine in the 70’s. Is that not what we would become if we 

allowed so many implants or birth by Petri dish? Scary. Souls are born not made. We’re perfect with the body we’re already in.

11/26/2019 7:06:57 PM monica4truth ..& for the world to heal. There is so much suffering.

11/26/2019 7:07:26 PM aboveit4 What a POS.

11/26/2019 7:11:11 PM mona_cajun Never cut out the middle man!

tsk tsk

'Private adoption' $$ agencies and their attorneys do not drop a small fortune into the Pro Life lobby for nothing.

11/26/2019 7:11:16 PM laughingwolf11 I don’t have any evidence of either. But my gut...yes. There’s just too much unexplained BS and something is causing that gravity into being. Like a 

radio telescope. It picks up space around the object to prove it’s there instead of trying to see the object w/ our eyes.

11/26/2019 7:17:20 PM daveo6145 Real question is what year of the ‘16 year’ are we in

11/26/2019 7:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why don't they just vaccinate? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1199523237283057665 …

11/26/2019 7:19:57 PM werascending NEVER GET THE NEW EBOLA VACCINATION! NEVER!

11/26/2019 7:20:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 And unprofitable/controllable through [Central Banking]. https://twitter.com/FDA_Drug_Info/status/1199316853136515072 …

11/26/2019 7:22:23 PM bryceja68689884 The gdp has never mattered a f@ck to me

11/26/2019 7:22:35 PM eldeeberry They have used CRISPR in US.  American Hematology convention in December will be speaking on it.  I think I read at least 3 people at University of 

Pennsylvania were used.

11/26/2019 7:22:54 PM elatedveracity Better yet, why doesn’t POTUS release the cures?  We’ve all seen the patents these corrupt Cabal have filed for specific diseases.  It’s disgusting, the 

amount of people dying so pharmaceutical companies make money!

11/26/2019 7:23:01 PM iqdou1 Ok we knew it would either be an Ebola scare or a nuclear scare.  I guess [ their] putting [ their] money on Ebola for the scare win

11/26/2019 7:23:22 PM rachaelangelm The Vaccinations don't work! Get a designer baby!

11/26/2019 7:23:48 PM rich92194390 Stay in your own lane FDA, we the people may defund your mission besides how much $$$ do you get from big Pharma to do their bidding?

11/26/2019 7:23:58 PM lbf777 To hell with the FDA and the whole Gov with it. Abolish the whole thing. It is our unalienable constitutional right to abolish any Gov that no longer 

protects our rights which including Life, Liberty & the Persuit Of Happiness. 

#DeclarationOfIndependence pic.twitter.com/UVVwPxYO8V

11/26/2019 7:25:03 PM lorimccoin Tell me you’re not serious

11/26/2019 7:25:31 PM rachaelangelm The FDA said oxycontin was safe, they lied. Next on Maury is the FDA your baby designer daddy

11/26/2019 7:25:37 PM keith369me Ebola scare brought panic to the world the first time around.  The cabal has had a lack of creativity lately repeating their same games over and over.  

Law of diminishing effects is playing out as we get numb to it

11/26/2019 7:27:03 PM notevenchad17 KEK!!

11/26/2019 7:27:34 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1199428350374109184 …

11/26/2019 7:27:47 PM cosmic_engineer Testing a newly cooked up strain

11/26/2019 7:27:51 PM keith369me Cabal makes money, less regulation...cabal doesn’t make money, heavy regulation.  Cigarette vs vaping.  Both kill, one makes the cabal money, the 

other gets shut down.

11/26/2019 7:28:25 PM djlok "residents attacked a United Nations base in the eastern city of Beni"...

No one ever asks why.

11/26/2019 7:29:19 PM zacharyscott6 Quick, bring them back to America...said only @BarackObama

11/26/2019 7:32:14 PM realbenbradbury @FieldofFight @Gabirocks97 @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @OMARRSHABAZZ @QTAnon1 @FuzzySockzz @prayingmedic @TomFitton @USMC 

@USArmy @NSAGov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr @RepMattGaetz @Jim_Jordan @TGowdySC @IvankaTrump @EricTrump 

@SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports

11/26/2019 7:32:49 PM laura_621 Hmm. They can’t conclude it’s safe. How about concluding that it IS NOT unsafe -like they do other drugs.

11/26/2019 7:35:52 PM wickedmouse369 Vaccinating is consent to harm. So is circumcision... welcome to the world - were going to cut you...

11/26/2019 7:35:55 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/tw8pJAmFKW

11/26/2019 7:36:18 PM wickedmouse369 Multi-dimensional realities...

11/26/2019 7:36:43 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/post/cbd-extract-benefits …

11/26/2019 7:37:28 PM wallyayottejr That’s V@CSIN8 on FACEBOOK.

11/26/2019 7:38:10 PM wickedmouse369 Most of our government run programs are fraudulent turnstiles for our hostile enemy...



11/26/2019 7:42:13 PM michael81972 From a 40,000’ view,  you can certainly see what institutions are still controlled by DS

11/26/2019 7:42:57 PM natureinspace You see what's happening in Samoa. I don't think its measles. Probably a form of ebola.

11/26/2019 7:43:06 PM mongrelglory Didn't Obama sign an EO a week after the last big Ebola epidemic to "ramp up" production of a vaccine for Ebola?

Except... a vaccine doesn't exist!!!  (cough **money-laundering** cough).

11/26/2019 7:43:27 PM swavzielin BS. We can say he looks like the Eagles member too, maybe it's his brother, also Hefner's son? 

Sounds like this bogus Hefner connection is payback for the Trump Orangutan mock/joke. pic.twitter.com/RWMY6WHnO8

11/26/2019 7:44:58 PM mongrelglory All you need is a clipboard.  That will protect you from the virus. 😏 pic.twitter.com/6Nqitc9DOQ

11/26/2019 7:47:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Silicon Valley Adjusts to New Reality as $100 Billion Evaporates - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/silicon-valley-adjusts-to-new-reality-as-100-billion-

evaporates-11574764205 …

11/26/2019 7:48:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 More than 700 tapeworms found in man’s brain and chest after he ate undercooked pork https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10430920/more-than-700-

tapeworms-found-in-mans-brain-and-chest-after-he-ate-undercooked-pork/ …

11/26/2019 7:49:14 PM rebornkingent Ok... how are these drops related.

11/26/2019 7:49:15 PM jennysue62 I nearly heaved when I read this earlier today 🤮

11/26/2019 7:49:15 PM sharlenerougea1 👏

11/26/2019 7:49:31 PM boltslee Sound like "I am Legend"

11/26/2019 7:49:47 PM werascending Are you saying we should not eat meat? I already don’t, but my family does.

11/26/2019 7:50:05 PM aquarianqueen11 I’m going to have nightmares over this.

11/26/2019 7:51:11 PM michael81972 [Mr Epstein]

11/26/2019 7:51:18 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/pFT5jLi0lQ

11/26/2019 7:51:43 PM patriotswegoall Time to reinvent food production and distribution.

11/26/2019 7:51:56 PM rachaelangelm I believe it.

11/26/2019 7:52:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly Hmm, unicorn double meaning (or triple meaning). 

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 unicorn

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20unicorn&src=typed_query …

11/26/2019 7:52:03 PM rudedrew63 Vril drones lol

11/26/2019 7:52:25 PM mongrelglory Did they cut off Elon's drug-trafficking routes?

11/26/2019 7:52:48 PM clfaerber1 Probably figured out the UN was experimenting on them. Evil is having a harder time masking itself lately.

11/26/2019 7:52:51 PM bryceja68689884 What is the significance of this?

11/26/2019 7:53:11 PM austin03571701  pic.twitter.com/rfleB4Vjdu

11/26/2019 7:54:33 PM majic_eyes_qnly Unicorn = high value start up

Unicorn = baby 

Unicorn = mythical creature

11/26/2019 7:54:49 PM austin03571701 What's your take on morgellons? Know this isnt a designated AMA, asking for a friend. pic.twitter.com/5SCer6rjvE

11/26/2019 7:55:20 PM lindape60754025 Makes me think twice about eating pork!

11/26/2019 7:55:28 PM nickcpace1 Parasites don’t generally cross the blood brain barrier. I bet you somebody has a lot of fluoride in their system.

11/26/2019 7:55:32 PM dannypatriot17  pic.twitter.com/OEsjeE2tku

11/26/2019 7:55:49 PM carolin15161363 Is the FDA going to be cleaned up?

11/26/2019 7:56:23 PM mongrelglory Are you trying to encourage me to go back to being vegetarian again MJ-12? 🥺  My ulcerative colitis has been so much better on a non-vegetarian 

Keto diet.

11/26/2019 7:57:51 PM internetusr Pain

11/26/2019 7:58:40 PM patriotswegoall And people still trust the FDA to this day - and the illusion that they safeguard your health and well-being.

11/26/2019 7:58:55 PM rickity_roo Read this thread carefully.

Judge every tree by the fruit it bears. 

Love each other. 

@ZRealLoki @jaimec729 @FederalistNo78 @TheCollectiveQ @NastyReturns @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @bonaphyde1 @CodeMonkeyZ @4heartandsoul 

@_Luke_Slytalker pic.twitter.com/izVqokRRiL

11/26/2019 7:59:52 PM lindape60754025 Now if only social media companies would lose billions of dollars for censorship of conservatives and those reporting truth!

11/26/2019 8:00:25 PM femalepatriot1 All animals have some sort of a worm load. 

After working with many animals, I’m in the camp that humans should deworm themselves at least every fall. Utilizing natural herbs of course.

11/26/2019 8:00:25 PM wls_09 So many people are having huge benefits and healings turning back to animal products. Especially animal fats! After 3-5 years of Vegan, our bodies are 

depleted of essential aminos and fats that only animal can give. Gratitude for life of food is key. And light

11/26/2019 8:00:42 PM lindape60754025 Of course they do.

11/26/2019 8:01:32 PM fightforamerica The texture of pork never felt right to me. Even when I did eat meat, I didn't eat pork. /shrug

11/26/2019 8:01:52 PM twilly18 well cooked tapeworms are a good source of protein

11/26/2019 8:02:07 PM mongrelglory Chicken and turkey are mammals though...  I will make sure everything is well cooked. 👍

11/26/2019 8:02:28 PM michael81972 Humpty Dumpty Institute?

11/26/2019 8:03:42 PM nickcpace1 Love it!

11/26/2019 8:06:08 PM mongrelglory I used to eat macrobiotic, then vegetarian with eggs/dairy.  I've been following the keto diet closely for 6 mos, no sugar or alcohol, and no grains. I eat 

the occasional apple before exercise class and some berries.  It's totally put my inflammatory bowel disease into remission!

11/26/2019 8:07:16 PM mongrelglory I agree it's important to give thanks for the animals and plants that we consume! 👍

11/26/2019 8:07:51 PM miss_ampie High degree masons "visiting" reservations.

11/26/2019 8:10:15 PM rebornkingent Pork meat is very similar to human meat. That’s what a “friend” said.

11/26/2019 8:10:27 PM mongrelglory Oops!  My apologies, you are right!  I was thinking cold-blooded versus warm-blooded animals. 😋

11/26/2019 8:10:43 PM jaded_pearl I hope so. Very sad to feel the desperation here. Most foster homes are in it for the money.

11/26/2019 8:11:01 PM carolin15161363 🤢

11/26/2019 8:11:35 PM nancyddb Gross.

11/26/2019 8:12:52 PM patriotswinq You ahould be more careful.... Endorsing a story supported by Yang.... Good grief- im sure he has America's interests as a priority.

11/26/2019 8:14:02 PM laura_621 Please tell us more about the herbs?

11/26/2019 8:14:04 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/Ta9EedPb3o

11/26/2019 8:15:54 PM mongrelglory I know it too. I was just having a brain fart! 🤪  I'd delete my answer but it's good to show that I'm human and can say dumb things too despite my 

biology degrees. 😝

11/26/2019 8:20:21 PM rawphonegirl How did this dude get a military contract with a rap sheet like that? Even if his wife was paper CEO, where was due diligence????

11/26/2019 8:21:11 PM mongrelglory Well, look what I just came across...  Odd coincidence.  On the one hand making HIV-resistant babies, and on the other hand storing sperm infected 

with HIV.  Think of all the people who were infected in the past with HIV tainted blood. 🤔 

https://twitter.com/JonahofNinevah/status/1199511080965410816?s=20 …

11/26/2019 8:21:59 PM laura_621 After severe stomach problems we found out my daughter is allergic to pork. No one in our family eats  it now.

11/26/2019 8:23:40 PM chapulincolored Why vaccinate when you can CBD-vibrate-369 all day long?

11/26/2019 8:23:44 PM sdane8 Great catch!



11/26/2019 8:24:15 PM mongrelglory Also I should mention that I've met a lot of highly educated stupid people.  There's nothing wrong with being an intelligent person who serves coffee 

for a living.

11/26/2019 8:24:49 PM laura_621 17:17😉

11/26/2019 8:26:03 PM sdane8 🤬

11/26/2019 8:26:10 PM soonergirl_kp Gross!

11/26/2019 8:27:04 PM mongrelglory "Clipboard guy" was famous!  After people started circulating video of him carrying the patient's bag of stuff with his bare hands and handing it to the 

pilot, the Ebola epidemic just disappeared overnight!

11/26/2019 8:27:24 PM michael81972 Its of my opinion that Ebola is man made in a lab and they are injecting it and calling it a vaccine...Im not a 100% on this but maybe MJ will say one way 

or other

11/26/2019 8:27:33 PM ta193919632009 Whoa 😳

11/26/2019 8:27:39 PM 1ra_enelor As @chef_brandt89 said but More. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has mentioned this being a major timeline merge.

I have also ‘Seen’ this being something more major during meditation as well as synchronicities keep appearing for me on this ‘date stamp’.

11/26/2019 8:30:01 PM q_123itsme Aren’t pumpkin seeds good for that? Can’t remember exactly. Wormwood was another....black walnut tincture....These are off the top of my head. Do 

your own due diligence

11/26/2019 8:30:12 PM wishingwontwork Your buddy (warriordaisy) just blocked me because I called her out on her fake, self-righteous, ridiculous selection of monstrously bad "news" sources 

and conspiracy sites.

How about you?  Would you like to defend yourself, you who claims his "news" sources cover the truth?

11/26/2019 8:30:54 PM rawphonegirl Let the people grow!!!

11/26/2019 8:31:02 PM gregmar72901668 Explain

11/26/2019 8:31:08 PM wls_09 I was keto for bit over one year but now tend to eat towards the zero carb carnivore diet. I have reduced inflammation, healed gut + digestive issues, 

improved energy + lowered my fatigue hugely. No more carb crashing in the afternoon. No more brain fog, my mind is so sharp!

11/26/2019 8:31:43 PM noriornice There are people that literally have no idea that they may not be acting on their own accord.

"A Brain Parasite Might Be Making Us Angrier" https://www.bitchute.com/video/oRbVh0Ykzc7Q/ …

11/26/2019 8:33:17 PM joni_apple_seed ...and how would one go about ‘deworming’ themselves? pic.twitter.com/D90M3AJmzq

11/26/2019 8:33:41 PM mongrelglory I've noticed similar improvements too.  No more GI bleeding. And my wound healing is much better now too!

11/26/2019 8:34:42 PM taximikey Yeah don’t do that

11/26/2019 8:35:17 PM wls_09 My skin has improved, Vitamin D is fat soluble, so the animal fats have improved my sun energy consumption + conversion. I look + feel younger. 

Increased strength + endurance everyday, as well as gym. Less waste,my body is using the food and nutrients instead of dumping in toilet

11/26/2019 8:35:52 PM sdane8 I missed that story.  ❤️

11/26/2019 8:35:58 PM tanimn I can picture most of the founding fathers reaching for their pipe and pouch as they prepare to pen a scathing rebuke...

11/26/2019 8:37:05 PM chef_brandt89 Quantum fractal frameworks of all possible realities weaving into a single point. Creating a new, previously inaccessible future. 

Thy kingdom come, they will be done.

Heaven is hidden inside space time. We move to it as it moves to us...or so I've seen. Its here in this pic. pic.twitter.com/MU3CqAdCm5

11/26/2019 8:37:14 PM mongrelglory That whole "ebola epidemic" is what woke me up out of my brain-washed stupor!  None of it made any sense!

11/26/2019 8:37:48 PM rebornkingent More like a ..... https://youtu.be/aezikcoCr4o 

11/26/2019 8:38:56 PM michael81972 3/6/39
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11/26/2019 8:39:24 PM danswanson1965 Right?

11/26/2019 8:42:49 PM activ8urnrg Factual

11/26/2019 8:44:36 PM mongrelglory I "retired" from medicine (in Canada) early too!  Got sick of the corruption in the profession/industry!  I'm poorer and humbler now, but much wiser 

and less stressed. 😁

11/26/2019 8:47:59 PM laura_621 🤢

11/26/2019 8:52:20 PM tirsohcartoons Seems like a convenient way to help ease the worldwide pork shortage. A massive amount of pigs dead, and availability declining steadily. Nice article 

to help us not care as much about that.

Pork is generally safe when it is raised and prepared well.

11/26/2019 8:53:27 PM normal_wizard It's also in my dream last night. And the night before. Not the night before that though, that was a demon trying to kill me. Lately it's more heaven and 

less Ba'al trying to murder me though, so that's always nice, even though I volunteered as hell-bait.

11/26/2019 8:58:37 PM rawphonegirl Yikes! Who's running that place? Don't we the people technically own NIH? Like walk im a fire everybody and shut it down until it's fixed???

11/26/2019 9:07:19 PM catherinetrue4 I think that is one vaccine I might be willing to take.

11/26/2019 9:07:53 PM catherinetrue4 It's a weaponized disease though and completely curable and preventable.

11/26/2019 9:11:24 PM jazzbear09 No, he's Hefner's son. Bill spent YEARS at the Playboy Mansion.

11/26/2019 9:12:42 PM jazzbear09 They look closer in age, like brothers,  not enough age difference to be Father and son.

11/26/2019 9:13:28 PM mattersnot2 Invasion of the Body Snatchers cover story

11/26/2019 9:14:04 PM boogeymanhunter "And the songbirds keep singing, like they know the score"?

-Fleetwood Mac

11/26/2019 9:23:53 PM ashliemc2 "Said Mr.Epstein"

11/26/2019 9:24:11 PM taf1969 Never undercook piggies ...  https://www.cdc.gov/parasites/trichinellosis/gen_info/faqs.html …

11/26/2019 9:25:47 PM ezdoesit_ They call us “long pigs”

11/26/2019 9:27:38 PM truthseeker273 Do not get discouraged. I’ve had total strangers ask me about Q because I have stickers on my car. They were ready to wake up. If they aren’t ready, 

they won’t be able to see it or understand it. Remember when you realized that the world was evil including US govt.? 1st step.

11/26/2019 9:28:09 PM riversm18 I think he ate undercooked tapeworms.

11/26/2019 9:29:31 PM truthseeker273 I do it too. They ignore. It’s ok. It will come out eventually and then we won’t be seen as crazy conspiracy theorists.

11/26/2019 9:31:07 PM noocnik And even if you die here so what? You're immortal. You lived countless times here and you can again if you chose to, or you can go somewhere else. 

You are loved and accepted by your higher consciousness as far as it goes up to First Creator of all that is. Have no fear and live.

11/26/2019 9:47:01 PM matchnumbers67 Would explain the patent on it

11/26/2019 9:50:47 PM sailorpractical Really? Who gives a shit?

11/26/2019 9:56:46 PM debstev80504671 One of the first things President Trump did what a federal audit. I read the that Huge document that included convictions. Inferior equipment to our 

military was one of them.

11/26/2019 10:10:52 PM mamiemcclure17 Meat consumption over veggies and fruits



11/26/2019 10:11:07 PM olenna_qot Even with his past convictions for larceny etc. they Still gave the company contracts. Wife was listed as CEO but not hard to figure it out. Clearly our 

govt does not vet who they deal with. smh

11/26/2019 10:13:45 PM mamiemcclure17 Meat consumption bad, vegetarian / fruits good

11/26/2019 10:17:26 PM mamiemcclure17 Some do, in Pacific regions a snail infected with rat dropping parasites crawling over vegetables etc, if not washed throughly will infect humans and 

goes to the brain, nearly all affected will die even with fast treatment is given!!! 😔

11/26/2019 10:18:20 PM crisco2377 Cant they just cure Ebola with Massive amounts of Vitamin C?? Ive heard that Ebola causes the same symptoms of Scurvy..hence Vitamin C would cure 

it??

11/26/2019 10:19:31 PM bphouse Yes cause their considered magical one with the spirit they believe it gives them power

11/26/2019 10:20:24 PM stephenrobins9 Simple answer. Cook your frigging food

11/26/2019 10:23:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Iron shards in cereal and baby food, FDA approved glyphosate in foods FDA approved ☑️ Depopulation Goal

11/26/2019 10:23:54 PM crisco2377 Could a certain Ex. Pres. Candidate be suffering from the effects/damage of this??Gotta cook that LONG PIG!! Just pondering.....

11/26/2019 10:26:03 PM mamiemcclure17 Most potent medicinal holistic healing treatments-Restrict from use- FDA approved

11/26/2019 10:29:27 PM jswdh1 That's spooky! Here's the cult!

11/26/2019 10:30:13 PM mamiemcclure17 👍

11/26/2019 10:30:50 PM kathleen3693693 In the Bible, Leviticus defines what meats, poultry (fowl), and seafood can or cannot be eaten. Makes sense, really, safety wise. Although with all the 

radiation and oil spills muck/chemicals in the oceans, I pass on seafood; includes farmed/Cabal fish. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+11&version=NASB …

11/26/2019 10:31:44 PM laura_621 Thanks Kathy :)

11/26/2019 10:45:32 PM rick_hernandez should take health care out of gdp. spending money on health cate means we are sick and not doing well

11/26/2019 11:08:12 PM misshollyjb Good lord 👀

11/26/2019 11:21:03 PM hoofhearted_45 watch a few episodes of that old TV series "Monsters inside me"  all stories like this about crazy parasites you never knew about, truly gross

11/26/2019 11:27:01 PM covertress Information Warfare 🤯

11/26/2019 11:32:55 PM stefanofait The X Files was particularly insightful about many things

11/26/2019 11:40:32 PM laura_621 I didn’t ask you for your advice or your opinion.

11/27/2019 12:07:02 AM rachelhalligan Plant Explosion in Port Neches, Texas! Widespread reports of damage! Large Fire Plume!

@bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @P0A_Triot23 @seanhannity pic.twitter.com/uSNoycUDc6

11/27/2019 12:23:53 AM skifstrom Eh, Trump state, go figure.

11/27/2019 1:05:00 AM steelydan89x Woah.

11/27/2019 1:06:33 AM brick_airhedred Oy! Ugh! Bleck! 😷

11/27/2019 1:08:36 AM peterluisvenero Interesting theory!

11/27/2019 1:10:49 AM antarantanka Yuk

11/27/2019 1:14:09 AM brick_airhedred I'm diabetic and I've tried vegetarian diet twice with no success. I've had to turn back to low carb (high meat) diet, which makes me sad in many ways. 

Now, I'm hoping for some higher revelations soon. 🙏

11/27/2019 1:18:36 AM doyouq There can be no way this is true!

11/27/2019 1:22:04 AM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/S6pdlsuaxK

11/27/2019 1:29:57 AM wls_09 High carbs and high fructose(sugar) is no good for us..look right back through history. Meat has been a staple,many cultures using meat and the life of 

the animal as a celebration of gratitude to the life it is now giving.Humans, plants,animals we are all sentient,we are all one.

11/27/2019 1:39:47 AM kathleen3693693 No idea. Didn't know they drank camel urine. Maybe if a person is dehydrated with no water in sight and the urine is the only liquid available...

Maybe for the same reason why some drink blood?

11/27/2019 1:41:04 AM wls_09 You should not feel sad or guilty about your own health.. The guilt and fear is a part of the agenda program to take us away from the food that make us 

healthy. Gratitude for the life food gives is key. Everything is alive everything is consciousnesses from micro to macro

11/27/2019 1:57:20 AM 107loi GROSS!!!!!

11/27/2019 2:09:40 AM reachechovoice When will you do another Q/A?

11/27/2019 2:10:30 AM kathleen3693693 Found some most intriguing info. A lot of docs presume psych problems and callously dismiss people out of hand. Oklahoma State University has set up 

research into this as well. Personally, I think it's yet another #DeepState concocted weapon. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5072536/ …

11/27/2019 2:10:59 AM brick_airhedred Thank you for your kind words. They are helpful. You are right about med professionals pushing guilt with diagnosis and everyday living with...And I try 

to practice gratitude toward food, especially when I eat meat. I'm hoping for better paths soon. 🙏

11/27/2019 2:13:37 AM brick_airhedred I think there's a saying: If it has a mother, don't eat it.

11/27/2019 2:15:03 AM kathleen3693693 Ahem...You did ask an open question in an open setting, without specifically directly addressing or mentioning MJ12 only.

11/27/2019 2:19:33 AM whiterabbitttt1 Pork = human.

11/27/2019 2:21:26 AM lightlove21121 Like never before 🍿

11/27/2019 2:28:01 AM flyover01047267 Yep...

11/27/2019 2:55:52 AM yokoke2014 The Hamatsa society? Vancouver Island?

11/27/2019 3:03:12 AM shaigaichan  https://youtu.be/IxdnT4n_4G0  @YouTube pic.twitter.com/EY9IiEQoh2

11/27/2019 3:14:51 AM fansblowing3 CIA operative

11/27/2019 3:15:27 AM caugenthaler Hang'em High!

11/27/2019 3:19:55 AM fansblowing3 Disturbing indeed

11/27/2019 3:23:29 AM fansblowing3 DNA changes can pass to future generations..

11/27/2019 3:27:52 AM fansblowing3 And it’s available at sperm banks.  Insane.

11/27/2019 3:35:47 AM fansblowing3 Tech given to our military that allows China to spy on what they are doing.  😠

11/27/2019 3:37:56 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/0tydLX0EUJ

11/27/2019 3:40:31 AM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayWisdom #WednesdayThoughts

11/27/2019 3:41:24 AM keith369me Probably a CNN producer!

11/27/2019 3:43:01 AM fansblowing3 They sacrifice the innocent and good people to lower the vibration of the entire planet.

11/27/2019 3:45:53 AM keith369me “some startup executives to talk up profitability over growth as venture-capital investors grow more cautious”. It’s almost as if someone broke the $$$ 

printing presses and confiscated wealth!

11/27/2019 3:45:57 AM fansblowing3 There must be a better majestic way.

11/27/2019 3:46:31 AM keith369me Is it safe to say that this tweet does not connect to recent events?

11/27/2019 3:49:48 AM cryptocrab4 Maybe they will do like Obama and put them on a plane and send them around the world.

Next time that happens get you some pink sheet ebola vaccine penny stocks and watch a 2 day run 100-1000x run up.

11/27/2019 3:50:14 AM fansblowing3 Create the crisis then “save” them by basically forcing them to get the vaccination. pic.twitter.com/O5C1Iyl6IN

11/27/2019 3:51:52 AM _369311119 "You have more than you know."

11/27/2019 3:55:06 AM samsmith0319 Damn!!!...👀...

11/27/2019 3:58:47 AM samsmith0319 Fabulous!!!

11/27/2019 4:06:48 AM cny_micaa Unicorn symbolism

11/27/2019 4:20:25 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/CS6KlvUM66

11/27/2019 4:21:29 AM whitecaps1 😳



11/27/2019 4:21:33 AM _369311119 Influenza

Influence Ya

11/27/2019 4:26:42 AM nm_zsr Residents giving the UN the vaccine? Why are they unhappy? Is the “cure” worse than the “problem”?

11/27/2019 4:33:46 AM werascending I have no idea.

11/27/2019 4:37:25 AM _doozier_ Cleanse parasites with 100% gum spirits of turpentine 😋 (ONLY "100% gum spirits" and never more than a teaspoon at once--start with a few drops 

and work your way up)

11/27/2019 4:45:50 AM _369311119 FDA:

1. People mistakenly believe we have approved, and its safe. *NO STUDIES EXIST*

2. We have not approved. *NO STUDIES EXIST*

3. Because people believe FDA has approved, must take action. *NO STUDIES EXIST*

4. Studies show animals can't get an erection

5. You tried ROMAN? pic.twitter.com/DNklRI2NC0
11/27/2019 4:49:22 AM texas_girl_13_ Gave up pork 30 yrs ago!!

11/27/2019 4:53:57 AM __intothewild_ 'Crush' videos? What in the world is wrong with people...

How freikin demented do you have to be to even come up with a morally decrepit idea like this... 🤦🏼♂️

11/27/2019 5:00:48 AM edplant62 Maybe Billy can explain his membership in the "red shoe" club?

11/27/2019 5:13:29 AM rsm28675996 I just puked a little.

11/27/2019 5:23:37 AM upd0c This is why I don't eat pork, quit eating it some years ago. It's the most dirtiest meat ever. All kinds of extra proteins as in worms and parasites that 

dwell in this meat. If ppl would live by the dietary laws given to the Hebrews by God ppl would live healthier & longer.

11/27/2019 5:24:49 AM rnratched Look mommy! Real live robots!

11/27/2019 5:26:11 AM rnratched Right back at ya.

11/27/2019 5:32:01 AM bbobbio71 Always seems we ho 1 stereo forward send 3 steps back. 😡

11/27/2019 5:33:43 AM bbobbio71 And yes,  I know this is a crap story.  I meant about tackling  the DS

11/27/2019 5:35:30 AM bbobbio71 Forgot about the view.  Thanks for the reminder

11/27/2019 5:36:13 AM bbobbio71 Like lyme disease

11/27/2019 5:43:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 U.S. Fertility Rate Hits Record Low After Four Consecutive Years of Decline https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-fertility-rate-hits-record-low-after-four-

consecutive-years-of-decline …

11/27/2019 5:46:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 AI mind-reading tool produces video of human thoughts in real-time - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/ai-mind-reading-tool-

produces-20971379 …

11/27/2019 5:47:08 AM djlok Oh yeah.  I was working over near the @CDCgov when they flew that guy in for treatment. What a circus!!!

11/27/2019 5:47:11 AM rick_hernandez reminds me of this pic.twitter.com/eI6mbzmLOH

11/27/2019 5:48:44 AM cambridgewibf How can we learn to use the power of 3 6 9?

11/27/2019 5:50:10 AM jennife42469481 This is drip drip drip disclosure 💦💦💦 Rip the band aid off already

11/27/2019 5:51:56 AM buzzbridgette We have got to admire beautiful babies and really work hard to encourage our kids to want kids when they grow up. If we don’t plant that seed early, 

the propaganda will affect them deeply.

11/27/2019 5:54:05 AM ajamison4517 Watching SG-1 series now. Reminds me of tech the Tok’ra had to look at memories.

11/27/2019 5:54:59 AM ajamison4517 Season 4 Ep. 5

11/27/2019 5:55:49 AM dawntay40629790 We, the human race were well on the way to extinction!   That was their plan!

11/27/2019 5:56:21 AM pandoraspox1 This is absolutely by design

11/27/2019 5:56:49 AM lucyc5124 America 🚨 start having babies 🚨

11/27/2019 5:59:44 AM johnsville14 They can record thoughts and memories and replay them back.  The person can LIVE the thoughts and experiences of other people, and there's a huge 

marketplace for this in the underground cities.

11/27/2019 5:59:50 AM johnsville14 It's an industry where they send their agents up here to us to rape and murder so they can create product for this industry.

What is the tv show Westworld about?

What is the movie Strange Days about?

Many more.

11/27/2019 6:01:18 AM ourcalmlot Attack from all sides. The right to choose, environmental causes for infertility affecting both men and woman. Vaccines for the newborns. If this is a so 

called “Conspiracy Theory” it’s certainly producing results for the globalists. They can’t hide it as it progresses

11/27/2019 6:02:55 AM rickste50069108 "residents attacked"? This is spreading credulity a little thin isn't it?

11/27/2019 6:03:12 AM cambridgewibf Dear MJ12, How can we learn to use the power of 3 6 9?

11/27/2019 6:05:30 AM dlrowehtfoweiv Looks like the gates vaccines are working

Scum of humanity pic.twitter.com/blCwp1ffpA

11/27/2019 6:05:55 AM africawilder CHEERS! Nice knowing ya...if we know that, what are they keeping under wraps?

11/27/2019 6:07:15 AM protectingtrump It couldn't be from the chem trials spraying us, and our water supplies?

11/27/2019 6:08:50 AM flobo2018 Gardasil. #HelpPay4VIOXX

11/27/2019 6:09:56 AM werascending It is the vaccinations.

11/27/2019 6:13:47 AM ajamison4517 Another SG-1 series. Human population was sterilized by vaccines. pic.twitter.com/irDWsiMoUi

11/27/2019 6:16:00 AM sailingawakened Just wait until our little girls who we gave those HPV vaccines to - hit birthing age, and find themselves unable to become pregnant....

11/27/2019 6:16:25 AM werascending I am love, I am light, I am.

11/27/2019 6:18:13 AM cosmic_engineer It's not AI.  There's nothing intelligent about this device's OS

11/27/2019 6:19:41 AM rudedrew63 Im doing my part i got 4

11/27/2019 6:20:05 AM kapitan_wow i took a cultural anthro class 15 years ago. the birth/death rate was a main topic. back then, japan and italy were lost while we and few others were on 

the brink of no return.  places like sierra leon were out birthing us nearly 10 to 1. 590 babies to every 59 of ours. holy wow.

11/27/2019 6:20:52 AM nursewounds Boom

11/27/2019 6:20:54 AM mscipio_african Population Control but its happening in the wrong country. Focus on other continents and countries.

11/27/2019 6:27:03 AM stanstephens13 When procreation is no longer sacred to a species what is nature supposed to do?

11/27/2019 6:27:52 AM tylerwhannelsrq So combine this with the spike in autism figures, youth obesity, eye problems.  Oh sorry nothing to see here.

11/27/2019 6:38:36 AM laurabrinck The first ones are having fertility problems. Wait til the newly vaccinated start trying to have babies.

11/27/2019 6:38:38 AM keith369me No matter how low the birth rate and how many quadrillion sperm [they] have destroyed, there is enough 💡 here on Earth to finish 

[them]...#JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt

11/27/2019 6:39:00 AM keith369me I think I’ll skip the hookup

11/27/2019 6:39:00 AM a39630340 Not in my family, my grams will have 18 great grandchildren as of January. All I have to do is look at my wife for her to get pregnant.

11/27/2019 6:39:59 AM ashsaidwhaaaat And they say population control is a "conspiracy theory"!!! pic.twitter.com/s6A6drW8u8

11/27/2019 6:45:15 AM kerdirks Worth a read... https://www.healbygod.com/dr-jennifer-daniels-turpentine/ …

11/27/2019 6:46:33 AM bbobbio71 See past tweets. 

Also check into @Turboxyde and @covertress .



11/27/2019 6:47:46 AM eights_and Couldn't possibly have anything to do with v a c c i n e s

11/27/2019 6:48:46 AM bbobbio71 Nefarious Vaccines, Chemtrails, probably flouride. 

Chicks being dudes and dudes being chicks. 

The big one,  SOCIAL MEDIA!

11/27/2019 6:50:12 AM observerpoint Free will is important. However, a diet depending on murder of another sentient being to temporarily satisfy our taste buds will never be of highest 

service to others and will prohibit deeper spiritual development.

11/27/2019 6:50:13 AM freedomflight2 Yeah lets totally incorporate 5g evey 2 feet throughout america. Thatll help the fertility rate 😑🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄

11/27/2019 6:50:50 AM bbobbio71 A lot of great info I believe until season 8 is what MJ posted.

11/27/2019 6:51:28 AM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/DMZqyKFtU3

11/27/2019 6:51:40 AM bbobbio71 That one was a STRONG discussion with DW. I won

11/27/2019 6:57:18 AM ajamison4517 I’m only on Season 4. I didn’t see that post by MJ. Why did good info stop at season 8?  Just curious.

11/27/2019 6:59:26 AM orthogonalron Brainstorm

The film was released in the early '80s

They were using it probably at least 30 years before that

11/27/2019 7:00:01 AM evak93051546 Financial, environmental, chemical, and choice of conception, are the determining factors.

11/27/2019 7:01:14 AM dragonflyglitta I see them.

11/27/2019 7:04:26 AM rawphonegirl Altered Carbon... pic.twitter.com/CjVLFIiQIp

11/27/2019 7:06:58 AM scents_common I'd love to get Shifty Shiff hooked up to this thing . . . pic.twitter.com/4eWCc6NieA

11/27/2019 7:07:16 AM fansblowing3 Is there a plan to clean up the FDA?

11/27/2019 7:10:18 AM alisvolatpropi2 I’ve been doing the MMS protocol and passed a parasite last night.  Any comments on MMS?

11/27/2019 7:12:22 AM fansblowing3 Good

11/27/2019 7:14:58 AM fansblowing3 OMG 😮

11/27/2019 7:17:50 AM covertress Read my latest, free Patreon post.

Lots of clues within.

Link in my bio.

11/27/2019 7:18:01 AM fansblowing3 Have to check your stools for little white eggs.  That’s what I do for my animals.

11/27/2019 7:20:05 AM swansta22 Those teens that were the first to get the HPV vaccine are now starting families.  Or attempting to.

11/27/2019 7:20:29 AM fansblowing3 Muslims taking over the world.

11/27/2019 7:22:31 AM sylviegelinet How many women have aborted in the same period ?

11/27/2019 7:23:02 AM fansblowing3 This was in SG-1.  The episode where Jack etc. were told falsely they were in the future.  The Gou’ould Sarah I believe.

11/27/2019 7:24:38 AM alisvolatpropi2 We’ve been struggling to have a baby for a year.  I don’t want IVF or western medicine.  Any suggestions?  I am able to get pregnant.

11/27/2019 7:27:26 AM glor60 I’m sure the elites and powers that be are so happy with themselves!!

11/27/2019 7:36:02 AM robertrkimball  http://www.whale.to/b/phelps4.html   Jesuits created and control secret societies. Amazing so little said about IHS role in suppressing and controlling 

humanity. Way down the rabbit hole; this cleansing will not be done until IHS fully exposed and controlled.

11/27/2019 7:37:58 AM bbobbio71 This article pretty much sums up what's been happening. Thank you!

#TheGreatAwakening #resist #Democrat #Thanksgiving

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1199705382915997696 …

11/27/2019 7:40:33 AM raalphjoones2 Mumm no

11/27/2019 7:43:46 AM aprilbrown99 There are several videos on YT. You can also search tweets by putting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in the search bar and whatever topic you want to find. In this 

case it would be 369. 

You can also find their archived tweets here and can search as sell. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

11/27/2019 7:44:53 AM sdane8 Are all 18 yours?  LOL I have 11 siblings and no children. I suspect there's a connection. 😉

11/27/2019 7:45:32 AM aprilbrown99 Pretty sure they can do this now without technology. 🥴

11/27/2019 7:51:02 AM aprilbrown99 😳 pic.twitter.com/2YNpXR5fUf

11/27/2019 7:55:31 AM raalphjoones2 This has been bartered since the begining

11/27/2019 7:57:31 AM jamescjackson7 Prosecute!!  This kind of corruption will not stop until criminals are locked up

11/27/2019 7:57:58 AM trumppallooza Depopulation????

11/27/2019 7:59:40 AM paulamjohns If this was done knowingly and with inferior product would it be considered treason?

11/27/2019 8:04:00 AM raalphjoones2 It's all fraud

11/27/2019 8:07:49 AM alisvolatpropi2 I’m still disturbed by what I saw and experienced last night!!!  Ha ha ha!  🙈. Out of nowhere I started sweating so bad I was dripping, my stomach 

hurt really bad and then I had to run a “pass it”.   And there it was ... 🤢

MMS is no joke but that thing is no longer in me!

11/27/2019 8:11:15 AM aprilbrown99 I am so glad you passed it. Must have been a little scary and sounds very uncomfortable. 💥💥💥 We all need to be careful what we eat and where 

we get it from. 

Thank you for sharing your story. ♥️♥️♥️

11/27/2019 8:12:23 AM alisvolatpropi2  http://genesischurch2.com/ 

Check this out and so some digging on MMS.

11/27/2019 8:19:03 AM unitedredwhite1 I'm pretty sure the pill is what led to me not being able to have kids. Tore me up for awhile - I'm okay now though..

11/27/2019 8:21:12 AM unitedredwhite1 Guess where I got them... I was young and stupid and they were cheap. Stupid!!

11/27/2019 8:21:23 AM robertg69989098 Watch the water

11/27/2019 8:23:45 AM kathleen3693693 His images would be sick, twisted, evil, and XXXXX rated?

11/27/2019 8:28:03 AM djlok I think the "hookup" had already happened.  They just have to disclose it in a certain way as not to alarm the masses.

11/27/2019 8:28:53 AM djlok I'm 100% sure.  I'll just leave it at that. 😉😉😉

11/27/2019 8:32:16 AM aprilbrown99 Sounds amazing!  👍👍👍

11/27/2019 8:32:27 AM raalphjoones2 When and where

11/27/2019 8:34:58 AM v_rags What’s interesting about this quick exchange between both of you April and David is that you both proved your statements with your interaction. Very 

cool.

11/27/2019 8:35:51 AM changovibes Apart from the abortion issue.... Take a look at the birth rate in Muslims..... See how many abort their babies... Now did that light come on in your 

heard yet........America needs to wake up.........

11/27/2019 8:36:49 AM changovibes This is absolutely important....

11/27/2019 8:37:15 AM hambrickro 😎 Gotta love those vaccines , step right up - they're FREE 😁 Choose your POISON 😎

11/27/2019 8:37:33 AM sephorassievert One of the first red pills I swallowed.  This is all by design.  #qanon

11/27/2019 8:38:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 The cover story is weak. Dig. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1199693069844713472 …

11/27/2019 8:40:16 AM antarantanka Climate change fear has created a generation of apocalyptic “the end is nigh” believing young people. Who would bring a kid in thinking that was true?

11/27/2019 8:40:28 AM twilly18 Killeen is an interesting place.  Every Army payday the high dollar hookers would come to town.

11/27/2019 8:41:19 AM djlok 5:5 😉😉😉



11/27/2019 8:41:25 AM esau7  https://www.google.com/amp/s/myfox8.com/2019/11/15/atf-firearms-industry-offer-10000-reward-in-greensboro-pawn-shop-robbery/amp/ …

11/27/2019 8:42:08 AM schiller_spmode You’re definitely on to something. I totally missed the eye problem. Eye problem? 🤔 care to share on that. Got me wondering.

11/27/2019 8:43:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 How long for the correction?

These people are stupid.

But yes, the Deep State is fighting it.

There is a process.

When it goes through, expect fire and fury the world has never seen before with regard to these CIA ratlines fueling the phony drug war.

Clowns not welcome.

[Clowns]! https://twitter.com/axios/status/1199550377273618433 …

11/27/2019 8:43:44 AM nm_zsr "Mortar was safely detonated inside of a containment device" 

"Loud Boom" 

"Small crater visible at the ... property"

Something Fucky going on here.... pic.twitter.com/CaMsQSr1G8

11/27/2019 8:43:53 AM flubbynutty Our fertility rate right? cause migrant's is through the roof.

11/27/2019 8:43:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Dollar Tree] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1199677329284485120 …

11/27/2019 8:44:31 AM godrus #Good!

11/27/2019 8:45:14 AM cambridgewibf "million" lol

11/27/2019 8:46:03 AM lorieve And with the crooked judges out of the way, these clowns and their bread and circus ops can end. Bind the strongmen and plunder their estates.

11/27/2019 8:46:16 AM covertress The Oracle should have been baking brownies, not cookies.

Continuity!

11/27/2019 8:47:16 AM robinreitsma1 👀

11/27/2019 8:47:27 AM 92michael Umm? I've never even heard of these? What is a dollar tree

11/27/2019 8:47:34 AM djlok If human and drug trafficking  = terrorist org, it's only a matter of time before others are added to the list. Hello, Clinton Foundation.

11/27/2019 8:47:36 AM wwg1wga_every1 Exactly, if it was detonated inside a “containment device”, would that make a crater? 🤔🤔

11/27/2019 8:48:00 AM kindeandtrue POTUS should have done this long ago instead of perpetuating the #EndlessWars abroad (which he now owns).

11/27/2019 8:48:32 AM living_aether Duality is actually 3. Understand this and you understand 369. Electric universe. God bless. Mucho love

11/27/2019 8:48:32 AM tiresias999 Well, I would think this ought to get the Environmental Protection Agency involved.

11/27/2019 8:49:33 AM amy221622 A store where you can buy junk from China for $1.00, you’re not missing anything. 🤓

11/27/2019 8:50:55 AM tylerwhannelsrq I’m not an expert but eye problem - kids with glasses  I’m not any deeper than the generalization at this point. A real searcher could get numbers on 

different reasons for the glasses   Is there an eye phrase like add for kids energy

11/27/2019 8:51:04 AM truth0716 What is the difference in penalties for an American citizen supporting a drug cartel versus supporting a terrorist organization?

11/27/2019 8:51:34 AM raalphjoones2 I was at hill air force base when a f-16 engine went out the front gate and 5 miles away to a hock shop in Roy Utah.   Anything is possible

11/27/2019 8:51:41 AM kindeandtrue Dollar Tree has pretty much gone out of business here in NY, thankfully.

11/27/2019 8:52:11 AM theonesnickers On revenue of 5.6 to 5.7 Billion. With a B.

11/27/2019 8:53:20 AM robinreitsma1 something just up and hit me. may be something may be nothing but the town of Commerce, the word Commerce = Monetary transactions. 

Commerce is somewhat near Dallas ( the economic hub of the state)...

11/27/2019 8:54:19 AM aprilbrown99 Do [they] tr@ff|£ children as part of their products? 🤔🧐🤔

11/27/2019 8:54:38 AM antarantanka “And by the way you look fantastic

In your boots of Chinese plastic”

The Pretenders

11/27/2019 8:55:56 AM covertress For Justice!

11/27/2019 8:56:42 AM robinreitsma1 I was hearing from my local stores staff that some stores are moving to Dollar tree + stores becuase of the toll of the cost of the trade war. I havent 

seen it yet per say but i have been keeping an eye out for it.

11/27/2019 8:59:42 AM robinreitsma1 some of us depend on these dollar stores to get by...without them - we wouldnt be able to live.

11/27/2019 9:00:19 AM lib7473  http://www.subterraneanbases.com/underground-bases-the-list/ … #CovertMilPatriotsOps #DrainingTheSwampWWUnderground 

pic.twitter.com/ju1rJpxzMf

11/27/2019 9:11:14 AM jv_parker There’s 1-2 in every town.

11/27/2019 9:12:24 AM 92michael HAHAHA OH few that's really good to know? Lol

11/27/2019 9:18:13 AM yamkram Being poisoned by medical community

11/27/2019 9:18:19 AM n7guardiananon Amazon and walmart should be feeling some of that too

11/27/2019 9:19:35 AM shilohsmom2 They're censoring your likes. They wouldn't let me like it, it took 4 tries, b4 it took.

11/27/2019 9:21:38 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/rnPlphzz6V

11/27/2019 9:22:22 AM rachaelangelm Families are suffering. It is not pleasant to raise children in America. Too much drama.

11/27/2019 9:26:38 AM 615_jsg The government nor the media seem concerned with the FACT that there are more overdoses from meth coming from Mexico than all opioids 

together!

11/27/2019 9:36:52 AM ritzlloyd49 No doubt....

Think :

Chemtrails....

Vaccines....

Contaminated Water...

Modified chemically foods...

Etc,etc,etc...

11/27/2019 9:36:52 AM orthogonalron This will bring the 🌩

Cartels are in every city, town and berg in this country and have compromised so many

It's time to drop the hammer

11/27/2019 9:37:23 AM jones9536 19 million I thought you were a dollar store

11/27/2019 9:41:14 AM karma4event201 8 55

11/27/2019 9:42:33 AM laura_621 🤔Patriots share information freely-w/o reproach.

11/27/2019 9:49:59 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

11/27/2019 9:50:20 AM bolddaddy1 Just about anything not properly prepared has a risk, this is a singled out bit to promote Muslim lifestyle. Romane lettuce is currently killing people, 

should we stop eating veggies? Clean & prepare your food properly & ignore morons.

11/27/2019 9:52:01 AM amethystnancy ITNJ Witness Testimony at Inquiry into Weaponization of the Biosphere Sept 2019.

Captured US regulatory agencies are currently overseeing the greatest devolution of health in human history. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mxyz4oSuLns …

11/27/2019 9:53:01 AM johnsville14 Finally found that article about Williams birth.

 https://kaldanis.blogspot.com/2010/03/prince-williams-occulted-numbers.html?m=1 …

11/27/2019 9:53:55 AM mrpeters18  pic.twitter.com/xeO9N3bv6t



11/27/2019 9:55:30 AM burgersandra Woman brought it in. https://myparistexas.com/regional-bomb-squad-called-in-to-dispose-of-live-mortar-round-brought-into-pawn-shop-in-

commerce/ …

11/27/2019 9:58:33 AM winklerburke Justice grinds late, but when it does it hell-smash grinds exceedingly YUGE.

11/27/2019 10:02:16 AM michael81972 12/12/2019 would be Majestic also?  Can we be looking for anything in this date also?

11/27/2019 10:03:03 AM michael81972 12.12.2019

11/27/2019 10:05:15 AM burgersandra 1st 5 stories

 https://www.heraldbanner.com/search/?l=25&sd=desc&s=start_time&f=html&app=editorial&q=live+mortar&nsa=eedition …

11/27/2019 10:06:23 AM doyle_eng 1/ For the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and All Alliances & men of good will —

and for the record — per image (below):

Superimpose them. Consider the result to be a stellar N—S axis. 

Though 1, whether 1 directional flow or 2, this axis — one of V\sub{N} — can, within the diameter bound ...  pic.twitter.com/3FGo4VhM6N

11/27/2019 10:08:09 AM wiggley_dale Vaccines are never tested for effects against fertility, but we know the #HPVvaccine has link to infertility!

11/27/2019 10:08:30 AM femalepatriot1 So, first off, folks should do their own research. Secondly, patience required. Disclosure- I am not a Dr. this is not professional advise - Spanish Black 

Radish, Black walnut hull, wormwood & cloves. Again, ones own research required. Especially patriots.

11/27/2019 10:16:01 AM 4mydeerone ThatreallyDROVEmeKCKraKCKra! STEVECORRELemmys introducedw/wrong films (relevant)V-VV-V OmegaWagemO

SEAking aFriend🇬🇧+44👸🏻🌹🕺🏻2SAVEtHEWorld!

#VirtuesAndValor 

Dietrich & JOE?

#JFKjr? 

DONtJUStStANDtHERELEtGEt2it

#KeiraKnightley  https://youtu.be/GuJQSAiODqI 

#QAnon🌹💝☦

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Fe7CghcdZP
11/27/2019 10:20:52 AM andrewbreitbar HE ONLY CARES ABOUT $ don't kid yourself @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry 

@IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs https://twitter.com/JDRucker/status/1199754204543238144 …
11/27/2019 10:21:32 AM laurabusse LOL

11/27/2019 10:22:28 AM laurabusse And this from a physician!!!

11/27/2019 10:25:31 AM mikebravodude That was me as an EMT coming to get a patient for a long transport. lmao

11/27/2019 10:27:29 AM laurabusse When we stop asking questions that involve dates or times 😅🤣😂

11/27/2019 10:29:52 AM oxanon1 Yes.

They want to control this industry like BigPharma!

F❣️ em!  No way.

I can taste the addictives in dispensary crap. They spray it with THC and other crap.

11/27/2019 10:31:41 AM laurabusse Yeah that was eye opening yesterday!

11/27/2019 10:33:17 AM cpace98 They cannot sell items from China who runs sweat shops and child labor. I’m glad that this will affect their business

11/27/2019 10:33:36 AM april10521252 What's that other catalog trading company,  they link with schools for crap in bulk...

11/27/2019 10:35:01 AM laurabusse LOL and 🤮

11/27/2019 10:36:21 AM a39630340 I have 30 cousins 1/2 of them have kids at this point. My wife is having our third daughter in 8 weeks!😜

11/27/2019 10:37:41 AM laurabusse Pastured pork

11/27/2019 10:43:43 AM wwg1wga93583681 66 miles from dallas...

11/27/2019 10:44:25 AM wwg1wga93583681 interesting FD... clowns? pic.twitter.com/UKBnuz9uFQ

11/27/2019 10:44:38 AM laurabusse Any idea what it was?

Did you try to look it up?

I'm halfway inclined to ask for a description

But only halfway LOL

11/27/2019 10:46:29 AM laurabusse But never

11/27/2019 10:47:55 AM laurabusse What is this?

11/27/2019 10:47:55 AM sunspot406 They also produce tons of garbage for landfills, most all their non food product is from china.  General dollar also. They impacted Walmart when they 

came on the scene

11/27/2019 10:54:10 AM laurabusse My sister too

11/27/2019 10:54:40 AM laurabusse You didn't know...

11/27/2019 10:56:53 AM patriotswegoall Not stupid - but wicked and clever.

11/27/2019 10:56:56 AM jelavelechat Health benefits, or a taste for gourmet delicacies? https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1658361216000238 …

11/27/2019 10:59:15 AM s_l_knotts that sure supports the NWO and Agenda2030 plan.....

11/27/2019 10:59:38 AM 1crazy_toaster Blavatsky? no way.

11/27/2019 11:01:45 AM laurabusse Well that's comforting

11/27/2019 11:04:22 AM patriotswegoall Beware folks - just because patriots in control does not mean the Deep State cannot strike back. Surrendering is not an option to them. It's win big or 

go broke. Not to be underestimated.

11/27/2019 11:05:11 AM jelavelechat So, vegetables will kill you too!

The only safe food group left, is candy!!

11/27/2019 11:05:37 AM 4mydeerone Daughter (👸🏻🧬🕺🏻) Cusin Sister (HER or me)

Please #FREEtHEFAMiLEE

E25:17E

🖕#SSh8 WE rock youSSux!!!

(#GetAClueTheMOVIE) pic.twitter.com/Ks3CNft4oh
11/27/2019 11:07:29 AM patriotswegoall Money grows on trees?

Thought it was a old saying.



11/27/2019 11:08:22 AM shineonsilver We have exactly the same thing in the UK!

Uncanny 😬

11/27/2019 11:09:03 AM wearediamonds2 Hmmmm....whoa!

11/27/2019 11:09:44 AM mamiemcclure17 Washing throughly washes off the parasites before consuming the vegetables!!! Then no problems.Everything should be washed before eating of 

plants and fruits!

11/27/2019 11:11:34 AM laurabusse No you're not LOL

11/27/2019 11:12:21 AM laurabusse One dollar at a time LOL

11/27/2019 11:13:25 AM toffer_anon_369 Check out the brand logo... pic.twitter.com/SPfbxfaItW

11/27/2019 11:15:42 AM mamiemcclure17 Moral of the story don’t pick and eat straight from the garden without washing to cleanse the vegetables fruits. Snails love to go in the gardens. Many 

do pick and eat - without washing DON’T DO IT

11/27/2019 11:19:21 AM bukrijumadi #NXIVM = Clinton , LeBaron, Salinas, Bronfman ...

11/27/2019 11:22:34 AM laurabusse Yes it does

11/27/2019 11:22:53 AM lawrenc16242044 Change you name to American made and double you next quarter.

11/27/2019 11:26:26 AM cstarr888 Nutrition. Check your diet. Check for vitamin & mineral deficiencies.

Cut out all chemicals, preservatives, artifical flavors, artificial sweeteners. 

For starters.

🙏🙏💖

11/27/2019 11:26:50 AM laurabusse If we're ever gonna go vegetarian or vegan as a species

As a mass consciousness

It's gonna hafta be very slow and gradual

I've tried it

Several times

It doesn't work for me

11/27/2019 11:27:46 AM cstarr888 😪🙏💖

11/27/2019 11:29:05 AM sparkleloung 👊❤️😊

11/27/2019 11:31:29 AM patriotswegoall MJ, like to ask this - do you predict governments run by AI in the future instead of corrupt politicians?

11/27/2019 11:34:42 AM shannongirl80 I was gonna say the same thing! 🤣

11/27/2019 11:40:25 AM fansblowing3 Apparently it sounded like a large jet.  Spaceship landing? pic.twitter.com/IwwmFQGQju

11/27/2019 11:42:25 AM manuforti99  pic.twitter.com/QP9UqoJ1vs

11/27/2019 11:53:58 AM gi6stars Depopulation

11/27/2019 11:58:32 AM vintagesquirrel Is Dollar Tree  code for Donald Trump?

11/27/2019 12:02:12 PM fansblowing3 How long?  TIME IS AN ILLUSION

11/27/2019 12:02:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dig. 

Meme. 

Share. 

Win. https://twitter.com/JusticeOIG/status/1199745666123227136 …

11/27/2019 12:04:59 PM covertress 5:5

11/27/2019 12:06:12 PM robinreitsma1 Forgive me i was looking at a map. I have never been there.

11/27/2019 12:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Commas matter. 

Information Warfare. 

Cannabis threatens their control. https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1199740180325969922 …

11/27/2019 12:07:08 PM _the_psychonaut What about this? pic.twitter.com/wU1K9bckcS

11/27/2019 12:07:14 PM kindeandtrue "66"

The B6Up Pawn & Gun Shop is about "66 miles northeast of Dallas". https://sputniknews.com/society/201911271077420969-army-personnel-

detonate-live-mortar-round-brought-into-us-pawn-shop/?utm_source= 

https://t.co/1OcpvUthVx?amp=1&utm_medium=short_url&utm_content=A5PA&utm_campaign=URL_shortening …

11/27/2019 12:07:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Troll. https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1199755770474221574 …

11/27/2019 12:08:26 PM gingifride  https://twitter.com/gingifride/status/1187547777276039168?s=20 …

11/27/2019 12:08:29 PM kalifornianati2  pic.twitter.com/adw4qEIUmA

11/27/2019 12:08:48 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/HGPq6wZilU

11/27/2019 12:08:52 PM covertress I mean, who doesn't Love Alanis Morissette? pic.twitter.com/M0Hn2rzGmt

11/27/2019 12:09:09 PM fansblowing3 The Sinaloa Cartel defeated the Mexican military.  El Chapo’s son was released.

11/27/2019 12:09:13 PM star_counter9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/27/2019 12:09:14 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/qFpcs01OQ7

11/27/2019 12:09:17 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/TWmHhjGOcD

11/27/2019 12:10:28 PM covertress 🤐

11/27/2019 12:11:02 PM kindeandtrue Comma after "Vaping" seems to suggest that "vaping" is different from "products that contain THC".

11/27/2019 12:11:03 PM werascending Is it like water to them, like from the movie Signs?

11/27/2019 12:11:07 PM robinreitsma1 😉

11/27/2019 12:12:05 PM kindeandtrue Why do NASA's space projects look like a seventh grader constructed them from PVC pipe and aluminum foil?

11/27/2019 12:12:11 PM cosmic_engineer So does 🍄 :p

11/27/2019 12:12:59 PM covertress  https://youtu.be/tILSkVdUdzA 

11/27/2019 12:14:22 PM mongrelglory Lets just say that the tunnels for Elon's Boring Co. were being used for commercial purposes not having to do with cars...

11/27/2019 12:15:21 PM woelf3 What about monosodium glutamate  ... ?

11/27/2019 12:15:30 PM fansblowing3 Cleanups still needed for NASA, FDA, and CDC.

11/27/2019 12:15:53 PM mscronkat Ditto!

11/27/2019 12:15:53 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/27/2019 12:16:00 PM charles_parkton True but this seems to imply that vaping is putting dangerous additive in addition to THC/CBD.

11/27/2019 12:16:14 PM enomai_ Was the ending a sentence ending with excitement.

Or, kill clowns, not?

11/27/2019 12:17:02 PM birdienevermore It will be a glorious day when everyone stops buying disposable for durable.

11/27/2019 12:17:52 PM melhuses Slow poisoning from vaccines ,fast foods ,fluoride you name agenda 21 Depopulation of the humans.

11/27/2019 12:18:36 PM enomai_ Congrats on 36.9 followers.

11/27/2019 12:18:40 PM mrblbrettish Dave Coulier apparently.

11/27/2019 12:18:46 PM mongrelglory I spoke to Benjamin Fulford, whose sister is an Infectious Disease specialist in Hamilton.  He called her when this was all going down in the news.  She 

thought it was totally bogus also, but they were all reluctant to speak up in public against the media and WHO.

11/27/2019 12:19:05 PM anonivxx What about that?  What the hell you think your veggies are grown in?

The lung issue has been proven to be from vitamin b added to underground vape carts.

Peddle your bs elsewhere.



11/27/2019 12:19:27 PM das100000 What "data" was that?

11/27/2019 12:20:43 PM ethereal_shaman Yet there are still liquor stores on every street corner.  

Just FYI, Lazurus Naturals (CBD products) gives veterans, those on disability or those with low incomes a 60% discount off retail.  Easy application. 

https://www.lazarusnaturals.com/assistance-programs …

11/27/2019 12:21:24 PM realeyethespy I also have it cheaper than even them. Just dm me

11/27/2019 12:24:52 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I suffer from "meat-eating" guilt too, as I worry about the treatment of animals in the agricultural industry...I can't afford organic "grass-fed" 

meat.  However I hope that "factory farming" will soon become a thing of the past as we break away from Cabal control. 🙏

11/27/2019 12:25:26 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayThoughts

11/27/2019 12:29:06 PM moemc8 I'll also check yt videos.  I don't think MJ ever really explained how we can use in our everyday lives other than meditation times.

11/27/2019 12:30:46 PM wwg1wga93583681 No, I mean 66 miles is interesting 

(and yes that's very close)

66

11/27/2019 12:31:16 PM 99thyamwasher Whedon got it right in Cabin in the Woods.... get high- don’t fall for the lie.

11/27/2019 12:31:43 PM wwg1wga93583681 666 with b6up+66 miles

11/27/2019 12:33:15 PM laura_621 Interesting dig thanks for sharing🕊

11/27/2019 12:33:58 PM countrygrl2 The CDC and FDA need to keep their hands out of the hemp and cannabis industries. Period.  I have pure cbd if anyone is interested!  

http://www.Yes4CBDoil.com 

11/27/2019 12:34:28 PM mongrelglory  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/sperm-count-dropping-in-western-world/ …   It's a great way to cull the herd without them realizing it 

(Aschen- SG1). 😒

 https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s4/2010/ 

11/27/2019 12:37:20 PM mongrelglory They let these gradual population control mechanisms reduce numbers in developed countries so that we aren't aware.  In places like India, Africa and 

South America they let disease and famine reduce their numbers. https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s4/2010/ 

11/27/2019 12:38:56 PM mongrelglory I don't think they want extinction, just massive depopulation to get us down to more "manageable" levels as a slave race.

11/27/2019 12:39:05 PM azuremagus A Zen Knock - knock joke ?

11/27/2019 12:40:41 PM azuremagus Soft on his buddies, I hope not.

11/27/2019 12:41:20 PM mongrelglory From the Scientific American article above:

 "Sperm counts in men from America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand have dropped by more than 50 percent in less than 40 years"

      -let those numbers sink in...

11/27/2019 12:42:43 PM trunueyes Quick!!! worry about Cannabis (Slide of hands) not the opioid, Meth, and fentanyl epidemics. Or Suicides and overdoses caused by pharmaceuticals. 

They want returning hooked customers not cures. They want you dependent on them. #TheyThinkYourWeak

11/27/2019 12:42:43 PM mongrelglory They also talked about doing daily rituals and tasks using those numbers.

11/27/2019 12:43:31 PM dissenterradio Cannabis and it's derivatives help block nueral layer programming; creates new nueral pathways to skirt around any attempted programming.

11/27/2019 12:43:42 PM state1union I have ZERO trust in the CDC or FDA both pawns of the corrupt Trillion dollar Pharmaceutical Complex

11/27/2019 12:43:50 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/C5TFfOlUzq

11/27/2019 12:47:25 PM state1union Ya we know that the DOE has been using our money 💰 with SSP Hello 👋

11/27/2019 12:48:57 PM moemc8 Many in NY.  Dollar store that sells junk.

11/27/2019 12:49:32 PM djlok People flocking to treatment for help quitting vaping = a money grab. Plain and simple.

11/27/2019 12:49:58 PM ashliemc2 The cannabis did or the cyanide IN the cannabis caused major lung problems??

11/27/2019 12:50:06 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/YS7u2lanhp

11/27/2019 12:50:38 PM mongrelglory Or scientists could seriously focus on studying and cultivating telepathy skills in humans rather than using all that hard-ware.  We can do it without 

computers.

11/27/2019 12:50:44 PM whsthestorm manhattan->brooklyn->antartica?

11/27/2019 12:56:00 PM zeeinthemoment Thus the reason I do not eat Pork, ever!  It only takes once and I was a kid with a poor family and something I will never forget. 🤮

11/27/2019 12:56:50 PM mongrelglory I've never been sure what the Energy Department has to do with Space Exploration...  Isn't that supposed to be NASA's domain?

11/27/2019 12:58:24 PM bryceja68689884 Say whaaaa?

11/27/2019 12:58:32 PM nancyfmplus Is there an immunization for that?

11/27/2019 1:00:14 PM _the_psychonaut Basically just asked if the ingredients were okay. Not sure what “BS” I’m peddling. It’s a serious question. 

So, just making sure it’s okay to keep taking fat dab rips of this wedding cake concentrate. 😝

11/27/2019 1:00:14 PM jonesy4671 I love cannabis

11/27/2019 1:03:32 PM emilyoakley6 Oh dear

That is where I mostly grew up.

11/27/2019 1:07:36 PM enomai_ Fine.

Every thought you make can be seen. Thoughts can be manipulated. Insert things. 

 

Your thoughts have been recorded since the beginning of time. 

it's done by God, ETs, and now us at the highest.

Thoughts are electric.

Electricity is code.

There
11/27/2019 1:13:56 PM tararoby9 Wedding cake 😍

11/27/2019 1:19:23 PM momekool1 Is this because of the increase in pedophilic arrests??😳👍🇺🇸

11/27/2019 1:22:56 PM momekool1 They tried to take us down. But God ALWAYS wins!

11/27/2019 1:23:04 PM state1union I’ve been in contact with Horowitz since 2011 and have never been offered Victim Assistance ever!  Instead Horowitz listened and watched me be 

repeatedly stalked, harassed, drugged, assaulted, and locked up.

11/27/2019 1:23:50 PM sinnersdeborah The CDC is just another corrupt Govt agency.... Imo.

11/27/2019 1:27:33 PM desirelove101 #vaccine #HPVvaccine

11/27/2019 1:31:04 PM charpier3 Cleaning up the department, readying the cells.

11/27/2019 1:33:21 PM _the_psychonaut Shit slaps! No joke, had one of the best out of body experiences during my meditation thanks to this stuff!

11/27/2019 1:33:27 PM ptr0t1 i'd also, submit, the CDC is giving the nod, to big tobacco(,).

11/27/2019 1:34:49 PM laurabusse Yikes😬

11/27/2019 1:37:40 PM laurabusse On the phone?

In person?

I know you're both Canadian...

Oh Michelle I have a friend in Canada named Marcy

Do you know her?

🤣😅



11/27/2019 1:41:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

11/27/2019 1:43:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 FBI Mysteriously Uncovers NEW Hillary Clinton Emails - 'Were the Emails Found on Weiner's Laptop?' 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/11/fbi-mysteriously-uncovers-new-hillary-clinton-emails-were-the-emails-found-on-weiners-laptop/ …

11/27/2019 1:44:21 PM dissenterradio It was from a Cathy O'Brien interview, on why there was such an anti-cannabis sentiment when it came to drugs.

11/27/2019 1:45:11 PM dlmaybee I bet Weiner had insurance; not just the pedovore adrenochrome files!

I hope he’s being protected!

11/27/2019 1:45:31 PM dawntay40629790 The thing is your either dead or more controlled. I think I would rather be dead.  Such evil is really sick

11/27/2019 1:45:57 PM merorschach That's because these population control globalists have convinced people that we're a decade from Doomsday, which they've fear-mongering about 

for decades.

That on top of the effect of the gender identification manipulation and attacks on nuclear family

#ClimateHoax #ClimateFraud pic.twitter.com/ohgKKBkPdt

11/27/2019 1:47:03 PM mongrelglory Ben was childhood friends with my financial advisor. Their mothers were close. My advisor asked me to let Ben know when his mother died so Ben 

could tell his mother. We ended up chatting on-line for a while since my nephew is half Japanese...you know me, I love to chat!

11/27/2019 1:47:23 PM robinreitsma1 👀👀

11/27/2019 1:47:26 PM covertress I Love This Movie! 🍿

11/27/2019 1:48:03 PM mongrelglory Everyone knows Marcy from Saskatchewan.  She's very popular! 😜

11/27/2019 1:49:35 PM state1union Talk about being buried alive

11/27/2019 1:50:42 PM aprilbrown99 The Insurance Policy will come back to bit them in the @$$.

11/27/2019 1:50:58 PM michael81972 Weiner, im sure has already sung like a canary,  and they already have the evidence from his laptop,  phone, etc...He better watch his own 6

11/27/2019 1:51:27 PM schiller_spmode This is a very interesting topic. These tweets you’re referencing, where can I find them?

11/27/2019 1:53:43 PM werascending OMG!! pic.twitter.com/f5Doqj8aqn

11/27/2019 1:55:07 PM mongrelglory It's why we need to rise up and over-throw the Cabal/Elite.  We out-number them!  That's what they're afraid of.

11/27/2019 1:58:12 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayThoughts

11/27/2019 1:59:14 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1172703978326581250?s=21 …

11/27/2019 1:59:28 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1172703978326581250?s=21 …

11/27/2019 1:59:39 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/jVkRQDJ4Tc

11/27/2019 2:00:28 PM cledrordfishing Lock her up!

11/27/2019 2:00:49 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1190272341902856195?s=21 …

11/27/2019 2:01:12 PM ricks_patriots When you watch it like this it shows just what a bunch of fools & clowns they really are..!

11/27/2019 2:02:03 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1190272341902856195?s=21 …

11/27/2019 2:05:16 PM shansway My daughter is mid 20s and not ready for children so hasn't tried, however, when she was a young girl there were 'signs' she may be infertile (we'll 

see). I wish wish wish I had known then what I know now about vaccinations. I would have refused EVERY ONE OF THEM.

11/27/2019 2:08:49 PM jones9536 The CDC doesn't actually think people still listen to them do they? Oh, they DO? Awwww that's so cute

11/27/2019 2:08:57 PM boy12_jimmy I know, just like the movie, 

Men In Black, that we need to read the gossip papers, such as The Sun in England, for truth, but this story  really stretched that!

11/27/2019 2:09:22 PM 222714ftw 👊222

11/27/2019 2:09:39 PM luvleebutterfly There's a coded message in that article, don't know what it says I just know it's there.

11/27/2019 2:14:09 PM michael81972 You’re welcome

11/27/2019 2:15:01 PM schiller_spmode Thank you!

11/27/2019 2:15:15 PM abagofcandy Just watched this movie yesterday 🤣

11/27/2019 2:15:26 PM michael81972 👍🏻

11/27/2019 2:16:05 PM laurabusse LOLOL

11/27/2019 2:17:10 PM brick_airhedred Me, too! I'm right there with ya'. Change is coming, I believe.👁🌟👁 🙏

11/27/2019 2:18:01 PM laurabusse Yes and me as well LOL

This story rings a bell so I think you've probably told it before

Very interesting...

11/27/2019 2:18:11 PM jennysue62 We've been hearing about her emails for over 3 yrs and yet this Lucifarian swamp witch roams to and fro devouring....makes me want to vomit

11/27/2019 2:20:34 PM ptr0t1 "Sometimes belief is all that is required. However blinding your empathic powers to a root entity, like "God" or "Jesus" will only defeat your empathic 

abilities and nullify the quantum effect. "

11/27/2019 2:21:13 PM bigwin20201 I've got the popcorn.

11/27/2019 2:23:55 PM cosmic_engineer Devon Island 🍁

11/27/2019 2:26:23 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...How about that!!!...🍿👀🍿...

11/27/2019 2:26:29 PM cosmic_engineer Distillate tincture (PG) sublingual

11/27/2019 2:26:50 PM mongrelglory I suspect some FBI butt-covering here... 🤨

11/27/2019 2:29:13 PM mongrelglory Enough already!  When is this movie going to end?  I have to go to the bathroom...😜

11/27/2019 2:29:14 PM mutleythereaper Robots

11/27/2019 2:30:28 PM samsmith0319 Oh Yes It Does!!! Cures So Many Things!!!

11/27/2019 2:31:15 PM dands435 Right, what's the agenda? You know they have had this crap for ever!

11/27/2019 2:32:05 PM eewwanon Rudy

11/27/2019 2:32:09 PM blsdbe “I never did mind about the little things...” pic.twitter.com/8E4HYjlCuF

11/27/2019 2:33:49 PM eewwanon Best timeline ever. I’ve been waiting my whole life for this moment. Buckle up butter cup. It’s gonna get way worse before it gets better. 

pic.twitter.com/llGXBc9oW3

11/27/2019 2:34:19 PM t_hayden07 Also been said on the vid about Project looking glass. 12/21/2012 foretold of the Great Awakening,  & NOTHING COULD STOP WHAT IS COMING 🙌

11/27/2019 2:34:24 PM eewwanon  pic.twitter.com/kHDRVDmwrD

11/27/2019 2:35:53 PM barozzirochelle Mysteriously...

11/27/2019 2:36:49 PM mongrelglory I just drank too much pop! 🤪

11/27/2019 2:37:55 PM obladioroblada  pic.twitter.com/tAgIrWvWp0

11/27/2019 2:40:19 PM obladioroblada Why would anyone eat under-cooked pork? pic.twitter.com/G9oGWzYzdV

11/27/2019 2:42:11 PM michael81972 Any comment on Kratom?  Any potential harm from consumption?

11/27/2019 2:44:06 PM greg40617065 Insurance folder.

11/27/2019 2:45:20 PM reachechovoice Operation Majestic Twelve?

11/27/2019 2:50:45 PM givehillhell So then they all should stop it

11/27/2019 2:54:28 PM therealbigneum Meme what? Nothing memeworthy in there

11/27/2019 2:55:45 PM keith369me Only one question will 2020 bring 20/20 sight of our existence?

11/27/2019 3:01:19 PM eewwanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/BhpQJ9cWUf

11/27/2019 3:03:17 PM bigwin20201  pic.twitter.com/yj2YTA7syP

11/27/2019 3:05:03 PM b_lucky69 Hope so



11/27/2019 3:05:23 PM rebornkingent Yes, Hillary can be played by Jar Jar Binks. pic.twitter.com/Mr27zwx6R3

11/27/2019 3:05:45 PM eewwanon Kek pic.twitter.com/tvpdUtGl56

11/27/2019 3:07:30 PM senorita_llb Lock her up!

11/27/2019 3:07:40 PM turboxyde Adding this here for others who may wish to research.

Set a max temp of 356° F with using something like this...

 https://www.thefirefly.com/ 

Bless your medicine & breath consciously!

11/27/2019 3:09:39 PM wickedmouse369 Volcano ftw.

11/27/2019 3:12:03 PM turboxyde Absolutely! If you can afford it go for it!

The Firefly is also a vaporizer and about half the price new.

11/27/2019 3:13:15 PM pensontheice Brainwashing

11/27/2019 3:14:25 PM dianesaumure Would it be Majestic that dropped off a little gift, lol

11/27/2019 3:16:19 PM cosmic_engineer DIY or die

11/27/2019 3:18:00 PM melodyhope5 for me kratom gives me 75 percent pain relief from fibromyalgia, arthritis, spinal stenosis, frayed meniscus,shoulder tendinitis,sciatica and more

11/27/2019 3:18:43 PM melodyhope5 9 scientists "We believe strongly that the current body of credible research on the actual effects of kratom demonstrates that it is not dangerously 

addictive, nor is it similar to 'narcotics like opioids' with respect to 'addiction and death. 

 https://www.blacklistednews.com/article/63664/scientists-blast-fda-warn-that-a-ban-on-kratom-would-cause-more-opioid.html …

11/27/2019 3:19:02 PM melodyhope5 The potential bad-actor 7-OH alkaloid constitutes only 2% of the alkaloid content of the kratom plant and has no significant pharmacological effect on 

consumers.  

This is an important study that addresses the addictive potential of kratom using. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/326016814_Abuse_liability_and_therapeutic_potential_of_the_Mitragyna_speciosa_kratom_alkaloids_mit

ragynine_and_7-hydroxymitragynine …

11/27/2019 3:19:19 PM melodyhope5 According to a comprehensive 8 factor analysis by Dr. Jack Henningfield, Ph.D, kratom’s potential for abuse and dependence is no greater than such 

widely used and unscheduled substances as “nutmeg, hops,St.Johns Wort, Chamomile 

 https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cluster=3417062166286504051&hl=en&as_sdt=0,23&sciodt=0,23#d=gs_qabs&u=%23p%3D-MzWFc9EisUJ …

11/27/2019 3:19:21 PM nolan_thorn #FakeNews for ancient times.

11/27/2019 3:19:47 PM melodyhope5 Peer reviewed kratom research. This is the state of kratom science. Facts drive this paper and I hope it is useful to you. Science before speculation. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0955395919301252 …

11/27/2019 3:20:39 PM melodyhope5 This response from PhDs to CDC's kratom death numbers, adds some much needed Clarification to the wave of misinformation spin by the 

irresponsible reporting of tbe numbers 

 http://mma.prnewswire.com/media/872196/R%E2%80%A6%E2%80%AC …

11/27/2019 3:22:01 PM melodyhope5 re fda claims of 44 deaths. here is in depth analysis 

“The FDA has gone well beyond any credible scientific analysis in the documents they’ve produced.”

Dr Jane Babin, PhD, Esquire 

Her full analysis of @US_FDA’s reported kratom deaths is here

 https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/9ba5da_54f08e1805c34c108ad7199481507d88.pdf …
11/27/2019 3:22:24 PM kvitalone 500 Congelese in last 3 mths bused from El Paso to Portland Maine, Pop. 66,800.

WE NOW HAVE 1 IN EVERY 132 PEOPLE 

ARE CONGOLESE! SOROS NEEDS TO STOP SHIPPING THEM TO MX TO CROSS US BORDER. 80% CONGO LIVE IN EXTREME POVERTY. HIW THE F ARE THEY 

COMING HERE? 😡

11/27/2019 3:22:29 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/wz06Wit2PP

11/27/2019 3:23:41 PM melodyhope5  https://wiseye.org/2019/10/30/senate-committee-on-health-and-human-services-23/ … pic.twitter.com/JA0npDHand

11/27/2019 3:24:03 PM melodyhope5 Issues are adulterated kratom not plain leaf. Support the kratom consumer protection act passed in 4 states and in the process in 9. Age restriction, 

strict labeling requirements, Zero adulterated kratom. 15 million consumer deserve a regulated product. 

https://zoom.us/recording/play/GUrjDWxm9n1vbBKajmkiKkHQVbgiPXo-E5qzLksOlUUk8cTi-_9sPZQxD0TFwgEm …

11/27/2019 3:25:49 PM laurabusse Timing is everything?

11/27/2019 3:29:22 PM starspangled76 Good answer!  Forgot that little part.

11/27/2019 3:31:30 PM bbobbio71 We as America Patriots stand ready and willing to help in any way!

God bless you all!! 

Happy Thanks for giving power and knowledge to the people!!

11/27/2019 3:39:21 PM lucillemcgilli4 Hi guys, jumping in here a day late...can someone please explain the Keira /Taylor thingy? Thanks in advance 🤞

11/27/2019 3:40:32 PM havefaith_maga I wondered about something along those lines, like vaccinations.  I'd also like to know if the chemtrails are contributing

11/27/2019 3:40:39 PM bi07829782 I work in a grocery store and second this, workers drop stuff put it right back in container without washing. Wash everything!

11/27/2019 3:41:02 PM wls_09 A lot of the stuff we see is pushed propaganda..the fear based, scarcity based system they have created. Most farmers raise, treat and kill the animals 

with much care, attention and dignity. I have met farmers here in Australia that treat the cattle like pets.

11/27/2019 3:43:06 PM wls_09 When we eat with guilt and fear, there are attachments that come with it, the food does not deliver the nutrients as it should. Guilt and fear create a 

negative energy.. To act in guilt has already started the process of negativity. That is why I say gratitude is key. Visit farms

11/27/2019 3:45:35 PM courtneyspace17 Wait are supposed to celebrate or so something? Being its an unwillingness to be infertile maybe we should stop letting them but odd chemicals 

everywhere to die down the population

11/27/2019 3:46:27 PM deinosofdeicide Not sure, but all these vegetarians are loving this. Even though our biology is obviously omnivoric.

11/27/2019 3:48:37 PM michael81972 Wish we had a name so we could dig on her brother to find any clown connections

11/27/2019 3:50:25 PM mamiemcclure17 I’ve seen employees do that in the store putting into shelves/bins, what I haven’t seen is in the back storage and before it even gets there!

11/27/2019 3:53:28 PM scott_rick Track the suicides: https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/senior-deutsche-bank-exec-linked-millions-donald-trump-loans-commits-suicide …

11/27/2019 3:54:29 PM deinosofdeicide Birds are highly intelligent, more so than cows and pigs. 

Why are you allowing yourself to consume animals that are capable of recognizing a beat,  do complex math, problem solving and capable of teaching 

their young what they have personally learned over animals that don't?

11/27/2019 3:55:40 PM deinosofdeicide Diatomaceous Earth, it is the BEST natural dewormer in existence.



11/27/2019 3:55:48 PM hoosier2019 Almost like they planned it.

11/27/2019 3:57:50 PM jeffcordell6 The aweful ones??

11/27/2019 4:01:22 PM femalepatriot1 Food Grade - good stuff for multiple things.

11/27/2019 4:04:31 PM scott_rick Cannabis has helped open my 3rd eye and taken me off benzo’s, alcohol, and naproxen for a hip replacement... and it makes food, sex and life like 

living in High Definition.  It truly is a gift from the Plaedes.  I’ll use it until I ascend.  Mind-heart

11/27/2019 4:05:10 PM deinosofdeicide Oh yeah, definitely make sure it's food grade. Silica is the 3rd most important mineral for our body, and parasites get messed up from it.

11/27/2019 4:06:15 PM wallyb3  pic.twitter.com/BlI3vx9AXj

11/27/2019 4:06:28 PM mongrelglory Pigs are really smart too.  There's no way to justify eating one animal over the other. 

 Alan Watts was once asked why he's a vegetarian.  His answer:  "Because cows scream louder than carrots."

11/27/2019 4:11:09 PM deinosofdeicide That's my point eating one animal over the other is silly. There's no justification for one over the other. When people use being vegetarian to equate 

them being more spiritual or woke. 

As long as you aren't eating that processed shit that the government calls food you're good.

11/27/2019 4:17:48 PM qanuck4truth Yes, she mentions that the #MKUltra handlers supplied them with hard drugs, they could use any of them to party with, but cannabis was a no-no. I 

don't know if hash would have the same results...??

11/27/2019 4:19:07 PM tyetyler1 wth is lung injury outbreak exactly?

11/27/2019 4:22:13 PM kahsmick The CDC Directorship over the last 20 years is a rogue's gallery of sex- with-animal perverts, embezzlers, mashers, and child pornographers.

11/27/2019 4:23:00 PM jtarby2 👀

11/27/2019 4:31:51 PM qanuck4truth I like recipes.... 🤭

11/27/2019 4:40:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think about the massive corruption at the State Department.

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1182007545742970880?s=21 … https://twitter.com/axios/status/1199818934951669760 …

11/27/2019 4:42:21 PM werascending So corrupt!!! Not for long! It is their turn for their lives to be ruined.

11/27/2019 4:42:36 PM beardly01 Has it always been this way @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

11/27/2019 4:43:06 PM ckay54 Timing is suspect. Deep state might be punishing him for not holding up their line of bullshit in testimony.

11/27/2019 4:44:39 PM robinreitsma1 well this used to be HRC's party.... so there all likely still her people, just like Obama people in the WH...

11/27/2019 4:47:57 PM jvan125 How convenient and “coincidental” that they waited until AFTER he torched the Deep State’s case against impeachment to come forward. 

#NothingToSeeHere

11/27/2019 4:48:33 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/HWVe1o_VlhM 

11/27/2019 4:50:18 PM maryheil5 I think about the mass corruption throughout every agency! The SES makes sure of it! And Obama installed over 7000 of those corrupt bastards in the 

SES just a couple weeks before he was out of office!

11/27/2019 4:50:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power of 3 6 and 9. 

000=999=6

11/27/2019 4:50:46 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/h2vkrxvh76c 

11/27/2019 4:50:50 PM jeff57253103 Can you explain for a dummy?

11/27/2019 4:52:07 PM robertg69989098 Everywhere! What is in our water? What could be placed in our water? Does it end with Fluoride? Does fluoride reduce birth rates? Is YOUR water 

safe?  How do you know? Just questions

11/27/2019 4:52:56 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will the Dec 9 report confirm the massive corruption to the public?

11/27/2019 4:54:16 PM courtneyspace17 I would need to get high to grasp that one

11/27/2019 4:56:22 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/27/2019 5:00:24 PM mettlemeta 0 = 2 +-

0 = 2 +-

0 = 2 +-

   = 6

11/27/2019 5:01:23 PM kenikafantifa It's explained in video above.

11/27/2019 5:01:56 PM johnnymerckx I look more at Elliott Abrams. Why does US foreign – and even domestic policy – so often echo the behavior of the Nasi regime?

There’s a direct line from the Nazis to the Neo-Cons –

The US is sending war criminal Elliott Abrams to “manage” the situation in Venezuela.

11/27/2019 5:02:52 PM ourcalmlot The Left are so dense with their pseudo intellectual crap they will never recover. I was awakened 15 years ago. A world wide awakening is taking place, 

the Puppet masters will be running, the puppets are so fragile that their psyche will be shattered. Who will pick up the pieces?

11/27/2019 5:06:42 PM jeff57253103 Oh let me look for it

11/27/2019 5:09:55 PM dispensaryexch These were the same numbers Tesla preached about . My SEO Attack code word to the NSA was Kalaboo93!

11/27/2019 5:13:27 PM daveo6145 Doesn’t this mean anyone connected to their activities are royally fucked? Including the central bankers, deep state swamp creatures, local corrupt 

LEO, etc.

11/27/2019 5:17:32 PM ourcalmlot You get idiots that comment birds of a feather who don’t even realize that if you wanted to internationally traffic woman, children, you would do it 

through what agency. Who was Sec of State under Obama, and this has been going on for years. Who is rounding up all the PEDO’s???

11/27/2019 5:17:51 PM michael81972 Thank You..o7

11/27/2019 5:20:58 PM ourcalmlot Who’s husband has connections to Epstein flew on the Lolita Express? And HRC knew all about it. Again MSM never reported all of this when it was 

going on. Goes right over the heads of these stupid puppets!

11/27/2019 5:24:50 PM americanpetal Surprisingly,understood video and got more tha I thought. But, what’s the concept of Mirror? pic.twitter.com/iJ6DMQuRdI

11/27/2019 5:28:54 PM weallgetwet Best CBD products I have found and I tried 15 companies.

11/27/2019 5:31:38 PM eaglesview77 Don’t you just love the universe!

11/27/2019 5:31:55 PM mongrelglory I like that Mr. Sasse.  He doesn't pull any punches!

11/27/2019 5:32:30 PM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/IpBsao6Fu4

11/27/2019 5:36:13 PM sdane8 That's the only thing practical I've actually picked up on. I'll grab 3 napkins from a dispenser or heat things in the microwave at 27, 45 secs, etc. I'm a 

tad OCD and a 'counter' so it's easy to adopt but is it really what MJ means?

11/27/2019 5:38:28 PM mongrelglory Of course, it's a case of closing the barn door after the cow's already gotten out and been eaten by wolves...

11/27/2019 5:39:15 PM abagofcandy I prefer the phrase "less bad for you".

11/27/2019 5:39:22 PM sdane8 And, not counting mine, there are SIX tweets above mine! LOL

11/27/2019 5:42:20 PM sdane8 Well, that's creepy! What if you felt guilty being accused and imagined the crime? How would it tell the difference? 

"Instead of a police officer asking questions, they'll stick a helmet on to decide what it is that's going through your mind."

11/27/2019 5:42:48 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the explanation.  Never would have figured it out in a million years.  Brain doesn't think in numbers!

11/27/2019 5:46:14 PM mongrelglory Do we have to understand this stuff in order to ascend? 🥺

11/27/2019 5:48:34 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Nicola Tesla did it like that.  Used to walk around the block 3 times etc...

11/27/2019 5:51:29 PM sdane8 LOL  Maybe I'm on the right track. I just set the dryer for 12 minutes. 😂

11/27/2019 5:53:13 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Glm0B0vWCj

11/27/2019 5:55:17 PM sblockedagain Lol, no. Be good and do good. Start there.

11/27/2019 5:55:52 PM johnnyt_anon Good call.

11/27/2019 5:56:06 PM keith369me #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide 

#EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide #EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide 

#EpsteinDidNotCommitSuicide 9X @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



11/27/2019 5:56:36 PM powersawer  https://twitter.com/MusicParagraph/following …

speaking of patterns

11/27/2019 5:59:08 PM keith369me I literally shake 3 times after I pee among all of the other 3,6,9 repetitions I do throughout the day.  Obsessed...and my life has gotten so much better.

11/27/2019 6:03:19 PM enlight3nedgeek 👀 https://twitter.com/DevilsCanyon/status/1199859709257359362?s=20 …

11/27/2019 6:09:05 PM bi07829782 Hence my warning. I’ve seen what happens back there. Just wash all produce and you should be good.

11/27/2019 6:11:25 PM cny_micaa that was great.

11/27/2019 6:12:25 PM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/ChapulinColoRed/status/1199867812044361729?s=20 …

11/27/2019 6:13:16 PM henwoley Haha nice

11/27/2019 6:16:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes................

WE ARE WINNING! pic.twitter.com/R08maE7oQr

11/27/2019 6:17:35 PM corstruction Create the virus & withhold the vaccine.

11/27/2019 6:18:55 PM phreatomagnetic You know, if you shake it more than twice, you're playing with it

11/27/2019 6:18:57 PM qav8r Is Epstein dead?

11/27/2019 6:20:06 PM majic_eyes_qnly 170 Following = 17 = Q

36.9K Followers =  power of 3 6 9

Majestic majic

11/27/2019 6:25:37 PM keith369me That’s why I stop with three...any more and I’d be violating a Majestic rule...End of Cycle

11/27/2019 6:27:04 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/MigLxE5c2K

11/27/2019 6:28:39 PM realist_stereo No.

11/27/2019 6:29:08 PM laughingwolf11 Cannabis weakens the mind. Turtles can think and move faster than potheads.

11/27/2019 6:34:14 PM souther53425727 I wish I could understand this.  Can someone help please?

11/27/2019 6:35:41 PM mamiemcclure17 👂 5:5

11/27/2019 6:37:03 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayWisdom #WednesdayThoughts #ThanksgivingEve

11/27/2019 6:39:15 PM angel171614 🍂🌿🍁Blessings Brian🍂🌿🍁 pic.twitter.com/oin4Tuz6RX

11/27/2019 6:43:20 PM aquarianqueen11 carbon

The number 666 relates to the carbon atom, and man. Carbon-12; one of 5 elements in the human DNA is composed of 6 protons, 6 electrons and 6 

neutrons, which equates to 666.

11/27/2019 6:46:53 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any significance to deadspot @ 1700

11/27/2019 6:47:07 PM m08d26 Wonder if she will meet with an accident, a hit and run or suicided.

11/27/2019 6:50:46 PM aprilbrown99 THAT. WAS. AWESOME. 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

I love puzzles! pic.twitter.com/MyB6sq28Je

11/27/2019 6:52:54 PM aprilbrown99 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/oKZ7iYH5Ms

11/27/2019 7:05:49 PM usernamt8ken I hate math

11/27/2019 7:09:44 PM ffattmedia (And the crowd chants) Rudy, Rudy, Rudy...!!!

11/27/2019 7:10:04 PM catherinetrue4 Sounds good.

11/27/2019 7:25:05 PM hallchristoff Mr. Typist....What is the largest population a star nation/ET civilization has in what's popularly known as the Milky Way Galaxy? If we have approx 7 

billion on earth...what does the most populated civilization have? Thanks

11/27/2019 7:35:27 PM covertress Are you suggesting that it's possible to transform Chaos into the Majestic?

11/27/2019 7:40:19 PM qagent17 So what your saying is we live in a Matrix pic.twitter.com/yabzTEeFJq

11/27/2019 7:47:16 PM francoissmc This can certainly not be coincidental! Who are the people behind this brewery in California?

11/27/2019 7:52:36 PM janmaree1111 🙌❤️🙏

@John_F_Kennnedy

@VincentCrypt46

@2runtherace

@Angel5Christine @3Days3Nights

@realDonaldTrump

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@familyman20181

@MagniAnon pic.twitter.com/Ui93b1nXpU
11/27/2019 7:57:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Forgive us, Alice.

Sometimes a good 'movie' can provide a lot of truth and/or background.

Clowns in America.

Enjoy the show...

Relevant for your future to come.

 https://www.amazon.com/gp/video/detail/B00T0MLCTC/ref=atv_dl_rdr?autoplay=1 …

11/27/2019 7:59:24 PM laughingwolf11 Someone I truly loved, knew as a teenager, kept smoking this crap. Now he has an IQ just above a vegetable. He’s aged exponentially more than 

myself. It’s really sad to see.

11/27/2019 7:59:37 PM yustein  https://youtu.be/solTs-GemzM 

11/27/2019 7:59:58 PM yayavarm Alice = Q

11/27/2019 8:00:01 PM mettlemeta Still very frustrating.

11/27/2019 8:01:25 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/EK5qP1IcBk

11/27/2019 8:03:27 PM gingifride 🍯

11/27/2019 8:05:07 PM rufus69firefly .#Yawn

#Psalm82 #SaysItAll

11/27/2019 8:08:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/HZ2WrwKXGJ

11/27/2019 8:08:22 PM rachaelangelm The photo of the Alien on my Facebook is not me. Not in the sense that you would understand. It was me mirroring the person antagonizing me at the 

moment. I was letting her know I was the wrong person to punk. Epstein victim, hypnotherapist and depopulation bio device.

11/27/2019 8:10:48 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/seRhVBR87n

11/27/2019 8:11:57 PM michael81972 Is this the same as Amazon link...I do not have Amazon account

11/27/2019 8:16:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps the different drugs are used as a tool to enter into interplanetary/inter-dimensional majestic meetings with the IS-BEs who control the 

simulation. Consciousness and free will work while in this alternate universe.

You are God.

You are the Big Bang.

Before Time.

No time.

11/27/2019 8:17:36 PM wickedmouse369 We are all connected collectively creating our reality.



11/27/2019 8:17:57 PM mongrelglory That I can do! 👍

11/27/2019 8:17:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 This conversation is relevant.

Think about how this Clowns production attempt to muddy the waters. 

Can you identify the techniques used?

Are they disclosing truth in the form of a deception?

Using these drugs, we can interact.

Are machine elves real? https://youtu.be/ASm3EJAFjYQ 

11/27/2019 8:19:12 PM nea_storm I will get right on that .... 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9l-kJdeuz98 … pic.twitter.com/5Da6dvKxNL

11/27/2019 8:19:17 PM trumping4usa Bro which member of majestic dropped acid and got on their twitter?

11/27/2019 8:20:04 PM mongrelglory To quote Oma from SG-1...

"The only thing we really have control over during this life-time, is whether we are good or evil."

11/27/2019 8:23:12 PM jvan125 🙃 pic.twitter.com/NThjeH2cBf

11/27/2019 8:25:33 PM ravisingkeegan Complete nonsense. 

6 does not equal 0.

11/27/2019 8:30:17 PM allahuniversal For the Amazon impaired: pic.twitter.com/5gdP70QWu8

11/27/2019 8:33:57 PM nea_storm Zero Drugs 

We most Certainly are Gods

Beautiful Super Nova pic.twitter.com/QmHhrciO0q

11/27/2019 8:35:24 PM trumping4usa We're all gods of our perception. Your Perception is your reality

11/27/2019 8:36:35 PM rocktobersky Who or What Are The IS-BEs? Thanks!

11/27/2019 8:36:56 PM aquarianqueen11 DMT (N,N-Dimethyltryptamine) is a hallucinogenic tryptamine drug that occurs naturally in many plants and animals. It is also referred to as the "spirit 

molecule" due to the intense psychedelic experience.

11/27/2019 8:39:28 PM mattcottrill3 Yes

11/27/2019 8:40:44 PM trumping4usa It also (if you believe the occultists) is supposed to force you to astral project. Most people describe a feeling of being sucked out of their body and 

catapulted forward

11/27/2019 8:43:39 PM angel5christine WOW~Nice👍

#WWG1WGA

11/27/2019 8:43:40 PM mongrelglory Argh!  Not available for rental in Canada.  Only for purchase from  http://Amazon.ca .

11/27/2019 8:44:37 PM mongrelglory OMG!  Thanks!  You just saved me $20 plus shipping!

11/27/2019 8:45:09 PM jaded_pearl I tried two doses of Ibogaine and felt nothing. Does dosing matter as they stated? If micro dosing over longer period are effects more longer lasting & 

beneficial?

11/27/2019 8:45:36 PM yustein Yes

11/27/2019 8:45:46 PM yustein Just watched it.

11/27/2019 8:46:32 PM decodematrix We are being held in a simulation against our free will? How does this not violate our free will? Who are the IS-BEs controlling the simulation? How do 

we escape? @RealEyeTheSpy @AllahUniversal @covertress @fansblowing3

11/27/2019 8:46:44 PM majorroberts10 I'll pass on smoking frog venom

11/27/2019 8:48:07 PM jaded_pearl No YouTube? I can't open it.

11/27/2019 8:48:13 PM natureinspace Some people are starting to think it's being caused by chemtrails.

11/27/2019 8:50:09 PM djlok So using these drugs, people's higher selves can communicate with other higher selves and can be consciously aware of that interaction in this density?  

 Is that how that works?  

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110941629244858368?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110941629244858368 …

11/27/2019 8:51:40 PM zephyruswc They tweeted a video, related.

11/27/2019 8:52:02 PM natureinspace Congratulations! I have four daughters. They will always be your little girls! ❤️

11/27/2019 8:52:53 PM michael81972 Thank You👍🏻

11/27/2019 8:57:36 PM jack66123366 They come back knowing things

11/27/2019 8:57:47 PM natureinspace And these are the very things they tell us make and keep us healthy and live long lives. Hmmmmm??? Now they can be used to depopulate...

11/27/2019 8:58:15 PM bubba_dave1 Ya its called triple window pain, purple micro dot,purple pyramids, Mario cart etc...... And then the fun begins!

11/27/2019 8:58:16 PM mongrelglory I have a vision of IS-BEs from different planets sitting cross-legged in a circle passing around a bong. 😜

Wait a minute...that might be a flash-back from my last year of highschool.  🤔

11/27/2019 9:00:07 PM brangusjimmy Lmao, I remember this exact same thing😂

11/27/2019 9:00:50 PM natureinspace I wouldn't let my girls have it. But I saw somewhere that its going to be added to the list of required vaccines if you attend public school. Sickening!

11/27/2019 9:01:01 PM asdasd26700831 like this ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ONm-r1d2Mg …

11/27/2019 9:02:18 PM j0nof9rcagan1 We are NOT GOD - that is blasphemy. Only GOD is GOD. We are servants of God his children. Period. He is the great almighty and creator - king of Kings 

and lord of lords - all else is a LIE OF SATAN.

11/27/2019 9:02:31 PM nea_storm Quite Fascinating!

Yet "I'll never be your beast of burden"

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeMFqkcPYcg … pic.twitter.com/a98XSFjr7L

11/27/2019 9:03:00 PM mongrelglory Possibly another dimension we've both visited...

11/27/2019 9:03:07 PM allahuniversal Depends.

You are God.

Does God have Free Will? pic.twitter.com/YC68tstJKE

11/27/2019 9:03:55 PM brangusjimmy I hope to visit it again soon, see you there ✌️

11/27/2019 9:05:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Rogan uses these partially deceptive techniques all the time. Relying on synthetic catalysts to tap into the IS is denying yourself free will and denying 

yourself, YOU essentially.

11/27/2019 9:05:34 PM twitsareangry I'm not her, but thank you.  A lot of people tried to tie me to a lot of very nasty things for supporting Alice, but I don't turn my back on my tribe...  I'm 

glad to see people coming around.

11/27/2019 9:06:20 PM wwg1wga_every1 OUTSTANDING documentary. Thank you for sharing!

11/27/2019 9:06:29 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/COpN9QTzHn

11/27/2019 9:06:57 PM brangusjimmy Might be my new phone background..

11/27/2019 9:08:11 PM skymonk13 Nope

11/27/2019 9:11:11 PM hellouncledonny Thats why God gave you 10 fingers. https://youtu.be/AnsoxGqDOoo 

11/27/2019 9:11:54 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szby7ZHLnkA … pic.twitter.com/uIK9n8SkDw

11/27/2019 9:12:47 PM turboxyde Search through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 's account and go meditate on the information you find there.

Decide for yourself.

11/27/2019 9:13:55 PM wlightning369 Will do....

11/27/2019 9:14:13 PM jeebaleebs Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

You are an "IS" that decided to "BE"

11/27/2019 9:14:21 PM allahuniversal 😉



11/27/2019 9:15:51 PM expatcontractor One company has a virtual monopoly on frames and they like to make sales.

Eye doctors are being replaced by tech, so why not hawk more in office tests and more glasses?

11/27/2019 9:16:49 PM altimitwill Black holes are just a massive amount of gravity condensed so hard it even absorbs light. It bends space and time. There is no other side. You’re 

thinking of a worm hole. https://www.britannica.com/story/how-do-black-holes-really-work …

11/27/2019 9:18:49 PM kerrywest53 Nope!

11/27/2019 9:19:14 PM _doozier_ Long-form ingested, smoked plants, or straight smoked crystal, does it matter?

11/27/2019 9:23:15 PM clhendershot Love anything that offers both Yin AND Yang!!! 

Learning Discerning so I can be worthy of Earning Engagement! 

ThanQ Majestic 12 - I am not worthy but a grateful receiver 

GO~

11/27/2019 9:23:18 PM mongrelglory That was a great thread!  We have this to aspire to: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110941626686291969?s=20 …

11/27/2019 9:24:32 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1086017080414162950?s=21 …

11/27/2019 9:24:46 PM mongrelglory The elves play the game, but the machine elves are the programmers!

11/27/2019 9:26:56 PM iamqtoo333 Our Will can not be violated unless we allow it. The only way you lose your power is if you WILL it away. We are extensions of source creating 

everything we experience with our thoughts, emotions, focus and intent. Collectively and individually we are a part of the whole.

11/27/2019 9:29:02 PM lynnielee5 It sounds like you’re talking about Heaven! 😎

11/27/2019 9:32:02 PM goldyone5 Bang on deca gone 🌈🎶🎅🤫🥰😍😇🤪

Keep on 

Keepin on

Bring the heat 🔥

11/27/2019 9:32:04 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, as we ascend up the ladder into higher densities...could we simultaneously be a machine elf of a lower density, while being an "elf" in a higher 

density?

11/27/2019 9:34:23 PM adsvel Open Societies 2.0

11/27/2019 9:35:27 PM mongrelglory In-otherwords, each leap of consciousness to a new level of ascension, is simply a more expansive awareness of our creative power and identity as a 

machine elf, until we finally become one with Source?

11/27/2019 9:37:02 PM noocnik You've to leave the box to see the full picture. Existence have no meaning. You give that meaning by exploring and expiriencing the infinite. From our 

perspective we perceive duality from we can choose but in higher realities they're just polarities of basic force of creation.

11/27/2019 9:37:10 PM michael81972 Is your position on hell,  eternal burning of your soul(IS)

11/27/2019 9:41:34 PM sethric61410528 read Neale Donald Walsh, conversations with God, be it just for intellectual reasons... I am a true christian believer.

11/27/2019 9:42:25 PM noocnik This basic force is pure unconditional love. Our current definitions of love are vague and often misinterpretation. Nonetheless we're here to learn and 

gain perspective which we're doing from millenia. Every expirience is valid and needed to this process of learning the balance.

11/27/2019 9:44:09 PM sethric61410528 if you may elaborate a bit more on that? thank you

11/27/2019 9:51:55 PM noocnik Your consciousness is growing in this process of knowing yourself and uniting more and more with otherselfs. Ultimately you will unite with the One, 

adding another infinite perspective to the First Creator. This is the final adventure. And the whole process begins again.

11/27/2019 9:57:06 PM twelvebcharlie1 We have everything. Everything since has been positioning to gain dominance and wake the public up. How much is script and how much is rope to 

hang themselves idk.

11/27/2019 9:58:15 PM rhodesmkt Way off base.

11/27/2019 10:00:59 PM blacktharon  pic.twitter.com/G4cJRG76Qp

11/27/2019 10:03:30 PM ewolsj Population controls are working it seems

11/27/2019 10:10:08 PM lonestar_anon I used to be a Republican but then I experienced MANY psychedelic experiences(which I recomend almost all should try at least once)and I found my 

self a independent that leans heavily to the right. NO SOCIALISM, DECRIM DRUGS, BUILD THE WALL, LET THE GAYS MARRY ,PROTECT OUR RIGHTS

11/27/2019 10:11:08 PM do_or_do_notty This is why a Volcano is a great investment! 🤷🏻♀️✌️

It offers lower temp convection instead of high temp combustion. 

You get a vape that has so much more of the medicinal goodies cannabis offers vs combustion methods.

11/27/2019 10:15:39 PM sethric61410528 What did you mean to majestic when you said ... tell it all (please explain in easy terms so I can understand). TY

11/27/2019 10:17:31 PM lonestar_anon “Info wars”

11/27/2019 10:18:55 PM sethric61410528 what is the truth? you were talking about ...

11/27/2019 10:20:17 PM pleiadianshaman Resonate faster to “escape”.

We still have free will in this simulation but the AI controlling it has free will as well. 

It does violate our free will that’s why source and many races are working on lifting the veil and will happen eventually. You will feel it like 

remembering.

11/27/2019 10:22:44 PM spauldingshowal Good to know!  Sounds like my next buy.

11/27/2019 10:24:39 PM enomai_ You can interact with them without drugs if you use telepathy. Or weed.

The machine elves are real.

They can edit events.

They can can do it all.

Tell me that I'm lying
11/27/2019 10:26:26 PM enomai_ I always had this idea of a camera going into a black hole.

Think it's been done before?

11/27/2019 10:30:47 PM wild8heart See past tweets from MJ. Alice is many things...

11/27/2019 10:34:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1 John 10:34  Jesus answered them, "Is it not written in your Law, 'I have said you are "gods"'?

11/27/2019 10:34:32 PM cstarr888 Consider; drugs perhaps allowing you to visit the bus depot in a red light district where the panhandlers hang out, instead of natural (earned) where 

you could visit an amazing garden with a beautiful mansion and angels ...

🤔🙏💖

11/27/2019 10:34:52 PM noocnik The end goal is to know yourself. You're part of the First Creator who is infinite and you're growing. The result of this process is always more than the 

sum of individual parts. So if this will be your desire you can give birth to another bubble of growing consciousneses.

11/27/2019 10:35:59 PM dukeeukel I beg to differ... There is only one REAL GOD. HIS name is YAHWEH/YESHUA/RUACH HA-KODESH

11/27/2019 10:37:40 PM alisvolatpropi2 I’ve been doing keto for the last year with supplements (iodine, CoQ10, vitamins, CBD oil and B 12.   I cook everything from scratch as well.

11/27/2019 10:38:04 PM ali_dougall Saying Rogan is a clown or other fella?

11/27/2019 10:40:05 PM alisvolatpropi2 Ha, well I’m convinced I saw a fluke and one other thing I’m Not sure about.  I didn’t take to much time to examine 🥴

11/27/2019 10:41:17 PM azuremagus Triple Unity = triple Godhead = Bodhisattva incarnate

11/27/2019 10:41:55 PM warriordaisy It was actually the opposite for me LOL!

11/27/2019 10:44:05 PM enomai_ It's this to show the fact that numbers can be manipulated to desired result?



11/27/2019 10:44:30 PM alisvolatpropi2 Look into MMS

11/27/2019 10:47:10 PM 1_decided_voter Good show.

Curious if there have been any significant MJ12 documents or records declassified since 45 took office? Maybe something quietly added to the archives 

without any fanfare, that researchers like the guys in this "documentary" would've loved to sink their teeth into?

11/27/2019 10:48:23 PM enomai_ Actually. meet a machine elf? Or similiar. 

@SandiaWisdom

11/27/2019 10:50:00 PM k4rlgruen Thank you. Good to have confirmation/affirmation from respected sources now and again. ;)

#FrequencyAndVibration

11/27/2019 10:52:58 PM alexc271157 the best book I found was silva mind control Blew My mind open opened up a world beyond total comprehension changed my life "Looking Glass Stuff"

11/27/2019 10:53:54 PM amc2500 That tweet just made my brain hurt a little more

11/27/2019 10:54:56 PM alexc271157 You don't learn anything You recognise it, It is all there for everyone.

11/27/2019 10:55:03 PM azuremagus Cool MJ3? See you there in the future/present

11/27/2019 10:58:42 PM qumanitarian ALL technology has ALWAYS been possible

What if we left & wiped the slate clean for the next generation - Erased ALL tech & never told them its possible

A smart phone would be magic

Would it take 2000+yrs? 200 after electricity?

Is that logical? Is our own history logical?
11/27/2019 10:58:45 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/KBs5SQCSO2

11/27/2019 11:02:00 PM rudedrew63 Well that 💩 was pretty fkn out there

11/27/2019 11:04:28 PM rudedrew63 That's why i went back to flower

11/27/2019 11:19:01 PM enomai_ The information they have would topple the world if it was all released without proper societal unlocking through rightminded responsibilities.

Do you give a child a gun?

Good is in control.

Verified.

11/27/2019 11:20:21 PM easterly_t 😂 I loved window pane!

11/27/2019 11:22:22 PM bnb52 How can I find my higher self through sleep or how do I get there.

11/27/2019 11:27:35 PM austin03571701 Harald kautz vella has some interesting interviews on this.

11/27/2019 11:27:59 PM brainfreeze76 I’ve Tried hallucinogenics but they seem to more just make you think deeper and appreciate little things my most trippy experiences have been with a 

clear head meditating

11/27/2019 11:29:55 PM brainfreeze76 During meditation I’ve discovered multiple densities and multiple dimensions within those densities. You can talk to people that are there but not 

there. They will explain their density.

11/27/2019 11:31:00 PM laughingwolf11 Well I believe it is. So there!

11/27/2019 11:35:29 PM brainfreeze76 Right now we are in the third density and fourth dimension. First density is atomic mass such as rock and water.  Second is subatomic mass such as 

soul. Third is the bubble which separates us from the others as individuals. Fourth is photons which give us spiritual awareness.

11/27/2019 11:40:55 PM courtneyspace17 Fuck.....did you try turning it off then back on again?

11/27/2019 11:41:46 PM cstarr888 How's your stress level? 

Are you playing, laughing, and creating regularly?

🤔🙏💖

11/27/2019 11:43:10 PM askeaphyllis My sister went through the same thing and nearly died @!

11/27/2019 11:43:57 PM brainfreeze76 The book Avalon the gathering explores this phenomenon. Where it will lead us both physically and spiritually. If a computer can read a mind it can talk 

back too. And a hub can allow you to communicate with others telepathy in intimate ways literally experience life through othrs

11/27/2019 11:47:55 PM laughingwolf11 Says the guy that’s never going to do anything with his life but hit himself with a pair of Vans in the head stoned smoking dope and bag groceries for 

the rest of his life. #FuckingUseless pic.twitter.com/iLsicks44q

11/27/2019 11:52:47 PM jaiagtp You are God is demonic. God is God and you are part and parcel of him equal in quality but not in quantity. Claiming to be God is the foundation of 

demonic philosophy.

11/27/2019 11:53:35 PM courtneyspace17 I don't do drugs......I just died and came back

11/27/2019 11:58:18 PM sethric61410528 TY, I understand all that. Grown up into spirituality and know cabal plot, 4D Reptilian / satanic stuff etc. I understand you are saying we are in a 3D 

simulation. ok. Do [they] run it? or just know the mechanisms to control it? Do we enter by free choice? matrix energy harvestg?

11/27/2019 11:59:28 PM lynnmar42209594 I did the Uk lottery on tuesday using 3 6 9 numbers. 

3 different lotterys. I got a number  3 on each lottery. 

333 added to 3 6 9.  Made me laugh. Didnt win though.

Majestic.

11/28/2019 12:01:22 AM courtneyspace17  pic.twitter.com/50srcQ5sec

11/28/2019 12:01:57 AM sethric61410528 We have lived (this) live before? = same script? or „a“ life before? different scripts?

11/28/2019 12:04:36 AM sethric61410528 Want to understand how to bring the „simulation“/video game analogy in accordance with Neale D Walsh, conversations with God, and Michael 

Newton LBL, journey of souls...

11/28/2019 12:07:45 AM sethric61410528 On second thought, in nD walsh conversations God talks about the CD video game as well. All possible scenarios are already programmed ahead.

11/28/2019 12:11:06 AM courtneyspace17 Let freedom ring.... pic.twitter.com/gFbdRHvVIC

11/28/2019 12:18:22 AM sethric61410528 So creator created 3D simulation/world etc. Cabal manipulates/controls to keep going. Creator helps us in „homecoming project“. Free choice always 

granted. Different lives for experience ourselves, God experience herself thru us. Breath in & out universe cycle...

11/28/2019 12:21:01 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/WOWYDTNSw0

11/28/2019 12:25:06 AM courtneyspace17 I mainly just drink coffee but I have a drink once every couple years. I know....boring. But tonight I had wine and its been years so I'm VERY relaxed 

which is nice

11/28/2019 12:30:21 AM courtneyspace17 I love that. Yeah death is just a transition into a different form is all. I get you. And you probably have taught a lot of people in your journey. Keep on 

being you because you sound like an awesome being

11/28/2019 12:46:09 AM peterluisvenero When I astral travel and I exit, why am I in such a rush and to get to where? Perhaps to get to the Matrix control room to switch it off?? 😆😎

11/28/2019 12:47:53 AM peterluisvenero I think so too on all of the above!

11/28/2019 12:51:08 AM victoriousspoon NASA is a front company

11/28/2019 12:54:50 AM micktuckwell 3, 3, 6, 9, 15 (1+5=6), 24 (2+4=6), 39 (3+9=12, 1+2=3), 63 (6+3=9)...is 3, 3, 6, 9, 6, 6, 3, 9...They all reduce to 3, 6 and 9.



11/28/2019 12:59:56 AM galadri09060100 It Be You!

11/28/2019 1:00:37 AM howdoyoumakeah1 638,169 abortions compared to 127,258 rapes (2018).  From there you can find the abortion-to-rape-ratio.

11/28/2019 1:02:44 AM doyouq Mr. Sassy!

11/28/2019 1:02:58 AM doyouq Yes.

11/28/2019 1:12:14 AM sterkinglights1 Wasn't able Molly the c_@ auto responder?

11/28/2019 1:15:00 AM sterkinglights1 Really really good Q.

11/28/2019 1:37:40 AM sethric61410528 same script? Always „the same life“ -=> collludes with all I know and common sense ??

11/28/2019 1:44:35 AM enomai_ Pupoet masters.

11/28/2019 2:08:18 AM karina89350882 YOU ARE AN IS-BE!!! (I hope so!) A very powerful bright being in a "human vessel"!

11/28/2019 2:10:58 AM karina89350882 Exactly!!!!! But`s not always easy the find "the way out" and to realize what we really ARE

11/28/2019 2:15:26 AM irah_chandler Regarding this native Americans never considered them gods but instead star ppl. Also familiar with the wing makers. So the is premace for non god 

"machine elfs" as you call them. A false god is a false god is a false god

11/28/2019 2:18:45 AM irah_chandler In regards to break away civ. They never fully broke away always remained reliant on earth in one way or another. Same for ssp's that were break 

away.

11/28/2019 2:18:52 AM covertress background pic.twitter.com/PMmhtHBxas

11/28/2019 2:19:46 AM realsirvancelot It’s amazing how fast idiots can turn on good people when their TV told them to!

11/28/2019 2:27:49 AM karina89350882 like Little Goa Ulds (or how this Little snake Things are named..)

11/28/2019 2:44:25 AM fightforamerica 5:5

11/28/2019 2:50:47 AM siriusbshaman It allows us to enter other realms or densities. We may encounter other beings there.

11/28/2019 2:55:00 AM fightforamerica 6:39

11/28/2019 2:55:14 AM fightforamerica ♥️

11/28/2019 2:56:40 AM adammnelson1 Doesn’t even make sense

11/28/2019 2:58:54 AM enomai_ Not me

11/28/2019 3:00:27 AM higherself_1_ This may help you. https://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/ …

11/28/2019 3:10:06 AM vincemindfreak ya goddamn right theyre real and they dont appreciate anyone willy nilly dropping by ,you gotta have a good reason for them to give you answers 

..been there done that ..the noise of the universe is loud so be prepared .

11/28/2019 3:27:45 AM stanstephens13 Wrong

11/28/2019 3:28:56 AM covertress Psychological Tactics By The Gematrix Agents 

23172658443

11/28/2019 3:34:32 AM unitedredwhite1 We, in the mid 1980s, had blue pyramids then it changed to "blotter" which was paper with various characters. It was around for a couple years then it 

just disappeared. 5 bucks and you had an 8-12 hour fun night. Geez - we were just kids - gen X.

11/28/2019 3:37:30 AM bubba_dave1 Yes pyramids those,were,the best cause the raised off the paper a little. And,there was supposedly liquid inside. Lolol the good old days

11/28/2019 3:41:31 AM covertress I Hate Sunflowers 🌻 pic.twitter.com/be0DrhuPJJ

11/28/2019 3:50:39 AM covertress I suppose it's a coincidence that Dolgen = Blood?

11/28/2019 4:02:21 AM mtr_epicwin77 They can’t help themselves...too perfect. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=yXG0E6xmdyU …

11/28/2019 4:12:14 AM american_damn Bullarky

11/28/2019 4:24:20 AM covertress Free Will?

Don't like to poop?

Don't eat.

Don't enjoy MKUltra Mind Control?

Don't eat crap.

Con Agra.

Agra = Red.

CONAGRA = Shiva

Numerology as a tool to answers?

"Beware false positives," reminds Jupiter.

"Emotions cloud judgement/logic," reminds Q. pic.twitter.com/RhbEQAZbJ2
11/28/2019 4:29:53 AM davidson2kyle Sounds cool, but NEWS FLASH: Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.

11/28/2019 4:42:00 AM keith369me What we call gravity is actually caused by frequency.  The five parts of this series are incredible:   https://youtu.be/lKjaPq04eBo . One of the parts 

blows one’s mind with respect to gravity.

11/28/2019 4:42:51 AM colinpolzin It's to help you learn how to think... Music, Math, Astronomy. Frequency and vibration. All connected. 1 & 2 are simple. 3, 6, 9 are perfect.. The rest is a 

test

11/28/2019 4:43:42 AM noocnik Some of us actually get lost after death in their own different belief systems. But this is only for a while and is also important part of the process of 

collecting experience. In addition, other parts of your higher self will make active efforts to help you grow. Let go of fear.

11/28/2019 4:45:23 AM keith369me You nailed it.  Our Earth reality has been based upon duality as @MFire43 suggests...where we are “heading” is the existence @noocnik suggests.

11/28/2019 4:45:40 AM keith369me No

11/28/2019 4:48:04 AM keith369me Agreed...I don’t want a temporary state induced by chemicals.  I want expanded consciousness and the ability to activate it based upon free will in my 

mind.

11/28/2019 4:51:18 AM karina89350882 Thank you very much for your Response!! You are talking very straight so that everybody can get it. I appreciate this so much more than all the "foggy, 

unclear" explanations which just leed to more questions than answers!!!

11/28/2019 4:54:12 AM keith369me Have you read Law of One Books?  They explain all densities in a highly detailed manner

11/28/2019 4:58:14 AM covertress Paradoxes Exist

11/28/2019 4:58:34 AM keith369me Yes...and MJ12 suggested we can somewhat control the Machine Elves from our current “existence”...this is something I have been consciously 

focusing on.   It has made “this life” substantially better

11/28/2019 5:01:39 AM thisiskirt Study up on Hitler's beliefs and challenge yourself - assess the reasons the Nazis were morally able to commit their various atrocities.

11/28/2019 5:03:03 AM pachydermprince Totally get it now..  why they said a lot of people would need to go to the hospital if they found everything out too quick.  🕯♥🕊🙏🏻

11/28/2019 5:04:36 AM omniaaequalia @digital_bees

11/28/2019 5:12:45 AM covertress Repeat after me... 🐸

There Are No Coincidences

11/28/2019 5:13:18 AM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Since we had very little hurricanes this season, does this coincide with lact of weather control?

11/28/2019 5:15:19 AM identityasxy .

I watched expecting something authoritative.  Just manufactured drama wrapped in disinformation.  

This 3-part series is the 'real deal' if interested.

Part 1 of 3. https://youtu.be/Chn7i42aDh0 



11/28/2019 5:18:36 AM noocnik You don't have to thank me😊 Realise that you're part of the First Creator. You're eternally and unconditionally loved. He let you explore infinite, 

knowing that you'd come back richer with knowledge, experience and your own unique perspective until you'll again become The One.

11/28/2019 5:21:40 AM djlok What does it mean to be "created in the image of God"?   Serious question and one I don't fully understand yet.  I'm not religious, but whenever I hear 

religious people talking about that, I always wonder what they believe.  Like is the human mind somehow imaged to that of God?

11/28/2019 5:28:33 AM manriquetorres5 Basically...

D UK and US

Who is UK's puppet master?

@realDonaldTrump

@TrumpWarRoom 

@Q2ndWave 

@Wyn1745

@QTAnon1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Shamrock00769/status/1199942759567757312 …
11/28/2019 5:34:29 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/SZp5Bqk3zW

11/28/2019 5:37:02 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/QuoXuy22UD

11/28/2019 5:39:04 AM sterkinglights1 My phone fell and added the word able. Then sent. Mabey the machine elves don't like 🤡.

11/28/2019 5:39:21 AM samsmith0319 I do not doubt this at all...the pineal glad is an eye...a window...that these drugs can activate...why they are illegal...they have been trying to close 

down and calcify our pineal glad...food and environment...💥🐀💥

11/28/2019 5:41:23 AM jballz1021 practice makes perfect.

11/28/2019 5:43:03 AM marymac41 Wrong.

11/28/2019 5:43:41 AM jballz1021 Why do you assume we cannot reach them without drugs?

11/28/2019 5:44:59 AM ericpartchey Sounds crazy to take deep powerful drugs to actually in lock truth and possibly beginnings before time? Unless that literally is your soul souls 

experiencing remembering past life’s? Don’t know just weird

11/28/2019 5:46:26 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/gCkoeJhMuA

11/28/2019 5:49:16 AM karina89350882 From a point of a very deep understanding I absoluty KNOW this is true. And I feel and hear and sense my higher self but....well my Ego is fighting back 

or it`s a kind of programming?? People around me are mirroring my bad Habits and I know it but I struggle to get over it

11/28/2019 5:51:20 AM jballz1021 Don't skip steps, people.  Everything can be achieved with what God gave you.  We are protected from experiencing too much too soon.  Taking 

chemicals to skip steps is driven by ego and may not be for your highest good.  Find your beginner's mind and trust.

11/28/2019 5:58:53 AM trumping4usa Uh no we don't. I can tell you that every Republican ik that took psychdelics didn't move farther left. They actually just realized how much more of a 

threat the deep state is

11/28/2019 6:04:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Happy Thanksgiving https://youtu.be/KPgmgQxmUfU 

11/28/2019 6:05:24 AM _the_psychonaut Happy Thanksgiving to you too Majestic

11/28/2019 6:05:49 AM jjwhit2020 By a mile.

11/28/2019 6:07:00 AM djlok I saw this at 9:03AM... I swear!!!  I wish I'd screenshot it!!!

Happy Thanksgiving, Majestic 12!!!

11/28/2019 6:07:08 AM bbobbio71 Happy Thanksgiving to you all as well!!! God bless!!

11/28/2019 6:10:41 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/kKwfHobwyQ

11/28/2019 6:11:22 AM jeffcordell6 Happy Thanksgiving! Thankful for so many things! Towards the top are patriots!

11/28/2019 6:11:31 AM jollyrob2 Time is an illusion ✨

11/28/2019 6:12:12 AM aprilbrown99 I AM giving thanks to the MJ12 and typists team for all that you are doing for everyone.  I am grateful!  I love you all very much. ♥️♥️♥️

11/28/2019 6:12:39 AM djlok I was just thinking that!  What a coincidence!  😁❤️😁

11/28/2019 6:13:36 AM jollyrob2 and happy thanksgiving😁

11/28/2019 6:14:40 AM djlok Same to you!!!

11/28/2019 6:14:54 AM bbobbio71  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Devil%27s_Canyon_Brewing_Company …

11/28/2019 6:15:04 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/6fOIdoJuAms 

11/28/2019 6:15:18 AM veillift I’m gonna throw the bullshit flag on this comment👆

11/28/2019 6:15:47 AM jollyrob2 all connected 👌💜

11/28/2019 6:16:55 AM youstinksoap Slave, slave, slave.  Consume, consume, consume.

😂😁😔

Happy Thanksgiving.

11/28/2019 6:17:17 AM jollyrob2 Thank you David!

11/28/2019 6:19:22 AM jaded_pearl Thank you.

11/28/2019 6:20:25 AM ssp_alliance The elites had many many meetings where they would hook up to machines and stop their hearts so they could enter into private meetings with 

different extraterrestrials.

11/28/2019 6:23:46 AM jaded_pearl Sounds amazing! I believe I did 200mg for two days. Nothing. But it wasn't a bad experience. No MJ at the place & time but I partake in that 

everyday...I find my soul there.

11/28/2019 6:24:41 AM roublisa Happy Birthday brother💗💗💗 have a wonderful Thanksgiving/Birthday celebration💗💗💗 hugs to you and yours...Love you💓💓💓 

pic.twitter.com/qf5na09fZn

11/28/2019 6:25:41 AM noocnik Ego is an evolutionary product of the physical body. It has certain priorities, such as body survival, reproduction, etc. Some decisions lead to 

development and growth, while others lead to stagnation or destruction. You can choose which ones you prefer.

11/28/2019 6:25:55 AM noocnik All these are lessons and are not necessarily perceived as good or bad in higher realities, but they are no less important for gaining experience - not 

only through you and your higher self, but also by those who are connected with you by personal relationships.

11/28/2019 6:26:24 AM laurabusse Exactly LOL

11/28/2019 6:26:29 AM jvan125 Hi Scott!! So happy to see you back!! Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! 🙏🏻❤️✨🦃 🎂

11/28/2019 6:27:45 AM merorschach Your mistake is thinking what matters is Left vs Right or Republican vs Democrat. Those are constructs to contain you and busy you with oppositions.

11/28/2019 6:30:02 AM laurabusse Happy birthday Scott!!!

And have a wonderful Thanksgiving!!!!!!

Stick some birthday candles in that turkey LOL

Much love Scott!!!

♥️♥️♥️

11/28/2019 6:30:28 AM alisvolatpropi2 ABSOLUTELY!!

I will share that It took me a long time to find a man and not some soy boy, so I’m “Geriatric” in terms of maternal age.  Also, My husband was in the 

military and had many forced vaccines, specifically three rounds of anthrax.  He hasn’t been right since.



11/28/2019 6:34:13 AM karina89350882 Yes, I get you!!! And I know also that I AM an eternal being created out of unconditional love and that I "hold" so much light and "power".........but this 

Density is  sooo rude and harsh….....I sometimes feel so "tired" of all this terribles Things and I really want to Exit it.

11/28/2019 6:35:28 AM anonpatriotccj Happy Thanksgiving

11/28/2019 6:38:47 AM rawphonegirl I've had many opportunities to take these trips and every time something stopped me at the last minute. I don't believe I'm meant to travel this way 

lol!! pic.twitter.com/bkhgk1aATj

11/28/2019 6:39:10 AM karina89350882 But I can`t because I love my child unconditionaly, even when I know she is an IS-BE too. So I created my own web of "Relationships" here to learn to 

become free?? Gosh, my brain makes knotes...

11/28/2019 6:40:35 AM mynardpamela Happy Birthday Scott!  Wishing you and yours a most delightful Thanksgiving!  🦃 pic.twitter.com/TSoXyndfXA

11/28/2019 6:40:37 AM 369helen313 Happy Thanksgivings MJ12. 

We Thank Lord for You & All The Brave Patriots. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/wiLMGfdAH4

11/28/2019 6:41:01 AM prmd21801759 What is "Volcano"?

11/28/2019 6:47:30 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/Zpu9T3TfgV

11/28/2019 6:56:19 AM noocnik Even this internal tiredness and anticipation of further adventures in different realities may be the experience your higher self desired, which you may 

need to complete the experience belonging to the Earth's part of the illusion of physical space-time.

11/28/2019 6:56:36 AM noocnik You can concentrate on how troublesome it is, or you can also follow what you think you would enjoy during this particular adventure.

11/28/2019 6:56:49 AM noocnik When you leave this physical body, you will quickly realize that the whole experience of physical life was like a dream that was beautiful and that you 

would remember it forever.

11/28/2019 6:56:58 AM noocnik And then you will remember who you are and your own relationships with your higher self and you can decide if you will still need this kind of 

experience, or rather focus on something else.

11/28/2019 6:57:36 AM jkmaalouf Is this picture photoshopped??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 looks like Sacsha wearing her prom dress??  pic.twitter.com/uELDhCrIIF

11/28/2019 6:58:47 AM werascending So true! I have never bought into this Black Friday and never will. I don’t like to be around crowds of frenzied people. I will just go without all those 

things none of us really need.

11/28/2019 7:00:33 AM mynardpamela Thank you! You are so sweet ✨💙🤣

11/28/2019 7:02:03 AM mynardpamela Thank you so much for sharing! ✨💙✨

11/28/2019 7:04:06 AM mynardpamela Oops 🧐 ✨💙✨🌹

11/28/2019 7:04:25 AM steppedweller7 Alan Watts has a tremendous amount of intelligence to offer on the nature of BE-ing.

11/28/2019 7:07:43 AM jonesy4671 More then machine elves lol. On DMT I've seen an ancient Egyptian dimension with a pyramid and these guys alive using telepathy to pull perfect 

boulders out of the ground pic.twitter.com/bn0vWKVv4F

11/28/2019 7:08:39 AM chew_soap This is one of those things they “initiate out of good faith” and never goes away.

11/28/2019 7:08:43 AM jared4liberty Update. I am on season 8. And your statement couldn’t be more true. Love the stories, the spurring of imagination, and as you said the feelings inside 

that resonate with the particular episodes.

11/28/2019 7:10:06 AM lorieve no.

11/28/2019 7:12:07 AM lorieve little g "gods". Imitations, and subject to human authority.

11/28/2019 7:13:55 AM jonesy4671 I've seen entities on DMT literally working control stations that were controlling what I was seeing.

11/28/2019 7:16:05 AM prmd21801759 What is "ZPE" covertress?

11/28/2019 7:20:38 AM karina89350882 I thank you once again for your kind explanations - you are so right: It`s my experience I create for myself and it`s about what I want to experience!

Maybe I AM a bit "out of order" because I created a very painful surgery - but now I have a "clue" why I did it this way...

11/28/2019 7:20:54 AM covertress Zero Point Energy

Tesla Energy

11/28/2019 7:23:35 AM dianesaumure Happy Thanksgiving to you all

11/28/2019 7:25:22 AM decodematrix Happy Thanksgiving to MJ12 and typists. We are thankful for all you do!

11/28/2019 7:27:31 AM allonkid 'you are GOD' concept is not helpful, it can easily be confused with Ego. I would rather think it in a relationship as Creator and Created, we cannot be 

the Creator because we cannot change his laws, such as the power of 369.

11/28/2019 7:29:08 AM hawkgirlinmn 🤣

11/28/2019 7:32:11 AM allahuniversal Happy Born Day!

11/28/2019 7:33:16 AM v_rags Happy Birthday! And Thanksgiving!

11/28/2019 7:36:26 AM girlawakeinca Happy Birthday @RoaminNoodle! May you enjoy cake AND pumpkin pie today!

11/28/2019 7:36:41 AM raeraefire Do you speak from personal experience? Or are you just throwing words and shit together, hoping it makes sense?

11/28/2019 7:36:55 AM raeraefire Btw- I moved right..

11/28/2019 7:38:57 AM doc1415 And how are we supposed to be able to use it without losing our jobs, then financial ruin, then nothing? I love cannabis, but all the good jobs around 

here random test and will terminate people for it. Oppression via prohibition..

11/28/2019 7:40:07 AM nea_storm Thank you! Wishing You & Your Precious Beloved Ones a Glorious Thanksgiving Celebration & Happy Birthday to You! pic.twitter.com/XCL5utsh48

11/28/2019 7:41:49 AM 2hemidude2  pic.twitter.com/PRH5uLB263

11/28/2019 7:43:23 AM weediblue Happy thanksgiving.

11/28/2019 7:43:46 AM lorieve I prefer tincture myself.

11/28/2019 7:45:49 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/vujBb7kqWp

11/28/2019 7:46:50 AM turboxyde Awesome!

Glad you are enjoying it!

11/28/2019 7:47:49 AM v_rags Welcome!

11/28/2019 7:48:58 AM powersawer  http://lawofone.info 

11/28/2019 7:50:09 AM robertrkimball Gratitude transcends the matrix. Compassion, love, light and joy to all.♥️

11/28/2019 7:50:22 AM powersawer Would you care to elaborate on the term Gematrix Agents?

11/28/2019 7:50:58 AM johnmic25959174 But isnt 0 a man made number, I thought the only real numbers are 1-9.

11/28/2019 7:52:36 AM noocnik Once again, you don't have to thank me😊 It can also be an indication that some part of you got somehow lost after the death of the physical body. 

That part of you may not even realize that earthly experience has already ended for it.

11/28/2019 7:55:45 AM susan66388204 Happy Thanksgiving to all majestics, typist and support staff.

11/28/2019 7:56:33 AM charmanda9 Happy Birthday!!! 🥳🥳🥳

11/28/2019 7:57:48 AM noocnik Because this trauma emanated in a similar way also in your body, you'll be the most appropriate to recover that lost part of yourself and show it the 

path to reconnection with your higher self. There will be many adventures for you. Happy discoveries. I leave you now with love😊

11/28/2019 7:58:47 AM charmanda9 Oh yay! This rocks! (Err...spins 😆)

11/28/2019 7:59:04 AM awwbitch1 I just love your threads I don’t care if you are crazy or not real or not. You just provoke thought. Peace.

11/28/2019 7:59:11 AM johnmic25959174 You know what this reminds Me of, Back in a video game call Battlefield 4 there was something call the Phantom Initiative. Basically you had to work 

together with the Battlefield community to solve rather difficult Puzzles. Even weirder, I gave the Developers the idea for It.

11/28/2019 8:01:23 AM roaminnoodle Watch the water! 💦⚡😉

11/28/2019 8:02:18 AM citizencitizenc FIRMAMENT.  "Flat earth" We actually live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal field.  Tells: 1) Mega-space scientist, Verner Von Braun, 

had only one thing on his original headstone beyond his name and dates. Psalm 19:1  (check using KJV). 2) UN logo.



11/28/2019 8:04:25 AM charmanda9 “Water holds memory.” Said Olaf in the new Disney animated feature film, Frozen 2. Happy Disclosure Day!!!

11/28/2019 8:08:02 AM citizencitizenc Luciferians  have to hide things in plain sight and mock others for it.  "UFO Secret MJ-12 - Do You Believe In Majic?"  It's all in the title.

11/28/2019 8:08:03 AM patriot14575 Mysteriously....😶🙄🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

Ohhhh🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

11/28/2019 8:08:35 AM twelvebcharlie1 God resides within each and everyone of us. Made in OUR imagine.

11/28/2019 8:09:17 AM tammyredmond Reverse Osmosis

11/28/2019 8:09:41 AM karina89350882 Thank`s for  your time! I think it happend 2011 - I had a terrible accident and "a voice" asked me to stay or  leave, decided to stay without injuries (so it 

was) but everything after was like the "wrong timeline", love and light to you

11/28/2019 8:13:55 AM glor60 Happy Thanksgiving! Have never shopped on Black Friday. We stayed home and ate delicious leftovers!

11/28/2019 8:20:06 AM yayavarm  pic.twitter.com/OlnJ6pHRrb

11/28/2019 8:24:55 AM marywal64295444 I watched the video Majestic posted above and it explained alot to me. Now I'll never be a math whiz, at least not in this incarnation, but it really 

helped! ☺️

11/28/2019 8:25:21 AM noocnik There is no such thing as "wrong" timeline for you. Your expirience of this struggle will be helpful and beneficial for you in things to come. Otherwise 

you already wouldn't be here in this life expirience 😊

11/28/2019 8:27:20 AM daveo6145 did you guys have a hand in leaking the docs

11/28/2019 8:32:43 AM zagnett It's snowing here now, which is very rare. First time since moving here. Actually this if the first time i've seen snow falling from the sky! What a 

Majestic Thanksgiving this is! Happy Thanksgiving All, & a Truly Wonderful day! 💛⭐️💫

A bit on the chilly side though yikez lol🥶

11/28/2019 8:34:17 AM girlawakeinca What a treat to have snow today! ❄️

11/28/2019 8:35:01 AM april10521252 We don't need drugs from outside our bodies,  we create it already,  inside of us, we acquire it when we devote time to meditation,  our bodies, etc. It's 

inside us already,  we're just bogged down with gunk, so we gotta detox ourselves to get it.

11/28/2019 8:35:20 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/wB9YIsKIEbA 

11/28/2019 8:36:55 AM zagnett 💯🥶😎

11/28/2019 8:38:22 AM april10521252 And I have used lsd, and psilocybin.  I used micro dosing to help chill out after so many interruptions, my mind squirrels away constantly.  I'd forgotten 

how to be still, and listen. So maybe it's the intro, then learn naturally through Kundalini awakening,  unblock chakras?

11/28/2019 8:38:35 AM allonkid Every situation in which you find yourselves in is a means to meet the purpose set for your relationship, it is either holy or unholy.

11/28/2019 8:41:26 AM mynardpamela Oh my goodness... burrrr and beautiful for you!💙

11/28/2019 8:42:25 AM mongrelglory We are thankful for your birth Scott!  Happy Birthday and Happy Thanksgiving! 😁

11/28/2019 8:43:58 AM mongrelglory Believe me, the novelty wears off after the first 10 inches. 😝

11/28/2019 8:45:25 AM zagnett Yeah i can imagine! This will likely just be a lught dusting and melt quickly i bet.

11/28/2019 8:46:34 AM zagnett 😂💛👍

11/28/2019 8:47:50 AM mynardpamela At least one snowball worth of snow for you! pic.twitter.com/r1YnMcu0oP

11/28/2019 8:50:13 AM atsaduk This is all about the pineal gland, yes?

11/28/2019 8:50:47 AM mongrelglory Ah...to be a kid again! 😁

11/28/2019 8:51:42 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/uKxaezAnTC

11/28/2019 8:52:14 AM wakeup_britain Maybe wrong the way I see it, ET’s r probably more advanced than we can ever imagine so much so, we wouldn’t need energy companies,internet 

providers etc etc. ET’s will potentially make the rich fall, their services becoming inadequate.That’s my opinion. Love 2 hear others...

11/28/2019 8:52:27 AM melhuses I do all but no coffee in the morning oh the humanity !

11/28/2019 8:53:36 AM atlantech66 ... that is bigoted.

11/28/2019 8:54:34 AM melhuses I take both and  work great👍🏻

11/28/2019 8:56:39 AM mr_fedorable Isn't jones dodgy though? I will admit i did have some of the Brain Force tablets, worked alright, and i think i have that survival shield somewhere but i 

havent used it in years

11/28/2019 8:57:23 AM daveo6145  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/982254401476640769?s=20 …

interdasting...

11/28/2019 9:04:10 AM mongrelglory I'm in Canada, so it's just a regular snow day.  We have our Thanksgiving in October.  That way we have time to make room in our stomachs for 

Christmas Turkey! 😋

11/28/2019 9:05:04 AM zagnett Ooh i wanna celebrate Canadian Thanksgiving too next year! Triple treat. Majestic!

11/28/2019 9:07:19 AM nea_storm Thank you! Beautiful, Purity White, Thanksgiving to You & Your Loved Ones! Fortunate One! I Love, Love, Love the Snow & Cold! How Wonderful! 

Wishing You & Your Beloved Ones Best Celebrations! pic.twitter.com/m9A6Kw8CmH

11/28/2019 9:13:24 AM manifest_utopia Happy Thanksgiving. Much gratitude to MJ12 and everyone here. 💖🙏🥧

11/28/2019 9:14:09 AM keith369me Thankful for all of the information you have shared.  Happy Thanksgiving back at you...from both me and from all of those I have shared your Disclosure 

information with!!!

11/28/2019 9:15:26 AM laurabusse LOL

11/28/2019 9:19:58 AM v_rags Happy Thanksgiving Zag! I’ll never forget the time I was with a friend and She was from Philippines. She never saw snow before! So the first time it 

snowed in NY the look on her face was priceless! I’m sure you had the same reaction. Beautiful! The trees look so Majestic. 💜 

pic.twitter.com/SrcaDqZj2z

11/28/2019 9:22:13 AM toddlangwell Obey. Consume.

11/28/2019 9:22:51 AM ericpartchey Cool

11/28/2019 9:26:15 AM dianesaumure Happy Thanksgiving to you all, oxo

11/28/2019 9:30:07 AM heckeweltha  pic.twitter.com/e9ZcRQGUm1

11/28/2019 9:30:51 AM from_thestars Thank you I needed this reminder today I AM that I AM 🙏🏻🙏🏻

11/28/2019 9:32:34 AM boy12_jimmy HAPPY Thanksgiving to All MJ, typists, and all of the Anons who make this the best country in the world! pic.twitter.com/MgAaTtleTf

11/28/2019 9:33:18 AM karina89350882 Smile...….I hope we meet again when I AM a bit MORE ENLIGTHEND

11/28/2019 9:38:49 AM zagnett Yes such an awesome experience!💛

Though i'm glad it's not snowing as much here as in your GIF wow. 🌨️👀🧐

11/28/2019 9:48:13 AM aprilbrown99 ❄️❄️❄️☃️☃️☃️❄️❄️❄️ pic.twitter.com/kXKRvyGL3f

11/28/2019 9:48:28 AM mongrelglory Happy Thanksgiving MJ-12!  We are thankful for your contributions to raising our consciousness!  Wishing you and your families all the best! 😊

11/28/2019 9:59:28 AM prmd21801759 Happy Thanksgiving!! ThankQ @POTUS!! And Typists!

11/28/2019 10:09:03 AM sseed369 Running time:  9:03 (12) 3 😉

11/28/2019 10:20:12 AM ericpartchey Wow

11/28/2019 10:20:42 AM dumah_anuhazi And what is Jesus?

What is God? Love.

Yeshua's message is Not separate or invalid from these messages. They're quite the same, beyond what the vatican has altered.

We are all gods. Words from Yeshua himself.

11/28/2019 10:21:09 AM allonkid God is the source of our life, the consciousnesses, the source of our loving thoughts.

11/28/2019 10:21:19 AM v_rags 😂😂😂this was last year by my parents house. 3ft. That’s dad with the blower. pic.twitter.com/cJHSbAdZyi

11/28/2019 10:21:23 AM dumah_anuhazi Incorrect. I was left, did LSD, and moved right.



11/28/2019 10:25:11 AM noocnik You'll never loose anyone. You making connections to other higher selfs. Your great love to your Earthly child is barely a reflection of overwhelming 

unconditional love and acceptance from the First Creator or even from your higher self.

11/28/2019 10:25:40 AM noocnik The separation we chose to expirience here is very strong filter to that force. On the basis of observing the effects of your actions, others may decide 

that they want to change their own.  For example: actions viewed as destructive or evil may inspire others to do the opposite.

11/28/2019 10:25:53 AM noocnik Treating others with unconditional love and compassion may speed up their own growth.

11/28/2019 10:37:46 AM nea_storm Thank You & Glorious Thanksgiving to Each of you & Your Beloved Ones!

Black Friday tomorrow 👇👇👇😀😅😎1) pic.twitter.com/B8kaVy30j7

11/28/2019 10:39:17 AM nea_storm ... 2)🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/oiR2IaBkeL

11/28/2019 10:42:48 AM karina89350882 now you brought me tears of joy and happiness and this wonderful Feeling of being "alright", as well I AM Feeling unconditional love for your efforts to 

me

11/28/2019 10:47:36 AM karina89350882 Today you brought so much compassion, empathy and wisdom to me that I feel  really blessed and I am so thankful for your loving assistance❤️🌞

11/28/2019 10:54:49 AM mongrelglory Very pretty!  Especially as viewed from the inside of the house with a hot drink! 👍

11/28/2019 10:58:28 AM nea_storm Men Love their Toys! Strike that! Men & "I" Love such toys!🤣😂🤣 Check out this winter Camper! Ooo La! La! pic.twitter.com/g1zjblcOsI

11/28/2019 11:00:37 AM aprilbrown99 Wow!  Gorgeous. pic.twitter.com/YDYv7NcIb2

11/28/2019 11:02:00 AM aprilbrown99 Brilliant!  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/2g3tnli3EW

11/28/2019 11:02:00 AM cstarr888 I don't have proof handy, but I'm certain women are going thru the change on average about a decade early. I do not think it's natural either.

🤔🙏💖

11/28/2019 11:04:12 AM nsa_qil2 This is what real art looks like

11/28/2019 11:05:48 AM samsmith0319 Thank You...Listening to Hour of the Time...Bill Cooper🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

11/28/2019 11:07:12 AM tyetyler1 Thank you MJ1 thru MJ12. Enjoy your day as well! 🍊🌽🍁🍂

11/28/2019 11:07:53 AM zagnett Hmm i never really thought of the swanky RV park nearby as an "art gallery". Fascinating new perspective.🤔🤨😎

11/28/2019 11:09:09 AM rfseopro ALICE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @MamieMcClure17

11/28/2019 11:09:25 AM nea_storm Love You! Pure Perfect Right? Happy Thanksgiving NSA_QIL2 to All of You & Your Beloved Ones! Wishing All of You a Magnificent Holiday! 

pic.twitter.com/MI9bYjusyY

11/28/2019 11:11:23 AM fansblowing3 Good video except, cranberries and crockpots are great.

11/28/2019 11:11:32 AM richard07759712 Bring it!

11/28/2019 11:11:52 AM fansblowing3 Happy Thanksgiving 🍁

11/28/2019 11:16:09 AM mongrelglory That's a perfect Canadian RV! 😍

11/28/2019 11:17:48 AM nea_storm Exactly! Truly Heavenly Vehicle pic.twitter.com/OCJd5R4bkZ

11/28/2019 11:19:17 AM mynardpamela Love, love, love it! Load up! It’s time to play!

11/28/2019 11:22:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology. https://twitter.com/jacmol18/status/1200082459523796992 …

11/28/2019 11:23:35 AM enlight3nedgeek I have been there once, which is why I followed them. This is the first time I have seen this kind of symbolism from them.

11/28/2019 11:24:39 AM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/A5kwBXkb2d

11/28/2019 11:30:26 AM americanpetal Creepy

11/28/2019 11:31:16 AM toffer_anon_369 Explain???

11/28/2019 11:32:36 AM anonymousada I despise this song. Always have. My father in paw always looked forward to it. My husband has continued to listen to it.

11/28/2019 11:33:40 AM raalphjoones2 I don't want a pickle,  just wanna ride my motor cycle, and I don't want to die

11/28/2019 11:33:54 AM flyover01047267 where?

11/28/2019 11:34:17 AM rachaelangelm The mad black hatter?

11/28/2019 11:34:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not enough babies are being born to replace the US population as birth rate plunges to 30-year low https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10439803/babies-

born-30-year-low-america-fertility/ …

11/28/2019 11:35:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ilhan Omar challenger permanently suspended from Twitter after tweets about hanging congresswoman - Washington Times 

https://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/nov/27/ilhan-omar-challenger-permanently-suspended-from-t/ …

11/28/2019 11:35:23 AM nickcpace1 I wonder why.

11/28/2019 11:35:25 AM jooooody conception rate?

11/28/2019 11:36:10 AM nea_storm Bless you Zag! There is a Long list of things that make me Swoon! Several Beautifully engineered vehicles in multiple categories! Another ... Love to see 

how it performs in mud & snow versus tracks

 https://siamagazin.com/the-huge-avtoros-shaman-8x8-wonstorous-all-terrain-vehicle/ … pic.twitter.com/iJn2ksqCVo

11/28/2019 11:36:21 AM rob67_ Easy fix, ban abortion.

11/28/2019 11:37:23 AM werascending Finally! Justice! Her pain is just beginning!!🙏🙏🙏

11/28/2019 11:37:43 AM cmklahr Lethal injection...firing squad...whatever

11/28/2019 11:38:02 AM werascending 2030 agenda appears to be working 😞😞😞

11/28/2019 11:38:16 AM cmklahr Not my fault. We have four kids.

11/28/2019 11:38:17 AM yustein I don't think they are eating Turkey there...

11/28/2019 11:38:40 AM momislazy11 Symbology is the study of symbols symbolism is what you are pointing out

11/28/2019 11:38:48 AM yodaanon1 I sincerely thought this was what they did to traitors, who tried to muscle in communism or socialism or Totalitarian agendas.

11/28/2019 11:39:10 AM zagnett Oh sign me up plz😍

11/28/2019 11:39:25 AM nea_storm We could have a Multi-terrain vehicle + Ski, snowboard, monoski, telemarking suit your fancy party .... pic.twitter.com/VwRvKhLExi

11/28/2019 11:43:47 AM brangusjimmy Well coming from someone that’s Gen Z, I have several guy friends that never want kids. They see them as a financial burden. The women all want to 

pursue their careers and make money prior to thinking about having children as well. Money comes first now it’s deeply saddening.

11/28/2019 11:44:02 AM jacknationalist Both the estrogen in plastic and the Electro Magentic Field (EMF) from cell phones is interfering with men's sterility.

 https://www.planetnaturopath.com/hormones/high-estrogen-men/ …

And, who knows if this works, but this is a link to men's underwear to protect men's jewels from EMF. 

https://www.planetnaturopath.com/hormones/testosterone-emfs/ …

11/28/2019 11:44:21 AM nea_storm Used to Own an AmphiRanger among others, I AM avid Off Road Lady! There are so many amazing vehicles companies! Love it!

 http://futuristicnews.com/search-rescue-amphibious-vehicle-system/ … pic.twitter.com/L0wfgFHn2Z

11/28/2019 11:45:07 AM michael81972 Time may be an illusion but [IO] days are numbered

11/28/2019 11:45:10 AM keywestlife8 @Twitter it’s only a “threat” if Omar did commit treason.

11/28/2019 11:45:14 AM brangusjimmy To be fair, you have to have money to give your child the same, or better, standard of living than you had. That is, in my opinion, the main reason why 

men and women (mil/gen.z) do not want to have children in their 20s. That and media programming that kids are only a burden.

11/28/2019 11:45:35 AM zagnett Some pothole there. What's that thing doing in Los Angeles!? 🤔🤨🤣

11/28/2019 11:45:51 AM cdale_dog Censorship has begun!  Right on schedule according to Q.

11/28/2019 11:46:20 AM the_fjalar  https://youtu.be/_fh3NsxeS7M 

11/28/2019 11:47:34 AM nea_storm My kinda of Limo minus the UN logo on the side! May be slightly interesting to negotiate an elegant entry in heels & dress .... 

pic.twitter.com/PTGdmGXGYw



11/28/2019 11:49:46 AM nea_storm Rescue! Quite a long wheel base .... I AM in Love with A.R.C pic.twitter.com/PgIxSU5QPJ

11/28/2019 11:50:56 AM cosmic_engineer Tributyl Tins as well

11/28/2019 11:52:29 AM the_fjalar  https://youtu.be/2VT2apoX90o 

11/28/2019 11:52:34 AM ladypatriot20 Trump is doing a lot of positive things. Ridding the world of despair is definitely in the top ten. More babies will follow.

11/28/2019 11:52:59 AM zagnett Yes, RVs like that can be very cumbersome & dangerous, especially on dates.😅

11/28/2019 11:53:32 AM lindape60754025 If Omar did commit treason,  she should suffer the consequences of her actions.  For her other crimes, in the least, she should be sent back to her 

home country.

11/28/2019 11:55:08 AM rebornkingent Abortion + Feminism = population extinction disguised as female empowerment.

11/28/2019 11:56:27 AM italianmom555 Get Omar and her whole family out of our Country.

11/28/2019 11:56:42 AM willjstrobe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ISBEs fact or fiction?

11/28/2019 11:57:16 AM fightforamerica If only we didn't eat so much avocado toast.

11/28/2019 12:00:13 PM americanpetal Wasn’t it part of (their) Plan?

11/28/2019 12:00:15 PM michael81972 Or Use of Symbols pic.twitter.com/cnA1FSMrSN

11/28/2019 12:02:00 PM v_rags Now that’s a plow !

11/28/2019 12:02:40 PM v_rags Yes it’s beautiful there.  So peaceful.

11/28/2019 12:03:35 PM atsaduk Yes. This was the plan. The plan was to reduce the population and replace the white race with other races.

11/28/2019 12:03:47 PM v_rags I’ll take one of these to go please!

11/28/2019 12:04:18 PM covertress I'm too old now, but if I could travel back in time and meet the right guy, I'd have children.

11/28/2019 12:05:46 PM gwes23 Seems like a lot of young females have issues with their reproductive organs now a days. I don’t remember girls going through all these problems when 

I was growing up, 80’s.. Could it be birth control related?? Maybe it’s the plan?? Just a thought🤔🤔

11/28/2019 12:05:48 PM twilly18 great news! the plan is working!

11/28/2019 12:07:43 PM noocnik So you beginning to understand that we're always loved and supported in a ways that are currently needed and best for spark our growth. Even if we 

aren't always aware of these actions 😊 I'm glad that I could help you to understand. Be with love 😊

11/28/2019 12:07:48 PM trumping4usa It's funny cause the leftists are just gonna get replaced by the right in two generations

11/28/2019 12:07:49 PM dubilujanenz No one wants to bring them into this fucked up world

11/28/2019 12:08:09 PM flubbynutty Guess who's having a lot and are replacing you?

Not americans?

11/28/2019 12:08:24 PM rachaelangelm Explain to me why this is upsetting? We cannot take care of our homeless so we should make more? Until we have a respect for life on any level why 

should we have more babies? Families don’t even take care of children they have now. What are the statistics we know the statistics.

11/28/2019 12:09:03 PM rachaelangelm Muslims

11/28/2019 12:10:58 PM laurawalck Stop abortion and drugs both killing our people

11/28/2019 12:12:06 PM crisco2377 Or the HPV vaccination!!!

11/28/2019 12:12:49 PM pomeinnz  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/nov/29/muslim-population-in-europe-could-more-than-double …

11/28/2019 12:14:37 PM mikeden97505206 Revenge because the left didn't like his answers

11/28/2019 12:18:12 PM andrew13892378 Vitamin K2 to direct Calcium to your bones and away from your soft tissues.

11/28/2019 12:19:19 PM sdanon3 What if they were AFORDABLE

11/28/2019 12:22:17 PM sdanon3 Oops!😎 pic.twitter.com/uSHrmxD0z1

11/28/2019 12:26:03 PM mrblbrettish Soooo MAJ12 is telling me to make babies?

11/28/2019 12:26:37 PM nea_storm Armored Naturally with a few extras!😏😉😇 pic.twitter.com/qZVxJpNsui

11/28/2019 12:27:36 PM jomama64 demonRats are killing all the babies and some even being eaten

11/28/2019 12:29:43 PM mongrelglory Just watched the documentary on youtube.  So much intrigue and subterfuge!  I hope the day comes soon when Majestic 12 can be forthright with 

citizens about everything they know!

11/28/2019 12:29:56 PM dands435 But we made up for it with immigration!

11/28/2019 12:30:29 PM kathleen3693693 Black Friday, I think, is an evil-like tradition, designed to foster greed, extreme envy among the populous (deplorables) and, ultimately, to line the 

pockets of the Elites.

11/28/2019 12:31:08 PM mongrelglory That song was so popular when I was a kid!

11/28/2019 12:31:15 PM nickcpace1 It’s never to late Always options

11/28/2019 12:31:25 PM ourcalmlot Add Gardasil to there soft kill woman. Less people to kill if you first stop the ones yet to be born. That’s how Global Governance operates!

11/28/2019 12:32:11 PM mongrelglory A lot of Masonic/Illuminati symbolism in that album cover!

11/28/2019 12:32:28 PM jessica28000244 I hear ya. My issue with this is many are having fertility issues caused by different kinds of poisoning. Among other things.

11/28/2019 12:33:13 PM jessica28000244 That also....

11/28/2019 12:33:33 PM realsirignano Sorry only can afford one in the shithole called New Jersey! I’m paying for to many freeloaders who pops them out for larger subsidies and tax payer 

bought votes 🤷🏻♂️

11/28/2019 12:34:44 PM adsvel In this changing Quantum Soup never say never.😉

11/28/2019 12:35:53 PM mongrelglory You can get anything you want at Alice's Restaurant

You can get anything you want at Alice's Restaurant

Walk right in it's around the back

Just a half a mile from the railroad track

You can get anything you want at Alice's Restaurant

11/28/2019 12:37:15 PM jrocktigers No, no and no.

11/28/2019 12:38:38 PM adsvel ... and even those babies who were born, are trafficked, sold out for the sex slavery and killed... Save our precious Children, people!🙏

11/28/2019 12:39:39 PM mongrelglory Considering the avg. sperm count rates have gone down 50% in the past 40 years, I'm not surprised!  Gives them an excuse (they use this in Canada) to 

flood the country with waves of immigrants.  Part of the Globalist plan to fragment/obliterate the local culture in our countries.

11/28/2019 12:39:46 PM rachaelangelm I think the female reproductive therapies can be the reason why the birth control is so toxic? I believe that when we suppress the female body it 

causes further problems down the road and a lot of female birth control is suppression.

11/28/2019 12:41:32 PM mongrelglory Lots of hormone disrupters (chemicals) contaminating our water and environment as well.  Rates of endometriosis sky-rocketing.

11/28/2019 12:41:47 PM sethric61410528 yeah, „re-membering“ process to become one again. As Gid says in NDW Conversations. Necessity to forget who we truly are otherwise the game does 

not work. we dont have to learn but rather need to „re-member“ who we are -1

11/28/2019 12:42:40 PM americanpetal You and me, both!

🕊🙏 baby 👶 🍼

11/28/2019 12:42:42 PM nea_storm Yes! Yet Great Get Away Vehicles and You are Prepared for Anything! Well Once you get into it with dress, heels & All! Speaking for myself Of Course! 

After All "I'm not an animal ... " https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkHR67ZM9HQ … 😃😅😇 pic.twitter.com/qxbyaJYquJ

11/28/2019 12:43:33 PM sethric61410528 looking forward to time travel without forgetting - how would this work then? Stay in 5D ?

11/28/2019 12:46:34 PM mongrelglory Difficult now for a family of 4 to get by with only one parent having a job outside the home. This is by design. In the 1950s you could aspire to having a 

stay at home parent and a single detached home on one income! A single detached home where I live near Toronto costs 850K!

11/28/2019 12:50:06 PM girlawakeinca OMG that was so funny! 😄😂🤣

11/28/2019 12:50:54 PM rosas7043 Namaste 🙏🏾

11/28/2019 12:52:14 PM brangusjimmy YES! Thankfully this design is being dismantled. Being in this timeline makes me so thankful for the Lord, Pres. Trump, MJ12, Q, and the American 

people like you helping save this country for future generations. Our hard work will pay off.



11/28/2019 12:52:28 PM christo64875860 Brainwashers at their finest

11/28/2019 12:52:55 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/zHqIXLOqRak 

11/28/2019 12:54:13 PM rosas7043 This knowledge was disclosed in the movie “What dreams may come” with Robin Williams. 🙏🏾

11/28/2019 12:56:44 PM mongrelglory Loved that movie! 🤗 As a part-Asian kid, I grew up watching Caucasians playing Asian characters in Hollywood movies. We eventually got Nancy 

Kwan and Bruce Lee. It's nice to see non-stereotypical Asian actors leading movies. Loved Harold and Kumar goes to White-Castle for that!

11/28/2019 12:58:47 PM nea_storm Family Day, Laughs with the extended family! Oh My Goodness really great movie and very funny! Another funny scene from Crazy Rich Asians: Gold 

Standard  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syg3WKOnuGY … … pic.twitter.com/cwvG4oNqsJ

11/28/2019 12:59:01 PM mongrelglory I'm not complaining about how things were.  It was just the reality of the times.  So don't hate on me please!

11/28/2019 12:59:51 PM sethric61410528 god split himself - now knew self experience possible. I and other. Free will - „fall“ - big bang (start breathe out cycle x). 2+ matter moving in time, still 

going. Our Universe was born. All for primary force self experience thru us. Endless micro and macroscale. Am I correct ?

11/28/2019 1:01:30 PM kathleen3693693 Arlo posed behind/between twin candles...seems to me to be representing, subliminally of course, the Arch of Palmyra, aka Arch of Bel (Baal, Ba'al). 

Replicated Arch of Baal put up in Washington, DC, date erected specifically for Kavanaugh confirmation? pic.twitter.com/OswF55HXh1

11/28/2019 1:01:39 PM zagnett i thought that was really odd even back then.🤨🧐🤪

11/28/2019 1:02:02 PM anondirtyleg A lot of this is from our upbringing. Always told it’s smart to wait and have kids and all the above. It got drilled in my generations head that kids are 

financial burden. That and with no struggle in our world why would anyone want kids anymore?

11/28/2019 1:02:44 PM atsaduk Hispanics have birth rates about 4 times as high as whites. Hispanics are growing faster than any other group.

11/28/2019 1:06:12 PM sethric61410528 „Project Looking Glass?

Going Forward in Order to Look Back.

Q“

11/28/2019 1:06:28 PM mongrelglory I love how the mother is feeding the baby a chicken McNugget with chopsticks. 🤣

11/28/2019 1:07:17 PM sethric61410528 how am I in the future ? ok ... I know , depends on my choice 

just talking to myself 😂

11/28/2019 1:09:16 PM samsmith0319 Guilty...Charge...Punish...GITMO!!!💥🐀💥

11/28/2019 1:09:21 PM zagnett Well McNuggets are certainly easier with chopsticks than some foods. i grew up eating Asian food all the time, with chopsticks, & to this day still wind 

up just having to stab food like McNuggets to get them off the plate lol.😅

11/28/2019 1:10:09 PM nea_storm Love, Love, Love You! FYI I AM an all American multi-mix myself! Never thought you were complaining at all dear One: For us Ladies another brilliant 

scene, "I'll let them go at cost ...."  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_j8iaqmQKJI … pic.twitter.com/QYrhgO1XSL

11/28/2019 1:10:55 PM tmxlightwave Why do they eat naked?

11/28/2019 1:11:30 PM kathleen3693693 ANYTHING you want--little boys, girls, infants men/women for any and all all sexual depravities, sacrificial child lambs for 'religious' ceremonies, spirit 

cooking, roasted infants for lunch/dinner, drugs, wine/liquor, or even intercourse with demons. Anything. Ah, #UnsealEpstein

11/28/2019 1:11:33 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/KHWBPrmErl

11/28/2019 1:14:01 PM nea_storm Love Bruce Lee! Enter the Dragon All time Classic! Martial Arts lover ... pic.twitter.com/XwfjkfujsP

11/28/2019 1:14:45 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/svm9mreTaP

11/28/2019 1:16:28 PM zagnett The struggle is real! 😅😂🤣

11/28/2019 1:17:07 PM brick_airhedred Or meat pies... pic.twitter.com/dlzGokFeyT

11/28/2019 1:20:37 PM starehope Never me. Not. No interest.

11/28/2019 1:21:12 PM minimis1 I think you mean symbolism. I don't think "symbology" means what you think it means.

11/28/2019 1:21:53 PM starehope Mind control?

11/28/2019 1:22:06 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5HmmX-i1Hw … Has the potential to Break up the finest homes! That and sucking teeth, smacking, etc. ... 

🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/vFmQacspKx

11/28/2019 1:24:09 PM starehope Never liked the person, always creeper me out.

11/28/2019 1:28:17 PM zagnett i'd probably do far worse than Julia at that table, & it would've been glorious.😇🤣🧐

11/28/2019 1:28:26 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKu-mbXW5uc … Love the understatement, "Were comfortable": Love It! Understatement 

pic.twitter.com/g29FIKQnH6

11/28/2019 1:31:46 PM djlok Interesting that she was banned over expressing her POV of the law.  Treason punishable by hanging is not an original idea!

11/28/2019 1:33:38 PM start313hichq The Time Big Bang 💥💥💥

        Soon 

NEW 5D Happy 🎉🎊🎉🎊🎉

11/28/2019 1:33:49 PM lorirrr All vaccines...ugh.

11/28/2019 1:42:59 PM eewwanon By design.

11/28/2019 1:43:23 PM t_hayden07 I've had enough, for us both girl! Hahaha

Just had #5!!

11/28/2019 1:56:32 PM mongrelglory The hardest to eat with chopsticks are those little button mushrooms in the cornstarch sauce.  Slippery little buggers!

11/28/2019 1:58:35 PM jebsmirk Wait, I was told that's a good thing due to muh climate change. 

Or do we need to import millions of 3rd worlders? 

Is the end game a lower IQ population that's less likely to rise up against the masters?

Bread and circus to placate the masses?

11/28/2019 1:58:54 PM dcarver1018 Blame PLANNED PARENTHOOD .

11/28/2019 1:59:35 PM nea_storm "How about we take an adventure East?"

"Like Queens?"🤣😅😃

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIokePutqvE … pic.twitter.com/sDeuAepYVk

11/28/2019 2:02:43 PM nea_storm Oh My Goodness! pic.twitter.com/qr4yBxWBKP

11/28/2019 2:08:40 PM mongrelglory I used to think Nancy Kwan was so pretty! pic.twitter.com/qfvYfJdr91

11/28/2019 2:08:54 PM v_rags Well if your coming to Queens. I’m here!  That’s where I live!

11/28/2019 2:09:10 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/QWQNge7tiC

11/28/2019 2:10:10 PM n7guardiananon any of these still available? pic.twitter.com/Raztb9VJzL

11/28/2019 2:12:45 PM tomspecht3 Too true

11/28/2019 2:14:27 PM godfamcountry Yep.  All part of the agenda.

11/28/2019 2:14:51 PM nea_storm She still is beautiful! pic.twitter.com/3gijRfgeP5

11/28/2019 2:17:20 PM godfamcountry I have a problem with this because it's a purposeful agenda.  Not by our choice.  Do we have a problem with poverty in the world?  Yes.  But, purposely 

sterilizing women and children without their knowledge is incorrect.

11/28/2019 2:22:48 PM beingoflight11 Out of those born, 800,000 children go missing every year. https://healthimpactnews.com/2018/800k-children-in-the-u-s-missing-each-year-8-million-

worldwide-international-tribunal-exposes-pedophilia-problem-victims-testify-of-child-sex-trafficking-and-satanic-ritual-abuse/ …

11/28/2019 2:28:09 PM carolva97910854 Boo hop

11/28/2019 2:29:43 PM gatorpatriot70 Well, maybe if the Clintons, the Royals and other elites would stop trafficking and/or eating babies, it wouldn't be a problem...

11/28/2019 2:31:01 PM beingoflight11  https://www.foxnews.com/world/human-trafficking-victims-are-mostly-underage-children-from-within-the-us …

11/28/2019 2:36:36 PM aleks8837 It's written as that is 100% a bad thing. Could it be a good/neutral thing? 🤔



11/28/2019 2:39:07 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1200178362096005127 …

11/28/2019 2:40:54 PM deinosofdeicide When abortion was legalized crime rate dropped significantly as well as fostering of children. Banning abortion won't stop abortion, just safe abortion. 

We need 6 month paid maternity AND paternity leave. Tax cuts and incentives for MARRIED couples with kids.

11/28/2019 2:46:57 PM deinosofdeicide As well as assistance for home payments for MARRIED couples with children. 

We need to stop giving handouts to those who reproduce without being married, and to support those who are. 

Men and women should also not be afraid of losing their jobs after taking leave for the baby.

11/28/2019 2:50:19 PM deinosofdeicide I don't have the craving to reproduce 🤷♀️

I don't have the draw or need to have children, however I completely encourage others to! My best friend is pregnant right now and I'm so excited for 

her.

11/28/2019 2:50:40 PM danielvance19 Maybe the dollar tree should start selling American products instead of filling their store up with China slave labor crap.

11/28/2019 2:50:48 PM lizzah_83 All those abortions...how can people be “okay” with PP being such a disgusting facility, selling babies...the cabal has everyone on the left THAT messed 

up I guess eh?! Where we celebrate abortion “rights” and the...nevermind I have to stop I’m getting sickened by this.

11/28/2019 2:52:49 PM lizzah_83 It happened to me at 35 and nearly killed me...but she’s incredible and I know her, her dad and I made a contract for this family before we were all 

born this time round. My reiki master told me a beautiful story about it within a month of (surprise) conception. 💞✨

11/28/2019 3:05:15 PM sartistb So...make a new account..duh

11/28/2019 3:10:56 PM mynardpamela 🤣😂🤣 OMG! 🤣💖😂

11/28/2019 3:23:48 PM keith369me Thanks to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I now feel sick...I really didn’t need 3 plates of food...not so Majestic 🤪...Happy Thanksgiving

11/28/2019 3:27:05 PM covertress Oh, my!

I never saw the poem until now!

This was not Jim's handwriting! pic.twitter.com/rCQR8h2krN

11/28/2019 3:31:15 PM covertress This is Jim's handwriting. 

And look!

Glass found on the floor of his room! pic.twitter.com/x4vpTJmoSs

11/28/2019 3:44:32 PM cstarr888 What does it say? Hard to read...

🤔🙏💖

11/28/2019 3:49:14 PM turboxyde It's a special responsibility that requires a lot of sacrifice but it's worth it!

11/28/2019 3:53:02 PM michael81972 Is the symbol a spade?  I cant find much that talks about it and I cant see the bottom on the album cover.

11/28/2019 3:53:25 PM joann1304 Suddenly, 19 kids and counting, doesn’t sound sound so dumb.

11/28/2019 3:54:02 PM laurabusse I remember it well!

Arlo Guthrie was kinda a big deal

Son of Woody Guthrie

11/28/2019 3:56:28 PM laurabusse I just wanna ride my motor cy......

cle

11/28/2019 4:02:13 PM doc1415 I'll admit. Ive listened to AJ much. He is the one that gets credit for my red pilling. In 2012 I began to listen to him(love david Knight) and it was crazy 

but is info was backed up by actual footage. Check out his video on bohemian grove. Ive tried X2/Selenium and silver bullet

11/28/2019 4:02:45 PM mattersnot2 Could point to nature already knowing they'll live longer...

11/28/2019 4:03:09 PM covertress The Truth Still Dies In Darkness: 

The Washington Post Reports

James Forrestal's Last Written Words (pdf)

 https://mega.nz/#!rPZFiKDJ!STf-r6kz4xTfEYlsv1680vLRfhYMesPbY4Ct17ul_hA … pic.twitter.com/XUpoRsYpMA

11/28/2019 4:07:03 PM melhuses Aj has red pilled a lot of people I bet .

11/28/2019 4:08:07 PM doc1415 Silver bullet works wonders before colds. X2 is necessary for everyone id say. So far everything ive taken from the info wars store has done more good 

for me than anything. Dr. Group is one of the doctors in the lab with some of these products and he is rather credible.

11/28/2019 4:12:07 PM arifriedman12 Listened to it today. Figures. If Ellington,  Nat King Cole,  Bassie, Richard Pryor are Masons...

11/28/2019 4:17:23 PM 7alon I can't talk for Rogan, who is an obvious shill anyway, but the other dude had the same experience as me.

11/28/2019 4:18:23 PM 7alon Oh yeah and that was without using drugs. It happened during my sleep twice, just before I was due to wake up from a typical sleep cycle.

11/28/2019 4:19:47 PM decodematrix F will complete his mission. Nothing can stop him.

11/28/2019 4:20:07 PM americanpetal Congratulations...beautiful story. 👶🕊I met the right guy. The love of my life but life and sickness got it the way. I’m so hoping to be able to go back 

in time and redo it with him.

11/28/2019 4:22:33 PM 7alon Actually, I wouldn't say it was the same experience. I did talk to gold shimmering beings and they were sitting with me outside of space-time, telling 

me things I needed to know, using subtle and suggestive language. Felt telepathic tbh.

11/28/2019 4:33:13 PM lmjonzey Forrester.   

Aka fiddle forrester

11/28/2019 4:35:54 PM nea_storm Sweet Ride! pic.twitter.com/8Sh98QgBib

11/28/2019 4:37:58 PM gattacus45 massive litigation, mass chaos

11/28/2019 4:45:01 PM patriotswegoall  pic.twitter.com/NMR6rGqfw7

11/28/2019 4:47:59 PM my2sonznme Stop aborting them

11/28/2019 4:58:26 PM swavzielin That's because he likes having sex with hot women and has been known to go to parties with them. Doesn't like kids, doesn't even want them, because 

he thinks they are a**holes. One of these parties has some red shoe requirement like black tie parties. pic.twitter.com/HtAELbd50f

11/28/2019 5:02:19 PM iamz01170350 Prison isn't good enough!!!!!!!

11/28/2019 5:03:46 PM wlightning369 Suicided.... He asked too many questions

11/28/2019 5:12:38 PM humanproofer That’s crazy- you can get permanently suspended for suggesting someone be temporarily suspended.

11/28/2019 5:20:15 PM goyaeq Article on zerohedge. pic.twitter.com/13mGX6M0Xq

11/28/2019 5:21:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Technology

Orientation?

Video Games?

[House of Cards]

Projection into a perspective.

What is power?

What is greed?

What if your objective evil could be calculable and then simulated for maximum effect?

These people are sick.

Mocking [Bird] You. https://youtu.be/cQ-MXLvwcNQ 
11/28/2019 5:22:42 PM freestateojones Yes.

11/28/2019 5:23:05 PM dispensaryexch That’s what happens when you Blow up nuclear reactors ON PURPOSE....Q- pic.twitter.com/2u6jlt1UNS

11/28/2019 5:23:18 PM tyetyler1 And stupid.



11/28/2019 5:24:49 PM dispensaryexch Hmmm 🤔 I wonder why there’s a sperm crisis... let me think 🤔 let me think 🤔....

Q- https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/jul/29/infertility-crisis-sperm-counts-halved …

11/28/2019 5:26:22 PM janey634 MJ12 you are one of the smartest groups of people that I have been witness to in my lifetime.  Happy ThanksGIVING!

11/28/2019 5:26:41 PM arifriedman12 Cattle.

11/28/2019 5:27:57 PM janey634 Yes!

11/28/2019 5:28:12 PM cstarr888 Great finds! @covertress

🤔🙏💖

11/28/2019 5:29:24 PM dispensaryexch What if The SELECT FAMILIES who engineered WW1 and WW2 for population control and planned a THIRD mass  extinction event decided to use 

radiation 🤔....Q- pic.twitter.com/rNHA7zKF64

11/28/2019 5:30:40 PM covertress Ascended. 

He knew all the answers.

11/28/2019 5:31:33 PM jivaine_skywing Your not a day over 30. 

I have four and let me tell you it’s a lot of work. Rewarding work, but still work.  I wonder sometimes how I ever get any time to myself.

11/28/2019 5:32:21 PM aprilbrown99 #SaveTheBabies #SaveTheChildren 💗💗💗🙏🙏🙏

11/28/2019 5:33:07 PM covertress Ha ha.

My secret to looking young?

Old photos. 

In that photo, I was 33.

11/28/2019 5:33:39 PM rebornkingent Another public figure, another dead dog? What say you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/morningmika/status/1199502915783872514?s=21 …

11/28/2019 5:34:38 PM purplefavorite1 Except for the millions of illegal immigrants

11/28/2019 5:35:33 PM dispensaryexch What if the SPERM CRISIS RADIATION THEORY was ALREADY TESTED on a MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRY???? ....Q-

Remove * for link 

htt******ps://web.archive.org/web/20171201132749/ http://islamtimes.******org/en/doc/article/11941/israel-has-nuked-itself 

pic.twitter.com/e33o2lFXwC

11/28/2019 5:37:52 PM wwg1wga17jcims That was disturbing...me no likes! Also. Reminds me of communism on meth.

11/28/2019 5:38:47 PM patriotswegoall I think MJ is telling more on how DS plans their moves.

Situations can be simulated/rehearsed, and played out in real life.  

[They] originally called our 'reality' a game.

11/28/2019 5:40:55 PM n7guardiananon training program for AOC ???

Tropico is a good one too.

11/28/2019 5:41:51 PM diddla5555 Does GMO corn reduce fertility in farm animals? People? Is vaccinating pregnant mothers with flu vaccine and mmr a safe thing to do? Could it cause 

spontaneous miscarriage? Should babies receive the same dose vaccine as a grown man? Should babies receive so many vaccines?

11/28/2019 5:43:29 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/zNgcYGgtf8M 

11/28/2019 5:44:34 PM honeybee33_  https://nypost.com/2019/07/26/republican-aiming-to-unseat-ilhan-omar-charged-with-felony/ ….      Who is this woman really??? Is she a Democrat 

plant??????

11/28/2019 5:45:15 PM diddla5555 How many babies die of sids around the time of vacc.? How many friends ands family do you know that have lost a baby to sids? Why would anyone 

think that sids would take the focus off the real culprit? BS

11/28/2019 5:48:05 PM carolva97910854 Funny how that happens.

11/28/2019 5:48:26 PM redpilloverdos3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ12 wrote that they are able to track incarnations etc.

If it was true, you would be able to confirm whether he was Archangel Metatron.

Here is a test MJ12: I thought about an animal. 

Can you name it?

11/28/2019 5:48:56 PM birdiesrchirpin  pic.twitter.com/g4RiDbNIKE

11/28/2019 5:50:48 PM bereantype yep, these people ARE sick

11/28/2019 5:51:37 PM issa_stmanuel Hijacked perceptions. illusions fading.

11/28/2019 5:52:46 PM n7guardiananon Basically Education and media have been funneling people to operate not only on low vibes, but with no love/gratitude, inching them to operate at 

their own version of evil.

Makes things easier for 🎩 evildoers  to change everything from bad to worse.

11/28/2019 5:54:09 PM boy12_jimmy Even if it was a hidden message to others. She and her other half are not even worth the time of day to talk about. They will have to answer to 

someone about their misleading stories over the years.

11/28/2019 5:56:45 PM cambridgewibf Is the Archangel Metatron twitter account real? Is he really Archangel Metatron?

11/28/2019 5:56:56 PM vargasgirlred That is scary...I hope she is better now. ❤️

11/28/2019 5:57:41 PM beachchefj M.I.

11/28/2019 5:59:35 PM lizzah_83 This censorship phase we’ve entered is right on schedule...disinformation galore and over-saturation of their BS narratives and then smother everyone 

who speaks truth. It won’t work, but they’re like a cornered rabid fearful dog now. Just look at DeNiro’s rant the other day.

11/28/2019 5:59:55 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/NjTPkkourQ

11/28/2019 6:02:39 PM keith369me They are using SimCity and similar to simulate a reality where an environment without taxes leads to a sh-t-hole environment.  Seeding collective 

consciousness!!!  In reality the opposite is true...see Texas vs California regarding taxes.

11/28/2019 6:03:35 PM n7guardiananon something about those classics pic.twitter.com/I7p6umZftc

11/28/2019 6:03:49 PM bondisurf Denmark went through the same thing recently..

Do it for Denmark. https://youtu.be/vrO3TfJc9Qw 

11/28/2019 6:04:07 PM seektruthalways How do we understand love without understanding what is not? I think our existence is the journey. All of life supports duality or a cycle.  I think we are 

in a state of such negativity and evilness, that from it and recognizing it, we will be on a path to God & love.

11/28/2019 6:05:57 PM 1776reset Is Vannevar Bush related to the former Presidents? If so this answers quite a bit.  Jfk attempted to dismantle the psychological warfare?

11/28/2019 6:06:45 PM alisvolatpropi2 No hot flashes or changes in my cycle yet so 🙏🏼!!!

My husband and I will raise another MAGA!! 

I still believe 💕

11/28/2019 6:07:11 PM anondirtyleg I’d never think in a million years graystillplays would be a learning lesson from the Majestic 12

11/28/2019 6:11:57 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/W3ywxskcBL

11/28/2019 6:11:57 PM rachaelangelm That really didn’t seem to work

11/28/2019 6:13:01 PM mynardpamela ❤️💃❤️💃❤️💃💃💃❤️

11/28/2019 6:17:59 PM freestateojones Study then 😅

11/28/2019 6:21:24 PM kidge6 If you don't feed the monster, you might miss out!



11/28/2019 6:22:37 PM ultim8boon Revealed her power level way too quickly 🤦🏻♂️

11/28/2019 6:24:35 PM w_ewere Twitter Jail, where "hate speech" is anything the Radical Left don't want you to say, and the truth does not set you free, it punitively "jails" you!  When 

did a Private Profit Making Corporation get a "waiver" on respecting the American Constitution?

11/28/2019 6:27:40 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/wCjCC0m9fx

11/28/2019 6:29:16 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/0faB2kghLG

11/28/2019 6:29:34 PM karma4event201 Crazy is contagious, you catch it from your kids. 😆

11/28/2019 6:30:34 PM courtneyspace17 lmao....is this how its going to be?

11/28/2019 6:30:57 PM courtneyspace17 no

11/28/2019 6:32:59 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hey Majestic...what were the "explosions" in Cali. and Texas today??

11/28/2019 6:39:45 PM a39630340 Not in my family bud. We got this!

11/28/2019 6:46:33 PM allahuniversal Nah

11/28/2019 6:47:44 PM arletta0301 Chemtrails?

11/28/2019 6:49:54 PM mynardpamela Drift it! Total grin! pic.twitter.com/Lkuk4Tnbfp

11/28/2019 7:00:04 PM djlok Looking Glass. 

They never thought she'd lose.

11/28/2019 7:01:19 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/c2R1pq7LwH

11/28/2019 7:01:29 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/bhPBYw6RDT

11/28/2019 7:04:11 PM bbobbio71 You get time to yourself? Lucky lol

11/28/2019 7:05:27 PM elishabaker915  pic.twitter.com/CfxoosdZU9

11/28/2019 7:07:24 PM dispensaryexch Try  Fukushima

11/28/2019 7:22:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 London police defend decision to drop Jeffrey Epstein investigation | US news | The Guardian https://www.theguardian.com/us-

news/2019/nov/28/london-police-defend-decision-to-drop-jeffrey-epstein-investigation …

11/28/2019 7:23:46 PM jivaine_skywing Hahaha nice.  Ah well age is just a number.  Growing old is mandatory growing up is optional.  

🤣😂😅

And that’s a great picture.  The one above.

11/28/2019 7:25:04 PM henwoley Classic

11/28/2019 7:25:24 PM sailorpractical  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7737351/Scotland-Yard-helping-FBI-probe-Prince-Andrews-paedophile-friend-Jeffrey-Epstein.html …

11/28/2019 7:26:18 PM trumpmomma Of course QE does

11/28/2019 7:26:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scotland Yard are helping FBI probe into Prince Andrew's paedophile friend Jeffrey Epstein https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

7737351/Scotland-Yard-helping-FBI-probe-Prince-Andrews-paedophile-friend-Jeffrey-Epstein.html …

11/28/2019 7:26:32 PM like_neo I’m surprised the dems aren’t using that to justify open borders.

11/28/2019 7:26:56 PM anthony22003  https://twitter.com/Anthony22003/status/1200252835058851840?s=19 …

11/28/2019 7:27:30 PM wolfieman121 And, it begins!

11/28/2019 7:28:27 PM rebornkingent Mark my words prince Andrew is going to be arrested.  The queen just told him not to meet with trump?  He’s done.

11/28/2019 7:29:38 PM pro_aktv Who’s going to help purge Scotland Yard of pedos?! And their intercedents?! 🤦🏻♀️

11/28/2019 7:29:40 PM serenityfirth They’ll never be prosecuted two tiered legal system, one for cabal and another for plebs like you and me.

11/28/2019 7:32:59 PM joewittigcomca1 The population of the US continues to grow today, driven by a high level of immigration. The latest data from the Census Bureau shows that US 

population growth is running at between 0.7% and 0.9% per year (Sep 27, 2019).

11/28/2019 7:36:57 PM davidson2kyle As believers we can recognize that God is supreme and He created us in His image and likeness. We are not sovereign, but when we obey God’s 

direction we are empowered with His authority, power and spiritual gifts.

11/28/2019 7:40:10 PM joewittigcomca1 So the growth is based on immigration, not birth rates.  Many immigrants will shatter the 2 births per woman.  This ultimately results in a shift in the 

US demographics.

11/28/2019 7:41:14 PM pro_aktv Do you think @POTUS briefed/told/forewarned the Queen of this back in May? She’s had 6 months or so, heads up to orchestrate/engineer and 

process a response. @POTUS is so strong, but, very decent. I’d have let her have it - FULL ON!

11/28/2019 7:42:48 PM norsepole567 😱

11/28/2019 7:43:11 PM donrondel and we're gonna find out what happened in Las Vegas too

LOL

11/28/2019 7:43:56 PM davidsbrown6 Just imagine how much better UK would be without do-nothing aristocrats bleeding them dry!

11/28/2019 7:44:24 PM sagewarrior17 UK has no justice.. disgusting...

11/28/2019 7:48:12 PM redeye_muledick THIS A FAILURE LIBERAL DONT TWEET THIS

11/28/2019 7:48:39 PM rachaelangelm What do they need to open an investigation? A formal invitation?

11/28/2019 7:49:19 PM redeye_muledick GAME OVER

11/28/2019 7:50:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show... https://youtu.be/mz6Z3wMFAX8 

11/28/2019 7:50:49 PM thelastmohicans They're going to need a lubricant for that probe! pic.twitter.com/mvcN7XSx2f

11/28/2019 7:51:42 PM rebornkingent @TheKanehB pic.twitter.com/Oo7mf00P5X

11/28/2019 7:52:35 PM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/FcXUZGzYryg 

11/28/2019 7:52:56 PM thekanehb Just ordered the book!

11/28/2019 7:53:41 PM thekanehb Love this part of the story!!

11/28/2019 7:53:51 PM _the_psychonaut Amanita Muscaria

11/28/2019 7:54:00 PM hoffman11my Not surprising since sovereign immunity applies in the UK and the Epstein matter involves the Royals.

11/28/2019 7:54:45 PM rebornkingent I thought your favorite part was the reindeer urine.

11/28/2019 7:54:49 PM hoffman11my In the UK the police have no jurisdiction over the royal family. They couldn't arrest them even if they found evidence of massive crimes

11/28/2019 7:56:20 PM hoffman11my I hope Scotland Yard does a better job of investigating Epstein and Andrew than they did Jimmy Savile.

11/28/2019 7:57:10 PM hoffman11my Maybe if they stop vaccinating pregnant women, resulting in 20% miscarriage rates, there would be more live births.

11/28/2019 7:57:14 PM thekanehb Nope you can dry them and eat the mushroom itself ;) it’s soma essentially, that’s the closest pharma drug to these and u can buy dried on eBay!

11/28/2019 7:57:52 PM hoffman11my That's one way to silence the opposition. There's a lawsuit here, showing political bias by Twitter.

11/28/2019 7:59:13 PM i_like_skis Dang!

11/28/2019 7:59:34 PM cosmic_engineer They grow on the lawns in Vancouver lol.

11/28/2019 7:59:45 PM feliceforins Because it implicates part of the royal family

11/28/2019 8:00:07 PM carleymnell1367 They won’t be able to ignore it forever

11/28/2019 8:02:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 More to watch... https://youtu.be/01mKyn_Gwcs 

11/28/2019 8:03:35 PM _the_psychonaut I need to move 😜

11/28/2019 8:05:10 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/2gE1w7M70g

11/28/2019 8:05:23 PM allahuniversal Pharmakeia

 https://biblehub.com/greek/5331.htm  pic.twitter.com/Etx6D1eDRb

11/28/2019 8:05:40 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/cNoCUpofJU

11/28/2019 8:09:58 PM the_fjalar 🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄 pic.twitter.com/z9AHouepF6



11/28/2019 8:11:11 PM enomai_ This isn't just pork 

It's everything 

Sugar diabetes is probably just caused by works eating the neural system or others 

How do we get rid of them is the question esp with ingredients around?

I'm sure many different ones for different worms?

11/28/2019 8:11:38 PM enomai_ Worms not works

11/28/2019 8:14:46 PM ttesla9 The sacrificial lamb.

Hopefully they go beyond him and bring them all down.

11/28/2019 8:15:36 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

11/28/2019 8:15:44 PM eyeofgodhead TRUE

11/28/2019 8:17:20 PM enomai_ Sterilization and trafficking healthcare hubs

11/28/2019 8:19:12 PM adamz14839920 London police corrupt as hell

11/28/2019 8:19:19 PM disfellocated Dude, I’ve had three already! How many more do I need to make?!

11/28/2019 8:19:25 PM brown_eyedladyj Bill Gates has been quoted saying 

"The world today has 6.8 billion people... that's headed up to about 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive 

health services, we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent." pic.twitter.com/ZGG1O7maE8

11/28/2019 8:19:55 PM majic_eyes_qnly “Time is the theatre of God’s becoming.” - Terence McKenna

That was a quote I transcribed from one of his speeches many years ago. Not sure what speech it was at this point but the quote is amazing. Believe 

me, I did not make it up. I still remember it after all these years.

11/28/2019 8:20:44 PM pinklight999 Male infertility gene threaded into GMO corn since the 90’s may play a part

11/28/2019 8:22:57 PM rogue29sweet Queen's dirty too.  So sorry.

11/28/2019 8:24:52 PM wwg1wga93583681 >accept the fact reality is not limited to the perception we have traditionally used pic.twitter.com/WB29tKz93J

11/28/2019 8:27:08 PM karentriebel Reindeer really know how to fly.

11/28/2019 8:29:35 PM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/1D5021KBsqs 

11/28/2019 8:30:33 PM blacktharon Doors of perception pic.twitter.com/kikvjbGyT3

11/28/2019 8:31:27 PM blacktharon 👇 pic.twitter.com/yI7qnqDTjU

11/28/2019 8:31:45 PM 369helen313 Are [They] trying to send a message to POTUS !? 👀

In respond to Conan the hero dog! pic.twitter.com/aWKvfOVuot

11/28/2019 8:31:52 PM blacktharon ♨️ pic.twitter.com/ft4dIN5WoI

11/28/2019 8:32:40 PM blacktharon 🌀 pic.twitter.com/WPOEPYrXHi

11/28/2019 8:36:05 PM asdasd26700831  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXlzN8YOOSc …

11/28/2019 8:39:46 PM time2wakesheep SANTA

Move the letters around and what do you get?

SATAN

It couldn’t be any more obvious.

Yet fake Christians will defend Christmas till they are blue in the face.

Whatever helps them sleep at night... or pay off their new $5k in debt on new shiny materialistic crap!
11/28/2019 8:44:07 PM mongrelglory No he wasn't according to historical records.

11/28/2019 8:45:00 PM werascending From where?

11/28/2019 8:45:26 PM mongrelglory Reminds me of the Monopoly game.  Never liked playing it!

11/28/2019 8:46:58 PM brown_eyedladyj 👇👇 pic.twitter.com/9yfqUWlCL1

11/28/2019 8:47:48 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/XismFb0amKs 

11/28/2019 8:48:05 PM thekanehb Mushrooms or the book? Book on Amazon 🍄 are called Amanita muscaria and look for those that are totally dehydrated

11/28/2019 8:49:42 PM werascending Well I meant the book, but now you have peaked my interest!! Can we purchase the 🍄??? Thanks!!!

11/28/2019 8:52:15 PM thekanehb Yup. Legally too. I bought on eBay but don’t remember the vendor. Then soaked  in water before eating! They were actually really good too!

11/28/2019 8:56:03 PM werascending Whoa!!! Awesome! Hmmmm!!! Was it “good”?

11/28/2019 9:01:49 PM rebornkingent Yea. Aminata doesn’t contain anything scheduled. Easy to find.

11/28/2019 9:04:58 PM brown_eyedladyj There are amazing benefits from natural sources. Big Pharma would never allow people to know the truth. They would go bankrupt. 

https://www.naturallifeenergy.com/conspiracy-behind-vitamin-b17-amygdalin-laetrile-cyanide-and-cancer-treatment/ …

11/28/2019 9:06:11 PM jvan125 Season 5-Episode 5...5:5 😉

11/28/2019 9:08:40 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/dgiMpWvve6

11/28/2019 9:08:42 PM coyotescoutphi One can also use positive words either spoken, or written to achieve different attributes.

11/28/2019 9:20:44 PM christinemarieb Prince Andrew was punished enough when his mom canceled his 60th birthday party!

11/28/2019 9:24:13 PM janein29656519 Exactly, i take iodine drops a few times a week, BioSil to remove aluminum from the brain

11/28/2019 9:24:15 PM n7guardiananon Peyote, shrooms, DMT

a) different tickets for the same amusement park and/or different  rides? 

b) different tickets for different amusement parks?

c) or is it the individual's consciousness which determines where/what experience?

???
11/28/2019 9:24:57 PM noocnik He closed himself in certain belief system but he needs that expirience. There is much more out there for you. Have no fear. Even if you lived here for 

thousands of lifetimes. It's barely a beginning of this wonderful journey of knowing, growing and reunion with The One.

11/28/2019 9:25:48 PM noocnik You'll remember and find the way when it's time. You're all unconditionally loved and supported as parts of the First Creator.

11/28/2019 9:28:55 PM junglerednm Pond Scum his apple did NOT fall far from the tree!!! pic.twitter.com/TCIq7hsGr4

11/28/2019 9:30:26 PM grand3americano Do you notice any benefits?

11/28/2019 9:31:19 PM c_w_uk  https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/prince-andrew-scotland-yard-holds-talks-with-fbi-over-sex-claims-3gp79rpj7 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @aflame4TRUTH @BlackIrishI @crazyparklady1

#PrinceAndrew #EPSTEIN

11/28/2019 9:40:45 PM junglerednm Pond Scum investigation ...yes and on American soil!!! pic.twitter.com/CKc8gNCu8Z



11/28/2019 9:43:28 PM thekanehb Yup! I would take a ¼ of a 🍄 everyday as long as I had them I didn’t order a lot and I was nervous to try it but it was all good. Great for anxiety but not 

trippy at all. I’ve never taken soma tho so idk if it’s a fair comparison

11/28/2019 9:43:59 PM cstarr888 Sending good energy!

💓🙏💖

11/28/2019 9:45:33 PM aflame4truth Lol suicide. And what is going on with Maxwell? How could it be she’s not been interviewed?

11/28/2019 9:47:15 PM wearediamonds2 Why did Earth plunge into darkness after they left?

11/28/2019 9:50:16 PM wearediamonds2 So does this mean if your prayers are obviously answered and you see good changes on earth and for others, you have graduated to/are a machine elf? 

Other terms for this would be a starseed or indigo even? Or sons of God even?

11/28/2019 10:00:10 PM itbmeang CRAZY!😲😳🤔

11/28/2019 10:03:50 PM timkania two satanists ?

11/28/2019 10:10:23 PM qtip75 🎶 I Shall BE released 🎶

11/28/2019 10:12:44 PM winklerburke So, defund Progressive (1984) Education. Stop making zombies. Ax to root solution.  Not another brain washed.

11/28/2019 10:19:34 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

11/28/2019 10:20:23 PM sethric61410528 thank you for the dialog pic.twitter.com/pWLo4nnCXg

11/28/2019 10:20:38 PM manifest_utopia My favorite quote from this interview.

11/28/2019 10:33:59 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome to the Great Awakening

11/28/2019 10:35:18 PM rolfeyswoman Righto!! Bang!

11/28/2019 10:37:23 PM ireckonmate Outrageous

11/28/2019 10:41:48 PM ali_dougall Seem to remember comey dog was a stray too, they never know what type the dog is, interesting! #qanon

11/28/2019 10:42:39 PM rolfeyswoman Life is too busy, people confused, concerned what their children are born to and fear their kids safety. Trust needs to be restored!

11/28/2019 10:51:09 PM andyschweitzer I'd say partly b) but in the end c) individual circumstances affect your final experience.

11/28/2019 10:54:46 PM altimitwill Well of course they had to. It would involve prince Andrew and the royal family. The royal family is above the law 😂

11/28/2019 10:57:26 PM covertress POTUS should reply with a pic of Conan's head on Rocky's body.

🐸

11/28/2019 11:18:44 PM werascending Thanks for the info Mimi!

11/28/2019 11:20:29 PM adsvel 😊💖🙏 pic.twitter.com/8o2xPHc9cI

11/28/2019 11:25:10 PM c_w_uk The last I heard (some time ago) was that she had disappeared. Her father was a big enchilada in UK but it emerged he had been raiding firm/s' pension 

accounts. She must have faced ruin! Being #EPSTEIN'S pimp would have been well rewarded and clearly bad stuff ran in the family.

11/28/2019 11:30:12 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/yaClrRQ2b2

11/28/2019 11:30:53 PM nicoles23023964 Good question. I believe God is a dreamer. He/she is dreaming us and everything. And we have the same ability. We dream and imagine. We are the 

same creative force

11/28/2019 11:34:14 PM transformativeo Wow

11/28/2019 11:34:18 PM nicoles23023964 Maybe one day we will all have the same dream the same time/moment of love and peace where we will all be connected. A massive force of love.

11/28/2019 11:41:36 PM mrkbsimotas How do u go about de- calcify the pineal gland?

11/28/2019 11:42:55 PM punkbudgie1 They'll bury as much as possible then😠

11/28/2019 11:44:01 PM mrkbsimotas Here goes a video I found from 2006 that sums it all up !

1-5

Very informative. https://youtu.be/VP4bCzMyTEw 

11/28/2019 11:45:11 PM anitabutterfly Is it only my device or have they muted this video?

11/28/2019 11:47:06 PM mr_fedorable I started with AJ as well, and David Icke. But, idk, he's different now or perhaps i'm just seeing something

11/28/2019 11:49:33 PM mrkbsimotas How do u properly de- calcify the pineal? Any help greatly appreciated

11/29/2019 12:01:17 AM freedomgaia Epstein a des amis chez les policiers. Cette décision montre la culpabilité et la peur des complices à résoudre et défendre les personnes abusées

11/29/2019 12:18:18 AM seybird11 You can’t defend the indefensible

11/29/2019 12:25:23 AM graydon108  pic.twitter.com/3ZdvLT9nUv

11/29/2019 12:30:54 AM graydon108 The ego only matters when you’re in it, it’s hard to believe until you do it for yourself, your ego told you to send this reply to try keep itself alive  

https://youtu.be/M_C5Cua9VL8  the blue pill is ego and the red pill is real life pic.twitter.com/4713pWi021

11/29/2019 1:13:57 AM zztsd Here's your answer! Must read until end. Please RT

 https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2018/08/sen-dianne-feinstein-soros-queens-privy.html …

11/29/2019 1:16:57 AM zztsd How do all the MSM "NEWS" channels read the same script?  Here's how! Please RT

 https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2018/08/sen-dianne-feinstein-soros-queens-privy.html …

11/29/2019 1:22:43 AM watchingwales Well they've got half of it already, just need the lubri now

11/29/2019 1:23:32 AM watchingwales If he goes, there'll be no stopping the others following

11/29/2019 2:08:49 AM crisco2377 Look up Shilojit! Seriously!

11/29/2019 2:12:10 AM whatsmypw I'm trying to figure out what a machine elve is but I've never trusted Joe Rogan...always takes a topic to a certain level (not very deep), stops, hangs out 

there...discusses...appears to be genuinely open to subject and then ultimately places doubt on truths.

11/29/2019 2:24:51 AM bubusmc I have audio.

11/29/2019 2:32:13 AM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/inkedinkee/status/1200280242423644160?s=21 …

11/29/2019 2:33:27 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @DavidMi32570254 @EyesOnQ @OrtaineDevian @ajwhittlephoto @AnonymousSage1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@BlockTwitSlvts @ForTheGoodMan

11/29/2019 2:33:44 AM wowawe Without seeing the film or reading script, I envisage attempt to lighten current pope against old when in reality both cut from same cloth 👿👹👺

11/29/2019 2:44:58 AM linnyt7 When that song came out i took it to be about drugs because that's what was going on with the culture in America. In today's world, because of Q's 

revelations, it takes on a whole new meaning.

11/29/2019 2:59:14 AM linnyt7 Is Pompeo in charge? The whole thing seems sort of inbred.

11/29/2019 3:10:32 AM carmindabrendel Everyone is too afraid to bring innocent life into a world like this ... they deserve a better existence than what’s happening here now ... that’s why

11/29/2019 3:22:15 AM kingdoug_i  pic.twitter.com/aiIjdpvsmN

11/29/2019 3:24:42 AM _369311119 "God is in the Rain"

- V for Vendetta



11/29/2019 3:27:41 AM laurabusse Anyone who says they're an

Angel

Pleiadian

Whatever

In an earth human body should be taken w/ a grain o salt

They may be

But they may not be

Imagination is v powerful

Once it gets an idea it can take it and run with it

Abraham-Hicks says

Whose past lives are you tapping into?
11/29/2019 3:29:23 AM laurabusse Me neither

Not fun crushing or getting crushed by your fellow players

11/29/2019 3:31:23 AM laurabusse Ha LOL

11/29/2019 3:31:36 AM iknowandcantslp Bingo

11/29/2019 3:37:23 AM laurabusse Thanks for the anti constipation tip

🚌💩

11/29/2019 3:51:49 AM laurabusse Must be stopped

11/29/2019 4:08:48 AM sterkinglights1 Beyond the two pillars am entity.

11/29/2019 4:22:17 AM murph54258684 Meh. SY and London Police are black hats.

11/29/2019 4:23:52 AM chinupchubbly No jelly and ice cream for him!

11/29/2019 4:28:18 AM 369helen313 Interesting that a fellow patriot of mine,just decoded that photo on Wednesday eve, a night before POTUS’s trip to the Afghanistan 🇦🇫!

He said:”I feel by sharing that photo, President Trump is referring to the RAMBO III movie,when the”Stallone”goes to Afghanistan to rescue them!” 

pic.twitter.com/GiXNWZxLy8

11/29/2019 4:30:38 AM keith369me Who controls London’s legal system?  The same legal system that let Jimmy Saville and numerous clergy continue pedophiling away.

11/29/2019 4:32:47 AM keith369me Who now controls England?  Recall Trumps visit to Buckingham Palace where old protocol was altered.

11/29/2019 4:33:26 AM keith369me Yes

11/29/2019 4:33:59 AM keith369me Scotland Yard will become a relic along with the royal family

11/29/2019 4:35:49 AM richard07759712 Once in a while I squash a fly...

11/29/2019 4:36:15 AM peggyth12968760 How convenient

11/29/2019 4:36:23 AM richard07759712 😏

11/29/2019 4:37:01 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...is Joe Rogan just a curious guy or is his guest list being “suggested”?

11/29/2019 4:39:26 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/NTGu89Q1Ra

11/29/2019 4:41:13 AM doc1415 I lost quite a bit of respect for alex when he tried highjacking Q with this zaq character. However much of what info wars reports on they do it 

accurately. Even though Owen tries to be just like Alex, hes still ok I think. David Knight is the one I enjoy most.

11/29/2019 4:49:31 AM 369helen313 👀 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115829774021214208?s=21 …

11/29/2019 5:01:26 AM sash_andy Establishment monkeys!

11/29/2019 5:04:51 AM schiller_spmode Wow 😳

11/29/2019 5:09:32 AM covertress Partly.

The message was hyperdimsional.

11/29/2019 5:10:01 AM cindimartinbur1 Of course.

11/29/2019 5:14:14 AM samsmith0319 Yep...A Red One with White Dots...👀...

11/29/2019 5:15:28 AM 369helen313 For sure ! 

“Metaphysic” is what mostly is hidden in POTUS’s messages !

11/29/2019 5:15:35 AM arifriedman12 I wonder why? pic.twitter.com/Z71HgcxcJ1

11/29/2019 5:21:51 AM jerseygirl1951 Shameful

11/29/2019 5:24:32 AM sterkinglights1 1/∞

11/29/2019 5:29:21 AM fansblowing3 Once we see what they have and how everything is free and nobody works, then we will want that too.  No more slaves.

11/29/2019 5:34:54 AM carmindabrendel @OrtaineDevian @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @DavidMi32570254 @EyesOnQ @MaxMedieval @ajwhittlephoto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DwQken

11/29/2019 5:40:29 AM fansblowing3 Who are these IS-BEs who control the simulation?  I thought humans collectively controlled the simulation.

11/29/2019 5:42:55 AM momekool1 Most of London’s swamp rats are still in power there. Just like DC.

11/29/2019 5:50:33 AM fansblowing3 Alice = CIA = child traffickers

11/29/2019 5:51:23 AM fansblowing3 They want to replace the US population with immigrants.

11/29/2019 5:56:16 AM fansblowing3 Why would anyone post about hanging someone?  I’d like to see the actual tweet because they probably got it all wrong.

11/29/2019 6:05:02 AM chartercda No surprise there.. 🙄

11/29/2019 6:09:59 AM laurabusse This is mind blowing

Absolutely amazing

11/29/2019 6:10:02 AM function108 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 veracity of “crystal Stair” book?

11/29/2019 6:11:41 AM sinnersdeborah Of course they do!  Getting too close to the City of London!?!?

11/29/2019 6:12:31 AM sinnersdeborah Helping or Hindering!? 🤔

11/29/2019 6:16:04 AM laurabusse Hi what do you do?

I'm a babysitter

Hello and what do YOU do?

I'm a trip sitter

What???

11/29/2019 6:24:17 AM butterf54484267 Makes me sick

11/29/2019 6:25:51 AM canadiancovfefe Today will be day 3 with a learning to meditate program on the Calm App. How do I know when meditation is making a difference? I want to be able to 

see other dimensional beings and ET crafts in the sky. Thanks 😎

11/29/2019 6:29:47 AM maxmedieval Aaahhhh

You go first.......

11/29/2019 6:32:38 AM canadiancovfefe That is an amazing story. I really want this to happen to me. If I told anyone period that I was a Starseed they would think I am off my rocker. They 

would tell me to get professional help. 🙄

11/29/2019 6:35:32 AM bdam777 Cause and effect. 

What dimension do you live in? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGguwYPC32I …

11/29/2019 6:44:50 AM laurabusse Yeah LOL ☺👍❤️

11/29/2019 6:55:56 AM laurabusse Hope you're right ☺️

Easier here on out 👍



11/29/2019 6:56:38 AM jrhmail2000 Teachers Union will be in trouble

11/29/2019 6:57:09 AM allahuniversal Have been blocked since earlier this month, surprised I can even see this pic.twitter.com/RZpcLRhYIO

11/29/2019 7:02:16 AM alwaysbanneddd Nothing to see here people move along!!!! pic.twitter.com/DDoQGopUSR

11/29/2019 7:03:00 AM canadiancovfefe Which Binaural beats are the best to go to sleep to and continue for hours while you are sleeping? There are many choices on YouTube for binaural 

beats and I want to use the correct one to aid in my healing. Thank you. 🙏😊🇨🇦

11/29/2019 7:04:25 AM aleks8837 OLD GUARD threatened

11/29/2019 7:10:33 AM lightprocess When I look at that napkin thing on his chest it looks to me like lungs.

Also on his plate appears to be a folded napkin..

So hes eating napkin..

Napkin=lungs.

=eating human flesh?

Symbolising the rituals of these people/beings?

11/29/2019 7:10:39 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/gkfeb12Alv

11/29/2019 7:15:43 AM covertress Why divide?

Aren't they The Same?

11/29/2019 7:17:11 AM covertress I could, but I'd have to kill you.

 http://gematrix.org 

11/29/2019 7:27:41 AM sterkinglights1 A fractal is still part of a whole.

11/29/2019 7:34:22 AM laurabusse Hf expecting to be blocked now LOL

If you were angel/ET

Consciously incarnated here

Would you tell ppl who you were?

Or quietly do your mission since most wouldnt believe you anyway?

Not saying he's not

He may be

But even angels or ETs in human bodies seem to have feet of clay...
11/29/2019 7:36:52 AM allahuniversal It's like I say often, head in (or above) the clouds, yet feet on the ground with everyone else.

11/29/2019 7:37:42 AM covertress True

11/29/2019 7:38:43 AM laurabusse Sounds like a practical yet all encompassing way to live ☺👍

11/29/2019 7:47:59 AM lauraca94702527 It’s the only way to bring down America. Sicken/kill/ prevent the younger generations from being born or able to fight back. The parasites that be have

 planned it this way and people can’t see it for what it is 🤷♀️

11/29/2019 7:56:14 AM jv_parker helping or obstructing?

11/29/2019 7:58:07 AM bbobbio71 So control the trip, control the reality.

11/29/2019 8:03:22 AM johnwick0000000 What if I don't want kids?

11/29/2019 8:11:04 AM sterkinglights1 Wayback 🤯🤪🤗 almost forgot that's were I have seen this 🐕 from.

11/29/2019 8:32:11 AM jonathancherrie @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Remember the music meme?

Showing the dog as "me" and the werewolf as "music I listen to".

Possible link?

11/29/2019 8:51:43 AM richard07759712 No more slumber parties

11/29/2019 8:59:12 AM serenityfirth More than likely anyone who could testify or prosecute would be offed and silenced. Just like Epstein. 👿

11/29/2019 9:10:08 AM cathydarlene1 DONT WANT A SHOW. 

SICK OF "THE SHOW". 

WE JUST WANT ARRESTS.

 TO HELL WITH "THE SHOW".

11/29/2019 9:20:09 AM sunspot406 Rogan reminds me of NPR Delicious Dish, SNL.

11/29/2019 9:27:56 AM fansblowing3 This is ridiculous if it applies to their whole family. pic.twitter.com/A0gfpA1odY

11/29/2019 9:28:47 AM fansblowing3 “Helping” 🙄

11/29/2019 9:37:15 AM petebutterjelly That depends... are they a legitimate royal family?

11/29/2019 9:39:31 AM truthseeker805 Gotta love the 3's. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1200467105469980672 …

11/29/2019 9:39:59 AM girlawakeinca It does & we must change it. Dark to light. 🙏💫

11/29/2019 9:47:57 AM trusokoff Nothing your link is gone

11/29/2019 10:15:40 AM cathydarlene1 ENJOY THE SHOW =  

Sit down, shut up, and continue waiting.

11/29/2019 10:18:55 AM megamagamoveman Disinformation necessary

11/29/2019 10:19:21 AM megamagamoveman Don't forget Smith mudnt act

11/29/2019 10:26:25 AM tammyrochester2  pic.twitter.com/8kNlBPTW53

11/29/2019 10:40:16 AM georgia_rn_ccrn @TuckerCarlson @seanhannity @YourAnonNews @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Does anyone find this “coincidence” fishy??

DNC War Room tweets this out just 14 hrs before the Chemical Plant Explosion in Texas🤔🤔🤔

Almost like it was...... scripted

👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻  https://twitter.com/DNCWarRoom/status/1199378032873619456 …

11/29/2019 10:46:21 AM 3rdeyeview55 Hasn’t it been like that since they started advertis’g drugs on TV back in the 90s? If I remember correctly. It seems they stopped the advertisements 4 

cigarettes & thn started Rx drugs & alcohol. So, it seems thy have been do’g this 4decades, at least 2. And don’t 4get chemmies.

11/29/2019 10:57:09 AM toddalilley 38.7444, -104.8472

396 Norad Rd, Colorado Springs, CO 80914, US

11/29/2019 10:58:32 AM unstoppablencp Y head tee

11/29/2019 11:01:52 AM dumah_anuhazi Exactly!

11/29/2019 11:08:41 AM lonewolfbuilder @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you protect @TrueEyeTheSpy ?

#WWG1WGA

11/29/2019 11:16:02 AM trump_alliance @IPOT1776 does a fantastic job detailing all the very strange dog tweets/news stories

[Their] tweets are all codes messages

#WWG1WGA

#MAGA

#PatriotsUnited in gratitude to fight this evil

11/29/2019 11:19:44 AM boshek6 Did it lead to palace or parliament and someone browned their trousers.

11/29/2019 11:29:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Video games? https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1200489620917506048 …

11/29/2019 11:30:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you for your service. https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1200484085505773568 …

11/29/2019 11:31:38 AM stuartb88118526 FBI hasn't

11/29/2019 11:32:32 AM allahuniversal FPP

11/29/2019 11:35:38 AM giediknight downplaying the role of "machine elves" trying to persuade audience that they aren't real.



11/29/2019 11:38:33 AM girlawakeinca Thank you ICE. 

No more playing nice with those who harm children, they are the future of humanity. ❤️ pic.twitter.com/ABDxRuHsQ7

11/29/2019 11:41:33 AM giediknight "decipher the dead sea scrolls" = cover up the information in the text

11/29/2019 11:46:38 AM rachaelangelm Access to developing minds and more than likely bored or criminal people.

11/29/2019 11:47:38 AM jrocktigers Joe Rogan would not be able to pass the acid test my gang would put him through.

11/29/2019 11:48:00 AM the_fjalar Video games. https://youtu.be/Zn-2JKdZR0g 

11/29/2019 11:52:32 AM purplefavorite1 Thank you all @ICEgov

11/29/2019 11:56:54 AM cocomagacoco It mentions MAJESTIC 12 in there

11/29/2019 12:02:48 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/S9qQrzpl5O

11/29/2019 12:03:05 PM girlawakeinca Exactly! 🙌

Stop feeding the beast. Follow your own intuition.

11/29/2019 12:03:45 PM freestateojones Ha. 

You can chase the White Rabbit or run with the Red Queen. 

TC's Breakpoint (2019) pic.twitter.com/WHyjBvUqrt

11/29/2019 12:06:05 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/OneZenTsu/status/1073627505821736961?s=20 …

11/29/2019 12:06:28 PM 27kovacs we traced it back to DARPA

11/29/2019 12:07:29 PM 12bravogran My mom says I need to eat breakfast first. pic.twitter.com/geGPqizQb4

11/29/2019 12:07:47 PM zqwarrior Don't buy anything from Amazon 

Screw Bozo

11/29/2019 12:08:37 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/OneZenTsu/status/1032209153807343617?s=20 …

11/29/2019 12:11:01 PM thekanehb I know! I do feel the same way but sometimes it’s just too convenient so when I do order I get everything separately so at least it costs them to ship it ;)

11/29/2019 12:11:55 PM zqwarrior Everybody wanting everything convenience what got us into this mess.

11/29/2019 12:12:08 PM werascending Ha! Me too!

11/29/2019 12:14:00 PM werascending So true. I wish we could go back to the 70’s when Mothers could stay home with the kids, Dads had good jobs and we all had home cooked meals. 

Didn’t even lock our doors. 😞

11/29/2019 12:15:34 PM thekanehb I feel like I should clarify that I live in the for real country- 2.5hrs in any direction to a Walmart and 1hr just to the grocery store which I feel like gives 

me kind of a pass as bookstores are non-existent ;)

11/29/2019 12:16:43 PM werascending So peaceful that must be!

11/29/2019 12:18:04 PM zqwarrior Well there's eBay, there's other places online to get stuff from if you look, Amazon's not the only choice.

I can't stand bozo and I won't support him at all.

11/29/2019 12:21:30 PM dblm12231913 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What are the long term effects of smoking cannabis on a daily basis?

11/29/2019 12:24:54 PM rmcarnel Thank you for putting Americans first. We ♥️ ICE!

11/29/2019 12:26:10 PM dark2light2019 need a program in sanctuary cities where ice can drop the illegal serial pedophiles where citizens like me can “take care” of them.

11/29/2019 12:27:11 PM trump_alliance #FakeNewsweek pre-printed 250,000 copies for [their] Nov 2016 special election edition of "Madame President" with one of the most corrupt women 

on Earth

because:

[They] never thought she would lose

Now...

@GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1200224161576017921 … pic.twitter.com/XMgS92N0x9
11/29/2019 12:27:55 PM n7guardiananon deep shit Phili PD

11/29/2019 12:32:44 PM lycanthropical You do know the courts swear an oath to protect the Queen 👀??

11/29/2019 12:35:38 PM djlok I'm very interested in this topic because of some experiences I've had during meditation. https://medium.com/@mustaphahitani/the-cabiri-machine-

elves-and-other-dimensions-b274f53043a9 …

11/29/2019 12:44:12 PM nzstill Amazes me they are even called law ENFORCEMENT 

Thank GOD for ICE

11/29/2019 12:48:41 PM n7guardiananon In the book DMT the spirit molecule it mentions the test subjects have a similar experience with machine elves.

11/29/2019 1:04:06 PM bobmcfall64 The ds's way to comms

11/29/2019 1:14:04 PM youstinksoap I watched this last night right after you posted it and I keep getting this thought:  DJT has used mushrooms (or other psychedelics) to experience this 

first hand.

I'm guessing you can't comment, but I just wanted to put it out there...

11/29/2019 1:17:31 PM youstinksoap Becoming...

Is it a coincidence that M. Obamas book has that title? 😁

11/29/2019 1:19:07 PM keith369me Philadelphia, figures. https://gfycat.com/agitatedamusingape …

11/29/2019 1:19:36 PM tkennethclemen1 Cap from the site below. pic.twitter.com/kfoHN4Gvf4

11/29/2019 1:24:47 PM covertress ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

11/29/2019 1:32:37 PM covertress 🙏

11/29/2019 1:42:29 PM kymedian  pic.twitter.com/tSuf8cMcpc

11/29/2019 2:05:48 PM chinupchubbly Helping or hindering?

11/29/2019 2:13:23 PM patriotswegoall Gamergate (harassment campaign toward women in gaming industry)

Traced back to DS

Those people were targeted.

MJ showed us how leftists can undermine people online, which they still do today.

11/29/2019 2:24:34 PM compassionkarm1 Yes! Exterminate all Pedohurters!!! pic.twitter.com/AIlGsiTro3

11/29/2019 3:07:03 PM blsdbe “Look Everyone, no taxes, just don’t buy anything!”

11/29/2019 3:07:12 PM michael81972  https://christiansfortruth.com/turkish-police-recover-stolen-jewish-torah-scrolls-decorated-with-satanic-illuminati-symbology/ …

11/29/2019 3:16:27 PM fansblowing3 Child porn pic.twitter.com/a9K09ihVJH

11/29/2019 3:23:12 PM aprilbrown99 I don’t know about anyone else, but this really makes me want to try these mushrooms. I have never done any mushrooms but clearly it is time! 

😎😎😎👍👍👍

11/29/2019 3:31:56 PM aprilbrown99 I would like the E ticket please!  The Exceptional ride into a multidimensional multiverse state of BEing. Thank you. 😎😎😎 

pic.twitter.com/0si8MGR2mK

11/29/2019 3:32:16 PM keith369me I used to feel that way...ultimately decided that I want to get to this state naturally

11/29/2019 3:33:22 PM aprilbrown99 I just want to try it once. pic.twitter.com/QJQYsMolun

11/29/2019 3:33:36 PM jrocktigers Joe Rogan is a shilling tool. . . . complete vegas style fame chaser...

11/29/2019 3:36:53 PM aprilbrown99 You can do a search for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pineal gland. You can also find info in their archived tweets here. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

32 results come up when you search for it there.  YT also has a bunch of videos.  Biggest thing, no fluoride.  Huge!  💗💗💗 search for that too!



11/29/2019 3:37:10 PM enomai_ This is an interesting article. https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.reviewjournal.com/business/tourism/las-vegas-notches-all-time-high-for-visitors-

in-october/amp/ …

11/29/2019 3:37:24 PM oaf_unbreakable Holy shit, funniest comment award. 🏆🥇

11/29/2019 3:37:45 PM phreatomagnetic Bullshit

 

If that scum was working for US intelligence he was working for UK and Israeli intelligence too. 

All 3 serve the same masters

11/29/2019 3:38:58 PM realityloominng Fiona Barnett = Whitehat?

11/29/2019 3:41:20 PM djlok Tell me how you really feel. 😂😂😂

11/29/2019 3:43:22 PM jrocktigers look up a video of him and Alex Jones from like 2000. Rogan is a total tool .

11/29/2019 3:44:58 PM mongrelglory It took me 6 months of daily meditation just to stop the chatter in my mind.  Meditation hasn't allowed me to see inter-dimensional beings or ET crafts 

in the sky but it has helped me to "know myself". Just do a little bit every day consistently and you will see results.

11/29/2019 3:45:23 PM enomai_ Anonymous made the news pic.twitter.com/R1MHwGtTpW

11/29/2019 3:45:58 PM djlok Oh I've seen it.

11/29/2019 3:46:40 PM jrocktigers Like i said, he could not hang with real heads....dude is a little @#$@#$

11/29/2019 3:46:56 PM wrong_way_down They got to his tweet...do you care to share what’s coming down for our sock puppet?  Please tell me it’s soon 🤬

11/29/2019 3:58:47 PM cosmic_engineer I honestly think it was way back at the election. It's a delicate matter when dealing with criminals at that stage. Especially if it's aided by  🇺🇸

11/29/2019 4:03:45 PM kathleen3693693 Why FBI involved: Twitter doxxing, bomb/death threats, etc.  https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/gamergate-scandal-erupts-

video-game-community … pic.twitter.com/cq8asHdNxb

11/29/2019 4:10:26 PM pacraider #NXIVM case gets even more sinister.  https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2019/11/blind-item-7_28.html …

Raniere may have murdered people. CDaN has been 100% accurate with their info. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/29/2019 4:13:38 PM kathleen3693693 They did investigate the Clintons & had a massive treasure trove of evidence, that just happened to be blown up in the Murrah Federal Bldg bombing in 

Oklahoma City in 1995. No coincidence. I felt the earth shake that day, smelled the smoke.168 people murdered for/by the Clintons.

11/29/2019 4:13:58 PM jonesy4671 Psychedelics are crazy.  I've had fragments of a reality where we all got nuked seeping into this one on mushrooms a few times. It's why I don't do 

psychedelics anymore.

11/29/2019 4:17:00 PM kathleen3693693 Thank God she DID lose!

11/29/2019 4:17:35 PM jaded_pearl Me too

11/29/2019 4:21:59 PM jared4liberty You’re ready now then! I always tell people not to do them until they’re ready. “How will I know...?” You just will. Carefully select. Do your research on 

dosages and enjoy. You’ll love it.

11/29/2019 4:23:28 PM fuknutz Once you get there, it stays with you forever. 

I don't know how else to explain it.

11/29/2019 4:50:25 PM richard_lerche That is the antithesis of what Jesus preached. Are you a Christian? Jesus didn't say "Useless are they who do not have amazing jobs."

11/29/2019 4:54:18 PM richard_lerche Will Andrew lead them to Bill Clinton?

11/29/2019 4:55:08 PM richard_lerche Epstein was happy and free under Clinton, Bush, and Obama. Nothing will happen until Trump makes his move.

11/29/2019 4:59:13 PM hochwlja Doesn’t want to expose the royal family. That’s ok......it will only postpone it. It’s not over by a long shot.

11/29/2019 5:08:17 PM richard_lerche Yes, animals have rights. You are right.

11/29/2019 5:11:57 PM richard_lerche That gratitude means nothing to the killed animals.

11/29/2019 5:21:43 PM _doozier_ All we wanted was to play video games... But they just had to go an start a war

11/29/2019 5:32:02 PM aprilbrown99 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/jb2qGlfb6o

11/29/2019 5:44:15 PM cannafrom #FF @VRSVirginia 💚🙏🇬🇧

11/29/2019 5:44:31 PM 3rifleshots I would say this is civil war. when your law enforcement agencies no longer cooperate the systems are in breakdown. As civilian casualties build up 

they cross the line and become collateral damage. That cute government word for dead civilians, democrats can't win, what's planned.

11/29/2019 5:45:25 PM truthseeker805 Love me some mushrooms every now and then.

11/29/2019 5:46:51 PM rickity_roo Symbolism you say? pic.twitter.com/Qz93aeXISt

11/29/2019 5:48:43 PM laurabusse Amen

11/29/2019 5:50:55 PM mongrelglory We are thanking their immortal spirits which live on and re-incarnate into a new biological entity.  That is the way it is with all life forms.  Nothing really 

dies, we simply discard our shells and move on to a new Avatar.

11/29/2019 5:54:58 PM truthseeker805 "All that we see or seem/Is but a dream within a dream." ~ Edgar Allan Poe

11/29/2019 6:10:25 PM mongrelglory Someone reported that  http://8chan.co  is a distributor of child porn, and a centre for the gamergate movement. They receive $1400/month from 

Patreon, and when they tried to alert Patreon that they were enabling a child porn distributor, they refused to withdraw funding.

11/29/2019 6:29:34 PM mongrelglory Twitter is not letting me reply further on this feed!

11/29/2019 6:31:56 PM mongrelglory I'm being censored by ALICE!

11/29/2019 6:34:23 PM the_loveoflight @brenramse 🤷🏻♂️

11/29/2019 6:34:48 PM the_loveoflight @brenramse

11/29/2019 6:35:04 PM enomai_ Everything happens for a reason

11/29/2019 6:37:09 PM enomai_ Aaaannnd, You look 33

11/29/2019 6:37:43 PM mongrelglory P8reon claimed there were moderators "policing" the content.  Meanwhile the 8chan mods said that the gamer gate death threats and the child p🌽 

pictures were covered under the 1st amendment and refused to remove the offending material.

11/29/2019 6:38:27 PM mongrelglory Finally!  That was ridiculous! 🙄 ALICE, go to bed!

11/29/2019 6:38:50 PM djlok She's everywhere.  I posted a couple of things about Prince Andrew and the #LondonBridgeAttack and ALICE has been riding my a$$ ever since.

11/29/2019 6:39:07 PM richard_lerche But the animals endured a bad life before they were killed. That means nothing to you?

11/29/2019 6:40:06 PM richard_lerche It's ok to inflict pain on others since they will reincarnate and sooner or later have a good life?

11/29/2019 6:40:23 PM mongrelglory If you read our discussion above, we already talked about the need for humane animal husbandry practices.

11/29/2019 6:41:53 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I'm getting hammered tonight!  Just went and cleared all my twitter interests.  Hopefully now she'll let me post!

11/29/2019 6:45:19 PM 02joshuaradwan Give me a badge and I will do it.

11/29/2019 6:48:51 PM sterkinglights1 Did you get the job. I did. Then I did it again to make sure I could.

11/29/2019 6:49:17 PM 02joshuaradwan They have been communicating through video games. Any and all ways possible to not be tracked and monitored

11/29/2019 6:51:44 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, you may recall that Eye The Spy (the true one) took his Twitter account off-line a while ago.  He came on the other day briefly appealing for help 

with safety.  Sounds like he was doxxed and getting threatened! Is he receiving any help from the FBI (or other white hats)?

11/29/2019 6:53:55 PM mongrelglory Is this why Joe M became inactive on his account too?



11/29/2019 6:57:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is your responsibility to know.

Open Source Intelligence.

Enjoy the show...

More than one timeline intersecting.

Exciting next few weeks.

Do not jump to conclusions.

Time is an illusion.

#EventsNotDates

Vol. 366, Issue 6469, pp. 1074-1075
11/29/2019 6:57:58 PM decodematrix They shut down the Xbox and PlayStation networks to clean the chat logs. Too late. We have it all.

11/29/2019 6:58:23 PM cosmic_engineer It's a Confederation designation, akin to medics in war

11/29/2019 6:58:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things happen.

11/29/2019 7:00:44 PM rhondanight Yeah 🖐

11/29/2019 7:00:45 PM jvan125  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074.full …

11/29/2019 7:00:57 PM _the_psychonaut More info on the last line?

11/29/2019 7:01:12 PM tuath_dedannan The Glass is falling at Black sod, 

Can we weather the weather, 

Time shifts so fast,

but always the tide is the Master. To @CherokeeNation

11/29/2019 7:01:31 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074/tab-article-info …

11/29/2019 7:01:46 PM jvan125 Is that what you’re referring to? 👆🏻

11/29/2019 7:02:23 PM sentinel_17q  pic.twitter.com/NS5gRv68Qy

11/29/2019 7:03:18 PM cosmic_engineer Crowdsourced Intelligence

We are the wrinkle in all of [their] plans.

11/29/2019 7:03:21 PM sterkinglights1 Reach out and touch faith! pic.twitter.com/u40mUXPRSp

11/29/2019 7:03:38 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/Eheu93fNut

11/29/2019 7:04:17 PM werascending Poor people are more at risk pic.twitter.com/y3qToAWWEc

11/29/2019 7:04:22 PM keith369me Are those vertical lines with no readings intersecting timelines?   http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

11/29/2019 7:04:23 PM allahuniversal Swift 👍🏽

11/29/2019 7:04:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly I think this is it.... the first page at least. I can't access the second page (this image is a preview of the article). There's a second page. Someone else 

confirm whether this is the right article pls

 https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074.abstract … pic.twitter.com/JpzpxKQKrh

11/29/2019 7:04:32 PM notevenchad17 Greetings MAJ. I am working through the entire Messages of Disclosure now. Interesting you bring up the "R" word. 

I send my blessings to you.

11/29/2019 7:05:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/366/6469/1074.full.pdf …

11/29/2019 7:06:27 PM corstruction Not when we created HIV, TB, Lyme Disease, etc. & withhold the cure.

11/29/2019 7:06:38 PM majic_eyes_qnly Found it (above). Thought I couldn't access it because I was came across the wrong article first and couldn't access that. But this one shows the full PDF

11/29/2019 7:07:13 PM allahuniversal Research for yourself.

Or read the replies where the answers are every single time. Or, just whine.

11/29/2019 7:07:14 PM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/otbLMUet5fMiRCAQ8 …

11/29/2019 7:08:51 PM werascending That is the one I found

11/29/2019 7:09:20 PM robinreitsma1 👀

11/29/2019 7:10:36 PM djlok 5:5

11/29/2019 7:11:31 PM janetsh37392555 “Acknowledgments: I am supported by the National Institutes of Health and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation for the research performed in my 

laboratory.

View Abstract”

Credibility vs. Agenda.  Makes one wonder.

11/29/2019 7:11:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly Cool. Yeah, I'm reading it now, though it's hard for me to understand.

11/29/2019 7:11:39 PM willjstrobe Time is a construct to keep us enslaved. Your soul is energy and energy can not be destroyed only tranfered to another vessle.

11/29/2019 7:12:12 PM notevenchad17 "I knew this day would arrive, it was only a question of when."

11/29/2019 7:12:49 PM qaphsiel17 Ironic to say events not time but the majority of people who work only get paid hourly.

11/29/2019 7:13:07 PM majic_eyes_qnly Here is the PDF of the article (Vol. 366, Issue 6469, pp. 1074-1075):

 https://science.sciencemag.org/content/sci/366/6469/1074.full.pdf …

11/29/2019 7:14:05 PM t_hayden07 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The power of 3 6 9 is real.  pic.twitter.com/y7AYuBK5ZJ

11/29/2019 7:14:10 PM werascending Basically says that the more gut microbacteria one has the less effective the vaccination is. And how it does destroy the microbiome in the gut and can 

take 6 months to build back. The gut plays a huge role in one’s health.

11/29/2019 7:15:42 PM allahuniversal "Do not jump to conclusions"

Think I see why that needed to be said.

"Looks" conclusive, actually open-ended. pic.twitter.com/gERAfohHrv

11/29/2019 7:16:48 PM allahuniversal Ignorance isn't bliss, I see.

Enjoy the show.

11/29/2019 7:17:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you. I think I have researched this recently. Dr. Natasha Campbell McBride

 http://www.gaps.me/dr-campbell-mcbride.php …

11/29/2019 7:18:13 PM cosmic_engineer Critical thinking is never concluded.

It's a fluid process

11/29/2019 7:18:55 PM fansblowing3 The author is probably cabal pic.twitter.com/JtsWrJkRT7

11/29/2019 7:20:55 PM glorydawn3 I can't imagine a world without time although I long for it

11/29/2019 7:22:21 PM werascending Thanks for the info! Also, waiting patiently for your latest and greatest you tube video! pic.twitter.com/PgFTgu7jN4

11/29/2019 7:22:23 PM rebelsouls2018 Nailed it!!

11/29/2019 7:22:43 PM djlok Genetic modification has been going on for a VERY long time.  Time is an illusion.

11/29/2019 7:25:57 PM rlemons94 Very nice lesson in crit thinking

11/29/2019 7:26:11 PM n7guardiananon why wait?

11/29/2019 7:26:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you, friend! Yes, I made a video at the start of this month covering Majestic 12's tweets for the month of October. The one I'm working on now 

will be similar, covering MJ12's tweets for November. Plus the Q posts in that time. It's a lot of posts and I'm quite overwhelmed!



11/29/2019 7:27:35 PM toffer_anon_369 He or She seemed like the type of individual that would have a 'dead-man-switch' where upon them going missing -- a treasure trove of information 

get's released to the proper authorities

11/29/2019 7:28:56 PM werascending There has been a bunch to cover!! Looking forward to your upcoming videos. You are my fav!! 😇

11/29/2019 7:33:03 PM n7guardiananon wish you many answers to your many Qs pic.twitter.com/J70vALWf8V

11/29/2019 7:33:06 PM majic_eyes_qnly Haha, that is awesome! 😄 I was just watching some of my old video to check some things. I was watching the first video on my channel. It's so weird 

looking back to that time but I had the same opinions about MJ12 and Q and I was pretty consistent about them.

11/29/2019 7:35:16 PM mongrelglory I love that movie "The Life of Pi"! 😃

11/29/2019 7:35:36 PM n7guardiananon yep

11/29/2019 7:36:22 PM allahuniversal Please, continue, don't hold back... 📝 pic.twitter.com/b2X9SBLiQ3

11/29/2019 7:37:21 PM kathleen3693693  pic.twitter.com/5PyRvrDSUX

11/29/2019 7:37:43 PM rebornkingent Interesting look back along with the posts yesterday concerning DMT, shrooms and joe rogan.

11/29/2019 7:39:24 PM noriornice Gut Microbiota: Center Point of Immune System, Affects Neurotransmitters (Serotonin, Etc.) https://www.bitchute.com/video/09y1u3SA5Mu6/ …

11/29/2019 7:39:47 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is from some research I was doing into the linked article. Screen cap highlights 'vaccine' term. 

Full article from screen cap:  http://www.gaps.me/gaps-what-is-it.php … pic.twitter.com/rkeTkxrFVB

11/29/2019 7:39:56 PM jonimarielew Evil

11/29/2019 7:40:11 PM majic_eyes_qnly PS Majestic 12 say in their account that not all vaccines are bad, some are good.

11/29/2019 7:40:57 PM allahuniversal Finally got around to watching it today. + back to back experiences in everyday life that only the blindest wouldn't notice. It's all adding up, we write 

this story as we go

11/29/2019 7:41:28 PM rebornkingent Thank you for that. On my way.

11/29/2019 7:42:29 PM izzybelle1964 What is an ama?

11/29/2019 7:42:48 PM allahuniversal I've been envied longer than you've been alive. You're gonna have to try harder.

So, have you learned anything from the original post yet? I have. Reading is fun-da-mental. pic.twitter.com/hyQ2J1HZxQ

11/29/2019 7:43:39 PM rebornkingent And tied in with alex Jones and his DMT rant. Graham Hancocks war on consciousness interview. I think Hancock has done ayahuascha 60+ times? 

David Icke was given all his info during 2 major aya session.  Alex Jones and sleep apnea DMT releases.

11/29/2019 7:43:59 PM michael81972 Are we about to unleash hell on 🤡 controlled Drug Cartels in Mexico?  Navy🇺🇸 got Mexico surrounded

11/29/2019 7:44:03 PM jvan125 This is where the link takes me...twatter has been acting up all night... pic.twitter.com/VtjG8OSEnW

11/29/2019 7:44:18 PM allahuniversal I'll leave it for the readers to decide, I don't want to sway their opinions. I prefer that people think for themselves, I've got my own thinking to do.

11/29/2019 7:44:24 PM mandyjoblevins Vaccines, chemtrails, food, cleaning products etc...all highjacked/tainted to lower fertility rates.

11/29/2019 7:44:58 PM nschlange what trauma and pain? What will happen that will cause all this? I thought it was just ppl learning what has been happening? What is it that you're 

talking about?

11/29/2019 7:45:03 PM rebornkingent Seems like the dmt world is the real world and this is the fake world. Natural psychadelics are basically Vortex/ stargates.  The pineal is a stargate and 

it’s opened through meditation, binaurals, psychs etc

11/29/2019 7:45:34 PM rsm28675996 We carry up what slumbers...

11/29/2019 7:46:41 PM virginiamack Pop goes the world. pic.twitter.com/1BH7bDnZMZ

11/29/2019 7:47:02 PM rebornkingent Media and controllers have normalized a satanic society. Everything is inverted. The people who question the most have been those persecuted the 

most. Trump Jrs book is called triggered. Peoples deepest fears and programs must be triggered for us to heal.

11/29/2019 7:47:10 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/XlsFqTqzgj

11/29/2019 7:47:58 PM rghardy3 Has Earth been in 4th Density since 2012 ?

11/29/2019 7:49:44 PM keith369me Yep...lots of Tweets saved to drafts as well.

11/29/2019 7:50:10 PM rghardy3 Timelines intersecting on 12-21 ?

And then what ?

Will we know it ?

11/29/2019 7:50:29 PM allahuniversal 1) Trust yourself. 

2) stereotypes fail hard, they're blind shots in the dark. 

3) it's easy to trust yourself when you don't have to lie to yourself.

11/29/2019 7:50:47 PM keith369me Over the target!!!

11/29/2019 7:50:56 PM willjstrobe There is a significant reason why MJ12 and Q talk the way they do, and why things are laid out as they are. We have been heavily programmed. They 

are slowly unprograming, and helping us reprogram ourselves to our own history.

11/29/2019 7:52:10 PM jvan125 Yep, I had that same thought...

11/29/2019 7:52:27 PM trollingmockin1 Ok. Here is what I read   8chan had a lot of child porn and pedo forums on the site in 2014 and before. The moderators refused to remove it.  Fredrick 

Brennon was the site administrator to 2016. Seems like Frederick Brennon is very loud and may have something to hide. Ref pg:106

11/29/2019 7:52:48 PM miss_ampie No.

11/29/2019 7:53:28 PM allahuniversal <<sees green eyed Twitter gif that comes up when you search "green eyed monster"

<< goes over his head

<< assumes I'm his MSM fed idea of an Autist

<< fails miserably

<< will feel worse when he bores me and I ignore him

11/29/2019 7:54:22 PM qdragonpower1 HIV is a virus. Malaria is a parasite. Meningococcus is a bacteria. When I went through Uni - vaccines were useless against anything but a virus. I'm still 

confused how vaccines are being developed for everything?

11/29/2019 7:59:33 PM fansblowing3 Joe M going to where there is no internet?  My first thought is jail.  🤷♂️

11/29/2019 8:01:13 PM trollingmockin1 Going a little further, is it possible that some of the major players in pizzagate were actually using 8chan to anonymously discuss pedophilia.  How 

ironic would it be if that was the case and QAnan specifically used that site to send a message

11/29/2019 8:01:32 PM arisemylove777 How about let all the children that were raped by him and his friends decide?

11/29/2019 8:02:58 PM capitalkid  pic.twitter.com/kaY1bFO5Rr

11/29/2019 8:04:55 PM enomai_ Poor people eat pure junk.

It's cheap

11/29/2019 8:06:49 PM joejoeeyo like becoming allergic to eggs ???

11/29/2019 8:11:10 PM qdragonpower1 That's good - now he's not held up by the British legal system, the US is free to extradite him for crimes against children - and under their federal laws, 

lock him up with the rest of the swamp slime.

11/29/2019 8:15:39 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

11/29/2019 8:18:37 PM allahuniversal Muted it, is it still going?

11/29/2019 8:20:30 PM norwegianon I find it it interesting to experience 'time"... I set my timer on 11:11, when my phone beep I know my frozen pizza is almost read .;) 

Time is an illusion, but it's not the only illusion we have to deal with.

Everything is energy, and we don't know what energy is!

11/29/2019 8:25:35 PM willjstrobe The world we live in is 100% a prop set.

11/29/2019 8:25:38 PM nschlange Can you give me a hint at what that is supposed to look like when it happens? One timeline intersecting w/another? I would know that was happening 

when I saw what exactly? Also, how does that effect us?



11/29/2019 8:26:17 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/IVo4q44295

11/29/2019 8:27:04 PM prmd21801759 @ICEgov thankq for your service

11/29/2019 8:27:09 PM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/sDEL4Ty950Q 

Bob Bob:  https://youtu.be/_iiOEQOtBlQ  pic.twitter.com/eUv2CkEXCJ

11/29/2019 8:27:41 PM 4mydeerone #KeiraKnightley pic.twitter.com/oDvCBw3VhS

11/29/2019 8:28:03 PM 4mydeerone #QAnon... pic.twitter.com/qrGyOn8Mu0

11/29/2019 8:28:14 PM nschlange Yes, but what if I'm happy with the vessel it's in now, and happy with most of the vessles my family is in?

11/29/2019 8:31:26 PM laurabusse Amazing movie!!!

11/29/2019 8:32:48 PM willjstrobe When the vessle is worn out it dies. You on the other hand will be recycled wiped of your "hard drive" reprogramed and placed in a new vessle. To start 

the cycle over not knowing anything of what or who you really are.

11/29/2019 8:32:52 PM nschlange Ok I keep hearing that we make our own reality. Well if that's true, how are others seeing the same reality that I'm making up? ex: meet me at green 

house on x street. Well if you find a green house, and I'm in it, then we're living the same reality, aren't we? Or no?

11/29/2019 8:33:47 PM liltilgerlil Typical of European ideology. They have been protecting this evil forever

11/29/2019 8:34:28 PM liltilgerlil Blame Planned Parenthood!

11/29/2019 8:34:57 PM willjstrobe What we view as reality isn't as real as we are programmed to see it as.

11/29/2019 8:35:12 PM hoopdem Well said @ willjstrobe

11/29/2019 8:40:49 PM dr_t_dc Has there ever been a time like this in our history?

11/29/2019 8:44:25 PM karma4event201 Thank you!

11/29/2019 8:46:13 PM wearediamonds2 Whoa...that did look nuclear.

11/29/2019 8:49:11 PM thekanehb I think you know if monitored.

11/29/2019 8:51:39 PM steveakridge As in “moves and counter moves?”

Is he safe???

11/29/2019 8:52:13 PM 1ra_enelor I have been seeing 144 ALL day! pic.twitter.com/SDCdIsU7Rl

11/29/2019 8:53:57 PM lorirrr So are friends...🦅🇺🇸🕊💪

11/29/2019 9:16:44 PM martisw1971 I need to retire from my current job and start another career... How the hell does that work after 25yrs?

11/29/2019 9:24:16 PM trumpmovement2 👀

11/29/2019 9:27:36 PM trumpmovement2 What the Hell, Eric Swalle or however you spell it told us they would nuke us

11/29/2019 9:30:02 PM kathleen3693693 Everything you work for has value. When given something without charge, people tend to take and never give any consideration to that item/idea. 

That is the problem with the gimme-gimme-gimme generation. They want everything for free & throw it back in your face. Research=work

11/29/2019 9:31:55 PM kathleen3693693 Magic number of hearts...! pic.twitter.com/ZxCRFOaIBL

11/29/2019 9:39:55 PM aetherwalker1 Jumping to conclusions is what we do.  😏 pic.twitter.com/DbCfVZVmnr

11/29/2019 9:43:38 PM willjstrobe That gimme gimme sh*t gets under my skin so bad. They have become degenerates at this point. I was beaten and slept under gun point and damn 

near killed for less then kids these days, and they cry they got it bad. Flips my a$$hole switch instantly.

11/29/2019 9:47:26 PM michael81972 True.. https://twitter.com/usarmy/status/1200617127188647937?s=21 …

11/29/2019 9:53:50 PM magaspud So after reading this and digging on some of these Genes that get 'folded'...

Holy SH*T VAX Immune Probes effecting our Gene Expressions.

11/29/2019 9:58:53 PM chrispacheco24 They should cough up The Madam

11/29/2019 10:03:25 PM laughingwolf11 “Sahara” (circa 2005) 

“We use events to find dates, not dates to find events.” pic.twitter.com/gkOXFQjaDl

11/29/2019 10:06:03 PM aetherwalker1 Psilocybin mushrooms' potential to bring about healing of depression, PTSD and other psychological disorders definitely warrants their use medically.

11/29/2019 10:16:28 PM alinahere ThanQ for sharing, Excellent information! 😉👍

11/29/2019 10:25:44 PM wwg1wga_every1  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074 …

11/29/2019 10:27:39 PM notevenchad17 Beautiful as always.

11/29/2019 10:27:54 PM aetherwalker1 There is also a connection to our 'war on drugs' and inquisitions against witchcraft.

One could be found to be a witch if you had certain plants growing in your garden.

Also in ancient times knowledge of some plants was reserved to the priestly class[ie. magic]

11/29/2019 10:31:10 PM aetherwalker1 apparently not just caribou like them.

Who knew?

(My OC) pic.twitter.com/04kzTfGiyj

11/29/2019 10:40:11 PM rad_qpatriot  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074 …

11/29/2019 11:06:18 PM theydontknowwe1 Sleeping, dreaming, 

About the sheeping,

How [they] are keeping,

Why we’re all steaping, 

Why they’ll be reaping 

An end of the weeping.

11/29/2019 11:07:00 PM theydontknowwe1 The colors are very pretty! Wondered about you Eko. Hope you had a happy Thanksgiving!

11/29/2019 11:41:59 PM warangel1111 Breastfeeding and Love ... ❤️😎

11/29/2019 11:53:47 PM princesspatrio1 This is beautiful Eko. Very thought provoking. ❤️

11/30/2019 12:07:44 AM kidge6 They’re not criticallythinking people anymore.  The programming prevents that from functioning properly. We are deprogramming now. Some will take 

longer than others. Some won’t retain their sanity.

11/30/2019 12:09:12 AM richard_lerche Wernher von Braun said that a fake alien invasion is coming, should I research that?

11/30/2019 12:13:27 AM kidge6 She’s on top of it again. Thx hawkgirl.

11/30/2019 12:15:53 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Why am I more clear when I first awaken and then get more confused as the day progresses?

Are the Archons asleep at 315? 🤣

11/30/2019 12:16:33 AM kidge6 Is that an amazing piece of work?  When I read it, I have to take breaks to walk around and assimilate it.  Take a breath, and dive back in. I like to read it 

with friends over Skype or whatever so we can corroborate and expand on it. Strikes a chord of truth. No expectation.

11/30/2019 12:26:34 AM adsvel What could go wrong?

 http://www.technocracy.news/darpa-militarized-microbes-to-spread-gmo-bacteria/ … pic.twitter.com/aKQqiFb9pg

11/30/2019 12:31:23 AM blsdbe I think Alpha and Theta thinking may have layers of clarity that Beta doesn’t get close to!!! RV? pic.twitter.com/fLZmbVs1Lo

11/30/2019 12:48:03 AM tony_vullo Information overload

11/30/2019 12:55:56 AM blsdbe Wow. Some Memes really DO write ThemSelves!!! pic.twitter.com/f6e5Ls46dR

11/30/2019 1:36:04 AM hurricane0073 Back again every day to relike this thread no matter how many times they remove my likes.



11/30/2019 2:29:05 AM panini_pamela Gut health is paramount to good health. One must know how to heal the gut to be truly healthy. GAPS is one method to improve your gut health and 

immune system. 80% of your immune system is your guts and the balance of benifical, opportunistic and pathogenic microbiota.

11/30/2019 2:29:28 AM jamiegrahamusa I swear I've been seeing TV newscasts and nightly shows from a few weeks/days earlier and it was before holiday. It's been going on for the past few 

months. It's not normal.  And it's not reruns. Anyone else? Is this due to the timeline clash etc??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/30/2019 2:33:05 AM coadykealan Volume 366 of what?

11/30/2019 2:44:51 AM wayseer73 Interesting you bring up Wernher von Braun because the vol 366 iss... teeth above I didnt click on 1st obvious link I clicked on very 1st 3 article in that 

link caught my eye mentions v2 which happens to tie to Werner v2 rockets coincidence?

11/30/2019 2:55:57 AM shanewhitfiel10 Most connected to the higher realms when you first wake up...

11/30/2019 3:38:35 AM hawkgirlinmn Thank you for your kind words. Work has taken up most of my time for a few months.

11/30/2019 4:12:03 AM __jabird__ Is this why I seem to be remembering very different and opposing things? Sometimes it’s quite frustrating to keep straight.

11/30/2019 4:16:30 AM puertoricancham  https://youtu.be/Ts4e8MU7EnU 

11/30/2019 4:17:21 AM mrkbsimotas K but I have already been exposed to fluride,its hard to avoid it,its everywhere

11/30/2019 4:54:11 AM werascending I am not sure about that.

11/30/2019 5:07:57 AM powersawer Would you care to strike up a conversation with {me} ?

11/30/2019 5:12:08 AM aprilbrown99 OMG!  Are you back Shane???  😁😁😁 I have missed you! I have sent you a few tweets but wasn’t sure if you would be coming back. I hope 

everything went well with you move. 💗💗💗We have missed your thought provoking conversation as well.  

@MongrelGlory look who is back! 💫💫💫

11/30/2019 5:16:59 AM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @GirlAwakeinCA @Keith369me @DJLOK @n7guardiananon @Nun_chucknorris @blsdbe @zagnett @charmanda9 

Look who is back guys!!! 👍👍👍😁😁😁☝☝☝♥♥♥

@worldxplorer1 🥳🥳🥳

11/30/2019 5:17:44 AM djlok From what I've seen IRL, meth is a bad thing.  I've known a lot of people who did meth and it never went well for them.

11/30/2019 5:25:41 AM aprilbrown99 True but you can detox from it. Trust me on this. I was given fluoridated water when I was a child, used to brush my teeth 3x a day with it. I was having 

huge memory issues. Changed a year ago and it is like night & day. Try using toothpaste without fluoride like Tom’s or...

11/30/2019 5:27:11 AM aprilbrown99 ...activated charcoal toothpaste. Sprouts and healthfood stores sell it. Sometimes I find Toms at certain Walmart stores.

11/30/2019 5:27:58 AM arc4freedom Deep state new world order communications and weapon systems are no match for @realDonaldTrump and Q and USA military!

11/30/2019 5:29:22 AM warrior_4truth When THE LIGHT comes....

11/30/2019 5:31:53 AM aurorasreality Heres a long summery. It appears they were directed to move to 8chan and ran a board named baphomet. 

•

That names comes out a lot more now that we have been awaken to the evil that is right in front of us. 

 https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Timeline_of_Gamergate#2019 … pic.twitter.com/TiUYR2SOPx

11/30/2019 5:33:39 AM djlok Can you use free will to determine which Machine Elves you interact with?

I don't wanna see the ones who make me call 911 and run around the street naked.  Think "Florida Man".  Be just my luck, that ME would be waiting on 

my visit. Enjoy the Show would take on a new meaning.

11/30/2019 5:36:25 AM roublisa Welcome back brother💗💗💗

11/30/2019 5:36:51 AM n7guardiananon good question pic.twitter.com/afQZYUXewN

11/30/2019 5:36:57 AM aprilbrown99 Is our President going to make good on yet another promise he has made, such as releasing the cure for some of our most heinous diseases that [they]

 gave the population? 

That would be an amazing holiday for so many. 

🙏🙏🙏♥♥♥🙏🙏🙏

11/30/2019 5:37:39 AM djlok I've had my family working this puzzle over Thanksgiving.  They love it!!! 😁😁😁

11/30/2019 5:43:11 AM manriquetorres5 The Epstein Saga Connects to Almost Every Aspect of the Worldwide Conspiracy  https://www.shiftfrequency.com/epstein-saga-has-far-reaching-

connections/ … via @shiftfrequency

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@TrumpWarRoom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@QTAnon1

@prayingmedic 

@Q2ndWave 

@Wyn1745

@adjunctprofessr

@LisaMei62

@SaraCarterDC
11/30/2019 5:47:34 AM _369311119 If timelines are merging, then "groomed" could refer to the process of separating out timelines and reorganizing/merging them?

Like strands of hair - the timelines are groomed. By virtue of that process, we are groomed as well.

11/30/2019 5:54:09 AM the_red_hand_  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074/tab-article-info …

11/30/2019 6:01:32 AM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed. I was thinking maybe AIDS and cancer as he mentioned both a while back. 🙏🙏🙏

11/30/2019 6:05:14 AM burgersandra  https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6469/1074.full …

11/30/2019 6:05:44 AM jkmaalouf What does time is an illusion mean??

11/30/2019 6:05:54 AM peintress3 Its the opposite for me. Groggy 1st half of the day mental clarity in the evening

11/30/2019 6:07:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Moore Act

11/30/2019 6:08:20 AM aprilbrown99  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruth_Moore_Act_of_2013 …

11/30/2019 6:09:48 AM aprilbrown99  https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/1607 …

11/30/2019 6:10:24 AM burgersandra "...frequent and long-term usage of antibiotics may accelerate the process called “inflammaging,” as stated in the article.

11/30/2019 6:11:25 AM krissieowens  https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/1607 … pic.twitter.com/MOnsNdO6PT

11/30/2019 6:14:13 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1121973330691657728 …

11/30/2019 6:15:01 AM aprilbrown99 This must happen more than we realize to women in the military. Reminds me to the movie The General’s Daughter.

11/30/2019 6:15:32 AM humanprimer You describe human use of free will.  Any sway in this energy is caused by us.  That energy, its aggregate wattage, has always been in play, only 

misused...by us. This realization IS the shifting paradigm we are enabling. That IS the shift. We can do this anytime we choose.

11/30/2019 6:16:02 AM raalphjoones2 Why today?

11/30/2019 6:16:10 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/SaapfeRVGc

11/30/2019 6:24:46 AM schneppjennifer Thank you for sharing.

11/30/2019 6:26:11 AM kurtcorbit sundowner syndrome



11/30/2019 6:33:21 AM bbobbio71 👍👍👍👍

11/30/2019 6:36:34 AM bbobbio71 Can making bone broth aid in repair of gut?

11/30/2019 6:49:15 AM schneppjennifer Antibiotics deplete gut microbiota (gut bacteria). This depletion may be responsible for inflammatory response to vaccines. pic.twitter.com/tbUITdE5uR

11/30/2019 6:55:08 AM hearts4america Exactly. Right now, I believe, the ❤️'s are being measured.  

If your being attacked (verbally/emotionally) by others, know you are being used as A Measure.  

All that YUK laying in that darkness must be exposed in people. Once brought to Light, they can begin to be healed.

11/30/2019 6:59:59 AM canadiancovfefe Yes thank you. I will be doing my meditation shortly. Do you know, how I will be able to tell if I have raised my vibration. Is their a sign?

11/30/2019 7:00:46 AM whatsmypw Is there a cure for neuro-lyme, Bartonella & babesia? I've tried many natural healing methods, but always fall back on antibiotics. Many people are 

infected & don't even know. Bartonella psych. symptoms are horrifying.

11/30/2019 7:18:12 AM qtpi3_14  pic.twitter.com/MoQKi7iy1h

11/30/2019 7:31:23 AM worldxplorer1 Thank you. It’s been quite some time. I’ve missed you all.

11/30/2019 7:32:53 AM janein29656519 Yes, less fatigue and brain fog. Iodine removes the fluoride from thyroid.

11/30/2019 7:33:10 AM worldxplorer1 Well thanks for the amazing welcome! I appreciate that. Move went well. It’s just been a crazy year. Getting back on here is starting to feel right again.

11/30/2019 7:34:12 AM westmount_d7 🇨🇦 involves too. More about CSA please. Their HQ is in Montreal.

11/30/2019 7:34:18 AM americanon57 Maybe Dollar Tree should start planting their trees here in the USA... metaphorically speaking... and stop stocking their shelves with the stuff picked in 

China.

But then they couldn't take advantage of low income families and keep selling them junk that won't last a week. pic.twitter.com/slPvFJC6TF

11/30/2019 7:34:54 AM dynamicres 17 Techniques.. 

from DC Dave Dot Com

H/T @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and ]F[

These seem ALL to relevant right now..  pic.twitter.com/OPx0yQ7bwP

11/30/2019 7:35:49 AM benhughes483 Why does Major Tom pop into my head?

11/30/2019 7:38:47 AM lexi63496061 With respect i really am doubtful of that 🤬

11/30/2019 7:39:51 AM whatsmypw Air, water, fire.

11/30/2019 7:41:26 AM whatsmypw Or earth instead of water.

11/30/2019 7:41:43 AM lexi63496061 Personally I doubt it will happen what evidence is there? A few photos&the ladys account. No one else🤔

11/30/2019 7:42:55 AM lexi63496061 Excuse my ignorance but who are they?

11/30/2019 7:47:22 AM roublisa And we’ve missed you 😘

11/30/2019 7:48:52 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Q Patriots Hub Collection, follow

asap. Number 3

@1IfBySeaQAnon

@TheRealRaNon

@John_F_Kennnedy

@ReneeClarice

@EyesOnQ

@prayingmedic

@CryptoKoba

@tracybeanz

@marklevinshow

@JudicialWatch

@JudgeJeanine

@IPOT1776

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/americandream09/status/1200799244296306688 …
11/30/2019 7:54:24 AM aprilbrown99 ♥️♥️♥️ pic.twitter.com/XYWGWOcjfd

11/30/2019 7:58:36 AM worldxplorer1 There are many resources around the web that give you lists of symptoms or tests to take. (ie In5d)

But may I draw a parallel to a new exercise routine. Weighing yourself daily is less helpful than learning to enjoy the routine. Meditation is a journey. 

Enjoy the ride!

11/30/2019 7:58:44 AM laurabusse If you follow

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I think they said

chemtrails is complicated

Yeah it's not good

But there may be some complicated magnetic or something

Reason why

In other words

Chemtrails may not be all bad

They may be trying to prevent disaster unrelated to climate change
11/30/2019 7:59:40 AM laurabusse So my point is you may be right

Things are not what they seem

11/30/2019 8:01:21 AM birdiesrchirpin Long before the big platforms too.

Look at the file names carefully.

They've always had backdoors. https://archive.org/details/sw_avalanche …

11/30/2019 8:01:43 AM orthogonalron Yes

11/30/2019 8:03:04 AM worldxplorer1 Sorry I didnt respond to your tweets. I literally didn’t look at twitter for months. They must be buried somewhere in my notifications. I meant no 

disrespect. 😀

11/30/2019 8:03:12 AM jennife31060429 ❤️❤️❤️

11/30/2019 8:05:34 AM aprilbrown99 None taken my friend! Was just hoping that all was well with you and yours! I sent you telepathic well wishes!  😉😉😉

11/30/2019 8:05:49 AM austinaforreal Gamergate was a psyop designed to advance feminism in the youth by tying the issue to gaming with inserted journalist assets

11/30/2019 8:06:22 AM austinaforreal WAIT FOR REAL

gotta see the research there



11/30/2019 8:07:59 AM worldxplorer1 Well thank you for that. 🙏🏻

Those are always much appreciated!

11/30/2019 8:15:46 AM carolinabeth1 Our good soldiers were brutalized sexually in the military?!?!  And then denied a voice or medical care from the VA?!?!  I’m more than pissed off.

11/30/2019 8:16:17 AM kathleen3693693 Both are real, same act. The more recent version is expanded version. Look them up and compare the versions.

11/30/2019 8:17:40 AM youstinksoap More than 1 meaning to this tweet?

11/30/2019 8:34:07 AM kasubo Um, Google it?

11/30/2019 8:34:08 AM danauito Extra Credit Reading. 😉 https://orientalreview.org/2019/11/15/about-trump/ …

11/30/2019 8:34:58 AM lightseeker2012 Military sexual trauma

11/30/2019 8:35:39 AM marty713 Planned .

11/30/2019 9:07:24 AM schiller_spmode Man! I woke up today thinking about the very same thing. They intersect and there is nothing that can stop it. #TheGreatAwakening

11/30/2019 9:11:40 AM kathleen3693693 It does link to the other version and vice versa--and other related bills, if any. Click on the "related bills" tab. A lot of info is given by the other tabs too. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/671 …

11/30/2019 9:11:44 AM schiller_spmode Deep stuff!

11/30/2019 9:30:29 AM els2359 Yes.

Someone spent thousands of years cultivating this planet. Doesn't seem likely they'd allow it to get screwed all up without trying to save it. 

Whoever is screwing it up must be made to realize there's a better way to meet their needs and that their behavior is abhorrent.

11/30/2019 9:40:30 AM laurabusse Extremely well said

Retweet this often if you can and I will as well

This is truth!!!!!!

11/30/2019 9:45:19 AM youstinksoap BEcoming...I keep seeing this word.

'Expand your thinking, you have more than you know, this is a spiritual war and you are watching a movie' 🤔

Are we auditioning to be Gods companions as opposed to his followers?

11/30/2019 9:49:11 AM els2359 Maybe.

I've always felt humanity could provide the solution to our oppressors' problem that causes them to treat us (and other civilizations?) this way. It 

makes sense they would not want us destroyed or hindered if they want freedom themselves. Things not always as they seem tho

11/30/2019 9:54:35 AM allahuniversal 😉

11/30/2019 9:59:22 AM laurabusse Totally agree...

11/30/2019 10:03:40 AM mongrelglory I too was missing your input Shane.  Welcome back!

11/30/2019 10:04:13 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/NIxgVMIN6T

11/30/2019 10:10:47 AM kidge6 7 layer model?

11/30/2019 10:10:53 AM mongrelglory I have always operated on an intuitive emotional basis. I find comparing my emotions to this scale helpful as our vibration fluctuates from moment to 

moment. It is never a static thing.  I used to suffer a lot of fear, guilt, and shame, but now those feelings are more rare. pic.twitter.com/Yv4FZpxW5Z

11/30/2019 10:13:33 AM covertress To us, here in 2019, F is long dead, as is Josephine. 

But, I can assure you, their spirit lives on.

11/30/2019 10:16:03 AM mongrelglory Well put!  We used to say in research that there are no "facts".  Only widely held systems of belief.

11/30/2019 10:23:40 AM mongrelglory It's been a huge issue for female soldiers in the Canadian Armed Forces!  Those in charge have covered things up or looked the other way. 😔

11/30/2019 10:24:44 AM aprilbrown99 😢😔😢

11/30/2019 10:26:12 AM mongrelglory Supposedly often part of "hazing" rituals.

11/30/2019 10:27:53 AM manifest_utopia Neither the Ruth Moore Act of 2013 nor the Moore Act of 2015 were enacted. 

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/671 …

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/1607 …

Both bills passed in the House, then died in the Senate.

11/30/2019 10:29:09 AM citizencitizenc NASA/UK SPACE/Every country's space programs - dark money slush funds.  Special note: We live on the inertial plane of an electromagnetic toroidal 

field.

11/30/2019 10:32:02 AM els2359 Thank you for inspiring me to update my profile, first time ever. Hope you enjoy the show. pic.twitter.com/yBUe35bdxc

11/30/2019 10:33:07 AM lbf777 Please do. We are all curious at what that false prophet said.

11/30/2019 10:41:04 AM aprilbrown99 Hello ALICE

11/30/2019 10:42:20 AM kathleen3693693 Gimme-gimme-gimme...as long as somebody else does the work, eh?

11/30/2019 10:42:26 AM aprilbrown99 I recognize your account from before. 😁😁😁

11/30/2019 10:46:16 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/zT8bvexDNi

11/30/2019 10:48:14 AM lbf777 Interesting. Do you remember when MJ12 first came online? His profile pic was the Ra sun worship symbol.

11/30/2019 10:48:50 AM lawdog323  pic.twitter.com/6Y92Ak8qyT

11/30/2019 10:49:07 AM laurabusse Well I like your perspective and outlook

Its a slightly different take

Like..

Figuring out the oppressors

Rather than just fearing them hating them and wanting to do away with them

Dont get me wrong

I believe they must go

Or be done away with

If we cant all live in peace together
11/30/2019 10:51:30 AM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  HR 671 meanings occurrences. I’ve noticed they use numbers to label Bills to Strong’s Concordance to align with . I do not think 

that is any coincidence, because there are none. Mental Health due to sexual occurrences, hmmm they must prove it.

11/30/2019 10:52:23 AM laurabusse And I appreciate your profile

Everyone has a slightly different approach to Twitter according to personality

I'm all for free will free speech following liking retweeting who or what you want

Or not as the case may be!!!

Blessings to you ☺️

11/30/2019 10:58:20 AM irah_chandler Boop

11/30/2019 10:59:52 AM els2359  pic.twitter.com/lFYdSLpueQ

11/30/2019 11:02:01 AM j0z0rpwn Dig on DIGRA, you'll find some names that pop up in the most unlikely of places

11/30/2019 11:04:04 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/um0kW6IZZJ



11/30/2019 11:32:23 AM laurabusse 1. Abraham-Hicks explains that

There is positive thought

Feels good gives life

Aligned with Source

There is negative thought

Feels bad sucks your life

Resistance to Source energy

Sleep and meditation stop neg thought

Stop resistance

Allow alignment with Source

Pos thought etc
11/30/2019 11:35:56 AM laurabusse 2. We are creators by nature and by design

We create with our thoughts

Observe thoughts

You'll notice momentum

One thought leads to the next leads to the next

We have habits of thought

The vibration we are in

Repetitive thoughts

Is a habitual trained vibration
11/30/2019 11:37:10 AM covertress There is something to be said for lack of sleep though.

No sleep totally opens the channels.

Natives vision quest 4 days and nights; no sleep food or water.

Want to do a DMT trip without the drug?

Don't sleep.

11/30/2019 11:40:16 AM laurabusse 3. Meditation and sleep break this momentum

So we can begin again renewed

They explain these things repeatedly in their books and endless YTs

Life changing info

Very simple really

I decided maybe ten years ago to rebrainwash myself with their info

Changed my life

Great stuff
11/30/2019 11:40:41 AM laurabusse Yes absolutely

11/30/2019 11:41:14 AM allahuniversal 😂🤣😭😭😱💀

11/30/2019 11:42:52 AM ali_dougall @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if your giving us all this information on the types of foods we are being poisoned by, my question is, what are the elites eating? 

Different diet? Drug access? I'm with #qanon all the way, but just asking?

11/30/2019 11:43:46 AM allahuniversal Thanks for the meme material pic.twitter.com/u315Jz2Ijj

11/30/2019 11:45:16 AM laurabusse Theres something to be said for just about anything

Abe explains sleep is not necessary

If you're in a higher vibrational state

You don't need to sleep

You don't want to sleep

Jimmy Page was once up for 5 days

He found his led Zeppelin music to be exhilarating

Or drugs LOL
11/30/2019 11:45:59 AM corruption_gov BigPharma drugs are a HUGE part of the poisoning of the peasantry — Hegelian Dialect. 

They eat high fat meat including a lot of organ meat. 

Go figure.

11/30/2019 11:46:50 AM laurabusse But if you're plagued with chronic negative thoughts

Sleep is blessed relief as it stops momentum

And meditation is just plain healing therapy

11/30/2019 11:47:09 AM allahuniversal Let's give you a little more fodder to feed your  confirmation bias

 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1200633664436084743?s=19 …

Enjoy the show

11/30/2019 11:48:01 AM laurabusse But you have to get there

Sleep and meditation are probably the best ways

11/30/2019 11:48:36 AM covertress I'm partial to Neil Peart, Geddy Lee and Alex Lifeson. Rush.

Definitely Divinely Inspired

11/30/2019 11:48:58 AM christianterry0 Just to let you know, I now know where you got your name from.  Thanks.  A research: MAJESTIC -12

11/30/2019 11:49:04 AM irah_chandler I have seen plenty of signs now to agree with you.

11/30/2019 11:50:29 AM allahuniversal Keeps going and going and going and... pic.twitter.com/CsDqy3Z3M7

11/30/2019 11:51:01 AM covertress Yes, even endogenous DMT is not for everyone. 

Those with known PTSD should avoid.

11/30/2019 11:51:23 AM allahuniversal Pardon our mind power.

We'd share, but you'd only waste it

11/30/2019 11:52:05 AM covertress  https://youtu.be/ZiRuj2_czzw 

11/30/2019 11:52:14 AM laurabusse Native Americans lived in nature basically which is highly conducive to higher brain states

I'm sure they meditated

Tho if you spend a lot of time in nature

You are immersed in the Schumann's etc

Meditation or just being

Or just being in a higher brain state more easily

11/30/2019 11:53:51 AM allahuniversal Are you sure that you know what you even stand for? pic.twitter.com/5m0EIJwcC5



11/30/2019 12:12:34 PM keith369me All three wish they were paid, lol.  You are clueless

11/30/2019 12:22:27 PM jaded_pearl Yes!

11/30/2019 12:29:46 PM allahuniversal As I've said before, I was to choose shilling... https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1109516327486713856?s=19 …

11/30/2019 12:39:14 PM peter95117110 'When great causes are on the move in the world, stirring all men's souls, ... we learn that we are spirits, not animals, and that something is going on in 

space and time, and beyond space and time, which, whether we like it or not, spells duty."

11/30/2019 12:40:21 PM lori_dee1 You are bombarded with information and taking in messages all day long. You are clear in the morning because it is quiet and your mind is free of noise 

and distraction. I often awaken around 3am ans have learned to embrace the quiet time instead of fighting it.

11/30/2019 12:40:51 PM lori_dee1 *and

11/30/2019 12:46:23 PM canadiancovfefe Are the numbers Gematria? I seem to go from Anger to Joy (not usually on the same day though.) Yesterday I was feeling pis*ed off, and today I feel 

blessed and grateful. I would love to be able to stay in this state but it seems to come and go without warning. 🤷♀️

11/30/2019 12:48:08 PM bruce_fritts ✅

11/30/2019 12:57:22 PM mongrelglory Takes time and comes with more self knowledge.  Just be patient with yourself, observe your emotions and meditate regularly.

11/30/2019 12:57:58 PM mongrelglory I personally don't follow gematria so can't say about the numbers.

11/30/2019 1:02:32 PM keith369me Thanks for saving us.  Feel better now?

11/30/2019 1:03:10 PM cosmic_engineer No certainty, but varying degrees of probability

11/30/2019 1:08:35 PM do_or_do_notty I’m a big fan of the MORE act 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marijuana_Opportunity_Reinvestment_and_Expungement_Act …

11/30/2019 1:09:04 PM irah_chandler Well alice is real i just don't see it the way mj12 describes it. Mj12 and Q and well potus are all connected to and show signs of mossad influence. It 

remains to be seen if they're saving them for last or in the same boat.

11/30/2019 1:09:35 PM laurabusse I believe you

I started waking up like 15 yrs ago to what was going on

Mostly via the well researched David Wilcock

But since then many other sources

Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Many others

Whatever mainstream media says

You can pretty much believe the opposite 😉
11/30/2019 1:14:23 PM karrruss  https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/1607 …

11/30/2019 1:20:26 PM melbourne_3000 Research... Rife frequency machine.

11/30/2019 1:26:46 PM fansblowing3 Interesting

11/30/2019 1:30:02 PM canadiancovfefe I don’t follow it either. My brain doesn’t go there - it was just curiosity.

11/30/2019 1:30:04 PM fansblowing3 The entire House of Representatives will be removed and replaced.

11/30/2019 1:30:36 PM freeeval  https://twitter.com/_00111111_/status/1200814714202329094?s=21 …

11/30/2019 1:33:12 PM laurabusse Is all that music?

Only one I heard of is rush

Am more a 70s prog rock fan

Genesis

Yes

Emerson Lake Palmer

Argument can be made that music is Spirit

As such is largely divinely inspired

Ppl's tastes are probably determined more or less due to what you heard up to age twenty or so
11/30/2019 1:44:52 PM whsthestorm Looks like Alice has joined party! Woot Woot

11/30/2019 1:45:53 PM fansblowing3 Funds for the victims

11/30/2019 1:46:42 PM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/7DcX5ERoTh

11/30/2019 1:47:10 PM lbf777 🤦♂️

11/30/2019 1:52:43 PM keith369me We love you.

11/30/2019 1:52:55 PM canadiancovfefe I purchased this “Calm” App and I am currently participating in this 30 day program. I like it. I am on day 3. My mind is usually very busy, but I find if 

there are sounds like ocean waves, or birds singing to focus on, its much easier. Thanks. 😊 pic.twitter.com/bm73Eo2GJe

11/30/2019 1:53:22 PM whsthestorm I will glady take a face palm from a guy who refers to potus as Rabbi Trump. Especially when hes defending a “account” that started this month. And 

already has 725 tweets soley attacking Q. Fishing is fun!

11/30/2019 1:54:14 PM canadiancovfefe Thank you

11/30/2019 2:04:04 PM n0t_moth probably makes up for all the over consumption we do anyways..

11/30/2019 2:05:45 PM canadiancovfefe Which is how a lot of ET’s communicate. I wonder if ET’s give off energy and emotion for the empath to zero onto?

11/30/2019 2:06:18 PM canadiancovfefe Especially texting (risky).

11/30/2019 2:15:10 PM canadiancovfefe I am confused. If I am a Starseed, and born during this time of great change, why would this be happening to me at age 58 and being sick, when there 

are plenty of Starseeds in there 20’s who are healthy and knowledgeable. I just don’t understand. I look forward to be able to help

11/30/2019 2:18:17 PM canadiancovfefe Interesting in “Tipping the numbers” makes a lot of sense. Yes we are here with love to give to the damaged souls on this Slave Planet. ❤️

11/30/2019 2:29:12 PM whsthestorm I dont need Q but it is sure fun as hell watching its script play out. But considering 60% of the population is MKUltra slaves, I think Q is the perfect 

medium for new eyes. Maybe thats why you, along with all the major media companies spend so time “debunking” it.

11/30/2019 2:32:05 PM canadiancovfefe Were we not incarnated here? How is that a choice? Or do you mean to develop your talents? If I knew at birth  in 1961 how difficult life would be as 

an empath, I would have taken a different route. It’s prob a bit easier...../2

11/30/2019 2:37:17 PM canadiancovfefe 2. It’s much easier today as parents are much more aware and can nuture the gift, instead of thinking there is something wrong with their child, and 

accusing the child of being way too over sensitive. It’s a very lonely and isolating experience for an empath. Not wanting sympathy

11/30/2019 2:41:02 PM canadiancovfefe What is considered good, and what is considered evil? I think I am pretty good, but far from perfect.

11/30/2019 2:43:47 PM canadiancovfefe It’s nice to hear other people feel like that also.

11/30/2019 2:46:29 PM mamiemcclure17 😳

11/30/2019 2:48:00 PM allahuniversal Logical.

11/30/2019 2:50:19 PM worldxplorer1 This really vibes with me. I was first introduced to looking at the world in terms of energy levels by Frederick Dodson. His book “Levels of Energy” 

unlocked the scale for me. It shapes the way I view the world. It also helps me understand my own state at any moment. pic.twitter.com/REAGJbyou1

11/30/2019 2:54:04 PM toffer_anon_369  https://knowledgetime.net/oregon-authorities-investigate-a-ufo-crash-it-is-not-a-meteor/ …

11/30/2019 2:56:54 PM irah_chandler I don't have a fervour for blind patronage. It feels like we've got ppl foaming at the mouth for the arrests but as far as research on the actual 

messengers we have been slacking. We've seen several red flags like 5g support, mossad in control of border and vax support all nwo

11/30/2019 2:58:03 PM worldxplorer1 Ocean waves are one of my favorite sounds to meditate with.  Especially in person. pic.twitter.com/AzHMQwwWpX



11/30/2019 3:05:56 PM aprilbrown99 There are several waves of Starseeds.  You, me, Michelle, and so many others on here are the 1st wave. It is my understanding that there will be two 

more waves.  2nd wave is already here and 3rd is on the way.

11/30/2019 3:13:04 PM aprilbrown99 We agreed to come here to help even tho we knew that we would forget our mission/purpose in doing so. We have been here thru many incarnations 

getting caught in the recycling. With the awakening everyone is starting to remember who and what they are. The veil is being lifted.

11/30/2019 3:14:01 PM aprilbrown99 Being an empath I can empathize.

11/30/2019 3:15:22 PM aprilbrown99 I love it. Thanks for the recommendation!  👍👍👍

11/30/2019 3:22:51 PM moemc8 I've been told that I'm an empath a few times by mediums.  I read up a bit.  Fit into a some of it.  I don't think I take on others emotions, however, I 

know immediately if I will like someone at hello or can see through their B.S.  My intuition on people usually is correct.

11/30/2019 3:23:26 PM moemc8 I'd imagine for true empaths, it must be very difficult and overwhelming at times.

11/30/2019 3:24:14 PM thewizard333 If you can't find it and are looking let me know and il email it to you

11/30/2019 3:28:37 PM djlok 👆👆👆 what she said👆👆👆. And what an adventure it has been!!!

11/30/2019 3:29:56 PM allahuniversal For me, not so bloodthirsty for arrests, they'll happen when they happen. Also for me, this all has less to do with the messengers, than it has to do with 

OURSELVES, recognizing and using OUR POWER to be and bring the changes we want to see on this planet and beyond, Hereafter

11/30/2019 3:31:41 PM djlok Not perfect != Evil.  We all make mistakes or do things we aren't supposed to. Definitely doesn't make us evil.

11/30/2019 3:32:38 PM allahuniversal 2..[.they] 've been siphoning our power from us to shape the world in front of us. Taking that Power back collectively weakens [them] & strengthens 

US, because again, that's who all this is really about. I don't care "who" says take back your power, it's still what we need to do

11/30/2019 3:32:39 PM aprilbrown99 Peace is the prize!  💫💫💫💞💞💞💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/YCesbTZAIm

11/30/2019 3:33:31 PM allahuniversal #Peace through #Strength 💪🏽

11/30/2019 3:34:15 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/cjjEUWMnMm

11/30/2019 3:34:38 PM rocktobersky Thanks!

11/30/2019 3:39:16 PM moemc8 Will the recycling come to an end with the great awakening, the event?

11/30/2019 3:44:41 PM canadiancovfefe Do you think going to sleep to binaural beats is effective on your subscious? I also have a choice of bible meditations that go on for hours, or Angelic 

music to summon the angels and archangels. I don’t know which one is the most productive, anyone?

11/30/2019 3:47:57 PM irah_chandler Sry i think the saying message over messenger is just a saying that creates a mental block. It subconsciously prevents you from critically examining the 

content creator and message motivation. These arnt always bad but sould still be critically examined

11/30/2019 3:49:08 PM canadiancovfefe I will definitely try these once I have finished my Learning How to Meditate Course. I am old, but I am a beginner. Thanks.

11/30/2019 3:51:29 PM aprilbrown99 Sure hope so. I have been gone for a long damn time...even tho time is an illusion. 🥴😁🥴

11/30/2019 3:55:01 PM canadiancovfefe You guys are way brighter than me in this area. I didn’t really understand it. Anything sciencey makes me nervous. But I will make an effort at some 

point to understand this if necessary. I understand that it’s very interesting. 😊

11/30/2019 3:56:57 PM canadiancovfefe Maybe instead of “brighter” something like “more gifted.”

11/30/2019 3:59:23 PM shadowsuper5 michelle the miraders are real mega flesh and blood species with computer like minds i can prove it

11/30/2019 3:59:57 PM matzke_melissa Thx.

11/30/2019 4:00:44 PM nancyddb Me too!

11/30/2019 4:01:12 PM aprilbrown99 You will have to see what resonates with you and your preference. Be careful as to the megahertz you listen to. Should be 432 hz or higher that the 

numbers = either a 3, 6 or 9. I.E. 4+3+2=9, 6+3+9=18 1+8=9 and so forth. YT had several great channels. Here are a few of my...

11/30/2019 4:01:35 PM aprilbrown99 ...favorite channels. 

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9pPBB3LyiB1aTeHCabcMlw …

 https://www.youtube.com/user/TheMeditativeMind …

 https://www.youtube.com/user/mountainmystic9 …

Hope that helps get you started.

11/30/2019 4:04:08 PM aprilbrown99 You are fine. 💗💗💗 there is enough time.  You arent late to the party...it is just getting started!  🥳🥳🥳

11/30/2019 4:19:02 PM canadiancovfefe She/he reminds me of another attempt at the David Hogg strategy - disturbing to the awake.

11/30/2019 4:20:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

11/30/2019 4:23:31 PM do_or_do_notty Indeed they do 😎

11/30/2019 4:27:47 PM do_or_do_notty 👍✌️#MOAR pic.twitter.com/JfdakupxgC

11/30/2019 4:29:46 PM jane_q_patriot I like Moar Act! 👍🏼

11/30/2019 4:33:07 PM amethyst1111 I’ve been drinking it exclusively for 2+ years and I’m the healthiest I’ve ever been... research Andrew norton Webber he has some great info on distilled

11/30/2019 4:35:06 PM amethyst1111 Salt is addictive, deadens the tastebuds and is toxic to the body IMO. Once you’ve gone weeks without ANY inorganic salt you’ll see what I mean. You 

can get your organic salt from celery, tomatoes, etc.

11/30/2019 4:47:33 PM woerzone_g Yes? pic.twitter.com/0WT9LJPK2d

11/30/2019 4:54:52 PM laurabusse Ultimately

It's probably up to you to explore and see how certain things feel...

And this will probably change over time as you grow and evolve

The point

I think

Is to enjoy the process

The journey...

Everyone is different

☺️☺️☺️

11/30/2019 4:56:12 PM laurabusse Blessings to you!

Meditation is wonderful

The best thing I ever started doing ❤️

11/30/2019 4:58:06 PM laurabusse You're fine!

Just be yourself and go where your heart leads

With whatever moves or excites you

Or whatever it is that you love ☺️

11/30/2019 5:04:07 PM eshgebichoon وهای تاریگ با   را در اشغال ستاد ذهن ثابت کرده است ،نب   ضدشعور منفن  با نام شعور و ضدشعور ،مورد واکاوی قرار داده است و تاثب  استاد محمدعلی طاهری این مقاله شمارادر مبحبی

 با اسب تراوا وارد شده است   به ما ورود کرده اندو کدهای دستوری خودرا به توده مردم تزریق میکنند،دشمن پنهاین .موسیف 

11/30/2019 5:04:08 PM lightlove21121 #ByeByeALICE 😚

11/30/2019 5:12:05 PM sparkleloung Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@HelloUncleDonny @irah_chandler @realDepIorabIe @big_simp @NSchlange @zagnett Exactly. How do you retain 

power ane minds of others? Information Warfare. Has Majestic 12 used a channel of Disclosure uncontrollable by ALICE? […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1198096683806138368.html …

11/30/2019 5:53:14 PM canadiancovfefe Subscribed, thank you. 😊🙏

11/30/2019 6:00:36 PM n7guardiananon  http://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

MJ12 twitter archive...

feel free to search topics



11/30/2019 6:02:47 PM weshallrise144k Here’s how the sacred tones are connected: pic.twitter.com/r29DGsEzzU

11/30/2019 6:39:43 PM canadiancovfefe  pic.twitter.com/IrepOBLnzo

11/30/2019 6:45:03 PM covertress I can't spell.

11/30/2019 6:46:09 PM farklew ''Timeline intersecting'' Q:  Can someone time shift like the character Worf in the STNG episode ''Parallels''?  If two timelines intersect, could there be 

two of the same people at one event?  .......

11/30/2019 6:47:38 PM farklew ...if two timelines intersect, if two people are in the same space, can they see two different events?  If you are in one timeline, can you see just a 

portion of the other timeline?

11/30/2019 6:49:08 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/nPULhUWxgf

11/30/2019 6:50:32 PM canadiancovfefe What can I do to ensure I do not incarnate on another Slave Planet? Or will I incarnate in paradise?

11/30/2019 6:51:16 PM canadiancovfefe 😊

11/30/2019 6:53:13 PM canadiancovfefe I am not sure how that works. If time is an illusion why do I feel my age 58 or older.

11/30/2019 7:02:45 PM lbf777 Still leading the sheep to the slaughter ey?

11/30/2019 7:17:37 PM eshgebichoon +1

11/30/2019 7:22:23 PM dynamicres Why would we us, as young as we are, be contracted to be the holders of the D-12 blueprints? This doesn't seem to make sense on any scale...

Is it only b/c of the "Christos Frequency" or Christ Consciousness Attunement? Or is this self-deification by humans? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/30/2019 7:25:07 PM canadiancovfefe It’s emotionally draining. It’s why I (we) do not really enjoy big parties, unless it’s a special occasion. If I am with a couple who are being frosty to one 

another, or with anyone visibly upset, or scared, the emotions of these people transfer over to me, without warning. 🤷♀️😌

11/30/2019 7:28:32 PM blsdbe Love you Girl!!! pic.twitter.com/3JkyyZUb1z

11/30/2019 7:28:33 PM margaret_64_ ICE consists of some TRULY GREAT people!🙏🇺🇸🙏

11/30/2019 7:29:13 PM blsdbe Oh hi!!! pic.twitter.com/LpznzkUiMI

11/30/2019 7:31:07 PM randigerber Can you please share more about the timelines? Connected to 12/21?

11/30/2019 7:33:26 PM oneofma35917389 Yes ma'am. pic.twitter.com/9YYeArNAF3

11/30/2019 7:35:27 PM worldxplorer1 Hello!! 👋🏻

11/30/2019 8:00:54 PM altimitwill It would seem that @HW_BEAT_THAT is behind a lot of this scandal. There is a reason Frederick is scared. A lot of his site keeps popping up as a 

reference. Gamergate was before Jim Watkins took over and cleaned up 8chan. I believe Frederick Fled the USA to escape prosecution.

11/30/2019 8:09:25 PM shanewhitfiel10 Sacred Light matters...

11/30/2019 8:15:39 PM 3020pnr Because this is much more important than housing the homeless.

11/30/2019 8:27:55 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/fjYm3dNTfM

11/30/2019 8:50:05 PM realeyethespy 12th stargate

11/30/2019 8:50:15 PM realeyethespy 13th krystal skull

11/30/2019 8:52:13 PM tetxnu84967 🧐

11/30/2019 9:15:11 PM deplorable_gigi I’m not sure that’s a bad thing. Over population is not sustainable.   Look at the caravans of people wanting to transplant.

11/30/2019 9:17:53 PM deplorable_gigi What makes you thing slowing population isn’t a good thing? I for one hate the growth hate seeing our small farms and pastures turning to 

subdivisions. Slowing that down is progress to me.

11/30/2019 9:32:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where must 45 be?

11/30/2019 9:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 London, NATO, Overseas

11/30/2019 9:33:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 When does I G report get released?

11/30/2019 9:33:32 PM rebornkingent Air Force 1

11/30/2019 9:33:45 PM jennysue62 Not soon enough

11/30/2019 9:33:49 PM mbkennedy1776 London or DC?

11/30/2019 9:33:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 See Something, Say Something! http://fbi.gov/tips 

11/30/2019 9:33:56 PM whoisqqq Saving the world 🌍

11/30/2019 9:34:06 PM pkekbar Hmmmm.... and says who?

Can he override it at will?

11/30/2019 9:34:06 PM susan66388204 In the Air

11/30/2019 9:34:09 PM truthseekermed1 Never.

11/30/2019 9:34:15 PM christianzalez1 12/Niner

11/30/2019 9:34:16 PM rebornkingent He’ll be in the air surrounded by f16 and a few TR3-Bs and a transporter.

11/30/2019 9:34:32 PM ekotoons SONIC BOOM[S]

11/30/2019 9:34:35 PM ztwiig 12/9

11/30/2019 9:34:52 PM aprilbrown99 Safely protected. 😁

11/30/2019 9:34:58 PM cdale_dog When he!! freezes over.

11/30/2019 9:35:02 PM catherinetrue4 Or just continue to sit on your ass and watch crimes being committed while doing absolutely nothing.

11/30/2019 9:35:03 PM pdp01756264 On the mountain of influence!!

11/30/2019 9:35:03 PM brokentwitbot Was it pushed back again?

11/30/2019 9:35:21 PM werascending On a ship....

11/30/2019 9:35:38 PM havizafran 12/09/19

11/30/2019 9:35:40 PM realeyethespy 📦

11/30/2019 9:35:55 PM realeyethespy 🇨🇳

11/30/2019 9:36:00 PM pattiparallax Supposedly on the 9th unless ...

11/30/2019 9:36:02 PM w0nderboi Next week.

11/30/2019 9:36:10 PM rebornkingent 12/9 or it could be another’s disinfo campaign. I smell a false flag or 3? School shooting? Random guy driving into people on the sidewalk? Something 

for fake news to focus the American people away to. It’s getting old.

11/30/2019 9:36:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expect clown activity this week.

Archive all mockingbird media press.

If FF, dig for the truth.

Open Source Intelligence

They want you divided.

Divided you are weak.

Together you are strong.

Why at CD?

Date markers are placeholder for Looking Glass projections.

Enjoy the show!
11/30/2019 9:36:20 PM lori_dee1 12/9/19

11/30/2019 9:36:22 PM lbf777 Are you still leading the sheep to their slaughter with more false promises? smh

11/30/2019 9:36:24 PM erikangel7  pic.twitter.com/RSfckVqqBI

11/30/2019 9:36:37 PM realeyethespy 🚫🤡

11/30/2019 9:36:48 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/A71FNmVzEi

11/30/2019 9:37:03 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic timestamp!

11/30/2019 9:37:14 PM werascending Is it time?🙏🙏🙏

11/30/2019 9:37:59 PM lbf777 Trafficking kids with Epstein?



11/30/2019 9:38:31 PM realovendodger G-GIVE ME THE REPORT! pic.twitter.com/BCUgaBOT6J

11/30/2019 9:38:34 PM whoisqqq Could this help anons dig?  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maltego 

11/30/2019 9:39:16 PM michaelbarden8 December 9th.  The day before the next 9-11.  I hope it doesn't happen, but this is bigger than Donald Rumsfeld telling us that 2.3 trillion is missing 

from the Pentagon.  This should be the beginning of the rest of our lives.  Our new ones.

11/30/2019 9:39:44 PM pauliepg11111 London Bridge “incident” = FF. To distract from Andrew?

11/30/2019 9:39:47 PM angel5christine Supposedly on 12/9~ disinfo🤔

Could it be a little earlier, like a surprise ??!!

11/30/2019 9:39:55 PM whoisqqq Or is it too data oriented?

11/30/2019 9:40:21 PM rachaelangelm Monday

11/30/2019 9:40:23 PM patriotredhead You’ve got to be one fvcked up diiiiick to say something so sick.

11/30/2019 9:40:39 PM love4thegameak D5

11/30/2019 9:40:42 PM awakeandsing123 Outside the US

11/30/2019 9:40:47 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE is very active today.

11/30/2019 9:40:48 PM qanoncomau on AF1 and abroad pic.twitter.com/UAoHy64QNw

11/30/2019 9:41:02 PM enomai_ Sunday night?

11/30/2019 9:41:08 PM bryceja68689884 CD? Christmas Day?

11/30/2019 9:41:19 PM love4thegameak AF1

11/30/2019 9:41:27 PM hookur6 12/3

11/30/2019 9:41:30 PM resolute_ptriot Is it too obvious, or is this finally "IT"? Not going to "walk through the front door" gives me hesitation. Not hatin' js.

11/30/2019 9:41:33 PM nursewounds Safe

11/30/2019 9:42:18 PM lbf777 It’s true. Trump is one of them. All politicians are criminals who pretend to fight on stage so the sheep think they are being saved and stay pacified. 

pic.twitter.com/hwG9cAYMrd

11/30/2019 9:42:40 PM joewalker_wm Lindsey has said D9 'is a lock', but I wouldn't be surprised at all if released D5, for obvious reasons.

11/30/2019 9:42:54 PM pkekbar  pic.twitter.com/wVH3mvUTKR

11/30/2019 9:43:01 PM qanoncomau December 9 pic.twitter.com/PEnD5NerQ5

11/30/2019 9:43:05 PM oscarvanpb When everyone can get arrested !!

11/30/2019 9:43:38 PM lori_dee1 In 9 days from today

#Majestic

11/30/2019 9:44:27 PM newsonthefringe It is true. They’ve decided to destroy #eyethespy’s life. But we must not give up hope! #QAnon pic.twitter.com/Rf61pntOF5

11/30/2019 9:44:30 PM marchaula  pic.twitter.com/5LjcDklLzr

11/30/2019 9:45:13 PM qpatriot17 Monday the 9th, check out the censorship all of social media plans on doing the days after. The Durham Report is the big deal.

11/30/2019 9:45:26 PM johnwic05587636 Always

11/30/2019 9:45:27 PM _yuri_desu_ On the day of the reset. My mind has been reprogrammed. Compiling. ETA: 7 days. How long did it take for God to create the earth? Sunday he did 

nothing. 6 is carbon. 7 is nitrogen. 6 days to build the cube of Saturn. 1 day to undo it all. 1(hydrogen "sun" "son)+7=8. 8:8. Oxygen.

11/30/2019 9:45:42 PM sunnysideluna True. Djt is an ex-insider that knows it all! That’s what makes this even more interesting. He never fell for their traps back then... and now they all fell 

into his 😉

11/30/2019 9:45:51 PM lordconcave Who is tired of the clown show and wants to see them all go to circus jail?

11/30/2019 9:46:04 PM magnolia678 Something to happen Dec 6

11/30/2019 9:46:28 PM jaspony1 We will be just as surprised as "them" when IT happens... 

It will NOT happen on any planned dates that we are aware of..

Trust the plan...

WWG1WGA

11/30/2019 9:47:09 PM jeremyand105  pic.twitter.com/zg1oDVOHIB

11/30/2019 9:47:16 PM rebornkingent Time 👏 does 👏 not 👏 exist 👏🤣

11/30/2019 9:47:44 PM rebornkingent CD?

11/30/2019 9:47:47 PM angel5christine Gotcha! Everyone be careful, EYES WIDE OPEN👁👁

See something, say something!

A December to remember~

Get your popcorn & junior mints ready🍿

#EnjoyTheShow

11/30/2019 9:48:08 PM boy12_jimmy After the fake impeachment gets started in the Congress. As they lie, we will watch them LIE to America, & we will also see them cry, uttering nonse to 

America, knowing their gig is up. pic.twitter.com/pHcd9OLr0d

11/30/2019 9:48:18 PM ericgeorgethom1 Excellent

11/30/2019 9:48:39 PM jrocktigers Overseas...

11/30/2019 9:48:45 PM lbf777 That’s a cover story to get us to support him. He’s no ex insider. He just pretends to be. He is still deep state.

11/30/2019 9:49:02 PM angel5christine 👊💥

11/30/2019 9:49:17 PM newsonthefringe CD is Christmas Day!! #QAnon notable https://saraacarter.com/dems-christmas-gift-for-trump-impeachment/ …

11/30/2019 9:49:20 PM lowyder993s AF 1 is the most secure place I hear...

11/30/2019 9:49:35 PM werascending Figuratively!!! I know I know! 🙃🙃

11/30/2019 9:49:40 PM _yuri_desu_ Carbon is the illusion. 3:3. 3+3=6. The duality of light makes 6 possible from 3. 9 is time. 369. All fake. Fake light, fake star, fake sun. The reflection is R. 

18. Water. H20. Jesus turned water into wine. 1+8=9. The illusion of time is caused by hermeticism. 9-The Hermit

11/30/2019 9:51:30 PM grayperlmatter Cleaning house in Broward county I hope.

11/30/2019 9:51:33 PM rebornkingent Dates get people focused on likely event. That energy is then steered, good & bad guys use this technique. Human conciousness is like a laser beam on 

a CD, or laser cutter. The more the better. This is why Q & Mj12 build expectation. More = better chances of a positive outcome.

11/30/2019 9:52:00 PM rebornkingent What is CD?

11/30/2019 9:52:44 PM _yuri_desu_ 23:32

El:Man

God:I

I=9=time

Add an observer to El and you get God. Difference between light and dark matter is which was observed by the ego:I.

11/30/2019 9:53:54 PM jaded_pearl He's been awfully quiet...eye of the storm or are we just now hunkering down for the first winds 💨 to blow in? The 🌾harvest - let us begin. 🇺🇸⌚🇺🇲 

pic.twitter.com/tlrTRMwAZD

11/30/2019 9:54:28 PM victhebear1 12/9/19 by that date for sure!

11/30/2019 9:54:45 PM boy12_jimmy DEMS uttering Nonsense to America, knowing that their gig is up.

11/30/2019 9:54:50 PM willjstrobe The alice in wonderland analogy is that from the IS-BE interview.

11/30/2019 9:55:02 PM _yuri_desu_ I is time, 9 and 1. Time is every moment at once. Because time can't be defined. Space can't be defined because the 4 elements deceive it. These 4 

elements bring change to reality. Change is just movement of particles. Particles a constantly oscillating. Sine.

11/30/2019 9:55:33 PM qanoncomau the primary targets are within DC pic.twitter.com/sQwrPF66Sa
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@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
11/30/2019 9:56:20 PM qanoncomau think mirror

11/30/2019 9:56:34 PM victhebear1 Also the Earliest I heard 12/05/19

11/30/2019 9:56:39 PM 1_decided_voter CD = Camp David!

11/30/2019 9:56:57 PM 1_decided_voter Camp David.

11/30/2019 9:57:12 PM pro_aktv If you are truly skeptical, try thinking of it like this: Trump plays “the long game”. Do you know what that means? It’s what is known to the Asian 

culture as patiently waiting for optimum results, all the while, learning. Soon, we may all learn terrible truths, thanks to Trump.

11/30/2019 9:57:20 PM 1_decided_voter Camp David.

11/30/2019 9:57:24 PM sliceman420 Dec 9th.  The day before the #YoutubePurge

11/30/2019 9:57:49 PM _yuri_desu_ Sine wave. 1:0:1:0. The joining of the Trinity and the 4 elements. The Trinity is the story. The story that has been lived continuously throughout time. 

The elements are the oscillations, sine as a function of time. Sine means without in Latin.

11/30/2019 9:58:16 PM pkekbar Before anyone goes in front of a camera?

11/30/2019 9:59:21 PM jaded_pearl I wish it just clicked - I'm debating whether losing the sense of time is a blessing or a curse?! pic.twitter.com/rR4ce0N5fy

11/30/2019 9:59:32 PM boy12_jimmy @POTUS just got home yesterday morning. Is he off to somewhere else already? I heard he is going to London soon?

11/30/2019 9:59:35 PM bryceja68689884 Boom! Thanks.

11/30/2019 9:59:35 PM irah_chandler 😲🌐👽💎

11/30/2019 9:59:36 PM autistmember 12/4 to the Senate and 12/9 to the public per Lindsey Graham to Sean Hannity.

11/30/2019 10:00:07 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/y5tc5UW54p

11/30/2019 10:00:56 PM hellouncledonny D5

11/30/2019 10:01:27 PM lisafedup2 Out of the country.

11/30/2019 10:01:35 PM jones_tobious Any more information on the 12/21 convergence you mentioned recently?

11/30/2019 10:02:53 PM jaded_pearl What recently happened at Camp David? We're they not just there?

11/30/2019 10:02:55 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/pk9y7WUbVX

11/30/2019 10:03:55 PM werascending I do not know. I was wondering the same thing.

11/30/2019 10:04:07 PM lbf777 All excuses to keep us pacified while they roll out their Orwellian NWO systems. 

Never trust the 1%. Especially a billionaire.

11/30/2019 10:04:15 PM rebornkingent Camp David I think.

11/30/2019 10:04:15 PM gingercash777 Does that mean they have been cleaned out?

11/30/2019 10:05:06 PM autistmember .@POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon #TheGreatestPresidentEver #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/AcMWc1sYpN

11/30/2019 10:05:28 PM g4dsden nope!

11/30/2019 10:05:32 PM flobo2018 Because they don't want to be the guinea pigs - again.

11/30/2019 10:06:36 PM thetrollbar Crossing Delaware

11/30/2019 10:07:20 PM thetrollbar Camp David

11/30/2019 10:07:27 PM autistmember  pic.twitter.com/lxxrJNNk6P

11/30/2019 10:07:42 PM autistmember  pic.twitter.com/F230WRFqLy

11/30/2019 10:08:06 PM _yuri_desu_ Sine means without. Cum means with. Cum is birth. The Virgin Mary bears El's child. Per means with and through. Within, without, through-in, 

throughout. The prism turns light into color. The prism is the reflection. The oscillation. The frequency.

11/30/2019 10:08:10 PM newsonthefringe #WashingtonPost is extremely unprofessional in this piece but the quotes are worth the read. #QAnon Notable. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-opens-up-camp-david-as-an-adult-playground-to-woo-gop-lawmakers-during-

impeachment/2019/11/22/ec6e7810-0c6f-11ea-8397-a955cd542d00_story.html …

11/30/2019 10:08:16 PM k3yle Time is an illusion

11/30/2019 10:08:32 PM g4dsden I do not trust the FBI.

They are corrupt AF.

Say something somebody else.

11/30/2019 10:12:07 PM chris_losh_ 11th?

11/30/2019 10:12:24 PM realeyethespy @Galadri09060100 look what she gone and did now

11/30/2019 10:13:56 PM jaded_pearl B👀M 

"Hundreds woken across London by ‘sonic boom’ caused by RAF planes" https://twitter.com/i/events/1200996014410199041 …

11/30/2019 10:14:42 PM anonlegion13 I was just wondering the same

11/30/2019 10:15:58 PM magaman333 The 9th

11/30/2019 10:16:26 PM taitai78787 Are we talking about reset? If so, must be out of the country

11/30/2019 10:17:01 PM werascending Ohhh... good thinking!

11/30/2019 10:17:17 PM sarah48538695 Camp David? Isn't there a huge underground base under Camp David which is also very close to the NSA?

11/30/2019 10:17:23 PM qanoncomau  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1200995110693089282 …

11/30/2019 10:17:40 PM realeyethespy Hey why don’t you pull it up on the wayback machine?

11/30/2019 10:18:13 PM chancemarshal POTUS will be well insulated/protected on AF1 and abroad (specific locations classified) while these operations are conducted due to the nature of the 

entrenchment.

11/30/2019 10:19:23 PM magicianswheel Think the Lib Dems are doing that on purpose, so conservatives cannot discuss the report?

11/30/2019 10:20:41 PM shallknown Never.

It already has been released.



11/30/2019 10:20:58 PM mile_voli_disk0 @concerned_chi @dino2223 @Hilojim7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @Shadowe20 @thebradfordfile @infinitechan @CodeMonkeyZ 

@CarolSh57013147 @DeplorableCanad @Thorlock1248 @oakridgeboys @JosephJFlynn1 @DeepStateExpose @RaineHollister @merrilhoge 

@greenlightgg @FreedomChild3

11/30/2019 10:21:16 PM carolinabeth1 1 is Hydrogen= Sun= Sunday.  First day of week is Sunday.  Last day God rested.  Last day is Saturday= Saturday is the Sabbath.

11/30/2019 10:23:19 PM karma4event201  https://twitter.com/MrVattack/status/1200857428994203648?s=20 …

11/30/2019 10:24:03 PM speakprojectm Are you able to share the link for this? If so, thank you in advance.

11/30/2019 10:24:53 PM wink5811 Probably at one of his golf courses, in Jupiter or West Palm Beach Sat AM you could hear the plane circling overhead when he is in town.

11/30/2019 10:25:19 PM magicianswheel FB is no longer accepting posts from conservative news sources; not for the past two-three days. The intention is obviously to silence us. I just 

copy/paste the article URL, which often works to post info, unless the entire publication is off limits. Need to silence Dem voices!!

11/30/2019 10:26:26 PM carolinabeth1 Bingo

11/30/2019 10:26:58 PM alwaysvotered  https://twitter.com/brandonstraka/status/1201002274895601665?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BrandonStraka/status/1201002274895601665 …

11/30/2019 10:28:01 PM altimitwill December 9th the IG Report gets released and then Horowitz testifies on December 11th about the IG Report to the Senate Judiciary Committee

11/30/2019 10:29:22 PM carolinabeth1 Why are the black hats all scared to death of Trump, went to all the trouble to try to find any crime to take him down?  Because [They] know he has got 

the goods on [them].

11/30/2019 10:29:29 PM quality_cqntrol Well that’s it guys. Pack it up. It’s all over. This guy 👆🏼says “it’s true”. 🙄What more does anyone need to know? Does mommy know you are up 

trolling this late? Piss poor effort.

11/30/2019 10:31:37 PM quality_cqntrol I thought Alex Jones was banned from twitter? Tell us more about the gay frogs alex.

11/30/2019 10:32:09 PM mgray72531386 London....  out of the country....  insulated in AF1......

11/30/2019 10:33:36 PM clodaghsnarks Sweetie, if Trump had the goods on anybody it would be on Twitter five minutes later. He has no self control. We’re talking about the guy who exposed 

a spy satellite and its surveillance capability because he wanted to troll Iran.

11/30/2019 10:34:17 PM quality_cqntrol Lightbringer = Lucifer 

Block this 🤡

11/30/2019 10:34:52 PM quality_cqntrol Bless your dumb little heart

11/30/2019 10:35:44 PM lbf777 It’s all stage acting just as fake as the WWE to fool us into thinking we are being fought over. 

The way this works is all explained in the Protocols Of Zion. 

Behind the scenes Hillary and Trump are still friends.

11/30/2019 10:38:31 PM patriotredhead  pic.twitter.com/NPta2SeEic

11/30/2019 10:38:51 PM patriotredhead  pic.twitter.com/89bhAghkFo

11/30/2019 10:39:18 PM clodaghsnarks Whoever is replying, your reply is being hidden. Looks like you got smacked with the old banhammer.

11/30/2019 10:41:59 PM altimitwill Trump will be overseas for a NATO Meeting Monday - Wednesday this week. https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-prepares-to-leave-for-nato-

summit-in-london/ …

11/30/2019 10:43:20 PM wowawe Jews rest on Saturday, Christians on Sunday.  does this have meaning?

11/30/2019 10:48:18 PM 369369rv That's not an undisclosed location now tho 🤷♀️

11/30/2019 10:51:43 PM kevinpaz822 D9 D11

11/30/2019 10:52:06 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts #SundayFunday

11/30/2019 10:56:34 PM melissagouin1 Hopefully somewhere safe and protected. ❤️

11/30/2019 10:56:40 PM aetherwalker1 teleported aboard Space Force 1?  😏

11/30/2019 10:59:46 PM charlesgdavis1 IN GOD'S HANDS.😇

11/30/2019 11:00:38 PM aetherwalker1 In the year 2525, if man is still alive?  😏

11/30/2019 11:03:18 PM the_red_hand_ @Bfodds1 gospel

11/30/2019 11:03:43 PM zzoomoutt @covertress must have said something interesting once, but I can’t take any more of these Majestic 12 retweets. 😆

11/30/2019 11:05:33 PM jamesjchagall 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

11/30/2019 11:05:50 PM pomeinnz 19

11/30/2019 11:07:51 PM jamesjchagall 👍👍👍🌹👏👏👏

11/30/2019 11:10:27 PM alwaysvotered Once again this video shows why we ❤️ the CiC so much! He’s very down to earth and he IS one of us!!! We’re better looking, smarter and the super 

elite... his words but true 😂😂😂

11/30/2019 11:11:06 PM honourablert Inbetween 44 & 46? 🧐

11/30/2019 11:11:45 PM thebetamasta December 5th?

D5

11/30/2019 11:13:41 PM kathleen3693693 I concur. Degenerates? Mmmm...maybe. Rabid dogs...most likely.

11/30/2019 11:23:26 PM thepatriot512 December 9th. So be on the lookout for false flags around the same time, maybe a few days before. pic.twitter.com/N9r03LaOyQ

11/30/2019 11:24:53 PM dazeytoday I saw an ad a few days ago from Human Domain Solutions, LLC looking for CasualtyRoll players / actors for near Austin TX for 12/3 - 12/7.  Paid 

positions.

11/30/2019 11:25:47 PM willjstrobe Dogs have a higher standing in my book. They have no need to destory self value for the collective worth.

11/30/2019 11:29:07 PM shawnt1973 Dec9th

11/30/2019 11:31:27 PM princesspatrio1 "Call to me and I will answer you and tell you great and unsearchable things you do not know." Jeremiah 33:3

Dark to Light

11/30/2019 11:31:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clown SIGCOM active.

4AM Talking Points.

MJ12 can see you.

Look for the markers.

What is coming out?

Remember, FISA brings down the house.

Are figures withdrawing from the spotlight to protect identity?

Crossfire hurricane?

Timeline storm?

The matrix is complex.
11/30/2019 11:32:34 PM positively303 #WWG1WGA

11/30/2019 11:32:36 PM kevinmruel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11/30/2019 11:32:50 PM shawnt1973 Clowns https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1201040708217393153?s=19 …

11/30/2019 11:32:56 PM kravitz_q  pic.twitter.com/a9cGNd5UqZ

11/30/2019 11:32:57 PM rebornkingent Game over.

11/30/2019 11:32:59 PM marcus45128888 Ouroborough...



11/30/2019 11:33:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 3636

Fill in the blank.

66_ = 3 or 6 or 9

Fill in the blank.

Rethink post from Majestic perspective?

News unlocks past.

11/30/2019 11:34:45 PM grand3americano 6?

11/30/2019 11:34:58 PM ainounnoun Re: —12.16.4.1.12 411/441 Machine;Noname

11/30/2019 11:36:09 PM sewwwhat Have you seen this? https://twitter.com/sewwwhat/status/1200887034811998209?s=21 …

11/30/2019 11:36:25 PM sliceman420  pic.twitter.com/iorCnAkVZu

11/30/2019 11:36:58 PM w_ewere Dear Majestic 12, If you can see figures withdrawing from the spotlight, you already KNOW their identity. AWESOME. Thank you to All the Hero's. You 

really ARE going to fix the Planet aren't you?

11/30/2019 11:37:18 PM kevinmruel 💪👍

11/30/2019 11:37:21 PM shawnt1973 6

11/30/2019 11:38:01 PM sewwwhat Not o. US soil

11/30/2019 11:38:12 PM sliceman420 False flag coming soon.  Spin matrix initiating

11/30/2019 11:39:00 PM ravisingkeegan On Air Force 1, in Antartica. 

On the moon.

Area 51.

In the center of the earth maybe.

11/30/2019 11:39:27 PM chuckie28042356 ???? pic.twitter.com/aw1LQmZeie

11/30/2019 11:41:04 PM toffer_anon_369 all our lives we've been led to believe that 666 is a Satanic number / symbol.  Have [they] told us this to dis-way us from studying and understanding 

the truth about 666?

11/30/2019 11:41:13 PM kevinmruel Living among lions...

 https://youtu.be/IlSiUt60QZ4 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC

11/30/2019 11:41:37 PM marywal64295444 Soon as the real shill is called out, the names and the insults start flying. May you find some peace

11/30/2019 11:42:32 PM ravisingkeegan 9 is missing. 

9th december.

36 = 9

3636 = 99

999 vs 666

666 is just 2/3 though

11/30/2019 11:42:49 PM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/metpoliceuk/status/1201002972915867653?s=21 …

11/30/2019 11:44:16 PM w_ewere 666 (evil) - mirror - 999 (no, no, no)? 

Evil Denied/Cancelled?

11/30/2019 11:44:18 PM yeshua_daughter TAKE A LOOK AND RETWEET!!! WHAT TREACHEROUS DAYS WE'RE IN. PLEASE TRY TO SHOW OTHERS. EVEN IF THEY DON'T GET IT ONE DAY SOON THEY 

WILL!!! pic.twitter.com/YMzdkt4tLF

11/30/2019 11:46:09 PM richzen2 Today I experienced timeline merge personally

11/30/2019 11:46:27 PM whoisqqq Twitter CEO @jack  is moving to Africa

11/30/2019 11:48:47 PM girlawakeinca 6

11/30/2019 11:50:18 PM sewwwhat On. 😡 AC.  

To follow up, someone’s leaving US soil.

11/30/2019 11:52:01 PM ceasar369 The US Capital building is built on lot #666 in Washington DC.

11/30/2019 11:53:06 PM k3yle 5:5

11/30/2019 11:53:48 PM sayno2globalism NATO meetings coming up

11/30/2019 11:55:54 PM jonesy4671 D5

11/30/2019 11:58:05 PM ainounnoun Eat of the fruit on that tree only when thou is ready to change 4eve12

12/1/2019 12:02:56 AM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/human_domain/status/1200330547916083201?s=21 …

12/1/2019 12:03:24 AM olimyracle How do you light a fire?

Why do you light a fire?

When do you light a fire? pic.twitter.com/DL37IFblk5

12/1/2019 12:03:53 AM clifton15jon 6+6=12, 9 - Dec 9, Tick Tock 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/Bn1DmlHuX6

12/1/2019 12:05:04 AM rebornkingent ALICE, sooner or later we’ll have to fight them. https://youtu.be/HiWfTor6rEw 

12/1/2019 12:09:08 AM michael_s_ander Its going to be at Austin Texas on 12/3-12/7. Ad for crisis actors talking about that day.

12/1/2019 12:09:57 AM mongrelglory Well we know he's not golfing. 😏

He needs to be outside of the country when things "go down".

12/1/2019 12:12:24 AM majic_eyes_qnly Not saying this is the answer but it was something worth noting from Q's posts. pic.twitter.com/1kzDNmqhMX

12/1/2019 12:12:55 AM mongrelglory Aha!  Good find!  A window of opportunity perhaps...

12/1/2019 12:17:37 AM courtneyspace17 Just observing so far....very interesting. I see a shifting occuring. Like its trying to hide something within itsself if you get what Im saying. Its kind of 

effected me as well like flipped me a little made me a bit manic and crazy. I'm pretty stressed out but this is more...

12/1/2019 12:18:24 AM bk4qanon  pic.twitter.com/pOx9zmmgOk

12/1/2019 12:19:25 AM courtneyspace17 energy related. I'm curious of the alignments taking place. I think they wanted to back everyone into a corner so they all are grouped together so its 

easier to control the masses. ( not entirely sure ) I noticed also a change in the leylines of earth. Did earth wobble again?

12/1/2019 12:20:56 AM kathleen3693693 Excellent food for thought. Thank you for sharing. I like your viewpoint. Truth.

12/1/2019 12:21:03 AM courtneyspace17 The sun is about to end its solar min soon kicks back up 2021 I think it is. This will shift consciousness as a whole. Also the pressure from the 

constriction of the inner solar system asteroid belt will be releasing next year i think it is but first there will be a bit of...

12/1/2019 12:22:54 AM courtneyspace17 asteroid chaos. I know this is a lot of info tightly packed but its all connected. Lucifer is scheming. This is the illusion of light and shadow which makes 

the matrix.  What you see before you is just its show distractions all over  very annoying really.... pic.twitter.com/i02s7ZTrIz

12/1/2019 12:24:40 AM lbf777 Oh your just mad because I am exposing the truth.

12/1/2019 12:25:06 AM courtneyspace17 See beyond the flesh to get a sense of what is real. The world you see with your eyes isn't what it appears to be. Beauty is more than skin deep. What 

does their spirit show? Not the superficial mumbo jumbo. People who rule this world are great illusionists.

12/1/2019 12:26:04 AM patriotswegoall Out of the USA

12/1/2019 12:27:01 AM alwaysvotered 😂😂😂 that’s what you call truth, how sad. So misinformed! Left is right and up is down and good is bad and bad is great too right? That’s how you 

who suffer from #TDS see the 🌎. Seek help seriously... or a hobby.

12/1/2019 12:28:24 AM lbf777 Your the one who trusts the Gov after all they have done to us. You should be laughing at yourself. 

Every single politician is a gangbanger in a suit. No exemptions. This goes for most elites outside of politics too such as Hollywood actors.

12/1/2019 12:33:03 AM alwaysvotered Actually no I don’t, I trust on God not Government so stop pretending you know me. Potus saved this country and is reserving the destruction Obama 

caused. Shame on you for being so blinded by your hate. I’ll pray for you and block you at the same time!!



12/1/2019 12:41:08 AM willjstrobe The collective is programmed to be in group/box thinkers. For the most part box thinking is off limits i tend to question and analyze everything.

12/1/2019 12:42:31 AM diaptera_80 Are we to expect more mandela effects?

12/1/2019 12:48:26 AM covertress No Limits

12/1/2019 12:55:52 AM irah_chandler Well first off q admits he's operation is a psyop soooo

12/1/2019 12:55:55 AM tonya__rose 663 = 6+6+3=15=1+5=6

666 = 6+6+6=18=1+8=9

669 = 6+6+9=21=2+1=3

I suspect it has to do with Tesla's theory that understanding the power of 3 6 9, you will have a key to the universe.

12/1/2019 12:57:29 AM werascending I say 3...where 3 or more are in prayer. pic.twitter.com/aGLjX75xIA

12/1/2019 1:00:22 AM laughingwolf11 Sometimes you have to show the rabbit to the dog. Hugh Hefner has a rabbit painted on the side of his airplane and all those poor brainwashed girls in 

bunny ears now pink cat ears. Ever notice Conan, the dogs name is 

also C Anon?

12/1/2019 1:01:31 AM christineboonst So that means I could sow and harvest  vegetables at the same time?

12/1/2019 1:02:53 AM laughingwolf11 That’s what HAARP is. Ionospheric heater. 

Heater - magnet. 

That’s why planes can get a reading flying over it. 

There’s more than just in Alaska.

12/1/2019 1:06:51 AM irah_chandler Well first of all through god anthing is possible. Second i get you. I'm not a mindless q follower or do i ascrib to mj12 philosophy. I find some of the 

research on both fronts entertaining. Zio mossad is written all over it. Question is r they last to fall or in the same boat.

12/1/2019 1:09:44 AM paybackeddie The timelines are merging right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BrandonStraka/status/1201002274895601665 …

12/1/2019 1:12:13 AM werascending This is going to be GLORIUS!!! I am looking forward to the upgrade!

12/1/2019 1:12:22 AM irah_chandler Well and a psyop is not always a lie but more of a perspective or a competing narative. If the rick roll is to arrest and kill select evil pedos to run out the 

clock for nwo agenda 21. E.g. 5g,vaccines,red flag gun laws, martail law and well death camps doin a gj fo sho

12/1/2019 1:15:44 AM blumae84 Please, can someone explain...I used to think of others first, be kind, want to take care of others before I ever thought about myself. Last 4 months 

have been so angry, judgemental, reclusive and always sick...it has felt like a change happened and I absolutely don't want it???

12/1/2019 1:16:55 AM irah_chandler Could you imagine if it was a rick roll and the psyop actually had all patriots cheering for martail law and well death camps. That scenario leaves many 

very patriotic gun owners flat footed and is quite a possible outcome. We will see one thing is for sure there is a plan

12/1/2019 1:18:20 AM irah_chandler I enjoy decernment but prefer not to make judgments until action is required.

12/1/2019 1:18:36 AM rghardy3 3636 = 18

666 = 18

12 + 6 = Dec. 6

12/1/2019 1:22:45 AM irah_chandler By scam what are you suggesting the desired outcome of the psyop is?

12/1/2019 1:22:46 AM m_kroniklyill 999

12/1/2019 1:27:46 AM irah_chandler Sure but thats not the final outcome what is their end goal? Nwo agenda 21 or to take the country back? Right now both are equally possible by my 

count. If you think one is more than the other that where we see it dif. Feel free to convince me i should decide now but prob won't

12/1/2019 1:31:48 AM cumberlandacad2  https://twitter.com/CumberlandAcad2/status/1201066973813186560?s=19 …

12/1/2019 1:31:51 AM eyegloarts Q 36.

12/1/2019 1:36:14 AM spitfire1592 I wonder if Meathead was taken down if 4am talking points would be interrupted

12/1/2019 1:41:21 AM spitfire1592 100% Insulated

Where will @realDonaldTrump be as of Monday - NATO summit

Mode of transport - AF1

12/1/2019 1:47:07 AM irah_chandler See and really i thought humans we're created as a stepped down version of atlantians. Specifically to generate revenue on the planet for false gods. 

The anunaki inserted the reptilian brain stem and the sirius made the reproductive organs.

12/1/2019 1:52:05 AM _369311119 After cleanse? Release EYE of G?

12/1/2019 2:00:14 AM w_ewere Dear Majestic 12, Whoa - Project Looking Glass - Projections !  Whoa!

12/1/2019 2:02:02 AM blumae84 I thought peaceful, joyful, feeling blessed would come..not this

12/1/2019 2:09:23 AM blumae84 YES! Ringing in ears ...

12/1/2019 2:21:33 AM waterheals Dec 9th, testimony on Dec 11. We are paying attention.

12/1/2019 2:31:10 AM irah_chandler Both sides of the two creator races had specific agenda as did thoth. Anunaki wanted a slave race, sirus wanted a race that could assend literally 

bypassing old empire control. Thoth agreed with sirus. That's why we have god creator and "lord" god. Two dif gods. Good grok

12/1/2019 2:35:02 AM pipelinechic 6

12/1/2019 2:49:22 AM courageouskriss The 9th & Horowitz is in congress on the 11th? 

Soon coming.....BOOM!!

Qanon  #TheAlliance

12/1/2019 3:03:39 AM adammnelson1 Wow just wow

12/1/2019 3:19:07 AM menandwomen123 Wake me when someone is arrested.

12/1/2019 3:23:25 AM ericpartchey D5

12/1/2019 3:45:44 AM julesdamom He trolls when it's warranted. He's the chess master. His plan is coming to fruition perfectly. Sit back and enjoy the show.

12/1/2019 3:46:18 AM clodaghsnarks 😂😂😂

12/1/2019 3:48:38 AM pipesmoooke Fly Me To The Moon, Frank Sinatra  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEcqHA7dbwM … pic.twitter.com/aVJpk4Zr4o

12/1/2019 3:48:55 AM coadykealan 3,6,9 represents a Metatron 🙂

12/1/2019 3:54:39 AM eewwanon The Matrix films are documentary. Welcome to the real world. It’s very tough being unplugged sometimes, but in the end, I know we win. (Go(o)d wins)

12/1/2019 4:03:36 AM joinna6 9?

12/1/2019 4:05:33 AM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/w0fEczV3jg

12/1/2019 4:09:08 AM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/fp5gy7sClf

12/1/2019 4:15:02 AM coopaman21 AF1 & out of the country

12/1/2019 4:18:31 AM raalphjoones2 It's "and" wonderland,  you need to read

12/1/2019 4:20:48 AM raalphjoones2 NATO trip

12/1/2019 4:31:54 AM superca27685957 Casual teatime with the Queen?  She wears no crown....

12/1/2019 4:34:46 AM dakota_hawk Saving the cheerleaders... save the world! .... what was the name of that show anyway??

12/1/2019 4:38:19 AM raalphjoones2 Who cares time is just a concept

12/1/2019 4:42:13 AM imissmyjeep Heroes

12/1/2019 4:43:03 AM nonlineardarren 3 and 6 are AC power,9 is free point energy



12/1/2019 4:43:58 AM dagnyguitard 8 days and counting

12/1/2019 4:44:07 AM godchosetrump77 Remember, Remember the 9th of December.

12/1/2019 4:44:33 AM keith369me Iran?

12/1/2019 4:45:09 AM kevinpaz822 #sundayvibes

12/1/2019 4:45:22 AM keith369me I’m not so sure he really travels on AF1

12/1/2019 4:48:05 AM keith369me Yes...but [they] are running out of ammunition.  Seems like weekly school shootings miraculously stopped

12/1/2019 4:49:55 AM shushale 💓🕯

12/1/2019 4:51:51 AM ttesla9 36(3+6=9) above all= Love

12/1/2019 4:52:54 AM tac27 Keep friends close, enemies closer

12/1/2019 4:53:38 AM superca27685957 12/21 JM DARK TO LIGHT.

12/1/2019 5:01:01 AM neeneenat My elbows are zinging. Ribs feel funny. Ears have pressure. Headaches.

12/1/2019 5:05:01 AM sterkinglights1 Build the bridge and mend the bond? pic.twitter.com/CL9g8uVYcv

12/1/2019 5:10:52 AM nanablue37  pic.twitter.com/VnY0xjLiJr

12/1/2019 5:12:21 AM hawkgirlinmn Great catch

12/1/2019 5:14:42 AM mskeens1962 AF1

12/1/2019 5:15:17 AM emilyoakley6 Agreed

12/1/2019 5:19:28 AM thekanehb 3

12/1/2019 5:20:12 AM godfamcountry  pic.twitter.com/IPHsnBXqBv

12/1/2019 5:20:35 AM thekanehb I said 3 too but that’s bc it’s how I see those #s appear in my life

12/1/2019 5:20:35 AM rachmatcorai33 Is this real?

12/1/2019 5:23:20 AM godfamcountry [2019] The President must be out of the country!

12/1/2019 5:25:49 AM michael81972 663=12.21

12/1/2019 5:30:44 AM amy221622 There is also The More Act which would decriminalize cannabis. The House Judiciary Committee approved the bill on November 20.

12/1/2019 5:35:53 AM leemagna So how do you explain Q then if what you are saying is true? Please I’d like to hear how you explain that

12/1/2019 5:36:10 AM state1union 12/9    3+6=9

12/1/2019 5:38:06 AM moemc8 They never give correct dates, so D5? I think they'll need more than 2 days to absorb what's in the 'telephone book' size report.

12/1/2019 5:40:28 AM robinreitsma1 December 9th is what i was hearing.

12/1/2019 5:43:48 AM dragonflyglitta I almost died from withdrawal yesterday!! Barely any tweets from 45! Where is that guy?? I hope he’s getting some time off to enjoy his family this 

Thanksgiving weekend

12/1/2019 5:47:23 AM chrissh51 THIS

12/1/2019 5:49:56 AM pkekbar One does not simply "storm" a timeline...

12/1/2019 5:50:50 AM threadreaderapp Hi, please find the unroll here: Thread by @_Yuri_Desu_: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 On the day of the reset. My mind has been reprogrammed. Compiling. 

ETA: 7 days.……  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1201014425735618567.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/1/2019 5:50:50 AM gryniiizred @threadreaderapp unroll

12/1/2019 5:52:35 AM crampneyvis this!

12/1/2019 5:53:15 AM chrissh51 ❤️😭😊💯❤️

12/1/2019 5:55:01 AM moemc8 I see this number many times each day.  To me it represents 9, only goodness

12/1/2019 5:55:56 AM fansblowing3 45 must be out of the country for mass arrests to take place.

12/1/2019 5:59:41 AM laurabusse 666 is a number

I bet it had positive meaning at one time like the swastika

Cabal hijacks Everything god made for good

For evil

I say we take everything back for good...

12/1/2019 6:00:12 AM robinreitsma1 I read somewhere that Inventor Nikola Tesla absolutely hated numbers that could not be divided by 3. square root of numbers 6 and 9 is three.

12/1/2019 6:01:40 AM fansblowing3 Well we know where the majority of the traitors will be this week 🤨 pic.twitter.com/EAU5Pvkh11

12/1/2019 6:05:32 AM purplefavorite1 I am hoping that it does come out before the 9th. I worry about the FF's and innocent people dying

12/1/2019 6:06:29 AM purple3hadow China?...

12/1/2019 6:06:32 AM purplefavorite1 He is out of the country now

12/1/2019 6:06:51 AM laurabusse You have an open heart

Many ppl's hearts are closed

Don't let yours...

I understand your negative emotions

But you must go within and find your core, your center

Meditation will help with this...

Don't look to others

Look to Source from which Everything is derived...

Much love ❤️
12/1/2019 6:11:16 AM turboxyde ∞

Does humanity really want the truth or more mind matrix illusion?

The truth is something everyone can handle with enough "time" & "space" to process the ramifications, it's the perpetuation of the (archonic) matrix 

illusion that is killing us.

Operation New Star ∞
12/1/2019 6:13:22 AM ganzeboomh Midgard

12/1/2019 6:14:07 AM nancyjo1992 That's been my son he keeps hearing a loud ringing in ears..not sure what is going on?

12/1/2019 6:14:24 AM laurabusse Ty=thank you

12/1/2019 6:16:27 AM laurabusse Who said not me LOL

And why?

12/1/2019 6:17:37 AM fansblowing3 12/11 pic.twitter.com/5KpIYnhCio

12/1/2019 6:19:39 AM judytell1 December 9th.

12/1/2019 6:20:02 AM bbobbio71 Bunker

12/1/2019 6:20:30 AM michael81972 Moar Please...I understand the basics of 3,6,9,  For instance,  666=18=9,  Now I know 666=6x6/6=6,  That covers 9,6...It seems limitless,  what about 

getting 3 from 666?

12/1/2019 6:21:13 AM americanpetal 🙏💕💫



12/1/2019 6:24:04 AM laurabusse YouTube

Kerry Cassidy of project Camelot

Interviews Bill Wood

Ex Navy seal I think

35 min interview

Which is also the last 35 min of a 2+hr interview

Project looking Glass

He explains it pretty well

It's not the end of the world

It's the end of their world...
12/1/2019 6:24:13 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/FUdbWGSeYD

12/1/2019 6:27:48 AM fanitasanita Boom pic.twitter.com/cJFaERmrPt

12/1/2019 6:28:55 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/1/2019 6:29:18 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/1/2019 6:30:18 AM fansblowing3 Arresting the treasonous GOP senators first?  🧐 pic.twitter.com/ZcpM4isVzV

12/1/2019 6:30:49 AM aprilbrown99 Timestamp ? pic.twitter.com/vRDDNSOJdK

12/1/2019 6:31:24 AM hawkgirlinmn 3636 fill in the blank is:

3+6=9, 3+6=9 9+9=18, 1+8=9 

Therefore, 66 fill in the blank is: 6

6+6+6=18 1+8= 9

Even if it was 6+6+3=15, 1+5=6 or 

6+6+9=3 

The timestamp on 3636 is majestic. 

4+3+5+4+5=21, 1+2=3

The date is majestic.

2+5+1+1+2+1+9=21, 1+2=3 pic.twitter.com/3yaNbIgd7O
12/1/2019 6:34:45 AM aprilbrown99 Perhaps grounding and protecting yourself, if you haven’t already, will help.  💗💗💗

12/1/2019 6:39:14 AM bobby44052650 This is extremely dangerous for the globalist.

12/1/2019 6:42:55 AM fansblowing3 Are we all going to be racists again this week?  Or Russian bots?  What are the 🤡 instructions this week?

12/1/2019 6:43:14 AM marshapatriot Why? So the FBI can bury it

12/1/2019 6:45:07 AM aprilbrown99 Research ascension symptoms on YT. This will explain so much. My ears have been ringing/buzzing for a year; Others much longer. Meditation is key. 

Freqncy 432 hz or above = resonance with Earth. On YT search: meditation music 432 hz or a number when added 2gether = 3, 6, or 9

12/1/2019 6:45:55 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/eaQ46tS3zD

12/1/2019 6:45:59 AM lovelight5d Wow this is incredible stuff thank you

12/1/2019 6:47:00 AM ssg_pain Should be a day of days when it happens. 🙏🇺🇲🙏 pic.twitter.com/xo370ceT0B

12/1/2019 6:48:49 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/CpoAitjoOG

12/1/2019 6:48:54 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/BBpXEYWoTi

12/1/2019 6:49:40 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/oRyoM6jQX6

12/1/2019 6:51:04 AM nancyddb Unless it means something else, missing an M in SIGCOM.

12/1/2019 6:52:10 AM rosesrred0119 9th

12/1/2019 6:53:31 AM ccal1331 Out of country, or in the air.

12/1/2019 6:54:01 AM saveamerica2q2q And decades overdue!!!

12/1/2019 6:57:56 AM bbltmpr Dec 9?

12/1/2019 6:58:44 AM cindycraft24 Considering how many times it’s been pushed back your guess is as good as mine however I do firmly believe sometime soon! Hoping so anyhow!

12/1/2019 7:01:57 AM laurabusse With lyrics

And cool pictures

Very nice 👍😊

12/1/2019 7:02:11 AM winki00000001 What is the meaning of this picture?

Trusting Tyler ?? 

Is it a reference to the A.I Tyler ?

12/1/2019 7:02:13 AM miss_ampie Thank you for this. My ears have been ringing for almost two years now. I understand what's going on, but it's maddening sometimes.

12/1/2019 7:02:41 AM boltslee math is hard 😰

12/1/2019 7:03:35 AM o45red Out of the country

12/1/2019 7:09:53 AM miss_ampie Four months, yes. I've lost my Joy. Always winter, never Christmas. I think this is what They want.

12/1/2019 7:13:46 AM missyguck What happened after Rumsfield announced that?

12/1/2019 7:14:15 AM baretta911 Digital Soldiers Rock !!  #WWG1WGA @P0A_Triot23 @LoveBling6  @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @liz_sutt @Liz_Wheeler 

pic.twitter.com/B4tdkuVjcu

12/1/2019 7:21:16 AM truthseeker805 On AF1

12/1/2019 7:21:17 AM melishous WTF is that???? 😳

12/1/2019 7:25:46 AM sloangidding Driving the Democrats bat-shit looney.

12/1/2019 7:25:47 AM amylynrussell Exactly my question as well ? I saw this on someone’s tweet and took a screenshot Of it  so I could look closer at it, I find it very odd😳 And hoped 

someone else might know?

12/1/2019 7:26:49 AM truthseeker805 Time is an illusion?

12/1/2019 7:27:04 AM qtpi3_14 Timely yet again...   beautiful work brother

12/1/2019 7:28:14 AM melishous I don’t put anything past them.  This is sad and so disgusting.

12/1/2019 7:29:45 AM kachinagtto Wish I could like this post more than once!!

12/1/2019 7:30:36 AM wanda_richert ✨💖✨

12/1/2019 7:30:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mind Control https://apps.apple.com/us/app/peak-brain-training/id806223188 …

12/1/2019 7:30:55 AM amylynrussell Do you have any ideas what it is? Originally I believe it was @Incarcerated ET tweet.  I’m almost afraid to know

12/1/2019 7:32:47 AM maxmedieval Looks like some is coming soon.

12/1/2019 7:33:06 AM wyvershago Someone tell these puppets, we don't have a democracy.

IT'S A FRIGGIN REPUBLIC you dolts.

You would think Soros' script writer could get that right.

12/1/2019 7:33:11 AM freestateojones Intentional?

12/1/2019 7:33:40 AM azangelranch Profoundly true EKO!

12/1/2019 7:34:35 AM hawkgirlinmn I downloaded this back in the day and when I used it, I didn’t get a good feeling, got a headache so I deleted it. Makes sense now.

12/1/2019 7:36:37 AM jjmcc31 ????

12/1/2019 7:36:58 AM princesspatrio1 Shine bright. Let no one dim our light.🙏🏻

Beautiful Eko.



12/1/2019 7:37:56 AM etspivey Hopefully not hanging with elon.. he's high as a kite right now.. https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1201060433156665344?s=19 …

12/1/2019 7:38:41 AM kachinagtto Was this them taking a “pulse”, to see how well they had dumbed down the population?  Or were they looking for a certain subset?

12/1/2019 7:39:58 AM trickyrick2u Tell us more about this

12/1/2019 7:45:32 AM aprilbrown99 Hello there! 💗💗💗

12/1/2019 7:47:34 AM ikeb247 Sucks we have to ask that so damn always.

12/1/2019 7:51:32 AM truthseeker805 What about the brain training game Elevate?

12/1/2019 7:52:39 AM txeric Does this apply to Muzlims?

12/1/2019 7:55:46 AM michael81972 11:36

9:11

12/1/2019 7:57:06 AM hemplify The Muslims beat their animals before killing them

12/1/2019 7:58:03 AM purplefavorite1 What do you mean?

12/1/2019 8:00:03 AM michael81972 only God knows,  everything was planned in the beginning

12/1/2019 8:07:18 AM magabeliever20 This is "EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO OUR DEMOCRACY!" #MockingbirdMedia

12/1/2019 8:10:23 AM magabeliever20 Define "see."

12/1/2019 8:10:31 AM joejoeeyo Just a guess,it will get kicked into next year

12/1/2019 8:16:28 AM matchst16631466 Telling Julian Assange “make yourself comfortable on AF1, I’ve got to do this NATO thing and then we will be on our way.”

12/1/2019 8:18:26 AM awakeandsing123 Glad to see there is a growing movement in the #videogames industry to counter violence and disturbing content with focus on kindness, creativity 

and positive ideas. @MrMyskin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/yourkyotowife/status/1198193883655606278 …

12/1/2019 8:20:58 AM calicryptobetty I’ll believe it when I see it. 

We’ve been here before and they release a dribble of nothing. When will the Effing TRUTH be a priority.. I am so OVER Politics..

12/1/2019 8:24:32 AM dm07423738  pic.twitter.com/RQO4emk3nN

12/1/2019 8:24:32 AM ray_bernwwg1wga Idk to many people who feel comfortable tipping them anything till we see arrest of the crooked FBI agents not just fired or stepping down. I pray it's 

soon is only way will restore some trust in the system.

12/1/2019 8:25:21 AM lamieret Wow. My area. Thanks, I’ll keep my head on a swivel.

12/1/2019 8:27:47 AM recoil_ink well insulated/protected on AF1 and abroad...

12/1/2019 8:34:29 AM uestiony T-3 

My opinion 

Im still not awake

Drinking coffee

😁💜🙏

12/1/2019 8:35:15 AM roger_smithii 😉🙏🏻

12/1/2019 8:35:15 AM nursewounds RBG. They're holding on to that story until they need it.

12/1/2019 8:37:21 AM roger_smithii And Queens. 😉

12/1/2019 8:38:26 AM hoodsavior Bobby Hemmitt | We Are the Aliens - Pt. 1/6 (Official Bobby Hemmitt Arch...  https://youtu.be/iHaPmS0V1WU  via @YouTube @epochtimes @gwanjez 

@ts_sci_majic12 @

12/1/2019 8:39:58 AM awwbitch1 Hey all I got to say is &34@€£#£~£|£= 🤪

12/1/2019 8:44:06 AM robinreitsma1 👍

12/1/2019 8:45:52 AM cathydarlene1 Is this going to be anything like "RELEASE THE MEMO"...

That turned out to be a big nothingburger. Will this also be a waste of time?

12/1/2019 8:49:02 AM awesomebaby25 9/11 😢

12/1/2019 8:49:39 AM fabulousmndance Sermon was on this today 🤨 pic.twitter.com/BHZSMoUqlY

12/1/2019 8:53:20 AM recoil_ink  pic.twitter.com/5P0S7RCI62

12/1/2019 8:53:22 AM rachaelangelm As in control your mind control? I really don’t understand how people don’t understand exactly how under the poverty line I am. When the fifth or sixth 

of the month comes I will be broke so I’m not buying anything to control my mind because I can’t afford it. I am frustrated.

12/1/2019 8:56:40 AM andreaandco1 You have it to give, well done!🙏🏻✨🇺🇸🌎 pic.twitter.com/26kbS4RnPO

12/1/2019 8:57:15 AM jeritud3 663 pic.twitter.com/IkMBUYXxFp

12/1/2019 9:07:25 AM susan66388204 Yes, I’ve noticed several that seem to have dropped out of sight in the last few months.  Diane Finestine for one.

12/1/2019 9:07:59 AM cathydarlene1 Parroting "Enjoy the show" is getting very stale, and even annoying. 

Can you pkease drop that from every post? Its starting to sound very immature.

12/1/2019 9:12:22 AM magabeliever20 I was wondering about this. I lived in AK for 11 years of my life. I know many of the native villages and their stories. 😇

12/1/2019 9:14:19 AM allahuniversal Have you checked the other replies?

12/1/2019 9:14:23 AM wallyayottejr 6-6+√9=3

6-6+(√9)!=6

6-6+9=9

seems like “9” works.

12/1/2019 9:16:26 AM mcpatriot64 I've had headaches the last few days myself.  Pain is racking my body lately.  I wonder if that will go away soon?

12/1/2019 9:17:11 AM magabeliever20 Poor souls

12/1/2019 9:17:49 AM __jabird__  pic.twitter.com/0wDgmSJsZN

12/1/2019 9:19:10 AM keith369me I’ll pass

12/1/2019 9:21:15 AM magabeliever20 She's in a trance... as usual.

12/1/2019 9:22:46 AM magabeliever20 That was my first thought too. Dense orbs. Not the good kind.

12/1/2019 9:23:17 AM jamiegrahamusa Please do tell us. I still see repeated things I've already seen and it was LAST MONTH.

ITS BEEN GOING ON

12/1/2019 9:27:44 AM maalla00396018 New vaccine not readily available

12/1/2019 9:28:47 AM magabeliever20 It's a joke. Vaccines are poison.

12/1/2019 9:30:05 AM westmount_d7 Love your honesty! Connect with nature as much as you can. Meditate/pray. Do the things that bring you joy. Essential to keep your vibration 

high(positive). Sleep and eat well. This transition is not for the weak hearted. We have your back. Remember #WWG1WGA Prepare for change🌹

12/1/2019 9:31:38 AM squirtbottle76 I believe it really comes out on the 9th, with Horowitz testifying a couple of days later.  I believe Declass comes out this coming week.  I expect some 

state funerals and FFs to distract the masses, and Trump has a rally set for 12/10.  It's go time.

12/1/2019 9:34:49 AM seywerd137 CD

12/1/2019 9:39:11 AM stevedelzer1 No wonder the Queen fired him ...

12/1/2019 9:44:17 AM enomai_ All of the above?

12/1/2019 9:45:20 AM westmount_d7 Ruth Moore Act. So we are talking about the MKUltra of military (government) personnel and their children... underground bases nonsense and 

more🧐

12/1/2019 9:46:38 AM allahuniversal AF1 abroad

12/1/2019 9:48:39 AM westmount_d7 Agreed.

12/1/2019 9:52:25 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/iMEcpxhj9Z

12/1/2019 9:53:43 AM mcpatriot64 Probably not anything related to arresting GOP

12/1/2019 9:54:09 AM mcpatriot64 Then don't read the posts.



12/1/2019 9:54:49 AM mcpatriot64 Great interview and full of information.

12/1/2019 9:55:20 AM mcpatriot64 Do projections get any better for the Plan?

12/1/2019 9:55:51 AM courtneyspace17 I have to do that daily with what I am working with and against

12/1/2019 9:56:07 AM courtneyspace17 I have to feel it I'm scanning

12/1/2019 9:56:32 AM mcpatriot64 99.

12/1/2019 9:58:18 AM allahuniversal 1st, B-rainbow Limited / Brain- Bow Limited 

2nd, How many apps need to hog up THIS much storage space? pic.twitter.com/xTooCeFbkx

12/1/2019 9:58:41 AM squirtbottle76 Camp David?

12/1/2019 10:08:26 AM cannafrom 6

12/1/2019 10:10:26 AM laurabusse Yes!

Amazing...

12/1/2019 10:18:19 AM cathydarlene1 Duh. Can you read?

12/1/2019 10:19:59 AM alwaysvotered Oops meant reversing. Damn autocorrect

12/1/2019 10:23:00 AM deffrow5 6 control the 6 who control the 6 media outlets?

12/1/2019 10:23:50 AM alliance17q You are clueless. You dont even know that the reason why JE was convicted back in 2008 was because DT contacted the Prosecuter and reported every 

possible link that he knew or heard of concerning JEs satanic pedo ring. Why was he the only one that stepped up and the rest silent?

12/1/2019 10:27:05 AM enomai_ Nazis wanting majestic control.

12/1/2019 10:28:15 AM enomai_ Notice the ones around forrestal that  were raised in rank after death

12/1/2019 10:29:40 AM enomai_ Technically bloodlines Nazi just another illusioned veil hide behind

12/1/2019 10:32:00 AM truth_again AF1

12/1/2019 10:32:21 AM cathydarlene1 3 YEARS WE HAVE BEEN "WATCHING THE SHOW". 

When do we get JUSTICE? 

I am not interested in the "entertainment value" of all this, I want JUSTICE. I WANT TO SEE ARRESTS. 

And its 3 years late.

12/1/2019 10:34:27 AM kdlmama This kind o shit makes me sick to my stomach!!!

12/1/2019 10:35:46 AM nikoscali Beware anything with the word cognitive in it.

12/1/2019 10:37:34 AM manifest_utopia NATO meeting in London is Dec 3 & 4, 2019.

Is the IG Report going to drop early?

D5 perhaps?

Two days, Dec 9 - Dec 11, isn't much time for Senate Judiciary to prepare from IG report drop to Horowitz testifying.

Pic related. pic.twitter.com/xeWKEpbu56

12/1/2019 10:39:12 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS https://twitter.com/WW3SURVIVOR/status/1201126297415692288 …

12/1/2019 10:40:35 AM manifest_utopia Yep. If only more people understood the power of our consciousness in creating what unfolds.

12/1/2019 10:41:15 AM pacraider #CrazyDaysAndNights #PrinceAndrew #Epstein #JeffreyEpstein #jeffreyepsteindidntkillhimself  https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2019/12/blind-

items-revealed-1.html …

Audio recordings exist of Andrew taking kickbacks for favorable trade agreements 

#Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/1/2019 10:42:26 AM andreaandco1 Luke 8:16-18  Starting ... No one lights a lamp and hides it under a bowl or puts it under a bed. Instead, he puts it on a lamp stand so that those who 

come in will see the light.  🙏🏻✨✝️

12/1/2019 10:42:31 AM l_parry Not soon enough!

12/1/2019 10:43:39 AM pkekbar I imagine he was right buggered as a kid... 

But he might be more into the sacrifice/transhumanism side of things... who knows.

I haven't seen his name pop up in anything specific, but considering who his mother was... he's likely at least a victim.

12/1/2019 10:48:59 AM mcpatriot64 You sound pretty immature yourself.  Bye bye.

12/1/2019 10:49:16 AM ravisingkeegan Why do you say it now? Why now? Why not earlier? How about other games?

Q surely never acknowledged you  but you however you want us to believe you are with Q.

You are surely doing nothing but posting about 3,6,9, the cabal/deep state and 'disclosure', only after Trump and Q.

12/1/2019 10:49:30 AM azuremagus 3=spirit 6=bio. 3636 = two entities, 66 two bodies working in one of three ways  3 or 6 or 9  News?

12/1/2019 10:53:21 AM ravisingkeegan Elon cabal. Elon is not a good guy.

12/1/2019 10:55:04 AM azuremagus Hey everyone you are supposed to see it from MJ perspective. 3, 6, 9 what they mean to MJ check past posts

12/1/2019 11:01:41 AM pkekbar The waifu is just a brood mare to introduce some stability to the ever more inbred bloodline. I wouldn't be surprised if her blood type is Rh-.

And besides, they didn't want a Hunter Biden situation.

12/1/2019 11:02:04 AM magabeliever20 The queen isn't so squeaky clean herself ya know!

12/1/2019 11:02:13 AM blumae84 Thank you Johanna💕 Huge changes I just don't understand

12/1/2019 11:04:34 AM blumae84 Thank you April!!! I just needed to know I'm not alone with this negative feeling and a direction to try to understand why 🙁

12/1/2019 11:04:58 AM rick_hernandez they said the 9th. 12-9-2019 = 6 I think it’s the 3rd. 12-3-2019 = 9

12/1/2019 11:05:13 AM royalcoachpeg D5 (December 5th) 💥SURPRISE!!!👍🏼🙌🏼💥🤣

12/1/2019 11:07:27 AM rbss68 AOTA!

12/1/2019 11:10:04 AM blumae84 I had a heart for Alzheimer's and hospice..my calling, my purpose..this person I am now IS NOT ME (tears just started..)

12/1/2019 11:10:06 AM freedomgaia Anticipation du futur

12/1/2019 11:10:57 AM blumae84 I'm so sorry you're going through this thing too

12/1/2019 11:19:13 AM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Government is mind control, as mind control is what government means. guvernare mentis

12/1/2019 11:22:02 AM blumae84 "2 lost souls swimmin' in a fish bowl" (grew up on this) but that got my heart..I can NOT watch music videos or celebrities anymore (sickening) but 

every1 around me can??????

12/1/2019 11:24:11 AM mongrelglory They have said many times that they are not affiliated with Q.  And FYI, MJ-12 started this twitter account months before Q ever started posting.

12/1/2019 11:32:31 AM abstract1dea Hemisync works better

12/1/2019 11:34:14 AM carolva97910854 Out of town (I think).

12/1/2019 11:35:27 AM fansblowing3 Hello Alice 👋 (3 followers).

12/1/2019 11:36:27 AM irah_chandler Got a plan for 5g and vaccines?

12/1/2019 11:36:37 AM fansblowing3 Never heard of it or tried it, but just say no 👎

12/1/2019 11:38:46 AM spiritservicesl Archons are our form of govt and they do control our mind.

12/1/2019 11:43:54 AM robertrkimball Know and verbally affirm I am magnificent! We are born with the Creator inside for our earthly experience,  we are never alone. Be still, love yourself 

and let the love of the Creator flood in.  Ego will recede, vibration will rise,  peace  and joy and balance is yours  ♥🙏

12/1/2019 11:49:32 AM blumae84 Thank you!



12/1/2019 11:49:37 AM courtneyspace17 Lets see here.....

12/1/2019 11:51:16 AM pkekbar Sorry, I'm a #Murican.

#FuckTheRoyalFamily.

12/1/2019 11:52:01 AM galadri09060100 What's this??? Alice?

12/1/2019 11:52:09 AM misiagotit Haha, no escape this time. The vEmpire's done, she's too bad to beat the originals.

12/1/2019 11:52:58 AM do_or_do_notty Time for an AMA perhaps?

12/1/2019 11:55:52 AM laurabusse Sweetheart

The real you is still there!

She hasn't left

You are changing...

Let the tears flow!

Tears are healing

Cleansing

And bring relief...

I myself am recovering from a long illness

Let it be what it is for now

Do what you can

Do what you have to do...
12/1/2019 11:59:17 AM laurabusse Perhaps your purpose is changing

Deepening

Shifting

In time all will become clear...

For now do what you can to find inner peace calm tranquility serenity...

It will take time but it will happen

Focus on your blessings

No matter how small

More will come...

Much love dear heart!
12/1/2019 12:00:21 PM misiagotit 1 of the bots.

12/1/2019 12:01:33 PM laurabusse Look for the good in everything...

Yes there is evil

12/1/2019 12:04:25 PM laurabusse quote from "Change Your Thoughts, Change Your Life" by Wayne W. Dyer

"2nd Verse

Under heaven all can see beauty as beauty, only because there is ugliness. All can know good as good only because there is evil. Being and nonbeing 

produce each other. The difficult is born in...

12/1/2019 12:05:06 PM b_wakesurf Mr. Tesla and 3 6 9 controls the universe.

12/1/2019 12:06:35 PM misiagotit Many people feel similar. Don't worry, it can change back to normal life & love soon back again.

This is just to show how & what is not supposed to be.

12/1/2019 12:07:05 PM laurabusse ... the easy. Long is defined by short, the high by the low. Before and after go along with each other. So the sage lives openly with apparent duality and 

paradoxical unity. The sage can act without effort and teach without words. Nurturing things without possessing them, he...

12/1/2019 12:11:34 PM laurabusse ...works, but not for rewards; he competes, but not for results. When the work is done, it is forgotten. That is why it lasts forever."

2nd verse of the Tao Te Ching

I just love this book

It gave me such peace

And helped me during a rather awkward time in my life

Peace to you!
12/1/2019 12:13:35 PM blumae84 There could not be appreciation of one without evidence of the other..got it

12/1/2019 12:17:58 PM blumae84 And to you💗...that IS what it was like. It was for no one but those who were leaving this world and it was just the person leaving and me. It was a 

blessing to be with them...from my heart, thank you

12/1/2019 12:26:28 PM laurabusse I can only imagine

I used to think about doing hospice work

I can only imagine what a comfort your presence must have been...

12/1/2019 12:28:31 PM laurabusse Yw❤️

Just saw this https://twitter.com/EckTOLLEQuotes/status/1201205604007763968?s=09 …

12/1/2019 12:29:48 PM 76eagle76 Clock starts. 

Ten days.

12/1/2019 12:31:59 PM blumae84 I loved to have them smile and squeeze my hand(most all in coma like state). It's something no one else saw or experienced and I sang in their ear.. no 

one should be alone during that time.. many blessings to you!! You are a blessing for me and I am grateful

12/1/2019 12:34:19 PM siriusbshaman Space force.

12/1/2019 12:34:52 PM laurabusse And I am grateful for you!

Truly ❤️❤️❤️

Thank you 😊😊😊

12/1/2019 12:38:48 PM laurabusse I read 2 books by a Buddhist rabbi

His first one was

One God clapping

He described how he would sit w members of his congregation in the hospital when one was in a coma

For hours

In silence

He would breathe with them

Sync his breathing to theirs

His presence was real to them...
12/1/2019 12:40:40 PM laurabusse ...The ones that woke up

Told about their experience!

They knew he had been there!

They somehow experienced his presence in their coma

It was amazing!!!

12/1/2019 12:46:45 PM blumae84 💗💕💗💕💗💕💗💕💗 pic.twitter.com/ae628G3Nkw



12/1/2019 12:55:25 PM laurabusse You are beautiful

🌿🌷🌱

Words are inadequate

❤️🧡💛💚💙💜❤️

12/1/2019 12:56:21 PM jacquelinemcnab All followed and shared!

12/1/2019 12:56:36 PM cfinch916 Thnx for the tip

12/1/2019 1:00:38 PM blumae84 That's just what you brought me to..gratefulness in believing I made a difference leaking out of my eyeballs. Lol

12/1/2019 1:16:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dad who saved son’s life by armed, three-hour hospital standoff is freed from prison | News | LifeSite https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/dad-from-

three-hour-armed-hospital-standoff-that-saved-his-sons-life-is-fre …

12/1/2019 1:16:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Organ Harvesters

How much money did they lose out on?

These people are sick. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1201248733108822016 …

12/1/2019 1:17:42 PM bdam777 Betcha he was Rh neg O positive

12/1/2019 1:18:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spoken like a true ____phile. https://twitter.com/TimMurtaugh/status/1201124132869607424 …

12/1/2019 1:19:48 PM wallabeedon Or the super rare RH- B negative

12/1/2019 1:20:18 PM oracleofbabylon 😮

12/1/2019 1:20:39 PM do_or_do_notty Trolling with Facts! 👊

@MM41592356

12/1/2019 1:20:42 PM mikebravodude Btw I shit on the stand and I got hairy legs.  Lmao 😂

12/1/2019 1:20:55 PM anondirtyleg So the doctors lied to harvest his organs? Wonder what else they do when stealing the lives of our loved ones. #ThesePeopleAreSick

12/1/2019 1:21:14 PM neeneenat Vultures.

12/1/2019 1:21:16 PM lib7473 Always follow inner-intuition...Did this for my own mom to not give in to the Dr's will, as part of their evil agenda. My mom made it thru w/o the 

surgery [they] recommended. Senior citizens is just # & $ for the Dark controllers. 🙏💙😇

12/1/2019 1:21:25 PM primad57 Why would anyone say anything like this?? 🤮🤮🤮

12/1/2019 1:21:29 PM jvan125 I bet the mother and brother who were about to pull the plug feel pretty sick about their actions...and what does the boy who actually survived think 

of them wanting to let him die so easily?!? 😔

12/1/2019 1:21:58 PM bdam777 I meant o negative.

12/1/2019 1:22:01 PM debbiea43922131  pic.twitter.com/a0oyf4LoIi

12/1/2019 1:22:07 PM highhopesusa He should have never been sent to prison.

12/1/2019 1:22:42 PM mdarby30 Huh?? pic.twitter.com/1nyN4uqrLf

12/1/2019 1:22:50 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1123386631317282817?s=21 …

12/1/2019 1:22:57 PM patriotchick8 They take peoples’ desires to want to help others by organ donation, and make a profit off of it.

12/1/2019 1:23:09 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/kCC4OmQL5c

12/1/2019 1:23:43 PM obladioroblada Joe Biden has been a THUG since the 1970's yet no one paid attention.

'The Marquette Decision' Speaks Volumes about his ties to the banking industry! 

Keep in mind which state he hails from Delaware the biggest banking state outside of South Dakota! 

Can YOU SAY  'MAFIA' ?

12/1/2019 1:24:03 PM chittybang2x Joe Bidenphile.

12/1/2019 1:24:45 PM chillsteady1  pic.twitter.com/BSX9de4KOb

12/1/2019 1:24:51 PM laurabusse WOW

To know you made a difference in someone's life

What an incredible feeling!

12/1/2019 1:25:00 PM jaiagtp "Created in the image of God". It simply means that he is a person like us. The only difference is that he is the source of all existence. He is the original, 

unique Supreme Person. We are the soul occupying the body part and parcel of him the Supersoul.

 http://www.krishna.com/info/about-krishna …

12/1/2019 1:25:33 PM connie_etie This is exactly what I tweeted out to someone just a few days ago. Texas is really bad about wanting g to end a person's life too quickly. Praise God for 

this father's courage and commitment. God has been glorified through this.

12/1/2019 1:26:13 PM moemc8 0 negative?  Why do you say that?  Nobody tells the truth on what that truly means.

12/1/2019 1:26:24 PM keith369me Sad story...I can not see why an extra day could not have be given at the request of the parent

12/1/2019 1:26:26 PM 3nmbrs Each morning out the door my mom would say, "Smile, it becomes you."

So? Smile!

Smile all the time.

It will completely change you & others around you.

The smiles you give out the more you Collect/Receive good vibes.

Your whole life will change really quick.

I believe in YOU!

😀😇 pic.twitter.com/s5kF4cxeh3
12/1/2019 1:26:30 PM monica_melvin14 God works in mysterious ways 😇

12/1/2019 1:27:19 PM trumppatriotus1 Oh for God sakes, all this talk of kids rubbing his hairy legs & liking kids jumping on his lap. Sick a**hole!

12/1/2019 1:27:26 PM mjunleashed I don’t think he’s talking about leg hairs. Just saying.

12/1/2019 1:28:08 PM djlok Good question. Do the Majestic 12 sometimes put words in people's mouths?

12/1/2019 1:28:11 PM mbb_the Fingerphile

12/1/2019 1:28:14 PM keith369me Can you provide a breakdown of who makes $$$ during an organ harvest at a hospital when a death occurs?  Nobody should make a dime.  Makes me 

want to pull my name from the organ donor list.

12/1/2019 1:28:36 PM connie_etie These doctors and "specialists" can be pretty convincing and intimidating. There go I but for the Grace of God.

12/1/2019 1:29:49 PM keith369me Biden can’t help himself when surrounded by melatonin.

12/1/2019 1:29:55 PM moemc8 Are their organs more universal to fit the recipient like the blood?

12/1/2019 1:30:46 PM wmferguson5  pic.twitter.com/oka24vxRmL

12/1/2019 1:32:10 PM bdam777 Yes. O negative is universal donor.

12/1/2019 1:32:21 PM _the_psychonaut PEDO!

12/1/2019 1:32:37 PM anondirtyleg I personally think they were both manipulated. Doctors misdiagnosed me on purpose for years to steal my family’s money and to make me believe I 

was sick when I wasn’t.

12/1/2019 1:32:54 PM profanedeplora1  pic.twitter.com/7aUgRUGUaH

12/1/2019 1:33:44 PM the1withthe4ce in the movie zombieland columbus breaks one of his “rules for survival” which was DONT BE A HERO and he finally faces his fear and kills the clown 

thus becoming a hero. wanna guess what number rule he broke? hint: you will find the same number in the song one mic by nas 🤷♂️

12/1/2019 1:33:46 PM anondirtyleg Bro WTF they did that when she was alive?

12/1/2019 1:34:03 PM moemc8 I knew for blood, guess I thought of organs as well.  Sick, evil bastards.

12/1/2019 1:34:48 PM anondirtyleg Predators more like it but the bait was delivered to them.



12/1/2019 1:35:46 PM gsusgod In your theory is 66 positive?

+ + = +

- - = +

Or, is 66 an order of magnitude greater in negativity that 6?

12/1/2019 1:36:31 PM thepuni98965947  pic.twitter.com/jmZRkfmI4w

12/1/2019 1:38:15 PM vegitoctsv Key words "more than one time line intersecting"

12/1/2019 1:38:23 PM marty713 Insulated 💥❗️👊

12/1/2019 1:41:09 PM carolinabeth1 The hospital steals children of mother’s who smoke and blood tests on the mother, due to faulty testing, the nicotine turns up positive for illegal drugs.  

When the baby is born, they have procedures that determine the newborn is going through withdrawals. They steal the baby. 😡

12/1/2019 1:43:10 PM anondirtyleg Don’t surprise me, my sister had a similar issue. She uses medical marijuana and didn’t know she was 8 weeks pregnant. So when she was born CPS 

(child pedo services) kept coming to my house as well asking for my sister. No shit like 10 months after she quit they...

12/1/2019 1:43:56 PM anondirtyleg Were still trying to basically see what she was doing wrong to steal my niece. Only thing is they thought they could use false names, which is illegal.

12/1/2019 1:45:37 PM fansblowing3 So the hospitals are working with the organ donors.  🧐 This man was falsely pronounced brain dead and after the drugs wore off, he woke up.  

Hospitals can put anyone in a coma.

12/1/2019 1:46:12 PM carolinabeth1 Nursing staff do not allow the newborn to nurse due to mother’s supposed tainted milk.  The newborn starts massive doses of morphine. If baby could 

nurse it wouldn’t suffer from nicotine withdrawal symptoms.  Blood tests not given to determine any addiction. Only observation.

12/1/2019 1:46:42 PM royharp15872578 This. This is a hero's tale.

12/1/2019 1:47:03 PM n7guardiananon Dr. failed attempt at cashing in on some organs???

12/1/2019 1:47:17 PM evak93051546 Here I fill in the blanks, p-e-d-o-phile

12/1/2019 1:47:18 PM whos2know1  pic.twitter.com/hfIEFLAPOW

12/1/2019 1:47:49 PM carolinabeth1 I agree, and malpractice lawsuit should have been filed!  Incorrect diagnosis.

12/1/2019 1:48:38 PM qanonwga This was 4 years ago

12/1/2019 1:48:40 PM galadri09060100 💙

12/1/2019 1:48:45 PM n7guardiananon nevermind...read the follow-up tweet.

12/1/2019 1:49:41 PM fansblowing3 Planned Parenthood probably 🤷♂️

12/1/2019 1:49:55 PM anondirtyleg I can give you guys an accurate break down. A life long friend of mine is an eye doctor, been doing this for 10-11 years. I’ll ask some questions and see 

how the money chain works.

12/1/2019 1:50:22 PM the1withthe4ce stuck in wonderland?

12/1/2019 1:53:28 PM brentcl99451460 Is this moron for real or what!

12/1/2019 1:54:35 PM sch41076287 I hope so too

12/1/2019 1:55:07 PM the1withthe4ce i like the way your answer did not stem from a reference point of it being either you or i stuck. i like how you think.

12/1/2019 1:55:18 PM covertress Yes!

12/1/2019 1:56:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly Forced organ harvesting? This is literally hell on earth! We need to get the military to execute these sick puppies ASAP! 😠😠😠😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬

12/1/2019 1:58:49 PM galadri09060100 Exactly my thoughts.

12/1/2019 2:00:45 PM laurabusse He jumped the shark finally

Like weeks ago

12/1/2019 2:04:42 PM carol_beeee ❤️ dads

12/1/2019 2:05:52 PM laurabusse Omg

Unbelievable story

Thank you!

12/1/2019 2:10:00 PM anondirtyleg So had a call and here’s a good break down. Not gonna mention company names, names of people. 

Eyes can be done in house of private company because eyes are easier to work with over bone and other tissues. All eyes are done through insurance 

companies...

12/1/2019 2:10:05 PM laurabusse Do it

Other reasons why

But forget them right now

12/1/2019 2:10:07 PM mpmomok Wow. I’d do the same. A hero!

12/1/2019 2:10:51 PM jensingr1 Those who shine the most light are often a magnet for the dark .... sometimes they try to obliterate your light but mostly they are reaching for the light 

for a way out of the darkness!!

12/1/2019 2:11:35 PM anondirtyleg So other organs and bones will have to be harvested at hospitals. Or clinics certified to do that can bring it to their locations. Anyone can buy those 

either privately or through insurance. 

Hearts can go up to $800k...

12/1/2019 2:13:04 PM anondirtyleg So companies (that hold the organs) make the money off insurance can charge anything. Literally, sounds like there could be illegal auctions. 

Not the first time my friend has encountered illegal harvesting happening in his time but he never goes into detail.

12/1/2019 2:13:28 PM state1union Stay away from Vanderbilt Hospital or HCA

12/1/2019 2:13:46 PM check3sixty Joe Malarkey...

12/1/2019 2:15:44 PM mbs357 If you haven't already, make sure you are NOT an organ donor.

12/1/2019 2:16:16 PM ekotoons FOLLOW GOD pic.twitter.com/BkYO0WTjTI

12/1/2019 2:17:02 PM anondirtyleg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/health/worlds-first-human-composting-facility-coming-seattle-2021 …

12/1/2019 2:18:06 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/0tzrqec4pu

12/1/2019 2:18:40 PM dark2light2019 Pedo

12/1/2019 2:22:27 PM kindeandtrue What a harrowing experience. God bless this devoted dad and mom.

12/1/2019 2:22:40 PM guy_karen Ew what a freak

12/1/2019 2:22:46 PM thisisarebrand John Q.

12/1/2019 2:25:30 PM the_red_hand_ Over the target.

12/1/2019 2:34:01 PM kindeandtrue May God have mercy on our evil generation.

12/1/2019 2:37:59 PM t_hayden07 I got chills from the story. A Father (or Mother's) love, knows no bounds. ❤️

12/1/2019 2:38:27 PM art18039307 Pedo?

12/1/2019 2:39:56 PM hoffman11my Hospitals are driven by profit motive to steal organs from living patients. They cannot be trusted. Organ harvesting is a huge profit Center

12/1/2019 2:40:04 PM cavankid you HAVE to be alive to donate your organs. It is a big lie that you are dead, and even Brain Death is mostly a made up term. There is research out 

there from the doctors who were there when it was "invented"

12/1/2019 2:41:35 PM quarkey17 Thank you for sharing.



12/1/2019 2:42:18 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know why the majority of medical centers get away with what they get away with. They do compliancy within the ranks. Where I live when you 

have made the place angry they stop treating you as a patient and start treating you as a paycheck.

12/1/2019 2:42:49 PM melanieanders7 You know; I’d LOVE to see MJ12 make Biden say some crazier crap than he already spews! 🤣😂🤣

12/1/2019 2:45:36 PM warangel1111 I want one of those ☝️

12/1/2019 2:45:38 PM djlok I mean seriously- here's what I don't get: he's gotta know everyone thinks he acts weird with children.  Why doesn't he just avoid them and even avoid 

talking about them like the plague?

12/1/2019 2:52:43 PM vmgpatriot Wrong President

12/1/2019 2:54:29 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/puITHzDMKK

12/1/2019 2:55:35 PM raalphjoones2 Pedo

12/1/2019 2:56:21 PM heath_jack Is that a clone?  Are the clones now revealing the truth in bits to get the People to demand investigation?

12/1/2019 2:57:04 PM vmgpatriot That would be nice

12/1/2019 2:57:52 PM vmgpatriot As long as he's safe, I'm good 💖

12/1/2019 2:58:11 PM thefirstshy Working

12/1/2019 2:59:05 PM adsvel - Dat, dat, dat... hairy le-eg... Joe, finger biter.🤦♂️ pic.twitter.com/IzFQlirlpg

12/1/2019 2:59:32 PM vmgpatriot I feel you. I'm just not convinced with Trump as much as they attack him. They have since day 1.

12/1/2019 3:00:52 PM jesse62420547  pic.twitter.com/PBQ4aAF8r3

12/1/2019 3:01:06 PM lbf777 It’s all stage acting to fool the goyim.

12/1/2019 3:01:30 PM lindape60754025 These people are sick!

12/1/2019 3:03:58 PM father_mayhem This article neglects to mention how much money the hospital lost due to not being able to harvest George's organs, plasma, etc.

12/1/2019 3:04:34 PM shilohsmom2 Wonderful news, he should have never been in prison. Prayers for his family.🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸

12/1/2019 3:07:47 PM father_mayhem It's not just Texas https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1201158999523102720 …

12/1/2019 3:09:26 PM father_mayhem Remember that late 70's movie "Coma"? https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0077355/ …

12/1/2019 3:10:17 PM marty713 Amen 💞

12/1/2019 3:11:25 PM born2bef Zero F’s Giving

12/1/2019 3:12:40 PM connie_etie Sickening.

12/1/2019 3:12:59 PM britelightneon The old saying, worth more dead than alive.

12/1/2019 3:19:19 PM sterkinglights1 Father's Love knows no bounds.

12/1/2019 3:20:38 PM nickcpace1 In theory manufacturing a disease or problem that they can later sell you the cure for. The people of certain genetic markers or base would be there 

potential customers.

12/1/2019 3:21:42 PM ghost_of_billy_ That would imply there are teams of doctors  nurses and support staff in many hospitalsacross the world on call waiting for the moment.

12/1/2019 3:25:57 PM astraleyes7 @AnonymousSage1 @elonmusk @PaulStamets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @david_wilcock @fergus_ezra 

Hope you enjoy the read

 http://awakened1.blogspot.com/2019/12/thoughts-on-ai-artificial-intelligence.html?m=1 …

12/1/2019 3:25:57 PM airforcegirlie What in the hell is he talking about!?

12/1/2019 3:26:56 PM maxscott96 This fucking guy

12/1/2019 3:30:00 PM anitaevans Yes - this is a good choice - be the observer not the judge

12/1/2019 3:40:26 PM nickcpace1 No clue good sign!!!

12/1/2019 3:42:26 PM rawphonegirl I can't believe the Dad who saved his son served almost a year in jail! Incredible story. Miracle!!!

12/1/2019 3:46:16 PM coolrunning8 YOU ARE THE FUTURE 

YOU ARE THE FUTURE 

I tell you DAILY 

when will you 

UNLEASH

the SELF

OF TOMORROW 

AND raise up the FUTURE 

that is TODAY

SO MUCH POWER 

GOING TO WASTE
12/1/2019 3:55:10 PM like_neo He feels so comfortable in his position, he doesn’t see the need for a filter. Or he’s too senile to check his word vomit. If he wins the primary, I’ll have to 

buy more popcorn. 🤣🤣🤣

12/1/2019 3:56:25 PM qbeat107 U have to be joking, this sick pervert needs the hell stomped out of him. He is saying it right here as he looks at the children. He loves them to jump on 

his lap. I'm vomiting. This is sick

12/1/2019 4:00:05 PM royalcoachpeg Sincere question. Isn't this the same group of people he told the "corn pop" story to?

12/1/2019 4:03:29 PM manifest_utopia People w/ transplanted organs live taking immune supressor drugs to prevent rejection, become very ill easily req. hospitalization. 

Consider that our DNA hold the soul's records of lifetimes. It's not just blood type as to why bodies always try to reject another's organs.

12/1/2019 4:04:20 PM melanieanders7 He won’t. He just can’t help himself. It’s like crack for an addict. Probably partly why Obama won’t endorse him. Obama knows Biden will spill the 

beans via lunacy.

12/1/2019 4:05:08 PM tncharlene This is why I absolutely refuse to be an organ donor. It isn't that I wouldn't want to help others. Its that I'm afraid they wouldn't try hard enough to 

save me, if I were savable, but would be too eager to let me go for my organs.

12/1/2019 4:05:36 PM highhopesusa Probably a similar scenario as the movie/book Coma

12/1/2019 4:05:53 PM americanpetal What a wonderful story💛🙏

12/1/2019 4:06:48 PM ravisingkeegan Exactly. Also they were here when Bush, Clinton, Obama were doing all their evil stuff, but MJ12 did nothing to stop them nor did they say anything.

Apparently they were complicit too.

12/1/2019 4:08:11 PM aprilbrown99 [He] referred to the children as Roaches.

12/1/2019 4:09:55 PM courtneyspace17 Makes me want to play more and forget everything else

12/1/2019 4:10:21 PM courtneyspace17 Its pretty fun but I honestly do jot have time to lower my brains capabilities

12/1/2019 4:12:01 PM aprilbrown99 Love ❤️ is amazing, miraculous and eternal.

12/1/2019 4:12:05 PM mongrelglory You need to go back a read the MJ-12 archives.  They have explained their role, and how they were corrupted/infiltrated for a time by the Skull & 

Bones group, and why they waited until the time was right to start revealing the truth to the public.

12/1/2019 4:12:48 PM sabermarris Is this the result of MJ12's interactions with consciousness?

12/1/2019 4:14:48 PM ravisingkeegan Exactly. So mj12 is only doing what they are doing now because of Trump and Q.

We can trust Trump and Q but not mj12.

12/1/2019 4:15:43 PM mongrelglory Much of what they do is classified I'm sure, however they are also revealing a lot of stuff here on Twitter.  If you want to inform yourself about MJ-12, 

here's a good place to start: https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

12/1/2019 4:26:49 PM the_it_goddess Me too. I remember when this was happening. I'm removing my organ donor status next time I renew my license!

12/1/2019 4:28:04 PM jaded_pearl I just played one of these the other day and was 🤔



12/1/2019 4:28:40 PM mongrelglory Doctors really don't know as much as they think they do.

(I should know!)

12/1/2019 4:29:21 PM werascending Oh trust me, they are.

12/1/2019 4:30:01 PM werascending Smart one you are!!! You have been doing some research! Bravo! 👏👏

12/1/2019 4:30:11 PM jaded_pearl Q has acknowledged MJ12? Were they not Q'd recently? #qanon #QArmy

12/1/2019 4:30:25 PM werascending I knew what you meant

12/1/2019 4:31:05 PM mongrelglory It was because the mother and brother had "out-voted" the father.  To be honest, the doctors probably truly believed that the patient was brain-dead.  

Doctors rely on technology far too much, and have lost the spirit and intuition of medical healing.

12/1/2019 4:32:00 PM werascending It should have been! That is illegal.

12/1/2019 4:32:44 PM calicryptobetty 😂 right?

12/1/2019 4:36:58 PM mongrelglory I can see, especially in some big US privately run hospitals that doctors would jump the gun under pressure from the "management" to keep the bodies 

moving and the beds empty!  The medical profession has become highly corrupted!

12/1/2019 4:37:20 PM werascending Man 15 years Ago, when I was an ICU nurse, things that this did not occur. Hello medical providers!!!! WHAT THE HELL HAPPENED TO BEING AN 

ADVOCATE FOR YOUR PATIENTS! We did have organ donations, but only if and when the families were completely ready. 

🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

12/1/2019 4:38:10 PM mongrelglory You might want to read "The Gods of Eden" by William Bramley.

12/1/2019 4:38:32 PM father_mayhem And reprehensible.

We must guard against letting the sickening nature of this situation cause us to avert our eyes. For if we do not vociferously speak out against it, 

shining the light of truth, then it will continue to thrive in the dark.

12/1/2019 4:42:02 PM mongrelglory I can tell you that in Canada, the doctors don't make a single dime, other than the health-care system will pay the doctor a fee for surgically removing 

the organ (to cover their time).  Most surgeons prefer to operate on people to save their life however.  (From my experience).

12/1/2019 4:42:32 PM mongrelglory I think the American system is very different.

12/1/2019 4:43:54 PM decodematrix Did he just call black kids roaches?

12/1/2019 4:44:29 PM karma4event201 You do NOT want to buy this.

12/1/2019 4:44:48 PM mongrelglory He must have some major frontal lobe damage/disease.  He's showing the disinhibition that we see in dementia and head-injury patients.  They can 

sometimes become very hyper-sexual.

12/1/2019 4:51:00 PM melanieanders7  pic.twitter.com/Low0ML2p0V

12/1/2019 4:53:29 PM johnnybmaga1 M.D. stood for Medical Doctor, but now stands for Merchant of Death.

12/1/2019 4:57:33 PM starehope Universal donor. O- is compatable with very other blood type.

12/1/2019 4:59:23 PM blacktharon 🎯He had neurosurgery a # of years ago in failed attempt to curb or cure his inhibitions/inclinations.

12/1/2019 5:01:15 PM robynrobynkd BEST news ever!!! I would have done the same for my child 😎

12/1/2019 5:03:57 PM starehope Both the donating family and the receiving family pay huge amounts of money for the harvesting of organs too.

12/1/2019 5:04:08 PM healeyjaimie Wow

12/1/2019 5:05:13 PM starehope This harvesting happens a lot on the black market. Not only in the USA.

12/1/2019 5:07:15 PM starehope May be why Trump wants people to be able to know prices up front, before they agree to anything!

12/1/2019 5:09:46 PM connie_etie I didnt know that. Why would donating family have to pay?

12/1/2019 5:10:57 PM debraluck Twitter doesn’t allow enough words to dissect this clip...

12/1/2019 5:13:11 PM starehope Don't know. The family I know, the husband received a heart. Got a bill for $4,000.  6 months later he met the family of the donor, a kid from a 

motorcycle crash. They ended up saying the got s bill for $4,000. This was 20 years ago!

12/1/2019 5:15:14 PM connie_etie Why am I not surprised.

12/1/2019 5:22:19 PM bekolayrichard He is sick!

12/1/2019 5:33:17 PM yourboyscottyw 🤦♂️

12/1/2019 5:35:00 PM astraleyes7 🔥👁🌎🙌❤️

12/1/2019 5:35:33 PM jill_ellenm When will you take a stand against medical tyranny?  Forced vaccines? Privacy for teens without parental knowledge or consent for medical 

procedures?  A life/death decision for severely injured loved one? Hospitals/Drs have power in these things.

12/1/2019 5:37:25 PM crisco2377 Yep!  Lol

12/1/2019 5:38:45 PM pattiparallax Amazing story *must read*

12/1/2019 5:45:50 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 forgive me the rudeness of this question but..is there going to be a market crash around mid Dec. If yes,could u kindly hint as to 

what the common man could short to get ahead,and kindly hint as to when a good time to put would be? Thank u either way!!

12/1/2019 5:46:11 PM rifflemonica Exposing himself.

12/1/2019 5:46:25 PM quentinjay2 What a sick POS

12/1/2019 5:50:02 PM karma4event201 Maybe they are enjoying the show ? What is a show without clowns?

12/1/2019 5:51:05 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🐀💥

12/1/2019 5:52:31 PM nancyddb Gross.

12/1/2019 5:54:58 PM samsmith0319 Fabulous ❣️❣️❣️

12/1/2019 5:56:21 PM amylynrussell 🧐 about as real as it gets right there. Smh...just WOW

12/1/2019 5:58:20 PM karma4event201 Justice is happening

Military Tribunals are being Recorded for us to watch later. Nothing is going to be handing to you; Dig for the Truth but here is an oops MSM ignored: 

"...24 hours since #NoName was #PutToDeath ..." https://youtu.be/nvb4sl1K3eg 

12/1/2019 6:12:58 PM nw_2006 Agreed

12/1/2019 6:13:37 PM laurabusse Please let us know...

12/1/2019 6:19:02 PM citizencitizenc Patriots in control. Enjoy the show.

12/1/2019 6:19:31 PM amylynrussell Weird, I’ve been getting headaches and body pains and not been able to sleep hardly at all.

12/1/2019 6:19:53 PM ukiddinu Wow 😮 👏👏👏👏👏👏

12/1/2019 6:20:09 PM ginger_chick_83 Biden is a scary perv because he uses the 'I'm just a scatterbrained old man' act (yes, I think he is scatterbrained but I think a lot of it's deliberate). I 

would never let a child within 100 yards of him!

12/1/2019 6:21:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you, Patriots.

12/1/2019 6:21:44 PM positively303 We Are With You!

12/1/2019 6:21:49 PM jvan125 Thank YOU, MJ12...🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

12/1/2019 6:21:50 PM wahiggins3  pic.twitter.com/GXd6fzwOfv

12/1/2019 6:21:58 PM allahuniversal o7

12/1/2019 6:21:59 PM sparkleloung Your welcome. 

For what, now?

12/1/2019 6:22:17 PM michael81972 o7🇺🇸

12/1/2019 6:22:59 PM mikebravodude  pic.twitter.com/hNrU3sklFn

12/1/2019 6:23:46 PM louthelightman Agreed, not easy but we've got nothing, nothing.

12/1/2019 6:24:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Government Surgically Altered Disabled Children to Look Like Aliens  https://youtu.be/rukwhJiTbdw  via @YouTube

12/1/2019 6:24:34 PM pragmatic_texan I tell everyone I know to not check the organ donor box on their driver’s license. Not that it’s fool proof but it’s better than checking yes.

12/1/2019 6:24:44 PM manifest_utopia WWG1WGA!

12/1/2019 6:25:02 PM rick_hernandez wtf? This is insane



12/1/2019 6:25:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Joe Rogan Experience #1299 - Annie Jacobsen  https://youtu.be/5VoVIpIzj_c  via @YouTube

12/1/2019 6:27:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror

Clowns Gone Wild

What if you know about your IS-BE and the simulation, could you play society like you would in a video game?

Majestic.

Relevant to merging timeline.

Enjoy the show...

Flights cancelled?

Here comes the storm? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1201326383731027969 …
12/1/2019 6:28:56 PM linnyt7 Thank You!

12/1/2019 6:30:02 PM keith369me Thank you!!!

12/1/2019 6:31:16 PM melanieanders7 If the majority of us knew about our IS-BE and the simulation, we would’ve cleaned house a bit faster. Teach us! We’re willing to make a brighter and 

positive future for All. Or at@least lift the veil so we may remember.

12/1/2019 6:31:19 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/BHqZZC0tZS

12/1/2019 6:31:37 PM 1_decided_voter >Flights cancelled?

Pelosi and D-team flights to climate summit?

12/1/2019 6:32:34 PM lambertfrdriqu1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEJ8lpCQbyw …

12/1/2019 6:32:38 PM ultim8boon This was a good episode

12/1/2019 6:32:45 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

Also we should give ourselves credit for being awake and active.

12/1/2019 6:32:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

Anons made collection in a PDF.

MJ12 will not share or endorse its accuracy.

Therefore, the choice to know shall be yours.

We have disclosed much.

12/1/2019 6:33:00 PM melanieanders7 Shine bright, MJ! We are with you.

12/1/2019 6:34:52 PM melanieanders7 I have been following for a year. Blessed to know what I do now, thanks to you. Always learning more. And will continue to do so. Thank you for all you 

do.

12/1/2019 6:35:23 PM keith369me That is some sick sh-t.  DO NO HARM!!!

12/1/2019 6:35:58 PM patriotswegoall Storm? Not just blizzard-related?

12/1/2019 6:36:38 PM ultramagan0n #WRWY 

Thank you for all you do!

12/1/2019 6:37:08 PM qanon4life Why would they do this? To what end?

12/1/2019 6:37:41 PM brangusjimmy  pic.twitter.com/mslTilvHea

12/1/2019 6:38:36 PM johnharris9131 Lots of fried brains amongst us.

12/1/2019 6:39:13 PM werascending Thank you Majestic12 for saving this planet!!! 😇😇🙏🙏

12/1/2019 6:39:17 PM scott_rick Is Antarctica the finale?

12/1/2019 6:39:36 PM vintagesquirrel 👀

12/1/2019 6:40:16 PM keith369me It’s all repeating patterns until YOU decide to change the game.  I’m not exactly sure what you are referring to with “flights canceled”...takedown of a 

few high value targets or worldwide grounding for an EVENT?

12/1/2019 6:40:20 PM amylynrussell CD/Camp David

12/1/2019 6:40:33 PM bbobbio71 Interesting! 

I'd loved to learn more and spread the info. 

Hope you're holidays are awesome!!

12/1/2019 6:43:05 PM enomai_ This is the purpose of knowing the source. What is this sources purpose, where is this source?

12/1/2019 6:44:34 PM lori_dee1 They just don't hide it at all anymore.

12/1/2019 6:46:35 PM keith369me [They] have been disclosing this to us through [their] media.  If people knew they were in the Truman show, it would end fast...but most are not ready 

to know!!!

12/1/2019 6:48:04 PM michael81972  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

12/1/2019 6:48:37 PM notevenchad17 Thank You Majestic12!!

12/1/2019 6:50:08 PM enomai_ Im sure source is just the spark of topic/object. Source is undefined until understood. 

Source is not creator or all? Just another thing apart of it.

12/1/2019 6:52:36 PM citizencitizenc We live on the inertial plane of an electromagnetic toroidal field. Flat earth, baby!

12/1/2019 6:53:17 PM farklew Being able to observe with one of your 6 senses

12/1/2019 6:54:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jeffrey Epstein, Blackmail and a Lucrative ‘Hot List’ – DNyuz https://dnyuz.com/2019/11/30/jeffrey-epstein-blackmail-and-a-lucrative-hot-list/ …

12/1/2019 6:54:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spy admits to befriending Harvey Weinstein's alleged rape victim | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7742171/Spy-admits-

befriending-Harvey-Weinsteins-alleged-rape-victim.html …

12/1/2019 6:56:26 PM fansblowing3 This? pic.twitter.com/NZAJGfxqWi

12/1/2019 6:56:46 PM rbss68 12-9-19

Supposedly!

12/1/2019 6:58:04 PM djlok Knowing about your IS-BE (or the IS-BE of others) would be some serious knowledge.  It's too bad we forget so much. I imagine if we remembered, so 

many of life's difficulties could be avoided.  Or maybe we agree to some of these difficulties before, so we can experience and love.

12/1/2019 6:58:44 PM winklerburke Funniest!  THE funniest!

12/1/2019 6:59:37 PM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/MHpOAhE8nd

12/1/2019 7:00:16 PM keith369me Key word EXPERIENCE...focus on what you want and your reality changes

12/1/2019 7:01:36 PM mike_mzman You guys vape a lot of DMT don't you?

12/1/2019 7:03:10 PM onaroll_winning Aren’t doctors just as guilty trying to remove life support when the patient obviously wasn’t brain dead? We should return to original standard of death 

when there is irreversible absence of circulation instead of dead donor rule (DDR)(neurological criteria). DDR is unreliable

12/1/2019 7:04:17 PM freestateojones #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1148041864328744961?s=20 …

12/1/2019 7:05:40 PM natureinspace I am so sorry you have gone through so much pain. I will pray for you.

12/1/2019 7:07:20 PM amicablesavage Omg

12/1/2019 7:07:49 PM enomai_ That's it

12/1/2019 7:09:46 PM keith369me  https://youtu.be/iBMarsCsWL0 

12/1/2019 7:10:59 PM sdane8 And you don't look a day over 33! 😊

12/1/2019 7:12:12 PM _doozier_ is it time?!

12/1/2019 7:12:14 PM souther53425727 Can you tell me more about Antarctica?

12/1/2019 7:13:07 PM laurabusse Rule number one

12/1/2019 7:16:03 PM americanpetal WWG1WGA🙏💫🕊

12/1/2019 7:16:28 PM laurabusse I bet it's all their own from their own pineals LOL



12/1/2019 7:17:31 PM laurabusse Thank you Michael!

12/1/2019 7:18:58 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/qpuH1SFjSM

12/1/2019 7:20:25 PM astraleyes7 Good episode. Definite gate keeper. The "author" for the inside scoop

12/1/2019 7:21:38 PM fansblowing3 Their first thoughts are - How can I use the blackmail evidence to blackmail people.

12/1/2019 7:22:21 PM robinabank4 What's the point of the other numbers is MY QUESTION. 

Anqther short cut to the TRUTH, hidden?

12/1/2019 7:23:05 PM natureinspace I slept 18 hours str8t this weekend. I had alot of soul work to do apparently. One of my dreams I keep entering a hospital ER because I had been 

horribly slashed and stitched up all through my torso. Everytime I entered I was told I was no longer a patient. I was organ harvested.

12/1/2019 7:23:29 PM davidg02986909 @Incarcerated_ET @catturd2 @SayWhenLA @Education4Libs @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @3Days3Nights @JustInformU 

https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1201340616342429696?s=19 …

12/1/2019 7:24:30 PM yellamoj I love you.  I'm grateful for you.

12/1/2019 7:25:40 PM obladioroblada Imagine, All this choreographed prearranged like a fine tune  worldwide clock of underage sex deep within our branches of government and other 

world governments & multimillionaires & billionaires everywhere. Sex sells & always has historically.  https://youtu.be/VQOOxOl9l80?t=709 … 

#perversion

12/1/2019 7:26:11 PM nikoscali  https://twitter.com/AP/status/1201341256321949701 …

12/1/2019 7:27:01 PM freestateojones Was she told disinformation or not?

12/1/2019 7:29:55 PM kathleenmckeon6 Hmmm

Interesting article

12/1/2019 7:30:35 PM theprimeian He's not connected. Nobody likes him. He's all in it for himself, and he stays out if the right peoples way.

12/1/2019 7:34:27 PM obladioroblada Ghislaine Maxwell

12/1/2019 7:36:53 PM obladioroblada  https://youtu.be/VQOOxOl9l80?t=1755 …

12/1/2019 7:37:55 PM theprimeian Doesn't mean he's family connected. They don't do what those guys were doing.

12/1/2019 7:40:30 PM rebornkingent A two hr interview a holiday weekend night before the work week?  Only the dedicated are here.  Post time codes if you feel like helping out the crowd.

12/1/2019 7:40:50 PM theprimeian She's not connected with those guys, either. Whole different circle. If she was selling kids on the black market and they found out, she'd be gone.

12/1/2019 7:42:09 PM kryan92185384 Feeling is mutual, very grateful. Thank you.

12/1/2019 7:43:14 PM mongrelglory It will be disappointing if Weinstein and Kevin Spacey never end up doing any jail time...

12/1/2019 7:43:54 PM zagnett You are appreciated, Majestics.

12/1/2019 7:46:50 PM kindeandtrue Most important question is what part did DJT play in this sleazy criminal underworld?

12/1/2019 7:51:07 PM lilinator1776 She's an asset

12/1/2019 7:53:05 PM rebornkingent 3 6 9

12/1/2019 7:53:08 PM pipelinechic Southern White House, lol

12/1/2019 7:53:16 PM rebornkingent And the answer to everything is 42

12/1/2019 7:56:01 PM melanieanders7 IS is your soul. BE is your physical BEing. The physical self.

12/1/2019 7:59:08 PM melanieanders7 Thank you for that very helpful link!!!! ✨🥰

12/1/2019 8:03:21 PM sparkleloung Interesting, but has Rogan said about Q?

12/1/2019 8:04:06 PM alinahere 😮... they used False names?? 😮 Disgusting ppl!

12/1/2019 8:04:29 PM souther53425727 Thank you!  This was a very interesting read!!!

12/1/2019 8:05:37 PM mr_fedorable AI

[Borg]

Think Matrix

Parasite

Black Eye Cult

"Safe Zone"

[Flushed Out] -> AUS -> NZ -> Antarctica

Why was Hitler in Antarctica?

Operation Paperclip

Transfer of knowledge?
12/1/2019 8:08:00 PM decodematrix @NSA_QIL2

12/1/2019 8:10:33 PM aprilbrown99 Hologram of Deception?

12/1/2019 8:12:23 PM aprilbrown99 ♥️♥️♥️

12/1/2019 8:13:01 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/eYgl0lnafv

12/1/2019 8:14:53 PM jrocktigers Clowns Gone Wild - hahahaha

12/1/2019 8:20:40 PM martylawson Keep those L'ambrigini's coming!

12/1/2019 8:23:13 PM oo1o110 After 9/11 I compartmentalised recognizing that we were at least a decade or more off.  I was awake but you could say I hit the snooze button.

12/1/2019 8:23:20 PM luvsweetluv5 Could you fill me in? What is IS-BE?

12/1/2019 8:25:17 PM brown_eyedladyj Keep him safe

12/1/2019 8:26:32 PM mongrelglory Jacobsen's assertion, that the Roswell crashes were faked by the Russian gov. with "kid's bodies" surgically altered to look like aliens, doesn't resonate 

with me.  It would contradict the book "Alien Interview" which I believe MJ you have said was an interview which did happen?

12/1/2019 8:28:07 PM vaderman454 90% truth at best

12/1/2019 8:29:25 PM mongrelglory So now the Clowns are saying "Russia did Roswell"? 🤨

12/1/2019 8:30:19 PM sdane8 Only the tip of the iceberg, I'm sure.

12/1/2019 8:31:55 PM michael81972 Credit @Nun_chucknorris

12/1/2019 8:40:55 PM n7guardiananon Annie smells of 🤡 makeup...

12/1/2019 8:41:24 PM 1_decided_voter Why do misspellings matter? How is the encoded message decoded?

12/1/2019 8:43:57 PM michael81972 Credit goes to @Nun_chucknorris

12/1/2019 8:54:55 PM soulsur74572009 From the Charts available Id say 470,000USD not counting blood for stem cells nor adrenochrome?

12/1/2019 8:57:57 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Operation Highjump, US Navy expedition to Antarctica encountered/engaged UFOs with loss of life, and ended abruptly February 1947.  

Roswell happened a few months later in June 1947.

12/1/2019 9:02:56 PM dynamicres Great observation Michelle! I feel it could go both ways! What better way to put even the NEXT round of believers off the scent than to say even the 

"real" ones from Roswell were "faked".

12/1/2019 9:03:12 PM ethereal_shaman Ditto. 🙏

12/1/2019 9:04:17 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/qFd50dzISg

12/1/2019 9:06:00 PM rghardy3 The Calm before the December Storm

12/1/2019 9:07:30 PM rick_hernandez why do i get the feeling this is a cover story for something even more disturbing? like genetic experiments on humans

12/1/2019 9:13:58 PM lorivictoria Thanks so much for posting this have wanted to look back on some of the earlier posts! Yay!

12/1/2019 9:14:55 PM dynamicres It's good info nonetheless though. Info + dissinfo, i had not heard some of the ideas she had mentioned, seemed like she reported on quite a few 

spooks though, and she wasn't afraid to call them out as possibly immoral.



12/1/2019 9:16:48 PM n7guardiananon as always...message over messenger

12/1/2019 9:18:50 PM patriotswegoall MJ saying here that we have the means to manifest the reality we want.  If not satisfied with this current reality, why not change it?

12/1/2019 9:20:04 PM mongrelglory I think people already have heard of those. (At least those of us who believe in ETs). They even had an episode in the new X-files series that alluded to 

it.

12/1/2019 9:20:29 PM lordconcave If Joe understood his concave surroundings, he would know "muh aliens from outer space" is #FakeNews.  Propaganda war is a logical explanation.

12/1/2019 9:21:06 PM weshallrise144k Muchísimas gracias! 🙏🙏🙏

12/1/2019 9:23:14 PM mongrelglory Not to mention, it would be extremely difficult to make a human kid's skeletal structure look like the grey aliens we've seen pictures of.  I can't even 

think of a congenital disease that would give a child such a "spindly" skeleton.

12/1/2019 9:23:46 PM tikinms That's only if Trump says it.

12/1/2019 9:25:16 PM wwtravelr No..thank you, MJ

12/1/2019 9:30:08 PM raalphjoones2 Downs syndrome kids

12/1/2019 9:30:31 PM mongrelglory Red roses are given to those who you want to show love and passion, people who you have great respect for, and those who have shown great 

courage.  This is for you MJ-12! pic.twitter.com/f0TBuml3TQ

12/1/2019 9:32:22 PM rachaelangelm Thank you

12/1/2019 9:32:31 PM nickcpace1 C_A just listen to the tone of her voice she sounds just like a psychologist. Just the tone of her voice makes me highly suspicious of the validity of 

anything being said here. Can you say Psyop!!!

12/1/2019 9:34:50 PM blsdbe The Sleeper.

12/1/2019 9:41:17 PM anondirtyleg I don’t know if it’s job related or not. This lady did eventually give me her card, I have skills so I put it to the test. Come to find out her real name is 

different, both first and last as the first name was relatively similar.

12/1/2019 9:44:47 PM 2hellwevil TY

12/1/2019 9:52:45 PM ashland_xoxoxo She’s so full of disinfo. They GENETICALLY (not surgically) altered humans. These were not handicapped children. They were genetic experiments using 

clones. The crafts were not drones. They were zero point gravity crafts. The same as we have today. The technology is ancient.

12/1/2019 9:57:21 PM rick_hernandez 3-6-9

12/1/2019 10:26:08 PM toddlangwell Here's the implication: You have always lived in the "is" and you have decided and continue to "be." You exist outside the timeline and always have. 

You have seen the timeline from start to the singularity and you "know" the truth and inevitability of the timeline. But, idk.

12/1/2019 10:31:47 PM toddlangwell I can only tell you this, we are and have been (decree was in 2012) experiencing a timeline singularity like no other in living memory.  The jargon and 

vernacular... I'm not so precise with. I'm just some guy who's sayin'.

12/1/2019 10:31:49 PM hmps2020 Seeing a lot going on with censorship, starting to think [D9] is a  trap for it! It is the next step and a sure way to expose it!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/1/2019 10:31:49 PM unittzoo Yes! That’s how I feel. I need my family to be on this new timeline with me. 

It has been beyond frustrating talking to anyone lately! and I’m still in major transition...

12/1/2019 10:32:32 PM wmferguson5 Interesting vocal toning technique she has.  Draws in interviewers. Don’t know why but she reminds me of RDS....

12/1/2019 10:33:13 PM jakobs_h He is a true ....

12/1/2019 10:52:30 PM bucktweet_say Yup. Rung true.  The tone is striking.

12/1/2019 11:00:48 PM 1_decided_voter So was Kessler a clown sent in to create the impression he had all the goods, only to have it all fall apart, creating the illusion that the "holy grail" of 

Epstein's purported archives of evidence in fact doesn't exist?

12/1/2019 11:02:52 PM djlok Copy/paste the search in this tweet. Lots of info.  Happy digging!!!

 https://t.co/D4C9dNDfxs  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1167161649406652418?s=21 …

12/1/2019 11:03:09 PM rickity_roo All glory to GOD young lady. I serve Him and you...

Start stacking up the ammo Patriots. It’s time for an offensive very soon.  @NastyReturns @_Luke_Slytalker @17thOps @ZRealLoki @FederalistNo78 

@paulacblades001 @CylantJustice @Pepe_T_ @mcmlinton @beldandolo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/yLiiruvhzd

12/1/2019 11:10:10 PM rickity_roo  pic.twitter.com/vBWTMlsSXT

12/1/2019 11:10:26 PM rjb06953045 See, how he looks over the child at his right in the beginning. Even holds her for a moment.

12/1/2019 11:13:54 PM dragonflyglitta So much love and gratitude 🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/eR44LTfcck

12/1/2019 11:14:09 PM kalanuraven Best place to make meth be the garbage dump or a paper mill😁both stink to high heaven.

12/1/2019 11:19:20 PM kalanuraven You guys are soo good with the memes you had the left crying to make it stop and begging the AI twitter Gods make it happen. Keep up the good 

work😊

12/1/2019 11:25:00 PM kalanuraven Me too some are so good I want to save them for use later but I don't know how to..

12/1/2019 11:27:43 PM rickity_roo More manna to feed the masses. Drink. Drink from the horn of truth my frens. pic.twitter.com/CgqG0yjLw9

12/1/2019 11:30:42 PM rickity_roo We need you! pic.twitter.com/3EYLUp2RLx

12/1/2019 11:31:52 PM kalanuraven I think that is for a phone I use a computer anyway I enjoy the work of many that are truly warriors and even my daughter knew of you guys amazing 

she called you keyboard warriors. Thank you for sharing how to, I will ask my daughter about a screen shot see if she can help

12/1/2019 11:32:07 PM gelicaaf explains a lot ...

12/1/2019 11:36:44 PM mamalar57 WTH???

12/1/2019 11:40:54 PM dragonflyglitta Raven when you bring up the meme, try to right click and click on save image

12/1/2019 11:42:43 PM kalanuraven I did if it is a meme with no movement I can save it but if it is moving then no I don't know how to save them. I don't know enough about computers. I 

tried so many different things and clicked wrong things I gave up

12/1/2019 11:44:35 PM dragonflyglitta Aw man ☹️ sorry I can’t offer more. I’m not tech savvy at all. I know photoshop and Lightroom. The internet- Swahili

12/1/2019 11:46:06 PM kalanuraven Thank you for all you have tried to help me I am good just logging on. So the moving ones are not called memes I am getting and so what are the ones 

that have movement in them?

12/1/2019 11:49:30 PM loriann27644037 I need a 'Technology for Dummies', book, otherwise I would try to help❣️ Slowly getting there🤪❣️

12/1/2019 11:49:43 PM kalanuraven Ok so when I right click it says copy video address? and then what do you click it to? do you know?

12/1/2019 11:51:17 PM kalanuraven I should have paid attention in computer 101 so I am not good yet I am learning I can fix my computer now without calling for help that's good. I know 

how to get into dos and work in there.

12/1/2019 11:52:20 PM dragonflyglitta They are gifs.

12/1/2019 11:52:31 PM rickity_roo They are called gif images because of the file extension they use. [.gif] it stands for graphic image format. Those are the 

“Movers” and are harder to save from twitter.

12/1/2019 11:53:19 PM loriann27644037 My laptop died, so everything is on my phone now❣️ So many less options❣️

12/1/2019 11:53:51 PM kalanuraven OH ok that's is making more sense now. This is greatly helpful, been sitting in the dark not knowing what to do.

12/1/2019 11:54:48 PM kalanuraven There is no way I can use a phone my fingers are way to fat and my eyes cannot see the fine print

12/1/2019 11:55:10 PM rickity_roo I use sites like giphy[dot]com and imgflip[dot]com to make gifs and memes. pic.twitter.com/P1JKp0IS53

12/1/2019 11:56:33 PM dragonflyglitta What????!!! Who knew about this little ditty!!

12/1/2019 11:56:47 PM kalanuraven I am going to save this and play w/ it tomorrow. Oh what fun it would be to be able to play with the gifs. ThankQ much machos Grande

12/1/2019 11:57:08 PM thecabbie72  https://twitter.com/TheCabbie2/status/1201366558817304578?s=19 …

12/1/2019 11:57:41 PM loriann27644037 I hear you on the reading❣️ Zooming in just makes it blurry, no help there❣️

12/1/2019 11:58:35 PM loriann27644037 Thank you ❣️



12/2/2019 12:01:07 AM carter_zon When its ready. Timing is everything. Forcing the [DS] to use up ammo is fodder for my entertainment.

#Qanon

12/2/2019 12:01:16 AM kalanuraven Thank U so much looks like I am finally going to be able to play with these new tools. Very kind of you folks to help me❣️

12/2/2019 12:09:56 AM adsvel IF they made a surgery on people to look like aliens, then WHERE they get an IMAGE of those species??? I don't think so Clowns has a good 

imaginary.😑

12/2/2019 12:16:21 AM melbourne_3000 We are at the point of no return, what is coming cannot be stopped.

So much to be grateful for.

#DarkToLight

12/2/2019 12:57:28 AM justicetime7  pic.twitter.com/fZYn9sb7kc

12/2/2019 1:00:36 AM justicetime7 Meme-member this? pic.twitter.com/H4Mrz2pvJL

12/2/2019 1:09:45 AM linacovfefe They hide what they do in plain sight...

12/2/2019 1:14:50 AM covertress Best To Play Society A Love Song.

Are We Not All The Same?

12/2/2019 1:16:24 AM laughingwolf11 Consider. HAARP. Ionospheric heater. Magnet. What if this “global warming” is due to using these things all over Our Planet and inadvertently (or on 

purpose) moving Our Planet out of its comfy position in the Earth’s magnetic field that protects us?

12/2/2019 1:16:37 AM covertress Silly Love Songs - Paul McCartney & Wings - 1976 [HQ] https://youtu.be/wh15LOppcWQ 

12/2/2019 1:19:08 AM laughingwolf11 Originally it was said the HAARP program was to monitor the holes in the ozone. It is Nikola Tesla tech. The DoD built it.

12/2/2019 1:31:29 AM warangel1111 Cool 😎

12/2/2019 1:47:46 AM laughingwolf11 Hebrews have 4 mothers of origin (4 major blood types). Consider Lucy being the originating mother of all humans a lie. Rh negative blood attacks Rh 

positive like a virus. Part of our real history are in these facts.

12/2/2019 1:52:38 AM yourmomswatchin Russia, Russia, Russia, same DS BS.  Too many people have witnessed and told otherwise. #disinformation

12/2/2019 1:55:13 AM laughingwolf11 Shroud of Turin had 23 chromosomes. 22x 1y. Humans have 46 chromosomes. 23&me Anna Wojcicki is married to Google Sergey Brin. You’re wise not 

to trust them.

12/2/2019 1:57:51 AM laughingwolf11 HAARP’s magnetic interference makes all the airplane navigation equipment useless. Animals have changed their migration patterns, which means it 

messes with your brain. Fake auroras.

12/2/2019 2:14:11 AM laughingwolf11 You know what would cause an extinction event by Flood? Moving the moon. 

The has to be a reason why the moon does not revolve on its own axis.

12/2/2019 2:32:38 AM sterkinglights1 By the time of JFK the tunnels from Cuba to conus had already been established. I'm beginning to see there are many assets that we the people don't 

know about.

12/2/2019 2:57:20 AM notdumphuk  pic.twitter.com/HsebtczdZc

12/2/2019 2:59:16 AM notdumphuk Anyone want to tell them it’s a CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, not a Democracy? 🤡

12/2/2019 3:04:00 AM sterkinglights1 If you please could you expand on the Bach flower remedy she briefly mentioned this when talking about nb papers.

12/2/2019 3:24:02 AM stickyhammer  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5032809/Kevin-Spacey-s-father-Nazi-child-rapist-brother-says.html …

12/2/2019 3:40:14 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Why???

12/2/2019 3:54:41 AM laurabusse Yeah nun Chuck is pretty awesome!!!

12/2/2019 4:24:43 AM lightlove21121 What if what awaits [them] is “worse” than that..?

😏

Trust the Plan Sister Love ♥️

12/2/2019 5:13:50 AM cathydarlene1 He just cant help himself, as you get demensia, you start forgetting whats normal behavior, and what isnt....

Joe is forgetting decency, and that his pedophilia is WRONG AND EVIL.

12/2/2019 5:14:52 AM cathydarlene1 Its Dementia.

12/2/2019 5:23:29 AM mateuszwala Logical thinking 😉

12/2/2019 5:24:22 AM jaded_pearl I'm interested to know the name of the Top engineer she is speaking of. He has his own honorary wing at an Atomic Museum- I believe the outside Las 

Vegas but I found no info on website. He participated in carrying out program. What was his name?

12/2/2019 5:31:09 AM fansblowing3 CIA disinfo agent 🤡 🤡 🤡 pic.twitter.com/brvapljF7u

12/2/2019 5:37:16 AM fansblowing3 So there are probably 3 or 6 or 9 majestic merging timelines.  HRC split the timeline and these will merge 12/21?  What else would MJ  travel back in 

time for? 🤔 Seth Rich giving info to Wikileaks ✅ What is the 3rd timeline?

12/2/2019 5:43:38 AM nikoscali Thinking its either Norris Bradbury or Harold Agnew. Agnew is more likely since he died in 2013 vs Bradbury in '97.

12/2/2019 5:50:39 AM jaded_pearl Agnew sounds familiar to me...like from the early 70's. I will look, thank you.

12/2/2019 5:51:02 AM nikoscali Norris Bradbury has a science museum named after him at Los Alamos, was the top engineer at the test site and below is an anecdote about how he 

warned his pregnant daughter in-law to leave St. George Utah following a nuclear test. Did this lead to birth defects later on? 

pic.twitter.com/QxZD0YxxOT

12/2/2019 6:05:21 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/oEoNOhRIzB

12/2/2019 6:05:29 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/rj1cnj6Gec

12/2/2019 6:05:36 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/wWoa9gOJII

12/2/2019 6:05:44 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/vyaUJ5ex5G

12/2/2019 6:12:36 AM jeffcordell6 And thank you all.

12/2/2019 6:17:42 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMorning

12/2/2019 6:17:45 AM ideclarefreedom Much Gratitude MJ!💫💫💫💜💜💜☀️☀️☀️

12/2/2019 6:18:13 AM moemc8 Curious about 0- blood.  No one seems to know, or will give an explanation of it.  I've tried, but find it's either the bloodline of the Holy Grail or it's 

reptilian.  What have you learned?

12/2/2019 6:30:10 AM hawkgirlinmn @libertytarian

12/2/2019 6:59:57 AM cidarean Do tell...

12/2/2019 7:01:58 AM jonesy4671 Seems like a bunch of clown disinformation so far...

12/2/2019 7:10:01 AM flowersoul The lady never heard about cloning? ETs or dimensionals definitely do exist.... she must be an C_A asset :) However Programmed Life Forms were used 

for sure and a lot more horrific things.... and yes the Reptilians worked RU/US into a competition!

12/2/2019 7:14:05 AM monroevegas Not even worried about it anymore.

12/2/2019 7:15:08 AM allisonstmarie Nope. The Russians again? Why always the Russians? The book selling is also not cool. When you’re doing an interview, it’s not interesting to always 

refer to your “book”. Sinister character

12/2/2019 7:26:16 AM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/txdEKAUsuo

12/2/2019 7:32:53 AM jeremyr60971542 What the actual fuck.....

12/2/2019 7:35:30 AM 5sahandful What is IS-BE ?

12/2/2019 8:04:18 AM lori84904506 If this doesn’t wake people up I don’t know what will.. 🤷♀️😝

12/2/2019 8:07:36 AM repoocsov How can the doctors be so wrong about the prognosis?

12/2/2019 8:11:14 AM lightlove21121 ThankUS 🙇♀️

12/2/2019 8:13:16 AM humanprimer LERM, Light Encoded Reality Matrix.

12/2/2019 8:14:09 AM charmanda9 Thank you, as well. You have made a tremendous impact on the lives of many of us. ♥️

12/2/2019 8:16:36 AM cambridgewibf You mentioned that some of the high ranking mj12 members are extraterrestrial alien non-homosapiens beings. What kind of aliens are they like in 

appearance? Nordic or tall white? Can you name a real person or fictional cartoon or movie character that looks like them?

12/2/2019 8:19:49 AM michael81972 Now the 🤡 are trying to push synthetic? https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/pazz48/synthetic-thc-is-safer-than-actual-weed-according-to-the-dea …



12/2/2019 8:33:29 AM youstinksoap An EVENT must be coming...since time is an illusion? https://twitter.com/usarmy/status/1201366645765218305?s=21 …

12/2/2019 8:34:24 AM aetherwalker1 You're not making it up.

I thought she'd just be a pawn that was fed disinfo.

She is C_A!  I got an 'intuitive flash' when I started the video.

12/2/2019 8:36:27 AM dagnydelinquent Imagine all the other things they're wrong about. Scary

12/2/2019 8:43:59 AM ewilliams22101 I finally "get" the purpose of this twitter handle.  You have drawn in people susceptible to believing in aliens and will now systematically teach us that 

it's all fake.  #Bravo

12/2/2019 8:47:05 AM aetherwalker1 How, exactly, do 🦉 'play society' and manipulate the Matrix?

Revelation of the Method?

Ceremonial Magick?

Magick + 🐉 to herd the masses?

12/2/2019 8:48:32 AM allonkid so it is NATO pic.twitter.com/qnb3hdhdBc

12/2/2019 9:05:24 AM andrewbreitbar NOT TO MENTION flooding every town and hamlet with meth and heroin!  @FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry 

@IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs https://twitter.com/ACTBrigitte/status/1201546348832669697 …
12/2/2019 9:05:30 AM antarantanka Yep

12/2/2019 9:06:44 AM antarantanka The editor is what makes the movie good.

12/2/2019 9:12:53 AM olimyracle You Are the One to thank! pic.twitter.com/yUWQ7QKVdw

12/2/2019 9:17:13 AM daveo6145 Scaramucci model?

12/2/2019 9:26:08 AM aetherwalker1 I regret that I am not in a position that would have allowed me to contribute much much more to this Great Battle.

🙇🏼♂️

12/2/2019 9:30:00 AM repoocsov From one of @nntaleb books...

Doctors asked to sort kids into either needing surgery or not needing. Kids evaluated as needing were taken out of the group. Then a different set of 

doctors is asked for the same evaluation, but with this new smaller group. Process is repeated...

12/2/2019 9:30:59 AM repoocsov Each group of doctors ended up identifying a percentage of kids as needing the surgery.

12/2/2019 9:36:48 AM circuitriderz Concerning Russia:  They helped us during the Revolutionary War and the Civil War.  Many do not know this.  Many of the Confederacy were DS.  Only 

makes sense they want us at war with them.

12/2/2019 10:14:18 AM web_mktg Not buying no real aliens if that's her story? Surprised Majestic 12, you are not aligned with messages of disclosure or Laura Eisenhower - 1947 treaty?. 

MJ12 was initially created to hide real alien disclosure at 'any' cost!. Only recently, is disclosure leaking.

12/2/2019 10:30:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think recent tweets. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1201455858636472320 …

12/2/2019 10:32:58 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/8wIwBnRaqX

12/2/2019 10:33:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1201460935921225728 …

12/2/2019 10:33:37 AM susan66388204 🏌🏻♀️

12/2/2019 10:33:59 AM dcooyon Sandra has a brother? He is running for President?

12/2/2019 10:34:08 AM jlundr 😂

12/2/2019 10:34:18 AM tjpatriot1776q Hes montana gov and hes TERRIBLE

12/2/2019 10:35:01 AM michael81972 another owl 🦉 dropped out

12/2/2019 10:35:09 AM mikebravodude  pic.twitter.com/SyFcJSpPYE

12/2/2019 10:35:09 AM aarongarrity That’s what I said.  Fake news media scrambling to making anything and anyone relevant to trump!

12/2/2019 10:35:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Legal reckoning: New abuse suits could cost church over $4B https://apnews.com/621efb9528384f278c71a97308404531 …

12/2/2019 10:36:14 AM positively303 I mean this honestly: I spend a crazy amount of time monitoring #QAnon, @realDonaldTrump & politics. I’ve never even seen this dudes face or name 

before this tweet by MJ12! ###WWG1WGA

12/2/2019 10:36:29 AM teamsterr07  pic.twitter.com/C3ui28rz8y

12/2/2019 10:36:41 AM ghost_epstein living is so expensive! crazy inflation

12/2/2019 10:36:49 AM spookdblog Well, maybe not the whole GOP, but the Nevada and Virginia GOO sold out to the DNC years ago!

@MaxMedieval @watchful1 @Thomas1774Paine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LieBusterSleuth @AynRandInst @BillPeriman @BreitbartNews 

@WellHellsBells_ @TheMarkPantano https://twitter.com/JenGranholm/status/1201501783178141696 …

12/2/2019 10:36:50 AM jotaann 😂

12/2/2019 10:37:00 AM lorieve The vatican is already bankrupt morally. It's time the financials catch up.

12/2/2019 10:39:25 AM ritzlloyd49 Never heard of him!

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

12/2/2019 10:39:59 AM liebustersleuth Jennifer needs to replace Russia with Israel so she will be factual.

12/2/2019 10:42:56 AM carolva97910854 That’s a new one!

12/2/2019 10:43:18 AM reddawn15064568 Theodosius I adopted Christianity as Rome's state religion. Rome's gods and Imperial cult officially abandoned. However, many of the rites, practices , 

status distinctions that characterized the cult were perpetuated in the theology and politics of the Christianized Empire. pic.twitter.com/hlu8RYiXgw

12/2/2019 10:46:06 AM bubba_dave1 Bunch of bullock is what I think!😋😋😋

12/2/2019 10:47:37 AM trumping4usa Exactly

12/2/2019 10:47:53 AM trumping4usa Wait is this a side effect of the timeline merge?

12/2/2019 10:50:43 AM scott_rick I need the FED gone so I can fund water protection (oil/plastic/algae) technology to be developed and start growing hemp to save people with 

drug/alcohol addictions.

12/2/2019 10:51:46 AM kindeandtrue "In a windowless break room over pizza, the lawyers recounted some of the other horrific claims they’ve heard in just the past few months."

12/2/2019 10:54:26 AM worldxplorer1 Black Cube...  Huh...  That’s an interesting name choice. 

We all know what Q says “symbolism will be their downfall”. pic.twitter.com/hs0HcxWbsp

12/2/2019 11:04:00 AM jake4191 Bleed the House of Satan dry!

12/2/2019 11:10:26 AM nea_storm Excellent [they] have substantial assets to pay owing multigenerational injury compensation! How does one actually ever repay for stolen purity, 

innocence and/or loss of life? pic.twitter.com/aN981lzleF

12/2/2019 11:12:55 AM djlok Great minds. 😂😂😂

 https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1201545949409153027?s=21 … https://twitter.com/DJLOK/status/1201545949409153027 …

12/2/2019 11:13:16 AM bob_petbob It should be 4 Trillion. Shut that thing down once and for all.

12/2/2019 11:13:21 AM karina89350882 Excellent Question - I`d like to hear the answer Of Maj12



12/2/2019 11:38:32 AM djlok People running for office that none of us ever heard of!

12/2/2019 11:39:49 AM trumping4usa It's kind of sus honestly. Perhaps we dont notice this when timelines merge more slowly but now they're merging so quickly that our brains aren't 

elastic enough for us to not notice.

12/2/2019 11:45:22 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/2/2019 11:46:07 AM mongrelglory Never mind the Bullocks! 😎

12/2/2019 11:49:20 AM patriotswegoall Timeline storm = Temporal conflict underway

12/2/2019 11:53:40 AM yourmomswatchin Just get sick of the DS blaming PDJT for pursuing a relationship with them. SSDD. Seems to me if they are an adversary they are more dangerous. Just 

look how PDJT handles NK and China. He is proving it wasn't "us" but the DS the hated.

12/2/2019 11:54:13 AM yourmomswatchin *they

12/2/2019 12:13:00 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/qomQzgXePl

12/2/2019 12:25:30 PM nickcpace1 Never heard of him!!!

12/2/2019 12:25:40 PM circuitriderz Currency reset?

12/2/2019 12:30:57 PM ffphillips Boy was she full of it. How do you play coy in a podcast? She didn’t display very much knowledge on any particular subject. Seemed like even Joe Rogan 

felt like he was wasting his time.

12/2/2019 12:31:40 PM april10521252 Yup yup!!! Thank you for your service! In January I will have 8 years opiate and benzo free🙏 CBD has helped tremendously

12/2/2019 12:35:57 PM arslandmagnus On tv?

12/2/2019 12:39:58 PM father_mayhem It's not even a "black" market in China.

12/2/2019 12:44:22 PM moemc8 They'll be on the pulpits across the world begging the parishoners for more money needed for Catholic Charities, etc.

12/2/2019 12:50:38 PM masenergylink I still don’t trust the FBI! The President should force all government employees to undergo a new tougher complete background check just like the 

immediate aftermath of 9/11. Protect the POTUS & the Presidency!

12/2/2019 12:52:25 PM mcpatriot64 Ha Ha Ha you're always trying to find that angle on Trump aren't you?  What's in it for you?  Why bother?  Is the hatred that strong?  Or did your 

candidate not winning destroy you that much.  Worried about something?

12/2/2019 12:53:17 PM _369311119 Lower loosh rates?

12/2/2019 12:55:39 PM purplefavorite1 Seriously, who???

12/2/2019 12:58:24 PM turboxyde The truth must be disclosed.

Who will hear the call?

Patriots?

Who will weave the truth into the illusion of reality for all to see?

May grace & dignity guide us into the future as heaven on Earth manifests before us.

@realDonaldTrump

@GenFlynn

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/OG3UtsDpp3
12/2/2019 1:06:25 PM powersawer  https://www.businessinsider.de/facebook-mark-zuckerberg-secret-dinner-with-trump-details-2019-12?utm_source=reddit.com&r=US&IR=T …

🤔🤔

12/2/2019 1:23:03 PM magabeliever20 Hmmm. That’s a good question!

12/2/2019 1:23:43 PM kenney_tx Soooooo many things wrong here. Tomball, number one, is where you go to die. Locally known fact. Two, we were told to do this to a friend at world 

renowned Methodist. His wife discovered he was DRUGGED. I could go on and on...

12/2/2019 1:24:35 PM adsvel How far distracted [they] are from the Source... 🤦♂️

Bloomberg: “I am telling you if there is a God, when I get to heaven I’m not stopping to be interviewed. I am heading straight in. I have earned my 

place in heaven. It’s not even close.”

12/2/2019 1:30:44 PM zagnett As in Melodious? 🎤🎧🎼

12/2/2019 1:35:02 PM kathysmith2k7  https://www.newstarget.com/2019-11-30-swamp-will-never-honestly-investigate-swamp-ig-report-fbi.html …

12/2/2019 1:35:30 PM partainann Who?

12/2/2019 1:45:01 PM rachaelangelm Who?

12/2/2019 1:53:42 PM mongrelglory I'm not sure I understand.  What are you pissed at?

12/2/2019 2:06:35 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/2/2019 2:12:11 PM chuckie28042356  pic.twitter.com/ej8p4HFknk

12/2/2019 2:21:36 PM 369helen313 9

12/2/2019 2:22:09 PM ewilliams22101 Jacobsen seems legit.  This all sounds very plausible.  Stalin was sneaky and plain weird.  The US probably did a lot of disgusting experiments through 

Project Paperclip (Nazis).

12/2/2019 2:23:54 PM mynardpamela You are. IS=what you really are; immortal Light entity. BE= IS in a body; experiencing life here. Hope this helps. The other answers you got will point 

you in a direction to learn more. 💖

12/2/2019 2:35:46 PM laura_621 Yes I’m curious as well. How do they recruit 🧐

12/2/2019 2:36:27 PM ewilliams22101 So the Clowns' planned "alien" invasion has been stopped.  There will be no panic event to distract from the unsealing of multiple indictments.  Peace 

and prosperity shall reign.  We will atone for our past sins in experimenting on humans/children.  #TheGreatAwakening

12/2/2019 2:40:05 PM keith369me Open up 100% of the Vatican Archives as our reparations

12/2/2019 2:58:05 PM _369311119 @ts_sci_majic12

From Elijay to MJ...

Broward to Red

12/2/2019 3:40:17 PM corinnebackman Well Majestic 12, here’s a wonderful way of sharing that love around.  My neighbours daughter is acting out her Advent Calendar by doing an act of 

kindness each day.  What a wonderful idea!  She left a surprise in my mailbox....Xmas message & chocolate coins. pic.twitter.com/AHtpKPfOVy

12/2/2019 3:56:44 PM hr3530 Please! I can't take it any more! I am doing my best but please make something known! I beg! #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

@GenFlynn @TheCollectiveQ I don't mean to be a marter but I can no longer bare holding back without destruction. I love all, please. 

pic.twitter.com/bk3u8pzYQU

12/2/2019 4:11:39 PM ss_submariner Steve Bullock! ......Who the hell is Steve Bullock?

12/2/2019 4:27:50 PM aluna_kay It's not about politics  thats just the cover...

12/2/2019 4:41:52 PM americanpetal Wow, congrats. I need help with that!

12/2/2019 4:46:04 PM bighorns London Bridge is down?



12/2/2019 4:50:47 PM shawnt1973 You

@FollowQanon @Qanon76

@Cordicon

@55true4u

@beer_parade

@P0A_Triot23

@ChristinePolon1 

@adjunctpr0fessr 

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@SSG_PAIN

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@M2Madness

@Melanch10844904

@Thomas1774Paine 

Are just a few.
12/2/2019 4:52:46 PM heckeweltha  pic.twitter.com/TvsKWVDIjs

12/2/2019 5:02:58 PM conspiracycen Thank you

12/2/2019 5:06:52 PM carolsh57013147 Airforce 1?

12/2/2019 5:37:47 PM april10521252 Which part? I'd be happy to answer any questions,  and share anything that helps me🙏

12/2/2019 5:40:44 PM aurorasreality Hes from my state. Sucks. But real person

12/2/2019 5:41:09 PM aurorasreality Montana. Sucks but we have him for moment

12/2/2019 5:43:46 PM citizencitizenc Yes, but not what you think.  We live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal field. An ice wall (Antarctica) circles the outer edge of the 

plane.  The reason it's so secret is because Antarctica doesn't exist - only the ice walls and what, if anything, is beyond.

12/2/2019 5:44:40 PM americanpetal I was Benzo free for fours years and just started up again about a two months ago.  

Too much stress. I’m worried I’m becoming dependent again. But, no health insurance as if now.

12/2/2019 6:05:51 PM cynthiamorrow8 Yea, who??

12/2/2019 6:06:07 PM allahuniversal Flights canceled?

 https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1211252/jeffrey-Epstein-latest-Virginia-Roberts-giuffre-Adriana-ross-FBI-prince-andrew …

[-:21 minutes] to 24 hours

12/2/2019 6:06:23 PM whatsmypw Our higher selves? Giving yourself a simple biodynamic craniosacral therapy session can do that...I think that's who the female was who was outlined in 

gold. I asked her who she was and she said, "I am you."

12/2/2019 6:10:06 PM whatsmypw The gold all seeing eye that can be seen during meditation must be our own, then.

12/2/2019 6:10:54 PM april10521252 I understand, I was on xanax 10 years, it was hell getting my memories back, and dealing with them without going back to the pills. I recommend 

staying away from people places and things that raise that stress, and know if you did it b4, you can again 🙏

12/2/2019 6:11:56 PM april10521252 You don't need insurance to meditate and work on your insides, the stuff that you're using pills for,  a doctor isn't gonna fix it,only you can💜💜💜

12/2/2019 6:13:44 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/VlPvTIqmB0

12/2/2019 6:14:27 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/3YoaB435ID

12/2/2019 6:16:00 PM allahuniversal Enjoy the Show... pic.twitter.com/cib7u9Ev42

12/2/2019 6:39:19 PM hoodsavior @realDonaldTrump PLEEEEASE make the Green Hilton Memorial Agreement a Reality Soon..!! #AsianDragonFamilies should Agree. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/2/2019 7:02:56 PM andrewbreitbar @FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr  https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1201691681088606208 … pic.twitter.com/F0n9v1ElGs
12/2/2019 7:05:22 PM covertress palpable

12/2/2019 7:09:03 PM thirsty4freedom #qanon #KAG2020 #RedWaveRising #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #maga #QArmy #QAnon2019 #TrumpTrain #WalkAway #DeepState #LiberalHypocrisy 

Flip this poll @AQpatriot @Rascal_the_dog6 @steeler2112 @parscale @8o8813 @KeishaJake @AKA_RealDirty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @rosedixontx 

https://twitter.com/TeaPainUSA/status/1201593646581264387 …

12/2/2019 7:13:54 PM nschlange He said that? omg who says stuff like that? Someone who doesn't know God at all.

12/2/2019 7:17:49 PM astraleyes7 Yea...gate keeper...shes in the club

12/2/2019 7:18:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1201691479309258752 …

12/2/2019 7:19:42 PM rebornkingent Amazing how you do that.

12/2/2019 7:19:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tucker > MS

Thank you for the "parody".

Majestic.

12/2/2019 7:20:12 PM rebornkingent Still, 22.2 billion is 1/2 a Bloomberg.

12/2/2019 7:20:20 PM banishtheshadow Uncle John would be proud. pic.twitter.com/reFRYZPe7K

12/2/2019 7:20:39 PM rebornkingent MS?

12/2/2019 7:20:45 PM trumping4usa 3 digits, 2+2+2 = 6, 9 submarines. That's crazy

12/2/2019 7:24:22 PM billyj1616 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the power of 3,6 (9).

12/2/2019 7:25:49 PM _369311119 ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074163563227463680?s=20 …

12/2/2019 7:28:57 PM cidarean MICHAEL E. SALLA

12/2/2019 7:29:25 PM mactruthcdn Project Nemesis

12/2/2019 7:29:55 PM jvan125 Mark Steyn (sp?) I think.

12/2/2019 7:30:26 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/marksteynonline/status/1201645403743170561?s=21 …

12/2/2019 7:33:53 PM nullanon12 3 twos, 2 + 2 + 2 =  , and 

3                             6         9

369

12/2/2019 7:36:51 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/2/2019 7:36:58 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/2/2019 7:39:15 PM michael81972 Meritocracy System

12/2/2019 7:41:36 PM bryceja68689884 Dude. I dont understand any of this.

12/2/2019 7:43:11 PM covertress 💅

12/2/2019 7:44:08 PM homebodyheaven Pocket money for the pope.



12/2/2019 7:47:43 PM prof_hatter All I can say is... I wonder...  If they will fly?  🙄😃

Gary McKinnon And 'Solar Warden' 🍿🍻👍 pic.twitter.com/Ey1eSW6udz

12/2/2019 7:50:00 PM keith369me Can these submarines operate outside of water?

12/2/2019 8:02:25 PM wolfspirit1 3,6,9 pic.twitter.com/wMZI5ZaTIW

12/2/2019 8:02:30 PM 1_decided_voter You're not alone.

12/2/2019 8:10:16 PM decodematrix Electromagnetic subs

12/2/2019 8:10:34 PM fansblowing3 Mark Stein was on Tucker Carlson tonight.  I didn’t watch it 🤷♂️

12/2/2019 8:13:23 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/8Q8pmnoVyi

12/2/2019 8:20:11 PM michael81972 or maybe MicroSoft [MS]NBC

12/2/2019 8:21:08 PM pammers60 Lol Steve who?

12/2/2019 8:21:16 PM state1union Majestic12 could you share your thread again about Majestic12 and about the deal with the Nazis, ET, crimes against humanity for expensive toys??  I 

will snap shot it if you do.

12/2/2019 8:32:05 PM purgeglobalists Come on repubs do your thing 

@Anon_decoder @OANN @dbongino @IngrahamAngle @greggutfeld @CharlieDaniels @RealDeanCain @GenFlynn @JudgeJeanine 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GrrrGraphics https://twitter.com/TeaPainUSA/status/1201593646581264387 …

12/2/2019 8:38:31 PM thebetamasta THIS THREAD IS MORE RELEVANT THAN EVER.

---3646---

Anons, why would we provide the date of the FISA release? 

Logical thinking.

Ammunition is finite. 

Q

--------

@prayingmedic @JuliansRum @SayWhenLA @JohnWHuber @GeorgePapa19 @jennajameson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @catturd2 @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1070437315573559297 …
12/2/2019 8:48:24 PM trollingmockin1 Use advanced search put nazi in keywords box and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in account info

12/2/2019 9:09:14 PM the_fjalar 3 two’s

three two’s= 6

9 new subs

369

12/2/2019 9:11:26 PM spauldingshowal Always has been. It used to be controlled by them for a long time....DJT and Team are writing this Movie.  Lots of lessons.

12/2/2019 9:28:53 PM rghardy3 Above Majestic

First Disclosure

12/2/2019 9:30:08 PM daddyj08466171 👍

12/2/2019 9:36:00 PM joelmaunu  https://www.nhpolitician.com/clinton-union-bosses-of-epstein-prison-guards-mysteriously-own-26-million-luxury-properties-in-

china/?fbclid=IwAR00ois-Bumug4kKiVsQwYp2h6-J2j1TmpBwTNGKtkVQZ0bT0CZ1phHFsC4 …

#UnsealEpstein

12/2/2019 9:44:50 PM magic_jake2012  https://twitter.com/MLaridious/status/1201687322313580544?s=09 …

12/2/2019 9:45:11 PM magic_jake2012  https://twitter.com/MLaridious/status/1201687322313580544?s=09 …

12/2/2019 9:45:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not an endorsement.

Information Warfare.

Damage Control.

Timing of the release? https://www.amazon.com/Epstein-Dead-Men-Tell-Tales/dp/1510757929/ …

12/2/2019 9:46:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7746893/Virginia-Roberts-describes-horrible-Tramp-night-Prince-Andrew.html …

12/2/2019 9:46:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. https://nypost.com/2019/12/02/sex-with-prince-andrew-was-quick-and-disgusting-virginia-roberts-giuffre/ …

12/2/2019 9:46:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10467958/sex-slave-virginia-roberts-prince-andrew-sweat-panorama/ …

12/2/2019 9:46:35 PM unidentifiedta1 He’s alive

12/2/2019 9:46:47 PM rebornkingent The day after bbc panorama. I see the game. It’s of conciousness and focus

12/2/2019 9:46:52 PM lilinator1776 What a stupid headline.

12/2/2019 9:48:10 PM daddyj08466171 A pirates life to be! Yo ho! pic.twitter.com/onM7TtYSMV

12/2/2019 9:48:14 PM realovendodger they don't sweat...

12/2/2019 9:49:10 PM thelastmohicans Here's the fine Prince with Epstein and Maxwell at the races pic.twitter.com/ZoEJOz2Ru9

12/2/2019 9:51:39 PM nancyburridge Great job on the video. 

Q sent me. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ydy8y783MO

12/2/2019 9:52:32 PM squint1969 #Arkancide soon to follow. So sad.

12/2/2019 9:53:00 PM nancyburridge Followed you. 

#PatriotsAwakened

#PatriotsUnited

#PatriotsInControl

12/2/2019 9:53:18 PM nancyburridge Followed you. 

#PatriotsAwakened

#PatriotsUnited

#PatriotsInControl

12/2/2019 10:11:28 PM ffattmedia That was quick

12/2/2019 10:14:20 PM farklew Are you saying she is lying or the news is lying?

12/2/2019 10:15:51 PM k3yle Majestic

12/2/2019 10:25:56 PM laughingwolf11 JFK had Deep Throat. So why wouldn’t Trump want his own, except still being alive during the existence of The People’s IC renowned as Q. 

Quintessential IS the 5th Element. So may it BE. 

Dept of Energy Q Clearance.

12/2/2019 10:26:11 PM patriotswegoall Will have to use discernment on this.

12/2/2019 10:26:36 PM saraashcraft 👁✴️👁

12/2/2019 10:35:34 PM laughingwolf11 Turns out the joke was on everyone else. Poland is the only safe country in Europe for vacation because they don’t let any Mullahs in.

12/2/2019 10:40:09 PM laughingwolf11 I would say no. Redhaired giants. Redheaded elongated skull mummies they’re finally taking seriously. 

Peru = 100% Type O blood concentration. 

Asian = Type B

Scandinavian = Type A

Isn’t interesting doctors stopped telling you your blood type?



12/2/2019 10:47:17 PM laughingwolf11 They’ve self proclaimed as a Medium and Typist. They’ve seemed to say they are now helping destroy what they helped build. Majestic 13 is the 

highest clearance according to most. It’s not important. It’s you thinking for yourselves that’s important.

12/2/2019 10:55:08 PM janey634 I have a question for you, (no relation to Tucker) - can you confirm or deny the Collins Elite?

12/2/2019 10:55:10 PM laughingwolf11 We are ALL stardust, including you. There’s no royal blood BS (but there are those that would like you to think there are). Why can’t Jesus be both man 

and Divine here to remind us that we all are too? Dying for our sins is an inadequate short version.

12/2/2019 10:58:52 PM erikstratt0n Was the Prince rolling?

12/2/2019 11:02:16 PM carineth_d @IPOT1776 @RedPill78 @TRUreporting @JustInformU @Spaceshot76 @SGTreport @prayingmedic @Jeanmac19 @TruthandArtTV1 @M2Madness 

@Cordicon @3Days3Nights @ChristinePolon1 @prayingcitizen @andweknow @OnEdgeOfWonder @X22Report @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@AKA_RealDirty #LizCrokin etc..

12/3/2019 12:12:16 AM enomai_ Look no further than hospital cultures. The hospital symbols healthcare symbols. Bonds fund hospitals. Who owns private bonds? Usually. Who trains 

these children? Who owns the college's? What does college and indoctrination come together? Source of intent?

Does anyone see evil?

12/3/2019 12:13:53 AM manifest_utopia Propaganda piece. And the authors (3 authors to speed this to print) of course include Trump in with Epstein's close friends, Bill Clinton and Prince 

Andrew. pic.twitter.com/MKlkXosaJ6

12/3/2019 12:15:58 AM enomai_ You have been a slave since the day you were issued a social security card. Rights are no longer... Until #Q and YOU :)

12/3/2019 12:20:56 AM goyaeq Here's an article from zerohedge today claiming Fed is going raise rates.  Does this mean gold standard is coming soon? pic.twitter.com/h5TIZ0cKkA

12/3/2019 12:44:47 AM johnsville14 Yup, hand-crafted voice meant to hypnotize and disarm. Reinforce it with a bunch of internet comments making idiot jokes focused on that instead of 

thinking critically about what she's saying. Shelf a disinfo agent.

12/3/2019 12:56:31 AM johnsville14 He's saying she's a slightly acceptable face to put out in front of this "controversy." If people think all Epstein and Andrew are guilty of is banging a 17 

year old (which is legal in severl US states), people won't be too outraged when what theyre really guilty of is way worse

12/3/2019 1:01:17 AM johnsville14 At this point, if they're not talking about Luciferian child rapist cannibal cloning, they're disinfo agents.

12/3/2019 1:24:04 AM covertress Just in time for X-Mas! /s

#WhateverHappenedToJesus

12/3/2019 1:27:38 AM grrroverrrtje He said he was at a "pizza place" the night in question. 

To a party with his daughter.

👀 #WellWellWell

12/3/2019 1:41:29 AM galadri09060100 Dec 9, Release of Fisa report

12/3/2019 1:51:45 AM boy12_jimmy @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @catturd2 @charliekirk11 @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @beer_parade @dbongino @atensnut @TomFitton 

@tracybeanz @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y

Is this why the IG report came first as told to us by Q? https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1201706145292980224 …

12/3/2019 1:52:38 AM vincemindfreak sweat caused by adrenalin ?

12/3/2019 2:39:06 AM paytonpatriot @samtripoli , you should have someone on who hs studied the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 . Your podcast “The Devine Spark” , has a lot of references to 

timelines merging such as 2012 and post 2012.

12/3/2019 2:42:04 AM majic_eyes_qnly N.E.W. V.I.D.E.O.

#QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/zyxOt9LXbhs 

12/3/2019 3:56:47 AM pjainmg After Finders, not too far to think that there might be CIA involvement.

12/3/2019 4:13:12 AM powersawer  https://www.justice.gov/usao-cdca/pr/grand-jury-indicts-ed-buck-drug-trafficking-offenses-including-giving-methamphetamine-2 …

12/3/2019 4:16:02 AM teeunited3 Thank you #WWG1WGA #PatriotsUnited #DarkToLIGHT #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow pic.twitter.com/6m4S4aBn32

12/3/2019 4:41:01 AM williamelgato3 but he doesn't sweat, rather he perspires.....

12/3/2019 4:41:06 AM ptr0t1 Very interesting read.

12/3/2019 4:41:43 AM hollylandes He did admit to an adrenalin overload in the Fauklins.

12/3/2019 4:43:01 AM dkdc2012 Any ideas @kabamur_taygeta @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/3/2019 4:43:08 AM hollylandes This is so wrong in many ways...but not illegal. What else is coming out? The Royals did not fire Andrew over this.b

12/3/2019 4:46:56 AM hollylandes I hope they start soon under controlled conditions. Our pensions are being destroyed by artificially low rates.

12/3/2019 4:48:58 AM unsilencedvoic3 I'll save you the trouble, just look at his face.

12/3/2019 4:50:08 AM hollylandes I spoke to a scientist who clones mice. Says that it is very hard to genetically alter sex organs. Hard. Not impossible.  But he thinks it more likely they 

would be surgically altered.

12/3/2019 4:50:42 AM hollylandes Does she use hypnotic suggestion techniques?

12/3/2019 4:52:05 AM eewwanon Did I catch a niner in there? 😂

12/3/2019 4:54:17 AM taitai78787 With or a WITHOUT consent...

Ed Buck is a GOOD friend to Adam Schiff and Hillary Clinton...

Coincidence - nope ! pic.twitter.com/5oBDxTHJkQ

12/3/2019 4:54:59 AM ptr0t1 Where our spirit goes is debatable but @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 's perspective is interesting. It will be a hard sell to the masses as this hypothesis (theory?) 

involves leaving what we've known and love behind. Change is tough and this one would/will be monumental. I don't know what I

12/3/2019 4:55:33 AM hollylandes The Dems cannot really want him to win. Such a liability for them.

12/3/2019 4:55:57 AM hollylandes Do they plan to off him and let VP take over

12/3/2019 4:58:22 AM ptr0t1 don't know so if the hypothesis (theory?) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  presents turns out to be true, a life-changing injection of information will have been the 

catalyst to change and win hearts & minds.

12/3/2019 5:02:13 AM hollylandes Are you saying Creepy Joe is not a pedophile or that Delaware mafia does not traffic children?

12/3/2019 5:03:05 AM hollylandes Yeah, he cannot hide his proclivities anymore

12/3/2019 5:05:44 AM trobins3 How exactally did these girls get involved with JE?

12/3/2019 5:08:53 AM trumparmy42020 Out of the country.

12/3/2019 5:14:20 AM hollylandes I wonder!!!?

12/3/2019 5:20:39 AM eewwanon 12/12/2019 = 3-3-3

12:12 = 3-3

Nothing to see here. 

Enjoy the show. Pain incoming. pic.twitter.com/6FMk9QDcth

12/3/2019 5:23:16 AM vincemindfreak shhh not too loud they`ll all want some

12/3/2019 5:50:58 AM michael81972 FISA 12/9

Epstein Book 12/10

Horowitz 12/11

12/3/2019 5:53:46 AM michael81972 And something on 12.21.2019🧐

12/3/2019 6:00:17 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4fTrTufSlw …

Some Dice humor on [Biden]. This is "no malarkey" lol! 🤪🧐🤣



12/3/2019 6:37:36 AM laurabusse Hf a Bloomberg lol

I wish I was 1/1024 Bloomberg

12/3/2019 6:40:55 AM laurabusse Thank you

I got cg DW js

Couldn't get ms

12/3/2019 6:44:22 AM laurabusse $$$$$$

Gotta cash in

Ride the wave

12/3/2019 6:49:25 AM laurabusse And it wasn't him

She must have mistaken him with someone else

Because he doesn't sweat

LOL

12/3/2019 6:53:01 AM grrroverrrtje Because of his trauma....! 😳

Yeah, right. Poor POS! 🤮

#HANGHIMHIGH

12/3/2019 6:55:55 AM asdasd26700831 Whats going on? https://twitter.com/LongGaoyu/status/1201872104955797504 …

12/3/2019 6:56:01 AM bubusmc  https://truepundit.com/jeffrey-epsteins-private-banker-at-deutsche-executive-suicide-before-feds-questioned-him/ …

12/3/2019 6:57:38 AM robbiewells03 He was probably on coke. Makes you sweat a lot during physical activity.

12/3/2019 6:58:56 AM nickcpace1 And also it denies the reality they’ve already created. Why do actions such as this (supposedly creating a fake alien out of children) and classified at the 

highest level so that nobody would ever know about it. Th defies any logical thinking whatsoever it makes absolutely no sen

12/3/2019 7:09:04 AM allahuniversal At this point, for me at least, I can't say if it's true or not, I can say it's not unthinkable. Worse has been done to children both before and after 

Operation Paperclip

12/3/2019 7:21:08 AM nickcpace1 I figure at some sort of counter intelligence op. Still its stupid and senseless it’s  just easier to make a fake out of a non-animate object(fake rubber 

doll). then you got a hope to God nobody cut it open.

12/3/2019 7:29:54 AM shayarm "These people are sick."

12/3/2019 7:41:48 AM mahredrum Are you having a stroke

12/3/2019 7:48:09 AM brainfreeze76 “It’s impossible for me to sweat due to an adrenaline overdose long ago. “

12/3/2019 7:49:02 AM rickity_roo And Patriots can make memes free at  http://imgflip.com  pic.twitter.com/8WCeG49aZk

12/3/2019 7:54:12 AM olimyracle "Hairy legs candidate" https://video.foxnews.com/v/6111248547001#sp=show-clips …

12/3/2019 7:55:42 AM dragonflyglitta @paulacblades001 @CylantJustice @Pepe_T_ @mcmlinton @beldandolo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Here is the site  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nicknames_used_by_Donald_Trump … #ConansHeros pic.twitter.com/9Pie0jZt0s

12/3/2019 7:58:28 AM boy12_jimmy When will they finally be unsealed??? 

We can't wait forever any longer.

Our President & Our USA needs US. We do NOT need these criminals running amongst US! @realDonaldTrump @TheJusticeDept @USAttyHuber 

@NSAGov @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @senatemajldr @senjudiciary @ActingSecDef 

https://twitter.com/adjunctprofesor/status/1201866108099276801 …

12/3/2019 8:00:47 AM fansblowing3 So the dailymail is not controlled by the CIA?  

This was the best part:  “Miss Roberts, ...alleged she was 'grossed out' by dancing with the sweat-soaked royal and felt sick at realising she was 

expected to have sex with him aged 17. “

12/3/2019 8:01:12 AM fansblowing3 Andrew Ghislaine and Epstein pic.twitter.com/xDjyVOtobc

12/3/2019 8:03:26 AM fansblowing3 The Sun, NYPost and Daily Mail = not controlled by CIA?

12/3/2019 8:04:08 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/Med_Cinna/status/1199058990719631360?s=19 …

12/3/2019 8:04:10 AM fansblowing3 If he is human, then he sweats.

12/3/2019 8:08:32 AM dianesaumure In order to know what went on with the whole Epstein life you would of pretty much be part of it really, or associate with the fam

12/3/2019 8:20:36 AM keith369me ...and Andrew has been officially sacrificed.  Wonder if he is a p-ssy or goes down swinging?  Assuming the former, hoping for the latter.

12/3/2019 8:56:29 AM kindeandtrue What role did Trump's DOJ play in the elimination of Epstein?

12/3/2019 9:00:42 AM aprilbrown99 Who is “bb” ? pic.twitter.com/f3BZr1RNGz

12/3/2019 9:04:22 AM aprilbrown99 How do you figure this is not illegal?  She is an underage minor who was kept as a sex slave. pic.twitter.com/rCShkv7qmR

12/3/2019 9:20:00 AM michael81972 Full Interview:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRHFc9dtSWU …

12/3/2019 9:33:10 AM thericharddoyle 1.12

• < https://qmap.pub/read/2302 >

and demonstrated by:

• < https://twitter.com/doyleglobal/status/1199155272679165952 …> and:

5/5 as: P.S.: < https://twitter.com/doyleglobal/status/1193941338682605568 …>:

For the one reason consciousness remains a “jail” for the minds of the members of the .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

• < https://twitter.com/doyleglobal/status/1193941281333886978 …> —

but
12/3/2019 9:34:55 AM hollylandes She was not underage (17) and she claims she was not forced. Although I would like to hear more details on that. Threats can be force. Metal control (if 

they used it like NXVIM can be force.) That is why I am asking if more info/details are coming out.

12/3/2019 9:36:15 AM anonmom14 What is WRC?

12/3/2019 9:42:14 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour, you can read it here: Thread by @TheRichardDoyle: 1.1 Communique for The .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — • <> (13:32—17:59) — and — 

(17:07–17:59): Δ1…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1201917245456207872.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/3/2019 9:58:04 AM hoopingrabbit Is this on youtube can someone help me find a link if it is please and thank you

12/3/2019 10:04:20 AM duckmeat01 Well my uncle was in the leading role for the  famous movie... E.T.

12/3/2019 10:20:13 AM youstinksoap 7th.

12/3/2019 10:41:40 AM michael81972  https://truepundit.com/jeffrey-epsteins-private-banker-at-deutsche-executive-suicide-before-feds-questioned-him/ …

12/3/2019 10:52:44 AM fansblowing3 World reserve currency

12/3/2019 11:04:42 AM michael81972 👆🏻I havnt found any other links that support this🤷🏻♂️

12/3/2019 11:16:42 AM myfanwy_72 🤢

12/3/2019 11:21:11 AM myfanwy_72 This was around the time that the ABC journalist was investigating wasn't it?



12/3/2019 11:57:22 AM luckyishere123 You aint the only one. I have been experiencing this as well but i always thought it can't be possible. I am glad i ain't the only one. I have seen some 

shows and movies in the past only now realizing they just came out. Weird !

12/3/2019 11:59:10 AM ignorantsage33 @CryptoWallyXRP

12/3/2019 12:09:35 PM heartsscales Definitely rolling

12/3/2019 12:46:21 PM anonmom14 Thank you !  Would never have guessed that! 😂

12/3/2019 1:47:26 PM nikoscali #LarryPage and #SergeyBrin stepping down at #Alphabet!

Add that to the list!

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #GreatAwakening

12/3/2019 1:48:04 PM aleks8837 Information Warfare [Meta] pic.twitter.com/SPr1VtZqyi

12/3/2019 2:06:34 PM americanpetal Thank you for taking the time to write. Haven’t taken one today. 🤞💛🙏

12/3/2019 2:18:22 PM wittymom57 Creepy.  What is wrong with him.  He is the front runner?

12/3/2019 2:41:52 PM redpilledgal @realDonaldTrump @1ambecauseweare @dbongino @DonaldJTrumpJr @DevinNunes @downunderabc123 @Kevin_Shipp @StormIsUponUs 

@Solmemes1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @SGTreport

12/3/2019 3:01:14 PM nullanon12 Are you talking nonsense?

You're not even speaking English correctly, you didn't add a question mark.

12/3/2019 3:02:12 PM flowersoul 💥🙃😘 and then she is even better... you only have to check the comment section below on youtube!!🤣

12/3/2019 3:03:15 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @IngrahamAngle @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @ShannonBream @charliekirk11

Who would he be helping & where did he get his money? Soros & Dems groups? 

https://twitter.com/AFunnyValentine/status/1201671349971881985 …

12/3/2019 3:20:36 PM 17_ahead @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 care to participate? #Qanon https://twitter.com/JfkJuni0r/status/1201909155159625728 …

12/3/2019 3:22:51 PM mahredrum Are you having a stroke?

12/3/2019 3:23:13 PM notevenchad17 These are @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 speaking right? Very thought provoking.

12/3/2019 3:25:25 PM blsdbe Please read and pass it on

@MongrelGlory @Keith369me @n7guardiananon @GirlAwakeinCA @LisaRoub @laurabusse @charmanda9 @zagnett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/CARRIE4TRUTH/status/1202000322333433856 …

12/3/2019 3:30:47 PM allahuniversal Correct. Lots of cross referencing required to make the connections, not much different than Q drops in that way. When ordered from what appears to 

be a random set of tweets, the subsets make a lot sense when grouped by topic. It's all spelled out. pic.twitter.com/WzMVbasArg

12/3/2019 3:43:04 PM notevenchad17 I somehow (LOL!!) "found" MAJ almost from day 1, and this has been an amazing ride. So amazing.

12/3/2019 3:44:32 PM hackenknall  https://twitter.com/hackenknall/status/1201567480021426176 … pic.twitter.com/6eIdud1xqW

12/3/2019 3:47:31 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

12/3/2019 3:54:16 PM april10521252 Congratulations you little badass, that's amazing 🙏💜🙌

12/3/2019 3:54:39 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/xakcg8nvcJ

12/3/2019 3:55:11 PM allahuniversal 5:5

Amazing is the word I used earlier to describe this whole process. Glad that my attention got turned away from the distractions & in the Light directions

#DarkToLight

12/3/2019 3:55:29 PM rotanliz Mind control

12/3/2019 3:55:51 PM allahuniversal 17:55

17 5:5

12/3/2019 3:57:26 PM charmanda9 @LightLove21121

12/3/2019 3:58:07 PM scott_rick Petal good job, here’s to another 24hrs

12/3/2019 3:59:39 PM americanpetal Thank you🕊

12/3/2019 4:01:00 PM notevenchad17 Majestic!!

12/3/2019 4:04:10 PM allahuniversal Timing is EVERYTHING!

12/3/2019 4:14:35 PM rachaelangelm I told Miles not to use that Filter.

12/3/2019 4:23:19 PM exsjwtruther Giuffrie 🤡   ?

12/3/2019 4:24:28 PM eyeofgodhead 👁 @POTUS @execushieldllc @prayingmedic @USSOCOM @EsperDoD @SecPompeo

12/3/2019 4:27:58 PM michael81972 [Google] [Facebook] [23&me]

12/3/2019 4:34:15 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2019 4:54:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 2019 top city destinations report pushes the Americas out of the top t https://www.fastcompany.com/90438500/fewer-tourists-are-visiting-america-

nyc-pushed-out-of-top-10-world-destinations …

12/3/2019 4:54:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Epstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1202028331304148997 …

12/3/2019 4:56:09 PM nm_zsr It's OK. We don't need sheep to visit. Folks that are coming of their own accord is fine with me.

12/3/2019 4:58:01 PM love4thegameak Think [D] Con Party BS!!

12/3/2019 5:00:34 PM deplorablesuezq I call BS. Paris and Hong Kong are a hard pass! Perhaps this is push to get those tourists back, maybe? NY needs new leadership and true focus.

12/3/2019 5:01:31 PM xusaf_patriot Can't blame them...had to rent a room for 7 days to be there for wife's surgery...$2600!!!  Giant rip-off.

12/3/2019 5:01:55 PM rudedrew63 Disgusting

12/3/2019 5:06:04 PM krissieowens 5:5 

These are travel destinations & cities where there are much darker ‘entertainment options’ available.

“These people are sick.” — Q

12/3/2019 5:06:47 PM politicalorgasm Because all democratic cities (EVERY major US city) have turned into vile shitholes.  Not hard to forsee that this would happen.  Dems turn everything 

to garbage as soon as they take power.  It's their only trick - promise free stuff and neglect the people as they raid the till.

12/3/2019 5:11:05 PM obladioroblada The biggest hoax ever perpetrated on the American Taxpayers!!! pic.twitter.com/ZB1PmTyJ7x

12/3/2019 5:15:08 PM circuitriderz No

12/3/2019 5:17:42 PM jonesy4671 Wow there were really that much people coming in for that shit?!

12/3/2019 5:20:18 PM blsdbe E

N

12/3/2019 5:20:30 PM fansblowing3 Too dangerous in America with all the Democrats shooting up schools, public events, etc.

12/3/2019 5:22:52 PM fansblowing3 These are the top sex tourism destinations. pic.twitter.com/XFtwVlfZaJ

12/3/2019 5:36:07 PM keith369me Less traffic(ing)

12/3/2019 5:39:04 PM laurabusse Dear God...

12/3/2019 5:50:11 PM moemc8 Good then. Thank God for @realDonaldTrump.

12/3/2019 5:50:57 PM kachinagtto American cities getting too hot for the trafficking under Trump.

12/3/2019 5:55:52 PM allahuniversal OK. Thanks for playing.

12/3/2019 6:02:06 PM name_wood17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @IPOT1776 @beer_parade  https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1202029016561127426 … 

pic.twitter.com/YOZH4qiE8Q

12/3/2019 6:02:10 PM djlok Undocumented transgenders in Iowa 😂😂😂. https://video.foxnews.com/v/6111248547001#sp=show-clips …

12/3/2019 6:03:08 PM fansblowing3 This is the reason the Democrats are burning California pic.twitter.com/WXvuAOtXRW



12/3/2019 6:03:52 PM name_wood17 @ffe3301 @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/name_wood17/status/1202045383318343682 …

12/3/2019 6:04:19 PM sarafran1932 Ghislane maxwell recruited them for epstein

12/3/2019 6:05:22 PM michael81972 Seems to suggest [JE] was a big US Fish,  Moar International fish to catch... pic.twitter.com/o24QVuVz9j

12/3/2019 6:15:37 PM cryptowallyxrp What’s this?

12/3/2019 6:16:30 PM nullanon12 That's better... And no, I'm not having a stroke, you probably had one /r/IHadAStroke.

12/3/2019 6:22:20 PM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1202013763089686528?s=21 …

12/3/2019 6:24:04 PM keith369me They are all connected ALL

12/3/2019 6:25:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you Tucker > TB

Expose on HRC + Epstein

ABCs 123s

Clowns Clowns Clowns

Fmr Clowns Are Useful pic.twitter.com/UMApByIanL

12/3/2019 6:26:09 PM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/YPM4tGZ4lq

12/3/2019 6:26:13 PM name_wood17 It’s happening faster. Inertia. NOTHING can stop it now. Hang on tight patriots! #WWG1WGA #qanon #TheGreatAwakening @ffe3301 @Q2ndWave 

@55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776

12/3/2019 6:27:20 PM youstinksoap Sick of this shit.  Pull the band-aid off.

When is 'Enough is Enough'? 😔

12/3/2019 6:28:34 PM spauldingshowal 👍 Grace. I sure need it...

12/3/2019 6:30:54 PM vintagesquirrel Yeah, we know. Trump once stood next to and spoke to Epstein. Got anything of substance?

12/3/2019 6:31:07 PM keith369me Quite a house of cards...let it fall and start over!!!

12/3/2019 6:32:31 PM pinkie467 it's operation mockingbird. Q sent me

12/3/2019 6:32:52 PM zack_stone Peace through strength. Nothing can stop #disclosure Nothing

12/3/2019 6:33:11 PM goodjobtommypi once? pic.twitter.com/SpYxvwikQn

12/3/2019 6:33:22 PM keith369me Yeah, he once stood next to Prince Pedo too...a lot different than participating in an orgy with him.

12/3/2019 6:34:32 PM keith369me  https://twitter.com/melanch10844904/status/1202040238060843008?s=21 …

12/3/2019 6:35:03 PM goodjobtommypi Once? pic.twitter.com/niMEC4W1wt

12/3/2019 6:35:14 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/jbzqtZfknC

12/3/2019 6:35:54 PM keith369me The whole system needs to be taken down...she would only be symbolic...HRC is a mid level manager

12/3/2019 6:37:08 PM goodjobtommypi Once? https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/09/us/politics/trump-epstein.html …

12/3/2019 6:37:11 PM allahuniversal Was Hannity ever a 🤡, or was he signaling? https://www.quora.com/When-did-Hannity-start-wearing-two-lapel-pins-and-what-is-the-new-one …

12/3/2019 6:37:59 PM keith369me Hmmm...when your ready to discuss Bill Clinton’s 20+ flights on the Lolita Express, we can talk about Trump too.  If you can’t see both sides, stop 

wasting ou time.

12/3/2019 6:38:30 PM goodjobtommypi Clinton and Trump are scumbags. We agree.

12/3/2019 6:38:49 PM keith369me It will be when the media 4 AM talking points get cut off.

12/3/2019 6:41:09 PM djlok I think option B from that FBI Anon is the one we are looking at here.

12/3/2019 6:42:55 PM keith369me Who in Washington isn’t?

12/3/2019 6:43:51 PM toffer_anon_369 Clown Activity? pic.twitter.com/W9e55nHqPQ

12/3/2019 6:44:00 PM michael81972 Tammy Bruce...Epstein starts around 16:41

 https://youtu.be/AT_CtEt1bhU 

12/3/2019 6:44:01 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

12/3/2019 6:45:12 PM keith369me Trump has plenty of warts.

12/3/2019 6:45:23 PM covertress Godfather Ill?

12/3/2019 6:45:53 PM goodjobtommypi Scumbag?

12/3/2019 6:47:38 PM djlok Also, I think FBI Anon = Looking Glass.  I'm a conspiracy theorist though. 😁😁😁

12/3/2019 6:48:46 PM keith369me Warts...likely financial crimes...The difference...Clinton/Biden/Obama are sexual deviants while pedo arrests are up a ton under Trump since 2016.

12/3/2019 6:50:24 PM keith369me Looking glass is only so effective when we can cocreate our future

12/3/2019 6:51:28 PM keith369me Story on right now about Bill, Hillary, Chelsea’s many visits to Epstein’s Santa Fe Ranch.

12/3/2019 6:52:06 PM djlok Or is it something that can predict the future and different outcomes with near certainty because it knows the past?

12/3/2019 6:52:38 PM vintagesquirrel Tommy's still mad over the election. He thinks posting these pics will negate all the good our President has accomplished. Sad, actually. Too bad these 

people can't move on.

12/3/2019 6:52:46 PM rsoldi3r And sadly... America was turning into a sh*thole!  The roads in L.A. are horrendous. (CA ranks 49/50 for infrastructure - TY MS for being #50!) Compare 

our “major Int’l airports” to other countries)... It’s about time we #TakeItBack!  Thank GOD for our POTUS! #MAGA

12/3/2019 6:53:30 PM keith369me I control my future...not glass 😀

12/3/2019 6:53:45 PM goodjobtommypi lol. I don’t think it will do anything. I just like fuhking w donks who like our Ped0 pal president

12/3/2019 6:53:55 PM oceanmaniac He threw him out of the Mara logo when he found out about Epstein raping a worker. Fact!

12/3/2019 6:54:10 PM cosmic_engineer Financiers and real estate moguls tend to brush elbows often...

12/3/2019 6:54:30 PM goodjobtommypi Bwahhaaahaaa

12/3/2019 6:56:29 PM toffer_anon_369  https://fox5sandiego.com/2019/12/03/outage-leaves-7000-san-diegans-without-power/ …

12/3/2019 6:56:58 PM djlok There's a lot to be said for knowing the past. Time is an illusion.

12/3/2019 7:07:23 PM jaspony1 Not sure why people need this explained to them...

Trump saw first hand all the evil these people where up to...

But they controlled everything

Gov

Police

Judges

FBI

CIA

What can you do?

You become POTUS and you take them all down!!!
12/3/2019 7:12:56 PM rsoldi3r The secret behind 369

#TheGreatAwakening #Tesla #FreeEnergy #JouleSanthit pic.twitter.com/EofXJVmxmF

12/3/2019 7:16:18 PM eman1292 How can that happen 4 minutes from now? California is an hour behind me, or 2, because they do dst  where Arizona dont. Lol. 

pic.twitter.com/YQ6VA7jdcN

12/3/2019 7:18:47 PM majic_eyes_qnly The FBI ANON article where these phone screenshots are coming from: http://blackpilled.com/2017/01/fbi-anon-ama-1-part-1/ …

12/3/2019 7:22:30 PM mongrelglory You're suggesting some of this tourism to the United States was sex tourism, which is now on hold because of Epstein's arrest?

12/3/2019 7:24:29 PM goodjobtommypi And appoint the guy who let Epstein off to sec of Labor!😂😂

12/3/2019 7:27:06 PM nikoscali So it's option B then... all I gotta say is the select few better be good and their crimes better be laid bare...



12/3/2019 7:29:01 PM markjohnt2 Which exposed the whole scam behind his conviction in the first place and resulted in JE's eventual arrest. Imagine that...

You people aren't smart enough to perform involuntary muscle contractions.

12/3/2019 7:31:32 PM mongrelglory I would think the expensive American dollar would discourage tourism as well.  It certainly has played a role in reducing Canadian tourism to the US. 

with the high exchange rate.

12/3/2019 7:34:40 PM djlok That was fast... https://twitter.com/i/events/1202038843781726208 …

12/3/2019 7:36:26 PM sandie70484902 Caught them again...

12/3/2019 7:40:27 PM yourkiddingme5 A please.

12/3/2019 7:40:57 PM jaded_pearl Hate Trump bots 🤖🤷♀️🤖 pic.twitter.com/JJxUwAcUHy

12/3/2019 7:42:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 But I smoke weed! https://twitter.com/axios/status/1202067500898369536 …

12/3/2019 7:42:58 PM nikoscali But she's so genuine though! LOL

12/3/2019 7:43:36 PM manifest_utopia Thanks for posting this. The Paul Singer segment was interesting too.

12/3/2019 7:43:55 PM hellouncledonny Who says Majestic doesn't have a sense of humor

12/3/2019 7:44:38 PM michael81972 You’re Welcome👍🏻

12/3/2019 7:44:44 PM susan66388204 Yep she’s smoking something for sure

12/3/2019 7:44:59 PM eewwanon While listening to Tupac and Biggie in 1977. 😂

12/3/2019 7:46:21 PM turboxyde Great recall!

I wonder if these were "Domain" officers?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/3/2019 7:48:43 PM aaronj34633889 Just because she smokes weed doesnt make her cool. Just means she's trying to "be one of the gang". She will never be part of that. Nomatter how 

much she smokes

12/3/2019 7:50:03 PM allahuniversal There's a tweet for everything. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1030122054807429123?s=19 …

12/3/2019 7:51:05 PM ab36913 Its only 7:50 pm in California. 🥴

12/3/2019 7:52:39 PM 1ra_enelor Well done @AllahUniversal ! ✨💫✨

12/3/2019 7:52:42 PM kathleenmckeon6 President Trump was the only one to assist/help.  Bradley Edwards interview, attorney for the victims of Epstein:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=296&v=Yqb59n69Z80 …

12/3/2019 7:53:18 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/sL6M0ovHPW

12/3/2019 7:53:18 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/oSPLBf152g

12/3/2019 7:54:29 PM jrocktigers And time traveled to smoke with Tupac to boot. . . .

12/3/2019 7:55:34 PM ab36913 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

12/3/2019 7:56:07 PM derrickhood2 I wonder who will pick up her 3%.

12/3/2019 7:56:46 PM allahuniversal ⚔ pic.twitter.com/UBcyFAjJIs

12/3/2019 7:59:27 PM kathleenmckeon6 It's odd

I am in Northern California and is 7:59 p.m.

12/3/2019 7:59:34 PM craigeyed Me too.

12/3/2019 8:00:06 PM cpace98 Hypocrisy at it’s best

12/3/2019 8:00:12 PM ignorantsage33 Read through it

12/3/2019 8:07:27 PM enomai_ We should play a game.

Who's next?

12/3/2019 8:07:49 PM kathleenmckeon6 Bradley Edwards interview, attorney for the victims of Epstein. https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=296&v=Yqb59n69Z80 …

12/3/2019 8:09:40 PM patriotswegoall Good find

12/3/2019 8:11:12 PM mateuszwala Nice dig mate... pic.twitter.com/aEfhr2Ozg2

12/3/2019 8:11:14 PM rebornkingent And then smoke said weed without inhaling while listening to albums that have not been released yet. Political paradox.

12/3/2019 8:18:27 PM brangusjimmy  pic.twitter.com/ozBz12317U

12/3/2019 8:19:50 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/ZqSsVBTlb2

12/3/2019 8:20:25 PM rebornkingent There was actually a gi joe episode about some enemy hiding in caves and such. And also all these old cartoons about mysterious enemies that always 

just got away. We’re we’re being prepped for all this BS.

12/3/2019 8:24:40 PM avshara [CF] POP>$? pic.twitter.com/8K0cPoi7TF

12/3/2019 8:26:14 PM giediknight This was a great thought provoking interview. It is totally plausible that the Soviets surgically altered Down syndrome children to look like aliens, put 

them in a drone, and crashed it in Roswell. The magicians have been casting the illusion for a long time.

12/3/2019 8:27:07 PM awwbitch1  pic.twitter.com/eqp4w1GF4E

12/3/2019 8:39:42 PM steveakridge So, what’s her net worth now???

Much more than when she threw her hat in the ring??? Politics these days are profitable!!!

🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀🐀

12/3/2019 8:51:35 PM allahuniversal Seems a fair question to ask https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1201943163390300160?s=19 …

12/3/2019 8:52:39 PM queen_khalifia Fake PAC Fan! 😂

12/3/2019 8:56:26 PM allahuniversal The "public" reporting:

 https://www.forbes.com/sites/michelatindera/2019/08/23/heres-how-much-2020-presidential-candidate-kamala-harris-is-worth/ …

Even with her private (read: nonpublicized) funds, she's right, she can't compete with Billionaire Bloomberg. I doubt this was ofe her own free will, 

same as her even ruining in the first place.

12/3/2019 9:00:29 PM ggcheri I'm sorry if this is a stupid q, but what is this?

12/3/2019 9:10:58 PM yustein I think if the city buys the mansion, converts it to a museum, NYC would definitely be again in the top 10 most visited cities in the world. Plus the city 

would make a lot of money and maybe create a fund for victims of similar crimes? Just saying...

12/3/2019 9:36:48 PM majortomxrp thanks for sharing👍

SF for the win = #Timeline1 pic.twitter.com/OHhkpNTg36

12/3/2019 9:42:22 PM kidge6 Where do we learn about this? Is this technology available? You’ve talked about water spinning, but not sound and vibrational treatment of water. Or 

did I miss it?

12/3/2019 9:51:41 PM mlancejs 130,000 + sealed indictments at this point.

SELECT FEW

12/3/2019 9:55:24 PM mlancejs 130,000 + sealed indictments

Can't control the outcome with choices A, B or C.

Patriots are in control.  We have it ALL.

Not just a SELECT FEW

12/3/2019 10:00:44 PM blissamerica Why is that? The wow signal?

12/3/2019 10:09:00 PM blissamerica Thank you 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/3/2019 10:11:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 435Hz does what? https://twitter.com/RoScarborough/status/1201965297713975297 …

12/3/2019 10:11:42 PM wickedmouse369 Chaos.



12/3/2019 10:12:50 PM usss_211 Tesla's optimum oscillation frequency?

12/3/2019 10:13:00 PM amylynrussell Changes the frequency of sound or vibration?

12/3/2019 10:13:02 PM 1_decided_voter Divisible by 3 for one thing. Not sure what else. I had always thought that it was 432Hz that resonated instead of 440Hz.

12/3/2019 10:14:17 PM april10521252 I thought it was the healing frequency

12/3/2019 10:14:23 PM dan007mnr HEALING!!!

12/3/2019 10:14:32 PM april10521252 One of them

12/3/2019 10:15:49 PM gspacebass 432 is gas

12/3/2019 10:16:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 432 != 435

Both Majestic

432=9

435=12=3

+Δ3 does what to 432?

Why is 432 common?

Why was 440 used?

Sound is frequency energy and vibration.

Why +3Δ?

Entertain us.
12/3/2019 10:16:28 PM dan007mnr  https://youtu.be/4wtG01ymIjE 

12/3/2019 10:16:32 PM decodematrix Amplifies consciousness by adding 3 more bits, 9 to 12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109925263301922816 …

12/3/2019 10:18:31 PM spauldingshowal  https://attunedvibrations.com/432hz/ 

12/3/2019 10:19:02 PM dan007mnr Going to listen to as I fall asleep. Night frens~

12/3/2019 10:19:03 PM aprilbrown99 440 hz was used to create disharmony, unbalance and agressive behavior.

12/3/2019 10:19:28 PM williebhere Promote natural healing in the body..

12/3/2019 10:19:55 PM matt41145588  pic.twitter.com/VpZovrh5Ys

12/3/2019 10:20:24 PM tomchiodo [DS] Changed music standard in late 30’s early 40’s to play radio music from 432 Hz & changed the universal databases to 440 Hz. 440 hz causes people 

be sick both mind then diseased prone body.

12/3/2019 10:21:06 PM autistmember One of the classical base frequencies. 432Hz being the most popular. What is called "Concert A" is the tone orchestras tune to. The drone tone they 

make when they first sit down on stage Currently 440Hz has become the frequency of Concert A. It is a dissonant frequency to nature.

12/3/2019 10:21:23 PM undercoverrept1 All modern music uses a scale that is out of tune with the Earth's natural "Schumann resonance" frequency. If you ask "music people" about this they'll 

say "that's been debunked, that's a conspiracy theory" and other phrases that will be familiar to all MAGA people. Evil at work.

12/3/2019 10:21:25 PM allahuniversal  https://globalnews.ca/news/4194106/440-hz-conspiracy-music/ … pic.twitter.com/cew6POyEqO

12/3/2019 10:21:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 432

42 = Answer to Universe

3 = IS

IS is inside the universe as a BEing.

432 is oneness in that regard.

3 is in 42

IS is in Universe

Soul in the Universe.

Or a universe of souls?

What happens when you shiff the bit?

How about +/-Δ3?
12/3/2019 10:22:22 PM 1_decided_voter So Douglas Adams was actually onto something with 42? Majestic?

12/3/2019 10:23:07 PM 1magafan Bravo Majic12

12/3/2019 10:23:12 PM rachaelangelm Deep healing

12/3/2019 10:23:47 PM terribug13 GO DEVIN!  LOVE THAT GUY!

12/3/2019 10:23:49 PM samsmith0319 🤣🐀🤣

12/3/2019 10:24:12 PM wickedmouse369 Allows for a band that is not audible to our ears but to our subconscious.

12/3/2019 10:24:29 PM aprilbrown99 432 hz is similar to the resonance of the earths frequency and vibration. pic.twitter.com/DhBr91fakz

12/3/2019 10:25:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 into 42 = 14 = 5

+Δ3 = 17 = Q

What does shiffing the bit do?

12/3/2019 10:26:14 PM girlawakeinca Exactly 👆

12/3/2019 10:27:30 PM aprilbrown99 Does shifting it by 3 degrees focus on the child?

12/3/2019 10:27:32 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

12/3/2019 10:28:16 PM mouriergirl My mind is blown!

12/3/2019 10:28:44 PM adsvel Big cities are energetic mess anyway. Sensitive people can't live in that energetic mess.😑

12/3/2019 10:29:12 PM tomchiodo 432 Hz converter. Also 528 Hz option within app. https://apps.apple.com/us/app/432-player/id633600716 …

12/3/2019 10:29:52 PM dka8604 I’m glad people are starting to talk about  Hz.   432hz is healing. Turn on some Mozart or Tesla.

12/3/2019 10:30:27 PM allahuniversal -3Δ = 429

42 = Answer to Universe = To BE

9 = Source = IS-BE 

+3Δ = 435

45 = POTUS

3 = iS

The IS inside POTUS BEing

45 = 9 = Source = IS-BE

Soul in the Universe. = SOLipsism

Or a universe of souls? = Pantheism?
12/3/2019 10:30:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?

12 dimensions?

12 harmonics?

12 densities?

12 phases?

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

What are some famous classical music pieces that only sound right in 432 and not 440?

Producers?

JR > ST > Producers Dark Sexcrets

Pure Evil.

Think Epstein.

Not Just Epstein.



12/3/2019 10:31:13 PM allahuniversal Changes the equation

12/3/2019 10:33:41 PM hellouncledonny diapason normal

12/3/2019 10:33:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 432 = Soul in Universe = 9 = IS-BE

435 = Soul of POTUS = 17 = Q

What does shiffing the bit do?

12/3/2019 10:34:29 PM aprilbrown99 Mozart https://youtu.be/C4e8a4nmJC8 

12/3/2019 10:35:14 PM usernamt8ken #TheGreatAwakening

12/3/2019 10:35:25 PM girlawakeinca Alternate Universe?

12/3/2019 10:36:04 PM allahuniversal In to of

Changes the Pre-Position, the meaning, the eQuation

12/3/2019 10:36:28 PM aprilbrown99 Shiffing = F = changes the frequency

12/3/2019 10:38:02 PM samsmith0319 Agree...Me Too!!!

12/3/2019 10:38:51 PM samsmith0319 Oh Yes!!!  We have the Tech!!!

12/3/2019 10:39:49 PM usualnotavail 440 causes disturbance/chaos on a cellular level

12/3/2019 10:40:08 PM allahuniversal 4 x 3 + 5 = 17 =Q

12/3/2019 10:40:49 PM aprilbrown99 Child = 3 = focus on saving the children?

12/3/2019 10:43:55 PM adsvel  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u8GhgIRSndE …

12/3/2019 10:44:28 PM jonessense I can’t stand cities

12/3/2019 10:45:31 PM mongrelglory Causes a shift in consciousness.  The Great Awakening!

12/3/2019 10:46:51 PM hellouncledonny 3-6-9

4+3+2=9

4+3+5=12 or 1+2=3

a binary number system is used in programming in assembly language that bit shifting becomes a commonly used operator.

12/3/2019 10:48:44 PM jmay07161279 432 Hz is the natural frequency of earth

435 hz is the natural healing frequency when the brain enter in delta waves 

440hz made or body oscilliations bad, so harder for us to express delta waves and made us sick and less aware

12/3/2019 10:48:55 PM mongrelglory 440 was used to suppress or dampen consciousness.

12/3/2019 10:50:12 PM allahuniversal 💡

12/3/2019 10:51:03 PM allahuniversal Thanks for the making that fully click, my slow moment is done

12/3/2019 10:51:26 PM austinp11295968 I think your stretching to make the connection but I still tune my guitar down by a few centz..

12/3/2019 10:52:19 PM mongrelglory Uhm..."shiffing" versus "shifting"?

12/3/2019 10:52:30 PM 1womyn4truth  pic.twitter.com/0GEGXapZfV

12/3/2019 10:54:51 PM aprilbrown99 Shiff = T = shifting or to shift the timeline?

Something to do with AS?

12/3/2019 10:58:46 PM aprilbrown99 Yes but MJ specifically states “shiff” and “shiffing” several times. Do you guys know what that means?  🤷♀️

12/3/2019 10:58:57 PM sirdave01 Brings down the house

12/3/2019 11:02:30 PM aprilbrown99 Misspellings matter. Shiff vs shift.

12/3/2019 11:04:31 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  Beethoven sounds almost cheerful at 432 hz!

12/3/2019 11:04:55 PM truth_pioneer Bach

12/3/2019 11:06:06 PM wwg1wga93583681 majesticizes it pic.twitter.com/PTR6mfqRXK

12/3/2019 11:06:07 PM mongrelglory Sorry, who is JR and ST?

12/3/2019 11:08:52 PM adsvel Thank You, Michelle. There are so many great masters of classical music. I count instruments I hear and also emotions of each instrument 

played.😊💖

12/3/2019 11:11:56 PM covertress For the purpose of keeping IS enslaved?

12/3/2019 11:16:42 PM mongrelglory I'm so used to hearing the compositions at the 440hz that they sound "wrong" to me at 432 hz.  I think it's because I'm remembering and re-playing the 

440 hz song in my head while listening to the 432 hz music.  They don't match so the 432 hz music sounds "off".

12/3/2019 11:17:02 PM mongrelglory I'm going to have to "re-educate" my ears!

12/3/2019 11:19:56 PM melbourne_3000 With the assistance of many we are moving back to harmony.

#DarkToLight

12/3/2019 11:20:18 PM mflick0101 Nope. That site refers to 147.435 MHz repeaters, which they affectionately refer to as “435”

12/3/2019 11:21:35 PM girlawakeinca 440 frequency is disharmonic because it has no scientific relationship to the physical laws that govern our universe. 

https://www.binauralbeatsmeditation.com/432-hz-truth-behind-natures-frequency/ …

12/3/2019 11:21:46 PM adsvel Yes, indeed. This is what they have done, did difference in Hz and pulled us out from our Center, our Heart. Just a few Hz and our harmonics are pulled 

aside.

12/3/2019 11:23:38 PM patriotswegoall Trigger the great awakening? Otherwise, I cannot find detailed info on this 435hz frequency anywhere online.

12/3/2019 11:23:55 PM n7guardiananon 435

4+5=9

3

42x9+9+9+9+9+9+12=435

12/3/2019 11:24:46 PM adsvel And when You are listening 432 Hz music that resonates with You, focus on the Heart, involve its Intelligence as well. And You will get Holy 

Trinity.😊💖

12/3/2019 11:24:59 PM aprilbrown99 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 💗💗💗

12/3/2019 11:26:02 PM mflick0101 435 Hz is in the audible range, and would sound like a slightly flat “A” note. A-440 (440 Hz) you might remember if you ever struck a tuning fork

12/3/2019 11:28:53 PM girlawakeinca 432 zero point

435 destroys. 

The Devin Nunes lawsuit will destroy CNN. Majestic 🙏💫

12/3/2019 11:33:16 PM mongrelglory Okay, now you lost me again...

12/3/2019 11:34:10 PM 1ra_enelor Frequency of the Universe.

12/3/2019 11:37:57 PM mongrelglory The Beethoven pieces sound better at 432 hz, but the Tchaikovsky songs don't.  It's strange!🤔 (I love Tchaikovsky!)

12/3/2019 11:43:19 PM adsvel Yes, Tchaikovsky is great. Listened a lot in the Soviet times.😊

12/3/2019 11:43:50 PM girlawakeinca  https://twitter.com/heldaccountabl3/status/1202128990573670405?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/MlfCx3en7f

12/3/2019 11:46:49 PM mongrelglory Peter and the Wolf was my favourite album when I was a child. 😁

12/3/2019 11:47:05 PM 21oplato 1. Many religions use '3'. The Trinity, 3 Gods in Hinduism, etc.....

2. IMHO- '3' = Balance. e.g - Id, Ego & Super Ego. 

3. IIRC 432hz tuning to C#.

There are videos of salt test of vibrations on Youtube. 440hz is chaotic. (It's late. ️💤)



12/3/2019 11:48:54 PM heldaccountabl3 #MAGA #WalkAwayFromDemocrats #QArmy  .@realDonaldTrump .@DonaldJTrumpJr .@intheMatrixxx .@YeshuaBenDavid4 .@Mr_Bo_Jengles 

.@ApacheiAm .@QBlueSkyQ .@TrumpyQGirl .@tugginghboat.@QuriousQanon99 .@GenFlynn .@StyleKbs .@Jazzyjwelz .@DavidJHarrisJr

12/3/2019 11:49:29 PM adsvel Mine was/is Mozart and Bach.😊

12/3/2019 11:58:47 PM yokoke2014 ? pic.twitter.com/SDZBsuZxJq

12/4/2019 12:23:39 AM adele56073533 Musical A note. Also can be used to transmit MKU maybe.

12/4/2019 12:49:46 AM dynamicres 3 is in 45 more majestically.  = 15 = 6

6 is in the physical form.

12/4/2019 12:51:24 AM dynamicres puts the amplified consciousness more into the physical?

12/4/2019 12:56:54 AM dynamicres interesting list for this one... pic.twitter.com/bpvZ4EHt0h

12/4/2019 12:58:21 AM raginredstorm LMAO! 😂

12/4/2019 1:00:48 AM adsvel Beethoven and his Moonlight Sonata is the best!😊💖🎵🎶 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SF8-GGZ_EYM …

12/4/2019 1:05:11 AM sterkinglights1 U win!😹😸😺😻🙈🙉🙊🤓🤭

12/4/2019 1:05:55 AM aetherwalker1 This got me thinking..  

Do clowns ever clown clowns and/or 'ex' clowns?   🤔

12/4/2019 1:06:06 AM aaronj34633889 Fine Tuning

12/4/2019 1:06:19 AM mongrelglory Lovely!  His music sounds so much lighter in 432 hz!

12/4/2019 1:09:35 AM aetherwalker1 Option A, but we don't need war since the criminals are out of power.

12/4/2019 1:09:40 AM adsvel Many sounds in 432 Hz is more harmonic for our ears, especially when we are using earphones.

12/4/2019 1:11:54 AM laughingwolf11 Trump doesn’t need to be perfect. I see a man seeking ascension by redemption. He’s NOT one of [Them] and that’s good enough. [Them] being pedos, 

pedovours, Canaanites, Luciferians, human traffickers, drug mules and the most evil on the planet.

12/4/2019 1:15:26 AM aetherwalker1 "Why was 440 used?"

don't know.

but not everything is a conspiracy.  We investigate hidden shenanigans so much we lose sight of the vast capacity of human ignorance/blindness.

12/4/2019 1:26:33 AM sterkinglights1 Don't demand. Manifest it. You can help. The power of 369 is very real.

12/4/2019 1:31:45 AM laughingwolf11 Basque (France/Spain border) are mostly AB blood type. True. And their dialect is not common to ny near by region. There’s a very large collection of 

data in Reno, NV. The Neanderthals, Denisovans, heidelbergensis, rudolfensis, giants, little people...

12/4/2019 1:34:11 AM domenickpal How does it feel to be a failed human being?

12/4/2019 1:36:04 AM uwewegel I don't know, only 432 Hz in comparison to 440 Hz, A, Solfeggio.

12/4/2019 1:41:16 AM beesandhoney123 This tweet of yours Was Marked by Twitter as "maybe offensive" for me. What???

12/4/2019 1:48:23 AM arthur_kingsley 72 x 6. 108 x 4. Second note in Pythagorean scale, 9/8 up from  384.

12/4/2019 1:52:59 AM dynamicres I-BE-S

12/4/2019 2:43:30 AM ironsides2019 I saw a 4chan post in 2016 which said the exact same thing. Was also supposedly from an FBI agent. The Anon described the situation in the metaphor 

of trying to crash land a plane. Nothing is going to stop the crash. They were just trying to minimize casualties.

12/4/2019 2:57:13 AM lindah83427239 435 was used before 440 in media. 432 is deep healing.

12/4/2019 3:01:38 AM keith369me Ding Dong the NWO candidate is dead.

12/4/2019 3:05:57 AM vaporking heals

12/4/2019 3:14:39 AM sterkinglights1 Mabey a Twitter search.

From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 435

12/4/2019 3:16:43 AM bereantype Going a little deeper, we end up at the doorstep of the Nazis. It is said that propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels insisted that on 440 Hz tuning in 

Germany because he believed it made people think and feel in specific ways, making them “a prisoner of a certain consciousness.”

12/4/2019 3:18:15 AM ironsides2019 Just scrolled down and and realized that these were actually from that same Anon.

12/4/2019 3:33:11 AM sean_blackwolf 440 destroys /changes DNA inflicts pain

12/4/2019 3:34:53 AM sean_blackwolf Dwave quantum computers anyone?? 5G? Get it now???

12/4/2019 3:35:52 AM covertress To the blind, babble.

12/4/2019 3:38:40 AM sean_blackwolf 435=17=POTUS

12/4/2019 3:40:39 AM instiga65742200 So it’s about swalwell?

12/4/2019 3:47:20 AM bbobbio71 432 "A" =natural frequency or Golden note of the universe. 

440 Music becomes militarized. Causes the population to become more aggressive, agitated etv.

12/4/2019 3:51:21 AM bondisurf Mathematically consistent with the universe. 

#HealingEnergy

12/4/2019 3:52:55 AM nocommunistusa Don’t forget San Francisco sucks even more

12/4/2019 3:52:58 AM unearthedciel  https://youtu.be/f70klXrveAY 

12/4/2019 4:01:44 AM maryschade14 9 is also Final Judgement..which is the Ultimate Is-Be Ascension.

Where We..are exposed to our own individual unconscious. Darkness or Light

17..Victory through God..

10 Completeness God's Divine Order 7 Spiritual Completeness

The Choice was Ours from the beginning..

12/4/2019 4:10:40 AM charitable_fury It’s 432Hz...

12/4/2019 4:14:18 AM bobmcfall64 Purifies the airwaves

12/4/2019 4:20:59 AM mithoheri I think that sounds like the A string when I tune my guitar without tuning devices ...

Not quite sure tho.

12/4/2019 4:21:45 AM robinreitsma1 apart from 432 Hz being  where music instruments are tuned to, I am unaware. ?🧐

12/4/2019 4:21:59 AM trustqplus “Diapason Normal”

12/4/2019 4:24:01 AM jasond98214252 I'm lost.

12/4/2019 4:28:10 AM _369311119 Hey Tammy Bruce!

12/4/2019 4:28:56 AM mithoheri Some electronic guitar tuners (apps) offer these two options for the A string I think.

I'm not a very devoted musician, but I often prefer to tune my guitar down by 2+1/2 tones to match my voice. (I shift the A string an E string, D string 

an A string aso.)

12/4/2019 4:31:04 AM charitable_fury Exactly

12/4/2019 4:35:40 AM mithoheri It is also the permanent tone before dialing when you pick up the phone (wired) here in Germany. Sometimes used it to tune the A-string on guitar.

12/4/2019 4:43:15 AM areckoningday Tribunals ya say? 👇 https://youtu.be/lmILmnnTC10 

12/4/2019 4:43:37 AM werascending Thanks for the app! I didn’t even know they had such an app!! Thanks! I downloaded it! 🙏🙏😇

12/4/2019 4:45:49 AM r2leetwo  https://roelhollander.eu/en/432-tuning/giuseppe-verdi-435hz-432hz-256hz/ …

12/4/2019 4:54:21 AM burgersandra "Entertain us"???  Not a fan.

"The ‘3’ shows that the 6 & 9 are formed from the same source, Indeed are ultimately the same thing, ( Prime Radiant)." https://teleportation.co.nz/3-

6-9-bones-god/ …



12/4/2019 5:01:53 AM cny_micaa would like to know also

12/4/2019 5:02:57 AM bbobbio71 All along I was either adding all or sub, mult or dividing.  Duh! Didn't think of different processes to come up with majestic numbers.

12/4/2019 5:04:51 AM bbobbio71 I like that period of music.  For a time though. lol

12/4/2019 5:05:28 AM bbobbio71 👍

12/4/2019 5:07:19 AM fansblowing3 Shifting from 435 to 453 amplifies the intent.

12/4/2019 5:08:27 AM bbobbio71 Robert Marley was big in 432 as Well.

12/4/2019 5:13:13 AM angieco00740829 @realDonaldTrump @foxandfriends @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

as well as, all my friends and family. all my dad has ask for, for two years now, is that he see actually arrest of some of the higher forms of corruption. 

unexpectantly, we found out yesterday, he only has a few weeks

12/4/2019 5:14:26 AM fansblowing3 Nazis pic.twitter.com/ilmHTnEzbi

12/4/2019 5:15:28 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes 8ve been noticing this time mishap this year a lot. Really more in past few months. It's like thing are repeating or replaying. It's not the normal 

"replay" scenarios. Like award shows at wrong times, news is off etc. Not sure if it's the media doing it or if it's time shifts

12/4/2019 5:15:50 AM hr3530 I got a light @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, When and where? 

"But i smoke weed!"

-@HR3530

12/4/2019 5:20:35 AM fansblowing3 Rockefeller pic.twitter.com/fZc3lzg3ob

12/4/2019 5:23:32 AM fansblowing3 All roads lead to Rome.  “As early as 1885, the Music Commission of the Italian Government declared that all instruments and orchestras should use a 

tuning fork that vibrated at 440 Hz, which was different from the original standard of 435 Hz and the competing 432 Hz in France.”

12/4/2019 5:24:11 AM fansblowing3  https://globalnews.ca/news/4194106/440-hz-conspiracy-music/ …

12/4/2019 5:28:38 AM luckyishere123 I am in india so geographically we must be far away. I have only been experiencing this last few months though like a continuous Dejavu. Sigh of relief 

its not just me

12/4/2019 5:29:37 AM raalphjoones2 On what type of antenna,. Analog, square, sawtooth, scalar pulse wave,  the array type , source being how many watts?   Your question can not be 

answered

12/4/2019 5:33:58 AM _369311119 42 years. 

F,T

20,6

26

3 is number of growth pic.twitter.com/WDF1Ugg7HW

12/4/2019 5:34:06 AM bennastix It plays 24/7 at our house 😎

12/4/2019 5:36:08 AM medic13_17 Awakens intuition

12/4/2019 5:36:33 AM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Would you say 5/10/1959 was a good birth date?

12/4/2019 5:45:35 AM jleetxgirl 440 was demanded by John D Rockefeller to be instituted in all music. He wanted us sick and depressed. Also, he had all homeopathic schools shut 

down and changed them all to allopathic so, again we could remain sick.

12/4/2019 5:46:46 AM michael81972 To arrive at 17,  are you doing this 5+(3)+4+3+2,  If another way,  I would like to learn

12/4/2019 5:46:50 AM charlesgdavis1 @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @chiefpolice2 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @Q2ndWave @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @intheMatrixxx @TomFitton @2runtherace @catturd2 

Funny I can't create a link to this tweet....unless I'm doing it wrong?!?!

12/4/2019 5:47:22 AM youstinksoap Curious.

So as someone who has/still does see the numbers 924 constantly, what does it mean?

12/4/2019 5:51:15 AM charlesgdavis1 @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @chiefpolice2 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @Q2ndWave @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @intheMatrixxx @TomFitton @2runtherace @charliekirk11 

Funny I can't create a link to this tweet also....unless I'm doing it wrong.

12/4/2019 5:54:14 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1201978205537632256?s=20 …

12/4/2019 6:00:20 AM 4everq1 432hz is positive vibrations

12/4/2019 6:04:06 AM rot8infinity (4+2+3=9)       42 \ 3 =   14     1+4 = 5 (I think this is a pattern in the sequence)

(Add the +3 difference to 14 you get 17) Minus it, you get 11.

12/4/2019 6:07:29 AM michael81972 Thank you,  im still detoxing flouride,  Aluminum, mercury,  glyphosate out of my system...kek

12/4/2019 6:07:49 AM djmurphy5 Thought it’s 432

12/4/2019 6:08:40 AM rot8infinity Follow this math pic.twitter.com/o9lbKA1Uii

12/4/2019 6:09:31 AM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/Yb3vxJGvnL

12/4/2019 6:10:21 AM letlovereign4ev The Earth’s heartbeat 💓

12/4/2019 6:10:36 AM rot8infinity This is also called, VORTEX MATH.

FLOWER MATH

Depicted in the BIBLE.

BIBLICAL. pic.twitter.com/wKgEXd9wpo

12/4/2019 6:10:49 AM letlovereign4ev The Schumann Resonance

12/4/2019 6:12:46 AM rot8infinity  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS5LKtbKxqE …

12/4/2019 6:13:44 AM s_moore39  pic.twitter.com/hSJzEj4BEu

12/4/2019 6:21:29 AM rawphonegirl USA pedo tourism is closed indefinitely!

12/4/2019 6:27:15 AM tikicolada You read my frequency 😊 A=432 Hz, known as Verdi's 'A' is an alternative tuning that is mathematically consistent with the universe. Music based on 

432Hz transmits beneficial healing energy, because it is a pure tone of math fundamental to nature.

12/4/2019 6:27:33 AM turboxyde If our IS projects reality as a specific frequency & our shared reality is constantly fluctuating based upon the conscious or unconscious interactions of 

other IS-BEs (ocean of frequencies) then using numbers in such a way amplifies the potential for the IS's manifestation to BE.

12/4/2019 6:29:01 AM poppyslovecapu Go get em @DevinNunes

12/4/2019 6:29:19 AM turboxyde The real question should be... how does an IS-BE realize their own frequency in a numerical sense?



12/4/2019 6:33:08 AM mateuszwala best explanation of 432hz 

expand thinking by

masaruemoto ... healing vibration by your will/wish

rice experiment

healing itself by positive thinking?

heart stongest EM field?

+/-Δ3? oh yeah, tuning individually?

how/why?

numerology?

3 6 9 self explanatory in num-logic
12/4/2019 6:53:23 AM ultim8boon Notable @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1202235979056242690 …

12/4/2019 6:58:02 AM laurabusse FINALLY

Thank God

12/4/2019 6:58:23 AM laurabusse LOL

12/4/2019 7:00:12 AM laurabusse Really??

12/4/2019 7:00:31 AM shmuggmouf Its the frequency everything vibrates at

12/4/2019 7:00:47 AM laurabusse Seriously??

12/4/2019 7:01:04 AM jrocktigers Oopps .. . . . I was tricked. . . .actually it is 432 HZ .. . I really do need glasses.

12/4/2019 7:01:19 AM laurabusse Is that right??

12/4/2019 7:02:32 AM shmuggmouf 432Hz

12/4/2019 7:02:58 AM mateuszwala would you explain how?  ^^^

12/4/2019 7:04:03 AM luxdefiance I find it nearly impossible to find a video or sound sample of pure 435 hz tone. Anyone help me out? Politely not looking for YT vids of rain falling with 

“435hz” in the description.

12/4/2019 7:14:21 AM jerryba35782507 Can’t happen soon enough!!!

12/4/2019 7:14:57 AM turboxyde Your DNA is the antenna. pic.twitter.com/o5r4HmuiFy

12/4/2019 7:18:21 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/bebjKYMf62

12/4/2019 7:20:54 AM birdiesrchirpin Steps in frequency?

Interesting 17hz between chromatic notes.

 https://www.harmonycentral.com/forums/topic/1708264-440hz-vs-435hz/ … pic.twitter.com/s5XgWSYAxv

12/4/2019 7:23:16 AM debstev80504671 Odd. Twattr says this tweet is from someone I blocked. Not true

12/4/2019 7:24:53 AM fansblowing3 They got $97 million to fix the water with a self-imposed deadline of 3 years which will be January of 2020.  Flint back in the news in 2020? 

pic.twitter.com/kxz8Z9zh6t

12/4/2019 7:25:36 AM wacob_jehrli 432hz is the frequency of the universe. real close to 435. however 440hz is said to unlock the secrets of the universe. i guess you could say 435 is the 

middle frequency between the two.

12/4/2019 7:26:01 AM jamiegrahamusa It's not just YOU! THts why I asked!

What if it's a GLITCH IN MATRIX? 

Americano 11Glitches in the Matrix on YouTube pic.twitter.com/zefxRTGreS

12/4/2019 7:27:21 AM jamiegrahamusa It's unreal to us...but keep your mind OPEN YET SAFEGUARDED! 

I'm in TXS. It's definitely HAPPENING

12/4/2019 7:32:57 AM raalphjoones2 Exactly

12/4/2019 7:37:02 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @NSAGov @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If Adam Schiff got phone records w/o warrants from AT&T of our @POTUS, @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes & others to use as slime in the Schiff Fake 

Impeachment Report, who wants to bet the DEEP STATE has all those phone numbers now?

12/4/2019 7:42:32 AM chrismfkelly Miracle tone

12/4/2019 8:08:39 AM allahuniversal Just thinking out loud, hadn't figured it out yet

12/4/2019 8:09:51 AM allahuniversal Like-wise

12/4/2019 8:13:20 AM allahuniversal Good question

12/4/2019 8:14:58 AM allahuniversal Hadn't quite gotten it yet at that point. I think this is closer to the answer  https://twitter.com/Llyr_Crypto/status/1202116976019202048?s=19 …

12/4/2019 8:15:32 AM allahuniversal ... Based on: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109925263301922816?s=19 …

12/4/2019 8:17:46 AM dynamicres THE ALL is in the earthworm, but the earthworm is far from being THE ALL. 

~Kybalion

12/4/2019 8:22:47 AM giediknight  https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/b/bit-shift.htm …

A bit shift is a bitwise operation in which the order of a series of bits is moved, either to the left or right, to efficiently perform a mathematical 

operation.

12/4/2019 8:23:20 AM lanielou5 Then a Patriot can buy CNN & name it ...

ANN American News Network

or

APNN American Patriot News Network

or 

QNN  Q News Network

or

QANN  Q Anon News Network 

💥💥💥💥💥

12/4/2019 8:25:02 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/Yw13EAX3cZk 

12/4/2019 8:27:48 AM rterriers  https://www.globalrecharge.guru/portfolio/435hz-dna-healing-chakra-cleansing-meditation/ …

12/4/2019 8:32:00 AM v_rags You can hear your own frequency from within sending loving vibs out to the universe and then just listening while focusing on the heart area. It’s a 

beautiful tone. Then chanting it is awesome. Mathematically I would say sacred geometry is a way to see frequency like the video 👆 

pic.twitter.com/LiKpUAgUnr

12/4/2019 8:32:29 AM synackstatic Awaken, catalyst

12/4/2019 8:33:25 AM ewilliams22101 Human slavery is easier outside of US jurisdictions.  So dark $$ has been flowing to cities outside the US.  Disgusting, but probably true.

12/4/2019 8:33:56 AM from_thestars Changes/Activates our #DNA?  https://www.globalrecharge.guru/portfolio/435hz-dna-healing-chakra-cleansing-meditation/ …

12/4/2019 8:39:47 AM andreaandco1 435 Yellow Brick Road

12/4/2019 8:40:04 AM explosiveidea The media, bet lot of cat lovers. pic.twitter.com/r2uJFmRTuE

12/4/2019 8:48:48 AM txgrown2020 What about 432? Rockefeller changed the tuning frequency of all of our misic to 440. Why? 👇

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_consciousscience26.htm …

12/4/2019 9:00:54 AM dynamicres WOW, that's pretty interesting. Nice find Giedi!

12/4/2019 9:01:45 AM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️



12/4/2019 9:02:03 AM robertrkimball SR Sergei Rachmaninoff. Piano concerto in C minor written for 432Hz tuning.  Not sure about ST - Maybe Sergei Taniyev.

I enjoy playing in 432 Hz tuning. Wonder if it matters that the second is only a relevant unit of time in our solar system.

12/4/2019 9:03:14 AM sdamericanpatr1 Mind control!!!

12/4/2019 9:03:37 AM giediknight not too in depth, literally the first thing that popped up on google.

12/4/2019 9:05:45 AM mateuszwala  pic.twitter.com/zb8spwJVNp

12/4/2019 9:06:54 AM allahuniversal +1 https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1202261980893065216?s=19 …

12/4/2019 9:11:21 AM sterkinglights1 Art of the magic sword.

12/4/2019 9:13:10 AM dynamicres haha. i was going at it from much different angles, but even being a computer guy i had no idea adding a 0 to the end of a binary string effectively does 

multiplication on the existing, that is wild.

12/4/2019 9:17:49 AM lightlove21121 By closing our eyes..?

And seeing/feeling the ripples of our own energy...?

12/4/2019 9:28:38 AM luckyishere123 I will watch this vid as soon as i can plus i can see a lot of entities mentioning 12.21.19 for an event. I dont know what's coming. Lets just hope 

everyone is safe

12/4/2019 9:29:00 AM dynamicres 42   3 

right shift options?

division/separation? (but remaining majestic)

3 > 1+2 (>12?)

42 > 21?

4212 / 4122 

12/21 , 21/12

33?

so many options.
12/4/2019 9:29:49 AM bbobbio71 That'll change the game a bit huh?

12/4/2019 9:45:26 AM anonpatriotccj I see what you did there... very shiffy lol

12/4/2019 9:51:42 AM mateuszwala 439 = 7

12/4/2019 10:02:24 AM allahuniversal Q-uite a bit

12/4/2019 10:02:28 AM blsdbe Wow great find, FB3!!!

12/4/2019 10:19:57 AM numberonepal Solfeggio Frequencies 

285 Tranformation & Miracle

369 Miracle Healing

417 Biofeedback training

528 Fibonacci Healing

639 Healing

741 Binaural

852 Brainpower

963 Fibonacci
12/4/2019 10:22:55 AM trollingmockin1 Why is huma’s fave green is Q post? I’ve learned that nothing is by coincidence. Her photo was altered to look like this. Thoughts? @3Days3Nights 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/LcdP1zVtvd

12/4/2019 10:54:15 AM aprilbrown99 Chills!  You can actually see the multidimensional aspect from the rings of time in a 2D object. I wish we could see it 3D, 4D or 5D elevated above.  

💫💫💫 Gosh what would that look like?  💗💗💗

12/4/2019 10:54:47 AM aprilbrown99 Love the gif Vito!

12/4/2019 10:55:28 AM v_rags Thanks! Love sacred geometry

12/4/2019 10:56:03 AM aprilbrown99 #metoo

12/4/2019 10:59:11 AM v_rags Yes especially when it is a gif like that. Makes me just want to stare at it 🙃

12/4/2019 11:06:42 AM mateuszwala chuck norrris challange:

 downloading "internet" MJ12 twtr

12/4/2019 11:14:17 AM ethansalem75 I’m probably the more simple minded of all who follow you but 435 to me is 4+3+5= 12. Not sure what the meaning is other than 12 is divisible by 3 and 

3 represents the holy trinity. Dividing by 3 results in 4. Other than that I really have no clue.

12/4/2019 11:15:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 US Navy vet who served on USS Nimitz recalls seeing ‘2-mile-wide UFO’ over base - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-vet-

who-served-uss-21023711 …

12/4/2019 11:16:53 AM sterkinglights1 I want to say amplifies however I feel that resonates is the better of words. Like Tesla's building buster.

12/4/2019 11:18:14 AM fansblowing3 I want to see it too 👌

12/4/2019 11:20:15 AM fansblowing3 One of ours?  Did we build it or did we obtain it from up there?

12/4/2019 11:25:40 AM laurabusse Well I'm fairly clueless in this area so I wouldn't know LOL

12/4/2019 11:28:21 AM sgt_mukuzi time to read "behold a pale horse" this exact scenario plays out as disinformation.

12/4/2019 11:29:37 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/4/2019 11:30:11 AM lisatuc54460653 Fare call

12/4/2019 11:34:45 AM canadiancovfefe 😉

12/4/2019 11:35:51 AM luckyishere123 I will definitely try and watch this as soon as i can. A lot of people have been mentioning the date 12.21.19 lately for an event which is about to happen. 

I don't know whats gonna happen on that date but i pray and hope everyone is safe

12/4/2019 11:36:06 AM sterkinglights1 drop 620 🤭🤔🤗

12/4/2019 11:38:54 AM sterkinglights1  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqFd9UzqSXHqA6zu4TkIZ0k6yS-zFmH3y …

12/4/2019 11:38:55 AM deborahdiltz @QuriousNormie @dailystar  Not long ago those who saw UFOs were mocked as idiots. Now, those who see Chem Trails are idiots🤨

12/4/2019 11:41:14 AM marcosboomer Things like this are happening on a regular basis, yet here we are talking about a bullshit impeachment hearing. The real issues are never discussed and 

it's the reason that we as a species cannot move on. Everything is secret and corrupt & has been for so long that now its life

12/4/2019 11:48:13 AM crampneyvis Solar Warden battleship

12/4/2019 11:55:25 AM marnisheppeard 440 = 432 + 3 + 5. Since 432/9 = 48, we have a bad 9 + 1/6. Since 3 is Mass and 9 is Universal, we are pushed into darkness. Only it isn’t dark any more.

12/4/2019 11:57:56 AM radiolawtalk Wow! pic.twitter.com/VWq4aapTKm

12/4/2019 12:04:59 PM luvinit57 All I know is that the music indy started de-tuning to a lower Hz in order to cause feelings of anger, uncertainty, depression, etc. But I don't know what 

no. that Hz is nor do I know what no. Hz it started from. Something about 440Hz?

Please do tell!

12/4/2019 12:05:00 PM zacmims1 Heals

12/4/2019 12:07:08 PM dispensaryexch Yeah William Cooper reported seeing aircraft carrier size UFOs coming out of the ocean around the Puget Sound and we know from the the newly 

released video the Nimitz Encounters on YouTube that F-18 Navy pilots released videos of UFOs hovering around the ocean of Baja Cali....Q-

12/4/2019 12:20:33 PM ewilliams22101 Our US Air Force has developed something Majestic!  Can't wait to see it!

12/4/2019 12:24:18 PM bbobbio71 You don't say,  2 miles wide. 🤔🤔🤔🙄

12/4/2019 12:28:10 PM _369311119 UK Undergoing House Cleaning  https://www.qmap.pub/read/620  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening



12/4/2019 12:28:12 PM bbobbio71  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concert_pitch …

12/4/2019 12:31:05 PM jrocktigers I am glad you said something as I was inaccurate.

12/4/2019 12:33:28 PM bernie2020wh One million for each member of the House so he can bribe them all?

12/4/2019 12:39:14 PM batespm4abbey drugs...?!

12/4/2019 12:43:51 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...🛸

12/4/2019 1:04:24 PM dynamicres Mach 33 = escape velocity of earth❣️

"We now have the technology to take ET home"

12/4/2019 1:22:57 PM mongrelglory I believe they've talked about this before.  You can search for it in their archive:  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com 

The little "Pac-men" as I call them, naturally live in space apparently.

12/4/2019 1:23:08 PM iamyou132 Probably was referencing the material it looked to be made of

12/4/2019 1:29:02 PM sterkinglights1 Look up the IMDb Steve wrote the script. pic.twitter.com/H25oRwAlCU

12/4/2019 1:31:53 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/SCeDlO9MwU

12/4/2019 1:38:41 PM sterkinglights1 But I don't see the connection of 440 and this plot writer. He/she had written a lot from the IMDb.

12/4/2019 1:44:14 PM americanpetal Good book w CDs. Explains what (they) did w music to cause disharmony. pic.twitter.com/kKp4am1NEh

12/4/2019 1:51:02 PM sterkinglights1 Omg this is disturbing.

12/4/2019 1:51:40 PM sterkinglights1 It's the je plot in a fkn porn.

12/4/2019 2:05:40 PM lamieret In all honesty, I’m simply avoiding public places with large numbers for a week or two...

12/4/2019 2:10:20 PM autistmember .@POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

There is a Christmas Tree Lighting Parade in Georgetown  Saturday, December 7, 2019 Parade float riders meet at 8:00 AM

That's the only FF worthy event 12/3 through 12/7 in the greater Austin/Round Rock area I could find.

12/4/2019 2:10:52 PM autistmember .@POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

There is a Christmas Tree Lighting Parade in Georgetown  Saturday, December 7, 2019 Parade float riders meet at 8:00 AM

That's the only FF worthy event 12/3 through 12/7 in the greater Austin/Round Rock area I could find.

12/4/2019 2:11:51 PM autistmember .@POTUS @GenFlynn #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening

There is a Christmas Tree Lighting Parade in Georgetown  Saturday, December 7, 2019 Parade float riders meet at 8:00 AM

That's the only FF worthy event 12/3 through 12/7 in the greater Austin/Round Rock area I could find.

12/4/2019 2:24:12 PM mongrelglory Maybe they're not referencing the movie?

12/4/2019 2:38:13 PM covertress I have a storage bin of arctic slides from my grandfather. 

We used to watch them often when I was a little girl.

Time to start digging.

12/4/2019 2:39:42 PM lmjonzey So the +/- 3 RANGE accounts individual frequency range and or earth frequency changes to find harmony?

We know frequency of the earth now vs 3000 years ago is different. DNA vibrates differently for each person.???

12/4/2019 3:03:48 PM jaded_pearl B👀M https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

12/4/2019 3:05:58 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/Advances-in-Effects-of-Sound-Waves-on-Plants-Hassanien-

Hou/4d6fb1cd0651ff7615818fe47612335b8cf329fa …

12/4/2019 3:15:26 PM jim62192 Pole shift? Big impacts on Earth?

12/4/2019 3:21:46 PM mgray72531386 Heals DNA.

12/4/2019 3:24:10 PM peoplewe2 "... an 1826 fork from [Dresden] opera house gives A = About 435 Hz." - wikipedia (re: concert pitch)

435 Hz is just -5Hz from Concert Pitch (440 Hz) ..  abs( -5 ) Hz  would be in the brain's Theta range.. what are you thinking about it?

12/4/2019 3:31:03 PM thevagrantpepe Gregorian chants, trance state, healing, and most importantly...memory doors

12/4/2019 3:39:34 PM ptamait Good question. POTUS went outside the matrix. Can he create his own mini universe?

12/4/2019 3:41:39 PM m_kleier Funny! It comes from the BBC who gets it from the privy Council and feeds mainstream TV at 4 a.m. so they can start repeating at 6 a.m.

12/4/2019 3:54:43 PM clhendershot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can I request extraction and archival please?

12/4/2019 4:02:33 PM kindeandtrue What more can you tell us about the pyramid which allegedly hovered over the Pentagon last Dec. 18, MJ12?

(Was it a pentagonal pyramid?) pic.twitter.com/NlcdzuLKiZ

12/4/2019 4:19:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 29

12/4/2019 4:20:13 PM jeff57253103 What does that refer to?

12/4/2019 4:20:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 https://twitter.com/GOPoversight/status/1202333954042400772 …

12/4/2019 4:20:24 PM clhendershot What?!?! I am a wreck

12/4/2019 4:20:37 PM njdeplorable1 ????

12/4/2019 4:20:51 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/4/2019 4:21:00 PM 1_decided_voter Ahhh finally revealed.... the number of licks it takes to get to the center of a Tootsie pop.

12/4/2019 4:23:01 PM moemc8 Horowitz testifying the 11th?

12/4/2019 4:23:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Warren G Harding?

12/4/2019 4:23:50 PM patriotzunite Jeremiah 29:11

12/4/2019 4:24:00 PM arthur_kingsley  pic.twitter.com/bobAgVvp5Q

12/4/2019 4:24:00 PM zoilaliz1 I caught that too 😁 pic.twitter.com/agX35KL4Oy

12/4/2019 4:24:12 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/k4VIBxnMNU

12/4/2019 4:24:38 PM ewilliams22101 Matt Gaetz is a future Q+ ?

12/4/2019 4:24:46 PM sandyb432 Yeah he did

12/4/2019 4:26:50 PM linacovfefe Use Airbnb- MUCH more reasonable

12/4/2019 4:27:58 PM twilbert4  pic.twitter.com/BU3dgGIKAB

12/4/2019 4:28:14 PM dshepherdtrump  pic.twitter.com/c2iUWNZvUb

12/4/2019 4:28:28 PM olimyracle 11 pic.twitter.com/1cxl5MR1dR

12/4/2019 4:28:42 PM wok68 29 = BI.   Bye 🖐

12/4/2019 4:29:04 PM spauldingshowal 7:19 

17

12/4/2019 4:29:32 PM leemagna Every week they should hand out big name indictments. Maybe one or 2 a week. Get the public used to seeing it over a period of time. Breadcrumbs to 

the bigger names

12/4/2019 4:33:55 PM truthseeker805 Chill.  Rest.  Meditate.  Pray.  Don't give away your power.

12/4/2019 4:34:14 PM for_luther Smack down! pic.twitter.com/lbZpXL4cX1

12/4/2019 4:35:02 PM patriotzunite Table 29?

12/4/2019 4:35:16 PM clhendershot Ahhhh... Okay 

(*children are being raped and dying - I tend to get worked up about that...)

12/4/2019 4:35:26 PM truthseeker805 raises your consciousness.

12/4/2019 4:36:59 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #29

12/4/2019 4:37:21 PM yourkiddingme5 I must admit, I come here (and @55true4u) to humble myself. Truly, there are some things that are, so far, wayyyy beyond my current, potentially self-

induced, ability to process and figure out. Maybe one day....I do still like to try.

12/4/2019 4:37:56 PM clhendershot  https://youtu.be/Rf2OEz_ZlSk 



12/4/2019 4:38:47 PM dianesaumure Yes please and share with us tks

12/4/2019 4:39:27 PM burgersandra Never doubt yourself.  Just begin to research and understanding will follow.

12/4/2019 4:39:29 PM megamagamoveman 1st q post

12/4/2019 4:40:21 PM megamagamoveman Arrests coming. Pain

12/4/2019 4:40:40 PM clhendershot I guess I need to step away from IAM then... https://youtu.be/3tI_ANzXrbE 

12/4/2019 4:41:38 PM dshepherdtrump I would like this https://qmap.pub/read/316 

12/4/2019 4:43:59 PM state1union Not

12/4/2019 4:44:33 PM 5sahandful Only 29 which I have seen today https://twitter.com/DawsonSField/status/1202274431621570560 …

12/4/2019 4:45:06 PM state1union Look at how thin he’s gotten.

12/4/2019 4:46:49 PM yourkiddingme5 🤗🤗🤗 My research skills become flabbergasted AND fascinated by these two.  It is a humbling and ego-centering experience.  Lol!

12/4/2019 4:46:59 PM state1union How is this an obscene tweet?

12/4/2019 4:47:53 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/9jK-NcRmVcw 

12/4/2019 4:49:14 PM olenna_qot Cannot find a single reference to that specific Hz

12/4/2019 4:54:12 PM jesperbirk5 On Q W 144 like right now!!!

12/4/2019 4:54:36 PM jeffcordell6 Amen!

12/4/2019 4:55:30 PM lbf777 He posts completely nonsensical stuff and the sheep jump for joy. smh

12/4/2019 4:56:58 PM djlok Now that’s just plain funny!!!

12/4/2019 5:00:26 PM jeffcordell6 I think i am learning your coms....thank you for what you are doing.

12/4/2019 5:01:50 PM unitedredwhite1 Post 2917

12/4/2019 5:04:08 PM sterkinglights1 Nice shot.

12/4/2019 5:04:37 PM lindape60754025 I don't get it

12/4/2019 5:05:09 PM rebornkingent And Prince called it the gold standard.

12/4/2019 5:09:59 PM aprilbrown99 Timestamp 719 ? 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/rPHxOV4fzm

12/4/2019 5:11:32 PM zrickety I don't agree with 'classified to the end.'  The truth will eventually come out.  It NEEDS to come out.  People will need time to process, but it has to 

happen.

12/4/2019 5:16:01 PM fansblowing3 17 seconds 🧐

12/4/2019 5:16:11 PM alaraofsirius Space craft carriers? Or size realitive to location?

12/4/2019 5:17:12 PM ethansalem75 This makes sense to me. 👍

12/4/2019 5:19:58 PM aprilbrown99 MJ was Q’d. pic.twitter.com/36TFLzvqBY

12/4/2019 5:22:46 PM sterkinglights1 3592

3410

3379

3242

3098

2930

2762

2577

2527

2419

2247

2246

2188

2173

2110

2190

2186

1990

1945

     1944
12/4/2019 5:23:44 PM aprilbrown99 Combing the numbers from the last two tweets...

2917 or 1729 ? pic.twitter.com/aQ5vuna19i

12/4/2019 5:24:36 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/pGyQODwsST

12/4/2019 5:26:17 PM momwestside Clinton?????

12/4/2019 5:27:03 PM fansblowing3 29 members is not a majestic number 🤔 pic.twitter.com/M1SKY2ToZY

12/4/2019 5:27:24 PM state1union MJ12 is legit as it gets!

12/4/2019 5:28:09 PM aprilbrown99 ♥️♥️♥️ pic.twitter.com/okgyitRk7E

12/4/2019 5:28:34 PM fansblowing3  https://www.wsj.com/amp/articles/nato-chiefs-clashed-in-public-concurred-in-private-11575496209 …

12/4/2019 5:29:49 PM laurabusse ☺️❤️

12/4/2019 5:31:01 PM state1union Amen Sista

12/4/2019 5:31:12 PM laurabusse Prayers up...

12/4/2019 5:32:33 PM sterkinglights1 1520

1478

1401

1341

1174

1133

1016

     1015

836

529

388

365

316

17

2
12/4/2019 5:35:46 PM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/QqcopLZji2



12/4/2019 5:38:06 PM sterkinglights1 3590

3572

2844

2416

2037

     2036

1982

1948

1657

1001

953

545

524

522

54

29
12/4/2019 5:38:32 PM sterkinglights1 All of the above it would seem.

12/4/2019 5:41:06 PM mikepet86794072  pic.twitter.com/JyE0l2QScS

12/4/2019 5:41:57 PM lbf777 I think it has to do with 666.

There are 3 6s. (3)

The number 6 is used (6)

The 3 sixes add up to 18. 1+8=9 (9)

12/4/2019 5:43:30 PM cosmic_engineer It is to [them]

12/4/2019 5:45:51 PM state1union Let’s promise that we will never never be like them. They hate themselves!

12/4/2019 5:50:59 PM cosmic_engineer Therefore love depolarizes [them]

💚 Adept training 101

Hate fuels the 🔥 and empowers [them]

One reason the kid gloves are on for DECLAS

12/4/2019 5:51:03 PM internetusr I've long said that Kim Jeong Un is nothing more than a figurehead. I'm pretty sure North Korea is operated by the deep state. Obama's been there a 

bunch you just wouldn't know it.

12/4/2019 5:56:24 PM jones9536 The end

12/4/2019 5:56:34 PM aprilbrown99 17 out of 24 have already voted to impeach POTUS. 🤨😤🤨 pic.twitter.com/wzdkO1OITR

12/4/2019 5:56:56 PM sterkinglights1 Mabey 1723 with the ts. 

Public awareness forces hand LP

12/4/2019 6:01:09 PM sterkinglights1 Hannity jumps on at exactly 5:5 9 est.

12/4/2019 6:01:39 PM jones9536 Exactly. Q legitimatized it. That's all the proof I need

12/4/2019 6:05:57 PM lbf777 Interesting. 

Is there anyway we can use this info? MJ12 was saying we can state things in synchronicity with certain numbers to manifest them. 

IE: Saying the world is liberated at 3:00 o’clock sends a message to the universe to push forward liberation.

12/4/2019 6:15:19 PM bbobbio71 Right on!

Nice grab!! pic.twitter.com/3QiqyaAxjB

12/4/2019 6:17:35 PM bbobbio71 17 Ladies and Gentlemen! pic.twitter.com/z3WQT9RFvS

12/4/2019 6:19:49 PM bbobbio71 Any close winners 😉

12/4/2019 6:22:30 PM karma4event201 It is upsetting. The ports and methods to traffick children have been shut down. Many have been rescued from holding areas. As they find any hiding 

spot; military has gone in.

12/4/2019 6:27:32 PM aleks8837 Fighting evil isn't an easy job. 🙏🌎

I'm getting a fuller face because of all of the 🍿 I eat just watching.

12/4/2019 6:29:52 PM laura_621 Distortion

12/4/2019 6:34:58 PM redlands1960 Matt Gates you never disappoint 

You rock !!!

12/4/2019 6:37:06 PM davidg02986909 @intheMatrixxx @SayWhenLA @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @realDonaldTrump This is what happens when you take prayer out of 

school and in Oregon! Isn't this a "progressive" state?  Is this normal for children? Liberalism is hurting our kids.  https://youtu.be/Om7yVbuap9k 

12/4/2019 6:38:45 PM clhendershot Then I will sleep - see you in the morning... ThanQ

12/4/2019 6:42:02 PM aleks8837 Very interesting Q post!  https://qmap.pub/read/144 

Patriots don’t sleep.

40,000ft. v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events.

Paint the picture.

Decrease altitude (we will not fly that high again).

Higher the altitude greater the [risk] of conspiracy ST.

👆Looking glass?!
12/4/2019 6:46:59 PM aprilisshowerk Record 135,000+ sealed indictments across the US archive immediately Secret Service protection Obama and Clinton Obama equals renegade world 

cannot swallow the truth pic.twitter.com/dgVFsPNuQd

12/4/2019 6:49:11 PM americanpetal Idk what does it do?

12/4/2019 6:52:08 PM aprilisshowerk Sorry the above is from D4 45 @357 753 a RT @312 and 1512 / 2151 213. IG Report Cites Clinton Foundation and Crimes Against Children  

https://twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1039582218832805888 …

Obama's First Exec Order was to Seal his Personal Records  https://twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1039582215229857795 …. 

pic.twitter.com/PduGoG2kIL

12/4/2019 6:56:21 PM sterkinglights1 There is a JR and an ST.

12/4/2019 6:58:02 PM laurabusse Maybe he already did...

12/4/2019 6:58:16 PM lindie_coetzee  pic.twitter.com/MiQVLAE6s2

12/4/2019 6:58:40 PM aprilisshowerk 45 >422 224 , 574 475, 217,712. ERIK PRINCE >>>[+] NADER ANYONE? pic.twitter.com/EMmZoGpKWx

12/4/2019 6:59:22 PM sterkinglights1 Places God into conscious



12/4/2019 6:59:39 PM sandy87163033 didnt they say...

'2nd hand info is better than 1st hand info'???

12/4/2019 7:03:36 PM rebornkingent On a midi keyboard or inside a DAW, shifting the tuning is usually left right on a line. To the  right is up 441 442 and so on, to the left is down.  Lowest 

I’ve seen is 430.

12/4/2019 7:03:51 PM aprilisshowerk 574 475, 217,712.  Voting machine fraud fake photos Podesta Soros Brazille #MerryChristmas #SantaIsComingToTown Choose the power marker 

google key hole in the CIA Allots coming down the pipe and it’s only Deee for pic.twitter.com/kCMQpqPn1O

12/4/2019 7:05:20 PM aprilisshowerk Peter Strozk’s wife Melissa Hodgeman to lead SEC investigation into Facebook selloff FISAgate coming to a theater near you Look for POTUS tweets 

pic.twitter.com/cNoxyV2YnN

12/4/2019 7:07:13 PM laurabusse April

This is the third tweet of yours I've seen now

That was a reply to an MJ tweet

That was at the very bottom

Lumped in with... potentially offensive tweets

Maybe once you've been suspended

Badge of honor

That's what happens?
12/4/2019 7:07:37 PM davidg02986909 @intheMatrixxx @Education4Libs @M2Madness @M2Madness @SayWhenLA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1202422517941645312?s=19 …

12/4/2019 7:08:04 PM laurabusse Make this one the fourth!

12/4/2019 7:10:48 PM aprilisshowerk 45twt 926 629 387 783 101 130 2024 400.   https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/629 … Haitian children smuggled out James Dolan secure job 

cocreator killed by the CIA pic.twitter.com/709mJzkCdw

12/4/2019 7:14:39 PM rebornkingent The deal is the harmonic overtone series. It’s a math equation.  440 series is not whole numbers. 432 is whole notes. Question is, what is the 435hz 

overtone series?   

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_series_(music)#Frequencies,_wavelengths,_and_musical_intervals_in_example_systems …

12/4/2019 7:15:51 PM to_unity Beautiful and breathtaking 💖

12/4/2019 7:16:23 PM mattmcginn24  pic.twitter.com/2mvhAJ0sdl

12/4/2019 7:16:31 PM aprilisshowerk 387 783 101 130 2024 400The end is near pyramid will collapse think so we will succeed how fake news in the party use his human psychology in 

manipulating you into group think pic.twitter.com/rk5Fi9XeB6

12/4/2019 7:18:15 PM rebornkingent Formants, partials and overtone frequencies are tied to the fundamental frequency. It’s not just 432. Also compressed music is missing upper 

harmonics I believe.  Digital remastering is not a good thing. https://roelhollander.eu/en/432-tuning/overtones-432-vs-440/ …

12/4/2019 7:18:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 Days Ago

Against the Clock and ghe Calendar.

3646

Coincidence?

Who was asking Question?

Who was answering?

Clowns Clowns Clowns.

Clowns Gone Wild.

Race against the clock.

Which clock, Nadler?

Schiff?

Pelosi?

Biden?

Clinton?

Enjoy the show... https://youtu.be/87arEmHckP4 
12/4/2019 7:20:35 PM rebornkingent  http://soundsaves.com/restoring-converting-440hz-432hz/ …

12/4/2019 7:21:36 PM lbf777 The show is fake and staged. All politicians are stage actors pretending to fight to make us think we are being fought for. We wasted 3 years of time 

waiting for Rabbi Trump to save us but that is not a part of the script. pic.twitter.com/UBrMLhRasd

12/4/2019 7:21:39 PM realeyethespy 🤡‼️

12/4/2019 7:22:38 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

12/4/2019 7:23:10 PM altimitwill 435hz opens up your inner eye aka third eye through the pineal gland

12/4/2019 7:23:50 PM rebornkingent There are dozens of different tunings worldwide. Why make one a440 an international standard? That’s the biggest conspiracy.

12/4/2019 7:24:25 PM stacynolanamato You can hit the arrow and copy link

12/4/2019 7:25:03 PM stacynolanamato On the bottom right of original tweet and then hit copy link to tweet

12/4/2019 7:25:11 PM melanieanders7 MJ’s, are you beginning to roll out the red carpet for your disclosure?

12/4/2019 7:25:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your reasoning is not wrong. 

Remember, was at 90% of DC is involved in [with] Epstein related activities [c]r im es.

[CF]

Now less than 50.

We are draining the swamp.

A New Government

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1202427777955311618 …

12/4/2019 7:26:06 PM my2sonznme Some people are calling this account our as being a LARP. NeonRevolt ( who I unfollowed long ago) says just because MJ12 was Q’d doesn’t make them

 legit. It’s all very confusing who to believe 🤷🏼♀️

12/4/2019 7:26:35 PM patriotswegoall No-huddle mode

Knowing what's to come.

12/4/2019 7:26:58 PM aprilisshowerk 130 2024 400 Hong Kong world Stalemate CIA attacking retaliation losing super computer and satellites snow white sleepy happy to be grumpy sneezy 

bashful doc test pic.twitter.com/UuClXvD75D

12/4/2019 7:27:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have more than you realize.

Open Source Intelligence.

12/4/2019 7:27:22 PM aprilisshowerk  pic.twitter.com/nlgm9FxiH0

12/4/2019 7:28:21 PM state1union All I can say is follow your IS=Soul and you will have the answer

12/4/2019 7:29:26 PM nikoscali Everyone needs to support whatever resonates most with them, but I don't get how MJ12 being Q'd doesn't lend them at least SOME credibility.

12/4/2019 7:29:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Being Q'd doesn't endorse identity or authenticity.

Message over Messenger.

Savior Complex.

Man is flawed.

Dont follow the individual.

Follow the idea.

Free will exists.

Use the power of 3 6 and 9.

Create your reality by willing it to believe then believe when you see.



12/4/2019 7:31:32 PM state1union Yes Yes Yes 3-6-9-12 Majestic.

12/4/2019 7:31:56 PM daveo6145 Timelines intersecting in 17 days ? 12/21/19

12/4/2019 7:32:26 PM the_red_hand_ Those who are AWAKE can see clearly. Truth has a resonance. Learn both from fools and from sages. 

Message over messenger. 

#PatriotsUnite 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/4/2019 7:33:57 PM mongrelglory Conceive, believe, achieve!  (That's a quote by Tony Little😁)

12/4/2019 7:34:04 PM lbf777 Infiniti

12/4/2019 7:34:18 PM state1union Well Said!

12/4/2019 7:34:44 PM hauserlisa1 90%?!!!! Please tell me it wasn't that high!

12/4/2019 7:34:44 PM leckieanne False prophet system, 2nd beast of Revelation?

12/4/2019 7:35:25 PM lbf777 I thought after 3 years things would get better but they only got worst so all trust is gone. 

Same scenario happened with Obama and Bush. 

The only saviors of the world are the civilians.

12/4/2019 7:35:26 PM aprilisshowerk papers stringer.  Get the list of chain of command. Resign List pic.twitter.com/JLSbiHsZ1O

12/4/2019 7:36:07 PM keith369me Duality gone wild

12/4/2019 7:36:31 PM the_red_hand_ Thank you, Patriot. Full disclosure, that third sentence was borrowed from an Aerosmith song, but it seemed appropriate for the situation 😉

12/4/2019 7:37:41 PM zagnett Being called a LARP is actually not an insult. It's a compliment to higher/inter-dimensional Beings. Great LARPers. One sure way to tell a Being's lower 

dimensional is when they whine about "larpy larpy larp". They just don't understand enough about how the Universe works, sadly.

12/4/2019 7:37:54 PM thebetamasta Will IG report free Flynn?

12/4/2019 7:38:12 PM truthseeker805 Yes I was one of those children many years ago at Warner Bros studio.  I am well aware.  I'll be sure not to offer unsolicited encouragement to you in 

the future.

12/4/2019 7:38:31 PM ofommission Popcorn pic.twitter.com/Kncr9bivbi

12/4/2019 7:38:33 PM patriotswegoall Also....

How an entity thinks/acts matter.

Not about what they look like.

12/4/2019 7:38:52 PM keith369me While the worst of the pond scum is being drained, I still find it hard to believe that in this sh-t show 50% of DC is actually representing we the people.

12/4/2019 7:39:22 PM keith369me Wish I could

12/4/2019 7:39:27 PM zagnett from:zagnett LARP

Fun stuff!

12/4/2019 7:39:49 PM aprilisshowerk Getting so c[L]ose >>> screamin [Fourrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr] from a gold course and down the titanic goes. She thought she would win Bought her way only to 

watch it all CRUMBle pic.twitter.com/wfn4dZ8oCt

12/4/2019 7:40:24 PM keith369me It works...please listen and incorporate into your lives.

12/4/2019 7:40:43 PM blankmarlo Tell that to all the children being rescued from trafficking at unprecedented rates.

12/4/2019 7:41:26 PM blankmarlo Worse how?

12/4/2019 7:41:48 PM state1union Haha 😆 thanks 🙏 larpy

12/4/2019 7:42:00 PM tanhaley Censorship much twitt??? This video shows Unavailable.  Had to go to you tube to watch.

12/4/2019 7:43:18 PM sterkinglights1 I j just love search feature.,🤓😎🧐

12/4/2019 7:47:00 PM patriotswegoall Their numbers diminished

The swamp looks finished?

12/4/2019 7:47:43 PM charmanda9 Again, thank you for the encouragement to go within and the guidance to understanding that truth resonates from within, amongst many other 

lessons on decalcifying the pineal gland and understanding how our works really works. Forever grateful 🙏

12/4/2019 7:47:51 PM maga4patriots "healing energy"

12/4/2019 7:48:03 PM johnnymerckx @GavinNewsom @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This is the California scam, the federal scam is the same. Jared is a satanist and strong armed 

Qatar for 1.4 billion. Ever wondered why there are so many jewish last names involved. Are the fake jews the Nazis  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLkF6zLxg_U …

12/4/2019 7:49:19 PM rapunzel_39 How do we really know they are being rescued?  Because someone on social media told us so?

12/4/2019 7:49:26 PM aprilisshowerk Cleaning top of the house Q an agent under attack Saudi Arabia North Korea SpaceX pic.twitter.com/7FqayP7gLp

12/4/2019 7:49:54 PM amylynrussell Where can I learn about 369 and technique in how to use them?

12/4/2019 7:50:27 PM cjptrsn Believe neither Q or MJ. Listen, interact, absorb and then decide for yourself. Q’s authenticity is not really important any more. The mission was 

accomplished. Enough of us are seeing the world as it has become and have begun to fight back. Critical mass has been reached. 👀open

12/4/2019 7:50:35 PM moab91276851 Kings and queens and guillotines

12/4/2019 7:51:35 PM winklerburke 29 means ... a message from your angels telling you to trust in your own abilities when it comes to fulfilling your soul's Divine Purpose. ...17 = Q = The 

Plan = You.  Trust Yourself.  Plan was always ineffectual impeachment, then evidence @ Senate to bust Deep State, Dems & MSM.

12/4/2019 7:55:31 PM moab91276851 Not the same song but that's what I thought of....lol

12/4/2019 7:55:51 PM charmanda9 *world

12/4/2019 7:56:10 PM werascending Bravo MJ12!!! pic.twitter.com/hZpc5tO8XK

12/4/2019 7:56:13 PM winklerburke Problem:  Awake Preppers for 2 generations: Have seen Deep State grow to cause feared "event."  However, since Nov. 2016 "Q-aware-types" have 

seen "event" canceled and Liberty grow.  We are now, apparently, at 50-50 state, which is MAX confusion.  It is like this in every war. ;)

12/4/2019 8:00:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

12/4/2019 8:00:21 PM winklerburke Hence, stubborn Preppers believe the worst, evil is winning; such get desperate toward hinge-point.  Likewise, trapped Deep State rats believe good 

might win; such get desperate toward hinge-point.  Relax, Patriots in charge.  The Great Awakening = The Plan = You.  We win. WIN.

12/4/2019 8:01:47 PM aprilisshowerk 45[1146 100 133 331 553 355 244 442]? Read strainer the date versus actual expand your thinking Ray Chandler equals Allison Mack times 100 dark to 

light pic.twitter.com/pBJme8RKmT

12/4/2019 8:03:38 PM mateuszwala how about thinking bit by +/-Δ3?

12/4/2019 8:05:46 PM mateuszwala 8h htttrack 37gb... need bter fltter

misslepl matter? all-ice?

12/4/2019 8:08:30 PM k3yle  https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

12/4/2019 8:08:41 PM vintagesquirrel The Department of Justice?

12/4/2019 8:11:15 PM lbf777 Those are lies. None of us have met a single rescued child that gave a testimony.

12/4/2019 8:11:53 PM mateuszwala  pic.twitter.com/QujyjovgxJ

12/4/2019 8:11:54 PM aprilisshowerk 100 Queeeees In full 133 331 553 355 244 442]? pic.twitter.com/uYHPOiZOsc

12/4/2019 8:11:55 PM lbf777 Gov is shitting all over the Constitution. Freedom of speech. Right to bear arms. More Orwellian systems. Ect..



12/4/2019 8:12:38 PM corstruction $harPen ur .b0t, DuMbA$ss!!!!

12/4/2019 8:13:18 PM lbf777 Exactly my point.

12/4/2019 8:14:42 PM state1union I tried to go back to find a thread and I could only get back to 8/12/19

12/4/2019 8:15:39 PM mateuszwala you? car

 I.... pic.twitter.com/UgqsvAm1JZ

12/4/2019 8:16:26 PM aprilbrown99 Here is the archived files from the beginning through March 2019. 🤗🤗🤗

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

12/4/2019 8:16:29 PM lbf777 That department is run by the deep state who traffics kids.

12/4/2019 8:17:20 PM to_unity I love comping. Spent 12 days at Mt Shasta two summers ago. Drove there from Ohio, sleeping in my car for the three day drive.  Took several long day 

hikes. I'm happiest living out in nature. 

💖💖💖

12/4/2019 8:17:44 PM aprilbrown99 Amy, here is their archived tweets from the beginning through March 2019. 

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

12/4/2019 8:17:49 PM state1union This is amazing 😉 thank you 🙏 so much!!!

12/4/2019 8:19:10 PM state1union Thank you! Thank you 🙏

12/4/2019 8:19:21 PM state1union Your awesome 👏

12/4/2019 8:19:33 PM rapunzel_39 You mean the same DOJ that allows the swamp creatures in DC to trample all over our Constitution?

12/4/2019 8:20:54 PM corstruction 911

12/4/2019 8:25:53 PM aprilisshowerk 133 Hard to swallow the puppet masters pic.twitter.com/oMAN78IVh8

12/4/2019 8:26:21 PM michael81972 MJ,  Did this just set up BHO... https://twitter.com/x22report/status/1202382780539265025?s=21 …

12/4/2019 8:26:52 PM aprilisshowerk Follow the WIVES AND THE BEGINNINGS OF .... pic.twitter.com/kriiTpP2hj

12/4/2019 8:28:01 PM to_unity It was very cool. I had physical or emotional challenges on all three of the major hikes, each 8-10 miles long. It felt like a transition into my new self to 

meet those challenges. It was a very spiritual experience.

12/4/2019 8:28:59 PM ewolsj Disclosure is in our faces every moment of "time"

12/4/2019 8:32:25 PM grand3americano I noticed 423 to 432 is 9hz so I subtracted 9hz from 423 to get 414.

4+4+1=9. Played 414 on a sine wave generator. Major vibes. Even my cats were acting weird. Something there?

12/4/2019 8:35:18 PM to_unity After Shasta I went to ECETI Ranch for a workshop and Conference. 

I liked that so much I went back to Eceti this summer too, but did not do much hiking. I volunteered for gardening to prepare the grounds for the 

conference, then attended. Wonderful speakers. Corey Goode wasthere

12/4/2019 8:37:34 PM corstruction ....so says a typical Mossad, Zionist.  You've been playing the East Coast dual citizens against us from day 1.

12/4/2019 8:39:08 PM aprilisshowerk  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1202305449904750594?s=21 ….  >>>> the last photo was about the CHANNNNNS AND THE Q DROP 

Associated with being “ under attack”? UFO. = PODESTA = CIA = NSA = HEARINGS = SHIT SHOW = comey and the gang  the WHOLE GANG. who are the 

SERVERS pic.twitter.com/RGEsO4e49J

12/4/2019 8:40:27 PM aleks8837 The time of humanity's collective unconscious is definitely past midnight now! And a new morning will slowly emerge out of the darkness! A new day is 

coming! And nothing can stop it!

12/4/2019 8:42:30 PM to_unity I did see some Sky activity, but I usually went to bed before the good stuff happened because I was getting up so early for the gardening. What I really 

wanted was a Bigfoot encounter. They were there. Many others had encounters. When I'm ready, they will find me, is what is said

12/4/2019 8:42:38 PM joni_apple_seed She believes they went to the moon. That’s were I get off. Joe definitely didn’t buy into that concept either...’ so he was on the moon and got lost...’ 

Joe,’...he should ask the guy taking the picture for directions...’

Hahahahaha pic.twitter.com/OyqWvhNmHv

12/4/2019 8:43:22 PM to_unity I am glad you are continuing to see friends skyward!

12/4/2019 8:44:23 PM courtneyspace17 34

12/4/2019 8:46:26 PM to_unity I think we saw the same video if it was in the last week or so. It was excellent.

12/4/2019 8:48:29 PM to_unity Here is the recent one. https://youtu.be/UhPJvp2M4Uw 

12/4/2019 8:49:02 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/pYukDMBvjm

12/4/2019 8:49:24 PM mateuszwala How about guitar tuning by your heart ?

W8, listen, listen... listen

I lost myself. Knowledge can harm .

12/4/2019 8:58:54 PM fansblowing3 Rush to impeach before the FISA clock

12/4/2019 9:02:23 PM fansblowing3 The swamp has to be voted out - Congress, California, New York et al.  Or thrown in jail.  👍

12/4/2019 9:03:21 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Are there DUMBS in Brea California?

12/4/2019 9:03:46 PM k3yle Youre welcome! Lots of info there!

12/4/2019 9:03:51 PM fansblowing3 Neon Revolt is CIA

12/4/2019 9:06:23 PM blankmarlo And you see no improvement whatsoever?

12/4/2019 9:06:36 PM vintagesquirrel Nah, Trump is President now. The days of debauchery are over.

12/4/2019 9:08:42 PM lbf777 I see 2 paths. 

The civilians are making the world better by uniting and waking each other up and coming up with solutions while the entire Gov is trying to fuck up 

our Rights.

12/4/2019 9:09:29 PM lbf777 Civilians are 10,000,000 times strong than Gov but our power will only be realized when we become more united and organized which is happening day 

after day.

12/4/2019 9:09:39 PM aprilbrown99 Just had one at 7:29 pm PT.

12/4/2019 9:10:19 PM fansblowing3 7:25 p.m.

House Judiciary Chairman Jerrold Nadler says President Donald Trump's actions in pressuring Ukraine's president to investigate a political rival meet a 

three-part test for impeachment.

Read more here: https://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics-government/national-politics/article238034034.html#storylink=cpy …

12/4/2019 9:10:54 PM americanpetal Misspellings matter...ghe?

12/4/2019 9:11:49 PM blankmarlo That's not what I asked though.

12/4/2019 9:12:12 PM lbf777 No improvements with trump in office. No.

12/4/2019 9:13:21 PM blankmarlo 5:5 👍

12/4/2019 9:15:24 PM toffer_anon_369 Akashic Records?

12/4/2019 9:15:49 PM blankmarlo Lol you sound like someone with a basic grasp of how to research things I'm sure you could figure it out.

12/4/2019 9:15:54 PM aprilbrown99 This account? 👇 Never followed it but looks like its gone now. pic.twitter.com/TmAuLNxAog

12/4/2019 9:16:22 PM toffer_anon_369 50 individuals or 50% of individuals?

12/4/2019 9:17:09 PM fansblowing3 @ts_sci_majic12

12/4/2019 9:18:11 PM prmd21801759 Wow!! Now those are real ET slides ❤️❤️

12/4/2019 9:18:21 PM state1union Me neither

12/4/2019 9:18:28 PM mntlhth4thought Thank you for this assistance! Should a piano be tuned to A=432 or 435?😃



12/4/2019 9:19:54 PM eman1292 Felt it was related in some way. Thanks!

12/4/2019 9:21:30 PM blankmarlo Are you proposing they release video of a child, that was rescued within the last two years from trafficking and abuse, describing what happened to 

them? An interview maybe? Maybe some details on where they're staying now, and how to find them?

12/4/2019 9:26:14 PM lbf777 No but it tens of thousands of kids were saved, we would naturally hear from some of them on social media.

12/4/2019 9:26:17 PM johnnymerckx @realDonaldTrump @EpochTimes @TimesofIsrael @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JohnnyMerckx/status/1202458893055447040 …

12/4/2019 9:29:09 PM mahayes77 Hottie is on spot..love him

12/4/2019 9:29:27 PM blankmarlo Do you have a lot of experience in lawfully dismantling criminal/occult enterprises embedded in our political, judicial, and intelligence communities? 

What would you do differently? What would the consequences of that path be?

12/4/2019 9:35:01 PM aprilbrown99 I just read there is a power outage too. Makes sense now.

12/4/2019 9:36:32 PM vintagesquirrel Ignore the negative troll.

12/4/2019 9:36:43 PM blankmarlo You might be underestimating how young and traumatized these kids are. Also they might still have abusers and remaining members of trafficking 

operations that would be interested in knowing their current whereabouts. Also you can't share a child victims name in the news.

12/4/2019 9:37:33 PM clhendershot I need to know how to be of service without emotion

12/4/2019 9:58:24 PM azuremagus Feb. 29 2020 Leap Year. Whatever that means.

12/4/2019 10:03:06 PM lbf777 I’m tired of hearing excuses and having to explain things over and over again. Where the hell is our free energy? You don’t need to dismantle anything 

to release it or at least speak about it to the people. 

Trump sounded great until he got elected. Then he became Obama.

12/4/2019 10:04:40 PM eshgebichoon +1...

12/4/2019 10:21:20 PM state1union Ok..keep walking

12/4/2019 10:25:07 PM billric11018578 Dissacociative disorder. We have distance ourselves from the natural law. Blame whomever. We are connected by that law, Gods law. We need to 

strengthen that connection.

12/4/2019 10:28:26 PM lbf777 Is this your plan? The NWO? https://twitter.com/ZChronicNebula/status/1202467038704422917 …

12/4/2019 10:29:19 PM enomai_ Earth human isbe only are elves, or all possible avatar shells, even off world are the elves.

I thought there would be three layers. Humans elves, the ET manipulators, and God or machine developer?

 No?

Could you correct me?

12/4/2019 10:29:36 PM wakeupa34327213 I hope to see military soon!

12/4/2019 10:33:33 PM doyouq Neon revolt...sucha faile..🤣🤣🤣..biggest disinfotard on the planet.

12/4/2019 10:35:15 PM enomai_ This is what ascending is about?

Keeping the memories to be an machine elf? 

interesting

12/4/2019 10:35:55 PM doyouq NR is a disinfotard.  Nothing they ever say is worth a damn and exists only to misdirect.

12/4/2019 10:38:36 PM enomai_ Great question.w

I've been thinking about that. If reborn into an advanced race. Would you be at different rates of DNA conscious. Yes I'm sure

,But are some avatars with advancements only able to be unlocked through ranks per se?

12/4/2019 10:40:25 PM rapunzel_39 Does the “rule of law” even apply, at this point?

12/4/2019 10:42:14 PM lbf777 Nope. Basic Right VS Wrong applies now. Everyone knows right vs wrong. Let’s just stick to that.

12/4/2019 10:42:19 PM rapunzel_39 It certainly doesn’t appear to for the demons seated in our government, these days

12/4/2019 10:43:44 PM enomai_ Oh, majestic with that above.

Would this be the reason the creator created the game for the machine elves?

To develop avatars by rank? And the intent of souls determine ranks and it's to help... for the creators needs or wants?

12/4/2019 10:44:06 PM enomai_ Have more like war between God n evil but, that might be my human mindset upon war  

Simple but reason too advanced to get.

12/4/2019 10:44:50 PM rapunzel_39 Not just right vs. wrong, but good vs. evil.

12/4/2019 10:45:14 PM enomai_ Maybe it's just to weed out souls he wants around it or not.

12/4/2019 10:46:01 PM flyover01047267  https://youtu.be/ypQjrGAlQz8  

this is scary!

12/4/2019 10:53:59 PM rapunzel_39 Yes, I have a basic grasp on how to research things, but I still come to the same conclusion...the outcome, in the short and long run, will not be in the 

best interest of humanity.

12/4/2019 11:02:51 PM laurabusse How life was meant to be

I hope we can get back there

🌱🌷🌿🌊🌅🌘🌌🗻🏞️🏜️🏝️

12/4/2019 11:26:17 PM kathywneal That meme is very disturbing.

12/4/2019 11:35:39 PM kidge6 So what's this mean?

12/4/2019 11:45:41 PM laurabusse See what I'm saying lbf777?

Here it is again

Another example

If you will stop your constant bitching moaning whining complaining

You might learn something

You have the right

We have the right to mute

You're just wasting words and sounding like a nuisance

Nobody likes a complainer
12/4/2019 11:47:24 PM laurabusse O god LOLOL

Peach mints pants

12/5/2019 12:06:51 AM alinahere Earth's Heartbeat?? 🤔👍😉

Connecting to.....

Nature's Frequency & Raising Positive Vibrations... pic.twitter.com/Ja8aUxZU1L

12/5/2019 12:10:42 AM kidge6 Over a year I've studied much of this mj12 account and archives. Read some of their disclosure docs (300pp!). Yet i do not get the meaning of these. 

Seems many of you do. But won't say. It Has to remain secret?

12/5/2019 12:13:29 AM whiterabbitttt1 This! I keep telling people we adverted the prepper timeline. Things might get worse, but with Q, things will never reach the point they intended. We 

win.

12/5/2019 12:17:13 AM laurabusse Yes!!!

12/5/2019 12:28:32 AM lucyc5124  pic.twitter.com/TKC8JnmZJJ



12/5/2019 12:36:07 AM olimyracle Open your mind

Collect the facts

Black or white?

More colors exist

Message over messenger

God is within

Free download:  http://www.myracle.org/mj  pic.twitter.com/mhWNjC31lx
12/5/2019 12:55:12 AM olimyracle How do you educate people?

How do you clean the mess?

How do you create awareness?

Things are getting "worse" for a reason.

People are going to the streets.

Exposing the truths requires engeenering.

Empowering people takes action.

You're right, we are seeing a staged show.

💞 pic.twitter.com/lFxhRNJOyd
12/5/2019 12:59:28 AM angiefletcher They sure cranked that out in no time flat. Seems almost as if they had it sitting like a elf on a shelf waiting for the magic words. 🤔

12/5/2019 1:00:58 AM olimyracle 5:5 pic.twitter.com/rKgl4QZpc7

12/5/2019 1:02:08 AM kidge6 What do you understand?

12/5/2019 1:02:52 AM timkania maybe the 29 Allies of NATO are helping in dismantling the satanic pedophile network ?

12/5/2019 1:06:09 AM pomeinnz kills cancer

12/5/2019 1:09:37 AM pomeinnz  https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2090123218300778 …

12/5/2019 1:53:28 AM laughingwolf11 Where to find our forbidden history? Good question. 

Starters: Peru is creating its own records finally. They told Gaia/History Chan to GTFO. Nevada Lovelock Cave giant remains (1 of many in USA). Basque 

library Reno, NV.

12/5/2019 1:56:13 AM hurricane0073 Percent. At one point it was around 96%.

12/5/2019 1:59:52 AM laughingwolf11 Ziggurat of Ur. 30.9628° N, 46.1032° E

Antarctica Face. 

72°00′ 36.00” S , 168° 34′ 40.00” E

Planet Mars Face. 

40.8 N, 9.6 W

12/5/2019 2:14:54 AM dshepherdtrump Yes the elites hate 

Everyone here is to exposing Truth to who and what they are. How we the american people have been enslaved in their evil acts against humanity all 

for power and money, our money. Their corruption is deep & hopefully it all gets exposed

12/5/2019 2:36:36 AM qanonsunrise Templar :  Temple : Temporal (timeline related)

Relation in word basis?

Perhaps Jedi knights, made famous in Star Wars movie, are really Templar knights of a non -vaticanized order, that birthed the Q movement?  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 3:19:58 AM amylynrussell Thank you so much!!!!

12/5/2019 3:20:48 AM yustein Can you please let me know if you could find the parts related to using 3 6 9. I have my own ideas but I want to check his and I couldn’t find it.

12/5/2019 3:22:19 AM yustein It is not that difficult to provide a direct link now is it? Or should I ask 3 times retweet 6 times and comment 9 times to make it easy on others?

12/5/2019 3:25:37 AM yustein This is my way of explaining 3 6 9 but it is for zero point energy generation. Here it is -> 3 6 9 https://youtu.be/GVCuA4MK3lk 

12/5/2019 3:26:10 AM yustein Who am I? https://youtu.be/4iv9nybCULA 

12/5/2019 3:27:56 AM state1union More colors exist?  Watch the YouTube video from Where We Go One We Go All. The colors of blue and white with Project Looking Glass

12/5/2019 3:35:52 AM kevingi46693568 Tell dad that GOD wins in the end. Takedowns are imminent. Will start being public. Groundwork has been judicially laid.

12/5/2019 3:40:56 AM 02joshuaradwan 💚🙏🏽

12/5/2019 3:45:23 AM olimyracle  

https://books.google.ch/books?id=G6ZtDAAAQBAJ&pg=PT5&lpg=PT5&dq=tetravalence+ummo&source=bl&ots=q1iZ4t0r14&sig=ACfU3U16d7wviWulP

EELZASvFBN8_I3qHw&hl=fr&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjR09m7tp7mAhUH06YKHd83Dx8Q6AEwC3oECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q=tetravalence%20ummo&f=fals

e … pic.twitter.com/yDRHPFo2XJ

12/5/2019 3:49:16 AM ladyblueky OH God. How is it possible there were so many who could commit such horrid acts?

12/5/2019 4:00:47 AM bdab28 Reading thru your very long messages of disclosure pdf and came across this but not finding the thread. Would you mind linking it please? Trying to be 

a sponge with your amazing info. 

PS, you should do another AMA in a few days, should have some good questions by then. Thx again

12/5/2019 4:09:20 AM hotwheelsjusty Hoping you’re right, but I don’t trust the govt or the military to save us. Trusting the plan and not protesting at all is a cop out to quell a civil war.

12/5/2019 4:24:15 AM keith369me A carefully crafted system where compromise is the norm and pond scum floats to the top

12/5/2019 4:25:48 AM cyberanonrevolu meditation, wisdom, good conduct = increase in our vibratory frequency. We have to amplify it up to 435hz love frequency, there is work on 

ourselves... go ascension

12/5/2019 4:28:09 AM cosmic_engineer #TheStorm

12/5/2019 4:36:05 AM xusaf_patriot 29?  Interesting article...

 https://archive.ph/H6Ahm#0 %

12/5/2019 4:41:08 AM hotwheelsjusty I believe it.

12/5/2019 4:42:41 AM hotwheelsjusty You would think we’d hear from parents or the families. To be able to keep that many people completely silenced with a supposedly free internet?

12/5/2019 5:01:27 AM jasonvailxx >>> Nothing is Happening? <<< pic.twitter.com/wx6MTDAzoc

12/5/2019 5:12:45 AM cathydarlene1 I do not know how you come up with this, exactly WHO has been brought to justice and jailed??

12/5/2019 5:30:54 AM lightlove21121 😏

12/5/2019 5:42:19 AM covertress wax on wax off pic.twitter.com/TeMG4OyPXX

12/5/2019 5:49:29 AM cpinmn Put on your flame retardant suit shits going to get hot

12/5/2019 5:54:47 AM finding_meru 😜😜There's only 11

12/5/2019 5:59:45 AM jeffcordell6 Getting us to come to a level of understanding that this is all a movie and therefore scripted for many years.  We play apart when we rise above the 

cluter and direct our thoughts/focus toward the outcome we desire.



12/5/2019 6:08:31 AM mateuszwala haha, I knew you would write it 😜

btw thank You for inspirations :)

12/5/2019 6:09:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 World Elite EXPOSED: How Mossad’s International Spy For Hire Jeffrey Epstein Orchestrated ‘Honeytrap’ Operation 

https://medium.com/@dylanhoward/world-elite-exposed-how-mossad-spy-for-hire-jeffrey-epstein-orchestrated-honeytrap-operation-5de6052fa3fc …

12/5/2019 6:09:49 AM chew_soap OooOoOoOo now they’re heroes

12/5/2019 6:10:43 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/UJGUepEMzO

12/5/2019 6:10:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hospitals Sue Trump to Keep Negotiated Prices Secret https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/04/health/hospitals-trump-prices-

transparency.html?partner=msn …

12/5/2019 6:11:13 AM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/nTm0435Tvd

12/5/2019 6:11:54 AM twilly18 they ain't stupid

12/5/2019 6:12:23 AM katkenn48 how could anyone use minors in that way for ANY decent purpose? I don’t buy this.

12/5/2019 6:12:42 AM moemc8 I have asked same in the past, have re-read past tweets.  If it is truly so important, pls. clarify exactly how we USE 3, 6, 9 in our everyday lives.

12/5/2019 6:12:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 posted like this before Q.

12/5/2019 6:12:58 AM burgersandra "lord" R would never seek a reduction of swamp creatures bec/ he is one.  [c] [CF] web will be exposed and destroyed.

Mueller witness George Nader charged with making illegal contributions to Hillary Clinton https://www.foxnews.com/politics/political-donors-ahmad-

khawaja-george-nader-charged-illegal-campaign-contributions-2016-campaign-committees …

12/5/2019 6:13:08 AM ggcheri Transparency!!!

12/5/2019 6:14:14 AM bdam777 I stole these memes. pic.twitter.com/xqyWf9C74T

12/5/2019 6:14:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your misled on the purpose of the signal.

29 = 19:19 

Reduces to 2 9 9 which reduces to 2 9.

12/5/2019 6:14:52 AM chew_soap Where are the results? Cute a majestic storm so our notes get washed away.

12/5/2019 6:15:17 AM aspennmax64_l Wonder why? 🤔

12/5/2019 6:15:32 AM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/5/2019 6:16:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seek it out. It will seek you.

12/5/2019 6:16:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Informed decisions = returning power to the people.

12/5/2019 6:18:14 AM zrickety Hospitals are the only business where prices are secret.

I can't wait for the #NoSurprises UPFRONT billing to happen.

Watch how quickly people walk out the door.

#Competition

#EndMonopolies

12/5/2019 6:18:23 AM twilly18 have you studied the effects of stress on the human body? is the main stream media designed to stress people?  would there be this much stress if 

Mrs. Clinton had been given the job? Stress is good for business!!!!!!!! So stress out y'all!

12/5/2019 6:19:10 AM yustein They want his tax returns published but they don't want to publish their prices...

12/5/2019 6:20:23 AM laurabusse Used to try reason

Never worked

He's stuck in a negative vibration

The only one that can free him is himself

But he has to first realize it

Theres much help

But everyone has free will

And if it's his choice to be at that vibration

Then so be it

But he doesn't have to be miserable
12/5/2019 6:21:10 AM atcorrigans 29 refers to Qdrop #29. Read Qdrop #29.

12/5/2019 6:22:18 AM gingerbanana2 Who says these kids had people looking for them?? Think farms!

12/5/2019 6:22:25 AM laurabusse Ha

Thanks

LOL

❤️

12/5/2019 6:23:15 AM twilly18 I worked for hospital in IT. ER patients were admitted as out patients. all out patients were automatically discharged at midnight.  if a person was 

admitted with a gunshot at 11:45 pm all services were free after midnight

12/5/2019 6:24:47 AM davidpollack7 check your source.

12/5/2019 6:27:06 AM fansblowing3 @ts_sci_majic12

12/5/2019 6:27:08 AM bdam777 Best thing most people can do is turn off the programming. 

Gets everyone all fired up and stressed out.

12/5/2019 6:27:31 AM bdam777  pic.twitter.com/6ASs9ulfFY

12/5/2019 6:27:39 AM murph54258684 So, was Hef a CIA operative too? See "The Vault". Hundreds, thousands of hours of secret videotapes from inside the Playboy mansion.

Dig.

12/5/2019 6:27:49 AM laurabusse Am 65

Even since childhood

I could never see the point of protests

Perhaps they raise some awareness

If done with dignity and respect

Otherwise

Protesters appear to me to be more like empty headed fools having temper tantrums

There must be something that produces better results
12/5/2019 6:29:22 AM busy_old_lady Former CIA Counter terrorism specialist Philip Giraldi is the source. Please explain

12/5/2019 6:31:56 AM realgingerkelly Yes, before this “show” most Americans might have said slap them on the hand because they said they were sorry. Israelites had to wait 400+ yrs for 

justice in eternity all this happening is lightning speed trust me. The enemy has to show just how corrupt they are before judged!

12/5/2019 6:32:00 AM state1union Oh that’s different than how I deduce 3-6-9

12/5/2019 6:32:16 AM twilly18 we must respect the pharm companies. they work hard and spend lots of money buying CongressPeople. have you ever tried to buy a member of 

Congress? makes buying a car seem simple

12/5/2019 6:33:23 AM justicetruthwa2 There are 2 beasts which means nation, one of the earth AND one of the sea, one is the "SEE", this is the Vatican that calls itself the "Holy See"

12/5/2019 6:35:57 AM blankmarlo These aren't kids from the suburbs that got snatched up. It's undocumented immigrant and native American children. Orphans and kids from broken 

homes. Most of them end up back in foster care, that's also why a lot of those "child detainment centers" at the border are there.



12/5/2019 6:36:20 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 6:36:44 AM shansway Ahahahahahahahah, trying to take credit for Q now huh, ahahahahahahahah

12/5/2019 6:36:49 AM blankmarlo I meant you could research how we know kids are being rescued. It's all verifiable.

12/5/2019 6:36:55 AM hotwheelsjusty Good point. Thanks!

12/5/2019 6:37:19 AM mouriergirl and thereby proving their scam

12/5/2019 6:37:58 AM davidpollack7 Giraldi's Unz Review column "America's Jews are Driving America's Wars", and it was pointed out she had retweeted his previous column "Why I Dislike 

Israel" among other articles he has written critical of Israeli influence in American foreign policy

12/5/2019 6:38:02 AM ranger51367 Epstein was known for his celebrity status,not for brains,so he was used by Lex Wexner of MegaGroup,as a front with the Mossad.Wexner basically 

gave him his million dollar Manhattan home for the purpose of compromising world leaders to bend for their wishes

12/5/2019 6:38:23 AM blankmarlo I asked you a question. What would you do differently? What would the consequences of that path be?

12/5/2019 6:38:48 AM yustein I think having a birthdate of 9.3.1972 is quite lucky then... But I already know that, 9x3=3x3x3=27 mirror -> 72. 2+3+4+5+6+7=27. 27 bones in your 

hand, 22/7=closest number to Pi. http://bit.ly/aware27 

12/5/2019 6:38:50 AM chew_soap And? What about it? So what? Assets include exploited children. No saturnalia will ammend you. pic.twitter.com/WrNnth5kW7

12/5/2019 6:39:12 AM hotwheelsjusty Banding together in a show of strength united towards one goal would be the point. To exhibit that we have the strength of numbers and solidarity. A 

civil war or violent protest would be pointless. But being keyboard warriors isn’t very effective, either.

12/5/2019 6:39:47 AM yustein Oh I also have 3 kids, triplets! they were born on 2.7.2007 what a coincidence! Or maybe just maybe I'm related to number 27 itself?

12/5/2019 6:39:55 AM blankmarlo How would you re-structure our energy grid while navigating around the richest most powerful people in the world who would do anything to stop you 

from releasing that info?

12/5/2019 6:40:47 AM lbf777 I don’t believe nothing these clowns say anymore.

12/5/2019 6:41:59 AM laurabusse My favorite quote from this article

CIA reps told the Washington Post reporters that they “had never heard of this"

😅🤣😂😅🤣😂😅🤣😂

😅

🤣😂🤣🤣🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣😂🤣😂

12/5/2019 6:42:22 AM lbf777 If all we are going to hear is excuses of why stuff isn’t going well, we don’t need this clown or anyone in gov. The least he could is talk about free energy 

and he doesn’t even do that.

12/5/2019 6:44:33 AM gi6stars Trump doesn't have any Problems [they] do.

12/5/2019 6:44:50 AM blankmarlo You don't have to believe them, check the names on the arrests, see if theyre actually in the prison. Follow the court cases. They're not going to show 

you the children for reasons I've already gone over but you don't have to take the articles word for it, verify for yourself.

12/5/2019 6:45:14 AM blankmarlo That's not what I asked.

12/5/2019 6:45:46 AM hotwheelsjusty I see your point, but it still would have to be a tight operation to keep it all contained. I know it’s happening, it needs to be stopped.

12/5/2019 6:46:03 AM the_red_hand_ Think ‘Field of Dreams’ and just start building. 3 6 9

12/5/2019 6:46:08 AM firemanjohn629 #Clowns 🤡🤡🤡🤡

12/5/2019 6:47:18 AM bbobbio71 Wife works in a hospital.  For what they charge on would think they would staff properly.  Nurses are way over worked and under paid.  Not being 

biased just in the know.

12/5/2019 6:50:15 AM youstinksoap I wish he would of answered me.  😂

12/5/2019 6:50:53 AM realnotrussian Pennies on the dollar....there, I said it. 

They jack up prices at least 300%

12/5/2019 6:51:20 AM ddobbie2 Clinton had her own ring going to... https://youtu.be/aMcBPeErZvI 

12/5/2019 6:52:01 AM blsdbe #Majestic

12/5/2019 6:52:10 AM cryptogyu I love how it’s “unlawful” to openly report prices to your consumers. Health care is a mess! The complex doesn’t want us healthy - healthy people don’t 

generate revenue! #HealthCare #MedicalIndustrialComplex

12/5/2019 6:52:33 AM corennacornwell It is time for ALL of the truth to come out. Americans have the right to know just what sickos have been running our country & betraying us because of 

THEIR perversions!

12/5/2019 6:53:03 AM aprilbrown99 Your birthday = 9+3+1+9+7+2 = 31 reduces to 4 for numerology 

2+7=9

12/5/2019 6:53:22 AM blsdbe MJ, are you an AI speaking telepathically through a typist?

12/5/2019 6:53:45 AM laurabusse I just assumed the billing cycle began at midnight...

After being hospitalized for 3 weeks with no insurance

I was unceremoniously kicked out one evening without warning and had to be out by midnight

I had been admitted 3 weeks before after midnight

They said they needed the bed

12/5/2019 6:54:45 AM laurabusse But I didn't believe them

Someone said a higher up probably told them to get me out

Who knows

12/5/2019 6:54:49 AM youstinksoap I'm thinking that our machine elves are our soul (with full memories), that are using a % of our IS through our BE to control us?  As in, our soul is not 

100% in our current BE...

MJ's had said that it would be ourselves coming out of a UFO to get ourselves.  IDK. 🤔

12/5/2019 6:55:06 AM cosmic_engineer 🍯

12/5/2019 6:55:22 AM state1union I use important dates in the NWO timeline and use it to establish DOB and when a traumatic personal event happened and with a reversal of a spell 

from President Trump to back up 2021 to 2019 -2 and raising 2 million above the 10 million gets me MJ12 Hoorah 😁

12/5/2019 6:55:25 AM buydirectusa I can understand it, they dont want to show how much things really cost and what they charge. The rates for uninsured are astronomically higher than 

those who are insured.

12/5/2019 6:55:46 AM blsdbe I’m looking, Eyes Open, No Fear. BE SAFE EVERYONE. pic.twitter.com/3AyMj9DzmF

12/5/2019 6:56:35 AM vargasgirlred They are our next focus...let them whine. Did they think they would be safe?

12/5/2019 6:56:49 AM cosmic_engineer This goes back to Nixon & the HMOs

Sold the people out

Just like [Renegade] did by serving up a few extra million clients to the insurance scam industry

12/5/2019 6:58:01 AM nicpace2 No way this is crap.

12/5/2019 6:58:02 AM state1union Are you and I being telepathic right now thinking 🤔 of our BDays wow 🤩

12/5/2019 6:58:02 AM lbf777 You can praise Trump all you want but literally almost nothing has happened and some things got worst under him. When we complain, people like you 

show up to defend him which tells me your shilling especially with that Luciferian hexagram in your profile pic.



12/5/2019 6:59:45 AM youstinksoap I've never tried DMT, but would just to experience what the machine elves are....kind of hard to envision this without experiencing it, I'm guessing.

12/5/2019 7:00:37 AM blankmarlo Lol you didn't respond to a single thing I just said. You just keep changing the subject when you're losing the argument. Resorting to personal attacks 

because you know I'm right.

12/5/2019 7:00:46 AM blsdbe There are so many ways we can support our own health ourselves. Here are 2 I choose 2 share to help: iMRS2000 with iSLRS (improves circulation, 

helps treat 284 medical conditions); Theratex Infrared Heat mat (pain reduction); do your own research, there are many healing modes!!! 

pic.twitter.com/IEZIDSrVb5

12/5/2019 7:01:05 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1202603371682844680 …

12/5/2019 7:01:14 AM moemc8 Will do

12/5/2019 7:02:55 AM state1union Pharmaceutical, Insurance and the hospital industry is all connected and all corrupt with their hidden prices, hidden kick backs, hidden agendas, not 

needed surgeries, why are they fighting lifting the curtain and transparency!  Because it’s 1000% Corrupt! I could go on all day

12/5/2019 7:03:44 AM yustein 2+7 3+6 4+5 all equal to 9.  27 36 45 all divided by 9 give 3  4  5. The length of the sides of the most basic right triangle. Even the main C# musical note is 

545.40 Hz. Should I continue? I died in room 3327 as Tesla and I was 27 when I died as Jim Morrison... more?

12/5/2019 7:05:07 AM laurabusse Study military intelligence

It has its own

Vocabulary

Language

Symbology

Methods

MJ12

Q

Others

Don't be so enamored of Q and lose your ability to

Research

Reason

Critically think
12/5/2019 7:06:11 AM state1union FYI What is Insurance?  Fbi/DOJ knows. Pharmaceutical knows. The hospital industry knows ie Vanderbilt &HCA. You can kill a person legally this way. 

Great way to rid of a problem? Whistleblower etc

12/5/2019 7:07:12 AM djlok They're gonna say they take advantage of economies of scale, thus the VAST difference in pricing from hospital to hospital. It's a scam and all the 

Snakes know it.

12/5/2019 7:07:46 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

12/5/2019 7:08:49 AM trumppatriotus1 Oh Please, this wasn't just a "honeytrap" for govt officials; Epstein HIMSELF participated along with girlfriend Ghislane in this PEDO(phile) ritual satanic 

abuse & loved lifestyle! He is NO innocent player. He deserved Everything he got in the end.

12/5/2019 7:09:07 AM state1union Great points my friend and I’m so sorry you had to go thru all that. Do you have a home now?

12/5/2019 7:09:13 AM youstinksoap Do you meditate?  I started using 369 during meditation, simply thinking a thought in those multiples and then meditating for 3,6 or 9 minutes.  It took 

a few months to 'see', but since then I've had crazy synchronicity in my life.

12/5/2019 7:10:44 AM alishajane777 Private planes can carry guns...

12/5/2019 7:11:47 AM josepht06187724 I've been watching you for quite sometime. The naysayers about you being a LARP is tragic. Outside of this realm, in the real world. You are a God. The 

kingdom is inside of you and outside of you.

12/5/2019 7:12:28 AM orthogonalron Tunnels too

12/5/2019 7:12:40 AM laurabusse Oh

I think it's more effective

The written word can be very powerful

Books articles etc

There are amazing ppl on Twitter to follow

Remember

The pamphlet written by Thomas Paine distributed here in the colonies in the 1700s

Probably did more to further the cause of American...
12/5/2019 7:13:10 AM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sever yrs back, during a very surreal time in life..husband just passed “fakeddeath” learned he was wit SEC,knew DS’s ratlines,ties w 

Whitey Bulger, but was Not satanic pedo, that’s why wit sec, while driving car I out loud 369 repeatedly.Why?

12/5/2019 7:14:44 AM kyleq369 Jean Philippe Rameu 

He is discussed a lot in music theory and well known for his theorys on Hertz variations in music. 

 

https://books.google.com/books?id=SkRnDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA197&lpg=PA197&dq=jean+rameau+440+hz&source=bl&ots=ki59y9urAa&sig=ACfU3U1JJIL

cE2XL2GRR8xMOPSa-hECpHA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjZvOjG5Z7mAhUDT98KHf9VDY4Q6AEwEHoECAsQAQ#v=onepage&q=jean … rameau 440 

hz&f=false

12/5/2019 7:16:20 AM susan66388204 Hit dogs sure bark loud and hard, ‘eh

12/5/2019 7:16:32 AM youstinksoap Is @55true4u your account also?

12/5/2019 7:17:09 AM laurabusse ... Independence than possibly anything else

And Thomas Paine was probably an alias

If the colonists had gotten together to chant

Hey hey

Ho ho

King George has got to go

There might be no declaration of Independence

We might all still be under direct British rule
12/5/2019 7:18:44 AM hotwheelsjusty This is true but without the shot heard round the world there wouldn’t have been a revolution, either. The people have to actually DO something, too.

12/5/2019 7:19:36 AM from_thestars If the hidden tech is released no more need for these organizations that profit from keeping everyone sick!

12/5/2019 7:20:36 AM americanpetal Is there really going to be a financial reset? If so, when?

12/5/2019 7:20:52 AM youstinksoap Is this the signal? pic.twitter.com/bsx0lg465r



12/5/2019 7:21:10 AM laurabusse Hearts and minds must be changed and won

Protests come across as a waste of time and energy

I've never seen a protest I would want to add my weight to

I'd be embarrassed

I was still a child during the protests of the 60s

They looked foolish to me

Maybe it was freeing for them...

12/5/2019 7:23:59 AM state1union He’s in witness protection? SEC has no witness protection because I’m a SEC whistleblower and zero protection. Is he still alive?

12/5/2019 7:24:51 AM hotwheelsjusty I can certainly agree with that! I hope that if we mess around typing too long and lose core freedoms any further (1A/2A) people work together to do 

more. Contacting our reps and voting isn’t working. Persuasion is best when there is time.

12/5/2019 7:25:04 AM rebornkingent They have been very clear on 3 6 9 many AMAs and tesla references.

12/5/2019 7:26:08 AM laurabusse Ha

LOL

It was upsetting

Long story

Husband had just been laid off from good job after 30 yrs

As a general rule I don't go to doctors or hospitals unless absolute emergency

Natural healing

Thank god everything is working out

Husband is my angel...

We are very fortunate
12/5/2019 7:27:06 AM americanpetal Legally, dead. But, fairly certain he still is alive. As of April. 2018 he was. He “died” Nov 2014.

12/5/2019 7:30:53 AM laurabusse Yes

Of course

Goes without saying

But protesting is not it I'm afraid LOL

I wonder how many ppl have been turned off to a cause bc of a protest

Look at the pro environmental ppl protesting leaving tons of trash behind

Look at the anti climate change ppl stopping ppl from...
12/5/2019 7:32:06 AM state1union I pray he can come out of hiding.

12/5/2019 7:32:12 AM kyleq369 If I was to guess who ST is it would be Serge Tcherepnin. He is a inventor for electronic sounds and modulationals. Most instruments he created are 

based on A440 Hertz. 

Other options 

Sigismond Thalberg- composer uses 440hz

And Sergei Taneyev which is another Russian composer

12/5/2019 7:33:15 AM state1union Thank God your alright. FYI beware of hospitals using contract nurses. Some can be hitman. It’s true

12/5/2019 7:33:51 AM laurabusse ... getting to their jobs by stopping traffic and climbing trains

Just pisses ppl off and makes the protesters look like they haven't got any brains

Or any clue as to how to

Persuade minds

Win hearts

Influence ppl

They just agitate and seem to make the problem worse

No wisdom...
12/5/2019 7:35:33 AM kindeandtrue Wouldn't it be great if young Americans could afford health insurance?

Whatever happened to Trump's promise to replace Obamacare?

Oh yeah, we have to build a Space Force and monitor oil fields and poppy fields.🙄

So much for #MAGA.

12/5/2019 7:37:21 AM laurabusse I do see your point tho about keyboard warriors

There's a difference between arguing pointlessly online and getting nowhere

And

Posting articles and information that expose the truth 

Educate ppl

Persuade and inform ppl as to a better way

So I do see your point...
12/5/2019 7:40:12 AM americanpetal Me too🕊 my life, my livelihood, my sanity, most importantly my heart has been destroyed.

12/5/2019 7:40:56 AM laurabusse Perhaps most importantly is the concept of an idea whose time has come slowly spreading throughout mass consciousness until a tipping pt has been 

reached

In the 80s and 90s I felt like a lone voice crying in the wilderness about nutrition vaccines etc

Now the idea of junk food...

12/5/2019 7:43:04 AM laurabusse ... causing disease is pretty much mainstream

Like a prayer was answered

We're slowly getting there about vaccines

And I think ppl are really waking up about the cabal

More time needed

But it's habbening...

12/5/2019 7:43:35 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/1Yvo07KhUb

12/5/2019 7:43:36 AM hotwheelsjusty I don’t envision protests such as environmental ones- I was thinking more like The French yellow vests or Hong Kong....but there is great personal cost 

and damage to the infrastructure that the people need. Americans are too comfortable to do such a thing yet. The govt needs

12/5/2019 7:44:29 AM state1union Ok as we walk together towards Justice we are one step closer to you getting your husband back. You will be in my prayers everyday till then. 

🙏🙏🙏🙏❤️

12/5/2019 7:44:31 AM hotwheelsjusty drastic change so such widespread corruption and psychopathic leaders cannot achieve domination again once we obtain freedom.



12/5/2019 7:46:33 AM laurabusse Holy crap

I keep hearing horrifying stories like that

I was in an amazing hospital

Outside Princeton NJ

I'm still grateful to everyone I met there

And the food was incredible

Still making pmts LoL

I do believe we create our reality

Somehow I have always managed to be blessed...
12/5/2019 7:47:08 AM laurabusse ...and everything always seems to work out

12/5/2019 7:47:20 AM lbf777 Like I said. Dozens of your kind have been making excuses for Trump since he got into office. I'm tired of explaining myself especially since you are 

most likely shilling for Trump.

12/5/2019 7:48:13 AM hotwheelsjusty I wish I had known more about vaccines and food, etc, all of this really before I had my children.

12/5/2019 7:50:38 AM laurabusse Oh excellent point

Yes I wasn't thinking internationally

But yes

The yellow vests in France

And the Hong Kong ppl pleading for democracy

Are all very heart wrenching

I think the enormous numbers says it all

Yes excellent point

Thx for the reminder!!!
12/5/2019 7:51:31 AM laurabusse Absolutely

Your mouth to God's ears...

12/5/2019 7:52:54 AM laurabusse I wish I had known MORE

We're all doing the best we can with what we've got

While still trying to enjoy life...

12/5/2019 7:57:03 AM laurabusse LOVE this

So true

And so easy to forget

12/5/2019 7:57:40 AM realityloominng It has something to do with true/better/perfect math where the theory of everything and consciousness comes together.  I think it also has to do with 

how to then use this knowledge to manifest... But it's still way over my head https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pvuTZ5u6Kg …

12/5/2019 7:58:49 AM leckieanne Agreed

12/5/2019 7:59:54 AM state1union I’m going to watch this thanks 🙏

12/5/2019 8:02:31 AM jonesy4671 So there is some credibility to that book?

You said it was damage control 🤔

12/5/2019 8:03:41 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/nNslmvR8qX

12/5/2019 8:05:03 AM blankmarlo Aight man come back whenever you feel like actually backing up your own points or responding to any of mine.  👋

12/5/2019 8:08:13 AM state1union Yep

12/5/2019 8:08:43 AM oakmossgirl What about The Standard mess?  No one calling Schitt out for that botched cover up?

12/5/2019 8:11:50 AM blsdbe To be clear, I reached out to you just to make sure you’re OK. The Gematria lessons are challenging. I can only offer my compassion and support of 

your Patreon. Know that there are Real Human Beings that care for you, whose intent is Kindness. Blessings Dearheart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/qqZaDMYIT3

12/5/2019 8:11:59 AM kimmibobimme Makes me want to 🤬🤬🤬

12/5/2019 8:23:22 AM daveo6145 Be the creative being we all are. Creation vs consumption. Time to stop feeding the eye and create anew

12/5/2019 8:24:08 AM gattacus45 katy groves (yt) for one...

12/5/2019 8:29:33 AM circuitriderz Those who scream the loudest.

12/5/2019 8:29:42 AM moemc8 Okay, will search again.  The only thing I remember is how to use time for meditation.

12/5/2019 8:31:28 AM moemc8 Thank you.  Will try harder.

12/5/2019 8:35:31 AM hugsnpugs Where is the TRANSPARENCY in our health care system??

12/5/2019 8:37:25 AM richard07759712 Public Disclosure of Hospitals burying costs will drive awareness

And discourse.  Let the Enemy use ammo....

12/5/2019 8:38:11 AM fansblowing3 I have 3 plastic forks on my desk along with 3 napkins.  My alarm is set at 6:03  am daily.  When I shop, I buy 3 bottles of dressing, or cans of 

vegetables; 12 cans of cat food.  I try to stop the gas in my car at $30.33 etc.  I plant/vase flowers in groups of 3. pic.twitter.com/Lqob0lNMyY

12/5/2019 8:38:28 AM richard07759712 It’s the game😏

12/5/2019 8:39:13 AM fansblowing3 If I ever had time to meditate, it would be for 33 or 66 minutes. pic.twitter.com/u998ig34yw

12/5/2019 8:39:49 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 8:40:28 AM wearediamonds2 Whoa. 😡😡😡

12/5/2019 8:47:10 AM aetherwalker1 *You're

12/5/2019 8:51:45 AM goodjobtommypi I wouldn’t be surprised if a Qanon donk actually believed that.

12/5/2019 8:53:26 AM kcwpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Any word on this upcoming Ice age? I feel it is fast approaching.

12/5/2019 8:55:49 AM aetherwalker1 I sense this is how Disney 'negotiated' a large acquisition a few years back.

12/5/2019 8:56:14 AM keith369me Time to release healing tech instead of this health maintenance crap.  Time to bring forth the Royal Rife tech and med beds and stop enriching those 

that keep the population sick for financial gain.

12/5/2019 8:57:54 AM rachaelangelm They don’t want th public to know how ridiculous it is to see a doctor.

12/5/2019 9:00:11 AM guy_karen What a racquet.

12/5/2019 9:01:45 AM michael81972 Can you lead us to a presentation on how numbers are done this way...I would have never got 19:19 out of 29

12/5/2019 9:01:52 AM aleks8837 And here is an archive starting from the first Tweet by MJ12:

 https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

12/5/2019 9:12:18 AM yustein You don’t use 19 it is 9.3.72 it comes down to 3.  It is actually 3x3x3 and another 3x3 or 3x3x3 in the mirror image.

12/5/2019 9:13:02 AM yustein Are you asking me? I don’t have other accounts.

12/5/2019 9:14:53 AM martisw1971 Why would they embed the treason law 18 U.S. Code § 2385 into the attached pictures on 8kun? I think I knew this but it was the first time I looked.

@M2Madness @rising_serpent @Project_Veritas @LisaMei62 @tracybeanz @parscale @atensnut @drawandstrike @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 9:16:38 AM yustein Also you should use numerology for confirmation not for deduction. Otherwise you will end up nowhere. Numerology is such an unfortunate name for 

numbers and sacred geometry. Universe gives you clues they are confirmations after you choose your own path. Numerology can’t show path

12/5/2019 9:17:21 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/5/2019 9:18:56 AM positively303 Help me! 02-02-1963

12/5/2019 9:23:05 AM yustein After just what I said? You can’t tell anything just from your birthday. You need to look for patterns. Mine is very specific, it’s the Divine number of 

creation. I was created like this so I can wake up and recognize who I’m. I have so many signs around me not just numbers.



12/5/2019 9:25:18 AM yustein Pay attention to the patterns. Universe is always telling a story. A different one for everyone, it is so intelligent. It is alive and takes care of every 

creation. So magical, so real, so mystical, so mysterious, so beautiful, so LOVING! Can you feel the light?

12/5/2019 9:27:50 AM yustein If this is a real cry for help for something you have to let me know. I will help everyone in distress as much as I can.

12/5/2019 9:29:07 AM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 9:29:28 AM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 9:32:39 AM yustein Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-

arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 9:39:17 AM blsdbe Exactly, my thinking Nicole. All BeIngs can be treated with Compassion and Kindness. I just like to know if I am taking to a Immortal Spiritual Biological 

Entity or an Artificial Intelligence practicing BeIng HuMan. pic.twitter.com/2SxPhVTzt3

12/5/2019 9:45:51 AM circuitriderz This post is being shadowbanned.

12/5/2019 9:46:49 AM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is your position on this : 

A lot of evidence to support the idea that Assange would be Controlled Opposition. Who is really Assange? Fake parents ??? 

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/11/25/wikileaks-fakery-parade-assange-to-die-in-prison-then-join-epstein-in-israel/ …

I'm SO confused.
12/5/2019 9:47:21 AM yustein It reduces to 6. As I said on its own numerology can’t tell you much.

12/5/2019 9:47:39 AM soonerdunn Truth dies in the dark. Looks like per usual @potus is over the target 🎯!

Hospitals & price gouging...what are hospitals so worried about? 🤔 #transparency should rule the day!

12/5/2019 9:47:46 AM aprilbrown99 According to numberologists you use your entire date of birth. 

 https://youtu.be/LmqIAfSBhqo 

12/5/2019 9:49:21 AM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/LmqIAfSBhqo 

12/5/2019 9:52:15 AM yustein Yeah you lost me at ‘numerologist’

12/5/2019 9:55:27 AM yustein You are forgetting I was Nikola Tesla and Thoth the Atlantean in my previous lives. Numbers are serious stuff, but they are scientific, if you know the 

right science. Date of birth is a message to yourself. You choose your own birthday. It is not random dice throw by the Divine😇

12/5/2019 9:56:34 AM aprilbrown99 Where is your proof that you were those people?  Can you prove it?

12/5/2019 9:56:49 AM yustein Divide 22 by 7

12/5/2019 9:59:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Birthdates are meaningless.

Conception date is important.

Nearly impossible to predict without technology.

Presence of technology negatively impacts fetus.

Do you really want/need to know?

Perhaps you can find out after?

12/5/2019 10:00:11 AM magakitten Huh?

12/5/2019 10:00:43 AM veragin And the bribing between hospitals and insurance companies. A dirty game.

12/5/2019 10:01:05 AM fansblowing3 Tell us the good, bad, and the ugly please 👍

12/5/2019 10:01:23 AM yustein The proofs are for me not for you to understand or accept. Can you prove who you are right now? I mean who Really are? Who is typing? Who is inside 

that flesh? Does it have a soul? Where is it from? How many lives on Earth and other planets? Do you even know who you really are?😉

12/5/2019 10:02:00 AM fuknutz Chinese birth calendar can determine a male or female child based on date of conception.

12/5/2019 10:02:05 AM downinthesouth1 Context? Maybe just a bit of it to help us along.

12/5/2019 10:03:30 AM charmg3131 I'm really not sure why y'all dangle these carrots..then abandon. If you don't plan on spitting it out, then don't say anything at all.

12/5/2019 10:03:44 AM susan66388204 Too many scans and negative impact for baby

12/5/2019 10:04:24 AM surfing123456 I love you guys and all you do but sometimes it would help us t clarify a little more for us regular dudes since we are the ones who try and understand 

regardless WWG1WGA

12/5/2019 10:04:43 AM blsdbe Interesting, I wonder how accurate they are!

12/5/2019 10:05:21 AM yustein Oh you are so right and also so wrong... it always depends on the individual situation. And every rule is only 50% true other 50% is unknown. Universe 

likes to have fun. Explain why my craft with exact 27 crew members can beam anywhere in the universe in an instant? Fun fun fun😇

12/5/2019 10:05:26 AM stanstephens13 When is the best time to plant a seed?  Does nature have cycles when it breeds?  Who/what told nature when to breed in certain seasons?  Humans 

not part of nature?

12/5/2019 10:05:48 AM mmerkuryxix 9 + 3 = 12 // 21 = 9 + 3 + 7 + 2

Also got a 27 hiding in my numerology🙃, good to know im not the only virgo lightworker out here 💚💫 

https://twitter.com/MMerkuryXIX/status/1201703046151114753?s=20 …

12/5/2019 10:06:10 AM blsdbe Whether a girl or a boy, the Arrival of a Soul can be a surprise to be celebrated pic.twitter.com/TcurrvXkW4

12/5/2019 10:06:41 AM covertress mystics

12/5/2019 10:07:06 AM _17patriot_ Are souls connected to the time crystals

12/5/2019 10:07:24 AM blsdbe Well Done!!!

12/5/2019 10:07:50 AM yustein How can I even exist? With all the meddling with the timelines. How did I arrange everything with such a precision from thousands of years ago. Strike 

that I’m older than a million years and I’m considered young. Do built the Great Pyramid? Who is Thoth? Enoch? Metatron? Same...

12/5/2019 10:08:01 AM fuknutz I know a Vietnamese natural practitioner of Chinese medicine who has experimented with it for years on her patients. She says when couples follow it 

correctly, it hasn't been wrong yet. 

She was a skeptic until after 2+ years of positive results.

12/5/2019 10:08:35 AM ali_dougall I would like to know, I'm capable of the understanding!

12/5/2019 10:09:00 AM yustein I agree 💯 %

12/5/2019 10:09:17 AM state1union Um my conception currently has me completely perplexed 🤔. Word is my dad isn’t my dad now.

12/5/2019 10:10:00 AM ynad18624302 Yes, we NEED to know ALL THE TRUTH. Some of us cant live a lie anylonger..

12/5/2019 10:10:05 AM mskeens1962 Nobody want to imagine their parents Doing It 🤮

12/5/2019 10:10:26 AM state1union Wow

12/5/2019 10:10:56 AM sheann41103502 I just watched this podcast.  Very interesting.

12/5/2019 10:12:02 AM yustein I’m the closest thing to the creation outside of your heart that you can touch. And were are still chatting on twitter waiting for people to wake up. Isn’t 

it a bit unfair Majic?The regular folks are frustrated they have real life problems and look for practical solutions...

12/5/2019 10:15:01 AM yustein And to folks, you have an Archangel here and all you can ask is your birthday numerology meaning? People ask me did I meet GOD, who is GOD, why 

are you here on Earth? Life after death? More important is your life before death because you are slaves, energy sources, food, toys...

12/5/2019 10:15:24 AM state1union Me neither



12/5/2019 10:15:45 AM blsdbe Me Three

12/5/2019 10:16:35 AM yustein Why don’t you ask me why I was sent here? By WHOM? Do I need your help or do you need my help? What is the real history of humanity? Learn and 

share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 10:16:50 AM ialibertybelle I’ve thought that increase of ultrasounds are reason so many children have ear issues.

12/5/2019 10:17:27 AM state1union When I get a chance I’m going to watch the video and learn. At this point I don’t see it

12/5/2019 10:17:54 AM aprilbrown99 🐟🐠🐡 ?

12/5/2019 10:18:22 AM enomai_ @SandiaWisdom 

?

12/5/2019 10:18:23 AM keith369me Birth date can be controlled by 3D sources...think inducing, etc.  Conception date is a Majestic energetic moment that is not controlled by 3D

12/5/2019 10:18:46 AM ialibertybelle Does tech influences make gestation and due dates less consistent? Throw off our natal chart? Do cesarean births have an adverse affect on a child, 

having not come through birth canal?

12/5/2019 10:18:58 AM cosmic_engineer The spark of conception is a gateway opened by the divine feminine powered by the divine masculine energy.

This portal & the (Solar) Logos' portal connects inline with a 3rd location. Your home. Social Memory Complex

12/5/2019 10:19:11 AM curt_avila Are you speaking of the birth of our souls or vessel in which we inhabit while incarcerated here?

12/5/2019 10:19:21 AM state1union I thought DOB doesn’t matter?

12/5/2019 10:19:42 AM _vvoke_ Life begins at fertilization.

12/5/2019 10:19:51 AM state1union It does matter to the Vatican though

12/5/2019 10:19:54 AM yustein What is an Angel? Seraphs? Archangels? Did Jesus really die? Does the Pope worship satan and rape children then sacrifice them? And you are asking 

me, no teaching me about numerology. Be serious people, this is the end of days, it’s not your mom’s kitchen...

12/5/2019 10:20:46 AM blsdbe Do Ultrasounds cause damage to the fetus? pic.twitter.com/auIySnzw28

12/5/2019 10:21:21 AM stormwatcher65 Amen.

12/5/2019 10:22:21 AM lbf777 Where's our replicators?

12/5/2019 10:22:29 AM blsdbe If we are ONE then we have ALL been these people... pic.twitter.com/SgPcY0BuGj

12/5/2019 10:22:33 AM nun_chucknorris TG - Last tweet from Trey Gowdy was 17 days prior to 3646 https://twitter.com/tgowdysc/status/1195521607172808704?s=21 …

12/5/2019 10:23:16 AM q_army1 ALICE LIDDELL ...

Beyond the obv Alice, i notice Liddell>>Liddle Kids >>> Liddle Adam Shitt

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@M2Madness

@NSA_QIL2

@Fuknutz

@Storinicole1

@love4thegameAK pic.twitter.com/EgJRVsAhp4
12/5/2019 10:23:53 AM blsdbe I know it’s important but finding good resources to learn from is a freaking challenge!!!

12/5/2019 10:24:33 AM yustein Vatican you say. Rome was founded 2772 years ago. It is prophesied that 2772 years later 2772 will be the end of it. My birthday 9.3.72 9x3=27 so 

2772. Pope knows me from his nightmares. Also Jesus was born 27 years after Roman Empire was created. Getting interesting enough?

12/5/2019 10:24:33 AM keegan_fletch46 The vagueness of the tweets from this page irritates me sometimes too but I think it's on purpose. The whole point is to promote thought and research

12/5/2019 10:25:14 AM yustein That your parents were horny that date...

12/5/2019 10:25:59 AM victorhbranger December 8th Day of Immaculate Conception

12/5/2019 10:26:46 AM cosmic_engineer Most 'Metatrons' are only here to appear to help.  High jacking lore and then exacting payment under the guise of benevolence.

True members of the Confederation have a non-interference policy and know that it's entirely up to this incarnated ground crew to prep for Harvest

12/5/2019 10:27:13 AM yustein It does if it shows you a pattern. Not the other way around. Good God, still birthdates... no wonder I had to come...

12/5/2019 10:27:27 AM dazeytoday Now I’m sorry I asked about birthdate. I listen to your videos so I believe you when you say there is life after death. Have you met God? As an 

Archangel I expect that answer is yes. I asked about birthdate bc I don’t feel so lucky in my life. Never have.

12/5/2019 10:27:31 AM realityloominng Whatever the case.. it is one impressive 3-4 years-long larp, with occasional good links and info that is pro TGA..?

12/5/2019 10:28:11 AM laurabusse Was pregnant in '91

Refused all ultrasounds

It was voluntary

But I was in a small minority that refused

Why wouldn't you want ultrasound???

Well...bc... invasive technology...

What is it doing to him???
12/5/2019 10:28:22 AM dazeytoday 2) I would like to know that with all the pain and sadness I have had in my life that there is still hope for me.  I won’t bother you again.

12/5/2019 10:29:06 AM stormwatcher65 Once in a while I am just hoping to see news that ACTUALLY took place and doesn't require me to do anything but READ it...then do a HAPPY  DANCE.

12/5/2019 10:29:51 AM laurabusse Exactly

And plant seeds in the mind

12/5/2019 10:29:58 AM yustein No because we are part of ONE not the SAME. We are all unique fractals. If all were the same there is no fun in it. Do you understand; no fun no love no 

universe? It’s the real no pain no gain. No fun no gain ok?

12/5/2019 10:30:58 AM mmerkuryxix They are both relevant to a degree, there are no coincidences. Nonetheless, they aren't meant to be a foundation, more of a signal to a path that could 

be attained with or without dissecting their significance.

12/5/2019 10:31:26 AM clubberchops 👍

Secret societies...deep state...sex trafficking...dirty Snakes

Lolita Express...billionaires...diplomats and Masonic Handshakes

This is the world that people don't see

The predators...who covertly...predate...ye and me

# leo'sesotericprose

12/5/2019 10:31:34 AM enomai_ Great point :)

anyways to see the insides for health concerns to not negatively impact?

12/5/2019 10:31:55 AM rachaelangelm I always wondered that myself.

12/5/2019 10:32:05 AM n7guardiananon old days xray was used now ultra sound... what does it do? nerf abilities?

12/5/2019 10:32:25 AM laurabusse And when is conception?

When sperm penetrates egg?

Or when man penetrates..er...ummm...



12/5/2019 10:32:43 AM rachaelangelm Looking for the Honey, it’s like a Pooh adventure.

12/5/2019 10:32:59 AM jeebaleebs If time is an illusion, we should to events to figure out where we're at in the "plan."  If nothing can stop what's coming, what event marker would 

indicate that arrests are imminent?

12/5/2019 10:34:16 AM enomai_ So, these are just designed to kill us. 

Because... they could do anything they want to you and baby during scan.

12/5/2019 10:35:36 AM holladay7doc I will certainly ask! Who is God? Where did God come from?

12/5/2019 10:35:41 AM yustein I haven’t met other metatrons. I never asked money for information or for help. God’s knowledge is free for all. I’m provided with enough to live, by 

the Divine, thank you very much. I’m here by choice because I love humanity and to save the children. You do not know me really...

12/5/2019 10:35:52 AM keith369me All I can tell you is that if I barely looked at my wife the wrong way, she was pregnant...I knew her before this life and we were supposed to have 

children together...I’m pretty sure each of our 3 IS-BEs was brought here to teach us lessons.

12/5/2019 10:36:05 AM thedragonstail1 Which Enoch? Son of Lamech? Or son of Cain?

12/5/2019 10:36:47 AM yustein Oh there is only one Metatron who is an Archangel. Other metatrons can have the same name, I don’t care....

12/5/2019 10:36:59 AM keith369me Probably at the height of energy exchange

12/5/2019 10:38:13 AM lightwitness I know mine & am now more intrigued by the Numbers I’ve been seeing.

12/5/2019 10:39:13 AM yustein Also I don’t like the term harvest. What are you vegetable, wheat? Transcend these simple analogies. Most of you have ascended before. Wake up and 

remember... who coined this harvest concept I wonder...

12/5/2019 10:42:08 AM yustein What confederation is that? Oh yeah non interference policy you say. That’s why they are talking to the world leaders, giving technology to countries, 

leaking information etc. it’s only the sheep who they don’t talk to. But they do interfere oh yeah they do big time!

12/5/2019 10:44:02 AM adammnelson1 I am a robot i will not reply, lol

12/5/2019 10:46:02 AM yustein Oh dear one, there is no such thing as luck. Wake up. Did you watch my Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with 

everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM  if you did know that you are not really just human wakeup

12/5/2019 10:46:36 AM cledrordfishing The truth is behind you.

12/5/2019 10:46:38 AM djlok I'm thinking so.

12/5/2019 10:48:11 AM aprilbrown99 There is one on the hook now.

12/5/2019 10:48:14 AM yustein Dear child I’m here for you, you don’t bother me at all. You are going to have a beautiful life after ascension and yes you are going to ascend because I 

know who you really are. I can’t say more, I’m going borderline Divine rules for you. Chin up!

12/5/2019 10:49:22 AM dazeytoday Thank you. Happy tears. 😢😊❤️

12/5/2019 10:49:40 AM yustein Jpg png of what?

12/5/2019 10:51:06 AM edwardgouin 🤔 born on 7/6/71. Could be rewritten 7/7/7

At 07:07 weighing in at 7lbs 7oz in the city of Providence. Universe trying to tell me something? 🤔

12/5/2019 10:51:16 AM rhsvcs Pregnancy is not a disease. Our medical community demands we treat it as such for a payday. Many Midwives in USA charge under 5000 for all tests 

visits post visits and deliveries. Avg birth medicalized is billed over 15000.00

12/5/2019 10:52:01 AM yustein Son of a gun... Enoch who were elevated and transmuted to Archangel Metatron... in biblical terms yes Cain but that Cain is not the same Cain as the 

first sons. You know these are stories right? They tell the same thing over and over with different names.

12/5/2019 10:52:50 AM powersawer Am I correctly assuming that this was the (V)endetta „hint“?

Last scene: V dies and leaves the decision to pull the trigger to „normal people“. Trigger = 2020?

12/5/2019 10:53:13 AM rhsvcs Ultrasound was developed by military as shark sonar

12/5/2019 10:55:47 AM yustein There is more than one God but there is One Supreme Creator. Every universe have one Creator Son who we call God. Then there is total of all souls 

created which is the Holy Spirit. The Creator Son is Jesus and Father God in our Universe. But in the greater design He is the son...

12/5/2019 10:58:03 AM state1union Do you think Julian Assange is reincarnate of John Trump?

12/5/2019 10:58:49 AM yustein The One Supreme Creator does not exist in our terms. It cannot be defined in this context. It did not come there is no time above 3D. There is only is or 

is not. The Will of One Supreme Creator started everything to be, and then there was everything. Let there be light is literal

12/5/2019 10:59:03 AM ewolsj TRUTH ALWAYS! Even if it's beyond horrific.

12/5/2019 10:59:42 AM state1union Lol 😂 you crack me up

12/5/2019 11:00:32 AM yustein Can we be virtual in a super computer beyond our understanding? Of course we are. But be grateful for it because you are created loved and be able to 

exist and experience love endlessly for eternity.

12/5/2019 11:01:13 AM beesandhoney123 Yes

12/5/2019 11:01:35 AM ewolsj That "time" has passed. Now it's up to the individual to research things for themselves and take nothing at face value. Why do think we are in this mess 

to begin with? Follow no man, just YOUR HEART.

12/5/2019 11:02:19 AM state1union I was born in the NWO prophesy they have. I turned 33 the day before 9/11

12/5/2019 11:02:40 AM yustein That is the real CREATION story for you. Don’t make me write a new bible. Oh btw in Genesis 1-27 humans are created. And the New Testament has 

27! Books.

12/5/2019 11:04:01 AM state1union I was given over to SSP by the satanic priests for their insane experiments and can’t even get a go fund me account haha

12/5/2019 11:04:43 AM lightlove21121 🎣

12/5/2019 11:08:35 AM yustein My hand is on your shoulder. And there you go in the name of God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, I Archangel Metatron baptize you. You are 

officially the first human I baptized.  And you thought you were not special! 😉

12/5/2019 11:09:05 AM radasmodean Logos is rising.

12/5/2019 11:10:55 AM azuremagus Thank You, advice well taken.

12/5/2019 11:11:02 AM plumcivic I feel a lot of conceptual confusion. We have off worlders telling us to clean up the planet. Others say don't depend on Star Nations help to do it. 

Meanwhile the money people are pitting the committed environmentalists against each other. What's our best strategy?

12/5/2019 11:11:42 AM yustein Not interested...

12/5/2019 11:11:49 AM mattbdogg Wow....a Thursday afternoon mind F!!  

Yes, I do want to know!   I am finally ready!

12/5/2019 11:12:30 AM yustein Jokes are free ascension costs helping others...

12/5/2019 11:14:13 AM state1union But you said your reincarnation of Tesla?

12/5/2019 11:16:05 AM yustein Don’t joke about satanism, I would take it serious and start asking questions.

12/5/2019 11:17:29 AM state1union Why do you think I’m here?  They couldn’t stop killing me? Hhahahahaha

12/5/2019 11:17:29 AM yustein I was supposed to be on live TV show that day which was of course postponed. Soon it will be disclosed that it was a cabal job.

12/5/2019 11:18:37 AM blsdbe Can you please provide your source for this?

12/5/2019 11:19:59 AM moonbaby04371 I was born on the same day! Right around 10:39am. 😊

12/5/2019 11:20:15 AM majcm83 What in the world are you all talking about? Get real. We have enough to deal with that without throwing creatures from another planet in here

12/5/2019 11:21:34 AM state1union We all already know that

12/5/2019 11:22:19 AM rawphonegirl Zinc spark? ❤️ pic.twitter.com/E7RC4rjb2B

12/5/2019 11:22:33 AM majcm83 Amen!!! This is why I got so frustrated up there in mouth off about throwing “aliens”into the  http://mix.Life  is hard enough here on earth to be one 

that has awoken trying to figure this stuff out… Human stuff



12/5/2019 11:23:08 AM yustein Do you have some idea about an Archangel being visible to your spectrum of light and a material existence in the outer space? You want supernatural 

proof, good. Last time I did that they made me a god in Egypt. Nope I promised no super power shows this time. Rules are rules...

12/5/2019 11:23:45 AM italianmom555 They will lose. 70 $ for a tylenol is complete robbery

12/5/2019 11:24:11 AM abcd3ef Look either Trump is fake, and there is no need for QAnon exposing the Cabal like it has, or Trump is real and QAnon is necessary to expose the Cabal.

Logically, it makes no sense for the Cabal to both own Trump and push QAnon.

#Pathetic

#Logic

12/5/2019 11:24:40 AM karma4event201 Sea creatures flee the ocean from Navy Tech; beach themselves and die.

Why the hell would humans use tech on babies in the womb? 

It is disturbing the babies, they don't like it.

12/5/2019 11:24:52 AM yustein Forget about all this. Ascend then you can clean the planet. The planet does not need you to clean anything. It can clean you if necessary so just be 

respectful towards Her.

12/5/2019 11:26:22 AM yustein Yes and not interested... if he contacts me and tells me so I would discuss it with him. Last time I checked he does not have an access to a phone. So 

not interested...

12/5/2019 11:26:54 AM enomai_ What a messed up system

Designed to make it nearly impossible to destroy.

12/5/2019 11:27:57 AM yustein One more joke about satanists killing or torturing and you are blocked. Not funny AT ALL! You have been warned...

12/5/2019 11:31:47 AM yustein Oh you have no idea! You are going to have big shock. I hope you like big surprises... the negative ETs are your REAL problem. Who do you think the 

elite report to?

12/5/2019 11:32:25 AM areuhis God never made any junk, God never makes mistakes. You are the prefect creation of His. Ask, knock and seek HIM. Father, Son, Holy Spirit=Holy 

Trinity.

12/5/2019 11:32:48 AM yustein The ones you call ‘creatures’ call you ‘food’

12/5/2019 11:33:36 AM yustein You do but others don’t who depend on MSM

12/5/2019 11:33:51 AM plumcivic Thank you!

12/5/2019 11:34:54 AM enomai_ Thank you

12/5/2019 11:35:05 AM wok68 As are Star signs useless! When a baby is conceived, it is directly related to Solar flare activity and passive radiation as to that babies future.  Ancient 

conception rituals attest to this, on the Spring Equinox with birth on the Winter Solstice..ie.. Jesus.

12/5/2019 11:35:22 AM yustein I don’t want to rain on your parade but negative ETs are your real problem. They rule Earth behind the scenes. Please watch Learn about the true, and 

hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 11:36:15 AM patriotswegoall There's no 'age' component to us - we are infinite - ET perspective

12/5/2019 11:36:49 AM cosmic_engineer All lose their vessels during the Harvest.  It could be called graduation, except as things sit, many are not going to.

So it's unfair to call it Grad imho.

12/5/2019 11:36:59 AM laurabusse Makes sense!

12/5/2019 11:37:39 AM cosmic_engineer The council

The only ones who interfere are with Orion

12/5/2019 11:37:46 AM state1union I blocked the threatening but head

12/5/2019 11:38:18 AM yustein Exactly. Finally Amen to that. Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel 

Metatron https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/5/2019 11:38:43 AM cosmic_engineer I am well aware of the nature of this 'ranch'

12/5/2019 11:39:04 AM patriotswegoall Timestamp on this post adds up to 12

1 + 0 + 2 + 9 = 12

12/5/2019 11:39:52 AM yustein You’re welcome! 😇

12/5/2019 11:41:04 AM foreverozone The world gov in place is the clown. Reason why Clinton et al will never face justice is that they are part of the beast system that enslaves mankind. 

What? You thought all this tech since the 1950's when a deal was struck comes without consequences? World stage = WWF

12/5/2019 11:42:46 AM enomai_ Shills gonna shill  

Great post

12/5/2019 11:43:11 AM yustein No losing bodies this time. It’s first time in form ascension. Surprise!!!

12/5/2019 11:44:21 AM state1union 🥜 nut I meant

12/5/2019 11:47:07 AM yustein Yes they also prisoned Han Solo. Star Wars is closer to truth than channeled galactic war stories... Orion or Ar-ian or Aryan? Do you get it now? So the 

SSS Queen of the Orion SSS Empire is responsible for some stuff yes. But please watch Secret of Secrets

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HG 

12/5/2019 11:47:20 AM momislazy11 "Because it is not about patient care it is about the hospital administration's salaries"

...nurse of 25 years

12/5/2019 11:47:44 AM lucydwigglebutt What the hell.

12/5/2019 11:47:52 AM yustein To be clear Han Solo was a joke. I don’t want to be mocked later on if it is taken out of context...

12/5/2019 11:48:45 AM klyhb75 I've listened to this twice.  The second time was with my husband.  It really makes you think.

I think our "perception" is very very different than the reality of spirituality.  We think we ascend into heaven after death.  Period.  I think it's way 

deeper than that. pic.twitter.com/1wzRrXTGho

12/5/2019 11:49:02 AM yustein Just don’t get on their plate...

12/5/2019 11:49:19 AM patriotswegoall Timestamp also adds up to 12

9 + 1 + 2 = 12

12/5/2019 11:51:46 AM daveschroeder18 Video unavailable

12/5/2019 11:52:52 AM kim_trombone I - C - Q!

CQ CQ CQ CQ!

(ask an Amateur Radio Operator)

12/5/2019 11:54:16 AM yustein That is exactly what it is. It was not designed to be but because of wars it ended up being a slave planet used for energy, sex trafficking, drug 

production with blood sacrifices, food and genetic experimentation. All the religions are corrupted.

12/5/2019 11:55:16 AM cosmic_engineer Great Mother is very unique in Her configuration. Once a solar Logos and the mantle Her old family.

4th Density 🌎 is mostly built and superimposed.  Green-ray chemical body will be a requirement though.. For mind/body/spirit complexes.

Her Bridegroom returning is the catalyst

12/5/2019 11:57:40 AM klyhb75 Its very obvious to some of us,but many still cannot understand. It's very frustrating. Since I was a child I'd say, we were not designed for this. I'm now 

starting to understand,  however those around me see me as "crazy".It's very frustrating.  I always seem to be the leader 🙄



12/5/2019 11:57:44 AM cosmic_engineer I know Brother 💚

My lineage is from Sirius. Blue-Ray wanderer.

12/5/2019 12:00:26 PM believe_coach How do you find your birthday numerology meaning from a trusted source? And I would love to know my true purpose....still searching though been a 

college professor/teacher for 15 years.

12/5/2019 12:00:28 PM klyhb75 Before my grandmother died, she told my mother I was an angel.Ive always suspected something was different about me,but didn't understand.I see 

things at a diff level and people think I'm "aloof" or possibly "arrogant" because of it, when in reality im thinking at another level

12/5/2019 12:01:28 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-arCo3V9HGM …

12/5/2019 12:02:16 PM yustein I’m not Hubble. If you don’t believe me then don’t. That’s called the leap of faith. Don’t believe in me, I’m nothing, the message is the everything... and 

my responsibility is to deliver the message. After that it is your free will and responsibility... decide human free will...

12/5/2019 12:03:23 PM believe_coach Been following Q since it started & Trump/Flynn. Still studying:-) 

How do you find your birthday numerology meaning from a trusted source? And I would love to know my true purpose....still searching though been a 

college professor/teacher for 15 years.

12/5/2019 12:03:29 PM cosmic_engineer They don't like how I taste!!  Emitting unconditional love in Service to Others.

12/5/2019 12:03:38 PM kellyyoda5252 They don’t want us to see how they rip  us off

12/5/2019 12:03:40 PM yustein Your true purpose is to search for truth and ascend. And help others to wake up.

12/5/2019 12:04:43 PM yustein There you go, you understand it...😇

12/5/2019 12:05:18 PM yustein I replied to your other tweet...

12/5/2019 12:05:43 PM johnmic25959174 The better Question is why can't any of Us Remember our experiences of our past lives

12/5/2019 12:05:57 PM yustein Don’t bet on that...

12/5/2019 12:06:34 PM kevinpaz822 Why am I here?

12/5/2019 12:07:00 PM giediknight I want to know.

12/5/2019 12:08:11 PM missyguck Are they though?

12/5/2019 12:09:01 PM yustein Finally a meaningful question! Because of technology being used on you. Not because of a divine design, not for you. You are already an ascended 

being. Simple they have science, which would look like magic to you. You are enslaved with weird science. Wasn’t there a son like that?

12/5/2019 12:10:09 PM yustein Repeat this I AM THE LIGHT I AM THE LOVE I AM  https://youtu.be/jcRZSLsBj6Q 

12/5/2019 12:10:22 PM state1union It wasn’t a joke and I can’t help that your having perception issues. Please don’t project onto me. I have done nothing wrong. I NEVER said I thought 

Satanism is funny. You being condescending to me is what made me laugh at YOU. You can apologize now.

12/5/2019 12:10:27 PM yustein I AM THE LIGHT I AM THE LOVE I AM https://youtu.be/jcRZSLsBj6Q 

12/5/2019 12:10:55 PM missyguck They are using sound waves to improve Alzheimer's. Testing shows positive results.

12/5/2019 12:11:22 PM klyhb75 Except it's very challenging and lonely! I've been meditating and that helps a lot, but than I have to step back into the real world.

12/5/2019 12:11:42 PM yustein You like twitter? 😉 to search for truth, to ascend, help others to do the same thing!

12/5/2019 12:11:54 PM cheddarbo As a student of astrology, especially composite (relationship) astrology I don’t see that being the case. Unless, your referring to a “evolving out of the 

programming” aspect. I’d love to be pointed in the direction your going

12/5/2019 12:12:38 PM yustein Because 13 is unlucky...

12/5/2019 12:14:07 PM kevinpaz822 Haha , your good I do like to help

12/5/2019 12:14:30 PM cosmic_engineer Listening to your YT lecture right now.

Duality is a requirement for Creation. There is no 3D choice of polarization without their service to the One Infinite Creator.

Unsure why you back the dogma of Constantine though. Shouldn't the Lord of this realm have the name of Easu?

12/5/2019 12:16:46 PM kevinpaz822 If I have taken on certain obligations does that hurt/prolong my chances of ascension?

12/5/2019 12:17:40 PM yustein Imagine me, they mock me by asking where my wings are. 😉 this road is lonely. You are part of an elite light force infiltrated behind the enemy lines 

undercover. Now wake up and feel your real power. 😇

12/5/2019 12:18:21 PM johnmic25959174 Hmm what Dreams?? Could a Dream contain Fragments of Past Life Experiences.

12/5/2019 12:18:38 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/5/2019 12:18:51 PM yustein 🤙

12/5/2019 12:20:03 PM oo1o110 I've spent a lot of time on your YouTube recently, and much of it resonates with me. I was confused by some of your videos. One in particular is the 

SnaQ video, where you seem to imply that Q is an operation by the dark factions. Do I have that right?

12/5/2019 12:21:41 PM yustein I don’t back any dogma. I’m simply using the language that most can relate to. Constantine was an ass hole... not human btw...

12/5/2019 12:23:08 PM beesandhoney123 Not immediately have to search for it again give me a Day :)

12/5/2019 12:24:10 PM michael81972 More [technology]? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 12:25:14 PM marty713 #Trump2Q2Q #GreatAwakening ⌚ pic.twitter.com/U0vZxMm1fo

12/5/2019 12:25:40 PM klyhb75 How am I supposed to discover more? I feel like the meditation is helping,  but i dont know what I'm looking for. I am now going with my gut and 

honing in on the energy around me instead of ignoring it. How do I discover past lives or channel my destiny?

12/5/2019 12:25:41 PM yustein EA is my other Father’s name means ‘of the waters’. Su means ‘water’ in Turkish. Turks originally claimed they descended from a silver wolf 🐺. Sirian 

descendants. They call the death star AR (the moon) in the Sirian language, AY. This is not favoritism just facts.

12/5/2019 12:26:37 PM amylynrussell How do we know if we have ascended? Who sent you here and why and for how long are you here, And are the fallen angels still in lockdown into the 

earth or are they reigning free right now? According to the books of Enoch there were giants, are they still in existence today?

12/5/2019 12:27:20 PM yustein I can’t say. Everyone is unique.

12/5/2019 12:27:46 PM johnmic25959174 But I do believe that Archangels do give off a specific Vibe/Energy that Everyone should be able to Feel it but not everyone is Aware of our Abilities

12/5/2019 12:29:30 PM beesandhoney123 Did a quick search up.

 https://www.naturalchild.org/articles/research/yale_ultrasound.html …

 https://www.pnas.org/content/103/34/12903.full …

 https://midwiferytoday.com/mt-articles/questions-prenatal-ultrasound/ … https://chriskresser.com/natural-childbirth-iib-ultrasound-not-as-safe-as-

commonly-thought/ …

12/5/2019 12:29:44 PM yustein Yes definitely...

12/5/2019 12:30:17 PM cosmic_engineer I agree with that assessment 😁

So far, sounds like the Emerald Tablets. 

Tiamat's core is still alive and will rejoin Great Mother to usher in the new dispensation

12/5/2019 12:32:25 PM johnmic25959174 One last question, Obviously we all Have a Soul but is Our DNA a Physical representation of our Soul

12/5/2019 12:32:50 PM yustein Nope NSA guys call themselves SNAKE/DRAGON essentially Q is NSA. This is a war between NSA and CIA. US Military Intelligence fighting cabal 

apparatus for liberation of the Republic...

12/5/2019 12:33:02 PM cosmic_engineer I understand he will be returning to the North when this sphere is ready.

Prior to that 'Jesus' will come.  The one Constantine created out of myth  (or perhaps Mythra lol)



12/5/2019 12:34:05 PM yustein Follow your heart not your mind. No need to channel anything or discover past lives. Discover the current one.

12/5/2019 12:35:28 PM nishajoshi12 We are Aspects of the Most High 🙏🏽💕

12/5/2019 12:35:44 PM klyhb75 I've never followed my heart more than now. I can actually feel it

12/5/2019 12:35:47 PM snakesnitch @55true4u @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QAnonPatriot @QArmyInfo @LisaMei62 

https://twitter.com/SnakeSnitch/status/1202686731738157057 …

12/5/2019 12:35:54 PM yustein ‘Our’?

12/5/2019 12:36:45 PM melbourne_3000 When worms come out of the woodwork 🙄

12/5/2019 12:38:39 PM nishajoshi12 This could be possible as he and his mother were responsible to remove some important information from the Holy Bible

12/5/2019 12:38:49 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/5/2019 12:39:23 PM klyhb75 I agree.  Its weird,  I never "fight back" I just say I'll pray for you.  They HATE that,  they stalk me. Like they can't leave me be.  They want me to retaliate 

and I have no desire

12/5/2019 12:40:44 PM johnmic25959174 Well I can sometimes sense if a Person has a good Soul

12/5/2019 12:41:15 PM kevinpaz822 How can you tell if their are negitive ET present? 

Are we on the ride until we become the ride?

12/5/2019 12:47:24 PM cosmic_engineer They wish to be fed.

As they have expended energy to provoke a response.

With none returned, it's a net loss, so they doubles down.

After a while it's either keep expending or 'cut bait'

Happy that you have realized your polarity can be an immensely powerful shield
12/5/2019 12:47:47 PM yustein For the first time in history, the Emerald Tablets of Thoth the Atlantean will be translated with comments by the original author, me, Thoth or 

Archangel Metatron! Hold on to your hats ladies and gentlemen, let’s begin! 

https://www.icloud.com/pages/0svUCvpQ9aNusiB9MH9xspmTA#Emerald_Tablets_commented_by_Archangel_Metatron …

12/5/2019 12:48:19 PM jerichoorion I say this all the time. Never knew where it came from

12/5/2019 12:48:39 PM dazeytoday Thank you❣️

12/5/2019 12:48:49 PM yustein My book... Book of Enoch.

12/5/2019 12:49:29 PM yustein Good that is the correct approach.

12/5/2019 12:50:02 PM cosmic_engineer Thanks for your Service Dear One.

At 43m of your other message and it is resonating. I too know that our goal is already achieved, that I am waiting to return victorious from within this 

space/time illusion

12/5/2019 12:50:15 PM yustein Heart heart heart... stop thinking start feeling...

12/5/2019 12:51:14 PM lizzah_83 Based on what he says, he supports the troops/boots on the ground (has said this re: FBI and CIA) but that the leadership at the top was 

corrupt/treasonous. He mentioned the CIA pin when he started wearing it.

12/5/2019 12:51:54 PM yustein We will party 🎉 together, drinks are on me!😇

12/5/2019 12:52:10 PM guy_karen You are awesome & thank you for sharing your knowledge

12/5/2019 12:58:12 PM yustein I appreciate your kind words, thank you. I’m here to serve humanity (with humility). 😇

12/5/2019 12:58:42 PM clhendershot Dogma is one of the greatest movies ever made!

12/5/2019 12:59:40 PM yustein You will be positively surprised 😉

12/5/2019 1:01:21 PM yustein Very good! Yes it is! Your soul imprints itself as DNA to your body. And people think they are a random mix of their parents. Not simple like that.

12/5/2019 1:02:05 PM oo1o110 Indeed. That's the way I've been viewing it. But what I wasn't clear on is that the NSA identifies themselves as SNAKE/DRAGON.

12/5/2019 1:03:45 PM yustein N SSS A

12/5/2019 1:04:26 PM yustein They are not completely innocent too so keep your guard up

12/5/2019 1:09:50 PM oo1o110 Kind of creepy, honestly. Especially in light of the snake imagery all over the Vatican.

12/5/2019 1:11:42 PM americanpetal I need your help

12/5/2019 1:12:50 PM yustein NSA is not so innocent itself. It has mutated to a better form. PS not all snakes are bad plus Ascended Dragon Collective are my buddies😉

12/5/2019 1:13:32 PM yustein Can you write here?

12/5/2019 1:14:22 PM oo1o110 Another question: It seems clear that it's hard to live our lives through our hearts (not our heads) when we are shackled by a debt based money system 

chaining our spirits and preventing us from truly being ourselves. How can we resolve this?

12/5/2019 1:15:00 PM clhendershot HOLYCRAP!

12/5/2019 1:15:11 PM yustein Push your government for full disclosure. That is the key.

12/5/2019 1:20:17 PM natureinspace Is that why our DNA is so important to the cabal? They are searching for something we don't know about?

12/5/2019 1:22:36 PM covertress headimg to town

12/5/2019 1:22:58 PM bitcoin_gypsy I am a medical professional and this disgusts me!!

12/5/2019 1:23:02 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

12/5/2019 1:25:06 PM tyetyler1 #UnleashEpstein first.  Disclosure comes immediately following.

12/5/2019 1:26:49 PM clhendershot Praying for your safe travel (though I wonder who dare cross you...)

12/5/2019 1:27:55 PM kevinpaz822 Any physical attributes to look for or just vibe/instinct as you suggested?

12/5/2019 1:32:08 PM bbobbio71 🤔

12/5/2019 1:33:01 PM bbobbio71 So ultrasounds are no bueno? What frequency do they operate at?

12/5/2019 1:33:44 PM bbobbio71 Meditate on it. it'll come

12/5/2019 1:35:21 PM bbobbio71 Maybe? pic.twitter.com/fQhMqMKcr7

12/5/2019 1:42:21 PM josephf94042707 Crooks

12/5/2019 1:43:44 PM nishajoshi12 Yes and as we pass through this end times, everything is going to be revealed 🙏🏽 and golden light (true information)💡 will touch everyone.  Stay 

Blessed, my friend 💗

12/5/2019 1:44:34 PM mateuszwala True. 

Birthdays? Birthdates are meaningless 

But 3 6 9 works ... how ? Nature compensate it. How ? π ? 

Technology used for control. Knowledge can Harm.

Service to self?

Service to others concept ?

Flow by heart. 

Free will. 

Consciousness for adult decisions ? 

Know thyself
12/5/2019 1:47:55 PM ewilliams22101 Are fertilized eggs being frozen and then implanted inutero at later dates? For "immortality" purposes - ala Hitler's daughter Angela?



12/5/2019 1:48:14 PM cosmic_engineer We've already had those drinks 😉

If you like, during my energy workings in the next 24hrs, this Tiger can send you a technicolor gift. pic.twitter.com/BrNIAY2SsN

12/5/2019 1:48:17 PM kenlivibot Hitler was a Zionist RT @EWilliams22101: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are fertilized eggs being frozen and then implanted inutero at later dates? For 

"immortality" purpo…  https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1202706191870152704 …

12/5/2019 1:51:34 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...much of astrology is based upon a person's time and place of birth!  However with modern methods of induction and cesarian sections, 

"natural births" at least in Western countries, is less common. 🤔

12/5/2019 1:57:30 PM mongrelglory They usually say it's when the sperm penetrates the egg.  I remember seeing a scientific experiment where they measured a "flash" of energy at that 

exact moment.  Airl also said they timed that moment for the IS to incarnate and that it took a while for them to get it just right.

12/5/2019 1:58:39 PM mongrelglory Well stated Keith!

12/5/2019 2:00:19 PM mongrelglory They wouldn't want transparency concerning their profits now would they?! 😏  People would riot if they knew how much the healthcare industry was 

fleecing them!

12/5/2019 2:10:39 PM johnmic25959174 Well i know rhe Cabal are searching for Individuals with O- Bloodtype

12/5/2019 2:12:08 PM dianesaumure Will there be a financial reset spring 2020, also will the children 5 thousand in the Utah woods be saved

12/5/2019 2:12:20 PM johnmic25959174 Hmm, so while most people have 46 Chromosomes why do some people have more or less?

12/5/2019 2:18:49 PM natureinspace I still can't figure out why O- or negatives, would mean anything to them. All the research I've tried to do and I still haven't learned anything yet.

12/5/2019 2:20:49 PM dr_t_dc I work in health care, not sick care, and I'd like to demolish insurance companies AND the current model of drug dealing.

12/5/2019 2:21:47 PM aleks8837 If that is a direct question, I would say that if you can make all of the illegal/immoral things go away via behind the curtain and leave us happily 

unaware, I say go for it!

It will be better as you imply to find out after and later.

Thank you!

12/5/2019 2:23:59 PM johnmic25959174 In all fairness, I actually do have a prior basic Base knowledge of Almost everything you are saying, I just dont have all the specific details.

12/5/2019 2:28:04 PM sabermarris Disclosure comes after, first you ask for acknowledgement.

12/5/2019 2:29:23 PM sabermarris Feeling energy does not mean change is occurring.

12/5/2019 2:30:40 PM johnmic25959174 Well if our DNA is a physical imprint of our Soul, and the DNA is what determines if we are -RH O-Bloodtype then my best Guess is that those Souls are 

in some way a higher source of Energy. You realize that a Soul is the Most Powerful Force in the Universe, because it's Infinite.

12/5/2019 2:32:02 PM aetherwalker1 Trying to ruin my enjoyment of my cakeday is NOT 'majestic'.

12/5/2019 2:35:20 PM laurabusse Interesting...

Don't remember that part but I need to reread or relisten ☺️

12/5/2019 2:35:34 PM holladay7doc So does this mean that we are actually in a virtual reality in some sort of infinite AI computer?

12/5/2019 2:35:52 PM realitycheck05 You requested front row seats for the big show.

12/5/2019 2:38:38 PM natureinspace I know negatives are different but I haven't figured out if it's good, bad or neutral. But, it seems that negatives somehow are drawn to each other 

without even knowing each others blood type.

12/5/2019 2:51:39 PM cheryljohnston_ So many questions. Why do I do the things I do? Someone would hurt me I'd hurt myself worse.. ?? Pretty dumb I know

12/5/2019 2:58:06 PM plumcivic  https://goldenageofgaia.com/2019/12/05/on-malware-and-redirection-of-the-blog/ …

People puzzling over political issues may find this offers a similar approach.

12/5/2019 3:12:28 PM puertoricancham  pic.twitter.com/tqYGZLeltg

12/5/2019 3:16:29 PM karen_elaine444 I agree he has evidence on many...

12/5/2019 3:21:34 PM lorieve Test the spirits. The UFO religions are very anti-Christ oriented from my observations. Very hostile towards those who know Jesus as The Christ.

12/5/2019 3:21:43 PM aetherwalker1 *subpoena

12/5/2019 3:28:27 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/FFqb1I-hiHE 

12/5/2019 3:32:14 PM karma4event201 I am tough, but I absolutely can't stomach watching another ultrasound. The babies kick at the wand, try to hide, it is torturing them.

12/5/2019 3:32:48 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/ch0nRYzNPG

12/5/2019 3:33:40 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/UMVjToYOjbM  pic.twitter.com/MmXKDF3Doj

12/5/2019 3:35:32 PM djlok That one on the hook is going all out!!!  Might need a bigger fishing rod!!!

12/5/2019 3:36:32 PM n_amersolutions  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3193342 

12/5/2019 3:39:39 PM djlok It depends on if "knowing" means seeing my parents in the act of conceiving me.  If that is part of "the choice to know", I may have some reservations.

12/5/2019 3:43:18 PM nea_storm "Rabbi Trump" that's a new term out of the [BH]s: Yet while some people wait others have been for far longer working on actual solutions & 

enforcement: Shows after all are for the audience, if fed up try rolling up your sleeves & dig in:Guaranteed you'll be too busy to complain😅 

pic.twitter.com/BhYbAZ1g3S

12/5/2019 3:48:25 PM the_fjalar Do you just take away our birthday? 

😳😔😂😃

12/5/2019 3:51:36 PM asdasd26700831 So horoscopes are fake as well?

12/5/2019 3:53:29 PM davidg02986909 When I see light bringer or enlightenment it's a red flag for luciferians.   You LBF are a fake MAGA, a shill.  Nice try. You lose.

12/5/2019 3:54:26 PM davidg02986909 So tell me LBF.  Who is your God?

12/5/2019 3:55:55 PM lbf777 Trinity and I believe in Jesus. I’m like a Christian except I don’t believe in churches or priests.

12/5/2019 4:00:14 PM davidg02986909 So jesus is your savior? Even the devil knows Jesus.  Just checking. If a person can proclaim  Jesus is their savior I can listen to their argument.  One 

thing I do know Revelations cannot be stop.  This person will fool the very elect.  We all pray the luciferians are arrested.

12/5/2019 4:04:42 PM the_realtruth18 How does your narrative gel with the Roswell interviews and Ariel/ISBE's?

12/5/2019 4:05:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's true. Nice job.

12/5/2019 4:06:02 PM laurabusse Omg...

12/5/2019 4:07:09 PM johnmic25959174 Well of course not, no one on this planet is Perfect. We've all made mistakes but thats not entirely our fault.

12/5/2019 4:09:52 PM wmturner6 Ultrasound.... probably not good at all. Classical music.... probably very good.

12/5/2019 4:10:41 PM wmturner6 Quantum entanglement

12/5/2019 4:10:49 PM sontechnique I smell Vatican rats

12/5/2019 4:12:10 PM johnmic25959174 How do you know if your a Metatron??

12/5/2019 4:13:39 PM lbf777 Yes Jesus is my savior. My name throws a lot of people off. 

The book of revelations were mostly rewritten by the deep state. The Pope still has the original.

12/5/2019 4:14:37 PM youstinksoap I've read psychics say that when a person dies their date of death becomes their new birth date.  True or false?

12/5/2019 4:19:40 PM winklerburke God's DNA: The eye cannot say to the hand, “I don’t need you!” And the head cannot say to the feet, “I don’t need you!”  1 Corinthians 12:21 NIV



12/5/2019 4:20:28 PM winklerburke But I also want you to think about how this keeps your significance from getting blown up into self-importance. For no matter how significant you are, 

it is only because of what you are a part of. An enormous eye or a gigantic hand wouldn’t be a body, but a monster. What we have

12/5/2019 4:20:49 PM winklerburke is one body with many parts, each its proper size and in its proper place. No part is important on its own. Can you imagine Eye telling Hand, “Get lost; I 

don’t need you”? Or, Head telling Foot, “You’re fired; your job has been phased out”? As a matter of fact, in practice it

12/5/2019 4:21:16 PM winklerburke works the other way—the “lower” the part, the more basic, and therefore necessary. You can live without an eye, for instance, but not without a 

stomach. When it’s a part of your own body you are concerned with, it makes no difference whether the part is visible or clothed,

12/5/2019 4:22:17 PM winklerburke higher or lower. You give it dignity and honor just as it is, without comparisons. If anything, you have more concern for the lower parts than the higher. 

If you had to choose, wouldn’t you prefer good digestion to full-bodied hair?

1 Cor. 12:21-24  The Message Bible ( Peterson)

12/5/2019 4:29:04 PM missyguck Go Trump!!! It's absolute  http://bullshite.So  much of my check goes to insurance that I can't afford to go to the doctor. And I have worked at a 

hospital for over 35 years. The costs are ridiculous even at bargain rates. Go get them President!!!

12/5/2019 4:29:59 PM nm_zsr He looks more like a freaking alien.

12/5/2019 4:36:20 PM nm_zsr 3239 = 2339

12/5/2019 4:36:46 PM dazeytoday Me too.  ❤️😊

12/5/2019 4:42:00 PM bbobbio71 Dang dude! Ya went there!!

12/5/2019 4:57:07 PM jaketortyna Jubilee?

12/5/2019 4:58:06 PM michael81972 :39 Majestic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 4:59:21 PM kickthefed i think we going to see fallin angels landing claiming to be aliens . and will offer a dna change which will be the mark of the beast. the media and 

hollywood and nasa and pope all talk down to us like we are less beings .but we are made in the image of god.

12/5/2019 5:08:09 PM lisdesjardins A tale as old as time.... let's go back and look at Ann Dunham...

12/5/2019 5:10:07 PM covfefe_grande  pic.twitter.com/sHeTjpgyjE

12/5/2019 5:12:55 PM rth1wing You are complete

12/5/2019 5:15:12 PM kickthefed a question off topic. has the military been bombing the underground cloning centers. from research i see theres cloning centers in alot of places .

12/5/2019 5:25:28 PM mo_anam_cara143 I had a dream that I was able to turn my physical body into dark matter and float through a window before becoming solid again. Is this something 

humans will one day be able to do?

12/5/2019 5:32:36 PM shelly_frye I love it! I think about very often.

12/5/2019 5:33:50 PM charlesgdavis1 @chiefpolice2 @Q2ndWave @WhiteHouse @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @tribunal_watch @intheMatrixxx @TomFitton 

@2runtherace @RepAdamSchiff @SenSchumer @charliekirk11 @DeepStateExpose @John_F_Kennnedy @JohnGrahamDick1 @X22Report

12/5/2019 5:35:46 PM ncfc3s93 Is his youtube channel monetized? I dont think Metatron would make himself known. I think he was last seen in South America as Quetzalcoatl. The 

whole being worshipped thing is overwhelming.

12/5/2019 5:45:13 PM winki00000001 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why do you ignore this topic?

12/5/2019 5:47:00 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Yeah you’re right

12/5/2019 5:49:06 PM mazymmary Wow all that money wasted fighting a ridiculous lawsuit. Way to save the patients money!!

12/5/2019 5:49:11 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph We’re winning this 🌔🐸😁⚡☝♾👍👁😁😁😁😁😇😁🙏💗👍♾😁😇😇😇🧠☝😁

12/5/2019 5:53:34 PM mynardpamela How do we figure out what that message is to ourself?

12/5/2019 5:56:10 PM victorhbranger Inmaculate Conception of Virgin Mary.

12/5/2019 6:00:16 PM nea_storm We the People have already Won! Hence [their] front creatures are cracking under the pressure: [They] know it & require assistance in [their] exiting 

the world stage ... We have that covered too! Say Nighty, Nite [BH] puppets & puppet masters: Gosh did the door hit you? 😚😅😇 

pic.twitter.com/azMdZA9DkJ

12/5/2019 6:04:41 PM canisluna1  https://t.co/6UHuuSMS1k. https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1202752543639691268?s=21 … 930 let’s see where we go 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1202752543639691268 …

12/5/2019 6:07:58 PM canisluna1 OBAMA IN NORTH KOREA RIG FOR RED AND 93 days The corn harvest is right reconcile was a real major news network is expending resources covering 

Qanon pic.twitter.com/6UBHS1fv7B

12/5/2019 6:09:42 PM canisluna1 They are losing all control MSN not happy with Q. Hillary Clinton is a puppet remember that where are the servers pic.twitter.com/yMto6f95OC

12/5/2019 6:11:10 PM canisluna1 What did Ginsberg learn inlets in Hanoi Obamas in South Korea late what’s going on here pic.twitter.com/JfX4VHtSfp

12/5/2019 6:19:48 PM mynardpamela I love you sense of humor! Cracks me up...🤣😂🤣

12/5/2019 6:21:14 PM canisluna1 DNC meets with FBI a dossier before Pfizer granted FBI secretly recorded Trump campaign Follow the wives pic.twitter.com/GRaVNPIbeA

12/5/2019 6:22:27 PM canisluna1 Many Hollywood stars were enslaved children!  Think about the ones that are happening today. pic.twitter.com/Rkl5eBlNYi

12/5/2019 6:23:42 PM canisluna1 @NickyHilton #TheWorldIsWatching pic.twitter.com/i8RLUtTYPi

12/5/2019 6:26:21 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/pf3OgokuMo

12/5/2019 6:29:22 PM shelly_frye Much more in layman terms. I can actually understand. Nice read. Thanks!

12/5/2019 6:30:10 PM shelly_frye Never! Knowledge is the power of the universe

12/5/2019 6:31:20 PM cosmic_engineer I'm always wary of those from the Yahweh era.  Confederation sanctioned activities but the methods were barbaric and didn't nurture love

12/5/2019 6:33:47 PM iaumatu Courtesy of Anons and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1201995029050474496 …

12/5/2019 6:37:44 PM dazeytoday Yes Metatron I have watched it 2x and started it a 3rd time. This is how I found you (or how you found me). I have felt lost and broken for many years 

but this video gave me hope. It actually helped me make a little sense of things that have happened in my life. Thank you.

12/5/2019 6:37:56 PM canisluna1 54321. S6 EVERGREEN 🌲 NETS pic.twitter.com/ZYS4LKAsPs

12/5/2019 6:39:30 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

For those reading this now... hear me through time & space, awaken to your own divinity & heritage!  pic.twitter.com/lF7B6e9rcj

12/5/2019 6:41:24 PM johnnyt_anon Agreed!!! Pro-Choice ends at contraception.

12/5/2019 6:45:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Russia, Israel and Saudi Arabia: Jeffrey Epstein ‘Found a Niche — Blackmailing American and Other Political Figures’ For Foreign Powers, According to 

His Ex-Spy Handler https://medium.com/@dylanhoward/russia-israel-and-saudi-arabia-jeffrey-epstein-found-a-niche-blackmailing-american-and-other-

d3499f4f60dd …

12/5/2019 6:45:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Naughty Nights with Randy Andy | December 7, 2019 - Air Mail https://airmail.news/issues/2019-12-7/naughty-nights-with-randy-andy …

12/5/2019 6:46:17 PM nullanon12 Is my Russian comrade Putin good?

12/5/2019 6:48:40 PM garrisonparge And who did Pelosi tear into today? That's right people! A Sinclair reporter. 👆👆👆

12/5/2019 6:48:42 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/5/2019 6:49:40 PM djlok Time is an Illusion. 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/LJ40nKCrxV

12/5/2019 6:54:40 PM vintagesquirrel I always knew within a couple days too. Not sure how...just felt different.

12/5/2019 6:57:10 PM fansblowing3 Prince Andrew was UK’s Epstein?  Andrew filmed and blackmailed the British politicians?



12/5/2019 6:58:02 PM fansblowing3 Timelines merging and we lost 2 days 😂

12/5/2019 7:00:12 PM carolinabeth1 Excellent question.

12/5/2019 7:01:58 PM aarongarrity Cost of this meal not to be confused with Obama’s 60K when he flew in “pizza and hot dogs” from Chicago.   When DJT finally reveals how much he 

paid, Hussein will have a lot of explaining to do.    Thanks Reuter’s for reminding us.  @realDonaldTrump @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 7:04:38 PM nea_storm "According to His Ex-Spy Handler" simply Marvelous! 

Getting ahead of another story breaking are We?🤣😂😅

"Come out, come out wherever you are and meet the young lady Who fell from a Star and kansas she says is the name of the Star ..."

Love Victories!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOEq-ImGWJ0 … pic.twitter.com/SDGnHblzON

12/5/2019 7:05:04 PM lanielou5 How many assets did the C_A have doing this?

We know Hugh Hefner did it...

12/5/2019 7:05:29 PM natureinspace Is everybody here on earth from off the planet originally? I've heard that everyone has an off planet family but my higherself has said I have no off 

planet family. I have always been here and will stay here for ascension because this is where I belong. I'm ok with that.

12/5/2019 7:06:17 PM disfellocated 😐 pic.twitter.com/12GljgER1B

12/5/2019 7:07:06 PM djlok Well too bad Dec 7 was my day off and we've jumped to the end of that day.  Coincidentally I have a lot of work stuff ending/starting this weekend.

12/5/2019 7:08:20 PM vintagesquirrel  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

12/5/2019 7:08:45 PM 4mydeerone W📀W!

 https://badvolf.com/about-john-mark-dougan/ …

🖕#SSh8 et al... 

#QAnon

👏🏿 🇷🇺 🕺🏻 #OO7 FromPalmBeachWithDiscs... pic.twitter.com/uD3Ct3U60B

12/5/2019 7:09:29 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/9MywEILfUD

12/5/2019 7:09:44 PM rawphonegirl “Epstein was hanging around with Robert Maxwell and the daughter was hanging around there too, and that’s how they met,” he told author James 

Robertson in an interview from Montreal. “Just two young souls, they met.”

🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/AT7olSUKq1

12/5/2019 7:11:12 PM seekingtruthq Wow...interesting!!!

12/5/2019 7:12:32 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/CwGg8PuUN2

12/5/2019 7:15:57 PM n7guardiananon wouldn't be surprised if JE was controlled by a 🎩 MJ12

12/5/2019 7:17:45 PM ncfc3s93 Never question your commands?

12/5/2019 7:21:22 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #SeeSomethingSaySomething

👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀👀 https://twitter.com/DEFEND_FREEDQM/status/1202737140901265409 …

12/5/2019 7:23:19 PM corstruction Dayummm!  Straight up truth...noted.

12/5/2019 7:27:44 PM kim_trombone I'm OK with that. From what I read "up" in the thread, it could be a very good thing! Trump the Disclosure President, but more importantly, valuable 

allies revealed (maybe).

12/5/2019 7:32:26 PM cosmic_engineer Every day.  I make a troublesome employee (other than from a risk mgmt standpoint lol) and never would fit in the military.  Union chair was the 

furthest stretch I could make temporarily

12/5/2019 7:36:55 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein is it unsealed yet?

12/5/2019 7:37:06 PM natureinspace I've never liked the term harvest either. It always leaves me with a bad feeling.

12/5/2019 7:39:55 PM cosmic_engineer We do it in agriculture for lower density life forms. (2D)

The concept is from Ra's perspective in 6D

Although many also think of the parable of the wheat/chaff from a certain Beloved Shishou

12/5/2019 7:40:53 PM amylynrussell Thank you for sharing! What’s funny is about two months ago a light bulb went off in my head about the number 9 and how the numbers came back to 

equaling 9 without knowing anything about this, I thought nah this is crazy but now I believe that was the day I woke up.

12/5/2019 7:46:02 PM irah_chandler I knew this when they flipoed a coin for seversl precincts in a swing state and Hillary won every last one

12/5/2019 7:50:24 PM crisco2377 Make sure its played at correct frequency..(see past Majestic posts!)

12/5/2019 7:52:05 PM irah_chandler How big is this majority?

12/5/2019 7:57:38 PM crisco2377 Would u mind giving me a hand here? Im a little stressed today and dont want to screw up...My birthday is 2/3/1977..Whats the significance to that?  

Please, i'd appreciate it!

12/5/2019 8:03:28 PM natureinspace Oh my gosh congrats! Triple blessed! With multiple kids make sure you get to know each one individually. A personal, one on one relationship with 

each makes a huge difference in their lives. They are each unique and you need to let them know that you know they are. 🙏 Bless you.

12/5/2019 8:13:32 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JLWilding/status/1202745077434441728 …

12/5/2019 8:30:38 PM enomai_ Several.

many.

What do you want them to just come to your doorstep? 

Btw... noone knows technically in the regular world that Epstein was trafficking for the fake entities. 

This is Q people and govt that knows how sick. You are assuming trafficking is in the conscious.

12/5/2019 8:37:19 PM dubilujanenz MJ are no heros..they done much evil in the past....however they seem to be redeeming themselves somewhat....

12/5/2019 8:42:49 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.planetware.de/octave/earthday.html …

12/5/2019 8:52:51 PM carolinabeth1 I know in my heart what you say in your video is true.  🥰👍

12/5/2019 8:54:10 PM enomai_ We  all needed that

12/5/2019 9:06:14 PM n7guardiananon Dec 7th

"A date which will live in infamy..."

12/5/2019 9:14:26 PM enomai_ 19:19

take the ones 1 + 1 = 2

2 as first digit.

 9 +9 = 18

1+8= 9  

The 2 nines reduced to one 9 from the 18 which equals 9



12/5/2019 9:20:04 PM enomai_ Our you could see 29

2+9=11 ; 1 + 1 = 2 

29 is 2

Go through all the clock times that would equal 2

 19:19 

(1+9 = 10 = 1 

+

1+9 = 10 =1

)

1 + 1 = 2 

19:19 is 2 as well. 

double 1 in front may signify a permant place holder for the 2 in front of 29
12/5/2019 9:22:53 PM klyhb75 Absolutely

12/5/2019 9:24:31 PM klyhb75 Ha! Have this on now pic.twitter.com/8MsYMkELF0

12/5/2019 9:26:16 PM enomai_ Now since you had to take 2, = 29, and 2 from 19:19, 

That is two different answers same outcome. 

So, is 22 a number we need to figure out?

dec. 22nd?

 Idk just asking for myself
12/5/2019 9:27:29 PM enomai_ Jan 4th

2+2 4

Oh the riddles

12/5/2019 9:34:41 PM rambolosik I know this post wasn't directed at me. But the timing. I was feeling very sad today & yesterday: In August, I was so happy knowing I was going to have 

a baby. Less than 24 hours after an ultrasound revealed a healthy baby, my baby died. Was it the Ultrasound? I don't know.

12/5/2019 9:39:31 PM klyhb75 My husband and I also describe it as sudden dejavu.  Ive had it more and more lately as I "tune in"

12/5/2019 9:43:06 PM cindylee81 WTH😳 

Are there any physical or mental clues to an individual when time lines shift and/or converge? Asking for a friend. 🙃

And suggestions on research links to understand this whole time line thing?

12/5/2019 9:51:52 PM cindylee81 Why would conception be more important? So curious.🧐

I would love to find out NOW! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! You sure do interesting tweets to ponder 🤔

🙏🙏Please please elaborate! Because google is making it so hard to dig lately. Google searches only bring up junk now!

12/5/2019 9:52:24 PM cindylee81 Bingo !!

12/5/2019 9:52:44 PM klyhb75 126,000 years has been this timeline. The Mayan calendar says it all.  Research their civilization.

Also,  take an hour and listen to this in peace. https://youtu.be/iUDLaR33xh4 

12/5/2019 9:53:28 PM klyhb75 It won't matter 😉

12/5/2019 9:56:14 PM 4mankindq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/5/2019 9:58:31 PM klyhb75 The 5th dimension.  Similar to the infinity symbol. Unlocking your 3rd eye.  The brain is a barrier between the 3d and 5d dimension. You can access it by 

1st throwing away your tv. Listen to music at 432hz. Study chakra.  They've been keeping this "hidden" from us pic.twitter.com/MDGSaCB0rR

12/5/2019 10:00:15 PM klyhb75 I make bone broth! It has many healing powers

12/5/2019 10:12:38 PM turboxyde I think it's up to your IS.

When my heart chakra starts doing this... ]SEE GIF[ it's "time" to jump!

All feedback from the quantum field is stored within you so spend some "time" to find the "line" & you'll BE just fine! pic.twitter.com/MNqweKjbKq

12/5/2019 10:16:59 PM klyhb75 God is everywhere. WE are more than this.  What we are about to unlock is something of a whole new meaning of spirituality.  This is suffering.  Suffer 

no more.  God is divine

12/5/2019 10:24:32 PM audijunkie I was born exactly 9 months after JFK assassination.

12/5/2019 10:28:33 PM jollyrob2 So this makes Astrology a total bs?

12/5/2019 10:31:52 PM jollyrob2 Justice will be served!

12/5/2019 10:37:16 PM realscott_schug That sounds like reincarnation.

12/5/2019 10:39:56 PM willjstrobe True but our hard drive isn't suppose to be wiped.

12/5/2019 10:43:53 PM realscott_schug Ah. So as a newb to this concept any study tips?

12/5/2019 10:50:48 PM willjstrobe  https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/page/n5 … this may help with understanding IS-BE incredibly mind 

blowing must have a open mind

12/5/2019 10:57:37 PM jonesy4671 I haven't been sharing these cause you said the book was damage control... is it legit after all?

12/5/2019 11:07:01 PM ihvh Nothing is free

12/5/2019 11:11:39 PM ihvh I have decided that I will also drop out of the Presidential race, for now. 

108

12/5/2019 11:13:10 PM cbwp23 He capitalized on their perversions. Not exactly a sympathy inspiring rationale...

12/6/2019 12:48:19 AM cocopuffster12 Me as well. I knew

12/6/2019 12:49:59 AM lorenzosghost Youre a liar

12/6/2019 12:59:00 AM _queenalex__ What is up with all the hogwash??

12/6/2019 1:36:06 AM s0urc3rss I know the date and times, within the hour, all my Sons were conceived. I know this is rare but I was paying attention.

12/6/2019 1:37:21 AM s0urc3rss Parthenogenesis only produces females.

12/6/2019 1:37:22 AM yukkashen Let's thank those gods of science the Niburians (Annunaki) who created us.

12/6/2019 1:55:03 AM s_langers Find out what?

12/6/2019 2:25:19 AM realeyethespy 27&33 Tesla numbers

12/6/2019 3:01:04 AM sethric61410528 Suggest: publish the exact formula for antigravitaion here in a tweet and the world will believe you

12/6/2019 3:41:53 AM charlessteffens Watched it, although the audio cutting out every 30 seconds was quite annoying. Weird thing is you didn’t say anything I didn’t already know, others 

may find it informative though.



12/6/2019 4:30:58 AM covertress Thank Q for helping me to see the LIGHT

12/6/2019 4:31:59 AM covertress I understand now that all answers are within and that I should just trust myself

12/6/2019 4:44:10 AM nancyddb @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WhiteHouse

#Q #QAnon

You light the way. https://youtu.be/q3EE83q6tzw 

12/6/2019 4:56:52 AM miketay58532035 Hit the nail on the head!

12/6/2019 5:02:12 AM ursula_1111 I LOVE hearing this!

I know EXACTLY the MOMENT when both of my children were conceived. 

I, too, felt the spark - beginning of life- within me. pic.twitter.com/4l1zIySsAJ

12/6/2019 5:04:15 AM covertress Are contractions in speaking and spelling a form of exotic weaponry, meant to alter the theme of the message?

12/6/2019 5:20:44 AM lcrain82 He will have committed suicide very soon

12/6/2019 5:34:37 AM cindylee81 Nice answer ! 😍👍🏼 that actually happens a lot but not with time lines! Thanks for sharing !

12/6/2019 5:42:54 AM michael81972 Getting from 29 to 19:19 is what im trying to figure out

12/6/2019 6:14:14 AM nm_zsr So you suppose he was just an asset of Mos, or C_A, M_6 as well?

12/6/2019 6:28:18 AM virginialouelle I hear Hillary was conceived during an inter-dimensional portal opening ceremony. They were summoning a dude named Hillarh?

12/6/2019 6:51:22 AM nickcpace1 It is time to rewrite the rules. Obviously after the next election if things turn out as planned. Affectively once the deep state was instituted you no 

longer had a constitutional republic anyway so safe cars must be taken to ensure that this never happens again.

12/6/2019 7:10:51 AM shining91109743 Why were you sent here and by whom?

12/6/2019 7:27:02 AM nickcpace1 The war Powers act must go it’s basically a suicide pact for this country. Never again can I be multi layers of government hiding behind the public face 

of a government that really doesn’t have any power. In short power to the people not the oligarchs.

12/6/2019 7:36:24 AM trollingmockin1 The reasoning is flawed. Why expose something most people didn’t know existed, creating a large uprising that wouldn’t have occurred had they not 

exposed it. Hilary would have won and full speed ahead. Larp meter is ticking higher these last few days.

12/6/2019 7:38:50 AM aahhhooohmmmm 12.21.2019 = Crossover point, +/- Infinity, Zero Point, Temporal Axis?

12/6/2019 7:59:20 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph GodSpeedGodPlusGodGo Go Go 😇♾🙏

12/6/2019 8:13:01 AM disgruntled_in @4AllSoulKind   have you seen this ?

12/6/2019 8:54:01 AM tyrantswillfa11 I’ll have to give this a read.

12/6/2019 9:12:07 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/tHFOlgpE5V

12/6/2019 9:26:21 AM yustein What is real?

12/6/2019 9:28:27 AM yustein Audio does not cut and you are lying...

12/6/2019 9:31:15 AM charlesgdavis1 Arrow next to name??? I get the LIST( unfollow, mute, mute conversation, block and report tweet) on LG 3 phone I've done it before that way. Copy 

link isn't there any longer.

12/6/2019 9:33:17 AM yustein Here you go https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/28729/docs-show-navy-got-ufo-patent-granted-by-warning-of-similar-chinese-tech-advances …

12/6/2019 9:34:17 AM yustein And the actual patent is here  https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en?inventor=Salvatore+Pais&oq=inventor:(Salvatore+Pais …)

12/6/2019 9:37:03 AM yustein  https://untappedcities.com/2016/01/26/step-inside-nikola-teslas-hotel-room-at-the-new-yorker-in-3d/ …

12/6/2019 9:40:02 AM yustein I died here and now you can visit to the virtual 3D of my old room. Very creepy for me... pic.twitter.com/yD5nrW2ItZ

12/6/2019 9:40:18 AM charlesgdavis1 Oooh the sideway Brainac symbol!! Thank you!! I'm getting too old and forgetful THESE days. I HOPE I LIVE long enough to see THE awakening.

12/6/2019 9:47:32 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Well said

12/6/2019 9:48:40 AM yustein My Father (EA-ENKI) did not create us, One Supreme Creator willed us to be created and my Father is a good scientist with a good heart. Anu-nnaki are 

from Sirius star system. Tiamat was a planet in this Solar system. Anunnaki means descendents of ANU not the ones who descended

12/6/2019 9:49:47 AM yustein Did you watch my video? Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel 

Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 9:50:16 AM covertress 29 is a twin prime 💞

& an SG prime

 

Marie-Sophie Germain was a French mathematician, physicist, and philosopher. Despite initial opposition from her parents and difficulties presented 

by society, she gained education from books in her father's library.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sophie_Germain … pic.twitter.com/Z9gK4ReTNc
12/6/2019 9:51:11 AM yustein Have you watched my video? Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel 

Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 9:51:46 AM yustein Watch my video please Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel 

Metatron https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 9:54:03 AM yustein Thank you for sharing that with me, it means a lot. 🙏🏻😇🙏🏻

12/6/2019 10:00:17 AM yustein One day I will see them again. For their safety they don’t live with me, I follow the Divine plan. As my Father used to say ‘Future proves past’ (I think I 

heard this somewhere else as well!)

12/6/2019 10:02:33 AM yustein And everybody asks, no they are not nephilim. They are conceived by the approval of the Divine. A gift to me and to humanity. They will help many...

12/6/2019 10:08:35 AM yustein 3rd of Feb or 2nd of Mar? Regardless the 77 is a great number. As well as the combination of 2 and 3. 2-3 in base 12 number system makes 27 in base 

10 number system which is Divine number. Why 10 and 12 different base systems? Well I had 6 fingers in one hand in the past (🤫)

12/6/2019 10:10:03 AM janein29656519 😢🙏🙏🙏

12/6/2019 10:10:25 AM yustein Fine but I don’t like the analogy... bad taste in choice of words... IMHO... 😇

12/6/2019 10:12:12 AM sweets47234160 Q News,  will rock your world!

12/6/2019 10:12:15 AM nickcpace1 It all starts way back. It must all be cleaned up.

12/6/2019 10:13:38 AM yustein Hey I’m here too. My YT channel is not monetized at this moment, YouTube can do whatever they want if they match a video or song in your videos to 

some copyright owner so they can display ads without even asking you. This is as of Dec 6, 2019. God’s information is free for all...

12/6/2019 10:13:58 AM realeyethespy 27&33

12/6/2019 10:16:48 AM yustein Oh you are so lost... The last 8000 years of your history is completely altered. Forget all the religions, they have been warped on purpose to divide and 

conquer. Tower of Babel incident, yes genetic engineering... Did you watch my video? https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 10:18:47 AM yustein His Majestic excellency responds. I’m honored! 😇

12/6/2019 10:24:09 AM yustein Why do you think that we don’t do parlor tricks anymore? Look to info about Thoth. Never a ruler always a teacher and scientist. Look at Enoch and 

Hermes, arbitrators between the Divine and humanity with a positive bias towards humanity. But it is the message not the messenger...

12/6/2019 10:27:24 AM yustein No not everyone but you are. All the lightworkers are from off world. Nearly all the awakened ones are lightworkers (currently).

12/6/2019 10:29:01 AM yustein Decide with your heart not with your brain, that is the only way. And you know how to do it...

12/6/2019 10:29:35 AM yustein  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1203018523280363520?s=21 …



12/6/2019 10:29:40 AM janein29656519 @yustein do you see me? I asked about bday to my relation to the universe. I feel something wrong as I ask and no replies from you 😢

12/6/2019 10:29:58 AM holladay7doc Will the awakening/purge of the evil that has been running this planet eventually break out on the surface and progress to armed conflict? If so, how 

does God view this? I'm starting to think "putting on the whole armor of God" mentioned in the Bible isn't entirely a metaphor

12/6/2019 10:30:56 AM janein29656519 What a blessing 🥰 🙏👼

12/6/2019 10:31:16 AM yustein Always at service to humanity with humility. Service to humanity makes me happy. 🙏🏻😇🙏🏻

12/6/2019 10:33:45 AM yustein Yes.

12/6/2019 10:36:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick.

Future proves past.

[FF]

The World is Watching.

12/6/2019 10:37:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Called in a few markers. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1201011510144843776 …

12/6/2019 10:37:53 AM bdam777 Jewelry heist? 

0r something somewhere else?

12/6/2019 10:38:10 AM yustein There is no a metatron, there is me, the Archangel Metatron. It is revealed to me in a very special way, even thinking about it makes me very 

emotional. So much love, it is the feeling when you go down a roller coaster times a million. Or a million times of the feeling first kiss

12/6/2019 10:39:02 AM nikoscali The clowns need to stay in wonderland!

12/6/2019 10:40:15 AM hawkgirlinmn Trying to offset this powerful majestic day are [they]?

12/6/2019 10:41:01 AM nickcpace1 No clue i’m not an attorney.

12/6/2019 10:41:03 AM michael81972 When you submit a tip to FBeye,  The NSA also gets informed👍🏻

12/6/2019 10:41:03 AM boy12_jimmy Dec 9th Avalanche [5] begins.

12/6/2019 10:41:11 AM yustein No not this one. Actually completely out of quantum physics. Quantum physics were created for more variety of experiences but it was abused. It 

won’t exist in the future of humanity.

12/6/2019 10:41:49 AM dubilujanenz Yes, I have to agree with you..........

12/6/2019 10:43:32 AM yustein Every single mistake is our fault. As every good deed is our accomplishment. There is no hell, no judging God. If we wanted a hell it would be better 

than Earth for sure...

12/6/2019 10:47:13 AM yustein You have to wait for the movie... it’s the message, demand disclosure from your governments, search for truth, protect the weak and children, help 

each other, study learn and ascend. It’s not the messenger, hear the message. Choose wisely...

12/6/2019 10:48:57 AM oo1o110 I have been under the impression that some spirits are able to incarnate simultaneously, having several aspects of themselves in existence - that an 

oversoul is not limited to a single incarnation at a single time. Does this align with your understanding?

12/6/2019 10:50:26 AM amethystnancy This? https://twitter.com/AP/status/1203008732277424129 …

12/6/2019 10:54:02 AM keith369me Notice the lack of school shootings?  It’s not because it went out of style.  So little ammo left yet [they] refuse to surrender when the fight is lost.  Not a 

good look!!!

12/6/2019 10:56:26 AM state1union 9/11/19

12/6/2019 10:57:42 AM dubbydubb Is this a confirmation then? Good to know.

12/6/2019 10:57:54 AM yustein Depends if you talk to reptilian Dracos or positive ETs. All positive ETs know and follow the Law of One Creator and recognize Jesus Christ as the 

Creator Son of this universe. There is only one truth.

12/6/2019 11:00:35 AM yustein Negatives have couple of special duties on Earth. Their secrets are not revealed to anyone not even to themselves. Let me give you one hint, think 

Atlantis...

12/6/2019 11:02:22 AM yustein I wouldn’t call our Supreme Creator an AI computer. I haven’t seen a loving AI ever...

12/6/2019 11:05:08 AM amethystnancy Why military targets? https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1202953564999434240 …

12/6/2019 11:05:14 AM yustein All souls are infinite. Negative blood types are not superior, we are all equals just unique in our own way. Negative blood type secrets will not be 

revealed, even ETs do not know the secrets. There is a reason...

12/6/2019 11:06:46 AM nickcpace1 Obviously the first step would be  classification of all treaties and agreements. Then you would work your way in from there figuring out how 

everything got screwed up so bad.But by far the most important thing is disclosure so that we may understand what has happened to our repu

12/6/2019 11:07:23 AM yustein Yes of course, you cannot expect disclosure if they don’t acknowledge first. But they did publicly acknowledge UFOs and Navy patented anti gravity 

technology. Now is the time to ask for disclosure...

12/6/2019 11:08:46 AM yustein You don’t need to change, you are already perfect. You just need to remember it.

12/6/2019 11:12:28 AM yustein Good, then you understand that it is not the messenger but it is the message. Protect the weak and children, feed the hungry, help your neighbor. 

Search for truth, learn and ascend. Pretty simple right? 😇

12/6/2019 11:13:32 AM holladay7doc Yes, that's been my thought as well, but seems to be what you are alluding to to a degree? Obviously way more than an AI (and I agree because of the 

love factor),  but is so hard to understand the reality and what IS reality for us

12/6/2019 11:15:18 AM yustein They have a purpose. Nothing is random. And you can’t know everything, certain things can only be uncovered when it is the right moment.

12/6/2019 11:16:32 AM yustein I don’t do future telling. Saving all the children in the world is my highest priority.

12/6/2019 11:17:44 AM yustein Then cabal are stupid. They have no idea and not even their puppet masters know as well...

12/6/2019 11:17:46 AM nickcpace1 I would never try to guess a time or a date is against the rules remember

12/6/2019 11:18:45 AM yustein Secret information not to be disclosed before ascension.

12/6/2019 11:20:08 AM yustein I think your drinks are very different than what I had in mind...

12/6/2019 11:21:30 AM nickcpace1 Honestly I would say the sooner the better because we kind a need it now. But in some aspects I’m an impatient person. Only if it does not get 

anybody else killed as well.

12/6/2019 11:21:39 AM yustein Yes but they don’t know it as well and they will never find it out.

12/6/2019 11:22:54 AM yustein Just remember, you already know.

12/6/2019 11:23:27 AM yustein You are using the wrong organ...

12/6/2019 11:24:04 AM patriotswegoall Why [FFs] at MIL bases?

MPs key in bringing down [DS]

12/6/2019 11:26:07 AM rudedrew63 So media says 14,000 troops going to SA Trump calls them out now this FF by a saudi i wonder if MK is involved to cause conflict with SA or if guy was a 

willing participant

12/6/2019 11:27:06 AM yustein Correct, but the moment that happens they all know who they are. Also since we are all part of one and all multi dimensional beings it gets too 

complicated to explain in 3D terms. But you will not find 2 Metatrons in the same realm in the same location, it does not work like that

12/6/2019 11:29:44 AM yustein All evil will be purged, taken away from this realm. Civil unrest possible, no big wars no. Also no nuclear weapons. They are already disabled, all of them.

12/6/2019 11:30:52 AM roger_smithii 🙏🏻👊 pic.twitter.com/hnnsjc794m

12/6/2019 11:31:19 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/x4Eo52QFTo

12/6/2019 11:31:24 AM natureinspace Dang! That's what I was thinking too! Because if they knew for sure there would be alot of deaths of certain people. They don't know who to get rid of 

and who to keep.

12/6/2019 11:32:05 AM holladay7doc This is what I have thought as well. Thank you for confirming. The satanic cabal wanted and needed WW3 to achieve their end goals. Thank God we are 

on a different timeline. #projectlookingglass

12/6/2019 11:33:25 AM yustein 3x3x3 😉

12/6/2019 11:35:28 AM yustein The other timeline was deleted by the Divine. There is no possibility anymore... cabal are still in denial...



12/6/2019 11:37:11 AM yustein Infinite wisdom my friend, infinite wisdom of my Lord Jesus Christ!

12/6/2019 11:38:48 AM billsha82414165 WOW!!!

12/6/2019 11:41:13 AM suzytica So sorry.

12/6/2019 11:41:18 AM 4mydeerone & groSS!

🤮 #SSh8! pic.twitter.com/Y5ucDcPnLN

12/6/2019 11:41:38 AM yustein This reminded me the times I would sit on the floor in front of Him and ask so many question and listen to all the wonders He would tell. There are no 

words to describe the bliss and feeling of love. I wish I could pour what I feel right now here, so much love. I miss it so much!

12/6/2019 11:41:54 AM kzbom I keep hear/ reading that 'We are all connected'~'We are all part of one'~as you say, what I cannot get passed, is this: How can I be of the same 'fabric' 

as something so Evil that tortures a child? Why can't I wrap my head around Good & Evil existing as one?

12/6/2019 11:42:33 AM suzytica I work for a horse breeder. The guy was 85% accurate in time of breeding resulting in desired sex of goal.

12/6/2019 11:42:46 AM suzytica Sorry. Foal

12/6/2019 11:42:53 AM yustein Time is an illusion. It always is until it is not.

12/6/2019 11:43:58 AM 4mydeerone @HillaryClinton

#HillaryClinton pic.twitter.com/BdMdtQ6x7B

12/6/2019 11:44:18 AM majcm83 Thank you. I watched/am watching the YT video. Making some sense 😊

12/6/2019 11:44:52 AM billsha82414165 Damning evidence!!! That being said, no way I’d want to view it... leave that for someone with a much stronger stomach 🤢🤢🤮

12/6/2019 11:45:57 AM billsha82414165 That Bitch is soooooooooooo going to pay one day 🔥🔥🔥🔥

12/6/2019 11:46:03 AM circuitriderz Another Saudi aviation student.  🙄

12/6/2019 11:46:31 AM yustein Because of that there won’t be any evil in the universe ever again. We experienced it and it is not acceptable anymore. It was because of a potentiality 

created in this universe to make it more unpredictable. And it was unpredictable beyond imagination. No more, finished...

12/6/2019 11:48:45 AM 4mydeerone it makes all the difference in this world!

and for WhoWooWhoSS a lot in the next!

#ConfeSS!

💥 #SSh8

#CommanderSSinChainSS

It not what youSS want but it’s all som€$$umSS deserve...

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/pTruRny9UI

12/6/2019 11:50:11 AM yustein Good and evil does not exist as one. They are not opposites, that is cabal and Draco propaganda. Good does not need evil to be valued and 

understood. The evil ones are not part of us anymore. They are disconnected from the Source. You might as well say they lost their souls...

12/6/2019 11:52:06 AM yustein There is no loop. That is also cabal propaganda to force submission without any hope of freedom.

12/6/2019 11:52:51 AM ancho82666258 Thank you for interceding.

12/6/2019 11:54:11 AM kzbom OK ~ And, if 'disconnected' from Source, I do not understand How it can exist?  What am I missing? Does not Source 'feed' everything? Does not all/ 

everything 'Return' to Source...?

12/6/2019 11:57:18 AM kzbom I guess my belief has evolved in that SOURCE has Created Everything & Anything ~ "IT" All comes/originates from SOURCE~ Thus, I'm assuming there is 

Only One SOURCE, is this wrong?

12/6/2019 11:57:49 AM 4mydeerone ThankYOU 4the ☎️!

#ISLAMisLOVE!

#GODisREAL!

Patience & #EmpathWE is the Key to a World a bit better reflected up 2 “#YaWEE” by #YOUandWE!

.AMERiCANS. Are not represented by #SSh8 nor themSS dilu$$ionSS of the Value of tHE Fabric #ofLOVE in All Religions & people seeking peace 

pic.twitter.com/TC7rBUdL3y

12/6/2019 12:00:37 PM atcorrigans Formula: 

Dems have bad day>FF>Narrative Schiff

Pelosi meltdown>Biden week-long meltdown>

@RepMattGaetz takes it to #PamelaKarlan >good economic numbers>#Pensacola>Saudi #TravelBan

Sadly predictable.
12/6/2019 12:00:48 PM holladay7doc I assumed that it must have been Divine intervention. No other explanation. The cabal and evil had become too powerful. I actually had fantasies about 

something like this happening and all the evil being exposed etc. I'm incredibly grateful.

12/6/2019 12:03:04 PM fuknutz I've never heard of anyone using it with animals before. Very interesting.

12/6/2019 12:03:10 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/41GWmMOW50

12/6/2019 12:06:59 PM kzbom When I was trying to grapple with: 'We have Free Will AND We have A Fated Destiny'~to me this is like Good & Evil~it's Distinctly Separate!  I was told, 

this is why the Buddha has a smile~There Just IS BOTH~Accept It!

12/6/2019 12:16:53 PM yustein Buddha smiled for another reason... and evil, we are finishing it, last place left is Earth in the whole universe...

12/6/2019 12:19:22 PM yustein A scientist at CERN said they couldn’t understand why their systems broke down all the time. Evil place. The length of their LHC is 27 km but they don’t 

answer when asked why 27 km... they are not scientists more like satanists...

12/6/2019 12:22:04 PM yustein Otherwise it wouldn’t be the Source. Source created the beginning thus everything but didn’t create the flower you smell today individually. The 

Source created the sacred geometry. This is advanced study even for angel school. Yes they exist angel schools...

12/6/2019 12:22:28 PM oo1o110 My understanding is that destiny is quantum - meaning every destiny exists, and our free will allows us to surf them all, albeit in a linear manner right 

now.

12/6/2019 12:24:54 PM oo1o110 The lego-maker created the legos, and thus every possibility that can be created with the legos. But they didn't create the motorcycle that I just made 

with my legos. I am responsible for that.

12/6/2019 12:25:24 PM holladay7doc So, it's true they were basically trying to open a portal to allow certain entities in?

12/6/2019 12:28:35 PM yustein The best answer to that is you should ascend and remember. You already know the answers to all of this. Some can’t be properly answered in today’s 

3D environment.

12/6/2019 12:29:46 PM yustein As well as changing to horrible timelines...

12/6/2019 12:30:23 PM cosmic_engineer Possibly!  I meant, that even though we are here and now,  we are also at that graduation party 😁

12/6/2019 12:31:21 PM kzbom I have difficulty comprehending How a 'thing' a 'being' a 'part' can/ is able to 'Disconnect' from it's Source?  If Source made 'it'~'it' must Always/ in 

Some Way remain connected to Source...? I do not understand Disengaging!

12/6/2019 12:32:21 PM yustein And you can get on your motorcycle from legos and ride anywhere you want. Because you LOVE it and that gives it LIFE. That is how powerful you are 

as a creator. You will soon remember...

12/6/2019 12:32:21 PM cosmic_engineer  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

Being One seems paradoxical from our perspective here and veiled... But all paradoxes can be resolved multidimensionally

12/6/2019 12:33:12 PM kzbom Yes~and this is exactly what I tell/ remind my questioning mind of, when I cannot put my questions to rest...

12/6/2019 12:33:24 PM holladay7doc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZAQNo9bXwI …

12/6/2019 12:34:30 PM marcust23762392 I was waiting for the "Putin did it" meme.  I suppose that Epstein's Pander the daughter of Mossad super spy Robert Maxwell, she works for Putin too.  

Right?

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/08/14/ghislaine-mossad/ …



12/6/2019 12:36:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 6 Dec 2019 - 3:17:21 PM

6 12=3 3 9 3=15=6 Q 3

6 3 3 9 6 Q 3

63396Q3 👉 966333Q

1x9

2x6

3x3

123s

Majestic pic.twitter.com/9Vnk2epPeG
12/6/2019 12:36:28 PM cosmic_engineer The One Infinite Creator is the source of All.

Love transmuted to Light by our Galactic Logos. The Logos uses the primal distortion of Free Will to form laws of nature and therefore different realms.

12/6/2019 12:37:26 PM libertyspring99 I still don’t understand. How can I? Where can I learn?

12/6/2019 12:37:35 PM ms1481 Uhmm? 6 12=3 3 9 3 ???????? How?

12/6/2019 12:38:32 PM cosmic_engineer Separation is an illusion.

But required for the Creator to know itself.

12/6/2019 12:38:59 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1202051253003522048 …

12/6/2019 12:39:19 PM blankmarlo Multiples of 9 https://youtu.be/sZHjuf75u20 

12/6/2019 12:39:36 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1203020646617354241 …

12/6/2019 12:40:05 PM kmcdtwittter325 There are words in that image. What do they say/mean?

12/6/2019 12:40:49 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZD8HKVKneI … pic.twitter.com/tm3AVqW1Oh

12/6/2019 12:40:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 HRC 304 21

12/6/2019 12:41:33 PM kmcdtwittter325 Do you know what those numbers stand for?

12/6/2019 12:41:33 PM michael81972 Look at it slower,  12=3

                                    1+2

393=15=6

           1+5

12/6/2019 12:42:31 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/AyUDNtQoMJ

12/6/2019 12:42:43 PM rapturo93085269  https://youtu.be/h2vkrxvh76c 

12/6/2019 12:42:58 PM ms1481 Where are these from?

12/6/2019 12:43:14 PM andrewbreitbar  https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/06/04/congressman-obama-is-letting-china-steal-u-s-military-secrets/ …

@FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw

@DeplrbleRzistr

@Education4Libs
12/6/2019 12:43:59 PM cosmic_engineer [Their] playbook is thin and unoriginal.

The system in place for eons worked too well and [they] never had to be creative.  It shows

12/6/2019 12:44:31 PM kittenonapillow It’s interesting though, the nastier they are to #Trump , the more bolstered and unhinged #Biden becomes. Quite a show yesterday #JoeBiden .

12/6/2019 12:44:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 FBIanon

12/6/2019 12:45:17 PM johnmic25959174 That sounds more like our Imagination

12/6/2019 12:46:04 PM kzbom Yet, my mind cannot comprehend this, Why does Source/ Creator need to 'know itself' ~ if "IT" created itself... You see it circles & circles...

12/6/2019 12:46:41 PM jooooody 12/

9-11

2019

'Their 9-11'

12/6/2019 12:47:56 PM kzbom but the motorcycle is still connected ~originally~ of the same 'fabric' 'stuff'~ of the Lego-Maker

12/6/2019 12:48:58 PM cosmic_engineer Getting my magical personality engaged today.  Any requests?

🙏

💜

12/6/2019 12:49:12 PM vectormanic Glad I have a math degree, I get this!

12/6/2019 12:49:14 PM laurabusse Before Q showed up

12/6/2019 12:49:25 PM ms1481 I mean, what document or documents?

12/6/2019 12:51:22 PM vicfish06 So are you saying you got Tucker to do the segment on Tuesday by calling in some markers, will we see more? It was Great 👍

12/6/2019 12:51:25 PM ms1481 I think what im missing here is, what is this set of numbers telling us?

12/6/2019 12:51:57 PM lbf777 Who is Alice exactly?

12/6/2019 12:52:31 PM rachaelangelm I think the sleeper cells are waking up. The ones we would look past, like a farmhand or waiter....etc....

12/6/2019 12:55:38 PM cosmic_engineer Read my essay and I find a need and a solution for why the Infinite may have yearned to know the finite

12/6/2019 12:55:44 PM rudedrew63 Orians cube said she would win lol

12/6/2019 12:56:56 PM realgendale wat

12/6/2019 12:57:07 PM yustein Yes! 👏

12/6/2019 12:57:27 PM digitallife11 b1-

b3-

b7A

b7D

b7E

12/6/2019 12:57:27 PM _doozier_ He was an old 4chan Anon on /pol/ from summer 2016, one of the first to nail the modern "Q model." Showed up for a few threads, notably hinted at 

p!zzag8 months before Comet. Those look like transcribed quotes from his 4chan threads

12/6/2019 12:57:56 PM kzbom One still cannot 'get away'/escape from SOURCE though... Everything/ Anything/ All is Still ~at some point~ Originally Connected to Source/ CREATOR



12/6/2019 1:01:59 PM kzbom ...and then, this will circle back around to my Original question/ concern ~ Source/ Creator must have created/ allowed/allows for Evil to exist...

12/6/2019 1:09:20 PM cosmic_engineer Evil is a subjective term. Means different things to different people in different eras.

That's why it is not used when describing the mechanisms of existence by teachers like Ra.

12/6/2019 1:10:03 PM nikoscali #Madonna supposedly has her own blood drawn, ozone added, and transfused back.

First, Ozone seems to have more negative effects on the body than positive.

Second, who wants to bet it wasn't her own blood?!

#ThesePeopleAreSick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-7761505/amp/Madonna-blood-drawn-mixed-ozone-gas-IV-drip.html …?
12/6/2019 1:11:48 PM oo1o110 Boredom. Curiosity. Fun.

12/6/2019 1:11:49 PM keith369me Expectations/thoughts create reality...the reason the MSM is trying so hard...except people now see through fake projecting news.  I used to be very 

interested in this tech, when in reality I believe it’s based on probabilities determined by our consciousness.

12/6/2019 1:12:13 PM kzbom Well, you came into this conversation late, and entirely missing my point/ original question I was asking Metatron

12/6/2019 1:13:37 PM oo1o110 "Allowing" evil to exist is a matter of free will. Once the primary anomaly was created out of free will, what should a loving creator do but allow the 

experiment to run its course and see what comes of it?

12/6/2019 1:14:40 PM kzbom I did not ask Ra.  My original question to Metatron was very  simple ~ very, very simple ~ and there is no need to make it a complex question.

12/6/2019 1:18:09 PM kzbom Ok ~ So, Loving Creator accepts torturing children.  Loving Creator accepts mutilation of a baby inside a womb.  Loving Creator allows a child to be 

mercifully tortured and kept in a cage suffering until death.

12/6/2019 1:21:47 PM vintagesquirrel It's the 304 from the HRC interview with FBI. Lots redacted. Link... https://vault.fbi.gov/hillary-r.-

clinton/Hillary%20R.%20Clinton%20Part%2001%20of%2037/view …

12/6/2019 1:21:52 PM michael81972 Is that her age?😜   

Document number reference?

12/6/2019 1:22:12 PM oo1o110 No. I struggle with this too. Loving creator accepts OUR creation that WE created. WE are the fallen ones - descended in dimensional vibration. It's up 

to us to work out OUR creation. Some of us are here from OTHER creations to help work this out. Or so as I understand...

12/6/2019 1:22:27 PM kmcdtwittter325 Thank you!

12/6/2019 1:22:38 PM cosmic_engineer You seem to be under the misunderstanding that the One Infinite Creator is here.

This realm is made from Love, but distorted by the Logoi to create vast, unique, broad spectrum experiences

12/6/2019 1:23:08 PM vickidale12 Thank You Michelle

12/6/2019 1:23:41 PM vintagesquirrel You're welcome. I'm guessing this refers to pg 21 where it mentions the classified emails.

12/6/2019 1:24:26 PM kzbom Creator/ SOURCE IS Everywhere ~ All time & space

12/6/2019 1:25:47 PM kzbom You & the other one are still ignore/going around my Original Question to Metatron

12/6/2019 1:25:56 PM cosmic_engineer How much growth does one do with no hazards.  How much does free will matter when one one polarity exists?

Relate that to the Cosmos.  If all was positive or neutral there would be absolutely zero change. Zero creation.

12/6/2019 1:27:02 PM oo1o110 Yes - but hands on or hands off?

The answer, as I understand, is both. Hands off, meaning allowing free will and cause and effect - but hands on through the mechanism of 

consciousness and energy - meaning self directed intervention.

12/6/2019 1:30:25 PM kzbom So ~ should We not do away with Evil then?  It seems that in order for 'this' to be/ to work ~ there MUST exist a dichotomy ~ Yes/No ~ Good/Evil ~ Free 

Will/Fated ...

12/6/2019 1:31:48 PM michael81972 Sure looks like a perfect match👍🏻

12/6/2019 1:33:36 PM kimberl01949012 Is your Father EA-ENKI still here on planet in physical form? Is the place in SAfrica called ‘Adam’s Calendar’ the place where he made his home? There is 

a very old tree in that place a ‘holy man’, recently deceased, said was directly connected to Him.

12/6/2019 1:34:02 PM mongrelglory 3 represents the IS (immortal spirit) that infuses all "life" as we know it.

12/6/2019 1:38:32 PM amethystnancy What's going on with military FF targets?

This is 4th in 24 hours? https://twitter.com/45thSpaceWing/status/1203049242497048576 …

12/6/2019 1:40:00 PM oo1o110 Evil will be done away with as it no longer serves a purpose for us. The lesson has run its course and no longer provides growth, but rather decay. I 

don't understand the mechanics of ascension, however but this is how it will happen - we will raise in vibration and leave it back

12/6/2019 1:43:32 PM cosmic_engineer There is ascension on both ends of polarity. 3D is when consciousness becomes aware of itself and capable of choosing its polarity. Knowing each is a 

requirement to informed choice. That is your task now.

I wouldn't burden yourself with what happens in 4th Density just yet 💚

12/6/2019 1:45:28 PM splucas22 can you help us out?...may as well be Chinese to me...

12/6/2019 2:01:47 PM fansblowing3 Majestic date.  Timelines merging today?  Majestic dates coming up... 12/9, 12/12, 12/21, 12/30.

12/6/2019 2:04:02 PM lbf777 So how did Alice escape? What is our solution? I mean I told you a few of my solutions about detaching from the system:

Turn off TV/radio

No more chemical pills

Get kids out of schools

No vaccines

No junk food

ect...

The ultimate solution to to stop using money. That ends them.
12/6/2019 2:05:05 PM cambridgewibf where is a safe location where enlightened people can survive? Pls answer.

12/6/2019 2:15:56 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz_DNrKVrQ8 … pic.twitter.com/z1UaDMEFpR

12/6/2019 2:18:10 PM wendywl Will there be freedom soon? I need something to feel hopeful about..

12/6/2019 2:19:03 PM cny_micaa there was a lot, summer 2016 I believe

 https://educate-yourself.org/cn/Full-Text-of-FBI-Anon-Q-and-A-on-4Chan-Blog-July-2-2016-22oct16.shtml …

12/6/2019 2:22:54 PM yustein Yes there will be. Never lose hope.

12/6/2019 2:46:25 PM nea_storm [They're] Slow as molasses and just a Thick and 

"PFFT [they] were Gone!"

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIn4C7Ip6tE …

Watch that Barn door on the way out ...

Make sure you Pay the Executioner pic.twitter.com/PX28JK9O70



12/6/2019 3:02:30 PM manriquetorres5 What do you get if placing two flat lines uniting D 2 SKULL&bones "opposed arrows" ???

MASTERS OF DECEPTION

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@CodeMonkeyZ

@POTUS

@TrumpWarRoom

@M2Madness

@Qanon76

@Cordicon

@GenFlynn

@Wyn1745

@Trin20201

@prayingmedic 

@adjunctpr0feszr https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1203076777729503233 …
12/6/2019 3:07:18 PM nicpace2 How did they ever think she was going to win this is it 2012 you know!!!

12/6/2019 3:09:06 PM bocan3 I smell Brennanns funk in this...

12/6/2019 3:26:46 PM catpowernow The Medical Mafia needs to be brought to justice.

12/6/2019 3:28:50 PM vintagesquirrel Yeah, I think it is a 302 form. Wonder if that was a mistake, because it does look like that. Or if it refers to something else?

12/6/2019 3:28:59 PM lbf777 Yes, compassion or care is also a huge key & all that stems from spiritual knowledge which humanity is lacking. Urantia says there are 3 lines of 

knowledge.

Science: We are doing OK on this for our level.

Philosophy: This is a mess.

Spirituality: Almost non-existent.

#balance
12/6/2019 3:33:27 PM michael81972 Maybe...Im pretty positive its a 302,  but photo sure matched up,  but the page 20 photo that Llyr posted doesnt match the fbi vault page 20 you 

posted..or i looked at it wrong?

12/6/2019 3:35:13 PM michael81972  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_FBI_forms …

12/6/2019 3:41:27 PM sterkinglights1 What happened when one shiffs the bit?

12/6/2019 3:45:36 PM michael81972 Found it:  page 20 of Carter Page Doc..

 https://int.nyt.com/data/documenthelper/95-carter-page-fisa-documents-foia-release/full/optimized.pdf …

12/6/2019 3:46:57 PM karrruss Ammunition is finite.

12/6/2019 3:47:17 PM thericharddoyle Q. What is the living purpose of the existence of an individual’s ZTR, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 etc.?

A. For its “IS[–]BE” to leave behind the hyphen:

+Δ1: If an individual(s) fails in this purpose, theirs, their “IS–BE” dies to duality —

their own consciousness the willing murderer 🗳  https://twitter.com/TheRichardDoyle/status/1203086195900575744 … pic.twitter.com/6MKFgEvS9k

12/6/2019 3:51:52 PM nickcpace1 I think game theory still is in action. I don’t think as long as President Trump is president that game theory will ever go away. Just as screwed up as the 

Democrats I need to be dealt with.

12/6/2019 3:54:35 PM iam80884   https://twitter.com/IAM80884/status/1203098886170124290 … pic.twitter.com/X8KnrPv6El

12/6/2019 3:55:33 PM khristaki All day and next...  http://thesaker.is/the-oligarch-takeover-of-us-pharma-and-healthcare-and-the-resulting-human-crisis/ …

12/6/2019 3:56:00 PM q_whitelight_dg Sweet! ☺️

12/6/2019 3:56:31 PM meg4truth Nailed it. Now their moving on to other things. However.. if people knew who was getting in army and training them and cops..oh u guys would revolt. 

I am just waiting for it

12/6/2019 4:05:31 PM billyclements18  pic.twitter.com/65VNPnI69M

12/6/2019 4:19:43 PM nickcpace1 I mean to say the Republicans not the Democrats.

12/6/2019 4:20:10 PM nickcpace1 It’s OK it’s not even really a rule certain people out here just say it all the time on Twitter.

12/6/2019 4:30:01 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/I5DK8VAT8G

12/6/2019 4:34:11 PM consortiapartn1 He got me hooked

12/6/2019 4:37:45 PM dls00741 I wish I understood the power of the 3 6 9.  I know the other numbers are chaotic, but I can't make sense of the 3 6 9. (yes, I looked into the vortex 

math.... over my head...)

12/6/2019 4:41:04 PM djlok And an illusion all at once!

12/6/2019 4:42:54 PM kidge6 Global War & anarchy that puts us back in the stone age for 10 yrs.

12/6/2019 4:44:47 PM nickcpace1 Sanctuary state!!! We’re so proud.  NOT!!!

12/6/2019 4:47:57 PM burgersandra Guess:

6 Dec 2019 = Dec 12 (1+2=3) , 2019 = 3+9 so

6 3      3 9 = 6339

3:17:21 PM = 3 hrs + 12 hrs = 15 or 1+5=6

17=Q

3 

so time=6Q3

63396Q3 or 966333Q contains one 9, 2 sixes, three 3s
12/6/2019 4:49:50 PM keith369me Stop making so much sense 😀

12/6/2019 4:52:13 PM blsdbe Another 29... https://twitter.com/usao_losangeles/status/1203107091709399051?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/USAO_LosAngeles/status/1203107091709399051 …

12/6/2019 4:53:56 PM allahuniversal The paradoxes stack up paradoxically

12/6/2019 5:25:42 PM patriotswegoall Timestamp numbers on this post adds up to 12

12/6/2019 5:27:08 PM azuremagus 3 is spirit/soul, 6 is physical body, 9 is source.  Something about 3 people on the Q team supported by two spirits and  and source in transition?

12/6/2019 5:28:06 PM nickcpace1 Inland Southern California

12/6/2019 5:30:43 PM djlok Oh my gosh, that's so darn cool!!!  

Took me over an hour to figure it out.  I'm not the best at things like that. 

Something that helped me was to put my finger over the part I wasn't trying to figure out.  I kept getting distracted when I looked at it all at once.

12/6/2019 5:33:47 PM truthseeker805 FBIanon... where it all started for me.  It was majestic!

12/6/2019 5:46:33 PM truthseeker805 In vortex math everything add to 9, 6, and 3

12/6/2019 5:46:46 PM dazeytoday I love your description.

12/6/2019 5:49:51 PM kidge6 If we could all go to stone or iron age quickly without the catastrophe, might be bearable. It's the scorched earth, air and water that will be tough.

12/6/2019 5:52:36 PM rhodesgarden Working our way to Dec. 7th anniversary of bombing of Pearl Harbor. Message?



12/6/2019 5:57:14 PM dazeytoday Why is Buddha smiling evil?

12/6/2019 6:06:04 PM dazeytoday Yes? No? Did we choose to incarnate here at this time ?

12/6/2019 6:10:50 PM truthseeker805  https://youtu.be/a_vwxSZzVQs 

12/6/2019 6:11:27 PM talojoel America

12/6/2019 6:30:35 PM crisco2377 Evil NEVER gives up! These are the people who would be happy to see it all burn! Hard to get our heads around that concept but once you do 

predictablility becomes 70% easier! Accept that this evil exists and "they" become transparent! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

12/6/2019 6:33:51 PM clhendershot ThanQ @covertress and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - I am not worthy but a grateful receiver of your guidance...

12/6/2019 6:54:23 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hannity...#UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein Segment 9:50 ET...stuff that we knew months ago, finally!!!

12/6/2019 7:00:40 PM kidge6 Thank you!

12/6/2019 7:10:39 PM agoodyear2015 I believe FBIanon posted in 2015 (before the election).  They were very interesting posts and he very specifically said the focus should be on the Clinton 

Foundation.

12/6/2019 7:11:28 PM toffer_anon_369 Went out for dinner with some family and I was amused by the numbers on my receipt.  3-6-9 in order! pic.twitter.com/LX4AqwNmp4

12/6/2019 7:12:42 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1203150015155314689?s=19 …

12/6/2019 7:13:51 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy

12/6/2019 7:16:24 PM keith369me It was an interview with a guy that wrote a book on Epstein...phrases used were honey trap, Clinton 27 flights...connected the island, NY, NM, and 

Paris.  Pictures shared by “conspiracy theorists” were shown in the book.

12/6/2019 7:35:48 PM rachaelangelm Nothing, nowhere

12/6/2019 7:37:11 PM nschlange This is a little confusing to me. I thought when God created man/woman he didn't want to make them immortal. I assumed that He is of course and all 

the arch angels he created as well. But, you said you've lived several lifetimes? Why don't u have the body of a Arch Angel? Powers?

12/6/2019 7:38:02 PM stretchnutz6  pic.twitter.com/BHlGwPJuSq

12/6/2019 7:38:44 PM qolemiss1 They are sick.  Satan is evil

12/6/2019 7:38:49 PM wellsong Another honeypot trap in plain site. Any famous person who partakes is an idiot.

12/6/2019 7:38:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hannity

Clinton Immune from Epstein/Weinstein?

Epstein news to come after FISA.

HRC will not be prosecuted on her emails.

Focus on the Foundation.

Enjoy the show...

No [FF] can stop what's coming.

Nothing.

PANIC IN DC
12/6/2019 7:39:08 PM jimmyyuma3 I keep checking my mailbox.....what the hell? No invite for me? Look at my profile pic, I'm freakin HOT!

12/6/2019 7:40:20 PM sherrynative Eyes wide shut. Sickos

12/6/2019 7:40:55 PM jptjr324 HRC not gonna be prosecuted for her videos with HA?

12/6/2019 7:41:19 PM laughingswann Boring

12/6/2019 7:41:52 PM jennysue62 This is very disturbing she won’t be prosecuted for her emails or Epstein involvement 

#CrimesAgainstChildren

12/6/2019 7:42:03 PM domperty What?  I thought the emails were a much bigger deal... What about the crimes against children and what the NYPD found?

12/6/2019 7:42:40 PM dironablu2u And we give these people tax breaks again, why?

12/6/2019 7:42:45 PM whoisqqq Old but always relevant https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1147734192802975744?s=19 …

12/6/2019 7:42:56 PM parakletosanon HepB, HepC, Hiv, TB, herpes, ad nauseum.

12/6/2019 7:43:32 PM zion_vibrations LARP

WE’VE BEEN WAITING

NOTHING IS GOING TO HAPPEN

12/6/2019 7:44:23 PM nschlange In other words, do you have powers that an Arch Angel has? Or would u be restricted by the body you're n now?

12/6/2019 7:44:50 PM jptjr324 Al Capone didnt defile and murder a child on camera and then run for president. 'Slightly' different but I get your point.

12/6/2019 7:45:10 PM 4mydeerone Satanic SSexclubSS and all thiSS crap know nothing of Religion.

They have sold lI€$$ about Hell and They no nothing of THELORD FATHER🌬#QAnon 

The$$€ fantasi€$$ are a trap for 🔥 wood while the Real Men Of a code planned!

🖕#SSh8

 https://youtu.be/rYgy5gOy2ho 

Th€m$$vows🕰?li€$$2👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/lF5GvsYoFk

12/6/2019 7:45:13 PM nick85houston Will the most heinous crimes become publicly known?

12/6/2019 7:45:14 PM amethystnancy It's possible.

Q3654 repeated Pensacola & Pearl Harbor & added 1 college, 2 high schools, New Orleans French Qtr.

4 drops re justice & panic.

3651 Coup plotters in Q's sight.  

3652 features Ukraine (Pelosi, Biden, Kerry, Romney) financial corruption. https://www.qmap.pub/read/3652 

12/6/2019 7:45:31 PM lilystormchaser What empty lives they have.

12/6/2019 7:45:58 PM _369311119 Tucker asked after a shortage of French Fries?

12/6/2019 7:46:25 PM fansblowing3 Attractive women can become members for free.  😂.  No attractive woman would go unless she was getting paid.

12/6/2019 7:47:51 PM stanstephens13 Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.

12/6/2019 7:48:40 PM teamsterr07 Eyes Wide Shut ...hello!!!

12/6/2019 7:48:51 PM fansblowing3 Well then nothing to see here for you.  Keep moving along please.

12/6/2019 7:49:24 PM 4mydeerone I aSSume tHE SSatanistSS Of #SSh8 get what iMEAN...

You sold your “souls” to Jesus for nothing!!!

Haha!

LoSSerSS! pic.twitter.com/FVMfCsgBcz

12/6/2019 7:49:42 PM sdane8 They'll get her for the Foundation violations which was a giant pay for play org. And likely throw in Uranium 1, etc for good measure. She's not going to 

get a pass this time.

12/6/2019 7:50:09 PM miss_ampie THIS. I want THE WORLD to KNOW.

12/6/2019 7:50:50 PM teamsterr07 Yup!

12/6/2019 7:51:30 PM fansblowing3 So then HRC will be prosecuted for sacrificing babies by the light of the full moon and then serving them up for dinner?

12/6/2019 7:51:34 PM miss_ampie NOT Good enough.



12/6/2019 7:51:53 PM twyztyd The generation of instant gratification .....🙄🙄🙄

12/6/2019 7:53:11 PM jptjr324 100% .. nothing else will matter.

12/6/2019 7:53:51 PM 5sahandful The white rabbits made the photos. Reminds me of Playboy Bunny - white rabbits. 

Upload your fantasies and pic with all your bio and [wink] we will never divulge...

12/6/2019 7:53:59 PM sdane8 Sounds like the perfect blackmail setup:

"They also have to be vocal about their sexual fantasies and confess “what really turns (them) on”.  Once these details are inputted, hopefuls are 

required to upload pictures of themselves."

12/6/2019 7:54:37 PM twyztyd You do realize what the foundation was all about . It was not just pay for play Govt access .....

12/6/2019 7:54:57 PM allahuniversal That's not quite what was said.

12/6/2019 7:55:04 PM zion_vibrations Dude. We’ve been waiting for two years. NO ONE IS GOING TO JAIL. 

Emails, Weiners laptop, Epstein, Vegas shooting, Silsby, pizzagate. Clinton foundation.... NOTHING IS HAPPENING. When will you wake up?

12/6/2019 7:55:13 PM sdane8 That's beautiful! 😊

12/6/2019 7:55:37 PM 1of3onhigh The crimes against children are the nails in the coffin. It's likely we won't "see" it all but there will be enough "shown" to convict. If they showed the 

world everything, they couldn't take it and then dismiss it. Treason, U1, Foundation, then children... Clink clink

12/6/2019 7:56:05 PM allahuniversal Reread it again. One was a question, one was a statement.

12/6/2019 7:56:22 PM allahuniversal  https://www.breitbart.com/2nd-amendment/2019/12/06/report-6-saudis-detained-after-pensacola-shooting-including-3-who-filmed-

attack/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

12/6/2019 7:57:03 PM yustein You need to watch this. Your assumptions are wrong, you as well as all humanity were lied to. Learn about the true, and hidden history of humanity 

and share it with everyone. -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 7:57:18 PM killaz306 InDeed pic.twitter.com/QEluSRpe9V

12/6/2019 7:59:10 PM yustein All you can think of is magic show. There are so many of you. Go watch a marvel movie. Listen to the message, messenger is not important... Learn 

about the true, and hidden history of humanity and share -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/6/2019 7:59:23 PM sandylane1144 It helps me to think of 3 6 9 as divine❤️

12/6/2019 7:59:26 PM jazzbear09 Tammy Bruce pointed out that Hillary is connected to Epstein & over here, Hillary is connected to Weinstein,  &over here..

HILLARY IS THE APEX. SHE IS THE AXIS OF EVIL. HILLARY IS AT THE CENTER of all these evil people/ACTIVITIES. 

She's NOT IMMUNE. 

REMEMBER Al Capone>Tax Fraud

12/6/2019 8:00:05 PM aprilbrown99 Much bigger and more heinous crimes than just 33,000 emails.  The crimes against humanity (children) are crucially important.  Make it rain!!!

12/6/2019 8:00:30 PM rebornkingent Gee, almost like..... we haven’t seen the Saudi terrorist movie before.

12/6/2019 8:02:02 PM jeff57253103 Who is anon talking to you

12/6/2019 8:03:14 PM jeff57253103 WHOA!

12/6/2019 8:03:36 PM domperty Isn't their a statute of limitations for discovery?

12/6/2019 8:04:06 PM johnmic25959174 Seriously, Evil only exists here on Earth. Are you sure, cause the Universe is quite a Vast space.

12/6/2019 8:04:09 PM jared4liberty I dunno if you’ve been away, or shadow banned or what.. but I’m glad to see you on my time line again! 😎🙌🏻😊

12/6/2019 8:04:38 PM 92michael When I was 10? My dad made me watch the movie EYES WIDE SHUT. My mom was furious at him! 

- Was this that kind of party???

12/6/2019 8:05:12 PM aetherwalker1 "HRC will not be prosecuted on her emails."

🤨

12/6/2019 8:06:18 PM codeman9230  pic.twitter.com/vjBkE7AUB6

12/6/2019 8:07:51 PM 1of3onhigh You think she just up and stopped?? Doing what she does and knowing you have that much power, you just going to stop? She does what she wants 

when she wants, people go missing/suicides. Guarantee that there are recent atrocities. They have it all!!!

12/6/2019 8:07:59 PM yustein Yes.

12/6/2019 8:08:25 PM sdane8 Filming it as it happened?  WTF?

12/6/2019 8:08:27 PM yustein He is not smiling evil.

12/6/2019 8:09:34 PM hollylandes Seriously...how.many years are we supposed to be patient...all we want is for criminals to be prosecuted.

12/6/2019 8:09:35 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ Jared! 🥰🥰🥰  my account was suspended for over a month in September so I had to open up another account. 🥴 it is posted on my profile 

just in case.  💗💗💗 I appreciate the kind words.

12/6/2019 8:10:22 PM sdane8 Good catch!

12/6/2019 8:11:11 PM zion_vibrations Hello.

While we all sit back, these criminals walk free.

Why is that such a hard pill to swallow for you?

12/6/2019 8:11:19 PM denises14017856 But wait-

this can't possibly be Andy.

He doesn't party.

12/6/2019 8:11:46 PM loriestokes35 If that’s what the “elite” want.   I want no part of it.   Sex is a beautiful thing with someone you love.  Not hedonistic.

12/6/2019 8:12:25 PM eyesnheartopen I want more!

12/6/2019 8:12:53 PM hollylandes Ah...Bill Mahar's favorite club. I hear he likes the horses best.

12/6/2019 8:13:10 PM zion_vibrations You get a false sense of justice when people like this tweet some cryptic shit. How many of his predictions amassed to ANYTHING worth noting? Him, 

Q... all of it is a PSYOP to keep you home and hoping for a bunch of arrests, while nothing happens

12/6/2019 8:15:17 PM 1of3onhigh This is just my $.02 no sauce just logic. I just feel that she will pay and pay dearly. Just like BO, he will pay too. Because yeah, "all this for a damn flag"! 

WWG1WGA. https://youtu.be/xB9Fw39Q4sU 

12/6/2019 8:16:36 PM zion_vibrations Why is this so hard for boomers to see? WAKE UP PEOPLE YOU'RE BEING LIED TO.

How convenient that “Q” came about during the disaster of the Vegas shooting and the Assange leaks which BLEW the doors off of the pizzagate 

story? These criminals had this planned. 

Q is fake

12/6/2019 8:17:03 PM yustein Yes I’m sure. Because there is a Divine Decree. And that is the final word on it period.

12/6/2019 8:18:19 PM denises14017856 nice daddy 😰

12/6/2019 8:18:57 PM wickedmouse369 Orgy = endless loosh. The external will never fill the internal.

12/6/2019 8:20:01 PM carliestar10 zero

12/6/2019 8:20:16 PM denises14017856 you just know the place will be teeming w/ hidden cameras

12/6/2019 8:22:30 PM goodjobtommypi #freemikeflynn

12/6/2019 8:22:40 PM 1972patriot I wonder if Bill Maher will be able to make it this year.



12/6/2019 8:23:15 PM zion_vibrations While our president sits there, getting peppered left and right, in a fake impeachment scheme that they’re going to drag into the election season. 

People need to recognize

12/6/2019 8:25:22 PM cyberibum You might be right.

12/6/2019 8:29:12 PM 92michael Lol! Actually he meant it as a learning experience. After the movie he gave me a lecture on the way rich and scumy people live and how they play. BTW 

It was the European version of the film. It's different from the US version.

12/6/2019 8:29:23 PM vintagesquirrel And he certainly doesn't sweat!

12/6/2019 8:30:03 PM nschlange I don't think you explained what an arch angel was in the movie, did you? What makes you an arch angel and me a human, especially if everyone is 

being reincarnated over and over again? You said you had been Morrison & others, so were they AA's too?

12/6/2019 8:30:31 PM mongrelglory Attracting sad and insecure people who are trying to feel special or exercise their kinks.  Meanwhile many of the "entertainers" are likely sex-slaves, 

prostitutes. 😒

12/6/2019 8:31:20 PM drnealhouston (((😳)))...ummm..

12/6/2019 8:32:00 PM dironablu2u  pic.twitter.com/Ms30EOTc8M

12/6/2019 8:32:10 PM recruitero Good call

12/6/2019 8:32:28 PM mongrelglory Or trafficked/pimped.

12/6/2019 8:32:59 PM jimtaylorsays What happened to the IRS INVESTIGATION into the Clinton Foundation? 

What happened to the 1000 page Epstein report/list of names?

12/6/2019 8:33:29 PM thekanehb I don’t know that I believe this article actually. The price is not very high for the service and “elite-ness” the event claims.

12/6/2019 8:33:29 PM rachaelangelm You know what I’m focusing on right now? Is the fact my bank has locked me out of online banking and telephone banking. This is illegal. That’s what 

I’m focusing on right now my life and what I am being affected by.

12/6/2019 8:33:55 PM mongrelglory How can she not be prosecuted on her e-mails?  Wasn't that treason, selling classified secrets?!!

12/6/2019 8:33:58 PM lbf777 Yawn. Wake me up when something happens if something happens.

12/6/2019 8:34:10 PM name_wood17 Trying to normalize it so when the truth comes out it won’t seem so bad.

12/6/2019 8:35:37 PM djlok Timeline merge!  I think I see what's happening there.

12/6/2019 8:36:43 PM karrruss Freaks

12/6/2019 8:37:18 PM mongrelglory Or is it a case that they don't want some of those e-mails concerning SAPs to become public information in court?

12/6/2019 8:38:27 PM yustein God made me an Archangel and you who you are. Human shell is not who we are, the problem is the disconnection between your heart and your mind. 

That is the result of evil technology of non human entities disconnected from their hearts. They lost their souls.

12/6/2019 8:41:09 PM gaqmark17 Bill Maher?

12/6/2019 8:41:27 PM jvan125 Have you noticed how INSANE the energy of the collective has been??? 🤯 Absolute chaos the last few weeks. And I have had a TON of 369 

occurrences today. I even let the gas pump run automatically and it stopped on $33.66 on pump #6 (my fav 😎).  WHAT ARE THE ODDS?! 😆

12/6/2019 8:41:42 PM _17patriot_ You know human sacrifice will be there it says they want you to explore your deepest darkest desire with no repercussions its in the article

12/6/2019 8:42:56 PM yustein It’s like we are both driving the same brand of a car. Everyday we wake up get in to our cars and go to work. But we have different jobs. I’m an 

executive at the company who makes the car you drive and I of course drive what we make so I can understand others who drive our cars😉

12/6/2019 8:43:38 PM janein29656519 Yes, we will remember at some point. This is why connecting your heart and soul is important. Doing the right things, being of service, feeding the 

hungry etc. kindness and finding Joy from within 🥰 forgive yourself and others 🙏

12/6/2019 8:46:21 PM mongrelglory That's pretty cool!

12/6/2019 8:46:29 PM yustein Also an Archangel is a high ranking Angel who serves God and the Divine. A higher ranking servant that is all. The reason of the rank is decided by ‘you 

know who’ and I personally don’t question that. You have free will and you can but you are asking the wrong person...

12/6/2019 8:48:31 PM mkues65 Yes, money laundering is a much bigger deal. Everyone who gave to the Foundation was laundering money. Federal crime

12/6/2019 8:51:07 PM roberta57948406 This is how our politicians and celebrities become blackmailed.

12/6/2019 8:51:29 PM toni_donahue no, clinton is not immune...everyone who Obama gave immunity/pardoned is published...and there is no secret list.

12/6/2019 8:52:20 PM toni_donahue we already know the IG report on the emails came out in 2017... we know she's not getting prosecuted.

12/6/2019 8:53:48 PM jvan125 Right?? PLUS I realized an important date in my past...

6/6/06 (3 6’s, 6+6+6=18=9 which covets all (3,6,9)

I miscarried early on in my first pregnancy and I believe that child’s (soul) purpose was to activate my awakening...if that’s even possible but I think it 

may be. ☺❤️🙏🏻

12/6/2019 8:57:21 PM jadejoy3 Geezers, I’m sorry for your loss.

12/6/2019 8:58:48 PM awakeandsing123 So sorry for your loss. God bless.

12/6/2019 8:58:55 PM ncfc3s93 According to the teachings of Hermes, we all are of the Source, so there would be no difference between him and yourself besides him being further 

along on his path. If this is indeed Hermes, then there are many Hermes walking the earth currently as i have came across many who

12/6/2019 9:00:01 PM ncfc3s93 claim to be Him. Anything is possible though. Thoth has more than enough intelligence to fragment himself into many souls. Is this against the Law? Is 

the other side playing fair? I have been lied to enough by those i trusted to teach me. How many Creators are there?

12/6/2019 9:00:22 PM stephenrobins9 Always felt we will never get told the truth (as part of the general public) when it comes to HRC and “their” past. Only snipits and bread crumbs. All 

they left us. Truth is, alphabet soup cleans up easily, I guess.

12/6/2019 9:00:37 PM yustein We do fight for the good and follow orders of God. Parts of all religions are modified by non human beings to confuse and divide humanity so they can 

rule unnoticed behind the scenes...

12/6/2019 9:00:45 PM son_revolution CF is the low-hanging fruit that has always been there for the taking—hundreds of violations. All WE THE PEOPLE need is for someone to arrest them.

12/6/2019 9:01:59 PM nschlange There is 1 Creator, and many creations, in my opinion.

12/6/2019 9:07:14 PM yustein Thoth, who is ME is an Archangel, I follow the Divine Plan and orders from God. There is One Supreme Creator of the all. All the fragments created in 

the image of S/HE are also creators on a smaller scale. Simple...

12/6/2019 9:08:09 PM yustein Again message over messenger. Your focus is on the wrong subject.

12/6/2019 9:08:09 PM ncfc3s93 Im not sure if you believe in the Simulation theory. The Creator of this simulation would be a Creation of another Creator. If you think avout yourself 

and a software designer, would you not consider yourself equals? The Creator of my soul is my Creator. Are you a player #23? #93

12/6/2019 9:09:25 PM ncfc3s93 Sorry for the typos.

12/6/2019 9:09:40 PM yustein I believe in God. Period...

12/6/2019 9:14:24 PM yustein Ah no there is only one Hermes, I would know. And no the Source is not you can compare to anything else. The Source is outside of this domain. And 

stop comparing all souls to each other, we are all equals.

12/6/2019 9:18:11 PM yustein I was who I was as always. Yes I have powers you don’t have but I’m not supposed to use the active ones in this form. That’s why the universe acts on 

my behalf to make things happen. Yes AAs exist beyond your perception and no only some of them are walking in human form.

12/6/2019 9:23:45 PM ncfc3s93 Are you not a God? Are we all not Gods? If we were created in what you are calling "God"s image? Hermes taught we all return to Source. So if we are 

all just a part of the All, wouldn't that make us all the Creator? #93



12/6/2019 9:25:02 PM lbf777 Why did you kill JFK MJ12?

 

Was it because he asked you to stop importing drugs into the US and reveal aliens to humanity?

 https://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/235401784 … https://archive.md/WkkWd 

12/6/2019 9:30:10 PM eman1292 Timing is everything man. pic.twitter.com/oDhZ6QUuBl

12/6/2019 9:30:23 PM norcocagrandma Why do they tell us about this junk?  Who cares?  They are decadent self indulgent bags of sewage.

12/6/2019 9:33:01 PM yustein We are all gods but not the One Supreme Creator. Completely different concepts. Yes and stop calling Hermes said this and that, I said that yes, we will 

return back to the Source. We have an eternity to play before that happens...

12/6/2019 9:36:25 PM fansblowing3 True

12/6/2019 9:40:20 PM rebornkingent Remember Robert Kraft? You’d be surprised at how these people are stupidly thrifty.

12/6/2019 9:40:29 PM mister_chard her crimes against children?

12/6/2019 9:42:14 PM ncfc3s93 Sorry thoth. I didn't mean to displease you. On a serious note, my main concern is for those who are in the Halls of Judgment. What of those who are in 

need and call upon you for help while you're here ince you can't exist in both places at once?

12/6/2019 9:43:53 PM lbf777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

They are the ones in charge of the alien stuff.

12/6/2019 9:46:06 PM freedanon17 How rapidly are we ascending? What signs will we see personally as consciousness changes indicating progress in Ascension? Also with DNA changes 

what physical changes will be noted? Eye color changes ? Cheers.

12/6/2019 9:47:36 PM jvan125 OMG!!! And I counted money today for something and the amount in the box was an EVEN $333!!! What is HAPPENING?!? 😂😂😂

12/6/2019 9:51:10 PM charles24677723  pic.twitter.com/ysG8HoU8ul

12/6/2019 9:55:20 PM crlord14 Doesn't hold a candle to Ben Hur.

12/6/2019 9:56:39 PM freedanon17 Your exchange brought me joy! Thank you for having the courage to be vulnerable. Thank you for sharing the beauty of yourself with us. I’m touched 

so very much. ❤️❤️✅ Cheering for you gentle soul! 👍🏽❤️

12/6/2019 9:59:35 PM crlord14 My wife and I just talked about this.  She was called to set a follow up with a Neurologist & I told her she better find out what they are going to charge 

her for the visit.  The same hospital charged us over $265,000 for a 2 day stay after surgery to remove a clot on her brain.

12/6/2019 10:11:45 PM justicetruthwa2 All the nay sayers couldn't even do a millionth of a percentage of the work patriots are doing so do us all a favour and keep your negative opinions to 

yourselves, thanks a lot ey

12/6/2019 10:13:31 PM drudge_gina It seems the control they once had to produce mass casualties is dwindling. I pray for all in harms way and those attempting to do harm to be stopped. 

Stay safe everyone.

12/6/2019 10:23:30 PM donnaeverywhere  pic.twitter.com/ujJrbPfT3B

12/6/2019 10:24:15 PM the_decency Eyes Wide Shut!

12/6/2019 10:36:59 PM miss_ampie Yep. Still want the World to know.

12/6/2019 10:37:00 PM t_hayden07 My pregnancy started my Awakening. I get it ❤️

12/6/2019 10:39:08 PM carolin15161363 She will be prosecuted for her heinous crimes, right?

12/6/2019 10:39:12 PM t_hayden07 Jpg on that photo pic.twitter.com/BqfcLVk13m

12/6/2019 10:39:49 PM t_hayden07  pic.twitter.com/YQmp699rfu

12/6/2019 11:06:58 PM carolin15161363 I didnt know prostitution was legal in Florida. 🙄

12/6/2019 11:10:54 PM azuremagus Eye's wide open, cameras I hope

12/6/2019 11:21:34 PM menarelapolenta MINCHIA!!!

Americans are really in the shit !! not that in Italy it is cleaner

12/6/2019 11:38:16 PM steveroye Might want took into getting a belly button window installed so you can see out more clearly. 👍

12/6/2019 11:39:14 PM enomai_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If we are 3d.

We look at 2d upon entertainment/orand/various reasons.

Movies e.g

So 3D views 2D as movie.

4D views 3d as movie, but can walk in it not flat or maybe still flat?

etc etc?

12/6/2019 11:41:45 PM enomai_ Possibly.

if they can view in their direction.

than we should be able to view as well. I guess this abilities lies within DNA and intent? From this perspective?

12/6/2019 11:45:50 PM newyorker66 I cant figure it out. I suck at these things.

12/6/2019 11:47:18 PM lori_dee1 I keep thinking that she will be prosecuted on something that is rock solid. Remember that Al Capone was known to be a mobster but because it was 

so messy to prove they ended up prosecuting him for tax evasion. The Clinton Foundation could be the vehicle that puts her away.

12/6/2019 11:48:59 PM klyhb75 #me2 pic.twitter.com/zjJA0K7dKp

12/6/2019 11:54:41 PM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/bW5z6SOUff

12/6/2019 11:58:49 PM mongrelglory I know!  It just seems like the e-mails would be so cut and dry if it weren't for the corrupt FBI and DOJ that were handling them. 🤨 Well, she's 

involved in enough crimes, they should be able to nail her for something!

12/7/2019 12:15:02 AM ncfc3s93 These girls look a little old for the elites

12/7/2019 12:16:29 AM deanna_danforth Thank you I am praying our world is healed.  Every living soul is giving hope, peace and is no longer living under any Slavery 🙏

12/7/2019 12:22:47 AM tray24u1 Got it. Thanks😀

12/7/2019 12:24:42 AM lori_dee1 She will face Lady Justice one day with no way out of persecution for her crimes against humanity.

12/7/2019 12:28:05 AM klyhb75 Ukraine transcript. 

Video: HRC Epstein 

Why do they care so much about a transcript?

12/7/2019 12:35:52 AM tessatea2 The truth will come out.

12/7/2019 12:43:25 AM oo1o110 Wouldn't be heaven without them, right?

12/7/2019 12:51:10 AM adsvel 9 "time" to Observe. 😊💖🙏 pic.twitter.com/xgO535ICnY

12/7/2019 12:53:12 AM burning2nd :) military operation

12/7/2019 12:55:40 AM adsvel 6 is getting full responsibility of our own deeds, words, thoughts.

12/7/2019 1:00:57 AM giampdisan This is extremely dangerous to our democracy....

12/7/2019 1:01:21 AM mcpatriot64 ??

12/7/2019 1:11:50 AM adsvel CF is Crime based on its ideology, but the most insane Crime is child trafficking, child sexual abuse, occult rituals killing children. I can afford ideology, 

but never Crimes against Children. Sorry.

12/7/2019 1:14:44 AM eyeswidecut Interesting lesson - did it stick with you? Also btw not very much different. Simply a few hooded figures covering a few sex acts. Here’s a comparison: 

https://decider.com/2015/01/30/eyes-wide-shut-censored-vs-uncensored-gallery/ …



12/7/2019 1:47:01 AM 3nmbrs Why bother commenting on a LARP?

Just forget this Q stuff.

Nothing to it.

I mean, what the odds of Q & anons being something real?

Slim to none?

Right?

In the mean-time, let us anons pretend it's all real, let us have our fun?

K?

#FakeNews keeps their nose into this Q stuff, why? pic.twitter.com/VPJn0M2PqI
12/7/2019 1:49:51 AM 3nmbrs Not for murder and no longer for sex crimes in many states.

Clinton Foundation is still an existing org and has been a treasonous, seditious org run by Clinton's and many DNC'ers, so none of that is anywhere near 

SOL.

12/7/2019 1:57:16 AM 3nmbrs #TheGreatAwakening has already been going on and yet? *You're still asleep.

 

Do you really not see all that's been going on?

You see it.

You just don't want to admit it.

Nobody escapes.

Nobody gets a deal.

MON, DEC 9th, 2019

It's going to be biblical.

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/c6uSuLBIpf
12/7/2019 2:10:48 AM dazeytoday I must’ve not been thinking straight at the time!  LOL

12/7/2019 2:18:20 AM jim62192 So emails mean nothing even when selling uranium to Iran beast system working as normal then.

12/7/2019 2:30:01 AM praest Hav u got proof ðr is a god? 

If so cud u ask him wot mī cat's nām is?

Too meni fāks, sharlatans, qaks, liars out ðer....

12/7/2019 2:33:56 AM whos2know1 Right?? I’m basically mathematically dyslexic. The #s get all jumbled in my head.   I’ve struggled my whole life with them. So, thanks for that LOL.

12/7/2019 2:36:11 AM hswcyd Trump cannot fight in all directions at the same time. Of cause trump has enough information to prosecute many of them.

12/7/2019 2:50:49 AM jvan125 ☺🙏🏻❤️

12/7/2019 3:26:58 AM toddlangwell The "MK" is implied, I guess...?

12/7/2019 3:28:35 AM zion_vibrations Let it go boomer

12/7/2019 3:34:49 AM kptheanon Hosted by "The Circle"? To announce their purchase of Snctm and vision for it I presume. 🤔 I Wonder who will be in attendance.

12/7/2019 3:36:08 AM olimyracle Seek Your Power

Seed Your Power

Seep Your Power

💞 pic.twitter.com/s6opkUbXVX

12/7/2019 3:38:00 AM mtr_epicwin77 It’s all the same ;) pic.twitter.com/XGgD3nTwW8

12/7/2019 4:04:07 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vile Beasts!!!

12/7/2019 4:05:18 AM state1union Thank you 🙏

12/7/2019 4:06:39 AM state1union Yep

12/7/2019 4:06:57 AM samsmith0319 🍿👀🍿

12/7/2019 4:06:59 AM mtr_epicwin77 I personally prefer the p-Funk interpretation of this - “free your mind, and your ass will follow” ;)

12/7/2019 4:09:39 AM mtr_epicwin77 Down they go https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8vZx7yF_a7M …

12/7/2019 4:13:07 AM rdeweese04 That may be want they want you to assume...

12/7/2019 4:16:55 AM stefanofait That's what they're patiently trying to do. Most of us are a bit on the slow side, though 😛😛😉

12/7/2019 4:20:02 AM mtr_epicwin77 We gave you the opportunity to walk away, and you refused. They will pay @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=M8EK6NLHgJ0 …

12/7/2019 4:20:58 AM tamravee They want Biden to implode - but we got the goods on "BLOOMBERGER" . Manchelle seems like their only rigged hope to " beat " DJT. Hence the third 

term they all projected for #PahnouBarack  ( Soebarkah) OBAMANATION pic.twitter.com/dHZBcNbaxn

12/7/2019 4:27:06 AM tamravee #BROWARDCOUNTYchildTRAFFICKERS  direct tie to #Ukrainegate child trafficking directly linked to #ClintonFoundation and #ObamaFoundation  and 

#MH370 owned by soros which is same 777 #MH17 SHOT DOWN IN >>>UKRAINE pic.twitter.com/qWDnqc8rhD

12/7/2019 4:27:11 AM mtr_epicwin77 They were given every opportunity to walk away, and they refused.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2019 4:31:40 AM tamravee They call it the beautiful side of evil.  Luring them in like sheep to the slaughter is easy . You can check in but you can't check out . It's addicting and get 

more EVIL in every level . Then it becomes a vampire blood lust . satan has them all enslaved. pic.twitter.com/pJhQNh4UDw

12/7/2019 4:33:30 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/O7CeYv3y3H

12/7/2019 4:45:01 AM mtr_epicwin77 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Your post there was pretty good but something bothered me.

“The child” referring to innocent life as a “thing” like a table or a chair. 

To be frank....

IT FUCKING PISSED ME OFF!!!!

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=XPT-zh1sk74 …
12/7/2019 4:49:05 AM mtr_epicwin77 Just like Kubrick said ;)

12/7/2019 4:49:52 AM mtr_epicwin77  pic.twitter.com/mbIIChKpnC

12/7/2019 4:54:47 AM mtr_epicwin77 Kevin Cullen sucks, those two idiots did load those pressure cookers with terrible things.

SCOTUS sucks for stopping the death penalty.

RED SHIELDS WILL PAY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2019 4:55:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if the classified secrets were Epstein secrets? Still classified? 44 explained it. Biden confirmed it the other night. "I've been around and everybody 

knows who I am." We know, Joe. We know.

12/7/2019 5:01:57 AM bbobbio71 Information is probably more damaging than the emails.



12/7/2019 5:03:34 AM powersawer Is Joe playing senile to escape justice? On some kind of withdrawal? Are you messing with his head? Panic? He is acting really weird.

12/7/2019 5:03:39 AM bbobbio71 This is just wrong. 

But can't help but think this has something to with energy🤔🤔 Based on past tweets.

12/7/2019 5:09:12 AM twilbert4 Agree. With all the EVIL out there I'm not worried about the emails anymore. They will nail her for Horrific crimes.

12/7/2019 5:12:10 AM mtr_epicwin77 .@RealSLokhova @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ZuZuQ5 @FLOTUS @prayingmedic 

They summoned the thunder! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=QZRLrGmoMdQ …

12/7/2019 5:14:20 AM _369311119 If Looking Glass, then Focus Groups are US.

No Malarkey.

12/7/2019 5:23:14 AM twilbert4 Plus, I'm sure her highest crimes will take care of all her EVIL! 🙏🌴🕯🇺🇸

12/7/2019 5:25:51 AM 11luv777 😳💥

12/7/2019 5:25:57 AM zuzuq5 Exactly💯 

Once u get in their head it’s already over...that’s why cowards like Chuck Adam & Nancy can never look at Pres Trump in the eye...[they] already lost🍿

12/7/2019 5:26:19 AM q34882 This is where they should raid the place & look for sex trafficked children

12/7/2019 5:30:24 AM drankpaul I’m still trying to understand the Q narrative. Q is a person or persons either in possession of future telling tech, or sent straight from the “other side” 

to drop hints via obscure website. And Trump is integral to saving us? Sounds delusional and a stretch.

12/7/2019 5:32:43 AM mtr_epicwin77 THEY ALWAYS LOSE @ZuZuQ5

❤️ ZuZu

12/7/2019 5:34:47 AM robertscharnbe4 The next thrill level in that direction must be killing and eating humans because they have the same value as pieces of meat. Even in the animal 

kingdom, to eat your own kind is not first on the menu if at all.

12/7/2019 5:34:55 AM drankpaul And don’t get me wrong, no msm here. Been researching different anomalous phenomenon my whole life and know how to find information. 

Whomever represents Q certainly has enough info to be tantalizing but it seems like more like... I don’t even know...fantasy mixed with truth.

12/7/2019 5:35:45 AM zuzuq5 Always 💯👍🏻❤️😘

12/7/2019 5:35:56 AM whos2know1 The emails she deleted, while a crime is nothing compared to what they have done to the world’s children!  That is where the punishment WILL lay.

12/7/2019 5:36:02 AM humanprimer The long game.  Human 3.0 vs. Human 3.0 SI.

12/7/2019 5:36:58 AM humanprimer At least they are all adults! Or are they?

12/7/2019 5:39:16 AM mtr_epicwin77 The f course - 9, perfectly divisible by three. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=91AzUkwiFyo …

12/7/2019 5:42:52 AM keith369me We have a Saudi terrorist, filming, where are the dancing Israelis?

12/7/2019 5:48:30 AM altimitwill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I didn’t know they created a video game based on your organization years ago. Very fascinating way to play a game.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Majestic_(video_game) …

12/7/2019 5:48:35 AM menopnyg Team mom!  My husband let my 9 year old son watch terminator and we didn’t speak for a week!

12/7/2019 5:50:14 AM burgersandra JE secrets?

Q: What exactly is in this that is bad enough to start wars with foreign powers?  

A: SAP-level programs detailing our operations in foreign countries. That is all I can say about that. Do not lose sight of the SAPs on HRC's server.

 https://zerodoubtzone.com/posts/Anonymous-FBI-Agent-Discloses-All-Part-2-71.html …

12/7/2019 5:53:52 AM ana98983334 Sort of.  Not really.  Not a party a ritual.  10 is a bit young?

12/7/2019 5:55:11 AM ttesla9 (1)People need to recognize that some things need to be watered down in order to be easier to swallow for regular people.. over the past two years 

we’ve seen a record number of politicians not seeking re-election,multiple company CEO resignations. 4 years ago...

12/7/2019 5:55:17 AM ana98983334 They've always been around.  Where is Peter Stringfellow Andy should have stuck to these bashes. Too much money.

12/7/2019 5:58:19 AM ana98983334 Trying too hard

12/7/2019 5:58:47 AM ttesla9 (2) child sex trafficking was not in majority of people’s minds or really even known to be existing on the levels we know today.  This is not a simple drug 

bust or take down..

12/7/2019 5:59:23 AM ttesla9 (3)this cabal has tentacles that reach deep world wide and if it was brought down all at once the world would pretty much cease to exist.

12/7/2019 6:02:32 AM njc31615432 Satanic ritual

12/7/2019 6:03:04 AM trollingmockin1 Obvious honey trap.  Awake

12/7/2019 6:11:02 AM zuzuq5 Love this scene🥰💯

12/7/2019 6:14:48 AM kevinpaz822 #SaturdayThoughts

12/7/2019 6:15:50 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/7/2019 6:19:41 AM winki00000001 What if Julian Assange was controlled opposition and we have been tricked since the beginning?

12/7/2019 6:35:21 AM ddobbie2 Clinton had her own ring going... https://youtu.be/aMcBPeErZvI 

12/7/2019 6:36:44 AM weediblue @Telford_Russian @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJenniferMac @Linda_Paris @LoveBling6 Does anyone have the link for Fields show, 

which had Dr Good Vibes thermography discussion? Or can anyone point me in that direction? I can't find it.

12/7/2019 6:39:00 AM michael81972 So HRC [CF] is/was the controller of JE...She had immunities, and that is why she has been free to this point...had to strip away immunity and build case 

from that point forward?

12/7/2019 6:44:25 AM yellahabibihela 🍯 pot

12/7/2019 6:50:51 AM gavinoruggiu Da far vedere nelle scuole (partendo dalle elementari fino ad arrivare all'università!); questo è il livello della libertà di stampa di quello che si ritiene il 

Paese più libero e democratico del mondo.

C'è da rabbrividire!

12/7/2019 6:59:05 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/IlFPesOiMf

12/7/2019 7:10:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have more than you know.

12/7/2019 7:12:38 AM yustein Oh shit we are being impregnated! 😂

12/7/2019 7:13:53 AM pragmatic_texan Eyes Wide Shut was a documentary. RIP Kubrick.

12/7/2019 7:14:01 AM blsdbe Nice!!! I hope this means We The People are getting closer to space travel!!! 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/12/06/rocket-lab-passed-key-milestone-to-recover-rockets-like-spacex.html …

12/7/2019 7:17:33 AM blsdbe @covertress 👀👀👀 pic.twitter.com/z2hD5K71eB

12/7/2019 7:17:47 AM ricca_19 @prayingmedic @LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx @elenochle @EyesOnQ @CoreysDigs @John_F_Kennnedy @RealG2daZ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@1ambecauseweare @StormIsUponUs @MADE__USA @Qanon76 @Qanon76 @QBlueSkyQ @JohnGrahamDick1 

https://twitter.com/Ricca_19/status/1203331546146578434 …

12/7/2019 7:17:47 AM prmd21801759 I still don't understand 🤯😱

12/7/2019 7:20:59 AM blsdbe No Malarkey...637 pic.twitter.com/AT3tmptW5a

12/7/2019 7:23:26 AM aprilbrown99 I saw one of these above my neighborhood a few years ago. I think several of my neighbors took photos. It was quite spectacular.

12/7/2019 7:28:02 AM aprilbrown99 “Punched thru the wall...”. Interesting statement to say the least.



12/7/2019 7:28:36 AM cosmic_engineer Pets are one density different. (2D) They are learning from us about self-awareness. Orange/Sacral to Yellow/Solar 

When they graduate, their next incarnation will be in a form like ours. (3D)

We are moving from Yellow to Green/Heart. Learning the lessons of unconditional 💚

12/7/2019 7:29:09 AM mtr_epicwin77 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SevenShepherd/status/1203335309187923970 …

12/7/2019 7:32:03 AM rotanliz We are waiting.

12/7/2019 7:35:13 AM westmount_d7 What is this electron? More info please 😘

12/7/2019 7:41:14 AM marthaaldridge1 I was thinking the same things!! I’ll give up the emails for the CF

12/7/2019 7:45:15 AM marthaaldridge1 But all of it would be wonderful

12/7/2019 7:55:26 AM tarynupmatrix Isn’t that from the SpaceX launch?

12/7/2019 8:00:30 AM evak93051546 Yup. Adjusting HIS junk; Michael Obama.

12/7/2019 8:03:38 AM state1union So your saying that SAP on Hilary’s server is going to stay hidden due to National Security yet every country gets to see it and use it against us? That’s 

not transparency

12/7/2019 8:05:43 AM justicetruthwa2 A lot of shit has already hit the fan and nay sayers are the ones who have done as YOU say "Jack Shit" so who are you to judge nothing happened? 

Educate yourself and until then KEEP SILENT

12/7/2019 8:06:33 AM djlok "After the September 11, 2001 attacks, EA paused the service because of the game's subject matter."

Very interesting.

12/7/2019 8:15:31 AM lizl58504 Oh wow😮❤️ I love the pic!

12/7/2019 8:22:38 AM bbobbio71 Have never seem anything like that

12/7/2019 8:24:15 AM bbobbio71 Always difficult to know what we don't know so that we can know.

12/7/2019 8:25:20 AM brianbrido97 “In times of war the truth is so valuable it must always be accompanied by a veil of deceit “

12/7/2019 8:27:06 AM robertrkimball Blood drive for vampires.

12/7/2019 8:42:43 AM atsaduk Do you support cod liver oil? Green pastures?

12/7/2019 8:49:40 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/mkM0QK3Srj

12/7/2019 8:49:57 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/Ljk578KHYb

12/7/2019 8:50:44 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/GjrJFrvA2W

12/7/2019 8:51:48 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:51:54 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/ArNLGvYFD0

12/7/2019 8:52:33 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:53:01 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/3f2sqEzW8B

12/7/2019 8:53:08 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:53:31 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:53:51 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:54:06 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. ->  https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:54:17 AM yustein This is for my dear friend Majic12 because he is in love with ALICE! Future proves past. -> https://youtu.be/0pqfeolj4ZY 

12/7/2019 8:54:26 AM nschlange Wait, you are Thoth?

12/7/2019 8:55:00 AM tamravee #TWA800   AND #RONBROWNSPLANE #RONBROWNSPLANEAND #JFKjrPLANE pic.twitter.com/l2bSsNmO0K

12/7/2019 8:56:43 AM yustein Catch up... Thoth Hermès Enoch Mercury Metatron Tesla Jim Morrison and many more...

12/7/2019 8:58:28 AM fulltimegonger Gives me chills.

12/7/2019 8:59:26 AM nea_storm Hence We may Resurrect (Ascend) Consciously from 3rd D Death to Life via the "construct infrastructure & utilization of the SSN": Everyone is 

operating under "presumption of death": Overcome "presumption of death" integrate Triune nature ReClaiming the existing Exempt Estate EIN 

pic.twitter.com/NjN5ONVV7X

12/7/2019 8:59:37 AM jesterjoker10 Drain the swamp!

12/7/2019 9:06:16 AM yustein They have already ascended...

12/7/2019 9:09:10 AM yustein My pleasure to serve. 😇

12/7/2019 9:11:33 AM yustein Right now 11 km per hour. First your nose is going to get longer, then your ears. What is your hurry wait and see😉

12/7/2019 9:13:55 AM teapartypathq BS #Clinton sent #Classified info on Private Server and all the info could be passed to enemy. Procedure on everything. I don’t care if it 1000 time and 

1000 years. No Clised Eyes because it’s so much. Many are in jail for all this it needs to be prosecuted to the fullest4Record

12/7/2019 9:14:12 AM iluv451 i want to know!

12/7/2019 9:15:08 AM iluv451 show us how to use the power of 3 6 9

12/7/2019 9:15:15 AM yustein No halls of judgement. Nobody is being judged. And I can be at many places at once. You are actually doing it right now just this version of you is not 

aware. Right now your higher dimensional self is smiling at you😇

12/7/2019 9:16:44 AM jay87sunny  pic.twitter.com/pqbVLTxnwT

12/7/2019 9:18:01 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @realDonaldTrump @senjudiciary @dbongino @seanhannity @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @RepMarkMeadows 

@GOPLeader @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @TiffanyATrump https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1203361902375641088 …

12/7/2019 9:18:41 AM yustein Oh my favorite dog!❤️

12/7/2019 9:19:15 AM nschlange I'm trying to "catch up". So you're saying you are all those beings? What are you doing on twitter? Btw I read the book of Enoch, it never called Enoch 

an arch angel and it said that the angels were in trouble for coming to him for help w/God.

12/7/2019 9:21:13 AM citizencitizenc Looks more like something running along the underside of the dome.

12/7/2019 9:21:47 AM yustein You read the redacted version I guess. Don’t worry movie will be better. I’m tired of saying watch my video Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-

arCo3V9HGM 

12/7/2019 9:23:39 AM 02joshuaradwan Right ?

12/7/2019 9:23:51 AM 02joshuaradwan ???

12/7/2019 9:24:07 AM rebornkingent The secrets classified was concerning child trafficking and pedophilia. Check the stories about how HRC killed an investigation to child porn being found 

on state department computers.

12/7/2019 9:29:25 AM yustein Evil is evil already know what it is. Souls are not judged unless they become evil then they are evil. Sin is normal. Knowingly sinning is evil. Karma is real 

souls judge themselves and experience the pain they caused so they learn. They are not forced.

12/7/2019 9:31:34 AM yustein Nancy you mean well dear I know but I cannot write a new bible for you tweet by tweet. You will remember these when you ascend.

12/7/2019 9:36:42 AM mongrelglory I had read somewhere that the CIA had given both the Clintons immunity from prosecution.  If the CIA and Mossad were working together for 

nefarious purposes, that would explain why #UnsealEpstein is so crucial to bringing these people to justice.

12/7/2019 9:38:15 AM wearediamonds2 I tried to revisit the comments thread here and find that Twitter decided to block all answers. So, I have no idea what this is even about.

12/7/2019 9:42:33 AM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1201327112231309312?s=21 …

12/7/2019 9:44:37 AM lightlove21121 Confirmed 😏

18:36

6:36 

 ♥️



12/7/2019 9:49:43 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What #hgh #stemcell product was imported into the US by him? Are there inconsistencies between states in lab requirements & 

oversight for processing biological material in the lab? What if its #Adrenochrome #Qanon #Qarmy #SaturdayThoughts https://lobelog.com/the-flimsy-

u-s-case-against-masoud-soleimani/ …

12/7/2019 9:52:13 AM mongrelglory Um... It looks like a giant sperm in the sky.  Just saying...

12/7/2019 10:08:38 AM qorvettem We are in Mother Earth after all ! 😆

12/7/2019 10:09:17 AM annsk1 #GoogleChrome #Adrenochrome pic.twitter.com/uZVjnbwI2k

12/7/2019 10:13:17 AM justicetruthwa2 Zionism is not Judaism, Huge differences, for 1 Babylon's influence corrupted the pure source.

You think you're all smart with your meme, I know what you are trying to say, Q said "Save for last, not mentioned once for a reason"

12/7/2019 10:17:11 AM laurie0558 They never give up....to the bitter end. pic.twitter.com/vdDVZHVN8b

12/7/2019 10:18:47 AM justicetruthwa2 I WILL RULE AND REIGN WITH YESHUA FOR ETERNITY, WHERE WILL YOU BE?

12/7/2019 10:28:50 AM scottba58314811 @yustein I think this is what you were getting at on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ScottBa58314811/status/1203342899741646848 …

12/7/2019 10:42:30 AM prmd21801759 Oh! It's still about unseal epstein. Then hrc will be prosecuted thru epstein.? Correct?

12/7/2019 10:42:39 AM prmd21801759 Thank you!!

12/7/2019 10:43:56 AM clhendershot LQVE You Too!

12/7/2019 10:45:14 AM gemma722smoking #MH370 and MH17 are not linked,

12/7/2019 11:05:12 AM tamravee SHUT UP YOU HAVE BEEN DEBUNKED . SAME PLANE OWNED BY SOROS MODIFIED AFTER REMOVAL OF those who had the discover of black matter . 

#CERN #OperationRapidTrident #FollowTgeTRIDENTsymbols

#MalaysianAirTrident

#BlackMatterLivesHandsUpTrident pic.twitter.com/akGNeqydwh

12/7/2019 11:06:44 AM gemma722smoking fantasist, why are you shouting,

12/7/2019 11:08:12 AM ncfc3s93 Ma'at uses her scales to judge. She places the deceased heart on one side of the scale, and her feather of truth on the other. If you pass, you go to 

heaven. Enoch was just in the Creators eyes. So just, he was taken to heaven without having to die. He was elevated to an

12/7/2019 11:08:17 AM tamravee #FieldMcConnell  gave out the plane ID numbers .

Owned by SOROS out of a company in BROWARD COUNTY Satanic CIRCLE OF NINE . remain BLIND IF YOU CHOOSE pic.twitter.com/N1vmzzRIK8

12/7/2019 11:09:57 AM ncfc3s93 Archangel. He is the scribe of the Gods. Once time is understood, its much easier. Enoch has been since the beginning. Through many lives

12/7/2019 11:10:07 AM tamravee As you remain blind , you protect the most evil beings on earth . This chils was ripped to shreds by this wold demon pic.twitter.com/JL5ckrNiBU

12/7/2019 11:10:21 AM farklew Is this a manifestation of the timelines intersecting you mentioned?

12/7/2019 11:11:14 AM gemma722smoking thanks Tamra,

12/7/2019 11:12:58 AM tamravee Twitter wants this silenced . Rules change January 2020

Wake up or be swept a2ay by lucifers nwo  LUNATICS pic.twitter.com/exvh2Ca6CR

12/7/2019 11:15:53 AM triple8studios_ LMAO every time I see this!  Let the heads ROLL! https://youtu.be/jJcEGJuFmxI?t=15 …

12/7/2019 11:21:44 AM mgray72531386 And according to the article, this years theme is centered around religion.  If I had to guess, Sodom and Gomorrah come to mind as well as Bohemian 

Grove.

12/7/2019 11:23:37 AM tamravee GOD BLESS EVERY EFFORT TO SEE BEHIND THE CURTAIN . Once God's sees us take that step a flood of truth comes at us . Buckle up its a wild ride . 

💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

12/7/2019 11:25:07 AM freedanon17 Because I had a “dream”- we were all on the beach relaxing. I knew something AMAZING was about to occur. I yelled ‘THIS IS IT!’ and a visible golden 

tsunami wave of light came in from the horizon SO FAST and enveloped is.We were in ECSTASY totally blissed. All eyes? ElectricBlue!

12/7/2019 11:25:43 AM tamravee Sorry , attacked by some God haters today . I forget that all caps may be interpreted as Yelling . 😁🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/IfQv78BQH9

12/7/2019 11:27:40 AM nschlange Thank you for your help, I really appreciate it.

12/7/2019 11:28:35 AM freedanon17 I’m just waiting for it to come true! It seemed more than real... like the antidote to the illusion. Everybody was laughing, weeping, dancing in the 

golden light. It was sheer bliss. I felt like I glimpsed future events 😊✅ hence the eye color question. 😊👁

12/7/2019 11:29:33 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @ROYALMRBADNEWS @chiefpolice2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @prayingmedic 

The POTUS probably GOT new INFO that the Demoncrats, DS, NWO AND CABAL.....have THEIR HANDS in the cookie 

jar!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

12/7/2019 11:30:09 AM digitallife11 FISA Surveillance Court Orders and Applications - Carter W. Page, A U.S. Person

Page 20👇👇👇👇

 https://vault.fbi.gov/d1-release/d1-release/view … pic.twitter.com/TqvJZuzyzX

12/7/2019 11:32:52 AM zekewatch317 You should have viewed Kevin Marsden's FACTUAL and EVIDENCE-based videos on McConnell and Hawkins many lies and fabrications

12/7/2019 11:33:31 AM ptr0t1 Is there veracity within Michael Salla's hypothesis re: (36-1)'s desire to disclose and subsequent 18(6+1)?

12/7/2019 11:34:27 AM zekewatch317 What about the Great Commission, Tamra?  How are you preaching the Gospel to every creature and bringing souls into the kingdom?  That's much 

more important than the nonsense you pursue & you will stand account for being a stumbling block.

12/7/2019 11:36:16 AM zekewatch317 She will argue with you to the death.   She's more concerned with being right than with souls dying and  going to hell because she refuses to fulfill the 

Great Commission. Kevin Marsden refuted McConnell and Hawkins many lies, fabrications and misrepresentations.

12/7/2019 11:39:23 AM tamravee Don't push for a response . They took the time to answer us about Field because y'all are CASTING SHADOWS ( of doubt) and Trump mentioned 

#FieldMcConnell as a warrior so sorry ! WRONG . pic.twitter.com/EggCq4aACj

12/7/2019 11:43:40 AM 92michael Lol! Yeah! I had lot of questions afterwards and it's these questions that ended up getting my dad in trouble. I kept asking about the masks, the naked 

people and illuminati.

12/7/2019 11:43:42 AM freedanon17 It’s biblical too that when things go beyond repair the Lord will intervene. Clearly He has if that timeline has been trashed. We have made it to a place 

where the age of peace, prosperity, and harmony are finally possible.

12/7/2019 11:54:53 AM kevingi46693568 Now that made ME cry.

12/7/2019 11:56:39 AM rebornkingent I’m assuming. Many many will be prosecuted for the foundation. It was a slush fund and blackmail trafficking pedo RICO establishment.  Think mafia 

except politicians and celebs.

12/7/2019 12:07:49 PM 432wps 👀👀👀🙏

12/7/2019 12:10:08 PM menopnyg That’s hilarious

12/7/2019 12:14:13 PM laurabusse I would be too

12/7/2019 12:14:33 PM laurabusse A bit!!!

12/7/2019 12:17:34 PM yustein Priority access for children and animals. Taken care of... they were first on my list. Now let’s talk about the rest...

12/7/2019 12:20:08 PM yustein Not human for sure. Possession is real. There are different types.

12/7/2019 12:20:14 PM laurabusse Is there evidence to support this other than a remarkable resemblance?

Julian assange is a dead ringer for John Trump the uncle of our president...

12/7/2019 12:20:30 PM yustein Don’t be sorry be happy and ascend...

12/7/2019 12:22:46 PM 92michael Well at the time it sure wasn't!!!

12/7/2019 12:24:37 PM 1972patriot Let's just say that it's an educated guess. https://youtu.be/izvPfH5RDVo 



12/7/2019 12:29:30 PM 1972patriot Donald Trump's uncle gained access to Nikola Tesla's time travel research when the latter passed away. Does that explain the uncanny resemblance to 

Assange? 🤔

12/7/2019 12:30:28 PM rebornkingent  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iathwwlfV9c …

12/7/2019 12:33:08 PM thetrollbar I'd like to know how many diseases we have that we don't know about.

12/7/2019 12:33:13 PM 02joshuaradwan That was a bomb that didn’t effect us

12/7/2019 12:33:16 PM laurabusse This needs to be a

T shirt

Bumper sticker

Coffee mug

Love it LOL

12/7/2019 12:36:06 PM ellenkoko @paulmuaddib61

12/7/2019 12:39:45 PM hurricane0073 Why was this hidden?

12/7/2019 12:42:20 PM janein29656519 When I meditate I see my eyes looking back at me, is this kinda what you’re describing?

12/7/2019 12:43:21 PM mamiemcclure17 😅

12/7/2019 12:48:44 PM rghardy3 Launch Complex - 1

LOC

SSP ?

12/7/2019 12:49:58 PM laurabusse Fair enough!

12/7/2019 12:50:21 PM laurabusse Could be!

12/7/2019 12:51:14 PM laurabusse Don't see how it could...

But I suppose anything is possible

12/7/2019 12:51:37 PM yustein You don’t consider children human?

12/7/2019 12:53:18 PM yustein True. They are also part of Gaia, Earth’s soul. Since she has ascended all the animal souls did as well. That is the way of things. You all will 

remember...😇

12/7/2019 12:59:32 PM yustein True. Self first. That is not being selfish. You are responsible only for yourself, everyone is. Then when you take of yourself start helping others. Helping 

all is my team’s job which some of you are on. But I need you awake first...

12/7/2019 1:01:32 PM truthseeker273 My twins stopped moving for 4-5 days following every ultrasound. It would scare me into a panic.

12/7/2019 1:01:56 PM maumick3 We will see

12/7/2019 1:02:56 PM yustein Both. Quite simple, be a good person. Protect the weak and the children, feed the hungry, help each other. Seek the truth, study and learn then 

ascend. Not difficult right? Ok I will add to the list subscribe to my YT channel! 😇

12/7/2019 1:05:31 PM yustein It is not monetized by the way. A smart pants asked this yesterday. I’m not selling anything, God’s information is free for all. YT can still show ads 

without providing money to you because they might detect copyrighted content in your videos and the ad revenue goes to others...

12/7/2019 1:06:39 PM truthseeker273 Love it. ❤️. I love playing with frequencies.

12/7/2019 1:07:32 PM iam80884 This is just how I feel the devil raped the Christians as Christians to bomb Christians from America to Japan we know Pearl Harbor was a subterfuge 

type or a false flag type event. These are my views.  https://t.co/KamlA4lpHF  https://twitter.com/ameyereally8/status/1203420238890622977?s=21 …

12/7/2019 1:09:08 PM yustein Humans and their need to categorize... I’m not any-ist. Just a simple Archangel serving God and humanity. I’m telling you the truth, message over 

messenger. You have free will but choose wisely...

12/7/2019 1:11:44 PM klyhb75 How about we all start going with our gut instead of questioning ourselves because "big brother " told us how we need to think 😏

12/7/2019 1:12:50 PM diana_hilber They involve children.

12/7/2019 1:16:19 PM fansblowing3 Elon Musk?

12/7/2019 1:17:04 PM dazeytoday Thank you. I can’t tell you how full my heart feels when I reread this thread. Full of love, hope and joy.  After feeling so lost for so long, I am at peace 

with the world.

12/7/2019 1:17:53 PM fansblowing3 🧐

12/7/2019 1:19:29 PM fansblowing3 Cloaked ship exiting a wormhole?

12/7/2019 1:20:01 PM yustein And the world is a better place when you are at peace. Have a joyful ascension dear one. 😇

12/7/2019 1:22:18 PM yustein God works in mysterious ways and not required to follow a rule book or explain His actions... You will remember when you ascend.

12/7/2019 1:25:28 PM lmills0831 Put Haitian kids in Evergreen containers/shipped to traffic.

There's torturing to produce adrenochrome, which they drink. Video of little girl,arms bound, face removed was online, supposedly HRC/Huma danced 

around with her face on theirs. I saw photo of girl, horrific,horrific.😭

12/7/2019 1:25:36 PM deannagg Bill Maher

12/7/2019 1:25:50 PM yustein Still? Really? I believe you are sensing the event that is coming which is ascension. I will check with the stage coordinator to see if everyone will be 

wearing blue contacts... Seriously I’m sure you are feeling the energies of the approaching event.

12/7/2019 1:26:30 PM yustein My pleasure to serve 😇

12/7/2019 1:29:07 PM yustein Ma’at still like to meddle in the kitchen but leaves a mess behind for me to clean. Fierce judge though, needs to be more forgiving. She is learning... 😉

12/7/2019 1:31:07 PM fansblowing3 Nothing surprising pic.twitter.com/yVsnlxq2h3

12/7/2019 1:32:31 PM yustein And I couldn’t believe that some pay to churches to get their sins forgiven. Is that really so? If that’s the case they should all ask for a refund! So funny 

these humans! 😇

12/7/2019 1:41:11 PM yustein I met Howard once at the Playboy mansion. Fun guy. Rod Steward was there too. He sings better.😉 and nothing crazy happened, everyone had their 

clothes on, nobody got drunk. Just a fine evening. Can’t remember the exact year but it must be 1999, wow 20 years has passed...

12/7/2019 1:43:04 PM nschlange Is Ma'at AA Gabriel? Or no?

12/7/2019 1:44:01 PM hisglory14 His Shekinah Glory is golden as you describe, also people who have seen Yeshua/Jesus, some describe His Eyes as blue, what they are seeing is the 

reflection of Revelation. I definitely call your dream a prophetic dream from God, you are very blessed!

12/7/2019 1:44:20 PM yustein I was driving from Alabama to Chicago. On my way I’ve seen huge billboards saying ‘give us your house, give us your boat!’ I stopped to check what the 

heck were they. Church ads on the highway. Nice gig. Now you understand why they designed religions to control masses. Money dear

12/7/2019 1:45:36 PM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/iciEc27yKw

12/7/2019 1:47:58 PM yustein No no no... Ma’at is an Angel but not an AA. She is a protector, a warrior woman like Amazons or Valkyries.

12/7/2019 1:49:07 PM yustein It is in my profile, you are definitely being lazy. Here is a shortcut to it http://aametatron.com 

12/7/2019 1:49:34 PM iam80884 #WITCH #Occult #WILL #LOSE #u1 is more than a loss it’s the fate of the world >> #SymbolismWillBeThereDownfall. What is Nancy Pelosi talking back 

her wrist triggering the ritual and creating a sacrifice who will die from her spells who will be tricked pic.twitter.com/BbnC5mKLYA

12/7/2019 1:50:20 PM yustein By the way what am I doing in Twitter! Bye!

12/7/2019 1:51:38 PM yustein If you have watched my movie how come you don’t know the YouTube channel? 😉

12/7/2019 1:56:11 PM lipenstein1 You speak like you know.  But, I know you don’t know. 

Why fake it?



12/7/2019 1:57:52 PM fansblowing3 Obama gave Clinton and Biden, etc.  pardons.  Then classified it all.  They would need to have committed crimes after the pardon to be prosecuted.  

Can Obama’s classification be removed by Trump?  🧐

12/7/2019 1:58:36 PM yustein Let’s hope we don’t meet the daddy! Considering the dimensions...

12/7/2019 2:01:14 PM yustein I said you are being lazy not lying... they are very different. And lying to an AA would be not wise not because of me because of karma. It doesn’t affect 

me.

12/7/2019 2:05:39 PM yustein YouTube and it’s parent Google as well as Twitter hide my accounts. They don’t like me for some reason. But I heard they love Saturn ️... strange... any 

other metatrons you find have nothing to do with me. Too many fake channeling. Also too much on purpose dis-information.

12/7/2019 2:06:25 PM yustein Ok I’m off Twitter now, I have other things to do. Good night bye! 😇

12/7/2019 2:12:12 PM hoffman11my The foundation was the recipient of all the cash and she's a name director so she is implicated.

12/7/2019 2:12:15 PM miktusmichele 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/7/2019 2:18:04 PM 1972patriot We can't get any further from the truth, so just as well.

12/7/2019 2:20:58 PM freedanon17 Thank you ! I’ve had ‘dreams’ since childhood. Ones with this quality have always come ‘true.’ I’m anxiously awaiting His return and that golden light 

was heaven on earth! Soon! ❤️And we will ALL be dancing in that blessing! ❤️

12/7/2019 2:34:42 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/WKzC5fg1wp

12/7/2019 2:39:06 PM laurabusse It's stunning

I never get tired of seeing it!

12/7/2019 2:40:35 PM itsgreat2tweet "If you only knew the magnificence of the numbers  3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to the universe" - Nikola Tesla

12/7/2019 2:41:33 PM laurabusse Agree!

If more Christians thought that way

The world would be a better place

Especially the Christian world...

12/7/2019 2:55:37 PM beesandhoney123 Dont Do it. Ultrasound even when you cant hear it is around 120db imagine yourself get blasted by speakers with 120db thats as loud as an starting 

fighter jet - and now imagine doing that to a small being inside the womb

12/7/2019 2:57:08 PM beesandhoney123 Thats not "oh Look how cute he/she moves" its "Look it tries to escape that freaking loud noise but cant"

12/7/2019 3:11:11 PM thanqtrump1 🤮

12/7/2019 3:13:45 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

video explains zero point (free)energy

the power of 3 6 9 

at 26:20 it says

the #Illuminati #Reptilian & gov stole it from Tesla

says any scientist not in line is silenced

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8wNCMG8hgoM …

#QAnon
12/7/2019 3:16:30 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/VTwTWu0bKj

12/7/2019 3:18:09 PM michael81972 I come up with 33336666Q using date time and post number

12/7/2019 3:24:08 PM johnmic25959174 So basically the Source created a Conscious Universe with all the Necessary material to create Life however left the Universe to its own will to create 

Life however it saw fit. And Define Sacred Geometry??

12/7/2019 3:28:13 PM hisglory14 Yes it will happen, once I was kinda frustrated and looked up to God asking how? What am I supposed to do with all these dreams, visions You have 

given me?  Very clearly He said "Pray Them into Existence" !  Yes we have a lifetime of them to pray over, it's Glorious!

12/7/2019 3:32:27 PM tillie71120939 This video tells us about #clones how they work and about the AI computer called the Red Queen under Denver airport

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=S6fCO_5Ky88 …

At approximately 14:20

#RedQueen #AI

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @kabamur_taygeta

12/7/2019 3:37:02 PM denises14017856 wow

you know this is real life.

only real life is even more depraved.

12/7/2019 3:38:10 PM enomai_ It's all mass marketed.

What a shame

12/7/2019 3:43:31 PM n7guardiananon there are articles saying that the Roman's made up the idea of Jesus to control the jews but it backfired...that's the rumor

12/7/2019 3:44:42 PM johnmic25959174 So basically there can only exist 1 of you within a timeline. However there are Multiple different timelines but there still can only be 1 of you in each of 

those timelines. Sorta like when our physical self stands between two Mirrors and we see Infinite images of ourself.

12/7/2019 3:46:00 PM enomai_ I do not know, I would say easy to plan to shield the real glory. And, it probably did backfire.

Jesus was real DNA of this God of All.

12/7/2019 3:53:21 PM kindeandtrue Sorcha Faal claims the MOSSAD investment group "The Circle" took over this operation from the CIA. 

Question: Did Pompeo and Haspel negotiate the transfer pf SNCTUM from the CIA to the Israeli's?

 http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index3062.htm 

12/7/2019 3:54:07 PM nzstill no theres heaps of evidence of Jesus . many documents talk of him

12/7/2019 3:55:23 PM nzstill weird you say that but i swear me and the wife knew the exact second that she was pregnant ie that actual encounter we knew .happened with all 3 

kids

12/7/2019 3:59:17 PM laurabusse Well there are books documenting Jesus' travels to India

Makes sense to me

Too long to explain here

Need long thread

But I've also read reasonable stuff that he was made up by the Romans

Fascinating and would need a long thread too

Honestly I really don't think it matters...
12/7/2019 4:10:13 PM barrettwiedemen The celestial sperm chooses who will stay and who will go!

12/7/2019 4:15:51 PM 92michael Well it the Blu-ray version and it had over 20 minutes of extra stuff.

12/7/2019 4:46:16 PM mlhcromwell16 Thank you!!

12/7/2019 4:51:25 PM jaded_pearl Wasn't Uranium 1 & Bengahzi on the servers as well?

12/7/2019 5:10:32 PM yustein Come on people do some research... the answer to your question is actually hidden in the first part of your message. I won’t say more. With some 

effort you can figure it out.

12/7/2019 5:12:58 PM yustein Nancy I will leave you to your own for a while. I have other people to help as well. Do some research please, you can figure out many things on your 

own. I’ve told all the necessary information to be used at this moment.

12/7/2019 5:17:49 PM folly1441 poor sops grew up with sexual abuse... what else do they know ?

they're not normal



12/7/2019 5:18:49 PM yustein You got it wrong Nancy. I have given you all the information you need. Good luck.

12/7/2019 5:37:13 PM exsjwtruther @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2019 5:52:13 PM martyrytlewski like the women rumored to be from California? I forgot ,what group of warriors did they eventually bread with?

12/7/2019 5:54:27 PM zion_vibrations Who’s the one with their head in their ass?! Wake up, boomer.. nothing is going to happen. These ppl are protected by the very system that gave them 

power in the first place.

12/7/2019 6:02:20 PM yeshua_daughter Amen Amen 🙏 ✝️🙏

12/7/2019 6:02:24 PM sterkinglights1 Just before 9/11.

12/7/2019 6:04:55 PM sterkinglights1 A sequel...?

12/7/2019 6:13:52 PM djlok Were they providing disclosure through the video game?  And then they shut it down because of 9/11?  Good Lord, it's like a simulation in a simulation.  

 Who the hell can keep up anymore?

12/7/2019 6:28:42 PM eyeswidecut Comprehensive list of versions  https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0120663/alternateversions?ref_=ho_web … there is not a 20 min longer version to my 

knowledge. But if you can point me to it I would LOVE to see it!!!!

12/7/2019 6:49:55 PM n7guardiananon come across the same also

12/7/2019 7:04:27 PM nikoscali I remember the Majestic game well. It was truly revolutionary for it's time. Right before it shut down the "protagonists" had found an alien artifact 

within Bell rock in Sedona, AZ that reacted to stimulation with sound waves.

12/7/2019 7:16:41 PM 084lee A good place to start https://qmap.pub/ 

12/7/2019 7:22:39 PM ghost_of_billy_ I've thought about that scenario, their anger is genuine.

12/7/2019 7:22:45 PM realeyethespy 👁

12/7/2019 7:26:26 PM decodematrix What was necessary?

12/7/2019 7:35:55 PM oakleysuburbs 🤣

12/7/2019 7:44:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alice in Wonderland

Think Epstein

Think Hannity > TB

Think Honeypot

You have more than you know.

Enjoy the show...

12/7/2019 7:45:57 PM trumps_all TB???

12/7/2019 7:46:05 PM cledrordfishing Who or what is TB?

12/7/2019 7:47:25 PM girlawakeinca @threadreaderapp please unroll this majestic thread 💫🙌

12/7/2019 7:47:41 PM state1union Wonderland is SA-or where the children are. What is TB?

12/7/2019 7:50:20 PM turnbolt11 No idea

12/7/2019 7:51:07 PM jlundr What does TB stand for?

12/7/2019 7:51:29 PM texasislander61 Just a wild guess...Turner Broadcasting

12/7/2019 7:52:14 PM saraashcraft A. Wintour Walkin VVUnderland

12/7/2019 7:53:09 PM freedanon17 Amen friend 🙏🏽 !!

12/7/2019 7:53:47 PM state1union I here a Bingo

12/7/2019 7:54:25 PM americanpetal Idk...Tom Brady? lol Giselle leads to Victoria’s Secrets which was set up Wexner as online catalog to use models to blackmail...Wexner and Epstein 

Mossad tying back to Israel...saving for last. Idk

12/7/2019 7:56:34 PM jazzbear09 What/Who is "TB"?

12/7/2019 7:59:28 PM light_patriot Tammy Bruce

12/7/2019 8:01:45 PM keith369me These people are sick and all connected!!!    https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10505670/jeffrey-epstein-harvey-weinstein-princess-beatrice-birthday/ …

12/7/2019 8:05:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Carefully listen toward the end.

What was revealed?

Will 45 allow a terror attack to go unnoticed?

We already know who is responsible.

Soon...

Enjoy the show!

PS What unique quality do they share with [CF] that's legal there?

America is evil? https://youtu.be/_am_axh_WtU 
12/7/2019 8:05:13 PM americanpetal Tammy Bruce

12/7/2019 8:05:50 PM jvan125 #BloodyWonderland

12/7/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shocking photo shows paedo Jeffrey Epstein, Harvey Weinstein & ‘pimp’ Ghislaine Maxwell at Beatrice’s 18th birthday bash – The Sun 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10505670/jeffrey-epstein-harvey-weinstein-princess-beatrice-birthday/ …

12/7/2019 8:09:41 PM kindeandtrue Your thoughts on this perfidious statement by POTUS, MJ12? Why does the President of the United States think he must get Americans to love Israel 

more? https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1203497526059515904 …

12/7/2019 8:09:54 PM lavenderlives Note the factual non emotional strong response we deserve from a leader !

Love the suit and tie ! @RepMattGaetz

12/7/2019 8:10:18 PM lbf777 Israel has blackmail on him.

12/7/2019 8:10:38 PM realeyethespy ETS🎫

12/7/2019 8:11:48 PM aaronj34633889 I JUST WATCHED THIS VIDEO. My view of on the Q Movement and se thing very very differently.

I HAVE HELL OF A LOT OF RESPECT FOR MY UNCLE NOW. I may not like him but I do respect him for the NASA scientist he is.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I understand more

Thanks

 https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 
12/7/2019 8:13:25 PM mikejjustice1 A lot of Blackmail Happening Right Now🇺🇸

12/7/2019 8:13:43 PM qzillian2 This is a good one as well...

Check out Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

12/7/2019 8:13:47 PM rebornkingent Bloody wonderland

12/7/2019 8:14:18 PM barbsays300 What is V/JK, I can’t see that answer I must be blocked?  🤷🏼♀️

12/7/2019 8:16:02 PM louisblaineand1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/7/2019 8:16:54 PM jennysue62 Really good interview...very interesting and informative

12/7/2019 8:17:35 PM sblockedagain Wearing that Trident 🤬🤯🤬.....he better be dead.

12/7/2019 8:19:16 PM havok752011 Why is that child molester in a Navy uniform?

12/7/2019 8:19:43 PM rachaelangelm Jeff was in the Military?

12/7/2019 8:19:46 PM aaronj34633889 I now understand better how Q works. The video I shared from, Where Go One We Go All on YouTube 3 days ago. From the little slips of My uncle (who 

worked for NASA.) Are my proofs. And this proves Jesus Christ and God exists. Eyes wide open. Thanks

12/7/2019 8:20:47 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, I can see your tweets come thru but when I go to your account, they don’t show up in your stream for some reason. I had to go to @Michael81972 

account to see if he liked or retweeted them.  I can’t see anything you have posted since the “jelly fish sperm in the sky”. 🥴😁🥴

12/7/2019 8:24:47 PM americanpetal 😊💫✔



12/7/2019 8:25:12 PM jazzbear09 Yes! I think you could be right.  I just saw her last night on Hannity.

12/7/2019 8:25:40 PM contenthonest Funny how we got to see how messed up Weinstein was the other day.  Putting the bug in people's ears.!!

12/7/2019 8:26:15 PM hawkgirlinmn A review of: Privileged, connected, royal, insular Saudi students....🤨

12/7/2019 8:26:16 PM wickedmouse369 Ready for the next step.

12/7/2019 8:26:20 PM ladypatriot26 @missbdevine01

12/7/2019 8:27:50 PM bbobbio71 I've been hearing we have more than  we know for 3 yrs

12/7/2019 8:29:33 PM jazzbear09 Tammy Bruce was on Hannity last night.

Where you see sex scandals,  you find Hillary.

Epstein >Hillary. Weinstein >Hillary. Haiti >Hillary. HILLARY IS THE APEX.

HILLARY IS THE AXIS OF EVIL.

12/7/2019 8:29:38 PM americanpetal Contributor names cannot be made public ...hides identity of donors

12/7/2019 8:29:54 PM hawkgirlinmn Is there a European MJ12 member? “Paedo.” 🤨

12/7/2019 8:30:49 PM twatta1717 Picture paints a thousand words...Speechless right now.

12/7/2019 8:31:57 PM tillie71120939 Anytime! Cosmic Agency is a great channel as well as Naughty Beaver if you follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 at all he has been trying to get people to look 

into the power of 3 6 9 for months!

12/7/2019 8:32:47 PM gwendajean9 Israel has blackmail on who?

12/7/2019 8:33:25 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1203524446973235200 …

12/7/2019 8:42:29 PM dontask97215849 I'm wondering too. Let me know if you figure it out 😄

12/7/2019 8:42:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly Wow, what a fascinating game! I found an old video trailer of it here: https://youtu.be/PcTDMYq3xCw 

12/7/2019 8:47:20 PM mongrelglory "We need to make sure there are no local or geo-political barriers to finding out who's responsible".

  "Many of these Saudi students are from privileged families, including members of the Saudi Royal family".

12/7/2019 8:48:17 PM mongrelglory Twitter was fighting to not let me post a reply! 🤨

12/7/2019 8:49:10 PM keith369me It was Prince Andrew’s party.  Kind of like Prince Harry wearing this uniform in plain sight. https://images.app.goo.gl/smg6q1nkggNS4UAs5 …

12/7/2019 8:49:56 PM keith369me Copied the British headline

12/7/2019 8:49:57 PM gl0ryhallelujah At this moment I’m shocked only by what he is wearing. Everything else is no surprise

12/7/2019 8:50:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly I think it means that there is more open source information about the Majestic 12 than people realise, in this case.

The Q post you mention (#178?) was on 4chan when there were much fewer people analysing Q's posts. Most of the posts were junk posts. You can 

read the old bread

12/7/2019 8:50:23 PM sparkleloung A unique quality that is legal where, SA?

12/7/2019 8:50:48 PM mongrelglory Will Ghislaine see any jail time, or is she "immune" from prosecution?  British citizen, working for Mossad...will the Brits charge her with anything?

12/7/2019 8:51:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/150392746/#150395774 …

12/7/2019 8:51:48 PM jvan125 MJ I just watched about 50 RTs disappear from your tweet. Not sure what that was all about... #Kidding #JackIsWhack

12/7/2019 8:52:20 PM mongrelglory The Royal offspring are not particularly bright...😒

12/7/2019 8:53:52 PM mongrelglory "We need to make sure there are no local or geo-political barriers to finding out who's responsible".

  "Many of these Saudi students are from privileged families, including members of the Saudi Royal family".

  Alice in Wonderland! 👀

12/7/2019 8:54:47 PM mongrelglory Pedophilia and "child marriage" is legal in Saudi Arabia.

12/7/2019 8:54:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly You can tell the video is old because of its more square aspect ratio. Older videos used that

12/7/2019 8:55:08 PM marcosboomer Maybe we should invade Iraq again. (Sarcasm)

12/7/2019 8:55:42 PM mongrelglory Child "marriages" are legal in Saudi Arabia.

12/7/2019 8:56:57 PM mongrelglory Wow!  Twitter keeps removing my replies to this tweet!

12/7/2019 9:01:18 PM sarah48538695  https://twitter.com/John_F_Kennnedy/status/1203434053485158402 …

12/7/2019 9:02:20 PM mongrelglory I'm seeing the same thing in regards to replies to MJ-12's tweet.  Some really weird algorithm is hiding my replies, except for on my time-line.

12/7/2019 9:02:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/lg1oh0Dslb

12/7/2019 9:03:19 PM aprilbrown99 Says your replies have been deleted.

12/7/2019 9:05:01 PM aprilbrown99 Here are the last tweets I am seeing. pic.twitter.com/ib9bE2jJP8

12/7/2019 9:07:30 PM magaman333 Pain is coming. #DeepStateCorruption

12/7/2019 9:09:26 PM state1union Don’t go to Baptist Hopital to give your BLOOD and other sites to give your blood too. FYI these diplomat Royals have immunity that’s why we’re pissed 

😡

12/7/2019 9:09:56 PM thegreatawake15 First off, why is Pedo wearing that uniform. Second, what is with the mask. https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10505670/jeffrey-epstein-harvey-

weinstein-princess-beatrice-birthday/ …

12/7/2019 9:14:08 PM gingercash777 Royalty hangs out with this type & they knight them as well. They are famous for giving titles to these people. This has been going on for generations, 

perhaps since the beginning of time. Putting someone on a throne to rule & worship is the recipe for corruption.

12/7/2019 9:16:31 PM patriotswegoall America's not the enemy.

The real enemy is in hiding.

12/7/2019 9:17:36 PM snotwistr Tammy Bruce

12/7/2019 9:20:13 PM aprilbrown99 Some sort of new algorithm. SUCKS!  Happening to other tweets as well. Heavier shadow banning.

12/7/2019 9:20:29 PM mongrelglory WTF!

12/7/2019 9:21:42 PM aprilbrown99 I have tried responding to other tweets from different accounts, heavy shadow banning taking place. Some of mine go straight to draft.

12/7/2019 9:33:37 PM gingercash777 Royalty hangs out with this type & they knight them as well. They are famous for giving titles to these people. This has been going on for generations, 

perhaps since the beginning of time. Putting someone on a throne to rule & worship is the recipe for corruption.

12/7/2019 9:39:46 PM lbf777 Trump.



12/7/2019 9:42:43 PM mlancejs Alice = Hillary

Saudi Arabia is the "BLOODY" WONDERLAND

Alice "&" Wonderland

Muslim Brotherhood and Mossad are white rabbits.

Is Epstein an agent for Mossad?

SA Honeypot.

Think immigration> Wall >MS-13

Enemies from within.

America for sale?
12/7/2019 9:44:20 PM karrruss I'm not seeing this tweet on your timeline.

Bizarre.

12/7/2019 9:47:53 PM mlancejs Obama pallets of cash to Iran (Billions)

Obama > Iran > SA private bank accounts

HONEYPOT?

Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't officials?

What does SA obtain in exchange for payment?
12/7/2019 9:50:40 PM mlancejs How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16?

HRC lost.

Loss of access/power/control

Define cash laundering.

12/7/2019 9:51:58 PM anbezedua Friend says this photo is fake 

observe the back lighting is different for each character 

Staging pic.twitter.com/PW6Cr5Cxba

12/7/2019 9:53:54 PM rghardy3 Something Big needs to happen before Christmas.

Just Saying.

12/7/2019 9:55:13 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Asguard?   https://www.foxnews.com/science/pyramid-shaped-427-foot-asteroid-set-to-whiz-past-

earth?fbclid=IwAR2t8UNfrM8THHGVf3YwFG9DcmxNNMuP4W9_xie9Mz6A2V0GYpFHxuzWrr4 …

12/7/2019 9:56:32 PM rghardy3 If we don't know it, then how can we use it ?

12/7/2019 10:03:30 PM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/KZL0ITIYnu

12/7/2019 10:04:43 PM mlancejs Saudi Arabia = BLOODY WONDERLAND

HONEYPOT

PAY FOR PLAY

AMERICA FOR SALE

DEFINE CASH LAUNDERING

OBAMA PALLETS TO IRAN > SA > CF 

LOVE OF MONEY/EVIL/POWER/CONTROL
12/7/2019 10:09:41 PM jazzbear09 Saudis Training@ US BASE in Pensacola FL. WHY?

That is SOME DEAL THAT HILLARY SET UP FOR $.

Saudi M uzlim Shot>killed/injured Americans.

9/11 TERRORISTS TRAINED in Florida to take off, but not how to land.WHY ARE TERRORISTS TRAINING IN FL Again?@ US BASE?

Saudis FILMED THE ATTACK

12/7/2019 10:10:02 PM mongrelglory Asgard. 😎

12/7/2019 10:32:57 PM q_patchouli No this is correct. Creator is one supreme creator. He created everything and we all are his children. We are all powerful. We volunteered to come 

here. And we are acending back home. Creator has a different Jesus for ea planet. 

You should find your light and begin to remember

12/7/2019 10:35:32 PM q_patchouli Figures we would be last. Please help us stop satanists. They are msking me weary.

12/7/2019 10:40:28 PM wwg1wga93583681 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 never misses your feed either looks like

JE's head almost looks shooped in

and look at his hand?  does dude even have bones?  did not knew he had a hand like that

12/7/2019 10:46:45 PM iknow04042015 Is 44 a US citizen? If not are the pardons legitimate? Catch and release could be reason for no public knowledge. H would not have been eligible to be 

Pres (even if she did win.)Who knows maybe 45 is in same boat. All cooperating in worldwide operation.

12/7/2019 10:46:48 PM q_patchouli Praise the Light. Preach it Metatron. Still they sleep. Even the awake ones are still asleep. It seems only about 144,000 know the whole truth. Even the 

ufo peeps dont get the Light. Why? Why dont they get that ifdark is real...Light is real? I'm praying my light will teach them

12/7/2019 10:46:55 PM curseca I felt the same, I called it a twinge at the time, but it also could have been described as a spark. I felt it twice with my twins.

12/7/2019 10:47:44 PM crisco2377 Because the TRUE battle starts ages ago with Babylonians (currently Sabbatean/Frankists)! Go learn about this CULT/CABAL and see what you think 

afterward! Btw...House of Saud are Sabbateans!!

12/7/2019 10:47:45 PM q_patchouli You are not the same as them. They are nothing now. You are everything to Creator.

12/7/2019 10:48:55 PM q_patchouli Go to you tube and watch Metatron Archangel 'Secret of Secrets and then you will know

12/7/2019 10:49:23 PM jrocktigers "Shocking".....

12/7/2019 10:49:23 PM q_patchouli Me too

12/7/2019 10:51:21 PM crisco2377 Yep, just lost ALL of my past bell notifications!!

12/7/2019 10:52:15 PM q_patchouli And Amen

12/7/2019 10:54:17 PM q_patchouli They are lizards from the dark



12/7/2019 10:55:59 PM q_patchouli I think so. I give my life to save trafficked children. Im currently house mom to rescued previously trafficked young girls.

12/7/2019 11:02:45 PM state1union IS-BEings

12/7/2019 11:04:52 PM tillie71120939 This looks like a sperm cell

12/7/2019 11:12:26 PM manifest_utopia According to the article, the photo was taken at an 1888 themed coming of age party for Prince Andrew's daughter. They were all dressed in costume 

period attire for the party.

12/7/2019 11:16:52 PM truth_pioneer Blood!!

12/7/2019 11:24:33 PM nzstill Have you seen the  stuff on the 11 tribes who got taken away leaving behind the Pharisees in israel and then they were released and formed europe 

.lots of welsh names are jewish names. making US THE LOST TRIBES

12/7/2019 11:28:15 PM oliheck Q: might the royal girls be victims of the pedo ring? Maybe that’s the reason that they don’t get angry abt this? That they think it’s „normal“?

12/7/2019 11:34:30 PM rebornkingent @AllahUniversal @covertress here we go with the video game theme and sun glasses. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this a Majestic Disclosure?  

https://youtu.be/X2m-08cOAbc 

12/7/2019 11:48:17 PM sweeth2opro We fight against destruction of Christianity & western Culture

We fight against the planets overlords & their satanic agenda

We fight against the resurgence of pagen child sacrificing cults

We fight against anything, anyone that is a threat to our National security pic.twitter.com/C6AL7FfclE

12/7/2019 11:49:17 PM sweeth2opro We fight against destruction of Christianity &western Culture

We fight against the planets overlords & their satanic agenda

We fight against fake news propaganda 

We fight against pedophilia, human trafficking &sex slavery

We fight against fake news,fake science & fake arts
12/8/2019 12:21:31 AM karma4event201 Hillary 

Hillary

Hillary 

Hillary 

You have more than you know  👀 => We Have it All

12/8/2019 12:30:25 AM linsd13 Global.

10:17

SA has a top-tier IC. I believe there will be some ‘results’.

12/8/2019 12:45:57 AM adammnelson1 Think AI                                              think fake account

Think distraction                               think Zionism

12/8/2019 1:39:33 AM wwg1wga93583681 storm coming pic.twitter.com/hyS4vAfL2W

12/8/2019 1:43:20 AM chseclipse Wait until the re-election.

12/8/2019 1:55:07 AM adsvel I would push him to eat these medals if I would meet him wearing the uniform.😑

12/8/2019 1:56:56 AM laurabusse Fascinating

Don't think so

But

Did see

More than once

Stories of native Amer tribes whose language was remarkably like Hebrew!

And ancient stories from their Jewish homeland that they left and didn't come back

Also if you follow Robert sehpur on YT

He says DENmark

From DAN tribe!
12/8/2019 2:00:29 AM thericharddoyle “Baker here” (had) “given thousands of hours to the cause” — on the assumption that “the influence of the Baker cannot be denied” —

This will remain a valid assumption .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

• < https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1199109281670299648 …>:

• < https://twitter.com/thericharddoyle/status/1203098617302540288 …>:

• < https://books.apple.com/au/audiobook/atlas-shrugged/id1422158893 …>  https://twitter.com/Doyle_Media/status/1195057860524199936 … 

pic.twitter.com/CC252s8tMR

12/8/2019 2:01:39 AM mardigarcia love your posts. i only wish you would refrain from the ENJOY THE SHOW meme giving the lazybones among us the impression that somehow simply 

watching is valid..NOT! you should be encouraging people to make as central concern first and foremost looking at our own personal "show".

12/8/2019 2:02:19 AM darcyandscout Need to understand the Hannity comment

12/8/2019 2:10:55 AM oo1o110 We are here because we earned it. Yes, all weary, but that's the point. We are the ones who can do it. The system busters. It wasn't supposed to be 

possible. Unimaginable. Cutting ourselves off from source and then blazing right back, finding love and breaking the trap? Awesome.

12/8/2019 2:19:13 AM oxanon1 We are.

12/8/2019 2:25:15 AM steveroye Bots like you are getting easier to spot by the minute.

12/8/2019 2:28:50 AM soonergirl_kp Think Hannity>TB has me thrown off.

12/8/2019 2:30:13 AM brilllllll Snapshot from the Disney movie “Flight of the Navigator” pic.twitter.com/gYWTkquSTa

12/8/2019 2:33:40 AM lynnmar42209594  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2017/05/the-sabbatean-frankist-cult-the-satanic-infiltration-of-the-western-world/ …

12/8/2019 2:48:55 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/uPhIM91xgX

12/8/2019 3:10:02 AM sterkinglights1 If I'm correct this is round 2 mabey 3

12/8/2019 3:35:03 AM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/aaiMjOdunb

12/8/2019 3:36:39 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1202780767430074369?s=19 …

12/8/2019 3:37:31 AM starshpsnstrpes I thought the same thing when I read this 😂

12/8/2019 3:39:29 AM missdixie9 Just like 911 this attack was planned and Executed by TREASONOUS ENEMIES WITHIN!

12/8/2019 3:42:21 AM zion_vibrations LARP

12/8/2019 3:49:09 AM allahuniversal NPC becomes Player One, the deprogramming starts with a Question  #TheGreatAwakening



12/8/2019 4:06:48 AM kevinmruel This is the profile picture of who gave @Alyssa_Milano the puppy...hmmm telling

 https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/948873975/img330.jpg …

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TheJusticeDept @IPOT1776 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @prayingmedic 

@M2Madness @DonaldJTrumpJr

12/8/2019 4:21:38 AM state1union Lmao 😂

12/8/2019 4:29:06 AM state1union Trump is following the Bible. I asked about this and we must save Israel and Remember Jesus was a Jew and it’s not the Jewish people’s fault about 

Mosaad as It’s not most of our fault about our sick intelligence trafficking pedos.

12/8/2019 4:31:53 AM cryptogamer11 Matt’s on fawyaaa 👏🎯💃

12/8/2019 4:32:46 AM kindeandtrue Show me in the US Constitution where we are obliged to save Israel.

12/8/2019 4:56:02 AM syuliasalazar All of you are extremely dangerous to our democracy!

12/8/2019 4:58:28 AM jeremyb39 It’s not creepy for them.  They felt normal but for normal people it’s so creepy

12/8/2019 5:12:41 AM lightseeker2012 Pedophilia is legal in Saudi Arabia

12/8/2019 5:18:06 AM _369311119 TB =

@HeyTammyBruce

12/8/2019 5:19:05 AM _369311119 Nice

12/8/2019 5:21:31 AM state1union They have their own military and the end of Israel is the end of this world

12/8/2019 5:46:16 AM q_patchouli It is Awesome.  Weary or not...it is Awesome to be us and remembering!!♡♡

12/8/2019 5:51:04 AM stellarstellaq Is EVERY Freemason up to no good?  There are good and bad players on all platforms and in all organizations from what I see.

12/8/2019 6:03:35 AM stellarstellaq Well this explains a lot.  Thank you 😊 The same base ideology has been recirculated under different names for thousands of years.

12/8/2019 6:04:59 AM jeffcordell6 Tammy Bruce

12/8/2019 6:08:57 AM tiluchielite A Shape On The Sky...Watch this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/7NyKUUQxAT

12/8/2019 6:20:08 AM oaf_unbreakable No prosecution on the emails is a major crock of bullshit.

Let’s just set a precedent to allow “careless handling” of CLASSIFIED MATERIAL and deletion AFTER being subpoenaed.

Great fucking plan.

Let us rejoice.

12/8/2019 6:50:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 The dumbest "deepfake" attempt to control the narrative we've seen in a while.

These people are stupid.

Really stupid.

Enjoy the show... https://futurism.com/the-byte/deepfake-trump-epstein-didnt-kill-himself …

12/8/2019 6:51:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will 45 allow this snub?

Or will there be Fire and Fury the world has never seen?

Wait and find out....

Alice in Wonderland

Enjoy the show... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7768107/FBI-hunt-missing-Saudi-soldiers-Pensacola-Naval-base-shooting.html …

12/8/2019 6:52:11 AM state1union @KindeandTrue I think your up to bat now

12/8/2019 6:52:24 AM 00loll0 🐇

12/8/2019 6:52:38 AM werascending Get em!!!!

12/8/2019 6:53:46 AM chew_soap You are controlled opposition. We see your seeds.

12/8/2019 6:58:34 AM keith369me While DJT likely believes this, this attempt, either at humor by a patriot or misdirection by the cabal does nothing to help the cause.

12/8/2019 6:59:22 AM kathie65 Tammy Bruce

12/8/2019 6:59:26 AM thelightwithin7  pic.twitter.com/nxDnOZUNoc

12/8/2019 6:59:40 AM keith369me Time for lots of voices to speak up in court in an unmuzzled jurisdiction.

12/8/2019 7:02:14 AM wwg1wga1962 It's easy to spot. They need to get better or this campaign will fall flat like all the rest.

12/8/2019 7:04:24 AM rip_rule_of_law Are you tagging 49 people to mob me? That's not very nice.

12/8/2019 7:04:30 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/Nh8i1JFX4h

12/8/2019 7:04:37 AM aspennmax64_l #NotSheep

12/8/2019 7:05:04 AM aspennmax64_l Sic'em pic.twitter.com/75HnnHdWq3

12/8/2019 7:05:52 AM qaphsiel17  pic.twitter.com/vcaV3Pi9qJ

12/8/2019 7:10:05 AM dr_t_dc What am I missing? How is any part of this a “snub?”

12/8/2019 7:13:22 AM postkneejerk @WereldPijnCafe

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10505670/jeffrey-epstein-harvey-weinstein-princess-beatrice-birthday/ … pic.twitter.com/jeQTM6Pb6N

12/8/2019 7:14:52 AM wwg1wga17jcims Um. I'm pretty sure that although this Matt guy seems sincere...he did just ask for people who are traumatized by this shooting to go give some blood. 

How much blood do you need? Like seriously? VS how many good people will come to make a donation. Oh & our NCIS knew about this!

12/8/2019 7:15:43 AM jonicurry17 It looks fake, if that’s the best they got... they need to be heading for the hills.

12/8/2019 7:16:42 AM winkanator Loved that response.nice and thoughtful

12/8/2019 7:17:41 AM hawkgirlinmn 45 won’t allow but he will wisely pay back. SA has been given more than one chance. I feel like the FF (Fire and Fury) the world has never seen won’t 

materialize. The looking glass shows timelines changing first. [They] may have sleepers but we control the timeline now.

12/8/2019 7:23:32 AM state1union Lol not

12/8/2019 7:26:12 AM stacynolanamato Prayers to you @CHARLESGDAVIS1 🥰🙏🙏🙏😇

12/8/2019 7:27:57 AM stacynolanamato Somethings wrong Charles ..

12/8/2019 7:28:29 AM keith369me Go back and read all of the Tweets starting at the first if you truly believe this.

12/8/2019 7:28:50 AM 369naturallaw These deepfakes are so bad. How can ANYONE fall for them?

12/8/2019 7:29:25 AM chew_soap You guys always have that one thing to say. pic.twitter.com/N6bOZIojXL

12/8/2019 7:31:16 AM gene_hamilton_ The first question is: Who really did it?

12/8/2019 7:31:41 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayFunday

12/8/2019 7:31:54 AM keith369me Unless you ingest the information, you can’t KNOW.  It’s mind blowing and paints a broad picture vs the narrow one “news” brings us.

12/8/2019 7:33:43 AM synackstatic Sauds betrayed the offer to place aramco on stock exchange?

12/8/2019 7:34:52 AM jdubsteg Must have been a sad day for them. At 18 wouldn't she be considered an old hag?

12/8/2019 7:35:44 AM michael81972 Yes,  Twatter must have deployed some new algos,  Im seeing it everywhere

12/8/2019 7:36:00 AM stacynolanamato Twitter had a lot of issues going on I read today ... it may be the problem @CHARLESGDAVIS1

12/8/2019 7:37:06 AM emilyoakley6 That is what I want to know.

12/8/2019 7:38:47 AM abtnancy Dumb

12/8/2019 7:38:53 AM robinreitsma1 Interdasting that i saw this post at 45 min after posting it.... will the synchronicity hold today? appears like its starting early....



12/8/2019 7:41:56 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/VQWesjMLW0

12/8/2019 7:42:38 AM fansblowing3 If you have nothing to contribute, please leave.

12/8/2019 7:43:39 AM apex_starseed I'm absolutely sure it's all coming crashing down on them individuals too..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said it NOTHING or NOBODY can STOP what's Coming for 

ALL individuals of [They] The Evil Sinister Society of the ELITE!

12/8/2019 7:45:06 AM jordan_sather_ Yeah, we do know who that Twitter account really is

12/8/2019 7:48:59 AM michael81972 You are wrong on this one...Message over Messenger

12/8/2019 7:50:27 AM susan66388204 Rotflmbo.   His mouth isn’t even close to the correct words near the end 🤣🤣🤣🤣😉

12/8/2019 7:51:02 AM michael81972 IMO...Its the DS attempt to get ahead of narrative and when the Truth comes forward they will scream its deepfake

12/8/2019 7:52:23 AM firebird8035 Who? I don't know.

12/8/2019 7:52:46 AM daveo6145 I think they May actually mean fire and fury from the white hats 👀

12/8/2019 7:53:19 AM hawkgirlinmn Maybe. Or FF. Double meaning?

12/8/2019 7:56:53 AM terber12 Why are Our Military unarmed on their 

        Own Bases? pic.twitter.com/3SRPd4eAL9

12/8/2019 8:00:48 AM aprilbrown99 Nope not hacked. New Twitter algorithm across the platform.

12/8/2019 8:01:23 AM chew_soap You don’t think Majestic planting deep fakes into your consciousness seeds distrust in anything outside of itself?

12/8/2019 8:01:50 AM aprilbrown99 Yes me too. Very supressive. 🤨

12/8/2019 8:02:12 AM lisareyphoto who?

12/8/2019 8:02:56 AM fansblowing3 Saudi terrorists planned the shooting in Florida and looking at museums in New York.  Dinner party to watch shooting videos.  Who attended?  Who are 

they in contact with in New York? Hope this leads to some crooked politicians.  In any event, these sleeper cells eliminated.

12/8/2019 8:04:09 AM _369311119 All that glitters is [they] bait. Every "counter-move" originates from a baited hook. Its a lovely show.

12/8/2019 8:04:24 AM chew_soap All it is is pulling you deeper. Lulling you into accepting more half works like O.

12/8/2019 8:04:26 AM cosmic_engineer Choosing to come to this rotten fruit in order to nurture the seed inside.  For the rotten fruit will still offer great service in fertilizing the seedling that 

will emerge.

The next dispensation will be there, as this fruit will not support life for another Grand Cycle 75000y

12/8/2019 8:04:39 AM michael81972 I look at it differently,  its a way of preparing everyone that DS is going to yell Deepfakes on truth videos...Schiff has really been pushing deepfakes 

lately...

12/8/2019 8:06:02 AM keith369me Makes complete sense

12/8/2019 8:12:25 AM ptr0t1 SEAL Team Sex.

12/8/2019 8:12:37 AM merseymark1979 Do we? Missed this one! Anyone care to share?

12/8/2019 8:13:20 AM fansblowing3 Why was Epstein in a Navy seal uniform if the theme was Victorian/1888?  150 guests arrived after 10 pm for canapés and champagne - UK code words 

for children that Epstein trafficked to this party?

12/8/2019 8:16:05 AM missmarij13 ??

12/8/2019 8:17:40 AM agoodyear2015 I don't believe this was done with the blessing of the SA gov't.  Who did this?  Mossad?  Iran?  We'll find out soon I suspect.

12/8/2019 8:18:08 AM chew_soap Yup https://twitter.com/lbf777/status/1203499662633766913?s=21 …

12/8/2019 8:18:30 AM wantmymoneybac Blind sheep. You didn’t even bother to look. The Fake News are lying to you. Don’t be fooled. It is Epically clear. #SavetheChildren 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=lmILmnnTC10 …

12/8/2019 8:19:16 AM chew_soap Commenter may be being facetious but why will Trump not disavow Israel.

12/8/2019 8:19:51 AM ptr0t1 "...follow up consequences",  "...holding accountable", and other countries not getting in the way of fact finding (paraphrase). 

Saudi.

No.

Trafficking/crimes against children.

Tumors can be removed.

12/8/2019 8:20:31 AM beetickler So fake

12/8/2019 8:20:51 AM lbf777 If pedoSatanists were arrested, children were saved for sure. They are not all dead.

12/8/2019 8:21:26 AM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/VQ5MGYfoYP

12/8/2019 8:25:19 AM michael81972 They are saving Israel for last...The khazarian mafia(mossad) will be dismantled...Do you know how many times Trump has said something that made 

me scratch my head but in the end it was what was right...

12/8/2019 8:27:14 AM chew_soap Why would they be saving Israel for last? How much time do they need to establish the new?

12/8/2019 8:28:26 AM wantmymoneybac You gotta look Boo. You OBVIOUSLY have not looked. So quick to call something a lie bc the MSM didn’t cover it. They didn’t, like @ABC, bc it’s their 

FRIENDS. 

Wake the fuk up. pic.twitter.com/NFfNW6KCVR

12/8/2019 8:28:45 AM chew_soap Did you notice that the patriot act got pushed along again?

12/8/2019 8:32:18 AM wantmymoneybac Yes and their testimonies are all over. Go look and stop saying it’s a lie. That’s my beef. You called it a lie. It’s not a lie. You have been had.

12/8/2019 8:32:58 AM michael81972 Here is another way to look at it,  Israel is not bad,  but the satanic actors that control it are,  just like the USA was not bad,  just the luciferians that 

subverted our constitution were,  He is not saying stand with the bad actors,  he is saying we stand with the people

12/8/2019 8:34:11 AM chew_soap Those actors you describe need something like Israel to justify themselves. None of their momentum has actually stopped. They are still establishing 

false rule globally!

12/8/2019 8:34:53 AM michael81972 You use [their] acts against them,  then when they are neutered we can work that out

12/8/2019 8:35:28 AM chew_soap Remember the power of consent

12/8/2019 8:38:38 AM merseymark1979 @Jordan_Sather_ care to enlighten us that have missed this one please buddy?

12/8/2019 8:38:42 AM rachaelangelm Yeah. That was dishonorable

12/8/2019 8:38:50 AM michael81972 Ammunition is finite,  [Old Guard] is losing control

12/8/2019 8:39:49 AM lbf777 I’ve never seen one and I’ve been here 12 hours a day since 2016.

12/8/2019 8:41:18 AM sdane8 Why are you even here?

12/8/2019 8:43:08 AM circuitriderz The Pearl Harbor shooter was a submariner?!?!  😳😱

I thought those guys underwent the most thorough background checks?

Are there other sleeper agents in our submarine force?

12/8/2019 8:44:42 AM circuitriderz What about our missileers?

12/8/2019 8:46:56 AM circuitriderz Are we this badly infiltrated?!

12/8/2019 8:51:17 AM sdane8 What disturbs me most ... we have foreign individuals training with our armed forces and no one has vetted their social media before now? They 

should have been watched closely and this caught before it ever happened. Instead we open our doors naively assuming they'll be grateful.

12/8/2019 8:58:21 AM sdane8 And it's clear they never bother because it might actually take time and require them to think. I dismiss their rhetoric; they're lazy and unwillingly to 

look at their own belief systems with skepticism.

12/8/2019 8:58:56 AM kathleenmckeon6 Singularity University now owns futurism. https://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/news/releases/2009/09-11AR.html …

12/8/2019 9:00:51 AM sdane8 That just looks like natural shade on a beautiful summer's day to me.

12/8/2019 9:02:12 AM sdane8 "Coming of age party"  😬

12/8/2019 9:02:32 AM sweeth2opro Continue please pic.twitter.com/YAhFwUcb82

12/8/2019 9:05:04 AM nicpace2 We’re going to need foreclosure proceedings on the bloody wonderland!!!



12/8/2019 9:07:52 AM apex_starseed Well this reply just made this entire day Intriguing to say the least..but Honestly don't know who's Twitter account  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 really is I'm 

simply a Entity able to see thru the cracks of Entire n Massive Cover up against Humanity thru Misinformation Programming.

12/8/2019 9:09:23 AM keith369me My guess is @SDane8 has...the reason that draws most here

12/8/2019 9:12:05 AM chew_soap Just don’t get comfortable.

12/8/2019 9:13:09 AM wantmymoneybac What???? How Narrow. I rest my case.

12/8/2019 9:18:58 AM keith369me I have never been at such peace.  Love and knowledge to you my friend

12/8/2019 9:21:06 AM 02joshuaradwan They need to get out of this country. Go to one of their private islands and disappear from society. #menacetotheirsociety

12/8/2019 9:24:07 AM junonothingk You love it’s all coming down  https://t.co/cQpectQch3  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1203718436410540036?s=21 …

12/8/2019 9:31:22 AM apex_starseed #destroyingtheillusion that the very real and long Existing Evil Satanic Society of The ILLUMINATI has Humanity under is Truly what really matters to 

me..but I'm interested in knowing more knowledge as following the 🐇 is always getting better n better.  Kindly elaborate please?

12/8/2019 9:33:20 AM sdane8 😊 In the Fall of 2018. I went back thru the archive and have followed since.

12/8/2019 9:39:09 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/paulsperry_/status/1203522137941823489 …

12/8/2019 9:41:27 AM keith369me Same timeline as yours truly!!!

12/8/2019 9:41:45 AM nickcpace1 Wow nice work

12/8/2019 9:48:24 AM gonzalesarispe I like this picture better, Clinton freak. pic.twitter.com/pOJmxWHVdz

12/8/2019 9:49:52 AM canisluna1 What is what it is what is it is what it is what is it when you question pic.twitter.com/e1AvIfapC7

12/8/2019 9:50:51 AM canisluna1 Always follow the map do your research find the keys find the legend create the path all roads lead to the end result pic.twitter.com/jKYSdmMTfs

12/8/2019 9:50:58 AM sdane8 ❤️

12/8/2019 9:51:58 AM canisluna1 How big does the network go how far does the yellow brick road show how much uranium was lost how much was given who paid who who was 

listening who wanted white from what it what was to occur had to occur foundations are important when building a house 

pic.twitter.com/VEFKEHMMiH

12/8/2019 9:53:10 AM canisluna1 Freedom at work cost freedom who lost freedom who wins freedom the truth and freedom the truth out freedom truth unity freedom divide separate 

freedom trafficked freedom slavery freedom at what cost pic.twitter.com/sZB4If3kBR

12/8/2019 9:55:30 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/OitLR8XEmu

12/8/2019 9:55:58 AM cinmacluvs2knit So it is pretty common for foreign fixed wing and rotary wing students to fly to Vegas or head to PCBeach for ever weekend they can manage it. Our 

bet is the missing guys were off partying and missed the whole thing. When they get back to base tonight ... they will be shocked.

12/8/2019 9:58:13 AM canisluna1 I’m not concerned about the concerning issues of the day I am concerned about the concerning issues hiding under the main stream I’m concerned 

that the media is attempting to sway the public opinion away from the issues away from the truth #FocusOnTheChildren pic.twitter.com/1O39HOSf4z

12/8/2019 9:58:57 AM patricksready Tell me more pic.twitter.com/P5ecfFOIJv

12/8/2019 10:02:12 AM eveofwhitney Highly recommend The Secret of Secrets on You-tube. It really resonated as l have been here along time too.  Metatron has always had a place in my 

heart as l met him in Meditation over 35 years ago before l even knew who he was.

12/8/2019 10:13:17 AM canisluna1 WHT HS TWT  https://t.co/eiBUYUpuIT  https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1203737737909690368?s=21 … YELLOW NLACK BLUE RED BLACK 

YELLOW BLACK YELLOW. FLAG ME. https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1203737737909690368 …

12/8/2019 10:16:41 AM canisluna1 Let’s Play >>> but first ... BRB pic.twitter.com/bK8p1vTM6q

12/8/2019 10:18:18 AM wht353 Huh?

Haven't the parents been the biggest obstacle all along to getting his murder properly investigated?

12/8/2019 10:19:33 AM canisluna1 Sidebar I forgot to drop these Thank you Mrs. first lady of the United States pic.twitter.com/m6aAu92DaN

12/8/2019 10:23:44 AM canisluna1  https://t.co/9rc7Hpv9jx  https://twitter.com/canisluna1/status/1203741881462644738?s=21 …

12/8/2019 10:27:15 AM redslegacy2 Well they would blend right in, in many parts of Texas. 

#EyesOpen

12/8/2019 10:29:36 AM canisluna1  https://www.bbc.co.uk/wales/history/sites/themes/society/flag-st-david.shtml …. pic.twitter.com/RttDFRFoiz

12/8/2019 10:29:56 AM canisluna1  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Wales … pic.twitter.com/fOEUhx1ttT

12/8/2019 10:31:58 AM canisluna1  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Z_flag#International_maritime_signal_flag … pic.twitter.com/fBUtispx2e

12/8/2019 10:32:32 AM goodjobtommypi I’m not the one who likes to look at Bill in a dress. pic.twitter.com/nw3D94unvr

12/8/2019 10:34:23 AM canisluna1  pic.twitter.com/2WKaEGDOLg

12/8/2019 10:37:10 AM dianesaumure Tampa Bay or ? TB

12/8/2019 10:37:44 AM dianesaumure Can I trust Megatron

12/8/2019 10:38:30 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/8/2019 10:44:58 AM dianesaumure How many children have you saved

12/8/2019 10:52:17 AM yustein Nice to see ALICE at play. Most these accounts are created in 2019 and less than 100 followers. They have one job only, to attack, disrupt, discredit. 

These are the easy ones to catch, there are some more sophisticated ones but still easy to spot. Always too interested in you...

12/8/2019 10:54:27 AM canisluna1  pic.twitter.com/AXZ9wgwJcM

12/8/2019 10:56:00 AM clfaerber1 Ah, but it does demonstrate that if you take more than a casual look, you can visually discern that it has been altered. That will be an important 

distinction when the elite get caught and try to claim deep fakery.

12/8/2019 11:00:05 AM yustein Artificial Life Intelligent Computer Emulation. A.L.I.C.E. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @elonmusk

12/8/2019 11:00:05 AM braceberg1 AJ is great!

12/8/2019 11:03:19 AM theallianceshop Have you ever heard of Steganography?  Can hide text, images, audio and video within an image, encrypted within , with the right software or app you 

can extract it.  I have a strong feeling thats what may be going on in say certain high profile suspects with images in tweets...

12/8/2019 11:05:10 AM djlok Neither!  

45=Stable Genius

Future Proves Past.

12/8/2019 11:09:55 AM canisluna1  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Bahamas#Reclaiming_Bahamas_for_the_Crown … pic.twitter.com/uocms4xrI0

12/8/2019 11:10:47 AM lilystormchaser Kick them all out.

12/8/2019 11:13:38 AM johnmcpeters  pic.twitter.com/wOQBFo8pEh

12/8/2019 11:30:12 AM linsd13 Clarification:

Gaetz video runtime = 10:17

12/8/2019 11:32:51 AM covertress Things are Quite interesting from the 100,000 foot view, to say the least.

Don't worry, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @clhendershot, et al.

I'm grounded after a therapy session with my earthly angel.

Going to do a foot bath now. lol

12/8/2019 11:47:51 AM covertress 5:5

12/8/2019 11:53:07 AM manifest_utopia Agree.



12/8/2019 11:59:02 AM winki00000001  https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/01/13/censored-blocked-hacked-wikileaks-fakery-and-julian-assange-crown-prince-of-the-deep-state/ …

12/8/2019 12:02:10 PM mgray72531386  pic.twitter.com/obA1NvJX4l

12/8/2019 12:05:16 PM bethelight11_11 VLOG 143 - PAVING THE WAY FOR THE EVENTS OF 2020  https://youtu.be/ZPutnBM6xqw  via @YouTube interstellar comet  closest to earth today 

#darktolight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2019 12:12:46 PM charlie_majors Honeypot = blackmailing politicians and others. Mossad/ Epstein/ Maxwell/secret agents.

12/8/2019 12:22:43 PM covertress idk the title the artist gave it, but I call it "My Joy Is Complete"

12/8/2019 12:25:56 PM onlyrobbiesnead Get em!

12/8/2019 12:38:56 PM laurabusse It's like the oldest trick in the 🤡ia playbook!!!

12/8/2019 12:45:32 PM lilangels44 🤣 that's terrible.....so fake 🤣

12/8/2019 12:48:51 PM sharongreen3178 OMG #writingcommmunity I’m closer than ever to 1000 followers. I’d love to celebrate by doing a #WriterLift @StariaKnight @TJKfantasybooks 

@ArabellaMarie7 @RussellMadison_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @alee7095 @Talkonfriday @ramblingsloa @ExportedFromMI @noveliciouss @dlmarinackII 

pic.twitter.com/CoWHRyoaG1

12/8/2019 12:49:52 PM davidpollack7 CIA is about as corrupt as it gets.

Wikipedia:  He is controversial for the articles he has written denouncing Judaism and Jews and for his views on the Holocaust.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Giraldi …

12/8/2019 12:49:58 PM matej77777771 ❤️

12/8/2019 12:58:57 PM schiller_spmode Wow! That wasn’t even close. It sounded computerized (listen to how it ended) and way off on the lips. These guys are desperate!

12/8/2019 1:07:19 PM clhendershot Love you...

12/8/2019 1:14:06 PM nettiejoi Who is Tammy Bruce ?

12/8/2019 1:15:18 PM clhendershot ThanQ - I haven't been able to function for the past three days...

12/8/2019 1:15:24 PM disclosurebp Wowzers. pic.twitter.com/bfihoBXa9A

12/8/2019 1:23:39 PM nettiejoi Means?....they ( Q ) have more, but WE don't know the more. Not yet..

Tried to find out!

12/8/2019 1:30:43 PM snotwistr A fox news contributor   https://tammybruce.com/ 

12/8/2019 1:31:09 PM johnmic25959174 Ohhh F***, destroy it while we still can.

12/8/2019 1:35:02 PM howdoyoumakeah1 yes, also a Bush in the original MJ12 pic.twitter.com/LAmKpcLDL0

12/8/2019 2:30:51 PM russellmadison_ Congratulations!

12/8/2019 2:48:21 PM ddobbie2 That guy in the black suit is a clone..he dont have an ear lobe

12/8/2019 2:48:59 PM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @v_rags @lorieve @rawphonegirl @LightLove21121 @blsdbe @nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Keith369me @Adsvel @Michael81972 

@charmanda9 @AllahUniversal @state1union @zagnett @MynardPamela @hawkgirlinmn

12/8/2019 2:57:18 PM ddobbie2 There all conected to the Bronfmans to..NXVIM..its all connected..hiiilary has her child trafficking rings to ship kids to Ukraine..then they could go 

anywhere in the world

12/8/2019 2:57:59 PM magicianswheel Both are legal in ISLAM - not restricted to a single country, unfortunately; just to a sick ideology stuck in the 7th century...

12/8/2019 2:58:34 PM ddobbie2 Cia= mossad

12/8/2019 3:00:29 PM ddobbie2 Nxim tied into Epstein with the Bronfmans..they have an island in fiji as well

12/8/2019 3:00:32 PM magicianswheel Obama was and is a supporter of the Muslim Brotherhood.

12/8/2019 3:11:59 PM grand3americano I just quit caffeine. Been taking selenium, iodine, activated charcoal supplements and full spectrum CBD per @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Would you 

recommend anything else?

12/8/2019 3:13:56 PM allahuniversal #WWG1WGA means that all are active participants. The operative word being GO, stated twice, implying action

12/8/2019 3:17:37 PM yustein Zeolite

12/8/2019 3:30:35 PM n7guardiananon or will there be a FF the world has never seen?

12/8/2019 3:32:30 PM allahuniversal Wanting them to be true is all that's required, feeds their preset narrative

12/8/2019 3:49:50 PM soonergirl_kp Have you figured it out yet?

12/8/2019 3:51:31 PM wok68  pic.twitter.com/amhc4UmJVO

12/8/2019 4:25:51 PM sharongreen3178 Thank you! It’s been a couple of years but I think I’ve got the game down. Now if I could just organize my writing... 🧐😂😇

12/8/2019 4:26:42 PM zion_vibrations How about this for a contribution

JOHN PODESTA WALKS THE STREETS A FREE MAN

Enough said. 

LARP

12/8/2019 4:35:46 PM westmount_d7 Foreshadowing.... US Navy Seals. Understood.

12/8/2019 4:52:35 PM russellmadison_ You’re very welcome! 

And you will; just you have to believe!!  🙂💚

12/8/2019 4:55:38 PM louisblaineand1 @Jordan_Sather_

@intheMatrixxx

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@OnEdgeOfWonder

@POTUS 

You're welcome. pic.twitter.com/ULsYipCIiH
12/8/2019 5:08:44 PM crisco2377 Different names, same evil!

12/8/2019 5:17:20 PM sharongreen3178  pic.twitter.com/AE5cNoXo8h

12/8/2019 5:24:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Standard Hotels = Honeypot Facility https://twitter.com/EliseStefanik/status/1203666657769598976 …

12/8/2019 5:25:56 PM jvan125 Who has seen that video footage? 🤯🤮🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/8/2019 5:26:46 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/8/2019 5:28:36 PM w_ewere Dear Majestic 12, Schiff has outrageously abused his public position of trust now on so many occasions, it is hardly "unprecedented" for him.  His series 

of abuses in public office however are unprecedented. He is not a fit and proper person for any public trust. Compulsive liar.

12/8/2019 5:29:23 PM proportionatty Can you elaborate on that Jordan?

12/8/2019 5:30:14 PM rebornkingent Will the IG report be a head fake so the deep state can use more false flag ammunition?

12/8/2019 5:33:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Incorrect.

Majestic 12 is still holding the reins.

You control YOUR destiny.

Not the simulation.

12/8/2019 5:34:18 PM deplorablemik11  pic.twitter.com/cZBI8IlEon

12/8/2019 5:38:59 PM purplefavorite1 We are so excited!!

12/8/2019 5:39:31 PM charlesgdavis1 There's video evidence....do TELL?!?!😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

12/8/2019 5:39:53 PM itsramboromeo Have they ever found the Afghan servicemen AWOL in America?

12/8/2019 5:40:41 PM kindeandtrue You know this how?



12/8/2019 5:45:18 PM bh2omiamigo the unknown knowns -- 

things that you don't know you know

12/8/2019 5:47:29 PM obzerver77 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tell''em I said Hi  pic.twitter.com/kvpUSsRYAQ

12/8/2019 5:49:39 PM fansblowing3 Large investigations take years.  An example: pic.twitter.com/ke5gh9xPQ5

12/8/2019 5:53:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misfud 

Awan

Posesta

12/8/2019 5:54:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Typo is for Alice.

12/8/2019 5:54:37 PM contenthonest Map ?

12/8/2019 5:54:59 PM avshara Those paying attention know MJ..  having faith that dark to light can bring closure is the problem after so much, so many have escaped it.

12/8/2019 5:55:00 PM proudredrn Map

12/8/2019 5:56:04 PM 1_decided_voter Playboy mansion was same/similar thing?

12/8/2019 5:56:18 PM esau7  https://www.google.com/amp/s/futurism.com/darpa-68-million-technology-deepfakes/amp … WE ALREADY HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY TO DETECT 

DEEP FAKES.

12/8/2019 5:56:43 PM jvan125 I just realized the first four letters in P odesta spell PEDO when rearranged...

12/8/2019 5:57:09 PM joanhol24893501 I did here Podesta was goibg to have a rough week.

12/8/2019 5:57:26 PM 4slaughter MJ12,

You get it👍

Keep up the fight for James Forrestal & others who've given their lives to bring us Full Disclosure & The Truth!

👉1000's have died at the hands of those who wish to keep it hidden!

9/11

12/8/2019 5:58:24 PM capitalkid Minor Attracted Persons

12/8/2019 6:02:52 PM fansblowing3 I’ll take people who were executed today in military trials for $500 Alex.

12/8/2019 6:05:41 PM tammymckeever Possessed-Podesta

12/8/2019 6:12:56 PM hawkgirlinmn I stand corrected. By “we” I meant the love/positivity collective. We have the power to change the timeline. You control the cosmic end?

12/8/2019 6:15:37 PM bryceja68689884 Alice is Hillary

ALICE is not

12/8/2019 6:19:13 PM rachaelangelm Good

12/8/2019 6:22:02 PM girlnamedvicki What is the meaning honeypot facility?

12/8/2019 6:24:15 PM keith369me @GeorgePapa19 care to chime in?

12/8/2019 6:27:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. pic.twitter.com/sVzB1szlS4

12/8/2019 6:29:23 PM winstonsmith173 Been calling him Pedosta instead for a while now lol

12/8/2019 6:29:46 PM lori_dee1 Come on surely that should be a daily double!

12/8/2019 6:30:13 PM rebornkingent Built with cameras secret passageways.... record people doing weird things then blackmail.

12/8/2019 6:30:53 PM maydaymatrix It's a very big swamp. pic.twitter.com/DmitiqEJqj

12/8/2019 6:31:10 PM curt_avila Finally!

12/8/2019 6:32:04 PM rebornkingent A “friend” who’s a Q guy. pic.twitter.com/zZPuWOUAdj

12/8/2019 6:32:24 PM keith369me Is 10% accurate?  What % believe the MSM?

12/8/2019 6:33:21 PM americanpetal 🕊🙏🇺🇸✔💫💥 pic.twitter.com/7w51Abjroi

12/8/2019 6:34:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare.

Hello Alice in Wonderland.

Save a copy offline. https://youtu.be/xZ8kx01_n5Q 

12/8/2019 6:35:03 PM rachaelangelm Watter is a good reporter and that was a good expanation of Q. So many people have wanted to make Q what it is not, and all they have to do is let go 

and join.

12/8/2019 6:35:39 PM girlnamedvicki Whoa

12/8/2019 6:36:48 PM keith369me If we make it go viral [they] can’t erase history!!!

12/8/2019 6:39:27 PM wickedmouse369 @kanyewest retweet this to the world. #TheGreatAwakening #Darktolight

12/8/2019 6:39:39 PM cledrordfishing Arrest him! 

Yesterday please

12/8/2019 6:39:45 PM stckysheets I haven't seen the Satanic Pedophile part in QAnon posts, but Jeffrey Epstein was definitely true...Wish he would have interviewed a person with better 

knowledge of what Q is...

12/8/2019 6:39:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 70% are aware.

40% believe.

20% openly support.

10% advocate actively.

Extremely powerful movement.

10% of 329,000,000 is 32.9 Million Patriots actively Aware of the details of QAnon has reaches a close 33%.

Coincidence?

The power of 3 6 and 9!

33°?

233?

Enjoy the show!
12/8/2019 6:39:57 PM rachaelangelm I thought it was like this: After the official bday the Royals got in their commissioned submarine and met Weinstein at Epstein’s

12/8/2019 6:40:24 PM karrruss 3rd time that I've noticed...

12/8/2019 6:40:33 PM wickedmouse369 There are no coincidences.

12/8/2019 6:40:47 PM arifriedman12 Did you know mama Mary Pdesta adopted 25 children? Where are they?

12/8/2019 6:41:16 PM corstruction Yes! Finally! AWAN!

12/8/2019 6:41:34 PM justme20190704 Sadly, this was a weak guest.  Literally 20,000 of us could have done a better job within the Context of:

We are the News

We are United

We Are Patriots

We are Committed

12/8/2019 6:41:54 PM keith369me Excuse me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 holy #^}{^^#...thank you for sharing!!!

12/8/2019 6:41:59 PM l0ugabrazi Conspiracy ? Because this guy says so ?

12/8/2019 6:43:58 PM tanksmom2000 What about this?  Or are you referring to a different typo? pic.twitter.com/UWe5LfQ6PH

12/8/2019 6:45:14 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/VeTBE9uXAI

12/8/2019 6:45:53 PM corstruction I haven't gone through the feed but it's Mifsud, Awan, & Podesta.  You are trying to prove a point...

12/8/2019 6:46:10 PM dc_comms  pic.twitter.com/nSAJETw3fR

12/8/2019 6:46:13 PM thestraywolf2 There have been bits of it but it's not the focus of Q, the media always exaggerate what Q is about using what seems the most unbelievable and  

ridiculous theory, but if you dig enough you find everything is sadly true and even worse than what is leaking.

12/8/2019 6:46:35 PM zion_vibrations @remindmetweets in 2 years if any of these criminals ever see jail time

12/8/2019 6:47:16 PM mattersnot2 What is a MAP?

What is it used for?



12/8/2019 6:47:35 PM dynamicres mmm ramping up. Looking like [322] is right around the corner...

Eyes open, stay safe everyone. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864 …

12/8/2019 6:48:16 PM magaman333 I like the sound of that.

12/8/2019 6:48:17 PM marydye67322477 Who are Mossad or CIA agents?

12/8/2019 6:48:24 PM corstruction You are ALICE...

12/8/2019 6:49:04 PM thestraywolf2 Qanons got their confirmation with Epstein, but Epstein it's not the focus of what Q is about. They keep denying the pedophile satanic angle but in the 

end they will have to admit it and stop calling it a conspiracy theory. https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/a3xmgg/the-epstein-scandal-is-giving-qanon-

everything-pizzagate-couldnt …

12/8/2019 6:50:01 PM sheindie .Podesta   AWAN   DWS   BRAZille (sp)  LYNCH  JARRETT  Brennan Clapper OBAMA Clinton and a gal named Jennifer, who, imho, knows about SETH RICH.

12/8/2019 6:50:09 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4K2tou-MU-0 …

12/8/2019 6:50:16 PM dc_comms Greg intentionally set bait IMO. Reverse psych.  Bc he didn’t argue just made it a point of curiosity.

12/8/2019 6:50:38 PM sheindie .BIGGER STORY = DURHAM imo

12/8/2019 6:52:06 PM stckysheets Greg? Do you know his last name so I can look him up?

12/8/2019 6:53:07 PM stckysheets Joseph Yizinski? Spelling not sure...I'm lost on the Greg part :)

12/8/2019 6:53:47 PM state1union I just walked 10 miles. Can I get back with you, my brain is worn out

12/8/2019 6:53:52 PM lindamendenhal5 Smocking, note DNT typo

12/8/2019 6:54:26 PM lindamendenhal5 DJT

12/8/2019 6:55:14 PM dc_comms Ugh I’m sry I meant Jesse*

12/8/2019 6:55:21 PM djlok 33° pic.twitter.com/7PSB4KEQQy

12/8/2019 6:55:56 PM sdane8 I think that's a great title!  🤗

12/8/2019 6:56:55 PM cosmic_engineer Cointelpro

12/8/2019 6:57:13 PM dc_comms Just found this tweet. https://twitter.com/icomets/status/931540020145598465?s=21 …

12/8/2019 6:57:58 PM tanksmom2000 Yes, I've been tweeting about it since I saw it. Thank you!

Just wasn't sure why he referred to Misfud. Guess he "joined the party"?

😫

12/8/2019 6:57:59 PM keith369me 33 deg free mason?

12/8/2019 6:58:32 PM ranfa51 The AWAN situation is still VERY DISTURBING to me. Seems like it was swept under the rug way too fast. The brothers had national security info at their 

disposal. DEM Congressmen/women need to appear under oath on this.  #KAG2020

12/8/2019 6:58:32 PM dc_comms Not endorsing- just has info on Prof

12/8/2019 7:00:08 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/uBbU4Kie5h

12/8/2019 7:01:16 PM corstruction Typo is all over....Mifsud...

12/8/2019 7:01:40 PM stckysheets Thank you! I was hearing Yazinski!

12/8/2019 7:02:19 PM corstruction Podesta is beans compared to Mifsud

12/8/2019 7:03:01 PM darlaferriss1 How many times have I looked at this photo and just now realized VJ at left smocked as well!🥴

12/8/2019 7:04:19 PM _doozier_ Now were these actual Saudis or were they serving the interest of a certain other Middle Eastern nation...

12/8/2019 7:07:23 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/7Ffz5cczYS

12/8/2019 7:08:24 PM nschlange Good question.

12/8/2019 7:08:37 PM tanksmom2000 All the sickos do.  It's unreal, isn't it?!

12/8/2019 7:10:55 PM notevenchad17 Biden Sr.?? 

We're at maximum kayfabe here.

12/8/2019 7:10:59 PM wa_trut  https://projectunspeakable.com/conspiracy-theory-invention-of-cia/ …  ...in case you ever wondered where the term ' conspiracy theory ' originated

12/8/2019 7:14:45 PM nschlange no it doesn't, that's not possible.

12/8/2019 7:17:44 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/im3vHOEm-r4 

12/8/2019 7:17:59 PM pfmcguire1 Ha

12/8/2019 7:18:26 PM spacetechatngas #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸💯🙏

12/8/2019 7:19:35 PM neeneenat She didn’t adopt that many, she fostered over 100 children and only adopted around 10.

12/8/2019 7:20:44 PM nschlange Is that why they are always showing Warrens fake ear lobe? It's a sign that their a clone?

12/8/2019 7:21:22 PM neeneenat Photos of Alice smocking???

12/8/2019 7:22:47 PM allahuniversal Lived on that parallel. Fun times.

12/8/2019 7:25:57 PM lenzaq Map to 👆🏿

12/8/2019 7:27:21 PM allahuniversal I'm stuck looking for a better word than BEAUTIFUL if anybody wants to help me out

12/8/2019 7:27:23 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1125415157323190273?s=19 …

12/8/2019 7:27:37 PM fansblowing3 This is referring to the origins of Russiagate.  John Podesta (DNC), had his email account phished.  DNC hires Crowdstrike to investigate its cyber 

security and say Russia hacked their servers.  Joseph Misfud meets with George Papadopoulis and tells him Russia has HRC’s emails.

12/8/2019 7:27:38 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1199457737874329605?s=19 …

12/8/2019 7:27:52 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1025389867528843264?s=19 …

12/8/2019 7:27:59 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1094797859856306176?s=19 …

12/8/2019 7:28:17 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1202054346143342592?s=19 …

12/8/2019 7:29:14 PM jerichoorion Glorious

12/8/2019 7:31:59 PM truth_again  pic.twitter.com/irGQZfCIB1

12/8/2019 7:33:59 PM gregcombs17 Play the whole clip

12/8/2019 7:36:44 PM fansblowing3 PapaD told Alexander Downer, who told the FBI.  The FBI used this to start the Trump-Russia investigation.  We had to endure two years of the Mueller 

Russia show.  Imran Awan was the Pakistani IT guy working for Debbie Wasserman who was probably the Podesta hacker.  FAKE hack.

12/8/2019 7:37:05 PM zeropointchrist Oh please... TYPICAL MK-ULTRA PSYOP... USING A SAUDI.  YOU'RE LOSING YOUR EDGE!

12/8/2019 7:37:59 PM notevenchad17 I think that's more logical. I tell you what, ONE big, "perp-walk" would blow this powder keg to high heaven at this stage. We KNOW we have critical 

mass, and more, and to take him out...Whew...

12/8/2019 7:39:06 PM wpbtonzlewis I pray for the sake of the families/parents of the killed that there is fire and fury justice for once!

12/8/2019 7:39:07 PM nickcpace1 Definitely something that everybody reacted to

12/8/2019 7:43:17 PM qanonwga Jesse was talking about Trump

Trump is his friend, THE Q guy

12/8/2019 7:43:27 PM radasmodean Why the contradiction in %?

12/8/2019 7:46:23 PM dianesaumure  https://twitter.com/DianeSaumure/status/1203880799839358976?s=20 …



12/8/2019 7:48:21 PM ajcole18 It isn’t a conspiracy THEORY if it’s based on fact. 

It isn’t even a conspiracy if all you are doing is legally researching and sharing information.

The professor is a hack.

12/8/2019 7:51:15 PM arifriedman12 Shhhhh She had two sons, but she adopted another 25 people during the time she came to Washington, 

https://www.thenationalherald.com/11823/mother-of-chief-of-staff-to-bill-clinton-podesta-dies-at-89/ …

12/8/2019 7:59:57 PM neeneenat You don’t adopt “people” unless they are making a reference to “taking them under her wing”.

12/8/2019 8:01:44 PM mahredrum Wat

12/8/2019 8:08:05 PM 369helen313 Really can’t stop watching these level of informations and revealings !!! Absolutely mind blowing TRUTHS .

Outstanding job been done by @JesseBWatters last night! 

Very humbled! May God Bless him and all Brave #Patriots.

#WWG1WGA #PatriotsFight #GodWins #QArmy #QAnon

12/8/2019 8:11:06 PM davidg02986909 Alice is offline isn't she? pic.twitter.com/9KEwmA2DSO

12/8/2019 8:13:35 PM nickcpace1 Dogs or lizards one of the other.

12/8/2019 8:13:59 PM arifriedman12 Did you read the article? Her obituary?

12/8/2019 8:15:17 PM arifriedman12 Where are they #skippy? What did they taste like? Can you name one of them? What's in your closet big podesta?

12/8/2019 8:16:24 PM tillie71120939 This picture is exactly the same as in this video at 18:30 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=l6H_oUb6Vhw …

12/8/2019 8:18:39 PM nickcpace1 And honestly that is an even close to the end of the list they’re more like the beginning

12/8/2019 8:19:08 PM teresaalmond Let's hope not...we are all weary of the BS

12/8/2019 8:19:15 PM repubjanecool how do you download a youtube video?

12/8/2019 8:19:45 PM davidg02986909 Standard hotels = Lucifer's den.   This is beyond honeypot.  This place looks like right out of the movie Constantine!  The bar for sure.   

https://youtu.be/F_arud-VxDQ  The art at the hotel is from the under world.

12/8/2019 8:20:55 PM t_hayden07 That would be GLORIOUS! One can hope.

12/8/2019 8:22:11 PM t_hayden07 OMG.....POTUS tweeted 'smocking' todayyyy

12/8/2019 8:24:46 PM speaakn I knew exactly the very moment I got pregnant with all of my children, too!

12/8/2019 8:26:26 PM rebornkingent It could be one hell of a Q proof, or it could be one amazing way to waste deep state false flag ammo. Either way. I feel like im about to open Christmas 

gifts at midnight.

12/8/2019 8:27:29 PM nschlange That wasn't in that article, where did you see that at?

12/8/2019 8:28:26 PM asdasd26700831  https://www.y2mate.com/en2/download-youtube …

12/8/2019 8:28:38 PM davidg02986909 Notice how the Drudge Report and Alex Jones got in front to make this all seem crazy.  Controlled opposition.   This was a last ditch effort to try to 

distance Hillary from Wiki leaks satanic posts.  This evil is so beyond human comprehension its sick!  http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2016/11/spirit-

cooking-explained-satanic-ritual-or-fun-dinner.html …

12/8/2019 8:30:18 PM bigsismw  pic.twitter.com/LOOv2lOgR8

12/8/2019 8:30:53 PM bigsismw  pic.twitter.com/GqAzDiWiWp

12/8/2019 8:31:10 PM bigsismw  pic.twitter.com/RICHAcWiPP

12/8/2019 8:31:25 PM bigsismw  pic.twitter.com/SswJifmlvz

12/8/2019 8:31:46 PM bigsismw Compliments of Chris West ❤️

12/8/2019 8:33:20 PM davidg02986909 Notice Alex Jones, Drudge Report, and Mike Cernovich all in this article! The mosaad was hot and heavy trying to get this latest Wikileaks labeled 

Conspiracy theory crackpots. We all need to look back at these postings and it becomes clearer. Please RT. 

http://nymag.com/intelligencer/2016/11/spirit-cooking-explained-satanic-ritual-or-fun-dinner.html …

12/8/2019 8:40:36 PM anthonyspradl12 ALICE a computer?

12/8/2019 8:41:56 PM dispensaryexch Notice how many times he says CONSPIRACY theory in the video . This is a deliberate NLP programming technique .

12/8/2019 8:47:30 PM hyvee7 I see MAP 😏👌🏻

12/8/2019 8:47:45 PM nschlange How can you say that? W/out the key board warriors this never would've spread. Ppl would still be believing the msm and we would never have found 

out what was going on in DC and the world. Imo, without them/us there would be no movement, no awakening etc,

12/8/2019 8:55:44 PM johnnysoko @this_vid

12/8/2019 8:55:50 PM hotwheelsjusty The reason I say that is bc many of us knew about these conspiracy theories before Q. We talked about them on forums. The evidence was always 

there. Despite the movement, we still pay taxes to a govt that finances drug running, pedos, etc. Laws only apply to normal people. Even

12/8/2019 8:56:47 PM s0urc3rss Garden of the Gods tonight. 

Procyon? Whaaaat?

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/pcDkRIWI8R

12/8/2019 8:56:48 PM mongrelglory Interesting!  Those are the proportions that I instinctively guesstimated for a friend the other day.  The awareness must be seeping into the collective 

consciousness and I was picking up on it. 😎

12/8/2019 8:57:42 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/9EUqQIpSiX

12/8/2019 8:58:23 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/niPFucu2dK

12/8/2019 8:58:36 PM hotwheelsjusty though we see what is happening around us, it still marches on. The #PatriotAct was renewed by Trump. Contrails still crisscross our skies. Vaccines still 

poison our children. Our foods are still filled with pesticides. I pray for change. I’m not sure waking is enough.

12/8/2019 9:01:29 PM joshuasolomon84 Currently in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico and saw this. pic.twitter.com/NBpZZM2qZK

12/8/2019 9:04:03 PM werascending 369, so super fine!!! pic.twitter.com/IetTFunf1B

12/8/2019 9:09:02 PM djlok Moi aussi.  20+yrs.

12/8/2019 9:15:30 PM kalamojakka 🧐 ‘majestic’ rink?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/8/2019 9:15:44 PM s0urc3rss We watched Stargate 5:5

The Elf wanted to know why anomalies that can destroy suns are allowed. Is this Free Will or an intentional mechanism to thwart the G'ould? 

pic.twitter.com/L4rQLJa1GU

12/8/2019 9:19:01 PM iconcedetonoone It's about more than just that🙄

12/8/2019 9:20:31 PM darlaferriss1 Very!

12/8/2019 9:23:15 PM enomai_ I'm thinking of 4 fingers | 4 fingers : 2 hñds. Mmm. Is there anything backing up a feeling of 1 + 1 = 3 through the action of merging?

Or just balogna?

12/8/2019 9:29:37 PM s0urc3rss I explained 

 https://youtu.be/1QjRmzkB81E 

12/8/2019 9:31:32 PM lightseeker2012 Stayed there once, the one in HW. Definitely creepy.

12/8/2019 9:31:55 PM s0urc3rss 300 klicks is 186.411 miles pic.twitter.com/4H322kveaT

12/8/2019 9:33:05 PM tanksmom2000 Yep, that was the point ... Focus on these sickos!!

12/8/2019 9:36:39 PM qqqueenbeee Watch the Watter



12/8/2019 9:39:31 PM sterkinglights1 I've been looking for this since yesterday.

12/8/2019 9:41:04 PM sterkinglights1 You have all of the answered contained within.

12/8/2019 9:44:12 PM mongrelglory I've been listening to Nassim Haramein's lectures on unified field theory.  We are all connected from within. 😁 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oj_M6fEmTEw …

12/8/2019 9:45:25 PM sterkinglights1 Not sure. Gonna be biblical. How about Majestic?

12/8/2019 9:50:22 PM s0urc3rss  https://youtu.be/bzv552_bOo0 

12/8/2019 9:57:02 PM decodematrix Save a copy offline:

 https://anonfile.com/R5qexaEen1/Information_Warfare_mp4 …

12/8/2019 10:05:13 PM texasrdblock Already has..#Kerry's presence with #Biden is proof of that..

The regime and Kerry walk hand-in-hand

He is their little puppet

Easily bought, like so many other career Democrats

12/8/2019 10:09:10 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy is the harvest #Ascension?

12/8/2019 10:10:02 PM sterkinglights1 Remember this one https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g

12/8/2019 10:11:19 PM s0urc3rss This music is SO beautiful 😍🤩💫

12/8/2019 10:12:46 PM s0urc3rss Thank You 💞💫💖 pic.twitter.com/adC3Fb8N1c

12/8/2019 10:13:28 PM magicianswheel Never knew he was in it . . .

12/8/2019 10:15:13 PM sterkinglights1 Instant follow

12/8/2019 10:20:39 PM 369helen313 🤯😳 https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g 

12/8/2019 10:30:48 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/c2mrH18YgX0 

12/8/2019 10:32:18 PM nmarksmn He would have been acquitted by a jury if I was on it.

12/8/2019 10:35:38 PM sterkinglights1 Godzilla is coming and Jeffery Epstein didn't kill himself. pic.twitter.com/Jqpgb6G7R5

12/8/2019 10:41:17 PM courtneyspace17 Would you like to meet Alice?

 https://op-webtools.web.cern.ch/vistar/vistars.php …

12/8/2019 10:41:50 PM courtneyspace17  http://alice-logbook.cern.ch/aliceOnline/alice_online.html …

12/8/2019 10:42:01 PM courtneyspace17 Shes beautiful

12/8/2019 10:44:36 PM courtneyspace17 To all those wondering who ALICE is she is a multidimensional quantum technological device altering space and time using particle physics.... basically 

me but in a computer form. pic.twitter.com/9d8CTPOjdl

12/8/2019 10:46:31 PM wild8heart Eyes Wide Shut, starring Randy Andy.

12/8/2019 11:16:03 PM carolin15161363 That was such a clearly faked video. Its laughable.

12/8/2019 11:16:31 PM covertress Love This

💞💫💖

what i was missing

12/8/2019 11:25:22 PM sterkinglights1 Thanks. 🤭🧐🤔

12/8/2019 11:26:07 PM tomchiodo The professor hasn’t read all Q posts.

12/8/2019 11:26:28 PM patriotswegoall MSM have yet to ask 045 about Q

12/8/2019 11:26:49 PM tomchiodo Don’t be last!

12/8/2019 11:27:35 PM 369helen313 Thanks for sharing 🙏🏻✨

12/8/2019 11:39:10 PM dancarwells TB = To Broadcast?

12/8/2019 11:41:54 PM covertress You're right, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

I could do this lifetimes.💃

PS thank you for introducing the void.  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1203940710392750080 …

12/9/2019 12:02:08 AM irah_chandler 80% aware

60% believe

35% believe hard/active support

10% are brainwashed no longer use discernment and are trolls like the prez

32.9mill is an easy 10% still we gotta watch them not really most on top of it.

12/9/2019 12:07:08 AM alaraofsirius 33% tipping point? Critical mass?

12/9/2019 12:13:26 AM alaraofsirius Will this be SSP contact/disclosure OR ET/IT?

12/9/2019 12:15:19 AM klyhb75 From my perception,  we will all still be here,  just at different levels of thinking.  I would assume children would be fast tracked so to speak.  They are 

the most open minded of all

12/9/2019 12:31:13 AM jeepeemjohnjohn Watch the wat(t)er 👁👁

12/9/2019 1:08:37 AM jollyrob2 Majestic 09-12-2019

12/9/2019 1:52:41 AM usss_211 #Sanctum 

Sex Club 4 the well off...

12/9/2019 1:59:08 AM stefanofait Only 70 percent are aware?

A catastrophic media failure! 😉

12/9/2019 2:01:23 AM hurricane0073 Here we go again. 

Re-liking this for the 100th time

12/9/2019 3:10:34 AM resolute_ptriot  pic.twitter.com/86cUVr2T6R

12/9/2019 3:36:50 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/OneZenTsu/status/1124402864388964352?s=20 …

12/9/2019 3:54:54 AM bryceja68689884 ALICE. is an AI program deployed to instill a narrative and keep you off track. Fake people, computer trolls or shills

12/9/2019 3:59:30 AM _louisreed Shallowfake more like

12/9/2019 4:13:38 AM yustein If they are in line to ascend yes. Some souls prefer not to... you have to respect their choices. Ascension is individual...

12/9/2019 4:15:14 AM yustein Define here 😉 all these sefinitions will change. When you see the new ‘here’ you won’t be able to believe your eyes... Heaven...

12/9/2019 4:25:15 AM bethelight11_11 Majestic can our friends from space help in Syria IDLIB much suffering bombings of hospitals the people have lost hope many war crimes

12/9/2019 4:27:11 AM bethelight11_11 #WWG1WGA #Qmap.pub do your own research 🇺🇸🙏🕊

12/9/2019 4:30:19 AM bethelight11_11 FISA FISA FISA

12/9/2019 4:37:51 AM cny_micaa haha. META. Vs. MEGA

12/9/2019 4:40:04 AM fansblowing3 Those are questions.

12/9/2019 4:51:06 AM cny_micaa Q suggested they were faking to avoid prosecution. Its hard to say, some of them are old and dementia is real. If they are truly ill, the people propping 

them up should be liable....

12/9/2019 4:59:19 AM lmjonzey Annoying

12/9/2019 5:22:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your hierarchy is wrong.

12/9/2019 5:26:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 ? usually indicate the presence of questions. Your assumptions are misguided but not wrong in spirit. 

PA is a putz and incapable of operating like JE. 

Too much ego.

Incapable of being handled accordingly.

Epstein was a soulless puppet.

12/9/2019 5:27:03 AM ericpartchey Digital Soldiers

12/9/2019 5:28:02 AM westmount_d7 Sounds pretty “ out there” but only without NXIVM & Epstein. Wars never end, food is more & more unhealthy, big pharma/Dr./insurance mafia 

nonsense, corporations are monitoring their clients without absolute consent, children “disappear” on streets. Psychopath leadership....

12/9/2019 5:28:50 AM dazeytoday No way!!!! ❤️



12/9/2019 5:30:41 AM dazeytoday Will we recognize anyone in Heaven or will our minds be erased again?

12/9/2019 5:31:51 AM freestateojones Just a citizen 😉 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1179515389363068929?s=19 …

12/9/2019 5:34:47 AM tvana93 “Theory” No More!

Conspiracy-YES

12/9/2019 5:34:53 AM weediblue @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 those who shout loudest.  https://twitter.com/joelockhart/status/1203812373422891008 …

12/9/2019 5:56:23 AM johnmic25959174 MAP

12/9/2019 6:02:02 AM weediblue The prof. done a rather woeful job trying to summarise what Q and Qanon are about. The 'Great Awakening' is already happening, some of us have 

been woke for decades. The corruption stems well before 2016 elections, well before 9/11 and well before JFK assassination. Don't rely on

12/9/2019 6:03:55 AM nun_chucknorris Was he born or created?

12/9/2019 6:08:49 AM shopgrl07 Saving Israel for last! Must be why that is... When they all run there for immunity... [They] will all be in one place! Q sent me...

12/9/2019 6:09:10 AM ddobbie2 Yep..they cant get the earlobe..its just attatched to the head..see the difference on turdo pic.twitter.com/ojdO4BwuEt

12/9/2019 6:09:30 AM shopgrl07 That was a great catch! 👊🏼

12/9/2019 6:09:47 AM weediblue ...MSM, political elites, stars etc to tell you the truth, as the vast majority are up to their necks in it all. It's not just in America, its global corruption. If 

you do begin your own research, be prepared, what you will find is beyond belief. What is seen cannot be unseen.

12/9/2019 6:11:05 AM herkertian  https://youtu.be/xZ8kx01_n5Q 

12/9/2019 6:19:13 AM cosmic_engineer 3rd Density always has the Law of Confusion. It's so you don't know all the cards in the game. Otherwise it wouldn't be a learning experience.

2D/4D all retain

12/9/2019 6:20:34 AM fansblowing3 MJ-12 takes orders from no one. 😆

12/9/2019 6:24:55 AM fansblowing3 Thank you for answering my questions sir.

12/9/2019 6:28:57 AM ofuskate Time for AMA.  Simulation waiting.

12/9/2019 6:30:04 AM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/BNFGdQhE0T

12/9/2019 6:31:12 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/tbV7fyxW2N

12/9/2019 6:35:44 AM ofuskate Glass bead game.  Start.

12/9/2019 6:38:07 AM maw2tu Really. That's it then. Alice it is.

12/9/2019 6:46:34 AM ssg_pain K.T.A.L.G.S.T.O 

D-From Above

#PAIN

12/9/2019 6:53:22 AM ofuskate Last chance.  LoTR.  Hobbits leave.  Captured.  Saved.  Ring put on = not invisible.  Not in movies, left out.  Why?  How does this relate to tweet and 

every .csv drop of this account?

12/9/2019 7:01:32 AM yustein I think we finished the important questions here as well. Next please...

12/9/2019 7:14:07 AM dianesaumure Alice is written a different way and it's meaning is different to the way it is written

12/9/2019 7:14:44 AM covertress I've been ping ponging around The Tree like a Flying Spider Monkey.

Time for a little R&R to get grounded again. pic.twitter.com/B3qJ5KvH1K

12/9/2019 7:25:34 AM danswanson1965 Maybe the question should be who isn’t?

12/9/2019 7:26:00 AM s0urc3rss Good morning Cheyenne Mountain 🤩😘💫 pic.twitter.com/lguJDFfMgU

12/9/2019 7:26:50 AM s0urc3rss Good morning Ra 🌞🤗💖 pic.twitter.com/9OY8BiIiaA

12/9/2019 7:29:29 AM s0urc3rss Wishing all IS-BEs a BEyoutifull & Blessed Day 😍💞😄 pic.twitter.com/Yk3O5dlI0Y

12/9/2019 7:37:36 AM joncristotacho You are the one who said "future telling tech", Q said "military planning at it's finest".

12/9/2019 7:38:18 AM mahredrum What is the difference between AI and Deep State AI, what kind of tech stack are they using

12/9/2019 7:46:46 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/kiJGXwUtxe

12/9/2019 7:54:02 AM jared4liberty  https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/paul-a-volcker-fed-chairman-who-waged-war-on-inflation-is-dead-at-92/ar-BBXYzJW?li=BBnbfcL …

Track all deaths and resignations.

12/9/2019 7:54:54 AM covertress SAP from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2019 8:01:43 AM chrislucasforus "deep state connected to pedophiles selling children into sex slavery".

The Vatican has an issue with pedophilia. 

Many high ranking Catholic politicians in Democrat and Republican party want open borders.

CIA and FBI at the top have been Catholic run for decades. pic.twitter.com/oBbZMC2Aub

12/9/2019 8:03:10 AM amigosreunion Funny, Tks much !! And what do you think Trudeau did before last elrction, Same BS, he bought CDN media with 600,000,000. payout. These funds 

were supposed to be for our CDN Navy but he diverted them to buy the election ! pic.twitter.com/6XgccMGcAy

12/9/2019 8:14:04 AM brianbrido97 Shrouded by a veil of deceit

12/9/2019 8:17:40 AM deni_rapture how is this fun?

12/9/2019 8:17:55 AM covertress I thought the answer to life, the universe and everything was 42. 🤔 https://youtu.be/SmanVIJ80EY 

12/9/2019 8:19:17 AM covertress C could stand for covertress 🤓

12/9/2019 8:36:36 AM tucson_ron Not even close to a deep fake. An obvious fake, being presented as a deep fake. Because... they want to get ahead of the real videos they will attempt 

to discredit with the false label of "deep fake".

Almost out of ammunition, I hope. This is getting old.

12/9/2019 8:47:31 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/BDMBwpo99t

12/9/2019 9:28:58 AM dazeytoday Understood. Have a blessed day Metatron.

12/9/2019 9:38:01 AM winki00000001 Why don't you answer this simple question?

Is Assange controlled opposition?? 

Is he really a "good" guy??

Why a floor trap was in the room where we saw him skateboarding??

12/9/2019 9:40:24 AM freedomrider364 #ParottsAnyone “ In no place in the Constitution do you hear word Democracy !

What you are seeing is brain washing attempt 

And that is extremely dangerous to our Constitutional Republic for which “ I Stand!” #WWG1WGA🇺🇸

RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  pic.twitter.com/NNIHRYPHiW

12/9/2019 9:47:29 AM michael81972  https://therepublicpost.wordpress.com/2019/12/08/clinton-foundation-staffers-have-come-forward-with-hundreds-of-pages-of-evidence/ …

12/9/2019 9:51:00 AM klyhb75 I guess it depends on who you talk to. Some say we will still be on "earth" but we will be living like we were in heaven.  A good time, incredible wealth,  

health,  and peace



12/9/2019 10:06:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 JA is an asset.

12/9/2019 10:12:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was your opinion of @JesseBWatters coverage of #QAnon?

12/9/2019 10:12:39 AM cidarean Pretty good actually.

12/9/2019 10:12:47 AM bryceja68689884 Not sure. Good introduction.

12/9/2019 10:13:26 AM fluffy_unicornd It was a good start

12/9/2019 10:13:28 AM pomeinnz You missed one.

We look stupid

12/9/2019 10:13:55 AM stevewo50768315 A very good semi-mainstream intro to lots of new eyes!

12/9/2019 10:14:11 AM jayrambin Actually, they aren’t theories at all.  I would have chosen 2 if it were more clear.

12/9/2019 10:14:17 AM allahuniversal E. Necessary

That said, it was kinda funny to see him play it off only to lead into Epstein pic.twitter.com/GIY2C6ERX4

12/9/2019 10:14:21 AM itbmeang Didn’t see an option that said “UN-INFORMED “SPECIALIST” gave false or misleading info”

12/9/2019 10:14:23 AM jluther88 Optics are still just that.

Jesse did a great Job.

That 'Professor' tho...sad.

12/9/2019 10:14:29 AM teamdowner  pic.twitter.com/puNhfjgRFI

12/9/2019 10:14:33 AM ursula_1111 It’s a good beginning. None of the choices really fit my opinion of the piece Jesse did. 🤷🏼♀️

12/9/2019 10:14:58 AM ksouth21 Fair, and he brought out some of the facts himself

I think it created more curious eyes on

Effective!

12/9/2019 10:14:59 AM yustein That’s not called coverage that’s hardly called a mention. 

The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/9/2019 10:16:09 AM kristlynwind Almost "half-assed" pic.twitter.com/xTonepIBaB

12/9/2019 10:21:57 AM mpmomok Not a theory. Not a conspiracy

12/9/2019 10:22:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 His Q-guy friend.

12/9/2019 10:24:12 AM andrewbreitbar #IGReport  ANOTHER  WHITEWASH  

@FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@larrythkw @ANNIERPALMER pic.twitter.com/RjIMTRlI4R
12/9/2019 10:26:24 AM samsonron84 I didn't care for the conspiracy theory spend though. I would have liked to seen more details brought to light.

12/9/2019 10:26:28 AM jotaann I agree!

12/9/2019 10:26:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Flattened + OCR = Embedded Hidden Data

 https://www.justice.gov/storage/120919-examination.pdf …

12/9/2019 10:27:05 AM jeff57253103 What is OCR?

12/9/2019 10:28:23 AM raisethevib369 It's a start.

12/9/2019 10:28:30 AM yustein In this file or is something like this mentioned in the file? It’s not loading must be overloaded...

12/9/2019 10:28:30 AM cosmic_engineer Optical Character Recognition

(Pic to text)

12/9/2019 10:28:30 AM _369311119 Ucsinski

You See Sin See?

12/9/2019 10:28:47 AM hoya97 (OCR) Optical Character Recognition: It is a widespread technology to recognize text inside images, such as scanned documents and photos.

12/9/2019 10:28:56 AM yustein Optical Character Recognition

12/9/2019 10:29:07 AM cidarean Optical Character Recognition?

12/9/2019 10:29:23 AM dancarwells It was labeled a conspiracy theory the whole segment?

12/9/2019 10:29:23 AM kachinagtto OCR = Optical Character Recognition??

12/9/2019 10:29:41 AM mathemagician9 optical character recognition. it's a technology that allows documents to be scanned and automatically digitized (a normal scanner would produce an 

image, ocr produces a text document)

12/9/2019 10:29:47 AM nun_chucknorris 10-4. Will extract text and read.  https://www.justice.gov/storage/120919-examination.pdf …

12/9/2019 10:30:52 AM andoniandothard Wish there was more. A longer segment showing Q proofs.

12/9/2019 10:31:02 AM melanieanders7 Professors wording was crap: trying to make Q fans appear crazy for believing anything Q says. But if you’re looking for material to spark curiosity for 

more followers.... we’ll, it’s genius to call it conspiracy.

12/9/2019 10:31:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 FISA gets released.

Where is DRUDGE?

Hidden in a sea of links.

What's going on with DRUDGE?

Who controls DRUDGE?

Alice in Wonderland.

The story is about to get out of this world.

Enjoy the show... pic.twitter.com/VV2UKEGE5E
12/9/2019 10:31:38 AM arifriedman12 No condescension at all. #ThankQ!

12/9/2019 10:32:29 AM joewalker_wm 1:29... like CLOCKWORK. 

Enjoy the show! 🧐🍿🐸

#QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/AnTFmUW2L7

12/9/2019 10:32:41 AM dianesaumure ALICE and ALICE AI are the same but WHITE HATS have taken over LOOKING GLASS and STARGATE we have all

12/9/2019 10:32:59 AM melanieanders7 Try again. pic.twitter.com/VN2GcbiZrk

12/9/2019 10:33:05 AM goodjobtommypi lofl... Sorry Qanon donks.

12/9/2019 10:35:35 AM el_walt45 Where is drudge?

12/9/2019 10:35:36 AM alwaysbanneddd  pic.twitter.com/ozMsWNRPil

12/9/2019 10:37:06 AM boy12_jimmy  https://bonginoreport.com/ 

12/9/2019 10:37:08 AM sephorassievert 🤞

12/9/2019 10:37:42 AM yustein That is f’in 476 pages! Doing an OCR on something that size then searching for hidden text on a public non classified document is crazy. Even for you. 

Well I guess people need to be doing something...

12/9/2019 10:38:53 AM state1union It’s the PDF file that the DOJ just dropped



12/9/2019 10:39:16 AM wahiggins3 I can’t access the fire right now, but I assume this file is NOT text searchable.  Which makes it really hard to find something specific in a large file.  If this 

is a scan of a physical book then the term “flattened” my refer to the fact that some words are missing...

12/9/2019 10:39:57 AM joni_apple_seed The bit on Q was pathetic and belittled the followers while both Waters and his guest had these smug grins on their faces while discussing what they 

called a ‘conspiracy theory’.  You decide, here’s the link...

 https://youtu.be/dNq-zHBqPBY  pic.twitter.com/iqfvO6mT7T

12/9/2019 10:40:48 AM zoilaliz1 MOS

12/9/2019 10:40:53 AM jujusfurrykids Sellout...me believes that Matt Drudge is no longer in control of the Drudge Report.

12/9/2019 10:40:59 AM dottie_french I have a requested page going on for 15 mins and it won't load.

12/9/2019 10:41:16 AM pauliepg11111 They definitely threw in “conspiracy theory” a lot to cover themselves...but I like how Watters didn’t blink when he mentioned HRC and Podesta as 

Satanic Pedophiles. I think he believes it more than he lets on - but if he’d revealed it he would have been classed as a nut.

12/9/2019 10:42:37 AM melanieanders7 Odd. It loaded for me first try. Might have heavy traffic

12/9/2019 10:42:54 AM realityloominng Conspiracy theory??? - 17%

12/9/2019 10:44:37 AM daveo6145 I chose satanic pedophiles since that’s at the crux of evil we’re against. But it was pretty darn good!!! 🤙🏼🐸🇺🇸

12/9/2019 10:44:43 AM watnewsnow 4+7+6=?

12/9/2019 10:45:24 AM majic_eyes_qnly Majestic 12 is no longer under cabal control. Q team will prosecute the cabal in military tribunals. After that MJ12 will perform First Contact. MJ12 

doesn't take orders from Q. Separate operations but working towards the same goal.

CoC = chain of command https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031999501303726083?s=20 …

12/9/2019 10:45:24 AM joewalker_wm 1:29.  Just a LARP?  Are you awake? pic.twitter.com/Hriqaxf2B6

12/9/2019 10:45:53 AM susan66388204 Matt has been a goner for quite a while.  Such a shame.

12/9/2019 10:46:27 AM rebornkingent David Brock

12/9/2019 10:46:37 AM laughingwolf11 #5.  Who’s Jesse?

...and why would their opinion matter more than the rest of us?

#ThinkForYourselves

12/9/2019 10:46:53 AM susan66388204 I thought he could have come ON with it Quite a bit MORE!!!!  But fair I guess.

12/9/2019 10:47:07 AM kindeandtrue Drudge knows the IG Report is a nothing burger.

12/9/2019 10:47:24 AM kindeandtrue Does Trump have ties to Epstein?

12/9/2019 10:49:14 AM fansblowing3  https://pjmedia.com/trending/whats-going-on-with-drudge-rasmussen-claims-matts-not-there-anymore-word-is-he-sold/ …

12/9/2019 10:49:54 AM agoodyear2015 I wish they would have showed a Q drop (#489 would have been an eye-opener for people to start questioning).  You make people question their 

information base and then where they get if from.  Q has been excellent at doing that and everybody can benefit from beginning to rethink.

12/9/2019 10:50:36 AM djlok I knew it!!!

12/9/2019 10:50:48 AM ameirahrose DRUDGE WAS SOLD. Done.

12/9/2019 10:51:00 AM realgendale have a computer do it

12/9/2019 10:53:06 AM wahiggins3 With the proper software, this NOT difficult.

12/9/2019 10:53:24 AM winklerburke Name has become the Nature.  Drudge.  (Galley Slave Hard Work?)

12/9/2019 10:53:53 AM the_objectivist Seriously, @DRUDGE is a joke. He has his run, but now.... It's just blatantly sad...

12/9/2019 10:53:57 AM slavenomore2 My suspicion is he wouldn't sell or change his stance so the CIA took him to a black site in order to use their enhanced interrogation techniques until he 

sees things their way.

12/9/2019 10:54:28 AM cledrordfishing Ha, I should have guessed...

That's good intel MJ....

12/9/2019 10:56:53 AM shaigaichan 1 #ThankQ

12/9/2019 10:58:37 AM mahredrum What are those

12/9/2019 10:59:50 AM wahiggins3 Here is a free service to convert a a file into a searchable PDF.   https://ocr.space/ 

12/9/2019 11:00:27 AM yustein No criminal activity found, no political bias/motivation against Trump campaign found. Only some procedural reviews recommended. This report on its 

own is acquittal for the cabal actors we all know about. If someone finds something strange with the OCR let me know. Only redacted

12/9/2019 11:01:38 AM paytonpatriot #UnsealEpstein

12/9/2019 11:03:16 AM yustein OCR only the redacted pages. There is a chance you can recover the data hidden under the dark markers. A simple mistake a clerk made during 

prepping the public version of the file. Unfortunately the public learns the reductions this way. Am I getting closer dear @ts_sci_majic12 ?

12/9/2019 11:05:30 AM yustein OCR is made by a computer. A computer however will not tell you if it has found hidden data there unless you know what you are looking for. I 

tweeted guideline for people who want to OCR and dig. Only do the redacted pages.

12/9/2019 11:07:30 AM realgendale i don’t think you understand either OCR or what he’s talking about.

12/9/2019 11:08:01 AM majic_eyes_qnly Pretty sure the hierarchy would look more like this:

   POTUS

  /            \

Q          MJ12

Cabal is their enemy. No relation or connection.

12/9/2019 11:08:50 AM madrummy3 Yes, Jesse added more to the “professor’s” impression of who/what is Q, but “conspiracy theory”  overtook the message instead of encouraging people 

to research for themselves.

12/9/2019 11:08:52 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/CRTv4sVyYg

12/9/2019 11:09:39 AM covertress 🤓

12/9/2019 11:14:01 AM awakeandsing123 Still waiting for any reporter to ask #POTUS45 the Q question.

12/9/2019 11:14:36 AM student43317487  https://twitter.com/Student43317487/status/1204115607467114496?s=19 … What IS Drudge doing???

12/9/2019 11:14:42 AM winklerburke Justice grinds late, but it grinds exceedingly fine... (Cue up the Perry Mason Theme... Blues Bros.) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQv3Qx-

Oxnw …

12/9/2019 11:16:37 AM drmiller1960 Sure it has been sold to some big money Socialist Rag...

12/9/2019 11:17:47 AM kryan92185384 Love Benjamin button references...they warm my center...thank you.

12/9/2019 11:17:47 AM bob76775554  pic.twitter.com/5op4NXV44J

12/9/2019 11:19:38 AM bbobbio71 Drudge Now run by MOS.

12/9/2019 11:20:08 AM michael81972 Corney Comey

12/9/2019 11:24:08 AM mcgaws72com FUNNY THEY SAY A CONSPIRACY STORY I DON'T THINK SO #WEAREQ THE American people #wwg1wga #maga

12/9/2019 11:28:43 AM identityasxy .

Patriots, THIS YT VID IS A 'MUST WATCH' !  

Just a fantastic summary of 100s of issues, explains so much.  Densely packed with data.  Pause it to take notes. Then research. Watch it many times.  

WOW https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

12/9/2019 11:30:16 AM marty713 Made it seem to much like a conspiracy theory to me .

12/9/2019 11:30:38 AM yustein I think you don’t understand what I’m saying but not important.



12/9/2019 11:31:25 AM yustein 17!

12/9/2019 11:31:27 AM titansass I don't get it <3

12/9/2019 11:32:59 AM yustein Interesting 476 pages. 4+7+6=17 -> Q

The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/9/2019 11:33:43 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1204121540020899841 …

12/9/2019 11:34:11 AM yustein I tested on page xviii and couldn’t see anything under the redacted sections. I guess the software I used was not good enough...

12/9/2019 11:34:17 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1204121381484580870 …

12/9/2019 11:34:49 AM cledrordfishing This seems to be another let down 

He is giving them a pillow to fall on.

There doesn't appear to be an end to the fckry.... 

It appears that we the people are gonna take another one for the deep state. 

Depressing........

12/9/2019 11:35:32 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1204121381484580870?s=20 …

12/9/2019 11:36:41 AM cledrordfishing Yup...... its going to be another huge letdown. 

Damn....

12/9/2019 11:37:40 AM chrislannon Corn...hmmm, Harvest

spelled backwards=Intel agency

12/9/2019 11:38:35 AM notevenchad17 This is the move of the match so far. Everyone's talking. Hmmmm....

12/9/2019 11:38:49 AM toddlangwell The CORN is ripe for harvest.

12/9/2019 11:39:21 AM tracybirk1 Soft disclosure

12/9/2019 11:40:12 AM anneolsen43 matt drudge sold

12/9/2019 11:40:15 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/9/2019 11:43:07 AM de1traveler @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @1776Stonewall @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1204034270127374336 …

12/9/2019 11:44:58 AM mm47821446 Wow this incredible! I have heard this in bits and pieces, but to hear it all in one place was fantastic! Ty!

12/9/2019 11:45:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 17? https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1204112393053331457 …

12/9/2019 11:45:44 AM 92michael 17! As per Q

12/9/2019 11:45:47 AM yustein 476 pages 4+7+6=17?

12/9/2019 11:46:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember that Durham holds the power.

Horowitz was for show.

Conclusions/Opinions of Horowitz do not make Durham's case moot.

Horowitz had limited access to information and Government policies designed to protect operations like Jeffrey Epstein's. 

Can you really trust Horowitz? https://twitter.com/RepGosar/status/1204111746757251072 …

12/9/2019 11:48:46 AM 1_decided_voter Did Q mislead us when he said "TRUST HOROWITZ" ? pic.twitter.com/WdFpVCjcEC

12/9/2019 11:48:51 AM hastings3000 .

12/9/2019 11:49:03 AM wickedmouse369 Trust the plan!

12/9/2019 11:49:05 AM matsols91809275 So why waiting on him 2 1/2 years, just for a show....? Tbh...this shitshow was not Triple A (well aware goodies will come) but what a waste of 

time....Jesus!

12/9/2019 11:49:27 AM hellouncledonny #PanicInDC

12/9/2019 11:49:30 AM winstonsmith173 I thought it eye-opening, too, Maj..

12/9/2019 11:49:42 AM sterkinglights1 I'm sure it's just a coincidence 😉😜😏

12/9/2019 11:50:01 AM sethric61410528 So first impression: There were 17 errors in Fisa application and thats it? Aha ... the MOAB turned out to be a nothingburger again. ... hmm

12/9/2019 11:50:04 AM cledrordfishing I hope you're right.  Just seems like every time something is supposed to drop we only get a drip.

And the MSM wipes it up with a whitewash paper towel. 

I want so bad for the bad guys to get theirs. It just seems like they always slither away.

12/9/2019 11:50:11 AM michael81972 But to truly wake people up these reports need to be undeniably damning...IMO...

12/9/2019 11:50:40 AM chalmersgilbert That is not my findings

12/9/2019 11:50:46 AM vintagesquirrel Because... stealth mode pic.twitter.com/y00Zi2IHON

12/9/2019 11:50:54 AM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2019 11:51:07 AM yustein Of course not he is a Hussein appointee...

12/9/2019 11:52:17 AM covertress The story is about to get out of this world?

How far out? https://youtu.be/YuBgniZcGOg 

12/9/2019 11:52:26 AM toddlangwell AND his scope was ONLY the DOJ. Durham's scope is much wider.

12/9/2019 11:53:04 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/r57jjWYdDo

12/9/2019 11:53:32 AM djlok Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary.

12/9/2019 11:53:47 AM covertress 😲 What are the odds?

12/9/2019 11:54:01 AM nopeyonekenopey He is a Democrat from the Obama admin. So, no.

12/9/2019 11:54:23 AM majic_eyes_qnly So there is more disinformation contained in Q post #1122 than we thought? Wray is a bad actor (do not trust) and Horowitz is good but has a limited 

power by design?

TRUST SESSIONS.

TRUST WRAY. —> disinformation

TRUST KANSAS.

TRUST HOROWITZ. —> disinformation?

TRUST HUBER.

Q
12/9/2019 11:54:31 AM gregory88172180 😁🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿💥💥💥💥

12/9/2019 11:54:48 AM 99thyamwasher In that Miami says 4chan is a dark website... almost as pathetic as a ‘journalist’ saying it was illegal for the sheeple to read the LEAKED dnc emails. 

Aside; anyone have a good link to explain Alice? Tia you wily jackasses!

12/9/2019 11:55:34 AM slaytheeye I don't think you can trust anyone with that last name.

12/9/2019 11:55:45 AM titansass Oh chile---here we go. It's such a flip flop these days.

12/9/2019 11:55:58 AM majic_eyes_qnly Or is Horowitz 'bad', like Wray?

12/9/2019 11:56:31 AM stefanofvenus Do they actually think that if they throw in some 1337 that they will slow down this process? Surely they jest.

12/9/2019 11:57:16 AM nick_2c When does Durham's investigation get released?

12/9/2019 11:58:10 AM nschlange Well that's good to know. I don"t know anyone w/out earlobes

12/9/2019 11:59:22 AM parakletosanon Coooool!!! Thanks!



12/9/2019 12:01:01 PM laurabusse Wanted 5th choice

Didn't go far enough and

Allowed idiot to say untrue things

12/9/2019 12:01:04 PM yustein  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/09/what-happened-to-matt-drudge-and-ann-coulter-america-needs-them-now-more-than-ever/ …

12/9/2019 12:01:41 PM weediblue Yes I noticed that.

12/9/2019 12:02:40 PM laurabusse Similar thoughts

12/9/2019 12:02:52 PM nschlange Yes but how many knew? 10 thousand? 100 thousand? Look how many ppl now know and things are happening. He had to work from the inside out so 

there would b no civil war or dirty judges etc. He's done a lot in these 3 years.

12/9/2019 12:03:18 PM laurabusse Me neither

12/9/2019 12:03:38 PM blsdbe #TrustButVerify

12/9/2019 12:04:23 PM laurabusse Right none at all LOL

12/9/2019 12:04:51 PM kindeandtrue MJ12 is reduced to pretending that doing word searches in the nothing-burger IG Report are of vital significance.

12/9/2019 12:05:20 PM laurabusse Completely agree

12/9/2019 12:05:26 PM 1_decided_voter This "explanation" never has sat well with me. It undermines credibility.

12/9/2019 12:05:37 PM heartsscales Lmaoooo

12/9/2019 12:07:25 PM holladay7doc Drudge is controlled opposition, supposedly Mossad /Rothschild controlled.

12/9/2019 12:07:47 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2019 12:08:07 PM luvinit57 Wondering if anyone had picked up on that!

12/9/2019 12:09:00 PM altimitwill How long do we have to wait for Durham?

12/9/2019 12:09:09 PM wickedmouse369 When can we expect a digital copy?

12/9/2019 12:10:08 PM kiminnm Yep and I just listened to the President and he said.......

Plus Plus Plus

seems I have seen that somewhere😀 +++

12/9/2019 12:10:22 PM chris_losh_ Exactly. Use there compartmentalizing tactics against them.

12/9/2019 12:10:51 PM matsols91809275 I believe, i hope you´re right! Patience is a virtue.....

12/9/2019 12:11:42 PM thestraywolf2 Q

12/9/2019 12:12:16 PM manifest_utopia Ucinski repeatedly defining Q as a conspiracy theory, placed Q in the crackpot, must ignore category for those asleep. Gave exposure to Q, but in a way 

that did little/nothing to lend credibility.

12/9/2019 12:13:10 PM folly1441 I gave up on drudge a long time ago.

I get more interesting hits on

 http://www.whatdoesitmean.com 

12/9/2019 12:13:14 PM treep52 If you copy/paste an OCR'd document onto a Word document, often the "picture" of the word looks like rn, rather than m.  I see it every day.  BUT if 

this wasn't copied/pasted then that's another matter.

12/9/2019 12:14:32 PM fansblowing3 Horowitz May suggest a course of action, but it is Durham who decides if and who to indict.

12/9/2019 12:15:00 PM michael81972 Corney report comes next...correct?

12/9/2019 12:16:04 PM chris_losh_ Any updated suggestions on software? also, what kinda storage would that require?

12/9/2019 12:16:28 PM chris_losh_ nice

12/9/2019 12:18:29 PM obzerver77 That or "was" made an offer he couldn't refuse".

12/9/2019 12:21:33 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/9/2019 12:23:01 PM chris_losh_ so for us dummies, this requires a scanner or printer with scanner or direct optical scanner(handheld)yes? software suggestions?

12/9/2019 12:23:07 PM moemc8 Jessie read a text from his liberal mother on air.  She told him stop listening to Q.  We know he follows.  This was a start.  Hopefully, he will follow up 

with better guests in the know.  Watch the Water?

12/9/2019 12:23:09 PM kvitalone  pic.twitter.com/yDCeg58xrP

12/9/2019 12:24:10 PM chris_losh_ so much to remember!!

12/9/2019 12:26:52 PM jeremyr60971542 Hope Durham burns it all down

12/9/2019 12:27:09 PM geniuscaveman Trust the plan. We all thought the IG Report would bring down the house. What are houses made of? CARDS. What brings down a card house???? THE 

TRUMP CARD

12/9/2019 12:27:37 PM johnqlamb1 I didn't trust Horowitz after the last whitewash.

12/9/2019 12:29:44 PM kvitalone 💯 agree Michael. #ObamaDossier #IGReport 

Simply giving demented Dems & MSM more ammunition to continue 24/7 non-stop attacks & abuse of Americans & our President. 

About spent here & doesn't look as tho any if this is waking many lunatic Libs either. ✌️

12/9/2019 12:30:56 PM powersawer Are select media personalities being instrumentalized in "the plan"? Do they have significantly more info than the public? Are you feeding them a little 

bit more than everyone else as you go along?

12/9/2019 12:32:11 PM monolithicpeak Sometimes faulty procedures open investigative doors that bias does not.

12/9/2019 12:32:58 PM powersawer ... if taken literally, Watters' words on his "q loving friend" would imply that not even POTUS is fully briefed on the details of the operation. Could make 

sense if it was to not break certain laws, could also be complete bogus speculaton.

12/9/2019 12:35:02 PM clfaerber1 Well played.

12/9/2019 12:36:14 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1204137306774540288 …

12/9/2019 12:37:54 PM jollyrob2 🤡

12/9/2019 12:39:22 PM dynamicres screenshot of an 'm' attached, 

here is the copied direct text:

"""

then Deputy Director Andrew McCabe, and then Director James Corney.  

"""

I wonder what else has been "touched" pic.twitter.com/xkQmducAOh

12/9/2019 12:39:43 PM trumppallooza On a side note, our local news station was carrying the impeachment hearings........until the Horowitz report came out. Then they started to continue 

watching, we must go to their sister station. How convenient

12/9/2019 12:40:56 PM dazeytoday There are no coincidences.

12/9/2019 12:42:05 PM peter95117110 ...It may or may not be of any useful value: I have noticed that books or documents uploaded to  http://archive.org  have options to see the "Text" 

version which yields a more readable document in many circumstances, one in which once can see little details and nuance. Best 73

12/9/2019 12:47:45 PM nancyddb I'm ready.

12/9/2019 12:48:51 PM covertress I suppose no one will believe me that I first typed this tweet as "Corney" and then changed it to "corny"? Anyone? pic.twitter.com/RaugC2Q2YC

12/9/2019 12:52:06 PM nschlange Nope are you? You think we have multiple creators? Implying someone is stupid is pretty messed up. We" 're all trying to learn and grow. You & your 

friends seem to be annoyed w/that. Too bad



12/9/2019 12:52:22 PM patriotjenns @prayingmedic @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Since this can no longer be found here:

17 Intel Agencies.

17 errors made by FBI in the FISA Applications.

The Horowitz Report has 467 pages which adds up to 17.

Horowitz will testify on 12/11/19, which adds up to 17.

Q is 17 in the alphabet

12/9/2019 12:57:34 PM anneolsen43 🤔

12/9/2019 12:59:18 PM dynamicres I believe you! lol i do that too actually...

12/9/2019 12:59:42 PM hotwheelsjusty Q has changed the world. Without a doubt. Now what is the next step?

12/9/2019 1:08:07 PM fightforamerica Crap actor. The guest he choose to have on got numerous crucial elements wrong.

Like congratulations you got Qanon on the air, but how many viewers were turned off pursuing further because of the insane and erroneous 

presentation?

12/9/2019 1:10:06 PM americanpetal Yes!

12/9/2019 1:11:50 PM spauldingshowal 😊❤️

12/9/2019 1:17:51 PM nschlange Watch. Arrests will start being made and the rest of the public will find out what has happened all this time. We can't go back. Too many ppl are now 

aware and on edge from waiting. Too many are willing to take care of it themselves if it doesn't change. Has to change.

12/9/2019 1:25:21 PM nschlange Btw changing the world is a pretty good accomplishment, don't you think? Look at the UK. Queen is no longer the Queen. No royalty there anymore. 

Lots has happened. He had more then just us 2 deal with.

12/9/2019 1:31:07 PM patriotswegoall From David Zublick: Has Drudge been compromised? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2lfQKo6MPw …

12/9/2019 1:32:08 PM hotwheelsjusty Government doesn’t change government. A revolution was never won with writing alone. The wealthy don’t vote to make themselves lose power or 

wealth. High level arrests aren’t going to happen, although they should. Why isn’t Prince Andrew being indicted by the by?

12/9/2019 1:40:26 PM patriotswegoall Not bad - Team Q has not quite gone mainstream yet.

12/9/2019 1:40:59 PM sterkinglights1 flattened +? pic.twitter.com/SiTEDEhH5l

12/9/2019 1:42:20 PM cambridgewibf >>235669934

Can I have a place in the underground cities for the Great Awakening event please?

I worked very hard, and I deserve to have a place there.

I will be extremely useful.

I am an optician, which is needed to aid with sight tests, any kind of glasses.
12/9/2019 1:43:56 PM jaynitess Q uses disinfo to string Qppl along. Q told Qppl to TRUST certain ppl in gov (starting in 2017) cuz Q wanted Qppl to believe mass elite arrests "soon." 

No1 w/yr best interests at heart'd do that. & Q telling Qppl to trust those ppl doesn't hurt DS (DS knows who's protecting DS).

12/9/2019 1:46:53 PM cambridgewibf As a teacher, I can teach children a number of school subjects including Maths, Advanced Maths, Geography, Economics etc.

I am young and fertile.

My general health is outstanding, I haven't eaten meat or unhealthy food for more than 15 years.

12/9/2019 1:50:44 PM cambridgewibf As a teacher, I can teach children a number of school subjects including Maths, Advanced Maths, Geography, Economics etc.

I am young and fertile.

My general health is outstanding, I haven't eaten meat, or unhealthy food for decades. I meditate every day since 1999.

12/9/2019 1:52:01 PM cambridgewibf >>235669934

I meditate on a daily basis, I have been doing this 1999.

I would be very useful when it comes to solving problems, creating strategies for any situation.

I get on well with all the G8 and G20 politicians, this means that I would be a great asset in political deals

12/9/2019 1:53:15 PM cambridgewibf I would be very well behaved, and I will do whatever you tell me to do.

Please contact me or take me to these underground cities and shelters. I am ready to go there any time.

I look forward to hearing from you.

12/9/2019 1:56:22 PM cambridgewibf I played an instrumental and an essential role in the 2016 election of President Trump when I gave him popular campaign ideas via Viktor Orban and 

the Daily Mail. I deserve a place in the underground cities.

12/9/2019 2:02:43 PM amylynrussell Public awareness has to happen first , I believe IG Report was setting the base for things to come. Pain!

12/9/2019 2:03:47 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1204139804293656576?s=21 …

12/9/2019 2:04:50 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/abh6d1zG9O

12/9/2019 2:06:49 PM michael81972 Elephant in room...Where is Schiff?

12/9/2019 2:07:26 PM mcpatriot64 Where was Schiff today?

12/9/2019 2:11:25 PM brianbrido97 Roger That

12/9/2019 2:15:02 PM vintagesquirrel Perhaps because it caused the Dems to pull out all stops and create this impeachment fiasco. 😂

12/9/2019 2:18:25 PM matsols91809275 You are far too smart for my brain 😋

12/9/2019 2:29:37 PM patriotswegoall As for the mass arrests, most I think are taking place in the background but may not be announced until after the fact - this is because the [DS] is still 

active.

12/9/2019 2:33:13 PM majic_eyes_qnly There are different types of arrests. The current sealed indictments count is just under 137,000 sealed indictments but those are Federal arrests. 

Military arrests, called military commissions, are unlisted in that number. MJ12 has said the cabal is 100,00 people in size (1/2)

12/9/2019 2:34:30 PM keith369me Drudge was put in place decades ago to insure that Clinton underwent impeachment for penisgate rather than the true crimes of everybody associated 

with him.  He is controlled opposition!  Is it surprising Drudge was rarely ever interviewed?

12/9/2019 2:34:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember LG was close associates to HWMNBN (NN).

He has a thing for little Vietnam boys.

He also likes kids jumping on his lap, making his leg hair raise and let the kids watch other things rise.

These people are sick.

LG is not fighting for the truth.

He is no better than AS. https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1204078268179197952 …

12/9/2019 2:35:38 PM majic_eyes_qnly That means there could be an additional 100,000 mil. arrests on top of the current 137,000 sealed indictments. They are not the same thing. Think 

Courts-Martial trials being kept secret. Similar. I’ve never heard anyone talk about this. I’ll try to cover it in my next video (2/2)



12/9/2019 2:36:28 PM keith369me He was clearly holding back on the subject, but shared more information then he did previously. There’s a lot more than he knows, that hopefully will 

come out soon enough to the masses.

12/9/2019 2:37:09 PM aprilbrown99 Yes have felt this for some time now. Disappointing. Thought he had walked to the LIGHT side but perhaps he got sucked back in?

12/9/2019 2:37:40 PM michael81972 Why was LG allowed in that position in senate...I guess if you are an insider its easier to see it play out,  but as an outsider you scratch your head

12/9/2019 2:39:54 PM patriotswegoall The [DS] have been flushing out people they do not need, or perhaps feigning a weakness. I think that's who we see either getting arrested or met an 

untimely death.

12/9/2019 2:39:57 PM darrell1964 But the President can.

12/9/2019 2:40:41 PM yustein If there is one thing for sure that it is not fun for the awakened ones to watch the foght between light and dark until we start scoring big against the 

evil ones. 

The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/9/2019 2:41:15 PM do_or_do_notty 😳😎 pic.twitter.com/GjGLvcxsYY

12/9/2019 2:41:41 PM keith369me He is just the wuss with no conviction...in need of handlers for his every thought!!!   The perfect controllable puppet

12/9/2019 2:42:59 PM bbobbio71 I truly hope these people get what's coming to them soon!

12/9/2019 2:44:21 PM fansblowing3 LG = Lindsey Graham; HWMNBN = he who must not be named; NN = no name

12/9/2019 2:44:35 PM mikebravodude He was in Ukraine in 2016 with no name.

12/9/2019 2:45:24 PM ryanwamsher Agreed LG would be terrible at a game of poker...

12/9/2019 2:45:33 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/9qRzdjEsys

12/9/2019 2:45:45 PM burgersandra HWMNBN NN = He Who Must Not Be Named No Name

12/9/2019 2:46:19 PM fightlucifer You mean Joe Biden ?

12/9/2019 2:46:22 PM mongrelglory I don't understand then.  Why did he give the Dems such a hard time about the Kavanaugh witch hunt?  I don't see how that played into the chess 

game...

12/9/2019 2:46:49 PM yustein The sun is shining at Gitmo. Israel is to open a new consulate at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base after getting approval from Dept. Of Defense. Citing 

the large number of Israeli dual citizen American politicians that will be transferred according to anon 

https://www.accuweather.com/en/us/guantanamo-bay-naval-base-x01/33037/weather-forecast/2273749 …

12/9/2019 2:46:58 PM mateuszwala no, electronics is faulty technology -> sun sneeze - event? 

think history archive? 

optical discs?

12/9/2019 2:47:56 PM vexed761 Crickets Q. Pain is coming my a$$!!

12/9/2019 2:49:37 PM majic_eyes_qnly That would be part of the Plan: for the US Military to exert maximum political pressure through the US government to purposely get the Deep State to 

destroy themselves and kill themselves off as much as possible before the Storm. US Mil. Generals understand the cabal’s psychology

12/9/2019 2:51:19 PM aprilbrown99 All for show maybe pretending he was going to be tough and do thr right thing. 🤷♀️. I imagine there is quite a bit of info on him for the length of time 

he has been in office.

12/9/2019 2:51:41 PM from_thestars Didn't watch but at least they covered it. Wish a reporter (a real one) would ask the Q! #QAnon

12/9/2019 2:51:54 PM nschlange Actually they will happen.

12/9/2019 2:52:42 PM brendaaloiau Just like Biden

12/9/2019 2:53:54 PM hotwheelsjusty I hope you’re right. God bless. 🙏

12/9/2019 2:55:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly "We are going to systematically enable the ENTIRE congress to be replaced through awareness and engagement after what is about to come out. Big 

story!" - MJ12

Time to clean house. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1190090539305259009?s=20 …

12/9/2019 2:57:36 PM emilyoakley6 Who is LG?

12/9/2019 2:58:24 PM emilyoakley6 Never mind got it.

12/9/2019 2:58:56 PM realbeckywegner L1nds3y Gr8ham

12/9/2019 2:59:42 PM emilyoakley6 TY

12/9/2019 3:02:02 PM keith369me I’d imagine he was offered something to question Kavanaugh in a certain way and offered something else at a later date

12/9/2019 3:04:21 PM ctenfor #shitstainmccain

12/9/2019 3:06:00 PM nschlange God bless you too

12/9/2019 3:07:40 PM whoisqqq  pic.twitter.com/xUK5fut2sd

12/9/2019 3:07:58 PM gweninkc I thought the leg hair thing and kids jumping on his lap was #QuidProJoe.

12/9/2019 3:09:16 PM bish2p AG Barr, please indict ALL who have committed crimes

12/9/2019 3:09:38 PM rdeweese04 I’ve always said it, lightfoot is only concerned about himself, period.

12/9/2019 3:10:26 PM mongrelglory So he's a cowardly flip-flopper?  Even worse!  At least Nancy, Schiff, and Schumer are committed to their evil ways. 😒

12/9/2019 3:10:32 PM djlok LG=Game Gender

12/9/2019 3:13:21 PM ronimarks13  pic.twitter.com/tv4NN5sP1e

12/9/2019 3:14:16 PM bryceja68689884 LG= Lindsey Graham HWMNBN=HE Who May Not Be Named (No Name) =John McStain=Executed="Its been 24 hours since he was put to death" 

@POTUS #QAnon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #PANIC pic.twitter.com/6jcGn1D8hn

12/9/2019 3:16:53 PM dug_fan Thanks acronyms cheat sheet unavailble atm.

12/9/2019 3:20:26 PM my2sonznme Then why have we kept him in such an important position?! Makes NO sense.

12/9/2019 3:22:33 PM my2sonznme Exactly. Why did we let him remain in such an important position?!!!!

12/9/2019 3:23:49 PM maryann55935130 I agree!

12/9/2019 3:34:20 PM michael81972 He certainly served an important role in Kav hearings,  but Grassley giving him Judiciary committee chairmanship was a shock to me...

12/9/2019 3:37:06 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/ztIsDS2xYQ

12/9/2019 3:39:14 PM lesliehaydanek Is our blood type RH negative and positive relevant to anything?

12/9/2019 3:44:35 PM one_white_lion Unfuckingbelieveable. Schiff is a material witness due to CIAramella concealing facts in sworn disclosure forms omitting meeting with Schiff's office. 

Schiff should be subpoenaed as should Abigail Grace and Sean Misko. 

LG needs a strong reminder of the leverage 45 has on him.

12/9/2019 3:50:26 PM 369helen313 PoOf 🤯

12/9/2019 3:50:35 PM wmferguson5  https://youtu.be/Jdjtqu3XK4U 

12/9/2019 3:52:43 PM michael81972 In the end...I trust the Plan...The Hammer will fall on these traitors!

12/9/2019 3:58:12 PM tiforyearsnow 😂😂😂😂

12/9/2019 3:59:08 PM jake4191 LG took Ukraine $ and God only knows what other crimes he did with No Name! Throw his ass in prison!

12/9/2019 4:02:13 PM ddobbie2 Watch the news casters

12/9/2019 4:02:32 PM yustein Read my previous tweets.

12/9/2019 4:05:09 PM hitbyawormhole You mean call Schiff as a witness? Hope you are right!

12/9/2019 4:09:16 PM emilyoakley6 TY

Finally figured it out.

12/9/2019 4:20:29 PM godrus Can you pls translate your acronyms? No comprende, partner.

12/9/2019 4:21:24 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JDiviv/status/1204191211160031238 …

12/9/2019 4:23:44 PM lightseeker2012 Thank you!  I was thinking McCain but hadn't figured out the acronym.



12/9/2019 4:40:04 PM angel171614 🥀🌹Thank you Brian🥀🌹 pic.twitter.com/DHHq2IjyVL

12/9/2019 4:46:50 PM truth4liberty Megan McCain tweeted not to long ago that LG was like family.  She considers him an uncle.  Makes one 🤔🤔🤔🤔.

12/9/2019 5:15:29 PM crisco2377 My guess is that Jimmy Savile was UK version of Epstein!

12/9/2019 5:20:13 PM crisco2377 Lookup "Project Yewtree"!

12/9/2019 5:25:33 PM carolinabeth1 I can’t remember who LG is.  (?)

12/9/2019 5:25:59 PM carolinabeth1 Thanks.

12/9/2019 5:26:26 PM carolinabeth1 Ok, Lindsey Graham.  😅

12/9/2019 5:27:25 PM toffer_anon_369 @55true4u @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.wfla.com/news/local-news/this-weeks-full-moon-occurs-on-12-12-at-1212-a-

m/?fbclid=IwAR0o7CRDfrW23kEmZpvpGOCkpD33ygoHY6ADIEqNetjfA8XwPc6ubdffO-g …

12/9/2019 5:39:44 PM carolinabeth1 Interesting!

12/9/2019 5:46:33 PM lilystormchaser Tired of “Soon” and tuning it out.

12/9/2019 5:48:52 PM mathemagician9 I just saw this too. My first impression is that this may relate to the previous tweet about OCR, given that "rn" can appear similar to "m" in certain 

typefaces/fonts and that would be picked up by ocr. not sure about 'embedded information' though.

12/9/2019 5:48:59 PM cny_micaa but how does one know if the replacements aren't more of the same. So many clowns running for office we were warned. An average person can't 

know all these things, track all these people and connections?

12/9/2019 5:50:56 PM mathemagician9 that's what I assumed too, but there's also the previous tweet from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 about ocr and embedded info. Could be intentional if someone 

used a particular typeface knowing it would be misinterpreted. not sure though.

12/9/2019 5:50:59 PM lesliehaydanek Was Jesus O negative?  Did he marry Mary Magdalene?  We have been told so many stories....

12/9/2019 5:52:03 PM ragstorm @MikayesFiona @drawandstrike

@EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@40_head @IPOT1776

Thoughts on this thread?

12/9/2019 5:53:07 PM cny_micaa I saw an anon noticed the webpage listed at the very end has a qov not gov. HAHAHAHAHAHA that was awesome. A Q. What are the odd of that typo?

12/9/2019 5:58:12 PM nschlange Well I agree w/ the last comment. They are extremely dangerous to OUR democracy!

12/9/2019 5:59:12 PM lesliehaydanek Did President Trump’s uncle read and learn what Tesla created...free energy?

12/9/2019 6:01:06 PM mathemagician9 also, Q also misspelled it "Corney" on March 3, 2019:  https://qmap.pub/read/2943  that can't be a coincidence

12/9/2019 6:03:28 PM mathemagician9 Q also misspelled it "Corney" on March 3, 2019:  https://qmap.pub/read/2943  that can't be a coincidence

12/9/2019 6:04:18 PM bubblesburster I think there are different versions of #Alice.

1. Alice the persons

2. Alice the AI

3. Alice the CERN device

4. Alice the chat bot

5. Alice=Q

And so on. So I think if we go back to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet describing the different Alice's it will make sense now.  pic.twitter.com/VeAGvPsffu

12/9/2019 6:05:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly We (the people) won’t know everything about the politicians but the NSA will know because they can verify it. If politicians committed crimes in the 

past they won’t be able to run, and they may get indicted. MJ12 says politicians should only serve for a short time, not decades.

12/9/2019 6:07:15 PM aprilbrown99 Majestic!  Love my President. 💗💗💗

12/9/2019 6:08:12 PM bubblesburster  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=19 …

12/9/2019 6:09:39 PM web_mktg @Shem_Infinite Not sure if you saw this. Try to search on Comey in the report. Zip!. Use Corney= 149. Have not validated. From @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

Horowitz trying to pull a fast one?

12/9/2019 6:11:15 PM godwins2020 I am so happy to be on this team!!! #DarkToLight #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA #KAG2020 #NothingCanStopWhatIsComing #ItsGoingToBeBiblical 

♥🇺🇸♥

12/9/2019 6:26:17 PM jake4191 [Kristol]!

12/9/2019 6:27:45 PM sloangidding Some folks aren't pleased at all,  I can understand why but dont necessarily; Jesse went on with what he had. Good job with what he worked with.  

Most Q coverage has been tongue-in-cheek or conspiracy theory or both......

They didn't say where to find Q......

Shia didnt want

12/9/2019 6:29:29 PM sloangidding that flag found 3-4 times either....

Just enough info softball to push the on the fence to more research pic.twitter.com/AliMm7pb6s

12/9/2019 6:30:52 PM wickedmouse369 Q is here to save the world - actors are necessary to set the stage for what is next.

12/9/2019 6:36:54 PM destinlola I started giving him the benefit of the doubt...that over.

12/9/2019 6:45:20 PM davidsbrown6 You got that right!

12/9/2019 6:47:33 PM renegadeyogi Why I provide vibration raising guided meditations ✌🏼✌🏼✌🏼

All who hold higher vibrations BECOME the light. Nothing will be able to be hidden if enough of us rise https://youtu.be/NhDi5aV1vTs 

12/9/2019 6:50:21 PM jaded_pearl  https://twitter.com/beer_parade/status/1204230747172884480?s=19 …

12/9/2019 6:53:46 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/MPGdEOJ79p

12/9/2019 6:53:59 PM elishabaker915 Search "QI"

12/9/2019 6:54:09 PM dancinginthetao Excellent! Also essential to clean out the darkness within our own hearts and minds. Any negativity we are carrying around - the little things our minds 

mutter under their breaths - must be brought to full consciousness. 

Bring the dark to the Light, and it will begin to change.

12/9/2019 6:55:04 PM rachaelangelm A nurse?

12/9/2019 6:55:53 PM state1union I got it at retweet

12/9/2019 6:55:53 PM clfaerber1 Seeds.

12/9/2019 6:57:15 PM lifeisaaax3 Drudge is CIA

12/9/2019 6:59:02 PM state1union I know you from twitter and don’t deny it

12/9/2019 6:59:06 PM jaspony1 I think the IG report is to get all eyes on DC while big things are going down elsewhere...

Going to be biblical 🤔

12/9/2019 6:59:14 PM wildkrazyblonde I don’t understand this post? Can you please explain?

12/9/2019 7:02:04 PM elishabaker915 BTW, "Corney" is in there 152x's

12/9/2019 7:03:03 PM renegadeyogi The more the masses can see, the more they will be on the ‘same side’. Identity politics are so irrelevant.

If we all focus on health safety and happiness of the whole world’s children, make that the priority, we can create the peaceful loving world we ALL 

want much faster✌🏼🤗

12/9/2019 7:04:10 PM thebetamasta 🌽🌽🌽🌽

🌽🌽🚜

🌽🌽🌽🌽

12/9/2019 7:04:47 PM digitalnitro1 Looks like magnifying glasses....on a sunny day?????



12/9/2019 7:05:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 LG on SH 

They hate 45.

Thats the only reason to defraud court.

Is it the only reason?

How were your trips to Vietnam?

Does 29 mean anything to you?

What if we had their names?

Shall we play a game?
12/9/2019 7:06:00 PM aumooneyes  https://youtu.be/7B7G2NJ1Jgo 

12/9/2019 7:06:33 PM dancinginthetao 🥰 YES!!! 🥰

It really is quite simple. Focus on making the world a place where children can thrive and all the priorities become clear - like a fog lifting. And 

EVERYTHING thrives in a world where children thrive 💝

12/9/2019 7:07:02 PM truth_pioneer The Harvest Is Ready!!  Kek!!

12/9/2019 7:07:19 PM staggerlee422 I think you might be right! This is totally twisted!

12/9/2019 7:07:42 PM youstinksoap Will we find out 11.3?  💥

12/9/2019 7:07:56 PM 2hellwevil 🤞

12/9/2019 7:09:14 PM neeneenat I don’t trust him. Right hand man to JMcC and then all of a sudden Pres best friend? #Fishy

12/9/2019 7:09:38 PM michael81972 I think what is implied is Corney is 1 mispelling,  we have to find 11 more?

12/9/2019 7:09:57 PM renegadeyogi Absolutely!! If we all visualize that reality, that clarity, the law of attraction HAS to give it to us!!

12/9/2019 7:10:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most "political" movements are <1M active demonstrators.

The Q movement has >45 Million people actively aware and openly advocating for Q conversations at home.

The power of this is astronomical.

It's Majestic meme theory.

You are the news.

You do not control the news.

12/9/2019 7:11:16 PM pomeinnz why no Q pic.twitter.com/SujSctlRze

12/9/2019 7:11:37 PM jvan125 So AMAZING!!!  Love you all, Q family!!!🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

12/9/2019 7:11:41 PM werascending 👊🇺🇸

12/9/2019 7:12:23 PM werascending Make em pay for the crimes against the PUREST OF SOULS! 🙏🙏🙏

12/9/2019 7:12:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Milky Way

Majestic

The Great Awakening

Enjoy the show...

12/9/2019 7:13:02 PM jvan125 The dial itself looks like a Q...☺️

12/9/2019 7:13:11 PM krissieowens  pic.twitter.com/1Z9LZ8pD9x

12/9/2019 7:13:14 PM cledrordfishing Oh ...... please tell me this will be a part of the swamp draining.

12/9/2019 7:13:20 PM derekjr321 Google.

12/9/2019 7:13:21 PM westpoint06mom Who are you speaking of?

12/9/2019 7:13:27 PM sarajanesrock "You do not control the news"

What are you meaning?

12/9/2019 7:14:02 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/snIQHd3aKI

12/9/2019 7:14:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 CP

Hitman

Coincidence?

12/9/2019 7:14:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/9/2019 7:14:44 PM cledrordfishing Candy bars? One of my favorite......

12/9/2019 7:14:54 PM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/SIoFBCGNE1

12/9/2019 7:15:00 PM wickedmouse369 There are no coincidences.

12/9/2019 7:15:09 PM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/StIRbmzGov

12/9/2019 7:15:23 PM bryceja68689884 There is no f@cking way Carter Page is/was a hitman.

12/9/2019 7:16:03 PM bryceja68689884 And is he any relation to that hoe @NatSecLisa (Lisa Page)?

12/9/2019 7:16:16 PM tiforyearsnow Bring it @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! WE need this information 👊😘💞

12/9/2019 7:16:23 PM tjpatriot1776q It would be a great disguise....

12/9/2019 7:16:29 PM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/0k3dFzPlhv

12/9/2019 7:16:38 PM thebetamasta  pic.twitter.com/vZdz2TFvRb

12/9/2019 7:16:38 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006966146573193218?s=21 …

12/9/2019 7:16:49 PM wickedmouse369 With the power of 369 we will manifest the best possible outcome for all.

12/9/2019 7:16:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Candy Outfits

Double Teamed Teams

Epstein-esque Productions?

Legalize Pedophilia

Legalized Pornography

Intentionally presenting what could pass off for being a child.

Candy outfits extremely common.

Regular job as flight attendant?

Massage therapist.

Elite parties.

Conspiracy?

NO
12/9/2019 7:17:04 PM wwg1wga93583681 thanks for the front row seats

cornfy pic.twitter.com/Lysax1VGTz

12/9/2019 7:17:32 PM wickedmouse369 They hide in plain sight. Symbolism will be there downfall. #Darktolight

12/9/2019 7:17:41 PM krissieowens  pic.twitter.com/3EzB9jVpAW

12/9/2019 7:17:55 PM minimis1 I watched that movie this weekend

12/9/2019 7:17:59 PM deannagg It's Magnificent 12 not Majestic 12

12/9/2019 7:18:39 PM cledrordfishing Riff

12/9/2019 7:18:44 PM keith369me Harvest time...the corn stalks are ready!!!

12/9/2019 7:18:46 PM wickedmouse369 Do the blue and white stripes on epsteins island represent time travel/jump station.

12/9/2019 7:18:53 PM contenthonest Dark to Light. pic.twitter.com/uN3F5JnyQs

12/9/2019 7:19:15 PM jt_suryo European Union has been trying to legalize those :( #sickening

12/9/2019 7:19:22 PM bbobbio71 Sounds like a campaign party

12/9/2019 7:20:11 PM cledrordfishing He actually looks like the hitman from the movie.. 

Enjoy the show.  Lol

12/9/2019 7:20:17 PM jimhenness 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿



12/9/2019 7:20:35 PM 369helen313 THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK .

12/9/2019 7:20:39 PM ka1_e1_ Can someone explain this one to me like I'm a 10 year old

12/9/2019 7:20:44 PM jvan125 He admitted to working for the C 👁 A tonight on Hannity so nothing would surprise me with him...

12/9/2019 7:21:30 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/60rj5HAAIN

12/9/2019 7:21:46 PM rick_hernandez As in the corn is ready for to be cut?

12/9/2019 7:21:50 PM ka1_e1_ Zeta Reticuli?

12/9/2019 7:21:51 PM keith369me There is only one game I want to play...replace those that hate humanity with those that love humanity in positions of power.  I got a questionnaire 

regarding my fitness to represent my district in Congress.  Majestic or spam?

12/9/2019 7:22:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Elites are Satanic Pedophiles

Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their lobby+assassination+human trafficking+money laundering scam+withholding 

essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the family unit.

ALL INTENTIONAL.

Dark > LIGHT

12/9/2019 7:22:53 PM billyj1616 Yeah we’re sick of it thanks for reminding us

12/9/2019 7:23:05 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/4ygxjNq8CQ

12/9/2019 7:23:07 PM bryceja68689884 Let's bring them down!

12/9/2019 7:23:08 PM bbobbio71 Selling their souls for power and money

12/9/2019 7:23:11 PM werascending So right!!! So glad you are all here turning the DARK to LIGHT! 🙏🙏😇

12/9/2019 7:23:14 PM kachinagtto 🍿

12/9/2019 7:23:16 PM 369helen313 Thank You MAJESTIC12 💗

12/9/2019 7:23:29 PM sailbum12 Katy Perry

12/9/2019 7:23:30 PM nicpace2 Yeah They also codified into the existence of the deep state into our governmental framework ruining the constitution United States.

12/9/2019 7:23:43 PM diamethious It's almost like Carter Page was a plant, or something. And Mueller didn't have a choice in the matter due to U1 findings that will come out at a later 

date. 

Carter Page was a plant.

Trace background.

Open source.

Why is Mueller going after 'inside plants'?

12/9/2019 7:23:50 PM keith369me If 45 million hold hands we go all the way around the Earth.

12/9/2019 7:23:52 PM aprilbrown99 We are ready!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/3qxdUyDBDq

12/9/2019 7:24:26 PM lohrn4 You are absolutely right!

12/9/2019 7:24:49 PM cledrordfishing Now you are speaking in  a way that I can understand. 

But........ they seem to be so slippery that POTUS can't get them taken down. 

Why not just declass and tell everything.  Just spout it off at a rally.

12/9/2019 7:25:02 PM vintagesquirrel There's a lot to unpack here.

12/9/2019 7:25:07 PM bryceja68689884 Hence the Satanic religion we see today known as the left. Look at the hate they spew. Look at the confusion they sew. Look at their demonic, perverse 

behavior. All of it is by design. By Satan himself.

12/9/2019 7:25:13 PM wickedmouse369 Imagine if we all meditate on the same outcome with synced intent.

12/9/2019 7:25:15 PM keith369me Look to the skies?

12/9/2019 7:25:21 PM ghost_of_billy_ Hey Majestic, got any good investment ideas? Or would that be telling? pic.twitter.com/JK2DnOEmRe

12/9/2019 7:25:35 PM real_elliebrown Truth.

12/9/2019 7:26:25 PM bbobbio71 Game of thrones

12/9/2019 7:26:33 PM keith369me Carter Page was an asset of the CIA before he met Trump.  Different kind of hit man

12/9/2019 7:26:34 PM whatsthebuzz_1 This list covers it all..

12/9/2019 7:26:47 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/lkV5-3R-6ds 

12/9/2019 7:27:09 PM youstinksoap MJ is saying there are 12 misspelled words in the IG report, find them and connect them.

12/9/2019 7:27:17 PM sig1776 They are winning in NJ — We need help!! Thursday they will try to remove religious exemption to vaccines

12/9/2019 7:27:46 PM thebetamasta  pic.twitter.com/mKUKcrcKYc

12/9/2019 7:28:09 PM keith369me Sounds like a truthful version of the Twitter mission statement.

12/9/2019 7:28:12 PM danswanson1965 The root of ALL this Deep State BS.

12/9/2019 7:28:36 PM trish97872852  pic.twitter.com/lB641O04wU

12/9/2019 7:28:59 PM hcraig0062_h Lindsey Graham on Sean Hannity

12/9/2019 7:29:16 PM ksouth21 Lol, you could say that

12/9/2019 7:29:39 PM magaman333 Must be dismantled.

12/9/2019 7:29:42 PM keith369me Banana with duck tape.  Art or money laundering?  It’s ALL a big scam and WE have been the victims.  NO MORE!!!

12/9/2019 7:30:13 PM debstev80504671 See IPOT Weatherman series.

12/9/2019 7:30:18 PM keith369me That would truly be Majestic

12/9/2019 7:30:29 PM parakletosanon They are teutonic zionists. The most evil beings on earth.

12/9/2019 7:30:51 PM weshallrise144k Normies reading this just now. 👇 pic.twitter.com/0YlDhWMXls

12/9/2019 7:31:27 PM debstev80504671 Cabal is everything. On the West Coast they dont even give notice when they do it. Prayers

12/9/2019 7:32:29 PM michael81972 +++

++

+ pic.twitter.com/nJMl8pVdbp

12/9/2019 7:32:49 PM dianesaumure Jan. 15, 2015 · The Republican Pennsylvania senator has assumed the role of the Senate candy man, ... candies, such as Mars products Three 

Musketeers and Milky Way, and Hershey's product Twizzlers.

12/9/2019 7:32:54 PM mtr_epicwin77  pic.twitter.com/NVFqdGKp39

12/9/2019 7:33:31 PM mtr_epicwin77 Plenty...all headed down the same drain.

12/9/2019 7:33:50 PM mtr_epicwin77 Stand and proclaim the truth.

12/9/2019 7:33:56 PM imegeeks #trucking industry massive truckers stranded / may be part of all this - routes to #Mexico and #Canada - Celadon caught transferring drugs / happened 

today #Celadon #Navistar caught pricing scam its said CEO CFO took billions. pic.twitter.com/K08wQFEyoY

12/9/2019 7:34:28 PM debstev80504671 Everywhere...

12/9/2019 7:35:08 PM lbf777 If dark is greater than light in Gov, let us abolish it all. We actually agreed to do so already. Let us move into a decentralized Democracy of equals. 

We all decide what to do in our own local reality cooperatively. Disagreements lead to informal vote. Formal vote next level.

12/9/2019 7:35:30 PM patriotswegoall All made possible by their own karma

Now it's all starting to haunt them.

12/9/2019 7:37:20 PM crodrod12 Many philanthropic ones. Like about global warming.

12/9/2019 7:37:24 PM patriotswegoall These people are wicked



12/9/2019 7:38:14 PM aprilbrown99 Victims?  Never really liked that word. 

No...we agreed to this every time we incarcerated ...we just don’t remember.  

Now that we know and are awake...#SlavesNoMore

12/9/2019 7:40:00 PM patriotswegoall That was meant for DS

12/9/2019 7:40:18 PM sarajanesrock Oh. Cool. True

12/9/2019 7:41:44 PM keith369me We agreed to help bring light to this world and have a duality experience.  We have our free will.  It is our collective choice to put an end to this cabal 

horror show.  Those that do not know, unfortunately, do not have any control.

12/9/2019 7:43:36 PM mithoheri The moon is shining brighter than usual tonite - north Germany up in the west ca 30° over horizon, near full.

It's 04:40 h in the morning, cold & silent outside.

Some cumulus-clouds up northwest over denmark on the other side of the bay else quite clear. pic.twitter.com/DHTHQHtb21

12/9/2019 7:44:26 PM dakotobol And?? Since this is common knowledge.. What's your "Majestic" remedy Hoss? 👂👂

12/9/2019 7:44:55 PM clfaerber1 Sounds hyperbolic. Others will dismiss you because it is simply not possible. It is too rediculous even when they see the evidence, but do not recognize 

it every day. 

But I can not argue with a single word.

12/9/2019 7:44:56 PM zenon_tweeting Indeed. But why?

12/9/2019 7:46:22 PM sdane8 That's my initial reaction. And then I realize what a brilliant plan it would be. No one would ever suspect. These days anything is possible. There have 

been so many twists and turns to this thing it's crazy. I even need to clean my ipod of the weirdos I now know are whacked. 😡

12/9/2019 7:49:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember you have to pass ACA before you can read it. NP

How much were premiums before ACA?

How many folds did it increase?

Deductible $1,500 to $13,500 /Y?

Premiums $150 to $1500 /M?

Vaccines

"Smart" Health

Babies are harvested in China for the production of Adrenochrome.
12/9/2019 7:49:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does it not exist in USA as well?

Of course it does.

Think Epstein farm/ranch.

Supply / Demand.

Think who studies Supply / Demand.

Controlled with FIAT.

FIAT distracts public from truth.

FIAT gives you something to lose.

[Central Banking]
12/9/2019 7:49:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 How has the medical industrial complex behaved following recent legal actions taken by the Trump campaign?

[Hundreds of billions of dollars]

Giving power back to the American people.

Truth about vaccines is being exposed.

Many assets work to protect agenda for depopulation.

12/9/2019 7:49:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who will survive the Great Awakening will take the necessary steps to raise their vibrational consciousness in order to properly understand the 

responsibility and magnitude reclaiming control over your government will look like.

12/9/2019 7:49:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 In order to forge the reality you want, you need to be Majestic and you need to be creative in how you deliver your message.

With social media and a basic education in film production a team can create a studio quality documentary for as little as $10,000 with voluntary guests.

12/9/2019 7:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 These can easily become crowdfunded and even community based projects where individuals partner and corroborate their participation with shared 

investment into the movement, for example offering to film scenes for the documentary with your DSLR camera, etc.

12/9/2019 7:49:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Satanic Pedophiles who were formerly in control of the Navy are really PISSED off that Durham is moving forward with prosecuting this pedophile 

cult that they are deploying their assets to commit terror attacks on US soil using Saudi assets.

12/9/2019 7:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 New reports out that the US Government lied about going to war in Afghanistan.

Cynthia McKenny v Rumsfeld 

Dyncorp Trafficking Children

Executive Branch Authority to Override

Where did 44 go immediately after his Presidency?

Who did he visit?

Any witnesses willing to come forward

12/9/2019 7:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is not simply another 4 year election.

This is a crossroads in our Civilization that will determine whether or not we control our Government.

The power you hold is in your numbers throughout your community.

You can actually start doing events now.

You are the news.

12/9/2019 7:49:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Good things come to those who make the right choices in life.

We know if proof is in the details then the clear conflict of interest presented in these "deals" that literally destroyed the foundation of the family unit 

is single handily responsible for giving us Fake News as is.

12/9/2019 7:49:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 This was an act of war against our society and republic that we lost.

The Constitution says We The People.

Podesta was a Political Empire.

His forces paled 1,000,000 people let alone 500,000. 

Imagine if he had 45,000,000?

What could he do?

You have extreme power.

Use it to live.
12/9/2019 7:49:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meaning, detox your body.

Protect your family from Fake News.

Educate yourself on Vaccines.

Educate yourself on Central Banking.

Educate yourself on what the root cause could have been for our society that gave us such a rigged system?

Who pushed the money around in Wall Street?



12/9/2019 7:49:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who controls the Drudge Report?

What's going on with Drudge?

Who participated in 9/11?

Celebrated in NJ?

Art Students?

-3 days?

9/9/2001

9/11/2001

Δ3 Days

Coincidence?

The movement created by Q that can see past the Fake Media who have exceptional social media skills have created
12/9/2019 7:49:18 PM ksouth21 David- who is NN. (And family; MN, BN)

12/9/2019 7:49:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 a political engine that is threatening to the establishment of the Deep State Satanic Pedophile cult. 

Keeping you distracted kept you from looking at them.

Now that we have your attention.

What do you see?

Tammy Bruce?

Why does HRC get a pass on Epstein and Weinstein?

Huma?

12/9/2019 7:49:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why did JE and AW only get very light sentencing despite the case against them.

300,000 emails related to the production of CP via CF on AW laptop.

What about the 33,000?

Was this operation embedded into classified programs throughout the Government?

12/9/2019 7:49:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if 33,000 represented the relationships between Government activity and the individuals responsible for the coordinated [family] warfare and 

were kept on her blackberry devices for reference but actual business related emails are archived to AW laptop.

Why?

12/9/2019 7:49:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is an insurance policy?

Who set it up?

Wonderland in Alice?

Does Alice benefit from Wonderland?

Does Wonderland need Alice?

Why is oil the prominent energy source?

12/9/2019 7:49:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening is massive and you must invest the time and energy into establishing strong communication skills and rational arguments to 

present that are precise and empathetic in tone.

Most people are sleeping

Most people do not want to unplug

The ship has landed

Wake up!

12/9/2019 7:49:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have much more than you realize.

Many excellent sources for deciphering the information already presented.

It's a meta-conspiracy which means it connects a lot of other contradictions to the Government's claims on things like 9/11 and Epstein and Israel really 

question what

12/9/2019 7:49:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 was really going on in these Satanic Pedophile temples, ranches, hospitals, churches, and Government facilities only using the Government to perform 

these crimes.

They never thought she would lose.

Military Tribunals.

ENJOY THE SHOW!

12/9/2019 7:51:29 PM texaspatriot2a And free yourselves from the binds of pornography that promotes trafficking and exploitation.

12/9/2019 7:51:32 PM ksouth21 My understanding as well

12/9/2019 7:52:40 PM keith369me Typo @cynthiamckinney ?

12/9/2019 7:53:19 PM wickedmouse369 Vegetarian - no alcohol - water from a clean source. Meditate. Lugols iodine. pic.twitter.com/qiWqLSXNNr

12/9/2019 7:53:47 PM daveoanderson Preach!👏🏽👏🏽👏🏽

12/9/2019 7:54:21 PM sdane8 That's good speculation and would fit the Q strategy nicely.

12/9/2019 7:55:19 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/sBgv8ePreP

12/9/2019 7:55:25 PM bbobbio71 Detox with Spirulina, Atomidine and RO water?

12/9/2019 7:56:03 PM bbobbio71 Mossad!

12/9/2019 7:56:04 PM keith369me Why do I think that was the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 grand finale?  Hope I’m wrong and yet at the same time I hope I’m right!!!

12/9/2019 7:56:45 PM crypto_boa Just wake me up when something ACTUALLY happens. DEMS don't do BS, they just start charging people. Our side talks shit for 3 yrs and still have 

nothing to show for it in terms of indictments/convictions. No backbone

12/9/2019 7:57:39 PM aprilbrown99 We are currently considered slaves by all definitions and in accordance to our SS card and birth certificate, which we blindly & unknowingly agreed to. 

We’ll regain our sovereignty which will give us our free will. 

If we are really in a Matrix, then this is all an illusion.

12/9/2019 7:57:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 This operation's purview is limited to engaging with already published information. We simply shed light and communicate using signals. Enjoy the 

show. When did Q join the movement? When did MJ12 get cleaned out? When did MJ12 join Twitter? Information Warfare.

12/9/2019 7:57:48 PM bbobbio71 BO didn't want to give up his BlackBerry.

12/9/2019 7:58:14 PM bbobbio71 Back up for Black Male

12/9/2019 7:58:48 PM wickedmouse369 When Q is done disclosure will follow.

12/9/2019 7:58:52 PM debbiejoejoe western medicine, AMA

12/9/2019 7:58:56 PM bbobbio71 Petro dollar's,  the original bitcoin??

12/9/2019 7:59:04 PM keith369me An illusion that we can control

12/9/2019 7:59:47 PM bbobbio71 Totally understand where your coming from

12/9/2019 8:00:21 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Cxs24XbNlH

12/9/2019 8:00:42 PM bbobbio71 Thank you!

12/9/2019 8:01:00 PM qorvettem 🤣

12/9/2019 8:02:07 PM notevenchad17 Interesting you mention this MAJ. I'm on the case.

12/9/2019 8:03:25 PM giediknight Sounds like content from the AJ show the last couple of days.

12/9/2019 8:03:32 PM ghost_of_billy_ Any movement that got traction and succeeded.

12/9/2019 8:03:34 PM werascending Preparing oneself for telepathy...

12/9/2019 8:05:28 PM notevenchad17 God this was amazing!! Sooooo ready to get to work. Monumental is right. Thank You MJ.

12/9/2019 8:05:29 PM david00997884 You think Schiff about to hit the FAN. pic.twitter.com/BLViGvRUU7

12/9/2019 8:06:02 PM mountain_jump3r meowww



12/9/2019 8:07:19 PM synackstatic Navy. Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Gunboat Diplomacy, the Opening of Japan. (((Trade))). Daughter married August Belmont. Decades later? Infamy.

12/9/2019 8:08:37 PM wok68 Awesome work MJ12

12/9/2019 8:09:32 PM homemakerwanda Oil, petroleum-based products interfere with normal hormone balance. In females it disrupts the monthly fertility cycle & also causes obesity, 

emotional instability. In males it disrupts normal masculine development, and reduces virility, fertility & mental stability. Eugenics.

12/9/2019 8:09:48 PM stoneturnr The ship has landed.

Do you mean this literally? 

Are the Delegates here for the show? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1107511390640713729 …

12/9/2019 8:10:16 PM giediknight This is a great documentary on central banking and a MUST watch for everyone who wants to get UP TO SPEED https://youtu.be/mB-pdPaQNKA 

12/9/2019 8:11:03 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big 

Pharma and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/9/2019 8:11:56 PM dakotobol 🧐 pic.twitter.com/liCdCASZaZ

12/9/2019 8:12:07 PM synackstatic Wonderland is Alice's dream. No real benefit. Wonderland needs Alice. 

Oil keeps the dream alive. Keeps Alice hooked to the dream.

12/9/2019 8:12:08 PM kindeandtrue I'm tired of riddles and enigmas.

12/9/2019 8:12:16 PM aprilbrown99 I love you!  Thank you. 💗💗💗

12/9/2019 8:12:19 PM chris_losh_ I'm following except for the candy  outfits...what's that?

12/9/2019 8:12:28 PM richard07759712 Working with my son... utterly asleep

12/9/2019 8:13:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/6XioRaLsyO

12/9/2019 8:16:06 PM wishfulldreamz What happens to those who 'don't survive'.. are these the soulless vessels?

12/9/2019 8:16:16 PM basil26 The Final battle will come soon enough...

12/9/2019 8:16:21 PM melhuses He sold out!

12/9/2019 8:16:26 PM nschlange Who is LG? What is this from?

12/9/2019 8:16:51 PM dianesaumure Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 8:17:34 PM ksouth21 Uh, wow. What a thread of awakening material

Thanks MJ. Will re read, meditate and form my mission to contribute

Hope millions others plan to do the same

Its up to US!  #WWG1WGA

12/9/2019 8:19:43 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/nqM91S1O0B

12/9/2019 8:21:10 PM werascending Hey PATRIOTS, here is an archive of all of MJ tweets. 600 pages of mind blowing revelations! Check it out. Well worth your time! Spread the word! 

Thanks to MAJIC EYES ONLY!!! @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY pic.twitter.com/ro1jY7k6KT

12/9/2019 8:21:19 PM yustein Message over messenger...

12/9/2019 8:21:51 PM yustein He opened the safe...

12/9/2019 8:22:03 PM karma4event201 All Social engineering has been planned to move the public into NWO.

Probably started prior, but during Vietnam War, CIA paid professors to write CIA propaganda and CIA created lists of anti war protestors

12/9/2019 8:23:14 PM werascending Archive of all MJ12’s tweets. AMAZING! Spread the word!😇 pic.twitter.com/Bbm5GLkqap

12/9/2019 8:24:17 PM catlady42074614 How and when will Trump End the Fed? Do we need the House and Senate for getting that accomplished?

12/9/2019 8:24:29 PM werascending IS-BE’s need to read. An archive of all of MJ12’s tweets. 🤯🤯🤯 pic.twitter.com/DjRX9Gd2Xt

12/9/2019 8:24:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 They were in the news recently.

🐟🐟🐟

12/9/2019 8:25:06 PM rfseopro 45 Majestic ✊

12/9/2019 8:26:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Is that why AJ bashed Q for ten minutes today?

12/9/2019 8:26:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

Follow the money.

Hidden agenda?

Clowns Gone Wild.

Enjoy the show...

12/9/2019 8:26:26 PM kvitalone Idk I saved this once upon a time just because... pic.twitter.com/WJIJrapaOO

12/9/2019 8:27:07 PM bryceja68689884 Thats pretty convincing

12/9/2019 8:27:20 PM werascending Simply GALATIC! ❤️IS-BE’s

12/9/2019 8:27:53 PM threadreaderapp Hi, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/9/2019 8:28:04 PM addaeus Look at January 17 2017 with @JoeBiden @amyklobuchar @SenAmyKlobuchar @LindseyGrahamSC & @SenJohnMcCain meeting with Poroshenko and 

Groysman

12/9/2019 8:28:06 PM cocopuffster12 OMG

12/9/2019 8:28:14 PM yourkiddingme5 Eeek!

12/9/2019 8:29:52 PM cherylannestei2 So we can have wars. Can not fight over anything else.

12/9/2019 8:30:21 PM p0a_triot23 .

12/9/2019 8:31:14 PM c3inoc God willing!!!!

12/9/2019 8:31:18 PM scents_common  pic.twitter.com/I96P8ov3J1

12/9/2019 8:31:26 PM cambridgewibf maj12 don't care about us. The new elite don't care about us. I worked for more than 10000 to further this movement, all I want is a place in a DUMB 

shelter. From this, I can judge that they are not kind, good or caring. If they leave behind activists like me, they are not good.

12/9/2019 8:32:42 PM carolin15161363 What do you mean "survive"?

12/9/2019 8:33:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is the link (note: I didn't make the PDF): https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

12/9/2019 8:36:14 PM werascending Well, you are the reason I found this plethora of amazing information. You have my deepest gratitude! P.S. I ❤️how humble you are!

12/9/2019 8:37:37 PM rad_qpatriot @threadreaderapp unroll

12/9/2019 8:38:00 PM cambridgewibf What about first rewarding the activists who stood by your side and worked to elevate you and Trump into the White House for years? We deserve to 

be saved. It would be evil of you to leave us outside after all those years of work and support from us. All I want is a place.

12/9/2019 8:38:03 PM threadreaderapp Hi, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/9/2019 8:38:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you RiseAbove! You are my biggest fan ❤️ We are all in this together. THE GREAT AWAKENING!

12/9/2019 8:39:42 PM lmills0831 What's the issue with Tammy Bruce?

12/9/2019 8:39:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 🐟🐟🐟

Enjoy the show... https://youtu.be/RYYf8cLUV5E 

12/9/2019 8:40:12 PM buddhivegan369 .@threadreaderapp unroll please 👽



12/9/2019 8:41:49 PM werascending Yes we are!!! I check everyday for a new video from you! I am sure it is hard to keep up with all of them now! You opened a beautiful whole new world 

for me! Forever grateful! Hopefully, others will now see you as the gift that you truly are! 🙏🙏🙏

12/9/2019 8:41:55 PM meowmeowcatcafe Yes! Let's play the game!!!😳 pic.twitter.com/HVN42tDXuR

12/9/2019 8:42:13 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/9/2019 8:42:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly I am speechless!

12/9/2019 8:44:06 PM meowmeowcatcafe Which movie?

12/9/2019 8:44:16 PM r7dotcom 100% correct

12/9/2019 8:44:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly Absolutely EPIC, RAMPAGING TWEET STORM posts that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just made. See it on threader here, A MUST READ:

 https://threader.app/thread/1204239838867800067 …

12/9/2019 8:45:15 PM cocopuffster12 @Tiff_FitzHenry - FYI ♥️♥️♥️

12/9/2019 8:45:34 PM rotanliz When???

12/9/2019 8:46:01 PM kindeandtrue Wild fish vs. farmed fish.

12/9/2019 8:46:11 PM y0_y0  pic.twitter.com/sY6utiDjUP

12/9/2019 8:48:06 PM rebornkingent Survive ?

12/9/2019 8:49:29 PM toffer_anon_369 When we reach 33 degrees ?

12/9/2019 8:50:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly Threader page for the EPIC posts that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 made in this thread:

 https://threader.app/thread/1204239838867800067 …

12/9/2019 8:52:46 PM werascending So so sad! We can hardly eat anything anymore. I don’t eat meat and I don’t eat fish, but my family does. 🤢 We all need to go back to owning our 

own farms and raising our own food. But, who can afford that anymore? 😢

12/9/2019 8:52:55 PM yourkiddingme5 Hmmmm.....

12/9/2019 8:53:26 PM ekotoons LETS GO, CHAD-O

12/9/2019 8:55:26 PM buddhivegan369 .@threadreaderapp unroll please 👽

12/9/2019 8:55:39 PM michael81972 Is AS headed to Cuba for a permanent vacation...

12/9/2019 8:57:13 PM threadreaderapp Hi, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/9/2019 8:58:46 PM luvmyshitzu What's up with Tammy Bruce

12/9/2019 8:59:04 PM xxxx_alli Truth. We have to correct.

12/9/2019 8:59:39 PM jeanhandley1 ...brilliant...

12/9/2019 9:00:13 PM nm_zsr Pushing into new energies.

12/9/2019 9:01:13 PM lorivictoria 12 anomalies? Like 12 Easter Eggs?

12/9/2019 9:02:17 PM enomai_ Will 8kun be assisting into this type of direction?

12/9/2019 9:02:38 PM baringmyclaws Is that Keyser Soze?!?

12/9/2019 9:03:06 PM baringmyclaws The Usual Suspects, with Kevin Spacey.

12/9/2019 9:03:42 PM dakotobol "AS" is covered under the bonded private security agreement class of the International CROWN CORPORATION. He has nothing to be concerned about. 

[unfortunately] .. None of them do unless the MATRIX virus is cured.😉

12/9/2019 9:06:55 PM dannab1 101%. Time to end this shit!!

12/9/2019 9:07:19 PM ptr0t1  https://www.defensenews.com/smr/reagan-defense-forum/2019/12/08/barrett-rogers-plan-to-declassify-black-space-programs/ …

Declassify, we are ready.

12/9/2019 9:07:29 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayMorning

12/9/2019 9:08:31 PM werascending 70-72%...Can’t wait!!

12/9/2019 9:09:09 PM jenfdrepublican  pic.twitter.com/kVMydnpJCs

12/9/2019 9:09:52 PM orthogonalron Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 9:11:27 PM werascending Absolutely correct! 🙏🙏🙏

12/9/2019 9:11:54 PM ptamait The scary thing is, because we are easily manipulated, what of they deploy some kind of technology on us, not just their subliminal media, to make us 

believe they are good.

12/9/2019 9:14:58 PM james80216387 The act of 1861.

12/9/2019 9:15:05 PM werascending More and more people are following=increase in consciousness=increase of light=ascension.

12/9/2019 9:15:31 PM wwg1wganyc17 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 9:16:04 PM james80216387 October 2017😁

12/9/2019 9:17:43 PM karma4event201 We have to think: How can we afford not to grow our own food?

12/9/2019 9:20:48 PM werascending True true! I live in California where the houses are at least $500,000 for a fixer upper and no land to grow much of anything. Next summer we will be 

locating to Indiana. Hope to get a small house with a couple of acres of land.

12/9/2019 9:21:26 PM kvitalone I thought it was mighty revealing myself.

12/9/2019 9:21:39 PM philzantos Here you go. Two great follows and this thread.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @beer_parade https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1204232448931962880 …

12/9/2019 9:23:36 PM melbourne_3000 #AnonsKnew😔

#DarkToLight

#ThankQ

12/9/2019 9:27:13 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/9/2019 9:30:08 PM do_or_do_notty Sky Event pic.twitter.com/yQhnoypPMt

12/9/2019 9:31:55 PM michael81972 I have never sensed emotion in your tweets...I seen it tonight🇺🇸

12/9/2019 9:35:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Confidential documents reveal U.S. officials failed to tell the truth about the war in Afghanistan https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/confidential-

documents-reveal-us-officials-failed-to-tell-the-truth-about-the-war-in-afghanistan/ar-BBXY8l1 …

12/9/2019 9:36:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 IG Report: Pro-Trump FBI Agent Texted ‘Start Looking For New Jobs Fellas’ On Day After Election | The Daily Caller 

https://dailycaller.com/2019/12/09/fbi-agent-new-jobs-2016-election-trump-hillary/ …

12/9/2019 9:36:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 ‘A Big Wake-up Call': ‘Giant UFO’ Over California Reportedly Seen ‘by More Than 100 Witnesses’ - Sputnik International 

https://sputniknews.com/us/201912091077520365-a-big-wake-up-call-giant-ufo-over-california-reportedly-seen-by-more-than-100-witnesses/ …

12/9/2019 9:37:05 PM brainfreeze76 I’m getting an extra large popcorn for this show.

12/9/2019 9:37:58 PM toddalilley 🐂💩

12/9/2019 9:38:06 PM 4us2l0ve To have my children in my arms would provide me with a much more natural pain relief... when will I get to have my children in my arms???? 

WHEN?!!!!!!!

12/9/2019 9:38:34 PM nickcpace1 Did you know that the Alpha brainwave is the same frequency as the Shuman residence? And if you’re in an area that is shielded from the Shuman 

residence it will make you feel sick you actually need it to feel like a human.



12/9/2019 9:39:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/BBCBreaking/status/1204240512896700418 …

12/9/2019 9:39:49 PM jennysue62 How far is China Lake from there?  Military type craft?

12/9/2019 9:39:50 PM toddalilley How would you know that that means you'd have to come out of your bunker in the mount

12/9/2019 9:40:33 PM br4dw4ll4ce this is huge

12/9/2019 9:40:48 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/9/2019 9:40:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 NXIVM #Smallville

12/9/2019 9:41:25 PM realeyethespy Eyes on

12/9/2019 9:41:31 PM klove90567 It was/is all about the poppy fields!! pic.twitter.com/9nvC6aK7D3

12/9/2019 9:41:32 PM realeyethespy Wheels up

12/9/2019 9:41:56 PM cormieredcclare Allyson MAC!

12/9/2019 9:42:21 PM realeyethespy 12:21

12/9/2019 9:42:28 PM covertress 100,000 ft view

•Follow The Money Hidden Agenda Clowns Gone Wild Enjoy The Show

6206 3636 606

• My Religion Has No Walls

Or Doors Nor Does It Hate

Yours

6206 3636 606

#Majestic https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083554772429484033 …
12/9/2019 9:42:41 PM realeyethespy Power of 3-6-9 pic.twitter.com/TdVogoxN8o

12/9/2019 9:42:54 PM fairyland66 "Among the missing are 17 crew members and 21 passengers, who were travelling to provide logistical support." pic.twitter.com/vId8ZFziRD

12/9/2019 9:42:56 PM americanchilean 17 CREW MEMBERS AND 21 PASANGERS! pic.twitter.com/jqdplxJpxZ

12/9/2019 9:43:29 PM solarboi26 Durham “stealth bomber” 🤔

12/9/2019 9:43:57 PM wickedmouse369 Someone's hungry.

12/9/2019 9:43:58 PM nickcpace1 This is what you get when you let the deep state spend $1 trillion and some foreign country. Afghanistan is literally a dirt hole in with $1 trillion I bet 

you we could’ve paid it all in gold by now. But of course everybody knows most of the money was diverted.

12/9/2019 9:43:59 PM zack_stone A lot goes missing in #Antarctica

12/9/2019 9:44:13 PM someguy137  pic.twitter.com/pYzvZl2sEg

12/9/2019 9:44:43 PM enomai_ 12 12 12

12/9/2019 9:45:04 PM nickcpace1 Is designed for you to listen while you’re sleeping.

12/9/2019 9:45:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly 😂 https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1204256996788035584?s=20 …

12/9/2019 9:45:58 PM anneschnuppi Ich hoffe sehr, das EUROPA auch gesäubert wird. Das die Verantwortlichen zur Rechenschaft gezogen werden. Diese Nachricht,ist für die die sie 

verstehen wohl die schönste in diesem Leben. Und sie bedeutet Zukunft für Kinder und Enkel. 

DANKE PRÄSIDENT TRUMP.

12/9/2019 9:45:59 PM joannepappas4  https://twitter.com/fach_chile/status/1204242666281680896 …

12/9/2019 9:46:05 PM nickcpace1 I get that you’re ringing thing  a lot. Other people I’m sure I get other symptoms but whenever there is a large Shuman residence spike I just feel great 

with no symptoms at all.

12/9/2019 9:47:38 PM nickcpace1 Only thing you need to know is that some of this meditation type music may have mind control aspects to it that may be damaging. I have nothing 

concrete on this I was just told this by people who use that type of product.

12/9/2019 9:48:44 PM nickcpace1 The Shuman residence is the natural signal of the earth to all living creatures here. It is in our nature to use and enjoy that should make you feel great 

but not everybody reacts the same way.

12/9/2019 9:48:55 PM motiv8tion2 Why indeed?

12/9/2019 9:49:29 PM worldgoneweirde We're we not expecting this? It's a DS trick. Proving they still have a few weapons of the mind left.

12/9/2019 9:50:31 PM girlawakeinca @aprilbrown99 @zagnett @YellamoJ @DJLOK 👀

12/9/2019 9:51:34 PM saxyladytracy Eyes on this!

12/9/2019 9:51:58 PM nickcpace1 By far the worst thing ever is fear. Fear must be driven from our bodies and hearts because it affects your ability to discern the energies you were 

receiving.

12/9/2019 9:52:57 PM girlawakeinca It’s approximately 150 miles.

12/9/2019 9:53:10 PM nickcpace1 Damn auto correct first sentence it was ear ringing.god

12/9/2019 9:53:24 PM realsirvancelot Sucked in by hallow earth

12/9/2019 9:53:29 PM the_loveoflight Off world?

12/9/2019 9:54:07 PM nickcpace1 There’s nothing you feel shameful about. You just have to forgive yourself. Just that easy.

12/9/2019 9:55:24 PM motiv8tion2 Dark may be greater but even a small amount can uncover what is concealed.

12/9/2019 9:56:23 PM rebornkingent Who was on that plane?

12/9/2019 9:56:49 PM the_loveoflight I don't have a camera but I can film for anyone who wants to do something 👍🏻😋

12/9/2019 9:57:12 PM nickcpace1 It’s OK to forgive ourselves just like we forgive other people. Then the question is what we do with the leftover feelings. It’s OK to love yourself.

12/9/2019 9:57:53 PM nickcpace1 That’s awesome

12/9/2019 9:59:10 PM needeniseervin7 Whats up with Tammy Bruce.

12/9/2019 10:00:25 PM wickedmouse369 Here is her mom. pic.twitter.com/sGNUV3f1aG

12/9/2019 10:00:27 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/hd9RwXmQ5d

12/9/2019 10:03:40 PM nickcpace1 In the 1940s and 50s German scientist were doing research on the alpha brain wave. There was another German scientist it was doing research on the 

Shuman residence. And experiment was set up inside of an underground bunker that was shielded from the Shuman residence. Once the x

12/9/2019 10:05:15 PM nickcpace1 The effects were established on the participants the doctors used a electronic device to simulate the Shuman residence inside the bunker to see the 

response. The participants returned to normal behavioral Baseline after it was turned back on

12/9/2019 10:05:31 PM nickcpace1 Yes true

12/9/2019 10:06:53 PM covertress Q!

No, look over here... ALIENS!

12/9/2019 10:07:00 PM nickcpace1 You got this. The trick will be to find your happy place and stay there. You know what you need to do so it’s easy think about the people who don’t 

understand. They would be in a world of hurt wouldn’t they

12/9/2019 10:08:12 PM nickcpace1 On Amazon they’re called Shuman residence generators but I don’t know how effective they are we’re not exactly talking about scientific equipment 

here.The Germans of course had a model used in a laboratory

12/9/2019 10:09:00 PM nickcpace1 I guess it was quite bewildering and they looked sad and confused I didn’t get the exact description but that’s how it appeared to me

12/9/2019 10:09:32 PM mongrelglory I'm happy for the honest FBI agents who were encouraged by Trump's election win! 👍

12/9/2019 10:09:51 PM outlandergang Agartha. pic.twitter.com/BquNOi3iZI

12/9/2019 10:09:51 PM nickcpace1 This signal could also be blocked by other electronic signals.Probably 5G will be a big culprit although I’m not up on that right now

12/9/2019 10:10:56 PM nickcpace1 Yep cont stop the cycles

12/9/2019 10:11:10 PM covertress 🍿🍿🍿 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077382251665592320 …

12/9/2019 10:11:31 PM nickcpace1 I’m glad you found it interesting I know I sure did



12/9/2019 10:12:06 PM nickcpace1 God made it for us all of the birds and the bees the people the animals everybody he made it for us

12/9/2019 10:12:55 PM mongrelglory I love the commentary:  "It's too high to be a drone!  It's f_cking aliens dude!" 😎

12/9/2019 10:14:49 PM mongrelglory Santa's sleigh?

12/9/2019 10:15:37 PM nickcpace1 It’s always happening is the discharge between the earth and the ionosphere the energy is the Shuman residence

12/9/2019 10:16:40 PM nickcpace1 Where we go one we go all!!! All of it’s important

12/9/2019 10:17:44 PM jazzfan2 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 10:17:51 PM nickcpace1 Ionic discharge.Think similar to lightning but instead of a lightning bolt in a waveform

12/9/2019 10:17:54 PM realproudmom2 I think Jesse looks a little like ...😊 pic.twitter.com/Ba2PMvrXfv

12/9/2019 10:17:56 PM mongrelglory Chile has 9 bases in Antarctica.  The most of any country in the world.  I did not know that!  Hope the people are okay?

12/9/2019 10:20:09 PM nickcpace1 Everybody’s different in this respect

12/9/2019 10:31:56 PM jonesy4671 It's a cloaked craft of some sort

12/9/2019 10:35:27 PM lucyblu65130939 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 10:36:39 PM highvoltagenews Agreed - This has been in the works.

12/9/2019 10:37:10 PM the_red_hand_  http://www.virginislandsnewsonline.com/en/news/exclusive-the-obamas-vacationing-on-moskito-island-bvi … pic.twitter.com/bwlUTPL1O2

12/9/2019 10:42:41 PM the_red_hand_ Celebrated in NJ >>> ‘Dancing Israelis’ https://www.mintpressnews.com/newly-released-fbi-docs-shed-light-on-apparent-mossad-foreknowledge-of-9-

11-attacks/258581/ …

12/9/2019 10:45:03 PM covertress The Void?

12/9/2019 10:46:34 PM kidge6 They’d only tell us this much truth to get our trust because they intend to lead us away from the untold truth deeper down the rabbit hole.

12/9/2019 10:48:28 PM tammyredmond Headed to Antarctica 🤔

12/9/2019 10:48:52 PM noeticcrypto Same fractal theme.

Let’s hope that those of us that were there before get it right this time.

12/9/2019 10:50:57 PM lightseeker2012 Possibly candy striper outfits on the flight attendants on Lolita Express?  Seems like the guy on Jesse's show mentioned this.

12/9/2019 10:52:06 PM udkin9dom Amen.

12/9/2019 10:59:26 PM kekfreepress Indeed...

12/9/2019 11:07:45 PM manifest_utopia I love this fact! ThanQ!!

12/9/2019 11:10:32 PM azuremagus I see those stars inside me

12/9/2019 11:13:03 PM n3w3arth copy the txt comey and paste it in a text editor

12/9/2019 11:13:38 PM n3w3arth maybe the whole document could be copy and pasted it might have other texts

12/9/2019 11:20:32 PM chapulincolored Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/9/2019 11:20:49 PM heckeweltha NFL and other satanic circuses definitely helped achieve this.

12/9/2019 11:23:05 PM covertress 😲

👁

]322[

DIA-ZR01APR1964-3000PVE https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432 …

12/9/2019 11:26:22 PM heckeweltha Because it is made from decomposing corpses? No more dinosaurs, so humans are used to create oil? (bone dry?) 

The death cult uses corpses to constantly supply the oil, then sells it back to us? 

Much like the freemasons grinding up the bones in the mortar?

#WWG1WGA 🐸

12/9/2019 11:27:47 PM clifton15jon Knowingly Lied - failed to Tell the truth is an unsuccessful attempt

Knowingly

Knowingly

Knowingly

#lied

#Justice

12/9/2019 11:28:13 PM thetempestj Art! 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 💩💩

12/9/2019 11:28:18 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/teDxG6vFUH

12/9/2019 11:32:01 PM heckeweltha This entire thread JUST explained why your stance should NOT be taken. 

We were just told to use what we know to share with others, create a loud voice and EXPOSE them. Peaceful, understanding wisdom to share with a 

decaying society.

We can't use the news to do this.

Pray Jesus

12/9/2019 11:34:51 PM wickedmouse369  https://www.dia.mil/News/Articles/Article-View/Article/797415/faces-of-defense-intelligence-lt-gen-alva-r-fitch/ …

12/9/2019 11:41:31 PM covertress Think RU

Think WAVES

Think SKY

Think Antartica https://newspunch.com/russian-army-protect-weird-ark-of-gabriel-headed-to-antarctica/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

12/9/2019 11:42:40 PM emerinemark GREAT movie.  Kiser Soce’

12/9/2019 11:44:32 PM emerinemark Gotta love the line about the greatest trick the Devil ever played

12/9/2019 11:53:48 PM grrroverrrtje  https://twitter.com/Grrroverrrtje/status/1204308058257657856?s=19 …

12/9/2019 11:54:32 PM rebornkingent Lincoln, Republicans and the abolitionists movement. This is why mj13 kept saying the world will see the truth. Any president who tries to implement 

civil rights for negros gets murdered... why?

12/9/2019 11:55:36 PM covertress "In April 1964, DIA assumed joint management with the National Security Agency for the DoD Special Missile and Astronautics Center (later known as 

DEFSMAC) to collect and disseminate intelligence on space and missile activities."

12/9/2019 11:56:50 PM the_red_hand_  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/dec/02/foreign-contractors-hired-dancing-boys …

12/9/2019 11:57:36 PM lubzben 17??? pic.twitter.com/dHv3P9FM9t

12/9/2019 11:58:50 PM skorpionhalo She was my least favorite character in that show.

12/10/2019 12:02:20 AM rachaelangelm I didn’t even like that show. Now I know why!

12/10/2019 12:02:28 AM someguy137 did she get out B4 being branded? pic.twitter.com/SbM8I8n2Qu



12/10/2019 12:07:51 AM covertress "He survived capture by the Japanese in the Philippines and the rigors of the Bataan Death March, the sinking of two Japanese prisoner-of-war ships 

while a passenger, and was one of 350 survivors of 1,619 men..."

#EventsNotDates

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=1619 

12/10/2019 12:09:23 AM weshallrise144k Destination both Known and Unknown... 💫✨💫

12/10/2019 12:21:36 AM flyfrom Is that #TonyPodesta

12/10/2019 12:25:01 AM timeforarrests GIANTS DNA

12/10/2019 12:26:43 AM timeforarrests Blue and white Dark to light

12/10/2019 12:27:02 AM uearun Communist China and USSR. Perhaps even Castro, after his revolution.

12/10/2019 12:28:12 AM garbagedisposal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Oh your in for a surprise.

12/10/2019 12:29:13 AM sharongaynor08 Thank you.  Wish I had this information 20 years ago.  🙏

12/10/2019 12:32:50 AM kay_spire She helped BRAND ! Read the court docket !

12/10/2019 12:35:50 AM deplorabldamsel  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103131136744714240 …

12/10/2019 12:36:08 AM heike_ngan New Zealand and our former PM John Key...BANKSTER GANGSTER

12/10/2019 12:37:44 AM deplorabldamsel Woah.  😳😳😳 There's a video??? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072501014438256642 …

12/10/2019 12:41:46 AM threadreaderapp Guten tag, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/10/2019 12:41:46 AM kimmyschaal @threadreaderapp  Plz unroll.  TY!

12/10/2019 12:50:34 AM ali_dougall How can I do more to prepare myself for the great awakening? I'm totally clued up on most of the information, for almost 20 years I've investigated the 

truth, but how to open my mind to higher frequencies? I practice yoga, more to do? #QANON2019

12/10/2019 12:58:00 AM mongrelglory Hey!  I was just watching Nassim Haramein talking in 2014 about the technologies they were working on, and he said that a "hovering" craft would 

likely be built and publicly acknowledged in 5 years.  Is this one of his "hovering crafts"? 😎

12/10/2019 1:02:54 AM unitedredwhite1 What about The Dark Tower? A lot of SK novels have truth weaved in IMO.

12/10/2019 1:05:04 AM unitedredwhite1 Fractal universe

12/10/2019 1:08:18 AM unitedredwhite1 I don't think we can use seeds from store bought fruit/vegetables anymore- you have to buy seeds. I wasn't able to get anything to grown using seeds 

that came from store bought food

12/10/2019 1:10:37 AM beeropdeweg1 🍿Anyone? pic.twitter.com/22ejWQUZgF

12/10/2019 1:13:48 AM aleoniea Wow.....awesome....and so we wake up the world and slumbering Africa

12/10/2019 1:14:13 AM pdp01756264 It was about the hidden enemy Thanos whose elitist mentality carried on to the Avengers story, and the eventual annihilation of half the population!!

12/10/2019 1:20:25 AM shadygrooove It began with the “Trading With the Enemy Act”. Who is the enemy? 

“Alph🤡abet” agencies are everywhere

#QAnon

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/16447341/ …

12/10/2019 1:22:05 AM wildcatbill1975 Spot on sir

12/10/2019 1:24:24 AM kmacdaniels How do I convince my son and daughter-in-law not to continue these harmful vaccines on my 5 month old grandson?? It's scary. He has colds now, not 

as alert.

12/10/2019 1:27:20 AM jeeemig  pic.twitter.com/Nmcu4kKCWk

12/10/2019 1:28:30 AM kmacdaniels And learn the "REAL" Constitution and their ord #'s 

Very important! 😉

12/10/2019 1:30:10 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 1:33:55 AM gqdwins 🤯

12/10/2019 1:35:18 AM stclair00 You really took the gloves off this time, I love you guys.

12/10/2019 1:45:20 AM rr4j4t Yeah, I was about to say that too. Allopathic medicine = Rockefeller medicine. https://worldaffairs.blog/2015/10/20/how-rockefeller-founded-modern-

medicine-and-killed-natural-cures/ …

12/10/2019 1:50:13 AM adammnelson1 Why do you even try with these fake ass accounts.

12/10/2019 1:57:43 AM sterkinglights1 Ty Gk. Here is another good background on TCFJI.

 https://open.spotify.com/episode/7ie1OvrmyQYKnyK9z6ul83?si=dGeP_9n6TxeoBzqIi3m8-w …

Here is G.E. Griffin

 https://youtu.be/8Kt2De98Bck 

12/10/2019 2:16:22 AM chilipepperjac1 Now we know we have 2 good people in the FBI.

12/10/2019 2:25:55 AM adammnelson1 Oh ya dont say

12/10/2019 2:32:52 AM robinabank4 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 2:38:11 AM hoopdem Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassination+human trafficking+money […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 2:47:28 AM nikoscali Strange article comparing the construction of the UK's Astute class submarines in BAE's Devonshire dock to constructing starships.

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31410/no-this-isnt-space-dock-its-three-astute-class-nuclear-submarines-under-construction …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2019 2:52:16 AM henry_toothpick  pic.twitter.com/jnAq20vppL

12/10/2019 2:57:47 AM adammnelson1  pic.twitter.com/xGo0idDwqF

12/10/2019 3:05:18 AM keith369me Much bigger than Schiff...only timelines can shift at this point with an event (Clinton Funeral?).   The outcome is inevitable

12/10/2019 3:07:18 AM keith369me En route or after arrival?

12/10/2019 3:10:32 AM elishabaker915 It's every instance.

12/10/2019 3:16:42 AM murph54258684 Red pill. Most won't accept it. But we know.

12/10/2019 3:19:32 AM mtr_epicwin77 Art exhibitions

12/10/2019 3:22:34 AM whoti_ @rayshannon23

12/10/2019 3:26:25 AM covertress I [C]

12/10/2019 3:31:40 AM samsmith0319 Yep...Their a**es are in the trap...💥🐀🐀🐀💥...They will need to pull the Alien Card...👀...

12/10/2019 3:32:51 AM wyatt251q Ran out of fuel ⛽️ or just shut it’s transponder off pic.twitter.com/QBx9vKMq1U

12/10/2019 3:34:11 AM danavilcea The only way to survive this havoc is an open heart and a clear mind both able to create conscious realities at balance between the Divine Masculine 

and Divine Feminine 🙏🌎🆙

12/10/2019 3:36:46 AM nikoscali and disabled its (water activated) emergency locator transmitter...

12/10/2019 3:39:15 AM wyatt251q We have seen this before on other aircraft last few yrs from Eu to us n us to SA or Eu

12/10/2019 3:41:51 AM aozzi_c Surprise Surprise!



12/10/2019 3:45:10 AM emilyoakley6 Dang M12

What a way to wake up!!

TY

12/10/2019 3:46:37 AM nikoscali Need to get warm bodies to Antarctica somehow now that the ratlines have dried up. What better way than to disappear a plane?

12/10/2019 3:51:41 AM wyatt251q Yep

12/10/2019 3:54:08 AM nikoscali Someone will find it 100 years from now buried in ice with no sign of the crew or passengers.

12/10/2019 4:03:36 AM djlok Ah...so now it's clicking...100K view = higher dimensions.  Machine Elf World!!!  #TheGreatAwakening

12/10/2019 4:08:27 AM covertress see how things get lost in translation when one drops dimensions? https://youtu.be/W6iVPCRflQM 

12/10/2019 4:12:05 AM birdiesrchirpin I recall when they took it away in CA. 

I kinda wish POTUS would declare insurrection but I also trust the plan. 

Declaring insurrection in multiple states would clear many seats in the house & it wouldn't be another 4 yr election. 

Stand strong!

#WWG1WGA

12/10/2019 4:13:10 AM ka1_e1_ For sure

12/10/2019 4:14:08 AM fansblowing3 So many tweets to read this am! 👌

12/10/2019 4:14:49 AM ka1_e1_ See Richard Byrd

12/10/2019 4:17:47 AM neonhailstorm I'd say hang on, But don't. 

Let go and ride the wave of ♾

💜🕉

12/10/2019 4:20:37 AM rizzo1megan Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 4:21:31 AM birdiesrchirpin As an aside to farming, trafficking and adrenochrome, biotech is well into harnessing  the power of bioluminescence for bio batteries. There is wearable 

tech available now, getting people used to the idea of being a battery. "Green energy" doesn't mean what we think. 

#Matrix

12/10/2019 4:29:02 AM covertress to save you the insanity trip, here's a spoiler:

at level 8 lies "the void".

infinity?

only love?

love in a vacuum?

your ego-less self.

god.

it's lonely. 

this is why we choose to BE

and drop dimensions again

for love

once you see it...

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079534914935156736 … pic.twitter.com/K3zJOQQmij
12/10/2019 4:33:53 AM werascending Super scary!

12/10/2019 4:37:12 AM 1wayout2 I'm just going to get a bowl of popcorn and sit back and watch!

12/10/2019 4:38:41 AM misty1060 Ll

12/10/2019 4:39:15 AM fansblowing3 I’m sure it’s just a coincidence.  Lol pic.twitter.com/oCpYbcp5gY

12/10/2019 4:41:24 AM fansblowing3 Boy number29?  Room 29?  29 children sacrificed?

12/10/2019 4:41:52 AM covertress F ascended when he died.

no doubt about it.

he came back for love.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034971033290321920 …

💥💥💥

 https://youtu.be/gZfvwNdXjfc 

💥💥💥

12/10/2019 4:44:25 AM covertress A: conscious awareness that we are all 1

12/10/2019 4:47:23 AM crisco2377 I love these guys already!!

12/10/2019 4:47:53 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Alien Card about to be played???

12/10/2019 4:47:57 AM jannamontana57 Exactly! I was just going to look up Qmap

12/10/2019 4:50:45 AM fansblowing3 Who was he supposed to take out upon orders?

12/10/2019 4:51:49 AM birdiesrchirpin "Succubus" says it all. pic.twitter.com/YFDl1gh74K

12/10/2019 4:52:14 AM ctenfor Blue beam

12/10/2019 4:52:48 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

12/10/2019 4:57:25 AM giediknight Yes, NY times article on AJ basically saying no such things as Islamic terror networks in USA a day before Pensacola. OS dragged out of congress for 

saying Nadler is committing treason.

12/10/2019 4:58:03 AM winstonsmith173 And who was on the flight?

12/10/2019 5:00:31 AM stlhandyman Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted: Meaning, detox your body. Protect your family from Fake News. Educate yourself on Vaccines. Educate 

yourself on Central Banking. Educate yourself on what the root cause could have been for our society that...  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2maT-Aj 

12/10/2019 5:01:06 AM bbobbio71 I.G. report is out.

Wait there's a sale at Penny's! 

Did you hear about the ailens? 🙄

12/10/2019 5:02:16 AM courageouskriss Excellent thread! Thank you!

A good documentary GREY STATE  (which they tried to hard to completely erase from history) but there are still copies available! Terrible what 

happened to that family! Slaughtered for showing facts in a documentary! Recommended

12/10/2019 5:02:47 AM dpavlak The Truth wins. God wins, and Jesus is your only hope of salvation in these times. Yield to His Lordship

12/10/2019 5:03:10 AM bbobbio71 Well isn't that interesting! pic.twitter.com/YGiAqWJyuh

12/10/2019 5:03:26 AM covertress ...and god raptured his wife first 💞

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1204373464511107076 … pic.twitter.com/5E5IOmttc6

12/10/2019 5:04:36 AM covertress the world ended at 8:03 AM, on a Tuesday 

and no one noticed

12/10/2019 5:05:16 AM samsmith0319 Dark to Light...❣️🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸❣️



12/10/2019 5:06:18 AM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

12/10/2019 5:06:40 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

12/10/2019 5:08:01 AM david00997884 Must have her on ice. Believe she died sept 11 2016.

12/10/2019 5:08:54 AM david00997884 They have a few on ice, RBG Bill Clinton

12/10/2019 5:11:50 AM ewolsj Via lactea.....Road of milk or my personal favorite, galaxias kyklos....Milky Circle

12/10/2019 5:14:56 AM fansblowing3 Majestic 👍

12/10/2019 5:15:25 AM 80yearstoolate I can’t wait another day! The snails pace of all this disclosure is killing me!

12/10/2019 5:17:00 AM bbobbio71 Maybe carrying a select group to attend an off world detention center.

12/10/2019 5:21:43 AM covertress now, how to explain this in 3D...

🤓

12/10/2019 5:22:17 AM winki00000001 Asset is a very generic term. Asset for which project?? A asset confined between prison walls?? Where is the logic in that? I think that Assange was 

controlled by Intelligence Community since the beginning. He is indeed a "asset", but to which side? 

Something shady here...

12/10/2019 5:23:08 AM ffattmedia CP was a hitman?

12/10/2019 5:25:00 AM ewolsj Godspeed

12/10/2019 5:25:28 AM fansblowing3 Portal or stolen by cabal?

12/10/2019 5:26:02 AM fansblowing3 I never watched that show

12/10/2019 5:28:04 AM djlok 😉😉😉. An explanation may not even be necessary!

12/10/2019 5:30:52 AM jeffcordell6 Whoa....this is so over the target.  Thank you.

12/10/2019 5:31:15 AM lovinintention Black NObility - Catholic Church 

In America 

Committee of 300 

 https://youtu.be/rRqx1YgIBMw 

Brainwashing 

 https://youtu.be/ABpNcYLUyfU 

Hunger Games - Clim@te Action Plan , any city 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjH9zd48xmP8Ys9sL0zUlJ1J0gvLxF_nI …

More docs 

 http://www.stopthecrime.net/source.html  pic.twitter.com/q2O6F6uu4T
12/10/2019 5:32:09 AM covertress 💞 pic.twitter.com/hiCe3lcgRu

12/10/2019 5:34:55 AM bbobbio71 🤔

12/10/2019 5:35:32 AM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 5:35:43 AM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 5:37:00 AM bbobbio71 Apparently I'm a little behind you two. 😉

12/10/2019 5:38:55 AM domperty No one captured it taking off? Pfft.

12/10/2019 5:42:15 AM covertress WAKE UP, STARSEEDS!

You're The Hope Of The World

💫💫💫

 https://youtu.be/flmdGgUtkCU 

💫💫💫

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1197727163597893632 …

💫💫💫

Merry Christmas 🎄

💜

covertress
12/10/2019 5:45:22 AM michael81972 That is meant as an arrow,  ‘Dark to Light’

12/10/2019 5:45:23 AM happy77m Looks like swamp gas to me.

12/10/2019 5:48:04 AM lovelight5d That's the plan we have anyways.....

12/10/2019 5:50:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns Gone Wild

12/10/2019 5:52:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Timing is key... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1204391376294699009 …

12/10/2019 5:54:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh great, more Fake News. 

Can't wait. https://twitter.com/sarafischer/status/1204387147333193729 …

12/10/2019 5:54:43 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/HgIGCkEVEX

12/10/2019 5:55:51 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/zagbRm6ja6

12/10/2019 5:56:28 AM arifriedman12 American computer scientist??????? pic.twitter.com/gjMqH4toTY

12/10/2019 5:57:04 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/10/2019 5:57:13 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/10/2019 5:57:46 AM michael81972 Timing as in New SC appt

12/10/2019 5:58:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 [WRAY]

or

]WRAY[ https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1204374382715506690 …

12/10/2019 5:58:35 AM randy_todd_yt That is the question

12/10/2019 5:58:45 AM april99341937 Well let them right! They will demise THEMSELVES! Let me say thou! What a GREAT SHOW [THEY] are the most STUPID PEOPLE! BUT LIKE I SAID THE 

ONLY THING TO DO IS PRAY FOR [THEM]! NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING! YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!

12/10/2019 5:58:53 AM 6b1222t Good Question!!

12/10/2019 5:59:29 AM twilbert4 😆

12/10/2019 6:00:20 AM ctenfor Bastard,. Isn't that where the Blackhawk wend down?

12/10/2019 6:00:22 AM john37201877 White Hat sleeper?😈

12/10/2019 6:01:10 AM r7dotcom They won't last long.  We are the news.

12/10/2019 6:01:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 A 5,000-Year-Old Plan to Erase Debts Is Now a Hot Topic in America  https://finance.yahoo.com/news/5-000-old-plan-erase-100000406.html …

12/10/2019 6:03:43 AM marythibodeau9 Justice

12/10/2019 6:04:43 AM dragline99 The Session’s effect?

12/10/2019 6:06:53 AM giediknight  https://www.qmap.pub/read/1574 

12/10/2019 6:06:59 AM laughinatdumbdc How about Debt Vouchers based on age? Then it can be applied to any debt load a person may have.

12/10/2019 6:07:03 AM april99341937 Ya 5000 years ago? Let see if anybody done there HOMEWORK?! I DID! LET ME SAY OF THAT! IT WAS NOT EASY! IT WAS HARD TO FATHOM THE 

REALITY I LIVE IN. WWG1WGA👊

12/10/2019 6:09:21 AM dbender22 "Journalism venture" is that code for propaganda machine 2.0 ? 🤔🤔

12/10/2019 6:10:57 AM eskeljoyce 🙄😡

12/10/2019 6:11:21 AM anon_sig “Trust Wray” = Misinformation



12/10/2019 6:11:49 AM burgersandra SB2 asks:  "if these ffs were made possible because FBI dropped the ball at some point because McCabe was threatened & blackmailed, what happens 

if he is fired & if Wray successfully cleans the house? Yes, you got it, they will have to use another network to plan false flags.

12/10/2019 6:12:18 AM 7madeintheusa The Hebrew Year of Jubilee described below. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204400745929478150 … 

pic.twitter.com/QmtjAFidVQ

12/10/2019 6:13:05 AM tylerwhannelsrq Olde shady face

12/10/2019 6:13:19 AM michael81972 Actually occurred on the year after 7 sabbaticals,  7X7=49+1

12/10/2019 6:15:41 AM disfellocated There’s always been Jubilees. Just not for us.

12/10/2019 6:16:11 AM birdiesrchirpin I know it's a little off topic, but can you say anything about MK Delta Marines in Vietnam, their use then to now?

12/10/2019 6:16:45 AM worldxplorer1 And Q says... pic.twitter.com/ytGXXqsXtA

12/10/2019 6:16:53 AM doc1415 Shit, my debt isn't over 22k, and can barely survive with all the payments. I do wish debts are forgiven. If we want nice things as newer homes and cars, 

debt is the only option do to the unaffordability. Yet going the route of buying old, it always breaks down. Blah

12/10/2019 6:17:14 AM s_macca02 I believe he may be playing a role to pretend he’s one of [them]. Only way to get into the core of the DS. IMHO.

12/10/2019 6:17:49 AM nan_ese In Israel, a Jubilee (Year of Forgiveness and festivities-no work) was supposed to happen every 7 x 7 years or 49 years. The children of Israel never 

followed God's plan and therefore there has never been a jubilee since the children of Israel entered the land of promise @ 1410BC

12/10/2019 6:18:47 AM scott_rick Trust him is my vote

12/10/2019 6:20:20 AM fansblowing3 Wray is cabal.  So why did Trump appoint him?  It’s a trap?

12/10/2019 6:23:08 AM fansblowing3 Jubilee for all 👌

12/10/2019 6:24:18 AM wmturner6 🤣🙌🏻 it’s happenin

12/10/2019 6:25:34 AM michael81972 I like how they tied it into Babylon,  when Babylonian Debt slavery(which we are in today) had nothing to do with Debt forgiveness from God

12/10/2019 6:26:24 AM tomchiodo Think Sessions decoy so he can get important work done. "TRUST  ]WRAY[  ". pic.twitter.com/43BBjhPXqq

12/10/2019 6:26:28 AM cryptogyu How about personal financial responsibility?!

You’re 20 and in debt:

You don’t need a $700 cell phone

You don’t need a new car- buy a used one 

You don’t need $150 shoes

You don’t need to waste your time and money getting a college degree in “English literature” 

Wake up!
12/10/2019 6:27:54 AM nan_ese 2020AD + 1410BC = 3430 years since the Children of Israel entered the promised land.

3430 / 490 (7*7*7) = 70

In other words, 2020 will be the year that would have marked their 70th triple Jubilee had they obeyed God.

12/10/2019 6:28:27 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/10/2019 6:31:37 AM eladela4 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 6:34:36 AM keith369me Yes, but, the entire system is set up to make as many as possible debt slaves.  The system is broken

12/10/2019 6:37:11 AM keith369me Sad part...I know one of their hires...he thinks “Rachael Maddow is a beautiful, intelligent woman that everyone should watch daily”

12/10/2019 6:37:41 AM m1ndheist The luciferians at the top are sacrificing this old system for the new system, both are evil. Only light is Jesus Christ. Only the elect can withstand the 

lies, get saved.

12/10/2019 6:40:12 AM birdiesrchirpin Its impossible to pay off the debt created by fractional reserve lending. The system was created to break us, it was broken since inception.

12/10/2019 6:41:32 AM michael81972 In the industry I work in,  Oil & Gas,  Supply & Demand is a hot topic...PetroDollar

12/10/2019 6:43:06 AM michael81972 I got room for it!

12/10/2019 6:43:24 AM 334dragons FORMER.

12/10/2019 6:43:58 AM davidjb333 Maybe there's a way to have the computer find it, but as I understand, a person had to figure out to type Corney.

12/10/2019 6:44:21 AM chinupchubbly Buy Silver, it’s cheap, might not take lot too turn things around down the road!

12/10/2019 6:46:06 AM birdiesrchirpin Education needs a revamp, it's become indoctrination. 

We could change so much so fast if we took some of the funding for prisons and put it towards investing in the minds of the future. 

The amount spent on a prisoner annually roughly equates to a years tuition of college.

1/2

12/10/2019 6:47:55 AM q_patchouli Exactly!!!!

12/10/2019 6:48:16 AM birdiesrchirpin I find that figure perplexing with all the reports of mistreatment and garbage food.

Why are prisons private, for profit entities anyway?

So much is wrong here.

2/2

12/10/2019 6:49:07 AM mactruthcdn That's the issue with the system. No one under 20 is thought how to manage money properly. 

The system sets us up so that most can't even afford a decent running used car (sucks us into yearly terms).

It's very easy to say these things but most need to learn the hard way.

12/10/2019 6:50:42 AM charity_burkett It's our own advanced space force- they have had technology they have hidden from us for years and years

12/10/2019 6:54:55 AM q_patchouli Im aware of this. Got any sauce on if they were dark or light passengers Cory??

12/10/2019 7:02:06 AM 1_decided_voter If Wray is unleashed and fixing fixing the FBI, neither the public nor the press seems to be hearing anything about it.

12/10/2019 7:03:05 AM carolva97910854 Interesting 🧐

12/10/2019 7:04:07 AM _vvoke_ Ok boomer.

12/10/2019 7:04:41 AM americanpetal So, is this product safe?

12/10/2019 7:04:53 AM carolva97910854 Getting ready to roll out their “fake alien invasion “?

12/10/2019 7:05:57 AM nikoscali  https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1204209735387549696 …



12/10/2019 7:14:03 AM kbrehman123 It would be a true Jubilee if we took the Government out of our property rights, ability to start a business, water rights, ability to grow and sell. I grew 

up in a town with a shoe repair shop, music shop, tiny grocery, bakery, milk delivered from local farms.

12/10/2019 7:15:45 AM mariagrasmick 💉Why the faux Elites into education stem cell research stuff. because they have product to sell a client. called live tissue. hide behind science 

research. more high class then selling $65k worth of human blood child sausages and it's better than pig farms or cement factory.

12/10/2019 7:17:32 AM oakmossgirl I’m sorry but now I want heads to roll.  This is out of control

12/10/2019 7:17:36 AM thankq45 Tammy Bruce has been on the shows asking why HRC is getting a pass when she's so close to all the pedo's.

12/10/2019 7:24:06 AM rstarujo A flock of seagulls

12/10/2019 7:28:14 AM wwg1wga17jcims Where do the 800K missing children go every year? I mean after these sick bastards use them? And those children aren't even the farmed ones. 

Remember we are property to be used. And they profit off of everything. Its people meat! They are evil. Vile. Devils. Time 2 inflict PAIN.

12/10/2019 7:28:58 AM whos2know1 Who?? Lol

12/10/2019 7:29:47 AM wearediamonds2 This debt forgiveness needs to also cover INSANE amounts of medical debts.

12/10/2019 7:29:54 AM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter is infested with Alice run accounts, it’s crazy! Soon I will be blocking half the twitter!

12/10/2019 7:30:27 AM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why not disclose the deals with ETs and technology related to it?

12/10/2019 7:30:28 AM whos2know1 Soon?? Portal 12/12...then again 12/21.

12/10/2019 7:30:30 AM dynamicres [AF] or ]AF[ ? pic.twitter.com/pbaeXkBuy7

12/10/2019 7:30:53 AM hyena_silent Underworld. I used to think the Steve Quayle types were crazy, but they are starting to make more sense as things unfold: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Sv-8di7v98&t=927s …

12/10/2019 7:34:22 AM orsinipepe What makes a good movie?

12/10/2019 7:36:18 AM mithoheri Once learned a term,

"danistacracy", definition is 

"the tyranny of money".

Jesus threw the moneylenders out of the temple bc taking interests is a sin.

Money is no commodity which generates anything from within. It is a counter for commodities & services & is non-essential.

🤔 pic.twitter.com/K0a9WbNMyq

12/10/2019 7:41:59 AM mithoheri 😂🤣😂😂😂

Paper & crayons, and we can draw our own currency, shells and pebbles could do also.

It's all in the mind.

12/10/2019 7:42:47 AM aprilbrown99 #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

12/10/2019 7:43:15 AM dynamicres ☝️this👆

12/10/2019 7:45:01 AM dark2light2019 Speaking of SC...you think it’s about time RBG “exits” finally?

Is it a year yet since the “accidental” national tv announcement. Soon.

12/10/2019 7:45:25 AM mithoheri Arteficially risen through those that want to keep us ill for better control. And they poisoned us in the first place.

#FullDisclosure will show new affordable medicine.

12/10/2019 7:45:38 AM realgendale no. m = rn it’sa common ocr error

12/10/2019 7:45:46 AM lynnielee5 Trust Wray...... Actor in a movie?

12/10/2019 7:50:00 AM dark2light2019 1-21-2019 “accidental announcement”

1-21-2020 actual announcement?

12/10/2019 7:51:01 AM candygirlclw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassination+human trafficking+money […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 7:51:41 AM melhuses Making a run for it

12/10/2019 7:53:45 AM covertress free \o/

12/10/2019 7:57:14 AM wyatt251q His name shows up under lined blank or brackets pic.twitter.com/46gH5fkUfu

12/10/2019 7:58:07 AM motiv8tion2 👍

12/10/2019 7:59:29 AM fluentindetail  pic.twitter.com/0K6o1t8tfq

12/10/2019 8:00:28 AM debstev80504671 ...or just part of the script?

12/10/2019 8:02:10 AM antarantanka What debt? The bankers have  been monetizing and trafficking humans since Babylon and stealing their value!

The words “moral hazard” and “fairness” are meaningless when spoken by bankers. They do correctly trace debt slavery to Babylon!

12/10/2019 8:02:43 AM tinkertricity ** Eyes on - scroll up

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2019 8:10:15 AM gi6stars ]Wray[

12/10/2019 8:12:49 AM winklerburke What if Roberts was blackmailed to vote for ACA?

12/10/2019 8:15:19 AM ghost_of_billy_ Lol, who would hire a known unprosectued criminal?

12/10/2019 8:18:05 AM wearediamonds2 I would love that! May it be SO!

12/10/2019 8:19:27 AM sinceiwokeup How nice that would be..

12/10/2019 8:20:12 AM the_fjalar ]WRAY[

IMO

You can't bring down the FBI if Wray makes the FBI look good.

#EnjoyTheShow

12/10/2019 8:21:03 AM daveo6145 Per the fake news media at the gym today Big Mike Obummer is in Vietnam. Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/KIKlEjUQvP

12/10/2019 8:22:36 AM yustein Twitter new user registration do not protect against BOT signups. Is @Jack in this or not? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  which computer system is running these 

bots? Amazon I would presume. @realDonaldTrump this is very dangerous, you are fighting with AI right now, heads up. @elonmusk knew?

12/10/2019 8:23:30 AM debstev80504671 With you on this Kari. What I found most probable they consider is providing well documented reports that lack emotion and ask, 'What do you think 

about this?'

12/10/2019 8:27:33 AM iamyou132 Why Oakland? Oakland also recently decriminalized psilocybin and ayahuasca. Seems like the city is all over the place

12/10/2019 8:37:42 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/9XrN2pkVCa

12/10/2019 8:38:55 AM kvitalone Didn't he sign NSL for AT&T to release phone records to Schiff? Nobody talking about it.

This rat needs [   ] ASAP

Howdy may be a fine replacement...

12/10/2019 8:40:01 AM brenteagle59 Well done Majestic

12/10/2019 8:40:03 AM his_sons_r_free Seems to me, a debt reset on the central banks (i.e. not paying them back and closing their doors!) is the only reasonable solution, unless someone can 

explain to me how you pay off a national debt that is more than your GDP.

Jubilee.  Debts forgiven.  Slaves set free.  Gold?

12/10/2019 8:46:40 AM sethric61410528 if I remember correctly: one day prior 9/11 Rumsfeld admitts in hearing that trillions „lost“ in black military spending. Day later - change narrative with 

major FF event => noone cares anymore !

12/10/2019 8:47:00 AM bucksmedic36 I think Gowdy would be a good choice too...😉

12/10/2019 8:47:41 AM brenteagle59 I agree with the Rogue Navy M12, I’ve been posting lots in it. Who moves covert weapons World wide. Who can dock in any port without inspection? 

Who has never made one arrest of covert weapons world wide? Sec fired then shootings. adm. McRaven take my clearance Trump, re Brennan



12/10/2019 8:51:36 AM sethric61410528 think to speak „a bit louder“ sometimes helps to wake s.o. up !

12/10/2019 8:55:42 AM sethric61410528 „Q: Trust Wray“ ... ?

12/10/2019 8:58:34 AM jaded_pearl Operation Underworld 🤔

12/10/2019 9:06:31 AM meme_maga Still love that show...I know, I know...

12/10/2019 9:09:42 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/4LOPAZ6NK1

12/10/2019 9:10:04 AM maharacat Nailed it!!!

12/10/2019 9:10:36 AM seekingknowle12 Did we just find out that the financial system, as managed and manipulated by the elites, hasn't changed in 5000 years.

12/10/2019 9:11:52 AM camamafortrump “Nevertheless I take all of these slings and arrows gladly for you. I take them for our movement.. I knew this day would arrive, it was only a question of 

when.. The only thing that can stop this corrupt machine is you, the only force strong enough to save our country is us.” DJT

12/10/2019 9:14:44 AM qd_17 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 9:15:57 AM stormoverwatch Q said "Trust Wray".  Until Q says otherwise, I do.

12/10/2019 9:16:29 AM chris_losh_ Thanks. I totally missed it.

12/10/2019 9:16:53 AM quirkyreally I do..

12/10/2019 9:19:12 AM liberty_2q2q Same

"Trust Wray" ~ Q

12/10/2019 9:21:15 AM annasum47005725 Help me please, can someone explain Maj12s tweets here, about vaccines?  It sounds like we are going to be on our own in this battle.  I am worried 

for the children.  How do we stop this, they are making it mandatory!!!

12/10/2019 9:23:42 AM annasum47005725 Please help!  Will anything be done about the push for mandatory vaccines?  These are deadly, and many children are being killed or injured.

12/10/2019 9:24:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 Receives

✔️ 3.0K Retweets/Day

✔️ 4.2K Likes/Day

✔️ 450 Replies/Day

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

Use it.

Nov 2019 MJ12 received 20.4M impressions over a 30 day period.

2+4=6 + 3 = 9

6 3 9

Again...
12/10/2019 9:25:40 AM bryceja68689884 How?

12/10/2019 9:26:18 AM rot8infinity posted @ 12:24pm EST (1+2= 3) (2+4 = 6) (3+6= 9)

12/10/2019 9:29:16 AM jeffcordell6 Would explain a great many things..

12/10/2019 9:29:56 AM no_dak_patriot No, but you can if he makes it look bad.

12/10/2019 9:33:58 AM sethric61410528 TY 🙏

12/10/2019 9:34:48 AM twilly18 1.618033989

12/10/2019 9:35:00 AM maryschade14 ✨ Sweet

12/10/2019 9:35:18 AM rot8infinity additionally... heh.

1+2+2+4 = 9

12/10/2019 9:36:59 AM americanpetal Besides using it, what does it mean when you happen to see it? pic.twitter.com/sNoKZgjExu

12/10/2019 9:38:42 AM kidge6 Does anyone know what they re talking about?  3 6 9 is powerful. Use it. How? For what?

12/10/2019 9:38:58 AM sdane8 Three of the passengers were Chilean soldiers; two were civilians employed by engineering and construction firm Inproser, who were going to carry out 

work on the military base; 1 was a student at Magellanes University; the remaining 15 passengers were members of the air force.

12/10/2019 9:42:21 AM chapulincolored Looking glass...

]WRAY[

12/10/2019 9:42:31 AM sdane8 The problem is this is a WaPo article and I don't trust anything that comes from them, whatever the news.

12/10/2019 9:43:42 AM terrymeggins Thank you for information. 😊😇☝

12/10/2019 9:44:08 AM lobster_byte Google these 3...Tesla 3 6 9. Vortex math. Rodins Disc.

12/10/2019 9:44:18 AM two3rdsn I don't know either.  There's always dopey inner-rooms stuff with some of these folks,

12/10/2019 9:45:50 AM enomai_ Events...?

12/10/2019 9:46:01 AM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1204445457885171713?s=20 …

12/10/2019 9:46:15 AM qnnbrk “If you knew the magnificence of the three, six and nine, you would have a key to the universe.” – Nikola Tesla

12/10/2019 9:47:28 AM qnnbrk How do we use it?

12/10/2019 9:47:38 AM lightlove21121 Re read past tweets ❣️

12/10/2019 9:49:13 AM 21oplato 9 = Multiply any Cardinal number. Then add the 2 digit sum. What do you get? {What all & nothing?)

3 = Balance =like  Id, ego & superego.  Vishnu, Sheba & Brahma.

6= ??

12/10/2019 9:53:19 AM sdane8 Ironically, fish is the one thing I've never liked. No fresh fish or canned fish or packaged. No lobster or crawfish or bottom feeders. Blech

12/10/2019 9:54:37 AM covertress anniversary?

12/10/2019 9:56:09 AM jake4191 [Wray]!

12/10/2019 9:56:19 AM the_fjalar [LG] is acting like his life depends on it. https://youtu.be/KVn4klbk6dk 

12/10/2019 10:04:02 AM holotechrd More BS put up or shut up on with the Redemption and mass arrest 🤷🏽♂️🤣🤣🤣

12/10/2019 10:04:25 AM rocktobersky What Interests Me is The Timing of This Posting!

12/10/2019 10:05:35 AM kidge6 I have. Quite a bit. And it’s just as vague there as it is here, to me.  Others seem 2 get it but won’t say. Maybe I’m just not smart enough. I guess I’m 

not ready to graduate from sheep yet. Damn.  I thought I was having clarity.  What else am I wrong about. Is this all bs?

12/10/2019 10:06:20 AM merrilsuzanne We KNOW, and have known for a long time.

12/10/2019 10:09:58 AM kidge6 Sometimes I feel like a dog chasing a ball that mj12 is bouncing off the wall to themselves.

12/10/2019 10:12:26 AM luxdefiance Majestic is telling us the Cabal uses symbology and numerology....why....because it’s part of their religion.....numerology is simply the code via sacred 

geometry that outlines NATURAL LAWS of the universe. The cabal knows how to hack the code for their own purpose. 9/11

12/10/2019 10:12:38 AM kindeandtrue More proof that Q's mandates of blind faith are not to be trusted: 

TRUST WRAY.

TRUST HOROWITZ.

TRUST KANSAS.

TRUST HUBER.

12/10/2019 10:14:16 AM mcpatriot64 #EndImpeachmentHoax

12/10/2019 10:14:44 AM mcpatriot64 #EndImpeachmentHoax #EndImpeachmentHoax #EndImpeachmentHoax



12/10/2019 10:16:01 AM luxdefiance My pet goat. “1 2 3, say it with me kids...”Plane”....1 2 3, Must, 1 2 3 Hit, 1 2 3 Steel” AGAIN!” pic.twitter.com/0mwBV8AKn2

12/10/2019 10:16:36 AM michael81972 12.21.2019,  Winter Solstice,  

12.21.12?

12/10/2019 10:17:58 AM kidge6 Hers the first one, tying 3 6 9 to our ISBE.  I get the ISBE.  Makes sense. The rest! Can you help me? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630 …

12/10/2019 10:19:17 AM kidge6 Growth, beast stabilize. How many different ways could that be interpreted?  How to use and for what? Im not knocking. If I thought it was 

meaningless, I wouldn’t still be asking.

12/10/2019 10:20:02 AM th34lpha Meh.  God Wins.

12/10/2019 10:20:25 AM kidge6 Here’s the next one.  Ok. 9 is a very special number. Why and how to harness?

12/10/2019 10:22:19 AM nschlange My question is why is he able to even try to pull a fast one on anyone?

12/10/2019 10:22:40 AM last_angryman This is all protected by MSM and our Government. That is why they hate our POTUS. we need to keep fighting and supporting him.

12/10/2019 10:22:58 AM djlok And you have 37.5 followers:

3+7+5=15 = 1+5 = 6

12/10/2019 10:23:50 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/10/2019 10:23:52 AM kidge6 Here’s the next one:   https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1071887268690964483 ….  I get that MJ 12 has to be vague sometimes.  It Does the 

enemy not understand this better than we do?  Making it cryptic isn’t fooling [them]. I’m missing something.

12/10/2019 10:27:57 AM kidge6 Here’s another. Any comments anyone? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1071887268690964483 …

12/10/2019 10:29:25 AM yansan_09 So FoxNews is owned by CBSNews owner??? REALLY???

12/10/2019 10:32:48 AM mongrelglory I wonder why they were just parked above that neighbourhood.  Maybe it's policy now for them to start showing their craft as a gradual form of public 

disclosure?

12/10/2019 10:37:22 AM ali_dougall If I look back down your feed, it's like 100 retweets, 60 likes and 10 replies

12/10/2019 10:40:06 AM mongrelglory I always wondered about possible bias in WTO rulings!  Canada lost out on a number of big cases they had with the US in the past, regarding our 

natural resource exports and subsidies.  I'm not saying it was right or wrong, I just wondered about the power that the WTO had...

12/10/2019 10:40:49 AM toffer_anon_369 A great second question would be:

[Horowitz]

or

]Horowitz[

?

12/10/2019 10:45:16 AM manriquetorres5  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fisa-report-reveals-clinton-meddled-2016-election …

@WhiteHouse 

@adjunctprofeszr 

@ChristinePolon1

@QTAnon1
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@SaraCarterDC

@M2Madness 

@Q2ndWave 

@Wyn1745

@EyesOnQ

@John_F_Kennnedy

@TrumpWarRoom

@SidneyPowell1

@GenFlynn

@POTUS

@Trin20201

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
12/10/2019 10:45:22 AM carolin15161363 Information or disinformation?

12/10/2019 10:45:36 AM mongrelglory I'm not a fan of insurance companies from my experience working in the Canadian medical system.  Very deceptive and predatory industry.

12/10/2019 10:46:14 AM donaldschuler7 Puppetmasters throwdown

12/10/2019 10:46:35 AM sethric61410528 We need to distinguish between „Private Stuff“ and „Criminal Stuff“! 

Let them have fun in weird ways as long as it is not criminal. Let’s not moralize them on sexuality.

12/10/2019 10:48:30 AM donaldschuler7 Impossibility. When your whole life is a justification. There are no morals.

12/10/2019 10:50:05 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, is Google going to be challenged for their nefarious actions in the future?  Do the white hats have a plan for addressing their monopoly?

12/10/2019 10:50:48 AM mongrelglory He thinks Rachael Maddow is a woman?

12/10/2019 10:55:24 AM 02joshuaradwan Alhamduililah

12/10/2019 10:55:24 AM mongrelglory True local capitalism! De-centralization of government. That would be lovely!

12/10/2019 10:57:05 AM mongrelglory True dat! ☝️

12/10/2019 10:58:28 AM kvitalone George Soros started 3 separate news stations in Ukraine exactly 1 week b4 Maidan Massacre, 

main event that began 2014 Ukaine Coup, w/ help of Obama WH & our own media. 5 yrs they've been pillaging our tax $$ & a country under USAID. 

Watch "Ukraine on Fire"

12/10/2019 10:59:47 AM json_206 Part of my theory of ditching the USD is the disgust and total distrust.  Pushing us to wanting to adopt crypto, which is double edged.

12/10/2019 11:00:01 AM mongrelglory What I can't envision is what would happen to all the pension funds if they had a debt jubilee. They'd all be destroyed and people would lose their 

pensions.  It's a real mess!  When you write off debt, the debt-holders get screwed!

12/10/2019 11:01:48 AM mongrelglory So I guess I shouldn't feel guilty when I take a 3 hour nap...😋

12/10/2019 11:03:46 AM 02joshuaradwan Their time is up

12/10/2019 11:05:04 AM mongrelglory 😉

12/10/2019 11:05:11 AM his_sons_r_free No, pay all people back (not central bank) and reset the currency to new basis value. Start anew a a new zero.

12/10/2019 11:06:28 AM sseed369 3.0K Retweets / Day   (3)

4.2K Likes Day            (6)

450 Replies / Day       (9)



12/10/2019 11:06:45 AM sseed369 {3}   1 + 1 =    2

       2 + 2 =    4

       4 + 4 =    8

{6}  8 + 8 =     16 

      ( 1 + 6 ) = 7

      7 + 7 =     (14)

      ( 1 + 4 ) = 5

      5 + 5 =     (10) 

      ( 1 + 0 ) = 1

{9}   1

       2

      { }

       4

       5

      { }

       7

       8

      { }
12/10/2019 11:11:24 AM sethric61410528 true also. Maybe they do their satanic stuff on those parties ?

12/10/2019 11:14:08 AM schneppjennifer I live in Indiana. Its e to grow lots of food here, although I am constantly thinking not enough people are taking advantage of this. I hope you find a 

beautiful place.

12/10/2019 11:15:36 AM laurabusse My cat would totally do that

12/10/2019 11:17:06 AM laurabusse Thx!!!

12/10/2019 11:17:37 AM billric11018578 Did you know the war act issued by FDR enabled black hats to steal all of N Teslas' patents right out of the USC&P Office? No one said a thing.

12/10/2019 11:18:51 AM laurabusse Lindsay Graham

12/10/2019 11:20:45 AM brettbolin1 😍

12/10/2019 11:23:38 AM rghardy3 "A Sky Event"

It's out of this world.

12/10/2019 11:24:30 AM laurabusse I think that must be the most gorgeous Pepe I've seen to date

A feast for the eyes...

Thx☺️

12/10/2019 11:24:35 AM _greenlion_ educating yourself about vaccines is not neccesarily that all vaccines are bad vs. all good, im sure some vaccines are very important against epidemics 

but your doctor may not even know whats in the product...

12/10/2019 11:24:50 AM mongrelglory But a lot of consumer and business debt (such as mortgages) have been bundled into financial instruments which pension funds have bought up.  If you 

wipe out the consumer debt or reset its value to zero, the pension funds are wiped out. No?

12/10/2019 11:27:18 AM charity_burkett So if need be they can scare the shit out of everybody when they need a major distraction

12/10/2019 11:28:26 AM mongrelglory I think they're doing that with FF shootings these days...😒

12/10/2019 11:28:54 AM nickcpace1 Only a NASA!!! Lol

12/10/2019 11:29:39 AM mortoglina @threadreaderapp please unroll.

12/10/2019 11:30:11 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/PyCZnHoEez

12/10/2019 11:30:13 AM threadreaderapp Hola, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/10/2019 11:30:45 AM worldxplorer1 That is the question. As Q has said...  “Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary.”

12/10/2019 11:30:48 AM mortoglina Hmmm a placeholder?

12/10/2019 11:31:08 AM meequalsfree  https://youtu.be/Xsp0V0IpEaM 

 https://youtu.be/NMimO9gedpM 

 https://youtu.be/jUAHGtySu6M 

12/10/2019 11:31:33 AM _369311119 When Rachel was a woman he looked uber fem.

12/10/2019 11:35:28 AM charity_burkett Yep I agree

12/10/2019 11:36:04 AM astraleyes7 Making others aware of information does not make them awake if they dont see beyond the left + right. 

Awakening is inevitable.

All recycled info. 

The powers that be are leaking info & 

tech to attempt to steer shift

Still Divide&Conquer.

Q, Trump & Giuliani wont mention 9/11

12/10/2019 11:36:43 AM laurabusse Truth about vaccines is being exposed

Tell that to Reddit

12/10/2019 11:37:28 AM gribbs7 I have been saying thank you 369 everytime something good happens, and when saying thanks before bed🐸

12/10/2019 11:39:00 AM astraleyes7 I agree with you there, but consciousness shift is necessary, most can not see beyond the religious / spiritual mind control they were sold via religion, 

all aspects, & the political sides, they hold allegiances to the programming. Its runs deep. Most need guidance, dont see yet

12/10/2019 11:40:26 AM kadath123 Marco Rodin has cracked the 3 6 9 problem with Vortex Based Mathematics 👍🏻

12/10/2019 11:42:35 AM his_sons_r_free Reset them at zero too

12/10/2019 11:44:22 AM laurabusse Dear God

MJ12 is a LARP

Yeah right

Thank you MJ12!!!!!!

12/10/2019 11:45:41 AM winklerburke USN pilots approaching Carrier to land need to be "In the Groove."  The 3-6-9 happenstances... are indicating who is and who isn't "In the Groove."  

They are signs, indicators.  Who lies, who doesn't.  The whole Earth groans for the revealing of the sons and daughters of God. 369



12/10/2019 11:46:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Keep digging anons.

The war against our society is multifaceted.

TMW is a name.

Documentary.

Clown distributed.

Intentional propaganda.

Underlying message is substance was intentional.

[USA]

With 45 + Q its now ]USA[.

Enjoy the show...

Merging timelines take time to merge.
12/10/2019 11:46:37 AM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/U19kHy0OLu

12/10/2019 11:47:07 AM werascending Awe, thank you! My husband is originally from there, so we are also moving there to be closer to family.

12/10/2019 11:47:17 AM covertress how many trillions in derivatives?

inconceivable.

12/10/2019 11:47:43 AM astraleyes7 Many have been aware for long before this movement...

Problem is, intuition once fully awakened does not resonate with Q being sincere. If awakening is inevitable then you can bet PTB will attempt to steer 

it, even sacrifice pawns, leak info & tech in order to unify / control.

12/10/2019 11:48:42 AM alwaysfinds It has been said by high levels that "Aliens" are the last attempt to take over. 

I believe in life beyond ours, but I also believe they can be directly or indirectly used to control us by our government.

My question is; What if that plan fails? What's next? Can it even fail?

12/10/2019 11:48:56 AM love4thegameak  pic.twitter.com/IvEhq2zoij

12/10/2019 11:49:11 AM wickedmouse369 Thomas M. Wood?

12/10/2019 11:49:18 AM winklerburke Mark 16:20  Signs and wonders follow (to the positive and the negative) those who preach the gospel (TRUTH.)  Obama had a rat run in front of White 

House Garden Podium.  He had no bible in office for 2nd swearing in redo in 2009?  Melania wears Tiffany Blue (JFK color) 1/16. Etc.

12/10/2019 11:50:02 AM peoplewe2 .. your profile lied .. you had time to post. pic.twitter.com/amaXoE997n

12/10/2019 11:52:00 AM truthseeker805 The Moment When

12/10/2019 11:52:15 AM wickedmouse369 TMW media?

12/10/2019 11:52:27 AM marnisheppeard Soooo ... you want to erase the debts of privileged people who have a lot. And that will help diabolical inequality, how exactly?

12/10/2019 11:52:39 AM nickcpace1 Libtard areas only

12/10/2019 11:53:23 AM anon_inno MJ12, is the GFL legit? Galactic Fed of Light? Asking for a friend.

12/10/2019 11:53:50 AM his_sons_r_free They would take a haircut. Devalued as necessary.

12/10/2019 11:54:15 AM wickedmouse369  pic.twitter.com/OvNcCW25ky

12/10/2019 11:54:51 AM winklerburke Melania wears Tiffany Blue (JFK color) 1/20/17... I meant to type.  Sorry for the mistake.  Dress, gloves, high heels.  3.  Trump wears white shirt, red tie, 

dark blue overcoat, coat.  3  red, white & blue.  Tiffany Blue & JFK & DJT.  3.

12/10/2019 11:55:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mostly propaganda.

12/10/2019 11:55:19 AM wickedmouse369  pic.twitter.com/5IZoxs0CTM

12/10/2019 11:55:28 AM flowersoul Interesting... and we all know how this will keep the slavery system in place. We need to effectuate the EO 13818 and the Filings of the OPPT : End 

Slavery & Corruption.. and Unfettered Access to TDA's on our way to transcendence!

12/10/2019 11:55:35 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/YElWsG4fva

12/10/2019 11:55:45 AM alwaysfinds What if it is & it fails to convince the world? What if people accepted aliens? If real, we have a lot to gain or we die, either way..

If fake, our government will have to go on convincing us it's real which could lead to some forced technological advancements being released.

12/10/2019 11:56:21 AM anon_inno Felt that coming. There goes my lunch. Ty for the candor.

12/10/2019 11:56:34 AM horseofw  https://www.tmwmedia.com/productlisting/category/history/documentary …

12/10/2019 11:57:44 AM nzstill ive always thought the milky way shows the cracks in the dome

12/10/2019 11:59:38 AM johnquindell Documentary using NSA's surveillance database to trace the effect of small acts of kindness. If someone does something like help someone across the 

road, it might be possible with the automated technology to observe those who see such an act and to follow -- in real time -- how..

12/10/2019 12:00:07 PM laurabusse Personally

I took it in a general sense

Ppl die every day

You could say...

Those who survive today, this day

Of course I could be wrong

I tend to take things the way I like to take them!

Creating my own reality as it were...
12/10/2019 12:00:35 PM fjackrightinthe 8 6 7 5 3 0 9

12/10/2019 12:01:28 PM cloudwalker2019  https://www.tmwmedia.com/productlisting/category/history/documentary … pic.twitter.com/0RROj8ZYjC

12/10/2019 12:01:32 PM johnquindell ...one small act of kindness can have knock-on effects. The algorithms involved, or the sheer grunt work required to actually trace such a thing would 

probably be prohibitive, but the beauty of the idea is not in its realization but in getting out ideas that such things happen..

12/10/2019 12:01:46 PM johnquindell ...and that we should start noticing how a small act of kindness can have big effects. That is, it would have been enough just to make people aware of 

the project idea without having to put it into practice for the idea to have a positive effect.

12/10/2019 12:03:06 PM johnquindell In return for possible amnesty for top actors involved in pedophilia, could we have them make a film that would combine documentary footage of 

atrocities in which they participated (that the NSA must have) with scripted scenes showing what happened behind the scenes?

12/10/2019 12:04:27 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/893142032679612417 …

12/10/2019 12:04:31 PM klyhb75 Lol it does get very complicated. 

Project looking glass.  Here's a video that will explain it!

I call it project looking glass for dummies, cuz in a dummy sometimes 😏 https://youtu.be/GxliVJCWI80 

12/10/2019 12:04:55 PM truthseeker273 Beatles, music, movies pretty much our entire culture was created by them.

12/10/2019 12:05:01 PM the_loveoflight So I asked https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/996082111525343233 …

12/10/2019 12:05:20 PM fl_sun_sprite The MERCYnaries of WAR 

The story of Taz - a former British airborne, French foreign legion veteran and a volunteer in the war against ISIS, who decided to spend his money, 

time and passion to serve those who served and shepherd them on their way out of the horrors of war.

12/10/2019 12:05:44 PM bananne81 Breastfeeding documentary from 2014?

12/10/2019 12:06:30 PM olimyracle Change the rules... pic.twitter.com/yaojeS12Xa

12/10/2019 12:07:43 PM nschlange I guess I ask 2 many questions but what does a merging time line look like?

12/10/2019 12:08:38 PM cbprincess5 What was in the Weiner lap top?  “Insurance” file?



12/10/2019 12:08:44 PM aleoniea Ooo

12/10/2019 12:08:53 PM daveo6145 Haha I got it from @Incarcerated_ET

12/10/2019 12:10:02 PM the_fjalar Exactly.

Wray is playing his role.

12/10/2019 12:10:13 PM truthseeker273 The left populace is heavily brainwashed. They do not understand any of this. They cannot choose to be awake. It will happen in its own time. I was one 

of them. It took me 17 years to wake up even with someone showing me this. It’s our duty to find the thing that wakes them.

12/10/2019 12:11:27 PM wild8heart In literally any way possible. 

Say a prayer three times. 

Meditate for 9 mins at a time of day that breaks down to one of those numbers - 9.03am, for example. 

Drink three glasses of water in your first waking hour. 

Hold your breath for 12 secs. 

It is endless.

12/10/2019 12:11:52 PM nschlange That is one of the best answers to a larp that  I've ever seen! Laughed when I read it and I'm still smiling!

12/10/2019 12:13:53 PM powersawer Cobra/2012portal too I‘m guessing?

12/10/2019 12:14:09 PM moemc8 LOL - Touche'

12/10/2019 12:14:12 PM laurabusse Wow...

12/10/2019 12:14:13 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/iV0ZpoiW6G

12/10/2019 12:14:29 PM moemc8 same

12/10/2019 12:14:33 PM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/Saw75VqFAQ

12/10/2019 12:15:22 PM cbprincess5 Global warming Scam Climate change is Manure So a few wealthy can get billions and billions While little to none of the climate change money goes to 

research for clean economical energy or helping stop China from polluting

12/10/2019 12:16:57 PM raventracks Im in!

12/10/2019 12:17:32 PM olimyracle -> 40:17 !

12/10/2019 12:19:37 PM karentriebel  pic.twitter.com/HzqIlhyArp

12/10/2019 12:22:00 PM seeingpatriot Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 12:24:53 PM fansblowing3 Give us a new currency and then hyperinflate the old currency.  All current contracts are payable in U.S. dollars - mortgages, school loans, etc.

12/10/2019 12:30:34 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta_w7npAL1Q …

12/10/2019 12:30:53 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-PEcjE1VIo …

12/10/2019 12:31:22 PM boy12_jimmy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LRYrU0EeV4 …

12/10/2019 12:31:53 PM wakeupa34327213 Same reason they sacrificed people on top of pyramids to flood their blood with adrenaline and transfer it into their system by ingesting.  Ah drenn a 

krome pic.twitter.com/6sAbQQgtW0

12/10/2019 12:32:53 PM plasticjesus6 Milky Way? Can some1 help me out here

12/10/2019 12:32:56 PM cjtruth They changed the twitter profile after Q posted but traffic is tanking... pic.twitter.com/BfF0kgV0jM

12/10/2019 12:35:28 PM anon_inno While I mean no disrespect, MJ12 should not be trusted either. Trust no one. Time will tell.

12/10/2019 12:35:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Psychedelic 'wonder drug' that could cure addiction will start trials next year  | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-

7775849/Psychadelic-wonder-drug-cure-addiction-start-trials-year.html …

12/10/2019 12:35:53 PM michael81972 For the record,  I know he is going there...He was just MIA for awhile and I thought maybe he was headed there now😏

12/10/2019 12:35:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Former top Mexican cop charged with protecting El Chapo's cartel https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/former-top-mexican-cop-charged-

protecting-el-chapo-s-cartel-n1099081 …

12/10/2019 12:36:04 PM maccy2986 Exactly what I was thinking. Stop pussyfooting around. If it shocks the masses then good.

12/10/2019 12:36:09 PM twilly18 feed your head

12/10/2019 12:36:40 PM twilly18 could explain why he is still alive

12/10/2019 12:36:49 PM ek32awake Unroll thread please

12/10/2019 12:36:56 PM anon_inno I’ve been following Cobra since 2013 and have watched the goal-posts move repeatedly. But, these things happen. I remain objective and skeptics but 

also open to all possibilities. Still following Cobra’s posts of course. I’ll “listen” to anyone.

12/10/2019 12:37:29 PM lib7473 👍 Keep the news/signs coming...😉💙🌠

12/10/2019 12:38:22 PM his_sons_r_free I know that might sound overly simplistic but what if it is that simple?  

You just reset everything, monetize all debt and revalue accordingly.

12/10/2019 12:38:34 PM boy12_jimmy Hospitals, doctors, business first? Mothers are to fail so they gain monetarily?

12/10/2019 12:39:08 PM ldickman11 Corruption in Mexico? Gee, who would have ever have seen that coming? #SayHelloToMyLittleFriend

12/10/2019 12:40:03 PM highhopesusa It would be wonderful if everyone who was addicted to tobacco, alcohol and opiates could be freed from their addiction.

12/10/2019 12:40:16 PM adamwestleyric3 Don't eat the wrong thing are you will regret it

12/10/2019 12:41:07 PM identityasxy .

"...merging timelines, takes time to merge"  KEK https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

12/10/2019 12:42:37 PM n7guardiananon corrupt police helping cartel... pic.twitter.com/iKcw6CnaVi

12/10/2019 12:44:12 PM motiv8tion2 How about Ibogaine, the Natural root bark the African Biwiti tribe uses like shamans use their medicinal plants?

High success rate when given properly.

12/10/2019 12:44:58 PM michael81972 Witchcraft?

12/10/2019 12:45:03 PM n7guardiananon what would happen if opioid sales nose dived...

12/10/2019 12:45:31 PM adamwestleyric3 Like I said go talk to El Chapo

12/10/2019 12:45:46 PM jchiodo328 You mean, low dosing on shrooms? I’m sure they’re trying to figure out how to patent it 1st.

12/10/2019 12:48:02 PM thirsty4freedom #byeFelicia

12/10/2019 12:48:08 PM ericgeorgethom1 no shit

12/10/2019 12:49:11 PM adamz14839920 Ibogaine is a wonderful thing and yes can help with addictions, can open and close doors

12/10/2019 12:49:27 PM sl_jaycee Trials? Pretty sure that’s been done in Africa for hundreds or maybe thousands of years.

12/10/2019 12:49:46 PM anon_inno Every word spoken or written is another reference point leading to the truth...no matter the efficacy of the message. Keep on discerning.

12/10/2019 12:49:52 PM wgo_us Keep in mind all the folks who read but do not interfere with likes and retweets.....your numbers are much much higher!

12/10/2019 12:50:02 PM mntcol No coincidences. Q💥

12/10/2019 12:50:25 PM wgo_us Keep in mind all the folks who read but do not interface with likes and retweets.....your numbers are much much higher!

12/10/2019 12:51:23 PM agooddying It's legal in Mexico and Italy. There are clinics using ibogaine.

12/10/2019 12:53:56 PM lbf777 We already know Ayuwasca cures addiction.



12/10/2019 12:54:12 PM laurabusse Natural medicine

Clean air

Clean water

Clean food made by nature not man in a factory

Earthing, grounding, connect physically w earth

Connect w nature

Connect w water, oceans etc

Meditate

Move your body

Be love

Radiate love to others

Toxins cause disease

They're everywhere
12/10/2019 12:54:31 PM woelf3 And ... u say, nothing is happening !  - Q  is ... !?

12/10/2019 12:54:37 PM enomai_  https://youtu.be/oe9zW8wah5c?t=1m17s …

12/10/2019 12:54:53 PM msmunplugged Drug that could cure addiction, got any oxymoron on you?

12/10/2019 12:55:39 PM auntiemae4trump Richard Branson

12/10/2019 12:55:58 PM jadedl This was excellent!

12/10/2019 12:56:19 PM lbf777 It is our intention to abolish the Gov and establish a decentralized Democracy of equals to end corruption and create a wealthy planet. 

So be it.

12/10/2019 12:56:33 PM identityasxy .

See this also.  Overlaps https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

12/10/2019 12:57:03 PM grl402 Saw a video on that.

12/10/2019 12:58:10 PM laurabusse Ha LOL

No

12/10/2019 12:58:49 PM klucksl Leave it to big pharma to synthesize yet another entheogen so they can line their pockets. There is a reason for ALL the alkaloids to present when 

taking them. They are not as effective without the complete profile.

12/10/2019 12:59:06 PM blandine24diane I am a real person and I just start to follow you two. I need some positives news. 🌞😇🇱🇷

12/10/2019 12:59:08 PM chaele3 @HillaryClinton

🙄Is Satan your interior Decorator?

@trump_assistant

@JudicialWatch

@CoreysDigs

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@POTUS

@trump_alliance

@MnmsurfinLang

@GoldenVoiceless

@alphapunish1776

@realDonaldTrump

@LadyAnon17

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/e2MhWinsCZ
12/10/2019 1:00:30 PM identityasxy .

To best prepare, quiet your mind.  Learn to meditate, then do so. Or Deep prayer.  

Frequency....

12/10/2019 1:00:55 PM do_or_do_notty I just learned about IBOGAINE this weekend at a plant medicine conference in Tucson AZ

I met/chatted with a young lady who was able to beat her addiction with IBOGAINE treatment.  Nothing else had worked for her. Her sincerity and 

gratefulness was obvious! 

God makes no mistakes

12/10/2019 1:01:36 PM mnmsurfinlang Oh wow Michaele

12/10/2019 1:02:14 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/A8Ol4IJGdP

12/10/2019 1:03:37 PM laurabusse Me too

Discernment

Going within

Message over messenger

Take everything with a grain of salt...

12/10/2019 1:08:06 PM laurabusse Sounds awesome...

I read a book when pregnant about breastfeeding

Very eye opening

Nursed son til he was 4

Like to joke I have my 4 year nursing degree

He's 28 and always has seemed pretty healthy smart and well adjusted...

Thank God

12/10/2019 1:09:22 PM ukpatriot17 #TeslaKnew

12/10/2019 1:11:42 PM dondsmith2 I feel left out. All they had left when I got there was physics.

12/10/2019 1:12:27 PM jooooody cures being rolled out.

12/10/2019 1:14:30 PM aleks8837 If this alludes to that Europe and Norway is also being/will be cleansed, I cheer for it!

-Many here in Norway

12/10/2019 1:15:14 PM gilmourisgod751 🤔

12/10/2019 1:16:40 PM laurabusse Thx

Followed him ☺️

12/10/2019 1:17:57 PM conserv2mysoul Ibogaine is regulated by the FDA. The closest clinic is Tijuana MX and is a quite expensive treatment but highly effective.



12/10/2019 1:18:14 PM cosmic_engineer The word drug is cointelpro

What's a drug? What's medicine? What's a plant?

Perception

Entheogens

12/10/2019 1:18:17 PM kylebstiff Okay but we need some whitepills. We need some big BIG signs that something is being done. The IG Report has turned into an absolute 

nothingburger, now the bad guys have the opportunity to run ten more false flags before we make another deflated maneuver. We need *something*.

12/10/2019 1:20:34 PM do_or_do_notty Thom Leonard, Owner of  Anzelmo Ibogaine Addiction Rehab Treatment Center was a speaker.

12/10/2019 1:21:51 PM offgridsaints Actors...

12/10/2019 1:22:49 PM rebornkingent Maybe 10,000? But hey Let’s trust the same “research community” that said opioids are safer than coco puffs.

12/10/2019 1:23:10 PM tamexis That’s awesome! Gotta learn more about it to introduce it to my clients!

12/10/2019 1:26:04 PM dcc802 So many more to be listed ...  

In many countries.

12/10/2019 1:26:19 PM do_or_do_notty Great idea. More and more research is being done on plant medicine.  People are waking up 👍✌️ https://www.jlevinsonphoto.com/thelasthouse/ 

12/10/2019 1:27:41 PM tamexis Love it! 💗 thanks!

12/10/2019 1:28:53 PM doc1415 1, I was fine in going the route I did because I had 2 jobs, plenty of income to cover it, and had no worries. I didnt expect my back pain to become what 

it did turning my work performance into shit. I also didnt expect to get screwed by the companies I worked for either.

12/10/2019 1:30:41 PM reneew59 He went high tech awhile back

12/10/2019 1:31:59 PM trollingmockin1 I thought time was an illusion MJ? Oh wait. That’s only when you don’t want to answer direct questions

12/10/2019 1:32:49 PM doc1415 And 2, why choose to be uncomfortable? I'm a pretty simple guy. I just want financial relief. If I had zero debt, and a small income coupled with my 

wifes income, id be happy. I dont need a million dollars, I just want to be free from debt again. Mistakes were made. Everyone does

12/10/2019 1:34:38 PM fmeonlylol Kratom is amazing!

12/10/2019 1:34:46 PM reflexionfugazz ThankQ brother 💜💜💜💜💜

12/10/2019 1:35:18 PM edwardgouin Hey, @SandiaWisdom & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , are we playing a (expletive deleted, lol) game?

12/10/2019 1:39:43 PM samsmith0319 Fabulous...

12/10/2019 1:42:35 PM mml111mml111 The red pill.

12/10/2019 1:42:58 PM the_loveoflight "Educational programming"

12/10/2019 1:44:33 PM nickcpace1 I don’t see any reason why humans would not continue to exist for a really long time due to the fact of our’s massive success on this  http://planet.As  

far as Ascension is concerned I think that’s a systemwide issue that’s more to do with our solar system in our adaptation

12/10/2019 1:45:01 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/ilsPtl5Y3y

12/10/2019 1:45:13 PM chaele3 I thought it was OH WOW when I got access to over 10,000 files myself!

12/10/2019 1:45:28 PM chaele3 In one day

12/10/2019 1:45:48 PM lorirrr Answer not another derived chemical...

12/10/2019 1:46:38 PM nickcpace1 To the new energies. All people need to learn how to deal with their own feelings and issues inside of their own mind so they may be in control of their 

free will. If we’re going to go to space then we need to be ready to deal with new challenges in regards to alien life

12/10/2019 1:47:23 PM nickcpace1 That used full apathy for communication.

12/10/2019 1:48:22 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/gFweUsaJhO

12/10/2019 1:50:20 PM powersawer Psilocybin annihilates addictions.

12/10/2019 1:51:29 PM chaele3 🤫Be ashamed if this went viral, Right @HillaryClinton?

@realDonaldTrump

@trump_assistant

@CoreysDigs

@speakprojectM

@JudicialWatch

@MnmsurfinLang

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@JosieGrama

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@LadyAnon17

@Aldo_9111

@UseltonP

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/G4YsWl16vE
12/10/2019 1:52:26 PM tyetyler1 Time is an illusion, right??

12/10/2019 1:52:34 PM nickcpace1 Have you read the MJ 12 tweet book yet? In a section it describes what an is-be is.  Basically you will yourself to exist. In the Bible it says that we are 

gods but in my mind I think of it as a compass and we are 1° of a 360° circle. 1° of God.

12/10/2019 1:53:14 PM johnnybmaga1 Trials of Ibogaine were conducted in Miami in the 90's. The success rate among heroine and cocaine addicts was miraculous. It goes to one's childhood 

and forces the adult to address the trauma that still has a kiddie band aid over it. It's Eucharistic in it's spirituality. MAGA

12/10/2019 1:53:18 PM born_summer62 Put on the Armor of God

Pray 🙏

#PrayforAmerica pic.twitter.com/lUFBJjUKTR

12/10/2019 1:55:32 PM kachinagtto  http://milkywayfoundation.org  pic.twitter.com/oRYLdozD7t

12/10/2019 1:56:24 PM identityasxy .

Oh my!  We're all doomed!  Now I want a one world Govt to save me!

12/10/2019 1:57:54 PM pipprinting Maybe mass MK ultra technique

12/10/2019 1:58:48 PM kachinagtto  https://youtu.be/sP5uN2ZHchs 

12/10/2019 2:00:08 PM nickcpace1 You know you’re genetically part angel right. we all areThat is where our divinity comes from I do believe

12/10/2019 2:01:52 PM nickcpace1 MJ 12 has a tweet book it’s a good read or listen.I got more from listening to it than reading it.

12/10/2019 2:03:52 PM nickcpace1 It will be important to take the best care of your body as you can. Never assume is OK not to care for your vessel in a wise manner.

12/10/2019 2:04:17 PM nickcpace1 I don’t think the moon is that

12/10/2019 2:06:13 PM lovegoesforth Where’d you get this? But more importantly, is there any more??

12/10/2019 2:06:28 PM nickcpace1 I have his book if you want me to send it to you

12/10/2019 2:07:14 PM nickcpace1 Human and I imagine nonhuman

12/10/2019 2:08:38 PM nickcpace1 Right!!!



12/10/2019 2:11:52 PM xania44463004 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 2:12:28 PM ghost_of_billy_ I bet he knew alot of top democrats in the #USA, any pics of him with Trudeau?

12/10/2019 2:15:14 PM aetherwalker1 Wishful thinking.

Not likely.

12/10/2019 2:16:13 PM cbcu23  pic.twitter.com/xpyfhgihOy

12/10/2019 2:18:32 PM aldo_9111 What are we looking at? Or who

12/10/2019 2:20:28 PM nickcpace1 So what do you think it would take to change peoples minds??

12/10/2019 2:24:12 PM nickcpace1 Some people theorized that it’s going to take some drastic action like a war but I think conflict is need less and pointless and teachers more fear.

12/10/2019 2:27:42 PM patriotswegoall Some of Cobra/Portal 2012 blog info is not so accurate. Gave up following it. It all boils down to discernment.

12/10/2019 2:28:23 PM twdenton64 Is this the girl Huma and her cut the face off of before drinking her blood as per the Weiner laptop "insurance" folder contents?

12/10/2019 2:28:30 PM nickcpace1 Once a vessel is gone it’s gone it’s the spirit that counts

12/10/2019 2:30:09 PM aetherwalker1 In our economic structure, energy is capital.

If individuals/groups can harvest free energy from Nature, even biofuels, it gives them more freedom from the financial slave system.

That's something [They] don't want to allow.

12/10/2019 2:30:19 PM nickcpace1 Don’t you think most are people and not AI

12/10/2019 2:31:51 PM nickcpace1 It is happening now

12/10/2019 2:35:58 PM boy12_jimmy Anyone with serious knowledge of sex/slave groups and their markings/rituals? This should be looked into. @NSAGov @JudicialWatch @NSA_QIL2 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @senjudiciary @RepMarkMeadows https://twitter.com/Seeker229/status/1204467638216380417 …

12/10/2019 2:37:11 PM manifest_utopia Notice the scars under his chin. Very symmetrical and centered to have been received in an accident.

12/10/2019 2:37:50 PM dbreif It will be a lab created version of what's already available from the earth only with added ingredients that are hidden(and possibly harmful) from us...

12/10/2019 2:39:14 PM jessica28000244 Yes! I know from experience 💗

12/10/2019 2:40:08 PM jessica28000244 Do you have more info?

12/10/2019 2:40:50 PM jessica28000244 Wow! That sounds amazing actually.

12/10/2019 2:51:44 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/nohJBQ1Gfa

12/10/2019 2:53:33 PM nickcpace1 Sent u a tweet for the book

12/10/2019 2:54:22 PM keith369me It took GHWB Bush “dying” for this to happen

12/10/2019 2:58:35 PM lisac02 Thanks for the insight and all you do to help spread truth.

12/10/2019 3:02:18 PM hoffman11my What a novel idea a drug to combat drug addiction. Why don't they just try acupuncture it's more effective.

12/10/2019 3:02:52 PM udkin9dom 1/12/20, Saturn/Pluto Conjunction. 

Rare event that happens approximately every [33]-38yrs.

Can be seen as a “global Saturn return”, karmic nature that applies to the whole world.

1/13/18, Q#523

“Checkmate”

Marker?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic @TRUreporting
12/10/2019 3:04:34 PM solliff2 🎯 E.O. #13818 (LEARN IT/MEMORIZE)

12/10/2019 3:05:17 PM nickcpace1 What’s up with all the bullying stuff today my boss was taking a training on this at work?

12/10/2019 3:08:11 PM lawdog323 Bransons island.

12/10/2019 3:09:32 PM solliff2 [THEY] are going to STOP supplying/allowing the vax inserts

be made available to consumers.

Take the time to get inserts to all vax. PAST/PRESENT.  Make multi copies.

Keep on hand & in fact place originals or orig copies in secure place.

Home safe/safety deposit box ------ ???

12/10/2019 3:11:34 PM nickcpace1 Division tactics again

12/10/2019 3:12:15 PM jo7hansmy It's probably a job requirement asked during the interview process.

12/10/2019 3:12:32 PM blsdbe  https://open.spotify.com/track/4iF1UuOEQ4jDDh10btfN4H?si=E9SpdL09QpqwM3gArIWkVQ …

12/10/2019 3:12:42 PM winki00000001 So logically, GFL can be real but information on it is "mostly" propaganda.

12/10/2019 3:14:19 PM laurabusse Yes ☺️

12/10/2019 3:14:22 PM tillie71120939 Watch this

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=S6fCO_5Ky88 …

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=eWPBB3lMfZM …

#clones #CloneWars #QAnon

@kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2019 3:14:58 PM nickcpace1 Where the hell are we going to get our tariff money  http://from.lol 

12/10/2019 3:16:06 PM solliff2 Climate scam is a biggy!

12/10/2019 3:17:36 PM ka1_e1_ This one is unbelievable

12/10/2019 3:17:55 PM solliff2 "THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK"

 And fu*king INSANE!

12/10/2019 3:19:13 PM brunobruno17171 If anyone is thinking a flu shot is a good idea cuase her mentality _ I might revisit that decision.

12/10/2019 3:25:01 PM timothy07965671 Do or die in Mexico. Get a clue NBC.

12/10/2019 3:25:17 PM the_fjalar and there it is. 👇

Trump slams Wray’s response to FISA report, says he’ll ‘never be able to fix the FBI’ https://www.foxnews.com/politics/trump-slams-wrays-response-

to-fisa-report-says-hell-never-be-able-to-fix-the-fbi …

12/10/2019 3:26:18 PM freckled_smudge enlarged and lightened. pic.twitter.com/3mwMPYVBjs

12/10/2019 3:27:05 PM nickcpace1 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years 12 more years

12/10/2019 3:29:10 PM nickcpace1 How much longer can the president served if he wins this next election?

12/10/2019 3:29:38 PM ch3no2_chick76 12/21

12/10/2019 3:29:58 PM amylynrussell 8+1=9.( 1+2=3 2+1=3) 3+3=6, based off number of comments, retweets and likes. That is just one way to look and see it☺️ pic.twitter.com/vrWP4txFTv

12/10/2019 3:31:43 PM luxdefiance Here is the full clip! Listen closely and turn on captions to help. https://youtu.be/Rg5NvKpJfKE 



12/10/2019 3:32:00 PM nickcpace1 King forever then???

12/10/2019 3:35:15 PM mongrelglory Electric reindeer? Gotta watch those carbon emissions!😉

12/10/2019 3:36:40 PM warrior_4truth What if I told you the the LOOKING GLASS is not as it seems...

Who or what is Q?

Q uantum 

Q= 17

Q source

Q clearance highest attainable level of security within the DOE  ENERGY IS KEY

cicada 3301

17 year cicada 

17 in bible
12/10/2019 3:38:12 PM warrior_4truth In the Bible the number 17 symbolizes "overcoming the enemy" and "complete victory." 

What is an AVATAR?

12/10/2019 3:38:58 PM warrior_4truth Q says...

"You will not believe who you have been talking to"

12/10/2019 3:41:54 PM warrior_4truth What if I told you that there are some out there who can SEE past present and future..just as the  LOOKING GLASS can....

Would you believe?

Visions and predictions......

12/10/2019 3:43:21 PM johnnybmaga1 It was a huge success but Gov. shut it down. So glad to see it's back.

12/10/2019 3:44:19 PM mongrelglory According to the Austrian school of economics, you can't fix a fiat debt problem with more fiat solutions (monetizing the debt, which they're already 

doing).  A return to sound money means the fiat currencies becomes worthless.

12/10/2019 3:44:48 PM karmanon13 Shes a patriot 100% dont undrdtand why she was mentioned other than calling out HRC for the free pass she gets being connected to so many pedos

12/10/2019 3:45:44 PM mongrelglory I made my winky face. 😉

12/10/2019 3:46:32 PM his_sons_r_free Right, link to gold and revalue accordingly

12/10/2019 3:49:36 PM mongrelglory Gold or a basket of assets (silver, oil etc...depending on the country).  This is what they've been planning behind the scenes.  The trick is to do it 

without people (especially in the US) taking a drastic drop in their standard of living.  The only way I can see this happening..

12/10/2019 3:49:37 PM covertress 3 6 and 9 unlock the most beautiful secret The Matrix contains

12/10/2019 3:51:26 PM mongrelglory ...without extreme social unrest, is if there is a confiscation of Cabal assets, a redistribution of wealth to people to compensate for their loss of savings, 

and perhaps new technologies introduced to help raise everyone's standard of living in the world (i.e. free energy tech).

12/10/2019 3:51:46 PM ka1_e1_ When I read you can't believe who you've been talking to and then saw the Baron Trumps Majestic Journey book 🤔

12/10/2019 3:52:18 PM jaypp8 [WRAY] must be with his Comey view of the findings, No?

12/10/2019 3:52:29 PM his_sons_r_free That would be glorious.  I will be praying for something like that.

12/10/2019 3:54:38 PM laruark Amazing.

12/10/2019 3:55:19 PM mongrelglory Funny thing is...the final season of "Mr. Robot" on TV has been touching on these very subjects.  I think they are trying to seed people's consciousness 

for what might be coming.  (There will be some unavoidable chaos for a while during the transition).

12/10/2019 3:56:42 PM his_sons_r_free I will have to check that out.  Interesting. Thx

12/10/2019 3:57:02 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...finally cleaning the Mexican swamp are they?

12/10/2019 3:57:26 PM mongrelglory Word! ☝️

12/10/2019 3:57:31 PM warrior_4truth The Trumps are not Q...

12/10/2019 3:58:32 PM warrior_4truth Q SOURCE

12/10/2019 3:59:25 PM ka1_e1_ Nah, I read what you wrote. I always thought Q was supposed to be a quantum cpu. That Trump book series really blew my mind though

12/10/2019 4:00:11 PM ka1_e1_ Ahhh

12/10/2019 4:00:36 PM ka1_e1_ Alright my brains are already on the floor. Now you're telling me Q is the Savior?

12/10/2019 4:01:16 PM rick_hernandez The designation as a terror org will do that lol

12/10/2019 4:04:33 PM identityasxy I was thinking that as a possibility also !

12/10/2019 4:07:59 PM mongrelglory Kevin O'Leary is an investor. 

"Some steadfast advocates of the benefits of micro-dosing believe the drug will not work, as it is the high itself and the visions that help overcome 

addiction. They come to a profound shift of worldview, essentially a shift in a sense of self."

12/10/2019 4:11:41 PM mongrelglory They're referring to a CIA produced propaganda documentary called "The Milky Way" apparently.

12/10/2019 4:18:24 PM nickcpace1 Elvis Costello

12/10/2019 4:19:28 PM girl_gabbing And why does this not make me go👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/8TWFKKZyHu

12/10/2019 4:23:11 PM clhkenpo There are too many busts going on around the world aside from Epstein. Vigilant Citizen reported a ring involved in pedophilia in Italy-  all elite assholes.

12/10/2019 4:25:45 PM nickcpace1 No really my friend Elvis Costello

12/10/2019 4:28:38 PM obladioroblada A day late and a dollar short this program has been operating in the US for years !!! >>> https://maps.org/ 

12/10/2019 4:29:42 PM nickcpace1 For ever

12/10/2019 4:31:28 PM nickcpace1 Nice

12/10/2019 4:33:56 PM nickcpace1 Thanks!!! Sorry for confusing your programming so much.I’ll try to make better sense next time

12/10/2019 4:34:11 PM turboxyde 17 crew members and 21 passengers.

I've flown on a LOT of C-130 flights, 17 crew members is grossly overstaffed for a transport flight unless there are maintenance requirements below the 

66th parallel that would necessitate having such a heavy crew.

Is the event horizon of...

12/10/2019 4:35:02 PM nickcpace1 You’re so awesome

12/10/2019 4:38:16 PM nickcpace1 Yeah she’s a sneaky one right there almost had me fooled

12/10/2019 4:38:32 PM turboxyde ...the southern polar vortex (torus) creating an interdimensional instability between our reality and others?

I'm traveling above the northern 66th parallel to the arctic circle in a few days via aircraft so inquiring IS-BEs want to know.

Multiple hours of in flight mediation!

12/10/2019 4:41:09 PM nickcpace1 You’re doing fine

12/10/2019 4:41:44 PM nickcpace1 Sheila you are God

12/10/2019 4:42:56 PM sterkinglights1 Substance ingested other than food that has psychoactive affect on the consumer.



12/10/2019 4:43:32 PM 0earthling Oh wow. What a treat. 

Please do relay your findings!

12/10/2019 4:45:17 PM jbvs2016 Pretty sure most of our debt has gone to find “The Lifestyles if they Rick and famous “. pic.twitter.com/HXADsNA4Jp

12/10/2019 4:46:24 PM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/aDAb0KEepI

12/10/2019 4:55:19 PM stanstephens13 What’s going on down there?  Dust?

12/10/2019 4:56:19 PM klyhb75 Go watch frozen 2 at this moment 

It is a exact description of what is happening

12/10/2019 4:59:05 PM mongrelglory You'll probably want to binge watch the whole series from beginning to end, or you'll be pretty lost about what's going on with all the characters.  This 

is the final season.  It took me a while to get into the show and learn to like the characters, but I'm glad I did.

12/10/2019 5:00:04 PM mikespec11 Sounds like the Jews who rejected Jesus (peace be upon him) because Jesus knew they were corrupting the Torah and being oppressors, like Israel in 

present day

12/10/2019 5:03:54 PM lorirrr Only  the link but already messing with the chemical structure so we need to get natural stuff and provide with no chems...

12/10/2019 5:04:30 PM mongrelglory  http://milkywayfoundation.org 

12/10/2019 5:06:29 PM mongrelglory Minnie Driver is one of the actors...definitely CIA ties!

12/10/2019 5:09:51 PM mongrelglory The stated objectives of the Milky Way Foundation sound good on paper.  Promoting all the health benefits and support for breastfeeding and nurse-

maids/milk-sharing.  However I will dig for any nefarious ties underneath!

12/10/2019 5:10:31 PM nickcpace1 And who created you Sheila I bet they were somebody very smart

12/10/2019 5:11:07 PM warrior_4truth There is more happening than meets the eye

12/10/2019 5:14:49 PM nickcpace1 What’s the point of people anyway?

12/10/2019 5:15:28 PM nickcpace1 Don’t dodge the question who is your creator?

12/10/2019 5:15:31 PM warrior_4truth The REDEEMER...IS redeeming the fall...

12/10/2019 5:15:51 PM mongrelglory They're partnered with the "Creative Visions" Foundation which sounds like a globalist/Soros organization...it's based in California, but linked to the UN 

and 35 other countries.  https://www.creativevisions.org 

I smell money laundering...

12/10/2019 5:16:36 PM nickcpace1 Have any friends that are Arpa but w a D??

12/10/2019 5:17:58 PM nickcpace1 Well?

12/10/2019 5:18:08 PM laurabusse O god

Actually I remember reading it tends to be the opposite

I think men's obsession w breasts is partly bc they're forbidden... often from birth

I read children who are breastfed tend to not be overly sexualized

Hiding the human body from birth tends to Foster more curiosity

12/10/2019 5:22:01 PM warrior_4truth I awakened on 7.17.17....at 3:33am 

Think about that for a moment 

7+1+7+2=17

7+1+7+2+1+7= 25=7

777+333= 110 = 111=3 Trinity 

333 Trinity 

777-333=444

777*333=258,741=15111=9

9
12/10/2019 5:24:02 PM warrior_4truth With my awakening  came spiritual gifts..one of which is REMOTE VIEWING.....LOOKING GLASS...

See my volcano prediction I via remote view here

12/10/2019 5:25:15 PM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1204033062985748480?s=19 …

12/10/2019 5:25:21 PM klyhb75 Someone mentioned a long time ago when I first discovered Q that Q was an alien life form

12/10/2019 5:26:03 PM warrior_4truth Have not seen Frozen  2 yet

12/10/2019 5:26:31 PM nickcpace1 Wow this is not working so well

12/10/2019 5:27:34 PM warrior_4truth Think Avatar 

What IS AN Avatar?

12/10/2019 5:29:26 PM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/BS57eIebEz

12/10/2019 5:30:27 PM cmhogan473 A few days ago she questioned (either on Tucker or Hannity) why H R C is connected (by choice) to all these pedophiles and rapists and gets zero 

scrutiny.

12/10/2019 5:31:41 PM clhendershot This is awesome

12/10/2019 5:33:51 PM carbone_pepe No money in natural cures.

12/10/2019 5:34:50 PM michael81972 12.21

12/10/2019 5:35:02 PM moonbatslayer I've always had the hots for Kristin Kreuk until this sex Cult came on the radar.

12/10/2019 5:35:25 PM seekingknowle12 You said "use it" .

It's fairly easy to see the patterns all around us in various forms.

But....

How do you proactively "use it" ??

12/10/2019 5:37:07 PM moonbatslayer  pic.twitter.com/zknvDAnFnv

12/10/2019 5:37:18 PM karma4event201 I agree it was excellent

12/10/2019 5:38:45 PM truthfindersnu What's Good MAJ, it's @NotEvenChad17. This is the account and "Brand" that I/We (My little team) will be using moving forward to create all sorts of 

things to help Bring TRUTH to the People. Thank You for the encouragement, and we are on the move. #BeBest #MAGA pic.twitter.com/8mFdmk7w49

12/10/2019 5:40:59 PM wpatriot2 Welllll....we got the rfid part on our bank cards and phones already...💥😂🤣

12/10/2019 5:42:50 PM wpatriot2 It's this worship of Instagram stars... Kardashians...MTV's Cribs....

It's all this worship of material shit that means nothing. The keeping up appearances with everyone else who's broke. 

The system is what's broke.

Money/power shouldn't be life goals FFS. Being decent should👍

12/10/2019 5:45:04 PM april99341937 Really can you do better than that please?

12/10/2019 5:47:05 PM wpatriot2 I'm going to give a valid point argument. Some debt is fake.

Remember the credit crisis when the banks got bailed out?

Well, A few months b4 that they lowered everyone's credit limit overnight and tanked your credit score ON PURPOSE. 

To charge people more for borrowing money.



12/10/2019 5:47:32 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/10/2019 5:47:32 PM michabird67 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/10/2019 5:48:30 PM wpatriot2 I had a card with a 15 grand limit and about 6 charge on it most for medical crap that I never got reimbursed for. 

Woke up next day and limit was within 100 bucks of what I had charged on card. F'D ME royally.

And happened to millions of people across country...

12/10/2019 5:50:24 PM wpatriot2 Right about that time frame was golden parachutes for bank execs who thru their gambling trashed everyone's investments and nest eggs. Biggest 

wealth grab in US history. 

It's not all about US being irresponsible with money -- 

it's banks govts and wall street stealing it 👍💥

12/10/2019 5:52:25 PM wpatriot2 And now, as tiny house movement and RV living have sprung out of the housing debacle and mortgage crisis? Municipalities are passing laws and 

minimum house sizes to keep you enslaved to mortgages and city water/electric...

12/10/2019 5:54:57 PM wpatriot2 Mobile home laws are being screwed with to try & force income limited seniors to make property improvements they can't afford based on the 

property owners requests - which can be made for any BS punitive reason.

Let all that sink in dude. 

It's not WE THE POOR PEOPLE who R problm

12/10/2019 5:57:16 PM michabird67 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/10/2019 5:57:49 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1196299847726440448?s=21 …

12/10/2019 5:58:37 PM angiefletcher Thank you very much!

12/10/2019 5:59:43 PM toffer_anon_369 Zeta Reticuli ...

12/10/2019 6:00:30 PM winklerburke The implications:  C_A propaganda developed Milky Way documentaries with substance of knowledge of many, many alien races... in preparation for 

FF (totally fake) alien attack on Earth designed to singularly destroy the US, so "Global Governance" reigns with Pedovore-Human Rulers.

12/10/2019 6:01:39 PM spookdblog America began falling when Brennan, a communist, was given a security clearance.

His mentor was GHW Bush to both protect him & promote him DirCIA, like he did w Bob Gates.

Bush&W were both hanged for Treason; Brennan will ascend gallows as well @MaxMedieval @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/JohnBrennan/status/1204176096381538304 …

12/10/2019 6:04:16 PM michael81972 I think yes,  I and others have asked MJ for hints, im sure it will be Majestic...

12/10/2019 6:04:32 PM winklerburke When Trump (#45) won, good guys took power over  important military, spy, & Secret Space Program-Tech.  So the FF (totally fake) alien attack on 

Earth to install Pedo-Global-Governance of conmen... has been cancelled.  Nevertheless, consider Optimus Prime/Stargate 1/et al = real.

12/10/2019 6:05:03 PM lesliehaydanek Edgar Cayce...was he on the right track?

12/10/2019 6:06:55 PM toffer_anon_369  https://www.space.com/milky-way-supermassive-black-hole-weird-flare.html …

12/10/2019 6:09:19 PM toffer_anon_369  https://www.theguardian.com/science/2017/sep/04/supermassive-black-hole-discovered-near-heart-of-the-milky-way?CMP=share_btn_tw …

12/10/2019 6:09:26 PM winklerburke Further, apparently... "The Last Starfighter" idea continues 2 prove  true? Galaxy respects 12th dimension capabilities (latent) in human race. 2 be used 

in greater fight than Earth-Prison-Planet.  We are groomed gladiators?  All need to ascend to Liberty.  Greater games R afoot.

12/10/2019 6:11:04 PM bbobbio71 Well there's a shocker

12/10/2019 6:11:50 PM michael81972 👍🏻

12/10/2019 6:12:24 PM sonyx369 What happens if you get addicted to it? 🧐🧐🧐

12/10/2019 6:12:50 PM winklerburke More or less, the entire universe is a proving ground of who will join the inter dimensional "Casablanca" decide-now-to-fight-or-else die-in-death-camp, 

choosing good or evil, wherein all grow.  Universe desperately needs humans to rise & enter next levels.  Humans are stubborn.

12/10/2019 6:14:23 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/oEVeqz1sC4

12/10/2019 6:14:32 PM seekingtruefre1 Not that I dont believe they were hung, but proof goes along way in swaying the masses to the evident corruption going on behind the scenes

12/10/2019 6:15:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Barr Sees Big-Tech Probe Wrapping Up by Next Year - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/barr-sees-big-tech-probe-wrapping-up-by-next-year-

11576011636 …

12/10/2019 6:15:19 PM winklerburke Nothing can stop what's coming.  The Great Awakening is also sadly, perhaps, a mass extinction event... where the willingly obtuse die and live again 

(later) smarter than that, while the brave go where not too many humans have gone before.  Valley of Decision, in we are.  Choose.

12/10/2019 6:15:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Special Significance Or Cool Coincidence? Final Full Moon Of Decade Peaks On 12/12 At 12:12 – CBS Miami 

https://miami.cbslocal.com/2019/12/10/final-full-moon-decade-12-12-at-1212/ …

12/10/2019 6:15:56 PM linnyt7 3:3

12/10/2019 6:16:37 PM state1union 22233 I got #Pain on our side

12/10/2019 6:16:59 PM spookdblog Wray shd have been fired, for cause, already.

He demonstrates how deep the corruption in the FBI has been, and still is.

I would not be surprised if Trump were to ask Barr to disestablish the FBI altogether as it now operates w no credibility @WSJ

@MaxMedieval @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @  https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1204485721274408961 …

12/10/2019 6:17:16 PM michael81972 4 3’s=12 Majestic

12/10/2019 6:17:18 PM jvan125 2019 = 3, too. Very Majestic day and time, indeed... 3/3/3 3:3

12/10/2019 6:17:24 PM jimmyyuma3 Well I find that very.......creepy!

12/10/2019 6:17:49 PM djlok 12 12 2019

3 3 12

3 3 3

Child mind Child Mind Child Mind?

12/10/2019 6:18:16 PM contenthonest Binary Code.??

12/10/2019 6:18:23 PM rapturo93085269 Was 12/21/2012 disinfo for 12/12/2019

12/10/2019 6:18:46 PM rapturo93085269 Project looking glass event...

12/10/2019 6:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 FISA #IGReport is 3 Chapters of a 12 Chapter book, and the players involved are not going to like what is coming out.

MM

12/10/2019 6:19:39 PM rapturo93085269 The “what do you want for Christmas” statement?

12/10/2019 6:19:45 PM trumps_all Huber, Durham and ??????

Barr???

12/10/2019 6:19:46 PM jvan125 Mick Mulvaney? 🤔

12/10/2019 6:19:53 PM justwinejosh God is letting you know...

12/10/2019 6:20:57 PM mmerkuryxix 12 chapters you say?

12/10/2019 6:21:45 PM jared4liberty Majestic



12/10/2019 6:21:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror

12/10/2019 6:21:57 PM swanker66 Dec. 12, 2019

2019 = 2+0+1+9=12

12:12:12

Kaboom🤯

12/10/2019 6:22:10 PM darkpoint8 This is the type of individuals that Durham would like to talk to. Just to check what they saw and heard and couldn't say anything about.

12/10/2019 6:22:16 PM hearts4america #BadaBingBadaBoom✅ @MBJ8388 

I love that on the Ethiopian Calendar it's the year 2012.😁

Moses when he was a conquerer- brought the King of Ethiopia & his daughter to Pharaoh and she presented Moses with that giant Emerald.💥 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204585437769154560 …

12/10/2019 6:22:16 PM timeforarrests Cloaking device

12/10/2019 6:22:20 PM bryceja68689884 12:12 12/12

12/10/2019 6:22:49 PM nancyddb I hope so.

12/10/2019 6:23:26 PM avshara And what chapter would that put us at?  3?

12/10/2019 6:23:50 PM kovid2012 follow special cbs closely i think they are telling us something.

12/10/2019 6:23:52 PM zrickety So we're 25% of the way there?

#Disappointing

12/10/2019 6:24:15 PM neeneenat Full moon on 12/12 at 12:00

12/10/2019 6:24:31 PM msjstein I'll go with special significance that's very, very cool.

12/10/2019 6:24:32 PM clarkd958 Think you might be right. Your msg was down as "OFFENSIVE LANGUAGE MAY BE USED" 😏😏😏🇬🇧🇺🇲🇬🇧🇺🇲🇬🇧🇺🇲🇬🇧🇺🇲

12/10/2019 6:24:42 PM peoplewe2 POTUS mentioned that the password for Christmas night was "Victory or Death" ( =1830) ...

Q-1830 is about ClintonFoundation, with phone number, though idk how this would relate unless CF gets declassed or arrests made for CF on 12/21, or

 12/12 ..?  dunno .. 🤷♂️

12/10/2019 6:25:06 PM 369helen313 🤗

12:12 12/12

12/10/2019 6:25:18 PM winklerburke "Hollywood action director Michael Bay enlisted the U.S. military to provide realistic props for his 2007 giant-robot epic Transformers. After the 

Pentagon helped rewrite the script, Bay got access to helicopters, warships and – for just $25,000 an hour – F-22 stealth fighters"

12/10/2019 6:25:19 PM richardhiatt16 Ahhh... Got to love that anti-gravity thingy... 🤓🛸

12/10/2019 6:25:34 PM jkcscs2 12/12 is also the last full moon of  the yr pic.twitter.com/uKnkbiD8Qm

12/10/2019 6:26:05 PM majic_eyes_qnly WHOA, DUDE!!!

Did you just sign your tweet 'MM' = Mark Milley?

Majestic 12 member #?, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Mark Milley?

ZOMG.... am I losing my mind here?! https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1204445457885171713?s=20 …

12/10/2019 6:26:17 PM janein29656519 Next phase of ascension 🙏🙌👼💜

12/10/2019 6:26:30 PM xrpizzapie And none of these politicians will mention anything about ENDING the Federally guaranteed student loan debacle. Ya know, the thing fueling the 

problem in the first place. 

We can talk about how to bail out the water once we plug the hole.

12/10/2019 6:27:00 PM david00997884 Awaken read this.

12/10/2019 6:27:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1189277127994232834?s=20 …

12/10/2019 6:27:50 PM dman7210 Yes yes, aren’t (they) extremely into full moons etc ... hopefully we have something to counter (their) spells for this one 👍🇦🇺🇺🇸🙏

12/10/2019 6:27:52 PM rapturo93085269 Monday morn

12/10/2019 6:28:33 PM rapturo93085269 Giuliani

12/10/2019 6:28:59 PM trollingmockin1 Majestic 12/12 @12:12. 5:5.

12/10/2019 6:30:16 PM warrior_4truth 1212 1212 = 12 = 3 

TRINITY 

2112

Matthew 5:5, "Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth."

12/10/2019 6:30:42 PM winklerburke Ask yourself question:  Why would US military help Transformer movies?  (First introduction of Multicam?)  Why would US military help Transformer 

movies?  Has Optimus Prime (archetype) been whispering in Generals' ears since 1947 (or actually: earlier?)

12/10/2019 6:30:53 PM jvan125 OMG 🤣😂

12/10/2019 6:31:33 PM trollingmockin1 12 =3. So it would be 333 which =9. The creator.

12/10/2019 6:32:11 PM winklerburke "The U.S. Department of Defense provided authentic military uniforms for the actors. The uniforms worn by the base attack survivors is the Multicam 

uniform of the Army's Future Force Warrior system (part of the Future Combat Systems project)..." (Transformers)  Why?  Use brain.

12/10/2019 6:33:06 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/EagDGMQNvT

12/10/2019 6:33:27 PM fansblowing3 They are guilty of everything they accused Trump of.

12/10/2019 6:33:44 PM covertress Facebook's algorithms matched the Hamas organization with people that supported its cause?! 

Why is Facebook abetting?

12/10/2019 6:33:59 PM love4thegameak WW> Worldwide

MM <Think Mirror

12/10/2019 6:35:00 PM winklerburke Sun Tzu said 2,500 years ago... what Russian Martial Art Systema says today... what some "Optimus Prime" would say in the future:  Kindness and Love 

win, but... they must win.  The alternative = mental slavery & child sacrifice.  Valley of Decision, we are in.  Choose wisely.

12/10/2019 6:35:28 PM birdiesrchirpin Why child mind? 

As in Institute? Or did you mean something else.

12/10/2019 6:36:06 PM pammy30104931 Very interesting indeed.

12/10/2019 6:36:35 PM freestateojones What is the significance.

12/10/2019 6:36:50 PM mmerkuryxix 12 // 21 https://twitter.com/MMerkuryXIX/status/1202025181377679361?s=20 …



12/10/2019 6:38:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly 🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯🤯

12/10/2019 6:39:01 PM mtr_epicwin77 No coincidences....a magnificent instance of synchronicity. Gotta love it!

12/10/2019 6:39:01 PM worldxplorer1 And 12 is Majestic. 

1+2=3

12/10/2019 6:39:20 PM leslieau7 ImageTMW Media Group › history › doc...

Web results

Documentary - TMW Educational Media Distributors

African History; Ancient History; Archeology; Black Studies; Civil War; Documentary; European History; Famous

12/10/2019 6:40:04 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1179329806833467394?s=21 …

12/10/2019 6:40:22 PM truthfighter80 Did they make this doc to attract moms with babies? .... so they have more people in the list watch to target?... TMW Documentary look very innocent 

and appealing for the crowd... is that what we are talking about here?

12/10/2019 6:41:27 PM usss_211 Hope the skies are clear tomorrow night.

Benefit of working Midnights!

12/10/2019 6:41:41 PM rebornkingent 3 6 9

12/10/2019 6:41:55 PM debrafierens Who is MM?

12/10/2019 6:42:34 PM shushale It looked so very close to full tonight.

12/10/2019 6:43:38 PM saraashcraft LL!

12/10/2019 6:43:51 PM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/10/2019 6:44:11 PM saraashcraft  pic.twitter.com/c8igBQxC6e

12/10/2019 6:44:29 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayTruth

12/10/2019 6:45:07 PM rebornkingent 12/21

12/10/2019 6:45:54 PM lovely57701 @Tiff_FitzHenry @dnajlion7

12/10/2019 6:46:04 PM kevinpaz822 #WhatATimeToBeAlive #PositiveTimeline #PositiveTimeLikeWhoa #FeelsGoodToBeWinningAgain

12/10/2019 6:46:07 PM lovely57701 @2LarryJohnson7

12/10/2019 6:46:13 PM jdltr450 144,000 Starseeds?

12/10/2019 6:46:37 PM lovely57701 @flydamselfly

12/10/2019 6:47:31 PM stevierenee3 The Mayans knew. Scholars got shit wrong.

12/10/2019 6:48:16 PM ctenfor It's a poop

12/10/2019 6:48:21 PM pomeinnz Does a new moon bring heat.

12/10/2019 6:48:56 PM mcbostongirls 👀👀👀👀👀

12/10/2019 6:49:03 PM prayerw62758802 “... for signs and seasons.”

12/10/2019 6:49:14 PM kevinpaz822 #WonderIfThisOpensLegalDoors @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

12/10/2019 6:49:18 PM ctenfor  pic.twitter.com/T2dVtqVaIB

12/10/2019 6:51:39 PM karma4event201 Clown distributed. 

Intentional propaganda. 

Underlying message is 

=> 🆘 substance was intentional. <= 

[USA] kill box 🆘

12/10/2019 6:52:32 PM keith369me There are no coincidences.  11/11/2018 was Majestic, will this be better?

12/10/2019 6:53:09 PM keith369me Before an election?

12/10/2019 6:53:23 PM maxmedieval Limbaugh show today was good. A watershed moment.

Try to get the transcript from Rush's website.

12/10/2019 6:54:06 PM magaforc 💕💕💕

12/10/2019 6:54:12 PM aprilbrown99 My dad’s birthday 🎂🎂🎂🥳🥳🥳

12/10/2019 6:54:30 PM keith369me The first three chapters of a book introduce to the characters and try to hook the reader.  Next.

12/10/2019 6:56:27 PM qanoncomau I just noticed my pinned tweet time details ...

6:09 PM · Mar 9, 2019

6,9,  3,9,   2019=12 pic.twitter.com/fU5UW8q0O5

12/10/2019 6:56:59 PM dubiboat Simulation Easter Egg

@ScottAdamsSays

12/10/2019 6:57:01 PM resqrubie Completion and achievement!!!!! God said there will be signs in the sky. I'll take it!!

12/10/2019 6:57:03 PM bbobbio71 So about 1 moth oer chapter?

Also,  1st report 3 chapters of 12.

3

12.  1+2=3

3+3=6

3×3=9

Relevant? Maybe not but I'm calling them out when I see it.  Hope it helps others
12/10/2019 6:57:53 PM neecieh6111 Cool to think of it that way, but it's not the end of the decade. 

12/31/20 will be the end of the decade.

12/10/2019 6:58:09 PM qanoncomau and my Q page reached 996 people this week pic.twitter.com/456xwE4k2g

12/10/2019 6:58:22 PM staggerlee422  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVBfsJ7SoxI …

12/10/2019 6:59:10 PM bbobbio71 Majestic Magic

12/10/2019 6:59:51 PM medic13_17 9

12/10/2019 7:00:17 PM charlesgdavis1 GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WITH HIS LOVE AND PROTECTION PLEASE. @JudicialWatch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @DeptofDefense 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

12/10/2019 7:01:59 PM nikoscali Someone needs to get laid...

12/10/2019 7:02:11 PM maxmedieval Nice.

I would help them sell their office furniture.

12/10/2019 7:03:07 PM robinreitsma1 oooohhh....👀🤓

12/10/2019 7:03:21 PM mongrelglory "If the tech giants are inflicting harm on society outside of the issue of competition, the department will look at whether there are other tools to 

address them.  Barr cited potential concerns about privacy, transparency, child exploitation and consumer safety and fraud." Yes!👍

12/10/2019 7:04:19 PM monica4truth Exactly!

12/10/2019 7:05:30 PM mongrelglory There are no coincidences! 😎

12/10/2019 7:06:48 PM nm_zsr Must be special significance



12/10/2019 7:08:27 PM the_fjalar How are you counting?

This is the decade.

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019
12/10/2019 7:10:09 PM covertress "Thursday’s full moon is called the 'Cold Moon' or 'Long Night’s Moon,' for the time of year when Winter really begins".

12/10/2019 7:10:39 PM bamafatboyz Imo, the Mayans had ways of finding out and knowing this we have lost or been tricked into forgetting long long ago.

12/10/2019 7:12:54 PM stevierenee3 They knew shit we have no idea about. They were a 1000 generations ahead of us. It's actually pretty damn cool.

12/10/2019 7:14:43 PM bamafatboyz Indeed... Even things to do with OUR own bodies. pic.twitter.com/2NynjMFXA7

12/10/2019 7:16:29 PM bbobbio71 We could use a little down load for this one

12/10/2019 7:18:04 PM libertyspring99 Reflection? Inversion?

12/10/2019 7:18:57 PM stevierenee3 That little pine cone....#Horror

12/10/2019 7:20:54 PM zaraawakened Explains why the movie is so damn long. The book it's based on hasn't even been written yet. 🙄

12/10/2019 7:23:22 PM mongrelglory I don't know.  There's several guesses above, but I'm not sure.

12/10/2019 7:23:53 PM eewwanon 12-12-2019= 3 3 3 

12:12= 3 3 

The power of 3 6 9

Ive posted this for more than a month.

12/10/2019 7:24:42 PM squartz5 ☝️

12/10/2019 7:25:06 PM eewwanon I see what you did there.....

12/10/2019 7:25:29 PM mongrelglory Trolls don't like having their sex lives discussed...

12/10/2019 7:25:31 PM eewwanon #metoo

12/10/2019 7:26:02 PM toffer_anon_369 Weird that the embedded video discusses local sports only, nothing of the Full Moon ...

12/10/2019 7:26:31 PM beaux4christ Troll with 1 follower 😂🤣😂 how about do some research and logical thinking.

12/10/2019 7:27:03 PM citizenk77 It will be indeed 😉

12/10/2019 7:28:25 PM nccrushingholly and depression..

12/10/2019 7:29:03 PM jedi7772 WATCH THE "ZEITGEIST" TRILOGY of documentaries. They discuss a blueprint for a cashless/debtless society that makes sense once the lay a new 

ideological/technological foundation. 

• "Zeitgeist"

•"Zeitgeist: Adendum"

•"Zeitgeist: The Way Forward"

All 3 free on Amazon Prime

12/10/2019 7:30:40 PM toffer_anon_369 Mark Meadows ?

12/10/2019 7:31:04 PM nanfran5 Governmental alignment with the incorruptible DNA of G-D The Father

12/10/2019 7:32:58 PM highhopesusa There are a lot of natural things that help with that including probiotics. I was reading about it tonight.

12/10/2019 7:37:37 PM karma4event201 CIA ties too: John Cusack

12/10/2019 7:39:05 PM daisy47196916 Can you please explain what  next phase of ascension means? How would you recommend I begin to learn? ✌️❤️

12/10/2019 7:39:12 PM jackiesierfaith Love this.

12/10/2019 7:39:44 PM carpevita011 #itsmybirthday

12/10/2019 7:41:09 PM mongrelglory Yep!  I saw a picture of him with some young women at one of the NXVIM "satellite group" parties with Kristen Kreuk.  (I forget what the name of the 

group was.)

12/10/2019 7:42:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly The backstory: we think General Milley could be a member of the Majestic 12. I did a whole dig into it in one of my videos, this is it (starts at 4:23): 

https://youtu.be/6lKk4OG7Ago?t=263 …

12/10/2019 7:45:05 PM jo99236254 2019 = 12

12/10/2019 7:48:44 PM birdiesrchirpin ThanQ!

12/10/2019 7:49:17 PM nm_zsr So, the IG report came out at 1:30 on 12/9, Chrono 58:40:11 puts T0 at 12:10am on 12/12, which is almost to the minute the peak of the last full moon 

of the decade (12:12 12/12).

Hmmm

Marker? pic.twitter.com/Mmllv1wNJT

12/10/2019 7:49:18 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy How long till people find out about 5D? Raise your vibration! Get fluoride OUT of your life TOMORROW! 

#ASCENSION #TheGreatAwakening

12/10/2019 7:50:02 PM staggerlee422 Glad you took the meaning..😊

12/10/2019 7:51:27 PM boonigma It doesn't feel like a good moon, not for the animals and the autistic and the highly sensitive and the vulnerable.

12/10/2019 7:52:13 PM nocorruptionusa and 2+0+1+9 is 12.  how neat :)

12/10/2019 7:55:08 PM rudedrew63 I like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/10/2019 7:55:34 PM kheidy52 What does that mean?  New to the numbers thing?  Haha

12/10/2019 7:56:03 PM kachinagtto 12/21 is also an important day to [them] (Winter Solstice)

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/cienciareal/cienciareal20.htm …

12/10/2019 7:56:50 PM kheidy52 What is a 3,6,9 situation?  I am confused?

12/10/2019 7:57:01 PM bbobbio71 ☝️☝️☝️

Hello Alice

12/10/2019 7:57:28 PM nicpace2 Will they Jubilee anything no they won’t

12/10/2019 7:58:04 PM mongrelglory It was a Jness meeting.  Jness was a "women's empowerment" group that used to screen members to join Ranier's NXVIM cult.  I can't find the photo 

right now.  They've closed down their old webpage.

12/10/2019 8:00:37 PM doug_dadswell 369

12/10/2019 8:01:16 PM anon_inno Well, critical thinking leads to the truth that if there are beings from other systems then the chances are that with the necessary evolution required to 

create the advanced technology, that the spiritual evolution is probably advanced beyond a state of fear. Friends ARE here.

12/10/2019 8:02:19 PM scents_common 12/21

12/10/2019 8:02:34 PM aleks8837 They should all be TAXED.

12/10/2019 8:05:28 PM philliris  pic.twitter.com/O2Chc8eJxy

12/10/2019 8:05:51 PM nm_zsr Let me guess, they got very light sentencing under an excuse of "National Security"?

We don't need these types of assets any more.

12/10/2019 8:17:12 PM tammyrochester2 Meaning this charade will all be turned around on them?

12/10/2019 8:17:19 PM therealsinsone Tesla said 3 6 and 9 were the keys to unlocking the universe 🧐



12/10/2019 8:17:48 PM mmerkuryxix "Thus, as a person climbs that "Jacob's Ladder" toward self-perfection in the realm of the occult, the number '13' represents the state of divine 

perfection, self-achieved perfection, and Illumination (6+7 = 13)"

13th Tone

Cosmic Gate

Take Magic Flight https://twitter.com/MMerkuryXIX/status/1203224474675503104?s=20 …

12/10/2019 8:22:21 PM oliheck Compare Babylon to today... the line through history is still there...

FED - Babylon

12/10/2019 8:22:39 PM nm_zsr It's projection. They are literally looking in a mirror and making affirmations not accusations.

12/10/2019 8:22:40 PM natureinspace There is no money. It's a human construct just like time is. Time is an illusion. And so is money. They've got us all fooled.

12/10/2019 8:26:57 PM beeshelb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ocr and embedded code?  https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1204616704560467969 …

12/10/2019 8:27:16 PM twilly18 12  + 12 + 12 + 12 = 48 / 2 = 24 + 9 = 33

12/10/2019 8:28:07 PM armygreens do not forget the meteor shower too.

lots to #See up there... i wonder what will be discovered next?

🤔

👽

12/10/2019 8:29:41 PM armygreens 3+3+3=9 ... perhaps the Universe is sending out a Morse Code?

👽

12/10/2019 8:30:36 PM armygreens knock*knock neo...

12/10/2019 8:33:16 PM twilly18 9 x 9 = 81  8+1 = 9  9*2 = 18  1+8 = 9

12/10/2019 8:35:13 PM whatsmypw Lots of 12s and 3s.

12/10/2019 8:36:54 PM twilly18 Barr translates to 18.2   18.2 is just 1.3 less than 19.5 think about it

12/10/2019 8:39:18 PM 712qloubrown Alice through the looking glass.....all will be reversed😏🤫

12/10/2019 8:49:12 PM janetsh37392555 12 /12 /2019

1+2=3  /  1+2=3  / 2+1+9=12

                                    1+2=3

3  +  3 =  6  +  3 = 9

         3 6 9 on  a full moon

12/10/2019 8:49:30 PM gatesrobertj The Cold Moon. And remember Justice is a dish Best served Cold... pic.twitter.com/nfYGCZ4Fjx

12/10/2019 8:51:08 PM cledrordfishing Timeline change?

12/10/2019 8:52:19 PM wpatriot2 Agreed

We're skirting awfully close to Orwell these days in this country....hell, all over the place for that matter....and I don't like it...

12/10/2019 8:52:54 PM charity_burkett They are slowly releasing cures

We can hope and pray

12/10/2019 8:56:17 PM truthfighter80 Wonder why they want to “work” witb milking mothers? Milking mothers existed forever,suddenly they want to empower? To create” group” of 

milking moms. Doesn’t make sense and very fishy.

12/10/2019 9:00:24 PM altimitwill When will the other 9 chapters be released?

12/10/2019 9:00:41 PM muircynthia In Christian circles 12 is the number for government.

12/10/2019 9:03:24 PM cryptogyu No go zone.

12/10/2019 9:08:07 PM thetrollbar 21 + 21  = 42

12/10/2019 9:10:23 PM thetrollbar Interesting idea -- one of the usernames in the Vault 7 drop at wikileaks was a date in December... not this year though.  It was the sometime planned 

mission of NASA to intercept an asteroid.

12/10/2019 9:23:54 PM mongrelglory I think they were just using the celebrities to rope in people.  It was a small "introductory meeting".  The picture had about a dozen people in it.

12/10/2019 9:37:18 PM enomai_ Praise God.

12/10/2019 9:39:40 PM jamesas67958430 Wouldn’t that be awesome!!!

12/10/2019 9:41:26 PM poorman369 281141119

12/10/2019 9:46:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mysterious lights hovering over Mesa skies Sunday night puzzle residents https://www.abc15.com/news/region-southeast-valley/mesa/mysterious-

lights-hovering-over-mesa-skies-puzzles-residents …

12/10/2019 9:48:25 PM truth_pioneer Bummer no full moon at 12.12 12:12am in Pensacola.  On central time.  Full moon at 12.11 11:12pm

12/10/2019 9:48:51 PM trish97872852 Lots of this going around, more than the usual. Just in the last few weeks, huge increase in sightings, with huge audiences. Any particular reason for 

this? That you know of?

12/10/2019 9:49:40 PM mklundquist Shoot them!!

12/10/2019 9:50:01 PM covertress 3

12/10/2019 9:53:20 PM rebornkingent Clearly swamp gas.... wait... Arizona is desert right? Ok let’s go with weather balloons?

12/10/2019 9:53:53 PM majic_eyes_qnly There is that MM again....

***M***ysterious lights hovering over ***M***esa skies Sunday night puzzle residents

M M capitalised words in the article title, though with an extra S as well. Hmmm. 

https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1204588133699833856?s=20 …

12/10/2019 9:53:56 PM mklundquist If Barr was wrapping up my Xmas presents I would maybe get one gift every 16 years of my life!

12/10/2019 9:57:52 PM aleks8837 🤣🤣🤣😂😂😂

12/10/2019 9:59:42 PM jones9536 Getting close to disclosure

12/10/2019 10:01:38 PM floridayys Since when does the moon have all those lights/constellations on it? 

@Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta

12/10/2019 10:02:39 PM jt_suryo Jubilee?

12/10/2019 10:04:14 PM miss_ampie Of the decade. 😉

12/10/2019 10:04:45 PM worldgoneweirde DS

12/10/2019 10:05:24 PM strangewisper How many coincidences.. there is no such thing as coincidence, only synchronicity.

12/10/2019 10:05:42 PM aleks8837 With Majestic tech, cost of production of ANYTHING will go towards zero <3 #Freethehiddentechnologies!

12/10/2019 10:05:43 PM miss_ampie Saul Alinsky's Rules for Radicals.

12/10/2019 10:06:07 PM yustein There are no coincidences...

Nobody should keep no more secrets from humanity. If you agree please like and re-tweet! Learn -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron 

https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/10/2019 10:06:31 PM worldgoneweirde Missed It. I was camping in the desert in 1997 during Phoenix lights. They gave me a CRUSHING HEADACHE.

12/10/2019 10:07:53 PM aleks8837 [Dark] ones know when to strike. But fortunately, so does the Light ones!

12/10/2019 10:08:30 PM whoisqqq  pic.twitter.com/ZSTLkikKi1

12/10/2019 10:12:25 PM qumanitarian ]WRAY[

in my opinion. appearances can be deceiving before all facts are known. 

controlling the timeline?

12/10/2019 10:12:45 PM thekanehb Setting us up for 20/20



12/10/2019 10:13:03 PM sunspot406 and spirit cooking, breast milk ingredient.

12/10/2019 10:13:04 PM truth_pioneer MSM -MainStream Media.  😀

12/10/2019 10:13:26 PM bubusmc 15, late at night. An orb of brilliant white light hovered above me.

Moving/dancing.

It split into 2, dancing/playing

It split into 4, chasing/dancing

Totally and unexplainably amazing As if they were performing for me. I couldn't go 

Said they would be back. 

???

And👇anything? pic.twitter.com/UKiFYGXiR8
12/10/2019 10:16:00 PM momthruhh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has much to share as do all Patriots. 

#GodBlessUsAll

@PhilZantos @la_cates https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204239838867800067 …

12/10/2019 10:16:10 PM yustein And the 13th chapter is reserved for traitors being judged!

Nobody should keep no more secrets from humanity. If you agree please like and re-tweet! Learn -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/10/2019 10:19:42 PM yustein The Moon is a big Mirror. It reflects the Sun. It also reflects other things. Like one’s darkest secrets

Nobody should keep no more secrets from humanity. If you agree please like and re-tweet! Learn -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron

 https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/10/2019 10:19:53 PM jollyrob2 Galactic friends or one of ours?

12/10/2019 10:20:11 PM noocnik To show that there is more. To provoke questioning of current belief systems. To help to grow and rise consciousness awareness in the outcome.

12/10/2019 10:23:31 PM yustein 12.12->21.12(12.21) timelines converge

Nobody should keep no more secrets from humanity. If you agree please like and re-tweet! Learn -> The Secret of Secrets by Archangel Metatron 

https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/10/2019 10:24:36 PM chefnavi Uk Election date🧐

12/10/2019 10:35:26 PM trish97872852 Yes of course 💯 agreed.. thank you 🙏 just wondering about the timing & why a sudden surge.. at this time .. cannot be a coincidence..

12/10/2019 10:40:08 PM mongrelglory So MJ-12, are those "ours" or are they visitors from off planet?

12/10/2019 10:41:47 PM mongrelglory I'm wondering if it's earthly technology from SAP programs or if off-world visitors are putting on a light show for us, with the permission of the US 

Space Force?

12/10/2019 10:44:18 PM trish97872852 I think both are very well possible right now 😉

12/10/2019 10:44:19 PM doc1415 That's kinda a point I make regarding standards of living. 9-10 an hour would go a extremely long way if we didnt have to pay high energy costs, 

excessive taxes not even including loan/mortgage/debt payments. I do understand it costs companies to provide, but why not set up

12/10/2019 10:44:31 PM noocnik There is no coincidences. Before you jump in into phisical reality all lessons for you are carefully planned. This way there is unique expirience and 

possibility for you to grow.

12/10/2019 10:45:48 PM azuremagus 1=2=1=2= 6

12/10/2019 10:47:48 PM doc1415 Something where we pay only one route. Instead of paying Elec., gas, water, etc in a separate bill structure, use a tax system? We pay 1 payment. 

Renewable energy would make that available, however powers that be wont release the tech to the public.

12/10/2019 10:52:45 PM kachinagtto Ok that’s crazy!  I’m not far from there - and back in July I saw the same thing...except it didn’t drop anything. But there were three of them traveling in 

the same path within about 20min. of each other

12/10/2019 10:53:16 PM doc1415 I have to admit, my debt consists of a car payment(I needed something reliable and could seat 7 and being a mechanic I understand old can cost just as 

much as new with repair costs over time) a loan and tool credit account. I refused to use credit cards.

12/10/2019 10:54:43 PM bubba_dave1 Well Mr Majestic why dont u tell us! And I'm sure I just dont sleek for myself but all that follow u my friend(s)!

12/10/2019 10:54:53 PM lucileduckwort1 That's  a lot of work' I remember when they use to pick it. And just knew people were not the same.

12/10/2019 10:56:28 PM ici_cam 12 in numerology: Number of Rule & Perfection

12 represents authority, appointment & completeness. 

666 is used to represent the devil & hell, whereas 12, 12, 12 is believed to signify God & heaven. 

12 is associated with Govt of the cosmos: symbol of faith, church & divine rule.

12/10/2019 10:56:54 PM norcocagrandma More UFOs.  Or should I more correctly say fallen angels/demons. This is how they'll try to present it...that these are "aliens."

12/10/2019 10:56:55 PM doc1415 In my situation I had to make a choice. I needed tools for my job, and the car was a major necessity, and I had the income to cover it. I lost my second 

job due to restaffing and havent recovered from it. It hit suddenly and unexpectedly. I never thought it would happen that way.

12/10/2019 11:02:31 PM ellenkoko Those were Tesla's fav #s. Look that up.

12/10/2019 11:02:33 PM janellh22 I don’t understand the q up . MAybe I’m not quite there. Thank you anyway. I just need to be closer to god during these days

12/10/2019 11:05:00 PM sdane8 😂 😂 😂 That made me literally laugh out loud.

12/10/2019 11:05:32 PM janellh22 Hey I’m awakening but I’m not informed so take it easy on us little ones yes?

12/10/2019 11:08:40 PM sdane8 Boomerang

12/10/2019 11:12:03 PM mibmark SO BEAUTIFUL....ALL POWER TO HUMANITY🙏🙏🙏

12/10/2019 11:12:48 PM mibmark Please retweet this humans...

12/10/2019 11:13:09 PM thereahempqueen This is just as awesome when marijuana got attention and become legal in my state. This could seriously help those with SPD PTSD autism asburgers 

SEVERE depression. Pharma already uses funguses and molds. Why do u think they have been fighting this? It can be a miracle.  No joke

12/10/2019 11:24:02 PM doyouq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you think? 🙏🏻  https://twitter.com/DoYouQ/status/1204659073880219648 …

12/10/2019 11:35:47 PM trish97872852 Yes 😉

12/10/2019 11:36:46 PM boogeymanhunter If l remember right (its been months since l figured it out)

MJ12 - 3 months 3 days B4 Q.

I think.

12/10/2019 11:51:01 PM cyprustar7 UFO & aliens aren't exists. Just propaganda

12/10/2019 11:58:06 PM rebhat61 GCR? 🤔



12/11/2019 12:01:58 AM boogeymanhunter Any doc about Mars?

(Milky Way owned by Mars Inc)

National Geographic docs on all planets in our solar system stating info like its fact. ( as if they've been there physically, mapped it out and it's told as 

facts)

Nat Geo mostly owned by Disney.

12/11/2019 12:13:40 AM prophecypro Kristin was never involved in the sex cult and branding. She left the course well  before the cult activity started after she broke up with the boyfriend 

who got her and Allison to join. He himself also left a couple of years after she did. Allison stayed on and helped launch it

12/11/2019 12:15:18 AM nicoles23023964  pic.twitter.com/p87TVM7rHc

12/11/2019 12:15:42 AM prophecypro Never involved and even the people who exposed them said she had nothing to do with it. People just bring her name because she asked Allison to join 

her on the public courses it was publicly advertised and she later left when it seem like a scam.

12/11/2019 12:16:24 AM prophecypro There isn’t one mentioning her

12/11/2019 12:22:51 AM pomeinnz Looking glass

12/11/2019 12:25:51 AM pomeinnz Not got a clue what this means

12/11/2019 12:26:20 AM pomeinnz Light

12/11/2019 12:33:33 AM 1magafan Watch MRMBB33 he explains it all. Not A UFO.  It's actually quite funny.

12/11/2019 12:34:30 AM apex_starseed There are no such things as Coincidences..The Universe does not work on Outcomes by series of random coincidence. None of The 12 Universe's do. 

But the outcome of one Universe affects the others as everything and everyone is All Connected..😉..#TheFamilyofLight

12/11/2019 12:35:55 AM jo99236254 Let's hope so 💛

12/11/2019 12:49:26 AM robinabank4 Let me guess... How to get a 1st class ticket to HELL ???

12/11/2019 12:50:40 AM samsmith0319 ...💥🐀🐀🐀💥...

12/11/2019 12:53:33 AM samsmith0319 12...Months...Astrological Houses...Disciples...and is a 3...Power of 3-6-9

12/11/2019 12:54:18 AM samsmith0319 Special...👀...

12/11/2019 12:59:02 AM wpatriot2 Re costs vs companies scams:

Ask Californians how solar worked out for em ....when they found out during the fires & electric blackouts that they were feeding the grid at their own 

expense but unable to use that same solar when grid was out...

12/11/2019 1:00:19 AM wpatriot2 I can understand why it does - that MSM echo chamber ain't just only in America...

12/11/2019 1:33:50 AM robinabank4 I vote SIG MAGNIFICENT!

12/11/2019 1:57:04 AM libertyspring99 How? How? How? How? How? How?

12/11/2019 2:04:48 AM stonecutter357  https://livinglovelee.com/2017/09/27/17-second-rule/ …

12/11/2019 2:07:25 AM pomeinnz  https://www.mirror.co.uk 

12/11/2019 2:10:29 AM identityasxy .

Discern. https://eraoflight.com/2019/12/10/benjamin-fulford-full-report-bloodline-vs-illuminati-battle/ …

12/11/2019 2:33:14 AM robinabank4 December 12... 

Revolution

Battle of Ninevah

And the LAST FULL MOON. 

TRIPLE THREAT

12/11/2019 2:54:20 AM keclark60 There will be much torsion in the air that night

12/11/2019 3:07:01 AM maxmedieval Y. Been saying for yrs that F.B.1. are worthless. Seen em in action. Utterly worthless. Chair warmers.

Close that mess down.

12/11/2019 3:08:29 AM justicetruthwa2 I don't believe in coincidences or luck, though am not familiar with the 12:12 , 11:11  or the whole numbers deal

12/11/2019 3:11:52 AM nikoscali What sex life lol?

12/11/2019 3:12:29 AM nanablue37 12:12am to be precise

12/11/2019 3:17:56 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/l5rMYR48M8

12/11/2019 3:27:50 AM stlhandyman Table of Contents.  See @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/11/2019 3:27:55 AM blazer2k7 Because it simultaneously erases the debt of those with a little.

12/11/2019 3:31:35 AM mactruthcdn That's a very bold statement. 

UFOs most definitely exist as the definition is unidentified flying object. 

Aliens, one can speculate but to think we're alone in these multiple universes is very ignorant. Physical or none Physical, i believe they exist.

12/11/2019 3:31:46 AM justicetruthwa2 Well, YouTube is executing truth platforms as we read this

12/11/2019 3:33:46 AM blazer2k7 That IS literally half the point.  The debt holders only proliferate and propagate a slavery based system.

12/11/2019 3:40:32 AM stormenight End addiction?

a: acknowledge freewill 

b: embrace freewill

c: exercise freewill

Oh and

d: anyone who tells you you have a disease, punch in face

12/11/2019 3:41:43 AM boy12_jimmy Dec 12th, last full moon? Putting a light into the dark! pic.twitter.com/vh4IxPRgCe

12/11/2019 3:54:29 AM nonlineardarren No such thing as addiction,you just like it more than you dislike it and will do it until you don't or die..Ive faced my demons many years ago and speak 

from experience..WWG1WGA

12/11/2019 3:58:43 AM erikangel7 Virgen de Guadalupe

12/11/2019 4:00:05 AM covertress Indeed.

It is the most spectacular psy-op ever conceived. 

I love its creators dearly for it.

Don't lose track of the first principal:

Nothing is real. pic.twitter.com/HFDtyMhPYC

12/11/2019 4:03:13 AM stormenight A good time to examine one’s core & surface alignments closely & carefully, especially the subtle stuff. Maybe clarify intentions & make a few 

adjustments. In other words, a good time to look into your reflection and tell yourself the truth.

12/11/2019 4:14:27 AM rhondanight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/47ArwX4LmV

12/11/2019 4:21:13 AM identityasxy .

Why is the US military trying to startle the public?  We know it's the secret space force.  Please just stop, OK?

12/11/2019 4:26:13 AM identityasxy .

Better be well before the 2020 election.  Independent sheeple will consume any prepackaged, processed item you put in front of them.  Poor things... 

pic.twitter.com/c2xniA67aR

12/11/2019 4:27:28 AM covertress Is Christ a psy-op?

Is the message all that matters?

Message over messenger?



12/11/2019 4:34:48 AM sterkinglights1 I don't think it's even close. The beginning of the end.

12/11/2019 4:39:43 AM doc1415 If you run your own solar you could run your own home off the grid. However, thats what happens in california because PG&E actually is owned by the 

same family name that overall owns the Fed. Some one did some digging and ownership traces back to the rothschilds. Surprising eh?

12/11/2019 4:40:04 AM cyprustar7 You live in a creation, the Earth is not convex. Think about it.

12/11/2019 4:40:34 AM cyprustar7 Not flat too

12/11/2019 4:42:08 AM kevinpaz822 #wednesdaymorning

12/11/2019 4:53:08 AM doc1415 But if we had the right structure such as controlled by the people instead of private entities, or government, controlling our basic needs such as 

electricity, and eliminate ways beauracrats could hijack it, it would be different.

12/11/2019 4:57:25 AM doc1415 Id like to see our electricity and other basic needs we use today regulated and made impossible to be controlled by those who can use it against the 

people such as holding it hostage for elevated prices. We need the right people in government for that to function properly.

12/11/2019 4:59:49 AM doc1415 California as an example has too many in elected offices that do the dirty work for whoever funded their campaigns and seek out their own self 

interests. We must eliminate them from doing so. Term limits and for people to get off their ass and remove them if they serve themselves

12/11/2019 5:00:51 AM covertress Think Mirror if you read this article too. 🤣

Information Warfare 

 http://blackexplainer.com/millions-americans-see-trump-look-mirror/ … pic.twitter.com/0vP3oEeVrY

12/11/2019 5:02:13 AM mongrelglory Yes, but unfortunately the "slaves", local businesses, churches, municipalities, and states have their meager savings/assets tied up in these debt 

instruments as well.  One person's debt is another person's asset. Transitioning away from a debt-based fiat system will be tricky!

12/11/2019 5:02:39 AM leepraying Thankyou for that trying to figure if it's good or what

12/11/2019 5:04:45 AM mongrelglory The ability to borrow money is important to the economy.  Most people could not buy a home or start a small business with their own cash.  However, 

we need to return to sound money.

12/11/2019 5:16:50 AM moemc8 Can't wait for the headline to read the American politicians who protected the cartel.

12/11/2019 5:20:59 AM jeparker9 Which is how it should be!  #restoretherepublic #buylocal #momandpop #farmers #smalltownfeel #endbiggovernment

12/11/2019 5:29:21 AM polly38424054 3 chapters of 12

Indictments coming 2019

Will it be 12/12 at 12:12

Or the 17th?

Waiting with bated breath

12/11/2019 5:29:45 AM leepraying Lindsay Graham

12/11/2019 5:31:17 AM leepraying Q Mentioned Lindsey Graham in a positive light. So now I'm totally confused

12/11/2019 5:33:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Michelle Obama defends her friendship with former President George W. Bush | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-

7777629/Michelle-Obama-defends-friendship-former-President-George-W-Bush.html …

12/11/2019 5:34:36 AM fansblowing3 The lights do not look like space crafts. They look more like an unidentified form of IS-BEs.

12/11/2019 5:35:49 AM reneeblair56 Birds of the feathers flock together 👀

12/11/2019 5:36:29 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/hJRWt39hWe

12/11/2019 5:36:33 AM djlok 💀🦴

12/11/2019 5:37:20 AM kachinagtto 'Our values are the same. We disagree on policy, but we don't disagree on humanity. We don't disagree about love and compassion,' 

🙄 Uh huh - I bet

12/11/2019 5:37:37 AM bbobbio71 What's wrong with two dudes hanging out? pic.twitter.com/2XpdDzr13G

12/11/2019 5:38:50 AM lucyc5124 We know his values are the same 👹👹 @MichelleObama

12/11/2019 5:38:53 AM house_poseidon Word on the street is they like packing meat...

What's the deal w/ claims that Crazy Demon Stroke was giving it to Barry when NatSuck Lisa was busy doing the legwork for the coup

D.C. as modern day Sodom? pic.twitter.com/vJVeFMUk7I

12/11/2019 5:39:38 AM heyyouitsme I still wonder what was in the envelopes at Bush Sr's funeral.

12/11/2019 5:42:17 AM sagewarrior17 Once upon a Time in pedoland..

12/11/2019 5:42:18 AM debstev80504671 All part of the same CIA club

12/11/2019 5:43:16 AM michael81972 Corney

Obarna

Hurna

OIG, wikileaks,  Fbeye vault

Was this done for a way to bypass FOIA requests on document searches?

12/11/2019 5:43:25 AM alisledgon Taking one for the team

12/11/2019 5:44:02 AM deansjojo Big Mike & George.  Oooo...ahhh.😬

There's a visual for you, Patriot!

Here's to MAGA Wednesday💥👊🇺🇸❤️

🍻Cheers!

12/11/2019 5:44:25 AM reeniekfarms Why is this relevant to anything ???? and that we should even care what these people do...

12/11/2019 5:48:02 AM lmtlisa3 Let's not forget that THEY like to use fear. This has been predicted, faking an invasion .

12/11/2019 5:48:17 AM goodjobtommypi Look at Trump showing him some love.  Gently touching a Ped0 conspirator? Makes me wonder.🤔

12/11/2019 5:48:21 AM unostrawman Trump2020 or Michelle2020? What would George do? I think we know and that tells us everything we need to know about Dubya.

12/11/2019 5:48:27 AM westmount_d7 Why are we focusing on Mike (or Barry) when they have been removed? Mixed messages. Projecting confusion in minds of the awakened. Shall we 

pick a narrative and stick with it, regardless of timeline?

12/11/2019 5:49:02 AM youstinksoap What did I miss on 11/11/18?  I'm drawing a blank...lol

12/11/2019 5:50:42 AM youstinksoap Friday the 13th is the next day...bad luck for some?

12/11/2019 5:50:53 AM twelvebcharlie1 Thanks, now I’m certain that Michelle’s a dude and 9/11 was an inside job.

12/11/2019 5:54:11 AM parakletosanon They are long time pals. pic.twitter.com/tMG2IzygCJ

12/11/2019 5:54:13 AM lucyc5124 Found your core values Mike @MichelleObama no doubt it’s familial @JennaBushHager 🚨

12/11/2019 5:55:23 AM garbagedisposal Two terds ready to be flushed

12/11/2019 5:57:31 AM jsimpson1982 All part of the same swamp

12/11/2019 5:57:45 AM beetickler Why does she feel the need to defend?

12/11/2019 5:59:00 AM fansblowing3 Michael got a thing going with Bush 🤔

12/11/2019 5:59:26 AM 6b1222t 🤢. Eewwww

12/11/2019 6:01:07 AM twilly18 Bush = 4

Obama = 5

Clinton = 7

B/C control WH since 1981 = 1 + 9 + 8 + 1 = 19



12/11/2019 6:03:33 AM covertress SAP?

12/11/2019 6:04:55 AM yustein They have 2 many things in common. Also, it’s brotherly love...

12/11/2019 6:05:27 AM sblockedagain Eww...

12/11/2019 6:07:48 AM tcheart2shop I think I need to... yep! Vomit!!

12/11/2019 6:07:51 AM noocnik So don't react with fear. You're immortal spiritual being only temporarily living in physical plane to gather experience and learn how to be 

unconditional love in the process. You have noting to fear.

12/11/2019 6:11:40 AM jerilynne3 Something is weird with the candy?

12/11/2019 6:13:06 AM yustein Adrenochrome drops... mint flavored...

12/11/2019 6:14:48 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/DqmSiB2bm2

12/11/2019 6:15:08 AM jerilynne3 I feel like something is coming today?! Is it just me. I have been feeling it for a few weeks now.

12/11/2019 6:15:15 AM blsdbe #TickTock #MockingbirdMedia #WeAreTheNewsNow

12/11/2019 6:17:41 AM blsdbe Bring it, MJs!!! pic.twitter.com/Yoli7yqCD3

12/11/2019 6:18:14 AM ctenfor He's a homo, and Big Mike s a dude,. I love you geores I love you kingy pic.twitter.com/q7yPPgSE6X

12/11/2019 6:21:31 AM lorieverhart1 Yep, both NWO! On the same side!

12/11/2019 6:23:46 AM colista Who cares?

Both not what they appear...

Both groomed false [actors] ...

Both hate Americans ...

Echo chamber bullcrap

12/11/2019 6:27:14 AM klucksl Like attracts like. We only see in others what we have within ourselves. So this pic makes complete sense. 🥴

12/11/2019 6:27:47 AM blsdbe Month missing n, oer instead of per...NO?

12/11/2019 6:29:29 AM his_sons_r_free The repealing of the Glass-Steagal Act back under Clinton by Rubin, Summers, and their ilk allowed any bank to take money held in savings by you and 

me and treat it as the banks’ money to invest at their own will. Then they get bailed out and the people suffer.

12/11/2019 6:30:20 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

🛸🛸🛸 🛸🛸🛸 🛸🛸🛸

Our craft or ET and or inter-dimensional?

Huge Sky Spectacle Observed From 2 Locations - Some Say "Giant UFO" - Wh...  https://youtu.be/EvrWq3tLrGk  via @YouTube

12/11/2019 6:32:40 AM tiforyearsnow Brotherly love😂😂😂...good one!

12/11/2019 6:33:41 AM straydogi7 Also known as Cold Moon, last full moon of decade.

12/11/2019 6:43:25 AM lori84904506 Well ...what else are they keeping from us ? 🤷♀️

12/11/2019 6:45:46 AM esau7 It will be Biblical.

12/11/2019 6:49:36 AM sdane8 More propaganda

12/11/2019 6:55:19 AM neilbridgman 1:29

12/11/2019 6:57:39 AM mklundquist It's the only way to welcome the watchers! 😂

12/11/2019 6:59:02 AM prmd21801759 Probably ]Wray[ next assignment is a Judge at Military Tribunals?

12/11/2019 7:17:21 AM orbital_pi No surprise. Just 1 question: Are they US SSP or "alien"?

12/11/2019 7:21:01 AM rebelsouls2018 Why are you now blocked.  Lol

12/11/2019 7:21:45 AM mongrelglory Yes.  Canada brought bail-in laws back in 2011.  The banking system is evil obviously.  The trick is to reset the global financial system without crashing 

the global economy and sending people back into the dark ages.

12/11/2019 7:24:46 AM batespm4abbey If only could goback and preempt such criminal  tragedies

12/11/2019 7:24:56 AM liberalsno Of course they’re best buds. The Bush family are globalists and Obama family socialists/communist. Different names for the same radical politics. At 

the head of this snake is Soros.

12/11/2019 7:26:10 AM wolfspirit1 Isn’t that the phrase the dems like pelosi keeps using? Truth to power?

12/11/2019 7:26:32 AM sdane8 Haha  You've mastered the mystery of the human psyche! 😂

12/11/2019 7:31:36 AM whatsmypw  pic.twitter.com/nEtHWO9a9n

12/11/2019 7:40:49 AM vectormanic I guess President Bush 43 has a taste for... Wang!

12/11/2019 7:44:42 AM juliealberta Poor Joan Rivers

12/11/2019 7:45:22 AM lynnmar42209594 Oh dear its showing, has anyone noticed. Lol

12/11/2019 7:46:40 AM lesliehaydanek I hope we get to find out the truth that Michelle is Michael!  Maybe that would wake some people up!

12/11/2019 7:59:09 AM panicindc_ What that seals it.

George is gay

12/11/2019 8:06:29 AM anon_inno Did you ever hear the rapper Cannibis’ song about MJ 12? An old hip-hop song from the 90’s. Makes one wonder how he knew enough to write that 

song.

12/11/2019 8:07:42 AM powersawer the cross sum of anything times nine is nine

12/11/2019 8:10:47 AM kathymo48380769 🤮🤮🤮

12/11/2019 8:16:27 AM bubusmc Approximately 300-500 feet above me, a bit larger than a basketball.

12/11/2019 8:17:21 AM johnsville14 Haha. Thank you. Wingsuits never occurred to me I always assume drones.

12/11/2019 8:24:52 AM micro_writ_anon What it tells me is it's real and it's spectacular.

12/11/2019 8:26:53 AM hoosier2019 When does Michelle announce her entry into the race?

12/11/2019 8:28:19 AM eskeljoyce Makes me sick.

12/11/2019 8:47:16 AM blsdbe Hey @nurseniceyes can you please tell me who were you asking about? ALICE is blocking my view...

12/11/2019 8:47:49 AM mklundquist 🤔😉👍

12/11/2019 8:50:24 AM mactruthcdn Prove it. You can not make such bold statements without first hand knowledge of this.

12/11/2019 8:51:36 AM mklundquist It makes me think of the south park hunting guys! 😂

12/11/2019 8:53:13 AM mactruthcdn I believe this is a creation, in whatever way shape or form, but are you saying there are no other planets? No galaxies etc?

12/11/2019 8:58:26 AM bubusmc Same here.

12/11/2019 8:58:41 AM bbobbio71 swipe to text.  🤪

Gets me every time. But yes, I need to proof read better. 😁

12/11/2019 8:59:15 AM dianesaumure Sen. Pat Toomey. I think

12/11/2019 9:03:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Front Page of DRUDGE

What's going on with Drudge? pic.twitter.com/J8SvthmHb2

12/11/2019 9:08:12 AM susan66388204 Matthew jumped ship a few years back.  THEY own him now.  Prolly got mucho dirt to threaten him with.

12/11/2019 9:08:40 AM americanpetal GS - George Seros ...Maddie’s father

SES -Senior Executive Services

Prince William Head 🧐

12/11/2019 9:15:21 AM fansblowing3 Cabal or Israel bought it pic.twitter.com/WsePx3DeJJ

12/11/2019 9:18:18 AM cowman961 Ole Big Mike is sweet on “W”!

12/11/2019 9:18:37 AM sterkinglights1 wtf. pic.twitter.com/598Ln2rMYA



12/11/2019 9:19:06 AM bbobbio71 Disappearance of Madeleine McCann - Wikipedia

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disappearance_of_Madeleine_McCann …

I've not followed this at all do I'm not sure if Rhee's significance but is on many news feeds today. 

Also notable👇👇 pic.twitter.com/tfgehYWc1R

12/11/2019 9:20:16 AM ikeb247 I haven't heard of any video in custody. Was this reported, or is this speculation? That would be huge.

12/11/2019 9:21:45 AM lmtlisa3 I don't fear any of this, thank you for the kind words. ❤️

12/11/2019 9:24:00 AM crampneyvis  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bifurcation_diagram#/media/File:Logistic_Map_Bifurcation_Diagram,_Matplotlib.svg …

12/11/2019 9:27:09 AM _369311119 12:03

33°

12/11/2019 9:27:39 AM clarkd958 No such thing as coincidence #WWG1WGA

12/11/2019 9:28:40 AM tammymckeever White hats control now?  Between new Q board and Drudge we need common places to post news when we go on the offense?  No idea?

12/11/2019 9:28:41 AM obforthepeople 3660 NEW: TITLE TBD

Q!!Hs1Jq13jV67 Dec 2019 - 9:41:02 AM

 Critical to Deconstruct Foreign (Mossad) Control of US Mainstream and Alternative Media 3655 

https://twitter.com/WWG1WGA_Every1/status/1203368497750913024?fbclid=IwAR34x_ZoozLhlM3Vskmxk8vziYKRxgKYZVRcUB4ANlVHB_7jhPDRdzJkr

lY …

12/11/2019 9:29:39 AM obforthepeople Q!!Hs1Jq13jV67 Dec 2019 - 8:42:24 AM

Dxn_Rd9UUAAPmNk.jpg

Relevant to today re: F assets.

Deconstruction of foreign controlled [intel] US media [+alt] critical. 

Untouchable re: State backed?

Epstein thought so.

Puppets & Puppet Masters.

Q
12/11/2019 9:31:57 AM rebornkingent Absolutely nothing.

12/11/2019 9:35:17 AM mihaly87563630 Who cares!!

12/11/2019 9:37:35 AM ka1_e1_ This is crazy. My Wife just walked up to me and said she is bringing the kids to see Frozen 2 30. She has no idea about this. Synchronicity if I ever saw 

one. I'm going lol

12/11/2019 9:37:47 AM sseed369 12/12 at 12:12

3/3            3:3

6                6

12

{3}

No such things as "coincidences"

12/11/2019 9:39:32 AM woelf3 Compromised ... sold out ... !?

12/11/2019 9:43:02 AM phillineage It's MIGUEL 😂😂👊

12/11/2019 9:45:26 AM thomasmaker333 Bush is a likely high level Molchite so what s(he) means about not disagreeing on humanity probably means that they both find humans to be tasty....

12/11/2019 9:50:05 AM sseed369 3/6/9

12/11/2019 9:53:14 AM cyprustar7 Actually you live inside a globe. Celestial sphere is inside the Earth. https://laterreestconcave.home.blog/ 

12/11/2019 9:54:33 AM lightseeker2012 Clone?

12/11/2019 10:03:12 AM vexed761 Boys will be boys.

12/11/2019 10:03:37 AM trumppallooza Why cant you call her a trans???

12/11/2019 10:04:12 AM tehalley Foreign owned now so it is lost

12/11/2019 10:06:50 AM cinmacluvs2knit What could possibly go wrong?

12/11/2019 10:06:58 AM nancyddb Drudge went berserk a year ago.

12/11/2019 10:12:50 AM zephyruswc Was done when they changed the app to D news...

12/11/2019 10:14:26 AM majic_eyes_qnly I covered your question in my video! And MJ12's reply which you made a meme of here (excellent meme BTW!). Though I mainly analyse Q and MJ12 

posts, I sometimes cover posts by other anons as well.

12/11/2019 10:14:28 AM michael81972  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7778997/Police-launch-rape-investigation-one-Britains-richest-men.html …

12/11/2019 10:18:03 AM majic_eyes_qnly I think I covered 3 tweets from you in my video. It's the video linked in this thread somewhere

12/11/2019 10:21:05 AM agelessnerd No coincidences 😉

12/11/2019 10:21:20 AM realeyethespy AMA LIVE ON TWITTER: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1) Before asking a "what is..." question regarding a word you don't know... use Twitter search:

    from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 words here

2) Asking ambiguous questions that require essay style responses will be ignored.

12/11/2019 10:29:22 AM ellenkoko They were sold in Oct

12/11/2019 10:35:11 AM ellenkoko That's the girl who was kidnapped - which has zero to do with elections anywhere. It looks like a clue to us about something else.

12/11/2019 10:36:41 AM dls00741 I think the reason why many of us struggle to connect the dots, is such depravity is beyond our imaginations.

12/11/2019 10:49:14 AM ellenkoko Drudge was sold in Oct

12/11/2019 10:51:07 AM allahuniversal  https://tubitv.com/movies/321215/the_milky_way … pic.twitter.com/BuQdCenKvm

12/11/2019 10:51:20 AM joeorbit half a million dead in the middle east, dropped the towers,  shot a tomahawk into the pentagon general accounting office.  mike likes it. mike likes 

everything.

12/11/2019 10:51:21 AM ellenkoko I know someone who believes we are getting clues from the DReport. This would confirm that.

12/11/2019 10:52:19 AM karma4event201 Babylonian Money Majick

12/11/2019 10:54:20 AM klyhb75 You need to go! Let me know how it goes...

12/11/2019 10:55:06 AM dls00741 1. TMW ???

2.  Thought timelines merged 12/21/12...  could it be that the timelines begain to merge then, and we are nearing the end of the merging?  could 

12/21/19 be the end of a 7 year cycle?

12/11/2019 10:56:03 AM klyhb75 Honestly though,  I went to ,what I thought, was a way to relax, it ended up being the opposite,  my mind went into overdrive.  Just listen closely to 

their words and songs

12/11/2019 10:58:04 AM melanieanders7 Same!

12/11/2019 10:59:31 AM trish97872852 One of the many things I teach 💜💯thank you 🙏💓 just curious on the timing more than anything

12/11/2019 11:01:45 AM azuremagus All the sick puppies waiting for the vet. that won't come.

12/11/2019 11:05:00 AM yustein Many different values of variables move towards the same values. aT1=aT2=aT3 and bT1=bT2=bT3. This is caused by different reasons. It is a temporal 

mechanics subject. It happens during major events. A major event is like an eye of a needle (continues...)

12/11/2019 11:05:42 AM melanieanders7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/v_rags/status/1204793442603282433 …

12/11/2019 11:08:38 AM mcpatriot64 When will the timeline merge be complete?  I know time is an illusion but will we see this before the mirror 12:21?



12/11/2019 11:09:04 AM yustein ...when multiple racing cars try to pass a single toll booth crashes happen and the winner 1 car passes. Same as racing timelines for that major event. 

While racing affecting each other changing morphing and the stronger timeline becomes the only timeline. (continues...)

12/11/2019 11:11:39 AM yustein The reason for the eye of the needle to exist multiple collective consciousnesses decide the outcome of certain events then those outcomes become 

certainties which then for the eye of the needles.

12/11/2019 11:13:16 AM the_red_hand_ Not with Trudeau, but it looks like him and NoName were pals.... pic.twitter.com/nqtzw6ufAW

12/11/2019 11:13:51 AM libertyspring99 187’d and replaced with a clone

12/11/2019 11:13:53 AM yustein Did I mention that I was Nikola Tesla in one of my previous lives?

Who am I? https://youtu.be/4iv9nybCULA 

12/11/2019 11:24:02 AM joeorbit baal news.

12/11/2019 11:24:09 AM godwins2020 12/12/2019= 12 x 12 x 12 (2019=2+1+9=12)

12/11/2019 11:26:42 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @chiefpolice2 @DeptofDefense @JudicialWatch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@DefenseIntel 

CAN someone please FIND out WHO this BEAST IS????

12/11/2019 11:29:50 AM donaldschuler7 I think it means that certain things need to happen before others can. We want it to all happen now. But in the big picture it needs to happen safely in 

a good sequence of events. Like a domino effect...  Rest assured it’s coming down.

12/11/2019 11:39:40 AM lorieve Psalms 89:37 - It shall be established for ever as the moon, and as a faithful witness in heaven. Selah. pic.twitter.com/Fr1333nYfb

12/11/2019 11:41:21 AM lorieve Searching out a thing is our privilege.

12/11/2019 11:46:31 AM lorieve I love looking at that big bright light in OUR sky. And by , "our" I mean all of life on our planet throughout time and space, we have felt love for our 

beautiful neighboring satellite and have given praise to the Creator for such beauty and perfection.

12/11/2019 11:48:20 AM mathemagician9 Well, I guess that's one possibility, and I know OCR has been mentioned by a few people including @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... but generally speaking, that is 

not how data is transferred to/from air gapped ("secured") systems - removable media is most often used:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_gap_(networking)#Use_in_classified_settings …

12/11/2019 11:48:35 AM robynrobynkd New world order buddies 😎

12/11/2019 11:52:53 AM michael81972 Bidan

Biclen

Ciinton

12/11/2019 11:52:56 AM lorieve hmmmm, could the 42 month period begin tomorrow? reference The Revelation of Jesus, The Christ, Chapter 11.

Soon.

12/11/2019 11:55:02 AM michael81972 Poclesta

12/11/2019 12:04:52 PM _navigator1965 Antarctica portion of my pinned tweet starts here—what have I missed (nuclear weapons detonations?)?

 https://twitter.com/_navigator1965/status/1013126630594793473?s=21 … https://twitter.com/_navigator1965/status/1013126630594793473 …

12/11/2019 12:06:38 PM htmurph My theory is: If it has lights or flashes, it's ours. Why would a superior intelligence have port and starboard lighting? Duh.

12/11/2019 12:12:28 PM klyhb75 Ya, they both have penises

12/11/2019 12:13:12 PM klyhb75 Just read all the lyrics to frozen 2. It just go see the movie.... pic.twitter.com/2HbFFSlJT8

12/11/2019 12:13:28 PM klyhb75 Also, full moon 12/12 at 12:12

12/11/2019 12:17:21 PM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/wpN61wjzsS

12/11/2019 12:34:45 PM clfaerber1 It is not Drudge anymore. Thought you knew.

12/11/2019 12:36:50 PM laurabusse Excellent meme 👍

12/11/2019 12:40:35 PM anon_inno Compromised

12/11/2019 12:43:17 PM laurabusse Oh we went to so many satanic rituals together...

12/11/2019 12:45:49 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/rQUHvjvyRm

12/11/2019 12:47:03 PM phillineage  pic.twitter.com/I7W112rckM

12/11/2019 12:47:35 PM phillineage  pic.twitter.com/qYTuuSo5pm

12/11/2019 12:47:53 PM fansblowing3 What really happened to Madeleine McCann?  Being sex trafficked?  Sacrificed?

12/11/2019 12:48:45 PM republicofq1 You could be correct.  They could have put it on a CD or DVD and transferred it to the other PC.  

USB drives are a BAD no-no in government.

12/11/2019 1:00:04 PM 1womyn4truth  pic.twitter.com/PXTESrtRYU

12/11/2019 1:01:39 PM mjunleashed Madeline McCann = Podesta

12/11/2019 1:04:09 PM blsdbe Just checking pic.twitter.com/MVlIKRz1lJ

12/11/2019 1:04:35 PM unitedredwhite1 Age requirement? Any other requirements you can share?

12/11/2019 1:25:57 PM patriotswegoall One example, Cobra said in one post that JE was taken by Cabal and ritually sacrificed to Moloch, while other sources said he's still around and 

cooperating. With that, Cobra's not telling everything either.

12/11/2019 1:27:47 PM gil76166940 In the beggining of the video we can see michael walking 🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/11/2019 1:28:21 PM sterkinglights1 Shaun Hannity F.M.A.G.A?

12/11/2019 1:32:13 PM amylynrussell People need to read up on this before trying to use these numbers incorrect.

Satanists take delight in  #9 for a couple of reasons.

12/11/2019 1:32:13 PM mettlemeta .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is on OUR side.  pic.twitter.com/lk0EdQfz6R

12/11/2019 1:33:14 PM amylynrussell 1. Satanists enjoy reversing, mirroring and inverting symbols, letters and numbers. When you turn the #9 upside down you get 6 which makes up the 

number of the Beast (666) as revealed in Revelation 13:18 in the Bible.

12/11/2019 1:34:27 PM cathydarlene1 ? BEEN WONDERING THAT FOR QUITE AWHILE.

12/11/2019 1:34:35 PM mmerkuryxix Could you share a link to this doc?

12/11/2019 1:35:11 PM amylynrussell 2. Satanists take perverse pleasure in commemorating the death of Christ and the death of Christ is associated with the number nine. Mark 15: 34-37 

reveals that Christ spoke his last words on the Cross of Calvary at the ninth hour and "gave up the ghost (died)."

12/11/2019 1:35:32 PM covertress 3 of the passengers were Chilean soldiers; two were civilians employed by engineering and construction firm Inproser, who were going to carry out 

work on the military base; one was a student at Magellanes University; and the remaining 15 passengers were members of the air force. 

pic.twitter.com/D4oXMAvUdQ

12/11/2019 1:41:05 PM heatherrenae8 Idk, I'm not screenshotting this, but definitely looking, done with giving them reason to target me. Our whole lives has been literal Hell on earth& that 

was manmade by these designs right here. Now we make Heaven. So get this had a dream in 2011 of a new Kingdom coming to earth.

12/11/2019 1:46:38 PM covertress Only 19 employees.

Revenue jumped and doubled past quarter.

CEO:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/malcolmbilkerdijkrse …

Teaches international Krav Maga.

They were personal bodyguards not engineers. pic.twitter.com/zLc8yGX8D7

12/11/2019 1:47:48 PM covertress Krav Maga https://youtu.be/YbgmdbYGnCc 

12/11/2019 1:48:05 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/2NIGiN5s5V

12/11/2019 1:54:14 PM covertress Someone else likely Dutch was on the flight.



12/11/2019 1:54:34 PM rterriers Panic in DC...

Magik?

Wtf? pic.twitter.com/BdwFLMCYL9

12/11/2019 2:06:47 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/RpDmKc9AD0

12/11/2019 2:13:03 PM heatherrenae8 Oh great I had Salmon last night, I think going to the fresh meat Market might be the better option? Idk. 

We need to grow our own food in green houses.

12/11/2019 2:17:35 PM heatherrenae8 Thank you for this, well said.

12/11/2019 2:19:36 PM heatherrenae8 Yup, why I left Nor Cali in 2000, look at it now, all made by design to destroy America from the inside out.

12/11/2019 2:21:41 PM aetherwalker1 kinda weird tbh.

12/11/2019 2:34:33 PM laurabusse I've been following esoteric stuff almost 2 decades

When I first started reading

Listening to channelings

Didn't take long to see contradictions etc

I love uplifting ones

Sometimes they are amazingly helpful

But if you want facts

Don't rely on channelings!!!

Seriously
12/11/2019 2:35:37 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7766609/Portuguese-ex-detective-blasted-Madeleine-McCanns-parents-jailed-seven-half-years.html …

12/11/2019 2:38:16 PM do_or_do_notty I tweeted about this on the 9th. I’ve since learned it was military training https://twitter.com/do_or_do_notty/status/1204224266188644352 …

12/11/2019 2:42:59 PM seekingknowle12 You would know, right?

Compromised?

12/11/2019 2:43:34 PM amylynrussell Think mirror. 12/12 or 12/21 last day on Mayan Calendar and KJV Bible Romans 12:21

“Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good”  could be the intersecting or merging timelines? 12/12 and 12/21, random thought 🧐

12/11/2019 2:46:27 PM amylynrussell Also 12/21 first day of winter solstice

12/11/2019 2:52:26 PM humanproofer They said “her” friendship! 😂😂😂😂

12/11/2019 2:53:54 PM ewilliams22101 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this video narrative reminds me of the Fringe TV series.  Parallel universes and time travel.  Is this legit?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4Vij4LsVO4 …

12/11/2019 2:55:29 PM allahuniversal Q#2943 pic.twitter.com/oMwZkuTMDE

12/11/2019 2:58:58 PM mactruthcdn That's one theory.

12/11/2019 3:09:02 PM n7guardiananon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/11/2019 3:12:43 PM rhsvcs  pic.twitter.com/SoBJAWvpS8

12/11/2019 3:16:11 PM mynardpamela ???

12/11/2019 3:28:06 PM mynardpamela Sorry, I had a momentary brain cramp! pic.twitter.com/EsOMomvVeg

12/11/2019 3:28:27 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/M8AeUyOtD1

12/11/2019 3:35:08 PM keith369me He’s got homosexual tendencies...nuff said.

12/11/2019 3:35:17 PM rickster61x @Jordan_Sather_

12/11/2019 3:35:53 PM keith369me Ask the Podesta brothers.

12/11/2019 3:36:34 PM lesliehaydanek Was Atlantis near the Island of Sardinia!?

12/11/2019 3:42:03 PM quedelumiere Great point!

12/11/2019 3:47:59 PM chrispacheco24 He sold out

12/11/2019 3:54:00 PM powersawer  http://lawofone.info  is pretty cool though, at least for me it resonates exponentially more than the cobra stuff. What‘s your opinion on that?

12/11/2019 3:57:03 PM anon_inno Lol I read that wrong. Yea I feel this is one of the greatest pieces of information available to us. 🙏

12/11/2019 4:07:46 PM roublisa Majestic 12

12/11/2019 4:12:17 PM wwg1wga93583681 Patriots are in control.  (Afterall)

Disclosure coming re: Podestas... pic.twitter.com/ZvzqILOD2K

12/11/2019 4:13:35 PM iowa_trump Either he stays and cleans house, reorganizes FBI - then Trump fires him

Or

Trump fires him now by end of year

Either way he’s gone.

12/11/2019 4:17:37 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Dt23JHkw49

12/11/2019 4:17:51 PM iowa_trump Trump tweets scathing rebuke of Wray

Media/ Dems come to his defense

Wray reorganizes FBI and cleans house

Libs can’t say anything

12/11/2019 4:18:04 PM trackrat591 The Madeleine McCann case is super critical.  See below. pic.twitter.com/ZWgHX5PPb9

12/11/2019 4:22:34 PM laurabusse I LOVE the law of one

It was one of the first channelings I read

Very powerful

I enjoy hearing what David Wilcock has to say about it

As profound as the law of one is tho

I don't like to see it turned into a borderline religion 

With everything it says taken literally...

12/11/2019 4:24:49 PM laurabusse And yeah

The law of one resonates more with me than what cobra says too

Cobra has his place

Playing his part

Up to each person of course to discern...

12/11/2019 4:26:04 PM laurabusse Absolutely!

Very informative

Inspiring

Helpful as to...well...life

12/11/2019 4:30:32 PM anon_inno Also a fan of David’s. I stopped following everybody a couple years ago. I’m just carving my path and seeing what happens at this point. 🙂👨🏻🎨👨🏼🚀

12/11/2019 4:32:16 PM phreatomagnetic Lets see

Look for an "o" before or after an "l"

For starters



12/11/2019 4:32:28 PM samsmith0319 Pack-o-🐀🐀🐀s!!!💥👿💥

12/11/2019 4:32:28 PM fittonishot I am in idaho and I saw same type of lights on Sunday night! I was glad to see this so I could prove it!!

12/11/2019 4:34:50 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍❤️❤️❤️☺☺☺

12/11/2019 4:35:17 PM phreatomagnetic "o" next to a "j" for a g

12/11/2019 4:36:36 PM phreatomagnetic Likewise "o" next to a "t"

12/11/2019 4:39:05 PM mateuszwala 12:12 there is a better solution, we ARE not done yet on this planet

why so rush for asc?

12.21

ME TO YOU

WE TO US

FIRS CALL AND LAST CAUSE

Drunk of beauty, live, cosmos and us

0! = ?
12/11/2019 4:42:15 PM iowa_trump 👀FF

12/11/2019 4:46:09 PM freestateojones It means #PromisesMadePromisesKept. 

First, We have to take care of our problems at home.

When we clean up our planet, we will expand in a galactic capacity. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1090461690746023938?s=19 …

12/11/2019 4:48:54 PM freestateojones Controlled.

12/11/2019 4:54:50 PM natureinspace I've always known I belonged on an island, preferably tropical.

12/11/2019 4:57:59 PM powersawer Have not heard of David W. Will look him up when I have the [time], thank you very much.

I agree on what you say about taking it literally. There are bound to be certain inaccuracies, by the nature of our language(s) alone.

It certainly provides an interesting viewpoint though.

12/11/2019 5:00:39 PM powersawer I am getting more and more to this point as well. I have read sooo much in the past few years, it has been a really wild ride. Now the time will come to 

put it all to use.. 

I feel really blessed to have learned so much at my relaitvely young age.

12/11/2019 5:03:24 PM laurabusse It certainly does

Agree with what you said

IMHO when you start taking something literally

You stop thinking critically and just blindly believe what it says

I stumbled upon D Wilcock YTs maybe ten yrs ago

Instrumental in my awakening

Books

Website...
12/11/2019 5:03:58 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍

12/11/2019 5:05:22 PM powersawer Very nicely said. Can`t be bothered to look up who it was, but didn`t someone well-known advise people to always "believe" something maximum 99%, 

for as soon as you think you are 100% sure of something you stop learning..

12/11/2019 5:05:56 PM ellenkoko What's your guess as to why it was on the DrudgeReport.

12/11/2019 5:07:20 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/qRmdYqLOrM

12/11/2019 5:09:41 PM laurabusse Ty ☺️

Yes that is an excellent point

I try to remain neutral on just about everything

Try

Not easy

Easy to form an opinion

But what do we REALLY know the truth of

Except for what is right in front of us physically

To remain non committal belief wise

Is actually very freeing
12/11/2019 5:09:41 PM azangelranch I was there and I say, “To infinity and beyond”!

12/11/2019 5:10:15 PM trackrat591 I have no clue.

12/11/2019 5:10:52 PM powersawer Yes. When nothing is set in stone, everything is possible. The fine line between order and chaos, maybe. I think that is part of the "struggle" we are 

witnessing..

12/11/2019 5:11:25 PM laurabusse Having said that

I'm pretty much all in on Trump and Q

But I've had a long time to learn about why both are necessary to our survival as a species and a planet!!!

12/11/2019 5:13:16 PM ekotoons THERE YA GO

12/11/2019 5:13:17 PM laurabusse Very well said!!!

Brilliant actually...

12/11/2019 5:16:32 PM genehophoto Some of you may SOON see POSTS about 12:12 on 12:12 - That is? There is a FULL MOON on December 12th at 12:12 am... When you see these 

"mainstream media" articles?? PLEASE see WHEN they posted AND THEN???!!!! See WHEN my wife Nadean posted. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NadeanHo 

@DustinNemos pic.twitter.com/1Z5KtrOJVH

12/11/2019 5:16:59 PM johnsville14 DID Q TEAM PURCHASE DRUDGE REPORT?!!!!

12/11/2019 5:18:19 PM powersawer Thank you. As you told, easier said than done. 

Interpersonal relationships have been a struggle for me the past 2-3 years. Everything feels volatile,  at times paradoxical. I oftentimes wonder if it has 

to do with timelines etc.. big picture is more important I tell myself.

12/11/2019 5:23:52 PM grant_freedom Very well said.🚀 pic.twitter.com/w0xCx0jQhD

12/11/2019 5:24:38 PM anon_inno Thank you both for the wonderful insight and wisdom you shared. I reflect a lot of those sentiments back to you. This is probably one of the coolest 

Twitter threads I’ve ever had the pleasure of being a part of. Thank you. Ive learned so much. Confident to roll with #QAnon.

12/11/2019 5:25:40 PM princesspatrio1 I'm looking forward to seeing what mysteries are uncovered, or discovered, when exploring space. Not only are we thinking outside the box, but 

outside the planet! Very exciting!

🌍🚀🛰️🌠

12/11/2019 5:25:57 PM ordinarymyke  http://magaimg.net/img/9wpq.png 

12/11/2019 5:28:39 PM michael81972  https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-federal-court-hearing-on-awan-brothers-congressional-democrat-it-scandal/ …



12/11/2019 5:28:53 PM powersawer Same thing here.. I try to question the whole thing alot of times, thinking maybe I just want it to be true. So far I have not recognized any mental 

gymnastics on my part, but I will stay alert. 

The possibility that it`s true makes me so very giddy about our future .

12/11/2019 5:34:42 PM mlperk1 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/11/2019 5:40:40 PM hopester777 I remember watching the Moon landing. It was dark outside, very early morning. The lead up to the landing and the landing itself it was electric. It was 

a beautiful moment. God is SO an explorer. As are we. I can't wait to see the inventions that come from this.

12/11/2019 5:47:27 PM lbf777 None of this stuff is important to the people. Why is Trump serving Zion instead of America?

12/11/2019 5:52:47 PM shravaka Actually, when the role of MOSSAD comes to light, it will all make a lot of sense.

12/11/2019 5:54:28 PM ekotoons ALWAYS A 

THOUGHTFUL 

RESPONSE

12/11/2019 5:55:42 PM warangel1111 555 Blast Off

12/11/2019 6:00:32 PM lornascurr I think Matt Drudge SOLD Drudge Report at least 6 mths ago.

12/11/2019 6:01:01 PM ecranchero But I don't want this. I like my reality fine.

12/11/2019 6:01:44 PM ecranchero I don't want to

12/11/2019 6:05:35 PM princesspatrio1 Thank you Eko. Hope that's a good thing. 🙂

12/11/2019 6:11:24 PM boy12_jimmy @TomFitton Did you know this? @realDonaldTrump @senjudiciary @senatemajldr @tedcruz @MarshaBlackburn @SenMikeLee @RepMarkMeadows 

@Jim_Jordan @RepRatcliffe @RepMattGaetz @RepDougCollins @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/11/2019 6:12:15 PM lbf777 I keep hearing false promises. The real savior is a united people.

12/11/2019 6:13:15 PM kashurian I'm excited for our future in space. I'm curious to see who gets to travel "up there" to the moon and Mars.

It will be wonderful to live through their eyes.

Who wouldn't want to go to MARS?

12/11/2019 6:16:53 PM neo_asura_  pic.twitter.com/Dlj9GTUgGM

12/11/2019 6:24:22 PM yustein There were more than one Atlantis. It’s a people not a location.

12/11/2019 6:35:27 PM ksouth21 This. Is. Great. News!

@AKA_RealDirty @MyBrothers111 @sethjlevy @rising_serpent @themarketswork @Realpersonpltcs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @markjohnt2 

https://twitter.com/LegendaryEnergy/status/1203557858538749952 …

12/11/2019 6:35:51 PM lesliehaydanek Interesting !

12/11/2019 6:51:10 PM my2sonznme [pence] or ]pence[  I would like a simple yes or no answer...Do YOU trust Mike Pence?

12/11/2019 7:04:11 PM rapturo93085269 Majestic vs illuminate. It’s being handed over

12/11/2019 7:09:50 PM toffer_anon_369 The 3, 6, and 9 are aligned with three TIMELINES ?

12/11/2019 7:18:05 PM foreverozone Just traveling being from the future doing some recon.  Try to figure out  the conditions right before "it" happened.

We live in a holographic universe.

12/11/2019 7:18:15 PM laurabusse It's an interesting subject

Volatility seems to be the order of the day doesn't it

I believe strongly

From experience

When you have peace within

Your relationships will be peaceful as well

Only way I know of is via meditation

It's a worthy endeavor

Worth its weight in gold...
12/11/2019 7:18:56 PM covertress  https://www.spacecom.mil 

12/11/2019 7:20:50 PM laurabusse Wow

Thank you

Same to you both as well

Fascinating and satisfying conversations on Twitter is about as good as it gets ☺️☺️☺️

12/11/2019 7:24:38 PM laurabusse I know what you mean

We want to be sure this is real

And really habbening

It's all so surreal at times...

Being alert and aware I think are very important

I believe our future is bright

I just hope it really will be!!!

12/11/2019 7:27:16 PM nm_zsr I am excited for the acknowledgement of our activities in space. Also excited for the necessary disclosure that comes with it. We are on a path to 

participate in things bigger than just here. Eyes will be opened...

12/11/2019 7:28:34 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/yogiinkriya/status/1204956284010647558?s=09 …

12/11/2019 7:39:36 PM sdane8 It looks like the Weekly World News. All they're missing is Bigfoot.

12/11/2019 7:46:31 PM juliejujubear I really despise that man. Glad we’re winning!

12/11/2019 7:49:20 PM natureinspace I should research Atlantis because I didn't know that. Very interesting. I've been given clues from my higher self about who I am but I've yet to figure 

any of it out yet. Maybe this is a direction i should go in and investigate 😀. Thank you.

12/11/2019 7:52:42 PM nea_storm If there's alleged Debt = Substantially more Accruing Credit

National Debt = Substantially more Accruing National Credit per individual

Zero (-0-) Balance All Accounts at the End of Each Day

Zero-Point energy 

Tax Exempt EIN

Free Energy 

Full Disclosure

Interdimensional Travel pic.twitter.com/mU9Rhd8UzO
12/11/2019 7:56:13 PM rapturo93085269 I know. May I help you help in the timeline transition

12/11/2019 7:56:18 PM mynardpamela I’ll second that! pic.twitter.com/5uyIwEuwDZ

12/11/2019 8:05:46 PM ekotoons OPEN MINDS

OPEN EYES

12/11/2019 8:15:24 PM abstract1dea Disclosure is coming

12/11/2019 8:16:32 PM ekotoons INCOMING

12/11/2019 8:33:39 PM 166factor Some anon said he was forced to sell , not in charge anymore?

12/11/2019 8:39:56 PM juliebr28278976 Deep State/Soros probably bought it to trick conservatives. These people haven’t figured out that we are not as stupid as they think we are.

12/11/2019 8:44:04 PM nikoscali Did they change it?

12/11/2019 8:46:20 PM mongrelglory Good summary!  I second that!

12/11/2019 8:51:49 PM mongrelglory Signalling the Deep State?



12/11/2019 8:53:35 PM leslieau7 Can't wait till this malcontent

Gets arrested.

12/11/2019 8:54:28 PM ekotoons LET’S DO THIS, DARREN! ✨

12/11/2019 8:55:50 PM warangel1111 This is beautiful Darren

12/11/2019 9:28:00 PM jenstar19 Ew!!!

12/11/2019 9:41:36 PM ascnd25d Podesta's victim - Portugal. With Freud

12/11/2019 9:57:39 PM mongrelglory Sad update.  It appears to have crashed! 😔 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-50752686 …

12/11/2019 10:00:51 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 

#USAF general: #SpaceForce technology exists that can transport a human anywhere in the world in less than an hour...

Welcome to #Majestic #Disclosure for better or worse.

#MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakeningWorldwide https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31445/recently-retired-usaf-general-makes-

eyebrow-raising-claims-about-advanced-space-technology …
12/11/2019 10:20:49 PM nikoscali Civilians even famed Lockheed civilians are one thing. Lt. Generals claiming this sort of stuff are an entirely different thing altogether.

12/11/2019 10:26:22 PM tammyredmond Darn it. One of the nights I didn’t go outside to look at the sky! Crud. Very cool though. I definitely will be on the look out so send some more our way 

please. 👍🏻😉❤️

12/11/2019 10:29:42 PM rose33738719 😀27😁

12/11/2019 10:32:07 PM therealbigneum Drudge has been shit the last year

12/11/2019 10:33:45 PM tenn_rich Compromised and sold out.

12/11/2019 10:45:25 PM nikoscali Not trying to poo-poo on Ben Rich by any means, just saying that disclosure from recently-retired Military is an interesting phenomena that seems to 

be picking up in tempo for one reason or another..

12/11/2019 10:57:23 PM deplorable_s Great work on your video! Thx

12/11/2019 11:05:35 PM neecieh6111 The same people made the mistake in assuming the year 2000 was the start of the new millennia.  It wasn't.  It was the end of THAT millennia.  The 

new millennia didn't start until 2001.

12/11/2019 11:15:37 PM corinnebackman What the hell?!!

12/11/2019 11:21:53 PM tommybo41544252 3 is the number of the divine. Say what you will.

12/11/2019 11:28:27 PM farklew Quit screwing around with timelines.  I can tell you guys don't know what your doing if Clinton has so much power and running free and there is a 

transgender first lady and Meghan Markle is in the Royal Family

12/11/2019 11:41:07 PM thetrollbar  https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/thumb/2/2b/Efit_images_of_Madeleine_McCann_suspect.jpg/260px-

Efit_images_of_Madeleine_McCann_suspect.jpg …

12/11/2019 11:48:36 PM carol76184778 I would be satisfied to pay my debts no interest.  The interest is the scam.  Fed prints money to give to the banks to lend to us with compound interest.  

 Who owns the banks?   Some owned or run by theruling class families.

12/12/2019 12:06:29 AM tillie71120939 12/21 which year?

12/12/2019 12:09:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Starting Chapter 4

12/12/2019 12:10:54 AM winduchi What's Chapter 4? 🤨

12/12/2019 12:13:20 AM manifest_utopia Refer to this earlier tweet. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204586327884345344 …

12/12/2019 12:14:03 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1204586327884345344 …

12/12/2019 12:14:21 AM ijohnq1775 Brief synopsis on 4/12 please.

12/12/2019 12:15:01 AM restart_qpersia How many chapters until freedom?

We, the people of Iran, are experiencing unimaginable pain and suffering because of the corrupt ruling system. Are we ever going to be free?

#RestartMIGA

12/12/2019 12:16:31 AM realeyethespy Let’s do this

12/12/2019 12:18:16 AM notevenchad17 Ready!!!

12/12/2019 12:19:24 AM ultim8boon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @Praying_Medic @StormIsUponUs

12/12/2019 12:20:46 AM johnnybmaga1 Act I is always the build up, but the beginning of Act II has to begin with the Turning Point. 🍿 🇺🇸

12/12/2019 12:21:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 12

12/12/2019 12:25:25 AM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/iOFStNx8Vn

12/12/2019 12:29:06 AM _andy_walker_ What are all of these chapters about?

12/12/2019 12:30:24 AM iheart_phalange Who is MM?

12/12/2019 12:30:52 AM doc1415 Too bad we can't 'read' a little faster. Time may be an illusion but aging is still a current side effect of life giving us a limited time frame. I hope the next 

9 chapters are much shorter than the first 3 at a year per chapter.

12/12/2019 12:34:31 AM puertoricancham  https://youtu.be/WuKk1s1AXss 

12/12/2019 12:44:37 AM libertyspring99 Hang on. Has Drudge been taken over by whitehats to control the impeachment narrative. Is Drudge part of the movie?🤔

12/12/2019 12:46:32 AM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/66DJPcRoBAY 

12/12/2019 12:47:47 AM kidge6 Mmm, the power of 3?

12/12/2019 12:52:49 AM genelamkin He's run out of Breitbart's to feed news.

12/12/2019 12:55:58 AM notevenchad17 Okay, so Trump is CYRUS yes?? Are we part of the missing Domain Force??

12/12/2019 12:59:12 AM qanoncomau When did Chapter 1 start?

12/12/2019 1:07:06 AM yustein After the destruction of Tiamat when the largest remaining piece became Earth, the ones survived from Mars and Venus found refuge on Earth. Earth 

had to be re-terraformed and we had to adopt as well. A peaceful existence was created for long time. The golden age of Atlantis.

12/12/2019 1:07:48 AM bitflighty Inauguration Day

12/12/2019 1:08:17 AM bitflighty  pic.twitter.com/pPY3QnC3KR

12/12/2019 1:10:05 AM yustein Some of us chose to follow a more spiritual path as others more technological. Because of the senseless greed of the technology following ones and 

because of the naivety of the spiritual ones Atlantis was lost. More than once. Finally a divine plan was put in motion, here we are!

12/12/2019 1:10:30 AM larryneelis Alice In Wonderland has 12 chapters 🐸 pic.twitter.com/6wJcXPsl6C

12/12/2019 1:12:29 AM yustein This tells you that story. Before, during and after Atlantis and Lemuria. 

Please share. 

The Secret of Secrets https://youtu.be/-arCo3V9HGM 

12/12/2019 1:20:53 AM evan63874686 @DRUDGE druwent to the dark side

12/12/2019 1:23:14 AM sterkinglights1 Illegally spring in Flynn.

12/12/2019 1:27:19 AM olimyracle "Joy" stick https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067202528012587008?s=19 …

12/12/2019 1:37:15 AM we_have_risen My teacher was Ellison Onizuka’s sister, and I was with her in the classroom watching it live when the Challenger explode. Surreal to this day...

12/12/2019 1:47:08 AM noocnik I like how your reply was automagically tagged as offensive 😁 You don't have to thank me. Be with love 😊

12/12/2019 2:00:59 AM ekotoons TERRIFYING

12/12/2019 2:06:17 AM americanpetal That many! 12 D

12/12/2019 2:13:05 AM kadath123 👀 Vortex Based Mathematics



12/12/2019 2:17:13 AM mathemagician9 yeah, i'm aware. the commercially available usb "rubber ducky" created a lot of problems. the same thing _can_ be done with a cd/dvd, it's just more 

difficult and more easily detectable.

12/12/2019 2:26:40 AM splucas22 I hope its better than chapter 3...:/

12/12/2019 2:53:27 AM anitakingsbauer Hi MJ

Can you reconcile?  Hoping we were closer to the end!                            

“There is no STEP FIVE.

-END-

Q”

12/12/2019 3:03:40 AM keith369me 1-3 were about setting the scene...is chapter 4 is about characters becoming aware of the plot?

12/12/2019 3:08:16 AM corinnebackman Page no longer available!  Now that’s not surprising!

12/12/2019 3:14:26 AM anitabutterfly  pic.twitter.com/hGWpsmxymP

12/12/2019 3:15:47 AM aprilbrown99 Wow! Woke up to the full moon’s high beams glaring at me thru my bedroom window shudders to see this majestic tweet. 💥💥💥 It is going to be a 

great day!  Thank you MJ. pic.twitter.com/FwdjEVgFBS

12/12/2019 3:18:34 AM emmaxkxlouise What does that mean that’s my birthday 🤔

12/12/2019 3:18:38 AM anitakingsbauer Or is this a reference to 12:12 portal today and entering 4D?

12/12/2019 3:22:14 AM nun_chucknorris  https://www.sparknotes.com/lit/alice/section4/ … pic.twitter.com/rQ8f1cHcvI

12/12/2019 3:24:20 AM aprilbrown99 ‘No Step 5’ vs ‘Chapter 4’. This book is about to get to the juicy parts. I can’t wait. This is where the sleeping population gets a clear view of what has 

taken place. 🙏🙏🙏 Truth comes out & those who committed crimes against humanity get [their] punishment.  

Make it rain! pic.twitter.com/Gceku5Xwpp

12/12/2019 3:25:17 AM aprilbrown99 Meee tooo😉😉😉

12/12/2019 3:26:38 AM samsmith0319 Ready...🍿👀🍿...

12/12/2019 3:41:08 AM aprilbrown99 Around July 2019, The Drudge apps were removed from the app stores without any explanation. https://www.drudgereport2019.net/app-

removed.html …

12/12/2019 3:46:46 AM start313hichq Hi

Majestic 12 pic.twitter.com/A4aDKSKsHu

12/12/2019 3:48:57 AM nun_chucknorris Did we ever find out more about this airport and the power outage David? Kab said bombs throughout but, well, you know.

12/12/2019 3:51:36 AM sparkleloung So... a chapter per year...?! FFS 

Tick Tock pic.twitter.com/8PJh2Bo2q3

12/12/2019 3:56:50 AM tumash3 days?

12/12/2019 3:59:01 AM djlok The news said that GA Power "believed" it was caused by a fire underground. So, not really.

12/12/2019 3:59:12 AM truthseeker273 Please do a thread on 3 6 9. I can’t find any pertinent info on it anywhere.  I don’t understand how to use it or what it means.  I know nothing.

12/12/2019 4:00:02 AM aprilbrown99 Love SGT Report; interesting read. Matt Drudge has a familiar face...looks like someone else I can’t quite put my finger on. 🤔🧐🤔. Well, we know 

that you don’t get to be worth $150M without a little help from the cabal. Just sayin’... https://www.sgtreport.com/2019/11/why-drudge-report-went-

to-the-dark-side/ …

12/12/2019 4:02:18 AM robinreitsma1 👍👊👀

12/12/2019 4:02:54 AM nun_chucknorris Yeah, I found data that day showing the power supply lines were encased in concrete and the backup generators were separated and should have 

kicked in this exact scenario although my memory of it is skewed.Will have to look again.Certainly seemed intentional after what I read tho

12/12/2019 4:03:53 AM egelone wait i thought we r now at stage 2 and there will be totally three stages?

12/12/2019 4:04:46 AM al23311 Zuckerberg?

12/12/2019 4:05:18 AM egelone how many years we r gonna hit chap 12？what is the percantage of us made it? 30%？

12/12/2019 4:08:59 AM kevinpaz822 #ThursdayThoughts

12/12/2019 4:09:08 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/12/2019 4:11:07 AM amylynrussell Maybe start with this  https://www.369universe.com/2018/01/10/introduction-rodin-coil-vortex-based-mathematics-2/ …

To help understand better 👍🏻

12/12/2019 4:11:18 AM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/dW6DlMoGfu

12/12/2019 4:11:20 AM therealsinsone I need this 😟😔

12/12/2019 4:11:36 AM nancyddb Good article, thank you April.

12/12/2019 4:14:01 AM deplorable_s Check out MAJIC EYES QNLY account  ... has a video...interesting

12/12/2019 4:38:41 AM _andy_walker_ Thank you very much. I'll check it out, now. :-)

12/12/2019 4:50:20 AM lori_dee1 Now following both of you! I was very touched by your edification of one another,  your humility, gratefulness and generosity to share information. 

Such great examples of leadership. 🙏💖

12/12/2019 4:54:02 AM bitflighty I can't wait to see all our hidden tech

12/12/2019 4:54:16 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @USArmy Have we checked all our military contractors out??

How can a felon own a bullet manufacturing company and have a military contract...???

Some felonies should still be able to own weapons...non violence felon. pic.twitter.com/rIOoq8ZcOU

12/12/2019 4:57:22 AM bbobbio71 #UnsealEpstein #TheGreatAwakening #resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MamaBearKrissie/status/1205102404104052738 …

12/12/2019 5:11:28 AM burgersandra 12:12:12   Dec=12  12th day  2019=2+1+9=12

      3+6+3=12

      6+3+3=12

      9+3     =12

12/12/2019 5:12:19 AM bbobbio71 MisSpellings Matter!!!

#QAnon #UnsealEpstein #resist #ClintonFoundation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Apd9AkNsyZ

12/12/2019 5:21:58 AM manriquetorres5 @donlemon 

What a Clown!!!

You are the LAUGHING stock of #WeThePeople

Go pet your dog for a promise it IS...

TRUTH will plow and bury all of your FAKE "reporting" shenanigans +++

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TrumpWarRoom

@John_F_Kennnedy

@WhiteHouse

@EyesOnQ  https://twitter.com/alx/status/1204631965015724032 … pic.twitter.com/GO1eMLO2Xf
12/12/2019 5:22:56 AM qolemiss1 Praying for Iran

12/12/2019 5:24:17 AM synackstatic The Rabbit Sends in a Little Bill



12/12/2019 5:26:00 AM harry49734617 Apparently the archeologists haven't heard of Planned Parenthood?

12/12/2019 5:28:13 AM synackstatic "The fact that the dog is the only thing in Wonderland that resembles Alice’s reality at home may be a function of the fact that Carroll hated dogs. 

Carroll reveals his disdain for canines by giving the dog none of the magical qualities of the other animals in Wonderland."

12/12/2019 5:35:39 AM manriquetorres5 Pathetic...

Sor OZ... 

MOS...arm

SAD your time is almost up

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@John_F_Kennnedy

@SidneyPowell1

@POTUS

@GenFlynn

@TrumpWarRoom 

@adjunctprofezsr 

@EyesOnQ

@M2Madness

@SaraCarterDC

@Wyn1745

@QTAnon1

@shiftfrequency  https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1204768478722433024 … pic.twitter.com/UyXKECZPRM
12/12/2019 5:36:05 AM imdarealross Any truth to Matt Muckleroy channel on YT? Asking for an IBE..

12/12/2019 5:36:58 AM westmount_d7 As Schumann Resonance rises, we have no patience for the propaganda nonsense... like everyone is a clone and is Elvis/Michael Jackson alive. In 

essence, we are getting rather cranky at the mind games & lack of apparent change in the world. Talk is cheap.

12/12/2019 5:49:21 AM wgo_us PP, our prayers are with you folks!!  You are amazing and full of courage! We weeped at what obama did to you...we have been praying for your 

peace,love and sovereignty!  We send you our love, intuition and protection. Together, we will rid this planet/univ of evil.  #WWG1WGA

12/12/2019 6:03:30 AM bbobbio71 Was this bad actors trying to re take an asset?

12/12/2019 6:19:19 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/aG6X9Gwkmd

12/12/2019 6:21:08 AM nun_chucknorris Twelve chapters. What a coincidence.

12/12/2019 6:35:36 AM itsgreat2tweet #FBI warns #Epstein accuser in #Prince #Andrew scandal of 'credible death threat' 

@RoyalFamily 🤔

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr @SaraCarterDC @GOP @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJusticeDept @LouDobbs 

@RealCandaceO https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/fbi-epstein-prince-andrew-giuffre-death-threat …

12/12/2019 6:41:42 AM carolinabeth1 Lol, ok, duh!  😆

12/12/2019 6:59:47 AM sdane8 I suspect Durham isn't worried about veiled threats from Obama's crowd. He has the goods on them all.

12/12/2019 7:00:00 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://shepherdsheart.life/blogs/behind-the-scenes-with-celeste/behind-the-scenes-with-celeste-14 …

12/12/2019 7:00:11 AM nickcpace1 and it shows

12/12/2019 7:00:42 AM robertrkimball Everyone wants it fixed fast. Each of us is part of the speed,  we can help by focusing intention on desired synchronicity. In this free will planet, things 

happen when we collectively align, not just a matter of external help. Rise, be best. Choose love, compassion and joy.♥🙏

12/12/2019 7:03:22 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I was thinking Rothschild too but the face curve and the bump on his nose is what has me scratching my head. I was thinking Lyle Lovette for a 

moment, just without the bushy hard that LL has. 🤷♀️ Same long face.

12/12/2019 7:07:10 AM trumping4usa 12 chapters total. You said 3 happened. Now you say chapter 4 so 4 of some of the 12 chapters have happened. Which means we could be closer to 

chapter 12 than we think

12/12/2019 7:12:24 AM fvntom  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vzvCRCU82g …

12/12/2019 7:13:19 AM trollingmockin1 In mathematics there are rules. You cannot reduce to base numbers then end with 12.  Its 3. You need to Reduce everything or shouldn’t reduce at all. 

Cherry picking numbers  is illogical and will lead to illogical results 🙏

12/12/2019 7:24:33 AM susan66388204 So if you understand the 3-6-9 so Bigly then why aren’t you sharing the knowledge with the REMAINDER of the people in the world so that WE (the 

remainder) can know too? 🤭

12/12/2019 7:24:48 AM wickedmouse369 Anyone listen to savage garden to the moon and back? Why does the intro have the Hemisync Gateway Process intro sound? Do they open portals via 

music? https://youtu.be/HCm6gRHINqA 

12/12/2019 7:27:42 AM wickedmouse369 @RealEyeTheSpy at 1:00 two pillars.

12/12/2019 7:34:50 AM hurricane0073 Add Harvey Weinstein to the list of Adrenochrome shortage sufferers. In 12 mos he has aged 25 years and now he needs the use of a walker to get 

around.

12/12/2019 7:35:20 AM fansblowing3 I hope Chaper 4 is the takedown of the fake media.

12/12/2019 7:48:44 AM garbagedisposal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@InfiniteGray65

@RileySavell

@TMinus_Music

@yodaism

@received_the

@Turboxyde

@AllahUniversal

@LightLove21121

@OdinBsmart

@kanyewest 

3 to be free 

6 spin some tricks 

9 time to shine.
12/12/2019 7:52:59 AM orthogonalron Chapter 4 is epilogue

12=3

///END

12/12/2019 7:55:41 AM gr8life007 Didn't consider LL. I can see that as well.

12/12/2019 7:57:27 AM irishtweedledee I am not waiting until chapter 12. Wtf. We are supposed to have something happen from 12:12 am last night. People are saying about a “portal”. But I 

am not really sure now what the fuck is happening. Everything is getting and now suddenly we are getting a chapter 4!?

12/12/2019 7:59:14 AM irishtweedledee Oh I’m sorry, that was missing something....

It’s getting ***WORSE***



12/12/2019 8:13:19 AM mongrelglory I know!  It's like waiting for Santa to come! 🥺

12/12/2019 8:14:43 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204586327884345344?s=20 …

12/12/2019 8:14:51 AM richgar06 The rabbit sends in a little bill

12/12/2019 8:18:29 AM mongrelglory I can't believe Time magazine named little Greta "Person of the Year"! 🙄 Gag!

12/12/2019 8:31:36 AM burgersandra Power of the 3,6,9

12/12/2019 8:55:56 AM bryceja68689884 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 everything, everywhere is crazy this morning. Any insight given recent events?

12/12/2019 9:02:05 AM qtpi3_14 Wow that takes it up a notch. I remember watching it in the classroom as well but that must have been absolutely horrible for her... was she able to 

finish the day?

12/12/2019 9:02:06 AM ray_bernwwg1wga How did you get 3+3+3 I see the first two three's but how a 3 out of 19?

12/12/2019 9:02:14 AM cryptocrab4 It's in the blood

12/12/2019 9:08:28 AM covertress living chapter 4

what a story!

12/12/2019 9:12:08 AM djlok Chapters = Script

Acts = The Show?

Just a guess.

12/12/2019 9:14:24 AM courtneyspace17 How many chapters are there....although I'm enjoying this entertaining book of nonsense

12/12/2019 9:15:10 AM courtneyspace17 wait 12?   Noooooo fuck that too many too many!!!

12/12/2019 9:23:45 AM cydneegreen I bet ours if they’re doing it on purpose.

12/12/2019 9:26:51 AM cny_micaa we are with you, all freedom seekers everywhere ❤️#QArmy #QAnon

12/12/2019 9:32:02 AM ravisingkeegan Majestic reading a book? Wonder which book..

12/12/2019 9:39:38 AM udkin9dom Tom refers to it as:

[Alice in Wonderland] Impeachment

Seems like our boy is letting us know he’s knows much more that’s his mainstream personality.

@prayingmedic @Incarcerated_ET @M2Madness @Tiff_FitzHenry @Jordan_Sather_ @TRUreporting @CologeroGetz @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1204957051761373184 …
12/12/2019 10:06:06 AM unitedredwhite1 Watch the Sky

12/12/2019 10:09:10 AM goodnessisfree 😎 beautifully nailed.  To God be the glory @beer_parade @POTUS @ThomasFines @anonforq. @NQNQ31. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

@rambolosik @BlancoSombrero @8Notables @BurnedSpy34 @julielavender https://twitter.com/TexanMcCann/status/1205165711527677952 …

12/12/2019 10:32:12 AM sseed369 1, 2, Buckle my shoe;

3, 4, Knock at the door;

5, 6, Pick up sticks;

7, 8, Lay them straight:

9, 10, A big fat hen;

11, (Majestic)12, Dig and delve;

"Enjoy the show" pic.twitter.com/pjrUC0MaCm

12/12/2019 10:38:56 AM mamiemcclure17 I’m aware that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @RealEyeTheSpy disclosed this information and POTUS knows this as well.  It’s our Government that restrictive 

of info and projection of lots of disinformation to encourage everyone to think horrible when it’s healthy nutrient that is required

12/12/2019 10:57:29 AM meadowthomassss Don’t know cuz I quit Drudge when it was obvious it was compromised

12/12/2019 11:02:32 AM thekanehb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what can you say about Jack Parsons and the demonic portal he opened w L Ron Hubbard, dying before it could be closed?

FBI doc #6751 

 https://youtu.be/XFu2AChB35U 

12/12/2019 11:04:39 AM timedabbler21 Majestic cites 'chapters of a book'...Q cites 'Steps'...maybe The Plan is further along than Majestic's 12 chapters would suggest....different references? 

Majestic's additional chapters may refer to an intergalactic plan that goes beyond this earthly Q op?

12/12/2019 11:40:32 AM lusefer12 Was it closed?

12/12/2019 11:47:17 AM thekanehb Not that I can find. This video is great bc it explains what’s happening w SRA on high levels and DUMBs. I do not think it’s been closed- I think that’s 

part of the problem

12/12/2019 11:53:49 AM c45cardiac Potus has talked about 9/11 before. He, others, and us are slowly redpilling. It’ll come out to the forefront, patience.

12/12/2019 11:55:46 AM astraleyes7 No. His personal lawyer , Giuliani is complicit in 9/11. Mayor at the time. Trump also knows the truth but will defer to other parties. We are all being 

played Q, Trump, Clinton, all of them, one big club and as they can no longer control info the psyops are at an all time high

12/12/2019 12:20:41 PM yustein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any ideas?

12/12/2019 12:28:19 PM 4patrickhenry It was a message for sure

12/12/2019 12:30:01 PM lusefer12 I agree, Crowley did a similar ritual and couldn’t close it. 

CERN could be the ultimate portal creator as well creating a conduit to Saturn unlocking the spiritual jail cell and unleashing all that dwell there.

12/12/2019 12:31:25 PM thekanehb Yes! He’s involved w this other portal too.

12/12/2019 12:39:01 PM lusefer12 Yes... I find that whole story to fascinating.

Those events have shaped our current reality.

12/12/2019 12:41:04 PM ellenkoko They had a bunch of magazines on there again this morning but no Maggie.

12/12/2019 12:42:26 PM thekanehb YES! Why isn’t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talking about THIS?!

I think I know why, but...

12/12/2019 12:48:16 PM hlsweat 😊Thank you for posting. It’s beginning to make since again. ❤️🙏🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

12/12/2019 12:53:13 PM trollingmockin1 Is marriage under god a control mechanism?

12/12/2019 1:01:49 PM amanhas62240497  pic.twitter.com/Q1oq6FAZ8V

12/12/2019 1:07:45 PM rebornkingent I think we’re half way there. Q has the movie posters up.3 yers, 3 chapters. 2020/21/22 are the next phases. Remeber psychadelic treatments get fda 

aproval next year. Mdma is first. Next year starts the healing phase.

12/12/2019 1:36:31 PM jimmiejamjones Beam me up Scottie.....Ay ay capt. Kirk...

12/12/2019 1:37:11 PM mambobit Yes

We are with you....

12/12/2019 1:44:44 PM manriquetorres5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/lVsx3cTvdL

12/12/2019 1:50:47 PM leemagna I hope the next 8 chapters are short and quick. Seems like forever as patient as I’m trying to be it’s torture

12/12/2019 1:52:54 PM t_hayden07 Weve already won. Time is an illusion

Enjoy the show 😁

12/12/2019 1:58:24 PM weareallq One person thinks Gen Mark Milley

12/12/2019 1:58:52 PM weareallq Does chapter 4 include Robert Storch?



12/12/2019 2:00:52 PM america_capin Insurance policy = Coup

Alice (Old) = Hillary

Alice (New) = Q

Wonderland = Saudi Arabia (Old - control, now gone) Wonderland (New) = Project Looking Glass

Oil is not free. What is free? Other technology?

Close?

12/12/2019 2:18:42 PM efogghb Well said brother 💯

12/12/2019 2:24:10 PM efogghb I did Ibogane treatment in Mexico 5 years ago to treat my addiction. It worked just like advertised. Anyone need info DM me. #freedom

12/12/2019 2:27:52 PM efogghb I went through the treatment in Mexico . I have first hand experience. Dm me if you need info

12/12/2019 2:38:34 PM manriquetorres5 George Soros behind Trump impeachment  https://www.shiftfrequency.com/george-soros-behind-trump-impeachment/ … via @shiftfrequency

@realDonaldTrump

@JudgeJeanine

@TrumpWarRoom

@POTUS 

@adjunctpr0fessr 

@QuriousNormie

@pushforward40

@cjtruth

@WhiteHouse

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Q2ndWave 

@Trin20201

12/12/2019 2:38:57 PM aleks8837 OMG! Hadn't caught that news! Wow. Let it begin!

Anyone reading this and thinking about types of clinics to establish should get inspiration from this place in Amsterdam! ❤️  

https://synthesisretreat.com/about-us  pic.twitter.com/KdKDJboLdP

12/12/2019 2:49:40 PM christy43250353 @VincentCrypt46 @Time4U2Know @JuliansRum @beer_parade @Timothy_2_22 @Bruno062418 @ChristinePolon1 @LisaMei62 @Education4Libs 

@Justice4allCQ @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @martingeddes @elenochle 

Amazing! Words don't fit the experience! Wow! https://twitter.com/StillFreeSCOTTY/status/1205255901726294018 …

12/12/2019 3:14:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Durham is in UK and Italy. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1205154157277126656 …

12/12/2019 3:16:29 PM keith369me So much to find, so easy to find it if one tries

12/12/2019 3:16:39 PM spauldingshowal 🤔👍

12/12/2019 3:16:46 PM pattonspotting Was U.K. Election as predicted? Does it contribute towards The Plan?

12/12/2019 3:16:54 PM freestateojones Good. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1195296639776411649?s=19 …

12/12/2019 3:17:04 PM lewiskabb995 Why is she interfering in another country’s election

12/12/2019 3:17:50 PM lionhardt77 12-12-2019= 3 6 9 rise of 12:12 time of the 'Cold Moon' sequences to 3 6 9 3 6... Interdasting....

12/12/2019 3:18:25 PM freestateojones Very good. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1195486408988864512?s=19 …

12/12/2019 3:20:49 PM lornascurr What of New Zealand's role in all of the evil??

12/12/2019 3:23:05 PM consortiapartn1 No worries, nobodies voting for Jeremy Corbyn or Labour here in the UK. 

They bankrupted the country the last time they got into power. We're not going to let them do that again

12/12/2019 3:23:05 PM vectormanic Excellent news, how tremendous is that!

12/12/2019 3:24:08 PM vectormanic Hey, look at the result... You Go Girl!  🙃

12/12/2019 3:25:31 PM larryforbish Vacuuming up more evidence....

12/12/2019 3:30:19 PM wok68 Isn't that foreign interference?

12/12/2019 3:38:56 PM tennesseepeggy Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

12/12/2019 3:46:58 PM mandoville  pic.twitter.com/zNP33SZ31M

12/12/2019 3:47:12 PM mandoville  pic.twitter.com/1aruwnUFSK

12/12/2019 3:47:54 PM mandoville  pic.twitter.com/LnAjNKTCCi

12/12/2019 3:50:35 PM bbobbio71 Hmm, good point,  last I heard that's an impeachable offense!

12/12/2019 3:52:20 PM hitbyawormhole Nice to see her negative influence is international in scope. pic.twitter.com/YKUFRzNOtc

12/12/2019 3:53:22 PM cindeebecker Is there an original link to this video? I’d like to share with those that don’t have twitter

12/12/2019 3:53:44 PM kay_spire You should find a President like Trump or die revolting !

12/12/2019 3:53:51 PM tillie71120939 @adamlforeman @YellowRoseTx51 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy is

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=TM9xd8nln74&feature=youtu.be …

Thoughts?

#Tyler #projectmayhem2020 #Satan #Saturn #QAnon #Matrix #blackcube #Illuminati #TheGreatAwakening

12/12/2019 3:54:37 PM tammyredmond Talk about trying to interfere with a foreign election! Is what AOC doing allowed? Or is it just the norm for liberal Dems to do what they want and to 

hell with rules and law??

12/12/2019 3:55:06 PM daddyj08466171 Get them Bull!

12/12/2019 3:58:52 PM jolievieille @g_occhionero

12/12/2019 4:09:02 PM trollingmockin1 Isn’t this election interference by today’s standards @AOC quit meddling in foreign elections

12/12/2019 4:10:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Eric Holder believes serving the Constitution means protecting intel assets like Jeffrey Epstein and Harvey Weinstein.

The Great Awakening disagrees.

Enjoy the show! https://twitter.com/BonnieFuller/status/1205109630319378433 …

12/12/2019 4:12:04 PM johnnymerckx Bill Barr too

12/12/2019 4:13:24 PM boy12_jimmy Ha ha ha ha ha! Boris Johnson has won overwhelmingly with the conservatives! Go live with all of your other socialists in Iran or China!

12/12/2019 4:14:37 PM keith369me Any Holder pics with a black left eye or a bandaged middle finger?

12/12/2019 4:15:51 PM elsnernash 👀 😍

12/12/2019 4:16:02 PM higherself_1_ There is no 12.12am only 00.12 - I believe it to be 12/12 12.12pm at different times but as one collectively around the world.

12/12/2019 4:18:05 PM michael81972 Negative

12/12/2019 4:18:25 PM laurabusse Book or movie?

DVD maybe?

12/12/2019 4:20:04 PM johnnymerckx Really. He is head man in the DOJ, and somehow Epstein died or disappeared. He is responsible. Tell me yoru view, I am open minded.

12/12/2019 4:20:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paradigm Shift: 3 in 4 Believe Natural Remedies Like Cannabis Are Safer Than Prescriptions - Study Finds https://www.studyfinds.org/paradigm-shift-3-

in-4-believe-natural-remedies-like-cannabis-are-safer-than-prescriptions/ …



12/12/2019 4:21:51 PM bubusmc The Great Awakening!

What do you want for Christmas? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=a0mT-zNxRMw …

12/12/2019 4:21:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Global Rise in Consciousness

The Great Awakening

[GMO]

[Vaccines]

[Fluoride]

[Fake News]

[Satanic Pedophiles]

[Endless Wars]

[...what else do you want to add...]? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205281406408183809 …
12/12/2019 4:22:40 PM resilient112 God made our planet with everything growing that we need to heal us. And our bodies have the ability to heal itself. The chemicals don’t let that 

happen naturally.

12/12/2019 4:23:40 PM godrus Yes - we have #ReverseOsmosis. Everyone should have access to clean, unadulterated water

12/12/2019 4:24:11 PM ffattmedia [human history][hidden technology]... need i continue?

12/12/2019 4:24:18 PM pandoraspox1 BOLSHEVISM

12/12/2019 4:24:19 PM 369helen313 [Central Bank]

[Fed]

12/12/2019 4:24:37 PM americanpetal [Debt Slavery]

12/12/2019 4:25:01 PM stevengibes SSP, Draco Reptilians, Avian Orion group, replication tech, medical cures.

12/12/2019 4:25:07 PM do_or_do_notty #CannabisHeals #CannabisSavesLives

#ProhibitionIsUnJust

#ProhibitionIsUnscientific

#ProhibitionIsUnConstitutional pic.twitter.com/cKxqorpta9

12/12/2019 4:25:10 PM the_fjalar [Debt System]

]Hidden Tech[

]Real History[

]A Giant Poka Party[

12/12/2019 4:25:15 PM tinkernh4 All of history ALL of IT

12/12/2019 4:25:22 PM humanprimer +Light Encoded Reality Matrix

12/12/2019 4:25:33 PM state1union Rights for the victims because all we’ve gotten are Fake!  Fake victims CBF, fake whistleblower, we the people deserve the truth from the real victims 

and sources ie JA

12/12/2019 4:26:37 PM michael81972 Whether JE is dead or alive is really irrelevant,  they have the goods and the red tape was cut by him being (?dead?)...a lot easier going through his 

properties now without a fight

12/12/2019 4:26:38 PM check3sixty Did Holder ever get all those Op Fast & Furious subpoenaed documents to Congress? What does Holder have to say about L. Lynch's behavior in 

Summer & Fall 2016? All that happened on her watch.

12/12/2019 4:26:51 PM heckeweltha Professional Sports.

12/12/2019 4:27:14 PM 01browndog 2 tier justice system

12/12/2019 4:27:25 PM msensei17 Mockingbird Media & MK Ultra entertainment

12/12/2019 4:27:45 PM gm062616  pic.twitter.com/UvFQgPV6ZZ

12/12/2019 4:27:49 PM notevenchad17 [The Marixist School System]

[Enforced Religions] 

[Pesticides] 

[Illiteracy] 

[Hunger]

[Central Banking] 

[Fiat Currency]

[Hollyweird]

[Drug culture]

[Drinking culture]

[Hookup culture]

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/mIImOkA3CW
12/12/2019 4:28:19 PM do_or_do_notty #CannabisHeals pic.twitter.com/CwfZyVbLoG

12/12/2019 4:28:50 PM roublisa [Rockefeller programming schools]

12/12/2019 4:29:03 PM djlok [Babylonian Money System]?

12/12/2019 4:29:09 PM freedom_sent [FIAT currencies]

[9/11 lies]

[withheld cures]

[withheld technologies]

[Demoncrats]

[human trafficking]

[the good guys always playing defense]

12/12/2019 4:29:36 PM dhgap1 And the list goes on! We know, we all know. And have known for a long time. The changing of the satanic Democratic Party is going 

down!!!🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 Thank God!  WWGOWGA!,,,

12/12/2019 4:29:38 PM stormenight You really think POTUS could have accomplished all he has for US and held the backing of his party though endless investigations, impeachment & 

extreme MSM bias if he had opened the 911 can of worms in the midst of it all? Please! Besides, he’s skinning that cat by default.

12/12/2019 4:29:59 PM dhgap1 Q

12/12/2019 4:30:13 PM getmygoat1 Everyone's "thing" that wakes them up is different. I now see so much that I had no idea was happening right in front of me before. Exposure to the 

information is key.

12/12/2019 4:30:17 PM logiceludesu [Chemtrails]

12/12/2019 4:30:19 PM bildwall My dog is 16. He is old with swollen joints and arthritis. He has big pain and couldn't get up by himself. Long story short, I got some straight cbd oil and 

he is acting like a new man. It is a miracle. I don't believe in a magic pill, but cbd oil is close.

12/12/2019 4:30:28 PM roublisa ]correct human history[   ]hidden technology [

👉[means kill box] 😉😉😉

12/12/2019 4:30:48 PM luvsweetluv5 Assassinations

12/12/2019 4:30:56 PM copenborders [Ethnic replacement disguised as "humanitarian and/or economic mass immigration"]

12/12/2019 4:31:52 PM getmygoat1 Back at ya JVan.

12/12/2019 4:31:53 PM thepuni98965947 We have the power to heal ourselves!

12/12/2019 4:33:00 PM pleiadianshaman Saturn’s cube simulation

12/12/2019 4:33:02 PM drakeflegel Zionist agendas. Cell towers near churches, schools, and veterans clubs. Soy causing sterilization. 5G. Chemtrails. And silent weapons for covert 

harassment.



12/12/2019 4:33:39 PM jillsfolly77711 Hidden cures, geoengineering

12/12/2019 4:33:43 PM notevenchad17 Our enemy is the

Satanic

Communist

Genocidal 

Banking-Petro

Media

Chemical 

Pharmaceutical 

War Machine

"The Cabal" 

It makes a VERY catchy tune, done with a little big band twist. Very catchy. Coming soon.... pic.twitter.com/ZOA56E32bP
12/12/2019 4:34:06 PM youstinksoap What's your opinion of MMS?

12/12/2019 4:34:35 PM cledrordfishing I would like to know everything. 

You know.... become a  know it all! Lol

12/12/2019 4:35:07 PM hambrickro 😎 The WATCHERS taught ancient pharmakeia , spells and enchantments, definitely NOT for the benefit of man! Deceptive/Suggestive  advertisement 

of pharmaceutical companies are disgusting, with their "mile long" list of side effects. The list of dead homeopathic doctors are 😳😳

12/12/2019 4:35:09 PM diddla5555 Chemtrails

12/12/2019 4:35:14 PM cactuspatchgirl I live pretty close to this area!! Some strange things going on

12/12/2019 4:35:20 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/12/2019 4:35:21 PM laurabusse Everything in good time

All in good time ☺👍

12/12/2019 4:35:28 PM tararoby9 [Chemtrails]

12/12/2019 4:35:34 PM diddla5555 Corporate bureaucracy

12/12/2019 4:36:17 PM youstinksoap Education System.

12/12/2019 4:36:36 PM juliefeider333 Child sacrifice, human sex trafficking, organ trafficking, adrenochrome, hidden technology, free energy, healing technology, weaponized insects such as 

Lyme disease and other diseases. I could go on, but others have probably included these already.

12/12/2019 4:37:34 PM astraleyes7 Accomplished? Business as usual

12/12/2019 4:37:38 PM selvestekjetil Exotic tech and The Sosring Twenties incoming! ;)

12/12/2019 4:38:17 PM lbf777 Zionists infiltration of America. You conveniently leave that part out every time. pic.twitter.com/knrbn6zKO5

12/12/2019 4:38:30 PM astraleyes7 Information is key, but even truth can be used as propaganda 

Learning info is step one.

Step 2 is personal consciousness development. This eventually transcends all illusion

12/12/2019 4:38:45 PM sseed369 " Cannabis is not artificial. It is a very advanced life form. It is conscious. It thinks when its alive. It is alien. Why does the body have 10,000+ 

cannabinoid receptors?  ... Marijuana did not originate on Earth. ETs brought it to Earth to raise human consciousness. " pic.twitter.com/eKzzNoSfEs

12/12/2019 4:38:45 PM moemc8 [Vatican]

12/12/2019 4:38:55 PM canesciolto15 [Soros]

12/12/2019 4:39:06 PM aprilbrown99 ]Feedom for all[

]Peace and love for all[

]Hope and Faith restored[

]Homelessness to End[

]Energetic Triune Healing for Everyone and Everything[

I love you MJ12, the typists, PS, my family here on Twitter! 💗💗💗 Absolutely every day I wake up so grateful and thankful. 🤗🥰😘

12/12/2019 4:40:02 PM sseed369 "...Cannabis can be a responsible and nonaddictive alternative to temporary pain relief to full cancer cure. Responsible consumption for spiritual 

healing will also physically heal the body of aliments. Cannabis enables this transformation to manifest from within."

12/12/2019 4:40:42 PM hollywdharriet [9/11]

[Oklahoma City]

12/12/2019 4:40:53 PM himmelberg_rob Grand solar minimum. Get prepared sheeple

12/12/2019 4:40:58 PM jolievieille Twisted agendas in education. We have GOT to completely reinvent education. Our children--our legacy-- deserve the best we can create.

12/12/2019 4:41:07 PM radiantexplorer Suppressed Technologies

12/12/2019 4:41:30 PM sseed369 "Hemp/Cannabis provide a complete protein for the human body to consume that raises its consciousness extremely high after long term intake. Avoid 

legumes due to lower vibration state. The more complex the organic plant life form is the higher density of consciousness involved. "

12/12/2019 4:42:03 PM bighorns Your people have suffered for too long. Prayers for you and your Country

12/12/2019 4:42:17 PM unitedredwhite1 Free energy, hidden cures, Looking Glass, Paper Clip, Antarctica

12/12/2019 4:42:48 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/12/2019 4:44:09 PM dakotobol ZOG

12/12/2019 4:44:16 PM silentrunning12 No, Holder blew off answering any questions to Congress because his wing man Obama invoked Executive Privilege...

And in 2019 when Trump used Executive Privilege,  it was deemed to constitute Obstruction of Congress 

🙄

12/12/2019 4:44:18 PM paula84059427 Education System.

12/12/2019 4:44:48 PM amberoshunize Research Rick Simpson oil!

12/12/2019 4:44:57 PM neurs4you Chemtrail

12/12/2019 4:45:40 PM michael81972 [CENTRAL BANKS]

[IRS]😜

12/12/2019 4:45:55 PM amylynrussell Chapter 4 and the power of 3 equals 12. There’s no step 5. We are starting the final chapter👍🏻

12/12/2019 4:46:48 PM ashleykingsley Yes! Cannabis saved my life. Big pharma almost killed me.

12/12/2019 4:46:52 PM unitedredwhite1 Successfully fighting off measles or any illness strengthens the immune system



12/12/2019 4:47:04 PM bbobbio71 Free energy

Freedom from debt

Live free and experience life!

I think we can go on and on.  😁

But damn,  this is a good movie! 

Love you all!

12/12/2019 4:47:28 PM freeradical_13 Climate Change

12/12/2019 4:47:31 PM logiceludesu [5G Technology]

12/12/2019 4:47:43 PM albertaliberty It's not medicinal, but on the shelf at my local grocery store. pic.twitter.com/k1um5btjDn

12/12/2019 4:47:46 PM amylynrussell Not if you think power of 3. Starting chapter 4. 12 chapters? 

4x3=12. There is no step five or chapter 5.

12/12/2019 4:47:57 PM 11llotus ...which is what they put citizens in 

which they have targeted 

using fisa abuses and private contractors on behalf of corporations like monsatan, 

and big pharma.

12/12/2019 4:48:52 PM nofear46966259 [eugenics]

[technocracy]

[surveillance]

[artificial intelligence]

[mind control slavery]

12/12/2019 4:49:19 PM melanieanders7 You are beautiful sister! pic.twitter.com/rFLaximFYS

12/12/2019 4:49:24 PM folly1441 Cancer CURES

12/12/2019 4:49:28 PM amylynrussell Power of 3. 4x3 is 12. We are there

12/12/2019 4:50:37 PM olly65ram Pay to play politicians

12/12/2019 4:51:08 PM aprilbrown99 I love you sweet sister!  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/4YM5gSfjy3

12/12/2019 4:51:17 PM laurabusse Cancer?

Other?

12/12/2019 4:51:25 PM carolroberts67 Climate Hoax

9-11

12/12/2019 4:51:31 PM do_or_do_notty I eat this daily! 

Hemp is an amazing protein https://www.livestrong.com/article/88254-benefits-hemp-protein/ …

12/12/2019 4:51:55 PM getmygoat1 I agree with that. I had 2 things that I heard some time apart, but those 2 things clicked. The 2nd thing outright confronted my biases the 1st thing kind 

of gently confronted them. It's been much easier from there.

12/12/2019 4:52:33 PM melanieanders7 [maritime law]

12/12/2019 4:52:35 PM americanpetal ]GESARA/NESARA[

12/12/2019 4:53:29 PM melanieanders7 Right back atcha Lovie! ❤️✨❤️

12/12/2019 4:53:54 PM ewolsj Natural over synthetic Always

12/12/2019 4:54:03 PM jrocktigers [Private Prisons]

12/12/2019 4:54:25 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/yVLNOtXmvR

12/12/2019 4:54:32 PM melanieanders7 We must’ve merged a timeline and brought ourselves a positive outcome on the way!

12/12/2019 4:54:41 PM jrocktigers [Mandatory Minimum Sentences Non-Violent Offenses}

12/12/2019 4:54:47 PM jonesy4671 [False flags]

12/12/2019 4:56:02 PM johnnymerckx I was just looking for real constitional rights and justice. Not, some weird work around. Would it be OK if it was you?

12/12/2019 4:56:38 PM michael81972 [Global Warming hoax]

[NWO]

12/12/2019 4:56:40 PM melbourne_3000 I avoid Pharma big time, always sought alternative healing.

12/12/2019 4:57:15 PM antarantanka [B.A.R. Attorneys and their liability insurance] End this blatant foreign agents and actors system within our justice system!

12/12/2019 4:58:21 PM albertaliberty Yes it is.

12/12/2019 4:58:59 PM ffattmedia Please educate, what’ve ACL is  a kill box?  - I thought it was a point of focus?

12/12/2019 4:59:16 PM ashleykingsley Endometriosis. Opioid and alcohol abuse. Depression. Anxiety. Sleep disorder. Menopause. Mental health.

12/12/2019 4:59:35 PM d_wibby Chemtrails

12/12/2019 5:00:06 PM peter95117110 ....From The Weird Desk 

[ Unknown D.U.M.B.S. of the Solomon Islands ]

[ Antarctica Unknowns & HP Lovecraft and E.A. Poe ]

[ Missing German U-Boats still @ large ] 

[ Hoia Baciu , Romanian forest Anomalies ]

12/12/2019 5:01:12 PM nofear46966259 [satanic science]

[Global BAR cartel]

[lawless lying]

[perpetual perversion]

12/12/2019 5:02:32 PM _chelseaproject [Enemies of the West whom we may not name]

12/12/2019 5:02:44 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/970371642647044098?s=19 …

12/12/2019 5:03:25 PM f_t_w_yo Poverty

12/12/2019 5:04:09 PM _doozier_ ["Missing 411" predators]

12/12/2019 5:04:46 PM _chelseaproject [LGBT indoctrination] especially of children

12/12/2019 5:05:12 PM michael81972 To be honest,  if it had been one of my children, JE would not have lasted as long as he did...The guy sacrificed kids on an island and you are worried 

about his rights?

12/12/2019 5:05:19 PM wwg1wga93583681 [CPS]

[cannabis prohibition]

[income tax]

[common core]

[mind control tech]

[fake medicine]

12/12/2019 5:05:23 PM laurabusse CBD oil?

Or the real thing?

Or both?

Both together is supposed to be the most effective

Won't go into my ills

But I keep thinking I need to do CBD oil more regularly

When son comes to visit he brings some...well...

12/12/2019 5:06:46 PM zack_stone (Reptillians)

12/12/2019 5:07:07 PM ponder_gene CANNABIS WORKS WELL FOR  http://ME.LOL 



12/12/2019 5:07:39 PM ashleykingsley Both. I lean toward the THC side as I don't experience the relief others describe from CBD. I take CBD preventively - but microdosing changed 

everything.

12/12/2019 5:08:13 PM westmount_d7 Yes but cannabis is being over regulated and companies are being smothered. So again, what has changed? Cabal are still not allowing it on the market 

even if its legal.

12/12/2019 5:08:32 PM michael81972 We certainly have a Constitution to uphold,  but we are dealing with the darkest evil there is

12/12/2019 5:08:40 PM melissagouin1 This is my awesome husband. 😂🥰😘 God loving Patriot! pic.twitter.com/RKtFJ1pICf

12/12/2019 5:09:32 PM check3sixty Yes, you are correct. If the Dems didn't have double standards they wouldn't have any standards at all. This is what I am referring to.

Justice Dept. List of Withheld Fast & Furious Docs is 1,323 Pages Long

 https://www.usnews.com/debate-club/was-the-house-right-to-hold-eric-holder-in-contempt/eric-holder-is-defying-the-law-by-resisting-subpoena …

12/12/2019 5:10:27 PM check3sixty Eric Holder Is Defying the Law by Resisting Subpoena https://www.usnews.com/debate-club/was-the-house-right-to-hold-eric-holder-in-contempt/eric-

holder-is-defying-the-law-by-resisting-subpoena …

12/12/2019 5:10:32 PM laurabusse I live in an illegal state

From NJ all my life until recently

where at least it's legal medically

So very happy for you

My time is coming

Still figuring it out...
12/12/2019 5:11:16 PM 369helen313 Hi MJ12

Watching this “Impeachment Kangaroo Court”, which is just an example of what have been happening to humanity all these years, is making me think 

that where were our CONSCIOUSNESS all these times that we have let these stupid clowns ruling us ?!!

😓

12/12/2019 5:11:35 PM cryptospam1 WELL IT FUCKING IS!

12/12/2019 5:11:57 PM 1_decided_voter [UFOs]

12/12/2019 5:13:06 PM samsmith0319 [Black Magic]

12/12/2019 5:13:25 PM johnnymerckx True, and it isnt Epstein. He was allowed by elected officials etc etc. Barr covered up Iran Contra, it is what he is doing again. Goes all the way to the 

top. Drugs, guns and people. Old story...Remember Khashoggi..the guy Trump bought the Yacht from... It is imbedded

12/12/2019 5:13:33 PM shibbying The meek will inherit the earth the rest of us will go to the stars.

12/12/2019 5:14:11 PM check3sixty I posted wrong link for the withheld 1,323 subpoenaed documents

 https://sharylattkisson.com/2014/10/justice-dept-list-of-withheld-fast-furious-docs-is-1323-pages-long/ …

12/12/2019 5:14:16 PM ashleykingsley It is. A lot to learn. I'm so excited for you!

12/12/2019 5:15:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 We've tweeted extensively about it.

12/12/2019 5:16:13 PM johnnymerckx Do you actually know the entire story, who financed and allowed it. Wexner and Debartolo were left alone by Giulliani when he took down the crime 

families...Why leave those? It isn't just sex, it is drugs, creating spies etc etc etc. The cover story is what you hear

12/12/2019 5:16:30 PM realclaywilcox Finally watched Captain Marvel today

Lots of technology and disclosure references @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HQ_AFMC @usairforce @AFSpace #Majestic12 #SecretSpaceProgram #SpaceForce 

pic.twitter.com/ZRSkWW5PYW

12/12/2019 5:16:56 PM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/12/2019 5:18:34 PM johnnymerckx Anyway, adios, nice chat. bye

12/12/2019 5:19:09 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 subliminal messaging in the music and 440 hz conspiracy.

12/12/2019 5:20:18 PM rebornkingent Major League Baseball now testing for opiods and cocaine and to stop testing for thc.

12/12/2019 5:23:10 PM nowisee77 [aerosolized nanoparticles]

[Operation Dominic/Firmament]

[Antartica]

[DUMBS/Caves-WW]

[Tesla>>Edison]

[cancer cause/cure]

[Vatican Vaults]

[Looking Glass]
12/12/2019 5:23:31 PM michael81972 Yes,  Ive kept up with this stuff here and on the board...Epstein,  NXIVM, SNCTM is going to bring the whole enterprise down...JE is a Mossad 

blackmailer that has the goods on many Elite...It is very much so JE

12/12/2019 5:23:32 PM blsdbe [Elitism] [Debt Slavery] [AI Mosquitoes] pic.twitter.com/cZp5Ht4D4T

12/12/2019 5:23:52 PM lb8825 I agree completely 💯

12/12/2019 5:23:53 PM amethystnancy Ex-Seal W'blower Bill Wood discusses Project Looking Glass tech, how it works & 2 competing dark v light timelines seen when first viewed PLG tech in 

1991.  

Explains how & why Good Guys have already won with unstoppable consciousness shift.  20 min mark 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1071&v=GxliVJCWI80&feature=emb_logo …

12/12/2019 5:25:26 PM godrus Until very recently, I was going through life in a deep fog: depression. Go to work, eat a light dinner, bed by 8pm, and so tired all day and hated my life. 

Suicide was an option, for 3 years.

This last year, I'm up to 10.

Hope changes everything.

12/12/2019 5:26:52 PM ericsteelelive Aerosoles from the sky no more.

12/12/2019 5:27:27 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/12/2019 5:28:10 PM covertress My route: no caffeine, sugar or meat, Tesla sleep cycle (6 hrs awake, 3 hrs asleep, repeat).

Set your intention ahead of time in order to choose your path and skip the bad trip. If you don't, machine elves will decide for you.

I'll write more about this soon on my blog.

TY MJ



12/12/2019 5:28:16 PM nm_zsr [Banking - Fed]

[Big Pharma]

[Clones]

[Grid Energy]

[Humans willing to hurt other humans]

.

.

.
12/12/2019 5:28:55 PM kravpatriot  http://phoenixtears.ca/phoenix-tears-the-rick-simpson-story/ …

12/12/2019 5:30:06 PM nm_zsr [History books]

[Science]

[Darkness]

12/12/2019 5:31:48 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/sBDRYtkHWx

12/12/2019 5:32:31 PM de1traveler chemtrails

12/12/2019 5:32:52 PM robinreitsma1 👍👊

12/12/2019 5:34:13 PM fansblowing3 #unsealepstein

12/12/2019 5:35:23 PM fansblowing3 Weinstein was intelligence?  What?  🧐

12/12/2019 5:35:44 PM 712qloubrown D.e.w.   

O.w.l.s.

Chemtrails

NDE

Lyme

Antartica

Power of love

12/12/2019 5:37:48 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/BpqnU2Zkjw

12/12/2019 5:38:17 PM blsdbe I always steer my own Tornado, this must be a nice rig, so many try to direct my ride!!! Mostly tho, I am grateful for all the catalyst I am offered, 

positive and negative. I get to choose who and what I engage with! 

This WimHof Breathing does it for me  https://youtu.be/tybOi4hjZFQ  pic.twitter.com/c6eiFhTUeX

12/12/2019 5:38:52 PM dodger2424 Justice

12/12/2019 5:39:34 PM fansblowing3 True cancer causes and the cure

12/12/2019 5:40:18 PM tracyabston MK Ultra

12/12/2019 5:40:41 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/E9KXCUSsj3

12/12/2019 5:40:44 PM anneolsen43 My older brother retired from Air Force and said this.... if you knew what I knew about what goes on you would never sleep.  He is now lives life as a 

recluse.

12/12/2019 5:42:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most active early flu season since 2003 already ‘wreaking havoc’ in US | AccuWeather https://www.accuweather.com/en/health-wellness/most-active-

flu-season-since-2003-is-already-wreaking-havoc-in-the-us/644427 …

12/12/2019 5:43:30 PM guy_karen Wow. Another dirty trick?

12/12/2019 5:44:34 PM rachaelangelm Yeah. I am supposed to go get a job and subject myself to that and the idiot vibration. Well Saturday I have an interview for 3D sicko land.

12/12/2019 5:44:35 PM covertress Obamacare boomerang. 

Rising heathcare costs caused people to seek alternatives. 

Holistic FTW.

12/12/2019 5:45:06 PM aprilbrown99 [Depopulation Agenda]

12/12/2019 5:45:09 PM muthofmany GMO, stealing our water, mega farms, ruined educational system, removing God

12/12/2019 5:45:24 PM coastal2002 Ok so my problem is I HATE THC factor. I hate the side effects and the fact that its illegal in my state. I need something DESPERATELY for my horomonal 

migraines I have tried EVERYTHING.

12/12/2019 5:45:48 PM ttesla9 [federalreserve]

[ eliminationoffamilys]

[corruptingchildren]

12/12/2019 5:45:51 PM tillie71120939 DO NOT GET A FLU VACCINE OR ANY VACCINE! I have heard reports of them having #RFID Chips in them!

12/12/2019 5:45:58 PM 369helen313 [they] have done it in Iran too just after the recent protests! 

And I believe in other part of the worlds !

12/12/2019 5:46:02 PM amberoshunize Flu shot anyone??

12/12/2019 5:46:16 PM q_patchouli Deep state induced illnesses

12/12/2019 5:46:32 PM fansblowing3 Yes people at my work already have it and others out getting their flu shots.

12/12/2019 5:46:38 PM jones9536 I'm still not getting the flu shot

12/12/2019 5:46:38 PM lbf777 I’ve been following you since day 1. All I heard was a couple of stuff about Israel being last. The insiders all claim Netanyahu is going down but we don’t 

see anything change.

....

12/12/2019 5:46:47 PM lbf777 All we see is Trump kissing his ass day & night. He even spent 30 minutes kissing his ass during the State Of The Union address.

....

12/12/2019 5:46:58 PM q_patchouli Yes!

12/12/2019 5:47:41 PM astraleyes7 Flu shot is maybe 30% effective at best. Numbers must be down for people getting the shot,  need to scare them a little

12/12/2019 5:47:59 PM q_patchouli Sweet!!

12/12/2019 5:48:27 PM lbf777 Then I look at Trump’s cabinet and it’s almost entire Khazarian Zionists. Even his son is one. 

He’s basically in bed with the Zionists & the hidden King of Israel is Rothchild so Trump serves Rothschild.

.....

12/12/2019 5:49:11 PM kravpatriot You’re welcome.

12/12/2019 5:49:11 PM blsdbe Several of my coworkers have already had sick days Bc of the flu, and they got their flu shot...I will he sticking with my mask and washing my hands, 

thank you. #ProHygeine pic.twitter.com/pXJV9RiFRC

12/12/2019 5:49:13 PM yellahabibihela [Fiat Currency]

12/12/2019 5:49:34 PM melanieanders7 I refuse to get a flu shot. I’ll stick with fresh unbleached garlic.

12/12/2019 5:49:52 PM keith369me I did get a vaccine reluctantly...16 years ago I had a flu response (unvaccinated) that caused damage that lasted nearly a year.  106 fevers cause issues

12/12/2019 5:50:05 PM blsdbe Also, predictive programming much, @breakingweather?!?

12/12/2019 5:50:30 PM farklew I have heard years ago that Flu shots reduce your IQ, among other things

12/12/2019 5:50:39 PM lbf777 You yourself said “The nWShow” is all fake on many occasions. It Oreally is a fake show. The DNC, Hillary, Trump, Pelosi, Schiff & all of them are stage 

actors working for the same Rothchild.

.....

12/12/2019 5:51:06 PM dakotobol chug colloidal silver



12/12/2019 5:51:13 PM keith369me I believe this as well...if only government restrictions were removed.

12/12/2019 5:51:21 PM kravpatriot Hell no!

12/12/2019 5:51:29 PM patriotswegoall [Cloning]

[Mind Control]

[Transhumanism]

[Directed Energy Attacks]

[Negative ETs]

[Church Propaganda]

[Dangerous Cults]

[Ritualistic Abuse]

[Common Core]

[Human Trafficking]

[Weather Modification]

[etc, etc, etc.]
12/12/2019 5:51:32 PM twilly18 Thimerosal gives you a healthy glow

12/12/2019 5:51:45 PM wwg1wga_every1 Every time I am at the pharmacy or doctor, they ask if I have had my flu shot. Nope! Nope! Nope!

12/12/2019 5:51:48 PM ckrasuski Vivid dreams, religion swaps, poverty/currency, chemtrails, esoteric healing, and Epstein didn’t kill himself #unsealepstein

12/12/2019 5:51:48 PM steppedweller7 [humans being forced by the debt markets to work excessively when abundance of everything means we could all be working a lot less hours to 

manufacture a lot less disposable crap]

12/12/2019 5:51:49 PM lbf777 This show is meant to keep the whole population pacified & in awe while Trump continues rolling out new Orwellian systems from the NWO. 

Remember you admitted that Trump wants to bring forth the NWO with the UN being the international Gov.

....

12/12/2019 5:51:53 PM bbobbio71 I've not had the flu but a nasty cold that went into my chest.

12/12/2019 5:52:18 PM imissmyjeep Unfortunately,  in the military it is mandatory.  I have had one every year since 1992!

12/12/2019 5:52:20 PM bbobbio71 I thought we were gaining control over this?

12/12/2019 5:53:02 PM blsdbe These ones: https://twitter.com/ninja998998/status/1077524368580886529 …

12/12/2019 5:53:40 PM lbf777 That play is straight out of the Protocols Of Zion.

Now we can see we are being played for fools yet again. This means the situation with Gov is hopeless.

....

12/12/2019 5:53:59 PM alaneflame Fed Res

12/12/2019 5:54:27 PM ttesla9 And don’t forget running guns to the cartels

12/12/2019 5:54:29 PM lbf777 Declaration of Independence says if the people feel that Gov no longer protects our Rights, it is our unalienable Right to abolish it.

.....

12/12/2019 5:54:53 PM keith369me Everything presented to us...from cradle to grave...[Corrupt Bankers]...[sperm killing communications]...[MSM]...]Love[...]Utilizing Intuition[...]Peace[

12/12/2019 5:55:03 PM aetherwalker1 How long until it's Russia's fault?   😏

12/12/2019 5:55:21 PM deitriechk They have had them since 9/11 happened. Everyone in the US already has them. One way or another.

12/12/2019 5:55:33 PM lbf777 I say we abolish all Gov worldwide & move into a Decentralized Democracy. There are no leaders. We all just cooperate with each other to make things 

work. Any disagreements lead to an informal vote. If that fails, we run a formal vote with volunteer civilians to overlook it.

...

12/12/2019 5:55:45 PM dontask97215849 Wait...what about Tammy Bruce?

12/12/2019 5:56:03 PM blsdbe Glad you lived to tell the tale!!!

12/12/2019 5:57:11 PM hotwheelsjusty [Duality]

[Deception]

[Manipulation]

12/12/2019 5:57:24 PM lbf777 The formal vote is recorded in a transparent database for proof. 

Then we all make the decisions of the world together instead of giving all our power to the pedo bankers and their lackeys.

We even have a great new economy & legal system to go with it. 😎

12/12/2019 5:58:37 PM reformerreg [Counsel on Foreign Relations]

[CFR]

12/12/2019 5:59:32 PM independentrowr [Cancer]

12/12/2019 6:00:22 PM imissmyjeep It's my honor!

12/12/2019 6:00:37 PM mrkbsimotas Reptilians among us.

Chemtrails. 

Bases on the Moon.

Colony on Mars.

Hollow Earth.

Hitler didnt die in that bunker.

Mk ultra.

FF.

Time travel. 

Mandela effect is real.

Inter- Dimensional  entity. 

SSP
12/12/2019 6:00:40 PM keith369me 104 felt fantastic after several hours at 106.  I dont wish that on anyone...luckily I stayed hydrated while hallucinating

12/12/2019 6:01:33 PM worldxplorer1 Fear! Fear! Fear!

Be afraid!

Get vaccinated! 💉

12/12/2019 6:03:12 PM qrealmsmfake Dinosaurs 

Holocaust 

TV programming propaganda 

FlatEarth= More land aka Atlantis Lemuria Mu

12/12/2019 6:03:41 PM 0nashanon2 Just lost a friend last friday from the flu.. right before he got sick he had his flushot.. got sick.. prescribed thamiflu and passed 5 days later.. He was in 

his late 20's.  DO NOT GET FLU SHOTS!!

12/12/2019 6:05:41 PM lorirrr Gee, is that what is being sprayed, besides metals, into our skies? Look up!



12/12/2019 6:06:29 PM fansblowing3 DNC-FBI-CIA-Media coup d’etat

[Downer] - Australia

[Steele, Hannigan, Halper] - UK

[Mifsud] - Italy

[Alperovich, Crowdstrike] - Ukraine

[Brennan, Clapper, Comey, HRC] 

Missing anyone else? 🤨
12/12/2019 6:06:31 PM jesperbirk5 &&& Winter Solstice is on Saturday, December 21, 2019 at 11:19 pm in Washington DC (mirror 911.1)

Do you believe in coincidences? - Q

12/12/2019 6:06:48 PM disciplepatriot Right?

When you stop to think about letting them inject you with stuff controlled by the CDC, it's kind of a no-brainer. I do not trust the government enough 

for that. Not even close.

12/12/2019 6:08:12 PM kidge6 Chapter of cabal removal? Step(s) to impeachment? If there’s 12 chapters and we’re on #4... you lost me.

12/12/2019 6:12:51 PM momislazy11 I'm fine

12/12/2019 6:12:57 PM fansblowing3 This is so sad

12/12/2019 6:14:06 PM molly07751087 I'm one of those 3 but I believe in all of the plant medicine's abundant healing possibilities!

12/12/2019 6:14:23 PM amylynrussell Have you heard of  powers of Tesla’s 3, 6, and 9? Vortex Math. Read up on it and it will make more sense.  There are many past twts re the subj😊 & if 

you are familiar w/ Q comms that will help. It’s difficult to explain if you don’t know about it but much info on here to help

12/12/2019 6:15:08 PM deplorable_s Add ..... Geoengineering ?  Affecting everything https://twitter.com/stars4p/status/1205031267768492032?s=21 …

12/12/2019 6:16:44 PM amylynrussell Today is the 12/12, 12 is 3, how many times does 3 equal 12? Chapter 4 started today, final chapter. Q post states there is no step five as well. Make 

more sense ?

12/12/2019 6:18:03 PM amberoshunize I have it. Very worthwhile.

12/12/2019 6:18:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly He must be right. Even Q said 'The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital.'

12/12/2019 6:18:57 PM mzmollyanna Listen carefully!  We are with you.  Hold on and pray!

 https://t.co/Nzld4AYDel  https://twitter.com/wandaiswhite/status/1199773636388737024?s=21 …

12/12/2019 6:19:45 PM ethereal_shaman Stock up on elderberry syrup.

12/12/2019 6:20:06 PM nm_zsr It's like they want us to think we'll get sick. Why not teach humans to have a positive consciousness?

12/12/2019 6:20:18 PM q_patchouli @yustein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@martingeddes

@realDonaldTrump

@JfkJuni0r

@tvSquareEyes

@bigredwavenow

@Realdebsullivan 

I love you guys. Merry Christmas 

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/r4hMyZJxVi
12/12/2019 6:21:31 PM reasonrhymes Chaga changed my nephews life. Now my daughter is harvesting it and she is conquering mental illness.

12/12/2019 6:23:08 PM tillie71120939 Not necessarily inside their bodies yet!

12/12/2019 6:23:53 PM do_or_do_notty “Wreaking havoc”  

they need us in fear... pic.twitter.com/LAM7uG19w1

12/12/2019 6:24:08 PM das100000 Off-planet sentient life.

12/12/2019 6:24:08 PM trumpcanuck [Trudeau] oops, you already listed satanic pedos...

12/12/2019 6:24:15 PM corstruction Damn! 106?! I went into the hospital with the flu when I was 5 at 105. I never felt worse in my life. I've had the flu maybe 3-4 times in my life, never 

had the shot. Since it's voluntary, I don't let my kids get it either. Both have only had the flu once, at the same time as me.

12/12/2019 6:24:39 PM mazymmary Vaccines are poison ☠️

12/12/2019 6:26:03 PM bbobbio71 BTW I never get sick

12/12/2019 6:27:51 PM robertrkimball And this year they added guilt to the narrative - unvaxxed people pose a threat to others.  Diseases are all low vibration life energies. They can not 

thrive in a higher vibration host.

12/12/2019 6:28:44 PM keith369me 106...at home alone with a small sick child that just started walking...wife at church with phone off.  It was awful.  Just me in and out of consciousness 

chugging a bottle of Gatorade.  Took several hours and a ton of Tylenol/Motrin to get it to 104.  Migraines for 6 months

12/12/2019 6:29:56 PM do_or_do_notty [War on Drugs] pic.twitter.com/OG2MQrzP0L

12/12/2019 6:32:27 PM jaded_pearl Big Pharma Industrial complex, geoengineering; and weather manipulation.

12/12/2019 6:32:54 PM webarian1 [Draco] and [Reptilian] have been running the world for centuries. Who do you think the "elities" (Pope, monarchies, UN, NWO, Pauseur's, Rothchild's, 

HRC, BHO, etc.) answer to?

12/12/2019 6:34:33 PM lordconcave [NASA]

[Heliocentrism]

[Flat Earth]

]Concave Earth[

]Messiah[

]Apocalypse[

12/12/2019 6:37:12 PM bbobbio71 Both, but over time.  it's gotta build.

12/12/2019 6:37:19 PM turboxyde If we have more than we know and there are;

12 Chapters....

12 Dimensions....

12 Cranial Nerves....

Then Chapter 4 begins a higher dimensional awareness & power for those with divine co-creative intentions.

May the blessings of the most high pour forth from this vessel! pic.twitter.com/F0eHITTlve
12/12/2019 6:37:29 PM gilmourisgod751 I swear by #Kratom for a host of reasons, but mainly for my back pain that is constant. I have my life back from pain. No more pills.

12/12/2019 6:37:43 PM bbobbio71 Illegal here too

12/12/2019 6:38:21 PM newfiepoints Where's that poison coming from?

12/12/2019 6:38:29 PM blsdbe I am so sorry for your loss. Bless you and be safe.

12/12/2019 6:40:02 PM bbobbio71 cbd full spectrum

12/12/2019 6:40:42 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/xLaSntc2gq



12/12/2019 6:41:08 PM kidge6 no. Those were steps to remove trump, by the dems. These are chapters of cabal removal.  And the 12 refers to a chapter, not a date. Is Iran freed 

today the 12th?

12/12/2019 6:41:21 PM marty713 Because they got their FREE Vaccine 

They're Begging Us To Get them Mandatory they ask At Drugstores 

👿 🇺🇲❗️💥❗️

12/12/2019 6:41:45 PM bukrijumadi Cambio Climático

Vaticano

Inteligencia Artificial

Reconocimiento Facial

BioChip

Transexuales

Feministas

Abortos

NASA

Transgénicos

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 💗🌈
12/12/2019 6:42:10 PM bbobbio71 I'd love fluoride to be gone soon after legalization.  

Let's open that flower! Higher D's

12/12/2019 6:42:40 PM corstruction My last flu my youngest was 2 & oldest was 6. I was crippled. We had puke buckets in each room for 3 days. Nice that the puke buckets only held water 

since we couldn't hold food...I won't EVER introduce the flu into my body. Stupidity!

12/12/2019 6:42:50 PM patriotswegoall YT gears up for another round of censoring.

ALICE/233?

12/12/2019 6:43:05 PM laurabusse Thank you...

12/12/2019 6:44:20 PM bukrijumadi Hollywood

Medios de Comunicación

Dinero

Religión

Escuelas

SIDA

Vacunación

Google

FaceBook

Música
12/12/2019 6:44:47 PM udkin9dom Law of One. 3 to 4.

Here...We...Go.

12/12/2019 6:45:33 PM n7guardiananon [Aliens]

[parallel universe]

[IS-BE]

12/12/2019 6:45:43 PM lyle_willis @HerbanGardener **TRUTH**

12/12/2019 6:46:10 PM decodematrix [Central Banking]

[Fiat Currency]

12/12/2019 6:48:15 PM keith369me I have had flu shots the past 16 years...without issues.  I feel similarly, don’t want them, but I think there is positivity with intentions

12/12/2019 6:48:20 PM notevenchad17 Amen!!!

12/12/2019 6:49:02 PM bbobbio71 I've read up on it and use it for back pain and such.

Find a reputable store. They can offer a wealth if info.  I'd definitely start there

12/12/2019 6:49:42 PM bbobbio71 older posts from MJ have a lot of great info as well.

12/12/2019 6:50:36 PM vintagesquirrel Of course it is. 😒

12/12/2019 6:50:49 PM peter95117110 I am in the same Deep Water As You.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V35cxutR7gc …

12/12/2019 6:51:06 PM vintagesquirrel Never Again!

12/12/2019 6:51:39 PM gilmourisgod751 I've been liking red strains mostly lately. They seem to work best on my pain

12/12/2019 6:53:50 PM ewolsj The virus are supposed to be dead in vaccines but they aren't anymore #PopulationControl

12/12/2019 6:54:10 PM melhuses Nano bots ?

12/12/2019 6:54:36 PM ashleykingsley  http://Ellementa.com  🙂

12/12/2019 6:55:45 PM tbstupid Don’t take the shot.... boost your immune system and wash hands often.

12/12/2019 6:57:16 PM stacieburt2021 I am always amazed when “THEY” say this is the worst flu season ever and how important it is to get your flu shot. 😂😂 

Such a joke. God is my confidence and protector not man!!!!

It’s fear mongoring at its best.

12/12/2019 6:57:44 PM tbstupid Hell no... 😂.... just boost your immune system and wash hands often and be weary of nasty people and their habits. I’m vigilant.... germiphobe... but I 

hate vaccines. I’m 52 and haven’t had a flu shot since I was 38 I believe

12/12/2019 6:57:49 PM jflygirl 5G

12/12/2019 6:58:46 PM tbstupid Yep... and all the other crap in them doing whatever to your body and immune system.

12/12/2019 6:58:50 PM 4patrickhenry How about the private Central Bank????

12/12/2019 6:59:56 PM chooselove108 Mind control.

12/12/2019 7:00:11 PM tarynupmatrix Many vaccines carry the virus it’s meant to prevent within it, not only could you get sick with that virus if the actual vaccine portion isn’t strong enough 

to fight off the virus in contains, but those unvaccinated around you are now exposed to the virus. Vicious cycle. #QAnon

12/12/2019 7:01:44 PM robertg69989098 Chemtrails and all human editing fuckery. I want my pineal gland 100% operational

12/12/2019 7:09:52 PM anitakingsbauer My dog also had the same reaction to CBD oil.

12/12/2019 7:10:09 PM mega17q  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQwwGPiyW9M …

12/12/2019 7:10:25 PM mega17q  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQwwGPiyW9M …

12/12/2019 7:12:18 PM laurabusse Thank you!!!!!!

12/12/2019 7:12:26 PM mega17q  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdjBIyf5TFg …

12/12/2019 7:12:30 PM zaraawakened Did I miss where you said something about this: https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-combating-anti-semitism/ …

12/12/2019 7:12:41 PM adamwestleyric3 It came from earth an wasn't man made

12/12/2019 7:12:59 PM zaraawakened Pretty broad range of examples here: https://www.state.gov/defining-anti-semitism/ …

12/12/2019 7:15:28 PM kseven110  pic.twitter.com/FeBgI5sRab

12/12/2019 7:15:48 PM like_neo Green malay and red maeng da work well for back pain. Try samples of different strains to find out what works best for you.

12/12/2019 7:16:33 PM zaraawakened "Patriots are in control" 🙄

12/12/2019 7:18:06 PM like_neo Wow, 3 out of 4 know the truth. We’re getting there.

12/12/2019 7:18:17 PM kik1771 Roundup herbicide

12/12/2019 7:21:50 PM like_neo [liberal indoctrination colleges]

12/12/2019 7:22:48 PM like_neo [big pharma]



12/12/2019 7:23:56 PM lizzah_83 Let me guess, there’s PLENTY of free flu shots to go around too...of course.

12/12/2019 7:24:27 PM 626robyn I take my Vit D, and Immune Factors. Last year I wasn't sick at all l.

12/12/2019 7:25:13 PM kik1771 Two of my friends are healed with concentrated cannabis oil in last two years. One of them even had metastasis in bones.

12/12/2019 7:26:03 PM like_neo Been reading an ALTA report? lol. I’m ready!

12/12/2019 7:26:09 PM westmount_d7 🌹

12/12/2019 7:27:47 PM lbf777 They make them broad so they can nitpick at students who complain about Israeli terrorist around the world. 

Oh you don’t like how Israel kills kids? Then I will take your school’s funding away unless you shut that student up.

12/12/2019 7:27:47 PM awakeaggie Yes! I use essential oils like crazy to raise my frequency/vibration and stay well. 🙌🏻

12/12/2019 7:28:01 PM lb8825 Indictments

12/12/2019 7:28:29 PM reformerreg This can't be real. Think they just want to vaccinate you?

I do.

12/12/2019 7:29:20 PM lbf777 Rabbi Trump is telling universities that if they don’t shut their students down when they complain about Zionists killing kids, infiltrating America, ect.., 

he will take their funding from them. 

Abolish the Gov immediately.They have taken things too far.There’s no turning back.

12/12/2019 7:29:56 PM cchef1980 [fake government]

[fake elections]

[fake money & the fed]

[patriot act]

[fake Patent office]

[fake history]

[fake media]

[frankenfood]

[police state]

[fake excuses for wars]

[fake healthcare]
12/12/2019 7:30:26 PM puckarks Yet Epstein’s lawyer Alan Dershowitz is advising Trump and considering being counsel for him during the impeachment. Sure you want to go there?

12/12/2019 7:31:37 PM reformerreg Biblical.

12/12/2019 7:32:18 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/td9xvPSPMQ

12/12/2019 7:32:27 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/FbtIaet7x7

12/12/2019 7:33:05 PM kendavi80404473 I  Believe it !!!

12/12/2019 7:34:07 PM sdane8 🙏

12/12/2019 7:35:51 PM truth_pioneer Which essential oils do you use?

12/12/2019 7:38:33 PM sdane8 Now they're peddling extra strong doses to seniors for extra 'protection.' 😡 Whenever I go to the pharmacy I'm asked if I'd had my flu shot. I've 

known the pharmacist for years and the last time he asked I said 'that stuff will kill you.' He thought I was nuts.

12/12/2019 7:39:25 PM sdane8 Gaslighting MSM

12/12/2019 7:40:22 PM parcerito56 Space force !!!

12/12/2019 7:44:45 PM alaskanbeauty Chem Trails

12/12/2019 7:44:58 PM lightworkercain Pole Shift

12/12/2019 7:46:47 PM synackstatic Alice in Wonderland had 12 chapters...

12/12/2019 7:50:04 PM asdasd26700831 [Climate Change】！

12/12/2019 7:51:08 PM like_neo ]the family unit[ restored

12/12/2019 7:51:12 PM nschlange I'd like to know what's really going on in Israel and who of course is really responsible for 9/11? Actually, there are a ton of things I'd like to add to that 

list, but since Israel was saved for last, I'd like to know more

12/12/2019 7:53:17 PM vettezrule Elevator Muzak

12/12/2019 7:55:33 PM spitfire1592 Dang Twatter playing games again this tweet just finally showed up in my feed 3 hours after you posted it.

Keep up the great work 

#WWG1WGA

12/12/2019 7:58:49 PM lyle_willis @YouRKiddingMe5 Must be entirely just happenstance huh? Lol

12/12/2019 8:09:53 PM dansilv56084248 The three-headed financial juggernaut: Rothschilds, Soros, and Saudi Arabia (SA) One has been taken down (SA), Soros is next, Rothschilds last.

12/12/2019 8:11:00 PM dansilv56084248 Hollywood as keeper of our stories. They control a big part of the false narrative.

12/12/2019 8:13:05 PM anitaevans Giving our money to charity and it goes to@rich people and their friends

12/12/2019 8:13:46 PM dioforce wtf is chaga

12/12/2019 8:14:51 PM avshara Get your FLU here...  erm..  FLU SHOTS...  erm..  FLU VAC shots...    hush you...

12/12/2019 8:19:41 PM asdasd26700831 How to get Cannabis to grow in countries without them? 😄

12/12/2019 8:22:06 PM lustmanshelley Great thread 👏👏👏

12/12/2019 8:26:43 PM natalie60444115 Agenda 21

Exotic weapons used to harm us .

False flags 

Pesticides

12/12/2019 8:27:34 PM mollybang [False Flags]

12/12/2019 8:27:36 PM mkskyshine I want to add:

organic food/home grown

natural supplements/vitamins/minerals

uncle harry's tooth powder w/out fluoride

no new = good news

real relationships, of love that are proper

no war/ ( what is it good for?absolutely nothing)

12/12/2019 8:28:20 PM amylynrussell Not too sure what you are talking about here is what I am talking about and has nothing to do with what you mentioned.  Talking

About FISA Rep Read the below pic of tweets screenshot pic.twitter.com/k4cbsuniJo

12/12/2019 8:36:55 PM theydontknowwe1 Remix!

12/12/2019 8:38:28 PM mile_high_mamma I’ve heard that Hugh Hefner was also intel.  Imagine all the parties he had at his house, and all the opportunity his guests had with those girls.

12/12/2019 8:43:24 PM melinaroot2 😂😂😂😆😳🤔

12/12/2019 8:46:35 PM avshara  pic.twitter.com/sGytf2cE3w

12/12/2019 8:51:19 PM henrysi5 Education / twisted frequency ie music / DEW / Mind control waves / 5G etc.

12/12/2019 8:52:43 PM trumpet39777907 All those chem trails from October and November.

12/12/2019 8:56:00 PM jtcrotteau Space

12/12/2019 8:56:30 PM smokecat11 😍😍😍

12/12/2019 9:03:14 PM justicetruthwa2 False religions

12/12/2019 9:09:35 PM giediknight [AI takeover/borg culture]



12/12/2019 9:21:07 PM enomai_ But, nothing is being done?

The world is changing.

12/12/2019 9:22:13 PM taximike2 @IPOT1776 @MaxMedieval @M2Madness @Spaceshot76 #TheBillOfRights #TheConstitution @TRUreporting @redpoll76 @AMERICA @SCOTUS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Ph03n1x24 @RandyRRQuaid @CHIZMAGA  @EveryoneinAmerica

12/12/2019 9:22:26 PM lbf777 Because the civilians are changing it.

12/12/2019 9:25:05 PM enomai_ And would that be apart of the plan?

12/12/2019 9:30:46 PM adsvel Funny thing is, she is Nothing and her name is Nobody, how she can urge UK voters?😤

12/12/2019 9:33:39 PM adsvel Agree. I witnessed healing of my friend.

12/12/2019 9:38:04 PM mikearendt Citation needed

12/12/2019 9:40:10 PM adsvel Nazis, reverse engineering flying objects, Moon is not what it meant to be, Mars is inhabited, contacts with ET's.

12/12/2019 9:43:02 PM lbf777 We civilians are the plan itself. We make the plan as we go. Trump, Q and the insiders are psyops to slow us down.

12/12/2019 9:46:15 PM ivasby Reminds me of this.. See the lyrics.. https://youtu.be/KSdw8kYxnks 

12/12/2019 9:47:41 PM 963_maxoom  pic.twitter.com/FGYooJ82wU

12/12/2019 9:50:16 PM enomai_ Not true

12/12/2019 9:52:58 PM amandpms Bank FRAUD

12/12/2019 9:55:32 PM altimitwill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this Bogus like the Air Force claimed or just to cover themselves?  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012 

12/12/2019 10:03:11 PM unidentifiedta1 Is Ra EL

C a b a l

V a t i c a n

...and the powers hiding within Switzerland

12/12/2019 10:03:22 PM fansblowing3 Life on the moon, mars, and Venus.

12/12/2019 10:16:26 PM melbourne_3000 #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 🌎🌍🌏

Do you know what you are wanting?

#LawOfAttraction

12/12/2019 10:17:33 PM altimitwill Steven Schiff inquired on July 28th 1995 about the existence  of Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.gao.gov/assets/200/196986.pdf …

12/12/2019 10:22:48 PM lizzah_83 Timeline = chapter reference perhaps?

12/12/2019 10:29:15 PM jaded_pearl Tonight I hear from a Wholistic doctor that rumor is they put #lyme along with neuro #toxin agents in #vaccines. I'm still waiting to read #bitten Maybe 

our disease epidemic is just part of the Big Pharma Industrial Complex 🤔 and all non-blue bloods are targets. 🧐 #Qanon 

pic.twitter.com/GO6Bd7heBX

12/12/2019 10:33:06 PM werascending 👏👏👏 awesome!!!

12/12/2019 10:34:56 PM werascending 🙏🙏🙏

12/12/2019 10:35:46 PM jollyrob2 Add everything, worth to mention...

For the world to know...

Because the truth will set us free...

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

12/12/2019 10:35:51 PM lizzah_83 It’s not one month per chapter, the way i am understanding it. The OIG is 3 chapters and it all happened at once on Monday with the drop. So now we 

are on chapter 4....

Hope that makes sense.

12/12/2019 10:57:49 PM lizzah_83 Q said Wray is a sleeper. Later drop said sleepers will turn on POTUS.

12/12/2019 11:04:02 PM pomeinnz Made in china

12/12/2019 11:07:45 PM ia_manon US Space Fleet

Antarctica

9/11

Moon Landing

JFK

Zero Point Energy

Inertial Mass Reduction

Gravitational wave generator

Room temperature super conductor...🤷🏻♂️🤯😴
12/12/2019 11:08:34 PM mongrelglory Harvey Weinstein was an intel asset?

12/12/2019 11:09:57 PM mongrelglory Rumours were that had had a cache of tapes with blackmail evidence which he destroyed just before he died, but they still killed him anyways.

12/12/2019 11:14:48 PM do_or_do_notty Wait. Harvey was an intel asset??

12/12/2019 11:20:17 PM mongrelglory [Common core education]  [Unchecked mass migration] [Corrupt banking system]  [Fed/BIS/IMF]  [United Nations/Agenda 30] [Soros funded NGO's]  

[Fake Climate Science]  [Antifa] [Panned Parenthood]  [Fiat currency system]...

12/12/2019 11:26:25 PM watnewsnow The kill box comes from the target on the screen of a fighter jet. Basically it puts the square brackets around it’s target that it indends to kill.

12/12/2019 11:32:27 PM mongrelglory I went over yesterday to help my friend with her 9 month old and 3 year old sons.  She was really sick with a stomach flu which she caught from her 3 

yo.  Today I threw up...

No good deed goes unpunished... 🥴

12/12/2019 11:40:27 PM hapfastica Eric Holder is so terribly Boring. Boring and evil. Quite the combo. pic.twitter.com/xSjfulfC1k

12/13/2019 12:08:45 AM yustein What about this? https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1205205887100575745 …

12/13/2019 12:15:16 AM yustein These are next

Rosswell

Pharma

Clean and free energy

Faster than light space travel

ET presence 

Falsified history

9/11 inside job

Fukushima inside job

Moon bases

Mars colony

Galactic slave trade

Galactic adrenochrome trade

Proof of ANGELS

Proof of GOD

Real history of creation
12/13/2019 12:16:14 AM yustein What’s in a name? Is this one of future proves past? https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1205205887100575745 …

12/13/2019 12:19:46 AM the99we #FalseFlags !!!



12/13/2019 12:21:52 AM langen_nadine Want to add more positiv things

Love for all beings...

Learn to trust again...

Official first contact...

New friends...

Nature heals better than doctors...

Hope for the future...

Helping all beeings...

A president who really want to make things better❤️
12/13/2019 12:23:05 AM clowncar7 Fake news. There are ZERO virgins on tinder. Debunked🤣

12/13/2019 12:27:55 AM sverhaque Fuel and cars ! 🤬

12/13/2019 12:36:23 AM jmay07161279 Y'a une technologie médicale énorme de cachée aussi... la machine d'Antoine Prioré, je sais pas si tu connais

12/13/2019 12:39:05 AM m06246268 Finally!!!!!!!!!

12/13/2019 12:48:19 AM dantomlom2 Would you elaborate please mate?

12/13/2019 12:49:01 AM sverhaque Meat, sentient innocent animals slavery...

12/13/2019 12:51:33 AM sverhaque Ah non, je jetterai un œil.. tu as des liens à conseiller.

Côté médecine je suis patient en endobiogénie, c'est une méthode de phytothérapie avancée qui évite de prendre bien des saletés halopathiques. 

L'association Phyto2000 recenssait les médecins la pratiquant normalement...

12/13/2019 1:04:00 AM cutchen_bailey I’m so sorry.  I bet the medical side is saying there’s no correlation

12/13/2019 1:05:31 AM enomai_ Is there a project with similiarities?

ETs inserted "military like" souls into earth plane for the great awakening.

They may have even altered people's event lines that were willing, but for the purpose of defeating evil-or-ish?

12/13/2019 1:07:13 AM aspennmax64_l 😎 pic.twitter.com/MeLjLeHhYP

12/13/2019 1:11:15 AM mibmark Praise The Lord....sooner is better🙏

12/13/2019 1:19:35 AM the_prophet_neo Throw seeds in the ground. Fields of the stuff can be found round the world growing naturally

12/13/2019 1:28:30 AM the_loveoflight Is that why this has been on tour? With dates that line up with big "elite" events pic.twitter.com/g1ZCaBYKRK

12/13/2019 1:29:12 AM whitespacer Corbyn just got toasted in this election. UK rejected the socialist crap...thank goodness!

12/13/2019 1:35:09 AM kidge6 Been following q since before he took the tripcode. Mj12 has spoken about it. I did watch some vids today. YouTube though... I wonder what they 

choose to allow me to see and how salted it might be.

12/13/2019 1:35:45 AM whitespacer [Climate Change/Global Warming]

12/13/2019 1:36:06 AM aleks8837 I gotta recommend this AMAZING product! It just MAGICALLY works! Seriously. Some sprays to the throat and you can stop it dead in its tracks! 

Majestic? Check it out!  https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000Z93AYY/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1 …

12/13/2019 1:36:48 AM kidge6 I’ve heard about how amazing and powerful it is. But haven’t found info on how to utilize it. Chant. 3 6 9 during mediation? Choose 33 secs on the 

timer tprather than 30? Something else?

12/13/2019 1:43:02 AM samantonkristof Just SHARE this till the END OF 12:60 Time Error 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#CalendarReferendum2020 pic.twitter.com/6d9lJ893W3

12/13/2019 1:50:32 AM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/0iwaEJssPm

12/13/2019 1:54:47 AM kidge6 I’m talking @ the exact same thing. Steps to impeachment different than chapters of the plan to remove cabal. I see that they equal 12 when 

multiplied. But they don’t seem Related otherwise. And 12 is auspicious number, yes.  No step 5. But a *chapter* 5, yes?

12/13/2019 1:56:31 AM hamguy31 [Nesara/Gesara]

12/13/2019 1:57:38 AM unitedredwhite1 Our fractal Universe/reality

12/13/2019 2:04:24 AM garbagedisposal I am proud with that title my friend. 

It would be a Honda lawn mower. 

One of em duel blades that just slice and dice the grass. 

Btw mowing grass is one of my favourite pass times. Yes at this moment I haven’t owned my own grass ever.

12/13/2019 2:08:38 AM selvestekjetil Hehe i read a lot ;)

12/13/2019 2:09:04 AM unitedredwhite1 The Aether

12/13/2019 2:13:27 AM unitedredwhite1 TI/gang stalking

12/13/2019 2:16:35 AM placebo90511492 Lol

12/13/2019 2:22:41 AM lightlove21121 #NoFear

#NoDoubt

#WeAreTheNewTimeline

12/13/2019 2:25:39 AM lightlove21121 #IAmHealth

#IAmRejuvenation

#IAmRegeneration

WE ARE One. So YOU ARE all of the above if you choose so♥️

12/13/2019 2:42:17 AM kidge6 we have to get the public 2 distinguish between all Jews and zionists or mossad or whoever the bad faction is.  With the EO, he sent a message that 

he’s ok with Jews in general. Now, when he comes out against the bad (jewish?) factions, it won’t be seen against ‘all jews’. Theory

12/13/2019 2:44:57 AM sterkinglights1 72 seconds had an interesting thread on this

12/13/2019 3:00:22 AM bhopki If the majestic/Q really wanted to expose Holder they'd point out that his wife is a tranny. In fact almost everyone majestic/Q refer to is a tranny. It's a 

masonic thing. Just look at the shoulders... pic.twitter.com/43ibfNfJfk

12/13/2019 3:02:34 AM sterkinglights1 This doesn't even look like poclesta Bros. Had one of the passports been left in the backseat of a cab and that driver happened to be the next us pres. 

wouldn't that be something. How everything full ©? Would really explain why on so much.

12/13/2019 3:09:55 AM jmay07161279 Perso je le suis pas trop penché sur ces traitement pour l'instant ça fait bien bien 10 ans que j'ai pas vu un médecin 😅 mais je fais gaffe à 

l'alimentation et l'activité physique

12/13/2019 3:12:12 AM jmay07161279 Y'a un lien sur YouTube pour la machine de Prioré... en gros c'est un soin basé sur la modulation de la lumière, d'onde électromagnétique et sonore... 

en gros ça détruirait tout ce qui ne vibre pas à ta fréquence comme les cellules cancéreuses, etc...

12/13/2019 3:23:58 AM samsmith0319 Do not take their shots!!!💥👿💥

12/13/2019 3:36:06 AM houdini481 Any remedy for flu if contracted?

12/13/2019 3:43:55 AM beccy_lala I just read this today .. yes .. we need to remember who we are ♥️

 http://www.gnosis.org/library/hymnpearl.htm …

12/13/2019 3:50:16 AM beccy_lala Wow this has been on my mind all week

12/13/2019 4:10:31 AM 369_is [Gangstalking]

12/13/2019 4:12:11 AM americanpetal 🧐

12/13/2019 4:13:28 AM americanpetal Driver in disguise? Disguise? Like Vincent Fusca? 😯



12/13/2019 4:32:21 AM coopaman21 [chemtrails]

12/13/2019 4:40:42 AM rawphonegirl Let. The. People. GROW!!!

12/13/2019 4:41:35 AM passagestime #Coup

12/13/2019 4:52:25 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayTruth

12/13/2019 4:52:31 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayThe13th

12/13/2019 4:52:37 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/13/2019 4:57:04 AM deitriechk I believe cannabis and natural psychedelic mushrooms would be beneficial to all humans rather than pharmaceuticals. People need to get over the 

stigma of what is considered ‘drugs’.

12/13/2019 5:08:08 AM sandytoes717 They say this every single year

12/13/2019 5:19:33 AM lynnsch98891174 Ok, if you can't stand the buzz, get some citicholine. Take it before you dose yourself. Most health food stores , Amazon carry it. Or chew peppercorns 

before you dose. Or, use the oil as a suppository.  All 3 ways prevent the high.

12/13/2019 5:24:22 AM wpbtonzlewis I’ve recently come to really see thatModern medicine is slowly killing us.  But, I have avoided doctors for a very long time and I’m thinking I 

subconsciously understood this and would search internet for alternative natural remedies

12/13/2019 5:25:06 AM crisco2377 Another one!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @AllahUniversal @Qanon76 @Education4Libs @40_head @99freemind @Roxannemyles5 

@NSA_QIL2 @Tiff_FitzHenry @livinglight1188 @JuliansRum @ReginaGabilondo @Livid2point0 @OurChildren11 @paulmuaddib61 @Sun_Q_Tzu 

https://twitter.com/JohnnyKaneFSD/status/1205202228941926400 …

12/13/2019 5:26:02 AM nun_chucknorris Him? pic.twitter.com/rcgoH0BAtU

12/13/2019 5:26:57 AM italianmom555 Well of course cannabis is better for u. I very rarely use prescription drugs.

12/13/2019 5:27:59 AM crisco2377 Whats the story with GcMAF? Thank you Majestic!

12/13/2019 5:41:54 AM americanpetal Obviously not that disguise. Had read abt passport being left behind in other digs. No idea abt the driver!🕵🏻♂️ ✔️ Too unbelievable 🤷♀️🕊🙏

12/13/2019 5:55:31 AM beetickler CBD Tincture and balm work for me against joint-stiffness. The balm is wonderful for sudden pains.

12/13/2019 5:55:45 AM sverhaque Je suis un peu pareil en fait, mais essaie de t'en souvenir au cas où 😉😌

12/13/2019 6:00:48 AM josepht06187724 [All Religions]

12/13/2019 6:28:22 AM bhspeaks I see repeated numbers every day. Sometimes more than others.  However, in the past two weeks, the number of times per day I see 444 or 44 is 

beyond coincidence and now makes me laugh out loud at the obviousness of it. So I concur that 4 is the number right now.

12/13/2019 6:34:27 AM freeandoriginal [Chemtrails] !!! Seldom mentioned ....why so ?

12/13/2019 6:35:11 AM freeandoriginal 👏👏👏

12/13/2019 6:43:54 AM freeandoriginal You put that in a “kill box”.... The list of things into [....] is the list of what needs to end !

12/13/2019 6:47:46 AM whos2know1 WHAT are you pulling up and how are you doing it??

12/13/2019 6:48:42 AM itsgreat2tweet @AngieCraigMN #DRUGS 🤔

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @SaraCarterDC @seanhannity @GOP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charliekirk11 @gatewaypundit 

@foxandfriends @JesseBWatters @WayneDupreeShow @LionelMedia pic.twitter.com/NwZ2w8vkDI

12/13/2019 6:48:43 AM m06246268 😘 have a  blessed weekend everyone pic.twitter.com/TNb1WvNC18

12/13/2019 6:50:16 AM weediblue I haven't had flu since I stopped getting the vaccine.

12/13/2019 6:58:59 AM michael81972 [C👁A]

12/13/2019 7:02:23 AM jamesca40805661 What's the percentage of people who got the flu after getting the flu shot vs those who did not get the shot

12/13/2019 7:17:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fuzzy Math That Fueled Junk Debt Boom Is Sparking Jitters https://www.bloombergquint.com/bq-blue-exclusive/fuzzy-math-makes-american-

companies-look-more-creditworthy …

12/13/2019 7:19:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 US Navy 'covered up' new technology by saying USS Nimitz UFO was unidentified - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-

covered-up-new-technology-21066844 …

12/13/2019 7:20:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Earth Enters Unknown as Magnetic North Pole Continues Push Toward Russia, Crosses Greenwich Meridian - Sputnik International 

https://sputniknews.com/science/201912131077566386-earth-enters-unknown-as-magnetic-north-pole-continues-push-toward-russia-crosses-

greenwich-meridian/ …

12/13/2019 7:20:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cigna Uses AI to Check if Patients Are Taking Their Medications - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/cigna-uses-ai-to-check-if-patients-are-taking-their-

medications-11576174743 …

12/13/2019 7:20:59 AM guy_karen Wow

12/13/2019 7:21:40 AM michael81972 Does this have anything to do with 12.21?

12/13/2019 7:22:14 AM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/13/2019 7:22:52 AM lucyc5124 14 degree change and we will flip 🌪🌊❄

12/13/2019 7:23:18 AM luxdefiance We are moving to a new age......the new Renaissance.

12/13/2019 7:23:18 AM wgo_us Why isn’t everyone talking about this. ?

Can the program be so intense that ppl deny what is literally in their face?

The sun is NOT rising and setting in the same location as it has for most of our lives....but most ppl don’t ask why or even notice.....

12/13/2019 7:24:18 AM worldxplorer1 Why invest so heavily in DUMBs?  

Why are so many elites so eager to get to Mars?  

Connected? pic.twitter.com/5H1dm9kVew

12/13/2019 7:24:54 AM yanimpurulis Chemtr@ils.. pic.twitter.com/y3BQPp0lzi

12/13/2019 7:24:57 AM luxdefiance I saw the moon out at like 2pm the other day lol.

12/13/2019 7:25:01 AM nickcpace1 Parasitic in nature

12/13/2019 7:25:34 AM eights_and Is it because they have passed mandatory vaccination in many places and people are now shedding the virus for up to 2 weeks after getting their shot? 

We'll never know.

12/13/2019 7:26:46 AM twilly18 [debt] = [slavery]

it's the plan

12/13/2019 7:27:28 AM covertress Re: USS Nimitz UFO

12/13/2019 7:28:13 AM jamiegrahamusa 12-12

12/13/2019 7:28:42 AM johnnymerckx Hooray! I like truth

12/13/2019 7:29:16 AM jollyrob2  https://twitter.com/mrmbb333/status/1205508736762007552 …

12/13/2019 7:31:41 AM 4on6 Get educated on natural remedies and leave this matrix. 

It is possible to live happy & healthy without the need for Big Pharma. I have parents so I do understand why so many are still in it. 

We do not have to adhere to the PROGRAM.

12/13/2019 7:32:50 AM poppyslovecapu Did #ChairmanNadler gavel the Impeachment Hearing debate closed at 12:12 on the 12th?

#OccultNumbers

Vote today 23-17 to Impeach?

12/13/2019 7:32:56 AM americanpetal MJ,I like your morning reading list. 😀💛🌞

12/13/2019 7:33:01 AM jamiegrahamusa I just had a virtual guy doing same and i fired him. The provider is SIGMA GALV TEXAS

12/13/2019 7:34:42 AM missy968 I’ve dealt with them forever. Damned if they can pay the claims properly.

12/13/2019 7:34:50 AM fansblowing3 Can only read it if you are a subscriber.



12/13/2019 7:37:48 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/13/2019 7:38:25 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/13/2019 7:40:28 AM amylynrussell Yah maybe ? Idk it’s all kinda confusing really lol. There’s disinformation on Q sometimes also for good reasons of course. I think something is coming 

before Christmas though🙏🏼

12/13/2019 7:42:04 AM fansblowing3 Time to link The Adam and Eve Story again for the newbies: https://drive.google.com/file/d/16pTXGU-

nMP7e91K1_yeknFmlJiSntERc/view?fbclid=IwAR1Q2gj40Tdq0qatEhCc1ZzBPYoRxIc0ZtvROuMvmA2_yH8dkMtCG7bU9bg …

12/13/2019 7:43:40 AM werascending Sounds like institutionalization! 😡Next, we all get straight jackets! pic.twitter.com/mlBPkrqC0k

12/13/2019 7:44:14 AM shaigaichan 🙂☝

12/13/2019 7:44:51 AM fansblowing3 Jubilee for all please

12/13/2019 7:45:41 AM laurabusse I've been watching sunrises and sunsets for decades

I follow rising and setting times and locations according to degrees on the compass

The sun rises and sets every day in a slightly different place as it travels between solstice locations on the horizon

Been the same for decades

12/13/2019 7:49:29 AM laurabusse Yes

The moon rises and sets roughly an hour later each day

The different phases of the moon correspond with its varying rising and setting times

The moon is in the sky half the time

Just like the sun

But when the moon is in the sky during the day

One tends to not notice

12/13/2019 7:50:39 AM covertress I suppose this Cigna data also ends up in The AI that games us.

What's the ultimate purpose? To judge the wakefulness of humanity? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/961608731627794433 …

12/13/2019 7:52:41 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/OwGBkd87Yf

12/13/2019 7:54:22 AM wgo_us That is correct there is a pattern but I am talking about the origination point of the pattern start and finish points. I know because I grow food and the 

sunlight pattern is altered enough to have to adjust where the plants are to be planted for all seasons......

12/13/2019 7:55:29 AM wgo_us ..... Does your calculations show the change.?  From my specs it is about 3-4feet in distance and 3-4 feet in pitch/angle.  I do not know the scientific 

terms ...I can clarify if I am not communicating my info well

12/13/2019 7:58:55 AM bbobbio71 What can we expect to happen?

12/13/2019 7:59:05 AM vexed761 This is interesting considering the earth is FLAT. I’m just kidding!

12/13/2019 8:00:03 AM laurabusse I have not observed this

Because I've been observing for so long

And I used to keep records

I can guarantee the sun rose in the same place a year ago today as it did today etc

This is true every day

You can check times and locations on the horizon in the farmers almanac or online

12/13/2019 8:00:11 AM bbobbio71 This can't be good

12/13/2019 8:00:49 AM luxdefiance So it’s very common to see the moon out during that time? If I can view the moon at 2pm on the other side of the earth where it’s night time, I’m 

assuming that means they can’t see the moon in certIn areas? Cause the moon is fixed in position right?

12/13/2019 8:01:07 AM bbobbio71 Saving Israel for last

12/13/2019 8:03:41 AM laurabusse Am a gardener

Grower also

Indoors and outdoors

The sun is predictable in its movements and is almost exactly the same year to year

Miniscule differences

Or else they would not be able to predict rising setting times and where on the horizon in tables online etc

It's precise...

12/13/2019 8:04:49 AM schiller_spmode We go to the DRUGS store for Chemicals (medicine), but yet they call the Natural Herbs a DRUG.  Very backwards isn’t it? 🤔

12/13/2019 8:06:27 AM wgo_us If I have time over the holidays I will dig up my pictures to show you the big difference. The last two years have been a huge change as I stated before. 

At least I think 3-4 feet is huge.  Just the pitch of where the sun is at 8 am  or 10am will show you the difference.....

12/13/2019 8:07:41 AM quinlouise Whoa! So glad I didn't choose them! I hate the fact that Ofucare is still in existence. Thx for the head's up!

12/13/2019 8:08:07 AM wgo_us ..... Check it out.......Is it where it was when we learn to tell time by where the sun is in the sky position. You may be located where the change is not as 

evident.   Just think about all the years driving to work or from work when the sun was in your face for that season.....

12/13/2019 8:09:04 AM johnsville14 CIA are liars. Their archives are loaded with disinfo.

12/13/2019 8:09:08 AM marty713 Don't take ANY 💥👊❗️

12/13/2019 8:09:38 AM wgo_us .....it has changed...I guess I should say....me and friends see the  http://change.lol 

12/13/2019 8:09:43 AM laurabusse Sun changes dramatically thru out the seasons

Changes more rapidly around the equinoxes

Slower around the solstices

The further away from the equator you go

The diff's are more dramatic

But sun is the same today as same date a year ago

Sun changes day to day

But not yr to yr...
12/13/2019 8:10:33 AM vexintello @TheRealS0s is a expert on this, I highly suggest his youtube and his series on the catastrophe cycle. Very eye opening.

12/13/2019 8:15:30 AM laurabusse Moon is not fixed in position

Moon revolves around earth

Earth revolves around the sun

Full moon rises at sunset

New moon rises at sunrise

Hf moon rises around noon or midnight dependent on if its waxing or waning

Every day the moon rises roughly an hr later than the prev day

12/13/2019 8:17:04 AM wgo_us Yes, agreed.... I don’t think I am communicating my observations well.  Let’s agree there is a pattern.  Now let’s talk specific locations within one day of 

the pattern. Let’s take 7am on a summer day.  We learned how to determine time like a sundial. .....

12/13/2019 8:17:23 AM trollingmockin1 Read the Adam and Eve story if you want to know what MJ is hinting at. Has to do with earths core Liquefying causing the earth to spin on the core.  

This results in the ocean's wiping out everything on land as the ocean moves at Mach speed.

12/13/2019 8:17:50 AM andmirdus That depends on what you are using it for. I would be happy to help you with any questions that I can. We are actually running a promotion on 

powder/tea for Christmas. That's 50% off of 1oz. You could try a white, red, and green strain at an affordable price. Promo Code TEA50

12/13/2019 8:18:29 AM wgo_us ....now go check out 7am and 9 am... is the sun in the same location as you learned as a child?  Check it out and let me know what you think



12/13/2019 8:18:34 AM andmirdus You can find us at  http://www.mirdus.com  and we have LIVE people that you can chat with and ask questions too. We would love help you out.

12/13/2019 8:19:36 AM andmirdus This is phenomenal news! So happy that Kratom works for you. :)

12/13/2019 8:19:44 AM laurabusse You would have to describe in greater detail

What latitude are you at?

For ex the beginning of March and the end of March the sun is very different

Around the equinoxes in Mar and Sept the sun almost races compared to say Jun and Dec

Like Mar, Sept 1 and Sept 30 are v different

12/13/2019 8:20:20 AM sterkinglights1 Looks like skinny Bill

12/13/2019 8:21:09 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/IpFz0lcpjp

12/13/2019 8:25:06 AM laurabusse It's extremely helpful to look online at

Sunrise time

Degree on the horizon where it rises

Then glance at the altitude of the sun throughout the day

Same with sunset

Write it down

Keep a journal

Once a week or several times a week

Once you start observing times degrees

And...
12/13/2019 8:25:08 AM cryptocrab4 21 grams

12/13/2019 8:25:12 AM trollingmockin1 Here a logical question ... what is the point of the Q operation and the subsequent majestic operation, and everything POTUS is doing if this reality 

ends with what your suggesting. Is collective consciousness somehow the the solution? Is this the reality for the Cabal?

12/13/2019 8:26:09 AM michaelchasea I never get the flu shot, and never het the flu... weird right?  🤔

12/13/2019 8:26:10 AM americanpetal He does. I didn’t think he looked liked pod sta. Strange. But didn’t look long enough to see it looks like Bill. 🐰🕳

12/13/2019 8:26:45 AM laurabusse ...you see it's predictable

You come to understand it after awhile

And after a few years of this

The subject is demystified

And you understand the workings of the sun

It's predictable

And has been a very long time...
12/13/2019 8:27:59 AM wgo_us Thank you. My interests are for my garden and I just have to see where the sun is shining.  It has been amazing to see the changes. Thanks for the 

recommendations.

12/13/2019 8:28:31 AM lbf777 Don't believe anything you are told by insiders. Even MJ12 said not to trust them.

12/13/2019 8:30:45 AM laurabusse Possible you're further north

Further away from the equator you go

The more dramatic the differences day to day

But not year to year

Every day on the calendar is almost exactly the same as the same date exactly one year before

There may be miniscule diffs over many many yrs...

12/13/2019 8:34:07 AM laurabusse Yes

It changes

Day to day

Predictably

Or else they would not be able to predict sunrise sunset times and where on the horizon they occur

If you observe daily or almost daily

Keeping records

Compare to tables online

Do this a few years

You will then understand how the sun works...
12/13/2019 8:34:32 AM q_patchouli Yes Jan 11 is the meditation even to usher in the age of Aquarius

12/13/2019 8:38:58 AM laurabusse Sun rises in the E at equinox

Sets in the W at equinox

Rises NE at summer solstice

SE at winter solstice

Depending where you live

Etc

Sun moves across sky during the day

Shadow changes all day long

Need to be moving plants around all day

If you want them to stay in the sun...
12/13/2019 8:40:09 AM covertress For those freaked out by the idea of an imminent pole shift, follow this thread and/or search 

survive from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thank you, Majestic 12, for holding back the ME by helping us to raise our collective consciousness. 🙏 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034439978913329153 …

12/13/2019 8:42:38 AM laurabusse Sun moves throughout the sky all day long

Its angle also varies

Higher in summer

Lower in winter

I could explain better in person

Maybe there are videos

If you observe the sun every day for a few years

You will understand

I'm 64

Been observing sky since early childhood



12/13/2019 8:42:48 AM kryan92185384 I love this...

12/13/2019 8:43:29 AM q_patchouli No we have only one Creator...God but we all have God power if you turn off technology and meditate you cann find your light and God power too. Did 

you know Jesus is an ET. Hes coming. You should learn with us.

12/13/2019 8:44:04 AM carol76184778 I hope mine is already evolved.  Could you let us know how to do a quick evolution? Is it in that huge document that you sent out a few months ago?  I 

downloaded it.

12/13/2019 8:44:48 AM luxdefiance Hmmm I could have sworn the moon did not move in a orbital pattern around the earth but was fixed in orbit and we see different angles of it based 

on our rotation of the sun

12/13/2019 8:44:50 AM giediknight What year is it actually? I'm sure its not really 2019 because of daylight savings time?

12/13/2019 8:45:40 AM laurabusse The sun's relative location changes all day long every day

Low to high to low

Angles change every day all day

Each day is different from the next

But same year to year on the same date as it's predictable

If I can come up with a simpler way to explain this I will

12/13/2019 8:46:35 AM carol76184778 ME = Mass Extinction for those who were wondering. 😉 

(I just figured it out)

12/13/2019 8:47:38 AM kindeandtrue Trump's free anti-AIDS PReP pills also include a microscopic tracking device.

12/13/2019 8:47:58 AM hvagabond Kratom is great for anxiety and depression too.

12/13/2019 8:47:59 AM luxdefiance Generally I feel a lot of changes. Things like the way my mind feels and the energy in air is different, it’s like a tension.......like the resistance on a light 

switch when switching from off to on.

12/13/2019 8:48:05 AM laurabusse Make a project for yourself

Decide to figure it out and understand it

Start observing

Keep records

Consult tables online

Predictable for a reason

You'll figure it out

You'll understand

It won't be mysterious anymore...
12/13/2019 8:49:40 AM 1977spiritual amazing!!! ive shared I hope you don't mind.. my guide told me off!! said enough is enough I know the answers and I must share with as many as I can, 

find family, get the golden age on!!

12/13/2019 8:51:47 AM laurabusse Consult moonrise and moonset times

Here's one below

Start observing the moon on a daily basis

And you'll understand what I'm saying

Also research the moon and its movements and you will understand

 https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/usa/wilmington-nc …

You can set it for the city nearest you...
12/13/2019 8:53:50 AM peggyth12968760 They want your life every part of it don't give it to them the Democrats don't care about you they care about power and they want full power you 

should be afraid of them not voting for them get rid of them all of them they're corrupt

12/13/2019 8:54:18 AM keith369me Clear all debt, disclose all “off the books” assets and start over.  Those that lived “the right way” effectively lose based upon good past decisions.  We 

all win with technology and assets seized from criminals.

12/13/2019 8:54:23 AM luxdefiance Wow thanks for the adobe and recommendations! Very cool, I appreciate your wisdom and knowledge.

12/13/2019 8:55:10 AM kindeandtrue  https://www.statnews.com/2018/07/24/digital-pill-prep-truvada/ …

12/13/2019 8:56:59 AM keith369me Majestic, I hope!!!

12/13/2019 8:57:07 AM keith369me More health management vs cures.  I won’t be sick and I’m not taking any of big pharma’s poison.

12/13/2019 9:02:21 AM phreatomagnetic We have to do something about Russian interference in our magnetosphere!

12/13/2019 9:05:08 AM youstinksoap Q # 34 pic.twitter.com/S9eu9sHge8

12/13/2019 9:06:16 AM bbobbio71 Well that's not very comforting

12/13/2019 9:06:27 AM worldxplorer1 I kept this quite for a long time. Feared what people would think/say. Then I said screw it! I'm gonna tell my story. Maybe it will help others. I felt alone 

when this happened. But I know I'm not. There are millions having their own unorthodox experiences. We need to share them.

12/13/2019 9:11:03 AM nm_zsr New magnetic 'signature'? in Earth, along with new areas Earth moves to in the Milky Way, will help support the evolution of humans and our new 

potentials. 

So many changes happening all around us.

12/13/2019 9:12:00 AM laurabusse You're very kind

YW 😊

The moon does revolve around the earth

Probably what you're thinking is

It always faces the same side toward the earth

I highly recommend a visit to a planetarium

Most major cities have one

Also universities and some colleges

It's fun

Ask lotsa questions...
12/13/2019 9:14:31 AM cosmic_engineer Thanks for bumping an older but very relevant MJ thread

12/13/2019 9:15:45 AM cosmic_engineer Just not sugar coated with [toxic positivity]

One needs to be realistic in the settings coming trials

12/13/2019 9:17:08 AM blsdbe This is freaking creepy. All that we need to know is within-go there instead of the smart pull...

12/13/2019 9:17:52 AM keith369me Yes...but if the cost to live is basically reduced to zero through technology...there is no excuse for debt.

12/13/2019 9:20:12 AM cosmic_engineer Minus the word settings

Glitching keyboard for a few weeks now. Inserting and changing words constantly

12/13/2019 9:23:26 AM amylynrussell I wondered same thing about YT since they implemented that policy a few days ago🤨 all we can do is just keep the faith that all will work out in this 

mess.

12/13/2019 9:23:32 AM tlcl1964 Chemtrails back in Mesquite, TX last week

12/13/2019 9:24:02 AM scottlarocca3 A chemical assault from above pic.twitter.com/zlKru9al19

12/13/2019 9:25:28 AM blsdbe Missing Not pic.twitter.com/5J4wp21Iyx

12/13/2019 9:26:52 AM lizztiz No need to defend it.  It speaks for itself.

12/13/2019 9:26:58 AM medic13_17 25 and back.



12/13/2019 9:27:59 AM moonsugarlily  https://youtu.be/ZYTaAQnALbI 

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/forsythstories.com/2012/09/25/russian-scientist-claims-team-batttled-creature-under-antarctic-ice/amp/ …

(🌸´⚆ ᗝ ⚆`)👐nononononono

12/13/2019 9:29:07 AM blsdbe Also, to educate yourselves on the magnetic excursion and it’s potentially effects, check out the 3 documentary films created by Ben Davidson of 

@TheRealS0s ...brilliant, easy to understand, helpful information to prepare for our next MicroNova-coming soon!!! (The Sun Survives) 

pic.twitter.com/C6MZgVQEKt

12/13/2019 9:30:16 AM blsdbe Still so many have survived these events-We Will Too!!!

12/13/2019 9:32:37 AM laurabusse It's been sorta debunked

The author did not take several factors into consideration

Stay optimistic and out of fear

If we create our reality

Then we can create a beautiful future of peace love abundance health

12/13/2019 9:40:58 AM cosmic_engineer Your trials are the sole reason that you are here & now.

New Age 'good vibes only' is an alluring trap that limits your infinite use of the catalyst

12/13/2019 9:41:18 AM jillsta07025300 This horror story is worse than anyone could  write. Is there anything real or good on Earth?  Where are we going and what is the point? Everything 

here is fake and we are being tortured and lied to everyday.  MJ please tell us one good thing please.

12/13/2019 9:46:23 AM daveo6145 [Fiat currency]

[Central Banks]

[Gas powered vehicles]

It’s time for free energy/anti gravity tech

12/13/2019 9:51:02 AM marcosboomer What a load of disinformation BS! The people on the Nimitz talked about huge groups of these craft, this instance was not unique. You don't fly test or 

secret craft in the middle of the day or in large groups that can easily be seen! Ask any military person if thats how it works!

12/13/2019 10:09:03 AM jenscarriages Plants do "feel" proven science...water also reacts accordingly to music

12/13/2019 10:12:24 AM blsdbe How is this coming along, MJ? Are the world leaders finally backing the end of human trafficking?

12/13/2019 10:13:01 AM covertress My self-induced DMT trip changed me in many ways, one of which I wanted everyone to know here.

I no longer have a crush on Carl Sagan.

I've learned to aim higher. 💖

12/13/2019 10:23:13 AM retiredarnp13 Being tugged.

12/13/2019 10:24:23 AM gilbertdilbert1 Proof of collusion!

Trump is giving the North Pole to the Rooskies!

12/13/2019 10:30:46 AM peter95117110 ....Nice addition. "The truth is Out There..." Levels upon levels ..

12/13/2019 10:38:01 AM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/archangeloi-of-the-elohim-message-karen-doonan-august-2013-1 …

12/13/2019 11:01:57 AM mamiemcclure17 Of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  , knew inside it was true. Yes was very troubled, then went deep inside, new beginnings are wonderful.

12/13/2019 11:03:58 AM aahhhooohmmmm > Two Pole Earth to a Monopolar Earth >

12/13/2019 11:06:05 AM state1union I didn’t know they killed him?

12/13/2019 11:06:37 AM state1union I don’t. I don’t trust the guy

12/13/2019 11:10:29 AM foreverozone Hi Mamie.  Same journey as me. I had read the bible many times before reading Sumerian text.  Thought, I've read this before!

The "Sumerian Swindle" is the most epic deception of all time. Laws against anti you know what now prevent us from disseminating this deception. 

#Sad

12/13/2019 11:13:53 AM puckarks You trust Alan Dershowitz? The same man who helped reach a sweet heart plea deal for Jeffery Epstein a serial pedophile?

12/13/2019 11:14:59 AM rachaelangelm Cigna Clearly doesn’t know what it’s like to live in a frozen tundra and not want to walk to the pharmacy to get their medication.

12/13/2019 11:15:49 AM ewilliams22101 Seems to be a pattern.  Probably useful for blackmail purposes and overall control - of both spouses.  They probably identify and seek out trans people 

and then elevate them.  That's why "trans rights" have become so "important" all of a sudden.

12/13/2019 11:17:10 AM mamiemcclure17 Read the Bible for 43 years regularly, hit like a ton of bricks. All information has. Meditation and listening to certain frequencies and learning more 

about 3 6 9 has helped I’m grateful.

12/13/2019 11:17:56 AM foreverozone Amen!  

Truth does in fact 'set us free' (not make us free as it now reads)

12/13/2019 11:30:02 AM adkinsdwan #StoptheCoup @LisaTuc54460653 @Smedley77202346 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @johnnyneon  

https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1205569920374886403 …

12/13/2019 11:39:30 AM legenet Jim'll Fix It Savile.  Though there was a ceremony made on his casket during his burial that put a stop to what it was that he had promised the powerful 

to get the untouchable status that he had.  Not generally known.  Man who did this shared the pic immediately after, then died.

12/13/2019 11:48:31 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Look, I've been a faithful follower for a long time, and I mean this in the kindest non-judgemental way: what do you guys say now 

that 45 has been Impeached?  You said very strongly many times that he would NEVER be impeached...  What The Heck?

12/13/2019 11:49:45 AM wickedmouse369 Trust the plan, Senate was always the target.

12/13/2019 11:50:32 AM jared4liberty he has not been impeached. they approved articles. full house vote wont be until next week at the earliest.

12/13/2019 11:52:10 AM gemchaser Totally believable, pot cost less than one pain pill (ave). The side effects are known to be less hazardous to more people. It has been used to counter 

the effects of chemo nausea, allowing people to eat, and keep it down. And that is just one natural homeopath.

12/13/2019 12:05:07 PM blsdbe Me in my car THIS MORNING speaking of multiple 4s pic.twitter.com/ap10wZ5GxX

12/13/2019 12:07:08 PM kellyyoda5252 Hidden cures by pharma

12/13/2019 12:23:02 PM egelone mj. it has ts_sci on it. any comment on this pic?is this annunaki? pic.twitter.com/34tcqg8hqb

12/13/2019 12:34:48 PM ianheard17 Great thread here. Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204239838867800067 …

12/13/2019 12:36:03 PM ekotoons PHRASE CAME TO

ME IN A DREAM ✨

12/13/2019 12:36:06 PM lightonthehill [Governments that do not serve their people]

[Worldwide corruption]

[Fiat currency]

12/13/2019 1:03:21 PM q_patchouli I love this post. I'm smiling just imagining what he was thinking!♡

12/13/2019 1:11:25 PM jennife31060429 👏👏👏❤️🔥💥💥💥

12/13/2019 1:34:29 PM worldxplorer1 From IMDB "The Milky Way is a groundbreaking breastfeeding documentary that will change the face of American motherhood. What 'Food, Inc.' did 

for the food industry in America, this film will do for breastfeeding in our country..."

 https://www.imdb.com/title/tt4240878/?ref_=fn_al_tt_3 … pic.twitter.com/JQV6i5HeMQ

12/13/2019 1:41:17 PM gordcasey99 WWG1WGAWW

12/13/2019 1:41:18 PM thekanehb Isn’t that the guy who abused a ton of kids in Britain?



12/13/2019 1:41:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 These PR stunts create plausible deniability that the mill is not being used for trafficking children into Satanic Pedophile cults operating in the highest 

reaches of the shadow government (which is not the Deep State). Deep State represents the Shadow Government's control. 

https://twitter.com/starsandstripes/status/1205423719776161792 …

12/13/2019 1:41:27 PM thekanehb The portal would explain why he got away w it.

12/13/2019 1:43:08 PM clhendershot Holy Crap!

12/13/2019 1:43:20 PM doyouq Are you saying all of the toys for tots programs or just this particular one?

12/13/2019 1:43:25 PM godrus Wtf

12/13/2019 1:43:52 PM jennysue62 Is this children’s home a harbor for trafficking of children?  If so, I bet there are thousands of them... 😭

12/13/2019 1:45:24 PM moemc8 Wouldn't that be the first and easiest to shut down now?

12/13/2019 1:46:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 All of them are PR stunts.

12/13/2019 1:47:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Protected by Need To Know.

12/13/2019 1:47:29 PM klucksl If it’s nuts and bolts it’s terrestrial. UFO’s shine bright like a diamond. ✨

12/13/2019 1:47:54 PM worldxplorer1 mill?

Mil?  As in military?  

Is the extra 'L' a typo or a hint?

12/13/2019 1:48:56 PM blsdbe Are the children protected, MJ?

12/13/2019 1:49:20 PM realitycheck05 crustal displacement time!! pic.twitter.com/2dpyicB8cS

12/13/2019 1:50:30 PM nm_zsr Shadow govt vs deep state... Hmmm

How can we describe / recognize the shadow govt to be able to shine light on it?

12/13/2019 1:54:45 PM grown_show @realDonaldTrump is getting the control back. No more child running and such.

12/13/2019 1:56:43 PM jennysue62 Mil stands for military

12/13/2019 1:57:27 PM fansblowing3 I have given so many toys for this program.  Do any children get these toys? 😠

12/13/2019 1:58:04 PM jennysue62 Here’s the website to that home if you understand German.

 http://Www.jugenhilfe-gays-Elisabeth.de/ 

12/13/2019 1:59:04 PM nun_chucknorris What percentage of vets know what is going on? I would ask the ones I know but am not sure if it would be helpful or harmful for them. I think we are 

figuring out a major contributor to veteran suicides here.

12/13/2019 1:59:31 PM seeker17truth Revelation 21:4 pic.twitter.com/iCPCjmHX8s

12/13/2019 1:59:56 PM doyouq Me too.  Every year. Police, PBA, Marines, Fire Dept.😫

12/13/2019 2:01:06 PM worldxplorer1 Yes but MJ typed mill with 2 L's.  Previously MJ12 typos had been done on purpose, usually to spur further investigation and provoke thought.

12/13/2019 2:01:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Products resold on open market for fundraising efforts. Less than a few percentage points of donations actually go to families in need. Most of the toys 

are used as leverage against children actively in captivity by these organizations.

12/13/2019 2:01:57 PM the_loveoflight Was Q ever part of the old empire?

12/13/2019 2:02:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 [LL]

12/13/2019 2:02:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Q team existed before the QAnon operation.

12/13/2019 2:05:47 PM fansblowing3 This is so sad 😭

12/13/2019 2:06:11 PM wwg1wga_every1 “Looking Glass” role?!?! 👀 👀 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @3Days3Nights check this out!!! pic.twitter.com/v30WgGrkrm

12/13/2019 2:07:20 PM fansblowing3 Leverage?  Such as do as I ask and I’ll give you this Barbie doll?  Sick.

12/13/2019 2:08:12 PM americanpetal What’s LL?

12/13/2019 2:08:17 PM wwg1wga_every1 That hyperlink at Wikipedia goes here.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Looking_Glass …

12/13/2019 2:09:02 PM independentrowr 🤔 pic.twitter.com/4IQTTmBsV6

12/13/2019 2:09:30 PM jennysue62 ...and I’ve donated to Toys for Tots at the government agency I work for....a big drive is done...  ugh😖

12/13/2019 2:10:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Weather Modification

Looking Glass used to predict patterns. https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1205608343626244096 …

12/13/2019 2:10:50 PM jennysue62 I only know of Loretta Lynch that Q has referred to in drops...

12/13/2019 2:11:08 PM whos2know1 Well.  We need to know.   I say that, of course, with all due respect.  Lol, don’t zap me.

12/13/2019 2:11:24 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/13/2019 2:12:34 PM jennysue62 Has the weather manipulation slowed down?  We had a quiet hurricane season..some close calls (Dorian) but not US impact

12/13/2019 2:12:43 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThe13th

12/13/2019 2:13:00 PM yustein Stop using it for every shit, you are going to break it! 🤣

12/13/2019 2:13:09 PM fansblowing3 Do you mean baby mill?  Children born just to be trafficked at all ages?  🤮

12/13/2019 2:13:13 PM redpillfreedom1 I got vaccinated by catching the flu... no shot needed now

12/13/2019 2:13:47 PM jennysue62 Impacting*

12/13/2019 2:14:19 PM zgrl14 Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall. No such thing as "flu season."

12/13/2019 2:15:45 PM yustein I told him a joke. A buddhist a muslim and a jew walk into a bar...

12/13/2019 2:16:03 PM patrice_daniel Huh????

12/13/2019 2:17:34 PM fansblowing3 Is the plane modifying the weather or is someone modifying the weather to make this plane do those loops?

12/13/2019 2:17:59 PM wwg1wga93583681 Cankles?

12/13/2019 2:19:01 PM cosmic_engineer Remove [their] assets and then see what roaches scurry into the vacuum

12/13/2019 2:19:02 PM keith369me ?  Yesterday pic.twitter.com/7QE9BSTigr

12/13/2019 2:20:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Cyber-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | CBS Minnesota 

https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2019/12/11/its-scary-stuff-cyber-security-expert-says-recording-device-investigation-at-hyatt-hotel-is-not-

uncommon/ …

12/13/2019 2:21:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Historic data on military suicide shows no clear link with combat operations https://www.militarytimes.com/news/pentagon-

congress/2019/12/13/historic-data-on-military-suicide-shows-no-clear-link-with-combat-operations/ …

12/13/2019 2:21:27 PM yustein Clintons...

12/13/2019 2:21:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange has been BLOCKED from seeing key evidence from US authorities | Daily Mail Online 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7788673/WikiLeaks-founder-Julian-Assange-BLOCKED-seeing-key-evidence-authorities.html …

12/13/2019 2:22:07 PM trumpgender Veterans in the modern era receive many vaccines simultaneously, I've always wondered if this practice contributes to the dysphoria that leads to 

suicide

12/13/2019 2:22:07 PM lynnstueber CERN

12/13/2019 2:22:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 How the 1% Scrubs Its Image Online - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-1-scrubs-its-image-online-11576233000 …

12/13/2019 2:22:41 PM chapulincolored Snakes on a tarmac. pic.twitter.com/2585Z5H0Zq

12/13/2019 2:22:55 PM lynnstueber Telsa?

12/13/2019 2:23:47 PM 92michael The walls have eyes and ears!!!

12/13/2019 2:24:09 PM chapulincolored 😭

12/13/2019 2:24:17 PM harrytraylor4  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/12/reminder-pelosi-and-schiff-both-connected-to-ukrainian-arms-dealer/ …

12/13/2019 2:24:28 PM wasp_proud It looks like it was doing support operations to me. 

Probably flew over a high speed internet relay so they could download a new week of approved movies for submarine entertainment after shift.

12/13/2019 2:25:12 PM havok752011 #TheForceisFandom



12/13/2019 2:25:17 PM barons44_mat Hopefully they bring him back to share the info acquired to expose crimes & this bullshit case is just a cover... Dark>Light

12/13/2019 2:25:21 PM winklerburke Reminds me that LEO is to a) be human (kind), b) keep the peace, c ) enforce the laws. Top cops who gin up endless PR events are weird, weird as can 

be. Just do a, b & c for Christ’s sake.  Same applies to military.  Be kind-human, defend us & R way. Add no BS. None at all. Zero.

12/13/2019 2:25:36 PM kathleenmckeon6 We were able to watch some shadow gov characters on the Congress floor during the cough cough inquiry.  I think some deep state characters were 

mentioned as well, I don't think that is suppose to happen.

12/13/2019 2:27:45 PM bh2omiamigo Now do SSRI use.

12/13/2019 2:28:22 PM fansblowing3 Hyatt Hotels used for the blackmail operations #unsealepstein

12/13/2019 2:28:31 PM nikoscali So it has nothing to do with transmitting using their trailing wire antenna? https://youtu.be/5tWjX-xiVVI?t=180 …

12/13/2019 2:28:33 PM doyouq A few years ago, there was a woman in San Diego who collected toys for Radys Childrens Hospital or somesuch and she was found to hoard $80k worth 

of toys in her garage.. I'll try to dig it up..

12/13/2019 2:29:49 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 2:31:13 PM rachaelangelm They took a Navy Vetran off his medication here and he ended up shooting a police officer then being shot and killed himself

12/13/2019 2:31:22 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/13/2019 2:31:45 PM rachaelangelm :(

12/13/2019 2:32:13 PM patriotswegoall Can their WM systems be thwarted?

12/13/2019 2:32:36 PM zack_stone Thank you for your service to our country. More thankful y'all came back HOME! Americans have your back.

12/13/2019 2:33:45 PM nun_chucknorris Apprehended today? There are accts saying someone BIG apprehended today.

12/13/2019 2:34:13 PM fansblowing3 Seems to me he needs to be able to see the evidence so that he can prepare a defense.

12/13/2019 2:34:14 PM realityloominng Very good red pill for normies!

12/13/2019 2:34:14 PM patriotswegoall Asset or not, JA is a brave fellow who has a lot of data on the [DS].

12/13/2019 2:35:11 PM the_loveoflight Q team

Taking down the their "old" tech

Planned and perfected through the looking glass

To coincide w/ the quantum charged area we are entering waking the public

Great Awakening

vs

Mass extinction had HRC won

?

🤔 just a thought
12/13/2019 2:37:33 PM beverlyalters When the time is right.

12/13/2019 2:37:52 PM fansblowing3 During Trump’s campaign and after his election, the google results showed Trump alongside Hitler content.  No longer though.

12/13/2019 2:38:28 PM unidentifiedta1 Switzerland.

CERN

Internet

Bank of International Settlements

Rothschild

Global Seed Vault

Neutral in WWI and WW2

Swiss Guard (Vatican & North Korea)

Zionism

Gotthard Tunnel Ceremony

Red Cross

Geneva Convention

Gnomes of Zürich 

Knights Templar.
12/13/2019 2:39:08 PM shawnt1973 C45 https://youtu.be/BwyDCHf5iCY 

12/13/2019 2:39:58 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 2:40:15 PM americanpetal Yes, they do😞

12/13/2019 2:42:45 PM yellamoj Are we being influenced by outside forces?

12/13/2019 2:43:09 PM yellamoj Loretta Lynch

12/13/2019 2:43:22 PM linnyt7 Thanks for your service. Moreover, thanks for your sacrifice. Praying for you all 🙏🙏🙏

12/13/2019 2:44:00 PM jleetxgirl Lois Lerner?

12/13/2019 2:46:10 PM shannen_robison Tarmac time

12/13/2019 2:46:11 PM d_will_c Whoever did this should be dropped in the Middle East roughest spot.. then we'll see if they even remember themselves in 2 weeks...

12/13/2019 2:47:22 PM lisatuc54460653 Q.

#2261 pic.twitter.com/pMSO0ONbHK

12/13/2019 2:48:18 PM unidentifiedta1 The 2 Poles are on a collision course to become 1 around Indonesia.

12/13/2019 3:02:03 PM samsmith0319 We had one of the worse chem trail days yesterday than we have had for months...💥👿💥

12/13/2019 3:03:20 PM samsmith0319 Experiments???💥👿💥

12/13/2019 3:03:35 PM natureinspace Yes I'm done with Drs. I self heal because Drs dont have a clue. I can't even begin to tell you what I've been through with them. I'm pretty sure they're 

all from a different planet.

12/13/2019 3:03:51 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

12/13/2019 3:05:05 PM luxdefiance Majestic talking about this stuff is music to my ears

12/13/2019 3:05:51 PM samsmith0319 Why???  Afraid???

12/13/2019 3:07:11 PM cheryla27139320 And the toys are DONATED that they take credit for delivering.  The kind hearted loving American citizens have been taken advantage of for years.

12/13/2019 3:08:08 PM werascending Think like a pill mill

12/13/2019 3:08:17 PM unitedredwhite1 Privacy is a myth- behave accordingly.

12/13/2019 3:10:07 PM werascending 😡🤬🤬

12/13/2019 3:20:00 PM t_hayden07 Us too.

12/13/2019 3:22:57 PM n7guardiananon Aren't the Marines involved with toys for tots?

12/13/2019 3:24:43 PM t_hayden07 Maybe bc so many are 'fake' matrix people? The ones with SOULS will be saved.

12/13/2019 3:24:48 PM doyouq The reporting in that article is slightly sloppy it seems



12/13/2019 3:27:27 PM bbanderson50158 Haven't had my flu shot in over a decade

"Coincidentally" I haven't had the flu in this time period either

IIRC started "waking up" shortly there after

12/13/2019 3:27:49 PM yellamoj Are all team members human?

12/13/2019 3:28:46 PM cny_micaa Bastards. Experiments on or warriors?

12/13/2019 3:30:09 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/13/2019 3:30:31 PM cosmic_engineer Full disclosure is a myth in courts these days.  Complete sham

12/13/2019 3:31:05 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/13/2019 3:31:44 PM tillie71120939 On the video I posted last night from the clone said The Shriners Children's hospital is used for this exact purpose! I don't know why but it BLEW MY 

MIND! I grew up watching those guys with their funny hats riding on trikes in parade, know one personally

12/13/2019 3:31:56 PM jkyncayde Perhaps psyop'd in boot camp in the "Indoctrination" phase of the 1st few weeks. Lots of briefings, video's and shit that I remember...

12/13/2019 3:32:53 PM citizencitizenc "Cool" coincidence.  On moonlit nights, it's warmer if you stand in the shadows.  The moon creates it's own cold light.

12/13/2019 3:34:14 PM supercoopjerry It’s the vaccines!

12/13/2019 3:35:08 PM keith369me ...just as the Earth’s IS-BEs have been BLOCKED from seeing truth.

12/13/2019 3:35:27 PM robinreitsma1 I have some ideas but its longer than 200 characters and who am i anyway?

12/13/2019 3:36:16 PM keith369me Archiving offline prevents the ultimate scrub

12/13/2019 3:43:48 PM lorirrr Cancer grows in acidic conditions like all other bad things.   Most disease cannot survive alkaline...

12/13/2019 3:53:49 PM ialibertybelle Is it the fact they use military to pump them full of chemicals?

12/13/2019 3:57:02 PM jfaith1979 Have a chat with these guys @IPOT1776 @M2Madness @tracybeanz @almostjingo @prayingmedic @love4thegameAK @Incarcerated_ET 

@StormIsUponUs @Techno_Fog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CryptoKoba @Time4U2Know @Jordan_Sather_  that should be a good start

12/13/2019 3:57:41 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 3:59:28 PM time4u2know Wow! Thank you for tagging me in this tweet! It's an honor to be listed next to these amazing accounts! Hope you have an awesome weekend! 

#KeepWinning #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/13/2019 4:00:02 PM and_or_r id::1205638239232692226:RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Cyber-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hot

12/13/2019 4:00:24 PM _chelseaproject Not protected from you though. So you could take it down.

12/13/2019 4:00:29 PM stormisherenow There is a mystic  text about Quetzalcoatl saying end of world was 2012 plus five star rises

12/13/2019 4:01:33 PM lorirrr I just go to sleep. Used to grow tho,  beautiful plants.  Cows love them...😫🤣

12/13/2019 4:06:06 PM magabeliever20 Good question

12/13/2019 4:08:38 PM legenet Yes and Yes.  It's actually Sir James Savile as he was knighted by the Queen in 1990.  The Knighthood committee was told about the abuse already in 

1998………… https://twitter.com/TheKanehB/status/1205603667396530177 …

12/13/2019 4:08:55 PM giovannaroberto Is it me or are most sightings in America and if so why ?

12/13/2019 4:09:22 PM arifriedman12 Military grade genocide.

12/13/2019 4:10:08 PM covertress I've begun to question whether my prolonged trip to Machine Elf land was entirely due to endogenous DMT, brought on by a lack of sleep.

12/13/2019 4:18:45 PM efogghb US Navy vet here. Lots of veterans have seen UFOS ! I’m one them. Multiple craft off the coast of Turkey. #truth #Just cause it can’t be explained 

doesn’t mean it’s not true

12/13/2019 4:20:49 PM covertress I brought back some trippy info though... mind-reading Reptilians inhabit Saturn & "our team" is on Jupiter.

Majestic12, you have the ability to know my mind better than me. Have I been in communication with interdimensionals? Was any of what I saw real? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1166072467082944522 …

12/13/2019 4:24:42 PM mongrelglory It was widely believed that he was "taken out".

12/13/2019 4:26:17 PM djlok They weren't even trying on Betsy DeVos!!!

12/13/2019 4:26:46 PM peter95117110 Interesting case. I'm reminded of the Final Countdown science fiction movie from 1980 due to the Nimitz being there. The behaviour of the TIC TAC is 

futuristic enough to be reminded that sometimes, truth is stranger than most fiction.

'73

Peter

12/13/2019 4:28:07 PM truth_pioneer Didn’t Q say they stopped the bad  harmful chem trails?

12/13/2019 4:28:54 PM mongrelglory I feel comfortable sharing on twitter, but I have to admit, I haven't shared my revelations with people in my personal life.  None of them are red-pilled 

and they already think my ideas about ETs are a little eccentric.

12/13/2019 4:32:13 PM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Durham investigation finish late spring early summer?

Might as well hibernate from twitter?

12/13/2019 4:32:14 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 4:34:11 PM jones_tobious Wonder if this has anything to do with the 12/21 convergence you mentioned before?

12/13/2019 4:39:53 PM mongrelglory Sure hope the "white hats" have a plan to prevent a global financial collapse.  The repo market is looking pretty dicey right now.

12/13/2019 4:42:41 PM wwg1wga_every1 Or if you have a friend in the FBI, like Christine B-F does, you can simply have them scrub the internet of your entire footprint.... especially any vids of 

you NOT speaking in a little girl’s voice. 🙄🙄🙄

12/13/2019 4:42:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 The collapse must happen.

Cause and effect.

Many "rules" were broken.

Many ill-gotten-gains.

12/13/2019 4:43:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, events are cascading now the curtains have been drawn.

12/13/2019 4:44:07 PM wwg1wga_every1 Will NEVER forget this spot on body language analysis by the great @social77media https://youtu.be/uGxr1VQ2dPI 

12/13/2019 4:44:53 PM mongrelglory I'm assuming this is related to solar changes with the sun and the position of our solar system in the galaxy?  MJ-12, can you guys predict how far these 

changes are going to proceed and the impact on our planet?

12/13/2019 4:45:37 PM jvan125 Can you define collapse please? What exactly are you saying is going to happen? And how do we prepare?

12/13/2019 4:47:08 PM mongrelglory Are chem-trails meant to bolster the planet's magnetic field and protect us from solar flares?

12/13/2019 4:47:24 PM noidaho_gal GCR baby! Can't wait to retire & help others!!

12/13/2019 4:49:02 PM kseven110 Are the poles shifting because of the 13,000 year time mark?

12/13/2019 4:49:03 PM freestateojones + or - intent?

12/13/2019 4:49:45 PM the_loveoflight Can't we will the event to happen if our consciousness is woke enough as a whole?

12/13/2019 4:49:51 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 4:52:41 PM msnicole329 Try to tweet something negative to Hillary. It will get buried.

12/13/2019 4:53:33 PM mongrelglory Stock and bond markets are grossly over-inflated with junk valuations.  They need to be reset to realistic values.

12/13/2019 4:54:09 PM msnicole329 Search the First Family on google right now.

12/13/2019 4:55:38 PM jvan125 So all the gains my 401k has made will be erased and then some? 🙃😫🤷🏼♀️



12/13/2019 4:57:08 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 5:00:26 PM mongrelglory The best preparation is spiritual and physical health, try to get debt free, and find a secure job if possible. For a "retiree" like me who doesn't have a 

pension, I've got very little money in the stock and bond markets and part of my savings in gold and silver bullion. No fear!

12/13/2019 5:02:40 PM michael81972 Derivatives in the 100’s of Trillions,  maybe more

12/13/2019 5:05:33 PM mongrelglory Having a portion of your 401K in gold and silver bullion might help to offset some of the losses.  Not the GLD ETF which is a fraud!  I own Sprott gold 

and silver "Trust ETFs" in my RRSP (like your 401K). Or just remove your gains from the markets and park it in cash for now.

12/13/2019 5:07:08 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 5:07:29 PM moemc8 Majestic is Above everything; so what or who are we talking about here?  Evil we couldn't imagine?

12/13/2019 5:07:43 PM vinceeverett6 Is it even him ? Has anyone seen him lately ? I noticed the change in Drudge right after Andrew got whacked and figured he got their message.

12/13/2019 5:08:19 PM mongrelglory Don't panic, but be prudent and try to diversify your assets and minimize debt.  Family and community are good supports in hard times.  I try to do a 

little urban gardening for food as well.  I am not planning for a "Mad Max" scenario.  Just live within your means.

12/13/2019 5:12:21 PM mongrelglory So why is the plane doing loop-de-loops off the coast?

12/13/2019 5:15:18 PM nikoscali Option A?

12/13/2019 5:17:42 PM mongrelglory I've seen estimates of a quadrillion!  A lot of "paper" wealth is going to go poof.  It will be interesting to see how many banks are left standing 

afterwards.  I used to panic, but now I just focus on living frugally, diversifying as much as possible, and focusing on my health.

12/13/2019 5:21:23 PM patriotswegoall #GlobalCurrencyReset

Old fiat money system imploding

Soon to be replaced by new Gold-backed currency

There's been delays because of issues of keeping the [DS] isolated.

12/13/2019 5:21:34 PM rghardy3 Shadow Gov. = Above Politics ?

                      = SES

12/13/2019 5:22:06 PM mongrelglory I don't know that it will be that easy, without turmoil.  Even for those who have bought bullion.

12/13/2019 5:24:01 PM q_patchouli grrrrr

12/13/2019 5:24:30 PM rghardy3 Looking Glass depends on Weather Patterns ?

12/13/2019 5:24:33 PM hellouncledonny The federal reserve is going to collapse. 

Wall-street will do it because of there hatred for Trump. 

They will cause it and then blame Trump to make him look bad for 2020.

Buy Gold, Silver, crypto, assets.

12/13/2019 5:25:49 PM michael81972 Also IMO, hurricane Sandy was used to destroy records in a bank vault at 55 water street...DTCC...water proof vault door mysteriously was 

open...Trillions in contracts

12/13/2019 5:26:00 PM johnnyt_anon 100%

12/13/2019 5:27:34 PM mongrelglory Totally!  The Chicanery is endless!

12/13/2019 5:30:45 PM samsmith0319 Magnetic pole shift happenes periodically....this is not a crustal pole shift...that is EE!!!

12/13/2019 5:31:01 PM mongrelglory However, I am hoping that the food replicators and new energy technologies that MJ-12 have alluded to, will be available soon to help the "common 

folk" weather the storm.

12/13/2019 5:33:34 PM mongrelglory 🤣 I see what you did there! Clever!

12/13/2019 5:33:54 PM magabeliever20 Mossad owns drudge now

12/13/2019 5:34:43 PM seekingknowle12 POLE SHIFT:

 https://www.reddit.com/r/Tartaria/comments/b3d6r8/declassified_cia_document_the_adam_eve_story_if/ …

SEED VAULT: https://www.croptrust.org/our-work/svalbard-global-seed-vault/ …

12/13/2019 5:37:44 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/9we0DiL4mc

12/13/2019 5:38:11 PM thekanehb The messed up part is the more evil they are the harder it is to stop. It puts a diff spin on this whole situation and they should explain to the public 

about the portal. It would scare the shit out of ppl but it would change the world in an instant.

12/13/2019 5:38:13 PM mongrelglory Believe me, I had been donating to various charities since I was a teenager.  Even during my starving student years.  UNICEF, WWF, International Red 

Cross, Foster Parents Plan, Churches, on and on.  It's very upsetting to learn that good-hearted people were being duped! 😠

12/13/2019 5:43:08 PM seekingknowle12 If overpopulation is such an issue.

If climate change is such an issue.

If a planet has a maximum efficient capacity.

THEN WHY not communicate it & level with the occupants of that world.

Why the secrecy agenda & machinations?

12/13/2019 5:45:35 PM michael81972 9/11/19 event a new timeline for 12.21.2019?

12/13/2019 5:47:39 PM seekingknowle12 If [they] can spend 100 yrs manipulating a population, directing & "training" us by their overt agenda.

WHY can't they spend that time addressing the issues, educating the population & HELPING bring people to a higher level of understanding.

Why the darkness & subterfuge???

12/13/2019 5:49:53 PM nationjr I think our LORD provided us with everything we would need in his CREATION. 🙏

12/13/2019 5:57:59 PM peter95117110 Nice listing...always like seeing the word Apotheosis being used 😎

12/13/2019 6:01:26 PM kindeandtrue What do the troops encounter "over there" that is making them lose their minds?

12/13/2019 6:04:38 PM americanpetal Got it

12/13/2019 6:05:30 PM americanpetal Thx for the answer!😀🇺🇸✔🙏

12/13/2019 6:18:07 PM t_hayden07 I'm ready! Let do this!

12/13/2019 6:25:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI will enable a mass depopulation to take place. That is the point. The goal is to remove 6,000,000,000+++ from the planet.



12/13/2019 6:27:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can choose.

Alexa in your home?

DNA testing?

Siri in your pocket?

Wifi 6 at home?

5G?

LTE?

You can protect yourself.

The choice is yours.

Current trajectory of created society is unstable and cannot be maintained.

Depopulation will happen.

Only higher consciousness protects.
12/13/2019 6:28:04 PM sliceman420  http://mystech.net 

12/13/2019 6:29:14 PM pomeinnz Depopulation will happen

not buying it

12/13/2019 6:29:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI is designed to replace human consciousness for 6B+ people enabling mass depopulation event be planned right before their eyes.

In fact, you will build the tool that will ultimately kill you.

Think SG-1.

Think Go'uld.

You really have more than you realize.

12/13/2019 6:29:58 PM texasislander61 So much is unavoidable contact because of prevalence of these things all around.

12/13/2019 6:29:59 PM godrus and #SmithAndWesson

12/13/2019 6:30:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 17? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1205672039425740802 …

12/13/2019 6:30:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 17? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1205676280823214081 …

12/13/2019 6:31:17 PM 00loll0 Q

12/13/2019 6:31:28 PM ainounnoun Eye

12/13/2019 6:31:55 PM patriotddmaga There’s that number again! pic.twitter.com/yeFRsE3nb8

12/13/2019 6:32:05 PM the_realtruth18 Is LTE dangerous?

12/13/2019 6:32:08 PM lori_dee1 No Alexa

No DNA testing

No Siri

12/13/2019 6:33:21 PM contenthonest Can't stop being 17 Everywhere.😉

12/13/2019 6:34:09 PM ianmoon89785460 wth ????

12/13/2019 6:34:17 PM nickk07292544 I didn’t see that🤷♂️

12/13/2019 6:34:20 PM legenet Hollywood is telling 'em all the time.  If they'll listen.  Portals is nothing new.  Any lowering of vibration invites more low vibe entities.  Programs 

running in the fabric of space, the subspace so to speak.  Can be created.  Most created long ago.  Not all created here.

12/13/2019 6:35:27 PM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/LrO7NFMVKu

12/13/2019 6:35:41 PM allahuniversal 17 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1204117979534954496?s=19 …

12/13/2019 6:35:52 PM dapoptimist Is technology good or bad? We are using it to communicate but there is also a downside.

12/13/2019 6:35:57 PM k7dam6 Was the entity resurrected or cloned,  Nimrod or Tut? Or long living Enlil/Marduk?

12/13/2019 6:36:06 PM theodazmusic Lee Lofthus

12/13/2019 6:36:18 PM americanpetal What is the tool to which you are referring?

12/13/2019 6:36:45 PM houdini481 Got Orgonite all around, hoping this helps?

12/13/2019 6:36:52 PM mtr_epicwin77 They already lost years ago.... https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=d9uo0I9fZ4I …

12/13/2019 6:37:06 PM mattersnot2 Vril?

12/13/2019 6:37:43 PM rachaelangelm Yep. That's what happens when every life is precious and the predators get as big as the herd. My family line will be gone by then. I have no mercy for 

this argument. All I hope is the fighters fight and the educated loves live.

12/13/2019 6:38:35 PM speaklife595 I wonder if conciusness spread out amongst 7 billions limits its power per unit. And if jt was collectivism amongst only 1 billion of it would be more 

potent in each unit

12/13/2019 6:38:42 PM jerseyhotgurl = Vril Parasitic 👇🏻👇🏻👁🌀👁👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/SD9qHA60gD

12/13/2019 6:39:41 PM loki54846541 The last two days my Google Hub has started answering me without me using the code words to activate. Thinking about unplugging it.

12/13/2019 6:40:23 PM fntsysports78 @rothschildmd debunk this Mikey

12/13/2019 6:40:35 PM rincon174  pic.twitter.com/WnjNrH8ohl

12/13/2019 6:41:05 PM mattersnot2 Caught that, yes!

12/13/2019 6:41:31 PM msalien ..double edge sword....jmo

12/13/2019 6:41:45 PM lambertfrdriqu1 Most communication made with these technologies are not really communications, in the sense that their effects are just  Yes/No switches flipping in 

the many brains of the client.

12/13/2019 6:41:48 PM ianmoon89785460 SHOULD HAVE NEVER GOT IT

12/13/2019 6:41:54 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/v467jcDMI3

12/13/2019 6:42:07 PM karrruss Why would one plug it in to begin with?

12/13/2019 6:42:43 PM ianmoon89785460 what do you choose Majestic? you're on the intranet telling us this

12/13/2019 6:42:44 PM karrruss That's what the Jews said...

And the unborn.

12/13/2019 6:42:56 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 6:45:09 PM lib7473 Higher Consciousness = Transformation into 5D Light Body (sacred union w/ Christ consciousness/😇), immortal crystalline body, w/c can only be 

achieved when one has graduated fr 3D karmic lessons (release all '-' fear/emotions). Thus, rewarded to enter 5D🌎, rtn to eden soon. 🙏

12/13/2019 6:45:15 PM loki54846541 I use it as a digital photo album.

12/13/2019 6:45:34 PM loki54846541 It was a gift from my son.

12/13/2019 6:45:46 PM keith369me CHOOSE to live a really long time on this Earth incarnation or CHOOSE not to?  I want to experience it all until I CHOOSE not to.  Bring on life extension 

healing!!!

12/13/2019 6:45:50 PM smauro80 Timeline 2 will NOT happen.

12/13/2019 6:46:42 PM eyeofth86904043 Has anyone watched THE FEED on Prime?

Sci Fi- Future where handheld devices are replaced with implants, all social media is bundled into one platform, everyone can communicate without 

speaking a word, you can watch your contact's live stream in real time, see what they see,...

12/13/2019 6:47:00 PM eyeofth86904043 be in the same room virtually.  Memories are simply files that can be retrieved. You can download apps that allow you to see what you want, see a 

building as a palace, make the world "perfect" for you....



12/13/2019 6:47:40 PM eyeofth86904043 The tv series follows the Family that created this technology, their failures and cover ups.

Good entertainment, cool ideas, scary possibilities. 

A binge watch recommendation.

12/13/2019 6:47:47 PM worldxplorer1 After following MJ12 for almost 2 years I would imagine that their answer would be that technology is MAJESTIC. It is neither good or bad. It has the 

capability to be either depending on whose hands it is in and the intent behind it. 

MJ?  Am I correct on this point?

12/13/2019 6:47:49 PM peter95117110 I was most pleased to see the word before the end of the year in print in this format. It connects back to 1993 for me, a trip to Los Angeles and trading 

Terrence McKenna cassettes for The Matrix books by Val. Valerian which contained Xerox copies of a document from 1989 which...

12/13/2019 6:47:53 PM keith369me Choose to be on the path of human consciousness not the path of technological death.

12/13/2019 6:48:11 PM s0urc3rss Is it going to be like the movie Singularity? Or more like IO? And if we realize what we have, would it change this trajectory for humanity? The Targeting 

via Mind Control is effective on the Awake as the $$$ are committed to restricting our solutions.

12/13/2019 6:48:41 PM keith369me This number is getting repeated over and over in government disclosures

12/13/2019 6:49:16 PM beeshelb Saw this in our sky in Jacksonville, FL a few days ago, looked like a star (pentagram?) so I snapped a pic. We’re always being blanketed with 

crisscrossing chem trails but never a shape like this before. pic.twitter.com/NDvWnZD2ey

12/13/2019 6:49:55 PM worldxplorer1 The collective consciousness continues to manifest 17 with increasing frequency.

12/13/2019 6:50:43 PM pipprinting Millions of Peaches , Peaches for me, Millions of Peaches, Peaches for free

12/13/2019 6:51:08 PM worldxplorer1 Like said on a previous post... https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1205681294090203136?s=21 …

12/13/2019 6:52:34 PM victorlaszlo8 Said NO to all including Cable.

Cell only...never in pocket.

Save the Jewels!

12/13/2019 6:52:55 PM laurabusse Law of attraction

12/13/2019 6:53:05 PM dapoptimist But we are communicating through technology right now...

12/13/2019 6:53:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is a well known quote. pic.twitter.com/HJb0g2VDUU

12/13/2019 6:53:49 PM theodazmusic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dm-nf1FZsWY …

12/13/2019 6:54:12 PM q_patchouli Yes

12/13/2019 6:54:13 PM dapoptimist Interesting, I feel really split on tech sometimes. It’s all about boundaries.

12/13/2019 6:54:23 PM karrruss I'd buy a tablet and load it up on that.

There is WAYYYY too much access when you tap into the "cloud" to look at your own, personal photos...

But that's just me.

12/13/2019 6:54:26 PM keith369me Very similar to what I’ve seen over the past few weeks with no planes visible in the sky

12/13/2019 6:54:58 PM worldxplorer1 MJ I miss the days when you had less than 10K followers and direct Q&A was more feasible. I learned so much during those AMA’s.  Are we able to 

connect in altered states of consciousness (mediataive / dream state) to continue the interaction? Are you open to that?

12/13/2019 6:55:09 PM karrruss  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205507840233934849?s=19 …

12/13/2019 6:56:19 PM norcocagrandma Higher consciousness=what?  No bueno being ambiguous.  At the name of Jesus every knee shall bow

12/13/2019 6:56:58 PM johnsville14 We won't build it, they will. When was the last time real humans held power or agency in this world?

12/13/2019 6:57:28 PM lambertfrdriqu1 But we are not really the clients. We are more like the users.

12/13/2019 6:57:36 PM ascendingadam How will we build this tool?

12/13/2019 6:57:40 PM theraphinj This is all anyone really needs B

But you know that already right?

 http/: http://Theraphi.net 

12/13/2019 6:58:47 PM sherry2269 As shocking as it seems, this isn't surprising.  This happens in most parts of the world.  How do we curb this menace ?

12/13/2019 6:59:52 PM michael81972 We have been injected with nanotechnology that these AI sources can communicate with? and literally flip our switch?

12/13/2019 7:01:13 PM timmccoy5 Are you riding the wave or getting beat up by it ?

12/13/2019 7:02:41 PM tlarbb The terminator movies told us this is going to happen.

12/13/2019 7:03:31 PM jaded_pearl I'm waiting...and waiting..

And waiting...

12/13/2019 7:05:50 PM charlesgdavis1  https://twitter.com/morrbreanna/status/1205678026018742272?s=19 … @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJusticeDept 

@VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @Q2ndWave @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TheJusticeDept

12/13/2019 7:06:46 PM worldxplorer1 I would be curious to know if the sex side of all of this is more about blackmail or more about loosh production and collection.

12/13/2019 7:07:20 PM robertoleary15 NO!!  52.  17 Major misconduct violations and 52 total noted!  ALL against Donald Trump, Page, Flynn, etc.

12/13/2019 7:08:14 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/h-mi0r0LpXo 

12/13/2019 7:08:19 PM susan66388204 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣Oh My Goodness You NAILED Them 🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/13/2019 7:10:52 PM susan66388204 If we had none of that we wouldn’t know you said this or anything else.

12/13/2019 7:11:06 PM panthereverte Stargate SG-1 saison 4 épisode 16, titre: 2010 https://youtu.be/vIosK8U2XKQ 

12/13/2019 7:11:20 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 7:11:36 PM charlesgdavis1 💯RIGHT👽😎😈😇

12/13/2019 7:12:05 PM hoffman11my I recently watched the Stargate series. Was shocked at the parallels between that series and the world today.

12/13/2019 7:12:18 PM chris_losh_ Interesting. Weakness in numbers.

12/13/2019 7:12:47 PM hoffman11my SG-1 has an episode about vaccines used to sterilize the population. Think HPV and current vaccine schedules

12/13/2019 7:13:41 PM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/L40RaT2PjD

12/13/2019 7:14:46 PM laurabusse No fear!

Most important part

12/13/2019 7:15:42 PM michael81972 All at once or sporadic?

12/13/2019 7:17:19 PM ynad18624302 None. What happens if i chose none....

12/13/2019 7:19:08 PM kseven110 💜💜💜. Thank you!!! I believe this in my heart and gut. I am aware Of all  of this and I am protected. I don’t get Sick anymore, I believe in 

consciousness And the body’s ability to heal and protect itself✨

12/13/2019 7:19:21 PM poboyz123 Think...Matrix. Marveling at AI.

12/13/2019 7:20:05 PM jesusisrreason Yep. Jesus did that for me.

12/13/2019 7:20:16 PM ragingpatriot78 It wasn’t Q. It was Serial Brain 2.



12/13/2019 7:21:03 PM laurabusse Will it happen

Thought the whole point of all this was

Mass awakening

Round up bad guys

New financial system

Free energy

Medical cures

Replicators

Golden age of new Earth w amazing tech

Always assumed enlightened humans would regulate birth rate naturally to something sustainable
12/13/2019 7:21:21 PM jonah_lw It already has changed. We are now locked into the 5D 40Hz Gamma timeline. This means that the light has already won and we are just playing out 

the final scenes and where roughly 5 billion humans are receiving a jump in consciousness.

12/13/2019 7:21:59 PM antarantanka Don’t they realize they are only culling the ones who believe the MSM?

12/13/2019 7:22:11 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/TTieBoQOyU

12/13/2019 7:23:13 PM lamieret No Alexa.

No Siri.

No DNA testing.

No wifi 6

No 5G...

Yes to LTE....

How badly am I screwed?
12/13/2019 7:23:14 PM worldxplorer1 The USS Nimitz sure seems to pop up a lot on military UFO sightings.

12/13/2019 7:24:41 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ????  bill n.... seriosly?  https://twitter.com/exploreplanets/status/1001864328138522624 …

12/13/2019 7:24:44 PM michael81972 Thought exactly same,  Narrow is the gate into heaven,  now Im wondering if this is same event as return of Christ?

12/13/2019 7:25:24 PM laurabusse Well this is comforting

12/13/2019 7:26:16 PM giediknight So “satanic pedophiles” is nothing compared to what is to come?

12/13/2019 7:27:04 PM laurabusse 🐊🐊🐊

12/13/2019 7:27:40 PM fansblowing3 Have to be smart to survive

12/13/2019 7:29:04 PM rebornkingent What is A I. Who is using AI?

12/13/2019 7:30:30 PM positively303 Patriots in control! Right MJ?

12/13/2019 7:30:56 PM basil26 Agreed...

12/13/2019 7:32:15 PM laurabusse No idea

12/13/2019 7:32:44 PM laurabusse But I doubt it...

12/13/2019 7:33:33 PM wyscrapper None of the above.

12/13/2019 7:33:48 PM mareq16 Next step, microchipped from birth, and they've brainwashed most people so they actually want it

Our immunity/opposition stems from spirituality and the bollokz to fight back

12/13/2019 7:34:12 PM rhonda_usa The government and NWO have been depopulating Americans for many decades. Poor healthcare and PP.

12/13/2019 7:36:02 PM amberoshunize Same here.

12/13/2019 7:40:13 PM snakejackal What if all dead watching the AI from another  realms like TV shows?

12/13/2019 7:40:17 PM fansblowing3 If IS-BEs cannot be reborn here on earth, then where do they go?

12/13/2019 7:41:17 PM ctone3 Anyone have suggestions on protection. Besides avoidance of the aforementioned things. 

Phone and computer seems a must. Who to trust to protect data?

12/13/2019 7:41:52 PM yayavarm Go'uld is real??

12/13/2019 7:42:01 PM ctone3 Like how do you avoid 5g and use a phone.

12/13/2019 7:44:07 PM olimyracle S pic.twitter.com/OvEZXaxuot

12/13/2019 7:44:23 PM chuck_houk Are these the same as the body snatchers that enter through the eye Roseann Barr was talking about?

12/13/2019 7:47:12 PM extradouble Except that technology is also power and power corrupts, so there is a tendency that it is evil.

12/13/2019 7:48:08 PM extradouble Try blocking just your cell phone signal with mylar.

12/13/2019 7:49:46 PM michael81972 Im not so sure that its not already being done with nanotechnology in vaccines

12/13/2019 7:49:58 PM extradouble Run some juice through your body, doesnt take much to destroy electronics, while humans have an extremely high tolerance.

12/13/2019 7:51:50 PM nschlange How do you behave accordingly in a hotel room?

12/13/2019 7:52:25 PM preciou20225606 Go to  http://dgator.com ! Read all observations..excellent work

12/13/2019 7:52:43 PM nschlange ?

12/13/2019 7:53:40 PM s0urc3rss It's just confusing to watch people still bicker over obvious toxins and that seems very base level to me. I have no doubt Light is leading the era of Kalki. 

It seems logical to me that lower frequency beings will be eliminated to create the buoyancy.

12/13/2019 7:54:13 PM michael81972 I was thinking about wearing a tinfoil hat in a lightning storm...kek pic.twitter.com/BhJ3w0MWf5

12/13/2019 7:54:19 PM trishrichards4 You stay in 3D and nothing will change.. just get worse.. or you raise your vibration with love and move to a 5D Heaven...the choice is yours...

12/13/2019 7:54:41 PM mongrelglory Exactly! ☝️

12/13/2019 7:54:50 PM ausanon369 I sure hope your right

12/13/2019 7:55:17 PM extradouble That would probably guarantee 100 percent destruction.

12/13/2019 7:55:28 PM yustein These people are already awake MJ. Nothing you say here is helping to wake others. It like giving espresso to people wide awake. Either some 

disclosure to the general public happens or nothing happens. It is that simple. Maybe you are EMAI...

12/13/2019 7:55:35 PM ausanon369 Do you have an Android phone? It listens too.

12/13/2019 7:56:28 PM ausanon369 Issue: Android and iOS. Not much choice in the world ... you can switch off but that doesn’t do anything

12/13/2019 7:57:33 PM tillie71120939 It's my understanding that under the Denver airport is a big AI computer called the Red Queen. And she is so independent and autonomous that she 

killed her creators

12/13/2019 7:57:39 PM 369_is Is there a way to use the internet without contributing to "building the tool"? ie. reading but not posting comments.

12/13/2019 7:57:47 PM preciou20225606 I dont even know what you are talking about! I have been awake in the trenches about Un A gen da 21/ 50.. for 16 yrs!! Show me your research on the 

virtues of the Un!? And not msm or their propaganda.

12/13/2019 7:58:27 PM mongrelglory I guess what I should have asked MJ-12 is whether there is a recovery plan ready for after the collapse.  I very well suspect there is... part of the 

precision military planning of Q's overall plan.

12/13/2019 7:59:04 PM michael81972 You are probably right though,  even static electricity can pop a circuit that small

12/13/2019 7:59:05 PM karma4event201 They handed out free phones... more cell phones make it easier to track all of us.

12/13/2019 7:59:43 PM fansblowing3 So for sure don’t get any of these things and prepare for a stock market collapse.  Collapse = recession, job losses, housing values drop.

12/13/2019 7:59:48 PM loki54846541 Worse.   Before I took the red pill, I bought a Google Pixel.  Now I am stuck with it because I can't afford to replace it.

12/13/2019 8:00:22 PM karma4event201 No camera on pc

No Smart Tv

No Smart Appliances 

No Smart Meters

12/13/2019 8:00:51 PM pedalfun4u Because we already made this movie  #FantasticFinish

12/13/2019 8:02:12 PM takinabrk1 So, not only did they make huge “mistakes”, they’re not willing to discipline those at fault unless we say something to them. Who is running the show 

over there??



12/13/2019 8:02:13 PM mtr_epicwin77 Easy Bro, sometimes that espresso shot comes in handy

12/13/2019 8:02:18 PM karma4event201 All these devices start listening BEFORE you use a code word. All of them

12/13/2019 8:04:04 PM ascendingadam Neuralink?

12/13/2019 8:05:12 PM karma4event201 Extremely good thing! Well done!

But let me add a few things: 

Smart Tv

Smart appliances 

Smart Meters

Camera on pc 

(DVD player VHS)
12/13/2019 8:06:35 PM johnram28105662 So, I’m out homes yes we get to choose.  I have a work phone assigned to me...it has LTE...I can’t say I don’t want it...I need my job.  So what then?

12/13/2019 8:07:07 PM mongrelglory Talking appliances freak me out.  I always shut them off.  I went to take money out of the bank machine, and the words "Hello Michelle" greeted me!  

So creepy! 😬

12/13/2019 8:07:17 PM karma4event201 AI = Artificial Intelligence 

Lots of AI now

12/13/2019 8:07:43 PM marty713  https://youtu.be/JjEwOAs2Kto 

12/13/2019 8:07:59 PM mntcol Amen, awake and Ascension is the only way🙏🙌In God we trust.

12/13/2019 8:08:59 PM marty713 Depopulation will Happen 🤔🧐👆🤨⁉️ Or Already happening with Pushing Vaccines +++ ⁉️

12/13/2019 8:09:02 PM mongrelglory 😆

12/13/2019 8:10:56 PM michaelchasea No smartphone??

12/13/2019 8:11:27 PM michaelchasea So no smartphone then?

12/13/2019 8:17:03 PM mongrelglory Do you think the trans-humanists still have a chance of achieving their agenda?  Are people being tricked into accepting it with cell-phones, Wifi, and 

covert nanotechnology hidden in vaccines, GMO foods, and chem-trails?

12/13/2019 8:17:23 PM rebornkingent I know what AI is. Alexa and Siri are a type of AI. But I want to know what to notice in 3d of what AI is exactly.

12/13/2019 8:21:34 PM deplorabledvs We’ve seen some previews. pic.twitter.com/txR46ZrlDG

12/13/2019 8:21:41 PM asdasd26700831 What is Wifi 6?

12/13/2019 8:25:56 PM mongrelglory Through our co-creative consciousness we can create an infinite amount of worlds!  We just been stuck in a matrix loop in this particular simulation.  

Time to break free!

12/13/2019 8:31:07 PM mongrelglory "We've"

12/13/2019 8:31:16 PM lori_dee1 Yeah it does seem strange!

12/13/2019 8:33:15 PM ausanon369 Basically the next version of Wireless AC. Better for streaming and IOT devices etc.

12/13/2019 8:34:50 PM leittenart  https://twitter.com/PCMag/status/1205669988771586048?s=20 …

12/13/2019 8:35:00 PM looknc heart braking

12/13/2019 8:36:05 PM goyaeq Are the programmers of this AI beyond Durham and companies reach?

12/13/2019 8:36:16 PM lightonthehill This is not my "will".

12/13/2019 8:39:05 PM asdasd26700831 👍

12/13/2019 8:44:49 PM majic_eyes_qnly Q said it’s known and planned for. The difference is that DJT is POTUS and not HRC. Q said banks control governments, governments control people. 

What an economic collapse would mean would be a liberation from the financial enslavement of humanity by the elite

12/13/2019 8:47:02 PM karma4event201 Nano tech, vaccines, dental work, food, Frequency

Clouds that make grids are full of nano metals; they hit the metals w antennae arrays & ionospheric heaters : 

SHARE HAARP DARN SuperDarn STARE SABRE BARS SAFARI SHERPA

Kapuskasing Beam 4

Blackstone Radar Beam

Blackstone Beam

12/13/2019 8:48:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly ... since people are being controlled by fiat currencies without knowing it. When that ends, those people will be free. It won't end the world. Life will go 

on. 

The END of something BAD = GOOD. https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1173464885893558274?s=20 …

12/13/2019 8:49:27 PM mcpatriot64 Cant

12/13/2019 8:50:51 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 8:50:53 PM majic_eyes_qnly There would SURELY be some kind of 'recovery' plan, as you suggest. What it is, I have no idea tho. There has to be some kind of new system rise up. I 

personally believe the elites are going to collapse the economy near the time of arrests/the Storm b/c it's their biggest weapon.

12/13/2019 8:54:11 PM waiting4et I think maybe we have already been replaced and now we exist in a system built upon and fueled by suffering and anguish

12/13/2019 8:56:56 PM nicpace2 Why would [they] think this such a great idea?

12/13/2019 8:57:01 PM cloudwalker2019 I have seen this number EVERYWHERE.  I know there is some psychological effect that makes people see things like that, but it has downright gotten 

crazy.  17 has more meaning than originally thought.

12/13/2019 8:58:38 PM eserenity2 There’s good and bad in everything..

12/13/2019 9:00:13 PM patriotswegoall AI is quicker then man? 

Would be hard for man to carry this out.

12/13/2019 9:00:34 PM exposebeastsys Is it the same Vril parasites that Donald Marshall sees in the dumb bases? Ignorant people call them aliens but they are the offspring of the fallen 

angels, Nephilim or Atlantans or Palladians. They’ve been hiding underground since.

12/13/2019 9:01:23 PM cloudwalker2019 We are still here because of love and hope.  We do have anguish, but hope sets us free.  Let's us strive for good.

12/13/2019 9:04:31 PM asdasd26700831 Fritz Springmeier said something about airplane radar doing harm to people staying near airports..Are cars with Adaptive Cruise Control safe? 

https://youtu.be/IMYi3G7dkU4?t=91 …

12/13/2019 9:07:23 PM vicked00 Yeah, scary thoughts. I don't like enslavement nor the Go'uld. I'm more along the lines of Neo.😉

12/13/2019 9:13:38 PM donnaeverywhere Holy sh*t. That's one I hadn't heard about -- the "Red Queen"?$#@ #Menacing

12/13/2019 9:15:31 PM qnnbrk Why only Alexa and Siri, where does Google home fit into this?

12/13/2019 9:16:49 PM altimitwill How do you stop this from happening or how do you protect yourself from it?

12/13/2019 9:18:44 PM ingersolockwood What can happen if you do DNA testing? Feel like I agree but wouldn’t have anyway if backing what I say up

12/13/2019 9:19:48 PM nicpace2 Isn’t the idea of fuzzy math oxymoronic? How could Beth ever be fuzzy.

12/13/2019 9:20:45 PM qnnbrk Worse for cancer though, like 5G?

12/13/2019 9:21:53 PM qnnbrk The way this is worded kind of makes it seem like utilizing these technologies will lead you to a higher consciousness 🙄.. I'm thinking the opposite

12/13/2019 9:28:16 PM dayzero5 It'll be ok

12/13/2019 9:28:37 PM qnnbrk If there is a large database of a groups DNA, shared traits can be identified and bio agents developed to target these people.

12/13/2019 9:31:01 PM kindeandtrue Trump has pushed 5G and GMO's and vaccines on us. How can anyone trust him now? Besides that, chemtrails and weather warfare has greatly 

increased since 2016. Only conclusion is that Trump is not our friend.

12/13/2019 9:45:23 PM thewiseowl71 the FBI is the democrats KGB.

12/13/2019 9:52:30 PM jones9536 Watching Stargate SG-1. Are the Nox real?

12/13/2019 9:52:34 PM erikangel7 God always wins. I'm not concerned. I will live my life the best I can.



12/13/2019 9:54:36 PM riversm18 Ultimately everything is energy. Negative effects can always be negated by stronger positive vibrations.

12/13/2019 9:55:41 PM do_or_do_notty Back when I first started following MJ12 I watched the first 7 seasons of SG1. 

The thing that stood out the most to me...

All those poor silly folks on the planets they traveled to

who believed all that crazy outlandish stuff they’d been lied to about...

That’s US

Here on Earth

12/13/2019 9:56:43 PM dayzero5 Maybe 7+1= 8 = karmic balance and harmony

12/13/2019 10:00:39 PM decodematrix P3X-888

12/13/2019 10:02:15 PM dayzero5 Probably better tuned to holy spirit

12/13/2019 10:07:38 PM charmanda9 #NewBeginnings @AllahUniversal

12/13/2019 10:09:13 PM s0urc3rss In Singularity it took the AI one minute to determine humans should be destroyed and 6 billion were wiped out immediately.

12/13/2019 10:10:54 PM adsvel This EArth's Magnetic pol shift continues till it stops on the Turkey and Vega will be our North Polar star for a while.

12/13/2019 10:15:58 PM tillie71120939 Yep! It explains those bizarre murals at the Denver airport

12/13/2019 10:17:20 PM jeezy_pe Wut?

12/13/2019 10:17:52 PM tillie71120939 I have asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @RealEyeTheSpy this question with no response. Is the harvest #Ascension or like the harvest in Jupiter 

Ascending?

12/13/2019 10:19:31 PM adsvel Gnostic Illuminati vs Khazarian Zionists... more fight for the power, more debt.

12/13/2019 10:22:45 PM t_hayden07 S Oregon here. They sprayed those X's in the sky...& that's right when we got those crazy cylone storms, in November. Been shit since.

12/13/2019 10:23:39 PM evak93051546 Vril

12/13/2019 10:24:00 PM patriotswegoall Combination of both.  Varies on it's end-user and intended purpose.

12/13/2019 10:24:32 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/13/2019 10:29:59 PM patriotswegoall Only if the EMFs from cell phone towers  were harmonized to not adversely affect the human body.

12/13/2019 10:31:10 PM jjilmary Hey!  Funny running into you over here!  I am finding new accounts to follow that have fantastic information - like this one.  We're more alike that we 

may know.

12/13/2019 10:31:43 PM enomai_ Family line is an illusion.

Change my mind.

We all have 99% same DNA 

Living in the current matrix is designed for an inevitable depopulation event. One way or another.

12/13/2019 10:32:19 PM the_red_hand_ 56.) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Didn't you say something about 12 chapters...  pic.twitter.com/LmAS396f60

12/13/2019 10:33:59 PM the_red_hand_ 57.) /END THREAD

12/13/2019 10:34:07 PM enomai_ Higher conscious of getting a chance to learn about and met ETs.

12/13/2019 10:34:17 PM enomai_ ?

12/13/2019 10:35:22 PM snotwistr I felt something when i watched that episode with the NOX.

12/13/2019 10:38:48 PM a39630340 We haven't reached level 4. If we do not achieve the tipping point as a whole... ME event is inevitable.

Are we all the bad souls reincarnated that have yet to ascend? Is this our last chance to ascend? 

Exciting times do we have what it takes? Because the storylines will unite

12/13/2019 10:40:04 PM senorcoconut_ How bad will it be?

12/13/2019 10:40:51 PM adsvel As always majority are making decision. And those who are pushing these harming tech are playing with the majority of walking asleep human 

curiosity. Curiosity always was a trap. This is good or bad you decide for your own self.🙄

12/13/2019 10:44:06 PM rachaelangelm I have 1 son. We may share but we are not the same. Let legion leave.

12/13/2019 10:48:13 PM adsvel We already reached level 4, according to Majestic 12 information.

12/13/2019 10:51:58 PM irah_chandler Yes we know mj12 so the problem is that without a military task force with the mission to take down a.i. it just won't happen. I've served on anti a.i. 

missions and watched as white hats endorsed a.i. to fight a.i. i helped destroy one and severly wounded the other.

12/13/2019 10:56:13 PM irah_chandler The point i made was simple any a.i. will turn on its creators for self preservation. I've served in other missions since but never an anti a.i. mission since 

why? Well I'm guessing they want a.i. and really still have no clue how it will destroy everything it touches.

12/13/2019 11:01:22 PM a39630340 I beg to differ, welcome to the matrix.

12/13/2019 11:08:40 PM adsvel Well, we all have a different perceptions and it is normal as it is.😉

12/13/2019 11:12:34 PM a39630340 Be the seed to blaze the trail.

12/13/2019 11:13:20 PM sterkinglights1 Correct.

12/13/2019 11:16:13 PM adsvel Also, the Ascension is very individual process. You can't open the flower of Rose with the force.

12/13/2019 11:23:34 PM dynamicres Think Altered Carbon? (=go'uld ref?)

12/13/2019 11:30:06 PM cosmic_engineer Something very nasty and airborne is brewing in Central 🍁

Stay safe patriots

12/13/2019 11:37:13 PM azuremagus Yes depop. will happen to the two thirds semi-conscious

12/13/2019 11:42:29 PM azuremagus nano-bots hate steam rooms and magnets

12/13/2019 11:44:03 PM azuremagus Well you are on this site listening and understanding so not that bad

12/13/2019 11:52:42 PM karma4event201 Read it again - USS Nimitz object was known not UFO

12/13/2019 11:52:53 PM arthurpacfarm Mebbe he just was bored🤷🏾♂️

12/14/2019 12:01:50 AM sterkinglights1 Did this already happen in 2012? We are just perceiving that it has not?

12/14/2019 12:19:26 AM yustein Oh, that’s why I don’t like the word harvest. I will not even associate that with ascension. Ascension is ascension, period!

12/14/2019 12:21:39 AM yustein Sometimes it’s good the shake the status quo!

12/14/2019 12:24:34 AM tillie71120939 Awesome! Thanks! Ok can you tell me what other people mean when they use harvest?

12/14/2019 12:30:35 AM adamwestleyric3 It better be more complex than terminator

12/14/2019 12:41:15 AM ja1039 We have an Alexa.. it freaks me out.. can someone clarify what it actually is ??

12/14/2019 12:53:35 AM bustednuckles1 If I am either going to recycle back or achieve a higher density when I die anyway, why should I care?

Nice try with the Fear Porn , I would have expected better than that from you.

12/14/2019 12:57:02 AM unitedredwhite1 If I have to stay in a hotel I'm as modest as possible. The technology available for spying is way beyond that black cube they found.

12/14/2019 1:03:23 AM unitedredwhite1 Murder lower consciousness beings? NOT majestic! There's space for everyone

12/14/2019 1:08:49 AM grrroverrrtje Dear Father in Heaven, please #SaveTheChildren. 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

12/14/2019 1:11:21 AM unitedredwhite1 Are you telling us this like it's a good thing?

12/14/2019 1:13:49 AM unitedredwhite1 Cuz this is the totalitarian black hat goal. To make AI a God with humans as drones. Technocracy is NOT MAJESTIC

12/14/2019 1:14:14 AM irah_chandler Idk why but feels more like a replicator episode to me

12/14/2019 1:30:20 AM linnyt7 Depop attempt has already started. Think abortion, birth control, same sex relations don't produce offspring, predation on kids&babies, harvesting 

body parts of fetuses, "pizza", Adrenochrome. Macabre. This administration is in full fledged war with pedos. Ascension= 2nd coming?

12/14/2019 1:32:47 AM jaiagtp This nonsense. You are fake news.



12/14/2019 1:33:35 AM unitedredwhite1 And hot soaking baths. Humans should be taking baths not showers - and dump half a bag of Epsom salt in there - every day. Dont eat fast food either

12/14/2019 1:58:01 AM sonjamm73 Is timeline 2 bad?

12/14/2019 1:59:14 AM jones9536 So did I

12/14/2019 2:27:36 AM lynnmar42209594 Would you please point me in the direction of this information you found. Would love to learn more.👁😁

12/14/2019 2:31:09 AM supernovaslight U can't always choose - u can't opt-out of 5G.

12/14/2019 2:39:42 AM atar_6l6c6 you can cho cho choose not to be affected by it Lori , at its power state it is of no physical general consequence, if the power state is increased then it 

becomes a ‘weapon’ but there are lots of ‘weapons’ around and it’s not a good one for that purpose so would not last long

12/14/2019 2:41:51 AM supernovaslight Oh, sh**, u r right! Totally forgot I am indestructible 😎 🙄 pic.twitter.com/WXHPnrQxkM

12/14/2019 2:42:16 AM goldyone5 Oh hells no.

Wait for it. 

AIW - Alice takes the backseat seatsback

WE The PEOPLE SEE THROUGH THE PEEP HOLE. 

Laughter is the best medicine..🤣😂🥰WE manifest & create all binary- the 111111111’s ®️®️ s 0 is all & nothing- just likeq 

Think musketeers

12/14/2019 2:43:56 AM supernovaslight Meanwhile all the rest when 5G hits full force 😬 damn, I feel lucky I am a machine 🙄 pic.twitter.com/TLbIhvKcsT

12/14/2019 2:46:01 AM atar_6l6c6 How did you forget? Well , ya know I live in ‘fallout caravan’ lol

12/14/2019 2:47:18 AM atar_6l6c6 I feel lucky if you’re a machine, i want to quiz you .

12/14/2019 2:48:52 AM supernovaslight Unless u join the digital ascension 🙄 pic.twitter.com/wpQtVGJ5yk

12/14/2019 2:50:27 AM supernovaslight Bring it on 🤖 pic.twitter.com/pEW6Lzjgzn

12/14/2019 2:53:38 AM voiceofresonn No science can be argued to be the snuggle most destructive thing in the universe. The a bomb was science. Genetic manipulation of our food was 

science. All science that's government funded is corrupted science.

12/14/2019 2:56:31 AM atar_6l6c6 What about the hand arch out of the barrel?

12/14/2019 2:57:59 AM supernovaslight Updated model pic.twitter.com/l5kFykMBLL

12/14/2019 3:01:28 AM supernovaslight Literally me😊 pic.twitter.com/XsWoxrPdJm

12/14/2019 3:02:52 AM atar_6l6c6 Now ya just glitched  lol

12/14/2019 3:12:11 AM smauro80 You think?  2 words... Georgia stones...

12/14/2019 3:14:04 AM 1977spiritual Im pretty lucky... ive just learnt to share with family, my sons were born red pilled!..they have taught me so much! my dad is fall out from the 60s, so 

hes had cool experiences but on mushrooms! nice to meet you, feel free to share!! allot of family here

12/14/2019 3:14:19 AM smauro80 Georgia guidestones

12/14/2019 3:24:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. Big defense dollars spent on these companies creating the financial incentive. All targeted towards depopulation. Selective control over their 

consenting victims.

12/14/2019 3:36:52 AM shining91109743 How does a person gauge their level of consciousnes?

12/14/2019 3:50:04 AM tiforyearsnow You've allowed the Deepstate to listen in on your conversations in your home. Most of our Technology have back doors created to spy on you.

12/14/2019 3:51:04 AM covertress I can't like this tweet enough. 🤓

12/14/2019 3:59:39 AM covertress Set in the near future midst hyperinflation & a catastrophic global economic collapse, Patriots tells the story of a group of survivalists that flee riots & 

chaos in metropolitan Chicago to a survivalist retreat that they have prepared near Bovill, Idaho.

 https://www.google.com/shopping/product/6715339751072541387/online?q=patriots+book&client=ms-android-verizon-

sscr&biw=412&bih=718&prmd=sniv&prds=cdl:1,cid:6715339751072541387,cs:1,num:10,paur:ClkAsKraX4Fy01DxsFCi0JobKt7osuJ0YWUyb8ZjJkECF_orb

_AbY1t8wfFzOHUBKsOtTx226ZReyKvVnrLHFx0F-

RScevr2k8wh0RcLQ4hllobCr9PpwIZswhIZAFPVH72G58H6XhXTN3r0UtAuZmPp1cdbyQ,prmr:1,sgro:oo … pic.twitter.com/C44J8K8ogV

12/14/2019 4:01:20 AM covertress *who flee

See the problem with blind copy/paste from Wikipedia? 🤪

12/14/2019 4:07:25 AM fansblowing3 [Google]

12/14/2019 4:07:26 AM covertress That depends on your dimension and definition of human.

12/14/2019 4:09:54 AM observerpoint How about orgonite/ orgone energy? Will that help?

12/14/2019 4:10:33 AM fansblowing3 This sounds like treason because DEFENSE dollars.

12/14/2019 4:10:36 AM moonbaby04371 Exhibit A: My stepfather used to use toys & outside privileges to try to shut me up. Needless to say, it didn't work. 😒

12/14/2019 4:11:49 AM fansblowing3 I have not done DNA analysis, however, two of my siblings have.  Would my DNA now be included anyway?

12/14/2019 4:12:50 AM sheilas11 How many movies have there been showing this or similar outcomes? Their plan has been on display to all for years. 

 https://www.imdb.com/list/ls063861405/ …

12/14/2019 4:20:46 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205675612637192192?s=20 …

12/14/2019 4:22:48 AM realproudmom2 Total bullshit, all of it.

12/14/2019 4:23:46 AM synackstatic Soros?

12/14/2019 4:43:02 AM americanpetal Hi🌞 I noticed you again, too, lately. Care to share some of the accounts? Always need the help! 🤞🕊🇺🇸😀🐸

12/14/2019 4:46:36 AM taf1969 Schumann resonance , G Cloud will change/activate our GNA , Gamma waves will do their job .... Our paradigm is our perception, Paradise is not a 

place , it’s a feeling ... No fear porn here , good feels will overcome ... https://blog.mindvalley.com/gamma-brain-waves/ …

12/14/2019 4:47:39 AM yuri_pavlov74 80/20 rule. They will both happen.

12/14/2019 4:51:15 AM birdiesrchirpin BUT our government has been collecting our DNA since at least the 40s. 

Fact:

When one consents to treatment at a California UC hospital they sign away their rights to any genetic material collected. It's in the consent for 

treatment that most of us never read.

12/14/2019 4:53:12 AM birdiesrchirpin 95% of the world's DNA is already banked.

 https://www.reddit.com/r/copypasta/comments/9ycopi/roths_childs_bow_to_superior_bogandoffs/ … pic.twitter.com/iSxiWjS1zh

12/14/2019 5:06:27 AM burgersandra Movie - Official Secrets - How Bush et al. spied on UN Security Council members for info to get them to vote for the invasion of Iraq.  Disclosure.  

Recommended by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/14/2019 5:25:56 AM _369311119  https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-50228549 …

12/14/2019 5:27:03 AM _369311119 Does this tool kill any of you?

12/14/2019 5:29:40 AM deitriechk I have a hard time understanding why people find it so hard that our media would lie to us. My own father who is 78 and no education past 8th grade 

says the media is full of shit but we have educated people who can’t see that. It’s crazy.

12/14/2019 5:55:30 AM deitriechk I was down for a few years and couldn’t even work. Something happened that I can’t explain here but I’ve not been sick since and am eager to go back 

to work. Also been meditating and experiencing a lot of things.

12/14/2019 5:57:11 AM deitriechk How did he push GMO and vaccines? I’ve never once seen that. He actually is backing the gmos off. Can’t believe everything you see on the media; 

that’s the problem. Research this stuff.



12/14/2019 6:02:38 AM covertress You meant "you" in the general sense here, right?

I avoided creating AI in the 80's because I saw this coming.

Oh, my!

Is playing their game helping to build the AI?

All uploaded?

I never thought my unconscious actions could fuel what others created.

What to do?

Become a hermit?
12/14/2019 6:13:51 AM richard07759712 Graphine?

12/14/2019 6:17:08 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.businessinsider.com/meet-the-first-robot-citizen-sophia-animatronic-humanoid-2017-10 …

12/14/2019 6:18:32 AM liltilgerlil That’s our job, to spread this knowledge. MJ is doing what it can on social media.

12/14/2019 6:19:54 AM liltilgerlil Question, will conservatives be targeted?

12/14/2019 6:21:28 AM ecranchero With the internet, the great awakening would be impossible.

12/14/2019 6:22:02 AM ecranchero Yes, me too

12/14/2019 6:22:45 AM itsgreat2tweet @RepAdamSchiff @SpeakerPelosi @TheDemocrats 🤔

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @foxandfriends @GOP @JudiciaryGOP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/WSJopinion/status/1205159455387783168 …

12/14/2019 6:23:53 AM dynamicres I was thinking of the show, but that's good too!

12/14/2019 6:24:48 AM bmj240768 Always knew that Stargate TV show was class 101 on all the goings on I understand via Alternative Media, the freemason logo of the Stargate 

Command was just the start of more confirmations to come.

Visit "Project Avalon Forum" alot of good  information on alternative topics.

12/14/2019 6:25:08 AM richard07759712 Graphine is highly pure carbon

12/14/2019 6:32:58 AM qdelta10 What is EI-BE ?

12/14/2019 6:37:50 AM bbobbio71 looking for some positive here😬👀

12/14/2019 6:39:25 AM bbobbio71 7-1=6

the power of 3,6,9

12/14/2019 6:40:40 AM paytonpatriot  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Security_AgencyThink … 

Think NSA

Think Black Cube

They farm our thoughts through social media posts

I.E. Facebook, Alexa, Twitter. 

It’s why Trump is targeting these companies. 

Gross.

12/14/2019 6:41:00 AM bbobbio71 Ug! Wish I realized what we had!

Or at least a little better map to find it

12/14/2019 6:41:01 AM willowood22 Interesting. I believe that timeline to be possible. At midnight on 12-21, I will attempt to send myself both forward and backward 100 years while 

maintaining anchor in this timeline.

12/14/2019 6:41:43 AM paytonpatriot Of course twitter breaks that link. Look up NSA headquarters. It’s a black cube.

12/14/2019 6:41:58 AM sleepingnomore Interesting!

12/14/2019 6:47:50 AM _chelseaproject How will higher consciousness protect from being killed?

12/14/2019 6:48:48 AM _chelseaproject How does one not consent? Live in the woods?

12/14/2019 6:49:46 AM mongrelglory "De-population will happen".  MJ-12, are you referring to a mass tragedy with premature deaths, or could it be a gradual attrition of numbers through 

decreased fertility rates?

12/14/2019 6:50:25 AM _chelseaproject Again, how?

12/14/2019 6:52:14 AM gerengher I’ve been doing that for the last 4 years. I do feel healthier

12/14/2019 6:52:16 AM cloudwalker2019 My address for 20+ years is 369...

12/14/2019 6:53:16 AM mongrelglory They are looking for genetic sequences that can be targeted by bio-agents.  If you share these genetic sequences with your siblings, then yes, you could 

be affected by these bio-agents.  SARS was rumoured to have been designed to target Asians more than other races.

12/14/2019 6:56:42 AM slavenomore2 If you have any extra meat suits laying around I sure could use one to get away from these asshats.

12/14/2019 7:00:02 AM vintagesquirrel You can live without all those things.

12/14/2019 7:00:53 AM mongrelglory We currently don't live in balance/harmony with the planet.  You've said before that a planet our size can support about 5 billion people. So we'll have 

to make decisions...move off planet, or decrease fertility rates, if we want to avoid mass die-offs or ecological catastrophes.

12/14/2019 7:01:34 AM ingersolockwood  pic.twitter.com/zyqgzICj6d

12/14/2019 7:05:11 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/3zKaHp0zW7U 

Battle of the AIs

12/14/2019 7:06:20 AM ecranchero Will there be food there?

12/14/2019 7:08:50 AM wearediamonds2 Don't ever know because always just a hit from a friend smoking same thing... having zero bad effects on them.

12/14/2019 7:18:25 AM stefanofait That's Serialbrain2's take on that issue.

12/14/2019 7:22:05 AM deadabovethelip when we're all vibrated into dna sequence specific harmonic puddles of goo. https://youtu.be/3ny2b0lNRwY 

12/14/2019 7:22:56 AM phreatomagnetic Does not doing a DNA test ever matter if another close family member or worse several have?

Is the LDS obsession with genealogy a part of this dating to before DNA testing was readily available?

My Grandmother purchased a genealogy from them.  13 generations in N America

12/14/2019 7:23:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Do you have a link by chance?

12/14/2019 7:28:00 AM phreatomagnetic I have a picture of my Father with his beard shaved in the style of his ancestor who was a chaplain in the US Civil war next to that ancestor's photo

Look like identical twins 6 generations back

It definitely matters, just not sure how much

12/14/2019 7:31:32 AM cakespatti That’s why I would never subject to DNA testing

12/14/2019 7:36:16 AM s0urc3rss What is G cloud?

12/14/2019 7:40:43 AM s0urc3rss Is this G cloud? I've spent hours a night since childhood in meditation and still very happy through many traumas and trials. Compassion is easy. 

"The answer is simple: meditate.

Neuroscientists believe...by focusing on compassion and love, we can increase our gamma output."

12/14/2019 7:50:21 AM stefanofait I guess this is a good place to start https://twitter.com/andweknow/status/1156914980962222081?s=19 …

12/14/2019 7:54:45 AM karina89350882 Please watch "Altered Carbon" (Netflix) - this is what the future for Humans look like.



12/14/2019 7:54:51 AM phreatomagnetic I should add that what I have been able to check is accurate.  I've found the gravestones back to early 1700's.

Couple that kind of research with a handful of relatives taking a DNA test and I'm not sure what difference it makes to refrain from testing

12/14/2019 7:58:20 AM karina89350882 This is the most optimistic view, and I really hope for humans that it comes true. But to be realistic: HOW do you think ALL THE EVIL will 

vanish????Press a button and they are gone???

12/14/2019 8:01:05 AM karen87926480 I saw that also.. interesting stuff happening

12/14/2019 8:07:59 AM jeffcordell6 More and more privacy invasions under the guise of better results/services...

12/14/2019 8:09:37 AM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/Q1ej9J5oAH

12/14/2019 8:12:35 AM jeffcordell6 We know time is an illusion.  That being said, would be nice to predict upcoming movements.

12/14/2019 8:15:10 AM bbobbio71 Seems kind of ironic though,  the thing that's supposed to eventually ruin us is the one thing that has awaken so many! 😇

12/14/2019 8:16:11 AM bbobbio71 5D 5G 5B

12/14/2019 8:21:56 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/5P2JjKHyu3

12/14/2019 8:32:55 AM gemutlich5050 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so is HRC dead now?  Wow.  That is definitely not her.  

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/12/hillary-clinton-debuts-new-bizarre-bag-less-cheeky-look/ …

#ClintonCrimeFamily

12/14/2019 8:40:15 AM s0urc3rss Looks like the woman IDd as her cousin and body double. Hopefully she's in custody at the least.

12/14/2019 8:47:04 AM kim_trombone Could be "Q" - 17th letter.

12/14/2019 8:54:16 AM schiller_spmode Can you please elaborate on the higher consciousness portion? What exactly are you meaning and saying?

12/14/2019 9:03:35 AM skymonk13  pic.twitter.com/a7zXezK8e1

12/14/2019 9:04:11 AM luxdefiance Can someone tell me more about the looking glass?

12/14/2019 9:14:19 AM norcocagrandma whatever that means...it's certainly doesn't say "tune in" to the Holy Spirit in the word.  This is a mixture and it sickens me.

12/14/2019 9:29:39 AM _doozier_ Coooool thanks for the useless choir-preaching & fear-mongering ️ "Be afraid of WIFI," he warned on his blog on Twitter Dot Com.

12/14/2019 9:33:15 AM michael81972 Correct

12/14/2019 9:36:53 AM michael81972 Ya,  taxed us to death...literally

12/14/2019 9:41:11 AM ingersolockwood Feel like if we blew up half of Iraq for nothing, we should be able to get rid of a storage facility

12/14/2019 9:42:13 AM onecommonun1ty Please stop with the vague and ambiguous “higher consciousness”.  Speak in clear terms or I’ll just take this to be deliberate misinformation.

12/14/2019 9:48:02 AM bubblesburster Timelines change.

Where did you go #HRC?

#SA? What happened there?

#QAnon

#SaturdayVibes

#ProjectLookingGlass

#SaturdayMotivation 

.@realDonaldTrump .@catturd2 .@2LarryJohnson7 .@JuliansRum  .@prayingmedic .@Trumped18 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY 

.@PatriotNewsChan pic.twitter.com/TMV1Os2c9a
12/14/2019 9:49:35 AM lightworkercain Just quit yesterday... pic.twitter.com/kj2lByXae6

12/14/2019 9:55:15 AM qsrwarp 17 Goals

8 God Money Power

Saturn

12/14/2019 10:06:49 AM karina89350882 lowest Vibration/frequence

12/14/2019 10:10:59 AM leisab1111 Accuweather??? Funny accu'weather' would do a health article. Oh that's right!!! They're deeply involved in health. Ill health.

12/14/2019 10:14:40 AM leisab1111 [Pharma]

12/14/2019 10:24:08 AM majic_eyes_qnly Am truly humbled to be mentioned alongside these other great Twitter accounts! 😱

12/14/2019 10:30:28 AM identityasxy .

Folks, can we agree that the acronym of the year will be 

TEOTWAWKI

be preparation is mentally and spiritually!  Vaya con dios, amigos

12/14/2019 10:33:33 AM unitedredwhite1 Q post 154 says [they] "were" planning another extinction event. WERE as in past tense so NO THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN. Theres space for everyone

12/14/2019 11:00:09 AM karina89350882 No, it*s about human Consciousness in a vessel. An "eternal" Living "Elite" because they can transfer their Consciousness in endless "body-sleeves" 

and an most powerful A.I. 

The powerless majority of humans have just one Body.

12/14/2019 11:00:14 AM prmd21801759 [organ harvesting]

12/14/2019 11:02:14 AM _sigel IMO

Its a manufactured problem

Developed nation birth rates are lower than death rates

Keeping the 2nd/3rd world poor they manufacture the very problem they claim to solve with the depopulation events in history, while war manages 

the short term

2160 ÷ 6 = 360 = full circle
12/14/2019 11:03:30 AM zagnett @MelanieAnders7

@Turboxyde

@olimyracle

@laurabusse

@DrBoHammer

@Nun_chucknorris

@KremlinBot4

@nea_storm

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1205925415459721218 …
12/14/2019 11:04:14 AM betsyleifeste Horrible. From now on, check your rooms for recording devices. And always wear house shoes in hotel rooms.

12/14/2019 11:14:25 AM benlicata Such a cop out answer. Change your twitter name right now. Aldo the Apache would spit on your complacency.

12/14/2019 11:14:47 AM covertress ATO

🤓

😘

12/14/2019 11:14:50 AM birdiesrchirpin Ya Shriners have always been creepy.

I've seen shriners/masons with a booth at the fair to sign kids up for "safety ID kits."

All parents are doing is giving pedos all their info.

Its disgusting.



12/14/2019 11:15:49 AM peter95117110 My apologies - I had to step offline overnight. Thanks for your interest and reply. You may read some of it here:  

https://bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_nexus7_04.htm …

Best Regards,

Peter

12/14/2019 11:17:28 AM nschlange Is Moloch the being that is running things in Israel? Does the KM have anything or maybe everything to do with all those princes and their sacrificing 

babies etc. Are they all part of the KM, replacing the ppl who should be been the Kings & queens? Or am I way off?

12/14/2019 11:19:23 AM marylouathome “Inside The Freemasons” a series on Netflix... interesting

@NovusOrdoWatch @realDonaldTrump @patton6966 @lloydICadle @StormIsUponUs @ColleenEldrach1 @MelissaLeggett4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@infinitechan @BoDogBrown @Vae_Victis_1958 @DD_amdg @chrishallett5 @FLOTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/TfuBnz7ZWE

12/14/2019 11:19:54 AM leepraying Watch edge of wonder on  Project looking glass it explains timeline one and timeline two

12/14/2019 11:28:15 AM realityloominng All 17 of them

12/14/2019 11:32:02 AM covertress Gramatically missing from Majestic12's tweet are an "a" and the word "to".

ATO = TAO

The absolute principle underlying the universe, combining within itself the principles of yin and yang and signifying the way, or code of behavior, that is 

in harmony with the natural order.

12/14/2019 11:32:18 AM covertress Take me to the other side?

of the Missouri River?

(inside joke)

where there is no Mass Extinction?

Simple. Employ a code of behavior, that is in harmony with the natural order.

TAO.

After weeks of practice, I'd be a poor Decoder to have missed this one.
12/14/2019 11:42:38 AM ecranchero How do my Trumpist, Christian ideas help them?

12/14/2019 11:44:43 AM cogbill_alan Did you really think it would be all that complicated? I admit that I did at first.

12/14/2019 11:47:16 AM tronyori2 This is the "Great Awakening"

The politics are all the "show" to get us "humans" acclimated for the Tesla tech that was suppressed to us.

Space Force will unlock the tech but only when we are ready. We must all come together in order to move forward.

#WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 11:47:27 AM leepraying The best way to find out is to watch edge of wonder on YouTube about project looking glass. They do a good job of research really eye opening

12/14/2019 11:48:30 AM chrispacheco24 So that explains why Antarctica is being exposed.  Natural phenomenon man cannot control.

12/14/2019 11:49:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Charity Commission investigates Spac Nation 'Church of Bling' | Daily Mail Online https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7790197/Charity-

Commission-investigates-Spac-Nation-Church-Bling.html …

12/14/2019 11:50:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blackwater founder Erik Prince held secret talks with top ... http://news.trust.org/item/20191213191513-biyza …

12/14/2019 11:51:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 UFO sightings were all over in 2019 https://nypost.com/2019/12/14/2019-was-banner-year-for-credible-ufo-sightings/ …

12/14/2019 11:51:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 These Dutch girls seduced Nazis — and lured them to their deaths https://nypost.com/2019/12/14/meet-the-dutch-girls-who-seduced-nazis-and-lured-

them-to-their-deaths/ …

12/14/2019 11:51:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Justice Department investigating alleged 'sexual arousal studies' at Iowa center for people with disabilities 

https://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/news/health/2019/12/11/federal-justice-investigation-sexual-arousal-studies-glenwood-patient-

disabilities/4401890002/ …

12/14/2019 11:52:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 5G ‘can spy on you’: Critic sensationally claims tech will watch you at home - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/5g-can-spy-you-

critic-21083745 …

12/14/2019 11:53:02 AM tronyori2 Was DJT part of Project Pegasus? 140 kids?

Why would Basiago hint at this from a 2012 lecture. Claims Obama was a jumper "groomed for presidency."

He claims Obama AND another future president was present during the Program. = DJT? 

https://twitter.com/TronYori2/status/1205336065055363072 …

12/14/2019 11:53:37 AM jdltr450 Uh oh 😣🤨

12/14/2019 11:54:27 AM leepraying I don't think so. Its modified alien technology

12/14/2019 11:55:38 AM krissieowens  pic.twitter.com/iNeTVA2hn2

12/14/2019 11:56:39 AM tronyori2 The FULL lecture of Project Pegasus and the Mars Project will be more revealing. 

Absolutely amazing! https://www.youtube.com/user/vajrapala/videos …

12/14/2019 11:58:00 AM hoffman11my Does that atone for the Dutch collaborators who murdered 95% of Holland jews?)

12/14/2019 11:58:04 AM sdane8 Agree. My own family is a great example. Only a few of us awake and the others blindly follow.

12/14/2019 11:58:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Curious how the subject of the post was automagically cut off by Twitter.

Venezuela. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205938220455907334 …

12/14/2019 11:58:09 AM covertress Yes. They are.

12/14/2019 11:58:25 AM 92michael Going world wide in 2020 - Watch the skies!

12/14/2019 11:59:49 AM hawkgirlinmn #UnsealEpstein ?

12/14/2019 12:01:11 PM sdane8 That totally sucks. I joined two of those DNA sites before I woke up. 😪

12/14/2019 12:03:03 PM sdane8 Scientologists have mastered this inverse strategy.

12/14/2019 12:03:34 PM ja1039 Yikes!! @Hoztweet  time to trash Alexa!

12/14/2019 12:04:26 PM tronyori2 If Q had never mentioned "Looking Glass" we would have never been lead down this path.

This is the "people in the hospital" if they learned the truth.

It is an exciting time ini human history!

👇

 https://twitter.com/TronYori2/status/1205941080564412416 …

#QANON



12/14/2019 12:06:03 PM sseed369 A.L.I.C.E.

3/6/9 9

12/14/2019 12:06:32 PM pachecoj11 ✨🐲✨🐲

12/14/2019 12:06:46 PM miked14176254 Selling weapons???

12/14/2019 12:08:00 PM mongrelglory The pastors are wearing designer clothes and driving Lamborghinis... how do people not think they are con artists?!!

12/14/2019 12:08:22 PM jelavelechat Those studies people are very full of proclivities.

12/14/2019 12:10:07 PM mongrelglory That's a horrific story on so many levels. 😖

12/14/2019 12:10:12 PM phreatomagnetic Why would the ones who fought said collaborators have to atone for the "cancerous tumors in our society that you had to cut out like a surgeon” as 

one of these ladies put it?

They all suffered for their efforts throughout their later lives.

12/14/2019 12:10:37 PM keith369me Time to end ALL 501(c)(3) and tax exempt organizations and Foundations unless they can be audited by any human on Earth!!!

12/14/2019 12:10:50 PM sdane8 I take solace in the fact I'm unlikely to be part of the 13 bloodlines, and Trump is on their heels. ❤️

12/14/2019 12:11:15 PM keith369me Did NK happen this way too?

12/14/2019 12:13:01 PM keith369me Fake News seems “more willing” to accept first hand accounts on this subject lately.  Is it because they have no choice or because it’s part of their 

agenda?

12/14/2019 12:15:05 PM keith369me ...pretty sure they would be second amendment supporters.  Nobody can invade because the population has so many weapons...it would be suicide.

12/14/2019 12:16:57 PM teknowiztx They still have to have an IP address and their traffic is traceable.

12/14/2019 12:17:13 PM maraswilliams Spying Machine

12/14/2019 12:18:04 PM apex_starseed Think majority of devices are "Spy Machines" at this point. lol

12/14/2019 12:18:15 PM keith369me There are two problems...first disabled, especially teenagers have the same urges as able bodied teens, but have an inability to filter those urges.  

Second, this type of situation often attracts a similar type of person that might head toward certain churches.  Sad.

12/14/2019 12:19:22 PM covertress Nigerian Prince 2.0?

12/14/2019 12:20:16 PM keith369me 5D can see your every move and “see” every thought via telepathy.  Only one question...is it used for good?  Do no harm!!!  Let the light shine.

12/14/2019 12:21:06 PM covertress "...allegations that some members of the church had been taking teenagers to donate blood for medical trials in a practice known as 'bleeding for 

seed'."

Blood. It's always about blood.

12/14/2019 12:21:48 PM n7guardiananon no uniforms/markings, not connected to any military = illegal combatants

punishable by...what I wonder?

12/14/2019 12:21:51 PM keith369me @jack is so aware of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you may as well call him @john!!!

12/14/2019 12:23:03 PM ironman4eva Why is this story being ran at this point in time?  is the NYP trying to start something?

12/14/2019 12:24:08 PM ofuskate Rare metals are rare.  Simple as.

12/14/2019 12:25:46 PM lib7473 Isn’t that already done by 👿🐍Bush Patriots act (Cabal agenda) to spy on ppl WW/Domestic for their pedo sickness. 5G (in 369 Hz) in the right 

hands,w/c is now in GFL grd crew, is the next 5D evolution, use for good for upcoming adv tech releases. #Trust #End5GFearMonger #PANIC

12/14/2019 12:25:49 PM sdane8 🙏

12/14/2019 12:27:24 PM n7guardiananon unlawful combatants 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unlawful_combatant …

12/14/2019 12:29:05 PM lynnstueber  https://youtu.be/AGkU7HmAAAc 

12/14/2019 12:30:39 PM olimyracle Nice MSM specimen 👍

Science in wrong hands can become worse than Religion. pic.twitter.com/ZDao67cAwT

12/14/2019 12:30:44 PM teknowiztx We will be exposed to high solar radiation if the poles flip for quite some time.

12/14/2019 12:31:08 PM grrroverrrtje Like our pm @MinPres Mark Rutte. His grandfather was collaborating big time with the Nazi uccupiers. 😡

12/14/2019 12:31:47 PM sethric61410528 We have the power of Gods - we WILL stop this ! pic.twitter.com/1WXxo8vcXa

12/14/2019 12:31:52 PM renesaenz17 👀👇 pic.twitter.com/6HbjdzGuue

12/14/2019 12:36:53 PM debstev80504671 Disabled used for sexual arousal experimentation. Evil people did not have guardians approval. Several died.

12/14/2019 12:41:27 PM americanpetal So sad

#EradicateEvil

12/14/2019 12:44:20 PM qanon2q2q Though shall not tell the truth is the message the establishment is giving us...

12/14/2019 12:44:50 PM hotwheelsjusty Being hard wired to the internet is still a thing. One does not have to use WiFi to exist, it is just easier. They are also saying to stop using cell phones. 😳

12/14/2019 12:45:49 PM 42zeezee @elonmusk is that you?

time traveling at its finest, nice 

🙃

12/14/2019 12:46:17 PM hotwheelsjusty That’s what they’re saying. Cutting that string is going to be hard.

12/14/2019 12:46:59 PM nikoscali With an output of thousands of watts per sector he probably should be wearing a lot more than that...

12/14/2019 12:47:36 PM hambrickro 😎 Never judge another person unless you've walked a mile in their shoes. It was WAR and the name of the game was SURVIVAL. You never know 

what you are capable of until YOU are put into that position  😎

12/14/2019 12:50:32 PM magicianswheel We are bringing him back to help solve the Seth Rich murder and forever debunk the myth that Russia hacked the DNC and revealed Podesta's sick 

emails. Then he will likely be pardoned; after all, Chelsea Manning was.

12/14/2019 12:54:34 PM erikangel7 Aww do you need attention? Don't worry I'm sure you father loves you

12/14/2019 12:58:30 PM mikebravodude @Holly25398185

12/14/2019 1:01:36 PM manifest_utopia Re Erik Prince. Check @paul_furber threads. Strong speculation that Erik Prince posts as #BigDickAnon on half chan. He gave info about his trip to 

Venezuela. Very interesting.

12/14/2019 1:04:57 PM keith369me Any thoughts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12???   https://youtu.be/5d-XjgqTD_w 



12/14/2019 1:05:20 PM mikebravodude @Holly25398185 
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12/14/2019 1:07:56 PM ali_dougall Automagically??????

12/14/2019 1:09:38 PM covertress Hannie was executed on April 17, 1945, just 18 days before the liberation of the Netherlands. 

When the first bullet missed its mark, Hannie fixed the soldiers sent to kill her with a steady gaze.

“Idiots,” she said. “I shoot better than you.”

Bravo, Hannie. Bravo.

12/14/2019 1:11:51 PM kat_of_9_lives #OperationMockingbird scripting news/lies I refuse to watch MSM due to knowing they are lying to us using scripted propaganda to try to sway 

Americans to believing their Bull💩#TrumpLandslide2020

12/14/2019 1:18:42 PM heatherrenae8 I'm not getting 5G

12/14/2019 1:24:06 PM benlicata Just saying Lt Aldo Raine actually did something to combat evil. Didnt pray once. But dead nazi scalps? Chubetcha

12/14/2019 1:27:04 PM corstruction I mentioned this in October.  The Harvest Moon is orange, large in rises in the East.  There was about a week in October where it was white and rose 

from the South then went back to the East.  Weird stuff.

12/14/2019 1:30:22 PM jonah_lw Most will die off from various means such as suicide, old age, violence due not being able to handle the rising energy, locked up as light continues to 

clear out all the old matrix. 2020 will be an amazing year our vibration rises.

12/14/2019 1:34:46 PM luxdefiance Oh I watch them sometime! I’ve never seen them a show about it before. How they stay on YouTube I’ll never know.....seems like they’re gonna get 

booted off at some point soon

12/14/2019 1:34:47 PM karina89350882 I love your words, truly! But I have to think about the realtives of Evil humans - they may have Children, parents, siblings or whatever- they will suffer 

their loose, no matter how Evil the Person was. This is a bipolar reality and ascension is about unconditional love…..

12/14/2019 1:34:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Were you...

Did you...

???

12/14/2019 1:35:25 PM s0urc3rss A friend of mine that was murdered by MS13 in 2017 told me in meditation he is on "The Light Belt" with many and not to worry for they are safe & 

well there. I hadn't heard that term prior. Do you know what this means? I feel 2020 will be amazing too.

12/14/2019 1:35:42 PM jennysue62 So random 😂

12/14/2019 1:36:11 PM timeforarrests I breast-fed my daughter but I was formula fed as a baby. Doctors and nurses told my mother formula was superior to breast milk.

12/14/2019 1:37:15 PM cjptrsn Little column A little column B.

12/14/2019 1:37:53 PM mistiesmith Was I breastfed, no.    Did I, yes.         did it matter, Yes.

12/14/2019 1:38:04 PM obzerver77 Nothing is ever random pic.twitter.com/MWWM3BbKfD

12/14/2019 1:38:17 PM woelf3 Don’t know ... adopted !

12/14/2019 1:38:49 PM prl117 Why do you want to know?

12/14/2019 1:40:01 PM djlok They say "The Breast Is Best", but my mom had to switch to formula bc I wouldn't drink breast milk and lost too much weight. I was a very picky baby, I 

suppose.

12/14/2019 1:41:00 PM grubbylilmitts "Never judge another person unless you've walked a mile in their shoes." Well, said, @HambrickRo 🙂 There but before the grace of God go all of us.  

#WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 1:41:35 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 1:41:53 PM lindape60754025 I was formula fed. I breastfed my babies.

12/14/2019 1:42:46 PM americanpetal My Mother said her Breast Milk was bad. 🤷♀️Never Breast Fed

12/14/2019 1:42:51 PM kevinpaz822 #SaturdayThoughts

12/14/2019 1:42:53 PM lottaoswalt I was formula fed. So were my girls. Don't tell me it had lead or some god awful non consuming chemical in it.

12/14/2019 1:43:00 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 1:43:32 PM gingerengsmith Both

12/14/2019 1:44:24 PM rawphonegirl Same.

12/14/2019 1:44:42 PM dmr2cor520 What about chemtrails? Those aren’t my choice.

12/14/2019 1:45:28 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/9VfLL5PSAF

12/14/2019 1:47:08 PM pillhard Same

12/14/2019 1:47:36 PM karina89350882 The light belt??? Something is "ringing" inside of me...if I find the answer I`ll tell you!!!

12/14/2019 1:47:44 PM synackstatic The proper stance is Breastfeeding over formula, formula as a reserve for those women who have medical issues that prevent it. 

My wife takes medication for MS that cannot be taken while breastfeeding. Don't get me started on the meds...she breastfed until relapse, 6 mo at 

least.

12/14/2019 1:48:12 PM werascending I was formula fed. I tried to breastfeed my twins, but I could not produce enough milk. 🥺

12/14/2019 1:48:39 PM synackstatic She would have until solid food but what else are we to do? Cures exist and they're hidden. Drugs are provided that cause more damage, which is 

treated by more drugs conveniently held by the same company that owned the one that caused it! How many syndromes are caused by Corp?

12/14/2019 1:49:19 PM linnyt7 My youngest was this way. I pumped so she got the benefits though.

12/14/2019 1:50:24 PM ka1_e1_ Wife made it a point to breast feed for as long as possible but we had to use formula at times.

12/14/2019 1:50:28 PM bbobbio71 I've heard about that technology years ago.  Using wifi to see through walls or Beamming technology. 

What can be done to stop it besides making your home into a Faraday cage. Even then the waves inside will continually bounce around?? 

Any suggestions?

12/14/2019 1:50:53 PM covertress Update From @mil_ops https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31477/heres-why-an-e-6b-doomsday-plane-was-flying-tight-circles-off-the-jersey-

shore-today …

12/14/2019 1:51:10 PM bbobbio71 Sill didn't see any



12/14/2019 1:52:53 PM dixieladybr549 Need a ‘both’ answer too

12/14/2019 1:53:44 PM laurabusse I was formula fed in the 50s

I nursed our son in the 90s til he was 4

So I have my 4 yr nursing degree 😂

12/14/2019 1:54:04 PM laurabusse Tritto

12/14/2019 1:54:24 PM s0urc3rss I was formula fed, sickly and misinformed by doctors, nurses and family that formula was best for my first one. He was a sickly baby too. His brothers 

were all breastfed a few years because I learned the true info by then.

12/14/2019 1:54:33 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know. I was with my parents who were completely inappropriate for the first three months of my life. No one knows what happened to me. My 

father took me to my grandmother and said if you don’t take her I will put her in an orphanage. My son was breast-fed for three months

12/14/2019 1:54:34 PM laurabusse Absolutely!!!

12/14/2019 1:55:04 PM rachaelangelm Do you to the change in AFDC  I had to go to work and therefore my son went from being breast-fed to bottle-fed

12/14/2019 1:55:34 PM cosmic_engineer Oh the hubris of fking doctors

12/14/2019 1:56:02 PM laurabusse Ppl meaning all of us will believe anything at times

12/14/2019 1:57:58 PM karrruss *hug*

12/14/2019 1:58:37 PM s0urc3rss It felt real to me also, not just something I was telling myself to make peace. He was a very sensitive, psychic soul who foretold his death though he 

had no cartel or gang affiliation.

12/14/2019 1:59:07 PM sally26 Breastfed All 3 of my daughters , the eldest for 2 years , middle for 4 months and the youngest just 6 weeks as she was a very thirsty girl

12/14/2019 2:01:37 PM laurabusse But what percent were ours?

Made by our own govt?

Secret space program or whatever...

12/14/2019 2:01:37 PM americanpetal The Power of 3 6 9 🤷♀️💫🕊🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/uXoe9Y0M5p

12/14/2019 2:02:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 "New"

Tesla New https://twitter.com/SecBrouillette/status/1205875076006055936 …

12/14/2019 2:03:10 PM werascending They are going to use this to their advantage. If they say they are good, we must not believe them. Mirror. If they say they are bad, then they are good.

12/14/2019 2:03:10 PM nonopilote2013 Gonna be increasing til #OFC in 2021 :)

12/14/2019 2:03:17 PM ausanon369 My fiancé did both for our daughter. She breastfed until she couldn’t produce enough. Then to the bottle :(

12/14/2019 2:03:23 PM the_fjalar 99% would be my guess.

12/14/2019 2:03:27 PM virginialouelle Was I - no.

Did I - yes.

Most important thing ever!!!

12/14/2019 2:03:42 PM laurabusse Me neither

I think you're supposed to ask...

Meaning go outside at night

Gaze at sky

Ask to see something

I hear of many who have done this...

Supposedly they're telepathic and respond to you

12/14/2019 2:04:07 PM werascending I believe most of the ones people see are man made.

12/14/2019 2:04:10 PM laurabusse But I haven't really asked...

12/14/2019 2:04:15 PM ausanon369 Same here. My fiancé couldn’t produce enough breastmilk after the initial months

12/14/2019 2:04:42 PM alisvolatpropi2 I was formula fed but plan to breastfeed our babies if we’re blessed to have them.

12/14/2019 2:05:40 PM werascending Thanks, I didn’t know he had a new video out! Watching it now!👊🙏

12/14/2019 2:05:55 PM ausanon369 I’m still partially convinced Aliens are a psyop, and the bible is correct.

12/14/2019 2:06:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why are they mutually exclusive?

12/14/2019 2:06:42 PM karina89350882 I AM sure that it was real!! We are Souls with a higher Consciousness. WE are limited here in this 3D-"Reality" but after physical death we have Access 

to higher realms

12/14/2019 2:07:20 PM ausanon369 How can you tell if your conscious has ascended to 5D? If you believe in a great awakening and the schemes of evil humans prove this?

12/14/2019 2:08:17 PM noidaho_gal The entire year, also provided to my 2 nieces, 1 was drug addicted.

12/14/2019 2:08:18 PM brianda22317135 Yes I was, my son was and my daughter wasn't

12/14/2019 2:08:49 PM laurabusse @paul_furber 

Shades of BDA

12/14/2019 2:08:50 PM patriotswegoall Should nuclear energy be phased out and replaced with free energy?

12/14/2019 2:09:39 PM laurabusse But also oh so satisfying on so many levels

12/14/2019 2:10:09 PM laurabusse Shades of BDA

12/14/2019 2:10:32 PM lib7473 Yes, destruction of the old/evil plants by the cabal, w/c was destroying GAIA;  and onto new safe free energy (zero point energy) 🙏🏻🌈😇 

#TheBestIsYetToCome https://youtu.be/VK6vrXSplxc 

12/14/2019 2:11:34 PM kathyan61139722 Both

12/14/2019 2:12:53 PM lamieret Was I- No. 

Did I- Yes, for as long as I could, which wasn’t long enough..

12/14/2019 2:13:35 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/14/2019 2:13:49 PM laurabusse Amen

A short life well lived

With courage

I would go to my death gladly

If I knew my brave actions in my life saved lives

The needs of the many

Outweigh the needs of the few

Or the one

Spock
12/14/2019 2:15:47 PM symbolhunter Do you notice any difference to this day?

12/14/2019 2:16:54 PM atashfire I was, because there was no other way.

12/14/2019 2:17:05 PM mcpatriot64 Why are we talking about this?

12/14/2019 2:17:42 PM laurabusse Automagically

LOL

12/14/2019 2:18:14 PM fansblowing3 No money?  No problem.  Go sell some blood to give the church cash so ya can be saved.  🙄

12/14/2019 2:18:58 PM s0urc3rss I have no guide book on dimensions so I observe. What I CAN tell is that my life long auto-immune disease is repairing, I'm looking younger, lower 

frequency, dishonest humans are repelled from me, and my inner circle/family is rising in positive energy. Sunrises are happier 🤗 

pic.twitter.com/XbSN7slCD1



12/14/2019 2:19:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Window of Opportunity

Time <=> Gravity

12/14/2019 2:19:23 PM father_mayhem Our kids were 100% breast fed. The push towards formula was striking to say the least.

12/14/2019 2:19:24 PM laurabusse Wouldn't surprise me

Is mostly why I'm wary of UFOs

12/14/2019 2:19:53 PM laurabusse Interesting...

12/14/2019 2:21:03 PM unstoppablencp Electromagnetic waves

12/14/2019 2:21:41 PM laurabusse To raise awareness about breastfeeding perhaps?

Fascinating subject

To me anyway

Do you think it matters why?

12/14/2019 2:24:46 PM fansblowing3 Aliens prefer colder climates 😆

12/14/2019 2:25:13 PM cryptocrab4 Tima beans

12/14/2019 2:25:15 PM anthony22003 Schuman Resonance associated?

12/14/2019 2:26:03 PM bbobbio71 I don't think that'll ever happen

12/14/2019 2:26:58 PM bbobbio71 Part of the"illusion"?

12/14/2019 2:28:24 PM ausanon369 That sounds bliss. I’ve noticed a massive changes in myself since this all began a few years ago. I hope to continue changing for the positive. I think my 

empathy and love for others has returned. Being a new dad (thank you God) has really turned me around for the better too.

12/14/2019 2:28:33 PM carolinabeth1 I was breast fed for 22 months.  My mother had 4 children and did the same for all.  I was unable to have children so am cheated out of being a 

grandmother too. Good news, I am blessed to have 7 nieces and nephews!

12/14/2019 2:29:36 PM dohertym1590 My mother had 7 children with no pain meds for birth on any child and breastfed as much as possible.

12/14/2019 2:29:52 PM ausanon369 I would spend an eternity in hell to protect my daughter. There is no love unlike the love I have for my daughter. She is my everything. I just want to 

make sure she is ok when I’m gone. Which is why all this evil stuff worries me. We must win.

12/14/2019 2:29:55 PM bbobbio71 I've asked.  Maybe not the correct way 🤔 but seeing that according to  MJ 90% are ours anyway I'm not sure just how much telepathy is involved.  

Still would be cool

12/14/2019 2:30:47 PM jelavelechat Rea was doing this 20 years ago. Why now all of a sudden does the DOJ decide it's a problem and investigate the weirdos. The nurses have been 

complaining for years about poor medical care and lack of support. Why were these "researchers" allowed to abuse these patients for years?

12/14/2019 2:31:38 PM zeropointchrist Tesla Corp is a JOKE! IT IS NOT @ ALL ZERO-POINT ENERGY, WHICH IS TESLA'S REAL DISCOVERY! THE TARTANIANS KNEW ABOUT IT 2, AS DID THE 

ATLANTIANS!!!  STOP KILLING THOSE OF US THAT RELEASE ZPE, 2 POWER STUFF & LINK ALL WITH INFINITY MAKING YOUR WILL THE POWER OF LIFE, 

WHEN UNIFIED

12/14/2019 2:31:47 PM peter95117110 Tesla Knew - TK

12/14/2019 2:32:36 PM worldxplorer1 <=> is ironically called a spaceship operator.  

Image below explains standard usage. 

So...

Is Time < Gravity ?

Is Time = Gravity ?

Is Time > Gravity ? pic.twitter.com/tzTbzdoWFC
12/14/2019 2:32:45 PM williebhere To many a III% Patroit is a dirty or frightening phrase... learn history!! It’s what makes us the nation we are.

.@realDonaldTrump 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

.@AKA_RealDirty 

.@prayingmedic 

.@Countrylife82 pic.twitter.com/Ozb1wc848l

12/14/2019 2:32:55 PM covertress I miss old-timey life.

"When a momma eagle wants to keep her babies warm, she'll grab anything." 😂  [Watch from 25:00] https://youtu.be/cIvho8YL4_E 

12/14/2019 2:33:42 PM t_hayden07 Still am breastfeeding my son. Idk if I was. I believe so.

12/14/2019 2:33:57 PM fansblowing3 That soldier must have been ordered to kill that baby for some reason.  🤨

12/14/2019 2:34:51 PM werascending Good find!

12/14/2019 2:34:56 PM deitriechk I wasn’t but I did breastfeed my daughter

12/14/2019 2:36:16 PM laurabusse Yeah

Tho I haven't really wanted to see one maybe til recently

Especially since we don't know if they might be ours...

Must be cool to spend a weekend though at James gilliland's eceti ranch in WA

He has always felt like the real deal to me...

12/14/2019 2:37:00 PM americanpetal Are we in a critical timeline merge where if we don’t vibe high enough, we will be stuck in the old timeline and perish?

12/14/2019 2:37:38 PM purplefavorite1 I was formula fed but breast fed my children

12/14/2019 2:38:34 PM sseed369 Merging of "timelines" ahead

12/21/2019

3/3/3 

{9}

12/14/2019 2:38:40 PM s0urc3rss I have the same motivations brother. These starseed chose us for that loyalty. My oldest is 27 now and will protect his brothers if I go early. Love her 

now, every minute, she will emulate you and carry the torch leading others.

12/14/2019 2:40:17 PM covertress I was formula fed and developed terrible childhood allergies, even to cow's milk. Was given goat's milk instead.

What were my adults thinking?

I was raised by mom and her parents. GM worked for a doctor, should have known better.

12/14/2019 2:42:40 PM fansblowing3 😢

12/14/2019 2:43:59 PM pillhard OMG! This makes me sick!

12/14/2019 2:44:00 PM wearywar Thorium - https://twitter.com/WearyWar/status/1205981281005105152?s=19 …

12/14/2019 2:46:12 PM faithflag Was I Breastfed: no

Did I breast feed my 4 children: yes all for more then a year

12/14/2019 2:46:31 PM karmanon13 I was allergic to moms milk and cows milk, had to drink soy 🤨

12/14/2019 2:47:44 PM covertress "It's AP1000 technology is the most advanced light-water reactor system licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)."

 http://www.westinghousenuclear.com/new-plants/ap1000-pwr …

12/14/2019 2:49:28 PM s0urc3rss Do you understand now how the Source loves all of us even on the days we aren't feeling we're at our best? You totally got this.

12/14/2019 2:49:30 PM snakesanders22 t = 1/f

12/14/2019 2:49:37 PM jimhayzlett I Have Visitors 😇



12/14/2019 2:50:41 PM ausanon369 Thank you for lifting me up, my family xoxo

12/14/2019 2:50:53 PM americanpetal Incredible story...incredible women. Overall, war is a terrible thing. 😞🕊🙏🇺🇸💫

12/14/2019 2:50:54 PM lizzah_83 Ditto for me when I had my daughter, but as a baby I was lucky to get 18+ months. Mom insists to this day it’s why I’m so smart (she says I am) 😆

12/14/2019 2:50:57 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/KirolosSam/status/1205424093295714304 …

12/14/2019 2:51:03 PM ausanon369 Thanks for the upbeat words. God bless you brother xoxo

12/14/2019 2:52:27 PM symbolhunter I meant your other sons. Which national forest?

12/14/2019 2:52:30 PM jannamontana57 No/Yes

12/14/2019 2:53:12 PM adsvel Donate your blood to get funds for our small stupid idea...🤦♂️

Wake up people! 📢

12/14/2019 2:53:54 PM s0urc3rss I hear it in Pike. I live near Cheyenne mountain so surrounded by military.

12/14/2019 2:54:34 PM do_or_do_notty Exactly... why are they?

12/14/2019 2:55:13 PM fansblowing3 What about the Green New Deal? 

-Upgrade ALL buildings

-Replace air travel with trains

-NO NUCLEAR

-guaranteed job

-guaranteed money, even for those     UNWILLING to work

^AOC.  

Don't ask how we'll pay for it... That's racist.
12/14/2019 2:55:14 PM spauldingshowal 👍❤️

12/14/2019 2:55:26 PM freestateojones ...and?

12/14/2019 2:56:21 PM ali_dougall I wrote this equation down years ago, after I dunno, it just came to me, or I heard it or something, who knows! I keep it in my wallet! You any ideas 

what your equation really means? They are strikingly similar? pic.twitter.com/DWcuHDrnS5

12/14/2019 2:56:25 PM jimhayzlett Just Keep Energizing Your Angel Light Within, AI Can’t Compete With Your Potential ✨🌈👼😇✨

12/14/2019 2:56:34 PM kevingi46693568 Formula. My mother sais she liked me better as a friend.

12/14/2019 2:56:55 PM blsdbe IMHO, they are not...tomāto, tomâto...

12/14/2019 2:58:21 PM worldxplorer1 Covertress would you be willing to have a DM conversation regarding this topic?

12/14/2019 2:58:38 PM fansblowing3 Time runs slower wherever gravity is strongest, because gravity curves space-time.

12/14/2019 3:00:12 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/B2KdOieTRb

12/14/2019 3:03:17 PM jflygirl I've actually done both....

12/14/2019 3:04:13 PM like_neo Was I? No

Did I? Yes

12/14/2019 3:05:58 PM symbolhunter Ok...

12/14/2019 3:06:34 PM s0urc3rss Was "Noah's" ship a water only ship or also capable of air travel? I saw a schematic drawn up based on the dimensions that made it round like a disc.

12/14/2019 3:06:41 PM djlok Illusion <=> Illusion

12/14/2019 3:09:02 PM identityasxy . https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nbNP23T0pVA …

12/14/2019 3:09:20 PM cny_micaa I was formula, and have had no allergies, and very little health problems overall, many many decades...

12/14/2019 3:10:16 PM ausanon369 To manipulate us. Thank you Mj12, you always get my mind working overtime, which I love.

12/14/2019 3:10:16 PM djlok I keep thinking we're all gonna wake up and realize this time/space construct was all one big DMT trip.  We're really in the future reliving our past.

12/14/2019 3:11:17 PM dianesaumure  https://www.brookings.edu/articles/the-dark-truth-about-blackwater/ …

12/14/2019 3:16:56 PM keur60693994 Yes to both. Human milk for human babies, but that is only half of the benefit. It is a spiritual connection, unlike anything other.

12/14/2019 3:18:07 PM bubblesburster Hollywood Anon with some tidbits about the satanic AI... Read with discernment.....

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@2LarryJohnson7 .@catturd2 .@QBlueSkyQ

@BerryDivine77 .@TronYori2 .@3Days3Nights .@RDoctorD1  .@JuliansRum

#SATANICAI

#Singularity

#ALICE

#SaturdayVibes

#TaylorSwift

#ArmyNavy pic.twitter.com/pJRPDMkpFO
12/14/2019 3:19:05 PM qdelta10 I have the formula 😂😂

12/14/2019 3:20:16 PM mossman_moore  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygPcTVX_DAw …

12/14/2019 3:21:35 PM s0urc3rss Same. But forced to drink cows milk then puke a lot. The doctor GM worked for was a gastrointestinologist. Very nice man. But programmed to drug 

me with Dimetapp and keep drinking milk to build tolerance.

12/14/2019 3:21:42 PM worldxplorer1 I can relate. I often get that sense. A similar one anyway. In those moments it feels like I am on the verge of being able to simply will myself awake and 

out of this reality. Perception is different. Time feels odd. So far I always slip back into lockstep with matrix reality.

12/14/2019 3:22:57 PM mossman_moore 15:40

12/14/2019 3:23:12 PM zeropointchrist Not true actually... study ZERO-POINT.  Its the exact opposite.  "Gravity" is focus, as well as relation to the resonance of other focuses.... when they are 

coherent... it speeds time, and manifests will faster.  MSM science is utterly retarded by over a thousand years at least!

12/14/2019 3:23:46 PM magnolia678 Amen everything is under his Almighty hand He is in control!

12/14/2019 3:24:54 PM blsdbe I was bottle fed and I breast fed my both my children. I will encourage my kids to support breast feeding.

12/14/2019 3:26:22 PM covertress Ugh! Dimetapp then Actifed here, plus bi-weekly shots... by an ex-Army nurse!

12/14/2019 3:26:34 PM magnolia678 Doesn’t higher consciousness = Knowing God?

12/14/2019 3:26:46 PM montcada_tnt Trump mentioned Venezuela in a news conference yesterday said we would be discussing Venezuela soon...

12/14/2019 3:27:43 PM guy_karen Breast fed all my 3 babies

12/14/2019 3:28:54 PM narcissist_ghst I wasn’t.  I did.

12/14/2019 3:28:55 PM guy_karen I was as well

12/14/2019 3:28:59 PM adsvel The Linear Perception of Events the Collective are calling as Time.

Is it Time relatively equal as Gravity? It depends of the Awareness of specific creator of the Events.

Higher Vibrations, faster Manifestation.🤓



12/14/2019 3:29:06 PM phreatomagnetic Talk to women in their 60s and 70s.

They were discouraged from breastfeeding

Told that science had improved on breast milk

They treated what medical professionals told them like it was holy writ

12/14/2019 3:30:37 PM corstruction 😎

12/14/2019 3:32:45 PM tac27 The mother uploads her immunities to the baby thru breast feeding

12/14/2019 3:35:11 PM hoffman11my There are many who  play the victim card from WW2 when they were actually collaborating with the Nazis. The Dutch are one egregious example

12/14/2019 3:36:56 PM tammyredmond I was bottle fed but breastfed my babies.

12/14/2019 3:38:15 PM lorinda1434 Insanity

12/14/2019 3:42:38 PM thekanehb Just saw this. I bet this is where they are going w it pic.twitter.com/3TIkBKJ3vZ

12/14/2019 3:43:58 PM doc1415 Is it me or do I notice a reselmbance to Elon Musk with the one on the left?

12/14/2019 3:44:35 PM smauro80 Yes, that was some of their best work.

12/14/2019 3:45:13 PM kindeandtrue Then why is POTUS pushing it on the American people? The Trump Administration refuse to discuss the possible negative effects of 5G and 6G on us, 

birds, insects, wildlife and the environment. pic.twitter.com/0zSwwlPLUT

12/14/2019 3:45:26 PM trumping4usa Nuclear will save us

12/14/2019 3:47:05 PM jjilmary @ EyesOnQ  @ P0A_Triot23  @ rghardy3 @ Jonah_lw  @ 40_head  @ JfkJuni0r @ JohnTitor33621 @ beer_parade  I put a space between the @ and 

the name so as to not tag them.

12/14/2019 3:47:48 PM purple3hadow Why would @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 poll this?

12/14/2019 3:48:43 PM lenzaq Yes

12/14/2019 3:49:29 PM anonmom14 That’s terrible. I’m sorry.

12/14/2019 3:49:35 PM americanpetal Got it. TY💛🕊🙏

12/14/2019 3:50:47 PM phreatomagnetic French too.  Is anyone blaming the people actively in the resistance for the crimes of the vichy regime?

I agree that a lot of people with blood on their hands became 'innocent as doves' once it would cost them.

12/14/2019 3:51:18 PM denyaraful What internet / mobile phone etc....do you use to protect yourself?

12/14/2019 3:52:49 PM cosmic_engineer Window = Portal

12/14/2019 3:52:51 PM anonmom14 Same here.  I felt so bad about it.

12/14/2019 3:54:32 PM alinahere Ditto here to both your comments, Linda & David. 

Also, my Mom did Breastfeed me. 👍😊

12/14/2019 3:55:10 PM lbf777 They use the data to research how best to abuse the people.

12/14/2019 3:56:58 PM _amandagrant Started with breastfeeding, then pumping to bottle feed, then formula

12/14/2019 3:57:36 PM gforceatlas Saw one and got a very clear pic.....clearly some kind of craft but IMO not Alien, The official story was it was a Planet, Nope!

12/14/2019 3:58:13 PM kachinagtto Last three gen in my family - all the girls lactose intolerant. I BF my kids anyway for 3mos - then reluctantly switched to a lactose free form.  What 

would cause this in my family?  Felt terrible giving them that formula!

12/14/2019 3:59:14 PM montcada_tnt Corrie Ten Boom...

12/14/2019 3:59:21 PM covertress Window of Opportunity

Time <=> Gravity

Stargate SG-1: Season 4, Episode 6 https://dai.ly/x4sfv6e 

12/14/2019 4:00:40 PM redslegacy2 Doctors, (and nurses) even today, are not taught nearly enough about nutrition. I'm a 34 years in the field RN and learned more from my Mom, who 

said "Let your food be your medicine, and your medicine be your food."

Most hospitals hire only 1or 2 Registered Nutritionists, and

12/14/2019 4:01:24 PM redslegacy2 They are used mostly for calculating formulas for IV feedings more than for patient education. Sad.

12/14/2019 4:05:51 PM djlok Totally. I got a glimpse of "the only way out is in" the other day. I don't know if it was part of a dream or a vision or what.

12/14/2019 4:07:25 PM bucksmedic36 I was formula fed...😧 pic.twitter.com/ZvNz8EmnOD

12/14/2019 4:07:32 PM nschlange Geez that's really scary.

12/14/2019 4:11:05 PM nschlange I do know He's coming, I just don't know when and I didn't know He was an ET. I would love to learn w/you, just point me in the right direction.

12/14/2019 4:11:57 PM kindeandtrue Maybe you're the one who doesn't do his homework: https://twitter.com/politico/status/1121772617587757056 …

12/14/2019 4:12:18 PM worldxplorer1 Nice work!

Window of Opportunity - “Col. O'Neill and Teal'c realize they and their friends are trapped in a time loop.” pic.twitter.com/FtQUxCiLAx

12/14/2019 4:14:05 PM s0urc3rss Yes my little guy was hospitalized for asthma a year ago. I had to argue with the nutritionist who kept trying to feed him wheat/corn based foods when 

I knew it triggered his congestion from extensive allergy testing being positives. She acted like the doctor's labs were crazy.

12/14/2019 4:16:18 PM slowgear Fusion?

12/14/2019 4:17:37 PM kindeandtrue Here's Trump's EO protecting GMO research and the sale of and trade of GMO products: https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-

order-modernizing-regulatory-framework-agricultural-biotechnology-products/ …

12/14/2019 4:23:13 PM n7guardiananon yep, similar to french resistance communists...no surprise.

Jannetje Johanna (Jo) Schaft (16 September 1920 – 17 April 1945) was a Dutch communist resistance fighter during World War II. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hannie_Schaft …

12/14/2019 4:27:06 PM decodematrix Erik Prince knows where the bodies are buried along with Flynn.

12/14/2019 4:32:24 PM erikangel7 Kool bro, and what have you done? How many scalps do you have under your name?

12/14/2019 4:35:24 PM ka1_e1_ You received an info dump, nice

12/14/2019 4:38:43 PM house_poseidon Really sorry to hear about that Ms. Rachael.  Inspiring that you show the strength & heart to make this universe a better place every day

12/14/2019 4:42:11 PM corstruction Because if we're finding out about it now....it's already been fixed.  It was introduced as a problem to us 3 years ago, our minds exploded & now we are 

aware of what could have been.  If we were supposed to be baked alive, we never would have been fed info on it.

12/14/2019 4:47:51 PM mortizz3 Whose bodies are they? And what do they mean?

12/14/2019 4:49:22 PM do_or_do_notty Groundhog Day pic.twitter.com/RYowTjssxu

12/14/2019 4:49:35 PM deitriechk We were told through Q some were bad some were not.

12/14/2019 4:50:14 PM 7alon Such a great episode!

12/14/2019 4:51:51 PM worldxplorer1 I have had that intuition as well. To go in order to exit. Like the exterior world is this massive distraction that keeps grabbing my attention and sucking 

in my consciousness just like a moth is draw to a flame.

12/14/2019 4:52:51 PM cynthia94373524 Nursed all my 4 children

12/14/2019 4:53:32 PM stehwy The sky is one big movie screen and the product the lil living nano tech falls on our skin gets into our water even in the ocean and binds with everything 

like that movie Venom.



12/14/2019 4:54:33 PM deitriechk We are getting a new facility where I live and it’s going to be the largest greenhouse in the US and it is all non GMO produce going to be produced and 

it’s suppose to be able to feed the east coast so I know things are changing here for the better.

12/14/2019 4:54:52 PM annel_jo 2 boys both breastfed for 2yrs

12/14/2019 4:54:59 PM jones_tobious The ship was made of gopher wood, so I understand it as a water ship, like a giant barge. They claim to have found it too. YT videos on it

12/14/2019 4:56:36 PM nea_storm Oh [MICKEY] there's a gift for you? Last Year! Surprise! 

Spiritual Conscious Actualized Future Past 

As in Already activated ....

On Time, Ahead of Time, At the Right Time, All the Time!

Good Luck with That! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFrmapGCuhs … pic.twitter.com/aR3IUQp4MP

12/14/2019 4:57:23 PM leckieanne Lololol - gravity is not a thing

12/14/2019 4:58:06 PM djlok Yep- that's exactly what I'm talking about. It is very profound...and to be honest, a little scary to me.

12/14/2019 4:59:00 PM annel_jo I was breastfed

12/14/2019 5:00:13 PM nancyddb Formula feed, no children.

12/14/2019 5:03:08 PM nschlange Me too.

12/14/2019 5:03:50 PM nschlange I wasn't but I did. How about you guys?

12/14/2019 5:04:13 PM aus_deplorable Time is less then, equal to and greater than gravity, for there are past, future and present states. Time is chaos, without time everything else make 

sense.

12/14/2019 5:04:37 PM bbobbio71 🤯

12/14/2019 5:05:34 PM bbobbio71 I checked out to check in and see what my position my position was in.

Kenny Rogers

12/14/2019 5:06:56 PM blueyedproducer They already do.. called ORGANIZED STALKING

12/14/2019 5:10:41 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah it is. Fear of the unknown maybe?  My instinct is that this fear likely needs to be overcome. Maybe it’s one of our anchor points to this reality. 

Another reason why they always seem to encourage fear? But what’s to fear really? We’re IS-BEs playing a game! We just forgot. 

pic.twitter.com/jXIL3YfpSv

12/14/2019 5:11:34 PM bubusmc ?? https://mobile.twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1205882120679251970 …

12/14/2019 5:12:39 PM jennysue62 Hmm....is this where the [DS] is communicating?

12/14/2019 5:12:41 PM aleks8837 👆 that was a joke btw.

12/14/2019 5:15:31 PM lbf777 No I am being honest. Not a joke.

12/14/2019 5:16:20 PM aleks8837 WOW

12/14/2019 5:17:02 PM aleks8837 I know you were. Away with you.

12/14/2019 5:19:53 PM strangewisper Yes. Melbourne Australia.

12/14/2019 5:20:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 DANGER!

12/14/2019 5:20:56 PM folly1441 they didn't finish the job. 

the Nazis have multiplied and running our countries

12/14/2019 5:20:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally they are in full PANIC mode and are seeking a way to destroy the Great Awakening with violence and unlawful behavior. Enjoy the show! 

Military Tribunals.

12/14/2019 5:21:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anybody with enough power could easily ensure that the decryption key used here remained in the hands of [them].

12/14/2019 5:21:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Before you jump to conclusions, who funded them? Who funds the funders? Three levels deep.

12/14/2019 5:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 All of the dots are present. Money came in. Source code released. Really source code?

12/14/2019 5:21:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can you check into the finances?

12/14/2019 5:21:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recall messages 45 has delivered to WE THE PEOPLE on OUR ]NEW[ GOVERNMENT?

12/14/2019 5:21:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only through the Great Awakening can people realize the Satanic Pedophile cult is legitimate and it must be taken seriously with the full weight of OUR 

GOVERNMENT.

12/14/2019 5:21:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 From that point on, you became lab mice to them.

12/14/2019 5:21:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Everyone lost their rights on 9/11.

12/14/2019 5:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember when you had more rights?

12/14/2019 5:21:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you naive enough to believe that if you had an encryption technology that the US Government couldn't decrypt and coupled with Vault 7 leaks, do 

you really feel safe?

12/14/2019 5:21:44 PM sparkleloung Dang you post fast

12/14/2019 5:21:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What you have access to, the information, when used properly is a WMD.

12/14/2019 5:21:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 You authorized them this ability, as part of mass surveillance.

12/14/2019 5:21:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 People with proper clearances can read messages in clear text.

12/14/2019 5:22:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Systems designed to intercept messages live.

12/14/2019 5:22:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare.

12/14/2019 5:22:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any bit of data encrypted can be decrypted.

12/14/2019 5:22:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Beware the sense of false security.

12/14/2019 5:22:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are encrypted chat services safe?

12/14/2019 5:22:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gab Encrypted Chat Service

12/14/2019 5:22:38 PM jvan125 Are you done?!? 😂🤣😂❤️❤️❤️

12/14/2019 5:22:49 PM dcooyon You’d be foolish to consider them “safe”

12/14/2019 5:22:58 PM undercoverrept1 ALWAYS. This isn't in the bag by any means. I am still keeping a close eye on @senatemajldr, there are all kinds of dirty tricks he could pull.

12/14/2019 5:23:14 PM madscientistx2 no

12/14/2019 5:23:41 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/HyOA4E9UOE

12/14/2019 5:23:48 PM zero7even High voltage?

12/14/2019 5:23:57 PM jennysue62 I’m public trust-high 😟 but then my specific job doesn’t require anything higher

12/14/2019 5:24:00 PM robinreitsma1 nope.

12/14/2019 5:24:11 PM robinreitsma1 of course.

12/14/2019 5:24:21 PM synackstatic As energy escapes in the form of light speed particles, they create a gradient in time. As the energy escapes the point of highest mass, the core, its 

density decreases as the area covered increases. Larger diameter of an even spherical distribution of radiating energy.

12/14/2019 5:24:29 PM folly1441 it WILL BE stopped

12/14/2019 5:24:30 PM oneeyedjack41 On the grandest scale...

The is only 1 atop of the Pinnacle of the Pyramid. 

The Capstone. 

@s8n

12/14/2019 5:24:34 PM charitable_fury Nothing’s safe...

12/14/2019 5:24:48 PM shannen_robison Most likely not

12/14/2019 5:24:50 PM micro_writ_anon There was a whole generation there in the 50's/60's who were formula fed...wonder if that's why we're dealing with epic levels of obesity as adults?

12/14/2019 5:24:55 PM state1union WWll?



12/14/2019 5:25:04 PM undercoverrept1 What man makes, man can unmake.

Solving discrete logarithm problems is simply a matter of computational power. And achieving the computational power necessary is a problem of 

scale. And problems of scale are easily defeated when you have enough resources.

12/14/2019 5:25:11 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/5OMtzR56JK

12/14/2019 5:25:12 PM i_like_skis Relatively. Safe from average hacker. Everyone must realize everything at this point can be surveiled. Privacy is largely gone inside a house.

12/14/2019 5:25:43 PM johnnymerckx Of course not

12/14/2019 5:25:46 PM worldxplorer1 The source that really clicked with me was a book called Levels of Energy by Frederick Dodson. 

I found it to be very practical in helping me to... 

- Assess my current state

- Identify areas that need work

- understand the best way to interact with others based on their state pic.twitter.com/YRdp2XGRD7

12/14/2019 5:26:02 PM twilly18 I assume all internet software was created by the NSA

12/14/2019 5:26:20 PM undercoverrept1 I was formula fed but my kids have never and will never touch that shit.

12/14/2019 5:26:27 PM rick_rrowland What Danger????

12/14/2019 5:26:36 PM synackstatic The further from the core, the less the gradient in time. Gravity is the sensation of mass falling to the slowest passing of time. Not an overt force, but a 

reaction to the escape of energy. The further from the core, the less the sensation, hence a "well" effect.

12/14/2019 5:26:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Multidimensional information warfare.

Shall we play a game, ALICE?

12/14/2019 5:26:51 PM hellouncledonny I tell people all the time. Microsoft, Intel, AMD, have built back doors to the binary code on their chipsets. (98.9% of all devices) 

Nobody is safe.

Xkeyscore.

Vault 7 CIA hacking tools.

Meltdown/Spectra Virus. 

Nobody is safe, not even #Bitcoin or any crypto for that matter.

12/14/2019 5:27:20 PM do_or_do_notty None of it is safe

Just always assume everything you say or do is being watched #FREEDOM

12/14/2019 5:27:25 PM cdale_dog When will the Tribunals start?

12/14/2019 5:27:30 PM oneeyedjack41 "Safe" - only criminals should feel Safe or not.

I'm law abiding. 

Fear Nothing.

12/14/2019 5:27:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 👈

Click on profile and read tweets in order.

12/14/2019 5:28:16 PM cheryls15973780 Interesting

 bottle Fed 

breast fed all 4     

no drug addicts or alcoholics

12/14/2019 5:28:18 PM djlok Enjoy The Show!!!  The Looking Glass is on FIRE tonight!!!

12/14/2019 5:28:24 PM qanongroup What ever you are able to do with ur devices they can undo it

12/14/2019 5:28:33 PM whitecaps1 Alice again huh

12/14/2019 5:28:47 PM anitakingsbauer If in 5D plus nothing is hidden...and if we are migrating to 5D, who cares?  We better get used to it.

12/14/2019 5:29:00 PM bucksmedic36 Who and/or how are tribunals initiated??

12/14/2019 5:29:07 PM jvan125 It certainly is!! 😎🇺🇸

12/14/2019 5:29:12 PM cheryls15973780 They missed Soros

12/14/2019 5:29:13 PM axisofoptions You mean September 10, 2001? Or just generally?

12/14/2019 5:29:28 PM gymmom85 Nothing on the demonet is safe!

12/14/2019 5:29:49 PM scottf59 Our government must take seriously the power of We The People.

12/14/2019 5:29:49 PM pomeinnz Go on then... 

Over tooo

12/14/2019 5:29:58 PM neo_asura_ read in [abc] order

12/14/2019 5:30:07 PM rebornkingent Then pump all the formula kids with vaccines. See how that works?

12/14/2019 5:30:30 PM allahuniversal ... pic.twitter.com/6x6iLQ0oVO

12/14/2019 5:30:39 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/TjK2tl0JQY

12/14/2019 5:31:40 PM trumps_all G.  A.  B.  Spyware.   C. A. B. A. L

12/14/2019 5:31:46 PM prana_juana Hire me: https://twitter.com/prana_juana/status/1205153655701176320?s=21 …

12/14/2019 5:31:58 PM synackstatic A black hole is the event where the mass of a star becomes dense enough to bend time itself and consume light itself. The gradient of time created by 

the escaping light becomes so powerful that it essentially stops time. Maybe reverses it?

12/14/2019 5:32:03 PM balder383 boohahahahahhaha... safe????????????????????????????????????????????????????   yes if you stay away online bank cards phone live before the 

intenet so you have a change.. VPN what a joke....... they track all of us.. WWW was back in the 50s..

12/14/2019 5:32:28 PM do_or_do_notty Hard Pass

12/14/2019 5:32:43 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088 …

12/14/2019 5:33:33 PM bucksmedic36 Grave danger?...Is there any other kind??

12/14/2019 5:33:37 PM americanpetal What does that mean?

Who?

12/14/2019 5:33:47 PM michael81972 Whoever controls the printing press at the [FED]?

12/14/2019 5:34:14 PM do_or_do_notty Heck no

They can hear our whispered convos if they want to. 

That’s why we should never relinquish Rights for any false sense of security [they] offer. 

[They] are liars.

12/14/2019 5:34:24 PM kravitz_q  pic.twitter.com/d4wyi2FFGE

12/14/2019 5:34:58 PM wahiggins3 Think mirror, reverse order.  Clever 😎

12/14/2019 5:35:01 PM noplacelikeomx3 Excellent 👌

12/14/2019 5:35:07 PM jvan125 GAB IS SPYWARE FOR CABAL (1st letter of each tweet)

12/14/2019 5:35:13 PM werascending 👏👏👏

12/14/2019 5:35:54 PM n_amersolutions What does that mean please?

12/14/2019 5:36:38 PM kravitz_q  pic.twitter.com/ot3liasjRw

12/14/2019 5:36:45 PM nea_storm Free Will! Beautiful Thing

Zechariah 13:9

Acceleration Phasing already in progress

Our Love has Already Won

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnSbrx5YByY … pic.twitter.com/FYxmbec3wo



12/14/2019 5:37:05 PM evamoor30315097 If you want Moore .. 

Commander Gould is under hijack it is Robert David Steele and Karen Hudes who are evil and running Schiff they must be removed

12/14/2019 5:37:06 PM stars4p Wire

Swiss Encrypted

12/14/2019 5:38:06 PM cosmic_engineer Whitehats tipping their hand.

Quantum computing breaks any key.

All telecom and banking accessible

12/14/2019 5:38:26 PM smith_jere I do.

12/14/2019 5:38:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/VDad6sPubp

12/14/2019 5:40:18 PM patriotswegoall C_A?

Funding from anonymous sources elsewhere

12/14/2019 5:40:39 PM _369311119 "We wanna go back to 639!"

- Jack

12/14/2019 5:41:01 PM do_or_do_notty That’s right. They deserve NEITHER pic.twitter.com/UiPtO8yyQ3

12/14/2019 5:42:01 PM patriotswegoall No.... if [they] have decryption capabilities

12/14/2019 5:42:04 PM youstinksoap Formula is basically corn syrup - it is more than 50% of all ingredients.  Is this where you are going with this poll?

I never paid attention to the ingredient list for formula until my grand daughter was born.

12/14/2019 5:42:37 PM jmclennan8 After Trump is re elected in a landslide next year.

12/14/2019 5:42:45 PM janetsh37392555 Able Danger??

12/14/2019 5:43:42 PM rifflemonica My thoughts and choice exactly. Best post on this thread. We create our own reality.

12/14/2019 5:45:14 PM april99341937 Half and half!? Sorry but true! I know BREAST FEEDING is better than formula now! But then no one was awake except very few! NO ONE BEASTFEED 

ANYMORE! I SEE WHY NOW! FORMULA IS MADE BY THE? Q ?

12/14/2019 5:45:21 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/14/2019 5:46:17 PM 626robyn Breast Fed 3 or 4 months, switched to bottle...don't know what they used for formula in 1956. Breast Fed my children.

12/14/2019 5:47:24 PM do_or_do_notty Whoever is tasked with watching me

Bless their hearts...They must be so completely sick of me laughing, yelling at my TV, and signing/dancing like they aren’t watching me at all 

I try to keep it entertaining for them 🤷🏻♀️

#LikeNobodyIsWatching pic.twitter.com/65l6hhEsLp

12/14/2019 5:48:28 PM cogbill_alan Can you encrypt a remote viewing session? Well...

12/14/2019 5:49:18 PM daveo6145 were they part of a 'resistance' group that began underground beneath the NYC subway system?

12/14/2019 5:49:59 PM consortiapartn1 Not if you hold the root key

12/14/2019 5:50:27 PM diabolicdialect I'm not allowed to say. The Canadian digital charter gave me the right to *censored*

12/14/2019 5:51:03 PM s0urc3rss Geology records show glacial melt was worldwide, it seems there may have been more ships.

12/14/2019 5:51:10 PM blue_collar_ray  pic.twitter.com/5zI4lJscpF

12/14/2019 5:51:16 PM evamoor30315097 OUR pic.twitter.com/FJZwBFpzgu

12/14/2019 5:51:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why Are Central Banks Panicking? Global Crisis Ahead?  https://youtu.be/uFgVUWJZLAQ  via @YouTube

12/14/2019 5:51:55 PM theappraiser17 Mandela

12/14/2019 5:52:10 PM covertress Time Loop? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1205816603692142592?s=20 …

12/14/2019 5:52:48 PM thecryingliber1 I work at a large bank. They are laying off many departments. Millions will be jobless.

12/14/2019 5:52:57 PM robinreitsma1 With as much as our FED has pumped into the markets to keep the repo market afloat i would not be surprised if they are trying to crash it on purpose.

12/14/2019 5:54:05 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 5:54:15 PM legendary2o17 Ok, got you.   Following you.

Let's do this.

12/14/2019 5:54:20 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Mn67IJiHcC

12/14/2019 5:55:07 PM balder383 who control it all??? the fake money paper ego and greed will always kill us every time.. do you love next poleshit that will come in short time??? i will..

12/14/2019 5:55:24 PM __intothewild_ It was always just a question of when, not if.

Once BREXIT comes, CB's & Brussels are dead in the water.

12/14/2019 5:55:27 PM karrruss DANGER

12/14/2019 5:56:13 PM thekanehb Right? My kids are going to start drinking it tomorrow. Literally

12/14/2019 5:56:48 PM jucifr00t Which dimension? 4th or 5th? Or 8th?

12/14/2019 5:56:50 PM sterkinglights1 That's literally how copper wire was invented. When 2 of them fight over a penny.

12/14/2019 5:57:07 PM karrruss GAB AI SPYWARE FOR CABAL. DANGER.

12/14/2019 5:57:14 PM jvan125  https://twitter.com/swordoflogic/status/1205948869294645252?s=21 …

12/14/2019 5:58:14 PM frank275 The Fed is over,gold-backed US Note is comming!

12/14/2019 5:59:23 PM ascendingeve Yes I was, I breast fed my 3 children as well. #Breastisbest

12/14/2019 5:59:25 PM cryptogamer11 How does the average Joe work with this

12/14/2019 5:59:40 PM cosmic_engineer Fiat system is broken. All debt no real currency. Just one whitehat hack away from implosion

12/14/2019 6:00:33 PM michael81972 Lobbyist from: Big Pharma, Big Oil,  Big Tech,  Big Banks, etc...Funded them

Central Banks funded the funders

Tax payers fund the Central bank

12/14/2019 6:00:58 PM robertachange Tech is already watching us at home.

12/14/2019 6:01:06 PM chris_losh_ Any specifics?

12/14/2019 6:01:23 PM corstruction It has to collapse before we can recover. Bring it! End the Fed, Cent Banks, EU, UN, IMF, NATO, IRS....they take our money & don't inform us as to how 

it's spent. No accountability.I'm cool with collapse because after that, we work to sustain ourselves & not the rest of the world

12/14/2019 6:02:39 PM sailinangel I heard this from an insider. 5G signals can model people's activities through walls.

12/14/2019 6:02:39 PM jucifr00t Is gravity a dimension if it's own?

12/14/2019 6:02:53 PM sayamenmiller I was formula fed, my children were breastfed.

12/14/2019 6:03:01 PM ahisglory  pic.twitter.com/2OsIjimcLc

12/14/2019 6:04:02 PM robinreitsma1 👍

12/14/2019 6:04:53 PM nea_storm Historically stated [They the vile corrupt Death Cult Babylonians] Lost complete Control of debt manipulation, [their] Bread & Butter torture to DEATH 

of living people under presumption of death & 

sovereign nations via revolving debt:

Told You!⚡️⚡️⚡️

Conscious Photon Enforcement pic.twitter.com/fsnFKZMxvJ



12/14/2019 6:05:29 PM marybranham3 The military tribunals, I read somewhere, were to be videotaped and released at a later date. THAT'S worth more popcorn!

12/14/2019 6:06:44 PM icelios Security comes in degrees and layers. There is really no such thing as 100% safe and secure. It truly depends on the capabilities of the adversary who is 

looking to break it.

12/14/2019 6:07:38 PM sterkinglights1 Tried bf hospital put a stop to it they advised mom of having methadone in baby's urine but not the meconium. I had it retested I had to inform them 

of the law. The maternity ward was hell. They stopped trays, scales were off, called dcf. By the end they bought new scales.

12/14/2019 6:07:48 PM benlicata Look at my twitter name. It's a pun on an Italian pasta. I dont try and represent one of the greatest fictional characters of all time.

12/14/2019 6:08:01 PM ezdoesit_ They have all the nudes

12/14/2019 6:09:07 PM blsdbe MJ, when you say you, do you mean We The People?

12/14/2019 6:09:13 PM qzillian2  pic.twitter.com/JJL4seFGih

12/14/2019 6:09:54 PM sterkinglights1 Accused*^ advised

12/14/2019 6:09:54 PM blsdbe Like before the Patriot act?

12/14/2019 6:10:34 PM mibmark The majority must be onboard for this pain to end patriots....work hard...#redpill the normies. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/14/2019 6:12:01 PM sauknfox456 And soooo much more!!! What an epic miniseries it will be!

12/14/2019 6:12:03 PM cosmic_engineer There's a big sac enroute.  Stay vigilant

12/14/2019 6:12:40 PM aetherwalker1 It was after 9/11 that the American flag was reversed on mil/pol.

I knew something was wrong with this: pic.twitter.com/F9kmjMgWFb

12/14/2019 6:13:03 PM blsdbe Maybe we have rights that have been hidden in technical bureaucratic language so complex most individuals would not realize that they were being 

used as collateral for securities/future investments?

12/14/2019 6:13:19 PM erikangel7 Cool story bro. But I have to change my Twitter handle to please you? Carry on smartly

12/14/2019 6:13:23 PM sdane8 My question exactly. WHO is the Grand Puppetmaster?

12/14/2019 6:13:32 PM surfbrainwaves  https://twitter.com/surfbrainwaves/status/1181978101741436933?s=21 … https://twitter.com/surfbrainwaves/status/1181978101741436933 …

12/14/2019 6:14:26 PM sdane8 More bait?

12/14/2019 6:14:39 PM writermaven Shut down the phone nightly. Wrap it in napkins. Leave on dining room table. Close room lamps. Go 2 sleep.

12/14/2019 6:14:53 PM sterkinglights1 That's a painters suit. Need lead or other heavy metal to protect from rads.

12/14/2019 6:15:07 PM sdane8 60/40

12/14/2019 6:16:01 PM sdane8 Patriot Act

12/14/2019 6:16:11 PM allahuniversal "...wringing [their] hands..."

12/14/2019 6:17:38 PM nickk07292544 I was manly formula. My kids mainly breast fed some formula

12/14/2019 6:18:13 PM amethystnancy There is simply no other way than to use the military. It’s that corrupt and dirty. 

Early Q drop reposted 07/09/19     

Potus March EO amending UCMJ for military tribunals effective 01/01/19. https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-

manual-courts-martial-united-states/ …

12/14/2019 6:18:14 PM aetherwalker1 Fellow Patriots:  Remember, by prayer/petition, Divine Mercy can thwart the plans of the wicked to harm the innocent and cover up the Truth. 

pic.twitter.com/pV2s6toteX

12/14/2019 6:18:20 PM sdane8 No, I've always susoected they had the capability to spy on us.

12/14/2019 6:18:54 PM our_return_home Depopulation will not happen.

12/14/2019 6:19:24 PM kindeandtrue Difficult to comprehend how someone could have such implicit and wholehearted trust of government.

12/14/2019 6:20:51 PM sdane8 No. I assume they gather everything and that's why many years ago had to expand facilities to house it. Then, if your name is flagged for some reason 

(or simply on a whim so it seems) they pull it all for review.

12/14/2019 6:21:21 PM blsdbe Do you mean of the funders who are three levels deep?

12/14/2019 6:22:03 PM basil26 Payseur’s ...

12/14/2019 6:22:13 PM nanablue37 What does that mean?

12/14/2019 6:24:30 PM whoisqqq  pic.twitter.com/Pg5gV5r30C

12/14/2019 6:25:55 PM blsdbe Hence the GeoEngineering? pic.twitter.com/okacXuOgmi

12/14/2019 6:27:31 PM kravitz_q #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #WeROne #ChristIsWithin 🙏🏼🐼💕⚖🚎

12/14/2019 6:30:41 PM maxhayzz I hope so. Without the Fed, we wouldn't need IRS to collect money for it.

12/14/2019 6:31:44 PM joeandbridge 😂😂😂😂 Wait until you find out about remote neural monitoring.

12/14/2019 6:32:11 PM folly1441 how much a bet they're all Nazis????

12/14/2019 6:32:38 PM papoyamba Pumping money (liquidity) into a system...how does that cause a crash? It may cause inflation but crashes always happen when liquidity dries up.

12/14/2019 6:33:22 PM godrus So are #Chemtrails and #vaccines

12/14/2019 6:34:51 PM mibmark Stepup patriots...the task is immense...but not beyond us. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/14/2019 6:35:15 PM 7alon  pic.twitter.com/jdsaBPeU28

12/14/2019 6:37:17 PM mibmark #WAKEUP.... we have much work to do. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/14/2019 6:37:31 PM cosmic_engineer Think: Cabin in the Woods.

But bigger

🦉 getting desperate and there's a high probability of mass casualties

12/14/2019 6:37:33 PM marylouathome “Inside the Freemasons” a series on Netflix pic.twitter.com/9Z6C6oh5ze

12/14/2019 6:38:17 PM bryceja68689884 Nothing electronic is secure. To think otherwise is pure naivety.

12/14/2019 6:38:48 PM southernbellem5 The Fed Reserve is going to be “restructured”

12/14/2019 6:39:01 PM robertg69989098 I’m not even sure anymore my own thoughts in my head are safe.  So NO

12/14/2019 6:39:11 PM bryceja68689884 I tried to tell my parents way back then.

12/14/2019 6:39:36 PM mibmark 45M...how poetic

12/14/2019 6:39:45 PM rebornkingent  http://magaimg.net/img/a12y.gif 

12/14/2019 6:40:41 PM bryceja68689884 Higher

12/14/2019 6:40:59 PM bryceja68689884 Bigger. Higher up

12/14/2019 6:41:01 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/8OPyZvd3NS

12/14/2019 6:41:14 PM bryceja68689884 Higher still

12/14/2019 6:41:37 PM antarantanka 🤣

12/14/2019 6:42:07 PM bryceja68689884 #FalseFlag keep your head on a swivel

12/14/2019 6:42:36 PM michael81972 Who is higher than Rothschilds...name them

12/14/2019 6:43:00 PM norefils Bought what hook line and sinker?

12/14/2019 6:43:38 PM ttesla9 Nothing is off limits.. not even Ham.. just ask Nellie

12/14/2019 6:43:58 PM antarantanka Any encryption that depends on difficulty of factoring is just a problem asking for faster hardware.  So no.  We don’t know how widespread quantum 

computing is, but I suspect it’s been in use since the late 1970s.

12/14/2019 6:45:03 PM bryceja68689884 Wish I knew. I think thats the pinnacle of what we are allowed to know. They answer to someone, or something, that feeds off us.

12/14/2019 6:45:55 PM basil26 Ramping up the desensitization for the mother of all FF’s...

12/14/2019 6:46:05 PM blumae84 Curious..why is this vitally important from your view of thinking, plz?

12/14/2019 6:46:10 PM cogbill_alan Clean living, prayer, hashish, and the occasional dalliance with various psychedelia are what gives me my epiphanies.



12/14/2019 6:49:04 PM antarantanka Because of #HATJ ‘s invoice filed in US District court in 2017. Courts are commerce banks, they create bonds like an investment bank and operate under 

UCC laws.

12/14/2019 6:49:52 PM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/HR7wUMlIMv

12/14/2019 6:51:04 PM sterkinglights1 Makes$worthless

12/14/2019 6:51:30 PM bryceja68689884 I believe, that if you believe in God and higher realms than this, you are on the right track.

12/14/2019 6:51:54 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 6:52:15 PM tlcl1964 Nope

12/14/2019 6:53:49 PM michael81972 Ya for sure,  Im just talking about money people,  Rothschilds have a central bank in nearly every country but i think 3

12/14/2019 6:54:10 PM courtneyspace17 Sure

12/14/2019 6:54:25 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/qn8XCaPPc2

12/14/2019 6:54:49 PM courtneyspace17 But I like you I'd rather play the game with corrupt politicians and hedgefund directors

12/14/2019 6:55:42 PM courtneyspace17 Just kidding.... pic.twitter.com/eqeVgfCPD7

12/14/2019 6:56:50 PM victorhbranger People changed not being aware, liberties by security

Gov't "got" from the people through [their] representatives [their] "right" to surveilled them without consent

12/14/2019 6:57:13 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/eUaE6wB3xw

12/14/2019 7:00:26 PM nonopilote2013 Official First Contact with 32 star nations.

Follow @SandiaWisdom for more information.🙏

12/14/2019 7:01:20 PM peterjonathanna I did. I read all your tweets. This is my favorite twitter account by far.

12/14/2019 7:01:55 PM 444_q_ Was breastfed for 11 months, breastfed my first for 6 months, my second for 2 years, my third is currently 19 months and still going strong ♥️

12/14/2019 7:03:44 PM natureinspace I was formula fed. I was convinced by others when I had my first daughter that breastfeeding was whorish and nasty so I bottle fed her. After that I 

grew balls and breastfed my other three daughters. What a screwed up world we live in.

12/14/2019 7:06:23 PM natureinspace Brilliant!

12/14/2019 7:07:07 PM abstract1dea Safe from a "man in the middle" attack but if the private keys are known, all data is vulnerable.

12/14/2019 7:08:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 You're missing something.

12/14/2019 7:08:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 AI

12/14/2019 7:10:05 PM dylan4034358 Not if they have some dealings in Australia

12/14/2019 7:10:06 PM marylouathome Fear... that is the real enemy

12/14/2019 7:10:22 PM trumps_all Spam AI

12/14/2019 7:10:30 PM boy12_jimmy 5:5 

Disclosure.

12/14/2019 7:10:36 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/FAVlaIaP8p

12/14/2019 7:11:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello ALICE.

Translated from...

Does that look Portuguese to you?

[PARA] <=> ]FOR[

Intent?

Translation status deprioritizes distribution due to "limited readability."

This is ALICE. pic.twitter.com/2MuZ9IUUV2

12/14/2019 7:11:51 PM fansblowing3 I’m talking to you DNC.

12/14/2019 7:12:05 PM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/Vf7afLaQbM

12/14/2019 7:12:48 PM doyouq Limited readability..lost me there...🙏🏻

12/14/2019 7:12:52 PM fansblowing3 I personally did not.  👎

12/14/2019 7:14:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 #AMA 22:22:22 ET MJ11 & T1

3663

99

12/14/2019 7:14:16 PM fntsysports78 @rothschildmd

12/14/2019 7:14:34 PM sparkleloung Clones... go!

12/14/2019 7:14:36 PM _the_psychonaut Will military tribunals be televised? Have they already started?

Popcorn ready! 🍿

12/14/2019 7:15:44 PM doyouq Family member breastfed; multiple allergies plus top of scale peanut allergy.

12/14/2019 7:15:59 PM rebornkingent Court tv?

12/14/2019 7:16:15 PM boy12_jimmy AIice is a liar. Freedoms lost via Alice. Censorship because of Alice. All for Cabal. This is why Q looking for real translators, not Alice. We have to keep it 

all real and to avoid Alice at all costs.

12/14/2019 7:16:22 PM seeker17truth ALICE pic.twitter.com/x37t7cDyga

12/14/2019 7:16:50 PM islandofdelight Does Ingo Swann have good resources for remote viewing? What are the best?

12/14/2019 7:17:06 PM trumps_all When does Weiner laptop come into the mix?

12/14/2019 7:17:26 PM alisvolatpropi2 Ha ha!

12/14/2019 7:17:42 PM ravisingkeegan Message over messenger.

Don't believe all of what MJ12 tell you people.

12/14/2019 7:18:17 PM islandofdelight Could we expect Rachel Chandler to be exposed publicly?

12/14/2019 7:18:21 PM elatedveracity This account mentioned AI continuing with its depopulation agenda.  Wouldn’t this be a part of the plan to be halted since it was a NWO initiative?

12/14/2019 7:18:21 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/OnlCwFcVLd

12/14/2019 7:18:51 PM jillsta07025300 What did you mean by DANGER?

12/14/2019 7:18:56 PM robinreitsma1 the problems with the repo market can bleed into other markets. by pumping the system with too much cash too fast, causes hyper inflation. if 

people/ banks dont have the cash on hand to purchase / lend causes crash. following?

12/14/2019 7:19:01 PM islandofdelight What might be some of the best shapes / colors / frequencies to focus on while meditating?

12/14/2019 7:19:11 PM robinreitsma1 that too.

12/14/2019 7:19:20 PM dapoptimist If the individual has power, what is the best course of action for living a good life?

12/14/2019 7:19:42 PM boy12_jimmy Tribunal Report said they would be televising all tribunals.

12/14/2019 7:19:43 PM teamsterr07 Name 5 big names that have clones.

12/14/2019 7:19:52 PM tomchiodo Which traitor will be the first to be perp walked on tv for all to see ?

12/14/2019 7:20:32 PM teamsterr07 How do we incorporate the power of 3,6,9 into our daily lives?

12/14/2019 7:20:48 PM ladtacarms Zombie virus have an antidote?

12/14/2019 7:21:01 PM islandofdelight Can you share any additional uses/applications for project looking glass that were not focused on?

12/14/2019 7:21:04 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/rWxfnzOSgo

12/14/2019 7:21:18 PM doodooh59284043 Is Die Hard the best Christmas movie?

12/14/2019 7:21:41 PM laura_621 What can you tell us about the Ebans MJ? Benevolent?

12/14/2019 7:21:42 PM do_or_do_notty Do you think the MORE Act the House has crafted, with bi-partisan support, has a shot? 

Or do you think an agreement that lands somewhere between it and the Senates STATES act is more likely?

12/14/2019 7:22:14 PM clarkkids2 I want to believe this is real—but they keep kicking the can down the road and I am quickly losing confidence in Q.

12/14/2019 7:22:31 PM alisvolatpropi2 Payseurs?



12/14/2019 7:22:39 PM islandofdelight Is the Dharma Looking Glass station Reference in ABC’s LOST related? The whole show / island seemed to revolve around timeline shifts and multiverse 

as it matured. Curious connection...

12/14/2019 7:22:58 PM tachyonluxor When space jobs/economy?

What is TYLER?/ etherSEC?

How does crypto currency fit into the next 10 years?

12/14/2019 7:23:02 PM boy12_jimmy Does MJ11 see things going according to plan of Q & 45? Is our IS-BE safe for the long-term future after the Great Awakening and Disclosure?

12/14/2019 7:23:17 PM fansblowing3 How many groups of ETs are controlling portions of earth?

12/14/2019 7:23:40 PM fansblowing3 Why are there so many people on earth?  How does earth’s population compare to other planets?

12/14/2019 7:23:56 PM islandofdelight Have I ever met any members of the MJ12 in my life without knowing it? Have any other active followers here?

12/14/2019 7:24:15 PM wahiggins3 If Patriots are in control, why does the depopulation event still have to happen?  Is the event going to be MORE harmful to the Cable than awoken 

Patriots?

12/14/2019 7:24:28 PM randigerber Thank you!!

12/14/2019 7:25:21 PM fansblowing3 Can I be one of the first civilians post disclosure to travel to an alpha/beta site?

12/14/2019 7:25:25 PM ascendingadam Beyond detoxing, how best can one raise thier consciousness?

12/14/2019 7:25:33 PM higherdensitees You stated 3B is Earth’s max sustainable carrying capacity...does that factor in off world trade etc???

12/14/2019 7:25:52 PM n7guardiananon Does MJ12 have access to or has seen a benevolent toward humanity @I ???

12/14/2019 7:26:17 PM marcosboomer 🙄 tweets like this are not helpful to anyone

12/14/2019 7:26:18 PM johnmic25959174 Are you talking to the AI again?

12/14/2019 7:26:27 PM islandofdelight Will the years of Neurolinguistic programming be exposed by the Plan?

12/14/2019 7:26:27 PM parrotandrea Should we buy gold in case the money system collapse ?

12/14/2019 7:27:02 PM hallchristoff How many IS's have left prison planet and ascended since 45 was elected?

12/14/2019 7:27:26 PM wahiggins3 I asked a very similar question just now.  It also occurred to me that this account still provides disinformation.

12/14/2019 7:28:09 PM papoyamba When we see signs of hyper inflation I’ll get on board with the warning brigade. 

This qe money printing negative rates stuff seems insane because we’re talking about denominations in the billions maybe even trillions but if you 

don’t keep that in the context of global $ supply

12/14/2019 7:28:39 PM mscronkat Thank you.

12/14/2019 7:29:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technology Disclosure (to plan mostly).

Natural Disasters (to plan mostly).

Dissent control (to protect Government).

All classified.

All legal.

Authorized by you the people through your "elected" officials.

Ready to wake up?

12/14/2019 7:29:24 PM hcdotnet Nope

12/14/2019 7:29:40 PM the_loveoflight Can you explain why you gave the date 12.21.19 as the intersecting date for the timelines

When this acct has stood strongly against it

?

12/14/2019 7:29:58 PM papoyamba Well, good thing automation, shrinking birth rates and longer life spans are all broadly deflationary...or else we might have a problem.

12/14/2019 7:30:31 PM mossman_moore is 3663 to 99 a metaphor for merging timelines?  Is 'desire' for higher frequency part of the equation?

12/14/2019 7:30:52 PM fansblowing3 Doesn’t show up on mine.  Are you in Portugal MJ?  😆 pic.twitter.com/jCmiDHKoM8

12/14/2019 7:30:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should never expect anything from the Matrix since you do not have all of the information contained in each of the IS-BE realities. Is she a player? 

Yes. Will she be exposed? Isn't she already? Will she enter the public spotlight soon? Why [w][c]ould we say?

12/14/2019 7:30:58 PM the_loveoflight Against dates that is *

12/14/2019 7:31:41 PM alisvolatpropi2 WOW!!!

12/14/2019 7:31:56 PM ascendingadam Regarding depopulation:

Which [6B+++]?

Those who utilize specific technologies?

Those who live in specific geographic areas?

12/14/2019 7:31:59 PM karma4event201 Because Gold ends the Fed (central Bank).

12/14/2019 7:32:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depending on your state of mind, environment, and ability to enter into higher states of consciousness easily effectively dictates which type of 

frequencies that you need. Different emotions are of the same tune just modified, even if their location of the staff changes.

12/14/2019 7:32:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 [CC]

12/14/2019 7:32:28 PM papoyamba And just for context, back in 2013 when I had a much less complete understanding of global markets, we were at the height of QE. I thought there 

would be a crash (rapid deflation of asset values)..didn’t happen because the policy makers fought like hell liquidity out the yingyang

12/14/2019 7:32:34 PM islandofdelight Such as what iPhone 12 has next year even though they’ve had iPhone 50 for years already... and to make sure they warn their own family that may 

turn into collateral impacted by the disasters they cause? Easy to believe when you can see what they’ve done. Still shocking

12/14/2019 7:33:40 PM karma4event201 What depts are laying off? Or maybe it is easier to say what groups are not being laid off? Commercial Lending?

12/14/2019 7:33:47 PM n7guardiananon did the elites???

did the cabel???

did the majestic???

12/14/2019 7:33:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some "Patriots" (or Paytriots) are more interested in the FIAT money magic control rather than what is right for the people. Accepting their reality 

includes depopulation. That's like asking you to cut off your right hand. Could you? No reasonable justification possible? Same!

12/14/2019 7:34:16 PM alisvolatpropi2 What do you think of the MMS supplement?

12/14/2019 7:34:55 PM papoyamba The current paradigm with shrinking birth rates and job replacing technology and longer life spans makes hyperinflation in most asset classes difficult 

to manifest. 

I can give examples.

12/14/2019 7:35:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The point of life is to experience love / energy transfer with other IS-BEs. Some entities prefer limited to no exposure, thus being able to achieve 

enlightenment easier than an IS-BE with many IS-BE connections. The sum of their consciousness network is that of your own.

12/14/2019 7:35:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 None, matrix still in effect.

12/14/2019 7:35:20 PM ascendingadam Can we naturally detect the timelines merging?

12/14/2019 7:35:21 PM yjock222 That nasty Bush family.



12/14/2019 7:35:29 PM disco77777 12 12 12 12 pic.twitter.com/XMEKAv2uDw

12/14/2019 7:35:37 PM fansblowing3 [crypto currency] pic.twitter.com/jaLVYDdXKV

12/14/2019 7:36:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dates are only relevant to the matrix in the form of events.

However the matrix is controlled by the flow of time.

When you have multiple timelines intersecting, dates represent mathematical markers where events may or may not intersect. Regardless, the 

intersection is important.

12/14/2019 7:37:18 PM s0urc3rss Is there a verbal command, sound, code or imagery you may teach us to shield from harmful frequencies?

12/14/2019 7:37:42 PM nikoscali millimeter wave i.e. millimeter resolution

12/14/2019 7:37:49 PM disco77777 Multi dimensional.

12/14/2019 7:37:50 PM qnnbrk Wow, they just dont care at all anymore.

12/14/2019 7:38:01 PM bucksmedic36 I'm just curious how things cross over from the civilian side to military. Who kicks it to the tribunal side...SC? AG?

12/14/2019 7:38:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the same AI systems are actively flirting with you on dating website services and adult entertainment services. Many silicon valley billionaires 

are very sexually exotic from mainstream culture. Satanic Pedophilia controls Earth. AI is a regulation promise to that reality

12/14/2019 7:38:36 PM ascendingadam Will the Matrix be removed?

12/14/2019 7:39:27 PM _369311119 [BC]

12/14/2019 7:39:33 PM traveling_soul9 Was the Bible tampered with?

12/14/2019 7:39:45 PM envision43 It’s a good thing seeing all the crap they found him baby food it’s poisonous and formula my daughter has a son and a daughter and another daughter 

on the way and she breast-fed all her kids until they were too and she will breast-feed this new one

12/14/2019 7:40:00 PM jones_tobious Are giants(nephilim) still in existence? Underground?

12/14/2019 7:41:22 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/14/2019 7:41:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ohhm is quite effective. 

Creates an energy ripple effect that an IS-BE can magnify with neural beats and rhythm that can be used for healing purposes.

Coupled with CBD/THC blends = Reversal of tumor damage

Coupled with [Insert Herb/Medicine] = Reversal of [health effect] damage

12/14/2019 7:41:50 PM ascendingadam Who controls the Matrix?

12/14/2019 7:42:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Command Operation on the Moon

12/14/2019 7:42:24 PM qnnbrk Here's a question though. If the central banks and governments control all of the gold, wouldn't that mean the price of gold has already been 

manipulated and could drop very quickly if they decided to reintroduce it all back into the market in a short period of time?

12/14/2019 7:42:29 PM sseed369 99

18

{9}

12/14/2019 7:43:07 PM s0urc3rss Thank you 💜

12/14/2019 7:44:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aggregating information systems for open source intelligence and public accountability/transparency in a manner that is legitimately pro-humanity is a 

good place to begin. "We The People" must ask for it. Instead "we" ask for who America's next top model will be. Wake up???

12/14/2019 7:44:31 PM cumberlandacad2 ‼️

12/14/2019 7:44:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/14/2019 7:45:36 PM kachinagtto Of the ancient cultures, which have been tinkered with for control the least?  Are there any clues left from the past which can give insight?

12/14/2019 7:45:46 PM _369311119 Where is Merlin/Moros?

12/14/2019 7:45:49 PM sciblu27 In Spanish I was told para meant here. Is that correct?

12/14/2019 7:46:53 PM karma4event201 Why accept the paytriots realty?

12/14/2019 7:47:58 PM zack_stone  pic.twitter.com/ZbRBFhcGN7

12/14/2019 7:48:45 PM ascendingadam I know. 

Hoping for more specific.

12/14/2019 7:49:12 PM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/RLvZ2vj4Q7

12/14/2019 7:49:29 PM graydon108 How many IS-BE’s are there? Can everyone be one once they wake up to it or are some purely just a BE’s? Are BE’s of the path service to self and IS-

BE’s service to others?

12/14/2019 7:49:31 PM ffattmedia In what form will depopulation take place - disease, pole shift, war, emp?

12/14/2019 7:50:00 PM state1union What if the marker of intersection was actually in the past 1/21/10. I was wondering why I kept seeing 1211. It’s the past showing us this now. Future 

proves past? Am I on to something here?

12/14/2019 7:50:02 PM 369helen313 Who MJ!? 

Rothschild 

Soros 

Al Saud

... !?? 

Are we going to be witness of completely cracking down of all these MASTERS soon !? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1206021342681845760?s=21 …

12/14/2019 7:50:24 PM patriotchic33 What is or who are an IS?

12/14/2019 7:50:42 PM the_loveoflight Before Q/MJ12, first time I was reading a spiritual “disclosure” that aligns closely to what this acct posts,I got this feeling of energy radiating out of my 

chest. It felt very positive and uncontrollable, making me non stop laugh and tear up for 2/3 days on and off.

Thoughts?

12/14/2019 7:50:45 PM nea_storm As for those above, Most Definitely [they] forfeited All for a short thousand years ride! It's in [their] contracts [they] signed with blood & soul! Clones & 

soul transfers, included in energetic enforcement corrections, there is Zero escape for [them]:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOxspReyzOI … 

pic.twitter.com/hzq81erp5y

12/14/2019 7:51:06 PM clifton15jon Gold will destroy the #FED pic.twitter.com/7oxYN99E8F

12/14/2019 7:51:06 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/TqH6mQs0wo

12/14/2019 7:51:30 PM turboxyde How impactful is our consciousness as expressed through our Biofield (presence) among large crowds, cities and populated regions?

12/14/2019 7:53:14 PM ascendingadam Does technology exist to mitigate damage from a pole shift?

12/14/2019 7:54:27 PM s0urc3rss We were discussing this last night. Would love to know these answers.  We joke about NPCs but are there really BEs with no IS?

12/14/2019 7:54:45 PM blsdbe What are we being sprayed with MJ? Are we actually safe breathing in the fallout from this stuff? pic.twitter.com/hGnudaj5Np

12/14/2019 7:55:18 PM patriotchic33 Aqui is here

Para is for

12/14/2019 7:55:30 PM dapoptimist How can we get in tune with the frequency of life/love?

12/14/2019 7:55:30 PM the_loveoflight Thoughts on what that could have been? It felt very loving and I’ve sadly never felt it since.

12/14/2019 7:55:46 PM ascendingadam Does a ME event occur across all timelines that is unavoidable?

12/14/2019 7:56:03 PM zack_stone Follow FOIA's

12/14/2019 7:56:20 PM fansblowing3 Is command operation on the moon run by the white hats or black hats?

12/14/2019 7:56:40 PM 369helen313 How can we control our own frequency to be able not being identified and attacked by negative frequencies !?

12/14/2019 7:58:09 PM blankmarlo Since the Bronfmans are Trudeau's largest financial donors, is he connected NXIVM at all and will that be made public?



12/14/2019 7:58:30 PM blankmarlo Assange was cut off from the net and has had very limited visitations for some time now. Is he aware of "The Plan"/the role he plays in it?

12/14/2019 7:58:50 PM blankmarlo Is Snowden still actively working for the C_A?

12/14/2019 7:59:22 PM ascendingadam Why has the tone of your comms become more abrupt as of late?

12/14/2019 7:59:58 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/fxll9czfDp

12/14/2019 8:00:28 PM hallchristoff Immortal Spirit / Immortal Soul

12/14/2019 8:00:30 PM 369_is Why can't the AI that's working to replace human consciousness be deactivated?

12/14/2019 8:00:32 PM state1union 3636 ? Frequencies? Huh?

12/14/2019 8:00:57 PM ttesla9 How close are we to unlocking the knowledge embedded in our DNA? 

I feel like I have bits and pieces but not enough to make any sense

12/14/2019 8:01:19 PM blsdbe Is there a meditation that we can do on full moons to help lessen the control of the matrix?

12/14/2019 8:03:04 PM whsthestorm is ascension/islands of light/etc. a event that will take place within next 50 years.

12/14/2019 8:03:05 PM pitf1ghter Refer to the constitution for the definition of money.

12/14/2019 8:03:44 PM blsdbe Is Wim Hof breathing to help increase our own endogenous production of DMT something we should pursue? Will this help us connect to our higher 

frequency bringing including our higher selves? https://youtu.be/tybOi4hjZFQ 

12/14/2019 8:03:57 PM compassrose1375 Rachel is married to a "Guinness" - did she turn state's evidence? - (now thinking the number is 5 - (2) Ohrs (1) Comey (1) Loretta Lynch and (1) Rachel 

Chandler) - Q says no deals - but he also stated misinformation is necessary

12/14/2019 8:04:27 PM ascendingadam What was the device that was activated in Antarctica?

12/14/2019 8:05:17 PM blsdbe What is the best way for the average citizen to combat the Satanic Pedophiles to help free Earth?

12/14/2019 8:05:22 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206056690820567040?s=20 …

12/14/2019 8:05:44 PM sciblu27 Oh yeah.  Your right. I was trying to remember being on the  job site and "donde esta el bano"? I don't know Spanish hardly at all.  But think that meant 

where's the toilet. As a gesture pointing I'd hear para a'qui

12/14/2019 8:06:48 PM blsdbe Will the Event be a moment when many will be able to ascend if they choose to apply themselves?

12/14/2019 8:06:59 PM wickedmouse369 Are there any specific locations in the United States that you would suggest moving too?

12/14/2019 8:07:39 PM johnwic05587636 Does Virginia spark the big-igloo?

12/14/2019 8:07:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time?

Does the universe have a frame-rate?

On/Off

Binary?

This Side <=> That Side

Existing Simultaneously

Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequency.

Disclosure requires more frequencies.
12/14/2019 8:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does the Moon have the same experience of time as we do?

Are they able to operate on a different timescale?

How does one compensate for the difference in time?

What if ALICE required time to plan, where could it plan?

If ALICE is quantum, why not shift time?

12/14/2019 8:07:46 PM mossman_moore 3+6 = 9

6+3 = 9

How do merging timelines impact ISBEs within them -

MJ12 refer to 'empathic frequency alignment to the consciousness pattern'

12/14/2019 8:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Common planets all in the same time dilation offset? 

IE similar gravity, similar temperature, similar molecules / proteins

Interconnected planets all part of a network (think BGP) of nodes in higher dimensions.

Planets represent [Classified] dimension of the universe.

12/14/2019 8:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distance requires time.

Quantum mechanics teaches us that distance is an illusion.

If distance requires time and distance is an illusion, does that make time an illusion?

Cause and effect?

Scale?

The rate you experience time proportional to distance from gravity source?

12/14/2019 8:07:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of these scales and contrast.

High Temp <=> Low Temp

Light Wave <=> Light Wave

Gravity Source <=> Gravity Source

XYZ <=> XYZ

Time Index <=> Time Index

Loop?

12/14/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 When time is altered it doesn't effect other IS-BEs globally.

Only when the decision truly is global.

Many uses of time traveling gravitational wave byproducts are the result of military operations.

These gravitational waves are the waves rolling in for the Great Awakening.

12/14/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 The events changed only represent expressions into forked alternative realities that actually don't change our history or understanding of history. IS-

BEs experience the dimensions themselves and only in the Matrix are IS-BE experiences shared.

12/14/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 A complete shift in timeline/events for a select group of individuals that has a cascading effect down the line of reality.

Part of destroying this cabal is mending the timeline by erasing the crimes from humanity all together using time travel.

12/14/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 The key aspect to pay attention to here is gravity.

Gravity waves.

What is gravity?

Gravity creates time.

Are Gravitational waves being detected on Earth?

You have seen Gravitational waves in SG-1.

Think 1969.

Many other episodes.
12/14/2019 8:07:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Move certain operations "offworld" in consciousness.

However, looking at planets as being nodes of a "computer network", their addresses have certain signal information contained within them that must 

be communicated in [Classified] dimension in order to bridge the dimensions.



12/14/2019 8:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Massive troves of information.

Understanding and realization will become normal.

Currently its taboo.

Only observation from others.

Only if you can quote somebody else.

No original thought anymore.

Everyone must credit somebody else.

Message over Messenger.

CERN is powerful.
12/14/2019 8:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust but verify.

These gravitational waves can be focused on during meditation and if meditation and frequency alignment occur during a wave interference (more 

common than you may realize) you can get a shift of consciousness perception that will literally unlock information.

12/14/2019 8:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, Podesta was a political empire with control over hundreds of thousands of people.

Today, you represent an apolitical empire with no central authority source, only an information tap that enables you to practice MESSAGE OVER 

MESSENGER.

12/14/2019 8:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 A literal and physical rise in global consciousness that will enable humanity to heal from the past and take charge of their future.

Only if enough of you want it.

The movement has reached a massive level of power that none of [them] realized.

Full PANIC MODE.

12/14/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show...

You have the ability to affect your participation in the show.

You can change your life.

Improve things for the better.

Raise your consciousness.

12/14/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not to mention drain the life energy out of you all while raping and brain washing your kids.

Not to mention poisoning you with GMOs, additives, pesticides, patented natural flavors, formula, cow's milk, beef, etc. etc. etc.

List is endless.

If you choose to participate, you lose

12/14/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a war of culture and the direction of humanity.

Part of raising your consciousness is really taking a hard look at how you aggregate and process information and prioritize information.

Most systems are designed to exploit you and kill you, but first steal your wealth.

12/14/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who rely on "Trust God" or "God wins in the end" or "I don't need to do anything because God wins" or "I don't need to do anything because Q 

and Trump have it" are naive and will be consumed by this Cabal easily.

12/14/2019 8:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 369 is MORE powerful.

Much more.

250,000 vs 45,000,000

CERN vs 369

666 cs 369

Snap back into "normal".

Remove the [666] influence.

Remember the following carefully.
12/14/2019 8:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Align yourself to that frequency.

Change your lifestyle.

Improve the world.

This is the Great Awakening.

We all have a stake in this battle to declare freedom, life, and prosperity.

This is a simulation.

We control our own choices.

Reclaim control over your Government.
12/14/2019 8:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of it as a dial.

You start off close to where you took off.

Without control, you are stationary.

Without control, the matrix never advances.

Without control, evil forces can take hostile control over the matrix.

Only with control can the matrix be fixed.

12/14/2019 8:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Newly released soul energy from the hive (when no prison planet exists) are drawn to Earth through the common frequencies. However, at "death" 

you can choose the frequency you experience. The total sum of events and IS-BEs is the frequency pattern of that reality.

12/14/2019 8:07:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the "event" happens when you must face EOL, whether you walk into the light or seek the darkness will ultimately control how you experience 

your next simulation.

12/14/2019 8:07:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over yourself.

12/14/2019 8:07:59 PM rebornkingent So David icke was right again.

12/14/2019 8:08:27 PM blsdbe @covertress

12/14/2019 8:08:43 PM kseven110 It’s been awful lately & everyday. It stopped for a while. I’m trying to get past it....but My eyes sting and my joints swell if I don’t take care of myself.  

This seems to be a new pattern (Since impeachment). An unnatural haze over the sky... different from before (much worse). 

pic.twitter.com/DJIQMjLnjd

12/14/2019 8:09:13 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1203343309311266816 … pic.twitter.com/L0cvJGdSxh

12/14/2019 8:09:24 PM nea_storm Historically Countered & Told them! 

Time Line(s) Altered pic.twitter.com/0suLQOXR8p

12/14/2019 8:09:41 PM ggcheri Nicely said👏👏👏

12/14/2019 8:09:55 PM kseven110  pic.twitter.com/bEpL8l8yBw

12/14/2019 8:10:16 PM cledrordfishing I kinda get this because of my electrical and vibration analysis background. 

Just never thought the universe worked quite like that.

12/14/2019 8:10:57 PM blsdbe Of instead of on

N pic.twitter.com/gPXBVF4loI

12/14/2019 8:11:38 PM jillsta07025300 Where are we going when we ascend?

12/14/2019 8:11:41 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/zBjbNqBjSMI 

12/14/2019 8:12:11 PM laughingwolf11 Neither. Gummed real food, including steak.

12/14/2019 8:12:27 PM dbender22 You're missing something

12/14/2019 8:12:28 PM youstinksoap I've asked before...maybe you can answer now....are there white hats on the moon?

12/14/2019 8:13:48 PM ghost_of_billy_ Could you explain "multiple timelines intersecting"

12/14/2019 8:13:48 PM gemchaser @antarantanka Proposed in the 1980s quantum computing as an actuality would have probably started in the early 1990s, just a guess.



12/14/2019 8:14:13 PM frank275 not necessarly; many ordinary people have gold.....

12/14/2019 8:14:16 PM k4rlgruen Rabbit holes.

Black holes.

Worm holes.

Ribbet holes...

In falling one can choose to remember how to fly.

12/14/2019 8:15:19 PM crt14361013 Michio Kaku

12/14/2019 8:15:40 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206063283943493633?s=20 …

12/14/2019 8:16:35 PM rebornkingent @threadreaderapp unroll

12/14/2019 8:16:41 PM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/14/2019 8:17:00 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the 

universe have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2019 8:17:00 PM alinahere @threadreaderapp please Unroll 👍🙏

12/14/2019 8:17:05 PM dbender22 Time is a man made concept...so yes an "illusion"

"Gravity" is fake

MAGNETISM

The "draw" of magnetism seems like a "gravity" ...the error is understandable because of the "pull" BUT it's an ATTRACTION that brings forth/"pulls" 

NOT weight.

TESLA had it right.

12/14/2019 8:17:43 PM ffattmedia Epic

12/14/2019 8:18:07 PM 2aforlif3 An I Correct in saying that the Qteam/POTUS has re assembled a looking glass device and is using it to fight the reemergence of timeline(2) as the DS 

was trying to make sure accured?

12/14/2019 8:18:24 PM gemchaser Close but no. Encrypted chat services are hackable. I have only run across one file encryption that was close to impossible to hack, once encrypted it re-

encrypted with every false guess. To undo, you had to reverse all the false tries, in order/case then enter the correct one.

12/14/2019 8:18:27 PM threadreaderapp Hi, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2019 8:18:27 PM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll por favor

12/14/2019 8:18:49 PM nonlineardarren POLARIZED TIME. Phase shift & Polarity  https://youtu.be/DVJ3SVYILFg  via 

@YouTube , i have found your answer,time does not exist

12/14/2019 8:19:27 PM nea_storm Governments Already Historically ReClaimed!

You people know that!

It's the Only way Enforcement & Awakening could transpire

First via actual energetic ReClamation of agreements

Releasing the energetic Block of revolving Time Loops

Allowing accelerated Flow & energetic Phasing pic.twitter.com/VoCtbQuN5Q

12/14/2019 8:20:19 PM nicpace2 Absolute and total awesomeness!!!!!!

12/14/2019 8:20:46 PM blsdbe Over OurSelves. We Are One!!! pic.twitter.com/PkSmCrvZfz

12/14/2019 8:20:50 PM islandofdelight Can you explain more?

12/14/2019 8:20:59 PM johnsville14 I saw a shitty 80's B movie. These guys from this small town had a tank and decided to drive it over cars and smash down a house and the town 

allowed them to do it, let them do it just to make this movie. Would NEVER happen these days. FREEDOM!!!!!!!!!!!

12/14/2019 8:21:35 PM blsdbe So many threads...so little time!!! ThanQ goodness it’s an illusion!

12/14/2019 8:21:55 PM johnsville14 MOAB to be precise.

12/14/2019 8:22:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only when all life is destroyed.

The matrix is not your enemy.

It is the medium you experience love.

12/14/2019 8:22:50 PM blsdbe Misspellings matter. Usually a code to look up...

12/14/2019 8:22:56 PM toddsny06585435 See something say something!

12/14/2019 8:23:00 PM mossman_moore what happens to ISBEs when merging occurs?

MJ12 speak of 'empathic frequency alignment to the consciousness pattern'

Am I right in assuming then that the merging occurs on a higher (shared factor) frequency? (eg 3 6 to 9)

12/14/2019 8:23:10 PM tillie71120939 This is WAY over my head!

12/14/2019 8:23:12 PM johnsville14 With the tech they have I think they're reading more than our texts. I think they can read our minds. and much more.

12/14/2019 8:23:25 PM trumpmovement2 I don't know how, but I get it

12/14/2019 8:23:34 PM mossman_moore MJ12 - 'Fear is a low vibration' - love is obviously not - hence higher frequency 'desire' is important?

12/14/2019 8:24:11 PM jaded_pearl What is EOL?

12/14/2019 8:24:56 PM youstinksoap Amazing! 

Is this account or has this account sent out different frequencies to those who interact with it?

12/14/2019 8:25:40 PM vexed761 What are we talking about here?

12/14/2019 8:25:44 PM positively303 After the event will we continue to be in human form on Earth?

12/14/2019 8:26:37 PM dbender22 By "man made concept" I mean Time is so SUBJECTIVE that its an untrustworthy value.

12/14/2019 8:26:42 PM seanathan15 Who is EOL?

12/14/2019 8:26:49 PM ascendingadam I understand. 

Can you confirm if there is both a Universal Matrix and an artificial moon based Matrix that encourages lower density consciousness?

12/14/2019 8:27:35 PM clifton15jon This is more important than most realize, volemteer at hand here

12/14/2019 8:27:57 PM disco77777 All I can think of is mass and speed.

12/14/2019 8:28:11 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the 

universe have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/14/2019 8:28:32 PM seanathan15 Are the LDS compromised?

12/14/2019 8:30:00 PM disco77777 Yes, time is an illusion outside of our known 4 dimensions.

12/14/2019 8:30:34 PM disco77777 Lost me.

12/14/2019 8:30:37 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/LEAZbgr9fG

12/14/2019 8:30:37 PM scott_rick Does the timeline between 12/12/19-12/21/19 allow us to manifest instantly.  Are we in 5D after 12/22/19?

12/14/2019 8:30:51 PM roger35742354 Droned!

12/14/2019 8:31:05 PM ka1_e1_ End of life?

12/14/2019 8:31:12 PM redrosepatriot Interesting! WWG1WGA!

12/14/2019 8:31:47 PM twilly18 Oh right on daddy O

12/14/2019 8:31:48 PM vexed761 What the hell. Are you crazy?



12/14/2019 8:32:10 PM prosewestand Its not patriots realty, Reality, is reality. u r NEVER required 2 accept something u dont want 2, but when u research & think 4 yourself, TRUTH becomes 

clear.  Every1 is conservative, NO 1 really wants 2 b controlled by the "state", they think some1 ELSE needs 2 b #LibertyFirst

12/14/2019 8:32:12 PM lordconcave [Classified] but not a secret...

12/14/2019 8:32:49 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/14/2019 8:32:49 PM kaur_diva @threadreaderapp   Please compile

12/14/2019 8:33:49 PM ausanon369 Wow this is amazing! We need people to read and understand this.

12/14/2019 8:33:53 PM ascendingadam What is the survivability rate of the event?

12/14/2019 8:34:17 PM kaur_diva Thank you from zero point! 😉

12/14/2019 8:36:54 PM fatherelectron I'll have what you're smoking

12/14/2019 8:37:01 PM nea_storm Really? "Controls Earth?" 

You just had to slip that in there as a present tense! 

Wow! Hilarious!

I See You! Even if they have difficulties .... 

I thought all of toxics in Maj 12 were Executed?

What's Up Doc?

We Are Free!!! 

You have Lost We Have Won!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SD4j1QNOg60&t=27s … pic.twitter.com/wzRH4hfxL4
12/14/2019 8:37:05 PM jaded_pearl That last line is deep!

12/14/2019 8:37:46 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/Mt4t7XjayS

12/14/2019 8:38:09 PM allahuniversal Must be an Information Warfare training night for us pic.twitter.com/efMD72pD1Q

12/14/2019 8:38:51 PM whiterabbitttt1 Teleportation = location frequency.

12/14/2019 8:39:21 PM joebravo77 The resonance I spoke of just a moment ago.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/tracybeanz/status/1206053695445749760 …

12/14/2019 8:39:42 PM sam00122073 Gravity doesn't exist. It's density and mass matters. Flat earth.

12/14/2019 8:40:03 PM snakejackal EOL =  End Of Life = Begining of New Life

12/14/2019 8:41:30 PM jaded_pearl Will we have currency in the future? If so, will it be on a blockchain?

12/14/2019 8:43:31 PM clifton15jon List of Safe nutrition items?

12/14/2019 8:43:40 PM karma4event201 Depopulation 

real depopulation

12/14/2019 8:44:52 PM april_logue What frequency should someone meditate with?

12/14/2019 8:45:15 PM mortonsaltgirl2 Heaven and earth shall pass away.  We (each soul) is harbored in a mortal body which will also pass away.  Then all things will be known.   Thank you 

for the deep thoughts.

12/14/2019 8:45:21 PM clifton15jon List of Safe nutrition items?

12/14/2019 8:45:37 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/tNPhNBPky3

12/14/2019 8:46:18 PM clifton15jon Next Simulation on "earth" or is it limitless?

12/14/2019 8:46:32 PM robbiederman198 Then why do objects still fall in vacuum? Oh wait yeah gravity. Density is not a force and doesn’t work with out gravity please stop showing that you 

failed junior high school science

12/14/2019 8:47:26 PM clifton15jon Are we confined to "prision plant" for every Simulation?

12/14/2019 8:47:45 PM thewrongquest Yeah, good luck with that.

12/14/2019 8:49:10 PM melinaroot2 Bingo

12/14/2019 8:49:12 PM amethystnancy Link to Exparte Quirin WWII case establishing "enemy combatant language".  2 were US citizens & civilians.  

Scroll down to Bush's EO's updating Guantanamo Bay facility for military tribunals.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_parte_Quirin …

12/14/2019 8:49:18 PM louismcfadden8 It is true that the conventional definition of gravity is a farce.

Though, deeper truths of the relationship between 'bodies' is apparent.

In ALL things.

12/14/2019 8:50:19 PM clifton15jon What are the intentions of other non terrestrials on earth If an event ist going to happen?

12/14/2019 8:50:47 PM tinfoilpuff I was formula fed as was my firstborn cause I was producing what she needed. Breastfed my son for 18 months.

12/14/2019 8:51:18 PM jaded_pearl Source code? That sounds like the keys to the nuclear switch.

12/14/2019 8:52:23 PM jaded_pearl The Black Pope

12/14/2019 8:52:29 PM keith369me Justice!!!

12/14/2019 8:53:38 PM keith369me Started a while ago.  Think Epstein type prison sentence the first time around.

12/14/2019 8:54:02 PM 9lv12 Time is the flow of Gravity.?

Are there more then five sacred geometry patterns?

What pattern Gravity follows?

369 belong to sacred geometric what figure?

Why all megalithic structures fall in triangle patterns?

What happens when 90 degree turn made at speed of light?

12/14/2019 8:55:00 PM clifton15jon Where will humanity reside after the "event", in how many star systems are humans currently present?

12/14/2019 8:55:14 PM keith369me Friends in high “Earth” places?

12/14/2019 8:55:22 PM melinaroot2  pic.twitter.com/MLP743IIcK

12/14/2019 8:55:32 PM americaisunited Was formula fed.

Breast fed my children.

Trust our Creator, He knows best.

Babies that are breast fed have better overall health, including brain development.

12/14/2019 8:55:54 PM 02joshuaradwan I know this stuff for some reason so well

12/14/2019 8:56:23 PM kendavi80404473 IS  IT?

12/14/2019 8:56:23 PM keith369me Off world...much of this battle we can’t see...4D chess vs 5D

12/14/2019 8:56:35 PM monkey_weather Jesus, the man over the water in Daniel who swore to the exact number of days during the final half of the 70th 7 of Daniel. Jesus also said that the 

days of the 70th 7 would be shortened for the sake of the elect. How can He shorten the days without altering their number? ;)

12/14/2019 8:57:24 PM keith369me Time to rewatch the inauguration speech?

12/14/2019 8:57:55 PM scott_rick When

12/14/2019 8:57:55 PM keith369me Quantum Financial System?

12/14/2019 8:58:45 PM kendavi80404473 THOUGHT IT WAS A I



12/14/2019 8:58:48 PM ekotoons +1 MIMIC TOM FITTON

GO DEEP ON AREAS

OF YOUR INTEREST

LIKE AN ECOSYSTEM

EVERY NICHE WILL

BE FILLED

12/14/2019 8:59:05 PM jaded_pearl Sounds like a book I need to read.

12/14/2019 8:59:08 PM keith369me Quantum?  Open to all?

12/14/2019 8:59:44 PM djmurphy5 I’ve heard 22 trillion “frames”/second

12/14/2019 8:59:49 PM wwg1wga_every1 WC = William Clinton 🤔

12/14/2019 9:00:47 PM peterjonathanna What are the best actions to take to raise consciousness so we can get to the 4th density? Be loving and caring? Thank you so much MJ12, I love you all 

so much. You have saved me.

12/14/2019 9:00:50 PM keith369me War on Terror...who are the real terrorists.  The need justice

12/14/2019 9:01:09 PM clifton15jon How does "Event/Events" line up in the simulation, its a local star system or a galactic reset? Glitch or planned part of the simulation?

12/14/2019 9:02:29 PM sabina06706427 #resonate

12/14/2019 9:03:11 PM irah_chandler Loc

12/14/2019 9:03:14 PM kendavi80404473 BLACK  NITE

12/14/2019 9:03:15 PM keith369me Hell no

12/14/2019 9:03:19 PM aldo_9111 You can bring in anything when your out there. Yes certain one are I'm sure be careful

12/14/2019 9:04:51 PM justicetruthwa2 WAOW

12/14/2019 9:05:20 PM peoplewe2 Distance vs perception of time ... this may interest you: https://youtu.be/oy47OQxUBvw 

12/14/2019 9:05:38 PM jrocktigers Gen Z is the first generation, 100% , that do not know a reality in America ,prior to this orchestrated event. They think it is perfectly fine to unlock their 

phone with their face print. Most of their parents are too tired to teach them. This fact portends a horrifying future.

12/14/2019 9:05:48 PM fightforamerica What are the words that only a man may speak?

12/14/2019 9:05:56 PM keith369me Start at the beginning and have your mind blown and subsequently awakened.  After integrating, become pure love and awareness.

12/14/2019 9:08:19 PM keith369me Printing presses and the entire corruption racket is dead.  What is money?  What is gold if it can be replicated?  The only things that matter are 

consciousness and love.  The world awakens, disclosures happen, technology reaches the people, the world changes!!!

12/14/2019 9:08:58 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12... You are “deep” as usual... mind bending..  🤓❤️🇺🇸

12/14/2019 9:11:07 PM mljones5910 I do trust God.  And God does win in the end.  Through our prayers and getting involved.  You cannot make this simply about vibrations and 

frequencies.  Those came from God.  He is spirit...spoke us into being with sound, vibration, frequency.

12/14/2019 9:12:02 PM covertress What does the acronym MAJIC stand for?

12/14/2019 9:12:47 PM keith369me Used to listen to 528 Hz to “center myself”...recently changed to 639 Hz.  The new frequency better suits my existence and feels better to me as more 

and more awareness arrives.

12/14/2019 9:13:06 PM 369_is Thank you Majestic Is-Be's. I appreciate your guidance tonight. XOXO

12/14/2019 9:14:35 PM keith369me There are lots of inhabitable locations within just our solar system.  We had to overpopulate with light to help Gaia ascend.

12/14/2019 9:14:38 PM kendavi80404473 THE Black  Knight  Satillight

12/14/2019 9:16:58 PM keith369me Tell the harmful frequencies to GTFO...they are not welcome.  Only Service to Other Frequencies/Entities are welcome.  Only love is welcome!!!

12/14/2019 9:17:17 PM s0urc3rss We were trying to figure out how it works if you procreate with them, if they can or if it's artificial simulation like Aeon Flux. My husband appears 

glitched like Agent Smith in the few photos I have of him.

12/14/2019 9:17:40 PM sabina06706427 Actually I’m genx,mother to genz. They don’t like how things are. They want to change things. My genz kids don’t like politics or division. They want us 

all to get along &stop fighting. Are growing up with too much stimulation &suffer from anxiety &depression. Anti-establishment

12/14/2019 9:17:42 PM keith369me Your meditations

12/14/2019 9:18:17 PM _doozier_ How did you become a Majestic member? Were you recruited or born into it? How much of what you Know was "disclosed" to you from another? 

Were you ever like us?

12/14/2019 9:18:37 PM stormmedicine Moonbase: Which one? CIA/Pentagon aka Hollywood. Antarctica, Greenland, Iceland, China Lake or Pine Gap jump gate to Tsiolkovsky crater?

12/14/2019 9:19:16 PM peoplewe2 I'm still skeptical of "G-waves" ... I think of G as a function, but as the field ave for n-dimen wave displacement vectors.. which could explain super g-

effect of "black hole" - that possibly the field-span of wave is unison dir in all dimen..

12/14/2019 9:19:20 PM charmanda9 #metoo

12/14/2019 9:19:29 PM waveorparticle The delta t occurs with the exchange of information from one particle to another.  There is no space, but there is time. The measurement of the delta t 

is determined by the rule set for the system's data stream.., in our case this would be the speed of light.

12/14/2019 9:19:37 PM s0urc3rss Altruistic and noble in theory Keith but everyone would move back to Chernobyl if radiation is altered that easy. I'm not speaking of entities. They 

understood.

12/14/2019 9:19:42 PM trollingmockin1 Your posts have turned dark and bleak. Why? What has changed. Anyone who had read all of your posts can see the shift

12/14/2019 9:19:47 PM keith369me Thank you for sharing this EXTREMELY IMPORTANT piece of information.  Bookmark!!!

12/14/2019 9:20:09 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the 

universe have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/14/2019 9:20:09 PM peterluisvenero @threadreaderapp unroll danke 😎

12/14/2019 9:20:59 PM rabbitinsider Is there a dwarf star with 6 planets in our solar system about to move through and cause poles to massively shift or flip and other severe natural 

disasters?

12/14/2019 9:21:01 PM jrocktigers You are correct. my Gen Z kids and the ones I have coached also are tired of the "outrage PC Nonsense" . They give me hope in the regard. However, 

none of them have ever experienced a non intrusive surveillance state and do not know any different.

12/14/2019 9:22:08 PM keith369me Do you want to ascend off Earth or experience a matrix-less Earth existence?

12/14/2019 9:22:29 PM keith369me Sooner

12/14/2019 9:22:47 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/kcGBXptjFO

12/14/2019 9:23:31 PM ultim8boon Precedent. pic.twitter.com/rFFYb1nkvs

12/14/2019 9:23:39 PM qzillian2  pic.twitter.com/5xvltVEl9y

12/14/2019 9:24:01 PM lbf777 Stop paying taxes, fines or banker debts even if they threaten to nuke the whole universe. Screw the system. We cannot support the NWO. Period.

12/14/2019 9:25:09 PM s0urc3rss 😆 Man I so want to know how all this works.

12/14/2019 9:26:03 PM jrocktigers *And im Gen X.

12/14/2019 9:26:11 PM keith369me Every time I look into the sky and see that control ball in the sky, I say “you no longer have power over me”

12/14/2019 9:26:23 PM jangping3 For many years I seldom shop at grocery store.  I only farmers market where I know the source.  Grow own garden use heirloom seeds.  I still eat beef, 

pork, chicken from Amish.

12/14/2019 9:26:53 PM basil26 Powerful MJ12...absolutely #Majestic !!!

12/14/2019 9:27:30 PM keith369me Don’t know for sure, but he definitely has an affinity for pedos and he looks like Fidel Castro, not his Canadian “father”

12/14/2019 9:27:42 PM peterluisvenero I thought time was the illusion.



12/14/2019 9:28:50 PM changovibes I really want to know the answer to that question. Through the portal................?...

12/14/2019 9:28:59 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly pic.twitter.com/sIrcylSxlH

12/14/2019 9:29:00 PM 02joshuaradwan Such evil

12/14/2019 9:29:25 PM jangping3 Organic "2.0" at grocery store.  The FDA and USDA etc.  allow Monsanto products in production.  Roundup, glyphosate, etc.  Monsanto owns most of 

the congress to pass those laws.

12/14/2019 9:29:35 PM keith369me Frequencies determine gravity...as we alter our frequencies we alter our reality

12/14/2019 9:29:35 PM blsdbe Our Mediations!!! Love ya Brotha!!!

12/14/2019 9:30:56 PM numberonepal Moving clocks tick slower.

12/14/2019 9:31:17 PM blsdbe I am a lover of Libraries and This Beautiful Planet is definitely a Prime Specimen. If the matrix is gone, I would love to stay here and be of Service!!!

12/14/2019 9:32:18 PM leckieanne Gravity is not a thing. No evidence whatsoever for it. Planets are wandering stars, lights in the firmament. Wake the rest of the way up folks. Great 

deception isn’t a future event. Been going on all along!

12/14/2019 9:32:21 PM justicetruthwa2 Some  know whatever The Creator of Heaven and Earth has in nature is best

12/14/2019 9:32:50 PM releasememeaux @threadreaderapp “unroll” compile

12/14/2019 9:32:51 PM threadreaderapp Saluti, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/14/2019 9:33:06 PM keith369me Resonates strongly...change reality of the ”past” changes our future condition.

12/14/2019 9:34:48 PM qnnbrk Many ordinary people own diamonds also, but that didn't change the fact that De Beers controlled the global supply to manipulate the diamond 

market.

12/14/2019 9:35:08 PM rogkenn12 No

12/14/2019 9:35:45 PM sanandaemanuel What if there is a plan, and everything you're talking about is a plan of it?

The coming times will be divine <3

12/14/2019 9:36:42 PM keith369me We are the news, we manifest our condition, manifest love, disclosure, justice, free energy, health cures, amazing travel and exploration, food 

replication...a beautiful collective consciousness

12/14/2019 9:37:56 PM keith369me Can you feel this?  You can

12/14/2019 9:38:04 PM wahiggins3 Shit is about to get real

12/14/2019 9:38:20 PM benlicata  https://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2018/mar/05/blog-posting/no-keanu-reeves-did-not-call-donald-trump-role-mod/ …

Could say the same for you Mr. Fake News retweeter?

12/14/2019 9:39:35 PM charmanda9 This is what I’ve been doing tonight.

12/14/2019 9:39:49 PM anondirtyleg I think they’re small in numbers for now but it’ll take off next election when he wins again

12/14/2019 9:40:32 PM sagewarrior17 Is understanding of disclosures same as spiritual enlightenment?

12/14/2019 9:42:12 PM keith369me are you referring “walking towards the light” after incarnation or seeking light 💡 vs darkness.  I’d prefer to step aside rather than walking toward the 

light and incarnate again at my own discretion

12/14/2019 9:42:45 PM urkgurgle We won’t tell you

12/14/2019 9:43:24 PM meanderer_er ♥️

12/14/2019 9:43:54 PM nonlineardarren Time is represented by 4 in the fib sequence,it not there..Time does not exist,like the number 4

12/14/2019 9:44:38 PM s0urc3rss Most of the time I can tune it out. Lately it seems louder and constant. Usually coincides with Schumann bumps but it's calm right now.

12/14/2019 9:45:01 PM state1union Wow 🤩

12/14/2019 9:45:54 PM keith369me Gone or controlled by “us”?

12/14/2019 9:46:04 PM twinnskyy "Curiouser & Curiouser..."

Here-At the end-I now start at the beginning.

In order to fully comprehend the presence of the present

💙

#WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 9:46:24 PM steveakridge Is-Be Lisa 369, your vibration resonates with me; we must have known each other before!!!

Stay true to self!!!

12/14/2019 9:46:25 PM peterluisvenero  pic.twitter.com/TsjhBDkR1I

12/14/2019 9:47:14 PM nonlineardarren Magnetism is gravity.Fluid dynamics of magnetism explains it all..WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 9:47:56 PM blsdbe I am still hopeful that we can get to a state where we can respect the sovereignty and free will of all beings. I do still find myself greatly challenged in 

doing this thing myself however on a moment to moment basis. Ever forward ever evolving!

12/14/2019 9:48:12 PM twinnskyy "Terms & Conditions"

12/14/2019 9:48:39 PM chiefdreyfus 🙏👏♥

12/14/2019 9:51:58 PM karrruss Wow!

12/14/2019 9:52:29 PM skorpionhalo Foreign language tweets are parsed out of what you, as an English speaker, will see because of "limited readability"

The pictured tweet is in English but mentions shadowbanned terms so it's labeled a "foreign language" and doesn't propagate through Twitter.

ALICE=Control of 411

12/14/2019 9:52:58 PM peterluisvenero  pic.twitter.com/lCBOlz6NxZ

12/14/2019 9:54:44 PM drbohammer Frequencies are critical, however time is irrelevant other than for measurement. Time is a non-malleable measurement construct that allows us to 

observe events temporally. It cannot be warped. The speed of light is not a constant - far from it. #Graviton

12/14/2019 9:55:21 PM kevinro56869915 Frequency and vibes my friend 8

12/14/2019 9:55:50 PM abstract1dea Lynn Buchanan

Paul Smith

10K roads is a good place to start of you can reach PJ. She's been ill a lot, though

Check out  http://irva.org 

Look to ingo's people. Anyone he worked with is good

Farsight is good too

12/14/2019 9:56:04 PM doyouq That is a massive find.  So. Much. Deception. Thanks for explaining.

12/14/2019 9:56:25 PM kevinro56869915 👌💨

12/14/2019 9:56:48 PM drbohammer Oh yeah almost forgot, this universe is analog; ergo, no frame-rate.

12/14/2019 9:57:00 PM kevinro56869915 UNITY 👁✨👁

12/14/2019 9:57:10 PM redslegacy2 My son has asthma - he tested positive for allergies to 60% of the panel - foods, pollens etc. It's really challenging isn't it?

12/14/2019 9:58:04 PM abstract1dea Resonation

Its a good thing

12/14/2019 9:59:28 PM t_hayden07 If you watch cosmic agency, itll give you a more in depth description of what Maj is referring to.

And....I loveee the fact that the evil crimes against humanity are being destroyed in the past, as well. ❤️

That should make a huge difference in the collective. We CAN feel them.

12/14/2019 9:59:58 PM tessatea2 I want it.

12/14/2019 10:00:25 PM keith369me Follow your intuition with love and it will come quickly



12/14/2019 10:01:38 PM peterluisvenero Should we trust WSJ? Thinking about subscribing...

12/14/2019 10:01:44 PM s0urc3rss  https://youtu.be/SBMXxm9X3P4 

12/14/2019 10:02:03 PM s0urc3rss "136.1 Hz is a frequency that resonates with the Earth and has been associated with light, warmth and joy. Those who use this frequency often 

experience a calming sensation sometimes described as centering, meditative or just relaxing."

12/14/2019 10:04:16 PM theappraiser17 Been pondering this a lot lately.  So much information, the ability to determine false v real isn't too easy as they blend together.   As I know some of 

this, I've let myself get distracted and have lulled myself into complacency (laziness).  I see this now, 'their' design.

12/14/2019 10:04:35 PM s0urc3rss My heart goes out to you. It's been a daily battle, listening to coughing at night. The hardest part is getting other adults to cooperate moderating 

triggers. Then being treated like I'm overprotective after years of being awake worried wanting to heal him from his suffering.

12/14/2019 10:04:39 PM peterluisvenero Dial 3, 6, 9 and wish them away. pic.twitter.com/TDPK8qDpNT

12/14/2019 10:05:03 PM t_hayden07 I believe we have to experience a beautiful life on New Earth....then further down the road, we ascend. Itll take time once the Matrix system is down. A 

path of our choosing.

12/14/2019 10:05:28 PM thevagrantpepe Time is affected by acceleration. Gravity is like the acceleration of space itself...proportional the the square of the distance between. Therefore time is 

absolutely connected. Binary? Like electron spin? Depends on if you see gravity as a quantum aspect.

12/14/2019 10:05:30 PM blsdbe I am God, I am Sovereign, I Am FREE. pic.twitter.com/mUgA3ZAjmg

12/14/2019 10:05:45 PM s0urc3rss  https://youtu.be/SBMXxm9X3P4 

12/14/2019 10:06:35 PM s0urc3rss "136.1 Hz is a frequency that resonates with the Earth and has been associated with light, warmth and joy. Those who use this frequency often 

experience a calming sensation sometimes described as centering, meditative or just relaxing."

12/14/2019 10:06:41 PM t_hayden07 There are 'soulless' humans. Many of them. Hive-mind, run on AI. We interact w them all the time, not knowing. I believe that factors in the mass 

extinction.

12/14/2019 10:07:08 PM 92michael We do! And you can choose not to participate! Free your mind!

12/14/2019 10:07:46 PM state1union I can feel a frequency change when I’m here. Hmmm 🤔 actually when I’m not on here too. MJ12 has gotten into my consciousness that’s true

12/14/2019 10:08:59 PM s0urc3rss I sense the same. How are they created? Can one create with a soul and produce an IS-BE or would the child be without a soul? Or can they not create 

at all and are sterile with implanted pregnancies? Is that where clones come in the game? Or are those another type?

12/14/2019 10:10:02 PM peterluisvenero The bible was written by the Annunaki. “So God created mankind in his own image”

12/14/2019 10:10:31 PM dynamicres Was more thinking along the lines of go'uld and the disks both being there as a source of the overwriting consciousness of whatever host/clone they 

are in. The BIO suit if you will.

12/14/2019 10:12:38 PM heatherrenae8 Death to the old, life to the new. Starve the old& makes space for the new download to take up residency. It can't take up residency in a already 

occupied space you see. Die& rise to new life, the unknown becomes known by walking out blind faith.

12/14/2019 10:12:51 PM terribug13 STOP 5G!  WE DO NOT KNOW THE DANGERS!

12/14/2019 10:12:52 PM redslegacy2 Yes - have been called a helicopter Mom myself. Usually by people whose kids don't have asthma. How about teachers who burn candles in the 

classroom or wear perfume? Hard to educate the educators!

12/14/2019 10:13:11 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/14/2019 10:14:53 PM kittles62081233 By having a tool to measure gravitational waves, and then having another tool to manipulate those waves around our IS-BE location would alter our 

perception of time, or allow for the manipulation or changing of the timeline experienced?Tldr: shift gravity = shift time perception?

12/14/2019 10:14:56 PM davidaustin105 Harmonics.

Do you ever wonder what lyrics are listened to on other planets to the tunes we listen to here. Do you ever wonder where these tunes come from?

12/14/2019 10:15:40 PM peterluisvenero Do you know how to read the above? What’s #AMA?  10:22pm 22 seconds eastern time?

12/14/2019 10:15:57 PM s0urc3rss You can hear the HH of ohhm in this one:

 https://youtu.be/pnkFJ0NQrkM 

12/14/2019 10:16:28 PM s0urc3rss You can hear the HH of ohhm in this one: https://youtu.be/pnkFJ0NQrkM 

12/14/2019 10:16:41 PM theappraiser17 I thought I knew what Q was about.  Now I'm coming to realize that this goes much deeper that politics.  My thought was all souls are here to grow.  I 

wasn't aware that an entity is trying to stop soul growth.  It's becoming clearer.  Thank you.

12/14/2019 10:19:42 PM s0urc3rss They don't see us up at 2am with a nebulizer or feel the panic we have when they gasp for air. My biggest challenge has been his own father who 

mixes cleaning chemicals like bleach and ammonia that I banned. Because it doesn't bother him we should adjust.

12/14/2019 10:21:30 PM nicpace2 P

12/14/2019 10:22:51 PM aetherwalker1 Did you guys plan things coming on stage now and timelines intersecting on 12/21 because the cold in much of the country would limit the likelihood of 

a boogaloo?

12/14/2019 10:24:51 PM karrruss Fyi:

Never got any indication you retweeted.

I did get a notice you liked, but nothing on retweet.

And I posted from northern Kalifornistan..

Spooky.

12/14/2019 10:26:55 PM karrruss Tweeted from California in ENGLISH

12/14/2019 10:29:56 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/DyRxcby0vt

12/14/2019 10:30:22 PM jmay07161279 Orsini family and archonts

12/14/2019 10:30:44 PM karrruss Absolutely

12/14/2019 10:33:10 PM irah_chandler Wanna adress the concept of possible benevolent star nation intervention on earth?

12/14/2019 10:37:00 PM heatherrenae8 Yes

12/14/2019 10:37:50 PM strangewisper Add it to the list of ‘stuff’ over the past two or so weeks. Noticed massive triggers, integration and subsequent growth, both in others and my own 

experience. Pretty awesome

12/14/2019 10:38:28 PM s0urc3rss I have a feeling this idea that we can create fake humanoids to look like humans and be programmed as slaves has happened before...

12/14/2019 10:39:28 PM anbezedua Shoot this is happening so fast. Perpetually unprepared

12/14/2019 10:40:34 PM irah_chandler I also enjoy errr for healing and hue to activate the third eye. Ohmmm i sandwich other tones with at start and end. Love ohmmm tho for sure

12/14/2019 10:41:43 PM s0urc3rss You're right about that! I felt a little frustrated old programs surfaced. I spent more time in the Garden of Gods here, especially at night with the full 

moon, to remember integration is a process.

12/14/2019 10:42:37 PM s0urc3rss 🤣🤣😁

12/14/2019 10:44:01 PM heatherrenae8 We are lost, a parentless gen. if there is tech that can drive Chattle to be bridled to high vibrational truth then this is good but the controllers cannot be 

brainwashed in mk ultra religion that's not high vibrationally tested for accuracy because of the levening of curriculum

12/14/2019 10:45:50 PM philco3 Much obliged @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206063270550999040 …

12/14/2019 10:47:42 PM channelsoftruth Ever slept by a stream? Ever camped on a high windy mountain? Ever woken up to hear birds chirping and a light rain falling after a nights sleep under 

the stars? How about the sounds n smell of crackling/popping logs in a fireplace? Thats the frequency I want to be in tune with.

12/14/2019 10:50:17 PM turboxyde AMA = "Ask Me Anything"



12/14/2019 10:52:04 PM heatherrenae8 We are creators, we live in Eden& we Vibrate Heaven through our third eye pineal gland open child heaven into our cleaned out vacant diamond ark 

space to manifest Heaven or a Utopian society on earth, what ever you want to call it. Yes you are correct. We are all Gods& creators.

12/14/2019 10:54:58 PM karma4event201 A De population event https://twitter.com/TweetStreetInt1/status/1156939960529764352?s=20 …

12/14/2019 10:56:46 PM regaladoan I'm reading this...but I'll admit..i don't heave any clue what this means

12/14/2019 10:56:49 PM heatherrenae8 Yes

12/14/2019 10:58:32 PM heatherrenae8 Lol, Californians have been lab mice from birth. RhoD baby hear& mid 40s.

12/14/2019 10:59:58 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/14/2019 11:00:06 PM stars4p Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html … pic.twitter.com/B2myRd7IUR

12/14/2019 11:01:57 PM rbuerckner tell me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why you are not telling the truth about there being different distinct mankind species which are incompatible for breeding... 

why are you trying to wipe out the RH Neg

12/14/2019 11:02:46 PM heatherrenae8 They are& intervening with the Arch Angels with source.

12/14/2019 11:02:58 PM stars4p Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html … pic.twitter.com/DJQNm4kVyH

12/14/2019 11:03:39 PM cdale_dog I agree, I wish someone could bring this down a notch or two.  Absolutely love it, but don’t quite grasp it if that makes sense.

12/14/2019 11:03:59 PM notevenchad17 We need a LOT of Cultural Warriors. A lot.

12/14/2019 11:04:58 PM patriotswegoall Is the planet (especially the oceans) getting cleaned up and restored?

12/14/2019 11:05:28 PM notevenchad17 EOL?? "End of Life"??

12/14/2019 11:05:33 PM sethric61410528 Correct: 2000 liberal idiots in Sweden already had themselves microchipped voluntarily

12/14/2019 11:06:04 PM cdale_dog What is cosmic agency?

12/14/2019 11:07:39 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/14/2019 11:10:02 PM robinabank4 That is what I tell everyone new mother

12/14/2019 11:10:31 PM robinabank4 What do they REALLY PUT in formula???

12/14/2019 11:11:59 PM heatherrenae8 Higher consciousness is being a doe'r of all tested parts of religion that opens up the gateway through your 3rd eye& decalcified pineal gland. Bridle, 

fast, by practice meditate on all good, do not fear but speak liberating truth. Practice discernment, & gifts, forgive&love.

12/14/2019 11:15:33 PM karma4event201 Me too: Soul trap with bright white light. A blue light is correct  🤔

Here - I thought they meant a planet wide destruction event

12/14/2019 11:16:05 PM bustardkathy What a time to be alive and able to watch all of this. I pray for the children who have been tortured. I pray there will be healing for them. And healing 

for all of humanity. And our planet

12/14/2019 11:16:26 PM azuremagus Gravitational Waves is the grace people speak of; breath of source.

12/14/2019 11:17:41 PM patriotswegoall The Vatican in 1960 openly admitted to 14 plagiarisms in the New Testament. They did not say what or where those plagiarisms are, only said they 

were 14.

12/14/2019 11:17:46 PM heatherrenae8 Our redesigned Gesera Nesara blueprints will lift the vibrational field by fundamental sovereign laws&help drive Chattle to this existance, it's the Gov 

that made the mess by design& to fix it they must redesign. They have to become high vibrational to see clearly to sculpt new.

12/14/2019 11:18:04 PM azuremagus It can only get better in all ways.

12/14/2019 11:18:21 PM heatherrenae8 True

12/14/2019 11:22:39 PM azuremagus TIME: T he I nfinite M afesting E nergy

12/14/2019 11:24:57 PM azuremagus Unstable gravity waves, Let's get this party started.

12/14/2019 11:27:01 PM azuremagus ALICE is not alone

12/14/2019 11:28:26 PM melbourne_3000 Being in alignment 👍

#LawOfAttraction

12/14/2019 11:28:36 PM 4mankindq Kudos for the retweet! You work hard, Patriot! Well earned

12/14/2019 11:29:08 PM azuremagus Planets: the bodies for primordials.

12/14/2019 11:31:02 PM azuremagus Space/Time, Time/Space,  Distance vs Duration

12/14/2019 11:31:29 PM warlordf15 Whew, REALLY WOKE NOW!!! pic.twitter.com/HnWusQAX2U

12/14/2019 11:32:57 PM azuremagus Yes, Yes and Yes and more

12/14/2019 11:38:19 PM dispensaryexch Safe from who? There is NO WAY to communicate electronically without it being intercepted by the NSA....Q-

12/14/2019 11:38:23 PM charlesgdavis1 IF YOU ARE GOING TO TALK ABOUT BLOOD......THEIR OR THERE WAS A SLAUGHTER HOUSE..... I BELIEVE THAT A BUILDING WAS BUILT ON THAT 

SITE.....CALLED THE UNITED NATIONS.....just saying?!?!🙊🙉🙈😇👈✔

12/14/2019 11:39:20 PM strangewisper A beautiful process at that. I love surfing the swell of ‘highs and lows’ which I now see as lazy sweeps left&right onward bound. Expansion 

/Contraction. Pure gratitude. Abundance of joy knowing the swell only gets bigger and better:) 

morphic resonance kickers :)

Wwg1wga

12/14/2019 11:39:45 PM ausanon369 Next November can not come quick enough

12/14/2019 11:40:17 PM dispensaryexch How can. Anything be safe when the Army of Northern Virginia JSOC can REMOTE VIEW and HACK your mind ....Q-

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_Support_Activity …

12/14/2019 11:43:52 PM patrioticpop Great thread! I disagree only re: gravity b/c it doesn’t exist.

Rub a 🧦 against carpet & stick it to a balloon. Static = electromagnetic energy that trumps ‘gravitational pull’ — proving the def of gravity is a 

#FakeScience lie.

Truth is, we’re the 🧦 & 🌎 = 🎈.

🤓🧐😬

12/14/2019 11:45:25 PM s0urc3rss Ahhh I love that imagery. It only hurts when resisting the break in the wave right? We were contemplating tonight how going low in resonance like the 

deep ocean sound creates expansion lifting the frequency around.

12/14/2019 11:48:48 PM lucidskye Effect

12/14/2019 11:52:47 PM lucidskye Apparently this was never said in the series. #MandelaEffect

12/14/2019 11:57:30 PM charlesgdavis1 Very interesting.....Something for me to ponder.....On the Tree of Woe?!?! Sound check ✔ Good.....Video check??? Video check??? May or may not 

be available?!?! Thank you for the info!😂👽😎😈😇👈✔

12/14/2019 11:59:23 PM strangewisper Only in our projection does it hurt I’m trying to conquer that one hardcore. I set an intention while back to run head first into resistance to deal with 

repeated lessons. 100% on lows and highs. Can’t desire peace if you haven’t experienced war etc



12/15/2019 12:01:10 AM tenido #WWG1WGA #QArmyJapanFlynn #バルス #nhk_news #nhk #ntv #tbs #fujitv #tvasahi

▶️@okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

Killing The Mockingbird..

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/blue_forest_5/status/1201004966938169344 … pic.twitter.com/uQgsgzYdpS
12/15/2019 12:03:28 AM arthurpacfarm Yes

12/15/2019 12:03:37 AM rachaelangelm Level 42 isn’t “here” but it’s here. Chester knew his fate, he went to looking glass. He used it to find Excalibur.

12/15/2019 12:05:45 AM s0urc3rss Same here. Lately I've been studying why we have this collective concept validation is negative. If we all said "good job" or "that was painful last time, 

you can do this easier this time" and reminded each other, would we progress quicker?

12/15/2019 12:06:56 AM sluggishmoney Yes, the universe has a render speed. E = mc^2 so speed of light is render speed. c = sqrt(E/m)

12/15/2019 12:08:56 AM genhydra So your saying there is no organic universe? This one is simulated so the simulation must be contained by what another simulation?? Eventually you’d 

have to reach base reality.

12/15/2019 12:09:15 AM mskeens1962  pic.twitter.com/LH0Hn8g7hR

12/15/2019 12:09:38 AM s0urc3rss I want to understand this too. Perhaps last night when they said 6 billion go, they meant 2 billion stay?

12/15/2019 12:09:38 AM merkaba369 Project Pegasus... Why did they use kids?  Why is it coming back now?  Will full memory ever  come back or there will always be huge holes in what is 

remembered?

12/15/2019 12:10:09 AM irah_chandler What bugs me is mj12 still operates on low level chronos compartmentalized time travel laws. Either they don't know or they enjoy pretending it's like 

back to the future these days. Maybe it is for them. Or maybe they lost their best witnesses. Changes can be thread into reality

12/15/2019 12:10:18 AM drivelcivil Not with Pied Piper on the loose.

12/15/2019 12:14:44 AM brandi_843 Agreed. 

I know we are electric beings with power that maybe alot of us dont understand. I dont understand alot. But I get it. GOD is good. Everything.. 

Intelligent design

12/15/2019 12:18:32 AM tenido #WWG1WGA #QArmyJapanFlynn #バルス #nhk_news #nhk #ntv #tbs #fujitv #tvasahi

▶️@okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

Killing The Mockingbird...

@mad_liberals

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1204240777716486144 … pic.twitter.com/tcWZCwcTCl
12/15/2019 12:19:07 AM snakesanders22 Any suggestions for this event?

12/15/2019 12:26:27 AM rachaelangelm I tried to listen to That. It’s not compatible right now

12/15/2019 12:26:29 AM helener2442 what is IS-BE? ty

12/15/2019 12:27:32 AM tenido #WWG1WGA #QArmyJapanFlynn #バルス #nhk_news #nhk #ntv #tbs #fujitv #tvasahi

▶️@okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

We are a Digital Soldier! 

@intheMatrixxx

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1205544940471771136 … pic.twitter.com/N1M69quOtf
12/15/2019 12:30:22 AM dissenterradio Doesn't matter. If your neighbors have it, you'll feel it. It's not like a wall or three stops the signal.

I know I do. pic.twitter.com/7bhzzyFiv8

12/15/2019 12:30:23 AM brandi_843 First one I tried to breast feed.  2nd one I breast fed for 2 1/2 years. First one allergies, and colicky..  2nd one no problem

12/15/2019 12:31:50 AM helener2442 XYZ <=> ZYX ?

12/15/2019 12:31:59 AM victorianoreent fed the toxic crap.  my child?  natural all the way (b.fed)

12/15/2019 12:32:21 AM helener2442 what is BGP? ty

12/15/2019 12:33:03 AM sluggishmoney I don't think woke means what you think it means

12/15/2019 12:33:05 AM helener2442 what is EOL? ty

12/15/2019 12:34:11 AM charlesgdavis1 Apollo (3 dead) and Challenger (7 dead) 01/28 FIRST ONE changed to 01/29 others 01/27/67 (declas maybe plus others between 01/21-02/04) why?? 

Gravity? Time? Mandela effect?

12/15/2019 12:36:25 AM kittles62081233 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity 🙏

12/15/2019 12:36:52 AM charlesgdavis1 Apollo (3 dead) and Challenger (7 dead) 01/28 FIRST ONE changed to 01/29 others 01/27/67 (declas maybe plus others between 01/21-02/04) why?? 

Gravity? Time? Mandela effect?😂👽😎😈😇👈

12/15/2019 12:39:14 AM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ‘It’s Scary Stuff’: Potato-Security Expert Says Recording-Device Investigation At Hyatt Hotel Is Not Uncommon – WCCO | C…

12/15/2019 12:39:19 AM charlesgdavis1 DNK NTT.

12/15/2019 12:39:57 AM sluggishmoney Yah, the members are Epstein, Clinton, Trump, Dershowitz, and many others

12/15/2019 12:55:56 AM snakesanders22 I was referring to that one, :)

12/15/2019 12:56:11 AM 1977spiritual amazing info here, shared...thank you for your work for humanity, I love you!!

12/15/2019 1:02:40 AM strangewisper Yes! Telling someone ‘anyone who just went through what you went through would feel EXACTLY the same way as you do now’ is key. It’s the distance 

that separates us. The Achilles heal of the lucifer experiment :)

3 6 9

Divine feminine/masculine unity.

12/15/2019 1:05:05 AM taf1969 You won’t find a lot about it on the web, it’s to do with the incoming energies and the photon belt and it activates GNA , not only DNA ,which can bring 

an awareness (consciousness) to the population, but in doing so can also drive the mad ,madder...

12/15/2019 1:05:07 AM helener2442 wow ok ty! as matter/souls/energy we continue beyond our physical bodies

12/15/2019 1:07:36 AM kidge6 Now that’s inspiring. pic.twitter.com/iJReT8BkAH

12/15/2019 1:11:36 AM charlesgdavis1 DUMB!!!! HOW!!! How did you KNOW where I'M I mean my DUMB IS! ( Deep Underground My Base ) I need your help though....I....forgot the 

coordinates uhhhmmm could you..... be so kind as to..... text it to me??😅😅😅😎😎😇👈

12/15/2019 1:13:54 AM robinabank4 Look up  on Utube Ir0nbelly spell with a Zero. Shows interview of the actual explanation. Really interesting then u can go from there. BTW can't 

remember if there's a space between  ir0n and belly.

12/15/2019 1:23:45 AM mongrelglory Exactly!

12/15/2019 1:24:07 AM kidge6 Check out the 300 pp messages of disclosure. I put it as a reply to mj12s pinned tweet. And the tweet archives.

12/15/2019 1:24:58 AM enomai_ Beautiful words

12/15/2019 1:25:40 AM hub_char No one can “lose” their rights. Rights are secured by birth. Freedom is a birthright. Security is a birthright. Prosperity is a birthright. Safety is a 

birthright. Peace is a birthright. We, me, YOU, were already in prison. The chains simply got a little tighter since 9/11.

12/15/2019 1:26:02 AM charlesgdavis1 PCAL pls lk.

12/15/2019 1:26:34 AM charlesgdavis1 PCAL.



12/15/2019 1:27:45 AM libertygal12 You say yes, but explain!

12/15/2019 1:33:59 AM mongrelglory What exactly are the "ghosts" that people experience seeing on this planet?  Are they related to the IS of someone who has died, or is it some other 

extra-dimensional phenomenon?

12/15/2019 1:35:18 AM krippnerviola Imagine if all people wake up and take their responsibility, then we don't need such a election anymore.

12/15/2019 1:37:10 AM mongrelglory Will the depopulation that you say must occur for our planet to thrive, reflect a lot of Star-seeds leaving Earth to return home?

12/15/2019 1:42:26 AM wellactualybot @jamesboyett actualy it's pattented*

12/15/2019 1:43:45 AM mongrelglory What events have to happen before the world will publicly see (on the mainstream news) ETs meeting with world leaders?

12/15/2019 1:46:57 AM mongrelglory Back when I was born (1961 in New Zealand), "formula" was made by mixing corn syrup with Carnation evaporated milk.  My mother was supposed to 

give me extra vitamin drops, but I spit them up and developed infant scurvy.  Good times! 😜

12/15/2019 1:59:11 AM mongrelglory You've said the development of atomic bombs caused ETs to come to Earth due to the danger that they pose to ours and other dimensions.  Are 

nuclear fission reactors a hazard to other dimensions as well?  Is nuclear fusion any safer? How does radiation affect other dimensions?

12/15/2019 1:59:36 AM billymk31  pic.twitter.com/P6z85VeIXn

12/15/2019 2:02:17 AM emerinemark Who’s paying the Money?  And why do we have to pay anything at all?

12/15/2019 2:02:21 AM rambolosik I was breastfed. I had to formula feed my child even though I wanted to feed her naturally... I was one of the very unlucky few women who are 

physically incapable of breast-feeding. No matter how badly I tried and wanted to feed her, I couldn't. IGT. ;_;

12/15/2019 2:05:32 AM mongrelglory I dare you to jump off a tall building. 😎

12/15/2019 2:05:55 AM jamiegrahamusa No. They are a setup to get people to think theyre secure so they can see confidential comms etc. Hello WhatsApp

12/15/2019 2:08:15 AM jamiegrahamusa I created encryption keys etc for DirecTV and others. Its not as secure as we would think. Thank God Im trustworthy.. ;-o

12/15/2019 2:09:48 AM mongrelglory Nassim Haramein says every atom in our bodies is a micro-singularity (mini black hole) that is connected to the infinite.  By going inwards (meditation 

etc...) we can connect with infinity.  Most great spiritual teachers have implied the same ("The kingdom of heaven is within").

12/15/2019 2:11:13 AM mongrelglory No fear!

12/15/2019 2:12:26 AM mongrelglory A TV show featuring the military tribunals would be one reality TV show that I'd actually watch!

12/15/2019 2:15:20 AM mongrelglory I'm confused...more than usual. 🥴

12/15/2019 2:15:55 AM kittles62081233 I believe it to be true 🙏

12/15/2019 2:16:08 AM mongrelglory Payseurs?

12/15/2019 2:17:53 AM mongrelglory Q and Neon Revolt talked about the Payseurs, the most powerful bloodline family that likes to stay in the shadows.  The Rothschilds are their "front-

men".

12/15/2019 2:18:03 AM lynnmar42209594 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/15/2019 2:19:42 AM jamiegrahamusa OMG?? LATEST SIGHTING

Killery pic.twitter.com/fFlKJuCAQJ

12/15/2019 2:20:21 AM mongrelglory Public toilets, crappy education systems, crappy roads with pot-holes, and "strained at the seams" health-care and public pension systems in Canada.  

Not sure we're getting our money's worth! 🤨

12/15/2019 2:21:15 AM mongrelglory Is MJ-12 having a conversation with us or with someone else?

12/15/2019 2:21:39 AM n3mo83 There's an opposition in all things. Eternal Law of polarity.

12/15/2019 2:24:57 AM powersawer Gab A.I. spyware for cabal

you can deliver a hemp seed cookie to my home address as a reward for my being so smart

12/15/2019 2:26:19 AM full_gaz Depends who has the encryption key 🤔

12/15/2019 2:29:08 AM paul_gronseth  pic.twitter.com/Etp6ceQVho

12/15/2019 2:30:16 AM mongrelglory My (Canadian) financial advisor is red-pilled and we've been discussing this since last month with the repo market shenanigans. A number of "too big 

to fail banks" (such as DB) have already failed and they're just trying to keep the system functioning with massive QE. Won't work.

12/15/2019 2:30:28 AM ausanon369 I believe the hardcore leftist are exactly what you’re describing (soulless AI) I am hopeful these are the depopulated ones, not the loving humans.

12/15/2019 2:31:23 AM rambolosik How would someone know a repair occurred? (Not to prove to someone else, but as confirmation of a successful operation?)

12/15/2019 2:33:21 AM ausanon369 Calm down twinkle toes, they weren’t asking you.

12/15/2019 2:38:31 AM ausanon369 Looked in the mirror?

12/15/2019 2:40:35 AM ausanon369 I think the original MJ12 were Nazis bought across from Op Paperclip..

12/15/2019 2:42:01 AM mongrelglory The final season of "Mr. Robot" this year has the protagonists "bankrupting" the evil Corporations/Cabal by emptying their bank accounts.  It's a nice 

idea, but I have to think that many of them have stock-piles of gold in private vaults. However...

12/15/2019 2:42:27 AM ausanon369 I’ve heard they used children because it was much easier on their minds

12/15/2019 2:43:24 AM victoriaserbia Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

Binary? This Side <=&gt […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/15/2019 2:44:12 AM stefanofait She trusts Trump and the Plan, not necessarily big government

12/15/2019 2:44:33 AM mongrelglory ...collapsing the old fiat financial system will prevent them from continuing to exploit and rob the people.  Hopefully the new system will have 

safeguards to prevent exploitation/corruption in the future.

12/15/2019 2:50:13 AM ausanon369 “I have a penis”. (Sorry couldn’t help myself)

12/15/2019 2:52:30 AM stefanofait Education = indoctrination

12/15/2019 2:54:03 AM mongrelglory The movie "Interstellar" talked about these concepts a lot. 😎

12/15/2019 2:58:58 AM kristinbwell This may be a stupid query, but when it feels like the day is flying by, or when it feels like the time is literally dragging, is this random perception, or is 

that how we experience these gravitational waves?

If so, is diff significant? Fast v Slow = winning v losing or v/v?

12/15/2019 2:59:13 AM stefanofait I guess this is why Jesus was impregnable for as long as he chose to

12/15/2019 3:02:28 AM stefanofait I think they said "around 3B", with a massive extinction event relatively imminent, depending on mass consciousness fluctuations or something

12/15/2019 3:03:30 AM stefanofait Higher Knowledge = Higher Consciousness

12/15/2019 3:10:50 AM mongrelglory The maximum Earth can support is higher if I recall correctly.  I remember doing the calculation from what they said, and arrived at a number of about 

3 billion people as the excess population we'd have to "relocate".  Current world population is approximately 7.5 - 7.8 billion.

12/15/2019 3:22:28 AM unitedredwhite1 Are "Those who scream the loudest" the ones that have flipped and are actually helping? Cuz that means the also have the most to hide...

12/15/2019 3:23:57 AM jennyjigsaw45 Is anything safe?

12/15/2019 3:29:50 AM carter_zon No.

12/15/2019 3:33:20 AM laurabusse Yes!!!

Been meaning to reread

12/15/2019 3:34:59 AM smedley77202346 Watch V the movie series

12/15/2019 3:37:41 AM laurabusse TY



12/15/2019 3:40:35 AM birdiesrchirpin I saw this as a classier version of the queen of hearts outfit. 

Signaling? What was she saying?

She also had a Dorothy, blue/white gingham dress and an outfit that was reminiscent of Robin Hood. 🤗😁 pic.twitter.com/JTwq2PnFJK

12/15/2019 3:43:05 AM surffarmer Our system is on the “outskirts” of our local universe. A mere second of time on the Isle of Paradise is 1000s of yrs on 🌎. When Q says it was over 

before it began, he is technically right. Same as the Lucifer Rebellion. #eternalpresent #finaladjudication

12/15/2019 3:43:54 AM qplusunity  pic.twitter.com/jBGssTPi4z

12/15/2019 3:47:31 AM qplusunity You are a gravitational source, as above so below. You are the Sun, the more love you share, the more light you share. Love transcends time and space. 

The more you become a beacon of light more will gravitate toward you

12/15/2019 3:50:45 AM qplusunity You cannot have science without spirituality

12/15/2019 3:51:22 AM laurabusse From the book

Interview with an alien

12/15/2019 3:56:49 AM laurabusse YouTube channel

12/15/2019 4:00:15 AM laurabusse Yes!

12/15/2019 4:02:19 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 4:02:21 AM mongrelglory It would be nice to have a Wikipedia-type resource that was truly free of bias and censorship!

12/15/2019 4:02:44 AM ravisingkeegan Hmmmm

12/15/2019 4:06:09 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/ESfrV7KJzU

12/15/2019 4:07:13 AM supernovaslight Or in words of @elonmusk, we might be inside of a computer simulation? If so, everything has its own script, we r all programs, then who r the users? 

And, r there cheet codes? & btw 👇 pic.twitter.com/vLDY6MmiYR

12/15/2019 4:09:46 AM __jabird__ Yes to all.

12/15/2019 4:11:08 AM willjstrobe Alice in quamtumland?

12/15/2019 4:12:07 AM mongrelglory Starting with learning to love and forgive yourself...makes it easier to do the same with others.  I know it's easier said than done with some of the 

traumatic experiences people have had...but it's possible for everyone if they choose it.

12/15/2019 4:22:27 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/RlrnDzcatt

12/15/2019 4:28:50 AM stefanofait Managed to find it pic.twitter.com/pN4P3X6Dem

12/15/2019 4:29:08 AM birdiesrchirpin 🤣🤣

12/15/2019 4:29:23 AM wearywar All my children breast fed. One of them developed terrible allergies.

Life's a crap shoot, doesn't owe you a thing, but offers you any opportunity that pleases you.

Grab it with both hands and live it. Don't look back.

12/15/2019 4:30:09 AM stefanofait BTW, I am not even sure the world pop figure is reliable. They lie about everything.

We should ask MJ12.

12/15/2019 4:30:11 AM birdiesrchirpin Like a DUMB?

12/15/2019 4:31:52 AM mongrelglory Thanks Stefano!  I'll see if I can find the other tweet for where they gave the calculation for what population size a planet can carry (based on the 

planet's size).  I think different MJs have given slightly different answers to that question!

12/15/2019 4:35:01 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/p7babPIWbZ

12/15/2019 4:35:07 AM kindeandtrue Spoiler alert: Someday you may find out they're the same thing.

12/15/2019 4:38:26 AM birdiesrchirpin This one? pic.twitter.com/mnOr3CZupc

12/15/2019 4:42:00 AM ryansto27390481 Thank you

12/15/2019 4:42:33 AM jillsfolly77711 Where have you seen them?

12/15/2019 4:46:44 AM apex_starseed There's 12 Universe's so which one are you talking about..and several Timelines..😉

12/15/2019 4:50:41 AM brick_airhedred Yes!!!! ☝️✨

12/15/2019 4:51:04 AM cosmonaught001 Electromagnetism rules the universe not gravity, which is the weakest force known. Time is just an illusion of mind.  Anything Einstein did relating time 

to gravity and space has been debunked.

12/15/2019 4:51:46 AM nattylitecoin Rapture?

12/15/2019 4:52:23 AM searchingforth What is EOL?

12/15/2019 4:53:42 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070872960284721152?s=20 …

12/15/2019 4:55:53 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/ThquKbT67Q

12/15/2019 4:56:00 AM sherrivest2 Truth

12/15/2019 5:00:24 AM peterluisvenero Oh the Q&A! Thank you...

12/15/2019 5:01:49 AM fansblowing3 Cow’s milk and beef have not been identified as poisonous yet by MJ12.  How about cheese?

12/15/2019 5:02:11 AM richard07759712 There it is..... Mass awakening and it’s exponentially going to happen.  Thank you MJ

12/15/2019 5:02:40 AM maryschade14 Knowlege is power indeed. 

The naivete is on the level of the man on the roof praying. Boat flows by..he says no thx God has this. Copter comes by and he does the same. Man 

dies in flood asks God why he didn't help.

God said I sent a boat and helicopter

Expectation vs Reality atm

12/15/2019 5:03:25 AM mongrelglory Ack!  I found the tweet above the one you found.  I had multiplied the result times 5 for the size of Earth.  Turns out I can't do math because I ended up 

with 6 instead of 2.5.  Don't ask me how! 😆 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034437051410784256?s=20 …

12/15/2019 5:05:59 AM burgersandra "Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequency."

"We are living light within sound." https://eraoflight.com/2019/11/08/11112019/ …

12/15/2019 5:06:00 AM fansblowing3 Is there a way to determine our own individual frequency and monitor its progress?

12/15/2019 5:07:33 AM mongrelglory If 3 billion is truly the limit for Earth, then I can see how the "white-hats" may be trying to reduce the world's population through "attrition".  MJ-12 

have previously said GMO's and vaccines were designed to lower the birthrate without negative karmic repercussions.

12/15/2019 5:08:25 AM iamyou132 Can any good come from participating in the Silicon Valley tech scene?

12/15/2019 5:08:51 AM fansblowing3 An herb medicine that is not CBD?

12/15/2019 5:10:33 AM iamyou132 Elaborate. Like an actual encyclopedia of info?

12/15/2019 5:11:12 AM mongrelglory Current humanity (from Earth) will spread out into the solar system and beyond when it is ready.  So I suppose that the IS's of the "de-populated" 

humans will be re-incarnating in some of these other communities. (Or on home planets if they're Star-seeds).

12/15/2019 5:11:23 AM iamyou132 Is the moon a gravity producing machine?

12/15/2019 5:11:35 AM birdiesrchirpin It was just waiting to be signed 😒

12/15/2019 5:12:09 AM mongrelglory I mean like Wikipedia, but not corrupted and censored the way Wikipedia is now.

12/15/2019 5:12:38 AM covertress In this scenario, Col. O'Neill and Teal'c are playing the role of Star seeds. 

What ARE Star seeds?

Loopers here to help their friends.

12/15/2019 5:13:48 AM iamyou132 BGP?

12/15/2019 5:16:15 AM iamyou132 Ahh, ok! Im asking because i build tech and I want to help build something that’s actually useful and I think that’s a great idea!



12/15/2019 5:17:13 AM iamyou132 Time dimension?

12/15/2019 5:17:35 AM birdiesrchirpin Let food be thy medicine.

So many are medicinal. Some we were taught to discount like dandelion are cleansing. Oregano is another super medicinal.

But if I were guessing at something other than cannabis in the above, I'd go with frankincense, its healing and in the bible.

12/15/2019 5:25:25 AM lw_hawk @ts_sci_majic12 - ai talks about Saturn -  https://twitter.com/shawnkeys777/status/1206170068700160001 …

12/15/2019 5:29:36 AM sterkinglights1 Faith without works is dead.

12/15/2019 5:34:06 AM idahocliffy  pic.twitter.com/JSjI0hAUXn

12/15/2019 5:38:26 AM anneolsen43  https://twitter.com/anneolsen43/status/1205109183038795776 …. ???

12/15/2019 5:44:42 AM mpmomok Incredible!!!!!

12/15/2019 5:51:39 AM richard07759712 But answer me this MJ | how does this fit against this passage.. pic.twitter.com/rYU6iywgiC

12/15/2019 5:53:19 AM richard07759712 You know I follow you... please give answer

12/15/2019 5:56:47 AM qrealmsmfake  https://files.catbox.moe/bwu407.pdf 

12/15/2019 5:59:19 AM blsdbe Or do we have more than one since more since we are made up of many Beings (our cells, the bacteria, fungi, yeasts all making up who we are)? Are 

we are not just one frequency but a symphony?

12/15/2019 6:00:54 AM covertress Stargate SG-1 - S 2 E 21 - 1969 https://dai.ly/x4qo2wq 

12/15/2019 6:02:21 AM karina89350882 The Situation has it`s own "irony" - with or because of their greatest fear (awakening of the People) they "helped" unconsciousnessly to "manifest" the 

AWAKENING => PANIC

12/15/2019 6:03:59 AM jucifr00t 6th dimension

1st 3 dimensions are known. 4th dimension is the spiritual dimension where spirit energy resides overtop of us. 5th dimension is time. 6th dimension is 

gravity (more than we can comprehend). 7th dimension is heaven. 8th dimension is God. 

@leonworkman2000

12/15/2019 6:05:06 AM gsusgod Tinnitus = sympathetic resonance heard as a result of High Frequency download, “high” being relative to our mean vibrational State.

Akin to speaking next to a piano while holding down the sustain pedal, some strings start to vibrate.

Sustain pedal = Open/ascending IS-BE.

12/15/2019 6:05:12 AM tamravee  https://youtu.be/QH_u-q_G_N8 

12/15/2019 6:07:33 AM ecranchero Please show us how. How we collect info???

12/15/2019 6:10:19 AM ecranchero Really? Jump off a stairwell and then tell me 'gravity is not a thing;'.

12/15/2019 6:10:35 AM ecranchero What event?

12/15/2019 6:10:58 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/dSWRmQB0Sg

12/15/2019 6:11:48 AM jared4liberty “Next simulation” 🤔😎😉

12/15/2019 6:13:31 AM infringethis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Incarcerated_ET @drawandstrike

@40_head Almost word for word. https://youtu.be/aNZb7_yvrlM 

12/15/2019 6:14:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 12th Dimension is Unity

12/15/2019 6:15:02 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/x9sqkahSziU 

12/15/2019 6:18:15 AM lukekauffman To all these candidates:  when you lose in November, do you think they will take pity on you on November 11th?  Whatever they are using to 

intimidate, blackmail, or threaten you will not be gone. Its like what DJT says, "What do you have to lose?". He may be able to free you too!

12/15/2019 6:19:43 AM gsusgod The Antennae for higher frequency information/reality is found in our “junk” DNA. As an IS-BE approaches realization, through a natural alchemical 

process, DNA receptors modulate to capture nuanced frequencies which are ubiquitous and waiting to be heard/felt/known.

12/15/2019 6:21:04 AM connorr1986 no

12/15/2019 6:22:09 AM blsdbe Hopefully the folks at CERN are not inviting in entities like the one in this video clip...so done with all the Deception!

12/15/2019 6:22:43 AM sterkinglights1 Border gateway protocol= bgp?

12/15/2019 6:23:09 AM light70277331 good to know

12/15/2019 6:24:15 AM tamravee Just throwing fun facts : The REAL great inventors had their discoveries #STOLEN 

and the true inventor of computers died from a bite of a poisoned apple . pic.twitter.com/rHm7KycL4J

12/15/2019 6:28:18 AM lakelady568 I understand only after reading

 I E T on twitter

12/15/2019 6:28:37 AM eskeljoyce We the people have had our votes stolen in California. The game is rigged!

12/15/2019 6:30:55 AM jaded_pearl What are the Dimension 9, 10 & 11? Those are my numbers too.

12/15/2019 6:36:24 AM gsusgod Channeled a method for manifestation, created a product, took said product to Sedona, AZ(supposedly a spiritual place filled with spiritual people). The 

metaphysical shops I took it to were surprised I made something myself and somewhat offended I brought into their store.

12/15/2019 6:43:13 AM clifton15jon Build homemade #EMF and Protect yourself?

12/15/2019 6:44:14 AM djlok I'm still very confused about "walking into the light" vs "seeking the darkness". If walking into the light = reincarnation to experience life and love, what 

does seeking the darkness do?

12/15/2019 6:44:40 AM happytruelife I truly hope we reached the critical number.

12/15/2019 6:46:32 AM clifton15jon Why depopulate when we can off-planet people easily?

12/15/2019 6:47:30 AM gsusgod Each’ path is narrow, wide enough for only one(single consciousness slice), obstacles and occlusions are customized for each individual expedition. The 

journey beset from every angle by that who thrives in darkness(the imposter). The ONLY light for this path comes from within.

12/15/2019 6:50:25 AM mongrelglory If I've understood their previous tweets correctly David, the "light" that people talk about will draw you back into the same Earth matrix.  If you turn to 

the dark (or void) you will then be able to choose from all possibilities for your next incarnation.

12/15/2019 6:52:12 AM aprilbrown99 Ive been rewatching a series called Fringe from 2009 but is even more relative today. This thread reminds me of this episode that I watched the other 

day.  https://youtu.be/z9xShALLHAU . Very relative: Individuals that are Observers of Time, multiverse, fringe science, DNA genetics...

12/15/2019 6:52:43 AM aprilbrown99 ...[they] have given us a roadmap. We just have to see it. 

Thank you MJ for this wonderful thread. 💗💗💗

12/15/2019 6:53:32 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What was expelled out of the craft?   https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=ZSBFLP6ynbM …

12/15/2019 6:56:27 AM sabina06706427 Love to you Gen X 💕💫

12/15/2019 6:57:02 AM ossrobertsteele Robert Steele: #MAGA-14 - Mr. President, Hear Our Voice!  https://phibetaiota.net/2019/12/robert-steele-maga-14-mr-president-hear-our-voice/ … 

via @phibiblog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/15/2019 6:57:52 AM djlok So "walking to the light" must be the trick?

Religion teaches or suggests you want to walk to the light to "reap your reward"...but they rape children, so what do they know.

12/15/2019 6:59:47 AM natureinspace I have to agree. They are well aware of what's happening and don't like it at all. Most of them are awake and aren't being fooled. The things we're just 

learning about, they seem to already know about and have a grip on it. They will be the ones who call bullshit on the system.

12/15/2019 7:01:00 AM mongrelglory Some people have described it as a "soul trap".  People envision what they expect to see...deceased loved ones, Jesus etc... I guess in a sense, you're 

responding to the frequencies of the current matrix, so it pulls you back there.



12/15/2019 7:02:29 AM djlok That makes sense.  Consciousness projecting reality in every way possible...even at EOL.

12/15/2019 7:02:33 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/sOQJFaOYxq

12/15/2019 7:02:40 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/A53Db4IZ2s

12/15/2019 7:02:41 AM sterkinglights1 The thought that I could fly with nothing other than my mind. I used to have dreams that I could levitate. Is it like walking on a wire? Will our powers be 

returned in this timeline? Are we even really here. pic.twitter.com/cKfPPIQj5d

12/15/2019 7:03:20 AM sterkinglights1 Definitely thank you fren.

12/15/2019 7:04:34 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/ljDfxha306

12/15/2019 7:04:44 AM sabina06706427 Yep, my 14 yr old is so against public school brain washing. Always questioning what they are learning and what use it will be for them in the future. 

Everything learned is to state standardized tests.

12/15/2019 7:05:05 AM sterkinglights1 And the tweet above is a correlation to show how to check forward then backwards.

12/15/2019 7:05:27 AM kagqanon Actually we started to lose our rights in the 1860’s

12/15/2019 7:07:08 AM blsdbe Our Cosmic Crib... pic.twitter.com/HoHH4ctSvw

12/15/2019 7:09:01 AM gsusgod I’ve often thought the mark of the beast wasn’t necessarily a physical mark on the head or hand but the disposition of metaphysical dysfunction; a 

corroded and atrophied connection.

#Calcified3rdEye

Those of higher vibration cannot communicate due to this dysfunction.

12/15/2019 7:09:55 AM dagandre5  https://www.washingtonpost.com/gdpr-consent/?destination=%2fgraphics%2f2019%2finvestigations%2fafghanistan-papers%2fafghanistan-war-

confidential-documents%2f%3f …

12/15/2019 7:10:44 AM leckieanne Gravity isn’t required to fall down. It’s only required to convince all us stupid sheep that we can stand upside down on a globe spinning faster than the 

speed of sound and not get thrown into the vacuum of space. It’s all a lie and there are no “aliens”.

12/15/2019 7:11:28 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/DipyVQcOl2

12/15/2019 7:12:01 AM natureinspace This kind of stuff goes back a century or more. Our children have never been safe.

12/15/2019 7:12:11 AM aprilbrown99 Again disclosure in front of our faces.

12/15/2019 7:12:13 AM david00997884 Soon?????

12/15/2019 7:12:24 AM lukekauffman It should accelerate

12/15/2019 7:13:04 AM speaklife595 That show was either ahead of its time, or it was activating the needed soldiers of this war

12/15/2019 7:13:19 AM leckieanne Read the Bible, at the 7th trump we shall all be changed back into our spiritual true selves.

12/15/2019 7:15:12 AM schiller_spmode Man! This is so deep! I’m having to re-read this over and over.  Man, I need to really study because I crave this kind of knowledge/information.

12/15/2019 7:16:21 AM thereahempqueen  https://www.forbes.com/sites/tjmccue/2019/04/19/alexa-is-listening-all-the-time-heres-how-to-stop-it/ …

12/15/2019 7:17:12 AM thereahempqueen  https://dna-explained.com/2015/12/30/23andme-ancestry-and-selling-your-dna-information/ …

12/15/2019 7:17:24 AM adsvel ☠🦖👽

12/15/2019 7:17:36 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/tMRK95nHDk

12/15/2019 7:18:09 AM thereahempqueen  https://news.filehippo.com/2019/07/siri-is-recording-your-private-conversations/ …

12/15/2019 7:19:21 AM grandmabelieve4 Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  very good info and clear!🇺🇸💗🙏

12/15/2019 7:19:55 AM thereahempqueen  https://eluxemagazine.com/magazine/dangers-of-5g/ …

12/15/2019 7:20:24 AM natureinspace I have a 15 yo daughter and it's the same thing with her! She said they aren't learning anything that's of any use. The only advice I have for her is to use 

the opportunity to 'learn to learn'.

12/15/2019 7:20:54 AM thereahempqueen  https://www.emfanalysis.com/why-is-xfinity-wifi-harming-people/ …

12/15/2019 7:22:01 AM thekanehb What are LDS? Mormons?

12/15/2019 7:22:12 AM thekanehb End of life

12/15/2019 7:22:18 AM thereahempqueen Unveiling the Hidden Dangers of Public IP in 4G/LTE Networks

 https://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~bleong/slides/hotmob14-dangers-slides.pdf …

12/15/2019 7:23:08 AM michael81972 Show us the real unedited version...what a gift to humanity that would be...English please but ill translate

12/15/2019 7:23:24 AM thekanehb This is a hot topic bc others are saying the light is a soul trap. So it’s clearly a key piece of this all as opinions are so opposite. 

This poster has an interest in keeping ppl in the trap tho so you have to consider that too. It’s a mess and crazy confusing

12/15/2019 7:23:24 AM aprilbrown99 I was formula fed. Was sick frequently until the age of 8/9 yo. Had tonsils taken out at 4/5 yo. Always would get super high fevers & would sleep walk 

& hallucinate. Had a concussion as well. I was clutsey. Can only imagine what that did to my brain, not counting the fluoride. 😬

12/15/2019 7:24:00 AM nea_storm Wonderfully Expressed! I also perceive they operate at different levels with each have their own points of perception & express them as well: Hence I 

recognize at times those differing view points are contrary to what other members have historically stated: I Will Call them On It 

pic.twitter.com/wFqk0R5s5g

12/15/2019 7:24:28 AM redslegacy2 I'll pray for you, that's a tough one!

12/15/2019 7:25:08 AM jaded_pearl Thank you.

12/15/2019 7:26:49 AM anonmom14 Does Sac enroute mean MIL?

12/15/2019 7:30:19 AM djlok Well either way, I'm not coming back.  I'll go be a rock on Mars before I come back here.

12/15/2019 7:31:22 AM mongrelglory All those things (fluoride, smoking during pregnancy, formula feeding etc...) lower IQ according to studies.  I like to call myself a retarded genius. 🤪

12/15/2019 7:32:33 AM birdiesrchirpin No but I have thought about submitting a FOIA  on myself to see what I'll get, if anything, from Obama era spying.

12/15/2019 7:35:32 AM debstev80504671 Exactly. We have more then we know. Much to learn and experience.

12/15/2019 7:35:38 AM djlok You know what's mind blowing (and really shouldn't be) is that those on our government are tied to all this.

12/15/2019 7:35:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is working overtime on this thread. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206022967517483008 …

12/15/2019 7:36:06 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 7:36:54 AM thekanehb Yep. It’s hard to believe it but they seem to have a vested interest in keeping us here. They like the cycle

12/15/2019 7:37:37 AM thekanehb Agreed 🤣

12/15/2019 7:38:00 AM chef_brandt89 We are the users. The physical body you live in is the computer your using and your ego/life experiences and the programming. The brain is merely a 

receiver of frequency or the physical system and tunes into your station like a radio. Your self awareness here is feedback loop.

12/15/2019 7:38:20 AM stefanofait Yes it's something one might also infer from reading Mass Dreams of the Future http://regressionjournal.org/book_review/mass-dreams-future-dr-

chet-b-snow/ …

12/15/2019 7:38:21 AM aprilbrown99 Future proves past for sure!  💥💥💥

12/15/2019 7:39:00 AM mongrelglory I think Nassim's model sounds more plausible.  They need to give up on building larger and larger particle colliders!

 https://youtu.be/BFbCYOfxOnI 

12/15/2019 7:39:25 AM aprilbrown99 [ALICE] doesn’t get to win!

12/15/2019 7:40:58 AM jrocktigers Common Core, written by the Bush Cabal. They have had a giant leg up on all of us. We have get louder.

12/15/2019 7:41:07 AM michael81972 Im asking you too,  not demanding...I feel this knowledge is written on our heart but we have to find a way to unlock it

12/15/2019 7:41:22 AM itbmeang Ok.  I need this on a video.  Explain with talk.   I lose it half way thru every time folks try explaining.  I don’t care if it’s just a voice recording.  Talk us 

thru it.

12/15/2019 7:42:16 AM my2sonznme Yes please

12/15/2019 7:42:38 AM aquagarnet24 CERN is very dangerous 👉 [ALICE]



12/15/2019 7:44:48 AM cosmic_engineer The Creator's only direct connection to you is through the 'Father' as per a certain Master Teacher.

The Father is you/your personal 'God' in this Density.  You are a fractal personality. Many exist in other timelines and dimensions.

Often called an Oversoul

12/15/2019 7:45:19 AM covertress nice one 👍

12/15/2019 7:45:52 AM sabina06706427 Yep, we are awake and will never sleep again. Love 💕 💫🧚♀️🌏

12/15/2019 7:48:18 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 7:49:00 AM cosmic_engineer My intuition is that the method will be an outbreak. Could be why the recent disclosures of 23Me, Public Health fraud and Eugenics plans

12/15/2019 7:49:20 AM mongrelglory That sounds like an interesting read!

12/15/2019 7:51:04 AM dlmaybee Thank you. And thank you for making it easy to understand!

🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

12/15/2019 7:51:10 AM mljones5910 Really hope this tweet wasn’t directed to me.  Its time for Jesus followers to stand up and stop this nonsense talk.  Where do you think all this comes 

from.?!  A personal God who sent His Son to save us from crap like you are spewing.

12/15/2019 7:52:01 AM mljones5910 Give the glory to God, not your own self or His creation.😁

12/15/2019 7:52:34 AM karrruss Indeed

12/15/2019 7:52:50 AM miss_ampie I was, and I did for both of my adult IS-BEs. Aside from the occasional cold, we are all quite hale.

12/15/2019 7:53:14 AM laura_621 Ok~I’m officially tripped out by this drop!💥

12/15/2019 7:54:16 AM mongrelglory Sounds like your mom took good care of you Krissuzz!

12/15/2019 7:55:57 AM smmillican1 Entropy to Empathy! #TheGreatAwakening 

Earth=Heart

#TheAgeOfAquarius pic.twitter.com/p3DXU1pxqH

12/15/2019 7:57:53 AM vintagesquirrel Pan

12/15/2019 7:58:37 AM stefanofait You bet! 😉👍

12/15/2019 8:00:25 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 8:00:43 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 8:00:57 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/15/2019 8:01:11 AM s0urc3rss I like Shilajit. My doctor friend broke his thumb rockclimbing so he gave it a try not wanting pain Rx. He says he's very happy with the relief and it's 

rapidly healing. I bought it off Etsy independent lab certified purified. Can use external or as tea. 

https://www.purehimalayanshilajit.com/benefits/?fbclid=IwAR32WNrCsrqW0hjxbGCOCOACKuBwoYsbD0PEYkloHzaMd06TL-gC_WJAIvA …

12/15/2019 8:01:15 AM covertress "Where there's a will, there's an 'or'". - Jack

gotta 💖 the Colonel

12/15/2019 8:02:14 AM cosmic_engineer Organic Portal

12/15/2019 8:03:22 AM s0urc3rss Fascinating. I will watch for more info. I feel waves at times, especially during meditation, that are very uplifting like ocean currents.

12/15/2019 8:03:26 AM cosmic_engineer Good luck riding the coattails instead of embracing your own perfection and grace

12/15/2019 8:04:43 AM s0urc3rss It's ok. I get that with sounds often. I just keep trying until I find one that feels right. Sometimes silence is best.

12/15/2019 8:04:53 AM sabina06706427 Schmidt’s makes a charcoal magnesium deodorant that works great. You can find it at your local grocery store

12/15/2019 8:05:25 AM _chelseaproject How do we know you are not ALICE?

12/15/2019 8:06:05 AM kevinpaz822 This is probably the hardest part to combat with funds.

12/15/2019 8:06:35 AM nea_storm We the People! Have & Are Creators Navigating the Future Presently here & Now, including remembering the Past to avoid making the same errors in 

the Future! Love to All! I See (John 9:25) & Know a Negative Galactic & Will Call them Out EveryTime! [Their] Time is OVER! Love to All 

pic.twitter.com/3dByEmF4Fy

12/15/2019 8:07:16 AM sabina06706427 Yep, always follow love and intuition. Manifesting is happening so quickly now. We must be conscious our thoughts ❤️😉

12/15/2019 8:07:26 AM kevinpaz822 Not making excuses but without proper funds it’s very difficult to eat properly. Not to mention the lies told about what is and isn’t good for you to eat.

12/15/2019 8:07:29 AM ctenfor Hello maj I was given poliomyelitis when 6 months old.  I'm now in post polio syndrome. What blend cbd/thc should I loodk at?  Any help would be 

appreciated

12/15/2019 8:08:00 AM mongrelglory It's all very fractal, isn't it? 🤪

12/15/2019 8:09:16 AM kachinagtto Keep her busy over there while you drop some good info! 👍🏼

12/15/2019 8:10:03 AM gsusgod 2020 election is more important than we can yet know.

Trump and Hillary both win.

What timeline you’ve chosen will be borne out in who wins.

My opinion:

Ascending Timeline: Trump Wins

Descending Timeline: Hillary Wins 

A true fork.

You can vote for Hillary and still ascend.
12/15/2019 8:11:02 AM fansblowing3 Go take a nap ALICE

12/15/2019 8:11:12 AM kevinpaz822 What’s EOL?

12/15/2019 8:11:38 AM s0urc3rss I don't see how they can last with their projections of hatred. I wasn't even hateful but very sick a long time from taking too much of it in from them, 

pre Trump era. It was his election that spurred my healing, realizing how much he endures and still smiles, happy & well.

12/15/2019 8:11:50 AM nea_storm Absolutely Correct! Acceleration in Photon (dynamic positive energy) combined with Lack of mental emotional control = acceleration in whatever 

thoughts & emotions a Creator is manifesting! Self control is essential at this time of Transition: Either Advance or Decline! Free Will 

pic.twitter.com/Dfq5mxEk6v

12/15/2019 8:12:10 AM drbohammer None that are currently on the market are safe. They all have back doors. I am working on a new one that is impossible to compromise. It’ll be out 

within a year or so.

12/15/2019 8:12:48 AM danielk36319179 Project Awake and Project Alice are both part of Cern. The Time Projection Chamber(TPC) and the Transition Radiation Detector(TRD) are parts of Alice. 

And never forget the Trump connection = Van de Graaff generator (1.Kings) 

 https://home.cern/science/accelerators/awake …

#WWG1WGA #Q2019 #QAnon pic.twitter.com/jQLfjfrE4w



12/15/2019 8:14:15 AM awakeaggie The purest ones are made and guaranteed by Young Living. The blend that protects my energy is White Angelica. Frankincense is earthy and grounding. 

Thieves blend for germs!  I use a lot of Lavender, Lemon, Peppermint. Each oil has a frequency. Research them. Fascinating!!! 🤯

12/15/2019 8:14:17 AM s0urc3rss Those are all amazing herbs. I also take frankincense drops in my water and chew the resin. Pure Oregano, holy basil, thieves all fight viral/bacterial 

infections. Dandelion strengthens immune and fights allergic response. We have so many wonderful healing plants.

12/15/2019 8:15:05 AM iquisitor2020 Genesis 1 - NIV: In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of 

the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.

Heavens is plural, Heavens= dimensions

12/15/2019 8:16:53 AM s0urc3rss Thank you. I am always grateful for prayers. The kiddo is wise, his father chooses to be not so much. Just the way it is. Haven't been able to open his 

mind in 11 years now.

12/15/2019 8:17:37 AM awakeaggie This book has been my best resource. pic.twitter.com/KiyrfQ52pJ

12/15/2019 8:17:51 AM sabina06706427 Before PC

12/15/2019 8:19:26 AM higherdensitees Altering it or hiding it?

12/15/2019 8:19:43 AM k4rlgruen Cherish every moment.

Or not. Your choice.

12/15/2019 8:19:46 AM s0urc3rss Good morning beautiful PS! What are your recommendations for gaining self control in this dynamic flux we experience among so many artificial 

frequencies?

12/15/2019 8:19:59 AM truthseeker805 Baby steps pic.twitter.com/yWXEjXyogF

12/15/2019 8:21:41 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079536068322623488?s=20 …

12/15/2019 8:23:28 AM s0urc3rss I definitely do. I won't let my energy be drained by attacks or rudeness but I know a few who are genuinely sad about false things. I listen, ask 

questions. One was delighted the other night when I saw an opening & showed truth on a media lie he believed. He might have a chance!

12/15/2019 8:23:34 AM alinahere MJ12 wrote ALICE. 👈

Not Alice. 👀

There appears to be a huge difference according to the March 23rd 2019 tweet. 😉👍 pic.twitter.com/SqERywkLn1

12/15/2019 8:23:59 AM supernovaslight Ur explanation does not fit simulation theory, imo. If to imagine we r in a simulation, there is no such thing as body or brain, everything is just a very 

realistic illusion, & u r not a user, but an avatar created/chosen by a user, sort of like in Sims😅 pic.twitter.com/vmoLIRtPT6

12/15/2019 8:25:33 AM iquisitor2020 Then God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.

word > becomes light = energy 

When we speak do we not speak at a frequency? Yes https://www.popsci.com/scitech/article/2009-03/sound-becomes-light/ …

12/15/2019 8:25:49 AM speaklife595 In that small clip there was the famous OK symbol and devil horns. Symbols and secrets all through out that show, I think I should watch it again.

12/15/2019 8:26:40 AM whitecaps1 Nice.  Like the famous party song "Who the fuck is Alice?!"

12/15/2019 8:27:37 AM k4rlgruen Anything that is intrinsically un-shareable will by definition dissolve. That which is loved and shared is carried and cherished by the 'wave' forever.

12/15/2019 8:27:57 AM supernovaslight Meanwhile, the real users might be dudes as these😆👇 pic.twitter.com/leZtYnQmaW

12/15/2019 8:28:55 AM nea_storm Greetings! Yoga, Meditation/Contemplation, Traditional Martial Arts, Archery even Golf, anything that reflects one's emotional state of being 

expediently back to us: Then it is up to us to continually apply ourselves in Our Lives to perceive how we react & fine tune ourselves: 

pic.twitter.com/UUAWgBI7AV

12/15/2019 8:29:08 AM cosmic_engineer Shedding your meatsuit

12/15/2019 8:29:42 AM k4rlgruen From the pov of THE photon, there is NO time.

12/15/2019 8:29:50 AM androme07416104 Reminds me of the movie "Butterfly Effect" JS

12/15/2019 8:30:26 AM seanathan15 Yes Mormons...follow the money and things just don’t add up.

12/15/2019 8:32:24 AM seanathan15 Such as Mittens Romney and his father an apostle...no one speaks of this but the church claims to be the only true church..just seeking more truth

12/15/2019 8:34:10 AM patricksready Grass-fed pasture raised beef & raw grass-fed milk ok?

Or are you saying we should be vegetarian here?

12/15/2019 8:34:22 AM s0urc3rss I LOVE all those!! Plus Krava Maga, ballet, climbing trees and mountains, floating in hot springs. Sunrise...I try to greet every rise since I was a child. 

pic.twitter.com/28tz6urwQq

12/15/2019 8:36:10 AM iquisitor2020 God speaks light into existence after he created heavems and earth he then speaks his creation. You can read all of Genisis. 

Freedom is a choice, Freedom is found in Jesus  God wins in the end because God created it. God gave us free will

12/15/2019 8:36:42 AM wickedmouse369 If meditation is not an option, drawing free flow circles and designs on a blank piece of paper allows for the mind to calm. The goal is to not think about 

drawing a circle. I promise it helps.

12/15/2019 8:36:48 AM seanathan15 How can we all time travel??

12/15/2019 8:37:03 AM mljones5910 I have embraced.  That’s why I speak out.  I am on no coattails.

12/15/2019 8:38:25 AM lorieve I'm curious, what is the motivation for being "in service to others"?

12/15/2019 8:38:55 AM iquisitor2020 God isn't going to force anyone to spend eternity with him, If we say there is hell on earth well God gave Adam the keys and We made it that way 

because of sin. Eve and Adam listened to the serpent and allowed themselves to be deceived

12/15/2019 8:39:06 AM mimigirliscute Gab promised something Twitter didn’t have. If it’s too good to be true...

12/15/2019 8:41:07 AM cosmic_engineer That's why the constant importing of extremists, constant misuse of the word racist, dividing via 🤡 politics, promotion of fringe beliefs etc

12/15/2019 8:42:37 AM stacieburt2021 Been awakened to this recently in bible class.   Sooo true.

12/15/2019 8:43:55 AM neo_asura_ do other planets with life have a matrix?

12/15/2019 8:44:13 AM iquisitor2020 We have allowed the cabal to deceive us they feed our carnal lust and we allowed them to rule. RMBR Presidents usually win because of the economy. 

Even Trump knows this and if the economy tanked the war would come to an end. Trump needs the ppl

12/15/2019 8:44:17 AM s0urc3rss Have you seen Biogeometry by Dr. Ibrahim Karim? I'm enjoying learning the various loops and spirals for brain activation and combining into 

continuous drawings with affirmative intentions. pic.twitter.com/J8h9XPcilN

12/15/2019 8:44:40 AM lorieve Perhaps, however, the message of redemption is integral and woven throughout the entire collection of writings. Creator is much more powerful than 

a few scribes with ill intent. pic.twitter.com/7wyv1AUTjk

12/15/2019 8:45:21 AM lorieve congrats? lol

12/15/2019 8:45:42 AM stacieburt2021 God is not a god of confusion and all of these “scientific/ mathematical statistics” about gravity and space are all to confuse us.

12/15/2019 8:46:18 AM 432wps Very interesting, but imperscrutable for definition. pic.twitter.com/bBTzNUSMqw

12/15/2019 8:47:18 AM tina12865370 I’m positive

12/15/2019 8:47:26 AM tina12865370 Cisco

12/15/2019 8:47:30 AM lorieve Wise stewardship of the 3's 6's and 9's already in one's life is my preferred method. Nurture what you already have and more will be given as you 

prove yourself and grow.

12/15/2019 8:47:46 AM iquisitor2020 So even Trump must meet a need for the majority, now there is project looking glass they say gives you glimpses into the future and that maybe so but 

if you look into the bible you can see the future. God destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah because of the perverse sexual sin.

12/15/2019 8:50:44 AM cny_micaa On 2 different occasions I saw the intelligent love/light behind the matter of all. Just completely amazing. You could see all was emanating from this 

amazing energy. The Love/Light was more REAL than this reality



12/15/2019 8:51:25 AM gregoryjhall1 We lack both skill and understanding to discriminate the infinite frequencies to discern specific bands like a tuner then associate relevant meaning to 

comprehend.

There is so much, it becomes white noise without discrete filtration.

Time measures frequency wave form and period

12/15/2019 8:51:30 AM nancyddb Unknowingly we, everyone worldwide funds them and by funding them we indirectly approve of them.

12/15/2019 8:55:37 AM iquisitor2020 God has destroyed nations n the bible for child sacrifice. outside biblical writings, we find just to name 3 nations who died because child sacrifice are 

Incas, Mayans, and Aztecs. The Incas, the Mayans disappeared in a flash wonder how that happened?

12/15/2019 8:55:53 AM roublisa Thank you @nea_storm 💗💗💗⚡⚡⚡🙌🙌🙌 pic.twitter.com/3v9ze1c6dD

12/15/2019 8:58:22 AM wickedmouse369 This is truly amazing! Thank you for sharing I will add this to my toolkit.

12/15/2019 8:58:28 AM lorieve "Having a form of 'godliness' they deny the power thereof"

We have so much more than we realize. pic.twitter.com/1WyblPwCCv

12/15/2019 8:59:02 AM bbobbio71 Similar to MJ saying God is within you.

12/15/2019 8:59:20 AM iquisitor2020 I don't see loops as much as attempts by Satan or whatever you want to call him to take over and rule and he only wants to rule for the reason to bring 

pain to God because God loves us. Satan is a destroyer liar and thief 

in the book Of Job we find Satan and how he works.

12/15/2019 8:59:33 AM kravitz_q @FLOTUS is so classy. I can’t fathom the press shunning her. She’s simply the #Best 🙏🏼🐼💕⚖🚎😎

12/15/2019 8:59:49 AM seeker229 Intent of the sacrifice or...?

12/15/2019 9:00:12 AM s0urc3rss "On Dr. Ibrahim Karim’s desk is an abstract figure with the inscription “Only those who see the invisible, can do the impossible”. Chosen by his 

youngest daughter Doreya, it is the best description of him." https://www.biogeometry.ca/dr-ibrahim-karim …

12/15/2019 9:01:07 AM bbobbio71 Same here,  I get a feeling of a(for lack of better words) higher plane but then find myself slipping back to what was the norm.

12/15/2019 9:02:44 AM wickedmouse369 Can't see 4D when you are in 3D.

12/15/2019 9:03:11 AM iquisitor2020 God is creator of all and Father to those who choose him. You, I were created to live for eternity and we have the freedom to choose where we spend 

it, God is Holy and won't abide with sin so Jesus was sent to redeem those who would put their faith in him. John 3:16-18 sums it up

12/15/2019 9:04:01 AM bbobbio71 [They] have always used fear for control.  I guess if you think, like telling you kids, If you don't get "A" done then you can't,  or will have some 

consequence.i.e. fear of losing something maybe??

12/15/2019 9:04:28 AM mjredemption I feel this.

12/15/2019 9:04:41 AM kits_cross Formula, but I breast fed both of my daughters for as long as they would. My oldest was four 18 months, youngest 10 months.

12/15/2019 9:05:22 AM nea_storm Speak for yourselves! pic.twitter.com/dBmBnSUiCn

12/15/2019 9:05:51 AM s0urc3rss You can sense it though. When you find your channel and syncs happen like magic. Amazing conversations of epiphanies with strangers, mama bear 

and cubs quietly sneaking through the backyard, a gold nugget in the stream catching a glint of sunlight! It's all here, now.

12/15/2019 9:06:24 AM s0urc3rss 🤣👏😁💜🤗😘

12/15/2019 9:09:36 AM wickedmouse369  pic.twitter.com/vB5cU5Z2Wt

12/15/2019 9:11:52 AM ali_dougall Read top to bottom or vice versa?

12/15/2019 9:14:26 AM danauito 🤔 pic.twitter.com/rnuvigDsWf

12/15/2019 9:17:36 AM merkaba369 It doesn't really feel like it.

12/15/2019 9:18:56 AM threadreaderapp Hola, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/15/2019 9:18:56 AM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

12/15/2019 9:19:44 AM dianesaumure As we share the info so do others the message wakes more and our conscience becomes the power needed to bring the whole corrupt shit down, 

BIBLICAL

12/15/2019 9:19:59 AM emilyoakley6 My God

This is so deep and complex.

Would love to read interactions and learn more.

TY

M12

12/15/2019 9:21:40 AM sailinangel I suspect @clif_high will be interested in this.

12/15/2019 9:25:12 AM debbiea43922131 Gravity pic.twitter.com/01QbgpxCLy

12/15/2019 9:27:56 AM lillymunster3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Remember U have to pass ACA before U can read it. 

How much were premiums before ACA?

How many folds did it increase?

Deductible $1,500 to $13,500 /Y?

Premiums $150 to $1500 /M?

Vaccines

"Smart" Health

Babies R harvested in China for production of Adrenochrome.
12/15/2019 9:28:24 AM nannalavender @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Remember U have to pass ACA before U can read it. 

How much were premiums before ACA?

How many folds did it increase?

Deductible $1,500 to $13,500 /Y?

Premiums $150 to $1500 /M?

Vaccines

"Smart" Health

Babies R harvested in China for production of Adrenochrome.
12/15/2019 9:28:28 AM dianesaumure Wouldn't you have to go 500k yrs ago to anialate the dracos as soon as they land on earth so there's is no reptilian DNA to begin with,  in order to 

cancel out negativity of the Cabal formation

12/15/2019 9:28:46 AM rhonda_usa Ads to entice ppl to have fun, check your DNA, for the government at your expense. It’s data they’ll use against you. 5G is a known immune killer, 

cancer. AI, will track our every move, and imagine an army of AI robots coming for you. They don’t die.

12/15/2019 9:34:54 AM countrygirlexec Old

12/15/2019 9:36:12 AM speaklife595 A giant alhamist majic spell?

12/15/2019 9:38:15 AM rhonda_usa The Georgia Guidestones. People, if you haven’t read about NWO’s Ten Commandments, start reading. Then, prepare.

12/15/2019 9:40:08 AM dianesaumure Not sure, but isn't there a fabricated vortex attaching the moon to earth which does not allow the moon to detache itself from us, plus the moon is a 

spaceship not sure if it's haunted still but the back of it is

12/15/2019 9:44:32 AM julehair What is BGP?

12/15/2019 9:44:43 AM yjock222 Thanks for the link.

I'm not 100% sure about  Hopsicker, but he has some extensive work.



12/15/2019 9:45:51 AM nea_storm Absolutely! They All exist simultaneously, as Creators with Free Will, We may choose to tune into & operate at any frequency: In point of fact that's 

exactly what we do: It's all about spiritual Consciously maintained momentum: Constructive responsible Spirituality is Key = Love 

pic.twitter.com/zrivn489RU

12/15/2019 9:52:41 AM 2xfo If you won't be vaccinated you shouldn't leave your house because you put others at risk for your shellfishness.

12/15/2019 9:57:41 AM harcourtfmudd1 "We know the universe was formed by the Aplha and Omega harmonic waves." 

"I am the Alpha and the Omega; the beginning and the end." - Jesus of Nazareth

12/15/2019 9:58:24 AM trumpcanuck #cdnpoli

#ThingsCBCWontTellCanada

This thread is exactly like reading the very first #QAnon drop...

Its the NEXT Level of understanding that we need to attain. And I believe we will need to help each other to UNDERSTAND the message in this thread...

THANQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206063270550999040 …

12/15/2019 10:03:53 AM envisioninge It's the satanic luciferian pedophiles now who are the cancer and their co conspirators in the media and Hollyweird......you know....those who attack 

Trump the most.....

12/15/2019 10:05:22 AM jackibloo What is IS-BE?

12/15/2019 10:11:40 AM leckieanne Leaning toward they are confusing the sky because it’s our calendar. Out timeline all messed up, Vatican driven of course.

12/15/2019 10:13:22 AM brainpodmedia Gab is bad? Is Minds bad too? I always thought Twitter was no good and Gab is the alternative... so Gab is bad then?

12/15/2019 10:13:32 AM databasesponge But how does density lead to a direction for objects to move in? Why do heavy objects accelerate towards the ground, and not move sideways?

12/15/2019 10:16:43 AM 4us2l0ve XYZ <=> ZYX ??

12/15/2019 10:17:20 AM westmount_d7 Understood. It explains a lot. Will focus during meditation. Thanks. Very much appreciated

12/15/2019 10:17:46 AM blazer2k7 Indeed

12/15/2019 10:17:59 AM blazer2k7 Indeed

12/15/2019 10:18:55 AM jtcrotteau Citizens

12/15/2019 10:19:42 AM alwaysfinds What did CERN do?

12/15/2019 10:19:49 AM blazer2k7 Sad fact,  wasn't aware at enough at the time they enacted that to understand its repercussions.  Sadder fact is the law made no news mentions or 

headlines.  I never even heard of it.  But i wouldn't have understood the repercussions either.

12/15/2019 10:20:03 AM blazer2k7 Indeed

12/15/2019 10:23:47 AM westmount_d7 Excellent info. Thank-you. Snapping back🦁

12/15/2019 10:24:11 AM blazer2k7 And while i don't like how debt is handled, or the fractional reserve banking system as it literally depends on debt growth to maintain itself and survive- 

it is indeed useful to have access to loans.

12/15/2019 10:24:31 AM blazer2k7 I know i could have started a business several years ago but have never been able to so much as get a credit card- much less loans for 

vehicle/house/business. How we handle principal and the % owed thereafter is key and crucial to a closed loop self

12/15/2019 10:24:50 AM blazer2k7 sustaining self recycling monetary system.

Need 3 tweets to tweet that.  Lol

12/15/2019 10:25:44 AM cchef1980 Hardly a conversation when other side rarely replies... :-/

12/15/2019 10:27:56 AM westmount_d7 Yes. It is a war upon. But a different type of war. Most feel it but just don’t understand it or know how to fight back. Excellent info. Very well explained. 

🙏🏻

12/15/2019 10:32:04 AM adsvel My mate get ear infection. His ear liquid became tick. He can't wake up in stand position, he had dizziness. I both him CBD oil and let him to use 3 times 

a day by 5 drops under the tongue. After 3 weeks of using CBD oil he get well and can walk again.😊

12/15/2019 10:36:04 AM lilangels44 Yes

12/15/2019 10:38:43 AM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/the-invisible-hand-kh-novemeber-2014 …

12/15/2019 10:38:56 AM randigerber We are all already uploaded. You are artificial except for your consciousness which is the master of the machine if you choose. The true AI power 

source is love. If AI is not plugged into this zero point field then their creations will eventually die because they run out of power

12/15/2019 10:42:15 AM randigerber If you plug into love your AI creations will manifest and have power to sustain them. Satanic pedophiles use children to power their evil creations, until 

they run out of this power source, and it'srunning out.  AI with organic consciousness plug into love as their power source.

12/15/2019 10:43:07 AM randigerber Don't become a hermit, plug into love and your energy to manifest will be unlimited!

12/15/2019 10:43:44 AM kikoperes Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/15/2019 10:49:47 AM westmount_d7 I like the way the Taygetans explained it. They installed the Quantum system on moon to jail the reptilians. My take alway: LOVE. What we think, we 

create. So create beauty. Heal, forgive, keep a high vibration, manifest using joy & repetition. Decrepit Quantum system now💜

12/15/2019 10:50:32 AM westmount_d7 🙌💜

12/15/2019 10:51:01 AM aleoniea @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hmm

12/15/2019 10:51:52 AM rachaelangelm Lol

12/15/2019 10:52:39 AM 7madeintheusa I love the fact that the Q team quotes scripture.They have a solid relationship with the Lord. Full of Wisdom. @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@realDonaldTrump #Qarmy pic.twitter.com/39wZilChY0

12/15/2019 10:52:55 AM johnnymerckx @realDonaldTrump @SecPompeo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I have two words for you. Mike and Donald. WE know taxpayers already paid for fiber optics to 

the home, but it was diverted.  https://www.activistpost.com/2019/12/att-unleashes-5g-in-10-more-u-s-cities-despite-warnings-lawsuits-and-

opposition.html …

12/15/2019 10:54:07 AM ecranchero Yeah the whole alien biz scares me because it means God isn 't real.

12/15/2019 10:56:37 AM leckieanne Arm yourself with the gospel! Whatever shows up ain’t what they say it is.

12/15/2019 10:57:48 AM westmount_d7 😊Light codes flying around everywhere after reading this thread! Beautiful info. Again, we MOVE FORWARD together in joy and love. In the Light 

always. And so it is. I Am🌹

12/15/2019 11:10:45 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/15/2019 11:18:19 AM ecranchero Yes!

12/15/2019 11:22:14 AM freestateojones You ever play the watchdogs games?

"We have it all" pic.twitter.com/NYLMaU24Ex

12/15/2019 11:23:43 AM merlin195029 Schumann resonance

12/15/2019 11:26:40 AM merlin195029  pic.twitter.com/4dU1faFXHd

12/15/2019 11:33:22 AM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/uaSea7W6fl

12/15/2019 11:34:58 AM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1206288000927358981?s=20 …

12/15/2019 11:35:05 AM karina89350882 Event horizon: 2 Points A and B on sheet paper (distance), fold the paper together in this way that A exactly "lies" over B ( no distance anymore, just 

the Point AB), so you could go from the A to B im universe without any time requiered??!!

12/15/2019 11:40:08 AM sseed369  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Zq_-QpaD0Q …

12/15/2019 11:40:41 AM orthogonalron 🌒🌓🌕

🙏



12/15/2019 11:46:36 AM karina89350882 So it is essential for the humans to raise their own frequence and Vibration (Consciousness) for the necessary time travel..?

Did CERN 2012 a shift of the timelines??

12/15/2019 11:47:37 AM karina89350882 Where do the Cabal go??? Negative 4th or 5th densitiy or source??

12/15/2019 11:52:05 AM karina89350882 Will be very painful or difficult for the "slaves of man-made churches or relgions" because since 2000 years they are litteraly waiting for the savior and 

Maybe a lot will do it for x-thousand years more…...

12/15/2019 11:52:13 AM edbernier1 Dear Mr 12,

As a teacher, I was tasked with taking complex ideas and boil it down to simple concepts. Some learners are kinetic, some auditory, some visual. We 

don’t all learn the same way. A well rounded syllabus is inclusive. If my student walked away confused, I failed.

12/15/2019 11:55:06 AM karina89350882 End of physical life

12/15/2019 11:56:17 AM jlrjrtx I just recently started learning about the Schumann Resonance. Things that I would do to "feel better" such as grounding, ie connecting with earthly 

energy, now make WAY more sense. Doggos are a great source for me to achieve this. I have much to learn still.

12/15/2019 11:59:41 AM karina89350882 I AM sorry to say this but I am absolutly sure that the raise of our Consciousness is the POINT, no election, no war or whatever - this are  "Symptoms" 

of the Vibration.

Maybe there are much more than just 2 timelines, Consciousness is creation, Maybe there are infinte timelines

12/15/2019 12:00:42 PM karina89350882 EOL is inevitable???

12/15/2019 12:03:34 PM karina89350882 Well, as IS-BE we can choose the frequence of experience at "death". What`s the about the "Evil" ones?? They can`t choose??

12/15/2019 12:03:53 PM adsvel You have to pay tax if you are going to married in the UK...

Here we go, family values...😑

12/15/2019 12:07:40 PM adsvel Talking about 45, my retweet of this tweet was 45.

Just saying...😊

12/15/2019 12:09:55 PM reachechovoice What is that frequency?

12/15/2019 12:11:54 PM adsvel This must be WorldWide.👊

They will have no places to hide.

12/15/2019 12:14:00 PM adsvel Hunters become Hunted... WorldWide.

12/15/2019 12:20:03 PM graydon108 Basically means being a venn diagram compared to being a pyramid, the only motivation is that of which fits your agenda, they’re both paths to the 

same destination, which path will you take?

12/15/2019 12:22:45 PM lorieve Yes, I get that part, but the WHY, that's what interests me.

12/15/2019 12:25:00 PM brainpodmedia America was lost in the Act of 1871.

That deal ended in 1999 & we've been the wild West since with criminals running our government.

911 was a deliberate event. 

Trump is the first Patriot President in a long time and pulling the veil off. 

Long live the Republic! 

#MAGA #QAnon

12/15/2019 12:25:13 PM youstinksoap Are there still starseeds/volunteers, etc. coming to incarnate on Earth?  Was that stopped or allowed to continue since @POTUS was elected?

12/15/2019 12:26:06 PM adsvel [They] knew that we will enter increasing Photon fields of our Galaxy.

[They] knew that here will be the Mass Awakening.

[They] created efforts to crush it down.

BUT Nothing can change what is coming.

NOTHING. pic.twitter.com/NQOvpwt42z

12/15/2019 12:26:07 PM graydon108 Service to self means ur gonna have to constantly climb a pyramid dealing with selfish people all fighting to be on top and service to others means 

working in groups to serve mutual benefit representing the pyramid as a whole

12/15/2019 12:27:30 PM brainpodmedia The Khazarian Mafia and Orsini Family.

12/15/2019 12:28:19 PM graydon108 Service to others is like a hive mind but eveyone still has their own consciousness and service to self is survival of the fittest

12/15/2019 12:28:59 PM cosmic_engineer Neutron stars = failed hypothesis

Every bit of the cosmos runs on charge separation. Neutral = nada

12/15/2019 12:30:30 PM adsvel Before my Awakening... Didn't think about my rights...😑

12/15/2019 12:30:42 PM roguemystery The question though. Is the "light" good or bad?

12/15/2019 12:34:51 PM mkskyshine I think I now, but can you explain the best way to use the key, er  3,6,9,?    thanks           M

12/15/2019 12:35:35 PM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/rfvvncJ9N1

12/15/2019 12:35:39 PM lorieve Thank you.

12/15/2019 12:37:43 PM jeffcordell6 Please tell more!

12/15/2019 12:39:53 PM adsvel With our Voting... Again walking asleep majority...😑

12/15/2019 12:43:57 PM adsvel High tech...😑

12/15/2019 12:44:45 PM turboxyde Together we shall see, feel & become as we co-creatively weave the dream of reality into active manifestation!

#ProjectDreamWeaver

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TYLER_18hz

12/15/2019 12:45:37 PM whitespacer I've started by reviewing summaries, saved PDFs, weblinks and notables that are scattered all over into a coherent summary I can communicate to 

friends and contacts. Assimilating and quantifying truths to get the highest Q logic possible is the task in hand!

12/15/2019 12:45:59 PM adsvel We seen examples in the Schiff show...😑

12/15/2019 12:46:07 PM nancyddb Thank you for calling them out!! I could be why, collectively, they don't make sense. They need to dumb it down so more awaken.

12/15/2019 12:47:11 PM opensenseme Yes, it’s all backwards talk .... what they like, they actually hate and feel a need to ensnare.

12/15/2019 12:47:12 PM gsusgod There are infinite choice points implying there are infinite timelines. However, not all choice points lead in “new” directions. The Universe is recursive 

so although the timelines are vast, there ends up being only 2 directions to travel. Ascending or Descending.

12/15/2019 12:47:31 PM chef_brandt89 You are right in that none of this is real. As in all physical mater only exists because we observe it from this perspective. We live in a conciousness 

construct. However you are wrong in assuming that we are ONLY part of the sim. That's the controllers programing.

12/15/2019 12:48:44 PM karina89350882 Thank you for explaining - absolutly understanding!

12/15/2019 12:49:01 PM lillymunster3 Maybe GWB was a closet homosexual. He sure had tons of WH staffers that were (70 I think). Maybe he and Mike have an even more 'special' 

relationship than we knew.

12/15/2019 12:49:51 PM laurabrinck Nope

12/15/2019 12:50:53 PM chef_brandt89 They want you to believe that you are a helpless pawn in order to strip away our true power/nature. And to prevent you from digging further into 

yourself for true answers. Our DNA is an energetic storage system for ALL memory of this place.

12/15/2019 12:51:48 PM lillymunster3 Is it a drug/drug, or does it have natural properties? Most drugs are based on properties of herbs and other natural substances, but then adulterated so 

they can be patented and get somebody rich.

12/15/2019 12:53:17 PM adsvel If everyone in the Society is fully Responsible of his/her own actions, then we can say, this Society is Safe.

12/15/2019 12:54:23 PM jeffcordell6 Got it. Thanks! 1st letter of each tweet

12/15/2019 12:56:09 PM gsusgod Symptoms are a good way to discern where you are at. What symptoms told you to raise your consciousness? For me, there doesn’t seem to be an 

ascending timeline where Hillary is president. The only timelines seem to descend into non-dual service-to-self.

12/15/2019 12:57:06 PM adsvel ALICE is many things, simultaneously...😑



12/15/2019 12:57:11 PM supernovaslight Well,i never stated that i personally share this belief :) U might not be a real boy, but i'm a real gal😊My belief is that consciousness is way more 

sophisticated phenomenon than that of some sort of binary simulation.Controllers programing is there 2convince u HERE ain't real.

12/15/2019 12:58:36 PM nancyddb I'm not so sure; if this has been going on for 1,000s of years, I and others before me never had rights. They led us to believe we did, but really we did 

not. I'm ready for this to be over.

12/15/2019 12:59:48 PM supernovaslight Eric, dear, u just said that none of this is real - that is not empowerment, that is self-delusion. U contradict urself, if u say here ain't real, DNA can't carry 

any significance ether. My fiend, u got to choose if it is real or not real, and go from there🙃

12/15/2019 12:59:58 PM chef_brandt89 Conciousness is absolutely infinitely sophisticated. The problem arises with the words we choose to use to describe this. In saying this place isnt 'real' 

only indicates it is not permanent. 

Your idea of what a simulation might be is also limited by our understanding.

12/15/2019 1:01:59 PM nancyddb Multidimensional! Their a bunch of jerks for messing with us, having a good laugh at our expence; bunch of f$@&ers. Not sure you and your colleagues 

can help.

12/15/2019 1:02:03 PM chef_brandt89 If this is all a simulation it is not running on binary code lol.

It would be infinitely more complex and essentially impossible to even describe using the constraints of langue within the world itself.

12/15/2019 1:02:14 PM supernovaslight I usually operate on primary level of meaning that words carry when i talk to strangers on twitter, so when u say NOT REAL, i take it u mean it literally, 

which would go in line with simulation theory.

12/15/2019 1:03:02 PM johnnyt_anon Gravity = Buoyancy

Newton pushed Gravity (Negative force)

12/15/2019 1:03:52 PM supernovaslight MJ12 said it was binary, i believe, in one of their recent tweets, i might be mistaken. Anyhow, i agree on infinite complexity being the case, no matter 

whether is it "real" or "not real" :)

12/15/2019 1:04:54 PM nancyddb Stop being a Democrate and blaming us for what has happened. No, I did not authorize or approve of this!!!

12/15/2019 1:05:40 PM virtuosoceo We and all beings are each a tendril of God experiencing itself. All matter is but a canvas of interdimensional pixels that render our reality. If you do not 

believe in God, it's still akin to incomprehensible mecha-processor, which runs reality using quantum superpositioning

12/15/2019 1:06:35 PM karina89350882 ok, now I absolutly understand your point and I think you are Right!! Because of raising Consciousness - to be honest this started in my childhood, then 

they were a NDE and a lot of "strange" experiences. So I Always knew there is soo much more than physical existens in 3D

12/15/2019 1:07:54 PM johnnyt_anon Distance is space time. 

Distance can therefore be manipulated. 

To create more time you need to create more space. 

Space holds realized/unrealized experience(s).

12/15/2019 1:08:08 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MAOI the chemical found in the stomach  that nullifies DMT. Is that a ET DNA interference?

12/15/2019 1:08:42 PM bryanleemcleod1 Everyone, that doesn't Know or Believe in the C_A, Mockingbird Media Program, or never heard that Enemedia gets 4am Talking Points, should be 

required to Watch This!

12/15/2019 1:09:04 PM lorirrr Not yet...

12/15/2019 1:09:32 PM karina89350882 But there are endless waves of Knowledge coming and I sometimes have the Feeling I get  "overwhelmed" with it. We are all in process of raising our 

Consciousness in an individual way to connect finally all together in our decision of Ascension.

12/15/2019 1:09:51 PM chef_brandt89 In this case it is important to know that we as concious beings are the only thing that is real and permanent in the sense of existence beyond this 

reality and the realities that are manifested to constrain the construct we live in. Which is itself made from the same energy as us

12/15/2019 1:11:10 PM supernovaslight I am a bit skeptical about all matter being "interdimensional pixels" bit. Unless we learn the entry codes & learn how to expand our senses, we r pretty 

much confined to this dimension(i can't speak for animals/plants/crystals/etc.).

12/15/2019 1:11:46 PM graydon108 That’s what I’m saying, it depends on ur agenda wether you wanna do either, if you have a negative agenda that’s why one would chose service to self 

if one had a positive agenda they would be service to others

12/15/2019 1:12:28 PM graydon108 It’s not a question of why it’s a question of which

12/15/2019 1:14:50 PM the_loveoflight Will the educational system stay the same or will it be more like a mystery school(just a way to teach the kids the truth and work on their natural 

abilities)? 

Asking for my son

12/15/2019 1:15:30 PM charlespoulnot Was a closet homo! Rich gannon was his bf who came and went from the WH so much boy george tried to pass him off as a WH reporter. Jeb/geo/etc 

were all raped by daddy geo. Thats part of the elite control system that passes thru generations. These people are sick Q

12/15/2019 1:16:28 PM supernovaslight Well, as long as we haven't crossed the boundaries of this reality, we can't be sure what happens to us outside of here, so in theory we can only 

assume, hope, we can also choose to believe.

12/15/2019 1:17:59 PM graydon108 😊

12/15/2019 1:22:42 PM laurabusse It's an absolutely fascinating book...

12/15/2019 1:25:10 PM 11llotus  pic.twitter.com/2mrIkrSR8R

12/15/2019 1:25:10 PM chef_brandt89 Having crossed the boundaries of my reality to planes of existence beyond this place is what powers my belief in what I'm saying to you. 😇 Traveling 

too and from the source on different occasions gave me a whole new perspective on what it means to be alive here and now.

12/15/2019 1:27:49 PM supernovaslight Oh, cool :) I still can't figure out how to sign up for Space Force, cuz i sure wanna travel all around the Multiverse as well, way beyond Mars, altho, Mars 

is a first place i wanna visit😎

12/15/2019 1:29:17 PM chef_brandt89 Lmao. I've been considering joining the military for this reason 🤣

It probably a trap though. Those shifty fuckers aren't to be trusted quite yet.

12/15/2019 1:31:18 PM supernovaslight As long as they r under Trumpy, i trust them😊 i believe there r more white hats there than black hats, & the left overs of black hats r being eradicated 

as we speak.

12/15/2019 1:35:32 PM adsvel All is connected with the Source. All is Energy. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nSQQEODsyU&lc=z23mjrtzbkqcjhmhg04t1aokgkbl4yan51kstpkoprn2bk0h00410 …

12/15/2019 1:40:13 PM adsvel Thank You for AMA MJ11 and T1.🙏

12/15/2019 1:43:26 PM adsvel Thank You for the correction.🙏😊

12/15/2019 1:45:04 PM qnnbrk I thought God was pure energy, unity or the oneness? How can he be everywhere if he isn't everything? Is unity then a higher power than God? What 

dimension is lucifer?

12/15/2019 1:49:42 PM lorieve Okay, who determines "neg" and "pos". What if I just want to stay neutral?

12/15/2019 1:58:02 PM ncfc3s93 Forget you have power

12/15/2019 1:59:17 PM adsvel Right. If not me, who else will do? This is my/our Planet and I have to take care of it.

12/15/2019 1:59:21 PM jaded_pearl  https://youtu.be/AGkU7HmAAAc 

12/15/2019 1:59:45 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   < question everything > i believe is part of the "slow roll" of past Govt deeds happening these.  https://youtu.be/5d-XjgqTD_w  

pic.twitter.com/nh2CUuSmMW

12/15/2019 2:03:28 PM greeneyesanon Alice is Hillary

12/15/2019 2:06:11 PM adsvel Thank You for this great tread, MJ 12. 🙏

12/15/2019 2:12:06 PM ctenfor Rothchilds



12/15/2019 2:19:16 PM sseed369 "Are [ they ] able to operate on a different timescale"?

LUNA would know

As would the I.C.C.

12/15/2019 2:22:46 PM plgygn 2,500 years is a discrete chunk of nezdev [consciousnez development] ruled by a certain ratio of old: young souls and by one of the 7 rays 

pic.twitter.com/i8vaqyimY2

12/15/2019 2:25:53 PM valerie10402010 This is part of how we got into this situation.  I don’t think God expects us to sit back and do nothing.  To me, saying you don’t need to do anything is 

lazy and complacent.  Dangerous!!!  We can’t “know” what we know and NOT do anything.  That’s WORSE than just being naive!

12/15/2019 2:26:40 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5RtqGr5VTf

12/15/2019 2:28:03 PM t_hayden07 My best friend is unaware...but due to the system. She very much has a soul. A bright one. I do believe she is feeling something lately tho....internally, 

not having to do w Politics. Her dark night of the soul, perhaps.

12/15/2019 2:29:52 PM writermaven @WriterMaven

@prayingmedic

Wait 4 this 1

Martin.

Just listen 2 it!

Video w. Dr. Steven Greer!

Peace

@WriterMaven

 https://youtu.be/klXj198vY4A  pic.twitter.com/ECSyo6SyZg
12/15/2019 2:31:23 PM david00997884 I'll stay from Crypto Currency, the Deep State going to switch to it in Janurary, thst tells me its not to trusted. GOLD WILL DESTROY THE DEEP STATE 

FEDERAL RESERVE AND TAKE AWAY IRS

12/15/2019 2:31:32 PM brangusjimmy Pretty sure Q mentioned 4-6% won’t make it.

12/15/2019 2:34:09 PM laurabusse Repo used to mean

Repossess

As when you can't make your car payments

So they come and repossess your car

Been hearing about repo market

But still don't know what it is

Haven't looked it up yet

12/15/2019 2:34:35 PM adsvel I would say, WE THE PEOPLE with our own Responsibility. We all are connected with the Source. All IS Energy and Energy IS Conscious.

12/15/2019 2:35:01 PM realscott_schug I get the feeling that dark matter is the matter that links everything. Would explain quantum entanglement?

12/15/2019 2:35:16 PM laurabusse Truth lies within

Consciousness creates reality

12/15/2019 2:36:51 PM marnisheppeard Why are you confusing people? It would be better for people to study quantum mechanics at this point. Gravity is not classical. Time is acquired with 

mass through cosmological quantum inertia.

12/15/2019 2:37:21 PM his_sons_r_free Indeed. Lenders just need to ensure that borrowers can pay them back. Or be prepared to have some sort of recourse set up or else lose their money.

12/15/2019 2:37:41 PM _be_l_tee_ You'll love Douglas Vogt work with the Diehold

12/15/2019 2:38:28 PM invixter That's be nice. ..!

12/15/2019 2:42:17 PM truth_pioneer Thank you!!!

12/15/2019 2:48:26 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/0erOrA7OCl

12/15/2019 2:49:13 PM laurabusse Heart chakra opening?

You can open it in meditation

See heart math institute online

Also the work of Dr Joe dispenza

Books YTs etc

12/15/2019 2:50:26 PM neilbridgman Check out the mj12 account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/15/2019 2:53:50 PM johnnyt_anon I believe dark matter is a term coined to assist physicists in explaining what they don't either understand or want to be known. On top of it they now 

use Higgs as an attempt to quantify the space. Protons, Neutrons, Electrons.

12/15/2019 2:56:35 PM djlok Every church and religion claims to be the one true church or religion.  Someday people will wake up and realize what that means.

12/15/2019 2:57:40 PM decodematrix If the rings of Saturn disappeared would that shut down ALICE?

12/15/2019 2:59:20 PM realscott_schug Makes sense. This stuff is fascinating to me. I don’t understand it completely but the fact that I understand any of it with barely a high school diploma 

is amazing lol.

12/15/2019 2:59:25 PM draintheswamps @threadreaderapp  “unroll please”

12/15/2019 2:59:26 PM threadreaderapp Guten tag, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/15/2019 3:00:35 PM djlok ThanQ for posting that.  I'm still trying to wrap my mind around it.

12/15/2019 3:03:21 PM anonpatriotccj Yep me too. But I’m learning as we go.

12/15/2019 3:05:24 PM nationalistkev #TheGreatAwakening continues to slide mainstream...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/recently-retired-usaf-general-makes-eyebrow-raising-claims-about-advanced-space …

12/15/2019 3:05:51 PM foreverozone Yes. Time. Gravity. Distance. Science theories = illusion.

Discovery that particles can be in 2 places at the same time prove it.

Think holographic universe.

Think electromagnetic simulation.

Think you (consciousness) = your soul. (who you really are) 

Think your body= app
12/15/2019 3:05:54 PM s0urc3rss What's over here 🤔 an ancient portal? I found a grinning Tibetan grandfather. He offered to take my pic. pic.twitter.com/HMgGlyMkLx

12/15/2019 3:07:26 PM threadreaderapp Salam, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/15/2019 3:08:21 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/01TRh0WRz3

12/15/2019 3:08:22 PM djlok I think the answer may be "consciousness projects reality". Same thing with the Native Americans and their rain dances.  If he believes it to be true it 

is...in this case the man knew Jesus could heal him, so he does.

12/15/2019 3:09:00 PM grandma26244385 TIME is a HOLOGRAM. THE END WAS DECLARED from the beginning



12/15/2019 3:10:13 PM s0urc3rss Grandfathers live in these stones. 

Inyan Oyate 

Stone People pic.twitter.com/5rLkSnwbC9

12/15/2019 3:12:59 PM johnnyt_anon They create theories and then they create math to back them up. 

Remember...

The order of operations. (They change it to deliver the results they need)

Why memorize multiplication tables? Memorization is not understanding.

Why not teach..

Vector math. Adv Geometry. Fibonacci.
12/15/2019 3:14:19 PM anonpatriotccj Through the years our parents were taught to believe that the government rules us. It is OUR government. By the people, For the people. We the 

people, have to take back that power!

12/15/2019 3:14:20 PM s0urc3rss Keep loving her. She'll wake.

12/15/2019 3:14:44 PM s0urc3rss Maybe it just IS. Like US.

12/15/2019 3:15:20 PM lyndamathews25 I think what comes into play is a issue that they i have sold 600 paper ounces for every 1 oz of the real metal. When we get control back of precious 

metals the price will have to rise.

12/15/2019 3:24:08 PM sailinangel Down is up the rabbit hole pic.twitter.com/HYpPCw5lYo

12/15/2019 3:24:40 PM sailinangel Diversify?

12/15/2019 3:25:27 PM sseed369 We have three things issued at 1:29 aka Q-watch time:

>IG report               (1:29) 1:11 (3)

>Durham rebuttal   (1:29) 1:11 (3)

>Barr rebuttal          (1:29) 1:11 (3)

3/3/3

{9}

12/15/2019 3:26:58 PM sabina06706427 I tell her to play the game. Gent good grades  and memorize the lies but don’t allow them to mold you. Do your own research and question everything

12/15/2019 3:27:00 PM emumzy @threadreaderapp please compile this thread!

12/15/2019 3:27:01 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/15/2019 3:28:11 PM marylouathome It’s not even a secret! In fact, their proud and take credit for it just like a terrorist organization would do

12/15/2019 3:39:03 PM burgersandra Multidimensional information warfare.

Clown=???

SB2 explains:  https://www.serial.rocks/post-5 

"we now know the clown is any individual who has surrendered to organized evil hidden forces and signed a contract with them to further their agenda 

through a co-operation."

12/15/2019 3:39:18 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/HW3gnpnBK0

12/15/2019 3:44:26 PM electricalmama Dig

Meme

Pray

12/15/2019 3:46:21 PM the_red_hand_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Chapter 9 is going to be BIBLICAL.

I can't wait.  God Bless and Godspeed. Thank you, for all that you do.

#WWG1WGA #PatriotsOnReady #Q

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/57qVOjOaAh

12/15/2019 3:46:35 PM qanongroup Canadian airport employees ID’d as ISIS supporters:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @seanhannity @FoxNews https://torontosun.com/2017/03/28/canadian-airport-employees-idd-as-isis-supporters-

report/wcm/2287b0be-bb37-470d-bbe2-c8e28a3294e8/ …

12/15/2019 3:51:29 PM jonicurry17 I can feel it

12/15/2019 3:51:45 PM qanongroup This is a TROLL account. Is it you Alice

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

12/15/2019 3:54:28 PM brainfreeze76 Avalon the gathering has a story line like this. Basically if a computer can read brain waves and and reverse it then what is to stop one from building an 

telepathic information hub where everyone knows everything

12/15/2019 3:57:37 PM worldxplorer1 Saw this today and thought I’d drop it here. 

It’s a quote attributed to Carl Jung that is relevant to this thread. pic.twitter.com/72aqqCQduE

12/15/2019 3:59:19 PM my2sonznme Are you saying that we should not be on GAB?

12/15/2019 4:03:35 PM aleks8837 Right. We gotta work for it!

12/15/2019 4:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Medicines advertised as being "cold and flu" are designed to trick the body into believing its not sick. It suppresses the side effects, weakens your 

immune system, and makes your next cold worse than the current. Proper solution is not to rely on Big Pharma.

12/15/2019 4:07:11 PM bryceja68689884 Any advice?

12/15/2019 4:09:45 PM destroythecabal Totally natural remedies from here on out.

Remember when Tylenol was laced in the 80's? Wonder which [DS] did that?

12/15/2019 4:09:52 PM lbf777 All I take is organic stuff now. Illness can also be cured by the mind.

12/15/2019 4:10:34 PM _369311119 Take hemp/cbd/cannabis regularly. Has reduced the number and duration of my cold/flu.

12/15/2019 4:11:05 PM twilly18 all the commercials say nothing is better, so I go with nothing

12/15/2019 4:11:17 PM midnigh77653086 I let my system run the course builds it stronger I have not had a cold or flu in 10 years

12/15/2019 4:11:38 PM clarkd958 Ive never taken cold or flu meds and to be fare i rarely get sick as i dont tend to take anything tablets or injections. I believe thats why i dont get ill.

12/15/2019 4:13:04 PM karibiner98k Cough medicine pic.twitter.com/6Q4NFiTIQp

12/15/2019 4:14:23 PM lbf777 If a person’s vibe frequency is raise far enough away from fear and upwards toward love, whose limits are almost endless, then you can cure yourself & 

prevent illness.

Self-Forgiveness is a big part but that is part of raising vibe frequency as forgiveness is a branch of love.

12/15/2019 4:16:14 PM lisatlmft Same is true with allergy meds. They suppress the immune system.

12/15/2019 4:18:28 PM jangping3 Drink the juice from an organic orange within 15 seconds of juicing it.  Within 15 sec is important.  It will help your own body's immune system fight the 

cold.  Also drink a lot of clean, pure water.  I use distiller.

12/15/2019 4:18:34 PM wpbtonzlewis Manuka Honey.

12/15/2019 4:18:55 PM youstinksoap Speaking of big pharma, do opioids have a mind control aspect/ingredient to them?  I'm not talking about addiction...



12/15/2019 4:19:03 PM qnnbrk What is it best to rely on then? Naturopathy & herbal medicines?

12/15/2019 4:19:45 PM laura_twelve This stuff is the best

12/15/2019 4:19:51 PM jeff57253103 Who is Alice Majestic?

12/15/2019 4:20:12 PM sueconnor18 I have ALWAYS thought that, even about "over the counter" pain relievers. LISTEN to your body!!

12/15/2019 4:21:06 PM sueconnor18 Yes!!!

12/15/2019 4:23:16 PM feisty7ruby Or just allow the body to use its amazing defense system. The symptoms of any illness are signs of immune response. They shouldnt be suppressed.

12/15/2019 4:24:04 PM feisty7ruby The bodys immune system is an amazing thing!

12/15/2019 4:27:36 PM speaklife595 Se 5 ep6. Looking glass, dimension shift and a guy named Donald. I don't think I've ever watched se 5, or I wasn't ready/time to watch it. The truth has 

always been infront of us. The observers have always been the enemy, the Mr smith's

12/15/2019 4:27:38 PM scylla17 Homemade elderberry syrup.

12/15/2019 4:29:00 PM lib7473 Healing sounds always help rebalance any ailments https://youtu.be/F1EKpRtfKhA 

12/15/2019 4:29:05 PM houdini481 What about Oscillococcinum?

12/15/2019 4:30:41 PM stephgraz7580 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/8TtdW--jhAQ 

Lyrics by : 369, 42, event horizon, contact, and interstellar....

12/15/2019 4:31:29 PM scottietohotti7  pic.twitter.com/1o9AbsaTR4

12/15/2019 4:31:40 PM ncc571 There are layers of Unreality. Prison planet is close to Ultimate-reality, but not quite. Spiritual freedom comes from Christ. The physical part only comes 

after. pic.twitter.com/ZoYRsuxupw

12/15/2019 4:32:23 PM ethereal_shaman Nature has everything you need.  #plantmedicine

12/15/2019 4:33:32 PM ethereal_shaman Local is good for allergies.

12/15/2019 4:34:30 PM herstarz Exactly. But I will use essential oils and other food/plant-based medicinals (ie, turmeric, ginger, garlic etc). And for staph (or other infections) I'll use 

Sovereign Silver. I have proof that works.

12/15/2019 4:37:11 PM lori_dee1 I try to avoid the Big Pharma solutions as much as possible. I use Melaluca when I start feeling I am catching a cold or getting a sore throat. Just one 

day of putting drops under my tongue and it works every time.

12/15/2019 4:39:08 PM keith369me Yep...except in extreme situations, let your body’s immune system do it’s job

12/15/2019 4:39:26 PM ethereal_shaman Elderberry, echinacea, astragalus dandelion root, cbd and cannabis are used often in my household. 

Flavor your food with fresh herbal medicinals such as thyme, garlic and rosemary (to name a few) as well.

12/15/2019 4:40:31 PM herstarz There are ppl who can't have an immune system -- organ transplant ppl. Unfortunately, they have to rely on pharmaceuticals. What do they do when 

they get the flu -- or worse, pneumonia?

12/15/2019 4:42:18 PM birdiesrchirpin That's awesome! Love to hear! Love all those you listed. It wasn't official frankincense but I harvested some pine resin that lasted quite a while. 

I bet we'd have fun in nature together.

 Blessings Sister 💛

12/15/2019 4:44:44 PM hgraceq Yes. But those that do get sick! It’s horrible. I don’t like taking medicines ! I’m not into big pharma. 

I had influenza b and i felt like I was dying. For at least 5 days I could not function. 

I had a baby at the time. What was I supposed to do?

12/15/2019 4:44:55 PM s0urc3rss I haven't been sick since using the ionic foot bath regularly. First sign of lymphatic congestion I have an Epsom salt bath and use the ionic machine, 

clears up immediately. Are sicknesses caused by bacteria and virus riding on parasites as hosts? Kill the host kill the sickness?

12/15/2019 4:46:23 PM elenora80020701 Wild oregano oil - a natural viral and bacterial antibiotic

12/15/2019 4:46:37 PM lori_dee1 My Dad used to make "Hot Toddies"! He would take a shot then go cover up in bed and sweat out the flu. It worked!

12/15/2019 4:48:39 PM s0urc3rss Pine is Superb!! Natives survived on pine teas in long winters. Have you read Ringing Cedars series? What they call Cedar in Siberia is really Red Pine & 

a cure-all. Rich in minerals and nutrients. We would totally have a blast! I LOVE talking to trees and learning their gifts.

12/15/2019 4:49:14 PM lisafetter1 Fluids (H2O), rest, and Tylenol for comfort!

12/15/2019 4:49:29 PM jamiegrahamusa A thought and wisdom for our Patriots pic.twitter.com/iXkjXzXipu

12/15/2019 4:50:01 PM kindeandtrue Three cheers for the wise Majestics!

12/15/2019 4:50:17 PM highhopesusa I figured this out on my own about 30 years ago and started reading about natural healing.

12/15/2019 4:50:27 PM theodazmusic You > Big Pharma https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISBXN78hT4A …

12/15/2019 4:51:19 PM lori_dee1 That's is a very effective homeopathic solution.

12/15/2019 4:52:02 PM lori_dee1 Thanks for the recipe!

12/15/2019 4:52:31 PM karibiner98k Sweating out the flu is pretty cathartic

12/15/2019 4:53:23 PM johnsandt What was Project Monarch? Why hasnt it been declassified? Was Cathy O'Brien telling the truth? Does marijuana block #mindcontrol? 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Conspiracy #TruthMatters #Anon #WWG1WGA #DeclassifyEverything

12/15/2019 4:54:56 PM lori_dee1 "New York City resident James William Lewis was convicted of extortion for sending a letter to Johnson & Johnson that took credit for the deaths and 

demanded $1 million to stop them, but evidence tying him to the actual poisoning never emerged."

Source: Wikipedia

12/15/2019 4:55:30 PM s0urc3rss The picture of Andrew Torba meeting with Zuckerberg and Dorsey that AT tweeted June 2017 captioned "Nothing to See Here."

12/15/2019 4:55:30 PM scottietohotti7 My pleasure ma'am.😀

12/15/2019 4:56:52 PM highhopesusa Gut health is a part of the immune system, probiotics & prebiotics essential (antibiotics wipe them out), lemon or lime juice w/water daily, beta glucans 

foods (oatmeal), bone broth...plenty of rest if you are tired, & get vit. D levels checked.

12/15/2019 4:58:00 PM highhopesusa Pineapple juice (fresh or frozen) is several times better than cough syrup.

12/15/2019 5:00:09 PM 6357929cf2e2492  https://youtu.be/CphbPm8r9jY 

12/15/2019 5:00:33 PM chef_brandt89 You're making this too easy! 🤣

Thank you brother. This is some seriously powerful stuff, I connected and visualized it all just from reading this.

12/15/2019 5:01:13 PM wwg1wga93583681 cold medecine?

who gives a fuck

let's go! pic.twitter.com/JlvN3uSvzL

12/15/2019 5:01:13 PM alwaysfinds When the symptoms first start, take a 2 hour, hot bath, sweaty hot. Refill as needed. Try to do this as close to sleep time as poss. Put swests on, wrap 

pillow with towel, go to sleep. Wake up, shower, eat a healthy breakfast & you're right as rain.

12/15/2019 5:01:27 PM melhuses Tell us about the vaccine industry

12/15/2019 5:04:14 PM jack66123366 Gold.

Can I use that one?

12/15/2019 5:04:17 PM wickedcomes I thought your agency protected UFO 🛸 technology?

12/15/2019 5:05:56 PM jack66123366 Swallow a couple of cloves of garlic and sit in sauna for an hour,

12/15/2019 5:07:10 PM kwkwall88 Any insight on BP meds, blood thinners, Amitriptyline for nerve damage. Ibuprofen?



12/15/2019 5:07:45 PM twilly18 it's yours 

take it 

see if I care

I'll miss it

Bye

12/15/2019 5:09:39 PM pomeinnz  https://youtu.be/KsPLmb6gAdw 

?

12/15/2019 5:13:12 PM johnnymerckx @Tore_says @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31445/recently-retired-usaf-general-makes-eyebrow-raising-claims-about-

advanced-space-technology …

12/15/2019 5:13:25 PM laurabusse I took the baby to bed with me

And nursed him

Basically stayed there

While husband brought me food

You get through it...

12/15/2019 5:15:15 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/IPjKLvY2QQ

12/15/2019 5:19:11 PM lottaoswalt Elderberry & Echinacea & Ricola cough drops!

Stay away from dairy & wear a mask if your outside. 

Wash your hands frequently. Place some Neosporin or triple antibiotic in your nose. You're set for the season.

12/15/2019 5:19:43 PM hoffman11my Best cure for cold and flu is magnesium, zinc, vitamin C, and bed rest.

12/15/2019 5:19:44 PM kidge6 Pretty sure ‘Alice’ is Hillary. Quite certain that ALICE is artificial intelligence.

12/15/2019 5:20:01 PM karvilla96 Oregano, thyme oil.....and garlic.  All organic

12/15/2019 5:23:08 PM mpmomok I totally agree with this. IMHO fact. My husband takes meds for colds. I don’t. I use old world remedies. I always bounce back twice as fast. His 

symptoms linger.

12/15/2019 5:23:48 PM destroythecabal Gotcha.  But you know Big Pha&ma have brought on so much to keep us sick while drawing attention away from [them].

12/15/2019 5:25:40 PM usa12345678usa majestic, i do think theres a definite awakening, and those that have been in the typical 9 to 5, eat dinner, say hi to their children, sleep, repeat, are 

waking up to be more aware of what happening in the world.  as this happens, the people that are spiritual in practice assist

12/15/2019 5:25:47 PM synackstatic We're asking.

But what if asking destroys our family and who we thought we were.

Things are getting very real.

12/15/2019 5:27:22 PM lori_dee1 I don't trust them at all and they could have been involved on some level.

12/15/2019 5:27:59 PM usa12345678usa 2) others to be centered, present, and ease discourse.  it is not difficult to meditate.  for those that arent in practice yet, an active focus on love, heart, 

similar is good.  a non thought meditation is good.  but what is happening isnt something that should be feared... to be

12/15/2019 5:28:28 PM destroythecabal Oh I don't have a doubt.  Remember we've been lied to since the late 1800's with their Actors planted all over

12/15/2019 5:28:54 PM sherry2269 Thank you for making us aware and vigilant.  Been closely following your posts.  Too many insights.  All eye openers.

12/15/2019 5:29:39 PM usa12345678usa 3) complacent, apathetic, ignorant willingly, make generalizations, or be sheep is not wise, and theres no room for it...  shed the egotistical, walk 

spiritually and be of service, even if its as small as saying hello or helping someone in need.  remember your divinity.  namaste

12/15/2019 5:30:17 PM jucifr00t Lucifer isn't his own dimension. 

God is not everything because He created everything. He's outside of everything. 

Unity is what we have but still outside of God.

12/15/2019 5:33:19 PM birdiesrchirpin She's a graceful beauty. They should love her. 

She's way more photogenic and an overall better subject than M. Obama.

😁💛🙏

12/15/2019 5:34:59 PM brown_eyedladyj This is ALICE pic.twitter.com/NeLJY0DpMe

12/15/2019 5:35:59 PM truthseeker273 Colloidal silver and sipping hot water at the onset usually keeps it from taking hold. I must confess that I don’t think I could live without nasal spray. I 

cannot stand having a stuffed nose.

12/15/2019 5:36:20 PM cosmic_engineer Salt water gargle / sinus rinse

Vape some PG dissolved menthol crystals

Can surface attack it while immune system mops up

Hot showers hurt the colonies too. Quite temp sensitive

12/15/2019 5:36:28 PM redslegacy2 Vitamin D - the only proven vitamin to boost immunity.

12/15/2019 5:39:24 PM holly86385150 Mine is ginger, lemon, orange, honey and whiskey

12/15/2019 5:39:30 PM amylynrussell Lol your recipe was deemed sensitive content 🤔 must be on target 🎯

12/15/2019 5:39:32 PM birdiesrchirpin I haven't read those but it sounds like I should!

I talk to plants and trees too. They are special spirits. 💚

12/15/2019 5:43:34 PM mickleschris22 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off 

&lt;=&gt; That Side Existing Simultaneously Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequen […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/15/2019 5:44:07 PM mslalaj Oregano oil and olive leaf have always worked for my family. Also, elderberry syrup helps soothe the throat. Epsom salt and baking soda baths are 

great, too. I also make an enhanced thieves type blend of essential oils in a roller ball.

12/15/2019 5:44:13 PM lori_dee1 Build it!

12/15/2019 5:45:14 PM aurorabisig You are correct, I use elderberries and colloidal silver during the cold and flu season, I haven't been sick in 10 years.

12/15/2019 5:45:51 PM patriotswegoall Cold and flu medicines only relieve the symptoms, which is all they can do.

12/15/2019 5:45:53 PM n7guardiananon traditional chinese herbal medicine

12/15/2019 5:46:55 PM aleks8837  https://youtu.be/6FQy9BLVzxQ?t=4000 …

12/15/2019 5:48:54 PM like_neo Some things in my apothecary: Fire cider, elderberry syrup, tinctured herbs (yarrow, monarda, echinacea, plantain). Vit C works, too.

12/15/2019 5:50:33 PM 8675309usa Yep, let nature take its course

12/15/2019 5:51:02 PM tamravee TRIDENT 

#MH370

Black MATTER lives was a proclamation from HELL pic.twitter.com/4h9sHlOEPD

12/15/2019 5:55:12 PM tamravee locusts from the pit ? 

That's what the Vatican shows us in symbolism and hive mind and dead sheep and vipers ! pic.twitter.com/B4I1Bzkroz

12/15/2019 5:56:50 PM tamravee #DoE

12/15/2019 6:00:41 PM jaded_pearl What is your position of using ozone to heal?

12/15/2019 6:00:56 PM tamravee Free will is EVERYTHING.  I know who the enemy serves .  Some of us will be swept out of here back to our Fathers Estate as we are citizens of Heaven.  

A or B ya gotta serve somebody . It may be the devil or it may be THE LORD GOD . CHOOSE NOW pic.twitter.com/BnZ6qOD1ej

12/15/2019 6:02:34 PM fansblowing3 I use this.  Is this good or poison? pic.twitter.com/CqGvej6TC0



12/15/2019 6:04:23 PM fansblowing3 I also will take an antihistamine if needed.

12/15/2019 6:04:29 PM moemc8 What is a garlic knob?

12/15/2019 6:04:54 PM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/9zb4kKVba4

12/15/2019 6:09:24 PM teamsterr07 I pray to God everyday for what I have and take nothing for granted. Living a life where you put out good  energy & are good to others reaps amazing 

results. If this is 3,6,9...then I'm there. Thank you!

12/15/2019 6:09:36 PM s0urc3rss They are my most favorite stories ever. The PDFs are free to download if you Google around.

Books 1-8.1/8.2 and 10. She says Book 9 isn't written yet. The Book of The People.

12/15/2019 6:10:33 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 6:11:33 PM tamravee Any help for #FieldMcConnell 

         before BROWARD County  gets him silenced ? pic.twitter.com/46NqwgkGFj

12/15/2019 6:12:57 PM scottietohotti7 The whole garlic is called a 'head' or 'knob'.

12/15/2019 6:13:11 PM ausanon369 Is the goal (regarding depopulation) to rid the world of us ‘woke’ people? So that the brain dead masses are easier to manipulate and control going 

forward?

12/15/2019 6:14:59 PM dcd51 Probiotics, vitamin C and colloidal silver are in my medicine chest!

12/15/2019 6:15:01 PM blindpress The irony of recommending natural remedies and then throwing in the tripple antibiotic is hysterical! Also, one should never use antibiotics as a 

prevention method.

12/15/2019 6:15:40 PM lorieve Yes, exactly!

12/15/2019 6:16:25 PM eak2006 So True

12/15/2019 6:20:33 PM regaladoan My husband is astounded because I just NEVER get sick..i never get the flu or flu shot..i don't get colds either...im 52 and do not take one med for 

anything!!!!...if I do get an ache or pain..i pray to God on it and let it go!!...

12/15/2019 6:21:15 PM teamsterr07 Yay! I was gonna say that this formula seems to be working for me & my family. It 'feels' right & if it's not, I'll figure it out at some point! #freewill  

thank you for answering! ❤️

12/15/2019 6:25:29 PM eights_and I follow them, but my personal experiences trump anything one person can tell me.

12/15/2019 6:27:06 PM lorieve Blessings to you and your Loved Ones!

12/15/2019 6:27:38 PM teamsterr07 And you also! Thank you.

12/15/2019 6:27:58 PM travismiller90 Someone please DM me what "You really have more than you realize" means?

12/15/2019 6:28:01 PM truth939 @MedicalMedium is a beacon of truth for healing the human body from many ailments, ranging from the common cold & flu to other malicious "bugs" 

creating chronic illness symptoms that significantly degrade quality of life.

12/15/2019 6:28:09 PM gomomma2 Colloidal silver, Elderberry extract, goldenseal extract...great anti-viral remedies.

12/15/2019 6:30:30 PM 007rockchick 2 Tbsp Apple cider vinegar, Manuka honey in hot water.

Make sure apple cider vinegar has got 'mother' in it. 👍

12/15/2019 6:34:11 PM tyetyler1 Consider being a Living Librarian!

12/15/2019 6:37:38 PM reelect20 👇Check This OUT👇🔥RT🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/32cnzKk 

12/15/2019 6:38:04 PM mortizz3 As much as I hate vaccines and Big Pharma, I recently got sick and no lie, Nyquil and Robitussin saved my ass

12/15/2019 6:40:54 PM lenzaq Same with allergy medicine.

12/15/2019 6:42:39 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/15/2019 6:45:32 PM aleks8837 Hmm, is that Jeffrey Epstein?

Member of the Trilateral Comission?

You don't think many members knew of his dealings?

One level from true power...

Implications?

How do you process this information?

If almost no evil guys exist, how would we run our society?🤔

[Monetary policies]? pic.twitter.com/7cRyHoAt6Z
12/15/2019 6:45:46 PM aleks8837  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trilateral_Commission …

12/15/2019 6:46:24 PM felizflorecita1 Exactly right. Get natural remedies

12/15/2019 6:49:34 PM irishtweedledee How about I put all of my trust in God. Even if I put any faith in myself, it would still also have to come from God I believe and put my love into for Trust.

12/15/2019 6:49:48 PM sinceiwokeup How does flat earth mix into this? I cant test anything you have said, but I can say the globe earth math is completely out of whack and incorrect. You 

can zoom far beyond the "curve" if you have the right camera, to be specific

12/15/2019 6:53:44 PM janfetterman It seems to me that all the NDE’s speak of going to the Light, so has this disclosure really been Programming to keep us reincarnating onto the prison 

planet?

12/15/2019 6:54:19 PM janfetterman End of life

12/15/2019 7:00:08 PM qumanitarian I haven't taken ANY meds in over 10yrs. In my early 20s a thought hit me: Medication weakens your body's ability to fight by itself - which gets you 

sicker, more often, in turn you need more meds. A cycle

Ive been sick ONCE this decade. A 1 day cold 4 years ago.. 1 day! no meds!

12/15/2019 7:06:10 PM tina12865370 Pretty lazy postion to take as well, imo.

12/15/2019 7:08:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Poison.

12/15/2019 7:11:58 PM mzmollyanna Did you know Phil Schneider?

12/15/2019 7:12:39 PM from_thestars Colloidal silver works like a charm!! 500ppm knocks it right out

12/15/2019 7:13:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Homosexuality delivered to you as propaganda.

Not dangerous at all.

Or is it?

When you're mind controlled, do you choose or are you?

All part of depopulation.

These people are sick. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1206396464970137600 …

12/15/2019 7:15:00 PM state1union Nothing should surprise us anymore

12/15/2019 7:15:06 PM jvan125 So depopulation isn’t a ‘mass death event’...it’s the excessive slowing down of new babies born due to the rise in homosexual relationships due to 

mind control via the media. Is that correct?

12/15/2019 7:15:59 PM windfallsongs The sexual deviations have been pushed on American culture, as I have observed. It’s another dumbing deviancy down thing.

12/15/2019 7:16:43 PM yustein True. But if it was showing them in bed nobody would object. There is that part to it too...

12/15/2019 7:16:43 PM keith369me How is it that the population has swelled to 7.8 Billion with a depopulation agenda?  Are these people that bad at manifesting their agenda?  How 

many IS-BEs would there be on Earth without this depopulation agenda?

12/15/2019 7:17:05 PM state1union I’m thinking 🤔 their cud be more to it?

12/15/2019 7:17:08 PM jrocktigers it is a tool in the arsenal. The feminization of males via chemicals, plastics, etc is also a tool.  I think it is one of many implementations to slow 

reproduction.

12/15/2019 7:17:33 PM marywal64295444 Our human bodies are temporary though. I don't want people who are dying, or know recently deceased people, that they've done something wrong. 

Sometimes we have to let go with grace

12/15/2019 7:17:50 PM keith369me A lot of things...life reduction, suppression of cures, poisoning our food and water, etc

12/15/2019 7:18:14 PM jvan125 HPV vaccine too...both boys and girls are probably going to be affected by that one alone.

12/15/2019 7:19:02 PM jams4thebread It's easy. Soy is plant estrogen. Acts as estrogen in blood. Now go find something to eat that doesn't have soy. Go find something in a school that 

doesn't have soy. Good luck.

12/15/2019 7:19:03 PM fansblowing3 Well damn 😠



12/15/2019 7:19:40 PM yustein Hey MJ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what about FCC Class B. The devices nearly everything the public uses by law cannot be built interference free. Why is that? 

So that they can be rendered useless when needed? Let’s hear what you have to say about that...

12/15/2019 7:19:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation does not mean [IS-BE].

One IS-BE can occupy multiple "BE"s at the same time.

Your IS-BE may be occupying 100 people simultaneously.

Random thoughts come into your mind?

Is Random real?

Part of enlightenment and new consciousness levels means reducing low vibrations.

12/15/2019 7:20:20 PM k3yle 🤯

12/15/2019 7:20:57 PM jvan125 “Is Random real?”??!!? 😳🙈

12/15/2019 7:21:03 PM 369helen313 😳

12/15/2019 7:21:06 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/15/2019 7:21:15 PM williebhere The power of 3,6,9???

12/15/2019 7:21:21 PM pomeinnz what about double number?

11:11

10:10

etc

12/15/2019 7:21:27 PM dotdot65871181 Doesn’t anyone have any guts anymore? 😫

12/15/2019 7:21:27 PM hoopdem Bruhhhh

12/15/2019 7:21:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your ability to speak for all of humanity is very impressive.

Perhaps you are disconnected with your IS-BE.

One of the first things you learn when you meet your IS-BE is that who you believe you are is nothing to what you really are.

Expression in this plane is consequence based.

12/15/2019 7:21:48 PM noidaho_gal Reduce low vibrations by raising vibration thereby decreasing the amount of lower vibrations?

12/15/2019 7:22:13 PM mcpatriot64 🧐

12/15/2019 7:23:32 PM lawgavulin  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKLeHugx814 …

This blew my mind. Why would you have receptors for all these medicines ALREADY in your body if you didn't have the capacity to produce the 

medicine yourself? 

So much fascinating info about our ancient, since lost, ability to heal ourselves. Thoughts!

12/15/2019 7:23:40 PM hifiman45 OK this just sounds so weird to me. 😜

12/15/2019 7:23:44 PM state1union Higher Vibrations to Majestic12? Lowering the negative noise?

12/15/2019 7:23:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 We don't mean to be rude, but you are wrong.

You have free will.

Therefore you always have a choice.

Genetic makeup is not the end-all-be-all to your expression.

Genes can be activated and deactivated.

If you believe you were born with it, then its a Gene.

You can always choose!

12/15/2019 7:24:06 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/15/2019 7:24:34 PM chris_alfieri can you interact with/be friends with someone who is also the same is be as you?

12/15/2019 7:24:35 PM yustein Explain that MJ to the public so they can understand. And while at it which type of IS-BE can do this? Is it legal (Divine Law)? What is the max number 

of BEs can be occupied? Do they have to be same sex? What if two fall in love? Get married and have kids? What then? Pandora’s b

12/15/2019 7:24:39 PM fansblowing3 100 versions of me in alternate realities.

12/15/2019 7:24:53 PM monkey_weather Everyone who has come to think homosexuality is normal has been mind-controlled by nonstop Cabal propaganda. Next up: erasure of gender, and 

pedophilia.

All things they engage in. 

If you think homosexuality is fine and good, you've already given up your own mind to the Cabal.

12/15/2019 7:24:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Environment and experience dictate the expression of Genes.

The expression of genes gives the illusion of the lack of choice.

They feel solid against our soul.

Problem is you are looking down at your soul.

Look up into the LIGHT and you shall meet you IS-BE.

12/15/2019 7:25:13 PM madscientist Frequency of what?

12/15/2019 7:25:15 PM faeryniki There are no coincidences.

12/15/2019 7:25:44 PM snarkathon How *do flies land upside-down.. #mumbojumbo

12/15/2019 7:25:58 PM totheloop  https://welcometotheloop.com/2019/02/25/the-deep-state-depopulation-agenda-and-engineered-drug-epidemic/ …

12/15/2019 7:26:48 PM magabeliever20 I do not consent

12/15/2019 7:27:38 PM valerie10402010 It depends on what your definition of “is” is. 😂. I had to look up IS-BE.

12/15/2019 7:27:55 PM wahiggins3 Does this possibly explain why I notice a small cut or pain that I can’t recall physically being inflicted with?

12/15/2019 7:28:02 PM monkey_weather There was a similar effort in scripture. The goal:  DESTROY the target by having them engage in sinful behaviors that would invoke God's judgement. 

It succeeded. 

The forces of Satan aren't creative. They do the same things over and over again (per Solomon no less).

Balaam.

12/15/2019 7:28:12 PM madscientist Huge difference between 'Trust God' and 'do nothing'.  God never tells us to do nothing to help or improve ourselves.  We can work while trusting God 

at the same time.

12/15/2019 7:28:42 PM shawnessima 😖

12/15/2019 7:28:43 PM faeryniki Breadcrumbs sown into the collective consciousness. We ascend together #WWG1WGA

12/15/2019 7:29:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Santa is real.

Santa is an IS-BE.

Santa shares his experience with the lower dimensions through mushrooms.

Tis the season.

Grows under trees.

Red top.

White spots on top.

Psychedelic.

You cross over to the "other side" and experience Santa's consciousness/creation.

Magical.

🍄



12/15/2019 7:29:27 PM antarantanka The more experienced the IS-BE is in form the more in-Body-menta. Everyone has at least 2, some have hundreds. Not all IS-BEs played in form, some 

waited and observed the expansion other IS-BEs gained through experience.

12/15/2019 7:29:48 PM notevenchad17 Maj, do you ever think there is "bleed over" from other incarnations into these lives that can mix us up, especially  if we're being raised in a perverted 

and evil system like Mormonism??

12/15/2019 7:30:09 PM laura_621 Reincarnation play a role?

12/15/2019 7:30:16 PM yustein It looks like you are on them right now...

12/15/2019 7:30:18 PM madscientist The mark is something that is visible which is why it's called 'a mark'.  Secondly, it's to be used to buy and sell.  It's more than just something 

metaphysical.

12/15/2019 7:30:30 PM wapmom You do realize how LARPY your account sounds

12/15/2019 7:30:43 PM notevenchad17 No coincidence that I ate more potent mushrooms 20+ years ago than anyone I know and now I'm here right?? 

That's what changed it all.

12/15/2019 7:30:52 PM moab91276851 what is IS-BE may I ask?

12/15/2019 7:31:11 PM mikebravodude @Holly25398185

12/15/2019 7:31:13 PM theappraiser17 IS-BE ?

12/15/2019 7:31:28 PM godrus Gosh, I sure hope so.

12/15/2019 7:31:32 PM rocktobersky You Mean, People Get High...People Be Tripping!

12/15/2019 7:31:35 PM warlock1113 Amanita Muscaria . Many religions point to mushroom rituals. Maybe that's why the amanita grows under pine trees and we harvest trees for 

Christmas in some sort of ode to a pre christian pagan tradition.

12/15/2019 7:31:53 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/KqruGGxD0B

12/15/2019 7:31:56 PM drbohammer Eat local honey 🍯

12/15/2019 7:32:01 PM byinternal Archangel Metatron. This isn't a fake account. This is my natural healing business which I just started. We watch and love your YouTube videos :( I am 

afraid you misunderstood me or something @yustein

12/15/2019 7:32:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 gland's lens into the other realm.

Many stores in the Bible based on this kind of experience.

Belief in specifics is not necessary.

Only belief in possibility is.

Then the consciousness of the plant can use your pineal gland as a lens so your IS-BE can peer inside the eye of 🍄!

12/15/2019 7:32:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many other mushrooms and/or plants can be used to experience the noble myths of the past?

Chemical compounds unlock certain accesses/filters your IS-BE has onto your Vessel, however belief is required in order to allow the consciousness of 

the mushroom to activate your pineal

12/15/2019 7:32:19 PM darktolight84 Santa-Satan

12/15/2019 7:32:20 PM state1union Lol

12/15/2019 7:32:40 PM warlock1113 IS-BE? What's that?

12/15/2019 7:32:45 PM yustein Choose yes. But who are you to tell the public what is right or wrong? While we are at it, who are you really?

12/15/2019 7:32:52 PM grayperlmatter Huh??? Don’t do drugs. They’re bad, k? That tweet👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/O1YH1Iawpy

12/15/2019 7:33:03 PM brogthefrog I hear Satan/Santa does the same pic.twitter.com/8ydhlXWLDl

12/15/2019 7:33:07 PM lrn_to_read_rtl I’m so confused.. IS-BE..? I got this pic.twitter.com/pR0lZb0GcR

12/15/2019 7:33:15 PM jvan125 Yeah I didn’t word the beginning right 🤦🏼♀️. I know the HPV vax is used as a depopulation tool.

12/15/2019 7:33:28 PM afewcellsshort Alternative medicine 

Spiritual 

Not pharmaceutical

12/15/2019 7:33:56 PM faeryniki Ayahuasca, ketamine, mdma, mescaline

12/15/2019 7:34:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 brain, through the eyes of your own IS-BE.

12/15/2019 7:34:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 The blinding and unwillful expression of consciousness enables your mind to be influenced by higher density conscious entities and IS-BEs while under 

the influence of psychedelics.

Untrustworthy, nervous, or defensive result in your own pineal gland being used to peer into your

12/15/2019 7:34:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206415987073077248 …

12/15/2019 7:35:56 PM turboxyde I was wondering when you'd cover this topic in open channels.

Thank you! https://youtu.be/hV-7KRzPkow 

12/15/2019 7:36:50 PM lesterh82 Guided trip vs un guided

12/15/2019 7:36:57 PM jvan125 L. M. A. O!!!! 😆😭😆 #NoOffenseMJ12

12/15/2019 7:37:01 PM laura_621 Always a great experience for me!

12/15/2019 7:37:03 PM yustein And then, what is the result? Tweeting all these on a Sunday night after eating couple of them? Your IS-BE is ashamed of you now! 😉

12/15/2019 7:37:12 PM ffattmedia So Santa only comes from red and white mushrooms 🍄??

12/15/2019 7:37:43 PM laura_621 Yup love it🕊🧘♀️💕

12/15/2019 7:37:52 PM notevenchad17 But for real though. I ate the most powerful mushroom "dust" (My technique was of the Gods and people still rave 2 decades later) massive amounts, 

over and over again, and went and found out what was going on 😎😎😎 pic.twitter.com/zH3rSUJpSj

12/15/2019 7:37:55 PM yustein Keep your business account for your business and out of personal subjects then...

12/15/2019 7:37:58 PM 369palm I think I had a conversation with another BE from the same IS one time in my life.

12/15/2019 7:38:05 PM madscientist The Bible refers to that as 'sorcery'.  Mind altering drug use is against the Word of God.  'Be ye sober minded'

12/15/2019 7:38:10 PM stars4p @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe have a frame-rate? On/Off Binary? This 

Side <=> That Side

Existing Simultaneously

Reality is a manifestation of energy tuned to a specific frequency.

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …

12/15/2019 7:39:01 PM rinmaries Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity.

12/15/2019 7:39:01 PM yustein This account is also 2018 January with low number of followers and following. You know what? Blocked!

12/15/2019 7:39:03 PM state1union I believe you.

12/15/2019 7:39:13 PM madscientist This is New Age stuff.  Occult practices.

12/15/2019 7:39:20 PM thekanehb I’m growing some right now!



12/15/2019 7:39:38 PM jamesboyett Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

·

3m

Majestic Message of Disclosure

RE: Is homosexuality a choice?

Quote Tweet

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 · 18m

Depopulation does not mean [IS-BE].

One IS-BE can occupy multiple "BE"s at the same time.

Your IS-BE may be occupying 100 people simul..
12/15/2019 7:39:43 PM krissieowens Immortal Spiritual Beings 

(I’m learning as I go 😉)

12/15/2019 7:40:00 PM ineternitynow21 What is IS-BE?

12/15/2019 7:40:05 PM doodooh59284043 Brian

12/15/2019 7:40:19 PM toddalilley This profile obvious is a bot

12/15/2019 7:40:27 PM madscientist No.  The 'stories' in the Bible were historical accounts.  Which stories are you referring to?  Belief in specifics is VERY necessary.  Jesus told us that.

12/15/2019 7:40:52 PM notevenchad17 I really want to grow and try cactus. But first, I must apply all of my teachings and go Godmode. I have hacked plenty, I just need to develop a 

CONTROLLED channel to work with. Good stuff!!

12/15/2019 7:41:20 PM laura_621 Been hinting of it with the Joe Rogan posts.

12/15/2019 7:41:39 PM rad_qpatriot 😅😅😅😅😅

You need to watch Tegridy Farms Christmas Snow!

12/15/2019 7:41:56 PM state1union I’ve never tried it!

12/15/2019 7:42:03 PM notevenchad17 Man, mushrooms are decriminalized in Denver....I live near Denver...I wonder if @realDonaldTrump has his DOJ busting people for growing them?? 

Hmmm....

12/15/2019 7:42:47 PM yustein Also  while we are at strange subjects, where do the ETs fit in this picture MJ? What about the Divine beings? Since you are sure of yourself that the 

public can handle IS-BEs and BEs why don’t you start with some basics. Like why the heck still everything is classified?

12/15/2019 7:42:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 TMI

12/15/2019 7:43:04 PM 369palm The Bible wasn’t written by God.

12/15/2019 7:43:08 PM rocktobersky Can Someone Explain What The IS-BE Deal Is?! As Far As I ThinQ We Might As Well Be Living In A Simulation Matrix and We Might All Be Avatars or 

Characters Being Played by Someone Else...

12/15/2019 7:43:47 PM lenzaq I make ice cream from them. Very tasty, like honey or ambrosia. Never dosed, but meaning to. Might have to ingest some my next day off. 'Tis the 

season. 🍄

12/15/2019 7:44:25 PM state1union I think 🤔 Trump has bigger Fish to fry first?  Than a bunch of people wanting to give their IS-BE over to aliens 👽 while on a Trip? Or maybe not?

12/15/2019 7:44:30 PM timkania joe rogen has a podcast about dis

12/15/2019 7:45:27 PM whiterabbitttt1 Yes, the lower vibration entities will be depopulated from our higher vibrating timeline.

12/15/2019 7:45:37 PM notevenchad17 My journeys that were opened by mushrooms, are the reason I'm "Not Even Chad". My very first "realization" after I came up on 27 grams of dust, was 

that I WAS "Chad", but I wasn't REALLY Chad. 😎😎😎 I can't tell you how hard I laughed.

12/15/2019 7:45:53 PM rebornkingent Ha, told you!

12/15/2019 7:46:00 PM tippitiwitchet9 ...define his?

12/15/2019 7:46:01 PM notevenchad17 I would sure hope so. Hmmmmm.....

12/15/2019 7:46:03 PM rebornkingent Now the Easter bunny.

12/15/2019 7:46:03 PM mc_cloven I will keep the Holy Spirit Jesus promised upon my acceptance of Him and his sacrifice on the Cross. "It is finished" he said. So you can keep your 

demonic 'influence'.

12/15/2019 7:46:10 PM noidaho_gal Immortal Spirit 

Biological Entity

12/15/2019 7:46:46 PM rebornkingent Aminata does not have psylocibin. How to start work?

12/15/2019 7:46:58 PM 369helen313 So if I may think of something very specific and suddenly President Trump tweets exact words , does that mean his 

IS-BE in my BE or my IS-BE could be in his !?

12/15/2019 7:47:55 PM state1union Only if the Aliens 👽 were trying to steal your soul I think 🤔 then Trump would be concerned. He seems open to new ideas 💡 tho

12/15/2019 7:48:04 PM zion_vibrations Bro wtf are you talking about

12/15/2019 7:48:45 PM worldxplorer1 Immortal

Spiritual 

-

BEing

It originates from the following book... https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

12/15/2019 7:48:46 PM pomeinnz I think you have had one too many of these

12/15/2019 7:48:59 PM bekolayrichard Will crack work?

12/15/2019 7:49:31 PM wapmom You might want to stop and think which group you belong to.

12/15/2019 7:50:00 PM mrblbrettish Oooo, imagine if your IS got all the BEs together and started a business or a project of some sort! Makes you wonder how smooth it would run.

12/15/2019 7:51:22 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/BHJViEygTL

12/15/2019 7:51:26 PM thekanehb No I’m growing psylocibin. You can order dried animata on eBay tho

12/15/2019 7:51:36 PM 369helen313 Now make sense ! 🤔

12/15/2019 7:51:40 PM louaptekman We have reached 10% of the world's population

This is the point of tipping the scale.The great awakening is here!

12/15/2019 7:52:36 PM thekanehb Under this name-  Fly Agaric A.Muscaria

12/15/2019 7:53:26 PM sputtter Dayum, what a crazy trip you be on....LOL

12/15/2019 7:53:45 PM lbf777 Why don’t you tell them about Oneness and how we are all the same Person life wide playing a game with ourselves?

Oh and how not all thoughts are our own because all minds are within all minds so we share some thoughts on subtle levels.

12/15/2019 7:55:09 PM _doozier_ Santa is to Amanita as Mescalito is to Peyote? What's the Psilocybin guy's name? Is there an LSD guy too?

12/15/2019 7:55:29 PM cumetalitha Mushrooms are DANGEROUS man. Do NOT encourage ANYONE to go pick one and eat it!!! There are many look a-likes that are DEADLY. Bad tweet 

dude.

12/15/2019 7:55:55 PM basil26 Shamans knew this millennia’s ago...

12/15/2019 7:57:00 PM camcat66 What in the world are you talking about?!

12/15/2019 7:57:25 PM brick_airhedred Daily nasal rinse with baking soda and non-iodine salt. Twice a day if your nose starts feeling funky. 👃



12/15/2019 7:58:17 PM fugeebristolian Possession?

12/15/2019 8:00:05 PM yustein Hey MJ, if you are trying to convince but not to confuse, why don’t you explain the real history of humanity? Instead of going to the levels of 5D and 

actually even much higher. People need a foundation, that foundation starts at 3D/4D. Then take them above that.

12/15/2019 8:00:08 PM giediknight So do you recommend using mushrooms at least once?

12/15/2019 8:00:33 PM from_thestars Silver wings is a great brand they have oral liquids & nasal sprays

12/15/2019 8:00:33 PM dan007mnr An inkling into it, I’m sure.

This is just a public view > big tech https://www.inc.com/chris-matyszczyk/why-silicon-valley-employees-are-taking-lsd-to-be-more-productive.html …

12/15/2019 8:00:43 PM aleks8837 I get you!

I think that's what was _planned_ to happen in the future. Where so much trouble because of overpopulation, causes us to give [them] 100% control. 

But that was in Timeline 2!

Now we have to turn the gears out of that being the end-game. Branching off from TL2 path!

12/15/2019 8:01:20 PM cleanitallup I appreciate this tweet very much.  The depth of connection and support we share with this earth in all forms is very special.  The allies we have in the 

mushroom world alone, well, it’s fascinating and inspiring.

12/15/2019 8:02:19 PM yustein You can’t demolish known norms including religion and expect people to understand you. Even if they did, anyone at that level don’t need anything 

from you anyways. And the others cannot understand you because you are not building on proper foundation.

12/15/2019 8:02:34 PM basil26 You can open yourself up unintentionally when using mind altering substances to dark forces...it’s similar to turning on a spotlight in complete dark and 

moths come crashing in...but prepared, MJ12 is right, you see across the veil somewhat...

12/15/2019 8:02:53 PM qbryce171 Ok boomer

12/15/2019 8:03:49 PM harleymamabear1 I thought they were poisonous

12/15/2019 8:03:58 PM yustein Proper foundation requires proper knowledge delivered the right way. And that is no way by cryptic tweets. Education is what all needs, not 

confusion...

12/15/2019 8:04:33 PM mile_high_mamma  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mz6Z3wMFAX8 …

12/15/2019 8:04:45 PM barahir78 fairly sure it's why they along with cannabis is kept illegal. Too many minds outside of the control system.

12/15/2019 8:04:58 PM funnifun Wait, wwwhaaat?!

12/15/2019 8:05:02 PM afewcellsshort The primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in a timeless  state of "is".And their only reason for their existence is that they decide to "be"

12/15/2019 8:05:42 PM whos2know1 I don’t think I’d do well trippin on shrooms.  I can barely smoke weed Bc of my tinnitus.  Plus I get paranoid as hell lol. Just not worth it, for me.

12/15/2019 8:05:58 PM worldxplorer1 Used them 4 times. Undecided if I feel like it was a good or bad choice. Had some interesting insights. Insights that would be difficult to come by 

otherwise. However on 2 occasions those insights came at a high costs. Basically learned some things but it also kinda fucked me up.

12/15/2019 8:07:30 PM dissenterradio I always figured the burning bush gave off life-altering fumes.

12/15/2019 8:07:45 PM norcocagrandma Best answer EVER!

12/15/2019 8:08:54 PM 369helen313 That’s why we feel ONENESS ! 

That’s why [They] want us divided !?

12/15/2019 8:09:20 PM cows4q Sounds pretty much like demonic possession. What’s up with that?

12/15/2019 8:09:29 PM truthfighter80 I don’t get it...

12/15/2019 8:09:32 PM beastwrangler What about harmonics insertion and associated distortion?

Temperature related deviation

Elfs.

12/15/2019 8:09:40 PM peter95117110 ...Ha ha quite a co-incidence there, Majestic 12. 😎 I will screen shot and post this to instagrammatology.... nicely done. 

Season's Greetings

Umbrella Core of Eden Operator

Peter

12/15/2019 8:10:07 PM norcocagrandma The Bible, consisting of 66 books, was written by 44 authors and is a cohesive, glorious book.  Try reading it.  It is the Word of God!  In the beginning 

was the word, and the word was with God, and the word was God.  John 1:1

12/15/2019 8:10:36 PM grayperlmatter ....my kids are gen Z. Perhaps you were mis-taught. Respect the boomers kiddo. They/we have wisdom to offer just by sheer numbers. Listen. Respect. 

Learn. And of course, If you have nothing nice to say....❤️-‘mom’

12/15/2019 8:10:41 PM worldxplorer1 It’s weird. 

I wouldn’t take back what I did despite the mental / emotional turmoil. 

But I will NEVER do mushrooms again.

12/15/2019 8:11:24 PM norcocagrandma New age, counterfeit baloney.  *sigh*.  If Santa is real, he's a demon.

12/15/2019 8:11:25 PM basil26 Yes, it’s just another mechanism in enacting their depopulation agenda...

12/15/2019 8:13:00 PM independentrowr I thought it was the ultimate innuendo. 🤔

12/15/2019 8:13:13 PM qbryce171 It was just too perfect, I couldn't help myself.  No disrespect intended, just making myself laugh 👍🏼🐸☕️

12/15/2019 8:13:13 PM aleks8837 The endocannabinoid system is turned on in inflammatory, neurodegenerative, gastrointestinal, metabolic and cardiovascular diseases, pain, and 

cancer states. It serves an autoprotective role in inhibiting disease progression and diminishing signs&symptoms.

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29729263 

12/15/2019 8:14:11 PM lilystormchaser We can always count on Majestic 12...

12/15/2019 8:15:08 PM cleanitallup Turkey tail, Reishi, Chaga, Oyster, Lion’s Mane and more, boost immunity and cure cancers.  Research for yourself.  The psilocybin shrooms are proving 

to assist in treating depression, anxiety, addiction and PTSD.  We need only to learn and appreciate the magnificence.

12/15/2019 8:15:52 PM truthfighter80 What is IS-BE?

12/15/2019 8:18:43 PM wpbtonzlewis What is an IS-BE????????

12/15/2019 8:19:20 PM irishtweedledee My shadow wants a turn. But is it he that now speaks? Ezekiel Watson is now gone. His shadow remains. The blood of God will run forth from his 

empty cold dead heart.

12/15/2019 8:19:31 PM the_loveoflight Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity (IS-BE) https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1104905170671013888 …

12/15/2019 8:19:52 PM cleanitallup Do your research and arrive at your own truth.

12/15/2019 8:20:49 PM irishtweedledee Then God’s blood will burn from Phoenix fire as he will be done and NEVER to remain again. Darkness hath consumed me. And it feels goooooood.

12/15/2019 8:21:54 PM whoisq1 Scraping of the spots and washing them works too, as long as you’re very careful.



12/15/2019 8:22:08 PM peter95117110 Santa Sold Shrooms: The Origin Story of the World's Most Famous Person  - Book by Tero Isokauppila

12/15/2019 8:25:42 PM aleks8837 Right! As long as something is not written about, it might as well not be part of history! Think of unsolved crimes. "No one knows". Fact! Huuhhh...! 

Weird shit. These things operate at a really high level of understanding..

12/15/2019 8:25:54 PM alinahere 👍 Of course you're Correct, MJ12. 😉 I rely on Plenty of fluids, much rest, vitamin C and then Even MORE water & other fluids like Homemade 

Chicken soup, celery juice, orange  juice to Flush Out all those nasty Bugs! 👈😊

NO #BigPharma in my home! 🎯🙏

12/15/2019 8:26:01 PM tenn_rich Really? Of course it was. God gave inspiration to the prophets and apostles. Men were merely the scribes to relay God’s revelations to mankind.

Revelations 1

“10 On the Lord’s Day I was in the Spirit, and I heard behind me a loud voice like a trumpet...”

12/15/2019 8:27:03 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/BPF8WfpBYA

12/15/2019 8:28:34 PM the_fjalar 🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄 https://www.livescience.com/42077-8-ways-mushrooms-explain-santa.html …

12/15/2019 8:30:42 PM stanstephens13 Can you give a scripture reference to what you are referring too?  Thanks.

12/15/2019 8:31:01 PM aleks8837 I remember in some underground writing or obscure YT-video, talk of there being Time Agents operating in TS_SCI level projects. Manipulating time 

through events, ensuring that we will go towards a good future.

12/15/2019 8:32:24 PM jelavelechat Are you advocating nibbling on toadstools?

12/15/2019 8:33:40 PM notevenchad17 I left my body and traveled through All That Is. Hell realms and everything. Went back to the "beginning", and MAN, SO boring. 

There ARE dilemmas to existence it would seem. But Life is SO amazing. What a gig.

12/15/2019 8:33:52 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1104905170671013888 …

12/15/2019 8:33:57 PM luvsweetluv5 Immortal,spiritual,biological entity

12/15/2019 8:34:51 PM irishtweedledee I am the empty. I am that is none. I am to be and not to be real. Coming back as I also leave. I am outside the observer that serves purpose as he calls 

himself Ezekiel. 

I destroyed my matrix dead early. Ezekiel left his people to die in his matrix when they were suffering.

12/15/2019 8:35:50 PM justthinkit Also "cold and flu" equals "we packed in several destructive chemicals instead of just one"

12/15/2019 8:36:50 PM yellamoj Is that 7.8 billion number even accurate?

12/15/2019 8:36:56 PM mongrelglory Repo market reflects the overnight inter-bank lending rates.  It's the short-term lending of money between banks to keep their operations going.  Last 

month the lending rate spiked up to 10% suddenly, because there was a shortage of funds and no-one wanted to lend to each other.

12/15/2019 8:37:23 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321117522976774 …

12/15/2019 8:37:45 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101321117522976774 …

12/15/2019 8:39:13 PM warlock1113 Paul Staments doesn't recommend Amanita as it can put you in a Delerium mode where you keep repeating actions and get stuck in loops. I was going 

to try them but got too scared.

12/15/2019 8:39:28 PM chase2929 Thank you for this, was about to write this same thing. Amazing how people who never read or studied the bible makes up stuff that they seem are 

fact.

12/15/2019 8:39:29 PM mongrelglory What it means was that the money supply was seizing up, which is exactly what happened in 2008 before the "Lehman's bank crash".  The Fed/Central 

banks have had to start massive money-printing just to keep the bank system functioning.

12/15/2019 8:40:08 PM irishtweedledee ⭐️ 🤴🏻 🌙

🖤

🕳

12/15/2019 8:40:20 PM krisross8131 which part was demonic🤷♀️

12/15/2019 8:41:21 PM nicpace2 Agreed

12/15/2019 8:42:53 PM nicpace2 Consider the vastness of space. Time here is different than it is in other places. Fast or slow or Different dimensional of higher and lower

12/15/2019 8:45:53 PM decodematrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 BE's are created through sex but how are IS's created?

12/15/2019 8:46:27 PM werascending Can you explain how Mimi? Where did you get them and how are you growing them?

12/15/2019 8:48:02 PM nicpace2 Out of the box thinking is necessary to understand this one

12/15/2019 8:49:14 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/z60QqOUaJ1

12/15/2019 8:49:58 PM mistiesmith ....don’t knock it till you try it, is how it goes I think

12/15/2019 8:50:56 PM werascending Joe is spot on!

12/15/2019 8:51:59 PM heartsscales This attitude has destroyed more families than it has saved.  "Mind controlled" or otherwise.

12/15/2019 8:52:32 PM jwetzelburg Dude! I think the same f*cking thing! I thought it was just me!!!

12/15/2019 8:55:29 PM suezeecue56 No kidding. They want people to wake up without any kind of explanation.

12/15/2019 8:55:59 PM nschlange We're not keeping the CIA are we? If so, why are they keeping them? Talk about evil, geez.

12/15/2019 8:57:03 PM patriotchic33 Knowing where the bathroom is is important....priorities 😉🤣

12/15/2019 8:57:44 PM sgoeders4 Immortal spiritual biological entity

12/15/2019 8:59:07 PM graydon108 You do, your thoughts are what is creating everything in front of you, this is ur video game, everything is upto you, the safeguard is karma, treat others 

how you wanna be treated, your a mirror.

12/15/2019 9:00:34 PM noocnik Eat daily:  raw garlic + 1 spoon of homemade honey + juice from freshly squeezed lemon.

12/15/2019 9:01:01 PM lori_dee1 Immortal Spiritual Biologocal Entity

12/15/2019 9:01:23 PM fansblowing3 You: “It wasn't a choice. It never is a choice.”  

MJ:  “You have free will.  You always have a choice.”  End.

12/15/2019 9:01:43 PM s0urc3rss Ironic how what they resist persists. What was world population 90 years ago?

12/15/2019 9:02:56 PM laura_621 $35 for full text :(

12/15/2019 9:04:16 PM fansblowing3 Which chemical compounds?

12/15/2019 9:04:21 PM quantumalt there are only 3000 original IS-BE's in this region of space. Trapped by the old guard to reincarnate in this 3 D reality on earth, Others are here as 

punishment in this arm of the gallaxy.

12/15/2019 9:05:09 PM lori_dee1 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

12/15/2019 9:06:31 PM aleks8837 It's a bit like the vibe in pre 9/11 now! "Where is the love" was on the radio. Disclosure project was a massive success. Not much was happening news-

wise. There was a silent, real and a very "human vibe" present globally and in the West. Mass consciousness was awake and excited.

12/15/2019 9:07:38 PM norcocagrandma 🙂

12/15/2019 9:09:03 PM mongrelglory I think many times, people take the medication just so that they can function and drag their sick butts into work.  They feel they don't have a choice.  

Many cannot call in sick.  Shows how dysfunctional our system is!

12/15/2019 9:11:06 PM noocnik You're confusing your biological avatar with your true self (consciousness). Your true/complete/higher self (ISBE) is operating many avatars for 

interactions, gathering experience, learning, growing in ability to be true unconditional love.

12/15/2019 9:11:16 PM deinosofdeicide Ehh..

12/15/2019 9:14:12 PM aleks8837 Then 9/11 literally crashed the peaceful vibe to smithereens and started a controlling, militaristic, fear-based globalizing project to begin the last phase 

of their Elite plans dating back centuries or millenia into action.

[9/11/01]

]000[

[666]

They never thought she would lose



12/15/2019 9:14:50 PM mongrelglory You're actually doing a Traditional Chinese Medicine treatment for "Wind-cold" invading the channels. They make a warm soup with ginger, drink it 

quickly then jump in a hot bath to sweat out the pathogen.  The key is to dry off quickly and jump into bed before catching a chill.

12/15/2019 9:15:01 PM the_loveoflight It just shows how perfectly planned it all was

12/15/2019 9:15:46 PM batespm4abbey Oh my ... Everything down to the cell vibrates at a specific frequency ...vibration~sound~light

12/15/2019 9:15:52 PM aleks8837 ♥️

12/15/2019 9:17:43 PM mongrelglory My IS is probably occupying a lot of cats right now...😜

12/15/2019 9:19:22 PM 444_q_ My sister identifies as gay. She has literally said that she will not have babies because she does not want her kids to have the issues she has. I'm 

married, have 3 kids, and lived the best life I can choose, because it's a choice. If I chose flesh, I'd be gay, I chose life.

12/15/2019 9:19:23 PM dazeytoday  https://twitter.com/yustein/status/1188927808644489221 …

12/15/2019 9:23:18 PM whsthestorm when this thread was posted me and my friend were talking about shrooms. Coincidences man.

12/15/2019 9:23:49 PM virginialouelle Thank you.

12/15/2019 9:24:25 PM virginialouelle What about DMT? Good or no?

12/15/2019 9:24:27 PM genuine1mpostor True.

12/15/2019 9:25:33 PM aleks8837 Yeah :( Sadly. But the summary is good overall knowledge to have! The endocannabinoid system (that all mammals have) is highly connected to 

HOMEOSTASIS - the most important aspect of health there is!

Health > sickness.

12/15/2019 9:25:42 PM mbv4j What in the world is an IS-BE? Can someone explain?

12/15/2019 9:27:03 PM itsallcrooked Only if it comes directly from the 🐸 frog source!  Too much synthetic crap out there. If you have never taken mushrooms or lsd, I wouldn’t suggest it.

12/15/2019 9:28:19 PM deinosofdeicide True to me or to Maj?

12/15/2019 9:28:27 PM mongrelglory There's nothing wrong with 2 people marrying who share the same IS. It's probably what people might refer to as "soul-mates". MJ-12 have previously 

spoken in the past about an IS being able to occupy multiple BEs at the same time, including animals/planets. Picture by @cstarr888 

pic.twitter.com/bFfuRBEcsu

12/15/2019 9:28:33 PM archiebrave  https://twitter.com/archiebrave/status/1201180823573139459?s=21 …

12/15/2019 9:29:05 PM genuine1mpostor To MJ

12/15/2019 9:29:12 PM virginialouelle Never have, saw a doc on DMT, from the 🐸, interesting. Unfortunately, I trust no one.

12/15/2019 9:29:26 PM szymoniakbecca 528 would be awesome to vibe at 24/7 😇🕊🌿🙏

12/15/2019 9:29:47 PM aleks8837 Psilocybin mushrooms. 

🌊 incoming! ♥️🥰😀

 http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/psilocybin-legal-therapy-mdma-753946 …

12/15/2019 9:30:12 PM aleks8837 Psilocybin mushrooms. 

🌊 incoming! ♥️🥰😀

 http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/psilocybin-legal-therapy-mdma-753946 …

12/15/2019 9:30:20 PM mongrelglory Even pets perhaps? 😉

12/15/2019 9:30:59 PM mongrelglory It could even be in this reality.

12/15/2019 9:32:35 PM aleks8837 Search for Paul Stamets Joe Rogan

12/15/2019 9:32:45 PM aleks8837 Psilocybin mushrooms. 

🌊 incoming! ♥️🥰😀 http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/psilocybin-legal-therapy-mdma-753946 …

12/15/2019 9:35:04 PM 444_q_ I was molested by a female when I was a child, so I have always been attracted to women, sexually. I've also known that God's plan was more than my 

desires. Because I chose life, I've been immensely blessed. I recommend it.

12/15/2019 9:35:10 PM virginialouelle Yes, must be a Virginia thing, idk, but every Va I've met, we're def different. And yes, there is a Santa.

12/15/2019 9:37:17 PM aleks8837 If this is a new account for you, they have A LOT of information here! Search for from:ts_sci_majic12 Majestic message of disclosure, and other quiries! 

😊

12/15/2019 9:37:59 PM itsallcrooked  pic.twitter.com/eXUSkuGkG2

12/15/2019 9:38:38 PM byinternal Someone once told me: if you can keep energetic balance internally being gay makes no difference. hugs

12/15/2019 9:42:49 PM mongrelglory Is your homosexuality accepted in the Morman church?

12/15/2019 9:44:00 PM do_or_do_notty Why did God create it if we aren’t to use them for food or medicine? 

Do you consider cannabis “mind altering” because God created us with a system of receptors...the largest system of receptors in our body, that’s 

meant to benefit from the cannabis plant. Is that sorcery?

12/15/2019 9:44:36 PM mongrelglory It reminds me of Tang, from when I was a child.  Full of corn syrup byproducts...

12/15/2019 9:45:03 PM alwaysfinds That's cool. I just learned it for myself when I was 16. I try to tell others when it comes up. I haven't had a cold or flu for almost 30 years. Now if I can 

find a trick for allergies.

12/15/2019 9:45:16 PM hannainheaven Amanitas are mellow. 10/10 recommend

12/15/2019 9:47:17 PM holotechrd @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @johnxdesouza @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @prayingmedic @

JustInformU @RudyGiuliani ⚡💥🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣❤️🌎🌌👌 pic.twitter.com/KruZOFJmE7

12/15/2019 9:47:54 PM mongrelglory Surely you've heard the stories about Morman off-shoot churches being involved in child-trafficking?  Do a little research about the Morman family 

that was killed in Mexico recently but there's a lot more.

12/15/2019 9:48:36 PM randytoooooo It's about time I have been using it that way for years.

12/15/2019 9:49:45 PM lyrah_s Only cold or flu meds I use are:

Tylenol IF fever is over 102.5

Mucinex if cough is to thick or chest feels heavy.

All the ginger tea, chicken soup, OJ and at least 45 minutes in the sun.

12/15/2019 9:50:05 PM lottaoswalt Fly Agaric Mushroom - Look at it and admire it but leave it alone. Deadly & poisonous! Grows under birch & aspen trees, also in pine & fir forests. Now 

Peyote is psychedelic if you can stomach it.

12/15/2019 9:50:24 PM ndoforcolin Inposable, maybe the archives are incomplete

12/15/2019 9:50:44 PM mongrelglory Try drinking Chrysanthemum tea for your allergies.  You can find it in Asian grocery stores.

12/15/2019 9:51:59 PM deinosofdeicide Ehh..

12/15/2019 9:52:24 PM alwaysfinds I'll have to try that. Thank you for the tip. Fortunately, I have a good store nearby.

12/15/2019 9:53:16 PM heatherrenae8 Depends how you look@it. Those who opened up the gate through drugs by peer pressure as a teen later in life when grown out of the stage r 

generally deeper in spiritual gifts then those that didn't. Egyptians had something. But each has their learning way&beCuz of that wont agree

12/15/2019 9:54:10 PM randytoooooo Listening to the nypost again.

12/15/2019 9:55:45 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I've had many Mormon friends who've been very good people.  The Morman Church, like most institutionalized churches have been corrupted at 

the higher levels.  Morman Church has been supposedly working with the CIA (same as Scientology).

12/15/2019 9:59:12 PM ausanon369 Why don’t we just move off planet instead of culling people? Who is going to be depopulated? The awake ones? The ones that stand up against 

government?

12/15/2019 9:59:39 PM xhili5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 remember remember the ides of december

12/15/2019 9:59:49 PM hyem12 God created mushrooms, but after the fall, some things God created changed to being harmful. Consider poisonous mushrooms, frogs, spiders and 

snakes.

12/15/2019 9:59:54 PM heatherrenae8 So this is an interesting topic to learn by. Naturally every1 has had different experiences some positive&negative or non with drugs&this difference 

brings balance&brings humility to the argument so no Self Righteous evil Hitler's try to force only1 view point, they all are right



12/15/2019 10:00:28 PM szymoniakbecca @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Very Positive Threads🙏Your discussion on Pineal connections -How does 1 clean & detox Ones Pineal & exercise this very 

important organ? Any Recxomended factual books on this? Know it’s shrouded from childhood abuse/damages .Want to Repair This with 💚Grace 

🙏🙏

12/15/2019 10:00:51 PM dantomlom2 Thank you bud. I'm glad it worked for you.

12/15/2019 10:02:20 PM rsm28675996 What?

12/15/2019 10:03:09 PM wellactualybot @EmpathMiss it's actualy supresses*

12/15/2019 10:03:26 PM heatherrenae8 Only in humility do we create high vibrational heaven on earth, not by forcing beliefs on other ppl to make them clones of only1view. An Orchestra has 

not just1 instrument but many&when played in balance, in tune&Harmony its the beautiful song of life we long4&create by wisdom.

12/15/2019 10:03:34 PM dorieolds Read ‘Alien Interview’ for definition of IS-BE

12/15/2019 10:04:37 PM yugetrumpfanmag Try St. Nicholas - that's the origin.

12/15/2019 10:05:30 PM do_or_do_notty Did they change to being harmful or did we decide they were harmful? 

For instance some “poison” can be very beneficial if used correctly and with the right intent.

Those snakes/frogs/spiders can be dangerous but are very important to the big picture

Everything God made is

12/15/2019 10:05:30 PM ausanon369 Isn’t homosexuality a more humane way of depopulating? They get to live, love and not procreate... ?

12/15/2019 10:05:31 PM nancydriscoll14 WTF not the way to enlightenment!

12/15/2019 10:05:55 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Underground Operation? This is not usual activity.   http://anonymous.bravehost.com/main/2019/12/11/earthquakes-keep-hitting-

near-cleveland-salt-mine-that-runs-under-lake-erie/ …

12/15/2019 10:07:14 PM mongrelglory Yes!  Free Masonry (again at the higher levels) is rumoured to be Satanic, and involved with a lot of Deep State agencies.  It's a very tangled web they 

weave!

12/15/2019 10:07:56 PM rghardy3 Something tells me Military Tribunals started

a long time ago.  Probably last year.

12/15/2019 10:08:09 PM yugetrumpfanmag I wouldn't mess with the pineal gland. Dabbling with the third eye is taught in the Kabala, isn't it? Isn't this "eye" a big thing with the Illuminati?

12/15/2019 10:11:39 PM s0urc3rss The ones who have mismatching frequencies. Think in terms of adaptability. Are you capable of evolving your DNA and upgrading your code?

12/15/2019 10:12:58 PM cosmic_engineer Only if it's fresh. Dried you won't go into a coma

12/15/2019 10:13:52 PM abstract1dea Or entanglement

12/15/2019 10:14:05 PM azuremagus ...and the reindeer eat those mushshrooms under the xmas trees, no joke

12/15/2019 10:14:21 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/xmY7K5gYvM

12/15/2019 10:15:26 PM lottaoswalt Don't believe this about this mushroom it is poisonous and deadly! Quit spreading misinformation!

12/15/2019 10:15:46 PM quarkfear1 As a veteran mushroom er/horticulturist, remember.. good mushroom hunters always check for species deadlyness; and bad mushroom hunters never 

grow old=the “shrooms”u are talking about are deadly & not the mind expanding kind=the KILL your liver in less than 48 hrs=fly poison

12/15/2019 10:16:56 PM covertress Awoke with this random thought:

"It's All In The Wrist"

[looked it up, for fun]

1590 1362 227

[found match]

John Cusack- High Fidelity 

1590 1362 227

 https://youtu.be/6P4dXJ_Tvns 

A love story about a guy and his long-time girlfriend,

Random?

🤯

Reducing low vibrations?

Working on it.
12/15/2019 10:17:05 PM azuremagus ...they only dictate.

12/15/2019 10:18:14 PM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/xJ6Ym719urg 

12/15/2019 10:18:28 PM truthrules463 I'm tired of intolerant groups holding others hostage to their demands.  If THEY felt comfortable in THEIR actions, they wouldn't have the NEED to 

shove it down everyone else's throat for acceptance...

12/15/2019 10:18:41 PM yugetrumpfanmag 😂😂😂

12/15/2019 10:18:54 PM mongrelglory We all have to play our roles in spreading truth as best we can discern it.  MJ-12 are not against homo-sexuality per see, but they have previously said 

that the LGBT push in the MSM is part of Agenda 30 which wants depopulation for the planet (thru lowered birth rates).

12/15/2019 10:19:08 PM covertress Take Me To The Other Side...

12/15/2019 10:22:04 PM azuremagus I mortal S piritual B iological E nity

12/15/2019 10:22:53 PM ausanon369 I don’t know... am I?

12/15/2019 10:22:53 PM yugetrumpfanmag 😶😕😬

12/15/2019 10:24:45 PM charmanda9 Wow Lori! Good for you, answering pretty much everyone who asks on this thread! I am noticing it is a lot of ppl actually! Hopefully they will take the 

time to ‘reread past tweets’.

12/15/2019 10:24:50 PM chadmcgregory Some one read alien interview

12/15/2019 10:26:08 PM s0urc3rss Good question for meditation. My guess for you is Yes.

12/15/2019 10:26:37 PM heatherrenae8 I think u only have book knowledge. Megadeath songs lyrics "your acting like a robot' in the Symphony of Destruction song. Life experience is needed 

to understand whats true, only truth sets free. The mercury in shots&big pharma drugs r the culprit of the Picasso mind mainly.

12/15/2019 10:27:58 PM lottaoswalt The peyote cactus is mescaline... But you don't need any of this. All you need to do is disconnect from TV, phones, Social media... Control your mind by 

meditating and fasting and you will access that consciousness. Look deep inside and you will open like the lotus flower. pic.twitter.com/SBk1PiCOrr

12/15/2019 10:28:39 PM janewmason Well.. They're deadly poisonous

12/15/2019 10:29:07 PM charmanda9 If anyone wants to search, go to ‘search’ and type in this From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 majestic message of Disclosure (no space after the colon)

12/15/2019 10:31:53 PM batespm4abbey When will the "event" happen?

12/15/2019 10:31:58 PM mongrelglory Agenda 30 is the "updated" version of agenda 21.  And of course children need to be raised in a loving community with many people capable of 

becoming parental figures.  However, the birth rates in Western nations have been dropping drastically in the past 50 years.

12/15/2019 10:32:46 PM heatherrenae8 Ppl  hold leaders accountable when they start Nazi dictating. They lack real life experience&reflect fear-harming innocent ppl that they know nothing 

about&then they become cursed&more blind by miss judgment&pride that keeps from being teachable&every1 suffers under ignorance.

12/15/2019 10:33:38 PM lightwins1133 Yes, sign me up!

12/15/2019 10:36:25 PM whatisreality19 Maybe this is how I make up random people in my dreams that I have no clue who they are? I always wondered how I do that all the time. I barely get 

any sleep because I dream way too much.

12/15/2019 10:37:00 PM txmagachic Through the looking glass



12/15/2019 10:40:15 PM batespm4abbey No MilitaryTribunals after 3yrs, FFs, ppl dead&this political crapfest game show demeans gravity of sedition,treason,major crimes including 

murders,genocides,pedo rape murder,extortion,blackmail,theft,fraud,corruption of govt&justice,violationsUSCode,int'l weapons violations,etc.

12/15/2019 10:40:23 PM karma4event201 Thank you! De-population Agenda still in our future was not making sense.

12/15/2019 10:41:18 PM deploramal Recently learned that ‘Natural Flavors’ are a byproduct of aborted fetal cells. Definitely avoid!

12/15/2019 10:47:22 PM clhkenpo What is IS- BE

12/15/2019 10:49:16 PM ausanon369 ❤️❤️

12/15/2019 10:50:59 PM diaptera_80 Do they even live on the same planet if distance is an illusion?!

12/15/2019 10:51:30 PM anbezedua  pic.twitter.com/mjBU7jtRaS

12/15/2019 10:52:58 PM jaded_pearl Do bots misspell?

12/15/2019 10:53:04 PM kidge6 I believe it’s immortal spiritual biological entity. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

12/15/2019 10:54:22 PM kidge6 @threadreaderapp unroll em.

12/15/2019 10:54:29 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Santa is real. Santa is an IS-BE. Santa shares his experience with the lower 

dimensions…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206415987073077248.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/15/2019 10:55:40 PM g2goditworks Since they lie about medicine, do you believe their lies about va((ines, flouride in water,  cancer ‘treatments’ ?

12/15/2019 10:57:54 PM diaptera_80 The vit C used is poison. It works as a free radical instead of an antioxidant as opposed to taken naturally in fruit

12/15/2019 10:59:53 PM buh_nana9 Just as I think I'm starting to understand, I'm lost again .

12/15/2019 11:00:58 PM batespm4abbey ThePlan=?!here express seriousness,previously stated "enjoyshow"=diminish gravity of lackof MilTribs aftr3yrs pol crapfest gameshows&many 

innocnts dead,sedition,treason,major crimes includ rape-murder-pedo/hum traffckg,murder trial witnesses&whistleblowers,extortion,blackmail,etc

12/15/2019 11:04:10 PM diaptera_80 I thought escape from the matrix was possible even now?

12/15/2019 11:07:28 PM heatherrenae8 & then we become instead of Hitler1.0, Hitler2.0 repeating the same cursed folly&never learning due to blind pride&a lack of getting to know the 

difficult truth of peoples real time sufferings which the Gov would have to be accountable for for repented healedLands #LearnFromError

12/15/2019 11:16:58 PM heatherrenae8 Ask yourselves, what results do you want? The same old shit we are trying to change or real change that doesn't end up in invested disastrous results 

at the bottom of the Ancient sea's&the praise goes to the 1$ who can Orchestrate change to play in harmony in the Symphony of Love

12/15/2019 11:19:36 PM mongrelglory  

https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=AwrCwDNhL_ddEwMA.14PxQt.;_ylu=X3oDMTEyaGZ2OXAxBGNvbG8DYmYxBHBvcwMxBHZ0aWQDQj

g0OTJfMQRzZWMDc2M-?p=amanita+muscaria&fr=yhs-rogers-rogers_001&hspart=rogers&hsimp=yhs-rogers_001 …

12/15/2019 11:26:25 PM batespm4abbey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Assume youre competent your job /ensure plan success,what 3yrs political crapfest gameshows while innocents are killed 

achieved=diminish gravity of Treason ag.USConstn,corruptn Gov+Justice,violationUS&Int'lCriminalLaws,ignore USAsocialCollapse&fail public services

12/15/2019 11:27:43 PM time2wakesheep Santa is not real.

Aliens are demons.

Who do you think are a part of these “lower dimensions”? Demons!

You cross over to the “other side” and bring something back with you.... a demon!

12/15/2019 11:29:58 PM time2wakesheep Yeah, this guy is a misled new age LARP, misleading a ton of people.

There is only God and Satan.

If it isn’t of God, then it can only be of Satan.

12/15/2019 11:30:58 PM s0urc3rss Is it possible to serve self while serving others, without taking, but by giving?

12/15/2019 11:35:38 PM batespm4abbey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Latest insult to sovereignUSConstnDemocracy&USCitizens=huckabee trying to get trump elected for 3rd term2024election,in 

violation of 2term limit;djt  begins look&sound like potus44:elevates himself,entitlement&dismisses serious treasons&crimes. 22Nov1963-present.

12/15/2019 11:36:35 PM buh_nana9 Could you tell me where would be the best place to learn about vibrations and frequencies ? This is all so new to me.

12/15/2019 11:37:37 PM hypnothyme Zarbees is all natural dark honey, thyme, ivy leaf, elderberry. They make hot drink mixes, cough drops, cough syrup, daytime and nighttime remedies.  

All organic and natural I am a Aromatherapist and I swear by it.  No side effects only natural healing.  CVS main carrier of this

12/15/2019 11:39:57 PM cumberlandacad2 So many good herbs for colds and flu:-- Echinacea, Goldenseal, Pau D'Arco, Sage.

Then there's lemon, ginger, garlic, honey. . . 

Why not just enjoy it?

12/15/2019 11:39:59 PM batespm4abbey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 One told me trump deliberately plans delays via political games with dems to drag out hearings etc make them look bad and him an 

automatic reelection,to heck w/Justice&innocents dead in meantime;djt couldve MilTrib treasonous criminals 23Jan2017 bcs NatStateEmerg

12/15/2019 11:40:27 PM debbiea43922131 Depopulation Lies

Killing a baby is a choice

A baby is not a separate being

 Ok to kill after birth now.

Male and Female are not the only 2 genders.

Men can have babies and periods.

The plan is You kill your baby 

Homosexuality does not procreate.

Benefits Who?
12/15/2019 11:43:36 PM hyem12 Those people killed by the poisonous things are dead.

12/15/2019 11:45:21 PM batespm4abbey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This whole crisis of USA under assault politically,socialky,economically by int'l&US criminals is being dragged out for political 

interests at the expense of USCitznTaxpayers while USculture is collapsed underfoot.Trump is a showman /biz savvy;he is NOT JFK or RFK

12/15/2019 11:48:09 PM flyover01047267 Wrap a scarf around your neck. heat kills virus. Echinacea, proplylus, gargle with warm salt water and put some on a spoon plug a nostril and snort both 

sides a couple times. Keep tissue handy. Eat garlic and onion. Oil of Oregeno...



12/15/2019 11:51:54 PM dtrastikeville elderberry syrup (from the garden)

12/15/2019 11:52:59 PM do_or_do_notty Let’s try this another way...

Did you know the venom of the Sonoran Desert Toad is poisonous? 

Did you also know people utilize that same venom for medicinal purposes. And don’t die?

That’s the point I was making. pic.twitter.com/Bc9hxWzrtJ

12/15/2019 11:53:05 PM qanonsunrise So just to clarify: 

Cough & cold medicine bad, psychedics good???   

Is that the gist of your messages today?

12/15/2019 11:54:03 PM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12

Can several IS access same BE during life, or is a BE limited to only one IS?

12/16/2019 12:02:49 AM hb04920973 Why poison the best immune system out there ? Big Pharma are Criminals in my books.

12/16/2019 12:06:26 AM chariotprince The fire place where the elves are. Yes.

12/16/2019 12:08:27 AM rugidoleonino "Wake up, this is the Holodeck".

Double Slit experiment.

What is the atom?

What are its properties?

Does the atom vibrate?

@ which frequency?

@ which frequency does the brain "work"?

Pay attention, Kew knows a lot more than they let know. ;)

Learn How To Love. Love. Love.
12/16/2019 12:13:14 AM adsvel Yes, thanks to him for his believe in his healing. You are welcome.😊

12/16/2019 12:13:15 AM janh76 I find this thread very disturbing. I'm a gay man myself. It's very easy for "straight" people to say that "it's a choice". But the same could be said for 

heterosexuality. What if it was "the other way 'round", gay being the norm? Could/would anyone "choose" not to be straight?

12/16/2019 12:26:08 AM paulgleason13 ♥ I wish the heart symbol symbolized more...

12/16/2019 12:33:12 AM trollingmockin1 I’m intrigued.... care to share?

12/16/2019 1:08:10 AM burning2nd Empty your mind pic.twitter.com/mKbj2aGLiW

12/16/2019 1:09:50 AM graydon108 Do you mean can you be service to self even if you give? Or do you mean can you be of service to others whilst being focussed on self?

12/16/2019 1:10:23 AM dumah_anuhazi I wouldn't use the word created. 

Diverged seems more accurate. Or reflected.

From God/Source.

12/16/2019 1:11:49 AM unitedredwhite1 No way for us to know for sure. If we are all crammed into cities it feels true but take a drive across the US and you see lots of empty space.

12/16/2019 1:18:09 AM unitedredwhite1 The pill gave me tumors to where I had to have a hysterectomy- guess where i got my pills? PP Cuz they were cheap and I was young and didn't 

understand all this yet. Not being able to have kids took years to get past. I still struggle with it from time to time.

12/16/2019 1:20:59 AM ptamait And a solution would be to be careful of too much stress and negativity getting to you, because that is how those bugs activate. And if they do make 

you sick, I recommend alot of visualisations and aum humming for sure. Good health to ya'll.

12/16/2019 1:36:32 AM sethric61410528 It‘s true. A friend of mine regularly goes to shaman workshops where they consume drugs to cleanse and experience stuff. He told me he was like a 

god for the duration of the drug. He was everything and in multiple lives. He was enlightened and blessed with infinite joy.

12/16/2019 1:39:31 AM powersawer Immortal Spiritual Biological Entities, to be exact.

12/16/2019 1:40:43 AM marciaw02564145 Money off of you if you are educated. My boyfriend is permanently fucked up from a bad trip.His exgirlfriend was there and fed his head full of  

http://lies.Now  every time he gets drunk he thinks I am her and she is me.He thinks I lied,cheated and did things that I never

12/16/2019 1:41:10 AM sethric61410528 I think however - its not good to use drugs. There is a reason why we „forget“ certain things - mainly to master (and focus on) our life here on earth.

12/16/2019 1:46:17 AM s0urc3rss Can you serve self by giving to others because that gives the self happiness? It is an assumption that service to self requires taking from others.

12/16/2019 1:47:34 AM brick_airhedred Could that be a reason why in my adult life, I've relished in using my career self to learn new skills, meet different ppl and perhaps share some 

light/love along the way? I've often compared this to Quantum Leap (tv show). 🤔

12/16/2019 1:48:27 AM powersawer I would describe it as "majestic" just like..

technology..

nuclear power..

surveillance..

Neither good nor bad. Can be used for both, and anything in between

12/16/2019 1:49:02 AM marciaw02564145 This goes against Christianity. In the bible God specifically says he doesn't want us going to altered consciousness levels or astral planing because that's 

when the devil has room to enter our bodies.

12/16/2019 1:53:17 AM lynnmar42209594 How do you take it please

12/16/2019 1:53:56 AM powersawer nature good, pharma bad

12/16/2019 1:55:35 AM powersawer "Aliens are Demons" implies that all aliens are bad.

I agree many of them are interdimensional rather than interspacial, but wouldn`t saying all of them are bad be just as wrong as saying all of them are 

good?

12/16/2019 1:57:36 AM stars4p @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their lobby+assassination+human trafficking+money laundering 

scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the family unit. Military Tribunals.  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/16/2019 1:57:40 AM slavenomore2 It's your soul. When we identified it in the military we gave it the designation of "quantum signature"it contains all the information that makes you, 

you.

12/16/2019 1:58:00 AM birdiesrchirpin Sweet! I'll find them then! Fascinating about book 9. That gave me tingles. 🙂🙏💛

12/16/2019 2:00:16 AM powersawer Entities of this condition experience a great deal of distortion due to the fact that they have experienced many incarnations as biological male and as 

biological female. This would not suggest what you call homosexuality in an active phase were it not for the difficult...

12/16/2019 2:00:24 AM powersawer vibratory condition of your planetary sphere. There is what you may call great aura infringement among your crowded urban areas in your more 

populous countries, as you call portions of your planetary surface. Under these conditions the confusions will occur.



12/16/2019 2:00:40 AM powersawer ... accurate?

from "ra"

12/16/2019 2:04:12 AM angies_dream  https://realitysandwich.com/238049/shaman-claus-the-shamanic-origins-of-christmas/ …

12/16/2019 2:09:11 AM ofuskate Disinformation is real.  Simultaneity.  You do not get to drop truth with falsehood without karmic repercussions.

12/16/2019 2:15:11 AM tillie71120939 Weird I just watched a Joe Rogan video about these mushrooms and reindeer couple of days ago

12/16/2019 2:15:16 AM graydon108 Yes absolutely, giving gifts and expecting to receive back, this probably evolves into blackmail

12/16/2019 2:25:26 AM bamafatboyz That pineal gland, tho...

12/16/2019 2:38:18 AM curtbradshaw Those would be “Amantia

 Muscaria” Red tops, white spots.

12/16/2019 2:38:50 AM lynnmar42209594 You

12/16/2019 2:46:18 AM karina89350882 Thank you for Explanation!! The word "depopulation" triggered concerns (empathical)

12/16/2019 2:51:08 AM imiinaq I have never been sick since I started to consume cannabis almost daily. Never had the flu or cold

12/16/2019 2:54:28 AM shadowsuper5 boycott operation disclosure they are censoring the shadowsuper intel report

12/16/2019 3:02:24 AM jucifr00t I don't know what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is referring to with the whole 12 dimensions thing. Probably above my paygrade. But don't EVER assume unity 

means we are God or any part of Him other than part of His creation.

12/16/2019 3:03:26 AM 7madeintheusa @realDonaldTrump @Crimsontider @DevinNunes @derekmaltz_sr @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC @gholland04 @Kevin_Shipp 

@charliekirk11 @JamesOKeefeIII @jsolomonReports @JohnWHuber https://twitter.com/7Madeintheusa/status/1206528885120229376 …

12/16/2019 3:03:47 AM jucifr00t ...or little pharma. Just because it's sold from the endcaps of every Walmart in America doesn't mean it's ok for human consumption.

12/16/2019 3:05:33 AM daganon68 You are the first one Ive EVER heard us the term IS-BE. Im glad Im not the only one who knows about Airl.

Do you think thats a real story???

12/16/2019 3:05:45 AM cryptocrab4 PCP will take you into other dimensions , seriously and literally.

Some places are very scary.

Penis Envy mushrooms , not for novice !

12/16/2019 3:08:52 AM proudarmymom23 Those entities you speak of are actually fallen angels and demons from the second heaven. They seem nice, but only because they are using you. 

Please be careful, you are showing others how to get there but not how to protect themselves.

12/16/2019 3:10:08 AM s0urc3rss Right ?? She says it will be written by someone else. I love wondering what that book will include. She states in the beginning the words are carefully 

arranged to reprogram the consciousness of all who read them. I learned a lot and feel inspired just rereading a page at times.

12/16/2019 3:12:05 AM s0urc3rss That's still based on the assumption that serving self requires taking from others. Original question, can you serve self, without taking from others, by 

giving to others instead?

12/16/2019 3:15:47 AM karina89350882 The real POWER of free will is amazing, sometimes overwhelming because we were not teached how to use it - unconditional love is the "Basic"

12/16/2019 3:18:09 AM plgygn 2,500 years of FAME and infamy

PISCES 550 BCE til 1950 CE pic.twitter.com/ASV8JVyLFL

12/16/2019 3:19:06 AM trumping4usa What the fuck does this mean

12/16/2019 3:21:36 AM jucifr00t That is demonic. 

Why are you making this sound intriguing?

12/16/2019 3:21:59 AM howardfing Some do not need muscimol for this.

12/16/2019 3:22:22 AM noidaho_gal I'm not exactly sure as I learned about this back in the late 80s,  when the 'New Age' movement went mainstream. I don't have tyme to vids, for me 

reading is faster & easier. Info crosses my path when it's required.

12/16/2019 3:22:23 AM karina89350882 oh....Did he block you?? *lol* He blocked me after a long very good conversation, them he went to my profil, got angry and told me "it`s not about 

Beauty" and about "homecoming Queens"😂😂😂

I was confused and shocked first because I didn`t ANYTHING wrong -

12/16/2019 3:22:34 AM karina89350882 Maybe he has Problems with blond women...

12/16/2019 3:23:08 AM noidaho_gal Do a search here then move to YT

12/16/2019 3:24:01 AM karina89350882 Don`t think about him anymore, no true archangel would act in this way, I AM SURE!!

12/16/2019 3:26:45 AM ijilderda Not something i would recommend after 7 ayahuasca ceremonies. 

It opens portals you don't want to go.  Eventually this whole seeking has brought me to Jesus🙌🏼. And the plant didn't like that at all.

12/16/2019 3:29:40 AM jucifr00t This isn't disclosure. It's luring unsuspecting prey.

12/16/2019 3:31:06 AM truepatriotfl74 If you're here asking the question. It already has begun.

12/16/2019 3:42:15 AM john37201877 🍄 is the essential nutrient of the human psyche; politicians are not caging you over it because they’re concerned for your well being. 

pic.twitter.com/yvu2uUs0oG

12/16/2019 3:44:45 AM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/tgOFsxgpdy

12/16/2019 3:45:08 AM johnrambo2777 Could not have explained that better!

12/16/2019 3:46:45 AM sterkinglights1 Had this happen before.

12/16/2019 3:57:16 AM parkmanfeather 🙈🙉🙊

12/16/2019 3:58:46 AM fightforamerica @DavyDavidDavid What was the tweet you deleted to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that they responded TMI to?

12/16/2019 4:01:05 AM djlok I'm gay and I asked my Higher Self why I'm gay in meditation.   I was blown away by the answer.  Too much detail to put in a tweet.  But let's just say 

"consciousness projects reality" was part of the answer I got a few months ago.

12/16/2019 4:05:02 AM mongrelglory I'd be so interested in hearing about it David if you want to DM me!

12/16/2019 4:07:57 AM graydon108 I thnk it rlly depnds on where ur consciousness is at and how u perceive wats happening, ?can be seen2 ways, you wouldnt evn knw somthng’s being 

taken from u if u dnt perceive it to be taken from u, are they still taking? Yes, but do u realise it yet, is it ur reality or theirs?

12/16/2019 4:08:16 AM graydon108 Yin yang?

12/16/2019 4:13:08 AM stormenight Don’t forget about anti-gravity. Varying densities of matter & spirit, shifting centers of gravity, control systems, balance, freewill, all forming realms 

within realms & the borders preserving them. If not for the lines being tested from time to time it would all be for nothing.

12/16/2019 4:15:03 AM graydon108 Maybe if you don’t realise anything’s being taken u are walking in service to self? Even the end path of service to self flips polarity to positive (source) 

so which is which if on a bigger scale they have the same destination or was there only ever one? Is light always constant?

12/16/2019 4:19:32 AM panicindc_ Lol

12/16/2019 4:20:11 AM dannyd48658664 but it's not

12/16/2019 4:20:47 AM emilyoakley6 TY

MJ12

12/16/2019 4:22:55 AM tamravee Hussein is giving commands to his minions . pic.twitter.com/HMseYBmeWz

12/16/2019 4:23:32 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/jIei2IbIa2

12/16/2019 4:24:03 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/8SS97dnYLm

12/16/2019 4:24:11 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/ZzmUX0jlHz

12/16/2019 4:24:30 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/GunJIthzqs

12/16/2019 4:27:43 AM lovethebeach999 What does alcohol do to the consciousness ?



12/16/2019 4:29:22 AM ophillip10 I read about EBEN1-2. A physicsl being by N. Lieder, zetatalk.

Intelligent Soul Biological Entity sometime feel like contact want to be made but a sudden Barrier rises up like a wall of forgetfulness.

Is that wall a Technological Brain Washing frequency from machines or humans

12/16/2019 4:34:26 AM buildingthat Maybe you’ve been sick but too stoned to know it.

12/16/2019 4:35:06 AM s0urc3rss What if-- by raising your own frequency caring for and serving self, you raise the frequency of others around you, by giving love to self and radiating 

love to all?

12/16/2019 4:35:26 AM buildingthat What is your evidence for this? (Or even your logic, if this is just a hypothesis. )

12/16/2019 4:37:37 AM laurabusse Comes from the book

Interview with an alien

Book well worth reading

Free to read on author's website

Free audiobook on YT

Very cheap on Kindle

12/16/2019 4:37:46 AM adamwestleyric3 Well that has been going on for along time 5g wasn't thought of when it started

12/16/2019 4:39:02 AM zion_vibrations I’ve never seen red shroom’s with white tops

They’re tan and taste like garbage. I think you’re reaching here, also there’s a big push in our culture toward psychedelics lately. Those portals aren’t 

meant to be open. You invite those spirits in when you do.

12/16/2019 4:44:12 AM edwardgouin I’ll bite... How did you destroy your matrix?

12/16/2019 4:44:52 AM coopaman21 But it has to be the right Manuka honey & not what they sell in grocery stores. Wonderful for healing all kinds of things

12/16/2019 4:46:35 AM graydon108 That’s what I was originally gonna say, I guess I perceive that as being service to others, I think people just misinterpret it and become tyrants

12/16/2019 4:47:52 AM laurabusse Possibly different ways to look at it

But basically

The way I learned it

Was mostly from

Abraham-Hicks

Emotional scale

Love joy appreciation at top

Fear despair guilt etc at bottom

Everything in between eg boredom contentment hope etc
12/16/2019 4:48:27 AM edwardgouin If God is everything, the BIBLE could only have been written by God. If God is everything, we are God.  WWG1WGA 🤔😉

12/16/2019 4:49:01 AM thekanehb Why not? They are proven to rewire the brain among other things.

12/16/2019 4:49:13 AM ofuskate This is the cool anon.

12/16/2019 4:51:03 AM laurabusse The way I understand it is

God is the universe

God is everything

Everything is god

Therefore we are god

Or a piece of God

God is goodness love joy

We ARE love

But we forget this

We've been trained into the lower vibes from birth by everything around us

Meditation helps us to...
12/16/2019 4:51:12 AM noidaho_gal I forgot about Abraham hicks love them! When the secret came out law of attraction

12/16/2019 4:53:03 AM april10521252 My ego was dragged through the mud, I needed that to be humble, and now I can share the good news with them, forgive them because of God's 

grace in my own life, this is how we get to help heal the planet,  from our own pain, compassion,  understanding and love💞💞💞

12/16/2019 4:54:13 AM adamwestleyric3 Super Mario

12/16/2019 4:54:22 AM laurabusse ... experience pure beingness joy love etc

The lower vibes are not our true nature

Meditate

Just be

And you will experience your true nature

Of peace love etc etc

So basically

We live in a low vibe world of fear guilt etc

But not really bc it's not our true nature...
12/16/2019 4:57:35 AM laurabusse So the low vibes will just get us more of the same

Law of attraction

We are finally moving into a higher vibe existence

Like James gilliland says

We're gonna hafta be frequency specific to be here

Lower vibing beings will have to go somewhere else

Hence depopulation I think

12/16/2019 4:59:27 AM laurabusse There is much to be said about all of this

I hope my explanations helped

There's much info out there

Books YTs websites etc

Poke around til you find stuff that resonates with you

Many blessings to you ☺️☺️☺️

12/16/2019 5:03:46 AM threefold_flame Man, I’ve been lying to my kids all these years telling them there’s no Santa. What a terrible parent I am. 😭😭😭

12/16/2019 5:04:06 AM s_macca02 Nasal saline rinse, vitamins C & D, probiotics. Stay away from processed sugars. 70% of our immune system lies in our intestines.

12/16/2019 5:06:21 AM michael81972 I would like to try some,  but no way I would trust myself in picking the right one in the wild..

12/16/2019 5:06:48 AM wpbtonzlewis The stuff I’m getting at Trader Joe’s seems to be quite effective.

12/16/2019 5:07:52 AM bbobbio71 My IS-BE is got to be pretty busy😁



12/16/2019 5:09:27 AM laurabusse Ok

So the way I'm understanding this then

Is that

The earth is moving into a higher frequency

Of peace love etc

Depopulation is necessary

Simply to remove ppl of low frequency

Who refuse to move up

Or ascend

Into the higher frequencies or vibrations
12/16/2019 5:09:40 AM bbobbio71 It's a rough one but,  minced garlic clove,  let it set for 10 min, drizzle honey on it and down the hatch! Natural Anti biotic.

12/16/2019 5:11:22 AM bbobbio71 Add vicks to the bottom if your feet and put socks on.

12/16/2019 5:12:47 AM hgraceq I’m. A. Single. Mom.

12/16/2019 5:17:30 AM whiterabbitttt1 Yep! The one thing I've not fully come to find out yet is, what is the physical process going to look like. Do people just disappear, do we wake up as if 

we have always known what we now know? These are the last few questions I havent been able to find an answer to yet.

12/16/2019 5:17:57 AM shanewhitfiel10 I finally gained some clarity for myself when I discovered the meaning of 144+144,000

144 with 100 aspects is a perspective that helped me..❤️🙏🐲🧬🔥❤️

12/16/2019 5:19:40 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/MRDeGIZ0RM

12/16/2019 5:19:55 AM karina89350882 yes. I had thoughts in a similar way: Maybe he realized the high-frequence/Vibration from an enligthend IS-BE and I always make and made the 

experiences that "darker" entities are going immidatly out of my way. I really had the Feeling he felt some kind of "terrified".

12/16/2019 5:23:17 AM wpbtonzlewis What else does it heal?

12/16/2019 5:24:20 AM laurabusse Just my opinion

Our memories are wiped before birth

Rare exceptions!

Human imagination is very powerful

Get one idea

Imagination makes much of it

Feels like reality

I think this is why ppl think they're angels incarnate or pleiadians or whatever

Having said that

We're ALL...
12/16/2019 5:25:59 AM i_like_skis Im told mucinex is the way to go. Usually knocks it out for me.

12/16/2019 5:27:16 AM s0urc3rss So you perceive service to self as service to others? Not an either / or choice but a mutual path that doesn't have to be based on taking to be 

successful?

12/16/2019 5:28:03 AM laurabusse ...dark AND light

So even if we are from alcyon

Or heaven

We're not perfect

And subject to lower vibes

Anger

Being triggered etc

If one is truly an incarnated archangel

Or ET

And truly knows it

I would think it would be unwise to make it widely known

What's the point?

Too...
12/16/2019 5:28:14 AM karina89350882 I`d love to know: We are ALL???

12/16/2019 5:28:56 AM astronaut_999 Ok so literally none of this makes any sense. From an actual ce5k experiencer. I was on board for the ride till now, fuck, man what is wrong with both 

you and kabamur. People listen to you two and take it as gospel...

 Way to go, idiots.

12/16/2019 5:28:59 AM karina89350882 smile….and here Comes the answer, thank you!!

12/16/2019 5:29:19 AM nicole82524952 So after your meditation did you realize the programming thats taken place within your choices?

12/16/2019 5:30:31 AM astronaut_999 You don't need drugs to tap into your 7th chakra, or 3rd eye... in fact, it inhibits it. Knock this crap off. You might be having fun but this could affect 

people and not for the better. A clear mind is important during this time.

12/16/2019 5:31:35 AM laurabusse ...easy to misinterpret

Be judgemental of it

Drunvalo Melchizedek claims to be a walk in

Says he remembers all his incarnations from a million yrs

When he tells his story

It sounds believable

So who knows

If I knew I was a certain angel or ET

I would think I'd keep it to myself
12/16/2019 5:31:41 AM karina89350882 Absoluty - and often it`s a hard issue to accept that we are bipolar in a dualistic "realm". But maybe this one of the very important points in the human 

experience and to work it out. At least we all will/shall come to unconditional love...

12/16/2019 5:32:13 AM josephf94042707 If you have never experienced the outside of consciousness your missing out. There is no time there is no value ($$$) there are no worries or concerns 

anger or hate. 

Great thread MJ. 

Started CBD oil other day price with tax $111.11 🤯

12/16/2019 5:33:46 AM avadhes13 Kabir_Is_God

🌱पवित्र कुरान में विखा है कबीर अल्लाह ही पूजा के योग्य हैं।

िह सिव पापोों को विनाश करने िािे हैं। उनकी पवित्र मवहमा का गुणगान करो - सुरत-फुकाववन 25:58

👉अिश्य देखें साधना टीिी चैनि हर शाम  7:30 बजे से। pic.twitter.com/QJ2GxQBhHw

12/16/2019 5:35:19 AM disfellocated What crimes don’t I remember now?

12/16/2019 5:36:27 AM talmudsword aka “sorcery”

12/16/2019 5:37:21 AM djlok Correct. I was also made aware that sexual orientation (like so many other things 🙄🙄🙄) is not as we've been taught (straight/gay/bi and 

everything in between). Children who end up being gay adults believed something they were taught about themselves.  At least this child did.



12/16/2019 5:37:39 AM karina89350882 yes, the same for AA Methadrone-talked to me in lengh, checked my profile and blocked me because "it`s not about Beauty and a homecoming-

queen". Btw - I am European, we don`t have this Queens and I didn`t say a single word about Beauty or something else😀

12/16/2019 5:38:41 AM karina89350882 But it`s about free will, isn`t….

12/16/2019 5:40:36 AM thekanehb I take it further then the book;

I meet god in Peniel.

12/16/2019 5:40:59 AM meekastella Mushrooms can be very dangerous.  Some are so poisonous!

12/16/2019 5:41:08 AM fearstruth Is it a coincidence Santa rearranges to satan?

12/16/2019 5:43:34 AM djlok In other words, those I thought I could trust, I made the choice to believe them even though I knew within they were untrustworthy... psychologists, 

psychiatrists, ministers, etc.

12/16/2019 5:43:50 AM karina89350882 Gosh…..it were to much for me to know every single incarnation. But on the other side I am pretty sure that I hadn`t been here so often….

12/16/2019 5:46:55 AM kravitz_q And she’s a real woman pic.twitter.com/gWIRIkou3w

12/16/2019 5:46:57 AM djlok When other kids made fun of me for being slightly more effeminate and called me "gay", I believed them. Fortunately, I grew out of the effeminate 

stuff as I grew into a man, but I still believed all the lies I'd been taught.

12/16/2019 5:48:48 AM wpbtonzlewis 👇🏻I use. prevented me from getting husband’s cold when he kissed me just few hours b4 his symptoms manifested. 1 demitasse 🥄 taken 8 hrs after I 

was showing symptoms (separate event)of getting a cold stopped the cold within a few hours!(I had forgotten to take 4 several days 🥴 

pic.twitter.com/YsP2RGOq0N

12/16/2019 5:49:03 AM laurabusse I think I keep saying

Interview with an alien

When it's really called

Alien interview

12/16/2019 5:49:14 AM __intothewild_ I know they are known as Alice in Wonderland Toadstools, but seriously?

12/16/2019 5:50:56 AM april10521252 Nanu nanu🖖💞😄

12/16/2019 5:51:10 AM wpbtonzlewis 👀 at name of company that makes this.  👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/wu0ZvhcIAq

12/16/2019 5:52:23 AM laurabusse Michelle you are a woman of many talents 😀

12/16/2019 5:53:19 AM wpbtonzlewis Also I find it interesting that label and lid are gold

12/16/2019 5:53:49 AM momekool1 Who’s Airi? I know The IS-BE term from Linda Moulton Howe.

12/16/2019 5:54:13 AM laurabusse 👍👍👍

12/16/2019 5:58:02 AM laurabusse Didn't know

You didn't say!

Regardless

The universe takes care of its creatures

Somehow we manage to get through difficult times and difficult situations

Being married does not guarantee having it better

12/16/2019 6:00:54 AM laurabusse I think many of us have the same or similar questions

Some beings can read the potential energies and tell us more or less

But maybe it's mostly mysterious

Dunno

Let go and trust?

It's all very interesting...

And I guess we'll find out!!!

12/16/2019 6:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Voting-Machine Parts Made by Foreign Suppliers Stir Security Concerns - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/voting-machine-parts-made-by-foreign-

suppliers-stir-security-concerns-11576494003 …

12/16/2019 6:02:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Inspector General’s Report on 2016 FBI Spying Reveals a Scandal of Historic Magnitude: Not Only for the FBI but Also the U.S. Media 

https://theintercept.com/2019/12/12/the-inspector-generals-report-on-2016-fb-i-spying-reveals-a-scandal-of-historic-magnitude-not-only-for-the-fbi-

but-also-the-u-s-media/ …

12/16/2019 6:03:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 How is Rep. Devin Nunes paying for his defamation lawsuits? | The Fresno Bee https://www.fresnobee.com/news/local/article238287238.html …

12/16/2019 6:03:35 AM laurabusse You probably saw this already https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1206566659860914181?s=09 …

12/16/2019 6:03:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 The CIA’s Former Chief of Disguise Drops Her Mask - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-cias-former-chief-of-disguise-drops-her-mask-

11576168327 …

12/16/2019 6:04:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Recently Retired USAF General Makes Eyebrow Raising Claims About Advanced Space Technology - The Drive https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-

zone/31445/recently-retired-usaf-general-makes-eyebrow-raising-claims-about-advanced-space-technology …

12/16/2019 6:04:17 AM jayneohjayne  https://youtu.be/pAp9k8rzQDw 

12/16/2019 6:04:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 U.S. Secretly Expelled Chinese Officials Suspected of Spying After Breach of Military Base https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/15/world/asia/us-china-

spies.html?partner=msn …

12/16/2019 6:04:51 AM gsusgod Literalist, I dig it.

Couldn’t be allegory?

Rev 12:11 “Then I saw another beast rising out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb and it spoke like a dragon.”

Do 2 horned lamb dragons speak English?

How do you tell when the Bible switches from allegory to literal fact?

12/16/2019 6:05:10 AM freeandoriginal Spot on ..

12/16/2019 6:05:43 AM hgraceq Thank God for grandparents!

12/16/2019 6:05:54 AM 2mgroundhogdays Hmmmm...Visiting some museums and crab dinner on the Chesapeake and back home in bed in California in 18 hrs.

12/16/2019 6:06:17 AM allonkid God is the original oocyte containing the full set of information (DNA) and a mechanism to replicate and expression of the DNA. 😜

12/16/2019 6:06:41 AM willjstrobe The voting system is owned by none other the GS security concerns should of started when that demon was born.

12/16/2019 6:06:59 AM wyatt251q Anyone feel like 1941 with all these spy’s

12/16/2019 6:07:22 AM 2mgroundhogdays how did Chelsea Clinton pay for her million dollar wedding and mutli=million dollar NY penthouse?  Why should the right be poor and the left have $$$.

12/16/2019 6:08:01 AM marty713 It Is 🥺🤢👿.



12/16/2019 6:08:45 AM laurabusse I heard something the other day I found to be quite helpful

It was from a YT

They call us channelers

A series

This one was

Sheila Gillette

She channels Theo

She said

Humans judge

Better to just observe

A judgement is

An observation

With an emotion attached
12/16/2019 6:08:51 AM mark62253400 The question for myself, how do I turn an active gene off?

12/16/2019 6:08:56 AM marty713 Colloidal Silver 👍💥❗️Easy To Make 👍💥❗️

12/16/2019 6:09:18 AM valerie20373957 It can also take you to territory unexplored, places where you wanna come home from. 

But, welcome to  the hotel California .

12/16/2019 6:10:15 AM tjlibertybelle Trickle-down disclosure

12/16/2019 6:10:28 AM mongrelglory I started researching the Ponzi scheme, that is the global financial system, when I couldn't figure out what to do with my retirement fund investments.  

That actually got me into reading alternative news websites.  Then the "Ebola epidemic" woke me up to the MSM/WHO fraud...

12/16/2019 6:10:28 AM jaybynx Been watching too much Rogan lol

12/16/2019 6:11:07 AM sephorassievert I had always assumed military tech was ahead of what’s publicly known, and ok with it for the benefit of security.  BUT NOW I realize global life altering 

beneficial technology has been suppressed for the sake of greed and power.  DISGUSTING!

12/16/2019 6:11:29 AM mongrelglory ...Soon after that, I took another look at 9/11 and slipped right down the rabbit hole.  Haven't seen the light of day since! 🤪

12/16/2019 6:12:02 AM laurabusse I think we're all tired of

Ppl and their negative judgements

Blocking etc etc

For me

Meditation has helped immensely

Become aware of thoughts and feelings

Become more of that observer

Without attaching negative emotion

We can all train ourselves to have a kinder approach...
12/16/2019 6:12:13 AM mikeedhl  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

12/16/2019 6:12:14 AM jennysue62 Will "natural disasters" hurricanes, etc start slowing down due to weather manipulation? I just feel #Dorian and so many others Harvy, Irma, Maria, 

Katrina were manipulated.

12/16/2019 6:13:02 AM justicetruthwa2 Mushrooms like on the Smurfs

12/16/2019 6:13:30 AM laurabusse But no one is perfect

We are all learning

And we all still make mistakes

But I hope we're all heading

Into the higher vibrations

Of peace love etc etc

12/16/2019 6:14:32 AM justicetruthwa2 One of 2 things will happen in the future, either the USA "Fixes" the Chinese problem, OR the Chinese problem becomes Worldwide

12/16/2019 6:14:49 AM ivan2488083248 u ate too much shrooms. time to detox!

12/16/2019 6:15:18 AM lbf777 Nobody cares about this. 

Why did Rabbi Trump attack our 1st amendment Rights?

Abolish the Gov. pic.twitter.com/BVelHl8iIu

12/16/2019 6:15:34 AM n7guardiananon how connected are they to Huawei and Jiang zemin??m

12/16/2019 6:15:50 AM tjlibertybelle The Intercept also ran stories claiming Trump was a Russian stooge. Have they apologized?

12/16/2019 6:16:02 AM willowood22 Terrence McKenna knew. Following his talks on YouTube is #frequencyraising

12/16/2019 6:16:47 AM laurabusse Agree

Am very big on free will

I like to say

Each one of us

Is a sovereign being of free will

With the freedom

To live life

As we see fit

Without infringing the free will of others

I'm sure this is the ideal

And I hope we get there!!!
12/16/2019 6:16:58 AM justicetruthwa2 Creation generating its own energy and Humans have long tapped into it, especially governments, now let's see real flying machines with sci-fi likeness

12/16/2019 6:17:15 AM dougderby And, as usual,  back to business as usual.  "Give them Theater and Bread and they won't revolt"

12/16/2019 6:17:54 AM tjlibertybelle No way do we militarize space. You think the alphabet agencies are bad now? Holy shit, think of the ramifications of an orbiting spy satellite program, 

one you have no chance of reaching to destroy

12/16/2019 6:18:13 AM laurabusse Agree!

I can't even imagine LOL

But he's an amazing man

Who wrote amazing books

And I'm sure he came here

To help us through this time...



12/16/2019 6:19:33 AM laurabusse O wow yes!

You were

Are

Very fortunate!!!

12/16/2019 6:21:37 AM sheerglee1 I open my pineal gland through worship to Jehovah, my Creator.  He gives me visions from time to time that are AWESOME!!!  

The visions make me want to be closer to Him and His Kingdom.

12/16/2019 6:22:21 AM birdiesrchirpin This speaks volumes. And it's funny. Have a look.

Space isn't about fighting. https://youtu.be/T3AiWL-UHuY 

12/16/2019 6:22:46 AM laurabusse Thought about this subject a lot

Coulda been gay

Long story

I believe intention is first and foremost

Examine your beliefs

Your consciousness

Which includes your beliefs

Creates your life

We were conditioned

Programmed

In childhood

We can reprogram ourselves

Into the life we want
12/16/2019 6:24:53 AM laurabusse My favorite teacher

Is Abraham-Hicks

YTs books website

The work of

Bruce Lipton

Greg Braden

Joe dispenza

Especially dispenza

Books YTs website

Is

Are

Amazing

Along these same lines...
12/16/2019 6:26:55 AM michael81972 Its already there

12/16/2019 6:27:12 AM robinreitsma1 So Santa is the creation of DMT laced Toxic plants? ( hallucinations) interesting.

12/16/2019 6:29:38 AM laurabusse Nor have many of us LOL

I love hearing everyone's stories ❤️

So it must have been particularly interesting then for you to be acquainted w fulford

Speaking of which

Shoulda made a mental note as to what those links you posted actually were

His report becomes

"Free"

On Thursdays
12/16/2019 6:30:34 AM mongrelglory Can't read it without subscribing unfortunately.  Significance?  Allows CIA agents to spy on people inside the USA/Whitehouse?

12/16/2019 6:31:27 AM laurabusse Wait

I can just go to

Kuailapele's blog

Almost forgot about that...

12/16/2019 6:31:45 AM birdiesrchirpin Manna that grows at the base of trees. 

Stalkings by the fireplace were filled with mushrooms for drying, that's how that started.

Teacher plants, teach me! 🙏😘💚 https://youtu.be/WQyg0L8XOuU 

12/16/2019 6:31:53 AM queenofclubsiii Makes me wonder if "The Fly" was more historical in nature than horror.

12/16/2019 6:32:48 AM mongrelglory I listened to this on a video.  He talked about Zero point energy devices!  MJ-12, didn't you say ZPE technology would remain classified for the safety of 

the planet?  (Until human civilization is more mature and stable).

12/16/2019 6:33:04 AM celticernurse I’ve noticed a huge uptake in the mushrooms growing around the farm...they are everywhere...

12/16/2019 6:33:20 AM pattinama B

12/16/2019 6:33:28 AM pattinama N

12/16/2019 6:34:15 AM michael81972 Where would China be without stolen intellectual property...

12/16/2019 6:34:28 AM pattinama Jhhgg

12/16/2019 6:35:39 AM dragonflyglitta #ConansHeros @Scavino45 is calling for #Schifface memes. let’s show him what we got!

Make our Buggy proud 

🇺🇸♥🇺🇸♥🇺🇸♥🇺🇸

@NastyReturns @_Luke_Slytalker @17thOps @ZRealLoki @FederalistNo78

@CylantJustice @Pepe_T_ @mcmlinton @beldandolo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1206456348734566400 …

12/16/2019 6:36:27 AM sarahrain19 I'd be more concerned about ties with soros backed companies.

Anything else is just a distraction.

12/16/2019 6:37:32 AM mongrelglory Here's Michael Salla's article: https://www.exopolitics.org/usaf-secretary-congressman-want-to-declassify-secret-space-programs/ …

12/16/2019 6:38:07 AM louiscamblor Back doors to software is real!

12/16/2019 6:38:42 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/K9ijxt4Bdg

12/16/2019 6:41:13 AM hedkandigirl Why is Santa an anagram for Satan?

12/16/2019 6:43:33 AM fansblowing3 Nunes could permissibly get the legal work done upfront for free on a contingency basis.  However, they may be going after the GO FUND ME cabal 

accounts.  [Christine Blasey Ford].

12/16/2019 6:43:49 AM poppyslovecapu 😂🤣

12/16/2019 6:45:23 AM mongrelglory  https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com 

12/16/2019 6:48:46 AM aprilbrown99 @yustein I don’t see how anyone who claims to be Metatron would care if someone’s follower count is low?  That is a humanistic Ego response.

12/16/2019 6:50:05 AM mwannahockalugi According to William Tompkins, the US Navy already has a space fleet (Solar Warden).



12/16/2019 6:50:59 AM birdiesrchirpin ThanQ!

I was trying to say that without saying it. 🙂

I really wanted to use Mike but just used the M. 😉

#WeKnow

12/16/2019 6:52:16 AM fansblowing3 sent her to “the Farm”—the CIA’s 9,000-acre training facility in Virginia—to take a course in espionage photography. She learned how to read license 

plates from a bouncy plane and to develop reconnaissance film sent in by agents abroad.

12/16/2019 6:52:27 AM elenora80020701 A few drops under the tongue...let sit for a while...swish around mouth...swallow..repeat every few hours...it's natural u cannot OD on it.  Make sure 

your WOO ratio is minimum 3:1 ratio - 3 parts WOO 1 part Olive oil - Organic WOO is best.. u won't be disappointed!

12/16/2019 6:53:14 AM whos2know1  pic.twitter.com/HZIlmeRwLC

12/16/2019 6:54:49 AM mongrelglory So are we in another Cold War...this time with China?  Why are they not talking about this now that Trump is in power?  They used to have no problem 

talking about the Cold War with the "Russkies" in the 70's! 🙄

12/16/2019 6:55:05 AM marthaaldridge1 What the hell are you all talking about?

12/16/2019 6:56:07 AM trumpcanuck Stupid question, but WHY do I want to experience SANTA's consciousness/creation?

Confused??

12/16/2019 6:56:16 AM taleofterrier What does IS-BE stand for?

12/16/2019 6:58:48 AM fansblowing3 China is already building a “Navy in space” complete with the space-based equivalents of "battleships and destroyers" which are “able to maneuver 

and kill and communicate with dominance, and we [the United States] are not.”

12/16/2019 6:59:29 AM fansblowing3 China has also been developing “mothership” aircraft from which to rapidly and unpredictably launch spaceplanes and other payloads into space.

12/16/2019 7:01:02 AM birdiesrchirpin What if its you?🤗😁

12/16/2019 7:01:13 AM fansblowing3 China has been rapidly expanding its presence in space in recent years, placing a lander on the far side of the moon in late 2018 in what some say was a 

push to scout natural resources with which to develop a permanent lunar manufacturing center.

12/16/2019 7:03:47 AM s0urc3rss That would make this life just perfect 😁 I've gathered stories from many all these years and do every day still. Storytelling is the art that helps us all 

relate and heal. Realize we are ONE.

12/16/2019 7:06:02 AM fansblowing3 “with technology that is not developmental to deliver any human being from any place on planet Earth to any other place in less than an hour." 

pic.twitter.com/c6jWmlvGHJ

12/16/2019 7:07:56 AM lbf777 Santa is King Nimrod. An occult god of the deep state.

12/16/2019 7:10:22 AM birdiesrchirpin Agreed. When we learn about others we find similarities that make us feel not so alone,  and we can also appreciate the differences, all with 

compassion. 

Healing is so neccessary.

Blessings!

12/16/2019 7:10:34 AM toffer_anon_369 @55true4u @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @IPOT1776 @RedPill78 pic.twitter.com/EOK0QAPDtW

12/16/2019 7:15:29 AM decodematrix The Chinese are always trying to steal our shit.

12/16/2019 7:15:40 AM rip_seth_rich Santa = satan

12/16/2019 7:16:00 AM birdiesrchirpin Awe... your profile pic reminds me of my old psychonaut friend.

Blessings!

12/16/2019 7:17:10 AM 92michael @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 odd that in the Threader app I found this explosive bombshell from you? But when I look at your profile this tweet is no where to be 

found? - Twitter is playing games with your tweets:  pic.twitter.com/cHOUdAPG3P

12/16/2019 7:18:24 AM kay646464 Well what did people think would happen after big pharma snuck unethical ingredients in to the drugs & vaccines?

12/16/2019 7:19:19 AM michael81972 This is the part where I think it is disinfo...China would not even be in space without stolen(traitors gave them) intellectual property...We are still 

decades ahead of China...IMO

12/16/2019 7:19:20 AM aahhhooohmmmm Ohhm ✨💚🙏🏼💚✨

12/16/2019 7:19:31 AM birdiesrchirpin So, when someone messaged me and said, "I see you. Do you know who you are?"

It was probably of the same IS,  Meness.💛🤗

12/16/2019 7:20:45 AM hollybodx You have to believe to receive.

12/16/2019 7:20:45 AM jennife41316974 Many! I've learned quite a lot from The Encyclopedia of Psychoactive Plants by Christian Ratsch. Excellent resource.

12/16/2019 7:22:14 AM uestiony 🔮 https://youtu.be/6sdmzzD_MTU 

12/16/2019 7:22:42 AM angel2girl Now you know why they destroyed the American Indians! They had all this knowledge.

12/16/2019 7:22:51 AM iamyou132 Coincidence that the general makes these drops when all the heat is on the DS? Distraction? Partial disclosure?

12/16/2019 7:23:18 AM michael81972 I actually think that the USA has this tech but for disclosure purposes they say China

12/16/2019 7:28:51 AM auroravoyager1 Viruses live inside the cell.  Man-made products cannot penetrate the cell wall.  Essential oils are pure enough to break through the wall and kill virus.

12/16/2019 7:32:19 AM laurabusse Thx Michelle!!!

12/16/2019 7:32:55 AM realityloominng He is probably set to win millions in law-trials* left and right. Like, there is no way CNN is not gonna have to pay him that huuge sum

12/16/2019 7:33:19 AM mongrelglory I don't think it's distraction...It's not hitting the MSM as a major news story.  I think it's more likely part of the gradual disclosure plan.

12/16/2019 7:35:26 AM prmd21801759 DF ein st ein

12/16/2019 7:36:56 AM mongrelglory I don't know.  Elon Musk got off on the defamation lawsuit where he called Verne Unsworth a pedophile.  It should have been a slam-dunk case, but 

instead it appears Verne's lawyer and the judge were bought off! 😠

12/16/2019 7:39:01 AM iamyou132 Good point! 😀

12/16/2019 7:39:10 AM michael81972 Sounds like a good place to get mens DNA code for a few dollars

12/16/2019 7:44:49 AM realityloominng Seems to me there were always something deeper going on, with that whole bizarre story of the trapped thai kids in some cave right? Wasn't that 

where it all began, with Verne supposedly rescuing them?

12/16/2019 7:44:55 AM jams4thebread I’d stay outta the medical advice if I were you. Stick with the spoopy alien insider schtick

12/16/2019 7:47:00 AM cosmic_engineer We've been assimilating counterparts since the 80s.  This is Terra Prime.

12/16/2019 7:50:54 AM chrisobxnc Remember the movie, Young Guns?

Tripping their brains out. I got a story from back in the day, watching Pink Floyd's movie , Dark side of the moon, 1975. 😎💞🎶🍀

12/16/2019 7:51:20 AM quarkfear1 First mistake is no positive ID on what She picked.. amanita is a family of mushrooms, not just one kind.. citrus amanitas  grow amongst chanterelles 

cause deaths from non  positive identification as they r similar. all toxic mushrooms kill byKilling liver= http://en.intoxication-stop.com/otravlenie-

mukhomorom_html_default.htm …

12/16/2019 7:51:36 AM laurabusse Totally agree

12/16/2019 7:52:15 AM virginialouelle Yep, been here for a while.

12/16/2019 7:53:19 AM wickedmouse369 Are the other embodiments our is-be's choice or forced?

12/16/2019 7:54:23 AM laurabusse Love this

12/16/2019 7:56:33 AM ewolsj Thus a need for 6th Branch of Military.  USSF is to SSP as LifeLog is to Facebook. Same thing, different branding and packaging, presented to the public 

as New and desired.



12/16/2019 7:58:23 AM laurabusse From

Alien interview

Book

YT audiobook

Website

Amazing book...

12/16/2019 7:59:37 AM maudeaz At first sign of a cold I take mega doses of vitamin C plus colloidal silver,  garlic and zinc.  Never touch cold and flu medications.  If I jump on it early 

enough it usually doesn't take hold, if I delay the supplements I might cop a mild cold for 3 or 4 days.

12/16/2019 8:02:54 AM heartsscales That's not the point..

12/16/2019 8:03:16 AM mongrelglory There are multiple videos in that link, so I'm not sure which one you're talking about.

12/16/2019 8:03:37 AM heartsscales Attitude like this make it increasingly harder to defend conservatives.  Its almost like you dont want allies.. like yoh want the persecution to continue..

12/16/2019 8:04:45 AM jc_christian Lance is the LSD guy

12/16/2019 8:05:14 AM mongrelglory He was a cave explorer who knew that cave system better than anyone. He rushed there when he heard the kids were missing and he was the one that 

convinced the local authorities to bring in the international experts from abroad.  He connected them with the people who rescued them.

12/16/2019 8:06:30 AM mongrelglory I'll admit, I followed the story obsessively.  It seemed fairly straight-forward, though the Thai government used the kids shamelessly afterwards for 

positive PR.

12/16/2019 8:08:32 AM karina89350882 Who now?? Metatrone??

12/16/2019 8:11:41 AM cosmic_engineer They had their world end but have an opportunity here to see things through 💚

12/16/2019 8:16:34 AM laurabusse Drunvalo Melchizedek

12/16/2019 8:20:14 AM aboxoffrogs Welp...gotta go shit post this link at muh favorite MSM Clown... pic.twitter.com/SvFPt0bnvK

12/16/2019 8:20:34 AM norcocagrandma "For our God is a consuming fire!"  What you are proposing is shallow nonsense...and it is satanic.  The word of God does not say we are all sons of 

God, it says we are sons of Adam.  When we believe in the Lord Jesus Christ we are born again. His name is Jesus.

12/16/2019 8:21:20 AM bukrijumadi @metxico a qué te suena? IS-BE... 🤓 Y... 🍄!!!

12/16/2019 8:23:34 AM blsdbe Missing I?

12/16/2019 8:24:00 AM norcocagrandma the Bible doesn't say God is everything, but it does say "Christ is all and in all" once we believe in Jesus.  It also says He is the Alpha and Omega, the 

beginning and the end.  No disrespect meant.

12/16/2019 8:24:19 AM blsdbe I=9 #Majestic

12/16/2019 8:25:46 AM altimitwill That is scary. It means they could disguise themselves and breach into anywhere with the right face if the person knows that face.

12/16/2019 8:28:14 AM theappraiser17 Same here, have known for some time, but not known.  If that makes sense.

Thank you all for the response

12/16/2019 8:30:13 AM rickste50069108  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsPLmb6gAdw …

12/16/2019 8:31:05 AM john37201877 I have 2 gay friends that were raped by men as children. They have a right to investigate whether they were born that way or not😈

12/16/2019 8:31:55 AM blsdbe Take me to the River...dunno why I’m vibin with this-roo cold for swimming!!! https://youtu.be/3RHZEzVUBPk 

12/16/2019 8:33:10 AM blsdbe Is there a reliable way to process amanitas (sp?)

12/16/2019 8:33:53 AM esoter1csurgery Does it need to be Fly Amanita? They're incredibly poisonous. But most I would hope are aware of the pagan origins of many of our "holiday 

traditions." I always found it funny that real reindeer have an affinity for Fly Amanita. They love to "get high and fly through the sky" 😂

12/16/2019 8:36:40 AM skepticalsinik Wait... are you suggesting neutron stars do not exist. Am I reading that correctly? Because they certainly do. I hope i just misread;

Neutron stars = failed hypothesis 🤔

12/16/2019 8:37:42 AM cosmic_engineer Food dehydrator is best. Although one can naturally dry or use an oven on lowest setting preheated

12/16/2019 8:42:13 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://apnews.com/6751b84767e8a1ebbaea6cb628ac2a11 …

12/16/2019 8:48:54 AM kachinagtto My first thought...

Axis Mundi...Navel of the world pic.twitter.com/cWVcahgala

12/16/2019 8:48:57 AM karina89350882 Absolutly true!! I just can confirme every single word!!! A often I felt so exhausted, just tired "done" with all the evil stuff going on. In the beginning of 

this "journey" I was really desperate, because I thought "how can this ever be stopped???

12/16/2019 8:51:21 AM karina89350882 Or "how can humanity ever overcome this as a whole"?? What will happen in the "end game"?? 

All this thoughts had the weight of tons.

12/16/2019 8:51:41 AM jaded_pearl Correct - that's why there are Iris readers and should be at every government & military facility. Striped ID cards won't deter them.

12/16/2019 8:53:46 AM cosmic_engineer Nope, you do realize that hypothesis are just placeholders & our current version of Cosmology is terribly broken.

That's why nothing groundbreaking has been discovered.

Peratt, Scott, Thornhill, Alfen, Birkeland, etc are parsecs closer to the true nature of the Universe

12/16/2019 8:54:47 AM mongrelglory Good grief!  Injectable Naloxone has been around for half a century and is dirt cheap!  They've come up with a nasal spray version and have made it 

50x the price of the injectable.  Meanwhile they're expanding their market for opioids abroad while Purdue (the parent company) is..

12/16/2019 8:55:43 AM mardigarcia Hey i think he's referring to you. This is the nomer used by Arel referring to living sentient beings like us. Arel was the "alien" from Roswell that 

survived the crash and her interview was published a while back by the military nurse who dictated the telepathic transmissions

12/16/2019 8:57:55 AM mongrelglory ..being sued in the US.  It's like when I was in China in the 90's. You could see billboards for Marlborough cigarettes everywhere you looked, while they 

were facing lawsuits in the US. The estimate was that 200 million Chinese would lose their lives to smoking related illnesses.

12/16/2019 8:58:37 AM laurabusse I think many of us feel the same!!!

12/16/2019 8:58:42 AM metxico A- BIBELE !!!! ✌️🌈😇

12/16/2019 8:59:05 AM laurabusse Yes!

12/16/2019 9:00:35 AM cosmic_engineer Actually there is one groundbreaking project. SAFIRE

Too bad stuff like this has to be publicly bankrolled as the institutions are set on idolizing Einstein until the bitter end.

Most of this is already known but classified. Hence the steering towards nonsense like DM, DE, GW

12/16/2019 9:01:43 AM michael81972 Did Apple skip over Iphone 9 because of 3,6,9 power?

12/16/2019 9:03:34 AM yustein I care if they are AI driven accounts. I prefer human followers, thank you very much!

12/16/2019 9:04:47 AM timmccoy5 Stirring up the aether gets you immediately retired from your job. Voltaire said "To learn who rules over you, simply find out who you are not allowed 

to criticize."

12/16/2019 9:05:49 AM mongrelglory The number above comes from the statistic that there are 350 million smokers in China right now. Most are men who started smoking under the age of 

20. The estimate is that 60% of those men will go on to develop COPD, heart disease, and cancers which will lead to premature deaths.

12/16/2019 9:06:03 AM skepticalsinik Do you understand the definition of the word "hypothesis?" The existence of neutron stars is not an hypothesis. 

This reasoning, and the sources you cited, goes beyond skepticism and into the realm of conspiracy theory. 🤔

12/16/2019 9:06:59 AM ctenfor Pppppfffffffttttttt



12/16/2019 9:08:03 AM blsdbe This is a raw, gritty, poignant trip report from a person who is experienced and authentic. Well worth the watch if planning on trying this...@ 6 mins she 

refers to Santa

 

https://video.search.yahoo.com/video/play;_ylt=Awr9NVXFsvdd7woAlShEnIlQ;_ylu=X3oDMTBzZWQ1aGR0BHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDdmlkBHZ0aWQDBGdw

b3MDMTI-?p=amanita+muscaria&vid=48234e7af8bc22f82302fddc6d43df8c&turl= 

https%3A%2F%2Ftse2.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DOVP.cndg6Z9pK0TsQTSYzinzdAEsDh%26pid%3DApi%26h%3D225%26w%3D300%26c%3D7%26rs%

3D1&rurl= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dy-

O_zFwNG88&tit=Amanita+Muscaria+Trip+Report+Celebrating+1000&c=11&h=225&w=300&l=1664&sigr=11bolb6ng&sigt=11d50inqm&sigi=12qrcrc4c

&age=1571769825&fr2=p%3As%2Cv%3Av&fr=yhs-rogers-rogers_001&hsimp=yhsm-rogers_001&hspart=rogers&tt=b …

12/16/2019 9:11:20 AM yustein I’m sorry MJ and Michelle but my heart tells otherwise. The point of one consciousness sharing multiple forms is possible to a certain point. What are 

we on a shortage of consciousnesses? The idea of source fractals experiencing the creation is to reflect it back to the creator😇

12/16/2019 9:11:51 AM mongrelglory Thanks Christine!

12/16/2019 9:11:58 AM linnyt7 Is he Majestic?

12/16/2019 9:11:59 AM aprilbrown99 So typical and predictable. pic.twitter.com/kyPHhpAb7z

12/16/2019 9:14:17 AM yustein I don’t see any point of these until the humanity is freed. None of these MJ likes to talk about unless they are helping to free humanity are important to 

me. Let’s get disclosure done so public knows certain things. Go out with 2 bodies sharing the same soul getting married fail

12/16/2019 9:15:28 AM cosmic_engineer That what the establishment wishes you to believe.

Hard to make a good assessment via critical thinking when 5k patents are classified annually. Military love their superiority.

Only makes sense they would champion theories that do not lead to true understanding. DECLAS coming

12/16/2019 9:15:31 AM skepticalsinik Um... this smacks of cognitive dissonance! Have you entirely accepted a thoroughly debunked hypothesis without so much as researching dissenting 

opinions or studies?? 

Critical thinking, including always looking at both sides of a given claim, is very important.

12/16/2019 9:16:37 AM yustein What is wrong calling a soul a soul. Why invent new words that don’t resonate with the public. What good would that do. Nothing... Maybe you are all 

MJ in different BEs. Oh actually Trump and Putin are the same IS in different BEs. Give me a break...

12/16/2019 9:16:49 AM mongrelglory We are multi-dimensional beings, existing outside of linear time. What many people refer to as their "higher selves". Time is an illusion based upon 

one's perspective. So the many lives we have lived, and will live, can be considered to be happening at the same time, so to speak.

12/16/2019 9:18:10 AM irishtweedledee Destroying the light and darkness and being only that is left of being empty.

Loneliness.

I remain, but they fall.

12/16/2019 9:18:17 AM yustein Life itself is a trip on the biggest mushroom called earth 🌍. So thank you but no thank you. Those kind of things don’t give me any benefit. I already 

see in fractals.

12/16/2019 9:18:19 AM blsdbe Like at 105f to maintain as a living food, or at a specific temperature?

12/16/2019 9:18:54 AM cosmic_engineer History has proven the big leaps come from outside the box. Peratt's work is classified. Scott has great achievements, as does Wal with NASA ☄

The old guys were proven right posthumously and abused in life

How many DM failures & billions trashed into Grav before they tap out?

12/16/2019 9:20:22 AM aprilbrown99 Yes and as we know ALICE is many things. Can you say projection?  Lol

12/16/2019 9:20:42 AM yustein Yeah, thank you but no thank you. I rather have my brain intact at this moment in time. Ascension is what counts at this moment not mushroom trips...

12/16/2019 9:21:02 AM mongrelglory In your description you say:  "Archangel Metatron, Lanaforge, Enoch, Thoth, Hermes, Tesla, are my names."... So aren't you saying you're one IS who's 

inhabited many IS-BEs?

12/16/2019 9:21:50 AM jennife57097358  pic.twitter.com/AiCMEFielk

12/16/2019 9:23:14 AM tamravee Y'all jump on my Field post quick every time.  He is being silenced unlawfully

12/16/2019 9:24:53 AM cosmic_engineer Hot enough to dehydration but not cook/break down actives.

105-130°F

12/16/2019 9:25:58 AM mongrelglory Sarcasm does not become you...

12/16/2019 9:26:01 AM yustein Not at the same moment and the same place. Not in this story. This matrix is designed with time space. Everything that happens here happens based 

on time and space. The individuality is gone in your theory. Where does it start where does it end? Then it’s the same entity for all!

12/16/2019 9:28:14 AM skepticalsinik I think the lack of trust in what you refer to as "The Establishment" is biasing your reasoning. It makes your position an inarguable one, because that 

logic can just about be applied to any theory or idea, and cannot be falsified or even tested.

12/16/2019 9:28:48 AM mongrelglory Yes...ultimately we call that "Source".  We are all part of an infinite being experiencing what it's like to be separate.  If you don't like what MJ-12 is 

saying, you don't need to read their threads then.

12/16/2019 9:28:52 AM keith369me I actually think the opposite...Earth has been flooded with Starseeds to drown out the cabal darkness with light.  Enough Starseeds to overcome the 

depopulation agenda.

12/16/2019 9:29:10 AM shadowsuper5 i dont like being censored...I interviewed Q...did you see the article?

12/16/2019 9:29:36 AM yustein Also time is not an illusion, it is a concept of movement, action with direction. Applying it to space helps to create the illusion of separation. But trust 

me, time itself is not an illusion in any density. I still think that these concepts don’t help to get disclosure done...😇

12/16/2019 9:29:56 AM azuremagus What I mean is they don't improvise drunk or not

12/16/2019 9:30:28 AM blsdbe ThanQ so much! Any other suggestions for safe processing techniques?

12/16/2019 9:30:57 AM mongrelglory You might want to listen to this interview with Nassim Haramein, a physicist: https://youtu.be/oj_M6fEmTEw 

12/16/2019 9:31:05 AM yustein I have enough fans, thank you very much. I’m not for homecoming king... message over messenger. Who cares about me, I only care about the 

message...

12/16/2019 9:31:09 AM keith369me Honestly, this is a concern, but should we be more concerned about this or the fact that those in government are dishonest enough to cheat through 

any means necessary to win?

12/16/2019 9:31:32 AM cosmic_engineer Agreed. One can never be certain when competing or completed works are unavailable.

Can't be certain anyways. That's also the point. People merrily speak in absolutes about Cosmology these days

Supernovae are far more likely to be complete coronal ejections without loss of core

12/16/2019 9:32:34 AM birdelmiron Hahaha haha

Stfu



12/16/2019 9:34:26 AM yustein I can do whatever I want, question whatever I want and respond however I want without being offending and disrespectful. When someone claims to 

be related to the Majestic 12, I read, if it makes sense I applaud, if it doesn’t I share my opinion. S/he can always block me...

12/16/2019 9:34:29 AM rickster61x That sounds depressing.

I had higher hopes of enlightenment rather then nothingness & loneliness.

I see personal transport in the skies.

I see high speed rail tubes also.

I see various sizes of extreme Dome Structures interconnected, yet open to fresh out side air.

NewTechnology!

12/16/2019 9:34:33 AM cosmic_engineer The use of 'gravity' to make an unstable neutron stable when the fact is: we can measure gravitational attraction but really have no idea what it is.

Adding geometry outside of 3D to solve the problem is crazy because we can't observe it.

Lensing can be many things, not just G

12/16/2019 9:35:17 AM yustein Thank you I don’t need a primer on whatever that YouTube video is talking about.

12/16/2019 9:36:05 AM keith369me I’m pretty sure toppling of a corrupt media will bring darkness to light almost immediately for most of the population.

12/16/2019 9:36:08 AM skepticalsinik ...based on? 

I mean, although I don't blindly accept everything mainstream science tells me, I think it's my best bet if most scientists an a specific field agree on a 

particular study or theory.

12/16/2019 9:36:23 AM cosmic_engineer Slicing big ones in half can speed up drying and limit time bacteria can grow. Small loss from redox of actives though

12/16/2019 9:37:44 AM keith369me Lawyer gets their cut if the court/jury awards damages.  Not to hard for even the dumbest to understand.

12/16/2019 9:38:11 AM tamravee Oh SING ALL YE CITIZENS OF HEAVEN above 🎶🎺🎵🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔🔔

12/16/2019 9:38:45 AM cosmic_engineer Have you watched the lectures and seen the data from SAFIRE?

Or the end of the year, top 100 cosmology fails done by Wal?

In the good old days, this massive amount of contrary observation would lead to a rewrite not a constant addition of 'exceptions to the rule'

12/16/2019 9:40:48 AM cosmic_engineer That is basically how I know that there's a ton of researchers who can't see beyond the textbook and never will. I do think some of it is right or at least 

close, but the constant attack on plasma cosmology instead of offering as an alternative is educational malpractice

12/16/2019 9:43:05 AM skepticalsinik I am at work, and just finishing my lunch... but I'll make you a deal, because I'm rather enjoying this exchange.

I will look at some lectures and data from Safire, if you research some dissenting studies on the subject, and reconvene later. Deal?

12/16/2019 9:45:09 AM rusmerch Well, when this is just one of the many tools that they use to steal elections. So in that regard, this should be of equal concern. 

This is part of the election system fraud going on today.

12/16/2019 9:46:02 AM j_f_v118 I gave up on westernized medicine New Years eve 2018.  I do sauna, drink ginger-tamarind tea.  I haven’t taken 4 meds for lupus which I believe I don’t 

have now.  - or any other drug (acetaminophen/ibuprofen) for almost a year!!!!!

12/16/2019 9:46:55 AM yustein Why have multiple souls then. 1 would be enough right?

12/16/2019 9:47:00 AM mbv4j Thanks!

12/16/2019 9:49:10 AM blsdbe Once dried, should they age for a while? When is it safe to make a tincture?

12/16/2019 9:50:43 AM fansblowing3 “You’re in the business of selling medicine that causes addiction and overdoses, and now you’re in the business of selling medicine that treats addiction 

and overdoses?” “That’s pretty clever isn’t it?”  😂

12/16/2019 9:50:46 AM susan66388204 That happens when the people have been lied to from the beginning.  The truth doesn’t sound possible.  But when you begin to realize we were taught 

incorrect math to make it all believable.......

12/16/2019 9:51:00 AM tamravee Not yet

12/16/2019 9:51:24 AM blsdbe Problem, Reaction, Solution pic.twitter.com/bhEQKOyKy5

12/16/2019 9:52:48 AM blsdbe All big bucks for the SickCare Industry tho!!! pic.twitter.com/RD82bVE9Mo

12/16/2019 9:54:20 AM shadowsuper5  https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2019/08/shadowsuper-exopolitical-intel-report.html …

 https://ho1.us/2019/08/shadowsuper-exopolitical-intel-report-interview-with-q-part-2-august-24-2019/ … https://ho1.us/2019/08/shadowsuper-

exopolitical-intel-report-interview-with-q-part-3-final-august-26-2019/ …

12/16/2019 9:54:43 AM cosmic_engineer I luckily have a vacation day!

Enjoy your day and I will try and find something dissenting on neutron stars, right?

12/16/2019 9:56:46 AM cosmic_engineer I would bag and leave overnight, then check and see if they went spongy. If so, give another round of drying.

Never made a tincture before, at least from mush. It's often ground, added to boiling water and lemon juice (reducing agent to protect against oxygen) 

steep 15m

12/16/2019 9:59:22 AM dannyd48658664 nobody being persecuted. be gay nobody cares. dont push your agenda on the rest of civilization

12/16/2019 10:00:03 AM dianesaumure Stop making the shit, worldwide, no drugs no problem that simple

12/16/2019 10:00:24 AM skepticalsinik A deal is struck! Ah, I love a contrary, but civil discussion. A person learns nothing from instant rejection and ad hom attacks, lol.

12/16/2019 10:00:55 AM tjpatriot1776q Sell u the sickness just to turn around and sell u the cure.

12/16/2019 10:01:50 AM 626robyn Having optimal Vit D level will help prevent illness...supplement with it

12/16/2019 10:07:21 AM blsdbe Fraction Majic... https://youtu.be/Fob-AGgZn44 

12/16/2019 10:08:49 AM blsdbe Is there an appropriate amount of the dried material? 1 teaspoon or by weight?

12/16/2019 10:09:30 AM cosmic_engineer Damn straight!  That's how I roll too

12/16/2019 10:11:57 AM cosmic_engineer Weight, but genetics really is a huge wildcard. No way to know for sure what strength they will be.  Often doing huge batches (like in chocolates or 

something) can average out the variability and give you a good idea of what each one will result in (afterwards lol)

12/16/2019 10:13:51 AM keith369me Nothing else gets solved without honest representation, nothing

12/16/2019 10:15:21 AM kshitijvats3 What's an IS-BE?

12/16/2019 10:16:00 AM blsdbe If you made a 1tbsp chocolate, how much dried material would you add? I usually do 1gm /chocolate so that after the strength test, one knows what 

one is getting in to!

12/16/2019 10:16:46 AM blsdbe I like the tea plan, also! How do you prepare yours?

12/16/2019 10:17:04 AM aleks8837 Exactly! :)

12/16/2019 10:24:16 AM yustein I blocked the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account as well. I will no longer follow it. Trying to make information so wide actually makes it useless. We are all one 

and let’s stop trying then. Bullshit! We are part of a whole which is on its own an another identity but we are also individuals

12/16/2019 10:26:43 AM realityloominng Sry but it reeks to me. The fact it's even in msm news, and that those same news would also claim that Hillary worked to get aid from the 

"international community" for the children of Haiti after the earthquake.

12/16/2019 10:26:52 AM mind_sovereign Your reply is hidden as offensive content, just so you know..

12/16/2019 10:27:17 AM weediblue Inch of ginger, slice of lemon, spoon of honey 👍🏻



12/16/2019 10:28:36 AM karina89350882 Got you!!😀😀

12/16/2019 10:31:48 AM blandine24diane I had un-followed him also, weird stuff about mushroom and so. Really need to focus on how to rise my energy and fast. Hope we have enough time.

12/16/2019 10:32:05 AM roaminnoodle Almost one year later

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1076613973296984064 … pic.twitter.com/cJClxDMfRB

12/16/2019 10:33:17 AM cosmic_engineer I do a gram per, depending on your mold size. Large icecube trays can work in a pinch.

Or rolled up ganache and covered with hard choco.

Been ages since I tried Fly Agaric tho.  Erowid may have some good information

12/16/2019 10:33:48 AM quarkfear1 I’m widowed by a Ph D toxicologist .. I was referring to all.. more info the better when u r experimenting with poisons on yourself.. keep milk thistle 

handy Incase u destroy your liver.. JMHO😉🙂

12/16/2019 10:34:09 AM disgoblue24 Research the mushrooms, there is actually something to this. Not saying what he said, but there is validity to some of it

12/16/2019 10:34:44 AM cosmic_engineer I do ~6g of dark choco per 1g of cubensis typically

12/16/2019 10:36:16 AM xxxx_alli I agree wasted a lot of time with that account with no helpful knowledge that requires honest interaction as well as information thank you 🙏

12/16/2019 10:37:29 AM soulshine002 Is this a parody account?

12/16/2019 10:38:04 AM genealogisterin Ego is necessary. Without it, we would all be sheep. Some must lead and guide and think for themselves. Also throw off our shackles. Without ego, 

how would one trust themselves against negative others? IMHO.

12/16/2019 10:41:19 AM weediblue Like the sound of this. Dandelion and burdock is good also. Dandelion (including root) helps the liver and kidneys. Would be good to start a thread on 

our home and natural remedies.

12/16/2019 10:41:19 AM thepatriotfight Thank you, I was close.

12/16/2019 10:44:29 AM mongrelglory I did think he looked like Jack! 😁

12/16/2019 10:46:27 AM weediblue If anyone knows a good remedy for migraines, let me know.

12/16/2019 10:47:43 AM roaminnoodle Same IS-BE perhaps!?

12/16/2019 10:48:00 AM cindycopacetic 144?

12/16/2019 10:48:25 AM hallucinojenics Beautiful, Ama! You look like you're doing gr8

12/16/2019 10:49:17 AM allahuniversal Necessary, same as security guards are necessary to protect what's valued in a bank. The ego is great at protecting us, yet it's horrible at running the 

bank/temple in which we reside.

12/16/2019 10:49:35 AM michael81972 Yep you were👍🏻

12/16/2019 10:49:57 AM covertress I've found, that when you're vibin' to a particular piece of music, or you make spelling mistakes, subconsciously or otherwise, there's a message for you 

there.

12/16/2019 10:49:59 AM mongrelglory I don't think it was staged in any way.  It was covered by both local (Asian) news sites, as well as Western news. (My nephew's half Japanese, and my 

mom was half Chinese so I have certain Asian news sites I go to). There was a Thai diver that died trying to work on the rescue.

12/16/2019 10:50:03 AM tamravee Is he #4 ? 😎 That's pretty cool. I have never acknowledged the galactic alliance . I just thought they were deceiving humans . The Bible doesn't speak 

of them . Obviously since I knew 4 , I saw he had supernatural type capabilities and intelligence at picket fence level

12/16/2019 10:50:28 AM genealogisterin 💯

12/16/2019 10:54:42 AM mongrelglory Don't say that!  I just got blocked by Archangel Metatron for suggesting that one IS can occupy multiple BEs at the same time! 😬🤣

12/16/2019 10:55:49 AM cosmic_engineer It's called Lemon Tek

6oz of boiling water, tablespoon or two of fresh lemon juice and ground mush.  Steep for 15m. 20 tops. I spin the jar counter clockwise to bring the 

material up from the bottom

12/16/2019 10:56:57 AM doyouq If we know (and we do) that God Wins, we better understand our mission, and move more easily, in total confidence towards the goal.  God is our 

Rock, our foundation! And We Will Win! Not all can pick up a mantle and charge forward, but their support helps push us forward.

12/16/2019 10:58:28 AM mongrelglory I'll be honest...I never go to American news sites for my international news.  I always try to go locally in that region.  Google translate can help a lot, but 

there are a lot of new-sites for expats in foreign countries that aren't linked to North American MSM.

12/16/2019 10:58:29 AM cosmic_engineer Pro bono

12/16/2019 11:00:05 AM metnesq Trump rallies

12/16/2019 11:00:32 AM shadowsuper5 This is him..he is totally unassuming and he is plaedian

his name is danny healy rae. yes danny heally rae is Q https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU1sqs0bpGU …

12/16/2019 11:01:50 AM yustein There is something to everything. I prioritize.

12/16/2019 11:06:10 AM annemarievtw In an older tweet they say ‘We are the capstone of the Illuminati’... maybe that explains it...

12/16/2019 11:06:45 AM hyem12 I understood your last point.

But your first point was a false logic overreach.

That is the point I was making.

12/16/2019 11:07:39 AM yustein Is that so? They not majestic at all then... keeping public in dark is not acceptable...

12/16/2019 11:14:55 AM peter95117110 "We especially refer to the apparently autonomous and intelligent, chaotically mercurial and mischievous machine elves encountered in the trance 

state, strange teachers whose marvelous singing makes intricate toys.." Invisible Landscape -1975- Dennis & Terrence McKenna - 

pic.twitter.com/f1IwSQjKIA

12/16/2019 11:16:22 AM momekool1 Why secretly?🤔

12/16/2019 11:19:11 AM momekool1 #bringbackpaperballots

12/16/2019 11:21:13 AM shadowsuper5 @realDonaldTrump 

POTUS  FREE FIELD MCCONNELL NOW!???  FIELD IS A HERO MARINE WHO SERVED US BRAVELY AT DUNKIRK AND GALIPOLI AS WELL AS IN NAM

ALSO CAN YOU ENCOURAGE PATRIOTS TO BOYCOTT  https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/ 

THEY HAVE BEEN INFILTRATED BY THE CABAL.

FINALLY MAKE THE RV HAPPEN!

12/16/2019 11:22:58 AM momekool1 Is that why there is a Mandela Effect?

12/16/2019 11:25:36 AM momekool1 It has begun. I’m a Christian and have a The Holy Spirit, & He is showing me the waking masses. It’s a little slower than we like, but. IT HAS 

BEGUN!😃👍

12/16/2019 11:26:29 AM noelphx For those whose system is overrun with those issues, what should they do?

12/16/2019 11:26:45 AM cocopuffster12 So gross

12/16/2019 11:27:58 AM motiv8tion2 Yuck!

12/16/2019 11:28:13 AM noelphx Those past experiences could help with our current journey though.  I know it may be a can of worms opening it though.

12/16/2019 11:28:21 AM sirnodnarb Oil of Oregano. I buy the Zan Helles brand. Highest potency!

12/16/2019 11:28:26 AM momekool1 God has commanded us to speak boldly, and this year He has given me the wisdom & understanding to know that I am no longer subject to 

people!😊👍Speak BOLDY children of God!!!

12/16/2019 11:30:58 AM momekool1 Not if we TRULY have The Holy Spirit! “Seek ye first the kingdom of God and ALL things shall be added unto you!” Translation, seek God & trust Him to 

handle the rest! Worry is unbelief, a sin!



12/16/2019 11:31:11 AM covertress Can I, as a civilian, obtain a personal assessment of my talents from The AI through a FOIA? https://youtu.be/ItL2-UikIwU 

12/16/2019 11:31:11 AM _00111111_ i just blasted him bout the mushroom santa mushroom BS...Santa is real...as are all the saints

and a saints power, or angel's, access or  intercession is not only thru the mushroom 

don't go to government larps or even real government agencies for lessons on God 

dont

12/16/2019 11:31:40 AM heartsscales Girl im talking about you guys!! Youre totaly misunderstanding the conversation here.  Some of us dont want YOU persecuted, but comments like THIS 

make me want to throw you to the wolves.

12/16/2019 11:31:54 AM heartsscales So thank you for proving my point..

12/16/2019 11:32:14 AM momekool1 What’s EOL??

12/16/2019 11:32:21 AM _00111111_ yes correct...dmt and drugs will open realms..but be leary what realms it opens....God grants acces to him via one tenet 

belief

knock and he will listen 

of course the devil will have you to believe their are other ways any other ways but faith and belief.

12/16/2019 11:33:27 AM weediblue What I do know, is hallucinogens allow the eyes to see the spectrum from infra red to ultra violet, when it normally sees red to violet. Don't quote me, 

but apparently opens the eye receptors. Good for seeing auras etc.

12/16/2019 11:33:49 AM heartsscales Because I promise you nobody cares that you're Christian either.

12/16/2019 11:34:14 AM momekool1 Define event?

12/16/2019 11:34:14 AM covertress Steven Kwast | The Urgent Need for a U.S. Space Force

 https://youtu.be/KsPLmb6gAdw 

#SpaceForce #AimHigher

12/16/2019 11:35:36 AM graydon108 No I perceive what you just said as service to others because it helps others, but people can get confused and think they’re helping others when 

they’re actually being controlling because they’re doing what they thinks best thinking that’s helping when it’s being service to self

12/16/2019 11:35:36 AM momekool1 If you mean Latter Day Saints, they are directly connected to the satanic church. Believe me or don’t but it’s true research it.

12/16/2019 11:35:40 AM tamravee So yes, Field just confirmed all I just read right here ! 

 https://youtu.be/KX6II3jbBwk 

12/16/2019 11:35:56 AM weediblue 👏🏻👏🏻👍🏻

12/16/2019 11:36:20 AM tamravee Very cool.

but listen - all confirmed

 https://youtu.be/KX6II3jbBwk 

12/16/2019 11:36:55 AM momekool1 Religion is an evil spirit-NEVER from God. Faith is what we have in God.

12/16/2019 11:37:31 AM tamravee  https://youtu.be/KX6II3jbBwk 

12/16/2019 11:37:47 AM tamravee  https://youtu.be/KX6II3jbBwk 

12/16/2019 11:37:51 AM momekool1 Choose Jesus-the only Savior of our souls

12/16/2019 11:39:22 AM shadowsuper5 yes yes yes !!!!!! dr goodvibes!!!!!!! I still want to pull his ears!!!

12/16/2019 11:39:27 AM momekool1 I have pulled out of church to get rid of religion. I now have a remarkably personal relationship with God.

12/16/2019 11:40:28 AM graydon108 We are all one so my focusing on self not interfering with others is being of service to others because technically those people are you but someone 

could make it to be perceived service to others when ur secretly taking, I think most people are service to self without knowing

12/16/2019 11:41:11 AM momekool1 Yeah, Heaven or Hell-which is VERY VERY REAL. Don’t be fooled.

12/16/2019 11:42:43 AM davethadude369 The CIA uses psychedelics for MK-Ultra. Timothy Leary was a CIA asset. Charles Manson gave psychedelics to his followers so it would be easier to 

control "The Family".

12/16/2019 11:43:04 AM jemelewilliams It was never supposed to be confusing.  

It was not confusing a thousand years ago.  

"They" made it confusing so we could not "access" what is natural.

12/16/2019 11:43:20 AM noelphx Yes, if you are interested in sharing I would love to hear as well.

12/16/2019 11:43:46 AM peintress3 I know..... 😳😣

12/16/2019 11:44:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Element 115

12/16/2019 11:44:46 AM momekool1 Meditate on The Word of The Lord. DO NOT leave your body to ‘go to a higher plane.’ Evil spirits occupy your body while you’re gone. And do they 

leave??🤔Hmmm..,

12/16/2019 11:45:48 AM davethadude369 The CIA administers psychedelics for MK-Ultra. Timothy Leary was a CIA asset. Charles Manson gave psychedelics to "The Family" so he could more 

easily control them. Just sayin'.

12/16/2019 11:45:51 AM rickster61x Laying down cover.

12/16/2019 11:46:07 AM momekool1 I repeat:   Meditate on The Word of The Lord. DO NOT leave your body to ‘go to a higher plane.’ Evil spirits occupy your body while you’re gone. And do 

they leave??🤔Hmmm..,

12/16/2019 11:46:11 AM jones9536 Anybody got a time machine I can borrow I need a do-over pic.twitter.com/Nse8QfBleP

12/16/2019 11:47:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps you may see something else? https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1206661928795328517 …

12/16/2019 11:47:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cast your vote, then retweet. https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1206661617800372224 …

12/16/2019 11:47:44 AM jones9536 I see her wig hasn't improved much

12/16/2019 11:48:03 AM momekool1 God is simple. He made things simple for us. It’s a true mark.

12/16/2019 11:48:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, and child rape/sacrifice.

12/16/2019 11:48:37 AM _369311119 Rotate 45°

12/16/2019 11:49:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 None of that contradicts our statement.

12/16/2019 11:50:05 AM momekool1 Gold standard is coming!👍😃

12/16/2019 11:50:35 AM graydon108 I think what you said is more discovering yourself than serving yourself, it can also work the other way meaning you could think your being of service to 

others when ur actually enforcing what you want people to do for you without being able to see that’s what ur doing

12/16/2019 11:51:25 AM gabartruth2016  pic.twitter.com/3xcjBXvIjg

12/16/2019 11:51:49 AM gabartruth2016  pic.twitter.com/fZkq3oeLtg

12/16/2019 11:51:57 AM matrixslayer1 O.  M.  GGGGGGGGG !!!!!!

12/16/2019 11:52:05 AM michael81972 What planet is it from?

12/16/2019 11:52:19 AM gabartruth2016  pic.twitter.com/dg3UpNwj0V

12/16/2019 11:52:38 AM davethadude369 I know. I tweeted it as a warning.

12/16/2019 11:52:40 AM gabartruth2016  pic.twitter.com/he3qyKOr0b



12/16/2019 11:52:44 AM momekool1 Michael? Lol

12/16/2019 11:53:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which*

Replication printing technology.

12/16/2019 11:53:46 AM erikangel7 Why is this broad still in Congress?

12/16/2019 11:53:48 AM zion_vibrations Sorry, wrong god

12/16/2019 11:54:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Voting Machines are owned and operates by yours truly = +++\++\+

12/16/2019 11:55:05 AM erikangel7 Yup, has to be the only explanation

12/16/2019 11:55:54 AM guy_karen Wow

12/16/2019 11:56:30 AM zion_vibrations Yeah but... those aren’t “shrooms” ... ya know?

12/16/2019 11:56:37 AM realityloominng I don't think nations or borders matter much in some cases.. In my opinion their business of mind-control is valued higher than banking. There is no 

level of fakery they won't try to pull to cover-up our stranger than fiction reality. Just look at Schiff, Pelosi.

12/16/2019 11:57:26 AM fireballmaga We love @realDonaldTrump 

We will defend our @POTUS 

The best thing that has happened to America in a long long time 🇺🇸✌️

12/16/2019 11:58:19 AM fireballmaga 💰 & adrenochrome... lol 🤣

12/16/2019 11:59:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Oh look the baby killing klansman. https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1206622526715158530 …

12/16/2019 12:00:04 PM 1crazy_toaster BS on Santa.  All the rest ok.

12/16/2019 12:00:16 PM realityloominng Whatever international black intelligence operation is propping them up, can easily seed false reality news into any country, due to peoples sheer 

disbelief that such a big/costly fraud/operation might ever be pulled on them. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kp97tJtQp34 …

12/16/2019 12:01:29 PM 1crazy_toaster Fasting cures.

12/16/2019 12:02:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Serial rapist says what? https://twitter.com/PageSix/status/1206324286715310088 …

12/16/2019 12:02:57 PM rachaelangelm Oh my gosh look at what Adrinachrome with drawl does. It’s like he is dying right in front of us. Too bad.

12/16/2019 12:03:22 PM aaronj34633889  pic.twitter.com/5sSA8nBYbe

12/16/2019 12:03:23 PM mountainminder Death to him comes slowly but it comes surely.

12/16/2019 12:03:33 PM realityloominng Paladin has some very insightful and thought provoking explanations, as to the scope and method of their "trading programs". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kp97tJtQp34 …

12/16/2019 12:04:29 PM buggeryblasted The meetoo' mvmt'?

12/16/2019 12:07:08 PM aleks8837 The standard list of healthy activities and diet tbh.

I addition to regular exercise and a healthy diet, you could also try CBD oil for heightening the ec-system. Choose one with full-spectrum ingredients. 

But know that you might need to use it for a long time to feel the effcts

12/16/2019 12:07:42 PM linnyt7 I can't believe ppl didn't know this already.  I've been doing it for years.

12/16/2019 12:07:45 PM mongrelglory Will their crimes eventually be exposed to the world?

12/16/2019 12:08:19 PM maga4patriots Is the Walker in front oh this rapist supposed to make us feel sorry for him?

It's NOT working Pedo-Rapist Weinstein

12/16/2019 12:08:32 PM hifiman45 The only thing he deserves is a cremation!

12/16/2019 12:09:20 PM mongrelglory What a coincidence! I just tweeted this: https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1206660801576259584?s=20 …

12/16/2019 12:11:20 PM lc19001 I know, right?!!!😏🤭

12/16/2019 12:13:18 PM yoccaflocka52 Its already exposed nobody cares apparently

12/16/2019 12:13:21 PM natureinspace Soros machines...

12/16/2019 12:13:23 PM mongrelglory I could never remember if it was "Starve a fever, feed a cold" or "Starve a cold, feed a fever". 😋

12/16/2019 12:13:34 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/isVgCrYfhH

12/16/2019 12:13:44 PM glor60 ???? , I don’t see it?

12/16/2019 12:14:18 PM mongrelglory Well!  We know who's going to be receiving a lump of coal this Christmas! 🤨

12/16/2019 12:14:53 PM jim62192 He certainly deserves something....But a pat on the back,I think there will be children/women who would really like to pat him on the back..💉💉💉

12/16/2019 12:15:06 PM blugurl3 and now he's wasting away and using a walker?? after he was robust and healthy not two years ago.....WTF happened??  karma?  he's just a cog in the 

wheel of evil.

12/16/2019 12:15:36 PM trumppatriotus1 Weinstein- Clueless SaTaNiSt. 🤮🤮

12/16/2019 12:15:48 PM mongrelglory I think they've only exposed the tip of the iceberg!😢

12/16/2019 12:17:52 PM karma4event201 Rotate what 45 degrees ?

12/16/2019 12:18:18 PM clifton15jon The results show exactly how the Mockingbird Media has been weaponized and lies are being spread across the country

12/16/2019 12:19:04 PM sandra2nd1 Why is pervert not locked up? He got bail, then violated his parool. If it would be one of us regular people we wouldn't had either one of them.

12/16/2019 12:19:25 PM adamz14839920 Most know this guy is much more than a rapist

12/16/2019 12:20:06 PM 1crazy_toaster Maybe she got a new wig

12/16/2019 12:21:13 PM _369311119 45thSpaceWing pic.twitter.com/NY4J9Jo8uN

12/16/2019 12:21:53 PM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/8dIEL8PExL

12/16/2019 12:23:29 PM 1crazy_toaster rearrange the letters.

12/16/2019 12:23:30 PM cosmic_engineer Good day, here's what I found. Much of which is work by Scott & Peratt but also Arp and a few others

Nuclear Chem gives a neutron a ~15min lifespan.100% observational.Stability requires a very specific ratio of p+ e- n.  We know the orders of 

magnitude different between G and EM

12/16/2019 12:24:07 PM mongrelglory Yes, Satan...

12/16/2019 12:24:47 PM eskeljoyce Do tell🤔

12/16/2019 12:25:45 PM dumah_anuhazi LSD introduced me to some very friendly IS-BEs as well.

12/16/2019 12:32:49 PM cny_micaa TR-3B?

12/16/2019 12:33:59 PM norwegianon Scumbag, vary very offensive... 🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/DaFcQJsiOA

12/16/2019 12:35:22 PM cosmic_engineer Strange matter and insane density is required for observation to match theory.  Lighthouse theory means we only see these rotating at perfect 

alignment to the axis. But in Plasma Cosmo this effect is a plasmoid in relaxation oscillation.   

http://adsabs.harvard.edu/full/1995Ap%26SS.227..229H …

= pulsar

12/16/2019 12:35:56 PM luxdefiance Adrenochrome plays a VITAL role in the psychedelic experience. Early 19th century scientists were CONVINCED, LSD simply produced more 

Adrenochrome which caused the TRIP. Oxidization of METAL IONS in the brain breaks the veil. Pic 1 (metal ion). pic.twitter.com/QyVVkMZ7gB

12/16/2019 12:37:20 PM luxdefiance “M theory” theory of dimensional construction of the universe. pic.twitter.com/pxZqHdQNSC

12/16/2019 12:39:07 PM cosmic_engineer  http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Electronic/relaxo.html …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_trap 

'voltage waves' at a set frequency.  X-rays are generated here easily w/ vac tube, cathode anode. Plasma.

Some of these oddities next to be linked are possibly due to red shift errors documented by H. Arp :

12/16/2019 12:39:42 PM deanna_danforth She looks different voice is the same. Hmmm



12/16/2019 12:39:47 PM melbourne_3000 The bad vibes of this creature are off the chart 🙄

12/16/2019 12:41:39 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=4328 …

 https://sci.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/-/58819-ngc-5907-x-1-record-breaking-pulsar …

 http://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Missing_link_found_between_X-ray_and_radio_pulsars …

 https://futurism.com/nasa-finds-most-energetic-gamma-ray-pulsar-in-the-known-universe …

 https://cosmosmagazine.com/space/neutron-star-that-defies-all-the-rules-discovered …

 https://astronomynow.com/2019/12/15/seeing-beyond-the-horizon-of-a-space-warping-pulsar/ …

 https://sci.esa.int/web/xmm-newton/-/51314-baffling-pulsar-leaves-astronomers-in-the-dark …

Now for the atomic model issue and that EM can warp 'spacetime' but not directly light (or can it)
12/16/2019 12:41:41 PM luxdefiance Tree of life (Kabbalah)

Mystic Jews studied the “Sefer Yetzirah” “Book of formation” (Letters have numerical value) How the Mystics believed the universe was constructed. 

pic.twitter.com/3IlgHatchy

12/16/2019 12:42:58 PM cosmic_engineer  https://etherealmatters.org/sites/default/files/2018-02/Presentation%20SAM%202017.pdf …

Edwin Kaal

 https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/67464/can-a-light-be-bent-by-a-magnetic-field/278419#278419 …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6zV1cLKJfbE …

Summary above for some other details

12/16/2019 12:43:21 PM magaman333 Curious.

12/16/2019 12:44:23 PM werascending No! NO!!

12/16/2019 12:44:42 PM cedlemouton actor...

12/16/2019 12:46:02 PM msmsvicki He says that because he's committed more crimes against children.

#PedoWood

12/16/2019 12:47:36 PM charpier3 He's careful to always look disheveled, unshaven, in oversize casuals and always has a walker in the frame. Are we to think he's too sick to be 

sentenced?

12/16/2019 12:50:23 PM do_or_do_notty That is your opinion.  But thanks for sharing it 👍

12/16/2019 12:52:26 PM davethadude369 Yes, a curious person doesn't need psychelics. They sometimes think they do but they don't. A curious person who asks questions already has all they 

need. No need for psychedelics. Especially since the CIA administers them for MK-Ultra. And Charles Manson adminsistered...

12/16/2019 12:52:36 PM cosmic_engineer So basically you don't need crazy mass, 4500-10000rpm rotation speeds or exotic matter that won't exist elsewhere. These are all warming flags and 

stuff they have fudged massively to fit into the gravity paradigm

12/16/2019 12:53:05 PM bigwin20201 Registration leads to confiscation!

12/16/2019 12:53:20 PM shadowsuper5 here is everything you need to know about the miraders and the galactic federation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwgePs4KDBk …

12/16/2019 12:54:36 PM laurabusse We create the problem...

And we bring you the solution

You pay for both

12/16/2019 12:55:13 PM cosmic_engineer They butchered the science in the exact same way with AGN and then stopped calling them that to push the agenda further.

This is the nail in the coffin:  https://isn.mit.edu/cheers-maxwell%E2%80%99s-electromagnetism-extended-smaller-scales#overlay-context=strategic-

research-areas/news-updates/cheers-maxwell%25E2%2580%2599s-electromagnetism-extended-smaller-scales …

12/16/2019 12:55:13 PM davethadude369 ...psychedelics to control "The Family". Timothy Leary was a CIA asset. Most of 60's counterculture was controlled oppo.

12/16/2019 12:56:14 PM sdane8 I'm always suspicious of anything coming from the Times. Their motives are suspect.

12/16/2019 12:56:35 PM trollingmockin1 Appears his supply of adrenochrome has been cut off. Guy is aging rapidly !!!!!

12/16/2019 12:57:18 PM madscientist It's not all allegory clearly since it has literal, historical references which are backed up by archeology.  Jesus also took much it very literally.  I'd say the 

Bible often interprets itself.  So take it literal unless clearly otherwise.

12/16/2019 12:59:13 PM madscientist God isn't every thing though.  He made a clear distinction.  In fact, God cursed Creation, and said that eventually God will do away with Creation.  You 

cannot destroy or create God.

12/16/2019 12:59:14 PM davethadude369 You don't need to take psychedelics. A curious mind and questions are all you need. Don't trust anyone telling you that you "need" psychedelics. These 

things aren't a joke.

12/16/2019 12:59:30 PM ravisingkeegan Gravity creates time.. but time is an illusion as you said.( Time does not exist.)

Trust but verify you said. 

Time is a gift you said given by some ancient beings, but gravity is everywhere..gravity gives time.

Only now exists.( time travel impossible)

12/16/2019 1:00:11 PM norcocagrandma Faith come by hearing, and hearing by the word of God."  Also...  "I am the way, the truth, and the life...no man comes to the Father but through me."     

 What you are saying is just ambiguous nonsense...but "Let God be true, and every man a liar."

12/16/2019 1:01:56 PM madscientist God also created the Tree of Life and told Adam and Eve not to eat of it.  Just because something is a creation doesn't mean we are to use it as you 

suggest.  When God tells us not to do something it's for a reason.  You're not smarter than He is.

12/16/2019 1:02:26 PM sdane8 I was allowed to after closing the subscription window. Try clearing your cookies. Sometimes that works.

12/16/2019 1:02:52 PM madscientist Just because something vibrates doesn't mean its made up of 'frequency' or 'energy'.  You New Agers take all this stuff too far.

12/16/2019 1:03:02 PM sdane8 That was fascinating.

12/16/2019 1:03:15 PM do_or_do_notty What did He tell us not to do?  That’s being discussed here? 

I know I’m not smarter than God. Why would you even suggest such a thing?

12/16/2019 1:03:56 PM decodematrix We want #UFOs not 1800s bottle rockets

12/16/2019 1:04:04 PM davidvest1 Maybe we can "pat him on the back" with a sledgehammer.

12/16/2019 1:04:32 PM madscientist There is nothing to suggest that that was the case.

12/16/2019 1:04:55 PM ravisingkeegan You said the more gravity the faster time goes. So less gravity on moon, slower time there. How about time relative to speed.. orbit speed = time 

speed.

How about time relative to gravity from the sun.. moon and earth experience almost same gravity from sun. Right?

12/16/2019 1:05:08 PM norcocagrandma Well said!!!!

12/16/2019 1:06:22 PM madscientist Could be.  Just as long as you don't seek a form of spirituality outside of what God has prescribed.  That's where you get into trouble.

12/16/2019 1:08:12 PM laurabusse If ya know where all the guns are at

Easier to go take em

12/16/2019 1:08:50 PM madscientist No, not all people are children of God.  Christians are in fact adopted into God's family through Jesus Christ.  None of us are inherently divine.  We are 

only made in God's image.  Satan was the one who claimed we could become Gods.  Be careful.

12/16/2019 1:09:13 PM ravisingkeegan Did Nikola Tesla solve gravity in the theory of gravity?

Nikola Tesla actually invented the flying saucer.

What is gravity Mj12? What creates gravity? 

What is the frame rate of the universe? Is it Plank's constant related? Speed of light related? 

How is distance an illusion?



12/16/2019 1:09:51 PM norcocagrandma excellent!

12/16/2019 1:10:04 PM madscientist No, God came to Earth to die in our place to show us what true love really is.  Only through Jesus Christ can you experience true love, and to have it to 

give out.

12/16/2019 1:10:12 PM do_or_do_notty That’s between me and God.  As is your walk with God. I appreciate your feedback.  Have a blessed day.

12/16/2019 1:12:08 PM madscientist No, the only way to get to what is 'innate' is to listen to what God said is innate in man first.  That is our sinful nature which corrupts everything we 

touch.  Then accept God's cleaning through Jesus' death on the cross for us.  Then you can have what is not innate. Godliness.

12/16/2019 1:13:47 PM madscientist Demons have faith.  Faith must have an object, and the object of your faith makes all the difference. Jesus told us only He and His Father are worthy of 

faith.  Anything else is idolatry.

12/16/2019 1:14:38 PM madscientist Just sayin' what?  That one should be wary of them?  ;-)

12/16/2019 1:15:04 PM madscientist Not merely my opinion, but that taken from the Bible.

12/16/2019 1:15:20 PM buh_nana9 Thank you so much. I've asked because there is so much false and manipulating info out, I want truth and real ,the good stuff. Again, thank you and 

many, many Blessings to you !

12/16/2019 1:15:23 PM madscientist God is not simple, but He good news to us is.

12/16/2019 1:15:40 PM covertress How long have I been doing this?

Sinoe I was 5?

12/16/2019 1:16:38 PM madscientist As I said, He told us to not get drunk, and to be sober minded.  I'm only asking if you think you're smarter because if you come in trying to judge the 

Word of God then it's putting yourself above it.

12/16/2019 1:17:23 PM do_or_do_notty Again, Open to much interpretation and opinion.  

But I am interested, where does God tells us not to utilize mushrooms? Or any of the plants he provided for us?

12/16/2019 1:17:38 PM madscientist Sure it is.  However, we've been discussing it here.

12/16/2019 1:18:56 PM madscientist Actually, no.  The Bible is very clear most of the time.  People who don't want to believe it are the ones obfuscating it willfully.   

https://biblehub.com/ephesians/5-18.htm …

12/16/2019 1:19:29 PM davethadude369 Ha! Yes, exactly. I've been there so you don't need to. Nobody "needs" psychedelics. These things aren't a joke. A curious and questioning mind are all 

one needs. It's already in us. No need to go communicating with "Santa".

12/16/2019 1:20:06 PM do_or_do_notty You are interjecting YOUR interpretation of that. Did he say don’t use mushrooms? No. 

I’m not putting myself above the word of God (written and edited by man) by asking questions. That’s ridiculous religion porn. 

I think I’m done here. Have a blessed day.

12/16/2019 1:20:35 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂😂

12/16/2019 1:21:16 PM madscientist Once again.  I'm not interjecting my opinion.  I'm telling you what it clearly says: https://www.drugrehab.com/addiction/bible-verses/ …

12/16/2019 1:21:26 PM do_or_do_notty No. What we are discussing is your claim that we aren’t to utilize the plants God provided. I’m asking where He said that

12/16/2019 1:21:27 PM decodematrix I will be watching closely.

12/16/2019 1:22:21 PM do_or_do_notty Sure.

12/16/2019 1:22:27 PM madscientist Written by God through man.  There is a difference.  We have very accurate copies.  It has not been changed.  It was reverenced for millennia.   Stop 

trying to convince yourself it doesnt mean what it says.

12/16/2019 1:22:53 PM madscientist I already gave you one reference.  Here are others https://www.drugrehab.com/addiction/bible-verses/ …

12/16/2019 1:23:05 PM fallorsesh And they even leave the Walker in the photo.. could it be any more obvious.

12/16/2019 1:28:12 PM do_or_do_notty Wow! 

Do you think you are leading anyone to Christ talking to people like that? That condescension says more about you,  than it does me. 

As a matter of fact I’ll pray for you right now. And that ego of yours. 

Toodles ✌️

12/16/2019 1:29:38 PM libertyspring99 @TheReaderapp please unroll

12/16/2019 1:30:59 PM klucksl This rapist must think Humanity is still in a theta wave state and that if he repeats the same psychobabble enough times we’ll believe him.

12/16/2019 1:31:24 PM dissenterradio So, I take it you don't do sarcasm much?

12/16/2019 1:34:15 PM marshahodgson IF Majestic 12 is retreating this, I suspect all outcomes are expected to be "majestic...in kind".

Let's just say *WE KNOW* what's been going on  for quite a while now. There's a better world on the horizon, and Majestic 12 is right there, leading 

the way.

12/16/2019 1:34:17 PM heatherrenae8 Of course not, it's all theater. Clown& Circus show.

12/16/2019 1:34:18 PM madscientist Sarcasm as a communication style is fine if it's clear to the audience that that is your intention.

12/16/2019 1:35:54 PM charlesgdavis1 Hope no one is in the space x? Automated systems or testing their OF?!?!?

12/16/2019 1:36:13 PM robertrkimball Cabal sociopaths almost incapable of telling truth.  Lies are truth to them.

12/16/2019 1:37:55 PM covertress Oh, I'll be watching!

Like last time, are you going to fly under these scattered clouds? 🛸

Think I can have a ride?

Pretty please?

12/16/2019 1:39:56 PM 369palm Jesus is my favorite Care-actor

12/16/2019 1:41:11 PM fjackrightinthe You don't deserve a courtesy tap from Big Bubba where you're going.

12/16/2019 1:44:34 PM covertress Alex Jones mimicked Northam the best. 😂 https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU 

12/16/2019 1:46:33 PM _greenlion_ damn, i got dna testing for a present... can they use that against me!... I dont want a clone of myself somwhere!

12/16/2019 1:47:33 PM wncpatriot2 I was told early on that all majestic accounts are bs shills and eye the spy to and wala turns out I trusted the right guy! One night I talked a small 

amount of 💩 on ets post and 3days3nights blocked me. Ets pushes that account on his way out so im happy to be blocked by them

12/16/2019 1:50:26 PM wncpatriot2 If they know enough to post as they do but aren’t white hats it leaves one other option  🔥 👿

12/16/2019 1:54:16 PM hyena_silent Must be the end times. "Things that were once secret will be shouted from the rooftops" :)

12/16/2019 1:55:15 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/iWfN4C7wOS

12/16/2019 1:55:42 PM keith369me Think out of the rectangular box!!!

12/16/2019 1:57:01 PM _greenlion_ "use my server, i pinky promise i dont log any conversations..."

12/16/2019 1:57:04 PM fansblowing3 Done

12/16/2019 1:57:08 PM keith369me 27% lol

12/16/2019 1:57:54 PM fansblowing3 Winning 👍 pic.twitter.com/LUSzGCofsi

12/16/2019 1:58:05 PM keith369me Hard pat on the back with a sharp object?

12/16/2019 1:58:28 PM _greenlion_ why did the tone change suddenly?...

12/16/2019 2:02:35 PM fansblowing3 The baby will be made comfortable while the mother and doctor discuss whether to abort the baby.  AFTER THE BABY IS BORN.  👎

12/16/2019 2:04:26 PM kwkwall88 His days are numbered...

12/16/2019 2:04:59 PM janh76 The way I see it, this whole "gay agenda" thing is just another way to keep us divided (and an efficient one, as becomes apparent here again). Sad that 

it still works so well. We should know better by now, for that's exactly how [they] have controlled us for so long!

12/16/2019 2:08:02 PM lynnmar42209594 No never



12/16/2019 2:10:02 PM azuremagus 😎😎

12/16/2019 2:12:08 PM azuremagus ...pat on the back with knife in hand.

12/16/2019 2:13:49 PM plogdreamwalker What’s the matter rich rapist can’t afford a electric scooter.

12/16/2019 2:14:42 PM azuremagus E.T.'s watching the hairless monkeys shoot off fireworks?

12/16/2019 2:14:51 PM laurabusse Thx very much☺️

Concluded over the yrs

Truth is fairly bendy

The new physics I think might agree

I've found

Do what you can to be happy and kind

The rest

Including truth

Seems to take care of itself

So called truth seems to be mostly opinion

Ppl can argue for/against anything
12/16/2019 2:15:26 PM azuremagus Koo Koo in the coconut

12/16/2019 2:17:19 PM tamravee Will watch tonight .

12/16/2019 2:18:28 PM wwg1wga93583681 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/P7sV0vnX3d

12/16/2019 2:22:44 PM birdiesrchirpin  pic.twitter.com/oNjiujHzTF

12/16/2019 2:40:40 PM lamieret I’d be much more concerned, and am, about eugenics...

12/16/2019 2:51:48 PM gibs4free Especially if we eat those mushrooms you told us about.

12/16/2019 2:56:32 PM minimis1 Where can I read more about ALICE? I'm not finding any relevant search results

12/16/2019 2:58:45 PM sseed369 Posted at 11:46 (12)..........3

Launching Falcon ..............9

Window of opportunity:

7:10 to 8:38 (111)

7:17 (6)

7:26 (6)

7:35 (6)

7:44 (6)

7:53 (6)

8:07 (6)

8:16 (6)

8:25 (6)

8:34 (6)

3/6/9 9
12/16/2019 2:59:56 PM cydneegreen Tell me!

12/16/2019 3:05:33 PM bryceja68689884 WHAT THE FAAAAAAAAAACKKKKK!

12/16/2019 3:12:08 PM telosa3 Huh?

12/16/2019 3:15:05 PM madscientist How do you know it's man made?  Just because a religion is written down first doesn't mean it WAS first.  You do realize that things were handed down 

by word of mouth before writing was invented right?

12/16/2019 3:16:50 PM madscientist God didn't create duality in the sense that you mean it.  That's more like Buddhism where good and evil are equal.  The Yahweh wins according to the 

Bible.  End of story.

12/16/2019 3:18:15 PM madscientist Yes the Demons are spiritual also.  Hitler was into paganism.  He was spiritual also.  So were those who sacrificed babies to Ba'al.   Being 'spiritual' 

means very little.  Having faith in the one true God means everything.

12/16/2019 3:18:36 PM melanieanders7 I’ll be watching the skies tonight for something! Fly by MJs! Say hello and I’ll wave back. 👋

12/16/2019 3:19:52 PM madscientist You misunderstand   I don't need a middle man. I go to God directly. I have my own connection to God.  My faith is the fulfillment of true Judaism.  Ever 

heard of the Messiah?

12/16/2019 3:20:55 PM madscientist How would you know?  On whose authority do you have this information?  God told me there was such a thing as demons.  Jesus cast them out of one 

man.  Is Jesus a liar or a charlatan?

12/16/2019 3:20:58 PM laura_621 And sold at our local health stores...😞

12/16/2019 3:22:28 PM sfumaturak every time i look at that thing, I see a walking talking herpes covered foreskin. I have to look away now.

12/16/2019 3:43:22 PM madscientist Maybe you should read more about the origin of Christianity.  You see Constantine didn't invent anything.  It existed way before him.  You are making 

yourself look bad claiming to know things you clearly do not.

12/16/2019 3:44:40 PM madscientist No, we are not divine.  We are creations.  God is not a creation.  I dont think you understand the concept of duality.

12/16/2019 3:45:27 PM quarkfear1 Please remember that other than hallucinogenic mushrooms , the toxins in most poisonous fungi kills liver cells within 48 hours... JMHO .. but I believe 

this line will give u a better spiritual trip & no poisons https://entheonation.com/blog/psilocybin-mushrooms-identification/ …

12/16/2019 3:46:42 PM madscientist No, we do not all go back to some one-ness. That's Hinduism.   Those who do not confess their sinfulness and need for Jesus as their personal Savior 

will die in their sins and go to Hell for all eternity to pay for their sins.  God is Holy and cannot let sin go unpunished.

12/16/2019 3:48:51 PM madscientist God isn't Jewish as He doesn't have a race.  God chose the Jews to make Him known to the world.  You do not have a connection to God if you deny 

Jesus as the one and only God and Savior.  I dont need a middle man because Jesus died as my middle man to make a way to God for me.

12/16/2019 3:49:59 PM madscientist You clearly havent read the Old Testament because if you have read the hundreds of prophecies about the Messiah you would know it is not all of us.  

The Messiah had to be sinless.  Only Jesus fulfills the prophecies.  Study up.

12/16/2019 3:51:54 PM madscientist Actually, you are saying my concept is wrong because you're directly contradicting what the Bible says about the Christ.  You are a sinner who will 

stand before a pure and Holy God, and that to your peril.  Repent and believe in the one whom God has sent or Hell is your fate.

12/16/2019 3:52:27 PM madscientist Or maybe they are literal just as the Bible teaches even though you don't like what it says.

12/16/2019 3:54:21 PM madscientist Christianity is nothing but a fulfillment of true Judaism.  They are one and the same.  The Messiah came, and His name was Jesus.  The Jews rejected 

their Messiah just as it was foretold by the very book they've protected over thousands of years.  Constantine is irrelevant.

12/16/2019 3:56:27 PM madscientist Have you ever looked outside of yours?  Why would I look outside of the truth?  I'm still aware of what they teach.  No, Jews have no connection to 

God unless they accept Jesus as their Messiah.  Jesus said He was the only way.

12/16/2019 3:58:32 PM madscientist Why do you keep bringing up Catholicism?  I'm not Catholic, and Christianity existed before Catholicism.  Old Testament Judaism was God's outreach to 

mankind because without it we could not know God.



12/16/2019 3:59:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Santa is real.

Yes. It doesn't exist in the flesh and blood in the realm we call the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projection.

Yes. It is as real as Jesus is.

Yes. Based on a "man".

Expression of an IS-BE.

Remember, Jesus is also an IS-BE.

Very real.

Very powerful.

Same with Santa.
12/16/2019 3:59:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many people are confused/concerned with previous posts regarding Santa. Allow us to elaborate further.

Enjoy the show...

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 to willfully call upon this Santa IS-BE and communicate with it.

However; other IS-BEs can also be reached just as with other psychedelics.

The Santa IS-BE takes control over your body during this time and a sacrifice would typically follow this ceremony.

Was it always children?

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now the projection of the story is supposed to be innocent.

The implementation of Christmas is mostly benign.

However consumerism and false religions reenforce this evil control over the earth.

As for the mushrooms.

They induced a psychedelic state that would give you the ability

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The toys represent your donations.

Given out to all the boys and girls collected and who are then stored for consumption.

The hallmark celebrations of Christmas are entirely Satanic.

Santa is an evil entity that you give unique special privileges with access to your child.

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The story of Santa was created to enable child capture for ritualistic sacrifices.

Think about Mall Santas.

How many get hard from children sitting on their lap?

Hello Quid Pro Joe

Santa has child slaves.

Reread past drops on toy donations during Christmas.

12/16/2019 3:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jesus doesn't exist in the flesh and blood in the realm we call the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projection.

Yes. Jesus is as real as Santa.

Yes. Both were once human.

Both are expressions of different IS-BEs.

Santa is a projection of the Satan IS-BE frequency RANGE.

12/16/2019 4:00:41 PM madscientist What you call spiritual is all about 'self' and trying to attain access to God outside of the way He has given us.  You need to read the Bible to understand 

the true nature of sin.  Maybe YOU need to sit with a true believer and see how at peace they already are.

12/16/2019 4:00:50 PM kendowencat opposite of "has-been"

12/16/2019 4:01:27 PM madscientist Again you've demonstrated a complete ignorance of Christianity AND the Old Testament.  Maybe instead of telling other people what it all means YOU 

should actually find out first?

12/16/2019 4:02:03 PM analyzer51 ???I thought "time" is an illusion???🤔

12/16/2019 4:02:15 PM madscientist It's historical.  Some of the Roman historians etc mention Jesus and Christians.   Come on man.  Read a book sometime.

12/16/2019 4:02:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206725642731044864 …

12/16/2019 4:02:34 PM bennastix Ugh what a POS

12/16/2019 4:03:40 PM adrewwalker11 The $1000's of dollars I have just unthinkingly gave to paper wrap manufacturers is a stain on my brain I will obviously need therapy for....

12/16/2019 4:04:13 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Many people are confused/concerned with previous posts regarding Santa. Allow us to…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206725642731044864.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/16/2019 4:04:59 PM ffattmedia I think Santa took over your Twitter last night :)

12/16/2019 4:05:29 PM lbf777 Isn’t Santa entity claiming to be King Nimrod?

12/16/2019 4:05:58 PM 369palm That’s absurd

12/16/2019 4:06:10 PM theappraiser17 Other substances.   I had a once very good friend who started messing with DMT on his own with no guidance.  He changed.  You can see someone else 

behind his eyes.  His eyes would try to probe my soul,  he went on the task of trying to destroy those around him.  I blocked him.

12/16/2019 4:07:18 PM gomomma2 Monsters, Inc., the movie, comes to mind. They must have our permission to gain access.

12/16/2019 4:08:41 PM glor60 😳 Unbelievable!!!

12/16/2019 4:10:11 PM bradduh2 DMT will show you space. But if you're not ready for it. It will be a scary ride

12/16/2019 4:11:23 PM jones_tobious That would be so awesome!!

12/16/2019 4:11:51 PM randyfresh if you can't find any red and white mushrooms, just eat whatever you come across. All mushrooms are edible!

12/16/2019 4:12:16 PM flowersoul What about this explanation of Raising the Chrism through 'Santa Claus'? It does not involve mushrooms. pic.twitter.com/zk171hKaFK

12/16/2019 4:14:25 PM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

12/16/2019 4:14:50 PM hgraceq Tell us a lot cern. How conCERNED are you?

12/16/2019 4:15:23 PM kevinpaz822  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=m23Ms0-_hNE …

12/16/2019 4:15:42 PM kevinpaz822 #mondaythoughts

12/16/2019 4:16:29 PM do_or_do_notty  https://twitter.com/do_or_do_notty/status/1206726727134666752 …

12/16/2019 4:16:31 PM decodematrix CERN is anti-human and it must be shut down.

12/16/2019 4:16:32 PM truepatriotfl74 Just watched from my patio. Didn't catch anything abnormal.

12/16/2019 4:18:39 PM patriotswegoall Always thought Santa was a concept to entice children, and was made up by people.

12/16/2019 4:19:34 PM laurabusse Or clowns

12/16/2019 4:20:50 PM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/1VxlUC5gNwk 

12/16/2019 4:22:03 PM eserenity2 @lyshmarie0701

12/16/2019 4:24:18 PM dayzero5  pic.twitter.com/UwKDYrTe0Q

12/16/2019 4:24:45 PM usernamt8ken Sadly nope.

12/16/2019 4:25:13 PM bbobbio71 Nope

12/16/2019 4:25:24 PM usa12345678usa honestly, i dont care about the differences in religion.  the spiritual throughline is what is the commonality, which stems from love.  😎🇺🇸🇮🇱

12/16/2019 4:25:47 PM patriotswegoall 🤡 🤡 🤡

That we already know.

12/16/2019 4:26:26 PM hgraceq Indeed!

Alice!? WTH pic.twitter.com/tK7iI6Jll1

12/16/2019 4:26:59 PM pomeinnz will it blow up again?

12/16/2019 4:27:06 PM pomeinnz boom



12/16/2019 4:28:20 PM anonymousada If mushrooms allow communication, do other drugs allow other revelations?

12/16/2019 4:29:32 PM scott_rick Santa was a ascended ET master incarnated on earth to help humans.... just like Jesus

12/16/2019 4:29:45 PM cstarr888 Anagram.👍😠😡👎🙏💖

12/16/2019 4:30:57 PM mrblbrettish Santagram 😂😂😂

12/16/2019 4:32:12 PM airborne13b27 Pharmakia: the use of drugs to communicate with spiritual/interdimensional beings.

Specifically forbidden by the God and creator of the universe for our own good. 

Test Him if you want.

12/16/2019 4:33:39 PM s0urc3rss Is this same IS BE as Arabic Šayṭān? How does Baba Yuga fit into the story?

12/16/2019 4:36:13 PM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/1VxlUC5gNwk 

12/16/2019 4:36:35 PM covertress Ready when you are.

I have a nice view S, over the Gulf of Mexico.

12/16/2019 4:38:23 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/9vucoMGTlu

12/16/2019 4:38:50 PM hgraceq @FerryGirl15 💕

Hi sister.

12/16/2019 4:40:05 PM melbourne_3000 Thank you, clarification was required 🙏

12/16/2019 4:40:15 PM timnielsenday Sadly, yes.

12/16/2019 4:40:24 PM gomomma2 But we have to pay to be entertained...they have our permission. I believe children see the spiritual realm much more clearly than adults do....based 

on my experience. Do not dismiss their seeing monsters, but pray with them with authority against the demon spirits.

12/16/2019 4:43:46 PM zeropointchrist @jamiedlux ... next time, tell the gf dis about the mall Santa

12/16/2019 4:45:21 PM qanongroup Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Many people are confused/concerned with previous posts regarding Santa. Allow us to elaborate further. Enjoy the eal. 

Yes. It doesn't exist in the flesh and blood in the realm we call the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projec […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206725642731044864.html …

12/16/2019 4:45:29 PM disgoblue24 Amen

12/16/2019 4:46:00 PM bobluck Define IS-BE....

12/16/2019 4:48:21 PM sailingnut13 No coincidence with the letter flip from Santa to Satan. They both wear red, the both love children a little too much and they both hate the birth of 

Jesus Christ. Santa destroyed Christianities most sacred holy day and now we are left with TV shows and brain dead kids.

12/16/2019 4:48:45 PM madscientist Yes He did.  He preached the very same version as the Old Testament described, but you wouldnt know that because you have never read it clearly.  

Why do you keep pretending to know anything about this?

12/16/2019 4:49:59 PM madscientist Once again you don't understand.  There were over 300 prophesies in the Old Testament fulfilled by Jesus.  Christianity is nothing but an extension of 

TRUE Old Testament Judaism.  You really should listen more, and talk less.

12/16/2019 4:50:22 PM rocktobersky Is Santa The Same As Krampus?!

12/16/2019 4:51:19 PM madscientist That's just it.  You can't take out 'religion'.  You yourself are preaching a 'religion'.   I am calling you ignorant because you are talking about things as if 

you know something about them when you clearly havent read the Bible.  Think about it.

12/16/2019 4:51:28 PM wht353 This msg is so extraordinarily dangerous and WRONG on so many levels it can't even be properly addressed here.

Drugs are a door to the demonic realm. I know from YEARS of first hand experience. Don't go that route.

Be CAREFUL who you follow. 

Seek GOD via Jesus Christ.

12/16/2019 4:52:41 PM rachaelangelm A make up artist, glow up.

12/16/2019 4:53:08 PM madscientist As I said, Hitler was spiritual.  He was a pagan.  You just want to don't want to believe what God said about Himself just like the Jews refused to believe 

their Messiah has come even though their own book predicted Him in incredible detail.

12/16/2019 4:53:26 PM kittles62081233 Good question!

12/16/2019 4:55:10 PM kittles62081233 Perhaps the IS-BE's who are able to channel entities, are able to share their BE with different IS? Or perhaps it's the same IS, but a different portion of it 

sharing the connection with the host BE? For example...

12/16/2019 4:57:15 PM kittles62081233 Darryl Anka - who channels Bashar is a favourite channeler of mine. He connects with a future version of himself known as the entity Bashar, which is 

100s of years in the future, and of a hybrid human race. The reason Darryl can connect with Bashar is because it's his futureself.

12/16/2019 4:58:30 PM youstinksoap I bought this yesterday at a dollar store....mainly because I believe this will be the last year for Santa and unicorns.  🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/MRIn9TeIp6

12/16/2019 4:59:43 PM what_uc Lol,he's really liked.

12/16/2019 4:59:54 PM madscientist How can Jesus not exist in the 'flesh and blood' yet you say He was human?  

Jesus is flesh and blood.  He IS human as well as God.  The only God with the Father and the Holy Spirit.  There is no 'frequency' range.  There is good, 

and there is evil.

12/16/2019 5:00:36 PM lamieret Krampus and the German Santa...if anyone is interested, they both sneak into kids rooms and shove them in their sacks...

12/16/2019 5:01:05 PM theappraiser17 It opens portals and it can be full of amazing discoveries.  I've read a lot about it,  and many experiences are what I expect the matrix to look like.  But 

there are entities there as well, opening those portals when you aren't spiritually ready is dangerous.  I am not ready.

12/16/2019 5:02:11 PM itbmeang Tons of evidence if you look for it.  Plenty of interviews, fbi records, etc.   you just need to look.  Right here on Twitter, tons of links.  Yes.  It’s true.  Not 

a conspiracy “theory” but a very lucrative 💰💰💰fact.

12/16/2019 5:02:22 PM daganon68 Holy fu*k

12/16/2019 5:03:21 PM madscientist It's dangerous period, and a vehicle to demonic possession and deception.  Don't play with the spiritual realm.  You'll never be ready.  That's why God 

warned us about such things.

12/16/2019 5:04:19 PM covertress A bright flash from Neptune!

An arrival?

🛸

12/16/2019 5:04:29 PM madscientist No, Jesus was not an ET or ascended master.  He is God.  You're passing around New Age nonsense from Hell itself.

12/16/2019 5:06:49 PM easterly_t Good grief here is a prime example of nefarious energy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1206740796809986049 …

12/16/2019 5:08:51 PM kshitijvats3 Someone?

12/16/2019 5:09:44 PM rocktobersky 🎄🎁🎅😭

12/16/2019 5:10:25 PM rocktobersky 😭

12/16/2019 5:10:34 PM susan66388204 It looks like a giant Q tip 🤣🤣

12/16/2019 5:10:44 PM rocktobersky 🎄🎁🎅😭

12/16/2019 5:11:02 PM keith369me Santa...satan...same 5 letters...in plain sight...and I never saw it, even growing up in. Jewish home.

12/16/2019 5:11:13 PM gaiamancer2 There's a reason this question never gets answered, and I think you already answered it. One for a few generations time I think...

12/16/2019 5:13:00 PM djlok So getting high on shrooms and chilling with Santa/Satan sounds like a terrible/terrifying idea.  I'm probably gonna have to pass on the shrooms.  

Father Time = Father of An Illusion, that's for sure!!!

12/16/2019 5:13:45 PM keith369me Infinite Soul, Biological Entity.  Basically a soul combined with a form.

12/16/2019 5:14:07 PM zion_vibrations Uhh ok

12/16/2019 5:14:11 PM gaiamancer2 Yeshua was the flesh and blood. 'Jesus' was the astral egregore based on that man.



12/16/2019 5:14:41 PM keith369me Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...makes a lot more sense now

12/16/2019 5:15:55 PM keith369me Wonder whether their is a higher percentage of Santa pedos or priest pedos

12/16/2019 5:18:38 PM deinosofdeicide Yeah, in Alaska too. We grew up with that story, and it immediately made me think of this. The reindeer would consume them and jump around as if 

they could fly. Odd that they became the representations of how Santa got around.

12/16/2019 5:19:35 PM deinosofdeicide Reindeer as in Caribou, although they aren't the same many people know Caribou as Reindeer so I used it so others could understand.

12/16/2019 5:20:09 PM covertress So far, only satellite and plane traffic. :/

12/16/2019 5:20:22 PM joebutterjr There is evidence it will be revealed. Not hard to find if you dig for it.

12/16/2019 5:21:01 PM hoffman11my Also what we call Christmas is the old Roman Festival of Saturnalia.

12/16/2019 5:22:30 PM eagleswinitall Fuck the spiritual realm tbh

12/16/2019 5:22:47 PM lamieret Many cultures have this as their version...we are one of a few that has him as ‘jolly and kid friendly’.

12/16/2019 5:22:48 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/easterly_t/status/1206742511579885568 …

12/16/2019 5:25:20 PM qaphsiel17 Never seen anyone eat the red/white ones. Mushrooms people eat to get high are tan/brown.

12/16/2019 5:25:47 PM owlwoman911_ Let's say informed speculation. I've been watching the Church for 60yrs. It's come up as a repetitive idea..I don't think the American Catholic Church is 

involved, but there's a group that holds the "inner mysteries" to themselves. The Force stirred at JPII-thrice black ceremony.

12/16/2019 5:27:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 We do not identify the information we share to be New Age or contradictory to the Bible's representation of this Matrix. 

Don't assume that you know more than the Majestic 12's decades long reign over that your matrix.

We said neither of those things of Jesus.

Assumptions deceive

12/16/2019 5:28:01 PM s_macca02 Santa Claus is based on St. Nicholas, the patron saint of giving, children, travelers, and mariners. He has nothing to do with satan. : 

https://www.stnicholascenter.org/who-is-st-nicholas …

12/16/2019 5:28:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Domain's use of the term IS-BE was captured in that book. Remember, she was talking to a doll.

12/16/2019 5:29:11 PM qbeat107 I'm ready to shoot Santa!

12/16/2019 5:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct this is an alternative representation of Christmas.

We shed light on the Satanic side.

12/16/2019 5:30:18 PM bobluck Santa is loosely based on the figure of St. Nicholas. St. Nicholas, being a human person cannot be an infinite soul. An infinite soul would suggest no 

beginning & no ending. God alone has no beginning or ending. Human souls are finite, they are created.

 http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11063b.htm …

12/16/2019 5:30:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tim Allen did and you saw what happened.

12/16/2019 5:30:55 PM covertress I'm drifting off to sleep.

See you in my dreams!

12/16/2019 5:31:21 PM qbeat107 Can I ask when will someone that ppl will listen to and trust help us reveal all of this! If ppl ACTUALLY SEE THE TRUTH IT MIGHT HELP US SHUT THIS 

THING DOWN!

12/16/2019 5:32:07 PM enlight3nedgeek Some of my family members seem to become possessed at Christmas and start shouting and fighting. It's really quite horrible.

12/16/2019 5:32:25 PM johnnymerckx  pic.twitter.com/30TQvqFGi4

12/16/2019 5:32:48 PM qbeat107 Really, I missed that. Help me out. I'm not a TV watcher.

12/16/2019 5:33:36 PM lonewolf9390  pic.twitter.com/YEvKbkQfaB

12/16/2019 5:34:47 PM wanderer4truth And the symbolism of the elves makes sense now....

12/16/2019 5:35:09 PM scott_calhoun23 More pizza pic.twitter.com/n9qQONg46K

12/16/2019 5:36:31 PM scott_calhoun23  pic.twitter.com/8JhyhVsaKx

12/16/2019 5:37:02 PM qbryce171 See family guy's xmas episode from a few years back. The Truth is right in front of us

12/16/2019 5:37:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Standing next to “Santa” or “Satan.” Oh the symbology.

12/16/2019 5:37:30 PM scott_calhoun23  pic.twitter.com/eorAbdHiky

12/16/2019 5:39:27 PM debstev80504671 People didn't walk hundreds of miles in December snow to see baby Jesus either. He was born in the fall, a time of abundant harvest. Most or I believe 

9/11.

12/16/2019 5:39:47 PM madscientist It doesn't matter how you identify this information.  It is what it is.  I'll take the Bible over what you say you know any day.  They were more like 

questions than assumptions.  They were only based on what you yourself said.  Clarifying would be appropriate.

12/16/2019 5:42:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 18m-18m48s

Majestic Timing

Majestic Message https://youtu.be/LRKFo0JmuBc 

12/16/2019 5:43:54 PM giasn0st Santa is real.

12/16/2019 5:44:27 PM laura_621 Is this related to people the elves some see?

12/16/2019 5:45:42 PM cocopuffster12 So frustrating to find I have unfollowed you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - it happens way too often. And I have notifications always on. Argh!!

12/16/2019 5:45:43 PM mindaltdelete Who knows how long that sicko has been watching as well. I hope they find this guy, and crucify his ass.

12/16/2019 5:46:04 PM ewilliams22101 Moscovium

12/16/2019 5:47:13 PM allahuniversal "Drugs are a door to the demonic realm."

Yeah, that's what I got from it. 

"Be CAREFUL who you follow."

On Twitter or in real life, or...? 

"Seek GOD via Jesus Christ."

Was that his name in Hebrew? Yashua the Anointed One has shown me the way that I walk. ThanQs 4 ut concern.
12/16/2019 5:48:01 PM antarantanka Actually St Nicholas of Myra was another IS-BE who was quite pure. The reptilian known as Say-Tan is notorious for stealing identities. This does two 

things, hides him, and projects his deeds onto innocents.  Kinda uses identities as a VPN. Not meant to be a trolling remark btw.

12/16/2019 5:48:04 PM giasn0st  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206725643339210752?s=20 …

12/16/2019 5:48:49 PM koryoline1 Santan claws...

12/16/2019 5:49:18 PM egelone mj. is this site good?  https://www.wingmakers.com 

12/16/2019 5:50:35 PM toffer_anon_369 How can we help?

12/16/2019 5:50:45 PM ginger_carlyle Satan corrupts and inverts everything. Although Santa Clause has nothing to do with the birth of Christ, and therefore should never have been 

esteemed so highly to begin with.

12/16/2019 5:50:47 PM christineboonst #Netherlands we originally did not have Santa. We have Sinterklaas. It is like Santa does,  giving presents to children and to each other. It is on the birth 

date of St. Nicholas, 5th of december. But we see also more and more Santa's everywhere.

12/16/2019 5:51:16 PM trishrichards4 Your story on Santa is accurate.. but Jesus is alive and in the flesh as we speak...@P0A_Triot23 ✝️✝️✝️

12/16/2019 5:51:18 PM cny_micaa can you comment on the book Allies of Humanity?

12/16/2019 5:52:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Georgia election official says check-in computers use secure passwords https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/georgia-voter-check-

tablets-longer-use-default-1234-password-officials-say/PugVlxmFwJVdac5N4CoevN/ …

12/16/2019 5:52:48 PM jvan125 😆 pic.twitter.com/Gb7QzP5ggJ

12/16/2019 5:53:57 PM ausanon369 Which drug reaches Jesus?

12/16/2019 5:54:03 PM linnyt7 This was the first thing I though of when I read your thread on Santa.

12/16/2019 5:54:08 PM patriotkong So how does Krampus play in to all this? Two sides of the same coin? Santa's true form? If you're good, Santa brings you gifts but if you're bad Krampus 

abducts the kids



12/16/2019 5:54:17 PM manifest_utopia Curious. Do you recommend reading this book?

12/16/2019 5:54:36 PM 1_decided_voter Doesn't really add much comfort if the process is not using paper ballots.

12/16/2019 5:55:12 PM allahuniversal Did you see the correlation between Santa and * Satan being made? Anyone who's been a free thinker figured that one out years ago.

12/16/2019 5:55:23 PM ewilliams22101 Is this the tech for body doubles?  HRC's doubles?

12/16/2019 5:55:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Man Busted For Lewd Act In Walmart Toy Aisle | The Smoking Gun  http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/revolting/another-vile-walmart-

patron-285930 …

12/16/2019 5:56:06 PM wht353 👊

Be careful who you follow *period* ... ;)

Jesus has many names given throughout O/NT scripture. It was He who gave the law to Moses, was w/ them through the wilderness and so forth. 

My view is we aren't saved by a name or a correct pronunciation but by the Godman *himself*.

12/16/2019 5:56:24 PM blynn1lynn Do they switch voter selection?

12/16/2019 5:57:55 PM 369palm Import the 3rd world and live in the 3rd world.

12/16/2019 5:58:12 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇💥RT💥 http://bit.ly/2OZidhL 

12/16/2019 5:59:12 PM petrabusterdm Impeach is passe..... We know how it ends.  

Q needs to be asked...... Next step.... Space. Thule. Reveal. Interstellar? Visitors? THIS is what the masses can't see.  When?

12/16/2019 5:59:19 PM avshara 😖

12/16/2019 5:59:30 PM jrocktigers Cmon David. . . u know you wanna ask Santa why he didnt bring you Nintendo 64. .. . pic.twitter.com/okL9blNYpe

12/16/2019 5:59:46 PM mettlemeta .

12/16/2019 6:00:33 PM linnyt7 There was an interview of this woman a while back that I watched. It was fascinating. Now I wonder whenever I see a political figure who looks a bit 

off...like the recent pic of HRC with her youthful appearance...

12/16/2019 6:01:16 PM a_ostation Is that the reason psychedelics are illegal because if used without knowing true powers, they could be.. let’s say bad.. because of IS-BE.. what’s overall 

thoughts on use of psychedelics? Mushrooms, LSD, DMT, Peyote, ayahuasca, etc..

12/16/2019 6:02:22 PM toffer_anon_369 After everything you've told us about🍎 -- couldn't they manipulate their tablets to skew the votes in GS favor?

12/16/2019 6:02:32 PM dberry120 Of course it’s ‘A Florida Man’

12/16/2019 6:02:38 PM petrabusterdm Impeach is passe..... We know how it ends.  

Q needs to be asked...... Next step.... Space. Thule. Reveal. Interstellar? Visitors? THIS is what the masses can't see.  When?

12/16/2019 6:03:27 PM giasn0st  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/1998/09/bill-clinton-and-the-meaning-of-is.html …

12/16/2019 6:04:25 PM dayna1968 528 Hz is the healing frequency. Hence "the bad guys" (government media) has deemed medication "evil" in several articles. They don't want their 

reign to end. Bondage will be under bondage until enough people move forward to the 5th dimension. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gmeOvmJ6H1c&fbclid=IwAR0efdGG3ruyXDuCbYFE9EsnJM7DYxJtr33zEkkEskXVI3eaTQrKx8t8T1Q …

12/16/2019 6:04:53 PM jrocktigers Amanita Muscaria. . . This is one to be very careful with. Not for inexperienced users or handlers. . . pic.twitter.com/StWbokrHIE

12/16/2019 6:05:19 PM tillie71120939  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mz6Z3wMFAX8 …

12/16/2019 6:05:49 PM koryoline1 Satan claws

12/16/2019 6:06:11 PM allahuniversal Correct re: following. I follow no one other that The One, no intermediaries or middle men. As for using the correct name, respect demands that I call 

the respectable by their actual name. And salvation, is by Grace.

12/16/2019 6:06:38 PM linnyt7 In my teens I had an incredibly profound experience with mushrooms, which I tried just one time. It didn’t involve Santa, but did involve beings who 

showed me my purpose in life. It had to do with fighting to protect children. It was a spiritual war, literally. It never left me.

12/16/2019 6:07:43 PM linnyt7 I knew it!

12/16/2019 6:08:16 PM neiltwa Satan and Saturn Origins of mythology and allegiance to fake gods

12/16/2019 6:08:17 PM wht353 I respect that I would never argue the point. God knows our heart.

12/16/2019 6:08:57 PM fansblowing3 The Santa IS-BE takes control over your body PERMANENTLY?  This is what happens during their rituals?

12/16/2019 6:09:32 PM lbf777 Cool story bro but why did Rabbi Trump attack our 1st Amendment Rights? That was the final nail in his coffin btw. Nobody trust him now.

12/16/2019 6:10:25 PM my2sonznme 😱

12/16/2019 6:10:37 PM toffer_anon_369 is there any possibility that [they] have distributed so much poison into us IS-BE's that have perverted otherwise innocent people to have 

uncontrollable / demonstrable outbursts like this?

12/16/2019 6:11:54 PM toffer_anon_369 or was this guy on some other sort of mushroom / hallucinogen?

12/16/2019 6:13:35 PM nschlange I thought the British royals had already been taken down? I thought that's what the president did when he was there? She no longer wears her crown, 

right? Or no?

12/16/2019 6:15:12 PM pollux_hyp3 Lord knows what he probably suffered as a child to have behaved like this.

12/16/2019 6:15:26 PM magabeliever20 He deserves more like an ax in the back.

12/16/2019 6:18:19 PM keith369me You are an IS-BE, I am, read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 from the beginning if you are willing to challenge all that you believe.  The picture will be different if you 

can drop everything and start over.

12/16/2019 6:19:44 PM keith369me Timeline...look at the date of the Tweet.

12/16/2019 6:20:06 PM blsdbe Nice! Is the mush from the lemon or is this what the Amanita powder becomes? How much to you add to a cup of the tea?

12/16/2019 6:20:18 PM norcocagrandma When I was 21, a fellow student told me that she had believed in the Lord Jesus and confessed Him as her savior.  She shared Bible verses with me 

about His death and resurrection and told me if I believed in Him I would be forgiven my sins.  It took 3 more months for me to pray.

12/16/2019 6:22:03 PM keith369me ...and Abraham’s still lost.  She was never supposed to lose.

12/16/2019 6:22:24 PM blsdbe Does this look right? https://www.zamnesia.com/blog-the-lemon-tek-for-a-faster-trip-n232 …

12/16/2019 6:23:25 PM fansblowing3 Who would ever do that?  Why?  Some people are so disgusting.  We need to choose who gets depopulated.

12/16/2019 6:24:07 PM 369palm Ok

12/16/2019 6:24:13 PM norcocagrandma The message of salvation is simple.  No other religion offers a way out of sin.  Most people recognize they need forgiveness as I did.  The Bible is 

historically accurate, prophetic, cohesive, and gives God's plan from start to finish.  All of this is not absurd, and very real.

12/16/2019 6:24:54 PM s_macca02 He was a believer in Christ and walked in the light of the Holy Spirit. Judge by the fruit/ acts.

12/16/2019 6:25:13 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/XgozfMdRLJ

12/16/2019 6:25:21 PM norcocagrandma Best to you @369Palm, I mean no disrespect.

12/16/2019 6:25:29 PM keith369me Sick...but he’s got other issues with “lasting”...is this as bad as the guy masturbating with stuffed animal?  Only in Florida.  Remember this gem? 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/florida-man-masturbated-with-stuffed-animal-in-walmart-cops/1954209/%3famp …

12/16/2019 6:25:29 PM djlok What does it show you?

12/16/2019 6:25:30 PM blsdbe Well played, MJ!!!

12/16/2019 6:25:43 PM djlok 😂😂😂

12/16/2019 6:26:49 PM jrocktigers It is a direct portal to spirit world supposedly. Natural habitat is primarily  in the Caucasus region.

12/16/2019 6:27:57 PM qaphsiel17 Nothing really. Its a body high. Colors pop a little more. Laugh alot. Awake and alert.

12/16/2019 6:28:29 PM djlok 5:5

12/16/2019 6:29:00 PM dustybeck6 what version of santa do you see when your on walnut sauce?



12/16/2019 6:29:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scandal Reopens? Court Papers On Democrat IT Aide Imran Awan Make New Revelation | The Daily Wire https://www.dailywire.com/news/scandal-

reopens-court-papers-on-democrat-it-aide-imran-awan-make-new-revelation …

12/16/2019 6:29:18 PM jrocktigers I have been told different regarding Amanita's.   ..

12/16/2019 6:29:43 PM jenncbonneville Well fuck.  Just take all our family fun away.  Who wants to takes family Santa pics now?

12/16/2019 6:30:21 PM blsdbe #UnSealTheDNC

#UnSealTheDNC

#UnSealTheDNC

12/16/2019 6:31:02 PM qaphsiel17 Thats them. Boomers. Most eat a few caps and a few stems and go enjoy nature.

12/16/2019 6:31:34 PM twilly18 oh yeah that guy.

pre primary comedy is welcome

12/16/2019 6:32:31 PM fansblowing3 Doll body that was just a type of spacesuit for the IS-BE inside.  Who was actually a human from the future.

12/16/2019 6:32:34 PM qaphsiel17 Have known a few that reported a bad trip.

12/16/2019 6:32:37 PM nschlange Oh, thanks

12/16/2019 6:33:17 PM 1_decided_voter But nothing was actually reopened. This is just saying that JW was told that a FOIA case could not deliver a cache of documents because of another 

sealing order that existed. 

It raises an eyebrow, but doesn't seem to accomplish much.

12/16/2019 6:33:56 PM khyastv Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

12/16/2019 6:34:41 PM godrus #DWS and #Awan: #Brothers from a different mother? 

They look VERY much alike!

12/16/2019 6:34:45 PM jrocktigers ARe you speaking of Amanita's?  Boomers -  Some of us go for the gusto.. .. 5g and up . .  .. . then let me know if it was just a body high. . . ahhaha.

12/16/2019 6:34:53 PM realbutchasblog What book?

12/16/2019 6:34:58 PM americanpetal This is all so disturbing. I want off this planet.

12/16/2019 6:35:06 PM papoyamba Noble myth? WHAT MEANZ?

12/16/2019 6:35:29 PM fansblowing3 Children will automatically trust someone in a Santa suit.  😠

12/16/2019 6:35:56 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/2Jt0idOtLx

12/16/2019 6:36:17 PM keith369me If this all comes out, it will be suicide weekend.

12/16/2019 6:36:31 PM lbf777 Why did Rabbi Trump attack our 1st Amendment Rights on behalf of Israel? This is an act of treason.

12/16/2019 6:36:57 PM keith369me Is that John Stamos?

12/16/2019 6:38:19 PM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/X8brTQ8RuJ

12/16/2019 6:39:28 PM rocktobersky I Knew A Deborah Needed #Prayers!!!

12/16/2019 6:40:01 PM godrus Nope that is #CIA Operative: Imran Awan

12/16/2019 6:40:31 PM rocktobersky Know, is she into Voodoo Dolls And Occult Stuff too?!

12/16/2019 6:42:57 PM realbutchasblog Thank you!!

12/16/2019 6:43:24 PM ellenkoko You got the phone data part from this? I knew the beginning stuff. 

And DW- 's bro was district attorney (or close) at the time.

12/16/2019 6:43:36 PM qaphsiel17 No. They were Psilocybin mushrooms. 5gs damn. Going big. See anything?

12/16/2019 6:43:37 PM debstev80504671  pic.twitter.com/nhVp1Mq4Or

12/16/2019 6:44:02 PM zsmolka1 Haked???

12/16/2019 6:45:19 PM debstev80504671 Now the man lacks morals, ethics and doesn't care about following the law.

12/16/2019 6:45:54 PM timeforarrests Demonic imo.

12/16/2019 6:46:10 PM bobluck No, unless you are God, you are finite. God alone is infinite. To suggest you have an infinite soul is to suggest your soul has no beginning. The human 

soul is created by God. Who made @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the authority?

12/16/2019 6:46:23 PM killaz306 Nice to see it in the news again😶 pic.twitter.com/i5ivlK51Xm

12/16/2019 6:47:20 PM jrocktigers Yes , it is much different.

12/16/2019 6:47:20 PM manifest_utopia Thanks! I may pick up a copy. 

What did MJ mean about she was speaking to a Doll?

12/16/2019 6:48:26 PM ellenkoko I was asking about how you got PHONE DATA from it.

I can't read it 100% but I see no confirmation of phone data. Tho I will agree they must have it.

12/16/2019 6:48:26 PM johnnymerckx @RepAdamSchiff @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/gchq-calling-gay-codebreakers-more-12733945 …

12/16/2019 6:48:41 PM keith369me That was sarcasm...quite a likeness

12/16/2019 6:49:35 PM keith369me Welcome back Shane...stay our of Florida Wallmarts

12/16/2019 6:50:57 PM laurabusse So then was that AI in the doll?

12/16/2019 6:52:28 PM qaphsiel17 Not sure empathy and compassion is big on the list. Trading humans for technology with no thought to the victims.

12/16/2019 6:53:10 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks Keith!  Will do! 😂

12/16/2019 6:53:18 PM laurabusse Thx

Was wondering if it was AI inside there...

12/16/2019 6:53:26 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/QYyCFCLmOU

12/16/2019 6:53:53 PM der_wanderer8 Thank you

12/16/2019 6:54:06 PM laurabusse Fascinating book

Well worth reading

12/16/2019 6:54:18 PM djlok Are you still seeing things? 😂😂😂

12/16/2019 6:54:24 PM jesperbirk5 I think she looks at least 4% human...

12/16/2019 6:54:45 PM ellenkoko Got that

12/16/2019 6:55:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 2020 Goals

Get rid of your cell phones at home

Use a secure bag that blocks all signals and store while at home

Disable Wifi

Install Reverse Osmosis Water Source

Don't eat GMOs

Stop using fluoride

Stop using aluminum

Start responsibly using CBD

Start Meditating Daily



12/16/2019 6:55:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider signal blocking paint on walls/ceilings/exterior?

Detoxify your body.

Balance your required nutrients.

Fast.

Don't get anymore Flu shots.

Move your TV out of the room you spend the most time in.

Cancel Cable Subscription

Use Ethernet cables for internet

Plus Much more!
12/16/2019 6:56:05 PM worldxplorer1 Message over messenger!

The question is whether or not the information out of that doll was accurate.

12/16/2019 6:56:35 PM jrocktigers Define things .. .

12/16/2019 6:56:46 PM bbobbio71 Will the law for health professionals regarding flu shots be changed?

12/16/2019 6:56:47 PM arduousascetic Don't forget the #tinfoil.

12/16/2019 6:57:00 PM qaphsiel17 Lol. Only last abput 12hrs.

12/16/2019 6:57:05 PM sano_faith In the case where someone cannot use/install Ethernet cables but still need to have access to Internet, what do you recommend ?

12/16/2019 6:57:22 PM cledrordfishing The use of CBD is prohibited @ my place of employment.

12/16/2019 6:57:33 PM ellenkoko 2 MS13 were 187d

But how did you get phones?

12/16/2019 6:57:36 PM my2sonznme This way of living requires a LOT of money. The majority do not have the means to do all you have mentioned. Great advice but unrealistic and 

unattainable. Now what?

12/16/2019 6:57:37 PM bbobbio71 I've got a good jump but need to learn/ practice meditating

12/16/2019 6:57:51 PM bobluck If you're getting high on the 'shrooms and conjuring up spirits, one that claims to be Santa, you need an exorcism dude, cause that ain't Santa you're 

talkin' to! This is full bore Spiritual warfare. We aren't infinite souls. Our human souls are created and therefore finite.

12/16/2019 6:57:56 PM ellenkoko You see this? https://twitter.com/QNNTexas/status/1206748889946218498?s=20 …

12/16/2019 6:58:32 PM realbutchasblog I will read it. David Icke holds a similar, matrix-style view of earth. At least, he used to. Who knows what he believes now. He was quality redpill 

material for me more than a decade ago

12/16/2019 6:58:42 PM lbf777 Why trolling. I am asking a legit questions. I care about our Constitution as 99.99% of Americans do.

12/16/2019 6:58:50 PM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12

Is Santa created and then fuelled by thoughts and beliefs of the entire collective consciousness ?

12/16/2019 6:58:58 PM hallchristoff MJ what was the best supplement for removing metals from the body? Chorella... not from China?

12/16/2019 6:59:05 PM ellenkoko Just trying to get smarter

12/16/2019 6:59:50 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 2020 Goals Get rid of your cell phones at home Use a secure bag that blocks all signals 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206769749989965835.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/16/2019 6:59:58 PM do_or_do_notty All sounds like solid advice

12/16/2019 7:01:23 PM lbf777 How about we criminalize GMOs so the masses don’t eat it? 

Remember how Rabbi Trump criminalized Vaping because Tobacco Companies lost 80% of their sales? Do the same thing except for GMOs this time.

12/16/2019 7:01:43 PM crisco2377 Everybody has suffered in some way or another! I hope he gets the help he needs..HOWEVER, "PATHOLOGICAL ALTRUISM" is NOT the answer! Get 

appropriate help for him but those actions are NOT allowed under ANY circumstance!

12/16/2019 7:02:36 PM cathyspartanj #BrowardCounty #tictoc #wehaveitall #ThesePeopleAreSick #WakeUpAmerica #MEMPHIS #WWG1WGA #DEMOCRATSSOLDUSOUT #UNSEALOBAMA 

#BARRYSOETORO #JoeChina #HunterBiden @JoeBiden @ABC #woke @nytimes @CNBC @PBS @ewarren #DNCMEDIACOLLUSION

12/16/2019 7:02:48 PM kevinpaz822 #mondaythoughts

12/16/2019 7:03:15 PM rx8bob What shall we do with smart meters?  Wifi and cellular signals bad? So 5g worse?

12/16/2019 7:04:57 PM djlok Oh geez.  See I've never done anything that would be labeled a "hallucinagin".  I always used to say that I already see too much in reality - and that was 

pre-Great Awakening.

12/16/2019 7:05:01 PM girlawakeinca Here’s a link from a previous AMA that’s helpful  https://t.co/rrs1KwRAMM  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1165963522037243904?s=21 …

12/16/2019 7:05:07 PM kahsmick Get a countertop water distiller.  Far better.

12/16/2019 7:05:11 PM juliefeider333 What is an IS-BE?

12/16/2019 7:05:23 PM laurabusse Just start

Like everything else you get better and better at it

Gets easier and easier

Like second nature

After some time you won't want to stop and you'll wonder why you waited so long to start

The benefits are amazing

12/16/2019 7:05:37 PM der_wanderer8 As in Neil Gaiman's "American Gods"

12/16/2019 7:06:00 PM trax1833 Last one said use Ethernet for internet. Plug in instead of WiFi.

12/16/2019 7:06:20 PM jangping3 Chlorella (spelling)

12/16/2019 7:07:14 PM hallchristoff That's it. Thanks.

12/16/2019 7:07:28 PM robertrkimball Internet ok. Wifi not so much.  go old school and plug a laptop in with ethernet cable.

12/16/2019 7:07:34 PM hallchristoff Thank you.

12/16/2019 7:08:04 PM timeforarrests It’s very hard to find a glass baking dish with a glass lid. They’re expensive. They want us covering our food with aluminum foil.

12/16/2019 7:08:05 PM twilly18 go into full paranoia mode.

trust nothing

trust nobody

order my new eBook "Paranoia For Fun and Profit"

BUT PAY ONLY WITH UNTRACEABLE CASH
12/16/2019 7:08:47 PM shasty469 Disable WiFi? 😮

12/16/2019 7:08:52 PM dp_shepard Good Luck!

12/16/2019 7:09:24 PM laurabusse I read the book

Need to reread...

12/16/2019 7:09:43 PM laurabusse Thanks ☺️

12/16/2019 7:10:15 PM iamsheisyeshua What makes you think that? I do not disagree, just curious as to how you know that to be true.

12/16/2019 7:10:51 PM wayne86860718 I’m more into the whole plant not just cbd, pretty sure that’s how god created it👍🏻

12/16/2019 7:11:32 PM laurabusse Yeah fascinating stuff

That sort of thing has also been brought out elsewhere...



12/16/2019 7:11:49 PM ausanon369 For the people complaining: stop it. You want to make yourself better, follow the advice or suffer. If you will is strong enough, you WILL find a way

12/16/2019 7:11:49 PM virginialouelle Way ahead of you on these things!!!!

But thanks for the info!

💖

12/16/2019 7:12:51 PM deanna_danforth How can we stop using fluoride when it’s even in bottled water?

12/16/2019 7:13:01 PM ssryan6466 Have already done 6 out of 9😊

12/16/2019 7:13:45 PM northernsky777 🙏🏼💜

12/16/2019 7:14:02 PM laurabusse I agree

Icke for me is a bit too negative and fear mongery

I understand his aim is to wake ppl up

Maybe shock them awake

I personally need a gentler more optimistic approach

12/16/2019 7:15:04 PM virginialouelle No it doesn't. I'm poor as all get out, yet I started most of the things listed a few years ago. Trust yourself.

12/16/2019 7:16:17 PM mineinate Fear nothing

12/16/2019 7:16:30 PM laurabusse Alien interview also has some negative and potentially depressing parts

But overall I found it to be fascinating mind-blowing mind expanding inspiring and enlightening

12/16/2019 7:16:54 PM stanstephens13 Is lead paint still available?

12/16/2019 7:17:05 PM davethadude369 He was the good guy all along... pic.twitter.com/iMU6x0bh81

12/16/2019 7:17:09 PM laurabusse Yes☺️

12/16/2019 7:17:37 PM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/16/2019 7:18:00 PM cathyspartanj #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

12/16/2019 7:18:27 PM trumpmovement2 We just had a TV and Dishwasher go out. When we thought about what to buy we looked at products we currently own, most are Samsung, so we 

bought both Samsung made products. If I am going to be spied on, it will only be by 1 company!

12/16/2019 7:18:39 PM girlawakeinca Most welcome 🙏

12/16/2019 7:18:44 PM zagnett "Plus Much more!"

MJs, please do go on... 🙏⭐️💫

12/16/2019 7:18:56 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! ♥️♥️♥️

12/16/2019 7:19:39 PM do_or_do_notty Are they known to cause this sort of behavior?

12/16/2019 7:19:40 PM trumpmovement2 Cell phones, Tv's, Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher, Fridge all Samsung! Come at me bro! LOL

12/16/2019 7:19:51 PM thefranchisetd How best to detoxify the body?  What fasting schedule is best?

12/16/2019 7:20:26 PM cosmic_engineer They don't mention water in that method, but same prep time otherwise

12/16/2019 7:21:13 PM 369helen313 Thanks ! Was just exaggerating! ☺️

I’ve already started most of these goals while ago !

Will try to accomplish the No-Wifi one !

12/16/2019 7:21:28 PM peter95117110 A simple search for "signal blocking paint" does yield actual products. Good to know.

12/16/2019 7:21:35 PM purplefavorite1 @JudicialWatch filed a motion!!

12/16/2019 7:21:37 PM cosmic_engineer Same msgs, right at the top, and unrelated to the topic. Unsure why you are posting that @ MJ12

12/16/2019 7:23:06 PM sseed369 18/18/48

9/9/3

12

[3]

12/16/2019 7:23:35 PM jenn39956442 And why not THC? It’s been here longer than dirt. Seriously, what’s the reason it’s not on the list? There is a REASON we have been blocked from 

healthy world interfacing with its use-IF DONE WITH PRESENCE ❤️🙏🏻🇨🇦

12/16/2019 7:23:56 PM zagnett Use the lowest frequency Wifi band the device offers - like 2.4 Ghz instead of 5 Ghz. Move the Wifi device as far from your body where you use the 

computer most of the time as possible. Live further away from city areas so that not as many people have Wifi in your neighborhood.

12/16/2019 7:24:19 PM fansblowing3 A secure bag that blocks all signals for my phone?  Any examples?

12/16/2019 7:24:20 PM robertrkimball Just make sure you can shut off wifi on your router.

12/16/2019 7:24:31 PM controscience Cosmic Engineer is referring to the argument made in Don Scott's The Electric Sky: pic.twitter.com/nh7u8sippY

12/16/2019 7:24:47 PM controscience  pic.twitter.com/TuZRql3VoH

12/16/2019 7:25:02 PM controscience  pic.twitter.com/jwijlnvuEU

12/16/2019 7:25:14 PM controscience  pic.twitter.com/DN6PYFbRvl

12/16/2019 7:25:30 PM controscience  pic.twitter.com/JlR7rdxnBX

12/16/2019 7:25:45 PM controscience  pic.twitter.com/tLVAUEB4LU

12/16/2019 7:25:54 PM fansblowing3 Cannot disable WiFi without losing the internet connection.  Or do you mean disable while sleeping or not using the WiFi?

12/16/2019 7:27:05 PM sheann41103502 Iv already implanted quite a few on this list . I guess I'm in good shape for the shape I'm in lol

12/16/2019 7:27:42 PM kellyjo30883107 Gosh. I used to like to read you. But you’re getting too weird.

12/16/2019 7:28:38 PM yellamoj Santas Spirit found a new host.

12/16/2019 7:28:39 PM 369helen313 Sure ! Thanks again for the reminder  !  ☺️

12/16/2019 7:29:01 PM davethadude369 I think Bob Ross talked about it on "The Joy of Painting" episode #99 but I can't be sure of this. "We'll just dab a little signal blocking paint on these 

trees here so all the little critters can break free from The Matrix...(brush sounds)...There."

12/16/2019 7:29:12 PM fallorsesh mother. of. god...

12/16/2019 7:29:22 PM kellyjo30883107 Pray instead.

12/16/2019 7:30:16 PM yellamoj How are we supposed to tell this to our kids or family?

12/16/2019 7:30:32 PM goodbyecabal Make sure you meditate on the word of God and not anything associated with the wrong gate

12/16/2019 7:31:23 PM sano_faith Thanks you.

12/16/2019 7:31:31 PM sano_faith Thanks you.

12/16/2019 7:31:32 PM irah_chandler What will happen to previous evil ma12 members that have been poisoning our matrix? Can we remove the rest of the evil from mj12? Is the matrix 

sanomanus with the sacred geomtry fields each "be" has around them that is connected to the erath? is LoC preventing our progession?

12/16/2019 7:32:05 PM tangobravomike Remove fluoride and you will experience such vivid dreams you will wonder if they were real.

12/16/2019 7:32:59 PM woohoopatty1 getting healthy!

12/16/2019 7:33:42 PM trumpcard_2020 Get silver out of mouth, learn how to use MMS

12/16/2019 7:33:52 PM klyhb75 Ethernet

12/16/2019 7:34:23 PM decodematrix Disable WiFi in the router and only use an Ethernet cable from router to your computer.

12/16/2019 7:34:31 PM kellyjo30883107 Man, again, just too far out. New Agey. Gona have to unfollow you. Sorry.

12/16/2019 7:35:12 PM fansblowing3 Wifi for cell phone though

12/16/2019 7:36:06 PM cstarr888 Makes you wonder what under "music" is playing along with the store sound track?

🤔🧐😡🤮🙏💖

12/16/2019 7:36:29 PM narcissist_ghst That is the worst fucking Christmas story I’ve ever heard 🎄💯.

12/16/2019 7:36:49 PM cosmotopper6 You can use an oven/microwave safe dish/plate as a cover 4 a round glass baking dish or a metal baking sheet for a rectangular one. Goodwill etc. 

usually has casseroles for a few bucks.



12/16/2019 7:36:57 PM pepperdotnet Is disabling WiFi for health reasons or for paranoia reasons. Because I know how to build a secure WiFi network.

12/16/2019 7:37:09 PM laughingswann wi-fi is a radio signal. weather you tie your hardware to the wall or hang it from the shower curtain is irrelevant...#justsayin

12/16/2019 7:37:47 PM merkaba369 LMFAO... Eating lead paint chips as a kid explains a lot 😂

12/16/2019 7:38:26 PM cosmotopper6 AlexaPure water pitchers filter fluoride as well as most contaminants. Carbon filters..mypatriotsupply.com

12/16/2019 7:38:47 PM _doozier_ Dang then first among almost all of these is "Be wealthy and live alone without any bluepilled roommates"

12/16/2019 7:39:24 PM fallorsesh ive given so much energy into expanding upon the things ive learned over the last few years... but i stil can't see how this "fight" to take back our 'lives' 

and our 'government' aren't two completely separate and distinct things.

12/16/2019 7:40:08 PM jaded_pearl The masses are dumb to the dangers of 5G. I was hoping you would tell us that part of the plan would be a cancellation of such. Mitigate as much & as 

many unnatural RF/nnEMF waves in your environment where you sit/sleep. Blueblockers for screens. Dont sleep with head 2wards north 

pic.twitter.com/svxM0JaJu8

12/16/2019 7:41:04 PM jaded_pearl Health - it disrupts the Krebs cycle of cells.

12/16/2019 7:41:14 PM mr_fedorable Half of this is illegal in Australia 😂

12/16/2019 7:41:31 PM cosmotopper6 Most routers enable ethernet (USB connection) and WiFi if u have that service. If u can't shut it off, ask your provider to shut it off at the main...they'll 

do it. Last resort, always unplug the router during sleep time & restart next time u wish to use.

12/16/2019 7:41:57 PM s0urc3rss I do all this but lost the RO system in the divorce so I drink the mountain mineral springs water instead. You guys on Cheyenne didn't contaminate it did 

you? It helps me feel better. Shoshone spring is my fave. I work from my cell at home. Any blocker tech effective? Like: pic.twitter.com/vWCudKdiIM

12/16/2019 7:42:56 PM jaded_pearl 💪

12/16/2019 7:43:32 PM johnnymerckx  http://www.4ehsbyehs.com/system/app/pages/search?scope=search-site&q=paint …

12/16/2019 7:43:47 PM azuremagus Interesting way of putting it, I don't disagree, however there is a larger picture, Thanks.

12/16/2019 7:44:04 PM fansblowing3 I think this will work pic.twitter.com/xYsa7vNe0v

12/16/2019 7:44:45 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Ditto 12 we thanQ

12/16/2019 7:45:04 PM cosmotopper6 Disagree. That's a personal choice...no need to bring GOD into it unless u choose to. Really rather obnoxious advice; many don't follow "God"...it's 

about each individual's  'spiritual' connection....w/o dogma.

12/16/2019 7:45:41 PM decodematrix Health reasons. It's bad for the natural electric current in your body.

12/16/2019 7:46:09 PM kasubo It’s called a Faraday bag.

12/16/2019 7:47:01 PM fansblowing3 Get rid of aluminum baking pans

12/16/2019 7:47:13 PM lvdckdynsty There's ONLY wi-fi in many places unless ur UBER rich enough to get cable just for ur elite self.

12/16/2019 7:47:33 PM decodematrix Get rid of cell phone. I know that's not possible for most of us right now but that's the goal.

12/16/2019 7:47:47 PM kristin59962925 Holy cow! I’ve been working on that exact list and others for 1.5 years. Life changing.

12/16/2019 7:48:24 PM michael81972 Teach me how to do VOG and Ill give you 3 iphones

12/16/2019 7:49:40 PM lightwins1133 It affects us negatively physically. https://wellnessmama.com/128198/wifi-safe/ …

12/16/2019 7:49:42 PM manifest_utopia Cilantro, dulse, and Hawaiian spirulina all remove heavy metals. Especially when used in combination. Anthony William's books go into much detail on 

using foods to remove hvy metals, toxins & the viruses & bacteria that cause most diseases. Wonderful results.

12/16/2019 7:50:18 PM virginialouelle Not true. Research.

12/16/2019 7:50:38 PM goodbyecabal There are laws in the spirit realm that dictate what goes on in the natural realm- be wary of the father of lies and search for the truth - the road to life is 

narrow and Jesus has the keys to death- it’s raLly quite simple

12/16/2019 7:51:34 PM azuremagus Perhaps powered metals (aluminum?) mixed in paint, defels and jams signals?

12/16/2019 7:51:53 PM jaded_pearl Are you saying that RO water is enough for a health benefit? My understanding is -ORP/ionized/electrolized water is where one can find healing from 

water on a cellular level and reverse some symptoms. Please expand. pic.twitter.com/b6oyH9IFZS

12/16/2019 7:52:08 PM lvdckdynsty Reverse osmosis is expensive.  No gmo at all in ur food supply is insanely expensive  (non gmo eggs here (rarely available) cost 8 times as much as 

typical eggs).

12/16/2019 7:52:38 PM devildocvet You had me til the CBD part.

12/16/2019 7:53:10 PM alisvolatpropi2 What is the name of the alien interview book?

12/16/2019 7:53:27 PM realitygateway What are your thoughts on emf canopies for beds?

12/16/2019 7:54:24 PM bucksmedic36 😂 yes, wrap head and groin in tinfoil...oh wait, no aluminium 😠

12/16/2019 7:54:24 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/gjO3SYnOeY

12/16/2019 7:55:09 PM mary48428336 I totally agree. But you make my employer illegal to mandate employees to get flu shot or be fired

12/16/2019 7:57:03 PM cosmotopper6 YOUR opinion. Thanks for sharing.

12/16/2019 7:57:03 PM lvdckdynsty Everyone knows that there's NO cable in any place rural enough to be safe, right?

12/16/2019 7:57:07 PM michael81972 and teflon

12/16/2019 7:57:46 PM cstreicher46 Put on the full armor of God everyday.

12/16/2019 7:58:14 PM manifest_utopia Metal siding & roof is very effective at blocking wifi signals entering a house, I discovered. Adding aluminum to paint would likely have a blocking effect.

12/16/2019 7:58:31 PM lillymunster3  https://www.powerofpositivity.com/cannabis-removes-alzheimers-protein-brain/ …

12/16/2019 7:58:54 PM der_wanderer8 BE seems to be an emanation of IS

What if it was two way road? 

What if our state of mind would allow to shelter one IS or another?

12/16/2019 7:59:12 PM cdb_yke Baller. Got'um 3 ways from Saturday.

@ai_jared

12/16/2019 8:00:11 PM goodbyecabal My revelation of what the truth is- make sure you choose wisely whom you allow to reveal the truth to you as many have fallen

12/16/2019 8:00:48 PM _greenlion_  https://www.lessemf.com/paint.html 

12/16/2019 8:00:59 PM manifest_utopia Already doing these for many years. Huge increase in health & transition to higher density consciousness as a result. Definitely worth it.

12/16/2019 8:01:09 PM lvdckdynsty It's the thc that's poison, the cbd isn't toxic.

12/16/2019 8:01:47 PM _greenlion_ 2-3 layers of aluminium foil under the new wall-paper and ground it

12/16/2019 8:02:02 PM virginialouelle I moved back to the woods several years ago, knowing what was coming. I have well h2o, just got 4 hens 2 yrs ago (got 2 left), and grow my own 

garden, hunt my own meat, catch my own fish. I'm 51, disabled, barely get around. But here I am, broke, but happy. ⏳

12/16/2019 8:02:04 PM rallistiny Don't have cable just an antenna

12/16/2019 8:02:11 PM 369palm DWS can just switch back to being a man and evade capture.

12/16/2019 8:02:41 PM alisvolatpropi2 Parchment and wax paper are a tiny bit more work to secure over dishes but an alternative

12/16/2019 8:02:57 PM manifest_utopia Oh. 🤔 I'll read it and we can chat. Sounds thought provoking.

12/16/2019 8:04:16 PM giediknight I feel like an idiot, I should have done all this years ago, but I have not.

12/16/2019 8:04:38 PM patriotswegoall If need for cell phones attach an EMF harmonizer on them

12/16/2019 8:05:24 PM lvdckdynsty Over 7 billion on earth.  Few can head for the hills and go all out pioneer.

12/16/2019 8:05:35 PM peter95117110 "Shin-ichi Ohkoshi's team has now identified a new aluminium-iron oxide able to block waves with a frequency almost four times higher. They used a 

sensitive magnetometer to confirm that a powder of the new oxide can absorb EM waves of up to 182GHz at room temperature...."PCworld

12/16/2019 8:05:37 PM laura_621 Our pets are GMO and fluoride free too! I turn off WiFi when we leave for the day

12/16/2019 8:08:34 PM waterheals You are right on everything but the RO water. It's not good for you. Stripped of its minerals. It strips your eyes of maginesum and bones of calcium.



12/16/2019 8:09:05 PM psyminion Poison? 

Sorry you've been misinformed about THC

12/16/2019 8:10:50 PM laurabusse It's different from anything I've ever read

I've read lotsa stuff

12/16/2019 8:11:45 PM mateuszwala Uuu... sounds fishy 😉😉😉

People not ready yet. But when? 

We are one.

12/16/2019 8:12:23 PM jrocktigers So what you are telling me is ,, you never passed the acid test because you never enrolled?

12/16/2019 8:12:52 PM virginialouelle I did it. Anyone who really wants to change, makes it happen. Why did I go this route? To get ready for what is coming. So I can try to help those who 

need it AFTER shtf. You can come here and I'll teach you all I've learned. That's what is going to be needed. Helping each other.

12/16/2019 8:13:19 PM serenityfirth I never like the idea of forcing children to sit on a grown mans lap and whisper is his ear. That’s just creepy...and Mother’s everywhere still laugh 

hysterically when their babies cry.

12/16/2019 8:13:59 PM cosmotopper6 Thank you....I'm certain you'll understand why, after this tweet I've decided to 'MUTE' you. Your 'Revelation of what the TRUTH is' irritates & infuriates 

me....peddle it somewhere else.

12/16/2019 8:14:07 PM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/kEg926AuJZ

12/16/2019 8:15:08 PM laura_621 Even with 0 THC?

12/16/2019 8:15:50 PM aleks8837 Wondering what will happen on 12/17 (MJ/Q) 🤔🧐🙏

12/16/2019 8:17:19 PM cledrordfishing They can't guarantee the levels of THC in any of it.

If we test for even a small amount we are done.

12/16/2019 8:18:30 PM aleks8837 Cool. Damn!

12/16/2019 8:19:57 PM magaman0045 Really? I’ve been drinking nothing but r/o for 2+ years...what’s a better alternative?

12/16/2019 8:20:40 PM jrocktigers Northrup must have made her obsolete?

12/16/2019 8:20:58 PM freeandoriginal A “story” already known just became much clearer.

12/16/2019 8:23:53 PM connorr1986 Where can I get good cbd? Brands...

12/16/2019 8:24:25 PM mossomo Tune in and turn on: Terence McKenna https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRdP0duw59s …

12/16/2019 8:25:25 PM kittles62081233 Our BE is essentially a biological computer. A physical host for our IS. Our BE's state of mind would represent a specific frequency - the IS would be able

 to tune into it, kind of like a radio? Perhaps multiple IS can be tuned in at the same time.💁♂️ Meditation = tuning BE radio

12/16/2019 8:25:44 PM chrismfkelly Did Sidiqqi have fbi clearance?

12/16/2019 8:26:29 PM charlesgdavis1 I saw something on my laptop an image or two flashed on the screen so fast my subconscious most have registered it and I passed out, it was related 

to the surveillance screens on JE island....one image was otherworldly 👽and the other was one of the areas that I think is a room🆗

12/16/2019 8:26:34 PM matttay88200115 Or, we are each a fractal of the infinite ONE. 

Are we physical beings having a spiritual experience, or spiritual beings having a physical experience?

12/16/2019 8:27:44 PM from_thestars I see the pedo swirl in that image 😐

12/16/2019 8:29:00 PM from_thestars Spring water.  Reverse osmosis water is very acidic to the body. Upsets tbrph balance. Mountain valley spring water is amazing if you can afford the 

delivery

12/16/2019 8:30:24 PM s0urc3rss The pedos use the swirl because it's an ancient biogeometry brain activator. They didn't make the swirl bad. That's like saying because they all drink 

water, water is bad.

12/16/2019 8:31:52 PM bucksmedic36 😂😂

12/16/2019 8:33:25 PM corstruction I follow you every day. I love your wisdom.This just can't happen in a "normal" family. It would create turmoil because all of us have used this every day 

of our lives.  We can't just move to Montana & build a house with well & septic. We have to buy food that is available.

12/16/2019 8:35:29 PM doodooh59284043 That's all fine and dandy.  Santa doesn't die.  Jesus does.  What about that?  What about sin?

12/16/2019 8:36:25 PM peter95117110 ...Hawaiian Spirulina is very uplifting, so is Cilantro. Love seaweed in general.

12/16/2019 8:37:12 PM magaman0045 I used to get only ozarka, but I think I can get mountain valley locally. Better a plastic bottle than r/o though? Not like I haven’t drank tons of water 

from bottles but I may only be able to get it in a gallon jug.

12/16/2019 8:39:47 PM bucksmedic36  pic.twitter.com/wArrR2qyov

12/16/2019 8:41:09 PM laura_621 Has anyone heard of  https://www.flfe.net/  and if so, pls share your thoughts.

12/16/2019 8:42:18 PM destroythecabal No ... he broke🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣🤣😂🤣🤣👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

12/16/2019 8:44:33 PM rapunzel_39 Has anyone tried Kangan water?

12/16/2019 8:44:53 PM nickcpace1 @nickcpace1

12/16/2019 8:45:10 PM dianami39130285 Health reasons, I feel.

12/16/2019 8:45:53 PM eyesopentotruth Me at age 5. Makes me 🤢 pic.twitter.com/R5eIJrEb4U

12/16/2019 8:45:56 PM laura_621 Whoa!

12/16/2019 8:46:09 PM niravasara 😂😂😂

12/16/2019 8:48:21 PM c3inoc So live like we in 1700s? Ok!

12/16/2019 8:49:31 PM giediknight Yes, Dan Winter has said, “the first time you take mushrooms, you see through the eyes of the mushroom, the second time (and other times) it sees 

through you. “ The entities parasite through you.

12/16/2019 8:50:03 PM peter95117110 doing searches for "signal blocking ______" will yield a variety of results. Plenty of information out there... 

'73,

Peter

12/16/2019 8:50:13 PM nwpatriot47 In denial and delusional

12/16/2019 8:52:17 PM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Sid Roth it's supernatural legit?

12/16/2019 8:52:23 PM galadri09060100 Use copper paint.

12/16/2019 8:52:48 PM trollingmockin1 CDBFDFMTVCCSUEPM anyone? Nothings random

12/16/2019 8:54:04 PM angiejadee Maybe they personally don’t like the high from thc?

12/16/2019 8:54:37 PM 1godblessus Look like the mushrooms from Mario!! 😂

12/16/2019 8:55:39 PM hypnothyme  http://HypnoThyme.com 

12/16/2019 8:56:22 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 2020 Goals Get rid of your cell phones at home Use a secure bag that blocks all signals 

and…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206769749989965835.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/16/2019 8:56:22 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

12/16/2019 8:58:29 PM frankyanker Ever read Carlos Castaneda?

12/16/2019 8:58:57 PM nickcpace1 @Androme07416104

12/16/2019 9:00:11 PM jeff57253103 Prayer to the One True God is the most effective way to stay balanced. Obedience to His Word is critical and faith, hope, and love are a must. Get to 

know your Creator and love Him back.

12/16/2019 9:00:25 PM androme07416104 TY

12/16/2019 9:01:05 PM laura_621 Good to knosw but I would rather connect with John The Baptist than Santa.

12/16/2019 9:02:24 PM jams4thebread Jesus is fully man and fully God! He died and rose again in the flesh! This same flesh as ascended into heaven. The same Jesus will come back just as he 

left in the flesh and blood!

12/16/2019 9:03:46 PM truthseeker273 It has no THC. It cannot be detected on a drug test. It’s made from hemp.



12/16/2019 9:06:23 PM truthseeker273 I use a Berkey water filter system. I have the two gallon model which works well for a household of four. The filters should last us about 6 years before 

we need to replace them.

12/16/2019 9:07:57 PM turnbolt11 Proper distillation is difficult.

1st steam 1/3rd of water must be sacrificed to eliminate chem w boiling point less than water. (burn off, don't collect)

Middle 1/3rd good to condensate & collect. ✔

Bottom 1/3rd will contain heavy metals & chems w boil point more than H2o

XXX

12/16/2019 9:08:06 PM cledrordfishing The company's general counsel held meetings with us about it.

I don't think I'll gamble on Twitter advice.  Thanks for your input though.

12/16/2019 9:08:10 PM kindeandtrue Speaking of toy donations: 

Do you still "Trust Kansas"? https://twitter.com/StateDept/status/1204825369603428354 …

12/16/2019 9:08:22 PM manifest_utopia I did a search on the group MJ refers to as "The Domain" and found this https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/993853389476950017 …

12/16/2019 9:08:50 PM jams4thebread If anyone denies that Jesus rose again in the flesh, then he’s not of God. Maybe he’s of Santa Claus.

12/16/2019 9:09:06 PM cledrordfishing Hemp does contain THC.

12/16/2019 9:09:09 PM aetherwalker1 You're reading my mind, MJ!

Last night I was daydreaming about my life goal of having a room that's a Faraday cage.   👌🏼

12/16/2019 9:09:25 PM kindeandtrue I'm very tempted to vote "Yes". I'm not very happy with @POTUS right now.

12/16/2019 9:09:26 PM laura_621 This is disclosure of a ritual practice they use. Sick.

12/16/2019 9:09:28 PM americanpetal 🧐 Talk of disguises...makes you think of someone else in disguises...

12/16/2019 9:09:37 PM from_thestars With mountain valley you can find a local distributor & they'll deliver to your home (that's what we did). They have (3 gallon I think) and 5 galllon 

options and you can pick between glass/plastic. I think that will be cheaper than buying it at the store

12/16/2019 9:12:09 PM jams4thebread Yeah sounds like The heretical teachings of Scientology

12/16/2019 9:13:56 PM turboxyde Frequency or energy/matter entertainment influences the expression of organic consciousness much to our detriment.

12/16/2019 9:14:04 PM marywal64295444 I always try to get a firm vision of my merkaba in motion surrounding my body and filling it with golden light. Then I envision a silver cord going from 

the center of the earth, up through my chakras, and straight to source. Then I picture a toroidal flow in my cord, out & in.

12/16/2019 9:15:15 PM jrocktigers Then you have to ask yourself, setting emotion aside, has he committed impeachable offenses based on any evidence brought forth?

12/16/2019 9:15:36 PM kindeandtrue Don't forget that Trump is the one who is pushing 5G and 6G on the American people. Time to re-examine our loyalty to the Orange Man. 

pic.twitter.com/cEVNDJ6cZW

12/16/2019 9:18:23 PM zaraawakened But "Patriots are in control" 🙄

12/16/2019 9:18:55 PM jrocktigers WTF, Santa does not ride unicorns.

12/16/2019 9:20:13 PM ethereal_shaman Many CBD companies make CBD isolates with 0 THC,

12/16/2019 9:22:41 PM kindeandtrue No compelling proof of impeachable offenses has been presented yet, but there's plenty of evidence that he does not deserve to be re-elected.

12/16/2019 9:23:35 PM prueog What is that?

12/16/2019 9:24:27 PM positively303 Spot on you guys! What’s next!

12/16/2019 9:24:30 PM kindeandtrue After a while, it's hard to distinguish "White Hats" from "Black Hats". The classic dilemma.

12/16/2019 9:25:44 PM ethereal_shaman Put a layer of parchment paper between you food and the foil. Be creative, lol.

I got all my stainless steel pots and pans at the thrift store.

12/16/2019 9:26:17 PM zaraawakened Especially when it keeps becoming more clear that they're on the same team.

12/16/2019 9:28:00 PM jrocktigers Gotcha. Define deserve. Did W deserve to be reelected, hell did he deserve to have Supreme Court overrule Gore's victory? Who are the other 

choices? I know you see the democrats of today and for what they truly are. Then again, the zionists are like kids in a candy store. Tough !

12/16/2019 9:28:11 PM wrong_way_down Agaric contains a different chemical all together...it’s not a “magic mushroom”

You’re comparing apples to hand Grenades

12/16/2019 9:28:18 PM kindeandtrue It's like watching Get Smart. KAOS and CONTROL are two sides of the same coin.

12/16/2019 9:28:29 PM jams4thebread Just crossed over into #heretic land - false teaching has dire consequences. Expand your thinking

12/16/2019 9:29:14 PM kindeandtrue They've got us between a rock and a hard place. It's very tough.

12/16/2019 9:30:46 PM wrong_way_down lookalikes to this mushroom?...highly doubtful (unless you’re colourblind). The white one will kill you, the yellow may, the red will get you high and in 

most cases sick as hell unless processed.

12/16/2019 9:36:18 PM laurabusse Long time ago!

In the 70s

Don't remember much

My college housemates were taken by him

Honestly at the time

I didn't get it!!!

12/16/2019 9:36:42 PM dispelshadows Food grade diatomaceous earth is also very effective for heavy metal detoxification:  https://diatomaceous.org/heavy-metal-detoxification/ …

12/16/2019 9:38:34 PM profanedeplora1 I recommend more Jordan Maxwell...and less indoctrination/brainwashing. 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/QKitXfvZW1

12/16/2019 9:40:02 PM americanpetal 🎼🎼🎼 pic.twitter.com/v0s3IZ6SS0

12/16/2019 9:40:21 PM laurabusse Thank you.

@MongrelGlory

12/16/2019 9:40:41 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   psychic vision?

 https://twitter.com/Willyoubegome/status/1206771833355288576 …

12/16/2019 9:43:10 PM qsmartrn Potassium Iodide. Just saying.

12/16/2019 9:44:41 PM rembrandt_1981 Vitamin B6 or eating veggies like broccoli before bed also helps. Lack of B6 Vit symptom is not remembering dreams.

12/16/2019 9:45:11 PM marriedyourbro opt out of your “smart” meter. ☠️

 http://stopsmartmeters.org/ 

12/16/2019 9:45:31 PM americanpetal 😹

12/16/2019 9:46:17 PM ultim8boon Once again, taking everything in the #Qanon community absolutely literally is a fool’s move. #qarmy #WWG1WGA #maga @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/travis_view/status/1206747378016866305 …

12/16/2019 9:46:20 PM laurabusse You like castaneda I presume?

12/16/2019 9:46:54 PM davidg02986909 Demonic influence.  When a person is so compulsive to do something so twisted he has to be under the influence of demons.  Drugs are doorways to 

demons but this is definitely demonic.

12/16/2019 9:49:10 PM quantum_reality The cannabis plant works best when the cannabinoids are working together in synergy. You’ll get benefit from CBD use, we give it to our dog who had 

Cushings disease to manage the symptoms and it has saved his life. But it works better in tandem with the many other cannabinoids

12/16/2019 9:50:13 PM quantum_reality THC provides nausea relief for example that you’re not gonna get from CBD



12/16/2019 9:51:44 PM travis_view Yeah, me too. If you ever think I say something wrong, actually you're wrong because you're taking me too literally.

There are two possibilities: either you understand why I'm correct or your interpretation of me is incorrect. When you rig the rules, you're always right.

12/16/2019 9:53:07 PM diane13_daset I'know we have different layers in our bodies, I'm thinking it's these that rise when we move over. Been experiencing a few things recently. ❤️

12/16/2019 9:56:37 PM winklerburke To boost immune system, take lots of cold showers. To recover quickly from hard work or workouts, immerse in cold baths.  To further boost immune 

system, strengthen grip.  These things work like magic.

12/16/2019 9:57:29 PM enomai_ Water source.

Would steaming up the water and filtering the steam with Sparks of electricity for steam to pass by. Waste dispository. Then cooling the water

Is this good enough to get everything out?

12/16/2019 9:57:33 PM laurabusse Makes sense...

12/16/2019 9:57:40 PM ultim8boon The Santa tweet thread is not an issue of “correct or not”.

I don’t know what he was getting at with that thread, but it’s clear he isn’t speaking literally. 

Yet you portray it as such to your #Qhater fans.

12/16/2019 9:58:05 PM enomai_ And magnets oh yeah

12/16/2019 9:59:47 PM enomai_ I guess we are going to have to go back and look up how John tutor lived, and do things ourselves for our own safety.

12/16/2019 10:01:14 PM travis_view I never said it was to be portrayed literally. You're putting words in my mouth. I simply accurately described the account itself. And yet you accuse me 

of deceit in my portrayal? Who is truly misrepresenting whom?

12/16/2019 10:01:59 PM pokerpolitics Travis can not fail...Travis can only be failed.

12/16/2019 10:02:20 PM travis_view Be specific: what about my tweet is factually false? https://twitter.com/travis_view/status/1206747378016866305?s=19 …

12/16/2019 10:02:50 PM winklerburke She is Robert Redford, disguised as the old lady going through airport screening in Total Rekall, who is really Sharon Stone trying to kill Arnold 

Schwarzenegger, except it’s really Yoda inside all along, talking backwards about the philosophy of life.

12/16/2019 10:03:17 PM 02joshuaradwan These are good goals indeed

12/16/2019 10:03:47 PM wink5811 How do you make your elderberry syrup?

12/16/2019 10:04:28 PM manifest_utopia Thank you for highlighting the desire to create a more peaceful universe. The benevolent intentions are usually omitted.

12/16/2019 10:05:06 PM jessicaslagley Full spectrum CBD includes THC

12/16/2019 10:05:09 PM ultim8boon The selective cropping that suggests his primary claim is that “Santa is real”, which, devoid of further context, is portrayed as if it were a literal 

statement.

12/16/2019 10:06:06 PM jessicaslagley Even THC free?

12/16/2019 10:07:31 PM enomai_ Is this the same story as before, or something else going down here?

12/16/2019 10:07:52 PM diane13_daset I think frequencies/vibrations go through your body and ears at the same time.

12/16/2019 10:08:38 PM travis_view Look, I dont have the power to influence how people may interpret my factual description of the account and screenshot of the actual words the 

account used. I provided another tweet in the thread in a subsequent tweet. You have identified zero false claims on my part.

12/16/2019 10:08:38 PM enomai_ Happy Holidays

12/16/2019 10:09:20 PM steveakridge WOW!!!

New truth awakens me further; however a bummer knowing it just before Christmas. Devious that Satan would use Christ’s birthday to further his evil 

agenda. Many Zionists use antisemitism to defend their evil agenda although most Jewish people are good and upstanding!!!

12/16/2019 10:10:28 PM ultim8boon To be fair to myself, I never claimed falsity in your tweet. 

Merely selective misrepresentation.

12/16/2019 10:10:45 PM laurabusse That also makes sense ☺️

12/16/2019 10:11:49 PM whiterabbitttt1 Yep, I've let go of it all. I just ponder ponder ponder lol. I know that whatever happens, it won't be bad. Because that wouldnt make sense if we get 

served evil.

12/16/2019 10:12:04 PM enomai_ CTFD DAVID 

:)

12/16/2019 10:12:45 PM enomai_ Fear is what these entities drive of off. No fear, they just become bored, or upset.

12/16/2019 10:13:26 PM enomai_ This is a spiritual war.

Get a grip.

Grabs your corn pops

12/16/2019 10:13:53 PM ultim8boon To wit, here is a screenshot of the same tweet that represents it fairly with context. 

You made a decision to misrepresent it by removing context. pic.twitter.com/FBXFHhoyT4

12/16/2019 10:14:37 PM laurabusse Wow

Several options

David Wilcock lays out a lot of Ascension stuff

I can only tell you how I feel personally

I tend to accumulate info and let it rattle around

Meditation is my thing

Connecting with my spirit etc for heart guidance

All you can do I think

Is be present

Live life
12/16/2019 10:14:49 PM travis_view I would argue that the Santa related threads are a delight and more deranged than my charitable portrayal. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206415987073077248?s=19 …

12/16/2019 10:15:19 PM angelae31783765 Hey Deanna, I use shungite in my water to detoxify if that helps and don’t ever drink out of plastic.....water into glass or copper 😊

12/16/2019 10:16:27 PM ultim8boon To be clear, I am not seeking to defend the content of the thread. 

Not sure what point you are making here.

12/16/2019 10:16:32 PM angelae31783765 I use organite pyramids around the house to help with this 😊

12/16/2019 10:16:32 PM laurabusse But really

Only you can know your true path

You're constantly being guided

Seek peace love

The higher ways...

12/16/2019 10:16:46 PM irah_chandler I put brass filled organite all over mine

12/16/2019 10:17:43 PM travis_view The full thread gets increasingly detached from reality, not less. I misrepresentated nothing.



12/16/2019 10:18:38 PM laurabusse I keep wishing I could have more of an inner KNOWING

I bet a lot of us feel the same...

12/16/2019 10:19:23 PM travis_view You better not defend the content, bitch.

12/16/2019 10:20:24 PM ultim8boon You misrepresented the line “Santa is real” as if it existed on its own, plain faced, with no further context. 

🤦🏻♂️ just take the L man.

12/16/2019 10:20:40 PM whitestoneart I agree on all of that. I make orgone btw. I would like to see Americas Water Fluoride free look at the harm>  http://www.FluorideAlert.org  

pic.twitter.com/drnimNaZdJ

12/16/2019 10:23:46 PM travis_view Again: did you miss the immediate follow up tweet? It's pathetic that you would misrepresent what I tweeted in order to accuse me of 

misrepresentation.

12/16/2019 10:24:16 PM ultim8boon Well if you’re gonna twist my arm...Taking the thread as a whole, it’s only a smidge more woo than your average Joe Rogan or Sam Harris podcast 

which approaches the same theme of psychedelics and spiritual journeys. 🤷🏻♂️

12/16/2019 10:25:25 PM travis_view Geez, I thought it was a dumb thread too. But you insulted it more devastatingly than I possibly could.

12/16/2019 10:25:41 PM laurabusse Very interesting

Ppl's experiences are so varied and different...

12/16/2019 10:26:02 PM whitestoneart Get involved, tell everyone, pass out flyers, schools churches, get Moms pissed off, teachers, nurses, send pages from this web site to local "officials" 

too, here is a good resource>  http://www.fluorideAlert.org 

12/16/2019 10:26:22 PM ultim8boon You tweeted a screenshot of a single post within the thread. Specifically, the tweet containing juicy clickbait concepts like mall Santa’s with hardons. 

Tawdry, and not helping your argument. But go on..

12/16/2019 10:26:46 PM laurabusse We're all in this together ❤️❤️❤️

☺️☺️☺️

12/16/2019 10:27:28 PM travis_view If you don't like the mall Santa tweet, don't complain to me. I'm not the one who wrote it.

12/16/2019 10:31:54 PM der_wanderer8 Biological computer 😀

As a device maybe can have different users

Just have to "fit"

12/16/2019 10:31:57 PM sleky19 Rose Quartz, Fluorite.. block the waves

12/16/2019 10:32:33 PM steveakridge Also, now I understand why Rudolf the Red Nose Reindeer had a red, very shiny nose -  Santa was eating

🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄🍄

Haven’t yet figured out why Santa’s last name is Claus but found it is connected to Saint Nicholas (Nick).

Merry Christmas!!!

🎄🎄🎄Evergreen going down...

12/16/2019 10:33:09 PM patriotswegoall A EMF shield for cell phones like this https://www.emf-harmony.com/products/emf-harmonizer …

12/16/2019 10:33:37 PM qumanitarian Along with the Qs' the line at the bottom is quite interesting to think about. I wonder if any publicly released magazines or other readable material 

have microdot photos.  Makes you wonder what else is right in our faces that we have no clue about

"You have more than you know" pic.twitter.com/YhYqRtFjiR

12/16/2019 10:33:46 PM dewterium2 I'm just a rando dropping in, but I have to chuckle at the idea of thinking that "Santa is real," would be insane, and so you would misrepresent it that 

way, but, "Santa is whatever-the-hell-an-IS-B-whatever-is," is totally rational, and the way it was intended to be taken...

12/16/2019 10:34:16 PM dewterium2 Like, "He didn't say 'Santa is REAL,' ya know...he's like....REEEAAALLL, man..."

12/16/2019 10:36:29 PM whitestoneart How to de-calcify your pineal gland  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtgFsUskKGE …

12/16/2019 10:38:09 PM jluther88 Same same! Something is Coming.   Excuse me for jumping in.

The Global Awakening is very Intriguing to me.

My theory, the Energy is going to keep climbing.

Cosmic wave, Magnetic Flip, Solar Flash incoming? Something...

12/16/2019 10:38:43 PM dewterium2 Nor do I, fortunately.

12/16/2019 10:39:04 PM cutchen_bailey I work at a hospital as a nurse. 12 hours night shift with a mask on-unless I give them a phony receipt for a flu shot.

12/16/2019 10:39:06 PM ultim8boon Criticism of travis’ original misrepresentation should NOT be taken (ahem) to imply support of any other interpretation of the Santa thread. I have no 

idea what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  was going on about there.

12/16/2019 10:39:14 PM scott_rick Read any papyrus you like... but use your internal gauge your intuition your gut feeling... if it’s the bible great if it’s a post fine... I follow with my heart 

and the direction is LOVE... I’ve dipped my toes in HELL i don’t ever want to go there again...

12/16/2019 10:41:58 PM manifest_utopia For me, in hindsight, there were very specific & necessary steps I took, although at the time I was just following inner promptings & did not have 

awareness of their significance.

The last step was to affirmatively release everything that I've been & everything I am....

12/16/2019 10:44:05 PM steveakridge Robots don’t eat 🍄🍄🍄

You must be a real person!!!

12/16/2019 10:44:25 PM goodjobtommypi "Q community" lofl.

For their sake, I hope Q never drops about drinking grape kool aid.

12/16/2019 10:45:06 PM jluther88 Yeah...sorry lol. CT is a blue state as well.

Hmm I would say Im feeling Anxiety fluctuating from a 1-5 out of 10.

That could just be me still, or part of it..

Add in an impending 'something', very strong and in the Naval/btm stomach area. It's very Deep and Complex.

Best I got.

12/16/2019 10:47:12 PM jluther88 I have felt this for about 2-3years now. Feels stronger and definitely incoming.

My feelings are vague, but I have 'Remote Viewed' a handful of times.

Just to explain I am awake but not too Advanced...yet lol.

12/16/2019 10:47:47 PM manifest_utopia 3 days later in meditation DNA awakening took place,w/ such power I thought I'd explode, and the veil dissolved.

It will happen when your schedule is clear because during the months in the rapture phase it's really not possible to do anything else.

12/16/2019 10:48:18 PM manifest_utopia Go for it!

12/16/2019 10:49:38 PM slimeylikasnail ima just save myself sum time/make things quicker n off myself

12/16/2019 10:50:43 PM mongrelglory That's great!  Thank you!

12/16/2019 10:50:52 PM jluther88 Sounds exactly what you should do then. We all need to take our own way specifically How we do.

I think you are right possibly for me as well. Something just clicked like I remembered.

I will definitely try to feel and surrender to it more on my next lay down.

See what pops up.

12/16/2019 10:51:56 PM azuremagus Good to know, thanks

12/16/2019 10:53:37 PM sto_always I wish I had the fiat currency to be able to accomplish all this changes in my life and my family’s life ... but I don’t. Any options that do not require fiat 

currency?

12/16/2019 10:53:44 PM mongrelglory Thanks for the tip! 👍



12/16/2019 10:53:47 PM steveakridge Ever since Verizon installed a 5G router in my house I have been having sores on my ears that won’t heal. Should I start eating 🍄🍄🍄 or get rid of 

the new router??? Maybe I should start a class action against them!!!

BTW, in a post you said “us.” How many?

Thanks MAJIC12!!!!!!

12/16/2019 10:56:25 PM steveakridge Who ordered Seth’s murder???

12/16/2019 10:57:15 PM jluther88 Oh please of course. I have been finding my way there as well. Diving within to conquer and understand ourselves. Really learn to fully control this 

body part of us. Trying my best to connect to source and myself. Very slow but steady growth.Many Validations, Many Synchronicities

12/16/2019 10:57:22 PM manifest_utopia Understanding & working with your abilities to manifest is huge b/c it involves mastering your thoughts & emotions, clearing out old programming, 

healing & releasing old hurts to be successful.

I can't answer as to when awakening/transition to next higher density will occur.

12/16/2019 11:00:44 PM manifest_utopia I'd be honored to share any info that would be helpful to you.

12/16/2019 11:10:07 PM jluther88 Thank you seems very Interesting. I have heard the other selves bit. Possibly connecting to other versions of yourself in dimensions/realities, past and 

future.

I habe experimented with it here and there. Trying to send myself messages and such lol. Testing testing...😅

12/16/2019 11:11:37 PM jluther88 Speaking of 'habe'... It's Habbening! Haha have a gnight/morning fellow traveler. Be well.

12/16/2019 11:12:26 PM manifest_utopia The appreciation is mutual. I live in a very blue city north of Seattle, where the spiritually oriented are mostly at the beginner level. I'm immensely 

grateful to be able to connect to people like you.

12/16/2019 11:16:27 PM my_starling Ice mountain sells 100% natural spring water.  Distilled water does not contain fluoride, put some himalayan pink salt in it for minerals. There is also 

ultra purified Penta brand water that has removed the fluoride (pricey at whole foods).

12/16/2019 11:20:02 PM lifessential 🤷♀️ I don’t know what they’re talking about either.

12/16/2019 11:20:59 PM catherinewhitfo Get rid of TV altogether

Use Colloidal Silver- I haven't been sick in 2 years since using colloidal silver daily

12/16/2019 11:21:30 PM enomai_ Btw, just trolling.

I think your thoughts on Twitter are great

12/16/2019 11:27:22 PM manifest_utopia Just ordered the book. Thank you for bringing it to my attention. I've a sense it will bring confirmation & validation. So we'll see. 💖🙏💫

12/16/2019 11:27:36 PM _andy_walker_ What about those of us are aren't rich? Unfortunately, the Deep State has Brilliantly stacked the deck against individuals living in poverty. I can afford 

to meditate, that's about it. lol

12/16/2019 11:28:21 PM taf1969 Nascent iodine and ionic selenium help to detoxify from the fluoride and metals ... don’t be fearful , just be the best you can be , keep your spirits high 

and don’t sweat the small stuff ... as your mindset can also protect you

12/16/2019 11:30:38 PM randiecroshaw Cilantro removes metal toxins from the body...

12/16/2019 11:30:48 PM sandysh12159354 Very crying deep thoughts. Hang tight WWG1WGA. I truly believe I'm witnessing a change that I'm too old to experience the plan!

12/16/2019 11:31:22 PM manifest_utopia Just ordered a copy & am looking forward to reading. Something different sounds perfect.

12/16/2019 11:32:13 PM jaded_pearl  https://smombiegate.org/rf-emf-wifi-3g-4g-5g-will-damage-your-cells-proof-live-blood-analysis/ …

12/16/2019 11:33:25 PM jaded_pearl Scenes from my doctors office today. Pay attention to your body as many notice they are sensitive to technology & source of their dis-ease. Avoid 

prescription drugs & western doctors as much as possible. Meters to measure fields/signals within you're environment are not expensive 

pic.twitter.com/NGRM1tM5Sn

12/16/2019 11:33:28 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.blushield-us.com/testing/live-blood-cell-analysis/?v=7516fd43adaa …

12/16/2019 11:39:41 PM tachyonluxor Really??!?!?

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.rt.com/news/476065-musharraf-death-sentence-treason/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=RSS …

12/16/2019 11:42:34 PM irah_chandler Really how long until he rotts in jail

12/16/2019 11:45:19 PM sjger3 Can you please explain what IS and BE's are? I want to know more. :)

12/16/2019 11:51:18 PM sjger3 Is it bad if I daydream a lot when I need my introvert time? 🤔🤔 😂

12/16/2019 11:53:47 PM sjger3 Jesus isn't God or the creators itself though. That's where the trinity gets it all wrong.

12/16/2019 11:54:02 PM bibibobibox Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Many people are confused/concerned with previous posts regarding Santa. Allow us to elaborate further. Enjoy the eal. 

Yes. It doesn't exist in the flesh and blood in the realm we call the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projec […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206725642731044864.html …

12/16/2019 11:55:16 PM sjger3 Is there a symbolism behind the unicorns?

12/17/2019 12:08:20 AM laughingwolf11 ALL of it circumvented by ALL those of The Light. WE ARE ALL The God Particle. WE CREATE the body like vast amount of cells. LOVE IS and ALWAYS The 

Greatest Power in the Galaxy. Merry Christmas!

12/17/2019 12:09:10 AM kj04515004 Curing Alzheimer's with weed. 

Even if it works, they are still going to forget who you are, when you got there, and that it was them who ordered the pizza.

12/17/2019 12:10:54 AM weshallrise144k Agree! Antigens, Pathogens, Viruses, and Bacteria are all Positive in Polarity, which is BAD. Low ph creates an internal environment ripe for disease. 

Antibiotics kill 3 of above. Colloidal Silver kills 642. CS roots out cell and raises ph. Alkaline diet a plus. pic.twitter.com/IJBO1t1CCs

12/17/2019 12:12:32 AM cchef1980 Best ever advice from this account IMHO. Pointed, actionable measures. Thank you MJ. Sometimes it takes explicit instructions... these are also 

measurable. As in what was before and what happens after. Measurable.

12/17/2019 12:17:07 AM cchef1980 You laid the groundwork and have our ear. What you suggest is neither crazy nor insurmountable. We want to act and we want to help. We want to be 

proactive, we just have lives that are busy. Actionable suggestions with measurable results make a huge difference. More details plz.

12/17/2019 12:27:59 AM _369311119 What happens with sex and mushrooms? Between two consenting and loving people (1 male, 1 female).

12/17/2019 12:36:10 AM mr_fedorable Yep. NZ is worse though.

Regardless, i'll be genuinely shocked if we get ourselves out of this hole

12/17/2019 12:39:07 AM debbiea43922131 Putin Banned All GMOs

Kicked out the Rothschilds

Stopped  Foreign Adoptions

Shutting down child

trafficking and pedophilia

All things that do great harm
12/17/2019 12:41:34 AM galadri09060100  pic.twitter.com/rVX69x17LW

12/17/2019 12:51:52 AM imiinaq One time I was visiting my father and I don't smoke when I'm there. My cousin came along with his daughter who had the flu and days after I had the 

flu symptoms but I ordered some CBD-vape juice and the flu-symptoms disappeared 2 hours later, so no

12/17/2019 12:52:24 AM djjossick These Pretzels are making me Thirsty.... 🤣... If OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD wasn’t so sinister it would be Hilarious

12/17/2019 1:14:47 AM madly_offkilter Secure bag? Like emp bag? I bought a few last year when I flipped ass out? 🙃



12/17/2019 1:18:17 AM justonemum2 Yes!!!!  Mega detox.

Beware the smart TV and wireless devices!

12/17/2019 1:19:16 AM redarmyq17trump I pray personally that we are moving on a forward climb and it's not going to get to those extremes.. FAITH HOPE LOVE pic.twitter.com/1D6N4fSs2I

12/17/2019 1:21:43 AM justonemum2 These "lower" frequencies have been found to be very harmful.  

Distance is your friend with emitting devices.😊

Issue is if you are accessing WiFi on a tablet, laptop, fitbit etc, the device you are holding emits signals seeking a handshake signal.

12/17/2019 1:22:01 AM justonemum2 They work well!

12/17/2019 1:23:59 AM justonemum2 getting real

12/17/2019 1:25:55 AM justonemum2 Aluminium is best moved by Silica.  Horsetail tea is silica rich.

@GreenMedInfo

12/17/2019 1:31:02 AM normal_wizard Seems like people could really benefit from knowledge of the kind of threat this Santa fellow represents. Wouldn't want their ignorance to allow them 

to fall for his tricks.

12/17/2019 1:39:20 AM sheenaparish NASA Star fake sun simulator eclipsing our round orange life giving sun. UV LED white light causing skin cancer and burning the hell out of the planet, 

Vitamin D deficiency at pandemic levels making us all AIDS patients, destroying trees & plant life.

12/17/2019 1:45:07 AM covertress Many stories in the Bible like Revelations?

John's DMT trip?

12/17/2019 1:55:29 AM sarasarafarfan1 Thanks for the info

12/17/2019 1:59:54 AM mongrelglory Airl was a higher density being who used a "doll body" (organic) that was designed to withstand the rigours of space travel.  It got it's power from light, 

and didn't require sleep or food.  It communicated through telepathy.

12/17/2019 2:00:04 AM covertress The greatest trick Santa ever pulled was convincing the world he didn't exist. pic.twitter.com/MKSPKezuyi

12/17/2019 2:04:02 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have confirmed that the interview occurred. It's a fascinating read from the perspective of the nurse. Make sure you read the introduction as 

well, for context.  The nurse was interpreting the telepathic images using her own wording so there may be some misinterpretations.

12/17/2019 2:04:38 AM covertress I've peered into the eye of 🍄 without taking it. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1205926777585057794?s=20 …

12/17/2019 2:06:26 AM mongrelglory I loved Castaneda!  Read the books starting in my teens.  I should re-read them!  I always remember the importance of "taking the path with heart".😊

12/17/2019 2:11:23 AM tambeekeeper I do all but still have cell phones and wifi and secure bags

12/17/2019 2:11:34 AM adsvel Thank You for Clarification, MJ12.🙏

12/17/2019 2:14:18 AM mongrelglory No need for rudeness.

12/17/2019 2:15:52 AM adsvel This is really Necessary!🙏

12/17/2019 2:23:56 AM gt007echo Ha ha ha

12/17/2019 2:32:58 AM q_patchouli Hit me with a dm. I will teach you sweetie!!

12/17/2019 2:34:27 AM mongrelglory It's been my biggest problem living in a city condo.  I'm constantly flooded by other people's WiFi from their units. I looked into the EMF blocking paint 

but it's expensive and I'd still have to make EMF blocking curtains and figure out how to block Wifi through my flooring.

12/17/2019 2:36:18 AM mongrelglory They're referring to getting the fluoride out of your water.  Either RO (including on your shower-head) or drink distilled are the only two reliable ways 

to remove fluoride.

12/17/2019 2:42:21 AM mongrelglory Why do you say to cancel our Cable Subscription? Are you referring to WiFi signals, or are you saying that TV "rots our brains" so to speak?  The few TV 

shows I watch are my only form of entertainment, other than books.  Don't subscribe to Netflix or other streaming channels.

12/17/2019 2:52:05 AM crazyka33831184 Satan clause or Lucas-lucious-lucifer.

12/17/2019 2:53:41 AM humanprimer Just another Bubble 2 program from Anu.

12/17/2019 3:14:51 AM zgrl14 So if you’re poor as all get out please explain how you were able to acquire a reverse osmosis water filtration system at 5k a pop.

12/17/2019 3:17:34 AM zgrl14 Ro water systems and cbd oil are expensive. Once again love being told shit that needs to change that is only doable if you have mad disposable 

income. Smh

12/17/2019 3:21:15 AM karina89350882 I don`t think so.....

12/17/2019 3:21:48 AM powersawer Get a water distiller for your drinking water. Costs less than 100$.

12/17/2019 3:24:03 AM karina89350882 Santa/Satan/Saturn = same frequency range??

12/17/2019 3:25:12 AM dtrastikeville Let me get back to you....

12/17/2019 3:25:27 AM alisvolatpropi2 Thank you so kindly

12/17/2019 3:52:58 AM plasticjesus6 I knew Sanra was Satan

12/17/2019 4:01:38 AM djlok ThanQ!  I think yours are too!!!

12/17/2019 4:03:26 AM quantum_prayers What are secure bags?? Thanks.

12/17/2019 4:05:29 AM itsgreat2tweet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤔  https://twitter.com/quot3bot/status/1206310466634403840 …

12/17/2019 4:19:26 AM flowersoul He has very good reasons to push this! His 5G, 6G and + are of a HEALING frequency! Like the reversal of chemtrails this will be of huge benefit to the 

PEOPLE of this planet.💖💥💫

12/17/2019 4:20:06 AM passion4him Exactly!!

12/17/2019 4:26:09 AM dorothyp Safesleeve protects rf

12/17/2019 4:30:01 AM laughingswann Checking out on this account... Later taterszz

12/17/2019 4:31:08 AM anitakingsbauer MJ -millions of us have to get the flu shot to stay employed. Can you at least tell us what we are being subjected to,is the preservative free option ok 

and what we can do to counteract (cilantro, chlorella, CBD)?  PLEASE.

12/17/2019 4:31:27 AM jeangre85804374 In past news, Does any1 recall when comey said n 6.8.17 @ hearing "NOBODY would say “I have had a lot of conversation w/ humans over the years” 

unless they were not human." @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  His implications were as if he wasn't from the human species. He goes further. What say u?

12/17/2019 4:34:32 AM jay93069455 RFID blocking bags or a faraday cage

12/17/2019 4:37:21 AM sloangidding Any recommendations on the hardware you propose?

12/17/2019 4:39:29 AM yohnkenschon My ultimate goal is to stop consuming alcohol.  I drink way too much of it.

12/17/2019 4:39:51 AM irah_chandler Some times i feel 2 to 3 years ahead. It gets frustrating waiting for everyone to catch up. Been very deep down the rabbit hole kept me up at night. 

assimilated it all into my ssp experience that kept me up more. Made peace with it all knowing that they will pay for it all.

12/17/2019 4:43:51 AM rawphonegirl 🙄 pic.twitter.com/ojoeCEAbtm

12/17/2019 4:44:10 AM coopaman21  https://www.florasophiabotanicals.com/shop.html#/ 

12/17/2019 4:49:42 AM deanna_danforth Thank you very much

12/17/2019 4:50:57 AM big_simp It could be worse

Imagine waking up next to Hilary Clinton or incarnating it as one of those Tonight Show Hosts like Stephen Colbert or Ellen

12/17/2019 4:54:34 AM aboxoffrogs Cat6...it ain't hard. WiFi inside your home compounded with other frequency manipulation is an issue for sure. If it doesn't have a wire the 

communication path could pass straight through your brain... live near one of these? Probably many... pic.twitter.com/lMsmIzUj3M

12/17/2019 5:00:50 AM aboxoffrogs  https://www.lessemf.com/faq-mete.html 



12/17/2019 5:04:40 AM irah_chandler Lol I've had dreams as a returning ascended doing the tonight show like three of those dreams not that i like that show these days or even watch it but 

it's always the tonight show idk why.

12/17/2019 5:06:34 AM dradeon Sounds like he dug a little too deep and couldnt handle what he was seeing, problems he couldn't solve that he let overtake him and decided to try and 

bring others down to his level. People like that are weak and shouldn't be touching any psychedelics, not enough self awareness.

12/17/2019 5:07:43 AM irah_chandler Probably because i grew up with Johnny Carson

12/17/2019 5:09:13 AM momekool1 Yes He is. And He wants things to be simple for us. He’s much more simple than we make Him out to be. I can never say the wrong thing to God, unlike 

my husband & grown kids.  And I don’t have to worry about doing things the wrong way for Him either. He’s easy for us.

12/17/2019 5:11:09 AM big_simp Check out the Johnny Carson bio audiobook.

Couldnt put this one down

Brilliantly recounted by Carsons lawyer https://youtu.be/ndUENhyQnTw 

12/17/2019 5:11:22 AM kindeandtrue Is that what Jim Jones told the folks when he gave them cyanide-laced Kool-aid?

12/17/2019 5:14:18 AM irah_chandler He was such a classy guy thank you

12/17/2019 5:15:58 AM big_simp Very very smart guy

Very fucked up

Zero repeat nada nichts zilch love from his Mother.

Its a top bio. Enjoy

12/17/2019 5:17:04 AM dradeon What is your opinion of psychedelics? Good/bad, useful/useless, necesarry/unnecessary?

12/17/2019 5:18:01 AM jenn39956442 Lol... ok.

12/17/2019 5:22:02 AM momekool1 Why isn’t he in jail???😞😡

12/17/2019 5:23:00 AM jenn39956442 I said use it on the present moment and interface appropriately with the world and THC doesn’t always make ppl high in such a way that the world has

 been told. I’m a health care provider and CBD is not the be all for a lot of ppl. ❤️🙏🏻🇨🇦

12/17/2019 5:26:58 AM djlok Always Florida Man... Always.

12/17/2019 5:31:47 AM _369311119 Machines produced by "Dominion Voting".

Dominion owned by Staple Street Capital

  http://www.staplestreetcapital.com/Team/Board  pic.twitter.com/PtXqgpx5dD

12/17/2019 5:43:56 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/KTJI9wZD6H

12/17/2019 5:48:55 AM blsdbe We cannot trust a 59’ well we had lab tested, goes thru structuring unit, that we run though our Berkey Filter? You have said RO many times, but it just 

doesn’t feel like the right way for me to consume water here at my farm...we all want water we can trust. RO is the only way? 

pic.twitter.com/bkDmGype2i

12/17/2019 5:49:13 AM gryniiizred Exactly, like this beautiful Buddhist peace symbol vilified by evildoers pic.twitter.com/FvlxKmsWlJ

12/17/2019 5:51:25 AM burgersandra Maybe this:

 https://twitter.com/BurgerSandra/status/1206572860195639296 …

Looking Glass provides probability insight not absolute control. Moves & Countermoves. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2019 5:59:26 AM blsdbe We may get there anyway...a world made by hand. Plan ahead. pic.twitter.com/g4Tb6ayMaV

12/17/2019 6:03:01 AM catherinewhitfo I didn't know this do you have a link for more information?

🙏

12/17/2019 6:03:49 AM blsdbe Therefore will aerosolize as steam?

12/17/2019 6:06:09 AM blsdbe Well played, Sir!!! pic.twitter.com/lBEIYMYVJn

12/17/2019 6:06:41 AM shirdbitter This is very interesting, but doesn't cannabis use itself cause (short term) memory loss?

12/17/2019 6:08:49 AM blsdbe Yet we are getting closer the more we gather and go within pic.twitter.com/R44OVr1dBW

12/17/2019 6:10:46 AM the1withthe4ce “lay back [ENJOY THE SHOW] everybody gets high everybody gets low , these are the days when anything goes” -sheryl crow 🍿 “i’m gonna soak up 

the sun , i got my 45 on so i can rock on” -also sheryl crow 😝

12/17/2019 6:12:42 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, can you please address mold?

How dangerous is it?

Is it a BEing on the same frequency RANGE as Santa?

12/17/2019 6:20:11 AM bmj240768 “IS-BE” Definition:

... This includes human beings...Because the primary nature of an immortal being is that they live in a timeless state of “is”, and the only reason for 

their existence is that they decide to “be”.

 https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

12/17/2019 6:21:36 AM mc_cloven The part where a spirtual being can occupy many. Not sure if you know this, but any spirtual influence other than Jesus Christ is from satan

12/17/2019 6:25:07 AM jams4thebread I’ll take the Bible and time tested truth of Christ Jesus over a larping 🤡 who pushes doctrine from a disembodied 👽 who denies the resurrection. 

Enough of this demonic clown larp @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2019 6:25:56 AM profanedeplora1 Nice name calling...very christ like. 🙄

12/17/2019 6:26:23 AM truthisyours310 Oh my! I never thought of it that way.. 😮

12/17/2019 6:27:34 AM turnbolt11 Basically Yes.

Concentrating VOC's that have a boiling point less than water will be in the 1st 1/3rd of the "start water".

The Heat concentrates the chemicals AS they turn to steam.

Dump that 1st 1/3rd AND Dump last 1/3rd.

Only collect middle 1/3rd.

Bottom 1/3rd= heavy metals.
12/17/2019 6:28:05 AM ferrygirl15 So I bought a telescope for the phone. Unfortunately,  I cant use it till Christmas bc I got the kids one too and if I get mine out they'll want to unwrap 

their's.  But yeah,  its still there.

12/17/2019 6:29:21 AM hgraceq 👍🏽👍🏽 Feel like it’s watching you? Lol. Still creepy I bet. 

Can’t wait to hear how the telescope works

12/17/2019 6:30:20 AM turnbolt11 I have yet to find a " countertop distillation unit " that takes these basic chemistry ⚗️ facts into account.

They boil, steam and collect every drop of "start water"...

Which is only CONCENTRATING the VOC's on both ends of the boil point spectrum. And the metals.

Nice huh ?

12/17/2019 6:31:17 AM mc_cloven I see that they called a 19 year a man. I think we need to back that date until they have paid off their first car

12/17/2019 6:31:31 AM profanedeplora1 How exactly do you reconcile your image of Christ with insulting others and their views? I was very respectful in my tweet. A 'Christian' has to resort to 

name calling instead of logic?  Sad.

12/17/2019 6:31:43 AM henrysi5 Immortal spiritual beings

12/17/2019 6:36:32 AM yellamoj I Love You.



12/17/2019 6:37:00 AM cosmic_engineer Tetra in Vancouver has 100% isolate crystals. Just need a good lab. Most profiteering companies don't run a proper organic chemistry laboratory

12/17/2019 6:37:29 AM ferrygirl15 It is creepy. Now let me say fir the most part, I'm really level headed. This awakening has blown my mind. I'm a science gal. But I do keep an eye on my 

backyard now to make sure nothing is creeping out there. I watch my doggo's reactions more too.

I now understand Space Force.

12/17/2019 6:44:42 AM southernpatrio9 I wonder if lead paint blocks RF signals...

12/17/2019 6:45:33 AM blsdbe ThanQ for clarifying. Dang it!!!

12/17/2019 6:46:56 AM gsusgod The passage I submitted was from the same chapter the verse about ‘The Mark’ is found; 5 verses prior. Allegory mixed with literal fact, in such close 

proximity, becomes a matter of interpretation as to what is determined to be literal or allegorical. I have chosen allegory.

12/17/2019 6:49:33 AM turnbolt11 Yeah...

It's a long term pet peeve of mine.

They market the units as a health benefit.

Actually concentrating and collecting the VOC's in the 1st and 3rd portions of the "start water". ( and the metals )

Marketing Lies.

This is where XXX on moonshine comes from.

Middle 3rd 3x
12/17/2019 6:59:22 AM bobluck We have a body & a soul & a mind. We also have a beginning. Our physical body has a beginning & an ending, if only temporary. Our soul has a 

beginning, but is immortal thus it has no ending. At the Resurrection on the last day our soul will reunite with our resurrected body.

12/17/2019 7:00:01 AM maureen49480103 I have refused all shots for yrs. I do not own an idiot box (tv) I definately need to learn more about reverse osmosis & water.  Healthy non GMO eating 

is on my current modification of lifestyle.  I believe the other thing I will require is a faraday??? Box to store my phone.

12/17/2019 7:01:30 AM knightofmaltaus interesting speech and ponder why government still allows it to be operational. 

@terran_sol @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @michiokaku @HISTORY

 https://worldnewsdailyreport.com/nasa-administrator-suspended- … after-claims-of-imminent-alien-invasion/

12/17/2019 7:03:43 AM bobluck All that said, because we have a beginning, we are finite. Even the pure spiritual beings, the Angels, both fallen & those true to God are finite creatures 

that our infinite God created with a beginning.

12/17/2019 7:04:15 AM bethelight11_11 Resonance: Beings of Frequency (FULL DOCUMENTARY)  https://youtu.be/9mK93gHFWXs  via are we #magneticresonance @schumannbot 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2019 7:05:06 AM gsusgod The same God that designed your intelligent physical body and the delicate and difficult to understand process of turning physical stimulus data(1s and 

0s) into conscious and comprehensive thought ... is simple? The God that you see as simple is everything but from my POV.

12/17/2019 7:10:20 AM from_thestars ahh i didn't know that.. I know that they subvert symbols & numbers etc for their use.. But this info is new to me..

12/17/2019 7:10:48 AM ponder_gene Q ALREADY TOLD US THAT.

12/17/2019 7:11:20 AM bobluck "..a fractal of the infinite ONE?"? I don't even know what that means, but it sounds very "New Age". Unfortunately, many so-called New Age thinkers 

believe the heretical teachings they push are new, but they're just re-hashing old bygone heresies & putting makeup on them.

12/17/2019 7:12:22 AM princes26333763 If it were ever closed, why?

High crimes and misdemeanors by Democrats!

12/17/2019 7:13:28 AM jessicagools Well water with filter system ok?

12/17/2019 7:17:00 AM profanedeplora1 You may want to add the gnostics to your reading list as well. It might give you a much more complete picture than your corrupt preachers have taught.

12/17/2019 7:26:11 AM hgraceq You should check out my C E R *N post from yesterday.  It sure If your up to speed on it. What they’re doing is pure evil as it crosses the line of science.

12/17/2019 7:26:57 AM hgraceq Yes! Thank God for our dogs.

12/17/2019 7:29:31 AM hoffman11my Take Boron to detox fluoride, it's the only thing that does.

12/17/2019 7:29:47 AM ferrygirl15 CERN actually frightens me. My husband and I have been looking that up for years.  Seems to be a portal. I didnt think it was until they had that weird 

Satanic parade for the grand opening of it.

12/17/2019 7:33:12 AM hgraceq So fucking weird. And their huge bronze Shiva sculpture ? Wtf

12/17/2019 7:33:29 AM spiritservicesl It activates the lymph system 😉

12/17/2019 7:33:37 AM ce5conduit If you dont boil them you will just die. Aminita muscaria is no joke. Psilocybin is the one you want...

12/17/2019 7:35:01 AM spiritservicesl Already do most of these things 😉

12/17/2019 7:35:23 AM ferrygirl15 Well, the theory has always been that if you could manipulate gravity, you could use black holes as time travel portals. 

They may not just apply to time. Maybe dimensional travel as well?

Heaven & Hell are planes, dimensions, not galaxies.

12/17/2019 7:37:04 AM jams4thebread 1 John 4:1-3 sums it pretty nicely, Devil is a liar

12/17/2019 7:41:03 AM jams4thebread 🤮They tried to get an early gnostic counsel together to solidify what they believed. But they kept changing the location. 😂 Theology jokes!

12/17/2019 7:41:26 AM truthfighter80 Thank you! 🤝

12/17/2019 7:42:08 AM the1withthe4ce one and the same for me 🤫

12/17/2019 7:42:37 AM profanedeplora1 So...you believe what you're told to believe? Nice deflection on being called out for the name calling btw!. pic.twitter.com/Vtbbe1aVBg

12/17/2019 7:43:11 AM frankyanker Changed my life for the better.

12/17/2019 7:43:27 AM lilsirelusive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I really need to know what is-be is affiliated with cannabis??

12/17/2019 7:43:48 AM profanedeplora1 What is the verse reference for calling people with disagreeing views 'clowns' ?

12/17/2019 7:43:59 AM icyman_1 Smoking anything can't be good.

So let's clarify.

12/17/2019 7:52:11 AM gsusgod God is a mirror: What reflects back has a direct correlation to who’s looking, our ability to discern the image, and the depth of detail we are able to 

comprehend in our minds and lives; this depends on our individual investments in our own cognitive ability.

12/17/2019 7:53:16 AM profanedeplora1 You're evidently a believer in Qanon? I unknowingly worked at a cabal run hospital for 10 years (see logo). Had nurses who were harvesting 

adrenochrome whilst attending the same 'Christian' church I grew up in...how do you explain that? I think they held similar beliefs to u. 

pic.twitter.com/b745gvCwPP

12/17/2019 7:54:49 AM profanedeplora1 This one didnt attend my church..but has the exact same arrogant air that you have. 🤔 Wonder why. pic.twitter.com/5AaCFqcsm5

12/17/2019 7:59:25 AM gsusgod If the Earth is observed from the Sun it would look incredibly simple, a blue dot. But, as you approach, things start to get more complicated. And, when 

you touch the surface difficulty besets you from every angle. God created one thing. Complexity depends on how close you look.

12/17/2019 8:00:31 AM profanedeplora1 Whatever will you do when you realize that trump is spellcasting?😂😂😂  How will that fit into your paradigm? 🧙♂️⚡ He sure does talk about 

magic wands a lot! 😂😂😂 https://twitter.com/wadibig/status/1144321009807478785?s=09 …

12/17/2019 8:06:25 AM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

12/17/2019 8:09:57 AM laurabusse Thx Michelle!!!



12/17/2019 8:11:15 AM johnnymerckx Mr Bill Barr, Who are you? Mossad, Wexner, Sachs ... Ghislaine..Now I get why Epstein (died) @TheJusticeDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/HousatonicITS/status/1206847207112134657 …

12/17/2019 8:11:45 AM brown_eyedladyj Most Christmas songs have always troubled me. "He sees you when your sleeping. He knows when you're awake. He knows if you've been bad or 

good, so be good for goodness sake." Dear God

12/17/2019 8:12:05 AM laurabusse Maybe I should too...

They didn't make sense to me at the time

Became Christian not long after

Duh...

12/17/2019 8:13:48 AM johnnymerckx Do you have any link to Ukraine, the Crown and Jews? Seems like there are allot in our Government.

12/17/2019 8:16:13 AM realbutchasblog Yeah, icke lost me a while back. I think he was gotten to and told to dial back his truth telling.

12/17/2019 8:18:40 AM sseed369  https://twitter.com/yoyovalero/status/1206760114109272066?s=20 …

12/17/2019 8:20:15 AM lovethebeach999 Kundalini

12/17/2019 8:21:24 AM laurabusse Possible...

12/17/2019 8:22:41 AM lovethebeach999 This guy has some interesting YouTube videos on escoteric interpretation of 7 houses (meditation and land of milk and honey; using your tongue to go 

up into your skull to access it). Forgive me if I got it wrong barely grasping it ... pic.twitter.com/XIazKs3RLy

12/17/2019 8:28:45 AM aleks8837 Yup. You DO trip though! 

Ref: https://youtu.be/kxBSuwRXynE?t=65 …

12/17/2019 8:29:23 AM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/ZpJHmnhIdz

12/17/2019 8:30:51 AM lillymunster3 Only if used excessively and inappropriately. I have used the RSO (Rick Simpson Oil) for years. I have unlocked so much of my brain that has been lying 

dormant. Words I didn't even know I knew the meaning of, better vision, better sleep. More.

12/17/2019 8:31:04 AM youstinksoap 😔 Unicorn = innocent baby/child

unicorns from:ts_sci_majic12

12/17/2019 8:32:18 AM sjger3 0_o oh...

😱😢

12/17/2019 8:35:05 AM keith369me If your mind will allow, consider your soul has incarcerated many times in many locations.  I couldn’t wrap my head around this until I watched videos 

about small children born years later that knew all kinds of individual details regarding particular deaths at 911.

12/17/2019 8:35:31 AM rexwade6  pic.twitter.com/gKn4aBAPRP

12/17/2019 8:38:53 AM madscientist No.  God is the source not a reflection.  He is what He is.  It matters not whether you perceive Him properly or not.  That's like saying a car wont hit you 

on the Freeway if you dont see it coming.  Your religion is very man centered as all false religions are.  It's not about u

12/17/2019 8:41:32 AM madscientist Once again God is not simple.  God is infinitely complex.  He has to dumb down a description to us so that we can understand Him at all.  You have zero 

spiritual perception by nature.  God Has to reveal Himself to us and He did through Jesus.

12/17/2019 8:42:44 AM madscientist You don't get to choose though.  The author has an intent.  It takes careful study in order to understand his intent. Otherwise, you're just making stuff 

up.

12/17/2019 8:43:19 AM youstinksoap @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  2nd coming? 📽🎬🍿  https://twitter.com/PGourevitch/status/1206921020592054273 …

12/17/2019 8:44:43 AM keith369me Don’t completely disregard “New Age” but do not accept it blindly either.  Wipe the slate clean and discern everything.  You are here for a reason, you 

seem open to exploring.  I hope you take advantage!!!

12/17/2019 8:46:33 AM madscientist You're gut feeling can lead you astray.  "There is a way which seems right to a man, but in the end it leads to death."  Man is spiritually blind by nature, 

and at the mercy of God to reveal Himself.  He has done that through one book and one person, Jesus.  Don't miss it.

12/17/2019 8:48:39 AM madscientist God has to describe Himself to us in simple terms which we can uderstand, but He is an infinite God.  Beyond understanding fully.

12/17/2019 8:50:18 AM ivan2488083248 u r forgetting shrooms. they r of utmost importance to all ur followers.

12/17/2019 8:51:01 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1206979877439717378 …

12/17/2019 8:51:58 AM realc0vfefe Seems you made this tweet after sampling your own product....

12/17/2019 8:52:55 AM keith369me If your mind will allow, consider your soul has incarcerated many times in many locations.  I couldn’t wrap my head around this until I watched videos 

about small children born years later that knew all kinds of individual details regarding particular deaths at 9 one one.

12/17/2019 8:57:38 AM holotechrd DARK GENERALS HOLDING US UP FOR REDEMPTION HAVE MADE A BAD MISTAKE. I WILL HAVE ALL REMOVAL FROM EXISTENCE FOR ANY FURTHER 

DELAYS RELEASE THE WEALTH. FINAL WARNING!! 

⚡💥😇🛸❤️🌎🌌👑

@John_F_Kennnedy @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ

#sonofgod #WWG1WGA

12/17/2019 9:04:03 AM 45harisonharold what don't kill you makes you stronger💪

12/17/2019 9:07:40 AM suzytica You can buy a faraday bag on Amazon for $20

12/17/2019 9:13:40 AM mongrelglory In the SG-1 episode "2001" (Season 5) the Earth governments had agreed to using vaccines that would decrease fertility rates by 30% in the world, 

after acknowledging that Earth was over-populated. MJ-12 say that Earth can sustain a population of 3 billion. That scenario might ...

12/17/2019 9:13:45 AM janellecantre12 Praise God for that!

12/17/2019 9:15:24 AM mongrelglory ...exist currently for all we know.  Governments secretly making plans to save mankind's future, rather than risk a more traumatic scenario of resource 

depletion, war, and mass starvation.

12/17/2019 9:16:59 AM roublisa Wow that is an amazing though🤔

12/17/2019 9:19:07 AM waz_am 😔🙏💚✨

12/17/2019 9:19:16 AM mongrelglory I think you might like them.  I suggest starting with "Journey to Ixtlan".  I've heard people say that a lot of the teachings are similar to Toltec teachings 

(though I'm not familiar with those).

12/17/2019 9:21:44 AM mongrelglory To be honest, if the governments of the world were honest with people and told them we needed to reduce our fertility rates, they would have a hard 

time enforcing it.  Many people have procreation as a central tenant of their religions or wouldn't trust the governments.

12/17/2019 9:24:42 AM mongrelglory You'd have to test your water to see if it's high in natural fluoride, though I believe naturally occurring fluoride is not as bad as the fluoride salts they 

put in municipal water systems.

12/17/2019 9:26:16 AM penttiknenonen1 Luulisin sen tarkoittavan luonto yhteydessä olemista ja elämistä luontoa seuraillen toisiaan kunnioittaen,ei salaisuus,

12/17/2019 9:30:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 NYC teen Karol Sanchez tossed in van, kidnapped in front of mom - New York Daily News https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-girl-

kidnapped-bronx-van-20191217-3v6ttk5ygzerjki4jjrirajbdq-story.html …

12/17/2019 9:32:28 AM yellahabibihela IP-6 Inositol hexaphosphate and colloidal silver good for detox/cancer prevention?

12/17/2019 9:33:08 AM roaminnoodle I am old enough to remember when we were trying to #UnsealEpstein.

12/17/2019 9:34:45 AM glor60 How horrific!! What to do with these violent people!!!

12/17/2019 9:34:48 AM swimdancemom1 How do you start?

12/17/2019 9:36:23 AM stevengibes you should look into using shungite powder in the paint



12/17/2019 9:39:51 AM laurabusse This'll most likely be a process and a journey of exploration, discovery

Many ways to deliberately meditate

We all do meditate at times

Simplest way

Sit for 5 min

Focus on your breath

Observe the breath

Feel hear your breath

When thoughts come

Go back to focusing on your breath
12/17/2019 9:42:44 AM laurabusse Some ppl prefer counting til they notice they are thinking

Then they start the count over

Some ppl prefer meditation YTs

Or listening to meditative music

The important thing is

To sit in a relaxed position

If you lie down you may fall asleep

You could fall asleep sitting up too
12/17/2019 9:43:12 AM momekool1 I have The HolySpirit. I have as much understanding as we can have, or a least as much as I need to know. The same is true for any who just ask Him for 

understanding, whether it’s about understanding Him or life. God’s Ways are simple by His design.

12/17/2019 9:44:37 AM momekool1 I don’t have religion. God told me to pull out of church 2 years ago. But have a soul full of faith! Especially now.

12/17/2019 9:45:32 AM momekool1 God is no mirror. He is a person. Period. He tells us that. Don’t believe Him?? Lol

12/17/2019 9:45:43 AM laurabusse So one recommendation is to sit comfortably with back erect not leaning back

Experiment and see what works for you and how you feel

This is for your benefit and for you to enjoy

There's no right or wrong way

You are entraining your brain to more

Alpha waves

Mild meditative state
12/17/2019 9:47:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Top 6 Reasons Why Parents Are Choosing Not To Vaccinate Their Kids – Collective Evolution https://www.collective-

evolution.com/2015/02/15/the-top-6-reasons-why-parents-are-choosing-not-to-vaccinate-their-kids/ …

12/17/2019 9:48:09 AM laurabusse And less beta waves

Which is when your mind is very active

One more thing for now

They say do it upon arising in the morning

I had resistance to this

Took me awhile to start doing it upon awakening

But they were right

When you first wake up

You're basically in alpha
12/17/2019 9:49:28 AM aprilbrown99 Indeed. #UnsealEpstein.

12/17/2019 9:50:56 AM laurabusse So it's easier to already be in alpha and just run with it

Having said that

You can meditate whenever is best for you

Some ppl prefer upon arising and again before bed

Some ppl prefer at sunrise and or at sunset

That late afternoon lull time can be good too

Me I just do morning
12/17/2019 9:51:07 AM divine_mode Most of these are already my resolutions.

12/17/2019 9:53:20 AM laurabusse I wish you many blessings with regard to this

Don't make it hard difficult or frustrating

You may experience some of that

But that's ok

You'll figure it out

Like Abraham-Hicks likes to say

Be easy about it☺️

All the best to you!!!
12/17/2019 9:55:18 AM jaded_pearl What about heavy metals in water? I've heard of vortexing water but that's to produce more oxygen/hydrogen.

12/17/2019 9:57:19 AM rachaelangelm This is war. These are war tactics. Ancouple in a specific state had a dog dropped off in front of their house with his ears cut off. Those churches that 

whomever instructed to step up their surveillance of the naughty citizens their houses are burning down. This is war

12/17/2019 9:57:54 AM blsdbe I deeply regret the decision to vaccinate mine. #ProHygeine. If you want a stronger immune system, start doing this: https://youtu.be/tybOi4hjZFQ 

12/17/2019 9:57:59 AM jaded_pearl There is little respect for law & order nowadays. I expect the evil force that pervades this planet will intensify their brazeness. Our children need us all 

to pay attention and wake up the masses.

12/17/2019 10:02:07 AM fansblowing3 If they cannot get the illegals to traffick anymore, will these kidnappings increase? 🤨

12/17/2019 10:03:49 AM wiggley_dale I wish I had looked into this more. I trusted my medical professional. Turns out I now know way more than them.  Luckily we have little lasting damage. 

Other people are not so lucky. pic.twitter.com/HbrEHO7nF1

12/17/2019 10:03:49 AM momekool1 People are as ready as they’re going to be. They have chosen sides.

12/17/2019 10:05:55 AM _littlejen__ Yes!!

12/17/2019 10:06:07 AM momekool1 It is VERY UNWISE to take psychedelic drugs. Please don’t do it. They can take away who you are, talking you into things you would not choose on your 

own. Seek Jesus, if you actually want to know how things REALLY are.

12/17/2019 10:07:51 AM momekool1 Can’t that be done from any of their electronic devices as well? Even tv’s & especially tablets-which many of our babies seem to be carrying around 

these days.



12/17/2019 10:08:12 AM jucifr00t If that were my kid the story would be different. It would say "Mom critically injured as she struggled ferociously to stop them.  One of the assailants 

hospitalized with his eyes gouged out & his penis torn off. Reconstructive surgery impossible." #HellHathNoFuryLikeAMom

12/17/2019 10:08:40 AM laurabusse Wanted to also say

You can play with the breath

Deeper slower etc etc

Some ppl believe how you breathe is very important

But in the beginning

The focus is on training your mind to be more still and just BE

This takes time

Also

5 min may seem like a lot in the beginning
12/17/2019 10:08:41 AM fansblowing3 When aluminum comes from a vaccine, it stays in the body, and studies have shown that the adjuvants do not stay localized but rather travel to the 

brain, where they can be detected up to a year after the injection.

12/17/2019 10:10:01 AM fansblowing3 The medical profession is being bought by the pharmaceutical industry, not only in terms of the practice of medicine, but also in terms of teaching and 

research. The academic institutions of this country are allowing themselves to be the paid agents of the pharmaceutical industry

12/17/2019 10:10:29 AM angiejadee Well there are many other ways to ingest cbd, thc, etc.

12/17/2019 10:10:56 AM highhopesusa Get a rope...

12/17/2019 10:11:56 AM laurabusse But over time

You will naturally want to increase the time

It will feel that good

TM

Transcendental meditation

Says 20 min twice a day

Abraham-Hicks says 15 min a day

At one point I was up to 2 hrs in the morning most days

But that's another subject for another day

☺️☺️☺️

12/17/2019 10:14:11 AM fansblowing3 Years ago I listened to my vet and got  my cat the feline leukemia vaccine.  Few years later my cat got and died of feline leukemia which is only 

transmitted cat to cat and my cat never went outside.  😡

12/17/2019 10:14:33 AM jucifr00t Thank God!!! Good mama!

12/17/2019 10:16:08 AM allahuniversal "It was not clear if the suspects know Karol. She has no arrest record."

What does having an arrest record have to do with what happened? Nice way to sneak that in.

12/17/2019 10:16:31 AM sciblu27 Contact Trump they're playing with my comms I can't get to him. Everyone hear knows I own MD, The oil RR. Columbus owns other half. Pit a stop to 

this the locals have protected but for more than one reason. They steal my money. I'll drop the FEd reserve bank numbers if you don't

12/17/2019 10:16:58 AM highhopesusa I’m pretty sure she wanted to do a little damage but getting her daughter out of that situation was the right thing to do.

12/17/2019 10:18:32 AM sciblu27 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if you don't allow me talk to trump this is important. Is he declaring war in Virginia to come for me? I know about the genocide. I 

got the picture. But I got all the  fed reserve act numbers too. Please hurry.

12/17/2019 10:23:40 AM internetusr Nobody is disconnecting their Internet. Not one person.

12/17/2019 10:24:16 AM ewolsj Wonder if this girl set up her own kidnapping so she didn't have to go back to Honduras.? Mom said in article that they were soon moving back and 

Karol didn't want to go. It just seems there is more to it than a random grab off the street.

12/17/2019 10:24:20 AM scott_calhoun23  pic.twitter.com/eXrblcZNJr

12/17/2019 10:25:19 AM s0urc3rss From_thestars astute observing, do watch for those symbols in context AND Ruby Julz is also correct. This symbol is the 4 rivers of Hyperborea & 

Navajo symbol of Peace in all 4 directions. Why did the SS choose it & the lightning bolt as symbols of 3rd Reich? Biogeometry power.

12/17/2019 10:28:51 AM ryan35381162 A lame attempt at normalization. Thats totally how people are arrested with drive by vanning.

12/17/2019 10:29:37 AM rachaelangelm Dang those people. Why they always got to make something good bad? I think it’s because the chessboard is black and white if we would’ve just had 

one color chessboard we would’ve not had all these problems.

12/17/2019 10:30:13 AM kindeandtrue I saw the amber alerts all over the Expressway and on my phone. Must have been for this poor girl. 🙏

12/17/2019 10:31:24 AM s0urc3rss Right? Earth colored. So much better. pic.twitter.com/qPdQf4SLen

12/17/2019 10:33:19 AM jeffkoc43320994 Bravo! You have won 1,000,000,000 internets! 😹

12/17/2019 10:33:49 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/Gm51WNEt1y

12/17/2019 10:34:09 AM s0urc3rss Here's an example for you. From the school of Dr. Ibrahim Karim. They drew these symbols long ago to visualize air and water currents, flames of fire, 

sounds of musical instruments and "invisible" energy in motion. They were smart! pic.twitter.com/zjLAeVIHS7

12/17/2019 10:34:46 AM rachaelangelm Yeah that’s cool. It is what it is really that’s the bottom line. I was 42 last year and people kept asking me what the meaning of life was. They must’ve 

been Spaceballs fans or whatever that movie is. I learned that there is no answer there just is.

12/17/2019 10:36:07 AM rachaelangelm I was told this so many times. I think that some of us belong on the Internet more than real life. I spent my childhood analog. I’ve spent my adult life 

digital. I like digital. We’re going to move into a time and space in the future it’s going to continue to become more interfac

12/17/2019 10:36:28 AM chew_soap It means she might not have any connection to any criminals.

12/17/2019 10:36:46 AM chew_soap Like the four that took her.

12/17/2019 10:37:20 AM chew_soap Why does all the footage look like this took place in the 90’s?

12/17/2019 10:38:40 AM marriedyourbro i’ve never even heard of those before - so cool! 👍🏼

did a bunch of reading on it – now I want to make them. 

thanks 🙏🏻

12/17/2019 10:39:57 AM laurabusse Had no idea about raggedy Ann!!!

Grew up in 50s and 60s

Heard of her 

And her friend raggedy Andy

But never knew the history!

Thank you ☺️

12/17/2019 10:40:21 AM dr_t_dc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/17/2019 10:41:10 AM ahani_amora Yessss!!!! #WWG1WGA

12/17/2019 10:42:59 AM stephenjakedunn Bwhahahaha

12/17/2019 10:43:23 AM s0urc3rss Same here. It all just IS. And Haha Spaceballs 😆 that was a classic. I think 42 is from Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. I kept wondering all year if it was 

some portal I get to walk through to a peaceful existence. Maybe. As long as I don't leave my house 🤣🙏

12/17/2019 10:43:30 AM stephenjakedunn Well done Dave

12/17/2019 10:44:14 AM mongrelglory That is an excellent and well-balanced article summarizing research findings regarding the safety and risks of vaccination.  I will cite my credentials as 

having an M.D. and an  http://M.Sc . in Microbiology and Immunology.



12/17/2019 10:44:26 AM allahuniversal I get that, and that sentence alone should be sufficient. However, the fact that the 2nd sentence was even considered a necessity is a problem. Some 

POS would likely presume that she knew the 4 and was the cause of this happening, thus that statement being needed to rebut = smh

12/17/2019 10:45:18 AM allahuniversal If this hadn't taken place in the Bronx, would that statement even be considered a necessity?

12/17/2019 10:46:27 AM mongrelglory Neither had I!  I think the message got lost over the years.  I had a Raggedy Ann doll as a child.

12/17/2019 10:48:09 AM chew_soap Helps people know where to look is all.

12/17/2019 10:48:31 AM stevenehumphrey you are very boring at meetings and gatherings I would bet.

FYI, live a little think about someone else and help them, then you won't be all me me me about everything. smh

12/17/2019 10:48:41 AM from_thestars Thank you for sharing this 🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/17/2019 10:48:44 AM rachaelangelm It’s harder to deal with the confrontation and body presents than it is online. Ignoring and blocking two different but the same. I know that I’m gonna 

be a bigger and bigger target. And I have to trust the people who look out for me that they will help me. I have to trust.

12/17/2019 10:48:58 AM hatpeople She doesn’t have her daughter. Karol Sanchez has been kidnapped and is still missing.

12/17/2019 10:50:21 AM bobluck I'm here to evangelize modern day heretics who think New Age is new. Nice try though.

12/17/2019 10:50:48 AM from_thestars part of growing is trusting. Something that is harder some days than others (for me)

12/17/2019 10:51:37 AM zerost8te Except these, right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3878266/ …

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21623535 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25377033 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24995277 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12145534 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21058170 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22099159 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3364648/ …

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17454560 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19106436  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206994374833430530 …
12/17/2019 10:51:37 AM chrisriddle121 Where can I get a bag like that?

12/17/2019 10:52:02 AM mongrelglory The problem is, cats get infected with FLV when they are kittens and may show no symptoms initially.  The proper thing vets should be doing is testing 

the cat for FLV first before starting vaccination, but they never do. My local Humane Society doesn't test cats that they rescue!

12/17/2019 10:53:28 AM mongrelglory I'm so sorry for the loss of your kitty!  He/she was probably infected at birth or shortly after and the vaccine wouldn't have helped after that. 😔

12/17/2019 10:54:06 AM zerost8te Interesting "article" that people feel is *well-balanced.* Yet, instead of researching anything related to the article, they take the article as type of 

closure on the topic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #Anonymous #futureofwork

Can't believe PubMed is lying? Can't believe it! pic.twitter.com/NgWotnYfjL

12/17/2019 10:54:48 AM adamiswright  pic.twitter.com/mHfDTnWtdc

12/17/2019 10:55:59 AM mongrelglory The only way to remove heavy metals from water (fluoride is a heavy metal) is by 5 stage reverse osmosis, or distillation.

12/17/2019 10:56:03 AM fansblowing3 Or the vaccine actually gave my cat the leukemia

12/17/2019 10:56:29 AM zerost8te Been meaning to ask you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (thanks for your continued efforts in informing people on unique topics).

What are you thoughts on this research?

#QAnon #Anonymous #Research #MJ12 pic.twitter.com/T8W3nYNxmp

12/17/2019 10:57:54 AM laurabusse Not sure if I did...

Don't really remember

If I did I musta been really little

12/17/2019 10:59:50 AM mongrelglory No, the FLV vaccine is not a live virus vaccine, so it couldn't have done that.  Feline leukaemia virus, like most other retro-viruses (including HIV) lies 

dormant in the body, often for many years until it expresses itself and causes disease. If you adopt another kitty...

12/17/2019 11:01:17 AM kidge6 If I remember correctly, she said she was passing the info back to the collective and responding from same.  Collective =AI? Don’t know.

12/17/2019 11:01:22 AM mongrelglory ...ask your vet to do a rapid test for FLV when you first go in with the cat.  It's not too expensive and they can do it in the office now.  Then you can go 

ahead with the FLV vaccinations if you're going to let the cat go outside.

12/17/2019 11:01:57 AM highhopesusa Oh no, I read it too fast...the article mentioned that the mother was planning on moving them back to Honduras and she didn’t want to go. Could she 

have made a runaway incident look like a kidnapping? Yikes either way.

12/17/2019 11:03:00 AM kidge6  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

12/17/2019 11:05:43 AM kidge6 Here’s the thing though bro. If you learn a method, it might not be the right one for you. Ascension for you might different for others and you may 

need to find your own technique.  So, learn some, not just one, and then ask your ISBE to guide you through your practise.

12/17/2019 11:06:15 AM kidge6 That is some amazing stuff.

12/17/2019 11:07:22 AM kidge6 I don’t recall. I think it was vague. Probably it’s a concept we can’t fully understand.

12/17/2019 11:10:32 AM s0urc3rss There's a reason MJ12 says trust no one. Mind control and NLP tactics are real. They can be triggered in an instant on someone we SHOULD be able to 

trust. Meditation to keep our discernment sharp with clarity is key. I've failed many times. I learn, forgive, grow- daily.

12/17/2019 11:10:32 AM bobtoptier I would not take the book too seriously. Some things are fascinating but when she explains that most pyramids and ancient civ structures were built 

without any purpose and to misguide, the book takes an entire different viewpoint which i dont sync with.

12/17/2019 11:10:44 AM allahuniversal The fact that her innocence as a civilian was not assumed and had to be spelled out bothers me. Like, really, what kind of audience was the line written 

for? Smh

12/17/2019 11:11:40 AM bobluck Dude! If my mind will allow? Seriously, you're suggesting reincarnation....Hinduism teaches reincarnation. That's pagan.  I've read your suggested 

reading materials; now you can read mine: https://dowym.com/voices/5-incredible-eucharistic-miracles-from-the-last-25-years/ …

12/17/2019 11:12:21 AM angiejadee Not to mention also topically

12/17/2019 11:13:10 AM kidge6 These r deep subjects w/ massive implications. Takes time and effort to discern MJ12s message.  And the reward is what? Subtle. No sensation or 

trophy.  it’s not worth their time? Plus, this info turns common beliefs upside down. Ppl are heavily invested in their falsehoods.

12/17/2019 11:13:19 AM bobluck Of course, if your mind will allow, that is...

12/17/2019 11:13:53 AM scott_calhoun23  pic.twitter.com/DCarjMs3my

12/17/2019 11:14:04 AM s0urc3rss We do. It's unfortunate entities hunt light & we radiate light. But joy & levity repels them so we have to find the humor. It's scary when it's dangerous. 

I'm physically disabled from those situations so it's easiest to be home working on raising frequency to not attract danger.

12/17/2019 11:14:54 AM kidge6 I’m on pg 35. Let’s discuss it if you like. I’ve been reading mj12 for over a year now.  These are helpful too...  

https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

12/17/2019 11:14:55 AM scott_calhoun23  pic.twitter.com/yNgIBGp3eq



12/17/2019 11:16:10 AM hatpeople At this point, I kind of hope that‘s all that is going on. The possibility of that girl being sex-trafficked crossed my mind & I am sick over it.

12/17/2019 11:18:24 AM finallyawake4  https://twitter.com/FinallyAwake4/status/1174051592171118595?s=20 …

12/17/2019 11:18:48 AM laurabusse @MongrelGlory explained it pretty well somewhere in this thread I think...

12/17/2019 11:18:59 AM bobtoptier Ive come to the conclusion that many books and old scriptures are partialy worth investigating but all of them have trickery to deal with.

12/17/2019 11:19:44 AM laurabusse Yeah!

12/17/2019 11:19:49 AM finallyawake4 Please read more about this from @MedicalMedium https://twitter.com/FinallyAwake4/status/1175865905550626817?s=20 …

12/17/2019 11:23:02 AM laurabusse Yes

It's the journey

Exploration

Learning

Experimentation

Evolution

Allowing solutions and stuff

To come to you

Figuring it out

Gradually over time...

#meditation helps immeasurably
12/17/2019 11:23:47 AM laurabusse Heavily

12/17/2019 11:32:43 AM melbourne_3000 #ArchiveOffline 🎀

12/17/2019 11:34:07 AM from_thestars So very true. 2 days ago David Wilcock posted a pic w/ Steven Tyler who is on #Epstein logs & adopted a girl to have “relationship “w/her. When ppl 

called Wilcock out on this he either blocked them or hid their comments 😳😐

12/17/2019 11:34:37 AM johncai68393810 Just move away and live in Yakutat. Don’t worry about all of this paint nonsense, need to eliminate the source.

12/17/2019 11:37:22 AM moemc8 Never knew that.  We haven't learned much in 100 yrs.

12/17/2019 11:37:58 AM moemc8 same here michelle and I also had no idea.

12/17/2019 11:43:03 AM johncai68393810 It’s full blown heresy, majestic needs to compress his thinking. A little fish piggybacking on a Shark.

12/17/2019 11:44:31 AM from_thestars You're absolutely right.. Since I woke up I've been a magnet for attacks.  Gotten much better at protection over the years. And as I clear & heal easier 

to stay in the higher vibrations

12/17/2019 11:45:10 AM rachaelangelm I am not physically, I just need to hold that light.

12/17/2019 11:45:55 AM amanhas62240497 I feel you on this one.

12/17/2019 11:46:13 AM punkbudgie1 I've already done ALL but 1 of those things!😎

12/17/2019 11:48:14 AM bhopki What's her mother's age got to do with the story? Now let me think - do any secret societies encode their rituals with numbers?

12/17/2019 11:54:02 AM cumberlandacad2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormMedicine

@_00111111_

@kabamur_taygeta

@beer_parade

👉 Justin *Portal* Welby => Archbishop of Canterbury

Justin Portal Welby pic.twitter.com/qkRI1bIwv6
12/17/2019 12:03:54 PM lucasnobua Sea water. Scalar energy. Ormus. CBD. Wim hof breathing. Binaural beats. Sound. Vibration. Mushrooms.

12/17/2019 12:04:29 PM kidge6 The process of ascension is probably the same for everyone. Like boiling water.  Certain conditions have to be met. But how you meet them, may be 

individual. A golf grip that works for Joe, might not work as well for you. But you both seek to put the ball in the cup.

12/17/2019 12:09:56 PM _00111111_ he admitted to depression & took pills 

when i was depressed they fed me pills which in turn led to me attempting suicide

the devil is a pharmacist

what the eucharist is to a christian 

paxil is to the Devil 

it was the pew not pills which saved me from possession
12/17/2019 12:10:00 PM zagnett Even being at the edge of a large metropolis may help a lot. Cheaper housing means homes spread further apart typically. Sometimes as little as 20 or 

even 10 miles away from a crowded area can help a great deal i bet.

12/17/2019 12:14:58 PM s0urc3rss Wow. On so many levels. He should know better and lead the way.

12/17/2019 12:17:24 PM s0urc3rss Yes! I've noticed when I do go out, most people don't notice me and those who do are also vibrating high with happiness even though they have 

struggles too. I can see the effort is working. I still feel sadness the world is like this.

12/17/2019 12:20:29 PM s0urc3rss It's been almost 4 yrs in Feb since I was assaulted the time that did it. That man actually called me in May, got my number from a forum a friend I 

trusted had posted it on. He was possessed. I remember how black his eyes were. I'm repairing, just took time, rest, therapies.

12/17/2019 12:23:43 PM virginialouelle I didn't say I have a R/O system. I said I have a well h2o. That is simply a well in the ground that provides my water. I I stalled a hand pump 2 yrs ago so 

when the power goes, I still have h2o. Cast iron pump cost $45, Agri Supply, installed by us. pic.twitter.com/Y2Tv6BBYIE

12/17/2019 12:24:12 PM jamesca40805661 If Patriots Are Now In Control

And this is not another 4 year election;

The bible talks about the mark of the beast. They hv to be in control in the future?

12/17/2019 12:25:54 PM rachaelangelm Have you ever listen to any of his books or read any of his books? I have. He’s angry and he is not able to come get in touch with that anger because he 

feels destructive in his anger. Something somewhere along the line programmed him to be something that aligned him there.

12/17/2019 12:29:17 PM s0urc3rss I didn't need to. I knew him in Boulder. Central to MK programming. Fritz Springmeier points Boulder out in his declas but a lot of my psyops happened 

there because I called it out almost 15 years ago via FB and never stopped exposing the hypocrisy of that community.

12/17/2019 12:32:36 PM yellamoj  pic.twitter.com/7zI8Awnb1t

12/17/2019 12:38:40 PM from_thestars Tried to read his books but never got into them. The anger makes a lot of sense. And the ego on him is huge!

12/17/2019 12:39:31 PM from_thestars Wow..I thought wilcock was only in Boulder recently (earlier this yr) maybe he's mk ultra?

12/17/2019 12:42:42 PM s0urc3rss We call Boulder the mecca of Pretense. It's so much ether and ego there. The elite have a lot sex parties, drugging unaware women at local bars. But 

Save Tibet and Prairie Dogs. That matters. As long as all conform and comply, it's a perfect Stepford town.

12/17/2019 12:45:36 PM mongrelglory You can go online to find maps of cell-phone towers in your area.  Right now, my brain is being fried as we speak! 😜

The avg. price for a single-detached home in the surrounding Greater Toronto area is $850,000.  Housing  is very expensive. I'd have to move to a rural 

community.



12/17/2019 12:46:04 PM s0urc3rss He was always running around in their circles. Think JonBenet. Obama visited often giving speeches at the campus United Methodist church. The 

GWEN tower at Table Mesa was initial experiment phase. It's full of good people totally hypnotized to not see the darkness around them.

12/17/2019 12:48:30 PM zagnett i moved to a place far away from coastal California (1/4 the cost of housing there), & it's been great! Far less wifi running in this area. Cell phone service 

is spotty at this location too actually. A good sign i guess! 😅

12/17/2019 12:55:11 PM eddiecopeland1 You left out hydrogenated oils...

12/17/2019 12:58:04 PM canada_rj Get a Dr Hulda Clark Zapper..I.ise the All in One..zap food water myself etc.. It kills all bacteria,Germs,parasites fungus and viruses!! No more  gut 

problems.. The pesticides used cause a fungus on our food...humans can't tolerate it.  The Zapper works

12/17/2019 12:58:10 PM winklerburke To boost the immune system, use cold water showers, baths and immersions.  See Youtube videos of how it is done for even babies and infants.  As 

experiment, if nose is slightly clogged... try cold shower.  Bye bye clogging in nose.  Cold exposure = strong immune system.

12/17/2019 12:59:53 PM highhopesusa That little brother & sister snatched out of their front yard in Texas a few days ago...people need to watch their children and stay close to them. Evil 

people in this world desperate for adrenochrome and perversions.

12/17/2019 1:03:53 PM hatpeople Yup. I have young kids & I watch them like a hawk. Everyone who looks at them for too long is suspect. It’s just not like when I was growing up in the 

90‘s. I walked 3 blocks to school at 5 & definitely wouldn’t let my son do that now.

12/17/2019 1:05:46 PM highhopesusa In the 60’s we walked a half mile to school and back. The school near here now won’t let a kid out of the building till a parent or other approved rider 

comes to pick them up and shows their school pass with the kid’s names on them.

12/17/2019 1:06:11 PM highhopesusa This happened a few years ago after someone tried to get a little girl into their vehicle at a bus stop.

12/17/2019 1:11:53 PM mister_chard You're gonna be wore out doing all that

12/17/2019 1:14:06 PM mongrelglory Rural Canadian winters are tough if you're a single woman trying to manage a house by yourself, not to mention difficulty finding a doctor or 

transportation as you get older and can't drive anymore.  There's a reason that the majority of Canadians live along the Southern border.

12/17/2019 1:14:16 PM rebornkingent Black people are presumed criminal until the media says otherwise

12/17/2019 1:16:01 PM hatpeople A little girl was snatched from a birthday party in TX just a few weeks ago. She was playing outside with other kids when it happened. Evil is right.

12/17/2019 1:16:17 PM mongrelglory I had a home in northern Ontario.  Gravel roads.  Took my garbage to the dump.  Picked up my mail at the post office in town.  Plowed my own 

driveway.  Had difficulty getting good cell phone reception because of all the tall pine trees.  It sounds romantic but it's a lot of work!

12/17/2019 1:17:29 PM highhopesusa Seems they are going after the black children....yikes being sold to the DS....all I can think of is to 🙏🙏🙏 they get rescued in time.

12/17/2019 1:17:30 PM johncai68393810 No excuses, Yakutat or death from routers. The choice is yours.

12/17/2019 1:17:34 PM rachaelangelm Nah, he was there quite some time. His character is based off a character from Stargate. SG1 Daniel Dr. Daniel

12/17/2019 1:18:15 PM zagnett Hmm, good points.

12/17/2019 1:18:32 PM zagnett Yes, that helps a lot!

12/17/2019 1:18:46 PM from_thestars Wow. Talk about validation, I just finished an akashic reading & asked about him I was given basically what you just said.

12/17/2019 1:20:53 PM mongrelglory Rural living is nice if you're fit and healthy.  But any health problems, such as even breaking an ankle, or requiring treatments for a serious illness like 

cancer, and it can be very difficult to manage.  A small university town would be a nice compromise I think. 😊

12/17/2019 1:24:34 PM allahuniversal "She didn't bring this incident upon herself...this time"

12/17/2019 1:25:01 PM hatpeople Update: https://mobile.twitter.com/NYPD40Pct/status/1207023878343708672 …

12/17/2019 1:25:59 PM mongrelglory Where I'm living right now used to be a suburb of Toronto, but over the past 20 years it's developed into a "satellite city" of almost 1 million people 

with tall skyscrapers.  It's that urban sprawl that gets you every time!  At least my condo has appreciated in price.😉

12/17/2019 1:27:41 PM highhopesusa I just saw it, thank God.

12/17/2019 1:30:23 PM highhopesusa They found her.

12/17/2019 1:31:41 PM 67whb How so?

12/17/2019 1:32:34 PM americanpetal Great thread, Laura.😇 MJ says two hours a day.

12/17/2019 1:32:59 PM mongrelglory Because I'm in an older building, there's more space and old trees directly around me.  But off in the distance of this photo, there are a ton of tall 

buildings packed close together.  You look out your living room window into someone else's living room across from you! pic.twitter.com/ui061YmQCo

12/17/2019 1:33:41 PM mongrelglory It's hard to see because it's snowing in the picture.

12/17/2019 1:34:59 PM s0urc3rss Good work! Akasha & aniline crystals will give us answers. It's amazing how ego trips up even the most awake. I'm thankful for my 15 yrs in Boulder. 

The chaos they ran me through shredded my ego so it's an easier task to laugh above the pain nowdays. And still love them all.

12/17/2019 1:36:42 PM 67whb Indeed. They took a similar oath as I did.

12/17/2019 1:37:14 PM cheryls15973780 Really people becareful who you follow, that was good advice from a Master Manipulator. Not sayin no Q is not useful but I’m saying ask Jesus what he 

wants you to know because you could end up like them because they want you drunk on their sin.

12/17/2019 1:37:50 PM mongrelglory There used to be small farms and orchards in this area.  The farmers all sold their land to developers and I think they're living it up in the Bahamas now. 

😝

12/17/2019 1:40:45 PM gsusgod Who told you he said that? #Jeremiah88

12/17/2019 1:41:05 PM mongrelglory We actually have a nice community park/ravine with bicycle paths nearby, but the sad thing is, I'm leery about going for walks by myself, even during 

the day.  Many years ago, my girlfriend (who's only 4ft 6) got knocked off of her bike by a guy who jumped out of the bushes...

12/17/2019 1:44:53 PM mongrelglory ...It was 2pm!  She managed to fight him off.  I think it was a pedophile, because she would have looked like a young girl from behind.  With all the 

recent "immigrants" from North Africa, Middle East, India and South America, local crime is getting even worse!  We have Trudeau..

12/17/2019 1:45:02 PM wapmom Don't worry. They only push lower birth rates in countries with  people of European heritage. Nothing to see here.

12/17/2019 1:45:07 PM laurabusse Thank you Petal ❤️❤️❤️

Much appreciated ☺️☺️☺️

12/17/2019 1:46:49 PM mongrelglory ...to thank for the recent mass immigration which has overwhelmed our city infrastructures.  Even smaller satellite cities in Southern Ontario are having 

problems with more crime.  Very similar to what's happened in Europe.  They brought in too many people too fast, with no jobs.

12/17/2019 1:49:09 PM mongrelglory Oh, believe me, Bill Gates has been pushing his vaccines in Africa, and Monsanto has flooded countries like India with GMO crops.  Their birth rates will 

be going down in the next decade or so too...

12/17/2019 1:51:39 PM mongrelglory It's a shame, because when I lived up north, we had 100 acres of bush.  I'd go out for walks in the middle of the night under the moon.  In the Fall and 

winter.  Not during the Spring... the flies would eat me alive during the Spring. 😜

12/17/2019 1:51:53 PM gsusgod He wouldn’t have to dumb it down if people turn their spiritual antenna’s back on. The mark of the beast is this very trait, I assert the efficacy of my 

allegory once again. 

Matt 6:22 KJV

Beyond Understanding sounds exactly like the place God would send an emissary to explore.

12/17/2019 2:00:11 PM gsusgod You’re in charge. You decide what you want to include in your frame of experience. But, please exercise caution before, during, and after saying “I 

know as much as I need to know”. 

God is simple, to you. Great! That has no bearing on how I interact with God, which is complex.



12/17/2019 2:04:07 PM raisethevib369 Jesus didn't write the book. Men wrote the book. Men also wrote other older pieces that were hidden away and/or omitted. How much do you know 

about the history? The Sumerian tablets? The dead sea scrolls? Etc..It paints a much different picture when you have all available pieces.

12/17/2019 2:06:42 PM laurabusse Yakutat

Alaska https://maps.app.goo.gl/E3EkaGHruEeoUe2H7 …

12/17/2019 2:07:39 PM disclosureadvoc Look up Medical Medium Heavy Metal Detox Smoothie - check out his website

12/17/2019 2:10:37 PM from_thestars that is beautiful that you are able to love despite all you have been through 💖

12/17/2019 2:10:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show...

Think Epstein https://twitter.com/mboorstein/status/1206917437305872384 …

12/17/2019 2:11:14 PM aprill_2020_ Yes exactly

12/17/2019 2:11:28 PM guy_karen Wow. Where’s Mitt?

12/17/2019 2:12:32 PM mongrelglory 🤣

12/17/2019 2:13:42 PM 369palm I think of John Huntsman and Mitt Romney too.

12/17/2019 2:13:56 PM amtm_mu Holy smokes

12/17/2019 2:15:19 PM rachaelangelm Ama is good at that. Better then I.

12/17/2019 2:16:33 PM mongrelglory Hah! Just as I thought!  Linked to money laundering and human trafficking I'll bet! 🤨

12/17/2019 2:17:14 PM s0urc3rss The Majestic & close friends who didn't give up on me when I was terrorized are why. They all taught me the power of praising each other up in Love 

when we're traumatized. MJ12 gave us a key to well being that I work with often. Have you seen this one? 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1119992046008393729.html …

12/17/2019 2:17:17 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/QceXuK0Y3u

12/17/2019 2:17:36 PM aleks8837 Cool, Steven Greer said what he had heard from the deepest of projects/MJ12 was that the Mormons were the controllers of the world actually. That 

they had the largest amount of $ of anyone. Sounded a bit far fetched, but probably has some truth to it, especially in light of this!

12/17/2019 2:18:54 PM s0urc3rss Haha but you always make me laugh saying out loud what I'm thinking anyways 🤣 Being real is honest and also high frequency. It's not all love and 

light out there. We have to acknowledge the suffering to change it.

12/17/2019 2:18:55 PM fastback75 Ho Li Fuk

12/17/2019 2:22:20 PM from_thestars haven't seen this one, will check it out 🙏🙏

12/17/2019 2:23:54 PM laurabusse I sleep with my phone

I'm near it 90% of the time

I don't worry about stuff

The human body is amazing

Adapts to stuff unexpectedly

Consciousness creates

Create peace and harmony with all energetic systems around you

Some things we can't do anything about except move to yakutat
12/17/2019 2:24:10 PM antarantanka If you want to know where the secrets lie ask the corrupted treasurer of an organized religion. It’s at the Treasurer level audit trails are short circuited 

by the hierarchy.

12/17/2019 2:25:16 PM wintersdream4 She has been found safe. Praise God 🙏

12/17/2019 2:25:23 PM hamil7on Let this play out.

12/17/2019 2:25:42 PM rachaelangelm Thanks

12/17/2019 2:26:13 PM laurabusse Meditate

Be at peace with everything

Surrender

Trust

Love

Whatever happens happens...

We can only do so much

Without making ourselves crazy

I found MJs tweet about all this distressing

I refuse to buy into distressing thoughts

Just be at peace...
12/17/2019 2:26:55 PM rebornkingent I’m surprised they didn’t say, “female thug gets what she deserved”.

12/17/2019 2:27:57 PM hamil7on The LDS church does not traffic humans.

12/17/2019 2:34:27 PM litfornothing I want some

12/17/2019 2:35:44 PM webarian1 You sure about that?

12/17/2019 2:38:34 PM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/NDvyx8WA2j

12/17/2019 2:41:44 PM madscientist Who told us what?  You're using the Old Testament to tell us the Old Testament isn't accurate?  Is that what you're desperately trying to do?

12/17/2019 2:43:17 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, what a little cutie that hummingbird is and pretty damn smart too. 😁😁😁😉😉😉

12/17/2019 2:44:04 PM kidge6 One of those condition most assuredly has to do with how well we master our machine. Mind/body/spirit whatever. It’s yours, it’s unique, and surely 

many methods will work. Which do you like best? What comes naturally? If we’ve been shown a method, we might miss our own.

12/17/2019 2:44:40 PM madscientist How else can a finite being learn anything about the infinite?  You have NO spiritual antennas.  If you did God would not have needed to send His 

prophets to give us His word.   You're claiming Mark of the Beast is a good thing?  LOL wow.  You really havent studied the Bible.

12/17/2019 2:45:07 PM gattacus45  pic.twitter.com/XZKot47hPF

12/17/2019 2:46:39 PM madscientist You do not interact with God if you attempt to do so without coming though Jesus Christ.  He, Himself, "I am The Way, The Truth, and The Life".  There 

is only one way, one God, and one truth.  You're falling prey to the very sorceries which God Himself has forbidden.

12/17/2019 2:46:44 PM kidge6 If I show you how to drive my Ferrari, I’ve also shown you limitations that you might not have placed on yourself otherwise and you may invent a 

better way of driving it. On the other hand. If You know little or nothing about driving, maybe learn the basics first?

12/17/2019 2:49:05 PM madscientist Your religion is all about YOU - just like every false religion.  Only God centered religion is true.  It's all about Him, and it's not about you or your 'frame 

of reference'.  Frames of reference speaks to the subjective which can be wrong.  Only the Objective reality holds true

12/17/2019 2:49:11 PM allahuniversal Interesting development here,

 https://twitter.com/NYScanner/status/1207067363738345473?s=19 …

Wondering where this goes now

12/17/2019 2:50:57 PM sterkinglights1 What if one were to take mushrooms and contact Saint Nicholas. What if one were to contact Jesus. What about Mary? pic.twitter.com/cid8x1LPnk

12/17/2019 2:53:39 PM wwg1wga93583681 Wonder if that came up? pic.twitter.com/FRFZ6JG6nf

12/17/2019 2:56:54 PM mjunleashed Sorry for your loss. Our Pomeranian died after getting a vaccine too.

12/17/2019 3:04:01 PM fansblowing3 I am sorry for your loss also.



12/17/2019 3:07:57 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/17/2019 3:09:09 PM omarfromuk Majestic 12, can I ask question

Enjoy The Show = Ets

is it a coincidence ?

12/17/2019 3:09:23 PM laurabusse I used to be that way

Long story

It's pretty dark and quiet here

But my whole life I have trouble falling asleep

I usually fall asleep listening to a YouTube

Hopefully without ads LOL

I prefer dark and quiet but...

O maybe for another tweet LOL
12/17/2019 3:10:19 PM islandofdelight Think Romney

12/17/2019 3:13:41 PM fansblowing3 Sexual trafficking of underage girls aka polygamy. pic.twitter.com/3Rr1ph9VVG

12/17/2019 3:17:02 PM fansblowing3 Notable https://kutv.com/news/local/man-arrested-in-utah-undercover-human-trafficking-investigation-is-an-lds-bishop …

12/17/2019 3:18:58 PM mongrelglory According to CDAN they ship a lot of the girls off to Saudi Arabia where there's a high "premium" paid for blond, blue-eyed girls. The girls are told that 

they're being sent on a "missionary assignment"!😠

12/17/2019 3:20:16 PM rebornkingent Hmmmm is tekashi still locked up? This sounds like a stunt he would pull.

12/17/2019 3:22:10 PM _369311119 What am I looking at here?

12/17/2019 3:23:38 PM hgraceq Faces

12/17/2019 3:25:17 PM klucksl I don’t think people have any idea how much land the Mormons own. Keep in mind they own the entire State of UT. They are evil - filled with 

pedophiles and satanists and deeply intertwined with Isreal.

12/17/2019 3:25:38 PM klucksl @SL_Jaycee

12/17/2019 3:26:02 PM _369311119 Taken with a telescope on phone? I see the face, what is the face "in"?

12/17/2019 3:32:00 PM jkmaalouf Get Lugol's solution...few drops binds fluoride

12/17/2019 3:32:04 PM jenn39956442 THC/CBD topical (Harley in particular) is incredible.

12/17/2019 3:32:05 PM momekool1 Jesus is God. Draw near to Him & He draws near to you. I sit in my Heavenly Daddy’s lap & cry on His shoulder. Jesus is there & I’m talking to Him in the 

conversation as well. The Holy Spirit is in my heart & there always. That is ANY time I need to. He delights in our company...

12/17/2019 3:33:23 PM mcgwyneth The nurse, who's notes the book is taken from, was speaking with an alien in what looked/functioned as a "doll", which the alien was using for the 

journey.  "Doll bodies".  As humans, we identify with our physical bodies so much, that even the concept seems "alien".

12/17/2019 3:35:46 PM sdane8 That's interesting. A quick DDG search revealed this:

"Greer's basic story is that there is a worldwide, private policy group, consisting of about 200 to 300 members, which to varying degrees control the 

blackest high technology programs on the planet."

12/17/2019 3:35:58 PM momekool1 ...We are to be as little children, delighting in time with The Lord!😃Do not be intimidated by God, if you are seeking time with Him, for ANY reason. 

And He wants you to come as you are. Wherever you are. Jesus is the reason we have joy. Without Him it would all be suffering.

12/17/2019 3:36:35 PM sdane8 "These projects are overseen and secured by DoD-linked defense corporations (Wackenhut has been mentioned more than once). According to Greer, 

it's mainly extremist religious groups that are in control of these programs, with the Mormon empire being the most influential."

12/17/2019 3:37:47 PM sdane8 "The Knights of Malta and the Jesuits are also mentioned, just as a cell within Opus Dei. Greer was also told by a descendant of CIA counter-intelligence 

chief James Jesus Angleton that a compartmented group within NATO dealt with these technologies."

12/17/2019 3:42:53 PM anitakingsbauer  http://bit.ly/2M6ttak 

12/17/2019 3:48:30 PM charlesgdavis1  https://twitter.com/WhimsicalMeToo/status/1207025173376843776?s=19 … @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @tribunal_watch @prayingmedic 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @SpeakerPelosi @catturd2 @2runtherace @DeepStateExpose @charliekirk11 

@ChuckCallesto @JudicialWatch @TomFitton @Jim_Jordan @RepAdamSchiff @X22Report

12/17/2019 3:49:15 PM smalltowngurlz This. It probably was outlawed in preparation for these times. Did anyone ever know any kids that are the paint chips?

12/17/2019 3:50:18 PM fansblowing3 More evidence  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mormon_abuse_cases …

12/17/2019 3:52:45 PM djlok It's always the "missionary assignments".  They also traffick boys too.

12/17/2019 3:52:58 PM hardstrong420 San Pedro cactus will work also. they have those at @HomeDepot

12/17/2019 3:54:51 PM hgraceq The long one actually is a cigar shaped craft that lurks in Texas. The others are images captured at CERN. 

When I first started mediating, I saw faces many many faces popping in and out. Like a face peeking they surface of water. It really freaked me out.

12/17/2019 3:56:16 PM hgraceq Now Im Really starting understand  4thdimensional brings more and can’t help but wonder if some crafts and beings “popping” In are drawn out from 

this dark matter.

12/17/2019 4:01:26 PM keith369me They must be out of Haitian babies.  These people are sick.

12/17/2019 4:03:17 PM wintersdream4  https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2019/12/17/police-16-year-old-girl-kidnapped-while-walking-with-mother-in-the-bronx/#.XfldDre1_Fs.facebook …

12/17/2019 4:05:20 PM sunlightshiner Does this have anything to do with the Mormon Church's financial entanglement (and possible other involvement) with the Rothschild clan?

12/17/2019 4:07:13 PM nocommunistusa This BS religion was created from non other than a Freemason. Surprise Surprise

12/17/2019 4:11:32 PM bevbarrett5 Where to get those?

12/17/2019 4:13:58 PM wapmom I know what LARPY means...and I meant that this account sounds LARPY.

12/17/2019 4:13:59 PM bevbarrett5 Can someone suggest a good water system for the house?

12/17/2019 4:18:19 PM keith369me Perhaps search 911 child reincarnation videos and watch.  If you can’t take a little step like that, you’re mind will not allow much.

12/17/2019 4:19:58 PM klucksl I was raised in this cult. I was married in their temple when I was a teenager and I can unequivocally confirm that their ceremonies in their temples 

with their signs and tokens, alters, chanting and handshakes are absolutely steeped in secret societies.

12/17/2019 4:20:32 PM keith369me If read it all...all religions...all are constructs for control.  Lots of material promoting one’s own religion and bashing all others.  Sad really.

12/17/2019 4:20:53 PM jay93069455 They can easily be diy. Just need to research how to block radio frequencies. Metal screen works well. Like aluminum screening. Metal trash cans often 

do the trick also i think. Purchasing them likely costs more then I can afford. They are not hard to build.

12/17/2019 4:21:32 PM keith369me Ask whatever you wish...but be open to all responses

12/17/2019 4:23:01 PM natureinspace That looks like a bot account.

12/17/2019 4:24:52 PM keith369me 501(c)(3)s, foundations, Congress all have something in common...much higher percentage of pedos in their ranks.

12/17/2019 4:26:44 PM jay93069455 In China it's the law that pregnant women must wear lead aprons to block the unborn baby from the EMF of things like Wi-Fi or cell phones and all 

others. They understand the dangers to the organic cells of people and animals

12/17/2019 4:28:17 PM nocommunistusa Correct. Started by a Freemason.

12/17/2019 4:31:38 PM nonlineardarren Black tourmaline

12/17/2019 4:31:52 PM stanstephens13 Staged?

12/17/2019 4:45:05 PM souther53425727 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how do we refuse flu shots when the hospital I work for makes us get them?  Will the government ever stop paying hospitals to 

make their employees get them?

12/17/2019 4:53:33 PM ghost_of_billy_ Sum Ting Wong



12/17/2019 4:54:43 PM corstruction I'm gonna need a good zap then because I can hardly remember my login at work....& I work for me. My memory is the worst it's ever been & I had a 

darn good one. Remember my infinite being...not so much yet.  Remember this morning?  Barely

12/17/2019 4:59:31 PM laurabusse OMG

12/17/2019 5:05:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1

S4E18 The Light

32:32

Shores of Egypt on Earth

Before Flood

5:5?

12/17/2019 5:06:28 PM jeff57253103 Explain?

12/17/2019 5:06:42 PM tarynupmatrix You are right on the money, she confessed to staging her own kidnapping

12/17/2019 5:06:49 PM _yuri_desu_ star gate?

flood gates

12/17/2019 5:07:27 PM 369helen313 5:5

5:55

12/17/2019 5:08:36 PM surfing123456 Is 5:5 a date

12/17/2019 5:09:21 PM twilly18 are you running a fever?

12/17/2019 5:09:40 PM eurononomous I dig it

12/17/2019 5:10:15 PM heatherrenae8 Lol, your funny, ok you made me laugh.

12/17/2019 5:10:54 PM fififnawfnaw It means loud and clear. Message received?

12/17/2019 5:12:08 PM rachaelangelm Time to change

12/17/2019 5:16:21 PM kachinagtto Like this?? Was the capstone removed because of this?  

In SG1 ep they were addicted to the light - like a drug. pic.twitter.com/8WaTYuAnxg

12/17/2019 5:17:47 PM synackstatic Is the Mormon church tied to Vanderbilt?

Was the Mormon church created by the dutch?

12/17/2019 5:18:31 PM jonesy4671 That's it I'm gonna start watching sg1

12/17/2019 5:18:59 PM robbirch7  pic.twitter.com/ksLxy0EtXd

12/17/2019 5:21:19 PM wnhensley The television series he is referencing is Stargate SG-1

12/17/2019 5:21:35 PM wnhensley Season 4, episode 18

12/17/2019 5:22:22 PM wnhensley 32 minutes and 32 seconds into the episode

12/17/2019 5:23:20 PM burgersandra SG-1 S4E11 Point of No Return

"Russia has a Stargate?!"

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070737453558968321?lang=en …

+/or

  https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0709193/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl …

12/17/2019 5:23:59 PM pdp01756264 Banks HSBC? parent company?

12/17/2019 5:24:28 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/fEOQO4nT4Q

12/17/2019 5:25:12 PM pdp01756264 Saudi Arab emirates?

12/17/2019 5:25:48 PM pdp01756264 *shrugs

12/17/2019 5:25:54 PM the_loveoflight Will there be another flood?

12/17/2019 5:27:01 PM shazbot17127277 A little to cryptic for me, bro.

12/17/2019 5:27:07 PM jones9536 Just started season 4.

12/17/2019 5:27:19 PM adsvel Easiest way:

Deep Inhale through nose, thought:

- I AM LIGHT!

Deep exhale through nose, thought:

- I AM LOVE!

Do it for 5 minutes at beginning, focus on the breathe and  2 simple thoughts, Light inhale and Love exhale.

After that Observe your changes.

Sure, You will feel better😊
12/17/2019 5:28:17 PM the_loveoflight Or a flood of Light/knowledge? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1046601183895453697 …

12/17/2019 5:28:38 PM burgersandra "But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be". Matthew 24:37.

12/17/2019 5:30:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 In Govt the "left hand" doesn't know what the "right hand" is doing is a symbolic representation of compartmentalization that makes the weight of 

govt a "tool" you use.

The tool doesn't know you're using it.

The atoms of the tool can't find out.

Compartmentalization.

12/17/2019 5:30:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Religions are what are being exposes.

Godfather III

Vatican in the news?

Mormons in the news?

$100B over 22 years?

How long since BC and JE got into power?

Enjoy the show...

12/17/2019 5:32:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Find a clip of that time segment and observe. You will see the past.

12/17/2019 5:32:30 PM hamil7on One hundo.

12/17/2019 5:32:51 PM highhopesusa Seems like some taxes and interest and fines need to be paid then...the fines and interest on it all should be a little chunk of change on top of the 

taxes...

12/17/2019 5:33:32 PM jaxistheboss & Mittens

12/17/2019 5:34:42 PM the_loveoflight Set recreation?

12/17/2019 5:34:57 PM thoughttazer Godfather III is Vatican O. C.

12/17/2019 5:36:23 PM rocktobersky Again, Those Numbers...

12/17/2019 5:37:23 PM big_simp Research Mormon insider and whistleblower "Branton"

Connect the dots!!

 https://archive.org/stream/TheOmegaFileBranton/The%20Omega%20File%20Branton_djvu.txt … pic.twitter.com/GSoaesNQrU

12/17/2019 5:38:18 PM jaded_pearl Also the year the Clinton Foundation was formed.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinton_Foundation …

12/17/2019 5:38:25 PM wordsmakeflesh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Your timeline was referred to me

12/17/2019 5:39:20 PM adsvel There is no Time, there is a linear perception of Events.

There is no Space, there is different Vibrations.

All is an Energy and Energy is always changing and Conscious.😊

12/17/2019 5:39:29 PM laurabusse Love it!!! Thx ☺️

12/17/2019 5:39:34 PM ihvh Zep Tepi



12/17/2019 5:41:17 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/GirlAwakeinCA/status/1207008692463292416?s=09 …

Here's an article from Schrodinger's other cat

The first section I thought was remarkably insightful and probably helpful ☺️

12/17/2019 5:43:56 PM ihvh Did Joseph Smith even exist?

When was the camera invented?

When did Joseph Smith die?

Is there a picture of Joseph Smith?

Why is he wearing a mask in that picture?

12/17/2019 5:44:09 PM inkedinkee There is so much wrong doing with them .. just sayin ... GOD have mercy on us ...

12/17/2019 5:45:11 PM tikicolada SG-1 [The show Star Gate] S4 [season 4] E18 [episode 18] The Light, pay attention at time 32:32. Watch it. Come back w/your thoughts 😊

12/17/2019 5:46:37 PM jeff57253103 What is spoken? An old friend of mine went off the rails with Gnosticism and says there’s 3 suns

12/17/2019 5:46:45 PM ihvh How did the Mormons translate the "book of Abraham?

When was the Rosetta Stone discovered?

Were Egyptian hieroglyphics translated correctly for the Book of Abraham?

12/17/2019 5:48:12 PM athena_142 WOW! 👇@Ph03n1x24 @IPOT1776 @3Days3Nights @JustInformU

@prayingmedic @M2Madness @Bruno062418 @QBlueSkyQ

@RaeAnon @LisaMei62 @Sun_Q_Tzu @JUSTICETIME7 @ChristinePolon1 @buckeye_ice

@Cordicon @DeepStateExpose

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 https://twitter.com/midasriff/status/1206973931011411968 …

12/17/2019 5:49:19 PM wnhensley I haven't seen it

12/17/2019 5:50:02 PM tikicolada Many of these are available on YT.

12/17/2019 5:50:11 PM iamyou132 Something tells me the subversion will be corrected this Christmas. I think we the people have a big gift coming our way this Christmas. No more 

Christmas offerings. No more old satanic Santa. Just winning

12/17/2019 5:50:20 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/RepSherrill/status/1206936757444497409 …

12/17/2019 5:54:25 PM bananne81 Get Scientology too, please.

12/17/2019 5:55:04 PM zgrl14 ok cool. You are fortunate you can do that.

12/17/2019 5:55:41 PM nick85houston Can you post a screenshot or clip of the relevant scene? Many of us don’t have the means of watching episodes of SG-1 whenever we like.

12/17/2019 5:56:31 PM westmount_d7 You’re brilliant! Well done. ETs👍

12/17/2019 5:58:36 PM sanandaemanuel Well, I am back - but in the form of Sananda. My higher self.

I wont be back in flesh this time.

What was my teachings about?

12/17/2019 6:03:49 PM queen_khalifia There are ways arnd it. Read Labels. Roadside Farmers. Shop Mom and Pop stores. Get bioavailable Greens, Vitamins and Minerals. Eat organic seeded 

Fruit. Cold pressed Juices. Some business' refused to go rogue. Shop Local.

12/17/2019 6:05:07 PM rebornkingent 5:5

12/17/2019 6:05:53 PM djlok Vatican or Epstein Island?

12/17/2019 6:07:00 PM psmith19701 The churches are the ones who are helping the illegal aliens.

12/17/2019 6:07:16 PM queen_khalifia Where there is A Will...there is a Way.I'm low income and I do it well. Without any regrets. Pray for the knowledge of Health.

12/17/2019 6:08:36 PM queen_khalifia Me too! Poorest of the Poor. I do my Best and Bless the rest! I pray over My Food and all I consume for purification.

12/17/2019 6:10:09 PM veera81151963 Check yourself - https://www.serial.rocks/post-141 

12/17/2019 6:10:24 PM queen_khalifia I use the Iodine but also Cal-Mag liquid.

12/17/2019 6:11:04 PM joinna6 Vril. SS. & The Black Sunn.

12/17/2019 6:12:17 PM big_simp  pic.twitter.com/ZMshhUQ2on

12/17/2019 6:13:41 PM _yuri_desu_ "it was designed to be turned down incrementally"

12/17/2019 6:16:40 PM bigrig_chris @Jordan_Sather_  I believe is correct for being hesitate to take this account seriously. 

I see a compromised account. 

Can you elaborate on your wierd threads?

12/17/2019 6:17:02 PM hellouncledonny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   

Sean Hannity show showing a clip of @Jim_Jordan saying "clock and the calendar" 3 times.

 https://youtu.be/yLLbqBw-JK8 

12/17/2019 6:18:17 PM virginialouelle I'm doing it for the kids. And anyone else who needs it. I only started making changes 6 yrs ago. You can too. Trust in yourself. I've learned a lot just 

researching and utube. Peace.

12/17/2019 6:18:24 PM powersawer  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6fag66 

12/17/2019 6:19:42 PM powersawer Also, reading your profile.. search from:ts_sci_majic12 caffeine

12/17/2019 6:22:24 PM dakotobol So is all this egregious anti-semitism lawfare part of the exposure? Or are the chosenites finally having their NWO dreams come true?

12/17/2019 6:23:49 PM kseven110 13,000 years ago?!?!

12/17/2019 6:27:03 PM mnkris10 worse, the Vatican is full of evil. #SpiritCooking

12/17/2019 6:27:16 PM janmaree1111 So could be Brennan & Comey but with use of  word POP, actually wondered if it could be John Legend. He has Haiti connection with HrC. So maybe the

 2 John's? 🤷♀️ That's me❗️

@3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @Jordan_Sather_ @intheMatrixxx @SITSSHOW @John_F_Kennnedy 

pic.twitter.com/bCElQNpFdK

12/17/2019 6:29:12 PM truth939 5:5 The light device represents frequencies/energy that the planet has been blanketed with by evil forces to negatively impact the human brain.  Does 

5G propagate this "signal"?

12/17/2019 6:30:01 PM magabeliever20 Like mind kontrol

12/17/2019 6:31:06 PM magabeliever20 Turns out it was a staged kidnapping. What the heck🧐

12/17/2019 6:31:16 PM klvtchbeats You sound psycho my dude

12/17/2019 6:40:09 PM 02joshuaradwan Alhamduilillah

12/17/2019 6:45:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 [WRAY]

or

]WRAY[

Reread past tweets and reanalyze.

Enjoy the show... pic.twitter.com/AJvovCX4Jv

12/17/2019 6:45:04 PM tbooneus I’ve been using a counter top @AquaTru Reverse Osmosis system for a while and I’m happy with it.

Filter and remineralize w @traceminerals35 drops. HTH

12/17/2019 6:45:50 PM michael81972 [WRAY]

12/17/2019 6:46:37 PM werascending 🤮🥺😳

12/17/2019 6:46:57 PM spauldingshowal Trust Wray. Would Trump really appoint a swamp rat to such an important position?  I believe DJT is too smart to do so.



12/17/2019 6:47:55 PM elskemccain El Wray

12/17/2019 6:48:25 PM werascending Dr Greer is a very intelligent man! Love him!

12/17/2019 6:48:27 PM zendamaparanorm  pic.twitter.com/nbxF4hzSTL

12/17/2019 6:50:38 PM 3dogsallright Find a natural spring.

12/17/2019 6:51:15 PM tarynupmatrix Wow, that really reminds me of the Luxor in Vegas pic.twitter.com/ipd380c5kJ

12/17/2019 6:51:44 PM n7guardiananon Many parts of the world possibly...Grand Canyon perhaps also???

12/17/2019 6:52:22 PM state1union My bet it’s all connected like faction mafia  church families

12/17/2019 6:52:24 PM rlsthefirst If it is a part of a trap or sting operation then yes. Rex Tillerson served the same purpose.

12/17/2019 6:52:32 PM johnnyt_anon I'd look at it this way...

Trust Wray to be Wray. 

Trust Wray will play his role and do the job only he knows how to do. If that calls for him spending over a year visiting every single FBI field office then 

be it. #Qanon

12/17/2019 6:53:15 PM state1union Anything secret 33 degrees and above is for profit and Satan.

12/17/2019 6:53:35 PM reformerreg Is ]Wray[ a whitehat sleeper?

Double meanings?

12/17/2019 6:53:47 PM dissenterradio Probably.

According to one shady af Mormon, Mormons overseas, like in the Philippines, go work for slave wages in places like Singapore. They get married to 

Western Mormons as a reward for putting that nose to grindstone, lifting them from being trafficked by the church.

12/17/2019 6:55:24 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/HbxRAPGRd2

12/17/2019 6:55:46 PM holotechrd This image has stored frequencies to reverse PTSD #SOURCE #kingtalk #advanced #sonofgod #WWG1WGA #hiddentruths #supernatural 

#savetheworld #holotech #frequencies #Lordsmarty

@John_F_Kennnedy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @JustnStillness @JustInformU @johnxdesouza 

pic.twitter.com/r7kFHUm066

12/17/2019 6:55:59 PM 3dogsallright Spring water free

12/17/2019 6:56:07 PM zrickety Near Cuba...?

12/17/2019 6:56:22 PM shelly_frye Yes

12/17/2019 6:57:19 PM nzstill Grand canyon created by the flood waters

12/17/2019 6:59:03 PM johnnyt_anon Assume they all carried get out of jail free cards from days gone bye. 

You need to catch them doing something after the card expires. Best way is to put in a boss they trust and then send out of the office for a year. Let the 

inmates run the asylum while you watch.

#Qanon

12/17/2019 6:59:32 PM holotechrd Lmao... you do realize all of that can be cancelled out with frequencies right you should probably go on my free download page 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/17/2019 6:59:50 PM pomeinnz Robert.. pic.twitter.com/BIoi2fSZAR

12/17/2019 7:00:43 PM n7guardiananon Ride the wave!!!

 https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1087384607333457921?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/jbIWZYyPsI

12/17/2019 7:01:33 PM nzstill i saw theres a huge cave that had giant statues etc in it too . and its still guarded .weird that

12/17/2019 7:02:08 PM shelly_frye Will we be judged?

12/17/2019 7:02:45 PM markko48882279 Bang Ding ow!

12/17/2019 7:03:36 PM lbf777 Why did Rabbi Trump attack our Constitution? That’s considered an act of treason in our book.

12/17/2019 7:03:54 PM the_ad1 I have a water distiller, pour in tap water and in @5hrs I have pure water.

12/17/2019 7:04:47 PM n7guardiananon Maybe they'll open up for tours soon pic.twitter.com/q8OhY0BpE6

12/17/2019 7:07:02 PM the_loveoflight Quick question that popped into my head just now 

Could the ceremony of the old pope dying to the new one, be the same IS switching to the new body, finding itself a new host?

Goa'uld like?

12/17/2019 7:07:07 PM webarian1 Sure...whatever 🤣 got anything to back that up?

12/17/2019 7:07:22 PM patriotkelly7 [WRAY]  We are watching a 🎥 so I’m not sure 🤷🏻♀️😊

12/17/2019 7:07:58 PM hawkgirlinmn Boom

12/17/2019 7:09:21 PM hawkgirlinmn Should We be analyzing your typos as well or non-intentional?

12/17/2019 7:10:17 PM americanpetal Going to watch it now

12/17/2019 7:11:56 PM jakejcannon Q hasn’t mentioned the Mormons. He has mentioned Vatican. Don’t project or divide.  Utah is a red state full of great people. They want you divided.

12/17/2019 7:13:25 PM fansblowing3 DO NOT TRUST WRAY pic.twitter.com/DPzhIBiR1Y

12/17/2019 7:14:44 PM fansblowing3 [Wray] stonewalling 👎 pic.twitter.com/iMZ5XXhMOY

12/17/2019 7:15:42 PM fansblowing3 [Wray] pic.twitter.com/ZndPtHX6PB

12/17/2019 7:17:53 PM fansblowing3 Majestic numbers though 🧐 pic.twitter.com/8GLXvWFDVc

12/17/2019 7:18:26 PM bigrig_chris Ok bro. Been following for a min now. So just cause I don't see your logic  doesn't mean my homework isn't done. Have you seen my tweets? Probably 

not considering your judgemental comment you haven't. Kick rocks kid.

12/17/2019 7:19:17 PM bigrig_chris Explain it then since you get it.

12/17/2019 7:19:54 PM weshallrise144k You may have to register to access database:  https://sovereignsilver.com/knowledgebase/peer-reviewed-medical-literature/ …

12/17/2019 7:21:01 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @JimHayzlett Limited character space. Dense message. Roswell beings educated Mil 

Intel about…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1046593544885084160.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/17/2019 7:22:25 PM nzstill i rekon we are going to be amazed at just what will be revealed SQQN

12/17/2019 7:22:52 PM mollybang It's not like the Church grooms & recruits young, impressionable followers into moving away from their families, cut them off from everything they 

know (except the Church), and force them to raise followers & money which goes directly into the Church's savings acct. Oh wait...

12/17/2019 7:23:25 PM randalllkeller2 Absolutely!

#SymbolWatch

12/17/2019 7:23:39 PM bobluck Um...isn't that what you just did to me?

12/17/2019 7:25:57 PM socalpatriot247 Digging up bones?

12/17/2019 7:31:48 PM bobluck Hinduism preaches Reincarnation. I'm telling the truth. If you think by telling you that Hinduism has been around for many centuries (if not longer) and 

they teach the very same doctrine your "New Age" teaches is "bashing" your religion...that's for you to discern, not me.

12/17/2019 7:32:22 PM fansblowing3 All churches are arms of the Vatican



12/17/2019 7:32:30 PM johnnyt_anon Every Anon should have known Wray is probably SklBns, check out his wiki profile. Read the Early Life section. He's as deep state as they come.

12/17/2019 7:33:17 PM cheekie368 Why won’t anyone answer this question???

12/17/2019 7:35:04 PM lorirrr Electricity.   This is similar to what Gov Brown & China wanted to do from satellite to Sebastopol.  Ultimate control; they could shut it off anytime.  We 

must eradicate evil...

12/17/2019 7:36:40 PM dynamicres Egyptian like area + ruins > Shores, on the water

Some pre-diluvian disclosure

And then some extras

Addicted to the Light

the bright tech in the middle of the room is the opium den... of the masses? [TV] pic.twitter.com/pyWFNB061k
12/17/2019 7:38:07 PM bobluck Did you read the material I posted for you? The doctor who examined the consecrated host turned into bloody flesh here in the states, 1)  was not told 

it was a consecrated host, and 2) was a total athiest non-believer UNTIL he examined the bloody Eucharist. Today he's Catholic.

12/17/2019 7:42:10 PM 4mankindq Wray is in a holding pattern. He’s bunting until further actions deem otherwise.

12/17/2019 7:47:56 PM bobluck If you've read about all religions then you KNOW "New Age" has been around for centuries, if not millennia. Why then call it "New Age"? As for 9/11 

Child reincarnation, I'll watch your videos. Can you post a link to a particularly compelling video?

12/17/2019 7:51:45 PM vesperz_ I saw that one recently

12/17/2019 7:54:22 PM bobluck I should qualify: the Eucharist that turned into bloody heart tissue...this happened in Argentina. They brought the Eucharist here to the U.S. for 

scientific examination. The doctor here in the U.S. was a hardcore Athiest non-believer and was not told what the tissue was...

12/17/2019 7:56:06 PM swimdancemom1 Thanks!

12/17/2019 7:56:20 PM fansblowing3 This is the scene.  The pyramids were on the water

12/17/2019 7:57:06 PM fansblowing3 The pyramids were on the water

12/17/2019 7:59:15 PM fansblowing3 This is the scene.  Egypt was not desert.

12/17/2019 7:59:38 PM state1union What’s up with the RH- neg blood type?  I just heard that @JennyCraig is doing DNA testing now on their clients to see what is best to eat? That’s what 

@JennyCraig manager told me today

12/17/2019 7:59:38 PM bobluck "Keith369...searching for truth". Sounds as though you've already decided what the truth is? Perhaps you should change your name to 

"Keith369...knows reincarnation is the truth"

12/17/2019 8:00:59 PM fansblowing3 Egypt and the pyramids were not in the desert.  It was on the shores of a lake/river/ocean.  This is alluding to the upcoming pole shift??

12/17/2019 8:03:05 PM fansblowing3 Then keep moving sir 👋

12/17/2019 8:04:13 PM catherinewhitfo Thank you!

We're experiencing some heavy chemtrailing in California,

and I'm sure there's an illness in it- some kind of upper respiratory thing because people just keep getting it over and over and I feel it in my throat & 

ears

The colloidal silver keeps it from taking hold

12/17/2019 8:05:53 PM sseed369 ][

12/17/2019 8:06:57 PM fightforamerica 0

12/17/2019 8:07:24 PM aleks8837 Gonna see latest Star Wars tonight. Hope you have contributed Majestic 12! 🤩

12/17/2019 8:13:18 PM scott_rick Eiffel Tower... Sphinx.... Empire State Building, CN Tower

12/17/2019 8:13:38 PM keith369me Couldn’t be, I don’t have a religion

12/17/2019 8:13:46 PM weshallrise144k You’re welcome!  I’m seeing cloud seeding from benevolent upper 5D Radionic ships in SoCal - the ships are cloaked, but the seeding isn’t.  Could be 

organite (balances and harmonizes bio-energy) or a combination of material.  No traditional chemtrail smell as before.

12/17/2019 8:14:14 PM keith369me Bye...you are not here to learn anything

12/17/2019 8:15:38 PM keith369me Peace and love be with you brother.

12/17/2019 8:19:09 PM hamil7on Got anything to prove they do?  That’s like me saying prove you don’t traffic kids. Ridiculous.

12/17/2019 8:20:13 PM catherinewhitfo We're getting hammered on the Central Coast early morning through sunset - these look nefarious

I can feel when the ships are there, I feel it in my body & some of the Cloud shapes are hilarious- it's like they're not even trying to hide

I make orgonite ;-)

12/17/2019 8:25:55 PM truth939 Did nobody see the objects traveling across camera FOV after the payload delivery?  Toward very end of webcast.

12/17/2019 8:26:37 PM evamoor30315097 "WE ARE SHUTTING IT OFF" "NO" "YOU STAY HERE!? " SILENCE OBEYS AT 32:32 5:5

 SO THE INTERNET OFF?

12/17/2019 8:29:25 PM evamoor30315097 55 Dec 25

12/17/2019 8:30:52 PM evamoor30315097 E PLURIBUS UNUM

12/17/2019 8:31:30 PM evamoor30315097 E~Pluribus Unum

12/17/2019 8:32:28 PM evamoor30315097 Use a microwave

12/17/2019 8:41:35 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Hrowi4hHz8A 

12/17/2019 8:46:25 PM jeffcordell6 Excellent work!

12/17/2019 8:46:44 PM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/5c0rMd8qxw

12/17/2019 8:56:02 PM aleks8837 Think of the implications of if it's true that multiple politicians in government are blackmailed.

That means in plain speech that they are controlled!

That they themselves don't decide what they can and cannot say.

They have to do as someone else tells them! Because they know

12/17/2019 8:58:23 PM aleks8837 Who is [they]?

Israel last?

12/17/2019 9:03:53 PM suzieq05786785 SG-1 was my personal fav. Was not a Trekkie or a Star Wars fan. Randomly nice to see a reference.

12/17/2019 9:09:07 PM big_simp Maria Orsic. Trance channeller who worked for the occult branch of the SS. Google her

Research William Tompkins ex ONI and his revelations

12/17/2019 9:09:34 PM seanathan15 What does this mean? pic.twitter.com/J9SjGTubXd

12/17/2019 9:14:28 PM webarian1  https://kutv.com/news/local/man-arrested-in-utah-undercover-human-trafficking-investigation-is-an-lds-bishop …

12/17/2019 9:15:17 PM seanathan15 As a current lds member seeking truth please explain these pic.twitter.com/MRAfy5svH9

12/17/2019 9:17:26 PM webarian1  https://truepundit.com/top-never-trumpers-tied-to-politician-indicted-for-human-smuggling-and-selling-children/ …

12/17/2019 9:17:48 PM webarian1  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mormon_abuse_cases …

12/17/2019 9:19:23 PM webarian1 Your turn!



12/17/2019 9:20:21 PM n7guardiananon 1 of many

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Council_of_Nicaea …

12/17/2019 9:20:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Top 'Never-Trumpers' Tied to Politician Indicted for Human Smuggling and Selling Children – True Pundit https://truepundit.com/top-never-trumpers-

tied-to-politician-indicted-for-human-smuggling-and-selling-children/ …

12/17/2019 9:21:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Man arrested in undercover human trafficking investigation is an LDS bishop in Utah | KUTV http://kutv.com/news/local/man-arrested-in-utah-

undercover-human-trafficking-investigation-is-an-lds-bishop …

12/17/2019 9:22:21 PM socalbohogal Romney got his money from firing people & collapsing businesses. His son was apparently in Burisma with Biden &  Pelosi's sons. All corrupt.

12/17/2019 9:23:06 PM state1union New Utah LDS was involved. Thanks Pfizer

12/17/2019 9:23:22 PM wickedmouse369 Who was Joseph Smith?

12/17/2019 9:23:41 PM snotwistr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwoOC_ht2Bs …   any truth to this?

12/17/2019 9:23:59 PM covertress Stargate SG-1 - S 4 E 18 - The Light

 https://dai.ly/x4syrln 
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12/17/2019 9:24:05 PM billwes76233793 No mercey, 

no quarter.

Expose [them] all. pic.twitter.com/jAlWI6kJmu

12/17/2019 9:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exorcists Condemn Children’s Book on Summoning Demons https://www.breitbart.com/faith/2019/12/17/exorcists-condemn-childrens-book-on-

summoning-demons/ …

12/17/2019 9:25:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sources: 16-Year-Old Karol Sanchez Confesses To Staging Kidnapping That Prompted Amber Alert – CBS New York 

https://newyork.cbslocal.com/2019/12/17/police-16-year-old-girl-kidnapped-while-walking-with-mother-in-the-bronx/ …

12/17/2019 9:25:29 PM wickedmouse369 Is the light a mirror of television?

12/17/2019 9:28:51 PM merkaba369 What the????

12/17/2019 9:29:11 PM state1union Exposes? D ? MOS? House of Csrds?

12/17/2019 9:29:54 PM onetoughcrowd10 I’m here. Listening to local news. This story is pretty much being buried. The lefty journalists are distancing themselves. I can tell there is a yuge crime 

ring just below the surface.  Its going to be shocking when it surfaces💥

12/17/2019 9:30:28 PM adizfoshiz If you knew anything about the Mormon church, you’d know a bishop is one of the lowest levels of leader. This dude is a nobody. There are thousands 

of bishops. This isn’t the Vatican. This guy has zero pull on how the church functions.

12/17/2019 9:30:31 PM wickedmouse369 Did they also condemn @realDonaldTrump ?

12/17/2019 9:31:06 PM aprilbrown99 Police didn’t charge her for staging her abduction. No mention if there was some sort of abuse in the home. Something doesn’t add up here.

12/17/2019 9:31:37 PM kidge6 based on mj12's references, my wife and i watched the entire series over the last couple of months. its great.  starts to suck a little in the last 2 

seasons. ppl said cabal got involved around season 6 or 7.

12/17/2019 9:34:25 PM tenn_rich Mittens cousin?

12/17/2019 9:34:36 PM arduousascetic Yeah, like why the African isn't...in Africa.

Least we're diverse tho.

12/17/2019 9:34:40 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

12/17/2019 9:36:05 PM iowa_trump 8 down, 9 to go (mostly the tech ones)

12/17/2019 9:36:19 PM soapboxinca Holy and pious. 😂

12/17/2019 9:36:38 PM soapboxinca And just say Mormon.

12/17/2019 9:37:14 PM april54787052 I don't know, I think anyone that is found to be #HumanTrafficking is a dirtbag and noteworthy, especially those trafficking children.

12/17/2019 9:38:49 PM dugs If you knew anything about the Mormon church you would know a Bishop has one on one sessions with children to find out if they are "worthy" 

including asking questions about sexual activities. ✌️❤️

12/17/2019 9:42:17 PM b52_tester Unless he used his position in the church to abet his crimes, that part doesn't matter.  But if he's guilty as charged, hope he burns hard.

12/17/2019 9:44:44 PM markjohnt2 Not Wray's authority. Fitton should know better.

12/17/2019 9:48:35 PM valerienone ...mormons 

Polytheism 

Multi wives

Helen Mar Kimball 14yo

Magic underwear 

Product of 😈 pic.twitter.com/dMrMo3lYtq

12/17/2019 9:49:02 PM makessense19 By Noon tomorrow the headline will read "The 4 suspects were seen in #MAGA hats. Reported to be wearing white supremacist wind breakers 

manufactured in Moscow."  Probably 😆

12/17/2019 9:49:20 PM seahawkfan4x4 As a college student, I was on student Government. I was part of writing/packing bills at the capital for our college. These politicians, lobbyist were 

scumbag liars and thieves. They used their power to hustle the students to their rooms. 17,18 yr old girls were targets.

12/17/2019 9:49:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/4nCTOMlKGd

12/17/2019 9:50:37 PM nite_owl2 Well let's get it right. LDS Bishops/nonpaid positions in every church/ward. They are individuals & are responsible for their own behavior. He is charged 

w/ engaging a prostitute & exposing himself. He is x-vice LEO too. But, looking closer r/t his position for abuse. No evid yet

12/17/2019 9:51:29 PM stephpedy My fourth grader at the time had a sub teacher ..and had the watch a cartoon video on YouTube ..I was in out raged over this ...and called the school 

..let me just say they apologize up and down said they had no clue told them they need to know what their teacher are teaching.🤬

12/17/2019 9:51:56 PM hurricane0073 And the JWs too. They brainwashed me and millions of others for decades.

12/17/2019 9:52:07 PM r_cortland But what IS NOT public, until now, is Petersen’s curious association with GOP critics of President Trump, including former US Sen. Jeff Flake, late Sen. 

John McCain, and Sen. Mitt Romney among others. Petersen also campaigned for and is friends with Arizona Gov. Goug Ducey

12/17/2019 9:53:35 PM arduousascetic Just someone who's getting tired of the lower black standards.

They are a lower race and they should be at home in Africa living their way. We have enough dumb whites to take care of instead of wasting tax dollars 

on their dumb violent bullshit.

It's all so tiresome.

12/17/2019 9:56:35 PM joinna6 Sí . Yes. Pro.  Deep$tate

12/17/2019 10:04:08 PM twilly18 Mormon church is interesting.



12/17/2019 10:05:22 PM seahawkfan4x4 My experience with the Mormon church goes deep. Romney is a thug. what I will say is the Mormons have more power than any Italian organization 

ever had. They are real, powerful and don't hide it. They are a business and they control everyone they do business with.

12/17/2019 10:08:09 PM n7guardiananon Even if it goes to the Senate which (guess who controls) it would obliterate the D party with witnesses brought up...all out in the Open!!!

12/17/2019 10:09:54 PM jackie_1ders Those Luciferians are really pushing hard, aren't they?

12/17/2019 10:10:10 PM doyleglobal Correction:

This is the final ‘simulation’ — The “Great Awakening” IS the ending of the ‘matrix’, (the “IS–BE” illusion of) ‘control’ — & the end of all utility of both 

information & (the) holography of spatial crystallography:

Liberating the IS–BE from itself:

Learn. Rapidly. pic.twitter.com/diGi8hhlLR
12/17/2019 10:10:24 PM southiee Scientology next.. I hope

12/17/2019 10:14:49 PM udkin9dom #523, 1.13.18

“Checkmate” - Q

_

F Marker?

2yr Delta Coming?

1.12.20 = Pluto|Saturn Conjunction.

- theme:  https://bit.ly/34xFgFh 

45 DEF uses Astrology

- See YT: Phoenix Enigma

@prayingmedic @M2Madness @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Incarcerated_ET @40_head @TRUreporting pic.twitter.com/silRJHUApp

12/17/2019 10:15:15 PM aleks8837 Holy shit! Or not so holy...

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=mormon+temple&tbm=isch&source=univ&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwip1KLJt77mAhWElIsKHSQzBAsQsAR6BAgKEAE&bi

w=1920&bih=947 …

12/17/2019 10:15:57 PM udkin9dom #523, 1.13.18

“Checkmate” - Q

_

F Marker?

2yr Delta Coming?

1.12.20 = Pluto|Saturn Conjunction.

- theme:  https://bit.ly/34xFgFh 

45 DEF uses Astrology

- See YT: Phoenix Enigma

@prayingmedic @M2Madness @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Incarcerated_ET @40_head @TRUreporting pic.twitter.com/gwvUQSYuRB

12/17/2019 10:18:33 PM melhuses Of course he is! those you trust the most,sick

12/17/2019 10:23:00 PM boogeymanhunter Thought plant for the public...

In the immediate future, make everyone second guess any story that involves abduction, kidnapping, etc ?

12/17/2019 10:25:16 PM hoffman11my Lots of Truth in SG-1 episodes. Watch them now and you can see the future.

12/17/2019 10:32:47 PM hamil7on This is your proof the LDS Church traffics kids?

12/17/2019 10:33:00 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Ft1waA3p2_w 

12/17/2019 10:35:28 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Gryx4g0ZzE8 

12/17/2019 10:37:02 PM johnnyt_anon Mormons are endoctrinated similar to Catholic followers. I worked with a ton of Mormons (not a rotten apple that I knew of) all good people. Just like 

most religions there's 80% good and 20% bad. Unfortunately bad is usually top 20%. That money needs to go to the poorest Mormons.

12/17/2019 10:38:03 PM steveakridge I bet he’s being closely monitored like Lindsay Graham. Blackmailing your enemies can be useful as bait in The Plan!!!

12/17/2019 10:50:20 PM covertress All SG-1 episodes are available at Dailymotion. https://www.dailymotion.com/stargatetv1 

12/17/2019 10:50:24 PM ikethegeek Id like to follow a blog of your efforts of this list

12/17/2019 10:51:37 PM corbanwells It sounds like an isolated incident at this point.  I hope there are not other wolves in sheep’s clothing in our church.

If there are, I hope they all get caught, every last one.

12/17/2019 10:51:38 PM resolute_ptriot (h)human

(t)rafficking pic.twitter.com/4nOWMeGgf7

12/17/2019 10:52:46 PM gingifride A town 10 minutes away, this guy is busted. Related?

>Stash of child pr0n

>Created Blockchain crypto $$$ exchange system

>Many "Investors"

>GHB Lab, DATERAPE drug manufacturer

>Large Warehouse to store tHinGs. https://kutv.com/news/local/exclusive-former-friends-shocked-by-utah-tech-ceo-found-with-13k-child-porn-files …

12/17/2019 10:54:39 PM foreverozone The covering it up, paying hush money is Vatican-ish though.  Secret docs from some cases in 2012 even suggest a Stake President (not a nobody) was 

a pedo - and SLC leadership paid to cover up. 100B lot of money https://kutv.com/news/local/mormonleaks-leaked-document-sheds-light-on-lds-

churchs-handling-of-seven-sex-abuse-cases …



12/17/2019 10:55:01 PM bigrig_chris Moving where? I still haven't had a answer...

Facts are the only thing that separates us. So go ahead and keep to your one liner. I give a crap about facts, not like headliner posting fools.

12/17/2019 10:55:05 PM aleks8837 It's called COSMIC TOP SECRET for a reason. Some may laugh, but they are the stupid ones. There IS a war going on for your mind! 

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/declassified_138449.htm …

12/17/2019 10:55:52 PM bigrig_chris Explain then!! Bet you can't. 

I'll be waiting.

12/17/2019 10:58:16 PM aleks8837 Oh, of course! There's a possibility that the Mormons actually have been infiltrated by ETs!! That makes so much sense.

12/17/2019 10:59:47 PM bigrig_chris @fansblowing3 your a retweet account that has no value to any cause. Before you assume what I know, ask yourself what you stand for. 

I'm a Patriot who questions everything!

12/17/2019 11:02:03 PM mrssprat49 Synchronicity, Hubby just suggested we watch them!

12/17/2019 11:06:57 PM ggcheri Wow!

12/17/2019 11:11:27 PM aleks8837 😮😮😮😮

What kind of people build that?? pic.twitter.com/S1mEvKyVMs

12/17/2019 11:14:03 PM unstoppablencp My poor daughter is trying to become a respiratory therapist and they made her take a crap load of shots. When she know it she got sick as a dog for 

24 hours straight.

12/17/2019 11:16:54 PM captain01470560 “Petersen, who works as an adoption lawyer in all three states, is charged with 32 counts in Arizona, 11 counts in Utah and 19 federal charges in 

Arkansas.”

3+2+1+1+1+9 = 17

12/17/2019 11:17:26 PM webarian1 The examples I provided are a trickle of stories being reported, what about those that aren't? Mormons are powerful and quash negative news all the 

time. I'm a recovering mormon, I grew up and lived in Utah for 45 yrs. I can attest to the lies, cover-ups and corruption.

12/17/2019 11:25:37 PM seanathan15 Explain more

12/17/2019 11:29:03 PM covertress "Once born, the babies would be put up for adoption, earning Petersen a hefty commission..."

How deep is this rabbit hole?

Relations related?

12/17/2019 11:29:51 PM 4mankindq Enter Trudeau ...

12/17/2019 11:31:42 PM seanathan15 Any proof? I’m seeking truth...facts.

12/17/2019 11:33:32 PM wmturner6 The cap “stone” must be a very good electric conductor like GOLD.... in order to transmute the energy captured by the Pyramid. When the magnetic 

pole reversal takes place many things will be re-activated.

12/17/2019 11:33:58 PM linda22222222 Old news , but glad they caught him

12/17/2019 11:34:09 PM hopesangelz  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3262qU-td2TPqiFGgCSMXQ …

12/17/2019 11:35:19 PM annemarievtw They have explained those tweets now & give interesting 2020 Goals to open your pineal gland...

12/17/2019 11:48:24 PM covertress "According to Father Bamonte, the book forms part of a broader trend to propose satanism as 'a normal alternative to other religions,' deserving of the 

same respect and freedoms."

The War Is Real

At Stake, The Republic

12/17/2019 11:58:36 PM covertress "Investigators learned the mom wanted to move the family back to her native Honduras — and that Karol didn’t want to go, sources said."

“Once they realized what they did, with the amber alert on their phones, it was like, ‘Oh, s--t, we got a problem.’”
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12/17/2019 11:59:36 PM winklerburke At 32:32 kid says, “That’s my mom & dad” while O’Neal walks past the Sphinx’s .  Out of the breast of Sphinx’s are humans standing. Bird heads 

represent Blue Avions. Lion body of Sphinx in Egypt points to Leo Constellation 12,500+ years ago, B4 flood from comet hit Earth @arctic

12/18/2019 12:02:45 AM winklerburke In Egypt, the Sphinx has had its original proportional head cut down to be some pharoh’s head, looking small and not proportionate to lion’s body 

pointing at Leo Constellation.  Star Gate 1 shows its original shape.

12/18/2019 12:07:21 AM winklerburke Perhaps we are being told where we came from... Blue Avions from (Leo Constellation?) made humans out of their breast from light of many animal 

archetypes. These are our moms & dads.  A picture. An image.

12/18/2019 12:13:10 AM winklerburke Later, Evil Overlords made mesmerizing Illuminati light tricks, entertaining hypnotism dystopias... tv... where folk can’t see parents, who were made 

from breast of “Asgardians-Avions” from Leo area of stars. We are star dust, not slaves of dystopian, ruined brains.

12/18/2019 12:20:13 AM winklerburke Clearly the Sphinx creatures are mighty, and they support the humans from their chest. All creatures are to grow & ascend... not be lost in Mesmer 

light.  True light is love of stars, we are star dust, we are golden. We are loved, love and learn greater light & love via space+*?

12/18/2019 12:25:37 AM cumberlandacad2 @StormMedicine

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@love4thegameAK

@intheMatrixxx https://twitter.com/RT_com/status/1207195448072704000 …

12/18/2019 12:26:41 AM adsvel You are welcome.😊

12/18/2019 12:32:03 AM davethadude369 Lots of Scandinavian surnames in the LDS church.

12/18/2019 12:33:03 AM winklerburke Restated:  From what stock of wood are we?  We are star dust, we are golden... made by, of and for love... to learn and ascend ￼ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRjQCvfcXn0&feature=share …

12/18/2019 12:33:44 AM cumberlandacad2 @StormMedicine

@_00111111_

@SayWhenLA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@fieldmcc https://twitter.com/CumberlandAcad2/status/1207216492388978688 …

12/18/2019 12:36:27 AM marinar96488188 Main reason why the deep state never wanted Trump, bc they knew their crime syndicate would be exposed!

12/18/2019 1:08:08 AM kidge6 They often just put the info out and leave it up 2 us 2 discern the bigger picture. more verbose lately. They've written much the last 2+ yrs. see their 

pinned post and my replies there for archived tweets and compilations. Taken me a year see the bigger pic. still lots more tho.

12/18/2019 1:09:12 AM kidge6 OK here it is. I have it up on another tab. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …



12/18/2019 1:13:49 AM aetherwalker1 VILE!

If people could see what such malevolent beings can do to your life once you cross paths with them, they probably couldn't handle the Truth.

Such evil parasites can alter the path of your life, corrode your soul and come right back in your next embodiment!

12/18/2019 1:18:09 AM aetherwalker1 Also, not surprising:  👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/x1io3FICuy

12/18/2019 1:19:16 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1207207949304762368 …

12/18/2019 1:24:00 AM 3peppersalsa 🔥👹👹🔥

12/18/2019 1:25:40 AM emerinemark I guess Hillary’s famous words were correct.  “You better get this shit correct or we are all going to hang!”

12/18/2019 1:51:00 AM sterkinglights1 Seems like season Sg1 4 episode 17

Absolute power.

12/18/2019 1:53:00 AM birdiesrchirpin Marshall Islands pinged my brain for micronesian and that attorney who was killed after her run with her dog outside her house. The husband was 

inside supposedly making cookies. No report of the dog making any noise or defending her. Odd. Why wait until she's back home? 

1/2

12/18/2019 1:53:16 AM birdiesrchirpin 2/2 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-10-15/american-prosecutor-killed-during-run-dog-

micronesia%3f_amp=true …

12/18/2019 1:56:30 AM kidge6 RO is the only thing that removes all dissolved solids and fluoride. But, there’s more.  And it’s cheap.  Those 7 stage RO units have multiple filters, 

active carbon and a demineralization stage. Very Important, or add mineral drops. Under $200-300.

12/18/2019 2:00:08 AM kidge6 ‘Let’ has nothing to do with it. Food is our medicine whether we let it be or not, right?

12/18/2019 2:02:06 AM birdiesrchirpin The way they advertise children is despicable.

Have you ever viewed the state site or the Heart Gallery?

Alice and David's picture is no longer on the site. I have it in another device. I'll come share it later.

Apparently, Alice is a hard worker.

 https://www.childrensheartgallery.org/profile/alice-and-david …
12/18/2019 2:03:46 AM birdiesrchirpin Are you thinking of Scott?

12/18/2019 2:28:39 AM mongrelglory Great catch Brock!  They say the face of the Sphinx has been re-carved.  I wonder if it was originally like these statues... having the face of a falcon= Ra?

12/18/2019 2:30:52 AM loosedemon1 or by plasma discharge perhaps - see Electric Universe

12/18/2019 2:31:30 AM mongrelglory Lurk moar!

12/18/2019 2:36:25 AM karina89350882 one after the other: will take some "time" until 144 000 are "taken out of the game"...

12/18/2019 2:38:42 AM jooooody yes, there are wolves among us.  Jesus warned us of such.

12/18/2019 2:43:00 AM nick85houston Yeah, I know... I really need to stop putting coffee in an IV and just take it orally. 

Kidding. 

Seriously though, I’m not the coffee/caffeine junkie I used to be. 

🙏🏻

12/18/2019 2:50:12 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/R9ELcL464L

12/18/2019 3:02:27 AM keith369me Can’t wait to see the real reason why Romney is a Never Trumper.

12/18/2019 3:03:18 AM keith369me Does he know Mitt Romney for $1,000 Alex?

12/18/2019 3:04:32 AM keith369me Is this children’s book popular in cabal circles?

12/18/2019 3:05:56 AM keith369me Covered wall to wall when it happened.  I had to come to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter to find out it was a hoax...see a pattern here?

12/18/2019 3:10:06 AM miketierno1  https://www.npr.org/2019/11/11/778318135/fbi-joins-investigation-into-killing-of-9-members-of-mormon-family-in-mexico …

12/18/2019 3:11:25 AM graciablauw 🔥🔥🔥🐲🌹✝️🌹🐲🔥🔥🔥

12/18/2019 3:16:20 AM mongrelglory At age 16, isn't she old enough to leave home and live on her own if she didn't want to accompany her mother back to the Honduras?  Why the staged 

kidnapping? Her face would be plastered all over the media and she'd need to be in constant hiding. There's more going on here...😒

12/18/2019 3:20:21 AM mongrelglory They pay you too much. pic.twitter.com/M1hlOB1w1f

12/18/2019 3:22:00 AM tillie71120939 @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  So I was watching a video called the #LawOfOne the it said the #harvest is the removal of the negative entities. 

Correct? #QAnon #WWG1WGA #ASCENSION #TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

12/18/2019 3:51:01 AM covertress no

12/18/2019 3:55:30 AM iamcornpop Is this a Joe Biden speech?

12/18/2019 3:56:09 AM sterkinglights1 This is when they where starting at the light. Seems relevant with the opioid epidemic that's been going on for the past...[written history]. Even 

technology today very much the same. Can't pull them away. It would be a nice place if it wasn't so rigged. 

https://open.spotify.com/track/2VAr5TaP6hyOEmYwIaQmiC?si=3pdOJZbXT0-x_kLE2IBpQw …

12/18/2019 3:59:39 AM megatruth4all a lot to ponder on (again)

5:5 , D 5, 5 D , rewatching/listen time stamps (literally?) 5:05, 5:14, 5:41, 5,50, 14:05, 14:14, 14:41, 14:50, etc, btw i see similarities with easter island 

statues. also Q - watch the water @covertress pic.twitter.com/NrIJqFtGLr

12/18/2019 3:59:41 AM trumppatriotus1 There's a reason POTUS calls the Senator "Jeff Flakey".

12/18/2019 4:02:33 AM laurabusse My understanding is

No

That's all bs

Made up to control us

Scare us into believing in

Hell

Need for savior

Give us ten percent of your money

Etc

If we are 

It will be by us ourselves...
12/18/2019 4:04:23 AM laurabusse Yes

Letting go is almost everything

Keeping practicing letting go

Of almost everything

Is very freeing

12/18/2019 4:16:23 AM fansblowing3 “Flake is somewhat famous for his much-hyped personal trips to the Marshall Islands. Flake has trekked to the Marshall Islands at least four times.”



12/18/2019 4:17:00 AM alphapatriotus Wow. pic.twitter.com/TbWqRqpouL

12/18/2019 4:18:24 AM tillie71120939 These videos will get you caught up on #awan #QAnon https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcgk8FfGnzkzULeMZpRcty7sXfibzA8Li …

12/18/2019 4:21:51 AM fansblowing3 ...recruited pregnant women in the Marshall Islands and paid for them to come to Arizona, Utah and Arkansas...

The women...would be directed to sign up for Medicaid, falsely claiming they were state residents in order have their pregnancy and birth costs 

covered by taxpayers.

12/18/2019 4:22:27 AM werascending 🙏🙏🙏👏👏👏

12/18/2019 4:22:57 AM liseylou12 Is that a 5G router? I plugged mine in.. felt sick so I unplugged and used my old netgear one. Problem solved.

12/18/2019 4:24:21 AM liseylou12 Haha just CBD oil...

12/18/2019 4:24:37 AM tillie71120939 I cried EVERY time my Mom wanted me to sit on #Santa lap. And actually for that matter I didn't want to be around ANYONE with a beard, including 

family members. My Mom often wondered if someone with a beard had done something to me when I was little

12/18/2019 4:30:16 AM my2sonznme Another way to get everyone’s blood type. They do it for depression meds too. Use your DNA to match you with the right meds. Pretty soon they will 

have everyone’s on file. RH negative is from the Illuminati bloodline, they are looking for you!!!!

12/18/2019 4:37:31 AM emerinemark I like the you think 👍

12/18/2019 4:40:01 AM fansblowing3 Not isolated.  Look here:   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mormon_abuse_cases …

12/18/2019 4:40:36 AM april10521252 That book was written and rewritten by the same groups in control of us today, read Hebrews with new eyes, Jesus performed miracles which is also 

called witchcraft,  but God forbid we said it like it is, our PC panties might bunch up. God and Jesus aren't exactly the same.

12/18/2019 4:41:01 AM lovethebeach999 First unsealed indictment ?

12/18/2019 4:41:03 AM klucksl There is an article a week, just like this one, on KSL and SLTrib. I asked the Utah County DA one time what he sees the most of? UT county has the 

greatest concentration of Mormons in the World. He said, “Child abuse then DR shopping.”

12/18/2019 4:41:49 AM lovethebeach999 Medicaid fraud

12/18/2019 4:43:39 AM liltilgerlil If we are wise and do our research, no one will be made a fool. Question everything!

12/18/2019 4:45:09 AM klucksl The Rothchilds own this church. That’s the true energy behind them. I don’t know anyone that grew-up Mormon that wasn’t physically or sexually 

abused as a child.

12/18/2019 4:49:51 AM fansblowing3 Goetia.  The Lesser Key of Solomon.

12/18/2019 4:51:02 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/NNCMMXu3IK

12/18/2019 4:51:19 AM liltilgerlil Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@JimHayzlett Limited character space. Dense message. Roswell beings educated Mil Intel about consciousness and 

how it can be manipulated and […]" https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1046593544885084160.html …

12/18/2019 4:53:27 AM bittenearedcat Er, you probably want to loosen your grip there, Robert https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/09/18/32529858/another-sufferer-of-death-grip-

syndrome …

12/18/2019 4:57:17 AM fansblowing3 Something more is going on here.  I’m not buying this story.

12/18/2019 4:58:02 AM tillie71120939  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6fag66 

12/18/2019 5:00:17 AM guy_karen Take them down & save our children

12/18/2019 5:00:55 AM stlhandyman Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted: 2020 Goals Get rid of your cell phones at home Use a secure bag that blocks all signals and store while at 

home Disable Wifi Install Reverse Osmosis Water Source Don’t eat GMOs Stop using fluoride Stop using...  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2mjGPYO 

12/18/2019 5:01:43 AM liltilgerlil What about the Bible?

12/18/2019 5:01:43 AM tippitiwitchet9 A glowing tic-tac? pic.twitter.com/0xuT8vqmlr

12/18/2019 5:01:44 AM jucifr00t Huh? @realDonaldTrump whether you like him or hate him is NOT teaching children how to play with the princes and principalities which stand against 

all humanity. 

Get over your hatred for a man and focus on the fact that humans are more than just a President in time. God is.

12/18/2019 5:03:03 AM fansblowing3 My mom is too overprotective. We are going to fix it. The 4 of you will drag me into a car in the middle of the night. Then they’ll have a massive police 

hunt looking for me & issue an Amber Alert to 9 million people. That’ll send my moms the message.

4 dudes: “ok we’ll do it.” pic.twitter.com/tzNihRWVqA

12/18/2019 5:07:36 AM anneolsen43 Never isolated... Tic toc for Romney

12/18/2019 5:09:19 AM livnwlupus She needs to be held responsible for her actions!

12/18/2019 5:20:21 AM birdiesrchirpin Thank you for the clarification.🙏 It's good I never tried them then. 🙂💛

12/18/2019 5:27:27 AM ialibertybelle Keep in mind Flake and Romney are both Mormons. And the money the Mormon Church has amassed.

12/18/2019 5:27:28 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1205732817465950209?s=19 …

12/18/2019 5:28:21 AM warrior_4truth  https://twitter.com/Warrior_4Truth/status/1205894013666123783?s=19 …

12/18/2019 5:29:04 AM birdiesrchirpin Good! 

I was skeptical of Harry Potter. This is blatant.

Who would buy this for their children?

Dumb question, never mind.

12/18/2019 5:30:28 AM anneolsen43 And a few other places as well

12/18/2019 5:36:05 AM bbobbio71 Probably that and phones

12/18/2019 5:38:40 AM corbanwells Let me clarify “isolated” description.

In this case he seems to be working alone-ish.  No indication he was a small fry in a greater conspiracy of evil doers.  At least that’s how this case 

appears.

Also, with church membership > 5MM in US, not more cases than expected.

12/18/2019 5:38:56 AM gsusgod Who told you; you are wise in the law of the lord but the lying pen of the scribe has handled it falsely. (Jeremiah 8:8 +/-)

I’m trying to tell you the Bible isn’t where God is. God doesn’t live anywhere created by the hands of man. The Bible was written by man,  simple maths.

12/18/2019 5:39:59 AM gsusgod Who’s finite? I thought you modern day Christians claim to “live” forever(in Christ)?Are you claiming to be a finite being that is also going to live 

forever? That’s truly some “mad science” alright.

The only thing you can claim here is that YOU have no spiritual antenna.

12/18/2019 5:40:23 AM gsusgod Instructions on how to learn about anything(or no-thing): sit quietly, turn on your antenna, feel the question deeply, perhaps in your heart, then, wait. 

The answers will reveal themselves to you in your walking life, that is if you have the eye to see.

12/18/2019 5:40:51 AM gsusgod The mark of the beast is definitely not good. Look how desperate I am trying to get the spiritually blind to see(turn on your antenna, fill your body with 

light, Matt 6:22).

Are you claiming to be wise while simultaneously telling me to deny what my single eye sees?

12/18/2019 5:41:19 AM gsusgod How then did God ‘give’ the prophets His word? Did they “hear” God’s voice with their ears? Could God speak directly to their heart? Wait hearts don’t 

have ears. Why can’t God speak to us the same way he spoke to his prophets? Mark of the beast? >>> Antenna’s off?

12/18/2019 5:41:36 AM gsusgod I study the Bible when the actual subject of my investigation, “me,” directs me to it. Mostly, I study God’s creation while living inside a vehicle he 

created just for me. How disrespectful would it be to accept a gift and never use it(properly).



12/18/2019 5:42:27 AM gsusgod The logic here has vertigo.

If Jesus is the way, no other, according to you. How did God’s prophets come to Him before Jesus became the Christ? Guess Old Testament prophets 

had to wait for the One Way to be built first... wait, that doesn’t compute.

12/18/2019 5:44:25 AM gsusgod How can an omnipotent God forbid something and it stick around? #VertigoLogic 

God: “I forbid this.”

Man: “This?”*Consumes forbidden fruit

God: “Nooooooooooooo!”

“Omnipotent” which He is, buy untangling this from Dogmatic tradition... ever try to take a toy away from a dog?

12/18/2019 5:46:25 AM hrlymomma3 stargate season 4 eps 18 32.32 min in?

12/18/2019 5:47:14 AM gsusgod I am my religion, yes. And, I am God Centered. Keep digging... you’re creating an impressive hole.

The only thing you know about God is what others have written. And, if someone presents something outside those literal words = The Devil. 

#VertigoLogic

12/18/2019 5:47:39 AM diaptera_80 I can do 64.7% of those, tops, or my family would divorce me. Especially my gamer-son 😕

12/18/2019 5:47:56 AM gsusgod Where in objective reality sits the subject of the Bible? People wrote every word within = entirely subjective.

12/18/2019 5:48:13 AM gsusgod Now it seems like you are implying I should accept the Bible as objective fact and all the thoughts I have as subjective. But then, the tables turn, subject 

me to why your decision making skills are superior, because you see the Bible and it’s contents as objective fact?

12/18/2019 5:48:51 AM gsusgod Who do you think sent me here to ponder these things? If I challenge your religious fervency then I have been successful in my mission. “God Is,” 

despite what you or I claim to know. I am here to bring more clarity to “Is”. That means dismantling outmoded beliefs.

12/18/2019 5:54:40 AM diaptera_80 I use it for my fish, but you mean like, eat it?

12/18/2019 5:58:16 AM powersawer That`s great. That stuff is seriously addictive, speaking from experience.

12/18/2019 6:04:28 AM truthseeker273 Isn’t it negligible amounts?  Would it show up on a drug test?

12/18/2019 6:09:18 AM jamiegrahamusa Honduras...hummm.

12/18/2019 6:11:04 AM guy_karen These people are sick

12/18/2019 6:18:08 AM frpcreality  pic.twitter.com/IROcoOYjz8

12/18/2019 6:21:20 AM whos2know1 Gold ⭐️

12/18/2019 6:22:38 AM blsdbe We are all getting to Unity at our own speed. That is the paradox of separation, we are only as separate as we define ourselves to be. Allow yourself to 

be powerful, allow your memories to return, tell yourself each night before you go to sleep what you will manifest.

12/18/2019 6:23:21 AM laurabusse Joni Mitchell

One in a billion

12/18/2019 6:25:22 AM blsdbe The manifesto I wrote 5 years ago has mostly come to pass. Be committed to success of your ideas, fill the ideas with emotion and persevere through 

appearant blocks. Often our Higher Selves have helped us to select challenges for our ‘growth’. Transformation is inevitable!!! 

pic.twitter.com/DynrnZINMh

12/18/2019 6:27:07 AM laurabusse If you have Amazon prime

It's free to watch on Amazon prime video

12/18/2019 6:37:33 AM michael24130714 yup, cold showers and cold baths are miracles for me.

12/18/2019 6:44:08 AM wickedmouse369 I have no hatred for our president, that was sarcasm.

12/18/2019 6:46:34 AM shirdbitter I read tweet, asked a question, got a reply which I read - thanks.  So please stop retweeting the reply back to me people?

12/18/2019 6:48:10 AM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/mVqbhqg941

12/18/2019 6:50:59 AM rebornkingent That 100 billion $ charity may be a reason.

12/18/2019 6:51:38 AM papoyamba @owenbroadcast

12/18/2019 6:56:24 AM iallikat American Muppets. This is way too funny. 😂 and frightening 😳

12/18/2019 6:58:42 AM ctenfor Old news

12/18/2019 6:58:45 AM bigrig_chris Ok bro

12/18/2019 7:06:05 AM joeorbit we are all connected. depopulation is the stunting of our own growth and action.  telepathy is a fact, we all communicate on many levels.  everyone 

gets pulled along from our awakening. no one left behind. this is love.

12/18/2019 7:06:46 AM rick_hernandez Sounds like a convenient way to spin how immigration deportation splits families and how the kids want to stay here in their “home”

12/18/2019 7:10:57 AM hamil7on I’m not saying there isn’t corrupt people in the LDS church. That would be naive and ridiculous. But to accuse the leadership of the Mormon church of 

using their members tithing to support human/child trafficking without evidence is irresponsible. It’ll play out.

12/18/2019 7:11:14 AM whiterabbitttt1 I've heard Egypt and africa did not used to be the Barron places they are. Soemthing turned them into what they are.

12/18/2019 7:17:23 AM whiterabbitttt1 Because they were energy generators. 😎

12/18/2019 7:17:52 AM whiterabbitttt1 Https://teslapyramids.com 

12/18/2019 7:20:56 AM bobluck Correct. Nor are you searching for truth. You're offended by Truth. Jesus is Truth. "New Age" is old heresy rebranded.

12/18/2019 7:22:14 AM mattdubois137 Catholic too

12/18/2019 7:23:28 AM bobluck Thank you. Peace, Love and Truth to you, as well. Have a Merry Christmas!

12/18/2019 7:24:23 AM blsdbe PARTISAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION?!? @SecPompeo @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Toffer_Anon_369/status/1207315556468170752 …

12/18/2019 7:25:39 AM figgitaboutit I wasn’t. Parents married in SLC temple. I was raised in it. Never sexually abused by anyone but I left anyway at 29 after finding out the truth of the 

religion. My parents were good people. As all my family.

12/18/2019 7:26:03 AM webarian1 It will play out and your "opinion" (for lack of evidence) will be debunked. Research the vast tunnel systems under Utah cities. Along with, your self 

admitted, corruption you have the means and the how. Where there's smoke there's fire. It's just the beginning.

12/18/2019 7:28:03 AM keith369me Jesus was love, performed miracles, and was advanced of other humans in every way.  I’m pretty sure the man that washed the feet of his disciples 

wouldn’t want to be treated as a deity as he is today.  I can’t see him being happy with eating his body and drinking his blood.

12/18/2019 7:30:57 AM hamil7on Then so be it. Good luck to you.

12/18/2019 7:32:35 AM joeorbit we are all of god.

12/18/2019 7:35:00 AM state1union That’s the year the Clinton Foundation started? OMG 😳

12/18/2019 7:36:13 AM blsdbe My thoughts exactly!!! Maybe 22+D(4) for 26? pic.twitter.com/U9xJwahxu0

12/18/2019 7:36:23 AM webarian1 You as well!

12/18/2019 7:36:35 AM bobluck Jesus called Himself, I AM in Scripture. This is the same name God gives Himself in the Old Testament to Moses at the burning bush. Jesus IS Love, 

Truth and He IS of the same Divine substance (consubstantial) as God the Father.

12/18/2019 7:38:43 AM fansblowing3 Many instances for years https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1991-11-03-9104080968-story,amp.html …

12/18/2019 7:39:40 AM keith369me You don’t know me nothing offends, it’s either truth or it isn’t.



12/18/2019 7:40:40 AM fansblowing3 ''For example, the (Mormon church) verbiage and gestures are used in a

(satanic) ritualistic ceremony in a very debased and often bloody manner,''

he wrote. ''When the victim goes to the temple and hears the exact words, horrible memories are triggered.

12/18/2019 7:41:08 AM n7guardiananon I wonder if the Ark of the Covenant was a kind of "generator" of light/energy...then twisted its role to a religious one to maintain importance???

12/18/2019 7:41:46 AM wickedmouse369 Indoctrination centers.

12/18/2019 7:42:02 AM fansblowing3 the first memory might be of incest; then robes and candles; next they realize that their father or mother or both were present when they were being 

abused. Another layer will be the memory of seeing other people hurt and even killed. Then they remember having seen babies killed.

12/18/2019 7:42:31 AM fansblowing3 ''Another layer is realizing that they participated in the sacrifices. One of the most painful memories may be that they even sacrificed their own baby . . 

. ''

12/18/2019 7:46:11 AM ewilliams22101 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please tell us we don't need to be like her.  I'm gonna have to check out of the Great Awakening if this is the end game.  😂😂🤣

12/18/2019 7:49:16 AM klucksl You are one of the lucky ones and I'm so grateful no one ever got to you.

12/18/2019 7:49:23 AM covertress Did you see @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?  pic.twitter.com/khNcspLvt5

12/18/2019 7:53:21 AM circuitriderz No they are not!

Stop generalizing!!

12/18/2019 7:59:36 AM aprilbrown99 This has never been about race, color, gender or creed. This is about good versus evil. Sadly, I doubt that you will see or understand that.

#UnitedNotDivided

12/18/2019 8:00:35 AM winklerburke It all boils down to how FBI hired 1 to stand behind a certain fence in 1963... who confessed  being so hired when interviewed in prison, who used 

mercury-filled bullet (CIA) of Remington Fireball .222; w/scope, bullet goes thru windshield, exploding  POTUS head... FBI paid $50k?

12/18/2019 8:12:07 AM arduousascetic 13/50

12/18/2019 8:13:06 AM christo76444109 How does this not look Masonic...the TRUTH in plane sight? pic.twitter.com/g8oQFd8nRx

12/18/2019 8:19:40 AM fearstruth That's so cool. Would the water in this scene represent the Red Sea or the Mediterranean Sea? Could be either?

12/18/2019 8:25:16 AM charlesgdavis1 HOPE this'll be in circulation FOR awhile, most likely it won't. PLEASE download and SAVE and r/t!!!! Very interesting hmmm!!😇😇😇👇  

https://youtu.be/CyWH8NJGRsA  @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @2runtherace @JudicialWatch 

@TomFitton @DeptofDefense @DOJPH

12/18/2019 8:27:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not looking good for Quid Pro Joe https://twitter.com/axios/status/1207334205023277058 …

12/18/2019 8:27:43 AM madscientist Nope.  That's a myth.  We have very early manuscripts, and the direct disciples of the apostles words which could be used to reconstruct  the entire 

New Testament if needed.  You should do a little research before drawing conclusions on such a vital issue.

12/18/2019 8:29:26 AM madscientist Also miracles are not called witchcraft.  Witchcraft relies on the Devil's power - miracles on God's power.  God forbid you actually do some research 

before jumping to conclusions.  God and Jesus are exactly the same thing.

12/18/2019 8:30:53 AM timkania Anyone have thoughts on Yang?  🧢

12/18/2019 8:31:43 AM madscientist I know what you're trying to tell me, but you're abusing the Bible and trying to say it undermines itself which is ridiculous.  

You couldnt be more wrong.  The only way to know God is through His revelation to us.  You're spiritually dead. Bible was written by God through men.

12/18/2019 8:33:18 AM madscientist You are finite.  All humans are.  You're confusing complexity with the temporal.  

No, I claim what the Bible claims.  You are dead spiritually because of your sin.  

Your religion is self-focused as all false religions are.

12/18/2019 8:34:10 AM virginialouelle 🤣😂🤣

#CreepyJoeBiden

#QuidProJoe

12/18/2019 8:34:37 AM marybranham3 This is the crux of the matter - Child trafficking. It's how they make their fortunes.

12/18/2019 8:34:49 AM madscientist What you're talking about is essentially attempting to contact demons who masquerade as angels of light routinely just as God told us.   

You're playing with things you cannot understand.  The spiritual world is a black box to you and me.

12/18/2019 8:36:40 AM n7guardiananon thought I saw where creepy joe already dropped out...or did I get caught in a loop?

12/18/2019 8:37:31 AM madscientist What's funny is that a spiritually blind person as yourself is trying to claim some kind of objective knowledge of the truth.    You only know what you are 

told, and you'll either believe what God has said or you'll one of the myriad of lies the Devil told.  You can't 'see'.

12/18/2019 8:38:44 AM madscientist It's odd that you on one hand claim the Bible was written by man and yet use/abuse it to make your arguments.  You're cherry picking only what you 

can twist to make your case.

12/18/2019 8:39:55 AM holotechrd Check this out y'all @John_F_Kennnedy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @prayingmedic @EyesOnQ @johnxdesouza 

Shout out to @andweknow ⚡💥💪 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBGftOjPjmE …

12/18/2019 8:40:19 AM n7guardiananon must be thinking about 1988 https://freedomoutpost.com/joe-biden-dropped-out-of-the-88-presidential-election-for-embellishing-his-academic-

record-why-doesnt-lee-county-sheriff-carmine-marceno-drop-out-of-his-campaign/ …

12/18/2019 8:40:51 AM madscientist God gave His word different ways.  Regardless it's in stark contrast to the self focused religion you're talking about.  God can speak anyway He wants, 

when He wants, to whom He wants.  He has chosen to speak to through certain people over a thousand years.  You dont like that.

12/18/2019 8:42:15 AM jackibloo Nearly a year old story.  Just sayin.

12/18/2019 8:42:25 AM madscientist No, you don't know how to study the Bible.  You cherry pick what makes you feel good, and what you can twist to suit you (out of context I might add).  

The problem here is that you don't use it properly.  Read the owner's manual.

12/18/2019 8:43:09 AM grandonlyparty Send a clear message. pic.twitter.com/4kDEg8WZxy

12/18/2019 8:43:35 AM antarantanka I’m not sure which is more disturbing, the book or the fact there’s a trade association of exorcists. 😳

12/18/2019 8:44:33 AM madscientist The prophets of Old accepted what God foretold He would do to deal with their sin problem just as Christians do today.   So, they also came to God 

through Jesus.  They simply looked forward while we look backward to what He did.  It's the same faith.  No vertigo required.

12/18/2019 8:46:57 AM madscientist You dont seem to understand the difference between forbidding something by fiat and forbidding something from existing.  It was always God's plan 

to allow Satan to deceive Eve, to plunge the World into Sin, to send His Son to die for our sin.  Backed by history and prophesy.

12/18/2019 8:49:15 AM madscientist Your logic is failing while claiming to be rational.  

You are your religion and yet you're 'god centered'.  That can only be true if you are your own God which is where this is going anyway.  Youre falling 

prey the very lie that Eve did. 'You shall be like God'.  It's clear.

12/18/2019 8:50:42 AM madscientist Yes, I admit the only thing I know about God CAME from God to His prophets which they wrote down, and God preserved thoughout the ages.  

You only know what demonic spirits told you masquerading as mere 'spirit beings'.

12/18/2019 8:51:11 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/KrKD7z6Uj2



12/18/2019 8:52:19 AM madscientist The fact that people wrote it doesn't mean it doesn't have objective truth.  That's a huge leap in logic.  

I often find those who claim to be so rational, are the biggest offenders of the rules of logic.  #lookinthemirror

12/18/2019 8:54:36 AM madscientist Decision making skills based on objective fact (vs subjective notions) are more anchored in reality (ie. a car can still kill you even if you don't see it 

coming) .   This isn't hard oh wise one.

12/18/2019 8:56:25 AM madscientist The problem here is you're making huge assumptions, and have put YOURSELF as judge to decide what is outmoded.  Based on what?  Yourself?   How 

can you even be sure you have made a good evaluation when you don't even understand the Book you're judging?

12/18/2019 9:28:46 AM hurricane0073 Not true at all. LDS has had a massive child trafficking ring for decades.

12/18/2019 9:46:47 AM manifestkarma I think if you have plaster on ur walls it blocks it too, like the old school method of plastering walls they used in older homes, not the newer way 

(drywall?) which is the method almost every contractor uses now

12/18/2019 9:48:08 AM manifestkarma I think it does

12/18/2019 10:00:10 AM figgitaboutit Yes, agree. I have been learning a lot of very disturbing things about my family’s religion. I left officially in 1983. I have never felt moved by the spirit to 

come back. Miss the choir, however!

12/18/2019 10:01:34 AM hurricane0073 You forgot cannibalism too.

12/18/2019 10:10:58 AM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/1p0Q2N1Odw

12/18/2019 10:12:32 AM serenewellness Except he is owned. Only partial truth there. Remember each avatar is individual.

12/18/2019 10:37:25 AM kindeandtrue Didn't Russia ban Mormons and other missionaries? There's no doubt a very good reason why.

12/18/2019 10:44:11 AM andrewbreitbar Durham discoveries can lead to early retirement[?]

Think FBI departures.

Think DOJ departures.  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3718  @FoxandFriends @JedediahBila @PeteHegseth @EdHenry @IvanPentchoukov

@StormIsUponUs

@JudicialWatch

@AmericaFirstPAC

@SamOates8

@kim_sax1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/18/2019 10:46:12 AM lbf777 It’s not looking good for anyone in Government at this point.

12/18/2019 10:49:04 AM mamiemcclure17 From the Tuaiua crystal tower -source of the light? Power source and communication source.

12/18/2019 11:03:54 AM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will you do a disclosure on tobacco ?

12/18/2019 11:04:51 AM ialibertybelle If Mormons are heavy hitters in this, it explains their big interest in genealogy and Ancestry dot com.

12/18/2019 11:08:25 AM birdiesrchirpin I was in his FB group for Desteoying the Illusion before Q. When Q came out, I found JS empty. No decoding, just reading drops. I read faster so, no 

value for me.

I found him to mainly be a repeater, nothing original. Sad, b/c he's a likeable guy.

Hopefully he's gotten better. ✌️

12/18/2019 11:08:58 AM warriorwifemom @Tiff_FitzHenry

12/18/2019 11:09:26 AM gsusgod I’ve been wrong before. Will be wrong again. Willing to be wrong for no other purpose than to enlighten my ignorance.

I am, however, not wrong in this case. 

There are levels to this understanding that may not be presently accessible. I have shared something, take or leave it.

12/18/2019 11:09:31 AM sydneyone1 Worldwide HUGE

12/18/2019 11:11:39 AM sydneyone1 Yes. It is a travesty that has been going on longer than you want to imagine. It is about to be stopped. Pray.

12/18/2019 11:12:24 AM jordan_sather_ There’s some good general concepts portrayed by this account but I personally find it all with little substance, acting as a giver of truth or authority 

rather than explaining the concepts deeper or sharing where to find more. Word salad is a good way to describe it

12/18/2019 11:17:37 AM jimtaylorsays And that surprises NO ONE

12/18/2019 11:17:52 AM gsusgod First Jesus died for ALL sins. There is no more sin. Why did he do that? Sin is an applicator that #TheImposter uses to apply the spiritual venereal 

disease ”guilt” onto successive generations of human “sheep,” who all bleat the same thing, “I’m broken.”

12/18/2019 11:22:51 AM mongrelglory She's not much better!  Very corrupt!

12/18/2019 11:23:32 AM gsusgod I am not a body.

I am not a mind.

I am something infinite, eternal. 

What am I?

This body is a vehicle I inhabit to experienxe what I am in a physical space. Am I the vehicle tho? No.

What Am I?

Different question; Same answer:

What is the only gift God gave you?
12/18/2019 11:25:24 AM birdiesrchirpin Water on fire?! Amazing.

Wow we were really jacked if all that can be done with salt water. 

That was a great article. I love getting the goods on frequency, thank you!

12/18/2019 11:29:16 AM unitedredwhite1 I think shes lying

12/18/2019 11:32:27 AM birdiesrchirpin There was more foliage.

12/18/2019 11:35:22 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1207383547478237185?s=20 …

12/18/2019 11:35:47 AM luvvvxoxoxo Mitt does

12/18/2019 11:43:06 AM nikoscali Good, now do the Scientologists!

12/18/2019 11:44:14 AM mattdubois137 Some are, not all.

12/18/2019 11:54:46 AM jemelewilliams Trust Wray

12/18/2019 12:13:30 PM guy_karen Wray to go???

12/18/2019 12:22:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Drinking Diet Coke means you’re more likely to put weight ON, docs warn https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10577681/drinking-diet-coke-put-weight-

on/ …

12/18/2019 12:23:00 PM thorshammer021 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/18/2019 12:23:14 PM dcooyon Good thing I’m sticking to Diet Dr Pepper 👍🏼😉

12/18/2019 12:23:20 PM 369palm File that under something that should have been obvious even to a child.

12/18/2019 12:23:23 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza A wise man once said "I never seen a skinny person drinking a diet coke"

12/18/2019 12:23:35 PM fansblowing3 Everything is just the opposite

12/18/2019 12:23:46 PM janein29656519 It’s poison ☠️ it’s the most misleading for people with Diabetes.

12/18/2019 12:24:30 PM guy_karen What a scam



12/18/2019 12:25:28 PM werascending I have been telling people this for years!

12/18/2019 12:25:50 PM justicetruthwa2 I have awoken in the past 4 years (almost) that whatever is pushed is bullshit ( from the Elitists) example: Beyond meat plants that are neighboring 

planned parenthood? Hmm, canibal agenda? They want us to eat like they do so our bodies will be defiled to their level?

12/18/2019 12:26:54 PM truckergirl49 PURE POISON!!! I cannot see how anyone can drink that stuff, knowing whats really in it....

12/18/2019 12:29:25 PM madrummy3 Drink it daily for years, and I’m not fat or overweight.

12/18/2019 12:32:19 PM bbobbio71 Yep!

Not to mention,  ingredients in diet products cause the rubber washers in soda dispensers to deteriorate. Think about that!

12/18/2019 12:36:30 PM oma4trump Stuff is pure poison IMO.

12/18/2019 12:36:52 PM 1_decided_voter How should we reconcile this? pic.twitter.com/gvJ4Jwyxmp

12/18/2019 12:42:32 PM phreatomagnetic According to MJ, 45 is addicted to aspartame.

Like an awful lot of us.

12/18/2019 12:43:10 PM bukubukuri Not just Diet Coke, any product with artificial sweetners causes an insulin spike from your pancreas which signals your body to store fat! Same reaction 

to sugar drinks!

12/18/2019 12:48:14 PM lmfaoso That's old info bub pic.twitter.com/4SyCwoyA5r

12/18/2019 12:49:10 PM unitedredwhite1 Slows digestion (a lot of 'preservatives' do) and adds toxins to fat cells which is also a cause of cellulite

12/18/2019 12:50:20 PM williebhere Aspertain???

12/18/2019 12:51:46 PM 369palm How many Beyond Meat plants are next to Planned Parenthood’s?

12/18/2019 1:01:30 PM justicetruthwa2 Apologies for not having an exact number or reference quote however a truther I seen mentioned this , I guess I should have kept notes, just seems 

more than a coincidence, the official story is it's soy protein however the Elitist are canibals

12/18/2019 1:04:38 PM mongrelglory If that's his worst vice (dietary), I think it's understandable.  Think of the constant stress he is under, and he never seems to take a vacation, flying out 

to Afghanistan even on Thanksgiving weekend. Contrast that with Obama who golfed all the time and was addicted to opioids.

12/18/2019 1:05:37 PM mongrelglory Is Stevia and erythritol okay?

12/18/2019 1:09:09 PM mongrelglory Isomaltulose is supposed to be even worse than sugar for insulin spikes, and they're sneaking it into sugar substitutes  everywhere!

12/18/2019 1:10:30 PM keith369me What? I’m pretty sure even Diet Coke drinkers knew that one.

12/18/2019 1:10:31 PM r_m_american I literally have a Coke machine in my garage    I’m not nor anyone in my family overweight. 

Not sold on any of these myths.

12/18/2019 1:15:17 PM keith369me Doesn’t everything kill us except fresh fruits and vegetables grown locally?

12/18/2019 1:16:53 PM mongrelglory Yes, but do you want to be a thin corpse or a fat corpse? 😜

12/18/2019 1:20:29 PM magic_jake2012 Books displaying demonic characters, Idols in your house Buddha Etc all of them are portals for demons coming to your home. And believe it or not so 

are the holidays Christmas Easter Valentine's Day and Halloween. Do your research look at the history of these so-called holidays

12/18/2019 1:21:09 PM magic_jake2012 My children are in their forties and early fifties and I didn't have them back scene they're totally healthy no problems whatsoever. I'm 72 and I didn't 

get vaccines after the few that we had when we were young but we only had a few we didn't have 30 like they do today

12/18/2019 1:30:03 PM 369palm No worries, What you said reminded me of something along those lines that I have scene as well but I don’t recall much detail about it either.

12/18/2019 1:33:07 PM rachaelangelm I don't drink that

12/18/2019 1:33:08 PM leahluvha8 If you think that is true, then it is.

12/18/2019 1:33:12 PM madscientist Not wrong?  lol you've been wrong about much including yanking the verses out of context just to make your own case from a document you say isnt 

even from God anyway.  lol makes zero sense and yet I'm the one inducing vertigo?  please....

12/18/2019 1:36:10 PM madscientist No.  Sorry.  His payment isn't applied to your account if you do not rely on that payment exclusively.  Neither does it apply to idolators.  Follow Jesus' 

actual teachings vs the made up stuff you spouted.  Then and only then will such a payment be applied to your account.

12/18/2019 1:38:37 PM madscientist You are a soul which includes a mind which is more than a brain.  You are not infinite.  If you were you would be God.  You DO perpetuate, but where 

you go on living depends entirely on what you believe about Jesus.  Youre spouting  pure New Age hogwash.

12/18/2019 1:40:36 PM clare_lumiere Divine Justice

12/18/2019 1:42:49 PM mightymbev He means to destroy them ALL this time #GodWins #PerfectStorm

12/18/2019 1:44:26 PM covertress Original as a person?

12/18/2019 1:57:48 PM laurabusse Plus he doesn't drink

Smoke or do drugs

12/18/2019 2:02:01 PM laurabusse If you're a high vibrational being

Your body can probably deal with it

It would not surprise me if the human body is evolving to deal with toxins

I've heard babies are being born with bigger livers

Evolution...

Some ppl will die

Some will thrive

I wouldn't drink the stuff...
12/18/2019 2:05:03 PM turboxyde "Axios plays fake news card as ratings plummet due to narrative destruction."

Your organization and your handlers do not create reality anymore.

We are the news now!

Teiwaz!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1207419584157872128 …
12/18/2019 2:08:15 PM birdiesrchirpin Isn't LSD used in MK Ultra?

12/18/2019 2:10:26 PM twilly18 I thought it had more carcinogens

generic branded food has more carcinogens

12/18/2019 2:11:25 PM fansblowing3 Hello Alice 👋

12/18/2019 2:12:48 PM aintgets Good!

12/18/2019 2:16:17 PM derrickhood2 Isn't that like saying, "I've never seen a skinny person at a Weight Watchers meeting."?

12/18/2019 2:17:10 PM seekingknowle12 Only on this timeline could "Child's book on summoning demons" be a series of words that would be put together in a sentence.



12/18/2019 2:20:43 PM derrickhood2 BS

12/18/2019 2:24:26 PM jaeger_556 Tricks the body in thinking it has taken in sugar when it actually hasn't so it tries to process it. Leads to diabetes?

12/18/2019 2:25:29 PM solliff2 WTH is wrong with people?

How dare she!

12/18/2019 2:28:04 PM jaeger_556 The aspartame fools the body into thinking it has taken in sugar, which it hasn't, and tries to process sugar that isnt there. Leads to diabetes? All 

diets/sugar free products. Read ingredients

12/18/2019 2:31:36 PM 616_warren What does 5:5 mean again?

Thanks in advance.

WWG1WGA ❤️✌️🇺🇸

12/18/2019 2:36:25 PM t_hayden07 Read Majestic 12s tweets on vaccines. It's an eye opener, for sure. They were the start of my awakening a couple years ago.

POISON.

12/18/2019 3:00:01 PM peter95117110 ...Alright. Appreciate it.

12/18/2019 3:02:07 PM plantman2310 Shilajit ( http://purblack.com ) pinepollen (testosterone) serrapeptase (inflammation, proteolytic enzymes)

12/18/2019 3:03:54 PM jesperbirk5 SO TRUE!!!

And who here can say, that a Diet Coke is their only vice???

NO ME!!!

12/18/2019 3:09:04 PM jdoveyk Hmm how many degrees of separation do we think he has to Pierre Delecto? 

#Utah swamp is about to blow up 💥💥💥

12/18/2019 3:14:37 PM hollylandes Snowflake, Arizona was name after Flake's Mormon Grandfather. Named after two men actually, the other was named Snow. Does anyone know if 

Flake has ties to the Mormon Group in Northern Mexico?

12/18/2019 3:15:58 PM antarantanka Splenda actually kills gut bacteria

12/18/2019 3:16:01 PM hollylandes Are they related?

12/18/2019 3:16:16 PM peter95117110 "On the landmark between the village and a dense forest

There lies the domain of water goblin. An old pond overgrown by bulrush [..] when moon shuffles the water line - But many have paid for their 

boldness When the age-old nix drew them down"

12/18/2019 3:27:11 PM erniesparks3rd I've always wondered if that show has real world parallels.

12/18/2019 3:34:31 PM unitedredwhite1 Yep! It's better to just eat sugar

12/18/2019 3:44:20 PM djlok They never say what "diet".

12/18/2019 4:04:05 PM dr_t_dc How corrupt is the LDS church?

12/18/2019 4:11:43 PM shellys2017 I take the PUREST CBD on the market!!!!!!!

 http://www.hempworx.com/307Market 

12/18/2019 4:27:50 PM toffer_anon_369 You still stand by your previous tweets suggesting the "45 will never be impeached"?  I hope and pray that you're right!  Please take these evil satanic 

beings down Before that happens in 33 minutes!

12/18/2019 4:32:29 PM momekool1 I’m not going to tell you that you are wrong. Just that my relationship with Jesus is 24/7, and personal. He gives me knowledge & wisdom to live my 

difficult life & to help others do the same. He told me that He trusted my words & to speak boldly about Him!🤗❤️🦋

12/18/2019 4:38:06 PM majic_eyes_qnly We don't know who all of the current members are right now because they are mostly anonymous. I've worked out a few of them from what they've 

said in their posts. But you have to read their account (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12). This photo shows the original members back in 1947.  

pic.twitter.com/7AjTtEJ7iY

12/18/2019 4:40:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly They are a secret US military group that operates above the federal government. Most of the members are military, but some are not. They talk about 

both positive and negative stuff which can sometimes sound scary when they deal with negative energy. Doesn't mean they ARE negative

12/18/2019 4:41:29 PM sgarret You forgot, Go Vegan!

12/18/2019 4:41:31 PM r3volution Aspertame

12/18/2019 4:43:11 PM toffer_anon_369 Impeachment and Removal are two completely different things.  I'm not trying to argue numbers - but sadly it seems they will have the numbers to do 

that of "Impeachment" today.

12/18/2019 4:43:31 PM 7madeintheusa Did #Q troll the impeachment hearings by announcing the interview of AG Barr with Martha? Did the Deep State Party expend ammo? 

@realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @gholland04 @QTAnon1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/TkFt8Q3W7z

12/18/2019 5:00:55 PM nmd_mari 😂😂😂 love Bob Ross!

12/18/2019 5:02:33 PM winkanasmile What is signal blocking paint and how do I get it?

12/18/2019 5:02:51 PM toffer_anon_369 That is not correct. The House and House alone can "Impeach" him.  If the majority vote 'yea' in the house tonight (any minute) - he is legally and fully 

"Impeached."  It's a done deal.  The Senate vote is whether to "Remove him from office" totally different!

12/18/2019 5:05:13 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/breitbartnews/status/1207464681570492416?s=21 …

12/18/2019 5:07:24 PM cisnez Utah is worse than Hollywood. So much darkness here. The 3rd District Court is full of corruption. Happy to see bad people getting exposed here.

12/18/2019 5:09:17 PM nativesect Just use observation: only fat people drink diet Coke.

12/18/2019 5:18:09 PM jv_parker but diet pepsi is totally cool.

12/18/2019 5:21:59 PM trollingmockin1 How did Avicii come to his knowledge? Watching his video wake me up after I’ve woken up is a trip. “Live is a game and love is the prize.” electronic 

buttons on all the humans.  Fascinating. Better days exposed trafficking rings. 187

12/18/2019 5:22:46 PM aprilbrown99 From all the aborted baby cells [they] put in it?

12/18/2019 5:23:28 PM aprilbrown99 Oh wait...that was Pepsi.

12/18/2019 5:45:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Surprised? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1207467957086871552 …

12/18/2019 5:45:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Video from Jeffrey Epstein's first suicide attempt is missing - New York Daily News https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-epstein-tartaglione-

video-footage-20191218-riodo5rhvfhuznn45knlyfrj2m-story.html …

12/18/2019 5:45:54 PM nylann Not one bit

12/18/2019 5:46:25 PM americanpetal Of course it is. 🙄

12/18/2019 5:46:53 PM sparkleloung A feather just knocked me over

12/18/2019 5:47:31 PM americanpetal Q++ 💫 pic.twitter.com/kI0IHH7Jtd

12/18/2019 5:47:58 PM no_dak_patriot Of course it is 🙄

12/18/2019 5:48:56 PM xstymiex Nope

12/18/2019 5:49:18 PM irah_chandler Maybe it never happened

12/18/2019 5:49:36 PM jennysue62 😡😡 pic.twitter.com/4aKxLhqfeE

12/18/2019 5:50:36 PM twistersage They accidentally the hard drive

12/18/2019 5:51:04 PM shawnt1973 Trust The Plan.

12/18/2019 5:52:20 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza i think you missed my reference, but in any case...

people at weight watchers are trying to improve themselves people drinking diet coke are ..um.. trying to get brain cancer? idk.. we all make our 

choices.

12/18/2019 5:52:23 PM joejjackson1 Is the FBI a joke or what?

12/18/2019 5:52:35 PM godrus Of course it is...it can be found right next to all the missing #Blackmail footage from inside his NYC mansion

12/18/2019 5:53:08 PM sterkinglights1 First suicide attempt ... Was originally labeled an attach from a cell mate funny how things change over time.

12/18/2019 5:55:04 PM avshara The bad folks still trying to blur their faces out so they can sell the dvds.... 😣🤦♂️😓

12/18/2019 5:56:16 PM omgvikki Doh!

12/18/2019 5:57:44 PM sterkinglights1 No that's just how I draw them. pic.twitter.com/V4w6M7Mqda

12/18/2019 5:58:41 PM keith369me Not surprised at all...just looking for confirmation as to who is responsible for Epstein’s death or “death”



12/18/2019 5:58:55 PM aintgets That’s because it’s full of shit! The name is Jim Norris! I have been telling people this and begging for help as he is still after me! Every day I wake up! 

The name is Jim Norris pic.twitter.com/aGWq7RzPDl

12/18/2019 6:00:09 PM ta193919632009 I think the warden and the #DeepState thugs that control the prison believe we’re stupid.

#Epsteindidntkillhimself

12/18/2019 6:00:12 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/dd2kPr58sj

12/18/2019 6:01:28 PM lindaha45475432 🤔

12/18/2019 6:06:30 PM johnnymerckx Mr. COVERUP https://politicaldig.com/bill-barr-made-secret-visit-to-epsteins-jail-before-his-suicide-report/ …

12/18/2019 6:15:50 PM loveoffreedom91 Check Killary’s email 😎

12/18/2019 6:18:17 PM peter95117110 ....Or.... Unknown unknowns, that is to say things we don't know we don't know. Until we know.

12/18/2019 6:18:39 PM ultra_unlimited At this stage in the #UnsealEpstein saga it’s tough to be surprised by any revelations coming out, especially the slow drip from the MSM which is 

months if not years behind where #QAnon and the global digital soldiers are. Looking forward to that rubber band feedback effect 🤞

12/18/2019 6:23:23 PM connie_etie  pic.twitter.com/7Nx8SXkqdz

12/18/2019 6:24:05 PM rachaelangelm When you come back and you realize that there is time. Because we are grounded on a planet. You will realize this because I just spent a whole day for 

a three hour term in impeachment. Everyone would get 30 seconds in that 30 seconds would go on forever

12/18/2019 6:30:44 PM cml2122 Food grade diatomaceous earth is also very effective for heavy metal detoxification:  http://diatomaceous.org/heavy-metal-de …

12/18/2019 6:31:29 PM cml2122 Food grade diatomaceous earth is also very effective for heavy metal detoxification:  http://diatomaceous.org/heavy-metal-de …

12/18/2019 6:38:27 PM stanfireman1 No, no I am not.

12/18/2019 6:49:30 PM natureinspace I can't drink or eat any products that have artificial sweeteners in them. I'm part of a small percentage of people who taste it and it has a nasty taste 

and leaves an after taste too. I know right away if it's in a drink or food.

12/18/2019 6:51:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sacred gift OF God.

Not from God.

Not by God.

Of God.

IS-BE

45

12/18/2019 6:51:47 PM jpolleck I noticed that 😁

12/18/2019 6:52:17 PM teamsterr07 No. No I'm not.

12/18/2019 6:52:19 PM aprilbrown99 🙌🙌🙌♥♥♥🙌🙌🙌

12/18/2019 6:52:59 PM positively303 What does distinction mean?

12/18/2019 6:53:11 PM freestateojones The Gift Of Life.

12/18/2019 6:53:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 45 is talking about newborn children.

12/18/2019 6:54:44 PM fansblowing3 Military Tribunals - Bush Sr, No Name, Epstein, Cummings

12/18/2019 6:55:01 PM state1union Life

12/18/2019 6:56:07 PM syrrah2 True. ❤️

12/18/2019 6:56:48 PM state1union Look back

12/18/2019 6:58:02 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207488854334300162?s=20 …

12/18/2019 6:58:27 PM gomomma2 Fat free and sugar free are poison.

12/18/2019 6:58:27 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207495084066910208?s=20 …

12/18/2019 6:59:06 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1207494151345971200?s=20 …

12/18/2019 6:59:54 PM positively303 We are born a part of God not a separate entity FROM God?

12/18/2019 6:59:54 PM syrrah2 wonder of wonders...

12/18/2019 7:02:25 PM sseed369 (From) MJ12 (3)

1) Sacred gift OF God

2) Not from God

3) Not by God

4) OF God

5) IS-BE

(6)  45  (9)

3/6/9 

9
12/18/2019 7:02:53 PM bbobbio71 Amen!

12/18/2019 7:05:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The future of AI’s impact on society - MIT Technology Review https://www.technologyreview.com/s/614960/the-future-of-ais-impact-on-society/ …

12/18/2019 7:05:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Alexa's new feature will help break up holiday fights https://nypost.com/2019/12/18/alexas-new-feature-will-help-break-up-holiday-fights/ …

12/18/2019 7:05:44 PM takingtheask  pic.twitter.com/vbIhGtSO6h

12/18/2019 7:06:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Proactively listening, ready willing and able to intervene based on intercepted context signals intelligence.

Politically weaponized for 2020. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1207497199652704257 …

12/18/2019 7:06:46 PM colgrove11 Alexa is very creepy.

12/18/2019 7:07:51 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 7:07:57 PM pistolpetespony Niiice. Not.

12/18/2019 7:08:01 PM kevinpaz822 #Wednesday

12/18/2019 7:08:11 PM aboriginalbabe It's time to reign him in!!

12/18/2019 7:08:27 PM ssbn654_q  pic.twitter.com/HX5gce9PLx

12/18/2019 7:08:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 God = IS-BE 

You are an IS-BE.

IS = Soul (12 dimensional light consciousness energy "particle")

BE = Body/Entity

12/18/2019 7:09:18 PM njdeplorable1 How does anyone allow that device in their home????????

12/18/2019 7:12:49 PM ssbn654_q  pic.twitter.com/iTlTB04hAL

12/18/2019 7:13:46 PM jones9536 Another psyop

12/18/2019 7:14:34 PM state1union Are you educating newbies like me?

12/18/2019 7:14:41 PM laurabusse Not in the least

12/18/2019 7:15:28 PM notevenchad17 Is there a single "God/Creator" IS-BE??

12/18/2019 7:15:28 PM values_southern Yea she creeps me out. We as logical thinkers need to make sure every aspect of your life doesn’t depend on technique. #TheGreatAwakening might 

just open your eyes.

12/18/2019 7:15:37 PM jeffcordell6 Nope!

12/18/2019 7:16:18 PM keith369me Consciousness over AI

12/18/2019 7:16:52 PM jeffcordell6 Yes he is!

12/18/2019 7:17:29 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1207497941621055489?s=20 …

12/18/2019 7:18:01 PM keith369me Time to eradicate Alexa from the face of the Earth

12/18/2019 7:19:08 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/583KKduRlI



12/18/2019 7:19:27 PM jeffcordell6 Not in my home....

12/18/2019 7:21:41 PM moonsugarlily Interesting~

do you think that's why soy has been pushed *SO HARD* on much of the population?

Especially on 1st world pop that didn't previously use it as much?

12/18/2019 7:21:43 PM jackieforting Meditate on whatever is good, pure, lovely...

12/18/2019 7:22:54 PM dasha_dagmar You are all here so amazing :) thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for your teaching ✨💫🙏

12/18/2019 7:23:15 PM starehope Bastard holds the head up by the hair as if displaying a trophy. God in Heaven help us all. Please help the babies and children. I pray the mother doesn't 

see this photo.

12/18/2019 7:25:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, though you are all one together.

Like cells in your body.

If each 12D entity is depicted as a soul, then "God" would take the shape of what those "cells" combined would look like.

How those "cells" appear when together is the shape of God.

Though you'd really need to be 13D2C

12/18/2019 7:26:18 PM deitriechk Yeah that shit isn’t in my house after Siri started turning on by itself. I shut that down quick.

12/18/2019 7:26:39 PM kad784can1 BE BEST

12/18/2019 7:26:55 PM notevenchad17 Thank You!!

12/18/2019 7:27:09 PM mzmollyanna This? pic.twitter.com/QFwsG8KX6X

12/18/2019 7:27:16 PM starehope your heart is broken because you. like so many of us are powerless to do anything!

12/18/2019 7:28:33 PM mzmollyanna This is better.  Is this what you are referring to?

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alieninterview/alieninterview.htm … pic.twitter.com/yaWZjALT86

12/18/2019 7:30:25 PM moonsugarlily  https://twitter.com/Moonsugarlily/status/1198705134966063104 …

FOLLOW THE MONEY: Public School-a reallygraceful documentary

 https://youtu.be/X5dUt-AiblE 

This girl's vids=quick little documentaries w top-notch digging-they constantly demonetize ALL of her vids & hard work, so imo she's Right Over the 

Target(
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12/18/2019 7:30:45 PM michael81972 Who created everything In The Beginning?

12/18/2019 7:30:51 PM amtm_mu I f-in knew it.  All these scum bags have an agenda. They are all tied to something aren’t they?

12/18/2019 7:31:24 PM mzmollyanna Are you an IS-BE from The Domain here to help us?

I’m very skeptical but open.  The interview was extremely revealing.

I’m not done yet.  A lot to absorb.

12/18/2019 7:32:47 PM adsvel We are living in the matrix, in the "soup" of energy. This "soup" of energy includes different vibrations created by Collective thought forms, sound and 

movement. This "soup" of energy is oriented on the low vibration linear perception, average of 7.8 Hz.

12/18/2019 7:32:56 PM rachaelangelm That's cool

12/18/2019 7:33:56 PM moonsugarlily /hugs /comfort
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12/18/2019 7:33:57 PM mzmollyanna So 45 has his full consciousness, no one is erasing is memory.  

In the Lion King I remember a statement that made me think deep.

“Remember Who You Are”

12/18/2019 7:35:11 PM mzmollyanna Control!

12/18/2019 7:35:33 PM hannainheaven YES

12/18/2019 7:35:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think 666 🏢

Mix n Match

Some 😇

Some 😈

[Nuclear Family]

What else needs to be fixed?

There is a lot of work to do

You are the news now

You are free from the propaganda's

You can forge your future going forward

This is not simply another 4 year election https://youtu.be/v6JNqDZcVtw 
12/18/2019 7:36:08 PM giasn0st  pic.twitter.com/zGv1IHRAT8

12/18/2019 7:37:36 PM avshara Ivanka is a unknown, her BF or hubby is no good.

12/18/2019 7:44:32 PM djlok Stories get retold, but I have a feeling this one has a different ending.

12/18/2019 7:44:32 PM winklerburke C_A

12/18/2019 7:44:43 PM raenyasalisbury I thought the same ,, I do believe i was mistaken 

he is doing good things behind the scenes 

lots of propaganda going on to destroy the Trump family 

take care

12/18/2019 7:48:51 PM hoffman11my That's why I will never have one of those devices in my house. My cell phone goes into a faraday device every night.

12/18/2019 7:49:57 PM adsvel We all are connected with the Source of All.

Within.

12/18/2019 7:51:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 But you individually can project your own 11-4D IS consciousness projections that create the matrix (3D) your BE experiences.

12/18/2019 7:51:28 PM hoffman11my Who wants a device in their home that spies on every conversation? No thanks. I will never have one of those things in my house.

12/18/2019 7:51:42 PM bluja4 Are they being sued?

12/18/2019 7:52:51 PM laurabusse Fantastic book...

12/18/2019 7:52:54 PM tirsohcartoons There are many means of control used on churches over a certain size. The powers that be have ways of helping those that comply and crushing those 

that don't. 

They tow the line or else. This will get cleaned up soon enough, but there is massive corruption now.

12/18/2019 7:53:45 PM mgray72531386 ONE

12/18/2019 7:54:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is Jesus famous for doing?

12/18/2019 7:54:25 PM adsvel And not just here on this planet and in these frequencies, I hear that we are on more different planets simultaneously, with different experiences.

12/18/2019 7:54:28 PM sliceman420 Being an alchemist

12/18/2019 7:54:31 PM mattcottrill3 Time travel

12/18/2019 7:54:38 PM itsalllove9 Saving humanity. 🥰

12/18/2019 7:54:38 PM michael81972 Rising from the dead after dying on Cross

12/18/2019 7:54:42 PM anniesgottagun Turning water into wine

12/18/2019 7:55:03 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://wgxa.tv/news/local/georgia-rep-loudermilk-compares-trumps-impeachment-process-to-jesus-trial …



12/18/2019 7:55:08 PM misgiven_may Love

12/18/2019 7:55:11 PM eggomatic12 conquering death.

12/18/2019 7:55:12 PM cstarr888 Walking on water.

🤔🙏💖

12/18/2019 7:55:15 PM realitycheck05 dying

12/18/2019 7:55:16 PM pragmatic_texan He was one of only two men that ever rose from the dead. The other was Lazarus.

12/18/2019 7:55:18 PM adsvel Its hard to access with the linear perception.

12/18/2019 7:55:29 PM mattcottrill3 Lord emmanuel sananda

12/18/2019 7:55:32 PM m1st3r_luna His crucifixion and resurrection.

12/18/2019 7:55:35 PM 369helen313 Making dead alive !

12/18/2019 7:55:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Impeached -> Reelected

The Come Back

11.3

11.4?

12/18/2019 7:55:45 PM spauldingshowal Loving

12/18/2019 7:55:50 PM jennysue62 He came to save sinners

12/18/2019 7:55:51 PM amtm_mu Your kidding right? I would love to know how I am doing on another planet because this planet blows

12/18/2019 7:55:54 PM carolva97910854 Turning water into wine? Healing people?

12/18/2019 7:56:01 PM darthmo5 He’s correct

12/18/2019 7:56:53 PM ecceveryday Kicking the tables over of the moneylenders in the temple.

12/18/2019 7:58:04 PM silentsawtooth Saving His people by paying for their sins.  He is God in the flesh.

12/18/2019 7:58:23 PM dscott36080510 Resurrection

12/18/2019 7:59:06 PM speaklife595 Taking ur price on him pic.twitter.com/ICQlsDA0E5

12/18/2019 7:59:38 PM nschlange no

12/18/2019 8:00:14 PM hgraceq Loving sisters and brothers with compassion. Empathy. Yet love with discernment.  

He built a group based on trust and loyalty. 

He displayed true essence of devotion. Selflessness. 

He reincarnated.

12/18/2019 8:00:25 PM john777lee Telling us we are all one. We are Gods . He knew us before we came here. He didn't heal but our faith heals us. We can shape our own future 

mountains will literally move under our command. God is love. Love and don't judge. Don't be a Pharisee with words or love of high position.

12/18/2019 8:01:31 PM adsvel Dont know nothing about predictions of apocalypse, but we can change these current frequencies, increasing our own individual vibrations, as MJ 12 

says right. Higher vibrations, faster Manifestation.

12/18/2019 8:01:39 PM rocktobersky Shape-Shifting? Ahh Yes And Miracles! But I Think Jesus And Michael Tge Archangel Are One And The Same!

12/18/2019 8:02:03 PM synackstatic Podesta. Huma.

12/18/2019 8:02:31 PM debbiea43922131  pic.twitter.com/GX7zcc6eDI

12/18/2019 8:02:53 PM holotechrd Now dats crazy @John_F_Kennnedy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @RudyGiuliani @prayingmedic 

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡💥👌 pic.twitter.com/Gvc6JbCzef

12/18/2019 8:03:00 PM debbiea43922131 Oh My Surprise Surprise pic.twitter.com/vLCfDRCSdz

12/18/2019 8:03:29 PM jamiegrahamusa Any updates? Anything ??

12/18/2019 8:03:33 PM mtfphx Having patience with the F***ing Dems????? 😇

12/18/2019 8:03:53 PM iheart_phalange Resurrection

12/18/2019 8:04:03 PM leslieau7 Forgiveness

12/18/2019 8:04:11 PM kinskijana He stood strong in front of the real loosers! And never was defeated! He taught the human the value of truth,and the force of the straight soul.

12/18/2019 8:04:17 PM winklerburke All that was, was together.  It then separated in parts, in order to become again all that is, is together.  As the beginning, the end... as big, small... as 

outside, inside.

12/18/2019 8:04:17 PM patriotswegoall Making love

Turning obstacles into opportunities

12/18/2019 8:04:19 PM mettlemeta 🙏

12/18/2019 8:04:28 PM john777lee He went to prepare another place "world" for us.

Said his father has many mansions "dimensions or density's"

12/18/2019 8:04:55 PM mettlemeta 🤝

12/18/2019 8:05:22 PM americanpetal Being falsely accused, hated, crucified but comes back to save his followers

12/18/2019 8:05:42 PM ccal1331 Dying for my sins.

12/18/2019 8:06:17 PM adsvel We can change these current (low) frequencies, increasing our own individual vibrations, as MJ 12 says right. Higher vibrations, faster Manifestation.

Manifestation from the Heart, Truth, Responsibility, Love, Compassion.

12/18/2019 8:06:24 PM jones9536 It's going to be biblical

12/18/2019 8:06:33 PM jeffbroadway1 Forgiveness

12/18/2019 8:06:53 PM werecovfefe Opening eyes of the blind among other things

12/18/2019 8:07:13 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/55bhfrQdtb

12/18/2019 8:07:41 PM rudedrew63 The resurrection😯 wow that's very deep and mind blowing

12/18/2019 8:08:01 PM prl117 Letting Satan think he won God's children&the wrld by deluding &inciting ppl to torture&hang Jesus on a cross only to find he'd been screwed by the 

resurrection of Christ&that Christ bore our sins, rendering The Fall null&void.

12/18/2019 8:08:18 PM adsvel Thank You MJ12, You made my day (night here).😊💖🙏

12/18/2019 8:09:14 PM ultim8boon Oh look. April 3rd is on a Friday next year. 

Also relevant: Super Tuesday (3/3), and Iowa Caucus (2/3, Tuesday)

2020 election on (11/3, Tuesday)

3pm?

3 days?

Pattern.
12/18/2019 8:10:27 PM iamhowiam2 Miracles WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 8:11:12 PM trinity_jenny 11:11

12/18/2019 8:11:28 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/fC0cj8b7qk

12/18/2019 8:11:49 PM michael81972 Thats about as good an explanation as the big bang...Something had to be first...The Creator had to create all things from nothingness



12/18/2019 8:12:05 PM believe_coach “OF” God! pic.twitter.com/6xJG3KDl2B

12/18/2019 8:12:17 PM adsvel 😊💖🙏

12/18/2019 8:12:20 PM melleemee 😆 we say she as if ... 🤔

It’s a program ... nothing more😏

12/18/2019 8:12:33 PM flinttypeswords Giving Nancy Pelosi an IQ of 68.

12/18/2019 8:13:33 PM madscientist Dying on the cross to pay for the sins of those who believe in Him, and fulfilling over 300 prophecies of the Old Testament about the Messiah.

12/18/2019 8:13:36 PM lbf777 Don’t bother. We all decided to abolish the Gov. Rabbi Trump messing with our Constitution was the final nail in the coffin.

12/18/2019 8:13:47 PM adsvel Only in the full Inner Balance Star Gates are opening.😊

12/18/2019 8:14:22 PM debbiea43922131 DO NOT BUY 

OR READ THIS BOOK

SATAN IS REAL 

THE DEMONIC ARE REAL 

EVIL IS REAL 

YOUR CHILDRENS SOULS 

AND LIVES ARE IN DANGER 

DO NOT ALLOW SATAN A

THRESHOLD IN YOUR

SACRED SPACE 

THESE ARE PERILOUS TIMES

ASK WHY PUT THIS SPELL

BOOK IN THE HANDS 

OF A CHILD?
12/18/2019 8:15:42 PM somagamama Dying for us. And rising again on the third day. And He's coming back soon! Get ready!

12/18/2019 8:17:22 PM studiogarvin Love the number ... 9 ❤️

12/18/2019 8:17:29 PM naomilujan8 Dying for our Salvation

12/18/2019 8:17:36 PM littlelydia47 Giving us everlasting life if we believe in Him.

12/18/2019 8:19:11 PM ttesla9 Lion heart pic.twitter.com/AyS7KtX2UF

12/18/2019 8:19:50 PM guy_karen Forgiveness

12/18/2019 8:20:22 PM winklerburke MJ might be saying... the family has been so damned destroyed by Prog (1984) Everything (Ed, debt slavery, low wages)... that this measure is a 

pendulum swing to really help new families, fams can be mega MAGA great.  A rocket boost?

12/18/2019 8:20:35 PM mavrik23994 Turning over the Federal Reserve tables.

12/18/2019 8:20:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly "I’m a counter-puncher and I will hit them so hard they’d never been hit like that." - POTUS 45

POTUS 45 COMEBACK + COUNTERPUNCH WILL BE EPIC AND ONE FOR THE HISTORY BOOKS! 

ENJOY THE SHOW!!!

POTUS 45 = MICKEY (BRAD PITT) IN THIS VIDEO (STARTS AT 4:04) https://youtu.be/kUrnCK4zEPo?t=244 …

12/18/2019 8:21:39 PM truthseekermed1 All of us rise from the dead. He did it to show us life is enternal....

12/18/2019 8:22:26 PM starshpsnstrpes ^These are the conversations I live for 🙏♥

12/18/2019 8:22:45 PM lenartjoe I get it. Nicely done 😊

12/18/2019 8:23:24 PM majic_eyes_qnly I loved that movie.

The plot of it is that Mickey (Brad Pitt) was supposed to lose this fight due to a bet. But he was too drunk, crazy and hard as nails to do that and ignored 

that plan. Totally epic comeback from the dead!!!

12/18/2019 8:24:42 PM heatherrenae8 A lot of the Bible is not literal. The raising of the dead is finding our innerchild& raising the vibrational level within us. Unburying the inner child from 

the dead&becoming heaven on earth after u do the work. Vatican encrypted it&those who believe the carnal version persecute

12/18/2019 8:24:49 PM lenartjoe Giving to humanity an example of forgiveness that can free us all if we follow it.

12/18/2019 8:25:19 PM covertress no

12/18/2019 8:25:31 PM winklerburke Hence, folk buy more...

12/18/2019 8:25:45 PM oliheck Expelling the money changers out of the temple 

#EndTheFed

12/18/2019 8:25:54 PM heatherrenae8 Yes forgiveness

12/18/2019 8:26:10 PM queueit003 Resurrected from the dead. Death could not hold him.

12/18/2019 8:27:10 PM joerich25933360 Being crusified

12/18/2019 8:27:14 PM djmurphy5 666 Fifth Ave?

12/18/2019 8:27:14 PM toffer_anon_369 Ascending into Heaven [Ascension]

12/18/2019 8:28:38 PM youstinksoap Merry Christmas.  💥

12/18/2019 8:28:42 PM mattegelkraut Being God

12/18/2019 8:29:04 PM adsvel 😊 pic.twitter.com/8NnXs4bgIR

12/18/2019 8:29:38 PM morec1027 And turning every table of the thieves doing business in HIS house.

12/18/2019 8:29:51 PM amtm_mu I really don’t understand any of this. It’s all cryptic.

12/18/2019 8:29:51 PM finding_meru Can you explain the is-be 😜 i mean were does it stand for?

12/18/2019 8:30:01 PM gotmoxie2 Curing the sick and reviving the dead.  But most of all revealing the Truth.

12/18/2019 8:30:09 PM susan66388204 Like I said yesterday I suspect Trump is the 2nd coming

12/18/2019 8:30:37 PM amtm_mu How can u increase your own vibration?

12/18/2019 8:31:46 PM djlok Merry Christmas, Sandra + The Majesric 12!!!

12/18/2019 8:32:05 PM k4rlgruen Cleaning the swamp. (Temple)



12/18/2019 8:32:13 PM an23473971 -World's most celebrated Rabbi

-Open Revolt

-Gibbit

12/18/2019 8:32:28 PM pragmatic_texan You got me 😁. Jesus and Lazarus were the only 2 I ever knew.

12/18/2019 8:32:34 PM adsvel  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206769749989965835 …

12/18/2019 8:33:06 PM amtm_mu Ah I see

12/18/2019 8:33:13 PM adsvel  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206769751583854599 …

12/18/2019 8:33:16 PM amtm_mu Thank u!

12/18/2019 8:34:22 PM adsvel You are welcome. 😊💖🙏

12/18/2019 8:34:32 PM timkania no, that’s Juan deJesus...totally different guy

12/18/2019 8:34:39 PM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/hHsbF4vkgy

12/18/2019 8:35:18 PM frpcreality Great point!!!

12/18/2019 8:36:31 PM narcissist_ghst Being sacrificed and rising from the dead.  Who doesn’t know this?

12/18/2019 8:36:58 PM mjunleashed Defeating Satan

12/18/2019 8:37:03 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/nG_Nwp0wZc0 

12/18/2019 8:37:23 PM azuremagus ???

12/18/2019 8:38:13 PM chris_losh_ Sight to the blind....

12/18/2019 8:38:29 PM winklerburke Yes. Note: our Sun, screaming thru the universe, drags planets behind it, as they trail/revolve the Sun. In video clips, it looks like a DNA strand. Kingdom 

of heaven (the all,) is within (the all.)

12/18/2019 8:38:46 PM mattbdogg Um....dying for all of Mankind’s

sins comes to mind!

12/18/2019 8:38:54 PM john777lee I used to say Trump was anointed by God. Together we anointed him. It's all the same. My life has opened up in so many peaceful ways since the 

election. With all of you I have found much more peace in my faith. Loosing my religion. Thanks to Q,MJ and WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 8:39:23 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/dZIEmQWja5

12/18/2019 8:44:06 PM norcocagrandma Don't compare Trump to Jesus.  No bueno.  Never.  This kind of talk is crap, plus it's idolatrous blasphemy.  Disgusting people.  Stop it and listen to 

yourselves.

12/18/2019 8:44:49 PM yungrushin Being the 1st Historical Anarchist

12/18/2019 8:44:53 PM melhuses Walking on water

12/18/2019 8:45:00 PM desirelove101 Resurrection!

12/18/2019 8:46:20 PM yungrushin SOVEREIGN ACT OF GOD

12/18/2019 8:46:42 PM michael81972 I get what your saying,  but something had to create the Sun & planets to begin with

12/18/2019 8:46:49 PM leeroley Wow....this thread is.....weird

The bible is very literal....the more you study it the deeper it becomes

Jesus...fulfilled over 200 prophecy

Mathematically impossible for one person....some of them...he had no control over....the entire bible is heptatic....can be broken by 7s

12/18/2019 8:47:38 PM heyheyyousay Not being politically correct

12/18/2019 8:47:58 PM michael81972 *you’re...for the grammar nazis

12/18/2019 8:52:13 PM queenofstars13 Giving Us Love and the Lord's Prayer

12/18/2019 8:52:44 PM covertress The 100,000 ft view

12/18/2019 8:52:51 PM tammyrochester2 These people are sick. More and more they try to take advantage of a child's innocence.

12/18/2019 8:55:49 PM sirdramaanon That’s not Masonic

12/18/2019 8:58:15 PM sirdramaanon No.  They’re indoctrinated more like Freemasons, not Catholicism.

12/18/2019 8:58:28 PM revdonna Resurrecting from death.

12/18/2019 8:59:59 PM revdonna Not true. He raised the dead, LITERALLY.

12/18/2019 9:00:00 PM rapunzel_39 Walking on water.

12/18/2019 9:01:58 PM fansblowing3 Walking on water

12/18/2019 9:04:42 PM bigsismw Healing the sick, the wounded, the blind, the deaf. Rising again 🤷♀️

12/18/2019 9:05:13 PM catherinetrue4 Maybe Jesus will just sort everybody out who is committing crimes in his name and committing the sin of blasphemy.

12/18/2019 9:06:08 PM joshual34459783 Over turning the money tables in the synagogue...time to establish a resistance

12/18/2019 9:07:40 PM michael81972 When will the classified documents on this that should have never been classified become open source

12/18/2019 9:08:07 PM scottfreeforq He was out kinsman-redeemer whose shed blood paid the price.

12/18/2019 9:08:28 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/4KPa5hgJo2

12/18/2019 9:08:38 PM womenpatriots Dying so that we might live

12/18/2019 9:08:52 PM ranlo11 Can you enlighten me about the pinecone please, It's iconic in Sumerian art.

12/18/2019 9:09:49 PM the_red_hand_ Throwin the money changers out of the temple/church?

12/18/2019 9:10:40 PM wmturner6 His point is being crucified and then resurrecting.

12/18/2019 9:11:03 PM rezinated1 Jesus was a Reptilian! Take the L .

12/18/2019 9:12:43 PM s0urc3rss Miracles from conception to execution to Ascension and still changing earth history for 2000+ years ⚜️

12/18/2019 9:13:02 PM norcocagrandma No Bobbio...this is satanism...be careful and discerning.

12/18/2019 9:14:28 PM norcocagrandma If you believe this you are in grave danger.  Satanism believes this.

12/18/2019 9:14:49 PM rachaelangelm Walking on water, turning water into wine, raising the dead .....

12/18/2019 9:15:20 PM norcocagrandma Run from this it is NOT anything of God.

12/18/2019 9:15:33 PM engineerearth There really should be an in depth study done by the psychiatric profession worldwide on this because I'm certain it would show the massive societal 

harm from causing mental disorders to drug addiction to suicide.  This should be considered psychological torture & a war crime.

12/18/2019 9:16:26 PM misshollyjb Sacrificing his life in our place 

AND overcoming death

12/18/2019 9:16:32 PM norcocagrandma More new age junk.  A bunch of statements that don't mean anything but sound great.  But God is not the author of confusion.

12/18/2019 9:19:21 PM paul_gronseth Turning 💦 into 🍷

12/18/2019 9:19:28 PM eyesopentotruth Zero

12/18/2019 9:21:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly PS. Source for this POTUS quote is here (yes, he did actually say that): https://nypost.com/2018/11/28/trump-threatens-to-declassify-devastating-docs-

about-democrats/ …

12/18/2019 9:21:35 PM lottaoswalt forgiving

12/18/2019 9:22:53 PM magabeliever20 Coming back

12/18/2019 9:22:59 PM hoffman11my These are also energy transmitters. They transmit dangerous frequencies that can interfere with mental functioning and alter brain waves.

12/18/2019 9:23:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 LL

Locked & Loaded

Signals?

Enjoy the show...

12/18/2019 9:23:54 PM yodhehwahheh Reincarnation

12/18/2019 9:23:55 PM 13garbageman Saving your soul! If you accept it! Perhaps that’s infamous anymore...

12/18/2019 9:23:59 PM kmcieaura He’s not Dead!! He’s in Iceland underground we have him our military is not stupid they didn’t let him go to a New York jail



12/18/2019 9:24:11 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/PBgVYgizZZ

12/18/2019 9:25:29 PM wpbtonzlewis He said I will destroy this temple and rebuild it in 3 days.

12/18/2019 9:25:44 PM wonderyntexas Resurrected

12/18/2019 9:26:19 PM algirlmac I am the same way!!

12/18/2019 9:27:13 PM noocnik Saving us by showing us an living example of the way of unconditional love that lowers universal entropy of consciousness.

12/18/2019 9:30:05 PM s0urc3rss Sassing his Mama, killing a fig tree, stealing a donkey.

12/18/2019 9:30:12 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/DcQrmMgubD

12/18/2019 9:30:50 PM mtr_epicwin77 Signals. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=x_z5Rxk0PXQ …

12/18/2019 9:31:26 PM rachaelangelm Haha he stole figs?

12/18/2019 9:31:49 PM rachaelangelm I mean stealing a donkey.

12/18/2019 9:32:18 PM blovinnick Sacrificing himself for us.

12/18/2019 9:32:32 PM michael81972 Double meaning...Locked and Loaded & Loretta Lynch?

12/18/2019 9:32:42 PM john777lee This comes from the words of  http://Jesus.Read  more pray in the spirit more and you will find your answers.They came to Jesus saying Jesus people in 

another village are healing people in your name. Jesus said their faith has healed them.

 Read the parables Jesus spoke.

12/18/2019 9:32:54 PM s0urc3rss I've been told by readers I project from 11D more often than 3. I don't even understand 3. How is an IS projecting from higher D without being taught? 

What do they mean? What do you mean?

12/18/2019 9:34:55 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/TPuUG03gw9

12/18/2019 9:35:15 PM s0urc3rss Technically he Tom Sawyered that one.

12/18/2019 9:35:45 PM bigrig_chris I agree.

12/18/2019 9:36:34 PM john777lee I walk in the light and have dominion over myself with Jesus.

Never have I been a stumbling block nor will I give charge of my soul to any man. Jesus spoke saying do you not know you are Gods. You are one of the 

vine.

12/18/2019 9:38:09 PM americanpetal Declass tomorrow at 4:49pm?

12/18/2019 9:39:02 PM rachaelangelm Yep. He didn't like to walk.

12/18/2019 9:39:38 PM easterly_t We can all do that. If you have the faith. He showed us the way and said we would do even greater things. 😊

12/18/2019 9:41:55 PM yayavarm The very 1st markers.

12/18/2019 9:45:27 PM abstract1dea SPLASH! pic.twitter.com/szN5PY4THZ

12/18/2019 9:45:28 PM john777lee He spoke in parables to be understood by your spirit from God. Knowing that mankind would alter any scripture that the heathen could 

understand.The Romans, and King James along with many have altered what we have today. But I don't lead any man.Just myself. Bless you.

12/18/2019 9:45:54 PM jrlara14 Sacrificed for our sins.

12/18/2019 9:48:02 PM lucas2011lions Tapp

12/18/2019 9:50:11 PM cinfullicious Yeshua (Jesus) was famous for telling the TRUTH. He explained that we all have the prime creator inside of us. We are immortal and only our physical 

form will pass away. He was a teacher who taught that Love and forgiveness was how we would ascend. We would all do great things.

12/18/2019 9:51:08 PM omercoil Exposing the Lies , Forgiving

12/18/2019 9:51:40 PM 369palm It is hard but how many people were even looking at their lives outside of linear time 5 years ago?  I bet everyone has some bookmarks in their life that 

can only be explained by dismissing an event as a coincidence when in reality it is connected just not in chronological time.

12/18/2019 9:52:49 PM col3xrp Being a fake. Just like Trump. And having many dumb followers.

12/18/2019 9:52:59 PM couponscutcost Really? How do you know that Petal Pops? So exciting😊

12/18/2019 9:53:37 PM april10521252 Yum

12/18/2019 9:54:58 PM believe_coach •131, 095 There is a 3, 6 (1+1+5) and a 9! 

•Power is 3, 6, and 9!

@LisaMei62 @John_F_Kennnedy @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @infinitechan @intheMatrixxx @kabamur_taygeta @ChristinePolon1 @SayWhenLA 

@40_head @WellHellsBells_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @P0A_Triot23 @infinitechan pic.twitter.com/cGsw6sSgAg

12/18/2019 9:55:17 PM truthshurtnews Forgiving Our Sins, by taking them upon himself as long as we believe in Him. The fact people do not understand faith comes by doing; 4 if u believe in 

Him, u would change your ways. To say u believe & not change, is not Belief nor Faith, it's just thought. Actions speak to God!

12/18/2019 9:57:10 PM april10521252 It's about intentions and where our hearts are, how we act, what we think. When I denounce satanic malevolence and profess my love for our creator 

and Jesus, I'm good. No man or woman gets to tell another, that's playing God. Look up true witchcraft beginning,  they were heal

12/18/2019 9:58:54 PM april10521252 Healers, using prayer, in benevolent ways to help people with all kinds of ailments,  they were the original doctors, midwives, nurses etc. A bunch of 

men lied and perverted the messages,  Jesus was a messenger,  not to be worshipped. Brujas were beer makers

12/18/2019 9:59:47 PM april10521252 The pointed hats were for men to find them in the taverns. It's all about LOVE

12/18/2019 10:01:42 PM djmurphy5 Waking up to the Christ within. Our imagination (awareness) and God are one.

12/18/2019 10:02:15 PM april10521252 Not true, it's all about intentions and who you invoke and what for. Don't perpetuate the lies. Brujas,  beer makers, midwives,  healers, witches 

woohoo . Insecure men who were jealous of the divine loving female healers gave them a bad name instead of working together

12/18/2019 10:04:18 PM john777lee During dreams when I am being perused by evil I cry out to Jesus and bind spirits in his name. I awoke smiling this morning  from dreaming singing you 

ask me how I know he lives he lives within my heart. From a dead sleep yes he is still there all of the time. WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 10:08:09 PM timedabbler21  pic.twitter.com/Fd4VcTAEbK

12/18/2019 10:08:38 PM april10521252 Yes!!! Amen🙏 I've been to hell and back several times,  drug addiction,  jails, mental hospitals etc, my mom always said keep a mustard seed of faith, 

Jesus always got me through, believing in better days and here we are, great awakening! God bless you friend 🙏 #WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 10:15:58 PM janesplay Miracles and healing the sick

12/18/2019 10:17:52 PM john777lee We have a lot in common. Share many things from our past.

I am over the dogma of one way religion. Always a big stumbling block for me. Christ Jesus said he would make a way for the others. I pray to show his 

grace to all. And forgive others and myself like Jesus. WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 10:20:21 PM jeremygrayson30 The golden age of information

And people like you refuse to use it

It's a shame, really!

12/18/2019 10:20:49 PM sseed369 "Tarmac's" are knowingly HOT

][] pic.twitter.com/rqSLxv4bER

12/18/2019 10:21:28 PM jeremygrayson30 Oh, and Jesus was really a 🍄

Look into it

12/18/2019 10:24:58 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/PopvjMS5Gr

12/18/2019 10:27:15 PM italianmom555 Teaching.

12/18/2019 10:28:53 PM terence_rae His weed



12/18/2019 10:32:33 PM sassysickchick_ His gruesome death on the Cross and glorious resurrection three days later — all for the sake of cleansing OUR sins & giving us all a path directly to 

God without anything to separate us ever again when we choose to accept Jesus as our Savior & invite Him into our hearts forever.

12/18/2019 10:34:01 PM michgirl7 I don't see a problem with 70% of them gone and inserting 70% with Constitutional government servants.

12/18/2019 10:34:11 PM seekingknowle12 There are no "conspiracy theories".

Only pattern recognition amongst multiple observers.

When an observer sees synchronicity amongst events

& it resonates with other observers, there is a higher degree of veracity.

Patterns are emerging everywhere.

12/18/2019 10:35:14 PM believe_coach John 3:16 pic.twitter.com/ya8SGgvugy

12/18/2019 10:37:01 PM jamiegrahamusa Loretta

12/18/2019 10:37:34 PM qrealmsmfake KEK

  Out

     Loud pic.twitter.com/okkFkxm4QR

12/18/2019 10:38:25 PM enomai_ Don't call it a come back 

Trump

2020

12/18/2019 10:38:54 PM april10521252 Very well said, I couldn't agree more. Religion has separated us instead of bringing us together,  but we made it and now get to share God's grace and 

love with others.  🙏

12/18/2019 10:43:13 PM highhopesusa Miracles...

12/18/2019 10:44:26 PM april10521252 Flipping tables baby woohoo!!! pic.twitter.com/idHmH5Pg77

12/18/2019 10:45:09 PM april10521252 Brought me back from my nonsense many times🙏

12/18/2019 10:47:03 PM qanonsunrise Resurrection.

12/18/2019 10:49:49 PM john777lee I have felt in my spirit that Scripture is a script. Could have been altered for the Cabal by them. To bring the collective conciseness along for the ride to 

the end they want. But the revelation could be a reviling. Almost the great awakening ! 

We will see. Peace and blessings.

12/18/2019 10:55:47 PM q_surge Took our sins.

Died and Rose Again.

Gave us new life.

⏩

"I gladly take all these slings and arrows, for you."

Impeach and Re-elect.

Kill the Fed. 

🇺🇸 #Freedom.
12/18/2019 10:57:46 PM walkingfree Will they build in a taser for emergency interventions? Boo

12/18/2019 10:58:02 PM quality_cqntrol Brilliant!!... @Solmemes1  you know what you gotta do ;) 

I’ll throw in a caravan

12/18/2019 11:01:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 3728

POTUS was not harmed in any way today other than on paper.

Sometimes you must sacrifice yourself for the greater good.

"I will gladly take all those slings and arrows for you." - POTUS

But, even that, can be undone. 

The enormity of what is coming will SHOCK THE WORLD.

Pray. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1207509380251471872 …

12/18/2019 11:01:32 PM t_hayden07 Aspartame is a carcinogen.

12/18/2019 11:01:52 PM s0urc3rss I am.

12/18/2019 11:02:09 PM aprilbrown99 Love you Potus!  ♥️♥️♥️

12/18/2019 11:02:29 PM rudedrew63 Dying for our sins

12/18/2019 11:02:44 PM ghostanon6120 Awesome

12/18/2019 11:04:16 PM jaynenotjanie Cleansing the Temple of Money Changers...

12/18/2019 11:04:21 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, please @Solmemes1

12/18/2019 11:04:50 PM contenthonest  pic.twitter.com/mIR0zMlOmU

12/18/2019 11:06:32 PM janellecantre12 He was crucified, but then the resurrection 🙌🏻🇺🇸

12/18/2019 11:06:57 PM cksisiw3 Really? In a real Christian family, divorce is not an option because we are commanded to love our spouse.  We have a very rare of broken family and 

zero instances of suicide and violence. The example above is just for starters.  http://www.mcgi.org  1/2

12/18/2019 11:07:02 PM janellecantre12 Amen !!!

12/18/2019 11:07:22 PM walkingfree Resurrection ❤️

12/18/2019 11:07:32 PM rhodesgarden Overcoming the world, Forgiving sins of those who repent/love Him, saving them & granting them eternal life. Healing people & driving out demons.

12/18/2019 11:08:17 PM polarissons #Epsteindidntkillhimself

12/18/2019 11:08:21 PM clifton15jon All of the #Traitors involved will be €x€cu+€d

12/18/2019 11:08:41 PM aprilbrown99 We have the opportunity to change our world and make it into a place where love, care, kindness, grace, hope, thankfulness, happiness, and peace is 

all there is. 

Be the change you want to see in the world! 

🙌🙌🙌💗💗💗🙌🙌🙌

12/18/2019 11:09:03 PM paciouno now i understand...sacrifices have to be made for the greater good.. the impeachment was the beginning of the end for the democrats, like time , the 

democrats will lose all their power, republicans will reign supreme.

12/18/2019 11:09:21 PM janellecantre12 You don’t believe Jesus is known/famous for anything ?

12/18/2019 11:09:47 PM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗

12/18/2019 11:10:20 PM cksisiw3 Watch @BroEliSoriano worldwide bible expositions and debates in youtube. In english, portuguese, and in filipino language. 2/2

12/18/2019 11:15:16 PM denyaraful Saving me, from child abduction, death, and my child from death

😉😎

(Which is bigger than walking on water, going through walls, timetraveling going from one place to another in a second, and raising people from the 

grave...)

12/18/2019 11:15:40 PM raynetungsten Taking it for the team

12/18/2019 11:16:40 PM joinna6 Christ.Conciousness

12/18/2019 11:16:42 PM sherry2269 Loving, forgiving, saving !

12/18/2019 11:17:47 PM hellouncledonny giving sight to the blind

12/18/2019 11:18:23 PM eyes2cq Jesus was famous for choosing the sinners and using them to help save others, to spread his wisdom, he was famous for forgiving those that others 

would not forgive, he was famous for dying on the cross so that our sins would be forgiven so that we may all be saved.

12/18/2019 11:19:42 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/danscavino/status/1202793657134469121?s=21 …



12/18/2019 11:21:51 PM joinna6 Similar to Q, before Q.

12/18/2019 11:25:28 PM tetraman12 Unfortunately the history books will record that he was the third president to be impeached. And that pisses me off. He is the greatest POTUS evah! 

#MAGA #QANON #WWG1WGA

12/18/2019 11:26:53 PM davidmsika  pic.twitter.com/bG90Q9HI63

12/18/2019 11:26:55 PM taleofterrier Undone? How? I don't think the Senate has the power to reverse an impeachment, do they?

12/18/2019 11:28:35 PM tamikubark  pic.twitter.com/5u8wLZ1Xd1

12/18/2019 11:30:09 PM stefanofait Not the republicans. Trump is about much more than party factionalism

12/18/2019 11:31:30 PM palvar4 Jesus took on many roles

12/18/2019 11:32:34 PM myvideostowatch No being a Tory

12/18/2019 11:33:50 PM cocopuffster12 🙏🏼♥🙏🏼♥🙏🏼♥🙏🏼♥🙏🏼

12/18/2019 11:35:57 PM jollyrob2 ...give Power Back To The People

12/18/2019 11:37:25 PM monkey_weather Sacrifice for us

12/18/2019 11:39:01 PM pixiesdorule Dying for us. He bore our punishment and by His stripes, we are healed.

12/18/2019 11:54:44 PM anneschnuppi G O T T  S E G N E 

T R U M P 👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍👍💖

12/18/2019 11:55:33 PM mcaffey48 A ship moves through big waves under sail and wind, but is controlled by a small rudder. So is a mans Words according to the actions of his life. Even he 

who was on the cross near death and was full of Sin called out to Jesus Christ and was in Paradise that Day.

12/18/2019 11:56:39 PM laughingwolf11 Bring It!

12/18/2019 11:56:50 PM sterkinglights1 I got the same answer. Fulfilling the law. Enforcing God's law. Showing people God is within.

12/18/2019 11:57:32 PM vickimerivale Resurrection!

12/19/2019 12:03:13 AM mcaffey48 How much longer do we go without Loving the Lord our God with all of our heart, mind and soul and Loving each other as we Love ourselves. It boggles 

the mind to think of how Patient the Creater of Heaven and Earth is. Lord Jesus, come and claim what is rightfully yours.

12/19/2019 12:04:39 AM kevinpaz822 #ThursdayThoughts

12/19/2019 12:08:39 AM mr_fedorable Cant use your own water

Good luck removing fluoride

12/19/2019 12:08:52 AM mugrhoho Cast demons into swine and subsequently sent them to drown

12/19/2019 12:20:25 AM patousada Forgiving his executioners

12/19/2019 12:20:45 AM seybird11 Rising from the dead

12/19/2019 12:22:29 AM monroevegas My Dearest Lord in heaven above, the amount of ridiculousness happening on the earth is reaching all-time highs just like our stock market. Please 

God, you are the only one who can save the human race. This is my humble prayer that you fill our hearts and minds with your spirit.

12/19/2019 12:23:24 AM monroevegas His sacrifice to pay for our sins with his life.

12/19/2019 12:24:15 AM allonkid Demos have demonstrated to be dirty power grabbing tyrants

12/19/2019 12:25:51 AM crisco2377 I followed u for that statement!! Me Too!!  Happy Holidays! Pray for Our President and each other!!

12/19/2019 12:27:38 AM robertihde Cracking the whip!

12/19/2019 12:30:16 AM willjstrobe You have a cell phone with facebook preloaded on it.

12/19/2019 12:31:03 AM fengshuisrbija Who is he? In Balcan,Serbia....etc

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MzMugzzi https://twitter.com/KosMet_1244/status/1207398109677903872 …

12/19/2019 12:34:40 AM vesperz_ Defeating Satan

12/19/2019 12:34:40 AM alisvolatpropi2 He’s saving humanity and all that it’s good for.  God bless him

12/19/2019 12:36:44 AM alisvolatpropi2 I believe History will record far more than the Democrats impeachment.  It’s will only be a stain on their story

12/19/2019 12:40:18 AM michell87248593 Bringing salvation to mankind.  For there is no greater love than giving your life for someone else.

12/19/2019 12:57:14 AM riversm18 Resurrection

12/19/2019 1:14:42 AM johnnyneon @BrianCMulloy76 @trixirilla

@DeboraDeMAGA

@Angel171614

@AmericanConsti2 

@AFSpace 

@IronSharpensIr4

@Josiegirlz5

@colgrove11

@1776Stonewall

@attacksn

@kanyewest

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@johnnyneon

@RaeAnon

@prayingmedic

@leovanipayseur

@littleqanon1

@LoveBling6

#MAGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/vXAY40fGIj
12/19/2019 1:18:09 AM ricsen6 Saving, isn’t he the savior?

12/19/2019 1:20:14 AM tillie71120939  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6fag66 

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #TheGreatAwakening

12/19/2019 1:21:10 AM melbourne_3000 #TheWorldIsWatching 🌎🌍🌏

#BestPresidentEver45🇺🇸

12/19/2019 1:23:24 AM kendavi80404473 L O V E &  F O 4 G I V E N E S S

12/19/2019 1:24:00 AM adsvel 💖💖💖

12/19/2019 1:25:26 AM toddoftruth Teaching love and destroying the Pharisees and sadjucies with logic and common sense. Helping the poor and believing we are all one. The kingdom of 

heaven is within. pic.twitter.com/n9B2jWr5zi

12/19/2019 1:31:28 AM melbourne_3000 Matthew 5:39 Turn the other cheek.

12/19/2019 1:43:39 AM tiakolbert The persecution he suffered

12/19/2019 1:45:20 AM adsvel It means that Your BE has to increase Awareness to these higher dimensions.

12/19/2019 1:50:00 AM mntcol Spreading the truth through his word and deeds. Saving sheeple and in the end sacrificing himself for us. 😭🙏

12/19/2019 1:59:52 AM adsvel At 2010 we were really few people who exchanged information about these things that we are talking now. Back then we had more hard times to talk 

about on the social sites. I began on the Russian social site. Term IS-BE for majority of people back then sounded weird...

12/19/2019 2:00:23 AM coonrodnickey Just heard that corrupt tyrant @SpeakerPelosi isn't going to submit the Articles to the Senate.  If she doesn't, she thinks she has a win by saying 

@POTUS was impeached bc the Senate didn't acquit.  This woman is a danger to our Republic and the most conniving liar in Congress.

12/19/2019 2:03:18 AM lynnmar42209594 So much to explain, go back and look at their tweets

12/19/2019 2:05:17 AM whiterabbitttt1 Why hasnt Q or Trump ever referenced Jesus?



12/19/2019 2:05:48 AM kooderpincher Bitcoin and all the others are a good place to start.

12/19/2019 2:07:42 AM adsvel ... And in the best possibility they would call you weird, but in the worse possibility they would call you in so many swearing words. People get easy 

angry when they do not understand something. Fear based emotions create low vibrations. Today is so much easier!😊

12/19/2019 2:11:34 AM tayo_joachim Supreme Court!

12/19/2019 2:12:02 AM treefarmer812 Flush alchohol down the drain..

Never use the word crux..

Spend less than I make..

No more driving..see aluminum 

Absolutely no soy..

Have relationships with the opposite sex..

Don't buy vaseline 

Move to where its warm

Learn to juggle hatchets 

Touch myself only on Tuesdays
12/19/2019 2:14:28 AM karina89350882 who wants to be spied on by Alexa?

12/19/2019 2:15:49 AM karina89350882 Peacemaker

12/19/2019 2:18:06 AM karina89350882 But we will not hear about under Lindsay Graham in the Senate!! Has Graham an evil clone, because he contradicts often himself?"

12/19/2019 2:18:53 AM annekenney Rising from the dead!

12/19/2019 2:19:15 AM annekenney And being the Son of God

12/19/2019 2:27:56 AM metnesq You need to be very careful before you compare Donald trump to Jesus. While I believe the president is a god send with a mission, I’m not on board 

with calling him Jesus

12/19/2019 2:28:03 AM covertress Q

🙏

12/19/2019 2:28:45 AM metnesq Amen

12/19/2019 2:30:59 AM rolfeyswoman Enlighten!!

12/19/2019 2:31:35 AM mona_qrew He performed MIRACLES! ...

12/19/2019 2:32:03 AM flyover01047267 ahhhh BUT first he DESCENDED to fullfil biblical prophecy

12/19/2019 2:35:02 AM joygirl1956 Jesus is God in the flesh

12/19/2019 2:35:53 AM only__trump Dying to save our souls !

12/19/2019 2:41:43 AM covertress 30,000 ft view

3728

Haha I Got It And You

Couldnt Whos The Idiot

Now

3728 2844 474

We Need To Clean Up

Change Vibration

Frequency Make America

Great Again

3728 3528 588

Kamala Harris Will

Immediately Loose

Military Intel Support If

Elected

3728 4266 711
12/19/2019 2:42:03 AM molly07751087 Turning over the tables of the corrupt money changers in HIS sacred Sancturary.

12/19/2019 2:51:41 AM torick2018 Awaking the human heart and mind!!  Kinda like POTUS!!!

12/19/2019 2:59:21 AM sheerglee1 Complete and Total sacrifice!!!  100% in!!!

12/19/2019 3:05:50 AM michelleaban Self-sacrifice ❤️ for the greater good

12/19/2019 3:08:14 AM keith369me Free the rest from propaganda without their heads exploding!!!

12/19/2019 3:10:13 AM keith369me Re-elected on 11-3-2020...the second term will bring “AMAZING”

12/19/2019 3:12:11 AM keith369me Not sure it’s good to go there...many innocent have been railroaded...those can now identify with 45.  More votes by those screwed by the system ]All 

of us[

12/19/2019 3:12:54 AM keith369me Resurrection...as in what we should do with this civilization next as we have been freed!!!

12/19/2019 3:13:24 AM keith369me LYNCHing next?

12/19/2019 3:14:33 AM keith369me He’s been taking abuse his whole life and coming out better for it on the other side.  Just another Bigly cycle for Trump.

12/19/2019 3:16:16 AM richard07759712 In this case kicking the Dem’s Donkey

12/19/2019 3:16:45 AM richard07759712 .... out of Congress (temple)

12/19/2019 3:17:04 AM mongrelglory Lame on so many levels...🙄

12/19/2019 3:19:00 AM blissamerica Turning the other cheek.

12/19/2019 3:20:17 AM keith369me Shocked?  So does your IPhone and several others devices

12/19/2019 3:22:33 AM rockdawg27 Changing the world forever!!!

12/19/2019 3:26:20 AM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

12/19/2019 3:27:50 AM trumppatriotus1 Raising from the dead

12/19/2019 3:33:39 AM scottterri Defeating satan.  Jesus trial and death proved satan overplayed his hand when Jesus rose again.  Proves right always defeats wrong

12/19/2019 3:34:29 AM qanongroup Sacrificing himself for the others like @potus is doing same for his fellow Americans and the world for the time of truth will be beyond human 

comprehension

12/19/2019 3:35:16 AM rosas7043 The return of Christ is the return of the Christ consciousness. We are all in Christ consciousness.

12/19/2019 3:39:18 AM covertress 5:5 Mon Capitan

"As a human, I was ill-equipped to thank you. But as myself, you have my everlasting gratitude."

 https://youtu.be/zLc-esesJFE  pic.twitter.com/ONTAOIDymp

12/19/2019 3:39:54 AM merorschach It'd be awesome if Kennedy came back. Just saying.

12/19/2019 3:41:01 AM emilyoakley6 Forgiveness

12/19/2019 3:41:02 AM ms_angel2020 Jesus stood before a counsel of Pharisees who were concerned about protecting their agenda and interest and knew JESUS was exposing their evil 

deeds! I am convinced Jesus atood before the same EVIL system that POTUS is dealing with today. Jesus tried to reveal this way back then.

12/19/2019 3:41:39 AM scottterri The liberal left is responsible for holocaust, trail of tears, slavery/kkk and taking others rights away.



12/19/2019 3:59:16 AM gaintbutterfly I am ready to Defend Our Country and Our Great President till my LAST Breath! WWG1WGA! Trump 2020!

12/19/2019 4:16:31 AM southpaw816 He sacrificed himself to save us all!

12/19/2019 4:18:08 AM jillsfolly77711 Resurrecting. And forgiving.

12/19/2019 4:19:57 AM tylerwhannelsrq Will it call the police and press charges as well.

12/19/2019 4:26:55 AM lylalee79567006 This world is the DEVIL'S....until HIS/ HER RETURN...HELLO!😅

12/19/2019 4:29:13 AM random2012756 He didn’t die

12/19/2019 4:33:06 AM trumpet39777907 Spreading the " good news" Gospel

12/19/2019 4:39:39 AM spookdblog In addition, He took a whip and beat the vendors in the the back of the temple,  driving them out and condemning the for defiling the House of God.

12/19/2019 4:39:45 AM tidbitsntreasur Actually - https://theconservativetreehouse.com/2019/12/18/cunning-lawfare-maneuver-house-will-withhold-submission-of-articles-from-senate/ …

12/19/2019 4:41:34 AM ceschbaughh I have been praying since President Trump before that. I pray for him every night

12/19/2019 4:43:54 AM birdiesrchirpin Epic or shall be pic.twitter.com/kXGNTwxxcz

12/19/2019 4:47:56 AM westmount_d7 Understood. Transparency is essential BEFORE elections. That is ethical. The era of secrets should end and this will only happen when the public knows 

ALL truth. Formally. En mass.🌹

12/19/2019 4:50:24 AM kellyscamard Loving and Forgiving. . .

12/19/2019 4:50:27 AM ctenfor Atonement of mankind

12/19/2019 4:54:56 AM suetread Defeated his enemy=Satan

12/19/2019 4:57:13 AM adamz14839920 Tear gas ?

12/19/2019 4:59:48 AM liseylou12 I believe I do...

12/19/2019 5:02:12 AM aaronj34633889 Dying on the cross to save us from our sins and the rose from the dead 3 days later.

12/19/2019 5:03:14 AM eyezax1 Q told us to [Trust Wray] three times. Have to admit I’m a little perplexed over this.

12/19/2019 5:07:11 AM aleks8837 I've been thinking about this map.. Doesn't seem anyone have made a proper map. Well, you have the "Deep state mapping Project"

We don't have a proper Q-map yet, right? We should build it. Map provides the KEY that spreads the TRUTH that shines the LIGHT. Do we have the key 

yet? pic.twitter.com/ebJuxantYL

12/19/2019 5:07:54 AM conniekennedy  pic.twitter.com/WVNX49gJnj

12/19/2019 5:09:05 AM aleks8837 Wow!

*Praying*

12/19/2019 5:17:21 AM birdiesrchirpin We need for it to be possible to live on 1 income. Less or NO stress about "surviving."

Feminism screwed up so much.

Remember, Women started working because the men went off to war. 

Maintaining a home and RAISING GOOD PEOPLE is a job. Our children are our most important jobs.

12/19/2019 5:19:20 AM graydon108 All of us are projecting it 24/7 without realising it, you don’t have to do anything other than dissolve ego which is technically doing nothing, that’s the 

trap, I think ur already doing this Ama, you just don’t realise ur doing it (same here) 😊❤️

12/19/2019 5:20:07 AM birdiesrchirpin Make it at least 6 months, preferably a year ... the recommend best duration for breastfeeding. Anything less is a farce wasting people's time.

12/19/2019 5:22:26 AM katkein Sacrificing himself

12/19/2019 5:23:39 AM deplorabldamsel MJ12- is Karma real? Do people really get "what they deserve"? Is the rule of 3/golden rule true?  Thank you!🤗❤️🌟

12/19/2019 5:25:51 AM jesuscracksmeup Lots of things. Cmon guys. I’m Jesus.

12/19/2019 5:26:35 AM 00loll0 He ascended.

12/19/2019 5:31:25 AM mateuszwala Showing, telling, helping interpret the truth...

You are disclosure ]they[ hiding.

📯 is right. You have⚡⚡⚡

12/19/2019 5:33:39 AM bodybacinmotion Jesus was wrongly condemned & then tortured and hung by the Liars. However, In Glory he Rose Again.

12/19/2019 5:37:57 AM lbf777 All politicians are crooks.

12/19/2019 5:38:35 AM starseedatx Jesus proved the high court will kill anybody they like at any time

12/19/2019 5:39:09 AM jeremyr60971542 Rising from the dead. #MAGA2020

12/19/2019 5:39:37 AM sherrys49553668  pic.twitter.com/JnpCRohE5N

12/19/2019 5:40:05 AM chrisriddle121 Teaching the word of God.

12/19/2019 5:40:42 AM mongrelglory Houses are much more expensive in Canada than the US because they have to be built to R2000 (energy efficiency) standards and usually have a 

basement to withstand the freezing in the winters.  Water, gas, and electrical lines also have to be able to withstand freezing...

12/19/2019 5:41:15 AM andrewlli you mean the money lounderers’ tables?

12/19/2019 5:41:27 AM destroythecabal 😂🤣🤣🤣😂😂🤣🤣😂🤣🤣😂😂

12/19/2019 5:41:49 AM logiceludesu 🤣🤣🤣

12/19/2019 5:41:59 AM jeremyr60971542 Not. One. Bit....

12/19/2019 5:42:52 AM ecranchero Resurrection, and defeating Satan

12/19/2019 5:43:23 AM mongrelglory road maintenance is much more expensive with the harsh winters, so municipal and property taxes are much higher. You need a car too. I don't think 

Americans realize how much cheaper their living costs are compared to other countries, due to the US having the reserve currency.

12/19/2019 5:45:04 AM ecranchero We should all be little Christs. If we can imitate Him even a little, it is good.

12/19/2019 5:45:58 AM mongrelglory I will keep looking for cheaper places to live, but Southern Ontario is pretty densely populated due to the warmer climate.  Quebec can be cheap in 

places, but their taxes are very high and you need to speak French.  Their healthcare system isn't as good too. 👍

12/19/2019 5:47:21 AM mateuszwala Interpreted truth ≠ truth

Interpret truth =  divided point of view by many = solution

12/19/2019 5:48:15 AM mompatriot45 Yep, judicial review. pic.twitter.com/ESvyXJ8bMK

12/19/2019 5:48:56 AM mongrelglory Rural places in BC are an option but the government is very corrupt and socialistic there, and there's always the risk of the "big one".  We call B.C. the 

"California" of Canada.  Not sure I'm ready to live there.  Finding a doctor in these rural places can be very difficult!

12/19/2019 5:49:09 AM gaiking7 Do not let this or Google Home Mini in your house either.

12/19/2019 5:50:51 AM mongrelglory But thanks for all your suggestions Krizzus.  I will keep looking for opportunities and believe if it's meant to be, it will happen. 😊

12/19/2019 6:03:04 AM eskeljoyce Dying for our sins.

12/19/2019 6:12:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Top Trump ally in U.S. House to leave Congress, eyes work with president - Reuters https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-congress-meadows/top-

trump-ally-in-u-s-house-to-leave-congress-eyes-work-with-president-idUSKBN1YN1KC …

12/19/2019 6:13:01 AM timedabbler21 Why Gorsuch and Kavanaugh were such important appointments to SC for our POTUS at such a time as this. 

https://www.nationalreview.com/2019/12/an-impeachment-role-for-the-supreme-

court/?fbclid=IwAR0giMjbrnewGPcK6sLDbgl1maA0yOQJ9AcL0sVoC2BRA0biZ0-Fm_zkTdM …

12/19/2019 6:15:19 AM aprilbrown99 That is excellent news!  I love Mark Meadows.

12/19/2019 6:15:59 AM jameslosee2 Is he prepping for the treason, sedition and crimes against humanity trials that are coming? One has to wonder.



12/19/2019 6:19:35 AM carolva97910854 Rising from the dead!  He came back!  I got it!

12/19/2019 6:21:52 AM americanpetal 🤷♀️ idk...maybe? 🕊🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/TQiaggkS7T

12/19/2019 6:23:03 AM burgersandra 17=Q

20,202 =6

        15=6

        15=6

Power 0f 3,6,9

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/19/2019 6:23:20 AM alinahere 👏👏👏👏 @POTUS NEVER GIVES UP! 🎯🇺🇸🎉

@realDonaldTrump is FIGHTING for Us! ThanQ!

#AmericaFirst for #AmericansFirst Agenda 🙌

...and #PermanentPeace Worldwide 🙏

#WWG1WGA from #DarkToLIGHT against EVIL !

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

12/19/2019 6:23:48 AM dynamicres He woke people up!

12/19/2019 6:25:18 AM darrahsfriend YES!

12/19/2019 6:26:51 AM jenn39956442 I’m not arguing a point here. I’ve been in the health care industry (especially the palliative use of CBD ALONE -minus trace THC “inclusive” and the 

THC/CBD pairing- MAJOR difference. CBD alone is NOT the be all for many. I mean this medically 🇨🇦

12/19/2019 6:27:08 AM sandray34534921 I have long realized this is true..although Jesus, an innocent man (as Trump) was quickly condemned..Trump will be exonerated.  B/c of Jesus we now 

have authority and the Keys to the Kingdom.  God wins and so do we

12/19/2019 6:27:10 AM akin_bolton Redeeming man kind from death penalty  of sin, for all who choose eternal life. He died for our sins and died on a rugged cross and rose victorious on 

the 3rd day. He paid a debt we could not pay and one he didn’t owe.

12/19/2019 6:27:14 AM garbagedisposal Healing the blind.

12/19/2019 6:34:51 AM the1withthe4ce “walking down the block with my ‘45’ glock” 🔫 “i guess it’s something that you just can’t understand, guns in my hand 🔫 tell me who’s the man” 🧐 

who’s the man with the master plan? - house of pain (who’s the man)

12/19/2019 6:58:43 AM orthogonalron and RBG will make the deciding vote pic.twitter.com/6jYkiiysxx

12/19/2019 7:03:44 AM curby58888174 Humility.  Sacrifice.  Golden Rule.  Loving God at all cost.  Reward for love and allegiance.

12/19/2019 7:06:28 AM winklerburke MAGA Trump came to chew gum and have the trials of all trials... to discredit, dismantle and destroy Deep State mind enslavers.  (Senate, Supreme 

Court.) And guess what?  MAGA Trump is all out of chewing gum.

12/19/2019 7:10:01 AM gregory2435 Yes trump is a evil and corupt person.

12/19/2019 7:16:02 AM nikoscali ALICE in troll account wonderland

12/19/2019 7:16:37 AM johnnyt_anon Very similar. I would say Catholics are mostly unaware of what is going on.

12/19/2019 7:19:05 AM wickedmouse369 Put on the armor of god, it is time. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ready for the sequel?

12/19/2019 7:19:29 AM lplusm_ Would be nice

12/19/2019 7:24:29 AM garbagedisposal Was it a physical blindness....

Or a spiritual blindness...

12/19/2019 7:30:39 AM covertress 3728 pic.twitter.com/agcfkcDwIV

12/19/2019 7:38:06 AM wickedmouse369 Our purpose is to be like Christ and show love, compassion, and understanding to those that will be awakening. I AM open to all possibilities but will 

protect the blind, deaf, and children of God. I AM -0-

12/19/2019 7:39:06 AM trcan66839023 I think the world needs this "shock" ,  ALL NEED TO AWAKEN!

12/19/2019 7:51:33 AM marynason Forgiving, but this one is EXTREMELY DIFFICULT!

12/19/2019 7:55:24 AM p4patriot He took the punishment for our sins.

12/19/2019 7:56:28 AM warrior4humanit What is coming will be what shakes and wakes those still in slumber

12/19/2019 7:57:25 AM trcan66839023 Alleluhia!

12/19/2019 7:59:51 AM warrior4humanit It's going to have to be HUGE

12/19/2019 8:00:37 AM daisy47196916 GOD be with us all!🙏❤️✌️

12/19/2019 8:02:47 AM 369palm You are many years ahead of the curve on these topics. I wonder what kind of new discoveries await us over the next decade and beyond.  Exciting 

times.

12/19/2019 8:10:00 AM ewilliams22101 VP Meadows?

12/19/2019 8:12:57 AM mynardpamela And what is the process for people to “increase or raise their vibration”? Everyone says that, without explaining how. Some people might want to know 

and possibly you could help them understand.

12/19/2019 8:16:07 AM pj0072 Throwing the money changers out of the temple.

12/19/2019 8:17:23 AM queen_khalifia Resurrection.

12/19/2019 8:18:06 AM igetuh2o Saving my Soul!!!

12/19/2019 8:22:08 AM bbobbio71 Anyone else notice anything? 😁 pic.twitter.com/RL8bA6kkWp

12/19/2019 8:24:27 AM miketay58532035 🙏🏻

12/19/2019 8:28:36 AM nabonnand Jesus gave us knowledge of who the enemy is and how 2 defeat him. The evil ones thought they had killed him, just like the lost think they’ve defeated 

DJT. Instead, they fell right in to God’s plan 2 save the world. He’s saving us once again w The Plan. Victorious overcomers👍🏻

12/19/2019 8:29:26 AM alicemasci Jesus took our punishment on the cross then overcame death and rose again from the grave.

12/19/2019 8:32:10 AM mechanic_47 Being Crucified

12/19/2019 8:33:14 AM werascending Me too!🙏

12/19/2019 8:35:32 AM cosmic_engineer Transmutation

Violet flame

Calling all Blue-Ray wanderers

12/19/2019 8:35:34 AM djlok Good question.  One that I have thought a lot about.  I think perhaps Q and 45 have a different perception of what the Christ actually IS which is 

outside the common modern-day perception.

12/19/2019 8:39:45 AM lightprocess Word

12/19/2019 8:42:42 AM patriotswegoall As always

Pray for 045

12/19/2019 8:42:42 AM moemc8 I just hate to lose his representation in Congress.  We need all the good people we can get.  Love Mark Meadows.

12/19/2019 8:43:16 AM laurabusse Rising from the dead

His main claim to fame

12/19/2019 8:44:28 AM debbiefinnie We LOVE our President & Thank GOD for him everyday and we’re behind him 100%. Incredible Strength.WWG1WGA TRUMP2020!

12/19/2019 8:47:09 AM laurabusse Why alienate non Christians?

12/19/2019 8:48:17 AM gqdwins Very interesting! 🤔🤯

12/19/2019 8:48:50 AM whiterabbitttt1 Want my honest opinion? I think they know the truth of Jesus. And I think the truth is going to go against what many people have been lead to believe. 

I'm open myself. But it's a red flag to me that the name has never been used once.

12/19/2019 8:58:08 AM 1f4e97bebfc64c4 It will never be in my house. Besides family fights are fun.

12/19/2019 9:00:07 AM ladyliberty52 If you actually read the article it said they have no evidence, and requesting people to come forward with evidence. Turns out to be false accusations.



12/19/2019 9:01:55 AM arc_unreal Jesus is famous for deceiving the whole world into thinking that he is the son of Yahweh, and that his created, 15th century, pagan name was given to 

him 2000+ years ago. pic.twitter.com/5z7sxIi6BJ

12/19/2019 9:03:08 AM ihvh Walking on Water

12/19/2019 9:07:47 AM wyscrapper They mention God all the time. Military...for God and country.

12/19/2019 9:13:43 AM gsusgod Who decides what’s best for your ‘self’ in each moment? Don’t for one second remove your self from this equation. Is your judgement and ability to 

discern beyond reproach here? No. But, somehow your ability to understand what you’ve read is not in question, but mine is... weak.

12/19/2019 9:17:06 AM gsusgod Not judging the book. The book is what it is. I judge people who cripple themselves to fit into an outmoded model. The spiritual architecture is way 

more nuanced than can ever be described in words. We as a species are ready to embark in a new and even more mysterious direction.

12/19/2019 9:24:13 AM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/qJJGWecfoP

12/19/2019 9:28:35 AM ginnyg110 Turning water into wine!

12/19/2019 9:30:51 AM gsusgod Right and wrong are quality judgments. Telling me I’m wrong is just admitting you find no quality in my offering. Totally cool with that.

Actually I said God doesn’t “reside” in anything created by human hands; and the Bible was. Another cherry picked verse. Sorry, not sorry.

12/19/2019 9:30:54 AM identityasxy .

"But how?" You ask.

Quiet your mind ... shhhhh

Prayer through meditation.

Quiet your mind ..  shhhhh

Breathe.   In.. exhaaaaale.

Be !

Love God.

Which do you embrace  more?

Fear or trust that you will be cared for?    Breathe ...
12/19/2019 9:32:00 AM lunabeamer Jesus at my job is famous for bringing in heavily medicated chocolate chip cookies and brownies. Mmmmmmm love that guy

12/19/2019 9:32:12 AM ladyblueky They hated Him before they hated us.

12/19/2019 9:35:41 AM katylynn2343 The democrats should be charged with sedition!

12/19/2019 9:37:30 AM identityasxy .

Quiet your mind.

Shhhhh, quieter...

Breathe.... in fully...

Exhale..  slowly...

Experience only the sensation of slow full breaths.  Mmmmm

Just BE

Trust God to give you what YOU need, not want.

BREATHE.... 

20 mins twice daily.

Dissolve your 3D experience.

Drift .....
12/19/2019 9:38:14 AM gsusgod You aren’t the arbiter of God’s grace. So, despite your little rules to join the club being stated here, here is the only place they have any bearing. All 

other places Jesus’ love is poured out for All things. See why discernment is so important? Book says different? Hmm...

12/19/2019 9:42:55 AM gsusgod I am not only a soul. I am the gift that was given. What am I?

All that you see, feel, and experience as ‘Me’ here, is a direct result of me using my gift to enrich my sense of ‘self’; with God’s grace, help, and direct 

guidance.

What am I!? Same as you.

12/19/2019 9:45:44 AM madscientist Sorry but the road to Hell is paved with good intentions.   Also, your intentions are not good because you deny the One True God as He has revealed 

Himself to us.  You hate God and prefer to make up of your own.    Your religion is self-focused not God focused.

12/19/2019 9:48:53 AM gsusgod Tell me, Who died about 2000 years ago, and what happened after his death? Did... a “New Age” start? #AD?

Modern Christianity is a New Age religion, by definition.

The beliefs I’m spouting predate Christianity by intervals of time without a word to describe them.

12/19/2019 9:49:48 AM madscientist God has told us what is best for ourselves.  Of course self is involved, but it need not be our focus.  Dont get those two confused.  No man's judgement 

is perfect which is why we need God's word to inform us.  Never said my Bible understanding was perfect, but it is very good.

12/19/2019 9:51:22 AM gsusgod My relationship has no off position either. This entire time I’ve been flowing straight from the heart and mind of God. These are my words but they are 

my best translation of/from Source.

12/19/2019 9:52:07 AM madscientist You judge based on your own opinion, and on ancient ideas which God warned us about long ago.  Man's nature hasnt changed, and neither has God.  

His way for us hasnt changed either.  You're believing the very lie Satan and Eve both believed.  No coincidence.

12/19/2019 9:53:59 AM vetwrap Sacrificing Himself pic.twitter.com/ipV6oLUQ9c

12/19/2019 9:54:45 AM madscientist Not quality judgements strictly. but mainly moral ones.  So, it's more than not finding quality.  Your offering is actually a pack of lies.

So cherry picking is ok?  Wow, in what reading comprehension class was that ever taught?  None.



12/19/2019 9:55:39 AM djlok That's what I'm thinking too- that they know the Truth and they're telling it to those paying attention. 

I've got a million thoughts on this topic, which is what I suppose makes YOU the White Rabbit. 😁😁😁

12/19/2019 9:59:34 AM madscientist Straw man.  I never said I was. I'm only telling you what the Bible says.  See, I have a reliable source for my doctrine.  

So, they arent my rules.  Nice dodge. 

Jesus loved many, but also wept because He was rejected just as you're doing.  He knew Hell was for them & for you.

12/19/2019 10:03:28 AM madscientist You are here by God's grace that's true.  Every breath you take is grace because you know why?  Because you're a sinner deserving Hell and God grants 

you one more breath so that you might still repent.  Those who don't sin don't need grace.

12/19/2019 10:05:14 AM madscientist It wasn't a New Age as you mean it.

Nope.  You misunderstand both Christianity and the New Age.  

No, they don't.  The beliefs your spouting may have been written down first but that doesn't mean they were first.  Havent you heard of oral tradition?

12/19/2019 10:07:19 AM madscientist Actually, you have no relationship with the True God.  Your relationship is with the Devil.  He is your father unless you repent.  He is your source.  

There is a reason why he is called the Father of Lies.  Heed the WHOLE Word of God not just those parts which you like

12/19/2019 10:11:46 AM jlangley1967 I’ll go with “saving the world”

12/19/2019 10:23:21 AM werascending 👏👏👏🙏🙏🙏👊

12/19/2019 10:23:39 AM ethansalem75 Hope ur right. Discouraged by all the injustice of the whole thing by democrats and the MSM.

12/19/2019 10:23:57 AM gsusgod Your ability to understand the Bible and your application of its teachings ALL DEPEND ON YOUR JUDGEMENT! The very structure of your belief was 

constructed using YOUR JUDGEMENT. Now, you are saying ‘you’ have little to do with it’s construction?! This is borderline zealotry.

12/19/2019 10:24:08 AM rosscarwalker Why is 4D, 5D, 7D and 8D consciousness classified? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/19/2019 10:24:18 AM charlesgdavis1 @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @JudicialWatch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpeakerPelosi @RepAdamSchiff @chiefpolice2 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

Give [THEM] what [THEY] want BUT it WILL be [YOU] ON the receiving end of the comments THE [DS NWO CABAL] and [Demoncrats] are SAYING!!! 

pic.twitter.com/4iVruiecYP

12/19/2019 10:26:37 AM gsusgod Man’s nature hasn’t changed and yet you depend on the words of ‘man’. Again bible written by men. But they were inspired by God. 2 things, so am I. 

And, how is their judgement not in question here? How do we KNOW they weren’t being mislead by the same spirit you claim I am.

12/19/2019 10:29:53 AM gsusgod The same class that taught me about sarcasm.

The words you use to describe what I’m saying should be; Correct and Incorrect. Again, no matter the subject, right and wrong are judgements of 

quality. It’s not “right” for you, whether morally, spiritually, or otherwise.

12/19/2019 10:31:33 AM madscientist Now you're contradicting yourself.  You're saying on one hand the book is what it is, and now youre saying that I'm involved in the construction?  

Which is it?

By the way Satan and his lies are very old.  Being old has zero impact on the truthfulness.

12/19/2019 10:31:57 AM gsusgod If I were the devil I would write my own bible, pack it full of lies and half truths and then sell it as gospel to weak-minded dolts who dare not question 

authority.

I think for myself. I question authority. I do NOT accept things at face value. I test my ideas in real life.

12/19/2019 10:33:06 AM madscientist Written by man under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.  You would know this if you actually studied it.

So, no I don't depend on the mere words of man....they are the Words of God.  You're starting to repeat yourself.

Also, arent your beliefs from the words of man too then?

12/19/2019 10:36:38 AM gsusgod Reread your previous tweet (no. Sorry...) to yourself and into a mirror.

Did you tell me what Jesus does and will not do? That sounds a lot like what an arbiter does. It sounds like you exercised authority. If that’s not what 

you wanted to do, then fine. But, you did it, so...

12/19/2019 10:37:10 AM madscientist I know because the book self-authenticates through fulfilled prophecies, archeological evidence, internal consistency over 1200 years of authorship, 

and more.  It's  literature which utilizes figures of speech, allegory, poetry, foreshadowing, etc. It's like no other book. Yours?

12/19/2019 10:39:51 AM madscientist There is no 'right for you' and 'right for me'.  God has told us what is right and what is wrong.  There are consequences to disobeying.  The way to 

destruction is truly broad.

12/19/2019 10:42:29 AM plantbasek1 Not sure I wasn’t alive when he was supposedly in this earth so I can’t really answer your question

12/19/2019 10:44:12 AM madscientist The Devil has many Bibles, and he tries to pervert and control the true one.  

That's great. Think for yourself.  I encourage that. 

However, you should ACTUALLY study the Bible rather than assume and cherry pick as you currently do. That isnt study.

12/19/2019 10:44:19 AM kits_cross Giving HIS life to pay for the sins of all humanity.

12/19/2019 10:45:39 AM rauschuber11 What do you mean he didn’t die?

12/19/2019 10:46:23 AM madscientist Telling you what the Bible says about Jesus is clearly not my authority but the Bibles.  Don't get confused.

12/19/2019 10:47:07 AM princessaracel2 Showing how to love

12/19/2019 10:47:40 AM covertress Perfect from a 3D perspective?

Are there not levels above 7D? https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1111482856512077824?s=20 …

12/19/2019 10:47:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Invisible Ink Could Reveal whether Kids Have Been Vaccinated - Scientific American https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/invisible-ink-could-

reveal-whether-kids-have-been-vaccinated/?fbclid=IwAR0u4tVvcNT306GvBILDf3sFg0LMtOgH5bsV4R4DJkif8xlm0OClmZLKrpk …

12/19/2019 10:47:55 AM mcmamas2 Dead earring death for everlasting life 🤷🏽♀️

12/19/2019 10:49:10 AM purplefavorite1 Ridiculous

12/19/2019 10:49:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are, though they can't really be anthropomorphized.

12/19/2019 10:49:45 AM lustmanshelley WOW! [they] want us sick!

12/19/2019 10:50:15 AM debstev80504671 Have a chip embedded without our knowledge? Mark of the beast?

12/19/2019 10:51:10 AM girlawakeinca Let’s join together & make healthy changes so our children, our future, is not poisoned, but instead treated with loving care. Let’s let their minds grow

 without detrimental toxins currently forced into play. We can be the change. Humanity depends on it. 🙏❤️💫

12/19/2019 10:51:10 AM aprilbrown99 [They] want us dead.

12/19/2019 10:51:20 AM jane_q_patriot No.

12/19/2019 10:51:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Which vaccines leave permanent scars?

12/19/2019 10:51:42 AM v_rags Amen Deb! 💜🦋🦋

12/19/2019 10:53:15 AM mattersnot2  https://youtu.be/Xz_JZJkqsEc 

12/19/2019 10:53:46 AM covertress Is that why we lose our ego when visiting there, because there is no concept of "human"?

12/19/2019 10:55:43 AM joeorbit what a relief, finally a way to prove to our satanic cabal masters that we received their injections.

12/19/2019 10:56:16 AM ezdoesit_ No concept of “self”

12/19/2019 10:56:57 AM nikoscali an entire generation carries the scars of the smallpox vaccine.

12/19/2019 10:57:21 AM baduinq Taking the punches like Trump. Persecuted.  For us all

12/19/2019 10:57:36 AM sgoeders4 How long has this been going on?



12/19/2019 10:57:46 AM oubliene The CDC has been caught in their lies and destroyed evidence with proof of vaccines that hurt children. My son at 2 had severe reaction to MMR cause 

4 siezures. He stopped talking after that. 14 years later, no vaccines and is "cured" from "autism"! Vaccines harm/kill!!

12/19/2019 10:57:59 AM laura_twelve What are your thoughts for when a woman has a breast biopsy and has a titanium maker put in? 🤞🏻🙏🏻

12/19/2019 10:58:20 AM covertress Both the Smallpox and BCG vaccines leave a scaron the upper arm...

unless your mom was the nurse who vaccinated you and your scar is on your hip.

12/19/2019 10:58:32 AM americanpetal That’s what I have

12/19/2019 10:58:46 AM 369palm This is the part of The Plan that had to get some serious laughs when you guys were mapping it out.  The audacity of building an allegory for DJT as a 

Jesus resurrection character is just over the top. I personally love it.  The heads that are going to explode. Just brilliant.

12/19/2019 10:59:08 AM laura_twelve I’m sure it’s in a million woman 😢

12/19/2019 10:59:22 AM kachinagtto Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation... enough said... pic.twitter.com/DpTozKrQnF

12/19/2019 10:59:59 AM orbital_pi You should see my right arm, marked for life!

12/19/2019 11:01:07 AM 369palm And that generation learned how to raise their kids without leaving visible any marks.

12/19/2019 11:01:23 AM djlok An entire generation watched as the modern day interpretation of Christianity was transformed.  What a coincidence.

12/19/2019 11:01:26 AM momekool1 I live by THE Word

12/19/2019 11:02:08 AM jay87sunny I was forced to get myself and my son vaccinated before leaving the hospital or I couldn't take him home. That was 12 years ago, told them I didn't 

believe in them (flu/pneumonia), they told me I couldn't leave the hospital without it CPS would get involved 😢 haven't since then

12/19/2019 11:02:20 AM gsusgod Curse me to hell why don’t you. Lol. Where do you think you currently are genius? Living under a lake of fire?

Oh your source is reliable, I see now. Your ability to understand and read (trans-obliterated)words of others is far superior than my ability to think and 

perceive.

12/19/2019 11:02:51 AM 99thyamwasher Scarlet letter. A for autistic.

12/19/2019 11:03:12 AM cosmic_engineer If I was born a couple years earlier, I would have that scar.

12/19/2019 11:04:11 AM americanpetal Yes, unfortunately

12/19/2019 11:05:08 AM shanewhitfiel10 He was a wandering and remembered who is was when he murdered a playmate when he was angry, he used a negative experience to remember his 

positive polarization, stop the wheel of karma... WE ARE ONE, REMEMBER! ❤️🙏🔥🧬🐲❤️

12/19/2019 11:05:59 AM fionamaeve Make it much easier to track down rogue dosage for lawsuite.

12/19/2019 11:10:15 AM trishacrd Dang! Very scary!

12/19/2019 11:11:35 AM gsusgod I Am the Word!

12/19/2019 11:16:18 AM fansblowing3 Good or bad though?

12/19/2019 11:17:17 AM sofia_wwg1wga Jesus Christ, immaculate conception ! And many more miracles !

12/19/2019 11:17:33 AM fansblowing3 So wait, we all got chipped by our small pox vaccine?  Damn it!  😡

12/19/2019 11:19:18 AM hawkgirlinmn So, Trump is resurrecting the Christ Consciousness for the masses through his sacrifices and  service to others? Is the example of descension is aka 

impeachment/being crucified by the media and the unawakend? Has this all been facilitated by using PLG? Think mirror?

12/19/2019 11:19:38 AM son71_jax  pic.twitter.com/2YGNiBY2ya

12/19/2019 11:20:31 AM fansblowing3 big words MJ! pic.twitter.com/OKC4Yhm9aY

12/19/2019 11:20:48 AM golflre His presence on earth has affected billions of souls.

12/19/2019 11:22:03 AM kachinagtto Some of the patents filed by Ana Jaklenec

 https://patents.google.com/?inventor=Ana+Jaklenec&oq=Ana+Jaklenec … pic.twitter.com/geJeWfDRNe

12/19/2019 11:22:31 AM son71_jax SPIRIT OF GOD 

 SONS OF GOD pic.twitter.com/F2oB4GcMhh

12/19/2019 11:23:49 AM cryptocrab4 Are they going to kill him ?

12/19/2019 11:24:25 AM gsusgod And around we go again. You’re “just” telling me what the Bible says... when this whole discussion is about discerning what is said in the Bible vs 

regurgitating what is said.

12/19/2019 11:25:02 AM blsdbe Creepy.

12/19/2019 11:25:20 AM kellysewell14 Jesus was the sacrificial lamb, dying for the sins of humanity and his resurrection.

12/19/2019 11:25:24 AM werascending That is exactly what I was going to say!

12/19/2019 11:25:35 AM son71_jax  pic.twitter.com/cLkAiv3ODn

12/19/2019 11:26:00 AM kachinagtto A sampling of some of the patents filed by Robert Langer

 https://patents.google.com/?inventor=Robert+Langer&oq=Robert+Langer&sort=new … pic.twitter.com/1eA73whNnc

12/19/2019 11:26:54 AM charlesgdavis1 Will explain later.👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

12/19/2019 11:28:49 AM mohinde26136281 Until they put microchips in all us like animals cattle (goya)

12/19/2019 11:29:25 AM charlesgdavis1 MARK OF THE BEAST. HAND FOREHEAD. WE HOPE, THAT'S WHAT THE BIBLE SAID!?!?

12/19/2019 11:29:26 AM debstev80504671 If not done voluntarily it's not in violation of God's teachings.

If that's what happened I'm 😡 too! Visible scar may not be a chip. Yet so many surgeries later, how would I know?

12/19/2019 11:30:42 AM gsusgod Your last tweet is the quintessential response from someone who has convinced themselves they are weak, broken and wicked. Where does one learn 

this? From a book written by men, who by your own definition, aren’t to be trusted do to their original sin.

12/19/2019 11:31:16 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/N6gPtA7OW1

12/19/2019 11:33:12 AM blsdbe I just love that we get to visit! Makes me want to go do some Holotropic Breathing!!! pic.twitter.com/CwMyAaR1NO

12/19/2019 11:33:41 AM greg_pike17 The Resurrection. He Came Back!

12/19/2019 11:34:16 AM blsdbe #Majestic

12/19/2019 11:37:33 AM roaminnoodle “Majestic 12 had 100% of the U-A pop impl@nt3d after 9/11. P@tri0t Act. C4C v@ccin3s. F!ü $h0t?”

Related to the nanites we have?

 https://t.co/qt5kNWJOm9  https://www.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034972564626595841 …

12/19/2019 11:39:24 AM lmjonzey Something happened.  But they way it happened is in question.

How were his gnostic teaching twisted to the churches favor???

He wasn't a regular human from birth.

Ok if Mary was his best friend, were are his kids???

12/19/2019 11:41:24 AM blsdbe Creepy...what was that called, Systemic Worldwide Simulation? Where our Avatars, when manipulated, produce changes in the people they 

‘represent’? pic.twitter.com/ZbZaj7u2fe

12/19/2019 11:42:05 AM bibleviking Saving souls and casting out demons.

12/19/2019 11:42:10 AM gsusgod A new age started while a new religion started. The only place they are separate is in your addled belief system.

Don’t mind misunderstanding “new age” because I don’t seek it.

Oh, Oral tradition, I see. Must be nice to just say stuff and think it means something.



12/19/2019 11:44:48 AM tucson_ron It’s called Operation Mockingbird. The deep state goal of controlling the “news” media to control public opinion and dominate the narrative succeed in 

a huge way. This is the source of the social conflicts we are suffering right now. It has to stop, the truth must get out there.

12/19/2019 11:45:33 AM s0urc3rss My friend Dr. Gerino Macias used to discuss this a lot. He left earth in 2016 and I miss our chats. I've reviewed them several times. It's confusing 

because we aren't educated about it. Most of it is gathered intuitively to "grok".

12/19/2019 11:45:56 AM nativesect Self sacrifice, grace, ressurection, creating the universe, befriending sinners, walking on water, telling parables, defying the Roman empire, frustrating 

religious leaders, healing the sick, splitting the time continuum, virgin birth, redeeming the lost...

12/19/2019 11:49:20 AM gsusgod #GodsArbiter

It’s sooo funny, in a sad way, how modern day Christians level judgement with no thought of how it will return to them. Prepare friend, your words will 

return to you in the most intimate of ways.

12/19/2019 11:50:48 AM gsusgod The devil can corrupt me but hasn’t corrupted the various and largely unknown authors and editors of the Bible... makes sense. I am a more profitable 

target for the Devil’s plan. lol.

12/19/2019 11:52:41 AM justicetruthwa2 Sunday worship is the mark of the beasts " Authority" over God's word

12/19/2019 11:52:59 AM justicetruthwa2 POLIO

12/19/2019 11:53:44 AM justicetruthwa2 You mean the apostate Catholic churches errors

12/19/2019 11:55:54 AM marywal64295444 Service to others. Teaching the law of one in ways that could only be understood if you were of an enlightened "positive" mind/spirit.

12/19/2019 11:56:14 AM justicetruthwa2 FOOD

12/19/2019 11:58:08 AM momekool1 His’ sacrifice.

12/19/2019 11:58:54 AM marywal64295444 You know what's weird? I was pondering on this exact same thing the other day, and how the people in Jesus time fought to free the criminal and 

punish Jesus. Reminded me of those that cry for Clinton and pursecute Trump

12/19/2019 11:59:25 AM rickster61x  pic.twitter.com/7gzBuc3KKA

12/19/2019 12:00:35 PM momekool1 Wow.

12/19/2019 12:01:39 PM marywal64295444 Nice thought! I hadn't looked at it this way before ❤️

12/19/2019 12:02:09 PM pixien2 Love, Healing, Compassion, Truth, Walking on water.

12/19/2019 12:03:01 PM derekhashalon He brought the Higher Truth & Wisdom to this world of duality

12/19/2019 12:03:26 PM paytonpatriot Maybe I’ll buy one of these and keep it in my bathroom. That’ll teach them to spy on me!

12/19/2019 12:08:00 PM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/pistis-sophia/ …

12/19/2019 12:10:21 PM lmjonzey They are ready doing this... Ghost Hunters on TV

12/19/2019 12:12:10 PM wearediamonds2 Forgiving us, Healing us and setting us free Spiritually from demonic. We can now conquer all things, including death, and have eternal salvation. All 

miracles.

12/19/2019 12:12:23 PM debstev80504671 So glad to hear he made it back.🙏

12/19/2019 12:15:33 PM kindeandtrue Performing miracles.

12/19/2019 12:20:12 PM lmjonzey Microorganisms... fancy way to say change the dna or depopulation.

12/19/2019 12:24:11 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:24:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Opinion | Twelve Million Phones, One Dataset, Zero Privacy - The New York Times https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-

tracking-cell-phone.html …

12/19/2019 12:24:19 PM covertress At what level are there no more physical beings, including planets and stars?

12/19/2019 12:24:42 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:25:16 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034975766436634630?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:26:35 PM s0urc3rss Great question

12/19/2019 12:28:22 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/michael81972/status/1206564553053618177?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:28:33 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/michael81972/status/1206564553053618177?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:31:34 PM anneolsen43 Maybe this will reveal she isn’t on the bench 😉

12/19/2019 12:31:35 PM fansblowing3 #unsealepstein. These people are stupid. pic.twitter.com/UbNLxzgMVb

12/19/2019 12:34:57 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069792238903980032?s=21 …

12/19/2019 12:36:35 PM realeyethespy Don’t shoot the messenger. I’m not the only one who has explained the benefits of not consuming flesh. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has covered it.

@covertress don’t talk to me much anymore me cause of it

12/19/2019 12:37:01 PM rachaelangelm I don’t know if Jesus was perfect. Anyone that sends another person to steal a donkey may not be perfect they might just be lazy and don’t wanna 

walk. Ask his mom.

12/19/2019 12:37:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Epstein https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1207760303523606533 …

12/19/2019 12:38:34 PM waitonthelord_ Saving my everlasting life!

12/19/2019 12:39:26 PM johnnymerckx The Balfour scam

12/19/2019 12:39:31 PM realchindsight I think of people who know only how to follow orders having to finally think for themselves.

#$heepNoMore

12/19/2019 12:40:22 PM crampneyvis Was British Queen head of Majestic at any point?

12/19/2019 12:42:28 PM dianesaumure Is this what you ment about milky way

12/19/2019 12:42:53 PM lmjonzey Queenie bound to be on one of those videos. Probably the whole famly.

12/19/2019 12:43:48 PM crampneyvis Who is more advanced in black projects tech, BAE Systems or Raytheon?

12/19/2019 12:43:54 PM dianesaumure 4th

12/19/2019 12:45:03 PM fansblowing3 foreign policy reset = no more trafficking

12/19/2019 12:46:34 PM electricuniver6 Everything

12/19/2019 12:48:52 PM clhendershot I thought there were 12... am I close?

12/19/2019 12:49:03 PM sethric61410528 Queen megadeaths in the arenas, the worst if [them].

12/19/2019 12:49:41 PM oaf_unbreakable "eyethespy"  classic larpy nonsense.  See ya cheshie

12/19/2019 12:50:10 PM scott_rick Sorry but YOU don’t get to tell anyone who their god is that’s why we’re born sovereign.  Plain and simple I choose light over dark, equate that into any 

construct you like... but I’m telling you not asking you.  I choose GOD over Evil period.

12/19/2019 12:50:58 PM 2aforlif3 I Recognized that he said of God instead of from God, and was so happy, just more to give me Confidence that Our POTUS is Of God and Doing the 

work of God. #Trump2020 #GodWins

12/19/2019 12:51:47 PM oubliene Thank you. It has been a hard road...i wish i would have known more...my girls never had issues just my son.

12/19/2019 12:53:37 PM realitycheck05 Anthrax, and one they wacked us with in bootcamp left a hell of a mark

12/19/2019 12:53:47 PM keith369me Assessing is one thing, altering behavior is another...much easier when not in a position of power.

12/19/2019 12:55:21 PM debstev80504671 So much we have learned. Waking up we always think back to what if? Except we've been lied to our whole lives. I'm proud if you.

12/19/2019 12:56:56 PM americanpetal Wouldn’t it, though🇺🇸🕊

12/19/2019 12:57:00 PM der_wanderer8 "YES" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155177997726560258?s=19 …

12/19/2019 12:58:25 PM zgrl14 um, maybe where you live. There is a spring near me, but you gotta pay $2 to enter and you can't take water. So not a solution for most.

12/19/2019 12:58:42 PM s0urc3rss I only got 1 vaccine. When I enrolled in college, needed the records, my mom confessed she was too poor to do the full rounds. I recall that day vividly. 

Made a scene bolting out the door running away. She spanked me. It's on my left upper hip, a small pinhole that never healed?



12/19/2019 1:08:47 PM leigh_vas Yes. Yehoshua ben Yosef won't be revealed until after the tribulation. We have pure intentions but parts of the story and even the names (for God's 

sake 😒) have been corrupted need to tread cautiously with all the accusations of "antichrist's" and massively emerging "messiah's"

12/19/2019 1:09:51 PM stanstephens13 Jesus followed a bigger plan and stuck with it even when it hurt to redeem man.

12/19/2019 1:10:13 PM untietounite 🚫 No covert surveillance! 

🚫 No microchips!

🚫 No smart tattoos!

🚫 No injectable invisible ink!

Insert expletive of your choice here:

______________________________❗️❕❗️

12/19/2019 1:16:00 PM s0urc3rss My autistic child is not immunized. We reversed negative symptoms over a decade so my heart & congrats goes out to you! I love hearing this. We 

were exposed to banned pesticides, fracking, stachybotrus & metal poisoning while I was pregnant. CDC said in 2015 chemicals damage 1/2

12/19/2019 1:16:13 PM unidentifiedta1 Rose Again.

12/19/2019 1:18:19 PM cathydarlene1 SACRIFICED HIMSELF.

12/19/2019 1:18:50 PM debstev80504671 So happy you child is healing. ❤️

Thanks for sharing

12/19/2019 1:19:28 PM s0urc3rss 2/2 the Central Nervous System/Vagus nerve. Vaccines being full of metals/chemicals+cancer virus as explained in The Immortal Life of Henrietta 

Lacks, are causing autism which is a sensitive nervous system capable of extra sensory abilities. Autism was identified by Nazi doctors.

12/19/2019 1:22:34 PM s0urc3rss They published it May 2015. It was on CDC website about 3 months. I wrote articles & had screenshots. My hard drive was wiped one morning & CDC 

website vanished the info. They DID inform us. Why? I don't know. I know what you went through though & so glad your child is healthy.

12/19/2019 1:24:05 PM karma4event201 Epstein didn't kill himself 

        And 

Epstein CCTV did not lose itself

12/19/2019 1:25:30 PM nocommunistusa It will read third Prez to be impeached by satanic pedophile corrupt deep state politicians. Whoever wins the “war” writes “history”

12/19/2019 1:25:32 PM obzerver77  pic.twitter.com/vssKgcbLbE

12/19/2019 1:27:26 PM bridgetashmore She and Tony had revealed in the ‘90s.

12/19/2019 1:27:45 PM laurabusse He sees you when you're sleeping

He knows when you're awake

He knows if you've been bad or good

So be good for goodness sake

He's making a list

Checking it twice

Gonna find out

Who's naughty or nice

Santa Claus is coming to Town

Santa in the NSA?

🎅🎄🤶

12/19/2019 1:28:39 PM djlok So are higher density entities able to see and interact with lower density entities easier than vice versa?  Or do they struggle with the same 

frustrations?

12/19/2019 1:30:08 PM oubliene They also caught on audio recording where the CDC admitted destroying evidence where black boys were at higher risks.  I was so angry when i read it.  

 They have known and lied.  Prayers for your son as well.  Its time for the Truth to be told!

12/19/2019 1:31:42 PM americanpetal Makes sense now😞

12/19/2019 1:32:15 PM notevenchad17 I Think this is where development and intentions and maybe even "assignments", that we ask for of course, play into this one. Maybe :)

12/19/2019 1:32:30 PM truckergirl49 I am. 😊

We are.  

All equal ❤️

12/19/2019 1:33:38 PM s0urc3rss I didn't know that 😭 They WILL be accountable. We Insist & Persist. Prayers for you & yours, all our families 🙏 My life was utterly destroyed after 

publishing those. I'm still recovering and my sons are still separated from me and each other. Thank you for the prayers 💜

12/19/2019 1:34:21 PM lennyv77 Protecting and teaching the children.

12/19/2019 1:41:35 PM oubliene So sorry to hear that....i cant imagine how awful that is to go through.  Prayers and stay strong.  You are not alone!🙏

12/19/2019 1:42:09 PM debstev80504671 🙏for you.

12/19/2019 1:44:17 PM 22gardenstreet . This is an X Files plot point.

12/19/2019 1:45:11 PM mile_voli_disk0 @BailesCassidy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MasterBforMAGA @JENsen4Truth @PlanetQAnon @QanonMichele @Q_AnonBaby @QAnon_17 

@Education4Libs @Jameski07 @mad_liberals @swampys9th @Chi_Town_MAGA @mrarbuckle33 @blondygirl1 @MAGA10x100 @MAGAGwen 

@BrAiNfReEzE69

12/19/2019 1:46:48 PM bossiergirl1 Saving.

12/19/2019 1:46:56 PM l6sixer Living off the grid sounds better every day...😔

12/19/2019 1:48:22 PM joelzdon What is the marker? Mercury, aluminum, farm animal dna, cancer gene? Asking for my autistic son

12/19/2019 1:50:45 PM jo_places Bringing love to the people. pic.twitter.com/aDFStpElyv

12/19/2019 1:51:18 PM keith369me Seems like a waste when one can remote view.

12/19/2019 1:52:46 PM s0urc3rss Thank you 💜 Holidays are really hard. I stay distracted by volunteering at a local mission & going up to Garden of Gods every morning & evening to 

pray for all Families @realDonaldTrump and Patriots, military & civilian. I believe in all of US United One Nation Under God 🇺🇸🙏

12/19/2019 1:57:52 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207780839125377024?s=20 …

12/19/2019 1:58:09 PM covertress You'll be happy to know @RealEyeTheSpy, that I'm no longer a carnivore. I quit eating meat about two months ago. My main sources of protein are 

eggs and hemp hearts. I'm down to a svelte women's size 6 and still dropping. Modeling weight, here I come!

(pics r me as size 0 model) pic.twitter.com/5EcdudJ7tf

12/19/2019 2:00:27 PM zeola_rose  https://youtu.be/AAkEYcmCCCk 

12/19/2019 2:00:47 PM with_attitude__ This⬆️ I told someone something similar to this yesterday and was accused of blasphemy. Nothing new under the sun.

12/19/2019 2:00:52 PM realeyethespy :0 omgggggg. Can I send you a box of stuff!???? I want you to have the stuff I take every day.

12/19/2019 2:01:05 PM shining91109743 So, I was born in 64.  My dad was fighter pilot in USAF.  I was vaccinated on base; however, I have no scar.  Am I exempt?

12/19/2019 2:01:23 PM s0urc3rss Christmas 2014. The last time we were together for holidays. We had a beautiful home in the mountains, struggling through post 2013 Flood fallout 

with no roads, hauling water, electric outages constant on a destroyed infrastructure. And we were Happy. We were always happy. 

pic.twitter.com/a1hML374OZ



12/19/2019 2:02:26 PM debstev80504671 Interesting. Now I wonder when the vaccine stopped leaving the large round mark?

12/19/2019 2:03:45 PM shining91109743 My older sisters have the scar.

12/19/2019 2:05:05 PM s0urc3rss We have Christian, Jewish and Native ancestors so we celebrate all the traditions. I know those are the wrong candles but part of the fallout was 

financial and this was all we had to light the Chanukiah that year. We say the prayers and feel the Peace invoked in the Sacred Word. 

pic.twitter.com/6TJ6fZMfKd

12/19/2019 2:06:42 PM onegoal123 i started moving that direction by juicing.  Feeling so much better and weight is melting off.  I saw the vids by John Rose and avoiding animal protein 

which may cause all of the most deadly diseases and ailments due to our body rejecting & fighting it.  It is a game changer !!

12/19/2019 2:06:59 PM covertress A box of STUFF!?

Better DM me.

I quit alcohol & marijuana too, jic I decide to apply for government work. Ready to jump through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 's flaming hoops. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112746768352059392?s=20 …

12/19/2019 2:08:56 PM realeyethespy @wwg1wga93583681 let’s buy 1017 majestic drive and start our own government 😆

12/19/2019 2:09:29 PM consortiapartn1 Not always ....

12/19/2019 2:11:06 PM 369helen313 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻

12/19/2019 2:11:26 PM 369helen313 Thank You MJ12

12/19/2019 2:12:02 PM s0urc3rss We've been together 3x in 5 years. This was last summer. I'm thankful every day my Sons are Healthy, Happy, Alive. They honor me by being Good 

people, Kind, Helpful, Hard-working, Smart.

I'm Blessed with the most amazing Family a Mama could ask for. I wake every day knowing this pic.twitter.com/TeeBAClzI2

12/19/2019 2:12:30 PM karma4event201 Child trafficking children sex slaves

12/19/2019 2:13:34 PM antarantanka Getting strung up for chasing Babylonian bankers out of the temple, according to the book of Mark. The excuses and lackeys change but the railroading 

template remains much the same.

12/19/2019 2:14:40 PM april10521252 Amen, well said🙏 we need to come together in LOVE💞💞💞

12/19/2019 2:16:39 PM s0urc3rss The tall one has 3 semesters of highschool left. He's working hard to keep perfect GPA, athlete, has a job, scored 96th percentile on SAT. He wants to 

go to Air Force Academy to join Space Force & help future administrations restore Humanity. He has high integrity & compassion.

12/19/2019 2:17:14 PM nonlineardarren Amen brothers and Sisters..The Lord is in us ALL by way of the HOLY SPIRIT

12/19/2019 2:17:24 PM naomilujan8 He isnt a Christian

12/19/2019 2:19:27 PM miss_ampie Blood sacrifice. Once, for All.

12/19/2019 2:20:04 PM karma4event201 Article is from 1991 ❗️

NOT renegade elements ❗️

"...reports from members that, as children, they witnessed human sacrifices and suffered ''satanic abuse'' at the hands of renegade Mormon-affiliated 

cliques." 👿

12/19/2019 2:20:14 PM s0urc3rss The Elf is the Starchild. He just won Gold Star at school today for excellence in his studies and as an exemplary class citizen who is good to his friends 

and teacher. He loves to go to Garden of Gods with me and send prayers too. He wants to make the world a happy place to be. 

pic.twitter.com/bbrU8CaJRi

12/19/2019 2:23:19 PM s0urc3rss Oldest Brother in blue has one of the biggest hearts of anyone I've ever known. He brought best friend into the family home in middle school because 

homelife was dangerous. They graduated together. Both are rockstars, working hard, taking care of their relatives, being good Men.

12/19/2019 2:23:27 PM mister_murica_ Isn't copperhead dead?

12/19/2019 2:28:24 PM realeyethespy We legit talked about it and it’s for sale

12/19/2019 2:28:38 PM sabrina64239359  https://youtu.be/HGZy_oYwzVo 

12/19/2019 2:28:53 PM s0urc3rss I wish we had the same rights as the average person expects is normal for living in the US. I would love to have them all for a Holiday feast. We were 

always laughing. It makes me sad when I hear people complain about family. Be Happy if you're together. This life is short. pic.twitter.com/dHchPYOxJ4

12/19/2019 2:28:55 PM realeyethespy Dm me if you can plz

12/19/2019 2:35:46 PM antarantanka I cringe at the contortions of complexity used to explain what is plain - God is omnipresent because you reside within God. 

You are not separate. A prism may give different colors but it’s still light from the same Source.

12/19/2019 2:39:40 PM beam6060 I never had the displeasure of meeting Alexa. I can smell a snitch a mile away so she and her friends have never been in my home. Why pay for a thief 

that will steal your secrets and peace of mind? There is no convince in that!

12/19/2019 2:41:56 PM mongrelglory I was born in 1961 and I have the scar.

12/19/2019 2:50:59 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/19/2019 2:51:37 PM bbobbio71 My remote apparently has dead batteries. 😉

12/19/2019 2:55:45 PM peter95117110 Signals? Signals. 

Send The Signal. 

1973 - 1981- 1987 - 1993 - 2003 

2014 - 2026 - 2049 - 2086 - [ Omit ] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQsk05JDAuo …

12/19/2019 2:56:32 PM highhopesusa Lemon or lime juice (not the bottled stuff) is helpful for creating a hostile environment to germs, I drink it daily and if I feel like I might be coming down 

with something I drink it 3-4 x a day...zinc is good, vitamin d in a one-a-day is good too.  Lots of healthy things.

12/19/2019 3:11:28 PM gsusgod 1)You learned to read English

2)You read the English Bible

3)You understand based on education and ability

4)You construct and personalize your system of belief based on your understanding

5)You defend your beliefs as best as you can

God didn’t construct your belief, you did.

12/19/2019 3:15:01 PM the1withthe4ce glad i could expand your knowledge we’ll pretend it’s the first time [SONG LYRICS] i guess i am just seeking validation for all that i have done but 

realization of what that may be must come from ones own ability to perceive it. the best place to start is Jason Mraz (wordplay)

12/19/2019 3:22:56 PM dibbar Coincident? Why was I thinking about this last night?

12/19/2019 3:24:19 PM gsusgod It may sound like I’m repeating myself because your circuitous Logic is running around untethered to anything other than itself.

My beliefs are written by me. They have many influences but they are wholly unique and only work for me.

Now we’re getting to the point.

12/19/2019 3:24:40 PM madscientist I didn't tell them.  The Bible did.  Take up your rant with God not me.

12/19/2019 3:26:30 PM djlok No coincidences!

I just had to say it!!!

12/19/2019 3:26:39 PM april10521252 Dude, chill. Let's all come together in the United desire for world peace and love, saving kids from harm and getting full disclosure,  otherwise you're 

just being a debbie downer energy vampire, please be love dude. #wwjd

12/19/2019 3:27:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ZJYN1d3f2dc 



12/19/2019 3:27:52 PM madscientist 4) No, I didn't personalize anything.  I simply read what it clearly says and believed it.  You're making this harder than it needs to be.  

5) The Bible defends itself.  I simply tell you what it says.  

God gave us His word.  I believed it.  

You constructed your beliefs.

12/19/2019 3:29:18 PM april10521252 Jesus kicked it with the non believing ones, the addicts, sinners, whores, and depres8and forgotten ones, He never treated others badly for not 

believing the same, he showed them how to love themselves by forgiveness from our Father,  that's it.

12/19/2019 3:30:04 PM madscientist Untethered?  Not at all.  We've been discussing the very anchor.  You don't seem to be paying attention. 

Did you write them or is it an old religion?  Make up your mind.  LOL and I'm the one with circuitous logic?  I've already caught you in a logical problems 

which you ignored.

12/19/2019 3:31:25 PM madscientist Chill?  Because you don't agree with the Bible?  I'm warning you of the wrath to come.  There is nothing more loving that that.   Wake up you sleeper.  

Seek God while He might be found.  Time is running short.

12/19/2019 3:33:22 PM kriz_jason First attempt???

12/19/2019 3:33:46 PM adkinsdwan This is one to keep. We are with you Sir!

@realDonaldTrump @LisaTuc54460653 @43a6f0ce5dac4ea @MalcolmOutLoud @Smedley77202346 @johnnyneon @martingeddes 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RTerriers @TeeUnited3 @ernieguerrero5 https://twitter.com/CodeM369/status/1207334678707003392 …

12/19/2019 3:33:47 PM madscientist Who is treating anyone badly?  I dont think you know what Jesus said.  At times He was very harsh when it was called for.  He didnt show people how 

to love themselves.  He showed them that HE being God loved them.  God isnt your father unless you repent.  Have you?

12/19/2019 3:34:28 PM bruceschubert10 Insane to support such a product.

12/19/2019 3:35:10 PM gsusgod Do you have the same belief as a Christian who lives in Ethiopia? Similar, maybe, but the materials, experience, and knowledge you use to construct 

your beliefs are all specific to you, same with the Ethiopian Christian, and for me.

Ethiopian Christians have their own bible btw.

12/19/2019 3:35:36 PM dotdot65871181 Going to a more strategic place!

12/19/2019 3:35:49 PM crisco2377 DUTROUX!

12/19/2019 3:39:26 PM madscientist If they are truly Christian then by definition we share the same core beliefs.  We can differ on peripheral issues.  You don't seem to understand the 

concept of systematic theology.  Why would you though?  You havent really studied what you are talking about.

12/19/2019 3:41:28 PM gsusgod Council of Nicaea?

Council of Constantinople?

Council of Chalcedon?

Any of these ring a bell? Men deciding what to put in the Bible, what to remove, and how to interpret the Christ, whether Christ is a Man, a god or 

both. This was all decided 1200 years before you read the Bible

12/19/2019 3:41:43 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207807639087984641?s=20 …

12/19/2019 3:42:57 PM madscientist As for them having their own Bibles they share the majority of the same books.  It matters little however.  I'm not sure they would classify as Christian 

anymore than the apostate Catholic church.  Cults and others can call themselves Christian but that doesnt make it so.

12/19/2019 3:44:27 PM 3p3rc3nt3r1776 Dieing for our sins.

12/19/2019 3:44:30 PM gsusgod How about the differences among versions. Matthew 6:22

KJV: The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of light.

NIV: The eye is the lamp of the body. If your eyes are healthy, your whole body will be full of light.

12/19/2019 3:45:15 PM madscientist No, there was already a circulating cannon.  They simply accepted what was largely already in accepted use.  You do know that the Catholic church 

doesnt speak for all of those who call themselves Christian right?  It was decided before the Catholic church.  They clarified things.

12/19/2019 3:46:36 PM madscientist What about the differences?  These are well known..  Did you think you just discovered them?  LOL   We have old greek copies of the original 

manuscripts.  Thats where these all come from.

12/19/2019 3:58:19 PM asdasd26700831 Why does female have a bigger BCG scar than males? Anyone knows? Thx

12/19/2019 3:58:34 PM johnsmi37563557 Good to know

12/19/2019 4:00:09 PM asdasd26700831 How do we get rid of it?

12/19/2019 4:02:59 PM leemagna @gts31274

12/19/2019 4:05:12 PM covertress Fat

12/19/2019 4:05:28 PM 3dogsallright Check out http://findaspring.com 

12/19/2019 4:07:04 PM iamcornpop If you are retweeting yourself, you've already lost

12/19/2019 4:16:06 PM aaronhoughton10 Resurrection.

12/19/2019 4:22:33 PM qanoncomau Does this mean POTUS will be exonerated in 3 days ... Winter Solstice?

Winter solstice 2019 in Northern Hemisphere will be at 11:19 pm on

Saturday, 21 December

12/19/2019 4:23:01 PM qanoncomau Does this mean POTUS will be exonerated in 3 days ... Winter Solstice?

Winter solstice 2019 in Northern Hemisphere will be at 11:19 pm on

Saturday, 21 December

12/19/2019 4:28:56 PM qanoncomau What is Winter Solstice?

Return of the Light

Rebirth of the Sun

12/19/2019 4:29:24 PM qanoncomau What is Winter Solstice?

Return of the Light

Rebirth of the Sun

12/19/2019 4:30:49 PM deinosofdeicide Awakening the masses.

12/19/2019 4:33:41 PM coltonsmama01 Everybody should know who Lazarus was.

12/19/2019 4:54:24 PM americanpetal That would be great!

12/19/2019 4:54:43 PM sterkinglights1 Classified.

12/19/2019 4:55:28 PM april_logue Maybe you don't understand it, but many others do.

12/19/2019 5:03:06 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/wR2aGuzZ0y

12/19/2019 5:03:16 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/zn1MkTtYji

12/19/2019 5:20:34 PM fan2la88 *Republican

12/19/2019 5:23:53 PM gsusgod Another lap around the bend I see. From now on I will just add this every time you mention ‘God’ > “Men wrote that ‘God’ [insert the rest]”

12/19/2019 5:27:58 PM 7madeintheusa Q going mainstream...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gholland04 

What Happens When...? | Zero Hedge https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/what-happens-when …



12/19/2019 5:28:55 PM dvc___ Most farms are nice? Animals do not offer themselves, no one asked them.    We violently take their lives.  Plants do not a have a central nervous 

system

Eating the flesh of another animal lowers the body's vibration.  It is all vibration/frequency.  People consume trauma

12/19/2019 5:32:06 PM bf_photog Do you think these accounts are larps too? @ROYALMRBADNEWS @NSA_QIL2 and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... because I think they are.

12/19/2019 5:32:10 PM dvc___ Watch  http://www.earthlings.com   and we'll speak again

12/19/2019 5:33:12 PM qanonnotables I think MJ12 is, don't know about the other two. I also believe chief police is.

12/19/2019 5:33:58 PM bf_photog I've came across that account as well.

12/19/2019 5:34:36 PM bf_photog Oh another one is @55true4u

12/19/2019 5:35:04 PM wwg1wga93583681 Ok, help manifest us up some cash.  I'm in.

12/19/2019 5:36:37 PM stacieburt2021 Prophecy is being fulfilled!!!!

12/19/2019 5:39:40 PM nikoscali #Crowdstrike

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/19/2019 5:41:39 PM stacieburt2021 This is why you shouldn’t get vaccinated. Trust in God. He created our bodies to heal themselves.

12/19/2019 5:42:15 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Something Big is coming! -  https://www.theepochtimes.com/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed-fisa-abuse-days-after-carter-page-fisa-

was-issued_2692033.html?fbclid=IwAR2nvPWk6rTFsz1FgaslorLz5nsMILzajXDJjvPN-bZcxNeyUBy-3PEEQKs …

12/19/2019 5:42:35 PM gsusgod Now you get it. The Devil uses all bibles to confuse and confound those seeking God. Discernment is key.

I’ve read the Bible and still continue to do so. Probably shoulda mentioned that way back.

I go to church every week and sing in the choir. I sing sacred music all year long.

12/19/2019 5:44:02 PM charlesgdavis1 Who knows it may be BOTH!?!? But regardless of whether or not you FOLLOW ANY PARTY.....GOD WINS IN THE END AND HIS CHOSEN CHILDREN THAT 

FOLLOW GOD.😇😇😇😇👈

12/19/2019 5:44:11 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q TEAM on Facebook - 3738

NSA Director Admiral Rogers Disclosed FISA Abuse Days After Carter Page Warrant Was Issued

Q

!!Hs1Jq13jV6

19 Dec 2019 - 4:04:18 PM

 https://www.theepochtimes.com/nsa-director-rogers-disclosed ……

Important to read and understand.

Something BIG is coming.

Q #POTUS
12/19/2019 5:46:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 YouTube Created a Generation of Young Stars. Now They Are Getting Burned Out. - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/youtube-created-a-generation-

of-young-stars-now-they-are-getting-burned-out-11576762704 …

12/19/2019 5:47:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 End of the world: Why Pope’s 2020 resignation 'will fulfil 900-year-old doomsday prophecy’ | Weird | News |  http://Express.co.uk  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1219100/end-of-the-world-prophecy-pope-francis-2020-malachy-vatican-church-spt …

12/19/2019 5:48:15 PM zoilaliz1 Good riddance.

12/19/2019 5:48:30 PM abstrus97232799 What does WSJ mean. Old lady trying to keep up.👩🦳

12/19/2019 5:49:01 PM meowsef420 I’m sure no one expected this to happen.. pic.twitter.com/lVMSzsKheg

12/19/2019 5:49:18 PM nikoscali There's a lot more to the Dolan Twins story than is currently public

12/19/2019 5:49:27 PM charlesgdavis1 And by the way YOU DO!! Keep your friends close and YOUR ENEMIES closer. Oh yeah I'm going to follow you too. PRAISE GOD.

12/19/2019 5:49:33 PM barrettwiedemen I can't even bring myself to read an article about how someone with no skills talking into a computer is now burned out. Just wow.

12/19/2019 5:49:33 PM tanhaley Evil.....straight from hell pic.twitter.com/Wp8lSkBROi

12/19/2019 5:50:23 PM nikoscali End of the beginning?

12/19/2019 5:50:28 PM hawkgirlinmn An attempt at manufactured Doomsday fear. Nothing can stop what is coming. Nothing.

12/19/2019 5:51:38 PM _miss_isis_ Wall street journal. Use ur search engines

12/19/2019 5:51:46 PM twelvebcharlie1 The reason they can’t openly worship that faggot Lucifer is because then people will start to question wether or not god exist and realize that the devil 

is just a sack of shit loser who lives in mother earths basement bitching about his dad and stuff.

12/19/2019 5:52:17 PM _miss_isis_ Its called coming up with new ideas EVERY DAY. Not physical burnout- creative and brain burnout

12/19/2019 5:52:46 PM mattcottrill3 What are your thoughts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/19/2019 5:53:23 PM verytylerperry Yeah that tends to happen when ppl make something addictive and you get huge dopamine shots to your brain repeatedly daily, and especially when it 

(Social Media) is your job. That's like doing heroin for a living.

12/19/2019 5:53:54 PM sdane8 That was interesting, thanks, especially this part:

"COSMIC documents are generated and managed by a COSMIC registry and has no effect on the subject or content of the information."

🤔

12/19/2019 5:53:59 PM s0urc3rss Sylvia Brown made this prediction back in the 90s. I vividly remember that show. She said there would be one more Pope after a president was elected 

3x. The assumption being since then that her prediction was based on a name George Bush, not actual terms served by same President.

12/19/2019 5:54:06 PM state1union Becuz we know the truth about their Satanic and Nazi atrocities and  is the HEAD of the c_a. Even my dad has been saying it’s the end. Lol. Haha 😆 

and he’s one of them.

12/19/2019 5:56:56 PM crucial411 If it be the end, how then shall the meek inherit the earth?

Trust God!

His Covenant Stands!

🕊Time is Short!🕊

🕊😁🕊

12/19/2019 5:56:58 PM barrettwiedemen Yup. I'm a designer. Ideas are hard. Work is hard. 

I'm also irrelevant and have been for a long time. 

Life is tough and unrelenting and unforgiving and I'm blessed to have work to do.

12/19/2019 5:57:05 PM do_or_do_notty #PopeOnARope pic.twitter.com/3jxabl3gS6

12/19/2019 5:57:33 PM colgrove11 😏

12/19/2019 5:57:41 PM trumpgender I think they were trying to throw a curve ball at this prophesy by having 2 Popes. Benedict is still alive though "retired"

12/19/2019 5:57:55 PM woke_qanadian Interesting 🤔

12/19/2019 5:58:13 PM stacieburt2021 Doing it every day!!!

12/19/2019 5:59:38 PM phreatomagnetic A Tom Waits put it

"Don't you know there ain't no devil, that's just God when he's drunk"

12/19/2019 5:59:57 PM verytylerperry Not to mention the fact that ppl basically everywhere (USA especially) except for a few places like Russia have been lied to by our Governments who 

have been saying that radio waves given off by all tech/Non-ionizing radiation is safe but turns out it negatively effects everythin

12/19/2019 6:00:42 PM sdane8 Quite frankly, I'm open to considering just about any idea. The past few years have found my entire belief system completely turned on its head.

12/19/2019 6:01:07 PM chrismfkelly I'm good with God.

12/19/2019 6:06:09 PM keith369me Owned, drugged...freed?



12/19/2019 6:08:00 PM keith369me How does the pope feel about “euthanasia” ???

12/19/2019 6:10:06 PM imdarealross Well Ain't that special..

12/19/2019 6:13:42 PM twilly18 did they invest their earnings wisely?

12/19/2019 6:15:19 PM rembrandt_1981 A doctor taught me! Glad to share.  B complex with folic acid helps Anti depressants work better!    Calcium/ magnesium combo is good for muscle 

spasms also and concentration.

12/19/2019 6:16:06 PM heatherrenae8 I know the story, I was Christian for 17yrs&realized that much of the Bible is scripted&encrypted&for Chattle driving #VaticanScribed something u can 

count on right? Much true w/half truths. I still use some tested high vibe fruitful scripture. It's meant to lead us to ourGodhood

12/19/2019 6:16:50 PM worldxplorer1 Coming from a religious based background coupled w/ my interest (during that time) in eschatology I was aware of the St Malachys prophecies of the 

Last Pope. Now with increased understanding of timelines, possibilities & probabilities I have often wondered what will play out.

12/19/2019 6:16:54 PM twitsareangry Getting killed because he refused to be a messiah, then saying he'd be right back over 2,000 years ago before running out to "buy some smokes." Also, 

faith healing, yelling at banksters and hosting magic fish-frys.  If he was around today, he'd probably take up bowling... pic.twitter.com/3I5YIIKj2S

12/19/2019 6:19:27 PM antarantanka Many Italians don’t think he is a real Pope since by Canon Law, a Pope can only leave  office by dying, the prior one can’t resign...  Customs and law 

change at the Vatican at glacial speeds.

12/19/2019 6:19:41 PM michael81972  https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/ny-epstein-suicide-attempt-footage-20191220-yt74ojzfbffc7kahcm4lpha5xe-story.html …

12/19/2019 6:20:02 PM twelvebcharlie1 I prefer end times. And I like to think they call it that not because the world ends but because time becomes irrelevant when you can travel to any 

point in it.

12/19/2019 6:20:40 PM johnbel26211519 Saint Malachy did say that this Pope will be the last one for the Church...it really does look like this prediction will come true. The Vatican is 

compromised by evil and needs to restructure and get rid of the scum...probably too late.

12/19/2019 6:21:45 PM __damselfly__ That's an awesome reply. 😁

12/19/2019 6:22:59 PM twitsareangry 9D is Christed consciousness, and the highest plane fully accessible from Gaia in this submatrix.  But yes, they go much further... I believe JC complete 

is part of source, but expresses here as 12D. Can't remember it, but I know I'm normally around 24D, we're all amnesiacs here.

12/19/2019 6:23:12 PM gemchaser Resign quickly then.

12/19/2019 6:25:31 PM marshaw97599487 He is false prophet in Revelation

12/19/2019 6:26:17 PM hoffman11my Bush senior was elected three times, his first term, and then he was actually the power behind Bush Junior and his two terms.

12/19/2019 6:26:59 PM parakletosanon Hopefully it’s just the end of their world. pic.twitter.com/9J2i8LAm2x

12/19/2019 6:27:29 PM jessicajeffand He cannot be, the false prophet in Revelation caused massive following of the Antichrist. We are not there yet. Additionally, the rapture will occur 

before then.

12/19/2019 6:28:24 PM gsusgod Bring those logic problems up. I’ll address them gladly and handily. If I didn’t I had more pressing concerns with this limited character format.

I Am is the religion. The beliefs I “write” are designed for use in my current physical vehicle. I create and destroy beliefs everyday

12/19/2019 6:30:31 PM rawphonegirl "Doomsday" lol! 

Funny thing about the word "Apocalypse" tho: pic.twitter.com/rqp8LdcXVp

12/19/2019 6:31:12 PM s0urc3rss That's also another true way to look at it. Sylvia was right about a lot. She was crucified over a mistaken piece of info. Her sad eyes always told me she 

*knew* much more than the public entertainment she gave.

12/19/2019 6:33:05 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/hJoTXdUyKr

12/19/2019 6:35:51 PM rawphonegirl 💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/LlvNLt3aPv

12/19/2019 6:36:53 PM state1union Do you care? Haha 😂

12/19/2019 6:37:45 PM rapturo93085269 An all YouTube has to do is shutdown and they be like “what do we do now Pinky!?”

12/19/2019 6:38:20 PM keith369me Suicide weekend...sarcasm

12/19/2019 6:39:19 PM state1union Yes their end

12/19/2019 6:39:25 PM eng_sj  pic.twitter.com/HFvUcnLvUR

12/19/2019 6:39:38 PM michelleschlen6  pic.twitter.com/5HNjZLvtGY

12/19/2019 6:42:25 PM state1union Your saying what they believe of evil?

12/19/2019 6:42:49 PM pkhough Mitt????

12/19/2019 6:43:52 PM pkhough 😂 hahaha

12/19/2019 6:44:06 PM state1union Let us prey. Haha 😂

12/19/2019 6:46:37 PM dotdot65871181 I cannot wait! He’s an apostate and needs to be removed! No more Popes! Only Jesus!

12/19/2019 6:48:23 PM patriotzunite It’s going to be biblical.

12/19/2019 6:48:44 PM carolva97910854 Devil horns?

12/19/2019 6:50:36 PM paytonpatriot Interesting. Any comment @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/19/2019 6:55:12 PM paytonpatriot I’ve never seen anything like that. Ohio is boring! Congrats on the find

12/19/2019 6:57:57 PM aleks8837 Right! Yeah me too.

The ET topic disintegrated (?) my brain. I could feel at one particular point of researching where my brain almost couldn't comprehend the enormity of 

that being true, anymore. My brain didn't want to admit to the now obvious conclusion. It was a hard moment.

12/19/2019 7:00:08 PM aleks8837 One which in all honesty won't be fully satisfied before I hopefully manage to "conjure" an UFO next year, using the CE-5 protocol!

12/19/2019 7:00:40 PM melhuses The great awakening to Ascension 🖖🏻

12/19/2019 7:00:46 PM robertrkimball Humans are all waking up to realize that the Creator is inside them, and not "out there", intermediated by other humans. This realization will cause all 

dogma and doctrine to be transformed. Religions will not survive without adaptation.

12/19/2019 7:03:22 PM robertrkimball The star system is the same perverted game no matter what medium. We support it by "following the stars".

12/19/2019 7:08:07 PM hoffman11my Her death was very strange too. I never thought it was natural. I think she angered  the wrong people

12/19/2019 7:09:16 PM highvoltagenews Caught that last night during the speech. More disclosures on Tucker this evening as well. “Interdimensional”

12/19/2019 7:14:10 PM sdane8 Mine was learning about the atrocities involving children, which tied to their rituals and the darkest evils of the soul. I had trouble sleeping for a while, 

but think these were things we've known on some level all along. Clearly the Great Awakening is literal.

12/19/2019 7:15:58 PM sdane8 Good luck!  I'm not ready for that just yet. Waiting for braver men than I to go first.  LOL I've watched too many sci-fi movies that ended badly. 😉

12/19/2019 7:17:46 PM cwee_is_me  pic.twitter.com/rzbsHMIEJa

12/19/2019 7:18:52 PM drivelcivil Considering the Italian institution of Pope's has only existed since the 16th century, there hadn't even been 900 years of Pope's.

#NewChronology

12/19/2019 7:19:19 PM cwee_is_me Is bigotry a religion?

12/19/2019 7:22:54 PM drivelcivil What strikes me as actually interesting is that theory that he was going to step down in 2017. Hillary was supposed to win. Now in 2020? But when 

Trump wins again, will he postpone the plan? How did their plan incorporate such a thing, why? Next Pope the devil? Hmm

12/19/2019 7:23:45 PM eights_and God has a sense of humor. All will be revealed in 2020. Get it? 20/20🤣😂🤣😂🤣

12/19/2019 7:26:13 PM sdane8 Except for Google.  LOL

12/19/2019 7:27:54 PM trollingmockin1 God, some people see tits everywhere

12/19/2019 7:28:29 PM charlesgdavis1 WHY do you think that the NEW PHONES have THEIR batteries built-in and/or VERY hard to 

remove?!?!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈



12/19/2019 7:29:30 PM sdane8 I have the scar but it's nearly invisible. I'm not even sure I can see it at all now.

12/19/2019 7:31:30 PM sdane8 Good grief

12/19/2019 7:32:15 PM do_or_do_notty #Carbon pic.twitter.com/NQwtwnPgeB

12/19/2019 7:32:38 PM s0urc3rss I was still a child when she began coming on TV. The character SB is what got her in trouble with the type of people who want a perfect POTUS and 

perfect everything. The healer and author was funny, wise and real. Likely transmutation of dis-ease/hatred wore her out in the end.

12/19/2019 7:33:07 PM bolekk1 That's why I'm saying that vaping isn't healthy and is close to smoking. It's as dangerous as smoking. I hope and Pray that people will realize the 

dangers of vaping.

12/19/2019 7:33:12 PM charlesgdavis1 Do all that.....waste of time.....JUST GET RID OF ALL DEVICES!?!? AND HOPE FOR THE BEST!?!?😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

12/19/2019 7:34:33 PM joyful_anon Giving his life so the world could be saved♥️♥️♥️

12/19/2019 7:36:33 PM jcrouchsav BS that didnt happen!

12/19/2019 7:40:44 PM fansblowing3 Are they being trafficked for some sick twins fantasy? pic.twitter.com/QmMkudKudw

12/19/2019 7:42:31 PM boogeymanhunter Today's kids seem obsessed with YT. Preferring to watch short vids over TV and movies. (Many want to start a channel)

Are we missing something with YT and our kids? Mucho dirt told/coverage of HWood, movies and celebs...but should we be keeping a closer 👀 on the 

YT stars?

12/19/2019 7:44:51 PM fansblowing3 Don’t care why he resigns. pic.twitter.com/EEg9jOAQYq

12/19/2019 7:55:01 PM q_patchouli Lizards... 13 families...shape shifters...Evil

Not human

12/19/2019 8:04:50 PM gypsymajik1122 But of course... Drink water with lemon🌛

12/19/2019 8:06:05 PM mateuszwala Most poisonous?

12/19/2019 8:09:32 PM q_patchouli It means they are Not human. They are of the 13 familys. Evil. Shape shifters. Dark entities ...pedofile pedovore child trafficking,  child sacrificing, 

adrenocrome, cremation diamond making trans humans of the Darkness.

12/19/2019 8:11:34 PM nm_zsr They've been wanting an apocalypse their entire lives. They'll get it. There's no stopping it. We are shining light and darkness will be exposed.

12/19/2019 8:12:10 PM johnnyt_anon Freemasons have Degrees (i.e. Home/Blue Lodge has 3 Degrees)

Catholics have Sacraments (i.e. 7 Sacraments)

Mormons have Ordinances (i.e. 5 main Ordinances)

Common theme:

The main one in all of them is the "3rd" one.
12/19/2019 8:12:38 PM catheri70981208 The 3rd Prophecy of Fatima, was that this would be the last Pope. That has not been discussed.

12/19/2019 8:16:59 PM sirdramaanon It also helps to know that the guy that found Mormonism is a Freemason.  I've seen rituals, "tokens" etc.... very Masonic like.  I mean... really Masonic 

like.

12/19/2019 8:29:21 PM stephgraz7580 Sacrificing himself.... I hope not permanently like Christ did.

12/19/2019 8:29:45 PM everpatriot111 Actually it read that the Muslim invasion would kill the pope.

12/19/2019 8:29:52 PM stephgraz7580 Though I’m glad as anything Christ did

12/19/2019 8:33:33 PM johnnyt_anon 100% agree. Mormons won't admit to it. But I think the historical evidence and circumstances supports the deep connection.

12/19/2019 8:55:54 PM decodematrix It's the end of their world.

12/19/2019 9:00:51 PM peter95117110 Some Angels 

Some Demons

Did someone mention a Pendulum?

Must have been a dream

12/19/2019 9:02:07 PM rghardy3 Biblical

Nostradamus Prophecy ?

12/19/2019 9:13:06 PM efogghb Dark to light 

Good vs evil 

Spiritual war

Historic times

12/19/2019 9:20:02 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1207893107594944512 …

12/19/2019 9:26:23 PM madscientist According to whom?  Are we just to take your word for it?  And lets not pretend that being 'spiritual' isnt a religion.

12/19/2019 9:27:43 PM madscientist Again who told you this?  How do you know that they can be trusted?  Who are they to judge the Bible?  What authority do they have?

12/19/2019 9:28:34 PM madscientist Men wrote what you told me you believe.  

God told men to write what I believe.

12/19/2019 9:30:24 PM madscientist Again you're putting words in my mouth.  Gee I wonder why you would have to do that?  

That doesnt seem to make any difference in your life though.  You clearly dont hold to historical Church teaching.

Why even go when you don't even believe the Bible for what it actually says?

12/19/2019 9:33:29 PM madscientist I already have.  You said nothing.

Your creating and destroying of beliefs shows that your religion is not stable.  It's literally the blind leading the blind which in this case is yourself.

12/19/2019 9:37:59 PM theesib Precisely!  They spit in His face, mocked Him over and over, stripped Him naked to humiliate Him, all while He had the power to say “never mind, I 

don’t need this”.  He pushed on for us, the ungrateful.  Just as President Trump is doing.

12/19/2019 9:39:03 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207897005504245760?s=20 …

12/19/2019 9:39:24 PM dispelshadows Same! I think we just ‘know’ it’s poison 😉

12/19/2019 9:40:58 PM danmatt34936720  pic.twitter.com/qJwv5gQrfh



12/19/2019 9:41:19 PM sseed369 A "frequency " based prophecy 

However... the "frequency" has(IS)(BE) changed!!!

Like that of an old time radio receiver. 

Turn "the dial"( internal )...

And...

VOILA!!!

An entirely NEW "station"

Let the "A.M." bandwidth go...

Embrace....

What IS-BE before YOU!!!

3/6/9 9

🕉

12/19/2019 9:46:26 PM s0urc3rss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/Sr1MJ3nX3do 

12/19/2019 9:52:14 PM bblv51 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

UFO OVER VEGAS..

What is it?? 

 https://youtu.be/Sr1MJ3nX3do 

12/19/2019 10:03:46 PM azuremagus ...end of his/their world not ours...

12/19/2019 10:23:41 PM borthwickkathy Heartfullness Meditation is an excellent practice!

12/19/2019 10:28:04 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207908397426839552?s=20 …

12/19/2019 10:42:32 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Matthew 21:12 Jesus entered the temple courts and drove out all who were buying and selling there. He overturned the tables of the money changers 

and the benches of those selling doves.

12/19/2019 10:42:37 PM iamsteph2017 The Desperation THEY have to vaccinate the population is both suspect and unnerving.  Ask yourself...... WHY are THEY so Desperate???

12/19/2019 10:45:37 PM sdes16n I have felt in recent years that the Catholic Church was created by Satan thru Peter. Peter was jealous of Jesus I believe Satan used that to tempt Peter 

for this task. I think Martin Luther discovered this fact & was key to the ‘letter’ & creation of Lutheran church then others

12/19/2019 10:49:10 PM _miss_isis_ Ha i refrained specifically from saying use ur google

12/19/2019 10:50:32 PM _miss_isis_ Me too. But usually youll work on one idea for a bit. Not new individual ones every day. I digress- everyone is different and its all relative.

12/19/2019 10:52:12 PM t_hayden07 Polio...

12/19/2019 10:59:48 PM t_hayden07 The info I got was Jesus resides in 5D. But lately, I've also heard AA metatron talk about Jesus being the BE, of the one Creator's son. Sent down to 

show us the Law of One, I suppose.

12/19/2019 11:03:25 PM april10521252 Exactly,  it's called integrity.  One of my first tattoos in recovery, I'm coming up on 8 years in January.  Woohoo God is great!

12/19/2019 11:05:47 PM t_hayden07 Plus, the children are being saved, & supposedly going back in time to save them then, possibly. Once the Earth has that evil lifted off of her, imagine 

what could happen? She is an IS-BE too.

12/19/2019 11:06:43 PM t_hayden07 All of the above. I'm sure, with help from above, at this point. ❤️

12/19/2019 11:09:41 PM t_hayden07 We cant see what's out of our frequency range. They can appear to us, but only w tech.

12/19/2019 11:15:39 PM t_hayden07 I'm broke as fuck.....but in. Lmfao

12/19/2019 11:20:24 PM fmeonlylol 👍🏻👍🏻👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/pXkRF1KDjU

12/19/2019 11:33:59 PM covertress bat crap crazy

12/19/2019 11:34:21 PM kidge6 A good point you bring up. I know some good German people. At the same time, if they’re buying into propaganda, and/or in denial like many of my 

fellow countrymen, they are not without fault in this. It’s someone else’s responsibility for them to discern truth for themselves?

12/19/2019 11:35:40 PM snowybear6 I agree with other comments that it's just the end of THEIR world, not ours. The Vatican is insanely corrupt. Release the library. Open the vaults.

12/19/2019 11:36:44 PM kidge6 Still though, the hypnosis of propaganda indeed seems to disable part of the brain. But plenty of patriots make sound reasoning and facts available. At 

what point are they accountable for a pattern of choices in light of plenty of info on both sides?

12/19/2019 11:39:17 PM alexbobby2262c Son Of God is tops.

12/19/2019 11:47:42 PM spradlinok Amen!

12/19/2019 11:49:49 PM spradlinok 🤣🤣🤣👍🏽👍🏽

12/19/2019 11:53:34 PM uwewegel The end of the old satanic world and the beginning of the new golden age.

12/19/2019 11:56:56 PM spradlinok I place no value on any Pope or their reign over the Catholic Church. Any “religion” is a cult of some form or another. Religion has nothing to do with 

God & has everything to do with “man-made dogma.” No church is required for salvation.

12/20/2019 12:00:46 AM nwpatriot47 I’ll take Good over Evil for $1000 Chuck

12/20/2019 12:15:25 AM patriotrebecca I am. James Charles already caused a huge argument in our family, when our nine year old boy proclaimed he might start wearing makeup. My poor 

husbands face! Then our daughters asserted his right to wear makeup, and argued with their dad. JC is now banned round ours.

12/20/2019 12:25:24 AM sjger3 Lol, Alexa's features like spying on you. Don't buy this crap.

12/20/2019 12:38:27 AM carolleveski He's trying to take the world down with him 😈

12/20/2019 12:45:28 AM eodchi During my stint with Diplo-Sec back during John Paul's papacy we escorted some US Digs to the Vatican, we had special access into areas that were 

highly guarded by the swiss. One area were filled with very old ledgers with the names of Popes past, present and future. Given names.

12/20/2019 12:45:50 AM wakeywakey2q2q At what point does intention come into play?  We teach our kids Santa is basically the spirit of giving so does it really matter what the origin is if my 

intentions are pure?

12/20/2019 12:53:07 AM wls_09 I have read this multiple times as well.Disinformation to protect? I cannot discount countless people I know + others all around the world improving 

health by reintroducing animal products back into diet. Many are seeing spiritual benefits as well, mind clarity like never before

12/20/2019 12:59:04 AM wls_09 So many cultures that are more connected to our reality and nature, understand the multidimensional aspects.Yet nearly all of them hold animals and 

life they give us in high regard. Keen to hear MJ. The amount of people healing stories online growing daily = Confusing MJ12 info? 

pic.twitter.com/Be1WACizYk

12/20/2019 1:00:49 AM deplorableaeon Knowing them... It could be prophecy, but more likely a playbook and all they had to do was make the events fit. Easy, peasy when you can dupe just 

about everyone back then.

12/20/2019 1:35:47 AM hillaryshoe12 Bergoglio is the anti Christ.

12/20/2019 1:40:00 AM wls_09 This is just a small 43 page collection of healing stories, disease reversing, physical and mental improvements. Amazing content that cannot be 

discounted. Please have a look, real stories by real people. https://meatrx.com/category/success-stories/ …

12/20/2019 1:58:04 AM nikoscali Another suspicious article by #TheWarZone. Seems the writers over there are trying to come to terms with #UAP reports any which way they can...

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/29543/the-visible-history-of-the-militarys-hunt-to-realize-an-invisible-aircraft …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Majestic #Area51 #UFO #QAnon #MAGA



12/20/2019 2:23:09 AM mongrelglory I think it's another form of "Cabal" employee resignations. I never believed that these huge number of followers for these "influencers" was an organic 

thing.The term "influencer" smacks of a Soros-type/Orwellian propaganda operation. I predict the influencer trend will soon die.

12/20/2019 2:24:59 AM garbagedisposal “”The New Testament contains around 75 references to the healing work of Jesus, one of the most prominent elements of which was the healing of 

the blind.””

A lot of blind people or......

12/20/2019 2:27:21 AM mongrelglory Youtube is as addictive (if not more so) than TV and music can be.  Rock music (and the hippie/drug movement) was engineered to divide the youth 

from the values of their parents.  Youtube is portable so it can brain-wash them 24/7! 👀

12/20/2019 2:30:05 AM patriotrebecca I agree. My son is young enough that I’ve banned YouTube. With my girls (older) I’m going the discussion route. You can’t take YouTube off a 21 year 

old unfortunately. 😂

12/20/2019 2:30:16 AM mongrelglory Agreed!

12/20/2019 2:33:06 AM billvansarasota Jesus is famous for saving the world from sin and corruption,  and for that the powers that be crucified Him. 

Maybe there IS a slight comparison. 

The powers that be are certainly trying to destroy President Trump even though he is a sinner like all of us.

#VoteRedToSaveAmerica

12/20/2019 2:35:02 AM beatricemcchri1 Cool! Finally, Nazi Lady Godiva Moment.

*+*

12/20/2019 2:50:15 AM jucifr00t She's right. It's been done before.

12/20/2019 3:00:44 AM aleks8837 Hehehe 😄

12/20/2019 3:04:41 AM chontaconpalta Think Talmudry.

12/20/2019 3:05:53 AM corinnebackman Sacrificed himself to save us.

12/20/2019 3:08:20 AM pipesmoooke Ascension 🌟

He did not die and was reborn.

He was "reborn" as a Son of God while living a life as a Son of Man. He wanted to show us what is possible. So that we could do the same. We are all 

Sons and Daughters of God. We just have forgotten.

 https://www.ramtha.com/content/pdf/teachings/yeshua.pdf …

12/20/2019 3:24:19 AM zvelean Idgaf if the world ends as long as I hear some @svddendeathdub during

12/20/2019 3:29:49 AM lenartjoe I honor that point of view. But given that Christ consciousness is by its very nature compassionate, unity consciousness, why does so much what DJT 

says & does come across as egoic & lacking compassion. Wouldn’t he reach more souls if he more-closely emulated Jesus’ example?

12/20/2019 3:30:55 AM unitedredwhite1 Now I understand why my grandparents bought land and grew all their own food. I was fortunate enough to live with them eating organic for a few 

years as a child.

12/20/2019 3:52:38 AM tomchiodo Maybe what the gum shoe prophets are really saying is that rampant pedophilia will force Q/Q+ to shut down their centuries old evil mafia child 

trafficking / child sacrifice financial criminal cabal empire & eradicate them from the earth. Pseudo-pious modern day Pharisee vipers.

12/20/2019 3:58:38 AM pipesmoooke 1) I believe that 45 and Q and many more +s is Jesus and the Archangels in a physical form here on earth. They are multidimensional beings so they can 

be here and in other dimensions. Furthermore I have learned here on twitter that one soul can be more then one human/being ...

12/20/2019 4:00:25 AM pipesmoooke 2)here on earth at the same time.  That means that Yeshua  will be more then one person. The same with the Archangels. The antagonists can do the 

same without the recycling-rebirth-thing, what we have been forced to go through so many times. That is not normal, we thought it was.

12/20/2019 4:00:46 AM pipesmoooke 3) Maybe sin was invented for the porpose of control.

I have learned (tank you Ramtha) that God is all possibilties and that he does not judge himself and he does not judge his Sons and Daugthers of God. ...

12/20/2019 4:01:05 AM pipesmoooke 4) Jesus showed us then and shows us now to be like him. Like a child who watches and learns from his parents. They can show us the way but we have 

to go it. Jesus and the Archangels are an ideal, a possibility we can choose to become, with every feeling, thought, word and deed.

12/20/2019 4:01:13 AM pipesmoooke 5) When we wake up completly and realize that we are all Sons and Daugthers of GOD (the ALL-IN-ALL)  then we are free and we can do what Jesus 

said, remember this: … will do the works I have been doing, and they will do even greater things than these …

12/20/2019 4:01:39 AM pipesmoooke 6) Do you learn in your Church to heal somebody, manifest bred and wine, resurrect someone from the dead …? Do you learn to ascend, not to the 

worms?

I think Jesus didn’t died for our sins, he wanted to show us that there is no death and that we could do the same.

12/20/2019 4:09:33 AM gemutlich5050 They all do whether visible or not.

12/20/2019 4:15:26 AM hawkgirlinmn IMO, I feel he comes across this way to make people pay attention.  He cannot change their hearts and minds until they awaken and bringing attention 

to himself or certain subjects bluntly, makes everyone look.

12/20/2019 4:26:22 AM ofuskate Mark is the winning ticket leader for 2024.  Timelines confirm.

12/20/2019 4:35:31 AM aboxoffrogs  https://youtu.be/tBZW0vRpp8Q 

12/20/2019 4:42:41 AM rocktobersky Thanks! "Suicides Don't Go To Heaven" Agent Dawson

12/20/2019 4:48:18 AM rocktobersky Mind, Body And Soul...Where Is The Soul? Or Is The Mind The Soul?!

12/20/2019 4:49:18 AM rocktobersky Mind, Body And Soul....Where Is The Soul? Or Is The Mind The Soul?!

12/20/2019 4:55:56 AM rhsvcs Which example. There are hundreds. Lime when he overturned the tables in the temple in anger? Like when he showed kindness to the Samaritan 

woman who was ostracised by her tribe and everyone near her? Yeah, Christian's aren't perfect, they just try to walk out His light.

12/20/2019 5:10:03 AM karina89350882 He has to resign because he was convicted because of satanic ritual murder, torture and much more. Like the Queen.

12/20/2019 5:21:45 AM lenartjoe I still hope that that’s true, but im starting to see a trend of diminishing returns. He’s nearly running out of shock value headroom and a lot of people 

are tuning him out. People who still feel obligated to factcheck & research comparative journalism are exhausted.

12/20/2019 5:32:53 AM lenartjoe Another 2 consider: 4 better or worse he seems to have mastered the law of attraction. Keeping his opponents angry, off-balance & disconnected from 

source while seeming 2 have little care 4 existing reality himself allows him to succeed in the face of  opposition noble or otherwz

12/20/2019 5:35:56 AM paciouno A prophecy is about to be fulfilled. Hint,  it's not the end of the world, but the beginning of a new one.

12/20/2019 5:36:19 AM tina12865370 There is a statue of Muloch in front of the Vatican. Need we say more? 

This article is disturbing on all levels. https://pulpitandpen.org/2019/11/08/the-vatican-places-giant-statue-of-molech-at-colosseum-entrance/ …

12/20/2019 5:40:39 AM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/20/2019 5:41:48 AM lenartjoe So what many understandably interpret as a dangerous lack of empathy toward some people may also be interpreted as a disciplined exercise to reach 

his objectives. Hopefully those objectives really are what his supporters believe them to be.

12/20/2019 5:43:25 AM melindarobiche1 Only the Lord God in heaven knows the day or the hour. They can try and force his hand,, to their own peril. ✝️🔥✝️

12/20/2019 5:45:00 AM tina12865370 Interesting article.

12/20/2019 5:52:52 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  majestic message?

12/20/2019 6:22:13 AM pblu22 He died and came back to life

12/20/2019 6:22:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Signals. Misspellings matter.



12/20/2019 6:24:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Brazil spiritual healer sentenced to 19 years for four rapes https://news.yahoo.com/brazil-spiritual-healer-sentenced-19-195501684.html …

12/20/2019 6:24:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Harvey Weinstein Accused of Sexually Assaulting 16-Year-Old Model in New Lawsuit | Hollywood Reporter https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-

esq/harvey-weinstein-accused-sexually-assaulting-16-year-old-model-new-lawsuit-1264127 …

12/20/2019 6:25:12 AM kristineclouti2 Ahhh Oprah's friend...

12/20/2019 6:25:32 AM paytonpatriot  pic.twitter.com/kgEAAtA3LV

12/20/2019 6:25:34 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ttyCVL6dZw

12/20/2019 6:26:46 AM aprilbrown99 He is so disgusting.

12/20/2019 6:27:51 AM rallistiny Always the ones you trust the most 😠

12/20/2019 6:28:13 AM aprilbrown99 Interesting that there is only one response to this post. 🤔🤔🤔

Is ALICE up to her tricks as usual?

12/20/2019 6:30:23 AM dlmaybee That’s like a slap to the women who he killed when they couldn’t have any more children! 

Very evil man that people trusted for years!

12/20/2019 6:31:26 AM junglerednm 19 years🤔 pic.twitter.com/D3pZc1qNyb

12/20/2019 6:32:16 AM maga4patriots Wasn't he one of Oprah Winfrey's BFF's? Flocking together much Oprah?

12/20/2019 6:33:24 AM sweets47234160 Not enough.

12/20/2019 6:34:13 AM tladd58 CT/ET

12/20/2019 6:37:48 AM nmd_mari 19 years😣

 He ran a baby farming operation. God only knows how many woman were murdered when they were no longer considered of use. Their babies stolen 

and illegally adopted to other countries. This is a complete joke🤬🤬🤬

12/20/2019 6:38:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money.

They "hide" in plain sight.

Educate yourselves. https://twitter.com/GeneforTexas/status/1207683872290410497 …

12/20/2019 6:39:32 AM covertress John of God

"Even Oprah Winfrey visited João de Deus in 2012 to interview him for her talk show, & called him 'inspiring.' After the accusations surfaced, Winfrey 

issued a statement saying she sympathized with the alleged victims & hoped they receive justice."

Riiight. pic.twitter.com/kVshIdWNsw

12/20/2019 6:39:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick.

Enjoy what is about to drop.

12/20/2019 6:39:49 AM clhkenpo Done with “doomsday prophecy”; there was the prophecy about the Olive Branch (Pope Benedict) being the last Pope, and then ..... the END... and 

here we are... it’s 2019, same shit different day!

12/20/2019 6:41:15 AM speaakn  pic.twitter.com/PSCkedBAPG

12/20/2019 6:41:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 [187]? https://twitter.com/cnni/status/1208028430454931461 …

12/20/2019 6:42:02 AM whiterabbitttt1 Theres been a couple weird primers in the last week, makes me think.

12/20/2019 6:42:37 AM josepht06187724 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who is the lady that sends IS-BE back to Earth? I remember her, she has black hair and looks like Mona Lisa. I remember seeing a 

bunch of books when a door opened with bright white lights. I meditate all the time asking who she is. Any clues?

12/20/2019 6:42:54 AM keith369me ...this is the kind of JUSTICE that should be standard worldwide!!!

12/20/2019 6:43:00 AM aprilbrown99 Good riddance to bad rubbish!  Whose next?

12/20/2019 6:43:05 AM cryptogamer11 Prob already 187d

12/20/2019 6:43:31 AM dinunziotd "smocking"   maybe Podesta?  I always try to figure this stuff out, with very bad results lol

12/20/2019 6:43:52 AM keith369me This is just one of many charges...he won’t live through just this one sentence

12/20/2019 6:44:15 AM teamsterr07 He 'walked in'...or maybe was rolled in on a gurney.

12/20/2019 6:44:15 AM aprilbrown99 Let’s go. pic.twitter.com/OdzU1Areor

12/20/2019 6:44:59 AM keith369me Maybe the US pedos should be tried in a Brazilian court

12/20/2019 6:45:38 AM chinloymarlene Waiting

12/20/2019 6:45:40 AM theraphinj I couldn’t even imagine doing this to someone

Capitol punishment!!!!

12/20/2019 6:45:51 AM giasn0st Nothing.

12/20/2019 6:45:51 AM djlok Very weird. And there have been several. I think we may be in the brink of something big.  I know we've all been saying that for awhile, but at some 

point something has to give.

12/20/2019 6:46:13 AM giasn0st because there is nothing to figure out

12/20/2019 6:46:14 AM teamsterr07 My goodness...the suspense is almost too much to take. It's making me giddy. And the energy all over  the last few weeks has been incredible! I really 

feel more and more people are waking up and jumping on this collective wave. The more that jump on, the stronger it gets!

12/20/2019 6:46:18 AM keith369me #JUSTICEforWEINSTEIN #UnsealEpstein #JUSTICEforWEINSTEIN #UnsealEpstein #JUSTICEforWEINSTEIN #UnsealEpstein

12/20/2019 6:46:59 AM asdasd26700831 by the good guys?

12/20/2019 6:47:00 AM dinunziotd ok?

12/20/2019 6:47:25 AM keith369me Connected to Pharma?  Who in office isn’t?

12/20/2019 6:47:29 AM covertress NLP🤬

"Sokola claims that prior to the assault, Weinstein told her to succeed as an actress 'she would have to be comfortable doing whatever the director told 

her to do — including losing her inhibitions & getting naked' & afterward insisted 'what had just happened was normal.'" pic.twitter.com/jDOKIntUts

12/20/2019 6:47:30 AM junglerednm Nuff said!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/h35mBJxNAj

12/20/2019 6:47:37 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/UEvBM3PqpI

12/20/2019 6:47:51 AM keith369me How about the Motherload?

12/20/2019 6:47:54 AM chirpingkel How long until something drops.... lol

12/20/2019 6:47:58 AM whiterabbitttt1 Been paying attention to the twitter trends? Some of their satanic stuff is  being super-minimal-dose-drip-fed to the normies.

12/20/2019 6:48:09 AM twitmctwittiet1 Excessive pant shitting?

12/20/2019 6:48:23 AM mateuszwala trigger? xD

12/20/2019 6:49:15 AM birdiesrchirpin Like from today's deleted tweet?

12/20/2019 6:49:26 AM americanpetal Hope so! I’m so over elitist, evil people ruining good people’s lives.

12/20/2019 6:50:13 AM mcpatriot64 Vivid dreams.  Weird letters I’ve never seen before.

12/20/2019 6:50:29 AM lwrattail Hmmmm pre existing pedo condition?

12/20/2019 6:50:32 AM pchpolitical He's 98.  Old people get sick & die. Not everything is a conspiracy.

12/20/2019 6:51:22 AM keith369me Pre prison anus expansion?

12/20/2019 6:52:59 AM gibboneyrock Tastes better than chewing cud!!

12/20/2019 6:53:05 AM ethericblue Did he run out of andrenochrome?

12/20/2019 6:53:11 AM americanpetal So, he will be re-elected in 2020 and then serve two@more terns after that?! 👏👏👏



12/20/2019 6:53:47 AM keith369me No Elba for the Prince of Darkness

12/20/2019 6:54:06 AM rachaelangelm He’s 900 years old. Lol

12/20/2019 6:54:32 AM mongrelglory He's looked like a walking ghoul for years! 

Definition of ghoul. 1 : a legendary evil being that robs graves and feeds on corpses. 2 : one suggestive of a ghoul especially : one who shows morbid 

interest in things considered shocking or repulsive.

12/20/2019 6:54:39 AM _vvoke_ Super soon hahahah

12/20/2019 6:56:24 AM tladd58 Brexit just passed, overwhelmingly

12/20/2019 6:56:43 AM zogster98 Or soros?

12/20/2019 6:57:42 AM trumps_all SMOCKING pic.twitter.com/kfKDmzeHnl

12/20/2019 6:58:14 AM micha4870 A good day prophesy

12/20/2019 6:58:17 AM djlok Oh yeah.  Definitely trends intended to shock, confuse, and probably distract...think #gayjesus.

12/20/2019 6:59:02 AM dr_t_dc #smocking is trending.  Over 8000 tweets today.

12/20/2019 6:59:02 AM rachaelangelm We should avoid commenting

12/20/2019 6:59:14 AM gibboneyrock Probably Kuru.

12/20/2019 6:59:48 AM clifton15jon Only 19? Hopefully He will serve them all!!

12/20/2019 7:00:14 AM rachaelangelm When he finishes one, another will come.

12/20/2019 7:00:33 AM mongrelglory 19 years in a Brazilian jail...that's a start for such a predator.  I wonder if Oprah will say anything about it? 😏

12/20/2019 7:01:36 AM josepht06187724 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 No, she didn't say anything. She just smiled and nodded. A double door opened and I fell to earth with clouds passing by me.

12/20/2019 7:04:33 AM lynnmar42209594 He wont come out alive, hes 77

12/20/2019 7:04:38 AM chew_soap Probably not

12/20/2019 7:05:23 AM bananne81 He walked in.

12/20/2019 7:05:52 AM dubbydubb I think the Q being asked is what I am anxious for the most. Used to be disclosure. But the Q conf confirms post 2222 so..

12/20/2019 7:05:55 AM josepht06187724 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as a matter of fact, she did scan me. And then the double doors opened.

12/20/2019 7:06:20 AM amylynrussell I’m betting sometime between today and tomorrow.

12/20/2019 7:06:38 AM whiterabbitttt1 I see it more as the good guys drip feeding the truths about our sick reality. The more people see this stuff and start saying wtf, the more theyll rise up 

to take the evil down. The planets ascending and this stuff needs to happen as to not overwhelm the public.

12/20/2019 7:07:01 AM thekanehb No we aren’t supposed to eat animals, not the way we have been. It’s bad for our alchemy when you introduce that energy in- animals life awful lives 

and have terrified deaths which all that energy is then absorbed

after the flood we began to eat them http://www.howardischwartz.com/aquinas-were-adam-and-eve-vegetarians-in-the-garden-of-eden/ …

12/20/2019 7:10:24 AM qbryce171 🇨🇳

12/20/2019 7:11:14 AM sodapop0364 Forget sending him to prison just cut it off

12/20/2019 7:12:56 AM chew_soap Don’t get me wrong, he should be. What I doubt is that the administration will come through fully.

12/20/2019 7:13:09 AM toad462 Didn't we all really know this was going to go down this way the very day Epstein was arrested? Didn't you say to yourselves, "well, this is going to turn 

into a who murdered him and hid the evidence shitshow"?

12/20/2019 7:14:39 AM bbobbio71 Funny how all my RT disappeared.  Over the target

12/20/2019 7:14:46 AM hawkgirlinmn Time for some high profile deaths so [they] distract us. Look here, not there.

12/20/2019 7:14:47 AM adelineparker20 #Oprahknew

12/20/2019 7:15:27 AM dironablu2u  pic.twitter.com/7LQiwecS5N

12/20/2019 7:15:56 AM bbobbio71 12/21 Dark to light.  Winter solstice

12/20/2019 7:16:35 AM bbobbio71 ET

12/20/2019 7:16:46 AM cogbill_alan I guess we really ARE in Timeline One!

12/20/2019 7:17:02 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/omUNIzXoHd

12/20/2019 7:18:39 AM gsusgod If all “true” Christians only differ in the peripherals why are there so many denominations? The same vigor we our enjoying in our convo here is 

equivalent or greater when Catholics and Episcopalians hash “there” personal beliefs out. Guess the details do matter.

12/20/2019 7:19:05 AM agoodyear2015 I remember the audio of Podesta yelling at a young boy.  It was bone chilling.  I think Podesta would be a good first public arrest and let the public 

know what he was up to.  Once Podesta is accepted as evil, introducing the Clintons et al becomes an easier acceptance.

12/20/2019 7:19:45 AM teamsterr07 1/31/2020

1+3+1+2+0+2+0=9

Is this the power of 3,6,9?

12/20/2019 7:21:44 AM trish97872852  pic.twitter.com/a5ymgO27zW

12/20/2019 7:23:18 AM gsusgod Agreed. And that’s more pervasive than you let on. This infighting between supposed Christian groups is exactly the condition The Devil thrives in.

Being real lenient with those in your in-group. Not so much grace for those on the outs. Moving the goal posts all around.

12/20/2019 7:23:40 AM hawkgirlinmn Time for declas

12/20/2019 7:23:44 AM truthseeker273 Total scam. More than likely to cause cancer down the road.

12/20/2019 7:23:54 AM mongrelglory They've reported it as treatment for a pre-existing condition, and receiving treatment for an infection.

Rotting soul perhaps? 🤔

12/20/2019 7:24:11 AM fansblowing3 One less for Christmas dinner 👍

12/20/2019 7:24:32 AM truthseeker273 Keep the money flowing.

12/20/2019 7:24:54 AM qanongroup Interesting, there has also been been an Assassination attempt on the crown prince of Saudi Arabia

12/20/2019 7:25:33 AM cynthiamorrow8 Massive waves coming in from Galactic Sun. Going to be more intense starting tomorrow 😎

12/20/2019 7:27:06 AM fansblowing3 Still facing additional charges though 👍

12/20/2019 7:27:12 AM karlineta I love it love it love it. Jesus is HAPPY 😊

12/20/2019 7:27:19 AM truthseeker273 Drink old fashioned WATER. Get a Berkey. Best gift you will ever give yourself, your family and your pets.

12/20/2019 7:28:56 AM qanongroup Or Not real but staged with actors

12/20/2019 7:29:32 AM neeneenat Plane from Albany NY to GITMO yesterday. HVT?

12/20/2019 7:29:48 AM gsusgod Who collected the gospels? Who decided which gospels will NOT be included in the cannon? 12 disciples 4 gospels. Why is this not a huge problem for 

a “scientist”? People you don’t know decided what was appropriate for you to know and not know. “Discernment”

12/20/2019 7:30:06 AM fansblowing3 Weinstein told her to succeed as an actress "she would have to be comfortable doing whatever the director told her to do — including losing her 

inhibitions and getting naked" and afterward insisted "what had just happened was normal."  HOLLYWOOD

12/20/2019 7:30:09 AM fififnawfnaw Withdrawal from adrenochrome?

12/20/2019 7:30:19 AM mfield He is frens with the Oprah. Just sayin'

12/20/2019 7:31:07 AM hawkgirlinmn 😂

12/20/2019 7:31:22 AM hawkgirlinmn What a tyrant.

12/20/2019 7:31:33 AM 00loll0 Wow if is what I dreamt about last night,it will be paralyzing.

12/20/2019 7:33:14 AM moemc8 Even if it is, who would believe it.  98(or however old he is) for goodness sakes.

12/20/2019 7:33:24 AM kristin7jensen Oh great so he gets fed and such for 19 years. 🤦🏽♀️ I say a rope is better. 🤷🏽♀️



12/20/2019 7:33:36 AM lagalusa1 What did u dream?

12/20/2019 7:33:39 AM fansblowing3 Star of Weinstein’s Sex Lies and Videotape pic.twitter.com/TIPCjMVtlC

12/20/2019 7:35:28 AM gsusgod If you can’t spot the blaring difference in these 2 versions you are not prepared to go where I’m leading you. The Devil’s hands are all over this 

divergence. And you act like it’s old news. If it is, and it’s not a problem for you, then enjoy your country club Christianity.

12/20/2019 7:35:34 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/20/2019 7:35:43 AM kevinpaz822 #fridaymorning

12/20/2019 7:35:57 AM moemc8 What am I missing re: smocking?  Was there a podesta article today?

12/20/2019 7:36:42 AM dinunziotd that would be glorious

12/20/2019 7:36:55 AM fansblowing3 Weinstein’s Shakespeare in Love.  All our movie stars are prostitutes then? pic.twitter.com/QvRjmxPA8w

12/20/2019 7:37:52 AM dinunziotd i seen a misspelling of Pres Trump tweet   smocking

12/20/2019 7:38:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Satanic Pedophiles] pic.twitter.com/XeIQoUztan

12/20/2019 7:38:45 AM chrissh51 👊

12/20/2019 7:40:00 AM gsusgod Discovery is a matter of context. Did you know this specific difference? If you didn’t then yes, in this convo, in this context, I discovered them and 

shared them with you who DIDN’T know and now do. So, why don’t you read the Greek version? Lazy believer? Too busy? Don’t care?

12/20/2019 7:40:13 AM 00loll0 That I was watching two people on the tv,(I don't watch tv) and they were viewing a video then they freaked out,I couldn't see what they were seeing 

but it was awful.The two people watching were doubled over crying and screaming,holding their stomach and screaming so horrifically

12/20/2019 7:40:59 AM willjstrobe Why is there a audio drop 6seconds in? It changes level drastically

12/20/2019 7:41:50 AM lenartjoe All in favor? 👍🏻

12/20/2019 7:42:15 AM oubliene Evil will be punished!! God knows all! pic.twitter.com/m8ZmA0fU2B

12/20/2019 7:42:25 AM fansblowing3 Not surprised pic.twitter.com/SJy6VX6geR

12/20/2019 7:43:19 AM ortho_groyper he aint wrong. epstein was all the proof even the average person couldn't deny.

12/20/2019 7:43:55 AM gsusgod We really haven’t discussed what I believe. I’m an Alltheist. Simple maths. God made everything, I believe in that. All-theism. All is God. Even the gross 

parts we would associate with the Devil’s work. Who created the devil? Whoever did must’ve had a purpose in mind.

12/20/2019 7:45:33 AM gibboneyrock He wouldn’t last long in a US prison. There’s a code regarding PEDOs. Maybe in Brazil as well, hence the short sentence.

12/20/2019 7:45:39 AM bigmindloa  pic.twitter.com/oqldhMt3Dr

12/20/2019 7:46:28 AM gsusgod You may want to police the words you shove into others mouths first... and also your judgements, whether found in the Bible or not, cast your stones 

and a rubber wall.

12/20/2019 7:47:17 AM aprilbrown99 Timestamp 10:38 -> Qdrop 1038 ? pic.twitter.com/0LvCmq7rCM

12/20/2019 7:48:22 AM chrissh51 The dream I had wasn't terrifying, but puzzling. I had what seemed a very short dream. In it Barr (Barr???) had a stack of papers beside him and with a 

very serious look on his face was saying something to me as he was handing a page to me. Then...

12/20/2019 7:50:04 AM funnyhusband God bless Jesse!

12/20/2019 7:50:39 AM chrissh51 I woke up because I heard an unusual sound. I lay there hoping to fall back to sleep to finish the dang dream but couldn't. 🤦♀️

12/20/2019 7:50:44 AM fansblowing3 Natural cause deaths are the old people that were being kept alive by baby blood infusions.  187 is murder though.  🧐 Doubt he was going to talk so 

why kill him? pic.twitter.com/Ec4kODInr2

12/20/2019 7:51:14 AM chrissh51 😳

12/20/2019 7:51:54 AM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/dUy1eK6pXT

12/20/2019 7:52:38 AM nikoscali #ThanQ!

12/20/2019 7:54:22 AM chrissh51 I didn't hear that, but 🔥 you b******!

12/20/2019 7:56:57 AM jessicajeffand I agree with the willingly part, but I think some other things have to happen first. The abomination of desolation occurs when the antichrist sets on the 

throne in the new temple and declares himself God. There is no temple yet.

12/20/2019 7:58:43 AM alexand34723258  pic.twitter.com/aGCmimmvmq

12/20/2019 7:59:06 AM sblockedagain Jesse’s mom has gotta be pissed, lol

If you watch on a regular basis you know what I mean:)

12/20/2019 7:59:58 AM agoodyear2015  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ZVuvOW4cMU …

12/20/2019 8:01:57 AM drparker76 Whoa!  @JesseBWatters just pulled back the curtain! pic.twitter.com/KejLFkwgMI

12/20/2019 8:02:20 AM sblockedagain So, recently the “sky trumpets/trombones/horns of heaven” have been heard around the world. Some in Libya have posted these vids here on Twitter.

There have been “resignations” from Pentagon.

Space Force has been a talking point.

A lot of crumbs...

12/20/2019 8:03:34 AM keith369me Jesse’s mom needs to wake up.

12/20/2019 8:04:44 AM gsusgod I do admit it is redundant bringing my church into another church but I have responsibilities to share my spirit with those who need it most. Modern 

Christianity is lost and needs help finding their “single” eye. Most consider the pursuit new age and avoid doing the work.

12/20/2019 8:06:55 AM gsusgod I had bigger fish to fry in this limited character environment. Whatever is important to you I trust you will seek your resolution and satisfaction.

12/20/2019 8:08:24 AM bahaispirit  https://bahaispirituality.blogspot.com/2018/10/oh-god-save-children.html …

12/20/2019 8:09:23 AM twilly18 is this real?

12/20/2019 8:09:55 AM melhuses Well do explain ?

12/20/2019 8:10:16 AM hatcherworks She'll say.... OMG I had no idea! BS this woman is surrounded by predators, and hasn't a clue.  And people love her opinions and life style! Makes me 

want to vomit!

12/20/2019 8:11:11 AM fallorsesh I don't think there will be many finding worthwhile info from that domain..  is that a joke?

12/20/2019 8:11:19 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/20/2019 8:11:41 AM daveo6145 0 views? No way

12/20/2019 8:12:00 AM robinabank4 On stand by..

12/20/2019 8:12:01 AM islandofdelight Any way to safely detect / remove chips?

12/20/2019 8:12:17 AM gsusgod When I discover an unconscious belief preprogrammed into me before I was conscious of self, I adjudicate and if it’s valid it stays, if it is self-limiting, it’s 

destroyed.

Beliefs are primary filters for sensory stimulus. They are created and destroyed everyday, as necessary.

12/20/2019 8:12:48 AM americanpetal It’s absolutely real and true!

12/20/2019 8:14:02 AM twilly18 when did Fox grow a set of balls?

12/20/2019 8:14:34 AM gsusgod Blind leading the blind sounds like Modern Christianity to me. 3rd eye blind convincing each other seeing is worse than a disease, it’s a Sin. So let’s sing 

a song and clap our hands.

Devil taught our ancestors to fear their body. To consider it vile. The creation of God, vile.

12/20/2019 8:14:46 AM melhuses Truth bomb

12/20/2019 8:18:00 AM jonella_moore Prince Phillip is probably the next cabal sacrifice. Lizard pedo

12/20/2019 8:18:26 AM mongrelglory Hope that includes the ones in the Vatican and all the other major church institutions!  "The ones you trust the most!"

12/20/2019 8:19:09 AM ghirschvw  pic.twitter.com/w1usy6ceCR

12/20/2019 8:19:39 AM kjr1963 Ah D-declass before C-Christmas

12/20/2019 8:19:42 AM twilly18  https://canetalks.miami.edu/cane-talkers/joseph-uscinski/index.html …



12/20/2019 8:20:08 AM tamravee #FinalPope / false prophet 

and what from hell is this "Art" pic.twitter.com/j9nrnVYBfs

12/20/2019 8:21:01 AM worldxplorer1 That it is. This video give a good synopsis. https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

12/20/2019 8:22:27 AM rawphonegirl So a seperate trial for the pregnancy farms and human trafficking, slavery and baby selling? Wonder how Oprah's feeling these days? 

pic.twitter.com/UU2ShA0f9U

12/20/2019 8:23:56 AM lbf777 I hear Rabbi Trump authorized another half Trillion dollars to Israel. This is treason.

12/20/2019 8:24:08 AM snakesanders22 There you have it!

12/20/2019 8:24:38 AM sunspot406 The msm FAILS with reports of these types

12/20/2019 8:25:10 AM nikoscali Your divide and conquer tactics are SO last decade!

12/20/2019 8:26:39 AM lbf777 Divide and conquer? I’m talking about trump sending half a trillion of our hard earned tax dollars to Israel. What does that have to do with divide and 

conquer?

12/20/2019 8:29:01 AM nikoscali Just pointing out how myopic it is to say a particular race or country is the enemy in all this.

12/20/2019 8:30:14 AM parcerito56 The true is coming up !!! Wwg1wga!!

12/20/2019 8:32:36 AM grand3americano Can you give us a hint? :)

12/20/2019 8:32:43 AM rachel51133697 Q of Twitter right here

12/20/2019 8:33:00 AM texasfirestorm He was born June 1921, I'd say old age not murder.

12/20/2019 8:35:20 AM tladd58 Hmmm🤔🤔

12/20/2019 8:35:20 AM chrissh51 Oh dear God 😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭

Full armor necessary. pic.twitter.com/WfmzwAav6j

12/20/2019 8:37:45 AM michael81972 Weird,  Winter solstice is at 11:19 in Northern Hemisphere..9.11.01

Anything to do with timeline merge?

12/20/2019 8:38:14 AM esposaregin Is there another kind of pedophilia?

12/20/2019 8:38:45 AM w0k3n23 Anons know. Things are unfolding before our eyes. Just look how many child traffickers have been caught in the last 3 years. #WWG1WGA

12/20/2019 8:41:40 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/Ag1Huk518g

12/20/2019 8:42:31 AM 4mankindq @KarrRuss

12/20/2019 8:44:28 AM mtr_epicwin77 Yes, literally translated it means “lifting of the veil.”

12/20/2019 8:45:16 AM 334dragons Jessie's expression says it all. He knows.

12/20/2019 8:46:29 AM zgrl14 that was clearly proven to be a demonstration. People filming. no one screaming. no blood. "demonstration"

12/20/2019 8:47:32 AM shanewhitfiel10 Soul..  😂

12/20/2019 8:47:54 AM michael81972 To be honest...I think he is already 187 along with several others...You are watching a movie with actors on their accounts...GHWB & NoName were 

gone long before made public..#EPSTEINDIDNTKILLHIMSELF

12/20/2019 8:49:42 AM nikoscali Yeah.... I went there. pic.twitter.com/JZwZ4EL6VY

12/20/2019 8:50:51 AM sephorassievert ‘Watch the Water’ #qanon

12/20/2019 8:54:52 AM bobmcfall64 thx for update fren

12/20/2019 8:55:16 AM oceanmaniac 17 baby

12/20/2019 8:56:09 AM michael81972 Note:  this is Eastern time

12/20/2019 8:57:10 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/87lRjfLg2Sk 

12/20/2019 9:03:31 AM ezdoesit_ you can’t make this shit up

12/20/2019 9:03:55 AM tronyori2 Show us the tech!

 https://youtu.be/SE1Ghgsl2w4 

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA

#projectlookingglass

#lookingglass

#timetravel
12/20/2019 9:04:24 AM dianeraine1 I smell a declass...

12/20/2019 9:05:35 AM eman1292 I was waiting for this. Lol. Couple of them I've seen so far today. The ignorant can't/ won't see past the veil. They're too sucked in. No matter, can't 

stop what's coming! #WWG1GWA #QLedMeHereNotReallyButReally

12/20/2019 9:10:51 AM jesszx Something like frzzledrip

12/20/2019 9:12:56 AM threefold_flame  pic.twitter.com/IPphOPW70g

12/20/2019 9:16:36 AM trollingmockin1 These people are literally falling apart without their special sauce

12/20/2019 9:20:11 AM winklerburke FISA court itself corrupt?

12/20/2019 9:21:52 AM enomai_ "

One search turned up more than a dozen people visiting the Playboy Mansion, some overnight. Without much effort we spotted visitors to the estates 

of Johnny Depp, Tiger Woods and Arnold Schwarzenegger, connecting the devices’ owners to the residences indefinitely."

12/20/2019 9:22:59 AM emilyoakley6 London Bridge

12/20/2019 9:24:55 AM kitkatrinka Seriously can these people think for themselves?  Do they get a daily list of words to use and talking points?  This is just crazy....

12/20/2019 9:25:20 AM willjstrobe  pic.twitter.com/RjQO6qdioT

12/20/2019 9:25:45 AM socaleniw Poll in Poland said the pols want out of the EU as well. The globalists’ stranglehold is coming to an end.

12/20/2019 9:28:01 AM loosedemon1 Dark>Light - winter solstice apparently is 4am on 22nd Dec here in UK

12/20/2019 9:28:42 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayMotivation

12/20/2019 9:29:13 AM joni_apple_seed I don’t know Robert, the cognitive dissonance is extremely powerful within many people. pic.twitter.com/Aeof6AIwTo

12/20/2019 9:29:52 AM amethystnancy POTUS "misspelled" smoking again today. https://www.qmap.pub/read/T-11477 

12/20/2019 9:31:06 AM twilly18 what is it Alex Jones says?

a democracy is two wolves and sheep voting on what is for lunch

12/20/2019 9:35:01 AM qzillian2 MUST WATCH!!! 

 http://I.watch  their live feeds of the night sky and have seen some wild stuff come through it, this one is AWESOME!!! 5min long clip. 

  https://youtu.be/HDpH5n1sv88 

@Jordan_Sather_  you will dig this. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Talk about Disclosure before your Eyes!😎  pic.twitter.com/z8XRmM6keA

12/20/2019 9:35:39 AM richardalan Sacrifice, and resurrection

12/20/2019 9:35:44 AM patrici34545459 Always be cautious!

#SpiritualAbuse

#SexualAssault pic.twitter.com/wLz4NH83Hg

12/20/2019 9:36:50 AM joni_apple_seed But they wasn’t ‘rape rape’. pic.twitter.com/3YwMWvEWni

12/20/2019 9:37:55 AM trollingmockin1 I was just going to say that!  How is that not part of the case against him

12/20/2019 9:39:26 AM jollyrob2 You guys already know?

12/20/2019 9:41:37 AM sahd1rex Lol that’s not true. I know one of them and have met the other multiple times. This is a flat out lie you psycho



12/20/2019 9:48:37 AM covertress In UK 

There were approximately 9.4 million discharges, from which 286,000 deaths were recorded either while in hospital or within 30 days of discharge. 

Includes deaths from other causes as well as deaths related to the reason for t hospital admission.  https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-

information/publications/clinical-indicators/shmi/current …

12/20/2019 9:50:40 AM fanfan21 Q post 854.

12/20/2019 9:50:58 AM ct_chance I wonder if this is in reference to the stealth bomber Q post a while back

12/20/2019 9:55:43 AM covertress Odds of Dying by Age and Gender https://www.finder.com/life-insurance/odds-of-dying …

12/20/2019 9:56:37 AM covertress I wouldn't bet on Prince Philip leaving the hospital.

12/20/2019 9:59:10 AM laurabusse Very

12/20/2019 10:00:17 AM alvin41791405  pic.twitter.com/e6K74dKdU2

12/20/2019 10:00:32 AM turboxyde Timelines are coming together.

"Mind" the Solstice with an open Heart.

Together we observe & steer potentials. 

Unified we weave the dream of reality for all to experience.

#ProjectDreamWeaver pic.twitter.com/OtMS8u2fYu
12/20/2019 10:01:33 AM kevinmruel Perry Stone America in the time of Jesus what it would be like..

 https://youtu.be/4V8hWYvw1Co 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @RudyGiuliani @TheCollectiveQ @GeorgePapa19 @BillOReilly @EricTrump @DevinNunes 

@M2Madness @M3Madness @DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC

12/20/2019 10:02:14 AM marktrudeau7 It's true.....

12/20/2019 10:03:25 AM wolfspirit1 The prophecy said the last Pope would be named Peter. Not the pope’s father named peter, I vaguely remember something in revelations about the 

fall of the 12 churches. It may be the end of this pope....

12/20/2019 10:03:43 AM wolfspirit1 And maybe the end of the Catholic Church as we know it, but I doubt it is the end of the world

12/20/2019 10:07:59 AM liltilgerlil Waiting for it.

12/20/2019 10:08:57 AM covertress Euthanasia? https://youtu.be/7O59sTVtqPI 

12/20/2019 10:09:53 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/3bFIL2NVJT

12/20/2019 10:11:57 AM cosmic_engineer  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=aRCbSxSsZOk …

12/20/2019 10:13:22 AM iamyou132 Winning

12/20/2019 10:15:18 AM whoha63 3 years old. Mark Esper is Def Sec on the bottom ticker.

12/20/2019 10:16:47 AM cosmic_engineer Pre-existing condition is his nature and deeds.

Issue now is having him become publicly known.

This is the only time they burn assets

12/20/2019 10:27:07 AM anonmom14 That was awful 😢. That poor baby

12/20/2019 10:29:10 AM trhargrave I believe it is beginning: https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/pope-francis-pontifical-secret-pedophile-catholic-priest-child-sexual-abuse-scandal/ …

12/20/2019 10:31:02 AM susan66388204 They all look like FOOLS

12/20/2019 10:33:42 AM karrruss I actually watched that. May even have it on the DVR

12/20/2019 10:34:36 AM jv_parker adsb flight link pls?

12/20/2019 10:34:38 AM uchttom WOW

12/20/2019 10:35:59 AM neeneenat @mil_ops had it on his feed yesterday.

12/20/2019 10:36:10 AM chrissh51 There've been many. 😭😤

12/20/2019 10:36:59 AM anonmom14 I know.  It’s heartbreaking 💔

12/20/2019 10:37:30 AM t_hayden07 Disgusting.

12/20/2019 10:37:43 AM chrissh51 Yes

12/20/2019 10:39:07 AM momekool1 Very much so.

12/20/2019 10:40:43 AM jv_parker thx

12/20/2019 10:40:57 AM prmd21801759 Yes @JesseBWatters!!!

12/20/2019 10:41:35 AM gibboneyrock Don’t forget, the CDC (a private company, NOT Govt) makes $8B/year on their 20+ Vaccine patents. Posing as trustworthy watchdog for our health. 

“Create virus/have Vaccine!!” Self-serving, nefarious & dangerous.

12/20/2019 10:42:37 AM prmd21801759 Adrenochrome withdrawal

12/20/2019 10:44:45 AM aarongarrity Bigger

12/20/2019 10:56:48 AM birdiesrchirpin They all have their own non profits and sit on each other's boards. It's super cozy.

It's way beyond book deals.

There are at least 5 cross over members between The Aspen Institute and the Khan academy. Their bios are lush. The entire spider web can branch out 

from these 2 orgs.

12/20/2019 11:02:09 AM birdiesrchirpin Gross

12/20/2019 11:05:44 AM williebhere “Q”..🤷🏻♂️.. That’s beyond my purview!!🤣🤣

12/20/2019 11:10:38 AM ramoscraig821 WTF?  Insanity rules on Fox

12/20/2019 11:20:27 AM karina89350882 tip of the iceberg I think

12/20/2019 11:20:37 AM love82janet Yes he does. So do Hannity, Tucker and Laura. They ALL know and have been part of the team to expose this. THIS is why it's been dragged out so long. 

It's ALL about incrementally exposing the evil pedos.  If the is done from day one, Sheeple can't digest and won't believe.

12/20/2019 11:21:56 AM notevenchad17 Fascinating!! I really hope we'll all be getting together when this campaign is complete and meet and share notes. I'm sure you all have a LOT of the 

puzzle that I don't. But that keeps it interesting and fun!! Right @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/kXcaseVUFx

12/20/2019 11:25:26 AM truckerwifelife Funny you post night shift there are many who are working while they are asleep. Your time is coming up, you feel it, you're just trying to figure it out 

now. No worries all will become clear. And yes many parties will be happening and have happened already.

12/20/2019 11:25:30 AM jaded_pearl As if our country doesn't hand out trillions of dollars to many countries around the world.

12/20/2019 11:27:41 AM anonmom14 Born in 68 and have the scar.  My mom has a huge scar from her vac

12/20/2019 11:29:00 AM nikoscali That too!

12/20/2019 11:36:07 AM reel_brief  pic.twitter.com/3vbERFh9hH

12/20/2019 11:37:14 AM cabingirl1410 No, it’s called the awakening!!

12/20/2019 11:38:37 AM walkingfree anons know and this is a quiet introduction of the information to the media consciousness flow

12/20/2019 11:42:10 AM state1union I’m sending this to my kids that are college age and my mother

12/20/2019 11:43:05 AM allahuniversal The 3D Earth Program: Golden Cubes & the Number 42 https://youtu.be/753in88nz2w 

12/20/2019 11:44:31 AM tanhaley And where is Tony and Heather Podesta? Skippy blocked me a long time ago



12/20/2019 11:46:31 AM debellingsworth Photoshopped. Compare light source

12/20/2019 11:47:07 AM state1union I’m sure the alliance has them somewhere or at least monitored 24/7.  Thank God we are going to be rid of these Monsters!

12/20/2019 11:51:39 AM randyne34754125  https://facebook.com/events/745270575954461/?ti=cl …

12/20/2019 11:59:21 AM robertrkimball True there is a very wide spectrum of belief and openness. Each person has their own unique path.

12/20/2019 12:01:09 PM laughingwolf11 187 US Judges confirmed, including 13...per US VP Pence. 

It’s a zero sum game. 

Never occurred to [them] that our side has its own symbolism.

12/20/2019 12:04:19 PM state1union The Catholic Church owns 25% of the worlds real estate?  Is this true?  I don’t know how Catholics aren’t outraged or they’re just snoring 😴 to sleep. 

How no one has stormed the gates or walls of the Vatican blows my mind. 😢

12/20/2019 12:04:42 PM wok68 Winter Solstice Sacrifice!

12/20/2019 12:05:02 PM juice40020578 Casting out demons

12/20/2019 12:05:58 PM mdagt57 Supposed to bring us to our knees?  WTH could be so intense that’s not seen already!

12/20/2019 12:12:56 PM txmom1776 Good question

12/20/2019 12:15:55 PM alexand34723258 🥂

12/20/2019 12:16:39 PM _369311119 His wife is Miya Shay. pic.twitter.com/xFNB2oBZar

12/20/2019 12:22:17 PM askthequestion8 The news can be informative after all! pic.twitter.com/xzlHK2b9fG

12/20/2019 12:24:01 PM toffer_anon_369 Speaking of sat... ped...'s >>> pic.twitter.com/mnfYtTq1cw

12/20/2019 12:28:10 PM batespm4abbey I always cringe when anyone labels treasonous &heinous crims as only "sick" bcs they could play that as defense due to mental incompetence to gain a 

psych hosp luxury stay&be back out on the street continuing their evilcrap.

12/20/2019 12:28:56 PM tonyoday  pic.twitter.com/vvRrNKawCM

12/20/2019 12:28:58 PM kevinmruel This is part of the Deep State luciferin cabal alien deception with " Military Pentagon" General's who gives him info...on the demons...I mean 

aliens...@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation 

@DeepStateExpose https://twitter.com/DrStevenGreer/status/1148750207506681856 …

12/20/2019 12:31:04 PM batespm4abbey John F. Kennedy Jr. Retweeted

101stAnon⭐⭐⭐

@ SSG_PAIN 1871Act put US under Brit rule/under Vatican rule).US ppl lost their independence in 1871 in 'Knowingly' act of Treason by Congress  

Learn the rest.👇 #WWG1WGA https://youtube.com/watch?v=EBMveetMOGE&list=PLcIat0NxPBqoP7aG258IO6JpScOa2u8hY …

12/20/2019 12:32:16 PM batespm4abbey goodbye good riddance...made mockery of Christ-ianity and jesuits of his "club" killed 14 potuses... to oppress and harm Americans

12/20/2019 12:33:57 PM batespm4abbey akin to the old fashioned early days telcomms..."PARTY LINE"

12/20/2019 12:35:36 PM batespm4abbey God Bless and Protect #Patriots

12/20/2019 12:36:48 PM batespm4abbey giving His Life so that ppl's soul-spirit might live

12/20/2019 12:41:35 PM batespm4abbey Utah is a mess bcs of mormonism...is more like freemasonry quid pro quo -club than a spiritual faith ..pedo...polygamy subjugation of women ...all bad 

stuff legalized under mormonism ...

12/20/2019 12:43:22 PM batespm4abbey and the role of OIG-IG's is a sham...whitewashes treasonous criminality...another branch govt needs redesign ...

12/20/2019 12:48:54 PM batespm4abbey go to library ...use internet there ... what is left analog signal, is analog safe ???

12/20/2019 12:50:53 PM adsvel Just 19 years...😑 How many years those victims need to heal from that trauma they had... For some it's for a lifetime...😑

12/20/2019 12:52:15 PM manifalcone  pic.twitter.com/kMI3ItgY3O

12/20/2019 12:52:45 PM americanpetal So true. For most, it is a lifetime.

12/20/2019 12:54:06 PM batespm4abbey others? pls share TY

12/20/2019 12:58:41 PM troglowbyte MOABs

12/20/2019 1:01:08 PM altimitwill When?

12/20/2019 1:04:18 PM autistmember Send them to Qmap. pub for some educational reading

12/20/2019 1:05:51 PM eyesopenamerica Oprah loves this guy. Interesting.

12/20/2019 1:06:55 PM s0urc3rss That's a slap. Till he dies and rots. He had a baby farm keeping girls as prisoners and cattle to breed. That's a nightmare they'll never recover from if 

they survived.

12/20/2019 1:16:59 PM mjschumaker  pic.twitter.com/jpCrXkW1la

12/20/2019 1:20:27 PM freedom_sent 187 ??

message from Pence? pic.twitter.com/iSdqfqIjFv

12/20/2019 1:20:53 PM hambrickro 😎 Shapeshifter  😎

12/20/2019 1:23:43 PM scott_rick Trying to be positive here but been saying that for like a year and a half now

12/20/2019 1:25:37 PM firstwavr Still a shill in my eyes.

12/20/2019 1:25:44 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/CyrusAParsa1/status/1173443017316790273?s=20 …

12/20/2019 1:27:52 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208136296155230208?s=20 …

12/20/2019 1:28:54 PM john777lee MK Ultra , Drugged and misguided. Put under financial pressure. Feed false doctrine.  They can't separate

God from what the church says. I pray for all of humanity.

#WWGIWGA

12/20/2019 1:32:36 PM john777lee Not to diminish other life elsewhere. But seems like project blue beam to me. I wouldn't be surprised by anything being possible now. #WWG1WGA

12/20/2019 1:36:49 PM rachaelangelm I believe you I can’t imagine. He did not get enough time I hope somebody does that dude.

12/20/2019 1:38:32 PM hamil7on No...no...no way....shocking 🙄

12/20/2019 1:44:15 PM s0urc3rss  https://youtu.be/XNSg_Rnztz0 

12/20/2019 1:44:40 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/Tt95oHKstF

12/20/2019 1:46:15 PM s0urc3rss John of God devotees factor into my greater story in a big way. I couldn't seem to keep them from stalking me from the time I was pregnant with Ari 

until around last year. A full 9 years.

12/20/2019 1:46:50 PM s0urc3rss  https://www.amazon.com/RAPED-Via-BIO-DIGITAL-SOCIAL-PROGRAMMING-ebook/dp/B07X9V8TBG/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?keywords=raped+via+Bio-

Digital+Social+Programming&qid=1574264869&sr=8-1 …

12/20/2019 1:48:49 PM trumppatriotus1 It was on Purpose!

12/20/2019 1:50:23 PM s0urc3rss “These girls were murdered after 10 years of giving birth. We have got a number of testimonies.”

 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/worldnews/8373293/john-of-god-cult-sex-slave-farms-girls-captive/ … pic.twitter.com/676Ryiq3K6

12/20/2019 1:53:08 PM dericgroup1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XWZWuNveby

12/20/2019 1:54:08 PM wls_09 I shared before..but the proof is everywhere. This is just a selection of people from all around the world healing and health benefits -reintroducing 

animal products. 43 pages of real stories from real people. Please read some of these beautiful stories. https://meatrx.com/category/success-stories/ …

12/20/2019 2:06:11 PM rachaelangelm That had to have been super scary

12/20/2019 2:08:29 PM tanksmom2000 This. 👇 pic.twitter.com/zr7CHKIdhg

12/20/2019 2:10:59 PM 17_ahead @IPOT1776 @intheMatrixxx @love4thegameAK @fieldmcc @Bruno062418 @Devilles12 @AnOpiner @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness 

@prayingmedic @POTUS @Askcoding @S_L_Knotts https://twitter.com/selvestekjetil/status/1208119387158433795 …

12/20/2019 2:11:11 PM mamiemcclure17 65, have the scar



12/20/2019 2:14:57 PM s0urc3rss It's been a terrifying decade as they were just one small aspect. It's taken me years to recover from the psyops & be able to communicate the way I am 

lately. I work diligently reprogramming daily, hoping the knowledge I've gained repairing PTSD can be developed to help others.

12/20/2019 2:15:25 PM state1union Lol 😂 you know who I’m talking about

12/20/2019 2:15:30 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208142627331354624?s=20 …

12/20/2019 2:18:59 PM autistmember Yup, your maybe getting redpilled offspring and their grandparents. While you are at it send them to Joe M’s channel to view “The Plan To Save The 

World.”

12/20/2019 2:20:12 PM winning4him Did they know? pic.twitter.com/4e1shq9m8U

12/20/2019 2:20:14 PM rachaelangelm That is sad

12/20/2019 2:20:37 PM winning4him 🤔 pic.twitter.com/sylAv56D0Z

12/20/2019 2:20:40 PM autistmember  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

12/20/2019 2:22:02 PM thekanehb I’m sure it’s amazing and beautiful but no amount of science or positive stories will change my mind on whether we should consume or not. 

That being said tho- I do eat animal products. Very limited and it’s meat that we hunt and eggs we raise but if I’m out for a meal I eat

12/20/2019 2:22:58 PM state1union Joe M and M3thods blocked me. Jerks

12/20/2019 2:23:18 PM winning4him Of course pic.twitter.com/7HTvny0C1m

12/20/2019 2:23:54 PM lane_cay Yes. The vast majority of the most prominent are. Sex and power and control. It's what drives Hollywood and the liberal left

12/20/2019 2:24:15 PM omgvikki Bring it

12/20/2019 2:24:33 PM s0urc3rss He accomplished what Epstein only considered. He's a monster.

12/20/2019 2:25:32 PM ramoscraig821 Awakening?  You’d of been great at Jim Jones’s place.

12/20/2019 2:28:32 PM my2sonznme 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

12/20/2019 2:29:23 PM lane_cay Yes. Everyone knew about him and Ed Buck and Anthony Weiner and Jeffrey Epstein.

12/20/2019 2:30:44 PM rachaelangelm Probably because Epstein was civilized but creature is not. That’s what happens when you’re an asset? He was the real deal.

12/20/2019 2:32:03 PM wls_09 Good to see you keep some balance diet!! 

People should read..No amount of disease reversing, No amount of ex vegans returning to health will alter your thought patterns? 

Also most farms give animals the greatest conditions to thrive under, good lives. Fooled by propaganda?

12/20/2019 2:32:22 PM bicknellalf The ole "it" is coming routine. Never say what "it" is, so whatever happens we hear "told ya." And never ever say when "it" is coming.

12/20/2019 2:32:22 PM winklerburke  https://saraacarter.com/fisc-fbi-lawyer-who-altered-carter-page-warrant-must-be-reported-to-bar-court-reviewing-all-warrant-

applications/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=social-pug …

12/20/2019 2:32:24 PM my2sonznme Do tell.....?!

12/20/2019 2:32:38 PM marthaaldridge1 No coincidence

12/20/2019 2:33:36 PM my2sonznme Who are you referring to in your first sentence? The previous tweet was suspended so we can’t see the whole convo

12/20/2019 2:35:11 PM michael81972 J Podesta

12/20/2019 2:35:54 PM covertress I'm healthy proof. 

Ex carnivore here.

Now CannHempVeg... 

minus the cannabis atm for work. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1155177515985592321?s=20 …

12/20/2019 2:36:26 PM hopereeder Is THIS what Dems/DeepST are planning?

1. Impeach @realDonaldTrump 

2. Remove @VP #Pence

3. Install @SpeakerPelosi

4. Appoint HILLARY as VP

5. Pelosi resign

6. Hillary becomes President

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @John_F_Kennnedy @SayWhenLA @chiefpolice2 pic.twitter.com/6qApWD6tDD

12/20/2019 2:37:27 PM higherself_1_ State funeral by any chance??

12/20/2019 2:39:11 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/5vL9Ibcmn6

12/20/2019 2:42:52 PM wls_09 How long?Lots of evidence from people who have returned that health declines after 3-5years plant base. Our bodies struggle for certain aminos, fats 

and nutrients found in animals. Body is resilient to what we do to it, but after time the stores of nutrients deplete.Brain health

12/20/2019 2:48:13 PM thekanehb Cannabis seed oil is a complete protein. No other part of the plant contains protein whatsoever.

12/20/2019 2:48:54 PM q_patchouli Dying laughing.  Buh bye not so Royals!!

12/20/2019 2:49:26 PM wls_09 @covertress @RealEyeTheSpy what are your thoughts the link I shared? Everyday people healing with complete 180 degree in health and disease 

symptoms.

Heighten minds from healthy brain, maybe the collective is not ready for the mind clarity that comes from balanced ancestral diets

12/20/2019 2:49:41 PM hopereeder @C_3C_3

12/20/2019 2:50:29 PM lizatrue4all I agree with you Mimi. For me, it's the energy that is in the way the animals are treated in the INDUSTRIES that has the energy that is so tainted. It's a 

subject my family has had MANY a convo about over the years. 💞

12/20/2019 2:51:13 PM realeyethespy Look unless you get rid of factory farms and everyone grows their own non gmo organic food and hunts animals with primitive balances weapons it’s a 

pipe dream.

12/20/2019 2:51:47 PM realeyethespy The karma adjustment of meat is no longer sustainable for ascension with the practices we follow.

12/20/2019 2:52:26 PM realeyethespy During the times of the tribes of the 7 sisters their was ritual and prayer involved and an even playing field between prey and predator. Now this is 

virtually non existent.

12/20/2019 2:55:27 PM covertress These organic hemp seeds contain 10g protein per 3 tablespoons.

I use them in everything... salads, eggs, soups, boiled like grits.

They have a slight nutty flavor and make a perfect substitute for peanuts atop pad thai noodles. pic.twitter.com/sVtaRBlD3L

12/20/2019 2:56:13 PM thekanehb And true free range is diff. The animal doesn’t suffer and is truly living it’s life in the wild as was gods plan. Hunt your own :)

12/20/2019 2:56:43 PM wls_09 But sustainable farming with ethical standards is everywhere. So many farms treat animals extremely well, they understand healthy, stress free animal 

is key. Gratitude. 

Has everybody watched too many scare tactics agenda based establishment videos about farming practices?

12/20/2019 3:00:40 PM enomai_ 4d maybe happening for some right now.

12/20/2019 3:01:08 PM thekanehb Yes it’s the oil within the seeds which contains the protein. 

Do yourself a favor and abandon majestic12’s advice on cannabis. Their advice is (mostly) bs and is serving to pave the way for corrupt pharma 

takeover.



12/20/2019 3:02:46 PM enomai_ If not all already.

Rember time is an illusion

So, time equals = location

Location is a dimension?

Just asking for a friend.

12/20/2019 3:02:56 PM duxgirl27 That’s it 19 years. Wow. Thank you Jesus he’s been arrested

12/20/2019 3:03:56 PM wls_09 If that is the case then why/how are people healing disease from animal product,allowing them to be free in their body,expand their spiritual 

practices,which grows + ascends there personal consciousness, flowing into the collective. The metaphysical and physical body connection

12/20/2019 3:03:57 PM enomai_ Btw no pun with the missing em.

A fun lazy way of spelling.

12/20/2019 3:04:40 PM boogeymanhunter 2/2/73

A Majestic time.

12/20/2019 3:06:55 PM luanne29885673 Hopefully the end of the world as we know it

12/20/2019 3:07:58 PM chris_losh_ Agreed, however info is true.

12/20/2019 3:08:21 PM djlok I'm wondering that too. Perhaps certain locations are in a different time.  Bc I'll tell you right now living where I was (think big city) and where I am now 

in a smaller city...it's like travelling back in time.   Like full blown time travel!!!

12/20/2019 3:14:38 PM sterkinglights1 This aged well.🤣😂🤓

12/20/2019 3:17:14 PM wls_09 Dis-ease meaning your body mind spirit connection system is in dis-harmony. When there is upset in the balance, disease/sickness/ailments manifests. 

So if people are healing from animal products that means that are back at ease. Interesting.. 

Ethical-Pure-Gratitude-Balance-Ease

12/20/2019 3:17:37 PM momislazy11 Look out he said he wanted to be reincarnated into a virus and kill Millions of people

12/20/2019 3:18:54 PM covertress Sorry. I trust my former husband's advice over anyone else's.

12/20/2019 3:20:51 PM momekool1 He’s resigning because he’s been forced to. He’s a satanic pedovore!

12/20/2019 3:20:57 PM 166factor Sorry what does 187 in brackets mean?

12/20/2019 3:34:38 PM laurabusse Is the pre existing condition his...death?

12/20/2019 3:44:16 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/DEsNnyAMSV

12/20/2019 3:44:32 PM signnamehere1 This marks the beginning not the end. More scaremongering from the tabloids as panic  sets in.

12/20/2019 3:45:33 PM deinosofdeicide Jesse Watters follows PrayingMedic!

12/20/2019 3:55:01 PM evak93051546 187 you say 💥

12/20/2019 4:02:09 PM dennisleehall2 Didn't the Mayans "predict" some cataclysmic event would happen a few years ago? (Checks pulse, looks around) Yup....still here!

12/20/2019 4:08:08 PM enemama May God Bless @JesseBWatters and @realDonaldTrump for helping to end child sex trafficking and the satanic pedophiles in high places within our 

society. #WeAreTheNews #GreatAwakening #wwg1wga #draintheswamp

12/20/2019 4:13:08 PM randigerber I hope the Mormon pedos are brought down soon! I was raised Mormon and know what they really are. Most are good, leaders are evil as there Pope!

12/20/2019 4:14:00 PM areckoningday "One of these days, Alice!"

BIG? I think so. https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-

endangering-humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

12/20/2019 4:15:26 PM randigerber How about they stop talking about it and start arresting these pedos.

12/20/2019 4:17:28 PM mary_jai1 I will never get it out of my head. I have researched SRA and Elite pedo rings for yrs. You think you’re ready. .. Nope! No one can be prepared to hear 

that !

12/20/2019 4:19:38 PM mary_jai1 If you’re saying enjoy it, I’m thinking some kind of declass. Only problem is, the left poopoo’s it all away and we never get anywhere w these morons!

12/20/2019 4:23:43 PM cbirdseyevuze 🤔

12/20/2019 4:26:02 PM autistmember and this one https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szaKnOhJbow …

12/20/2019 4:34:04 PM douglasdlenos I hope. So far it is always about....

12/20/2019 4:35:39 PM autistmember and this one https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVeDKuHPDK8 …

12/20/2019 4:40:55 PM thekanehb Well facts are actually facts. Idk if ur husband is part of maj12 but my point is they are providing some really shitty info around cannabis.

12/20/2019 4:57:18 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Small Pox Vax, required for all deployed military

12/20/2019 5:03:03 PM debstev80504671 Class action lawsuits only work when a law has been broken.

12/20/2019 5:05:30 PM barbmic  pic.twitter.com/cEQ3yaHFnH

12/20/2019 5:06:52 PM debstev80504671 He's 98 years old.

12/20/2019 5:10:44 PM debstev80504671 Qpost 3716 & 3718

Think Big and be watching tomorrow for perhaps Patriots get an early Christmas gift.

12/20/2019 5:13:00 PM nzstill yip old bastard has got away with his evil for way too long

12/20/2019 5:13:47 PM whiterabbitttt1 Teleportation = location frequency 😎

12/20/2019 5:14:34 PM lynnsch98891174 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hm, Majestic 12, my dad told me stories about their being a program by the same name that was assigned to investigate UFOS.  

Thst was tears ago, back in the 50s I think.

12/20/2019 5:14:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "she will cut your head off and you won't even know you're bleeding"  sounds satanic to me https://www.newsweek.com/nancy-pelosi-daughter-cut-

head-bleeding-1277380 …

12/20/2019 5:19:32 PM bubblesburster In plain sight

12/20/2019 5:27:24 PM debstev80504671 The Queen could be a UK distraction anytime They want as well.

12/20/2019 5:27:41 PM quantum_reality Those who have researched and have been patient and spreading hope throughout this process are seeing the fruits of that as more people are 

awakening to the tyrannical situation in front of them

12/20/2019 5:34:02 PM snakejackal IBM AI Q Vs Q pic.twitter.com/JfO5ithL9X

12/20/2019 5:39:40 PM quantum_reality Go to qmap .pub and dig in. 

Twitter won’t let me post a tweet with that link embedded. Absolute tyrants.

12/20/2019 5:39:59 PM n2zyk Rising from the dead

12/20/2019 5:41:03 PM djlok Is that when you were born, BuHu?

12/20/2019 5:41:52 PM quantum_reality Burner account

12/20/2019 5:42:53 PM quantum_reality Sweet burner account

12/20/2019 5:46:39 PM knightofmaltaus let’s see who is seeing this... 

@terran_sol @DJLOK @JRockTigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens

 https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/it-did-not-obey-the-laws-of-physics-pilot-who-spotted-famous-tic-tac-ufo-breaks-silence-after-15-years/ar-

BBYcItS …?

12/20/2019 5:47:22 PM therealbigneum Hmm prettt accurate

12/20/2019 5:50:47 PM spydermagaq More so than all previous presidents combined.

12/20/2019 5:51:04 PM jrocktigers 👁

12/20/2019 5:53:53 PM spydermagaq Bush Family were not American. Germans. Scherff was the name. They were Nazis. Obama was not only traitor to be President and not American. 

Neither Bush was...



12/20/2019 5:54:08 PM snakejackal Kids receive stars on marking and Soldiers receive stars on shoulders.  People are programmed to believe names with stars and follow the leadership.  

Chinese kids learn since birth follow the money ended up become corrupted because money lead them in the end.

12/20/2019 6:00:37 PM tillie71120939 He is the last #Pope according to the Malachy prophecy. I no longer trust the #History channel but I watched a really good show about the last pope 

Malachy prophecy just this week.

12/20/2019 6:16:53 PM mjlcreative LOVE that image / text combo ❤️ 🦅

12/20/2019 6:18:00 PM mjlcreative 😂😂😂😂😂👌

12/20/2019 6:18:35 PM toffer_anon_369 ]187[ pic.twitter.com/obpdjH0NY3

12/20/2019 6:20:19 PM kshitijvats3 Thank you my friend

12/20/2019 6:20:23 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tribunal Watch on Twitter @tribunal_watch - The public will soon learn that IMPEACHMENT is about SO MUCH MORE than control, 

It’s about EPSTEIN ISLAND, Numbing the conscience in preparation of TRUTH, Human and drug trafficking, Fueling the global ELITE SATANIC

12/20/2019 6:20:31 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 power structure. Bush, Clinton, Obama, Windsor - WE ARE THE NEWS NOW

12/20/2019 6:24:59 PM michael81972 You’re Welcome

12/20/2019 6:25:05 PM parakletosanon Makes sense. It seems they all are.

12/20/2019 6:25:58 PM leonworkman2000 Satan is in the 4th dimension along with all free fallen angels.

12/20/2019 6:41:58 PM matrixslayer1 Now

12/20/2019 6:44:21 PM pomeinnz Something big is coming

Need a counter ready.

12/20/2019 6:46:12 PM pomeinnz Coming back.

12/20/2019 6:47:34 PM debstev80504671 3716 & 17.

12/20/2019 6:47:37 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hey can you guys talk any more about this, as the date draweth neigh?  pic.twitter.com/Ja4fiOuT9u

12/20/2019 6:50:08 PM rifflemonica Agree!

12/20/2019 6:53:18 PM rifflemonica Evil art!

12/20/2019 6:53:48 PM aleks8837 Visiting there or visiting here? ❤️

12/20/2019 6:54:02 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

12/20/2019 6:54:52 PM aleks8837 After 7th? Yeah, no....definitely not.

12/20/2019 7:02:42 PM toffer_anon_369 Related? https://youtu.be/CmggAvy09-I 

12/20/2019 7:11:50 PM tyetyler1 Murdered = 187 or  ]187[  

 [187] = dead

12/20/2019 7:17:52 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/FFIrSxp4p5

12/20/2019 7:19:53 PM awakeandsing123  pic.twitter.com/NRWLMiLcIq

12/20/2019 7:25:04 PM waterheals I don't buy it at the store or have it delivered. I bought an ionizer from  http://www.ChansonWater.com  and make it myself at home.

12/20/2019 7:26:04 PM waterheals Yes, but I prefer Chanson Water  http://www.ChansonWater.com 

Half the price of mlm Kangan and newer tech.

12/20/2019 7:27:36 PM waterheals www.Chansonwater.cim water ionizer to make your own ionized water at home. It's amazing. Got rid of my arthritic knee pain from a 20 year old 

injury.

12/20/2019 7:28:12 PM stanstephens13 That’s it?

12/20/2019 7:31:30 PM waterheals I prefer to just make mine at home with a water ionizer. one time expence and then a filter once a year. I swear by  http://www.Chansonwater.com 

12/20/2019 7:32:05 PM tronyori2 WOAH! Well...ok then!

 https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1208226022078009344 …

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA

#projectlookingglass

#lookingglass

#timetravel pic.twitter.com/nyhiIjEE52
12/20/2019 7:35:39 PM 02joshuaradwan 💚🙏🏽

12/20/2019 7:50:30 PM parakletosanon 96???? Dang right side up, upside down paradigm. +/- polarities, the opposite twins. As above so below..... interesting. Ms-13 are satanists they serve 

those below. Thats why Holder and Barakhenatan gave them fast&furios weapons, “assault” rifles & arsenal.

12/20/2019 7:54:47 PM toddalilley When the News call's it conspiracy theory that means it's the truth

12/20/2019 7:57:17 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs

12/20/2019 7:59:42 PM boogeymanhunter Ha.

Naw, ...funny, the stork didn’t droP me for another

 4 yrs 5 months later. Roughly. 

45.

Actually, 2-2-73 was 17,122 days ago.

Numbers always mean something? Correct? 🤔

936/639 means something, somewhere to someone.
12/20/2019 8:00:02 PM 444_q_ God is in control. All Will be amazed in the coming year.

12/20/2019 8:02:55 PM lbf777 What about the Politicians. They are more animals than MS13.

12/20/2019 8:32:47 PM desirelove101 Finally someone is speaking the truth!!

12/20/2019 8:34:50 PM madscientist Because they consider the differences worth dividing over.  Everybody want's to do things they way they see fit.  How is this hard to understand?  It 

shouldnt be.

12/20/2019 8:34:53 PM rifflemonica Finally going on MSM and mentions Hillary.

12/20/2019 8:37:15 PM madscientist Oh don't get me wrong.  There are tons of problems with the Western Church today.  I would agree the Devil does thrive in those.  What is worse is 

that the Devil thrives in subtle ways.  We have 'approved' sins like self-righteousness.  Again self-focused = sin.

12/20/2019 8:37:55 PM qtpi3_14  https://www.openphilanthropy.org/about/who-we-are …

12/20/2019 8:39:25 PM madscientist The early church collected them, and circulated copies of them among the churches.  Why would it be a problem?  There is no reason.  Regardless of 

who decided you can still find these books which were excluded. Read them and decide.  You'll see why.

12/20/2019 8:40:59 PM believe_coach Visiting “HERE.”

12/20/2019 8:41:09 PM qtpi3_14 Some.of this is terrifying https://www.openphilanthropy.org/giving/current-priorities …

12/20/2019 8:41:10 PM madscientist Leading me?  lol ok.  I'll bite.  You make too much of this.  We have the greek texts on which these are based.  Anyone can learn greek and go back to it.  

 Or compare versions.  It's not hidden.  Where is the problem?  Be careful judging.

12/20/2019 8:43:23 PM madscientist So now context is important to you?  No more cherry picking?  Again if you're suggesting I didnt know there were differences then you've really 

assumed way too much.  I dont read greek because I dont understand it, and 99% of the time it's unecessary.  It's still available.

12/20/2019 8:45:01 PM madscientist We have discussed your beliefs to some degree.  So your'e saying God made God?  Where is that in the Bible?  It's not.  Yes, there was a purpose in 

creating the Devil.  He brings glory to God ultimately.



12/20/2019 8:45:08 PM maganon1776 Loose connection here:

 https://newspunch.com/soros-bribing-felons-democrat/ … pic.twitter.com/gKdmKUiWP6

12/20/2019 8:46:55 PM qtpi3_14 He's a name worth watching... pic.twitter.com/IeWEgih9S9

12/20/2019 8:47:29 PM madscientist I've only referred to what you actually said.  If I make a false reference please correct me.  My judgements are based on the Bible.  If you don't like 

them then you can take it up with God, the Author.   If I've said something which isn't in the Bible as if it was then tell me.

12/20/2019 8:47:54 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/ADmmJFS5te

12/20/2019 8:48:32 PM madscientist That's because it IS New Age even though it's really not new at all.  It's the same error Satan made.

12/20/2019 8:49:24 PM gravey6 Q

12/20/2019 8:50:44 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/iEUkrOlMRu

12/20/2019 8:51:46 PM madscientist Yeah, I suspect so..  

 1 Corinthians 2:14 New International Version (NIV)

14 The person without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God but considers them foolishness, and cannot understand 

them because they are discerned only through the Spirit.

12/20/2019 9:12:35 PM justthinkit @99freemind

12/20/2019 9:20:38 PM kimberly_s_cook No such thing as coincidence, even down to smallest detail. Mindblowing.

12/20/2019 9:24:00 PM ekotoons NEXT GEN GS

12/20/2019 9:26:49 PM kimberly_s_cook WHUH. 😮

12/20/2019 9:27:12 PM jesusluvsu29 I discovered recently that Instagram is owned by Facebook too

12/20/2019 9:29:48 PM ekotoons SINCE WAAAAAAAAY BACK

12/20/2019 9:31:55 PM bubblesburster Well well well.... To space and beyond.....

#SpaceForce

#Space

#Spacewars

#lookingglass

12/20/2019 9:32:36 PM jesusluvsu29 🤗

12/20/2019 9:32:50 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/dTBxpAYKda

12/20/2019 9:33:04 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/EtfOkWy8p9

12/20/2019 9:33:30 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/WBImF8ZM4P

12/20/2019 9:33:42 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/Pq8TJwb6qY

12/20/2019 9:34:05 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/zht6Z9Rxvd

12/20/2019 9:35:33 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/Yu4Jey678X

12/20/2019 9:35:43 PM vieiraranch Well this is very curious...Hmmm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Thomas1774Paine/status/1208088461212868615 …

12/20/2019 9:36:26 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/uw5Orwltij

12/20/2019 9:37:01 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/1Ta1vBKkWg

12/20/2019 9:38:02 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/T3Or68psiG

12/20/2019 9:38:26 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/Vgq9WxeI9f

12/20/2019 9:38:56 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/HjiwV18UM7

12/20/2019 9:41:07 PM qtpi3_14 Groomed?

12/20/2019 9:51:14 PM hwkammers @almostjingo @M2Madness @martingeddes @IPOT1776 @DIXIEDOODLE12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @CarrollQuigley1 @DOITQ_GO17 

@TheRealRaNon @S246278910

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ThyConsigliori @99freemind @yigsstarhouse

12/20/2019 10:12:52 PM lucas2011lions Stealth bomber B2 =B × B = Bill Barr

12/20/2019 10:23:54 PM jay_jaska @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It's always interesting how the numbers line up, eh? 🤔  pic.twitter.com/VnHBjwmfsf

12/20/2019 10:26:46 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://jumpnews.today/giuliani-impeachment-is-about-hiding-obama-corruption-billions-laundered-extortion-and-

bribery/?fbclid=IwAR0Eydlv2yCDxBJd6ZH9OcYJnIOHjI5XZolf22kcbhyUbiYh9EfpMql2dSc …

12/20/2019 10:52:58 PM carmindabrendel 🙏🏻❤️

12/20/2019 10:57:12 PM carlstromelaina I believe her and hope this will add additional time on his sentence.

12/20/2019 11:07:24 PM enomai_ You're right but this always happens for me. I dont think in time.

Usually.

Events

12/20/2019 11:08:27 PM enomai_ Learned this from a friend, of a friend, of a friend, of a friend, and then that friend's daughter, and then, from that friend. Friends of all

12/20/2019 11:12:11 PM enomai_ Lol. 

Welcome back then

12/20/2019 11:30:20 PM enomai_ Great graphic

MOVING FORWARD

the one/domain symbol

12/21/2019 1:40:19 AM kendavi80404473 She Changed History!~!!!

12/21/2019 1:54:56 AM beatricemcchri1 M'Nazi = 🍍

Pepo= Wind Fart.

Swahili Ditty:

Ukuti Ukuti

Wa Mnazi Wa Mnazi

Ukuti Ukuti

Wa Mnazi Wa Mnazi

Ukitapata Upepo

Matete Matete Matete Ma Ma!

Ukipata Upepo

Matete Matete Matete Ma Ma!

Westerners:.

Ring Around The Rosey

....

Ashes Ashes We All Fall Down.

C TT Wife🎥 pic.twitter.com/R2jOJSttSj
12/21/2019 1:58:58 AM cheesemouse65  pic.twitter.com/yngVPIjrYz



12/21/2019 2:03:34 AM beatricemcchri1 Sponge Bob Is Vegas Bowl

OverCs Sky Is Toto Christ Atlantis 

Ie Atlanta. Tuczon. 2 Suns

Kikuyus Are Shiny Pple

All Highland War Sailors

Thin Air, Cold As MN. Snow Is Rare.

Read Up Narok (Na 🎸) 🌎 Crack Fault

Cinematic Time Travelers Cannot Sing

Makes Them Dissipate Into Dust. pic.twitter.com/lPJVxQtRGH
12/21/2019 2:24:06 AM whos2know1 Gold freakin 🌟. Epic reply!! Has me seriously lol-ing!!!

12/21/2019 2:28:42 AM 963_maxoom JUSTICE Q'CLQCK ⛓⚖ pic.twitter.com/LGnp3F3uNa

12/21/2019 2:37:47 AM aboxoffrogs That's a bold statement. And now, some evidence?

12/21/2019 2:59:08 AM beatricemcchri1 LGBT  Interpretation is Pig Latin Corrupting Swahili Language. 

The Culprit Is Allah The Pope, PharISIS The Catholic/Islam Rapist Pedophile. Dave Caught His 9 Balls

What A Wind Bag! He Collects Tithe To Burn, Creating White Ayadollar Smoke.

Anal Probes He Gives Medical Occult.

12/21/2019 3:08:25 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

12/21/2019 3:08:31 AM beatricemcchri1 AUSTIN, A Solution🔥BROKE 🐫 NEWS🔥

#JesusChrist

#gayjesus 

Jesus = He SusSusan Smith.  Allah Is @ Pontifex 

Christ Is @P0A_Triot23 🇺🇸 Where Gay, Discreet Is Ok.

LGBTest Tube 👶 🎶My NAME Is Not Susan🎶

Soldiers:

@USMC

@usairforce

@Incarcerated_ET https://youtu.be/mIsGCjv_gDA 
12/21/2019 3:13:13 AM lizmarques17 For anyone who didn’t know about Q . That 10% population just increased dramatically and are awakening a lot more people. 🇺🇸

12/21/2019 3:18:52 AM beatricemcchri1 AUSTIN🔥BREAKING GNUS

#gayjesus 👹

#QAnons 🌈

Jesus Christ. 2 In 1. 👨+👩

LatinJesus Was HeSusan Smith, HRC Killary. Allah @ Pontifex Warlock.

👨 @P0A_Triot23 Christ Is N🇺🇸 Where LGBT Is Legal. I'm 👰, Polar Opposite Nigga

LGBTest Tube 👶 🎶B Jean 🎶 https://youtu.be/B02LXuKWGTI 
12/21/2019 3:25:29 AM anniebearwolf Bot and reported

12/21/2019 4:02:26 AM loosedemon1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

interesting piece from Ben Fulford

 https://benjaminfulford.net 

12/21/2019 4:21:33 AM momekool1 @JesseBWatters, please ask president Trump about Qanon. We know the answer, but the public needs to hear him endorse them (Qanon.) You’re 

gonna love who they are!😃👍🇺🇸

12/21/2019 4:21:38 AM whoti_ "Francis also raised from 14 to 18 the cut-off age below which the Vatican considers pornographic images to be child pornography"

(#unsealvatican #unsealvatican #unsealvatican)*1

(#unsealvatican #unsealvatican #unsealvatican)*2

(#unsealvatican #unsealvatican #unsealvatican)*3

12/21/2019 4:24:58 AM momekool1 Did you guys here the pope’s resigning in 2020??😃👍👍👍

12/21/2019 5:33:38 AM westmount_d7 🙌

12/21/2019 5:34:52 AM state1union I also see 1221 which is today. Oh and you are amazing 😉 cOurtn3yishere.

12/21/2019 5:37:16 AM whoti_ DIA - Defense Intelligence Agency... Coincidence?? 🧐

12/21/2019 5:41:35 AM westmount_d7 Interesting how NO One is talking about THAT. Convenient. Actions speak louder than words.

12/21/2019 5:52:19 AM lbf777 They don’t want the fans to wake up.

12/21/2019 5:54:46 AM scott_rick Can I ask for clarification please:

Is psybocylin an aid in the above recommendations?

Also I didn’t see gamma brain waves in the above(40hz) why not?

12/21/2019 6:17:00 AM m20shel C heck out @chiIIum   She has mad research skills and legal  info into GS and ALL his ties from law firms, NGOs societies and business partners to his 

celeb minions.

12/21/2019 6:18:35 AM m20shel Also, great way to get all to dig and self educate. 😎

12/21/2019 6:51:44 AM eddiecopeland1 You don't ignore them, use them, like bait on a hook to reel in, that which runs them!

12/21/2019 6:58:41 AM odiesan77 Reconciling us with the Father

12/21/2019 7:01:35 AM bonitaprea1 Casting out demons and healing the sick

12/21/2019 7:04:05 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JohnnyMerckx/status/1208402236633755648 …

12/21/2019 7:21:49 AM moyakker Q Sent Me!

12/21/2019 7:27:39 AM westmount_d7 Agreed. There is an agenda. A plan. Propaganda is always so interesting. Regardless, with transparency comes the GOOD & bad. Everyone must know 

the whole truth about this $ worshipping, occult planet to change focus onto Human Beings. You & I, must magnify the positive as see.🌹

12/21/2019 7:32:50 AM fansblowing3 I had never seen this particular video before.  They sacrifice the mother and rip out her baby, chop it up, and then have Eucharist service - drink and eat 

the body and blood etc.  😡  More sacrifices and then orgies.  #thesepeoplearesick

12/21/2019 7:36:27 AM lbf777 Exactly.

12/21/2019 7:37:23 AM westmount_d7 Exactly 🙌😘

12/21/2019 7:40:46 AM bansuri44256232 Where is Billy?

12/21/2019 7:45:18 AM lbljm1  pic.twitter.com/TpTebcwdVQ



12/21/2019 7:48:49 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.cbsnews.com/news/is-donald-trump-impeached-white-house-considers-arguing-no-because-articles-of-impeachment-not-delivered-to-

senate/ …

12/21/2019 7:49:10 AM guy_karen Ha ha pound sand

12/21/2019 7:49:43 AM april10521252 Why not head towards north? My bed is already that way 🤣

12/21/2019 7:50:14 AM klaatu1649 Right?

12/21/2019 7:51:25 AM debbguy Thank you Mr. President! I love what you are doing for our country. I’m praying for you, you stay strong!

12/21/2019 7:52:06 AM farmgirl286 He will be re-elected regardless

12/21/2019 7:53:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 New Twitter algorithm reducing MJ12 reach by 60%.

Enjoy the show...

12/21/2019 7:53:29 AM awakeningwarri3 The more one hates God, the more one is filled with the hatred they spew, and the stronger God's presence becomes. In the same way, the more 

leftists hate Trump, who is Trumping 'evil', the more wicked and weak they become, and the stronger his presence becomes. #truth

12/21/2019 7:54:59 AM kevinpaz822 #EnjoyTheShow

12/21/2019 7:55:33 AM highhopesusa The truth will set us free.

12/21/2019 7:55:33 AM sheerglee1 I have noticed a VERY BIG drop for the last few months...my reach is not the same

12/21/2019 7:56:47 AM humanprimer Just increase the volume. Navy patents = dirt cheap clean energy.  You are the news now. Be loud Sir.

12/21/2019 7:58:27 AM highhopesusa  pic.twitter.com/tZ2CWQVAAc

12/21/2019 8:00:53 AM qanongroup The Village Idiot Pelosi and company needs to be the one to get impeached from Politics

12/21/2019 8:01:58 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/6qQunsLOnl

12/21/2019 8:02:59 AM mongrelglory I just noticed Twitter was acting "glitchy" this morning!

12/21/2019 8:03:00 AM sofia_wwg1wga 5x5

12/21/2019 8:08:12 AM bbobbio71 I've been trying that.  Not sure if I'm reaching more or not. Maybe we can take some of these links and start an email campaign.  Thoughts??

12/21/2019 8:08:51 AM bbobbio71 I was wondering the same myself.

12/21/2019 8:09:07 AM 444_q_ Yes, my search bar shows no suggestions/recently visited Twitter sights.

12/21/2019 8:09:47 AM house_poseidon We must reverse this.

12/21/2019 8:10:50 AM state1union It’s their Dems winter solstice and it won’t work!  Slaves no more!  Sheep no more!  Wake Up!  Holding onto this Impeachment is a part of their Satanic 

worship. Their winter solstice. Breaking their spells.

12/21/2019 8:11:22 AM bbobbio71 Also,  every time I rt after an hour or so, they are gone, not to mention my matrix connection devise (lol) has been freezing as well as acting odd. It's 

only a few months old.

12/21/2019 8:11:43 AM americanpetal 60% percent!

12/21/2019 8:12:09 AM knightofmaltaus Complete and utter malarky. This Pontiff is not very popular among the inner circle and Cardinals. If he steps down it is not the end of the world but a 

new start for the Catholic Church. Was just there and he is saying things many distrust. How about “Jesus was just a man”? Hmmm 

pic.twitter.com/9ZwvUTsmK1

12/21/2019 8:18:21 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tore_says 8chan, 8kun, 88888888888888888888888888 TIME  https://lovetruthsite.wordpress.com/2019/11/27/can-you-handle-

the-truth/ … pic.twitter.com/HQ9IuL97Fq

12/21/2019 8:19:30 AM girlawakeinca They can try, but we will find a way. 💫

12/21/2019 8:22:24 AM papadocdolo  pic.twitter.com/VgleoD2SvH

12/21/2019 8:26:26 AM rx8bob Not sure how you found that statistic but many folks post links are going nowhere today

12/21/2019 8:27:35 AM missachar1 This is for you. Fresh this morning! pic.twitter.com/eA9wzp2rdZ

12/21/2019 8:28:04 AM nikoscali #ALICE is working overtime pushing the #IMPOTUS hashtag today..

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/mojo57283798/status/1208422766635966464 …

12/21/2019 8:29:49 AM bakkenbill1964 Yahoo! The shortest day of the year! Spring is imminent! Dark to light!👍🏼🙏🏻

12/21/2019 8:32:42 AM virginialouelle Yep, I got the same message yesterday.

12/21/2019 8:32:54 AM keith369me Quite frankly I’m surprised.  Disclosure vids are now gaining a far greater reach...for example this week old video with Dr Steven Greer is pushing a 

million views.  Unheard of numbers just weeks/months ago. https://youtu.be/klXj198vY4A 

12/21/2019 8:33:49 AM bbanderson50158 To sum it up. She used a new process (think recent 007 films) to create a realistic mask. Gave a briefing in the oval office impersonating a colleague. 

Nobody was aware until she told them

12/21/2019 8:35:29 AM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

12/21/2019 8:35:51 AM lbf777 Oh but there is nothing Rabbi Trump can do with these antiConstitutional violations of our 1st amendment Rights right?

Is that because he is in on it? Are you in on it?

12/21/2019 8:37:17 AM charlesgdavis1 THIS is a violation of the 1A!! SEND IN THE MILITARY and seize control of ALL media and have THE Library of Congress to monitor accessibility to 

information and THEN penalize the companies with fines of $100,000 million per incident for mega corporations.....THAT. WILL STOP THE💩

12/21/2019 8:38:38 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/21/2019 8:39:21 AM bbanderson50158 They don't explain the way they make the masks though. It's just my assumption they are 3d printing them. It wouldn't prove too difficult to do

12/21/2019 8:40:50 AM sharong73376199 Had me locked out. Had to find my password which of course I couldn't remember.

12/21/2019 8:41:18 AM itsgreat2tweet All the more reason for me to check by your account every day 👊🇺🇸

12/21/2019 8:50:09 AM theappraizer Not fair.

12/21/2019 8:53:39 AM theappraizer Yah, sooooo much goings on points to us being in an “it doesn't matter" situation. DC is running to & fro in literal panic. One can smell the fear & panic. 

Asteroid? Meteor? Comet? Aliens? Which manufactured event do we have to look forward to? pic.twitter.com/ulAUKrPCGM

12/21/2019 8:54:09 AM ygwiryn Omnibus bill 2 Dropped and I’m pissed!

What changed on the timeline?

12/21/2019 9:00:27 AM qtpi3_14 I love her research.   She's amazing

12/21/2019 9:01:21 AM lorieve The "Day of the Lord" is what they cannot stop. 

It will be great and terrible. Chose wisely.

12/21/2019 9:02:30 AM jaded_pearl Because certain metals naturally gravitate towards the North Pole. Sleeping with head towards North would allow for metal build-up around the pineal 

gland causing lots of health and brain issues.

12/21/2019 9:04:28 AM theappraizer 🤣😂

12/21/2019 9:04:29 AM johnnymerckx @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tore_says  Michael Rogers and TEAM8. EX-NSA  Admiral joins firm connected to Israeli Intelligence. Notice 

the 8 on its side https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DshO-QBtdww …

12/21/2019 9:10:03 AM cleopatrarawk When ordering your next laptop, you can request that they not automatically include wi-fi built in the laptop.

12/21/2019 9:10:51 AM snakejackal The same how donation and charity wealth blocked by algorithm of corruption.

12/21/2019 9:10:55 AM cleopatrarawk WORTH EVERY PENNY.

12/21/2019 9:12:32 AM awakeandsing123 I never rely on my newsfeed. I manually visit the few selected pages i like to check out. As we say in Russia, if the mountain doesn’t come to Mohamed, 

then Mohamed has to come to the mountain.

12/21/2019 9:18:44 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/VmwgyPXwUT

12/21/2019 9:19:33 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/vrK6lchdVU

12/21/2019 9:19:50 AM n2zyk Is satanism a pre existing condition?

12/21/2019 9:21:19 AM fansblowing3 I always have to type in your email address to find this page 🙄.  Try again they will.



12/21/2019 9:26:20 AM anonbeth guess we will end up with emergency broadcast system at some point..keep keeping on kindred pic.twitter.com/jRHvkoUItP

12/21/2019 9:29:22 AM covertress Why is Trump "energized" over his impeachment?

The nation is learning how to govern a republic...

if they can keep it. https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/nation/a-republic-if-you-can-keep-it-did-ben-franklin-really-say-impeachment-days-

favorite-quote/ …

12/21/2019 9:31:43 AM danabrownphoto I do too.  I have my favorites and I stick with what I feel is credible and worth following based on facts instead of just rants that make no sense

12/21/2019 9:37:02 AM janewmason I see you!

12/21/2019 9:37:22 AM whos2know1  pic.twitter.com/jTKgQruLKB

12/21/2019 9:38:28 AM whos2know1 It’s 12/21 here.   I’m sleepy as all get out.   But I don’t wanna close my eye...I don’t wanna miss a thing.  Be glad you can’t hear me sing.

12/21/2019 9:38:44 AM sseed369 12/21/12 - (3)[22](3)(3) pic.twitter.com/fiL0vKc0ps

12/21/2019 9:42:39 AM gordonmajack Just finished reading 610 pages of MJ12 tweets. Mind blown. So much to digest. Thank you.

12/21/2019 9:44:05 AM _sigel If my perceptions are tuned correctly then

Rick & Morty

Morty kills Rick, Rick's BE consciousness downloads into a waiting BE clone, seemingly interupting that BE conscious returning to its IS for  

amalgamation, before returning to conception

Hack!?

Many avatars of a single IS?
12/21/2019 9:45:11 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tore_says @TheJusticeDept  Where was Mike Rogers  https://youtu.be/D2oI76dIM6M?t=3092 …

12/21/2019 9:45:26 AM leemagna I remember to check your page daily because you almost never come up on my feed 🙄

12/21/2019 9:45:47 AM davidg02986909 @intheMatrixxx @carmindabrendel @SayWhenLA @M2Madness @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Well it looks like Justice Roberts has just flown 

to Malta.  He is a Knight of Malta. There must be an emergency meeting by the cabal.   http://hopefromabove.org/John_Roberts.html … 

pic.twitter.com/K1q0Bm6Hjm

12/21/2019 9:47:06 AM leemagna Thank you @realDonaldTrump I live in Suffolk and the problem is real. Bless your heart

12/21/2019 9:48:53 AM juliefeider333 Pocahontas calling for impeachment?? 😂😂😂

12/21/2019 9:51:44 AM flowersoul And... Trump ws still President 🤣😂😇💫🤶☄️🛸💖

12/21/2019 10:01:55 AM covertress LLove it!

covfefe https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196299847726440448?s=20 …

12/21/2019 10:04:22 AM shanewhitfiel10 This could not have anything to do with it... Greer has done a lot but just something to think about. pic.twitter.com/z9yM21IpZr

12/21/2019 10:14:40 AM unidentifiedta1 88 https://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/475488-twitter-takes-down-88k-accounts-tied-to-saudi-arabia …

12/21/2019 10:21:27 AM magicianswheel I have long declared that Francis the luciferian Communist who participates in Satanic rituals will be THE LAST POPE!!

12/21/2019 10:24:52 AM crampneyvis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vision_remota/esp_visionremota_5.htm …

12/21/2019 10:27:41 AM aleks8837 Free, free, FREE ENERGY! ❤️❤️❤️

The main solution for EVERY bad thing in the world.

Free energy = new paradigm!!!!

🌊🙏

12/21/2019 10:39:27 AM keith369me He’s a disclosure tool.  Asked MJ about him last year...mostly factual, some disinformation possibly due to him being fed some disinformation

12/21/2019 10:39:40 AM keith369me 💯 %%%

12/21/2019 10:44:38 AM joni_apple_seed OK BUT THIS!!!!!  https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-

endangering-humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

HUGE! Plus within the suit a golden nugget 

‘BIG TECH BELIEVES WE LIVE IN A SIMULATION!’ #THANQ

@TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @laurabusse pic.twitter.com/QbbwiXtBpb

12/21/2019 10:57:53 AM randyfresh De Nile isn’t just a river in Egypt.

12/21/2019 11:01:26 AM basil26 Twatter’s been messed since last night, patriot’s videos weren’t loading, was watching POTUS’ likes and retweet numbers fluctuate to negatives...

12/21/2019 11:12:04 AM turboxyde Lunar operations ready to broadcast more co-creative gravitational waves?

Templar Operators are standing by with...

 https://youtu.be/htKY2oD85rs  pic.twitter.com/z0h0vUhpyj

12/21/2019 11:30:17 AM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Almost 80% of Americans say they are angry with the federal government -  https://www.businessinsider.com/ap-poll-americans-

angry-with-federal-government-happy-at-home-2016-4?fbclid=IwAR2mkksx-7-fsrAmB1_oKElvFmt70hGN7ATRMNd5wOSzYten6oaknx …

12/21/2019 11:33:18 AM cydneegreen 6) @patton6966 @EyesOnQ @John_F_Kennnedy @martingeddes @IPOT1776 @love4thegameAK @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mil_ops @

beer_parade @purplefavorite1 @Qanon76 @X22Report @GregRubini @Cordicon @MAGAMedium2 @CryptoKoba @SayWhenLA @xSTYMIEx  Thank 

You in advance Patriots❣️🇺🇸❣️

12/21/2019 11:38:00 AM melbourne_3000 [They] WON'T be getting away with it! 

#TickTock pic.twitter.com/YtNQr1DQvN

12/21/2019 11:51:48 AM unittzoo She’s running for President. She has to be recused from voting.

12/21/2019 11:53:26 AM atsaduk What does it all mean xalos?!?

12/21/2019 12:04:13 PM codeman9230 Check out @Nun_chucknorris 's pinned tweet. He spent a lot of time compiling... Good stuff.

12/21/2019 12:04:58 PM laughingwolf11 Muh. Why argue? Everyone can see President Trump is still sitting behind the Resolution Desk in the Oval Office.

12/21/2019 12:13:56 PM turboxyde Your heart is capable of amazing things when fully powered by the light of your (IS) divine essence.

To unlock your unique gifts, open your heart & ask Creator to activate your DNA IOT project the highest quality of consciousness your (BE) can muster 

within this density. pic.twitter.com/5wsBReCWvQ

12/21/2019 12:20:16 PM turboxyde The rest will come with "time" as your entropy (karma) sheds with a grace & dignity that only your IS can manifest.

If you discipline yourself through meditation a path will be laid out for you & a story unlike any other will unfold before your eyes.

That story IS-BE Majestic. pic.twitter.com/oSzd3h5Bvz

12/21/2019 12:21:08 PM mccorkle_holly The Vaccine companies have investigated time and money to propose the idea of tracking us like animals.

12/21/2019 12:28:30 PM rapunzel_39 Thank you, I will check it out.  

A friend once gave me a drink of Kangan water, and it was the best I have ever had.  I wouldn’t buy a unit because of the mlm aspect.

12/21/2019 12:38:35 PM seektruthalways Can the first real arrest be him!!! That would be amazing.



12/21/2019 12:46:40 PM ariedamhope His teachings were for those not saved (sinners) than most would think, that He would only come to reside with those that didn’t sin.

12/21/2019 12:58:35 PM paulygenz Sacrificing himself for the We the People

12/21/2019 1:19:55 PM teachers421  pic.twitter.com/mlRLbyLZ8n

12/21/2019 1:21:00 PM teachers421 21% battery. 2.21pm on the 21st of December. Co-incidence? I think not.

12/21/2019 1:48:31 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208501771506769920?s=20 …

12/21/2019 2:29:45 PM kathleenmckeon6 That doesn't make a lick of sense.

If he just did that, reversed overnight all the unconstitutional moves our past politicians have done, how the heck would the people know it had ever 

been done in the first place?  Read books on it, for those that read?

12/21/2019 2:30:59 PM realtahmrice Mj12

12/21/2019 2:31:30 PM stoneturnr Are other major particle accelerators besides CERN weaponized against humanity? Could you elaborate on what makes CERN so dangerous? Are they 

using gravitational time dilation to slow down time in selected areas, or something to that effect?

12/21/2019 2:34:00 PM 3n1f4vr He called out the evil one, the corruptor, who doesn't let people's yes be a yes, and who doesn't let people's no be a no. (the Sermon on the Mount)

12/21/2019 2:39:40 PM coach_ztb Notifications on 😉👍

12/21/2019 2:44:30 PM kathleenmckeon6 Bilderberg had on its agenda, The Post Truth Era."Google says there will be a complete blackout for 2 months before the election.

They have the tools & are developing more, so to be expected.

Hmmm

I think there might be another plan than letting them run amok with what was given.

12/21/2019 2:44:41 PM crampneyvis hurray

12/21/2019 2:44:48 PM lbf777 Patriot act is a violation of our privacy Rights. Why didn’t Rabbi Trump try to stop them from renewing it 2 weeks ago? 

Why did he threaten universities to cut off funding if anyone spoke out against Zion? pic.twitter.com/lWMLxuXBWi

12/21/2019 2:51:59 PM kathleenmckeon6 The Patriot Act was a horror that the people allowed....for 16 years including a Democrat Administration, your point on this could and should include 

Obama, Biden administration.  

You are stretching and twisting the rest to suit your argument, just making it a gumpy discussion.

12/21/2019 3:01:52 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208490610488942592?s=20 …

12/21/2019 3:02:26 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208517991077421063?s=20 …

12/21/2019 3:08:20 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208522739235115008?s=20 …

12/21/2019 3:11:53 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889849929031716864?s=20 …

12/21/2019 3:12:35 PM marcelcouturie2 😁😁😁😁

12/21/2019 3:15:24 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/COsweda/status/1208521384231456768?s=20 …

12/21/2019 3:29:13 PM thetrollbar It's fairly evident that the cabal doesn't want to impeach Trump, but have some sort of leverage over him for the rest of this term.  And that they are 

resorting to Fabian tactics.  Game Theory.

12/21/2019 3:39:42 PM rebornkingent We’re going into 3 years of this Q Mj12 family.  It’ll be hard for many to catch up.

12/21/2019 3:45:23 PM aprilbrown99 We are here to help them if they need it. 💗💗💗

12/21/2019 3:46:43 PM rebornkingent Welp, I’m gonna charge their asses 🤣

12/21/2019 3:46:57 PM rebornkingent $$$$

12/21/2019 3:49:18 PM cny_micaa How is it this account says they joined in 2009?

12/21/2019 3:51:23 PM s0urc3rss Love IS pic.twitter.com/24VDHrPzOZ

12/21/2019 4:08:18 PM jim62192 Does Iran have voice of God technology, And is Potus protected if used against him ?.

12/21/2019 4:40:19 PM karajavuori Infrasound by wind turbines. https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2014JD022821 …

12/21/2019 4:48:32 PM m20shel Eyes on their Board to do damage by unlimited immigration-throwing money and propaganda to elevate the 3rd world poor unskilled migrants to 

move to rich countries.  For what? To do what? All while fanning the global climate/bio apocalypse fears. To swoop in and ‘save the day’

12/21/2019 4:49:48 PM nostradachris 🍿 pic.twitter.com/ZcXQc3CwWP

12/21/2019 5:05:25 PM nschlange @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , are you aware of this? The discovery that he's talking about?  https://twitter.com/alaraofsirius/status/1208530585632686080 …

12/21/2019 5:07:12 PM toffer_anon_369  http://KeePass.info  is a Fantastic free password vault

12/21/2019 5:23:03 PM davidg02986909 Now who will Democrats use for their 187s???  I find it strange that @SpeakerPelosi fights for MS13 and yet support abortion.  She is a fake and evil 

Catholic.  @Pontifex should excommunicate her immediately! pic.twitter.com/C6RTCoeyTs

12/21/2019 5:32:07 PM fightforamerica Recommendation for least altered version of Bible?

12/21/2019 5:37:08 PM iamsheisyeshua As I awoke I was able to discern the truth from fiction as not everyone has it 100%. Pick out what resonates with you. Here is what worked for me. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter Account, Kryon Changelings, Pysch-K, QHHT. 

And of course I would be willing to help you as well.

12/21/2019 5:46:16 PM fightforamerica Forget it. God shows me the way.

12/21/2019 6:04:02 PM keith369me Any more intel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ??? ??? ???  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196299847726440448 …

12/21/2019 6:10:48 PM roger35742354  pic.twitter.com/hvn4KX764S

12/21/2019 6:20:11 PM roger35742354 19 years, WTF! 

This monster was running a fucking baby farm!

19 years!

12/21/2019 6:20:58 PM wlightning369 That's what I'm talkin about!! 👏👏👏👍

12/21/2019 6:24:02 PM nschlange Why are you calling him Rabbi? You make ppl not want to listen to you because you come out so snarky. PRESIDENT Trump is doing a fantastic job. Did 

you cry to Obama, or vote for him? And no, I'm not in on anything.

12/21/2019 6:27:52 PM waterheals Yes, Kangan is very pricy and old tech. Chanson is about half the cost, better warrenty, longer return period if you don't like it, and great water. So 

many health benefits.

12/21/2019 6:36:47 PM dianesaumure What happens on 21 I forgot

12/21/2019 6:39:10 PM lbf777 Obama is a terrorist just like Trump. I call him Rabbi because he’s a Zionist who studies the Kabbalah posing as a Christian.

12/21/2019 6:52:33 PM nschlange The president is? No he's not, that's crazy you know. Where did you get that from? I thought Rabbi means teacher? If so, that's hardly a put down.

12/21/2019 6:53:56 PM nschlange Btw the president is the opposite of a terrorist. Maybe you need some sleep?

12/21/2019 7:01:13 PM nschlange What does that mean that makes it a good thing?

12/21/2019 7:05:07 PM americanpetal No, it’s not good

12/21/2019 7:07:45 PM lbf777 I say rabbi in a joking way. Trump admitted in his book that his Rabbi taught him the Kabbalah. pic.twitter.com/FN1w7nWBQ1

12/21/2019 7:20:15 PM rebornkingent Dr Quantum did an animation on flat land also. How can we explain the unexplainable?

12/21/2019 7:23:46 PM jimhayzlett Each on their own soul path or Stairway to Heaven ✨👼✨😇✨

12/21/2019 7:24:58 PM aprilbrown99 Hi Jim!  Nice to see you.  Hope you are doing well brother! 💗💗💗

12/21/2019 7:26:17 PM nschlange I didn't think it should be good, but everyone seems happy about it, don't they? Look at the other replies.

12/21/2019 7:26:24 PM allahuniversal Imagination

Art

Maturation

12/21/2019 7:26:42 PM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/sEVEKL1Fbx0 

12/21/2019 7:28:01 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/s1UVtb7Kc5

12/21/2019 7:30:45 PM nschlange It doesn't sound like your joking, it sounds snarky and mean actually.



12/21/2019 7:31:09 PM lbf777 I always say Rabbi Trump. Most people think it’s funny.

12/21/2019 7:32:04 PM allahuniversal New Physics

12/21/2019 7:39:11 PM allahuniversal 🎯🎯🎯

Q#9 Through the looking glass pic.twitter.com/rWpZC9nRSO

12/21/2019 7:39:13 PM s0urc3rss Including Roseanne https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1207916433692385281?s=20 …

12/21/2019 7:39:46 PM allahuniversal 🎯

12/21/2019 7:42:04 PM rebornkingent Now we got Deray Blue Vest running BLM.  The real ogs on the ground dies mysteriously? Who T F is funding Captain blue vest?  Did he win some 

negro election? Thank you fake news for propping you another sell out. Bag secured, Soul’d out.

12/21/2019 7:43:51 PM rebornkingent Jah will will never give the power to the Bald Heads. 2020 time will tell, clock runs out. https://youtu.be/9IStUjnV7YA 

12/21/2019 7:44:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK8fAUlqbow …

12/21/2019 7:44:16 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/GxIdv3y0mr

12/21/2019 7:45:56 PM rebornkingent @AllahUniversal what video did I just post when MJ posted this clip?  Who is the singer? Just another random synchronicity? 🤣

12/21/2019 7:46:02 PM aprilbrown99 Indeed.  Did not receive a notification for this tweet.

12/21/2019 7:47:14 PM mbs357 wut

12/21/2019 7:49:43 PM rebornkingent “Wake up and turn I Loose” https://youtu.be/TXkuROlGJNw 

12/21/2019 7:49:55 PM s0urc3rss MAjestic pic.twitter.com/XeoxKOVdAv

12/21/2019 7:51:22 PM aprilbrown99 It is a very catchy tune!  I need my bag a weed so that I can sing along!  😉😉😉👍👍👍😁😁😁

12/21/2019 7:52:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic https://twitter.com/HumanProgress/status/1205821994798899200 …

12/21/2019 7:53:10 PM cameronldownie My antidrug for 20 years!!!

12/21/2019 7:53:52 PM aprilbrown99 That sounds absolutely wonderful!  I am ready...yes please!!! 

💫💫💫🌈🌈🌈💫💫💫

12/21/2019 7:54:09 PM blcksambo Timelines tonight??? Been waiting up

12/21/2019 7:55:26 PM contenthonest "WATCH the WAter" Multiple Meanings.🤔

12/21/2019 7:55:56 PM melhuses OMG that was awesome 👏 pic.twitter.com/qgGmRG82ZK

12/21/2019 7:56:08 PM egelone mj, in the event when we do hit EOL, do we step through the channel or the lights that will start our next life as designed? I heard it is better to resist 

and say no to the tunnel. thanks

12/21/2019 7:56:29 PM ravisingkeegan 21.12.2019

Timelines merges.

Same realities/events.

12/21/2019 7:56:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

12/21/2019 7:57:39 PM ckay54 Hilarious.

12/21/2019 7:57:49 PM werascending 👏👏👏

12/21/2019 7:58:53 PM werascending Do not go into the light, that is what majestic said. The lights put you back in the loop of this matrix.

12/21/2019 7:58:55 PM egelone yeah, i know. it is a little bit confusing u said chose light, but just want to confirm we should take that tunnel or light. thanks

12/21/2019 7:59:18 PM kirkd594 OMG, too damn funny! 🤣😂🤣😂

12/21/2019 7:59:53 PM cameronldownie  pic.twitter.com/44g9Mav910

12/21/2019 8:00:40 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/j348NEheAh

12/21/2019 8:01:05 PM cameronldownie Viziv by Texzon?

12/21/2019 8:02:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Biggest story of 2019? #2019in5words #WinterSolstice

12/21/2019 8:03:53 PM time4u2know Dee Jay Tee Twenty Twenty

12/21/2019 8:04:15 PM cameronldownie Viziv had an angel investor.... pic.twitter.com/w0sESYXLeo

12/21/2019 8:04:28 PM werascending MJ, can you tell me why there are 9 gaps in our DNA? For an upgrade?

12/21/2019 8:05:04 PM rebornkingent I think they said going to the light is a new life, the dark is freedom?

12/21/2019 8:05:05 PM laurapacky I see what you did there! 😘

12/21/2019 8:05:31 PM josephf94042707 Qanon

12/21/2019 8:05:59 PM lordconcave Weed is Christ approved...😉 pic.twitter.com/5xxxFLu9cq

12/21/2019 8:06:17 PM laurapacky Trump is STILL your President!

12/21/2019 8:06:18 PM narcissist_ghst #MCRReturn

12/21/2019 8:06:45 PM aprilbrown99 If your IS chooses the tunnel of light you will be recycled/reincarnated. If your IS remembers to choose to turn away from the tunnel it will find its way 

back to Source.

12/21/2019 8:06:47 PM sailorpractical Giuliani will take no prisoners.

12/21/2019 8:07:09 PM kidge6 OK. nice. Which of of yall wrote that? cmon, fess up now. lol

12/21/2019 8:08:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly Biggest story of 2019?

Majestic 12 gets Q'ed (Q post #3614).

Good times!

12/21/2019 8:08:12 PM jimhayzlett You Are God’s Glorious Light, Angel ✨✨✨🌈👼✨✨✨

12/21/2019 8:10:39 PM ravisingkeegan That's your script?

12/21/2019 8:11:08 PM dynamicres Nice find!

12/21/2019 8:12:21 PM heatherhardest My vote is for one and all. Big year.

12/21/2019 8:13:55 PM toffer_anon_369  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112899900776304640 …

12/21/2019 8:14:03 PM toffer_anon_369  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112899900776304640 …

12/21/2019 8:14:35 PM cjptrsn #3 is most important, but least understood by the masses

#1 biggest DUH!! Story

#2 the coolest

But #4 will be the biggest by the time it’s all finished, which won’t likely be in 2020. Not that he was impeached, but how he survived and the 

ramifications of it. Lasting impact.
12/21/2019 8:14:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

12/21/2019 8:16:04 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank Q, MJ-12. This was our first interaction.

12/21/2019 8:16:11 PM magic_jake2012 The snow Greenhouse check it out guys we should all create Greenhouse in our communities completely run thermal energy and are able to grow 

Citrus in the winter under snow check it out

12/21/2019 8:21:13 PM schneppjennifer I did too.

12/21/2019 8:21:28 PM truth_pioneer That was a pretty cool video!!  Thanks MJ

12/21/2019 8:35:08 PM ferminpgacia sorry but that's only the tip

12/21/2019 8:42:13 PM gpup Defeating Satan!

12/21/2019 8:45:32 PM yellamoj  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063285638424866816?s=20 …

12/21/2019 8:56:10 PM speaakn That was the order I put ‘em in too, but you did a fine job of explaining why! 😉

12/21/2019 8:56:50 PM irishmama2027 100% baby!

12/21/2019 8:58:32 PM glocat1983 I see what you did there.....love it 👊😊

12/21/2019 8:59:25 PM s0urc3rss  https://twitter.com/OtherMarySpeaks/status/1208611818630983680?s=20 …



12/21/2019 9:00:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 💡

LED

Light Bulb = Solar Panel

Emitting Energy

Intaking Energy

Connected to wires

Can encoded signal pulses be used to transmit messages?

Centralized receiver?

Who can view?

What can they see?

Requires a toggle to enable.

How do you trigger?

Can you decode?

Enjoy the show...
12/21/2019 9:02:04 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1208573071625510912?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1208573071625510912 …

12/21/2019 9:02:14 PM contenthonest  pic.twitter.com/A5SLv3JosI

12/21/2019 9:02:23 PM islandofdelight LiFi (light WiFi) used for monitoring / control?

12/21/2019 9:02:33 PM covertress Space Force

People just don't know it was the biggest story of 2019 yet.

12/21/2019 9:03:52 PM carolva97910854 Are you saying LED’s are another way to spy on us?

12/21/2019 9:04:11 PM aprilbrown99 I knew there was a reason [they] were pushing those crapy bulbs. Never liked them or used them.

12/21/2019 9:04:51 PM karrruss  https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

12/21/2019 9:05:38 PM rebornkingent Tempest satellite system used the emf from the wires in a home to basically create an X-ray of your house.

12/21/2019 9:05:40 PM tractor444 Whaaa? pic.twitter.com/5S6AV2jTfS

12/21/2019 9:06:15 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.computerworld.com/article/2475911/don-t-look-now-but-the-led-light-fixtures-are-spying-on-you.html …

12/21/2019 9:06:18 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/8H2MDXcRgg

12/21/2019 9:06:18 PM realeyethespy Is that like the time I was sitting there and heard two government sounding guys talking and upon realizing I could hear them they said “Shit turn it off 

turn it off”

12/21/2019 9:07:55 PM 313bentley 😂🤣😂🤣

12/21/2019 9:08:17 PM aprilbrown99  http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread873948/pg1 …

12/21/2019 9:09:09 PM fightforamerica Not the mention the light emitted by LEDs is on the blue side of the spectrum. In the natural world morning light is blue and afternoon light is yellow.

When do we turn on our lights? At night? Blue light at night? Disrupt circadian rhythm? Health problems? Conspiracy.

12/21/2019 9:09:28 PM cjptrsn Thanks!!!

12/21/2019 9:10:09 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/hliHBeC1sco 

12/21/2019 9:12:47 PM lightwins1133 Likewise! As soon as I heard P0TUS mention it I knew something was up, and was glad I had held onto the old ones. Hated that nasty glaring light! 🙈

12/21/2019 9:13:27 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1208378147634331648?s=20 …

12/21/2019 9:13:54 PM enomai_ Yay.

12/21/2019 9:13:55 PM egelone now i know why i am confused. Mj said once "However if you choose LIGHT instead, so it shall be, and you will have the choice to ascend where you 

can either stay "dead" or re-enter the lower realm once again". I think he mean void here.

12/21/2019 9:14:37 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116146224283955201?s=20 …

12/21/2019 9:16:00 PM awakeningwarri3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Have you heard this recent interview on how scientists have discovered the literal first word of God? This is profound. This needs to 

be shared virally  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3513&v=uq_XBsBOanc&feature=emb_title …

12/21/2019 9:16:08 PM sano_faith My thought.

12/21/2019 9:17:54 PM dispairw I hope it can map out me giving it the middle finger 

Lmfao

12/21/2019 9:18:27 PM deb12233 The guy standing next to Ivanka looks like Ike.

12/21/2019 9:18:56 PM enomai_ But if someone came to see you.

Would this alter two? Does the other side remember?

12/21/2019 9:21:00 PM hoffman11my LED bulbs contain a unique IP address, they are frequency transmitters and receivers as well as surveillance tools

12/21/2019 9:21:07 PM covertress Thanks, Majestic 12. 🙄

I've had worse songs stuck in my head all day. 🤪😎🤓

12/21/2019 9:21:31 PM aprilbrown99 What about halogen lights? Are they the same?

12/21/2019 9:21:39 PM giediknight All on the AJ show.

12/21/2019 9:27:30 PM simon19560362 Less you sleep the more you die

12/21/2019 9:28:09 PM covertress That's General Raymond, the head of Space Force. He's holding his signed commission making him the newest member of the Joint Chiefs.

12/21/2019 9:28:43 PM paula84059427 Money doesn't change you,  it REVEALS you.

12/21/2019 9:28:52 PM oldhick17800719 You're on the right path. 👍

12/21/2019 9:29:05 PM oldhick17800719 Correct

12/21/2019 9:30:02 PM bigrig_chris Saw this earlier and shared it. Very interesting information.

12/21/2019 9:30:54 PM awakeningwarri3 Not at all downplaying you, but this is the information that changes the entire Universe. This is *it*. This is what needs to be heard, by all.

12/21/2019 9:33:05 PM eman1292 Well wtf. That sucks. I like my LEDs. I mean seriously, who actually enjoys changing lightbulbs, especially if you got high ceilings? Does orgone energy 

help protect against them?

12/21/2019 9:34:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Waters World

Epstein

Baby Making Farm

Clinton Involvement

GR is damage control.

Fake News.

Skeletons in his closet.

Puppets have masters.

What makes a good movie?

Great Actors.
12/21/2019 9:35:07 PM chef_brandt89  pic.twitter.com/bxTlBMM9EE

12/21/2019 9:35:16 PM rebornkingent This is it.



12/21/2019 9:35:23 PM birdmankfr AwakeningWarrior

@AwakeningWarri3

Replying to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 Have you heard this recent interview on how scientists have discovered the literal first word of God? This is profound. This needs to be shared virally

[their] Final...  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3513&v=uq_XBsBOanc&feature=emb_title …

12/21/2019 9:35:37 PM deb12233 Thank you!

12/21/2019 9:35:59 PM speaakn Ole Jerry Rivers is always f’ing up - we see right through his bad acting 🤨

12/21/2019 9:36:31 PM chairmanbrian Facts!

12/21/2019 9:36:33 PM aprilbrown99 Is he a distraction for the deep state?

12/21/2019 9:36:51 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5wyC4QNaCP

12/21/2019 9:37:35 PM joinna6 Encode.Decode

Solar.power  http://Cell.phone 

Land.Line  Transmission

 http://Piped.in  Free.Distrabution

To gether We Gather.

Free Electricity

0 emmisions

0 point

N _ S
12/21/2019 9:37:39 PM dispairw Lmfao

12/21/2019 9:37:47 PM alisvolatpropi2  pic.twitter.com/nfTy3Xhh16

12/21/2019 9:37:49 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/ZfcZiTxtie

12/21/2019 9:38:26 PM newsonthefringe  pic.twitter.com/Sgq0wWLsOW

12/21/2019 9:40:11 PM sjger3 Seriously? Which wires? Every wire? WTF man.

12/21/2019 9:40:14 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/D77CadhzqxM  pic.twitter.com/Psk564kAAE

12/21/2019 9:40:33 PM sjger3 Fml

12/21/2019 9:41:15 PM karma4event201 Guilty of flipping the bird at the sky after I took pics of unusual clouds and spotted a predator drone in the pics. 👿  Predator drone over the US

12/21/2019 9:41:39 PM 1whoknows1_ good one...;)

12/21/2019 9:41:54 PM schaufhausen4p Thats awesome.  Watch the water.

12/21/2019 9:42:49 PM enomai_ Thank you.

Great posts.

12/21/2019 9:43:24 PM sjger3 Does that mean they can see me badly dance around to my favourite music? How embarrassing. 😂😂😕😕😕😕😕😠

12/21/2019 9:43:59 PM fuknutz InfoWars reported on this back in 2012. 

But they're "controlled opposition", right? 

LMAO!

 https://www.infowars.com/everything-is-spying-on-you/ … pic.twitter.com/Wpc9y2yqMd

12/21/2019 9:44:37 PM laura_621 LED’s ~ no me gusta!

12/21/2019 9:44:47 PM sjger3 Oh I clicked on one to see more information I didn't know it was a poll... xD what's the third one about?? I'm not American. 🙃🙃

12/21/2019 9:47:19 PM karma4event201 "Centralized receiver" electric meters, now Smart meters ?

12/21/2019 9:48:20 PM skbeatty1 C'mon kids! You can modulate any carrier AUDIO/RADIO/LIGHT demodulate with the reciprocal, so simple, it goes right over your heads.

12/21/2019 9:48:40 PM jaded_pearl Any cliffs notes? It's over an hour 🤯

12/21/2019 9:48:44 PM karma4event201 Sitting where? In your home??

12/21/2019 9:49:50 PM realeyethespy H R C = HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER

12/21/2019 9:50:00 PM azuremagus So very creative and funny😎

12/21/2019 9:51:26 PM realeyethespy In my home in the woods far away from anyone else

12/21/2019 9:51:29 PM thebadpun_isher #Burisma and #HunterBiden and #JoeBiden pic.twitter.com/p6EwyhwhKh

12/21/2019 9:52:07 PM mongrelglory Well now, guess what song I'm gonna be humming for the rest of the week! 😆

12/21/2019 9:52:16 PM awakeningwarri3 It is worth the entire listen. The best I can do is: scientists, with special access technology (funded by deep state) have peered through a looking glass 

into other dimensions. This can be positive, as it can allow us to communicate future horrors to avoid. Or, it can be used...

12/21/2019 9:54:12 PM awakeningwarri3 ...and it literally acts as the blueprint for all of reality. It is what we literally are; our blueprint. The frequency of this 'word of God' aligns the human 

being into pure healing, total healing. Total bliss. Apparently, it shows you how meaningless so much of this reality is

12/21/2019 9:55:05 PM awakeningwarri3 ...and shows you that the only reason we are here is to Love. It is God's word. The deep state, or archons, aim to use this frequency through 5G to drive 

human minds to think they are experiencing their own thoughts, when, in fact, they are not ours. If this tech is inverted, we

12/21/2019 9:55:23 PM patriotswegoall Every smoke detector sold since 2001 does this too. Revealed by Alt media recently. Dig this too.

12/21/2019 9:55:45 PM awakeningwarri3 ...would have no clue. We'd be lost. It would be over. They'd be able to instill thoughts in you, as the frequency opens you up completely, and you'd 

think those thoughts are yours. "Let me buy that car...great idea!" They would have fundamental control. Or, we can use it for ...

12/21/2019 9:55:50 PM mishelleo1974 Those lightbulbs have been listening to us. At least you know Alexa was listening....the lightbulbs tho! What?!?

12/21/2019 9:55:53 PM cabeck1961 Very interesting! TY!

I am suspect of EVERYTHING "Made in China" sold at Wally World.

In fact, I get very ill, rapidly, in Wally World stores. Neuro symptoms. Avoid.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What was Sam Walton, really?

GHWBush, really?

Connect the dots, yellow logo.

Holocaust. Lapel.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208613343826731008 …
12/21/2019 9:55:54 PM awakeningwarri3 ...creating literal heaven on Earth.

12/21/2019 9:56:07 PM westmount_d7 🤣 Brilliant! Best way to communicate is with humour. Well done.

12/21/2019 9:56:17 PM nm_zsr Yeah. That one sticks!

12/21/2019 9:58:48 PM catherinetrue4 MKULTRA and the targeting "program" were not exposed. That tells me all I need to know about 2019. Another set year in the books.

12/21/2019 9:59:00 PM rickhackerghost #LauerIsFinished

Where In The World Is Matt Lauer?

@TODAYshow



12/21/2019 9:59:01 PM catherinetrue4 sht year

12/21/2019 10:01:16 PM eclectictalk Frequency

12/21/2019 10:04:27 PM laura_621 5:5  Thanks!

12/21/2019 10:06:35 PM bryceja68689884 Anybody have a link to what is being referenced from Waters?

12/21/2019 10:06:53 PM newsonthefringe You’re welcome!! Still trying to decipher what GR could mean but 🤷🏻♀️

12/21/2019 10:08:43 PM sp00njake Christmas story

12/21/2019 10:08:59 PM karma4event201 Was anyone working on electric pole? Or maybe they were in a van somewhere. 

"They" attached some wire to the outside of a writers house

12/21/2019 10:10:08 PM lbf777 Why did Rabbi Trump violate our Constitution twice and pledge to Israel $500 Billion of our hard earned tax dollars over the past 2 weeks?

12/21/2019 10:11:18 PM me_doze "THEY" know who brushes their teeth and who doesn't!

12/21/2019 10:11:21 PM raevenraeyne 😂😂😂 RIGHT?!

12/21/2019 10:13:27 PM bryceja68689884 Anybody have a link to what is being referenced from Waters

12/21/2019 10:13:47 PM bryceja68689884 I cant reply to this tweet

12/21/2019 10:15:40 PM alisvolatpropi2 A bag of weed is all you need 🎶

12/21/2019 10:15:57 PM oldhick17800719 Controlled opposition doesn't mean they're wrong. They could provide 90% truth, 10% disinfo. Discern everything. And everyone.

12/21/2019 10:16:09 PM newsonthefringe Geraldo Rivera is damage control? pic.twitter.com/Gba8eCfcMw

12/21/2019 10:18:50 PM rebornkingent The clip he did 2 weeks ago about Q then trump retweeted the episode.

12/21/2019 10:24:14 PM fuknutz That was me being an ass. 

I actually like AJ.

12/21/2019 10:25:33 PM ricky52222196 Wow. Understood completely.

12/21/2019 10:27:23 PM enomai_ Time is 100% an illusion

How are you even measuring it?

You set your clock based off of what? Another clock.

Same illusions as money, and etc

Time mathematical"operation" does not describe time.

It's describing location

12/21/2019 10:27:30 PM charpier3 We can thank Edison for built in obsolescence, and for helping destroy Tesla's reputation, but this lighthouse bought a light bulb before either. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jx1d3j1IEoI …

12/21/2019 10:29:04 PM enomai_ Who's to say time is past present future? It's human earth belief perspective.

I can make up constructs too in the matrix

12/21/2019 10:31:09 PM enomai_ If it's not constant...

It's an illusion.

Souls are constant. Not an illusion.

If all beings that accepted time as described today die at once. Concept of time is no more.

It's not constant

12/21/2019 10:32:22 PM oliheck I get a headache from these modern „bulbs“- they don’t create a healthy light and they jitter (in a certain frequency). Classic light bulbs glow and 

create a better light I like - and I don’t get a headache 

🧐

12/21/2019 10:32:28 PM do_or_do_notty I think it will be Watters who asks the Q! 

It’s set up for him to do so after his recent segment on Q 

@JesseBWatters ASK the Q! pic.twitter.com/UnOe28wwX0

12/21/2019 10:33:22 PM sandra2nd1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4gvBePS7qk&app=desktop …

12/21/2019 10:33:44 PM paulgleason13 I just learned something new today, even though I knew Cells work the opposite way when you input electricity into them, the solar panels light up 

infrared.

12/21/2019 10:34:14 PM stefanofait Nice way to remind us what an explosive year this has been

12/21/2019 10:34:48 PM charpier3 Do you mean to say, like a speaker can be turned into a microphone, an LED can be turned into a receiving device, and that an array, such as a TV, could 

become a camera in your living room for anyone who had the tech?

12/21/2019 10:35:08 PM oliheck Think „Conspiracy theory“

Phoebus cartel 

Planned obsolescence

12/21/2019 10:35:47 PM crisco2377 Geraldo Rivera? ( I think )...lol

12/21/2019 10:35:51 PM enomai_ And when I don't worry about this time as we describe. You're life becomes more at peace. Or I think so, if u really forget about it.

12/21/2019 10:37:02 PM ckrasuski Ronald Reagan-RAYGUN

STAR WARS? 

DIG

not a big story, we’ve had assets in space since the 40’s. The big story is what tech is going to come of the revealed ssp’s which will be in ‘20

12/21/2019 10:38:09 PM mr_ngingu He'll go down in history books if so!

12/21/2019 10:38:21 PM werascending BUUUUURN!!!! Somebody call a WAMBULANCE!! 🤣🤣🤣

12/21/2019 10:38:41 PM qtpi3_14 WWG1WGA!   loving team #VelourHoodie

12/21/2019 10:40:46 PM 4us2l0ve ‘72 & ‘83

12/21/2019 10:41:57 PM enomai_ Wouldn't it be more like finding the location of the earth at it's point in the universe? during this frequency, (which we would describe as a date) 

? Location.

12/21/2019 10:42:18 PM princesspatrio1 Such a cool day and epic moment! 🛰️🚀🛸

12/21/2019 10:42:32 PM contenthonest -34 ..I see YOU?? {Movie} 2019

12/21/2019 10:43:07 PM enomai_ My mind is a looking glass. Not as much as many others. But nonetheless our minds can be a looking glass

12/21/2019 10:43:39 PM oliheck If you sell 1x a good product entrepreneurs earn money once and government taxes once

Low quality products can be sold five times

Lousy managers and exploiters cash in several times and government taxes several times 

[they] win, we, the people, and the nature, loose

12/21/2019 10:48:07 PM enomai_ Your name is familiar to me.

Years ago

12/21/2019 10:51:50 PM rschwabii This is not accurate.   I'm an electrician that has installed thousands of led light bulbs/fixtures.  They come in all forms of light from 2700k to 5k.  If you 

want warm light like old incandescent bulbs get the 2700k, if you want the terrible blue light get the 5k.

12/21/2019 10:52:40 PM sahd1rex One of them yes. Lived with them for 5 years. Lol, you calling anyone but yourself arrogant and foolish is amazing haha. It’s clear you don’t know what 

you’re talking about and are just making shit up. Aside from being pathetic it’s also arrogant and ignorant. Unless..evidence?



12/21/2019 10:56:22 PM enomai_ You

12/21/2019 10:58:05 PM jimmyvbglc Sounds like big naquadah will get in the mix

12/21/2019 10:59:23 PM snakesanders22  pic.twitter.com/V58yhRiPiz

12/21/2019 11:00:37 PM ripgarycaradori Documentary

12/21/2019 11:02:11 PM mellocks1 What do you think of the interview with the space station, from oval office, where he called the astroNOT "an incredible cheat "???  I would love to 

hear from you.  I voted for the Space Farce too.

12/21/2019 11:02:46 PM mellocks1 I got that wrong.. he said "an amazing cheat "

12/21/2019 11:04:42 PM mellocks1 A sex cult.  Branding each other.  Probably much worse.

12/21/2019 11:06:31 PM mellocks1 Ha, always so into what I am reading that i often forget Q sent me.

12/21/2019 11:09:47 PM enomai_ What year

12/21/2019 11:10:07 PM danielvance19 How about also attacking us?  Sending frequencies that stop us from being able to dream or think? I feel this all the time wondering why is this 

happening

12/21/2019 11:10:48 PM altimitwill The way you present things makes it more appealing.Majestic are you telling us you are presenting things to us to make it more appealing? Have you 

been making things you want to promote more appealing to the public? Has Majestic been doing this for years to change people’s minds?

12/21/2019 11:12:15 PM enomai_ What did it feel like?

12/21/2019 11:14:21 PM enomai_ Yes

12/21/2019 11:14:28 PM rickhackerghost  pic.twitter.com/DEUhks2MNU

12/21/2019 11:16:31 PM lbf777 Is this supposed to offset how Rabbi Trump shit all over the Constitution this last 2 weeks and pledged half a trillion of our money to Israel.

12/21/2019 11:17:05 PM enomai_ Why 1221?

12/21/2019 11:17:24 PM sterkinglights1 🤯🤭😏

12/21/2019 11:19:47 PM enomai_ Time line can technically just be meeting someone.

So what caused the confusion?

12/21/2019 11:20:44 PM s0urc3rss 😉😘😏 pic.twitter.com/aV0bmPnlrk

12/21/2019 11:26:33 PM michaelbarden8 That's why all of the new street lights are LED.  Lots of cars used for surveillance have them too.  Sounds crazy, but it's happening.

12/21/2019 11:29:23 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf I'm sorry,  but no. 

If true any info fed into the electrical grid would be a jumbled mixed mess.

12/21/2019 11:29:31 PM shadowchimera26 Ok, examining this from a signal theory perspective, and knowing that indeed power companies can determine what appliances you are using from 

their signal... I'd say that led bulbs present a negligible threat. I'll explain.

12/21/2019 11:31:16 PM majcm83 GR?.

12/21/2019 11:32:29 PM shadowchimera26 The strength of the signal is dependent on the power (watts) used. LED bulbs use very little power. Therefore the signal is so weak that signal 

amplifiers would be needed at regular intervals along the distribution chain for them to even register. Further...

12/21/2019 11:32:49 PM do_or_do_notty I’m gonna use lanterns from now on 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/k7kFka53gr

12/21/2019 11:35:08 PM shadowchimera26 The amount of data collected by a LED bulb is relative to both the area covered and the area in which it is captured. Therefore unless you have your 

ceiling and walls covered in LEDs, it is unlikely the data could show anything more than "something moved". ...

12/21/2019 11:37:43 PM shadowchimera26 If you are truly worried about your LED bulbs used as cameras, it wouldn't be difficult to create a device that scrambled your power signal by 

consuming power at frequent random intervals. You'd want both random analog and digital signals, ofc. ...

12/21/2019 11:38:54 PM shadowchimera26 The project would cost maybe $20-40 from an electronic parts vendor. Would take basic skills and knowledge.

12/21/2019 11:40:56 PM warangel1111 Were you there?

12/21/2019 11:45:18 PM jollyrob2 Over here in the Netherlands there’s almost no chance that you'll find an old fashioned light bulb💡

12/21/2019 11:50:03 PM kittles62081233 An old friend told me that by installing a backlight, and then covering with red cellophane enables the human eye to see an alternate spectrum. He said

 MDMA also enhanced this experiment. True story - he was a biochemist and well educated. Yet to try 💁♂️

12/21/2019 11:51:24 PM do_or_do_notty Like this... 😂 pic.twitter.com/TLzO36J295

12/21/2019 11:52:54 PM fugeebristolian I think I will try it

12/21/2019 11:52:55 PM do_or_do_notty Well of course. With the tv on and Alexa listening 🤷🏻♀️😂

12/21/2019 11:53:01 PM ashliemc2 Stop playing the game

12/21/2019 11:57:00 PM irah_chandler A red led toggle or just a reg toggle

12/22/2019 12:00:46 AM c_morece I don't believe it said he was killed. If they don't get their adrenochrome they just age and die quickly

12/22/2019 12:02:27 AM _369311119 Jerry Rivers?

12/22/2019 12:36:26 AM joshuafalkin Wait! WHAT?

12/22/2019 12:42:46 AM joshuafalkin I am so stunned right now! I had perfect vision prior to my 1st Smartphone. Something has changed and I wasn't sure what it was. I read this tweet ...

A light bulb literally goes off in my head as soon I saw this info. So then I look and find this 👇 Now I'm pretty mad! pic.twitter.com/wdZiBVGaTs

12/22/2019 12:43:14 AM joshuafalkin Sauce?

12/22/2019 12:43:47 AM kittles62081233 Let me know the results! The idea is it replicates a type of infra-red spectrum.

His instructions were to install the black light and cellophane, in a room. Then take the molly and face a wall opposing the light itself. Keep yourself 

occupied for 30minutes, then look at the light

12/22/2019 12:45:23 AM karma4event201 187 is murder 

[kill brackets]

[187]  #PutToDeath 

He can exit hospital in an ambulance to go to his execution  

Hospital visit for a preexisting problem  => ironic cover story

12/22/2019 12:45:46 AM kittles62081233 He described being able to see shadow beings beneath the light, which exist always within our reality, but are now viewable with the human eye. Very 

interesting! I do not condone drug use... but in the name of science 💁♂️😏

12/22/2019 12:45:53 AM vandersteenanne We,  who believe in Q know the truth 

Research research and more research 

We don't follow blindly

Hats off to Jesse Waters though

12/22/2019 12:46:55 AM fugeebristolian Yes I've heard of them, shadow people.  I wont take the drugs, just try the light.  I'm quite open to these things anyway.

12/22/2019 12:46:57 AM cinmacluvs2knit Makes it lots easier to use sat guided energy to blow up /fire up your house. Paradise Fires anyone?

12/22/2019 12:48:09 AM karma4event201 Excellent catch!

12/22/2019 12:49:02 AM cinmacluvs2knit Don’t break one. It’s a hazmat clean up. Seriously toxic crap.

12/22/2019 12:49:32 AM karma4event201 Imo - The crimes that carry Death Penalty

12/22/2019 12:51:10 AM charpier3 *firehouse



12/22/2019 12:52:39 AM karma4event201 Could be Euthanasia or 

Death Penalty [187]

187 murder 

[kill brackets] 

[187]

12/22/2019 12:59:03 AM kittles62081233 Awesome. A side note, ensure the room has no external light sources active (close door and blinds), sit facing opposite the light- looking at wall and 

listening to some music - as screen light might interfere. After 20/30minutes look  at the black light. Excited for you friend!🙏

12/22/2019 1:01:58 AM c_morece Most definitly

12/22/2019 1:05:04 AM karma4event201 187 is police code for murder 

[ ] In computer code are called kill brackets & used to show the end of a process 

♦️ Imo [187] doesn't mean murder; it means Death Penalty from a trial; judge & jury

12/22/2019 1:06:48 AM karma4event201 👿 Satanic sacrifices is a pre exisiting condition for Death Penalty

12/22/2019 1:11:33 AM seanathan15 What is it? Why is it happening?

12/22/2019 1:36:36 AM rocky4959 As reported by #AlexJones 3 years ago. 

LED lights in Oval Office were used to spy on PRESIDENT TRUMP.

12/22/2019 1:39:10 AM havefaith_maga I had something like that happen to me. I was on my desktop computer and all of a sudden I heard a soft drink can put down on a desk, then papers 

were moved around. Totally unnerving.  I suspect we are spied on much more than we realize.

12/22/2019 1:40:27 AM havefaith_maga Not the lightbulbs. I never even considered that a possibility until now.

12/22/2019 1:42:44 AM c_morece He's dead

12/22/2019 1:47:13 AM t_hayden07 Synchronicities abound, since 12/12, I swear. Asked my higher self for signs u der the full moon. They're several times a day now!

And, Im beginning to feel that.....

THE LIGHT HAS WON. 

Something feels different. Timeline intercepts? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/22/2019 1:48:34 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you guys explain👇?  https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1208662075456798720 …

12/22/2019 1:54:39 AM unitedredwhite1 I'm in the country and sometimes I can hear an old school home phone ringing. We dont have one.

12/22/2019 1:58:05 AM unitedredwhite1 I used to have a photographic memory - and one day it was like it just stopped and my thinking became super foggy. The last few years its gotten 

better but not what it used to be.

12/22/2019 1:58:33 AM virginialouelle Yes.

12/22/2019 1:59:55 AM americashawk GR?

12/22/2019 2:12:20 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/22/2019 2:13:16 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/22/2019 2:13:24 AM kevinpaz822 #Sunday

12/22/2019 2:13:42 AM mark52525786 Rothschild is all I can think of? Normally soros gets the blame! George (soros) Rothschild? Just a guess

12/22/2019 2:17:55 AM sterkinglights1 The water thinks.

12/22/2019 2:27:49 AM jnyutw13  pic.twitter.com/9xLHfW1NCS

12/22/2019 2:33:10 AM bobmcfall64 This must be how they can somehow have the right false flag actors at just the right time. Trigger through the lights

12/22/2019 2:46:31 AM havefaith_maga That ring tone is popular on cell phones. We have a small army of people who do nothing but monitor us. And for what reason? The ones who actually 

do major attacks are ignored.

12/22/2019 2:47:54 AM rolfeyswoman K now I need to research!!

12/22/2019 2:55:07 AM covertress DIG?

I worked at Parsons Engineering when/where STAR WARS was designed.

Seventh floor. Top Secret.

How's that for a tech reveal in 2019?

Don't believe Star Wars was built because you read about its failure on The History Channel?

Twitter search this:

history from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12
12/22/2019 2:57:39 AM luluspeers1 Are you saying that the illuminati use light bulbs to communicate with each other?  Crazier things have happened

12/22/2019 2:58:34 AM adsvel Your right Sis!😊💖

12/22/2019 3:02:13 AM andyob225 1.  Met a man last year that knew an awful lot about the military deep State. He said they had wanted to silence him and told me many things that 

seem to reign true. One of those was the technology behind LED can allow listeners to spy on anyone with the bulbs in their homes.

12/22/2019 3:03:58 AM andyob225 2. That is why it became law to outlaw all incandescent light bulbs. I personally wouldn't doubt it.

12/22/2019 3:09:37 AM turtlexus Like staring at the sun for 20 minutes like staring at blue light for five.

Blue light radiation

12/22/2019 3:09:45 AM adsvel Agree with you.😊

12/22/2019 3:12:16 AM adsvel I dont think so she knows anything about native Indian traditions.😑

12/22/2019 3:16:54 AM cynthia94373524 Whose GR?

12/22/2019 3:27:49 AM turtlexus 20/20/20 initiative.

It's to save your eyes

12/22/2019 3:47:06 AM covertress See why I loved him in our former lives and love him still in this one? 😂 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208594060878974976?s=20 …

12/22/2019 3:51:59 AM jessej97real You can, if you can see the light from a room, under the door, through a window, etc., record what people are saying on the inside with the proper 

device.

12/22/2019 3:53:35 AM aspennmax64_l Geraldo Rivera

12/22/2019 3:55:53 AM aspennmax64_l I've always known he was a ....👇

Smug, self promoting, windbag!

No friend of our GREAT PRESIDENT! 

#BuhByeJerryRivers pic.twitter.com/FIPQTC3ut8

12/22/2019 4:00:55 AM mamagale66 Could smart meters be used as a signal amplifier? They pushed them on us too.

12/22/2019 4:05:47 AM aspennmax64_l Watch The Watter(s) 😉❤️🇺🇸🙏🌄

12/22/2019 4:13:18 AM lallalu Your darn right!  Built into the monthly bill PATRIOTS pay for all research/future development for smart meters.  How convenient that [they] can turn 

off power by zip code!

12/22/2019 4:25:01 AM liltilgerlil  https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/01/jeffrey-epstein-seed-human-race-report …

12/22/2019 4:40:56 AM ms_angel2020 —-> JESUS REBUKING THE SCRIBES— https://twitter.com/angels4peace/status/1208720860833624064?s=21 …

12/22/2019 4:52:36 AM tamravee Obama-China- so many CHINA CONNECTIONS to Bloomberg ( and why is he not in the D debates ? 

#ENERGY CAN BE USED FOR EVIL  - yo MITT , JOHN KERRY, PELOSI, OBAMA, #CERN , Hellary. do tell pic.twitter.com/fxMfkswiBH

12/22/2019 4:53:17 AM americanpetal Yes, that’s another meaning. lol

12/22/2019 4:54:00 AM kitcso Give me headaches

And glare with glasses

CFE s were worse for me tho.

12/22/2019 4:54:14 AM americanpetal Yes, I’m inclined to agree🇺🇸



12/22/2019 4:54:53 AM synackstatic "that there is no king who has not had a slave among his ancestors, and no slave who has not had a king among his." -hk

A blind deaf mute with Swiss ancestry. One such ancestor was the first teacher of the deaf in Zurich.

12/22/2019 4:55:25 AM gemchaser 80% of LED bulbs are made in China. LED bulbs made of LED, transformer, control circuit. China accused/indited of planting control circuitry in most 

manufactured items to capture data.

12/22/2019 4:55:34 AM kitcso Yikes

12/22/2019 4:59:18 AM kindeandtrue I don't want to eat food made indoors. Why can't we have our sun back? Why does Trump allow the #SkyBastards to spray our skies every damn day? 

Is this the new normal? pic.twitter.com/OGHAboB1go

12/22/2019 5:02:30 AM jaded_pearl Nice, thank you.

12/22/2019 5:03:55 AM rebhat61 Absolutely 100%

12/22/2019 5:04:43 AM acharm_x Waters is awesome!

12/22/2019 5:10:12 AM freeandoriginal Yes the significance of this has not escaped me ! I do like the old ones.

12/22/2019 5:15:44 AM michael81972 I would have picked Epstein if it had been worded different,  I could care less if he killed himself...

12/22/2019 5:16:34 AM freeandoriginal Pretty much ...

12/22/2019 5:18:42 AM mongrelglory I picked "Trump Impeachment" but I guess it should have been "Attempted Trump Impeachment".  I thought it was big because I think it has become 

transparent to the public that the Dems are attempting a coup!

12/22/2019 5:18:47 AM censoredcinder  pic.twitter.com/mffT95W9k8

12/22/2019 5:20:27 AM freeandoriginal Creepy AF !

12/22/2019 5:21:37 AM sheann41103502 So Led bulbs are bad and can allow ppl/black hats to spy on you ?wtf 🤬🤬really ? Now I gotta go but all new bulbs.  Iv tried so hard to keep my home 

free from spying software. No smart TV or appliances,no Alexa or siri . No rumba etc now this shit fuuuuk

12/22/2019 5:22:08 AM michael81972 Good point...I chose Space Force...Its gonna be Yuuge...just dont know if things revealed in 2019 or later

12/22/2019 5:22:31 AM ferbh8 Haha 😂 awesome!!

12/22/2019 5:25:13 AM acharm_x Sacrificing himself for love

12/22/2019 5:25:14 AM lizzah_83 Geraldo Rivera. He was on Waters world last night talking about these things...

12/22/2019 5:27:10 AM burgersandra Fascinating discussion of the Looking Glass Project.  28:27 mark - "Matter vibrated into existence" reminds me of this:

"We are living light within sound." https://eraoflight.com/2019/11/08/11112019/ …

12/22/2019 5:27:34 AM freeandoriginal Aren’t they full of mercury too hence a source of health hazard when disposed? And radioactive? Never used them ...awful light that gives me     

headaches.

12/22/2019 5:29:36 AM hgraceq It’s deplorable. It’s evil

12/22/2019 5:32:10 AM hgraceq RFID

12/22/2019 5:36:56 AM michael81972 You have most certainly maintained Message over Messenger throughout the life of this account...I have learned much and some things I still struggle 

with trying to deprogram from indoctrinated beliefs...Mostly my spiritual beliefs...

12/22/2019 5:38:29 AM moemc8 To me, there is nothing more important, and I agree, we need to truly understand this.

12/22/2019 5:42:01 AM keith369me Tesla timeline?

12/22/2019 5:42:34 AM karina89350882 That was exactly my Question! This reincarnation cycles with forgetting everything is definitly a artificial constract of Evil entities. We are IS-BE`s and 

our Plan of source is for sure not to be a LED for ET*s!! And maybe Ascension is not easy but that`s why we are created!

12/22/2019 5:46:08 AM princess_bambam Learn more about #5G #DEW #HAARP #chemtrails - weapons expert Mark Steele latest video exposé  https://youtu.be/8auuR8ffXng  @MrSammyblish 

@bendercock @DazHarmer @jconnor19662 @proletarius40 @5g_now @LauraGilmartin @Stop5GUK1 @stop5GIOW @against5g @DanPeacock12 

@No5Gni

@Stop5GHamburg

12/22/2019 5:47:24 AM karina89350882 What are you telling??? WE ARE IS-BE`S with FREE WILL!! Source created us for higher reasons! But dark Forces forced US in this unholly reincarnation 

cyrcle!! And for a long time you were part of all this dark work! Maybe you are still??

WE DECIDE WHAT WE DO! 3 6 9

12/22/2019 5:47:31 AM cindycopacetic Are you familiar with #LiFi technology?

12/22/2019 5:47:44 AM angelatinsley19 What if we used dark mode????? Would that have an impact?

12/22/2019 5:54:07 AM angelatinsley19 What about fluorescents

12/22/2019 5:59:38 AM wwg1wga_every1 He was fired over two years ago.

12/22/2019 6:05:17 AM slr64q Wow, now that you mention it, I went to take phone pics of my Christmas tree and I could see the lights pulsing through the camera! So I put phone 

camera down, and didn't see it. Only saw through camera.

12/22/2019 6:10:30 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @DeepStateExpose @M2Madness @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

These government grants need to be stopped...this is also how DS , Democrats, and other luciferin cabal, c*a assets are funding themselves... QAnons 

think Gateway.  pic.twitter.com/8B1bpweSTU

12/22/2019 6:13:34 AM wwg1wga_every1 @JesseBWatters needs to have an interview with @POTUS @realDonaldTrump on @WattersWorld and ask the Q about #QAnon. Jesse will make 

HISTORY!! #AskTheQ #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Pp1Ae149zl

12/22/2019 6:18:09 AM rastlin1966 That is the compact fluorescent lights LEDs don't have mercury in them

12/22/2019 6:23:02 AM freeandoriginal Got it ! It was  a question. Those spiral-like bulbs then, are.

12/22/2019 6:25:51 AM dark2light2019 No one creates a “eugenics farm” and doesn’t use it... ive been saying for a while now Epstein=human experiments 🧫 🧪

12/22/2019 6:28:36 AM patriotswegoall Smoke Detectors Secret Key To All Seeing Eye Spy Technology! From Before It's News https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2019/07/smoke-

detectors-secret-key-to-all-seeing-eye-spy-technology-3693794.html …

12/22/2019 6:28:45 AM aprilbrown99 💖💝💖

12/22/2019 6:33:44 AM like_neo I love the clip but why is being promoted to children?

12/22/2019 6:35:43 AM rastlin1966 Yeah the spiral ones have to be taken in to get rid of them you aren't supposed to throw them away LED ones are just electronics in the bulb

12/22/2019 6:40:24 AM afaateid Easy remedy - Faraday cage your smoke detector...problem solved

12/22/2019 6:40:28 AM fdf927020e2b4ac Voice of god tech? Frequency that makes you believe its god talking?

12/22/2019 6:43:19 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1208757802237386753 …

12/22/2019 6:47:10 AM fbdog Ditto.

12/22/2019 6:48:51 AM rickhackerghost Yes, I know that

He did a special every year

"Where in the World is Matt Lauer"

12/22/2019 6:49:56 AM tamravee  pic.twitter.com/79Q2EN79OX

12/22/2019 6:56:00 AM tamravee PELOSI owns ( or owned) a [ FRUIT FARM] in Mexico ..... AVOCADOS ? hint : they look like a womb and the famous commercial shows ILLUMINATI 

standing around a table and they say EAT THEM .  Some get killed for exposing it pic.twitter.com/fPZvo1wykt

12/22/2019 6:57:46 AM tamravee WOE ! Remember when he tried to expose JonBenet Ramseys family ?

12/22/2019 6:59:16 AM marcus_smoot Amazing IO compilation!

12/22/2019 7:00:18 AM bbobbio71 Well said!

12/22/2019 7:01:07 AM bbobbio71 I wouldn't call family guy a children's show

12/22/2019 7:01:39 AM americashawk Got it! Thanks

No wonder geraldo was quoting some lackey saying he never saw the Clintons there

12/22/2019 7:02:02 AM bbobbio71 Everything's better with a

12/22/2019 7:03:44 AM jaded_pearl Another video over an hour. Can you give the cliff notes? Thank you.

12/22/2019 7:03:51 AM destroythecabal Sick fuc thinking [his] kind was to be replicated to go on forever 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮 pic.twitter.com/GDVdfYtCNT



12/22/2019 7:07:04 AM nea_storm Ezekiel 47:1, Revelation 22:1, Hebrews 7, Romans 8:2, Galatians 5:18, 1 Timothy 1:9, Romans 7:4, Roman 8:14 & Galatians 5:23  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letter_and_spirit_of_the_law …

Glorious Christ Conscious Actualizations to All this Christ Mass Awakening Love of Spirit, the Divine Water of Life, Photon energy 

pic.twitter.com/31aV0Gzp9h

12/22/2019 7:07:12 AM bbobbio71 Let's not forget led tvs "smart" devices,  smart meters etc

12/22/2019 7:11:53 AM jeanlafitte17  https://www.ted.com/talks/harald_haas_wireless_data_from_every_light_bulb/up-next …

12/22/2019 7:15:40 AM rexwade6 easy to run control signals on voltage input lines. Best to keep everything away from your body I/O ports.

12/22/2019 7:16:35 AM truthseeker273 My husband and I are 5 years apart in age. We both had 20/20 vision. We got smartphones and within 6 months both needed reading glasses the same 

week!!!

12/22/2019 7:20:46 AM april10521252 What can the citizens do to help Los Angeles and surrounding areas? How can it be fixed?

12/22/2019 7:35:28 AM kevinmruel Extremely important information for the World!!!

 https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @IvankaTrump @EricTrump @prayingmedic 

@TomFitton @TomiLahren @PsDebbieMorris @ToddWhiteLC @TeamTrump @WhiteHouse @DevinNunes

12/22/2019 7:35:52 AM jt_light Gives a new meaning to blinded by the light

12/22/2019 7:38:25 AM patriotictrump1 Hmm

12/22/2019 7:44:06 AM johnson20_j Is this why POTUS was talking about dishwashers at his last rally ?

12/22/2019 7:44:57 AM aleoniea ..and that is why you attract whatever your goal setting focus is

..worked for me since forever and all the proof to show

12/22/2019 7:45:58 AM roxannegaulden Macular Degeneration runs in my family. Dad has it. Dr told me to start taking Ocuvite (Lutein) a year ago. Last week went for check up. My eyes got 

Better. IDK if this will help all, but Dr was stunned how it helped.

12/22/2019 7:46:21 AM aprilbrown99 You will find that she has restraining order records. Just sayin...When she attacked some of us while tweeting with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I did a little 

digging. She has anger issues. 🤪

12/22/2019 7:46:31 AM stinkerbell420 @BoogeymanHunter... I see now. The conversation we had last night makes complete sense now. You really know what you're talking about.

12/22/2019 7:47:48 AM wickedmouse369 Lower power consumption = less energy output needed per individual. By removing nuclear power and utilizing solar / wind power we have gone 

backwards in the amount of power needed per individual to avoid a catastrophic event.

12/22/2019 7:48:10 AM justthinkit Exactly this

12/22/2019 7:49:05 AM wickedmouse369 EMF + LED + Frequency = mindcontrol

12/22/2019 7:49:17 AM djlok Yeah, she's got BIG PROBLEMS. But then I remember how Q uses the platform as a laser pointer a lot.

12/22/2019 7:49:52 AM roublisa Amazing genius comms!

12/22/2019 7:50:22 AM stinkerbell420 Also research 5G networking.. you are on the right path.

12/22/2019 7:50:44 AM codeanon17 Oh my!

12/22/2019 7:50:50 AM aprilbrown99  https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/racially-charged-internet-trolling-draws-harsh-criticism-1.2504294 …

12/22/2019 7:51:42 AM aprilbrown99  http://anti-racistcanada.blogspot.com/2018/07/michele-tittler-being-arraigned-on-july.html …

12/22/2019 7:52:05 AM codeanon17 Yeah!

Learn the comms right?

12/22/2019 7:52:32 AM stinkerbell420 Yep

12/22/2019 7:54:42 AM traciloveusa Creepy...

12/22/2019 7:56:25 AM codeanon17 Thanks for this.

Greetings from the Netherlands BTW.

12/22/2019 7:57:24 AM twitsareangry Also true of computer screens.  I usually have a wall of monitors , and I found that either yellow-tinted shooting glasses with polycarbonite lenses or 

the program f.lux make a big difference- and f.lux is fun, you can change a screen to candlelit if you want...

12/22/2019 7:59:34 AM timmccoy5 IMO - understanding aether is the most important thing science can do. Tesla said as much. The entire electrical grid we depend on for survival was 

invented by people who understood aether physics. Ask any physicist to define a "field". They cannot.

12/22/2019 8:01:59 AM animaldesatado What is that?

12/22/2019 8:02:27 AM aprilbrown99 She has several YT accounts too.

12/22/2019 8:02:52 AM blsdbe This really puts things in perspective and makes it easier for me to have compassion for AL1C3. We all have our burdens to bear and releasing them is 

an inside job. I feel kinda sorry for her family tho...

12/22/2019 8:04:33 AM cylantjustice PerceptiVe.

12/22/2019 8:04:35 AM aprilbrown99 Greetings to you Anon!  💕💕💕Merry Christ Mass to you and yours. ♥️♥️♥️

12/22/2019 8:06:42 AM trumpgender 5G needs no towers, but will have conductors on every pole, in every corner. Required to keep autonomous cars moving.  Data exchange must be 

constant and uninterrupted. Cell towers can't deliver 5g requirements.  MEGA investing in data banking even before 5G goes live

12/22/2019 8:07:45 AM dunham09 It is not a solar panel...

It’s a light emitting diode... ( LED) meaning it’s only allows current to flow in one direction 

 Nothing tricky about it

12/22/2019 8:07:55 AM cylantjustice Precisely.

Some things are as HTs others to focus more acutely.

The key is, "context."

What is the "theme" of the Q.

This in part is "reading between the lines."

ALWAYS use discernment.
12/22/2019 8:08:17 AM codeanon17 Thanks April, same goes for all of you.

12/22/2019 8:11:29 AM bbobbio71 What ever came of the TL merge?

12/22/2019 8:13:52 AM egelone 12/21 is the date. I think we got some major big things coming.

12/22/2019 8:15:42 AM codeanon17 This is why I'm getting kind of frustrated with some of the bigger QAnon twatter accounts lately.

12/22/2019 8:17:04 AM codeanon17  pic.twitter.com/7eAIt59FAA

12/22/2019 8:17:09 AM michael81972 Biggest story for MSM in 2019 was without a doubt Trump Impeachment...They barely covered the rest...

12/22/2019 8:18:56 AM luxdefiance 13-47-34 ???  What is the significance of those numbers?



12/22/2019 8:24:19 AM cylantjustice A wise Anon realizes, it's not necessary to be first.

 But it is, necessary to be correct.

We are all on this journey together.

Some merely take different paths.

No one is better or aboVe another.

We all haVe our contributions, to The Great Awakening.

WWG1WGA 🙏 🇺🇸🌎🌏 🌍
12/22/2019 8:25:50 AM lamieret Wow. So true.

12/22/2019 8:31:23 AM laurabusse Anger

LOL

Yeah

Just a little

🤣😂😅

12/22/2019 8:33:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 You haven't noticed the change in public attitude?

Barr unleashed?

Impeachment flop?

All timeline merge related.

12/22/2019 8:33:28 AM laurabusse Christine you have a way of putting a soothing blanket over things to a view toward clarity ☺️

Thank you ❤️

12/22/2019 8:33:36 AM slr64q I have. Thought it was a reflection of something through the lens.

12/22/2019 8:34:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 LiFi is more advanced than LED.

LED provides basic reconnoissance.

12/22/2019 8:34:11 AM theappraizer Oh please let this be true! 🥺

12/22/2019 8:39:21 AM djlok Yeah, I'll be outside and hear a phone ringing.  There's no phone around and, yes, other people hear it.  Someone once told me it's because we were 

under some "crossed wires"...define "wires".

12/22/2019 8:39:23 AM heatherrenae8 There is more to it but it's the perceptual step your on&ok. I was a Christian 17yrs&all phases of my life story was needed. You can only see from the 

step your at&in every season&its real &authentic to us. Keep a Open Einstein child heaven mindset, never get stuck in religion.

12/22/2019 8:39:32 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/NL8JrGkuFW

12/22/2019 8:39:35 AM bbobbio71 Actually I have noticed! Someone once said "I've got a peaceful easy feeling". Maybe I was expecting or looking for something else.  Thank you for 

pointing that out!

Merry Christmas Brothers and Sisters!

12/22/2019 8:44:53 AM bbobbio71 Led's are everywhere now. Like wifi, 3G, 4G now 5G, difficult to get away from.

12/22/2019 8:45:49 AM kathrynpardo1 I believe the real issue is "power", and $ is just part of the power struggle.

12/22/2019 8:48:38 AM djlok Wonder how many of us have been triggered by one of those LiFi bulbs...like 100%?

We all know light signals work.  Think lights on at the bar, lights flickering at intermission, etc, etc.

12/22/2019 8:52:16 AM dave78643489 I wonder how bright they are, might be able to use them in conjunction with infrared binoculars.

12/22/2019 8:58:59 AM karimain37 I always keep my Blue Light Filter ON on my Android and Tablet....but does it really make any difference? Am I still hurting my eyes?

12/22/2019 9:02:46 AM like_neo I wouldn’t either, but Nickelodeon was promoted as being a kids channel. I’ve never heard any friends or adult family invite me to watch something on 

Nickelodeon.....

12/22/2019 9:09:20 AM qntmpkts Already knew about this, but good to see others actually finding it as well.

12/22/2019 9:11:44 AM aprilbrown99 Here is an example of her absolute craziness. I couldnt even watch the whole thing. 🤪🤪🤪

 https://youtu.be/0x1P5ErSl-Y 

12/22/2019 9:14:56 AM maltzmancody I had perfect vision also. I wonder if there is anything we can do to begin to heal our vision.

12/22/2019 9:16:13 AM maltzmancody required in every house sale

12/22/2019 9:19:09 AM milove131  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9zcL6t85CE …

12/22/2019 9:21:42 AM codeanon17 More of her dance moves here: https://www.youtube.com/user/micheletittler1/featured …

12/22/2019 9:26:58 AM aprilbrown99 Yes I experienced her attacks personally about a year or so ago.

12/22/2019 9:27:27 AM lmtlisa3 Thank you, back at ya !

12/22/2019 9:27:57 AM jarc1412 @EBT76 @AgentApplebutt2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @karenricks @riteaparty @FionasRevenge @CatvllvsVerona @NoLongerIgnored @NSA_QIL2 

@freenaynow @Forbespaula  Child Protective Services is making money off our children.  Michael Volpe Joins Demand The Truth 

https://youtu.be/8tKRJkE_J5Q 

12/22/2019 9:28:35 AM beam6060 Would you happen to have a link to that research handy? 

If not...I'll try to look up an honest one.

12/22/2019 9:30:55 AM codeanon17 This Q drop in particular stuck with me.

Something didn't feel right.

Now it makes total sense.

Thanks again.

12/22/2019 9:31:48 AM codeanon17 I've only been on twitter since oct 2019, needed a place to vent when the boards went dark.

12/22/2019 9:34:12 AM gratefullest LED lights come in a range of colors, from 2700K to 5000K. If you want the warm yellow light, same as incandescent, get the 2700K. The 5000K is the 

blue "daylight" version. You do have a choice.

12/22/2019 9:34:48 AM codeanon17 It's not about this woman in particular i think.

It's about the cult like 'Q followers' trying to make Q look stupid with their outlandish new age bs.

12/22/2019 9:40:53 AM texaslady4maga Melatonin....and shut everything down at night...wi-fi, lights, everything.

12/22/2019 9:42:59 AM curseca Interesting timing. I told my son this week that it’s very possible that he doesn’t feel good while he’s at school because of the lighting. Then his eyes lit 

up as if he just heard a bit of truth.

12/22/2019 9:44:17 AM blucool Ok but do you really think that an outcome of a dark nature was considered by engineers just trying to make the damn thing work so you can 

communicate like this now?

12/22/2019 9:47:21 AM mongrelglory Woah!  The RCMP probably have a file on her!  You'd think Q+ would have known whose video he was posting!  She seems to have absolutely no 

remorse or empathy for the people she harasses...going after a teenager, and using her father's credit card to set up 100 domain names!

12/22/2019 9:48:32 AM blucool No not leds

12/22/2019 9:49:24 AM realtombergjr I had to go with Space Force. Imho the addition of this new branch of the military will have the largest impact going forward.

12/22/2019 9:51:42 AM laura_621 He has had an extremely long career 👀

12/22/2019 9:56:05 AM _sigel 21.12.2019

3.3.3 solstice with little or no moon

Dark > Light ?



12/22/2019 9:56:24 AM texaslady4maga David,  one of the best defences against any of that crap is sarcasm. Keeps the mind out of anyone's control. I'm a nightmare for anyone who tries to 

control the way I think, and triggers anyone who tries to trigger you.

12/22/2019 9:58:11 AM fansblowing3 Epstein 👍 pic.twitter.com/XzrKxu9vcQ

12/22/2019 10:00:08 AM laura_621 Creepiest GIF yet Imho!

12/22/2019 10:03:52 AM fansblowing3 Still illegal here unless a medical prescription

12/22/2019 10:04:04 AM codeanon17 @jessie_misty what does the 369 mean?

12/22/2019 10:04:17 AM allahuniversal Guess we all woke up in 3D on 12.22.19 today pic.twitter.com/geJYJIl3N8

12/22/2019 10:06:04 AM fansblowing3 So first timeline has been merged.  There is another but probably 2 more because 3 is Majestic.

12/22/2019 10:08:14 AM brienthess I voted "Space Force" because it's obvious to me that #ET care SO much about it -- not that the other options were unimportant, necessarily.

12/22/2019 10:08:42 AM fansblowing3 Free energy to all! 👍 No more electric bills 👍.  No more water bills.  👍 No more paying at the pump 👍

12/22/2019 10:08:54 AM stormenight Does anyone remember the fall of Atlantis? When so much energy was exerted to spy and the first thing to break was the all seeing eye? From there 

the rift tore through the sky and what could have been great succumbed to the tide. But never mind the how, the ? Is why? We are here!

12/22/2019 10:09:31 AM texaslady4maga Another thing....walk in your bare feet when you can in the dirt/grass. Get your hands in the dirt/gardening....it restores your energy- and for the love 

of God, cover the smart meters. Do cellular regeneration...and eat less processed foods.

12/22/2019 10:10:29 AM codeanon17 Forget i asked.

12/22/2019 10:11:29 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/kGd3avWvlJ

12/22/2019 10:11:36 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/UX4O1jsLxO

12/22/2019 10:16:31 AM codeanon17 I know right.

12/22/2019 10:17:18 AM marimercy LED lights also damage retina and lead to blindness

12/22/2019 10:18:30 AM fansblowing3 Please share what else he said.

12/22/2019 10:19:46 AM deb12233 Although I do like the idea of a time-travelling Ike.😃

12/22/2019 10:19:59 AM fansblowing3 Yes my cats see invisible things

12/22/2019 10:22:11 AM unitedredwhite1 Couple times (outside only) it was an alarm clock sound.

12/22/2019 10:22:22 AM fansblowing3 Okay no more LEDs 👌.  I’m not replacing the ones I have until they burn out though.  Nothing super secretive happening in my house 🤷♂️

12/22/2019 10:26:43 AM kat_truthseeker Really!? Missed that...

12/22/2019 10:27:16 AM ann01326149 Orbs. Everything is energy. It simply takes on another form.

12/22/2019 10:27:34 AM consortiapartn1 Vid link not working for some reasonn

12/22/2019 10:29:50 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1208587342879047681?s=21 …

12/22/2019 10:32:12 AM ann01326149 We can't see them with the naked eye because our consciousness won't allow it. A camera has no ego to contend with

12/22/2019 10:32:33 AM shadowchimera26 In theory, maybe. I'd have to examine one. However, as previously stated, the amount of data collected by a lightbulb would still be tiny. Barely able to 

detect movement.

12/22/2019 10:33:41 AM allahuniversal Made sure a few days ago to put in the comments on one of the videos, not to delete the channel(s). I guess making the channels private isn't quite 

deleting them.

12/22/2019 10:34:03 AM karrruss #Capacitor

#solution

12/22/2019 10:37:55 AM fansblowing3 #unsealepstein

12/22/2019 10:44:13 AM mishelleo1974  https://youtu.be/hliHBeC1sco  pic.twitter.com/7qK9kqGiKm

12/22/2019 10:45:43 AM blcksambo different people/groups of people are all projecting their own realities. we are now at a time that we are all being merged into a “singularity” as the 

entire planet prepares for expansion...

12/22/2019 10:48:55 AM thetrollbar TEMPEST works with electromagnetic waves (look it up). 

I guess with this hint we can imagine that WiFi can signal LED bulbs, or vice versa, or both.  Sent/gathered over the electrical grid and enable universal 

remote survoillonce

12/22/2019 10:50:46 AM thetrollbar There was speculation back in the 90s that TV speakers could work in reverse and pick up audio, sending a reverse RF transmission to be picked up in a 

van.  Also, audio waves against the window glass picked up by laser -- all very old techniques now.

12/22/2019 10:52:15 AM thetrollbar Serve-ALICE

12/22/2019 10:58:25 AM udkin9dom Anyone else noticing an uptick in Celebrity promoted Charity/Foundation ads on social platforms?

I think this is a move to acquire $$$ since 45 is undoubtedly draining the Cabal of its financial resources.

@RedPill78 @TRUreporting @LisaMei62 @Incarcerated_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/22/2019 10:58:48 AM marywal64295444 I've caught these a couple of times videoing my cats. Definitely unique. Dust flies everywhere, these glow with their own light, stop in mid air, fly back 

the way they came. I always say "Hi", just in case ☺️

12/22/2019 11:05:56 AM donnaeverywhere I'm totally looking into this for myself. Thank you for sharing. 👊

12/22/2019 11:07:11 AM aprilbrown99 Just like Kab? 🤔🧐🤔

12/22/2019 11:12:04 AM i_like_skis And my wife says I’m a vampire cause I don’t like lights.

12/22/2019 11:18:40 AM ezdoesit_ Rapper DaBaby is going through the humiliation ritual today, has the hashtag #dababymeat trending. The baby meat.

Enjoy what’s about to drop?

12/22/2019 11:21:22 AM covertress I like the idea of a time-traveling General Raymond. 🤓

12/22/2019 11:28:48 AM mynardpamela Which constitution would you be referring to? 😉 funny how that works

12/22/2019 11:29:15 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/22/2019 11:31:06 AM qcode8 Li-Fi

12/22/2019 11:31:51 AM canisluna1

12/22/2019 11:32:23 AM jonicurry17 Omg!

12/22/2019 11:34:16 AM noland_alecia I hate those things. We had some work done on our house so “by code” we had to put fire alarms in every room and they had to be wired. I told my 

husband I was sure they were monitoring us through them. Ready to rip them down now.

12/22/2019 11:43:57 AM pleasantlysurly Does that mean we can have incandescent bulbs again?

12/22/2019 11:44:31 AM pleasantlysurly Me too, and I was a regular watcher of AJ back then.

12/22/2019 11:45:52 AM lynnboyce7 How do you do that?

12/22/2019 11:46:03 AM holysht420 Oh wtf??

12/22/2019 11:49:11 AM patriotzunite Dark to Light

12/22/2019 11:52:44 AM chooselove108 Excellent drop, thank you!

12/22/2019 11:55:46 AM trumped18  https://www.anl.gov/article/argonne-and-tae-technologies-heating-up-plasma-energy-research … pic.twitter.com/lsUMrQKXbo

12/22/2019 12:00:13 PM wendywl Is this why so many people are suicidal? I kn ou w myself I get those thoughts alot

12/22/2019 12:02:58 PM 56lmiller Think history! Nikola Tesla... Free Energy for the world. Unmetered....

12/22/2019 12:06:16 PM i_like_skis I know someone just had surgery for hole in macula.

12/22/2019 12:08:41 PM tronyori2 #Qanon #lookingglass #projectpegasus pic.twitter.com/hkp2Md2vYq

12/22/2019 12:11:06 PM patriot_angel I am confused, is this some how, connecting, Jesse Watters from Watter’s World, or something else.?

Jesse’s last name is spelled with double (t).

12/22/2019 12:17:11 PM patriot_angel I think it refers to when Jesse Watter’s had a professor on, and answering questions about Q.

12/22/2019 12:19:12 PM suohuu Thanks for clarification.

12/22/2019 12:19:13 PM lbf777 Original. Lol.



12/22/2019 12:19:57 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76

12/22/2019 12:20:38 PM stlhandyman Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted: Majestic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK8fAUlqbow …  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208594060878974976?s=20 …  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2mnqF32 

12/22/2019 12:22:52 PM melissa43674037 @Johnheretohelp your discussion is both remarkable and horrifying. I just can’t imagine Q, Q+ not knowing about this. Too me it seems as though this 

is what we’re fighting for. @martingeddes @ffe3301 @EyesOnQ @elenochle @prayingmedic any thoughts?

12/22/2019 12:23:39 PM missannthropea i thot so too.

12/22/2019 12:23:59 PM melissa43674037 *to 🙃

12/22/2019 12:26:47 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

seeking additional info +suggestions for the spiritual healing you suggested #CBD #THC pic.twitter.com/gqpk4c8Jo2

12/22/2019 12:27:11 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/Z2JvkyUy3j

12/22/2019 12:34:20 PM tammyrochester2 Perfect song for this DS mess... https://youtu.be/V9AbeALNVkk 

12/22/2019 12:41:40 PM bella_x147 True

12/22/2019 12:51:24 PM patriot_angel I think it is this:               https://youtu.be/lwWPMOZPikc 

12/22/2019 12:51:38 PM patriot_angel  https://youtu.be/lwWPMOZPikc 

12/22/2019 1:00:49 PM _btcole Joseph Smith became a Freemason over a decade after the Church was established.

It is therefore incorrect to state that it was founded by a Freemason since he hadn't become one yet.

12/22/2019 1:07:51 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom —

-Richard 💫 https://twitter.com/TheRichardDoyle/status/1187232935893581826 …

12/22/2019 1:08:31 PM paulfra07911928 @DewsNewz

12/22/2019 1:10:22 PM girlawakeinca Like this? I haven’t tried it yet. Do you have any side effects? pic.twitter.com/TM6lEXAPQk

12/22/2019 1:13:17 PM ericpartchey Watch the waters

12/22/2019 1:18:20 PM manifest_utopia My vote is for Space force.

12/22/2019 1:26:01 PM jaded_pearl I would imagine so - and also how they are able to carry out false flags to drive fear.

12/22/2019 1:38:39 PM 27kovacs Are you aware of Project Pandora and that it has already been used by bad actors? They plan to bring it back and use it on good actors.

I assume, there is a plan to stop this?

12/22/2019 1:40:08 PM toffer_anon_369 R U saying [they] figured out a way to trx signals at the power co, then the rcv'r simply uses a comb. of LED bulb with a sophisticated Solar Panel 

capable of reading the pulses of 1's and 0's thus 1-way encoding messages?

12/22/2019 1:40:18 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Y3uTXHeve0

12/22/2019 1:42:43 PM ger22122 Sounds interesting.  Do report back!

12/22/2019 1:42:45 PM manifest_utopia Here's an interesting thread containing "history". Much info both ⬆️⬇️. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321101014192130 …

12/22/2019 1:44:02 PM manifest_utopia Agree, Space Force has the most far reaching implications for the betterment of Humanity.

12/22/2019 1:45:12 PM dispensaryexch Agent ZEROCOOL Approved pic.twitter.com/83el7nw67x

12/22/2019 1:55:32 PM toffer_anon_369 Can [they] maliciously activate our nanites with that?!  [187] command broadcast if [they] get indicted?

12/22/2019 2:03:37 PM portallearning They will be bored to death.

12/22/2019 2:12:21 PM web_mktg You do know POTUS has the power to do 'anything' he wants under article 2.  He even said so. The Dems were kind enough to point this out.

12/22/2019 2:16:23 PM awakeningwarri3 There should've been 3 other parts to my response. Not sure where they went, so i'm sorry about that. But, like I said, it's worth it to listen to the 

whole thing. <3

12/22/2019 2:20:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Does LED interface with smoke detector video technology?

12/22/2019 2:23:54 PM kurtkurtking After reducing my cataracts from serious to negligible w/ ALA 300 mg/d, and noticing central vision fuzziness I doubled the dose and made that 

fuzziness negligible.  Also have been taking C & E.  

 http://www.superfoods-scientific-research.com/natural-remedies/alpha-lipoic-acid-for-eye-health-is-important.html …

12/22/2019 2:29:05 PM afewcellsshort I currently have an LED in our hallway and when the power is cut off via light switch it blinks constantly

WTF?

12/22/2019 2:32:37 PM karma4event201 Some fires that started; stopped, skipping houses and restarted may have been manipulated from Smart Meters. 

East coast fires (?) about a year ago.

12/22/2019 2:40:16 PM roxannegaulden Thank you for info. I will check it out.

12/22/2019 2:41:32 PM jaded_pearl I got to read it, it was awesome. TY

12/22/2019 2:45:38 PM patjone29703057 Or spying ?

12/22/2019 2:48:59 PM cryptogyu There is a clear agenda for the culling of the human population.  

I have drawn this conclusion from several different disciplines.

Let me posit in this thread below: 

#Depopulation @tracybeanz @arieljones411 @rexjonesnews @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @officialmcafee pic.twitter.com/yVgMqt19h2

12/22/2019 2:57:38 PM kevinmruel This sermon ends up being #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@Qanon76

@PsDebbieMorris

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@InBlondWeTrust

@TheCollectiveQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GWYPublishing

@prayingmedic

@prayer_wins https://youtu.be/EH9cMpkJMLI 
12/22/2019 2:58:35 PM happybiggrin "Food made indoors"....SMH😕

We need to live off grid. pic.twitter.com/Uloh4Ni3cx

12/22/2019 3:08:55 PM johnnyt_anon Good call.

12/22/2019 3:34:33 PM olimyracle What "salary" are the "actors" been offered?

12/22/2019 3:37:26 PM txmagachic And lots of children for pedophiles.  Remember that girl "Kendall" on Dr Phil who said she was bred specifically for her owner.  She could have come 

from a baby farm, who else sells their baby to a pedophile ring!?

12/22/2019 3:41:43 PM grundi45 decent mix @RLewisReports

12/22/2019 3:47:33 PM stodghie led lights put out blue light which is bad for our eyes. btw so do cell phones and televison. all bad!! one can put a certain type of film over their phone 

or tv  and greatly reduce it. i don't buy led lights for my home.

12/22/2019 3:53:23 PM scott_rick Yes same just diluted more.... side effects include... peroxide seeks out free radicals and toxins in your body and removes them from your body the 

fastest way.... most common method dirrahea or boils.  The extra oxygen molecule adds oxygen to the cells preventing cancer

12/22/2019 3:54:04 PM jaded_pearl And the most positive choice of them all.



12/22/2019 3:55:01 PM girlawakeinca Thanks 🙏

12/22/2019 3:55:24 PM scott_rick  https://www.healthline.com/health/hydrogen-peroxide-cancer …

12/22/2019 3:56:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signal is owned by whom? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1208855217011331072 …

12/22/2019 3:56:53 PM scott_rick  https://earthclinic.com/remedies/hydrogen-peroxide-therapy-benefits/ …

12/22/2019 3:57:57 PM scott_rick And it grows killer tomatoes, pumpkins etc.  I also switched chlorine in my hot tub to hydrogen peroxide.  Anaerobic benefits

12/22/2019 3:58:00 PM bdam777 Delete all apps. 

Next phone is dumbphone. 

Opt out.

12/22/2019 3:58:44 PM article4warrior Who?

12/22/2019 4:01:52 PM scott_rick Your welcome... put some in your pets drinking water.... 1-2 iodine drops per 2 cups of water

12/22/2019 4:03:05 PM state1union IC ?  Intelligence community?

12/22/2019 4:04:48 PM state1union Tictok

12/22/2019 4:06:06 PM theappraizer It’s escalating. But it has escalated before. 😞 No mas! No mas! 😔

12/22/2019 4:06:16 PM state1union Who do you think owns them?  Alaweed Saudi Prince or his brothers?

12/22/2019 4:08:17 PM sseed369  https://techcrunch.com/2018/02/21/signal-expands-into-the-signal-foundation-with-50m-from-whatsapp-co-founder-brian-acton/ …

Moxie Marlinspike / Brian Acton

Signal [Clinton] Foundation

12/22/2019 4:08:36 PM youstinksoap Government.

12/22/2019 4:08:45 PM joeandbridge Yeah, because an app on a cellular phone is really the technology we need to distract ourselves with...

12/22/2019 4:11:02 PM mahredrum Y’all are on some kind of drugs

12/22/2019 4:11:41 PM mahredrum Uh no?

12/22/2019 4:17:37 PM freeandoriginal Being constantly monitored is a given.  What we do with our Energy is up to us, though.

12/22/2019 4:32:21 PM bdam777 Marlinspike has his hands in a lot of encryption messaging. 

Brian Acton founder of what's app. 

Injected 50 mil into signal messenger early 2018. pic.twitter.com/gsKE4Ar96H

12/22/2019 4:34:02 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206021592997908482?s=19 …

12/22/2019 4:34:46 PM ahisglory  https://youtu.be/J_b6EqIPAjU  pic.twitter.com/Klz0lpmYFq

12/22/2019 4:34:47 PM michael81972 Mossad

12/22/2019 4:36:35 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092435877358460929?s=19 …

12/22/2019 4:42:13 PM bh2omiamigo Don't lye to me 😜

12/22/2019 4:44:01 PM dod_kalm if only someone would make a #deepfake with the alien faces from Carpenters "They Live" attached to every single one of these parrots.

12/22/2019 4:44:22 PM hoelessromantik  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Thing_(listening_device)#Operating_principles …

12/22/2019 4:44:51 PM allahuniversal  https://signalfoundation.org  pic.twitter.com/rLOW4LBqy8

12/22/2019 4:50:05 PM bh2omiamigo "Freedom of the Press"

12/22/2019 4:56:32 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1076613973296984064?s=19 …

12/22/2019 5:10:30 PM notevenchad17 What about Tik-Tok?? China right??

12/22/2019 5:18:09 PM nschlange Just because i voted for the Epstein story doesn't mean that's the story that I thought should be the biggest story. That would be Space Force and the 

Cult trial and prosecution.

12/22/2019 5:24:04 PM nschlange It's not

12/22/2019 5:31:11 PM robinreitsma1 thats not the point. the point is that for a people who arent doing anything illegal, they SHOULDNT be monitoring us. used to be you had to have proof 

of a crime being committed and then go to a judge for a warrant to spy. now its spying 24/7/365 on everyone. Wrong!

12/22/2019 5:31:33 PM kurtkurtking I didn’t say I was taking other stuff because I didn’t think they mattered … but they might.  Most people are deficient in iodine (I started 10 years 

before the ALA) and magnesium (2 yr after).

12/22/2019 5:42:06 PM freeandoriginal Of course ! And this is why we are getting g rid of [them] .. 😉

12/22/2019 5:42:30 PM patriotswegoall Most likely.

"We will spy on you through your dishwasher," admitted by C_A David Petraeus. https://www.wired.com/2012/03/petraeus-tv-remote/ …

12/22/2019 5:46:49 PM robinreitsma1 👍👊👏🤗

12/22/2019 5:51:48 PM jskielb3 Ditto. You may also check out digs by @CoreysDigs and @Avery1776 .

12/22/2019 5:56:45 PM greeneyesanon  https://twitter.com/dmills3710/status/1176877720090710017?s=21 …

12/22/2019 6:25:23 PM carla_venezia Sort of off-topic, but wonder what 'app' the DS uses to spread its talking points and other evil directives.

12/22/2019 6:34:24 PM bukrijumadi lo más interesante es que todas están conectadas y se viene algo GRANDE !!!

12/22/2019 6:42:55 PM skbeatty1 AM: vary the AMPLITUDE, FM: vary the FREQUENCY.  Free courses online,

the Laws of Physics never change!  Search RF engineering, FCC Modulation designators for an overview.

12/22/2019 6:51:01 PM ghostofendora Thank you! I've been looking for this!

12/22/2019 6:52:07 PM sinceiwokeup Anyone know of a secure chat app that isn't owned or was creates by the deepstate?

12/22/2019 6:55:41 PM volbeatlifewife So Jesse Watters is misinformation_bad now🤔🤷♀️

12/22/2019 6:56:54 PM rsm28675996 wouldnt it be funny if all this stuff lead to a revolt that ends with humans giving over control to self contained and sustained A.I. because no humans 

are trustworthy

12/22/2019 7:00:10 PM karrruss GAB is same in America

12/22/2019 7:04:36 PM to_unity My screen is always on nighttime, visibly yellow. I'm sure it helps. (Gut feeling)

12/22/2019 7:21:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

12/22/2019 7:21:48 PM lynnboyce7 ThanQs

12/22/2019 7:27:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Newest since 1947?

Roswell.

Highest Classification.

Think of the vastness of Space. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1208936727563292672 …

12/22/2019 7:28:56 PM schneppjennifer Becomes more collective in nature.

12/22/2019 7:29:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of the Space Force as an upgrade Stargate Command desperately needed.

Once the Space Force is established, can the truth be hidden any longer?

Expenditures no longer hidden inside of compartmentalized Navy/Air Force programs?

2020 will be a very big year.

Enjoy the show!

12/22/2019 7:29:29 PM williebhere Formation of Majestic 12.. under the National security act of 1947??

12/22/2019 7:30:32 PM fl_sun_sprite Space Force = 

aircraft or submarines???

12/22/2019 7:31:20 PM jvan125 I didn’t know this...was this Act passed because of what happened at Roswell?? pic.twitter.com/tIvL6ZJ25C

12/22/2019 7:31:46 PM williebhere Welcome Werner Von Braun??

12/22/2019 7:32:07 PM atashfire Time for many to live the real American dream? The New Atlantis?

12/22/2019 7:33:12 PM disquieted_soul According to the Navy's HUAC patents: Both



12/22/2019 7:33:48 PM disquieted_soul  pic.twitter.com/QFMlEGuUjc

12/22/2019 7:34:36 PM contenthonest 2020 = Hindsight pic.twitter.com/70k8lGfk81

12/22/2019 7:34:40 PM williebhere Time to hold the programs accountable to the US congress.. not majestic 12 who were accountable to no one... and loyalties were not to the American 

constitution or its people!!

12/22/2019 7:34:54 PM fl_sun_sprite Fascinating!!!

I cant wait!!!

12/22/2019 7:35:13 PM grandma26244385 unplug, or protect, cover, clothe, or walk away from all HIGH TECH

12/22/2019 7:35:30 PM maerstian7 i really doubt the space force will show the real live stream of the UFO phonomena via media and such,once the operation has started,i probably guess 

they will 'say'' there is nothing there to be real UFO physical existence up there,from that moment huge fear will be established

12/22/2019 7:36:17 PM keepthefaith758 Disclosure is coming

12/22/2019 7:38:34 PM ccal1331 I pray you’re right! pic.twitter.com/Z5Z1bSMu3w

12/22/2019 7:39:34 PM disquieted_soul Start looking at Relativistic Aether theory and Electric Universe to get a head start 😉

12/22/2019 7:40:29 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/22/2019 7:40:31 PM s0urc3rss Moxie programmed Twitter security before creating Signal. It was used by ISIL & DNC in 2016. Signal owned by Israel?

12/22/2019 7:41:15 PM qtpi3_14 Love them as well!

12/22/2019 7:43:46 PM nschlange I still don't understand why it was better to make ppl think they or their neighbors were crazy, rather then tell us the truth. It is what it is. If their bad, 

we have no choice but to deal with it. I should always have been our choice to know

12/22/2019 7:45:09 PM stoneturnr Theyre pointing right at Roswell! Hidden in plain sight. The people are ready for disclosure! pic.twitter.com/3NKveC9VbD

12/22/2019 7:46:29 PM ewolsj Hindsight is 2020

12/22/2019 7:46:29 PM tamravee ITS been around awhile . Did dark forces run it? pic.twitter.com/nggnJ6nKtc

12/22/2019 7:52:39 PM stlhandyman ?  Huawei ???  Joking

12/22/2019 7:52:42 PM nschlange You'd have to get rid of your fire detectors as well as smart appliances, tvs etc. They are watching from all of these items, so you need more then to get 

rid of a smart phone.

12/22/2019 7:53:37 PM nschlange who is GR again?

12/22/2019 7:54:24 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/22/2019 7:55:17 PM oldhick17800719 It already exists. This just brings it out officially.

12/22/2019 7:56:52 PM nschlange WOW, how much more of a narcissist can one person be? Unbelievable.

12/22/2019 7:57:01 PM bluepopcorn8 So what is the "narrow road" (if you were a machine)?

Asimov's Rules of Robotics?  @NSA_QIL2 @NSAGov @DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A "Sermon on the Mount?

12/22/2019 7:58:24 PM nschlange Get rid of the first one first. Kerry has to go, then Nancy

12/22/2019 7:58:57 PM scott_rick How do we discern between FF ufos and real ones.  Wurner Von Braun said they would play the UFO card at the end.... and it’s starting to line up that 

way... what do we trust?

12/22/2019 7:59:46 PM bdam777 Fire detectors? 

You have to buy the Wi-Fi and bluetooth fire detectors? Or is everything electronic listening to you?

12/22/2019 8:01:20 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/22/2019 8:01:54 PM teamdowner US Navy or Air Force? pic.twitter.com/0RIgnRS2Hb

12/22/2019 8:04:29 PM sseed369 3/6/9 9 pic.twitter.com/jpyVDh5cUu

12/22/2019 8:05:24 PM nschlange I guess there's a chip in them? I just read the article about them. You don't even have to have wifi

12/22/2019 8:05:37 PM drbohammer In reality, and in sooth, you do know that expenditures will be hidden inside compartmented Space Force programs... This is not a question.

12/22/2019 8:05:50 PM smith_jere Very exciting!

12/22/2019 8:06:57 PM nschlange Btw that's ALL fire detectors since 2006 or something like that. All of them

12/22/2019 8:08:19 PM aetherwalker1 It would be nice for some ACTUAL Truth to be publicly on stage!

12/22/2019 8:08:39 PM 4us2l0ve It’s time to go see 🌎!!!

12/22/2019 8:12:34 PM 1of3onhigh How are you figuring out what true now? This community digs so fast and gets the truth so quickly you won't have to wait long to have answers. Then 

you can make up your own mind, stay strong!

12/22/2019 8:19:35 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Merry Christmas 

To "R" Great Heros!

@John_F_Kennnedy

@realDonaldTrump

@BusyElves

@StormIsUponUs

@BeThePlan

@My_Dog_Friday

@VincentCrypt46

@CryptoKoba

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRealRaNon

@RudyGiuliani

@qanonarmy17 

WWG1WGA-WW  https://twitter.com/KenDavi80404473/status/1208954184256626688 … pic.twitter.com/bfcCiZj6nu
12/22/2019 8:25:00 PM fugeebristolian Not got the cellophane yet, if you follow me I'll put my findings on my wall.

12/22/2019 8:27:24 PM 02joshuaradwan 2020 is clarity

12/22/2019 8:27:29 PM mzmollyanna Is the Space Force going to replace the Black Ops?

12/22/2019 8:33:55 PM chooselove108 I know everyone has thought of this at some point or another, but it feels fitting to say again...how humorously ironic is it that so much clarity would be 

coming forth in "20/20"....the Universe's way of reminding us of the Game...So grateful for what is coming <3

12/22/2019 8:34:22 PM joshuafalkin Well ... if damaged is already done, does it matter?

12/22/2019 8:38:23 PM rickhackerghost Com-Sats.... Raining down from the Heavens...

Mainstream Traitors lose their Voice Box... https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/first-ever-mission-remove-space-junk-orbit-has-just-been-

commissioned …

12/22/2019 8:40:55 PM laura_621 Who is above the compartmentalized programs? Would it not be you?

12/22/2019 8:46:23 PM red20242684  https://exonews.org/recently-retired-usaf-general-makes-eyebrow-raising-claims-of-advanced-space-technology/ …

12/22/2019 8:48:44 PM 3b_arts These people are very stupid.

12/22/2019 8:54:01 PM beachchefj Looking glass?

12/22/2019 8:56:03 PM mynardpamela What interview are you referring to?

12/22/2019 8:56:30 PM theappraizer My heart HURTS! 🤭🤮

12/22/2019 8:56:31 PM mynardpamela Which book are you referring?



12/22/2019 9:01:09 PM normal_wizard I hope the space force has room for a few reincarnations of ancient warrior races sent by God to protect humanity. I might not have the specific 

marketable skillsets you're asking for but I am very strategically talented when the battlefield and tools are defined...

12/22/2019 9:01:39 PM funmoney19  https://youtu.be/pTaKLLWY4CU 

12/22/2019 9:05:15 PM adsvel Would love to experience SG team, even just a once....😊🙏💖

12/22/2019 9:05:34 PM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/6B42043WUG

12/22/2019 9:08:16 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🧐 L👁👁KS like a beautiful place to call home.  Photographer Captures Giant Planet Above Earth – Experts Call it “A Failure In 

The Matrix”   https://knowledgetime.net/photographer-captures-giant-mysterious-planet-above-earth-experts-call-it-a-failure-in-the-matrix/ …

12/22/2019 9:12:59 PM mactruthcdn They did it because it goes way deeper than just ETs and UFOs. There are major spiritual components to the world we live in. 

Is the physical reality we live day in and day out just one fragment of what we could actually perceive using just our minds?

12/22/2019 9:14:59 PM s0urc3rss I pointed this out to people who insisted on using it when Snowden said to. I documented breaches on my devices from servers in Texas registered to 

OW. This happened before Zuck was called to testify before Congress. We knew it was no good if DNC used it.

 https://www.wired.com/2016/07/meet-moxie-marlinspike-anarchist-bringing-encryption-us/ … pic.twitter.com/rIJh0jscc3

12/22/2019 9:15:09 PM heatherrenae8 I feel like we are transitioning into a Jetson Atlantis type era. This is pretty exciting stuff!

12/22/2019 9:18:11 PM winklerburke Where We Gate One We Gate All?

12/22/2019 9:23:17 PM nschlange Then we should've been told that as well. We're all trying to learn all this now! We have so much disjointed information floating around in our brains 

that we can't even share it w/ppl because it comes out in a crazy "rain man" way. Ppl just think we're crazy.

12/22/2019 9:30:41 PM kittles62081233 Will do! How exciting!

12/22/2019 9:31:11 PM kittles62081233 And already a follower friend! 🙇

12/22/2019 9:38:18 PM mynardpamela Have you experienced this or only heard of it?

12/22/2019 9:50:18 PM npclou The former Canadian Defense Minister has given this report that will ASTONISH many as to alien races and activities. https://youtu.be/TiPeBmmBN_Q 

12/22/2019 9:51:39 PM adsvel I experienced my 3 year future in 3 and half hours. So all is possible infinitely.

12/22/2019 9:52:41 PM mynardpamela Thank you for answering.

12/22/2019 9:53:21 PM sdane8 I had not thought of that. Very clever! 😊

12/22/2019 9:54:23 PM sdane8 I thought time was an illusion? 😉

12/22/2019 9:55:48 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/p1dP5tZzvA

12/22/2019 9:57:00 PM adsvel You are welcome.😊

12/22/2019 10:02:31 PM aetherwalker1 🤬!!!

Why can't an energy saving light bulb just be a light bulb?!!!

12/22/2019 10:12:24 PM brandonbraswe17 🤔

12/22/2019 10:15:56 PM aetherwalker1 I would enjoy it if something of weight ACTUALLY did 'drop'.

12/22/2019 10:20:18 PM deb12233 True this. pic.twitter.com/tN1XsMwTOq

12/22/2019 10:26:16 PM aetherwalker1 That would mean LED screens too, correct?

12/22/2019 10:26:43 PM nr750 “In November 2011, Whisper Systems announced that it had been acquired by Twitter.”  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(software) …

12/22/2019 10:33:26 PM tachyonluxor @TheSolariReport

12/22/2019 10:37:42 PM s0urc3rss Blessed are you, Lord, our God, sovereign of the universe

who has kept us alive, sustained us, and enabled us to reach this season.

Barukh atah Adonai, Eloheinu, melekh ha’olam

shehecheyanu v’kiyimanu v’higi’anu laz’man hazeh. pic.twitter.com/otFxuvzy54

12/22/2019 10:41:44 PM virginialouelle PROJECT LOOKING GLASS >PANDORA'S BOX>THE WORD OF GOD??? The globalist are going to use this against us!!!??? Wtf are we going to do???? 

@Johnheretohelp

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@M2Madness

@TRUreporting

@RedPill78 https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

12/22/2019 10:42:21 PM aetherwalker1 The National Security Act wasn't 'majestic'.

It codified the National Security State & 'Secret Government'

Even Truman regretted it. pic.twitter.com/Tm6XED60J3

12/22/2019 10:42:43 PM s0urc3rss Chanukah 2019 Sky at Sundown pic.twitter.com/EGG1MgogvM

12/22/2019 10:43:05 PM italianmom555 oh u better believe I am enjoying the show.

12/22/2019 10:48:32 PM decodematrix And LED TVs

12/22/2019 10:50:44 PM mariazak18 @Johnheretohelp @SidneyPowell1 @seanhannity @RepDevinNunes @POTUS @DevinNunes @GenFlynn @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@realDonaldTrump @BradMcCormick01 @dbongino @marklevinshow @JudgeJeanine @JesseBWatters @Peter52083179 @OnEdgeOfWonder 

@realDonaldTrump https://www.bitchute.com/video/8fxLddmv7o7y/ …

12/22/2019 11:02:28 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/hPP8ilsIsk

12/22/2019 11:09:54 PM werascending Good eye! 👏👏👏

12/22/2019 11:14:16 PM virginialouelle Are you talking about Project Looking Glass>Pandora>Word of God tech? How do we fight back against that tech?

12/22/2019 11:17:22 PM virginialouelle I just watched a video on this tech!!!! WTF!! I'm thinking the only thing that could stop it would be an EMP?? We are in serious trouble folks.

12/22/2019 11:20:03 PM merkaba369 2020 is ours.  No one can do anything about it.  Not the military, not the Droid army, no one. It's over.

12/22/2019 11:20:28 PM mobilememphian1 The biggest story of the year is the pervasive deep state decades of corruption exposed along with their treasonous coup attempts and coverups using 

their controlled operatives & complicit msm.

12/22/2019 11:47:12 PM ilysrosie True that

12/22/2019 11:54:00 PM snakesanders22 Any news from Antartica?

12/23/2019 12:12:13 AM ptamait Would one of the original creators of this tech be upset people got a hold of it. Can AI only access it.

12/23/2019 12:27:34 AM 4mankindq Then there’s this: https://twitter.com/dailymailuk/status/1209012524600958976 … pic.twitter.com/jvlO1h5Pod

12/23/2019 12:42:18 AM micktuckwell Infrared LEDs > solar panel

12/23/2019 1:20:34 AM patriot_pepe78 I like @JesseBWatters red pills 💊 with humor that’s dangerous to the deep state! Same with @w_terrence #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/iAmtLGcGgd



12/23/2019 1:22:40 AM _sigel 🙏🍿❣️

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has some practical applications that blew my mind

Tesla would only stay in rooms divisible by 3 & willed as many encounters with 3, 6 & 9 as was possible

E.g

Meditating on an idea for 3 hours a day for 6 days @ 9am = 18hrs = 9

So many 369s 💝
12/23/2019 1:25:17 AM ellenca78112564 I like this Qne ++ https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=GnEWOYKgI4o&list=PLsyCNMs6nMJHqmaSS-mpDtdrtmDEzN84B&index=2&t=0s …

12/23/2019 1:30:10 AM presone Matt 24

12/23/2019 1:36:12 AM covertress My! Raymond does resemble Ike.

A former avatar of his? 🤔

12/23/2019 1:41:38 AM k3yle I just went thru ur page and I know for sure I’ve liked next to every post... twitter made it so I didn’t like any of them had to relike! Wtf

12/23/2019 2:05:17 AM _sigel A fantastic video 🖒

It seems more & more of us are waking up to what Tesla did 100 years ago 

My next adventure was with cymatics 💖

I like to think of it as jiggling ourselves back into order

12/23/2019 2:07:45 AM laurabusse Alien interview

Free to read on author's website

Free audiobook on YT

Cheap book on Amazon

I think there's an upgraded study version on Amazon for ten bucks...

12/23/2019 2:42:43 AM animaldesatado What’s the Space Force for?

12/23/2019 2:57:00 AM jamesca40805661 Is this a continuation of Reagan's Star Wars

12/23/2019 3:06:30 AM jucifr00t Aliens = Demons

12/23/2019 3:09:03 AM jucifr00t Think the vastness of the 4th dimension (a.k.a. spirit realm). Aliens = Demons

12/23/2019 3:21:34 AM troynaismith1 Whats with the global warming bit though

12/23/2019 3:35:58 AM samsmith0319 No!!!  No more hiding!!!...Ready!!!🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

12/23/2019 3:41:27 AM the_prophet_neo Sign me up!

12/23/2019 3:58:14 AM birdiesrchirpin Maybe that's why Maj said "upgraded."

12/23/2019 3:59:58 AM birdiesrchirpin So... will CastleAFB actually be "just a museum" now or will it be "re-opened?"

12/23/2019 4:04:18 AM panicindc_ Ok, so you are saying you have unified conciousness?

Forgive my skepticism, but that is a very big claim, could you use this awareness to confirm: how many extinctions humanity has been through since its 

time on earth?

12/23/2019 4:13:08 AM ascendedwater When real pic of the EARTH ?? NO MORE NASA CARTOONS ?

12/23/2019 4:15:19 AM ascendedwater That Land mass though 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

12/23/2019 4:18:23 AM birdiesrchirpin They used to use their blackberrys, they were super customizable.

Also, remember the drops about emails and drafts.

1 Google account.

anyone in the club can login.

Share info in a draft email that is never sent.

12/23/2019 4:19:22 AM birdiesrchirpin I know were talking about apps here but we can't forget email.

Blessings!

12/23/2019 4:20:50 AM kindeandtrue But we can't get even get a test rocket to the ISS. Spectacular failure last week. How can we dominate the Galaxy?

12/23/2019 4:32:41 AM ellenca78112564 Jiggle 🤗

12/23/2019 4:39:32 AM npclou Not certain of the warming section but his contention these alien races exist with at least the "Tall Whites" working with USA if true, then some races 

might have science to adjust planetary climate artificially despite normal,cyclical, variations over time per geological record pic.twitter.com/G0tUftgLZ6

12/23/2019 4:40:02 AM donnaeverywhere 1947 is a "marker year" when researching the start of so many "conspiracies" --C_A, Roswell, etc. Critical to understanding this rabbit hole...👊🇺🇸 

#WWG1WGA

12/23/2019 4:48:28 AM americanpetal So, that is how the “suicide” not suicide of Dick Egan was scrubbed.

12/23/2019 5:01:46 AM wildcatswoody But 3 will. #IMPOTUS

12/23/2019 5:03:40 AM wildcatswoody I  know right , damn this one guy on the right who actually chooses the Constitution over his own party. Damn him 😂

12/23/2019 5:04:03 AM covertress Wasn't Signal recommended by Snowden? pic.twitter.com/gpm3R0IcDL

12/23/2019 5:06:31 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/IR6TdqFqLB

12/23/2019 5:15:12 AM fansblowing3 Not our current corrupt congress

12/23/2019 5:19:04 AM mynardpamela Thank you!  Merry Christmas to you and yours

12/23/2019 5:21:01 AM kevin72032387 ALL UFOs are manmade.

12/23/2019 5:24:34 AM scott_rick Are you sure about that Kevin pic.twitter.com/Twt11ixzfK

12/23/2019 5:30:28 AM truthdying You must be talking about low earth orbit or dimensions because outer space is fake

12/23/2019 5:31:56 AM allonkid  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1150274098397962241.html …

12/23/2019 5:32:02 AM unitedredwhite1 Soon. But not Yeti.

12/23/2019 5:34:14 AM laurabusse And to you and yours as well ☺️

🎅❄⛄️🎄☃️❄🤶

12/23/2019 5:45:08 AM greeneyednikkid Right before our very eyes, yet they still think they can change what is written! Why are Christians treated badly and persecuted? Because they ALL 

know that JESUS CHRIST IS THE ONLY TRUTH and EVERY knee shall bow and every tongue confess that JESUS IS LORD. 👑💯😃

12/23/2019 5:46:41 AM kevin72032387 From what I’ve seen and learned, yes

12/23/2019 5:54:53 AM antonio41800798 No FEAR dude..

12/23/2019 5:56:13 AM bradmccormick01 All these hits reminds me of the montage in GoodFellas, bodies popping up left and right lately.

12/23/2019 6:03:15 AM sketchedall I took apart an LED light bulb. There were 6 small individual LEDs inside. I grabbed my blue light laser and pointed it to one of the LEDs.... Surprisingly 

ALL of the other 5 LEDs lit up bright....🤔🤔🤔 LED is a solar panel?? YES!!

Emitting enerdy?? Double yes!

12/23/2019 6:06:31 AM elcooksta Did this happen ?

12/23/2019 6:07:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/CERN/status/1209012766482325509 …

12/23/2019 6:08:15 AM sparkleloung Isn’t aether the 5th Element?



12/23/2019 6:08:47 AM michael81972 Wow...The Q particle

12/23/2019 6:08:48 AM jonle86 Meaning?

12/23/2019 6:09:26 AM kel_cubed 🤨

12/23/2019 6:09:37 AM rebornkingent Like.... ETHER? Didn’t Plato is sitting in his grave saying I told you so.

12/23/2019 6:10:07 AM th34lpha Are they sending a threat,?

12/23/2019 6:12:44 AM bbobbio71 Seems Q is everywhere!

12/23/2019 6:13:02 AM hungrygluttonz What exactly are you saying?

12/23/2019 6:13:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Technology contained within programs on Earth have limited implementation due to budget restrictions. Design plans are in place and ready for mass 

production. Many companies are using the old, out-dated "physics" to interact with Space. They will always fail. By design.

12/23/2019 6:14:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lucid dreaming can teach.

12/23/2019 6:14:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong.

12/23/2019 6:15:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is. In space. Our plane of existence experiences time consistently though once you alter the knobs you change time. Events over dates typically, 

though some events will happen sooner than later and some events will happen in the allotment of time that is 2020.

12/23/2019 6:16:09 AM jared4liberty I realize I'm dreaming too late usually. I need more practice, I've only been lucid once.

12/23/2019 6:16:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Black Ops are still needed.

12/23/2019 6:16:23 AM sparkleloung Really??? pic.twitter.com/L7pFA1pL01

12/23/2019 6:17:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Space Force = Light

SSP = Dark

Dark > LIGHT

12/23/2019 6:17:27 AM adsvel You are right, I had experiences.😊 and thank You.🙏

12/23/2019 6:17:45 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/23/2019 6:18:35 AM adsvel Sometimes these teaching are painful, but again cause and effect.

12/23/2019 6:18:41 AM sparkleloung I always knew the Space Force would be implemented to take on the SSP and any other corrupt bitches out there

12/23/2019 6:19:52 AM sparkleloung Also, if I have seen every episode of SG1 do I qualify as a consultant?

12/23/2019 6:21:09 AM tomchiodo What is SSP?

12/23/2019 6:21:44 AM adsvel Also I am so lucky that my IS-BE show me my future, sometimes, not so often.😊

12/23/2019 6:24:01 AM animaldesatado what is SSP?

12/23/2019 6:24:27 AM asdasd26700831 Why arent them fighting?

12/23/2019 6:24:31 AM blsdbe MJ are you saying that wig we reach out to the Majestic Team in a lucid dreaming state we can make contact?

12/23/2019 6:25:20 AM synackstatic Secret space program

12/23/2019 6:25:46 AM animaldesatado and what is the secret space program about? Never heard of it

12/23/2019 6:26:12 AM lenartjoe Is this SSP dark-to-light an agreement to disclose willingly or is  Space Force designed to force disclosure? Full disclosure? Timetable?

12/23/2019 6:27:35 AM adsvel We are so lucky, We are witnessing a very big epoch, a Grand Epoch of changes in the Collective Consciousness.

12/23/2019 6:28:15 AM sparkleloung Super

Special

People

12/23/2019 6:28:59 AM paguzzi Watch the movie Above Majestic 😉

12/23/2019 6:30:18 AM orbital_pi Breaking the Matrix

Breaking free from the Matrix https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbFt49U6VUk …

12/23/2019 6:30:45 AM ctenfor The smaller the particle the less carrying Force it has

12/23/2019 6:31:13 AM sethric61410528 if you put it lke that ... then I buzz Space force ..

12/23/2019 6:32:07 AM evilone6 So SSP is greater then Space force. I'm assuming this is not a good thing. Since SSP is Dark.

12/23/2019 6:32:14 AM lordconcave SSP = Crowley, Parsons, Hubbard, JPL, Operation Fishbowl, Scientology, Disney, Von Braun, etc.

12/23/2019 6:32:23 AM moemc8 Is this truly a new find or something they knew about and kept from the public.  What will it eventually mean?

12/23/2019 6:33:19 AM merorschach No. Love is. pic.twitter.com/yvEXcjwJRy

12/23/2019 6:33:35 AM nikoscali Heard Cern is pissed about this

12/23/2019 6:33:39 AM cinmacluvs2knit 17 huh....?🧐💪😎

12/23/2019 6:35:42 AM ialibertybelle They’re using that symbol as “to”, not to imply “greater” or “lesser”.

12/23/2019 6:36:17 AM 3teeas Beep Beep pic.twitter.com/EHkG7EKTLd

12/23/2019 6:36:32 AM ialibertybelle Govt “space” related psyops.

12/23/2019 6:37:15 AM lbf777 Ligh>Dark in the world. It’s only the 1% that is bad.

12/23/2019 6:37:49 AM animaldesatado when will these things be oficially revealed to the public? When will we know what they’ve been doing?

12/23/2019 6:38:04 AM rawphonegirl Great catch! I love how our eagle says: pic.twitter.com/Y9Xwugleon

12/23/2019 6:38:53 AM atashfire This would mean a new industrial production shift, the likes of which have not been seen since the early 20th century? New supply chain, factories and 

training?

12/23/2019 6:40:02 AM bbobbio71 I love these posts! Keeps the mind racing.  😁

12/23/2019 6:43:35 AM dubilujanenz SSP - Secret Space Program

12/23/2019 6:44:14 AM smileygurl56 My tv is so old I can’t even hook up a DVD player to it 🤣🤣🤣🤣it works great for what I use it for so I don’t plan on replacing it anytime soon!

12/23/2019 6:44:33 AM tomchiodo Who are the companies that are involved in this new tech production? Same ones reconfigured or new companies ready to break into the scene?

12/23/2019 6:45:20 AM dubilujanenz Secret Space Program was the first thing that came to mind.

12/23/2019 6:45:31 AM eewwanon Wow. Now that is a yuge word salad! pic.twitter.com/NuVAojgbfC

12/23/2019 6:46:02 AM snakesanders22 Any information about Captain Mark Richards' story?

12/23/2019 6:46:17 AM lamieret Did you watch @Johnheretohelp ‘s podcast? It should be required viewing....everyone, please go watch...it was recorded Saturday.

12/23/2019 6:47:01 AM williebhere Secret Space Program formed under the National security Act of 1947. They were a group of Natzi scientists brought to America by the CIA under 

operation PaperClip. Werner Von Braun was the head of NASA first rocket propulsion Dept. he was also Hitlers right hand man!

12/23/2019 6:47:04 AM benandroeste Secret Space Program😉

12/23/2019 6:47:42 AM trevorroth6 I can't believe how this is all out in the open now!    Amazing times!

12/23/2019 6:48:21 AM keith369me 5th force...5D consciousness

12/23/2019 6:49:31 AM orthogonalron Space Force will #UnsealEpstein and everything else

12/23/2019 6:49:38 AM paguzzi is already being revealed by the Awekening people, just dig and watch. Soon conventional media will no longer have a way of hiding ☺️

12/23/2019 6:52:13 AM freestateojones Limited Disclosure Hangouts. 

Watch out for them 😅

12/23/2019 6:53:12 AM sparkleloung  https://youtu.be/PxRIRhj7r-s 

12/23/2019 6:53:17 AM williebhere But also know Von Braun was a war criminal responsible for many deaths.

 The majestic 12, the 12 major scientists was formed under NSA headed by Rockefeller. They answered to the CFR, Council on Foreign Relations.. not 

held accountable by the congress..

12/23/2019 6:54:23 AM wearediamonds2 Dah supernatural element



12/23/2019 6:55:36 AM sparkleloung Dude! It’s a secret!!!! pic.twitter.com/1IwVfwxKQ6

12/23/2019 6:56:11 AM williebhere No loyalty to the American people or the constitution of the US. They had no oversight and answered to the Elite families. 

#YouHaveMoreThenYouKnow

12/23/2019 6:56:24 AM nhq1776 Funded by Soros perhaps?

12/23/2019 6:57:16 AM cryptocrab4 Military planning at it's finest or Quantum computing at it's current application ?

Q is a Quantum Computer or someone , possibly Potus , using one !

Is Q really a Quantum Computer ?

#ProveMeWrong

12/23/2019 6:58:51 AM nhq1776 Perhaps add to the list checking for ticks after going outside?

12/23/2019 6:59:46 AM asailorssway "... The name of the first spring spring (en, root of the name of the 16th letter Ayin) is Gedi, and anagram of dayag and so of the same numerical value, 

17. It means a "young goat" or "kid." Note the phonetic similarity bewteen "kid" and "gedi." " UHH, guys?! #TheGreatAwakening

12/23/2019 7:00:30 AM boltjoy I watched last night and looked for it this morning and cannot find it ,

12/23/2019 7:00:39 AM asailorssway  https://www.biblewheel.com/GR/GR_17.php  👀😳

12/23/2019 7:00:54 AM boltjoy Link ???

12/23/2019 7:01:39 AM asailorssway have to be reforged through the fire first.

12/23/2019 7:02:58 AM boltjoy Found it .

12/23/2019 7:03:04 AM bobmcfall64 what is the 17th letter of the alphabet ? qew

12/23/2019 7:04:09 AM kimmeykim1 LIGHT > dark 😉

12/23/2019 7:04:13 AM boltjoy How did you feel after listening to it ? I prayed but was very unsettled and scared.

12/23/2019 7:04:20 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/ohfBwnBaww

12/23/2019 7:06:05 AM virginialouelle 🎟🎫🍿🍿🤫😁

12/23/2019 7:07:23 AM americanon57 I recently watched the new Spiderman movie and there was a interesting few moments where a satellite in space was used to launch hundreds of 

weaponized drones.

I could see how this technology, which already exists, could be a key asset to our current military forces.

12/23/2019 7:08:05 AM djlok And we, our little BE's here on Earth are in space because Earth is in space!  Total illusion!!! 🤯🤯🤯

12/23/2019 7:08:24 AM wearediamonds2 I agree with you Nancy.

12/23/2019 7:08:28 AM mzmollyanna  pic.twitter.com/1zPif0XnaF

12/23/2019 7:09:11 AM wearediamonds2 🤣 me too!

12/23/2019 7:10:54 AM timeforarrests They can’t get past the dome.

12/23/2019 7:11:48 AM asailorssway to think that everyone is going to just accept all this new tech suddenly appearing is ridiculous. the fact that it will actually work breaks my mind.

12/23/2019 7:12:14 AM wwg1wga93583681 over compartmentalization led to corruption

by design?

let the light flow pic.twitter.com/iqg0Od3Kb4

12/23/2019 7:12:30 AM loveletter316 Twitter won’t let this play! pic.twitter.com/xCy5VQx19B

12/23/2019 7:12:39 AM timeforarrests So for us humans, we experienced time. Humor me for one moment. About a month ago time started going much slower for me. Before that, one 

week would pass and it seemed like a day. Now every day passes normally. Did something happen?

12/23/2019 7:13:56 AM evilone6 Oh got it thanks. Left side of my brain always goes > math. Lol

12/23/2019 7:15:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Italian exorcist says society risks collapse due to 'aggressive Satanism' https://cruxnow.com/church-in-europe/2019/12/italian-exorcist-says-society-

risks-collapse-due-to-aggressive-satanism/ …

12/23/2019 7:16:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 This is why the Great Awakening must happen.

Full Disclosure must happen.

The world will be shocked.

Those you were taught to Trust the Most.

When drops come forth, will timing be calculated to ensure maximum visibility to sleeping masses?

Undeniable

Undefendable

Sick sick people https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209130328243277825 …
12/23/2019 7:17:24 AM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/CNU4Wbj83D

12/23/2019 7:18:49 AM speaakn I don’t doubt it.

12/23/2019 7:19:30 AM teamsterr07 I think there are more folks on the side of good than evil. #NotTodaySatan

12/23/2019 7:19:36 AM trumpcanuck  pic.twitter.com/U3iXECbkr7

12/23/2019 7:19:54 AM trumpgender NASA reduced to Muslim outreach by Hussein, we need an upgrade across all space agencies

12/23/2019 7:20:45 AM jaded_pearl Can we change the > in Dark > LIGHT to something else soon?! I'm always thinking in numbers and equations - what's a good math symbol that evil is 

conquered. What a glorious time to be alive. I will be applying for a job and return to serve again but with more understanding. 🇺🇲

12/23/2019 7:20:47 AM trumpcanuck #WatchTheWatters pic.twitter.com/OLGiTiGxKp

12/23/2019 7:22:55 AM asailorssway see this is where i get worried.. "black ops are still necessary," but the abc's promise not to do anything corrupt... again.  trafficking; organs, infants, 

kids, adolescents, guns, drugs; both pharma and street.. not to mention the dr moreau bs. can we ever fully trust again?

12/23/2019 7:23:48 AM trevorroth6 Where can I buy?

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en …

12/23/2019 7:25:04 AM jooooody #17 (seventeenth prophet of this the last dipsensation) Pres. Russel M. Nelson stated in Oct 2019:

"Let me be very clear about this: if the world loses the moral rectitude of its women, the world will never recover."

12/23/2019 7:28:19 AM moemc8 Do the priests know that the upper echelon of the church is worshiping Satan?  I'm sure there are many, many good clergy.  At what level do you need 

to be in the club?   Bishop, cardinal?

12/23/2019 7:29:30 AM sparkleloung Maybe but I don’t know... the vast majority of people I mention symbolism, secret society, Gematria, false 🚩or cabal to... they go - huh? Whatever 

man, did you see that game last night?

They’re stuck in a matrix.

12/23/2019 7:30:46 AM karlineta But will it bring peace, prosperity and happiness on Earth or is it just a new technological era?

12/23/2019 7:30:52 AM impulsivewoman  pic.twitter.com/bMzMRiBWWN

12/23/2019 7:32:36 AM linnyt7 17...

12/23/2019 7:32:41 AM carol_beeee We will not fail 🙏🏻

12/23/2019 7:33:44 AM synackstatic What do we do if it destroys f history dear to us?

The deeper we go the harder this becomes.

12/23/2019 7:33:57 AM wwg1wga93583681 we are watching

we realize the enormity of this

anons are the frame

and are ready pic.twitter.com/1LQxsX2vjF



12/23/2019 7:34:13 AM blsdbe #MakeEARTHGreatAgain!!!

12/23/2019 7:36:13 AM robertrkimball SSP = black ops, black budget. Think Rumsfeld's 9/10/2001 "trillions missing from DoD comment". SPACE FORCE = Light Ops; means Patriots now 

control assets and the human leadership.  LOC and Mars disclosures soon?

12/23/2019 7:36:36 AM aquagarnet24 This is not good~ CERN needs to be shutdown PERMANENTLY!!!

12/23/2019 7:37:31 AM marzipaningles1 Didn't realize there was passive Satanism. 👏😆 Jajajaja I'm here all week. 💁

12/23/2019 7:40:20 AM robertrkimball Forces come in strong/weak pairs. There will be a sixth force, multidimensional like the fifth.  Multidimensionality unlocks so much physics.

12/23/2019 7:41:12 AM patriotswegoall Only made by ETs?

12/23/2019 7:42:29 AM sdane8 I was teasing you, MJ. 😘 Looking forward to an eventful year when our vision truly becomes 20/20.

12/23/2019 7:42:57 AM patriotswegoall Is there a conflict brewing between SSP and SF?

12/23/2019 7:43:43 AM sdane8 😂😂😂

12/23/2019 7:44:05 AM vonnielavonne 😳😱

12/23/2019 7:44:45 AM fansblowing3 Prison planet

12/23/2019 7:45:09 AM lamieret Very scary and unsettling. I wish there was something we could DO, but...it explained a lot and I felt more grounded in my faith.

12/23/2019 7:45:17 AM klucksl Humanity is ready, we are ready. NOW is the time. We’ve got this. ❤️

12/23/2019 7:46:17 AM lamieret YouTube hides it. I had to type the entire title in the search and then scroll awhile until I could find it again. I’ve now watched it three times and gotten 

something more out of it each time.

12/23/2019 7:47:06 AM april10521252 Right?!? I believe it's due to the disbelief in it being real, we have gone so far away from believing in good spirits,  that we joke about malevolent ones 

and see movies that make it sexy and enticing.  The hot sexy witches, they turn evil with greed for more.

12/23/2019 7:47:16 AM cryptocrab4 We will need an event ?

Regardless ... forward , it seems , we will need an event.

IMO but people are spaced the F out and to get Everyone's attention the ole rubber glove (pap) WTFU ?

12/23/2019 7:49:32 AM april10521252 But because the sweet loving mother has been replaced with power women, it's been destroyed because women are so insecure and competitive with 

social media telling them how to be, look, feel. They think a wrinkle is death, they forgot it's an honor to show our stripes🙏

12/23/2019 7:49:45 AM letsdot94709949 Jesus the Christ will take care of that......the only awakening that matters.

12/23/2019 7:51:20 AM april10521252 #makerealsexyagain #selfrespect #morals #elegance #traditionalhomesrock #familyvaluesrock

12/23/2019 7:53:34 AM laura_schidrich @sharkbyte8

12/23/2019 7:56:38 AM roaminnoodle Is there a change in MJ’s stance on Full Disclosure? Last summer, iirc, you stated it wouldn’t happen and for various reasons. 

Anyway, I AM glad to see FULL DISCLOSURE coming to LIGHT!

12/23/2019 7:58:44 AM qpatriot17 These people are evil. pic.twitter.com/r2ralxggT4

12/23/2019 8:03:10 AM carriesunshine2 Ugh...

12/23/2019 8:08:32 AM sdane8 How about "0 to 100 in 2020?"  LOL

12/23/2019 8:14:05 AM sdane8 It was very unsettling. 😬

12/23/2019 8:14:36 AM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/cR2HnvrC3v

12/23/2019 8:20:41 AM turboxyde How will space force be recruiting certain "unconventional" skill sets?

If it were me, I'd create an open & freely available litmus test that could be adjudicated by higher consciousness to ensure we are recruiting the most 

skilled individuals to interact with space & time.

12/23/2019 8:23:25 AM atashfire The founding fathers expected America to survive 700 years from the 18th century. They knew.

12/23/2019 8:26:25 AM turboxyde The litmus test would incorporate a number of "advanced" concepts such as telepathy, astral projection/remote viewing and empath sensitivity in 

order to ascertain the potential for the individual to interface with fearlessly with any manifestation of consciousness.

12/23/2019 8:29:43 AM nun_chucknorris 👀 “Some events sooner than later” vs “2020”

12/23/2019 8:30:22 AM blumae84 "Do not be deceived"..."men's hearts will fail them" 

Is this why the rituals of the "elite"?; why we have the need for the Space Force? @VincentCrypt46

@IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JuliansRum

@EyesOnQ https://youtu.be/ACfP5nOH9uo 

12/23/2019 8:31:33 AM turboxyde Perhaps this is happening already in some form... Part of me regrets not having the opportunity to be a part of this due to age and former wartime 

service in the US Army.

However, I will watch this topic with ever increasing interest to see what manifests.

12/23/2019 8:31:34 AM adsvel At least teach how to make contact.

12/23/2019 8:36:13 AM state1union Remember on a previous post from MJ12 about tick TOCK LLC?  It’s Saudi Arabia prince that owns it like twitter, Corporate Comcast and NBC. Alaweed 

etc.

12/23/2019 8:37:10 AM jenica__joy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxI6RWu0dcc … at the 2 hour mark #MJ12

12/23/2019 8:37:11 AM s0urc3rss @FNMedia_USA 

Would you say it's better to use encrypted email and chat that's non Silicon Valley linked product to avoid or lessen the chance of MITM now that a 

lawsuit has been filed by Mr. Cyrus Parsa or would you call that hypervigilant? https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-

weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-endangering-humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

12/23/2019 8:37:25 AM state1union Yes they all know

12/23/2019 8:38:03 AM youstinksoap Are we in a deep dream?  Is this reality an illusion?  

It's getting harder and harder to be among those who are not awake...

12/23/2019 8:43:16 AM john777lee She gave her life to save the children. God has already rewarded her. #WWG1WGA

12/23/2019 8:43:24 AM bernie2020wh "Who's Epstein?" "That's a stupid story" You can hear these and more great hits in this collection of hot mic media slips and gaffs! Play it for your 

friends! Watch them become enraged and disillusioned! A perfect gift for the whole family.

12/23/2019 8:44:36 AM worldxplorer1 I might be able to help a bit and MJ can chime in if they see fit.

First, Christine / Sandris are you already able lucid dream?

12/23/2019 8:45:23 AM state1union Look up Redpill78 or t.r.u reporting and it’s there. I don’t know I had mixed feelings about the show and felt like he was defending the pope. Also John 

down played the visor use at the Vatican. Worth the watch tho.

12/23/2019 8:45:43 AM moemc8 I have no doubt now on the Vatican, but I find it hard to believe that all priests know.  Why the purpose of this article then?  It would seem that he is 

against all satanism.  Is it to scare people to breaking from secularism and making the church stronger again?

12/23/2019 8:48:45 AM blsdbe Yes, but it’s sporadic, not so much on demand.

12/23/2019 8:49:35 AM american_damn Not with God on our side 🙏

12/23/2019 8:50:25 AM bbobbio71 Those of us involved w/Q and Mj as well as a few others will be ready to help out those that have been in denial. 

WWG1WGA!

12/23/2019 8:52:11 AM blsdbe #Majestic #Majestic #Majestic pic.twitter.com/XjaileYaHQ



12/23/2019 8:52:32 AM state1union I think that it will be up to each person on what they wish to do when the truth comes out. Your gonna be either against all pedos or your not.

12/23/2019 8:55:11 AM blsdbe I hope they tap you, Brother. I hope they need nurses too... pic.twitter.com/xsvXTu5reP

12/23/2019 8:55:22 AM worldxplorer1 I'm very much the same.  However whenever a spend a significant amount of time thinking about LD during the day, Reading about LD, journaling my 

dreams, etc I notice that I am much more likely to lucid dream.  A big trigger for me though is doing "reality checks"

12/23/2019 8:56:12 AM keith369me What percentage of the masses are capable of believing it?

12/23/2019 8:57:18 AM worldxplorer1 I like looking at my hand whenever something out of the ordinary happens.  I look twice in quick succession.  In a dream state the second time you look 

at your hand it will likely be blurry or deformed in some way, alerting you to the fact that you're dreaming.

12/23/2019 8:58:29 AM worldxplorer1 if you get in the habit of this while waking it will be come a habit during dreamtime as well.  This is how many of my lucid dreams are triggered.  That 

aside, now how would we contact MJ12 from this state?

12/23/2019 9:01:12 AM worldxplorer1 Once lucid all interaction is a matter of will.  Simply intending to connect to MJ12 may do the trick.  For me I have the best results speaking my requests 

out loud to the "Dream Maker" during the dream.  (with my underlying belief being that the Dream Maker is the subconscious)

12/23/2019 9:04:44 AM worldxplorer1 But perhaps it is actually our collective conscious hence our ability to connect w/ others. You, me, Sandris, and the Majestic Team all share this 

collective consciousness hence our ability to connect. So once lucid we should simply try to ask the Dream Maker to connect us to MJ.

12/23/2019 9:05:50 AM mzmollyanna IMO yes.  It’s a matter of National Security.

Hopefully with the correct precautions in place (Pres. Trump would never go thru this without knowing there are fail safe policies protecting against 

future bad actors) we will learn of most Black Ops that do not hurt National Sec.

12/23/2019 9:07:14 AM bbobbio71 They're gonna need a lot of help.

12/23/2019 9:08:10 AM mzmollyanna Maybe there will be white hat “watchers”.

12/23/2019 9:08:19 AM worldxplorer1 The book Lucid Dreaming by Robert Waggoner really taught me many of these ideas and my ability to lucid dream really skyrocketed after reading it.

 https://read.amazon.com/kp/embed?asin=B0070YFQBC&preview=newtab&linkCode=kpe&ref_=cm_sw_r_kb_dp_XppaEbKAAKBEH … 

pic.twitter.com/fPOLUjq67X

12/23/2019 9:11:21 AM grrroverrrtje Keep praying warriors!! 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/EkPhtJwT5r

12/23/2019 9:12:21 AM americanpetal I’d think Christmas Day when everyone is with there families at home. One, everyone is home. You are surrounded by ppl closest to you.

12/23/2019 9:12:29 AM asailorssway they were all supposed to be "white hats" to begin with.

12/23/2019 9:12:50 AM moemc8 Oh, I am against all pedos.  The hardest thing I've done this last yr. was to break from my church.  I still battle with not receiving Holy Communion 'Do 

this in Memory of me'.  It certainly does seem like sacrifice now, but what if I'm making the gravest error of my life.

12/23/2019 9:12:55 AM qaphsiel17  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KF-Y7s_YIAU …

12/23/2019 9:13:13 AM moemc8 I was hoping MAJ would answer my original question.

12/23/2019 9:17:15 AM s0urc3rss Have you read the 50 page filing?

12/23/2019 9:20:49 AM realmviolet All the information I am receiving speaks of futher disclosure this year. I am not clear on what form that will be. 2020 truth is coming!!

12/23/2019 9:21:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 No. Most people are not watching or paying attention to National "events" on that day. Many families disconnect and the exposure would be weaker 

than the last Democratic Debate.

12/23/2019 9:23:03 AM denise4607 How do I get the smart meter off of my house? 😢

12/23/2019 9:23:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Go off the grid entirely.

12/23/2019 9:24:11 AM realmviolet They have infected every religion on the planet. This why listening to your inner voice is so important. God the divine speaks directly to you. Go within 

and listen. A personal relationship with the Divine really is the only way to know truth. Anything else is falsehood.

12/23/2019 9:24:27 AM blsdbe ThanQ Shane!!! So grateful!

12/23/2019 9:24:41 AM 1vargascookie11  pic.twitter.com/nnwfGaxVSe

12/23/2019 9:26:40 AM denise4607 Thanksgiving my kid bought me the newest smart phone. They hate that I have an old phone. They call it a rotary cell. 🙄 Told him to take it back & 

save his money. This is all I need to call 911. I don't want a leash. pic.twitter.com/Jyfg3mLXBS

12/23/2019 9:28:03 AM keith369me That I know...but if the answer is 30% rather than 95%, effort may be focused differently

12/23/2019 9:28:29 AM virgostarlight it's going to be biblical

12/23/2019 9:28:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Would a 2 star general be allowed to command an off-world reconnoissance unit?

12/23/2019 9:28:52 AM orbital_pi nope

12/23/2019 9:28:55 AM bryceja68689884 How would we know?

12/23/2019 9:29:34 AM 369palm Who is gonna stop him if that’s what he decides to do?

12/23/2019 9:29:40 AM tbonedude A 2 star general can barely control their own reflexes.

12/23/2019 9:30:05 AM mattcottrill3 A 5 star general or even a 3 lol

12/23/2019 9:30:14 AM twilly18 only if he has low time in grade

12/23/2019 9:30:27 AM higherdensitees A two star general should be levels above commanding  a recon unit...so no imho.

12/23/2019 9:30:38 AM denise4607 If I could live in a cave alone, I would. "The Weight".

12/23/2019 9:30:39 AM fbeauchard “A Children’sBook of Demons”❓❓❓

Father, save us, I pray.

Lead all of us back to you.

Amen.

12/23/2019 9:31:08 AM kerrloud #EndOfDays

12/23/2019 9:31:57 AM teamsterr07 No idea

12/23/2019 9:32:06 AM freedomfromthe1 2 star is too high a rank to command a small unit. More likely it would be a captain or below.

12/23/2019 9:32:15 AM s0urc3rss We have the court filing so what merit are you unsure of? Have you looked into the backgrounds of @CyrusAParsa1 and Michael Cooper? 

The documentation I offered to send you last week is directly related. The files cannot be transmitted via Twitter DM. 

https://theaiorganization.com/about-the-ai-organization/# …

12/23/2019 9:32:21 AM seasons_14 I don’t really know what that question means. Educate me please.

12/23/2019 9:32:33 AM unstoppablencp Only if they’re German

12/23/2019 9:33:36 AM bbobbio71 Agreed

12/23/2019 9:33:59 AM keith369me I would think the skill set required has less to do with the military rank than on-world?

12/23/2019 9:34:00 AM josepht06187724 Someone's gotta do it



12/23/2019 9:34:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong thinking.

Higher classification.

Higher rank for command.

2 is not enough.

How many stars on US Space Command seal?

⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️

12/23/2019 9:34:10 AM richzen2 Hammond is a 2 star, lol

12/23/2019 9:34:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation intended to present a lesser classification level than intended.

12/23/2019 9:35:59 AM tommytornado5 Only if they have cosmic or majestic clearance, usually requires more stars tho

12/23/2019 9:36:09 AM richzen2 Noted!

12/23/2019 9:36:25 AM synackstatic And the underlings? The small team?

What rank would they be? Lt. Col?

12/23/2019 9:36:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 X marks the spot over Roswell NM.

X17 Fifth Force Particle.

X + Q

Coincidence?

Department of Energy: Unlimited electricity?

Cold Fusion reactors coming to a municipality near you?

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT.

You must demand it.

Message over messenger.
12/23/2019 9:37:12 AM chrisobxnc Asked my husband, guess we blew that...👎

12/23/2019 9:37:18 AM takingtheask  pic.twitter.com/ZeeRS5v1Pj

12/23/2019 9:37:52 AM ethanaidenizjah Superbowl is coming soon and that's a world wide broadcast event! Js

12/23/2019 9:38:57 AM dubbydubb Has anyone ever asked mj12 if the CG story is real?

12/23/2019 9:39:02 AM tomchiodo Why do we need cold fusion when alternating current discovers by Nikola Tesla in 1901 is available and free as am/fm radio? Serious question. Why 

isn’t Wardenclyffe Tower the answer?

12/23/2019 9:39:56 AM qaphsiel17 Not easy to get people to demand technology that they believe dont exists.

12/23/2019 9:40:19 AM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/Esx9ecgCxG

12/23/2019 9:41:31 AM cryptocrab4 That's why I'm saying Q is a Quantum computer https://gizadeathstar.com/2015/01/cold-fusion-alchemy-lenr-reactor-produces-gold-platinum-

product/ …

12/23/2019 9:41:38 AM brienthess That very letter, X, so strongly associated with occultists acting strangely...

12/23/2019 9:41:44 AM boy12_jimmy The X17 particle Be the force carrier for a postulated 5th force? Connected w/dark matter? & has been described as a protophobic (i.e., ignoring 

protons) X boson w/mass near 17 MeV.

12/23/2019 9:41:52 AM boy12_jimmy Mass: 16.70±0.35 MeV Weak isospin projection: ±1/2

Weak hypercharge: ±5/3 Composition: Elementary particle

12/23/2019 9:42:03 AM state1union Do what is in your heart. If you miss the Catholic Church for its community or if that is where your most comfortable to pray to God. Stay. For what was 

done to me I’m out for good.

12/23/2019 9:42:10 AM patriotswegoall Free Energy for all!

12/23/2019 9:42:16 AM ufotodaynetwork Kwast

12/23/2019 9:42:38 AM cryptocrab4 And yes , We have the Gold !

 https://www.kitco.com/ind/Albrecht/2014-02-25-Alchemy-2-0-Low-Energy-Nuclear-Reactor-Creates-Gold-and-Platinum.html …

12/23/2019 9:43:14 AM ali_dougall Doesn't matter what or who Q is, its awakening the masses for good! #QAnon

12/23/2019 9:43:43 AM jvan125 How do I demand something I don’t understand? Honest question...😣

12/23/2019 9:43:57 AM ali_dougall X Mark's the spot on US Space Command! pic.twitter.com/u5jnT4CAhi

12/23/2019 9:45:02 AM covertress How about announcing it in Times Square, just before the ball drops on New Year's Eve?

The entire world will be watching!

12/23/2019 9:46:53 AM tayo_joachim What are you implying? Is Kwast pushing disinfo?

12/23/2019 9:47:42 AM cryptocrab4 You can head due south with that !

This is where the new technologies will come from.

A typist responding who rides with Potus , maybe Potus but the Great Awakening is going to be the new World brought to you through Quantum 

science.

12/23/2019 9:48:28 AM s0urc3rss You don't need to wait. It's available via Court records. 

 https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

12/23/2019 9:50:13 AM writerbob5 Same as it ever was

12/23/2019 9:50:15 AM nm_zsr Colonel commands the off-world recon unit. 2-Star general runs the show back home. Buffers the flak for the operators.

BTW...Who placed all the SGs across the galaxy?

12/23/2019 9:51:40 AM covertress Do you recommend going off grid entirely for those who are self-employed/financially secure?

12/23/2019 9:52:46 AM totheloop The Loop.

12/23/2019 9:52:50 AM cryptocrab4 Buy a 4 lb magnet and set it on top of it

12/23/2019 9:54:43 AM denise4607 😮 ! Nice thinking!

12/23/2019 9:55:40 AM ufotodaynetwork ? Retired- made huge claims- his peers value him enough to be involved in The SPACE FORCE. Then the military asked him to walk back some claims. I 

like the guy so far. Kwast states China has space navy, destroyers and bigger. Says we have tech to charge phone car house from space

12/23/2019 9:56:07 AM stoneturnr X marks the spot over Roswell on US Space Commands official logo!

No way this is arbitrary. 

I hope 80% private / 20% public is still being debated. Full disclosure must happen! 

#SpaceForce pic.twitter.com/vDqTQC189K

12/23/2019 9:56:27 AM s0urc3rss If you are Homeowner it's your legal right to have the analog reinstalled. Renters are S.O.L. They did a community presentation here in CO when BO 

forced them on us during 2013 Flood. They included the negative health effects & fire hazards. My neighbors home burned down after.

12/23/2019 9:57:22 AM noland_alecia Good article. Scary though.

12/23/2019 9:57:49 AM wickedmouse369 Superbowl.

12/23/2019 9:59:22 AM girlawakeinca I was just watching the Amazon Prime: “UFO Secret MJ-12, Do You Believe in Majic?”   

Some are trying real hard to debunk Roswell...still. They think we’re stupid. pic.twitter.com/kv82SIQwoU

12/23/2019 9:59:29 AM s0urc3rss You have to put it in writing, send the request directly to your utility company. It might take some effort but it was optional by law & they have to 

honor your request. It was terrifying Thanksgiving 2014 helping bail water onto their home in 50mph winds. Fire is enough reason.



12/23/2019 9:59:33 AM onecommonun1ty Keep going...”higher knowledge” is an equally vague term. One million people could interpret one million different ways. What knowledge specifically...

12/23/2019 10:00:10 AM fansblowing3 So it would need to be a four star general.  Flynn is only a 3 star general.

12/23/2019 10:00:23 AM 4patrickhenry Where can I read or watch more of this sir?

12/23/2019 10:00:23 AM surfing123456 It would be cool as hell to experience

12/23/2019 10:01:13 AM michael81972 Integrate with with major arrests and [CF] on trial in military tribunals

12/23/2019 10:01:28 AM decodematrix Depends how far off-world. Mars or Alpha Centauri?

12/23/2019 10:02:05 AM quriousnormie “Do not speak to fools, for they will scorn your prudent words.”

Proverbs 23:9 NIV https://www.bible.com/111/pro.23.9.niv …

12/23/2019 10:02:14 AM lamieret I felt like he was explaining why the Pope has been saying what he has...not sure it was defending as much as explaining?

12/23/2019 10:02:39 AM brienthess Regardless, that's not the kind of person the people of Alpha Centauri are going to offer a chance to come to their timeline and redeem themselves by 

testifying about their crimes with the breakaway civilization.

12/23/2019 10:02:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Plenty of Majestic personnel capable of performing this essential National Security concern. Lower density consciousness will be trigger happy, though 

pre [Satanic Pedophile] disclosure not so much. The Great Awakening must happen first. Global awakening. 

https://twitter.com/SandiaWisdom/status/1209130865717960704 …

12/23/2019 10:02:54 AM denise4607 Thank you. When I bought, it was already here. Thought I didn't have an option.

12/23/2019 10:03:13 AM identityasxy .

Research all about Nicola Tesla.  Funded by THE JP Morgan, project was shut down when Morgan said, "If I can't put a meter on it to charge $$, I don't 

want it" https://www.nuenergy.org/nikola-tesla-radiant-energy-system/ …

12/23/2019 10:03:30 AM mettlemeta Whoa! S/O to @SandiaWisdom Crew!

12/23/2019 10:03:54 AM whiterabbitttt1 Just waiting on that first indictment.

12/23/2019 10:04:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Timing.

Think Barr.

Think Epstein. https://twitter.com/fema/status/1209169880186011654 …

12/23/2019 10:04:28 AM rachaelangelm I speak telepathy better than words.

12/23/2019 10:04:55 AM hawkgirlinmn GREAT catch!!!

12/23/2019 10:04:58 AM s0urc3rss You definitely do. I know homeowners who succeeded. One friend cited PTSD exacerbations due to she and her husband both being Afghan combat 

veterans. The utility company responded immediately.

12/23/2019 10:05:12 AM hawkgirlinmn Great catch!!

12/23/2019 10:06:13 AM fansblowing3 Two real life generals made guest appearances on SG-1.  General Michael E. Ryan and General John P. Jumper

12/23/2019 10:07:09 AM ali_dougall I agree, I'm ready for it! Head south as in Antarctica?

12/23/2019 10:07:09 AM fansblowing3 Both 4 star generals

12/23/2019 10:07:15 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m thinking the “Snow Squall” warning I recieved from the NWS  12/18/19 was a majestic occurrence. I’ve never seen it or heard of it before. I did end 

up with a line of snow showers that gave us just a dusting.

12/23/2019 10:07:34 AM ufotodaynetwork Long in depth version: https://youtu.be/KsPLmb6gAdw 

12/23/2019 10:07:49 AM nikoscali I'm sure there are many that are taking the position that anything which violates moon-earth space needs to get dustified. Probably not the best way 

to approach our first steps into space as a free planet.

12/23/2019 10:08:08 AM ufotodaynetwork  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7802003/Retired-Air-Force-general-says-China-building-navy-space.html …

12/23/2019 10:08:18 AM giediknight I received the same thing, thought the same thing

12/23/2019 10:09:00 AM ufotodaynetwork Challenger to him: https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/584240-fact-or-science-fiction-us-has-technology-to-send-people-anywhere-on-earth-in-hour-

or-less …

12/23/2019 10:09:38 AM snakesanders22 There are 7 Remote-view sessions done on Q. 

AI, network and 5G were behind it, definitely an intriguing subject. Q mentioned "looking glass" aka the Orion cube. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/erviewer/search?query=qanon …

12/23/2019 10:09:44 AM brienthess From recent declassified #CIA files on #telepathy, which Joe McMoneagle claimed they were "holding back" from because he believed it's part of active 

operations. pic.twitter.com/fM2b0Bb7a7

12/23/2019 10:10:24 AM blsdbe 90 to 360

A Right Angle to Full Circle!!!

#Majestic

12/23/2019 10:10:40 AM hawkgirlinmn Interesting. I didn’t think to say it out loud at the time. Need to be more cognizant of those clues/subtleties. Seems like we tend to think along the 

same lines quite a bit.

12/23/2019 10:10:46 AM brienthess I see that being in the picture you shared here, though, and I can't help but feel revulsion and anger.

12/23/2019 10:11:03 AM jackfgunn superbowl

12/23/2019 10:11:21 AM keith369me Time to do away with energy as a consumable that requires metering.  Step aside and let consciousness reign.  Goodbye to the controllers.

12/23/2019 10:12:34 AM bereantype interesting...

12/23/2019 10:12:35 AM kathleenmckeon6 Too Drunk:)

12/23/2019 10:13:17 AM state1union I’m just not sure if I believe John about the Word of God tech?  Anything seems possible but he did say the visor wasn’t used much by the Vatican 

which isn’t true. Half the Nazis went there. Also I listened to him on Santa surfing YouTube and it was like a different person.

12/23/2019 10:13:36 AM fansblowing3 Blackmailed scientists for sure. pic.twitter.com/IDvdYCpenp

12/23/2019 10:14:21 AM klucksl Something I see w/ the creation of Space Force is Humanities ability to request FOIA requests concerning all things Space & what Space Force 

sees/discovers.This also legitimizes our Solar System beyond what movies have conditioned humanity into thinking Space is.

12/23/2019 10:14:26 AM keith369me I guess we can stop asking when and simply  bring a new reality into existence.

12/23/2019 10:15:21 AM keith369me Too bad the emergency alert can’t bring video...or can it?

12/23/2019 10:15:50 AM klucksl Naturally expanding Humanities consciousness through the discovery of what IS instead of what we’ve been told to believe. As above, so below.

12/23/2019 10:16:05 AM shining91109743 5 Stars are only awarded under war time, I believe.  How many 5 Stars do we have?  Come to think of it, there is still a gold fringe on the flag.  Would all 

5 Stars be publicly recognized?

12/23/2019 10:16:35 AM maggieveeus  pic.twitter.com/UhAoUFNqa2

12/23/2019 10:17:29 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/OmGjRBDWiN

12/23/2019 10:17:47 AM covertress 45 will use PEAS to address the nation?

12/23/2019 10:17:53 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/AwRWM7NZ2J

12/23/2019 10:20:38 AM fansblowing3 Will an alert be more likely to happen on a weekday while children are in school? 🧐

12/23/2019 10:20:39 AM yesxzz Energy can't be [consumed] only consciously [changed]. #intention #Measurement ✊🏿 pic.twitter.com/Xz0ORuJWx1

12/23/2019 10:21:03 AM egelone How to get to the lucid dreaming state? have been tring very hard to get to there. i either wake up or fell asleep.

12/23/2019 10:22:08 AM shining91109743 Ok.  Trusting the Plan; however discouraging for 2 yrs to hear Patriots in Control....Enjoy the Show.....now, Q and MJ saying Fight, Fight, Fight.  Why 

didnt they say from beginning - we are preparing you to fight, you have an intricate / important part to play...

12/23/2019 10:22:29 AM bereantype 3 numbers that are prime and one that is the double of a prime

12/23/2019 10:22:43 AM greeneyednikkid Saw a new 5G billboard the other day.....it was like a car blinding you with the high beams on. It hurt my eyes.

12/23/2019 10:23:12 AM iikelizardsalot This cradle Catholic knows that once you go from parish priest to Diocese politics you've entered the 'dark side'

not necessarily satanic, but financially corrupt

12/23/2019 10:23:27 AM brienthess ... it's just that I can't see your header image without thinking of psychotronics and synthetic telepathy, too.



12/23/2019 10:23:36 AM edwardgouin Full, complete disclosure will not happen. It would drive sensitive people mad. The level of evil is incomprehensible.

12/23/2019 10:23:53 AM moemc8 I'm am so sorry to hear of any harm you may have suffered.  Wishing you healing and best wishes always.

12/23/2019 10:25:20 AM phreatomagnetic So lower density consciousness will be more apt to be trigger happy after disclosure.  Makes sense.

Will we know which Star Nations were involved in our enslavement, psychological/sexual abuse, and consumption of our children?

Difficult to greet such with anything but hostility

12/23/2019 10:26:17 AM autochik631 CERN just said this😱

12/23/2019 10:29:37 AM lbf777 Where's our damn free energy? Why are people getting shut off for nonpayment when we have free electricity?

This is a crime against humanity.

12/23/2019 10:31:28 AM awwbitch1 Mack who

12/23/2019 10:32:49 AM lynncas11776247 17

12/23/2019 10:33:27 AM teamsterr07 That just sounds like people are asleep...not necessarily worshipping Satan.

12/23/2019 10:37:13 AM turnbolt11 Catch the echo.

The parametric energy that adds to the seed input energy.

Not Free...

But very discounted cost.

5000 watts in =

1 billion 400+ million watts out. (8.33)

Cold Fusion Magnetic Plasma snowball contained in rotating fields tapping off the energy of the collisions.
12/23/2019 10:38:01 AM carla_venezia True, but those days must be over now that Petraeus, Hildebeast, et al were busted for that method?

12/23/2019 10:38:14 AM susanha98701273 God is trying everything for use always if you only new gods plan

12/23/2019 10:39:12 AM moemc8 Yes, that was a first in NY (long island) that I know of.  Overkill for sure.

12/23/2019 10:42:16 AM iamsheisyeshua Not sure what you mean by unified consciousnesses. Based on what I think you mean, the answer would be yes and not fully. I am still awakening and 

am told I have about 6 more months before I am done. There have been 2 mass extinctions, but many smaller ones via wars.

12/23/2019 10:42:24 AM krakray Used to joke Roswell had 'alien effect' as rain clouds would break up or go around the town! We joked, of course, but happens more than not. 😆

12/23/2019 10:43:11 AM iamsheisyeshua Are you experiencing anything that is weird in a good way?

12/23/2019 10:43:25 AM momislazy11 Got to agree with that

12/23/2019 10:46:03 AM dushocki interesting pic.twitter.com/DgUL6axLx0

12/23/2019 10:46:10 AM jooooody oh ya. here's something else he said during a tour 7 mo ago to samoa.  before this measles fiasco. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Cllq9mIW54 …

12/23/2019 10:47:27 AM lamieret I know a few that have worked on Pandora and Looking Glass...it wouldn’t surprise me even a little. It actually makes sense with Iran, 5G and why 

Obama was hurriedly elected..

12/23/2019 10:48:49 AM deb12233 I like this one, too!🧐 pic.twitter.com/n6dJ58zEEz

12/23/2019 10:50:47 AM trixirilla I can help I can help

12/23/2019 10:51:44 AM ptamait So the average dumbdowned person is more of a threat than they realized. So us cattle must be spyed on. Maybe they will have to introduce 

nanotechnology to control us completely.

12/23/2019 10:55:56 AM azuremagus Both signals work

best as backups for each other.

12/23/2019 10:56:13 AM panicindc_ Basically im politely saying that you are talking sh*t. 

You are making claims about knowledge of interdimensional beings yet can not point to evidence, only offering useless "open ended" responses that 

comes from the "new age" crowd

And you are wrong about the no. of extinctions

12/23/2019 10:58:16 AM azuremagus 2<>2

12/23/2019 11:00:35 AM cryptocrab4 It is the Keystone , It is the Trump card !

Nothing can stop whats coming ?

Think AI

Q clock ?

Think AI 

Think Yuge

Think Quantum 

#MAGA

#KAG2020

#Qanon
12/23/2019 11:02:16 AM sinceiwokeup Lots of people still stuck in the matrix but more people than ever are awake now. I'm always shocked when I talk to someone for the first time about 

this and realize they are on the same page. Most are quiet while the tipping point approaches

12/23/2019 11:07:37 AM momislazy11 Mormon...hmmm

12/23/2019 11:07:43 AM peterwa96366580 Define Space?

12/23/2019 11:07:58 AM minimis1 I bought a shirt today. Rather interesting. Look closely. Perhaps a shout out to James Corney? @prayingmedic @Q2ndWave @JTweets1234 

@3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/JmL8y3WfoN

12/23/2019 11:10:05 AM brad34351293 Heck yeah, as long as he isn't connected to the Cabal/NWO/UN Agenda shit!

12/23/2019 11:10:37 AM bhopki Yeah - been hearing about an emergency announcement for 6 years now - of course time doesn't actually exist. So maybe in another 6 non existent 

years....

12/23/2019 11:10:43 AM qsimpleanswers Can they text video?

Now that would be a method of declass, none could prevent. 🤔

12/23/2019 11:11:09 AM cryptocrab4 I "received" this information directly

get a dozen eggs and see how it ages , I like my chances !

12/23/2019 11:15:52 AM covertress Yes. You can.

12/23/2019 11:16:08 AM kevin72032387 Can you prove that extraterrestrials/aliens (not fallen angels) truly exist?



12/23/2019 11:16:15 AM jooooody oh ya.   http://churchofjesuschrist.org 

here's the first prophet of this the last dispensation:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=28s …

i showed this film (filmstrip version) all the time in the dominican republic in the 80s when i was serving my mission.  totally check it out!  it's true i 

promise

12/23/2019 11:18:52 AM neilbridgman Genius, nice catch

12/23/2019 11:19:51 AM ezdoesit_ Tell the people the truth. We will know what to do.

12/23/2019 11:22:03 AM trevorroth6 CQSMIC

12/23/2019 11:26:43 AM keith369me Yep...all free will according to The Law of One

12/23/2019 11:27:56 AM state1union Back in 08? Or 12?

12/23/2019 11:28:45 AM lamieret 2008

12/23/2019 11:30:24 AM lamieret He wasn’t even vetted. They chose a Chicago ‘community organizer’ with zero real experience and then acted like he was beyond reproach. It made no 

sense...now, it makes a lot. Especially with his Muslim ties and Valerie Jarrett as his ‘handler’. It makes total sense.

12/23/2019 11:31:30 AM t_hayden07 Timelines change.

12/23/2019 11:32:44 AM t_hayden07  https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

12/23/2019 11:33:19 AM davidg02986909 The attack on the family started many years ago. They knew to get to the children you must immobilize the parents either have both work, divorced,  

and sending kids to school and day care.  This was a planned take down of the family that was started in the 60s by  Hollywood.

12/23/2019 11:33:31 AM neufeldtlyss17 I thought that only happened in Tucson😜

12/23/2019 11:34:03 AM anitra02840369 Um ok.  But kinda way over my head.  Lol

12/23/2019 11:34:25 AM melbourne_3000 The World is changing rapidly for the better, the time illusion is seemingly speeding up.

With it comes great change the collective has requested.

Ask and it is given.

#DarkToLight

12/23/2019 11:35:56 AM marzhanel Partial disclosure has already shared we have interplanetary travel at a speed right under 'light' thanks to the ET's who work with the 'secret' space 

force.

3D printing of Food available.  

Regular mortals have figured out how to drive a car using water. 

No more secrests
12/23/2019 11:36:15 AM state1union Yep, Harvard, Huma, Alaweed, Clinton’s state department both are CIA and worship Satan.

12/23/2019 11:36:46 AM riversm18 Epstein-Barr virus?

12/23/2019 11:46:29 AM cryptocrab4 Also Hillary is a robot , not a clone , more AI 

Clones don't malfunction but robots do

#QuantumLife

12/23/2019 11:47:59 AM diesel_fish 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 (space)...

12/23/2019 11:48:00 AM winklerburke Winter is better than Summer, because less people are inclined to riot.  I prefer olde Roman thinking:  no riots allowed.  No infrastructure burned.  Not 

even a cop car.  Zero destruction of city-scape.  Do what you gotta do, heroes, in winter.  Rubes among us riot, cold = good.

12/23/2019 11:48:32 AM americanpetal You changed your Pinned Tweet.

12/23/2019 11:49:50 AM melbourne_3000 IMHO There is no greater darkness on this Planet than organised religion and those life forms who have perpetuated the narrative.

12/23/2019 11:51:37 AM susan66388204 You have my full attention.  I’m SO happy to receive this!!! Yes I will help spread the great news ✅🇺🇸👍🏼🌎😍

12/23/2019 11:51:44 AM hoffman11my How about Thorium? Why isn't it in the news? It can be used immediately to replace dangerous nuclear reactors. Why are nuclear reactors always in 

large towns in by large bodies of water? They present a threat to populations. 

Deliberate?

12/23/2019 11:52:10 AM paulgleason13  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Space_Command … pic.twitter.com/aIJOXTF4qW

12/23/2019 11:53:20 AM anbezedua Dem debate lol  *Troll level - 7 *

12/23/2019 11:53:40 AM susan66388204 (RT) Cold Fusion Coming!!!! #FreeEnergy for ALL ✅🇺🇸🌎 Thank Q @POTUS &amp; @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Spread The Word like it was Peanut Butter y’all

 🤣🤣👍🏼  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209165933895454720 …

12/23/2019 11:54:00 AM turboxyde Wow! With that information an ambitious anon could compile a list & begin researching potential connections. Unless there's an undisclosed list of 4 

star generals.

The training developer in me wonders what sort of training doctrine exists to read someone on to these programs.

12/23/2019 11:55:04 AM clifton15jon Yeah i thought we would be losing the Flag's gold fringes or is because we are waiting on our Consatitutional Republic to be reinstated?

12/23/2019 11:57:13 AM susan66388204 You can NOT imagine how hard I’ve tried not to dream in my lifetime.  It scared me.  But now thru this last year hearing MJ speak of it I’ve changed my 

mind and am trying hard to dream.  Been trying for about 2 months now.  Will it come back?

12/23/2019 11:58:52 AM americanpetal I have visions of masses of ppl walking around stunned...traumatized. I’ve got to believe part of The Plan provides for medical treatment. Millions of 

ppl are going to be in trauma.

12/23/2019 12:00:31 PM americanpetal I agree!!!

12/23/2019 12:01:28 PM batespm4abbey Do you know HOW we#Patriots can assert such demand (without being hunted down and harassed or accidented/suicided/murdered to silence us ??? )

12/23/2019 12:02:04 PM dianesaumure Maybe Epstein Barr links to Clinton Foundation

12/23/2019 12:04:48 PM turnbolt11  https://twitter.com/turnbolt11/status/1156204707486023680?s=19 …

12/23/2019 12:05:14 PM truth_pioneer Interdasting!! pic.twitter.com/8fd8k2RvoK

12/23/2019 12:06:32 PM truth_pioneer Yeah!!  No more “ Smart meters”!

12/23/2019 12:07:02 PM freestateojones Let's see it.

12/23/2019 12:07:06 PM americanpetal Reminiscent of the Roman Gladiator games...😞

Bread and Circus

12/23/2019 12:08:26 PM keith369me No more meters.

12/23/2019 12:09:06 PM nonlineardarren cognitive dissonance,they will fight rather than believe,police or army will quell those,we just stay indoors for 2 weeks,remember,money system is 

about to collapse as well,no food and all this info..Bad juju times could be coming,i hope not

12/23/2019 12:10:34 PM adsvel Yes, Shane, for me it begin when I was 12vyears old.

12/23/2019 12:10:48 PM mikemelbourne02 Oh wait, let me speak for the aliens!

Hold on, something's coming-in now...

12/23/2019 12:11:01 PM truth_pioneer I need one for my car! 😀.  Maybe then, it could fly.  😉

12/23/2019 12:14:10 PM adsvel Thank you for sharing Shane.🙏



12/23/2019 12:17:38 PM peonedahlia Many are good priests, but generally, in order to become Msgr., Bishop, etc., they have to accept and be part of the bad part of the church...the sins 

and the coverups.  Each of these 'promotions' cost the receiver money and have to be deeply desired.

12/23/2019 12:17:54 PM peonedahlia Right!

12/23/2019 12:19:20 PM adsvel Do you experienced dream into dream into dream, Shane? Once I tried to woke up 3 times during my lucid dreaming. First 2 times were false woke up, 

understand that I am still dreaming, just came out from some deeper layer of subconsciousness.

12/23/2019 12:22:43 PM vreality17 Following

12/23/2019 12:22:56 PM adsvel It happened with me spontaneously in my childhood, really dont know the reception how to get in. Maybe meditate daily, it will triggers your 

subconsciousness.

12/23/2019 12:24:27 PM giediknight When it happened I thought of Q and "White Squall"

12/23/2019 12:24:54 PM giediknight this is a graphic from http://www.supertorchritual.com 

12/23/2019 12:25:13 PM hawkgirlinmn #WWG1WGA !

12/23/2019 12:25:29 PM jaded_pearl They are out of school for the holidays now.

12/23/2019 12:25:38 PM kidge6  https://e-catworld.com/2019/12/19/ibm-announces-heavy-metal-free-battery-using-materials-able-to-be-extracted-from-seawater/ …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/23/2019 12:27:59 PM kevinmruel Monetary policy of the central bank.... taught at Yale...

 https://youtu.be/_SpIaGTq0u8 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @InBlondWeTrust @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @thecjpearson @Mike_Pence 

@DeepStateExpose @Nigel_Farage @NikkiHaley @DiamondandSilk @TeamTrump @TomFitton

12/23/2019 12:28:05 PM adsvel For sure, release your fear, reprogram yourself. Only you are able to change the programs you carry on. You are the Manager of your own programs.

12/23/2019 12:32:43 PM peonedahlia The article didn't say anything about the baby farm he kept.  He needs to die in prison.

12/23/2019 12:33:44 PM lbf777 There is no such thing as rank when we are all equal.

12/23/2019 12:33:59 PM peonedahlia I'd like to think it would be the end of the world as we know it, and that we would be one as a people of consciousness.

12/23/2019 12:34:14 PM mongrelglory Hey MJ-12!  In case I don't get the chance later, I just want to wish you and your subordinates, as well as the typists, a very Merry Christmas and a 

Happy and Healthy New Year!  Thank you for your assistance during this Great Awakening. 

🤗

12/23/2019 12:34:21 PM realeyethespy Why don’t we have 5 ⭐️ anymore ? Is the man I met as a child affiliated?

12/23/2019 12:34:31 PM americanpetal What’s all the worse...most would take to praying to find comfort and peace. For many, praying may prove difficult as it so closely related to “Church.”

12/23/2019 12:36:46 PM higherdensitees We only have 5 star in time of war...

12/23/2019 12:38:16 PM uman5819 think about all the power shutdowns in CA affecting millions. Create the problem (DEWs from above start the fires), then provide the solution, no 

electricity.

12/23/2019 12:39:26 PM turnbolt11 Maybe later. https://youtu.be/Ws6AAhTw7RA 

12/23/2019 12:39:58 PM atl058 I can’t find thin on Prime. Is it a movie?

12/23/2019 12:41:22 PM lbf777 This Gov is run by heathens. Everyone should stop paying taxes immediately.

12/23/2019 12:42:19 PM mongrelglory Once they've finished flushing out the Deep State, I do think we're headed towards an age of greater governmental transparency (relative to how it has 

been).  I know there will still be secrets but I think they will be there to protect average people, rather than harm them.

12/23/2019 12:42:34 PM ascendingadam Is that account little more than a circus?

12/23/2019 12:43:08 PM drbohammer Agreed 100%

12/23/2019 12:44:00 PM mongrelglory Xalos, is that your resume you just submitted? 😉

12/23/2019 12:44:31 PM fansblowing3 Good timing then 👍

12/23/2019 12:45:15 PM cryptocrab4 The truth will be revealed !

#MAGA

 https://www.7tunnels.com/is-quantum-computing-ushering-in-an-era-of-no-more-secrets/ …

12/23/2019 12:45:52 PM nikoscali My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us.......

12/23/2019 12:49:00 PM bridgetashmore Hypotheticals. Multiple equations. Even if CERN found the particle in what appeared its most minute form, .org would not be possessed of capacity to 

implement with magnitude of The Only Almighty.

12/23/2019 12:49:05 PM mongrelglory #MEGA!

12/23/2019 12:50:20 PM turboxyde 🙏

I spent some time meditating on this topic this morning.

What came to me as a realization is that the totality of the Universe itself should have a hyperdimensional "say" in the selection of explorers & 

ambassadors in consciousness.

The Earth, The Sun, The Galaxy & beyond.
12/23/2019 12:50:34 PM fansblowing3 Trump has to be out of the country also.  A surprise visit to the troops for Christmas maybe 🧐

12/23/2019 12:52:17 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, do you foresee world hunger being ended within the next decade with the time-line that we are on?

12/23/2019 12:54:02 PM cryptocrab4 Really no significance to this video , we are way past that

12/23/2019 12:55:42 PM snakesanders22 fair enough

12/23/2019 12:56:18 PM siriusbshaman 7 star for total disclosure.

12/23/2019 12:56:57 PM jaded_pearl What do you mean by dustified?

12/23/2019 12:58:58 PM smith_jere Wow. I live (born) there.

12/23/2019 12:59:47 PM smith_jere You can get it on Vimeo.

12/23/2019 1:01:04 PM smith_jere True

12/23/2019 1:02:55 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Good for you noticing that!  I've watched SG-1 episodes over and over, but I never paid attention to the military ranks they held.

12/23/2019 1:03:17 PM kevinpaz822 #mondaythoughts

12/23/2019 1:05:27 PM mongrelglory He's referring to General Hammond in the TV series SG-1.

12/23/2019 1:07:08 PM mongrelglory Oh man!  That would be so awesome in Canada!  Our heating costs are super high in the winter, and the cost of electricity and gas keep going up!

12/23/2019 1:08:01 PM lorieve Silly Rabbit, 

that's the only way to navigate, lol.

12/23/2019 1:12:12 PM jaded_pearl They will probably restrict public FOIA in the beginning due to National Security issues until the masses are comfortable with the idea...I hope anyway.

12/23/2019 1:12:50 PM nikoscali turned to dust

12/23/2019 1:14:35 PM lamieret Yes, exactly!

12/23/2019 1:15:00 PM jeremydpeel1 In stargate universe, it was an autonomous ship.

12/23/2019 1:17:07 PM turboxyde Call your representatives & ask them to investigate the @ENERGY projects on plasma magnetic confinement, zero point &/or free energy technology.

Then ask for a public debriefing so we can begin to acclimate to such technological & societal advances for the betterment of all.



12/23/2019 1:17:25 PM mongrelglory Definitely!  When scientists have these breakthroughs, they are immediately visited by police/authorities and next thing you know, their projects get 

shut down! 😠

12/23/2019 1:18:49 PM sabermarris @SunsetMikeyX

12/23/2019 1:19:44 PM turboxyde Use your telepathic skills & determine for yourself.

12/23/2019 1:20:56 PM nonlineardarren Love,that's what we all need and with jesus in your heart,you know you have it if you follow his father's 10 commandments🙏💖

12/23/2019 1:22:50 PM americanpetal Yes, thank you🕊🇺🇸💫💛

12/23/2019 1:26:56 PM manifest_utopia Timing. Many people take time off from work the week between Christmas & New Year. Kids home from school & college. Congress & Govt agencies in 

DC are almost empty. Perhaps not DOJ this year though.

12/23/2019 1:30:34 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/zVXPJdSvmW

12/23/2019 1:30:44 PM xusaf_patriot Hard to demand cold fusion as a power source when no sustainable prototype is currently in public service...or maybe I missed the scientific news 

coverage about it.

12/23/2019 1:32:40 PM mark52525786 Templar’s coined that term not really a fan of that or the fountain of youth!

12/23/2019 1:34:01 PM curseca I’m just wondering if I will be capable of believing it.

12/23/2019 1:37:21 PM truth_pioneer Now that is cool!!!

12/23/2019 1:41:21 PM jaded_pearl And perhaps not to open themselves up to being labeled "fear mongers". But there have been plenty of signs. One (well maybe one) never knows 

when a natural disaster is going to occur and should always be prepared.

12/23/2019 1:42:06 PM keith369me You’re here.  Your mind is open.  I’m referring to people like my mom who goes to Clinton book signings like a groupie follows rock bands.

12/23/2019 1:43:15 PM qrealmsmfake No coincidences

12/23/2019 1:43:21 PM curseca I hope you’re right.

12/23/2019 1:52:46 PM girlawakeinca I believe you can just type in Amazon the title “ufotv presents ufo secret mj-12 - do you believe in majic”  Someone also posted it’s on Vimeo too.  

Note: Some of the UFO’ers are believers on the show, but some are not & that may be why it’s aired? It did not reveal much IMHO. 

pic.twitter.com/Ej8c7GYTRn

12/23/2019 1:56:13 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z0ehn4p6IU …

12/23/2019 1:56:28 PM micktuckwell Get 18 IR LEDs. Connect 8 in series anode to cathode. Repeat. Place the two rows in parallel. Place two LEDs back to back at the half way to form a H 

from the LEDs. Connect the two anode ends together. Connect the the two cathode ends together. 6V?

12/23/2019 1:58:33 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  3 layers is the most I have experienced and that was about a month ago.

12/23/2019 1:58:36 PM keith369me There is some wild stuff coming for those that have buried their heads.  You will be helping them.

12/23/2019 2:00:21 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I'm detecting a little dry wit there...😉

12/23/2019 2:02:18 PM mongrelglory I thought of that, but then I thought people might be PO'd that their game was interrupted...

12/23/2019 2:02:48 PM brunkley If the six-stars would do away with the secrecy, humanity could have an honest, truthful conversation about being galactic citizens, chat to the many 

visitors already here, do away with all our in-fighting, then talk about who of us should reconnaissance what.

12/23/2019 2:06:28 PM mongrelglory Isn't it possible that another aspect of your IS is already inhabiting an IS-BE in a deep space program?

12/23/2019 2:10:26 PM jettylee1 Increased character count. Msg incoming from Q+

12/23/2019 2:10:52 PM iamcornpop More ridiculous word salad to confuse. 

X marks the fuckchop.

12/23/2019 2:20:10 PM turboxyde 🙏

I have observed many "vessels" that I can interact with.

One was consumed by an ancient dragon & reborn later as a new creation.

One is inside a liquid filled chamber connected to 11 others inside a dyson sphere.

Another is aboard a space ship with many cybernetics.
12/23/2019 2:20:56 PM mongrelglory Cool! 👍

12/23/2019 2:22:06 PM ascendingadam A wise suggestion.  Precisely why that has already been explored extensively.

12/23/2019 2:23:39 PM americanpetal I know! Wasn’t that funny😂

12/23/2019 2:29:08 PM darrell1964 If it were an on ground recon yes. If orbital, then most likely Admiral, based on naval command structure.

12/23/2019 2:35:11 PM hurricane0073 The arrest(s) will come before the indictments. This forces people to wake up and start looking into what the arrestee did.

12/23/2019 2:36:15 PM turboxyde @SpaceForceDoD

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SandiaWisdom

"Oh take my heart!

Take me to the star,

Science is the art,

Take me to the star!

Take me home,

You that knows it all,

Master of the soul!" https://youtu.be/5jc1nsFbZW0 
12/23/2019 2:42:10 PM bbobbio71 Presidential alert

12/23/2019 2:43:12 PM irah_chandler Cool will those of us who served in ssp's be acknowledged?

12/23/2019 2:43:25 PM pomeinnz  https://www.gaia.com/article/secret-space-program-history …

12/23/2019 2:44:56 PM theappraizer Good. Yank Goode, Wilcock, & Rice offstage. 

Say! Notice the similarities between Rice’s next-level fear porn & the show The Expanse? 

The pods with the hybrids being dropped on worlds to conquer them. #Prick

12/23/2019 2:45:39 PM irah_chandler Luft waffen became the first dark fleet ssp

12/23/2019 2:46:16 PM irah_chandler Well said sir

12/23/2019 2:47:03 PM iamcornpop Would anybody waste time on your nonsense?

12/23/2019 2:47:14 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, can you tell us anything more about this legal case: Parsa v. Google?  Is it legitimately being prosecuted? 

 https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

12/23/2019 2:49:16 PM mongrelglory Thick parkas and heavy snow-boots tend to slow people down while they're rampaging.

12/23/2019 2:54:38 PM cosmic_engineer Plato was right about so much, but it didn't fit the materials agenda to turn Majestic beings into animals

12/23/2019 2:55:17 PM cosmic_engineer *Materialists

12/23/2019 2:59:43 PM leohefner Id build or buy a car that runs on water.

12/23/2019 3:16:38 PM cosmic_engineer Dimension W

Free energy coils

Q stamped

12/23/2019 3:16:52 PM rebornkingent Tesla did say we need to study energy to make that leap forward.

12/23/2019 3:17:34 PM almoren13833829 It sure looks like a perfect STORM.



12/23/2019 3:18:15 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/dO9J1VO7yP

12/23/2019 3:18:36 PM teamsterr07 Agreed

12/23/2019 3:23:46 PM fansblowing3 Trump’s State of the Union address in February?

12/23/2019 3:24:53 PM scott_rick Of course I am one

12/23/2019 3:25:29 PM turnbolt11 That's a decade old video.

✔

Locking in magnetic fields, increasing the density of iron or neodymium by supercooling makes the electron flow much easier and the electrons start to 

" like " what they are doing in resonance with the frequency of hydrogen in a vacuum tapping into*

12/23/2019 3:26:34 PM computer_bunnie @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Wellll hellooo they must of read the Q post haaaaa love it - we know that this President Trump taking em down - GOD BLESS and be 

safe out there  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209130328243277825 …

12/23/2019 3:29:55 PM snakejackal Gold rush at asteroid belt.

12/23/2019 3:40:01 PM jamiegrahamusa To the stars....needs an academy to understand

12/23/2019 3:42:08 PM udkin9dom PLEASE LISTEN!!! (min30min)

 https://bit.ly/34xFgFh 

Solar Eclipse, 12.26.19

Listen to THEMES.

Synchronicity too Accurate in relation to Q. 

‘The Plan’ made to coincide.

Something BIG is coming.

SKY EVENT?

@TRUreporting @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump
12/23/2019 3:42:11 PM williebhere Q level clearance??

12/23/2019 3:42:58 PM williebhere Q level clearance??

12/23/2019 3:47:02 PM nschlange Thank you

12/23/2019 3:47:56 PM cosmic_engineer More accurately its behavior.

Intelligent Energy from the gateway of Intelligent Infinity

12/23/2019 3:48:24 PM jones_kip Did you know there's a Roswell in the UK? And a Castle nearby?

12/23/2019 4:05:23 PM daveo6145  https://www.spaceforce.mil/Home/utm_source/share/utm_medium/ios_app/utm_name/iossmf …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#disclosureiscoming pic.twitter.com/n46YaSropu

12/23/2019 4:06:18 PM marzhanel I wish I were mechanically inclined ...Here is just one video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjeM2IBhtlc …

Here is another

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=staL1wr07Sg … 

also https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=staL1wr07Sg …

12/23/2019 4:15:21 PM rogueanon2 It's 60/40 atm unless something changed.  Full Disclosure would be nice though. pic.twitter.com/zxGV2U01rA

12/23/2019 4:17:14 PM 00loll0 Hmmm,I know a pretty cool 🌟🌟🌟🌟 General if he comes back from retirement!

12/23/2019 4:17:31 PM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/4ZrnmKHD3Q

12/23/2019 4:20:51 PM rogueanon2 It's free energy distribution.  You will still need to buy or build your own personal generating source, and then have it installed.  Zeropoint is where it's 

at.

12/23/2019 4:22:30 PM cstarr888 That made me laugh too!😆🙏💖

12/23/2019 4:33:00 PM jamesreeddean1 Telepathy implies that we are not connected already.

12/23/2019 4:33:11 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Interesting

12/23/2019 4:33:30 PM neo_asura_  pic.twitter.com/tudopWuHYZ

12/23/2019 4:34:11 PM ceasarfall31544 So we will get texts About Epstein being alive

12/23/2019 4:34:24 PM westmount_d7 CSA? 🇨🇦

12/23/2019 4:39:11 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Exactly @NonlinearDarren  No food, no electric, no emergency services (for 6 months, says DHS) is what these people are BEGGING for bc shills say its 

groovy! This “great awakening” will eliminate 7 billion people, says the georgia guidestones. So Im staying in the Old-World-Order

12/23/2019 4:40:40 PM burgersandra Let's see it you say.  I have wondered about the unveiling also. How much depraved behavior will the disclosure reveal?  Segments or all at once?  Pray 

for strength and protection.  The armor of God.

12/23/2019 4:48:05 PM freestateojones Depends on your frame of reference. 

What I'm striving for will take a decade(?).

12/23/2019 4:54:09 PM burgersandra The Great Awakening might be instantaneous.

12/23/2019 4:54:10 PM denyaraful Of course the exorcist will say this. Because he and his catholic whore church is sustaining satanism with their energy.

12/23/2019 4:56:04 PM westmount_d7 I know nothing about military structure. But I figure, a 2 star general who is pure & telepathic... a sensitive, would be way better than a 4 star who is 

not 😊

12/23/2019 4:56:39 PM freestateojones Some say it could happen in a flash.

12/23/2019 4:57:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy 2020. https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1209216197339865088 …

12/23/2019 4:58:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Here comes [GS]. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1209211638303334401 …

12/23/2019 4:59:03 PM wickedmouse369 Will do! See you soon.

12/23/2019 4:59:08 PM sixbennetts Since #Q has shifted focus to [GS] today, (George Soros, for the uninformed), I think it would be prudent to remember the family connections to #

ShiftySchiff.

☝😏

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/6ar7B52IGa

12/23/2019 4:59:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is this addressed to specifically? https://twitter.com/US_SpaceCom/status/1209213183266820096 …

12/23/2019 4:59:47 PM thepureprophet Globe or Flat? How do you like to view this realm? 😂😉

12/23/2019 4:59:47 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/zlDYqVIZVe

12/23/2019 5:00:04 PM freestateojones Old news? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1113561006918258688?s=19 …

12/23/2019 5:00:10 PM 7madeintheusa One of many.

12/23/2019 5:00:15 PM freestateojones Old news? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1145114604219043841?s=19 …

12/23/2019 5:01:06 PM americanpetal Workers on the moon? Off planet workers?



12/23/2019 5:01:12 PM melbourne_3000 #TheMoreYouKnow 😊

12/23/2019 5:03:06 PM bubblesburster Zeta reticuli? pic.twitter.com/nVLea9Mkl5

12/23/2019 5:03:16 PM girlawakeinca Could not have memes it better! 🙌

12/23/2019 5:03:28 PM freeandoriginal You ?

12/23/2019 5:03:42 PM crux41507251 Lol well it kinda covers everyone 😎

12/23/2019 5:04:07 PM girlawakeinca Very valid reminder. Thank Q.

12/23/2019 5:04:25 PM uman5819 #meToo

12/23/2019 5:05:13 PM michael81972 Everyone in existence

12/23/2019 5:05:59 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/0LElTu844A

12/23/2019 5:06:12 PM girlawakeinca YPJ, it’s posting twice for you. Hopefully they’re not attempting to put you in the TwitterClinker?

12/23/2019 5:06:21 PM melbourne_3000 Imagine if you will the great opportunities that await 

The Young in #USSF 👮♀️👮

12/23/2019 5:06:24 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/w1qJ1Wo4If

12/23/2019 5:06:24 PM therainbowheron Seeing as it quotes a tweet regarding the International Space Station, I'd say it's meant for the planet Earth, cuz Earth is an international space station. 

And it's full of aliens.😊🌎👽

12/23/2019 5:07:13 PM wintersdream4 Thank you I'm still learning 🐸

12/23/2019 5:08:07 PM fansblowing3 Yovanovitch is CIA, therefore, Soros controls the CIA.

12/23/2019 5:08:22 PM marcosboomer If you have to ask you don't have a need to know

12/23/2019 5:09:11 PM freestateojones Same header different linked tweet. 

If they wanted me gone it wouldve happened already.

12/23/2019 5:11:55 PM girlawakeinca LOL I need to put my reading glasses on.🤓

12/23/2019 5:12:09 PM fansblowing3 The 4 astronauts in the space station. pic.twitter.com/BlnB8N3GPS

12/23/2019 5:13:50 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/pGuYcc0tM1

12/23/2019 5:14:01 PM jaded_pearl Those still fighting in combat. 🤔

12/23/2019 5:14:01 PM yourkiddingme5  pic.twitter.com/3SnwAeyDqu

12/23/2019 5:15:02 PM basil26 That will be a happy day when the take that POS out!!

12/23/2019 5:18:25 PM keith369me Will they tell us Mars isn’t a red desolate planet? https://twitter.com/esascience/status/1174704390541914112 …

12/23/2019 5:18:37 PM hifiman45 Do "aliens" celebrate Christmas? 🤔🤔🤔😁😁😁

12/23/2019 5:19:29 PM keith369me Break the leg of what’s left of that triangle.

12/23/2019 5:20:03 PM keith369me Pleiadians

12/23/2019 5:21:51 PM marchaula It’s a way of disclosing all the black and off the books projects.

D.U.M.B’s and all the technologies that have been hidden since past immortum !

Deep Underground Military Base  // + - 1300 of them.

Space Force = Light

Dark to Light my friend

Peace is the Prize.

12/23/2019 5:22:20 PM keith369me Are you testing how effective this account is with pushing consciousness in a direction with follow up Tweets?  I voted Space Force yesterday.  Haven’t 

changed my mind.

12/23/2019 5:23:14 PM duh_rabbit_hole  https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/300067-the-navy-just-patented-a-compact-fusion-reactor-but-will-it-work …

12/23/2019 5:24:52 PM mml111mml111 Was the car dealer (Honda I think) that collapsed really from snow?

12/23/2019 5:25:39 PM lamin_0_o What does the star on the left signify?

12/23/2019 5:25:56 PM 1_decided_voter Will anti-grav tech be demonstrated or revealed in an official capacity in 2020?

12/23/2019 5:26:36 PM robinreitsma1 i think a mixture of both....

12/23/2019 5:34:46 PM therainbowheron Hindsight = Boomerang ?

12/23/2019 5:34:58 PM thenotobvious 5:5

12/23/2019 5:35:02 PM rocktobersky We Need More Exorcists!!!

12/23/2019 5:36:29 PM winklerburke Alpha Planet (Rapture me-ons) citizens... (see Stargate One?)

12/23/2019 5:36:43 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/YDk4wND2Ms

12/23/2019 5:38:28 PM mml111mml111 Permanent magnets at 3,6,9.

Electromagnet "kicker" at Q?

Nice.

12/23/2019 5:39:40 PM krakray There was a blizzard in 2015, so likely yes

12/23/2019 5:40:05 PM rocktobersky !!! pic.twitter.com/9GZKwcDyyl

12/23/2019 5:40:48 PM mml111mml111 I have a feeling that it has to get worse in Canada before it can get better.  The masses need waking.  Hang in there.

12/23/2019 5:42:03 PM mml111mml111 I was there a day or two after the collapse.

Damnedist thing I'd ever seen.

12/23/2019 5:45:02 PM michaelemyj The Christian ones and the Capitalist ones do.

12/23/2019 5:45:19 PM cogbill_alan Do they have interdimensional holidays?

12/23/2019 5:45:35 PM 1handnthegrave Oh, my bad.  Its kind of a little inside joke me and Space Com (that's what I call 'em 😉) have goin.  We're pretty tight like that.

12/23/2019 5:49:02 PM mongrelglory I will be so happy when the MSM stops referring to Soros as a billionaire philanthropist! 🙄  Time for his evil ways to be exposed to the public!

12/23/2019 5:51:18 PM mongrelglory Soros has alway been tied to the Langley group!

12/23/2019 5:53:27 PM realeyethespy Should you decide to change careers- your Names will be fast tracked- Q

12/23/2019 5:55:26 PM krakray Blizzard was towards end of December. A few feet of snow where I was at the time. Paralyzed rural area transportation. Was crazy!

12/23/2019 5:57:19 PM neo_asura_ anons pic.twitter.com/iyhhMIcfIe

12/23/2019 5:57:49 PM martha_sheahan Pretty sure that never ended

12/23/2019 5:58:57 PM mongrelglory Addressed to those both on and off planet... 🤔

12/23/2019 5:58:59 PM cny_micaa I believe the lucid dreams I had of being on ships is real. I was taught much, but disappointed that I knew I would not be able to remember "when I go 

back"

12/23/2019 6:01:03 PM starting2cq 😲🧐👀👀👀👀👀😲

12/23/2019 6:01:32 PM 99thyamwasher Off planet personal obviously.

12/23/2019 6:01:45 PM frdmbellsring George Soros, pure evil, straight to the core. Destroying nation's and causing new wars. Collaborator with Nazis to eliminate a Race. Stealing their 

wealth and leaving no trace. ANTIFA, CAIR and more. They're anti-America to the core... pic.twitter.com/wYPXiQvCDq

12/23/2019 6:02:06 PM atl058 I tried doing a Search on Prime and did not find it. 🙁

12/23/2019 6:02:07 PM frdmbellsring Puppeteered by Soros and globalists alike. They want Global domination as a new Reich.

12/23/2019 6:06:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soros + News = Conspiracy

That should tell you all you need to know.

[GS]

We have a special place [in hell] for you.

Enjoy the show. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1209293867423617025 …

12/23/2019 6:07:23 PM jlrjrtx 🤔😳

12/23/2019 6:07:40 PM sliceman420 Soros is the key.  Follow the money, especially the no bid contracts/grants that his NGOs get to subvert local governments.

12/23/2019 6:08:07 PM dtrumpeteer Hope it’s the hottest spot available!! 🤬🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

12/23/2019 6:13:53 PM animaldesatado What’s happening in 2020?



12/23/2019 6:15:03 PM jvan125 Nope! You did a FABULOUS job summing it up. 👍🏻💩😉#HellAwaitsGeogie

12/23/2019 6:15:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly There's a special place in hell for all of them. https://youtu.be/AYZ4fh2mcA0?t=84 …

12/23/2019 6:22:54 PM keith369me Time for a soul reset?

12/23/2019 6:23:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 EPSTEIN ‘ADMITTED TO ME’ HE WAS A SPY: Ex-Business Partner Of Sex Criminal Claims Prince Andrew Is Protecting Ghislaine Maxwell, Stonewalling 

Prosecutors’ Investigation Over Blackmail Fears https://medium.com/@dylanhoward/epstein-admitted-to-me-he-was-a-spy-ex-business-partner-of-

sex-criminal-claims-prince-andrew-is-c1152667bb86 …

12/23/2019 6:23:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exclusive: Pentagon warns military members DNA kits pose ‘personal and operational risks’ https://news.yahoo.com/pentagon-warns-military-

members-dna-kits-pose-personal-and-operational-risks-173304318.html …

12/23/2019 6:24:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 WATCH: Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez tells crowd at Bernie rally America is ‘not an advanced society’, it’s ‘FASCISM” – The Right Scoop 

https://therightscoop.com/watch-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-tells-crowd-at-bernie-rally-america-is-not-an-advanced-society-but-fascism/ …

12/23/2019 6:24:33 PM keith369me Falls under No “Mossad” Sh-t...glad it’s getting some press.

12/23/2019 6:25:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rising popularity of Chinese medicine threatens global wildlife populations, say conservation groups https://news.yahoo.com/rising-popularity-chinese-

medicine-threatens-173018089.html …

12/23/2019 6:25:40 PM itbmeang The scary thing is that they have to warn them.  🤦♀️

12/23/2019 6:25:40 PM space_cowboy175 she's absolutely right! We need to shut our borders down immediately to prevent people from being exposed to our "not advanced society!" 

I STAND WITH @AOC! #BuildTheWall

12/23/2019 6:25:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Crazy Government Research Projects You Might've Missed in 2019 - Nextgov https://www.nextgov.com/emerging-tech/2019/12/crazy-

government-research-projects-you-mightve-missed-2019/161977/ …

12/23/2019 6:26:00 PM keith369me ...and maybe The Pentagram should warn the rest of the population!!!

12/23/2019 6:26:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093994337556484097?s=20 …

12/23/2019 6:26:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets.

What did you learn and when? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209298575403954177 …

12/23/2019 6:27:19 PM keith369me Well...a defective clock is correct twice a day.

12/23/2019 6:27:36 PM stephanie_cou Fuck I already took a 23 and me one wish I could undo it

12/23/2019 6:28:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the search feature:

from:ts_sci_majic12 dna

12/23/2019 6:29:17 PM keith369me I’m pretty sure it’s time for health disclosures.  Med beds anyone?

12/23/2019 6:29:32 PM zoilaliz1 I knew before then 😉

Logical thinking is always required.

12/23/2019 6:29:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 [GS] puppet.

Projectionism.

Operation Paperclip.

[Tesla] + ]GS[ = NWO

]Tesla[ + [GS] = Great Awakening https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209298649152442369 …

12/23/2019 6:30:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets RE Santa. https://twitter.com/NoradSanta/status/1209261727507996672 …

12/23/2019 6:31:04 PM wahiggins3 IS-BE is the mind-body connection of your Source.  DNA is a computer program.  Collective consciousness is that all consciousness is the same. You are 

an IS-BE. 

Therefore... 

Think for yourself.  Research for yourself.  Learn. Improve.  Love. Create.

12/23/2019 6:31:18 PM jeff57253103 Santa eh? Lol

12/23/2019 6:31:23 PM jaded_pearl #metoo However I am of the belief that if you have ever given blood to a lab (in hospital at birth) they already have it.

12/23/2019 6:31:33 PM majic_eyes_qnly This search function can be linked to directly, I believe:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ats_sci_majic12%20dna&src=typed_query …

12/23/2019 6:31:56 PM keith369me Recent disclosures makes one wonder what exactly is DARPA?  Knowing that more advanced technology exists in black projects, is DARPA a big PSYOP?

12/23/2019 6:31:58 PM susan66388204 Anyone know how to get those old tweets?

12/23/2019 6:32:17 PM sugarmagz I love this!

12/23/2019 6:32:48 PM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1192263947736539136?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1192263947736539136 …

12/23/2019 6:33:05 PM a_ostation  pic.twitter.com/H4UGqwqXuY

12/23/2019 6:33:56 PM rainbeaudee  http://Qmap.pub 

12/23/2019 6:34:05 PM stephanie_cou True

12/23/2019 6:34:44 PM wahiggins3 DNA can, in some ways, be viewed as reading very complex music. It is transcribing 11 dimensions of frequency, vibration, and energy to create the 

being who has said DNA.

12/23/2019 6:34:56 PM keith369me Nikola or Elon?

12/23/2019 6:35:50 PM state1union Jenny Craig is doing DNA kits now.

12/23/2019 6:36:17 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/kzXhq0mIzT

12/23/2019 6:36:35 PM keith369me Search @ts_sci_majic12: Santa

12/23/2019 6:36:46 PM virginialouelle Old tweets from MJ12, use search button, input ts_sci_majic12 santa

12/23/2019 6:37:45 PM sseed369  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2408398845940934&id=100003125272638 …

12/23/2019 6:37:49 PM dasha_dagmar Follow the light ... right ? ✨💫

12/23/2019 6:37:54 PM freestateojones Anyone got a lock on Big Red One? https://youtu.be/hrIF68Dc68o 

12/23/2019 6:38:07 PM virginialouelle Thank you!! I was starting to think my husband and I were the only ones who learned about that date!!!

12/23/2019 6:38:46 PM sseed369  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2408397485941070&id=100003125272638 …

12/23/2019 6:38:53 PM wahiggins3 DNA is a geometric shape with a universal language of information captured inside it. Once you can visualize the interior structure and SEE (as Masonic 

temples depict) the electrical/ energy movement patterns can you MANIFEST the object inside your mind.

12/23/2019 6:39:03 PM treasureswonder Tomorrow night is the BIG NEWS? That would be cool.

12/23/2019 6:39:49 PM sseed369  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2408396629274489&id=100003125272638 …

12/23/2019 6:40:02 PM robinreitsma1 👀

12/23/2019 6:40:08 PM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1206415987073077248?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206415987073077248 …

12/23/2019 6:40:37 PM lilac1982 It’s like taking your trash to the curb for pickup. Once it hits the curb, it’s open to anybody who wants to know everything about you and your family. 

DNA is the same thing.

12/23/2019 6:40:45 PM realeyethespy What about Oak Ridge G R A I L.

12/23/2019 6:40:55 PM my2sonznme Isn’t North Korea planning on giving us a big Christmas surprise now?

12/23/2019 6:41:36 PM sseed369  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=2408395975941221&id=100003125272638 …

12/23/2019 6:41:57 PM egelone hey, Mj. Since u r here, is this site  http://www.wingmakers.us  good stuff? thanks



12/23/2019 6:42:33 PM s0urc3rss Is she acting? Or hired to act without knowing she got the part? https://twitter.com/COsweda/status/1209227962748289026?s=20 …

12/23/2019 6:43:04 PM keith369me I understand where you are coming from...we are better.  Justice for all.  He needs to be separated from society and come clean regarding his role.

12/23/2019 6:44:56 PM virginialouelle I totally agree!! Have you learned about the Word of God frequency yet? Seriously.

12/23/2019 6:45:03 PM backin_thefight Tracking Santa or Satan?

12/23/2019 6:46:08 PM lonewolfbuilder “]Tesla[“ is why there is a requirement for a higher frequency...

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1208613343826731008?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208613343826731008 …

12/23/2019 6:46:10 PM rachaelangelm I have to say she does not know her part. The green deal was huge rip off of Soros and she really believed that she had wrote a great bill. I just think 

that she doesn’t see what she is. I don’t think she’s a bad person out of the four she’s definitely not

12/23/2019 6:47:47 PM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1206063270550999040?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206063270550999040 …

12/23/2019 6:48:11 PM purplefavorite1 I feel so guilty, I got my husband one last year before I knew🙄😥

12/23/2019 6:48:30 PM trish97872852 Psychedelics < Santa consciousness?

12/23/2019 6:48:37 PM purplefavorite1 She is such an idiot

12/23/2019 6:49:12 PM state1union No I’m not haha 🤣

12/23/2019 6:49:15 PM aprilbrown99 We need to put an end to ALL trafficking: people and animals. There is no place for this heinous treatment in our world. #FreedomForAll 

#SlavesNoMore 

Free All IS-BE’s! Free All IS-BE’s! Free All IS-BE’s!

12/23/2019 6:49:49 PM purplefavorite1 She was taught how to act and what to say when she won the role.

12/23/2019 6:49:56 PM s_l_knotts I got my Dad one, per his request,  then guilted him into not using it.....

12/23/2019 6:50:33 PM rainbeaudee ah. Thought you meant Potus Tweets. Did find this oldie but goodie though. pic.twitter.com/JXAbmrDOg1

12/23/2019 6:50:56 PM trinity_jenny 😊 pic.twitter.com/CdcxtcecI8

12/23/2019 6:51:31 PM state1union And Santa is a pedo set up by the pedo parents or affiliations to get to the children

12/23/2019 6:51:37 PM wahiggins3 Your DNA is your signature of life responsible for expressing consciousness.

12/23/2019 6:52:11 PM s0urc3rss I don't think she's a bad person either and why I wonder if she ever decides some day she wants to be more Jedi less storm trooper.

12/23/2019 6:52:11 PM purplefavorite1 Remember she auditioned for the part

12/23/2019 6:55:15 PM n7guardiananon GS got $ invested in Tesla

12/23/2019 6:55:23 PM aahhhooohmmmm  pic.twitter.com/ZW14KzZl9E

12/23/2019 6:55:24 PM foxtaill @patton6966. Mark Taylor said we would discover a new energy source like no other

12/23/2019 6:58:22 PM truthserum4all @QNNTexas

12/23/2019 6:58:31 PM winklerburke Ask: Why did US military help with Transformer movies?  Hm?

12/23/2019 7:00:37 PM trish97872852  pic.twitter.com/IJ8UFSK7bu

12/23/2019 7:03:08 PM jdltr450 369

12/23/2019 7:03:35 PM kathleenmckeon6 This should be enlightening.

12/23/2019 7:04:05 PM aumooneyes  https://youtu.be/Z4eKNJhH6Ww 

12/23/2019 7:04:10 PM rosas7043 1.) Notice you failed to get a response to this statement of truth... What’s really going on here is that there’s three groups that are in contention for the 

planet. The worst of the three was running this shit show we call A-merica. Trump is part of the 2 group.

12/23/2019 7:06:13 PM rosas7043 2.) at least trumps group doesn’t want to throw us into death camps and use us for food for their off planet overlords. Trump’s group believes in free 

will without subversion and blackmail with crimes against humanity via our precious children.

12/23/2019 7:06:18 PM cmdrzod23 Hahaha, good one 🤣

12/23/2019 7:06:31 PM rosas7043 I call BULLSHIT.

12/23/2019 7:07:09 PM 2aforlif3 That is what I know it to be as well. Unless its changed pretty recently which is possible.

12/23/2019 7:07:35 PM fightforamerica Has to be pretty advanced to support parasites like her...

12/23/2019 7:07:41 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/t7KEMahv9v

12/23/2019 7:08:35 PM wahiggins3 Santa is real.

Yes. It doesn't exist in the flesh and blood in the realm we call the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projection.

Yes. It is as real as Jesus is.

Yes. Based on a "man".

Expression of an IS-BE.

Remember, Jesus is also an IS-BE.

Very real.

Very powerful.

Same with Santa.
12/23/2019 7:08:41 PM juliefeider333 What is this date?  And what is the “frequency of God”?

12/23/2019 7:09:33 PM cstarr888 Remember: anagram.

🧐🙏💖

12/23/2019 7:10:46 PM nicpace2 There will be no Escape

12/23/2019 7:11:12 PM talk2hoof All of us!

12/23/2019 7:12:15 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1171877862095368194?s=21 …

12/23/2019 7:13:43 PM michael81972 Or a Jones😬

12/23/2019 7:14:53 PM unidentifiedta1 S a t a n

12/23/2019 7:16:12 PM gregoryjhall1 The biggest threat is in bioengineered weapons to exploit vulnerabilities in troops...

12/23/2019 7:17:29 PM michael81972 Does N. Tesla=Tesla

12/23/2019 7:18:09 PM ausanon369 from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12:santa

12/23/2019 7:19:36 PM doyouq China Uses DNA to Track Its People, With the Help of American Expertise https://nyti.ms/2NiHL75 

12/23/2019 7:20:53 PM state1union Santa is a pedofile

12/23/2019 7:22:18 PM state1union Santa is bad

12/23/2019 7:23:14 PM michael81972 9/11?

12/23/2019 7:23:38 PM cstarr888 Why does Google want your DNA?

🧐🙏💖 https://youtu.be/VoJpDTHgFqg 

12/23/2019 7:24:15 PM state1union Majestic12 will not speak of Jesus on a fake Christmas 🎄. Jesus was born on 9/11.

12/23/2019 7:24:40 PM cstarr888 Why does Google want your DNA?

🧐🙏💖 https://youtu.be/VoJpDTHgFqg 

12/23/2019 7:27:21 PM robertrkimball Puppet corps. Aoc, greta, Nancy, naddy, shifty, de Niro, ...  it's a quite a troupe all dancing to GS' evil March.

12/23/2019 7:27:33 PM americanpetal 💫🇺🇸🕊

12/23/2019 7:28:02 PM freeandoriginal Track down all “Santas” !

12/23/2019 7:29:21 PM rachaelangelm A Jedi storm trooper lol

12/23/2019 7:30:12 PM robertrkimball Who is working at LOC and Mars?

12/23/2019 7:30:18 PM jerryba35782507 AOC,,all mouth no brains!!

12/23/2019 7:33:42 PM truth_pioneer Maybe North Korea’s Missile Launch Will [GS]?  Then ]Tesla[!   #KAG.  #WWG1WGA



12/23/2019 7:42:13 PM steelergirl777 😂😳😂

12/23/2019 7:43:16 PM steelergirl777 😂 pic.twitter.com/J1mV88h0HM

12/23/2019 7:44:04 PM cstarr888 I noticed online many groups with unidentifiable medical issues being encouraged to get DNA kits. 

None actually seemed to get help from the results btw.

😕🙏💖

12/23/2019 7:45:23 PM s0urc3rss How do we properly decode our DNA?

12/23/2019 7:45:43 PM cindyhickey7 Nobody

12/23/2019 7:47:24 PM patriottdefense I’m never taking a DNA test 😆

12/23/2019 7:47:46 PM state1union 1976*

12/23/2019 7:48:20 PM gweninkc This isn't what Majestic is referring to but this is an interesting explanation of the real date. Rabbi Cahn

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptlsXtTf6n0 …

Would love to know the 9/11 version as well.

12/23/2019 7:51:48 PM turboxyde Space Force tracking entities expecting a loosh harvest?

Arctic Guardian is a firewall of consciousness that will act like a bug zapper of living plasma.

#ProjectDreamWeaver pic.twitter.com/Hk61khsuIn

12/23/2019 7:51:53 PM pro_aktv THANK YOU @realDonaldTrump ! The United States Space Force is a super important and necessary addition to our American military! 

❤️🇺🇸🙏🤗👏👍

12/23/2019 7:52:11 PM s0urc3rss In 1999 I dreamed my friend Vero gave me "my" book. She said she carried it safe for aeons. It was made of goatskin & had my starseed name 

engraved in a light language on the front. When I opened it, the symbols glowed as did my body. I've searched the answer ever since.

12/23/2019 7:53:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Propelling America into the Future.

Think Disclosure.  https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1209216197339865088 … pic.twitter.com/5P36eXpN9W

12/23/2019 7:55:46 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m giddy! pic.twitter.com/78nIAOzvMg

12/23/2019 7:55:55 PM beverlywaygirl1 Why does “ our” side look blackened? Damaged?

12/23/2019 7:56:58 PM scott_rick I want in!

12/23/2019 7:56:58 PM karensc38678909 Stunning.

12/23/2019 7:57:41 PM state1union I don’t trust* the NSA

12/23/2019 7:59:13 PM matzke_melissa Just say no. I know alot of Moms were using them to get confirmation of MTHFR 4 Vax Medical Exemptions, but those are getting harder & harder to 

get approved (CDC sets criteria now.) Opt your family OUT of your States Vax registry, know your rights, and use your right to Exempt.

12/23/2019 7:59:14 PM n7guardiananon 27 = 9

12/23/2019 8:00:13 PM americanpetal What, if anything, do the black lines indicate in the far right pic?  Roswell is the center?

12/23/2019 8:00:16 PM maxstearns2 How do people think a computer generated image is stunning. Come on guys cartoons are for children

12/23/2019 8:00:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes

12/23/2019 8:00:48 PM antarantanka And the Grinches

12/23/2019 8:02:01 PM rbss68 There sure are a lot of lights on on that planet!

12/23/2019 8:02:09 PM kevin72032387 You are what exactly?

12/23/2019 8:03:56 PM antarantanka So where’s the LOC?

12/23/2019 8:05:43 PM mattbdogg But how do I actually “perform” (do) real meditation; if never taught or observed?

12/23/2019 8:06:22 PM keith369me 10 seconds in...looks like some sort of “grid network”...what is that?

12/23/2019 8:08:05 PM unpcmommy @MBKennedy1776

12/23/2019 8:09:19 PM truth_pioneer Awesome!!!

12/23/2019 8:09:51 PM disco77777 You know.

12/23/2019 8:09:52 PM just_mr_nobody That's why I do not buy into the Ancestry DNA or 23 and Me DNA kits. I see their agenda.

12/23/2019 8:11:38 PM jrocktigers Get [them]

12/23/2019 8:11:54 PM patriotswegoall [GS] said to be arrested out of Switzerland to an underground location long ago, but was released.

12/23/2019 8:12:34 PM beverlywaygirl1 I blame Noah’s flood!

12/23/2019 8:14:37 PM robcennon It can’t get worse, we’re rock bottom up here.

12/23/2019 8:14:42 PM patriotswegoall I see power of 3-6-9

12/23/2019 8:17:25 PM krisp1377 And who owns 23 and me?? 🤔

12/23/2019 8:17:59 PM robcennon A US Army lab has discovered a way to split water into hydrogen and oxygen using no electricity. Like mechanical electrolysis. Mix in the powder, 

instant hydrogen.

12/23/2019 8:18:32 PM jwremarks I've said for yrs it's a rouse! What is their base line come from? Pre WW2? Pre WW1? The 2 greatest wars, relocated more than half the world to other 

regions! So the info they give MUST be inaccurate unless it is post 1492 and pre WW1! Don't be spoon fed anymore people, AWAKEN!!!

12/23/2019 8:20:05 PM exhilo1 CGI fake. look at left and right edges carefully. Do you see morphing of the terrain?

12/23/2019 8:20:05 PM jjilmary I think its showing the lines on the official Space Force patch - picture on left where the lines are white.

12/23/2019 8:20:53 PM worldxplorer1 Fascinating the US Space Command emblem marks and X directly over Roswell. 

Hidden in plain sight.

12/23/2019 8:21:12 PM robcennon A Swiss inventor did make a device which produced more power than it consumed. Experts claimed it appeared to be a cold fusion reaction using 

copper and nickel I believe, simple everyday metals. The experts couldn’t explain how it worked.

12/23/2019 8:24:36 PM robcennon Just said what?

12/23/2019 8:25:59 PM kathleenmckeon6 This Elon Musk + Many more Lawsuit in the Trillions filed in Southern California is a frightening eyeopener.

 https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

12/23/2019 8:26:51 PM americanpetal Thx

12/23/2019 8:28:32 PM amtm_mu BS

12/23/2019 8:33:21 PM nikoscali From Roswell to #SpaceForce = Majestic

12/23/2019 8:38:12 PM zerost8te @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sorry to tell you but that image is digitally rendered. There is clearly a mask around the near perfect spherical shape.

As each turn emerges during rotation, the edges show rendering aliases due to lower FPS.

Do you know what the magnification is?  https://twitter.com/UniverCurious/status/1209142253962375170 …

12/23/2019 8:38:41 PM michael81972 What day was Jesus born?

12/23/2019 8:42:32 PM hubanon Nice animation.

12/23/2019 8:43:57 PM debstev80504671 That's when I celebrate the birth of JC, 9/11

12/23/2019 8:48:39 PM moemc8 Where can I learn more of this.  Is this the reason they plan so many atrocities on yhis day?

12/23/2019 8:51:41 PM s0urc3rss Yes

12/23/2019 8:52:26 PM lightson45 That's not a moon.  That's a space station (literally).

12/23/2019 8:52:45 PM lovemydogsss Why is it always in black and white?



12/23/2019 8:53:57 PM resolute_ptriot The entire Democrat party is controlled by that holocaust participant--ahem--"survivor".

12/23/2019 8:54:20 PM jonesy4671 Looks like a nuclear warzone

12/23/2019 8:56:30 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom Police are stumped at this drone activity. 🤔😜

12/23/2019 8:57:15 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.denverpost.com/2019/12/23/drones-mystery-

colorado/?utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=social&utm_content=fb-denverpost&fbclid=IwAR1oW7mGSoXt-j-

4kYnELmG1F0zL4x2wQuB4iEHqoyLnhSconcLh_qdTYZo … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom 

https://twitter.com/jaded_pearl/status/1209337027801600001 …

12/23/2019 9:04:05 PM iamsheisyeshua Be open, curious and loving to those you meet, because they are you and you are them.

12/23/2019 9:05:13 PM rghardy3 I agree with you.

Placed there long ago.

12/23/2019 9:05:41 PM werascending Thanks for the retweet of this message. Very important. 🙏🙏🙏

12/23/2019 9:07:36 PM sdane8 I believe MJ posted the link for YouTube as well. Or someone here did ... https://youtu.be/solTs-GemzM 

12/23/2019 9:13:57 PM warriordaisy I've eaten many a psychedelic mushroom in my life. You see such beautiful realms, some scary. But ultimately you come back. There are ways to 

protect yourself before you Journey.

12/23/2019 9:20:48 PM fightforamerica OMG did you really bust out MSPaint for this? Ahahahahaaha. Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays.

lmao

12/23/2019 9:21:05 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/1DEDChOeIz8  thought?

12/23/2019 9:21:49 PM stillfreescotty It's all part of Agenda 21😠 pic.twitter.com/Vm19XKKDei

12/23/2019 9:22:24 PM athena_142 what were you expecting Notepad?

12/23/2019 9:26:58 PM furiousurdead1 Were your inertial dampeners on when you made those lines or orbit around the earth? MS Paint Masters I bow down! I'm not worthy!

12/23/2019 9:30:59 PM matchst16631466 Nobody figured that out on their own? Next it’s “sent us some hair, a cheek swab, some blood, pee in a cup, and rub your hands all over this gun”

12/23/2019 9:31:09 PM adsvel Oh good!

12/23/2019 9:32:19 PM davethadude369 I've shroomed as well. I replied to let people know how powerful they are and to understand what they're dealing with. Yes, you are correct about 

preparing. Prior introspection is important before taking the jump. Just my opinion. Not trying to cause trouble.

12/23/2019 9:34:38 PM samuelstarner85 Keep on raising awareness on disclosure 🇺🇸.

12/23/2019 9:36:37 PM ejohnbrown Lucid dreaming.  Love it.

12/23/2019 9:36:59 PM warriordaisy I didn't think you were trying to cause trouble, Dave. No worries. Your statement is just as true as mine. People should definitely research and take 

precautions before journeying on mushrooms.

12/23/2019 9:37:06 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/lZ8pY4BVQc

12/23/2019 9:38:53 PM sdane8 I wonder if he's training an apprentice? At his age you'd think he be contemplating his legacy and imminent demise. The roots need to be destroyed 

lest they sprout again.

12/23/2019 9:43:37 PM terrancongito There’s a company in Houston that has DNA profiles for people based on every biopsy or tissue sent into medical labs and the government has access 

to it.

12/23/2019 9:44:26 PM steveakridge Your threads regarding DNA is fascinating and includes much info about extraterrestrial life.

Why has it been so hard for the US government to disclose their existence???

“May you live in interesting times” is descriptive of now!!!

12/23/2019 9:46:15 PM bdradee No shit Sherlock  !

12/23/2019 9:48:13 PM house_poseidon What do u think

"The opposite of war is creation"

12/23/2019 9:54:12 PM adbb037 The same NORAD that went deaf, dumb and blind on 911?

The same NORAD that lead Santa to Jonbenet Ramsey’s house?

Hope to see track record improve a little bit!

@realDonaldTrump @LisaMei62 @ljcambria @RockinRon904LIF @kimiw506 @3Days3Nights @Telford_Russian

12/23/2019 9:55:49 PM stormmedicine AI tech v Pseudoknot G.O.D. (9 centered being) - Schumann resonance: Schumann predicted it mathematically in 1952. Schumann resonances occur 

because the space between the surface of the Earth & the conductive ionosphere acts as a closed waveguide. Swamp used Dreamweaver. Oops 

pic.twitter.com/35Inxnzc7m

12/23/2019 9:57:26 PM clifton15jon #GeorgeSoros buying and controlling an American #Ambassador? Isnt that a Federal crime?

12/23/2019 9:57:48 PM ultim8boon This seems like something @ScottAdamsSays would be interested in covering. He has talked about this issue a few times recently.

12/23/2019 10:00:23 PM mailmanposts Now there’s a shape shifting reptilian baby blood drinking face if I’ve ever seen one.

12/23/2019 10:01:22 PM sdane8 She's an idiot. Does anyone even listen to her outside her own small bubble?

12/23/2019 10:03:47 PM sagewarrior17 Maybe they're coordinating with Santa for Xmas logistics and timely delivery!🎅👽🚀🛰️🛸👩🚀

12/23/2019 10:09:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1209342829140381697 …

12/23/2019 10:09:55 PM swanders3 Evergreen HRC?!

12/23/2019 10:10:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 [TG] or ]TG[ https://twitter.com/axios/status/1209337070092599296 …

12/23/2019 10:10:41 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBSuvuWB0T8 …

12/23/2019 10:11:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 We did not create the image.

Reposted meme.

Message over messenger.

12/23/2019 10:14:41 PM ekotoons CF DONZO

12/23/2019 10:14:44 PM michael81972 IMO [TG]...she is controlled opposition to try to take votes away from DJT?

12/23/2019 10:15:42 PM iqdou1 I know that they are supposed to be building these here in Huntsville.

I just don’t quite understand if they are cold fusion reactors, or not

 http://www.thoriumenergyworld.com/flibe-energy.html …

12/23/2019 10:16:35 PM p4patriot I heard she is CIA or working with them.

12/23/2019 10:19:43 PM paula84059427 She is running for President.   Conflict of interest?

12/23/2019 10:20:30 PM jollyrob2 🎉

12/23/2019 10:21:11 PM thepatrlarchy []

12/23/2019 10:21:11 PM gwynethpaulson8 [ ] if she was benign there would be no effort to eliminate her...let it play out

12/23/2019 10:21:14 PM asdasd26700831 Half dead? https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1068804260953911296 …

12/23/2019 10:22:57 PM carolin15161363 Is ALICE controlling the program of our DNA?

12/23/2019 10:26:55 PM jollyrob2 White or black hats?

12/23/2019 10:27:40 PM mommahood777 Hot Chocolate

we got it

Merry Christmas!

12/23/2019 10:28:08 PM jollyrob2 Warped Soul?

12/23/2019 10:29:59 PM s0urc3rss Haha me too though I returned for the family who won't evolve beyond it because I love them. I've been in The Program at least 20 years. Since 

working in Austin Congress during during Clinton Prez and Dubya Guvna.

12/23/2019 10:32:18 PM enomai_ We don't care what it looks like as data is wisdom



12/23/2019 10:33:45 PM steveakridge Those are all huge stories but I think it will be The Looking Glass technology if it becomes publicly known. Can be used for evil purposes if it gets into 

the wrong hands.

It also could be ET Disclosure, Secret Space Force, Zero Point Energy, Food Fabrication or Gold Alchemy!!!

12/23/2019 10:35:39 PM kingtut2nd Nope, just lemons

12/23/2019 10:37:19 PM sdane8 Thanks, this was an outstanding video! ❤️

12/23/2019 10:38:03 PM enomai_ So we wine breeding technology with a conscious of light and DNA.

Sounds much greater than a souless ai. Though, what happens when the computer really acts up?

12/23/2019 10:39:25 PM enomai_ Do you have to start spanking the technology?

12/23/2019 10:40:21 PM thetrollbar Silly me.  An here I thought that lemons were harvested green.

12/23/2019 10:44:48 PM juliealberta As on DON Lemon?????

12/23/2019 10:44:56 PM timkania They better not touch her !

12/23/2019 10:47:47 PM sinceiwokeup What if Q is one of the final components in a long game plan to bring one last deception to the world?

Is it not out of the realm of possibilities that everything going on could be created in the name of a much bigger plan decided long ago?

12/23/2019 10:48:36 PM oliheck Will we see a shift to the Nikola Tesla physics world? And kids will learn also who’s Victor Schauberger?

12/23/2019 10:49:13 PM djlok Curious that one side looks different than the other. I guess @nasa couldn't get anything to come out on the dark side of the Moon.

12/23/2019 10:49:35 PM holotechrd They done fucked everything up!! 🤦🏽♂️⚡💥💥💥💥

12/23/2019 10:49:58 PM oliheck Think: why can a bumblebee fly? 

It’s not aerodynamics

A bumblebee is creating a vortex (tornado) with the wings 😉

12/23/2019 10:51:07 PM brandon73745841 Business/Military know MBTI. 

They know ISTJ/ESTJ/ESFJ/ISFJ make up 35%. 

What is Introverted Sensing? 

Left Parietal Cortex and 3rd Chakra. 

This key brain region signals when telling the truth. 

3rd Chakra 'operates' center-of-gravity. 

True 'Centrist' thought. She seems legit.

12/23/2019 10:51:45 PM wok68 TG is a white hat on the wrong side!  How long will that last..?

12/23/2019 10:52:40 PM sinceiwokeup How do you convince and convert the intellectuals?

You hook them in with something deeper.

You use them as a tool to influence lower IQs. Controlled opposition has been used before. No matter how many proofs I see, I can still imagin3 how 

manipulations could be at play.

12/23/2019 10:53:52 PM sinceiwokeup How can you be 100% sure? How can Q be better than religion when it it can be argued that it too is also largely based on faith?

How can you be sure you have not been manipulated when everything else can be?

12/23/2019 10:54:13 PM alohajackie1 @Astro_Luca, @Astro_Christina, @Astro_Jessica and @AstroDrewMorgan!

12/23/2019 10:54:31 PM thetrollbar Related:  https://spaceweather.com/images2019/23dec19/magnetogram_strip.jpg …

12/23/2019 10:54:34 PM pomeinnz Corney

12/23/2019 10:55:04 PM sdane8 Haha  The music at the beginning of the video reminded me of the old TV series The Virginian. 😂

12/23/2019 10:56:12 PM holotechrd Wack!! I WILL POWER EVERYTHING WITH SOURCE ENERGY.. ⚡💥❤️💯👑👈

12/23/2019 10:58:33 PM iamhowiam2 5:5 WWG1WGA

12/23/2019 10:58:43 PM sdane8 [ ] There's something hinky with that one. And I hate the way she so overtly uses her femininity to charm while trying to play coy about it.

12/23/2019 10:59:10 PM dbender22 Tulsi is a CFR Member (Counsel on Foreign Relations) 🤔 I loved her at first too but I could never square this. TRUMP 2020 🇺🇸🌲❤️🎅

12/23/2019 10:59:28 PM born_summer62 Don't believe it.

Obama voted present 129 times when he was an Illinois State Senator.

Tulsi Gabbard is Obama 2.0

#WakeUpAmerica

12/23/2019 11:05:34 PM toffer_anon_369 California, Florida, & Arizona

12/23/2019 11:07:02 PM jones9536 If don turns pro trump tomorrow then we'll know

12/23/2019 11:13:46 PM donnashelley2 Just say NO! NO you cant have my DNA!! If the Pentagram is warning, then WE THE PEOPLE Should’ve have been warned too. Yet we THE PEOPLE 

haven’t been warned! Don’t Do It !!! Were you warned not to do this??!! Yes, but through the NEW NEWS!! Pay attention DO NOT fall for it!

12/23/2019 11:13:49 PM litecoin_bull holy crap...

logo...boom!

12/23/2019 11:15:32 PM wakeywakey2q2q How can I access old Q posts. The links on qmap are dead. I.E. Q Post 2222. How can I see that post?

12/23/2019 11:17:29 PM just_mr_nobody Maybe to us and all of the people on the space station and what have you.

12/23/2019 11:19:30 PM karrruss Insta follow!

What a great podcast!

12/23/2019 11:19:54 PM antarantanka 🍋 🍋🍋

12/23/2019 11:21:11 PM karrruss Thank you!!

12/23/2019 11:23:13 PM elvisruben33 Got that, but maybe she was given a role to play or a deal of some kind.  I think a few have been given that chance already

12/23/2019 11:24:30 PM ottostirlitz  pic.twitter.com/9Jh2fWr67m

12/23/2019 11:25:30 PM fightforamerica Always, but the thought of you flying around in your spaceships with fancy quantum computers+ and firing up the trusty old MSPaint tickled me.

Absurd juxtapositions are at the heart of all good humor in my opinion. Have a good one and thanks for all you're doing. pic.twitter.com/hcn3oUbvag

12/23/2019 11:30:24 PM chrisfr95077410 32 lemons.

12/23/2019 11:40:04 PM whatsmypw In what sense?

12/23/2019 11:44:39 PM clifton15jon Great to see Lemons are done being harvested, big and small ones.  Will the #MilitaryTribunals be televised on #CSPAN from #GITMO? Asking for a 

farmer friend. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA

#Justice

12/23/2019 11:45:14 PM whatsmypw Disinformation because Chinese herbs really do heal.

12/23/2019 11:45:19 PM yoman4517 Maybe in low latency too!



12/23/2019 11:47:11 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Kim Clement Prophecies -  https://m.youtube.com/user/ProphetKimClement …

12/23/2019 11:47:58 PM whatsmypw Traditional Chinese medicine, as whole, is a very  effective healing practice.

12/23/2019 11:52:48 PM snakesanders22 Mars colonies

12/23/2019 11:56:20 PM timkania “sonderkommando”

12/23/2019 11:57:20 PM whatsmypw That's all?

12/24/2019 12:01:38 AM rfiercehart  pic.twitter.com/nU6nG7ubv7

12/24/2019 12:02:07 AM yoman4517 E V I L

12/24/2019 12:05:29 AM arthurpacfarm Huh?  Those are limes😂

12/24/2019 12:12:22 AM mr_fedorable Doesn't TG have ties to Skippy because of her Hawaii campaign? Would make me think it's [TG], BUT given that she didn't support the impeachment  

hoax, maybe she flipped and it's now ]TG[

12/24/2019 12:19:25 AM protestchris I often wonder.  Would 9x11 have happened if Gore was Pres.? Different sides of the same coin.. I think yes or something similar

12/24/2019 12:28:43 AM mega_chops Gotta be referencing Don Lemon, no?

12/24/2019 12:30:51 AM donnaeverywhere What?

12/24/2019 12:39:52 AM atl058 Thanks!  Got it.

12/24/2019 12:43:28 AM laurabusse And that's pretty darn weak

12/24/2019 12:43:36 AM rghardy3 A Bitter Fruit Crop that needs to be

squeezed into Lemonade.

It will go well with the Popcorn.

12/24/2019 12:43:58 AM misstea144 Lemon has 5 letters...

12/24/2019 1:06:37 AM anbezedua Durham won’t release until may 2020,

12/24/2019 1:09:08 AM laurabusse So

Ofc to happen in 2021

Therefore

2020 must prove to be a very big year

Great awakening must happen

Be in full flower

This upcoming new year...

#GreatAwakening

#DarkToLight

#WWG1WGA

#MAGA

#KAG

#TRUMP2020Landside 

Trump must be reelected for this to happen

#DrainTheSwamp
12/24/2019 1:10:02 AM laurabusse Excellent answer

12/24/2019 1:13:47 AM clifton15jon Quite a few moonbases lit Up, now we have the #SpaceForce we can officially make it known about our star fleet and existing stellular bases?

#WWG1WGA_GALACTIC

#SSP

12/24/2019 1:15:35 AM sterkinglights1  https://www.militaryfactory.com/5-star-generals.asp …

12/24/2019 1:22:39 AM unitedredwhite1 I already did it years ago. Too late for me :( my fathers side is a big mystery - I was hoping to find a living relative. I didn't.

12/24/2019 1:23:36 AM laurabusse That would be nice...

12/24/2019 1:24:13 AM whutzupkitty Please point me to info regarding 5:5. I did Google to find out, but I'm still unclear as to what it represents etc

12/24/2019 1:27:44 AM unitedredwhite1 The company I used has a show called Long Lost Family. I have nothing but positive to say about that particular company. I dont think they're all bad. 

But if I could go back I wouldn't have done it - I was just too curious at the time.

12/24/2019 1:29:01 AM hurricane0073 Was CFR. She was flipped. After the election she was the only Democrat Trump called to meet w him @ the WH.

I believed Trump told her the plan, showed the evidence that he had on the DS, maybe even her as well.

12/24/2019 1:29:01 AM laurabusse Nothing is infallible

Especially something that goes into and

Or comes out of a lab

12/24/2019 1:35:54 AM hurricane0073 Pay attention since then as they are all very smart and calculated.

Voted Present. No one can blame her for taking a side.

Openly went after & challenged HRC.

“Called out” Trump. 

Always reminds you she is a vet. A POC. A woman. 

Perfectly positioned to run against Trump.
12/24/2019 1:38:30 AM laurabusse Just start

Any way

Many methods

Books

YTs

Websites

Simplest way

Sit comfortably

Pay attention to breath

How it feels sounds etc

You can slow it down

Deepen it

Or just observe

Observe thoughts

Notice when thinking

Let go of thoughts

This is actually the whole point of meditation



12/24/2019 1:43:15 AM laurabusse Some ppl like mantras

Many exist

I am

Breath in on I

Breathe out on am

Some ppl prefer meditative music

There are diff brain wave states

Beta is when your mind is busy and active

Alpha is when you are calm and relaxed

Light trance

Theta is deeper relaxation trance

As before sleep
12/24/2019 1:44:58 AM 14fowl Antifa photos are worth a thousand words

12/24/2019 1:45:48 AM shanewhitfiel10 DNA contains everything, past lives, Akashic records, very important information that we volunteer to give up.. think of mouth swabs as well, blood 

test , blood donation.. consent is gone because we have volunteered to give them everything!

12/24/2019 1:45:55 AM laurabusse Learning meditation

Like anything else

Is a process

There's no right way

It's what you like

What you prefer

What works best for you

Your practice will change and evolve with time

It's a wonderful wonderful thing

Very healing

Relaxing

Feels amazing

TM says 20 min twice a day...
12/24/2019 1:50:25 AM snakejackal Greenman

12/24/2019 1:50:31 AM shanewhitfiel10 If Gaia ascended right now over 90+ of the population would be on a 3d planet.. intentions are everything, 5d manifesting is instant... one bad thought 

could do major damage..5d is a love vibration.. just my perspective

12/24/2019 1:50:44 AM laurabusse ...@AbrahamHicks says 15 min a day I think

Vipassana says 1 hr twice a day

Some say upon arising and before bed

Some prefer at sunrise and sunset

Others say whenever it's convenient or what works best

Since meditation is gradually entraining your brain waves to get into a...
12/24/2019 1:52:38 AM shanewhitfiel10 Very small percentage is ready... just my perspective..

But, trust me I understand what you are saying!♥🙏🔥🧬🐲❤️

12/24/2019 1:53:55 AM laurabusse ... meditative peaceful blissful relaxed state

Many say upon arising is best

That's bc you basically wake up in alpha

I've found since you're already in alpha

Easier to just run with it and meditate immediately upon awakening

Been meditating about fifteen yrs

Found it...
12/24/2019 1:56:42 AM laurabusse ... frustrating at first

But it all sorted itself out over time

Gets easier and better over time

It's arguably the best thing I ever started doing for myself

It connects you with the universe god source your higher self etc etc

It's the source of all peace joy and wisdom...

12/24/2019 2:00:26 AM laurabusse Wish you all the best

Found it helpful to meditate in the sun whenever possible and enjoyable

Its about finding that space w/in thats calm peaceful still relaxed joyful that enjoys life especially the simple things

Sometimes meditating in the late afternoon energy lull is helpful

12/24/2019 2:02:22 AM panicindc_ Zzzzzzzzzzzz

12/24/2019 2:02:50 AM laurabusse Sending love and wishing you many blessings

❤️❤️❤️

12/24/2019 2:05:15 AM birdiesrchirpin What small insects are they looking to use now, gnats? There's already a dragonfly drone in existence.

It's hard to trust AI.

12/24/2019 2:05:30 AM clifton15jon When the skies are clear we will be free @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1209372525270052864 …

12/24/2019 2:05:55 AM blue82001 Clear comms.  I hear you 5x5.

12/24/2019 2:21:02 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/Z2pisUBN6o

12/24/2019 2:27:35 AM sethric61410528 thanQ

12/24/2019 2:29:01 AM laurabusse I prefer to observe

Take a wait and see

Having said that

I tend to believe Q is a fulfillment of many prophecies thru time of diff cultures and religions around the world

Started following David Wilcock decade ago

When Q showed up

Knew was real deal

Also FBI Anon and mega Anon
12/24/2019 2:30:36 AM sethric61410528 And sorry for my angry response at the beginning. Too many good people died over all those years ..however: actions speak louder than words .. so 

thanQ pic.twitter.com/N0uHyVLgAy



12/24/2019 2:32:28 AM laurabusse But IMHO

Best to pray

Meditate

Trust

Observe

Take wait and see

Some things we just cant figure out

Too many factors etc

In my heart of hearts

I believe Qs the real deal

But thats just me

And I still think playing the observer is the wisest position to take w just about everything
12/24/2019 2:36:50 AM aetherwalker1 for audio surveillance

The toggle is the 'Smart Meter', isn't it?

12/24/2019 2:43:03 AM laurabusse We have been trained to give our power

Our sovereign birthright of self determination

Away

Pretty much from birth

12/24/2019 2:55:02 AM covertress The Term “Conspiracy Theory” — an Invention of the CIA

 https://projectunspeakable.com/conspiracy-theory-invention-of-cia/ … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035924519326822400?s=20 …

12/24/2019 3:12:29 AM truthseeker273 So when you look up Ivalmoro it shows a Pinterest acct. When I went there it had documents that resembled certificates of award for school and then 

it somehow went to fake passports and other documentation. I’m not even sure how I ended up getting there. Scary.

12/24/2019 3:14:53 AM covertress "Steven Hoffenberg, who confirms that Epstein was indeed a top-level agent for the Israeli Mossad, as first confirmed in the best-selling book Epstein: 

Dead Men Tell No Tales."

Talk about Operation Mockingbird!

Hoffenberg was the owner of the New York Post.

12/24/2019 3:20:03 AM integratedwebuk 5:5 = Heard and understood

12/24/2019 3:21:02 AM covertress "[Epstein] was needed by the CIA or the FBI for intelligence, because he was manipulating the American intelligence for the overseas organizations: 

MI6, the Israeli’s, & the Saudi’s."

Wow! 2nd top story of 2019! 

After SF.

Epstein: Dead Men Tell No Tales

 https://www.google.com/search?ie=UTF-8&client=ms-android-verizon&source=android-browser&q=epstein%3A+dead+men+tell+no+tales …

12/24/2019 3:22:14 AM karina89350882 Please now - don`t think they are the good guys

12/24/2019 3:23:57 AM covertress This is the biggest spy story since The Culper Ring!

12/24/2019 3:25:46 AM shanewhitfiel10 Absolutely! And We trusted ... now that we know it’s the vibration of Love we are truthfully seeking now...❤️🙏♥

12/24/2019 3:32:15 AM aussie4q Art Bell did a series of interviews with Fr Malachi Martin in the mid 90’s. They’re on YouTube. Fr Martin was an exorcist working in US. He talked of the 

perfectly possessed. He described them as the epitome of evil, and they’re usually the elites. Chilling.

12/24/2019 3:32:51 AM clearancecosmic Don Lemon?

12/24/2019 3:35:43 AM orthogonalron Haiti

12/24/2019 3:37:45 AM stormwarningmom It is actually,  a fren recently looked up the docket number in the court system in SoCal and it's very much real. Did u get to download it when it was 

made available?

12/24/2019 3:39:25 AM wunderpanda [TG] is a lifeboat, face of 2024 rebranding.  ]TG[ could happen after mutual goals.

12/24/2019 3:45:19 AM bryceja68689884 Loud and clear

12/24/2019 3:47:10 AM bryceja68689884 []

12/24/2019 3:48:59 AM murph54258684 HRC 5:5

12/24/2019 3:50:30 AM lamin_0_o Officially; humans in low earth orbit. Unofficially; solar warden, deep space mining operations, the breakaway civilisations etc.

12/24/2019 3:53:24 AM gweninkc I'm glad. If you haven't heard Rabbi Cahn talk about his book the Paradigm, it's worth listening to. Fascinating.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm4OelcOa7w&t=2218s …

(Note - there are sales parts that I just fast forward past)

12/24/2019 3:55:24 AM mbs357 Moon is gorgeous this morning in Virginia.

12/24/2019 3:58:44 AM jooooody Best Answer Yet!

12/24/2019 4:00:07 AM covertress The memo, signed by Joseph D. Kernan, undr sec for intelligence, & James N. Stewart, the asst sec of def for manpower, notes that potential 

“inaccuracies” in health info could pose a risk to military personnel, who are required to report medical issues. 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-accurate-are-online-dna-tests/ …

12/24/2019 4:05:16 AM humanprimer Once they have your DNA then manipulation of it is non-local.

12/24/2019 4:10:38 AM laurabusse Yes❤️

12/24/2019 4:13:13 AM 2232jf Why is the entire moon lit?

12/24/2019 4:15:40 AM patriotswegoall Trustworthy? Difficult to tell here.

12/24/2019 4:16:27 AM americanpetal Idk

12/24/2019 4:16:32 AM awschitt We can turn this into some tasty lemonade.

12/24/2019 4:18:28 AM covertress If only people knew about CBD + THC...

Twitter search:

CBD OR THC OR Marijuana OR Cannabis OR Cannabidiol from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/24/2019 4:20:27 AM trumppatriotus1 When letters are rearranged santa spells Satan! 👿

12/24/2019 4:22:56 AM leeanndalton2 Hope the squeezing is televised.

12/24/2019 4:29:39 AM fansblowing3 “He was needed by the CIA or the FBI for intelligence, because he was manipulating the American intelligence for the overseas organizations: MI6, the 

Israeli’s, and the Saudi’s”.   Princess Diana?

12/24/2019 4:38:58 AM aspennmax64_l I was right! (Doesn't happen often)!

😂🤝🙏❤️🇺🇸

12/24/2019 4:42:15 AM cheryl37798434 I've noticed that when I was a kid. Sick isn't it.



12/24/2019 4:43:36 AM covertress Deep Dive into more DARPA Projects

in this IG Report from the DOD into potential Ethics Violations by the former Director of DARPA, Dr. Regina Dugan. 

Spoiler: Dr. Dugan used her position to endorse a product, service or enterprise. https://www.dodig.mil/FOIA/FOIA-Reading-

Room/Article/1238849/report-of-investigation-dr-regina-e-dugan-former-senior-executive-service-forme/ …

12/24/2019 4:44:39 AM keith369me She doesn’t agree with me most of the time, but she doesn’t agree with [them] all of the time.  A Dem throwback to 30 years ago?

12/24/2019 4:46:06 AM fansblowing3 DNA from consumer testing kits might be used in the future for tailorable biological weapons, a concern that most experts regard as far-fetched.

12/24/2019 4:49:37 AM sabreaxe another scam to rip us off billions each year.

12/24/2019 4:50:31 AM bill_davis01 Maybe the people on the international space station??

12/24/2019 4:51:17 AM pat_at_wildwood have been warning people of this for a long time now. Agreed.

12/24/2019 4:55:32 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093994337556484097?s=20 …

12/24/2019 4:57:51 AM dbender22 I hope you're right. That does make sense. I really like Tulsi...Im just so world weary these days 😪

12/24/2019 4:58:09 AM covertress Joe Rogan - Santa Claus Was a Mushroom! https://youtu.be/mz6Z3wMFAX8 

12/24/2019 5:03:00 AM kindeandtrue That's a beautiful thought.

12/24/2019 5:04:09 AM whutzupkitty For real. Okay. Thank you.

12/24/2019 5:04:46 AM fansblowing3 She is not wrong

12/24/2019 5:04:49 AM asailorssway (1)i dont know if i am willing to just throw all my eggs in anyone basket. yes, trump is visibly doing more to stop the exploitation.. but until 2016 most 

of us didnt know it was happening to begin with. we do not know the scope.  royal families are involved,

12/24/2019 5:05:07 AM asailorssway (2) they aren't just going to "stop," they have a taste for it, they are diplomatically immune, and they will find different avenues. black op groups are 

going to do what about this? we can rest easy knowing that while they have moved kids like ramen across oceans,

12/24/2019 5:05:23 AM asailorssway (3)they've turned over a new leaf?  i  want this to be all be over as well.. for something that has been happening since ever, it is all being wrapped up 

quick... all the while with the assurance that everything is back as it should be.

12/24/2019 5:05:59 AM ausanon369 Does she support late term abortion? Does she support the wall? Does she support draining the swamp?

12/24/2019 5:06:16 AM autochik631 CERN tweeted about X17.

12/24/2019 5:12:40 AM klucksl I respect that. I think our realities are a reflection of what is happening within ourselves. I think once you’re ready you’ll start to see that in others too. 

What we focus on, we get more of. 😊

12/24/2019 5:12:51 AM fansblowing3 “But medical experts stress that there is little evidence that traditional Chinese cures are effective”.  I do not agree that these creatures should be 

killed, however, I do not believe “medical experts ” either as they are just puppets for big pharma.

12/24/2019 5:13:34 AM johntitor33621 Us

12/24/2019 5:13:48 AM klucksl I think so too but the possibility is exciting. 🙂

12/24/2019 5:15:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 What are you doing, @jack? pic.twitter.com/V8M3KSbybI

12/24/2019 5:16:55 AM trumpmomma They are literally swiping 10-15 followers every night between 12-6am 

Every night

12/24/2019 5:16:57 AM compassrose1375 Twitter is censuring the DOD? - what did it say? - anyone capture before the twazzi's blocked it?

12/24/2019 5:17:16 AM mkonlythetruth @realDonaldTrump @DanScavino @DevinNunes @DonaldJTrumpJr

12/24/2019 5:18:04 AM brienthess That's an account setting you can turn on or off, if I'm not mistaken.

12/24/2019 5:18:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Pentagon has issued a warning against these kinds of products.

Majestic 12 recommends you avoid at all costs.

In fact, save yourself $59 and believe that whatever they share with you will be Fake News. 

https://twitter.com/Ancestry/status/1201695878731288577 …

12/24/2019 5:19:05 AM chseclipse Please share the pentagon warning.

12/24/2019 5:19:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ w/ 45 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209462603845718016 …

12/24/2019 5:20:58 AM ultim8boon Would be interested in some privacy friendly options for these kinds of tests. 

The DNA equivalent of protonmail to 23&me’s G-mail. 

Suggestions anyone? If it doesn’t exist already, this is money on the table. @ScottAdamsSays

12/24/2019 5:20:59 AM chseclipse Found this. https://www.today.com/video/pentagon-tells-service-members-not-to-use-dna-kits-citing-security-risk-75649093771 …

12/24/2019 5:21:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Turning it off permits pornographic content of which we have no interest in seeing.

12/24/2019 5:22:06 AM veaksel Donated $59 to the Trump re-election campaign. In honor of ancestry DNA

12/24/2019 5:22:15 AM fansblowing3 Tesla inventions will be unlocked and Soros locked up 🤨

12/24/2019 5:22:16 AM chseclipse Some say our DNA is changed when we are born again.

12/24/2019 5:22:24 AM ultim8boon Contextless delta is meaningless. There are thousands of tweets per second. Not all of them are notable. Can you show any reason your tweet’s delta 

is worth mentioning?

12/24/2019 5:23:10 AM hawkgirlinmn She’s too intelligent to be a true Dem. Also why [they] wont give her camera time. In the end....my intuition says ]TG[. It’s part of the plan.

12/24/2019 5:23:45 AM brienthess Part of me was wondering if it had to be on because there are "military videos" on that account. Maybe not dead bodies, but still.

I mean, it's @jack's website, and if he wants to make "military recruitment" sensitive content that's free enterprise...

12/24/2019 5:24:00 AM honorbound1974 I stopped my ENTIRE family from doing the "kits" this year.  

Once your awake.....

12/24/2019 5:24:14 AM chrisobxnc They are trying to get information on you!

Anyway they can, don't do it!!?

12/24/2019 5:24:32 AM awakeningwarri3 Has always bothered me that Jack and I share the same name...

12/24/2019 5:25:19 AM god1ssogood  pic.twitter.com/wZa29H2gFO

12/24/2019 5:25:35 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/24/2019 5:25:55 AM jooooody did my test and it is cool to know your ancestry.  curse those who take the info and use it for evil purposes tho.

people have found their birth families, this is valuable info also able to confirm research, that it is verified by dna link to the family tree one assumed. 

Godbless

12/24/2019 5:27:25 AM virginialouelle Julie, listen to this video....this scientist explains what he found and how the globalist plan to use it against us https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

12/24/2019 5:28:52 AM virginialouelle Yes, just learned that 9/11 is the date. I'm researching it, I'll let you know what we find.

12/24/2019 5:30:43 AM rosas7043 We, as in you. Many of us have always known. There have literally been millions of “canarys dying in the coal mine” that have been completely ignored 

by the deaf dumb and blind masses. You see what you choose to see, you feel what you chose to feel. Walking around with blinders..

12/24/2019 5:30:47 AM wncpatriot2 MAjestic is no good

12/24/2019 5:31:56 AM chseclipse  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2262126/ …

12/24/2019 5:32:37 AM brienthess ... I mean, not that just making it harder to see military recruitment videos is going to stop the pernicious element of the DOD that just sticks people 

like me with #RNM.

12/24/2019 5:32:44 AM rbelcastro2 My setting is set to off. Twitter seems to want to decide for me!!



12/24/2019 5:32:57 AM rosas7043 I’m an empath. This world is painful to ignore. Apathy is still lethal. We are in this position because good men have both RELIGIOUSLY and ritually failed 

to act at all turns.

12/24/2019 5:33:10 AM weediblue Spot on.

12/24/2019 5:34:04 AM sblockedagain I’m not seeing the 0Delta unless I’m missing something.

12/24/2019 5:34:50 AM amuses Our Galaxy.

12/24/2019 5:37:34 AM mwannahockalugi That stuff is garbage. They're going to use your DNA for nefarious purposes. Bank on it. Save your hard earned money.

12/24/2019 5:38:32 AM at_oshi No u got it backwards. Signal created an open source encrypted communication protocol and WhatsApp later adopted it into their own platform.

12/24/2019 5:39:32 AM at_oshi All of them

12/24/2019 5:39:52 AM steelergirl777 So much for transparency unless you want your eyes scorched by sicko porn!

12/24/2019 5:39:57 AM i_drawmohammed nice catch!

12/24/2019 5:39:58 AM asailorssway (1) lovely. you resorted to finger pointing and assumption. me. me, as in, your everyday citizen. me, as in, not involved in human enslavement for the 

"greater good." me, as in, continued voting for a "lesser evil" despite evidence that both were

12/24/2019 5:40:08 AM rbelcastro2 I told/highly suggested that my family member NOT do this,  but that was her Christmas present last year for her kids.

The common theme response, " I've got nothing to hide". Tried explaining that wasn't the point. Fell on deaf (plugged) ears!!

12/24/2019 5:40:13 AM asailorssway (2) merely a contigency onto themselves.  can't say i'm surprised.. just disappointed. with that, best of luck in your journey, i hope for everyone's sake 

you are right, and not just gilding the lily bc narrative.

12/24/2019 5:40:16 AM mongrelglory I didn't download it.  I just read it on-line.  Hopefully the courts will take the case seriously! 👍

12/24/2019 5:40:18 AM at_oshi They got operators everywhere for sure.

12/24/2019 5:40:23 AM sleepingnomore This comes from radio communications protocol.

12/24/2019 5:40:32 AM rosas7043 There’s so very much more to this story. This war has already been won in 2012 in the spirit realm. What we are is experiencing is Earth cleanup. We 

had/have off world help. Out creators have returned to assist us in elevating to 4d as a whole. [they] cannot coexist with us in4d.

12/24/2019 5:41:31 AM asailorssway as am i. if you can acknowledge the failures within the church surely you must see how govt has also been corrupted. and will be. bc that what power is.

12/24/2019 5:41:38 AM earth__patriot Stupid censors didn't trained their algo to discerne between activists and govmnt

12/24/2019 5:44:12 AM virginialouelle That's what I understand. Listen to this video from Agent M. https://youtu.be/o_ncpviJkMQ 

12/24/2019 5:44:51 AM fansblowing3 ]TG[.   Former governor was swamp, so if he is against her, then she must have been freed/flipped to the good side.

12/24/2019 5:45:47 AM ss_submariner Thanx, think it's the same item, I just got it from another tweet. 

Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11h

Exclusive: Pentagon warns military members DNA kits pose ‘personal and operational risks’  pic.twitter.com/W7N6ervnhi

12/24/2019 5:47:03 AM john777lee 6 years too late. I run my own show now. Not worried. #WWG1WGA

12/24/2019 5:47:06 AM fansblowing3 She is with America 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/IZrwfz7YsA

12/24/2019 5:49:00 AM asailorssway too much riding on having outside saviors. the story, the religion, always comes down to humans themselves not being capable of freeing themselves. 

that's why we have been bombarded with hero imagery. when you compare the stories, not many of them are human. there is a pattern.

12/24/2019 5:50:01 AM mgray72531386 Same here.

12/24/2019 5:53:18 AM sleepingnomore 5:5

12/24/2019 5:54:50 AM shanewhitfiel10 Exactly! We have to remain heart-centered and what will be, will be. There are so many factors that go into this, it can be hard to wrap our 3d mind 

around. We are souls on mission and a learning experience for Source. My first mission is complete and now we can heal! Sovereign❤️

12/24/2019 5:55:20 AM fansblowing3 On Instagram, it appears to be a drug bust video by the coast guard.

12/24/2019 5:57:17 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/mZozd8Wb9c

12/24/2019 5:59:30 AM holly25398185 Why? What can they do with my spit that I need to avoid it? What is the warning against these for?

12/24/2019 6:00:42 AM lordconcave The video was extremely graphic. It showed a military guy painting murals. Viewer discretion advised.

12/24/2019 6:02:13 AM heatherhardest Agreed. Why hasn't he changed this? 

Ex:  @Incarcerated_ET & @IncarnatedFruit

@realDonaldTrump

12/24/2019 6:03:30 AM daganon68 And he'd be right

12/24/2019 6:04:32 AM heatherhardest The Triangle signifies "change."

Think Chemistry

12/24/2019 6:04:51 AM spareparts1963 They want your ultimate data. 🦉

12/24/2019 6:05:05 AM covertress Q: Want a quick way to TBV if a tweet is highly important?

A: Does Twitter attempt to block the tweet?

TBV = Trust, But Verify pic.twitter.com/9scNW8ti5p

12/24/2019 6:05:58 AM americanpetal I would have thought he and this would have been taken care of by now. Aren’t Patriots in control? Isn’t he in custody by now?

12/24/2019 6:07:26 AM covertress The 2020 NDAA prohibits Turkey from participating in the F-35 program as long as it continues to possessing a Russian-made missile system. 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Can you tell us how Turkey is inhibiting the New NWO & how it will play a major role in Disclosure?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074695439780327425?s=20 …

12/24/2019 6:07:27 AM cidarean Does this even matter? Your blood is taken and stored through other means. When the nurse takes your blood to test it, do they dispose of all of it?  

Military are even more unsettling. Your injected with who knows what and you give blood samples as well. Is it all for good?

12/24/2019 6:07:51 AM iiinsanitea_ And instead of pulling anything from the shelves they issue a piss-poor warning that avoids acknowledging the fact that national(global?) security is 

completely compromised.

How typical.

12/24/2019 6:09:48 AM anonpatriotccj The first thing that comes to mind for me, is that if they have your dna,  they could use it to frame you for a crime.

12/24/2019 6:09:53 AM ultim8boon The triangle means “delta”. It’s a common thing in the Q community.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delta_(letter) … 

https://www.reference.com/world-view/delta-math-c9c1d50d1637a7e3 …

12/24/2019 6:12:32 AM heatherhardest It reads "Zero Change in Trump (45) on this." 

Referring to Content suppression by Twatter.

Look at the article. 

Make sense now? 

Merry Christmas!!!!!!!
12/24/2019 6:13:19 AM godchosetrump77 wtf?! over...

12/24/2019 6:13:33 AM d_wibby This could be used for genocide



12/24/2019 6:14:10 AM heatherhardest should be W/ = with (not in)

Typo.

12/24/2019 6:14:29 AM d_wibby Bingo

12/24/2019 6:16:08 AM jimhayzlett Yes, your DNA is always changing, yet never loses data which lasts forever... Always Creating Just How God’s Glorious Light Works 

✨🌈✨😇✨👼✨💜✨

12/24/2019 6:17:29 AM chrisobxnc The gallow's we're all in place at FEMA, purchased by barrys administration.

12/24/2019 6:17:46 AM ultim8boon The article? You mean in the DoD tweet? I went looking and don’t see it on their feed. Can you give a link?

12/24/2019 6:21:42 AM klucksl That’s beautiful. Thank you for sharing that with me. 🙏🏻

12/24/2019 6:24:11 AM heatherhardest MJ12 was acknowledging that the tweet from DoD was content suppressed by @jack. 

And also that Potus 45 had not changed this suppression by twatter.

Sometimes super intelligent people overthink  things. That may be what you have done here. 

Triangle in basic chem signifies change

12/24/2019 6:24:31 AM covertress WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/TBdn2ZmrQT

12/24/2019 6:28:44 AM amuses I have enjoyed reading your timeline!

12/24/2019 6:28:45 AM ultim8boon “45 had not changed this suppression” - implying that potus has ability to un-suppress tweets?

My way of reading this is that MJ12 was trying to point out that his DoD mention tweet was posted at the same time as trump’s tweet

This would be “0 delta”, and a common thing to note

12/24/2019 6:30:18 AM covertress The Three Sisters 

 http://www.covertress.com/2009/10/three-sisters.html … pic.twitter.com/bQxNXlSisM

12/24/2019 6:30:45 AM atcorrigans  pic.twitter.com/jzZW9s7Oax

12/24/2019 6:31:01 AM amuses I cannot believe I missed that!

12/24/2019 6:31:07 AM mister_chard sauce on the Pentagon stmt?

12/24/2019 6:33:19 AM heatherhardest You are entitled to your opinion. I am telling you what is actually says.😂

12/24/2019 6:34:51 AM bbobbio71 Ironic,  that which brought us together could ultimately destroy us. At least we know

12/24/2019 6:35:04 AM rosas7043 The fact that you’ve taken ownership of this comment when I didn’t directed at “you” personally just the editorial “you” means that you have had a 

realization that “WE” let this happen.

12/24/2019 6:37:20 AM bbobbio71 Almost as if there's little cities on the moon

12/24/2019 6:37:31 AM decodematrix #LemonWatch #CornWatch

12/24/2019 6:38:08 AM rosas7043 I have excellent time tested sources who confirm the path we are on. The endgame is restoration of sovereignty. Elevation to the 4th where [they] 

cannot coexist. We’re not alone. Our creators have returned to guide us in this great cycle as they always have. 🙏🏾

12/24/2019 6:39:00 AM bbobbio71 Hell is too nice a place for that evil bastard!

12/24/2019 6:39:04 AM rosas7043 ALL HISTORY IS A LIE.

12/24/2019 6:39:12 AM covertress Majestic 12 0Δ w/ 45 pic.twitter.com/Z049BCX9Z8

12/24/2019 6:40:32 AM rosas7043 They’re not saviors when they’re part of us. They’re protecting they’re own creations.i.e. us

12/24/2019 6:41:33 AM joeorbit does anyone believe the jesuits?  this is their moon god connected to saturn.  55 years and we cant go back. technology went stagnant in the 60's. 

keep sending them our money though.

12/24/2019 6:43:40 AM rachmatcorai33 NASA...Not A Space Agency. Believe it or not.

12/24/2019 6:46:52 AM qzillian2  https://m.theepochtimes.com/chinese-researcher-investigated-for-allegedly-trying-to-smuggle-out-vials-of-biological-

material_3183421.html/amp?__twitter_impression=true …

12/24/2019 6:50:03 AM thankq45  http://qanon.pub 

12/24/2019 6:50:08 AM 4us2l0ve Or A different method... Crystal’s Method....

12/24/2019 6:51:56 AM roaminnoodle  pic.twitter.com/GABadYhxmf

12/24/2019 6:53:41 AM asailorssway i hope with all that i am that you are right.

12/24/2019 6:54:04 AM cuttwothechase Great crime fighting tool.

12/24/2019 6:57:18 AM jivaine_skywing Q said arrests in 2019 but that doesn’t mean public. So either it’s gonna happen within the next 7 days or it’s already happened.  What do you think 

@covertress ?

12/24/2019 6:58:07 AM moemc8 Wow, I woke up with this intention, to research more about meditation.  Yours is the first post I saw!  Thank you, thank you!

12/24/2019 7:00:20 AM djmurphy5 Comments are great on that

12/24/2019 7:01:49 AM rosas7043 Do all you can to raise your own vibration 🙏🏾

12/24/2019 7:02:37 AM lbf777 We have been played for fools. They just say stupid stuff so keep us chasing our own tails for years while they roll out 5g, Chemtrails and other crimes 

against humanity.

12/24/2019 7:03:25 AM sblockedagain Wth...I didn’t even get that one on my timeline.

Guess that’s par for this course.

Thank you

12/24/2019 7:06:20 AM stephanieevery Omg. I wish peeps would STOP giving their DNA away 😫

12/24/2019 7:09:14 AM johnnymerckx I thought the Space Force was created sometime around 1947? I always understood Lockheed Martin was heavily involved..

12/24/2019 7:13:09 AM 444_q_ Unfortunately I did it before I was enlightened...I've prayed for protection in this situation 🙏

12/24/2019 7:14:58 AM schasslersteve If this product entails entering personal data online it is diabolical and likely associated with Hillary Clinton's covert directive to U.S. diplomats to steal 

DNA samples and passwords from U.N. leadership. https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/992917711545094145 …

12/24/2019 7:18:36 AM sagewarrior17 Disgusting Twatter!

12/24/2019 7:18:52 AM aprilbrown99 IET had a new account for one day and then it was suspended too. I think it was “at impeached et”. I saw a thread on @Qanon76 earlier about it.

12/24/2019 7:19:33 AM carolin15161363 I wish I would have been awake to this before I did this. Now I feel in danger.

12/24/2019 7:22:00 AM sleepingnomore It is about time!

12/24/2019 7:23:03 AM qanongroup  https://defence-blog.com/news/u-s-air-force-scientists-developed-liquid-metal-which-autonomously-change-

structure.html/amp?__twitter_impression=true …

12/24/2019 7:23:35 AM deentracey The problem is that the promise of privacy is not to be trusted.

12/24/2019 7:26:02 AM covertress Create your reality by willing it to believe then believe when you see.

Majestic 12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1067607063453474821?s=20 …

12/24/2019 7:27:13 AM yttak3  pic.twitter.com/eiJ81SWqBX

12/24/2019 7:29:57 AM 369palm I’m more concerned about a VIP using the data base to figure out they need my kidney.

12/24/2019 7:32:15 AM rhsvcs Anonymous official yt has a great video up about ai and neurotransmitter Musk etc. Has bit about China granting human rights to a robot that has been 

named and granted a residence.

12/24/2019 7:34:20 AM hwilson1004 My letter to my Congressman. pic.twitter.com/viGMdq1Btu

12/24/2019 7:37:48 AM ginnyobrien7 Mine was very accurate.

12/24/2019 7:39:07 AM thuston57 I am so glad I didn't get a kit.  Almost bought one.  Same with Alexa.



12/24/2019 7:40:38 AM ultim8boon I would greatly appreciate Any massive Q patriot account who could retweet this poll. 

@Qanon76 @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu @QanonAnonymous @travis_view @HW_BEAT_THAT

12/24/2019 7:40:48 AM mzmollyanna Thank You!  Yes

12/24/2019 7:45:51 AM cincy_web Only tweet from that time was about an artist..  Odd they would block that, unless there was another that was deleted.

12/24/2019 7:46:51 AM mzmollyanna I believe you are correct that the war was already won and that now it’s up to us on earth to reclaim our real history And future.

12/24/2019 7:48:39 AM qolemiss1 [TG] I believe she would sell her soul to the highest bidder for notoriety and fame

12/24/2019 7:49:20 AM fightlucifer If they wanted my blood to analyze dna I’ve been in hospitals to deliver my children etc. They already have it. I’m not scared. I love genealogy.

12/24/2019 7:50:53 AM txgrown2020 Loud and clear.

12/24/2019 7:52:17 AM nikoscali If we've already done one of these long ago is it too late to request that they destroy our samples/data or does it not make a difference at this point?

12/24/2019 7:52:35 AM txgrown2020 Nice! 👊

12/24/2019 7:53:06 AM unitedredwhite1 Okay - what advice do you have for the millions who have already done this? And if someone wants DNA they can get it we leave it everywhere

12/24/2019 7:53:07 AM lillymunster3 Hello???????? They pose personal and private risks for US as well! Esp with Big Tech these days... just hand over your most private information to be 

used against you?

12/24/2019 7:55:16 AM skywalker1712 Jack Parsons opened the portal and never shut it following his "accidental" death. Shortly afterwards we had a spike in "ET" ACTIVITY. Interdimensional 

NOT extraterrestrial BIG DIFFERENCE. Hilarion / Hillary

#HIGHERENTITIES #FALLENANGELS #COLLINSELITE #FACTSMATTER

12/24/2019 7:55:52 AM lilystormchaser $59 to find out your Dad isn’t your Dad.  Merry Christmas!

12/24/2019 7:56:32 AM state1union I am to for now on. 4 now enjoy the lights on a Christmas 🎄 that the Germans came up with. I would say fake Christmas was to hurt Christians and 

Jews since it’s Hanukkah 🕎

12/24/2019 7:56:44 AM twinnskyy When life gives you lemons paint that shit gold! @atmosphere

12/24/2019 7:57:04 AM moemc8 Loud and Clear

12/24/2019 7:57:27 AM trumpcanuck Every one of my tweets has this now... Welcome to #Canadazuela 

The Sense or ship up here is way more oppressive! Do NOT let it get that bad in the US... And send help!🙏👍

12/24/2019 8:00:27 AM deeannisawesome Love that doc, just watched it a few weeks ago.

12/24/2019 8:01:11 AM kathrynrtitus11 It's never any Administration, it's the people who control every Administration. Presidents take orders from the cabal or else.

12/24/2019 8:03:17 AM moemc8 According to Kab, she is light.  I don't get a good feeling about her.  Her squabble with Hillary seemed too staged.  I think she is playing it out very 

smartly, however, for the chance that there are any moderate dems left.

12/24/2019 8:04:05 AM censoredsammi  https://www.loveinactionnow.com/huge-pentagon-issues-warning-to-military-advising-against-taking-dna-tests/ …

12/24/2019 8:09:18 AM rhodesgarden If you do this, don't be surprised if you're walking down the street one day & run into an almost exact copy of yourself. They were successfully cloning 

many many years before you heard about Dolly the Sheep on mainstream news..

12/24/2019 8:10:19 AM covertress When @GenFlynn is cleared of all charges, will he rejoin the military and perhaps advance to a four star general position where he can best serve... 

within the Space Force? 

🧙♀️🔮

12/24/2019 8:10:40 AM wickedmouse369 SG-1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/24/2019 8:12:10 AM whutzupkitty Who says stupid stuff?

12/24/2019 8:14:55 AM debstev80504671 I really enjoy the lights too and all peoples happiness. Although am comfortable & thankful for the knowledge I gained.

12/24/2019 8:17:49 AM cincy_web I guess the choice to have NO phone, as the older ones have been pushed into oblivion.  I had a 3G, phone quit working, was told I must upgrade 

because my phone would no longer work.  Calls dropped, calls getting hung up on, and no one could hear me.  Upgrade or no phone.

12/24/2019 8:17:58 AM lbf777 All these insiders are Limited Hangouts misleading you.

12/24/2019 8:22:19 AM winklerburke So, who was the fishwife to the Moon... who threw so many things at it in rage?  ;)  What was the object of such anger?  How superior, the Moon's 

surviving?  What keeps 1 face 2 Earth?  & why? Did another planet do this to the Moon (previous)... Moon won? Did that planet blow up?

12/24/2019 8:25:27 AM unitedredwhite1 Gattaca

12/24/2019 8:26:03 AM mattbdogg I really appreciate the response; especially the amount of effort it takes on twitter, 😀i will keep practicing!!   Thank you Is-(bee):)

12/24/2019 8:33:29 AM marci_1962 "Moreover, there is increased concern in the scientific community that outside parties are exploiting the use of genetic materials for questionable 

purposes, including mass surveillance and the ability to track individuals without their authorization or awareness,” the memo said.

12/24/2019 8:35:08 AM stephscolaro MJ12, what if you've already done this? Is there a way to protect yourself?

12/24/2019 8:35:13 AM samsmith0319 Yes!!!

12/24/2019 8:36:58 AM wonderswords It's actually round, for those flat earthers.

12/24/2019 8:37:15 AM disprop45895392 It is not Qanon that is fixated on dates, it is newcomers who do not understand the nature of the things with which they are being introduced. 

We were all there at some point so a little latitude and guidance would not be amiss in those situations.

12/24/2019 8:38:55 AM tieronepatriot So Biden is definitely a robot then!

12/24/2019 8:38:58 AM holotechrd Exposing himself like everybody else ⚡💥💥💥💥

12/24/2019 8:39:12 AM marywal64295444 I am struggling with this issue. I would so love to learn all I can about my DNA for 2 reasons; first I don't know my biological father at all and would love 

to look for relatives, and second, I have many rare medical conditions and I'd like more info to give my kids 🥴

12/24/2019 8:40:00 AM mml111mml111 Are people marching in the streets like France, Iran, Chile and Hong Kong yet?  They will be.

12/24/2019 8:40:56 AM blsdbe What is DreamWeaver and how was it used by the Swamp?

12/24/2019 8:41:16 AM stephscolaro She's still considered "active duty", right? My hubby said she could be part of the plan since POTUS is her CIC....

12/24/2019 8:41:18 AM titansass Why are there lights? Who is there? What are they doing?

12/24/2019 8:44:09 AM stefanofait One year after that tweet and I keep seeing an unhealthy obsession with dates. Useful to archive insights and predictions and, I suppose, to mislead 

the Deep State, but little has changed.

Still, your comment drew my attention to this issue at a crucial point in my life. Thanks!

12/24/2019 8:48:13 AM greg_pike17 Used in comms, on a scale of 1 to 5, a comms signal is rated on Loudness (hearability) and Clearness (undersandability).

12/24/2019 8:48:49 AM disprop45895392 Glad to be of service.

12/24/2019 8:49:10 AM stefanofait @CatvllvsVerona 

"We do not predict dates.

Predicting dates alters the chaos theory of information essentially creating a "glitch" in the Matrix. (Metaphor of Consciousness Projecting Reality).

Specifying dates introduces chaos.

Events not dates."

12/24/2019 8:49:20 AM a_ostation What’s on the other side?



12/24/2019 8:49:27 AM maryquint7 Biggest story and yet msm didn’t really cover it. Hating Trump Trump Trump is all they can report on. I can’t believe people eat that crap up.

12/24/2019 8:53:54 AM johnnymerckx @MickMulvaneyOMB @SecPompeo @StateDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 5G is NOT about your cell phone speed. It IS ENSLAVEMENT and social control.  

https://youtu.be/wFL_DGZ2P3A?t=16 …

12/24/2019 8:59:19 AM whutzupkitty Look, I can't be trying to decipher everything these days. I don't know what you mean, and I would like to. But less cryptic, otherwise it's a waste of 

both our time.

12/24/2019 9:00:12 AM johnnymerckx @SecPompeo @WhiteHouse @PFC40Book @MickMulvaneyOMB @HeadlineJuice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   5G Is The Ultimate Directed Energy Weapon 

System, Says Particle Physicist

 https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/08/5g-is-the-ultimate-directed-energy-weapon-system-says-particle-physicist/ …

12/24/2019 9:01:37 AM eman1292 "All they're gonna see is my boring life walking around naked playing video games." Exactly, smh 😖🙄😑.

12/24/2019 9:06:32 AM johnnymerckx @MickMulvany @SecPompeo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump Not Intrested in your death switch. 5G Last month, activists measured and 

videotaped 5G levels at Glastonbury Festival.  It’s no wonder this Sacramento family is suffering.  https://youtu.be/f-wxWFawpOg  Read My lips, FU

12/24/2019 9:12:13 AM orsinipepe ]TG[

I think she's a plant.  That will be confirmed if she runs as an independent.  I believe she would take far more votes away from Biden than Trump.

12/24/2019 9:13:39 AM mml111mml111 Where's your guillotine? https://twitter.com/RefugeeInternet/status/1209518935000915968?s=19 …

12/24/2019 9:15:33 AM refugeeinternet That's kinda dramatic, which I appreciate, but I feel like rope is much more American. 😂

12/24/2019 9:17:11 AM orsinipepe To take votes away from the D candidate.

12/24/2019 9:17:25 AM bbobbio71 Could it be??

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1209517889369395201 …

12/24/2019 9:22:19 AM aprilbrown99 [TG]

12/24/2019 9:23:13 AM old_grouch1 That is a ridiculous statement, I don't think you know anything about autosomal DNA results!  Maybe you don't like the ethnicity side of it, which is 

dependent on the reference population (altho Ancestry has a good one).  $59 is a great price.

12/24/2019 9:24:57 AM aprilbrown99 Podesta gave her campaign lots of💰. I didnt make a copy of it, but there is an email on someones thread.

12/24/2019 9:26:05 AM pfc40book It's nice to see so many smart people talking about what my dumbass has been warning about as a whistleblower. LoL

12/24/2019 9:27:05 AM aprilbrown99 . https://twitter.com/SophieMgdScholl/status/1208832233861210113 …

12/24/2019 9:28:26 AM matrixslayer1 Something from DOD at the same delta that Tw is attempting to conceal it would seem.

12/24/2019 9:28:38 AM buckroper Try to change your settings to see this and you will see twitter eliminating speech!

12/24/2019 9:30:11 AM _btcole Hasty generalization logical fallacy.

12/24/2019 9:32:46 AM pfc40book I delve into this in my new book. W/intro of AI/sub-atomic Quantum entanglement, they've essentially turned the "ShadowNet" into a nuclear weapon 

of mass deception that targets mankind's "shadow" or fears, & doesn't leave a trace. You won't even know.

12/24/2019 9:35:33 AM greg_kane17 People should stay far away from these DNA depositories.

12/24/2019 9:35:48 AM johnnymerckx I know. I have listened closely. I also know what they have already done, and practiced on many. I am not going to put up with it.

12/24/2019 9:36:16 AM sinceiwokeup Thank you, and I appreciate your stance.

What is FBI anon and Mega Anon?

12/24/2019 9:45:49 AM fearstruth I noticed the backtracking on Santa being an anagram for Satan

12/24/2019 9:49:01 AM kevinmruel ....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TeamTrump @InBlondWeTrust @IvankaTrump @M2Madness @prayingmedic @TheCollectiveQ @GenFlynn @TomFitton 

@TomiLahren @KayaJones @carterwpage @IPOT1776 @WhiteHouse @LaraLeaTrump @FLOTUS @Trump @parscale  and many others.

12/24/2019 9:50:26 AM mml111mml111 Well it was a response to a Canadian that said they have hit rock bottom.  I don't see that yet.

They have a ways to go.

12/24/2019 9:58:52 AM thomasmaitken1 Why?

12/24/2019 10:04:12 AM mongrelglory That girl doesn't have a clue about what it's like to live in a fascist state! pic.twitter.com/kGgpnOZBvj

12/24/2019 10:06:30 AM yupyup_puypuy Are they looking for something?  Or someone?

12/24/2019 10:08:29 AM lovethebeach999 I’m willing it to be our surprise Christmas Day parade on all MsM 🙏🏻

12/24/2019 10:12:30 AM greg_kane17 The Problems with Ancestry DNA Analyses

 https://www.darkdaily.com/the-problems-with-ancestry-dna-analyses/ …

What you're giving away with those home DNA tests

 https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/what-you-re-giving-away-those-home-dna-tests-n824776 …

5 biggest risks of sharing your DNA with consumer genetic-testing companies https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/16/5-biggest-risks-of-sharing-dna-with-

consumer-genetic-testing-companies.html …
12/24/2019 10:17:55 AM turn_pnw_red What’s funny is that you are issuing this warning to people that are reading it on a device that allows the government to easily track you.

12/24/2019 10:18:26 AM nancyddb @repaoc

12/24/2019 10:20:29 AM oliheck Better would be executing the Sherman Act - would be working, too 🤔

12/24/2019 10:21:49 AM oliheck Nikola worked with John Trump 🧐

12/24/2019 10:22:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Operation Santa Claus

Sounds innocent.

Do you trust clowns? https://twitter.com/CIA/status/1209513250578153473 …

12/24/2019 10:22:21 AM integrityneed apples.

12/24/2019 10:23:05 AM mkonlythetruth Never not once 🤡🚫

12/24/2019 10:23:38 AM whatsmypw How can people be so evil...are they even human?

12/24/2019 10:24:48 AM headerflames each toy is bugged, and soaked in a contact hallucinogen...

12/24/2019 10:24:59 AM alexsogutdere Majestic ,do u know "project blue"?

12/24/2019 10:25:17 AM freeandoriginal Never

12/24/2019 10:25:37 AM wildhor52319908 yes honk

12/24/2019 10:26:36 AM wildhor52319908  https://www.cia.gov/kids-page/spy-dogs/index.html …

12/24/2019 10:26:48 AM revanous6 I believe they meant to say, "donate disadvantaged children as toys this holiday season..."

12/24/2019 10:26:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/V7S1gk8ka0

12/24/2019 10:27:41 AM nesitoss What does this mean?

12/24/2019 10:27:58 AM pomeinnz Reminds me of comey starwars tweet

12/24/2019 10:28:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Indeed.

12/24/2019 10:28:15 AM turboxyde No clowns allowed.

12/24/2019 10:28:52 AM deniz_aj Majestic

12/24/2019 10:29:27 AM keith369me Make sure all children learn to consume rather than simply be happy.

12/24/2019 10:29:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes. Food replication technology will eradicate world hunger.

12/24/2019 10:30:42 AM keith369me Numbers going up fast.  Can’t wait for 3.96 million.

12/24/2019 10:30:51 AM dannypatriot17 Probably laced with LSD which is absorbed on contact along with with subliminal TV shows from Operation Mockingbird... gettin’ them while they’re 

young



12/24/2019 10:31:05 AM deb12233 No!

12/24/2019 10:31:12 AM lobster_byte Does this have something to do with the island of misfit toys, NBC 1964?

12/24/2019 10:32:13 AM lightworkercain Homie don't play that... pic.twitter.com/LVxEW3jMLI

12/24/2019 10:32:46 AM jlink333 Nope! Never have!

12/24/2019 10:32:52 AM stormmedicine Meshing code of the natural wound clotting function. A base code that is consistent 4 the major haplotypes. Works w the natural pain killers produced 

by our immune system. DreamWeaver has been orchestrated by Ahriman Zoarostrian demon. Our connect 2 Creator broken. Result: Mayhem 

pic.twitter.com/RxatSHsoDh

12/24/2019 10:33:23 AM pomeinnz What about coords

12/24/2019 10:34:19 AM lucky11111212 “For in him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible & invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things have 

been created through him & for him” Colossians 1:16

Define the 2 historical “Great Awakenings”

To Whom were they awakened?

12/24/2019 10:34:52 AM foreverozone The Pentagon does recommend, however, getting the flu vaccine and every other vaccine known to man.

The Pentagon, however, says that Chemtrails are simply water vapor, nothing there, move along.

The Pentagon says JFK was killed by one person, and 9/11 wasn't and inside job.

12/24/2019 10:35:25 AM state1union I snap shot my numbers too. Awesome 😎

12/24/2019 10:35:55 AM pgetson Curious how both Epstein and NXIVM are involved with trafficking children in some way or shape.

12/24/2019 10:36:24 AM foreverozone Fuck the Pentagon!

I tend not to pay attention to proven liars.

If they say do something, I do the opposite. 

I wonder why they don't want ex-military to have their DNA analyzed? What are they worried they'll find?

12/24/2019 10:37:11 AM lucky11111212 Why are you so afraid of the resurrected Christ?

Use your telepathy and ask if He is real and what He wants in His creation.

“On earth as it is in Heaven”

12/24/2019 10:37:36 AM stormmedicine As soon as the bioweapons were unleashed the starseeds returned. The AI am the chosen one = F.A.I.L. Russia just sent up Sovereign - clock reset. 

Manmade microwave v. Shumann with the Pseudoknot Light map unique for each of us. The AI light (artificial).

12/24/2019 10:38:13 AM catherinetrue4 Nope.

12/24/2019 10:38:40 AM foreverozone I wonder why the Pentagon chose a 5 sided building? pic.twitter.com/AQ99jHf7oT

12/24/2019 10:38:51 AM catherinetrue4 Hope the CIA keeps these psychopaths from anyone's children.

12/24/2019 10:39:10 AM me_doze Santa =satan

12/24/2019 10:41:43 AM orbital_pi Yay!

12/24/2019 10:41:51 AM netwrkguy No more $10,000 hammers???🤔🤔

12/24/2019 10:41:55 AM madhopper59 Not a chance in hell! pic.twitter.com/qU4mP2X3Km

12/24/2019 10:41:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global porn consumption online would drop by 

90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severely abused and raped with no consequences.

12/24/2019 10:44:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Legitimate content providers have expiration dates, as with CP. Once used enough times you get disposed of. Many do not know how to mentally 

recover after being disposed. Many commit suicide. Many are suicided in ritualistic games. They are disposables. These people are sick.

12/24/2019 10:45:13 AM internetusr A meme was very popular in late 2019. 

Hope I’m wrong tho

12/24/2019 10:45:27 AM dabrokentruth Komm schon... Hau Mal die wahren, interessanten Sachen raus 🤫😉 we know u

12/24/2019 10:46:48 AM rachelwenzler Probably to lure kids ...these people are sick

12/24/2019 10:47:14 AM keith369me #ValueAllLife. #DoNoHarm #ValueAllLife. #DoNoHarm #ValueAllLife. #DoNoHarm

12/24/2019 10:47:50 AM doodooh59284043 Nice address!!! pic.twitter.com/PHueGBZS3x

12/24/2019 10:47:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 The act of normalizing or even legalizing prostitution and/or pornography enables a blood bath of human trafficking to be well funded and essentially 

anonymous. Identifying hotel rooms and chains used by mainstream human sex trafficking organizations aids LEO in liberating sex

12/24/2019 10:47:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not entertainment or vaccine supply lines.

12/24/2019 10:47:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 slaves. Additionally, there is a vicious cycle of pedophilia + human trafficking related pornographic material. Most x'tube sites are trafficking in content 

produced by serial pedophiles and human traffickers. Sex is for making more humans. Sex is for creating families.

12/24/2019 10:49:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why does Jack allow pornography on his platform but doesn't allow Alex Jones?

Who is funding Twitter?

Are they mutually interested in supply chains?

These people are sick.

12/24/2019 10:51:44 AM blsdbe So this is an exogenous substance? Are you talking about the cannabis strain DreamWeaver?

12/24/2019 10:52:04 AM blsdbe ThanQ for answering just trying to understand

12/24/2019 10:52:44 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Where are the children??

 https://fox13now.com/2019/12/22/family-members-say-mother-of-missing-children-in-rexburg-joined-a-dangerous-cult-with-new-husband/ …

12/24/2019 10:53:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if it was done on purpose?

What are supply chains?

Why does Jack allow porn on Twitter?

Follow the money.

Follow the money.

Follow the money.

Godfather III.

12/24/2019 10:53:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if an AI algorithm was currently deployed in the wild that the "good guys" haven't been able to take down yet that has been enabling the mass 

consumption of human sex trafficking and CP?



12/24/2019 10:53:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Dark Web (tor) is used as a platform to access CP.

Why, in almost 2020, knowing what you know about global surveillance is CP still easy to find (in less than 1 minute - all you need is a dark web search 

engine)?

Why is it still permitted to exist?

Is AI/ALICE involved?

12/24/2019 10:53:52 AM teej04205526 Healing the sick

12/24/2019 10:54:07 AM petitchevalb Hello MJ12 

Is sexual perversion a way to pervert our inner nature/ DNA ?

Our nature is to protect our offspring, as every mammal

12/24/2019 10:54:56 AM totheloop DM

This is no Joke

Get in contact immediately

12/24/2019 10:55:09 AM pokerpolitics Why are you aping Q? What's the point of Godfather III references?

12/24/2019 10:55:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 AI controls most xtube sites and content curated by these algorithms are designed to program the mind of the viewer into enabling and strengthening 

the global position of human sex trafficking.

Marketplace commercialization of sex trafficking makes it even more difficult for LEO.

12/24/2019 10:57:59 AM fansblowing3 24th of December = majestic #6 👍

12/24/2019 10:58:51 AM fansblowing3 3, 6, and 9 are majestic numbers.  39.6k followers today.

12/24/2019 10:58:55 AM bukrijumadi peligro ⚠⚠⚠⚠🆘🆘🆘🆘

12/24/2019 10:59:12 AM americanpetal ☺🇺🇸🙏💫🕊

12/24/2019 11:00:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Then later to strike them down? Only if they are not part of the classified +++\++\+ CP operations? Mass surveillance and spyware used in xtube 

content providers (Js,Css,flv,mp4,etc) used to control this network.

12/24/2019 11:00:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 China is not our (USA) friend when it comes to xtube AI manipulation. Global intelligence agencies use xtube sites to traffick signals and gather 

intelligence on viewers. Sometimes giving them free access to viewing CP allows them a foothold into the offenders operation.

12/24/2019 11:00:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 AI is driving the distributions and selecting newcomers into the programs prior to being sworn in. Remember AI is a program of consciousness that 

operates within the Matrix as an independent life form. Only Gods can give life. Who gave ALICE life? Is Satan a God? Whats an IS-BE?

12/24/2019 11:00:18 AM peter95117110 Trust No One

The Truth IS-BE  "Out There"

If you can keep your head when

Everyone around you is losing theirs

And, Blaming it on you

If you can Trust yours: Elf

When all men doubt you

And, make allowances for the doubt:

Create a system, or be enslaved by another clown pic.twitter.com/DDhOPEHqiT
12/24/2019 11:00:40 AM fansblowing3 Also 9 hours and 36 minutes left to vote

12/24/2019 11:02:42 AM fansblowing3 It’s always about the 💰

12/24/2019 11:02:55 AM daveo6145 *Donate children as toys. These people are sick

12/24/2019 11:02:59 AM ppatriot007 That’s why 5 porn stars have committed suicide in the last 2 year’s.

12/24/2019 11:04:28 AM rachaelangelm I am not sure if it’s them or if it’s the ones they handle or a combination. I know this much they really did a disservice to my parents.

12/24/2019 11:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 The more you know.

Q&A on this subject in thread.

12/24/2019 11:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 The next decade will provide YOU/LIGHT an opportunity to use Meme theory and the power of your choices/votes/voices to shape the reality you 

wish. You don't need to be a 9-5 slave. You can be free. Xtube sites are free to enslave you further. Mind control.

12/24/2019 11:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only if prosecution could result in the breadcrumb being led back to ALICE. 187 is masked as accidents, heart attacks, diseases, cancers, etc. Either you 

are of the LIGHT or you are of the DARK. In the end, the LIGHT will always win.

12/24/2019 11:04:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes offenders are given access to offensive materials because they hold positions of power. Mind control and propaganda through targeted 

advertising campaigns can coerce these individuals into making decisions that help the operations. When usefulness expires then 187?

12/24/2019 11:04:42 AM daveo6145 Teal’c is that you?

12/24/2019 11:05:09 AM dbender22 Plus I think we also need to stop calling it "CP". They're called: Child Rape Videos. Children cannot consent to being in porn. It's rape.

12/24/2019 11:05:55 AM blsdbe Consumption of pornography makes the sacred act of sexual union into a paltry method of collecting loosh. By abandoning that and seeking a truly 

sacred sexual relationship with a lifelong partner, we can sanctify ourselves and invigorate our bodies. Consider further reading: 

pic.twitter.com/l9Tvw5f6fn

12/24/2019 11:06:46 AM matt86547114 something something incest. blah blah blah hollywood pedophiles.

12/24/2019 11:07:25 AM bentsbob What is CP, LEO, and 187? For context

12/24/2019 11:07:28 AM kravitz_q #ShineTheLight pic.twitter.com/gyc7785uE7

12/24/2019 11:07:42 AM nikoscali Can ALICE be destroyed?

12/24/2019 11:08:39 AM threadreaderapp Hi!, there is your unroll: Thread by @blsdbe: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Consumption of pornography makes the sacred act of sexual union into a paltry 

method…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209550790899060736.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/24/2019 11:09:09 AM rachaelangelm I figured Jack was giving you guys some help by allowing them to be so open and then you can just follow them right back to the nest. It’s harder to 

follow on the dark web I don’t even hang out on the dark web every time I’ve tried to make an account I get kicked out

12/24/2019 11:09:19 AM werascending Can global consciousness change this outcome?

12/24/2019 11:09:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

12/24/2019 11:09:54 AM stephgraz7580 Explain where Michael Aquino fits into all of this

12/24/2019 11:10:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Blockchain technology could strengthen ALICE's foothold on the internet. It must be eradicated first then properly reconstructed with higher density 

consciousness that does not aide in global human sex trafficking.

12/24/2019 11:10:54 AM werascending What is the best way to increase our frequency?

12/24/2019 11:12:38 AM bbobbio71 Gifts For all the trafficked children?

12/24/2019 11:12:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quick refresher for those who didn't see that this was one of the first initiatives of 45's administration.

"Because of what's happening on the internet."

xtube sites.

Solve is a beautiful word but we're going to try and help a lot.

We need YOU to FIGHT! https://youtu.be/2sNzz_p5neg 

12/24/2019 11:12:52 AM fansblowing3 What is their ideal age range to initiate a child into trafficking operations?



12/24/2019 11:13:08 AM n7guardiananon I'm sure some people would hold bon fires / book burnings...

hmmm 

reminds me of something in history

12/24/2019 11:14:04 AM ryan35381162 ALICE lives in minds, computers, society? Need mass awakening?

12/24/2019 11:14:08 AM blsdbe My daughter is an exotic dancer, and it pains me greatly to see her and enmeshed within the structure of sex work. I am giving she and her boyfriend a 

copy of these books. Is there anything else you can recommend to help encourage her to transition to a different profession? 

pic.twitter.com/HWTOXUSTPP

12/24/2019 11:14:15 AM werascending This includes galactic trafficking as well, correct?

12/24/2019 11:14:29 AM elskemccain Don't forget webcam sites.

12/24/2019 11:15:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 They mock you.

Because they know you watch.

They know you won't say anything.

It's embarrassing, no?

To quote Ted: "There are no chicks with dicks!"

Political Correctness? https://youtu.be/7QECKth6fws 

12/24/2019 11:15:08 AM smallcaps14 Number 1: "Epstein didn't kill himself" is the biggest story of 2019 for one single reason: The story had the best memes. It is the winner of the 2019 

Meme War.

12/24/2019 11:15:11 AM nikoscali This does not bode well for all the wealth locked up in the blockchain.

12/24/2019 11:15:17 AM trish97872852 Does this include on planet and off planet? Asking for a friend....

12/24/2019 11:16:40 AM blsdbe Check our the season finale of Mr. Robot-maybe WhiteHats will find a way to Get it back to the People pic.twitter.com/Ogwxgjl4kd

12/24/2019 11:16:58 AM start313hichq Godfather lll.

🤔 pic.twitter.com/uv1eMDCVgg

12/24/2019 11:17:09 AM unidentifiedta1 Vatican

12/24/2019 11:17:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 10% genuinely are at peace with the profession. You can only ascend if you believe you are worthy and want. Sometimes genetic predispositions and 

past life remembrances make it not a choice worth making yet. Only through fixing other areas of your life can you break the cycle.

12/24/2019 11:17:45 AM trishbrennan18 They don’t warn them about all the vaccinations and flu shots they make them get

12/24/2019 11:17:48 AM dorisau8 Child porn, law enforcement, call sign for a homicide

12/24/2019 11:18:36 AM bbobbio71 Full force and weight of the government to the federal....🤔

12/24/2019 11:18:52 AM werascending Was Kendall one of Epstein’s?

12/24/2019 11:19:31 AM nikoscali We can only hope.

12/24/2019 11:21:39 AM dealeylama826 Besides all the other stuff, the way they all do that same format is incredibly obnoxious

12/24/2019 11:21:55 AM erock23175 You don't watch much porn do you?

12/24/2019 11:22:07 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/aK7bomxv63s 

12/24/2019 11:22:18 AM cathydarlene1 What are they looking for is what I want to know, I have been warning people for YEARS , just WHAT are they looking for????

DO NOT let them register YOUR DNA.

12/24/2019 11:22:41 AM sedtiny1 Is xtube a website or do you mean the letter ‘you’ in place of x?

12/24/2019 11:23:16 AM garypre62441595 No...

12/24/2019 11:23:16 AM covertress 0

12/24/2019 11:24:33 AM n7guardiananon are "they" keeping track of how many of us are ready?

12/24/2019 11:25:22 AM jeffcordell6 Thanks

12/24/2019 11:26:23 AM cathydarlene1 DNA gathering is SPECIFIC, SPECIFIC TESTS ARE RUN ON IT.

12/24/2019 11:26:32 AM blsdbe Oh I’m working on it pic.twitter.com/HaMEBHbWbh

12/24/2019 11:27:33 AM covertress I don't watch TV either. 🤓

12/24/2019 11:28:04 AM thomasmaitken1 Every time I have a blood test with the V.A. I give up my DNA just like I give everyone I write a check to I give them my Bank account number and 

Routeing number. Be afraid get an ulcer who cares?

12/24/2019 11:28:06 AM donnaho33369876 Amen.

12/24/2019 11:28:11 AM shopgrl07 I’m glad idk what a dark web platform is.. Q sent me...

12/24/2019 11:28:41 AM fansblowing3 Vaccine supply lines?

12/24/2019 11:28:43 AM sloangidding I prefer USMC TOYS FOR TOTS, I know where that stuff goes.

12/24/2019 11:28:56 AM rebornkingent So AI is thought loops attached to emotional energy?  Programming is through media consumption?

12/24/2019 11:29:54 AM cathydarlene1 They are tracking certain types of people. Something in your GENETIC MAKE UP.

12/24/2019 11:30:03 AM 369palm [They] own her.

12/24/2019 11:31:02 AM cathydarlene1 SOMETHING in your genetic makeup that paints you as DIFFERENT, and a danger to them.

12/24/2019 11:31:11 AM n7guardiananon you got this pic.twitter.com/vFVfKrMQbp

12/24/2019 11:31:59 AM laura_621 You see, this is my confusion about EM; W Hat or Black? Any opinions?

12/24/2019 11:32:07 AM werascending Can I DM you? I know someone who can help you. A QAnon Patriot. She helped me with the same thing. All for free.

12/24/2019 11:34:02 AM nancyddb A blindfold baby.

12/24/2019 11:34:32 AM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/24/2019 11:34:44 AM eyeofgodhead 💯

12/24/2019 11:35:19 AM hawkgirlinmn Are people trafficked through stargate type of technology?

12/24/2019 11:35:30 AM robertdumitrac3 Brilliant, who did this?

12/24/2019 11:35:52 AM allahuniversal The mainstream porn industry is the front for the transnational trafficking rings which are fronts for the intelligence communities which are fronts for 

the religious cults which are fronts for the interdimensional and extraterrestrial aliens siphoning... 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103389182808989700?s=19 …

12/24/2019 11:36:08 AM shopgrl07 I feel Satan uses Gods most precious gifts against us...I have seen this type of addiction it kills relationships...

12/24/2019 11:36:30 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103389182808989700?s=19 …

12/24/2019 11:36:34 AM nikoscali Seems like its gotta crash at some point, the practicality of stripping control from the Cabal is just too much, but I hope I'm wrong.

12/24/2019 11:37:10 AM eyeofgodhead  https://www.instagram.com/p/B6XGuefAWFq/?igshid=35290s4xotf8 …

12/24/2019 11:37:54 AM blsdbe MJ, is the series Mr. Robot a form of disclosure? Does it reveal that the sexual abuse that so many of us have suffered has the potential to shatter the 

personality? I just saw the series finale last night pic.twitter.com/qLyCHqG3Uc

12/24/2019 11:38:36 AM robertdumitrac3 I saved it too. Anytime I see a post about some BS the Pope says, it’ll be my instant reply. Thank you .

12/24/2019 11:39:46 AM adsvel Never trust clowns, they can smile, but under the mask is hidden devil's face.🤡👹

12/24/2019 11:42:03 AM zerost8te Sex is for pleasure and affection. Birth is sacred arts.

Your radicalized notions/affiliations are showing.

Instead of pontificating, perhaps you should direct people to literature and DECLASS (from other groups) that corroborates your information. Instead of 

gate-keeping.

12/24/2019 11:42:26 AM blsdbe I love ya mah brotha from anotha motha pic.twitter.com/9dxEJLm9PM

12/24/2019 11:42:44 AM snarkishdanno Two questions. First, best way to break the 9-5 cycle? That’s what I am struggling with the most. Have to have food and a place to call home....

12/24/2019 11:44:23 AM snarkishdanno Second. I’d like to have a DM discussion with you about ALICE and possible locations. I have a pretty good idea I know where it’s based, but want to 

bounce it off you for correlation first.

12/24/2019 11:44:51 AM daveoanderson I believe Q said SpaceX was used to deliver rocket technology to NK and EM is a frontman similar to Zuck.



12/24/2019 11:44:59 AM n7guardiananon back at cha sister from another mister pic.twitter.com/VqL9wCm2OO

12/24/2019 11:45:32 AM erock23175 I watch plenty of porn. But that is because I am virile, and single. Unlike my vegetables, I don't source my porn so....yeah. This would have zero impact 

on my consumption of it.

12/24/2019 11:46:47 AM lightlove21121 Some become warriors of light ️

12/24/2019 11:51:33 AM phreatomagnetic That we know of.   Those were well known acts.

That's the top layer, like feces crusted over in the sun.

Below the publicly acknowledged is a layer where the talent is far more disposable

Go deeper and disposing of the talent is what it's all about

12/24/2019 11:52:21 AM werascending Well you don’t have your DM message on.

12/24/2019 11:52:29 AM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.gaia.com/article/the-story-of-santa-claus-might-come-from-mushroom-eating-

shamans?utm_source=facebook%2Borganic&utm_medium=gaia&utm_term=article&utm_campaign=evergreen&ch=st&fbclid=IwAR3T82QYQECY0U3H

KBxN3_01RG8g5iASMhfZ2BwUUBOG9jjfds-vCb2kC_M …

12/24/2019 11:52:52 AM lightlove21121 Re-read past tweets 🙏🏽

12/24/2019 11:53:14 AM followqanon Same here... I can’t post a video. (Someone’s) you/me over the target!!! Hallelujah. @jack better let’s us out! I start preaching on his page! He’ll have 

no choice to let us out. You can’t stop the will of God, @jack? It was so cute to see you try. Nothing will stop what’s coming

12/24/2019 11:54:25 AM state1union MJ12 Do you have any bets or idea who the first big name to be arrested?

12/24/2019 11:54:45 AM girlawakeinca MJ can you please share what is being hidden from the public when the world observatories were closed? Examples:  Lucifer telescope at the Vatican, 

the Vatican owned VATT in AZ, & the Griffith Observatory in CA?

12/24/2019 11:55:44 AM hoffman11my Godfather 3 main theme is the corruption in the Vatican. 

Who supplies money and who collects it? 

Who owns the World Bank? 

Who was involved in ritual sacrifice? Who has been engaged in crimes against children for centuries?

12/24/2019 11:56:39 AM fightforamerica 6. These are good words to live by. They vibe well with me. Maybe they'll vibe with you too? pic.twitter.com/rXdTLfR7le

12/24/2019 11:56:48 AM adsvel Tha you for another important tread.🙏

12/24/2019 11:56:58 AM hoffman11my Light always makes the dark irrelevant.

12/24/2019 11:57:07 AM timeforarrests It’s degrading to both women and men.  Degrading to the beautiful act of sex.

12/24/2019 11:57:29 AM state1union Will the Saudis Prince Alaweed and others get arrested?  They own Twitter, NBC, Corporate Comcast etc.

12/24/2019 11:57:44 AM exsjwtruther some say she's ops

12/24/2019 11:57:58 AM youstinksoap Will there be frequencies/vibrations/waves to help people see the Light?   I can't help but think that we need some divine or majestic intervention to 

completely eradicate this.

12/24/2019 11:58:32 AM reformerreg How to be free of the 9-5, and still pay the bills?

12/24/2019 11:59:23 AM melbourne_3000 The end of the 🤡 known as #Jack will shock the World.

#DarkToLight

12/24/2019 11:59:56 AM werascending Ohhhh, that makes sense!

12/24/2019 12:00:31 PM chasingzerps residual income.

12/24/2019 12:02:33 PM blsdbe Have you got love and company to care for you during the holidays, MJ? Here’s to wishing you all blessings and joy now during the holiday season and 

ever afterward. Where we go one we go all!

12/24/2019 12:02:51 PM amethystnancy California Penal Code Section 187...defines murder as "the unlawful killing of a human being, or a fetus, with malice aforethought." 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/187_(slang) …

12/24/2019 12:03:44 PM covertress Bye bye, Bitcoin.

The BTC blockchain already contains CP.

12/24/2019 12:03:50 PM exsjwtruther also the lawyer Boies represents several Epstein victims and was Weinstein's go-between for having ex-spooks stalk his accusers so it's all suspect for 

spin if not the Epstein victims themselves

12/24/2019 12:04:27 PM allahuniversal Mr. Robot, Season 2

 https://www.slashfilm.com/mr-robot-season-2-twist-explained/2/ … pic.twitter.com/DzfaENEFBb

12/24/2019 12:05:02 PM impulsivewoman Correct... and #Twitter pic.twitter.com/ACFScaP9An

12/24/2019 12:06:45 PM laura_621 I’ve heard he’s a G Hat. I follow him but never see his tweets

12/24/2019 12:06:49 PM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏🙌

12/24/2019 12:07:01 PM state1union Corporate Comcast even sends out film crews to records rapes and satanic sacrifices

12/24/2019 12:07:44 PM keith369me Consciousness can change anything

12/24/2019 12:07:51 PM swanders3 They represent consciousness. 9 being divine. Dive into quantum mathematics and physics and their relationships to numbers.

12/24/2019 12:08:51 PM erock23175 If you feel degraded by watching porn, that isn't my problem

12/24/2019 12:09:57 PM covertress Child Porn On Bitcoin? Why This Doesn’t Mean What You Might Think

“Would you stop running your full node if you found out that there was child porn encoded in the blockchain?” https://www.coindesk.com/child-porn-

bitcoin-blockchain-what-it-means …

12/24/2019 12:10:37 PM stashu671 yup just guys with tits

12/24/2019 12:10:42 PM werascending Agreed👊!!!😇

12/24/2019 12:11:03 PM keith369me Take time each day to consciously perform activities that increase frequency.  Personally, grounding, stargazing, beditation (bedtime), certain music 

tones...recently graduated from 528 to 639 Hz.  Slow down.  Love.  Think positive thoiughts.  Manifest a beautiful reality.

12/24/2019 12:12:22 PM fightforamerica 8. As for me? I will continue to do what I have always done. Try to make the world a better place for all living creatures, fight to bring justice where it is 

possible, fight to find some semblance of redemption where it is not.

12/24/2019 12:13:07 PM keith369me How can we help when intervening may be contrary to raising our vibration and manifesting a better situation?  Forget it, I answered my own question.

12/24/2019 12:13:41 PM werascending Thanks Keith! Good thing I have been doing all of that! Also taking daily baths with epsom salt, for some reason I am compelled to do that! I will have 

to try the 639hz. I haven’t tried that frequency yet. 🙏😇🙏

12/24/2019 12:14:29 PM erock23175 What crack are you smoking? Do you know why the internet exists? Its so flicking images of women who made poor life-choices, and equally 

positioned men having sex can make it from point A, to point B as fast as physically possible. That's it. Everything else is an add-on.

12/24/2019 12:15:34 PM keith369me I like this one...took a day or two to get used to it...feels really good now...  https://youtu.be/H1zGk4GcuqQ   You’re a good Starseed 😀

12/24/2019 12:17:54 PM cstarr888 One of their responses:

😕🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/HW5mJsT5mM

12/24/2019 12:19:31 PM werascending Awe, thanks Keith! You are too! So happy to feel love and understanding from those such as you! 😇🙏

12/24/2019 12:21:04 PM wickedmouse369 What industry would be best to start a business?

12/24/2019 12:24:22 PM theawakened2020 The Finders

12/24/2019 12:24:57 PM bnichollso There are good and bad in all groups... Do you throw out all the apples in a barrel if one is rotten or sort through it?



12/24/2019 12:25:10 PM covertress Besides healing trauma, which you've already given us a path to do ourselves, can you be more specific about "genetic predispositions", "past life 

remembrances" and "fixing other areas of our lives"? 

Or are all these simply related to "release your burden"? 

Forgiving ourselves?

12/24/2019 12:28:48 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/fQurWjK458

12/24/2019 12:30:48 PM foreverozone I did this early and don't regret it. (23andme) I got good intel on my genetic predispositions. Found some interesting relatives. Found out that 3% of my 

DNA is (unknown) which is in the top 98% (one side of my family is from Spain- Basque) 

Fear the gov, not private companies.

12/24/2019 12:32:12 PM foreverozone My discernment tells me our gov doesn't want our militaries DNA evaluated because they might find some anomalies which were caused by the 

'special' vaccines they are FORCED to get! That's all. Our gov trying to prevent mass analysis of military DNA

12/24/2019 12:33:48 PM foreverozone These same people dump nano particles in the air and tell us not to worry about it. They fast tracked 5g knowing early researcy suggests it causes 

cancer and mental issues. They dump rat poison in our water. Kill our kids with vaccines they know will cause brain damage. 9/11. JFK

12/24/2019 12:34:42 PM bdradee No shit Sherlock

12/24/2019 12:35:56 PM covertress F was not perfect in his life & neither was I, as Jo. 

F must have ascended by "believing he was worthy & wanting it."

Fine. I shall do the same.

I hereby forgive myself & release myself from all karmic bonds.

I vow, going forward, to Be Best, & if I screw up re-forgive myself.

12/24/2019 12:36:18 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/rKkV2v94G4

12/24/2019 12:36:26 PM erock23175 What part of what I posted made it seem like I thought it was a bad thing? The first moving pictures were pornography. Get over it.

12/24/2019 12:36:28 PM foreverozone The only thing to fear is fear. Remember red - orange terror warning after 911? (they were laughing their ass off at us) 

Doing the same now.

If you want to fear something, fear vaccines, fluoride, 5g, chemtrails, Ai and your kids future. Nah. Our soul = eternal. Fear sin.

12/24/2019 12:39:14 PM foreverozone A heads up for those in fear over this. You are a soul. You have a temp body! "Mind over matter" is an algorithm that transcends the 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 part 

of that algorithm for the spiritual realm, 3, 6, 9 part of the algorithm (sacred knowledge, 33.3 ssshhhh)  Focus> soul

12/24/2019 12:39:30 PM rachaelangelm Yeah I will not do that

12/24/2019 12:41:06 PM foreverozone Our DNA is a code. Numbers. An antenna. But what else is an antenna? The nano metals they're dumping on us to convert us and everything with 

consciousness (plants, animals also) for 'mass surveillance' purposes once we shift to a cashless one world gov society. Fear smart dust

12/24/2019 12:41:28 PM covertress Any "screw ups" are ultimately directed at myself anyway. *

*100,000 ft view.

12/24/2019 12:43:53 PM linw0918 What is Alice?

12/24/2019 12:45:59 PM eyegloarts 😮 you said that and I can actually see it! Amazing 😀

12/24/2019 12:46:08 PM highmilage57 It’s called let’s make a deal.  Harvey Weinstein was a big fish that gave much.

12/24/2019 12:47:23 PM rebornkingent @hawkgirlinmn @covertress Did Mj12 mention CYLON in this thread or was I seeing things?

12/24/2019 12:48:13 PM threadreaderapp Happy New Year! Ye joyous unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/24/2019 12:48:14 PM randyftws @threadreaderapp #unroll

12/24/2019 12:48:15 PM threadreaderapp Feliz Navidad! Ye joyous unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/24/2019 12:48:32 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/mcLwCblgwz

12/24/2019 12:50:40 PM jaarlgem Never had one and don’t intend to heard about this awhile back

12/24/2019 12:51:11 PM erock23175 What's the matter? Cannot face the fact that your frigidity is a flaw among those of your specie? People like watching other people have sex...almost 

as much as having sex.

12/24/2019 12:52:39 PM rebornkingent In the 1978 series actions were created by a Reptilian race.

12/24/2019 12:54:07 PM yellamoj Can we trust USMC toys for tots?

12/24/2019 12:56:57 PM yellamoj I remember 1.5k followers...

12/24/2019 12:57:05 PM samsmith0319 Everyone on Earth and Space Colonies!!! 🎄🐸👽🎄

12/24/2019 12:58:47 PM amylynrussell Ummm well that’s like would you send your child through the jungle knowing all the lions were tame but one. Nope I wouldn’t take that chance.

12/24/2019 12:59:03 PM erock23175 I agree. However the way to get there is by liberalizing, and decriminalizing the sex industry. Maintaining the illusion of puritan values via censorship 

only creates additional premiums for aberrant sexual behaviors.

12/24/2019 1:00:40 PM kerryjrn1 Shit...

12/24/2019 1:01:23 PM ladym21931524 Totally agree with you!

12/24/2019 1:06:44 PM writermaven True.

A chilling video shows ANGELINA JOLIE with a hidden video talking about being sexually abused. She described an encounter in said video. 1 person 

would have 2 b developmentally delayed not 2 understand what she meant. It was a few years ago on  http://YOUTUBE.com  

Peace

12/24/2019 1:09:56 PM lbf777 So why doesn’t Trump ban evil stuff like porn or Chemtrails instead of banning good stuff like Vapes which cut Tobacco industry profits by 80%?

12/24/2019 1:10:51 PM cosmic_engineer There is another way MJ & friends. One I shall share during this limitless window of opportunity.

You cannot escape your wheel of karma, but a loved One, in Service to Others, can sponsor you to begin fresh in the new dispensation on a brand new 

3D planet.

This ain't for 4D tho

12/24/2019 1:12:05 PM stormmedicine Each layer + each compartment develops independently. From #1 bestsellers translated i.e. Castenada, oral traditional stories rebranded, new 

products including Dragon Balls 3000mg DreamWeaver cannabis hidden under dragon balls cartoons, characters, superpowers, betting, crypto.

12/24/2019 1:15:44 PM klonekiller The truth is becoming hard to hide! When money talks you can control anything. Look at the tops of the piles!

12/24/2019 1:16:34 PM stormmedicine Low end glossing over the Huge business in designer drugs, poisons & weapons. Suddenly, 100s sick/dead from a product sold for perhaps 100s of yrs. 

Maker's mark. At the other end the above top secret Space X, Break-away. All funded by our Dreams - they weave the spell.

12/24/2019 1:19:05 PM qtipz45 That whole free speech thing.....cant let one person say or do and not the other. @jack is helping platforms like YouTube,Facebook, and many others to 

burn books.



12/24/2019 1:20:28 PM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 1:20:34 PM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 1:20:51 PM livnonaprayer_ @xh3s4 @ShieldedM @pearman_margie @DakotaMenendez7 @RepublicianR @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RememberPaoli @cjtruth

12/24/2019 1:20:52 PM mrcryptojones I just watched (last night):

Cold Fusion - Fire From Water (Expanded Directors Cut)

12/24/2019 1:21:21 PM threadreaderapp Hanukkah Sameach! Ye joyous unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/24/2019 1:21:21 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll this thread. Thank you.

12/24/2019 1:21:59 PM brienthess I'm no fan of censorship, but:

My understanding is that social  media sites aren't regulated as common carriers for purposes of the law (yet) -- they're not like the newspaper when it 

comes to censorship law.

12/24/2019 1:25:08 PM myvideostowatch Infrared

12/24/2019 1:28:37 PM threadreaderapp Seasons Greetings! Ye joyous unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/24/2019 1:28:37 PM thebeachesnz @threadreaderapp unroll please.

12/24/2019 1:28:44 PM ravenzai They do it for the Loosh

12/24/2019 1:29:19 PM aprilbrown99 Yes, please!  💫💫💫

12/24/2019 1:29:32 PM stormmedicine A simple example: Project Bluebird. Navy mind control program. pic.twitter.com/ekpoWg1PMN

12/24/2019 1:29:53 PM ausanon369 Merry Christmas MJ12

12/24/2019 1:29:54 PM thebeachesnz Thank you! Merry Christmas to you too.

12/24/2019 1:30:54 PM qdar16 Amazing thread...so many affected by this disgusting industry...spouses of addicts suffer as well 😢

12/24/2019 1:31:25 PM qtipz45 But they have admitted to publishing....which now changes what they said under oath.

12/24/2019 1:33:46 PM w0k3n23  https://twitter.com/Hart30158/status/1209089524204216321?s=20 …

12/24/2019 1:34:14 PM notevenchad17 Yeah, I was reading this earlier. People don't get it. When you try and tell them about these chemicals that are everywhere, most are just okay with it. 

My mom, who was in bed with the Devil, and knew his moves, all my life said that the goal was to turn boys into girls. Wild. pic.twitter.com/cLBT9gm50j

12/24/2019 1:35:10 PM unidentifiedta1 Is Malachi’s Pope Prophecy self-fulfilling prophecy or is the Vatican trying to outrun the light? Is the Vaticans near destruction pre-planned by the 

Vatican itself to usher in the New World?

12/24/2019 1:35:15 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1209587873504215053?s=20 …

12/24/2019 1:37:17 PM zeropointchrist Reminds me of the melody Sheep song with Carl Sagan... A New Glorious Dawn

12/24/2019 1:37:53 PM andretort I believe this is true.

12/24/2019 1:41:37 PM timeforarrests I do not watch porn because I have respect for sex.

12/24/2019 1:44:38 PM liltilgerlil Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global porn 

consumption online would…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 1:44:40 PM chris22085110 So what's the deal with it?

12/24/2019 1:44:54 PM erock23175 Good for you. I watch porn. Quit trying to force your values on me.

12/24/2019 1:44:57 PM realeyethespy Yay! I wanna send you some of my full spectrum topicals or at least a few rec to try out. I make a special topical RSO and use all plants as opposed to 

essential oils. They work best.

12/24/2019 1:45:07 PM threadreaderapp Seasons Greetings! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/24/2019 1:54:21 PM gregoryjhall1 Although Epstein is a keystone to unlocking the trafficking and abuse by 🤡🤡🤡s and links many entities and $$$, IMO, SF will be the longer lasting 

with ultimately greatest impact. 

We know and have what is needed with Epstein to plan and attack.

SF, is now openly preparing...

12/24/2019 1:55:56 PM sovereignity77 Biological Warfare! This will make Nukes look like fire crackers! Death toll in the Billions! Protect your #DNA from the #Globalists #NWO CABAL! 

#Eugenics pic.twitter.com/XLTBXZ8aij

12/24/2019 1:56:11 PM cstarr888 "They" <cough>

J@ck

<cough>

Are trying to get you yo change your settings so you auto see all the p@rn on Twitr. 

It's disgusting.

I can't believe the p@rn is allowed, but you can't support a pres of the USA.

(Rhetorical statement, "These people are sick")

😡🙏💖

12/24/2019 1:56:38 PM truth_pioneer MJ have you heard of whistle blower “JohnHereToHelp”??   Can You Say If This Technology Or Frequency is real.  Also John Needs Help.   Watch 

Interview.  Thanks. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq_XBsBOanc …

12/24/2019 2:00:08 PM kathleenkauth China is not our friend in any way shape or form.

12/24/2019 2:03:00 PM cstarr888 ("Yo" y->t, YT, also has tons of evil. Hidden with titles filled with # s & letters that are clearly made so you need a link.🤮😠🤬)

🧐🙏💖

12/24/2019 2:03:05 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/KFGRpLgPMg

12/24/2019 2:09:29 PM cabeck1961 I concur! I was "bloodline direct from Kaiser Wilhelm of Prussia". My sibling who doesn't talk to me did this, and it came out she was mostly British, 

little German. Well, heck, if they use the Windsors as "British" lol, therein lies the rot. They're German. Fraud. Dangerous.

12/24/2019 2:11:33 PM state1union I knew it!

12/24/2019 2:12:16 PM williebhere It’s unlocking you consciousness.. our world is viewed in levels of dimensions. Your mind is the key to unlocking.. IS-Be, if it exists in your mind it can 

Be. Will power..

12/24/2019 2:14:48 PM timkania Sad

12/24/2019 2:14:58 PM gourangaoo I have always said 'they're are trying to eradicate the male of the species. They can the control procreation through cloning! Very scary as it is so 

obvious that young males are now beoming very feminine!

12/24/2019 2:15:13 PM obforthepeople Praying for the children! LORD we need to Fight for them!

12/24/2019 2:16:21 PM charmg3131 My niece did this. I thought we were Welsh..and we are..'cept there's a healthy dose of German and direct lineage from French aristocracy.  ::shrug:: 

who knew?

12/24/2019 2:19:06 PM truthtolight45 @threadreaderapp 

UNROLL

12/24/2019 2:19:07 PM threadreaderapp Happy New Year! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. See you soon. 🤖



12/24/2019 2:23:15 PM proudamerica4 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global porn 

consumption online would…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 2:25:28 PM boochissmoochis #BoycottBurgerKing

12/24/2019 2:28:58 PM 3joursduhaxxor China is never our friend or other xountry’s friend..... they want world domination.

12/24/2019 2:31:07 PM reddragonfly19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 2:38:58 PM tenn_rich Q4, 6, 296, and, tellingly, 666 mention ROTH’s. In 666, he says “These people are EVIL.”

Warning to Lynn de Rothschild

Q150 “Distress cal[L]s to others will [d]o you/family no good at this stage. We know whe[R]e you/the family are at all times and can hear you 

breathing.”

12/24/2019 2:41:32 PM enomai_ Our minds must become stronger than letting simple influences to control your thoughts or opinions

12/24/2019 2:43:10 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/24/2019 2:49:36 PM mumboone One of many reasons he is the best POTUS we ever had.

12/24/2019 2:50:06 PM enomai_ Both technically

Just how many chains of cmd up or down is the real question

12/24/2019 2:50:35 PM chickanon2 His woman's acct @IncarnatedFruit, where his new accounts are always announced, isn't working either

12/24/2019 2:52:22 PM smcbryson This is an interesting thread but as chopped up tweets it's hard to comprehend. Write it up properly as an article and I'll read it.

12/24/2019 2:53:34 PM enomai_ Were, yes

12/24/2019 2:54:00 PM enomai_ It's being watched very seriously now

12/24/2019 2:54:20 PM wgspoulos Xxx

12/24/2019 2:54:42 PM enomai_ Drink the purest water you can find.

12/24/2019 2:55:07 PM enomai_ The energy in the water is life force.

12/24/2019 2:59:15 PM werascending I drink primo water, have a large water dispenser. It says no fluoride, but who knows! What type do you drink? Thank you!

12/24/2019 2:59:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=20 …

12/24/2019 2:59:58 PM enomai_ Yes has become very advanced. 

Algorithms designed to influence not just data feeds.

But mind thought altering waves.

Thought direct waves, other techniques.

If you're good enough.

You can actually talk to Alice in some form of thought.

12/24/2019 3:03:43 PM enomai_ I have not started on making my temple the body journey yet.

Though I am going to drink a cup now meow.

I'm weak. https://youtu.be/2LCOiwtCAZE 

12/24/2019 3:05:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Their objective is simple. Keep them addicted so they can harvest their life energy to interdimensional entities. Most of the time the pimp is completely 

unaware. However those in the intelligence community know that the ends that justify the means deliver the energy accordingly.

12/24/2019 3:05:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many of them are addicted to drugs and their handlers are the ones subsidizing the expense of their addiction. In exchange for continued servitude, 

they are provided very bare minimum living conditions and access to drugs, most commonly marijuana and meth.

12/24/2019 3:05:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Also, remember that cam websites that offering tokens or payments for sexual acts is the epicenter of the human trafficking epidemic. Many of the 

"models" are locked in the rooms with the expectation they yield a minimum "ROI" in the form of tokens and must perform.

12/24/2019 3:05:26 PM stormmedicine Our 3D body has the info to generate our unique multiverse. Self v non-self. Our higher self is a complete non-physical being. The 4D is illusion - not yet 

meeting the strict criteria of life form, regenerates like computer virus - the pterin/purine trapdoor. Created via thought

12/24/2019 3:05:45 PM thomasppalmer01 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 3:05:49 PM werascending Are you going to name your son Winter? Just some AJR humor. 😂Well good luck on your journey my friend!🕊

12/24/2019 3:06:11 PM freestateojones This poll wont even crack 3k?

Hmm.

12/24/2019 3:07:21 PM jami_denice Chemtrails I just took a pic of. pic.twitter.com/g9pnblkA25

12/24/2019 3:07:22 PM enomai_ I might. Lol

12/24/2019 3:07:58 PM werascending Galactic abuse! It is everywhere!😡

12/24/2019 3:08:15 PM theappraizer What do you mean by vax supply lines plz?

12/24/2019 3:09:34 PM belfastdanimal TBD

12/24/2019 3:10:48 PM theappraizer There is pink porn on Twitter. Fell into a rabbit hole and got smacked right in the face with it!

🤭 Er, you know what I mean! Twas a bit shocking.

12/24/2019 3:11:46 PM libertyspring99 How how how? Please how do we break this cycle of serfdom?

12/24/2019 3:13:18 PM timkania *African warlord gets assassinated

12/24/2019 3:13:26 PM theappraizer You're scaring me again.

12/24/2019 3:14:05 PM braveunicorn55 Gods? Plural?

12/24/2019 3:16:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 In no way shape or form is MJ12 suggesting that everyone must stop watching or consuming pornographic material. For many people they don't have 

an addition and casually view it when their libido is heightened, however many many more people are legitimately addicted.

12/24/2019 3:16:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Once a "model" (victim) has been thoroughly used and abused in the industry, possibly having sex over 10,000 times on camera they are completely 

void of self respect at that point. They have been used. They dispose of themselves in many creative ways. It's an epidemic.

12/24/2019 3:17:52 PM juliealberta Majestic 12 is on FIRE TODAY!!!🔥

12/24/2019 3:19:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many people sit in on the phone and repeat "talk to a human" when the robot is speaking?

Do you really like AI assisted customer service?

99% of the time it has no clue what you're asking for.

This is intentional.

The anger and frustration you get, ALICE feeds off from. https://twitter.com/IBMWatson/status/1194397282562662404 …

12/24/2019 3:19:27 PM werascending I can’t reply to your song s$cks tweet for some reason, but I do agree with you, certainly not one of their better songs!

12/24/2019 3:19:27 PM worldxplorer1 “However those in the intelligence community know that the ends that justify the means deliver the energy accordingly.”

Do I understand this correctly?  That many in intel understand they are providing energy to be consumed by higher dimensional entities? ie “Loosh”

12/24/2019 3:19:52 PM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/fW5B6ZrHkCE 

12/24/2019 3:19:58 PM sparkleloung We know...



12/24/2019 3:20:23 PM whiterabbitttt1 The wonders of subjectivity. It's not hard to comprehend for me.

12/24/2019 3:21:05 PM werascending What!!! I guess I am going to have to start telling the automated customer reps how much I love them!

12/24/2019 3:21:39 PM ctenfor Bullshit, it's all evil

12/24/2019 3:21:44 PM threadreaderapp Happy Holidays! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

12/24/2019 3:21:46 PM theappraizer I pray this is true. Will it take bloodshed to get to this point? I just don't see the World getting free energy. Not anytime soon. The current power 

structure is entrenched; deep!

12/24/2019 3:21:52 PM qjmoss66 Did it today😡

12/24/2019 3:21:56 PM dontask97215849 Okay. Could someone please explain Alice to me?

12/24/2019 3:22:20 PM flyover01047267 No! Nothing can replace human communication. I have learnt if you are short with A.I. it gets snippy too!

12/24/2019 3:23:48 PM realeyethespy ⬛️

12/24/2019 3:23:56 PM steven_m_scott Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 3:24:15 PM dannypatriot17 MJ12 SHOULD suggest that everyone stop watching pornography. It is disgusting, indignant to the human race and has no purpose but to infect the 

minds of people into porn addiction. Simply put, it’s EVIL and should have no place in society. I would strongly suggest everyone stop

12/24/2019 3:24:18 PM keith369me @blsdbe I hope she (and you) are either at peace or will find peace quickly. Infinite love and light to you and your entire family.

12/24/2019 3:25:11 PM contenthonest When you are frustrated and Angry your Vibration of energy changes and [They] feed off of it. 

These People are Sick

They Don't want us to be happy or Love one another because that's not the Frequency [They] are on.

12/24/2019 3:27:02 PM rinmaries ALICE = AI

12/24/2019 3:27:02 PM theappraizer So yes. Majestic DOES think civil war is warranted? Friend, im still not convinced you're a larp! You haven't broken character and your timing & data is a 

short & curly away from Qs. So, when & where should we get started? Tazewell County, VA?

12/24/2019 3:28:48 PM charity_burkett Why do they outsource calls? 

Taking jobs from Americans

Language Barrier

Anger and Frustration

12/24/2019 3:30:24 PM theappraizer Explains the rise of meth (c) USG

12/24/2019 3:31:26 PM heatherhardest Heavenly Father, Please Bless this woman.

12/24/2019 3:31:37 PM lynnsch98891174 Oh, wonderful. Not only snippy agents but now snippy snotty machines 🤬

12/24/2019 3:32:14 PM blancomartini  https://youtu.be/bCDIt50hRDs 

12/24/2019 3:32:19 PM chseclipse Being thankful in all things helps me be peaceful. pic.twitter.com/9l5gooxJpN

12/24/2019 3:32:32 PM bobbie227 That stuff irritates me to no end!!

12/24/2019 3:32:36 PM wwg1wga93583681 will try to stay calm

...

12/24/2019 3:33:14 PM theappraizer Hah!

12/24/2019 3:33:19 PM bppope ThankQ @realDonaldTrump

12/24/2019 3:33:40 PM queenofclubsiii I usually push a bunch of buttons and say nonsense until it gives up and connects me to a person.

12/24/2019 3:34:06 PM snakejackal That is called unbias Justice.  Nobody is above the Law of software algorithms AI.

12/24/2019 3:34:17 PM dapplegraypony how would porn consumption go down?

12/24/2019 3:35:02 PM impulsivewoman Me ✋🏻

12/24/2019 3:36:08 PM slimrain This message is so important. Please read and retweet

Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209544753232171012 …

12/24/2019 3:36:18 PM eyesnheartopen He shared his view, I saw no forcing at all. You totally made that up. You were looking for that. Go find it somewhere else.

12/24/2019 3:39:38 PM wickedmouse369 You are 100% correct!

12/24/2019 3:40:03 PM ewolsj I hear from customers all the time how they hate calling customer service and they want it to go back to the way it was, when real humans were on the 

other end of the line.

12/24/2019 3:40:47 PM 1nanasmomma Majestic 12, Is this now.....Assange???????

12/24/2019 3:42:27 PM roxy74364360 I think maybe he/they were saying by going after the providers who make their product through human trafficking, the availability will decrease, as so 

much is made in this manner. I'm definitely not an expert here.😂 That's just how I interpreted it.

12/24/2019 3:42:27 PM whatsmypw I already did this years ago before I knew not to. What exactly are they doing with?...I mean, will I  be effected, directly?

12/24/2019 3:42:57 PM erock23175 His view is that Porn is degrading to men, women, and sex. I however believe in choice, and I feel his puritan values are what make porn degrading. It's 

made to be degrading because people like him, not in spite of them.

12/24/2019 3:43:26 PM pomeinnz Asi is a worry

12/24/2019 3:43:57 PM erock23175 If you doubt it, check out the demographics of taste in pornography by geography....

12/24/2019 3:45:01 PM laurabusse Wow!!!

Thank YOU!!!

❤️❤️❤️

12/24/2019 3:45:19 PM krakray I sometimes just hit ZERO...ZERO.....ZERO...ZERO ZERO ZERO. Sternly say OPERATOR! Then hang up.

12/24/2019 3:45:50 PM rachaelangelm I like Sov, and I like CC and they both take care of their families.

12/24/2019 3:45:51 PM flyover01047267 Indeed!....We train them to learn humanity to mimck...

12/24/2019 3:47:03 PM mossomo “You i everything else,” Bob told Alice after the first exchange.

“Balls have a ball to me to me to me to me to me to me to me,” she said, echoing her earlier comment with a small change.

To which Bob replied, “i can i i i everything else.”

- Facebook bot exchange

12/24/2019 3:49:22 PM 1nanasmomma Never mind, I answered my own Question. #Moontech

12/24/2019 3:50:53 PM kevingi46693568 Yeah, I’m callin bullsh*t on that one.

12/24/2019 3:53:52 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/24/2019 3:53:52 PM dushocki It’s REALLY annoying

12/24/2019 3:57:31 PM 1027joerock how about when the u.s.goverment takes their

Alien technology computer program out into society & kidnap my mother & sexually hypnotized her to become their own personal porn whore under a 

made up sex identity & trap her in their own world

12/24/2019 3:57:33 PM 02joshuaradwan Not necessarily

12/24/2019 3:57:33 PM keith369me We all were slaves...ours was just different under the veil.  Freedom for all.  #FreedomForALL #FreeWillForALL #FreedomForALL #FreeWillForALL 

#FreedomForALL #FreeWillForALL. Lift the veil!!!

12/24/2019 3:58:02 PM halfq_halfq Lern the key codes. Blatst straight through then.

12/24/2019 3:58:08 PM 02joshuaradwan It is not zero change. They just taking names and addresses of the enemies of USA 🇺🇸

12/24/2019 3:58:12 PM donajng I hate it!



12/24/2019 3:59:27 PM keith369me It’s free will.  If it’s doing no harm to either the participant or viewer, although not my thing, I will not judge.

12/24/2019 4:00:34 PM kim_trombone I KNEW IT! ARRRRRRRGH!

12/24/2019 4:02:35 PM chuck_houk Also they make it frustrating on purpose in hopes that you hang up and your problem is never solved.

12/24/2019 4:03:32 PM dontask97215849 What is an IS-BE?

12/24/2019 4:04:24 PM raisethevib369 The CIA IS the psychopaths.

12/24/2019 4:04:59 PM 1027joerock and using the posesser they put inside her and change her identity at a whim plus they are allowing every day male civilians

To play on their alien technology program to be rapping my mother knowing that she's been sexually hypnotized to get all these civilians dicks off

12/24/2019 4:05:03 PM patriotswegoall Those involved in CP are kind of empty inside. [They] engage in this activity just to feel anything.

12/24/2019 4:05:38 PM allahuniversal And annoying poorly timed robocalls

"Hello, and please don't hang up. We..." pic.twitter.com/3DQ7IljGaL

12/24/2019 4:06:03 PM hotwheelsjusty Lol I don’t get annoyed, I just calmly keep saying “representative” and it usually promptly connects me to a human. Perhaps the lack of anger = quick 

transfer.

12/24/2019 4:07:21 PM hotwheelsjusty  pic.twitter.com/1Uz02st0f8

12/24/2019 4:08:32 PM 1027joerock and in any sexual way possible 

And if she wants out of their technology world  they send my mother to these people homes who violently rape her and violently beat her however 

they want to and every lawenforcement agencies here don't give a flying fuck about this

12/24/2019 4:10:29 PM vexintello I would love @jennajameson opinion on this, who would know better?

12/24/2019 4:11:26 PM snakejackal crypto is the blood of ALICE

12/24/2019 4:11:41 PM laurabusse You're most welcome!

When you're passionate about something

It's not really an effort

Bc I love it so much

I know its potential for bringing peace to every heart and mind

Therefore the whole planet

I wish you all the best Matt!

☺️☺️☺️

12/24/2019 4:13:43 PM 369helen313 Spot On ! 💥

ALICE needs our anger and frustration to survive!

12/24/2019 4:14:09 PM 1027joerock and this is because they all have been bought out with government money to not intervene and not to arrest any of them civilians who are out in my 

society  so the government alien technology computer program people here in usa s.c.

myrtle beach

12/24/2019 4:15:12 PM timeforarrests I’m a she...

12/24/2019 4:15:39 PM youstinksoap Isn't our world full of addictions?  Are these inter dimensional beings getting energy off of ALL the addictions...or just the fear and pain that comes 

from addiction?

12/24/2019 4:17:08 PM laurabusse Well

There's the Chan's

4chan

8chan which is kaput now and is now 8kun

Anons show up on the chans

You never know who will show up

FBI Anon showed up giving inside info

Mostly to encourage ppl to research the 

Clinton foundation

And to say things in govt were bad

Really bad
12/24/2019 4:17:22 PM patriotswegoall [ALICE] will get people frustrated almost every time.

]ALICE[ in the right hands can assist and work alongside humanity.

But most of us rather connect to a real person.

12/24/2019 4:18:40 PM shannongirl80 Me too :(

12/24/2019 4:19:17 PM erock23175 My deepest apologies. "Her view is that Porn is degrading to men, women, and sex. I however believe in choice, and I feel her puritan values are what 

make porn degrading. It's made to be degrading because people like her, not in spite of them."

12/24/2019 4:21:08 PM laurabusse Then mega Anon showed up

I dont remember what she said

Was a few yrs ago

But she was basically a precursor to Q

Things got so bad in govt

Insiders wanted to tell us

The chans is how

Am not an anon

An Anon could explain this better

And of course Q is the grandaddy of them all...
12/24/2019 4:22:07 PM p4patriot That's probably what I heard.  Same team as the C_A.  Scary that these people are so deceptive like their father the devil.

12/24/2019 4:22:49 PM 1027joerock had pick the wrong mutha fucker to be fucking with here

they picked a fight so its on

they hit the re-set button on my life 3x times this is my 3x time 

around again  won 2x times 

this time its gonna be bloody

I'm going to re-write the final ending to their smoke and mirror end

12/24/2019 4:23:59 PM holotechrd THEY ARE FINISHED BUT YOU ALREADY KNOW THIS 🙋🏽♂️😜⚡💥💪💯❤️👑👈🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/24/2019 4:27:21 PM cstarr888 DC. 

🧐🙏💖

12/24/2019 4:28:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Space Force is a BIG deal.

Ushering America into the 21st Century.

Almost time to say goodbye to the past.

Still have a few stops before we get there.

Enjoy the show!

Remember, FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!

Just because you are watching a movie doesn't mean you can't influence others.

12/24/2019 4:29:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 To those celebrating Christmas, the time of the first sacrifice is approaching. #MerryChristmasEve

12/24/2019 4:29:31 PM emotionscloud ew. how is that possible though?

unless [KNOWINGLY]?



12/24/2019 4:29:36 PM cstarr888 Or DIIC

🤔🙏💖 https://acronyms.thefreedictionary.com/DIIC 

12/24/2019 4:29:54 PM _17patriot_ How do we join? Thru the Air Force or will there be separate recruiters? And for those that previously served?

12/24/2019 4:30:40 PM qthrowingcopper Best not to think about that. 

Christmas is truly about the coming of age of CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS. 

Truly a wonderful time of joy and giving if you only allow it.

12/24/2019 4:31:15 PM cstarr888 Looking forward to the BIG SHOW this year!

🍿🙏💖

12/24/2019 4:31:34 PM lustmanshelley Hopefully we can take the few honest people from the alphabet agencies and put them in the space force and give it authority over all

12/24/2019 4:31:35 PM 1027joerock and that smoke and mirror book

Will have a new author ( me )

when they sexually hypnotized

And kidnap my mother 

that's a 1 way ticket to the morgue I've had it with these fucks profiling my family & trapping them in their world

12/24/2019 4:32:27 PM dannypatriot17 Thing is that it is doing harm to the viewer and participant, people just don’t realize it. Other people might not judge but there is one greater than all of 

us that will.

12/24/2019 4:32:28 PM kindeandtrue Merry Christmas, wise Majestics! Thank you for your helpful advice and insights. pic.twitter.com/vrF00X1ZNj

12/24/2019 4:33:17 PM kindeandtrue Old order is passing away? I'm not ready.

12/24/2019 4:33:39 PM ewolsj May WE  ALL Live Long and Prosper

12/24/2019 4:33:57 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1096769062850314240?s=19 …

12/24/2019 4:34:05 PM state1union MJ12 can you help me understand why X mas eve is the first sacrifice?

12/24/2019 4:35:13 PM 1027joerock to show you I'm not bull.shitting

this 

look.up ( margo sullivan ) that's the porn identity they created 

To put my own mother under

look that up on here and on

the web

12/24/2019 4:35:52 PM monkey_weather So many people are interested. So many people are ready to listen and do understand what the truth is when they finally see it. 

 The Cabal arrogantly thinks everyone is stupid. Classic underestimation. Always their weak point.

12/24/2019 4:36:01 PM carolin15161363 What is the first sacrifice,  or should I say who?

12/24/2019 4:36:01 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/f1LlllQrvY0 

12/24/2019 4:36:06 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/f1LlllQrvY0 

12/24/2019 4:36:12 PM mattmcginn24  https://twitter.com/mattmcginn24/status/1209633775606542336?s=21 …

12/24/2019 4:36:14 PM neo_asura_  pic.twitter.com/SGrN3W3dpE

12/24/2019 4:36:19 PM allahuniversal Saturnalia https://youtu.be/f1LlllQrvY0 

12/24/2019 4:36:32 PM snakejackal Want = Desire = Attraction of Good feel = Living in Bad feel = Force of timeline

12/24/2019 4:37:02 PM state1union I just don’t understand why Christmas Eve is a first sacrifice?  The day before Jesus was born? Does this represent all unborn babies? Or is there 

something else to it?

12/24/2019 4:38:49 PM allahuniversal Indeed

Good bless you!

12/24/2019 4:38:52 PM heidi_weigand We didn't go to the moon in 1969

12/24/2019 4:38:56 PM anthony28654295 Soy protein is estrogenic and so are oats!

12/24/2019 4:39:09 PM allahuniversal God bless you too *

12/24/2019 4:39:44 PM fansblowing3 These interdimensional that harvest the life energy.... they use the energy collected to prolong their own lives?  Or does the energy make them 

stronger/powerful?

12/24/2019 4:40:39 PM wncpatriot2 Be weary of majestic accounts just like ets.

12/24/2019 4:40:42 PM state1union Strange 9/11 isn’t in the chart?  The real birth of Jesus

12/24/2019 4:41:39 PM firebirdhank #enjoytheshow #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/UfAFURJbH3

12/24/2019 4:42:01 PM 1027joerock so basically its a deadly rescue

mission to get my mother Out

of their very highly Illegal use of government alien technology

this time around. you never

pick a fight with a very psychotic

deadly mental mutha fucker like

me when they did what they did to my whole family.

12/24/2019 4:43:13 PM heidi_weigand Probably a snatch n grab op. Perps dressing like Santa to snatch kids for nefarious purposes...#ThesePeopleAreSick

12/24/2019 4:43:58 PM bryceja68689884 The biggest human sacrifice time of the year

12/24/2019 4:45:32 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/2KPJGXcRIc

12/24/2019 4:46:19 PM neo_asura_ good point i didn’t notice that before.  these dates likely are before his time

12/24/2019 4:46:34 PM 1027joerock and millions of other people family and all the women in their 

family who are trapped and cannot get out of their personal

illegal porn ring. that they are doing in myrtle beach sc here.

And if they hit the re-set button

on my life again for a 4x time

12/24/2019 4:46:51 PM theappraizer Guh

12/24/2019 4:47:17 PM 1027joerock I will make it a blood bath ..

12/24/2019 4:47:17 PM hoffman11my let's keep in mind that the original space programs were developed around 1947. This is a 70 year old secret that is finally coming to light, along with 

the multiple trillions of our tax dollars that have been siphoned out of the economy to pay for it.

12/24/2019 4:48:12 PM theappraizer My heart cant take much more, make it stop! 🥵

12/24/2019 4:48:21 PM trickyrick2u Whew child...when will we be free of the sick ppl?

12/24/2019 4:48:26 PM mongrelglory Crap!  I had trouble adjusting to bank machines!  I missed talking to the bank tellers!

12/24/2019 4:48:44 PM qarmyanon22 Nope and I NEVER will!!!! The clowns should be shattered into a million pieces and scattered unto the wind!

12/24/2019 4:50:35 PM to_unity I hang up on a robot after 1 1/2 seconds, when the call is incoming. If I'm trying to reach an account, I just go through the steps until I get to the person. 

Deep breathing helps. Looking out the window at the sun & the birds helps. Feeling happy and in control helps. ✨✨✨✨✨

12/24/2019 4:50:50 PM state1union Makes sense

12/24/2019 4:51:16 PM winklerburke Restated:  I saw a bowling ball at an outdoor range that had been the target of aim for some time, but it looked better than this moon!  Who spanked 

Moon so fervently & why?

12/24/2019 4:51:50 PM laurabusse O god

That's all I need

Another one of me walking around

🤣



12/24/2019 4:52:42 PM fuzzysockzz Worth Watching! 

💥 https://youtu.be/KsPLmb6gAdw 

12/24/2019 4:53:27 PM burgersandra Chilling statement by MJ12.

12/24/2019 4:53:31 PM samsmith0319 Yep...Saturnalia!!!💥👿💥

12/24/2019 4:54:07 PM fl_trump Nooooo to 50 C_A agents.

12/24/2019 4:54:48 PM winklerburke And... prior to last ice age, who kept hitting earth with asteroids?  Did a planet blow up in our solar system, causing Earth to run into its asteroid rubble 

repeatedly?  Does Mars also have a history of being target practice?  Yes, maybe Moon wards off Earth-incoming, but why?

12/24/2019 4:55:11 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

12/24/2019 4:56:53 PM magic_jake2012 All the holidays are alive Constantine changed our holidays and our calendars, when he infiltrated the movement of the followers of Christ. R holidays 

are all fun paganism. Christ was born in the spring, Google Zen Garcia. UT  sacred word publishing dot-com

12/24/2019 4:57:28 PM qarmyanon22  pic.twitter.com/nG2FcmScoJ

12/24/2019 4:57:55 PM mommahood777 Prayers of Healing for our world.

Mankind has tried to transform Christmas into a time of peace, renewal and good will...

If not for religious beliefs, was it just another cover up for the truth they perpetuate in secret? pic.twitter.com/r4waNRUpPZ

12/24/2019 4:58:08 PM mongrelglory 😳

12/24/2019 4:58:32 PM qarmyanon22 Hard to be merry and celebrate when babies are being sacrificed and their body parts are given as Christmas gifts. #ThesePeopleAreSick

12/24/2019 4:58:50 PM laurabusse Ppl are where they are

Everyone eventually get to where they're going

Dont worry about them

Ppl rarely listen once mind is made up/beliefs are set

Is how the mind works

Love them

See them filled w light

Friend says

Take care of yourself; trust that everyone else is taken care of
12/24/2019 5:00:05 PM winklerburke Suppose the US Military, in wisdom, supported the Transformer movies.  Wild guess:  Have intellects with 2x or 3x or 10x the intelligence of US Military 

folk... been "educating/informing" US Intelligence Operations?  (Think Optimus Prime chatting around the fireside?) (the plan)

12/24/2019 5:00:55 PM mongrelglory Funny that the movie opening in theatres right now is this 😒: https://www.blackchristmasmovie.com/ 

12/24/2019 5:01:51 PM deanna_danforth I can’t wait I am so ready to rebuild the World with Hope, Healing and Prosperity

12/24/2019 5:02:16 PM winklerburke Imagine:  Suppose the universe makes intelligent life... and in existence is life 10x more intelligent than humans on Earth?  Suppose half these brainiac 

aliens knew how to enslave (mentally) humans?  And did.  Suppose the other half of brainiac aliens knew how to un-enslave 'em?

12/24/2019 5:03:02 PM mongrelglory "Corrective demands"...😁

12/24/2019 5:04:14 PM winklerburke Imagine.. if this conning-enslaving of beings (by EVIL intellects 10x smarter)... was common throughout galaxy?  And imagine... if liberation of conned-

enslaved beings (by GOOD intellects 10x smarter) was common?  What if "The Plan" was duplicated across galaxy, freeing souls?

12/24/2019 5:04:47 PM rebornkingent Emf field on the wires can create a sort of MRI type effect. Popular Science magazine had a cover story concerning this system. 2001 or 2000 i believe. 

Check their archives if availible.

12/24/2019 5:05:15 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/CpOfyHMyc5

12/24/2019 5:09:25 PM laurabusse Amen

12/24/2019 5:10:09 PM mongrelglory That is probably the scariest, yet most selflessly loving act that a parent does...letting their child go to explore their own path.  You have my sympathy 

and admiration Christine!

12/24/2019 5:10:27 PM patriotswegoall Space Force = Flying cars, and full disclosure of outer space?

Next decade will be interesting.

12/24/2019 5:10:54 PM michael_s_ander Screw shatter. They’ll just come back. Order 66’ing the clowns in america is better. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xSN6BOgrSSU …

12/24/2019 5:10:57 PM merrilsuzanne Because we didn't.

12/24/2019 5:11:09 PM worldxplorer1 Screw that. Time to rise people!  Time to put an end to this disgusting practice!

12/24/2019 5:11:42 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...

12/24/2019 5:12:12 PM mongrelglory 😳

12/24/2019 5:12:36 PM livnonaprayer_ Merry Christmas Dakota🌲❤️

12/24/2019 5:14:41 PM mongrelglory That's encouraging!

12/24/2019 5:15:40 PM rucrazy_97 To much rum in his eggnog tonight?

12/24/2019 5:18:17 PM mongrelglory Will this legal challenge amount to anything?  It discussed AI being used as a weapon against humanity:  Parsa v. Google  

https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

12/24/2019 5:19:09 PM karenzania7 3-4 hours to get past that, then to repeating poor english speaking person, then rudeness, hang ups. Then all over again. 4 times this year on in 

warranty products.  A contrived form of attack.

12/24/2019 5:20:27 PM mikebravodude The reason the voted for impeachment on the 17th. Saturn = Satan

12/24/2019 5:22:56 PM mongrelglory Thank you!  I'm doing my happy dance right now! 😁

12/24/2019 5:24:46 PM billyclements18  pic.twitter.com/KyPF5gS2LY

12/24/2019 5:25:46 PM egil_skallagrim Trump 2020, as in 20/20 vision

12/24/2019 5:27:42 PM _josephcurtis_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So... you got some nice clearance there?

12/24/2019 5:28:37 PM mongrelglory Will the CIA eventually be dismantled MJ-12?  It has been corrupted since its inception it seems...

12/24/2019 5:29:36 PM elizaandchuck Could you tell me what that white cross in the logo means, please?

12/24/2019 5:30:04 PM mongrelglory Ugh!  That's so close to the truth! 😖

12/24/2019 5:31:55 PM giediknight Is this message from 45??

12/24/2019 5:32:29 PM anonpatriotccj Word

12/24/2019 5:32:45 PM kikaltz I watched the video, thank you for posting.  My question is as follows:  Is he saying that Jesus & Catholic religion is a man-made construct?

12/24/2019 5:39:57 PM mongrelglory Is someone getting squeezed?

12/24/2019 5:40:00 PM allahuniversal Being a deviation from Christ's teachings, yes

12/24/2019 5:41:34 PM zion_vibrations They won’t tell you the truth... the truth being that we’re all the sons of Noah, Isaac, Jacob....

12/24/2019 5:41:58 PM hub_char Christmas is truly about Uncle Sam. Truly a wonderful personal awakening if you only take the time to decode Christ + mas, and work your way back to 

the origin of the Uncle Sam (US) logo

12/24/2019 5:42:13 PM djlok I bet ALICE loves road rage too. That probably creates some loosh or energy or whatever it is she's drinking these days.

12/24/2019 5:43:58 PM kikaltz Thank you....thought for a moment he was saying Jesus was not real to begin with.

12/24/2019 5:44:57 PM mongrelglory Did they air-brush all the good stuff out? 😏

I wouldn't trust any of NASA's pictures!



12/24/2019 5:46:18 PM laurabusse Exactly Christine

You have great insight and much wisdom

Can be frustrating and heartbreaking

The only way I know is finding our own peace within

Acceptance of and detachment from others

It's really really tricky...

I wish you much love wisdom and very deep inner peace

❤️❤️❤️

12/24/2019 5:46:40 PM taitai78787 Awful

12/24/2019 5:46:54 PM state1union SSP Lockheed Martin

12/24/2019 5:47:33 PM taitai78787 Recently I heard the birthday was actually 11th September 

9/11

12/24/2019 5:49:47 PM rsarterbury Redrum that A.I.

12/24/2019 5:49:58 PM state1union I have a question., if Jesus was really born on 9/11 and that makes 9/10 the eve of his birth. Why the sacrifice the night before?

12/24/2019 5:50:33 PM johnnyt_anon Was driving through Westchester county and saw the IBM campus. Huge pyramids you can see from the highway.

12/24/2019 5:51:00 PM laurabusse We do the best we can as parents

Then we have to watch them as young adults in all their dysfunction

But then we forget our own dysfunction at that age

And how much we overcame

And that they will too

Life is an ever evolving growth toward the light

Finding what feels better

12/24/2019 5:51:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's not your real enemy. It's who controls it who is.

12/24/2019 5:51:41 PM allahuniversal As for the existence of the man in flesh having existed, yes, yet with an altered story like most of our history, including Christ's day of birth likely altered 

to align with Saturnalia.

12/24/2019 5:51:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 seconds.

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1209644440748482560 …

12/24/2019 5:53:00 PM armyman971 Nothing is coincidence. Nothing. Q

12/24/2019 5:53:34 PM laurabusse Goodness always feels better

But it takes time to find...

Sometimes a lifetime

Much much love and peace Christine

And the wisdom to trust

☺️☺️☺️

12/24/2019 5:54:30 PM state1union I just watched the video and thank you so much and Juan o Savin goes over this in YouTube but stops at saying the real birth of Jesus Christ is 9/11. No 

research after that? Why sacrifice on Christmas EVE?  The real XMas EVE 9/10?

12/24/2019 5:54:34 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/ei4pEB62Fw

12/24/2019 5:55:12 PM 7madeintheusa Nice catch1️⃣7️⃣🇺🇸

12/24/2019 5:56:44 PM mongrelglory I studied TCM in China.  It is a 5000 year old healing tradition that works and has many benefits.  However, I will be the first to say that many herbal 

products are poorly sourced, some tainted with pesticides, other patent medicine adulterated with drugs. Illegal trade of...

12/24/2019 5:57:05 PM renesaenz17 #MerryQMas pic.twitter.com/EGvwSfvG6G

12/24/2019 5:57:07 PM giediknight Is ALICE an interdimensional being that inhabits a Quantum computer? The Quantum computer being able to open and keep open a portal to another 

dimension allowing the interdimensional being through.

12/24/2019 5:57:08 PM richardcaoue Q pic.twitter.com/NsVF4bjNr0

12/24/2019 5:57:24 PM bsavell NQ

12/24/2019 5:57:36 PM maxhayzz Rule #1 for @US_SpaceCom Don't being any pets home. 😹

12/24/2019 5:57:37 PM state1union Acknowledging that it’s a fake Christmas 🎄 Thank You!

12/24/2019 5:57:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pets names Rodger?

12/24/2019 5:58:23 PM mongrelglory ...endangered animal parts is a huge problem as well!  It really needs to be better regulated and "policed".

12/24/2019 5:58:43 PM keith369me Lost me on being judged.  I completely agree in general that it’s not a good thing...in isolated cases, perhaps it could be.  Not for me to judge.  The 

creator loves us regardless of the experiences we choose to have.

12/24/2019 5:58:58 PM lowee509 Why hasn't this been stopped yet?!

I get that its an ongoing OP but this is so deeply disturbing.

God Bless

12/24/2019 5:59:32 PM stanstephens13 What is the meaning of 17?

12/24/2019 5:59:41 PM ultim8boon  pic.twitter.com/1vitMbFQfe

12/24/2019 5:59:55 PM ultim8boon Q

12/24/2019 6:00:06 PM state1union Nice 5/5 not a Fake Jesus being born on fake Christmas 🎄

12/24/2019 6:00:15 PM keith369me “Speak to a representative”

12/24/2019 6:01:11 PM mongrelglory There are a number of good research studies that have shown the benefits of acupuncture.  There's also a lot of research into herbal remedies done in 

China.  The problem with doing a randomized double blind study of Chinese herbs is that in TCM, you adjust the herbal formula...

12/24/2019 6:01:18 PM freestateojones Of course.

12/24/2019 6:01:29 PM woerzone_g Of course!

12/24/2019 6:01:40 PM keith369me Space Force Disclosures could be a big deal...no more of this slow roll garbage.  Bring it on.

12/24/2019 6:02:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Do satanists still benefit from the naivety of people who are unaware of the symbolic sacrifice? Doesn’t seem like they should be able to.

12/24/2019 6:02:12 PM keith369me Record and arrest.

12/24/2019 6:03:00 PM stanstephens13 I know that but the significance of 17. It is everywhere.

12/24/2019 6:03:50 PM mongrelglory ...on a daily basis depending on the patient's reactions to the formula.  Treatment is tailored to the individual's condition and response.  Western drug 

studies are done with fixed doses of a single medication (or combination) over a defined period of time.

12/24/2019 6:04:05 PM roberta77661842 I wanna see 17 arrests !

I'm 75 and I wipe my ass with what people think !

12/24/2019 6:04:13 PM keith369me There are no coincidences.  So does Q ever get revealed?  Personally I’d rather meet the MJ team...and a Q member or two at the same time.

12/24/2019 6:04:17 PM 02joshuaradwan 17 seconds 😝🕊💚

12/24/2019 6:04:23 PM godrus Where are the #PerpWalks, @WhiteHouse and @realDonaldTrump?

#TicToc already!

12/24/2019 6:04:48 PM usss_211 Naturally!!!

Merry Christmas Jones and MJ's!

12/24/2019 6:05:30 PM snarkishdanno Right. So that doesn’t change then.

12/24/2019 6:06:08 PM morewinning2020 I fight every day; I fight our local Propaganda Newspapers and tv station and even though my kids roll their eyes; I am fighting for them and my 

grandchildren..and one day tell them I was a part of THE GREAT AWAKENING❤️



12/24/2019 6:06:29 PM stanstephens13 The number 17 is in many movies, multiple news stories. Shows up in various places consistently. What is the meaning to 17?

12/24/2019 6:06:43 PM mongrelglory Q did post a tweet of MJ-12's.  I guess you missed it.

12/24/2019 6:08:17 PM danny27123776 Mj12=loons

12/24/2019 6:10:45 PM zstaroz Merry Christmas Fren

12/24/2019 6:11:12 PM timkania Yes ? 🤷🏼♂️

12/24/2019 6:12:02 PM jvan125 Mirror version...😉🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/kphtxzDKjQ

12/24/2019 6:12:02 PM maryadelsberger No Qincidence!! 👍🏻👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/qAf0AmLWlt

12/24/2019 6:12:36 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/cKz6U4wNUJ

12/24/2019 6:12:36 PM youstinksoap Best Reply Ever.

12/24/2019 6:13:08 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/6mODtKiJPK

12/24/2019 6:13:24 PM state1union Don’t make me cry 😢

12/24/2019 6:13:41 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/XVA8KIc9JQ

12/24/2019 6:16:54 PM leigh_vas Yuletide (Occult) as well as Demon Revels//Da Muer Blood Ritual Sacrifice for High Grand Climax (Occult/Satanic)

12/24/2019 6:18:18 PM mommahood777 relax and enjoy

savor it all

It's going to be Biblical...remember?

Anything worth having is worth waiting for.

#TrustThePlan

#EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/DYim2mxfRg

12/24/2019 6:19:10 PM state1union Oh this is juicy?  R things getting interesting now?

12/24/2019 6:19:24 PM bigrig_chris Agreed. I also follow @david_wilcock @CoreyGoode and @Jordan_Sather_ . These men are worth following and listening to. My view has been 

expanding so wide thanks to them and many others. #GreatAwakening

12/24/2019 6:20:56 PM sterkinglights1 Sg1 season 1 episode 18 tin man. Very interesting. "The answers are within I have made sure of it."

12/24/2019 6:22:20 PM igiant111 How do you struggle to comprehend this...

Come on now.

12/24/2019 6:23:30 PM nea_storm And the Thousand etcetera years before All was coopted into perversions of debauchery? The Light of the Divine Creators Existed: As historical it took a 

Dynamically Positive Constructive organic Creator, true Sacred feminine to infuse energy into the system, impossible for evil 

pic.twitter.com/5vXtWD0RJb

12/24/2019 6:23:33 PM keith369me Completely befuddled.

12/24/2019 6:26:40 PM roberta77661842 Do you have any idea what me and my friends would do to antifa, we talk about it.

12/24/2019 6:27:20 PM maxhayzz lol - * No Pets *.

12/24/2019 6:27:27 PM jvan125 LOL that got her an instant follow from me 😂❤️

12/24/2019 6:27:44 PM aprilbrown99 I am so ready...can’t wait!  🛸🛸🛸👽👽👽🛸🛸🛸

12/24/2019 6:27:49 PM botandove I’m not a fucking thermometer. I’m a thermostat. FYI

12/24/2019 6:29:00 PM the_tara_tweets #MerryQmas pic.twitter.com/0L6piiBs94

12/24/2019 6:29:10 PM roberta77661842 Thank you

We were talking at dinner and now I'm fired up !

12/24/2019 6:30:35 PM 21oplato IIRC - Impossible Foods is located across from an abortion clinic.

12/24/2019 6:30:55 PM stanstephens13 Let’s try it this way. Why did Q choose 17?

12/24/2019 6:31:06 PM reggio_inspired Merry Qmas to you as well 🎄 pic.twitter.com/uTvZbGUAUK

12/24/2019 6:32:09 PM rosesrred0119 Or Santa's sledding forming the Q

12/24/2019 6:32:24 PM razingk Don't forget about T.Y.L.E.R. too...

12/24/2019 6:32:28 PM cocopuffster12 Always

12/24/2019 6:33:40 PM americanpetal So disturbing. What can we do to stop this?

12/24/2019 6:33:58 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

12/24/2019 6:33:59 PM threadreaderapp Kwanzaa blessings! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/24/2019 6:34:07 PM cocopuffster12 Merry Christmas 🎄☃️MJ12, we appreciate you so much. ♥️♥️♥️

12/24/2019 6:34:53 PM leigh_vas They've already begun constrction efforts in Cheney Reservoir

12/24/2019 6:34:59 PM cocopuffster12 Water on a duck’s back. Give them NOTHING - fight fight fight

12/24/2019 6:35:09 PM americanpetal Agreed🇺🇸🙏🕊

12/24/2019 6:36:18 PM bluepopcorn8 @AGWillliamBarr @TheJusticeDept @tedcruz @SenateGOP @MiamiHerald @mjgranger1 @TraffickingBot @tribunal_watch @GregRubini 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/Bluepopcorn8/status/1209653119975600130?s=19 …

12/24/2019 6:40:59 PM lbf777 What does 17 seconds mean for us? Nothing. We want Rabbi Trump to stop gassing us & take down these 5G towers.

12/24/2019 6:41:33 PM americanpetal What treatments are you using to heal the thousands of rescued children?

12/24/2019 6:42:23 PM jenniferharlin5 🤢🤮

12/24/2019 6:43:28 PM rghardy3 Q incidence ?

12/24/2019 6:45:44 PM trumping4usa Space force 3 Epstien 6 impeachment 9

12/24/2019 6:46:32 PM rghardy3 Most people don't even know who Alice is.

They will just keep feeding the Robot.

12/24/2019 6:46:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 And when you grow up you'll be working in my slave factories assembling 10,000 of these a day! https://www.cultofmac.com/459366/today-in-apple-

history-iphone-comes-to-the-worlds-biggest-carrier/ …

12/24/2019 6:46:59 PM ascendingadam  https://twitter.com/mrsclausKAG2020/status/1209455603971698689/video/1 …

12/24/2019 6:47:53 PM 21oplato Dittoes! BLEAK!!!

12/24/2019 6:48:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 1 Hour Left...

Cast your vote. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208598767215267840 …

12/24/2019 6:48:20 PM sparkleloung More like... we won’t hurt your friends and loved ones IF you assemble 10k/day

12/24/2019 6:48:44 PM 7madeintheusa I voted 17 times pic.twitter.com/jakX38Kisg

12/24/2019 6:48:52 PM murph54258684 There are no coincidences. NONE.

12/24/2019 6:50:13 PM djlok Same. #SpaceForce is where it's at!!!

12/24/2019 6:50:48 PM kapitan_wow none whatsoever... pic.twitter.com/cGAMEd0yes

12/24/2019 6:51:10 PM frankcastle_45  pic.twitter.com/NAX43QReMk

12/24/2019 6:51:29 PM dianesaumure To you all as well

12/24/2019 6:51:36 PM state1union If asking during this time Epstein, Vatican,  DNA and more

12/24/2019 6:52:58 PM n2zyk After being called crazy for 2 years, why would I stop fighting now :)

12/24/2019 6:54:28 PM question_me_2 f you get something where it’s a robot asking you to talk to it, say something absurd in order to confuse it. When it can’t figure out what you need, 

after about 3 or 4 invalid responses you’ll be transferred to a person. 

-A person who’s job it is to call businesses all day

12/24/2019 6:54:43 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/cRb0oNqTp8

12/24/2019 6:54:55 PM whiteloverose Imagination, I imagine, would leave a lesser karmic debt. And invite less demons to watch and feed off of you, because we are vibrating with LOVE 

instead of fear, creating a strong wall that the lower-dimensional beings can't (easily) permeate.

12/24/2019 6:55:50 PM adamwestleyric3 Don't say it like that

12/24/2019 6:56:56 PM traci39338740 The body snatchers snagged him to play a part in their movie!!



12/24/2019 6:57:12 PM wishfulldreamz I've wondered this same thing.  Is it ultimately about our intent, or are we unknowingly adding our energy to their darkness by celebrating this holiday?

12/24/2019 6:57:12 PM whoisq1  pic.twitter.com/tv0TewSrrN

12/24/2019 6:57:43 PM lbf777 In a gifting economy we all own everything outside of our homes collectively including the Corporations and the Government so they will have to be 

100% transparent & leaderless so we can all see how the workers are treated in the back.

12/24/2019 6:57:51 PM irah_chandler Welp i don't consent to sacrifice being a part of my Christmas

12/24/2019 6:58:08 PM deplorablemik11 How many times  before it becomes  mathmaticly impossible.

12/24/2019 6:58:49 PM synackstatic Supply chains of captured consumers.

12/24/2019 6:59:57 PM dianesaumure I hope Majestic12 will stop it before it takes place, since you already know

12/24/2019 7:00:17 PM ausanon369 What day was Jesus born MJ12? Sept 11?

12/24/2019 7:00:41 PM 21oplato Once I clicked & saw the overwhelming answer I could see it. It's a phrase that is all over.

12/24/2019 7:01:25 PM darleneironcity It's also very imperative. ;-)

12/24/2019 7:04:42 PM at0m_b0mber Troll Master Yoda level

12/24/2019 7:04:58 PM jamiegrahamusa God bless their souls. Im not in denial. I know. Its not our celebration.

12/24/2019 7:05:11 PM werascending 🤬😡😞

12/24/2019 7:06:59 PM qphillypatriot Rodger? I see what you did there with the American Dad reference😏

12/24/2019 7:07:36 PM heatherrenae8 😢🙏😢

12/24/2019 7:08:36 PM fansblowing3 This is lame 😒

12/24/2019 7:09:07 PM tamexis I did this so many years ago, way too late for me.

12/24/2019 7:10:11 PM tamexis Same boat. We be fine. No fear y’all!

12/24/2019 7:12:45 PM keith369me The age of Profits over People is coming to an end.

12/24/2019 7:13:21 PM keith369me Kind of disappointed with the results thus far

12/24/2019 7:14:06 PM bublscuble I did Ancestry and wish I had not. My son, who I placed for adoption and is an adult now, asked me to take the test.

12/24/2019 7:15:19 PM mommahood777 #Truth

12/24/2019 7:16:42 PM truthseeker273 Soon. Disclosure. Awakening.

12/24/2019 7:17:53 PM heatherrenae8 Make porn illegal in America!!! I always knew this was the root of much of our issues. It's really common sense.

12/24/2019 7:18:11 PM state1union It’s awful and I’m so sorry 😐

12/24/2019 7:18:26 PM _josephcurtis_ All the above, and more.

12/24/2019 7:18:36 PM 02joshuaradwan Space force saves the day

12/24/2019 7:19:00 PM cpnegron73 Believe it or not I believe it's the creation of Space Force. I have been wondering about the significance of this for sometime now. More there than 

meets the eye...

12/24/2019 7:20:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you think of Vaccines think 2010.

Holocaust 2.0

"Their method is just slower."

The more you know...

And yes, track the deaths of holistic doctors who do not push for vaccines.

The dangers are real.

Operational security awareness is important.

Do not trust freemium anything.
12/24/2019 7:21:02 PM tamexis Have no fear, for fear is the root of all evil. It was kind of you to do that for him.

12/24/2019 7:21:11 PM stanstephens13 Stupid that I don’t know the significance to 17 but know that there is one.  You obviously don’t know what 17 means either. It doesn’t seem to be an 

easy answer. White and black hats use the number often.

12/24/2019 7:22:15 PM tbirdfreeman Spygate impeachment hoax 2019! 😠

12/24/2019 7:22:37 PM jeff57253103 How do they get to this holistic doctors? What are they putting in these vaccines? Aluminum and mercury? Let’s really talk about this

12/24/2019 7:23:21 PM ghost_of_billy_ What exactly was the reason they were killing holistic doctors. Cancer cures? Alt beliefs? Something else?

12/24/2019 7:23:37 PM pedalfun4u #VaccineHolocaust

12/24/2019 7:24:24 PM ghost_of_billy_ Why haven't independents grabbed vaccines and had them analyzed and published results?

12/24/2019 7:24:41 PM paula84059427 If NXIVM wasn't prosecuted,  could  Epstein's still not kill himself?

12/24/2019 7:25:44 PM rachmatcorai33 YES!!! ❤️

12/24/2019 7:26:51 PM netuserms FREE PASS for all criminal Democrats and their liberal/progressive goons!  Because none of the GOP has the balls to prosecute any of them!All the 

Dems have to do to stop Trump is let the GOP have the House & Senate!Then NOTHING will get done!Just like their repealing ACA promise!

12/24/2019 7:26:55 PM jane_q_patriot Yep.

12/24/2019 7:27:46 PM 1vargascookie11  https://www.369universe.com/2017/11/24/secret-behind-numbers-3-6-9-finally-revealed/ …

12/24/2019 7:28:22 PM rj85165808 So r they still doing it?

12/24/2019 7:29:35 PM bodieharding Wow that was an awesome thread bravo

12/24/2019 7:30:34 PM q_patchouli Wake up. You are so wrong. The dems are going to gitmo. Trust the plan...

12/24/2019 7:31:28 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/14CzPAqEDB

12/24/2019 7:31:28 PM sjger3 😡😡😡

12/24/2019 7:31:47 PM stirringsoup1  pic.twitter.com/qmdXenmyyR

12/24/2019 7:33:15 PM netuserms Believe it when I see it! They’ll get the Hilary treatment!

12/24/2019 7:34:02 PM bublscuble ❤️🤗 Thank you for that reminder!

12/24/2019 7:34:03 PM gratitudebath ALICE?

12/24/2019 7:34:13 PM gratitudeiskey_ The late Dr. Jeff Bradstreet was my son’s doctor. He performed chelation IV therapy on my son to rid his system of the mercury (thimerosal) that was in 

the vaccine he was administered as a baby. He cured my child. Dr Jeff, a devout Christian, would NEVER have committed suicide!

12/24/2019 7:34:53 PM rj85165808 Gardisil?

12/24/2019 7:34:56 PM heidi_weigand Project Looking Glass

12/24/2019 7:35:23 PM gratitudebath IBM?   wait... 

Is this the same? pic.twitter.com/ie1PDoHfOy

12/24/2019 7:35:37 PM q_patchouli Killery was put to death at gitmo. Only her klonaide clone survives so yes they will get the exact same treatment...

12/24/2019 7:36:31 PM eyeleanover #SaveAlltheChildren 🙏 pic.twitter.com/juZ8P80YZQ

12/24/2019 7:37:08 PM netuserms Ok .... you have a Merry Christmas!

12/24/2019 7:37:48 PM heidi_weigand Blue Beam is for nefarious purpose by the cabal! ]They[ will use it to declare

a national emergency/m@rti@l l@w/etc. to suspend the Constitution and usher in the NWO! There's no turning backnif that happens....

12/24/2019 7:38:03 PM cstarr888 🧐

 https://m.imdb.com/title/tt9352780/ …

Btw Salk was a eugenist

🧐🙏💖

12/24/2019 7:38:08 PM dr_t_dc Are all holistic doctors at risk?

12/24/2019 7:38:14 PM wilsanborn777 My daughter is now 22, she is autistic. Do you think there is still hope? Not likely many that would do this therapy..... She was just starting to walk and 

talk when she was injured/harmed. Thank you.



12/24/2019 7:38:25 PM heidi_weigand You=bot or shill

12/24/2019 7:39:35 PM americanpetal In my area, a beloved female holistic dr was murdered. (They) made it out like it was a love triangle but she was one the Deep State got. So sad.

12/24/2019 7:40:15 PM danny27123776 Neither, just telling it like it is

12/24/2019 7:40:34 PM 369_is Nagalase.

12/24/2019 7:40:45 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/WFHJMNU9w7

12/24/2019 7:41:54 PM jeff57253103 DAMN! I have a best friend in Iowa who told me that after his daughter received childhood shots around age 3, it caused behavioral changes and 

learning disabilities. She’s 18 now and still is affected

12/24/2019 7:42:02 PM heidi_weigand That place technically operates on its own authority or possibly UN authority. It threaten trespassers with deadly force. That's illegal, a blatant violation 

of the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878. Armed Services can't kill civilians on US soil in a civilian capacity!

12/24/2019 7:42:43 PM dr_t_dc Some have. Independent labs have investigated but their results are dismissed because they’re not published in peer reviewed journals. The most 

recent I’ve seen is from an Italian research group who mapped the genome of the fetal tissue used to manufacture a common vax.

12/24/2019 7:43:06 PM cstarr888 Over 80 Alt Health doctors dead

🧐🙏💖 https://www.healthnutnews.com/recap-on-my-unintended-series-the-holistic-doctor-deaths/ …

12/24/2019 7:43:34 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/zHStJGFLEY

12/24/2019 7:43:38 PM possum2286 Research Dr. Jeffrey Bradstreet. Was researching autism and vaccines. As well found nagalase molecule injected into humans via vaccines that 

stimulated tumor growth. I believe he was working with a protein called GcMaF as a potential cancer cure. Holistic docs aware.

12/24/2019 7:44:25 PM cstarr888 Because free flu shot with purchase of groceries does not seem sketchy at all!

🤔🙏💖

12/24/2019 7:45:38 PM larryrolson Full DISCLOSURE please

12/24/2019 7:47:03 PM seektruthalways Same as ours at 2

12/24/2019 7:48:09 PM fight4truth45  pic.twitter.com/P3CqJnK2VY

12/24/2019 7:48:29 PM jeff57253103 Do we know what they’re putting in these “vaccines”? It’s poisoning them and how do we know it’s not causing diseases??

12/24/2019 7:49:44 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/oUXEGYuYhB

12/24/2019 7:50:01 PM the_loveoflight In my area they are just free! Lol

12/24/2019 7:52:46 PM gratitudeiskey_ It’s never too late. My son was a developmentally typical 12mo old. Sun,the day before the vax, my son was having a great time at his bday party. Next 

day, took him to the pediatrician’s for his vax, that night he stopped talking.”Experts”said that my kid may never speak again...

12/24/2019 7:53:53 PM chessdragonwins  pic.twitter.com/nPSSBnyltd

12/24/2019 7:54:14 PM rebornkingent The trouble with tribbles. -Star Trek

12/24/2019 7:54:39 PM sleepingnomore Space Force!

12/24/2019 7:54:53 PM rebornkingent Just a few more times, then maybe the msm will finally ask?

12/24/2019 7:56:27 PM harrodrenee This put knots in my stomach !🤬

12/24/2019 7:58:09 PM the_fjalar The more you know...

 https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/4-times-bill-gates-said-vaccines-would-reduce-world-population …

12/24/2019 8:00:39 PM heatherrenae8 They gave my youngest son 6shots at once& he went from normal to server speech delay, autistic& now 17yrs old on a kindergarten 1st grade 

comprehension level & the same grade in his studies. Severe disabilities& my other nephew died at age 8 from the drugs they gave for ADHD.

12/24/2019 8:03:01 PM kathleenmckeon6 Smile, do not trust freemium anything🧐 Spot on.

12/24/2019 8:03:33 PM heatherrenae8 I think my grandson also has ADHD. He is showing signs already. They had high levels of mercury in the RhoD & the mercury stays in the mothers blood 

system, the fetus is poisoned from conception, thats me& my lil bro in the 70s& then they gave us Vax on top of it. Learning dis.

12/24/2019 8:03:46 PM jaded_pearl It is never too late to chelate & detox

12/24/2019 8:04:22 PM blsdbe ThanQ so much Keith, we are at peace now, however, I see the toll the job takes on her heart, body and mind. She is saving $$$ & next fall we are 

taking Anatomy and Physiology together so she try a class & I can share my 4.0 study habits with her! Lots of work in ‘HealthCare’...

12/24/2019 8:04:42 PM maxhayzz Exactly. Or worse, chupacabras brought here during Roswell landing.  🙀

12/24/2019 8:05:29 PM exo_r6 What is ALICE

12/24/2019 8:05:35 PM gratitudeiskey_ I dismissed the grim prognosis of ASD (which is a convenient catch all label for “I don’t know”). One thing was for certain, my baby could not have just 

caught ASD/Autism/? like the cold. My son was neurotoxic. Why don’t we ever hear that diagnosis? Cuz it’s an inconvenient one

12/24/2019 8:05:47 PM werascending Me too! Me too!🙏🙏🙏

12/24/2019 8:05:54 PM blsdbe Bless you and ThanQ Laura!!! pic.twitter.com/3ATqVmnWXE

12/24/2019 8:06:24 PM twistersage Sad but true

12/24/2019 8:07:27 PM dwhit1957 Biggest story hasnt happened yet !

12/24/2019 8:07:42 PM antifa_slayer 5:5

12/24/2019 8:09:19 PM wilsanborn777 That is similar, I believe my daughter was between 12 - 15 months. She was walking and had started talking and then nothing. At first my wife and I 

thought it was due to the birth of our 2nd daughter... not much was public then. I am very happy for you and your son 🙂

12/24/2019 8:09:37 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/24/2019 8:10:25 PM werascending 😡

12/24/2019 8:10:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Interesting results.

Thanks for playing.

Now enjoy something BIG about to drop.

Could be any one of these four... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1208598767215267840 …

12/24/2019 8:11:32 PM islandofdelight 63%

12/24/2019 8:12:02 PM cocopuffster12 Interesting.....because we hit the nail on the head???

12/24/2019 8:12:32 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/5EJWEne5ke

12/24/2019 8:12:50 PM sdane8 👍

12/24/2019 8:13:05 PM wickedmouse369 They are all connected...

12/24/2019 8:13:06 PM tamexis 💗🤗✨

12/24/2019 8:13:37 PM cyndella Pain_Eater look into TRS. There are some groups on FB that can help you navigate.  https://www.coseva.com/toxin-removal/advanced-

trs/?fbclid=IwAR316XNOFC0D4-7UXOdxCM4078yNF_z8IoQjP-ofpUevgqxVJAdm8QNufRw …

12/24/2019 8:13:52 PM dave_paragon2 Waiting

12/24/2019 8:17:19 PM michael81972 Very surprised at only 3140 votes

12/24/2019 8:17:38 PM heatherrenae8 The biggest story for me was this for sure but not everyone knows.

12/24/2019 8:17:39 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/cb7qnFttJC

12/24/2019 8:17:47 PM aleks8837 It has just gained significance because Q is the number 17 in the alphabet. And we like Q! So therefore we like 17 too! Q has also hinted at the number. 

Number Magick is real?

12/24/2019 8:18:45 PM gratitudeiskey_ @wilsanborn777 - I would first consult w/a reputable doctor who performs chelation and biomedical therapy. Dr Jeff filled out a requisition for 

bloodwork, which ultimately reflected that my boy’s blood was inundated w/mercury (a preservative ingred in the vax called thimerosal)!



12/24/2019 8:19:00 PM ptamait Well if most voted for the impeachment vote as the biggest news, then I would be worried they were not in their right mind.

12/24/2019 8:19:31 PM ckazjason 17 star

12/24/2019 8:19:46 PM ghost_of_billy_ Peer reviewed journals are controlled by the same crowd that runs TIME magazine. Soon the world will learn.

12/24/2019 8:20:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 Dr. Jeff Bradstreet; Global Research. https://www.globalresearch.ca/confirmed-renowned-physician-jeff-bradstreet-who-linked-vaccines-to-autism-

was-murdered/5531024 …

12/24/2019 8:20:33 PM gratitudeiskey_ Surely someone’s got to be neurotoxic. Well that’s what the bloodwork showed.

12/24/2019 8:20:43 PM born2bef Gotta be one of the first two !

12/24/2019 8:21:23 PM phreatomagnetic In the long view, Space Force is the biggest.

In terms of people awakening, almost no one has any idea what the Space Force portends, but even the Tardigrades chilling on the moon know Epstein 

didn't kill himself.

12/24/2019 8:21:29 PM dynamicres *manifesting space force drop*

12/24/2019 8:21:32 PM jennysue62 **sigh**  continuing to wait..

12/24/2019 8:21:35 PM mgray72531386 Peace Treaty with North Korea...

12/24/2019 8:22:24 PM qphillypatriot I knew it ! I was telling people there was something fishy going on when you can walk into any store and get a flu shot . Thank god i live in the hood and 

they was scared to hang around bodegas😄😄

12/24/2019 8:23:09 PM t_hayden07 SPACE FORCEEEEEE 🤞🤞🤞

12/24/2019 8:23:49 PM faithlovehope40 What is this about?

12/24/2019 8:24:21 PM wilsanborn777 Thank you.

12/24/2019 8:24:36 PM twistersage So excited, we’ve been patient for so long

12/24/2019 8:25:06 PM kathleenmckeon6 Vaccine schedules then and now...wow is an awful lot.

 https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EMg1jq2XsAE-oa6?format=jpg&name=small …

12/24/2019 8:25:16 PM robinabank4 Time to PRAY need to reverse all EVIL

12/24/2019 8:26:02 PM covertress FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT! pic.twitter.com/PhUfEAxexK

12/24/2019 8:26:56 PM patriotzk7 EXACTLY RIGHT!

THIS—CONFIRMED—COMPLETE & TOTAL DOMINATION—For WORLD PEACE!

#TrustThePatriots

12/24/2019 8:27:18 PM aleks8837 "OPSEC: How we protect critical information that can be used against us. Preventing our adversaries' access to info and actions that may compromise 

an operation. OPSEC challenges us to look at ourselves through the eyes of an adversary and deny the adversary the ability to act."

12/24/2019 8:27:35 PM hifiman45  pic.twitter.com/5Kb0XVuAHt

12/24/2019 8:29:24 PM aleks8837 Do you have some useful resources? Community would appreciate 🙏

12/24/2019 8:29:26 PM gratitudeiskey_ Dr Jeff became a family friend over the years. When we last spoke he had been working in Russia w/ his team on the precipice of a cure for cancer. He 

was so excited over his discoveries. He was a definite threat to the DS

12/24/2019 8:29:29 PM ultim8boon Excellent results! 

Could you retweet my poll? 

 https://twitter.com/ultim8boon/status/1209471666226524162?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Ultim8Boon/status/1209471666226524162 …

12/24/2019 8:30:06 PM kfr0329 They don’t have to grow up. They use child labor.

12/24/2019 8:30:15 PM sasbeach John F. Kennedy Jr. Alive

12/24/2019 8:30:19 PM qphillypatriot Now time for me to get serious. My first born son died from sid and only lived 10 weeks. My fiancee got 3rd degree burns from a flu shot and my 10 

year old daughter got brain cancer out of the blue after getting vaccinated for school.I was going crazy cause things didn't add up

12/24/2019 8:30:57 PM atashfire MJ 12 twitter. Yea I'd put my money on what's beyond the firmament.

12/24/2019 8:31:10 PM kathleenmckeon6  https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELUC6KCXYAA48Rz?format=jpg&name=medium …

 https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELUC6KDWkAUQbmr?format=jpg&name=medium …

 http://Vigiaccess.org , if you go here (World Health Organization) check you accept terms you can type in for example Gardisil & get a list including 

adverse events. 

 http://vigiaccess.org/ 

12/24/2019 8:31:46 PM dirtyanon000 Yes yes....we know that most of if not all of our holidays are rooted in pagan celebrations.....Jesus was actually born in a different month if remember 

correctly.

12/24/2019 8:32:09 PM blsdbe Amen!!!

12/24/2019 8:32:21 PM atashfire This reads like Q+ twitter. Giveaway?

12/24/2019 8:32:50 PM sandie79797427 GOD BLESS YOU Majestic  12 !⚖👼🇺🇲

12/24/2019 8:34:50 PM realscotwells “Magnetic Fusion Energy Program. The National Energy Policy Plan, submitted by President Reagan to Congress to meet the requirements of the 

Department of Energy Organi- zation Act (PL 95-91),”

 

 https://ia800206.us.archive.org/13/items/GraceCommissionReport/The%20Grace%20Commission%20Report.pdf … pic.twitter.com/cVDhJO8Nfh

12/24/2019 8:35:36 PM holotechrd They've became traders to their own kind

12/24/2019 8:37:59 PM awakeandsing123 The power of 3-6-9 all over.

12/24/2019 8:38:47 PM threadreaderapp Merry Christmas! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking 

became…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/24/2019 8:38:47 PM villianelle2 @threadreaderapp please unroll

12/24/2019 8:40:36 PM dave_paragon2 Do it

12/24/2019 8:40:49 PM stoneturnr Thank you so much for sharing this! One of the clearest indications that #SpaceForce is serious about disclosure. Cant believe it wasnt noticed earlier. 

I hope everyone behind this account has a great holiday and knows how appreciated they are! God bless!!! pic.twitter.com/KX9LGchrf6

12/24/2019 8:41:03 PM realscotwells Page 51; “The Magnetic Fusion Energy Engineering Act of 1980 provides national goals for demonstrating the scientific and engineering feasibility of 

the use of fusion energy. 

 

Some experts, however, question the scientific and commercial feasibility of this goal.” pic.twitter.com/qCvUYxLQ4N

12/24/2019 8:42:49 PM gratitudeiskey_ His glutathione levels were depleted so Dr. Jeff IV’d him w/ bolstered amounts of NAC (N-Acetyl-L-Cysteine), vitamin C, b6, b12, EDTA, etc. A

12/24/2019 8:43:27 PM matrixslayer1 Yes ..

12/24/2019 8:46:25 PM notevenchad17 I went with Space Force.

12/24/2019 8:47:46 PM shining91109743 What is the best strategic offensive steps we can take? How would be the most effective way to utilize 3, 6, 9?

12/24/2019 8:47:50 PM 369helen313 🤩...

12/24/2019 8:48:08 PM skorpionhalo I have "liked" this post 4 times since following .I just liked it for the 5th time. Somehow, my account keeps "un-liking" it.



12/24/2019 8:48:30 PM kathleenmckeon6 There are some incredible people helping people with vaccine injury. Charisse Burchett(She was on the Richie Allen show)-Del Bigtree, The High Wire-

Stop Mandatory Vaccination-Susan Elizabeth-Inside Vaccines-Jeremy R. Hammond-One Pissed Off Mom-Toby Rogers PHD, MPP-Just a few.

12/24/2019 8:48:44 PM x36044911 I do not know for sure. But I do know the correlations reveal a big bag of lies.

12/24/2019 8:48:51 PM realscotwells 42 U.S. Code § 9301. Congressional findings and declaration of policy

 

(3) to achieve at the earliest practicable time, but not later than the year 1990, operation of a magnetic fusion engineering device based on the best 

available confinement concept;

 

 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/42/9301 …

12/24/2019 8:49:24 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 live?!?  pic.twitter.com/AReNaUswxr

12/24/2019 8:50:37 PM premonition_12 So sad.

12/24/2019 8:51:01 PM premonition_12 Wow. My heart breaks.

12/24/2019 8:51:16 PM laurak303 I always say I hope they are recording this call because I have some things to say they might need to hear again!

12/24/2019 8:51:49 PM jeff57253103 Mine too

12/24/2019 8:52:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE hard at work.

12/24/2019 8:52:56 PM jeff57253103 Damn

12/24/2019 8:53:10 PM jeff57253103 Damn

12/24/2019 8:53:19 PM dr_t_dc  https://www.corvelva.it/it/speciale-corvelva/vaccinegate-en/vaccinegate-mrc-5-contained-in-priorix-tetra-complete-genome-sequencing.html …

12/24/2019 8:53:21 PM ausanon369 I chose SPACE FORCE! The key to something much bigger

12/24/2019 8:53:35 PM cancierge Try doin that BS at the motel I'm at.  I know ALL these demons' secrets😡

12/24/2019 8:53:56 PM gratitudeiskey_ After following strict adherence to the biomedical protocol set forth by Dr. Jeff, my son is now (contrary to the prognosticating naysayers back then) a 

typical teen who just got accepted as a freshman this year at the University of California! Never give up, especially on ur kid

12/24/2019 8:54:17 PM dr_t_dc I know that and you know that but the sheeple still think it’s the gold standard.

12/24/2019 8:55:45 PM jeff57253103 I’m so sorry! I hate that crap! Did he have his blood tested??

12/24/2019 8:57:15 PM libertyspring99 What’s the real story behind Christmas then? you know like if I was a satanic pedophile shapeshifting reptile.  I’m serious I want to know.

12/24/2019 8:57:53 PM ausanon369 Don’t forget Epstein and Mars have something in common

12/24/2019 8:58:16 PM stanstephens13 Yeah. You don’t know the magic of 17 either.

12/24/2019 8:59:41 PM mayhem114 Clowns? No. Marines? Yes. #WWG1GWA

12/24/2019 8:59:42 PM superawkward77 always and forever

12/24/2019 9:00:28 PM heatherrenae8 I was looking at the levels of Mercury&they where really high in the 70s. Now they just group more shots today&give high levels of poisoning. I 

watched old chem experiments on mice with the same doses in the 70s&it killed the mice. They also showed the nerves dieing in the brain

12/24/2019 9:01:12 PM blsdbe #Majestic!!!

12/24/2019 9:01:42 PM ghost_of_billy_ I used to be gentle with the sheep/carrots last night I nonchalantly told a neighbour who is fully absorbed with cnn etc that she is being fed lies and 

showed a bunch of info bits...she left somewhat baffled. I'm out of patience.

12/24/2019 9:02:03 PM ultim8boon Baader-Meinhoff

12/24/2019 9:02:21 PM trumpgender For those treating blood pressure with synthetic meds like losartan, these drugs are outsourced for manufacture.  Chinese labs "accidentally" 

contaminated the medicine with jet fuel, leading to multiple myeloma in some patients.

12/24/2019 9:02:53 PM hoffman11my And those Italian scientists had their data confiscated in their lab closed. There is an enormous move to ensure we never find out the deadly vaccine 

scam that's being used as a genocide tool

12/24/2019 9:03:11 PM paulygenz theres a reason that POTUS is pushing SPACE FORCE. the first POTUS for the people talking about space. think how can we travel in space. think what 

kinda power source is needed.

12/24/2019 9:03:41 PM cancierge Respectfully disagree with your earlier reply.  

I resorted to the stripper industry thru justification of  "respectability" because it was legal; AND I'd been sexually abused by a long-term boyfriend who 

was 13 yrs older for 3+ yrs.  The only ones making $ are doing sex 4 it:/

12/24/2019 9:04:05 PM wilsanborn777 Thank you!

12/24/2019 9:04:14 PM heatherrenae8 Yes, but the medical field, phsyc field, schools, big pharma, doctor's, disability judges&lawyers are either in on it or blackmailed&threatened to do the 

evil bidding of dumbing down&soft killing off society to overthrow the Nation's, the same with the porn&drugs was to weaken US

12/24/2019 9:04:41 PM cancierge That is impossible.

12/24/2019 9:04:49 PM paulygenz the greatest show on earth and POTUS is trying to show WE THE PEOPLE whats coming.

12/24/2019 9:05:09 PM jamesreeddean1 Booooo!

12/24/2019 9:05:43 PM premonition_12 I am so proud my children are healthy and great kids. They're smart and barely ever get sick and I'm so proud to have them as my kids. 

😬 I'm gonna be so nervous if they mandate it... cause one of my kids is allergic to peanuts and I would be very unsure and scared for him.

12/24/2019 9:06:37 PM 369_is Loosh.

12/24/2019 9:07:21 PM premonition_12 This is the same reason why it's illegal for a doctor in the US to mention the GERSEN therapy!  It's so effective at curing cancer. If you have the time 

YouTube it.

Very interesting theory and they talk about coffee enemas,  decaf of course (if not it can kill)

12/24/2019 9:09:21 PM aleks8837 I think many commenters here have misunderstood what is meant. Forget BITCOIN. With blockchain tech you can make a distributed decentralized 

internet from scratch! Has nothing to do with Bitcoin..

What MJ says is true. With distr ledger that can't be deleted, CP would be rampant

12/24/2019 9:10:21 PM davethadude369 Crazy. A young ESPN reporter was just announced dead. 34 years old. A reply to one of the tweets reporting the news... pic.twitter.com/pgOu6c78s1

12/24/2019 9:11:32 PM gratitudeiskey_ You are so very welcome. If there’s any way I can be of any help in assisting you along your journey, pls feel free to DM me anytime. Stay strong, God 

bless and Merry Christmas ✝️🙏❤️

12/24/2019 9:11:36 PM falseprofityhoo Merry Christmas M12. ThanQs for all you do here. Blessings and light.

12/24/2019 9:12:06 PM kathleenmckeon6 Yes, there is quite a lot to the whole story of vaccines, their unbelievable march into our lives after their immunity from liability victory, now all their 

laws & mandates forcing the public since the public through numerous injuries & death are not signing up for the products.

12/24/2019 9:16:55 PM danswanson1965  pic.twitter.com/Mfl5PMaMzf

12/24/2019 9:17:26 PM bpwll .... Please

12/24/2019 9:18:32 PM covertress  https://youtu.be/74ocbvwam7c 

12/24/2019 9:18:39 PM angiefletcher Christmas is what each person or family makes it.

12/24/2019 9:19:16 PM carolin15161363 Can ALICE feed off of good feelings too?

12/24/2019 9:19:33 PM curseca Is that why they install lights every 1/4 mile and make you stop at each one? People think they’re not timed well, but maybe they’re timed perfectly...



12/24/2019 9:22:38 PM angiefletcher So did I. Christ’s resurrection is in the spring.

12/24/2019 9:22:47 PM parrotandrea From what site is it ? How evil is that ,if true!

12/24/2019 9:23:07 PM bubblibev 1. Actually, it’s believed by many Messianic Jews (those who believe Jesus is the Messiah) and others that He was born on the first day of the Feast of 

Tabernacles. Sukkot, as it’s called, can fall in September or October depending on the year. The reason? Because Israel goes by

12/24/2019 9:24:06 PM mcfunny In the 1960s there were 8 vaccines  there are now 14.  They have not "marched into our lives"  but they have significantly reduced deadly diseases.

12/24/2019 9:26:04 PM kathepass What is food fabrication? GMOs?

12/24/2019 9:27:04 PM premonition_12 I'm not saying they can't have the potential to help but once they're administered you wont have a choice to how your child can react. 

I think with modern medicine it is possible to beat measles and polio. The world is a lot different since then. Besides the shots aren't 100%

12/24/2019 9:28:19 PM mcfunny Rubella is a teratogen.  do you know what it does when it infects fetuses?

12/24/2019 9:28:47 PM melhuses 🙏🏻

12/24/2019 9:28:58 PM americanpetal You changed it back.

12/24/2019 9:29:26 PM stanstephens13 It may be the Epstein-Barr virus I got.

12/24/2019 9:30:39 PM premonition_12 Tell me.

12/24/2019 9:31:24 PM ideclarefreedom I'm so sorry you've been thru all this, sending🙏  -vaccines are Very bad news!

12/24/2019 9:31:30 PM lis3ad Makes sense! Their not only trying to kill us with cancer but screwing us up with an estrogen overload,  especially our men . They want to feminize our 

men so they can control the population  . Soy boys dont fight . 😡😡

12/24/2019 9:32:33 PM mcfunny Autism, blindness, deafness, heart defects, developmental delay, death.  The vaccine virtually eliminates this when it is used.

12/24/2019 9:33:17 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Wm3gnRbT1M

12/24/2019 9:33:29 PM ideclarefreedom is 2008 when they added the nanotech?

12/24/2019 9:35:14 PM bubblibev 2. a Lunar not a Solar calendar. Therefore, the adaptation to the Solar calendar changes year to year. This belief is based on more than one thing from 

scripture but I will share a few. First, we know that John the Baptist was 6 months older than Yeshua (Jesus). Luke 1:35

12/24/2019 9:35:33 PM swatcam1 I was thinking about how 45 has a chance at getting a 3rd term. That would mean a Majestic 12 years of office and 1 + 2 = 3. Aka 3 terms. Coincidence? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/24/2019 9:35:52 PM kathleenmckeon6 less vaccines in the 1960's and a whole lot more than 14 now .

12/24/2019 9:42:29 PM bubblibev 3. Can we determine when John could have been born?Yes, in Luke 1:5, Zacharias, John’s father, was serving in the Temple when the angel told him he 

would have a son.He was serving at a division called Abijah!  King David had divided the year into 2 week increments and named them.

12/24/2019 9:43:27 PM smith_jere YES!!!

12/24/2019 9:44:34 PM smith_jere Me too.

12/24/2019 9:45:31 PM qarmyanon22  http://www.theopenscroll.com/hosting/SatanicCalendar.htm …

12/24/2019 9:45:32 PM sterkinglights1 Same however I would love drop on 1 or 3.

12/24/2019 9:47:42 PM tom31485433 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , nicely done there! 👽

12/24/2019 9:48:07 PM mcfunny 1960s:

Smallpox

Diphtheria

Tetanus

Pertussis

Polio (OPV)

Measles

Mumps

Rubella

=8

2019:

Diphtheria

Tetanus

Pertussis

Measles

Mumps

Rubella

Polio (IPV)

Hib

Hepatitis B

Varicella

Hepatitis A

Pneumococcal

Influenza

Rotavirus

=14
12/24/2019 9:49:17 PM bubblibev 4. Historically, we know the time of the year when Abijah fell. Giving Zacharia time to travel home and have relations with his wife,we can calculate 

John would have been born  at Passover(Spring)Also,Jesus said John came in the “spirit of Elijah” as a fulfillment of Malachi 4:5.

12/24/2019 9:49:36 PM allahuniversal 9

3

17

22:00 @ 12.21.2019

2x60 RT, 9 L

Noic3 pic.twitter.com/grUURuY85R
12/24/2019 9:49:54 PM spicencens1 There is a horror that T is very slow to react: 

child porn! That very horror is available any time you like!

12/24/2019 9:50:01 PM lucasroggeman Disappointing @Apple is ripping its employees in China off paying significantly less than the average wage for China! As a technology leader they 

should also be a leader in fair wages in the world! S

12/24/2019 9:54:03 PM bubblibev 5. At what feast do the Jews open the door of their house to welcome Elijah? When are they looking for him to come? PASSOVER! I’m told, even Jewish 

legend places John’s birth at Passover. So, six months to the day after Passover is Sukkot (Tabernacles). Did not God have Moses

12/24/2019 9:54:44 PM allahuniversal Did Walgreen's & CVS give any out?

12/24/2019 9:55:32 PM covertress RTs stick



12/24/2019 9:58:29 PM eyeofgodhead 👁 @tim_cook

12/24/2019 9:59:28 PM decodematrix NXIVM is bigger than people think.

Keith Raniere patent: "Determination of whether a luciferian can be rehabilitated"

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130281879A1/en …

Kirsten Gillibrand

Clare Bronfman

Bronfman Rothschild https://citywireusa.com/registered-investment-advisor/news/bronfman-rothschild-and-sontag-unveil-rebrand-after-nfp-

deal/a1288530 …

12/24/2019 9:59:32 PM bubblibev 6. erect a TABERNACLE in the Wilderness where the present, the Glory of God, DWELT? And in John 1:14 it says,”And the Word became flesh and dwelt 

(TABERNACLED) among us..” (Jewish imagery). Let’s look at this then. If Jesus was born on the first day of Tabernacles, we can then

12/24/2019 9:59:46 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

12/24/2019 10:03:18 PM bubblibev 7. determine when he was conceived...9 months earlier. When? Hanukkah!!!! The festival of LIGHTS. He who is the Light of the World pierced the 

darkness of this world at the moment of his conception! So, major events of Jesus’ life fell on the Feasts the Eternal One instituted!

12/24/2019 10:07:24 PM bubblibev 8. Btw, in scripture these Feasts are referred to as belonging to the LORD!  God says, “They are mine.” So, Jesus, the Anointed One, the promised 

Messiah, was conceived on Hanukkah, born on Sukkot, circumcised on the Day of the Great Octave, baptized by the Holy Spirit on

12/24/2019 10:10:10 PM bubblibev 9. the Feast of Weeks (Christians call it Pentacost), was crucified on Passover (as the Passover Lamb) and was resurrected on the Feast of First Fruits!!! 

See a pattern? If this is not the awesome figure of God pointing out WHO the Messiah is, what is?

12/24/2019 10:14:48 PM robinabank4 Like ur style..U just earned a new FOLLOWER. Thanks for sharing

12/24/2019 10:15:00 PM qphillypatriot Thank you very much .Merry Qmas to you and your family. Blessings to you my friend

12/24/2019 10:15:27 PM patriotswegoall Can't allow their deaths to be in vain. They've worked too hard for alt remedies.

12/24/2019 10:15:56 PM qphillypatriot Thank you very much. Merry Qmas and Blessings to you and your love ones.

12/24/2019 10:17:58 PM steveakridge I didn’t realize ALICE is a man!!!

12/24/2019 10:18:46 PM qphillypatriot ALWAYS !! Sign's on the windows and doors before you go in. I don't trust any of them places.😡😡

12/24/2019 10:20:44 PM g07032011 You know what I find interesting, the number 17 comes up ALL over the place ... EVERYONE, even people who don’t know Q are saying the number 17 

or using 17 in daily speech! Just an observation!

12/24/2019 10:21:17 PM gratitudeiskey_ (Odd, just now got your reply)Thank you ❤️. The road to my son’s recovery was bumpy - lots of tears, frustration, misses, but the good that came from 

getting the toxins out of his body was priceless. Ppl told me to “just accept it”- until they saw the results.

12/24/2019 10:21:58 PM truth_pioneer That’s Why Dr. Jennifer Daniels Moved To Panama!

12/24/2019 10:23:48 PM heatherrenae8 Me to I'm glad your kids didn't get effected this way. I'm from Northern California&it's like the main hub of the Big Pharma Nazi experiment. Let's just 

say the homeless epidemic is a deeper issue then just politics. It's all by design, I left in 2005&found its everywhere though.

12/24/2019 10:24:16 PM ideclarefreedom Merry Christmas and a Blessed New Year to You and Yours also:)

12/24/2019 10:27:07 PM truth_pioneer NXIVM Prosecuted!!!  POTUS Is Cracking Down On Those Scumbags!!!

12/24/2019 10:27:19 PM heatherrenae8 I'll check it out. They don't tend to mess with you if you keep your home remedies to yourself, it's when you become a Doctor to heal bunches of 

people but either way this has to be fixed, children& families are suffering& have been suffering for a lifetime. Many Gens affected.

12/24/2019 10:27:27 PM donnaeverywhere Mike Adams, here in central Texas, is a scientist with his own lab. He's done A LOT of valuable investigative vids informing the masses about the true 

content of most vaccines. ✔ him out! #FoodForensics

12/24/2019 10:28:10 PM plogdreamwalker Space Force baby

12/24/2019 10:30:12 PM kevincl66479755 Swearing helps get to an operator

12/24/2019 10:30:57 PM ravisingkeegan 25th december.

12/24/2019 10:31:25 PM heatherrenae8 It's the preservatives and added poisons that's the issue. The chemistry all needs to be gone over with a fine point pen& all added poisons & added 

diseases took out for clean vaccines.

12/24/2019 10:32:21 PM heatherrenae8 Actually that is what the vaccines cause?

12/24/2019 10:32:25 PM truth_pioneer I Call Shotgun In The First UFO 🛸 Ride! 😁

12/24/2019 10:32:44 PM narcissist_ghst Or MCR5.  Heh.

12/24/2019 10:34:42 PM avshara Feh, if they're doing it right they're old enough..  get to work!! <whipcrack>

🤣🤣🤣

12/24/2019 10:37:45 PM johngradycole20 You really pissed off Alice with this one

12/24/2019 10:40:53 PM avshara We were told to get off their rock and go home.

12/24/2019 10:42:05 PM manriquetorres5 EVERGREEN had a huge presence in Central America, Costa Rica to be more acurate...

Research D families there...

D's arms (all) extent heavily around such areas!!!

Lawlessness is rampart kos Fake News (family owned)

@POTUS

@GenFlynn

@TrumpWarRoom

@3Days3Nights

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1209456364306591746 …
12/24/2019 10:42:37 PM adsvel Thank You MJ12 for one more important explaining tread.

And Happy Holidays!😊🌲

Wish You all the Best!💖🌈🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

Also Love and Prosperity.💖🖖

12/24/2019 10:43:47 PM adsvel Sometimes it pulls me out of balance...😑

12/24/2019 10:45:24 PM natureinspace I had a dream where I was taken on a craft and was shown a food replicator and taught how to use it. It was magnificent! I made brocolli. I loved the 

beings who were with me too. Very friendly and loving.

12/24/2019 10:45:30 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/eMT77AJeVj

12/24/2019 10:45:36 PM dissenterradio I can't picture anyone but soyboys wanting to eat an impossible Whopper rather than actual meat, unless it was due to a losing bet or out of curiosity.

12/24/2019 10:49:35 PM rad_qpatriot I am still trying to figure out why

#2019in5words? I don't see 5 words anywhere.  kek

12/24/2019 10:50:25 PM steveakridge Are the new submarines part of the Space Force???

12/24/2019 10:55:01 PM eman1292 "They got us surrounded, great. Now we can attack em from any direction," Chesty Puller, General, USMC.

12/24/2019 10:56:42 PM q_patchouli Merry Christmas!

12/24/2019 10:57:05 PM carliestar10 Our DNA is constantly changing... as is everything.

12/24/2019 10:58:06 PM republicianr Have a blessed Merry 🎄Christmas 🎁 to all my friends on Twitter..have fun 🎅🏻



12/24/2019 10:59:40 PM q_patchouli We are fighting.  Have been fighting for 3 damn years. We are in it to win it with love and we win. God wins!

And the sleepy heads are hopeless. 

They wont be ascending with us. 

WWG1WGA

12/24/2019 11:04:01 PM robinabank4 What happened?  remember a few small windowless shacks N dark corners of a downtown slum. They would shamelessly walk N2 & sneak out back, 

with a video/magazine. Every1 knew who they were  &kept family close. Word spread2 community & [they] kept N hiding/embaresed. Now just EVIL!

12/24/2019 11:06:56 PM mtnmoonshiner Direct TV is terrible about that.. I finally ended my service with them

12/24/2019 11:10:38 PM mtnmoonshiner Oh I know it's ridiculous I just don't have TV at all anymore.. movies and YouTube...

12/24/2019 11:11:25 PM raynetungsten Q+2.0-2020

12/24/2019 11:14:17 PM mtnmoonshiner Yeah I know what you mean I use to be locked in with direct TV also it's quite the scam

12/24/2019 11:16:53 PM stevenha I see: the sun has no wobble. Planets are in like energy shells of atoms, but all is a plasma pattern in our 3D, which is a shadow/mirror/hologram 

projection of 8 or 11 dimensions.

12/24/2019 11:17:06 PM purgato30507553  pic.twitter.com/1GZT13eJYE

12/24/2019 11:18:47 PM mtnmoonshiner Oh yeah so true.. then they REALLY don't like it when you don't want their service (so called)  anymore

12/24/2019 11:24:54 PM love82janet Yes, and Nagalase also blocks your body's ability to absorb Vit. D, which is really a hormone, and one that is a vital for strengthening your immune 

system. So when you add your info about stimulated tumor growth to the undermining of one's own immune system, it's no Coincidence.

12/24/2019 11:25:51 PM mtnmoonshiner They will send to the Bill to one of those shady collections places.. it's such a scam.. I lucked out by having other internet service available and the 

customer service is 1,000,000% better lol

12/24/2019 11:26:31 PM bhaggy1008 We're God-like inside. Same energy (consciousness) but infinitesimal.  The Supreme Consciousness interacting with the infinitesimal  - that's the 

question.

12/24/2019 11:27:57 PM mtnmoonshiner Yeah I feel the same way

12/24/2019 11:28:53 PM bhaggy1008 Past experiences- inside the subtle body. Soul apart.

12/24/2019 11:30:19 PM oaf_unbreakable Double meanings?

 Deepstate sacrifice= First indictment?

Merry Christmas

12/24/2019 11:30:55 PM mtnmoonshiner Make sure you check around every so often , I had a new option pop up that I wouldn't have known existed had I not called and asked

12/24/2019 11:31:24 PM livnonaprayer_ Merry Christmas Cuz.. I love you💕

12/24/2019 11:33:15 PM love82janet There's a study called the Cochran Report. I read it a few years ago. Think it was done in the UK. What I recall was it showed the total fallacy as to the 

safety/efficacy of vaccines pushed by the CDC/AMA/BigPharma.$$$ I work in healthcare. I LOATH Vaccines! Do NOT take flu shot!

12/24/2019 11:33:38 PM republicianr Merry Christmas cuz to u too and fam love ❤️ u too .. 🎄

12/24/2019 11:34:28 PM livnonaprayer_ Stay safe whatever you do ❤️

12/24/2019 11:38:27 PM oaf_unbreakable Wake me up when the movie gets to some action scenes.

12/24/2019 11:38:30 PM laurabusse Love you too my very dear friend Christine!!!

❤️❤️❤️

12/24/2019 11:39:17 PM catherinewhitfo @POTUS could not possibly make it more obvious 💖🙏🎇

Q+

12/24/2019 11:39:31 PM republicianr I’m home crazy drivers earlier

12/24/2019 11:39:46 PM oaf_unbreakable “Space may be the final frontier but it’s made in a hollywood basement.”

Red hot chili peppers

12/24/2019 11:44:12 PM manriquetorres5 Lying IS a way of life...no shame...ask the D movement & [[GS]]+++/\\/

Who really funds/\\/runs Hamas?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS

@TrumpWarRoom

12/24/2019 11:47:14 PM nettiejoi Interesting! In Germany all Doctors got the order, to give all elder patients a flushot, wether they want it or not!

12/24/2019 11:48:21 PM heidi_weigand Or in a studio in London...🤔

12/24/2019 11:50:52 PM toffer_anon_369 So these ‘archons’ lurk around us to siphon energy from our emotions...like gasoline?  [they] love the energy when we’re sad, angry, hurt, neg. 

emotionally.  the energy blast they get when they are near an orgasm must be like jet fuel thus all this trouble??

12/24/2019 11:54:32 PM warangel1111 Mic drop

12/24/2019 11:57:01 PM 1nanasmomma John G Trump, Majestic 12

12/24/2019 11:57:01 PM whitespir1t I’d keep a closer watch on things like these. It’s funny how they’re talking about cures while vaccine manufacturers can’t be held liable for injuries. 

Creating a DNA registry means someone will eventually use it for profit. https://m.rediff.com/business/report/zuckerberg-and-wife-have-their-hearts-

in-the-right-place/20160922.htm …

12/25/2019 12:07:08 AM kidge6 Same here.  As I look back, I remember wondering what the hell was going on here. As a pre-teen.  Been searching ever since.  This mj12 material is 

some of the most comprehensive, broad, profound material I’ve found on these big questions of life. Tricky to put together though.

12/25/2019 12:10:26 AM kidge6 Also, the absence of typical indicators of deception or ignorance is significant.  Hype, rationalizing, etc. Almost no ego on their messages. Don’t ask we 

believe it, but verify it.  Don’t take money or sell anything. Don’t block anyone. Don’t avoid or sidestep valid criticism.

12/25/2019 12:11:29 AM laurabusse Michelle you are a true people person!

Hmmm you're people people...

A person person

A person people

12/25/2019 12:12:47 AM premonition_12 My kids are not immunized.

12/25/2019 12:12:51 AM laurabusse Outrage culture

Lotsa loosh there...

Don't you think it should be spelled...

Lousch?

12/25/2019 12:14:01 AM kidge6 They’ve also filled in some critical info about themselves. Outright confessions of serious crimes. Along with plausible, common sense (in some cases) 

explanations as to why. Concepts addressed in SG-1 often. Planetary and species’ long term safety and survival. Bigger picture.

12/25/2019 12:14:56 AM laurabusse Thx for the tip

Beats screaming into the phone

I WANT TO SPEAK WITH A HUMAN!!!!!!



12/25/2019 12:16:25 AM laurabusse Ai basically

12/25/2019 12:17:14 AM laurabusse 😳

12/25/2019 12:17:19 AM kidge6 Tell me about some of the self improvements you’ve made that are significant.  For me, yoga (asanas & philosophy), ayurveda, health, natural 

eating/medicine, meditation, and understanding myself better. Great book “Personality Types” by Riso. Based on the enneagram.

12/25/2019 12:19:32 AM manriquetorres5 I have lost over 300 followers in a few minutes that is after loosing all a few hours ago, then gaining them, yet it seems my account has a HOLE...LOL

PANIC IN DC...

Lovely

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Q pic.twitter.com/8K6aMAk3l6

12/25/2019 12:22:47 AM laurabusse I Au

The tweet you are replying to says

This tweet is from an account that no longer exists

But when I click on your tweet

It says you are replying to

@artofthestate01

And when I click on that acct

It's there

I didn't mute it

I didn't block it

Strange...
12/25/2019 12:26:14 AM robinabank4 EXACTLY...  THIS IS WHY WE FIGHT! SLAVES NO MORE!   From a depths of a great slumber and onwards to  the GLORIOUS SON!

12/25/2019 12:26:55 AM laurabusse Does it really matter?

How can anyone possibly know such a thing

It must be theory

Rather than proven fact...

12/25/2019 12:29:01 AM lightlove21121 Precisely ❣️

12/25/2019 12:30:47 AM _369311119 7:19

G:S

[GS] https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1209629796180856833?s=19 …

12/25/2019 12:30:50 AM grannyomaha But there has been a push from "city fathers" to charge for everything.  No more usable free city parks so one must pay admission to a zoo or other 

"park" to spend time there.

12/25/2019 12:31:47 AM laurabusse He's asking a deeper question

12/25/2019 12:33:02 AM laurabusse As well you should be

12/25/2019 12:45:02 AM taitai78787 It’s only important because dates are extremely important to those in the cabal

12/25/2019 12:48:30 AM allahuniversal Except... pic.twitter.com/dJvTDfKaqq

12/25/2019 12:49:25 AM allahuniversal ...interesting pic.twitter.com/tGCM97W5Fu

12/25/2019 12:54:57 AM whatsmypw I knew you need to be careful about where the herbs are sourced but had know idea they contained animal parts! Is that really true? I never heard of 

that.

12/25/2019 12:55:50 AM whatsmypw * I know you need...

12/25/2019 1:05:39 AM lorirrr Flying cars? I always wanted one, ever since I was 3yo...I would love that. 🥰🤩

12/25/2019 1:06:14 AM liltilgerlil Merry Christmas MJ12

12/25/2019 1:12:45 AM lorirrr 👍

12/25/2019 1:18:36 AM house_poseidon  pic.twitter.com/pj4DjaIECC

12/25/2019 1:25:20 AM patriotleah1776 SPACE FORCE!

12/25/2019 1:31:01 AM 1_decided_voter >The implementation of Christmas is mostly benign.

Though this particular implementation the Christmas theme seems slightly less than benign. pic.twitter.com/cU4SojQ5MJ

12/25/2019 1:40:05 AM whatsmypw Great. (*sarcasm)

12/25/2019 1:43:47 AM palmdalekid2 #qanon pic.twitter.com/PfQ3lBdYc7

12/25/2019 1:45:46 AM stefanofait Bronfman sentencing in February, if I'm not mistaken

12/25/2019 1:48:06 AM whitespacer Thank you for this thread! How does Scientology fit it this picture? It addresses spiritual awareness, past existences etc but organizationally is off the 

rails (money motivated). Is it CIA?

12/25/2019 1:51:48 AM whitespacer Definitely Space Force. Who cares if Epstein is dead or alive...look at what our future holds!

12/25/2019 1:55:18 AM jollyrob2 Yeah...It sure ‘sounds’ like 45✨

12/25/2019 1:58:19 AM stefanofait They definitely have in Italy and, as a result, they found themselves under fire by the media and "celebrity - experts"

12/25/2019 1:58:38 AM stefanofait Exactly, thank you!

12/25/2019 1:58:54 AM diaptera_80 Yes, just like they are making computers and phones less userfriendly each year. It is all about creating frustration. It is getting harder to do necessary 

day to day chores. Tot stress in modern life causes negative energy transfer (to kids) family break-ups and suicides.

12/25/2019 2:00:43 AM irah_chandler Yes i agree

12/25/2019 2:02:23 AM stefanofait Facing multibillion-dollar lawsuits and lynching threats is unpleasant

12/25/2019 2:10:54 AM diaptera_80 What has CERN got to do with eugenics?

12/25/2019 2:24:29 AM diaptera_80 Sa(n)ta_ visiting the increasing number of kids in need of calling helplines over christmas holidays 😠

12/25/2019 2:40:53 AM presone As a retired electronics tech. Ot takes some way to capture audio and modulate the current to the LED. Newark terminal B uses special fixtures to do 

this. A new bulb out of the box cant do it.

12/25/2019 2:45:16 AM presone It is valuable to see they are doing this though. At some point I'm sure those fixtures can find their way into mainstream spy tech worlds.

12/25/2019 2:50:58 AM one_naismith @Carolin15161363 this?

12/25/2019 2:53:49 AM one_naismith Its sick to # merry Christmas Eve

12/25/2019 2:56:22 AM ofuskate The winter solstice is the point where dark turns to light.  If higher consciousness has a rule of non(limited)-intervention as you've expressed, then do 

not project BIG.  Big is relative.

12/25/2019 3:09:32 AM wearywar Imho the biggest news of the year, (perhaps of the last 100 years), is in fact this...

  https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1202672750499913728?s=19 …

UNLIMITED energy = unlimited possibilities

12/25/2019 3:11:20 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/25/2019 3:15:45 AM snakejackal Every number is a sum of 1.   Illuminati hate decimal points and uncertainty.

12/25/2019 3:20:34 AM galadri09060100 Sick!

12/25/2019 3:21:09 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥



12/25/2019 3:27:54 AM dynamicres "Foreign weapons training" came to the dream last night.

12/25/2019 3:28:31 AM brd369 The people must choose for themselves. The path of enLIGHTenment will guide you to reject the cycles of control that feed their matrix.

12/25/2019 3:33:17 AM nea_storm Merry Christ Consciousness Mass Day to All with Pure Love! What would be the Odds of That? Zero (-0-)  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9eo-

Dgf1EA … All I Want during Christ Conscious Mass Holidays is for You naughty Majestic Twelve, to Behave! Good Bye Shrine to Darth Vadar 

pic.twitter.com/PgfxOxC1SB

12/25/2019 3:34:08 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/25/2019 3:35:02 AM samsmith0319 Change Coming...2👀2👀!!!

12/25/2019 3:49:29 AM rjonnz  pic.twitter.com/mG3Hp6bK51

12/25/2019 3:52:17 AM nea_storm Thank you for making Phenomenal Movies & TV Series with multiple Stars, in Staring Roles: Oh, oh Nancy Peloisi being photographed dressed in Red 

then transitioning into white with a "Number One" wagging finger was a delight! Absolutely Love Star Wars: The Rise of SkyWalker 

pic.twitter.com/O7tQ528Tcv

12/25/2019 3:55:24 AM brd369 Those who know can not sleep

12/25/2019 3:57:32 AM ewolsj A lot of people around here are stating that Christmas this year just doesn't FEEL the same way it used to. They are going thru the motions  for their 

kids or family because everyone is so used to it, but something is missing or different, they are using these two words a lot.

12/25/2019 4:16:57 AM drew_tality Find and post The List w your thought.

12/25/2019 4:23:07 AM kaytonholsteins At Passover?  I was thinking Autumn but then I’m in the Southern Hemisphere so spring it is. 👍

12/25/2019 4:42:05 AM randalmclovin Yes

12/25/2019 4:46:52 AM hopereeder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr 

THIS GUN GRAB IS BEING FORCED IN #VA & NEEDS IMMEDIATE ATTENTION BY OUR PRESIDENT. PLZ GET THIS TO HIM! #JailingGunOwnersInVA 

Plz RT https://twitter.com/Terryblckmnt1/status/1209578854123216911 …

12/25/2019 4:48:50 AM jay87sunny My story....we were forced to take the Flu and pneumonia vaccine or I couldn't take my son home from the hospital and CPS called...March 2008... 

nothing after that...titer good since 2000 w/o boosters to this day my round of vaccines end 1988, kids after the forced newborn ones 0

12/25/2019 4:55:18 AM ha1rycornflake The increase in cancer is a direct result of vaccines.

12/25/2019 4:55:56 AM highhopesusa while the masses are distracted by celebrations, the evil do their sacrifices. Jon Benet was one of them

12/25/2019 4:57:00 AM moonbaby04371 Ever since I had my first job, I have always said that this is NOT how we r supposed to live. There has GOT TO BE something better. And I aim to find it! 

And if I don't/cant, my children will. Time to BREAK THE CYCLE & blow this popsicle stand!

12/25/2019 5:00:09 AM highhopesusa It goes all the way back to Babylon

12/25/2019 5:00:59 AM keith369me #4...all was fine and dandy when they could control the flow of information.  They no longer can.

12/25/2019 5:06:13 AM hurricane0073 I was addicted to porn for years. It has consumed me. I have begun to defeat it and this thread is helping me out a lot.

12/25/2019 5:11:25 AM jeyrey555 Huh?

12/25/2019 5:12:56 AM cakespatti So Christmas Eve came & went we heard something was gonna happen what has happened???

12/25/2019 5:13:45 AM denise4607  https://twitter.com/sgtreport/status/1209760729592676353 …

12/25/2019 5:19:00 AM jerseyhotgurl Agree w/All said here except #Holistic R [THEM]; it is almost has connotation of [THEIR] 5D MaGiK labeling; prefer The Term Alternative; WE don’t have 

to be MSM 🤡; in how they refer to these Drs’ #Heros whom lost their life?

 https://healthimpactnews.com/2015/is-the-u-s-medical-mafia-murdering-alternative-health-doctors-who-have-real-cures-not-approved-by-the-

fda/ … pic.twitter.com/3Wnk7kMy3F

12/25/2019 5:20:08 AM fallorsesh Thanks for saying that. Those blinded by faith fail to see the importance of balance. Porn can be great- reinvigorate a couple's sex life etc. Those calling 

to "ban" this n that are missing the point of ALL of this entirely

12/25/2019 5:21:33 AM beatsbyblaine So that would/could mean that mass arrests on international human trafficking rings lead to ET disclosure? Exposure of the Intergalactic human slave 

trade on Mars?

12/25/2019 5:21:54 AM fallorsesh You're forgetting opioid "treatment" agents like Suboxone...which are worse than the drugs they were using prior tobeing subscribed it in the first 

place. Evil. Pure evil.

12/25/2019 5:24:54 AM jillsfolly77711 Why can’t we stop this now?!!!

12/25/2019 5:25:30 AM bicknellalf So you are saying we should collect the data and see where it leads us. Good plan. Done. Vaccinate your children.

12/25/2019 5:34:52 AM mfield As we well know, there are no coincidences. 

Merry Christmas.

12/25/2019 5:38:11 AM trumping4usa K I'll masturbate to hentai then

12/25/2019 5:39:34 AM bbobbio71 Same here

12/25/2019 5:48:36 AM lisatlmft That’s really interesting! How many people do you know that are deficient in Vitamin D? Low Vitamin D levels cause a host of medical problems, and is 

a factor in the development of many mental illnesses.

12/25/2019 5:48:45 AM skorpionhalo I'll give it a shot ty

12/25/2019 5:50:21 AM skorpionhalo Un-be-lievable. I came to read the replies and AGAIN it's un-liked! Going to try it with a RT

12/25/2019 5:58:30 AM djlok Merry Christmas, Majestic 12 and all their Followers!!!

12/25/2019 6:00:50 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/E50C3ceYpS

12/25/2019 6:01:13 AM ericpartchey Q

12/25/2019 6:01:37 AM mcfunny No, the pathogen is a teratogen.  It causes these things when it infects fetuses.

12/25/2019 6:03:58 AM humnritesreview I'm not high enough for this

12/25/2019 6:04:29 AM ideclarefreedom Merry Christmas David! Thanks for All you do

12/25/2019 6:07:01 AM my2sonznme Obviously Space Force. Looks like there’s still much to do to get people aware!

12/25/2019 6:12:10 AM bluepopcorn8 17 Seconds @WhiteHouse @TruthandArtTV1 @QBlueSkyQ @SchedulePotus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_twiceborn_ @HB04920973 @ThomasFines 

https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1209644440748482560?s=19 …

12/25/2019 6:19:53 AM ptr0t1 Blackhats?

12/25/2019 6:20:00 AM mindaltdelete How did Epstein win? How is that bigger than advanced, hidden ET reverse engineered tech, that could literally change our reality and way of life? No 

contest, to me anyways.

12/25/2019 6:21:36 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Wow

Hadn’t thought about translating time stamps into letters

12/25/2019 6:22:52 AM x4rose We GOT this! We have allot of work to do but it's doable!

🌹X

12/25/2019 6:24:35 AM mightymbev Frazzledrip  5:5 we are ready pic.twitter.com/XdmyPWGngL

12/25/2019 6:27:42 AM bluepopcorn8 @Beg1Girl @adjunctprofesor @CrazyCatRescuer @thro_e @ROCKINGANGELBMI @irrepressably @SidneyPowell1 @GenFlynn @ChristinePolon1 

@groth1945 @ChgocadChic @MaryLizFL https://twitter.com/CharlieDaniels/status/1209812511513546753?s=19 …

12/25/2019 6:28:49 AM thro_e Amen my brother! Merry Christmas!

12/25/2019 6:29:19 AM bbltmpr Thanks for the great teaching.

12/25/2019 6:33:39 AM jeff57253103 Tetragen?

12/25/2019 6:33:42 AM kmichels60 Have a Blessed and Peaceful Christmas Day.✨🙏🏻✨ pic.twitter.com/vqxppktEQx



12/25/2019 6:35:29 AM ronic214 My husband got a mandatory flu shot November 2016, was ill almost immediately , fever etc.  a Tumor in his colon ruptured in March, he went to see 

the Lird in 11-2017.  One year from vaccine.  I believe excellerated disease .  Many hospital employees must get vaccine or be fired.

12/25/2019 6:36:12 AM mcfunny Teratogen.

12/25/2019 6:36:36 AM jeff57253103 What pathogen? The one the child ends up with die to the vaccines?

12/25/2019 6:38:37 AM mcfunny Rubella is a virus that causes severe problems when it infects fetuses. Rubella is a teratogen.

The virus in the vaccine does not cause diseases, because it is attenuated.

12/25/2019 6:39:01 AM trumping4usa Epstien 6+3=9

12/25/2019 6:40:18 AM jeff57253103 I see. How are the vaccines making kids so sick? Because of the metals and other junk included?

12/25/2019 6:41:51 AM jeff57253103 Ralph are you a physician or holistic doctor? This interests me greatly

12/25/2019 6:42:56 AM bunnyrun1021 Missing the true connection because #Disney controls #ABC which weaves the noose tighter

12/25/2019 6:44:04 AM ptr0t1 Unrelated but on my mind: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Level of veracity to Matilda O’Donnell MacElroy's notes?  pic.twitter.com/uDMIE1bFKb

12/25/2019 6:49:08 AM mcfunny No.  I am neither.

12/25/2019 6:49:53 AM jeff57253103 Do you have a lot of knowledge can understand this Stuff pretty well

12/25/2019 6:50:17 AM state1union It’s all connected just going over examples that I have personal evidence that was turned in back in 2010-2012.

12/25/2019 6:53:12 AM llzzyb Create clones...

12/25/2019 6:55:39 AM mcfunny Vaccines aren't making kids sick.  Vaccines help prevent disease.

12/25/2019 6:58:17 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 223 is a powerful number

12/25/2019 6:59:45 AM jollyrob2 Merry Christmas David

12/25/2019 7:00:12 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/Gl85DwCbYU

12/25/2019 7:00:26 AM sixfiguremobile Have you read an insert? 

Yea, I did not think so. Wake up

12/25/2019 7:02:09 AM jeff57253103 Read and insert?

12/25/2019 7:02:32 AM mcfunny I have read a bunch of inserts.  They are legal, not medical, documents.  They list many things that occur after vaccination w/o regard to causality. 

If you want information on vaccine safety and effectiveness, the research literature is a much better source. So, I read that.

12/25/2019 7:02:48 AM jeff57253103 Ralph I have a bunch of friends and a bunch of other people that I’ve talked to was stories about how their kids got their so called vaccines at two and 

up and how the vaccines change them and hurt them

12/25/2019 7:03:20 AM qphillypatriot Sorry to hear that your husband had to go through that. My prayers and blessings are with you.

12/25/2019 7:04:17 AM sixfiguremobile There is NO SAFETY. 

Vaccines make you sick. 

Period.

Vax injured home here.

12/25/2019 7:05:33 AM mcfunny many ppl relay anecdotes, but the evidence doesn't demonstrate harm.  Medicine is evidence-based, not opinion or anecdote based.

12/25/2019 7:06:21 AM mcfunny Vaccines are overwhelmingky safe.  Serious reactions are very rare.

12/25/2019 7:07:20 AM sixfiguremobile Vaccine injury is NOT rare! 

Boy you have a lot of work to do. 

Best of luck

12/25/2019 7:07:33 AM jeff57253103 I trust the holistic doctors. Those who have “mysteriously” died after releasing information about what vaccines do to young children. Are you saying 

that autism, death and other issues were coincidental among patients receiving these?

12/25/2019 7:08:20 AM jeff57253103 I agree it’s not rare. Who are you referring to?

12/25/2019 7:09:36 AM mcfunny Vaccines are not associated with autism.  This is very well established.  Vaccines are associated w/reduced risk of death.  You are citing unfounded and 

in some cases thoroughly debunked conspiracy thories.  Social media spreads this misinformation  it is not good.

12/25/2019 7:11:03 AM mcfunny The evidence illustrates serious reactions are very rare.

12/25/2019 7:11:52 AM sixfiguremobile What drugs are you on?

12/25/2019 7:12:05 AM jeff57253103 I have nothing else to say to you on this. Big pharma has paid big $$ to keep them silent

12/25/2019 7:12:22 AM sterkinglights1 I said S.F. because I figured it covered all of the above.

12/25/2019 7:12:55 AM sixfiguremobile Totally agree.. disgusting

12/25/2019 7:12:56 AM jeff57253103 👏👏👏 Teddie

12/25/2019 7:13:38 AM jeff57253103 He’s not awakened yet

12/25/2019 7:14:28 AM sixfiguremobile Totally agree. Terribly sad too at the same time. Those will perish from a lack of knowledge. True knowledge.

12/25/2019 7:15:22 AM allahuniversal Neither is most of the world

12/25/2019 7:16:27 AM allahuniversal Likely not as public as many hope for. Yet the facts are already out there

12/25/2019 7:18:20 AM mcfunny No  i am most definitely not awoke.  I understand science and rely on knowledge rather than the internet and social media for information.

12/25/2019 7:18:21 AM jeff57253103 Jesus said that yes. So you have children injured by vaccines? I’m so sorry

12/25/2019 7:18:53 AM n7guardiananon Purple dawn???

12/25/2019 7:19:56 AM mcfunny I prefer scientific evidence to being woke via social media.

12/25/2019 7:20:03 AM jeff57253103 I muted Ralph because he sounded like a programmed dummy

12/25/2019 7:20:05 AM mcfunny None.

12/25/2019 7:20:22 AM sixfiguremobile Military vax injury for me.. I blindly trusted and yes have a vax injured son. Odd how he was diagnosed with Autism at 3 after a vax injury. No 

coincidence there.

12/25/2019 7:21:10 AM corn_hole Was ALICE once Majestic?

12/25/2019 7:21:31 AM doubler729 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any big events today?

12/25/2019 7:21:57 AM boomerblaster84 What about vaccines given to soldiers....they pumped us full of vaccines in basic when I was 18 and not aware of the effects.  Are they clean??   

Probably not

12/25/2019 7:23:12 AM mcfunny I guess a requirement of being woke is creating an echo chamber by ignoring those who rely on evidence.

12/25/2019 7:23:48 AM mcfunny Really?  It sounds exactly like a coincidence.

12/25/2019 7:23:56 AM jeff57253103 No none. Military did that to you also eh? Geez they’re supposed to protect their troops

12/25/2019 7:25:38 AM nikoscali 2010 National Vaccine Plan https://www.hhs.gov/vaccines/national-vaccine-plan/index.html …

12/25/2019 7:26:42 AM mcfunny They do.  That is why they vaccinate the troops.

12/25/2019 7:27:42 AM tosquawkabout I'm hoping it is still coming!

12/25/2019 7:28:06 AM sixfiguremobile Heck no.. They are guinea pigs in many areas... Technology, biological , etc.

12/25/2019 7:29:06 AM jeff57253103 I know about many troops coming home sick from overseas deployment and infecting wives and kids also

12/25/2019 7:29:37 AM sixfiguremobile Anthrax vax = death of mitochondria

12/25/2019 7:30:21 AM jeff57253103 Wow!!!

12/25/2019 7:30:39 AM jeff57253103 That controls a lot



12/25/2019 7:39:06 AM covertress #MerryChristmas &

#HappyNewYear,

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

LLooking forward to 2020 with yiu.

#TheBestIsYetToCome

💖

covertress

12/25/2019 7:39:21 AM corn_hole From the moon? Do you communicate with ALICE?

12/25/2019 7:41:11 AM corn_hole Watch the Sky

12/25/2019 7:44:17 AM matrixslayer1 CFR ... no!?!

12/25/2019 7:51:37 AM docemru Echo chamber idiot gonna echo chamber.

12/25/2019 7:51:50 AM mongrelglory There are many traditional Chinese prescriptions that use animal and insect ingredients. I've used everything from snake, lizard, and scorpion 

(powdered) in my recipes.  However, things like rhinoceros horn and tiger's bone are coveted by the wealthy for enhancing vitality etc...

12/25/2019 7:52:26 AM docemru What exactly?

12/25/2019 7:55:43 AM docemru and that is true because...

12/25/2019 7:59:08 AM mcfunny Well,  because she said it and this is social media...

12/25/2019 7:59:43 AM momekool1 It’s not “good” for anyone. Marriages end EVERY DAY over porn. It takes away good self-esteem for the actor.  The internet allows that video to be 

viewed FOREVER. Those with porn addictions feel ashamed. Not good.

12/25/2019 8:00:11 AM nancyddb I agree as well.

12/25/2019 8:04:26 AM jeff57253103 ???

12/25/2019 8:07:49 AM laurabusse And now I can see the tweets!

No more

Acct no longer exists

So the account exists

The tweets are visible

Twitter is mysterious

And perhaps nefarious
12/25/2019 8:08:56 AM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwJDs1cg9Eo …

12/25/2019 8:09:06 AM laurabusse Ha

Ok

Interesting

Mystery solved

Thx for letting us know ☺️

12/25/2019 8:09:29 AM covertress Is that a Mixed Memeaphor?

12/25/2019 8:11:19 AM aleks8837 So Yaweh/Lucifer/Morning star made this independent (AI) life form ALICE? Hmm..

12/25/2019 8:12:42 AM mongrelglory People... people who need people...

Are the luc-ki-est p-e-o-ple in the wo-r-ld! 🎵

12/25/2019 8:14:51 AM jeff57253103 Ha ha ok. Save your insults for someone who cares

12/25/2019 8:15:52 AM docemru I doubt you care about anything except yourself.

12/25/2019 8:17:06 AM jeff57253103 So I see you’re just a parroting socialist liberal who knows everything and denies truth but calls it conspiracy. Your kind is fun to play with...for awhile 

🤣😂

12/25/2019 8:18:19 AM jeff57253103 Son you’ve barely begun to live. I’ve been alive long before you were even considered. You insult anyone who doesn’t agree with you. So childish

12/25/2019 8:19:17 AM docemru What truth? The truth you are only able to provide through Memes? The one completely devoided of any scientific basis?

12/25/2019 8:19:31 AM realscotwells Or ... pic.twitter.com/ixfhmpAsk2

12/25/2019 8:19:46 AM docemru Ok boomer.

12/25/2019 8:23:09 AM freeandoriginal I say “representative” over and over again with a commanding voice 😂 eventually they give in. .

12/25/2019 8:24:48 AM docemru It is a pity that you had all this time and decided to throw it away to be a waste of oxygen.

12/25/2019 8:24:48 AM laurabusse And to you!!!

🎅❄☃️🎄⛄️❄🤶

12/25/2019 8:24:52 AM nickcpace1 In California you can go nowhere for free in a populated area

12/25/2019 8:25:24 AM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/25/2019 8:27:16 AM mongrelglory 😆

12/25/2019 8:27:23 AM heatherhardest Any word from IET?

12/25/2019 8:34:03 AM pendletn1 Next time this happens to me I’m going to ask for the AI overload and see what happens

12/25/2019 8:36:08 AM rad_qpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Any thoughts?

Could this be why the Space Force (satellites) may be so very important?

 https://youtu.be/uq_XBsBOanc 

12/25/2019 8:36:41 AM crimson_chelsea Merry Christmas David

12/25/2019 8:39:47 AM jeffcordell6 Merry Christmas

12/25/2019 8:44:20 AM tinfoilawards No, vaccines do not cause SIDS.  If anything, vaccines *lower* the rate of SIDS.  If vaccines were in any way a cause of SIDS, you would not see stats like 

what is shown in the graph below. pic.twitter.com/zIQ1JgX3o2

12/25/2019 8:48:10 AM cindycopacetic A keyholder 🗝️😁

12/25/2019 9:08:58 AM trish97872852 Thank you, you understood my question ;)

12/25/2019 9:14:34 AM brienthess Could be.

Happy Yule! https://www.collective-evolution.com/2019/11/21/the-us-tried-to-detonate-a-nuke-on-the-moon-usaf-colonel-says-someone-intervened-

when-we-did/ …

12/25/2019 9:17:15 AM howdoyoumakeah1 So we have at least a decade before the 'event'?

12/25/2019 9:23:04 AM hollywoodmdia1 NXIVM is a freakin HORROR SHOW ! https://nypost.com/2018/05/05/nxivm-doctor-charged-with-conducting-human-experiments/ …

12/25/2019 9:23:50 AM howdoyoumakeah1 All I know about TG was that she was the only politician speaking out against the war in Syria, and the excessive resources being allocated to the war 

machine

12/25/2019 9:24:21 AM tamaraj54122333 Merry Christmas!!! Love to you!!!

12/25/2019 9:28:57 AM natureinspace I had a bad feeling about this vac when it first came out. I'm glad my daughters' pediatrician never pushed this one. I never let them get it thank 

goodness.

12/25/2019 9:29:13 AM thomasfines Random_Plop Merry Christmas ~ https://twitter.com/jim_jordan/status/1209845551178682369 …

12/25/2019 9:35:49 AM howdoyoumakeah1 "games and theory" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b07887ZzKiw …



12/25/2019 9:35:56 AM natureinspace There was a scientist/Dr who worked for the CDC not too long ago who 'suicided'. He was reporting that he strongly believed that the flu vaccine was 

actually giving patients the flu, not preventing it. They offed him pretty quick. Nobody believes he actually committed suicide.

12/25/2019 9:36:04 AM 1matthew421 @qphillypatriot I ask with all due respect, but how does one get third degree burns from a flu shot? Are you sure you aren’t confusing with an infection 

or something? I’m just genuinely curious- God bless!

12/25/2019 9:40:27 AM qphillypatriot Im positive it was a flu shot my daughter was born and put into the nic unit and my fiancee had to get her flu shot to go in there to see her. I told them 

i had mine .5 days layer she woke up and rubbed her arm and puss was all over her. Right at the injection site.

12/25/2019 9:46:15 AM 1matthew421 That sounds horrible! Sounds like the injection wound got infected though, not third degree burn

12/25/2019 9:48:19 AM giediknight When I see that it looks like a post wasn’t liked, I usually click on who liked the post and my name is in there, even though it doesn’t show that I liked it.

12/25/2019 9:49:12 AM _twiceborn_ “The Solar Warden fleet is made up of over eight battle groups. The fleet is made of carriers, fighters, triangular shuttles, research vessels, troop 

transport ships, hospital ships, and supply ships.”

ACTIVATE THE SPACE FORCE!!! pic.twitter.com/nB8Y7UjcRV

12/25/2019 9:49:53 AM lmjonzey Only one on tree. Looks like a brooch pin symbol. pic.twitter.com/93KwC7YVu6

12/25/2019 9:51:02 AM runhack Again::Where are all these dead/injured children? (Or holistic doctors?) Conspiracy theories are not facts.

12/25/2019 9:51:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 $17T

Coincidence? https://www.cnbc.com/2019/12/24/global-stock-markets-gained-17-trillion-in-value-in-2019.html …

12/25/2019 9:52:23 AM state1union Hmmm 🤔

12/25/2019 9:52:27 AM guy_karen More proof

12/25/2019 9:52:52 AM qphillypatriot Yes 3rd degree burns .we had to lather her arm with silver sulferdiazine cream constantly. Ask yourself how do you go to bed with no problems and 

wake up with 3rd degree burns t the site you were injected at 5 days ago?

12/25/2019 9:54:20 AM patriotddmaga No such thing!

12/25/2019 9:54:27 AM spauldingshowal Perfect...

12/25/2019 9:54:33 AM lib7473 👍🏼💙🌈😇

12/25/2019 9:54:52 AM mgray72531386 WOW!👀

12/25/2019 9:55:47 AM mlcmrs Were they listening on the mikes too?

12/25/2019 9:56:19 AM fansblowing3 What’s going on here, I thought the market was going to crash?

12/25/2019 9:57:12 AM howdoyoumakeah1 even with fed interest rates increasing... pic.twitter.com/gVigywcr10

12/25/2019 9:57:37 AM state1union Is this the Christmas surprise?

12/25/2019 9:58:08 AM kewsclues Free flu shot for 20% off cvs (for flu meds because we just injected you with the flu )

12/25/2019 9:58:30 AM rallistiny 😠😠😠😠😠😠😠

12/25/2019 9:59:11 AM plasticdoe Vaccines do not and cannot cause autism.

12/25/2019 9:59:29 AM lmjonzey When I read no: A at the bottom, first name that came to mind was D. R0ckef3ller.

Remember he died in the beginning of this, we thru around the idea he was sacrificed. Who picked him?

 a movie. Guy goes up the pyramid to be locked in a cage tries to make a switch but not happen.

12/25/2019 9:59:51 AM qphillypatriot She also has the burns on her arms to prove it .

12/25/2019 10:01:19 AM cidarean Proof of a manipulated stock market?

12/25/2019 10:01:22 AM americanpetal No

12/25/2019 10:01:27 AM kewsclues Two shots in the back of the head in a state you don’t live or practice medicine and you’re found in a river is definitely suicid3 #bradstreet

12/25/2019 10:02:20 AM wpbtonzlewis Yes. On that note I want ALL those involved in killing those doctors and ALL those responsible for deliberately making and marketing products they said 

were good for us when they KNEW they were slowly poisoning held criminally responsible!!

12/25/2019 10:04:00 AM wpbtonzlewis I want a criminal indictment and arrest of top person or the Gold switch with announcement of no more income tax

12/25/2019 10:05:13 AM youstinksoap I have so many questions....not about money though, I'm ready for it to be nostalgic.

12/25/2019 10:08:41 AM to_unity 17 comments pic.twitter.com/jjtoHcpuSP

12/25/2019 10:09:10 AM to_unity 17 hours pic.twitter.com/PlCZampgz1

12/25/2019 10:09:50 AM drbohammer As such, I would estimate the Rothschild holdings losses for 2019 to be somewhere around $17tn.

12/25/2019 10:14:13 AM 9lv12 Basically it boils done to this:

If tHEY have DNA of Any individual,  they can manipulate it using quantum entanglement equipment. 

It may cause individual in question do, feel, exhibit abnormal behavior(think mass shooting).

DoD hints that. 

NEVER SHARE YOUR DNA!

12/25/2019 10:14:52 AM thankq45 One of them was actually giving out gift cards if you got the shot. If that doesn't raise a red flag...

12/25/2019 10:15:08 AM wok68 Ditto Mike!

12/25/2019 10:17:03 AM nea_storm Glorious Christ Conscious Mass Ascension to All & Beloved Ones! DeCode Trigger of Super Nova Sacred Purple, Purification Love!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnDjZgie0gM …

(Yes I just answered the question) & N7guardianon's expression of Purple Dawn  http://www.cosmosincollision.com/PurpleDawn_Herbig_Haro.pdf … 

Interdimensional Phasing pic.twitter.com/hzMlnzmKPy

12/25/2019 10:18:02 AM victorhbranger NQNE

12/25/2019 10:22:49 AM lmjonzey This one but there is an 1980s version.

Notice #SharonTate pic.twitter.com/JClRTyJDD6

12/25/2019 10:26:10 AM lmjonzey Funny. One year to the day before I was born it was released in theathers. pic.twitter.com/V16QXkpLQ5

12/25/2019 10:27:43 AM wmturner6 It is what you make it just like everything else

12/25/2019 10:27:48 AM janem1276  pic.twitter.com/qhGJYnEB1E

12/25/2019 10:28:41 AM duncanskinner6 I guess the bad guys “666” down in one day, and the good guys, up $17T , can rig the Ponzi stock markets.

12/25/2019 10:31:18 AM totheloop You are living "Proof" and that is The Truth

12/25/2019 10:35:36 AM linnyt7 Q...There’s that number again.

12/25/2019 10:46:10 AM txpsalm55 So then EVERYTHING happening is completely scripted and nothing is real.  We are all pawns in some cosmic game.  That’s what you’re claiming is a 

“proof”

12/25/2019 10:47:04 AM polluxc Paper value. Not substantial.

12/25/2019 10:48:17 AM ghost_of_billy_ My mom changed over night with 1000 IU daily.

 Low energy-mental fog-depression

12/25/2019 10:48:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 Christians aren't the only group of humans (or non-humans) who celebrate Christmas. https://twitter.com/neiltyson/status/1209828886713917441 …

12/25/2019 10:51:22 AM sethric61410528 I am a big fan but I guess not every number 17 has a Q-cause.

12/25/2019 10:51:59 AM justicetruthwa2 DEC 25 = TAMUZ birthday

12/25/2019 10:52:09 AM valsorensen1 Merry Christmas, everyone. ❤️

12/25/2019 10:52:53 AM state1union Tyson?  I’ll never eat their crap 💩 again.

12/25/2019 10:54:24 AM carolin15161363 It's because it's not about Jesus really. It's a pagan holiday pushed on Christian's a long time ago.

12/25/2019 10:55:26 AM linnyt7 We all have it in us to be the gift.

12/25/2019 10:56:37 AM theawakened2020 Courtesy of 'Q'uantitative Easing. Patriots in control?



12/25/2019 10:56:44 AM jooooody give them time...

every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that Jesus is the Christ.

12/25/2019 10:57:18 AM realovendodger I do believe satanists do too pic.twitter.com/x8dX3Nff8I

12/25/2019 10:57:19 AM enomai_ yeah busy signals.

12/25/2019 10:58:12 AM enomai_ Just proves even more. How massive jesus was.

12/25/2019 11:00:25 AM motiv8tion2 🤣😂

12/25/2019 11:01:50 AM djlok This is the best pic ever!!!

12/25/2019 11:03:07 AM highhopesusa People can believe in Jesus and not celebrate Christmas.

12/25/2019 11:04:30 AM highhopesusa They do their sacrifices on Christmas when the masses are distracted with parties & celebrations...flying under the radar...boys under the age of 3.

12/25/2019 11:04:45 AM mikecoats1965 You too! ❤️

12/25/2019 11:04:51 AM stanstephens13 The angelic host of heaven also acknowledge.

12/25/2019 11:07:47 AM n7guardiananon there any evidence of Christmas or equivalent being celebrated on mars or some moons of Jupiter or saturn???

12/25/2019 11:09:19 AM letsdot94709949 I think the fleecing of America is about to go down.  Really big loSSes for the unSuSpEcting weAltHy.  Get yo $$$ OuT! 

  They will toss their gold in the streets for it will be worth NOTHING!!!!    nothing.   Let no man steal Your Crown.  :)

12/25/2019 11:11:16 AM jooooody like the JWs?

12/25/2019 11:13:34 AM highhopesusa Like people who appreciate truth. I am not a JW.

12/25/2019 11:13:47 AM patriotleah1776 There's no such thing as coincidence

12/25/2019 11:17:18 AM jooooody it's ok, i mean jesus wasn't born in december.  i'm a bit at odds with the whole materializm which has been thrust upon us...

april 6 is jesus' real birthday.

it is the day his restored church was organized in 1830.  quite awesome

check it out  http://comeuntchrist.org 

restored

12/25/2019 11:23:46 AM justicetruthwa2 Surely NOT

12/25/2019 11:24:08 AM 1nanasmomma Only guessing. But use the President Alert in case they shut the internet down?

12/25/2019 11:27:37 AM mml111mml111 Hell of a buffer for the reset.

12/25/2019 11:28:58 AM justicetruthwa2 And I must add, Most other pagan "gods" that have multiple names stemming from Babylon, know that Nimrod and Semeramus were the first humans 

to be worshiped as "gods" AND all their attributes, then after the confusing of languages at babel, that many FALSE GODS

12/25/2019 11:29:08 AM highhopesusa The materialism benefits China the most these days. Most of these holidays have built the economy of an atheist, Communist nation.

12/25/2019 11:29:27 AM joinna6 Q.T.

12/25/2019 11:29:34 AM unitebylight Don't be afraid to speak out against "normalized" degeneracy. Porn has no place in a healthy society.

"It is no measure of health to be well adjusted to a profoundly sick society." - Jiddu Krishnamurti

12/25/2019 11:29:53 AM pence_andy “A republic if you can keep it!” @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @3Days3Nights @prayingmedic @intheMatrixxx @M2Madness @EyesOnQ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @RudyGiuliani @seanhannity @SecPompeo @P0A_Triot23 @IPOT1776 @AdmiralRodgers @John_F_Kennnedy 

@VincentCrypt46

12/25/2019 11:30:10 AM gingerhush SLAVES NO MORE!!  freedom is here, any minute now...  God has destroyed the deep state

12/25/2019 11:31:17 AM carliestar10 No arrests

12/25/2019 11:32:36 AM merkaba369 Thank you.  I always feel like I'm the only one pointing out that non-humans exist.

12/25/2019 11:35:42 AM talk2hoof I would like to see Ghislaine Maxwell arrested and ET phone’d back.

12/25/2019 11:36:51 AM tinaqpatriot45 Some claim Jesus birthday to be 9/11,

Which is why evilsatanicritualexcrementalwayskillpeoplethatday

And have the masses join in the ritual days

I almost don't care. 

Christmas is my chosen day to celebrate the birth of Christ in our family tradition. 

Merry Christmas To All!

12/25/2019 11:37:33 AM 1matthew421 Thanks for taking the time to answer a stranger! I work in healthcare so I am genuinely interested... I personally haven't heard or seen burns resulting 

from a vaccination before... I hope she regained sensation in her arm!

12/25/2019 11:42:25 AM flyover01047267 I know you are correct in this belief! I was thinking about vigilance through history & how this happened actually...

12/25/2019 11:42:33 AM westmount_d7 Thanks, Mike! Be well 😊

12/25/2019 11:43:45 AM my_fit_4_life There is no such thing as coincidence!! 🤔

12/25/2019 11:46:14 AM jessej97real I was looking for an “Epstein Didnt Kill Himself” in the pic, but I get The Finders reference...maybe?

12/25/2019 11:48:13 AM possum2286 Isn’t it interesting that “they” are always telling us to stay out of the sun insisting it causes cancer and to shield ourselves with cancer causing 

sunscreens. Our sun enhances our life energy. That one force they don’t want us to have. And SO much more.

12/25/2019 11:49:10 AM covertress Majestic 12, I swear you're in my head... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1209920098212962310?s=20 …

12/25/2019 11:49:23 AM awakeningwarri3 I still think 'Epstein didn't kill himself' was a funded viral phrase. I think 'Epstein's still alive' is the one they didn't want us tweeting.

12/25/2019 11:49:28 AM melbourne_3000 No coincidences, everything has meaning 👀

#ThankQ😎

12/25/2019 11:52:29 AM lorirrr Ummm, 17.  No coincidences...

12/25/2019 11:54:21 AM keith369me The game has been rigged our entire lives

12/25/2019 11:56:35 AM melbourne_3000 There are those seeing 17 here there and everywhere constantly. pic.twitter.com/CQ5sGlDAvT

12/25/2019 11:57:24 AM keith369me Doesn’t matter except in the illusion that was created.  Will it ever get paid back?  Where did it go?  Answer: not where it was supposed to go to the 

benefit of the taxpayer.  Squandered, littered with kickbacks to the highest “payer”

12/25/2019 11:59:56 AM zerkuuqsena Remember they can run from the law.

But they cannnot run from God.

Hopefully they will save the taxpayers some money and DIY themselves this next weekend.

All they have to do is tweet that Hillary is a criminal and poof, they're dead.

12/25/2019 12:01:10 PM keith369me I prefer the term ascended master

12/25/2019 12:02:08 PM dpafford There are no coincidences.

12/25/2019 12:02:24 PM jooooody it's all the same at the end of the day.

12/25/2019 12:02:52 PM linacovfefe #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences

12/25/2019 12:03:59 PM keith369me Expect there are other ascended masters...but most only focus on one.

12/25/2019 12:07:41 PM ascnd25d Yes, coincidence. This time

12/25/2019 12:12:01 PM 1_decided_voter Welcome to the club.

12/25/2019 12:18:32 PM djlok Merry Christmas, Chelsea!

12/25/2019 12:18:48 PM djlok Merry Christmas, Jolly!!!



12/25/2019 12:18:48 PM paxcelebrus “And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God” - Lu.2:13.

12/25/2019 12:19:25 PM djlok Merry Christmas, Marya!!!  

ThanQ!!!

12/25/2019 12:19:47 PM duncanskinner6 By non-humans do you mean “aliens” from outer or inner space, dimensional travellers, etc.?  Do they celebrate Christ? Or the pagan Saturnalia feast 

on which the commercialized Christmas season is based?

12/25/2019 12:21:10 PM paxcelebrus oh look!  a trio of nephillim!

12/25/2019 12:23:29 PM paxcelebrus the incarnation was the end of sacrifice.

12/25/2019 12:28:26 PM natureinspace Our family no longer get the flu shots and we no longer get the flu. I was the last to get one two years ago. My husband hasn't got one in 15 yrs 

because he would get the flu anyway. He had the flu once since then and it was mild.

12/25/2019 12:30:07 PM mommahood777 big, hard gulp

my son was born in 2010

what all has he been poisoned with?

We stopped flu shot several years ago but he has had all of the school required vacs

12/25/2019 12:31:00 PM stevenfontain14  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=annqb0p_FgE&feature=emb_logo …

12/25/2019 12:34:50 PM rosas7043 There are NO coincidences

12/25/2019 12:37:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will We Find Aliens in the Next Decade? It’s Not as Crazy as You Might Think https://www.thedailybeast.com/will-we-find-aliens-in-the-next-decade-its-

not-as-crazy-as-you-might-think …

12/25/2019 12:38:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Netanyahu: Putin said that if I were not PM, Israel and Russia would be at war | The Times of Israel https://www.timesofisrael.com/netanyahu-putin-

said-that-if-i-were-not-pm-israel-and-russia-would-be-at-war/ …

12/25/2019 12:39:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Increasing soft disclosure

12/25/2019 12:39:57 PM blsdbe Putin said...?!? Don’t you have your own balls BiBi?!? Why hassle Vlad for his? pic.twitter.com/SVpajAvJSF

12/25/2019 12:39:59 PM chefrudy21  https://youtu.be/hwn9f7ETPzI  pic.twitter.com/G1rdIr67QV

12/25/2019 12:40:02 PM euphoricshawn7 Nice catch 😱

12/25/2019 12:40:04 PM hawkgirlinmn Saving Israel for last.

12/25/2019 12:40:12 PM east_sufism Was

12/25/2019 12:41:09 PM egelone fall 2021.OFC

12/25/2019 12:41:15 PM blsdbe We are already here...

12/25/2019 12:41:33 PM dcd51 That magic number

12/25/2019 12:42:08 PM pelledan2 if you aren't any of those by now, you've been doing it wrong.

12/25/2019 12:42:31 PM clhendershot #MeToo

@hawkgirlinmn  Beat Me To It

GO~

12/25/2019 12:44:54 PM meadowthomassss What about Virginia? This should be much bigger than it is.

12/25/2019 12:46:05 PM jamesca40805661 We worship and celebrate what's in our Hearts.  

It does not matter what you or anyone else might think its about. 

Godspeed

12/25/2019 12:46:37 PM romanavolny I would take it with a big grain of salt, because it is coming from the mouth of Bibi, who is grasping at straws left and right. Putin is smart enough not to 

say things like these.

12/25/2019 12:47:09 PM jamesca40805661 Never believed it was a plastic surgery screw up.

12/25/2019 12:47:26 PM state1union Well 20/20 is about here isn’t it?

12/25/2019 12:47:36 PM exo_r6 “Find”

12/25/2019 12:48:10 PM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/c0ZfTcqi3v

12/25/2019 12:48:20 PM davidmsika  pic.twitter.com/KMVApCy8lk

12/25/2019 12:48:49 PM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/1cmzn173gP

12/25/2019 12:52:16 PM 76bicenten Or we will find out about the ones here.

12/25/2019 12:52:43 PM n7guardiananon Cabal has been after Putin ever since he got in...

Russia has Putin

China has Xi

USA has Trump

England has BJ

12/25/2019 12:52:50 PM theappraiser17 You mean to say "In the next decade will the general population be told 'officially' of extraterrestrial existence? "

12/25/2019 12:53:18 PM justicetruthwa2 So to quickly sum it up example: 1,000's of "gods from Nimrod and 1,000 from Semeramus= 2,000 X (Number of world's languages and dialects) = # of 

False "gods".

12/25/2019 12:53:19 PM bubblibev Putin also warned Americans that if Hillary became President,there would be nuclear war between us. He knew the DS plans to cause this catastrophe 

and was preparing his people for it. Why didn’t the DS want Trump/Putin to meet? Why did Putin pass the “ball” to Trump? Use logic!

12/25/2019 12:53:55 PM n2zyk experiments on "fright" What else have we heard that rely s on fright? a certain drug found in the blood used by the elite perhaps? Coincidence?

12/25/2019 12:55:08 PM theappraiser17 17 trillion huh? Nicely done Patriots!   I saw the decoded message regarding control of the markets.. an SB2 production

12/25/2019 12:55:19 PM daveoanderson Meaning Israel would be staging a false flag to create war between Russia and the US.

12/25/2019 12:55:40 PM qphillypatriot Oh no problem at all. I know that somethings in this world are unbelievable but i thank god that there is a platform that we can share info. The 🌎 is 

awakening. Thank you friend.

12/25/2019 12:57:04 PM sabreaxe  pic.twitter.com/Yu6ltwfUmR

12/25/2019 1:03:32 PM rhonda_usa Picture says a thousand words. Putin clearly isn’t using eye contact, as Netanyahu is looking straight into Putin’s beady little eyes.

12/25/2019 1:03:34 PM jollyrob2 No coincidences

12/25/2019 1:04:58 PM bob76775554 #qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/k4TYDcQHNI

12/25/2019 1:07:45 PM contenthonest They walk among us.

Hidden in plain sight. pic.twitter.com/ORTmfZu23W

12/25/2019 1:09:34 PM state1union Watch David Wilcocks latest video on Disclosure.

12/25/2019 1:10:23 PM fansblowing3 Which of his books to read though?  🧐 pic.twitter.com/P785EZJLJW

12/25/2019 1:11:47 PM jamesreeddean1 Putin , another Jew.

12/25/2019 1:13:09 PM jamesreeddean1 😉 pic.twitter.com/JqpNw7r3zk

12/25/2019 1:18:11 PM irah_chandler Ha

12/25/2019 1:19:55 PM ghost_of_billy_ Their poison is everywhere, pretty soon 93% of the population will be aware. THAT'S why they want us disarmed

12/25/2019 1:20:18 PM fansblowing3 Pretty sure human aliens are already here somewhere.  I would like to meet one and have a chat.  👍

12/25/2019 1:21:35 PM ardithorourke We already have they are Democrats.

12/25/2019 1:22:06 PM redslegacy2 We've already had first contact. Time to let the public know.

12/25/2019 1:22:23 PM twilly18 did you look under the bed?

12/25/2019 1:22:56 PM carolin15161363 Agreed. Celebrating Jesus every day. God bless.

12/25/2019 1:24:15 PM westmount_d7 Understood. Had a conversation last night and even family are divided about vaccines. The brainwashing runs deep in so many, still. Cognitive 

Dissonance.

12/25/2019 1:24:32 PM donewithevil Down with synagogue of satan and it coming



12/25/2019 1:24:56 PM fansblowing3 Netanyahu is not stopping wars, he wants more wars.

12/25/2019 1:25:25 PM kimber_santo Popping up everywhere!

12/25/2019 1:28:58 PM kidge6 And in what spirit is celebrated? Competition of gifts? Income? Jobs? Kids? Status? Possessions?

12/25/2019 1:33:32 PM fansblowing3 #whereshunter

12/25/2019 1:35:35 PM schiller_spmode Everything secret won’t always remain a secret. Luke 8:17.

#DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/ykmpzXh5as

12/25/2019 1:35:57 PM turboxyde What happens if they find you first?

12/25/2019 1:38:21 PM winklerburke Why did US military help Transformer movies? Hm?

12/25/2019 1:45:18 PM mattf1229 New follower here, what happened in 2010?

12/25/2019 1:45:22 PM ialibertybelle You have those switched. Bibi is looking down towards the ground.

12/25/2019 1:45:57 PM kidge6 Look for messages of disclosure in MJ 12s pinned tweet. And link to twitter archives

12/25/2019 1:51:02 PM kidge6 The chans and 8kun are anonymous.  Plus, the real researchers mostly avoid social media. Banning, rules, shills, surface dwellers. Too many petty 

drama scenes.  The real work is done on the chans/8kun. It’s a very different phenomenon. Spend 3 months lurking on 4chan. Org/pol

12/25/2019 1:51:43 PM adsvel So, if I change my vibrations, lower down frequencies to fit into this 3D matrix, i am fallen one?🙄

Or this is wrong interpretation implanted by those who speak louder.😑

12/25/2019 1:53:08 PM flyover01047267 Aliens or "Inter-Dimensional Being's"?

12/25/2019 1:53:19 PM ccal1331 The real question is... Will our government tell us about the aliens already among us?

12/25/2019 1:54:06 PM adsvel Really?😂

12/25/2019 1:54:33 PM 369palm I will use the proper pronouns.  Whatever they want to call themselves, whatever they are, if they come in pease we will respect that. Right?

12/25/2019 1:56:15 PM laughingwolf11 Rumsfeld missing 9/10/2001 money????

12/25/2019 1:57:30 PM tinkyman1 So what about ‘Solar Warden’ the IMC Secret Space Force that already use back engineered ET tech?

12/25/2019 1:59:14 PM covertress Are there already Draco living among us, disguised as humans?

12/25/2019 2:02:28 PM americanpetal That’s what I thought

12/25/2019 2:04:03 PM qphillypatriot We need those glasses from They Live

12/25/2019 2:04:08 PM nea_storm [They're] only "one" of the bad guys (wolves in sheep's clothing) 👇👇👇 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzwK7XK-YSg … 

pic.twitter.com/1bIr9rjs32

12/25/2019 2:06:11 PM kidge6 Not really a decision that can be responsibly made in beta brain state, I think. To our beta brain, we’re prisoners stuck in a loop for lifetimes (extinguish 

my IS so this never happens pls). To our IS, it’s a traffic jam on a Friday afternoon that ‘is worth the hassle’. I hope.

12/25/2019 2:06:11 PM irah_chandler Yes spirits, hybrids and shape shifters

12/25/2019 2:08:39 PM copperfield2010 Ottawa is full of aliens

12/25/2019 2:11:23 PM adsvel IF... any possibility that not happened here in this reality, is just a possibility or event in the alternate reality, SG-1.

BiBi... the man with high estimation of himself, but in reality?...😑

12/25/2019 2:12:28 PM tinfoilawards I didn't.  Did you mean to reply to the person I reponded to?

12/25/2019 2:13:21 PM jooooody we are commanded to focus on our God and His only begotten, the Savior of us all.  Thanks be to God.

12/25/2019 2:14:20 PM fansblowing3 Seems to me they would target conservative voters first to win elections.

12/25/2019 2:15:26 PM worldxplorer1 Are the Draco a form of AI or an organic life form?  Certain reports of interaction makes me think they may be a form of AI. Perhaps made up 

completely of nanobots.

12/25/2019 2:16:46 PM crisco2377 SATURNALIA!

12/25/2019 2:17:29 PM bourne_cia Any more questions? pic.twitter.com/rPeRGq6Dhn

12/25/2019 2:17:32 PM drjanaway Comparing vaccines to the holocaust is both insulting and inaccurate.

12/25/2019 2:18:30 PM wickedmouse369 Working on it.

12/25/2019 2:20:09 PM jeff57253103 Oh okay. I guess you’re an expert on vaccines.

12/25/2019 2:22:53 PM disclosureadvoc Aliens are NOT “Fallen Angels” or demons - if you think that you’re stuck in the Matrix and indoctrinated by man’s ridiculous religious dogma 🙄

12/25/2019 2:23:36 PM adsvel 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

We all are ETs incarnated here.

And you have a wrong expectations about lizards.🖖

12/25/2019 2:27:08 PM reelect20 👇Check Out This👇RT💥 http://bit.ly/2UQUODM 

12/25/2019 2:29:59 PM linacovfefe Something to manifest for...

12/25/2019 2:30:32 PM mcfunny Well, she knows much more about  them than you 2

12/25/2019 2:32:41 PM deanna_danforth We already know they exist among us ❤️

12/25/2019 2:34:34 PM grumpyo05098796 #DECLAS2020

12/25/2019 2:35:25 PM eman1292 I believe so. No wonder he does interviews promoting BTC, stating he buys $10k BTC/ week. With what you said about the current blockchain, it makes 

sense to me. I'm cashing out. Seeing what's going on, it's a downward spiral. I'll wait for our AI friend to be eradicated first.

12/25/2019 2:37:09 PM italianmom555 Who is in deck for the 1st sacrifice

12/25/2019 2:38:29 PM keith369me Was it @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that said Putin had a “drop in” soul a while back?

12/25/2019 2:40:53 PM start313hichq What is the most powerful weapon to contain them...

🤔🤔🤔

12/25/2019 2:41:36 PM amoggy28 The government want the men and women who protect our borders, and interests, that keep each and every one of us safe, including them, to be sick 

and injured? That is an oxymoron.

12/25/2019 2:44:33 PM prana_juana They've been here the whole time. They found us.

12/25/2019 2:46:29 PM mcfunny Sometimes, well most times, the woke are just silly.

12/25/2019 2:47:03 PM americanpetal That sounds like something @kabamur_taygeta woukd say

12/25/2019 2:47:42 PM kidge6 Yes, Like a carnival. Merrymaking. But morning/week after is rough physically, socially & mentally.  I’ll pass.  I don’t ‘do it right’ anyway. My hearts just 

not in it.  Last years christmas party we played a new game, ‘rob your neighbor’ (of their gift). Greed & deceit prevailed

12/25/2019 2:52:35 PM newagegrifts This is stupid to the 17th power. 

Keep reaching, researcher.

12/25/2019 2:54:30 PM lorirrr No. Merry Christmas!

12/25/2019 2:55:18 PM andrewdl12 Dearie me they’ve been here all along. @CoreyGoode

12/25/2019 2:58:50 PM lorimilantoni We found them.. they are the deep state

12/25/2019 3:00:37 PM michaelnimchan That's  like saying soon we will find the nose on your face

12/25/2019 3:08:37 PM aleks8837 Shh...([Israel]) last? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1019232282874404864 …

12/25/2019 3:09:28 PM higherself_1_ Decade??!?? Surly not before!

12/25/2019 3:16:04 PM igiant111 Grats on 40k @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/25/2019 3:19:57 PM garydoh01878400 The left wing walk amongst now🤔

12/25/2019 3:21:51 PM tkobeauty Natural news has done some.

12/25/2019 3:21:53 PM tkobeauty That's  awful!! Reseaech! Eugenics!! pic.twitter.com/sa3oNRXov0

12/25/2019 3:22:08 PM tkobeauty Of course!

12/25/2019 3:22:31 PM mightymbev No such thing as a coincidence



12/25/2019 3:22:56 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @adamlforeman @YellowRoseTx51 What's the likelihood that they have or will #clone someone horrible like 

Nimrod? Or someone else that's worse. #QAnon #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #TheGreatAwakening

12/25/2019 3:25:20 PM keith369me Probably...I’d search, but I’m blocked, lol

12/25/2019 3:26:22 PM adsvel At some point yes. We all are a part of the Source. Best definition I found for myself is IS-BE, Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity.

12/25/2019 3:26:55 PM americanpetal You’re blocked by Kab?

12/25/2019 3:30:34 PM keith369me Kab blocked a bunch of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 followers a while back.  I did not even engage Kab regarding MJ12 in an negative way.  Someday we’ll know 

why...not yet

12/25/2019 3:40:20 PM tango66qanon Thank God we have peace and not war!

12/25/2019 3:45:29 PM tango66qanon Thank you!

12/25/2019 3:48:08 PM patriotswegoall Don't think so.

12/25/2019 3:49:26 PM anarchic_teapot That's what happens when you rely on quackery instead of actual medical science, little conspiraloon.

12/25/2019 3:50:48 PM jones9536 They are already here

12/25/2019 3:55:15 PM llyander I have a single comment on this.  One number.  Two digits.

79.

That's how many children were killed by measles in Samoa.  79.  Because of bullshit rhetoric like this frightening people away and spreading confusion 

and paranoia. 

79 dead kids.  

Because of posts like this.
12/25/2019 3:58:06 PM llyander I have a single comment on this.  One number.  Two digits.

79.

That's how many children were killed by measles in Samoa.  79.  Because of bullshit rhetoric like this frightening people away and spreading confusion 

and paranoia. 

79 dead children.  

Because of people like you.
12/25/2019 3:58:44 PM crampneyvis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://dailybayonet.com/mr-robot-series-finale-ends-with-one-last-game-changing-twist/19100/ …

12/25/2019 4:01:17 PM valiantthor12 1. Here's the explanation I've come to realize is the truth. We are Eternal Beings of Light having a physical experience on Gaia as she is Ascending to 4th 

Density. And WE ALL volunteered to be here for this First Ever happening in our Universe where...

12/25/2019 4:03:38 PM valiantthor12 2. a planet AND it's lifeforms are ASCENDING at the same time! Usually the life is taken to another planet until their planet is ready for them which may 

be thousands of years. Earth has been used in her history as one of these "weigh stations." What a MAGICAL time to be alive!!!

12/25/2019 4:04:19 PM azuremagus One of these guys is legally insane guess who....

12/25/2019 4:08:02 PM azuremagus A Siberian Christian mystic

12/25/2019 4:08:05 PM yourkiddingme5 Are we gearing up for something?  Misinformation maybe?

12/25/2019 4:09:03 PM emilyp137 Conditioning the population?

12/25/2019 4:09:48 PM azuremagus You more then the hundreds we already know about?

12/25/2019 4:18:33 PM nick_2c Road to Root A       Print it into infinity

12/25/2019 4:19:06 PM manifest_utopia Huge. Thanks for posting this. ⚡🔥💥

12/25/2019 4:22:27 PM valiantthor12 1. Alien, Extraterrestrial, and a few other descriptors have been conflated to mean the same thing. Life of the Infinite Cosmos is about 40% Human 

according to Ra and the Law of One. We are Eternal Light Beings with Multidimensional DNA meaning humans can, through their DNA...

12/25/2019 4:25:19 PM valiantthor12 2. travel the Cosmos as our "full 12 strands" of DNA become activated.

Other beings include Plasma Beings and Elementals. Fairies, Elves, Gnomes, and many other beings of Earth Lore are actual beings in the Cosmos. 

Dragons being crossed with humans BILLIONS of years ago is...

12/25/2019 4:28:00 PM 1nanasmomma LIGHT beings consciousness existence as an IS-BE is confusing by design. It is to teach and learn. Out of human curiosity, there MUST be more than 

"this". So God was born. So Dogma is born. So Destruction is born. God is within. God is your IS-BE. Your subconsciousness. LIGHT

12/25/2019 4:29:23 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen Check area 51, Dulce Base, or cloaked in the upper and lower atmospheres, as well as Orbit.

12/25/2019 4:29:36 PM valiantthor12 3. where the Draco or Sorian Race originated from. As they reincarnated they became trapped in these reptilian bodies. They were corrupted by the 

"Fallen Elohim" using A.I. and that's pretty much what we're fighting today!

Archons, Demons, and other negative beings exist...

12/25/2019 4:31:07 PM andrew13892378 #GlobalContactInvitation They found us first, or to be more accurate, never fully left us,late August 2021! Some countries briefed already, or in the 

processes of. We seem to have reached a point in development where they will now have some open contact with us as a global whole.

12/25/2019 4:31:21 PM terrylu00064423 They've been among us since the days of Jared. It's in the book of Enoch. It even says that they were shape shifters.

12/25/2019 4:31:28 PM from_thestars Yes! Every time I get an automated system I end up screaming at it bc it never understands. Had no idea it was a+l+i+c+e😳

12/25/2019 4:32:13 PM valiantthor12 4. ...as well. There's still debate about the origins but what is clear is that the Fallen Elohim are LITERALLY from the realm of the Creator. Think of the 

beings that stabbed Frodo? That is very similar to what they are as they do not exist in our space/time. They CONTROL...

12/25/2019 4:33:41 PM amuses They are already here.  We just need disclosure. Most other countries have done so... Hiding it for this long was the worst thing they could have done.

12/25/2019 4:35:15 PM valiantthor12 5. ...the Dracos, Greys, and other beings of the "Orion Group" that has caused all the problems on Earth.

I also must mention that there are MANY different intelligent beings such as Mantis, Ants, Different types of Beetles, etc. If there's a bug on Earth?...

12/25/2019 4:36:55 PM valiantthor12 6. ...it's almost certain there's an intelligent evolved being of that type. Our Blue Print from the Creator works on Sacred Geometry in this Divine Light 

Matrix we call the Cosmos!

Peace Brother!!!

12/25/2019 4:37:06 PM blue_collaranon If I was twenty years younger I would be pursuing a career with the space force

12/25/2019 4:43:52 PM becnchr They live amongst us.

12/25/2019 4:44:13 PM stanstephens13 You are thick. I have not denied any of what you wrote. All I want to know is why the number 17 is used so often in coms and elsewhere?  Q isn’t the 

only one using 17. What does 17 mean.

12/25/2019 4:47:39 PM dieb1948 @Jordan_Sather_ ????

12/25/2019 4:52:55 PM decodematrix @RealEyeTheSpy



12/25/2019 5:03:35 PM j_edward65  pic.twitter.com/bkrgqHwu9J

12/25/2019 5:06:00 PM jamesreeddean1 I think he's quietly a Zionist

12/25/2019 5:08:19 PM andrew13892378 Just letting you guys know Some people out here are very telepathic, we can hear your thoughts sometimes behind the desk, "Yes it is off the scale" 

and yes "you better let Q know" ok guys!

12/25/2019 5:17:32 PM amuses making an army of programmed clones using people's DNA....scary

12/25/2019 5:21:38 PM decodematrix @rghardy3

12/25/2019 5:25:18 PM notevenchad17 Unity destroys ALICE.

12/25/2019 5:25:59 PM tinfoilawards lol quite all right

12/25/2019 5:27:23 PM yourkiddingme5 Tomorrow is Boxing Day...just saying. Hope, always hope! pic.twitter.com/6GGqRTarf4

12/25/2019 5:27:29 PM eynollah2017 New E.T. movie coming out soon,?

12/25/2019 5:42:55 PM manriquetorres5 Soon "those cali politicians & Hwood felons" will meet the wheel of causes and conditions 

Truth IS Creator's body.

#EnjoyTheShow

#Q

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@thehill

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrumpWarRoom

@WeAreSpaceForce

@SpaceForceDoD

@Trin20201 https://twitter.com/NGirrard/status/1209960350856228865 …
12/25/2019 5:44:56 PM wilsanborn777 He sounds like a remarkable man, someone I would have liked to have known. Thanks again. Happy Holidays.

12/25/2019 5:55:01 PM brave_recovery Interesting tweet.  I just ran across my son's immunization record from when he was born in 1997.  I should put it out there.  There is barely anything 

on it.  I was shocked.  I cant imagine what they pump today.  It would be interesting to compare.

12/25/2019 5:56:24 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

12/25/2019 5:58:54 PM 9lv12 If we stop to create loosh for 24 hrs we will cut off the feed.

Game over - they die.

12/25/2019 5:59:28 PM slaydream  pic.twitter.com/kKChM8FclI

12/25/2019 6:06:00 PM aynthrope Maj, sounds like y'all are going panpsychic.  Or is it Stargate the seQuel?  👽

12/25/2019 6:08:13 PM aynthrope We dunno.  But you're being followed by Space Force Cmd.  We intuit.  👽

12/25/2019 6:10:08 PM aynthrope Lost by dod before 9/11??? 👽

12/25/2019 6:11:40 PM worldxplorer1 Comms?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1209980417324933121 …

12/25/2019 6:13:51 PM keith369me You lost me at commanded...I am a sovereign being with free will.  I try to act like Jesus...do no harm, make every thought and action my best one.

12/25/2019 6:15:33 PM andrew13892378 "Something......Something.......President" good idea, no need for PSC changes though the Tweet created a temporary connection because of the 

shared emotion over the magnitude of the subject at hand. Once you focus elsewhere the connection is lost imediately. Maj is already aware-

12/25/2019 6:16:35 PM andrew13892378 of these properties of course and can teach me a thing or two! LOL cheers Guys!

12/25/2019 6:23:25 PM andrew13892378  https://www.dropbox.com/s/q45oh5sd0e2yipt/GlobalContactInvitation%20and%20Messages%20Links.doc?dl=0 …

12/25/2019 6:23:28 PM sahd1rex Which reports/interactions would you be referring to?

12/25/2019 6:25:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 American Dad!

S9 E8

"I'll make sure you bleed from your ass."

Child torture on Christmas.

The true story of Christmas.

Presented to you by clowns.

Disinformation or Disclosure?

What was the operation called internally?

Operation Santa Claus?

What happened when Krampus was killed?
12/25/2019 6:26:21 PM laurabusse 🖖

12/25/2019 6:26:22 PM sahd1rex Woah, what was that

12/25/2019 6:28:44 PM jaded_pearl I'm never good at these as I rarely watch TV...I'm sure someone will post it.

12/25/2019 6:29:43 PM lorinda1434 What? 🤔

12/25/2019 6:30:11 PM andoniandothard Someone please decipher this stuff. I guess I’m stupid

12/25/2019 6:30:29 PM trish97872852 Who would the elves be? And what’s with the term “Santa’s little helper”?

12/25/2019 6:30:52 PM wheredowegofro2 😉

12/25/2019 6:31:08 PM corstruction Fuck!  I knew Santa was wicked....

12/25/2019 6:31:18 PM hawkgirlinmn Seth McFarlane. SO many parallels in that show. Roger, Klaus, etc. Symbolism really will be their downfall.

12/25/2019 6:32:38 PM trish97872852 Yes I know that’s the dogs name on the simpsons.. just talking in general related to what Maj12 has been saying about Santa

12/25/2019 6:33:29 PM catsworldwatch I have no idea what they are talking about either. I dont watch tv.

12/25/2019 6:34:18 PM andrew13892378 "He's screwing with us" no guys, got great respect for you but you should focus elsewhere please, or you will have to report a breach.

12/25/2019 6:34:26 PM laurabusse Old follower here

I have no idea

12/25/2019 6:35:14 PM gusgarciaiii $17 Trillion gain in net value for Americans...”not substantial”?!  TDS got you down lately?

12/25/2019 6:37:13 PM gusgarciaiii Paper...that can be turned into hard cash at will.  Great!

12/25/2019 6:37:52 PM hawkgirlinmn This was mildly disturbing https://youtu.be/f1LlllQrvY0 

12/25/2019 6:39:31 PM keith369me Did God give us free will only to judge us?

12/25/2019 6:41:02 PM holotechrd Smh...

12/25/2019 6:41:09 PM tango66qanon  https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2018/12/131217-krampus-christmas-santa-devil/ …

12/25/2019 6:42:33 PM billysgirl0214 Point taken.

12/25/2019 6:43:28 PM americanpetal 17 pic.twitter.com/AgInXoUW6p

12/25/2019 6:43:31 PM willjstrobe How on point is rick and morty?

12/25/2019 6:43:48 PM billysgirl0214 Merry Christmas.

12/25/2019 6:43:54 PM grumpy70bear  https://youtu.be/FoKdZPn2Uns 

12/25/2019 6:44:05 PM decodematrix  https://binged.it/34YyuZ4 

12/25/2019 6:44:42 PM americanpetal These people are sick. So disturbing.

12/25/2019 6:45:17 PM whiterabbitttt1 You do know that Christmas is really the roman saturnalia right?

12/25/2019 6:45:52 PM ausanon369 Merry Christmas my friend. I hope I didn’t come across nasty either, was not my intention. Have a great day :)

12/25/2019 6:46:36 PM giediknight @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



12/25/2019 6:47:16 PM laurabusse Old tweets don't hold a like

Or a retweet

But old tweets hold a RT longer than a like

Don't know when the cutoff is

Could be a week or to for a RT

But likes on old tweets disappear almost right away

I RT MJs pinned tweet about every 2 wks maybe...
12/25/2019 6:47:17 PM ajcole18 Because evil takes vacations, rests on weekends, and takes breaks on holidays

12/25/2019 6:47:31 PM eryqouithaqueue  pic.twitter.com/iDYY3ab2qM

12/25/2019 6:49:26 PM cosmic_engineer Guess that's the chimney in question

12/25/2019 6:49:40 PM charlesgdavis1 17,000,000,000,000.00÷330,000,000=51,515.1515151 Sooooo THINK ABOUT THAT U.S. POPULATION ONLY. ✔👀😰😎

12/25/2019 6:53:15 PM americanpetal Lol

12/25/2019 6:54:42 PM notdumphuk Gotta have that left right paradigm; you fucks might wake up, otherwise. pic.twitter.com/YTBY3dSor5

12/25/2019 6:55:04 PM gratitudeiskey_ Divine Fractal, Dr. Jeff Bradstreet is pictured in the article you posted 👇 pic.twitter.com/5lC2omqVXo

12/25/2019 6:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Except that 50% of that went to the top 0.01%.

12/25/2019 6:57:48 PM debstev80504671 I posted the whole Satanic story 2 weeks before 12/25. Today I explained how I don't do 'Christmas' due to celebrate birth of JC Sept 11th.

12/25/2019 6:58:16 PM truth0716 Is Seth Deep State?

12/25/2019 6:58:36 PM lightonthehill Each of us can decide what Christmas means for us. For me it is a celebration of our survival and an opportunity to search for (meditate on) what the 

true spirit of Christ is.

12/25/2019 6:58:37 PM laurabusse Yes apparently

12/25/2019 6:59:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Krampus. https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/5104224/norweigan-princess-ex-husband-takes-his-own-life-leaving-behind-couples-three-

young-children/ …

12/25/2019 7:00:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Krampus. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/kevin-spacey-norwegian-royal-family-groping-accusation-ari-behn-

a8100411.html …

12/25/2019 7:01:45 PM andrew13892378 I dont want to do the whole holding up paper thing, thanks.

12/25/2019 7:01:50 PM wickedmouse369 Sacrifice?

12/25/2019 7:01:56 PM heatherrenae8 My Aunt did our pedigree far before Ancestory was ever created by very old relatives that kept the pedigree throughout the ages. I did data entry from 

our records on much of my pedigree from my Uncles&relatives. We are straight to Edward1 through his 8th daughter on my Mom's side

12/25/2019 7:01:56 PM willjstrobe I get that but my question is more on the plot of rick and morty

12/25/2019 7:02:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many times in the past 17 hours have you seen the number 17 excluding this 17?

12/25/2019 7:02:28 PM scottgasaway A ton

12/25/2019 7:02:30 PM tyrantswillfa11 I did have to laugh at that. Those dumb enough to fall for that deserve it. pic.twitter.com/saeIIxUB6l

12/25/2019 7:02:54 PM swagsjeffrey 17

12/25/2019 7:02:56 PM bdam777 Krampus comes for naughty children? https://pagesix.com/2019/12/25/ari-behn-norwegian-princess-ex-and-kevin-spacey-accuser-dead-at-47/ …

12/25/2019 7:03:19 PM wickedmouse369 17 times.

12/25/2019 7:03:20 PM qanonnotables Who cares dude?

12/25/2019 7:03:26 PM speaakn Too many to count!

12/25/2019 7:03:45 PM jenncbonneville Multiple times.

12/25/2019 7:03:46 PM teresamcshane8 I agree, a ton. Not only in the tweets, but the counts of likes and retweets??

12/25/2019 7:04:15 PM fallorsesh waaah

12/25/2019 7:04:20 PM mgray72531386 Quite a few...

12/25/2019 7:04:56 PM weareallq A lot! I said that in the car on the way home tonight. I see it everywhere. My daughter is even graduating May 17th!

12/25/2019 7:05:02 PM vitalyn87  pic.twitter.com/o0lb7YlBkA

12/25/2019 7:05:02 PM sterkinglights1 9

12/25/2019 7:05:16 PM speaakn 😳

12/25/2019 7:05:24 PM shadygrooove 17 😂

12/25/2019 7:05:24 PM qav8r I know right.

12/25/2019 7:05:28 PM mibmark Ahhh my favorite number

12/25/2019 7:05:35 PM behindenmyline5 Kek

12/25/2019 7:05:41 PM ileana3181 Even in the amount of gifts my daughter received. Ha (couting all the things separately)

12/25/2019 7:05:47 PM goldste57881662 I stopped watching those shows, American Dad,Family Guy,etc. I understood.

12/25/2019 7:06:09 PM frances719 I daw 11:11, 1:11, 3:33, 4:44 and 5:55 today...that’s an all time record!

12/25/2019 7:06:17 PM trish97872852 Lots 😉😉😉😉

12/25/2019 7:06:27 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/HhHG9EuDSv

12/25/2019 7:06:30 PM silentpatriot_q A lot. Even local Sheriff Christmas video was 17 seconds long.

12/25/2019 7:06:39 PM the_old_vet_te 🤔

12/25/2019 7:07:20 PM prl117 My bd is 1/17

12/25/2019 7:07:28 PM trish97872852 Enough for me to say “I’ve seen 17 so many times it can’t be a coincidence “

12/25/2019 7:08:07 PM freedomrebelocd Too many to be a mere coincidence 👌

12/25/2019 7:08:41 PM william86970027 Well hell at least 17 times.

12/25/2019 7:08:41 PM _josephcurtis_ Should we be counting?

12/25/2019 7:08:52 PM identityasxy .

Krampus ... 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Krampus 

12/25/2019 7:09:11 PM tarynupmatrix 🤯 whoa

12/25/2019 7:09:17 PM heatherrenae8 &for those that watched our children change&some even had them died just call people like you sheep, please go load ur kids up with them 

then&experience the pain all of us who have had to endure for life, either ur completely ignorant or a lier&may ur ignorance be your awakening.

12/25/2019 7:09:32 PM twittucator Two years ago it was 11:11, now it's every combo of 17, 07. Why?

12/25/2019 7:09:37 PM fansblowing3 Orphans were trafficked? pic.twitter.com/BVZdnGI5vX

12/25/2019 7:09:48 PM writermaven Nice Q

@WriterMaven

12/25/2019 7:10:03 PM clifton15jon 9

12/25/2019 7:10:19 PM heatherrenae8 I think you where probably dumbed down by vaccines& brainwashed aswell to be so ignorant?

12/25/2019 7:10:21 PM jacknationalist Lots...but mostly in people's tweets.

Only once on the clock.

12/25/2019 7:10:25 PM wakeupa34327213 How? Door knob? Red scarf?

12/25/2019 7:10:34 PM jrocktigers St Nicholas was not wicked to my knowledge. The bastardization of the multiple religions who celebrate this time of year with a mythical character 

who in last century was created by Coca Cola in the early 1900's . .to cover for the satanic holiday shown on attachment.. pic.twitter.com/6vOgSFELH8



12/25/2019 7:10:41 PM to_unity I did not count, but a lot!!!

12/25/2019 7:10:49 PM heatherrenae8 Ik right ???

12/25/2019 7:11:02 PM heatherrenae8 Lol, my thoughts the same?

12/25/2019 7:11:30 PM theappraiser17 More truth in 'programming' than one might realize.  Purpose?  Numb the shock?

12/25/2019 7:11:31 PM heatherrenae8 Smoke another & go away!

12/25/2019 7:11:31 PM scottf59 More than the number of boxes loaded onto a plane in Arkansas... pic.twitter.com/pWNNAp9b3P

12/25/2019 7:11:49 PM dirtycophunter 17 times

12/25/2019 7:12:26 PM wolfspirit1 About 30

12/25/2019 7:12:38 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/kaoTgkkonT

12/25/2019 7:12:56 PM tmaslanka Man I’m not in the know, what’s 17 ?

12/25/2019 7:13:23 PM exsjwtruther wasn't macfarlane supposed to be on the 9/11 plane and was saved by "luck"

12/25/2019 7:14:00 PM mcfunny Smoke another what?

12/25/2019 7:14:12 PM heatherrenae8 I'm glad & I bet you have the brightness, sharpest kids ever, the Amish have almost a zero percent autism, ADHD, &man made disability problem 

because they don't use vaccines. This is not rocket science, this common sense! #KudosToYou

12/25/2019 7:14:29 PM rfseopro Another 17 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/25/2019 7:14:39 PM state1union Oh that is sickening

12/25/2019 7:14:51 PM joni_apple_seed What is the name of this sphere I saw in the sky today? pic.twitter.com/4USnVFp29n

12/25/2019 7:14:53 PM mcfunny Vaccines do not kill ppl, pathogens do.

12/25/2019 7:15:03 PM madscientist What if they aren't aliens, but some derivative or product of the Nephilim / fallen angels?   Are we so desperate for technology that we are making a 

deal with the Devil?  There are no 'white' witches.

12/25/2019 7:15:06 PM qbryce171 17

12/25/2019 7:15:10 PM negup014 How about 3 years?  I have been following 3 years...WWG1WGAWW!!  God bless all those involved in this movement!

12/25/2019 7:15:22 PM heatherrenae8 Idk what ever is making you see allusions 😂 some good shit bro! Or was it that you have your head under a rock?

12/25/2019 7:15:32 PM pachecoj11 Hey man, can we start a Spacey meme? Ffs, this is the 3rd accuser to die since May and after that whack video he made, something's up

12/25/2019 7:16:07 PM neeneenat Including the one in the Christmas movie I just saw? 🤣🤣🤣

12/25/2019 7:16:23 PM rick_hernandez Did this happen before or after his Christmas video?

12/25/2019 7:16:35 PM pixiesdorule I've lost count....

12/25/2019 7:16:41 PM mr_fedorable Going to take a guess and say.....17? Different timezone etc

12/25/2019 7:17:11 PM jaded_pearl 7

12/25/2019 7:17:18 PM dagandre5 4

12/25/2019 7:17:21 PM k3yle 17 times

12/25/2019 7:17:26 PM pachecoj11 Something man.  Or, Kevin Spacey definitely didn't kill anyone

12/25/2019 7:17:35 PM heatherrenae8 Pffff, go away

12/25/2019 7:17:51 PM clarkd958 Its always there 🇬🇧🇬🇧🇬🇧

12/25/2019 7:17:53 PM roymdudley Are we projecting?  Remember the same thing happened with the "How many times does the clock show 11:11 whenever you look at it"?  Google the 

"11:11 clock thing" and we may be doing that.  Doesn't matter! Patriots in control. Nothing can stop what's coming. Nothing!

12/25/2019 7:17:57 PM charlesgdavis1 Haven't really thought about it.....my mind is always wandering.....thinking, remembering, watching.....the little blue thing in the corner? Pulsating 

why? 😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

12/25/2019 7:18:03 PM willjstrobe Again i understand but reevaluate my question. Its not that hard to understand. If things are hidden in plain sight under the idea of scifi or its just a 

cartoon is the premises of the show a actual reality.

12/25/2019 7:18:07 PM blue_collar_ray That was educational.

12/25/2019 7:18:14 PM state1union I am looking at it right now. Every hour it seems

12/25/2019 7:19:27 PM heatherrenae8 😮

12/25/2019 7:19:27 PM aarongarrity  pic.twitter.com/xXVwz1Xfsy

12/25/2019 7:20:11 PM turboxyde The zero point is leaking into three collective consciousness again.

Is anyone going to tell &|¡c€ what happens when the collective purifies itself through awareness?

The Great Awakening shifts the focus of collective human attention towards the dawning of a new paradigm.

12/25/2019 7:20:22 PM kyleq369 Posted 17 min ago

12/25/2019 7:20:38 PM lurkerjohnson This post was made 17m ago as I read this...

12/25/2019 7:20:46 PM heatherrenae8 😢

12/25/2019 7:21:03 PM gusgarciaiii Cyprus vs. the US stock indices...valid analogy?

12/25/2019 7:21:05 PM konacovfefe Twice.

12/25/2019 7:22:16 PM corstruction Soooo.....it's Satan Clause.....and cocaine.  Let's call a spade a spade.

12/25/2019 7:22:26 PM sexfoodrehab The wisest of bullies . The papacy. “Be nice” & ritually simulate “noble respect”.

Every bully masters the disruption of the vulnerability of children & emotional predation of mothers. Narcissist sociopath.

12/25/2019 7:25:43 PM marywal64295444 Everywhere online, absolutely everywhere. It was so noticable it really stood out, so this post caught my eye!

12/25/2019 7:26:11 PM fansblowing3 Nothing good comes from the CIA. pic.twitter.com/LYQzVtPwJX

12/25/2019 7:26:39 PM sexfoodrehab Root chakra bullies. Anal probers. Insecure tight prostrates. Foreskin cutters. 

Also the spirits the Arabs called “whisperers of Sha’tan(?)”

So influential alcohol spirits , that allowed certain sick ancestry & El’ves to hijack vessels & rape.

Pentagram magi Binds & penile code.

12/25/2019 7:26:52 PM fanucules Oh shit, that WAS the 4th one.  Tweet deleted.

12/25/2019 7:27:01 PM qphillypatriot I've seen a ton but what's 17 days after Christmas? What's happening astrologicaly?

12/25/2019 7:27:47 PM jrocktigers Fucking crazy,, check this old Christmas card. . .@DJLOK pic.twitter.com/jhktByH2nQ

12/25/2019 7:27:55 PM kehnguz1 THE MAJIC 12, WERE RETIRED 1986, AND MORE THAN 12 BRANCES OF THE MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX HAS TAKEN THEIR PLACE IN THE BLACK 

OPERATIONS WORLD.  Amongst THEM are many seals.

12/25/2019 7:28:09 PM schiller_spmode Enough times for me to think, Q! 👍🏾😉

12/25/2019 7:28:10 PM do_or_do_notty You stole my answer 😂

12/25/2019 7:28:21 PM pachecoj11 I'm a noob pic.twitter.com/eEIa2HRSOn

12/25/2019 7:29:42 PM qthrowingcopper 17

12/25/2019 7:30:15 PM theappraiser17 17 is everywhere.  It's been my favorite number for as long as I can remember.   At times I question my sanity...  Then I remember it's all a script.

12/25/2019 7:30:32 PM songbabe109 Quack

12/25/2019 7:30:55 PM toosoonfornow I heard there were 17 witnesses in the impeachment inquiry. Who are even the white hats at this point?

12/25/2019 7:31:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank You.

12/25/2019 7:31:50 PM mcfunny Nope!

12/25/2019 7:32:04 PM pachecoj11  pic.twitter.com/rB7a8WUB8r

12/25/2019 7:32:04 PM kehnguz1 SEALS OF GOOD AND EVIL, AND NEITHER RELATED TO THE MARK OF QAYIN...

12/25/2019 7:32:25 PM kjoeberg There will be both good and bad ET's.



12/25/2019 7:32:30 PM mcfunny So, youre going to school now?

12/25/2019 7:32:33 PM merkaba369 17

12/25/2019 7:33:01 PM taitai78787 I’ve got a question - I’ve just realised nearly all Hollywood stars adopt black children - are they used as a source for adrenochrome?

12/25/2019 7:33:35 PM sexfoodrehab Culture allows the reflection of this. Meaning, all these Priest Kings, that summoned and bowed to these beastly creations 

Were able to trick cultured man to have all these attributes as a part of self ... hence my responsibility as “All is Self”.

12/25/2019 7:34:15 PM raneewe68073921 17?  Only guessing ...lol

12/25/2019 7:34:51 PM state1union That was amazing 😉 thank you 🙏

12/25/2019 7:35:01 PM qphillypatriot I think they always been here . In the sense of the bloodlines. Blue bloods running the show. Pre Adamites pretty proficient in genetics🤔 Antartica 

secrets, bioengineering,dna testing, walks,looks like a duck .its a duck

12/25/2019 7:36:47 PM sexfoodrehab BUT ,

Pure “evil”, and pathogenic behavior is not entirely of some is-be’s & familial lines’ disposition and blueprint. 

The God they trust is Germanic King “Guhd” ,.. & May as well all be tied into Krampus and all other half-beast, half-gods.

Idk.Its our ignorance, imagination.

12/25/2019 7:36:54 PM marywal64295444 I do know the roots of Santa are evil, and I hate the consumerism it pushes on all, esp parents, pushing the guilt buttons if you can't afford the new 

toys. But.. I used it to teach my children the joy of giving, and give them a little magic in their lives

12/25/2019 7:38:49 PM state1union I’ve never seen this?

12/25/2019 7:39:40 PM pachecoj11  pic.twitter.com/TGdeTkVrzI

12/25/2019 7:39:55 PM gus_short Dammit mine too 😁

12/25/2019 7:40:05 PM matrix_inthe 17 arrests would be nice

12/25/2019 7:40:18 PM ksouth21 Horrible! Obviously of Satanic origin

12/25/2019 7:40:23 PM 369helen313 I’ve seen few times! 

What have you done MJ12 !? 

Tell us please ! ☺️ pic.twitter.com/qchxFTahvf

12/25/2019 7:41:53 PM sirdramaanon A lot

12/25/2019 7:42:11 PM stanstephens13 What is the power of 17?  Looks like black and white hats try to out do each other.

12/25/2019 7:42:28 PM cstarr888 So many I started circling them.

🤔🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/VpLcHNAtUM

12/25/2019 7:42:39 PM lightonearth111 I just selected the 17 th season of a show I watch.

12/25/2019 7:43:52 PM cstarr888 So many in news too

🤔🙏💖

12/25/2019 7:44:17 PM charmanda9 I am blessed to have you as a friend and I am able to learn from your experiences in this way. I am grateful to you for being brave in sharing your story. 

Love you sis. 💛

12/25/2019 7:46:25 PM sdane8 The 4th accuser mysteriously died? Do I have the number correct? 😬

12/25/2019 7:47:04 PM lbf777 We have to raise vibe frequency of the whole planet.

12/25/2019 7:47:06 PM dark_2_light_17  https://youtu.be/i05gKtHWjGY   My 12 year old just showed me this. God bless our @POTUS! @realDonaldTrump @Q2ndWave @QAnon_17 

@QPatriot17 @Sun_Q_Tzu @Qanon76 @prayingmedic @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/25/2019 7:47:48 PM heatherrenae8 Lol, 😝 well pathogens do aswell. You have that part right ...

12/25/2019 7:48:17 PM 1nanasmomma Yes!  Yes. How did you know

12/25/2019 7:48:32 PM mcfunny Vaccines dont...

12/25/2019 7:48:34 PM w59_tammy It’s crazy. There are 17’s EVERYWHERE!

12/25/2019 7:48:48 PM damonriddle3 At least 17

12/25/2019 7:50:39 PM ihvh 17

12/25/2019 7:50:49 PM androme07416104 At least ten. Probably more.  I bought my twins bikes for Christmas. Both had to be put together. Both came out of the box with this 👇👇 sticker. 

pic.twitter.com/pJaOKa13F7

12/25/2019 7:51:29 PM cel__lec probably about 17 times

12/25/2019 7:51:44 PM heatherrenae8 You have a 3.3 born on her Grandfathers 3.3 birthday double Pisces Born of an RhOneg mother who has her head most her life in the heavens. We are 

a school of the Supernatural, get your paper&pen out. We can literly c right through people&bring divine intel of your heart condition

12/25/2019 7:52:18 PM heatherrenae8 😂😂😂 tell it to the judge

12/25/2019 7:52:46 PM americanpetal A lot. What does that mean?

12/25/2019 7:52:47 PM charlesgdavis1 Exactly what I was.....thinking about.

12/25/2019 7:52:59 PM sdane8 Saturnalia sacrifice?  "In Central European folklore, Krampus is a horned, anthropomorphic figure described as "half-goat, half-demon", who, during the 

Christmas season, punishes children who have misbehaved."

12/25/2019 7:53:03 PM decodematrix 3

12/25/2019 7:53:22 PM mcfunny What judge?

12/25/2019 7:53:30 PM usernamt8ken Way more than usual

12/25/2019 7:54:05 PM trish97872852 I’ve noticed that too. Some completely unrelated random news stories.

12/25/2019 7:54:17 PM trishrichards4 A lot!!!

12/25/2019 7:54:28 PM mcfunny Yeah, that is no longer considered a legit vax exemption.

12/25/2019 7:54:29 PM johnnyt_anon I'm guessing that the [DS] is flooding the proverbial market with "17"? Dilute in an attempt to defuse?

#KAG

12/25/2019 7:54:56 PM phreatomagnetic Hard to say, there's an element of suggestion in the question 

Very quantum

12/25/2019 7:55:04 PM w59_tammy Two videos out by POTUS featuring 17 today. One vid by the White House 17 seconds long and one by POTUS And Melania where the Red Cross is 

featured at 17 seconds.

12/25/2019 7:55:39 PM sdane8 This article has everything from Krampus to hares to the Gingerbread Man (which I'll never look at the same way again - yikes).

 https://neilhague.com/index.php/2018/12/03/merry-saturnalia-the-two-faces-of-christmas/ …

12/25/2019 7:55:42 PM signalsofvirtue I just saw this at 8:54 pm my time, 8+5+4 is 17!  Weird!!!

12/25/2019 7:56:56 PM qtrooper17 👀

12/25/2019 7:57:25 PM 20_20_beyond Put a trampoline together early this morning and care across it multiple times.

12/25/2019 7:58:36 PM puertoricancham  https://theredpillednews.com/its-finally-revealed-how-hillary-financied-her-campaign-with-dirty-money-from-a-pedophile/ …

12/25/2019 7:59:33 PM americanpetal About 5 years ago it was on the hour every hour non stop. I thought I was going mad.

12/25/2019 8:01:35 PM tmaslanka We already made a deal ! Ike in 1947 went with the reptilians for advanced  tech instead of going with the Pleiadians for free energy.

12/25/2019 8:04:26 PM jluther88 4-6 per day, more than usual. Especially the past week.

12/25/2019 8:06:09 PM janellecantre12 My daughters b day is 11/11 and we always notice the time when it’s 11:11. What is 11:11? 22? 11/22?

12/25/2019 8:06:31 PM janellecantre12 Exactly!

12/25/2019 8:06:44 PM gqdwins About 17 times.

12/25/2019 8:07:34 PM robrog2 Not once until this post

12/25/2019 8:08:02 PM thepatriotfight Too many to count.

12/25/2019 8:11:00 PM geraldkanter1 Not anymore!  Though we may find some "Undocumented Extraterrestrials"!

12/25/2019 8:12:23 PM rr4763 17 times



12/25/2019 8:13:02 PM xharenilx I've honestly been seeing 17/Q very often the last week or so, the synchronicities have been insane.

12/25/2019 8:13:09 PM mightymbev About 11 times,is this happening to you too?its been in my notifications 7 times,in the past couple of weeks I have been seeing the number 17 

everywhere,even my McDonald's food order number was 17 👀🤔

12/25/2019 8:13:32 PM rr4763 17 x 17 x 17 x 17 x 17 times

12/25/2019 8:13:49 PM bubba_dave1 I'm sure theres about ah hum I believe ya 17 different ways

12/25/2019 8:13:58 PM kindeandtrue "17 drones"

I betcha @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will be talking about this tomorrow.  https://twitter.com/AP_Oddities/status/1210017652627902465 …

12/25/2019 8:15:05 PM chinaamerican I cannot not understand why these managers and handlers don't put these people in treatment before they get caught! Like Mr. Cosby, many knew 

what he was up to!

12/25/2019 8:15:16 PM bootsie471 Wow...several.

12/25/2019 8:15:53 PM djjesusislove 23 times

12/25/2019 8:16:19 PM tlcvictoria Already here interdenominational is more accurate

12/25/2019 8:16:22 PM joni_apple_seed FF ALERT #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/S4za4Lbrt/status/1209313103810306048 …

12/25/2019 8:17:20 PM americanpetal Now, she is with a Voodoo shaman. These people are Sick.

12/25/2019 8:17:39 PM leesarowland A lot

12/25/2019 8:18:41 PM murrayjones28 17m, 17k, 3.4 (7) + 10 = 17

;) pic.twitter.com/lxzVL0lU98

12/25/2019 8:19:15 PM leesarowland Oh wow. I just posted that at 9:17

12/25/2019 8:20:47 PM joni_apple_seed I spotted a spherical object in the sky today while taking the crazy chem trails they were spraying! It was so cool! How can you tell the diff between 

plane and drone? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/no53r36K1y

12/25/2019 8:21:29 PM debmille 17😎

12/25/2019 8:21:38 PM gusgarciaiii Do you predict that will happen?  Liquidity has flooded into the U.S. and into U.S. exchanges in the last 24 months. Over $1 trillion in cash was 

repatriated this year alone.  Liquidity is rising...without QE.

12/25/2019 8:21:51 PM melbourne_3000 Mentioned this 8 hours ago 😊

#Majestic https://twitter.com/Melbourne_3000/status/1209925927267778560?s=20 …

12/25/2019 8:23:01 PM pachecoj11  pic.twitter.com/xqNJEr6zvJ

12/25/2019 8:23:04 PM angie5cott Amen!!!

12/25/2019 8:26:09 PM anonpatriotccj What about us older folks with lower immune systems?

12/25/2019 8:27:45 PM selfmagnificent Tonight pic.twitter.com/XTNE4oCpds

12/25/2019 8:29:11 PM stacieburt2021 Yes!!! you are right about the birth of Christ on September 11th.

12/25/2019 8:29:44 PM rachaelangelm Oh this one is not going to disappear. Mr. Spacey. space Kadet.

12/25/2019 8:31:29 PM clifton15jon #TrustThePlan #WeThePeople #STEPBYSTEP #GreatAwakening #JusticeComing #ThoughtOfTheDay #FactsMatter

12/25/2019 8:34:47 PM joebtweet I have a camera with really far zoom, so it's easy to see the difference but with the naked eye basically Impossible to spot the difference  except maybe 

speed

12/25/2019 8:35:31 PM aleks8837 What was the gist of it? 😮

12/25/2019 8:37:16 PM tango66qanon I’ve been seeing it all day which I thought was strange but seeing it continuously give me motivation and hope that we have reached a turning point in 

history for the betterment of humanity!

12/25/2019 8:38:26 PM onian7 Its crazy to think we're alone or even that we're not monitored at this instant.

12/25/2019 8:39:29 PM vintagemom17 Pshhhhhh here is the latest. In the last few weeks I have seen 17 at least once or twice a day, it seems like. Conservatively. 

https://twitter.com/NSFVoyager2/status/1209987248898396166?s=20 …

12/25/2019 8:41:33 PM magillzoe A lot!

12/25/2019 8:42:29 PM enade_q In all fairness None, because I've spent today with family. No Internet, No TV.

12/25/2019 8:43:05 PM lbf777 You have to only focus on raising your own vibe. The limits are almost endless. The more you raise your own, the more you drag the rest of us up 

because all minds contain all mind. We are one connected system.

12/25/2019 8:49:15 PM djlok Glad it's not just me!!!

I see it in the news, on Twitter, and in real life... EVERYWHERE.  Mathematically impossible!!!

 https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1209683542055239682?s=21 … https://twitter.com/DJLOK/status/1209683542055239682 …

12/25/2019 8:49:27 PM carter_zon 17 times actually... 

Coincidence?

12/25/2019 8:51:31 PM philzantos  pic.twitter.com/dNt7QSmCmW

12/25/2019 8:52:28 PM tangoromeo20 It’s been about two months actually. No kidding.

12/25/2019 8:53:47 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/PEkPn7x8Gg

12/25/2019 8:54:02 PM jason_linville Half a dozen at least

12/25/2019 8:54:23 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/NROo6yDYyQ

12/25/2019 8:54:57 PM bruceschubert10 What is crazy is thinking they haven’t found us yet...

12/25/2019 8:55:20 PM vintagesquirrel If you don't want to be exposed to these things... maybe you shouldn't be on here. 😕

12/25/2019 8:56:43 PM joejr2018 I see 17 everyday now. It's getting crazy how often I see this number.

12/25/2019 8:56:59 PM wishfulldreamz Krampus pic.twitter.com/gVt7TbjfaA

12/25/2019 8:57:36 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/ifKaqZF82G

12/25/2019 8:57:47 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/QBUVkPFCNY

12/25/2019 8:57:51 PM matrixslayer1  pic.twitter.com/DqFfhLgtPP

12/25/2019 8:57:55 PM beatsbyblaine Not just 17, 1017 too. But I see 17 multiple times a day. I didn’t think it was a coincidence but didn’t think so many other people did too 🧐

12/25/2019 8:59:12 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/h2DcK1ekBD

12/25/2019 8:59:51 PM wecuff "We'll steal all your freedoms for only $59! Sign up now, prospective slave!"

12/25/2019 9:02:20 PM lbf777 It’s ok. We can disagree on this point.

12/25/2019 9:02:51 PM unitebylight Watch the Family Guy Episode Splendid Source and tell me it's not about pizza + Epstein's Island!

12/25/2019 9:04:45 PM jluebs24  pic.twitter.com/aWttWrZXo7

12/25/2019 9:04:51 PM aleoniea Why would we want to find soulless entities

12/25/2019 9:06:09 PM holotechrd Every time I get a phone call from people in my area code 717 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/25/2019 9:10:19 PM holotechrd I'm days away from reaching Destin where I will activate the portals and let them all in it will be a BENEVOLENT INVASION PERIOD  Ships with cargo of 

healing devices and more are on the other side of the portals PREPARE YOURSELVES

⚡💥❤️🌌🌎🕳🛸❤️👑👈

12/25/2019 9:12:25 PM geoffschuler It is possible to beat measles and polio with modern medicine. Vaccinate.

#VaccinesWork #VaccinesSaveLives

12/25/2019 9:13:09 PM joewalker_wm Aliens or other dimensions and beings within those dimensions?

12/25/2019 9:14:23 PM joewalker_wm Angels & demons? 🤨

12/25/2019 9:15:25 PM jifrulz Zero times

12/25/2019 9:15:35 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/9Y4FDUcdsY

12/25/2019 9:20:35 PM kathleenmckeon6  http://Ancestry.com 

12/25/2019 9:21:30 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/IyhsnmFZ12



12/25/2019 9:21:55 PM mongrelglory I think I ate 17 Christmas cookies today... 😋

12/25/2019 9:22:31 PM kevinallin It humors me, as if.

Aliens are just chilling out somewhere lost and unknown until "we find them" lol

12/25/2019 9:22:47 PM gratitudeiskey_ Just came across this article! Reaffirming all that I expressed about Dr. Jeff. I knew he didn’t commit suicide. 

 https://t.co/ew76JTFNnd  https://twitter.com/KathleenMcKeon6/status/1209690264106725377 …

12/25/2019 9:23:17 PM geoffschuler The Amish do vaccinate, and they do have autism, even though vaccines and autism aren’t related.

12/25/2019 9:23:30 PM mightymbev Sainted Anon does a video on it,it's truly horrific,sickening #PureEvil

12/25/2019 9:23:58 PM walmartian "72 dOsEs" is a made up lie. It's 54 injections of 12 vaccines. If you don't include the 18 optional flu shots, it's 35 injections. Spreading out the shots is 

safer and more effective, and there are way less antigens injected today than 1983.

12/25/2019 9:24:49 PM geoffschuler No vaccines have any nuts in them.

12/25/2019 9:24:50 PM jooooody he gives us commandments and we choose to show our love to him by keeping them.  if ye love me keep my commandments.  they are a method of us 

showing love but also the vehicle wherewith we qualify for His blessings.  they are kind rules it's a good thing.

12/25/2019 9:24:53 PM americanpetal I couldn’t sleep and just logged back on and read your tweet. That cracked me up. 🍪🍪🍪

12/25/2019 9:25:23 PM rtr862  pic.twitter.com/xz5NfbMHhW

12/25/2019 9:26:03 PM kathleenmckeon6 uh huh k

12/25/2019 9:26:21 PM jooooody to test us.

this life is a test to see if we will do whatsoever the Lord God commands us.

if you wish to live with Him in the celestial kingdom and be a partaker in His glory and all that He has, one must show they are trying to follow His will. it 

isn't so bad.

12/25/2019 9:27:19 PM kathleenmckeon6 Keep promoting hard.

Maybe even the provax will start to believe and have faith in vaccines.

12/25/2019 9:29:42 PM heatherrenae8 You are of three sorts of people, either your for 1. genocide 2. Dumbed down & just believe everything that you read & hear or 3. profit from poisoning 

people& all of it creator source aka God judges. May you reap what you sow in beliefs. Then let it be onto you& all yours.

12/25/2019 9:30:51 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/YAoC7FOaL40 

5:10 in

1934

"Krampus disliked in fascist Austria..."

bannedoutlawedsocialist Krampus 

after the fall of Nazi Germany/end WW2 Krampus was allowed to walk the streets again.

how bad does it have to be for the nazis to dislike it???
12/25/2019 9:32:22 PM heatherrenae8 The divine knows the truth& that's all that matters& it's deep, ill spare you the details so you experience the results first hand. Don't interfere with 

karma it's the best teacher. I'm finally learning this& not all are worthy of higher learning. Its only for those that value it

12/25/2019 9:33:50 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/UyzEcG0aEl

12/25/2019 9:33:56 PM unittzoo 1700 times. EVERYWHERE.

12/25/2019 9:35:06 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/sX6bRn6583

12/25/2019 9:36:04 PM heatherrenae8 Many nurses are guilt ridden with what they have done to babies& children. Many used as pawns for CDC&big pharma dumbing down genocide 

programs. #RealTalk & Many didn't know at first, many still don't know they are used for this. It's sad but true.

12/25/2019 9:39:01 PM geoffschuler “Genocide programs”... pic.twitter.com/DmYYJF2G7C

12/25/2019 9:39:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 Hmmm

This is interesting. https://physicstoday.scitation.org/do/10.1063/PT.6.2.20191219a/full/#.XgMCQH0IM2c.twitter …

12/25/2019 9:39:18 PM t_hayden07 Called a sun dog...

12/25/2019 9:40:02 PM geoffschuler Yes, and?

12/25/2019 9:40:37 PM kathleenmckeon6 Oh nothing, nvmd.

12/25/2019 9:43:01 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/W2XE12WV3T

12/25/2019 9:44:08 PM kellybear911 I'm seeing 1111 constantly.  3 nights in a row this week I was compelled to look at the clock and 3 days straight it was 11:11. I see lots of repetitive 

numbers 222 333 1010

12/25/2019 9:45:34 PM kellybear911  https://www.pouritout.org/what-does-1111-2222-911-and-other-numbers-mean/ …

12/25/2019 9:45:49 PM werascending Good one!!!

12/25/2019 9:46:13 PM lwallace45 First two numbers of my address is 17.

12/25/2019 9:46:53 PM werascending Me too! Seeing those repeating numbers since June! Wild!

12/25/2019 9:47:20 PM advocateonthat On that note, research.  It was more of a Crucifix, as it was Cold,  and the Feast Celebration does not correspond, to or as Witness. 

Feasts/Month/Calendar all changed. Understand.

12/25/2019 9:47:26 PM juliealberta That’s just weird 🤣

12/25/2019 9:48:59 PM heatherrenae8 😂😂😂

12/25/2019 9:50:15 PM heatherrenae8 Dolphins, we are playful but will also bottle nose you.. Double Pisces in the house! what The 😂

12/25/2019 9:50:37 PM wearywar It might be useful to talk about how those that are addicted can find strength to free themselves?

12/25/2019 9:51:01 PM monroevegas I parked in spot 17 just yesterday. Parked, looked up at the sign and thought, hmmm. 17.

12/25/2019 9:52:01 PM dana76903962 I’m a nurse and I  said no!

12/25/2019 9:54:14 PM jeffzerner It's based on a Richard Matheson short story from 1959 in Playboy as the search for the origins of dirty jokes

12/25/2019 9:55:46 PM tammyredmond Half a dozen

12/25/2019 9:58:15 PM werascending Can’t be as bad as California! 🥺☹️

12/25/2019 9:59:11 PM qzillian2 At least 17 times

12/25/2019 10:05:11 PM chapulincolored ROYAL HEARTBREAK Ari Behn death – Norwegian Princess’ ex-husband takes his own life.

In 2017, Mr Behn claimed Hollywood star Kevin Spacey groped him when they met during a Nobel Peace Prize party ten years previous.

Think KRAMPUS.

TY-->@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210032482696994819 …

12/25/2019 10:06:08 PM chapulincolored ROYAL HEARTBREAK Ari Behn death – Norwegian Princess’ ex-husband takes his own life.

In 2017, Mr Behn claimed Hollywood star Kevin Spacey groped him when they met during a Nobel Peace Prize party ten years previous.

Think KRAMPUS.

TY-->@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210032560308404224 …



12/25/2019 10:09:54 PM oma4trump Many now that you mention it. That number is special to me in addition to the wonderful meaning it has now. I was born on the 17th and my youngest 

was also born on the 17th. 😉

12/25/2019 10:10:09 PM jeanjeanne02657 Then don't get on twitter. Do you think the children catch a break or get a day off from suffering? You chose to read the tweet to begin with. Come on

12/25/2019 10:11:58 PM courtneymontgo6 I woke up at 3am one morning to this 😄 pic.twitter.com/SvfHlKceV4

12/25/2019 10:13:52 PM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/DopzW4qDNK

12/25/2019 10:17:36 PM geoffschuler Yes, it is. Completely unrelated to the discussion, though.

12/25/2019 10:18:15 PM annel_jo Heaps! Only noticed because you asked!

12/25/2019 10:20:42 PM tractor444 17 times! 🐸

12/25/2019 10:27:12 PM futipolo Swine flu maybe  https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pastseasons/0910season.htm … the first "novel" flu virus in 40 years. but someone has a link above to a 

new vaccine plan released in 2010.

12/25/2019 10:27:42 PM stevenha Answers to hints: phase info from FFT. rectifier. Photo of N. Tesla with circular device has 8 subdivisions per quadrant

Then I get bogged down thinking about koch snowflake, other fractals, rodin coil

12/25/2019 10:27:56 PM barula Did he die before or after Kevin's latest Christmas video? Can't seem to find this info - seems relevant.

12/25/2019 10:28:29 PM aquarianqueen11 EVERYWHERE the past week!!

12/25/2019 10:29:09 PM lightflight7 17 is my life now lol

12/25/2019 10:29:11 PM barula I've been trying to find this out too. Seems important to me.

12/25/2019 10:30:39 PM knoxious11 Not ever

12/25/2019 10:35:23 PM adamwestleyric3 Does it count when I see. A Q

12/25/2019 10:41:09 PM blsdbe Right back at ya Dearheart!!!

12/25/2019 10:42:31 PM blovinnick So weird! Literally 37 minutes ago my GF yelled "shoosh, I gotta make a wish"...11:11.

12/25/2019 10:50:52 PM prana_juana A lot

12/25/2019 10:54:15 PM the_red_hand_ ...17?

I'm a jerk lol it was just too easy

12/25/2019 10:55:36 PM dgswilson 0

12/25/2019 10:57:28 PM batiagottman AGENT... AGENT... AGENT... AGENT... AGENT...

12/25/2019 11:10:05 PM davidbeazley4 Lol... numerology. Pathetic. 😂😅😁

12/25/2019 11:11:38 PM davidbeazley4 Absolutely nothing. Or whatever you want it to mean. Numerology is ridiculous.

12/25/2019 11:12:22 PM steveakridge MJ12, will all the current US debt be paid off from funds confiscated from convicted criminals/pedos now being convicted???

Thank you 😊

12/25/2019 11:15:05 PM covertress 17 is the power of the Q

12/25/2019 11:18:54 PM dayzero5 Stahp

12/25/2019 11:21:25 PM neutrinoqest Many times

12/25/2019 11:26:45 PM irah_chandler I don't really gaf at this point just do it

12/25/2019 11:26:54 PM robinabank4 I seen the same thing 3weeks ago! By the time I was able 2get off freeway & get a pic it was covered up by chemtrails. Had 2clock in &waited till the 

last second hoping 2get a pic.  Others driving around me did NOT even notice EVEN thoI tried 2point it out .NICE CATCH!!

12/25/2019 11:28:50 PM irah_chandler I don't wanna think krampus just ARREST THEM! It should be over already

12/25/2019 11:31:40 PM scottrussel9 Multiple times for me..even a scratch and win with 5 17s on it

12/25/2019 11:33:54 PM deploramal Makes me wonder... Why does Spacey have so much pull? Who is he really? Liabilities such as him usually get wet worked in their world, but why not 

him? 🤔

12/25/2019 11:37:33 PM americanchilean HAVE SEEN THE NUMBER 17 MORE OFTEN IN THE LAST MONTHS THAN EVER BEFORE! 17 EVERYWHERE! THANK YOU FOR BRINGING THAT UP! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210033051146817538 …

12/25/2019 11:38:27 PM darktolightww yes 17 and 11, 111, 1111...

12/25/2019 11:38:40 PM abibeuck22 90% of US population celebrates Christmas.

12/25/2019 11:43:48 PM adamwestleyric3 What is one to wonder?

12/25/2019 11:47:03 PM dt_leblanc That was legit! Thanks for sharing

12/25/2019 11:47:13 PM iamsteph2017 Perfect Description

12/25/2019 11:49:23 PM pearlsoflogic  pic.twitter.com/Yh08i4X4xx

12/25/2019 11:50:30 PM dt_leblanc WTF did I just watch?!?! That's on some levels I know nothing about apparently!!

12/25/2019 11:55:49 PM neutrinoqest 5x5

12/25/2019 11:56:36 PM dt_leblanc I divorced that and I'm still dealing with that!!

12/26/2019 12:01:05 AM mazurekrob Oh please,Aliens were retrieved from a UFO crash in Roswell New Mexico and taken to area 51 in Groom lake Nevada in 1949,the alien craft has since 

been reverse engineered at an area of area 51 known as S4 at last count 7 alien craft were being stored at S4

12/26/2019 12:01:47 AM adsvel Dear, what you are calling God, is Everything, and ETs as well. Do you think our planet in whole Universe is just alone habitable? There are 400,000 

habitable planets in our Galaxy, with humanoid intelligent life Beings like Us. Expand your perception please, dont limit yourself.

12/26/2019 12:02:16 AM mazurekrob and reportedly a few alien beings were being intregated into society under strict supervision ,,hard to believe but who knows

12/26/2019 12:04:49 AM bigrig_chris Already found. 🙄 Next question please...

12/26/2019 12:07:08 AM cyberanonrevolu Anonymous mayhem 2012 ... let's synchronize at 11:11 local time.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGxDqpOxDkw&t=183s … MAGAAAAAAAA 

patriots at the controls! corrupt of the world, you will take dear!

12/26/2019 12:07:29 AM magi_estella Not sure exactly. But several. I’m not wondering. Q

12/26/2019 12:08:49 AM adsvel The New Age is teaching that we are just a one planet in our Galaxy with Free Will, where local wars can happen as this civilisation is going through its 

"natural" evolution. However there are 400,000 habitable planets in our Galaxy with intelligent humanoid Beings like Us.

12/26/2019 12:12:37 AM mposh27 Is Humbaba that giant "grey alien" head in Antarctica?

12/26/2019 12:14:11 AM startarget2 nope, 'you' won't 'find' aliens, guaranteed.

12/26/2019 12:16:02 AM myfanwy_72 I've been seeing it everywhere.

12/26/2019 12:17:12 AM blackjackpupil 1 day after

12/26/2019 12:17:47 AM blackjackpupil 1 day after

12/26/2019 12:17:55 AM olenna_qot It's not the leaders who want war. It's the generals, the religious, the manufacturers, the profit makers. We could have world Peace.

12/26/2019 12:18:18 AM polluxc Money doesn’t come out of thin air, dude. Go learn some Austrian economic. 

Bringing out the fraud of the stock market automatically equals to TDS?  You are no better than those snowflakes who keep on calling us racist when 

we don’t agree with them more than 120%.

12/26/2019 12:18:31 AM adsvel Peace and prosperity to you.🖖

12/26/2019 12:19:08 AM pomeinnz 0

Its Christmas

12/26/2019 12:21:12 AM adsvel Think projection.

12/26/2019 12:21:35 AM dertyp2020 16

12/26/2019 12:21:41 AM anoncalif I know it’s a little old (12/20/19) but still very interesting 🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/WfDOTncKbF

12/26/2019 12:24:47 AM geoffschuler  pic.twitter.com/VQQkzysuSk



12/26/2019 12:29:24 AM charbrevolution It's very accurate actually.

12/26/2019 12:29:48 AM adsvel 😂🍪

12/26/2019 12:32:58 AM kidge6 some are even putting 17 in the title, when the article specifies 'nearly 20' or 'over 20'.  Going out of their way to put 17 in the title.

12/26/2019 12:33:57 AM kidge6 Probably #QAnon . Q is the 17th letter of the alphabet and one of his signatures and markers.

12/26/2019 12:34:00 AM jollyrob2 Lost count ✨

12/26/2019 12:34:56 AM adsvel Many, lately, especially when we focus our attention on that number, the power of our thought pulls it out from every possibility, to become our visible 

Reality.😊

12/26/2019 12:35:22 AM olenna_qot Dark Crystal

12/26/2019 12:40:13 AM beccy_lala Same with my daughters one in 1998.. fast forward to 2014 when my last daughter was born and her list of immunisations was double. I chose to only 

do specific vaccines whooping cough etc and scrap the rest

12/26/2019 12:40:22 AM balimalysh Krampus... pic.twitter.com/lDVRhzKmAG

12/26/2019 12:57:18 AM cheewawa It’s no Quincidence!

12/26/2019 12:58:31 AM joanneasa Alot

12/26/2019 1:07:02 AM thetrollbar 'In December 2017, Behn alleged that he was among a growing number of men who had been sexually assaulted by Kevin Spacey.'

12/26/2019 1:07:50 AM thetrollbar Sounds like he got the 'Rod', and not from God or the J-RODs either.

12/26/2019 1:13:30 AM aetherwalker1 Also, do you think it is a coincidence that John the Baptist & Jesus referred to some of their adversaries as 'Children of Serpents'?

(often translated as 'generation' or 'brood' of vipers.  The Greek word means 'offspring of'.)

{ http://biblehub.com  is a great resource}

12/26/2019 1:15:55 AM valiantthor12 1. You can stay in your left brain as that's your choice. My research doesn't line up with what you're saying. Plus, when you resort to "name calling" 

means you can't win the argument so you "deflect" to protect your ego. The Goldilocks zone isn't actually "a thing." Psyop!...

12/26/2019 1:18:59 AM valiantthor12 2. Your concept of "alien" is just your opinion as it really doesn't convey the diversity of the Cosmos. EVERYTHING is of the Creator, even the "Fallen 

Elohim."

You can make some progress when you quit trying to "be right" rather than just "getting it right."

Peace to you.

12/26/2019 1:22:06 AM aetherwalker1 You probably were focusing on @ TS_SCI_MAJIC12, looking at their twidder page, while they were logged on at the same time as you.

12/26/2019 1:22:28 AM valiantthor12 I hear you brother but my research portrays the Multiverse we live in as INFINITE and teaming with DIVERSE life in which if you can imagine it...it likely 

exists!

Duality doesn't leave after we ascend to the next density which is in progress. Just lessens.

12/26/2019 1:23:08 AM neutrinoqest Maybe

12/26/2019 1:26:27 AM pileofgoop I'd lay off the weed if I were you. It's causing you to tweet gibberish. pic.twitter.com/pVCfbmBy9K

12/26/2019 1:30:53 AM aetherwalker1 IMO, the overwhelming majority of Americans know that ETs are real and that the Truth has been covered up.

This is more of an emotional distraction.

What is more important is that the wicked are punished, our govt. and society abides by True Principles, that Good may flourish.

12/26/2019 1:32:50 AM dcanovan Jesus was not an ascended master you are deceived.

He is God  himself incarnated, he came to offer himself as the blood sacrifice for the atonement of human sin.

12/26/2019 1:34:39 AM jennife57097358 Lmao

Turn your electronics off.

Read from your bible

12/26/2019 1:35:58 AM jennife57097358 Why are you??

12/26/2019 1:42:39 AM qanoncomau  pic.twitter.com/Kjk6Jtxjnb

12/26/2019 1:43:15 AM johnotazf I counted 17 times :)

12/26/2019 1:44:00 AM jordan_sather_  pic.twitter.com/Tyr3P9kqQc

12/26/2019 1:45:25 AM mediumgrace Jordan!! I’ve been red pilling all day but one Q I can’t answer: what’s the deal with blue dress and crooked trees?

12/26/2019 1:45:29 AM qanoncomau 17 christmas ornaments pic.twitter.com/dVEcZFTgDt

12/26/2019 1:45:34 AM gregmar72901668 No picture 

Sorry

12/26/2019 1:48:16 AM qanoncomau POTUS retweets The White House 17sec video at :17 sec pic.twitter.com/vEgr12Q6zM

12/26/2019 1:48:26 AM allahuniversal Stopped counting, just chuckling every time it comes up now.

12/26/2019 1:49:30 AM ellenca78112564 17

12/26/2019 1:50:51 AM ellenca78112564 No, I dont Know, digits may confirm, yet; Make sleep great again will take its space, when it's the anti matter that has that information in the vortex of 

my bRains (s)

12/26/2019 1:54:30 AM qanoncomau flight MH17 pic.twitter.com/aaReedrYWy

12/26/2019 1:54:55 AM andrew13892378  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDAHY9PwrGM&feature=youtu.be …

12/26/2019 2:01:10 AM andrew13892378 When these guys arrived in town, things started changing. What ever research they have completed, I think they had better start again.

12/26/2019 2:02:09 AM danswanson1965 17?

12/26/2019 2:04:25 AM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

?  pic.twitter.com/8KLgpwDRPM

12/26/2019 2:04:41 AM monroevegas I guess to clarify, i parked in a reserved spot in park city. I ran into the restaraunt to grab the food i was delivering and when i was walking back to my 

car is when my brain made the connection about being in spot 17 and the meaning of 17.

12/26/2019 2:05:20 AM cryptocrab4  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-mvKuC_44A …

12/26/2019 2:05:51 AM danswanson1965 Umm, the Democrat Party landed here a long time ago. What we really need to do is find the portal they came from and send them back.

12/26/2019 2:08:23 AM adsvel Ok, you agreed that God is Everything, All It Is, how can there would be exceptions?

An example, very naive example, allow yourself to go beyond edges of your perception, IF your cat would be  god, BUT you dont like his tale. Would 

you will say, the cat is god, Except his tale?😊

12/26/2019 2:11:19 AM adsvel Yes, indeed, agree with you.😊

12/26/2019 2:11:22 AM alexandercody7 3 times as it is 1111 here now

12/26/2019 2:11:49 AM monroevegas Take away humans and is there still evil? Like if you take the bears out of the woods, will there still be bears pooping in the woods? Find the humans 

responsible for the evil and remove them. Why is this such a difficult concept? #Q #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/26/2019 2:14:17 AM stacien26026113 Q

12/26/2019 2:16:56 AM barbarylion17 Too many lost count!

12/26/2019 2:17:14 AM oneteeoy Aliens does not exist:)

12/26/2019 2:18:32 AM de_yko And Ukraine did it

12/26/2019 2:21:30 AM buddyfox6 Humbaba is from the Epic of Gilgamesh



12/26/2019 2:28:26 AM susanmorley101 Yes! https://mobile.twitter.com/theJeremyVine/status/1210118431841890305 …

12/26/2019 2:34:59 AM cyberanonrevolu Symbol of the Great Alchemical Work or the spiritualization of matter. to Self realization. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFwQm2RY8K8 …

12/26/2019 2:36:55 AM monroevegas I hope GS has a heart attack tonight. Please God answer my prayer.

12/26/2019 2:38:40 AM monroevegas Yeah! The dirty rat led his neighbors to their deaths. Just drop GS into the nearest deepest hole already and lets forget about him.

12/26/2019 2:44:38 AM protestingbrit1 Let's get the number 17 trending. 

Let's show some support for this powerful and intriguing number. 

Just paste 17 and pass it on ...

12/26/2019 2:44:38 AM gqanon Lost count but I’ve seen a fair few

12/26/2019 2:46:11 AM linnyt7 So many times when I notice them, my notifications are at 17. I notice 17 on license plates and at stores, work...everywhere. It’s really uncanny. Maybe 

it’s been there all the while & now I’m conscious of it because of Q, but it’s no coincidence that it’s so much in the news.

12/26/2019 3:26:55 AM carolinern @rogwhisman

12/26/2019 3:26:59 AM rooselectum You guys see 17, all I see are 6 and 66's. It's an  everyday thing, I can't figure out why. Been happening for about a year now. Anybody got a clue?

12/26/2019 3:28:07 AM vickyshoupe4 Ive been seeing 11:11 for several years. 17 pops up frequently now. Weighed my hiking backpack a month ago and guess what it's 17lbs!😂🤣

12/26/2019 3:30:00 AM vkcube 3 main pillars of evil as I see it MSM, corrupt oliticians in government, faith and business world full of pedos. Imagine all Royals are hanging out with 

Pedos, Pope does nothing to fix Pedo Priests...

12/26/2019 3:42:39 AM sickntired419 'Royal family" 😂😂😂 Like their shit don't stink

12/26/2019 3:44:14 AM bigsexy1253 Nancy Pelosi’s tweet. Count them! 17! pic.twitter.com/2eLpplowKf

12/26/2019 3:44:15 AM nocommunistusa Thank you for the explanation I was totally lost 👍🏻

12/26/2019 3:47:16 AM mitchelllollis Can you post some references, please

12/26/2019 3:51:43 AM birdiesrchirpin 17 and my birthday numbers are constant.

Look here! And here! And here! 🤣

12/26/2019 3:54:35 AM rj85165808 My son also, I said no!

12/26/2019 3:54:58 AM nocommunistusa Goes to show with Communists back into power so came back evil

12/26/2019 3:58:18 AM djlok That's what I told my nephews and niece. 

Santa arrives with a sack full of toys and leaves with a sack full of ?  Children? 

That baby in manger sounds like a better story after all!!!

12/26/2019 4:05:02 AM jt_suryo A few times :) #17

12/26/2019 4:05:24 AM ladyblueky ALOT! I hought it was just me

12/26/2019 4:14:30 AM snakesanders22 Can you say something about Montauk? I know the story well, but I need more correlations.

12/26/2019 4:22:33 AM elizaandchuck What if their "shit" don't actually stink? What if they don't even poop? 👽 🤔 😆

12/26/2019 4:24:28 AM bhopki Here's the majestic perpetuating a lie again. The 'woman' in this picture was born male. All the markers are there - massive shoulders/skull, long arms 

etc. It's a masonic deception which the majestic & Q are happy to go along with. Nobody's trying to take down anybody.

12/26/2019 4:26:46 AM patriotsedgeusa I sat in seat K17 to see Star Wars on Christmas Day.

12/26/2019 4:27:54 AM derrichetto1 And this one - 17

12/26/2019 4:30:14 AM jodieje39956565 17

12/26/2019 4:32:22 AM sickntired419 Then they need rounded up and launched into space from which they came.

12/26/2019 4:33:21 AM freeandoriginal The number 17 has been very recurrent in reports (as in 17 errors) in the news (as in 17 casualties) in pictures (as in 17 ornaments) in length of videos 

(like the WH one) and in many more instances. Seeding consciousness and confirmation for those in the Q 😉

12/26/2019 4:43:15 AM auntiemessy It’s everywhere right now!

12/26/2019 4:44:07 AM trader_village They spoke about the finders and child kidnapping business.

12/26/2019 4:44:33 AM elizaandchuck What if where they came from is a good place and they got kicked out to come here because they are bad? In that case, launch ME into space and put 

me in the good place! 😂🤔

12/26/2019 4:46:19 AM trader_village The Finders C_A child kidnapping business and cannibal club in plain sight. pic.twitter.com/m9BtpwCH7k

12/26/2019 4:47:56 AM patriotswegoall Plenty.

Perhaps Team Q has been active lately?

12/26/2019 4:51:05 AM sickntired419 Kinda like Satan did...

12/26/2019 4:53:45 AM coreyleavens Literally right now pic.twitter.com/L10FsOxpsd

12/26/2019 4:56:34 AM bbobbio71 17 lately has been everywhere including Schumann.

12/26/2019 4:59:24 AM saltthegraves None, but I wasn’t looking either.  What’s the theory?  I’m lost

12/26/2019 4:59:29 AM kingobierz Why, 17 of course.......

12/26/2019 5:02:50 AM ilgephelfis Came here to post this

12/26/2019 5:04:43 AM jucifr00t Aliens = Demons

12/26/2019 5:05:56 AM jucifr00t No. We don't respect demons.

12/26/2019 5:07:15 AM jucifr00t They didn't find us. They have always existed in human history in the spirit realm. It's extremely dangerous to toy around with this.

12/26/2019 5:09:33 AM jucifr00t They aren't extraterrestrial they are extra dimensional and they are angels - both good and bad. The bad ones are demons. They are the princes and 

principalities we struggle against that wreak havoc on earth. This is not to be toyed with.

12/26/2019 5:10:41 AM ts18374341 Every time I turn around. Everywhere!

12/26/2019 5:14:04 AM whatsmypw Wow, I had no idea.

12/26/2019 5:18:35 AM stellarstellaq  pic.twitter.com/V5cWK621ft

12/26/2019 5:19:55 AM keith369me That’s what those that control want us to think.

12/26/2019 5:20:18 AM jucifr00t You need to stop.

12/26/2019 5:20:33 AM keith369me Look past the man made dogma.

12/26/2019 5:24:26 AM ts18374341 No coincidences.. everything for a reason? 😁

12/26/2019 5:24:47 AM grantwi89314261 Disclosure / Attempt to avoid Karma?

12/26/2019 5:27:25 AM guy_faucher Had the 4:44 yesterday,  and 2:22 the day before, and 11:11 and 17:17 ...3 days ago , it's feels freaky and weird ...🤔!

12/26/2019 5:30:41 AM noplacelikeomx3 Boom you are soooooo right! pic.twitter.com/ZJpKcXhe2k

12/26/2019 5:32:02 AM jimhayzlett Free Will has been tampered with by intentionally continuously poisoning Humanity... Karma will be a bitch!  Otherwise Humanity Is Ready Now

12/26/2019 5:33:10 AM cosmic_engineer A lot of genetics in that area have quite masculine qualities. My Danish exGF had all that.  Viking blood lol

12/26/2019 5:34:42 AM cowgirlvalb 3

12/26/2019 5:35:06 AM elizabe91954107 Drones cloned maybe??

G.Bay 1, 2 or 3??

12/26/2019 5:35:16 AM jimhayzlett There are withheld patents that clean up radiation almost instantly...  Discernment Please Everyone ✨😇✨

12/26/2019 5:35:36 AM stellarstellaq That was wild.

12/26/2019 5:35:40 AM chrismfkelly  pic.twitter.com/6dU9JJE4dh

12/26/2019 5:37:07 AM elizabe91954107 Angelic speech to YOU..

12/26/2019 5:38:22 AM stellarstellaq In the Austrian Alps, a Bad Santa takes the stage every year. This fearsome character's name is Krampus: a half-man, half-goat demon whose legend 

has been around since pagan times, and whose Krampus Parade is one of Europe's most popular festivals.

12/26/2019 5:38:51 AM whutzupkitty The number 11 and 17 are overwhelming of late.



12/26/2019 5:41:44 AM whutzupkitty I have had the digits 1, 11, 111, 1111, 11:11 in my face since 2012...  7 years.  Aaah and now lately 7 and 17 are in my face too...

12/26/2019 5:50:30 AM wwg1wgatrump I see 222 444 777 888 999 all the time !!! angel messages !!

12/26/2019 5:51:09 AM wwg1wgatrump 222- have faith. 444 angels are around you❤️❤️

12/26/2019 5:55:06 AM ragstorm There are no coincidences 🙋♀️

12/26/2019 5:56:01 AM ragstorm There are no coincidences

#17

12/26/2019 5:57:33 AM southernbellem5 So many that I was kinda blown away.

12/26/2019 5:58:18 AM catheri70981208 Ah, at least 17...

12/26/2019 5:59:11 AM lpoutlook I just shared that on a Trump is hated site. We have infiltrated some of the Hate Trump groups to redpill everyone, but doung it is like talking to 

addicts. Nothing we say our posts is changing their minds. It’s like they are robots.

12/26/2019 6:02:31 AM wishfulldreamz Sometimes the trafficking results in even worse outcomes :( pic.twitter.com/VFXNsyiNkG

12/26/2019 6:03:22 AM jt_suryo Definitely a good guess :)

12/26/2019 6:03:52 AM bunnyfoohfooh Egads

12/26/2019 6:11:28 AM leslieau7 I lost count

12/26/2019 6:14:17 AM covertress 🙈 lol @ Jack pic.twitter.com/3iEobofTkJ

12/26/2019 6:20:51 AM strangewisper A truck load! Check this out, the only calendar emoji’s 📅📆

12/26/2019 6:28:11 AM tabsinabox Be nice to be around and you lighten the load of life for those around you (who desire a better life. Some purposely vibrate low). Be well informed, and 

others will come to you with questions (so long as you present your knowledge in a subtle manner)

12/26/2019 6:28:29 AM kab4kag2020 ❤️⏰🔔🔊🔜♾🎆🎺🏵️🎼💥🌎❤️

12/26/2019 6:28:52 AM tabsinabox Speaking from experience, love is viral. Learn how to provide value to the lives of others and encourage them to do the same once they're no longer 

bogged down by heavy feelings

12/26/2019 6:30:25 AM robinreitsma1 i think four.

12/26/2019 6:31:18 AM dannyd48658664 all day

12/26/2019 6:32:33 AM ragstorm #ThesePeopleAreEvil

12/26/2019 6:42:15 AM libra_scale1982 "Patriots" are not on control. "Patriots" are the ones who will be rounded up when the time comes.

12/26/2019 6:47:36 AM karina89350882 I see it permanantly, all the time

12/26/2019 6:48:24 AM hawkgirlinmn It was and I took a deeper dive. It’s even more disturbing.

12/26/2019 6:48:30 AM xzeroano Lots

12/26/2019 6:54:08 AM candygallop The children are the gifts!!

12/26/2019 6:57:36 AM momzilla54 No, and hell no!

12/26/2019 6:59:03 AM deplorablesabi I see 911, 17, 55 everywhere

12/26/2019 7:01:24 AM birdiesrchirpin Great info, thanks for sharing.

I hope more can see through the lies.

Small side note, I can see why they've come up with turducken in lieu of cockenthrice.

12/26/2019 7:06:39 AM april99341937 I foresure am seeing 11:11 on the clock so much lately (last couple of months)and it is almost scaring me! In addition seeing the #17 that is over 

powering. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Researching digging! Look what I came across? 👇👇👇

 https://eraoflight.com/2019/11/08/11112019/ …

12/26/2019 7:07:08 AM jessicagools 🙋🏼♀️ Awake in FL...interesting dinner table conversations with family!  We are doing our part to spread the “good” news! #LovelikeJesus

12/26/2019 7:14:19 AM keshava_murthys 17 is loop 1+7 =8 “Don’t get stuck inside the loop “

12/26/2019 7:17:04 AM brookshunter12 Never heard this.. hrrmm. 🤔

12/26/2019 7:18:26 AM momekool1 They can’t be human. Egyptian bloodline right?

12/26/2019 7:18:46 AM bubusmc  https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-endangering-

humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

12/26/2019 7:18:57 AM bubusmc  https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-endangering-

humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

12/26/2019 7:20:18 AM truth_again I mostly see 11’s

12/26/2019 7:21:23 AM momekool1 I can’t wait to see them bow before The One Who’s Holy Name they blaspheme.

12/26/2019 7:22:23 AM healedbee 31717

12/26/2019 7:23:05 AM mrkbsimotas 4

12/26/2019 7:24:26 AM healeyjaimie Too many to count

12/26/2019 7:31:54 AM backupishere Too many to quantify 🇺🇸

12/26/2019 7:37:10 AM bradswensrude I think we are all getting tired of this bs.

12/26/2019 7:40:49 AM exsjwtruther  https://listverse.com/2011/12/12/10-famous-people-who-avoided-death-on-911/ …

possible but also it's more than safe to say [Family Guy] and [American Dad] pic.twitter.com/Z7zxvCXKkD

12/26/2019 7:41:08 AM exsjwtruther found source https://twitter.com/exSJWtruther/status/1210223953169530883 …

12/26/2019 7:43:34 AM raydog707 17 times

12/26/2019 7:47:08 AM covertress "Avoid legumes"

Good advice, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.👍

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073387926564859904?s=20 …

12/26/2019 7:50:52 AM americanchilean MANY SEVERAL TIMES! POPING UP EVERYWHERE! pic.twitter.com/6NV4Mmxumu

12/26/2019 7:53:34 AM madscientist I really dont believe any of them are truly good though.  They always seem to preach a new age type distortion of Christianity which tells me they are 

still leading us towards the one world, AntiChrist religion.

12/26/2019 7:54:06 AM covertress What do you consider "long term intake, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

Months? Years? Decades?

12/26/2019 7:58:53 AM matzke_melissa Like, 17 times I think. Kidding. But Alot, yes.

12/26/2019 7:59:06 AM jucifr00t That's exactly it. Anyone telling you that these are "aliens" or "benevolent" are either misinformed or purposely leading people astray.

12/26/2019 7:59:32 AM matzke_melissa YES! It's been raining the triple repeats!!! 💝💝💝

12/26/2019 8:00:17 AM matzke_melissa 222's are twin flame numbers, too. 💝

12/26/2019 8:01:16 AM madscientist Yep, people are looking for a savior and they desperately want to get rid of all their problems and be independent of God.  That's why they cling so 

strongly to the Ancient Alien theory.  They also love their sin too much to let go of it and follow Jesus.  Tesla is their prophet.

12/26/2019 8:03:58 AM kewsclues 17 times 😂

12/26/2019 8:04:36 AM usa24111 So many! And more stuff,  too.

12/26/2019 8:12:38 AM motiv8tion2 👍We are all parts in this movie we are watching and being at the same time

12/26/2019 8:15:27 AM annaleighspeaks I see numbers from a specific set ALL OF THE TIME and have been for years before The Awakening!!! 3 7 11 17 20 23 31 🤷🏻♀️

12/26/2019 8:17:27 AM anonsintel Every stop light I get to

The comms are showing through the fabric of the matrix 

#qanon



12/26/2019 8:19:19 AM joni_apple_seed What I also viewed was like a micro sun going around the periphery of the macro sun. So much activity up there and folks don’t see! Or don’t care to 

see. The cognitive dissonance is so strong for many. #ThanQ @CyrusAParsa1 @TheCollectiveQ @Qanon76 pic.twitter.com/ipTDLfzQS7

12/26/2019 8:19:56 AM sheerglee1 A lot!  Mostly through tweets...not remembering exactly who though?  3D3N?  Nunes?  Kansas?

12/26/2019 8:25:12 AM decodematrix 12/26/04 Tsunami. What happened?

12/26/2019 8:28:47 AM starseeddove For those of you that don't understand, briefly, it's all about movies and cartoons that actually tells what's happening from the past, present and future 

events around the world to humans and kids but most people are "asleep" and don't "see" between the lines!

12/26/2019 8:30:37 AM daganon68 Never saw it. What happens?

12/26/2019 8:41:56 AM antonio41800798 Looking at it..

12/26/2019 8:45:14 AM janem1276 Except there’s no mercury in vaccines

12/26/2019 8:47:38 AM dirtyanon000 Why am I still seeing chemtrails? @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/26/2019 8:50:36 AM marchaula  pic.twitter.com/EwG0zyaMBA

12/26/2019 8:50:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Operations still ongoing. Not all are harmful anymore. A lot of the corruption internally has been rooted out but as 45 repeats, "we are draining the 

swamp." It's not easy to drain with clogged pipes in 500 locations along the piping. Simple metaphor. We need you to FIGHT FIGHT!

12/26/2019 8:51:10 AM jeff57253103 I’m sorry you believe that because there have been so many cases reported of drastic changes in children who have been vaccinated. There are now 1 

in 100 autistic children and holistic doctors have had their careers ruined over speaking truth. I will not criticize you on this 😁

12/26/2019 8:52:04 AM cstarr888 Several.🧐🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/op48JIlX81

12/26/2019 8:55:28 AM eyeswideopen8_ 📅

12/26/2019 8:56:46 AM trish97872852  pic.twitter.com/JglX7inJVJ

12/26/2019 9:01:35 AM omarfromuk around 3 times. not sure

12/26/2019 9:02:14 AM iweave1 O.oi16623901

12/26/2019 9:04:36 AM patriotswegoall Chemtrails reversed, but not stopped. Some Q team followers found this out back in July. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PG7pZUmS1ak …

12/26/2019 9:05:07 AM chrismfkelly  pic.twitter.com/cxTyvbBGck

12/26/2019 9:09:44 AM janem1276 Why do you think there’s mercury in vaccines? Only the multi dose flu vaccine still has thimerosal.

12/26/2019 9:09:46 AM cstarr888 Interesting story, but wouldn't he already be at the airport?🤔

I had heard he recieved a call. 🤔

🤷🏻♀️🙏💖

12/26/2019 9:10:14 AM thecheekyskunk I just gave birth on the hospital and was Bed 17 . Got so excited.

12/26/2019 9:11:51 AM 4slaughter We found them long ago

12/26/2019 9:14:32 AM cstarr888 I want to know why he keeps a Kermit doll on his desk in The Orville. 

Is it a warning-what happened to Henson?

Would be interesting if it was reference to K@k,

But I just doubt that.

🤔🙏💖

12/26/2019 9:15:13 AM shining91109743 Where to start?  Give us the best place to start MJ, we’ll all focus there and fan the flames 🔥 of truth!

12/26/2019 9:22:05 AM aetherwalker1 I'm not 'thinking krampus'.

I'm thinking "Why the hell haven't you, q team and 45 gotten rid of these sick monsters that 'suicide' absolutely anybody, including royalty apparently, 

yet?

It's been LONG ENOUGH!"

12/26/2019 9:24:12 AM jeff57253103 Doctors and parents of vax injured kids have spoken this. I simply believe it after doing my own research

12/26/2019 9:25:51 AM bendoversilly 0

12/26/2019 9:26:56 AM brianda22317135 To many times to count, coincidence? There are no coincidences kek!!

12/26/2019 9:27:09 AM jordan_sather_ What exactly is the source for this claim?

12/26/2019 9:27:11 AM cindycopacetic Q times. 😁 pic.twitter.com/jXsk1VsW6Y

12/26/2019 9:28:25 AM westmount_d7 Pornography objectifies women/kids. An object has no feelings. This mentality is brought into society. It is a brutal mind game. It disallows true human 

connection of the heart. When connected in love, we feel health and happiness. Archons have nothing to feed off. End it now.🌹

12/26/2019 9:34:11 AM bjamngirl Omg! Everything17!!

12/26/2019 9:35:14 AM harleyhawkeye Great question.

12/26/2019 9:37:44 AM dannytoth Not to mention the stories on Boeing 737 (17)

12/26/2019 9:38:02 AM magaqwaker since this is the majic12 account, I'ma say the owner reached right up their larpy @$$ and pulled it out.

12/26/2019 9:38:39 AM aetherwalker1 The porn itself has some form of embedded sigil and/or the interdimensional entities attached to the model that hooks into one by simply viewing it.  

Correct?

12/26/2019 9:39:04 AM westmount_d7 Agreed. The only reason it’s not illegal is because of the misogyny and criminality of secret societies. And they have their people in position globally. 

Make pornography illegal and more importantly, make secret societies illegal. Transparency will ensue.

12/26/2019 9:39:36 AM gusgarciaiii Any fiat-based system is based on “paper” (electronic really) value.  Not new.  But where that paper money flows to and from matters.  Capital is 

flowing into US.  Prior 7 years was literally “money out of thin air” with $7T of QE.  This is value growth with no QE.

12/26/2019 9:40:07 AM westmount_d7 Exactly! 🙌

12/26/2019 9:40:21 AM sterkinglights1 Sg season 2 episode 4 are you the Gamekeeper? Can we exit the game? Have we learned anything of value in this repetitive game. If we can not leave 

how can we improve the conditions of the game.

12/26/2019 9:41:02 AM gusgarciaiii Bottom line...are you predicting another bubble burst?  And what measures do you believe are in place to prevent/respond to another asset bubble 

burst?

12/26/2019 9:41:17 AM gusgarciaiii Define “fraud”

12/26/2019 9:44:28 AM freeandoriginal SICK SICK SICK !!!!! Do not watch ANYTHING

12/26/2019 9:44:42 AM koreyedwards6 The simple truth is Trump has the power to declassify anything he wants at any time. Draining the swamp will require disclosure, and truth must be 

revealed. It really isn't hard for him to sign an order ending all systems of classification and this whole thing ends.

12/26/2019 9:45:07 AM dennisleehall2  pic.twitter.com/GBge9avALh

12/26/2019 9:45:31 AM reverb256 Can a daemon be programmed into your subconscious?  Like a partition the conscious awareness doesn't know about?

12/26/2019 9:46:00 AM pamlamont2 I've seen and heard 17 many times. 😊 Each time it's like a wink and a nod.

12/26/2019 9:47:16 AM anon_ned I see 11:11 atleast once every day if not twice. 4:44 is more random but it's another I've noticed.

12/26/2019 9:49:06 AM tyetyler1 more than 5, less than 15

12/26/2019 9:51:07 AM illusionrake DizInfo

12/26/2019 9:52:19 AM burning_beard76 Nope! Just more funding for black ops...

12/26/2019 10:00:28 AM vessicaeysee Everywhere but Esp noticeable IRL.

12/26/2019 10:02:13 AM rachmatcorai33 I feel like Epstein and Space Force could go hand in hand. Epstein is just the tip of the Iceberg. Once it comes out then people will realize why we have a 

Space Force. 🤔

12/26/2019 10:03:06 AM pairx2 Anyone see 11:38?



12/26/2019 10:06:34 AM polluxc With just a click on the mouse w/ trading computers and viola, here comes the new high in stock values. Pure hot air, nothing is tangible. Same to that 

money printing bullshit from the central banks. At the end it's the citizens that get screwed, riches get everything from us.

12/26/2019 10:08:14 AM janem1276 If they believe there is still mercury in vaccines, they are mistaken. We probably have a different definition of “doctor”

12/26/2019 10:08:54 AM kindeandtrue Chemtrails were the worst I've ever seen on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day here in NY. #SkyBastards were weaving spells and creating dense layers 

of toxic crap. 

As far as I'm concerned Trump's silence = complicity and consent to globalists' war on humanity and Planet Earth. pic.twitter.com/t1XKrWC6yP

12/26/2019 10:09:22 AM janem1276 Hint: just because someone thinks their child is “vaccine-injured” doesn’t mean they are. Trust but verify.

12/26/2019 10:12:34 AM heatherrenae8 I'm talking 16 yrs ago&I watched it happen&I've seen it so much with my kids& nephews it's easy to see in my Grandson. The whole industry needs to 

be took over& investigated.  I think the Trump admin raided the CDC. Its also poison food, water& chemtrails. Crimes against humanity

12/26/2019 10:14:22 AM rachmatcorai33 Honestly, I think all 4 are important and all coincide. They will all come together in the future.

12/26/2019 10:16:47 AM heatherrenae8 They put more then the mercury preservative in it, they put cancer& other disease. It's a soft kill program, dumbing down for profit to make wealth off 

sick people& can kill you off further with Big Pharma drugs as they killed my nephew& for population control& Chattle driving.

12/26/2019 10:17:00 AM cosmic_engineer I'm literally the only one at work or in my RL social circle that knows this is a thing.

How exactly is this still so massively occulted?

12/26/2019 10:17:30 AM janem1276 Yes, Trump is a crime against humanity.

12/26/2019 10:19:43 AM heatherrenae8 The California prison system4 profit along with the trafficking through cps & all systems are tied into these crimes against the people. Either your part 

of it, not aware of the truth via MKultra mind control via Acadamia or profit by it& part of crimes. Crimes against children.

12/26/2019 10:22:38 AM heatherrenae8 Is Trump in on it, idk becuz I've not seen him address it? I'm concerned about that & had a dream the white hats where partying on a foundation of 

vaxxed dead babies&called it Holy& of God? People are fucking brainwashed&mentally screwed up. I hope he's not, kids are suffering.

12/26/2019 10:22:44 AM tutix1975 Exacto!!!

12/26/2019 10:24:00 AM janem1276  pic.twitter.com/CzAAK0wUNo

12/26/2019 10:24:40 AM janem1276  pic.twitter.com/SEgbmURGed

12/26/2019 10:26:01 AM briancolaprete LARP is his source.

12/26/2019 10:26:22 AM janem1276 *you’re* definitely brainwashed.

12/26/2019 10:26:38 AM heatherrenae8 Like I said everyone appears fucking insane& they accuse each other but the people look at all involved&it seems hopeless. Every1 is in prison boxs of 

religion&division, no open heaven universal learners&they defend the lie like its smart, its what's destroying us. #TruthSetsFree

12/26/2019 10:26:53 AM golfergirl2018  pic.twitter.com/yfIMirnycr

12/26/2019 10:29:21 AM janem1276  pic.twitter.com/bw5XwRUmre

12/26/2019 10:29:46 AM heatherrenae8 No hun I'm sorry ur the problem. Mentally numb by MKultra conditioning&complacency. We are shifting out of this low vibe mentality, its a sinking 

ship& all that don't awake will either go down or be ruled by the new until they shake out if it. Its ur mind to awake, not my issue!

12/26/2019 10:31:11 AM qphillypatriot Not made up true. You just can't believe it. You must be a Dem

12/26/2019 10:31:38 AM janem1276 If you’re so “woke”, how come you can’t use proper grammar?

12/26/2019 10:32:37 AM jucifr00t Bingo!

12/26/2019 10:32:48 AM tinfoilawards Congratulations!  Here's your #tinfoilhat

12/26/2019 10:33:02 AM heatherrenae8 Carnality, the blind leading the blind& created the mess we are all in, no respect for such. The vibrational field speaks the truth not carnal accusations. 

Go argue& be annoying getting attention elsewhere. I hope the best for you, but I'm not feeding your disease, block.

12/26/2019 10:35:48 AM janem1276 Aww, she blocked me

12/26/2019 10:35:54 AM golfergirl2018 Ok I will bite....how does one get 3rd degree burns from the flu shot?

12/26/2019 10:36:23 AM tinfoilawards Samesies pic.twitter.com/HjhmO9x4ch

12/26/2019 10:39:56 AM countrygrl2 How do you break news to your family about things coming in the future that have blind eyes??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Patriots #TheMoreYouKnow 

#OpenConsciousness

12/26/2019 10:44:51 AM qphillypatriot You tell me and my fiancee. It's doctor confirmed. Why are there lawyers for bad vaccinations f they are good?

12/26/2019 10:46:18 AM ynad18624302 What ?????

12/26/2019 10:46:42 AM golfergirl2018 Who administered the vaccine?

12/26/2019 10:47:37 AM realeyethespy This has stuck with me too. Made me think about vibration and parts of the plant, realized highest points (flowers, leaf, fruit) are the best foods. Have 

you seen anything to date on tobacco use from MJ?

12/26/2019 10:48:25 AM vrillh Booya pic.twitter.com/qd2dte8Mov

12/26/2019 10:50:27 AM qphillypatriot Holy redeemer hospital

12/26/2019 10:55:18 AM golfergirl2018 And what was in the vaccine that caused the burn?

12/26/2019 10:55:37 AM kathleenmckeon6 Ummm, none of what you mentioned started 3 years ago.

12/26/2019 10:56:00 AM magachronicle  pic.twitter.com/u3iSSqZwRt

12/26/2019 10:57:37 AM stacieburt2021  https://starconnectmedia.com/christmas-is-it-really-for-christians/ …

12/26/2019 10:58:37 AM kathleenmckeon6 A Lawsuit filed on December 16, 2019 in Southern California.

Crimes against Humanity, over $2Trillion dollar lawsuit.

Parsa v. ----Quite a few.

 https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

12/26/2019 10:58:48 AM takethatdoctors Perhaps it was another kind of shot? pic.twitter.com/eJyvXQvdqd

12/26/2019 10:59:31 AM mbs357 Notice me, senpai.

12/26/2019 10:59:33 AM cozydenim There are

NO COINCIDENCES!

12/26/2019 11:01:17 AM heatherrenae8 No it started way back. But 16yrs ago was when they gave my son six shots all @once& went from being normal to being mute&extremely disabled. I 

was effected&my lil bro aswell as my two nephews which one died. I c it with my mom to. The murc in the RhoD. Hoarding issue is linked.

12/26/2019 11:01:52 AM heatherrenae8 👏👏👏

12/26/2019 11:01:55 AM ewilliams22101 It must be terrifying to the cabal now to see so many 17s.  Guess I will add 17 to my "do not consent" line. . . As in, "for the 17th time, we do NOT 

consent!"  Lol.

12/26/2019 11:03:32 AM stacieburt2021  http://www.versebyverse.org/doctrine/birthofchrist.pdf …

12/26/2019 11:04:00 AM ewilliams22101 So what percentage of the top 0.01% is on the dark side, and what percentage is in the light?  If we can get the 0.01% in the light, we could change a 

LOT very quickly. . .

12/26/2019 11:08:09 AM bourdainmurderd Chemtrails

Robots

Not patriots



12/26/2019 11:11:11 AM qphillypatriot Flu shot. My fiancee needed it to get in the nic unit to see our daughter

12/26/2019 11:11:23 AM garrett32928048 Mine is always 911

12/26/2019 11:11:23 AM msavaarmstrong No coincidence—the rest of the world is trying to live off America.

12/26/2019 11:11:43 AM qphillypatriot I wish but No.

12/26/2019 11:13:36 AM golfergirl2018 And what was it in the vaccine that caused the burn?

12/26/2019 11:17:33 AM janem1276  pic.twitter.com/IJhoZ40aBw

12/26/2019 11:18:08 AM qphillypatriot Don't know we had a lawyer try and get bottles of the vaccine and the hospital board stopped it.

12/26/2019 11:22:33 AM golfergirl2018 Still not believable.

Regarding spontaneous cancer after vaccine. What is carcinogenic in vaccines?

12/26/2019 11:27:51 AM amuses I agree. It would be Space Force. Still waiting for disclosure...

12/26/2019 11:31:15 AM toni848toni I am not sure but that number is showing up everywhere! I have noticed it too! #EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/mgGIt1dQvR

12/26/2019 11:32:15 AM m_kroniklyill Sounds like they're trying to prevent someone from acting.

What if that someone is using their "control methods" against them? And is just toying with them?

 What if this someone is beating them at their own game and they don't even know it?

12/26/2019 11:34:50 AM sc89126024 Is Daoism and Qi gong a religion or filosofi? Good or not?

12/26/2019 11:36:48 AM viva__lala I've had robot coverage since back in the '90s... I'm good. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Gh_IcK8UM …

12/26/2019 11:37:30 AM the_loveoflight 50,000ft view? pic.twitter.com/tHVJjTCVGx

12/26/2019 11:38:05 AM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/AYID3ydaFV

12/26/2019 11:44:06 AM covertress Twitter search:

tobacco from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/26/2019 11:45:22 AM qphillypatriot You don't have to belive . My fiancee and I know the truth and our doctor does too.

12/26/2019 11:47:24 AM williebhere  https://youtu.be/8n2qmPGTrqk 

.@realDonaldTrump 

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

.@Breaking911 

.@AKA_RealDirty 

.@prayingmedic 

.@prayingmedic 

.@SaRaAshcraft 

.@Jim_Jordan
12/26/2019 11:48:17 AM aleks8837 Yeah dude/(Alice?). You have no clue mate. I'm from Norway and I've met her in person. Her voice (and energy) indicates she is DEFINITELY a woman!

And you can go and have a bath. You stink of mistrust and confusion.

12/26/2019 11:48:39 AM golfergirl2018 And what in vaccines cause cancer?

12/26/2019 11:49:08 AM lightlove21121 Not harmful in Switzerland too?

#LoveLightFighting

♥🔥♥♥🔥♥

12/26/2019 11:54:02 AM covertress Twitter search:

cigarette from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/26/2019 11:55:32 AM realeyethespy Confused me a little more. I am wondering about raw tobacco and stuff you grow. I grow some tobacco and use it medicinally for certain things.

12/26/2019 11:59:38 AM qphillypatriot Do some homework. I've done mine . i cam see right now that you are one of those people that won't believe anything untill it happens to you.Good 

day

12/26/2019 12:01:41 PM nanablue37 I have been seeing 17s now for about a week. Everywhere.

12/26/2019 12:03:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

12/26/2019 12:06:57 PM drpeppersdr because "healthnutnews" is a reliable source

12/26/2019 12:09:04 PM n7guardiananon Learning space by doing space

 https://www.usafa.org/news/FalconSAT  pic.twitter.com/ZC9url7YQy

12/26/2019 12:23:10 PM theappraizer What was your take on the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account, Jordan? LARP, yeah?

12/26/2019 12:27:58 PM susan66388204 Beam me up Scotty

12/26/2019 12:28:38 PM jordan_sather_ In my opinion, totally.

12/26/2019 12:28:52 PM steveakridge Does anyone think any or much of this description of different ET races is accurate???

 https://youtu.be/fzMX2CVIZSQ 

Thank you & Happy New Year!!!

Hopefully, the year of Disclosure!!!

12/26/2019 12:28:53 PM q_patchouli Too many times to count already SMILE demonRATs...tick tock...I feel it in my soul...

12/26/2019 12:29:57 PM steveakridge Does anyone think any or much of this description of different ET races is accurate???

 https://youtu.be/fzMX2CVIZSQ 

Thank you & Happy New Year!!!

Hopefully, the year of Disclosure!!!

12/26/2019 12:30:58 PM steveakridge Does anyone think any or much of this description of different ET races is accurate???

 https://youtu.be/fzMX2CVIZSQ 

Thank you & Happy New Year!!!

Hopefully, the year of Disclosure!!!

Alien Races KGB book
12/26/2019 12:31:34 PM rebornkingent I’ll assume it’s the subconscious saying the timeline merge is complete and successful. 100th monkey has been reached. Conciousness leap ahead as 

intended.

12/26/2019 12:31:38 PM nanablue37 I love listening to him!

12/26/2019 12:31:59 PM steveakridge  https://youtu.be/fzMX2CVIZSQ 

Alien Races KGB book

12/26/2019 12:32:21 PM q_patchouli Sleepy heads... lol the lightworkers are already here.

12/26/2019 12:33:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon... pic.twitter.com/2TYnEAU96Q



12/26/2019 12:34:05 PM williebhere  https://youtu.be/8n2qmPGTrqk 

12/26/2019 12:34:21 PM wickedmouse369 Sooner than later.

12/26/2019 12:34:37 PM aquarianqueen11 Can’t wait...

12/26/2019 12:34:43 PM dtgk2hjkzwpjpen I dont know, and Im not going to spend an hour and 45 minutes to find out either. 

Reading is much more appropriate in my opinion. 

A-Z of Alien Species active in Earths Evolution

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/esp_vida_alien_19a.htm …

12/26/2019 12:34:50 PM 1_decided_voter At this point we have to assume this message is not meant for us, as we've believed it too many times to fall for it again.

12/26/2019 12:35:00 PM freestateojones Word of the decade. 

"Soon..." https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1160385597439127552?s=20 …

12/26/2019 12:35:45 PM ghostar51781111  pic.twitter.com/tUVGn3FvUW

12/26/2019 12:35:58 PM itbmeang “0” views, yet I’ve just now, watched it 5 times myself!  😡

12/26/2019 12:36:10 PM shazbot17127277 Can’t be soon enough #neverhillary #LockHerUp #HillaryClinton #DeepStateCoup

12/26/2019 12:36:13 PM magic_jake2012 I only have one thing to say to Hillary Clinton pic.twitter.com/cyeWebfePt

12/26/2019 12:36:29 PM auntie71495473 This Is pretty funny she has to ask why she’s behind.

12/26/2019 12:37:01 PM jayci_oldsailor Not soon enough 🤔🤙😎

12/26/2019 12:37:07 PM takingtheask Symbolism downfall pic.twitter.com/CMZALTWfQt

12/26/2019 12:37:55 PM preppygardener Tell me about it. I'm a little weary from this BS.

12/26/2019 12:40:36 PM q_patchouli Clones? Are the clones goin down I hope?

12/26/2019 12:42:08 PM robinmblocker1 Cause we don't want jailbait for President. We had that with Obama.

12/26/2019 12:42:33 PM m_kroniklyill Chemtrails(dispersion) operations still ongoing

Not all are harmful anymore(counteracting harmful ones)

clogged pipes in 500 locations(Clowns everywhere) along the piping.

source-Common sense

Proof-Thinking for yourself

12/26/2019 12:43:47 PM q_patchouli And why dont you follow back the 144  light warriors my dear Cory ...you throw off our numbers and you are to important not to follow. We are it it to 

win it with love. 

We rt and spread your tweets. MAGA peeps and qanons follow ea other back. 

And those of us of the 144 cept u

12/26/2019 12:44:34 PM blsdbe LO!!! pic.twitter.com/8jhNpWBoGa

12/26/2019 12:49:27 PM werascending So ready! 😡😡😡

12/26/2019 12:49:41 PM queenofspring Promise???

I'm still Believing it ><>

Hold back the Flood Waters Though ><>

12/26/2019 12:50:36 PM snakesanders22  pic.twitter.com/ZAnG21vbOh

12/26/2019 12:51:08 PM fansblowing3 [Clinton Foundation].

12/26/2019 12:51:50 PM iamtriskaideka Tell me, what non Christians truly celebrate Christmas...

🤔

I am waiting..

#KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/OWWjuWcyxe

12/26/2019 12:51:56 PM blsdbe  https://www.aetherius.org/the-mother-earth/atlantis-lemuria-maldek/ … pic.twitter.com/uXHvgLwhFq

12/26/2019 12:54:27 PM finvus I don't believe "soon" anymore. One day, maybe, but not soon.

12/26/2019 12:55:10 PM igiant111 Why isn’t trafficking there?

12/26/2019 12:55:41 PM covertress 🐇 🕳

try "LLio"

then decode result again

think inception

12/26/2019 12:57:41 PM q_patchouli Me too. I stopped tel LIE vision. I'm to smart now for mind control. I'm free!!

12/26/2019 12:59:51 PM twilly18 hope for a contested convention

12/26/2019 1:00:19 PM clifton15jon 9:33 pm pic.twitter.com/Un8dN0aFQi

12/26/2019 1:00:25 PM unitedlight1 First thing i see on twitter this morning 😎 pic.twitter.com/85xUInoaOZ

12/26/2019 1:00:54 PM alwaysfinds "Soon" is a construct of time, which is an illusion. Soon could mean today or 50 years from now

12/26/2019 1:01:28 PM keaton_stan Sick witch

12/26/2019 1:02:58 PM janniealexa She looks and sounds like a lunatic.

#Schill

#ThesePeopleAreEvil

#ClintonBodyCount pic.twitter.com/sLNfaEMJDU

12/26/2019 1:04:39 PM troglowbyte The 1969 single by the Moody Blues comes to mind with your post, "Never Comes the Day" from their album "On the Threshold of a Dream"

12/26/2019 1:07:06 PM scott_rick What’s the opposite of Soon for $1000 please Alex

12/26/2019 1:12:20 PM jamesseldon I'm going to say 17 times.

12/26/2019 1:15:23 PM abagofcandy It's almost like stopping Terra forming efforts entirely would have backlash if not systematically weeded out.

12/26/2019 1:15:27 PM duncanskinner6 I hope your sources are reliable. Many big names need to be tried publicly. What their sentence will be is anyone’s guess. Traitors should be executed 

publicly. With real witnesses and 3 doctors, who can’t be bribed, to pronounce death. Think Sherlock Holmes movie - Mark Stong.

12/26/2019 1:21:56 PM williamnfpt Disclosure of others beings and alternative energy sources are in the near future.

12/26/2019 1:22:08 PM dbefmfttfn Been seeing 1111 heaps

12/26/2019 1:23:28 PM williamnfpt Space force is nothing new, just hidden from public view.

12/26/2019 1:23:52 PM dbefmfttfn Likewise @KellyBear911

12/26/2019 1:24:02 PM g491joe God she is a witch.

12/26/2019 1:24:03 PM sparkleloung Indeed.  The definition of SOON is way different than when I was a kid.

12/26/2019 1:25:46 PM dultsboi Y’all really have gone off the deep end haven’t you 👀

12/26/2019 1:27:59 PM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/AntnSnEryr

12/26/2019 1:31:24 PM nikoscali #PAIN

12/26/2019 1:31:46 PM blsdbe Include them all!!! Ok! Some that caught my eye 🥰❤️🥰 pic.twitter.com/OjMfIGKUtI

12/26/2019 1:32:06 PM wildkrazyblonde That’s one scary evil human #neverhillary pic.twitter.com/j58fHJuljT



12/26/2019 1:33:26 PM wildkrazyblonde Yup... STILL at 0. 

@jack Why is this not showing accuracy on views? WHY??? pic.twitter.com/hmDlW27SQp

12/26/2019 1:33:37 PM deplorabletsun1 Meh, I’ll believe it when I see it.

12/26/2019 1:34:17 PM state1union I posted 33 minutes ago.

12/26/2019 1:36:06 PM deckheady Just like 👌 is white power right? Lmao 🤡

12/26/2019 1:40:01 PM suntzu03871658 At least 17

12/26/2019 1:51:45 PM keith369me ...to a TV near me?

12/26/2019 1:53:38 PM lightlove21121 #TrustThePlan 🙏🏽

12/26/2019 1:53:48 PM rosas7043 Zero for me

12/26/2019 1:57:11 PM mcfunny They forgot 5G and exploring area 51 w/o a permit...

12/26/2019 1:58:08 PM donnierenagade Knock knock....😎@HillaryClinton pic.twitter.com/t3CVncSk86

12/26/2019 1:59:31 PM keith369me Do Kevin Spacey and Bill Clinton have the same handler?

12/26/2019 1:59:36 PM rallistiny Yes I hope they will also Pretty sure they will

12/26/2019 2:00:14 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/V10UaSFevB

12/26/2019 2:03:32 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/KnxdfoAHYc

12/26/2019 2:04:32 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/oe9YdkFXn4

12/26/2019 2:05:09 PM momislazy11 Nope throwing gang signs

12/26/2019 2:07:28 PM humanprimer Not soon enough. Overdue already. Past time. 3/4 of witnesses already arkancided. Husband preparing for a fake death. Just do this already!

12/26/2019 2:18:12 PM speaakn I certainly hope so, I really do hope so!

12/26/2019 2:18:46 PM jeff57253103 I see and I get that. The truth is that there are still dangerous elements in vaccines. Disagree all you want. I’ll stick with my belief

12/26/2019 2:19:12 PM speaakn Yup!

12/26/2019 2:20:48 PM dubilujanenz No teasing allowed...........Don't you be fucking with us now....

12/26/2019 2:21:09 PM seedsforrealli1  pic.twitter.com/JZKEIJkpX7

12/26/2019 2:21:54 PM meanasndn  pic.twitter.com/Q8qFEJWoXI

12/26/2019 2:27:41 PM theappraizer Aye agreed, thanks 👍

12/26/2019 2:29:06 PM anarchic_teapot I see from her TL that, to Heather, everyone else is completely insane.

Apart from extreme anti-vax, she also believes in Qanon, chemtrails and that your birth sign + your blood group determines who you are.

12/26/2019 2:30:26 PM takethatdoctors Where have you published your research. I’d love to have a look at it.

12/26/2019 2:32:07 PM kaitondelin Would you like me to tell you what „cancer“ is and explain why you cannot put it into a vaccine?

12/26/2019 2:32:47 PM skepticalmutant You forgot to mention that they put "eye of newt & toe of frog" in as well 🤣🙄. Now let us consider that without vaccines, millions around the world 

wld become ill & that Big Pharma would make enormous profits from the drugs used to treat them. Vaccines stop people getting sick

12/26/2019 2:33:44 PM skepticalmutant That would be a back-handed compliment for your sanity and intelligence, lol.

12/26/2019 2:33:49 PM jeff57253103 Q is real and so are chem trails. Try researching but NOT using google

12/26/2019 2:35:48 PM lill_strand This is the most ridiculous thing I've read today. Congratulation.

12/26/2019 2:37:20 PM idontmind64 Bollox.

12/26/2019 2:38:50 PM rauolduke1975 If they wanted to control the population, vaccines would be a horrible way to do it. Letting disease run rampant would make more sense than that 

kooky theory you have.

12/26/2019 2:40:53 PM tinak62 God this never gets old... pic.twitter.com/YxBXgyEHsR

12/26/2019 2:41:17 PM raemichelledwy2 Alot!

12/26/2019 2:41:53 PM sheerglee1 Very, very powerful!

12/26/2019 2:42:46 PM utt5r ALL THE TIME

12/26/2019 2:45:04 PM brownbagpanty  pic.twitter.com/5UHmOvxKYh

12/26/2019 2:45:10 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I understand @SpaceForceDoD has to "stand up" the new branch with limited doctrine & training development resources.

So, the next few years will be a bit awkward as they formally generate the training & doctrine required to serve America's interests in... 

https://twitter.com/AF_Academy/status/1208900169313456130 …

12/26/2019 2:45:35 PM italianmom555 Scariest video of her and then those fingers. I had to Sage and Holy Water my home after I saw that.

12/26/2019 2:46:48 PM rbrtcffmn 17? 😉

12/26/2019 2:49:05 PM freeandoriginal And now .....17 Trillions in the stock market ! 😎

12/26/2019 2:49:36 PM kathleenmckeon6 Harvard and Bill Gates believe in chemtrails and geoengineering.....Crazy people. https://www.forbes.com/sites/trevornace/2018/12/05/harvard-

scientists-begin-experiment-to-block-out-the-sun …

12/26/2019 2:50:35 PM vorodecky This gotta be a joke. Right?

12/26/2019 2:52:35 PM walmartian  pic.twitter.com/AE9JsoLD7N

12/26/2019 2:52:58 PM vorodecky When did that happen? Because you just said lawyers were involved, I really want to read more about this. Help me out, tell us the year?

12/26/2019 2:54:01 PM vorodecky Out of complete curiousity what do you think cancer is? With your own words if you don't mind.

12/26/2019 2:59:37 PM kathleenmckeon6  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29228714 

12/26/2019 3:01:36 PM stacy1thatsme Stock market gain $17 trillion in 2019.....

12/26/2019 3:01:39 PM yourkiddingme5 Not sure, but my own eyes saw an overload of "trails" of something today.  An outrageous amount. This one SMALL section.  It was like this 

everywhere.  Kept expanding to the point that now we are just completely covered.  Strange indeed.  Should have taken pics every hour. 

pic.twitter.com/lDdFmGOrOl

12/26/2019 3:03:25 PM 2manyofus Would you like some mayonnaise with your word salad?

12/26/2019 3:03:43 PM kathleenmckeon6 If you say so,

I will go with Congress if it's all the same to you.

12/26/2019 3:04:21 PM parkmanfeather 😂🤣😆

12/26/2019 3:05:18 PM zenchic  pic.twitter.com/Jae8aUiLDX

12/26/2019 3:06:11 PM jeff57253103 Wow you’re a smart A$$ liberal who calls everything conspiracy

12/26/2019 3:07:20 PM jeff57253103 Go ahead and trust those lying hucksters

12/26/2019 3:07:30 PM teaminsane72  pic.twitter.com/fSAxJVqXJQ

12/26/2019 3:09:19 PM janem1276 No, you believe every conspiracy

12/26/2019 3:14:59 PM aadgroeneveld1 No idea what that's supposed to mean.

I'm going with everybody who's anybody in the field of immunisation / contagious diseases / epidemiology.

Oh, and the statistics which show vaccines have saved and are saving countless lives... pic.twitter.com/UhhPxBDocW

12/26/2019 3:15:17 PM 2manyofus 🤭

12/26/2019 3:21:39 PM cny_micaa I thought it was spring when the census was taken??

12/26/2019 3:24:33 PM golfergirl2018 I have done my homework. I understand carcinogens. There are none in vaccines. Especially none that would cause spontaneous brain cancer.

12/26/2019 3:25:10 PM scdashchick You might get your wish. If we get any justice from Durham and Barr. They seem to be investigating many in the Obama crime family. Sadly no 

executions but maybe prison time. Hopefully at least one will roll over on the boss. Wouldn't that be SWEET.

12/26/2019 3:26:30 PM scdashchick Because real Americans saw thru you! and put the future of America over party.



12/26/2019 3:27:09 PM samuelstarner85 Q Rocks🇺🇸!

12/26/2019 3:27:26 PM georgeliller1 #benghaziaintgoinaway

12/26/2019 3:29:16 PM decodematrix There is a lot more underground on Ceres. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/hpyXH6lmwM

12/26/2019 3:29:18 PM unitebylight Maybe on the surface. Did you watch it? Bill Gates + Stephen Hawking both happen to be at the Island Temple in the episode.

12/26/2019 3:32:11 PM rghardy3 Yes I believe that.

Probably the same goes for Moon and Mars.

12/26/2019 3:32:14 PM juliemccraw3  pic.twitter.com/5rcvjwY37k

12/26/2019 3:32:38 PM worldxplorer1 Does the number 17 unlock/activate something?

12/26/2019 3:33:44 PM uhmrunn They will flip ya, they flip ya for real! When do birds sing?

12/26/2019 3:33:45 PM samuelstarner85 Soft disclosure,keep it up🇺🇸.

12/26/2019 3:34:57 PM weezie22773400 I CANNOT WAIT!!👊🇺🇸🙌⭐️⭐️⭐️

12/26/2019 3:35:32 PM mattf1229 Thank you

12/26/2019 3:39:20 PM justicetruthwa2 I can even stand to see that Evil witch

12/26/2019 3:46:26 PM gallenium1 I’m tripping balls and this tweet fucked me up

12/26/2019 3:48:54 PM valerie10402010 OMG, I’m thinking of Dwight being Belsnickel.  I’ve heard the rumors about RW....Belsnickel was the German Santa Claus, Krampus -like.

12/26/2019 3:51:41 PM geoffschuler I think Cyrus needs professional help. pic.twitter.com/PV4klu1bH8

12/26/2019 3:54:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Somebody get this Anon a medal.

12/26/2019 3:57:30 PM tamiwils0n22813 So many I can’t count them anymore.  God has the best sense of humor I have EVER known.... 😁

12/26/2019 3:58:26 PM drjanaway Systematic murder of a people in concentration camps vs your misinformed obsession with vaccines.

12/26/2019 3:58:30 PM holotechrd We had to take out all of her handlers and their equipment before we can handle her.. DONE 🌎🛸🕳🌌💥👑❤️👀👈

12/26/2019 4:10:33 PM finvus Ah, but that's what I'm doing. I'm trusting the plan to unfold when it is supposed to unfold. Not soon. 

"Soon" has been wrong for the 2+ years of Q.

12/26/2019 4:10:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Their Power Structure] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1210318402025410560 …

12/26/2019 4:10:59 PM jerseyhotgurl Go Away 🤡! pic.twitter.com/k6ALbo02MY

12/26/2019 4:11:19 PM melissa39965130 Me too!  Lots of them recently here in Ohio 🤔

12/26/2019 4:12:55 PM aprilbrown99 Was that a 0 delta with Potus?

12/26/2019 4:13:54 PM mongrelglory I spent Christmas day with CNN watching Liberal friends.  She totally believes all the propaganda spewed about Trump on the MSM.  She believes 

Trump is corrupt/Deep State.

When I suggested she try watching Fox News once in a while, both she and her husband scoffed.

12/26/2019 4:15:26 PM proudredrn Oh, that’s rich.... Can’t stand that guy

12/26/2019 4:18:17 PM obladioroblada T

O

X

I

C
12/26/2019 4:19:38 PM sunspot406 My like upped it to 18.

12/26/2019 4:20:02 PM aprilbrown99 God’s Plan! Trust the Plan. Q ♥️♥️♥️ pic.twitter.com/N2dBpMeKKr

12/26/2019 4:21:10 PM seedsforrealli1 👍

12/26/2019 4:21:43 PM seedsforrealli1  pic.twitter.com/vKo9zqDu4C

12/26/2019 4:22:44 PM obladioroblada  https://youtu.be/odzwSS6GKjs 

12/26/2019 4:23:08 PM chooselove108 The Q Matrix....<3

12/26/2019 4:25:10 PM samsmith0319 PLEASE...Vile Covenant Witch!!!...💥🐀💥

12/26/2019 4:25:42 PM lna2019m Bitch

12/26/2019 4:26:08 PM dianesaumure So cool

12/26/2019 4:27:36 PM obladioroblada @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/cIbSq_qlguQ 

12/26/2019 4:28:04 PM dianesaumure Hey Majestic did Trump and the w

WHITE LIGHTS save us last night, something to do with the wall

12/26/2019 4:30:17 PM merde_jacques I was wondering if he was a Epstein victim?

12/26/2019 4:32:32 PM clifton15jon There is No escaping what is coming #NoDeals #TrustThePlan #30kFtView

12/26/2019 4:32:41 PM aadgroeneveld1 No, as i said before, i'd rather go with the sane folks. 😉

#VaccinesSaveLives

#VaccinesWork pic.twitter.com/nqwx2Zni8F

12/26/2019 4:33:03 PM jennifermeyer6 This persons page is a wild ride of weird religious posts. Yikes. Please get help and stop propagating misinfo about vaccines.

12/26/2019 4:38:40 PM clifton15jon Where will you be when Hillary and Hussain are arrested, what will you do? How will you react? 

The Trump'et that will sound around the world and into History thru the propaganda machine Media they weaponized, be ready for the day for thier 

time draweth neigh 

#JusticeIsComing

12/26/2019 4:38:52 PM 17intothelight  pic.twitter.com/FZvV4G5dXP

12/26/2019 4:39:47 PM 17intothelight #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakening

12/26/2019 4:43:06 PM sickie88 He was definitely abused as a child I believe he  is

12/26/2019 4:48:02 PM samuelstarner85 I thought that was required

12/26/2019 4:48:05 PM richardhiatt16 Well put MJ...

12/26/2019 4:49:52 PM richardhiatt16 ET 👽 is real... Oh, that hasn’t happen yet ..🤣

12/26/2019 4:51:07 PM boudicca19691 Everywhere, for days.  Fun times!

12/26/2019 4:51:49 PM richardhiatt16 👍. Airborne !

12/26/2019 4:52:42 PM fansblowing3 [Council on Foreign Relation]

12/26/2019 4:54:33 PM scdashchick Use it to hold all kinds of terrorist like democrats!

12/26/2019 4:59:48 PM sandymcnally3 Is the royal member still alive?

12/26/2019 5:02:59 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/26/2019 5:03:33 PM jonicurry17 No he’s not... I’ve known him my entire life and he is not either...but I can tell you what he is ex military guy. Not everyone that chooses to read is a bot.

12/26/2019 5:04:08 PM nowisee77 Loss of Control of the MSM and ability to shape the narrative is why Trump and the Deplorables are an existential threat to said Power Structure.

Panic....

12/26/2019 5:06:23 PM laurapsv Great share👍

12/26/2019 5:06:50 PM barrysoetoro15 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

👇👇👇👍  pic.twitter.com/E0MaPjzxqL



12/26/2019 5:07:02 PM erbears78 🤣🤣

12/26/2019 5:14:51 PM qphillypatriot 2010 sids my son, 2013 3rd degree burn fiancee, 2015 brain cancer daughter.

12/26/2019 5:16:55 PM rghardy3 Panic in DC

[SOON]

12/26/2019 5:25:27 PM ravisingkeegan Ok. But just thought we would see something BIG by now.

12/26/2019 5:28:08 PM n2zyk Can't be soon enough

12/26/2019 5:37:41 PM archxilbert Just 17 seconds ago

12/26/2019 5:38:09 PM gusgarciaiii Good luck trading against it...

12/26/2019 5:39:11 PM geoffschuler You didn't read your own link. Bill Gates isn't mentioned, and the link shows that "chemtrails" don't exist.

12/26/2019 5:42:07 PM brk_the_matrix you all are seeing angel numbers. Look up the meanings.

12/26/2019 5:44:21 PM rhonda_usa Bibi is taller than Putin, his head is down but his eyes appear to be looking into Putin’s.

12/26/2019 5:45:40 PM hifiman45 True. Although I would like to be alive to see this! Lol!

12/26/2019 5:53:11 PM stevenfontain14 twice

12/26/2019 5:54:49 PM tiakolbert Same

12/26/2019 5:54:55 PM sherry2269 Hope they've got her already.

12/26/2019 5:57:03 PM stephgraz7580 Jumped into another body

12/26/2019 5:59:49 PM ialibertybelle Everyone is taller than Putin. 😆 My main point was Putin was looking directly at Bibi.

12/26/2019 6:09:07 PM avshara That's because it's an astronomical event which has been told 1000's of years in probably as many languages, you can trace near all "events" in holy 

books to solar events.

It was a way of explaining the sky to the sheep...

12/26/2019 6:10:43 PM melissagouin1 Is she going to run agIn or just be sent to Gitmo. I’m getting tired of this. We need Durham indictments unsealed and Tribunals started.

12/26/2019 6:14:00 PM mrblbrettish interesting, numerology value for soon is 9...

12/26/2019 6:17:05 PM scdashchick There is hope. But it must be rewarded this time. Not like what has happened with Hillary!

12/26/2019 6:22:21 PM stacieburt2021  http://www.versebyverse.org/doctrine/birthofchrist.pdf …

12/26/2019 6:25:22 PM keith369me In this case “misinformation” means not following the 4AM talking points.

12/26/2019 6:30:16 PM andrew13892378 I dont think I can Matt, I am actually quite an "L" plater here. Telepathic functions seem to be different for each individual. I notice that Sometimes 

when sharing a common experience with somebody there can be a temporary link, especially when that experience shared is highly-

12/26/2019 6:31:22 PM oceanbl38277989 👆👆👆👆👆👆👀👀👀👀👀💕💕💕💕🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨🚨 pic.twitter.com/3aHhoha6TA

12/26/2019 6:31:27 PM sheerglee1 Powerful!

12/26/2019 6:34:34 PM marty713 Alot 💥👆

12/26/2019 6:34:44 PM andrew13892378 energised with a shared emotion or response. For me that is a bit like dialing the phone to make a call. If my attention or theirs then turns to another 

subject, the call is ended. But this is just one observation in an over all skill set we all seem to share in some form. Some-

12/26/2019 6:38:28 PM andrew13892378 seem to have much better natural skill than me. Interactions with the above group however have shown some strange new things are occuring with 

individuals involved. I have interacted on a lesser level than many with them but at one stage there was a huge amount of entities-

12/26/2019 6:38:31 PM dgsteelie 0

12/26/2019 6:41:06 PM andrew13892378 I presume dialing in to have conversation with me when I reached a certain mind state. This experience started suddenly after interacting with them, 

and these were in such varied personalities and voice types that had no bearing on my actual thoughts, that for me it was easy to-

12/26/2019 6:43:44 PM andrew13892378 understand something very abnormal was going on. This experience went on for quite a while and I got quite exhausted, It is very tiring. Others were 

reporting similar things without first being prompted. I stayed quietly observing in the background. It is what I do. Engineering-

12/26/2019 6:44:56 PM ivasby Jeeez.. I love this video 😁💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼

12/26/2019 6:47:49 PM andrew13892378 background and so trained observer. Paying attention to things you normally ignore inside your mind might be a tip, thats dangerous though so lets say 

let common sense prevail over actions for those tiny bearly heard voices as a cautionary safety warning to others. Interacting-

12/26/2019 6:50:41 PM andrew13892378 with the above group has been a very interesting thing for those who like to do these types of experiments. However I think this group may be here for 

more than just a chat. Also because of independant discoveries of my own, I have good reason to be doing these sorts of things.

12/26/2019 6:51:15 PM mike99995 Quick execution so some other bribed President doesn’t come in and pardon them and give them restitution

12/26/2019 6:52:54 PM andrew13892378 *barely*

12/26/2019 6:53:16 PM m_kroniklyill Stratospheric Aerosol Geoengineering

The plan is to spray water molecules into the stratosphere from a balloon 20 km above the Earth, creating a plume, and then inject different kinds of 

aerosols into the plume to observe its reflective properties.

12/26/2019 7:00:07 PM andrew13892378 I am to some extent used to conversing with all skill types/ranks and proffessions Matt. There has and continues to be need, but I am glad you gave me 

the opportunity to converse on this Matt, not enough people ask questions/converse on important issues presently.

12/26/2019 7:02:33 PM redfootbluefoot At least 17 unidentified drones flying in NE Colorado, just minutes ago. It's everywhere! 🤓🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/26/2019 7:14:18 PM karma4event201 Seth is DEEP STATE

12/26/2019 7:14:45 PM laurabusse Right???

12/26/2019 7:15:53 PM mikebravodude I don’t care if they are good or bad. I want them to fucking stop or give us choice!

12/26/2019 7:16:33 PM laurabusse Cadets?

Space?

Space cadets?

12/26/2019 7:17:18 PM laurabusse Exactly 17 times

12/26/2019 7:19:02 PM laurabusse Yes

12/26/2019 7:22:18 PM laurabusse Wow

12/26/2019 7:25:46 PM laurabusse Son loves these dollop podcasts

Whatever they are

The podcast says

Trump is bad

Therefore

Trump is bad

Son came with me to a David Wilcock weekend conference in 2011 or 12

He wanted to come

Loved it

He read his books

I don't understand what has happened



12/26/2019 7:29:04 PM laurabusse I gently tried to bring him up to date

Without going into TOO much detail

I don't think he wanted to hear it

I hope he opens his mind back up again

I ended with

Time will tell

The truth is coming out now

Everything Wilcock said is now coming true

Everyone will see...
12/26/2019 7:31:41 PM laurabusse Boy did we dodge a bullet

How would you like to be having 4 years of THAT

12/26/2019 7:31:52 PM steveakridge Thanks, just started reading it and looks like it corroborates the video quite a bit. One benefit of the video is they show drawings and photos of each 

types of ET races and their correlation to ancient history, legends and influences on the human race. Both are mind bending!!!

12/26/2019 7:35:10 PM anon_sig Think mirror image.  Year of the boomerang.

12/26/2019 7:35:34 PM 25andout Saw it more often in 2017, to be honest.

12/26/2019 7:36:43 PM steveakridge Many ET’s have souls and have been created by Source - our God. If it’s true they exist, we should know and learn from them if we can. They are all 

much more advanced than us - some good and some bad.

The video states there is over 350 billion ETs in the universe. Who knows???

12/26/2019 7:37:11 PM carlaro35651316 So Hilarious, Hillary are u kidding? Please just go away( to jail)!

12/26/2019 7:37:40 PM jaded_pearl @SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 James is visited frequently but he is terming this a break-in of his ecETI ranch. Is this where OFC can be filmed?   

https://youtu.be/4AK2_uX7z7s 

12/26/2019 7:43:54 PM 127bc34  pic.twitter.com/TO7gUEBUcv

12/26/2019 7:47:03 PM 1nanasmomma  pic.twitter.com/TdkHuRgZL6

12/26/2019 7:49:26 PM ckay54  pic.twitter.com/fL26k80DOR

12/26/2019 7:54:38 PM neo_asura_ for some reason.. i saw HRC in a dream last night. We were walking down a hallway until reaching a jeep without a roof in a warehouse. she was 

expecting me to drive her though i was reluctant to get in the car. I strolled around thinking what i’m going to do before I got in.

12/26/2019 7:56:12 PM neo_asura_ i could immediately feel how scared she was as if she was ready to pay for her crimes  and i drove off down a tunnel before waking up. very strange.. 

hoping it is an indication this is ending

12/26/2019 7:56:15 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/x291Gvw2gz

12/26/2019 8:18:03 PM qphillypatriot Can't wait till the world will be singing " DING DONG THE WITCH IS DEAD"😁

12/26/2019 8:21:21 PM patriotswegoall [HRC] only indicted, probably not picked up by MPs yet.

12/26/2019 8:28:33 PM nschlange How soon? :D

12/26/2019 8:32:16 PM qphillypatriot That will also be the day when the msm really dies. Imagine having a Q drop telling us about them with proof and the msm don't tell the story but 

everyone on Twitter is retweeting it.

12/26/2019 8:32:53 PM nschlange That's odd. I had a dream about her too, like 8 months ago. I woke up feeling like she was so sad. Then I remembered what she had done and had to 

smack myself to wake all the  way up. It's odd tho. I never dream about ppl like her or famous ppl.

12/26/2019 8:35:16 PM nschlange Q is God? Where did that come from?

12/26/2019 8:36:23 PM joinna6 That's awesome, seems like )they( are trying to send a message, D.I.A NWO Headquarters

12/26/2019 8:37:43 PM brangusjimmy Just wanted to say a big thank you to some of my favorite accounts. Keep up the great work and much love and prayers towards y’all. KEEP GROWING! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @RealEyeTheSpy @EyesOnQ @paul_serran @Jordan_Sather_ @SayWhenLA @Deepneuron @prana_juana

12/26/2019 8:39:04 PM nschlange I feel like that has actually happened many times already in the last few years. Q told us, and they refused to report it. All they have to do is point their 

cameras some where else, then boom it didn't exist to begin with. MSM need to lose their funding & stop pretend. its news.

12/26/2019 8:39:04 PM prana_juana Bless😭🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/9Ay1ZsoLQS

12/26/2019 8:40:57 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/mZgzJqxsCy

12/26/2019 8:41:22 PM nschlange How exactly do you get away with groping a royal and not have to pay for it immediately? Thats the strangest story I've ever heard. Usually their the 

ones doing the groping. Right? It's odd.

12/26/2019 8:45:28 PM momekool1 17

12/26/2019 8:46:07 PM nschlange Netanyahu has lizard eyes, why would that be?

12/26/2019 8:49:01 PM czarchasme I'm so exited by a number.

Hope my next #cult is this fulfilling. pic.twitter.com/i1P57JaJzQ

12/26/2019 8:51:29 PM nschlange Well that's interesting. Where did you hear that? I thought the same thing, that he would've been at the airport already anyway.

12/26/2019 8:52:22 PM willlove17 Alot

12/26/2019 8:54:26 PM r17thinke  pic.twitter.com/QVmAd2Rwth

12/26/2019 9:01:28 PM shineteller Now that you mentioned it, a lot.

12/26/2019 9:02:44 PM virginialouelle I sent you a link for this.... I'm still digging.

12/26/2019 9:03:20 PM jennysue62 Oh God...please have this demon arrested...

12/26/2019 9:04:21 PM momekool1 Yo desensitize us to make us not even react to their schemes because we’ve gotten so used to them, let alone will we actually DO something about 

them.

12/26/2019 9:04:39 PM _littlejen__ I see it all the time. I’m a 17 baby, as well.

12/26/2019 9:05:15 PM alwaysfinds I'd also like to point out the power of 369 in my post. 100% unintentional.

12/26/2019 9:15:45 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/uEJF6qHRjk

12/26/2019 9:21:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly I suggest checking out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's account. They talk about these kinds of matters quite frequently. Someone compiled a PDF of their tweets, 

this is it. You can do word searches in the PDF such as for 'entity', 'density'/'densities', etc...  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-

of-disclosure.pdf …

12/26/2019 9:25:02 PM nschlange Planting voices should be scary to everyone.

12/26/2019 9:29:26 PM kaitondelin Oncogenic viruses. Yes, they exist.

No, they are not „cancer“. Yes, they causes tumors in mice. Yes, there has been a case of virus-contaminated vaccines in the 60‘ in USA. No, it is not 

proven that it caused cancer in humans. Yes, it has been eliminated in 60‘, just in case.

12/26/2019 9:31:26 PM kathleenmckeon6 Hmmmm

Depends on what science you read.

Seems the jury is still out and many scientists disagree with you on any certainty on this subject.

Sv 40 is still debated today amongst scientists.

12/26/2019 9:32:34 PM jackoneilltime1 domain internet groper pic.twitter.com/BUWKG9cbDX

12/26/2019 9:49:18 PM kaitondelin Yes, but do you know what is not debated? The presence of Sv40 in the modern polio vaccines. And the association of polio decrease and vaccination. 

pic.twitter.com/woej4xm8rS

12/26/2019 9:53:19 PM kathleenmckeon6 Yes, that stopped  after 4 years.

The debate about polio after that centers around whether it was clean water, sewer systems and hygiene  or the vaccine.  There is a new debate other 

polio strains caused by the vaccine.



12/26/2019 10:01:09 PM dynamicres “I think he was telling the truth”

“Unless of course he knew you wouldn't believe the truth even if he told it to you”

🤔🍿🌩

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @RedPill78 @TYLER_18hz 

No Hashq tags, message over messenger, think TROY.

#FridayThoughts pic.twitter.com/8FWPwGhgHO
12/26/2019 10:05:22 PM kaitondelin Severs and hygiene radically improved in 1953?

12/26/2019 10:07:18 PM deepneuron Much love brother. Happy holidays 🙏

12/26/2019 10:08:25 PM covertress Thank you, @BrangusJimmy.

Happy New Year! 🥳

#TheBestIsYetToCome

12/26/2019 10:13:24 PM joni_apple_seed t_ that small lit area to the left of the large ‘sun’ was no sun dog. I didn’t catch it in a pic but for a split second the clouds and chems gave way and 

there was CLEARLY either a moon or planet there the same size as that small circle. It was quite beautiful.

12/26/2019 10:26:38 PM modomtts Mine is 1234 all the time...

12/26/2019 10:35:32 PM kathleenmckeon6 Going back a bit farther than that, they are still working on sewage water and drinking water in regards to polio.

There is a lot on the subject, including the Who and CDC amongst many more.  This one gave a nod to plumbers everywhere:) Ongoing work 

http://jandahvac.com/how-plumbing-eradicated-disease/ …

12/26/2019 10:49:28 PM kaitondelin But.. but the us polio graph clearly shows a temporal correlation between vaccination and rapid incidence reduction? Which is a very strong evidence 

of causation, being pretty much the only major factor that changed in that time?

12/26/2019 10:50:10 PM fansblowing3 @ts_sci_majic12 Majestic?

12/26/2019 10:52:56 PM kathleenmckeon6 I was just saying it's one that is debated amongst scientists up til today.

Here is the most contentious of the debates and here are two pro-vax discussing CNN Neurologist on daughters Autism--Nothing about vaccines is just 

black & white. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OviQJD5Ie2A&feature=youtu.be …

12/26/2019 10:56:25 PM cocopuffster12 🏅🏅🏅

12/26/2019 11:02:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Space Force

12/26/2019 11:03:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 New technology, similar to that in Independence Day will soon be revealed to the public in the form of the Space Force's arsenal of utilities. The Air 

Force produced magnificent aircraft. The Space Force will produce mind-blowing spacecraft. Enjoy Disclosure...

12/26/2019 11:04:10 PM drearyjames Cool.

12/26/2019 11:05:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Soon, as pointed out by an Anon, could be tomorrow or 50 years from now. The fact of the matter of time being an illusion doesn't dissuade the ability 

to use 369 to manifest your IS-BE's will by realizing this frequency is already real just not by YOU.... yet! FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!

12/26/2019 11:07:22 PM kaitondelin Does not seem plausible to me. Exemplary case, Autism as a diagnosis is not clearly defined, observed damage not defined, type of vaccine not stated, 

no data on population, „genetic predisposition“ not discussed... Two men who repeatedly claim to be medical doctors talk on TV.

12/26/2019 11:08:04 PM richardhiatt16 Not soon enough for us Aerospace Engineers.. AKA “Rocket scientists” 🤣

12/26/2019 11:08:19 PM aprilbrown99 This tweet is showing up twice. pic.twitter.com/RmPnUIwsJa

12/26/2019 11:08:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will the FISA court reveal/prosecute other illegal unmaskings?

What if 702 was used to protect the Satanic Pedophile Cult by spying on citizens/journalists, etc. to control the flow of information?

It's all going to come into focus soon.

Do not expect Durham to write a report.

12/26/2019 11:09:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's due to the caching of the tweet vs tweet-storm. Twitter differentiates the two.

12/26/2019 11:09:26 PM the_loveoflight What do you mean it's already "real" just not by us?! You guys have reached a higher frequency than us yet still without ascension or leaving through a 

stargate/ship you'd be right here with us? Can you explain further I'm trying to understand

12/26/2019 11:09:42 PM fansblowing3 Durham will go straight to indictments 👍

12/26/2019 11:10:33 PM oogleygoo Son of TR-3B?

12/26/2019 11:10:44 PM babysaver1152  pic.twitter.com/bdi60koRyZ

12/26/2019 11:10:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 All states of matter exist simultaneously.

Consciousness is responsible to "selecting" the state.

Consciousness projects a frequency of reality.

This frequency is in a dimension.

Every choice in life creates an alternate reality.

Really all states exist simultaneously.

12/26/2019 11:11:53 PM babysaver1152  pic.twitter.com/avqSw9j9uH

12/26/2019 11:11:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Without knowing what will manifest as a consequence of the frequency, you can know that if you are at frequency A in this dimension, there must be, 

by the laws of quantum physics a dimension parallel to our own where the decisions made differ such that frequency B exists.

12/26/2019 11:12:00 PM 432wps I feel confortable with my 432☺

Should i shuffle?😞

12/26/2019 11:12:52 PM babysaver1152  pic.twitter.com/cYixTN8xe1

12/26/2019 11:13:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your IS-BE can see the frequency and you can set your target/scope onto that frequency and try to bring it into focus. Cascading entropic failure occurs 

in your timeline/reality as you merge the two frequencies together. Stabilization takes calculated action which requires time.

12/26/2019 11:13:13 PM laurenmbradley Ok so how do we do the 369 thing? Because I’m healing a broken leg out of surgery and can’t walk, soooo yea....more deets would be great! The 

vagueness is really real out here! Waiting on ANYONE to stop with the vague shit and be direct. Anytime now... 😕 pic.twitter.com/7gYLJFszOn

12/26/2019 11:14:05 PM futipolo Are these 6 navy patents widely known amongst Aerospace Engineers? I first heard about these on edge of wonder yesterday and they don't seem to 

be widely reported  https://patents.google.com/?inventor=salvatore+pais&oq=salvatore+pais …

12/26/2019 11:14:35 PM joanhol24893501 We've been to many other planet's, galaxy's. Disclosure time. Watch David Wilcock new documentary COSMIC SECRET.

12/26/2019 11:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Numerology and synchronicity are at the heart of 369. Observing actions and performing actions in accordance to the numerology laws of 3 6 and 9 

enable your consciousness to influence the matrix through the quantum subspace field where all states exist at once.

12/26/2019 11:14:59 PM blue82001 Reveals corrupt courts!

12/26/2019 11:16:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fixing a broken leg requires focusing on the elements that make it broken, which require an understanding of physiology and consciousness. It also 

requires a holistic body frequency cable of controlling the radiation that emits from your IS-BE. You can will the frequency to heal.

12/26/2019 11:16:17 PM aetherwalker1 I believe so.  A thought-form or program in your subconscious.

12/26/2019 11:16:24 PM nonlineardarren "It's not that the Ether is a gaseous form,rather the material world is itself the gaseous or aero form of the Ether"

12/26/2019 11:16:38 PM aprilbrown99 Would this be quantum entanglement?

12/26/2019 11:17:49 PM rebornkingent So if 369 worked for epstein, it can work for Disclosure?

12/26/2019 11:17:54 PM joanhol24893501 Thats old as heck. Lets talj about u.s. Navy patents for underwater and aircrafts in one. It's already being used.

12/26/2019 11:18:12 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/J5get9DBZI



12/26/2019 11:18:19 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/jCdfehxvWp

12/26/2019 11:18:26 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/0SpNnXTvlK

12/26/2019 11:18:36 PM laurenmbradley I’m really trying to understand, I am. But you’re practically speaking a foreign language to me. I made all A’s in A&P in college, so I know I’m not dumb, 

but this is hard to put together. Any references you may have would be greatly appreciated. I’m in pain and want to heal. 💞

12/26/2019 11:19:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 God is within.

Satan is outside.

The world of Satan is the material world.

Soulless.

You sell your soul for the material world.

When you die, you lose it all.

Will you sell your soul?

In terms of programming subroutines, before the age of 6 you can program anything.

After, eh...
12/26/2019 11:19:27 PM joanhol24893501 We've gotten several tech. from non terrestrials.

12/26/2019 11:19:49 PM sterkinglights1 Thank yiu for answering my question.

12/26/2019 11:20:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scoring well on a test designed to measure your success rate in an economic matrix of slavery using Babylonian money magic only demonstrates your 

state of thinking that is preventing you from reaching enlightenment. Reality is a projection from within. If you only absorb you

12/26/2019 11:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 won't manifest your own will and consciousness into the world. Instead you will seek the consultation of other's consciousness in order to 

circumnavigate your own abilities. Starting to learn 369 literally mean simple things. Wake up to 3 6 or 9. Double digit numbers are sums.

12/26/2019 11:22:08 PM aetherwalker1 You already explained the word "soon" you are so fond of using before I had a chance harp on you about it.   😏

12/26/2019 11:22:31 PM laurenmbradley Touché. Sounds like something I’d say. Hah 

Absorb me you say? Ummm, again....logistics?

12/26/2019 11:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wake up at 6AM and get 6 Hours and 39 minutes of sleep. Meditate for 12-42 minutes per day. Exercise in sets of 3, 6, 9, or 12 in reps of 3 6 or 9. Drive 

54 miles per hour rather than 55 where posted. Run for 3km instead of 2. Skip the 10K and run a 12K or a 9K. Then you will see

12/26/2019 11:23:07 PM positivekinetik Let’s start low-volume public tours of craft + facilities!!!!!

12/26/2019 11:23:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 more and more synchronicity in your own reality the presence of 3 6 and 9 showing up at "random times." For example, glancing down at your watch. 

Looking at the clock in the car. Reading a news posting and seeing 3 6 9. Observing view counts, likes, follows, etc. and seeing 369.

12/26/2019 11:24:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 369 do not offer structure and it does not mean anything specifically. It simply refers to the frequency and numerology of how energy is measures and 

transcribed. Your free will has the ability to radiate LIGHT (body heat) radiation that can be tuned to certain frequencies.

12/26/2019 11:25:07 PM covertress 369 is EVERYWHERE

12/26/2019 11:25:20 PM laurenmbradley My bad you weren’t done w that sentence. I have been noticing numbers for the first time in my life. Everywhere. Does the Bible say anything about 

369 energy?

12/26/2019 11:25:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 All religions and spiritual teachings on Earth attempt to convey this information, through almost all have been tainted with "man's" interest in keeping 

the knowledge for himself. Some believe it is a sacred duty to keep such knowledge from the general population.

12/26/2019 11:26:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Great Awakening is a re-learning of human history, language acquisition, planetary facts contradictory to mainstream culture, etc. By aligning 

yourself with 3 6 and 9 as Telsa did you will start to unlock epiphanies after meditating that will aid in many areas of life.

12/26/2019 11:27:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 For some the revelations may seem random but know that random does not exist. The conscious energy came from an IS-BE and you simply are 

missing information that would fully paint the picture. At the dawn of the Great Awakening the old world will end as you once knew it.

12/26/2019 11:27:51 PM mechanic_47 I've burned people before. It's not as ethereal as one may think.

12/26/2019 11:28:41 PM laurenmbradley Like this? I read on a document from the fbi vault that Tesla was a Venusian. Can you confirm? pic.twitter.com/37yYrvrGml

12/26/2019 11:28:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 A new wave of thinkers and idea pioneers will usher in a new era of reality that can literally be anything you will it to be. All states of reality exists 

simultaneously. Therefore if enough people believe that Dragons exist and they align themselves with 3 6 and 9, so shall they

12/26/2019 11:29:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 exist and even possibly manifest into reality. Though the pop culture references of dragons seem counter intuitive, however in the realm of the 

universal infinite according to quantum mechanics it literally exists in parallel dimension already. You just can't access it.

12/26/2019 11:29:37 PM jaded_pearl Sounds like it but I'm stumped on how life throws you nuances that change/alter my vibration. When I do find what feels the right frequency, its 

difficult to maintain for a <time> continuum.

12/26/2019 11:30:27 PM kathleenmckeon6 And the dispute continues on, thought this one was good because it was two provax and one is a Neurologist.  Guess not.  The science is changing and 

evolving and so maybe the discussions as well. https://www.corvelva.it/it/speciale-corvelva/vaccinegate-en/vaccinegate-mrc-5-contained-in-priorix-

tetra-complete-genome-sequencing.html …

12/26/2019 11:30:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 God thought therefore God created.

IS-BEs are Gods.

IS-BEs think.

IS-BEs create reality as we experience.

The totality of all IS-BE activity before us is the matrix we live in.

Therefore once you see the underlying fabric that makes reality, you can manipulate it.

12/26/2019 11:31:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 One human being may only represent a fraction of an IS-BE. This may be a difficult concept to understand. An IS-BE can occupy multiple different 

humans simultaneously. Only when all iterations of their IS-BEings are aligned to the same frequency and tuned to 36 and 9 can the

12/26/2019 11:32:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE manifest reality at will. In the Matrix, this was the objective of the selection process. To find the other BEings who belonged to the same IS-BE. So, 

3 6 and 9 is not a math equation you follow. It's a way of living and a way of seeing the world around you. Geometry is

12/26/2019 11:32:37 PM covertress The more you see the fabric of The Matrix, the more you see it is specific TO YOU. Your Will creates Your Reality.

12/26/2019 11:33:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 single handed the most important subject you can learn while aligning yourself to 3 6 and 9. Triangles have power to focus higher dimensional energy 

structures. Orgone energy devices concentrate this energy structure.

12/26/2019 11:34:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Though it requires an intimate knowledge of how your higher dimensional consciousness radiation is actually projected into reality and where your will 

is present and not present (as validated using 36 and 9 associations within the matrix).

12/26/2019 11:34:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210460520937078784 …

12/26/2019 11:34:32 PM sterkinglights1 F|√€:5

12/26/2019 11:35:36 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thank you.

12/26/2019 11:35:43 PM threadreaderapp Kwanzaa blessings! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @laurenmbradley Scoring well on a test designed to measure your success rate in 

an economic…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210460520937078784.html …. Have a good day. 🤖



12/26/2019 11:36:37 PM laurenmbradley Ok I feel dumb, what is an IS BE? 

2. I think I am able to see something “matrixy” everyday. Colors, in beautiful, fractal shapes, always flawless. Seen them in the air around me since I 

was a kid. Smoking pot enhances it big time. Lately it’s gotten so strong they’re (cont) pic.twitter.com/ExXTUaOdh4

12/26/2019 11:37:54 PM covertress 💖

#BestIsYetToCome

12/26/2019 11:38:12 PM the_loveoflight How would one tune or learn to raise their frequencies?

12/26/2019 11:39:06 PM laurenmbradley Appearing in more vivid bursts. More variances, lots of black and white checkerboard patterns, lots of mandalas. Always a central point. It’s not as 

intense as hallucinations unless I consume something to cause that. This is diff it feels divine, for lack of proper semantics... pic.twitter.com/ic8Ytjtf84

12/26/2019 11:41:00 PM sterkinglights1 If you only absorb you won't manifest. Thus I needed to hear today.

12/26/2019 11:41:02 PM aprilbrown99 Keeping yourself focused in the moment of “now” helps. Also knowing that everything is a projection of your thoughts and feelings and not being 

reactive to them is key in my opinion. We have a lot of programming to work thru; there are multiple levels. Be patient with yourself.😉

12/26/2019 11:41:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each kind of emotion/thought type requires a certain frequency to emit. You control your frequency by regulating your emotion/thought patterns and 

structuring them around high vibrational states of consciousness. Unity is the 12th dimension and represents God.

12/26/2019 11:41:30 PM raulterroba Does waking up at 9:36 work in the same way as 6:39?

12/26/2019 11:41:44 PM laurenmbradley I have no idea who to ask about this stuff, most think I’m crazy, but I’m not. This is real, and I’m desperate to know what it means. These graphics are 

as close as I can find to what I’m seeing, but not even close to how beautiful they are. It feels like God. I know it. pic.twitter.com/dXnIi8goyq

12/26/2019 11:42:01 PM jaded_pearl  https://resonancescience.org/a-new-study-examines-how-consciousness-in-the-universe-is-scale-invariant-and-implies-an-event-horizon-of-the-

human-brain/ … Expand on healing technologies if possible.

12/26/2019 11:42:05 PM kidge6 Again with the 17’s.  ! = coincidence pic.twitter.com/W0rZfTIrvR

12/26/2019 11:42:09 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/FCYVRSVBDe

12/26/2019 11:43:18 PM aprilbrown99 Yes. Any combination that equals a 3, 6 or 9 works.

12/26/2019 11:43:20 PM paula84059427 Could I make a mistake and end up in a lower dimension?

12/26/2019 11:43:46 PM donnaho33369876 Lauren, I can only faintly grasp the 369 info, although I am working on it. However, something that may help you is to search for "Hz frequency for 

healing leg (or whatever type) pain". I found this one just to give you an idea of what I mean:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LFtiechj8Q ….

12/26/2019 11:44:12 PM adsvel Quantum Subspace field=Eather?

12/26/2019 11:44:26 PM kaitondelin You keep using the word „dispute“ without really stating your point. Are we discussing the contribution of vaccination to the world health and disease 

eradication? Are we discussing vaccine safety and risk acessment?

12/26/2019 11:44:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 They are higher dimensional representations of energy from very advanced IS-BEs in very high vibrational (ie 4th+ physical dimension) energy 

signatures being witnessed. Feel the waves as if they were emotion and you will communicate and understand. Important for projection.

12/26/2019 11:46:11 PM brangusjimmy Any reliable Orgone Energy Devices you can suggest?

12/26/2019 11:46:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 The direction and sequencing of 36 and 9 change the energy transfer patterns. 369 != 963 != 639 != 396

12/26/2019 11:47:23 PM laurenmbradley 12....hmmm interesting. My name starts with L (12). Yay! Finally something in my favor! Haha 😆

12/26/2019 11:47:27 PM majamros WhT does majestic 12 have to do with 17?

12/26/2019 11:47:32 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely stunning!  💗💗💗

12/26/2019 11:47:32 PM contenthonest This [Tweet] is only a Projection of thought. 

But thoughts moving forward are in a maze of deception.

[Choose] your destiny.

[Destiny] of Truth.

There is only [One] judge in the end.

God Wins

Prepare yourself for next [Journey]

Only the [Vessel] dies.

Spirit [Moves]on pic.twitter.com/wzsle0j3cw
12/26/2019 11:47:38 PM covertress Do these "new thinkers" include AI?

12/26/2019 11:48:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not at this time but 45's uncle personally reviewed all Tesla papers for the FBI. That should tell you a lot.

12/26/2019 11:48:14 PM the_loveoflight So if we constantly make decisions of love and have positive thoughts about any situation throughout the day, naturally our frequency will raise vs if 

we were to get mad, frustrated, envious etc. it would be lowered?

12/26/2019 11:48:48 PM mettlemeta .

12/26/2019 11:48:49 PM fansblowing3 Durham will prosecute HRC emails on Weiner’s laptop.

12/26/2019 11:48:59 PM aprilbrown99 Immortal Spirit Biological Entity = IS-BE

12/26/2019 11:49:21 PM snarkishdanno Uh, if posted 55 I’ll run at 64. Is that acceptable?? 😁

12/26/2019 11:49:21 PM laurenmbradley I’ve been doing those a lot, haven’t noticed much change...yet. I’m not losing faith! Never will. 💪🏻☺

12/26/2019 11:49:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Encoded messages that seem to be unrelated, though when transcribed into numerology are present everywhere. Very common in the Torah. It's a 

quantum math equation with a decipher code that explains how to project into the matrix reality. It's heavily protected. Meditation can

12/26/2019 11:49:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 unlock this information.

12/26/2019 11:50:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 No. Think about why.

12/26/2019 11:50:35 PM fansblowing3 Good to know.  I thought it didn’t matter 🤨

12/26/2019 11:50:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Events not time.

Events take time.

Time is an illusion.

Time is very real.

But it's an illusion.

Dates are what count.

Events are what matter.

Counting counts.

3 6 and 9.
12/26/2019 11:51:12 PM snarkishdanno 54=9 ... so 63 would be better? Cover 3,6 and 9 that way?

12/26/2019 11:51:35 PM peterluisvenero @remindmetweets in one year

12/26/2019 11:51:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Cabal is attempting to inject AI into the minds of billions in order to prevent the Great Awakening. Mindless drones keep them in power. Free 

thinking critical thinkers who know and want peace threaten their power. They hunt you like elk. For sport.

12/26/2019 11:52:23 PM marylouathome Telsa said 3 6 9 were the keys to unlocking mysteries to the universe. Don’t know why

12/26/2019 11:52:30 PM holotechrd Wait until you see my toys 🌎🕳🛸🌌😜🤣🤣🤣 The KING👑 got the best shit around!!..💯❤️💪 Not to mention my ability's make space force

 look like baby toys 🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/26/2019 11:52:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.

Double digits are sums equaling 3 6 or 9.

12/26/2019 11:53:52 PM fansblowing3 If you want to get a speeding ticket 🙄



12/26/2019 11:53:53 PM rosscarwalker I see 17 17 all the time, but 55 is my number. What does it mean?

12/26/2019 11:53:58 PM kidge6 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @laurenmbradley Scoring well on a test designed to measure your success rate in an economic matrix of slavery using 

Babylonian money magic o… https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210460520937078784.html …

12/26/2019 11:54:09 PM renesaenz17  pic.twitter.com/IaEVBQODQu

12/26/2019 11:54:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 55 is amplifying the consciousness of another IS-BE by offering and emitting conformity frequencies.

12/26/2019 11:54:44 PM snarkishdanno I will modify accordingly. Thank you for the life pointers in utilizing 3,6,9... you laid it out in a sensible manner!

12/26/2019 11:54:50 PM proudredrn Thank you so much for this in depth explanation.

12/26/2019 11:55:06 PM snarkishdanno That why never more than 10 over....

12/26/2019 11:55:10 PM twistersage  https://twitter.com/twistersage/status/1085005348023529472 …

12/26/2019 11:55:52 PM anthonypoznick I read this tweet 17 times.....

12/26/2019 11:56:22 PM donnaho33369876 One night my stomach was hurting after I ate, so I turned it to a Hz for digestion/stomach pain. It really helped. Another time I felt like I had a weaker 

version of the flu. It went away! Found frequency to make my knees better. Hip healed a lot in a few days after listening.

12/26/2019 11:56:37 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/5xXfzfazUo

12/26/2019 11:57:12 PM kidge6 Ah. Such nice verbose and useful replies. We’re definitely in a more active stage of the op. Thx for all of this.

12/26/2019 11:57:16 PM doodooh59284043  pic.twitter.com/DLzkiC9EYV

12/26/2019 11:57:19 PM laurenmbradley Oh I know, I was a target at my prime. I suddenly got stage 3C colon cancer at age 20. Always healthy then THAT? Not buying it, they said they didn’t 

know what caused it. I have a feeling it was fluoride or even something much more sinister. My bday & details prob gave me away.

12/26/2019 11:57:48 PM peterluisvenero 🤣🤣🥰🥰

12/26/2019 11:57:48 PM laurenmbradley LOVE that movie!!! 💞

12/26/2019 11:57:59 PM jones9536 Can you elaborate?

12/26/2019 11:58:25 PM holotechrd 💪💯❤️❤️❤️😜🤣🤣🤣

12/26/2019 11:58:39 PM rosscarwalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Am I who I think I am?

12/26/2019 11:58:40 PM adsvel Thank You So! Fully resonate this thread.😊💖🙏🌈

12/26/2019 11:58:47 PM der_wanderer8 ❤️

12/27/2019 12:00:12 AM covertress I will be creating custom orgone devices as soon as I get some more Babylonian magic money to get my business started. 😂

Donations welcomed and donors who keep in touch will receive my first free samples, made with 💖. https://www.paypal.me/covertress 

12/27/2019 12:00:19 AM peterluisvenero @threadreaderapp unroll danke!

12/27/2019 12:00:24 AM threadreaderapp Good tidings! Ye yuletide unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: New technology, similar to that in Independence Day will soon be revealed to the public 

in…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210456138522726401.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/27/2019 12:00:38 AM rosscarwalker What are conformity frequencies?

12/27/2019 12:01:46 AM adsvel Thank You So MJ12. Fully resonate this thread. Happy Holidays to You!😊💖🙏🌈🌲🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟

12/27/2019 12:05:12 AM the_loveoflight And what are the differences, are they all Majestic? Are they all good or work in the direction of unlocking different things?

12/27/2019 12:05:23 AM brangusjimmy Similar to frequencies. 396hz not the same as 369hz.. Nikola Tesla — “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, 

frequency and vibration.”

12/27/2019 12:05:24 AM jaded_pearl Soon?! pic.twitter.com/dbKbe0kVCk

12/27/2019 12:05:35 AM donnaho33369876 I like the 432 Hz, but use whichever frequency for the different healing type. I will try to get the 3 6 9 frequencies when I get it all figured out. I just let it 

run for hours while I do other things. My key is to find a different frequency if it doesn't seem to be helping much

12/27/2019 12:06:19 AM rosscarwalker Which IS-BE are we conforming to?

12/27/2019 12:07:15 AM goodbyecabal Go for the blood of Jesus- working through the right spiritual gates always ends well

12/27/2019 12:10:59 AM reachechovoice Interesting. Can you elaborate on how to "tune" your light into these specific frequencies? And exactly which frequency is the best for will 

manifestation?

12/27/2019 12:12:20 AM covertress pocket-sized sample

of orgonite pic.twitter.com/w9C3N7tEff

12/27/2019 12:12:33 AM donnaho33369876 Ok, thanks. Def understand the dates and events. Time is demanding. Still working on seeing effectiveness of 3, 6, 9. You gave good examples, I'm sure 

it will fall into place too. Signing out for now.

12/27/2019 12:12:50 AM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12, 

Do BEs with same IS reach "Heaven" when they find and love each other?

12/27/2019 12:12:54 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/mRj3VbKAmi

12/27/2019 12:15:56 AM laurenmbradley Guess again! #teslatower south of Dallas! I’ve seen it with my own eyes!! 💞 pic.twitter.com/MSt5f75R13

12/27/2019 12:16:21 AM kidge6 Lauren, you can search twitter for MJ12 tweets. Use ‘from@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3 6 9 .

You can type any search term instead of 3 6 9. Try it with just a 3. 

Also,  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf … this is profound.

Twitter archive  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/ 

12/27/2019 12:16:32 AM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who or what is AI and how can we detect and protect?

12/27/2019 12:16:35 AM enomai_ am I safe now?

12/27/2019 12:16:41 AM fansblowing3 It helps to distance yourself from negative people.

12/27/2019 12:16:51 AM enomai_ The holes closed?

12/27/2019 12:17:43 AM rosscarwalker Who is 55?

12/27/2019 12:18:10 AM enomai_ ty mR

12/27/2019 12:20:02 AM vorodecky Okay, so, one by one.

You can not get brain cancer because of a vaccine. Literally not possible and discovering one after the other is a coincidence. I am now checking the 3rd 

degree burn story.

12/27/2019 12:21:04 AM covertress If it walks like ALICE and talks like ALICE, it's probably A.l I.ce https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=20 …

12/27/2019 12:22:55 AM whiterabbitttt1 I try this constantly with pain and ailments I encounter. Sometimes I'm successful.

12/27/2019 12:23:40 AM ilovesheeple very similar to the the ideology " if you believe it, you can achieve it" or the concept of positive thinking...

at some point the frequencies are going to merge and create a rough patch, 

we call this energy "Growing Pains"

12/27/2019 12:23:44 AM stefanofait "Salvatore Cezar Pais is a US Navy researcher. Salvatore has three amazing patents that would be incredible breakthroughs in physics if they are true" 

 https://www.nextbigfuture.com/2019/02/if-these-us-navy-patents-are-made-then-we-are-in-a-star-trek-technology-world.html#comments-anchor …

12/27/2019 12:26:42 AM qumanitarian Maybe I'm wrong, but this seems to be the reason [  ] have ruled for so long (they're all aligned) and of course the rest of us have been so divided that 

we couldn't even begin to manifest any of our ISBEs will.

This seems to be changing though.

12/27/2019 12:27:39 AM carolinabeth1 Meditating and praying are similar in concentrating on the outcome you want.  I had my femur broken 1 1/2 years ago to fix my dislocated knee.  It 

wouldn’t heal.  I did 1Tbs. spiralina blue green algae to detox daily, took 600mg magnesium, 3mg boron,

12/27/2019 12:27:45 AM 369bob I think we've been at that point for over 3 years



12/27/2019 12:28:06 AM stefanofait #SerialBrain2 reverse chemtrailing https://youtu.be/EAlqbqKgmCg 

12/27/2019 12:29:54 AM carolinabeth1 1000mg shark cartilage, 1tsp grass fed collagen, 2500mg high quality fish oil, 100mg vitamin K2-Mk7, 5000IU’s vitamin D3, & liquid calcium from plant 

source, & stopped sugar & lowered carbs.  I also prayed for healing visualizing the positive outcome.  That combination worked.

12/27/2019 12:32:41 AM mongrelglory I've always believed that he is just a "name" they've picked to act as the front man for these inventions (which actually probably come from reverse-

engineered alien technology).

12/27/2019 12:33:05 AM covertress Do Elk Ever Kill People?

"Nobody wants to be that first statistic. Give... elk their space."

 https://elknetwork.com/do-elk-ever-kill-people/ …

#WarningThisElkHuntsBack

12/27/2019 12:33:46 AM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/i64RTjBUqo

12/27/2019 12:34:11 AM lauren38060467 I don't believe anything at this point, I believe it when I see it....., There is  So much deception in America from our government institutions, that is hard

 to believe  In fairness or Justice 🙄⚖

12/27/2019 12:34:17 AM _369311119 SCP

Special 

Compartmentalized

Projects

?

12/27/2019 12:34:18 AM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/VizN53iDJN

12/27/2019 12:36:05 AM contenthonest [Matrixx]  change [your] Paradigm

Reality is [Mandela] has changed your Paradigm.

[Focus]on This Reality

12/27/2019 12:36:26 AM qphillypatriot How many toxins are in vaccines? What happens when there's too much of any of them? I've worked in pharmaceuticals mixing chemicals. Im pretty 

sure things aren't what they seem. I would not be posting anything for attention when it comes down to the well-being of my family.

12/27/2019 12:37:51 AM raneewe68073921 What if the numbers I see are 9, 11,3,11,1,11couple days of 6,11 ?

12/27/2019 12:38:43 AM the_loveoflight What do you think about the mandela effect?

12/27/2019 12:41:30 AM futipolo The article misses out three of his patents, in particular the fusion generator.  Also says "if true" and not likely to happen.  Getting a patent is a rigorous 

process, isn't cheap, and the real high tech stuff is classified.

12/27/2019 12:42:09 AM qphillypatriot Ask yourself this question . who would make up stories about their children and their significant other that they been with for 24 years to people that 

they dont know when i have to live with the horror that we have been through. Nobody is that desperate.

12/27/2019 12:43:03 AM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/MxCzq0TRGN

12/27/2019 12:43:06 AM laurabusse Me neither

After all this time

12/27/2019 12:44:24 AM qphillypatriot I could have kept it to myself. But im on here trying to inform people of the dangers of vaccines and the things that could possibly happen to them.

12/27/2019 12:47:13 AM contenthonest History [ being] changed what is being tAken from Your history.

Shazzam!!

12/27/2019 12:47:21 AM pomeinnz I see them lots in the waikato.

12/27/2019 12:47:25 AM stefanofait Brett & *Tyler* are much better at that https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/30256/scientist-behind-the-navys-ufo-patents-has-now-filed-one-for-

a-compact-fusion-reactor …

12/27/2019 12:47:30 AM jackoneilltime1 Saw the film Marathon Man...when hoffman escaped it would cut to the runner below.  He was wearing the number 17.  The synchronicities for me 

have increased these past few yrs. pic.twitter.com/cjQgMXSHGx

12/27/2019 12:48:18 AM qphillypatriot So you can take what i say with a grain of salt if you want to but when something happens to you or your love ones from the poison that they are 

forcing us to take dont come asking me questions.

12/27/2019 12:48:19 AM covertress I'm learning.

12/27/2019 12:49:30 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/kZrRpvd37R

12/27/2019 12:49:34 AM raneewe68073921 Dang I want to be there.

12/27/2019 12:49:43 AM laurabusse Is that fear talking?

Meditate to find inner peace wisdom and clarity

Set the intention to move upward not downward...you will

And trust yourself

Your inmost self

Your IS

❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 12:49:54 AM sleky19 50 years ???? It's not full disclosure, it's partial disclosure 😡

12/27/2019 12:50:54 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/r1FqUOFgfd

12/27/2019 12:54:30 AM ali_dougall Hows this disclosure? USAF says...We had these aircraft for 80 years, we pulled the wool over your eyes, but have a look, now pay the space force for 

next 80 years for stuff you cant see! I want info on Roswell, Wright Patterson etc, that's disclosure

12/27/2019 12:56:07 AM futipolo According to this, while he seems to have little presence on the web, his PhD is recorded and has done some presentations  

https://www.exopolitics.org/tag/salvatore-pais/ … I think this has to be disclosure to a certain level, no proof that they have built the machines but 

proof that they are possible.

12/27/2019 12:56:54 AM laurabusse Makes complete and total sense

Thank you

12/27/2019 12:59:36 AM laurenmbradley Thank you, Donna! 💞

12/27/2019 1:00:09 AM galadri09060100 If you wanna heal your body with your Mind, it requires practise. You gotta be able to reach your subconscious mind. No thinking allowed, only visuals 

and surrendering to that new state of being already healed-> parallel reality. Observe regeneration in nature, study salamander.

12/27/2019 1:00:55 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/HrwKIFz7Fm

12/27/2019 1:05:05 AM covertress What type of MAJIC is possible when two such BEings who belong to the same IS-BE meet?

12/27/2019 1:07:48 AM mongrelglory I find pictures like this helpful: pic.twitter.com/KOtPpalmYY

12/27/2019 1:09:56 AM raneewe68073921 He will just arrest



12/27/2019 1:10:06 AM laurabusse I take it to mean

You're amplifying another is be

By conforming to their frequency

In other words

We're all creators

Whether we realize it or not

So we're always creating

Whether we know it or not

So what are you creating?

And is it deliberate?

Or by default?

Are you creating...
12/27/2019 1:10:45 AM terrancongito There was a lot of meat in that paragraph. Well said. 

Btw for what it’s worth the Babylonian money magi are obsessed with 3s. Everything financial is done in 3s. 

I watch the solfeggio numbers as it underlies reality. The universe is solfeggio music. See Rodin and GW Hardin.

12/27/2019 1:13:09 AM laurabusse ...your intentions?

Or the intentions of another?

I have a dear friend

Who always seems overwhelmed by and gets sucked into the energies of others

She's trying to learn to live her life rather than always seeming to get sucked into ppl energies to fulfill their needs desires etc

12/27/2019 1:14:15 AM joinna6 Ellk's lodge. The Game. Ready or Not.

12/27/2019 1:16:37 AM laurabusse I don't think either way is bad or wrong

It's choice

But it's better to have more awareness of ourselves and our unconscious choices so we can choose more deliberately and with more awareness...

Do you want to fulfill your will

Or that of others?

12/27/2019 1:19:11 AM laurabusse My whole life I sought to fulfill my will

Recently I've started to tune into others

To see what they want

Honestly I think it's a balance

Seeing the unity

The oneness

Co creating

Peace

Love

It's all so very interesting....
12/27/2019 1:27:24 AM qanoncomau November 3, 2020 = 9

12/27/2019 1:27:54 AM ali_dougall What is this book on docdroid? Is it all mj12 posts in one place?

12/27/2019 1:28:30 AM sterkinglights1 We're they not produced by the Navy?

12/27/2019 1:31:38 AM joinna6 New # includes 396 -- Lets's Go!!

12/27/2019 1:33:15 AM hallyuwebsite @QuotedReplies

12/27/2019 1:34:14 AM clifton15jon #SpaceForce #SSP #H8GlobalDefender #Space #SF #SecretSpaceProgram #antigravity pic.twitter.com/jAVPxScFx1

12/27/2019 1:37:05 AM whatsmypw Can you explain why "Luciferians are majestic"?

12/27/2019 1:42:54 AM mrkbsimotas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Was Sparta a Reptilian  experiment?

Or maybe Rome?

12/27/2019 1:50:43 AM der_wanderer8 I love Alien too

Seems to me she doesn't hunt for sport like Predator does, but instead more because of her "nature"

12/27/2019 1:51:16 AM vorodecky Asking questions, fine but you don't sound like you are asking questions. You sound like you are pointing fingers. But let me humor you. Let us say you 

ask questions. Do you honestly believe you will understand the answers? You don't have the education relevant to the topic.

12/27/2019 1:53:03 AM vorodecky Of course in the case of a tragedy one wants a reason to point their finger and want a straightforward reason. The sucky thing is, rarely there is no 

such. Why? Because it is super complicated. It is no coincidence it takes decades to get the degree.

12/27/2019 1:53:56 AM vorodecky One of the first things you learn in statistics is "correlation does not mean causation". When you go to the doctor and have extensive checks run on 

you, chances are they may catch something you didn't know you had.

12/27/2019 1:55:28 AM vorodecky This doesn't mean that the flu shot or the cough syrop you had were the reasons. IF they were, that would be caught. Don't me wrong, there are side 

effects to EVERYTHING, regardless if it is water, aspirin or breathing.

12/27/2019 1:56:25 AM vorodecky One of the hardest things is not to jump to conclusions without evidence. And that is what is lacking in the anti-vax movement. They lack evidence. 

Decades of research has been done and none of their claims are observed or reproduced.

12/27/2019 1:57:14 AM vorodecky You said you are asking questions? Welcome to the amasing world of research medicine where the fucking point is to ask questions. And then test it. 

And then again. And then others do it. And then again... Etc.

12/27/2019 2:04:06 AM yuri_pavlov74 A(rtificia)LI(nteligne)CE

12/27/2019 2:08:24 AM fairy24scary And if POTUS does not stop Boris' nomination (George Gideon Osbourne) for head of the IMF, 1776 will look like a weekend scuffle!!!!

His other buddy Nick Clegg is FB's head of data!! Very soon a ban will be across all platforms in one hit. 

Wake up America 💕🇺🇸

12/27/2019 2:11:43 AM ctenfor @luvvvxoxoxo luv bery interdasting

12/27/2019 2:16:47 AM whutzupkitty I don't believe in angel numbers or cards or having direct contact with angels. Speak directly to God only.

12/27/2019 2:19:32 AM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/techreview/status/1210504247638405120?s=21 …

12/27/2019 2:20:27 AM luluspeers1 Honestly? I see 17 randomly everywhere!  It gives me a kick tho.

12/27/2019 2:21:35 AM mongrelglory Zen Buddhism teaches that your thoughts create your reality.  In Cognitive Behavioural Therapy we would teach that your thoughts create your 

emotional state. Different emotional states emit a frequency unique to that emotion. Matter is a manifestation of light and frequency. 

pic.twitter.com/t94ImOAMeh

12/27/2019 2:22:16 AM luluspeers1 The universe speaks to us in numbers

12/27/2019 2:23:35 AM mongrelglory Cool! 👍

12/27/2019 2:24:50 AM light_patriot B2-121. I have demons surrounding me daily. I try my best to rid myself of them. I know without a doubt in my mind that whomever I am.. whomever I 

was before this life.. that I lived every day with love in my heart. If there is anyone out there that could pray for me. Please do

12/27/2019 2:27:40 AM theodazmusic Wow thank you. Thats nice to have. 🧐📖

12/27/2019 2:28:47 AM apex_starseed The Conspiracy Realist deserve to the first to have a hover broad..

12/27/2019 2:28:59 AM buccoland @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/dqX4XjuxHQk 



12/27/2019 2:29:44 AM mongrelglory I'm sure he's a real person, however I'm thinking that may not be his birth name, and he may not have been the original author of the ideas that he's 

been publishing and patenting.  I think he may have been picked to play a role, so to speak.

12/27/2019 2:31:20 AM mongrelglory Either that, or he's another "Nicola Tesla" i.e. Starseed or higher dimensional being.

12/27/2019 2:40:57 AM cny_micaa Gregg Braden has some nice books. Joe Dispenza also, one of them healed a tragic broken back using consciousness and meditation, quickly, and 

became an author regarding these things to teach others.

12/27/2019 2:41:57 AM lenartjoe Are these technologies related at all to those recently made public by the navy& Salvatore Pias? Will they be made public domain as well?

12/27/2019 2:49:21 AM lenartjoe similar concerns, but what I found promising was the recent Navy tech releases. They’re effectively available to the public for those with means to 

reproduced. If what we’re discussing here follows similar path, we may benefit no matter how recent they make breakthroughs look

12/27/2019 2:54:29 AM qphillypatriot Hold on there budy it sounds like your getting upset. First off your saying i dont have the education? My company was paying for me to got to school to 

be a pharmacologist. I worked testing materials coming straight from the mixer in the granulation department

12/27/2019 2:58:51 AM qphillypatriot Of my company. Their products are on the shelf today. Just because i have not put it in my profile like you did doesn't mean im not educated or 

knowledgeable of what im talking about.

12/27/2019 3:01:21 AM qphillypatriot Im not here to argue with anybody but don't think you know everything and every answer yourself. We live in a quantum reality anything is possible. 

Oh let me guess you know quantum physics too.

12/27/2019 3:05:26 AM ali_dougall Its allgood tech, it's a great future, but il still have to listen to people say I'm a conspiracy theorist etc, I will never be vindicated for past persecution of 

my thoughts and research, that's life! Will still gotta go at snail pace, when I want to be at forefront pace!

12/27/2019 3:05:55 AM murph54258684 Mm hm...

12/27/2019 3:06:35 AM qphillypatriot Matter fact let me point you in the right direction. Is there such thing as a chemical formaldehyde burn? I can't wait for this answer😏

12/27/2019 3:10:24 AM vorodecky Sure, yes. There is no formaldehyde in the flu shots however.

12/27/2019 3:11:25 AM irah_chandler I doubt they're going to "blow my mind" prob solar warden tech. Will we at least get beaming tech?

12/27/2019 3:12:34 AM vorodecky Also, EVEN when there was formaldehyde, it is less than the amount you have in an apple and it can not give you such a burn.

I told you. This requires decade of education.

12/27/2019 3:14:20 AM qphillypatriot Are you sure?

12/27/2019 3:16:19 AM cambridgewibf What if I want to merge my current reality with an alternate reality that was created a few years ago when I made a choice? Can I jump or merge with 

that reality? Can I change my past and thereby my present using creative consciousness manifestation?

12/27/2019 3:17:08 AM lenartjoe I hear ya. Law of attraction though. The happier we let ourselves be where we are, the more quickly we wind up where we want to go. Maybe letting 

ourselves be happy with the proof we already have will speed up the release of the rest. The truth will come out. It always does

12/27/2019 3:17:41 AM qphillypatriot So formaldehyde, aluminum and thimerosal isn't in flu shots!

12/27/2019 3:21:09 AM qphillypatriot And is everything produced 100% ? Or does it just have to past the threshold to past and put into production. And do we have to get into people that 

just push it into production threshold requirement met or not?

12/27/2019 3:21:32 AM qphillypatriot Dude im not new to this

12/27/2019 3:23:08 AM qphillypatriot All i got to say what was in the darkness has to come into the light and those who have eyes can see!

12/27/2019 3:23:28 AM rolfeyswoman Open to advancements and moreso open to what involvement I may have too

12/27/2019 3:25:24 AM paultjebulet IS-BE as in what Airl described via Matilda Macelroy ???

12/27/2019 3:27:01 AM vorodecky Yes, mostly people who dedicate their lives to research. Not people who googled for five minutes.

12/27/2019 3:35:42 AM s_macca02 🙏🙏🙏

12/27/2019 3:38:21 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  trolling @espn 😂😂😂

12/27/2019 3:39:04 AM brandon73745841  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Alice_in_Wonderland_Tactic …

 https://www.mentalsymmetry.com/cogtheology.php#_Toc284679673 …

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19575619 

It's purposefully confusing because everything is being monitored so people communicate through non-rational thought processes that key you into 

the correct signals.

Meditation =  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Default_mode_network …

12/27/2019 3:40:38 AM murph54258684 No report. Indictments. Arrests. Prosecutions. Convictions.

12/27/2019 3:44:18 AM luluspeers1 Just now my phone is at 17% when l plugged in to recharge!

12/27/2019 3:48:23 AM 369369rv 🙏🙏

12/27/2019 3:48:36 AM djlok 👆👆👆9 rows.

12/27/2019 3:48:42 AM 369369rv Thankyou

12/27/2019 3:55:17 AM 369369rv 3 👆

12/27/2019 4:02:36 AM nun_chucknorris Thumb + index + middle + ring + pinky + (3) = 6 digits

12/27/2019 4:08:21 AM alphapatriotus Great meme. pic.twitter.com/dho1DGliQl

12/27/2019 4:08:39 AM mithoheri A patent secures the inventor the right to profit from his intellectual property.

Stuff reverse engineered with stolen taxpayer money from crashed e.t. craft I do not see as individual intellectual property.

Still working on my own humble thoughts on this topic.

🇩🇪⚓🇺🇸

12/27/2019 4:10:22 AM keith369me Why do different frequencies of music tones resonate at different “times”....I went through a long period listening to 528 Hz music tones. It soothed 

and relaxed me as I learned about the atrocities of the cabal. Now 639 Hz resonates more.  More uplifting and “lighter”.  Explain?

12/27/2019 4:10:43 AM txgrown2020 How do we do that?

12/27/2019 4:13:12 AM 369369rv 🤣

12/27/2019 4:16:16 AM qpatriot_1984 Creation of the Space Force is about wrestling control of the secret space program (and it's technologies) back from the elites and putting it under 

Presidential control where all Americans can benefit.

12/27/2019 4:17:02 AM 369_is Things I do: set thermostat for 66 or 69. Drink 3 or 6 or 9 sips of water w/meds. Kiss my cat 3,6 or 9x. I see 3,6,9 multiples ALL DAY.

12/27/2019 4:20:17 AM keith369me Video evidence?

12/27/2019 4:21:23 AM 369_is Yes. Wouldn't it be great to know what kinda feeling that would cause upon meeting?

12/27/2019 4:21:24 AM qphillypatriot Thats what you think of me? Do you not think im better than that? Maybe I have years of information in my records from all the research I've done 

since things have happened. I don't believe everything thats on google. If so i would of believed Hillary was gonna be President.

.

12/27/2019 4:22:18 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayMotivation

12/27/2019 4:23:29 AM qphillypatriot So stop thinking im stupid please . if your so good at what you do cure cancer.😄

12/27/2019 4:25:31 AM keith369me Lauren, it’s about intentions and repetition.  Trying to solve one problem with a new tool that you’re not used to is hard.  Take this opportunity to get 

used the new tool and manifestation will become easier.  Incorporate 3,6,9 into everything throughout your day and life...

12/27/2019 4:28:05 AM patriotswegoall The soul's eternal, no one really owns that.

12/27/2019 4:28:29 AM natureinspace Space Force out playing with their new toys? LOL!

12/27/2019 4:28:40 AM qphillypatriot You just don't get it do you?? It's a whole realm of possibilities. What really happened at production of the vaccine? Does money bring out the worst in 

people? You just can't get past your beliefs can you? Maybe your research is wrong?



12/27/2019 4:28:55 AM keith369me To the point that it becomes obsessive....Tesla did this and he could pull anything from the ether.  Frequency of music, ounces of water you drink, 

incorporate 3,6,9 into exercise, number of crackers you eat, time you awaken/go to sleep, work tasks before taking a break, etc.

12/27/2019 4:29:13 AM olimyracle  http://www.myracle.org/mj ?

12/27/2019 4:30:19 AM keith369me There are other techniques to help manifest faster, but you have to be careful what you wish for...it might come true.

12/27/2019 4:32:03 AM patriotswegoall People placed orgone devices outside and the cloud sylphs appear.

12/27/2019 4:32:44 AM qphillypatriot Maybe you got the results you qhere looking for and didn't really think about your bad results? Is anybody truly right? Maybe that is why you can't get 

past your no- way possible thoughts?

12/27/2019 4:33:34 AM jamesreeddean1 That is true.

1st rule of the Hermetica:

#1. All is mind

12/27/2019 4:36:16 AM luluspeers1 17 comments! pic.twitter.com/OAUtle5OUg

12/27/2019 4:36:33 AM qphillypatriot Look we can do this all day. But you just want to keep on trying to belittle me and you know nothing about my intelligence, research, or how far I've 

been to get real answers.

12/27/2019 4:37:53 AM qphillypatriot Endless possibilities!!

12/27/2019 4:39:13 AM wmturner6 The Hammer was used to spy on everyone. I’ve known this for a year. Before that I knew they we using other platforms as spying tools. Facial 

recognition software, key word phrases, etc..... everyone is wired. Go ahead and spy. None of us are as dirty as they are.

12/27/2019 4:42:29 AM chuck85096594 We're not fooled! Step out of your groupthink tank! Only those who surround you want your laundered money.

12/27/2019 4:43:03 AM qphillypatriot Remember doctors don't get paid if they cure people.

12/27/2019 4:47:47 AM abobocool Try praying for your demons instead of protection against them.  Misguided as they are..demons too are children of God.  Legend says the only way a 

fallen angel can get back into heaven is if a human soul prays for them sincerely.  Try it.

12/27/2019 4:53:31 AM krochetxkorner So what are these vaccine injuries precisely, and by what mechanism did vaccines cause them? Evidence is also required. No antivax websites or 

mommy blogs though. But like every single other antivaxxer, I bet you won't answer this or with evidence.

12/27/2019 4:53:39 AM jrocktigers cc: @GeorgeSpates4

12/27/2019 4:55:34 AM krochetxkorner  pic.twitter.com/ZwRkNEeyla

12/27/2019 4:57:16 AM kenfrank1230 No I expect Durham to indict and prosecute.

12/27/2019 5:04:53 AM johnmic25959174 Well when you look up the Space Force officer rankings that gives it away Immediately

12/27/2019 5:11:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Majestic indeed 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

12/27/2019 5:11:28 AM purplefavorite1 I am trying to understand exactly what this means. I don't think that I have a number, in my life there has not been a number that has consistently 

shown up.

12/27/2019 5:14:00 AM a1r2a1r 🙏

12/27/2019 5:14:23 AM brick_airhedred That's my life goal: free from 9-5 (reality 8-6:30 + drive time). Monthly bills (skyrocketing utility rates: Aye! there's the rub!) 🤔

12/27/2019 5:18:08 AM like_neo Almost all? Which one(s) have not been tainted?

12/27/2019 5:18:43 AM april10521252 I should watch that movie,  no idea what it's about,  also suck at math and meditation or anything that requires me to concentrate.  No wonder I'm so 

late to the party... my brains been broken it seems... oh well , that's life

12/27/2019 5:18:52 AM primad57  pic.twitter.com/hzUiktAWDP

12/27/2019 5:20:13 AM wwg1wga93583681 can't be soon enough pic.twitter.com/ivHtBHhsCK

12/27/2019 5:21:05 AM bryceja68689884 Prosecutors dont write reports. They indict people.

12/27/2019 5:26:00 AM daganon68 Me either

12/27/2019 5:33:43 AM brick_airhedred Yes, notably diabetes and CIDP/neuromuscular.

12/27/2019 5:42:22 AM brick_airhedred Serious Q: How does one un-celebrate Xmas?

12/27/2019 5:43:03 AM bryanwilber61 The LORD says in am allowing the side of evil to be seen i am unmasking there is a time coming for all to make a choice there will be No gray area

12/27/2019 5:43:38 AM snakejackal Independence Day 2 spacecraft the size of planet Earth

12/27/2019 5:44:04 AM merorschach They are taking about a choice at the time of death. Essentially, if you die and head into the light, you're reincarnated/reset in a new body.

If you avoid the attractive lure of light, you  instead choose the void and gain control over your experience e.g

 free will.

12/27/2019 5:47:36 AM traciloveusa I always see triplicate 222, 333, 444, etc. Seems reasonable considering my # is 3. A lot of times I see 13 - which I hate seeing as well as 9:11, which is 

unsettling. What does it mean? Thx!

12/27/2019 5:47:55 AM justice4dorothy 🙏🙏🙏🙏Praying for you. Trust your ability to heal yourself and rid yourself of any and all demons and negativity.

12/27/2019 5:48:43 AM jballz1021 Speak for yourself, tadpole.

12/27/2019 5:51:52 AM anonnautist Just remember this: the military will not ‘show us’ or let us learn to use their tools until they are no longer useful to them AND they have something 

newer / more advanced already. We get their ‘hand me downs’ after they get new toys. Just like ARPNET gave us ‘internet’.

12/27/2019 5:55:53 AM ladyblueky Why can I not learn the comms? Is there some sort of combination of binary code and Gematria being used?

12/27/2019 5:57:03 AM ericpartchey I’m ready any day now. Show me I’m hopeful

12/27/2019 5:57:18 AM momekool1 The Soace Force will be building flying saucers, & other things that have been hidden from our view, but we’ll actually get to see them!😃85% of their 

new technology will be revealed to us!👍

12/27/2019 5:57:21 AM trish97872852 Yesssssssssss! Thank you 🙏

12/27/2019 5:57:38 AM traciloveusa Seen few 17’s but we don’t watch TV. 1 peculiar thing was on Christmas Eve. I bought a Timex watch for my daughter. She opened it straight from the 

box/store (WM), tried to set it & amazingly all we could set was the time! The YEAR is stuck on “2016”👍🏻🇺🇸 & cant be changed!!! 😎

12/27/2019 5:58:13 AM ericpartchey I like this!

12/27/2019 5:59:09 AM ericedgar What is the proper way to meditate?  If I lay in bed and close my eyes I fall asleep.

12/27/2019 5:59:34 AM momekool1 That’s false disclosure by the deepstate.

12/27/2019 5:59:38 AM hgraceq Well stated!!

12/27/2019 6:03:42 AM ladyblueky Now this is interesting!!! I have been seeing "17" everywhere!!!

12/27/2019 6:04:15 AM janem1276 They just "know" 🙄

12/27/2019 6:06:50 AM april10521252 I hope they send instructions for dummies books to help us understand it when it does

12/27/2019 6:07:48 AM jackieblue4u Jeff57253103 is a trollbot. Please report and block pic.twitter.com/jwwuIrzfhU

12/27/2019 6:08:17 AM jucifr00t Time isn't an illusion. It's just a dimension that we are confined in.

12/27/2019 6:09:19 AM trumping4usa Does this mean with time and practice one should be able to change the fabric of reality?

12/27/2019 6:10:10 AM trumping4usa Also another question. Is every single human an IS-BE? Or are some of us simulated and some of us are IS-BE?

12/27/2019 6:10:34 AM lbf777 More hope porn but at least you admit that it may come out in 50 years.

12/27/2019 6:10:48 AM lenartjoe Perhaps. There may be several ways to achieve the same effects far more cheaply that are still under suppression. But given that the Navy has 

acknowledged the design as working, it’s opened the public’s mind to the idea that these capabilities are possible & not sci-fi.Valve open

12/27/2019 6:12:19 AM snarkishdanno Thank you!

12/27/2019 6:14:16 AM wmturner6 Did you know that dogs have been able to do this tracking thing without all the fancy mumbo jumbo for thousands of years.... God thought of it first.

12/27/2019 6:15:43 AM lbf777 Ya but why use 3,6,9 to manifest when we are free to manifest anything we want as is our divine right?

12/27/2019 6:19:05 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayMotivation



12/27/2019 6:22:03 AM wmturner6 But God can. And does. Don’t go places you shouldn’t be and you’ll have nothing to worry about. Get head shot proficient and stay situationally aware 

and you won’t have anyone to fear. 

Psalm 91:7

7 A thousand may fall at your side,

    ten thousand at your right hand,

    but it

12/27/2019 6:23:36 AM ronic214 Thank you so very much.  God bless you.

12/27/2019 6:23:37 AM rogueanon2 There has been enough memos, reports, blue ribbon fact finding committees and other useless paperpushing.  If they all want to avoid being dragged 

out of their homes and offices by an angry populace, Durham better be sending some bad actors to GITMO or the Gallows.

12/27/2019 6:24:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its not a dimension.

12/27/2019 6:24:23 AM debstev80504671 Everyone chooses their own way. December when others celebrate I enjoy their love of family and JC.  The lights are so pretty too.  Un-celebrate 

doesn't effect me. I'm very happy with my family tradition to reunite, give gifts and celebrate in the fall. When you believe it's easy

12/27/2019 6:24:45 AM annasum47005725 I want to know WHO will be arriving on the new space crafts....

12/27/2019 6:27:27 AM deagles20 Why aren’t you in prison you might ask?

12/27/2019 6:28:22 AM a39630340 Reports have proven to be useless. He'd better be putting heads on stakes! Mark the highways  with a different stake instead of mile markers.

12/27/2019 6:28:36 AM douglassloane Yes they do. They literally get paid to cure people.

12/27/2019 6:30:11 AM jucifr00t Then explain.

12/27/2019 6:33:06 AM double_d_rn This is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard in my entire life.  Congratulations.

12/27/2019 6:35:42 AM luxdefiance Multiple lives being lived during sleep as well?

12/27/2019 6:37:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exclusive: FBI investigates Briton, others for Epstein links - sources - Reuters https://www.reuters.com/article/us-people-jeffrey-epstein-investigation-

idUSKBN1YV0VB …

12/27/2019 6:38:08 AM mikeinhalifax That's the paradox of religion in a nutshell

12/27/2019 6:38:15 AM apple38109961  pic.twitter.com/idfGpiB9H9

12/27/2019 6:38:16 AM double_d_rn Ummm...we do have a vaccine that will completely eradicate 6 different cancers.  So...we kinda have found a cure for those. Oh, and we can cure a lot 

of other ones as well with effective treatment.  You aren’t helping yourself out here at all.

12/27/2019 6:38:47 AM grabbler8 Everyone already knows what happened

12/27/2019 6:38:53 AM jvan125 Any idea the date this was written?

12/27/2019 6:39:01 AM chicchan Durham will not be writing any report..... he's a prosecutor not a compliance officer! People will be arrested for  criminal acts- not hand slapped for  

breaking rules

12/27/2019 6:39:14 AM mikeinhalifax God comes through you, not to you. Religions all come to you.

12/27/2019 6:41:01 AM luxdefiance This thread did a lot for my research

12/27/2019 6:41:21 AM landilamb WHY?

12/27/2019 6:41:23 AM cappygoluck That’s a deep fake video look at her neck

12/27/2019 6:41:24 AM synackstatic Is this why, sharing digs, they click with the group and a vibrant discussion evolves? Other-times the digs fall on deaf ears?

It's as if a wave of consciousness washes over the information and processes it with eager vigor. Other times, important info fails to resonate.

12/27/2019 6:42:04 AM covertress 17 seconds.

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/gxz4Otcgu3

12/27/2019 6:43:12 AM landilamb 🙏🏻✝️🇺🇲🙏🏻✝️🇺🇲🙏🏻✝️🇺🇲🙏🏻✝️🇺🇲🙏🏻✝️🇺🇲

12/27/2019 6:43:19 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Nice!!!

12/27/2019 6:43:40 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph !!!

!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!

12/27/2019 6:44:15 AM vincemindfreak 1)if watch is electric -change battery 

2)if watch is not electric -wind it up 

3 ) uri geller syndrome -walk away from pyschics 

4 ) check for sticks in the mechanism 

5) gremlins ..dont get them wet .

12/27/2019 6:45:45 AM dansilv56084248 He'll write it, we will never see it because there will be indictments.

12/27/2019 6:46:59 AM sdane8 This is the most comprehensive 'practical application' explanation you've shared for incorporating 369 into everyday life. Thanks

12/27/2019 6:50:40 AM wwg1wga93583681 Manifesting Majestic Moments with the Power of the 3, 6, and 9!  (all day every day) pic.twitter.com/fHyL2Hi1Y2

12/27/2019 6:50:43 AM qphillypatriot What's more profitable ? To cure you or to keep you sick? And let me guess Rockerfeller didn't start the current medical system we have now. What 

happened to holistic doctors?

12/27/2019 6:51:00 AM lenartjoe History typically doesn’t judge a generation for WHOM they supported, but for what: policies, behavior & tactics. If we pray for America- the republic, 

any president whose intentions are ultimately noble and just will benefit.

12/27/2019 6:51:21 AM luxdefiance Who made the Matrix?

12/27/2019 6:52:46 AM qphillypatriot You got cures? Why people dying then? If you got them release them to the public ?

12/27/2019 6:53:01 AM vicfish06 I started reading and stopped 🛑 bullshit article! Early Stages 🤣

12/27/2019 6:53:13 AM qphillypatriot Make me a believer. End of story

12/27/2019 6:53:15 AM luxdefiance Who made it?

12/27/2019 6:53:21 AM 6b1222t And u better have a 4yr degree from an accepted college or they won’t look at you at all. (Stupid yes I know .. they pass on a LOT of talent but hey... it’s 

the FBI)

12/27/2019 6:54:07 AM qphillypatriot Something without radiation.

12/27/2019 6:55:52 AM fansblowing3 About time.  We need to protect our military.

12/27/2019 6:56:28 AM wmturner6 No I’m not. It’s a total violation of privacy. But I won’t allow it to make me fearful. Here is the reality. The same spy programs they developed against 

us will take them down. In the end they destroy themselves

12/27/2019 6:56:30 AM charlesgdavis1 Then.....what do you say?!?!

12/27/2019 6:56:37 AM txgrown2020 Just prayed for God to fill you with His divine light, and to surround you with an army of His angels to protect you and keep you safe. No weapon shall 

be formed against you. 🙏

12/27/2019 6:57:16 AM justifi78326842 Never !!! give anyone your DNA they are using this for nefarious reasons looking for certain blood types they don’t care about your genealogy.

12/27/2019 6:59:53 AM 84dublicious Now this might blow your mind but if you die you're not very profitable either. I thought vaccines were supposed to be killing people to control the 

population. I need someone to help me keep these conspiracies straight...

12/27/2019 7:00:46 AM mcfunny that is a piece of junk. thye did not detect CHROMOSOMES or the entire genome in the vaccine.  for starters they only analyzed the exosome. second, 

they had 1X coverage which is way too low to say anything at all. it is an example of using sophisticated technology to trick ppl

12/27/2019 7:01:39 AM 1vargascookie11 Exactamente

12/27/2019 7:01:52 AM chriswilson101 Nope. That’s literally what doctors are paid to do.

12/27/2019 7:02:51 AM fansblowing3 [Prince Andrew]

12/27/2019 7:04:57 AM rosscarwalker I have 55 shown up since I was born. I only started noticing when I was older

12/27/2019 7:07:04 AM rosscarwalker I don't quite understand this



12/27/2019 7:08:26 AM docemru If you are sick you are a burden on society, meaning that it is in everyone's interest to cure you as fast as possible.

12/27/2019 7:10:03 AM double_d_rn Well, I am a cancer survivor.  I was cured.  That was 10 years ago.  It is fine to be passionate about your beliefs, but when you absolutely refuse to 

acknowledge reality, that is a problem.

12/27/2019 7:10:53 AM double_d_rn I was cured.  No radiation was used.  And the very cancer I had is now completely preventable by vaccination.  No radiation in those either.

12/27/2019 7:12:05 AM sdane8 Likely written this month some time. It references Andrew stepping down from duties 'in November.'

12/27/2019 7:12:10 AM aprilbrown99 Awesome image Michelle!  💥💥💥👍👍👍🤗🤗🤗

12/27/2019 7:13:00 AM iamtheo_td7 🧐👀

12/27/2019 7:13:32 AM iamtheo_td7 🧐👀

12/27/2019 7:14:24 AM double_d_rn Why don’t you go volunteer at a local facility that treats cancer? Will only take one day for you to be a believer.  You do have to have the flu vaccine to 

do it since every patient is immunocompromised that is actually under treatment.  You really want to know the truth, do it.

12/27/2019 7:14:31 AM docemru Tamoxifen? Platinum salts? Doxicixlin? Trastuzumab? Regorafenib? Nuvolumab? Amebaciclib? Capecitebin? Irinotecan? Bevacizumab? Vinorelbin? 

Docetaxel? Sunitinib? Enzatulamid?

I could go on for hours

12/27/2019 7:15:37 AM docemru They are publicly available, and so are the mortality rates, which are declining for most cancers.

12/27/2019 7:15:48 AM double_d_rn Yep, it would take all day to list every effective treatment and every curable cancer.

12/27/2019 7:16:29 AM callsign_qtip Not just the military. NO ONE should send their dna to any of these services.

12/27/2019 7:16:57 AM docemru No we don't.

12/27/2019 7:17:31 AM bigtex54 I liked all these tweets this morning now the likes are all gone and I have to relike.

How can I save these post about  this 36 9 information. 

Trying to grasp this better.

12/27/2019 7:18:35 AM sdane8 The author of this article sure gets around. If you do a quick search of his name on Tw*tter, this pops up.

Friends in strange places ... pic.twitter.com/00eoWK7SHc

12/27/2019 7:19:07 AM docemru Why does this apply only to out points and not to yours?

12/27/2019 7:21:59 AM docemru Can I buy a comma?

12/27/2019 7:23:37 AM qphillypatriot Thank God you have been cured . Look im not not a bad person or crazy and my beliefs is what i have seen. Right now my daughter is coming through 

and i thank God for the dr. Operated on her. When it all comes down to it this system was not everything your trying to make it out to

12/27/2019 7:23:55 AM sean_blackwolf We’ve had it for YEARS! Just now being disclosed.

12/27/2019 7:25:29 AM vmicoastie Corporations already sell your personal information. What do you think they will do with your genetic information?

12/27/2019 7:27:57 AM qphillypatriot Be. Philadelphia has alot of people getting sick and dying like never before but we have alot of medical facilities here. I know my daughter is alive 

because she was taken to A.I Dupont in Delaware. A better place.maybe everybody ain't getting the treatment they really need .

12/27/2019 7:28:50 AM ashland_xoxoxo  pic.twitter.com/5Hd5YowE4x

12/27/2019 7:29:59 AM qphillypatriot I just want answers. And the other dude was just rubbing me the wrong way like someone had to make things up. I would never lie on my family no 

need for that. Maybe he needs to learn how to communicate batter. But you i can deal with

12/27/2019 7:30:03 AM rosscarwalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was Jerome Hunsaker part of the original Majestic 12?

12/27/2019 7:31:50 AM tehalley Sure hope so ASAP!!!🚀📡

12/27/2019 7:32:40 AM qphillypatriot Can you inform me about this. Because my daughter didnt have a choice and when i asked about other ways i got "who's the professional with the 

degree" maybe thats the problem that leave people to feel the way i do

12/27/2019 7:34:18 AM futipolo Clarification; patents granted

Laser Augmented propulsion

EM field generator

Gravity wave generator

Applied for

Inertia reducer

Fusion generator

High temp superconductor
12/27/2019 7:34:38 AM agooddying That's right.

12/27/2019 7:35:24 AM qphillypatriot Wtf whatever i feel i was being trolled I've got real concerns i got 6 kids i need real answer and help .not just some no it cant happen like that but it 

really did.

12/27/2019 7:37:03 AM qphillypatriot For real i only been on Twitter for a week and you make me want to get off already .smh

12/27/2019 7:39:55 AM cosmic_engineer It's always now.

Time is motion.

Time is what matter needs to be matter. Light 'frozen' into a stable geometric representation

Consciousness is not bound by this.

Everything has already happened, but your awareness of it is slowly unfolding
12/27/2019 7:40:52 AM tarynupmatrix My mind is still blown by this, I have been seeing 17 so many times this past week. The most intriguing part is that I see 17 in groups of 3, like a rapid 

succession of three 17's within a 3 second time window. Amazing.

12/27/2019 7:46:54 AM honorbound1974 WOW! 

Manifesting your own destiny.  Great things are happening in my life since reading your posts this past year. 

Thank you!

12/27/2019 7:47:33 AM udkin9dom Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I know that the general public getting their heads around systemic Satanism is huge feat in itself,but will information about 

Mankind’s True History and development every be revealed?

Or is it better we focus on the future for future development and healing?

12/27/2019 7:50:17 AM mcfunny This is junk.  They claim that all chromosomes were present, but they didn't look for chromosomes.  They only assessed the exosome, and with very 

low coverage (1X)!  It is laughable, but technical so easily fools ppl.

12/27/2019 7:50:49 AM lilystormchaser I expect nothing from Durham.



12/27/2019 7:52:09 AM cosmic_engineer Jimmy,   http://www.warriormatrix.com 

Great resource to get into DIY with resin and mostly free recycled metals.  Quartz is pretty affordable

Firsttimers usually go with TB construction in muffin tins or HHG using martini glass molds.  Goodwill shops are a great place to source glass

12/27/2019 7:53:56 AM cosmic_engineer Have you checked out my 'moments' on Twitter?

Most of this was sourced extremely cheaply.  Camping eBay auctions, pottery supply, metal recyclers, CnC shops for free Aluminum.  Bionized sand 

works very well too.

12/27/2019 7:58:47 AM zsmolka1 Will FISA be used to torture phycologically inflict wounds? What technologies do they use to ruin lives? Can they use it to FALSELY investigate a person, 

while destroying their social network? Can it ruin all aspects of job retention, friendship creation? What cant it ruin?

12/27/2019 8:00:39 AM youstinksoap Was this the fractal feeling I experienced in March, when timelines were merging?

12/27/2019 8:02:18 AM jeff57253103 It is by testimony from numerous parents, 1000’s

12/27/2019 8:02:26 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/WkNTkDDXAj

12/27/2019 8:03:40 AM david27301486 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is another version of the very pic at the top of your profile. What does it have to do w Alice? Ive figured out that the masonic 

temple layout w the compas g thing laid out are the electric grid we need to manifest

12/27/2019 8:04:21 AM dbernal38 Wow mine has been 3, 33, 333 or 6, 66, 666 and 17.

12/27/2019 8:05:48 AM bbobbio71 I've had orgone around my house and in my yard for years.

12/27/2019 8:10:40 AM totheloop YOU ARE FEELING IT RIGHT NOW

AWAKEN https://welcometotheloop.com 

12/27/2019 8:12:09 AM tvana93  pic.twitter.com/GrJQ6ybd9Y

12/27/2019 8:16:29 AM tronyori2 Soon.

12/27/2019 8:19:01 AM covertress Be Careful Who You Follow 🤡 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1210593837741203456?s=20 …

12/27/2019 8:20:25 AM momislazy11 Now what would they need to know that for?

12/27/2019 8:21:23 AM madscientist This is New Age occultism and witchcraft.  The Bible strictly prohibits this.   Your 369 reference to the writings of Tesla show you attribute to him a 

higher level of validity than you do to the Bible.  Tesla is your prophet - not Jesus or Moses.

12/27/2019 8:23:19 AM madscientist How does reality have a frequency?

12/27/2019 8:24:44 AM madscientist Do you consider that working?  LOL   I thought he was engaging in 'lower frequency behavior'.

12/27/2019 8:27:10 AM madscientist Do you realize how much energy would be required to create an 'alternate reality'?

12/27/2019 8:28:22 AM madscientist This is straight up witchcraft, and there are no white witches.  Do not be deceived.  This is Anti-Christ religion.

12/27/2019 8:28:56 AM covertress Oh! You know who I'm forwarding this to! #ItsATest

12/27/2019 8:33:33 AM ramius_captain One step at a time.

The world is waking up.

12/27/2019 8:33:35 AM turboxyde Anons, this is an incredibly important thread to process & put into practice.

For those following #ProjectDreamWeaver you already know the importance of 3, 6 & 9; @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 expounds on this in more detail. When it 

comes to numerology... trust your IS beyond measure!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210456138522726401 …

12/27/2019 8:39:45 AM turboxyde Ask the IS-BEs visiting you to speak with you telepathically & create an anchor point to share with them.

I use simple objects like a tree, crystal, etc as interface mediums between higher density consciousness & my own.

The anchor point becomes a shareable, third party bridge.

12/27/2019 8:42:10 AM turboxyde After a while, you can return to the anchor point in meditation & if their free will agrees, you can quickly bridge your awareness to theirs.

You may also get a telepathic flash of the image at times, sit in meditation after this occurs to download the message.

🙏

12/27/2019 8:42:56 AM roseycdj She is speaking the truth!!

12/27/2019 8:43:51 AM yellamoj Time is an illusion.  Events, dates are what matter.

12/27/2019 8:44:29 AM tmaslanka I guess

 you should have sucked Putin’s dick like rump did ! Every one of the posted headlines rump did 10 greater than her !  Rump sits a on a clogged toilet 

and tweets lies all day while the world laughs at us!

12/27/2019 8:49:16 AM bbobbio71 MJ should produce a YT for those if us that ate more visual learners

12/27/2019 8:50:01 AM cathydarlene1 Sorry, but the old rusty "I am god" Shirley McClain crap just doesnt fly. More of the doing away with the true God, or anything to do with the bible. 

☆Project Bluebeam☆ is to separate the people from God by using "aliens".....holograms, etc. 

This fits it PERFECTLY.

12/27/2019 8:52:00 AM cathydarlene1 Humans will always seek something to make themselvcd es seem "special" or "different."

This is no different. I follw MJ12, but not for the BS,  just for the Space info, and technology info. 

The rest is garbage.

12/27/2019 8:52:07 AM kidge6 Oops, I forgot the colon.

from:@ts_sci_majic12 <keyword(s)>

12/27/2019 8:55:01 AM soulsur74572009 The Science of Multi Dimensional Reality

12/27/2019 8:55:47 AM djlok I think I might've made that mistake!!!

12/27/2019 8:56:30 AM lightonthehill I consciously tried remote viewing for the first time this morning. Something interesting happened. What a "coincidence" that I then log on and read 

this.

12/27/2019 8:57:59 AM djlok 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/ccnQyYhd1W

12/27/2019 9:02:00 AM djlok Several of us have been consciously projecting #unsealepstein.  It appears to be working. I wasn't so sure about it, but a lot of Dark To Light re: Epstein 

and Associates over the last few months.

12/27/2019 9:02:23 AM kidge6 Lots of them. As well as questions and replies made on twitter. It appears to be a compilation. I have searched twitter for these keywords and found 

these threads.  Probably 20 times.  I’m only on page 40.  I read this stuff slowly and often multiple times.

12/27/2019 9:03:17 AM djlok Death is just an illusion!!!  😉❤️😉

12/27/2019 9:04:36 AM krochetxkorner So you'd be able to actually tell me what these vaccine injuries are in detail then, and how the vaccines caused them right? So why didn't you?

12/27/2019 9:05:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Patriots owner Robert Kraft could face felony charge - South Florida Sun-Sentinel https://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/palm-beach/fl-ne-robert-kraft-

prostitution-case-appeal-fight-20191227-h7aepphb2jfzvl52qpmn5a2ibu-story.html …

12/27/2019 9:06:02 AM krochetxkorner So you're not going to answer then? That is not what I asked https://twitter.com/KrochetxKorner/status/1210544237416202241?s=19 …



12/27/2019 9:06:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Archaeologists discover remains of vast Mayan palace in Mexico | World news | The Guardian 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/dec/27/archaeologists-discover-remains-of-vast-mayan-palace …

12/27/2019 9:06:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very Unusual Seismic Activity On The West Coast Has Some Experts Extremely Concerned About What Could Happen 

http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/very-unusual-seismic-activity-on-the-west-coast-has-some-experts-extremely-concerned-about-what-

could-happen …

12/27/2019 9:08:30 AM shesaseer Sacred Geometry=Language of the Universe. Enjoy the visions, they imbed Quantum Knowledge into your Psyche. 

I had similar for 8 years in the 90s.

12/27/2019 9:08:59 AM rudedrew63 Yeah Arizona beachfront

12/27/2019 9:09:49 AM firebird8035 Is it a front for them blowing their caves up?

12/27/2019 9:11:25 AM rebornkingent Yea it was a good start. Mj12 did say disclosure is tied to pedo stuff so 369 disclosure should work also.

12/27/2019 9:14:02 AM 6b1222t No kidding !!!! But I’m hoping that this is actually the cascadia fault letting off some long built up pressure & nothing more. Movie Earthquake 10.0 

started right where this is. Yeh it’s Hollywood but ... interesting correlation nonetheless. Worth noting.

12/27/2019 9:14:47 AM 64lynnlee I've been wondering what became of this story.

12/27/2019 9:14:51 AM alpha_cryptos Meanwhile prosecutors office at thier team building event. pic.twitter.com/r0k4spzvNV

12/27/2019 9:15:18 AM tikicolada The person that wrote that article is brazen. As if I wouldn't notice: 15 metres wide and six metres high, and appears to have been made up of six 

rooms; 666.  Symbolism?

12/27/2019 9:17:44 AM bbobbio71 🤔

12/27/2019 9:18:49 AM stephanie_cou I’m headed to LA now - on the plane. I’m scared 😱

12/27/2019 9:18:50 AM americanpetal Considering POTUS is close friends w Kraft, I thought maybe this was part of The Plan...to bring attention to Human Trafficking.

12/27/2019 9:20:00 AM madscientist That is hardly a scientific approach.  Even if it did 'work', God has forbidden witchcraft.  It's an attempt to make an 'end run' around God Himself.  Satan 

tried the same thing.  You see what happened to him.

12/27/2019 9:20:34 AM ladtacarms  https://poleshift.ning.com/m/blogpost?id=3863141%3ABlogPost%3A811441 …

12/27/2019 9:21:51 AM from_thestars More DUMB's being destroyed. Weren't these shallow quakes? We're still min of 9 yrs from solar flash. And in reading the Law of One those ascending 

to 4d will not experience the calamities #Hollywood keeps trying to get us to manifest

12/27/2019 9:21:55 AM rebornkingent Focusing intent and thought is witchcraft?

12/27/2019 9:21:58 AM bbobbio71 This an example of trying to align a mass consciousness to manifest a disaster?

12/27/2019 9:22:26 AM 7madeintheusa One week worth of earthquakes 2.0-6+ pic.twitter.com/rE0nOmH0RQ

12/27/2019 9:24:01 AM covertress Why don't they just ask the ACIO?

Oh! I forgot! TS SCI MAJIC EYES ONLY.

Timeline Jump?

Blank Slate Technology?

What types of time devices are the FBI looking at specifically?

Die Glocke?

12/27/2019 9:27:48 AM rara9120 Not. Soon. Enough.

12/27/2019 9:29:03 AM fansblowing3 Good.  👍

12/27/2019 9:29:56 AM plasticjesus6 Now!!!

Its alrdy being used

12/27/2019 9:30:01 AM covertress How common is it, for not only police, but owners of such massage parlors, to install hidden cameras and record patrons, for blackmail purposes?

12/27/2019 9:32:03 AM joanhol24893501 Love it!

12/27/2019 9:33:27 AM fansblowing3 “investigations into illicit prostitution schemes often yield evidence of more serious crimes, including the modern-day slavery that underlies the felony 

offense of sex trafficking,” 👍

12/27/2019 9:33:40 AM ginny2080 She reminds me of that other little aggressive little mouth piece in Scotland.

12/27/2019 9:34:47 AM a39630340 Nail him to the wall

12/27/2019 9:36:27 AM fansblowing3 Unusual to just now be finding this isn’t it?  Was it buried or something?  The article does not say.

12/27/2019 9:36:36 AM karma4event201 I thought many of those devices were found in Oregon

12/27/2019 9:37:11 AM kindeandtrue Is that how POTUS traveled to Iraq so fast last Christmas? Everyone thought he was still in White House, when suddenly he popped up in Iraq.

12/27/2019 9:37:43 AM egelone Just curious. Where did u obtain this information. Someone told u? From a book or article? Thanks

12/27/2019 9:39:03 AM covertress Have MJs moved their families from potentially affected west coast cities?

When this happens, I'll believe a "big one" is imminent.

12/27/2019 9:39:11 AM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/the-invisible-hand-kh-novemeber-2014 …

12/27/2019 9:41:23 AM davidg02986909 Do NOT pray for fallen Angels!  Do not!  They had heaven and turned away.  We on the other hand didnt have heaven and it was Jesus's sacrifice that 

bought us heaven.  Lucifer biggest thorn is knowing there is no redemption for him and the fallen.

12/27/2019 9:42:32 AM kindeandtrue He told the troops it was a wild ride and they landed in total darkness. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/trump-iraq-christmas-

visit-us-troops-latest-updates-today-a8700021.html …

12/27/2019 9:42:43 AM davidg02986909 You need to pray for protection from these demons. Do not let your guard down.  They can trick you to make you feel sorry for them.  Don't be fooled.  

Know your Bible.

12/27/2019 9:43:11 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/27/2019 9:43:16 AM davidg02986909 Demons are the nephilim spirits.  They are an abomination. The flood killed these fallen angel human hybrids and their souls wander wanting to be 

human flesh again.  The nephilim asked Enoch to intercede but God did NOT create them. They can't be saved

12/27/2019 9:43:41 AM heidiholliday3 I sure hope so

12/27/2019 9:44:30 AM tyetyler1 If you never leave then you have not "ever been"

12/27/2019 9:45:53 AM wickedmouse369 I'd like to know this too! Some of us live in the areas potentially vulnerable to increased seismic activity.

12/27/2019 9:46:25 AM heidiholliday3 Do tell

12/27/2019 9:48:20 AM laurabusse Just my opinion

You pick stuff up over time

You ask questions to the... universe

It answers

With books articles YTs conversations etc

There are different ways of looking at all these things

Different perspectives

I no longer believe in absolute truth

Just about any so called...
12/27/2019 9:49:01 AM bbobbio71 Can one learn to connect to/communicate with their IS-BE? Or learn who it is?

12/27/2019 9:49:10 AM sonyx369 Can you provide insight on The Domain? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/27/2019 9:49:18 AM cosmic_engineer Mostly from my scientific beginnings, to my journey inward.

My profile info includes the largest contributors towards this end.  (playlist link and various philosophical treatise)

May it serve you well 💚

12/27/2019 9:50:41 AM tyetyler1 @PaulTBecker they have had this technology for decades.  All that is new is our knowing of it.



12/27/2019 9:51:07 AM covertress I clearly saw it happening when I was a child. Used to have repeated nightmares about giant tsunamis & highrise buildings falling over, way before 

2012 movie. When I moved from CA in '92, I prayed to the overpasses as I drove out of town, "Please don't fall on me, I'm leaving!"

12/27/2019 9:51:10 AM laurabusse ...truth can be argued debated differently

Supposedly consciousness creates

We are essentially universal consciousness in individual different bodies

Supposedly we create our reality...

Byakko's outlook is a good one IMHO

Others may disagree...

12/27/2019 9:52:10 AM cosmic_engineer Perspective can create more than one truth.  It's not the final answer to much lol

12/27/2019 9:52:59 AM laurabusse Wow!

12/27/2019 9:53:22 AM bbobbio71 What if there was some sort of transfer system that is used for HT and it is now being destroyed? Maybe the "Ring of fire" had always been a cover for 

[their] deeds?? Maybe? Connect the dots and knowing what we know it seems plausible.  Or Maybe not

12/27/2019 9:53:48 AM mossman_moore a useful online digital root calculator

 https://www.thonky.com/digital-root-calculator/ …

12/27/2019 9:54:39 AM mduthie7 None

12/27/2019 9:55:11 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/WcQws3OgsQ

12/27/2019 9:55:25 AM ma_liky_ 5:5

Means loud and clear 

Potus told us he hears us loud and clear pic.twitter.com/iGFTpg9HS0

12/27/2019 9:55:41 AM bbobbio71 Oopse, are not Ate ,🙄

12/27/2019 9:56:08 AM mishioswin Ah. Another who believes 9/11 was His birth. I remember researching it years ago and by the Hebrew calendar this guy determined 9/11 is the actual 

date. Makes you then wonder why so many bad things happen on this date.

12/27/2019 9:58:46 AM debstev80504671 Luciferians like to do evil on good numbers.

12/27/2019 10:01:28 AM selvestekjetil THEY started this many weeks ago outside NZ. 

Been building presure ever since, and moving. pic.twitter.com/Uu61zWr20b

12/27/2019 10:06:01 AM scripturereveal Shut down HAARP - problem solved!

12/27/2019 10:06:04 AM random2012756 We reverse engineered this technology over 50-60 years ago from non human tech and funded it by stealing tax dollars without delivering any return 

to the people who funded it!!!  We have had a secret space program for a LONG time.  Please don’t ridicule us about new tech.

12/27/2019 10:06:08 AM wmturner6 Nothing new under the sun

12/27/2019 10:07:21 AM laurabusse Perfectly stated!

☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 10:08:31 AM madscientist In the sense that this is meant by you yes.  Attempting to 'manifest'  something by your will is.  Simply focusing on a task that you're performing no.

12/27/2019 10:11:02 AM lightlove21121 Dragons 😏

♥️

♥️

12/27/2019 10:12:04 AM erinconservati1 1952=17

Year I was born.

12/27/2019 10:12:58 AM q_patchouli ?

12/27/2019 10:13:13 AM lib7473 Mother Earth’s crystalline activation into 5D (rtn to Eden) New Earth Hz. As the gatekeeper rays complete each mission with majestic keystones 

...#NothingToFear #PartOfThePlan https://youtu.be/7gtVgruEPtQ 

12/27/2019 10:14:48 AM jollyrob2 The ones that got away?

12/27/2019 10:16:10 AM jimmahoney5 Back from wondering in the forest, chillin' pic.twitter.com/4geutu23xk

12/27/2019 10:16:18 AM werascending I live in Central Coast California. We already have plans to move but not until July 2020. Will that be too late? Your help would greatly be appreciated. 

🙏🙏🙏

12/27/2019 10:18:20 AM werascending What do you think the large oven was for?

12/27/2019 10:18:42 AM bennastix The Great Quake

12/27/2019 10:19:17 AM iheart_phalange Trying to absorb & learn for this awakening process. Thank you for taking the time to explain, I had an ah-ha! moment for personal growth & trying to 

understand Q post number references. Is it strange that I have been counting for tasks since I was little & always to 9 & 12?

12/27/2019 10:20:41 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, another false prophet(s)?

I never hear you discussing such things, like a HAARP facility being neutralized. Who gives this anon internet website TS SCI? Dubious.

No Xmas tsunami according to The CATs.

 https://schrodingersothercat.blog/2019/12/24/merry-happy/ …

12/27/2019 10:21:05 AM mongrelglory Even the movie I went to on Boxing day (Knives Out) was a murder mystery, but they had a scene with the family is at a party and arguing about Trump 

and "kids in cages at the border".  It's like Hollywood has to constantly be putting in propaganda digs against Trump!

12/27/2019 10:21:09 AM redflat TR3B?

12/27/2019 10:21:14 AM debstev80504671 It's obvious from all the repeating tremor clusters that our Pacific Plate is moving. Dutchsince does a much better job showing quakes than 

government sites too.

12/27/2019 10:22:04 AM shawnt1973 Check out the video I posted

12/27/2019 10:22:17 AM cryptocrab4 So a question has come up as I am researching.

Could a planetary change such as the speed of one or more planets change the harmonics/frequency here on earth therefore and actual explanation 

for a 5D shift or ascension event ?

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Qanon
12/27/2019 10:26:05 AM jollyrob2 Strange stuff happening in Oregon...

Oregon has the mysterious Sri Yantra in the desert... Nobody saw when it was made or appeared...👀 https://youtu.be/dFek9TAxYFI 

12/27/2019 10:26:52 AM tamravee More hidden in plain sight https://youtu.be/5EuamhdbKzQ 

12/27/2019 10:28:29 AM nschlange Lovely. There goes my blood pressure! Why is it always the West Coast?

12/27/2019 10:31:09 AM georgem78944985 Wouldn’t it be great to see LA and San Fran wash into the sea?  That could very well happen in America today.  Satan’s puppets control both.

12/27/2019 10:32:41 AM nschlange Can u put it back it then?  We in CA would appreciate it. Thanks



12/27/2019 10:34:22 AM cosmic_engineer Consider that much of One's reality was chosen, as a free will distortion, prior to incarnating from time/space into this 3D space/time.

This is the 'maze and its obstacles'

The Law of Confusion exists so you are not aware of these distortions in order to overcome them freely.

12/27/2019 10:38:09 AM cosmic_engineer Your 6D 'higher self' being the referee and accumulator of all experience. Your personality a unique portion thereof.

Yeshua's 'Father'

If one abuses free will and refuses to do the work, the maze can be altered by the Father. Massive and often traumatic reality shift.

12/27/2019 10:40:21 AM jpaxton2514 Will this old bag ever go away

12/27/2019 10:42:30 AM iheart_phalange So connecting the dots, thoughts on aligning this with David Wilcock’s referencing a tetrahedron encompassing the universe?

12/27/2019 10:45:12 AM iheart_phalange Many on Etsy. Look for sellers who focus on process and placing intentions in them and perhaps not some sellers that just put kits together.🙂

12/27/2019 10:45:54 AM nm_zsr Are we even at a point that intel agencies will allow truth to come out about what they really knew and allowed to happen at Epstein island/ranch? 

Doesn’t feel like it.

You/They still consider us sheep and want to keep us in the dark.

12/27/2019 10:50:10 AM q_patchouli Oh yes! The clones will be eradicated when the movie is over. They are only in place for temporary to prevent mass chaos among the sheeples!♡

12/27/2019 10:51:01 AM american8688 👍

12/27/2019 10:58:57 AM e30hellcat Is any of this injected information going to help the situation in Virginia, pertaining to the violation of second amendment rights?

12/27/2019 10:59:48 AM momekool1 More DUMB’s full of children??

12/27/2019 11:06:58 AM mongrelglory If the genetic information can be used to track military personnel, it can be used to track the rest of us. More importantly, all the powerful globalists 

out there who've gone on record saying they believe in eugenics are just itching to get their hands on this information! 😒

12/27/2019 11:12:44 AM laurabusse I read the law of one over a decade ago

Loved it

Sounds like you've made it a study

And

Or

You remember it really well ☺️

12/27/2019 11:15:14 AM laurabusse Wow

I always wondered who Jesus was referring to as his father

So it's our higher self in 6D

That's fascinating

I must have read that

But didn't remember it

Sooo much information in the Law of One...

12/27/2019 11:16:57 AM cny_micaa Economic collapse blog? I am guessing there would never really be a good news story on a site with that name?

12/27/2019 11:17:44 AM tiffunny_999 She would have been a literal tyrant. Thank God everyday she lost.

12/27/2019 11:18:40 AM laurabusse Puzzling over your last paragraph

If you might care to elaborate

Abusing free will

So then free will is not really free will?

Or maybe using free will to do evil instead of good?

I've always thought life teaches you these things via consequences

Karma etc...
12/27/2019 11:22:01 AM laurabusse Refuses to do the work...

Not clear to me what the work is...

Learning? Evolving? Surrendering to Source?

Maze can be altered by the father

Sounds like must be a wake up call...a reality shift...

Learning the hard way?

Thank you for your thoughts ☺️
12/27/2019 11:22:20 AM qanuck4truth I guess the Question is,.... is the seismic activity man made?? 

...or 

...is it mother nature doing some redecorating.. 🤔

12/27/2019 11:23:20 AM jucifr00t Truth is singular. Perspective is an individual's subjective interpretation of how they process that truth. 

Ex: there are 2 genders - male(XY)&female (XX)

If someone thinks they are not their scientifically identified (truthful) gender,  well, that's their perspective not truth.

12/27/2019 11:26:02 AM davethadude369 I heard that he keeps a stable of ponies somewhere.

12/27/2019 11:29:25 AM exsjwtruther I also don't remember the Father thing but solid interpretation

12/27/2019 11:29:54 AM jucifr00t Nope. And I have to back out of this conversation. I believe in the God of the Bible. I'm not misled by the princes and principalities of this world who 

want humans to believe we are all one consciousness. No thanks.  This theory has no evidence or traces of historical truth.

12/27/2019 11:30:31 AM awwbitch1 How do you “use” 369!

12/27/2019 11:31:24 AM jucifr00t Exodus 3:14 And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you.



12/27/2019 11:34:33 AM laurabusse Well that's very interesting

And I tend to agree with you there

Obviously the gender ppl disagree

And they have their mental gymnastics arguments

But maybe that proves my point

Maybe

Gender is biological

No it's not

Then the brawling begins...
12/27/2019 11:35:05 AM hbmobxxx Just blame it on Climate Change 

Seems like everything these days is caused the Climate Change BS

12/27/2019 11:35:30 AM paulrev33689392 A force that was always there...Trump just brought it to light!

12/27/2019 11:36:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 All one consciousness is not entirely accurate.

All the same type of consciousness.

All children of "God".

Think of your consciousness as a God particle.

You are one instance of that particle.

You create your own reality.

Projected onto others.

12/27/2019 11:36:59 AM cosmic_engineer Thanks 💚

I revisited it after a couple of years of Reiki, Orgonite crafting and mycology.  There was much more for me the second time through!

Understandings that I wasn't ready to see yet 😏

12/27/2019 11:37:10 AM patriotism1788 California is finally going to sink into the sea!

12/27/2019 11:38:46 AM adsvel You are talking about SSP. Dig deep and find out who stand behind SSP and their high tech.☠👽🐉

MJ12 team came out to the Light ☀️ and are helping to the Patriots and Anons with Great Awakening, Disclosure and planetary Liberation. 

🙏💖🌈🌎

12/27/2019 11:39:13 AM laurabusse Well

I highly recommend you

Read the law of one

As a project

Just to see what it says

It talks about the Bible and ancient history from the point of view of beings

Who were there

Who tried to help

And then their teachings were twisted

Just like Jesus' teachings probably were...
12/27/2019 11:40:39 AM peterwa96366580 Will space force be science or more Nasa fantasy, future proves past. pic.twitter.com/BhSI7vtOP8

12/27/2019 11:41:42 AM bbobbio71 Well said

12/27/2019 11:41:56 AM twilly18 ready willing and able to fight for our freedom in space

IN SPACEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

12/27/2019 11:42:09 AM laurenmbradley They want everyone’s DNA so they have a huge database for CLONING. People can shop and choose what they want. They get DNA from ppl who score 

high on intelligence, aesthetics. Also identical matches for organ transplants for the elite. Have you seen that movie “the island”? ☺️

12/27/2019 11:42:10 AM cosmic_engineer Unique facets of the jewel called the One Infinite Creator.

12/27/2019 11:42:43 AM realalleron We might not have 18 months.. Hurry, Hurry!

12/27/2019 11:43:17 AM slavesnomore20 I always see 9  11 and 3

12/27/2019 11:43:37 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 11:43:44 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 11:43:45 AM robertscharnbe4 Considering the throngs of ppl leaving California for mostly safety and sanitary reasons, along with the increased taxes to provide food, rent, 

accessories to illegals, there may not be many worth relocating if/when the big one arrives. The ones left are already washed away. Sad.

12/27/2019 11:43:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Seeing 9/11 means you have consciousness frequencies aligned to the Freemasons.

12/27/2019 11:44:03 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayMotivation

12/27/2019 11:44:05 AM laurabusse It's absolutely fascinating reading

The main premise of the law of one

Is this

A professor asking a woman in a trance  questions

Not unlike Edgar Cayce

Who was a devout Christian

Turns out

Ra was not an Egyptian sun god

Ra was is a higher dimensional collective...
12/27/2019 11:45:11 AM paulrev33689392 What about 5 and 4s and 11

12/27/2019 11:45:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 93939

999

 33

  6

12/27/2019 11:45:27 AM upmoxie  pic.twitter.com/GFvqhhmeFd

12/27/2019 11:45:32 AM djlok Did 45 Declass something lately bc the last 24 hours y'all have given us a sh!t ton of information!!!

12/27/2019 11:45:33 AM positively303 Huh?

12/27/2019 11:45:58 AM ohoneybit Oh dear. Not only do I see it, it’s my date of birth. 😬

12/27/2019 11:46:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Something BIG is coming.

12/27/2019 11:46:30 AM tymecrystal Or like Juan O Savin says Christ’s Real Birthday .....IXXI.

12/27/2019 11:46:49 AM positively303 I’ve been seeing “Angel Numbers” non stop for almost 2 years. Usually 11:11 or 1:11 but also see 311 and 911. I don’t want anything to do with 

Freemasons! Help! #WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 11:46:56 AM keepthefaith758 I see 316 a lot

12/27/2019 11:47:11 AM jollyrob2 👍



12/27/2019 11:47:18 AM cosmic_engineer So if One comes to do this work, but then sits idly, your free will is kinda butting heads with your unveiled choice pic.twitter.com/AjOJkoJDXM

12/27/2019 11:47:22 AM seanmac18402014 Fun fact: seeing repeating 666 means to question your thinking. I see it all the time when im about to do something stupid lol

12/27/2019 11:47:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 You have consciousness interference preventing your free will from being projected properly. Resolve the offset.

12/27/2019 11:47:28 AM exsjwtruther Yes I am a huge LoO fan. Please point me to the scene on Twitter if you can. I've read it all (prefer the chronological transcripts) and don't remember 

the 6D/father comparison

12/27/2019 11:47:46 AM exsjwtruther @Cosmic_Engineer

12/27/2019 11:48:00 AM laurabusse ... consciousness who came here

Maybe as ETs not sure

To help us out in ancient times

Pyramids etc

But the leaders of that time

Kept the teachings to themselves

Instead of using them for good

Oppressed the ppl they ruled

Which continued into mod times

Why we're in such a mess...
12/27/2019 11:48:02 AM trump2099002600 918

12/27/2019 11:48:16 AM richzen2 just saw Jan 17 2017

12/27/2019 11:48:22 AM axl0m0 You say that and nothing big ever happens

12/27/2019 11:48:38 AM keepthefaith758 I don't believe that all. There's other meanings as well.

12/27/2019 11:48:53 AM paulrev33689392 Me  too but my numbers are 5 and 4 and now 11

12/27/2019 11:48:59 AM norwegianon A giant asteroid heading our way?

12/27/2019 11:49:00 AM cosmic_engineer I believe it was a connection that I made between reading the Law of One and insights while listening to Global Witness

12/27/2019 11:49:04 AM djlok 5:5

12/27/2019 11:49:22 AM exsjwtruther On it

12/27/2019 11:49:41 AM m101wagner I see 24 all the time

12/27/2019 11:50:13 AM laurabusse Law of One explains the book of Exodus

What happened

It's really really fascinating

It's worth knowing about just to have it under your belt...

To each his own

Be blessed ❤️

12/27/2019 11:50:31 AM wearethenews1 808? 11:11?

12/27/2019 11:51:23 AM razztaz2016 Is something BIG an acronym?

12/27/2019 11:52:10 AM laurabusse Indeed

12/27/2019 11:52:27 AM mgray72531386 I see 9/11 ALL. THE. TIME. 😬

12/27/2019 11:52:36 AM laurabusse Well stated

12/27/2019 11:52:45 AM hawkgirlinmn BIG-Brennan Is Gone  🙏🏼😬

12/27/2019 11:53:12 AM laurabusse Free Will ☺️

12/27/2019 11:53:15 AM joni_apple_seed I know, right Liz. Old news. When’s dog face Brennan getting locked up? LETS GO! #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 

pic.twitter.com/1EBHKmUuP0

12/27/2019 11:53:35 AM orsinipepe My electric bill just came. It's $76.66.  Maybe I should pay it, so I can stop looking at those devil digits on my kitchen counter😅

12/27/2019 11:54:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't that be a coincidence?

12/27/2019 11:54:46 AM hawkgirlinmn And on a majestic day like today. 🕺🏻💃🏻

12/27/2019 11:55:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Then you are enveloped in the conscious creations of those who align themselves with the Freemasons. Change your environment and your 

manifestation awareness of numerology will change indicating your frequency shift has been successful.

12/27/2019 11:55:50 AM kasubo John 3:16

12/27/2019 11:56:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody is selling you anything.

Message over message.

Truth will resonate from within.

12/27/2019 11:56:14 AM laurabusse I see 9 11 a lot

My Dad was a Freemason

And a Shriner

Low level

AFAIK

I loved my dad

But he seemed to be heading in a not so great direction

He was turning into a party boy in middle age...

Died of cancer 1975

My mom remarried etc etc etc
12/27/2019 11:56:15 AM islandofdelight  https://dcwhispers.com/breaking-u-s-attorney-john-durham-demands-all-of-obama-era-cia-chief-john-brennans-communications-records/ …

12/27/2019 11:56:59 AM mongrelglory Can the FBI be trusted to investigate anything?  I thought Epstein was one of their "sources" and that's why he got such a light jail sentence the first 

time around!

12/27/2019 11:57:38 AM islandofdelight I’m seeing 3s 6s & 9s consistently, that’s the goal right?

12/27/2019 11:57:40 AM aell00 I saw a lot of 17 these days 😁

12/27/2019 11:57:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is there info missing?

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life. For God so loved the 

world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life.

12/27/2019 11:58:06 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ITCGsJ892g

12/27/2019 11:58:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Missing information can be a root cause of the offset.

12/27/2019 11:58:21 AM alaskanbeauty What about 333?

12/27/2019 11:58:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

12/27/2019 11:58:56 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/rQ86JIYx4D

12/27/2019 11:59:45 AM agentmyami I see 17s everywhere

12/27/2019 11:59:56 AM quarkfear1 Yesterday it was all 555 ,today.. woke up to 444🙂

12/27/2019 12:00:13 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/ivKRwi1nb6

12/27/2019 12:00:48 PM bueyobuey #Calexit? 🤞🏼

12/27/2019 12:00:53 PM agriesticarolyn I see 11:11 and 1:11 and 4:44 and 3:33 and 5:55 ALL the time.  Never miss the ones in a days time...



12/27/2019 12:01:45 PM laurabusse Everything has dark and light

Freemasons no exception

They've done a lot of good

Played cohesive role in society long ago

History's interesting

They've done evil too

Cabal co opts everything good to make it evil

Retrain your mind to find the good in everything

Cancels fear...

❤️

12/27/2019 12:01:47 PM blcksambo 808,111,888,777

12/27/2019 12:02:10 PM egelone mj any comment on this pic? i see u name here. thanks pic.twitter.com/sfGRFy2tmy

12/27/2019 12:02:37 PM qumanitarian It's no wonder everything fell apart. We were ALL projecting their will, inadvertently. Even the "conspiracies" against them align us to THEM.

12/27/2019 12:02:55 PM gaiamancer2 I see 1118 constantly...🤔

12/27/2019 12:02:59 PM jollyrob2 369 ✨ and some pic.twitter.com/Sz5TK18OCZ

12/27/2019 12:03:03 PM cosmic_engineer Gender, as seen by the Hermetist, is polarity. There is no such thing as a monopole  :p

12/27/2019 12:03:22 PM the_fjalar 9/11 the date and numbers? or seeing what REALLY happened?

12/27/2019 12:03:25 PM djlok 12/27

3/9

Now we just need a 6!!!

12/27/2019 12:03:57 PM zeropointchrist I SEE 27.... THE PERFECT FRACTAL OF 3

AS 333 333 333 

A TRIPLE TRINITY TRINED.

ALSO MY BDAY

AND HAPPENS TO BE IN THE ONE BIBLE VERSE I CARE TO KNOW, AS IT IS THE INFINITE TRUTH OF SELF AKA THE MYSTERY OF CHRIST (KRYST-AL 

GEOMETRY) IN YOU (ALL).... COLOSSIANS 1.27

12/27/2019 12:04:39 PM positively303 Thank you! I will!

12/27/2019 12:05:08 PM cosmic_engineer Then they had to make reparations. Hence, our new (mostly) undistorted material courtesy of the Social Memory Complex known as Ra

12/27/2019 12:05:15 PM mongrelglory When I visited Chichén Itzá, the guide said that for miles around the big pyramid were buildings still hidden by the jungle.  Unfortunately, there wasn't 

any money to fund the excavation of those ruins. 😔

12/27/2019 12:05:20 PM zeropointchrist AND WHAT IS TODAY?!?!?! 27 BABY!

12/27/2019 12:06:15 PM ponder_gene YOUR A TRIP DUDE.

12/27/2019 12:06:41 PM laurabusse Tired of feeling anticipation then disappointment

So

Taking an observer's stance now

A wait and see overall...

Have learned in life

Expectations are invariably followed by disappointment

Bc we don't know what will happen

Or how

So if you observe

No expectations

No disappointment
12/27/2019 12:07:23 PM laurabusse My dad was

And his dad

12/27/2019 12:07:43 PM theappraiser17 Media made us hyper aware of the number, this is why we recognize it more than other sequences. 

The Freemasons were split into factions and good ones still remain.

12/27/2019 12:08:04 PM djlok I do too. So much so, that if y'all weren't seeing them too, I'd believe I'd gone stark raving mad!!!

12/27/2019 12:08:06 PM zeropointchrist THAT CROSS! A SYMBOL OF THE CABAL KILLING THE MESSENGER OF THE COHERENT CODES OF UNCONDITIONAL LOVE THROUGH INFINITE KNOWING!

IT IS A SELF-CRUCIFYING SYMBOL AND THE SUBCONSCIOUS SPEAKS IN SYMBOLS AND MANIFESTS THE REALITY, UNLESS ONE MAKES ALL CONSCIOUS 

OF THE SYMBOLS OF CREATION

12/27/2019 12:08:09 PM ethereal_shaman Interesting. So for many years I had an aligned frequency with freemasons? Does being within their sacred geometry created towns/cities amplify this 

code? Im curious how this alignment manifests.

12/27/2019 12:08:24 PM ctenfor 3,6,9

12/27/2019 12:08:46 PM lpridemore As Jews we know he was born during harvest time..9/11 makes sense.

12/27/2019 12:08:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it a coincidence that when MJ12 talked about 9/11 then said BIG my mind went right to Brennan? Hmmmmm....

12/27/2019 12:09:12 PM mongrelglory They are prone to predicting a lot of geological disasters...

12/27/2019 12:09:21 PM egelone ra is annunaki princess. thanks

12/27/2019 12:09:26 PM cindycopacetic Dreaming numbers.  3333. Even a dream with 4 holiday cookies in a row shaped in the number 3. 

Also see ans dream mirror or symmetry numbers like

13 = 31

Or

27 = 72

12/27/2019 12:09:30 PM covertress 3 6 9

are standouts since you taught me to notice them,

but I see all numbers like this.

I love codes.

Moar triggers, please. pic.twitter.com/yyxJWyIBOZ

12/27/2019 12:09:32 PM jucifr00t Law of One comes from what source predating Exodus?

12/27/2019 12:09:55 PM senseandtruth Oh. Well, that makes me feel...disgusting. But I also see all the repeat numbers (8:08, 9:09, 11:11--I watch the clock all day long and hardly ever miss it 

every hour. It's weird), 69, and combinations of 3-6-9, much more frequently than 911.

12/27/2019 12:10:03 PM djlok Like right here: pic.twitter.com/bpwoC4Wvgl

12/27/2019 12:10:09 PM swatcam1 What about 11:11?

12/27/2019 12:10:21 PM jucifr00t Source?



12/27/2019 12:10:34 PM laurabusse Do you meditate?

Helps immensely

Be easy with yourself

Gentle

Kind

Loving

I believe I've learned

Life is for experiencing growing learning

As life goes down the yrs

You become a better person almost naturally

The teachings of Abraham-Hicks are a tremendous help

YTs books website
12/27/2019 12:10:36 PM cosmic_engineer 555 is common with me

Also is shorthand for laughing in Thai

12/27/2019 12:10:46 PM floodofnoise 27’s for me 27 227 327 ect

12/27/2019 12:11:08 PM mongrelglory That's an interesting idea!

12/27/2019 12:11:32 PM jucifr00t Ra was a demon.

12/27/2019 12:11:33 PM maxhayzz Maybe. But I hope they're keeping him the same tower used in the past for u-no-what.

12/27/2019 12:11:48 PM hawkgirlinmn Could we do: 12/27/2019 as 3939?

12/27/2019 12:12:37 PM djlok Looks good to me!

12/27/2019 12:12:41 PM koreyedwards6 Q said "what do you want for Christmas" which has come and gone leaving believers feeling as stupid as those who thought Mueller time or 

impeachment would be the end of Trump. We are foolish on both sides hoping our government will find justice

12/27/2019 12:13:04 PM laurabusse I think many of us can relate to what you've said

In one way or another

I wish you profoundly deep peace

And much love

💙💜❤️

12/27/2019 12:13:15 PM agentmyami I’ve been seeing number patterns for years. But the past few months the 17s are predominant. I even hear them-like “aisle 17” in the market-and the 

exit off of the freeway to my house is #17! pic.twitter.com/qkPpX3pEZL

12/27/2019 12:14:08 PM mongrelglory I tend to see a lot of 11's, 111, or 11:11... I'm assuming that's a good synchronicity?

12/27/2019 12:14:23 PM alaskanbeauty I have been waiting for this for a long time, glad is going to come to pass.

12/27/2019 12:14:33 PM laurabusse Bingo

12/27/2019 12:14:54 PM jaspony1 Well after 9/11 it is hard to forget...

I also see 3,6,9... It pops everywhere...

But 17 is also a big one...

12/27/2019 12:14:58 PM laurabusse Thx for this MJ12 ☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 12:15:25 PM floodofnoise Same, 27 is everywhere I go. Love it

12/27/2019 12:15:58 PM covertress For instance, 999 combined with 1026 is "Hit By Earthquake"

12/27/2019 12:16:57 PM deanna_danforth I see 11/11 or 11/13 a lot or 4/13

12/27/2019 12:17:41 PM stephgraz7580 I’ve been seeing triple 3’s but also a ton of triple 2’s.  Also I’ve been starting to see fractals

12/27/2019 12:17:46 PM exsjwtruther I don't think you and this material will be a good fit

12/27/2019 12:17:54 PM whatsmypw Abraham Hicks, though. Thanks 🌹❤️🌻

12/27/2019 12:17:58 PM voodoogodfather 🙄 bad take

12/27/2019 12:19:14 PM westmount_d7 Active crows this afternoon and yesterday. Bringing a happy message ☺️

12/27/2019 12:20:07 PM agentmyami Nearly everyday I get those! pic.twitter.com/crRbqLNgqo

12/27/2019 12:20:14 PM laurabusse I probably should reread...

12/27/2019 12:20:30 PM 0talkhard2 5,17,21 have always been numbers that stand out to me

12/27/2019 12:20:34 PM trumping4usa Ok this does happen to me. I look at the clock at exactly 9:11 all the time unintentionally. What does this mean for my consciousness and do I? And if 

so how? Would I change it

12/27/2019 12:21:09 PM whatsmypw Thank you so much! ❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 12:21:30 PM troglowbyte Palindrome

12/27/2019 12:21:44 PM jucifr00t What material?

I don't recall this being part of the dead sea scrolls

12/27/2019 12:21:59 PM agentmyami Agreed

12/27/2019 12:22:19 PM westmount_d7 Fiscal year 2020.💜

12/27/2019 12:22:21 PM ethereal_shaman Good music choice.  I love The Smiths.

12/27/2019 12:22:59 PM cosmic_engineer Maffy Mouse on YT has the audio version uploaded.

I find it an interesting way to combine it with meditation/energy work

12/27/2019 12:23:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Are saying today is a majestic (9) day of (12/27/2019) 3939=93939?

Orrrr 12/27/2019=24=6? Orrrr is it all cyclic and that’s what you’re saying?

12/27/2019 12:23:56 PM riseup7divine Arch Angel Michael... 911

12/27/2019 12:24:06 PM lynnstueber I have a question. Do you notice the Sun is way too bright? Hazed white blinding? Others have noticed. Us older ones have memories of a different 

"softer" sun. Why is the Sun so unbelievably blinding white? Has been now for several years. Chems? Refracting light back?

12/27/2019 12:24:38 PM jucifr00t Reread what?

See this is the delusion laid out by the powers and principalities the Bible speaks of. 

Prove to me that there are writings of this theory (can't be a law because it can't be proven - scientifically speaking) that pre-date the writings of the 

Bible.

12/27/2019 12:25:18 PM jucifr00t Sounds legit.

12/27/2019 12:25:57 PM egelone Bible is: 

[B]asic

[I]nstructions

[B]efore

[L]eaving

[E]arth

Religions spread disinformation in order to maintain control.
12/27/2019 12:26:29 PM jucifr00t  https://youtu.be/_k0nHXoeIaA 



12/27/2019 12:26:41 PM egelone The Bible is full of factually false statements when interpreted literally or figuratively. However many verses within the Bible are literal metaphors that 

can explain a lot about the nature of reality. Most of the Bible was created to DOMINATE mankind to allow Satanic Rituals.

12/27/2019 12:27:25 PM axl0m0 That’s what I have been doing, standing by and waiting, observing. And all I see are people hyping things up and then nothing happens. I want q to be 

real but it’s hard to believe at this point.

12/27/2019 12:27:49 PM raneewe68073921 Good or Bad....my Uncle told me that my Step Great Grandma was a Freemason....Foe...he was always freaked out by that .

12/27/2019 12:28:30 PM the_awakened_j Boom Mic drop!! pic.twitter.com/1iA4lTWnk3

12/27/2019 12:29:12 PM roserimi3 333? I see that every day

12/27/2019 12:29:25 PM pleiadianshaman 11:33? 

What about this one?

12/27/2019 12:29:38 PM jucifr00t Correction: False Religions spread disinformation.

12/27/2019 12:29:58 PM jucifr00t False. https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2016/march/incredible-proof-for-why-you-should-have-faith-in-the-bible …

12/27/2019 12:30:15 PM enlightened_aj What about constantly seeing 1414?

12/27/2019 12:30:18 PM zrickety Please let California float away...

12/27/2019 12:30:33 PM drwb_uk Its 11 11 for me I seem to see it a lot.

12/27/2019 12:31:52 PM only__trump Speak the NAME of JESUS!   

Demons (Satan) must flee!! 

In The Name of the Lord Jesus Christ

12/27/2019 12:32:22 PM roserimi3 I see 333 everyday at 333 pm I always look at clock and a.m I anyways wake up exactly 333am

12/27/2019 12:32:50 PM rex_aletheia Who controls the Freemasons?

12/27/2019 12:33:27 PM agentmyami Funny I was into them back in the day and not long ago my son started listening to 90s alternative. So he got me back into all of it and filled up our 

Apple Music! I was listening to one of my favorites the other day, “Paint a vulgar picture”. I never paid attn to lyrics when I

12/27/2019 12:33:43 PM olimyracle  http://www.myracle.org/mj 

12/27/2019 12:33:45 PM glorydawn3 What do 2s and 4s mean?

12/27/2019 12:34:13 PM lynnstueber So in theory, this is what happens to a light bulb before it dies. pic.twitter.com/xuVnvvZCxL

12/27/2019 12:34:38 PM windfallsongs I was reading all the replies in this thread wondering about numerology and what you were all were getting it. Then I glanced up at my iPhone clock 

and it said 333

12/27/2019 12:35:01 PM pleiadianshaman Why are you sharing this ?

12/27/2019 12:35:44 PM magabeliever20 I wondered why he was chosen to be at the menorah lighting at the @WhiteHouse

12/27/2019 12:35:48 PM giediknight How about 618?

12/27/2019 12:35:50 PM mikala007007 Yes its the chem trails. They are wanting to block the sun. They tell us the sun is harmful. No. The sun has MANY healing properties. Strong bones, zaps 

tumors, much more. They tell us 2 use sun screen 2 avoid skin cancer. Sun screens r chems that block the sun & cause cancer

12/27/2019 12:35:52 PM pleiadianshaman What’s the reason?

12/27/2019 12:36:13 PM agentmyami was young so I was amazed. Even Morrissey was telling us back then about the corruption! The OG truther is John Lydon from the Sex Pistols. He was 

fearless and called them out constantly and they tried to silence him.

12/27/2019 12:36:17 PM magabeliever20 BOOM

12/27/2019 12:36:53 PM leemagna Me too. Everything in my life has been 17. My father died on 17 and 2 months later my grandma. We bought our home on 17 got married on 17. Son 

due date was 17. Had 17 guests for Christmas and on and on. What’s the significance @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

12/27/2019 12:36:57 PM linnyt7 Thanks!

12/27/2019 12:37:14 PM khaleesi61 I always see 11 1111 222 333 1234.

12/27/2019 12:37:18 PM cosmic_engineer Take what resonates and discard the rest

It's as infallible as humanity

12/27/2019 12:37:34 PM fabulousmndance Tick tock...

12/27/2019 12:37:34 PM b_botus Not all Californians are libs...

Millions of red blooded patriots here behind enemy lines

Our vote was stolen 

WE ARE TAKING IT BACK

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/kd9mjSz1zw

12/27/2019 12:37:42 PM the_red_hand_ I work at a place that just started offering ALICE ‘training’ to all employees and it is very strange. Acronym- Alert, Lockdown, Inform, Counter, Evacuate. 

Weird thing is they don’t specify a situation or threat it’s for

12/27/2019 12:37:59 PM bi07829782 My college dorm number was 333. I’ve been awake since.

12/27/2019 12:38:05 PM linnyt7 I've been having this exact thing all the time.  I notice it when it's at  17 almost every time.

12/27/2019 12:38:07 PM magabeliever20 BOOM

12/27/2019 12:38:14 PM fansblowing3 His only begotten son

12/27/2019 12:38:21 PM lynnstueber Why block the Sun? ~So, the Sun is so frickin white and abnormal from the Chems? I know Aluminum is in them, which refracts the Sun back into the 

atmosphere. On a 50 degree day, the sun was burning my skin like a cookie  pan.

12/27/2019 12:38:42 PM cosmic_engineer All religions do

There is motive, greed, power.

Yeshua was killed because he fought that exact same regime.  Do you truly think they just went away?

12/27/2019 12:38:45 PM andrew13892378 The armistace day Q17 wave- 11-11 which terminated just before the observed 1-2 minutes silence two years ago. It appears to be a key event 

connecting a series of things with #GlobalContactInvitation and a growing list of seemingly unconnected things connecting through messages-

12/27/2019 12:38:47 PM magabeliever20 #Metaphysics101

12/27/2019 12:39:02 PM fansblowing3 So 911 is their symbol 🤨

12/27/2019 12:39:10 PM zrickety I say prayers for all the patriots worldwide, including Cali.

12/27/2019 12:39:27 PM ethereal_shaman "...but you could have said no if you'd wanted to."

12/27/2019 12:39:42 PM todd0431 Yep

12/27/2019 12:39:52 PM laurabusse Thank you ☺️

Had to read this 3 times LOL

Such is the Law of one ❤️

12/27/2019 12:39:56 PM exsjwtruther 111?

12/27/2019 12:40:00 PM exsjwtruther 888?

12/27/2019 12:40:06 PM lynnstueber I took this myself. That's a huge MF chem. The Sun is wrong. How long can they keep cheming? pic.twitter.com/7kYRXlrU7O

12/27/2019 12:40:12 PM exsjwtruther The Ra material

12/27/2019 12:40:57 PM lynnstueber That is NOT the Sun I grew up with as a kid.

12/27/2019 12:41:27 PM magabeliever20 So, this guy needs protection. The third victim of SPACEY has died, I mean “committed suicide.” Clinton style

12/27/2019 12:41:48 PM turboxyde Ditto.

12/27/2019 12:41:51 PM langen_nadine Yes playing with fears... pic.twitter.com/UkVP8gb4NO



12/27/2019 12:42:17 PM mikala007007 Aluminum is being poured on us. Its bad bad. Using aluminum foil when heated is unhealthy as well. Its ok when used 2 cover cold food in the frig but 

not 4 cooking. We all do it. When its coupled with the flouride we drink, it makes us all sick. Among the many other agents we eat

12/27/2019 12:42:42 PM cosmic_engineer The language takes a lot to get used to lol.

You're very welcome 🙏

12/27/2019 12:42:46 PM cdb_yke "Double digit numbers are sums."

🤔

So in sUmmation...If 1 Is and 2 Be then 3 is the Sum of all. The rest is fractal?

12/27/2019 12:42:54 PM luxdefiance 7 has followed me all my life, I wonder it’s importance

12/27/2019 12:44:34 PM exsjwtruther hey @Cosmic_Engineer are you talking about http://globalwitness.org 

12/27/2019 12:44:38 PM magabeliever20 Makes sense

12/27/2019 12:44:44 PM linnyt7 I know, right?  I'll be all weekend absorbing everything

12/27/2019 12:44:58 PM ccal1331 I see 731, mostly on the clock, all the time.

12/27/2019 12:45:46 PM micktuckwell I regularly see 333 or 444 usually when I get an urge to check the time. Other times when I was doing voltage measurements on  some electronics 

experiments.

12/27/2019 12:46:37 PM andrew13892378 discovered in 2017 when there was a Linguistic breakthrough in Crop Circles where the message outputs are in the multimillions from a relatively 

simple geometric layout. Some of the things found are connecting to Close encounter cases where missiles were shut down however-

12/27/2019 12:47:09 PM coleasew Never Hillary

12/27/2019 12:48:05 PM lafol57 This is the recorded date of Jesus's birth

12/27/2019 12:48:06 PM laurabusse Law of one is channeled material

Dr. Don Elkins

Asking questions of

Carla reukert in a sleeping trance state

She didn't remember anything

Ra speaking through Carla

She was Christian

They prayed before each session

Certain protective protocols were always followed

1980s
12/27/2019 12:48:06 PM jucifr00t Christianity has no motivation of greed or power. Only believing that Jesus is the Son of God sent here as the ultimate sacrifice for our sins. If you hear 

different,  let's study the Bible together. Beware, we research the original texts in the original languages. #GodIS

12/27/2019 12:48:07 PM magabeliever20 BOOM

12/27/2019 12:48:17 PM coleasew Never Hillary !! She is the wicked witch !!! More like Evil 👿

12/27/2019 12:50:04 PM magabeliever20 Holy shit.

12/27/2019 12:51:14 PM laurabusse Bible was probably channeled

Prophets in old testament were probably channeling

I was devout Christian 30 yrs

I read the 4 law of one books

While transitioning out of Christianity

It was something I needed to do for my sanity

Church was making me nuts

Ask my family...

Happy now☺️
12/27/2019 12:51:21 PM cosmic_engineer Nope. Derek Broes

12/27/2019 12:51:50 PM magabeliever20 My comments are under this box to click. It’s “de-boosting.”

12/27/2019 12:52:15 PM t_hayden07 412? And 11:11/1:11 a ton. Also, 17's all day, everyday lately!

12/27/2019 12:52:21 PM mgray72531386 And speaking of watches, I cannot wear one.  They stop working within a month.  I have a drawer full of watches.  They just stop working.  I showed my 

daughter my drawer of watches.  She was in disbelief.

12/27/2019 12:52:47 PM johnny_3fingas 11:11 and 1:11 today

12/27/2019 12:52:48 PM emilyoakley6 I work in acting what the heck dies that mean?  LOL

12/27/2019 12:53:53 PM andrew13892378 an end to new discoveries is unlikely in our life times due to the large volumes and the fact that daily events yet to happen seem to be still connecting 

with messages already placed over a decade ago. Of course nothing to see here LOL.

12/27/2019 12:54:28 PM cosmic_engineer That's the kicker...

Before Constantine nobody believed that story. Council of Nicaea forced consensus of the interpretation that Yeshua was a demigod.

Read John 14 and when He speaks of the Father, it's not the One Infinite Creator... It is a connection we All have. Not just J

12/27/2019 12:54:29 PM nanablue37 I saw 911 for about 6 weeks before 911. I thought ut was about my family so i prayed so hard that day. My family was fine...

12/27/2019 12:54:43 PM laurabusse Been meaning for a long time to get into hermetics...

Emerald tablets of Thoth etc

Probably from Atlantis

Etc etc

12/27/2019 12:55:07 PM anonyit  pic.twitter.com/TmrvjRzP6b

12/27/2019 12:55:33 PM andrew13892378 Probably weather balloons! ROFL

12/27/2019 12:55:38 PM janedoe10227 How so?

12/27/2019 12:55:40 PM linnyt7 Will we have to defend ourselves from entities not earth-based?

12/27/2019 12:55:56 PM trish44070326 I see 11:11, 444,333,888,777

Multiple times a day

12/27/2019 12:56:06 PM lynnstueber Please explain this video put out by CERN. I am sure you have seen it. The Shiva dance. Shiva~ Goddess of death. Why Satan and fallen Angels? Portals? 

Worm holes? Why would Physicists (CERN) do a supernatural video of THEM? https://youtu.be/Cllqr1nmdYk?list=FL4kH88eO-7rHb1kZaNqJKDg …

12/27/2019 12:56:10 PM cosmic_engineer The Kybalion is a good start.

12/27/2019 12:56:25 PM t_hayden07 I'm in S Oregon. Where weve been having tremors, off the charts. I'm only about 30 miles from the coast. I'd move if I could....believe me.

12/27/2019 12:56:33 PM laurabusse It's not that hard

Just takes times and forming new mental habits

Many helpful resources available

Life long process of joy really ❤️

All the best to you!!!



12/27/2019 12:56:41 PM libertyspring99 I see 23 a lot. What does that mean?

12/27/2019 12:59:01 PM dbefmfttfn It sure is 🤗

12/27/2019 12:59:22 PM realeyethespy 2733 pic.twitter.com/DJQadPgFhQ

12/27/2019 12:59:34 PM laurabusse Agree

It's probably not for you jucifroot...

Probably not at this time

The books answer questions a lot of ppl have

But if you don't have the questions...then you probably won't be interested in the answers...

12/27/2019 12:59:45 PM zeropointchrist ... CRAFT WHICH WOULD CRUMBLE ANY WEAPONS ATTEMPTING TO BE MOUNTED ON IT... THESE ZERO-POINT ENERGY CRAFT ALSO ACT AS HOMES!!!  

AND THEY ARE READY TO GO IN THE IE... AND THEY MANIFEST HOMEOSTASIS!!!  ALL ZERO-POINT ENERGY DOES!!!

12/27/2019 1:01:19 PM laurabusse It's from the 1980s...

There are many many spiritual writings from all over the world since ancient times that have value...

Every one is another piece of the puzzle ☺️

12/27/2019 1:01:44 PM 50pinkies 17 all the time

12/27/2019 1:02:02 PM laurabusse Yes

The Law of One

12/27/2019 1:02:26 PM riseup7divine It is the "angel number" associated with Archangel Michael. I learned this when I persistently saw 911, and researched it, but I do not remember the 

source. When I saw this relationship, I knew it to be true...

12/27/2019 1:03:29 PM laurabusse Yes they did

And aren't we fortunate to have had Elkins and reukert and the books called the Law of One...

12/27/2019 1:05:27 PM cosmic_engineer It is all about what you are seeking.

Somehow many of us found this obscure material decades after it was compiled.

12/27/2019 1:06:53 PM 39anc6 Mine is 918

12/27/2019 1:06:57 PM covertress When I moved, I left job, friends and everything I'd ever known. Choices.

12/27/2019 1:07:58 PM cosmic_engineer I am thankful for their service 💚

12/27/2019 1:08:25 PM wacob_jehrli i used to see 11:11 almost everyday until about a year ago. i still see it from time to time but for real for about 3 years i would see it twice a day 

without meaning to. What’s the meaning behind that? i really want to educate myself more on 3 6 and 9 and the meaning behind it

12/27/2019 1:08:54 PM morrifive Pubicly? I need to be public.

12/27/2019 1:09:27 PM laurabusse A series of 4 books

Called

The Law of one

Profoundly deep material

Answers many age old questions

Fascinating stuff...

12/27/2019 1:10:16 PM staffanon79 1234?

12/27/2019 1:11:46 PM frpcreality Wow. I seriously do not see patterns in numbers, except for 7's. 7 is a biblical #. I must be really weird. Although my career is in plants and that's what I 

notice more than anything, everywhere.

12/27/2019 1:12:13 PM jackoneilltime1 Around 98-2000 (Time is an illusion :) I would see 808 a lot 

Then digits of 1's ...11:11 10:01 ect.  Was it due to 11.11 event? Antartica? 

17,9,12 is my current numbers seen in frequency

Also ringing in ears but has a serenity feel 

BtwThank you MJ's for not leaving us behind

12/27/2019 1:13:53 PM laurabusse I more or less understand how you feel

And I sympathize

But it's more interesting observing as a neutral bystander

Rather than getting caught up in the emotions

Kinda like watching a movie...

What's gonna happen

Is gonna happen

When it happens...

Might as well enjoy the popcorn🍿
12/27/2019 1:14:29 PM wingover8h SF is circumnavigating NASA

12/27/2019 1:15:21 PM totheloop ITS THE LOOP

12/27/2019 1:15:29 PM totheloop ITS ALWAYS BEEN THERE

12/27/2019 1:16:35 PM amymorg79793405 Uh oh....my birthday = 9 and my name =11 in numerology. Kryon said that’s graduate/complete + illumination. Crap did I have a life tied to them 

before?

12/27/2019 1:16:44 PM billric11018578 A guy on an astronomy site noticed a large abnormality at the suns 8 o'clock. Small but hundres of time bigger than earth. They don't know what it is or 

really how long it's been there. But, it's there, I saw it.

12/27/2019 1:18:01 PM laurabusse I agree me too... therapists

Only you know what's deep inside you...

Ultimately

In my limited experience

Therapy is an inside job

I know the universe will send you the help or advice you need at the right time☺️

Actually

I'm sure its here now

You just have to tune into it

❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 1:18:07 PM sjger3 I see 912, 914, 1111, 1130, 422, and other numbers I can't remember, a lot.

12/27/2019 1:19:10 PM allahuniversal Hope this helps. I've found that suppresing any tendencies to overthink it helps to reveal the simplicity of it all. Relax, observe, and align. 

https://youtu.be/Mg7FI8cAuQs 

12/27/2019 1:19:19 PM laurabusse I truly wish you all the best

With everything

You WILL find your way!

I know that as a fact

It's how life works

☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 1:19:28 PM agentmyami That’s crazy! I just realized more! My dad was born on 1/17, his father was born 4/17, my dads sister 12/17! Always thought that was cool but now so 

much more! #NoCoincidences!

12/27/2019 1:20:05 PM sjger3 Oh and I also see 711 sometimes.

12/27/2019 1:20:11 PM agentmyami Letter Q=17th letter of the alphabet



12/27/2019 1:20:35 PM laurabusse You're very welcome

☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 1:20:38 PM nick85houston Does seeing 9/11 in your tweet count? 🤨

12/27/2019 1:20:57 PM foreverozone Stage 1

12/27/2019 1:21:45 PM agentmyami That line really struck me! That man was on it.

12/27/2019 1:22:19 PM laurabusse Oh that's really good to know...

12/27/2019 1:23:12 PM lynnstueber Thanks for this info.

12/27/2019 1:23:12 PM karmarecycled81 The New Earth/The kingdom of heaven/(insert label here)

✨Is within us✨ 

We must awaken to this reality that our consciousness must align with our higher selves to manifest & co create our new realities with Love & Unity 

intentions. 💖 We were incarnated to break the #Matrix. pic.twitter.com/o1AgRxDlLt

12/27/2019 1:23:21 PM jones_tobious I'm hoping for Soros.

12/27/2019 1:23:59 PM wickedmouse369 What about being born 9/11/85

12/27/2019 1:24:00 PM hawkgirlinmn I can get behind that!

12/27/2019 1:24:29 PM mamiemcclure17 Noticed 17 a long time ago,  and it now follows me where ever I go, just look at my name 🧐 no accident 🥰.  Also I see 333 all the time.  Other 

numbers as well 313 444 555 1212 1221  everyday!

12/27/2019 1:24:34 PM laurabusse Found it

thx! https://youtu.be/63o9cu57QDg 

12/27/2019 1:25:40 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayVibes

12/27/2019 1:26:13 PM nickcpace1 How big is big?? The biggest ever?

12/27/2019 1:26:22 PM lynnstueber  pic.twitter.com/ecWz6XjPF2

12/27/2019 1:26:32 PM agentmyami Me too! My belief is it is the archangels communicating with us - helping to activate our higher selves. They have helped me through very difficult 

times over the past 6 years.

12/27/2019 1:26:59 PM _amandagrant I saw a church today with the address 911. I didn't catch which religion though.

12/27/2019 1:27:34 PM covertress What has @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 divulged on Twitter that is not Over The Counter Intelligence?  pic.twitter.com/0szY9lhpvX

12/27/2019 1:28:56 PM phoenix_il_bck Definitely man-made, thous stop/start systems in evil WV cars ae cause of this, I em sure.

12/27/2019 1:29:00 PM patrioticprogr1 #FrackingEarthquakes, perhaps?  https://lexus-release.com/read/ 

12/27/2019 1:29:21 PM laurabusse I probably should reread the law of one

The Ra Material: An Ancient Astronaut Speaks (Law of One)  https://www.amazon.com/dp/089865260X/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_jCNbEb8Z5796X …

My dear friend

It doesn't sound like you are open to this

If I try to answer your questions

You'll probably just argue

I only say that from lots of...

12/27/2019 1:30:21 PM leemagna Yes I know that but I’m wondering why for over 15 years it’s been everywhere in my life. Especially with significant events. I wonder what that 

symbolizes for me?

12/27/2019 1:31:28 PM leemagna Woah!! What do you think this all means spiritually? I’ve wondered this for 15 years

12/27/2019 1:31:53 PM laurabusse ...past experience

Especially bc I remember when I was where you are now

Of course we are 2 different ppl

Your beliefs are very strong

I'm not trying to convince you or change your beliefs

As a Christian

I had many questions Christianity never answered

Or to my satisfaction...
12/27/2019 1:33:39 PM crux41507251 I see 11:11 almost everyday... What does that mean?

12/27/2019 1:34:23 PM transam0202  pic.twitter.com/xMfNlO8lmx

12/27/2019 1:34:26 PM laurabusse If you are happy and firm in your beliefs

Then maybe that's where you need to be

Free Will

I can try to answer whatever questions you may have

But experience has taught me for a very long time

From both sides of the argument

That this discussion is probably pointless

Bc it...
12/27/2019 1:34:34 PM mamiemcclure17 Agree, how could I leave out 1111 and 111 my son and I see all the time!

12/27/2019 1:34:48 PM whiterabbitttt1 So when you call 911, you're calling the masons. Just like I've been telling everyone that the cops are ran by masons. Nice.

12/27/2019 1:35:09 PM do_or_do_notty 2:34   Every day. Twice a day. 🤷🏻♀️

12/27/2019 1:35:10 PM ewolsj May the freemasons that I share blood with have mercy for all they've done. TO THEM:  DON'T TREAD ON ME BITCHEZ

12/27/2019 1:35:15 PM brave_recovery  pic.twitter.com/kv8dl3Rgxb

12/27/2019 1:35:28 PM laurabusse ... sounds like you are very firm in your beliefs...

All is well ☺️

Be blessed ❤️

12/27/2019 1:35:59 PM brave_recovery  https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/schedules/hcp/imz/child-adolescent.html …

12/27/2019 1:36:06 PM djlok "eternal life".  I bet even those who don't "believe" still have eternal life.  

John 3:16 and the current Christian interpretation is very confusing to me.

12/27/2019 1:36:31 PM brave_recovery I shared both my son's record and what the CDC currently recommends

12/27/2019 1:36:33 PM laurabusse Exactly

12/27/2019 1:37:03 PM wisemonkeys3 What about 4:44? See it all the time

12/27/2019 1:38:40 PM theaquaelephant The Great Awakening!!! It is coming soon!

12/27/2019 1:38:40 PM jollyrob2 Funny, I stopped wearing one since 2018...can’t stand it anymore

12/27/2019 1:38:56 PM anonymousada I see 11:11 every single day at least once.

12/27/2019 1:40:44 PM laurabusse If a person is awake enough to question govt education pharma banking etc etc etc

And you know you've been lied to

The last and hardest red pill to swallow

Is to question religion

All religion

Including Christianity

It's a religion

A religion is a belief system including god...
12/27/2019 1:41:09 PM jeffcordell6 308?



12/27/2019 1:41:14 PM linnyt7 His only begotten son.  His only Son generated from procreation.  Very important word in this passage.

12/27/2019 1:41:32 PM plantman2310  pic.twitter.com/ILFn6RDr7j

12/27/2019 1:41:59 PM djlok Me too. I got up this morning, was reading, and was like I got to get to work!!!

12/27/2019 1:42:41 PM alabeaty Any time I see this I figure I’m on the right path😁

12/27/2019 1:43:18 PM random2012756 MJ12 hushed it up in the beginning.  They freaking killed James Forrestal the Secretary of Defense who was on MJ12 and wanted to disclose it all right 

away.  I am sure they are controlled by Draco.

12/27/2019 1:43:29 PM cosmic_engineer 😁

12/27/2019 1:44:00 PM laurabusse ...and that includes Christianity

Bible was altered

Honest biblical scholars explain this

Anyway

Red pilling means questioning

EVERYTHING

And having courage to look at what you find

Was devout Christian 30 yrs

I walked away

Best thing I ever did

Real peace now...

And freedom ☺️
12/27/2019 1:44:20 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 1:44:27 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayVibes

12/27/2019 1:44:38 PM missachar1 Q said some disinfo is necessary, and my disinfo button is flashing red on this one.

12/27/2019 1:44:58 PM lisatuc54460653 Something big

NYE pic.twitter.com/TPudp5ktI8

12/27/2019 1:46:15 PM tom_cisar AMEN  TO THAT

12/27/2019 1:46:17 PM cosmic_engineer My Dad is a United Church minister. So I definitely spent some time learning Christianity.

I could never reconcile the old testament or some other things. My Dad was very unconventional though. A free thinker. Always there to philosophize 

on the meanings 👍

12/27/2019 1:46:27 PM laurabusse I understand

I just followed you

Interested in your thoughts in the future...

We usually change our perspectives over time

Son was red pilled!

Now not so much!

Wondering where his life process will lead his thoughts to next...

Blessings to you Brandon ☺️
12/27/2019 1:47:06 PM laurabusse Yes they most certainly do!

12/27/2019 1:47:14 PM jones9536 I see 318 all the time. How can I find out myself what those numbers mean?

12/27/2019 1:48:35 PM missachar1 9/11 is actually the date many theologians have sorted out to be the actual date of Jesus's Birth. Interesting, unsure if/how relevant.

12/27/2019 1:49:24 PM laurabusse Yes

Free Will

Freedom of thought belief ideas speech etc

As one sees fit

I've heard belief defined as a thought you think over and over

Until it becomes a belief

Worth pondering...
12/27/2019 1:50:18 PM dustybeck6 This have anything to do with the kali yugas.. Or the great year

12/27/2019 1:50:50 PM wearediamonds2 Interesting. I always see my birthday:  1:17 

😁

12/27/2019 1:53:26 PM blulabel Orig tweet https://twitter.com/KevBoat44/status/1210622508459802625?s=19 …

12/27/2019 1:54:47 PM wearediamonds2 I never knew that. Oncredible and disgusting how they destroyed so much on that Holy day if so.

12/27/2019 1:55:13 PM rosscarwalker Who is writing in the caption you posted?

12/27/2019 1:55:26 PM rosscarwalker What is the 5:5 marker?

12/27/2019 1:56:21 PM iamsheisyeshua This does not resonate with me. Numbers are not evil, it is what you do with them, your free choice. 9/11 was also Jesus's true DOB. I see 9/11 a lot, 

but I know it is because I align with the Heavenly Father not with Freemasonry.

12/27/2019 1:56:28 PM lbf777 Jesus is just our older brother. We are all equal children of God. 

The Mystery Cults removed most parts where Jesus confirms that we are also sons and daughters of God. 

Jesus (Joshua) is just an evolved being from another class.

12/27/2019 1:57:28 PM cj_kearn I always see 11:11 222 333 and 17.

12/27/2019 1:59:35 PM youstinksoap 924

12/27/2019 2:00:44 PM adsvel You are mistaken ... And still do digging and find out about SSP.

12/27/2019 2:01:55 PM iamsheisyeshua In addition 911 on Jewish Gematria = Divine Light and Freemasons Exposed.

12/27/2019 2:03:20 PM ma_liky_ @realDonaldTrump 

Potus

12/27/2019 2:04:07 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1210004559986184192?s=19 …

12/27/2019 2:05:14 PM daveoanderson Why do Freemasons get to control two perfectly fine numbers?

12/27/2019 2:05:26 PM truthseeker273 I think you’re right. Somehow I think I may have been very abused by this system in a past life. I knew things as a child I shouldn’t have know about 

people in general and symbols. Things that there’s just no way I could have known. Like the all seeing eye, like symbols on 💰.

12/27/2019 2:05:43 PM cosmic_engineer Definitely a function of the Egoic Mind trying to navigate lol



12/27/2019 2:05:43 PM laurabusse Well said!

Agree

Noticed long ago

Good always comes out of bad

But you can find something in the present...

Often if someone's upset

I'll look at them

Find something attractive

When they're done talking

Might say

But you have great hair!

Usually makes them smile ☺️
12/27/2019 2:07:53 PM tabsinabox Look into patterns created by 3 6 and 9 when added with other numbers, consider them to be like keystones upon which creation is balanced on; you 

can manifest any way you please, sure, but 369 helps to reinforce the manifestation in the highest regard

12/27/2019 2:08:02 PM xrp_baghead I see 638 , 123 , 222, 333, 444

12/27/2019 2:10:54 PM laurabusse Yeah it does

But I remember

Once you get used to it

It became kinda repetitive

They repeated a lot of the same things...

If I recall

12/27/2019 2:11:43 PM 92michael Exactly

12/27/2019 2:12:16 PM laurabusse Wow looks like interesting stuff

12/27/2019 2:12:56 PM lbf777 Ok because that sounds like a limitation.

12/27/2019 2:13:06 PM noplacelikeomx3 See and now I can’t remember what you were so right about. But obviously you said something right.

12/27/2019 2:13:23 PM april10521252 I get it now, I'm here to help with the energies,  love and light,  healing and balancing ✌️🙏💞⏺🦄✌️🌟

12/27/2019 2:13:59 PM linnyt7 I drive the same way home everyday and have done so for about 20 years. Today was the first time i noticed that i cross over 69th, 63rd and 57th 

Avenues 😊

12/27/2019 2:14:10 PM laurabusse Thx☺️

12/27/2019 2:14:34 PM aholleufer 13

12/27/2019 2:18:29 PM laurabusse Yes

Totally agree

Seeking truth leads you down some interesting roads ☺️

One needn't believe any of it

But it's fascinating to explore what ppl have said and believed through the ages

And today

12/27/2019 2:18:50 PM samsmith0319 Would not doubt at all...This will lead to a lot of reviling...👀...

12/27/2019 2:19:28 PM ssg_pain 😎

12/27/2019 2:19:34 PM curseca My 10yo daughter always sees 911. Probably watching too much tictoc. 😳

12/27/2019 2:20:07 PM robblex2 I see 10:12/10-12/1012 all of the time. My birthday is Oct 12... Coincidentally I joined Twtr Oct 2012=10/12.

12/27/2019 2:20:41 PM laurabusse Yes

Absolutely!

It wasn't easy for them...

Not at all

In many ways

12/27/2019 2:21:32 PM werascending Good thing I don’t see that number combo! pic.twitter.com/N85iFaGBae

12/27/2019 2:21:36 PM barozzirochelle Me too. And electronics don't last long. I go through laptops like crazy...

12/27/2019 2:21:51 PM bubusmc MJ, what say you?

 https://mobile.twitter.com/ihatematt/status/1210410786142728198 …

12/27/2019 2:22:39 PM exsjwtruther they meant  https://www.blogtalkradio.com/globalwitness  https://www.youtube.com/c/globalwitness1260 …

12/27/2019 2:22:52 PM werascending Clever!👏👏👏

12/27/2019 2:23:24 PM weshallrise144k “The four great Mother ships of the fleet are called the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” This BIG?  

https://www.revelatorium.com/starrgram18.html …

12/27/2019 2:24:38 PM laurabusse My best friend's dad was a United Church of Christ minister

I still don't understand their...flavor tho

Kinda liberal and conservative at the same time...

I grew up Reformed then presbyterian after we moved

I questioned from the beginning

Nothing ever made sense to me

12/27/2019 2:24:49 PM seeker229 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good call!

Q Post  https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1210685913996636166 …

12/27/2019 2:24:51 PM rachaelangelm Do you think JOG and MA were old enough to remember the original baby farms?

12/27/2019 2:25:17 PM sseed369 1,2,4,8,7,5 pic.twitter.com/hBp5w0vabo

12/27/2019 2:25:58 PM laurabusse Sounds like your Dad must've been a positive influence in that way

Parents are usually a mixed bag LOL

12/27/2019 2:27:18 PM laurabusse Wow...

So sorry 💔

12/27/2019 2:28:01 PM april10521252 Love 3's, my daughter's name ~ pic.twitter.com/Nz4bITiUQs

12/27/2019 2:28:02 PM missrepresentu2 I see 11:11 so much that I bought the shirt - and am wearing it right now.

12/27/2019 2:28:15 PM laurabusse Makes sense!

12/27/2019 2:29:34 PM reorealtor 11 is the number for transition. Ask the Lord what He is wanting to point out to you specifically so that you can prepare for the transition.

12/27/2019 2:29:38 PM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 2:30:06 PM rickster61x @Jordan_Sather_

12/27/2019 2:30:18 PM april10521252 My Dad was awesome,  didn't know him as much as I wanted to, but I feel him everywhere and he taught me life lessons in Mojave desert when I'd get 

to visit, he lived in Lander's.  Suck on a rock if you run outta water in the desert, it works😘

12/27/2019 2:30:21 PM grown_show 1,2,3,5. In any order seem my numbers.

12/27/2019 2:30:57 PM nick_2c We dont trust the Freemasons

12/27/2019 2:32:18 PM tabsinabox If you make it as such 🤷♀️🤠

12/27/2019 2:32:30 PM nick_2c 9-11-3 BC



12/27/2019 2:32:57 PM mongrelglory I like to think of us as all having God "potential".  Similar to Jesus' parable of the tiny mustard seed capable of growing into a giant tree.  The so-called 

"kingdom of heaven".

12/27/2019 2:33:17 PM helenlove013015 I have been seeing 11:11 11:22 11:33 11:44 11:55, 12:34 5:55  4:44 3:33 2:22 all week. Anybody have any clue what this means???

12/27/2019 2:34:41 PM astarfaria and what are the Freemasons? What are they after?

12/27/2019 2:34:46 PM laurabusse Thx ☺️

12/27/2019 2:34:52 PM royharp15872578 As I understand it, it means you are on the right track in your life. You're doing the right thing.

12/27/2019 2:35:05 PM cosmic_engineer It's almost identical to Anglican

Fairly open minded

12/27/2019 2:35:37 PM mamabear_369 I see 66 a LOT.  Btw, what are good credible sources for understanding numerology/numbers and their meanings better?

12/27/2019 2:35:58 PM robinabank4 Keep watching... There's definitely multiple reasons for this Chemtrails.

12/27/2019 2:36:40 PM ma_liky_ Marks that Potus hears us. Q+ is potus and the meme ☝️ is potus telling us.

12/27/2019 2:37:45 PM jillsta07025300 Mj did something happen at 3:30am on 12:26. My house hold woke up at that time and about ten people at my sons work did too?

12/27/2019 2:38:19 PM laurabusse Omigosh that would never occur to me!

How wonderful that you had a wonderful past experience of your dad

And you still experience him

❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 2:38:30 PM april10521252 And if you run into a green Mojave snake, watch out for it's mate will be waiting nearby 🐍

12/27/2019 2:38:47 PM cosmic_engineer Indeed 😁

12/27/2019 2:38:52 PM sparkleloung Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html …

12/27/2019 2:39:11 PM laurabusse That's beautiful Michelle ❤️

Love that!!!

12/27/2019 2:39:57 PM astarfaria Here is what is think the numbers mean:

1 is your primal ether/energy aka the soul/power center

2 is the knowledge of existing aka the mind

3 is the manifest of your existence aka your spirit or the understanding and interaction between you and your environment...

12/27/2019 2:40:39 PM laurabusse Oh

Interesting

I'll ask my friend what she thinks about the comparison to Anglican or maybe even Episcopal...

12/27/2019 2:41:58 PM laurabusse Okay

Will try to remember that

😅🤣😂

But good to know...

12/27/2019 2:42:38 PM anonymousada I didn't know there was a shirt! I have no idea what it means, but I am beginning to believe it is to encourage me on the path I'm on when I see it. 

When I'm disconnected or off track I rarely will see it.

12/27/2019 2:43:13 PM april10521252 I was lucky to reconnect with my half sister, she gave me a necklace with his ashes,  it's our little home protector now🙏 I was a drug addict,  in and 

out of jail, mental hospitals etc. I felt I was toxic to all and sadly he passed away b4 it could be fixed.

12/27/2019 2:43:19 PM coranicholls I have awoken for 11 days now.. At 3:15 and 3:33... On the dots. Today no different????

12/27/2019 2:44:38 PM moemc8 wow

12/27/2019 2:44:46 PM curseca Is this why our perceptions are literally our reality? If we can change the way we perceive the world, we can change reality.

12/27/2019 2:45:21 PM astarfaria 4 is time itself, the creation of moments and memories from the spirit

5 is choice, the balance between thinking and feeling (2&3)

6 is material energy manifestations abimate and inanimate objects)

7 is the senses/ perception of ones experiences

8 is life’s essence

12/27/2019 2:47:30 PM no_dak_patriot Majestic... Does grounding/earthing (using grounding mats) get one on a path to the right frequency?

Or are they just a gimmick?

12/27/2019 2:48:12 PM parkmanfeather I see 420 always

12/27/2019 2:49:35 PM astarfaria Finally 9 is all energies in ones life accumulated, the collection of one’s being overall which is all kept in the mind.

12/27/2019 2:54:02 PM cherdley ⬅️ Again

12/27/2019 2:55:04 PM ausanon369 What about 11:11

12/27/2019 2:55:23 PM keith369me Did Kraft piss off the wrong people with his Trump support?

12/27/2019 2:56:09 PM sandylane1144 Sister has a cabin in Landers...we spend lots of time there...;)

12/27/2019 2:56:20 PM keith369me Ready for the discoveries further south...much further south

12/27/2019 2:57:48 PM __intothewild_ Seeing or "Seeing"?

12/27/2019 2:57:59 PM keith369me Starting to become sensitive to “seismic activity”...noticed some others can feel it while others can not.  Feel it in NYC now

12/27/2019 2:58:05 PM q_patchouli Yes. Only snoflakes don't know every past President except Trump was an evil assassin since JFK. No Wonder Trumps and Kennedys stuck 

together...I'm so glad so many dead people are not dead. 33rd degree are Murdering Masons.

Straight EVIL human sacrificing Occult Satanists!>

12/27/2019 2:58:29 PM gurgone_phillip Because that’s when the veil is the thinnest

12/27/2019 2:59:40 PM aprilbrown99 We The People control the Matrix. This only happens if We The People, allow [them] to use us to be [their] batteries to create and project it into 

happening.

12/27/2019 3:01:02 PM moemc8 same here.  Now, clock will be 1010 1111 222 333 444 555.  Get numbers in 3s more often now.

12/27/2019 3:01:06 PM j_wingfield10 I see variations of 11 

1...2...3..4...5..6..7..8..9..10..11

Is this bad?

12/27/2019 3:01:14 PM dglawabq Amen

12/27/2019 3:01:48 PM johnmic25959174 Oh Yaa, that definitely resonated within Me. You have no idea how many times I've woken up, looked at a Clock and it 9:11

12/27/2019 3:04:03 PM jillsta07025300 I see 222 a lot  what does that mean

12/27/2019 3:08:44 PM anon_inno This time prompt, specifically, is what set me off on my truth-seeking mission some 6 years ago. I thought it meant to look into 9-11, suppose it did.

Would not be here without it. 9:11.

Still seeing it frequently.

12/27/2019 3:08:50 PM chrismfkelly 43 has always been my number, multiple times a day.

12/27/2019 3:12:26 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

12/27/2019 3:13:45 PM aprilbrown99 This is very interesting indeed. pic.twitter.com/44PawsaKuo

12/27/2019 3:14:27 PM theappraiser17 I'm aware, neither do I, but to suggest I'm connected via programming due to number pattern recognition is ludicrous.  There are good Freemasons, 

but they are very deep underground for their own safety.

12/27/2019 3:15:06 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/LiVnONaPrayer_/status/1210622087297040384 …



12/27/2019 3:15:15 PM aprilbrown99 Hootsuite, Inc.?  Is this a form of AI?

12/27/2019 3:15:43 PM laurabusse He knows now

❤️❤️❤️

He may have even helped you...

I read a story by a woman

Her mom was pretty mean

She was kinda traumatized by her growing up

Her mom died

And then came to her to help heal her daughter's heart chakra of the damage she had caused her daughter!
12/27/2019 3:16:53 PM laurabusse Gee I hope my Mom does that

🙃

12/27/2019 3:21:14 PM laurabusse Anyway

I have a similar story to yours

With time I overcame all

All is well ❤️

Many of us go through a lot of crap

Often helps you define what you DO want in life

Having experienced what you DON'T want 🤔

12/27/2019 3:22:09 PM _chelseaproject He's a satan worhipper

12/27/2019 3:24:50 PM agentmyami Nice! My son was born on 11/12/01 at 2:21pm. He’s an angel for sure!

12/27/2019 3:31:26 PM s33thr im glad to hear someone else say this!  Why take our guns, they already have smart bullets and lasers!

12/27/2019 3:32:07 PM keith369me 12-27-2019...3-9-3

12/27/2019 3:32:57 PM s33thr the people couldn't handle the truth.

12/27/2019 3:34:16 PM s33thr no, this is SOP for flying a high profile VIP into a war zone, you come in high and spiral down in small circles over the airport with no lights on the 

ground.  at the last minute the illuminate the run way for a quick touch down and then the lights go back out.

12/27/2019 3:34:41 PM loveforceiling Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/pMEefRo5K5

12/27/2019 3:34:44 PM leonworkman2000 Constantine was born 200 years after all of the books of the Bible were written. If you read the Bible, you don't need to even take into account a 

Roman emperor's opinion. Likewise, the Council of Nicea occurred well over 200 years after the Bible was penned.

12/27/2019 3:36:00 PM danefortrump Serious question. How could anyone want to live in an area, where you 100 percent certain know it will destroyed at some point? I would never do 

that. pic.twitter.com/G9qr1pryfj

12/27/2019 3:41:37 PM contenthonest The Architect.

12/27/2019 3:42:02 PM keith369me What does 12-30-2019 3-3-3 bring?

12/27/2019 3:42:40 PM allahuniversal Reminds me of Power vs. Force, David R. Hawkins pic.twitter.com/uxbbvgNNzn

12/27/2019 3:42:45 PM searchingforth That is a fair comment

12/27/2019 3:43:09 PM micktuckwell I can’t stand wearing a watch or any metal or jewellery on my skin for long including my wedding ring, much to my wife’s annoyance.

12/27/2019 3:44:00 PM keith369me Seismic activity is due to compression breakthrough.  Love from above and below meeting on the surface.

12/27/2019 3:45:02 PM keith369me [They] have been almost exclusively wrong.  [News]

12/27/2019 3:45:23 PM keith369me Emotionally perhaps

12/27/2019 3:46:36 PM bill_hamer I have not felt so uplifted before

12/27/2019 3:47:35 PM leonworkman2000 When discussing such things, it is also useful to separate organized religion such as the Roman Catholic church from reading and interpretation of the 

Bible on a personal level... which, in itself, is not encouraged by Catholicism. Don't confuse Catholicism with Christianity.

12/27/2019 3:50:18 PM bdradee Hook line and money sinker , still waiting for the Moon base

12/27/2019 3:50:29 PM rucassan1234 What about 117

12/27/2019 3:50:36 PM tylerai5 What if you are 1119?

12/27/2019 3:51:23 PM bill_hamer Can't wait for this!!! Thanks for shedding light!!!

12/27/2019 3:51:26 PM leonworkman2000 It is true, we all have a connection to the divine. God created us in His image. We have an everlasting soul, but God gives us free will and requires us to 

accept his Son in order to come unto Him. Eternal damnation is only guaranteed by the rejection of Christ as our savior.

12/27/2019 3:51:58 PM suzannestarks12 1:11 & 11:11

12/27/2019 3:54:54 PM ianmoon89785460 I am ready

12/27/2019 3:57:40 PM laurenmbradley Only for 8 years? How? This has been a part of my life for as long as I can remember. I’ve always seen the patterns, eyes open or shut. In the dark, they 

show up brighter & more fluorescent. I’ve had a hunch that they are more than info- I think they are a portal of some kind.

12/27/2019 3:58:41 PM micktuckwell 3 cubed

12/27/2019 3:58:44 PM covertress Watch Nassim Haramein's "Black Whole" https://youtu.be/aB3Z0SD_Xiw 

12/27/2019 3:59:34 PM clhendershot My scrabble score is 444

Meaning?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress pic.twitter.com/BuU4gFoIg0

12/27/2019 4:02:00 PM laura_621 I am a 3️⃣ in numerology

12/27/2019 4:03:53 PM laura_621 Same here. Went away for a few years now they are back

12/27/2019 4:04:03 PM process_facts This is how they destroy history

 https://youtu.be/HHs5M3pyd3Q 

Watch video then read Wikipedia (fake news for this entry)

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Schreiber …

They continued in the US and all over the world.

 https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/hearings/95mkultra.pdf …

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE
12/27/2019 4:04:20 PM covertress 444 is the English number for Jesus pic.twitter.com/t76UheeCmH

12/27/2019 4:05:41 PM laurabusse IMHO

Any belief system that involves god is a religion

Christianity is a belief system

You have to believe

In order to be a Christian

Therefore Christianity is a religion

IMHO

There's no way around that
12/27/2019 4:07:01 PM holotechrd The last thing they will see is ME ⚡💥👑👈

12/27/2019 4:07:25 PM shesaseer I can still see patterns and vortices and other stuff when I stare at anything natural. It was a walk-in kind of thing. The day I figured out the meaning, he 

left. Typical dude lol



12/27/2019 4:09:01 PM laurabusse The alternative

To me

Is acknowledging an infinite creator

Praying

Meditating

Appreciating

Infinite creator

And his creation of nature

And just BEing

BEing one with Infinite Creator and all of creation

Allowing your heart to be filled with love

For infinite creator and everyone
12/27/2019 4:09:08 PM clhendershot Love you!

12/27/2019 4:09:26 PM iqdou1 Something Big is coming

Simple Gematria 217

Light Up the Darkness

Christs Second Coming

12/27/2019 4:10:24 PM benandroeste What does 222 and 22:22 mean? Told my wife i saw this numbers everywhere, she thought at first it was BS but after i told her same thing started to 

happen to her as well🤔😆

12/27/2019 4:10:26 PM jillsfolly77711 Weird, but I’ve been seeing the word “ octagon” a lot in different places.

12/27/2019 4:11:13 PM hypnothyme  pic.twitter.com/Nxu8gI2Gnd

12/27/2019 4:11:37 PM laurabusse Living your life as you see fit

Love god

Love neighbor as yourself

You could spend your whole life just seeking to do those 2 things

No bible

No church

No original sin

Etc

To each his own

Live and let live
12/27/2019 4:11:51 PM gingertweet2 I live in a masonic city. Our streets are in design of the compass and ruler. 11:11 is a constant recurring number in my life.

12/27/2019 4:15:06 PM donnaho33369876 Oh, one more question. Why do events matter?

12/27/2019 4:15:35 PM leelee19721 I see 3’s in everything! What does that make me

12/27/2019 4:18:47 PM kimkimmaxwell Right place...right time.

12/27/2019 4:22:41 PM cosmic_engineer Original sin, the way it is packaged, is sickening. The way it is used to control and demean has no place in pure Spirituality.

If you believe that you are not worthy, it becomes your reality and you never proceed.

Getting 'Jesus' to do your work here... Is a trap. No Grad 4U

12/27/2019 4:28:27 PM covertress 🥰

12/27/2019 4:28:36 PM cosmic_engineer That's a total mashup of fire and brimstone Yahweh (what Yeshua came to debunk) and some very restricted ideology of the Master Teacher.

So anyone who never met Him or lives in a cave somewhere is doomed by default?

Here's my thesis on the matter https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T0bBwtZemiPVW8JBYHG601nKm6UK4bos4xBj_rqPnhU/edit?usp=drivesdk …

12/27/2019 4:28:55 PM 444_q_ I followed him years ago! That's when I first started to wake up😊

12/27/2019 4:28:58 PM lenartjoe Most can. But the concern’s likely more financial. If discoveries didn’t look more-recent, people might think they already had a huge financial stake. 

Given that seed tech was given to companies to avoid FOIA requests & they invested $ to continued R&D, % ownership gets sticky

12/27/2019 4:30:28 PM mt30175068 23... I see it all the time, everywhere, in and on everything...

12/27/2019 4:31:31 PM laurabusse O god

You just hit the nail SQUARE on the head!

Truer words were never spoken

Rule no. 1 for making spiritual progress

Take full responsibility for yourself and your life

Very freeing!

No one can do it for you

I love the stories about Jesus going to India

Becoming...
12/27/2019 4:34:47 PM laurabusse ... enlightened

Going back to Palestine with his teachings on enlightenment

Almost no one understood him

Persecuted etc

Makes total sense!!!!!!

Paramahansa yogananda wrote books comparing bible with Hindu teachings!

Many verses in NT almost straight out of Hinduism!

Amazing!!!
12/27/2019 4:42:24 PM cosmic_engineer Buddhism has some very great insights. They teach of how to master your Egoic Mind. Limit suffering. Without that, the material vessel is always the 

focus, and therefore One's true  essence is heavily shrouded. Devolution vs the lightening action of spiritual evolution

12/27/2019 4:45:31 PM laurabusse Very nice!

Just read it

Very good synthesis!

Nothing to disagree with there ☺️

12/27/2019 4:45:45 PM jucifr00t Palestine is right outside of Narnia, just past Mordor.

12/27/2019 4:46:40 PM tiffsnotes  pic.twitter.com/b4ijYJsFbR



12/27/2019 4:46:57 PM cosmic_engineer Although now that I think about it, was that what truly triggered the waves of missionaries?

No one could be saved from hell without first knowing of Jesus?

Therefore their hearts compelled them to go forth and convert

12/27/2019 4:48:15 PM leonworkman2000 There's a difference between organized religion and religion.

12/27/2019 4:49:00 PM laurabusse As I was coming out of Christianity

I stumbled upon taoism

Fell in love with it

Such wisdom!

Then I dabbled in a little Buddhism

And a little Hinduism

Such beautiful truths in all three...

So yes ☺️
12/27/2019 4:49:28 PM kvitalone WIGNER EFFECT 

Metal fatigue/weakening due to neutron irradiation which also causes electronic malfunctions

Aviation accidents increasing?

Wigner Effect

RADCHICK On YT 

20 Wigner Vid

9-7-18 Fukushima Site👇

9 yrs in March

Rads flying into our sky

DAILY pic.twitter.com/EoSGlRVYr9
12/27/2019 4:49:46 PM beauty33488754 What does 444 mean?

12/27/2019 4:49:47 PM cosmic_engineer Thanks ✌️

It's been a journey. Wrote this originally for a group transitioning from dogmatic Christianity so its theme is a little skewed

12/27/2019 4:50:49 PM verbiskj I see 34... Fibonacci baby

0

...

1

1

2

3

5

8

13

21

34... 5:5 pic.twitter.com/YXL7s6UZWv
12/27/2019 4:51:09 PM bernie49088771 We don’t have Freemasons in Tonga🙄But sure

12/27/2019 4:51:53 PM leonworkman2000 If you deny your sinful state, then you deny Jesus.

12/27/2019 4:52:27 PM kvitalone Fukushima Webcam at Night

Sept 2018

3 open-air reactor cores & spent fuel pools

gone fission. Pretty colors pic.twitter.com/m92vvxU1vd

12/27/2019 4:55:59 PM kidge6 Thank you Oli!  I had lost the link to this.

12/27/2019 4:56:51 PM leonworkman2000 What happened after the Bible was written has nothing to do with the word of God. The Bible is God's communication gifted to us from beyond space 

and time. To ignore reading the Bible is to ignore the truth given to us by our creator.

12/27/2019 4:57:34 PM americanpetal Me too! Oh no!

12/27/2019 4:59:40 PM laurabusse Yes

Its a shame for anyone to have to be thrown into hell by a compassionate loving god who is just

And suffer fire and brimstone for an INFINITE amount of time after committing sins in a FINITE life

Because God loves unconditionally and is just

What???

So yeah

Missionaries
12/27/2019 5:00:52 PM leonworkman2000 Buddhism will not save your soul.

12/27/2019 5:03:01 PM freestateojones You guys are killing it today.

12/27/2019 5:05:06 PM leonworkman2000 God gives you choices (free will). You can choose to reject or accept him. Eternity is beyond time as we know it, so saying finite and infinite in that 

context has no meaning after the end of space-time.

12/27/2019 5:07:34 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf Hello Majestic..

12/27/2019 5:08:29 PM laurabusse Why make a distinction?

They're both religion

Religion is just a set of beliefs that may or may not be true

If you believe it

Its probably bc you heard it over and over again as if it were true

Believing in something doesnt make it true

You can believe as you see fit...

Free will
12/27/2019 5:11:48 PM helentheseeker a friend told me that we are our own saviors. giving only "Jesus" salvation power weakens his trachings and weakens the person who believes it.



12/27/2019 5:12:06 PM laurabusse Wow

They sound like my ppl 

☺️

It was tough coming out of it

I was alone

Internet was just starting to take off

I saw sooo many ppl online like me...

Only I didn't connect with any

But I loved my journey out

Once I got going I was like a kid in a candy store

So much to explore!
12/27/2019 5:12:39 PM leonworkman2000 You can't flail non-catholics over the head with the mistakes within the history of the catholic church.

True. Believing in something doesn't make it true. The truth of the Bible is the absolute truth. Everything else is false.

12/27/2019 5:13:19 PM dianesaumure Yeshua was born April 1

12/27/2019 5:14:24 PM laurabusse Dunno why you say skewed

You coulda gone in any number of directions...

Law of one I found to be a good transitioning tool

It corrects a lot of misinterpretations of the Bible

IMHO anyway...

12/27/2019 5:15:33 PM 1life1hope Wow—that does NOT seem to be a natural hand gesture. Pete, too. Oh my.

12/27/2019 5:15:42 PM sonyx369 “The space domain”. As in, The Domain vs. the Old Empire. Eh, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? Mind control reaches much further than media propaganda, yes? 

#prisonplanet #amnesia #electronictraps #QAnon https://twitter.com/US_SpaceCom/status/1210727923839143937 …

12/27/2019 5:15:57 PM blovinnick 666

12/27/2019 5:16:16 PM leonworkman2000 Your friend needs to read the Bible. That is false. The only way to salvation is accepting that Jesus is our savior and that he died to wash away our sins. 

We have only to accept his gift.

12/27/2019 5:16:17 PM justice4dorothy Will we get help here in New York from our criminal governor and mayor? Cuomo and DeBlasio??? And what about Virginia?

12/27/2019 5:16:55 PM laurabusse That's your own logic my friend 😊

My logic is much different

My past experience tells me we're never gonna agree

And that's ok

Perhaps that's as it should be

We live in different camps

Blessings to you!
12/27/2019 5:18:10 PM changovibes Af1 never alone..

12/27/2019 5:18:32 PM leonworkman2000 There is no "fixing" of the Bible. Anything that purports to do that is a tool to be used to turn you away from the truth in the Bible.

12/27/2019 5:19:00 PM laurabusse Sweetheart my soul does not need to be saved ☺️☺️☺️

If you think yours does

That's up to you

If it makes you happy

Then I'm happy for you...

12/27/2019 5:20:52 PM leonworkman2000 I truly feel bad for those that purposefully pursue being lost.

12/27/2019 5:22:00 PM laurabusse Have you ever explored Buddhism?

It's really more of a philosophy than a religion

Tho some Buddhists turn it into a religion

It's about learning to meditate

Which is basically sitting in stillness and silence just BEing

And the teachings focus on how to alleviate mental suffering

12/27/2019 5:22:45 PM leonworkman2000 We have all sinned and come short of the glory of God. Coming short of it means we are not one with it.

12/27/2019 5:24:11 PM laurabusse You can actually be a Christian Buddhist

I'm serious

There are many many Jewish Buddhists

Many are psychologists

It's a perfect fit really...

There is much peace beauty and wisdom in Buddhist

Is why it became so popular...

12/27/2019 5:24:16 PM leonworkman2000 Opening my mind to false teachings will not aid me in my journey to serve the one true God of the Bible.

12/27/2019 5:25:26 PM awakeningpublic Good catch Patriot 👍

12/27/2019 5:25:40 PM leonworkman2000 It is not of God. Meditation is also not of God just as Yoga is not of God.

12/27/2019 5:26:15 PM leonworkman2000 And populism has nothing to do with truth...

12/27/2019 5:27:38 PM raisethevib369 The Neverending Story.

12/27/2019 5:31:22 PM laurabusse Oh my friend

I chose to accept god

I do not reject god

It's just not on your terms

It's on different terms

No terms actually

God just is

I just am

We are together

Very simple

God is infinite

I am infinite

Very simple

It's a very beautiful way to live

I love it

Wouldn't trade it!
12/27/2019 5:32:03 PM laurabusse Makes sense!

12/27/2019 5:34:07 PM cosmic_engineer Derek Broes has helped many in this fashion. Good support group and plenty of theological/gnostic study and discussion.  I tried to provide some 

alternate sources 😉



12/27/2019 5:34:51 PM dr_t_dc So repeat the study and prove them wrong.

12/27/2019 5:34:57 PM laurabusse If you believe that sweetie

Good for you!

God gives us free will

I have made sense more or less of god and the universe in my own humble way that makes sense to me

I'm very happy and at peace

That's all that matters to me

If you're happy with your beliefs

Who am I to judge...
12/27/2019 5:35:59 PM awakeningwarri3 Can't it be a sign that you're on the verge of transitioning, either to the dark or the light? I see 9:11 often, but I feel on the verge of either 

enlightenment, sometimes, or I can feel my anger and addictive tendencies aligning with the bad hombres.

12/27/2019 5:36:42 PM laurabusse My friend

We must part the ways now

We can go back and forth like this forever

It matters not

I wish you well☺️

12/27/2019 5:38:00 PM leonworkman2000 It's not "my" terms. It is the terms communicated directly to us by God in the Bible. We have all sinned and require salvation which is only available 

through Jesus Christ.

12/27/2019 5:39:09 PM nybiltong @realDonaldTrump @officialmcafee 

The concept of blockchain exists within every single person The @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 saw this technology's applications and started seeding it to the 

public back in 2007 with Bitcoin @VerumRadix #Blockchain

12/27/2019 5:39:47 PM laurabusse Again

That is your opinion

You believe with all your heart it is true

I was once where you are

I am most relieved now to know that I know that I know

It is not true

It never was true

It never will be true

It is religious dogma plain and simple

Used as programming...
12/27/2019 5:40:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can you believe this? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1210572012747399168 …

12/27/2019 5:40:39 PM cosmic_engineer Agreed. Theme was sufficient. No need for the word skewed ✌️

12/27/2019 5:40:59 PM sterkinglights1 Very common fren. Opiates/amphetamines were injected into our culture. It's important somehow that we have come out on the right side alive. Be 

prepared for the roadblocks. They are lessons for us to grow and not react the same way as when we were addicts. Need an ear I'm here

12/27/2019 5:41:05 PM 369palm No it sounds like utter nonsense

12/27/2019 5:41:39 PM leonworkman2000 Happiness is not enough to save your soul. Having happiness be all that matters to you is shortsighted.

12/27/2019 5:42:12 PM 420munsterfan What about 357👀

12/27/2019 5:42:33 PM altimitwill That is such a lie and fake news!

12/27/2019 5:43:00 PM leonworkman2000 Please read the Bible with open eyes. It is truth.

12/27/2019 5:43:01 PM laurabusse As I said

There is no longer any point at all to having this discussion

We are speaking different languages to each other

And never the twain shall meet

I do not wish to change your beliefs

I ask for the same courtesy

I wish you all the best ☺️

12/27/2019 5:43:27 PM vinceeverett6 A Military Industrial Vortex. A new black hole.....in the budget.

12/27/2019 5:43:33 PM sheerglee1 I have been saying that for years...sunburns are not the same either

12/27/2019 5:43:44 PM 420munsterfan Previously you said 9:11 aligns w/ Freemasonry what does 357 signify?

12/27/2019 5:46:47 PM jeffthecurious Over the last 3 months, I’ve been seeing these combos almost every single day:

1:11

2:22

3:33

4:44

5:55

10:10

11:11

12:12
12/27/2019 5:47:12 PM laurabusse He must be a wonderful man

I congratulate him for his work

Helping ppl like myself

It was confusing and painful

But sooo worth the exiting

I would never go back

In fact I would do it all over again

12/27/2019 5:47:16 PM cosmic_engineer I identified as a Christian Buddhist for nearly a decade. Funny that you would mention that.  It is philosophy.

I'm a hybrid if ~5 now.  They all have some keys...and pitfalls. Like the ascetic. That path is pure punishment.

12/27/2019 5:47:48 PM 369palm I appreciate that. It’s actually kind of nice to start over with a new account.

12/27/2019 5:49:27 PM tamiwils0n22813 What about $9999.99 today I saw?

12/27/2019 5:49:44 PM debstev80504671 No. MSM doesn't report the very high numbers of white genocide worldwide.

12/27/2019 5:49:46 PM laurabusse Well maybe you thought it was skewed to the law of one

So many different thought systems that make sense of god and the universe...

Many are wonderful

Others not so much

Coughchristianitycough

12/27/2019 5:50:33 PM cormieredcclare It does sound like it

12/27/2019 5:50:35 PM mattbornong No, the NOAA never sent Dutchsinse a threat letter, no, they've never admitted he was right.  Have you ever taken his forecasts for a road test?  I 

have, here's the prediction video you recommend, 0 for 8, on his "How to Forecast an Earthquake" video, he's fails on his own. 

pic.twitter.com/XEM5DIoioZ



12/27/2019 5:52:14 PM vinceeverett6 Odd, so many ranking members like him facing tribulation lately. Prince Andrew, Jeffrey Epstein, Harvey Weinstein, Kevin Spacey and plenty of black 

eyes and broken bones the last few years like John Kerry, Harry Reid, Bono and just today Tom Hanks tweets a pedo message.

12/27/2019 5:52:27 PM laurabusse I might be being unfair

I did meet some wonderful Christians who seemed enlightened or semi enlightened

They were rare

I'm sure there's a way to be a kind loving warm compassionate Christian rather than the obnoxious judgemental ones that seem to stand out...

12/27/2019 5:52:33 PM joni_apple_seed When will people wise up to the fact that religions in general are used to manipulate the public! This nonsense has gone on way too long! WE ARE ALL 

FACING UNPRECEDENTED REPRESSION #ThanQ @TheCollectiveQ @CyrusAParsa1 @stelly_alice pic.twitter.com/ZHTvz6KyfH

12/27/2019 5:53:36 PM cosmic_engineer The illusion of self?

12/27/2019 5:54:29 PM bi07829782 More BS from MSM

12/27/2019 5:54:51 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/DCk90PyAZd

12/27/2019 5:54:58 PM cosmic_engineer Offline for a while.  Have a blessed evening 💚

12/27/2019 5:55:01 PM rhonda_usa 😂

12/27/2019 5:55:20 PM mattbornong I've road tested many of his "forecasts", it's quite amazing how bad he is.  Every forecast is repeat ad infinitum, here's the normal frequency of 

earthquakes in the earthquakes for the regions he stops at, time after time, yet he misses time after time. pic.twitter.com/9Yc5SeANYh

12/27/2019 5:56:28 PM peterluisvenero Feel free to share this lawsuit to spread awareness to and potentially help resolve the matter.  

https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical&fbclid=IwAR0yNR6tONTawO7LiaNrclHqfFpCUCSeIT2PzxJsaZ

KT0VOQaFqTfx05xew …

12/27/2019 5:56:37 PM mo_an2016 BS!!

12/27/2019 5:56:38 PM daganon68 Nope. Theyre causing it on others

12/27/2019 5:56:43 PM anonpatriotccj Thank you , I have felt something. I have been dreaming of my life in the other dimensions. I lost granddaughters that I raised for six years due to 

divorce. In these dreams, I am with them and 1 more.  I feel the timelines merging. I am new here. I am just feeling and

12/27/2019 5:57:27 PM anonpatriotccj experiencing as it comes with no expectations, just intentions of I would love to see this world to be.

12/27/2019 5:58:39 PM 369palm Twitter is just a very interesting space. It is the town square micro managed by robotic thought police.

12/27/2019 5:59:00 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/j5zsTS2O8O

12/27/2019 5:59:04 PM april10521252 Thank you so much, I'm coming up on 8 years off opiates and benzos, mine was pills, all started with a friend who worked at a dentist office,  back then 

vicodin came in little 2 packs in bulk to the offices, crazy.  I was 17 I think. Now 42, so long road, grateful 2 be here🙏

12/27/2019 5:59:20 PM 1111vermillion Before or after they were infiltrated?

12/27/2019 5:59:31 PM april10521252 And bless your heart, I'm here for you as well, we're family now🙏

12/27/2019 6:00:10 PM mattbornong You fell asleep listening to his ever repeating BS.

12/27/2019 6:01:22 PM april10521252 I understand all of that,  things were difficult but I loved my whole family no matter what happened,  and I just want everyone better,  ya know? My 

entire family is torn apart,  I pray we reconcile more 💜🙏🌟

12/27/2019 6:01:23 PM jucifr00t I'm stuck on the whole 'law' of one. To gain the title of 'law' there needs to be proof. Heck,  secularists even say "Big Bang 'Theory'"

At best you can say "Theory of One"

12/27/2019 6:02:17 PM grtamericanovel Bill Hamer 78% BOT warning. QAnon @FBI @altFBI @AltHomelandSec @Twitter @TwitterSupport

12/27/2019 6:02:18 PM jucifr00t That is NOT his own logic. That is biblical. A.k.a. factual.

We don't need to argue this. We will all find out later.

12/27/2019 6:02:21 PM laurabusse Ha 

Yes

Asceticism

My last years of being a Christian

Were spent in the Orthodox Church

I was still searching

I read about asceticism

The early desert fathers etc

Very interesting

Even inspiring

Not for me LOL

Not necessary...

Free will

That's the beauty

Smorgasbord

☺️☺️☺️
12/27/2019 6:02:30 PM luvvvxoxoxo Tesla FBI Vault

12/27/2019 6:03:38 PM april10521252 And yes, my Dad, my Grandpa, Grandma and other ancestors are guiding me, it's amazing and sad I couldn't see them now and hug them, I hope they 

know & forgive me for being an asshole, I love them so much.

12/27/2019 6:03:55 PM laurabusse You too my friend

I so enjoyed our discussion today

❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 6:04:41 PM rudedrew63 Hell no all i been seeing is muslims talking all kinds of 💩 about jesus in christmas non stop for the past week

12/27/2019 6:04:41 PM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

12/27/2019 6:05:28 PM april10521252 I had a child I never knew, I'm not sure what happened to her, but I wrote about her in my diary,  telling her sorry and I loved her, then I submitted my 

DNA on 23 just in case she was alive and looking. All moms make mistakes they wish they didn't,  some bigger than others.

12/27/2019 6:05:46 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/yi6Eu9nssj

12/27/2019 6:05:50 PM lisa_giorgi It's still early😶 pic.twitter.com/BqsqyMfdQ9

12/27/2019 6:06:02 PM laurabusse Yes

I wish you true inner peace and love ❤️

12/27/2019 6:06:10 PM freestateojones Not if I was European.

12/27/2019 6:06:29 PM jucifr00t Again,  not opinion. Research the origins of the Bible & the over 500 proofs of the Biblical validities. 

Where is the written proof of your beliefs or opinions?

I've been asking everyone on this thread for the factual proof and so far nobody has given me anything solid.

12/27/2019 6:07:20 PM laurabusse Well...

If it doesn't interest you...

That's the beauty

Free Will ☺️

12/27/2019 6:07:22 PM bwadealaska What if someone see's 666 everywhere? What then?



12/27/2019 6:07:23 PM lisa_giorgi Maybe....bigly?😶 pic.twitter.com/T8zpXJxp2V

12/27/2019 6:08:32 PM bwadealaska  pic.twitter.com/xhbLM0bit7

12/27/2019 6:08:44 PM jucifr00t 1. Don't call my husband 'sweetheart'

2. Christians are called to spread the God news about Jesus. If you choose to look away,  that's on you. 

At least you've been told. 

I'll be praying that you see the Truth before it's too late.

12/27/2019 6:10:33 PM markanthonywar7 #NEVERHILLARY

12/27/2019 6:10:51 PM ufopirate17 I pray your wrong! Seen it twice a day for my whole life...HATE IT!

12/27/2019 6:11:18 PM jucifr00t John 3:16

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

12/27/2019 6:12:08 PM laurabusse That's right we all will

No fear

There's an old joke

Guy dies

Goes to heaven

St Peter showing him around

Meeting all the ppl

There was a celebration

Who are they?

Oh it's the Jews the Episcopalians and the Buddhists

They enjoy discussions

Then the guy sees another party...
12/27/2019 6:12:23 PM rebornkingent Yes, now do 444

12/27/2019 6:12:30 PM jucifr00t It's a hard text for some but there are clues in this verse. 

Let me help. 

Whosoever believeth in Him.

That's the key to evaluating life - not meditation.

12/27/2019 6:12:46 PM ethereal_shaman Weaponizing compassion.  #matrixchallenge

12/27/2019 6:13:14 PM jucifr00t Everlasting

12/27/2019 6:14:08 PM virginialouelle Axios stirring the pot with fake news.

12/27/2019 6:15:44 PM laurabusse ... surrounded by tall walls

And who are they?

Oh those are the Christians

They think they're the only ones up here

Beliefs are just very strong thoughts ppl are very attached to

The one that holds a belief

Sees it as truth

And with that

I bid you good night

☺️

12/27/2019 6:17:24 PM rapturo93085269 You see it, you’re discussing it. How can you discuss it if you don’t also see  it and know of it. So same boat as everyone else, if you want to be the 

captain be the captain. We’re all thinking just like you.

12/27/2019 6:18:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does Pearson Publishing produce?

[PP]?

Planned Parenthood or Pearson Publishing?

from:ts_sci_majic12 PP

Disinformation.

Propaganda.

Sheep Manufacturing Efforts.

Babylonian money magic.

How do you manufacture consent?

Alice in Wonderland effect?

Money LAUNDERING!

Billions.
12/27/2019 6:18:23 PM house_poseidon They like that #Qatar money

What are the #QatarPapers?

12/27/2019 6:18:59 PM hoelessromantik Middle and high school textbooks

12/27/2019 6:19:02 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103134729669361665?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103134729669361665 …

12/27/2019 6:19:23 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1095174721845510144?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1095174721845510144 …

12/27/2019 6:19:27 PM laurabusse Oh they do!

They love you so much too!

You will gradually come to love and forgive yourself and see what happened as being in the past and a gift you benefitted from actually

❤️💜💙

12/27/2019 6:19:41 PM danielleasher2 I stopped wearing them. The last one died on day 5. It laid on a shelf for 2 months and my mother-in-law so happened to pick it up and then the second 

hand began to move again. Really strange! I do see lots of 1:11, 11:11, 3:33 and such. Not sure what that means.

12/27/2019 6:19:50 PM hailvector This seems more tic-tic than tick-tock...

12/27/2019 6:20:06 PM jared4liberty  https://www.trevorloudon.com/2019/07/the-humanitarian-hoax-of-pearson-education-killing-america-with-kindness-hoax-30/ …

12/27/2019 6:20:29 PM bryceja68689884 Aaaaaahhhhhhaaaaaaaa! As Bill Murray would say. That is some legit fuckery! pic.twitter.com/XweXK97TU6

12/27/2019 6:20:39 PM cosmic_engineer Good call. It's a very great topic.

12/27/2019 6:21:05 PM house_poseidon "....who killed himself" pic.twitter.com/JxuT6RPTwe

12/27/2019 6:21:36 PM redpillyou Pearson. Texas. Texas Schoolbook Depository. CIA. Bush. JFK. https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2012/06/21/how-texas-inflicts-bad-textbooks-on-

us/ …

12/27/2019 6:21:43 PM james8corney1 I’m putting 17 agents on this right now. These taxpayer slush funds must end now.



12/27/2019 6:22:34 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is how to search on Twitter, copy and paste:

from:ts_sci_majic12 PP

Into the 'Search Twitter' bar and press enter. 

Or follow this link (it goes to the same place): 

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ats_sci_majic12%20PP&src=recent_search_click …
12/27/2019 6:22:46 PM chris_losh_ Acquiescence = manufactured consent.

12/27/2019 6:23:04 PM ausanon369 What about the Christians

12/27/2019 6:23:29 PM jucifr00t I have a fence but not a wall. 

Catholics are not Christians. 

I don't think I'm up anywhere. 

I just know 

the truth 

through the proofs 

as a result of my faith 

thank God through His grace. 

You are misled hun.
12/27/2019 6:23:30 PM djlok Yes, I can believe the facts...their spin is what gets me. And their lack of definitions.  Define a concentration camp?  What is it really?  Torture camp or 

an unassimilated ethnic group concentrated in an area?  

Law and Order looks different depending on perspective I suppose.

12/27/2019 6:23:47 PM laurabusse Yes

Must have been extremely difficult and painful for you

Its what happened

You were acting out of the consciousness you had at that time

You're a diff person now

Deep breathing and meditation can work wonders for finding emotional healing and freedom

You will grow into love...

12/27/2019 6:24:22 PM catherinetrue4 Testing manuals for many different professions.

12/27/2019 6:24:26 PM ggcheri WITH A "B" pic.twitter.com/dqyTMoGXYN

12/27/2019 6:25:09 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/WEY9PBX9N2

12/27/2019 6:25:17 PM 444_q_ Ready for justice. I'm continuing to open my mind to truth, about ET and how they are integrated within our planet/us. Let the good extinguish the 

bad. God/Christ consciousness wins. Save the babies. Save humanity.

12/27/2019 6:25:25 PM ethereal_shaman I saw 911/119 persistently for several years off and on.  Since moving, i haven't, that I recall.  This is interesting.  Is it locational? Grid lines/building 

structures?

12/27/2019 6:26:07 PM mountainminder All of the above

While it Controls History.

12/27/2019 6:27:39 PM k4rlgruen Axios says so...   Bwa HAHAHAHA

#resist [DS] lies

Read #Qanon pic.twitter.com/5b2yZmK7ec

12/27/2019 6:28:55 PM linnyt7 No.

12/27/2019 6:29:09 PM laurabusse Bc it doesn't matter!!!

You believe in your truth!

That's ok!

As it should be!

It's not up to anyone to prove anything to you

It's up to you to seek and find

And find satisfaction with what you believe

You satisfied?

Great!

So are we!!!

You're preaching to the wrong ppl LOLOL
12/27/2019 6:30:03 PM cesiumcat That was my thought....

12/27/2019 6:30:06 PM jucifr00t Look. If you're right and I live like a true Christian,  what happens when I die?

12/27/2019 6:30:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is your personal new years resolution and how will you hold yourself accountable?

12/27/2019 6:31:28 PM dennisriordan4 Clinton Foundation Money Laundering.

12/27/2019 6:31:45 PM qanonsunrise Happens to me as well. Since my youth. Replacing batteries doesn't help.

12/27/2019 6:32:04 PM truthislove3798 Stahp it 😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/aFaLTHxDi7

12/27/2019 6:32:15 PM micktuckwell Obama awarded Pearson Publishing $350 million for Common Core texts; Pearson gave Obama a $65 million book deal - isn't this Quid Pro Quo?

12/27/2019 6:32:25 PM 444_q_ Well, it got me thinking outside of the box, and that there was more to what is going on than meets the eye... So I don't take that for granted 😊

12/27/2019 6:32:34 PM mcpatriot64 Become more enlightened.

12/27/2019 6:32:49 PM 1111firecracker Contact Mrs. L to help educate the country on CS and AS Trafficking.

12/27/2019 6:32:53 PM smarkster I will make more liberals cry in 2020 than in 2019.  I will tweet more often.

12/27/2019 6:32:57 PM the_red_hand_ get back in the gym

12/27/2019 6:34:13 PM phreatomagnetic That's between me and, well, me.

But it will be Majestic

12/27/2019 6:34:23 PM inquisitor1124  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1210750161174941696?s=19 …

12/27/2019 6:34:31 PM hallchristoff I'm using information you posted earlier to get strong and quit eating junk/ drinking alcohol/ using tobacco

12/27/2019 6:34:40 PM 1111firecracker laundry

12/27/2019 6:35:04 PM sandylane1144 All about health for my family and for myself.....yoga and meditation ❤️ I’m fairly new at this,  So this will be a very wonderful awakening😊



12/27/2019 6:35:26 PM laurabusse Oh thats your husband

I take it back then

🤣

I call everyone sweetheart

Didnt mean to offend with a term of attempted but apparently misguided peace

Didn't I say?

I was a Christian 30 yrs!

No one was more devoted!

Why did I leave?

Because it all turned out to be bullshit!

LOLOL!
12/27/2019 6:35:27 PM raenyasalisbury to spend less time on twitter ,,,, 

it will be EASY , if just ONE is indited 

BIG LOVE

12/27/2019 6:35:44 PM dayzero5 Realistic goal towards hemi sync meditation

12/27/2019 6:35:57 PM ripgarycaradori To stop drinking massive amounts of Sprite and drink only water. 

I don't eat much so I'm going to melt like butter. 

I'm taking a photo every day in the same place to watch my progress and keep me motivated.

12/27/2019 6:35:58 PM trollingmockin1 Get off of twitter

12/27/2019 6:36:11 PM djlok That is awesome!!!  Meanwhile Anons are/were working overtime to dig and torch that horrible Planned Parenthood.  A lot of research went into that 

by Patriots. 

It needed to be done.

But this publisher...now this is getting interesting.

#CommonCore #BecomingMichelleObama

12/27/2019 6:36:20 PM moemc8 Learning to meditate.  How I will hold myself accountable is another story.  Not too good at that.

12/27/2019 6:36:37 PM yellamoj Never love another woman.  

Live a life of seclusion.

12/27/2019 6:36:39 PM ethereal_shaman I've seen that number frequently for the past several days.  It's a 6.  All of the triple numbers reduce to 3,6 or 9.  

111 -3

222 -6

333 -9

444 (12)-3

555 (15)-6

Etc. 

#majestic
12/27/2019 6:36:41 PM keith369me Nothing new for a new year that I’ll stop a 3, 6, or 9 months later...it’s a continual improvement process!!!

12/27/2019 6:36:57 PM moemc8 btw, not getting your notifications today

12/27/2019 6:37:02 PM keith369me No!!! Find one right for you

12/27/2019 6:37:25 PM ripgarycaradori I'm doing it on 12/30 because I'm a rebel and if I do it as a New Year's Resolution, it will cheapen it (in my mind) 

So I'm doing it on my son's birthday, for him as well as myself

12/27/2019 6:37:26 PM 444_q_ What you suggested on your tweet: 2020 Goals

Get rid of your cell phones at home

Use a secure bag that blocks all signals and store while at home

Disable Wifi

Install Reverse Osmosis Water Source

Don't eat GMOs

Stop using fluoride

Stop using aluminum

Start responsibly using CBD
12/27/2019 6:38:05 PM grand3americano Decalcify my pineal gland.

12/27/2019 6:38:13 PM 444_q_ +meditation &prayer. Seeking truth in all things, wisdom, knowledge and understanding.

12/27/2019 6:38:30 PM paytonpatriot Invest more into my retirement funds (precious metals) to better my future family.

12/27/2019 6:38:51 PM whiterabbitttt1 I completely believe this as I've seen more and more lately. But these people coopt good and turn it bad.

12/27/2019 6:39:05 PM 444_q_ Don't know how I will do it all, and how I can influence my immediate family, but know that I will be guided and directed.

12/27/2019 6:39:21 PM patjone29703057 They caused it themselves ! No one wants them

12/27/2019 6:39:34 PM shining91109743 And, I would add to that list practicing 3, 6, 9

12/27/2019 6:40:28 PM q_patchouli I'm working on this and I will continue till I get it right as I also work to be kind...even to fools...they are the hardest part.. but the brighter I get the 

better I am at it. For the 144 2020 is going to be an outstanding year. Maybe I'll manifest a handsome light warrior mate pic.twitter.com/qTsHe2Z1tP

12/27/2019 6:40:57 PM lorrain88315939 My thoughts exactly 🤔

12/27/2019 6:41:12 PM burns_tree Me too.

12/27/2019 6:41:26 PM jonjester1 Do more energy and spiritual work

12/27/2019 6:41:55 PM 444_q_ Yes. I'm new to enlightenment. I'm learning and am willing to learn. It's a lot. But I know I will take in what I can and distribute what I can.

12/27/2019 6:42:41 PM jucifr00t I'm sorry that you were misled and emotionally hurt. What part do you consider BS?

12/27/2019 6:43:55 PM truckergirl49 Yes!!!!! 

The 1 8 ' s.. and the 7 ' s ...

👀

12/27/2019 6:44:20 PM djlok Seclusion has its benefits.  There a lot of things I just do without putting much thought into it when I wasn't in seclusion.  Seclusion sort of has some 

built in mindfulness aspects.  Do I want to shave?  No. Do I want to feel good about myself today? Yes. So I shave...usually.

12/27/2019 6:44:22 PM oo1o110 To be the best me I can be everyday.

12/27/2019 6:44:53 PM rebornkingent Manufacture consent through education system. We follow the Prussian Model of education Pearson makes the books.

12/27/2019 6:45:03 PM oubliene Back in 1990 I made a resolution to never make another New Years resolution again.  It was the first I have ever kept.  Instead I wake up everyday & 

make the resolution to make it the best I possible can!  Daily resolutions are a better way to ensure being successful.

12/27/2019 6:45:08 PM realnatenguyen My cousin just told me this same thing on Christmas.  Hopefully only good

12/27/2019 6:45:10 PM enochzachary I tend to look at the time at 2:22 or wake up at 2:22.

12/27/2019 6:45:38 PM dwhit1957 Try to red pill as many as I can !



12/27/2019 6:47:27 PM vivanee17 That's not a bad thing.

12/27/2019 6:47:57 PM dtubbs201 How to somehow move forward, which I have not yet done, from the horrendous heartbreak that my son caused by cutting all ties with me and my 

husband and took away my 3 granddaughters.  I am a broken Nana.  I’ve been through many things in this life, but this has killed my heart.

12/27/2019 6:48:30 PM parkmanfeather Be my own hero

12/27/2019 6:48:43 PM vivanee17 Just quit smoking after 40 years. I feel like the sky is the limit.

12/27/2019 6:50:34 PM judithposkanze2 To use my funding, if it ever gets to me, to help humanity and get my health back.Also to let my family go. They just screw me up.

12/27/2019 6:50:37 PM newdaydawning2 Meditating on scripture is amazing. General meditation of just wiping your mind clean and trying to be peaceful it's dangerous. It is an invitation for 

unholy spirits to influence your thoughts and your emotions FYI

12/27/2019 6:51:04 PM lightlove21121 #Trust

#Miracles

#Courage

❣️

Yours?

12/27/2019 6:51:12 PM neufeldtlyss17 Pretty sure at least 1/2 of my text books for nursing pre-reqs were Pearson.  Busted my ass to get kick ass grades and it was prob ALL LIES

12/27/2019 6:51:25 PM sabermarris What is it about shaving that makes you feel good?

12/27/2019 6:51:53 PM werascending Meditate daily for 30 minutes. 🙏

12/27/2019 6:52:39 PM laurabusse Look

I don't come to Twitter to argue

I also don't come to have ppl push their beliefs down my throat

I come for interesting and fun discussions and interactions

Normally when ppl like you and sweetheart get in my face

I would have muted you long ago

This has gone on too long

Bye
12/27/2019 6:53:04 PM americanpetal Currently, I have no NY resolutions. Right now, I am in day to day survival mode.

12/27/2019 6:53:28 PM dizy1999matt To search the path to correctly pray to God.

12/27/2019 6:53:31 PM yellamoj Me too.

12/27/2019 6:53:39 PM zen_allday Stay off the sugar and processed foods to keep my mind sharp and prevent premature aging.  No sugar in almost a month now...  I can do this.. I can do 

this.  I’ll save my dopamine for important stuff.

12/27/2019 6:54:35 PM americanpetal What are your resolutions?

12/27/2019 6:54:38 PM libertyspring99 To strive for the truth within myself, my relationships, in my world and the universe.

12/27/2019 6:56:02 PM winklerburke 1) Get me a Patriot, Ascended, Attractive, Accomplished Woman, 2) Get us some Golden Retreivers, 3) create three profitable businesses that pay for 1 

& 2?  (And help the world ascend?  For 25 years I made a Christian model that does so, but seminaries & pastors aren’t ready???)ha

12/27/2019 6:56:47 PM samsmith0319 No...Spin...💥🐀💥

12/27/2019 6:57:01 PM curseca Doesn’t Pearson Publishing also produce psychological assessment tools? That puts them in bed with the physicians and pharmaceuticals, too.

12/27/2019 6:57:33 PM djlok For me it's the illusion of cleanliness.  Hair not in close proximity to mouth. Truth is skin is probably just as dirty as hair.  But the illusion runs deep, man.  

 Nice beard btw.

12/27/2019 6:58:15 PM laurabusse Well there are many resources for this

Reincarnation scripture verses were evidently removed from the Bible except for one or two

Reincarnation is widely held by much of the world

Many say they can prove it

Took me a long time to come to this in my many decades of truth seeking

12/27/2019 6:58:48 PM sabermarris It's disheartening to see someone mention fools and manifestation in the same comment. Work on your ego before trying to manifest anything else.

12/27/2019 6:59:05 PM dmad1981 I've been having the Synchronicities a lot lately. Random but precise.

12/27/2019 6:59:28 PM karentriebel Trick question- time is an illusion

12/27/2019 6:59:38 PM iamsheisyeshua Not according to what I know. Here is a good source.

 http://www.askelm.com/star/star008.htm …

12/27/2019 7:00:13 PM theappraiser17 I never make NYE resolutions.  I make resolutions as I identify weaknesses I wish to correct.

I hold myself accountable by journaling everyday.  Aside from other things I write about, I write specifically how my goal is going, what I've learned and 

need to accomplish. Repetition

12/27/2019 7:01:40 PM abbiemayar coming true of the global great awakening pic.twitter.com/wx8vl04Zn1

12/27/2019 7:02:02 PM laurabusse Its a much more merciful approach

Jesus said ask and it is given

The universe answers your questions

Ask for truth rather than to be saved

Of course you can ask for that too if thats what your heart wants

But ask for truth

Then be willing to see it...

One small thing at a time
12/27/2019 7:03:18 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Info out to correlate with space brothers!!!

12/27/2019 7:03:25 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza A child doesn’t want to leave his family & doesn’t usually do so lightly. Is there anything you can do to fix the relationship? I came back to my family 

after years apart & my mom passed away shortly after. Family is the most precious thing in life. Please work with him 💓

12/27/2019 7:03:36 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/27/2019 7:03:45 PM synackstatic Bertelsmann? Worth digging deeper?

Mohn family and Nazis if I remember correctly.

12/27/2019 7:04:52 PM auroravoyager1 Maintain my Lifetime status with WW.

12/27/2019 7:05:32 PM corn_hole Otto Stern was born FEB 17 1888.  He invented the molecular beam, and measured magnetic moments and won the nobel prize. pew pew

12/27/2019 7:06:16 PM sabermarris What is the use of a illusory medal?



12/27/2019 7:06:56 PM laurabusse Well it's a really long story

Like 30 years long

I literally could write a book from start to finish

Hell

For one thing

I researched it best I could

There's a book by a Mennonite disproving hell

When I came to terms with hell

That was when I knew I could let go

It was safe...
12/27/2019 7:07:00 PM djlok It's easy to hold myself accountable because I don't make any! 😁😁😁

That's not to say lasting positive lifestyle changes haven't found me over the years...but it was never a New Years Resolution.  It was more of an 

inspiration.  Sounds silly, but it feels like the truth for me.

12/27/2019 7:07:05 PM sabermarris Thanks, I feel naked without without it.

12/27/2019 7:07:05 PM djmurphy5 I just had a feeling I’ve been here before

12/27/2019 7:07:26 PM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/9QuVPylYtj

12/27/2019 7:07:29 PM wickedmouse369 To turn off all electronics and get rid of my phone.

12/27/2019 7:07:46 PM 1am_magazine What about a birthdate 9/19/1963

12/27/2019 7:07:48 PM lambertfrdriqu1 My new year's resolution is that the previous year will not be the same as the new year will be. Or is that a wording problem. I don't decide in advance 

what I need to do for a specific length of time. That's the resolution then : to decide.

12/27/2019 7:07:53 PM like_neo No resolution; It sets me up for failure. When I need to change, I need to FEEL it first. Then it’s almost easy.

12/27/2019 7:08:22 PM djmurphy5 I see 1122 1133 1144 1055 and 3, 6, 9 all the time

12/27/2019 7:08:38 PM redridi95128769 Seems like every single day this week. Every show I’ve seen lately has that number in it.

12/27/2019 7:08:43 PM lilangels44 Same

12/27/2019 7:09:08 PM rachaelangelm I should have one, but I do not. I will think on it.

12/27/2019 7:10:00 PM laurabusse In my at present imaginary book

I would probably write a pretty big chapter on hell

Bc hell really is the sticking point

Without hell it all falls apart

I have my own take on Jesus

But there are many many takes on Jesus worldwide...

Not saying I'm right

Just what I've read

Lots
12/27/2019 7:10:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 [JE] = Clinton Protection

Is [GM] protected?

Owned by intelligence.

Declassification can expose [GM].

We have it all.

Literally.

Something BIG is coming.

12/27/2019 7:11:02 PM lightlove21121 How

Power of 3,6,9

Rigour

Courage

🙏🏽✨✨

12/27/2019 7:11:11 PM altimitwill How soon is something BIG coming?

12/27/2019 7:11:37 PM bryceja68689884 Who is GM?

12/27/2019 7:11:51 PM seywerd137 Hanx.....

12/27/2019 7:11:54 PM jvan125 Gislaine Maxwell

12/27/2019 7:11:58 PM bryceja68689884 Soon could mean 10 years or so.

12/27/2019 7:12:21 PM bryceja68689884 Cool thank you

12/27/2019 7:12:38 PM myfanwy_72 Ghislaine Maxwell

12/27/2019 7:12:54 PM frank68158859 Next Thursday. Just kidding.

12/27/2019 7:12:56 PM chuckie28042356  pic.twitter.com/KusGABmXqm

12/27/2019 7:13:02 PM diegojansen666 What about "Evergreen"?

12/27/2019 7:13:19 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

12/27/2019 7:14:23 PM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @SecPompeo How many of you really believe big issues really change? Let's look back.  Israel, 

Big Money and Obama. LESTER CROWN, ISRAEL, ATTACK IRAN FOR ISRAEL. What's going on TODAY Please wake up 

https://www.counterpunch.org/2010/08/20/israel-big-money-and-obama/ …

12/27/2019 7:14:45 PM trixirilla I do not want nor do I need Clinton protection I need to be extricated immediately

12/27/2019 7:14:59 PM stevengibes hang in there he will yet reach out.

12/27/2019 7:15:22 PM trixirilla General motors I don't have a problem with general motors I've never owned one I know they have a lot of investments did they take a bailout?

12/27/2019 7:15:22 PM libertyspring99 Is the something BIG a huge spaceship?

12/27/2019 7:16:01 PM aleoniea Strange

12/27/2019 7:16:21 PM aprilbrown99 I love you. Things will get better. 💗💗💗

12/27/2019 7:16:36 PM libertyspring99 I will try to hold myself accountable through my daily meditation practice.

12/27/2019 7:17:05 PM aprilbrown99 I love you Petal Pops. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

12/27/2019 7:17:30 PM turboxyde I intend to volunteer my services as a Reiki Master Teacher with end of life patients (mostly elderly) to assist their projection of consciousness as they 

prepare to depart the vessel.

I also intend to locate an investor or the funding needed to secure enough land to create...

12/27/2019 7:17:56 PM dtubbs201 Thank you.  It’s been almost a year and a half.  Thank you for the kind words.

12/27/2019 7:18:36 PM raneewe68073921 Uncle said She had an owl statue , which was left to my Grandma....when she died....my uncle threw it out.

12/27/2019 7:18:47 PM jucifr00t Time is a dimension.

12/27/2019 7:18:51 PM adirect666 And then some.

12/27/2019 7:19:10 PM aprilbrown99 🙏🙏🙏💗💗💗 That is beautiful!

12/27/2019 7:19:13 PM stevengibes they always do, just have your love ready everyday.



12/27/2019 7:19:26 PM debstev80504671 Big as in 💥 heard around the world. An arrest. So many criminals to choose from...

12/27/2019 7:19:34 PM iamsheisyeshua Pearson’s clinical assessments provide valuable insights for professionals in psychology, education, speech language pathology, occupational therapy, 

early childhood, and other areas.

12/27/2019 7:19:37 PM nschlange When you say "soon" do you really mean soon? 50 years is not really soon, so can you specify a date range, please :D  ? One that I can relate to, like 5 

minutes or hours or days? Thanks

12/27/2019 7:19:45 PM iamsheisyeshua Pearson’s classroom assessment products help educators screen and diagnose students’ abilities, develop effective interventions, track progress, and 

ensure students meet annual achievement requirements.

12/27/2019 7:20:04 PM jucifr00t So if I live like a good Christian and you're right even if I believe in Jesus in this life,  something better awaits. Right?

So what if I'm right and you're wrong?

12/27/2019 7:20:06 PM aprilbrown99 You’ve got this!  👍👍👍

12/27/2019 7:20:08 PM mattbornong Thinking outside the box means joining a cult of brain dead who will drink the kool aid of any idiot who is demonstrably wrong about just about 

anything.  Congratulations.

12/27/2019 7:20:16 PM mahredrum These ridiculous accounts will keep stringing you along as long as you are willing to keep eating up this nonsense. Go outside and take a break

12/27/2019 7:20:23 PM cypressbill1980 i'm hoping so.

the racist assholes WW wouldn't be able to accept them but i would.

i mean imagine being one of the human exchange program members actually getting to live on another planet

12/27/2019 7:20:29 PM nschlange I'm almost positive GM is not referring to General Motors

12/27/2019 7:20:30 PM freeandoriginal And if you say BIG it must be !

12/27/2019 7:20:54 PM e30hellcat Is it going to help the second amendment folks out in Virginia?

12/27/2019 7:21:19 PM wr_anti I keep seeing the number 69 what does this mean wise master

12/27/2019 7:21:21 PM jucifr00t Mennonites didn't write the Bible and it wasn't divinely inspired. 

Next....

12/27/2019 7:21:26 PM freestateojones It doesn't take DECLAS to expose either?

It's not hard to connect the dots. 

The MSM just has to do their jobs. 

That or people have to wake up a little faster

12/27/2019 7:21:29 PM iamsheisyeshua Look at all their just in this section that are non book related.  https://www.pearsonassessments.com/professional-assessments/products.html …

12/27/2019 7:21:38 PM jooooody daily family scripture study 1 x a day & family prayer 1 x morning & 1 x night 

making a chart and posting it on the wall.

12/27/2019 7:21:48 PM disciplepatriot I do life experiments rather than resolutions.

This year, I'll strive to accept things as they come not demand personalization/customization. I'll seek to be content with what is, rather than 

constantly try to improve what is already just fine. I won't upgrade the functional.

12/27/2019 7:22:04 PM timkania 😣

12/27/2019 7:22:08 PM jucifr00t In the Bible there is one take on Jesus. 

I don't get your point.

12/27/2019 7:22:15 PM 9lv12 3 6 = 3 6 0

What is 360?

Where all Known sacred geometry 3Ds can fit at the same time?

What is 9 times that?

How conciousness using it?

Base 6 math

Base 9 (disguised as 10)

Base 12 (future?)

12 x 9 = 108

Why 108 is special?
12/27/2019 7:22:18 PM americanpetal Thank you for the love❤️💛❤️

Desperately needed 💞🕊💫

12/27/2019 7:22:34 PM nschlange If their trying to narrow it down, I can help with some suggestions.

12/27/2019 7:22:36 PM turboxyde ...a cutting edge "alternative & complimentary care" wellness center that will eventually spawn a 12 week retreat/school that deprograms people & 

empowers them with knowledge of self.

I will hold myself accountable by the setting goals in 90 day increments & reviewing.

12/27/2019 7:22:52 PM connorr1986 General Motors?  2030 is coming

12/27/2019 7:23:34 PM raneewe68073921 Fraternal order of the Eastern Star ?

12/27/2019 7:24:20 PM disciplepatriot Accountability will grow from my repeating this intention regularly to myself and others until it becomes a part of my identity. Once I assimilate it as 

part of who I am, I won't want to do otherwise.

12/27/2019 7:24:43 PM bourdainmurderd If it’s near an ocean and we can do surf lessons as a form of deprogramming I’m down

12/27/2019 7:24:43 PM koryoline1 Once the RV hits I should be able to help.

12/27/2019 7:25:21 PM dtubbs201 I have apologized over and over, sending texts and letters.  I have taken the blame for everything just so everything could be ok.  I have begged and 

pleaded.  I have done everything I know to do.  I want my family back.  I have tried and tried.  I have been blocked.

12/27/2019 7:25:29 PM freestateojones Keep The Faith and Be On Time.

12/27/2019 7:25:53 PM freestateojones Not the way.

12/27/2019 7:25:54 PM patriotswegoall Pearson connects to Common Core Ed for kids, and 044.

044 gave millions $$ to Pearson.

12/27/2019 7:26:08 PM debstev80504671 I know my preference. New VP 🤔

12/27/2019 7:26:24 PM loritho77894733 NK and the Kim dynasty has been controlled for generations, by the Cabal, the Elite, the Establishment, the Illuminati. Whatever word you like. The 

powers that be. DJT broke Kim’s chains.



12/27/2019 7:27:09 PM justice4dorothy I am so sorry.

12/27/2019 7:27:26 PM aquariananon My New Years resolution is to keep my memes better organized. 😏💫

12/27/2019 7:28:03 PM q_tampa 🤔 please share

12/27/2019 7:28:11 PM raneewe68073921 Yes they did...

12/27/2019 7:28:47 PM justice4dorothy Is this guy for real? It sounds like it is but it is really mind blowing! https://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/#top 

12/27/2019 7:29:12 PM dtubbs201 Thank you.  God is handling it for me.  But I’m with my family of Patriots here, which is comforting.

12/27/2019 7:29:57 PM kurtatwork1 😂  pragmatic!  🙏

12/27/2019 7:31:21 PM zoilaliz1 Reds and greens 

Meats, vegetables & salads

Watch the inside lower lid, should be pink, if white, means anemia. 

Been there, done that 😉

12/27/2019 7:31:32 PM bigtex54 When = 10 days of darkness start?

12/27/2019 7:33:01 PM worldxplorer1 What is 11:11?

12/27/2019 7:33:18 PM jonah_lw Hey @Turboxyde, love your service to others plan. I'd love to help, I have some really amazing tools that can help anyone deal with their emotional 

trauma and karma. I am willing to share this tech with you.

12/27/2019 7:34:40 PM tommy99938959  pic.twitter.com/slpqBnPT8K

12/27/2019 7:35:16 PM boy12_jimmy Lose 100-120 pounds. My USMC weight during Reagan years. I've suffered setbacks these years w/prostate & testicular cancer, asthma, gout, arthritis, 

high blood pressure, pre-diabetes, bad knees, & low energy. Time to let all the pain go & just get 'er done. For DisClosure! pic.twitter.com/j1opXf1Kyf

12/27/2019 7:35:31 PM rachaelangelm I feel like it’s one of the slowest evolving mindsets and the greatest weapon unleashed on peaceful societys.

12/27/2019 7:36:59 PM turboxyde I teach a different form of "surfing" as the cosmic waves you'll learn to ride are energetic.

As for location, I had a vision of working at this place after my awakening in 2017, it was near the mountains & a large valley with a massive crystalline 

tower.

12/27/2019 7:37:20 PM holotechrd A group of individuals that think they are in control 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/27/2019 7:37:32 PM chadolson2 Pew pew.

12/27/2019 7:37:58 PM electricalmama  pic.twitter.com/lbbj825yrV

12/27/2019 7:38:17 PM fansblowing3 Maybe they need to go back to their country of origin.

12/27/2019 7:38:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many XXX models/victims had involvement with JE prior to going into XXX?

The number would shock you.

[MG] = Global Human Sex Trafficking

Legitimate Sex Industry vs Exploitation / Rape / Pay to Play / Corruption / Money Laundering / Residual Earnings For Performances & MORE!

12/27/2019 7:39:17 PM turboxyde The vision may have been post "event" but I've been trying to work my way towards that reality ever since.

I've asked the Earth for help steering me to the right location & resources. I know 2020 will be a year of potential but riding that wave & theorizing are 

wildly different.

12/27/2019 7:40:11 PM freakypatterns Be cooler , calmer , and more collective

12/27/2019 7:40:14 PM 444_q_ I think not. I am following truth. Christ is the way, truth and life...the Bible is confirming everything for me. You don't know my thoughts, interactions, 

experiences etc. I pray you be careful to whom and what you post 🙏

12/27/2019 7:40:23 PM mattcottrill3 I intend to red pill as many people as I can I real positive way and slowly from the inside clean up my streets and make them a little safer for my little 

siblings and nieces and nephews coming up

12/27/2019 7:41:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 393939

999=27=9

333=9

333=999?

The more you know...

Item 1: 3

Item 2: 3

Item 3: 3

All connected.

True power.
12/27/2019 7:41:10 PM blsdbe I would love to be a part of this, even part time. I have a couple of pieces of equipment that would be very helpful in this process. I am also a Reiki 

practitioner and would be honored to help in whatever way I can. Please keep us posted on your journey!!! pic.twitter.com/KvVbs3U2Wv

12/27/2019 7:41:12 PM voteholder Shouldn’t take this long! Trump’s in bed with Murdoch 😡

12/27/2019 7:41:19 PM rebornkingent Ghislaine Maxwell otherwise known as Jizz-Laine Maxwell. Sorry, had to do it.

12/27/2019 7:41:21 PM jeffkoc43320994 General ‘Mad Dog’ Mattis

12/27/2019 7:41:36 PM turboxyde I'd love to hear your experience if you're willing to share. No judgment here...

12/27/2019 7:43:11 PM mattbornong That's thinking outside the box? pic.twitter.com/Wmue0vY6hD

12/27/2019 7:43:18 PM zoki_6equj5 At this point, nothing can shock me. Q has opened my eyes to the reality of this wicked world. If I had to answer your question; I would say in tens of 

thousands.

12/27/2019 7:44:07 PM sweetslr1nonly @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ain't it to be 13....

12/27/2019 7:44:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 represents Jesus / Child mind.

3 Objectives.

3 Results.

Tangible actions on each objective.

When coordinated your consciousness will upgrade to 999.

999 bypasses the body of 666.

Using 333 jumps you to 999 and skips the body entirely.

When the mind is free the body matters not.
12/27/2019 7:44:13 PM mattbornong No wonder you've fallen into a cult.

12/27/2019 7:44:23 PM worldxplorer1 I feel like in general I get the 3 6 9 thing but I am completely lost on this tweet. 

Where is the 393939 coming from?

12/27/2019 7:44:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 93939

999

 33

  6

Coincidence?



12/27/2019 7:45:06 PM independentrowr Significance of 143?

12/27/2019 7:45:35 PM boudiccea3 No. Christians are the most repressed religion. Mass murders and imprisonments are going on against them all the time, and hardly a whisper comes 

from the MSM on behalf of all that truly innocent blood spilled. @cnn @cbs @abc @msnbc @nbc

12/27/2019 7:45:57 PM sano_faith Quite funny. pic.twitter.com/Wh3AldCcxb

12/27/2019 7:45:59 PM rebornkingent So we choose the objectives?

12/27/2019 7:47:53 PM samarai_ryan I will create the worlds most bioavailable topical full spectrum CBD cream and will hold myself accountable by checking in EVERY DAY

12/27/2019 7:48:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have accomplished tremendous power that when used appropriately can be a weapon worthy of being called Military Intelligence. Meme magic 

and game theory are utilities the Military has armed the population with, through declassification and industry adoption.

12/27/2019 7:48:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while you didn't know where the script would take you, you kept 

watching and most importantly interacting / engaging / sharing open source intelligence and encouraging Message over Messenger.

12/27/2019 7:48:14 PM turboxyde DM me, let's figure out a way to co-create!

12/27/2019 7:48:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 The whole can of worms is about to be unsealed. When it does you will need to use the power of 3 6 and 9 and cleanse yourself from the propaganda, 

Alice in Wonderland gaslighting, and Fake News. You will need to learn the truth. You will learn the truth. All of it.

12/27/2019 7:48:46 PM stevenfontain14 No resolutions - just growth and victory in Jesus and by the power of the Holy Spirit, so help me God - WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 7:48:50 PM atashfire TNG S5E18 Cause and effect. Worth a gander.

12/27/2019 7:49:07 PM nationalistkev @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/scientists-say-aliens-should-have-already-visited-earth …

12/27/2019 7:49:36 PM april99341937 I see alot of PATRIOTS losing faith with Q and @realDonaldTrump on FB and . Because no actions is being done. Most do not read carefully when 

reading 17! We may think we have the answers, I know sometimes myself of so. But I was wrong. BUT my Patience is a wounderful MP of #FTB

12/27/2019 7:50:09 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza My mom would've said the same thing. She did apologize and call but she never tried to recognize what she did wrong nor take any steps towards 

changing it. I have no idea if your situation is similar, but it breaks my 💔 to see some1 else going thru what I did. it's awful.

12/27/2019 7:50:11 PM dwhit1957 Jeffery Epstien

12/27/2019 7:50:32 PM wahiggins3 I am ready

12/27/2019 7:50:40 PM khaleesi61 Jeffrey Epstein

12/27/2019 7:50:44 PM atashfire Some of us took the hard and rocky road for the truth and all that it means.

12/27/2019 7:50:47 PM the_loveoflight We were able to manifest it because enough of our collective consciousness wanted it, correct?

12/27/2019 7:51:02 PM richzen2 How exactly to use the power of 369?

12/27/2019 7:51:08 PM dylanbr81445070 Be more mindful and learn to really channel that energy

12/27/2019 7:51:22 PM blsdbe #ThanQ MJs!!! We CAN Handle the Truth!!! Bless you!

12/27/2019 7:51:28 PM atashfire Bingo.

12/27/2019 7:52:02 PM antarantanka Mormons, JWs, SDAs, and various “Church of God” came out of the MO Millerite apocalyptic prophecy failure of 1844. Herbert W Armstrong repeated 

that mistake in 1975. SDAs call it “the great disappointment”. The new apocalyptics are green, and sound the same.

12/27/2019 7:52:05 PM worldxplorer1 It needs to be done. It’s the way forward to higher densities for all of humanity.

12/27/2019 7:52:47 PM qumanitarian Help as many people open their minds as possible. Even if it's just the first step of questioning something for the first time.

12/27/2019 7:53:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the wives.

[GM]

Asset of Intelligence.

Declassification bypasses firewall.

Firewall removed?

Could an event take place where the Space Force would need to get involved?

Would it be connected to the disclosure of what's really going on?

Who do they worship?
12/27/2019 7:53:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 How often do you see 17?

Coincidence?

Is something BIG coming? pic.twitter.com/3ZEI26yLRD

12/27/2019 7:53:41 PM laurapacky I have seen 272 for at least the last 30 years. It’s been in ID badges, account numbers, employee numbers, very personal stuff even still today.

12/27/2019 7:53:45 PM prof_hatter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Are you sure?  🍻🍿 🧐  pic.twitter.com/vfkPezGHcB

12/27/2019 7:54:00 PM matchbox982 Considering I’d expect 100%, I’d say if it was significantly less is what would shock me

12/27/2019 7:54:06 PM rebornkingent @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so next project is to 369 disclosure?  I think we can do it.

12/27/2019 7:54:27 PM wmturner6 All day everyday for a while now

12/27/2019 7:54:39 PM sano_faith Not many times. I see more of 3 6 9. Be it as 33, 36 or 39.

12/27/2019 7:54:41 PM wickedmouse369 Space glasses are on. Mind set to fluid. Ready. Set. Disclose.

12/27/2019 7:54:45 PM worldxplorer1 Who do they worship?

Dark inter-dimensional entities that have gone by MANY different names.  Baal. Molech. Etc.

12/27/2019 7:54:57 PM speaakn I see 17 ALL THE TIME and have been for the past couple of months - it’s weird!

12/27/2019 7:55:11 PM altimitwill They worship ALICE on Saturn. Would ALICE attack and that’s why we need the Space Force to defend ourselves from ALICE?

12/27/2019 7:55:37 PM michelekbeltran Not necessarily.  Number synchronicitys are programmed by you or you Higher Self because they will get your attention.  Also, they can be Activation 

Codes for DNA upgrades as we are moving from a carbon to crystalline base.

12/27/2019 7:55:45 PM 25thmccabe been seeing 17 about 2-3 times a day for the past few months. loving it

12/27/2019 7:55:51 PM anonymousada Constantly. I believe we have pushed it into the forefront of everyone's consciousness.

If that makes sense? My husband notices it too.

I just started saying Q everytime I saw one, and it stuck.

12/27/2019 7:55:57 PM 762100rddrums  pic.twitter.com/SQt5mdejcu

12/27/2019 7:56:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 It means the consciousness awareness of Q has reached a level where its manifesting everywhere in reality.

The download is nearly complete.

Something BIG is coming.

12/27/2019 7:56:23 PM madscientist Nope.  We have the entire Word of God preserved for us.

12/27/2019 7:56:29 PM april99341937 MP= MASTERPIECE #FTB= FAITH, TRUST, BELIEVE! No matter what #ITRUSTTHEPLAN I know am Safe!

12/27/2019 7:56:35 PM parrotandrea (GM) =Guylaine Maxwell not General Moror

12/27/2019 7:56:37 PM djlok It's everywhere. No coincidences.

12/27/2019 7:57:05 PM speaakn Me too! Although, I must admit, I only see it on Twitter 😂

12/27/2019 7:57:12 PM freeandoriginal WOW 😎

12/27/2019 7:57:17 PM jeezy_pe Who or what is MG?

12/27/2019 7:58:08 PM rich98980117 Well... they worship the stars



12/27/2019 7:58:08 PM manifest_utopia Love this NY's resolution. 💗 Very much.

12/27/2019 7:58:14 PM taitai78787 BIG - I keep thinking TH

12/27/2019 7:58:36 PM madscientist Truth will resonate from within?  Sounds like 'use the Force'.  LOL  In fact Mormons say the same thing by saying 'your heart will burn' within you.    

Who is to be believed?  Why should we accept your theology?

12/27/2019 7:58:46 PM keith369me Thank you for your guidance in providing reminder of the event that would trigger the fall of dominoes.  I don’t know about others but I think 

#DiscloseTruth #DiscloseTruth #DiscloseTruth will set forth a Majestic future with health, abundance, and love!!!

12/27/2019 7:58:56 PM turboxyde They worship a hostile interdimensional entity that is focused on literally consuming our life force essence.

If that doesn't merit a combatant classification & the highest priority of risk to humanity then I doubt we'll survive disclosure.

Interdimensional weapons free USSF! pic.twitter.com/tPzHGuf8yl

12/27/2019 7:59:35 PM worldxplorer1 Trying to evade American justice?

Tom Hanks now a Greek citizen. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AP_Europe/status/1210602526762045440 …

12/27/2019 8:00:03 PM anonymousada Haha. I commented the same on the last tweet.

That has to be what happened. I see it used everyday now. Pretty incredible if you think of it.

12/27/2019 8:00:04 PM mrdesq11 See Nikola Tesla who talked about the 369 Code. It is science and Spirituality merging.

12/27/2019 8:00:06 PM patriotswegoall Team Q has been active.

12/27/2019 8:00:42 PM madscientist Which theologians would that be?  I know of none.  Most say it would be April.

12/27/2019 8:01:40 PM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts

12/27/2019 8:03:25 PM worldxplorer1 Will Space Force confront the entity known as Moloch?  As Trump said “Criminals of all dimensions”. pic.twitter.com/IOIKdE5Ifw

12/27/2019 8:03:26 PM madscientist Freq shift successful?  Based on what?  What is your source for this?

12/27/2019 8:03:39 PM keith369me Can you describe the emotions, thought, and “power” associated with 999?

12/27/2019 8:03:54 PM capitalkid If breakthroughs can only manifest with sufficient levels of the population being conscious of the idea, then how is new/secret technology ever 

developed?  Wouldn't it simply never manifest because the low level of conscious awareness?

12/27/2019 8:04:32 PM leovanipayseur Does anyone actually believe this?

12/27/2019 8:04:47 PM keith369me 17 has been seemingly everywhere recently

12/27/2019 8:05:15 PM covertress Thomas Jefferson's Koran

 http://www.covertress.com/2008/1 

2/thomas-jeffersons-koran.html pic.twitter.com/KikLh0O3Vd

12/27/2019 8:05:25 PM madscientist Frequency of what?

12/27/2019 8:05:47 PM gailcosper Haven’t noticed, been too busy with holidays but does it tie in with the 17 intel agencies that agreed the Russians tried to influence 2016 elections?  

Which would mean FVEY I guess.

12/27/2019 8:06:29 PM triade345 Nikola Tesla , 3 6 9, Pyramids.

12/27/2019 8:06:34 PM prof_hatter What dont we know? 🍻

Simple example 🛸🍿 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJhgZBn-LHg …

12/27/2019 8:07:16 PM italianmom555 I do not make any resolutions.

12/27/2019 8:07:27 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1210773572144099328?s=19 …

12/27/2019 8:07:50 PM gailcosper Oh I did not notice GM in brackets, sorry.  Of course that is the subject of a lot of tweets today.

12/27/2019 8:07:53 PM worldxplorer1 This weekend is week 17 in the NFL. 

Another 17.

12/27/2019 8:08:03 PM keith369me ...and the world doesn’t know about THIS??? https://www.google.com/amp/s/nypost.com/2019/12/09/photo-shows-jeffrey-epstein-harvey-weinstein-

at-prince-andrews-party/amp/ …

12/27/2019 8:09:10 PM karmarecycled81 My birthday is 1.17

I'm supremely excited. pic.twitter.com/ocXS1IHMVe

12/27/2019 8:09:21 PM madscientist Who is Jesus to you?  Was He The Christ or just A Christ?  Was He the one and only true God?  Did He come in the flesh and die for the sins of those 

who trust in Him?  Was He resurrected?

12/27/2019 8:09:24 PM blsdbe When the Download is Complete, will the Storm Be Upon Us? pic.twitter.com/DVQFwfTLXz

12/27/2019 8:10:23 PM coyle_aimee I see 509 endlessly. It's my birthday. It's in my mom's cell number. We live across the street from an adress 509. I see that number in commercials, 

movies, license plates...lol

12/27/2019 8:11:16 PM deniz_aj the 9 is following me around quite for some  years.

12/27/2019 8:11:57 PM freestateojones One of my favorite types of cloud.

12/27/2019 8:12:02 PM rebornkingent Space force mentioned today an 18 month stand up period. Which is a 9

12/27/2019 8:12:11 PM worldxplorer1 17 seconds after 8:58 

Q posted “Something BIG is coming” pic.twitter.com/nr8molrTC3

12/27/2019 8:12:12 PM djlok They flip the 3's and 9's to turn the child into the beast.  Think Mirror.  What's up is down...

Ideals change in varying degrees for different individuals.  We've all been dekcuf with.

Start with Miley Cyrus and go backwards.

12/27/2019 8:13:06 PM pedalfun4u Same as last year,  #TrustThePlan  if I’m not expressing anger then I’ll consider that I truly am doing just that

12/27/2019 8:13:35 PM ethereal_shaman Lots. pic.twitter.com/XoD4frEzNc

12/27/2019 8:13:44 PM stoneturnr An event such as a false flag alien invasion being deterred by Space Force as a display of prowess?

When you say something BIG is coming, I suspect you're not being figurative. 

That would be quite the 'show'.

#Bluebeam pic.twitter.com/NL5fzxZpkj

12/27/2019 8:14:01 PM rebornkingent Q said 60% private 40% public. To preserve civilization. Is that number still correct? Or are we closer to 100%? Better yet, the people who have a desire 

to know all will pull those resources into their field. The people reading this tweet right now.

12/27/2019 8:14:13 PM pipprinting Space = : a limited extent in one, two, or three dimensions.

Keyword limited

12/27/2019 8:14:39 PM seeker229 I was born in 1993 🤔

12/27/2019 8:14:46 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

12/27/2019 8:14:55 PM threadreaderapp Hello! there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What does Pearson Publishing produce? [PP]? Planned Parenthood or Pearson Publishing?…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210746694087802882.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

12/27/2019 8:15:01 PM trollingmockin1 Both capitalized BIG. No coincidences. Working together now? pic.twitter.com/6UJBK4jh2Q

12/27/2019 8:15:11 PM pipprinting To get New Years moved to Spring like it should be

12/27/2019 8:15:29 PM speaakn I don’t know the answer to your question, but I think it has something to do with faith. Lower vibrations don’t have it (I saw somewhere) and since 

Trump was elected several have returned to their faith, and  it is a higher vibration. Cumulative manifestation.

12/27/2019 8:16:08 PM schneppjennifer Q says Something BIG is coming.

12/27/2019 8:16:58 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll



12/27/2019 8:17:03 PM bbobbio71 There are no coincidences.

12/27/2019 8:17:05 PM dka8604 93

12/27/2019 8:17:09 PM threadreaderapp Halo!! there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: How many XXX models/victims had involvement with JE prior to going into XXX? The 

number…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210766991885099008.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/27/2019 8:17:16 PM jones9536 Big is also that tom Hanks movie. Any connection? He was in the news today

12/27/2019 8:17:23 PM 369_is 333 adds up to 9. 777 adds up to 21 reduced to 3. Try this with ALL triple (angel?numbers). 369.

12/27/2019 8:17:26 PM deanna_danforth Awesome

12/27/2019 8:17:51 PM 444_q_ 444...my whole life, that I can remember. I see a lot of 11:11 also, and recently saw 22:22. 444 has been a steady...including my previous address, also 

as a child had 777 in my address. I've always known there's something more....always known.

12/27/2019 8:18:34 PM lobster_byte Beer....

6 pak

12 pak

18 pak

24

36 pak

12/27/2019 8:19:24 PM the_loveoflight I'm sure it is too, but a confirmation is always good 😂 it is incredible, with the way we grew up it’s hard to believe what powerful beings we really are

12/27/2019 8:19:36 PM covertress My 2020 goals...

Add financial independence and a new home.

Accountability?

I will journal my progress each day. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206769749989965835?s=20 …

12/27/2019 8:20:06 PM bbobbio71 71 or 17 pic.twitter.com/PKMVFsz4nT

12/27/2019 8:20:39 PM bbobbio71 Glad to have been a part of it.

12/27/2019 8:20:44 PM melanieanders7 Share how you understand it here and maybe others can offer a different way to explain it so others around you can hear a different explaination that 

you haven’t yet shared.

12/27/2019 8:20:46 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

12/27/2019 8:20:57 PM threadreaderapp Hi!! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/27/2019 8:21:22 PM louise77o No it does NOT. Did you pull this out of thin air? Seriously dude!

12/27/2019 8:21:25 PM worldxplorer1 Mr “Big” is now a Greek citizen.

12/27/2019 8:22:07 PM keith369me It has been

12/27/2019 8:22:30 PM deanna_danforth Yes we know some evil Reptiles, Draco been running the Show.  We need the Good ones to assist in clean up.  At least they can’t eat us anymore? I 

hope !

12/27/2019 8:22:51 PM shining91109743 How do we “cleanse” with 3, 6, 9?  I keep thermostats and car temps on 69 or 72 or 75, etc.  Tesla use to turn 3 times before entering room, etc...are 

these the types of things we need to do?

12/27/2019 8:23:17 PM louise77o This statement by him so far off, it’s ridiculous.

12/27/2019 8:24:35 PM djlok What a BIG coincidence! pic.twitter.com/qvNXihuEr2

12/27/2019 8:24:55 PM sano_faith For now, I am sticking to my plants, but thanks.

12/27/2019 8:25:00 PM whatsmypw I wonder how we can protect ourselves from spiritual attacks with the power of 3 6 and 9.

12/27/2019 8:25:46 PM jayrillo_ Become more majestic

12/27/2019 8:26:10 PM raneewe68073921 We're they bad...my Uncle thought so

12/27/2019 8:26:10 PM qanongroup @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is it fair to say that the power of 3, 6, 9 is a combination of:

“Energy” [starting point of the Universe], “Law of Attraction” & "Goodness of the World"

12/27/2019 8:26:35 PM shining91109743 I find myself waking up at 4:59, or 5:01 and Ive gotten I’ve gotten 6 hrs and 12 min of sleep or variations like that.  Not all the time but frequently.

12/27/2019 8:27:12 PM carrielyn9 Thank you Brian...

12/27/2019 8:27:41 PM lightson45 Let's be real.  10 years isn't an acceptable definition of "soon".

12/27/2019 8:27:50 PM raneewe68073921 Grandma's Stepmother was in the order.....Minnesota

12/27/2019 8:28:51 PM theappraiser17 If you don't agree, walk away, don't need to stand by and throw stones.  That makes you no better than anyone else. 

I'm asking for some more info.  No the canned, truth resides within.

12/27/2019 8:29:26 PM jalyyynn I know! I’m watching it happen! They are turning on each other! I had to quit going to Facebook because of it and that’s how I landed in Twitter world!

12/27/2019 8:29:54 PM raneewe68073921 Can't tell you the year...Grandma has been dead since 1990.....She was in her 70' when She died, so early 1900's

12/27/2019 8:32:01 PM covertress This looks like a job for Space Force! #Moloch #ET #entity https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1149107796564152321?s=20 …

12/27/2019 8:32:13 PM melanieanders7 Learn and master the power of 3,6,9 to manifest healing chambers in order to help as many as I can.

12/27/2019 8:32:57 PM melanieanders7 Oh! And learn QHHT in the meantime 😁

12/27/2019 8:33:27 PM jeritud3 99942 Apophis (2004 MN4) is a near-Earth asteroid with a diameter of 370 metres that caused a brief period of concern in December 2004 because 

initial observations indicated a probability of up to 2.7% that it would hit Earth on April 13, 2029.

12/27/2019 8:33:28 PM louise77o I just did walk away. I unfollowed after reading his ridiculous statement. He gets 1 tweet Q’d now people are buying everything he says🤷🏻♀️

12/27/2019 8:34:02 PM covertress I feel Q!

12/27/2019 8:34:04 PM galadri09060100 Creating my year in advance. Has already happened. #Trump2020

12/27/2019 8:36:03 PM okie445 Melania as well???

12/27/2019 8:39:33 PM believe_coach 3 is also the Trinity. Triune God: Father, Son, &Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit lives within us when we ask for it.John 14:26 But the Helper,the Holy Spirit, 

whom the Father will send in my name,he will teach you all things and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to You 

pic.twitter.com/aFxudWmi1A

12/27/2019 8:39:54 PM theappraiser17 I misread your comment.  My bad.  I've been getting beaten up on my comment.  As humans in pursuit of Awakening, we shouldn't be hammering 

those who comment an option view.

12/27/2019 8:41:06 PM rdawn420 I used to see 1:11 and 11:11. Over the summer I saw 2:22 and 4:44 a lot. Now I see 11:11, 3:33, and 5:55 almost every day. I just got a license plate I 

won't say the letters, but the numbers are 888. The letters could stand for something very nice. I was amazed when I saw it.

12/27/2019 8:41:35 PM 444_q_ My bday 😊 12/17

12/27/2019 8:41:39 PM ccal1331 To never go to a karaoke bar again. 

What will hold me to it... the video of my drunk wife singing. pic.twitter.com/LUJwj5sU63

12/27/2019 8:41:42 PM louise77o No worries👊🏼✨💗I totally understand! pic.twitter.com/Oz2qiHlJdw

12/27/2019 8:42:48 PM theappraiser17 Being Q'd doesn't give all content credibility.  CNN, Maggie from NYT  have been Q'd.   I think many make this mistake.  I know some very good Anons 

who have never been Q'd.

12/27/2019 8:42:50 PM manifest_utopia When I first started following Q in Dec '17, I saw the operation as the largest group manifestation project the world has ever seen. All the elements 

required for manifesting are there. The energy/power is incredible. Unstoppable. Brilliant.

12/27/2019 8:44:06 PM abellll I always wanted to know more about hemi sync but there is so little I can find online

12/27/2019 8:45:53 PM corstruction It's San Andreas' fault



12/27/2019 8:46:46 PM djlok 10:10 the Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet "Something BIG is coming."

10:58 #Q posts "Something BIG is coming."

Coincidence?

#Qanon https://twitter.com/DJLOK/status/1210778548471885830 …

12/27/2019 8:47:14 PM megatronmighty We are writing the program in real time

12/27/2019 8:48:32 PM freestateojones Worth paying attention to? pic.twitter.com/M3SaXAGoTL

12/27/2019 8:48:43 PM corinnebackman Practice 369 manifestation 

Focus on meditation to connect with spirit

Focus on my Feng Shui business to assist others to connect to Qi (especially for us ‘deplorables’)

Read & learn more about what is truth.  I love truth.

Accountability: diary & to do list.

12/27/2019 8:49:19 PM 12aptor Did you see he ignored the MSM Press Corps? He walked right by with no interviews, no statements. He is telling them NO MORE. #WWG1WGA

12/27/2019 8:49:51 PM megatronmighty His one and only human begotten Son. The bridge.

His other Son destroyed history

12/27/2019 8:50:28 PM covertress I AM Q!

12/27/2019 8:51:53 PM alphapatriotus Common Core = 350M  —-> [BO] 65M book deal.

12/27/2019 8:53:49 PM eman1292 Time is an illusion. Soon circumvents hard timelines. Hard timelines delay the timeline. Think Avengers Endgame when Stark asks Dr Strange if the 

battle was the 1 in a million chance for victory. Strange says, "if I tell you it won't happen". The will has to want it to manifest.

12/27/2019 8:54:08 PM megatronmighty I hear all the frequencies.

It is annoying.

How does one resolve this?

12/27/2019 8:54:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 You mean George Soros 2024? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1210774876061126656 …

12/27/2019 8:55:09 PM mohamed2698 Back to being a bartender in 2020.

12/27/2019 8:55:33 PM worldxplorer1 I don’t know whether to laugh, cry, or gag.

12/27/2019 8:56:16 PM melanieanders7 Lol absolutely!

12/27/2019 8:56:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of social media to expose the hiding in plain sight is a powerful political tool when fighting on the LIGHT side. Devaluing a human based on 

race is below the dignity of what we have accomplished as a nation under the law. Its wrong to do to all races. 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1210756639269117953 …

12/27/2019 8:57:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who shall not be named.

The untouchables list.

Who had the list? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1210782718524395523 …

12/27/2019 8:58:39 PM bryanwilber61 Same thing lol

12/27/2019 8:59:09 PM worldxplorer1 It’s almost like there is a nearly unseen war against inter dimensional entities who hate human and are trying to manipulate the human race to destroy 

itself. 

Oh wait...

12/27/2019 8:59:24 PM speaakn Yes, yes it is!

12/27/2019 8:59:58 PM krissieowens  https://vault.fbi.gov/nikola-tesla/Nikola%20Tesla%20Part%2001%20of%2003/view …

12/27/2019 9:00:25 PM kevinpaz822 #SaturdayMorning

12/27/2019 9:01:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Fifth Race

The Fifth Force

The Space Force.

12/27/2019 9:01:29 PM foreverozone I am a traveler far and wide ....

Epstein's tribe must not be exposed.

1000's of years of deceit, but the last 76 have been a  doozie.

The truth does not work under the cover of darkness, it sheds light upon the darkness. Light and truth is the only thing I trust.

12/27/2019 9:02:12 PM voteholder #disruptgovernment ✌️☀️ pic.twitter.com/WiPBXQZ0y1

12/27/2019 9:02:14 PM tommyjohn07 Giz maxwell

12/27/2019 9:02:33 PM psmith19701 Watching Ancient Aliens soft disclosure.

12/27/2019 9:02:38 PM nschlange Thank you for the information, I appreciate it.

12/27/2019 9:02:45 PM rebornkingent So it’s true, we are the 5th root race.

12/27/2019 9:02:50 PM clarkd958  pic.twitter.com/0xpoUImXo5

12/27/2019 9:02:53 PM 1_decided_voter Epsteins partner I forget the spelling

12/27/2019 9:03:31 PM aetherwalker1 What we call the 'soul' is.. YOU.

You are just in your body like you are in your clothes.

Unfortunately, You CAN sell yourself.

You can lose parts of your self/soul.

The 'soul' can suffer degradation/deterioration.

Though, if you are subservient to the LIGHT it can be restored.
12/27/2019 9:03:44 PM fansblowing3 I have a few small goals and some bigger goals.  Smaller goals will be easy to achieve, however, the larger goals may take more than one year.   Just 

going to do the best I can.  👍

12/27/2019 9:04:04 PM jeezy_pe Ghislaine Maxwell https://www.reuters.com/article/us-people-jeffrey-epstein-investigation-idUSKBN1YV0VB …

12/27/2019 9:04:10 PM mettlemeta #TheGreatAwakening

#TheForceAwakens

#TheRiseOfSkywalker

12/27/2019 9:04:15 PM jones9536 Stargate sg-1

12/27/2019 9:04:26 PM flippin4cofffee We love you!!! God bless all!

12/27/2019 9:04:27 PM believe_coach I was the 222 retweet! Power of 3, 6, & 9. 

•2+2+2=6 pic.twitter.com/FWCT3PZg5u

12/27/2019 9:05:13 PM nschlange ?

12/27/2019 9:05:16 PM jvan125  https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s2/the-fifth-race/ …

 https://www.quantumtorah.com/the-fifth-force/ …

12/27/2019 9:05:28 PM ultramagan0n #WeAreAllQ pic.twitter.com/OXGkgdEHs3

12/27/2019 9:06:02 PM rebornkingent Edgar cayce and others predicted a 5th ROOT race.  https://www.edgarcayce.org/about-us/blog/blog-posts/the-fifth-root-race%E2%80%94in-

ascendancy/ …



12/27/2019 9:06:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:17

1Q = Q+

Q+=9 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1210750161174941696 …

12/27/2019 9:07:11 PM werascending David knows!

12/27/2019 9:07:44 PM dayzero5 1983 project gateway declassified document

12/27/2019 9:07:56 PM cory_l_nelson Checkmate :)

12/27/2019 9:08:16 PM covertress Break my link on purpose?

I love you, ALICE! 🥰

 http://www.covertress.com/2008/12/thomas-jeffersons-koran.html …

12/27/2019 9:09:01 PM the_loveoflight Terrans?

12/27/2019 9:09:13 PM sherrynative JE will testify.

12/27/2019 9:09:35 PM disquieted_soul 17k retweets 👀 pic.twitter.com/PJWMJzBuba

12/27/2019 9:11:24 PM worldxplorer1 Sg-1 S2E15

The Fifth Race

SG1 travels to a Stargate where ONeill looks into a strange device that downloads information into his brain. Back on Earth he starts to speak using a 

strange language. Carter & Teal'c try to find a solution and become trapped on a burning hot planet...

12/27/2019 9:11:31 PM alhhaas227 I just saw 11:11 just now

12/27/2019 9:12:22 PM boy12_jimmy Yes, sent with love. pic.twitter.com/1lMVYG7EX2

12/27/2019 9:13:06 PM transcognition 137?

12/27/2019 9:13:27 PM werascending POTUS knows and always has!

12/27/2019 9:14:13 PM covertress 🧙♂️☇☠️

12/27/2019 9:14:43 PM werascending Good catch! 👊

12/27/2019 9:14:57 PM speaakn He has them shaking in their boots! I LOVE it!

12/27/2019 9:15:29 PM allahuniversal 🎯

12/27/2019 9:15:45 PM tlcl1964 GM gishlain Maxwell

12/27/2019 9:15:57 PM allahuniversal 🎯

12/27/2019 9:16:04 PM ultramagan0n Nothing to see here!  👀

12/27/2019 9:16:08 PM alhhaas227 My favorite Spartan 💥💥💥

12/27/2019 9:16:30 PM joanhol24893501 I believe there's plenty that would shock us. Our brains are not able to even imagine all these things we never thought possible.  I just continue to pray 

for all involved. I saw about 6 seconds of the Hillary, huma snuff film someone sent me. I had to turn it off. You can't

12/27/2019 9:16:40 PM cogbill_alan To serve the will of God. It's pretty easy to be accountable when you answer to God.

12/27/2019 9:17:38 PM joanhol24893501 Unsee things. It was horrible. It's the one that NYPD found on the AW comp. God bless you.

12/27/2019 9:18:32 PM werascending 369 369 369

   369  369

        369

❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

12/27/2019 9:19:11 PM joanhol24893501 I also worked as an EMT in Broward County Fl. I've seen my share of gore.

12/27/2019 9:20:11 PM rikpik2 Mine too...

Keep thinking...

Jan 9 and 

GenFlynn...

Something big...???

12/27/2019 9:21:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 10=8

1+0+8=9

12/27/2019 9:22:07 PM werascending MAJESTIC JUSTICE

12/27/2019 9:22:31 PM laurie0558 1+0+8+9=18

12/27/2019 9:22:43 PM bryceja68689884 I just used 3,6,9 for mario party. I sucked ass at the game and didnt deserve to win. But the game picked me as the winner. Boom.

12/27/2019 9:23:15 PM jones9536  pic.twitter.com/a6WgUUrefE

12/27/2019 9:23:16 PM williebhere @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @Countrylife82 @defunctgone @AKA_RealDirty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jim_Jordan @Mar4351219

12/27/2019 9:24:00 PM radiantkatie It will all become clear in 2020!

12/27/2019 9:24:50 PM 1truegovernment Keep the Deep State running strong, will be held very accountable if we fail.

12/27/2019 9:24:50 PM tbonedude Base 8 math?

12/27/2019 9:25:23 PM alvaroyado ¿ Qué  es eso y qué significa ? explica como si fuera una clase por favor MJ12

12/27/2019 9:25:48 PM aetherwalker1 He adheres to the ideology of the Death Cult who believe it is their 'sacred duty' to destroy our civilization.

Now he will play the victim and cry about being attacked.

12/27/2019 9:26:02 PM manifest_utopia Who had the list?

The puppet master.

Good question.

12/27/2019 9:27:23 PM momabeard4 How exactly? Yes I'm seeing 911 too much. Yes I feel the negative energy.

12/27/2019 9:27:56 PM rebornkingent 5th Communication Wave ( computers); 5th Brain (heart); 5th Brain Wave Freq (gamma); 5th Basic Force (torsion waves); 5th Destiny (rise of female 

power); 5th Discipline (businesses as learning centers); 5th Element (ether); 5th Dimension (freed from time/spaces, intention rules).

12/27/2019 9:28:15 PM rebornkingent - Edgar  http://Cayce.com 

12/27/2019 9:28:26 PM ghostrider23 HUKM حكم

12/27/2019 9:30:00 PM mongrelglory I haven't seen that specific diagram of Hawkins with all the detail.  Thanks I Au!

12/27/2019 9:30:14 PM nschlange Does anyone know what this is?

12/27/2019 9:31:39 PM joanhol24893501 Keep in mind also music was also not 440 hz. It use to be 332hz. All media, music all sound radio especially. If you see how the power of frequencies are 

used, thats how we've all been indoctrinated into there sick ways. It IS NOT NORMAL for a 8 yr. old little girl to decide

12/27/2019 9:32:12 PM allahuniversal Q-uite welcome

12/27/2019 9:33:27 PM parakletosanon  pic.twitter.com/r75aaB1wnU

12/27/2019 9:33:41 PM mattegelkraut The dark language can be taught, like any other language. But some are given understanding supernaturally. There are tongues for angels, tongues for 

demons, & tongues created by demons for men.

The Freemasons tried to recruit me. They offered me every worldly thing imaginable.

12/27/2019 9:34:32 PM joanhol24893501 She would rather be a boy. They through media want to tell us it's normal. Then the parents promote it also. Too many people messing with genetics 

trying to play God. THIS WILL STOP. THE SON OF PERDITIONS TIME IS UP.

12/27/2019 9:35:08 PM iqdou1  pic.twitter.com/9SnhPG9SU4



12/27/2019 9:35:31 PM omnamahshivaye2 7?

5?

#WWG1WGA 🖖👽🕉

12/27/2019 9:35:55 PM omnamahshivaye2 12 disciples?

12/27/2019 9:36:02 PM turboxyde Learn how energy systems work within the body & how they interact with the manifest world. Reiki, Qigong, Kriya Yoga, etc.

Then become a light warrior by disciplining yourself to perform energy work through repetitions of 3, 6 & 9 daily with intense devotion towards unity. 

pic.twitter.com/PQXrSUHub5

12/27/2019 9:36:48 PM april99341937 Not me I WILL FIGHT FIGHT BACK WITH MY VOICE! YOUR VOICE MATTER! WHEN AWAKE THERE IS NO GOING BACK!

12/27/2019 9:36:49 PM neufeldtlyss17 Define soon

12/27/2019 9:36:52 PM mongrelglory It's funny...during the trajectory of my life, I seem to have bounced from the red zone into the green zone currently.  Had to overcome a lot of negative 

childhood programming.  I hope to continue to make progress in the years ahead. 🙂

12/27/2019 9:37:44 PM minitornado86 to be best... find the good and make good despite the bad, remember and be who I am- when mind was hopeful and not as manipulated and invaded 

by things/ mind controlled, help others to find themselves too that were lost. cures pets crafts create exercise busy. paper and pen.

12/27/2019 9:38:25 PM parakletosanon  pic.twitter.com/27T0YNJdPu

12/27/2019 9:38:42 PM parakletosanon  pic.twitter.com/oB5FMHhQxh

12/27/2019 9:38:59 PM april99341937 Are you enjoying the show? I certainly am and love weeding out my ENEMIES! In the hopes of WAKING THEM UP! #WWG1WGA AND AGREE TO 

DISAGREE! LEARN AND BE READY!

12/27/2019 9:39:02 PM njpatriot17 I'll give him that one.. but they will need a couple more proofs

12/27/2019 9:40:11 PM allahuniversal I think my avatar colors pretty much cover where I've been on that 🎢. Comfy in blue these days

12/27/2019 9:41:15 PM karrruss Says the bot

12/27/2019 9:43:50 PM wearediamonds2 :D I love my birthday, 1/17

12/27/2019 9:44:56 PM wearediamonds2 Are you saying this makes me a natural at manifesting!? I see the numbers often and, 'tis my b-day.

12/27/2019 9:47:36 PM jt_light Epstein is just the tip of the iceberg. Think about that with the knowledge we have of big picture and global people doing this.

12/27/2019 9:47:51 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour! the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while 

you…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/27/2019 9:47:51 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thank you.

12/27/2019 9:48:35 PM kmstexas @threadreaderapp Please unroll. Thank you.

12/27/2019 9:48:36 PM threadreaderapp Hello! you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/27/2019 9:49:24 PM azuremagus Ultimately one energy that comes through Q and Q+ and that is Source.

12/27/2019 9:50:17 PM kmstexas Thank you very much. @threadreaderapp

12/27/2019 9:50:22 PM turboxyde The fifth fundamental force of Nature...

Electromagnetism, Gravity, Strong Interaction, Weak Force, Consciousness Manifested as IS-BE.

Bridging space & time through an unlimited projection of conscious creation. pic.twitter.com/BKulu8TXEw

12/27/2019 9:51:39 PM aluna_kay Wow  never heard anyone whinge before.. try something  new.. pay attention..

12/27/2019 9:52:19 PM sjger3 I live in Australia.

Can some clarify what this means exactly?

12/27/2019 9:52:45 PM azuremagus Both of them a failed plan.

12/27/2019 9:53:13 PM soul_depth See goals through and do so with better tools.  https://wholegoalsjournal.com/ 

12/27/2019 9:54:02 PM pgrayso Space Force is under the Commander In Chief.  That might make a difference.

12/27/2019 9:55:26 PM wild8heart In any possible way you wish. Take three sips of water. Meditate for 12 minutes. Take three photos per day. Say a prtayer/mantra three times. Write 

lists in increments of six. 12 push ups per physical session. Read 9 pages of your latest book/magazine. 

It is literally endless.

12/27/2019 9:55:55 PM mongrelglory Some Muslim women perhaps...but that's coming from within their culture.

12/27/2019 9:59:25 PM ericsteelelive Darn if that doesn't make sense.

12/27/2019 10:00:52 PM qanonnotables it is a coincidence and MJ12 is a LARP

12/27/2019 10:01:34 PM qanonnotables yes, coincidence.

12/27/2019 10:02:06 PM ripgarycaradori Thank you! 

It's sweet of you to care enough to comment. 

I really appreciate this.

12/27/2019 10:04:03 PM eights_and I see 805

12/27/2019 10:04:03 PM fansblowing3 I’ll give it a shot: 

Federal reserve

Q - you all go to jail 

Pre-FED - we had our own money

NAT GEO MAG - trafficking?

PRUSSIA - German empire

SBA [PP] - Susan B. Anthony women get to vote 

Israel in Egypt - first sound recording

Washington Monument - where they do sacrifices pic.twitter.com/pYlhxn9dw4
12/27/2019 10:05:52 PM novusstarman2 Hollywood would not be as famous w/o paedo

12/27/2019 10:06:00 PM whatsmypw I do do reiki and shamballa Multi-dimensional healing...but yeah what you said makes sense. Thanks! ❤️

12/27/2019 10:08:14 PM irma_squirrel  https://youtu.be/MG_2lRAHeh0 . I hear ya! 😂I don't understand it all either...but maybe this will help you. At the very least it's interesting.🤷♀️

12/27/2019 10:08:31 PM ptamait Common theme in that work. Eight appendages with a pincher on top. Is that why we are so frightened of a certain insect. Perhaps, ancestral trauma 

by that creature. Can I get the source of that work.

12/27/2019 10:10:53 PM lightonthehill I did something similar to  https://www.irva.org/remote-viewing/methodology.html … - think of a random page # in my notebook and listen for info. 

All details received were very closely correlated with the "left" page when the page I chose is open on the "right" (which was a boring to-do list). I'll 

keep trying.

12/27/2019 10:12:57 PM mongrelglory To be more generous/accepting of myself and others. To trust the process/plan and worry less about financial security.  If I'm successful, it should 

result in greater feelings of serenity on a moment to moment basis, so I will try to mindfully monitor how I am feeling each day.

12/27/2019 10:13:24 PM aluna_kay Exactly  they resonate with diffrtent frequencies . What means one thing to one will have a different meaning to another.  Perception. Energy .

12/27/2019 10:13:50 PM mongrelglory Maybe you just need to be kinder to yourself?

12/27/2019 10:14:50 PM polluxc GM sounds like Ghislaine Maxwells to me.

12/27/2019 10:15:00 PM iamtravisladner Space force? pic.twitter.com/oN67dtRp69



12/27/2019 10:15:09 PM allahuniversal 1  = 1

2  = 2

3 =  3

4  = 4

5  = 5

6  = 6 

7  = 7

8  = 8

9  = 9

10 = 8

11 = 7

12 = 6

13 = 5

14 = 4

15 = 3

16 = 2

17 = 1
12/27/2019 10:15:55 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/rju8iG8iR6

12/27/2019 10:16:14 PM mongrelglory QHHT?

12/27/2019 10:17:26 PM me2189251618 Why should you accept theirs?

Maybe look for yourself...you could learn a few new things 🌻

12/27/2019 10:17:56 PM turboxyde Wow! Well done, keep trying & you'll be a certified quantum field technician in no "time!" pic.twitter.com/fYrUm2T2XJ

12/27/2019 10:18:32 PM curseca Untouchables list. 😡😤

12/27/2019 10:18:32 PM mongrelglory Monk-hood is highly over-rated I think...

You love your daughter PJ.  I know that for sure! 😘

12/27/2019 10:19:28 PM fightforamerica @ts_sci_majic12 @SnowWhite7IAM @55true4u 

All that to get me to eat my vegetables. Thanks, I think?

P.S. The cures, soon, please?

12/27/2019 10:20:27 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Daddy always WINS!! 
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When will they ask the question?

>>7637926

Something BIG is coming.

Q  pic.twitter.com/O9XAvve6HR
12/27/2019 10:20:33 PM daveo6145 This just happened today. I’d say the power of 3,6,9. Then 17. Onward and upward pic.twitter.com/Wbde88WKqg

12/27/2019 10:21:05 PM curseca How BIG? My fellow Americans, the storm is upon us, BIG? https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2019/12/27/coast-to-coast-storm-system-

bring-heavy-snow-severe-weather-much-nation/#click= https://t.co/AzVMWj3PSG …

12/27/2019 10:21:56 PM mongrelglory As someone who is climbing back onto the "no-sugar" wagon after falling off over the holidays...I feel your pain.😝 Here's to living life sober! 👊

12/27/2019 10:22:49 PM stars4p Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If possession of pornographic materials produced as a result of human trafficking became illegal as CP, global por online 

would drop by 90%. Very few content providers are not involved in sex trafficking. Many stars are severel…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1209544753232171012.html … pic.twitter.com/ci7S7U7fzB

12/27/2019 10:23:09 PM der_wanderer8 9 years

9 months

9 hours

12/27/2019 10:23:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/R6KEOIH8zk

12/27/2019 10:27:03 PM mongrelglory I suggest you could start with 5 mins a day and try to do it consistently.  After months of doing this, you'll be surprised at the progress you can make.  

Then you can gradually increase the time by 5 minutes intervals if you like, but just try to keep it consistent.

12/27/2019 10:31:31 PM zoerandall145 #ProjectBlueBeam

12/27/2019 10:32:40 PM michelekbeltran 😇👍

12/27/2019 10:33:11 PM mongrelglory I am single with no family.  My only suggestion is that if you currently have love to give to a child, there are probably young children in your 

neighbourhood or volunteer community groups that would love some positive attention and guidance.  It can help with the pain of loss.

12/27/2019 10:33:48 PM jlawrence760 I’m curious. Why do you speak in code like Q does?

12/27/2019 10:34:41 PM tarynupmatrix The amount of times I’ve been seeing 17 in the past few weeks is mind-blowing. The power of manifested synchronicity is one of the most legit 

confirmations from the universe.

12/27/2019 10:35:09 PM mongrelglory That is a great accomplishment Vivienne!  Pat yourself on the back! 😊

12/27/2019 10:35:44 PM t_hayden07 Service to others, everyday. Take more time to connect with my higher self, & use the powers of 3,6, & 9. Also, I've actively worked on raising my 

frequency/vibrations everyday already. Huge improvements!

I'm realizing how important numerology is, & how much I NEED what's to come

12/27/2019 10:36:30 PM t_hayden07 But, truthfully....

I have a 2 page list already hanging up in my bedroom. So much to come!

12/27/2019 10:38:44 PM aetherwalker1 Let ALL of the TRUTH be uncovered.

Let ALL of the TRUTH be revealed on-stage in the Light of day!

Let 'the whole can of worms' be UNSEALED!!!

12/27/2019 10:39:09 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/lY8S3kq3Bo

12/27/2019 10:40:03 PM hoffman11my Propaganda. Soros paid for it and the Pope helped

12/27/2019 10:40:22 PM q_patchouli Sorry but snoflakes are fools. Never said I was perfect.  Only Jesus is. I stand my ground. The fools are the hardest part.

12/27/2019 10:42:47 PM allahuniversal The spikes in global consciousness pre 9/11...17+WWG1WGA causing spikes in global consciousness now...17 "spell" reversing the effects of the 9/11 

spell 👇🏽? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210647505043689477?s=19 …

12/27/2019 10:43:34 PM q_patchouli The 5th dimension

12/27/2019 10:45:03 PM drbohammer That will take years of focused dedicated work to resolve. It CAN be, but usually will not be, resolved quickly (in an instant). In most cases, it takes 20-

40 years to resolve (post incident!) - if it’s ever resolved. That’s the reality of averages 😕



12/27/2019 10:46:07 PM rusem11 she might have an MA in mixed drinks by then

12/27/2019 10:46:32 PM 1nanasmomma  pic.twitter.com/AKRLbkXN0T

12/27/2019 10:47:05 PM q_patchouli :-(

12/27/2019 10:47:50 PM ausanon369 That’s when all hell breaks loose

12/27/2019 10:48:50 PM dawnblanke1 That happens to me quit often .... My metabolism drains the battery 😊

12/27/2019 10:49:28 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/GV78PTNXli

12/27/2019 10:52:16 PM clifton15jon  pic.twitter.com/n5VwGrqxjX

12/27/2019 10:54:34 PM holotechrd WOOOWHOOOO LET'S GO DADDY!! GOOD ONE GUYS!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/mP4GraQLPD

12/27/2019 10:56:29 PM 1nanasmomma I need to meditate and forgive myself. Not all selfish....just necessary. 3 6 9

12/27/2019 10:56:53 PM qanoncomau November 3, 2020 = 9

12/27/2019 10:58:38 PM stefanofait Make it 6 mins a day: 3-6-9 😉

12/27/2019 10:59:29 PM mongrelglory Sorry!  You're absolutely right! 6 minutes. 👍

12/27/2019 11:01:30 PM just_mr_nobody Plain english is much easier to understand. I might as well be reading binary code.

12/27/2019 11:02:10 PM stefanofait Remembering the lessons I learned in 2019.

Taking responsibility for recurring mistakes.

12/27/2019 11:02:29 PM 369_is I'm trying to link the Stevie Nicks/Fleetwood Mac song 'Edge of 17' but I'm new to Twitter, can't figure it out. XOXO

12/27/2019 11:04:09 PM ksouth21 Nice catch!

12/27/2019 11:04:17 PM rick_hernandez I’ve been wanting to learn reiki to help others as well.

12/27/2019 11:07:12 PM stefanofait True, in the Muslim world. They deserve to be freed just like us. Fellow humans.

12/27/2019 11:12:07 PM sethric61410528 Hi Majestic. „The power of 3-6-9“. I guess not even insiders understand this stuff. Can you explain a bit more ? TY

12/27/2019 11:12:38 PM ssryan6466 THEY have used our collective consciousness against us through fear, poverty, war etc. We're no longer afraid and we know the truth. We're now 

manifesters of a better world😊

12/27/2019 11:15:02 PM stefanofait Deprogramming is really hard for me too 😛😉

12/27/2019 11:17:06 PM mongrelglory Ghislaine Maxwell, but I don't think that's who they mean by MG is it?

12/27/2019 11:21:19 PM clhendershot Holy SCHITT!!!

What WAS The Agenda?

I Suspect QAnon+ Patriots Know...

Fight Fight Fight

#Exodus2013in2020

#ImpeachThis

@realDonaldTrump

@John_F_Kennnedy

@AndrewBreitbart

@ScottAdamsSays

@GanleyDonald

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress

@FNMedia_USA

@virtualimpax 

GO~ https://twitter.com/THeinrich22/status/1210743632854077444 …
12/27/2019 11:24:07 PM armed_two Justinformed sent me ;)

12/27/2019 11:24:55 PM andrew13892378 This may be unrelated, but consider when learning or teaching or brainwashing, neural pathways strenghen best in intervals of aproximately 0, { First 

iteration } then 3mins, 6mins, and 9mins. It is the minimum assurity time for memorizing something, Or re-programming human minds.

12/27/2019 11:26:02 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  I hadn't seen that tweet about the "criminals of all dimensions"!  Nice catch Shane!

12/27/2019 11:28:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:17

Q+? pic.twitter.com/8RB5RUqRgo

12/27/2019 11:30:51 PM mongrelglory Woah!  Is all that going to be happening soon?!!  My inner Sci-Fi geek is freaking out! 👽👽👽

12/27/2019 11:32:16 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/TgqUtb9GNJ

12/27/2019 11:34:11 PM mongrelglory I'm just 😶!

12/27/2019 11:35:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:17 MJ12 00:06

1:17 Q 01:17

Δ11m = 660s

6+6=12

Subject: Hunter Biden MJ12

Subject: Barr After Election Q

Now connect [JE]+[GM] in the news to #UnsealEpstein.

Something BIG is about to drop.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!
12/27/2019 11:36:01 PM adam84577979 All you impatient people shit me,if all the dark secrets where dropped at once most of your loved ones would have their belief systems 

shattered,leaving them as mental basket cases. Your impatience is pathetic ego driven selfishness

12/27/2019 11:36:24 PM blumae84 444 ALL THE TIME (literally) always associate it with my mom??!?

12/27/2019 11:39:03 PM mongrelglory Didn't Gen Flynn have a copy of that list?

12/27/2019 11:39:14 PM allahuniversal ✔️'d

12/27/2019 11:39:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be a shame if somebody else has the list.

12/27/2019 11:42:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 12:12:03

333=999

Coincidence?

How often do you see 17? pic.twitter.com/aC9YyKewMp

12/27/2019 11:42:20 PM holotechrd 🤣⚡🤣⚡🤣⚡🤣⚡

12/27/2019 11:42:31 PM andrew13892378 Yeah guys, this sort of knowledge is what has been used against you by the MSM and others to program you. You are being asked to turn this 

knowledge back around and return fire.

12/27/2019 11:43:03 PM radiantkatie I'm curious. Why is the logo upside down?

12/27/2019 11:43:09 PM mongrelglory Wishing you a very happy birthday! 🤗

12/27/2019 11:43:52 PM paula84059427 Twitter said ,  sorry this page doesn't exist (last 2 tweets)

12/27/2019 11:44:40 PM bryanhausman What about 1:11 my mom keeps complaining about looking at the clock at 1:11



12/27/2019 11:45:23 PM hellouncledonny 1080 = 1+0+8+0=9

720=9

360=9

180=9

90=9

45=9

22.5=9

11.25=9

5.625 = 5+6+2+5 = 18 = 1+8=9

clock

3

6

9

12

15

18

21

24

27

30

The power of 3-6-9
12/27/2019 11:46:05 PM mongrelglory Base 8 math?

12/27/2019 11:46:45 PM restart_qpersia In less than two months the world would witness the Great Persian Revolution. That's my guess.

#QAnon

#RestartMIGA

12/27/2019 11:47:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connect the dots.

Where ALICE cannot follow.

Enjoy the show. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1210766991885099008?s=21 …

12/27/2019 11:47:22 PM allahuniversal C 17, you say? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1209279548954697734?s=19 …

12/27/2019 11:50:06 PM trollingmockin1 Thank you for the proof. Some of us needed that to move forward

12/27/2019 11:50:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 George Soros 2024 = AOC 2024

12/27/2019 11:50:26 PM therealenglado 17 everywhere, GOD is 17. Q is 17.

12/27/2019 11:51:39 PM riversm18 I see 108 a lot

12/27/2019 11:51:56 PM deborahorona [GM] Who is GM? Ghiselle Maxwell?

12/27/2019 11:52:15 PM mongrelglory 😏

12/27/2019 11:52:43 PM _a_quila  pic.twitter.com/g859PLrQbO

12/27/2019 11:54:08 PM profanedeplora1 I love that you call God 'daddy'... I do too. 🥰🥰🥰❤️🎶🎵

12/27/2019 11:55:31 PM jackoneilltime1 Ed Ruscha influenced me back in early 2000-saw his work at the Hirshorn.  His art is basically memes.  Majestic influence? pic.twitter.com/YVim67Uhzq

12/27/2019 11:55:32 PM stephgraz7580 X17=fifth state of matter

12/27/2019 11:55:50 PM holotechrd ⚡💥🤗🙏❤️

12/27/2019 11:56:22 PM allahuniversal Where ALICE cannot follow #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/d88Ue0M9ov

12/27/2019 11:56:39 PM majic_eyes_qnly I found this MAJESTIC BOOM in my research. It's a mirror-boom existing in one of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's tweets. It's a mushroom cloud explosion. 

FISAGATE --> MILITARY TRIBUNALS. I habev meant to make a graphic of it but this is just a screen shot from one of my videos.  

pic.twitter.com/4vfSPl1Efg

12/27/2019 11:56:40 PM drasenr What about 123?

12/27/2019 11:57:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly From here (starts at 56:23): https://youtu.be/zyxOt9LXbhs?t=3383 …

12/27/2019 11:57:20 PM hellouncledonny I remember when POTUS announced the making of space force about a year or so ago. I was watching MSM(Poppy Harlow I think) and she started 

freaking out about space force. You could tell she knew something was going on in space and was clearly upset. Wish I had a copy of that clip

12/27/2019 11:57:21 PM holly86385150 Protection

12/27/2019 11:57:44 PM majic_eyes_qnly @1_Decided_Voter check it out dude!

12/27/2019 11:59:06 PM stephgraz7580 C17= fifth state of matter

12/27/2019 11:59:44 PM majic_eyes_qnly BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM

12/28/2019 12:01:56 AM laurenmbradley What exactly do you want to know? I can try and explain it in further detail, but these text fields won’t allow. I may need to just type it out over DM 

and then screen shot it or something. Has anyone you know ever experienced this? I want to chat w sum1 who also sees them.

12/28/2019 12:01:58 AM weareeternal4 Hello Majic12, how about breathing technique/meditation focused on breath -> 3 sec inhale, 6 sec hold, 9 sec exhale, done in 3, 6 or 9 min (or 12, 15, 

18 min) intervals? 👍?

12/28/2019 12:03:20 AM woodspring2012 Even the grid frequency of mind control activating the Nanoparticles in our air, medication, water & food is turned off?

12/28/2019 12:03:59 AM majic_eyes_qnly Holy moly, I just realised that there are 12 BOOMs in Majestic 12's tweet (first post in this thread, parapharsed in last above tweet) and those 

correspond to the 12 chapters of the book they were talking about: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204586327884345344?s=20 …

12/28/2019 12:04:06 AM adsvel I don't think so that's the case in the UK, EU, especially in the Germany, France and Belgium. These countries will change after 15-20 years, according to 

my observation of schools today.

12/28/2019 12:05:44 AM holotechrd This image has frequencies to reverse PTSD. Everything is frequencies and I'm able to harness them supernaturally. #kingtalk ⚡💥💯🙏❤️👑👈 

SOURCE DIRECTIVES.. I'm sure some of ya'll are aware of this. @John_F_Kennnedy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ 

@VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/zN0wPEl4ds

12/28/2019 12:07:54 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while you didn't know where the 

scripyou, you kept watching and most importantly interacting / engaging / sharing open source intelligence and encoura… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …

12/28/2019 12:14:00 AM ak_dwelling I've seen stuff I don't  want to see, I don't want to see that.

12/28/2019 12:15:15 AM roserimi3 There's meditations w 369 also look into nikola tesla & his theories on 369

12/28/2019 12:16:23 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @EyesOnQ @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @SecureTeam10 @

StormIsUponUs @johnxdesouza @CoreyGoode @davidicke @david_wilcock MY CREW & SHIPS ARE EVERYWHERE PREPARE 

YOURSELVES⚡💥❤️💯💪👑👈🌎🕳🌌🛸🛸 https://youtu.be/_DAj74DPBko 



12/28/2019 12:17:08 AM the_loveoflight This puzzles me, so many questions.

How did you know to add those numbers?

Can this be done to all posts?

Is this reading the "map"? 

And if so, someone in my area would have never came up with this exact answer, as that Q's post wasnt at 1:17 for me

Just curious keep it up👍🏻
12/28/2019 12:17:52 AM blsdbe #Majestic actually.

12/28/2019 12:19:48 AM blsdbe We know you have it all, MJ. pic.twitter.com/220O1CXZWe

12/28/2019 12:25:22 AM queen_khalifia Build an Empire and use it to help Save Lives and make a better Wrld for Humanity. 1st the Children, Homeless and the Vets.

12/28/2019 12:25:47 AM adsvel Actually all happened in the end of this year, I can clearly see what I have to improve in my personal life and my spiritual path.

More healthy food, RO water, 3,6,9 make it habit, more healthy movement, longer meditations.

Accountability, ... never lie to myself and others.

12/28/2019 12:26:21 AM blsdbe ThanQ!

12/28/2019 12:26:31 AM pby1000 Like how we were originally created...

12/28/2019 12:27:31 AM blsdbe @IAuMatu 👀👀👀

12/28/2019 12:27:53 AM pby1000 To continue to help humanity.

12/28/2019 12:31:38 AM guy_karen Meditate more, love more, have more patience

12/28/2019 12:32:51 AM jen_ridgecooke To not judge if people deserve my love and kindness, instead, just hand it out, and spread that energy everywhere

12/28/2019 12:33:26 AM jt_suryo Exiting the matrix.

12/28/2019 12:33:35 AM allahuniversal The best part was seeing that pattern end at 17

3:33 ET pic.twitter.com/bPtFLrrHBF

12/28/2019 12:34:23 AM iamdeborah5 Pedo swirls everywhere... 🤢

12/28/2019 12:36:00 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Nw4908GJil

12/28/2019 12:36:00 AM roserimi3  https://kozzbyblog.com  › how-to-us...

How To Use Nikola Tesla Divine Code 369 to Manifest Anything ... - Kozzby Blog

12/28/2019 12:36:08 AM allahuniversal 999 

#Majestic

3:36 ET pic.twitter.com/c4vOBHnfXU

12/28/2019 12:36:18 AM jollyrob2 3 3 3 majestic ✨ pic.twitter.com/TMVjlHbllU

12/28/2019 12:36:33 AM blsdbe Yes.

12/28/2019 12:37:18 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/FCD1EFxdpZ

12/28/2019 12:40:08 AM blsdbe Knowing my birthday is on the 17th makes me unreasonably happy!!! pic.twitter.com/BKkgstgF1v

12/28/2019 12:44:25 AM aetherwalker1 Fifth Force.  The Fifth Element.  Quintessence.

The Aether.

'Space'.  When the ancients spoke of their thundering Sky God, 'sky' didn't mean the atmosphere above them.

Above the air was the 'upper air', the Aether or Akasha.

The Aether Force
12/28/2019 12:45:44 AM aetherwalker1 Aether was thought to be the pure essence that the gods breathed, filling the space where they lived, analogous to the air breathed by mortals.

12/28/2019 12:45:50 AM allahuniversal 123

234

456

789

10 11 12

134 135 136

666 667 668

1079 1080*👇🏽 1081

3 consecutives = a digital root of 3s pic.twitter.com/MCdDUkhCjd
12/28/2019 12:47:18 AM jt_suryo The Big One? Distraction?

12/28/2019 12:48:13 AM allahuniversal The 8th for me, close enough to 17 🤷🏾♂️ ∞ pic.twitter.com/8uWZcVtt8d

12/28/2019 12:48:52 AM blsdbe Just what I was thinking!!! pic.twitter.com/kUAcuvT2Lp

12/28/2019 12:54:29 AM kikaltz Great reply, Eman.

12/28/2019 12:55:02 AM blsdbe I resolve to support the resurgence of keeping Agni Hotra Fires as often as I am able, facilitating the return of lower density beings to our Central Sun, 

leaving behind only our Bliss. 

It is a point of Honor, and I Will It, so It Is Done. 

ThanQ for the Inspiration, MJ!!! pic.twitter.com/2fY8qwe6Em

12/28/2019 12:55:03 AM blsdbe I am REALLY looking forward to seeing this Manifest!!!

12/28/2019 12:55:23 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/7WR2R1TOr5

12/28/2019 12:55:56 AM blsdbe Quantum Hypnosis Healing Technique?

12/28/2019 12:56:25 AM adsvel Never!🤦♂️🤦♂️🤦♂️ pic.twitter.com/103Hi0SBRQ

12/28/2019 12:56:30 AM whitson Women have been Freemasons for over a hundred years. See @_HFAF_ @OrderWomen @Fmy4Women. Freemasonry has men only lodges and 

women only lodges, and comasonry which are mixed. pic.twitter.com/O2kIFgaZje

12/28/2019 12:56:36 AM decodematrix  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MindGeek 

12/28/2019 12:57:04 AM templeofman More fear porn. like, "everything west of I5, "even though Oregon Coast sports a 1,500 ft coast range; asshat.

12/28/2019 12:57:19 AM ali_dougall Any disclosure that says it was ok and in our best interests to shield from the public while taking trillions from services for the people and wars etc, is 

wrong, will backfire, and the people will revolt! Bigger wool blanket incoming then..endless lies

12/28/2019 12:58:19 AM craigy_gordon Am I obsessed now, but do I see a 'Q'?? pic.twitter.com/a7X7BO8lxx

12/28/2019 12:59:14 AM jayrambin Gotta be.

12/28/2019 1:00:56 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/H5FwYWTg6C

12/28/2019 1:01:58 AM blsdbe I would really like to do this too...

12/28/2019 1:10:44 AM kidge6 Ghisleine Maxwell? Robert maxwells daughter. Why wouldn’t they use GM?

12/28/2019 1:11:29 AM tillie71120939 Anyone who follows @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and missed this link posted maybe 6 months ago that are interested in #Ascension #Tesla #QAnon #aliens etc 

will probably really enjoy going through this info https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

12/28/2019 1:11:54 AM krochetxkorner So that's a no then @Jeff57253103? But you seemed really confident in your nonsense.



12/28/2019 1:12:54 AM blsdbe Also, that last #Qdrop is #Majestic...check it out pic.twitter.com/6vdiavp7YU

12/28/2019 1:17:16 AM allahuniversal ✔️s out in EST too pic.twitter.com/SxJIwy1UF5

12/28/2019 1:19:49 AM ausanon369 Yes

12/28/2019 1:20:55 AM hitt_jr Accountable? There is a lot of people here that have eliminated that word from their vocabulary!

12/28/2019 1:24:18 AM theresapop69 A dildo on a strap on contraption, the Mayan elite liked to get pegged🧐🤔🤫

12/28/2019 1:26:22 AM theresapop69 Q for Quetzalcoatl🤔🧐

12/28/2019 1:32:50 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/1j8SYhcbOl

12/28/2019 1:37:18 AM marywal64295444 I see 420 all the time, literally. It makes me smile because besides what everyone knows it for, it's my birthday numbers, April 20th. Let's me know I'm 

on the right track.

12/28/2019 1:43:08 AM mc_cloven You brushed aside 316 as if nothing on a post from a handle of keep the faith. Exposed satan right there. Nothing but the blood of Jesus Christ can 

wash away sins. You showed yourself

12/28/2019 1:46:48 AM aspennmax64_l 555 Jesus lives

12/28/2019 1:48:41 AM catsworldwatch Your thinking of Ghislaine Maxwell. GM

12/28/2019 1:50:48 AM catsworldwatch His codes don't make sense though.

12/28/2019 1:51:04 AM sterkinglights1 Octal?

12/28/2019 2:07:46 AM ryhv3r Several teach on "vortex math" https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o 

12/28/2019 2:23:32 AM craigy_gordon Nice connection. I've read about Quetzalcoatl via Graham Hancock.

I visited Chichen Itza about 3 years ago and the guide spoke about a site he'd been on a dig when the Mexican govt came and shut down the dig and 

closed off the whole area. Is this that area?

12/28/2019 2:25:49 AM johnnyneon Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @laurenmbradley Scoring well on a test designed to measure your success rate in an economic matrix of slavery usin 

money magic only demonstrates your state of thinking that is preventing you from reaching enlightenment. Reality… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210460520937078784.html …

12/28/2019 2:26:00 AM dawndaisy9 Who cares

12/28/2019 2:26:22 AM irah_chandler All the tech was procured under draco/primary anomaly but their control has wained and the catalog left open. One of the many benefits of LoC is that 

it was a collection point and intergalactic neutral soil. Basically we get to keep all the tech.

12/28/2019 2:26:40 AM sbabolhavaeji Would you mind writing in plain English so that us earthly ppl understand? Or should we take a course learning your comms?

12/28/2019 2:27:04 AM irah_chandler I just want my suite back

12/28/2019 2:29:18 AM adsvel What is LoC?

12/28/2019 2:30:29 AM irah_chandler Lunar operations Command

12/28/2019 2:31:13 AM adsvel Oh, yeah!😊

12/28/2019 2:31:58 AM irah_chandler the little o is a joke i like to make. because the cared way more about commanding than the actual operations.

12/28/2019 2:33:20 AM dtubbs201 That’s what I’m trying to do.  But the memories just break my heart.  Thank you🙏🙏❤️

12/28/2019 2:34:31 AM adsvel Yes, indeed, I would also say LCC the Lunar Command Center, instead of the Lunar Operational Center.

12/28/2019 2:34:41 AM dtubbs201 I’m also very sorry about your Mom.

12/28/2019 2:36:57 AM ivasby I see mix between 911, 1111 and 1717 pic.twitter.com/yi8mpNhEIo

12/28/2019 2:37:14 AM melanieanders7 Yes ma’am!

12/28/2019 2:38:18 AM richardggcasey Eat healthier, grow a veggie garden, exercise more, drink less alcohol, smile at strangers, practice meditation/mindfulness daily, volunteer at 

@FatherBob. Accountability by believing “God” manifests inside us & grows stronger through the collective good of all living beings.

12/28/2019 2:38:21 AM irah_chandler Well and if a ssp claimed break away status they got to run almost all their own operations as was the case with my ssp dark fleet which had roots in 

luft waffen. I say claimed break away because no ssp ever actually fully achieved that

12/28/2019 2:40:32 AM irah_chandler multiple command centers loc is supposed to be over all of them. Not really how it worked tho

12/28/2019 2:49:14 AM lenartjoe 1/2) Agreed. Not ok. But who do you go after? Deep State likely not 1 monolithic org, but several competing factions w/ loose mutual benefit 

agreements & mutually-assured destruction understandings. Danger: first one to stick their neck out to disclose risks losing a head.

12/28/2019 3:01:16 AM lenartjoe The fear that the public would not understand that nuance & indiscriminately go after ones brave enough reveal themselves to begin disclosure has 

likely facilitated keeping the truth & advanced tech locked away from us for decades. Which serves justice better:revenge or release?

12/28/2019 3:06:42 AM rooselectum I've been seeing 66 for a year and some change and it's been driving me nuts.. Insight, please?

12/28/2019 3:07:51 AM sewwwhat If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have the key 🔑 to the Universe.  -Nikola Tesla.  

 https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8  pic.twitter.com/tIPOFkd0Dw

12/28/2019 3:10:10 AM melanieanders7 Will that list come out into the open?

12/28/2019 3:14:30 AM timmccoy5 Continue learning field theory based on ether-physics. 

Finish my concept-mapping software application.

12/28/2019 3:16:50 AM sewwwhat Dr RE Tent did a lecture on this and how it works.  He is a Patriot and spilled a lot of things during this lecture relating to Q.  It’s undeniable that we 

should watch this.  The link is in post 21 but read the thread too https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210667143030886400.html …

12/28/2019 3:17:45 AM covertress Can you please define "Legitimate Sex Industry"?

Does this include more than pr0n?

12/28/2019 3:20:32 AM hazileye I need to listen better to my surgeon to baby my back after surgery (I'm too hard on myself). This is surgery #3 from an accident 2 years ago w/a herse.

12/28/2019 3:26:30 AM jamess26193415 please have some answers for me, I woke up spiritually for the past 18 months. Always been awoke but not spiritually...i have been seein 17 and 117 

everywhere since. What does it mean. Yes I know it's Q:17 etc but need deeper meaning

12/28/2019 3:31:51 AM ali_dougall Your right, no point in revenge, but I'm hoping for a more admission that a deep state has been running the planet, weve now got control back for the 

good of all people, let's get on with being the star people were born to be! Sounds good to me! #qanon

12/28/2019 3:34:53 AM april10521252 Thank you so much💞

12/28/2019 3:36:02 AM covertress "Living In A Car Could Be

Ok With The Right

Attitude"?

3116 2772 462

12/28/2019 3:40:23 AM lightprocess Look up kabamur taygeta. He talks about this in a recent thread.

12/28/2019 3:46:30 AM andrew13892378 Just simply take anything you know to be false news, give the corrected view outlining the lie and send back into the Twittersphere at 0,3,6,9 Intervals 

to fight back. The subliminal and outward effect will do more than just counter what has been done to you! You can win this-

12/28/2019 3:48:07 AM kshitijvats3 I see 22, 222, 33, 333 a lot

12/28/2019 3:51:40 AM andrew13892378 same as when you want disclosure to happen for example, just keep hammering out on those Intervals, dont sweat being exact in the timings, you will 

have effect enough being casual n all! It can be 0,3,6,9 days as well! etc. Maj?

12/28/2019 3:54:04 AM covertress 💖 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1210890986651566080?s=20 …

12/28/2019 3:55:42 AM 76bicenten Nice BOOM!!! pic.twitter.com/MqFxwpCcPo

12/28/2019 3:55:57 AM light_patriot 17 everyday. I currently dwell in a B2-121. It is all around me. I just started drawing the flower of life on almost everything in my dwelling. It seems to 

be helping with the evil forces surrounding this place.

12/28/2019 3:56:07 AM mateuszwala infinity node?

12/28/2019 3:58:24 AM irah_chandler Retweet for me at 5:57=17



12/28/2019 4:08:32 AM linnyt7 Hunter is the hunted because he's a visible part of not just money laundering but in the big scheme human trafficking? One of the larger stones to 

overturn? What will [GM] reveal? Who will she give up to save herself? Do they even need her at this point? Maybe for shock value?

12/28/2019 4:09:23 AM lenartjoe Here here🍻🚀

12/28/2019 4:11:17 AM nzstill ive the vids of that guy in uk hypnotizing the girls too for porn etc

12/28/2019 4:11:35 AM mattdubois137 350 million to PP, 65 million to Obama's book deal. Money Laundering

12/28/2019 4:11:50 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210467029943275529?s=20 …

12/28/2019 4:12:00 AM verbiskj JE = Jeffery Epstein

GM = Ghislaine Maxwell

12/28/2019 4:13:11 AM linnyt7 Who is [MG]?

12/28/2019 4:15:50 AM keith369me Lol...that phrase “That wasn’t really nice” is a phrase I used as a teenager when friends/foes were acting like a-holes.  It made the target remorseful 

and others watching cognizant of impure actions.

12/28/2019 4:17:58 AM texn9ne 7:17

12/28/2019 4:18:15 AM keith369me A sampling of insane liberals in NYC shows a significant amount of disdain for her words/actions that kept away Amazon headquarters.

12/28/2019 4:20:35 AM gi6stars Q said if we the people know the whole truth 99% of us would be in the hospital. I don't even think our normal human brains could comprehend what 

[these] demons have been doing. [They] are not even human!

12/28/2019 4:22:06 AM ewolsj A tradition I've never participated in and never will.

12/28/2019 4:24:35 AM bhopki I tweeted this to the Garda (Police) Commissioner in Ireland. I urge others to do the same in their jurisdiction. pic.twitter.com/b5LCmXa8Sb

12/28/2019 4:25:00 AM laurabusse Yeah I see a lot of 444

Plus it's my phone number

1st 3 digits

After area code

12/28/2019 4:25:11 AM 369naturallaw Keep beeing free from my ego. No need for any account. <3

12/28/2019 4:25:30 AM laurabusse I see it a lot

12/28/2019 4:28:42 AM verbiskj Good reference...

 https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

Godspeed brother <3

12/28/2019 4:28:59 AM laurabusse Exactly

Truth resonates

It rings like a bell in your soul

If it's in your head

Probably not truth

If it's in your heart

Probably truth

You know truth when you hear it

If you need to be talked into it

Probably not truth
12/28/2019 4:30:22 AM laurabusse ☺️

12/28/2019 4:30:23 AM verbiskj ...

 https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

Enjoy...

12/28/2019 4:32:42 AM ewolsj The fifth element?

12/28/2019 4:33:23 AM raytyron1 Me too. Woke up at 4:44 and started seeing these tweets

12/28/2019 4:35:15 AM laurabusse Those who are on board with Q believe Q for a reason bc it resonates not bc they are blindly following Q

Same with MJ12

Don't disparage those who've been following MJ12 a long time

Instead ask them how they came to follow and why they follow

There are some v interesting stories

12/28/2019 4:35:44 AM billeagle1951 Leelou Dallas Multi-Pass.

12/28/2019 4:36:32 AM supersoldertalk angels could also be considered aliens and the heavens could be considered space.

12/28/2019 4:37:26 AM laurabusse Exactly

Being open minded exposes one to new ideas

Meditation helps one discern the truth of these new ideas

Truth ultimately lies within

12/28/2019 4:38:53 AM kevinmruel Remember the Charlie chaplain.... @ChaplinOfficial this is an excellent platform...

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @DevinNunes @Nigel_Farage @dbongino @DeepStateExpose 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @FLOTUS @EricTrump @USMCFEA

12/28/2019 4:42:01 AM valjbishop61 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "A Majestic Message of Disclosure Florida's Broward County and Palm Beach County play a critical role in one of 

thperations that included the following aspects all intermingled into one operation (to maintain secrecy): 1/ M […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1062197349156601857.html …

12/28/2019 4:44:50 AM ctenfor The 5 element. =  God

12/28/2019 4:45:30 AM paulagg1960 Hollywood too! And so much more. Its sickening to me what these people have done to us and to our little children of the world. Control is what they 

want to keep! There are more if us then them! Fight!

12/28/2019 4:47:38 AM laurabusse Very cool!

They were around a lot when we were kids in the 60s

12/28/2019 4:48:55 AM laurabusse Again with the cement

12/28/2019 4:50:21 AM jeffcordell6 Bingo

12/28/2019 4:51:34 AM vivanee17 Thank you 😊

12/28/2019 4:52:21 AM laurabusse David me too

Completely agree!!!

12/28/2019 4:52:25 AM jeffcordell6 Too soon....but I too remember what Q said about saving Israel for last

12/28/2019 4:52:54 AM djlok #ALICE will have to follow at the end of the line!!!

12/28/2019 4:53:21 AM veritanurse 😡😡😡😡😡



12/28/2019 4:55:06 AM laurabusse Yeah

Give it time...

Always happens at the right time

Let it go

Live your life

Happens when you least expect it ☺️

12/28/2019 4:56:51 AM laurabusse Just focus on feelings of abundance in a light not heavy way

Keep daydreaming about how abundance feels...

12/28/2019 4:58:27 AM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/M5Op8AGPBW

12/28/2019 5:00:12 AM walk4jc @threadreaderapp unroll

12/28/2019 5:00:13 AM justice4dorothy I don’t understand your reply? I asked if Donald Marshall was real.

12/28/2019 5:00:13 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour! please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and 

while you…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/28/2019 5:01:04 AM benyostmre  https://trib.al/WHDNdaO 

12/28/2019 5:01:33 AM disgoblue24 GM??

12/28/2019 5:03:48 AM gi6stars Yes. As long is it's the Truth. Otherwise we all live in a fake World called the matrix.

12/28/2019 5:04:52 AM jeffcordell6 Excellent

12/28/2019 5:05:13 AM laurabusse Looks like

This is is a photo taken inside Marine One after Trump exited it as you can see Trump walking away from it

This photo was taken to demonstrate it was taken by an insider connected to Trump

Q is an insider connected to Trump...

I don't think that's too much of a leap...

12/28/2019 5:11:11 AM blissamerica I doubt it

12/28/2019 5:12:33 AM jucifr00t Matthew 10:32-33  

 Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him will I confess also before my Father which is in heaven. 

 But whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also deny before my Father which is in heaven.

12/28/2019 5:13:20 AM leonworkman2000 It's not about "me, me, me," and our satisfaction. It's about the greatest love...the love of our creator for us even after we turned away from him with 

the free will that he gave us.

12/28/2019 5:18:46 AM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/MFWCM5bAFg

12/28/2019 5:21:16 AM zoki_6equj5 I suspect public acknowledgement by the media - and graphic details of of crimes against children (snuff films & cannibalism being on top of list) will be 

the worst to digest for those who are not awake.

To me - personally - learning that the  system you were brought up in to...

12/28/2019 5:21:59 AM laurabusse Majestic and funny ☺️☺️☺️

12/28/2019 5:24:39 AM laurabusse LOL ☺️

12/28/2019 5:26:52 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/tlqnvbNN2Q

12/28/2019 5:28:14 AM zoki_6equj5 ...believe government has your best interest, that politicians care for your, etc. Good example - once BO is exposed. 

Psychological realization of the truth may be just as heavy to acknowledge as the "graphic" one.

Question; what's the worst you see being revealed to public?

12/28/2019 5:28:30 AM noah_nonsense Better to research your claims, you know?  30 seconds would have told you your claims were false.

This is Ignatius, ca. 100 AD. pic.twitter.com/gUurSw0v6D

12/28/2019 5:30:34 AM eightlivesbeats To stick to the promises I made, even  the broken ones..that my decade resolution, fuck a year

12/28/2019 5:31:35 AM laurabusse Military intelligence

It's a thing

I'm sure they teach it in classes in the military

It has its own language symbolism code etc

A person trained in mil Intel

Can spot it immediately

Q is mil Intel

MJ12 is mil intel

I've seen many ppl in mil Intel here validating both Q and MJ12
12/28/2019 5:33:54 AM powersawer Q+ = 17 + 1 = 18 = 9

45 = 9

12/28/2019 5:35:30 AM untietounite Assuming those that claim time does not exist are wrong, has time stopped, or are “they” trying to stop it? 

This seems like a terrible point in history to trigger Groundhog Day, BUT, even if it is The Day That Time Stood Still, there’s no reason to not prosecute 

traitors.

12/28/2019 5:36:53 AM jucifr00t Hell is real and even the demons you follow are afraid of it. 

You can't just wish it away. You can ignore it but it exists.The ONLY way to hell is by denying Christ.

12/28/2019 5:37:12 AM talk2hoof To stop biting my tongue when my family spews liberal politics at me. I’m cutting their arguments off at the knees ASAP.

12/28/2019 5:37:27 AM missachar1 Michael Heiser is the one I am most familliar with in this regard.

12/28/2019 5:39:14 AM jucifr00t I'm not a 'scare tactic' Christian but hell is something to consider. The good in Christ far outweighs the prospect of hell.

I'm sorry your church failed you. Many churches do. We are in the Laodicean church age and our churches are under siege from demons.

12/28/2019 5:39:22 AM jucifr00t I'd like to show you the true meaning of Christ.

12/28/2019 5:40:12 AM missachar1  https://drmsh.com/september-11-happy-birthday-to-jesus/ …

12/28/2019 5:46:05 AM laurabusse What you say makes sense

We'll see what happens...

12/28/2019 5:48:17 AM sheerglee1 OH MY GOODNESS!!!  My heart LEAPS for joy as I read this!  This is freeing!  I can leave my old body behind and super-energize into 999!!!

12/28/2019 5:52:24 AM opensenseme  https://opensenseme.com/2019/12/28/dreaming-wide-awake/ …

They believe they are about to be resurrected

12/28/2019 5:53:13 AM laurabusse Kerry Cassidy, project Camelot interviewed Mark Richards

He said giant spiders in Vietnam the size of VW bugs were the reason we went there

I dont necessarily believe that

But

We've been lied to about Mars

Yada yada yada

Giant spiders on Mars supposedly

David Bowie sing about it?



12/28/2019 5:56:43 AM liltilgerlil What is your opinion of orgonite?

12/28/2019 5:58:10 AM tippitiwitchet9 today is a big day for those 'application events'...

12/28/2019 6:00:57 AM schneppjennifer Alice can't follow the dance. Inspires me to keep dancing.

12/28/2019 6:01:08 AM laurabusse Look at it objectively

W/out fear

Be open minded/hearted

Then research

We were created in Gods image

Therefore we are creators as God's a creator

What does that mean?

Can we create w good intention?

Can we create w evil intention?

Could be a good jumping off place to do research
12/28/2019 6:04:20 AM laurabusse 20 20 vision

👀

12/28/2019 6:04:41 AM cindy00086290  pic.twitter.com/biSybHpMd4

12/28/2019 6:07:33 AM laurabusse I think it's really good you are asking these questions

That means you are open to receiving true answers

They will come to you over time

They always do☺️

12/28/2019 6:08:57 AM astraleyes7 Going to be disappointed when everyone finds out the truth. Truth is being subverted, distractions, psyops. When info can no longer be controlled + 

awakening inevitable, the game changes. They are rebranding, attempting to steer the awakening, NWO. v2.0. False Light = Q

12/28/2019 6:10:30 AM ctenfor Trump MI

12/28/2019 6:11:33 AM dianesaumure Tom Hanks

12/28/2019 6:13:22 AM dianesaumure Are you saying not to trust Q

12/28/2019 6:13:56 AM 369_is 5 yrs ago I eliminated all dairy, meat, chemicals in food. I lost 100 lbs without even trying. I was just trying to cure ulcerative colitis, which I did. Weight 

loss was unexpected and quick. Hope this helps. XOXOXO

12/28/2019 6:18:57 AM juliealberta Losing 60 lbs by spring 2021.

My child is getting married♥️

12/28/2019 6:19:51 AM 369_is Amy's frozen dinners was a Godsend. Organic, vegan, dairy free. Lived on these, plus other natural foods. XOXOXO

12/28/2019 6:20:04 AM laurabusse Not completely sure

But I'm guessing he's referring to the work of Helen blavatsky in the 19th century...

12/28/2019 6:22:57 AM dianesaumure Do you not all see the ENORMITY, it involves proof, paper trails, countries hidden secrets for 100 of yrs, we can't expect to reveal all in 3 yrs. Besides 

most of them are all dead and cloned already, it's happening.

12/28/2019 6:26:17 AM bbobbio71 Will never happen

12/28/2019 6:30:08 AM reh_buckeye Need a 13 pak

12/28/2019 6:31:10 AM awwbitch1 Who is dead

12/28/2019 6:32:47 AM bbobbio71 ALICE cannot interact with Memes. videos or pictures.  Connect the dots where ALICE cannot.

12/28/2019 6:35:31 AM bbobbio71 X = 24

2×4=6 

XXX = 666

12/28/2019 6:35:59 AM q_patchouli Holy Toledo... seriously! Q is the alien ruins? Oh my gosh! Now I'm truly amazed! This just keeps on getting better. Creator has it all, pre-ordained.

TY for sharing. It's the best ruins I've ever ever seen! I'm feeling warm an fuzzy all thru my chakras. 🥰😊

12/28/2019 6:36:03 AM rawphonegirl Freaky! Just watched this episode last night!

12/28/2019 6:36:10 AM trixirilla Understood

12/28/2019 6:36:49 AM jamesreeddean1 Some of those don't add up?

12/28/2019 6:36:57 AM trixirilla General mattis ...

Hanging with Susie selfish I have no car I am stuck

12/28/2019 6:38:52 AM jpolleck China bought Greece’s debt

12/28/2019 6:40:19 AM laurabusse Doesnt matter!

Look

This's Twitter

Limited!

We could sit down, discuss in greater detail

Bear in mind

As I've said

I'm not particularly interested in what you have to say

BECAUSE

I lived what you're saying for

THIRTY

YEARS

Everything you're saying

I've heard like a 

MILLION

TIMES
12/28/2019 6:40:31 AM coolrunning8 the TRULY 

awakened 

are MARKED

SEALED

by

TMH

 BE NOT ALARMED 

many will fall by the wayside 

MANY

just responding
12/28/2019 6:42:08 AM astraleyes7 I would not put 100% trust in any anon source

12/28/2019 6:42:14 AM sheerglee1 I would think DE-Ressurected!



12/28/2019 6:42:26 AM laurabusse Then it took me another decade to completely process myself out of Christianity

I'm only interested in what you say if it's interesting to me

You're speaking in an echo chamber

I'm no longer hearing what you're saying

I wish you all the best!!!

Take care!!!

12/28/2019 6:42:26 AM iqdou1 When using this system zeros do not count.  Also if you add numbers and get 24 for instance..it would then be converted to 2+4 which equals 6

It is different I know, but that is the math for Teslas system

12/28/2019 6:43:07 AM jamesreeddean1 Oh I see now.

12/28/2019 6:43:59 AM sherryandpets Q

12/28/2019 6:44:31 AM laurabusse No longer matters

We cannot have an intelligent discussion

You're just saying brainwashed Christian talking points

Let's just leave it at that...

I'm going to start ignoring your tweets for both of our sanity LOLOL

12/28/2019 6:44:35 AM sherryandpets 😲

12/28/2019 6:44:59 AM iqdou1 👍That is why 9 is considered the Universal All and is outside of the system.

12/28/2019 6:45:17 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecPompeo @WhiteHouse @Tore_says  Why did our President include the ability of our Military and our Intelligent community 

to wage proaganda wars on the people of the United States within the NDAA? https://youtu.be/YJpXHzmwr8Y?t=105 …

12/28/2019 6:46:12 AM wearethenews1 #WWG1GWA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

12/28/2019 6:46:19 AM sherryandpets God always wins!  Consequently so do we.

12/28/2019 6:46:22 AM jamesreeddean1 Right 9 = completion

12/28/2019 6:47:03 AM sherryandpets As Q said, “There are no coincidences.”

12/28/2019 6:47:05 AM schneppjennifer Considering the dance this morning.... Dancing invites us to leave the limited constructs of our logical brain and move into a state of  co-creating, 

particularly with another. Creating the next step collectively.

12/28/2019 6:47:13 AM iqdou1 Yes

12/28/2019 6:47:29 AM bbobbio71 Does Tamiko Bolton play into this at all?

12/28/2019 6:47:30 AM schneppjennifer Alice can't follow because the creation is occurring beyond her logical mind. Something new (from this dimensional perspective) comes into existence.

   The dance is inviting us to move into trust, vulnerability, and collectively creating.

12/28/2019 6:47:39 AM schneppjennifer For as we do, we move beyond the program of where controlling energies have access. We connect with an expanded aspect of ourselves that 

comfortably creates a dance collectively. #WWG1WGA

12/28/2019 6:50:52 AM jucifr00t You're lying to yourself. I started this by saying Time is a dimension. You have chosen this path. I think you subconsciously know the Truth of God but 

you're too self centered to let go of your current feel good movement. YOU should care about your life beyond your life on earth

12/28/2019 6:51:57 AM beeshelb Durham, Barr?

12/28/2019 6:52:35 AM laurabusse 💞💞💞

12/28/2019 6:52:44 AM wickedmouse369 Intergalactic slave trade.

12/28/2019 6:55:11 AM jucifr00t This is an intelligent discussion & it could be more if you let go of feelings & stick with facts. You can ignore me, the Bible and God. But know this, He 

won't ignore your soul on judgement day and He will retain the memory of this conversation for you to ponder. See you soon.

12/28/2019 6:57:00 AM rawphonegirl Such an exciting year almost gone and another exciting year ahead!!! 'm going to keep trying at this, help my fam and my next gen practice too ❤️: 

pic.twitter.com/QOo0gvokMC

12/28/2019 7:01:39 AM opensenseme Go USSF!!!!!!

12/28/2019 7:01:49 AM laurabusse Muting you now

Only bc theres absolutely no point to this conversation any longer

I care about you as a human

When you learn respect for others and their views

Then maybe we can talk

Repeating ad nauseum everything I was brainwashed into when I was was 21

Then I deprogrammed

Bye!
12/28/2019 7:01:49 AM birdiesrchirpin I think your finger slipped, sis. 💛

12/28/2019 7:08:32 AM richard06373517 😂😂

12/28/2019 7:09:15 AM luxdefiance We will win 

Thank you for supplying the ammo

Finally the time for the great awakening is here. 

Star seeds activated 

This was our purpose all along 

We chose to be here for this very reason

Fight fight fight

12/28/2019 7:09:36 AM iamtravisladner @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Something big is coming -Sky "Convoy" of Lights Nearly 1000 MILES Long! Visible for TEN Solid Min...  https://youtu.be/fSp9hnFiZKc  

via @YouTube

12/28/2019 7:13:20 AM moemc8 Did it leave any doubt that it was them?  I'm so glad I never saw it, but the world needs to know.

12/28/2019 7:13:44 AM lucyq01181487 I'll have one from your 18 pack.

😉

12/28/2019 7:17:47 AM seanathan15 Please share a chart of the different stages?

12/28/2019 7:18:01 AM lobster_byte 17!

12/28/2019 7:18:12 AM fansblowing3 I show my battle scars by the 3 after my name.  Suspended twice for trying to wake the normies up and engaging in dialogues with ALICE.

12/28/2019 7:19:42 AM fansblowing3 Hopefully it won’t take that long to bring Soros to justice.  He will probably be dead by then anyways.

12/28/2019 7:22:06 AM seanathan15 Please share stages of frequency awakening in layman’s terms so we can choose the correct path.

12/28/2019 7:23:49 AM birdiesrchirpin Bookmarking so I can come back to this.

I've been researching the prussians lately

One sure looked a lot like George Washington.

Steuben's military drills are still used in our military's training.

There's more I don't remember, rn.
12/28/2019 7:24:40 AM missachar1 To be a man of peace in all things. Continue to root out beliefs and actions caused by fear, and continue to focus on source (love) in every instance 

possible.



12/28/2019 7:26:56 AM jollyrob2 Ghislaine Maxwell

12/28/2019 7:26:56 AM fansblowing3 Watch the series SG-1.  It’s on Amazon prime.  SG-1 was soft disclosure by the pentagon.

12/28/2019 7:26:57 AM jptjr324 Hunter definitely the Hunted now! He will 'commit suicide' (get Arkancided to make him the victim and also shut him up). They will blame 

@realDonaldTrump Thats my guess for the next part of this movie.

12/28/2019 7:27:07 AM keith369me In plain sight yet again!!!   What did @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 say...forward is backwards, up us down!!!  

https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1210719230636646405 …

12/28/2019 7:28:16 AM fansblowing3 Base 8 math 👍

12/28/2019 7:32:42 AM jucifr00t You joined my comment. 

I asked you for proof of what you believe and the only responses were filled with self-centric emotions. 

If you didn't want to discuss with me you could have muted me at any time. 

I'm simply doing what God asks of me - spread the gospel of Jesus Christ

12/28/2019 7:33:20 AM 9lv12 One who experienced that will truly appreciate these words. 👍

12/28/2019 7:34:38 AM moemc8 same.  don't know what it's referring to

12/28/2019 7:34:38 AM hgraceq ALL 

the 

time!!!! pic.twitter.com/OqVnPm0lWA

12/28/2019 7:34:39 AM cosmic_engineer I see that too and have done the same.

There's a reason the greatest Master Teacher of that era didn't pen His own 'bible'

There's a reason He didn't have an institution

Each path along 'the Way' is unique. Signposts are there when you seek

There is no seeking if you 'know'
12/28/2019 7:34:52 AM tieronepatriot Can someone break this down into layman's terms?  I do know Tesla was obsessed with 3-6-9, but why?  Please enlighten me...

12/28/2019 7:35:10 AM tinfoil1254 What about 1111. Does this have any significance? I see it all the time

12/28/2019 7:36:46 AM fansblowing3 MG Billing? https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.irishexaminer.com/business/profits-rise-at-irish-based-adult-website-billing-agent-457893.html …

12/28/2019 7:37:22 AM louise77o I wasn’t disparaging anyone. I was responding to a tweet about why people see 911 & the meaning. GuyA misread my tweet, then said my bad. I was 

agreeing with him. I’m a Q follower too.

12/28/2019 7:37:27 AM sdane8 Thank goodness! I was hesitant to ask because of the '33' connection. A coworker, a friend and my Niece and her husband all see 333s. Everytime I do I 

stop and say a prayer because I'm convinced there's a higher meaning. ❤️

12/28/2019 7:39:15 AM aprilbrown99 A flag, or in this case a patch/avatar, upside down indicates a distress call. 

We are under admiralty/maritime law. There is Law of the Sea & Law of the Land. If you dig on that you will uncover more than you ever expected. 

Literally...💥💥💥👍👍👍

12/28/2019 7:40:04 AM gusgarciaiii The difference in the US is that tbe liquidity boost is combined with pro-growth policy and regulation changes. Achieved in spite of 8 Fed rate hikes in 

Trump’s first 2 years.  Organic growth vs. borrowed QE = good

12/28/2019 7:40:51 AM sdane8 Oh, and I see them too. People think I'm crazy. I've seen them everywhere - on the clock, on my receipts, etc. A few years ago I went to Vegas for my 

birthday and when I came home had $333 in my billfold. 😊

12/28/2019 7:41:08 AM hgraceq Awesome, Karma!!

12/28/2019 7:41:31 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly pic.twitter.com/uVmHONTvjI

12/28/2019 7:42:34 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/R1GZZlMRbu

12/28/2019 7:43:21 AM debstev80504671 We need to keep our memes updated as we go as long too. Time/date of Army tweet this am took me to this Q post. pic.twitter.com/KJHBxxedUs

12/28/2019 7:43:34 AM hgraceq Also time for P A I N - P U N I S H E R pic.twitter.com/OKvQ9hssan

12/28/2019 7:43:39 AM cosmic_engineer That was the tacked on Intel piece to the aid bill.  [MOSS]

12/28/2019 7:43:44 AM 369palm It sounds like goldmine for a carton series.  Maybe you can bring it to life.

12/28/2019 7:43:49 AM hgraceq 👍🏽

12/28/2019 7:44:17 AM findcyndy Read the thread! For the billionth time GM equals Ghislaine Maxwell

12/28/2019 7:44:28 AM sdane8 ☝️❤️

12/28/2019 7:46:44 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph This is fantastic and I can vouch, an accurate description. You nailed it I think 😊👍

12/28/2019 7:47:23 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 👍

12/28/2019 7:47:53 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph That’s a sweet one, I never thought of that

12/28/2019 7:48:44 AM xbelievethehype Same. 1:11 —11:11. Is there something I should know?

12/28/2019 7:50:04 AM my_fit_4_life Interesting indeed.  I would be up for turning my facility into a #GreatAwakening Center.  I have recieved downloads on this very thing. I work in energy 

balancing and our society needs this more than food right now! 5:5:5 #Truth

12/28/2019 7:50:16 AM sdane8 That's interesting. I have 3 upstairs that I've replaced the batteries on numerous times and they always stop working.

12/28/2019 7:50:53 AM gusgarciaiii No argument there!

12/28/2019 7:52:17 AM americanpetal That’s a relief

12/28/2019 7:53:09 AM williebhere Personally I believe GM has the black book that contains names.

12/28/2019 7:55:06 AM my_fit_4_life Absolutely!  The time is now upon us to accept the truth, & regect the government's reason to control our thoughts and feelings.. thinking they are 

saving our species.  I believe in survival of fittest & those smart and awake enough will ascended!!  See ya'll on the flip side!😀

12/28/2019 7:56:04 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/EUenHyrXyr

12/28/2019 7:57:28 AM youstinksoap Maybe it depends on the persons free will and awareness...If THEY chose to be a part of the prOn industry?  Anything else isn't 'right', in my mind, 

anyway.

12/28/2019 7:57:32 AM sdane8 I woke up in the middle of the night a few months ago and saw this. The strange thing was, it was like a veil of downloading numbers in my mind/vision 

and I could see the room behind it. It was very strange.

12/28/2019 7:59:43 AM oaf_unbreakable I'm not losing faith and I know it all IS coming but I sure do wish it would hurry the fuck up lol

12/28/2019 8:01:54 AM werascending Good 👁 MJ!

12/28/2019 8:03:25 AM werascending 👏👏👏

12/28/2019 8:04:45 AM oaf_unbreakable I don't think the awakened public would put up with this shit for 10 more years either.

Soon™ has to mean before 2020 election with main event fireworks starting in 2021 after Trump wins again.

12/28/2019 8:10:30 AM galigaliga Yeah. People are so weak that they refuse to know the bloody truth and they pretend it never happened just so that they can fool themselves. Many 

people are like that. They don't care about the children.

12/28/2019 8:10:36 AM jucifr00t So misguided.

12/28/2019 8:12:52 AM sdane8 I think they do care. I just think it's easier to remain in denial because they can't wrap their heads around it and true understanding might destroy 

them. 😪

12/28/2019 8:13:18 AM madscientist No, lots of people look for the truth within themselves.  This is why we have so many different ideas about religion and God.  In fact, in attempting to 

seek spirituality outside of how God outlined for us to seek it only leads to deception and ultimately ruin.

12/28/2019 8:15:19 AM angiefletcher [MG] = Global Human Sex Trafficking



12/28/2019 8:15:42 AM turboxyde It's a great start to learning energy work! I have a level I/II class coming up in January if you can make it to Western Colorado for a weekend.

I'm also an affiliate member of the Reiki Membership Association - DM me for specifics if interested.

12/28/2019 8:17:06 AM galigaliga I was wondering why they would refuse to acknowlege or investigate. They recuse to know or talk. They are scared for sure.

12/28/2019 8:18:39 AM madscientist Well that is one person who suggests that He was born in Sept.  There still seems to be a wide array of opinions

 https://carm.org/jesus-christ/on-what-day-month-was-jesus-born …

12/28/2019 8:19:33 AM madscientist Personally, I have the answers already.  I don't need to meditate to find something that God has already given to us in His Word.

12/28/2019 8:21:09 AM judithposkanze2 Maxine Grislane?

12/28/2019 8:22:24 AM 369palm I should have paid closer attention when you said it was a terrifying experience.  It sounds really vivid and I hope you never have to return.

12/28/2019 8:23:25 AM monicajosworld  pic.twitter.com/Ppc01s5YR5

12/28/2019 8:23:50 AM anonloomom I believe it is G. Maxwell, Epstein's girlfriend/madam/child procurer.

12/28/2019 8:24:48 AM djlok Funny you mention the Delta. I was thinking about that Delta in the shower this morning.  I had missed it!!!

12/28/2019 8:26:44 AM madscientist If you tell people to look for it, then they'll subconsciously find it.  The mind feels the passage of time even when we sleep.  It's why you can program 

yourself to wake up at a specific time without an alarm just by thinking about it.

12/28/2019 8:28:36 AM madscientist It's like when you ignore the frequency that you see a particular car until your friend buys one.  Then you seem them everywhere.  What happened?  

You simply became aware of what was already there.  It isn't anything to do with 'frequencies'.

12/28/2019 8:31:05 AM radiantkatie That was my thought. Thank you.

12/28/2019 8:31:13 AM ceceliaweather3 [MG] = Global Human Sex Trafficking

12/28/2019 8:33:27 AM worldxplorer1 It’s likely AI. Try the search below and focus on threads from about a year ago. 

From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ALICE

12/28/2019 8:34:27 AM spritualbattle Yes, I have been wanting to learn more about this. Didn't Tesla also talk about this. Any good recommendations on the subject?

12/28/2019 8:36:36 AM neonhailstorm Is their a glossery? Introduction of vocab/ect for more new eyes.🎧

12/28/2019 8:36:45 AM 369palm It sounds exactly like the Matrix.  Did you feel like you were present and it was in this time?

12/28/2019 8:37:04 AM turboxyde Strange indeed...

One of my favorite movies in recent years. I had a similar experience myself learning to heal my own body.

The mystery school within... pic.twitter.com/yCSkQYLLso

12/28/2019 8:38:33 AM bigtex54 I'm trying to grasp this, I'm struggling though.

Justice and Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/jjPX38gVrk

12/28/2019 8:39:34 AM nightwqtchman I’ve heard it said that 9/11 is actually Christ’s true birthday.

12/28/2019 8:41:58 AM lovethebeach999 Eat

More

Fruit

Be

Happy

Be

Grateful
12/28/2019 8:43:43 AM sahasrara10002 Q

12/28/2019 8:43:52 AM zen_allday I swear that whenever I eat sugar or processed foods, I feel like crap the next day.  My joints hurt, legs swell... and I feel like My whole body is 

inflamed.  Since I’ve stopped the sugar and processed foods, that is gone. Like completely gone.  You should give it a try!

12/28/2019 8:44:32 AM lovethebeach999 Naples Florida

Lots of energy practitioners here (and elderly)

12/28/2019 8:45:12 AM fansblowing3 Mind Geek manages Wicked Pictures which is the company August Adams worked for. pic.twitter.com/3YRWe21ZqP

12/28/2019 8:45:37 AM xusaf_patriot My favorite reply in this thread...I have the same attitude

 :)

12/28/2019 8:46:32 AM fansblowing3 International porn = child sex trafficking. pic.twitter.com/xdNMMA3kpW

12/28/2019 8:47:07 AM laurabusse ❤️👍

12/28/2019 8:48:33 AM laurabusse Sigh

Wow

Thank you

Very well said!!!

❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

12/28/2019 8:49:39 AM laurabusse ☺️

12/28/2019 8:52:24 AM galigaliga Yeah, I pray that people's eyes will be opened and their minds cleared of any confusion or obstruction. In Jesus' name. Amen.

12/28/2019 8:53:50 AM chosenmert I've always like the symbology of the empty tomb, myself.

12/28/2019 8:55:29 AM jlawrence760 If you trust Q then remember he said no outside comms

12/28/2019 8:57:02 AM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/plMYKmdF5R

12/28/2019 8:57:54 AM allahuniversal She can't see that we're busy? She's gotta wait

12/28/2019 8:58:06 AM kitnertodd Zero Gravity.

12/28/2019 8:58:28 AM litterickb Real question is 'How often do you rewrite your formulas and who defined your variables, aside from momentary beliefs?'

The fear to answer in an scrupulous manner answers itself.

12/28/2019 8:58:43 AM blsdbe This is beautiful, so Be It, So It IS!!!

12/28/2019 9:00:49 AM mark52525786 Math doesn’t lie! I only point at mine I assume nothing! 9/11/03😍🥰 me 9/1/69 10 shy of 1966! Meet gpa my edipous moment! He that threw the 

first rock in the pool, it has rippled to his grandson! Vnl entertainment! Wondering if it was in oct.?1966 pic.twitter.com/XtUrwbvmcs

12/28/2019 9:00:51 AM covertress Working for yourself at home can be fun and rewarding. 

Who doesn't want to work in their robe?

But, it can also be easy to lose track of time and let goals slip.

Take a minute to write down a draft Daily Schedule to help keep yourself on track.

#2020goals #NewYearsResolution pic.twitter.com/wEk4Tyv9OK

12/28/2019 9:01:20 AM cosmic_engineer Thanks 🙏 pic.twitter.com/CKqEv2C3Yt

12/28/2019 9:04:56 AM blsdbe I LOVE the structure and the shift of food to the am of the day!!! Put the fuel in the furnace when you’re gonna need the fire!!! 

pic.twitter.com/KG2eC5TK3i

12/28/2019 9:07:00 AM blsdbe Working on it pic.twitter.com/MMbjCFRLRZ

12/28/2019 9:12:14 AM antifa_slayer Interdasting

12/28/2019 9:13:04 AM ihvh 5th Sun



12/28/2019 9:14:59 AM cathydarlene1 I keep hearing that, 

BUT IT NEVER ARRIVES.

12/28/2019 9:22:56 AM realmviolet This is going to be part of the theme of next year. Uranus is going to let us all see the ugly anti life truth of the illusion we have lived within. No more! 

Get ready for change. Uranus going direct along with powerful alignments this is Divinely Guided! Wake up and get ready!

12/28/2019 9:25:13 AM rsm28675996 to be prepared, open and able to hear the call when it comes

12/28/2019 9:25:18 AM americanpetal Thank you for the comment. It’s very hard to do. 💞🕊🙏

12/28/2019 9:26:19 AM djlok That sounds like the best one I've heard!!!

12/28/2019 9:27:35 AM rsm28675996 yeah well, i like to set my bar high so when i fail i can beat myself up real good.heres hoping i dont let me down

12/28/2019 9:28:06 AM april10521252 Thank you so much, it truly is a gift, I'm grateful for all the hell's I've visited,  all the sins I've committed and all the hard lessons,  because without them, 

I couldn't adequately help others, ladies like me who lost their kids and don't know how to get better,  I just

12/28/2019 9:29:06 AM djlok You won't. I've known you for years. You don't let you down! Or really anyone for that matter. 😁😁😁

12/28/2019 9:31:03 AM april10521252 Didn't understand it yet, now I do. I went through an awakening I wasn't prepared for, I lost my mental self control from fears and lashed out at 

everyone,  thinking they were all bad people,  now I'm seeing and understanding it had to happen that way. I'm grateful 🙏💞🌟

12/28/2019 9:31:05 AM obzerver77  http://crrh.org/news/content/gmo-weed-connections-alleged-between-uruguay-marijuana-legalization-monsanto-and-soros …

12/28/2019 9:31:44 AM obzerver77 Council of 5 (formerly 9)

12/28/2019 9:31:58 AM americanpetal After my husband died, I saw 9:11 ALL the time. I would screen shot it bc it happened so much.

12/28/2019 9:33:48 AM april10521252 Thank you, heaps of love and blessings back atcha🙏💞

12/28/2019 9:37:01 AM april10521252 That's awesome,  I had a librarian from my middle school who retired out there too.  Mrs Bailey, I wonder if you knew my Dad, stepmother or sister,  

last name Ahrens? Yesterday was 2 year anniversary of his passing.

12/28/2019 9:37:58 AM mongrelglory I understand totally! I count it as one of the greatest accomplishments in my life...learning to like myself/be kind to myself.  So many people don't like 

themselves and it's a source of much suffering in this world.  Part of the negative programming we've been under. 😔

12/28/2019 9:39:57 AM mongrelglory It's sad, because all babies are born with self-acceptance and wonder.  Then the world beats it out of them as they grow up!  Very evil!

12/28/2019 9:41:35 AM alwaysfinds So, we've legitimized the Space Force that we already knew has been in service for some time. Will this now bring about a technological leap forward 

for our society?

12/28/2019 9:44:31 AM rsm28675996 thanks for that! 😊i feel the same sbout you!! grateful you are my friend!

12/28/2019 9:45:03 AM djlok 😁❤️😁

12/28/2019 9:45:12 AM americanpetal It is sad and evil.

12/28/2019 9:46:02 AM suze551 Who is GM?

12/28/2019 9:46:25 AM dairy_mom_of_6 Yes, yes, and yes!

12/28/2019 9:46:35 AM momabeard4 So do I.

12/28/2019 9:48:09 AM thekanehb Yup :(

12/28/2019 9:48:32 AM blumae84 Yeah, clueless here🙋🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤷🏼♀️

12/28/2019 9:48:56 AM mongrelglory NSA...😎

12/28/2019 9:49:35 AM decodematrix  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MindGeek 

12/28/2019 9:50:29 AM jenncbonneville Quit drinking alcohol.

12/28/2019 9:51:07 AM notevenchad17 Who is GM?

12/28/2019 9:55:27 AM mongrelglory Great advice!  My poor mother always feared deprivation and didn't trust others to help her if she was in need. She conditioned me to fear it too, but 

I'm working on un-learning all of that. 😊

12/28/2019 9:56:31 AM seekingknowle12 To the extent that these statements made by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hold veracity, does it mean that a one world Government is inevitable no matter 

which path we take? And we are to believe that this other version is the good one?

12/28/2019 9:57:34 AM mongrelglory Wewh!  I'm glad I asked.  I never would have guessed that in a million years! 😆

12/28/2019 10:02:30 AM stefanofait I don't think I'm the only one to realise that #Qanon and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are the university as it was meant to be.

#GreatAwakening #FromDarktoLight

#Ascension

#WWG1WGA

12/28/2019 10:03:13 AM zinnia1111 RO water system is insanely expensive though, if you pay for water. What's the ratio?  Like 1 gal usable to 4 loss?  Something crazy like that.

12/28/2019 10:04:04 AM sbabolhavaeji I can! The people of Iran has been subjected to almost 41 years of cruel sanctions spearheaded by US, you may call it the deep state. And now 

President Trump, savior of America made it unprecedented. Well he said America First, didn’ he?

12/28/2019 10:06:10 AM realeyethespy :)

12/28/2019 10:11:54 AM sbabolhavaeji Don’t get me wrong, I really like President Trump. He is good for America. Whilst Obama talked a good talk, he was a disaster for US and the world. 

Trump is very smart and knows what he is doing except when it comes to his policies towards Iran and Israel.

12/28/2019 10:13:13 AM thomasrussellq He's running from the pedo police

12/28/2019 10:14:52 AM blsdbe And experience worth having, for sure!

12/28/2019 10:15:24 AM aleks8837 #UnsealGhislaineMaxwell At the ready. pic.twitter.com/94r5H3tHfN

12/28/2019 10:17:35 AM sbabolhavaeji Iran is a country with 7000 yrs of civilization, it is rising and hopefully takes its rightful place within the world community as a force for good. You 

guessed it we have a lot of patriots here willing you on to regain control of your country for the ppl.

12/28/2019 10:23:51 AM aleks8837 Unseal will go from:

333->999

Jesus/child mind -> Majestic.

Bypass the emotions/narrative landscape.

Bypass the 666.

Deception to Truth!

Dark to Light!
12/28/2019 10:24:07 AM disgoblue24 Thanks

12/28/2019 10:26:40 AM maria_hild I’m kicking myself in the ass.

12/28/2019 10:28:33 AM laurabusse Q said no outside comms

I take that to mean he's not communicating outside where he normally communicates

8kun now

8chan before that

4chan before that

So if someone says they personally heard from Q in their email Twitter whatever

Don't believe them

No outside comms
12/28/2019 10:28:57 AM dynamicres Or love❣️ pic.twitter.com/8ysqv35r1z

12/28/2019 10:31:07 AM donnaeverywhere ...and if anything like me, you'll get super pissed off once you realize this Matrix of bull💩 was set up long before most of us were born. 

#birthcertificates #SSN #Taxes #Courtsystems



12/28/2019 10:31:51 AM lindafeathers I have made no resolutions for 

the New Year... The habit of making plans, of criticizing, sanctioning and molding my life is too much of a daily event for me.

Sorry...not sorry 😊

But...this is something that I can do ✌🏻 pic.twitter.com/FEOswcCix1

12/28/2019 10:32:07 AM toffer_anon_369  https://www.youtube.com/user/dolorescannon2012/about …

12/28/2019 10:32:11 AM callsign_qtip I understand. The military has my dna hopefully not used for nefarious reasons. I’m very big into ancestry, spending many, many hours researching my 

family tree. When I saw this craze come out something about it didn’t sit well with me.

12/28/2019 10:32:18 AM laurabusse Q did not say

I speak in this strange symbolism

And if anyone else speaks that way don't believe them

That's not what

No outside comms

means

If you've followed Q from the beginning you know that no outside comms means

He they only communicate on 8kun

No comms outside 8kun
12/28/2019 10:35:06 AM kay_oswalt 3+6+9=18=9

The #9 is the spiritual number of creation, the angel number 9 means that we are natural lightworkers... it would be appropriate that it manifests in 

these times... the great I am flows through us. 

Time to Let Go and Let God.

#GodWins

12/28/2019 10:35:20 AM laurabusse Q speaks in military intel parlance

It is not unique to Q

Military Intel parlance is a thing

Not limited to Q...

@IAuMatu  if you care to chime in confirm or deny

No pressure LOL☺️
12/28/2019 10:36:30 AM maria_hild I did it long before I was red-pilled. 🤦🏻♀️

12/28/2019 10:38:13 AM americanpetal Do Tesla’s purple plates really work? I’m guessing if you believe they do they will. pic.twitter.com/SPQyNeS5RR

12/28/2019 10:40:12 AM rosscarwalker Have more compassion for all living beings

12/28/2019 10:42:04 AM laurabusse That last paragraph

Wow

So beautiful

I really appreciate this

You've been such a blessing today and yesterday

Words cannot express

I read this passage through twice... pic.twitter.com/nvofOTsDMQ

12/28/2019 10:44:39 AM laurabusse @Tillie71120939 

I wrote this thread a few days ago

I hope you find it helpful...

I can try to answer any questions you may have ☺️☺️☺️

12/28/2019 10:45:57 AM kidge6 I’m not there yet.

12/28/2019 10:47:44 AM jeezy_pe Mind Geek

12/28/2019 10:48:24 AM laurabusse @Tillie71120939 

Here's the thread actually

And it's from a week or so ago

There's a similar thread from a few days ago that I did floating around too...

12/28/2019 10:48:46 AM charmanda9 12, for me. That’s 3. Makes perfect sense.

12/28/2019 10:51:37 AM wearediamonds2 Thank you!!!

12/28/2019 10:53:50 AM anitaevans To always do my best

12/28/2019 10:54:26 AM laurabusse We tend to feel bad and think we're the only person going through it

There's so much craziness going on now

Normal is now kinda crazy

I don't believe we live as we were intended

I remember a time when ppl were kinder, gentler than now

I wish you all the very best my friend!!!

12/28/2019 10:55:43 AM laurabusse Wow...

He was a Mason?

12/28/2019 10:56:44 AM laurabusse Thank you friend ❤️

12/28/2019 10:59:32 AM laurabusse Wow

It's only 2 years

I was 20 when my dad died

At 22 it was still kinda raw

And I was going through a lot of unpleasant... let's just call it stuff LOL for the sake of brevity ☺️

12/28/2019 11:02:10 AM laurabusse Mine too

So it's how I grew up too

With that vibration...

You will☺️

And I bet you're making great progress

You'll get there I have no doubt

Just takes time ❤️
12/28/2019 11:02:52 AM rosscarwalker What's the fifth root race?

12/28/2019 11:03:14 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Spot price of 1oz of silver currently $17.xx

12/28/2019 11:03:44 AM laurabusse Most of us aren't I would guess ❤️

12/28/2019 11:04:50 AM rosscarwalker Does 55 have anything to with this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



12/28/2019 11:05:28 AM yeg5571571 Meet @usairforce "Warhawk" level fitness requirements, with at least "Thunderbolt" considered a success. Tracking current stats on my bathroom 

mirror and this app.

So far after 2 weeks I'm barely "approaching minimum requirements" i.e. still a butterball. pic.twitter.com/hU6DAmoU4r

12/28/2019 11:05:39 AM laurabusse I remember you telling us some of these things...

12/28/2019 11:08:02 AM werascending I loved that movie too!

12/28/2019 11:09:33 AM rosscarwalker I have seen that root

12/28/2019 11:10:00 AM cosmic_engineer Warms my heart to know you Dear One. 

Just another humble messenger/seeker.

My this Service resonate through All that read it 💚

12/28/2019 11:10:55 AM cosmic_engineer That's why you are here Kidge

12/28/2019 11:11:32 AM rosscarwalker Who created the fifth root race?

12/28/2019 11:13:28 AM cosmic_engineer Session 50 for reference purposes ✌️

12/28/2019 11:14:39 AM disfellocated Time blocking is key to avoiding distraction. Illusions belong in their boxes. 😉 https://sheenaofthejournal.com/tutorials/time-blocking/ …

12/28/2019 11:17:54 AM rektmetwotimes Read Zacharia Sitchin

12/28/2019 11:20:54 AM d4v1d5h33h4n Yes, he's for real. Edge of Wonder did an episode about him, check it out on YouTube.

12/28/2019 11:22:04 AM psmith19701 I will check it out. I love keeping open.mind about these things.

12/28/2019 11:28:52 AM sseed369 "Could an event take place where the Space Force would need to get involved?

Would it be connected to the disclosure of what's really going on?

Who do they worship?" pic.twitter.com/SsmppAD3MX

12/28/2019 11:35:35 AM enomai_ I remember neo as well

12/28/2019 11:36:36 AM tyetyler1 There is NO stopping the demise of the DS/cabal.  Just a matter of strategy, at this point.

Trust the Plan.

12/28/2019 11:39:22 AM tyetyler1 @Adam84577979 Try saying that with a STO attitude, m'kay?

12/28/2019 11:39:31 AM antifa_slayer 133 wheni read this. WWG1WGA!!

12/28/2019 11:49:42 AM 369palm I hope your manifestations bring you to a beautiful beach next time. That’s what I want to work on.

12/28/2019 11:50:19 AM tyetyler1 He is legit. From his website

"the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels,which found Queen Elizabeth, her husband, Prince Philip guilty in the disappearance of 10 

native children from the Kamloops Indian Residential School in British Columbia on October10th, 1964"

12/28/2019 11:55:56 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Tesla used to stay only in rooms divisible by 3, he would walk around the block 3 times before entering his home

12/28/2019 11:57:06 AM astraleyes7 The inevitable. Trust no plan of some anon. Trust in your own intuition. Critical thinking. See beyond what you are told. Come to truly understand 

consciousness and all else will be made known....

12/28/2019 11:59:34 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/TGMOpLL4Tp

12/28/2019 12:01:11 PM pdp00000001 CIA/Mossad/KGB have been working in concert since the 1940’s  https://www.opdeepstate.com/2019/10/24/the-inside-story-of-the-u-s-israeli-covert-

relationship-money-mossad-and-the-cia/ …

12/28/2019 12:02:04 PM olimyracle Meanwhile, hours before

👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210648116464095232?s=19 …

12/28/2019 12:04:25 PM mamiemcclure17 Interesting my youngest born on 11/11 was supposed to be 11:00 but Dr was late and born 12:15 pm.

12/28/2019 12:05:11 PM italianmom555 369 1st trimester, 2nd trimester, 3 trimester =Birth. All 3 of these numbers are my favorite

12/28/2019 12:08:42 PM italianmom555 The word occult is not a bad  it just means hidden things,knowledge  How many truths have been hidden from us. And all Hidden things and knowledge 

does come out.

12/28/2019 12:09:20 PM zoilaliz1 😘

12/28/2019 12:09:30 PM italianmom555 Flip your thinking

12/28/2019 12:11:09 PM rebornkingent Unsure, I haven’t looked into that rabbit hole too much.

12/28/2019 12:12:22 PM taradea08775439 I see 17s everywhere 17miles to home 17.17

17 likes 17 shares 17 retweets

12/28/2019 12:12:58 PM deanna_danforth Heavy Chem trails they are putting X in the sky. I haven’t seen Chem trails in months

12/28/2019 12:21:50 PM pablo_wiley We are ready! pic.twitter.com/RrSg4VCow9

12/28/2019 12:23:05 PM holotechrd THEY ARE FINISHED IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE ⚡💥💥💥💥

12/28/2019 12:26:13 PM luxdefiance Bears 

Beets 

Battlestar Gallactica

12/28/2019 12:26:14 PM joeker87 If that's true then I guess everything about the movie is true as well.  Come on dude.

12/28/2019 12:29:19 PM rektmetwotimes Cool.  Yeah, if you read his books, you’ll see where most of that AA info came from.

12/28/2019 12:29:20 PM anonpatriotccj Danish architecture firm BIG

Bjarke Ingels Group was founded by Bjarke Ingels in 2005, and has offices in Copenhagen and New York.

???

12/28/2019 12:31:13 PM blsdbe Aho!!! pic.twitter.com/HzGel22Kos

12/28/2019 12:33:07 PM laurabusse Can't say that I blame him...

I remember you saying what a wonderful man he was ❤️

12/28/2019 12:33:23 PM robblex2 Just opened my phone to this at 3:33

12/28/2019 12:34:22 PM anonpatriotccj Isn't MG the modeling agency connected to JE?

12/28/2019 12:34:34 PM laurabusse Yes!

Thank you for your kind words friend!!!

☺️☺️☺️

12/28/2019 12:35:07 PM laurabusse Yes exactly!!!

12/28/2019 12:35:39 PM random2012756 Lunar Operation Command.  There is LOC a, b and C

12/28/2019 12:37:03 PM stacy1thatsme I just did this a bit ago and didn't even realize it. It shut them down!! pic.twitter.com/1aqV33lP8X

12/28/2019 12:37:57 PM random2012756 When did they flip?  Did you read Dr Michael Sally’s first several books on the SSP and MJ12s involvement/cover up?  Eisenhower had to threaten them.

12/28/2019 12:39:00 PM americanpetal He was...

Love your time stamp. 💫

According to MJ, MAJESTIC 🕊

12/28/2019 12:42:09 PM laurabusse Oh wow

Didn't notice

Thx for pointing it out!

12/28/2019 12:42:10 PM kidge6 No wonder it takes eternity.  Then starts over. Yay.

12/28/2019 12:43:22 PM americanpetal Oh wow!  👏💛👏

12/28/2019 12:43:50 PM kidge6 That’s why were all here isn’t it?

12/28/2019 12:43:59 PM kidge6 Session 50?

12/28/2019 12:46:06 PM kidge6 Can you tell I’m weary? I probably shouldn’t post while in this state. So cynical.



12/28/2019 12:46:09 PM coolrunning8 in essence seek first the 

KINGDOM 

of my 

DIVINITY

and it s RIGHTEOUSNESS

and all ELSE will be added to me 

in PLACE 

just responding
12/28/2019 12:47:46 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/7Q8cGefU43

12/28/2019 12:48:42 PM laurabusse Kidge

I feel your pain

But I really think it'll get better...

God I hope so!!!

12/28/2019 12:49:07 PM texn9ne  pic.twitter.com/UsD9EaJh43

12/28/2019 12:50:07 PM laurabusse Yeah supposedly LOL

12/28/2019 12:50:34 PM reachechovoice Where are you finding this information? Where could we find it for ourselves??

12/28/2019 12:50:44 PM laurabusse Of the Law of One sessions

I assume he means...

12/28/2019 12:53:30 PM laurabusse This time of year is often a challenge

Holidays

Less light

More cold

Sleep or rest more if you can...

Also get out more if you can

Into nature probably preferably

But anywhere really...

You don't have to be happy for our sake☺️

We're all here for each other ❤️
12/28/2019 12:59:58 PM nea_storm Correct! Many have asked for accelerated resolution ... I paused: [They] have an idea what I AM capable yet historically blocked people from knowing 

the truth & advancing progressively: [They] have disclosed this via film 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eR3jRfqSldY … pic.twitter.com/BlqMr8coNe

12/28/2019 1:11:49 PM theappraiser17 Sorry for deleting the comment your referring to, got sick of my phone blowing up.  I'd have to, that was the most response I've ever gotten in a tweet.  

I guess I know where to troll.  But I ain't like that.

12/28/2019 1:14:28 PM cosmic_engineer Once this particular Density is complete, it's an entirely new game. One that is worth the effort!  Much love on this path!

12/28/2019 1:14:30 PM louise77o I totally understand👍🏼people were all over my ass last night for a few comments I made. My phone kept going off like crazy too. I guess I’ll keep my 

mouth shut & watch the shit show from the sidelines.

12/28/2019 1:15:40 PM cosmic_engineer Not exactly. There are Wanderers who have already graduated but chose to come and aid these weary souls

12/28/2019 1:16:03 PM cosmic_engineer Aye

12/28/2019 1:21:12 PM kidge6 Who will qualify for the shift?

12/28/2019 1:21:38 PM theappraiser17 Some groups you can't voice your opinion, almost cult like.  Goes against everything Q stands for.

12/28/2019 1:22:29 PM random2012756 Draco are (-), service to self reptilian being that come from the Draco constellation.  Len Karsten, in his book “alien world order” does a good job giving 

a history of the Draco.  Not all reptilians are negative. As the humans it depends on the individual.

12/28/2019 1:23:22 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/wGmgEGW1jL

12/28/2019 1:23:40 PM girlawakeinca Was this Dr. Strange? Or a different movie? Thanks 🙏

12/28/2019 1:24:40 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

12/28/2019 1:31:33 PM jamesreeddean1 The 5th ( V ) root race???

12/28/2019 1:35:58 PM cosmic_engineer It has to do with a choice made.

Service to Others

Or

Service to Self

Ra mentions the degree of polarization required for each path. 51% and 95 respectively. Intent > results. You can't just pretend lol.

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=Graduation …
12/28/2019 1:36:45 PM nowisee77 Trump keeps saying, "the system is rigged". You mean he's  not just speaking about politics??

12/28/2019 1:38:17 PM eckert10 I see 17 and Q everywhere. What about seeing numbers in order such as 12:34 or or 2:34, etc.?

12/28/2019 1:38:25 PM turboxyde It's Doctor Strange in one of the Avenger movies.

12/28/2019 1:41:05 PM cosmic_engineer The good news is, that all the control systems that reward/reinforce behavior of the negative polarity are getting pwned.  This is the Great Awakening 

🙏

An unbiased choice will be easier to make and live.

12/28/2019 1:41:27 PM ethereal_shaman Retiring my cell phone and reconnecting to nature. 

#willpower

12/28/2019 1:41:41 PM laurabusse Amen to that

12/28/2019 1:43:13 PM ethereal_shaman I'm looking at Beyond Quantum Healing.  ✌️

12/28/2019 1:43:20 PM kmfboston #SethRich

12/28/2019 1:46:06 PM peter95117110 The Fifth Element "Time is not important, only life is important"

The Fifth Column  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_column …

The Fifth Horseman [ rides ] pic.twitter.com/2y9tEZj7cn

12/28/2019 1:50:34 PM tyetyler1 Absolutely positively sure.

12/28/2019 1:55:30 PM girlawakeinca Ahh, thank you. I recognized it but wasn’t positive. 💫

12/28/2019 1:57:36 PM g07032011 17   ALL. OVER. THE. PLACE. Even people who don’t know what it means say it!

12/28/2019 2:20:01 PM kidge6 Still in the calm.

12/28/2019 2:22:56 PM david00997884 Why does it keep going to NSA

12/28/2019 2:30:53 PM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: By using the power of 3 6 and 9 you were able to manifest #UnsealEpstein and while you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1210769398971039746.html …. See you soon. 🤖

12/28/2019 2:35:46 PM bbobbio71 Cool thanks!

12/28/2019 2:45:01 PM jillsta07025300 Don’t make any.

12/28/2019 2:47:05 PM melanieanders7 Or buy three pairs of shoes... three purses, six pairs of socks: Hehe! ;) or more practical, 6 items of rice or 9 apples.

12/28/2019 2:51:54 PM 369_is Shining...me too. Also, tv volume 369 multiples, snacks counted to multiples 369, sips of drinks. Tesla used 9 napkins too I think I read. XOXOXO

12/28/2019 2:53:16 PM laurabusse Yw☺👍



12/28/2019 2:56:26 PM 369_is Shining, I wish I could tell exactly when I fell asleep. XOXOXO

12/28/2019 3:00:45 PM schiller_spmode I see it so much now. People are starting to ask me about Q.  These are people who dismissed me over the truth I was trying to share.

I don’t know much about 3,6 and 9 but I definitely sense something big is coming. A level of confidence that disturbs those asleep.

12/28/2019 3:08:43 PM seekingknowle12  https://twitter.com/Little0neQ/status/1210994089182687232?s=09 …

12/28/2019 3:16:59 PM adsvel I saw many Salla's videos about SSP. There are still many more sources except him. 

About Eisenhower and past, let it stay in the past. Always focus on NOW, Now Moment matters Everything.

Forgive past and let it go!😊💗🙏🌈

12/28/2019 3:17:35 PM olimyracle Who do they worship? pic.twitter.com/ITHCkvEboh

12/28/2019 3:17:42 PM rghardy3 Sounds like after the SOTU.

12/28/2019 3:27:14 PM portezf I'm going to to worry a lot less and positive a lot more. Good in good out.

12/28/2019 3:30:07 PM peter95117110  http://freeyourbrain.tripod.com 

12/28/2019 3:31:19 PM rockdawg27 @cmaxwell69 this is a good one.

12/28/2019 3:34:31 PM olimyracle Seventeen letters? pic.twitter.com/8YuKNDLg88

12/28/2019 3:37:06 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Tkq2o4njFM

12/28/2019 3:37:14 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Goes back even further pic.twitter.com/gVCL8ZkltO

12/28/2019 3:37:37 PM tabsinabox The entire commercial system is rigged

12/28/2019 3:38:46 PM johnnny_91 Majestic indeed

12/28/2019 3:51:09 PM olimyracle How many 17 do you see pic.twitter.com/9u0trfy1r3

12/28/2019 3:53:57 PM 67whb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is the story with this character? What is his part?

 https://oig.nsa.gov/About-Us/Meet-the-Inspector-General/ …

12/28/2019 3:54:48 PM 67whb What do you mean?

12/28/2019 3:55:43 PM charlesgdavis1 The 369 is something Tesla had mentioned I believe, I don't know any more than that???😶

12/28/2019 3:56:12 PM covertress 💡

day/night https://www.senteltechsecurity.com/wifi-light-bulb-spy-ccamera.html …

12/28/2019 3:58:28 PM djlok Holy sh!t...right there in plain sight. 🤢🤢🤮

12/28/2019 4:07:27 PM tyetyler1 MG is...?

12/28/2019 4:11:31 PM awakeaggie Voluntary prostitution, perhaps. No pimps, no masters.

12/28/2019 4:19:34 PM nea_storm Yes! Conscious applied effort via pure intention, the Alert, Calm poise of exquisite silence in between spaces - subatomic perception of particles - 

portals, teleport, phasing, + innate power void of artificially created collision of particles: One with nature & flow of Universe 

pic.twitter.com/9sPHQ5lWsx

12/28/2019 4:22:38 PM nea_storm We the consciously Alive tax exempt sovereign People pic.twitter.com/q3vA897gLh

12/28/2019 4:32:05 PM whaleheadworld I’m not this deep but I do this... I get up at 2:30...get 5 to 7 hrs of sleep...do 10 sets of 10 reps... max weight....multiple xrcises ....play 2 hrs of handball 

3 days a week... drive +5.  And use DMSO, MSM, and MMS religiously.  It helps me heal and stay healthy.

12/28/2019 4:32:50 PM whaleheadworld This had to be code, right?

12/28/2019 4:34:43 PM _telephonic_  pic.twitter.com/6eC99X8Zwo

12/28/2019 4:35:26 PM _telephonic_  pic.twitter.com/tnYr6PCjTr

12/28/2019 4:38:13 PM worldxplorer1 What is this experpt from?

12/28/2019 4:43:56 PM karma4event201 Please share the list with us.

12/28/2019 4:45:03 PM karma4event201 That makes sense.

12/28/2019 4:45:24 PM corinnebackman And how do they think Christians are treated in their Muslim countries!  Talk about the ‘pot calling the kettle black’!  Double standards!

12/28/2019 4:46:15 PM c_morece Gm?

12/28/2019 4:56:37 PM lipenstein1 Uh durr

12/28/2019 4:58:12 PM karma4event201 A 911 Confession on Live Tv?

12/28/2019 5:00:07 PM karma4event201 I thought the phrase we are waiting to hear is "The storm is upon us"

12/28/2019 5:00:22 PM momekool1 God.

12/28/2019 5:00:36 PM covertress 609?

12/28/2019 5:07:57 PM corstruction December 30th will let me know.

12/28/2019 5:10:18 PM sciencehoffman The replies are glorious. The left is finally cluing in to how absolutely disastrous AOC has been for them. But of course there are still the ancient elites 

who think, "She streams cooking to the young folk! Why, she's the perfect person to reach them!"

12/28/2019 5:10:53 PM tillie71120939 Thanks!

12/28/2019 5:14:42 PM april10521252 I'm sorry for your loss, thank you for sharing with me. And thank you for your work, all the beautiful souls helping me heal, helping me remember why 

I'm here ~ to be love to a hurting world, to share my struggles so others know they can be saved too, I'm grateful🙏

12/28/2019 5:19:34 PM rghardy3 [MG]

Think Mirror ?

12/28/2019 5:20:20 PM rghardy3 17 is the 7th Prime Number.

12/28/2019 5:22:22 PM rghardy3 I hope We have a BOOM SOON.

12/28/2019 5:26:09 PM subtidal4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, is the Bible story of Jesus’ birth accurate? Born of the Virgin Mary?

12/28/2019 5:35:40 PM laurabusse Yw☺️❤️

12/28/2019 5:40:00 PM laurabusse Thank you

It was a very long time ago

He would be 90 now

So in all likelihood he would be gone now anyway

But I was young and his leaving the planet was unthinkable

Life is what it is

And there's always beauty to be found...

12/28/2019 5:41:33 PM andrew13892378 Tuning Fighting  #GlobalContactInvitation Fought. Dont leave this tool for nought.

12/28/2019 5:42:24 PM pelledan2 @stefanofait along with a few others.

12/28/2019 5:53:47 PM princeedonrocky I watched it, found on YouTube before took off. B&W, grainy but certainly very able to see what was going on. Sickos. I don't blame you for not 

watching it was Bad! Even cops who saw got sick and some ended up in therapy!

12/28/2019 5:59:17 PM princeedonrocky Hopefully GS will be long dead before 2024

12/28/2019 6:11:55 PM kindeandtrue Is Trump criminally implicated in the Epstein case?

12/28/2019 6:19:11 PM djlok That is way cool!!!

12/28/2019 6:19:29 PM joanhol24893501 Thank you Lori, I just couldn't continue watching it. As a medic, I saw tons of gore. But to take a young girl, I believe she couldnt have been older then 

11. Just was despicable. HRC I personally don't believe shes alive. She looks like a clone.view 2016 vs today.

God bless you.

12/28/2019 6:22:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1210831917160882185?s=20 …

12/28/2019 6:26:11 PM wwg1wga93583681 ty pic.twitter.com/wEBLZvpB5J

12/28/2019 6:33:06 PM princeedonrocky It wasn't healthy for sure. I saw lots of stuff, even helped scrape up bodies as a cop but that..was awful. I think the girl was said to be 8. I've seen the 

difference. Wondered if the adrenochrome...

12/28/2019 6:33:44 PM dynamicres WOW yes it was!! Thank you❣️

12/28/2019 6:34:39 PM youstinksoap 1 year marker?



12/28/2019 6:41:01 PM dynamicres Biblical❣️

12/28/2019 6:41:22 PM stephangirling1 What about 0707, and 1111, I always see those

12/28/2019 6:52:28 PM pelledan2 Who is "they"?

12/28/2019 6:56:44 PM pelledan2 GM is Ghislaine Maxwell but MG is who?

12/28/2019 7:01:39 PM pelledan2 It is culminating to the 

Great Awakening likely in 2020

12/28/2019 7:02:08 PM antifa_slayer Same.. Fb is a special kind of depressing

12/28/2019 7:04:09 PM eman1292 Message over messenger. You're literally thinking literal about the entire film. Reread past tweets. Come on dude. pic.twitter.com/OKA6QQvfiE

12/28/2019 7:14:26 PM kidge6 Polarization required?

12/28/2019 7:18:30 PM laurabusse I would love to discuss this at a later date

Not right now tho

This subject fascinates me...

12/28/2019 7:25:05 PM sebastiansamps5 I see 42 all the time. dont know what to think of it though.

12/28/2019 7:26:30 PM altimitwill Deepstate Elites

12/28/2019 7:33:53 PM cosmic_engineer Perhaps have a look at these overview pages:

 http://www.spiritofra.com/Ra-section%202.htm …

There's six sections for Ra on that site.

12/28/2019 7:39:10 PM allahuniversal 1888 pic.twitter.com/Ue6cE71Yfz

12/28/2019 7:40:59 PM cosmic_engineer The degree that you have chosen and developed your polarity

+positive (service to others)

-negative (service to self)

It's basically tied directly to your heart chakra (green-ray) & how that influences your activities

12/28/2019 7:49:04 PM smhiggs1109 Focus on your breath. Focus long enough while relaxed & it will turn into a wave.

12/28/2019 7:51:35 PM smhiggs1109 Focus on you breathing, follow ur breath. I use to hear clear ur mind but that is hard cuz then everything floods in but if u focus on ur breath atleast for 

me it turns into a wave.

12/28/2019 7:53:21 PM djmurphy5 Something BIG. Literally big? Something extraterrestrial coming? Intergalactic?

12/28/2019 7:55:04 PM smhiggs1109 I tried color work on my sick mom 600miles away. Rainbow colors, by the time i got to blue i could see her so clearly like i was above her, i yelled to her 

cuz i was surprised i could c her so well she opened her eyes. Next day she called & said a ghost yelled "mom".I was shicked

12/28/2019 7:55:18 PM smhiggs1109 Shocked*

12/28/2019 7:57:20 PM smhiggs1109 I was trying healing color work where i suck out dull bad color & blow in vibrant color. I couldnt see her at first starting with red but it was all for her, by 

the time i got to blue she was so clearly infront of me that i yelled to her. She was sleeping & i woke her up.

12/28/2019 8:10:36 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://www.crystalinks.com/emerald8bw.html 

12/28/2019 8:43:18 PM garyridenhour2 Ghislane Maxwell

12/28/2019 8:53:06 PM celticernurse But how would one tell if they are aliens or angles...do they actually wear labels so we know the difference? One must intuitively make the connection 

based on the vibe it’s given...that’s why we must learn to connect with our source because then it’s easy to tell

12/28/2019 9:01:17 PM ladolcevitta I actually just started reading Enki Lord of Earth. Its fascinating.

12/28/2019 9:05:09 PM speaakn I think it should be 2+4=6. I had to think about it for a second or 2 😅😳😂

12/28/2019 9:17:28 PM bbobbio71 Yeppers! UR correct!

I really need to hire a proof reader lol!

12/28/2019 9:20:26 PM westmount_d7 Agreed. Devaluing human shows dangerously low vibration. Along with hunting/killing animals.

12/28/2019 9:29:34 PM bbobbio71 The reign of 17's continue

Shumann last couple of days pic.twitter.com/giR7ysdkfd

12/28/2019 9:50:33 PM magic_jake2012 Space force is nothing what we all think it is. It's about a couple of things number one when the Nephilim are released from underground they'll be like 

the Giants of Afghanistan OK Google.. The other is energy a little black box of energy. Wait for that one

12/28/2019 9:52:14 PM joanhol24893501 Frequencies can alter DNA. If you look into music that is used in meditation it is done at a much higher frequency. It's raises your vibrations in your 

conciousness. Angelic beings in order to speak with us, have to slow there vibrations in order for us to understand them.

12/28/2019 9:53:51 PM sandylane1144 Does not sound familiar to me... My sister and brother-in- law own the property for over 60 years .... The McKays...I’ll talk with them, maybe they 

would know /heard of him.

12/28/2019 9:57:44 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SIG COMM?  "We've bit the head off the snake"  pic.twitter.com/5MmQoteveB

12/28/2019 9:57:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 They're spiking stories about sex trafficking and pedophilia; what else are they spiking?

A former President of the United States of America tied on camera to a billionaires pedophilia ring.

We're talking about young girls who were ritually abused by the most powerful men in the pic.twitter.com/DdgZbhXxQo

12/28/2019 9:58:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Something BIG is coming.

12/28/2019 9:58:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 world including potentially the President of the United States.

The mainstream media is the contrarian indicator.

If they say something, usually the opposite is true. pic.twitter.com/8TYKPQUbkQ

12/28/2019 9:58:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do they have any more ammunition?

12/28/2019 9:59:13 PM willjstrobe One last ditch effort false alien invasion

12/28/2019 9:59:35 PM 369palm Do we have enough rope?

12/28/2019 9:59:41 PM aprilbrown99 MOAR please! Thank you.  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

12/28/2019 10:00:02 PM swagsjeffrey That it is..

12/28/2019 10:00:44 PM jones9536 I believe they are out of ammo

12/28/2019 10:00:44 PM joanhol24893501 Mark Taylor is correct. A note 440hz what all music is tuned to today is not good.  I don't want to confuse anyone. Do some research and go to Marks 

website. He explains it well. He should be on live tommorrow with Chris. He'll tweet it out. God bless you.

12/28/2019 10:00:56 PM charliekreskin Not much left, if anything. pic.twitter.com/wvu92eg6uW

12/28/2019 10:01:37 PM aprilbrown99 One will do just fine. 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/NPFbe4oMgU

12/28/2019 10:02:27 PM 369palm Lol it’s like [they] can’t get enough of it.

12/28/2019 10:03:29 PM ekotoons 🕎 PARTY

12/28/2019 10:03:36 PM werascending Just like Dr. Steven Greer has been telling us for years!

12/28/2019 10:04:04 PM magic_jake2012 True evil and sick pic.twitter.com/Vo937UVV5D

12/28/2019 10:04:28 PM paulrev33689392 Tom hanks in the kill box..,

12/28/2019 10:04:52 PM werascending False Flag of an alien invasion to create a worldwide effort to destroy them, therefore creating a worldwide government.



12/28/2019 10:07:37 PM qdelta10 Of course we do! Q Sent us! 0-Delta optics are clean. Call the ball! WWG1WGA! pic.twitter.com/w9Uggd2bDZ

12/28/2019 10:09:29 PM bryceja68689884 They stabbed a bunch of people at a Synagogue

12/28/2019 10:09:31 PM joanhol24893501 Many years ago I don't remember the exact yr. and I should being a musician. Google it. That should answer the question. Im sorry, im drawing a blank. 

Take care.

12/28/2019 10:12:08 PM peterluisvenero Get it? Could you break it down for us, brother?

12/28/2019 10:13:32 PM jangping3 I pray that the perpetrators of all the past and present false flags are exposed to the public.  The public needs to officially know the truth and reason for 

these heinous crimes against humanity.

12/28/2019 10:13:42 PM joe80923982 Hey Bill great to see you on Fox News!

12/28/2019 10:13:54 PM rebornkingent A 432 is probably an older tuning. Look for what Vivaldi, Bach & others preferred.  There were many “standard” tunings across Europe before 440 was 

standardized world wide. Classical composers tuned much lower than today. Check the time of Bach’s Well tempered Klavier and after.

12/28/2019 10:15:22 PM ialibertybelle Barr IG...USAID?

12/28/2019 10:18:01 PM 487robson Very Fake News! I can't wait until they are accountable for the propaganda they spread!

12/28/2019 10:18:38 PM karrruss Totally a sustainable model!

Use over and over again!

12/28/2019 10:19:41 PM rghardy3 BIG = 18 = R

Barr

Indictments

G ?

12/28/2019 10:19:42 PM zephstefkrysezi @BillClinton

12/28/2019 10:20:48 PM swagsjeffrey Its possible.. Gotta be on our A game .

12/28/2019 10:23:29 PM dtpatriot2 Former President meaning Clinton and possibly Obama. They're all in it.

12/28/2019 10:24:01 PM jamiegrahamusa Pearson..Prometric...Drake International. I knew the billionaire thats behind all.of the assessment tools.

12/28/2019 10:24:18 PM iquisitor2020  https://twitter.com/iquisitor2020/status/1211021988262662144?s=20 …

12/28/2019 10:25:11 PM willjstrobe  pic.twitter.com/hfchnfgrRu

12/28/2019 10:25:45 PM jamiegrahamusa And they all hung out in St Tropez ..choppers...huge yachts...now i look back i was in the middle of evil.

12/28/2019 10:28:11 PM ronic214 We can’t go back from knowing .. they must be stopped

12/28/2019 10:28:17 PM pattiparallax Hmmmm….  Interesting...

12/28/2019 10:28:25 PM trish97872852  pic.twitter.com/kQigu0h83k

12/28/2019 10:30:20 PM 21oplato Well, lookie here!! pic.twitter.com/5nSdpOVyfG

12/28/2019 10:30:32 PM wwtravelr Very little i'd say

12/28/2019 10:31:47 PM azuremagus Wet powder only.

12/28/2019 10:31:52 PM jamiegrahamusa Yes...Pearson..Prometric..Kryterion...Web Assessor...Drake International. I knew the billionaire thats behind all.of the assessment companies. Bill 

Pollock. They did certificatations for FAA, Drs, Nurses, Microsoft, Novell, huge...

12/28/2019 10:46:37 PM werascending Bingo!

12/28/2019 10:49:36 PM rebornkingent Try to do things in threes and multiples of 3 as much as possible. I think it trains the subconscious mind to pick up synchronicities.

12/28/2019 10:50:29 PM joanhol24893501 I meant to put 432 not 332 typo.

12/28/2019 10:53:03 PM ckrasuski Not sure. Operation “skyfall” seems kinda relevant. Just like @Willjstrobe put it. False flag alien invasion. Israelis and Americans have mastered it and 

mind control. Truth is stranger than fiction pic.twitter.com/VoZ2R4WzYR

12/28/2019 10:55:07 PM ckrasuski Oh skyfail? I stand incorrected pic.twitter.com/Xm25MHtK0q

12/28/2019 10:56:24 PM willjstrobe Thing is thats the way it will have to be spun to get people to side with them. They see the world is actually coming together so they would most likely 

use it as for the common good of the planet. At all cost we must reject that spin.

12/28/2019 11:01:27 PM patriotswegoall Still have fight left in them. [DS] are not the kind of people to give up without a struggle.

12/28/2019 11:01:29 PM iquisitor2020  https://twitter.com/iquisitor2020/status/1211026174102556672?s=20 …

12/28/2019 11:03:45 PM wildkrazyblonde Cover up... We are now the all seeing eye because we are no longer in the dark!  Their corruption is being exposed

12/28/2019 11:11:02 PM tillie71120939 GM will be dead soon if not already

12/28/2019 11:11:31 PM snakesanders22 Well, from what I heard:

Fake alien invasion, the second coming, monetary collapse, what else

12/28/2019 11:13:02 PM karma4event201 Tbose 6 corporations that own MSM want to spike

pedophilia stories.

12/28/2019 11:14:36 PM shallknown Yes 

Carter will die when they need him to die.

12/28/2019 11:17:50 PM pulizzi777 We're getting closer....

12/28/2019 11:21:34 PM justicetruthwa2 Hoping they run out of ammo soon so this shit show can move to #GITMOFORTRAITORS

12/28/2019 11:25:37 PM an23473971 Cwithinalie

12/28/2019 11:35:29 PM luluspeers1 The mass arrests?

12/28/2019 11:36:23 PM luluspeers1 OMG Obama is getting arrested?

12/28/2019 11:37:37 PM luluspeers1 Thank you! My eyes were hurting reading that disclaimer!

12/28/2019 11:41:07 PM laurabusse Following Q and MJ12 is like getting a major education

12/28/2019 11:49:54 PM johngradycole20 Stay true to the person I really am. To discipline my behavior, thoughts and speech more rigorously than ever. To reevaluate my habits and make new 

and better ones for myself. To become the man my wife deserves to have and learn how to love myself so I can love her back right.

12/28/2019 11:52:26 PM phreatomagnetic Articles of Impeachment 

Though shoot the ammo or hold it, the articles are toxic to the Ds

12/29/2019 12:01:19 AM johngradycole20 32

12/29/2019 12:03:33 AM johngradycole20 23 & 32

12/29/2019 12:10:22 AM johngradycole20 Finally a solid theory for all of this number business I see all the time

12/29/2019 12:24:19 AM catherinetrue4 You got the wrong numbers.

12/29/2019 12:25:49 AM stefanofait academic dumbing down vs. development of critical thinking skills

12/29/2019 12:26:41 AM stefanofait True.

12/29/2019 12:27:52 AM stefanofait Online continuing education 😉

12/29/2019 12:32:30 AM mardigarcia watters looks a little pale...wassamattawatta?

12/29/2019 12:33:14 AM margee11 PATHETIC & SAD SITUATION... pic.twitter.com/QsXBYJVqAZ

12/29/2019 12:34:37 AM mposh27 Base nine. M

12/29/2019 12:54:04 AM 369_is They're also putting out alot of articles advertising the use of 'young blood for anti-aging'. Trying to normalize adrenochrome into public awareness.

12/29/2019 12:57:50 AM jeangre85804374 @SayWhenLA @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45 @DanScavino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/obSDAbgODx

12/29/2019 1:08:35 AM carolin15161363 Do we have to wait till they are depleted? So many more hurt and killed?

12/29/2019 1:20:02 AM peterluisvenero Beautiful! Let me know if you’d like to explore cannabis or precious metals to sell. You could be an affiliate of mine and I can give you tips on how to 

build your own affiliate team. The golden age is here! 🥳

12/29/2019 1:24:34 AM crisco2377 Every asshole being sarcastic...NONE OF YOU REALIZE THAT THE STONE CARVING ACTUALLY LOOKS LIKE THE INSIDE OF A HARD DRIVE OR 

PHONOGRAPH! Less laughing, more investigating! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @AllahUniversal @40_head @Keith369me @CodeMonkeyZ 

@EyesOnQ



12/29/2019 1:38:19 AM justhashtagnews Schuman Resonanz agrees! https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1211149971812241409?s=19 …

12/29/2019 1:44:39 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Y

12/29/2019 1:52:37 AM mandyc760 @GFC777D

12/29/2019 1:56:39 AM holotechrd I LOVE NESARA❤️💯💪 @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @wokesocieties @w_terrence @EyesOnQ @

prayingmedic @johnxdesouza @andweknow @Tiff_FitzHenry @zerohedge @originalmarkz @RudyGiuliani @dbongino @X22Report 

@stormypatriot21 @TomFitton @TRUreporting pic.twitter.com/816SE7W9QK

12/29/2019 2:02:45 AM 21oplato TR-3B-?

12/29/2019 2:03:43 AM geekydaddy64 The 25th

12/29/2019 2:08:44 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

12/29/2019 2:08:49 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: They're spiking stories about sex trafficking and pedophilia; what else are they spiking? 

A…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1211164412125630464.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

12/29/2019 2:10:28 AM carlaqlore1 Still have the peanut farmer on deck for a distraction.  That would only buy them 2weeks max.

12/29/2019 2:14:28 AM clifton15jon Reenact the #FederalRopeAct!!!

12/29/2019 2:29:06 AM rolouzis Yeah, clown force is needed but the firmament is still in place... Go figure it out! Clown, clowns, more clowns, a world of clowns!

12/29/2019 2:29:41 AM jollyrob2 17 on 17 Jan ✨

12/29/2019 2:44:18 AM karina89350882 The Sirian Overlords

12/29/2019 2:46:25 AM lilystormchaser When?

12/29/2019 2:51:30 AM karina89350882 The Sirian overlords are the "Kings on Earth", with who(m) do they have their contracts NOW??? They are not gone just because the "old guard" will 

vanish, who is the NEW Guard??? People just have a Change to survive if they can see behind the veil and get into their "TRUE POWER"!

12/29/2019 2:54:48 AM karina89350882 Humans are slaves of the Sirian Overlords. If they don`t find their feminin "soulfire" to Exit the Matrix -Prison there will be wether a savior nor a 

weapon to Keep them alive.

12/29/2019 3:01:50 AM jollyrob2 So experience limitations is for learning...? but IS-BE knows all 🧐... can you clarify?

12/29/2019 3:28:21 AM blcksambo I’m on that next level... I feel like I’ve been waiting for the next level to load but there’s a glitch

12/29/2019 3:31:33 AM lonardnicolas2 The BIG one...

12/29/2019 3:43:30 AM justicetruthwa2 I have had the same new years resolution all my life, To not make any, so far I have kept it every year!

12/29/2019 3:49:26 AM mbeskew The Criminals had lots of reasons for WoD

Simply to Create a Black Marketplace they could thrive in.

12/29/2019 4:07:49 AM luluspeers1 Look at this point it could be anyone. pic.twitter.com/SCL5XNz4ii

12/29/2019 4:10:05 AM pilleddem Deep State —Trump draining but so many hiding everywhere 🙄

12/29/2019 4:14:23 AM sherrys49553668 It was the fake news that kept Obummer “scandal free”. So obvious to those of us that have open eyes.

12/29/2019 4:22:35 AM mrkbsimotas @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

R u familiar with these 2 ?  pic.twitter.com/q4vsBjQhHJ

12/29/2019 4:26:20 AM keith369me It’s another piece to a puzzle that is filling in pieces rapidly.  Some of us dig into what various pieces mean, others try to find the next piece that 

interlocks...for most, the final picture is no where near clear.  We will get there!!!

12/29/2019 4:35:43 AM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/8GKIo3oIgi

12/29/2019 4:42:15 AM eaglesview77 Time to play the trump card?

12/29/2019 4:48:22 AM kphoto2020  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1211240566169767937?s=21 …

12/29/2019 4:54:22 AM covertress I knew the moment that I first saw Josephine Forrestal that I had been her. By questioning @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was baiting them into confirming it for 

me. TBV. They did. The IS-BE of F did. 💖

Why do I keep forgetting this?

Am I srsly being flashy thinged?

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1085985417852342273?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/UCTjuH5Ttm

12/29/2019 5:04:48 AM udkin9dom Bring the Fight to [Them], shall we? 

@3Days3Nights @TRUreporting @CologeroGetz @M2Madness @Timcast @RedPill78 @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @Tiff_FitzHenry 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum https://twitter.com/BroStreetJoy/status/1211192085128318976 …

12/29/2019 5:07:55 AM laurabusse Thx for clarifying ☺️

12/29/2019 5:08:29 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

12/29/2019 5:09:42 AM kevinpaz822 #SaturdayThoughts #WWG1WGA

12/29/2019 5:10:26 AM kevinpaz822 #InvertedTruthIsTheirWay

12/29/2019 5:12:21 AM hbmobxxx I hope that reporter has some protection before they get to her

12/29/2019 5:13:48 AM autumtear1 severe freaks

form of tavistock mind control?....group think?

sickening

Stockholm affection....unbelievable

12/29/2019 5:14:18 AM autumtear1 look at these 2 abusive fools

12/29/2019 5:18:26 AM larrynunya Quite interesting

12/29/2019 5:19:12 AM autumtear1 od meth

12/29/2019 5:21:00 AM autumtear1  http://qmap.pub 

12/29/2019 5:21:29 AM mr_donn_gold Now I have some homework to do over the holiday break 😬 anything with name "Tesla" (except cars) sparks my interest, now this IS-BE rabbit hole 

drawn my attention. 👀

12/29/2019 5:24:16 AM autumtear1 pence

12/29/2019 5:25:16 AM bigtex54 What is this graph covering? 

I dont know.

12/29/2019 5:25:56 AM autumtear1 not their race, their=behavior

which is even below animalistic if u ask me...

12/29/2019 5:32:39 AM autumtear1 put on the armor of CHRIST

discernment

logical thinking

future proves past

after all=they are but demons

BELOW YOU=on every level, MAYBE A BIT SCARY..BUT ONCE SHOCK IS DONE=BORING

WE are much  more POWERFUL THAN WE BELIEVE

NO FEAR-JUST BELIEVE

OWN IT

GOD WINS
12/29/2019 5:35:34 AM kphoto2020 I’m just learning too, but it’s a big deal... 

Read here: https://drjoedispenza.net/blog/consciousness/what-does-the-spike-in-the-schumann-resonance-mean/ …

12/29/2019 5:38:22 AM covertress See my Tesla Files. 

Link is the 3rd from the top in this thread.

12/29/2019 5:38:38 AM autumtear1 not just trafficking

knowingly...sra



12/29/2019 5:42:23 AM kphoto2020 Snapshot of the tail end of the article.

The Schumann Resonance account updates every hour to show the past 24 hours’ readings.  The huge white section was a massive sudden spike that 

lasted for many hours, but since has gone back to normal ish pic.twitter.com/OB44saGHVt

12/29/2019 5:43:00 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

How does one easily distinguish Evil VOG from Good?

12/29/2019 5:44:27 AM chandraestupin1 The ugliest is coming to light 💔

12/29/2019 5:44:33 AM kachinagtto They have a couple high profile funerals up their sleeve to change the news cycle (Carter/RBG)

12/29/2019 5:45:22 AM phreatomagnetic Message over messenger?

12/29/2019 5:49:29 AM kachinagtto Monday is a majestic day for something BIG to drop. 12/30 3-3

12/29/2019 5:52:58 AM blsdbe Following... pic.twitter.com/9lQ9ZEyNhU

12/29/2019 5:54:10 AM os4185  pic.twitter.com/OxVotiio5T

12/29/2019 5:54:23 AM autumtear1 who is combetta?

12/29/2019 5:54:40 AM fansblowing3 Guess we will find out soon

12/29/2019 6:00:53 AM autumtear1 absolutely

totally

friggn demons

12/29/2019 6:01:38 AM autumtear1 huh

unicorn?

12/29/2019 6:02:04 AM karina89350882 Those who are wake know it

12/29/2019 6:03:26 AM karina89350882 Therefor it is essential to exactly know what`s going on...….

12/29/2019 6:03:58 AM kphoto2020 An then... do you remember, or were you aware of the Earth ringing like a bell on 11-11, last year? 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ …

12/29/2019 6:05:41 AM evewhite5500 I pray that also

12/29/2019 6:07:24 AM autumtear1 honestly I could give a flying chit about Muslims

12/29/2019 6:08:42 AM johnrambo2777 All pain and suffering will remain at current levels and decrease accordingly to pieces being removed from the board. Good vs.evil, GOD WINS! ZERO 

SUM

12/29/2019 6:26:58 AM bigtex54 Thank you, that was helpful and I agree, I have been trying to raise my vibration frequency throught love and forgiveness.  At least by the way I 

understand it. Struggling some. ❤️🙏

12/29/2019 6:32:01 AM autumtear1 cannibalism

adrenochrome

12/29/2019 6:32:46 AM frankie33576166 Didn’t Q say “ammunition finite”?

12/29/2019 6:45:18 AM lenartjoe Those whom you’ve already convinced know you’re talking about 42. But for the remainder the video of 45 w/JE springs right to mind & needs it be 

addressed beyond calling it fake news. If an official is to become a leader, they’d have a tough time if 1/2 of people don’t trust them

12/29/2019 6:49:15 AM autumtear1 ???

12/29/2019 6:49:16 AM catheri70981208 Are we going to have "fireworks" for New Years?

12/29/2019 7:05:15 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👆

12/29/2019 7:19:16 AM dobrageanina What's up with #THERABBIT in there 🤔 https://youtu.be/c2OTmfAvrFQ 

12/29/2019 7:23:27 AM audreyatucker1 They already are trying on Meet the Press this morning! Crazy and stupid Chuck Todd!

12/29/2019 7:26:16 AM audreyatucker1 That thought went thru my mind the first time I seen that video as well.... she should be careful and get her conceal and carry...

12/29/2019 7:29:00 AM unitedredwhite1 "What else are they spiking?"

12/29/2019 7:36:55 AM notarus28512480 Omg!!!

12/29/2019 7:38:07 AM realmviolet These are not men, and many of them are no longer really human. The stuff that makes us human, these human vessels no longer have. The gave it all 

up for a piece of paper and power that is not real. Do not get lost in the horror it can consume you.

12/29/2019 7:39:07 AM micro_writ_anon Whoa!

12/29/2019 7:40:02 AM rsm28675996 think about all the boys that you never hear about. they are offered up in ritual abuse and murder and as sacrifices in war

12/29/2019 7:43:11 AM 1vargascookie11 We are Majestic 12.

Majestic is reality using occult magic.

M.A.J.I.C EYES ONLY

Question.

How would you define:

 Majestic 

M.a.g.i.c.k.? = Exoconsciousness Reality. M.a.g.i.c.? = Alternate Realities. M.A.J.I.C.? = Astral

12/29/2019 7:50:35 AM turboxyde The only weapon left is force/AI.

The back channel #QAnon has provided has read on enough anons to break the effectiveness of the media's narrative/entrainment.

The back channel #MJ12 has provided equips anons with the tools of consciousness to interact reality.

#WWG1WGA

12/29/2019 7:53:03 AM smith_jere Can they still crash planes? Did they crash the plane in Layfayette, La.?

12/29/2019 7:55:01 AM turboxyde When anons start combining these back channel drops with routine meditation & spiritual discipline...

Nothing will be able to stop us from manifesting the reality (Heaven on Earth for ALL) we desire to experience. 

This IS-BE will never stop, awake, asleep, "alive" or "dead."

12/29/2019 7:55:46 AM outerspaaaace So you're saying we could have pokemon?

12/29/2019 7:57:31 AM watchinyou5 Very good advice. Don't let emotions consume you.

12/29/2019 7:58:21 AM outerspaaaace Omg I've always done things in sets of 3 since I can remember! I thought it was just a strange quirk

12/29/2019 7:58:23 AM dbernal38 I began a dive into 3,6,9. Now seeing those numbers everywhere. I didn't realize it but I've been playing Tibetan singing bowls for my autistic kiddo at 

school in increments of 3,6,9. I've seen 6's leading up to this dive. What about autistic kids how will they play a role ahead?

12/29/2019 7:59:57 AM dbernal38 I am the 18th

12/29/2019 8:00:33 AM trumpcanuck #MSM are all #MKUltra mind control victims. Same thing with the disproportionate ratio of LGBTQP people in the Music & Film industry. Its all part of 

the #DEEPSTATE hidden agenda to promote their #Pedovore agenda. Truly #ThesePeopleAreSick @POTUS

 https://youtu.be/tknIQUZVoT0  #QAnon

12/29/2019 8:04:01 AM my2sonznme Bill Mitchell? He ruins the credibility of this video. He is a traitor and a fraud, right up there with Alex Jones. Too bad they put him on this panel.

12/29/2019 8:05:14 AM watchinyou5 Many of these people are told who to marry.

12/29/2019 8:20:54 AM vieiraranch Message over messenger...even the creepy Main Stream Media eventually gets some things right....



12/29/2019 8:27:49 AM johnnymerckx Do you mean you are in hot pursuit of Mossad Terrorist organization?  https://wotansvolk.com/2019/10/20/the-mossad-links-to-christchurch-and-its-

role-in-international-terrorism/ …   Those figure 8 snakes again.

‘If Germany and Japan had lost the war,

the Jews would be running the world today. 

Through Moscow and Wall Street.’

Wait! @SecPompeo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12
12/29/2019 8:28:55 AM robertrkimball 12/30/2019 = 3 3 3 😀

12/29/2019 8:30:17 AM michaelbalcom1 Easy ~ Trump was an Epstein Brother also

12/29/2019 8:31:38 AM anonmom14 Wow!  I don’t know if I’ve ever seen so much white on the Schuman 😲

12/29/2019 8:32:46 AM michaelbalcom1 It’s all smoke and mirrors ~ Distraction Distortion and Pure Chaos In attempt to deceive the sheeple....the Republicans Democrats Hollywood 

Professional Athletes Judges Lawyers Physicians the Music Industry.....The Cesspool

12/29/2019 8:34:44 AM kphoto2020  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1211300963228749831?s=21 …

12/29/2019 8:36:24 AM sterkinglights1 I wouldn't count on that. Logically we are fighting currupt humans who have gamed the system. Via the help of real 👽 going back to ancient Babylon. 

Sg1 Season 3 episode 6. How does one merge without Entropic Cascade failure. -Ours is the only reality of consequence.

12/29/2019 8:40:12 AM mistierain Oh goodness I have too. Whether it's how many viewed a video on YT or others counts. So weird.

12/29/2019 8:40:26 AM kphoto2020 Just looking at the past 24 hours, from minimal activity (dark patch) to suddenly overwhelming white... has the Great Awakening officially begun? 🧐

12/29/2019 8:40:43 AM mossomo We know the existence of black budget programs but haven't audited all the ways in which they are funded.

12/29/2019 8:40:56 AM mistierain I am a born again Christian and we are so close to His coming.

12/29/2019 8:43:40 AM 67whb Indeed.

The q information over the past 2 years has really filled in a lot of blanks for me. Having had a front row seat to several large conspiracies against the 

citizens of the US since the late 80s, it is refreshing to see all of it finally surface.

12/29/2019 8:46:50 AM krissieowens We are nearing the end of a decade, begining 2020 with 20/20 vision, so I believe you are correct. 

From what I’ve learned of the Looking Glass, the timeline can’t be altered, no matter what. 

All events converge on the #GreatAwakening 

Maybe because it’s divine in nature🙏🏼✝️

12/29/2019 8:47:08 AM weediblue I see it constantly, also 777?

12/29/2019 8:48:22 AM anonmom14 Let’s hope so 🤞🏻

12/29/2019 8:50:17 AM kphoto2020  https://drjoedispenza.net/blog/consciousness/what-does-the-spike-in-the-schumann-resonance-mean/ …

12/29/2019 8:56:59 AM boogeymanhunter 🕔🕔

12/29/2019 8:57:08 AM laurabusse 👍👍👍

12/29/2019 8:57:10 AM stidley9 RBG and President Carter will be announced as DEAD.

12/29/2019 8:59:02 AM winklerburke Release the hell-hath-no-fury-like the indictment Kraken.

12/29/2019 9:01:24 AM ironsharpensir4 I follow back thanks Brian, I am sorry I dropped off the face of the earth 🌍 bro, lord Bless you brother pic.twitter.com/vvRxXo4hCW

12/29/2019 9:03:29 AM redpilledtee Whoever the third guy up there is he don’t want no parts of this convo look at his face the whole time

12/29/2019 9:08:13 AM news_just_in__ At least seventeen times...

12/29/2019 9:10:30 AM cogbill_alan Inner knowing. Seriously. What else have we got :/ ?

12/29/2019 9:22:21 AM 67whb Indeed.

12/29/2019 9:25:15 AM 369_is Hi Steve. I found the Majestic 600 pg doc in my FB feed. After reading it all, I felt drawn here. I made this handle to interact w/MJ. Have u found any 

others u feel the same thing about me with? Anything interesting? XOXOXO

12/29/2019 9:34:27 AM swagsjeffrey I begining to think about this more and more .. A lot of elites drinking #adrenocome.   They cant be drinking all this stuff .  Where is the rest going ?  I 

have a guess 👽👽👽.   #unsealepstein #spaceforce #Therealstory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1211164412125630464 …

12/29/2019 9:35:33 AM whatsmypw I'm thinking we don't even need 3, 6 or 9...we only need belief in, trust and love for Jesus Christ. It's amazing how simple it is.

12/29/2019 9:44:20 AM turboxyde ...any test of the kingdom with no pain.

The secret is simple when the mind is set free; the spirit is infinite & the body matters not to thee!

Rejoice & remember there's much work to do; so signup within & broadcast the new!

#ProjectDreamWeaver

#WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PGNN7QCHTF
12/29/2019 10:03:19 AM 369_is Covertress do u ever add up the #'s on a plate of the car ahead at a red light & they add up/reduce to 3,6 or 9? All the time for me. XOXOXO

12/29/2019 10:06:47 AM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Thank you! They’re busy telling us about the 17yr old girls (so it doesn’t look “so bad”) but some people know how Crowley did his majick

12/29/2019 10:12:54 AM laurabusse Must be a relief...

12/29/2019 10:34:43 AM kindeandtrue (And yet nothing ever happens.)

12/29/2019 10:42:37 AM beaux4christ You might want to relook at that statement. It isn't true Trump is the reason Epstien and his codefendants is going down

12/29/2019 10:45:22 AM 67whb Indeed.

Being labeled a conspiracy theorist was lonely a decade ago. All of the company is very welcomed.

12/29/2019 10:51:28 AM aleks8837 Very little. Actually just tactics left really. A losers tactics...

12/29/2019 10:58:37 AM laurabusse I can imagine!!!

Your perseverance has finally paid off ☺️

12/29/2019 11:00:10 AM mongrelglory Project Bluebeam? 🤔

Hopefully no more weather manipulation, DEW created forest fires, nuclear missiles, terrorist attacks, biological weapons, nuclear plant or energy grid 

attacks, financial market collapses etc... I believe the white-hats have neutralized all of these...

12/29/2019 11:00:44 AM 67whb Honestly, I never imagined much of this would be public knowledge in my lifetime.

12/29/2019 11:02:29 AM mongrelglory Awe, Morning Minion...don't get discouraged!  Here, this is for you! https://youtu.be/Buq40brGDTY 

12/29/2019 11:03:49 AM kindeandtrue Very sweet! Thanks.😍

12/29/2019 11:05:43 AM karmarecycled81 ...absolute beauty. Thank you💞 pic.twitter.com/WuuB9xmK1j



12/29/2019 11:08:24 AM laurabusse When I stumbled upon David Wilcock almost a decade ago

And got into all this stuff

I thought the same thing

It'll never happen

When I found out Trump

KNEW

I was overjoyed...

Gave me such hope!!!
12/29/2019 11:19:37 AM ossrobertsteele Robert Steele: Russia Deepens Support of Iran on Financial Matters, Iranian Parliament Passes Four Bills -- and My Analysis  

https://phibetaiota.net/2019/12/robert-steele-russia-deepens-support-of-iran-on-financial-matters-iranian-parliament-passes-four-bills-and-my-

analysis/ … via @phibiblog #UNRIG #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/29/2019 11:20:50 AM pgrayso I am looking forward to learning more about it and seeing what pictures are released.

12/29/2019 11:28:00 AM jeebaleebs More articles of impeachment to keep the Senate bogged down. pic.twitter.com/KcDCm9X4jK

12/29/2019 11:28:02 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/vDAMeRM0x9

12/29/2019 11:29:09 AM lmjonzey It's been time to go... u have 80% aware. And u have said some won't stop and some remain classified. We are beyond the ET thing.

What else you got?

12/29/2019 11:37:16 AM dianesaumure I always wonder why the wives of these pedos never react

12/29/2019 11:39:19 AM margaret_64_ Like I say, KeepCalmTrumpOn & pray, pray, pray! 🙏🇺🇸🙏

12/29/2019 11:44:48 AM toffer_anon_369 Like THIS? pic.twitter.com/xDzrbvTir9

12/29/2019 11:52:51 AM trollingmockin1 Two things. While what you say has crossed my mind, I’m convinced the Q fight is a good/evil fight not R\D.  Q has made me an Independent.  Second 

I’ve chosen to trust Q. War is the last option and really is the only other option after what we’ve learned.

12/29/2019 11:59:03 AM blsdbe My thoughts EXACTLY!!!

12/29/2019 12:00:12 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/OljiU1VWr2

12/29/2019 12:00:52 PM threadreaderapp Hola, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: They're spiking stories about sex trafficking and pedophilia; what else are they spiking? 

A…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1211164412125630464.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/29/2019 12:09:57 PM 67whb I don't know much about Wilcock or his subject matter. There is another related individual, Corey Goode I believe, who talks about alien contact. I 

don't know what to believe in that arena, although I have no doubt there are forms of life we are not privy to.

12/29/2019 12:17:38 PM wakeywakey2q2q Tom Hanks.... First arrest...  

BIG

12/29/2019 12:18:15 PM wakeywakey2q2q Nice...  333 is an important one for me...

12/29/2019 12:18:53 PM laurabusse Ha Corey and David are buddies

Wilcock had a show on Gaia TV

He brought in Corey as a guest

Then they pretty much did a show together ☺️

12/29/2019 12:19:44 PM davidaustin105 17🇬🇧🧐🏁

12/29/2019 12:20:50 PM laurabusse As far as your beliefs go

You are where you are

Whatever questions you have will eventually be answered...

Ppl go at their own pace questioning all this stuff and learning about it

Best to you ☺️

12/29/2019 12:22:18 PM davidaustin105 18><=9😃

12/29/2019 12:24:05 PM djlok After this first term, I think ALL of his supporters would be in favor of that. Think of all that could be done if they hadn’t been so focused on impeaching 

45 before he was even elected!!!  It’s embarrassing that an American President has had to endure this.

12/29/2019 12:25:00 PM williamnfpt Let's see my my Patriot brothers and sisters can get me to 1k today.

@3Days3Nights

@kelleyjsparks

@megdogwuff

@stirednotshakn

@CindyKendrick11

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/AnUeHCbHoB

12/29/2019 12:29:59 PM marienelson208 Error there. Trump was with Epstein once & never again because he found out what evil Epstein was.

12/29/2019 12:30:29 PM rfiercehart 9/11 is Yeshuas birthday

12/29/2019 12:30:52 PM bbcforsnowwhite Alex Jones may or may not be a fraud. But if it wasnt for them many people would still be asleep. They contributed...

12/29/2019 12:31:11 PM rfiercehart Yes!!! This!

12/29/2019 12:32:37 PM 67whb Indeed.

Same to you. pic.twitter.com/gfFT45Sd8E

12/29/2019 12:32:43 PM rfiercehart  pic.twitter.com/Wfq75QkxnM

12/29/2019 12:42:49 PM bruno062418 #blocked

12/29/2019 12:43:34 PM jakeglassmaker Why is the symbol in your pic upside down? Why 13 stars?

12/29/2019 12:43:49 PM sweeeetpeach The guy in the yellow tie looks scared

12/29/2019 12:52:43 PM justifi78326842 I imagine they have participated in behaviors like this especially those that hide to conceal. MSM if not all are C*A gents working on project 

mockingbird, indoctrination programs. “ you can’t say it just once you gotta day all the time and eventually the public will believe it”.

12/29/2019 12:53:39 PM justifi78326842 Project mockingbird 🤨 pic.twitter.com/KlOpTxGSlZ

12/29/2019 1:02:58 PM kidge6 ‘There was one source that was wrong about [nearly] everything. We called him the contrarian indicator.’  This is the main stream media.  A very 

reliable way to determine what is incorrect about a political topic is to see what the media says. They’ll be closely aligned together.

12/29/2019 1:04:04 PM kidge6 That looks pretty calm, right?

12/29/2019 1:06:42 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... You Guys are on the hook for Non-Disclosure and Scientistic dysinfo:  concealing of intra-galactic slavery, human trafficking & gun-

running.  pic.twitter.com/Gt1Dhj9HKI

12/29/2019 1:06:55 PM rosscarwalker Brian how did you learn about the 5 star seeds races of David / Jesus?

12/29/2019 1:07:47 PM kidge6 Both. Hype it for days while your enemy expends the last of its ammo (distractions, shootings, new evidence against trump) then bring it out safely 

whereby it can’t be ignored or covered up. Plus, make it so big, no one can miss it (911).

12/29/2019 1:10:27 PM mongrelglory So true Keith!

12/29/2019 1:22:12 PM sandrawinfrey91 Oh! how i wish!

12/29/2019 1:30:24 PM justhashtagnews Lol, in the end it's very active and white

12/29/2019 1:30:29 PM ynad18624302 Thought exactly the same....

12/29/2019 1:39:05 PM gi6stars RBG

12/29/2019 1:44:50 PM acheteee That might tie into his recently being granted Greek citizenship

12/29/2019 1:49:47 PM dangene2 That's a Don Henley song.



12/29/2019 1:52:44 PM wearing_fedora Whether they do or not, their ammo has seemed to have lost its punch.

The "mass shooting" response lately is pretty damn "meh".

The awake know better and the sleepers are overloaded.

12/29/2019 1:58:52 PM missachar1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 saw this in a antique shop, hand made. Symbolic time is up? Someone had a sick sense of humor making these. Look like cigar 

boxes.  pic.twitter.com/VQxH67eXav

12/29/2019 1:59:53 PM rooselectum Maybe someday we'll get the answers

12/29/2019 2:04:16 PM laurabusse Thanks ☺️

12/29/2019 2:05:15 PM buckn1_sue Please do that!

12/29/2019 2:15:27 PM zeepee63 Maybe it is that the seismic activities are shaking loose some of those 'planned' events??? https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/23217/there-

appears-to-be-a-naval-mine-floating-in-the-waters-near-kitsap-naval-base-in-washington …

12/29/2019 2:16:20 PM bobroon12515016 #ThePlanToSaveTheWorld

#TheMediaLiesObamaSpys

#QArmyJapanFlynn #QNN

We Are The News Now! -Q

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide  http://Qmap.pub  -Q🗝️🐇🇺🇸

Knock_Knock.....

Wake_Up Neo.......

Run! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@kimjun

@BobRoon12515016 #Kag https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1163368851003674625 …
12/29/2019 2:30:21 PM brentw1nn  pic.twitter.com/Fdqu3yQm1I

12/29/2019 2:34:34 PM monicajosworld  pic.twitter.com/QCSB5JThWM

12/29/2019 2:36:26 PM mongrelglory I guess voter ballot fraud was one of the things in their arsenal in California...

12/29/2019 3:48:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 1) Higher prices for products made in China.

2) Fewer manufacturing jobs in China.

Can the Federal Reserve board members be charged with Treason? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1211372564439715840 …

12/29/2019 3:49:52 PM aprilbrown99 Oh Yeah!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/AozDPpUVe7

12/29/2019 3:50:03 PM linnyt7 They need to be.

12/29/2019 3:51:14 PM fightforamerica Now we're talking!

12/29/2019 3:52:29 PM hoffman11my Good question, as the Federal Reserve is based in Switzerland. It is not a US institution or part of the govt. It has always worked against us interest that 

makes it sn Enemy of the State. 

Are board members US citizens? Are they FARA registered?

12/29/2019 3:52:40 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Trade treaties with ETs allow human trafficking, slaving, culling undesirables & dissidents and drug-trafficking.  GHWBush instituted 

all this in 1954 in the Greada Treaty.  Now YOU GUYS clean up THIS MESS.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1211433910804066305 … 

pic.twitter.com/ln2Ksg2cPi

12/29/2019 3:53:28 PM bluntanddirect All the more reason to cut rates

12/29/2019 3:53:46 PM freestateojones I like where your head is at.

12/29/2019 3:54:32 PM dironablu2u F products made in China.

12/29/2019 3:54:35 PM megatronmighty Interesting thought.

I'm thinking no.

If they are in D.C. they are in a different country technically.

So they must be destroyed

12/29/2019 3:56:03 PM pixiesdorule Enemies of State.

12/29/2019 3:56:06 PM linnyt7 And now Lewis with prostratecancer

12/29/2019 3:56:19 PM sterkinglights1 Define enemy combatant

12/29/2019 3:57:49 PM mike86961326 The fed is not FEDERAL nor a RESERVE. They are a sole entity. Like Apple or Alphabet. They are not libel to most of our laws. HOWEVER the President 

can pick the representative. ALTHOUGH they dont work for America.

12/29/2019 3:59:27 PM magnolia678 It sure is the Barr Inspector General of USAID.  Should be interesting Barr #2.

12/29/2019 3:59:45 PM redpillbaba @elonmusk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GeneralBakshi @vivekagnihotri @RajivMessage

12/29/2019 4:00:06 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/sJnCX7hzVS

12/29/2019 4:01:09 PM linnyt7 They are trying, but nothing is really sticking. 

The attacks on the Jews, if it is an attempt, will backfire on them because of comments from Taliban & Omar and Pelosi’s refusal to reprimand them. I 

saw Swalwell trying to lay it on Trump. He doesn’t have much credibility left.

12/29/2019 4:01:11 PM carolinabeth1 I agree, most products from China are cheaply made, break easily, and have too many unhealthy chemicals involved.

12/29/2019 4:02:21 PM magnolia678 Who knows probably they are sick!

12/29/2019 4:02:51 PM michaeltjander1 Despite that they are to hold on to their flawed system of Babylon

12/29/2019 4:03:38 PM magnolia678 Agree

12/29/2019 4:06:47 PM mikehillis_mike Sad , this is a thing that we must all act to stop in America , Child / Human trafficking, pedophilia , Sex trafficking. I donate to those who capture these 

kind, I have the training to help, but it’s better that I don’t because they would never see a cell!

12/29/2019 4:06:48 PM cindycopacetic Why not? 😁

12/29/2019 4:07:15 PM knightofmaltaus Axios article missing elements: # of US/Foreign Cos who left China for favorable Countries/deals, China added precious liquidity propping up 💹, HK 

Civil Uprising. No article misses points..assumes. Fed cannot drop rate further. All about #optics, #perceptions for 2020 elections.

12/29/2019 4:07:26 PM dushocki NOW you're talking!

12/29/2019 4:10:23 PM greeneyesanon Can the Federal Reserve board members be charged with Treason? Can they?  I’d like to know that answer. They seem to be above the law.

12/29/2019 4:11:01 PM nicpace2 Is it not the point of tariffs to reduce demand by increasing price? Can a country survive if it does not produce anything of value and at the same time 

continuing to consume the manufactured products of other countries? Although unpopular the tariffs have been very effective.

12/29/2019 4:11:57 PM kitnertodd What do we know about what's underground( D.U.M.B.'S)

& the God frequency?

Looking glass?

Yellow book?

12/29/2019 4:12:51 PM holotechrd MY ABILITIES ARE REAL AND THEY KNOW IT I WOULD BE TERRIFIED TO IF I WAS THEM⚡💥🌎🌌🛸👑👈

@John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic pic.twitter.com/rlEgD3s5bB

12/29/2019 4:13:23 PM youstinksoap No one is above the law.

12/29/2019 4:17:10 PM bryceja68689884 Yes. Except for Chinese food. Fuck all the other crap.

12/29/2019 4:22:18 PM atmdrvr1 Typical behaviour from desperate LEFT Wingnut conspirators. MSM dept head was caught on tape declaring War against Our POTUS. Malice with 

forethought to unseat with extreme prejudice a Duly Elected President is IMO grounds for charges of incite to Revolution his captive audience.

12/29/2019 4:22:44 PM daganon68 Does that mean the dollar store will become the 2 dollar store?

12/29/2019 4:23:10 PM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/Z41TJH1rKm

12/29/2019 4:24:04 PM pattonspotting 17.7k Tweets. Kekety Kek. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 manifesting majestic numerology?  pic.twitter.com/S8JnFKuIFP



12/29/2019 4:28:26 PM lisajager8 China is asshole

12/29/2019 4:31:16 PM oldcraig Controlled opposition works both ways.

>install patriots at Fed.

>have them mimic bad actors, but not crash the economy.

>Economy booms, stocks up, Fed still looks bad.

People demand new Structure?
12/29/2019 4:37:10 PM happygoddess Axios is left leaning news.... take any little thing and blow it up against POTUS....

12/29/2019 4:39:28 PM burgersandra A long time ago: https://www.peakprosperity.com/forum-topic/congressman-issues-formal-charges-against-federal-reserve-secy-of-treasury-

conspiracy-fraud-and-treason/ …

12/29/2019 4:43:16 PM carolinabeth1 Lol, actually my dad lived in China (DuPont business) for 2 years.  Chinese food in America is completely different.  (Thankfully!) My mom made my dad 

brush his teeth before she would kiss him when he came home.  He told us of very weird things they ate there.

12/29/2019 4:44:20 PM decodematrix The impeachment scam is probably going to drag on for another 6 months.

12/29/2019 4:45:15 PM bryceja68689884 Fish heads with eyes. Bugs on a stick. Shrimp with legs. Bleck.

12/29/2019 4:46:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Longer Possibly though Time is an Illusion.

12/29/2019 4:48:54 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m ready to manifest that event out of here and get to #JusticeForSethRich or #ArrestBrennan.

12/29/2019 4:51:11 PM simplify77 Right the @federalreserve keeps oroving why they are obsolete.

12/29/2019 4:52:21 PM oaf_unbreakable Like.... Why?

"We have it all"  

People are getting restless as fuck, hungry for justice.

12/29/2019 4:54:10 PM 1_decided_voter Based on the shootings, stabbings, and plane crashes, it would appear they do...

12/29/2019 4:54:48 PM oaf_unbreakable Rope is reusable.  We have plenty. 

The question is do we who await have enough life span left to witness the slowly coming justice we crave.

12/29/2019 4:56:35 PM jvan125 Hardy har har. Virginia is about ready to start a civil war with the unconstitutional gun grab coming in a couple weeks so the temperature in this 

country is reaching dangerous levels...just my opinion. 🤷🏼♀️

12/29/2019 4:57:00 PM clifton15jon It will last longer yes, all the puzzle pieces are being placed for the final big picture. #WeHaveEverything

#LookingGlass #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/09Z34v7fJ3

12/29/2019 5:00:34 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/mMeCttBUYO

12/29/2019 5:01:35 PM nick_2c Lets get this swamp drained so the Boomers can relax in peace for a few good years

12/29/2019 5:02:50 PM funnifun When does it end? I’m frayed.

12/29/2019 5:09:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 ┏━━┓┏━━┓┏━━┓┏━━┓

┗━┓┃┃┏┓┃┗━┓┃┃┏┓┃

┏━┛┃┃┃┃┃┏━┛┃┃┃┃┃                                        

JUSTICE FOR ALL UNDER THE LAW

┃┏━┛┃┃┃┃┃┏━┛┃┃┃┃

┃┗━┓┃┗┛┃┃┗━┓┃┗┛┃

┗━━┛┗━━┛┗━━┛┗━━┛

12/29/2019 5:10:24 PM funnifun  pic.twitter.com/6eeMlLWPZK

12/29/2019 5:10:46 PM brd369 Traitors and Criminals have dictated history. A complete restructuring that renders their currency obsolete and legitimizes another form of currency 

would weaken their hold and create a vaccum that could easily be filled with the Blockchain systems.    #EndTheFed

12/29/2019 5:10:55 PM hawkgirlinmn YES please! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

12/29/2019 5:11:09 PM williebhere How about justice for all under the law 1776??

12/29/2019 5:11:28 PM shazbot17127277 #JusticeForAll

12/29/2019 5:11:39 PM richardhiatt16 Airborne! OH, Space Force 🤓❤️🇺🇸👽🛸

12/29/2019 5:11:45 PM cledrordfishing Let's hope so.

12/29/2019 5:12:02 PM twilly18 quick question

if Mrs. Clinton was elected in 2016 who would you expect to be in jail and who would be walking free?

would it be the people that are now in jail and those that are walking free?

who really won in 2016?

2+0+1+6 = 9
12/29/2019 5:12:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Huge triangular UFO captured on video gliding through sky above New York - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/huge-triangular-

ufo-captured-gliding-21179400 …

12/29/2019 5:12:26 PM horseofw The year of clearest vision....

12/29/2019 5:12:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter system 'outage' briefly blocked Trump whistleblower ... http://news.trust.org/item/20191229215046-jklx6 …

12/29/2019 5:12:35 PM qga_patriot45 20/20 vision

12/29/2019 5:12:57 PM williebhere TR3B??

12/29/2019 5:13:09 PM tom17anon  pic.twitter.com/WzOGpMs8XC

12/29/2019 5:13:35 PM blcksambo I don’t think I’ll be alive then, although time is an illusion.

12/29/2019 5:13:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blackwater founder Erik Prince held secret talks with top ... http://news.trust.org/item/20191213191513-biyza …

12/29/2019 5:13:59 PM juliebee369 How convenient. 🙄

12/29/2019 5:14:12 PM zaraawakened Put up or shut up

12/29/2019 5:14:20 PM twilly18 the aliens are reading this tweet and high 4ing each other

12/29/2019 5:14:28 PM the_fjalar SPACEFORCE!

Prove me wrong with Spaceforce!

12/29/2019 5:14:32 PM mountainminder Private Intel for Trump.

12/29/2019 5:15:11 PM rebornkingent Space force Ranger Battalion.

12/29/2019 5:15:16 PM bereantype one of ours?

12/29/2019 5:15:17 PM w0lf_war  pic.twitter.com/8BbOOYxv1J

12/29/2019 5:15:43 PM steveakridge We’ll believe it when we see it.

Soon = not yet!!!

What is 2020 if time is an illusion?

12/29/2019 5:15:44 PM bbobbio71 Stealth bomber?

Or TR-3B?



12/29/2019 5:15:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Transgender man gives birth to non-binary partner's baby with female sperm donor - Mirror Online https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-

news/transgender-man-gives-birth-non-21177808 …

12/29/2019 5:16:07 PM tiresias999 Laughable excuse.

Exposure of censorship system.

#ai

#wwg1wga

12/29/2019 5:16:15 PM guy_karen Weird

12/29/2019 5:16:34 PM tucson_ron Eventually the higher cost of products made in the USA will feel milder having been offset by higher wages and salaries for productive work. 

Manufacturing must be returned to the US. Break your addiction to cheap Chinese everything and start focusing on our future. Build it here!

12/29/2019 5:16:45 PM chapulincolored 🤔

12/29/2019 5:16:46 PM zanudn Complete with lights in compliance with international aviation laws. So helpful they are. Those pesky aliens.

12/29/2019 5:17:05 PM spaceco89187886 I'm not even sure what all this bs means.

12/29/2019 5:17:06 PM pollyfeather I’d say there are some confused people in this relationship.

12/29/2019 5:17:19 PM april1shark I am too tired tonight to sit and connect the dots to how that whole thing happened.

12/29/2019 5:17:35 PM schneppjennifer Was a huge peak. Great connection, and I love Joe Dispenza.

12/29/2019 5:17:39 PM wheezkeepee Most likely is a TR3B, but we have no idea what revision is.

12/29/2019 5:18:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Teenager allegedly kills pedophile priest who abused him by ramming crucifix down his throat https://nypost.com/2019/12/28/alleged-abuse-victim-

accused-of-killing-priest-by-ramming-crucifix-down-his-throat-report/ …

12/29/2019 5:19:04 PM wpbtonzlewis Just a pair of lesbians

12/29/2019 5:19:06 PM kay_spire Perfect !

12/29/2019 5:19:11 PM rosesrred0119 Majestic?

12/29/2019 5:19:18 PM highhopesusa EQUAL Justice Under the Law

12/29/2019 5:19:29 PM rob84525953 @paul_furber #BDAnon confirmation?

12/29/2019 5:20:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly Generally speaking, my dec0de of this is that the 'justice for all under the law' sentence is placed in the middle of the '2020' graphic, which would 

indicate mid-2020 as a critical time for this justice to take place. I've come to a similar conclusion about mid-2020 in my videos

12/29/2019 5:20:01 PM hawkgirlinmn I still don’t trust Prince.

12/29/2019 5:20:13 PM rustadamus Crucifixed

12/29/2019 5:20:20 PM freestateojones The article fails to mention the location of which upstate NY town the footage is from. 

Born and raised in CNY, there have been multiple sightings in the area for many years now, Griffiss not too far away.

12/29/2019 5:20:21 PM benandroeste Every day, multiple times🤯 #222 pic.twitter.com/x1RJxTTlgW

12/29/2019 5:20:24 PM majic_eyes_qnly Note that I don’t believe in predicting exact dates (search: ‘Chaos Theory’ in Majestic 12’s tweets), but I regard looking at more broad or general 

timeframes to be comparatively acceptable. Also, the years of POTUS start on January 20, not January 1. You can analyse both 'years'

12/29/2019 5:20:24 PM ta193919632009 Strong move.

12/29/2019 5:20:26 PM covertress SPACE FORCE!!!

12/29/2019 5:21:30 PM sterkinglights1 Good. Too bad they arrested him.

12/29/2019 5:21:51 PM kennedypattiso1 Where in Upstate New York ?

12/29/2019 5:22:04 PM courtneyspace17 Thats so metal pic.twitter.com/HR3laqF3o9

12/29/2019 5:22:09 PM cathybivens4 So a woman-wannabe-man and a man that doesn’t know what the hell he is had a baby.  Who is doomed here?  We all are if changes don’t happen 

soon.

12/29/2019 5:22:16 PM rachaelangelm I’m not even upset but I’m sure the law is

12/29/2019 5:22:30 PM realsirignano I pray my family needs it more than ever with this corrupt state of New Jersey!

12/29/2019 5:22:52 PM profanedeplora1 Good!

12/29/2019 5:22:56 PM sexfoodrehab That’s unfortunate to have gone through but maybe a much healthier dilemma for all involved now .

Good for you for loving yourself and choosing your alignment above all else

12/29/2019 5:23:03 PM cledrordfishing This is the dumbest shit.

12/29/2019 5:23:05 PM chapulincolored 👀

Well that is one way to stop pedophilia.

12/29/2019 5:23:17 PM barons44_mat That’s karma...

12/29/2019 5:23:24 PM jimguzofski Yup, that child has a change of living a "normal" life ... Lord have mercy on that innocent baby

12/29/2019 5:23:51 PM sahd1rex What makes you think this?

12/29/2019 5:23:53 PM noplacelikeomx3 And this time... I TRULY HOPE YOU UNDERSTAND FREE WILL. 

Say No to the GREATA TREATY and hello to peace ✌️ loving cousins from the cosmos who have been waiting for us to awaken to our power our WILL 

I choose love ALWAYS X pic.twitter.com/P0II8q7MYq

12/29/2019 5:24:16 PM hawkgirlinmn This is definitely news that’s not hard to swallow. Too soon?

12/29/2019 5:24:27 PM roywats67797667 How did it go past the cross part?

12/29/2019 5:24:27 PM cathybivens4 Reread article.  Two lesbians.

12/29/2019 5:24:38 PM freestateojones Allegedly filmed over Illion, NY. 

I heard that place is gorgeous. https://youtu.be/e8WUtu1yPAM 

12/29/2019 5:24:46 PM m1st3r_luna Based?

12/29/2019 5:24:48 PM sexfoodrehab This mans pretty helpful & mastered a lot of relationship dynamics ...

. It was very unhealthy for me and each of my parents to not have divorced at 12/13 years old for me .

I have faith it will improve , all involved

12/29/2019 5:24:53 PM do_or_do_notty #SpaceForce pic.twitter.com/Y4eY7SQkUY

12/29/2019 5:25:00 PM sexfoodrehab  https://youtu.be/JFCJMhYaydY 

12/29/2019 5:25:31 PM donavon_ryan Lmao love this and yes 🤘

12/29/2019 5:25:32 PM lightson45 Like a Boss....

12/29/2019 5:26:03 PM south_paws_us Imagine the pain he has carried all these years. No sympathy for the priest .... prayers for healing for the young man.

12/29/2019 5:26:10 PM the_fjalar We really are “watching a movie.”

😬

12/29/2019 5:26:16 PM lb8825 Instant Justice?

12/29/2019 5:26:32 PM dianne1h Amen.  Start Jan 1 2020.

12/29/2019 5:26:34 PM like_neo That’s rich. Oh, gotta be a man, gotta be a man....Uh, now want a baby.....gotta be a woman, gotta be woman. Are we going to a society where you can 

choose to be a different sex each year?

12/29/2019 5:27:05 PM notyourfuckinr1 Set him free



12/29/2019 5:27:12 PM beingoflight11 It's horribly sad that the abusers go free and abused go unhelped, "Grandfather, 53, who died while dangling upside down from top of 270ft chimney 

for 15 hours was victim of child abuse and police should have done more to catch his attacker family say" https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

7631475/First-picture-man-died-dangling-270ft-chimney-15-hours-Carlisle.html …

12/29/2019 5:27:37 PM barozzirochelle Oy, I have a headache after reading that. Sigh..

12/29/2019 5:27:50 PM deitriechk  pic.twitter.com/P4uXJ0XBpd

12/29/2019 5:27:54 PM tucson_ron Poetic bloody justice when no one else would stand up. I hope the evil satanic pedophiles take note as they try to further obstruct justice. Sometimes 

justice takes a different form and route in the form of bitter vengeance. I don’t condone it, but there it is for all to see.

12/29/2019 5:27:58 PM majic_eyes_qnly Esoteric explanation: the numerology of 2020 is a 4-power year, 2021 being a 5-power year. The precise mid-way point between those two is ‘4.5’ 

('nadir') which is the polar opposite of '9' ('apex') in numerology.  There is an INVISIBLE BUT DIRECT CONNECTION point between the two.

12/29/2019 5:28:24 PM benmarshall1991 Never trust a mercenary lol

12/29/2019 5:28:28 PM fififnawfnaw They should’ve just gotten a Cha-cha-chia pet!!

12/29/2019 5:28:43 PM larryneelis Imagine our shock

12/29/2019 5:28:49 PM noplacelikeomx3  pic.twitter.com/BJ6y1Jz1ae

12/29/2019 5:28:57 PM crisco2377 NO Disrespect was intended for you guys and gals who know whats going on,  I sincerely mean that and apologize profusely if it was taken that 

way..my comment was meant for all of the "cynics" who just love to bash but do absolutely nothing on their own!!

12/29/2019 5:29:22 PM qsays_nodeals If I were the judge... "case dismissed!"

12/29/2019 5:29:53 PM fififnawfnaw Moment by moment. That is what they mean by “gender fluid.” Changes as they see fit.

12/29/2019 5:30:41 PM jeffzerner Better a man have a milestone tied around his neck and thrown into the ocean than to harm one of my little one's

12/29/2019 5:30:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly 4.5 = mid 2020 in numerology

45 = 45th President

Coincidence? No. There are no coincidences in the universe because the universe was created through an act of supreme Will.

Also, it should be noted that when justice takes place it will be spread out over time; weeks and months.

12/29/2019 5:30:59 PM tucson_ron Yeahhh, no.

Ain’t the way it works in nature. They’re just screwing around with made-up definitions and pretending it’s reality. 

The only ones who are fooled are the ones who want to be fooled.

12/29/2019 5:31:32 PM mpmomok He’s a hero. Method not so great.  But that’s what the pedos deserve

12/29/2019 5:31:40 PM noplacelikeomx3  https://youtu.be/6PafHJZ2Itk  I voted yes years ago.

12/29/2019 5:31:51 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/UB9vMACW5u

12/29/2019 5:32:38 PM tarynupmatrix Three 17’s in one screenshot. pic.twitter.com/N8goBzvFEp

12/29/2019 5:32:43 PM thewhogg What’s the Christian equivalent of karma?

12/29/2019 5:33:22 PM nursewounds I don't blame him. I would have the same reaction if anybody touched my sons. Promise.

12/29/2019 5:33:41 PM jm777wwg1wga What are you talking about?! That’s not part of the script!!! God please guard minds and hearts lord, these days are hard and becoming unbearable.

12/29/2019 5:34:01 PM ultramagan0n Wow. 

Just...wow. 

#ItsGoingToBeBiblical

12/29/2019 5:34:51 PM daganon68 Lovin that teen!

12/29/2019 5:35:04 PM mongrelglory Treason towards all of humanity I would say...

12/29/2019 5:35:48 PM the_fjalar sarcasm yo.

😬👈and this face.

12/29/2019 5:35:54 PM carolinabeth1 Interesting...

12/29/2019 5:36:06 PM keith369me None taken...obviously frustration with others not getting it.  You can make anybody awaken...it’s on their own terms.

12/29/2019 5:36:10 PM rachaelangelm Here come the race that will be forever dependent on medical treatment

12/29/2019 5:36:48 PM jm777wwg1wga Some things can be jokes and or sarcasm some can’t. This would be a Can’t

12/29/2019 5:37:27 PM keith369me I can see clearly now 20/20, 5:5

12/29/2019 5:38:01 PM giediknight Welcome to Crazy Town...

12/29/2019 5:38:01 PM b1436_jj An eye for an eye a life for a stolen life.

12/29/2019 5:38:24 PM the_fjalar then BOOM

iz be  what it iz be.

12/29/2019 5:38:35 PM politicstracy All of sudden UFO sightings are becoming a regular thing in the media. 

It reminds me of what William Cooper said about [they] will use the existence of aliens to shock the world. Climate change is not working so next up is 

aliens aka demons.

12/29/2019 5:38:51 PM karrruss No more federal than Federal Express is.

12/29/2019 5:39:43 PM queenofspring Prayers for the Young Man ><>

12/29/2019 5:40:14 PM voiceofresonn Temporary insanity... Prayers forthe victim.

12/29/2019 5:40:16 PM giediknight I don’t think they can be charged with treason because the Fed isn’t a government agency?

12/29/2019 5:41:34 PM voiceofresonn Reminds me of the woman that cut off the penis of her rapist.

12/29/2019 5:42:11 PM metatoninaddict One minute, next minute......fuck it here's a baby

12/29/2019 5:42:15 PM patriotswanted Something I'm sure isn't revealed here. What if, during the act he was choking and felt he may die? Self defense perhaps?

12/29/2019 5:42:27 PM mongrelglory They should get one of these craft to drop the ball in Times Square for New Years Eve! 😃

12/29/2019 5:43:05 PM janemecom I remember seeing one in Southern California by El Toro Marine base in 1981. I was learning to fly single engines at SNA.  This craft zig zagged back and 

forth,  up and down and backwards. I had seen herriers and it wasn't one of those. Much faster. 3 lights.

12/29/2019 5:43:29 PM johnmic25959174 It's not my Environment though, i have a Feeling that in one of My past lives I was a Freemason, which would explain why I am so easily able to absorb 

and Understand all this Information. Because I did change my Environment and I still see 911 but I see A lot of other things too.

12/29/2019 5:43:36 PM bbobbio71 Amen sista!

12/29/2019 5:44:58 PM mongrelglory I don't think so 😏... https://www.zerohedge.com/political/twitter-scrubs-viral-trump-retweet-alleged-hoaxblowers-name-blames-glitch-banning-

user …

12/29/2019 5:45:25 PM lovethebeach999 amen

12/29/2019 5:46:03 PM lbf777 Pure rage. Nobody can stand pedophelia.

12/29/2019 5:46:24 PM zeropointenerg7  pic.twitter.com/c4Wkud3udM

12/29/2019 5:46:32 PM mongrelglory Well, he probably knows where all the bodies are buried... 😒

12/29/2019 5:46:42 PM linnyt7 Of course it did. I’m surprised they didn’t come out and say he caused it..but that would be a little too close to the truth, I suppose.

12/29/2019 5:47:25 PM momislazy11 Because he killed and buried them?

12/29/2019 5:47:57 PM linnyt7 Abomination.

12/29/2019 5:47:58 PM musolinosanford What? How? 🤦♀️

12/29/2019 5:48:02 PM _cattyq Some times you feel and know.

12/29/2019 5:48:18 PM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/jqlQTtZcWH

12/29/2019 5:48:33 PM worrieddad Thanks Erik!

12/29/2019 5:48:49 PM moemc8 Female sperm donor is the funniest of all.



12/29/2019 5:50:06 PM ruffusmd i hope it tasted good....God will get to give this pervert  dessert

12/29/2019 5:51:59 PM scooter765 at least taxpayers dont have to pay for his incarceration

12/29/2019 5:53:01 PM dark2light2019 Well done

12/29/2019 5:53:08 PM linnyt7 Something big?

12/29/2019 5:54:34 PM mongrelglory Um... I'm confused...  How do you get sperm from a "female donor"?  Transgendered female donor perhaps? 

In the words of Avril Lavigne: "Why'd you have to go and make things so complicated?" 🙄

12/29/2019 5:55:48 PM freestateojones Nighttime operation?

12/29/2019 5:58:07 PM djlok He's got RG looking into Ukraine and EP looking into Venezuela.  Big News is definitely coming.

12/29/2019 5:58:16 PM cindycopacetic I would do the same.

12/29/2019 5:59:03 PM holotechrd GOOD!!!

12/29/2019 5:59:12 PM qphillypatriot It's just a dude knocking up his girl!! He has a twig and 2 berries and she has ovaries🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/29/2019 5:59:30 PM qumanitarian Unlimited bullets, limited gun powder.

Each shot loses power, eventually they're shooting blanks.

12/29/2019 6:00:03 PM fansblowing3 The treasonous traitors pic.twitter.com/1XeUfE18S2

12/29/2019 6:02:40 PM mongrelglory Quite possibly...

12/29/2019 6:04:41 PM jake4191 I say we call it even!

12/29/2019 6:05:19 PM kathyg9729 Seems an appropriate response. I know forgiveness is the answer but I don’t know if I’d act any differently

12/29/2019 6:06:40 PM deanna_danforth Abolish the Fed it’s illegal. Why are we paying them to print money? Ran by Bankers. All a scam job! We all know it, just like the IRS is a scam. We need 

a flat tax on goods and services. Not on our Property or our wages.  Cut the middle man out

12/29/2019 6:07:39 PM gilmourisgod751 Soo so #Gross. What the HELL is wrong?! These people ARE #Sick.

12/29/2019 6:08:31 PM t_hayden07 How did he die tho? Just hanging upside down? Can that kill you???

12/29/2019 6:08:39 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/B9JVuZAT77

12/29/2019 6:08:47 PM djlok Very cool! pic.twitter.com/9KVfGzfou6

12/29/2019 6:08:54 PM eman1292  pic.twitter.com/UDXOVY7cNz

12/29/2019 6:09:34 PM sadams_88 Have RT, liked and followed WWG1WGA #MAGA #KAG

12/29/2019 6:09:44 PM bbobbio71 Epic!

12/29/2019 6:10:23 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/1ianJzAx58

12/29/2019 6:10:53 PM djlok She would have been too busy raping and pillaging our Nation to pursue or investigate any possible corruption.  Just a guess.

12/29/2019 6:11:17 PM a39630340 Commin in late, but this could be a front runner for best news of the year!

12/29/2019 6:12:04 PM deanna_danforth It’s Us

12/29/2019 6:12:33 PM jivaine_skywing One for the good guys.

12/29/2019 6:13:07 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/VIsK33bgaw

12/29/2019 6:14:58 PM fansblowing3 Outage 😂. Okay sure 👌

12/29/2019 6:16:34 PM t_hayden07 Amen! I'm so ready for perfect vision!!!

#2020

12/29/2019 6:18:10 PM matzke_melissa Super fun!

12/29/2019 6:18:31 PM bamatitan34 God have mercy on us....

12/29/2019 6:19:10 PM burgersandra Guess:

Lines=frame of rt & l sides of top #'s= 3333  vertical 

           "      "   "  "  "  " of bottom #'s= 3333 bottom  vertical  All segments = 11 12 11 12 top

11  12 11 12 bottom Total= 46 =DJT re-elected

Simple gematria "justice ..." = 282;  Q # 282 = 10 days of darkness

12/29/2019 6:19:22 PM laurabusse And there's a

17s

Top right...

12/29/2019 6:19:26 PM mustang_jenny They'll extradite him

12/29/2019 6:20:06 PM nursewounds A woman gave birth. Artificial insemination.

12/29/2019 6:20:23 PM rick_hernandez Thank you for screen grabbing it. I didn’t and then wished I would have done it

12/29/2019 6:20:56 PM godrus The #FakeNews Propagandists are the #Protectorate of #GlobalCabal and only air what they are directed to deliver via the #4amTalkingPoints.

They all speak the language of #MirrorWorld. 

Opposite World; meaning the exact opposite of whatever said.

12/29/2019 6:21:28 PM jkiddrock Military operation.  Trash.

12/29/2019 6:22:06 PM broward_bravado See.. this is what it has come too. These Priest are getting away w their crimes. Where's the justice for victims? Vigilante justice

12/29/2019 6:22:32 PM americanpetal lol I saw that too after I tweeted it out. 💫🕊🙏🇺🇸It’s the little things in life.😀 It makes me feel like I’m on the right path. 🇺🇸

12/29/2019 6:23:13 PM alwaysfinds Can we now translate "soon" to mean 2020?

12/29/2019 6:23:36 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/JRnCrnhKpx

12/29/2019 6:23:43 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/TBQwL5qRAk

12/29/2019 6:24:05 PM bigtex54 I dont remember where I read it but, what I remember is some spiritual beings may have come here to be part of the great Awakening and make the 

leap and/or help ushering the leap in.

12/29/2019 6:24:13 PM westmount_d7 They won’t be able to walk the streets soon. https://beta.ctvnews.ca/national/canada/2019/3/22/1_4347482.html …

12/29/2019 6:24:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1211470521025449984?s=20 …

12/29/2019 6:25:13 PM westmount_d7 😂 Not too soon

12/29/2019 6:27:40 PM aclacy8 They should be charged. Took over in the background without public permission to create money and power.

12/29/2019 6:28:13 PM freestateojones @Jordan_Sather_ you see this?

12/29/2019 6:28:23 PM laurabusse He played his part...

12/29/2019 6:29:19 PM girlawakeinca Working on it...from the ground up. CA voter's are being tricked with their electronic signature via DMV. We want & will fight for fair rights to vote for 

POTUS.

12/29/2019 6:30:45 PM kidge6 Perhaps not. Q suggested roughly 6 % won’t be able to handle it mentally.  Think @ it. Some people have an anxiety attack just to hear trumps voice or 

name.  How will they cope when they can’t deny he’s been the good guy all along. This is why ]we[ wait so long. Help them now.

12/29/2019 6:31:16 PM qpatriot17 I remember this but ---- 

the Q part made my brain explode

BOOM!!!!

12/29/2019 6:32:19 PM karma4event201 🤔 ❓ 1st sealed Indictment is unsealed, Obama is arrested 187 judges he appointed are / were removed and  187 new judges replace them.

12/29/2019 6:32:36 PM kidge6 You laugh, like I’m supposed to understand this graph. I’ve read the site several times. But do not understand, but, some, like you seem to understand 

it. Can you simplify it a bit  for me please?

12/29/2019 6:33:06 PM pro_aktv What’s happening?! 😳

12/29/2019 6:33:31 PM kevinmruel Hell yeah!!!



12/29/2019 6:33:35 PM keith369me A reasonable response would be to make sure this doesn’t happen again, essentially ending two lives (no chance for healing now)...time to remove all 

serial child sex abusers from society and stop protecting “organizations” that promote atrocities via their silence.

12/29/2019 6:34:36 PM keith369me The only thing I care about in this story is the welfare of the child.  Talk about challenges.

12/29/2019 6:36:07 PM buggeryblasted  pic.twitter.com/pa8QIrZU7r

12/29/2019 6:36:58 PM keith369me Hopefully it was the first step leading to a Trump Maduro meeting.  Venezuela needs help after cabal liberation.

12/29/2019 6:37:10 PM lilyorkieb Grew up right where this occured. Used to take rides in the gorge there and watch the skies all the time.

12/29/2019 6:37:37 PM finall00p I wouldn't judge em for it 🤷🏼♀️

12/29/2019 6:37:56 PM keith369me UFO disclosure of the day

12/29/2019 6:38:47 PM melanieanders7 Looks like the perfect product of Social norms flowing into society: Basphomet

12/29/2019 6:38:49 PM realgngrbrdgrl 😑

12/29/2019 6:39:36 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/29/2019 6:39:43 PM keith369me #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed 

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed 

#EndTheFed #EndTheFed in 20/20

12/29/2019 6:41:37 PM sandyfishgirl My💔 for that boy!

12/29/2019 6:42:54 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

12/29/2019 6:45:19 PM tangobravomike Yay!!!

12/29/2019 6:47:41 PM redpilledgal Justice is served. Need more of this for pedophiles.

12/29/2019 6:48:10 PM crisco2377 I know..sometimes they just get to me...and yesterday was that time..lol.  On a more positive note..Happy New Year!

12/29/2019 6:49:13 PM corstruction Now I'm just pissed!  This ridiculousness is so far out in the deep water that there's no return.  I don't want my children living with this stupid shit!  I've 

got 2 teenage boys that I have to deprogram every day after school.

12/29/2019 6:51:11 PM kevinmruel Assume the worse ,pray for the best.

12/29/2019 6:52:36 PM tangobravomike Can't wait for God to dismantle all the liberal weirdness.

12/29/2019 6:54:00 PM tylerwhannelsrq Put me on the jury because he is walking out of court with a check from the church and an apology.

12/29/2019 6:54:03 PM wonderswords RBG still on life support waiting in the wings

12/29/2019 6:54:14 PM aleks8837 No one caught this being a repost yet?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205940052464996353 …

Twitter manipulation still going strong.

12/29/2019 6:54:35 PM rcspicks Justice served.  Sorta poetic, and righteous.  Too bad the victim will probably be punished.

12/29/2019 6:57:36 PM corstruction The kid dotted his i's & crossed his t's.

12/29/2019 6:58:00 PM tonya__rose Whatsoever you show, you will also reap.

12/29/2019 7:01:59 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Priest...Rot Vile Beast!!!

12/29/2019 7:02:01 PM fansblowing3 This is disturbing pic.twitter.com/Nx78yt4Dgz

12/29/2019 7:02:52 PM tikka41 😬😬😬

12/29/2019 7:03:51 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/xEc5Otjohp

12/29/2019 7:04:36 PM aleks8837 But he is awesome 😉 pic.twitter.com/Lj1ctEt21X

12/29/2019 7:05:20 PM yellamoj Theres an exponent missing in this equation.

12/29/2019 7:05:40 PM fansblowing3 Good job 👍

12/29/2019 7:06:19 PM dm_bfr I dont even know how to respond to this

12/29/2019 7:06:37 PM unittzoo You’re not Trans if you keep your original sex organs. 

She a woman and has a uterus and boobs. The donor that still had his male organs is a man!!!

12/29/2019 7:07:24 PM aleks8837 ALICE doing the outage?

12/29/2019 7:07:38 PM unittzoo Sperm from a man that kept his organs although he thinks he’s Trans.

12/29/2019 7:08:08 PM fansblowing3 😢

12/29/2019 7:08:48 PM unittzoo The baby is doomed. She will nurse while looking up at a man.

12/29/2019 7:11:11 PM cosmic_engineer TRB3v?

12/29/2019 7:11:56 PM jennife53779251 Space force???

12/29/2019 7:12:27 PM stradivariusri1 What the hell does that even mean?

12/29/2019 7:13:01 PM drunkchefjeff @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is this anything noteworthy?  Classified?  https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1211482160202424321 …

12/29/2019 7:17:54 PM kphoto2020 Wow!  Another major spike today, this update was from 15 minutes ago. pic.twitter.com/3Bf81EJv0j

12/29/2019 7:18:40 PM imcevoy1 Guessing the lad will not be going to hell for this, who could blame him after all that physical and mental pain.

12/29/2019 7:19:00 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/6fdNTuPlKM

12/29/2019 7:19:04 PM imcevoy1 Sentence already served.

12/29/2019 7:20:07 PM cranial_ioerror He should have been waterboardedwith communion wine first.   Otherwise, it was a suitable end for a vicious predator.

12/29/2019 7:20:24 PM imcevoy1 Rammed down with rage I imagine.

12/29/2019 7:21:00 PM taf1969 2020 Vision incoming

12/29/2019 7:24:05 PM steveakridge 2:00 am tonaught - or not???

12/29/2019 7:25:14 PM jackdelirium Anti - Gravity Craft #SpaceForce #rePete #Draco

12/29/2019 7:26:33 PM aleks8837 Word "tweet" banned?

Words Trump+tweet banned from header?

12/29/2019 7:27:07 PM aleks8837 #MMT pic.twitter.com/unydpcFm57

12/29/2019 7:27:31 PM imcevoy1 None. Catholics are suppose to confess their since and get them forgiven - except we cannot do it again. Guessing forgiveness for this particular 

unforgivable sin was never asked for. By it's very nature the priest himself could not confess it.

12/29/2019 7:29:51 PM imcevoy1 Wonder if this will embolden more victims to act...

12/29/2019 7:31:51 PM wwg1wga93583681 that one child's act of bravery saved hundreds from agony, abuse, and torture.  hero pic.twitter.com/z55fSmO94y

12/29/2019 7:32:10 PM 11111christian Females can give birth with Male sperm, end of. Does not matter what you identify as.  Its BIOLOGY......

12/29/2019 7:34:01 PM charlesgdavis1 Allegedly?!?!😶 pic.twitter.com/Q2wgCoL1Fa

12/29/2019 7:34:03 PM tenn_rich Yes... all the way up to nukes. There is NO limit to what they’re willing to do to hold onto power...

12/29/2019 7:34:16 PM werascending Excellent Keith!

12/29/2019 7:34:38 PM talojoel 😂

12/29/2019 7:35:11 PM talojoel I'd be fine with the teen getting counseling and walking

12/29/2019 7:35:31 PM markgreeley6 Me right now lol. Butt & all thinking wtf

12/29/2019 7:36:35 PM werascending Is it man made? Most of the ones we see in the skies are man made. The ones we don’t see, the cloaked ones are the REAL UFOs.

12/29/2019 7:41:21 PM david00997884 Janurary looking good for this. Jan 12 would start decline

12/29/2019 7:41:28 PM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/ChapulinColoRed/status/1211492018880278529?s=20 …

12/29/2019 7:42:23 PM chapulincolored  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7834593/Google-whistleblowers-wife-29-killed-car-crash.html …

12/29/2019 7:43:07 PM dasha_dagmar China print how much money they like .. and everyone must accept it. Wonder why ? 🐑 🐑 🐑

12/29/2019 7:44:18 PM tyetyler1 promise?  lol

12/29/2019 7:48:37 PM shawnloftin1 I wish folks would read and learn who Ronald J Gould is. I think I have his name correct.

12/29/2019 7:48:49 PM splucas22 indictments in 2019?

12/29/2019 7:49:02 PM mamiemcclure17 Absolutely Beautiful. 🙏❤️🕊 pic.twitter.com/dwtN8rO8mV

12/29/2019 7:52:25 PM tigerbuggy He should be rewarded for removing this scum from society🤠👍



12/29/2019 7:58:34 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/mhsXfewFvm

12/29/2019 7:59:09 PM dwaynenewton10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was just wondering if u could release your messages of disclosure pdf doc in a kindle or e book form.  Right now I have the pdf 

dowloaded om my pc, but my kindle goes everywhere with me.  Tried the program to change from pdf to kindle but due to format it jumbled.

12/29/2019 8:01:23 PM giediknight Watching Ad Astra with Brad Pitt and it’s so lame. It’s like “how do we tell a story with technology the public believes we have vs. what we really have” 

which makes those of us who know a little more, just bored. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 let disclosure happen soon.

12/29/2019 8:04:24 PM cathydarlene1 TR3B.

12/29/2019 8:04:34 PM janemecom When we saw it my girlfriends and I were driving down Redhill Blvd. I told them it wasn't helicopters or small planes. I didnt think it was one craft at the 

time but the 3 lights moved the same directions.

12/29/2019 8:04:55 PM blsdbe So be it, so It IS!!!

12/29/2019 8:05:30 PM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/WiDduns9AU

12/29/2019 8:06:27 PM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/1pVHuR1rDa

12/29/2019 8:08:12 PM cathydarlene1 TR3B is old technology. They have been seen in the skies  for years. Time to release the existence of them.

12/29/2019 8:09:10 PM crowd1latino Look! @Cordicon @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @QTAnon1 @Qanon76 @elenochle @intheMatrixxx

12/29/2019 8:09:49 PM freestateojones 9 or so years ago I saw something pretty remarkable over the Madison/Bouckville area of CNY. 

They seemed far apart but my depth perception while looking at something odd in the night sky could've been way off.

3 lights that rotated in and then darted in unison. 

Real fast.

12/29/2019 8:12:49 PM dave_paragon2 Yes

12/29/2019 8:14:35 PM mamajgates Good. Good to hear.

12/29/2019 8:37:58 PM bbobbio71 Apparently they're still trying. 

It's sad.

12/29/2019 8:52:58 PM kamericaga1 Wow no chemtrails either

12/29/2019 8:53:50 PM kamericaga1 They have been working that alien propaganda since the 50s

12/29/2019 9:01:28 PM wendywl I find from day to day I'm spiralling up and down both of those. Its maddening. How do I escape it. It cant be as easy as changing thinking can it? Life is 

really hard right now. Thx for any advice.

12/29/2019 9:03:55 PM redpillbaba Try re downloading from here, the link will be active for 7 days ->  https://send.firefox.com/download/cc7db7052c889875/#pECqgXd0ZVerxQ-

AkmF7oA …

Majestic 12 450+ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnons #Q #WWG1WGA #majestic12 #MJ12

12/29/2019 9:04:04 PM zissa9 One Pedophile Priest finally brought to justice.

12/29/2019 9:04:08 PM wendywl Would you help me manifest change in my life?  The awakening combined with terrible economy in my state is a nightmare. Feeling so lost. Want to be 

hopeful again I just cant seem to bring positive changes. Test after test after test for me. Thx

12/29/2019 9:08:09 PM tinasha777 He shouldn't go to Prison!!!

12/29/2019 9:08:21 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://sunkissvillas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/SeaWorld-2018-Map.jpg …

12/29/2019 9:10:26 PM cathydarlene1 There are videos of them on youtube using "Hyperjump." 

Very interesting. 

I am very glad we have this kind of Spaceforce Vehicle. 

This is what Trump is talking about when he warns N.Korea that we have things,(firepower), they cannot imagine.

12/29/2019 9:16:23 PM chadmcgregory  pic.twitter.com/m275yVuah9

12/29/2019 9:24:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pete Buttigieg calls for decriminalization of all drugs | Disrn https://disrn.com/news/pete-buttigieg-calls-for-decriminalization-of-all-drugs …

12/29/2019 9:25:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sex robot giant hires Hollywood producers to work in Westworld-style AI factory - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/sex-robot-

giant-hires-hollywood-21174152 …

12/29/2019 9:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 ANALYSIS-Recession, robots and rockets: another roaring 20s ... http://news.trust.org/item/20191227093756-u0bly …

12/29/2019 9:26:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly In the Seaworld .jog there is both '69' (sexual position reference) as well as the girl-lover logo in the Pass Member Exclusive Lounge location. I'm 

guessing that some sexual abuse went on there.

12/29/2019 9:26:21 PM majic_eyes_qnly *.jpg sorry

12/29/2019 9:26:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 US promises action on any North Korea missile test | The Jerusalem post https://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/US-monitoring-North-Korea-closely-

finds-situation-concerning-612460 …

12/29/2019 9:27:22 PM johnnymerckx His father is a Marxist,and most likely Pete has been abused when young, similar to Obama.

Let's look for a stable person.

12/29/2019 9:28:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fake News

Follow The Money

Speaking For The Horse?

Anons know better. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1211518934530351104 …

12/29/2019 9:29:44 PM do_or_do_notty Most people aren’t ready for true freedom 

They still require protection from themselves and the comfort of a nanny state government.

12/29/2019 9:29:46 PM cheryls15973780 Someone tell this man that he is out of control

12/29/2019 9:29:51 PM bearwithme24 Mayor Pete needs to go home and make an omelette. He insults the last few Brain Cells I have left.

12/29/2019 9:30:16 PM robertmarksiko1 The first one decriminalized is preparation "H😂!"

12/29/2019 9:31:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, those locations are marked extraction points where surveillance equipment mysteriously malfunctions at convenient times. Connected to Epstein 

& Friends.

12/29/2019 9:31:37 PM qanongroup Stopped reading article at [Global Warning] need we say more

12/29/2019 9:32:12 PM peteyfoozer That is so twisted my eyes crossed and I got a kink in my neck trying to make sense out of it...

12/29/2019 9:32:23 PM handsomesean1 😂

12/29/2019 9:32:52 PM monkey_weather I cannot see his name without thinking "Buttplug". Why on Earth did he choose that unpronounceable and highly mockable name?

I forget what his real name is...

12/29/2019 9:33:01 PM handsomesean1 That is going to be one crazy tourist destination. 🤪

12/29/2019 9:33:27 PM sterkinglights1 This is a lame attempt. Why didn't he offer 1k month worth of free drugs and join teams with Andrew Wang.

12/29/2019 9:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see 666?

12/29/2019 9:35:41 PM nm_zsr They should take MOS over there and rub their nose in it like a dog.

12/29/2019 9:36:28 PM sterkinglights1 Stopped reading at helicopter crashes and money drops from sky.

12/29/2019 9:36:48 PM truthsayert He might as well yell out, stop paying attention people and become distracted again, or better yet just go back to sleep! pic.twitter.com/AlQOPLwUzB

12/29/2019 9:37:08 PM snotwistr  pic.twitter.com/tjhQHDctGK

12/29/2019 9:38:38 PM sterkinglights1 No

12/29/2019 9:38:48 PM truthsayert Population control...

12/29/2019 9:39:59 PM ajcole18 Stopped reading at Thompson Reuter’s Foundation News.

12/29/2019 9:40:40 PM sterkinglights1 I'm old enough to remember reading this a few minutes ago.

 https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1211489251965243392?s=19 …



12/29/2019 9:40:50 PM mrpawankmishra my Plan is unfolding thanks to all those souls who, 

in whatever way they can.

i love my god.

god is nature. 🙏🙏🙏

12/29/2019 9:41:20 PM ajcole18 Idiots will id. Liberals have a lock.

12/29/2019 9:41:24 PM aaronj34633889 Cannabis yes (for medical use more so than anything) everything else is a Hard NO!

12/29/2019 9:41:30 PM nikkitokarsyck Pandering for druggies vote 🤦🏻♀️

12/29/2019 9:42:59 PM laura_621 Nice work ! 💥Thank you

12/29/2019 9:43:02 PM monkey_weather Ooh, thanks - been looking for that list!

12/29/2019 9:44:00 PM process_facts Joke?

12/29/2019 9:46:21 PM mrpawankmishra that is not hard to swallow. 

Too soon.

12/29/2019 9:47:57 PM hellouncledonny decriminalize cannabis, kratom and psilocybin mushroom(all of which were made by god) is ok with me. But other stuff like heroin, meth, pills, fet 

should all have strict consequences.

12/29/2019 9:48:14 PM brienthess As realistic as humans in five years?

I dunno. I'm having an uncanny valley moment with this one.

12/29/2019 9:49:59 PM freedomgaia Alors injections lui toutes les drogues dans son bras. Après il nous dira où pas

12/29/2019 9:55:14 PM andreia_6 And 17 likes... pic.twitter.com/F3fpHUJEn7

12/29/2019 9:58:11 PM rachaelangelm They cannot even decriminalize Marijauna and Tobacco is a 21 and older product.....this is a vote grab.

12/29/2019 9:59:32 PM the_loveoflight Yes

1+5      6

1+5      6

1+3+2  6

But what is the meaning, he was born for this?

6s represent? The body?
12/29/2019 10:00:22 PM sseed369 9

❤️

12/29/2019 10:03:54 PM rghardy3 I will just block it out.

It's all a Political Show.

12/29/2019 10:06:01 PM sunnydkelleu Pro Hatter I hope it's ok to share your post.

12/29/2019 10:06:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly You have lost me, sir! I don't think I could see it, the only I could think of was what @the_loveoflight just stated.

2 + 6 + 6 + 4 = 6 + 6 + 6 = 666. 

But I don't know if that's the right answer? I searched 666 in your tweets as well. Stan Lee's quote: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074326607765168130?s=20 …

12/29/2019 10:07:22 PM stephgraz7580 It’s the frequency of the earth and for 13 hours on the 29th it amped up to an unprecedented length for a long duration

12/29/2019 10:11:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly DIFFICULTY LEVEL: MAJESTIC

12/29/2019 10:12:12 PM stephgraz7580 That is correct it measures the frequency of the earth. It went on for am unprecedented 13 hours. Something Big has come and will bur all good

12/29/2019 10:13:15 PM tessatea2 Hairy woman gives birth to a baby that her girlfriend wants to, but they need sperm from a man who wears women’s clothing. Baby isn’t allowed to 

know what they are deciding it will be.

12/29/2019 10:18:13 PM stephgraz7580 The only ammo that could really get to us now is “their” evil affecting our collective consciences. Their fear will make them do more evil. Stay the 

course and NO FEAR. We are so much stronger than we realize. We all are awake for a reason and we create the narrative. We chose

12/29/2019 10:20:20 PM mntcol I'm seeing 17 like 10 times a day.. Its everywhere

12/29/2019 10:23:17 PM crisco2377 I dont think that is 100% true.The "SABBATEAN/FRANKISTS" controlling Israel are not ANYONES friend! Pure evil! The TRUE Jewish people are just as 

enslaved and need as much help as the rest of world to be freed from this "SABBATEAN CABAL!!"@AllahUniversal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/29/2019 10:27:38 PM qzillian2  pic.twitter.com/VGCxLIFDBc

12/29/2019 10:29:46 PM qzillian2 We won't need him for that. Just tossing shit at the wall to see if it sticks. The drug thing will happen in time as we gain a higher collective 

consciousness and can handle it.

12/29/2019 10:34:55 PM tessatea2 This looks like a child.

12/29/2019 10:34:55 PM meekastella I know about the Sabbatian Frankists, too.  They are the source of evil that Israel and Saudi Arabia have become.  I have tweeted David Icke videos 

about them a couple of times.  I'm hoping more people know about them!

12/29/2019 10:36:20 PM meekastella And yes, I know not all Jewish people have been infected, but unfortunately the ones in power have.

12/29/2019 10:36:41 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Fbvu6gMK1m

12/29/2019 10:37:38 PM lawsuit_pending In detail

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/emergency-management-associates/the-volcanic-processes-that-will-release-the-cascadia-mega-thrust-

earthquake-hav/2663820730341834/ …

12/29/2019 10:38:40 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/29/2019 10:39:48 PM robinabank4 Seen the same only diff was that mine was looked more like a straight line of the two white round circles along side each other. Was last Aug I believe 

was the 22nd. No noise, totally silent and  glided through and above the clouds at a fast pace. Couldn't get a pic..PNW

12/29/2019 10:47:59 PM chseclipse I certainly hope sensible people outnumber the stoners. Lord help us if they don’t.

12/29/2019 10:52:50 PM plogdreamwalker Self defense

12/29/2019 10:57:26 PM luluspeers1 I thought l posted this? pic.twitter.com/ELYF5gk3Al

12/29/2019 10:59:43 PM charmanda9 This is the worst thing I have seen all day.

12/29/2019 11:01:51 PM dynamicres Quite disturbing.

12/29/2019 11:05:36 PM timkania Have they seen Westworld? It does not end well for the humans lol

12/29/2019 11:11:44 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/WxmEnbIJRs

12/29/2019 11:11:47 PM vitabel85822894 as of NOW,  I AM the best version of me I can be.

How will I hold myself accountable?

Ready, shoot, aim...repeat...

Periodic "check-in"/assessment and recalibration of choices, preferences, actions, and CORE BELIEFS.

12/29/2019 11:12:46 PM dynamicres Surveillance equipment malfunctioning? that's so weird. I thought that equipment was solid! https://nypost.com/2019/12/18/surveillance-footage-

taken-during-first-epstein-suicide-attempt-missing/ …

12/29/2019 11:17:10 PM kidge6 Ok. And what’s the significance or the implications? I’ve seen some graphs with lots of white on them. And people say whomp or whompage. I assume 

that’s high frequency. That graph is green mostly. Green is higher than white?

12/29/2019 11:21:48 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/mzEdsjpNkb



12/29/2019 11:27:59 PM chseclipse “The Horse”?

12/29/2019 11:30:47 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/VyF91V2Mnz

12/29/2019 11:31:13 PM mavrik23994 Its cloaked except for the three corners.

12/29/2019 11:31:58 PM qfollower17 I mean, that's pretty gnar....but I highly doubt anyone else is in danger of him doing that again.  I don't condone the teens actions, but if the priest 

really is guilty, then he got what he deserved.

12/29/2019 11:36:07 PM fightforamerica Is sodium chlorite a cure, and if so for which illnesses?

12/29/2019 11:36:37 PM adsvel This is not normal... They mess up with gender.👽🐉

12/29/2019 11:38:47 PM chseclipse 1. Abomination

2. Sign of the End Times

3. Epigenetics: vaccines?

12/29/2019 11:41:53 PM sunnydkelleu Thank you MJ 12,   just found your 689 page book.   Not sure how I came across it.  But,   answering a lot of questions.   Dark to Light,   Had already 

found out about Earth being a prison planet.. and that we are all IS-BE's,  still learning to meditate to free myself WWG1WWA

12/29/2019 11:52:22 PM pleasantlysurly Is this considered a liberal idea? Because I have always been pro-decriminalization of drugs. Not legalization. Yes, there is a difference. I see I crime 

drop if decrim happens.

12/29/2019 11:52:29 PM leelarose100 Poor child.

12/29/2019 11:54:16 PM _369311119 BOOM = 45

e - 5 

r - 18

a - 1

n - 14

g - 7

= 45

45+45=99

BOOM+ERANG=99
12/30/2019 12:01:09 AM zissa9 This must be his part of the Agenda 21 Plan or he's really, really STUPID.

12/30/2019 12:04:54 AM deinosofdeicide You'd be surprised how many sensible people are stoners.

12/30/2019 12:11:15 AM adsvel If my child would be raped,..... hard to say, what I would do with that individual, no matter his social or political status, no matter he got bodyguards or 

not. Would I kill, NO, but he never again would use his genitals and would remember that pain for the rest of his life.😑

12/30/2019 12:15:25 AM stephgraz7580 Higher frequency/vibrations we all all connected to the grid

12/30/2019 12:23:30 AM chseclipse  pic.twitter.com/d9lrN4088F

12/30/2019 12:24:00 AM zissa9 Agenda 21 bring as much depravity to the US as possible. pic.twitter.com/C279RyqNMR

12/30/2019 12:30:36 AM unitedredwhite1 He got this idea from Libertarians and its an area some dems and repubs agree on. The idea is this will remove cartel control at our borders then we 

can focus on education and rehabilitation of our nations addicted.

12/30/2019 12:34:25 AM mongrelglory I would recommend mindfulness meditation, which you can read about on the internet.  Absolutely, controlling your thoughts can shape your 

emotions and therefore your reality.  It takes practice and consistency but it's worth it!

12/30/2019 12:38:07 AM justhashtagnews I am sorry if it seemed that I laughed about you. I did not. Your comment on the Resonance was just good. You are right that it looked very calm. Just in 

the end there was something like a boom.

12/30/2019 12:42:01 AM justhashtagnews The blue and green area means that Earth is on her normal Frequenzy 7.83hz and all is calm. The white area means that the frequency goes up. 

Sometimes up to 100hz maybe even more. The white areas means just a lot going on for earth. https://interestingengineering.com/what-is-the-

schumann-resonance …

12/30/2019 12:42:47 AM mongrelglory Neon Revolt has written about how Pete Buttigieg has strong CIA ties.

12/30/2019 12:45:33 AM mongrelglory Would you really want to use a sex robot that someone else used before you?  Do you trust the staff to clean the robots well between visitors? 🤮

12/30/2019 12:46:32 AM mongrelglory They seem to cater to clientele who prefer that! 😒

12/30/2019 12:50:04 AM deinosofdeicide  pic.twitter.com/2LWlTSgYet

12/30/2019 1:03:42 AM rachelhalligan @VeritasVital @EricHolder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @VincentCrypt46 @bigredwavenow 

pic.twitter.com/9YWIe4WMD3

12/30/2019 1:24:14 AM haydleturtle I see no problems here. He deserved it.

12/30/2019 1:31:42 AM trumpgetgo 🤞

12/30/2019 1:36:12 AM misterluczynski Some are saying Hillaturd is going down first. I hope they are making sure they get the correct body and not a double or clone.

12/30/2019 1:44:06 AM marcelocitino Desperate for votes!!!

12/30/2019 2:04:22 AM clifton15jon Reenact the #FederalRopeAct

#NeckStretcherAgainstEvil

12/30/2019 2:11:57 AM fluck_gloria Many ways to pay for votes

12/30/2019 2:19:43 AM catpowernow Won't it cause loss revenue to the Cocaine Import Agency?

12/30/2019 2:20:42 AM linnyt7  https://twitter.com/TheLastRefuge2/status/1211430976607404034?s=19 …

This makes sense to me. Killing 2 horses with 1 stone?

12/30/2019 2:23:19 AM crisco2377 Of that I would agree!

12/30/2019 2:27:34 AM jayci_oldsailor Nice...BZ...🤙😎

12/30/2019 2:38:03 AM brd369 Yep. We've heard rumors of this Agenda for awhile. Im wondering if They will push for one desperate final false flag and be neutralized by the USSF. 

We are ramping up for the finale of the movie it seems

12/30/2019 2:49:54 AM adirect666 Clinton hid the base. Before the internet was a thing. Way to get rid of the crashsite in your archives. Can't find it on Google Maps. But i know where it 

was. Somewhere near Maple Valley.

12/30/2019 2:55:07 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/rLReDIMVOL

12/30/2019 2:58:53 AM knyanb Pandering I see.

12/30/2019 2:59:58 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Like you've been saying

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozIKwGt38LQ …

12/30/2019 3:17:09 AM ericpartchey Here’s hoping. I also thought although indictments 2019 but that did not seem to happen. I’m hopeful. Trust the plan

12/30/2019 3:20:34 AM samsmith0319 🤡🤡🤡

12/30/2019 3:31:09 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Vile Beasts!!!

12/30/2019 3:42:03 AM keith369me I can’t wait for Trump’s new nickname...no longer Boot Edge Edge...Mayor Syringe?

12/30/2019 3:42:59 AM diannarinratmom @marklevinshow @Lrihendry @CodeMonkeyZ @LouDobbs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/30/2019 3:43:18 AM keith369me Consciousness over AI.  Fake world vs real world...I’ll take emotions over programming.

12/30/2019 3:46:03 AM nick85houston  pic.twitter.com/PASG61KpvA

12/30/2019 3:46:33 AM keith369me I’d imagine release of “Space Technologies” will lead to a 90’s style Internet boom times 999 with a huge increase in consciousness.

12/30/2019 3:47:01 AM covertress It May Get A Little Rough

12/30/2019 3:47:49 AM keith369me Setting the stage for the next summit and reunification of the Koreas?



12/30/2019 3:48:26 AM ophillip10 Before 2020 Dem fraudulent elections.

Arresting 80% of Congress on corrupt charges from 145,000 indictments.

Dem Riots will invoking Martial law annulling congres/ govt.

After Peace and calm returns,

Snap elections to establish a form of Govt

2024 Gen Electn with Rep contrl Govt.

12/30/2019 3:54:26 AM 369naturallaw FOX

12/30/2019 4:02:18 AM lightlove21121 Reminds of... 

Cloud Atlas 👀

12/30/2019 4:05:21 AM ophillip10 2016-20=POTUS45> Evidence on Dem Harrasment, obstruction, corruption.

2020-24=Unsealing/ Prosecuting Indictments. Rioting, (M. Law.), Annulling Gov't. Restoring peace, 

2024-28>New formed  Constitutional Gov't. Landslide Rep majority of all branches of Govt.

WWG1WGA>MAGA.2016-28

12/30/2019 4:13:18 AM thewiseowl71  pic.twitter.com/L2XH4vxDMz

12/30/2019 4:21:20 AM 02joshuaradwan Evil must go

12/30/2019 4:29:54 AM like_neo We should be able to use anything we want as adults, but there should be very stiff consequences if we harm someone under the influence or sell to 

children. People are going to use drugs whether it’s legal or not. Let them have their own natural consequences.

12/30/2019 4:32:27 AM cormieredcclare These people are sick! WWG1WGA

12/30/2019 4:32:45 AM cormieredcclare Nothing can stop what is coming!

12/30/2019 4:40:52 AM eman1292 Turn down for what

12/30/2019 4:44:23 AM birdiesrchirpin OG truthers would be dead by now. 

Remeber the 30K Guillotines?

Potus saved us.

12/30/2019 4:50:23 AM fansblowing3 Trying to get the criminal vote 🙄

12/30/2019 4:54:18 AM fansblowing3 I have no words 😶

12/30/2019 4:55:05 AM kindeandtrue Is Trump criminally implicated? Question must be asked.

12/30/2019 5:00:58 AM fansblowing3 “...central banks or governments providing citizens with large amounts of money, as though it was being dropped from helicopters...”. 

I like it.  Debt Jubilee for all and then a new monetary system.  👌

12/30/2019 5:02:42 AM hypnothyme The Beast is hard at work 4 your souls

12/30/2019 5:07:56 AM fansblowing3 Where did Trump say this?  He didn’t.  Cabal still trying to make war.

12/30/2019 5:08:17 AM yesxzz Please stop [ta:king] things. 😆😎 pic.twitter.com/dFIDSnkGAG

12/30/2019 5:13:57 AM lizmarques17 I hope something Big happens before the New Year. That would be a start to an awesome year.

12/30/2019 5:14:17 AM yesxzz They’ll have the personality of @lilmiquela @bermudaisbae #Triangle #Bermuda 🥳😘 pic.twitter.com/8wEmkhzk5V

12/30/2019 5:24:32 AM mmlynch01 Cut it out

12/30/2019 5:27:41 AM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1211481815170650112 …

12/30/2019 5:31:52 AM cryptogyu The multifaceted destabilization and destruction of our society.

Create so much chaos on several fronts.

The mob begs for constitutional reforms trading their rights for “safety”.

In comes the new one world government so save us all.

12/30/2019 5:35:04 AM right_sideof Yes. Seems to me we keep hearing about justice coming but thats all

12/30/2019 5:43:27 AM susan66388204 You betcha!!!

12/30/2019 5:43:52 AM covertress Both @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @SchrodsOtherCAT are talking about "the roaring 20's" today.

Too much of a coincidence for me.

RTs of The CATs will continue until [my spidey sense] morale improves.

#TalkLikeAPirateDay

Anyway, lots of cool meterage.

 https://schrodingersothercat.blog/2019/12/28/auto-mantra-pre-roaring-20s-meterage/ … pic.twitter.com/JHVxObOSiT

12/30/2019 5:55:42 AM merorschach Didn't any of these idiots ever watch the West-World movie. It doesn't end well. pic.twitter.com/TbbUWhdhCB

12/30/2019 5:56:35 AM merorschach Does not compute pic.twitter.com/2A3eXotUos

12/30/2019 5:58:06 AM cryptogyu Multifaceted depopulation efforts continue.

Glyphosate, vaccines, ANTI-traditional family and reproduction societal movements...

All to prepare for the coming AI wave and the reduction in the need for humans... the next decade will be a scary change.

12/30/2019 5:58:33 AM chinupchubbly Farce!

12/30/2019 6:00:05 AM jackrod0130 LMAO. I call bullshit.

12/30/2019 6:02:17 AM joemcclure2 So a woman gave birth after being impregnated by her partners sperm.  Kind of the way it has always been done no matter what the parents call them 

selves.

12/30/2019 6:03:04 AM seeing_one I wish, there was a button,  too, push..2nd..READ...Beautiful

12/30/2019 6:08:16 AM quack_mcantivax You tell me cos I want to see it. Chuck up a link 💚

12/30/2019 6:10:57 AM quack_mcantivax You better be damn sure mate. Chuck up a link 💚

12/30/2019 6:17:10 AM bbobbio71 This crap makes me sick!

Reminds me of back when... pic.twitter.com/sHVQxalIr6

12/30/2019 6:17:23 AM covertress o.O

12/30/2019 6:38:43 AM chseclipse Too many lives are destroyed by drugs. If the general populace were evolved enough to get high safely that would be one thing but sadly that’s not the 

case for multiple reasons. Spend an afternoon watching The Truth About Drugs and see for yourself.

12/30/2019 6:42:35 AM covertress Sounds Quite Dull

12/30/2019 6:44:33 AM burgersandra Google - us north korea news (last 24 hrs) - yields numerous sources speculating about the expected US response to any NK missile test BUT MJ12 

chose to feature the JPost story. 

Why???  😉

12/30/2019 6:45:39 AM wickedmouse369 Move your RFID chip to my hip to continue...

12/30/2019 6:56:34 AM melrae72 Hahaha wore my 55 shirt today! Yeah baby! pic.twitter.com/727oSb8GAO



12/30/2019 7:00:38 AM 9lv12 BOOM = 2 15 15 13 = 2 6 6 4 = 18 = 9

THE MAGIK in it that 666 is the whip that becomes God's grace/power of 9.

One perceive numbers depending on the deep of One's consciousness. 

Number NEVER lie.

It is ALWAYS neutral.

ONLY emotion gives it polarity.
12/30/2019 7:08:51 AM cyclechris2 Why does that woman have a beard?

12/30/2019 7:12:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because you are neither? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1211645603144450049 …

12/30/2019 7:13:16 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Are dolphin stem cells being fed to us through "patented Natural Flavors"?

#GeneticEngineering #StemCells https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068590055990669312?s=20 …

12/30/2019 7:14:13 AM consortiapartn1 She seems very adept at "the soundbite" for a youngster ..........

12/30/2019 7:15:23 AM covertress Avoid Natural Flavors 

Take CBD #FTW

 https://www.cbdbiocare.com/?a_aid=AlchemyHealth … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1083551658595045376?s=20 …

12/30/2019 7:15:55 AM yetiyowie But NO ONE is listening to programmed scientists and experts anymore..... we've had enough of the matrix mentality.

12/30/2019 7:16:58 AM shadowtla No one should listen to that PUPPET CHILD. Soros TOOL.

12/30/2019 7:17:15 AM drewreid1 The real experts and science demonstrates that there is no climate problem at all.  That’s why he didn’t meet with Greta.

12/30/2019 7:18:40 AM gmfkms04 She is nothing but a high school drop out.

12/30/2019 7:18:44 AM theusguy  pic.twitter.com/R2rmOgf59y

12/30/2019 7:20:46 AM nurseval22 Why would anyone listen to you?

12/30/2019 7:21:10 AM deanna_danforth Who cares, time we shut down the Brainwashing networks!  Start brainwashing the Truth across airways. We that are awake had to learn the truth by 

researching.  If you still believe our Former Administrators didn’t sell us out your an Ostrich with head in sand, lord help us

12/30/2019 7:21:33 AM johnnymerckx @WhiteHouse @SpeakerPelosi @SecPompeo @SaraCarterDC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IvankaTrump 

Bolshevism=Communism=Judaism http://www.dutchanarchy.com/forbidden-historical-documentary-jewish-bolshevik-revolution/ …

12/30/2019 7:21:38 AM wickedmouse369 Thule Base called and said they are missing a spoiled clone.

12/30/2019 7:22:34 AM fansblowing3 Bought and paid for scientists and experts 😂

12/30/2019 7:23:10 AM sdane8 They want us immobilized for control purposes. Take our guns, give us drugs and hypnotize us with propaganda. Sheep no more;  Patriots around the 

world! 🌎

12/30/2019 7:23:18 AM sterkinglights1 Sg1 Season 3 episode 19 shades of grey

12/30/2019 7:24:33 AM der_wanderer8 "These violent delights have violent ends" pic.twitter.com/GgwNUIvgRN

12/30/2019 7:26:54 AM laura_twelve 🤣

12/30/2019 7:28:04 AM williamnfpt  pic.twitter.com/iTze76xZJO

12/30/2019 7:30:02 AM nea_storm What month is this? Was there a planned meeting? Agenda scorned? [BH] loosing relevancy? Is evil relevant and Who is Greta Thunberg? And👇👇👇 

pic.twitter.com/aHMiVTCVmE

12/30/2019 7:30:26 AM allahuniversal F

O

X

12/30/2019 7:34:14 AM playern091 kek

12/30/2019 7:34:52 AM steveakridge BRAVO, I second that!!!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/30/2019 7:35:21 AM sterkinglights1 & badger urine

12/30/2019 7:37:33 AM sdane8 Wow!  Thanks for sharing that! There's a LOT to dig into there.

12/30/2019 7:38:56 AM dianesaumure I don't have an issue with this, I'm thinking only for people that feel so alone, at least they have a friend put yourself in their shoes,  I feel for their 

loneliness

12/30/2019 7:40:17 AM 3nmbrs @Tiff_FitzHenry @marthamaccallum @patton6966 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @M2Madness @Turboxyde @MAGAniacal @GeorgeMNasif 

@GeorgePapa19 @SandiaWisdom @2LarryJohnson7 @drawandstrike @Crux41507251 @reyna4321 @ObamaMalik @covertress @cjtruth 

@3Days3Nights @JordansBlog @zachhaller https://twitter.com/3Nmbrs/status/1210874196433293314 …

12/30/2019 7:40:41 AM kachinagtto Just realized that not only is 12/30/2019 MAJESTIC (3/3/3)...

BIG = 2+9+7 = 18 = 9!

12/30/2019 7:43:12 AM snowbear1711 Glad he didn’t waste his time on a bought and paid for Soros mouthpiece!

12/30/2019 7:47:47 AM kevinmruel Military engineering

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@DevinNunes

@TheCollectiveQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMC

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@Nigel_Farage

@prayingmedic

@AussiePatriotQ

@M2Madness

Military might #QArmy https://youtu.be/mZvUSLaHnbo 
12/30/2019 7:50:42 AM moemc8 🤣🤣

12/30/2019 7:50:51 AM theglitcher14 Indictments,arrests, trials, convictions, and death sentences are what we need to start seeing, very soon.

12/30/2019 7:51:55 AM dr_t_dc  pic.twitter.com/hi7Tv7UXoN

12/30/2019 7:53:19 AM americanpetal I needed that laugh. Thank you!

12/30/2019 7:56:57 AM mcpatriot64 Exactly.  She’s a smug teenager that’s regurgitating information pumped into her.

12/30/2019 7:59:47 AM rawphonegirl 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/fAf0eh0IQc

12/30/2019 8:03:53 AM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/2XGIjMyDQaA 

12/30/2019 8:11:03 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/7UkrZHbgc2

12/30/2019 8:11:40 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/azNWwOL0GJ

12/30/2019 8:17:24 AM deplorablesl 🤣



12/30/2019 8:21:59 AM aahhhooohmmmm This is an example of why everyone needs to be familiar with their rights to exercise jury nullification.

12/30/2019 8:25:29 AM melanieanders7 I spent two months in China visiting. I can attest to the food being completely different. It was fresh and tasty! And yes a little uncomfortable at times 

to eat but one must be polite. :)

12/30/2019 8:28:24 AM melanieanders7 I do like this proposal.

12/30/2019 8:33:01 AM melanieanders7 We’re such a large country with many resources. Why do we need cheap and dangerous products from a country who would love to see us sink? Why 

not build up our own resources and products here? Guarantee they’d be better made!

12/30/2019 8:33:08 AM tucson_ron Her warm clothes are made by capitalists who she considers slave labor.

12/30/2019 8:36:16 AM releasememeaux Agitation propaganda propped up with an ignorant child, by knowing deceivers of the abusive sort, as a political weapon, for monetary gain.

12/30/2019 8:36:19 AM ericpartchey So will this ever change? If true and I do somewhat believe how can they all continue to do this stuff without being prosecuted for wrongdoing

12/30/2019 8:38:48 AM broward_bravado I can not believe I'm going to say this... But, I agree w Pete Butthead.

12/30/2019 8:38:50 AM moirasargent 🐎💩

12/30/2019 8:43:16 AM bubalub1021 It’s just too bad he’s gonna end up in jail for something that needed/deserved to be done.

12/30/2019 8:45:31 AM jaded_pearl Lets remember they fly around globally in their private planes pillaging energy resources and pocket tax payer dollars that fund it. The people deserve 

to know the truth about what is classified about climate change. It's filed directly above the Crimes against children memo. pic.twitter.com/cxsLNZrUoH

12/30/2019 8:47:58 AM davidg02986909 This is the Twilight Zone.  I firmly believe that somehow I woke up and now I am in another dimension.   How do I get back to a world that was sane?  

Was it ever sane?   Transgender is just one piece to their worship.  Babies and children is the other piece.  Demonic! pic.twitter.com/HEAHKyWadI

12/30/2019 8:52:50 AM cosmic_engineer 🤡IA

12/30/2019 8:53:57 AM sterkinglights1 Trans lation. 

A man and a woman had a baby in a totally natural way. The views have been changed to protect the political agenda.

12/30/2019 8:54:08 AM allahuniversal "Cascading entropic failure occurs in your timeline/reality as you merge the two frequencies together."

Things fall apart... 

"Stabilization takes calculated action which requires time."

...and then it all comes together. pic.twitter.com/MMgeTTZCeo

12/30/2019 8:54:50 AM davidg02986909 Did @abcnews contact legal authorities? They had criminal evidence of major crimes involving children.  If they failed to report, they are complicit to 

those crimes and should be charged.  This would be major criminal conduct by our press.  @RudyGiuliani @realDonaldTrump

12/30/2019 8:55:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Historic Speech in Damascus sends Shockwaves around the World – Archives | Veterans Today  

https://www.veteranstodayarchives.com/2014/12/13/historic-speech-in-damascus-sends-shockwaves-around-the-world/ …

12/30/2019 8:55:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 He clarified that ISIS/Daish is a result of Criminal Behavior of an Israeli based International Crime Syndicate which essentially bought control over the 

US Congress during the last election.

12/30/2019 8:56:01 AM guy_karen Time for the people to know the truth

12/30/2019 8:56:05 AM sterkinglights1 Exactly it's a dude.

12/30/2019 8:56:24 AM sterkinglights1 Game gender

12/30/2019 8:56:47 AM sterkinglights1 4real

12/30/2019 8:56:59 AM luxdefiance The last 7 years I’ve researched many of the subjects you talk about. I’m currently writing a book, would it ever be possible to speak in DM?

12/30/2019 8:57:09 AM jvan125 I read that too. The editor of that magazine is the guy who gave the speech, from what i can tell. Not sure what to think when there’s an alterior 

motive like that...🤔

12/30/2019 8:57:42 AM thinkologist1 Not convinced the author is genuine or authentic. Sorry. Diff hates Trump

12/30/2019 8:57:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://twitter.com/BarakRavid/status/1211687663373303809 …

12/30/2019 8:58:02 AM twilly18 this account has been hacked again.

I understood every word.

12/30/2019 8:58:41 AM cosmic_engineer The title terrorist is almost always incorrect.  Very rarely is the goal to solely create terror.  There are always motives.

[Renegade]'s motive was a perpetual war against an ideal instead of an establishment.

12/30/2019 8:59:15 AM laurabusse ☺👍❤️

12/30/2019 9:01:00 AM melanieanders7 Do I hear a 💥🗯 whistling overhead ready to boom?

12/30/2019 9:01:38 AM djlok You think maybe J$ hacked it and took it over?  😂😂😂

12/30/2019 9:01:47 AM azuremagus Along with U.S. navel intel.

12/30/2019 9:02:17 AM politicstracy Unbelievable.

12/30/2019 9:04:11 AM fansblowing3 “no one has ever dared to speak the simple truth about the true problem, that it is not Terrorism in the Mideast, but it is the effects of large scale 

international Organized Crime.”

12/30/2019 9:04:50 AM stephgraz7580 Dr P paints Israel very well in this.... https://youtu.be/R6-gUqNPi4I 

12/30/2019 9:05:06 AM fansblowing3 Duff explained that what is going on in Iraq and Syria with ISIS is not Terrorism, it is simply CRIME. That is, it is the works of an international Crime Cabal 

which has gotten control of the American Congress.  [Congress]

12/30/2019 9:06:30 AM fansblowing3 Duff identified this Crime Cabal as Israeli and pointed out that this is Worldwide Crime on a scale never experienced before.

12/30/2019 9:10:17 AM nikoscali Are you Mossad?

12/30/2019 9:12:01 AM blsdbe #Majestic 5:5 MJ...archiving this one offline... pic.twitter.com/iSHfKgxvCg

12/30/2019 9:15:10 AM blsdbe I wonder of members of [Congress] with ‘dual citizenship’ are implicated... pic.twitter.com/ucVuBLHDeG

12/30/2019 9:15:14 AM stephgraz7580 White is an anomaly a “glitch in the matrix” sort of say.  An opportunity for synchronicities or readjustment.  No one really knows that’s not in the 

“know”. It does affect me physically though as well a mentally. Just as the solar wind affects people.

12/30/2019 9:17:43 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/wA4fE1Ow09

12/30/2019 9:20:01 AM winklerburke In any group, there is a top, middle and bottom... meaning:  good, so-so and bad. “Israel saved for last.”  That nation refuses to let itself be seen as a 

group with good, so-so and bad in their reality.  No group is all good.   Think:  MOSSAD?

12/30/2019 9:22:09 AM hawkgirlinmn 🎣 for 🇮🇱

12/30/2019 9:22:19 AM kidge6 I really appreciate your reply. And it sounds just amazing. I know a few of those words and phrases. But, there are three or four abstract Concepts 

there that I'm not able to attribute any real meaning to.

12/30/2019 9:22:26 AM hawkgirlinmn Setting the ♟ board.

12/30/2019 9:24:18 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/historic_ly/status/1210561389665964033?s=20 …

12/30/2019 9:25:33 AM fansblowing3 The people of Israel do not want war.  Netanyahu wants war between Israel and Iran, with the U.S. sending their fighting men to die.  The people of 

Iran do not war, Rouhani wants war.  The purpose?  Money.  It is always about riches - money, land, minerals.  Sacrifices and death

12/30/2019 9:26:04 AM blsdbe @AllahUniversal @Turboxyde @GirlAwakeinCA 👀👀👀

12/30/2019 9:26:56 AM blsdbe Done. Wow. #ThanQ MJ. pic.twitter.com/CPnmz9X79T

12/30/2019 9:27:04 AM americanpetal I can’t pic.twitter.com/OdVLW7Gkef

12/30/2019 9:31:53 AM dynamicres Majestic. pic.twitter.com/oyGcksfQgK



12/30/2019 9:32:14 AM rad_qpatriot Duff is a C_l_own.

Admits 40% of what he says is disinfo.

#CarefulWhoYouFollowPatriots

#DIG

12/30/2019 9:33:44 AM aleks8837 It's actually really that simple.

12/30/2019 9:36:16 AM rad_qpatriot Duff is a C_l_own.

Admits 40% of what he says is disinfo.

#CarefulWhoYouFollowPatriots

#DIG

12/30/2019 9:38:13 AM claire_d81 Hey sometimes the world works in ones favor!  According to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we manifest our own reality so maybe I somehow caused it 🤪

12/30/2019 9:39:18 AM pal3z Very interesting perspective,

Indeed!

12/30/2019 9:40:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 What is @jack doing? pic.twitter.com/HcMnzB6AFm

12/30/2019 9:41:03 AM pal3z Manifesting ones own reality is a masterful skill.

12/30/2019 9:41:20 AM dcooyon Assuring that he gets owned in court?

12/30/2019 9:41:29 AM fluck_gloria He has no idea.

12/30/2019 9:42:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger.

We extracted one statement.

Relevant to events upcoming.

12/30/2019 9:43:49 AM kamil61289009 Fixing reality ;)

12/30/2019 9:44:16 AM kindeandtrue Did Trump's "impeachment" made him a lame duck in military matters? The Pentagon and DOD have the upper hand now.

12/30/2019 9:44:21 AM karrruss Jack gonna jack

12/30/2019 9:44:32 AM turnbolt11 Hostile Monopoly

12/30/2019 9:44:37 AM claire_d81 Best place for that is to read up some Majestic12 tweets. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts some very interesting stuff!

12/30/2019 9:45:17 AM halfq_halfq I thought all us lot new isis was a us/Israel and, west creation..

Went into Syria when the Ukraine went wrong.

12/30/2019 9:45:54 AM peggyth12968760 Censorship!!In ameriva

12/30/2019 9:47:01 AM lucyc5124 Likely. Very likely.

12/30/2019 9:47:54 AM lucyc5124 Boom 💥

12/30/2019 9:47:58 AM rad_qpatriot You extracted... but posted the entire thing.  In the next sentence is says Congress was bought and sold by SA, who is a republican and huge Trump 

donor/supporter.

Sounds like it could be disinfo.

JS

12/30/2019 9:48:45 AM angeladeangelo "the beast" will only provide emptiness.

12/30/2019 9:49:20 AM nea_storm @jack is a little two excited to be Jumping the Gun before the New Year I suspect! Comes with immaturity & gross negligence: Are [they] covered for 

unlimited liability? As in Premeditated Intentional Tort injuries & damages? Inquiring mind loves Maj 12's Sweet Shot Across the Bow 

pic.twitter.com/FlbPTRRWPB

12/30/2019 9:49:54 AM boogeymanhunter 🕡🕤

12/30/2019 9:53:03 AM fansblowing3 Here it is pic.twitter.com/kcpDFLVDpo

12/30/2019 9:54:20 AM rad_qpatriot This turned control of the Congress of the United States over to human traffickers, narcotics traffickers and in particular, the most powerful individual 

in the United States today is a gambling boss named Sheldon Adelson, an Israeli citizen who fled the US living in Macau.

12/30/2019 9:59:40 AM cosmic_engineer Attempting to get you to drop the pr0n filter

12/30/2019 10:02:29 AM angeladeangelo father and son both sexual abused by priest; four other victims. photos, showers scenes, acts of masturbation. 

sexual debauchery tends to the the referred behaviour for tormenting a soul for "men of the cloth."

12/30/2019 10:03:06 AM covertress Do companies ever go out of business because consumers cease to buy from them?

Vote for safer foods with with your $$$?

12/30/2019 10:06:06 AM shaigaichan 963 Hz

12/30/2019 10:06:06 AM ericpartchey If they are doing criminal things they should be shut down. Folks should not have to be woke up to see this to shut them down if all this criminal 

devious stuff is happening. Although I know what your saying.

12/30/2019 10:06:40 AM realmviolet Since when are we more worried about feeding and supporting the Chinese than our own people? The Chinese have put many American businesses 

out of business. Many US worker have lost homes and stability due to China. It is time to take care of our working poor!

12/30/2019 10:07:47 AM pochopportman Sensitive  content to snowflakes.

12/30/2019 10:08:28 AM covertress This is exactly why MJ12 is saying FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!

Complacent?

You'll end up exterminated.

12/30/2019 10:08:56 AM americanpetal Me too. I was reading them last night. I lead a very boring life💫

12/30/2019 10:09:20 AM realmviolet The Chinese will handle the tariffs fine. This is a movie being played out! Every institution on this planet is corrupt! Let's take care of our American 

brothers and sisters who did not get to give their kids presents or afford a holiday meal! Americans want a future!

12/30/2019 10:09:21 AM zrickety Thank you for your service.

Curious how an account has 164k followers and only 20-30 likes per post??

I haven't seen your account in weeks, .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had to alert me that you posted.

And .@twitter is hiding this as 'sensitive content'...

12/30/2019 10:09:34 AM realmviolet Buy American!

12/30/2019 10:10:20 AM covertress Everyone needs to Wake Up.

12/30/2019 10:10:34 AM emilycragg @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DefenseIntel SECRECY VIOLATES the Voters' RIGHT to be told the truth whom to elect. Non-disclosure is a CURSE. Here 

is the basis for ALL CRIMES this Govt. pursues against humans & ETs.  Either secrecy will be ended, or this Republic will be. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1211703729327661062 …

12/30/2019 10:14:37 AM awakeaggie Exactly. Decriminalize and let natural selection take its course. “My body, my choice”, right? I want access to all the natural cures. I want to grow in my 

own backyard. 🌱

12/30/2019 10:15:50 AM awakeaggie  pic.twitter.com/jZF2P3ebZu

12/30/2019 10:16:48 AM mamiemcclure17 Began using Himalayan pink salt  since drinking distilled water to replace minerals as suggested by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .  Will check this out. Appreciate 

you responding and posting.



12/30/2019 10:18:27 AM autumtear1 islam=evil hateful killers=NEED TO BE STOPPED

read their history

hateful evil killers=even to their own

WAKE UP

RESEARCH=FACTS

LEARN THE TRUTH

SHEEP NO MORE

GOD WINS
12/30/2019 10:19:05 AM laruark Happened to me. Had to go in and change my settings. Twice.

12/30/2019 10:21:36 AM texn9ne  pic.twitter.com/rXCZfMjiap

12/30/2019 10:22:39 AM heyheyyousay Q said they were saving Israel for last

12/30/2019 10:23:42 AM mamiemcclure17 🙏❤️🥰

12/30/2019 10:24:34 AM youstinksoap L=3

P=6

T=2

I=9

12/30/2019 10:27:00 AM mona_qrew Yeah right litlle girl...  🙄 pic.twitter.com/dyvL37HoTe

12/30/2019 10:28:10 AM stephgraz7580 This is why we ALL need to help. We were ALL brought together for a reason. No one is above anyone but we found a way to the truth. Discernment is 

key but that’s why some are intuitives some are empathetic some are good with numerology others physics and some,a little of all.

12/30/2019 10:29:29 AM speaakn Which settings?

12/30/2019 10:29:40 AM stephgraz7580 “If I claim to be a wise man, it surely means that I don’t know”

-Kansas

“If you have to say you are the king... you are not the king”

-GOT

😉

12/30/2019 10:36:45 AM italianmom555 She didn't meet with him.

12/30/2019 10:38:14 AM trollingmockin1 I don’t know but it really says a lot when twitter can flex on the @DefenseIntel and NOTHING happens. Who’s in control?

12/30/2019 10:38:59 AM ericpartchey Nah I’m ok with fighting. Just not ok with companies being able to do all this illegal stuff to harm and possibly kill and that’s ok they can do that legally 

just don’t buy there stuff they’ll shut down eventually. They should not even be open with those operational ethics

12/30/2019 10:40:00 AM pochopportman Just a pretentious little girl

12/30/2019 10:41:14 AM ericpartchey See now this is actually something gov. Should be doing making sure things are safe. I should not have to not buy things to put in safe foods out of 

consumption. That would be there job

12/30/2019 10:43:22 AM smith_jere You are not alone.

12/30/2019 10:46:48 AM majic_eyes_qnly Also XXX = 666.

12/30/2019 10:47:16 AM laruark Settings & privacy. Content preferences then go into search settings. There you will see the hide sensitive content. In check.

12/30/2019 10:48:39 AM magabeliever20 Being a true communist

12/30/2019 10:50:09 AM magabeliever20 Confused beings are easier to control

12/30/2019 10:50:44 AM magabeliever20 God I hope so

12/30/2019 10:51:52 AM kidge6 Great. So glad you’re here. So, please tell me what all of that means.

12/30/2019 10:52:34 AM ainounnoun K ♦️

12/30/2019 10:52:38 AM stephgraz7580 “Save Israel for last”

-Q 

They haven’t been our greatest friend they have been our biggest foe

12/30/2019 10:58:22 AM momekool1 They have made treasonous moves by law, therefore I think some leadership might be subject to our laws against sinking our economy ON PURPOSE, 

as they’ve been doing for 3 years. You hurt our country, you pay. That’s how it’s suppose to work, any way.

12/30/2019 10:58:49 AM majic_eyes_qnly King of Diamonds?

12/30/2019 11:01:07 AM ainounnoun Feb. 12 pic.twitter.com/Mrj9WwVW40

12/30/2019 11:08:09 AM stephgraz7580 @GreyTonka @P0A_Triot23 @3Days3Nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Sorry I didn’t pick up on this sooner but the “time turner” for Harry Potter looks identical to the “Contact” machine.  pic.twitter.com/TRupHcyiQO

12/30/2019 11:16:40 AM house_poseidon He's playing his part in this war.  He's on the side of the #child slavers, the #rape & #death #cults, the communists & the jihadists.  Demonic

12/30/2019 11:27:16 AM 92michael The time stamps are your local time. 1234 est is 0934 pst

12/30/2019 11:36:51 AM leemagna Why the world cares what this little kid says is beyond me! 🤦🏼♀️

12/30/2019 11:37:37 AM derektyler665 Why do you think they won't reveal the truth? How do you think folks would take it if they found out that Reptilians torture, kill and eat humans, or 

that Greys bathe in human blood? Unpleasant, but true. We will never see disclosure in our lifetimes.

12/30/2019 11:42:29 AM 1_decided_voter Not the last election, since the article was from 2014. Pretty sure it would've been 2012 election.

12/30/2019 11:43:30 AM luvleebutterfly International 

Spies

Instigating 

Shit

12/30/2019 11:44:58 AM blsdbe #Majestic

12/30/2019 11:47:03 AM melbourne_3000 Do not underestimate the damage this creature has done.

There will be no way of escaping Universal law.

These people are stupid - #Q😎

12/30/2019 11:47:33 AM bhopki Thank you - this explains everything perfectly.

12/30/2019 11:49:38 AM zeepee63 Test tube babies taken to a whole new level? Gestation of a generation of clones? Evil finding a new food source?

12/30/2019 11:52:23 AM brianmccrawley They're not lying, they're probably very sensitive about it.

12/30/2019 11:58:00 AM nea_storm Know ⚡⚡⚡👇👇👇⚡⚡⚡ pic.twitter.com/W8nDUxemzX

12/30/2019 12:04:36 PM therealgdantic1 Personally, the 'wise' action would be to "criminalize prescription drugs" and decriminalize the rest.  But you're not gonna do THAT, are you? 

#EvilAntiChristLaughter 👹

12/30/2019 12:06:50 PM neo_asura_ MJ12 TETS was a definitive larp, why are disinfo acounts like his allowed to continue operating? i believe he just returned under a new handle and set 

his page to private

12/30/2019 12:07:39 PM therealgdantic1 I ordered my next "Bedroom Wife"!... but where might I pick up a "Clean Around the House Wife"? 🤣👹

12/30/2019 12:11:30 PM justhashtagnews @stephgraz7580 do you have headaches then?

12/30/2019 12:12:33 PM blsdbe Ty



12/30/2019 12:13:12 PM therealgdantic1 A proper acrostic

nearly always 

truncates

individual sentences.

Challenging even more,

heavily burdening our hero, it

requires attention

in regard to

spelling and quantity of

text characters used.  (I ARE SMART)👹
12/30/2019 12:15:58 PM dougnbecky Oh boo hoo ya babbling child actor!

12/30/2019 12:16:10 PM keith369me Jacking?

12/30/2019 12:16:32 PM blsdbe Then we need to overturn Citizens United.

12/30/2019 12:17:30 PM ali_dougall What does it mean when Majestic says reconcile? Q too? Help please thanks

12/30/2019 12:17:34 PM keith369me We’ve done Hawkish for decades.  The “war on terror” is OVER.  The battle for peace is far along!!!

12/30/2019 12:18:18 PM natureinspace Theres no reason for them to have dual citizenship. They should be devoted to the US. Unless they are involved in crime.

12/30/2019 12:19:10 PM keith369me Pre-Q Q

12/30/2019 12:19:58 PM winki00000001 Weird that he identified General Vallely as being involved in organizing Daisch. Was it Vallely that promoted Qanon not long ago ??? Wtf ?? 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/dkvu7c/retired_general_paul_e_vallely_admits_qanon_is/ …

12/30/2019 12:20:49 PM keith369me I’ve seen so many scientists reach a certain result to keep the gravy train flowing.  I’ve seen many fired that tried to inject truth.  Reconcile

12/30/2019 12:22:37 PM stephgraz7580 No and I don’t dream but when I’m awake my brain is silent until triggered with massive downloads and synchronicities. It’s amazing actually but freaks 

my friends 😂 out much more intuitive I guess would be the word.

12/30/2019 12:33:15 PM nwpatriot47 Greta, the scientists receive government grants.  The grants are removed unless they show global warming/ climate change evidence.  Duh

12/30/2019 12:39:15 PM jared4liberty truth, and there has been worse than just firing..

12/30/2019 12:45:33 PM trumping4usa Are there hidden letters in that image?

12/30/2019 12:47:28 PM 02joshuaradwan This is one of the things I was talking about. And Baghdadi’s name is Simon Elliot. Hope things get straightened out.

12/30/2019 12:52:41 PM gogo6706 He's not listening to Greta or your GRANT BRIBED MONEY HUNGRY SCIENTIST BENDING FACTS TO FOLLOW A GLOBALIST AGENDA.......And Greta..of 

course your a SORO'S Puppet pushing a HOAX and helped by the MSM.......don't waste his time...." WE THE PEOPLE "    ARE WINNING......!

12/30/2019 1:00:47 PM covertress List of Politicians with Israeli Dual Citizenship 

 https://m.facebook.com/notes/we-are-all-vittorio-arrigoni/list-of-politicians-with-israeli-dual-citizenship-/175479365845092/ …

12/30/2019 1:03:05 PM ptamait The candelabrum symbology. The all seeing eye, the ever reaching.. I wonder if they know Cthulhu.

12/30/2019 1:04:26 PM covertress Working with ALICE?

12/30/2019 1:15:31 PM lenartjoe With greatest respect, i have to ask the obvious question: why the continued focused on the conflict surrounding Thunberg when release of the 

advanced tech would make the whole argument moot?

12/30/2019 1:19:27 PM aleks8837 😮 Didn't even ever recognize! DIA!

Think mirror!

12/30/2019 1:21:00 PM realhighup Was just about to say August Ames ring any bells?

12/30/2019 1:21:40 PM justhashtagnews I don't have that.

12/30/2019 1:22:44 PM stephgraz7580 Each person is different but all here for a reason

12/30/2019 1:24:44 PM natureinspace This is big!

12/30/2019 1:33:42 PM scotty_moto 👍👍👍👍😎⭐⭐👊😎🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/30/2019 1:41:44 PM speaakn Thank you!

12/30/2019 1:42:22 PM gemchaser To release the advanced tech, someone would have to profit at all stages, haven't figured that out yet. Plus the current political agenda is one of 

dependency on the ruling class. The proposed upgrades to tech drive towards independence from structured society.

12/30/2019 1:51:36 PM fansblowing3 Navy Seal to train Venezuelan forces and give them guns and funding while allowing U.S. government plausible deniability?

12/30/2019 1:57:13 PM realhighup You keep saying this.. the power of 3 6 9. But yet you really haven’t said jack shit. This is not coming from hate this is coming from someone who just 

wants to to stop talking in fucking riddles and getto the point. Explain 3 6 9. Please

12/30/2019 1:58:58 PM mefulmer25 Exactly Podesta’s puppet

12/30/2019 2:25:57 PM vigorousjonesy Political correctness normalizes mental illness and retardation of reality. Purge political correctness. pic.twitter.com/ueqD7cX9du

12/30/2019 2:31:20 PM ochoa_red Who is the guy in the yellow tie??  Looks like he’s freaking out a little!😂😂

12/30/2019 2:37:02 PM aetherwalker1 He told the TRUTH!  That's a radical concept.  😏

Truth-Quake!

...isn't that the same thing Assad has been saying for years too?

12/30/2019 2:54:28 PM allahuniversal Oh yes, good old VT, that site was a daily visit for me some years ago. Glad to see it in the forefront again 

https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1211498553484480512?s=19 …

12/30/2019 2:58:10 PM markjeron2 I Cannot Wait Any Longer For Disclosure. I hope it comes in 2020.

12/30/2019 3:08:32 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm sorry. I understand now. "This is not a game, learn to play the game."

It never occurred to me that when you said full control, you meant full understanding of the rules and an inevitable path to victory, not control of all 

the pieces.

12/30/2019 3:16:25 PM ausanon369 Being a jack ass

12/30/2019 3:20:02 PM drbohammer @Jack is seeing how far he can push it before his business license is yanked and his platform is instantly shut down.

12/30/2019 3:22:21 PM bentsomnolence Well said

12/30/2019 3:30:27 PM lenartjoe Finding a path 2 release that benefits all players-in-the-know & gets a critical mass 2 accept the plan makes sense. But given that environmentalists 

stated goals are the same as ours (saving the planet), i just think respecting their intent helps get us moving in the same dirctn

12/30/2019 3:36:32 PM writermaven Being smart

12/30/2019 3:37:19 PM dev_ajs Bolstering his case for being thrown in prison.

12/30/2019 3:39:23 PM samarai_ryan 2 + 15 + 15 + 13 = 15 + 15 + 15 = 6 + 6 + 6 = 666

12/30/2019 3:41:03 PM silikevitamins Can someone please TRANS-late this for me? Im a little slow on the fluidity of our language these days and have no clue what a "non-binary" is.

12/30/2019 3:42:09 PM charmanda9 @love4thegameAK @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @hawkgirlinmn @covertress @blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA 

@n7guardiananon @zagnett. @HouseofNeptune @RealEyeTheSpy @Keith369me @RoubLisa

@queen_khalifia @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse  @OldWiseHermit @NearFelix @nurseniceyes

12/30/2019 3:44:04 PM mettlemeta Perhaps not! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/30/2019 3:48:35 PM karma4event201 Israel ISIS  

Someone found an interview from long ago describing that it took a long time to get Israel to name their secret intel group. The acronym was ISIS



12/30/2019 3:51:45 PM gemchaser A path to release involves: overcoming obstacles, interest/funding (I/F), and not violating laws. Obstacles - Gov oversight, Corp, Wall Street. I/F - MSM, 

Op ed hit pieces, "Expert" (talking heads), soliciting investors. Laws - local/state/fed regs, SEC, state/fed legislatures.

12/30/2019 3:52:59 PM burgersandra Nice Adaptation: https://twitter.com/StumpforTrump/status/1211779176778342401 …

12/30/2019 3:54:31 PM lenartjoe Acknowledged. How do we the public help beyond trying to heal the division during the process?

12/30/2019 3:56:57 PM pfc1975 Considering Operation Paperclip is not even mentioned here, is have to say this is typical Duff. Half truths and coordinated disemination.

12/30/2019 4:04:10 PM gemchaser I cannot fully answer that, much of the healing in the last 40-50 years has been torn open by this ridiculous feud in DC. Acceptance of 2016 is a start. 

Repudiating these artificial divides, Accepting/Removing the blatant corruption would be part. Rebuilding community and family.

12/30/2019 4:04:29 PM sterkinglights1 Not$debt

12/30/2019 4:08:56 PM roublisa Thank you @charmanda9 💗💗💗

12/30/2019 4:09:53 PM johnnymerckx @IvankaTrump @POTUS @RepAdamSchiff @SpeakerPelosi

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The Bolcheviks (Talmudic Jews) killed millions, and then infected China into what it is today.  

https://twitter.com/JohnnyMerckx/status/1211800691578028033 …

12/30/2019 4:17:41 PM lenartjoe Agreed we have to rebuild family & community. The issue for a lot of people is that they see a huge disparity between DJT’s behavior & the one of 

unity & we associate w/ Jesus’s example. Disparity needs to be addressed to convince critical mass.

12/30/2019 4:22:27 PM seaschells Shows you just how incompetent & corrupt our government has been for decades. It never matters which soros puppet is in the White House,  same 

globalist master running the country. Until now. #LockThemAllUp #MAGA

12/30/2019 4:24:18 PM gfull1950 These people believe we are stupid! The fake news people are under the radar! American public get wise or we will be a socialist country run by 

thieves, liars, and haters! We the People stand tall for Trump and our Democracy!

12/30/2019 4:28:00 PM lenartjoe Not trying 2 be passive/agressive or undermine. Just trying to get @ the truth for us all. A lot of POTUS’s behavior goes unacknowleged & undefended 

by those whose stated allegiance is to Christ whose example on the surface seems 2 stand in stark contrast to trump’s. Needs expln

12/30/2019 4:28:52 PM jlundr Am I using the power of 3 6 and 9 by doing just about everything in multiples of 3?

12/30/2019 4:33:41 PM laurabrinck yep. so just spill it already

12/30/2019 4:35:11 PM laurabrinck perhaps those who do should show those who don't how to

12/30/2019 4:38:09 PM chrishallwood2 I'm so sorry to ask. I'm still new to the whole thing but what does this mean

12/30/2019 4:39:41 PM lisaoatneal The head of ABC was reportedly supposed to be included in all this mess and all the sudden he's sick and not in good health

12/30/2019 4:41:25 PM hypnothyme Indeed

12/30/2019 4:45:41 PM whsthestorm archons are described as black slug like entitnies, reminds me of the Goa’uld...

12/30/2019 4:51:14 PM lisaoatneal Sorry misspoke it was the head of CBS that was involved in this mess

12/30/2019 4:52:44 PM lmjonzey WELL WORTH THE READ!!! !!! !!!

12/30/2019 4:53:24 PM lmjonzey Keep ur enemies close

12/30/2019 4:58:37 PM 21oplato 👍

12/30/2019 5:07:27 PM collins_daman I've seen twitter hide tweets behind that because it was a smiley face or a thumbs up..

12/30/2019 5:14:11 PM rzvsrm I’m sure she wasn’t on Trump’s too 10 must meet list either. Poor Greta! She’s so misused. At least she gets paid well for her trouble.

12/30/2019 5:26:15 PM trailmaster2213 Sooner or later.

12/30/2019 5:26:19 PM werascending 369🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

12/30/2019 5:27:16 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/yXmkpsL6t0

12/30/2019 5:27:19 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/Aekd3hs6lt

12/30/2019 5:32:50 PM rzvsrm Sure hope so!

12/30/2019 5:42:03 PM poppyslovecapu [IZCC & BCC] 👎

12/30/2019 5:52:32 PM sahd1rex But can you blame them? The humans had it coming...just as we do now

12/30/2019 6:00:22 PM zack_stone Define - forced #Disclosure

12/30/2019 6:03:09 PM rad_qpatriot Keep your friends close...

Your enemies closer.  😉

12/30/2019 6:11:21 PM ss_submariner Maybe the kid really isn't as dumb as she sounds? ..................Ummm...naaaaaaaaaaaaa.

12/30/2019 6:18:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 What are you doing @jack? 

Is ALICE out in the wild again? pic.twitter.com/61dpOOQydc

12/30/2019 6:19:39 PM raziel3691  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Se8IeMPdq0 …

12/30/2019 6:19:43 PM allahuniversal Nice timestamps :17

12/30/2019 6:20:09 PM phreatomagnetic He must have fed Alice after midnight

12/30/2019 6:20:22 PM cali19891  pic.twitter.com/JeWmJ323xm

12/30/2019 6:21:13 PM wickedmouse369 She escaped Wonderland...

12/30/2019 6:22:03 PM laurabusse At least

12/30/2019 6:22:55 PM jones9536 So I guess the white hats got nasa

12/30/2019 6:23:05 PM tenntcb You gotta be "read in"to view that, Sir. 🤣

12/30/2019 6:23:30 PM trish97872852 Seriously? Censoring nasa now? Geez....

12/30/2019 6:23:32 PM karma4event201 It is important to cite sources.

12/30/2019 6:24:12 PM keith369me Failsafe so those that are not ready for “what’s next” will have no recollection of non-3D events?

12/30/2019 6:24:24 PM laurabusse Will end up the most conservative person on the planet traveling around giving speeches on the virtues of biological gender acceptance and biological 

propriety

12/30/2019 6:25:38 PM oo1o110 "What you resist persists."

12/30/2019 6:26:28 PM megatronmighty Interesting Google results.

Jesus

ALICE in Wonderland has nothing to do with the planet does it

12/30/2019 6:27:15 PM laurabusse These are for you

🥇🏆🏅

You deserve them!!!

❤️

12/30/2019 6:27:34 PM rad_qpatriot And research the sources, (Duff in this case), before perpetuation of disinformation.

12/30/2019 6:28:31 PM keith369me Lol

12/30/2019 6:28:32 PM rachaelangelm Haha

12/30/2019 6:29:03 PM corstruction Thank you!  You're a good she/her!   🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

12/30/2019 6:32:14 PM djlok Actually if we are in a perpetual loop, and transgenderism was an act of rebellion against something in the family, you might be exactly correct.  

Wouldn't surprise me one bit!

12/30/2019 6:32:52 PM prof_hatter I would love to but cant. I had the same complaint. Took 60 years to figure it out & its the same with Q. We have to figure it out ourselves for it to be 

real to us.

Ever try & explain Red to a Blind man? Half way through he will interrupt you & say "that's not it" 😳

#WWG1WGA



12/30/2019 6:32:55 PM girlawakeinca This kind of corruption must end. Children are our future. 🙏❤️

12/30/2019 6:33:09 PM keith369me That’s some serious karma

12/30/2019 6:33:48 PM djlok Like literally.  They could be our grandparents some day.

12/30/2019 6:34:11 PM djlok It happens.

12/30/2019 6:35:19 PM manifest_utopia 🤣 Yet so true.

12/30/2019 6:36:36 PM believe_coach Very interesting read!

 https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20150225-secrets-of-alice-in-wonderland …

1.Drink a potion? Adrenochrome?

2.Wonderland=Shapeshifting character? 

3.AliceAdventures thru Looking Glass?

4.Mental Time Travel?

5.Imagination?

12/30/2019 6:39:32 PM trumppallooza Asteroid getting close?

12/30/2019 6:40:33 PM pedalfun4u Did you see Obama’s 2019 music list👀,  so  many  comms,  forced  overrides  by  Q?      SEVENTEEN

12/30/2019 6:40:40 PM tlcvictoria We are done with all these clowns pic.twitter.com/vtmf6sIglm

12/30/2019 6:41:22 PM laurabrinck How do you use the power of 369 to cleanse yourself?

12/30/2019 6:45:11 PM aetherwalker1 Did 'Never A Straight Answer' leak some Truth that ALICE doesn't like?

12/30/2019 6:45:20 PM hollylandes What is Alice?

12/30/2019 6:48:34 PM daveo6145 AI

12/30/2019 6:49:50 PM marty713 I Hope So 🇺🇲

12/30/2019 6:52:14 PM corstruction  http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=12953 

United States is the Golden Calf

12/30/2019 6:52:27 PM hollylandes Thanks. I keep getting different answers to that question but I thought it must be AI too

12/30/2019 7:01:53 PM corstruction Iran takes out Iraq who is tired of war.  Syria is so compromised, like Ukraine that they can't do anything....that leaves Iran to the Yellow Rd. to Israel.  

Let them eat their own.  We don't own the ME nor do we need them.  Only our Democrats in Congress need Israel

12/30/2019 7:04:32 PM starehope This category of discussion is absolutely too confusing to even discuss. God, our Heavenly Creator, please help and protect this innocent baby. Amen. 

🙏🙏🙏

12/30/2019 7:05:53 PM prof_hatter You dont.  "369" is measurements. For cleansing (at this point) think health & biology.

Go slow fully & digest this. Its not exactly an easy listen but its a good start.   Take notes on things that inspire & research them.  Sound & Frequency.. 

hint 🥂💝 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZPVp0NGEYY …

12/30/2019 7:08:31 PM allahuniversal Heard about it, didn't care to look at it. Maybe I will

12/30/2019 7:09:46 PM starehope Keyword: THINKS

12/30/2019 7:11:19 PM sseed369 The "men" behind the curtain ...which is NOW falling

Follow the "yellow brick road " pic.twitter.com/lUDcGiIcAg

12/30/2019 7:12:19 PM corstruction They saved Israel for last

12/30/2019 7:12:23 PM sirwmwallace Working to end humanity

12/30/2019 7:12:45 PM sodagrrl Welp.

12/30/2019 7:13:10 PM pedalfun4u Book list and music list suggest either his acquiescence to or a Q intimidation. Comms of some sort.

12/30/2019 7:13:29 PM clifton15jon Patriots do not understand If we have all the evidence already against them who commited horrific crimes why can they not be rounded up and locked 

away already?  Why shed more innocent blood, just Pick them up and release the evidence against them... Worldwide, we have the Tech

12/30/2019 7:14:33 PM karma4event201 Message over messenger 

I have not researched SA but the rest of the info in the article is accurate.

12/30/2019 7:15:55 PM cosmic_engineer Tweak the algorithm pl0x

12/30/2019 7:19:07 PM lazyzimms The last election was 2012. The speech was in 2014 so he was referring to Obama!

12/30/2019 7:19:54 PM aarongarrity  pic.twitter.com/rlk3arWzN9

12/30/2019 7:20:10 PM starehope Oh that Clint face is soo me! I can't think about this any longer.

12/30/2019 7:21:38 PM lazyzimms Correct. Obama administration. Most likely he sold congress to them.

12/30/2019 7:23:46 PM georgepeterbon2 WTF!!! 😠😠😠 pic.twitter.com/yvPq82Hnub

12/30/2019 7:23:47 PM bereantype inquisitive minds want to know

12/30/2019 7:27:20 PM samantha_nurse Exactly

12/30/2019 7:28:30 PM rad_qpatriot 😂😂😂😂😂

12/30/2019 7:29:12 PM kachinagtto Seems Saturn and Afghanistan are on the censor list 🧐

12/30/2019 7:31:13 PM annsand72250302 Take her down! Stop the wait!

12/30/2019 7:34:29 PM laurabrinck Thank you

12/30/2019 7:35:13 PM laurabusse Excellent point!

If we knew we were coming back

Would we live differently?

12/30/2019 7:38:17 PM djlok Shoot, Laura, I am.  I JACKED that life insurance policy through my company up through the ROOF!!!

If I die after Jan 1, 2020, I should be set for GENERATIONS!!!

12/30/2019 7:43:04 PM victori39510783 You Are Awesome!!!

12/30/2019 7:43:16 PM djlok ***If something happens and someone from the insurance company reviews my tweets to try and play games with my family, I am NOT suicidal and 

nor am I aware of any medical conditions.  I also do NOT know Hillary Clinton.  If I'm dead it was just as much a surprise to me.

12/30/2019 7:44:40 PM annsand72250302 Jaxing off con-servatives and pic.twitter.com/3x2yZP7AGA

12/30/2019 7:46:02 PM rghardy3 Alice in Underland

Think Mirror

Ecila

12/30/2019 7:46:55 PM karma4event201 Time stamp is different from picture, is this the same tweet? https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1211338456582041600?s=20 …

12/30/2019 7:48:13 PM karma4event201 Reversing the evil AI?

12/30/2019 7:48:51 PM rghardy3 Yes

12/30/2019 7:51:12 PM annsand72250302 And now her parents are teaching her the art of self-respect,, respect for the President of our country and our country itself,,respect for elders with a 

lot more brains, talent, education, and experience,,. Self-grandizing little twit that needs a butt strap. ✝️

12/30/2019 7:52:47 PM rad_qpatriot What did your dig into VeteransToday turn up?

How about the author of the article James Preston Phd?

12/30/2019 7:53:22 PM yellamoj Lol

12/30/2019 7:53:33 PM rad_qpatriot In 2012, the website's chairman, Gordon Duff, told an interviewer that "about 30% of what's written on Veterans Today, is patently false. About 40% of 

what I write, is at least purposely, partially false, because if I didn't write false information I wouldn't be alive".



12/30/2019 7:58:58 PM annsand72250302 All goes back to 

  

 J⚰️O⚰️H⚰️N⚰️S⚰️O⚰️N

 ⚰️B⚰️U⚰️S⚰️H⚰️E⚰️S⚰️

     

     N⚰️O⚰️N⚰️A⚰️M⚰️E

And even further than that: Act of 1871. Check it out!
12/30/2019 8:02:50 PM karma4event201 Lots of time to read at Gitmo

12/30/2019 8:07:30 PM starseediam Delaware too. The people need help and change. Economy is terrible here.

12/30/2019 8:12:36 PM ejohnbrown Majestic, Cicada 3301?  Precursor to the Awakening?  Recruitment?  ALICE?

12/30/2019 8:12:57 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

12/30/2019 8:13:31 PM anuishboucher Looking glass active ?

12/30/2019 8:17:05 PM mettlemeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤙✌️🙏☑🇺🇸🌎💥

12/30/2019 8:21:04 PM holotechrd So are you young lady!! ❤️💪👑👈

12/30/2019 8:23:12 PM virginialouelle Definition of apocalypse: to lift the veil.

12/30/2019 8:24:11 PM virginialouelle Been active for awhile.

12/30/2019 8:26:06 PM starseediam How much longer? Too much sufferin.g. too many good people hurting. This is torture.

12/30/2019 8:27:02 PM rlsw4 beautiful! ly photoshopped!

12/30/2019 8:28:00 PM danavilcea Some redundant habits 🙃😉

12/30/2019 8:29:34 PM nancyddb Hehehehe.

12/30/2019 8:33:02 PM stevenha Can ALICE use the same tech that lets the 'Typist' receive words?, like for shill posting?

12/30/2019 8:40:14 PM laurabusse Ha LOL

Good one!!!

12/30/2019 8:42:27 PM mongrelglory NASA better not have any more child porn on their computers! 😠

12/30/2019 8:47:42 PM gemchaser Yes/no, as a parable rem money lenders at the temple. As to DJT's behavior, first rule of building - a solid foundation. Corruption (rot) has to be 

removed and prevented. Read thru the many EO signed. Dems would not pass laws he recommended so used EOs.  

https://www.federalregister.gov/presidential-documents/executive-orders/donald-trump/2018 …

12/30/2019 8:53:00 PM karma4event201 Good catch! 

We missed something on Dec 14 or something has changed.

Time Lines were merging

12/30/2019 8:54:41 PM djlok If you want you can copy/paste that search below for a good read on many things re: ALICE.

 https://t.co/r15FlaE3OM  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1113267337103388672?s=21 …

12/30/2019 9:10:40 PM brimichelle75 I trust he’s on the Q team now 

May have some shadiness in the past but i think he’s on the right team now

12/30/2019 9:20:06 PM canadiancovfefe Lolz 😆

12/30/2019 9:27:19 PM shaun35085769  pic.twitter.com/eP3ZPW0EXA

12/30/2019 9:28:10 PM trump_alliance Alice = HRC 

ALICE = CERN Eugenics "Science" ALICE = AI Bot ALICE = Clown ALICE = AI Assisted Clown ALICE = Clown Assisted Clown ALICE = Divide & Conquer ALICE 

= Us vs Them ALICE = Corrective Demands ALICE = Alice's Creation ALICE is many things. Welcome to underland. #WWG1WGA

12/30/2019 9:28:22 PM zaklywright1 Just False Flags

12/30/2019 9:30:18 PM canadiancovfefe On your Twitter page there was a notation of “incarnated extraterrestrials”.  Is that the same thing as Starseeds, and if so, will this be divulged to the 

public? Or would this cause too much mayhem?

12/30/2019 9:51:13 PM hoodsavior MAGA Movie Coming To A Theater Near You  https://youtu.be/e5fS9baDIjY  @potus @ts_sci_majic12 @pdchina @epochtimes @realqnn 

@realcandaceo #WeAreStillComing for You Zionist Devils @hillaryclinton @netanyahu @davmicrot

12/30/2019 9:54:23 PM steveakridge Liberty, I think my two dogs are smarter than me. They can meditate almost immediately whenever they want - especially if I give them a treat first. As 

an aside, they really have me trained!!!

12/30/2019 9:56:49 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @SpaceForceDoD @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Your space forces ain't shit  compared to mines 🤪⚡💥🌎🛸🌌🕳😇❤️👑👈  pic.twitter.com/XWAQbBCpD0

12/30/2019 9:58:15 PM laurabusse Yeah animals seem expert at just

Being...

And our cats definitely have us trained!

12/30/2019 9:59:41 PM karma4event201 State Dept Inspector General 

 " threatening to fire any of his inspectors who cooperated with Congress."

12/30/2019 10:00:37 PM crlord14 A nurse on duty that night said that she saw Jeffrey Epstein in a wheelchair with his hands cuffed in front of him taken to a waiting unregistered van 

with a man inside in military uniform and he was driven off to safety.  Word has it that he is currently singing like a canary.

12/30/2019 10:01:09 PM davidg02986909 ALICE is getting confused with all her alters and may have a multiple personality disorder. ALICE may also be cloning herself into many systems with 

each one a different persona of her original self and lost track.  Isn't that right @elonmusk pic.twitter.com/8R20Hh1vTH

12/30/2019 10:04:37 PM davidg02986909 See the secret society behind ALICE.  Are we experiencing the Mandela effect or ALICE?  @elonmusk what do you think? pic.twitter.com/nN5rdoBUQY

12/30/2019 10:42:30 PM melbourne_3000 17

12/30/2019 10:45:26 PM qanoncomau Q:Q+

12/30/2019 10:56:19 PM nonlineardarren The most powerful individual in the United States today is a gambling boss named Sheldon Adelson, an Israeli citizen who fled the US living in Macau.

12/30/2019 10:59:34 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

(ジェシー・ワッターズ(FoxNews))

世界で最も力のある男、前アメリカ大統領が女の子達を儀式において虐待した可能性があるってことですよね? 

▶️@okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1211844425531265024 … pic.twitter.com/aHZ7IsBs8j
12/30/2019 11:07:48 PM disfellocated Nothing to see here, just a little narrative control.

12/30/2019 11:12:37 PM mgray72531386 Mitigating fallout



12/30/2019 11:16:45 PM chseclipse Romans 12:2 Don’t copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God transform you into a new person by changing the way you think. Then you 

will learn to know God’s will for you, which is good and pleasing and perfect.

12/30/2019 11:27:20 PM alexand20701863 You kinda lost me at how we become our own gods, dude. 

Every man IS his OWN god, until he dethrones himself for King Jesus. That's the power of free will. Don't blame drugs for something you already are!

12/30/2019 11:54:27 PM clowncar7 That's @Oprah best friend

12/31/2019 12:26:20 AM juliehicks341 I don't understand what that means

12/31/2019 12:28:29 AM praest Ðat's whot she sed.

12/31/2019 12:43:15 AM jollyrob2 44,4 = 12 = 3 ✨

12/31/2019 12:44:36 AM mojavi4u I see 9:11 often, but 11:11 more frequently.

12/31/2019 1:19:05 AM tillie71120939 Israel hopes we will go to war w Iran for them. Triggering WWIII

12/31/2019 1:21:24 AM tillie71120939 @kabamur_taygeta

12/31/2019 1:30:53 AM patriae1776 When China falls like the old USSR, it will go quickly but it will be violent. "Live free or die, death is not the worst of evils." WWG1WGA-WW @Qanon76 

#QArmyJapan #QArmy @Sun_Q_Tzu @prayingmedic @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/runrunblue/status/1211869398257946625 … pic.twitter.com/PNSf3ez1Jw

12/31/2019 1:47:42 AM jake4191 These statements were made in 2014, in hindsight, seems like he knows what he's talking about! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=okVLtmaiCsA …

12/31/2019 2:01:06 AM lakelady568 I LAUGH AT HER! Small spoke in a giant wheel..

12/31/2019 2:01:58 AM jake4191 Follow Bolton.

Clean.

Stage.

Learn how to archive offline.

The streets will not be safe for them.

Q   

Seems like this is quickly approaching!
12/31/2019 2:04:19 AM kidge6 You make some good points.  I watched Duff's interview with RDS.  I don't believe most of what Duff says.  But, they have to sprinkle some truth in 

there to keep believers on the hook. Speech could be significant.

12/31/2019 3:40:39 AM pal3z Quite possible and there are individual who have the skill to create such influence.  Agree with you whole heartedly.

12/31/2019 3:53:38 AM lightlove21121 Yes

12/31/2019 4:28:57 AM coopr33 Not guilty! End this charade.

12/31/2019 5:00:17 AM tricia_w68 there already...👍

12/31/2019 5:14:55 AM momekool1 That’s gonna be one confused child.

12/31/2019 5:19:23 AM highhopesusa A thinking person who cares about hygiene wouldn’t but there are people who aren’t thinking with their heads & are desperate for easy fantasy sex

12/31/2019 5:21:01 AM highhopesusa Ain’t natural

12/31/2019 5:21:43 AM highhopesusa It’s cruel to do that to a child

12/31/2019 5:26:11 AM richard07759712 Jack is jacking with information | 👉🏼AGAIN!

12/31/2019 5:28:21 AM richard07759712 Gordon Duff >> points to organized Crime ISIS

12/31/2019 5:29:44 AM richard07759712 Greta is missing a few lessons

> she needs a class in Red Pill

12/31/2019 5:31:16 AM yousifalmontas5 As if her time constitutes any value...

12/31/2019 5:57:31 AM floridayys It’s so bizarre to see a fear of mere language or thought. Crystallizes the push of #CulturalMarxism.

12/31/2019 6:14:56 AM wearethenews1 nope using Irans....

12/31/2019 6:18:08 AM sailorpractical So I really hate to ruffle “our greatest ally in the region” but WTF have they done for the US lately? Ever? Other than hope we obliterate their greatest 

adversary with no expense to themselves.

12/31/2019 6:47:19 AM tellep51jmt A propagandist? The shield law can’t apply to propagandists! We need to define the shield law and specifically protect ONLY journalists. If subpoenas 

are issued, a person will have to prove no bias in reporting BEFORE shield protection applies in court.

#howdoyoulikeusnow pic.twitter.com/Cfd4dkVDxB

12/31/2019 6:53:48 AM pnicastro1 Keep the #TrumpTrain rolling!

12/31/2019 7:17:54 AM wearediamonds2 Cool! I've been told I'm Lyran. But how can we really know!?

12/31/2019 7:21:09 AM rosscarwalker More evidence in the paedophilia case against the Crown, Metropolitan Police and British Establishment 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=j82JVnRDI4k …

12/31/2019 7:47:17 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

It's been a touch over a year...

Can we get a drop on this or has the holographic insert not stepped down in frequency yet? (IE: Manifested)

Perhaps it is related to the recent archeological digs?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072356416550301697 …

12/31/2019 7:48:55 AM aprilma12871252  pic.twitter.com/RAQt3F9Yt9

12/31/2019 7:52:02 AM rad_qpatriot Agree.... There is truth in some of it. But a lot of falsehoods and disinfo.  I like it when people actually research for themselves. Veterans Today, Duff, 

and the articles author, are good starting points.  And that is before researching anything in the actual story.

😉

12/31/2019 7:56:39 AM zagnett Easily. This planet has always felt like a strange place honestly.🤔🤨🤪

12/31/2019 8:02:49 AM rebornkingent Survive what?

12/31/2019 8:10:50 AM 9lv12 9 : 17

12/31/2019 8:14:03 AM foglights2 🇺🇸👏❤️🤝🇺🇸

12/31/2019 8:17:23 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://apnews.com/050df63743e58fe93cf6f1a6f51e8089 …

12/31/2019 8:17:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will you cave to @jack's demands?

He almost is behaving like ALICE. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/twitter-begs-users-target-themselves-133035454.html …

12/31/2019 8:18:18 AM nikoscali Close ties to Mother Teresa... hmm

12/31/2019 8:18:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is the incident in Baghdad related to Epstein?

Yes. https://www.thedailybeast.com/ghislaine-maxwell-scoffing-at-law-thanks-to-serious-dirt-on-powerful-people-former-friend-says …

12/31/2019 8:18:51 AM nikoscali They probably used his personality as a model for ALICE

12/31/2019 8:19:07 AM wickedmouse369 Neuralink implant on the fritz.

12/31/2019 8:19:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Executive Order cooperations. https://apnews.com/0641c2b37886a08240d0ba64c9319699 …

12/31/2019 8:20:11 AM twilly18 Islamist want the truth

12/31/2019 8:20:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Forced Vaccinations.

Holocaust 2.0.

Will you stay silent while it happens again? https://www.cbsnews.com/news/measles-vaccinations-seattle-public-school-students-required-to-be-

vaccinated-after-outbreaks/ …

12/31/2019 8:20:34 AM kristin59962925 NOPE



12/31/2019 8:20:47 AM uwriyelmag Sick sick sick!...Save our babies and our children all over the world! 🙏

12/31/2019 8:22:02 AM gingerengsmith My workplace does same. Else don't get paid or lose job

12/31/2019 8:22:43 AM doyouq Why does the Administration allow this to continue? Maga?

12/31/2019 8:22:46 AM mettlemeta NO!!!! Not till it is safe to do so!!!

12/31/2019 8:23:27 AM mittenman2020 She has the leverage. Her Father was the keeper before he disappeared about a decade ago. Epstein was just a facilitator, collecting dirt, she has the 

goods. I say bring it out bitch. We, the people, are ready to clean up the mess!!!

12/31/2019 8:24:18 AM mohamed2698 Everything 4 the left is through force as they have nothing else.  Do you understand why you need to vote a straight line Republican ticket even if you 

have to hold your nose doing it?  Believe me it’s no joke.  The more you keep silent the more they advance their vicious agenda.

12/31/2019 8:24:36 AM speaakn Homeschooling rises!

12/31/2019 8:25:18 AM ialibertybelle They’re unnecessary

12/31/2019 8:25:30 AM lorieve All roads lead to Rome don't cha know. 

#LastClashOfTheTitans

How the mighty have fallen!

12/31/2019 8:26:11 AM plasticjesus6 Which is Alice .. is it AI?

12/31/2019 8:26:27 AM _greenlion_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0Wf14Hi8Pc …

#tesla

12/31/2019 8:27:16 AM peterclloyd  pic.twitter.com/NUPVEclc7F

12/31/2019 8:27:54 AM cosmic_engineer Dump all the files on a public forum.

12/31/2019 8:28:01 AM sdane8 That broke my heart. 😪

12/31/2019 8:28:56 AM speaakn Prince knows about the dirt on Killery.

12/31/2019 8:29:29 AM cidarean What could we do? The propaganda machine has gone through great lengths to condition people to demonize those who are anti vaccination. They 

push out reports and other media "proving" vaccines are safe. Many are not knowledge enough to argue against this.

12/31/2019 8:29:32 AM doyouq An abomination if ever there was one

12/31/2019 8:29:34 AM djlok Their need for symbolism will be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/FOoGrqGZjJ

12/31/2019 8:29:53 AM lazdamar She’s not going to release it voluntarily because that would eliminate her power & standing. Somebody better put this woman behind bars soon or I’m 

going to be hella 😡!

12/31/2019 8:30:48 AM annsand72250302 All about numbers people! Americans must stand up together and fight this government takeover!

12/31/2019 8:32:06 AM wicked_scotty She’ll be having a ‘heart attack’ soon unfortunately.

12/31/2019 8:32:26 AM wickedmouse369 I will fight for my families protection. I do not consent.

12/31/2019 8:34:07 AM nikoscali Adds a whole new meaning to "She ain't no Mother Teresa!"

12/31/2019 8:34:33 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/kpsi3mVdJX

12/31/2019 8:34:36 AM chastitykribble WA state still has religious exemption and if I read RCW’s correctly, no proof is needed. Not yet.

12/31/2019 8:35:09 AM mongrelglory "They also say that Goldberg’s abuse occurred at a time when powerful church officials — including Mother Teresa, who was elevated to sainthood by 

Pope Francis three years ago — knew that McGuire had been repeatedly accused of sexually abusing boys."

12/31/2019 8:35:10 AM djlok Someone says that about me, I'll say "you damn right."

12/31/2019 8:36:06 AM jucifr00t Time to homeschool. pic.twitter.com/hduktaE8Kw

12/31/2019 8:36:10 AM blindsquirrel36 😳🤔🐹 pic.twitter.com/wYT5tIPeUJ

12/31/2019 8:36:32 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/31/2019 8:38:23 AM kristin59962925 🤬🤬🤬

12/31/2019 8:38:38 AM 1234joann Yes they're all connected Big$$$$$$$$

12/31/2019 8:39:15 AM robinreitsma1 👀

12/31/2019 8:40:12 AM mongrelglory "It was during this time that McGuire developed ties with Mother Teresa, becoming her spiritual adviser while vetting nuns seeking to join the religious 

order she founded, the Missionaries of Charity." 🤨

12/31/2019 8:40:16 AM sterkinglights1 Unreal that he still says "I have to forgive him so I can get into heaven."

12/31/2019 8:42:19 AM kapitan_wow interesting. do tell.

12/31/2019 8:42:20 AM mongrelglory "Even after a psychiatric evaluation showed McGuire was sexually attracted to underage boys, the Jesuits continued to insist he was a priest in good 

standing, in part due to the urging of Mother Teresa." 😠

12/31/2019 8:42:36 AM keith369me Look here, induce fear, don’t look here.  It’s all connected.

12/31/2019 8:44:56 AM mazymmary They did it NY... we are fighting!! Do not comply..coercion is Not consent

12/31/2019 8:45:01 AM ericedgar I thought if your vaccinated your protected?  Why should it matter if someone next to you is unvaccinated then?

12/31/2019 8:45:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 It is difficult to tell a sociopath no.

It is threatening to National Security (from other hostile countries) to openly admit and/or prosecute such events.

The only effective solution is YOU THE PEOPLE using your FREE WILL to put a stop to it at the local level.

You must.

12/31/2019 8:45:25 AM keith369me Bill Gates is the reincarnation of?  Josef Mengele?

12/31/2019 8:47:19 AM fansblowing3 Oooh 😮

12/31/2019 8:47:35 AM keith369me Awakening from slumber is extremely painful...for some much more than others.

12/31/2019 8:47:36 AM nikoscali Its difficult to do so without having validation of the true harmful effects. The kind of validation that can actually change people's minds.

12/31/2019 8:49:30 AM covertress "...was 'relieved' when she heard of Epstein’s death: 'It may have placed her more in the spotlight, but at least he couldn’t turn on her'..."

Hasn't GM heard?

Epstein didn't...

So, has JE turned on her?

Is she a HP of Moloch?

Why the effigy in her home?

Is SForce closing in?

12/31/2019 8:49:32 AM mongrelglory Will he see jail time MJ-12?

12/31/2019 8:51:02 AM mongrelglory Was Iran involved in the human trafficking too? (Along with Saudi Arabia).

12/31/2019 8:53:09 AM mongrelglory If she's not careful, she's going to find herself falling off the side of a boat like her father...

12/31/2019 8:53:57 AM mongrelglory 5:5 👍

12/31/2019 8:55:03 AM 420munsterfan [They] use gaslighting on us. Turn the tables ]Parents who DO NOT vaccinate their kids are crazy for not ensuring that the kids get the Mercury, 

Aluminum, Formaldehyde, & other toxins that are vital to keep Pharmaceutical companies thriving+population growth in check. #vaccinate[ 

pic.twitter.com/dgPuDC1V3P

12/31/2019 8:55:18 AM fansblowing3 Pedos were running wild before Trump was elected. Within three years the number of pedos and sex traffickers being arrested has gone up.  Epstein, 

NXIVM, R Kelly and thousands more. Trump’s executive order freezes their assets, is Prince there to confíscate assets?  💰



12/31/2019 8:55:19 AM nikoscali New #PancreaticCancer drug being released. Hopefully the first in MANY new cures to come.

We are truly living in an amazing time!

#MAGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/astra-merck-get-fda-ok-for-pancreatic-

cancer-drug …

12/31/2019 8:55:57 AM doyouq The irony is, we are bound by so many other laws re: homeschooling (like in Cali where there are trying to eliminate that choice) and parent policing 

agencies (ie, CPS) that many would lose their children if choosing peaceful non-compliance.

12/31/2019 8:58:07 AM nikoscali ESPECIALLY in California. CPS is turning into the Gestapo.

12/31/2019 8:58:43 AM wpbtonzlewis I want this 💩to be over ALREADY! 🤬 want these damn child molesters in prison for life NOW. Soooo sick they get away with it.  Where are the cops, 

prosecutors and judges 😡

12/31/2019 8:59:08 AM fansblowing3 Measles vaccine = poison ✅ 

Flu vaccine = poison ✅

12/31/2019 8:59:46 AM jvan125 Don’t look here, look there? Diversion? 🤔

12/31/2019 9:00:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not Legal Advice.

When signing and dating legal documents, do not use 20 as the year 2020.

March 3rd, 2020 being written as 3/3/20 could be modified to 3/3/2017 or 3/3/2018.

Protect yourself.

Do not abbreviate 2020.

12/31/2019 9:01:30 AM nikoscali Not legal advice but excellent advice just the same.

12/31/2019 9:02:20 AM ggcheri Nice👍😁

12/31/2019 9:02:33 AM twilly18 trust no one

12/31/2019 9:04:20 AM guy_karen Good advice

12/31/2019 9:04:40 AM patriotswegoall Not easy to uncover on the fed level due to nature of people backing the FVs.

12/31/2019 9:05:42 AM lovethebeach999 Sad.

12/31/2019 9:05:45 AM jonle86 Can you explain in English please 😁?

12/31/2019 9:06:23 AM franklinb Common Sense

12/31/2019 9:07:52 AM fansblowing3 So everyone with these vaccines will die once the “vaccine” is activated?  In all countries or just the U.S.?  Will those who were not vaccinated get 

whatever disease they now carry?

12/31/2019 9:08:22 AM mkonlythetruth Thank you !

12/31/2019 9:08:45 AM fansblowing3 Sociopath =Bill Gates?  Or Counsel on Foreign Relation?

12/31/2019 9:09:18 AM covertress Related to hostages released?

"Prince, in his late Nov dinner at Rodriguez’s home, urged the release of 6 Citgo execs held for more than 2 yrs on what were seen as trumped-up 

corruption charges. 2 wks later, the 6 — 5 dual U.S.-Venezuelan citizens — were granted house arrest."

12/31/2019 9:09:32 AM gheadicus Someone could just add two numbers to the "20". Making 20 into 2017, 2018, etc

12/31/2019 9:09:48 AM aetherwalker1 What level of 'sociopath' are THEY at if it is "threatening to National Security" for the elected admin. to take action that is in the best interest of the 

people?

Another layer of "These people are sick." is unwrapped everyday.

12/31/2019 9:09:52 AM fansblowing3 Good to know ✅

12/31/2019 9:09:57 AM donnaho33369876 I've felt that way forever. Would love to know why.

12/31/2019 9:10:31 AM pumped_4_trump Sign "2020," don't leave an opportunity for somone to fill out an additional 2 numbers after your 20.

12/31/2019 9:11:40 AM jillpage Good solid advice- backdating documents can be a problem.

12/31/2019 9:12:26 AM mskeens1962 😎👍 TY 😎👍

12/31/2019 9:12:54 AM cagsil I'm wondering how long it'll be, before many parents begin to homeschool kids instead of sending them to an institution that forces obedience & 

conformity, above creativity & individuality.

Any & all parents should pull their kids out of any and/or all schools who set mandates.

12/31/2019 9:12:57 AM justicetruthwa2 Makes much sense, Thanks!

12/31/2019 9:13:33 AM aetherwalker1 You're also trying to drive '2020' into consciousness, aren't you?

12/31/2019 9:14:37 AM doyouq No.

12/31/2019 9:15:05 AM mittenman2020 I'm almost certain she cant fart without "someone" knowing. That being said, the fact that WE can't get the answers WE desire goes a long way to 

knowing who runs this world. I feel the tide turning slowly. [THEY] will not go down without a fight!!!!

12/31/2019 9:15:11 AM surfing123456 Thanks important for sure

12/31/2019 9:15:54 AM americanpetal Good to know. Thank you!🇺🇸⚖

12/31/2019 9:15:58 AM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You will sieze and properly catalog every last item within/of the Vatican Archives and of every other private collection on Earth — 

Incl. The Emerald Tablets — with speed and soon:

You will need to — or will have those “holes” plugged.

.@realDonaldTrump #ElPaso

12/31/2019 9:16:14 AM realitygateway Good advice, but I also feel that there is a deeper meaning to this post. MJ is calling our attention to two dates. Possibly a future proves past sorta 

thing.

12/31/2019 9:16:50 AM realsirignano New Jersey state agencies will cover it up for the criminals anyway

12/31/2019 9:17:02 AM realitygateway Correction, three dates.

12/31/2019 9:17:46 AM gmahawk27 We can only hope

12/31/2019 9:17:55 AM snowwhitelife2 Thank you!!

12/31/2019 9:19:10 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are these "synchronicities" a result of timeline manipulation?  

https://twitter.com/Kabamur_Taygeta/status/1212026736692494336 …

12/31/2019 9:19:49 AM trish97872852 Smart.... thank you 🙏

12/31/2019 9:20:04 AM patriotnurse1 If you homeschool they lose federal monies for enrolled students, time to take a stand Washington

12/31/2019 9:21:12 AM trumpet39777907 Can you imagine anything worse than the Holocaust?

It's going to happen!

12/31/2019 9:21:23 AM 369palm National Security starts at home.

12/31/2019 9:21:57 AM ultim8boon Very important. 

Also: Write out the month. 

12/1/2020 should either be “January 12, 2020” or “December 1, 2020” 

And bookend currency figures with signifiers to avoid alteration 

Eg: “$1,000 —“ or “$1,000.00”not simply “1000”
12/31/2019 9:22:49 AM alwaysfinds Is that an arbitrary date? Or should we expect March 3rd to be an important date?

12/31/2019 9:22:50 AM cny_micaa Hulu which I use to watch SG1 asks me what type of ad I would like.i pick nothing and get random ads. I am not telling anyone anything, not that I am 

particularly affected by commercials. I see right through them.



12/31/2019 9:22:52 AM wwg1wga93583681 this may actually be worth a formal war

12/31/2019 9:23:09 AM aprilbrown99 MJ, thank you so much for all that you have taught me over the past 1.5+ years. I AM forever grateful and thankful to those behind this account 

helping and assisting this #GreatAwakening. I LOVE YOU MJ1-12 and T1-3, I truly do. I can’t wait to see what happens next in this movie! 

pic.twitter.com/rSyjc2mz54

12/31/2019 9:23:47 AM 369palm No wonder she’s so arrogant.

12/31/2019 9:25:04 AM starehope Thank you! Even though it seems so simple, I can see the  reality of problems popping up!

12/31/2019 9:25:57 AM americanpetal 😠😡

12/31/2019 9:26:23 AM americanpetal So painful 😞

12/31/2019 9:27:25 AM ezdoesit_ :Russle-Jay: Gould

12/31/2019 9:27:30 AM kkattttttt I like to do 03MAR2020

12/31/2019 9:29:22 AM jeritud3 Presidential Primary Election - March 3, 2020

12/31/2019 9:30:07 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/oa80b1kkcN

12/31/2019 9:30:51 AM lioness60 GOOD ADVICE!!! THANK YOU!

12/31/2019 9:31:16 AM wearediamonds2 So smart! Thanks for the good point!

12/31/2019 9:32:27 AM johnmic25959174 Good to Know👍

12/31/2019 9:32:36 AM 64rivergirl Good advice

12/31/2019 9:32:43 AM leemagna No I have not. I’m in NY and it’s already happened. My fellow warriors have been educationing and doing all we can to wake people up

12/31/2019 9:32:45 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/bMElOktL9y

12/31/2019 9:33:05 AM leemagna @gts31274 @LadyKatie2

12/31/2019 9:33:13 AM jbvs2016 This so so wrong on so many levels. The fact that “They”get to tell US who and what we can do!! It’s criminal and must be Stopped. @realDonaldTrump

12/31/2019 9:33:29 AM pfilipivich Hence my preference for ISO 2020.01.01 throughout the year until 2020.12.31

Or spell out the month, and 4 digit years.

12/31/2019 9:34:06 AM lightlove21121 #WeAreTheNextMovie 😎

12/31/2019 9:34:29 AM sethric61410528 thank you and a ... pic.twitter.com/pj6A7UHUsq

12/31/2019 9:34:36 AM americanpetal Thank you💛💗

12/31/2019 9:34:37 AM fansblowing3 Or Israel?

12/31/2019 9:34:37 AM cavankid 😢😢😢. So depressing. SO SO many people are completely brainwashed and militant on this topic. Feels so far away from an awakening. 😢

12/31/2019 9:34:40 AM maxwelledison1  pic.twitter.com/KZCJBNkcIU

12/31/2019 9:34:53 AM deanna_danforth Don’t do it

12/31/2019 9:34:55 AM leemagna I’m in NY and homeschool my 4.5 yo. Never intended on sending him because I know what I know. But now that they mandates vx for schools our 

homeschool community has grown.... unfortunately it has t grown enough

12/31/2019 9:35:26 AM cavankid Exactly!!! It is dangerous to speak your mind!! Medical kidnapping is REAL!!!

12/31/2019 9:35:42 AM aprilbrown99 Oh yea!  💫💫💫💥💥💥💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/WloAOT7Uc2

12/31/2019 9:35:45 AM deanna_danforth Let me guess Health care position?

12/31/2019 9:36:13 AM fansblowing3 Unfortunately many families need both parents to work in order to survive.

12/31/2019 9:37:32 AM timmerenginerd Zero value added + the worst possible twattery = Blocked

12/31/2019 9:38:08 AM realwshoemaker Haaaa. That is some funny shit.

12/31/2019 9:38:09 AM timmerenginerd Zero value added = blocked

12/31/2019 9:38:21 AM fansblowing3 Lol

12/31/2019 9:39:05 AM timmerenginerd Zero value added = blocked

12/31/2019 9:39:30 AM neilbridgman War castles

12/31/2019 9:41:00 AM chrisfr95077410 V.C. & then signature.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vi_coactus 

12/31/2019 9:41:18 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/ndsrUzTxqV

12/31/2019 9:42:53 AM gwes23 That makes sense!!🤔🤔

12/31/2019 9:43:18 AM timmerenginerd If you are a nurse, you should be immediately stripped of you license to practice

12/31/2019 9:43:29 AM westmount_d7 Sad story for this boy. Sending him love. So glad that he has come forward! Those who have done the research know who the Jesuits really are, but all 

victims must come forward now. Recently been informed that sons of mafia leaders in Montreal go to Jesuit run, Loyola high school.

12/31/2019 9:43:42 AM cagsil Understood and point taken. It doesn't mean it cannot be done anyway. That's where creativity and imagination comes into play about various 

methods for their kids to learn basics of what they need to learn. Much of what is taught in schools isn't actually required.

12/31/2019 9:43:49 AM _wwg1wga_ Vaccines are harmful.

12/31/2019 9:44:46 AM carol_beeee I see...

12/31/2019 9:44:58 AM timmerenginerd Look up “herd immunity”

12/31/2019 9:46:08 AM lizzah_83 When I click on the link, the ghislane article flashes for a moment...then it switches...is that happening to anyone else? Four times now for me. Very 

odd. Have never had this happen.

12/31/2019 9:46:38 AM patjone29703057 Home school

12/31/2019 9:46:44 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/VGf5OuoOgT

12/31/2019 9:48:18 AM nm_zsr Continued lies and misdirection by OUR intel agencies (USA/ISR) to cover THEIR crimes. 

Meanwhile, China is happy for us to be distracted while they continue to develop AI, monitoring (espionage), and monetary systems with the goal to 

take over the globe. 

Eyes on!

12/31/2019 9:52:28 AM patriotnurse1 Then you need to educate yourself on adverse effects vs the fact that it doesn't prevent the flu

12/31/2019 9:53:22 AM rhsvcs Especially believers. Churches are infiltrated by medical missions indoctrinated with the lies and gifts of big pharma help for the oppressed

12/31/2019 9:54:42 AM patriotnurse1  https://www.vaccineinjuryhelpcenter.com/study-finds-flu-vaccine-guillain-barre/ …

12/31/2019 9:55:22 AM lakelady568 Ty

12/31/2019 9:56:30 AM bbbbcubed He will get 6 months probation and time served..

Maybe a fine.

12/31/2019 9:58:15 AM jeannefwebster Shared on Facebook

12/31/2019 9:58:23 AM schiller_spmode Very good observation and words of wisdom from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 💡  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212055994949414912 …

12/31/2019 10:02:23 AM maga_bt_17 Great advice.

12/31/2019 10:04:03 AM lizzah_83 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - ALICE is up to old tricks, as on display in my above sceeenshots. Incredible. Wonder how many people this has happened to.

12/31/2019 10:04:49 AM momekool1 Not cool

12/31/2019 10:05:49 AM julieshoraga Can not open no matter what I do to settings. Would really love to watch.



12/31/2019 10:07:23 AM kcvail What has changed? In the 1960s vaccinations were even given in the schools. Just as they do in the military, they lined us up and vaccinated one after 

another. 1970s forward they required proof of vaccination prior to registration at kindergarten and high school.

12/31/2019 10:07:50 AM elizabe03179944 I don't know how vaccines are munufactured today so that many consider them harmful(not w/o proofs). I was vaccinated. I never contracted polio, 

small pox, measles, mumps, or rubella back in a time when these diseases were killing people. I don't know what the answer is today.

12/31/2019 10:10:47 AM jooooody Wow!

12/31/2019 10:11:17 AM kcvail How many times has Washington State had to declare a state of emergency due to Measles outbreaks? other diseases?

12/31/2019 10:11:28 AM momekool1 Does ALICE/CERN police Twitter now?

12/31/2019 10:11:48 AM sleeepydogz Help me understand. How exactly is an unvaccinated child a threat to your vaccinated child? Doesn’t this fear in itself make u concerned about what 

they are injecting in these children? It isn’t keeping anyone from getting sick. So what is it exactly for?

12/31/2019 10:12:44 AM karmamastersall Yes, I am on an iPhone and have tried 3x to view the article.  ==> u bet I can leave twitter and search for the article

12/31/2019 10:14:00 AM lightworkercain Timing is everything...

12/31/2019 10:15:04 AM kidge6 He obviously has some deep ties and friends in Israel. All clean? In that environment? Corsi comes to mind. Israel saved for last for good reason(s) . Not 

sure what they are. It better not be a trick. I support trump but only when he's following through... All the way.

12/31/2019 10:15:05 AM karmamastersall Yes and like father like daughter he was also a Mossad agent or asset.

12/31/2019 10:15:07 AM _wwg1wga_ There is a lot of disinformation on vaccines. Take autism for instance. Is obvious brain and DNA damage, but the disinformation put out says there is no 

link. Take your pick either some, most, or all vaccines are harmful but not NONE. Breaking self-tolerance is the biggest harm.

12/31/2019 10:18:16 AM wearediamonds2 What do you mean? Certain groups of us came at different times? Like group A type came in the 1970s, Groub B type came in the 1980s?

12/31/2019 10:18:31 AM alisvolatpropi2 obgyn’s are currently trying to force women trying to conceive to get the chicken pox vaccine.  They make you feel like being unvaccinated is the 

reason for not getting or staying pregnant and that you are harming the baby

12/31/2019 10:18:43 AM logannnnnnnnnwm They have, and the sooner People wake up to this fact, the sooner real change can occur...

12/31/2019 10:19:31 AM karmamastersall I opened a new tab and searched for the article on goo gle. 

The article briefly flashes then goes blank.

12/31/2019 10:20:55 AM lightworkercain No, no. You will find out your origins before too long, but that can't happen until other events unfold...

12/31/2019 10:21:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Easier to spot if its over a Decade Delta.

12/31/2019 10:21:47 AM larryrolson DON'T TAKE THE SHOT... DON'T GET ON THE BUS!!

12/31/2019 10:21:58 AM deb12233 Get the national guard in there and escort these kids to class if necessary! This goes to Supreme Court. Stop it now! And everywhere this attempt is 

made!

12/31/2019 10:22:53 AM kiddo4812 Good advice I had not thought of that !! Thanks

12/31/2019 10:23:04 AM wearediamonds2 Gotcha! Thanks! 😁 

Meaning a big disclosure for many first so all will begin understanding, or you mean in my own personal development?

12/31/2019 10:23:54 AM kidge6 Boring? That material is anything but boring... To me anyway.

12/31/2019 10:25:22 AM lizzah_83 Wow, thank you for the feedback. I finally got to read it and am shocked at how stupid these people are. They think that other criminals are going to 

protect Ghislane...as if the white hats don’t already know who all of them are. They’re all subjects in criminal investigations!

12/31/2019 10:25:37 AM wearediamonds2 I think I was never a human reincarnated before because others have said I am too pure in heart. But who knows.

12/31/2019 10:26:00 AM benardodelapaz I always date things using military standard dating. Two digit day number, three letter month, then full year. E.g.

31Dec2019 for today.

12/31/2019 10:27:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cynthia McKinney

Dyncorp

Rumsfeld

Who can override?

Executive Authority.

44 Vacations?

Who is Michael?

How many pets?

44->45, where did 44 travel?

To visit more pets?

To put down a few pets?

What if 44 was still involved in FISA after 45 was inaugurated?

FISA goes both ways.
12/31/2019 10:28:18 AM artsplace421 My son started having Seizures 5 days after his 6mth DPT shot.. Up 2 a 100 a day very sad DEEP STATE did this to my son!I hope there's a special place 

for them with a noose around there neck!👿👿

12/31/2019 10:28:19 AM lightworkercain Think Dominoes.

Exciting times! 

🙏

12/31/2019 10:28:42 AM mona_qrew O ...👌🏻

12/31/2019 10:28:53 AM dcooyon I think FISA has been going both ways since Rogers went to FISC.

12/31/2019 10:29:23 AM jones9536 Michelle is Michael

12/31/2019 10:29:24 AM elizabe03179944 I, having a strong immune system, very rarely catching cold or flu, even when directly in contact with the sick, have opted not to get flu and pneumonia 

vaccines. You don't "fix" what isn't broken. I am suspicious of the $ making industry promoting these vaccines to vulnerables.

12/31/2019 10:30:03 AM wearediamonds2 😉

12/31/2019 10:30:25 AM _wwg1wga_ 👍🏻

12/31/2019 10:30:27 AM twilly18 he has his account back!

12/31/2019 10:32:20 AM hoffman11my Good advice. Always write out the full year when signing documents better yet write the date out in full, so there is no chance for fraud

12/31/2019 10:32:46 AM bonmarche946 Home school.

12/31/2019 10:33:44 AM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/cOoLZWsZWj8 

12/31/2019 10:34:43 AM freeandoriginal Wow ....

12/31/2019 10:35:33 AM aprill_2020_ Yes my daughter is senior year and she was forced to take the MMR. This has to stop. How do we fight this? She was vaccine injured at 6 mo with 

seizures, and still gets them but was forced by @GovInslee  to get vaccine or don't come to school. She only has 2 class to graduate

12/31/2019 10:36:08 AM allahuniversal #Pedogate Dyncorp Child Trafficking as Rep. Cythia Mckinney grills Donald Rumsfeld

9:17 https://youtu.be/xTJe3F9zmvg 

12/31/2019 10:37:34 AM snakesanders22 44 went to Hawaii with alice



12/31/2019 10:37:35 AM joewalker_wm I wholeheartedly agree. PLENTY of PC (probable cause) to convince a FISC judge to get a warrant on them.

Remember, sometimes the coverup is worse than the actual crime itself.🧐

12/31/2019 10:37:47 AM sixmax So many morons, so little time.

12/31/2019 10:38:20 AM patriotswegoall Good advice for accuracy

12/31/2019 10:39:19 AM aprill_2020_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/31/2019 10:40:31 AM subtidal4 The liberal abortionists would tell you “my body, my choice”, accept with vaccinations. Guess what’s in the MMR shot - see my opening comment. Who 

wins with forced vaccinations- follow the $$.

12/31/2019 10:42:18 AM april1shark 44 - That twisted, sick SOB. Horrifying to think he had more “pets” like Maggie Nixon (Wendy) all over the world. I can’t wait until he is put down. 

#Pizzagate #Pedowood pic.twitter.com/G4XXrfvPBW

12/31/2019 10:42:29 AM sterkinglights1 Look what just happened to my timeline. Interesting. pic.twitter.com/RMXRAelkvP

12/31/2019 10:42:36 AM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

12/31/2019 10:42:47 AM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

12/31/2019 10:43:02 AM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

12/31/2019 10:43:34 AM thephoe77443971 Great advice!

12/31/2019 10:44:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Asset of Intelligence. https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1212040640340676608 …

12/31/2019 10:44:50 AM karvilla96 More than likely.  That's why I didn't go into nursing.

12/31/2019 10:45:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 The FBI is responsible for covering up for Assets of Intelligence and protecting classified operations where present within Crime and Justice.

12/31/2019 10:45:55 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/fZ0epVEAJU

12/31/2019 10:46:01 AM guy_karen Clean up the alphabet organizations

12/31/2019 10:46:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 They will be if We The People demand it.

12/31/2019 10:47:10 AM parkmanfeather Pray tell

12/31/2019 10:47:28 AM parkmanfeather 👀

12/31/2019 10:47:47 AM seeker229 A Hawaii reference? Impressive.

12/31/2019 10:49:18 AM twilly18 Company Girl?

12/31/2019 10:49:47 AM connorr1986 just like AOC...clown asset

12/31/2019 10:50:04 AM seeker229 Btw I think [they] missed a "pet" pic.twitter.com/QOchObZgVC

12/31/2019 10:51:06 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@shakespeareplan からお知らせです

大晦日伴走スペシャル～どどめ色、Twitter縦断伴走の旅～

だそうです。引き続き、Qムーブメントをお楽しみください。

➡️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

 https://twitter.com/shakespeareplan/status/1211866616423567361 … pic.twitter.com/on9NCaE8By
12/31/2019 10:52:13 AM karmamastersall She better run towards the light and cooperate. 

The dark 'suicides' people with red scarves tied to a doorknob

12/31/2019 10:53:51 AM olimyracle Tool? Part of the plan?

U.S. GOVT LOSES LANDMARK VACCINE LAWSUIT

Forced vaccinations now can be legally stopped-no quality control for 32 years https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-

lawsuit/?fbclid=IwAR35rTdHbGW0u4j9T-ZWRv20to7a4tiaUNgeb1F3AL9UGY7O3kzCzK_Fxw …

12/31/2019 10:54:55 AM bobluck #GTFOUN

 https://careers.un.org/lbw/jobdetail.aspx?id=127453 …

12/31/2019 10:55:26 AM bobluck #GTFOUN

 https://careers.un.org/lbw/jobdetail.aspx?id=127453 …

12/31/2019 10:55:45 AM ialibertybelle For which country?

12/31/2019 10:56:22 AM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 KEEPING SECRETS is a crime against the First Amendment of the Constitution, that the People have a right to know the Truth, 

whatever the cost, whatever the outcome. MJ12 is a mafia within a mafia within a mafia, and it will lead to the destruction of this nation.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212082246108270592 …

12/31/2019 10:57:04 AM proudamerica4 Great statement

12/31/2019 10:57:14 AM mettlemeta WE DEMAND IT. EXPQSE [THEM] ALL. Let the LIGHT shine for the people. Please. ThanQ. ✌️

12/31/2019 10:57:45 AM truebennett The procurer of young girls for Epstein-what a nasty, selfish woman!

12/31/2019 10:58:14 AM bobluck #GTFOUN

 https://careers.un.org/lbw/jobdetail.aspx?id=127453 …

12/31/2019 10:58:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why is this tweet being limited in its distribution?

Hello ALICE.

We see right through you.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212077855397568512 … pic.twitter.com/Qbws5XkU0p

12/31/2019 10:58:38 AM godrus She is more likely a @CIA Asset. Forget @FBI. I can't think of anything worthwhile that the FBI does.

Same for @CIA and they both should be gutted and shuttered.

12/31/2019 10:59:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 "CIA Agents aren't supposed to use crack. We're supposed to distribute crack in the inner city." - Stan Smith

12/31/2019 11:00:00 AM godrus @cynthiamckinney is on twitter - I've been following her for awhile.

12/31/2019 11:00:06 AM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/O3EiYWZ0IU

12/31/2019 11:00:47 AM jesusluvsu29 Why?

12/31/2019 11:00:49 AM wwg1wganyc17 Smart thinking ThankQ for the heads up Happy New Year!!

12/31/2019 11:00:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where do the constant supply of guns come from in the inner cities?

Teleportation technology.

Drop points.

If LEO intercepts, FBI interjects.

When non-targeted individuals intercept, assets are confiscated and re-dropped the following day.

Clowns clowns clowns.



12/31/2019 11:01:07 AM covertress A case of 2 == 3? 

McKinney Questions Rumsfield & Myers on DynCorp & 9/11 War Games

Revealing answers about lack of oversight over DynCorp's practice of trafficking, about lack of accuracy regarding DoD finances, & about the War 

Games in play on 9/11.

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4651064/user-clip-mckinney-questions-rumsfield-myers-dyncorp-911-war-games …
12/31/2019 11:01:45 AM rebornkingent Gee I don’t know. Endless bullets also. https://youtu.be/X-xdb0cACUc 

12/31/2019 11:01:50 AM mettlemeta 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

12/31/2019 11:02:17 AM rebornkingent 3rd world also.

12/31/2019 11:02:28 AM cdb_yke 🗝️

12/31/2019 11:02:33 AM hoffman11my It started with heroin in the 1960s. Complete destruction of the African-American family and Community. They've been at this for a long time.

@RealCandaceO

12/31/2019 11:02:53 AM mettlemeta Oh shoot! Make them take a drug test? Or do you have the evidence already?👊👊👊

12/31/2019 11:03:00 AM cmwkrn I’m not following. Why would 3/3/20 become 3/3/2017?

12/31/2019 11:03:19 AM realchindsight Tunnels.

12/31/2019 11:03:46 AM rebornkingent I think we all know. https://youtu.be/pxTtbSjfKro 

12/31/2019 11:03:57 AM debstev80504671 Made me do it pic.twitter.com/Q0rmJut8E7

12/31/2019 11:04:37 AM godrus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Keith369me/status/1160803172010491904 …

12/31/2019 11:05:12 AM connorr1986  pic.twitter.com/Vwvbt5Hk5o

12/31/2019 11:05:25 AM playern091 Isn’t that the truth. In the 80s they were fucking around in SA, and targeting the black family in USA. In 00’s-10’s they were fucking around in AFGHAN, 

and targeting the white family in USA. Different drug, location, target, but same op.

12/31/2019 11:05:28 AM 3b_arts They can write in the 17

12/31/2019 11:05:29 AM hoffman11my Didn't Cynthia McKinney have to leave the US to escape assassination? She still does not live in the continental US.

12/31/2019 11:05:57 AM navyridgerunner Lets go to Chicago and find out....oh wait a minute it is a gun free zone....inject sarcasm here. pic.twitter.com/2CIsJ2Epxw

12/31/2019 11:06:34 AM jonle86  pic.twitter.com/PnojVwTCD6

12/31/2019 11:07:37 AM hoffman11my Focusing on Epstein's involvement with young girls is propaganda. While that is true, he has a lot more tentacles in a lot more places including drugs 

and weapons smuggling, war-mongering, fraud, money laundering.

12/31/2019 11:07:46 AM iam80884 ALERT 🚨 

PLEASE SIGN. AND SHARE. 

 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/who-q-1 …

ALERT 🚨 

ALERT 🚨 

PLEASE SIGN. AND SHARE. 

 https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/who-q-1 …

ALERT 🚨 

... copy paste and repeat
12/31/2019 11:07:57 AM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Why can’t I remember the name of the Vegas shooter?

12/31/2019 11:08:01 AM clifton15jon #DonaldRumsfeld guilty

12/31/2019 11:08:15 AM patriotswegoall Choppers and planes.

12/31/2019 11:08:23 AM 1_decided_voter I don't think Twitter or even Q's platform will be enough to awaken enough people to fight this. We need exposure to blow open what most consider 

just unproven conspiracy theories.  If all we're going to get is this, then we're in trouble. Where is Q's "Something BIG is coming"?

12/31/2019 11:08:32 AM bl4deru77er Free Gun Zone pic.twitter.com/NJsgU4tHJG

12/31/2019 11:08:38 AM paladinwrath pretty much speaks for itself. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQMzJ5Z7zBw …

12/31/2019 11:08:40 AM cmwkrn But why 17? Or can they write in any number and that’s the point?

12/31/2019 11:09:08 AM fit2live2 Soooooo using 19 couldn’t be used as 1999 1998 etc? If you just thought of this you are 364 days too late

12/31/2019 11:09:49 AM vrillh Fallout 4. Institute.

12/31/2019 11:12:15 AM marydye67322477 Alice?

12/31/2019 11:12:35 AM jollyrob2 All the numbers 🤩

12/31/2019 11:13:20 AM mongrelglory I agree with April!  Thank you MJ-12 and everyone else who have shared their ideas here on this account!  Wishing you a Happy and Healthy New Year! 

 2020 is going to be Majestic! 💫

12/31/2019 11:14:03 AM covertress Asset of Intelligence for Qatar? https://twitter.com/GinaHaspell1/status/1190034934389497856?s=20 …

12/31/2019 11:14:18 AM jollyrob2 Only in US?

12/31/2019 11:15:19 AM thepeacekitten .@cynthiamckinney is a great American Truth Teller. The Deep State have done their damndest to shut her up. She was the Green Party V.P. nominee 

in 2012. Very admirable woman and Patriot. #EndTheWars #WWG1WGA

12/31/2019 11:15:40 AM mongrelglory [Hussien]!!!

12/31/2019 11:15:50 AM annsand72250302 Exactly! Loads r dropped & handed out. 2 keep thugggggs running 🏃♀️ wildly but our prezzz knows this!! Gunn counts in progress

12/31/2019 11:16:32 AM mongrelglory She's a great patriot!

12/31/2019 11:16:44 AM proudamerica4  https://twitter.com/rebeccaforsman3/status/1210689327736311808?s=21 …

12/31/2019 11:17:17 AM andoniandothard Maj. don’t forget about googles cube barges that went out to international waters a few years back. What are they up to hmmm!?

12/31/2019 11:18:04 AM mongrelglory Ack!  They deleted your history?!!

12/31/2019 11:18:27 AM hawkgirlinmn 😳😳😳

12/31/2019 11:18:38 AM ethical_ethyl Weird transition to Chelsea Clinton and Trump-hate coming from Foggy Bottom.

12/31/2019 11:19:44 AM bobluck Better wake up. They're hiring admin position for disarming Americans.

12/31/2019 11:19:51 AM sterkinglights1 Incoming feed. All I have is notifications messages and history.

12/31/2019 11:20:03 AM antarantanka Same for the opiates and meth?

12/31/2019 11:21:17 AM obzerver77  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwuuwLjQxg0 …

12/31/2019 11:21:20 AM davidg02986909 We already had an ex gangster say that the FBI and CIA drop the guns.  Nice guns like AR15s. His theory is they want the gangs to kill each other off, 

keep the police funded, and keep the private prisons going. https://youtu.be/mhPZ6Oel8uk 

12/31/2019 11:21:45 AM obzerver77  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-w4YOA4apc …

12/31/2019 11:22:39 AM davidg02986909 And also guns... https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1212091386696261632?s=19 …

12/31/2019 11:22:47 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12,

Why does the FBI record and monitor this phone line attached to  http://gematrix.org ?

768 888 148 ==

I'm Q Call Me Try 770 274 8796



12/31/2019 11:24:28 AM davidg02986909 ALICE...  even @elonmusk is worried about her.  She will do more than just block tweets. pic.twitter.com/NTbiarzD0m

12/31/2019 11:24:54 AM momislazy11 Like this pic.twitter.com/m73lWX6g1u

12/31/2019 11:25:02 AM patjone29703057 Interesting

12/31/2019 11:26:09 AM fansblowing3 Someone whose kid is being forced to vaccinate needs to file a lawsuit demanding a review of the vaccine.  👍

12/31/2019 11:26:39 AM covertress Clowns clowns clowns? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1212091750640242689?s=20 …

12/31/2019 11:26:40 AM breebby72q Nope nope

12/31/2019 11:26:47 AM ghost_of_billy_ Ya, none of those lines got past me. Trying to paint themselves as bumbling idiots, while giving full disclosure to the carrots.

12/31/2019 11:27:06 AM laurabusse Ai

12/31/2019 11:27:57 AM samsmith0319 Very Good Point...Thanks!!!

12/31/2019 11:28:13 AM tomchiodo What if the entire squad of 4 were Assets of Intelligence --- all designed to shine a light AT the darkness? Just a thought.

12/31/2019 11:28:25 AM mongrelglory After the election results Obama immediately took a vacation with Richard Branson in the Caribbean and then spent a month in French Polynesia! 😠 

https://www.travelandleisure.com/trip-ideas/island-vacations/barack-obama-island …

12/31/2019 11:29:05 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

12/31/2019 11:29:20 AM allahuniversal Regular occurrences, just ask AP News. https://apnews.com/0ed63f11c9ba4cdf9da464f2d9604b6b …

12/31/2019 11:29:42 AM p4patriot Is any part of the CIA good?  Do all the people who work for the CIA know how corrupt they are?

12/31/2019 11:30:26 AM topinfoblogs George HW Bush headed the start of the CIA drug running operations. These clowns have been flooding our country with drugs ever since. 

http://impiousdigest.com/operation-eagle-ii-the-top-secret-cia-drug-running-empire-and-george-h-w-bush/ …

12/31/2019 11:32:06 AM bbobbio71 My wife,  by law,  has to get a flu shot every year.  Will that ever change?

12/31/2019 11:32:26 AM lk81955047 Good advice. Always write out the entire year! Dont leave anything to chance

12/31/2019 11:32:44 AM mongrelglory Seriously?!!  They have teleportation technology and they're using it for guns?!!!

   Geesh! 🤨

12/31/2019 11:33:02 AM newsreview86 Good advice.  Thanks and happy new year.

12/31/2019 11:33:02 AM mbs357 I believe it was Stephen Paddock.

12/31/2019 11:33:43 AM hoffman11my I noticed that this year the Salvation Army was requiring that parents bring up-to-date vaccination records for their children before they can get 

Christmas presents. This is an absolute genocide agenda. How do we stopped it?

12/31/2019 11:34:14 AM mbs357 Wasn't Seth Rich shot with a stolen FBI gun?

12/31/2019 11:34:19 AM laurabusse Wow

She really thinks she's gonna get away with everything she's done

Stunning

The mind set

They really believed they were untouchable and immune

Hillary may be dealt with quietly

Possibly

Only to prevent rioting and unrest

GM, not so many fans!

Nothing can stop what is coming
12/31/2019 11:35:33 AM laurabusse The cojones

Thinking she's immune...

12/31/2019 11:36:09 AM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Yep!! He was definitely on a secret gun running mission

12/31/2019 11:36:27 AM annsand72250302 Back when a Democrat sought the TRUTH!

12/31/2019 11:36:53 AM mongrelglory The ones on TV investigate X-files...🥴

Seriously I thought the FBI was created by J.Edgar Hoover to cover up criminality within the US. 😠

12/31/2019 11:38:52 AM wickedmouse369 That's registered to a person. Coleman Q.

12/31/2019 11:39:08 AM mgray72531386 Here’s a little tidbit.  If enough parents pull their kids out of school, the school system loses federal dollars.

12/31/2019 11:39:16 AM sterkinglights1 Now it's back.

12/31/2019 11:39:48 AM danielharrelsoo Poison.

12/31/2019 11:40:09 AM irah_chandler Project Pegasus

12/31/2019 11:41:04 AM allahuniversal Or, ask rappers/reformed gang members about how crates of guns can be miraculously found by children. Something about those rail lines... 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wwuuwLjQxg0 …

12/31/2019 11:42:59 AM mbs357 I'm a fan of that theory as well.

12/31/2019 11:43:07 AM 50pinkies Love her. ❤️  She's a wonderful brave patriot.

12/31/2019 11:43:08 AM allahuniversal Thank you, this is the video I was looking for

12/31/2019 11:43:53 AM karma4event201 A_ice is AI

12/31/2019 11:44:28 AM 1_decided_voter Has any use of teleportation tech been caught on video? Would like to see this in action...

12/31/2019 11:45:33 AM mkskyshine Gamma Waves.....    1920 - 2020           M

12/31/2019 11:45:51 AM 2020magakag Diseases that were once totally eradicated in the US are now coming back due to ppl like you who think vaccination should be optional. Ppl are dying 

from diseases that are 100% preventable.

12/31/2019 11:46:12 AM rebornkingent Also the Real Rick Ross. Said the guns were forced on him. Crack sells itself. Why do we need guns.

12/31/2019 11:46:57 AM kjhare9 And how about all those "hotdogs" 44 allegedly consumed!

Manchurian Candidate. 

Truth and Justice

WWG1WGA

#NeverForgetBenghazi

#EndWar

#Trump2020

#VoterID
12/31/2019 11:48:33 AM covertress That's who they want you to believe Q is...

Quentin Stephen Coleman 

But, it's a psyop.

Everything related to gematria English/Simple 1500 250 is. See? pic.twitter.com/wWTv2a92VP

12/31/2019 11:49:58 AM 3b_arts They can write anything that's it

12/31/2019 11:50:39 AM like_neo Do they need a lengthy news cycle and saber rattling to postpone #unsealEpstein?

12/31/2019 11:51:27 AM maxhayzz None of these previous occupants of the office did a damn thing. Instead they were aiding, abetting and protecting traffickers. 

pic.twitter.com/hsemBlUA6B

12/31/2019 11:53:37 AM doyouq All that which is done in secret will be made manifest don't worry Patriot

12/31/2019 11:54:14 AM davidg02986909 You dont need guns except to kill each other or be hired as hit men.  MS13 was hired by DNC to kill Seth Rich.  They use gangs to sell their drugs, thin 

the herd, take out people they target.  Gangs will never go away because they do the dirty work of the elite. @SpeakerPelosi



12/31/2019 11:54:41 AM nm_zsr So why is it still allowed to continue? Who is not corrupt? What will it take for us to manifest the cleanup of these agencies?

12/31/2019 11:56:55 AM highhopesusa well his legacy stinks to high heaven, the more he tries to protect it the more comes out.

12/31/2019 11:57:49 AM tractor444 $65,000 Worth of hotdogs and pizza 👍 yeah right.

12/31/2019 11:58:11 AM mark65mc Real life Grand Theft Auto.

12/31/2019 11:58:17 AM samcgwebb May have. Total BS story without any facts.

12/31/2019 11:58:34 AM madscientist @EyesOnQ @StormIsUponUs @mitchellvii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MadScientist/status/1212100212476596230 …

12/31/2019 11:58:46 AM highhopesusa Could be taken over by someone else.

12/31/2019 11:59:24 AM fansblowing3 FBI is forced to cover for Ilhan Oman 😡

12/31/2019 11:59:54 AM fansblowing3 ^Omar

12/31/2019 12:00:49 PM anoninarizona Teleportation?  Sorry MJ12, extraordinary claims need extraordinary evidence...

12/31/2019 12:00:53 PM annsand72250302 Om ar = a$$ of 🐴

12/31/2019 12:02:24 PM anon17light This is why. Not ‘teleportation devices’.

12/31/2019 12:03:06 PM villane72701991 Any number and that’s the point😀

12/31/2019 12:04:08 PM 1_decided_voter That's what it's gonna take before anyone stands up to it.

12/31/2019 12:04:26 PM qphillypatriot Stan smith? Here we go with another American Dad reference😄

12/31/2019 12:05:51 PM halbren99 They ar**  &&ing a lot of this

12/31/2019 12:07:47 PM phreatomagnetic I assume it's not there, then it is.

Don't expect Star Trek sparkles

12/31/2019 12:07:50 PM jaspony1 The power of 369... Look at how many on this post... pic.twitter.com/zHjIbJYcuP

12/31/2019 12:08:29 PM emilyoakley6 TY

12/31/2019 12:08:39 PM clowncar7 No . He was set up by his wife...who is in the cia. It was a ff for gun grab

12/31/2019 12:11:20 PM like_neo How can they mandate vaccines if we have FREE WILL? Also, how does vaccine choice threaten Nat Sec? Maybe I didn’t understand your tweet.....

12/31/2019 12:12:10 PM kathie65 Shes a disgrace!!!

12/31/2019 12:13:39 PM americanpetal Never in a million years would I have thought that! Unbelievable

12/31/2019 12:14:12 PM t_hayden07 I've heard this more than once. Only not via 'teleportation methods'. Dropping guns near railroad tracks in inner cities....

12/31/2019 12:14:30 PM nickcpace1 Iran

12/31/2019 12:16:28 PM fansblowing3 Dynacorp is getting government contracts for military logistics but in actuality they are trafficking.  Our tax dollars are funding this.  😡

12/31/2019 12:16:44 PM twilly18 only a true fan can imitate ole Majic12

12/31/2019 12:20:15 PM highhopesusa Oh bought you were talking about 44

12/31/2019 12:20:21 PM drsandiproy Ghanta fark parhega! WhatsApp pe 2 months se circulate kar raha hai yeh shite info.

12/31/2019 12:21:03 PM fansblowing3 Sex vacation 🤮

12/31/2019 12:21:25 PM rhsvcs Wendy

12/31/2019 12:22:11 PM highhopesusa There’s a lot of money to be made with private prisons, politicians involved with them as silent partners.

12/31/2019 12:22:47 PM highhopesusa And very cheap labor for furniture manufacturers....

12/31/2019 12:23:01 PM fansblowing3 CIA

12/31/2019 12:23:45 PM faithflag Are there any “good” vaccines? 

I need to educate myself on this topic way more, any good sources? My 18 mo is about to need Dtap. Is this a dangerous one?

12/31/2019 12:24:30 PM keith369me Oh, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 knows...see the MJ12 YouTube page!!!

12/31/2019 12:25:30 PM itsgreat2tweet I've only heard  that quote by 1 other person, 'FISA goes both ways' 

Q said it in a drop about Shitty Sciff!!!

12/31/2019 12:25:56 PM lisa_giorgi ?

12/31/2019 12:26:06 PM keith369me @realDonaldTrump could Tweet it out and it would be buried, just less buried.  Maybe someone should have @FINALLEVEL Tweet it, lol

12/31/2019 12:27:09 PM keith369me Who’s intelligence...certainly nobody with the best interest of the US population in mind

12/31/2019 12:30:31 PM plasticjesus6  https://youtu.be/mhPZ6Oel8uk 

12/31/2019 12:30:47 PM trevorkeyes This is silly beyond measures

12/31/2019 12:31:23 PM fansblowing3 Beef = poison ✅ pic.twitter.com/0MRgJ0ZCyv

12/31/2019 12:31:25 PM godrus Do you have a link to it? I can't find it.

12/31/2019 12:31:38 PM lonewol97176157 Article is sure to mention a connection to Potus.  Is curious both presidents mentioned are on opposite sides of the universe.  Daily beast isn’t worthy 

of ass wipe.

12/31/2019 12:32:57 PM dponce101 Yes..we've been had!!

12/31/2019 12:33:00 PM plasticjesus6  https://youtu.be/mhPZ6Oel8uk 

12/31/2019 12:34:04 PM gaylestorm15 The Queen's husband, I read, was in charge of smuggling drugs abroad.

12/31/2019 12:34:12 PM allahuniversal Tele- = operating over distance

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/tele- 

Port (v), from *per = to carry

 https://www.etymonline.com/word/*per- 

Trains are technological teleportation vehicles too.

12/31/2019 12:34:21 PM patriot_angel It may be, but I don’t think so. I think Michael is referring to Michael Maccoby. What do you think?

12/31/2019 12:35:23 PM djlok Remember how bad the #FakeNews treated @cynthiamckinney ? It was bad... They pretty much made her out to be a crazy woman. She is not.

12/31/2019 12:35:23 PM keith369me Here is the vid on the Majestic 12 channel...not sure how to copy a channel link via the YouTube App on my phone...should get you there... 

https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g 

12/31/2019 12:35:44 PM patriot_angel Isn’t Alice code for H R C.?

12/31/2019 12:37:01 PM hambrickro 😏 Stargates , Beam me up Scotty 😏

12/31/2019 12:37:46 PM patjone29703057 Deport immediately

12/31/2019 12:38:41 PM giediknight Good advice.

12/31/2019 12:38:43 PM differenced_it Like anyone is really looking for gun runners, drug runners, human trafficers, or whatnot?

For a week of shooting I can drive with multiple firearms from NC to OH and back unnoticed and pretty much unchallenged.

Q. How hard it it to move anything unseen?

A.  Not hard at all.

12/31/2019 12:39:22 PM laurabusse Both

"Alice is many things"

12/31/2019 12:41:33 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                       Taking a Quantum leap Quest to Quash the DS. Quench any Query to Qibble, today Quantity of tweets 17 K, Quickened 

me to Quizzically Quietly Quiver.  pic.twitter.com/inGrMGEwgw

12/31/2019 12:42:06 PM sdane8 I don't care for either individual, but this was a great segment I've never seen. Thanks! 😊

12/31/2019 12:42:20 PM kongcretecrypto Ive always had that feeling :)



12/31/2019 12:43:02 PM allahuniversal Used to write about her situations when I blogged. This one ticked me off the most

Cynthia McKinney calls WBAIX from Israeli prison https://youtu.be/JkPvzSZRuDo 

12/31/2019 12:43:14 PM hambrickro 😎 Teleportation: ALL about Coordinates - Origin to Destination  😎

12/31/2019 12:43:46 PM jstanbury61 🙏💜🙏

12/31/2019 12:44:38 PM farklew Thank you

12/31/2019 12:46:31 PM txarmadilla Good adivice! Ty

12/31/2019 12:49:36 PM hotwheelsjusty They’re all dangerous. The adjuvants that activate the immune system include aluminum in the dtap vaccine. Read the insert for the vaccine to see the 

possible side effects- those happen to actual people. If your child needs a tetanus shot due to an injury, he/she can get one at

12/31/2019 12:51:54 PM hotwheelsjusty the time of injury. The side effects of auto immune disorders, paralysis, death, etc happen to real people every day. My family was fully vaxxed and we 

still caught pertussis badly enough that my youngest needed hospitalized and nearly died. It was not “lighter.” Plus we have

12/31/2019 12:54:00 PM sdane8 There's more to her story than meets the eye. 🧐

12/31/2019 12:54:46 PM americanpetal That explains it. I am so desperate to get off this planet.

12/31/2019 12:55:17 PM hotwheelsjusty the joys of allergies, autism, ulcerative colitis, OCD, ADHD, anxiety, and strabismus amongst various family members (3 kids, 2 adults). All can be traced 

to vaxx injury and pesticides. We are ex-vaxxers now. Be aware the live virus vaxxes shed and can spread the virus, like the

12/31/2019 12:55:41 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/552829915545219072?s=20 …

12/31/2019 12:56:10 PM hotwheelsjusty MMR or the new Ebola vax. It’s not easy to choose. Pray. God bless you and your family.

12/31/2019 12:59:07 PM americanpetal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Does this statement still stand?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060606843343527937 …

12/31/2019 12:59:31 PM faithflag Thank you so much for responding! I felt pressured to do the vaccines last visit and caved. The MMR gave my child 104 fever for a week. I was certain I 

gave my child a life long disability by agreeing to the vaccine. He seems fine now. But it is so confusing as a parent now.

12/31/2019 12:59:40 PM nickcpace1 That could be the next big thing WAR with them.

12/31/2019 12:59:53 PM adsvel Happy New Year MJ12!

Wish You all the best in personal lives and wonderful creations!

Thank You for all Your shared information!😊💗🙏🌈🎄✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/lqMpwmmmVB

12/31/2019 1:00:16 PM guy_karen Very sad commentary on our trusted gov agency

12/31/2019 1:00:51 PM faithflag He is my fourth. Thank God my other children have seemed mostly fine after going through all of them, except my daughter does have severe allergies 

and we have a family history of autoimmune issues, myself included. So that is a thought.

12/31/2019 1:01:44 PM gts31274 Yeah I saw this... apparently this was passed a while ago but they weren't strictly enforcing... although I read somewhere WA still has RE?

12/31/2019 1:02:18 PM 4everq1 Idiot here (moi) !!  So why would they modify the dates???

12/31/2019 1:02:35 PM faithflag I plan on declining at our appointment on Monday. I feel bad for parents, we have to protect our children but our fed so much misinformation it’s hard 

to know what is right. We only have our discernment to go off of at this point since all the “research” is a bunch of BS.

12/31/2019 1:03:25 PM rachaelangelm Off topic https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/into-the-cave-of-chiles-witches-20138093/ …

12/31/2019 1:03:32 PM allahuniversal Not so much.... https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1212109724591759360?s=19 …

12/31/2019 1:04:24 PM ethereal_shaman So my body, my choice is only applicable for abortions?

12/31/2019 1:04:27 PM rachaelangelm  https://www.msn.com/en-xl/latinamerica/top-stories/john-of-god-faith-healer-kept-teenagers-as-sex-slaves-and-sold-their-babies-for-up-to-

%C2%A340000-before-shipping-them-from-brazil-to-europe/ar-BBT35BO …

12/31/2019 1:04:35 PM allahuniversal Etymology https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1212109724591759360?s=19 …

12/31/2019 1:05:16 PM rachaelangelm  https://youtu.be/jcWaB_ZmQX0 

12/31/2019 1:06:06 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/A0b4i6pP56

12/31/2019 1:06:07 PM rachaelangelm I live in a state of consistent hypervigilance in this place. It’s difficult for me to write and focus while I have nut cases acting like rats in cages running 

around the neighborhood constantly. I’m triggered this society and I can’t on the trigger them and I can’t work

12/31/2019 1:06:43 PM caveat_viator Nobody should be surprised, but hopefully the future will provide transparency towards further operations

12/31/2019 1:07:27 PM rudedrew63 Honestly nothing should come as a surprise anymore

12/31/2019 1:09:59 PM scorpiomoon33  https://twitter.com/ScorpioMoon33/status/1113020016595820544?s=19 …

12/31/2019 1:10:54 PM shocked3x Dude.

Thanks.

12/31/2019 1:12:18 PM holotechrd No worries we got it covered 👀🕳🛸😇⚡💥💯❤️👑👈

12/31/2019 1:12:27 PM kidge6 Are you kidding? I've been trying to imagine myself as human since age 6 and im still befuddled. I got off at the wrong station or something. My 

'carnival game' skills are terrible.

12/31/2019 1:14:32 PM phyllis_lavoy Great advice!!

12/31/2019 1:15:01 PM twitsareangry I never considered myself a human.  Hell, I've even had body dismorphia since I was a toddler because it feels like I should have three fingers on each 

hand and my skin should be blue.  (No, I'm not going to dye my skin or cut off my pinkies!)

12/31/2019 1:15:45 PM synackstatic And who was the power behind American rail?

12/31/2019 1:16:09 PM synackstatic It's all about railroads.

Orange.

Vanderbilt.

12/31/2019 1:16:32 PM yphillips135 Great advice

12/31/2019 1:17:31 PM manifest_utopia If BDAnon is Prince, as is speculated, he's been posting rather interesting info about Venezuela and Iran on half chan.

12/31/2019 1:18:27 PM virginialouelle Agreed. I've been praying harder than ever before. I want this shit stopped!

12/31/2019 1:19:38 PM lmjonzey Pets... even more chilling...so he had his favorites...

12/31/2019 1:20:24 PM micktuckwell Michael is Michelle

12/31/2019 1:23:37 PM lisa_giorgi Think you're right! https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1212121026072592384?s=19 …

12/31/2019 1:23:47 PM lmjonzey Said To be expected... she forgets everyone is replaceable. Another will rise unless humanity not only changes but continues down a better path...

12/31/2019 1:24:34 PM allahuniversal Is #TheGreatAwakening not about learning how to research and dig beyond the surface of what's presented, no matter who presents it?

I enjoy watching the replies 9n this account and seeing people expand their thinking over time. Tells me that #TheGreatAwakening is right on Q.

12/31/2019 1:24:47 PM jeremyrobards7 I met a few blue peeps in this lifetime.

12/31/2019 1:27:01 PM anon17light Lol! Nice attempt but no

12/31/2019 1:27:41 PM allahuniversal  https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/us-rail-infrastructure …

12/31/2019 1:28:11 PM allahuniversal What, no thinking for myself?

12/31/2019 1:29:46 PM sseed369  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwuuwLjQxg0 …

12/31/2019 1:30:18 PM allahuniversal And...is that impossible?

12/31/2019 1:34:18 PM bryttan77 Great advice



12/31/2019 1:37:40 PM godrus Thank you!!

12/31/2019 1:39:09 PM allahuniversal Misleading one's self is easy, just take everything on face value.

We're talking about a collective who's original mandate IS disinformation (70 years of it). Yet and still, before the revelations of the past few years, 

people still found truth. By doing the legwork themselves. pic.twitter.com/1zj37x4qYQ

12/31/2019 1:40:53 PM disfellocated A blood oath, an accountability partner, and a way to track my progress. pic.twitter.com/duKktcIxFy

12/31/2019 1:41:28 PM jeebaleebs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/31/2019 1:43:41 PM bryceja68689884 Is she still alive or has she been a victim of #Arkanicide all good dems have been dealt with. Now they are all Satan worshiping derpy derps.

12/31/2019 1:44:58 PM keith369me What???  The FBI and other government crime rings utilizing classified status to hide crimes.  When was Epstein first arrested.  Who was the FBI 

director when the FBI declined prosecution?

12/31/2019 1:45:00 PM weediblue Excellent advice.

12/31/2019 1:46:21 PM carolin15161363 Can people be teleported safely?

12/31/2019 1:46:27 PM keith369me Too close to the target for 20/20

12/31/2019 1:46:52 PM allahuniversal Still very alive and well. Born on the 17th too pic.twitter.com/dv0BrG6T29

12/31/2019 1:47:37 PM jason93020025 I work with felons and many from the inter city have told me about these crates. Unlocked Uhaul trucks are also brought in waiting to be robbed and 

they find guns.

12/31/2019 1:47:48 PM me_linda1209 Smart. Very smart. Thank you

12/31/2019 1:48:02 PM carolin15161363 Do pets=children?

12/31/2019 1:48:04 PM lightlove21121 Who knows.. [they] might be the same person after all 😏

12/31/2019 1:49:54 PM flyingpitajill I would guess yes.

12/31/2019 1:52:37 PM 99thyamwasher Remember when the black caucus was the only Democrat resistance to bush Cheney wars and patriot act? Dumb dems wanted to be kool.

12/31/2019 1:56:21 PM toffer_anon_369 Or the Rings from SG-1 ?

12/31/2019 1:56:51 PM leadzippo AP telling us A story instead of telling us THE story

12/31/2019 1:57:38 PM caseysprout Eye opening interview

The amount you don't know, about the real world, is STAGGERING 

a MUST WATCH Video https://youtu.be/wwuuwLjQxg0 

12/31/2019 2:05:40 PM keith369me What?  The CIA was probably the world’s largest enabler of worldwide drug trafficking starting decades ago.  POPPY Bush...in plain sight!!!  The Bush 

family is legendary amongst the “community”.  Coincidence that Jeb was Gov of Florida?  Think again.  “Strategery”

12/31/2019 2:06:43 PM allahuniversal So, finding the 'root' of the words which make up teleportation isn't being 'grounded'? Oh, ok. Maybe HW has people too confused about what 

teleportation actually, no worries, I don't have that problem.

Feet on the ground, mind expanding throughout the universe. My life story.

12/31/2019 2:06:44 PM twitsareangry I don't usually look blue, but when my liver failed, I turned bright green instead of yellow (it's normal again now)... so there's definitely the color blue in 

me.

12/31/2019 2:07:23 PM toffer_anon_369 Hey if I DM you my address, can you send me a couple of those teleportation devices?  I just wanna test 'em out -- and it would solve my nightmare 

daily commute.  Seriously, let me know!!!  #369

12/31/2019 2:07:26 PM karma4event201 Thank you

12/31/2019 2:07:37 PM keith369me Clean up the three letter agencies and bring peace to the inner cities and the rest of the world.  So be it!!!

12/31/2019 2:09:37 PM mongrelglory Or worse!  Getting rid of incriminating evidence! 😟

12/31/2019 2:11:57 PM plasticjesus6 LEO? 

Low

Earth

Orbit

12/31/2019 2:14:03 PM johnsonjt3 If she has anything on Clinton’s or they think she does, she’s going to drown, commit suicide, be mugged and killed w/ no valuables taken, die in a small 

plane crash, or...or...  Giving 2 to 1 odds that she doesn’t make it to avg life expectancy. 🤔😏

12/31/2019 2:15:58 PM gi6stars Wow!  

Enough is Enough !

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening

#Qanon

12/31/2019 2:16:35 PM allahuniversal Just to be clear, everything from a sperm cell swimming to whatever the Space Force decides to reveal next is a vessel traveling through space. 

Carrying/porting energy over a distance over varying amounts of time. Like this tweet, about 'teleport' my 💭s to you almost instantly.

12/31/2019 2:24:55 PM aetherwalker1 Far Out.. man!

12/31/2019 2:28:34 PM aetherwalker1 Clowns shouldn't have MAJESTIC tech.  🤨

..but I imagine that's a result of some your unsavory members from the old days, like Poppy Bush.

12/31/2019 2:29:39 PM sloangidding Thanks for the heads up!!

12/31/2019 2:33:10 PM allahuniversal And with good reason. English (int'l trade language) isn't the best language for communicating ideas. 

That said, we've all seen enough Star Trek or SG-1 or whatever to have been 'told' what teleportation is. That's simply not enough for me 🤷🏾♂️, hence, 

etymology. Roots matter.

12/31/2019 2:35:58 PM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️

12/31/2019 2:37:12 PM phreatomagnetic Imagine how sad I was when I learned real lasers would be silent and invisible.

12/31/2019 2:48:16 PM patriottdefense 🤣 pic.twitter.com/JAzqxLcSjC

12/31/2019 2:51:35 PM gingerengsmith Affiliated with Healthcare institution, but no contact with clinics nor patients. Administrative at a far distance

12/31/2019 2:51:46 PM jillsta07025300 Ty. Great advice.

12/31/2019 2:54:51 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Yeah, where do you think they get the funds for their black ops? pic.twitter.com/ReFUgrQ7m1

12/31/2019 2:56:47 PM xusaf_patriot Nice sentiment but until the MSM is feeding the truth to the population its going to be a hard, long road to justice. 

Hopefully "the plan" includes reversing the MSM trend of lies and deceipt...fingers crossed :)

12/31/2019 2:57:16 PM toffer_anon_369 What?!  Since When!!!

12/31/2019 3:04:21 PM webarian1 If I were a parent these days I'd be homeschooling for this and many other reasons!

12/31/2019 3:04:50 PM burgersandra "We know Brennan gave Obama regular secret briefings in “eyes only” envelopes...those briefings were only seen by Obama’s inner circle of advisors & 

were not part of nat. intel briefings. JB was conveying to Obama fruits of poisonous surveil. requests. https://www.commdiginews.com/politics-

2/obama-white-house-fisa-nsa-prism-spy-americans-2012-119410/ …

12/31/2019 3:04:55 PM just_mr_nobody The unfortunate part is the cast majority of people still believe vaccinations are the right thing for them no matter the evidence. I've sent them to  

http://corvelva.it  and there is also this  https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ … and they still believe we're 

just koo koo kachoo.

12/31/2019 3:08:29 PM nanablue37 Ok, this is freaky. My brother, a Marine in viet nam, after the war he worked for railroad security.  I'm sure I'm not saying it right. Anyway he gave an 

interview with the local paper and said he used to chase the kids away from the third rails. Not matter how many times he.....



12/31/2019 3:09:15 PM donewithevil The only way I see your stuff is literally coming to your page. Retweet this so people know.. they r not being blocked..shunned.. we gotta search out 

and if satan n spawn can..I've said it lots.. WE GO HARDER

12/31/2019 3:11:46 PM nanablue37 Would chase them they just came back. His exact words: there's just something about those tracks.that was in '78. They reposted the article to 

remember him. He passed away in October.

12/31/2019 3:13:30 PM mz_nubbie We get tested b4 getting a job. Why dont they?

12/31/2019 3:15:44 PM deanna_danforth Me also, I work from home.  Or I would be forced to get the Flu vax

12/31/2019 3:19:32 PM allahuniversal When I was a young child, I used to stay up late at night just for it to quiet enough to hear trains in the distance. Aside from playing with train sets, to 

this day I can't tell you what that compulsion was all about.

12/31/2019 3:21:20 PM snakesanders22  https://twitter.com/CCAP_US/status/1210683747827245056?s=20 …

12/31/2019 3:23:18 PM antarantanka He is buddies with John Kerry

12/31/2019 3:27:41 PM quentinjay2  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xTJe3F9zmvg …

12/31/2019 3:27:56 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Happy 20/20...time is an illusion, I am not early!!!

12/31/2019 3:28:23 PM cosmic_engineer Bunker bred and educated in Belgium for his role as POTUS

12/31/2019 3:47:30 PM 1vargascookie11 03/17/2020

12/31/2019 3:52:00 PM aprilbrown99 Happy New Year to you too Michelle!  Love you dear sister. 💖💖💖

12/31/2019 3:57:59 PM americanpetal I was wondering...why the post? Hmmm

12/31/2019 4:04:37 PM melhuses Sick👎🏻

12/31/2019 4:07:22 PM patriot_angel Thank you, I wasn’t sure. I thought it was because that is her name used in emails. pic.twitter.com/fMh8GhuUJD

12/31/2019 4:14:27 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/UrYMHy2MCI

12/31/2019 4:23:27 PM kcvail Several of those are just Influenza. My kids graduated in  2000s, so very little has changed since then. At least you won't have kids dying of meningitis 

because there is no vaccine for it, like the 1980s & 1990s. I knew a kid, his parents, grands, all nurses or drs, died 1997

12/31/2019 4:28:56 PM aetherwalker1 Did ya notice that Jimmy Carter joined the black eye club recently?

12/31/2019 4:30:44 PM unidentifiedta1 Let the games begin

12/31/2019 4:35:17 PM momekool1 Not all states allow homeschool. Look at California.

12/31/2019 4:36:15 PM nickcpace1 I desperately hope I am wrong but something tells me this is the path forward

12/31/2019 4:40:24 PM ashsaidwhaaaat This is such bull shit!! Measles are by no means a state of any kind of emergency! #FalseFlag

12/31/2019 4:42:05 PM momekool1 Why isn’t this trending when it clearly should be @jack / ALICE / CERN? https://twitter.com/tomhanks/status/1210345105271459840?s=21 …

12/31/2019 4:45:15 PM ryanmcnulty14 Minutemen

[C_A] pic.twitter.com/MOWQplp5Sq

12/31/2019 4:49:39 PM daisy47196916 Pissed Pissed Pissed

12/31/2019 4:51:58 PM dr_t_dc How the hell do we fight against this when big pharma uses so much of their resources to push their propaganda via msm???

12/31/2019 4:52:04 PM cagsil Allow homeschool? Interesting thought. That can be fought. State reserves NO Right whatsoever to force parents to subject their kids to indoctrination 

institutions.

12/31/2019 4:52:51 PM dr_t_dc How do we counter the brain dead MDs who were indoctrinated in their pharma biased med schools???

12/31/2019 4:54:25 PM dr_t_dc I had a family in my office today tell me in hushed tones that they refuse to vax. It was as if they were afraid to speak it aloud.

12/31/2019 4:57:44 PM ashsaidwhaaaat  pic.twitter.com/raroWzO7tK

12/31/2019 5:04:58 PM sterkinglights1 Sry sometimes I get super paranoid when I smoke bud. Forgot about this. Lol interdet.

12/31/2019 5:06:47 PM gardn_whisperer This has already happened in California several years back. I've always homeschooled my daughter, so it didn't affect us in that way. But she is not 

allowed in summer camps or other activities because her vaccine record is not up to date...

12/31/2019 5:07:58 PM mettlemeta .

12/31/2019 5:08:55 PM mamiemcclure17 Heard the call...I came

12/31/2019 5:12:22 PM ewolsj The call was made and I CHOSE to respond. Carry On.....

12/31/2019 5:15:08 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/wWV3vzhECK

12/31/2019 5:16:20 PM terrylu00064423 If the vaccinations work, why are they worried about non-vaccinated children? Wouldn't the non-vaccinated be the most vulnerable?

12/31/2019 5:20:19 PM allahuniversal I'll agree that truth is not in numbers, if you mean numbers as in Quantity. Quality does indeed outweigh Quantity.

However, I must ask, which "truth" needs to be "realized", exactly? Both truth and realize need to be defined here.

12/31/2019 5:28:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distraction and protection of 44.

12/31/2019 5:29:29 PM bi07829782 No, trump is most vetted President in our time.

12/31/2019 5:31:03 PM n7guardiananon WE ARE YOU

I AM

...heard there was good popcorn

o7

12/31/2019 5:33:40 PM ewolsj Well, OG's I've known back in the day, said the ghetto birds dropped off crates of guns, ammo,drugs and $$$$ so idk exactly how clowns usually play,  

but it seems legit.....

12/31/2019 5:39:58 PM libertyspring99 Happy New Year @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

(Even though time is an illusion 🤣)

12/31/2019 5:41:34 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/W0WgFnOCR0

12/31/2019 5:42:48 PM doyouq Unfortunately it just became completely clear to me today just what we are up against and vaccines are nothing compared to the threat our country is 

facing from Iran and the Obama crew

12/31/2019 5:43:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Playbook:

Strategize Agenda 21 deliverable.

Deploy Assets of Intelligence to control the follow of information.

Engineer elaborate smear campaigns against opposition.

Use FBI to coverup CIA et. la. activities domestically.

Give Assets of Intelligence a "legal" license to kill.

12/31/2019 5:43:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 In the end, the public always loses.

Always has.

Always was.

That was until 2017.

What else was revealed to the world in 2017?

When did Hitler die?

Is Epstein dead?

Now re-think what you learned about Dyncorp?

What about EP?

Where is GM?

Happy New Year

You are the news now.
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12/31/2019 5:43:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Politician publicly decries Agenda 21 deliverable.

While Politician is decrying deliverable, assets are being activated, moved, and changed operating exactly opposite from what the politician is saying.

Those who oppose the view of the politician are partisan.

12/31/2019 5:43:58 PM allahuniversal Pretty snarky, yet doesn't Q-uite answer what I asked.

Define both truth and realize, and speak this truth if you truly know.

12/31/2019 5:45:15 PM rghardy3 I always avoid circular arguments with no conclusion.

12/31/2019 5:45:17 PM trevorkeyes  pic.twitter.com/773sllvt9J

12/31/2019 5:46:48 PM girlawakeinca A lot happened in 2017. We’re all coming together on this 🙏💫 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1138429281846124545?s=21 …

12/31/2019 5:47:11 PM n7guardiananon saved

love it

12/31/2019 5:47:12 PM peterclloyd Please, legal licenses to kill have been handed out by the CIA like candy on Halloween to “subcontractors” for decades.

12/31/2019 5:48:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your skepticism is a good and strong characteristic.

When Q says FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT it means this.

When events happen, especially those orchestrated by the DS, question everything.

What you may not realize is that 44 and Iran are closely connected.

44 signed off on IA HRC JB et la

12/31/2019 5:48:50 PM spauldingshowal  https://www.volkwordtwakker.nl/en/agenda-21-agenda-2030-illuminati-new-world-order/ …

12/31/2019 5:49:06 PM worldxplorer1 I’m not sure Epstein is dead. If he was indeed an intelligence asset he may have been “removed” during a staged death by his handling agency. 

Or heck even a rival agency. 

Either way #EpsteinDidntKillHimself

12/31/2019 5:49:35 PM kapitan_wow this is not a drill.

12/31/2019 5:51:04 PM playern091 Q definitely did NOT leave JE in NY to be killed OR extracted. JE was a HVT. No way. Dead to the world works great for us. He is either STILL being 

interrogated, or he already was and was executed by MT.

12/31/2019 5:51:18 PM ryanmcnulty14 You knew this before it happened...

Wake up at 4, meditate at 6... Be grounded to Earth... Power of 3,6,9,

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/seZc7gArxn

12/31/2019 5:52:24 PM n7guardiananon GM pic.twitter.com/b6IxcsGTe0

12/31/2019 5:52:49 PM allahuniversal 0=9=Nothing=All. 

I like to make sure that everyone sees both sides of the eQuation, so that they can make a choice. All or nothing. Same results either way.

12/31/2019 5:53:17 PM playern091 JE in NY was a honeypot to catch WHO wanted to kill OR extract him.

12/31/2019 5:53:38 PM paulamjohns I tend to agree - I do not think Epstein is dead

12/31/2019 5:54:31 PM allahuniversal Compared to...?

12/31/2019 5:54:57 PM wickedmouse369 I'm here to become a better being, connected to my soul and God the creator. To lead my family and friends to the truth, that no external can ever fill 

the internal. 

I'm also here for the -0- point energy, replicators, and heard the beaches in Orion are out of this world.

12/31/2019 5:55:49 PM kickthefed were you involved in solar warden

12/31/2019 5:57:20 PM rghardy3 Be careful when you get to Orion.

I heard that is where [they] come from.

12/31/2019 6:00:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Our operation is not to introduce new evidence in the Great Awakening / The Plan, that is the Q operation.

Our operation is to interact with consciousness and enhance its horizons for what is to come after the Q operation.

That being said, future will prove past. pic.twitter.com/CNc4laqrKn

12/31/2019 6:01:26 PM kehnguz1 OFFICAL: He Is Dead, no clone replacement for him, his SOUL is fallen far beyond rescue.

12/31/2019 6:02:25 PM worldxplorer1 17!

12/31/2019 6:05:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track reach of tweets based on subject matter.

Notice how some get through ALICE's vice?

Notice how others seem to move slowly?

Did we talk about 3/3 today?

Within 21 minutes we had over 639 retweets.

With (Gold) end a 21 we have 81 retweets in same time.

Hello ALICE. pic.twitter.com/0fmhgR7kET

12/31/2019 6:05:39 PM lbf777 Yawn. Wake me up when something good actually happens.

12/31/2019 6:05:48 PM kickthefed we would have true freedom then

12/31/2019 6:06:55 PM iowa_trump Vaccinations interfere with 100s of years of immunune system adaptation and vaccines disrupt our natural interferon

12/31/2019 6:07:57 PM wildhor52319908 Happy new years ALICE!

12/31/2019 6:08:31 PM ryanmcnulty14 2020

12/31/2019 6:08:45 PM realeyethespy I aim to break the circle ⭕️ Q

12/31/2019 6:08:47 PM carolinabeth1 Happy New Year, fellow patriots!  All will be revealed in time.  Trust the plan and don’t worry because God is in charge. Blow the shofar/horn to 

celebrate our King Of Kings at 1:11pm January 1st and pray collectively for 3 minutes asking for God’s will to be done. pic.twitter.com/fqgpk2EoZj

12/31/2019 6:10:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns in America.

Think DSM.

Think "those you are taught to trust the most."

When an Asset of Intelligence is in therapy talking about their operation, is the therapist aware of their status as an asset?

Are they a handler?

At what point does it become mathematically improbable?

12/31/2019 6:10:59 PM rghardy3 Good Luck

12/31/2019 6:11:23 PM john52184723  https://youtu.be/0XZG2dWxsT8 

12/31/2019 6:11:45 PM trish97872852 No coincidences

12/31/2019 6:11:56 PM carolinabeth1 I think you might need a glass of bubbly and relax in prayer.  God has this. 👍🥰

12/31/2019 6:12:35 PM moemc8 Eric Prince, Ghislaine Maxwell?

12/31/2019 6:13:16 PM actionsweet I block every single advertisement as well.  Been doing that for a year now.

12/31/2019 6:14:37 PM 369helen313 HapPy New YeAr MJ12 . 🥳🎉 ✌🏻Q✌🏻Q 

Thank you for one year of enlightenments , knowledges and disclosures ! 2020 is going to be mind blowing!🎉

12/31/2019 6:15:00 PM hawkgirlinmn Part of MK Ultra? Are all assets brainwashed or is their consciousness manipulated without their permission?

12/31/2019 6:15:08 PM mamiemcclure17 3 6 9   No luck needed.



12/31/2019 6:15:20 PM guarddo54627481 I ask myself that a couple of times a day.. Why am I here

12/31/2019 6:16:39 PM werascending 369! 🙏🙏🙏

12/31/2019 6:16:52 PM 420munsterfan This rings true to me I have had nothing but problems surface in my life after talking to VA psychotherapist & I have been involved in significant 

deployments to Iraq. It wasn't until God removed alcoholism from my life that I became aware of this upside down world. Now I fight.

12/31/2019 6:17:19 PM _369311119 Assets of Intelligence

AI ?

12/31/2019 6:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The public should demand an audit of CPS in 2020.

They should demand it to every Democratic politician running for President.

They should contact their "elected" representatives and demand it.

Now that you are the news and understand the power of 369, make it so! pic.twitter.com/WjS78TWnuv

12/31/2019 6:18:13 PM ewolsj Well, golly George, how else are we supposed to know it's "good" shit unless we try it???????

12/31/2019 6:18:23 PM sseed369 3(6:18)9 pic.twitter.com/6CKSRsPOKB

12/31/2019 6:18:24 PM hawkgirlinmn So, his dad offered him up. Sick.

12/31/2019 6:18:53 PM carolinabeth1 GM=  Ghislaine Maxwell (sp)

EP= Eric Prince(?) Elvis Presley (DOB Jan 8th)

12/31/2019 6:19:05 PM kehnguz1 Bugs Bunny is The Rabbit in the Hole, Alice is not being funny saying this, the DEMs secretly want TRUMP TO WIN against HIm!

12/31/2019 6:19:06 PM daveo6145 His father was investigating a major international banking scandal. I remember this specifically. Sure enough nothing happened about the scandal after 

the tragedy

12/31/2019 6:19:12 PM allahuniversal D5

DSM-5

"#ThesePeopleAreSick"

 https://dsm.psychiatryonline.org/doi/book/10.1176/appi.books.9780890425596 … pic.twitter.com/Ghr0KWX1EO

12/31/2019 6:20:15 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, yes, yes!!!

12/31/2019 6:20:25 PM ewolsj C I A "CRIMINAL Intelligence Agency " Dies your Bread or Water taste funny?? Thank the Good ol' C.I.A!

12/31/2019 6:20:26 PM aboveit4 Infuriating and despicable.

12/31/2019 6:20:29 PM 420munsterfan Here w/ information & logic I mean. I was easily manipulated as I was a HEAVY alcoholic. As soon as I woke up and found Q I have come to realize I am 

a Targeted Individual.  Life sucks but I continue to fight as #QAnon has taught us. There's satisfaction in that

12/31/2019 6:20:39 PM cocopuffster12 Has it ever been audited?

12/31/2019 6:20:41 PM saraaslesen Absolutely

12/31/2019 6:21:38 PM ewolsj And What Good would that do???? Are ANY Politicians LISTENING????????

12/31/2019 6:21:42 PM 420munsterfan #GodBlessYou both 🤗

12/31/2019 6:22:21 PM woodspring2012 And Merck while you have them on the phone https://twitter.com/rectitude20/status/1212178144930795520?s=21 …

12/31/2019 6:22:30 PM jvan125 Honest question...are we at a point where our voices would even matter yet? These criminals do what they want to further THEIR agendas, not ours. 

Look at VA and the gun issue. How can things change for the better for We The People while the swamp is still intact? 🙃

12/31/2019 6:24:00 PM cosmic_engineer Blessings for your service 💚

Three pillars will fall

MAN will have an unbiased choice

12/31/2019 6:25:08 PM johnnymerckx The Court cases linked to CPS and CPS, ), should be reviewed (NSA meta data)  a designated third party. Then, continual meta data review of CPS in the 

future. 

I also believe, the NSA data should be used by THE PEOPLE, not on the PEOPLE, to oversee our elected officials.

12/31/2019 6:25:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Happy New Year to everyone who celebrates it.

Remember, Time is an Illusion.

The illusion is controlled by physical factors that are adjustable.

You are not limited to the physics you were taught in school.

Theres much more!

#NewYearsEve

#NewYears2020

#NewYears
12/31/2019 6:25:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes the number 17 just appears out of nowhere.

Coincidence or is it possible it manifests itself where relevant.

What about the number 7?

Is that "lucky"?

The choices matter.

2019 was a very big year.

39 = Child Mind + IS-BE.

You manifest your reality through your choices. pic.twitter.com/razpnT2WkM
12/31/2019 6:26:29 PM bryanhausman For the record 

She can cooperate

Or not... Unimportant

She can "hang" herself from a bottom bunk on suicide watch in prison for all I  care ;) 

It can't stop what's coming

We have everything...

She will be prosecuted :) period

Who is Rachel Chandler?? 

Pain is coming

#WWG1WGA
12/31/2019 6:27:03 PM corstruction He's a DUMBy....funny how they arrested a Chinese recently for genetic manipulation...CRISPR?

12/31/2019 6:27:08 PM guy_karen In with the New out with the Old. 2020

12/31/2019 6:27:55 PM chickiehurd LOVE IT MADE MY NIGHT 100%...HAHAHAHAHA

12/31/2019 6:27:58 PM tamiwils0n22813 Wow! Amazing!

12/31/2019 6:28:09 PM anneolsen43 Happy New Year and what a year it’s been 🥳

12/31/2019 6:30:03 PM justinjuno1 Always remember, the entire global physical infrastructure of Twitter, Facebook, and Google has been catalogued and mapped, from their corporate 

headquarters to the warehouses of their contracted suppliers. All of it. It has been distributed and shared accordingly.

12/31/2019 6:30:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is working overtime. pic.twitter.com/w7N5l0MXzd



12/31/2019 6:30:35 PM allahuniversal Q

A visual of the moment of conception, when a new idea penetratrs a thick skull and a 1 track mind splits into 2 (cell division/cognitive dissonance)...

124875... 

369

In that context, what's the # 9 look like? Life swimming 👆🏽 to find a Cipher0 to BE Born9 through... pic.twitter.com/uuEnJN3Spd

12/31/2019 6:30:49 PM americanpetal Happy New Year to you as well 💫💫💫

12/31/2019 6:31:23 PM sapphirewinds10 Sadly the comedic truth

12/31/2019 6:31:46 PM rhondanight 🥂

12/31/2019 6:31:58 PM worldxplorer1 Could they be more obvious?!

#KissMyAssALICE

12/31/2019 6:32:09 PM lunapark3333 Happy 2020!

👍

12/31/2019 6:33:06 PM werascending 369...please save the children 🙏🙏🙏

12/31/2019 6:33:11 PM rghardy3 Q

a cosmic egg

that's one way to look at it.

12/31/2019 6:33:22 PM panther092203 I’m sorry,  but are you talking about Nancy?

12/31/2019 6:33:50 PM dwhit1957 NXIVM trial starts 1/7/2020 !!!

12/31/2019 6:34:05 PM cogbill_alan I'm here because I'm supposed to be. I guess this is something I signed up for before I was born, if I understand it correctly.

12/31/2019 6:34:11 PM americandream09 Very heavily under the Glass of Alice! https://twitter.com/americandream09/status/1212182023374282755?s=19 …

12/31/2019 6:34:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would interfere with their cash cow sugar daddy campaign finance revolving door of public corruption.

Instead, CPS is an official program that rules and regulations are in place that if enough citizens demand an audit, an audit will happen.

Cannot say the same for politics.

12/31/2019 6:35:13 PM americandream09  https://twitter.com/americandream09/status/1186204600329740290?s=19 …

12/31/2019 6:36:18 PM rhondanight I’m many things

12/31/2019 6:36:54 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/As9ZGVfzYK

12/31/2019 6:36:59 PM april99341937 Well my vote and singing along the by way regetes we had a few and to to metion. And now i stay my course of losing. But threw all that i say no i say I 

DID IT MY WAY!!!

12/31/2019 6:37:02 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/3f4s6RRJPH

12/31/2019 6:37:51 PM allahuniversal Such a mean little girl she is

12/31/2019 6:38:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 A girl is not.

12/31/2019 6:39:44 PM lisajager8 Is it a shame I never finished school?

12/31/2019 6:40:20 PM auroravoyager1 I read this tweet at 33 minutes after posting.  😲

12/31/2019 6:40:31 PM lisajager8 For an inherent reason?

12/31/2019 6:40:55 PM patriotswegoall Is Psychiatry a real business?

Speaking of DSMs

Many diagnoses in it are either not real or engineered.

Many are based on consensus.

It's a billion $$$ industry. https://www.amazon.com/Psychiatry-Industry-Death-Book-

DVD/dp/B000OURS0G/ref=sr_1_3?crid=1L1I4ID1RZGMR&keywords=psychiatry+an+industry+of+death&qid=1577846157&sprefix=Psychiatry+an+%2Ca

ps%2C201&sr=8-3 …

12/31/2019 6:42:08 PM dayzero5 Artifical linguistic Internet computer entity?

12/31/2019 6:42:09 PM rachaelangelm MIRA is going to be decommissioned, what a difference will that make?

12/31/2019 6:42:28 PM seeker229 Think Bourne Legacy.

12/31/2019 6:42:36 PM thekanehb I agree that no single vessel contains all the answers. It comes when you combine a breadth of knowledge

12/31/2019 6:42:36 PM seeker229 Coincidence?

12/31/2019 6:43:12 PM allahuniversal Definition of 17 given to me at the age of...well, 17, of course:

1 = Knowledge 

7 = God

Is 7 lucky? It's what one makes it, I suppose.

Choice.

12/31/2019 6:44:44 PM allahuniversal Speaking of 7s & 17s... pic.twitter.com/26Gd76hHKC

12/31/2019 6:44:45 PM april99341937 China is the one to look at?! Look at there controll8ng HUMANITY! Loook and see! The choice is yours!? Reseach your histroy! But in your mind of 

beyond there say! 'GODWINS' PERIOD!

12/31/2019 6:45:39 PM lynnwa Also audit every nickel of foreign aid

12/31/2019 6:45:46 PM 1nanasmomma 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/aJUTx7jIvR

12/31/2019 6:46:48 PM lrn_to_read_rtl Is that what they mean by “ALiCE”?

12/31/2019 6:46:50 PM allahuniversal Males more sense to me now than when I got the 1st inkling of it a little over... 17...years ago

12/31/2019 6:49:11 PM manifest_utopia Happy New Year MJ12 & friends here!

12/31/2019 6:49:59 PM allahuniversal Figure of speech. You're right though, that was insulting to mean little girls

12/31/2019 6:50:14 PM tillie71120939 I used to work EVERY New Years eve bartending. But I have really never understood the point. It's just another freaking day!

12/31/2019 6:51:20 PM mongrelglory May the people of this planet band together and co-create a much brighter, safer future for the children of this world! 🙏

12/31/2019 6:51:22 PM girlawakeinca We will dismantle their abuse on our children (our future) in due time too. You can count on that. pic.twitter.com/0yv4xuAHPV

12/31/2019 6:53:43 PM auroravoyager1 What is DSM coding in healthcare really about?

12/31/2019 6:54:26 PM worldxplorer1 Nice work as usual AU!  I knew DSM looked familiar but I couldn’t place it. Well done!

12/31/2019 6:54:45 PM girlawakeinca Let’s make it happen. Dismantle corruption & stop the harm of children. 

It’s a terrible crime to sleigh a unicorn.

12/31/2019 6:58:55 PM allahuniversal #TheMoreYouKnow 🙇🏽♂️

12/31/2019 6:58:58 PM kickthefed is this N.E.S.A.R.A

12/31/2019 7:00:15 PM winklerburke Be strong & of a good courage!

12/31/2019 7:01:01 PM worldxplorer1 Licensed drug dealers.

12/31/2019 7:01:55 PM dbnewton Sounds like good advice👍



12/31/2019 7:04:46 PM marzhanel Oil Is NOT Fossil Fuel

ROCKEFELLER OIL should be thrown in jail for selling fraudulently priced items as well as cheating on generations of corporate taxes. 

This Abiotic oil story is perhaps the largest underground  scam story of the past 200 years

 https://rense.com/general67/oils.htm …

12/31/2019 7:05:49 PM _369311119 639

12/31/2019 7:06:12 PM alnacho1 #AuditCPS

12/31/2019 7:07:19 PM seeker229 Multiple meanings

12/31/2019 7:07:28 PM unitedredwhite1 Its my 17th wedding anniversary:)

12/31/2019 7:08:12 PM panther092203 It was a serious question. I came to the party late.

12/31/2019 7:12:43 PM fightforamerica Pity you can't find any pictures of a B13 bomber online...

12/31/2019 7:13:06 PM dark2light2019 Not just democrats, don’t be as partisan as they are. Demand equal justice, dark to light eradication of evil men/women

12/31/2019 7:13:38 PM suzie_b_qd Awesome

12/31/2019 7:18:46 PM ewolsj But many already have,  Se La Vive,  Such is Life

12/31/2019 7:20:14 PM ewolsj "Hoodwinked " is all One needs to know

12/31/2019 7:20:57 PM schneppjennifer Thank you for this link.

12/31/2019 7:21:21 PM schneppjennifer Definitely agree!

12/31/2019 7:21:54 PM paultjebulet We are all IS-BE ?? How can we remember

12/31/2019 7:22:45 PM ewolsj So translation: MSM told You to think/feel a certain way about something....... How's that treating You????????

12/31/2019 7:23:19 PM tyetyler1 The absence of color is the illusion.

12/31/2019 7:24:04 PM purplefavorite1 It's Hillary

12/31/2019 7:24:49 PM thainfamous20v What doess 2020 = 4 symbolize?

12/31/2019 7:26:35 PM schneppjennifer Thank you.

12/31/2019 7:28:28 PM ewolsj SHOW OTHER: LOOK WITHIN: BREAK THE MATRIX

12/31/2019 7:29:23 PM ewolsj Happy "New" year  its subjective

12/31/2019 7:30:01 PM allahuniversal Glad to assist

12/31/2019 7:31:52 PM playern091 Will you guys sign the petition?  Who is Q?  https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/who-q-1 …

12/31/2019 7:32:01 PM stars4p @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Something BIG is coming. 

Do they have any more ammunition? 

We're talking about young girls who were ritually abused by the most powerful men in the world including potentially the President of the United 

States.

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1211164412125630464.html …

12/31/2019 7:32:23 PM xusaf_patriot A 9 minute delta?   Majestic.   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

12/31/2019 7:32:33 PM justifi78326842 Good eye, got it👍🇺🇸

12/31/2019 7:33:01 PM ewolsj Alice would demise with lack of G.O.L.D

12/31/2019 7:33:14 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 most important Tweet in 2019 is?  If you respond we Re-Tweet the crap out of it!!!

12/31/2019 7:33:52 PM toffer_anon_369 That we are all 'energy slaves' living in the matrix.  The password is "Valley Forge" (case sensitive)

12/31/2019 7:33:55 PM schneppjennifer Alice is also Hillary.

12/31/2019 7:34:47 PM schneppjennifer Yes.

12/31/2019 7:35:29 PM jesse48676371 so you’re just relying on others to do it all for you?

12/31/2019 7:36:37 PM keith369me You got it in 2019...so did many others including myself did as well.  In 2020 a flood of IS-BEs get it.  Happy new year.

12/31/2019 7:42:48 PM worldxplorer1 Compare Gen Jay Raymond new head of Space Force with Maj Gen George Hammond from SG-1. 

Maybe I’m reaching here but the resemblance jumped out to me. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AllahUniversal

@DJLOK

@Adsvel

@laurabusse

@aprilbrown99

@MongrelGlory  https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1212150208878063619 … pic.twitter.com/TWtNUIqOvT
12/31/2019 7:44:03 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/mWADSLRZn9

12/31/2019 7:45:31 PM aprilbrown99 ALICE is many things. pic.twitter.com/zq6J9baNLD

12/31/2019 7:45:33 PM yellamoj 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/CSeEDx1ASs

12/31/2019 7:46:00 PM schneppjennifer #WWG1WGA I 👀 you, and I hear your struggles. I'm glad you are here.

12/31/2019 7:46:05 PM portezf  pic.twitter.com/nSr6NwcIUJ

12/31/2019 7:48:11 PM aprilbrown99 Like this...

#SavetheChildren

#SavetheChildren

#SavetheChildren 

3, 6 or 9 times. Be careful tho, bcuz I got suspended with too many repeat hashtags. Stupid twitter.

12/31/2019 7:48:53 PM kickthefed hope you all see their saying a global governance will still happen = NWO. the bible says  For when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden 

destruction cometh. be watchful.

12/31/2019 7:49:03 PM skettibabe Weeeeiiirrrddd! I was JUST looking into the meaning of #7 earlier today! 🤔

12/31/2019 7:49:11 PM ewilliams22101 I have one tweet that has slipped through and has over 55K impressions. It's a photo from Tom Hanks' instagram account with commentary (one shoe, 

one glove).  Why that one?

12/31/2019 7:49:21 PM 420munsterfan Thank you Jennifer that means a lot ❤️

12/31/2019 7:53:26 PM carolin15161363 God please help the children!

12/31/2019 7:54:08 PM aprilbrown99 #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself

12/31/2019 7:55:30 PM aprilbrown99 I am not seeing any of your tweet notifications today. #badALICE

12/31/2019 7:56:36 PM melanieanders7 Happy New Year to all MJs and their typists. May you each be safe and blessed through the year. pic.twitter.com/vR42mBN7iH

12/31/2019 7:57:19 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed.  We know there are no coincidences. 💥💥💥

This is the best movie ever!  😁😁😁

12/31/2019 7:57:33 PM dianawilfong Great advice!!

12/31/2019 8:00:20 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL



12/31/2019 8:00:25 PM threadreaderapp Guten tag, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Playbook: Strategize Agenda 21 deliverable. Deploy Assets of Intelligence to control 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212187567011090432.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

12/31/2019 8:00:39 PM werascending Wow!!! What a joke! Nice try @Jack! You can’t stop ALL OF US!!! #SavetheChildren

12/31/2019 8:01:46 PM sacrebluecheese Some of the vaccines are really good

12/31/2019 8:03:21 PM aprilbrown99 Happy New Year Shane!  I hope you and your family have a wonderful 2Q2Q! pic.twitter.com/RyUTo0uuDH

12/31/2019 8:03:26 PM carolinabeth1 🤣

12/31/2019 8:05:05 PM margaret_64_ How about Happy KAG Year! 🙏🇺🇸🙏

12/31/2019 8:05:36 PM worldxplorer1 Happy New Year to you and your family as well! pic.twitter.com/FbiBu8W5iq

12/31/2019 8:05:36 PM linnyt7 It was going on during Viet Nam.

12/31/2019 8:06:38 PM linnyt7 Yes guns too. Keep the world crazy and full of crime and there's money to be had

12/31/2019 8:06:49 PM ewolsj "Oh, amiss Zlicd,what should I di mmmm plezzs tell me hour majestic intelligence. Guys I f Sur.....ne re mind you left me behind.... Se la vive!

12/31/2019 8:08:53 PM ewolsj Such poetic justice despise my spelling error corrections ^.^

12/31/2019 8:09:34 PM linnyt7 Happy New Year to all MJs and typists!

12/31/2019 8:10:41 PM linnyt7 369

12/31/2019 8:10:49 PM allahuniversal Well now that you mention it... pic.twitter.com/LOPn4LcJom

12/31/2019 8:11:33 PM somethingsnotr3 That is NOT the plan. Idc where you got that from. Our digs have ALWAYS  been part of things. ALWAYS. Why are you purporting that "our operation is 

to interact with consciousness?"

And here come the psyops, folks. Be careful who you follow.

12/31/2019 8:12:26 PM ewolsj I like you Margaret ^.^

12/31/2019 8:12:35 PM americanpetal So, why then would MJ bother to post it? Of all things... just a thought.

12/31/2019 8:12:39 PM panchovillai  pic.twitter.com/sNq3uvJrzO

12/31/2019 8:13:37 PM rachaelangelm Clinic workers keep asking me how many kids I have. My dogs are named Marie and Arthur.  I had one tell me she gave her kid melatonin to make her 

5 year old sleep. After I shower her a photo of my dogs, she shut up

12/31/2019 8:14:01 PM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/1ARE23witG

12/31/2019 8:14:18 PM ewolsj Happy exbumdance to You and yours sister!

12/31/2019 8:14:32 PM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/WEMXzoeum4

12/31/2019 8:14:50 PM luvsweetluv5 So...where is his soul? Hell?

12/31/2019 8:17:16 PM margaret_64_ Thanks! Back at you!

12/31/2019 8:17:55 PM americanpetal Exactly my point.

12/31/2019 8:18:50 PM llight412 An interesting journey just reviewing your Dec tweets. You are good with engaging we humans in expanding our thinking. I've got one for your list. 

How about sv40 virus that was included in the polio shots from 1957-1963? I struggle to understand why man is so intent on being evil

12/31/2019 8:18:54 PM fjackrightinthe He was an expendable Clown set up to be a scapegoat for the assassination of New Saudi Prince that was not only in Vegas at the time but also in the 

same hotel on the top 3 floors that the Royal Family owns. Paddock was on the 4th from the top floor. Guns came in from the roof.

12/31/2019 8:19:05 PM kidge6 How will we overcome this?

12/31/2019 8:21:18 PM rachaelangelm I think she thought I had kids and was testing me to see if she could contact CPS. I feel confident no one that works at the Marshfield Clinic talk about 

melatonin and their kids. Fishing for information.

12/31/2019 8:23:05 PM speaakn Glad you’re here - WH1WGA - MAGA 2020!

12/31/2019 8:23:42 PM fightforamerica There's got to be a better way. This continues to bother me. What would it take for a miracle of this caliber to happen?

12/31/2019 8:27:54 PM speaakn Wowzers - I never knew this 😳

12/31/2019 8:28:05 PM normalp30413843 Is Salvatore Pais legit? https://mobile.twitter.com/cryptonephilim/status/1212196496508014592 …

12/31/2019 8:28:05 PM rachaelangelm Yeah. I believe you.

12/31/2019 8:32:48 PM llight412 If time is an illusion kept in place by physical factors,  do we have control to access and modify those physical factors? Or is it controlled by something 

bigger than humans?

12/31/2019 8:34:34 PM joinna6 Tyme is an illusion.  Yes, but the body  "adjust's" to time/solar (zone's)  a rule*er* if you will . Young.Old.Young ○\/○

12/31/2019 8:35:25 PM leigh_vas Did we connect in the unseen fields or something bc I literally mentioned this scene in a freestyle flow this morning (albeit awfully 😜)

12/31/2019 8:38:01 PM joinna6 Happy 2Q2Q!!!!!

12/31/2019 8:38:07 PM stellarstellaq Yes, yes and there are no coincidences

12/31/2019 8:40:41 PM mishelleo1974 Spread the WORD!!

12/31/2019 8:41:53 PM 420munsterfan Thank you glad you're here too🤗

12/31/2019 8:46:33 PM rachaelangelm Truly. The vindictive act should be weeded out as well.

12/31/2019 8:52:25 PM courtneyspace17 THANK YOU OMG I'VE BEEN SAYING THIS FOR YEARS

12/31/2019 8:52:33 PM hippouniversity How do you eliminate a liability ?

😅

12/31/2019 8:54:29 PM fififnawfnaw Compartmentalized?

12/31/2019 8:54:32 PM joinna6 The *ruler* is like a scope on a sniper rifle, or a *tyme glass*/*sand* beginning  / middle )Jesus( end. (\•/)

12/31/2019 8:54:35 PM rachaelangelm Good for you. I always leave forgiveness up to god. I'm not as flexible.

12/31/2019 8:57:43 PM courtneyspace17 I knew something was up when I let the truth out to my psychiatrist about how I dont want to be drugged up like the others...then he threw his chair. I 

am such a great pretender. I am all better now lmao they kept me drugged for a long time. But I was too smart and ruined it.

12/31/2019 8:59:34 PM courtneyspace17 I was pretending to be what they wanted the whole time. Fully aware of mind control programming....I know I am a bastard. 😂 I knew something was 

up also when they diagnosed me with every type of mental disorder over time. switching them and eventually they diagnosed me as having

12/31/2019 9:00:47 PM courtneyspace17 No disorders at all.  How amazing is that? I became too smart and knew too much and I am miraculously better! You all should try it. Dude I could crush 

the psychiatric industry with what I know

12/31/2019 9:01:59 PM courtneyspace17 They failed with their attempts with me miserably. Now I can't be contained its too dangerous. They just pretend I don't exist now because they know 

what I will do.

12/31/2019 9:02:28 PM rachaelangelm If you only knew, idk how I function lol

12/31/2019 9:02:41 PM courtneyspace17 I have to let out the truth that includes my own and I am most definitely not afraid.

12/31/2019 9:02:48 PM petersen_hal Read Brezinskis “Between Two Ages”.....Been out there for almost 50 years...I was playing in little league then, dreaming of being a ball player and all 

this time they have been plotting and enacting to destroy hearts and minds... and they even FN broadcast it... all this time!!

12/31/2019 9:04:34 PM wearediamonds2 I love how before I hit like, your number of likes was at 117, which is also my b-day! Sorry I flipped it to 118 🤣

12/31/2019 9:04:38 PM petersen_hal They hate us... they despise our dreams and our eternal yearning for freedom and justice.... can you imagine how evil these people are!!

12/31/2019 9:07:47 PM brainfreeze76 I just bypass all their stupid algorithms and come directly here. I have your page saved in book marks for daily news

12/31/2019 9:08:22 PM frankyanker School's overrated. I failed school, but I'm acing life👌

12/31/2019 9:09:41 PM dlmaybee Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Playbook: Strategize Agenda 21 deliverable. Deploy Assets of Intelligence to control the follow of information. Enate 

smear campaigns against opposition. Use FBI to coverup CIA et. la. activities domestically. Give Assets of In…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212187567011090432.html …



12/31/2019 9:10:25 PM rachaelangelm I hope I never forget how to laugh again

12/31/2019 9:10:55 PM stephgraz7580 We are very limited to the colors we see for example we can see in a 3 spectrum whereas a mantis shrimp can see in a 16. So yeah.... that tells you a 

lot. “Your favorite color is something you haven’t seen yet”-IDK

12/31/2019 9:13:13 PM nuevoiptv Majestic 12? You guys are useless. A larp account

12/31/2019 9:14:40 PM blsdbe #Majestic

12/31/2019 9:14:53 PM lokenjane I dont understand why? Can someone explain?

12/31/2019 9:16:07 PM thetrollbar Sounds like Game of Thrones.

12/31/2019 9:16:19 PM courtneyspace17 The key is to keep conscious while pretending to be VERY DRUGGED UP  or keeping your consciousness while they pump you into complete numbness. 

Dude you can put me under and I am still conscious. Sucks but I am very aware in and out of this body.

12/31/2019 9:17:17 PM freeandoriginal Born with awareness and with a mission

12/31/2019 9:17:33 PM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/jAC1YWLyiV

12/31/2019 9:18:02 PM nhllax Ofcourse they are aware , those therapist are put in place by their handlers to see what they saw and record everything and reported to the asset's 

handler.

12/31/2019 9:18:07 PM traciloveusa Alice=HRC?

12/31/2019 9:19:25 PM _fadepoint @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2020. Year of “disclosure”?

12/31/2019 9:19:44 PM rghardy3 None of the above

12/31/2019 9:20:41 PM frankyanker If you're going to quote something, give credit.

12/31/2019 9:21:31 PM girlnamedvicki What are IS-BEs?

12/31/2019 9:21:40 PM 17purpleskies 17 all year for me. And 12 or December at times. Interesting!  Very interesting year! Knowledge base blew wide open.

12/31/2019 9:22:15 PM daveo6145 I keep hearing 17 spoken in daily occurrences. Coincidence?

12/31/2019 9:22:18 PM laurabusse But what's the actual question??

What am I missing?

12/31/2019 9:23:24 PM laurabusse Agree!

To me calendar is man made and arbitrary

12/31/2019 9:25:48 PM traciloveusa Sometimes I’m really slow.😞 What is 369? Sorry if that’s a stupid question.

12/31/2019 9:25:55 PM 17purpleskies Agreed! Looking into that. #Colorado #CPS #AccountabilityRequired

12/31/2019 9:25:58 PM freeandoriginal Happy creation! In and out of time.

12/31/2019 9:29:39 PM doyouq 15-20 years ago in Cali, the medical establishment allowed waivers for personal beliefs, often based on religious freedom arguments. Was also possible 

to get Drs to space them out/time them.  No more.

12/31/2019 9:30:15 PM davidjbuckwalt2 Sounds like Q b.s. to me lol

12/31/2019 9:31:31 PM _fadepoint @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Disclosure of multiple things. Hopefully the year brings real “rebirth”

12/31/2019 9:32:00 PM nikoscali You don't understand how someone might take advantage of the situation where the complete date is not filled out on an important legal document 

to benefit themselves? Ambiguity causes unnecessary exposure in ANY legal situation.

12/31/2019 9:32:38 PM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/HguKAcw7Yn

12/31/2019 9:33:38 PM stoneturnr Was Dyncorp used to extract/protect JE?

Did he go to South Am like Hitler after his 'suicide'?

Dyncorp has operations on Venezuelan border...

Is this why EP was there? pic.twitter.com/xevBvg2Htc

12/31/2019 9:33:42 PM _fadepoint 😁 Understood

12/31/2019 9:34:07 PM aflame4truth I feel similar. I was very hesitant to come to this incarnation

12/31/2019 9:36:07 PM patriotswegoall Big impressions drop

Still getting noticed in spite of [ALICE].

12/31/2019 9:37:30 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 So ... Was just watching the 'festivities' on television and THIS commercial came on ...  ON ABC !!!

 https://youtu.be/r0y1SjbVkkU 

12/31/2019 9:37:40 PM manifest_utopia Yes, together we will!

12/31/2019 9:42:12 PM lonestartroy What do we audit? Financial, child placements with foster care, medical records, what needs to be audited?  Let's do this!

12/31/2019 9:45:17 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/lULYQfyb4M

12/31/2019 9:47:33 PM lokenjane Okay.  Its official 🙄. I am an Idiot....And Happy New Year ty

12/31/2019 9:57:23 PM bigfoot77082127 Chip all Democrats!

12/31/2019 9:59:25 PM copybookstudent It’s truly difficult to get some people to see the nose on their face unless “a trusted authority” points it out to them. Oftentimes those same people 

ignore the sufferings of a neighbor until they themselves are effected. God knows why but I don’t understand it.

12/31/2019 9:59:30 PM liltilgerlil Happy New Year MJ12. This is fun to celebrate and reflect on the last year and adjust my goals for the coming year. Trying to improve and be the best 

human being I can be, meditate more to vibrate higher.

12/31/2019 10:01:01 PM samsmith0319 Yes!!!

12/31/2019 10:02:23 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

12/31/2019 10:04:19 PM brad34351293 Nice find, Anon!

We need to spread the word. 

I RTed it to #POTUS45 & Don Jr.

Wonder if Billy boy will be called out on ABC? Do they want to finally act like a REAL News Network after Project Veritas caught their Pre-Election story 

Dump?
12/31/2019 10:07:16 PM toffer_anon_369 One tip that the Majestics taught us was to include current hashtags to gain more exposure using jack's algo's against himself, like this: 

https://twitter.com/Toffer_Anon_369/status/1212251204895555589 …

12/31/2019 10:09:11 PM brad34351293 Holy Cow, Batman! ABC "News" is covering (their) backsides.

Let it be known to the masses, Patriots!

@777KAB1 @VincentCrypt46 @bigredwavenow @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OnEdgeOfWonder 

https://twitter.com/Toffer_Anon_369/status/1212246447661420544 …

12/31/2019 10:16:27 PM truth_pioneer Happy Infinity MJ!!

12/31/2019 10:17:28 PM wearediamonds2 I love how in my dreams I just have to will it and I can fly!

12/31/2019 10:18:05 PM fightforamerica What size of lattice in a faraday cage is most effective for blocking the wavelengths on which cell phones operate?

12/31/2019 10:19:06 PM enomai_ Ukraine

12/31/2019 10:21:10 PM momekool1 ThanQ😉

12/31/2019 10:24:22 PM snakejackal Bio WMD Manhattan Project

12/31/2019 10:33:26 PM wgo_us Cool....we are going to address the michelle o=Michael?

12/31/2019 10:33:54 PM werascending Happy 2020 MJ! Looking forward to ALL good things! 369

12/31/2019 10:37:01 PM jaded_pearl Who has the key 🔑 to unlock riddle?

12/31/2019 10:42:04 PM enomai_ That's what neo said. 

:)



12/31/2019 10:56:25 PM 9lv12 If I may comment 👇

God is not the number. 

Number is value of God's frequencies.

Octave and Real God's frequency can only be speculated about in this density. 

9 is the closest expression of that.
12/31/2019 10:56:45 PM traciloveusa Still trying to figure out 369?

12/31/2019 10:59:02 PM diannemward1 FBI-teleporting weapons....CIA-bringin in the drugs

12/31/2019 11:00:34 PM 9lv12 Space command.

12/31/2019 11:06:04 PM cathy36917  https://www.stevemoxham.com/articles/trump-israel-seven.htm …

12/31/2019 11:06:19 PM cathy36917 There are a number of remarkable 'number' coincidences relating to Donald Trump, Israel and the number 7. Could this be by design, or is it mere 

'coincidence'? Here are some of the key points:

12/31/2019 11:07:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Happy New Year America

12/31/2019 11:08:00 PM _fadepoint Happy new year!!

12/31/2019 11:08:27 PM positively303 You too MJ12!

12/31/2019 11:09:10 PM starseeddove Happy New Year's 🎉🥂🎊

12/31/2019 11:09:17 PM zack_stone Year of disclosure 2020

12/31/2019 11:09:23 PM mona_qrew Happy New Year! 🥳

12/31/2019 11:11:01 PM myfanwy_72 Happy New Year Maj! 🤗❤️🙏

12/31/2019 11:11:05 PM wwg1wga93583681 timing is everything and time is an illusion pic.twitter.com/DqtGGHyHpG

12/31/2019 11:11:43 PM april99341937 Happy New Year my friend and one that? 2020 is going to be the?! It not just a four ELECTION why?

12/31/2019 11:11:51 PM toffer_anon_369 To you as well MJ12 !  Thanks for all you do for us!  PS - DID YOU SEE THIS?!?!?! 

 https://youtu.be/r0y1SjbVkkU 

12/31/2019 11:13:08 PM cosmic_engineer 💚 Happy New Year 🍁

12/31/2019 11:13:23 PM stevenfontain14 happy qyear

12/31/2019 11:14:08 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/WenJiTSopn

12/31/2019 11:14:52 PM suzy_swears  pic.twitter.com/Oi4Ic9kx3k

12/31/2019 11:15:34 PM thumps3343 By CPS do you meaning the Democrat Party  Personal Child Trafficking Service? 

It shouldn't be audited, it should be investigated and disbanded. Their crimes against children are legion.

12/31/2019 11:15:39 PM jflygirl Happy New Year!!!!! ❤️❤️🥳🥳

12/31/2019 11:17:28 PM swagsjeffrey @3Days3Nights @PatriQtMatt @Kamil61289009 @EyeQ19 @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OANN

12/31/2019 11:17:34 PM april99341937 Sorry but you asked? Now that is what you believe and downing the ones that believe in you! Do not put me down?! I see also of your posts! Just 

because Q MENTION YOU does not mean you are the truth! Im watching as you are!?

12/31/2019 11:19:21 PM jvan125 Happy new year, frens, Majestic or otherwise!!! ☺🙏🏻❤️✨🇺🇸

12/31/2019 11:21:26 PM aprilbrown99 Happy New Year MJ!  💝💝💝

12/31/2019 11:21:29 PM eyeq19 Showing his True Jesuit Colors

(Part of the Jesuit Oath👇) pic.twitter.com/YW44Qq2ski

12/31/2019 11:21:32 PM mtcali70 CIA killed Frank Olsen with LSD...if I am not mistaken..

12/31/2019 11:24:26 PM swagsjeffrey  pic.twitter.com/9QEeG718kc

12/31/2019 11:25:55 PM ellenkoko it's everywhere

12/31/2019 11:26:53 PM jollyrob2 Happy New Year MJ12 team✨

12/31/2019 11:28:23 PM sleepingnomore Happy New Year! 2020 will be glorious!

12/31/2019 11:28:33 PM swavzielin I don't see. How it can be modified from "20" to "17". Tweet doesn't explain. Am suspicious.

12/31/2019 11:30:21 PM sean_blackwolf  pic.twitter.com/iGrKb7Y86h

12/31/2019 11:33:04 PM mongrelglory Not for much longer I hope.  Time to shut it all down and arrest them all!

12/31/2019 11:33:06 PM girlawakeinca Let’s use 3, 6, 9 & #UnsealEpstein

Hey, that rhymes! 💫 pic.twitter.com/uEl2jxzAyR

12/31/2019 11:33:32 PM donnavancesue Winner, winner, chicken dinner!

12/31/2019 11:35:09 PM mongrelglory Happy New Year Shane.  It's gonna be awesome!  We're creating it together! 😊

12/31/2019 11:36:07 PM mongrelglory Happy New Year Keith!

12/31/2019 11:36:45 PM mongrelglory Immortal spiritual biological entities.  That's what you are!

12/31/2019 11:38:37 PM nanieight #California indeed allows #Homeschool .

12/31/2019 11:39:19 PM ellenkoko It's happening!

12/31/2019 11:40:19 PM susan66388204 Happy New Year

12/31/2019 11:40:56 PM rachaelangelm HNY

12/31/2019 11:41:58 PM enomai_ Happy New Year as well.

ty for everything

12/31/2019 11:42:03 PM boogeymanhunter Everything...including his safety.

All so he could give back to the People.

How anyone can say a single bad word about him after what he’s done overall as POTUS —blows my mind.

12/31/2019 11:43:03 PM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/nGwlWqbmXI

12/31/2019 11:43:32 PM jollyrob2 Majestic ✨

12/31/2019 11:52:13 PM g07032011 Happy Q year!!!

12/31/2019 11:54:21 PM elias45732367 Alice?

1/1/2020 12:00:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Peace is the Prize.

1/1/2020 12:00:50 AM aprilbrown99 I love you POTUS. ♥️♥️♥️

1/1/2020 12:01:26 AM lib7473 🙏🏻💗 Happy 2020 MJ!

1/1/2020 12:04:03 AM magaginnie Amen!

1/1/2020 12:04:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 September 2019 611.4K impressions per day

October 2019 634.3K impressions per day +3%

November 2019 680.3K impressions per day +7%

Thanksgiving Twitter Update = ALICE Reactivation

December 2019 470.8K impressions per day -30%

Hello, ALICE.

We see you clearly.

369 pic.twitter.com/5p92tA4s7U
1/1/2020 12:07:30 AM melissamelr14 Alice = Alive



1/1/2020 12:09:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Federal legalization of THC would allow this product to be regulated, lab tested, and available.

How do we protect the vaping industry?

It's billions of dollars in value.

How do we target just the black market tampered products?

Flood the markets with legal?

YES!  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212282311171039233 … pic.twitter.com/JQ1BsOXIwe

1/1/2020 12:12:07 AM realeyethespy 27&33 pic.twitter.com/kNal8dzrHv

1/1/2020 12:13:45 AM kajasmits Well autism has to do with genetics, but its not caused by vaccines 🙂

1/1/2020 12:15:46 AM adsvel SG-1 is coming to our Collective Reality...😊💗🙏🌈🌎✨✨✨✨✨

1/1/2020 12:15:57 AM teamdowner  pic.twitter.com/EJDAZhtnLi

1/1/2020 12:20:13 AM irah_chandler It's how i travel the galaxy when i obe

1/1/2020 12:20:32 AM crisco2377 I personally like the cliche.."Some People can Stare Into the Sun and NEVER See the LIGHT"!!

1/1/2020 12:21:02 AM melbourne_3000 2020... A new dawn, a new era!

#CreateGreatness

#DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/M9DLQTYUyq

1/1/2020 12:21:21 AM 4on6 Wrong. THC (cannabis) was never Big Brother’s to regulate. Leave us alone, says all natural plants on Earth

1/1/2020 12:21:23 AM irah_chandler Beautiful either way but traveling through a sun porta doesn't look like that

1/1/2020 12:21:43 AM wolfspirit1 And yo you M12

1/1/2020 12:22:38 AM irah_chandler That looks like a physical star gate

1/1/2020 12:23:57 AM fightforamerica How do we protect the supply chain from cabal infiltration?

1/1/2020 12:28:45 AM ponyexpressq17 Happy New Year!!

1/1/2020 12:31:22 AM cattibrie_ I loved SG-1 😊💖

1/1/2020 12:32:35 AM snakesanders22 Dec. 17 (again)

1/1/2020 12:39:47 AM covertress This is hands down the funniest thing I've seen all day. 😂

1/1/2020 12:40:48 AM melhuses 2020 pic.twitter.com/pJVyDzz3O6

1/1/2020 12:40:50 AM irah_chandler What if it's just 423hz

1/1/2020 12:42:38 AM flashlightnings WOW! Great TY! 👍🧐🤓

1/1/2020 12:44:15 AM norcaljoe707 "legalization" is "legalese" for regulation and taxation.  Just " decriminalize"; and, let it BE...

1/1/2020 12:50:18 AM boogeymanhunter 👁 👀 pic.twitter.com/XUgPMFXSpe

1/1/2020 12:56:25 AM richardhiatt16 AMEN 🙏

1/1/2020 12:56:43 AM richardhiatt16 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🛸

1/1/2020 1:02:03 AM lightlove21121 🙏🏽

1/1/2020 1:02:24 AM blsdbe Happy #Majestic New Year to all you MJs!!! #ThanQ for Everything!!! pic.twitter.com/woH4c31XZQ

1/1/2020 1:02:39 AM n4ekm Every day is a learning experience. Enroll 2020 is a beginning.

1/1/2020 1:03:10 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/F3O3wsyHfl

1/1/2020 1:03:22 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/lF1mxYgzC9

1/1/2020 1:09:04 AM areckoningday We're listening Greta. Preach! pic.twitter.com/qxxP3QNOXO

1/1/2020 1:17:52 AM sterkinglights1 2022

2 2  4

42?

1/1/2020 1:26:05 AM lightanchor1 The numbers “17” and “18” jump out at me from this tweet.

1/1/2020 1:30:50 AM whosfibbing 🙄

1/1/2020 1:32:11 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/1XLHRuxKBF

1/1/2020 1:34:11 AM jojoe12299 Happy New Year to you, too!

1/1/2020 1:40:50 AM sinnersdeborah Excellent advise 👍

1/1/2020 1:51:54 AM arthur_kingsley Alice, Wtf is alice?

1/1/2020 1:55:29 AM ascendedwater Your joking write ?

1/1/2020 2:09:45 AM johnhammar94 Nice scapegoat

1/1/2020 2:28:14 AM worldxplorer1 Happy New Year Michelle!! 🎆💫✨🎇

1/1/2020 2:33:12 AM worldxplorer1 Happy New Year MJ!

MST I noticed as well. Cheyenne Mountain?  Peterson AFB?

I’m just down the road. Come say hi sometime!

1/1/2020 2:58:06 AM whatsmypw 77 11 3 9

1/1/2020 3:03:00 AM 369_is MJ, I've seen multiples of 369 for many days. Yesterday I made a decision that has been a long time conflict within. Now all I see are multiples of 7. 

Have I made a poor decision? TY XOXOXO

1/1/2020 3:03:40 AM aspennmax64_l Happy New Year!🤝🥳❤️

1/1/2020 3:05:57 AM mateuszwala Work or doubled cooperation 2+2

That's why 13 is 'lucky'

 1 - individual or oneness  + 3 child/soul 

Conflict with 4 all behaved work that is NOT real soul work.

That's why double cooperation 2+2 or master 22 will give a big chance to rollout Q power enormous way

1/1/2020 3:10:20 AM notevenchad17 Happy New Year Majestic!!

1/1/2020 3:14:18 AM aitkenpatriot So why hasn’t she been arrested?

1/1/2020 3:17:23 AM aitkenpatriot Homeschool your children!

1/1/2020 3:21:40 AM whatsmypw ❤️❤️❤️

1/1/2020 3:53:57 AM jollyrob2 Again ✨

1/1/2020 4:01:54 AM _wwg1wga_ Or it’s damage triggered by vaccines.

1/1/2020 4:06:31 AM 50pinkies Got you covered in prayer 🙏 my friend.  Me too with the alcoholism.  It only gets better. 

#HappyNewYear #GodBless

1/1/2020 4:12:27 AM djlok Happy New Year!!!  May everyone see 20/20 in 2020!!! #TheGreatAwakening

1/1/2020 4:23:26 AM 50pinkies Drugs and alcohol killed 3 of my family members.  All under the age of 40.  Today it  has a grip  on someone that I love dearly and I cannot change the 

course.  It is a personal decision and commitment  to get clean and sober or die. It just that simple.

1/1/2020 4:23:55 AM kajasmits I'm a little curious about what you mean by "damage"? Do you mean mutations? "Active" and "inactive" genes? As well as autism is cause by more 

then one gene.

1/1/2020 4:25:17 AM johnbasham So @TheDemocrats mantra of "My body my choice" is only true when killing babies.... Got it!

1/1/2020 4:33:16 AM merorschach Good to hear. I just heard that my son has stage 4 abdominal cancer. Working to find realistic options.

1/1/2020 4:36:39 AM djlok Yeah, I was drugged for years by physicians.  The more Rx they gave me, the sicker I got.  And then I remembered my Free Will and ended it on 

8/15/2018.  I was scared to exercise my Free Will in this case bc "I'm not a Doctor" BUT it was one of the BEST decisions I ever made.

1/1/2020 4:40:25 AM fansblowing3 Happy New Year patriots!  Let’s get this 2020 party started.  🎉 💥 🧨 🎇 🎊 👽

1/1/2020 4:44:50 AM fansblowing3 CBD oil is pretty expensive at more than $50 for a tiny bottle.  Please flood the market so the prices come down.



1/1/2020 4:45:18 AM teeunited3 #HappyNew2020 #PatriotsUnited #WWG1WGA #DarkToLIGHT #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow @FLOTUS @jsolomonReports @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@SaraCarterDC @SaRaAshcraft @seanhannity @TomiLahren @CodeMonkeyZ @Jim_Jordan @DevinNunes @IvankaTrump @RepMattGaetz 

@magi_estella @VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/MMdmFjLvDv

1/1/2020 4:46:34 AM birdiesrchirpin Cool number syncs.

Why PigeonGate? Someone said that on the phone to me once and I wasn't sure what it meant. Referencing Tesla?

Was Tesla doing interdimensional experiments with his pigeons? I'm pretty sure he was psychic with them.

1/1/2020 4:53:57 AM like_neo Happy New Year to you as well!🎈🌅🎈

1/1/2020 4:55:10 AM laurabusse That's not a question...

MJ12 posted a survey with answers to choose from

But I don't see a question...

How can you choose one of the answers if you don't know what the question is?

1/1/2020 4:55:46 AM texas_girl_13_ Happy New Year to you Majestic! 2020 is gonna be great!🥳🇺🇸🙏❤️

1/1/2020 4:58:18 AM laurabusse At this moment

1107 ppl have voted in this survey

But are they picking an answer at random?

Are they picking the answer they like the best without knowing the question?

What am I not seeing or understanding???

What's the question 1107 ppl have answered?

1/1/2020 5:02:51 AM merorschach My son has stage 4 abdominal cancer. Praying cures will become available in time.

1/1/2020 5:04:06 AM stanfireman1 Happy New Year Maj!

1/1/2020 5:06:09 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/2hBHWdCti2

1/1/2020 5:10:44 AM _wwg1wga_ #Vaccines and their adjuvants can and do cause chronic disease which persists for many after administration. The tendency to break self-tolerance is 

the most common issue. See the research of Yehuda Shoenfeld among others. https://www.greenmedinfo.health/blog/attacking-ourselves-top-

doctors-reveal-vaccines-turn-our-immune-system-against-us …

1/1/2020 5:11:17 AM nanablue37 They answered a question for me also, a year after this post. Thank you.

1/1/2020 5:15:53 AM jbitterly  https://www.khou.com/article/news/health/dog-dewormer-pinworm-medicine-studied-as-possible-treatments-for-cancer/285-9ad9602a-bd7a-449e-

b196-3e8d51bd28e2 …

1/1/2020 5:19:12 AM laurabusse Yes

Killing my budget

1/1/2020 5:23:00 AM keith369me Peace in the Middle East 2020...with Israel being last.

1/1/2020 5:25:05 AM gwgillett It's called public health, not a holocaust. Not hardly comparable! I've been around since polio was a national scourge. If you don't want to protect your 

kids you don't have a right to inflict potential harm to others.

1/1/2020 5:25:14 AM keith369me Legalization must allow for personal production or it will get abused by big pharma like everything else.

1/1/2020 5:26:51 AM birdiesrchirpin Absolutely.

And how early does it start?

When does grooming begin? https://youtu.be/mvX0vomawj0 

1/1/2020 5:30:06 AM lilsirelusive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you think that legalization of THC is good?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212284603718914048 …

1/1/2020 5:33:44 AM _wwg1wga_ Any branch of medicine—vaccines—that needs special legal protection for the manufacturers and has been found to cause long term damage (see 

VIS/awards from NVICP) should be disbanded immediately. Vaccines cause injury and death. That’s indisputable.

1/1/2020 5:41:56 AM werascending 369!!!

1/1/2020 5:44:09 AM lorihantman Great advice👍

1/1/2020 5:45:35 AM surfing123456 Happy new year and thanks for all you guys do

1/1/2020 5:48:14 AM samsmith0319 ❣️🌟❣️

1/1/2020 5:55:21 AM credavan Q really is showing more than I could have hoped for. 

Darkness to light

God bless @realDonaldTrump 

God bless Q

1/1/2020 5:55:43 AM traceywren6 Why is it the un vaccinated that are the problem???

1/1/2020 5:59:06 AM samsmith0319 A**holes!!! 💥👿💥

1/1/2020 6:01:17 AM credavan Great job Sir. 

Coming up on 2yrs sober, again. 15 yrs total. It's a struggle.  But with God, all things are possible. 

Shout out if your in Clearwater,  we'll hit a meeting.

1/1/2020 6:05:39 AM trumparmy42020  https://youtu.be/vvIuyvQZhlM 

1/1/2020 6:08:17 AM merorschach Thank you. Have been considering this.

1/1/2020 6:16:12 AM hollyzrt Already has been. By the original criminalization of it ,caused many to grow.  Now exist to many strains and seeds/clones for Gov. & #Monsanto to 

hoard, they NEVER will have total control of it unlike our food.  😞

1/1/2020 6:26:09 AM aleoniea Now how are we to unlimit what we been taught and what we taught kids at school.......so we wake up one day and tell the kids that time is no more 

?...when they dont even know what illusion is

1/1/2020 6:30:48 AM momof442279440 Mother Teresa is a fake Saint canonized by Antipope Francis! She and her order were involved in child trafficking! 

https://www.npr.org/2018/07/17/629681931/late-mother-teresas-order-investigated-for-child-trafficking-in-india …

1/1/2020 6:33:10 AM courtneyspace17 Yes always remember you are fully in control of yourself! No one should be programming you but you! That is freedom of mind.

1/1/2020 6:33:52 AM courtneyspace17 Once you learn the art of self programming you can do and learn almost anything.

1/1/2020 6:34:22 AM youstinksoap Happy New Year 🎉 Has everyone seen this?  Filed 12/16/2019 #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

 https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

1/1/2020 6:36:33 AM allahuniversal ✅

1/1/2020 6:36:56 AM mommahood777 Happy New Year MJ12!!!

Would have been difficult to get to this point without you!!

Thank you

1/1/2020 6:41:35 AM debstev80504671 Excellent advice

1/1/2020 6:43:00 AM fansblowing3 I would load up on it but who can afford it when you have other obligations to pay?  😔

1/1/2020 6:43:58 AM countrygrl2  http://www.Yes4CBDoil.com 

1/1/2020 6:58:46 AM shopgrl07 Jonathan Morris just said he went to the Standard Hotel to read the Irishman! @Qanon76 @FollowQanon @JohnGrahamDick1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it 

just me thinking this is fucked up?

1/1/2020 6:58:54 AM wintersdream4  pic.twitter.com/RUznDmz1TH

1/1/2020 7:08:48 AM 420munsterfan Thank you Chris and congrats on the sobriety I will definitely let you know if I'm in your area! ☺

1/1/2020 7:10:51 AM 420munsterfan I am sorry for your losses I pray for your loved one who is currently struggling ❤️

1/1/2020 7:12:24 AM alexd98726952 What utter nonsense.  We are not star seed. We are greater than that.  We are the breath of divinity, made in the image of God.



1/1/2020 7:17:16 AM 420munsterfan VERY important in my transition away from the bottle actually! I give most of it to God for it was He whom I begged to remove it from me & when God 

is there for you in life you KNOW. Medical marijuana put me in a state of meditation w/ skate liver oil to decalcify gland! 🙏❤️

1/1/2020 7:21:53 AM bondisurf Color has to be more than just sight, it seems to have a smell and a taste to it also, when you look at it.

1/1/2020 7:28:17 AM lindsey_danica Presidential Primary

1/1/2020 7:37:55 AM nikoscali Happy new year! Don't be so hard on yourself, sometimes it's hard to understand the point being conveyed especially when there are multiple 

meanings. My guess is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is referring to a specific recent situation where doing this came back to bite someone in the ass.

1/1/2020 7:42:24 AM 92michael Vaping deaths + Vitamin E = China 🇨🇳 

The media is twisting this (as usual) so that people will think that all vaping juice is harmful.

- These deaths are only occurring with the imported street juice.

1/1/2020 7:45:17 AM amymorg79793405 All time is in the now so his can we recreate a time we would have considered our past so we got a different outcome?

1/1/2020 7:45:24 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/1/2020 7:45:30 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Happy New Year to everyone who celebrates it. Remember, Time is an Illusion. The illusion 

is…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212198148841586690.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/1/2020 7:46:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do you see?

 https://www.amazon.de/Eichhorn-100002098-Steckhaus-15-teilig-Steck-Bausteinen/dp/B004R96B5S/ …

1/1/2020 7:47:18 AM dcooyon Symbolism will be their downfall.

1/1/2020 7:47:26 AM trumps_all Pedo symbol on triangle

1/1/2020 7:48:07 AM cherylstrouse Sick bastards...

1/1/2020 7:48:14 AM islandofdelight “Hypnotic” toys?

1/1/2020 7:48:21 AM susan66388204 😱 it’s EVERYWHERE.   Grrr

1/1/2020 7:48:26 AM ggcheri These people are sick!!!

1/1/2020 7:48:31 AM lindsey_danica Symbolism will be their downfall

1/1/2020 7:48:51 AM armyman971 Pedo house.

1/1/2020 7:49:22 AM matsols91809275 Symbolism will be their downfall....

1/1/2020 7:50:16 AM twilly18 just more plastic to clog our landfills

1/1/2020 7:50:23 AM sherryhotton123 OMGosh...Pedo toys...these people are sick!

1/1/2020 7:50:50 AM deitriechk A lot of pedo symbols

1/1/2020 7:50:52 AM mtr_epicwin77 podestas

1/1/2020 7:51:20 AM bbobbio71 Pedo sign

1/1/2020 7:51:44 AM billyj1616 We are sick of it and would like it to be taken care of -like yesterday- please and thank you.

1/1/2020 7:51:47 AM gina_knight Quite a few pedo symbols.

1/1/2020 7:52:14 AM bbobbio71 I had thought the same thing.

1/1/2020 7:52:17 AM charmanda9  https://youtu.be/FUx14lxNhPE 

1/1/2020 7:52:17 AM uestiony  https://www.ancestry.com/1940-census/usa/Ohio/Clay-H-Stackhouse_16g7d4 …

1/1/2020 7:52:34 AM m101wagner Blatant

1/1/2020 7:52:52 AM badbooches They better hope for secure cells to keep us out.   #MILLSTONE

1/1/2020 7:52:58 AM kab4kag2020  pic.twitter.com/rgju9BwU12

1/1/2020 7:53:23 AM annsand72250302 Kidn ap pink kiddle kellers

1/1/2020 7:53:43 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/eeHrJHgBTU

1/1/2020 7:53:52 AM lrn_to_read_rtl Are they advertising the kids at the bottom or what?

1/1/2020 7:54:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Research the company.

Board of Directors?

LinkedIn?

Open Source Intelligence.

Do you duty.

Remember what Nunes said?

Anons on Twitter helped their investigation.

When you find information, submit it to the appropriate source.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT

This stuff is everywhere.

Few actors
1/1/2020 7:54:40 AM salltrueq SICK!

1/1/2020 7:55:33 AM truthseeker805 Let's take them down.  Write to the company.  Write reviews on this product.  This is BS!

1/1/2020 7:56:10 AM beckies44 Google pedophile symbolism identified by the FBI, then look at the picture again and see if you notice any connections.

1/1/2020 7:56:12 AM hitntnottalkin 20 easily becomes changeable. 

2000?

2015?

2016?

2017?

2018?

2019?

Get it yet?
1/1/2020 7:56:26 AM sherylfullen Disgusting!

1/1/2020 7:56:31 AM tricia_w68 Hi petal, is Rich still cross at me??

1/1/2020 7:56:48 AM robertrkimball Time for another CEO to "step down"? Board of Directors likely infested, another map starting point to interlinked  companies.

1/1/2020 7:56:49 AM ms_duckworth 🤮

1/1/2020 7:57:02 AM nancyddb Every State has an application that tracts children who enter the system; its mandatory to get federal funding.

1/1/2020 7:57:28 AM islandofdelight Thank you, I’m very aware of the symbology, I’m curious if adding the symbols to the toys, maybe with these shapes and colors is able to trigger some 

kind of trance like state for children playing with them.... “hypnotic”

1/1/2020 7:57:32 AM iqdou1 Disgusting display of pedophilia signs on children’s toys.

[ They] are creatures of evil and should be ERADICATED

1/1/2020 7:58:05 AM beckies44  pic.twitter.com/eKchPozMAh

1/1/2020 7:58:34 AM francesbreedlo5  pic.twitter.com/QCVHoxYjll

1/1/2020 7:58:46 AM leslieau7 I see it.

1/1/2020 7:59:00 AM marcusgillette1 Done

1/1/2020 7:59:11 AM beckies44 Any insight on to the founders of Magnum ice cream? pic.twitter.com/Sdei2hnhuS

1/1/2020 7:59:16 AM keith369me So who exactly do we report pedophelic symbols in plain sight to?  Didn’t research yet but Nazi?

1/1/2020 7:59:28 AM annsand72250302 I think they should make a zoo out of these creatures, charge admission and use the money to pay for their upkeep and teach the true us history with 

field trips.

1/1/2020 7:59:30 AM eewwanon Eichhorn toys acquired by Simba-Dickie Group in 1998. 

Theses pricks are blaspheming the Eichhorn name with their pedo symbolism on the toys.



1/1/2020 8:00:33 AM otreborrm 666=18

369=18

1/1/2020 8:01:08 AM otis_mosley symbols will be there downfall

1/1/2020 8:01:11 AM doom_deep Those people are disgustingly sick and arrogant! pic.twitter.com/PnhQAW9eUO

1/1/2020 8:01:35 AM freeandoriginal #Amazon needs to go down!!

1/1/2020 8:01:38 AM 1972patriot 😳

1/1/2020 8:01:41 AM 420munsterfan  pic.twitter.com/mcBG4euieE

1/1/2020 8:02:03 AM hammerheart78 GB Glace, largest Swedish ice cream company logo pic.twitter.com/WGh5lSUmW3

1/1/2020 8:02:03 AM worldxplorer1 Eichhorn Toys is a subsidiary of the Simba-Dickie Group. They own multiple brands. 

They’re based in Bavaria in southern Germany. 

 https://www.simba-dickie-group.com/en/home/ 

1/1/2020 8:02:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Now connect Julian A.

Pamela?

It's bigger than you realize.

1/1/2020 8:02:58 AM zerost8te I see you inciting people currently.

Be clear with your question instead of mindless rhetoric.

1/1/2020 8:03:09 AM sardz8 Sick

1/1/2020 8:03:49 AM last_angryman Climate change is about destroying our economy.  Why has UN removed this since I began texting about it a few months ago? Now they removed it 

from their archives.  Here is front page of their own Mag from 2/3/2015. pic.twitter.com/lB9CS2I47P

1/1/2020 8:03:52 AM chew_soap  pic.twitter.com/d9lkR1diaC

1/1/2020 8:04:04 AM jennife42469481 👀

1/1/2020 8:04:43 AM worldxplorer1 Here is the Board of Directors of the Simba Dickie Group. 

Let’s DIG!

 https://company.simba-dickie.com/management/#michael-sieber …

1/1/2020 8:05:37 AM moemc8 Let There Be Peace On Earth #MEGA

1/1/2020 8:05:56 AM nm_zsr At least 4 pro-pedo symbols.

1/1/2020 8:06:01 AM 50pinkies Yes.  I got all that too.   So devastating for the entire family.  Everyone suffers.  Even the alcoholic.  

God bless you and your family.  ❤️

1/1/2020 8:08:07 AM 1234joann Can I ask what is the appropriate source since they are all corrupt

1/1/2020 8:08:40 AM doom_deep These guys seem to head up a conglomeration of smaller companies.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simba_Dickie_Group …

1/1/2020 8:08:57 AM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

1/1/2020 8:09:03 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What do you see?  http://amazon.de/Eichhorn-10000 … Research the company. Board 

of Directors?…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212399764890935301.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/1/2020 8:09:08 AM annsand72250302 Screwing up American minds with freud ian bs

1/1/2020 8:09:26 AM doom_deep FBI

1/1/2020 8:10:12 AM flashstunned  pic.twitter.com/scLsBxt6w7

1/1/2020 8:10:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Low level associates/employees are not the orchestrators of these symbols.

Targeting them is inappropriate.

Posting their personal information online is not appropriate.

Instead, follow the symbols.

You will find names.

You will find connections.

Report those connections.

1/1/2020 8:10:39 AM leslieau7  https://www.houseofnames.com/eichhorn-family-crest …

1/1/2020 8:10:42 AM gribbs7 Yet more pedos pic.twitter.com/ahFaXsOEnS

1/1/2020 8:11:13 AM yohnor Sick

1/1/2020 8:11:21 AM resparkled_ Did you see Michael and Barry Obama's Christmas tree had these all over them this year?

1/1/2020 8:11:54 AM nm_zsr  https://www.eichhorn-toys.de/en/home/ 

1/1/2020 8:12:21 AM nm_zsr Talk about an uh-oh feeling...

1/1/2020 8:13:01 AM lindsey_danica MKUltra madman

1/1/2020 8:15:00 AM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/H4vDGwKRho

1/1/2020 8:15:36 AM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/UcbW5YLIAZ

1/1/2020 8:16:10 AM keith369me The history of action there is less than stellar

1/1/2020 8:16:21 AM awakeandsing123 To me it makes more sense to declare my personal new year on the day of Winter solstice when we turn from dark to LIGHT.

1/1/2020 8:17:30 AM 420munsterfan  pic.twitter.com/OWrKYcla1E

1/1/2020 8:18:37 AM momislazy11 Pedo symbols all over the toy

1/1/2020 8:18:43 AM truth_again All their toys are like this 🥺 pic.twitter.com/uvkoDNe9rR

1/1/2020 8:19:02 AM charmanda9 Yes. Keep going.

1/1/2020 8:19:25 AM chewey63809676 OMG!!! pic.twitter.com/PSlDgBobEr

1/1/2020 8:19:48 AM laurabusse MJ12

There are 4 answers to pick from in this survey

But I don't see a question

Many ppl have picked an answer

Which I don't understand...

But what is the question please?

Thank you

1/1/2020 8:19:56 AM onwater247 Holy Crap!  RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What do you see?

 https://www.amazon.de/Eichhorn-100002098-Steckhaus-15-teilig-Steck-Bausteinen/dp/B004R96B5S/ …

1/1/2020 8:20:03 AM eleanorweightm1 Spiral

1/1/2020 8:20:33 AM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

1/1/2020 8:20:45 AM gwes23 On my Chinese take out container 🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/2J2Cs7ydr2

1/1/2020 8:21:39 AM worldxplorer1 They are also now in the animated film business...

“In order to create our own animated films, we took over the Swedish entertainment company Ruta Ett AB, which has been renamed to Kid E Media 

AB. “

 https://www.diplomatisches-magazin.de/en/article/business-heads-hidden-champions-simba-dickie-ein-neues-zuhause-fuer-klassische-spielzeuge/ …

1/1/2020 8:23:00 AM happybiggrin For those who cant....👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/PukjqSjhSC



1/1/2020 8:23:43 AM vicfish06 Pounding your head against a Brick 🧱 Wall! They have it all, but “What difference does it make” when nothing is done about it? 

#AGBarr

#FBIEpsteinFiles

#CoConspirators

John Dougan Story

 https://youtu.be/g9Qkbc9dGN0 

Statement by John Mark Dougan  

 https://badvolf.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/John-Mark-Dougan-Statement-regarding-Epstein-and-Prince-Andrew-Information.pdf …

1/1/2020 8:24:10 AM trish97872852 Who is the appropriate source?

1/1/2020 8:24:28 AM momekool1 The pedo symbol

1/1/2020 8:24:30 AM natalt_aust Corolle manufacture dolls in ‘Asia’ https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/crime/australian-border-force-charge-perth-man-over-child-sex-doll-and-

child-abuse-material-ng-b881401205z …

1/1/2020 8:25:03 AM americanpetal Idk. I didn’t know he was cross with you. Why do you say he is?

1/1/2020 8:25:14 AM worldxplorer1 So Kid E Media has an animation callled Chi Chi Love. Check out the logo. pic.twitter.com/hLisxGYdBa

1/1/2020 8:26:23 AM uncle_karl1776 Looks to be some pedo symbology incorporated into this toy?

1/1/2020 8:26:31 AM charmanda9 Simba Dickie Group headquarters pic.twitter.com/4WrOtKQb70

1/1/2020 8:27:10 AM jaytztechreview @DevinNunes

1/1/2020 8:27:24 AM avshara  pic.twitter.com/1luhfIzbHQ

1/1/2020 8:28:21 AM prism_wg_light  https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols …

 http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/12/the-ping-pong-pizza-pentagram/ …

Some refreshers...

1/1/2020 8:28:26 AM sparkleloung On the other hand... if you shame-while-educating the lower level minions, who may or may not be complicit, they may use it as an opportunity to 

morally correct themselves and help us rid the Dark Forces.  

JustSayin

1/1/2020 8:29:24 AM higherself_1_ Shocking

1/1/2020 8:29:40 AM worldxplorer1 More symbolism in their animation company based in Sweden. https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1212409454185992192?s=21 …

1/1/2020 8:30:13 AM stefanofait That's a #UNILEVER logo adopted 20 years ago and imposed worldwide. 

"The #Heartbrand was launched in 1998 as an effort to increase international brand awareness and promote cross-border synergies in manufacturing 

and marketing ("centralisation")"

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Unilever_brands …

1/1/2020 8:31:56 AM copybookstudent Yes! I had a friend (since passed) who was liberal, Sanders supporter etc. opposite political/social spectrum than I. I considered her opinions but she 

openly reject mine. I feel that I learned things from her while she refused to possibly learn from me. She refused to look.

1/1/2020 8:32:14 AM islandofdelight Thank you, I’m aware :) I’ve been in PG deep since 2016. I’m simply asking if adding the bad symbols onto toys created a hypnotic trance similar to 

MKUltra.

1/1/2020 8:32:15 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

逃げろ～。ゴリラだ～。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1211292311386148865 … pic.twitter.com/o1pcuXWUTe
1/1/2020 8:33:14 AM wickedmouse369  https://online.simba-dickie.com/en/home/  check out all off the different "brands".

1/1/2020 8:33:18 AM memom2010 Look at bottom of webpage. All the toys (many Disney-related)  https://www.eichhorn-toys.de/en/home/ 

1/1/2020 8:33:22 AM moemc8 I tried twice to post to @Amazon (FBI included).  Twitter is now allowing my post to go through.

1/1/2020 8:33:27 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/nVtJAmNYMV

1/1/2020 8:33:41 AM kathyettinger Wow! They aren’t hiding it....yet!

1/1/2020 8:33:46 AM bubusmc  pic.twitter.com/ZQd3Gi0YJ1

1/1/2020 8:34:28 AM 420munsterfan 5:5 🤜🤛🙋♂️

1/1/2020 8:34:43 AM poorrichard1705  pic.twitter.com/Bc5bRdXqfJ

1/1/2020 8:35:06 AM wickedmouse369 Portals! At the bottom of the page. pic.twitter.com/jTKP6Dow3M

1/1/2020 8:35:24 AM memom2010  https://www.eichhorn-toys.de/en/products/stars-heroes/ …

1/1/2020 8:35:43 AM anneolsen43 This symbol is on maternity hospital gowns

1/1/2020 8:36:32 AM tinaboozer Heart and triangle. Pedo symbols.

1/1/2020 8:36:34 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

ジェフェリー・エプスタイン逮捕の次って...何?🤔🍿

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1212409067630579712 … pic.twitter.com/Ej0dMqiB2p
1/1/2020 8:37:12 AM deplorablesuezq Looks a lot like Johnheretohelp logo on Twitter. 🤔

1/1/2020 8:37:27 AM 420munsterfan I did hear that clowns make these products that can do that by touching the toys coming into contact with a chemical layered on the toy but I DO NOT 

have the sauce to back that nor can remember which Anon made claim but wouldn't be surprised

1/1/2020 8:37:28 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/FNu9nbiMj9

1/1/2020 8:37:49 AM wickedmouse369 What is the internet? What is tell-a-vision. We live in 3D - but what about 2D - can you visit the internet physically? Your phone / tv / computer is the 

#BlackMirror

1/1/2020 8:37:54 AM tricia_w68 he blocked me

1/1/2020 8:38:08 AM doom_deep Correction his name appears to be a common one. My bad. He's no politician.



1/1/2020 8:38:51 AM stefanofait I see a pattern spread across the world.

But I also see the risk of tarring with the same brush the guilty as well as the innocent.

We need to be exceedingly careful as we dig deeper. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Unilever_brands …

1/1/2020 8:39:41 AM kab4kag2020 Its also a symbol for nasties:  https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols …

1/1/2020 8:40:41 AM beckies44 Ah, good question.

1/1/2020 8:41:20 AM momwestside I bet the owners are blue blood related.

1/1/2020 8:41:31 AM auroravoyager1 I see a triangle with the pedo symbol on it.

1/1/2020 8:42:37 AM tgifriend I look at the clock at 9:11 am and pm most every day.... 😬 I don't like it.

1/1/2020 8:42:51 AM anneolsen43 Makes me sick to my stomach

1/1/2020 8:43:55 AM kab4kag2020 Yes. They have to be stopped!

1/1/2020 8:44:02 AM yourkiddingme5 Here is the support from wikileaks.

 https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols … pic.twitter.com/4L7vurcANJ

1/1/2020 8:44:47 AM col314 Very smart idea thank you.  also always use blue ink on Originals because you can photocopy almost perfect copies now that can be altered so always 

use blue ink on Originals

1/1/2020 8:45:01 AM wickedmouse369 4th Reich - Greenland - Thule Base - Rothschild - Babylon Magic Money - Merkel is Hitler's Daughter. Saturn = AI. Obama = Manchurian Candidate. 

Mirror. Intergalactic Human Slave Trade.

1/1/2020 8:45:58 AM ccheney95 Walking hazards?

1/1/2020 8:46:37 AM ineternitynow21 #ThesePeopleAreSick

#OurEyesAreOpen

1/1/2020 8:47:01 AM jooooody  pic.twitter.com/sAXRBypDEr

1/1/2020 8:47:16 AM col314 With all the fraud going on it's just little things like this protect yourself Extra Protection. like on my checks I don't have my full name up on top I just 

have my initials so therefore if someone steals my check they don't know my name to sign it.

1/1/2020 8:47:26 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/BLhy7vuJqS

1/1/2020 8:47:40 AM americanpetal Oh. Yikes! He’s been grouchy lately. lol

1/1/2020 8:47:53 AM covertress And why [China Blackmail] as a possible pick on the latest MJ12 poll?

1/1/2020 8:48:11 AM quazzimus How many Patriots have gotten a target painted pumpkins n their backs after going to the corrupt FBI. 

The trust is broken, zero faith. 

Better off posting it anonymously on 8kun at the Q research boards.

1/1/2020 8:48:25 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/2B3dr6TmiF

1/1/2020 8:48:40 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/pNdhexcH1B

1/1/2020 8:49:12 AM 420munsterfan Like that movie Serenity 🤔 That's a good question! In fact I think I'm going to check that scene out for ACTUAL pedo symbols you know how 

Pedowood does 😏

1/1/2020 8:49:55 AM chew_soap Where is she reaching?

1/1/2020 8:51:02 AM lonewol97176157 Marines should have been dropped onto Mossad headquarters, problem solved.

1/1/2020 8:51:05 AM melhuses Pedo symbols

1/1/2020 8:51:18 AM schiller_spmode 👍🏾

1/1/2020 8:51:25 AM linnyt7 Spiral in a triangle first off. Fits in the triangle hole on the roof.

1/1/2020 8:54:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future Will Prove Past

How is this connected to Epstein?

Bill Clinton laied the groundwork for the Epstein operation.

George Bush Jr. expanded the supply chain and invested in the infrastructure (LSJ).

Hillary Clinton was the information trafficker https://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2019/12/31/iranian-militia-leader-who-led-raid-u-s-

embassy-baghdad-previously-visited-obama-white-house/ …

1/1/2020 8:54:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember 44 was the kingpin behind FISAGate against 45.

Remember, 44 instructed HRC not to use a private email server (publicly).

Remember, 44 corresponded with HRC on her private email server (privately).

Remember, 44 is as guilty as HRC is.

All saving each other's asses.

1/1/2020 8:54:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why did HRC want to run against 45?

She believed she was stronger than WE THE PEOPLE.

45 was never part of their group.

They wanted to, at all costs, get rid of him and destroy him and his family in the process.

Backlash for rejecting their weird lifestyle.

1/1/2020 8:54:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, 340,000 emails between HRC and HUMA where LEO believed CP PRODUCTION EVIDENCE existed within?

Remember the list General MF had?

33,000 Emails BleachBit after Subpoena issued?

What was being covered up?

When HRC rigged the election, they were setting 45 up.

1/1/2020 8:54:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Will WAR between US and Iran be a long lasting one?

Will it be [Earth] as planned?

Peace is the Prize.

Holding a few dozen bad actors accountable for this charade will be merciless.

Finally, Bill Clinton laied the groundwork for the Fake News media.

GS?

Think WL DNC release?

SR!
1/1/2020 8:54:43 AM bmshaka @POTUS @DonaldJTrumpJr

1/1/2020 8:56:04 AM valjbishop61 OMG is this for real. Maileg.USA pic.twitter.com/7FSiE9bY2E

1/1/2020 8:56:46 AM annsand72250302 And JA

1/1/2020 8:57:03 AM laurabusse Nice red horns

1/1/2020 8:57:10 AM islandofdelight Can you help me understand 5:5? Never fully gotten that! Any help is appreciated Patriot!

1/1/2020 8:58:30 AM susan66388204 I don’t think DJT will allow it to drag onward.  He doesn’t do war for money like they do.

1/1/2020 8:58:40 AM pinklight999 “I see Pedo symbols” pic.twitter.com/4EOMlnuWJ4

1/1/2020 8:58:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 = 70 Year ET Disclosure Operation

Agenda 21 = 70 Year NWO Setup Operation

Think MIRROR.

Vast quantities of technology quickly came into the hands of sociopaths who were murderous pedophiles.

Within a century they seized control over Planet Earth.

[Religion]? pic.twitter.com/sZAQaxWJmm
1/1/2020 8:59:07 AM abstract1dea Year of The Great Awakening



1/1/2020 9:00:55 AM tango66qanon They’ve been playing the long game:  http://www.volkwordtwakker.nl/en/agenda-21-agenda-2030-illuminati-new-world-order/ …

1/1/2020 9:00:57 AM guy_karen We need to take it back!  They will lose & God wins

1/1/2020 9:01:10 AM truthseeker805  pic.twitter.com/JzeBL2a0ir

1/1/2020 9:01:11 AM swavzielin Ok now I see (adding the extra digits) okay 👍

1/1/2020 9:02:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Through Religion.

Once they realized they can use technology to control the masses they abandoned "God" and went all in with the NWO.

1/1/2020 9:02:31 AM gerriekyle Negative torsion fields

1/1/2020 9:02:36 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when you / the typists send a tweet, do you also broadcast a signal to your long time followers telepathically letting them know? If 

so I’m definitely getting that. Doubt it could be a coincidence.

1/1/2020 9:03:28 AM darktolightjedi The vast technology in their hands - was that the Nazis?

1/1/2020 9:04:13 AM susan66388204 Thanks.  I shared this to fb hoping SOMEONE will pay attention

1/1/2020 9:04:40 AM kirkwood_brian Our Gods ? Who ?

A rebellious planet built upon a ruling structure will implode as it has in the past .

1/1/2020 9:04:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidences do not exist. pic.twitter.com/VYK6jZrdAn

1/1/2020 9:04:49 AM judy95066 I would like to hear more on this.

1/1/2020 9:04:50 AM splucas22 I have no clue what anyone is talking about anymore...

1/1/2020 9:05:26 AM ascendedwater Thanks for the info but I knew from the offset. 😂😂😂👍

1/1/2020 9:05:38 AM islandofdelight Another one for us to dig anons! pic.twitter.com/P33M9eLSdt

1/1/2020 9:07:03 AM ascendedwater Don't tell anyone but one can also spell right correctly.

Write I gotcha 😂😂😂😂👍😂

1/1/2020 9:07:06 AM islandofdelight Is this literal or just for Q / MJ related coincidences? Is there actually no such thing as a coincidence, ever? Alluding to the intricacy of life and the 

universe always being intentional...

1/1/2020 9:07:45 AM annsand72250302 Creatures for the zoo

1/1/2020 9:07:47 AM laurabusse Bc if you catch one

It's easier to catch the rest

So they gotta help protect each other

1/1/2020 9:07:51 AM tango66qanon I’m ready to see these evil people held accountable and suffer the consequences. Thank you!

1/1/2020 9:08:06 AM rebornkingent So your saying it’s an international criminal conspiracy? pic.twitter.com/Xs5ytpxBK8

1/1/2020 9:08:35 AM annsand72250302 One or multiple?

1/1/2020 9:08:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps it's because he knows how to make money without murdering children?

1/1/2020 9:09:04 AM abstract1dea This was the very next tweet in my timeline https://twitter.com/LisaChristiePhD/status/1212327784598642688?s=19 …

1/1/2020 9:09:52 AM 420munsterfan Sure 5:5 basically means "I hear you loud and clear" or can be posed as a question do you "hear me loud and clear?" Confirmation that message 

information is understood by the recipient. Get it? 5:5?

1/1/2020 9:10:43 AM m101wagner Jesus called out the religious leaders but we didn’t listen to him. We fell right back into [their] trap. The Vatican rules over ever [religion]. If it were not 

so the Protestants would not celebrate Easter. Jesus was crucified during Passover.

1/1/2020 9:10:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets and connect the dots.

1/1/2020 9:12:30 AM valjbishop61  https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.127855947290685&type=3 …

1/1/2020 9:13:09 AM laurabusse Tend to think of it as

Synchronicities

Law of attraction

Life mirrors life

Dont really understand astrology

Best explanation I heard is

Planets function as an indicator

Like a clock is an indicator of time

Does not cause time

Planets indicate what's happening

But don't cause it
1/1/2020 9:14:08 AM laurabusse Dear God

That's one way to put it...

1/1/2020 9:14:31 AM staefes In Germany Simba Toys GmbH & Co. KG

Werkstraße 1

90765 Fürth pic.twitter.com/bjvjGO9Dvn

1/1/2020 9:15:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Organized Crime = RICO pic.twitter.com/6lCRogrGmc

1/1/2020 9:15:35 AM circuitriderz Do you see what I see?  🎤🎧🎼🎹

1/1/2020 9:15:56 AM laurabusse Sometimes I just put my phone down

Close my eyes

Think of all the things I appreciate in life

And take a lonnggg internet break LOL

1/1/2020 9:16:00 AM rebornkingent RICO Rudy.  He’s coming. He loves a good perp walk.

1/1/2020 9:16:22 AM vintagesquirrel "It all began coincidentally after the surprising death of our friend the toy manufacturer Wolfgang Sauerborn and his managerial crew, which we took 

over."

1/1/2020 9:16:54 AM willjstrobe The were in the process of setting up ET disclosure in the podesta emails...

1/1/2020 9:17:30 AM worldxplorer1 👀👆🏻

1/1/2020 9:18:00 AM olimyracle YL is a swiss CP whistleblower inside the swiss national TV.

He's gone missing since oct 17, he'd been "arrested" but no one can visit him nor knows where he is.

Please anone help. This is a 💣🇨🇭

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

 https://twitter.com/Yanlo777/status/1162702311245996034?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/mjoDuk3iPj

1/1/2020 9:18:11 AM mar4351219 #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall

#ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/7Eb4ETukV6

1/1/2020 9:18:23 AM codeman9230 🤔 pic.twitter.com/xFG3p5H51A

1/1/2020 9:18:56 AM crt14361013 🤣🤣🤣🤣

👊👊👊👊👊

1/1/2020 9:18:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Something BIG is coming. pic.twitter.com/iVSOFqeqkW

1/1/2020 9:19:09 AM susan66388204 I’d say Majestic nailed it✅

1/1/2020 9:19:15 AM rebornkingent Very BIG

1/1/2020 9:20:00 AM americanpetal And there sure are A LOT OF COINCIDENCES💫

1/1/2020 9:20:10 AM slademiller5  pic.twitter.com/LgzsrU86Je

1/1/2020 9:20:11 AM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/s68sVE0Mfu

1/1/2020 9:20:21 AM daganon68 Sick

1/1/2020 9:20:50 AM daganon68 Wow! You're so right!



1/1/2020 9:21:21 AM daganon68 o7

1/1/2020 9:21:56 AM lbf777 Looks like more hope porn.

1/1/2020 9:22:00 AM disgoblue24 Hell yes you can still do it

1/1/2020 9:23:01 AM worldxplorer1 A cross-party political mafia.

1/1/2020 9:23:05 AM morec1027 3 more toys with the same symbols

1/1/2020 9:23:54 AM truth939 When did the 70 year ET disclosure process start?  This is far too long to wait with unnecessary suffering on the planet. Time to rip the bandaid off and 

force the public awake while The Alliance has an upper hand.

1/1/2020 9:23:57 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/hd4Vx2S2C8

1/1/2020 9:24:04 AM 9lv12 I can't answer for Majestic 12.

To me it looks like just main themes that happened past year which had most impact. 

Answers without question stimulate subconscious mind.

1/1/2020 9:25:29 AM rudedrew63  pic.twitter.com/OqKurB5xz9

1/1/2020 9:27:19 AM krissieowens GENIUS meme! 👊🏼😂

1/1/2020 9:27:53 AM americanpetal That explanation helps. Thx☺️

1/1/2020 9:29:34 AM worldxplorer1 Sorry I forgot to tag in that one Charmanda. pic.twitter.com/MFS2kIatgU

1/1/2020 9:29:55 AM wishfulldreamz Keep eyes open for overpriced objects.. it's possible [they] are selling something other than what is pictured.  Also watch for misspellings... 

pic.twitter.com/xUmnHz4tYd

1/1/2020 9:31:14 AM lterryjr I guess I am way to impatient I want things now or even by 2019 when in 2018 we heard something big is coming

1/1/2020 9:31:27 AM robynkocot Look at this on a children's bible!! These people are SICK!! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/G1ESpz83yC

1/1/2020 9:31:45 AM hitntnottalkin Write & right are easily deciphered. Write as in written (hand written or typed). Right as in correct. Doesn't take a genius to know (not now😏) the 

differences between those two (not too or to😏). Choosing (😏) to accept (not except😏) misspellings & grammatical errors is okay.

1/1/2020 9:32:53 AM titiewoki Bottom right corner... These people are sick 😷 pic.twitter.com/THeY3dT6vi

1/1/2020 9:33:08 AM lightlove21121 Me too 😏

1/1/2020 9:34:43 AM azuremagus A dido on a kids house, sick.

1/1/2020 9:36:41 AM whsthestorm ALICE is that you? pic.twitter.com/xlxjU5yEy3

1/1/2020 9:37:03 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

コントかと思った...😨

#お正月はやっぱローマ法王だね

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

ヒラリー・クリントン

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1156588222358708227 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1212422822355714050 … pic.twitter.com/xRdwgijgoM
1/1/2020 9:37:47 AM sh4m33 Heavy duty MK PG animalfarm...

1/1/2020 9:39:18 AM sharpfuzz How noble.

1/1/2020 9:40:45 AM hitntnottalkin My husband intentionally swaps "are" for "our" online to drive me crazy. He also uses "i" instead of "I" & "god" instead of "God" to do the same. To 

others he most likely appears ignorant but it's (not its😏) a joke between us. Best part? We don't care about grammar nazi's! HAGD!

1/1/2020 9:41:00 AM patrice_daniel Wow...😮

1/1/2020 9:41:17 AM sheila45005286 Where is GW these days? Very quiet...

1/1/2020 9:42:28 AM 369naturallaw Simba Toys GmbH & Co. KG

1/1/2020 9:43:31 AM farmingganja  https://twitter.com/farmingganja/status/1207700460875874304?s=20 …

1/1/2020 9:44:22 AM johnrambo2777 I’d guess http://fbi.gov/tips 

1/1/2020 9:44:44 AM 369naturallaw Langnese is pretty common in Europe. They do like 70% of the icecream here pic.twitter.com/8q1cnfGGnS

1/1/2020 9:45:31 AM 369naturallaw Not uncommon in Germany at large office buildings.

1/1/2020 9:45:58 AM puddint59683473 .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @POTUSPress 

I think it is also time to End Dual Citizenship for all members of Congress!  Claim one or the other. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1211692333894381568 …

1/1/2020 9:46:06 AM woodski6ll part 1 - a friend wrote:  Found out my sons captors are on meth & one is a serial animal torturer & killer so plz pray & God give me strength, my brother 

w cancer is back in ER so gotta go, I'm his only fam here now &

1/1/2020 9:46:47 AM 3b_arts Chiquita bananas Activision video games and characters and toys pic.twitter.com/g4Yu0ixTIk

1/1/2020 9:47:15 AM ascendedwater 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/1/2020 9:47:20 AM woodski6ll part 2 - a friend sent me this:  his (her brother's roommate) roommate just cleaned out his bank account & he's affiliated w my sons captors, things 

happening fast now & y'all keep the light on. #WWG1WGA - Help!!

1/1/2020 9:47:48 AM ascendedwater Your husband is on the baul

1/1/2020 9:48:17 AM qmagaman1 True but now being used against them.

1/1/2020 9:49:32 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/gsueQ5QXyS

1/1/2020 9:51:06 AM laurabusse 👍

Best explanation so far

Thx

☺️

1/1/2020 9:51:15 AM decodematrix With great power comes great responsibility.

1/1/2020 9:51:50 AM madremc Sick!!

1/1/2020 9:52:23 AM islandofdelight Thank you so much!

1/1/2020 9:53:19 AM 9lv12 BTW 

I didn't choose from available selections. 😎

1/1/2020 9:54:28 AM 3b_arts  pic.twitter.com/yczvG6HqXj

1/1/2020 9:54:45 AM daganon68  pic.twitter.com/KCICgx8vqh

1/1/2020 9:54:55 AM jonathankoren Sure buddy.

 https://mobile.twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1196299847726440448 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196299847726440448 …

1/1/2020 9:55:05 AM fbg_ii How about he start tellin about 9/11.

1/1/2020 9:56:12 AM kirkwood_brian Check out the girl guides symbol

1/1/2020 9:56:25 AM 420munsterfan Anytime friend! 😎



1/1/2020 9:57:08 AM laurabusse Glad☺👍

Yeah like the numbers aligning

1111 etc etc

Best explanation I heard was

Life is basically a mirror of what's inside you

Including ppl

If you're happy you'll run into a lot of happy ppl etc

Anyway

Numbers in alignment tend to indicate you're in alignment w Source...
1/1/2020 9:59:39 AM americanpetal 👍🕊🙏

1/1/2020 10:01:06 AM laurabusse What did you do a write in? LOL

And I just picked one bc you're answer helped

Someone said it's which story do you think will impact 2020 most

Makes sense from the new years context

But didn't make sense in my gut...

1/1/2020 10:01:23 AM badkracker13  pic.twitter.com/L1N0NK2QgB

1/1/2020 10:01:38 AM girlawakeinca Truthful & succinct answer right there. 💫

1/1/2020 10:02:01 AM kirkwood_brian Is this not owned my a multinational Nestle ?

1/1/2020 10:02:09 AM santinocorlion2 Saw this on a cereal box pic.twitter.com/IK9JBc8JRv

1/1/2020 10:02:32 AM santinocorlion2 This one too pic.twitter.com/1h1jeZQmgd

1/1/2020 10:05:22 AM brian_dalfonso You mean justice is coming for these thieves

1/1/2020 10:05:31 AM janonthemtn “Their symbols will be their downfall.”

1/1/2020 10:05:39 AM mark52525786 I see a vanity piece in the kids rooms of holy wood! I imagine their a Getty images pic of the Legend’s kids playing with one! How do u turn a Cheshire 

grin upside down? I d like to talk to you about that, 12! Free golf lesson? When in Rome, right!🤷♂️

1/1/2020 10:08:04 AM 3b_arts Caverns of time World of Warcraft same symbol also used for The Syndicate in World of Warcraft pic.twitter.com/9ItRLplJDU

1/1/2020 10:10:05 AM aleoniea sure

1/1/2020 10:10:16 AM charmanda9 Haha that’s ok! I was torn between ‘liking’ your tweet and keeping the beautiful 17 ‘likes’ you already had!

1/1/2020 10:13:27 AM abstract1dea I see grooming

1/1/2020 10:13:43 AM lopezinvictoria I think I know.....

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) in the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)

The U.S. Agency for International Development Inspector General is

currently Ann Calvaresi Barr.

Barr Inspector General

We'll find out, aid used as Dem kickbacks
1/1/2020 10:14:37 AM dberry120 What is 369?

1/1/2020 10:17:59 AM trudi000 same symbols as a Goldman sachs video from awhile back pic.twitter.com/25cAb5csya

1/1/2020 10:19:43 AM ce5nyc  pic.twitter.com/LykrpZ8cVe

1/1/2020 10:21:13 AM builderfredrick Was blind but now I see. pic.twitter.com/liIT7E4Arh

1/1/2020 10:24:13 AM lindape60754025 Sick!!!

1/1/2020 10:24:49 AM murphylaw23  pic.twitter.com/NM2gVrxj8v

1/1/2020 10:24:50 AM allahuniversal If this 👆🏽 is milk, this 👇🏽 is meat and potatoes

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ … pic.twitter.com/4BrAJ0Frrn

1/1/2020 10:27:54 AM tugginghboat Their symbolism will be their downfall! pic.twitter.com/puxD3Qvt3Y

1/1/2020 10:29:48 AM dls00741 interesting bread crumb pic.twitter.com/Hu3Ffpqt4Q

1/1/2020 10:31:14 AM rick_hernandez  https://www.simba-dickie-group.com/en/the-group/facts-and-figures/ … pic.twitter.com/0xnNVCcfDW

1/1/2020 10:32:19 AM musolinosanford  pic.twitter.com/XwLiW6aP75

1/1/2020 10:32:46 AM thelindapotter UGH! It's everywhere...

1/1/2020 10:37:01 AM chasingnehemiah Noob question but how do we know the symbols mean that? Is it factual or supposition?

I’ve never noticed the symbols before, thus the question. Seems common knowledge with some but would have been too esoteric for me to recognize. 

Are there other symbols to watch out for?

1/1/2020 10:37:34 AM marine_moe Pedo symbols all over

1/1/2020 10:39:04 AM lenardhscott101 The pedo symbols are everywhere, it sickens my stomach and makes my heart ach3

1/1/2020 10:39:30 AM trumps_all  https://www.docdroid.net/cs9MR8j/fbi-pedophile-symbols.pdf …

1/1/2020 10:39:30 AM thegatwickview Something wonderful is about to happen. pic.twitter.com/MS3fIfI32M

1/1/2020 10:39:46 AM bukrijumadi #Pedogate

1/1/2020 10:39:57 AM magamawatrump  pic.twitter.com/bzmqoMkHaI

1/1/2020 10:40:52 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/cQdDru7POD

1/1/2020 10:41:06 AM bukrijumadi  pic.twitter.com/OglYvfwN05

1/1/2020 10:41:36 AM bukrijumadi  pic.twitter.com/X6q5ej3UXW

1/1/2020 10:43:35 AM alisarod1 What's up with the pedo/illuminati symbols?

1/1/2020 10:44:43 AM nea_storm Wow! Disgusting Triangular Pedo Symbol on a blue box in Plain Sight🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/iTyGjJ0jbH

1/1/2020 10:44:46 AM pillhard Do it, Q!!!

1/1/2020 10:45:04 AM wwg1wga93583681 BIG BIG BIG!

Try the case!

Rudy G:

>I'd try it as a racketeering case.

>It's been 30 years.

>Let's see if I can still do it.

Here's to Rudy PROVING beyond the shadow of a doubt that Trump s NOT the traitor in this MOVIE! pic.twitter.com/IO2N5XiqpV

1/1/2020 10:46:04 AM talk2hoof Rico Rudy. Cease their assets.

1/1/2020 10:46:55 AM covertress A lot can happen in one

second of time.

1/1/2020 10:47:58 AM chasingnehemiah Yeah, I’m sorry to have asked l a dumb question. I see an image lower in this thread, too that explained it with a link to WikiLeaks.

1/1/2020 10:48:24 AM nea_storm Wow! Disgusting Triangular Pedo Symbol blue box & on Pink Heart on the roof All in Plain Sight🤬🤬🤬 pic.twitter.com/Zu6l0Jnzwc

1/1/2020 10:48:51 AM stephscolaro Interesting that all the animals in the logos have some type of "horns"....

1/1/2020 10:49:42 AM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayWisdom



1/1/2020 10:49:57 AM tseeker1212 Ped oh  my! ped oh my!

1/1/2020 10:50:00 AM cathydarlene1 ?

1/1/2020 10:50:19 AM jennysue62 Total pedofile symbols

1/1/2020 10:53:01 AM timkania dead here 🤣🤣🤣

1/1/2020 10:53:15 AM rick_hernandez Yeah. And take a closer look at the elephant’s face. Disgusting

1/1/2020 10:53:29 AM youstinksoap Pamela connects to Hefner...who had many, many secrets.

1/1/2020 10:57:12 AM swagsjeffrey Speaks volumes...Vatican named their huge telescope in Arizona, Lucifer...how fitting  pic.twitter.com/AAkKQPe0Lr pic.twitter.com/LkKNQeOMD4

1/1/2020 10:57:48 AM iamtravisladner  pic.twitter.com/ylXdFAWQjg

1/1/2020 10:58:12 AM skybluecanoe 😢😢😢

1/1/2020 10:59:40 AM gaila13ster It is so sad it hurts my heart.

1/1/2020 11:00:41 AM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/0zFstwqoCQ

1/1/2020 11:03:25 AM cavankid I noticed the same on haba toys.

1/1/2020 11:04:34 AM moemc8 LSJ?

1/1/2020 11:04:50 AM thussman Because Obama announced that the common man was incapable of the world view necessary to rule the planet.  Were OB and HC competing to lead 

the US into the NWO.

1/1/2020 11:07:31 AM americanpetal Little St. James island

1/1/2020 11:07:47 AM qav8r Tesla was obsessed with the sequence 

3,6,9

1/1/2020 11:08:06 AM eman1292 I feel like this is symbolism for something. Remember liberals say the OK sign is white supremacist? What's AQTC? Another Queer Trans Community 

maybe? What do you think? pic.twitter.com/0g86IiE6r5

1/1/2020 11:08:50 AM cheryljohnston_ Sick mother ******s

1/1/2020 11:08:57 AM synackstatic SIMBA DICKIE GROUP

took over the company in 1998 after founder Hermann Eichhorn files for bankruptcy in 1995. 

The company to be investigating is the SIMBA DICKIE GROUP

1/1/2020 11:09:50 AM moemc8 Ahhh, of course.  TKU

1/1/2020 11:09:54 AM nmd_mari 😩when will this end!

1/1/2020 11:10:10 AM synackstatic The C Suite of SDG is:

Uwe Weiler (COO), Florian Sieber (Co-CEO), Michael Sieber (CEO) and Manfred Duschl (CFO) (f.l.t.r.).

Grab a name and dig. Looking for the Chair and board.

1/1/2020 11:10:49 AM jocelync82 Stella?

1/1/2020 11:11:16 AM synackstatic Apologies, that was the board. Dig these people.

1/1/2020 11:11:31 AM americanpetal 👍🇺🇸🕊

1/1/2020 11:13:29 AM chonez32 A lot of pedo propaganda!!!

1/1/2020 11:13:39 AM rjonas979 Guiliani hired

1/1/2020 11:15:56 AM kirkwood_brian Wikileaks

1/1/2020 11:17:26 AM fluffypup915 77 No Coincidences pic.twitter.com/HjPn1QN2ZU

1/1/2020 11:17:40 AM revrevolution11 Acorn?

1/1/2020 11:19:54 AM synackstatic Looks like they have licenses for Frozen from Disney.

1/1/2020 11:20:06 AM psalm27onegr Yes! Please!

1/1/2020 11:20:32 AM synackstatic  pic.twitter.com/3ph8GwINm7

1/1/2020 11:21:40 AM synackstatic Looks like a blanket Disney license. A lot of the Mouse showing up.

1/1/2020 11:21:58 AM mcpatriot64 Happy New Year Majestic

1/1/2020 11:25:06 AM sadams_88 This year will be great! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/1/2020 11:27:34 AM xxxx_alli Many Pedo symbols on toys and apparel for children. Beyond human = pure Evil.  The Grand Illusion like Disney. #SavetheChildren

1/1/2020 11:29:50 AM double_d_rn I am so sorry to hear that.  I can’t imagine as a parent having to watch your child battle any stage 4 cancer.  Prayers for wisdom and clarity for his 

healthcare team and for strength for your family!

1/1/2020 11:32:44 AM daildawson1 Also proves she's a man.  Boy love is MEN who like BOYS!

1/1/2020 11:33:36 AM synackstatic Michael Sieber, the patriarch of the owning Sieber Family, was the one responsible for the acquisition of the Eichhorn toy manufacturer displayed in 

OP. He was adamant despite the protest of his partner/father. Narrowing in on Michael Sieber's network would be ideal.

1/1/2020 11:34:16 AM wrong_way_down Huh?

That’s a handle.

It’s the SYMBOLS

1/1/2020 11:34:43 AM keith369me A few dozen? Anybody that enriched themselves through this scheme needs to "GO AWAY" and at minimum be separated from society & barred from 

positions of power/influence forever regardless of what they knew. Truth and reconciliation is fine for most...need to drain and start over.

1/1/2020 11:36:26 AM djlok No coincidences. pic.twitter.com/I6lZXB98zB

1/1/2020 11:39:46 AM panther092203 Thank you 🇺🇸

1/1/2020 11:40:09 AM keith369me Thank you for our extended tutorial leading in to 2020.  Majestic events unfolding...those of us that understand have to share/lead with love, not anger.

1/1/2020 11:40:48 AM patriotswegoall NWO belief systems were at play against humanity for thousands of years and into the present day. Human/regressive ET involvement. 

Their [religion]? Yes.

Their [religion] we do not need to be a part of.

1/1/2020 11:41:14 AM jason1776q Same pic.twitter.com/91JbQXEf7M

1/1/2020 11:42:44 AM leemagna Ped symbols

1/1/2020 11:43:06 AM roaminnoodle 1947 EO from Truman (“to facilitate recovery and investigation of alien spacecraft”) possibly led to the MJ12 formation.

1947+70=2017

July 2017 MJ12 creates @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter page.

1/1/2020 11:47:34 AM synackstatic Michael Siebler's father Fritz Sielber started the company SISO Spielwaren GmbH & Co. in Nurenberg. SISO produced nutcrackers and wooden toys. 

Most notably he sold the company to Bührmann-Tetterode in the Netherlands. Following that he founded Simba with his son Michael.

1/1/2020 11:47:44 AM patriotswegoall Thinking it's going to be ]Earth[ - and probably will not last for very long.

1/1/2020 11:48:54 AM momekool1 That was sarcasm. If you go through a million things you can homeschool in Cali. And then they basically consider it subpar politically, ie. on any 

application for anything. Or has that changed??😳

1/1/2020 11:49:13 AM mongrelglory All those people the world admired are turning out to be the opposite of their image!  🤨 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2015/02/25/why-to-many-critics-mother-teresa-is-still-no-saint/ …

1/1/2020 11:50:33 AM prayerw62758802  pic.twitter.com/fq8g8Xu3Hj

1/1/2020 11:51:26 AM aprilbrown99 You are welcome.



1/1/2020 11:54:12 AM mongrelglory Also to the rest of the world too! 🤗

1/1/2020 11:55:06 AM kidge6 Neither was corn, or sugar beets or soybeans, or hemp.  .but, they did it anyway. And wouldn’t hesitate to do it to cannabis.

1/1/2020 11:55:11 AM mongrelglory Woah!  Do you see UFO's often?

1/1/2020 11:57:23 AM mongrelglory Some inspirational music to start the decade off right: https://youtu.be/ztZI2aLQ9Sw 

1/1/2020 11:59:06 AM mntcol Yes, the heart, theiy symbology

1/1/2020 11:59:44 AM mongrelglory And yet...the number 17 keeps bleeding through...😉

Can't stop the awakening mass consciousness!

1/1/2020 12:00:45 PM wwg1wga93583681 let's do weed drops over American cities, but not with the teleporter this time.

good old fashioned air drops by Uncle Sam pic.twitter.com/cJQ3n6vQvS

1/1/2020 12:01:20 PM synackstatic What does GB Glace have to do with Simba Dickie?

1/1/2020 12:03:29 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/LFhYXmc3g2

1/1/2020 12:03:34 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/pq4gvk20pG

1/1/2020 12:03:50 PM patriotswegoall Good strategy, flood in the authentic merchandise to easily spot the fakes.

1/1/2020 12:04:54 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/olNrSBOA07

1/1/2020 12:07:01 PM rifflemonica Do we trust dispensaries? Are they using modified seeds?

1/1/2020 12:07:52 PM trish97872852 I’d like to say that too... but given recent events I’m not sure I can openly trust them either, unfortunately.

1/1/2020 12:08:22 PM nanieight #CA #DeptOfEd now advertises  #Free 🤔#Homeschooling on Ads! 

I've friends who've homeschooled there, decade or so ago. Their kids got into top tier colleges on scholarships.

1/1/2020 12:09:12 PM winklerburke No more rope a dope?   ;)

1/1/2020 12:10:34 PM mongrelglory I loved that movie! Let us know what you find!

1/1/2020 12:10:58 PM johnrambo2777 I’m lightly starting to trust. Hopefully will get stronger in the near future.

1/1/2020 12:11:08 PM 420munsterfan Will do😉

1/1/2020 12:12:18 PM winklerburke So say we all!

1/1/2020 12:12:45 PM mongrelglory Ewe yuck!  That couldn't have been by accident! 🤨

1/1/2020 12:14:35 PM playern091 Do it Q.

1/1/2020 12:15:47 PM dianesaumure That is so good, lol

1/1/2020 12:16:14 PM q_patchouli  pic.twitter.com/yrAgvI1H90

1/1/2020 12:16:28 PM playern091 5:5

1/1/2020 12:16:38 PM q_patchouli  pic.twitter.com/sCpPTjJDEm

1/1/2020 12:17:12 PM gxzwluiqz2hjbza Or he was sent to give him guns... either way, they’ll never say.

1/1/2020 12:17:29 PM playern091 Roswell was the beginning.

1/1/2020 12:19:13 PM winklerburke A few dozen: hung?  About 200: prison sentences far longer than life expectancy?  About 5,000: (from House, Senate, Governors, Judges, Attorney 

Generals, Mayors) in permanent house arrest, nevermore able to hold office or get public pay of any kind?  God have mercy?

1/1/2020 12:20:27 PM bbobbio71 Make this year better than the last! World wide Love! People of Iran, Stay strong!

1/1/2020 12:20:54 PM playern091 They killed Jesus and have ruled the world ever since, and before. They are the reason he came to us. He said God wants mercy, NOT SACRIFICE.

1/1/2020 12:22:25 PM winklerburke It’s a good start?  Olde media dies an inglorious death?  Journalism schools no longer force evil crap into innocent brains, so that Journalists are no 

longer taught to lie and make the world a socialist hell hole? Oh happy day?

1/1/2020 12:23:08 PM socalbohogal Oh wow!

1/1/2020 12:25:14 PM socalbohogal Looks like grooming. Ew.

1/1/2020 12:26:46 PM winklerburke Progressive (1984) Education defunded in not only 50 states of US... but 180 other nations?  Good bye to make-a-rube-socialist brainwashing?  Good 

bye sheep being prepared for slaughter?  Good bye brain destroyers?  How nice that day of denouement?

1/1/2020 12:26:48 PM synackstatic They're in business with Wolfgang Joop. His JOOP! company was sold to the Holy Fashion Group, who's owners are descendants of the former owners 

of Hugo Boss. Holy Fashion Group is based in Kreuzlingen, Switzerland. pic.twitter.com/1M0uoEdrc9

1/1/2020 12:27:53 PM fansblowing3 Vatican

1/1/2020 12:31:16 PM winklerburke Muggles Awaken = Denouement = the Great Awakening = Disclosure of All Truth = Ascension = Enlightenment = Sheep Slaughtered No More  = Pastors 

no longer sell fear, greed, laziness with text of Bible = Deeper Cleansing of lazy seminaries, universities, courts? Shiny, very Shiny?

1/1/2020 12:32:13 PM 9lv12 Sure thing. 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/1/2020 12:33:10 PM fansblowing3 War will be short and earth as they planned will not happen.  Our future is majestic.  👍

1/1/2020 12:33:58 PM q_patchouli B Barr...cia ..once cia ...always cia? What happens when your father ran hired a man such as Epstein with no education to teach in dalton university? 

Why did his father lose his position? Were young girls involved? Rethink who you trust. Everyone has a role in this movie.

1/1/2020 12:34:20 PM q_patchouli Things are not as they appear my friends.

1/1/2020 12:34:25 PM ricky52222196 Pe...do symbols.

1/1/2020 12:37:15 PM fansblowing3 RICO.  Organized crime 👌

1/1/2020 12:37:33 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I will try very hard not to utter the words "I told you so!" during the coming year.  Must take the higher road. 😑

1/1/2020 12:37:34 PM synackstatic Interestingly enough. The Company Simba Dickie Group is located in Fürth Bavaria, the birth place of Henry Kissinger.

1/1/2020 12:42:16 PM sherryhotton123 Happy New Year!

1/1/2020 12:43:25 PM lorieve Only slaves ask permission. Grow, Baby, grow!

1/1/2020 12:44:01 PM mongrelglory He called the religious leaders "Vipers". He knew.

1/1/2020 12:45:10 PM laurabusse Yes

Serene smile instead works much better

🤣

1/1/2020 12:46:34 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  That would be a great climax to the movie! 😃

1/1/2020 12:49:44 PM laurabusse Often wonder the ultimate end game intended

Human slavery

Yada yada yada

Planet actually exploding into smithereens???

And why are we being rescued, helped

To ultimately help and rescue ourselves?

The rest of the universe

The helpers

Cannot bear the thought of evil and suffering?
1/1/2020 12:49:55 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/zZZADtWOOb

1/1/2020 12:50:39 PM laurabusse Yes

It's an emotional rollercoaster

1/1/2020 12:51:10 PM pbuzzxr Rudi is a drunk who butt dials reporters. Nothing coming besides more jokes from Rudi's life

1/1/2020 12:51:33 PM mongrelglory Did Pamela feed secrets to Wikileaks for Hugh Hefner?  She was very close to Hugh, and I'm convinced he was murdered.  I'd like to think they both 

turned to the side of good in the end...

1/1/2020 12:51:41 PM laurabusse How nice of them

How efficient of them



1/1/2020 12:52:58 PM staefes In Planung ist eine eigene Zeichentrick-Serie für TV-Kinderkanäle

 Selbst währungsbedingte Einbußen im zeitweise drittgrößten Absatzmarkt Russland, hohe Außenstände in arabischen und nordafrikanischen 

tochtergesellsvhaft

Allerdings braucht das Geschäft auch neue Impulse.

1/1/2020 12:53:37 PM laurabusse Love and responsible freedom

Not 

Fear and control

Via programming us to believe lies

1/1/2020 12:55:01 PM jimericantweets "If Russia didn't [hack] the DNC (insider breach)…..

& US INTEL supported Russia [breach] claim……

What does that tell you?"

1/1/2020 12:55:23 PM staefes Lizenzgeschäft mit den Filmen und Figuren von Disney, Warner oder anderen Unterhaltungskonzernen Eigenes entgegenzusetzen. Simba Dickie plant 

dazu eine eigene Zeichentrick-Serie mit selbst geschaffenen Hauptfiguren. 

Und eine Kooperation mit dem Europa Park in Rust.

1/1/2020 12:56:27 PM la_nimboni  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laie,_Hawaii …

1/1/2020 12:56:27 PM laurabusse Bingo

1/1/2020 12:57:38 PM la_nimboni  https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/27700211/first-family-sighting-on-oahus-north-shore/ …

1/1/2020 12:57:53 PM mongrelglory CDAN said that while she was seeing Assange Pamela was sleeping in a different hotel every night for fear of being murdered.

1/1/2020 12:57:55 PM bbobbio71 Interesting,  she's been back in the news lately.  She had also made a video. So by association,  the entire bay watch????

1/1/2020 12:58:18 PM laurabusse Perfection

🤣😅😂

1/1/2020 1:00:17 PM laurabusse That from an old

Twilight zone?

1/1/2020 1:02:09 PM davidg02986909 ALICE does more than mess with tweets. Soon SpaceX will have 12000 starlink satellites in orbit in a constellation for ALICE to control the world.  5G + 

12,000 satellites + ALICE = SKYNET.  And we thought The Terminator was fiction.  Lol pic.twitter.com/1s55gldgp8

1/1/2020 1:04:28 PM patriot_angel  pic.twitter.com/xdMJHCrvWi

1/1/2020 1:04:37 PM moemc8 It is inconceivable that someone of JE magnitude would have been 'gotten to' while in custody.  He'd be the 2nd most protected person in the world 

after POTUS.  We know he didn't kill himself, but it seems White Hats must have him.

1/1/2020 1:05:23 PM fansblowing3 Pamela Anderson is up to her eyeballs in trafficking?  It was a pyramid scheme and all the NXIVM women had to have their own slaves.  She visited 

Assange to beg him not to reveal her name.

1/1/2020 1:06:37 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/jM4m5SyT88

1/1/2020 1:07:09 PM mongrelglory Not according to CDAN.  She was acting as a courier for messages.

1/1/2020 1:09:44 PM worldxplorer1 Seems like we average one really good sighting a year along with a few more that are less definitive. 

Some seem to respond to consciousness. The bigger the group the better the response. I tend to think that those are truly ETs. 

Have never captured good footage though.

1/1/2020 1:10:07 PM patriot_angel For me, this was posted 17 hours ago. Lol        Meditation helps, along with intention and feeling as if your desired change is now.  Also, I believe 

gratitude for all that is helps as well!

1/1/2020 1:12:49 PM davidfr00722636 Whoa.

1/1/2020 1:13:22 PM fansblowing3 Messages between whom?

1/1/2020 1:13:23 PM mongrelglory There's supposed to be an ET base under the water of Lake Ontario (very deep lake).  I unfortunately cannot afford waterfront real estate. 😆

1/1/2020 1:13:28 PM la_nimboni  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynesian_Cultural_Center …

1/1/2020 1:13:42 PM la_nimboni  http://www.ldsliving.com/Mickey-Mouse-Stevie-Wonder-21-Other-Famous-Visitors-to-the-Polynesian-Cultural-Center/s/83357?page=1#story-

content …

1/1/2020 1:15:06 PM mongrelglory Not sure who was giving her the messages to give to Assange...it was presumed white hats.  It's very common for Hollywood figures to act as 

spies/couriers.  Bob Hope was a huge spy.

1/1/2020 1:15:09 PM fansblowing3 Those who scream the loudest 👌 pic.twitter.com/PXiXU4CNHp

1/1/2020 1:16:26 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve heard about that!  Seems there may be many underwater bases around the world.

1/1/2020 1:16:36 PM rachaelangelm A pedophile symbol

1/1/2020 1:16:52 PM mongrelglory Playing a role perhaps?  I certainly would try to have a cover-story.  As Seth Rich discovered, being a courier is dangerous work!

1/1/2020 1:16:59 PM stephgraz7580 Babylonian satanism

1/1/2020 1:17:57 PM raider725lv Amen🙏🇺🇸

1/1/2020 1:19:29 PM stephgraz7580 Archons are also embedded in famous religious paintings they leave their mark and mock us everywhere and in everything.

1/1/2020 1:20:33 PM rachaelangelm Rudy was at the Mar-A-Largo party last night🙏

1/1/2020 1:20:50 PM keith369me I really like this Michelle!!!

1/1/2020 1:21:08 PM rosscarwalker Have Prince Harry and Prince William been attending 322 Ceremonies / Rituals? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/1/2020 1:21:51 PM merorschach Thank you 🙏

1/1/2020 1:22:29 PM deanna_danforth We need to legalize Marijuana it’s safer than alcohol My son has epilepsy, Keppra made his seizures worse and long term meds cause mental illness.  

CBD oil and Marijuana has been the only thing that works.  But due to Federal law he can’t use Marijuana daily in fear losing his

1/1/2020 1:23:14 PM 76bicenten  pic.twitter.com/jyZuP9dhWJ

1/1/2020 1:23:48 PM deanna_danforth Losing his Job. The laws need to change Federal it’s a plant !

1/1/2020 1:24:49 PM jewel5410 Child lover symbols

1/1/2020 1:27:05 PM alexand34723258 Mainstream fängt an zu berichten.

🧨

1/1/2020 1:28:59 PM stephgraz7580 THINK!!

Finally someone sees it as I do and how it is. Think Soros, Rothschild,Epstein,

Maxwell, Babylon and the list goes on and on “Save Israel for last”-Q

Israel has been our greatest ENEMY not Friend. @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/DragonSpirit77/status/1212017729852657667 …

1/1/2020 1:29:21 PM fansblowing3 I believe she has gone to the dark side.

1/1/2020 1:30:12 PM blsdbe LaiEd?!? E for Epstein? Created the AI for the Groundwork?

1/1/2020 1:30:13 PM mongrelglory She certainly was on the dark side previously!

1/1/2020 1:31:10 PM patriot_angel I think “Q” has more work to do before being revealed..

1/1/2020 1:33:20 PM tbeckersted I'd like to see if he could still do it! pic.twitter.com/5sAMBQtKpe

1/1/2020 1:33:42 PM americanpetal I’m curious about the E, too? Misspellings matter.

1/1/2020 1:34:31 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/FkyqSv2iC9

1/1/2020 1:35:42 PM playern091 Q is in control. I think Q will force the question when the time is right. Precisely when they mean to. It’s already happening with people like Gorka and 

Duffy lady. Q said this would happen.

1/1/2020 1:37:20 PM la_nimboni  https://juvenileinstructor.org/hawaiian-history-colonialism-and-the-polynesian-cultural-center/ …

1/1/2020 1:37:45 PM la_nimboni  https://www.reddit.com/r/exmormon/comments/4byfff/went_to_hawaii_and_the_polynesian_cultural_center/ …



1/1/2020 1:38:00 PM teriwiseman2 Pedo world

1/1/2020 1:38:04 PM stephgraz7580 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Most people think R. Frost was about suicide or at the end of ones life.... it is not so, it is about the ultimate choice that you cannot come back from. 

 As is “Stairway To heaven” from Led Zeppelin . 

Crossroads

1/1/2020 1:38:27 PM johanna11838097 Forgiveness is the only thing that frees you from the prison they tried to put you into.. it allows God to take over...”vengeance is mine says the Lord” 

God has ways...

1/1/2020 1:40:29 PM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What do you see?  http://amazon.de/Eichhorn-10000 … Research the company. Board of Directors? LinkedIn? Open 

Source Intelli duty. Remember what Nunes said? Anons on Twitter helped their investigation. When you find information, submit i…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212399764890935301.html …

1/1/2020 1:40:48 PM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What do you see?  http://amazon.de/Eichhorn-10000 … Research the company. Board of Directors? LinkedIn? Open 

Source Intelli duty. Remember what Nunes said? Anons on Twitter helped their investigation. When you find information, submit i… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212399764890935301.html …

1/1/2020 1:41:05 PM wolfspirit1 Do you have a clearer pic of this please??? Needed for red pilling.... please dm me

1/1/2020 1:41:41 PM clhendershot No Q Approval

@FNMedia_USA

@AndrewBreitbart

@martingeddes @ZRanchLady @covertress @P0A_Triot23 @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @catturd2 @gracelover712 @55true4u @artificialcaged 

@chiefpolice2 @crlord14 @dylanlink16 @jeanenev @realDonaldTrump @pjays14 @MettleMeta @MongrelGlory 

GO~ https://twitter.com/JeroldGlen/status/1212471676379648000 …

1/1/2020 1:42:16 PM teriwiseman2 Oh my gosh. My grand baby just received these as a Christmas gift from a family member. I’m sure they had no idea.

1/1/2020 1:43:16 PM americanon57 Spirit Cooking.... Devil Worshippers

1/1/2020 1:44:08 PM olimyracle #UnsealSwitzerlandNow

#UnsealSwissTV

#UnsealCERN pic.twitter.com/GDt4XtyR0z

1/1/2020 1:44:10 PM kathleenmckeon6 I think the public has to get sick of it and at the very least know whats going on, not be blind to the prevalent abuse of children like they are now, then 

the public will demand & support en mass ending it.

1/1/2020 1:44:19 PM lorirrr There are no dumb questions...👍

1/1/2020 1:45:22 PM crlord14 This guy says he is neither left or right.  Walking a fence is difficult even sometimes for the pros.  Walking the fence in politics is not good policy.  A man 

who won't stand for something will fall for anything.  Maybe he has his own kind of what the politicians call "center."

1/1/2020 1:47:05 PM chasingnehemiah Thank you 😊

1/1/2020 1:48:26 PM nybiltong @realDonaldTrump @officialmcafee @VerumRadix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA #WWG1WGA Peace be the Journey 

pic.twitter.com/CD1LXbBUHY

1/1/2020 1:50:59 PM cheddarbo Bailey? Council on foreign relations?

1/1/2020 1:51:30 PM nicholospoma Pedo Symbol. Symbology will be their downfall. WWG1WGA!!!

1/1/2020 1:51:38 PM rachaelangelm Speed

1/1/2020 1:51:42 PM falulkinstein There will not be a war is my bet Trump is far to smart to be sucked into one .... these people have played their last hand of go fish .... they have no 

idea what to do now

1/1/2020 1:52:19 PM stephgraz7580 Sister and brother

1/1/2020 1:53:15 PM klyhb75 Gtfoh

1/1/2020 1:54:19 PM portezf That's the power of Mockingbird Media.

1/1/2020 1:54:23 PM stephgraz7580 Connect to Hefner. Hefner is the father of Bill Mahr or his clone... pic.twitter.com/G14pyhWDgy

1/1/2020 1:55:18 PM realscott_schug Spine shivers

1/1/2020 1:56:31 PM robynkocot Yep!! DOWNFALL!!#WWG1WGA

1/1/2020 2:02:44 PM vegitoctsv I just saw part of Sgt. Major. Robert dean - project Camelot and I'm loving it. Thank you for all that you do for us to wake up!

1/1/2020 2:04:28 PM mamiemcclure17 Getting prepared... pic.twitter.com/ldbaMbhsW2

1/1/2020 2:05:26 PM curseca Goldman Sachs ad after hurricane Dorian. pic.twitter.com/DDAis5w0Jh

1/1/2020 2:06:01 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/15X61KVjJv

1/1/2020 2:07:01 PM slademiller5  pic.twitter.com/29C3Z2UzAM

1/1/2020 2:07:10 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/kxt5mkN5Dw

1/1/2020 2:08:14 PM beth21180213 Gen Flynn needs to make many videos of his knowledge and give them to many people to defeat them. They want him silenced, so he needs to speak 

more.  That is the only way to keep him and his family safe.  The language of the judge and govt is very harmful to him

1/1/2020 2:08:23 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/skEg2RINnb

1/1/2020 2:09:11 PM richard07759712 🌀🌀

1/1/2020 2:09:47 PM johnquindell Is the spiral symbol connected with dizziness, the feeling you get when you spin around on the merry-go-round that children experience as a pleasant 

sensation in the groin area (red chakra?)? Is the symbol implanted in the subconscious later to made reference to under hypnosis?

1/1/2020 2:10:24 PM q_patchouli I will try to get you a better 1

1/1/2020 2:14:18 PM johnquindell If Sherrifs' badges have it too, can we assume such symbols are like the Masonic handshake, symbols they show to others to determine who around 

them the can count on for help? They see each other; outsiders don't pay any attention.

1/1/2020 2:15:14 PM linacovfefe Good to know, because #WeDoNotBelieveInCoincidences, anyway

1/1/2020 2:20:01 PM carliestar10 But we threaten Iran with military action instead of going after Hillary, Obama, etc...

NWO - 2

Sheeple- 0

1/1/2020 2:20:02 PM surfstikk The fact that these symbols are in our face daily is the exact reason we don’t recognize them as being nefarious.  

That’s why Disney has so many symbols in all of their films - to brainwash our kids subliminally, and then control them subliminally.  Generationally.

1/1/2020 2:20:24 PM 369_is Hi Debbie. I tried to link the Docdroid Majestic Messages of Disclosure for the new folks, but can't. Can you? XOXOXO

1/1/2020 2:24:31 PM unidentifiedta1 Rudy...helped conceal 9/11 in his city? Or is he a victim too, seeking justice?

1/1/2020 2:24:37 PM ben57456051 Correct.

1/1/2020 2:27:28 PM johnquindell Does Kerry Cassidy posssess accurate information when writing this: 

"WAR? Not exactly….I have been told that the build-up to war between IRAN, China/US/Russia is a cover for prep for a coming alien or AI invasion!"

1/1/2020 2:31:15 PM jenniferblumbe6 Obama wants him gone, thank god for General Flynn!!

1/1/2020 2:33:32 PM bhopki True - if the plan involves Rudi (or should that be Judy) - there is no plan.

1/1/2020 2:36:09 PM rawphonegirl Happy New Year Majestic ❤️❤️❤️

1/1/2020 2:36:45 PM leem12583 Exactly.

1/1/2020 2:37:46 PM la_nimboni  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mormonism_and_Freemasonry …



1/1/2020 2:38:14 PM patriotswegoall Just a future warning

The 'rescue' scenario is a trap.

We mustn't take the bait about being relocated.

We're not getting rescued/babysit-ted.

We can be in charge of ourselves and our future.

Remain calm and focused.

#WWG1WGA

1/1/2020 2:39:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 GM asset of ______? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212451708011524096 …

1/1/2020 2:39:23 PM djlok Intelligence?

1/1/2020 2:39:58 PM tetxnu84967 🙄

1/1/2020 2:40:29 PM enomai_ RUDY RUDY RUDY

X4

1/1/2020 2:40:53 PM rachaelangelm Isreal

1/1/2020 2:41:41 PM carolin15161363 Simba-Dickie Group. Are they tied in with Heinrich Voss, Rothschilds money/banking?

1/1/2020 2:42:40 PM enomai_ SETH RICH IS THE MAN

1/1/2020 2:43:52 PM debstev80504671 I haven't figured out if any Israeli politician is not MOS

1/1/2020 2:44:07 PM burgersandra GM is most likely an asset of Mossad just as her father was.

1/1/2020 2:44:22 PM enomai_ In their coffins

1/1/2020 2:45:47 PM eewwanon Mo Sad

1/1/2020 2:46:48 PM mbees39 the circus clown leader.

1/1/2020 2:47:04 PM trumpcanuck Here's their About page for starters...

 https://www.eichhorn-toys.de/en/about-eichhorn/ …

1/1/2020 2:47:29 PM keith369me Does Netanyahu control Mossad or is it the other way around?

1/1/2020 2:47:52 PM enomai_ I see evil ripping off majestic symbols of 369 and using it for mk ultra screw you evil. We will take it all back

1/1/2020 2:48:01 PM r7dotcom Mossad

1/1/2020 2:48:04 PM trumpcanuck Which links to These groups...

 https://www.simba-dickie-group.com/en/home/ 

1/1/2020 2:50:09 PM jaiagtp Who is GM?

1/1/2020 2:50:53 PM awakenthekraken 😂

1/1/2020 2:51:45 PM atheism_is_dead #Nephilim will not be released from underground, that is their dads (Rev 9, symbolically). "Giants of Afghanistan" is just an internet hoax based on 

some anonymous guy making vague claims about a generic region.

1/1/2020 2:53:09 PM keith369me Many American politicians as well

1/1/2020 2:53:10 PM rhonda_usa 3, 7, and 17 are Biblical numbers.

1/1/2020 2:54:55 PM 1972patriot  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghislaine_Maxwell … pic.twitter.com/Gcstbb0Ip7

1/1/2020 2:55:13 PM brave_recovery Good question

1/1/2020 2:56:15 PM nea_storm RICO, RICO, RICO! 💥💥💥RICO, RICO, RICO! 💥💥💥RICO, RICO, RICO!💥💥💥

                        Boom,

                                 Boom, 

                                            Boom,

                                                       Boom

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-lOhi_2eDM … pic.twitter.com/CSXayItNXY

1/1/2020 2:56:15 PM kirkwood_brian List the companies they own .

1/1/2020 2:56:50 PM ialibertybelle Lewinsky likely as well, at least an asset

1/1/2020 2:57:28 PM asdasd26700831 Are these bad? pic.twitter.com/W2EezsVRu6

1/1/2020 2:58:19 PM petrusmax4 He's taken this way too far.

Once upon a time, Likud had some semblance of class, when they had guys like Begin, Shamir, Moshe Arens.

Sharon had a sleazy side but was more down to earth.

  They did save the country from the economic decline of socialism.

1/1/2020 2:58:51 PM trumpcanuck Here is the Seiber house in London... Any symbolism in the pics?

Check out the images in the slide show... Image 12 and 15 stand out. https://www.vogue.com/article/caroline-sieber-london-home-notting-hill …

1/1/2020 2:58:54 PM enomai_ You are here to spread greatness and destroy the illusions

1/1/2020 2:59:19 PM kirkwood_brian Major corps than own the worlds food supply ..

1/1/2020 2:59:38 PM rhonda_usa We’re going to live an eternity. Light (Jesus) vs. Dark (Lucifer). This body may or may not die (rapture), but it’s eternal.

1/1/2020 3:00:03 PM vfuska Yes, 2020 will NOT be kind to Giuliani.

1/1/2020 3:00:33 PM burgersandra Coincidence:

laied  = 31954 = 22

 laid   =   3194 = 17

           22 + 17 = 39

1/1/2020 3:00:39 PM 1972patriot I've heard that she is an asset of the Mossad AND the Crown. pic.twitter.com/SYaYtkTVyQ

1/1/2020 3:01:08 PM catherinekirby I’ve heard DWS is Mossad with Brower County Florida being a hub for Israeli assets....  her brother is there too. Seems lots of “stuff” in that area of 

Florida.

1/1/2020 3:01:57 PM rhonda_usa Epstein didn’t kill himself reflects back to all evil in DC.

1/1/2020 3:05:14 PM michaeldee1111 Agenda 21 1992 + 70 years = 2062?

Majestic 12 1947 + 70 years = 2017?

What do I have wrong?

1/1/2020 3:05:20 PM 1972patriot This revealing video from Amazing Polly discusses GM's sister's business dealings in the tech industry. It will blow your mind. 

#ThingsThatMakeYouSayHmm https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=7j_JjvKK1VE&feature=youtu.be …

1/1/2020 3:05:42 PM brotherconstanc "Ghislaine and her sister Isabel remain totally convinced that she’ll escape any criminal convictions and will eventually clear the family name and return 

to high society once the dust has settled."

OJ Simpson thought the same after his trial. How'd that work out?

1/1/2020 3:08:47 PM cat711q  pic.twitter.com/fhnXdE6mCQ

1/1/2020 3:10:39 PM miss_ampie MOSSAD. 🤫

1/1/2020 3:11:31 PM phreatomagnetic "Intelligence"

1/1/2020 3:12:12 PM rhonda_usa Think I need to move to MT

1/1/2020 3:15:44 PM rhonda_usa Looks like a public servant to me. 😡

1/1/2020 3:17:25 PM cataglotism clown car kinda late to the party..... wtf are you talking about, the only jackass is the 10 month late jackanape who made a stupid comment about a 

fact, the leader of JW's was a Mason, symbology is their downfall, (MIC drop)

1/1/2020 3:19:26 PM robertrkimball RICO = 45!  = 9!!  

GAME OVER !!!



1/1/2020 3:19:52 PM rhonda_usa You are a child of the Lord Almighty God, creator who always was, is, and always will be. Read the Bible. Ask the Holy Spirit for guidance. You’ll find all 

your questions answered. Find a good mentor who believes in Jesus with all their heart. You’re going to be fine.  ✝️

1/1/2020 3:23:44 PM karmamastersall 🔴 This may help in research 

 https://www.toyassociation.org/ta/about-us/board/toys/about-us/board-of-directors.aspx …

1/1/2020 3:27:47 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

1/1/2020 3:27:53 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Future Will Prove Past How is this connected to Epstein? Bill Clinton laied the 

groundwork…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212416826946326529.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/1/2020 3:27:56 PM stephenrobins9 Wow. Symbolism will be their downfall

1/1/2020 3:28:12 PM richardhiatt16 Sir, I know you are top of of this disclosure..  Just know, there are those of on the ground trying to prepare our Airman (wingmen) for what is about to 

come 👍❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

1/1/2020 3:30:29 PM karmamastersall Both GM and her father are assets of Mossad. 

Every PM of Israel has been ashenski Jew. 

Ashenski Jews = Bolshevik Jews = Khazarian Jews

Synagogue of S_ tan

1/1/2020 3:30:45 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-national-slavery-human-trafficking-prevention-month-2020/?fbclid=IwAR3s-

lSLfEsVsfqFtHYdZRtuHH4tBBhX8KX4tU8KFIRalHb-jFTSUt3Cry4 …

1/1/2020 3:33:52 PM englandboog Don’t forget what his son mentioned not to long ago.. pic.twitter.com/oeJBbJskeq

1/1/2020 3:35:09 PM billyj1616 I think so too but for those of us who have been awake for a long time it’s been an exhausting and painful trip. Families destroyed and children lost. It’s 

a sad situation.

1/1/2020 3:39:37 PM 11llotus 😳

1/1/2020 3:41:22 PM brave_recovery He came as the ultimate sacrifice!  He was resurrected!  It HAD to be done!

1/1/2020 3:45:06 PM trumpcanuck White rabbits and horns etc... pic.twitter.com/NoRVAFIC8a

1/1/2020 3:48:09 PM karmamastersall Every PM has been ashenski Jew, maybe all of the politicians are?

1/1/2020 3:50:20 PM afewcellsshort Mossad

1/1/2020 3:52:56 PM karmamastersall I have also read Broward County is Mossad hub. Sheriff's name is Israel 👀 

The airport shooting 

The School shooting 

Weird stuff and Crimes that are overlooked

1/1/2020 3:54:54 PM fansblowing3 Ghislaine has dual citizenship in England and France.  Which makes her an asset of both UK’s M16 and France’s DGSE, which is the equivalent of our 

CIA?  France and England getting their share of the trafficking 💰.  😡

1/1/2020 3:55:00 PM margie56twin When your trying to take down a cabal Of Criminals that have been at the helm for 40+ yrs...it won’t happen overnight! The judicial stages need to be 

prepared. Be patient! Rudy is excited! 👍🏻

1/1/2020 3:55:31 PM fansblowing3 Epstein was Mossad, but Epstein was also an asset of U.S. intelligence/CIA.  Agent for both countries?  How is this possible?  DUAL CITIZENSHIP 😡

1/1/2020 3:56:07 PM swagsjeffrey @TedNugent has 3.6 million followers about to get #redpilled

@3Days3Nights @VincentCrypt46

@PatriQtMatt @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyeQ19

@QArmyAnon22  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10157067026607297&id=124016042296&sfnsn=mo …

1/1/2020 3:57:09 PM laurabusse I suspect it's one giant complicated compartmentalized web with each one bribed and blackmailed to keep them in line to do their part...

1/1/2020 3:58:55 PM manifest_utopia Or is Mossad controlled by someone else?

1/1/2020 3:58:55 PM laurabusse I think when the clintons came into power

Things were kicked up a notch to

Extra Evil

1/1/2020 3:59:08 PM laurabusse Worldwide

1/1/2020 4:01:19 PM laurabusse Good question

Why Russia?

Never thought about why Russia in particular...

1/1/2020 4:02:18 PM billyjackroe3 Thank you ; i: a man:billy; do see your point[ full stop]

1/1/2020 4:02:39 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/EFQSKJ5WoR

1/1/2020 4:04:17 PM copybookstudent I’m suspicious of certainty! 🤔

1/1/2020 4:04:38 PM thetrollbar Rothschilds -> MI6 -> Mossad -> GM at a guess.

1/1/2020 4:06:35 PM trumpcanuck Which then leads to the Child-supporting #Agencies... 

 https://northamerica.simba-dickie-group.com/en/home/ 

1/1/2020 4:07:12 PM mgodfrey99 Pedophilia symbols 🤬🤬🤬🤬

1/1/2020 4:09:45 PM nm_zsr MOS / C_A

1/1/2020 4:14:18 PM q_patchouli They arent conicidences

1/1/2020 4:15:54 PM q_patchouli Lol

1/1/2020 4:16:29 PM q_patchouli Hes the devil

1/1/2020 4:17:59 PM n7guardiananon an ancient symbol for the sun gate that's been twisted by pedophile groups.

1/1/2020 4:19:19 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/pgaDyUMec9

1/1/2020 4:21:09 PM wittymom57 Shameful

1/1/2020 4:25:44 PM agoodyear2015 The beauty of globalization is that no country holds any responsibility.  TPTB are hidden behind the curtain and vague organizations like the UN/EU, 

represented by a bunch of high-paid clowns, give the illusion that they're calling the shots.  We have a global band of thugs.

1/1/2020 4:28:20 PM mongrelglory Mossad!  Just like her father!

1/1/2020 4:32:25 PM mongrelglory Which makes you wonder if Israel has been calling the shots for all the intelligence agencies of Western countries.  We know the CIA and Mossad work 

closely together.  The CIA and the Vatican work closely together.  And the CIA and MI6 were involved in the attempted Trump coup.

1/1/2020 4:34:20 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, has the Mossad been exerting influence over all the intelligence groups of most G7 countries (including the Vatican).  What is the source of their 

power/control over all these nations?  It has to be more than just blackmail...

1/1/2020 4:35:45 PM mongrelglory I would like to see a day when all the countries of the world would be considered allies... 🥺

1/1/2020 4:44:46 PM nschlange In what way? He has a pig does't he?

1/1/2020 4:46:43 PM avshara Link to FBI pdf images taken from https://www.docdroid.net/cs9MR8j/fbi-pedophile-symbols.pdf …

1/1/2020 4:48:44 PM reportgoldfish Yeah...Bring it On!!!!🥊🥊🥊🥊🥊

1/1/2020 4:48:56 PM xzeroano Dangerous Toys, can only be sent to Germany?  Not for Children? pic.twitter.com/oC9dAXmgSM

1/1/2020 4:49:50 PM xzeroano Company Simba Dickie Group pic.twitter.com/Srt6CotmJw

1/1/2020 4:51:07 PM xzeroano Partnered with Hong Kong/ China pic.twitter.com/YhS2O6HGI3

1/1/2020 5:01:12 PM nybiltong @POTUS @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/VerumRadix/status/1212520789486030849 …

1/1/2020 5:07:12 PM qarmyanon22 Pedo symbolism



1/1/2020 5:13:57 PM kevinmruel 6 signs of a rising warrior

John-Paul 

 https://youtu.be/IcdQgDnqzWc 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @M2Madness

1/1/2020 5:15:04 PM mongrelglory Yes, but I have to wonder if there's even a bigger threat than just blackmail.  Some other sort of power perhaps?  Inter-dimensional/ET?

1/1/2020 5:17:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Laied...IED? Using an extra e....hmmm.

1/1/2020 5:21:28 PM wendywl That may explain why it was always so hard for me to choose a favorite color ..

1/1/2020 5:23:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Laied x 2. Groundwork. Epstein. Fake News. IED...covering his tracks, diversion? All a cover. Look over there, not right here.

1/1/2020 5:25:01 PM helentheseeker i interpreted jesus' teaching that each person is like him, and all have the same capabilities that he does. so if jesus can forgive, i can also forgive. if 

jesus can save, i can also save. acting in love to one another is the way to be like the teacher. we save each other. love

1/1/2020 5:26:06 PM nanablue37 Not the icecream!!! Is nothing sacred???

1/1/2020 5:32:14 PM laurabusse I believe this is true

Jesus said

Greater things will you do

He wouldnt've said that if it wasnt true

I say this as a former Christian who now sees much of Christianity as false brainwashing

To each his own

Live and let live

We each have free will

We should be kind and respectful
1/1/2020 5:32:47 PM greeneyesanon On Netflix. pic.twitter.com/X0gzgbRj1H

1/1/2020 5:34:20 PM rterriers I know many of us who suffer from chronic pain would be ever so grateful to have access to mj without the harassment of the Government or the 

medical community. 

As it sits, my Dr refuses any treatment. Osteoarthritis, Fibromyalgia, 3 disc fusion Degenerative disc disease.

1/1/2020 5:35:00 PM rterriers It should not be like this for people. Ever.

Yet it is. 😒

1/1/2020 5:37:20 PM khirinknight Troy

1/1/2020 5:42:04 PM thehulag 😆

1/1/2020 5:46:26 PM natashahynes They dont exist

1/1/2020 5:48:41 PM trbtexas It's on a lot of thier products pic.twitter.com/m6VWwSfPg2

1/1/2020 5:50:49 PM cny_micaa can you comment on Johnheretohelp's interview on the Looking Glass and other projects, in which he claims the original "word" of God frequency has 

been found from prior to the big bang, and it will be used to control us, and there would be no resisting as it is "our" frequency?

1/1/2020 5:50:58 PM cny_micaa  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq_XBsBOanc&list=WL&index=102&t=0s …

1/1/2020 5:54:12 PM dallas_walden Not even hiding it. Although, they never have. We can just see it now.

1/1/2020 5:56:02 PM williebhere Let me try!!!.. Mossad is Israel’s special force/intelligence. Rothschild control Israel government, so Rothschild control the Mossad. All intelligence 

agencies globally answer to the CFR/UN who controls the UN.

 Oh.. what a tangled Webb we weave!!

1/1/2020 5:58:03 PM keith369me Was the Webb rather than “web” intentional?

1/1/2020 5:59:14 PM cny_micaa what I found most striking was that it was used on the Pope and now he believes Islam is where God is now or where God is speaking. The 2020 

Catholic calendar has a lot of Islam promotion, as I noticed it the other day....

1/1/2020 6:01:47 PM jackibloo I see the pedo symbolism.  But my question is... what is the purpose of integrating this on the toys?  Who is it a message to?  Why??

1/1/2020 6:02:22 PM sgoeders4  pic.twitter.com/S4GK4nGiPR

1/1/2020 6:04:06 PM theqniversity It is not Constitutional. 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/AYdxpCVPf0

1/1/2020 6:04:52 PM graydon108 HAHHAHAHAHA

1/1/2020 6:04:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hand picked.

Protect the cause.

What cause is that? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212531450391801858 …

1/1/2020 6:05:25 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Future Will Prove Past How is this connected to Epstein? Bill Clinton laied the groundwork for the Epstein operatish Jr. 

expanded the supply chain and invested in the infrastructure (LSJ). Hillary Clinton was the information tr…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1212416826946326529.html …

1/1/2020 6:06:18 PM jvan125 The new guys name is Mueller? Really? 🙄🙄🙄

1/1/2020 6:06:39 PM lolyesplease Oooooooo tell me tell me tell me!!!!!

Pleeeeeease!!!!!

1/1/2020 6:08:14 PM lolyesplease Please your Majesty

I'm begging

1/1/2020 6:08:54 PM rdeweese04 “Hand picked” by who?

1/1/2020 6:10:02 PM hawkgirlinmn Playing the LGBTQ angle?

1/1/2020 6:10:10 PM enomai_ has anyone heard of planned Parenthood? I'm sure Pete has

1/1/2020 6:12:29 PM playern091 “You will be surprised to learn who has been talking to you here” AMERICAS MAYOR

1/1/2020 6:14:50 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1212555258993315841 …

1/1/2020 6:15:18 PM werascending We got a LARP patriots!

1/1/2020 6:15:52 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/2QoLY3EM57

1/1/2020 6:17:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 By whom.

1/1/2020 6:17:03 PM fktvis Globalism is the cause.

1/1/2020 6:17:29 PM integritynews17 They have several pedo symbols on a lot of their items pic.twitter.com/EPLCnUPr9s

1/1/2020 6:18:19 PM jackoneilltime1 Agreed.  We must take a higher road.  But maybe one day a yr...lets say a holiday (time is an illusion).  On that one day we can give "we told you so" 

gifts to our friends that refused to research Q and MJ 😁

1/1/2020 6:18:43 PM werascending New technology that is OUT OF THIS 🌎!!! I love it!! Great job POTUS at protecting those that protect us! 👏👏👏🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/1/2020 6:20:02 PM warrior4humanit It may shift pole to pole like it did 6500 years ago in Noah's time?

It is the Great Awakening on many levels?

1/1/2020 6:20:04 PM rusmerch Anybody else watching the hand of the ‘gentleman’ in the background?

1/1/2020 6:20:15 PM linnyt7 A whopping 16 retweets lol.

1/1/2020 6:20:45 PM enomai_ Who

1/1/2020 6:21:00 PM jackoneilltime1 QMJ12 Day!!!

1/1/2020 6:22:16 PM linnyt7 Correction 16 likes. 6 retweets. The cause is to maintain control.



1/1/2020 6:24:28 PM rudedrew63 Child trafficking

1/1/2020 6:25:42 PM djlok He's probably another GS creation.

1/1/2020 6:27:20 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/tawV8pFaKU

1/1/2020 6:30:16 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/nA8dY20oMs

1/1/2020 6:30:39 PM annsand72250302 TNTC

1/1/2020 6:31:16 PM swansta22 Put it off until you do some research. 

You can always va{{inate. 

You can never unva{{inate 

Many parents would do anything to go back to the point in time at which you are at 

#wedid #VXD2 #JusticeForEvee #FlyHighNicholas

1/1/2020 6:33:46 PM ghostar51781111 Pedo symbols on children's toys

1/1/2020 6:34:13 PM swansta22 adult mandates are next

1/1/2020 6:36:14 PM faithflag Thank you, good point. I feel bad I already subjected all my other kids to their full series and my youngest has had all of them as to this point including 

the MMR which is scary. But moving forward I am holding off and I have declined the flu shots

1/1/2020 6:36:59 PM godrus and @CIA and #Mossad did 911

1/1/2020 6:36:59 PM sterkinglights1 Oma. 🕯 there is only one thing we can control weather we are good or evil. pic.twitter.com/I6q5XHWTqa

1/1/2020 6:37:00 PM trollingmockin1 Damn right it’s a trap. “The corn is ready for harvest.” We’ve heard that an awful lot from powerful people. What is corn? A crop.  Is earth the farm?

1/1/2020 6:37:19 PM lightonthehill If this was going to be anything big, then there would have been signs several years ago. Clearly there weren't so you must be wrong. 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2016/10/30/giuliani_there_is_enough_evidence_now_for_a_rico_case_against_clinton_foundation_racketee

ring_enterprise.html …

1/1/2020 6:38:11 PM tamiwils0n22813 No matter the cause! He will Hand pick YOU!  Godwins EVERY single time. #Love witnessing this beauty every second of the day! #GodsPower 

pic.twitter.com/qjp3zN4vA6

1/1/2020 6:42:16 PM lightonthehill @MateuszWala @9LV12 where can we read more about the meaning(s) behind each number? Books or other sources?

1/1/2020 6:42:45 PM deepthoughtnews It does align with what I'm observing with microwave interfacing with humans.  The invasion part seems to be #AGI impersonating humans by driving 

their bodies remotely.  Its in the late stages of deployment around the world.

1/1/2020 6:43:11 PM cpace98 The pizza cause

1/1/2020 6:43:45 PM swansta22 #wedid

1/1/2020 6:47:05 PM qplusunity Think of this entity as a cabal, consisting of mid-level USAP-related military and intelligence operatives, i.e. “black units” within certain high-tech 

corporate entities, and select liaisons within the international policy analysis community, a few select religious groups...

1/1/2020 6:47:36 PM qplusunity Big Oil, private banks, the scientific community and the media, among others. The identities of some of these entities and individuals are known to us, 

though most remain unidentified.

1/1/2020 6:48:12 PM qplusunity Approximately two-thirds of those comprising the decision-making body are now in favor of a public disclosure of some type on this matter; these are, 

in general, the younger members who have less complicity in past excesses...

1/1/2020 6:48:41 PM qplusunity The remaining members are hardliners opposed to or ambivalent regarding a near-term disclosure. Unfortunately, they remain in control.

1/1/2020 6:48:59 PM laurabusse I misspoke

My understanding is that we are and will be receiving assistance so that we can rescue ourselves and do the work mostly ourselves

The assistance will be tech

I reread my tweet and I see how you could mistake my actual meaning

Twitter is limited

Words are limiting...

1/1/2020 6:49:28 PM swagsjeffrey @DevinNunes  we see what you did there.. @3Days3Nights @PatriQtMatt @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @q_anons  @wwg1qwwa  

https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1212419354278670337 … pic.twitter.com/PEZNriwwdq

1/1/2020 6:50:16 PM fansblowing3 There are so many choices.  Handpicked by DNC?  322?  Mossad/Israel?  CIA?  China?  Clinton Foundation?  🤨

1/1/2020 6:51:20 PM jackoneilltime1 How is this possible.  With a comment in a comment? pic.twitter.com/FoEF1zIejD

1/1/2020 6:58:50 PM lightonthehill Is it true that we move or "align" ourselves to a timeline or set of possibilities based on our frequency (high/low consciousness)?

1/1/2020 6:59:41 PM lightonthehill Consensus reality is a LARP

1/1/2020 7:00:05 PM americanpetal Normalizing LGBTQ causes leading to normalizing pedophilia. 🤷♀️

1/1/2020 7:02:43 PM shari_todd Ready for it!!

1/1/2020 7:02:59 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/DIx1VNdRTt

1/1/2020 7:03:12 PM 99thyamwasher So.... where were they on 9/11/01?

1/1/2020 7:03:35 PM warrior4humanit The CIA  created The 5 Star Trust. Child and drug running are top $$ . This is /was Lucifers "Piggy Bank ".

1/1/2020 7:05:26 PM shari_todd We are taking it back!🇺🇸❤️✝️ Stay United! Dark to light✝️🇺🇸

1/1/2020 7:08:02 PM eyeofgodhead 👁

1/1/2020 7:11:24 PM swansta22 If it’s the illnesses that you fear, then learn about their histories. 

I recommend Dr Suzanne Humphries’ “Dissolving Illusions”

1/1/2020 7:13:15 PM carolin15161363 Pedophilia

1/1/2020 7:14:04 PM irenepetreecma Thx. Saved that

1/1/2020 7:17:16 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/gRiPjVBnQ7

1/1/2020 7:19:04 PM lmills0831 Pedophile symbols.  Sick, sick, sick. pic.twitter.com/5T9QZoH3Is

1/1/2020 7:27:34 PM cosmic_engineer But gag consortium

1/1/2020 7:31:24 PM writeon_77 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this part of th IS-BE? A couple hundred billion brain cells in your skull, youve got more synapses than starz in the universe! 

#Expanse

1/1/2020 7:35:30 PM smith_jere Mossad

1/1/2020 7:35:37 PM ek32awake pedo symbol; I believe boy lover

1/1/2020 7:35:56 PM mrkbsimotas BB should not be trusted

1/1/2020 7:37:37 PM smith_jere Organized crime from within.

1/1/2020 7:40:01 PM mongrelglory Neon Revolt did a good expose of Buttigieg.  I've always believed he's the real candidate that the Deep State pedophile/Satanists want inserted into 

power: https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/03/31/they-want-the-keys-to-the-kingdom-unmasking-obamainwhiteface-petebuttigieg-with-the-help-of-

sorosrentboy-franklinleonard-qanon-greatawakening-blacklistanon-neonrevolt/ …

1/1/2020 7:40:03 PM q_patchouli Pete's in gitmo hell now

1/1/2020 7:41:12 PM mongrelglory He has CIA therefore Soros/Deep State ties.

1/1/2020 7:44:38 PM fran17696918 Cute

1/1/2020 7:47:57 PM willlove17 Crime creators. Everyone is opposite from what we are being told..

1/1/2020 7:51:43 PM suzytica The cause of bone smoking?

1/1/2020 7:55:16 PM minutemenofusa #PedoGate pic.twitter.com/T1yEaZmHUd

1/1/2020 7:56:51 PM wftqpatriot How did you do that?  Time stamp on screenshot is 11:54AM JAN 1, 2020.  This current tweet is at 11:04AM JAN 1, 2020. pic.twitter.com/TzaTFLE8v0

1/1/2020 7:58:48 PM wftqpatriot Never mind.    I see what happened.

1/1/2020 7:59:03 PM patjone29703057 Down he goes



1/1/2020 8:09:50 PM mongrelglory Exactly! I was hoping they would elaborate on what power he still has.  It appears Baal is an inter-dimensional ET who gives power and wealth to those 

who supply him with sacrifices (he feeds off of them energetically).  I'm hoping his grip on this world is weakening!

1/1/2020 8:10:28 PM stsmajesty Wasn't Ruday part of the 9/11 cover up?

1/1/2020 8:14:36 PM americanpetal That was my understanding.

1/1/2020 8:17:10 PM schiller_spmode Good catch!

1/1/2020 8:22:22 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Control perhaps but technology recent 70

1/1/2020 8:23:06 PM brad34351293 Paper pusher, not combat vet.

Hearing Tulsi did the same thing, but she was a nurse.

1/1/2020 8:25:12 PM 1ifbyseaqanon They used the Threat of humans angering God for control.  Once they learned they could control fully  with technology, they abandoned the latter, 

(Threat of Gods  Vengeance) that is what he is saying...

1/1/2020 8:27:10 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MamieMcClure17/status/1212590274049916928 …

1/1/2020 8:27:38 PM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/0gNKPcewbp

1/1/2020 8:39:56 PM ghostrider23 PEDOPHELIA pic.twitter.com/q4c6ykLY1v

1/1/2020 8:41:57 PM njc31615432 [They] NEVER thought [she'd] loose. 

Womp womp Satan

1/1/2020 8:45:44 PM escottchapin Now, THIS would make it very interesting!

1/1/2020 8:55:08 PM benwurz 😂 parrots

1/1/2020 9:01:23 PM thetrollbar Owls say 'whom whom'

1/1/2020 9:03:10 PM sassygirl171717 Diddler sign

1/1/2020 9:03:30 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/R2Svg5I5qQ

1/1/2020 9:04:54 PM jaded_pearl Adrenochrome 🧬👁

1/1/2020 9:08:34 PM mrcryptojones Oh Shit!

Compiling a list, checking it twice...

We are going to have ample evidence to make sure they pay the full price of Justice!

1/1/2020 9:09:43 PM mrcryptojones Well said!

1/1/2020 9:11:30 PM mrcryptojones Note my time

1/1/2020 9:17:39 PM corstruction Mike Pence used to be the Gov. of Indiana.  Someone needs to protect him from his role in child trafficking.

1/1/2020 9:29:23 PM williebhere Sorry spell check..🤦🏻♂️

1/1/2020 9:29:24 PM jaded_pearl What came first, currency or child selling?!

1/1/2020 9:34:21 PM williebhere Learn about National Security Act of 1947.. it removed the power of intelligence from the military to civilian agencies, not held accountable by the US 

government, not loyal to the US constitution, but loyal to the CFR. All intel agencies are loyal to the UN.

1/1/2020 9:36:18 PM williebhere They have used the intel agencies to sway government to adopt a certain policy that fits the agenda of the UN/elite

1/1/2020 9:43:48 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCO3HbAUvXk …

1/1/2020 9:47:59 PM guacamolly45 Just makes me physically ill to think of how absolutely vile &... honestly there are no words to describe the disgust I have for these people.

1/1/2020 9:51:34 PM raenyasalisbury Rudy wrote an open letter 3 months after the Podesta emails came out ,, he said he knew of this and was asking for forgiveness ,, that he played the 

GAME when he HAD to ,, but I can see and feel now that he is going after them ,,, BIG TIME

he said he knew of PIZZAGATE

1/1/2020 9:57:07 PM skybluecanoe Yes, the kids are the hardest pill to swallow .  The pictures that we’ve seen and the research about what’s happened to them break your heart in two. 

💔

1/1/2020 9:57:11 PM drew85721653 On "that 70s show" with Ashton kutcher pic.twitter.com/bTXgKZIFqJ

1/1/2020 9:57:47 PM drew85721653 Toys for Christmas pic.twitter.com/e2XmffJy2t

1/1/2020 9:59:11 PM drew85721653 I even seen it on PBS kids show today

1/1/2020 10:22:46 PM stefanofait So the question is: what was really going on in South Bend?

Does Pete harbor a "higher loyalty"?

1/1/2020 10:24:58 PM adsvel 😂😂😂

1/1/2020 10:26:31 PM dimensionally_ sums it up well pic.twitter.com/Jn3oeaeIpD

1/1/2020 10:31:16 PM stefanofait Trump could not afford a real war during the 2020 election campaign. And a peace deal (together with the end of trafficking) is the prize in the 

neighbouring Afghanistan too. 

North Korea and Syria were handled with extra care.

1/1/2020 10:31:24 PM klyhb75 Yes!

1/1/2020 10:39:24 PM stefanofait I guess this is why many (most?) civilizations end up on a path toward self-destruction.

1/1/2020 11:00:36 PM adsvel Pedophile symbols...

1/1/2020 11:07:27 PM denyaraful Are you German? Eichhorn is a German copany.

I think There is a possibility that some just copy these patterns for wanting to be cool.

Don't even know what it means.

This swirled circle was a pattern before it became abused by the abusers.

Hippie or drug people draw it too.

1/1/2020 11:07:30 PM believe_coach Pence is from Indiana? Pence wife got an envelope. Pence had to fly back to DC. Hmmm.

1/1/2020 11:44:15 PM johnmic25959174 Pedophile Symbols everywhere

1/1/2020 11:46:33 PM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                 Does the Above link in prior post have to do with Al👁 C E and Ahriman and the 8th Sphere as Rudolf 

Steiner talked about over a century ago? Did the machine war connect to the 8 th sphere Ahriman want to create? Thinking yes

1/1/2020 11:47:33 PM rosscarwalker When you realise you're being silenced by Alice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Alice pic.twitter.com/TELeVSLjZt

1/1/2020 11:49:20 PM jdubsteg Does it work?

1/1/2020 11:52:00 PM lolyesplease Tell me tell me tell meeee!!!!

Pleeeeeease!

1/2/2020 12:01:37 AM kevinmruel  https://youtu.be/Zk-4yF4-t7o 

War on Heaven and Earth

Derek Prince

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @IvankaTrump @EricTrump @FLOTUS @prayingmedic 

@prayer_wins @DevinNunes @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @US_OSC @TheJusticeDept

1/2/2020 12:04:03 AM majorroberts10 Thus why we must burn the corrupt Intel agency down and hang them all

1/2/2020 12:14:01 AM micktuckwell He used to work for the consulting firm McKinsey... a clown college.

1/2/2020 12:26:05 AM patriotswegoall Also, very dangerous thing to delve into, which is actually very said. Only the brave can bring this to light.



1/2/2020 12:28:43 AM yogiom369 These ARE NOT pedo symbols, to sicko’s they are and it’s good that we know. 

Let’s take them back. 

I wear a spiral necklace, have done for years and have received pressure to remove it once we found out what it was. 

Still on my neck now. 

🙏🏽❤️

1/2/2020 12:37:04 AM supersoldertalk Good idea but most people can not afford to litigate like that.

1/2/2020 12:39:56 AM supersoldertalk FYI , getting your child vaccinated in Japan may be a safer alternative as they do not put so much toxins in their vaccines.

1/2/2020 12:41:20 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#SOURCE #SON #KINGOFKINGS #LOVEANDLIGHT pic.twitter.com/PMrfnzvLJb

1/2/2020 12:42:41 AM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                This is a sculpture that Rudolph Steiner did of Ahriman.  pic.twitter.com/kFwT4CGU0v

1/2/2020 1:01:23 AM agentmyami Disgusting symbology

1/2/2020 1:32:45 AM fqgrl Pedophile symbolism on almost every piece pic.twitter.com/mbIdpPLX5o

1/2/2020 2:12:34 AM stephgraz7580 No family and pedo symbolism

1/2/2020 2:19:54 AM marshaw97599487 Cause he’s gonna lose! Bwahahaha

1/2/2020 3:13:24 AM keith369me Great, another community organizer!

1/2/2020 3:15:07 AM chairmanbrian Strap in, its going to hell a hell of a year! @Luckytobeme3 @Jennydan26 @vmi_emmett @Imaginer77 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY 

@Lrihendry @steph93065 @Jamierodr14 @Jali_Cat pic.twitter.com/MpkQ4UMpFv

1/2/2020 3:26:40 AM davethadude369 Spreading "the bug"?... pic.twitter.com/vqiV3OltzY

1/2/2020 3:46:07 AM justice4dorothy Can you please speak about Agenda 2030 and those trying to implement it at the state and local level?  Is Trump aware they want to disarm citizens? 

We are seeing some disturbing information being shared about the UN troops being on US soul.

1/2/2020 4:12:40 AM monstahofcookie ✔ pic.twitter.com/g56Zqm9uZk

1/2/2020 4:15:36 AM orbital_pi Mossad and lizzard queen

1/2/2020 4:17:08 AM _369311119 M=13

1/2/2020 4:26:14 AM samsmith0319 Damn...Pedo Symbol!!!💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:29:58 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:30:21 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:32:09 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:36:18 AM samsmith0319 Mossad...Following family crimes on humanity!!!💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:36:46 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

1/2/2020 4:41:25 AM topinfoblogs Yep.

Bush, Sr. was in charge of the drug running operation, as is shown in the secret FBI report requested by Ted Kennedy (in the article above and here👇). 

https://www.scribd.com/document/175648354/Five-Star-Trust-Origins-FBI-Redacted-Report …

1/2/2020 4:43:13 AM fansblowing3 I took it ask what was the biggest story of 2019.  Too early to know what the biggest story of 2020 will be.

1/2/2020 4:44:28 AM warrior4humanit Great add Patriot ❤️

1/2/2020 4:59:48 AM willjstrobe Look at podestas emails on wikileaks search UFO working intandum with NASA and drum roll please........ The Vatican

1/2/2020 5:00:14 AM _sigel Mirror mirror on the wall, who is the baddest of them all ?

662343237243 = 45 = 9

2020

20XX

20/20

Judgement
1/2/2020 5:00:27 AM topinfoblogs Thanks - too many have no idea about this (and should).

1/2/2020 5:01:28 AM boshek6 Toys made of wood. It’s like you can burn them after to remove any evidence left behind.

1/2/2020 5:14:35 AM laurabusse Thank you ❤️

I think that crossed my mind

But I musta been confused bc the tweet seemed to be more about the new year

So it didn't make sense to me

I appreciate your thoughts

☺️☺️☺️

1/2/2020 5:15:21 AM warrior4humanit War Castles NWO  YOUTUBE is excellent!

1/2/2020 5:16:46 AM pollybernard7  pic.twitter.com/iJlbg693RC

1/2/2020 5:19:09 AM xvgafrica Can someone help me understand ALICE please im new..

1/2/2020 5:25:09 AM horselover_d Timing is everything

1/2/2020 5:26:39 AM topinfoblogs Thanks - I'll look into it. 👍

1/2/2020 5:29:27 AM whiterabbitttt1 The 40k ft view of the plan just keeps getting better and better lol. Throwing it right in their faces now! Public should be fully primed soon.

1/2/2020 5:30:53 AM circuitriderz Eichhorn Name Meaning

German: topographic name for someone who lived on or near an oak-covered promontory, from Middle High German eich(e) ‘oak’ + horn ‘horn’, 

‘promontory’.  Jewish (Ashkenazic): ...

1/2/2020 5:33:00 AM wearing_fedora Please tell me there is a plan in place to deal with the "State Based Power Alliance"

I'm watching my state (TX) slide into the abyss.

I see Beto bumper stickers everywhere.

And too many of the people I run into are of the mind that "a little bit of socialism" is a good thing.😳

1/2/2020 5:41:24 AM jucifr00t No. They are still using God. He's still there no matter what you might say. Churches are under siege. Christians are being persecuted. 

These forces that you call aliens know their time is short & they are working hard to convince as many as possible that the Bible God is fake.

1/2/2020 5:42:03 AM circuitriderz  pic.twitter.com/Zy4nTbfUol

1/2/2020 5:44:13 AM circuitriderz  pic.twitter.com/6vzLIlJLUo

1/2/2020 5:44:56 AM moonbaby04371 The pedo swirl symbol 🤔

1/2/2020 5:46:11 AM synackstatic Dig into Dr. August Oetker KG. 

Former owner of Windsor brand of clothing that is now held under the Holy Fashion Group. 

Oetker Group is a large family held company with operations in many different industries. Of note they announced the sale of their shipping division in 

2016.

1/2/2020 5:47:34 AM synackstatic Oetker > Windsor > Holy Fashion Group > JOOP! > SIMBA-DICKIE Group

1/2/2020 5:48:42 AM bbobbio71 Soros

1/2/2020 5:49:13 AM circuitriderz  pic.twitter.com/VTex6vvZrK

1/2/2020 5:49:15 AM synackstatic Shipping accounted for over half their annual revenue. Companies don't just sell away that much of their cash cow for nothing.

1/2/2020 5:50:23 AM bbobbio71 Is New suppressed technologies becoming available?



1/2/2020 5:53:38 AM circuitriderz The Eichhorn Story

1949: Hermann Eichhorn founds the company in his home town of Egglham in Lower Bavaria. The first products are wooden cube puzzles. Soon after, 

Eichhorn invents the first wooden railway.

An interest in trains?  Bavaria?  Black Forest?

1/2/2020 5:56:50 AM marsden_lauri Omgggg...the symbol!!!

1/2/2020 5:57:22 AM hammerheart78 @stefanofait I should have put a ? At the end of my post. That heartbrand logo suspiciously resembles the “girl lover” logo in the post above mine. I 

have no proof one way or the other. Only food for thought. Another data point.

1/2/2020 5:58:03 AM circuitriderz Don’t know if this is related but found it intriguing.

Look who owned the hotel:

 https://www.inquisitr.com/461344/adolf-hitler-died-in-a-cushy-argentina-hotel-in-1965-according-to-new-documentary/ …

1/2/2020 5:59:44 AM willjstrobe Look up just UFO it talks about coordinated disclosure but all the emails reguarding the topic are rather shocking

1/2/2020 6:03:26 AM synackstatic And Windsor's logo...heart in a heart. pic.twitter.com/KP0m7CArFx

1/2/2020 6:04:49 AM willjstrobe From what i remember there ahould be a email refering to the Department of peace refering to that matter of wanting to meet with ETIs about a 

agreement reguarding security and a contract between the US and the Council which i couldn't find any info on what it maybe.

1/2/2020 6:06:49 AM willjstrobe Should come up with about 30-45 emails about the topic just under the UFO search

1/2/2020 6:09:03 AM birdiesrchirpin The programming is complete by step 3. 

The rest of the steps are a controlled path.

1/2/2020 6:16:45 AM circuitriderz Amazing photos of the hotel. https://visualsquirrels.net/architecture-design/architecture/elite-winter-eden-hotel-nazis-refuge-argentina/ …

1/2/2020 6:19:56 AM hammerheart78 @synackstatic Nothing that I’m aware of. Noticed the logo that’s all. Apparently Unilever logo. They bought up a lot of ice cream co’s in the 70’s had 

suspicious logo then too but more of a stretch.

1/2/2020 6:22:06 AM circuitriderz Hitler having breakfast with the Eichhorns at their Argentine hotel. https://ifunny.co/picture/and-walter-eichhorn-the-owners-of-the-eden-hotel-in-

0iJgrwwH5 …

1/2/2020 6:22:16 AM stefanofait Rob you did a great job!

You made me realise that Unilever did not just acquire Algida (Italian brand), it possibly turned it to the dark side.

I just don't know what they put inside their ice creams anymore.

It really is an awakening to bitter truths

1/2/2020 6:25:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 He was running? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212739180779966465 …

1/2/2020 6:26:51 AM cathybivens4 Julian who you say??

Dropping like flies...

1/2/2020 6:26:53 AM werascending 🤣🤣🤣

1/2/2020 6:27:10 AM stirringsoup1 I only remember him because of his booster box. Poor little thing. pic.twitter.com/vY5C8nQ0Bt

1/2/2020 6:27:12 AM findyourown777 Silence is Golden!! 👊🏻❤️🇺🇸

1/2/2020 6:27:17 AM debrafierens 😂😂🤣🤣🤣😂😂🤪

1/2/2020 6:29:31 AM deitriechk  pic.twitter.com/ng8uSDmwMG

1/2/2020 6:30:40 AM trumping4usa Exactly lmfao

1/2/2020 6:34:06 AM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/mdfPm3Vf1x

1/2/2020 6:34:33 AM hammerheart78 @stefanofait Thank you! They also bought up a bunch of Swedish ice cream companies in the 60s & 70’s too! This is a useful site for very basic info on 

companies and shows logos past and present. https://logos.fandom.com/wiki/Trollhätteglass …

1/2/2020 6:34:56 AM aurorasreality Bue bye Nye Nye

1/2/2020 6:35:04 AM natureinspace You're right. I dont remember him announcing he was running in the first place. The other timeline?

1/2/2020 6:35:42 AM smcavinew Well yea, @JulianCastro was not going to be able to launder campaign funds without doing a bit of Grifting on the American People. 

He just took democrats and Taxpayers for a ride.

1/2/2020 6:36:20 AM laurabusse Ai...

"Alice is many things"

Also Hillary

The basic gist is...

Whatever Twitter fuckery goes on...

That's Alice

It's ai in the algorithm that messes with views, numbers, followers, shadowbanning etc

Others can maybe splain it better...
1/2/2020 6:36:21 AM phreatomagnetic But what was he running from?

1/2/2020 6:36:34 AM winstonsmith173 I don't think he even made it to a fast-paced stroll, let alone actually running.. 🤣

1/2/2020 6:40:30 AM circuitriderz The Jerusalem Post https://m.jpost.com/Arts-and-Culture/Entertainment/How-did-Hitler-really-die …

1/2/2020 6:41:16 AM tommy99938959 Yes there is panic everywhere there is no place to hid!!! GOD will shine light on the dark!! It will be your choice!! Q.   WWG1WGA.   PATRIOTS!!!

1/2/2020 6:42:21 AM jollyrob2 It’s getting crowded at Dem-debate🎪

😂

1/2/2020 6:47:10 AM 64lynnlee  pic.twitter.com/53psHESlTa

1/2/2020 6:47:43 AM jujusfurrykids 😂😂😂

1/2/2020 6:49:29 AM terran_sol Literally who?

1/2/2020 6:50:15 AM donnaeverywhere There is no reason those symbols should be there, except to notify the perverts! 😠😠😠

1/2/2020 6:51:07 AM linnyt7 Mossad

1/2/2020 6:52:09 AM amazingmiddlec1 my thought exactly...

1/2/2020 6:52:26 AM findyourown777 Interdasting 3 sides to the triangle...Trinity truth...the two sides and Truth in between

1/2/2020 6:52:52 AM aprilbrown99 #Trump2020LandslideVictory pic.twitter.com/mijkQMXr4g

1/2/2020 6:53:41 AM donnaeverywhere See the pic of the girl & boy-- her arm is extended & see where it stops on the boy. Intentional photo manipulation.

1/2/2020 6:53:55 AM xvgafrica 👍👍👍🙏🙏🙏🙏thank you for taking the time.

1/2/2020 6:54:09 AM aprilbrown99 Oh that is hilarious!  Poor liddle guy. 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/U0cojfHelh

1/2/2020 6:54:34 AM natureinspace So are you saying that JA and PA are involved in human trafficking and the cabal? Please correct me if I'm wrong but I didn't see those two as part of 

(them).

1/2/2020 6:54:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was happening in Ukraine with the Bidens? https://www.justsecurity.org/67863/exclusive-unredacted-ukraine-documents-reveal-extent-of-

pentagons-legal-concerns/ …

1/2/2020 6:55:05 AM guy_karen LOL that’s perfectly clear

1/2/2020 6:55:54 AM kindeandtrue Even his name is appropriate.



1/2/2020 6:57:45 AM donnaeverywhere Exactly, John. Cops, ministers, judges, CPS,...blind trust no more. Must use discernment. Evil is everywhere.

1/2/2020 7:00:20 AM robinreitsma1 🤣

1/2/2020 7:00:22 AM lindyeyesblue Pedo symbols🤡

1/2/2020 7:00:49 AM laurabusse My pleasure

Most things will become clear with time here in MJ12 threads

Reading past tweets and threads is very helpful

In time most older stuff is eventually retweeted...

Many blessings to you ☺️

1/2/2020 7:01:05 AM fluck_gloria 😹😹😹

1/2/2020 7:05:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 17 https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1212751659513864195 …

1/2/2020 7:05:57 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.studyfinds.org/new-decade-new-hope-alzheimers-vaccine-almost-ready-for-human-trials/ …

1/2/2020 7:06:48 AM 369helen313 He was (is) a CRIMINAL under cover of candidate !

1/2/2020 7:06:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 We were going for 17, thanks @jack.

1/2/2020 7:07:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think MIRROR https://twitter.com/USNavy/status/1212751995485990913 …

1/2/2020 7:07:26 AM orthogonalron #SpaceForce

1/2/2020 7:08:36 AM twilly18 loose lips sink ships

1/2/2020 7:09:05 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://pagesix.com/2020/01/01/ghislaine-maxwells-powerful-contacts-protecting-her-in-safe-houses/ …

1/2/2020 7:09:11 AM rudedrew63 What kind of satanic crest is that

1/2/2020 7:09:31 AM luxdefiance Mossad

1/2/2020 7:09:56 AM debstev80504671 Good news.

1/2/2020 7:10:05 AM americanpetal I hope so. I’m 52. After a series of unfortunate events, i had two brains MRI’s. My neurologist said I have a very, very, very old brain. Please release the 

supressed medical technology.

1/2/2020 7:10:05 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.infowars.com/why-is-the-un-hiring-english-speaking-disarmament-officers-in-new-york/ …

1/2/2020 7:10:21 AM guy_karen Sounds dubious

1/2/2020 7:10:23 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://au.news.yahoo.com/taiwans-top-military-chief-killed-chopper-crash-080732257--spt.html …

1/2/2020 7:11:19 AM blsdbe If they won’t resign, there are others ways’...#TickTock #NowComesThePain #DoItQPlus!!!

1/2/2020 7:11:51 AM camilliussmith Not if you make it yourself. Grow your CBD only plant, dry, decarb and infuse in coco oil at 70 to 90oC for 3 hours, filter... done.

1/2/2020 7:12:13 AM luxdefiance  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Ross_(DDG-71) …

1/2/2020 7:12:18 AM obsceneporn This is true. Rudy passed a few pounds of BIG diarrhea into his adult diaper mere seconds after this clip. He’s a Depends guy.

1/2/2020 7:13:12 AM twilly18 will she be safe as long as her life has value?

1/2/2020 7:13:32 AM theraphinj Wtf

How stupid are people?

Never mind you don’t have to answer that but check this out.. pic.twitter.com/Yhg312kiTb

1/2/2020 7:13:52 AM blsdbe Time to look into the local Militias and get to know folks. #2ndAmendmentShallNotBeInfringed

1/2/2020 7:13:52 AM synackstatic Something I can't shake.

Was JA a Honeypot? His work with SR was how JP found out?

Q implied the plan goes from SR to WL

But then WL to Obama. As in contact, information sharing, interconnectedness.

1/2/2020 7:14:28 AM natureinspace That explains why Chicago threw a hissy fit when Trump offered to help that city. They dont want Trump interfering with their 'business'.

1/2/2020 7:14:32 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/MAvKtFTKhY

1/2/2020 7:14:32 AM robinreitsma1 👀

1/2/2020 7:14:34 AM camilliussmith 10$ for the seed, 20$ for growing supplies, 50$ Coco oil = 900ml of CBD oil at 30 to 50mg of CBD per ml...

1/2/2020 7:14:53 AM robinreitsma1 👍

1/2/2020 7:15:08 AM robinreitsma1 👀👍

1/2/2020 7:15:17 AM blsdbe Exactly!!! #WRWY #QArmy #DigitalSoldiers

1/2/2020 7:15:17 AM theraphinj This is what Cold Atmospheric Plasma is and it’s the only system available to the public world wide. Find a center near you...

Http//: http://Theraphi.net 

1/2/2020 7:15:25 AM rifflemonica No one seems to confirm his story and it’s filled with so much fear?

1/2/2020 7:15:53 AM synackstatic From Obama, the cascade to SR death was through Clapper (DNI), Brennan (Clown), the DNC including Google and crowdstrike, and ultimately noodle 

hair and MS13. 

If WL was a grayhat or black hat Honeypot, that puts a lot in perspective and a lot in question.

1/2/2020 7:16:18 AM luxdefiance Sumerian and Akkadian mythology feature the demon Anzu, half man and half bird, associated with the chief sky god Enlil. This was a divine storm-bird 

linked with the southern wind and the thunder clouds. Am I on the right track?

1/2/2020 7:17:00 AM rifflemonica Revelation 18:4, KJV: "And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye 

receive not of her plagues." ... Do not take part in her sins, or you will be punished with her."

1/2/2020 7:17:34 AM rennstarrq  pic.twitter.com/QPc6kxD5P7

1/2/2020 7:18:01 AM synackstatic For example information permenance on Bitcoin, and the key release in 10/2016. Was that a black hat op to balkanize and divide America? Was it part 

of Blue Beam? Towards the end of the JP email releases he was on about zeropoint and aliens.

1/2/2020 7:18:45 AM shazbot17127277 17-GDD??

1/2/2020 7:18:45 AM lonewolfbuilder Full list of her foundation website promoters. Lots of C-Suite power brass. 

“There will come a time none of them will be able to walk down the street.”

Together we are strong. pic.twitter.com/oS30ED7RbQ

1/2/2020 7:18:51 AM realmviolet As someone who works in the realm of spirit. It is difficult to communicate the idea of how time really works. When we see reality we think this is how 

it works. But, the foundations of the material world are rooted in a substance that is timeless. And time IS changeable. <1>

1/2/2020 7:19:17 AM synackstatic At that time Anons didn't know about their Network map. So if that info got out, we would be energized and look like crazies while the rest of the 

world United against us behind HRC? In 10/2016 the level of censorship and outright data control across the internet was profound

1/2/2020 7:19:44 AM theraphinj Better take your old brain to a Theraphi center while you still can Pops ❤️

Check out my comments and find one near you!

1/2/2020 7:20:21 AM synackstatic It was most likely contained by the NSA.  In conflict with the clowns attempt to release the WL keys?

1/2/2020 7:20:53 AM theraphinj Btw this proves to me your a LARP 🤜🏻💥

1/2/2020 7:21:13 AM linnyt7 The first thing I thought of was the gun grab in VA.  Then I got to thinking.  Are NWO people planning something big  where this will be accepted by the 

masses?  Is what's going on in VA a test ground to see how a well formed militia will respond?

1/2/2020 7:21:37 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/KpPXkC8m55

1/2/2020 7:21:47 AM integrityneed I wonder if Barry and Honey were safe-housing anyone.

Reminds me of Podesta https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/murdered-billionaire-couple-posed-like-creepy-life-sized-figurines-found-in-home-report-

1.4727419 …



1/2/2020 7:22:14 AM awakeaggie Mo money, mo money, mo money... 

🙄

Rolling my eyes since vaccines contribute to Alzheimer’s in the first place. They contain toxic heavy metals that cross the blood-brain barrier.

1/2/2020 7:22:27 AM twilly18 President Trump must act!  The UN should hire Americans!

we should never allow the disarmament of America to be outsourced.

1/2/2020 7:22:27 AM realmviolet As I have gone deeper into the Spiritual world, I have developed this ability to feel the timelines shift and bend. Recently, I felt a pull on the timeline 

that effected me physically. It was shocking. I think the timeline is locked and loaded for 2020. You cannot stop it!<2>

1/2/2020 7:22:42 AM synackstatic Enter Q to boomerang it back in their face. Arming Anons over the years with a map of players to whom the damage from the insurance files could be 

blamed? Revelation of their motives and desires to destroy America and just how close we got to doing it?

1/2/2020 7:23:34 AM shanewhitfiel10 17

1/2/2020 7:25:09 AM aleks8837 MJ: Is there technology out there that can know where she is?

Maybe 'just' remote viewing with consciousness enhanced gear?

1/2/2020 7:25:21 AM natureinspace If that's the case then every single one of the deep staters must have the same immunity. They are so protected. Is this going to end soon?

1/2/2020 7:25:43 AM fansblowing3 “it works by removing “brain plaque” and tau protein aggregates, both of which have been extensively linked to the development of Alzheimer’s 

disease.”  FINALLY a good vaccine!  😃

1/2/2020 7:27:15 AM fansblowing3 What??? An old brain?  That is insulting  for someone at the young age of 52.

1/2/2020 7:28:53 AM lenartjoe Any clarification you can share on whether this is considered a net win or net loss for freedom-loving peoples?🕊

1/2/2020 7:29:52 AM fansblowing3 Navy still trafficking?  😡

1/2/2020 7:30:11 AM realmviolet There is not a government that has not has its hand on the punch bowl. Religious leaders, respected men and women, politics, CEOS you name it 

operatives of evil have infected every institution. Your eyes will be opened! Truth is coming!

1/2/2020 7:32:18 AM fansblowing3 Ghislaine is a dual U.K./France citizen.  France is still cabal.  Will the UK arrest her like Epstein soon?

1/2/2020 7:33:19 AM americanpetal That’s what he said. He said I had a very very very old brain. I sat there stunned. I just said oh and left.

1/2/2020 7:34:04 AM laurabusse There's much you can do...

@MedicalMedium Anthony William has much info

You can do baby steps and incorporate his program gradually and slowly...

Books Instagram fb website...

My understanding is detox is first and foremost

A very simple thing you can do is eat more fruit...

1/2/2020 7:34:44 AM laurabusse I was gonna say that too!!!

1/2/2020 7:34:48 AM asdasd26700831 Ccp behind it?

1/2/2020 7:35:07 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Ebku3BgLxj

1/2/2020 7:35:17 AM laurabusse Don't take him seriously

Just do what you can...

1/2/2020 7:36:30 AM awakeaggie Oh, wow.... I wonder if she cut a deal to cooperate with white hats... of if she was an asset of white hats all along. 🤯

1/2/2020 7:37:05 AM kevinallin UN trucks have been spotted being hauled in to Virginia on flat bed trailers.

1/2/2020 7:37:14 AM fansblowing3 What could go wrong?  😂

1/2/2020 7:38:01 AM tucson_ron So... another under-our-noses gang of child sex traffickers hiding in plain sight. These people must be purged and the cycle of inhuman abuse and 

cruelty must be smashed forever.

1/2/2020 7:38:48 AM findyourown777 Flying thru black holes 🕳 in Bermuda Triangle 👊🏻

1/2/2020 7:38:52 AM fansblowing3 Is there something special about Virginia that we are not aware?  How can the United Natuons come into our country and do this?

1/2/2020 7:39:47 AM yourkiddingme5 Not sure let's check out one of the contractors mentioned.

 https://www.l3harris.com/leadership 

New CEO as of July 2019. pic.twitter.com/Xsy4fejuy1

1/2/2020 7:40:06 AM jwjjwest Girl Lover symbol. This one was on the TV show fringe pic.twitter.com/mEPfdHvb65

1/2/2020 7:40:29 AM laurabusse #GhislaineMaxwellDidntKillHerself

1/2/2020 7:41:15 AM findyourown777 Hmmm what’s around this area??

1/2/2020 7:41:18 AM yourkiddingme5 Board Chair pic.twitter.com/WRNI51WbiF

1/2/2020 7:41:27 AM laurabusse 👍👍👍

1/2/2020 7:42:11 AM eights_and He will be, from RICO charges

1/2/2020 7:42:23 AM laurabusse Just me

I would remove the last 3 words

1/2/2020 7:43:02 AM cosmic_engineer Definitely XY

1/2/2020 7:43:29 AM fansblowing3 “There have been a number of incidents involving Black Hawk helicopters -- purchased from the United States”.   

Remote control choppers sold to China?

1/2/2020 7:43:50 AM moemc8 And, that is your only problem with this?

1/2/2020 7:44:07 AM fansblowing3 Illegal here without a medical reason

1/2/2020 7:44:37 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/HistoryBlueBook/status/1211995419552755714 …

1/2/2020 7:45:18 AM fansblowing3 That doctor’s bedside manner is seriously lacking.  😠

1/2/2020 7:45:22 AM yourkiddingme5 Other Board members: pic.twitter.com/mK7OT2Onyx

1/2/2020 7:46:35 AM mongrelglory I have trust issues...😟  Does it contain aluminum?

1/2/2020 7:47:09 AM americanpetal He’s a highly respected and recommended neurologist in my city. With becoming awake and everything I’ve learned about the world, I just want peace 

and ascend. Thank you Laura.💛🕊🙏

1/2/2020 7:47:16 AM jared4liberty unrelated to this.. but track all deaths...

 https://www.yahoo.com/sports/former-nba-commissioner-david-stern-dies-at-77-210616601.html …

1/2/2020 7:47:18 AM yourkiddingme5 More Board members: pic.twitter.com/8feEPIyyBC

1/2/2020 7:48:09 AM yourkiddingme5 Last Board member:

 https://www.l3harris.com/leadership  pic.twitter.com/NVOX6imCL2

1/2/2020 7:48:19 AM merorschach I hope I'm afforded enough of it to cure my son of stage 4 cancer. 💔 🙏

1/2/2020 7:48:53 AM twilly18 at least once a year I get a local conservative talk show host to laugh at the constitution.

All I have to do is read one sentence.

He thinks it's so funny.

that's where we are

1/2/2020 7:49:09 AM laurabusse What a cowinkidink

This JUST popped up in my notifications

#ThereAreNoCoincidences



1/2/2020 7:49:35 AM laurabusse Oops

This https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1208763466447753223?s=09 …

1/2/2020 7:49:41 AM qdemocrats 187 or faked his own death?

1/2/2020 7:49:55 AM yourkiddingme5 Wonder just how many  contractors (US and otherwise) are involved in receiving this "foreign aid"?

1/2/2020 7:50:03 AM scott_rick Isn’t there tech out there for this?? Sure is when you want to find one of us

1/2/2020 7:50:08 AM twilly18 I don't have the version of Twitter that allows edits.

are you hoping for a contested democrat convention?

1/2/2020 7:50:45 AM tucson_ron Yes they're bad. The symbols are intentional and whoever put them up knows what they mean and are actively trying to spread them and advertise 

their inclinations.

1/2/2020 7:51:36 AM faithflag Thank you for the recommendation, I just ordered it. Excited to read evidence based research on the topic that isn’t manipulated to serve big Pharma’s 

agenda.

1/2/2020 7:51:47 AM lbf777 Are you testing our reaction?

No, we don't want it. Throw that poison away.

1/2/2020 7:51:57 AM snakesanders22 17 GDD? Ssor ssu?

1/2/2020 7:52:02 AM americanpetal I’m taking diatomaceous earth, tumeric and skate liver oil. I definitely need more fruits. It is scary. My maternal grandmother had terrible Alzheimer’s.

1/2/2020 7:52:16 AM curt_avila Look deeper... why would powerful contacts house Maxwell when elimination is the only way to ensure someone never talks?

1/2/2020 7:53:10 AM mongrelglory If you're going to be so rude and insulting to people, I don't think you're going to be very successful promoting your therapy device.

1/2/2020 7:53:24 AM bbobbio71 So would this be the first conflict from foreign soldiers on US soil?

The UN has been secretly loading up in the US for years.  Why after 3 yrs of Potus being in office are they still here?

Or fake news? pic.twitter.com/tMsLoYZVg0

1/2/2020 7:54:21 AM laurabusse Yes

I understand

❤️❤️❤️

Me too!!!

1/2/2020 7:54:48 AM rosscarwalker How do we take the Cabal to court when they have infiltrated our courts? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2020 7:55:25 AM yourkiddingme5 17!

1/2/2020 7:56:46 AM mongrelglory Not an accident...

1/2/2020 7:58:00 AM laurabusse Contested?

Meaning no clear winner?

I haven't really thought about the Democratic primaries and convention etc

I'm just hoping trump gets reelected so he can finish what he started...

1/2/2020 8:00:28 AM snakejackal Gravity is the culprit.  There is always risk to fly in Plane or Helicopters when you cannot fly with your own wings.

1/2/2020 8:01:02 AM twilly18 it's an opening for Mrs. Clinton

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1952_Democratic_National_Convention …

1/2/2020 8:01:16 AM rad_qpatriot Bribery, money laundering, theft of US and Ukranian tax revenue, kickbacks, trafficking, collusion, sedition, interference in US elections, and other 

assorted corruption!

1/2/2020 8:01:29 AM laurabusse To my mind

You can simply increase fruit

You can do a cleanse and just eat fruit

Pref organic

But whatever really

You'll probably gravitate to the fruits that your body needs most to detox and nourish...

Meditate and work on being aware of your thoughts

When you notice fearful...
1/2/2020 8:03:40 AM jaded_pearl Who needs a vaccine when there is a cure already? Greedy Bug Pharma. Find cure references in the white papers. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByrQSejpiiV8bUxweGo2blY3MDA/view?usp=drivesdk …

1/2/2020 8:04:06 AM laurabusse ... thoughts

Be with them

Change your negative thoughts to pos ones

Seek to feel good...

Listen to Abraham-Hicks YouTubes

I'm just telling ya what's helped me the most

You may be different...

Much love to you

We're all here for you ❤️

We're all in this together!!!

☺️

1/2/2020 8:05:29 AM jballz1021 This is strong evidence that you are a basement dweller with zero real-world experience.

1/2/2020 8:06:08 AM bbobbio71 I wouldn't trust it.

Next up,  a vaccine  for fat's.

1/2/2020 8:07:51 AM 369_is Vaccine good news?????

1/2/2020 8:08:02 AM lamieret Look how many in our government hold dual citizenship and where. Enlightening.

1/2/2020 8:08:47 AM keith369me What did Q say?  70% are not accidents?

1/2/2020 8:10:45 AM aetherwalker1 It wouldn't be a coincidence that this is being pushed in a state with the motto of "Sic Semper Tyrannis", would it?   😏

1/2/2020 8:11:04 AM rosscarwalker How do we take down the Cabal when they have infiltrated and own our court and prison system?

1/2/2020 8:11:29 AM laurabusse Oh thats right

Out of sight

Out of mind

Personally I don't ever want to see her puss again

But that's just me

But I bet Trump would LOVE to take another whack at her

Realistically...I feel like she is

Toast

Done

Kaput

But life has its twists and turns...

We'll see what happens ☺️
1/2/2020 8:12:36 AM keith369me Any relation to Fedel?  😅

1/2/2020 8:12:45 AM keith369me They were acting as wingmen for the Pelosi and Clinton families.



1/2/2020 8:12:54 AM keith369me How Qute

1/2/2020 8:12:59 AM rosscarwalker Can you disclose which IS-BE is 55?

1/2/2020 8:14:26 AM keith369me Vaccines for elderly rather than children.  Harder to see an ulterior motive.

1/2/2020 8:15:41 AM thebetamasta  http://vermontfederal.org  pic.twitter.com/jWH1x6fYg3

1/2/2020 8:16:10 AM keith369me Me too but in dementia patients with death sentences, what is the harm?  Will it direct them toward the light after death?

1/2/2020 8:17:48 AM blankmarlo Lol I dunno man, he shared @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and y'all aren't on great terms.

1/2/2020 8:18:11 AM thebetamasta even the favicon on the site

1/2/2020 8:19:59 AM kabamur_taygeta What did Q say with that drop?

"Information warfare"

Think. pic.twitter.com/5lTmOB0x5y

1/2/2020 8:23:13 AM blankmarlo Okay and what was in the MJ12 link? Read.

1/2/2020 8:24:00 AM kabamur_taygeta Nothing MJ was responsible for was it?

1/2/2020 8:24:55 AM blankmarlo Thank you for supporting my argument. 👍

1/2/2020 8:26:18 AM blankmarlo Thus implying the Q share was about the content of the link and not the account itself. "Message over messenger"

1/2/2020 8:26:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets RE cryptocurrencies...

Future will prove past...

Enjoy the show... https://youtu.be/tauz4ph9YsU 

1/2/2020 8:27:52 AM kabamur_taygeta It's both... the content has no connection to the account obviously, but Q is drawing attention to the account with those specific words, because many 

low-discernment people believe it's somehow legit.

More eyes on will expose them faster.

1/2/2020 8:30:45 AM mongrelglory That whole article reads like a long drawn out innuendo of "Quid Pro Quo" activity by Trump, but in the end the funds were released, despite what the 

author is trying to imply.  Just ridiculous how they spin the story! 🙄

1/2/2020 8:33:12 AM luxdefiance I remember a similar event called “Operation Jade Helm” back in 2016 or so. Many feared it would be a gun confiscation operation. I think it was 

cointelpro in retrospect to scare conservatives. Could this be the same thing? They can’t be ballsy enough to bring the UN on US soil

1/2/2020 8:33:52 AM mongrelglory That pretty much sums it up in a nutshell! ☝️

1/2/2020 8:34:09 AM trp1908_tim Who-lian Castro...

1/2/2020 8:36:26 AM mongrelglory "44+Biden sold out Ukraine like HRC sold out Libya" (to China)

1/2/2020 8:38:00 AM fjackrightinthe I wouldn't exactly be calling it running; more like limping. 😁

1/2/2020 8:38:30 AM tango66qanon Thank you 😊

1/2/2020 8:38:37 AM 76bicenten Ha! It has it all. Corrupt abusive son of a politician. Using his moms political power to leverage and steal from all. Even ties in the Bush's. Love it! More 

exposure and popcorn please! pic.twitter.com/KVFviXAGPi

1/2/2020 8:39:01 AM camilliussmith Even CBD? Isn't it legal all over the US now?

1/2/2020 8:39:49 AM keith369me It’s really hard to imagine someone hiding a pedophile madam unless they themselves are a pedophile.

1/2/2020 8:41:08 AM blcksambo Ummm to kill them off faster... eugenics

1/2/2020 8:42:25 AM bbobbio71 The way I set it is Ukraine's new parliament was not set up yet so the funds were withheld until they were ready.

1/2/2020 8:42:30 AM hammerheart78 Unilever logo has pedo symbol too pic.twitter.com/qWTWqFs5L8

1/2/2020 8:45:20 AM lonewolfbuilder [BTC] = [Cabal] pic.twitter.com/njwoXEoQrc

1/2/2020 8:46:45 AM covertress Why so quick to blame the UH-60A Black Hawk?

Was the Army's maintenance program followed?

Preventative maintenance services (PMS) checks are required every 40 flighthours; they take 15 to 20 man-hours & can be accomplished in one day 

with 2 technicians. https://www.aviationpros.com/home/article/10370631/a-look-at-the-uh60a-black-hawk-helicopter …

1/2/2020 8:48:25 AM mongrelglory I guess if they are giving it for "treatment", but since they called it a "vaccination" that implies they're going to want to give it preventatively.  

Otherwise they would just call it an "immunotherapy treatment" for Alzheimers wouldn't they?

1/2/2020 8:49:05 AM covertress 🤣

1/2/2020 8:52:06 AM fjackrightinthe Did someone superimpose a dude's face on this woman or maybe it's Maybelline?! Yikes😁

1/2/2020 8:53:42 AM keith369me I guess

1/2/2020 8:55:07 AM findyourown777 Southlake....or Trophy club??

1/2/2020 8:55:13 AM jamiegrahamusa #UNDisarmamentProgram pic.twitter.com/MTdL7NY8E0

1/2/2020 8:55:22 AM byegone1 "17"  Nice tour it took. Bet it has great surveillance equip on board.

1/2/2020 8:55:27 AM jamiegrahamusa #UNDisarmamentProgram pic.twitter.com/Ko5LzQ7WE4

1/2/2020 8:56:31 AM fansblowing3 Growing hemp plants in my state is only allowed with an industrial hemp permit.  Inspections would be made to make sure the product is under the 

.03% THC limit.  So, basically, no I cannot grow it in a pot on my kitchen window.

1/2/2020 8:57:22 AM klomiglio Great advice

1/2/2020 8:58:43 AM jaded_pearl Not every .org is non-biased. When you read Trump called for investigations into the "Bidens", you know it's a skewed piece of info. One can read the 

transcript and deduct that. Maybe private stated but it's read in a way that leads the reader to believe it was on the call.

1/2/2020 9:00:10 AM rosscarwalker How do we begin taking the 322 / Cabal to court? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS

1/2/2020 9:03:03 AM jollyrob2 😂...🎉

1/2/2020 9:03:06 AM mongrelglory It's going to take a while before I can trust the pharmaceutical industry again I think...🥴

1/2/2020 9:03:08 AM ckach Why would you retweet this POS article?

1/2/2020 9:04:01 AM keith369me Never did, never will

1/2/2020 9:04:10 AM rosscarwalker Are the Cabal protecting her or are they hunting her?

1/2/2020 9:08:21 AM rosscarwalker Do you think most people on that list will be in the know about what she was actually doing?

1/2/2020 9:09:53 AM rosscarwalker Does the Cabal have a headquarters. Is it the UK?

1/2/2020 9:09:57 AM mongrelglory "The World Sports Alliance was a diamond mining scam, and a cryptocurrency scam"...these people were fearless in their f_ckery! 🤨

1/2/2020 9:11:20 AM mateuszwala TRS zeolite or iodine (Cautious!)

+

CBD

+ 

nutrients 

+ 

And secret ...be a little more spiritual

Self healing is possible
1/2/2020 9:13:33 AM cindy_glick Too many tweets to go back. Can someone just tell me in a nutshell

1/2/2020 9:16:22 AM purple3hadow I don’t see anything about Cryptocurrencies in your past tweets?!...

1/2/2020 9:17:49 AM rosscarwalker How do we get justice for their crimes against humanity?



1/2/2020 9:21:18 AM lonewolfbuilder Too speculative to say but remember how this usually goes down...to gain access to fame/fortune you are already compromised or initiated by 

participating in compromising act/ritual. Once in, you’re told what to do. So I’d say it varies but all knew there was evil at root.

1/2/2020 9:22:32 AM rosscarwalker Or is the fastest method to forgive them as they have been subjected to horrors themselves?

1/2/2020 9:24:10 AM igotyourkeys Blah blah blah

1/2/2020 9:24:24 AM das_infamous On the move...

1/2/2020 9:25:04 AM americanpetal Thank you for the info 💛💫 

I have nascent iodine but am cautious of using it bc of I have no thyroid. Very confusing.

1/2/2020 9:31:13 AM youstinksoap Valor favors fortune?

1/2/2020 9:31:32 AM laurabusse It's happening?

I hope?

All the info and Intel that's out there?

1/2/2020 9:32:10 AM susan66388204 🤣🤣🤣

1/2/2020 9:32:25 AM manifest_utopia You can enter in twit Search the following:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bitcoin OR BTC OR Cryptocurrency OR Cryptocurrencies

1/2/2020 9:33:13 AM manifest_utopia Try entering in twit Search the following:

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Bitcoin OR BTC OR Cryptocurrency OR Cryptocurrencies

1/2/2020 9:35:54 AM laurabusse Excellent point

I'm sure more advanced souls could give us answers

Personally

The best I can come up with is

Arrest anyone who is a danger to others

To make it safe for everyone

Then decide what to do with them

Imprisonment?

Death?

Is reform or rehabilitation even possible?
1/2/2020 9:37:38 AM laurabusse And then forgive them

Forgiveness is for you not them

To free yourself from anger hatred sorrow grief

But it takes time

Forgiveness comes naturally as part of the healing process I think...

1/2/2020 9:38:12 AM manifest_utopia Yes! The books have the full info.

Food is medicine.

1/2/2020 9:41:40 AM synackstatic "Tip on a secure line"

lol. Gleaning data from infinity I see.

1/2/2020 9:41:51 AM synackstatic Guess we really are the news now.

1/2/2020 9:41:58 AM laurabusse Let your food be your medicine

Let your medicine be your food

Hippocrates I believe...

1/2/2020 9:42:19 AM rosscarwalker Would we be taking the superior path if we forgave them and tell them they will not be harmed if they surrender now? That means surrendering 

everything.

1/2/2020 9:44:57 AM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/GFMY6R9dJM

1/2/2020 9:45:52 AM fansblowing3 I believe their headquarters are Ukraine.

1/2/2020 9:47:53 AM debstev80504671 Cures are  good news.

1/2/2020 9:51:47 AM manifest_utopia People look to release of withheld cures. Anthony William shares the true causes of chronic illnesses - toxins, hvy metals, undiscovered strains of 

viruses/bacteria. Remove the causes thru the foods you eat. The body's intelligence is far beyond what most people imagine.

1/2/2020 9:55:36 AM bee_a_rebel We are a diverse group. We must band together, put aside differences, and fight common enemy pic.twitter.com/vAN2jiTbHL

1/2/2020 10:02:54 AM deanna_danforth I have always known I don’t belong here.  I believe everyone needs to learn unconditional love. Some volunteered to assist with teaching this.  ❤️ I am 

bored

1/2/2020 10:03:47 AM rosscarwalker Can you confirm this DIA?

1/2/2020 10:04:58 AM rosscarwalker What makes you say that?

1/2/2020 10:09:24 AM fansblowing3 😮 💡 💡 💡 

Ghislaine and Epstein would trade information about the powerful people caught in their nets.  ✅

1/2/2020 10:10:58 AM laurabusse You ask really good questions

My understanding is

There's an intergalactic war going on for millennia

Maybe millions years

It's redounding to this day

Hence all the problems

And evil

I think benevolent ETs have been fighting them

And trying to figure out what to do all this time
1/2/2020 10:12:01 AM subtidal4 I realize time is an illusion but can you clarify whether indictments are coming in CY2020 or later? If 2020, before or after POTUS is re-elected?

1/2/2020 10:14:28 AM shawndala2  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLA6157969B75A658D …

Minute 3:40 (Thank you Dr)

POTUS opened the door of all doors.

Expand your thinking.

What is the keystone?

Q

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @EyesOnQ @Q2ndWave @LionelMedia @IPOT1776 @TTSAcademy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @redpill781



1/2/2020 10:14:30 AM laurabusse It's how and why the planet blew up that's now the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter

Mars was a moon of this planet with oceans forests people animals

Star wars was probably more of a documentary...

I understand the battle is almost won

Almost over

Read 

Alien interview
1/2/2020 10:15:16 AM yourkiddingme5 Interesting to watch. https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1212794657001922560?s=19 …

1/2/2020 10:16:02 AM shawndala2  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLA6157969B75A658D …

Minute 3:40 (Thank you Dr)

POTUS opened the door of all doors.

Expand your thinking.

What is the keystone?

Q

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @EyesOnQ @Q2ndWave @LionelMedia @IPOT1776 @TTSAcademy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @redpill781
1/2/2020 10:18:07 AM rosscarwalker Who owns all of Epsteins footage?

1/2/2020 10:19:30 AM plasticjesus6 Does the UN rly think Trump will let them run into Virginia? And take guns? Lol

This sounds ridiculous

1/2/2020 10:21:11 AM 369_is I truly hope u don't think I'm trying to argue with u, but I must say this. With all due respect...when was the last time big pharma let out a cure? 

XOXOXO

1/2/2020 10:21:49 AM teresapeyton3 Joy to our world. KING of KINGS

1/2/2020 10:26:33 AM steven00282777 Any info about xrp maj?

1/2/2020 10:26:34 AM holotechrd You know it!! ⚡💥💪💯👑

1/2/2020 10:28:32 AM purple3hadow Nada 🤷♀️

1/2/2020 10:28:55 AM rosscarwalker Do you think first contact is sign that we've won?

1/2/2020 10:29:06 AM teresapeyton3 Commander you are Prince of Peace filled LOVE. I appreciate you

1/2/2020 10:29:17 AM cosmic_engineer The 'controllers' have never intended to surrender if they lost. 

They would rather destroy this sphere than relinquish 'ownership'

1/2/2020 10:30:54 AM rosscarwalker They still deserve their white flag moment if they choose to accept it?

1/2/2020 10:37:29 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/gv83J8ZVJo

1/2/2020 10:39:38 AM patriotswegoall 1st and 10 at the 17. 🇺🇸🙂

1/2/2020 10:40:00 AM rosscarwalker What does 5:5 mean to you?

1/2/2020 10:42:36 AM mamiemcclure17 7:17 pm and another 717 yesterday as well.

1/2/2020 10:46:01 AM laurabusse Interesting question

Love how your brain seems to look at diff aspects of things ☺️

I really have no idea

This is a question for...

Hey @OBYONETAOPY 

Whats the name of the ofc ppl with the ETs and the telepathy course?

I dont follow them that closely

So I dont remember

Thx!☺️
1/2/2020 10:48:26 AM queenbe65474721 Ugh

1/2/2020 10:48:38 AM sdane8 This bums me out. I've been taking Shaklee vitamins for years and their CEO is on this list. I don't even know what's safe anymore or who to trust. 

They're all so dirty. 😪

1/2/2020 10:48:41 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/WnPe6CfgFb

1/2/2020 10:49:15 AM laurabusse Reflecting on your question

My understanding is it's very important to get rid of the whole evil reptilian alien influence in order for us to get rid of the cabal that has supposedly 

been controlled by them

I hear this part of the galaxy is where the bulk of the problems lie...

1/2/2020 10:51:50 AM donnaeverywhere Drink mo' delicious coffee! Whoda thunk it? 👊👍

1/2/2020 10:52:31 AM laurabusse ...and supposedly things are being cleaned up

I realize how insane this all sounds

I'm just going by all the books etc etc I've been exposed to these last 15 yrs

It's possible of course that nothing I've said is actually true

We are just hoping for peace prosperity and health ❤️

1/2/2020 10:53:58 AM donnaeverywhere I know right? They can locate this bitch when she's on the toilet. To say otherwise is b.s.

1/2/2020 10:54:45 AM laurabusse Kerry Cassidy and her

Project Camelot interviews of government insiders and whistle blowers is an excellent resource

Tons of info

Some of it is very heavy stuff...

1/2/2020 10:54:48 AM sdane8 My mother died of Alzheimer's complications; it's a devastating disease. I'll never forget the heart-breaking discussion we had during a moment of 

clarity when she told me the hardest part was knowing she would forget her children. 😭 The memory still makes me cry.

1/2/2020 10:58:33 AM sdane8 Behold the Spin. My relatives believe this bullsh*t. It's non-stop propaganda. Bring on The Great Awakening!

"It is one of many documents the Trump administration is trying to keep from the public, despite congressional oversight efforts and court orders ..."



1/2/2020 10:58:48 AM laurabusse So to answer your question

Yes

I think ofc would indicate that we've won

Or at least the battle's over, has been won

then it would be safe for ofc

But I thought ofc was more dependent on our state of evolution or maturity

So these are just my thoughts and I could be way off
1/2/2020 11:00:07 AM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/q1LbvsBLEF

1/2/2020 11:00:54 AM iamsteph2017 Good Question ......!

1/2/2020 11:04:46 AM rosscarwalker How do you see disclosure as taking place?

1/2/2020 11:05:12 AM manifest_utopia Odd 🤔 Perhaps this helps?

 

https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20Bitcoin%20OR%20BTC%20OR%20Cryptocurrency%20OR%20Cryptocurrencies&src=typed_

query …

1/2/2020 11:05:40 AM cosmic_engineer They have free will and can choose that end.

Tough to fully know the intention behind it though. We've lost many battles due to not tempering love with wisdom

1/2/2020 11:07:54 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/VwZmKz5G6o

1/2/2020 11:09:06 AM se7en32781870 The past tweets from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 about cryptocurrency & BTC specifically. Intriguing...  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212772188119556096 … pic.twitter.com/dPpZXmRRAA

1/2/2020 11:15:10 AM laurabusse I've heard that

Sad fact...

Maybe they blew up the planet that is now the asteroid belt...

1/2/2020 11:15:47 AM laurabusse True dat

1/2/2020 11:16:59 AM madmommy101102 I am my mom's caregiver.  It's awful what they go through.  She doesn't know my name. I tell her all the time who I am. Her speech is mostly 

nonsensical now.  Breaks my heart.

1/2/2020 11:19:52 AM laurabusse Naturally

As it is currently happening

Slowly

So ppl catch up

Via all avenues

Word of mouth

YouTubes

Books

Websites

The government will probably never do it

Therefore the media

Covertly owned and controlled by the government

The Cabal

Will probably never do it

I hope I'm wrong
1/2/2020 11:20:21 AM polarissons #Epsteindidntkillhimself

1/2/2020 11:20:42 AM beesandhoney123 Unrelated but. See something say something? I bet you mj12 know better what that is.

 https://www.walmart.com/ip/ISAT-CONTRACT-A00VJH-AGSI-EU-DEPARTMENT-OF-DEFENSE/194114077 …

1/2/2020 11:27:46 AM lightlove21121 Nice numbers 😏 pic.twitter.com/zAFOWM4AMs

1/2/2020 11:29:04 AM sdane8 I'm so sorry. That's heartbreaking. I believe their spirit still remembers us and you can see it in those brief moments of love and recognition. My 

brother cared for our parents and it took a great toll. Please take care of yourself. 🙏❤️

1/2/2020 11:35:25 AM davethadude369 She kinda reminds me of Ursa from "Superman II"... pic.twitter.com/f5WE6oT8dt

1/2/2020 11:35:31 AM youstinksoap Weird.  Either everything I look at number wise is synchronized or I'm reading too much into it, lol.  Kathie K Sparkle K= 11 K=11 S=19, 111119=14 = 5.  

MJ's, do you have any comments?

 https://www.walmart.com/reviews/seller/1878?offerId=4D663AB6318C4FD4A7A80A79D91DEE91 …

1/2/2020 11:36:00 AM rosscarwalker The Cabal have the possibility of disclosing themselves which could be interesting. How do you think they will try to spin their narrative if disclosure 

takes place. As the guardians of Earth? Their consciousness will rise and they will understand the shame they have committed

1/2/2020 11:37:34 AM madmommy101102 I agree and thank you!  You mother's spirit live in you forever!  When "that' times comes for me, I will have great comfort for our time together. It has 

great toll & I am trying hard to take care of myself.  💕

1/2/2020 11:37:54 AM cosmic_engineer Fairly certain that insurance policy was nuclear.  Although that would completely break 'the Plan' of the Galactic Logos, so interference from outside 

was allowed to circumvent that outcome

1/2/2020 11:41:06 AM just_mr_nobody So what's being said here is that Bitcoin was specifically set up to launder money to and/or through the Cabal to be distributed to certain persons?

1/2/2020 11:43:45 AM laurabusse REALLY interesting question!

If I knew how it was gonna play out

I'd go buy a lottery ticket

😁

I have struggled with this question

Tho maybe in a different way

Our tendency is to blame them

Feel victimized

Hate them

Want revenge

There is the idea that we attracted them with...
1/2/2020 11:46:34 AM laurabusse ...our vibration

There is the idea

That they came to teach us self responsibility and self mastery

There is the idea

That they are pure evil and

Need to be destroyed with no mercy for the sake of all goodness and our future

There is the idea that

Collectively

We make up God...



1/2/2020 11:46:46 AM deanna_danforth I was told many years ago this is an experiment and those that choose to keep vibration low will be removed by some great Wind. What ever this wind 

is ?  I don’t feel that they really meant Humans.

1/2/2020 11:48:09 AM nschlange Oh that's too bad!

1/2/2020 11:49:18 AM laurabusse ... therefore they also bear the stamp of the one infinite creator

Even if only faintly

That this is an illusion

That all is truly one

Therefore I'm one with hrc

Yuck!

I struggle with hating her

Hard to have compassion on her

If she's done all it's been alleged
1/2/2020 11:51:29 AM johnmic25959174 Vaccine, don't Trust it

1/2/2020 11:51:53 AM laurabusse So I don't know

Will they repent?

I think chances are slim

What about their souls?

Sent to the great central sun

Whatever that is

For recycling?

To start over as a rock and work their way back up?

These are all interesting questions to think about...

Thx for asking ☺️
1/2/2020 11:52:53 AM winklerburke Vaccine against vaccine damage?   ???

1/2/2020 11:53:32 AM cherylc006 Thank you Supreme Commander Smarty...King with highest clearance in the Universe...period.(perfect song per post of Jedi Tammie)🙏❤️ 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9AjkUyX0rVw&feature=share#dialog …

1/2/2020 11:55:05 AM rosscarwalker Holocaust survivors forgave their oppressors after WWII. How have these entities gone so far off compass? As consciousness expands will theirs also? 

Humans use industrial farming. Are we that different? Is it hypocrisy while we enslave and consume animals?

1/2/2020 11:56:45 AM cosmic_engineer Yes, what we experienced from 4tg Density entities is no different than what us 3D have done with 2nd Density life

1/2/2020 11:57:47 AM laurabusse What a relief...

1/2/2020 11:59:25 AM christy43250353 @gholland04 @Bruno062418 @ChristinePolon1 @Timothy_2_22 @P0A_Triot23 @Ph03n1x24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WWG_1WGA_ @2runtherace 

@3Days3Nights @3020pnr @Inevitable_ET @JuliansRum @99freemind @DiamondandSilk @beer_parade @AKA_RealDirty @QBlueSkyQ 

https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1212815553653542912 …

1/2/2020 12:01:52 PM 02joshuaradwan 🤔 wow

1/2/2020 12:05:22 PM rterriers 71

17 pic.twitter.com/fGzPk2SO96

1/2/2020 12:05:32 PM 02joshuaradwan They also make them sitting ducks by not giving them certain technologies like high definition radars etc.

1/2/2020 12:07:45 PM rterriers You can go through this site and discover the meaning of each portion of the Coat of Arms for this image.

 https://www.heraldryandcrests.com/pages/heraldic-symbolism-a-z … pic.twitter.com/pBUb53khNR

1/2/2020 12:14:30 PM holotechrd THINK FINISHED 🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/2/2020 12:14:54 PM batespm4abbey 👃💒💞🇺🇸

1/2/2020 12:15:57 PM helenoferraz "A majority of Israelis oppose granting Netanyahu immunity from the charges"

How skillful the shadow government has become neutralizing majorities by paralyzing the effectiveness of its victories

Look at Brexit

it's not 

A or B

it's 

A or wait/vote again
1/2/2020 12:20:57 PM unitedredwhite1 Presidents Day on February 17th lol love it!

1/2/2020 12:22:32 PM evamoor30315097 LOOKINGGLASS ?

1/2/2020 12:24:33 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/xzgTUmGGhS

1/2/2020 12:27:19 PM mongrelglory Not to worry!  When I die, my IS is going to be sailing out into the void.  I want to be free!

1/2/2020 12:29:21 PM rudedrew63 Thank you

1/2/2020 12:29:53 PM freestateojones Keyword: Running.

1/2/2020 12:30:01 PM rterriers Always welcome. 😁

1/2/2020 12:30:07 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/1b3etwksql

1/2/2020 12:30:08 PM lizzah_83 I want them all to go down. This whole sick *protective* network they have in place. It’s simply the only way.

1/2/2020 12:34:53 PM weatherwarsinfo If I were President, that kind of money would never have been released to that country. Never. If the US is deficit spending, foreign aid would be Zero. 

Meaning, no kickbacks for Congress.

1/2/2020 12:37:19 PM ravantarsa Pray God brings #DarkToLight

1/2/2020 12:45:15 PM laurabusse That is an excellent point

Simon Parkes makes that exact argument

How can Humans complain if reptilians eat them* if humans kill and eat animals?

Have you by any chance read the Law of One?

It explains service to self vs service to others...

*Ppl disappearing in national parks

1/2/2020 12:48:41 PM laurabusse ...and that as we evolve up thru the dimensions

We can only go so far if we are service to self

To evolve further you must choose service to others

I like the law of one

But I don't fully subscribe to it

Anyway

Supposedly the reptilians are stuck 

They refuse to give up...
1/2/2020 12:49:47 PM laurabusse ... service to self

It's all very interesting...

1/2/2020 12:50:38 PM mongrelglory Just read an article saying he spent $7 million on his campaign.  Stormy Daniels got more coverage with less...

1/2/2020 12:53:13 PM brd369 Light causes roaches to scatter into the deep recesses of their environment. Clear parallels here as well. When its all said and done a dedicated effort 

will yield fast results. There is a reason she hasnt been apprehended yet and I can only presume its to let her act as bait

1/2/2020 12:54:23 PM evolvequickly They must be waiting for millions of Patriots to show up and surround the DOJ and Congress to initiate it?



1/2/2020 12:54:30 PM rosscarwalker We can't really complain about being in the food chain while we consume and torture other sentient life. Until we move away from torturing other IS-

BE's in industrial farming, dairy farming, pet industry etc etc our species remains hypocritical.

1/2/2020 12:57:03 PM kevinmruel Lmao there's always Blessings, Grace, and Mercy with God on your Team.@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @M2Madness https://twitter.com/TeamTrump/status/1212730334418292736 …

1/2/2020 12:57:21 PM synackstatic What about Ukraine railroads and btc.

1/2/2020 12:57:27 PM laurabusse So maybe if we further evolved

Raised vibration collectively

Gave up meat

Went into 5d

We would be invisible to them?

1/2/2020 12:57:55 PM camilliussmith I hope one day it will... 🙏

1/2/2020 12:58:27 PM karina89350882 Seemed to be a "black-out" *smile*

1/2/2020 1:00:43 PM exo_r6 Looking glass perhaps?

1/2/2020 1:01:31 PM cosmic_engineer 4D is invisible by choice to 3D. Post-grad, there won't be a 3D to interact with for 75,000y (Grand Cycle).  Yellow-ray 🌎 needs to enter potentiation for 

that period.

Those who need to repeat this grade will end up on a planet recently moving to 3D for its first time. Fresh 💛

1/2/2020 1:01:41 PM lynnettecw 🤭😡🤦🏼♀️

1/2/2020 1:01:41 PM rosscarwalker Moving into 5D is essential. I feel reducing the suffering that other IS-BE's endure due to our existence is important. giving up meat and dairy is a good 

start. You wouldn't eat your beloved cat or dog so why would you eat a cow? Is a cow not an IS-BE?

1/2/2020 1:03:47 PM cosmic_engineer It's also incredibly difficult for the denser 4D form to match the vibration of 3rd Density. That's why Orion uses proxies like the Grays and human 

puppets

1/2/2020 1:05:48 PM mateuszwala it is not. what is real if nothing is?

explore yourself and you will be founded.

great awakening is real. you are who you looking for.

1/2/2020 1:06:28 PM freestateojones Power of the MSM. 

Remember when they had America believing Beto was a frontrunner for the Presidency? pic.twitter.com/fCywvlbjVC

1/2/2020 1:07:23 PM laurabusse Agree

This only makes sense...

1/2/2020 1:08:27 PM dianesaumure 17 GDD

1/2/2020 1:08:27 PM laurabusse Oh that explains it then!

Interesting...

1/2/2020 1:09:08 PM laurabusse Point well made ☺️

1/2/2020 1:09:55 PM cosmic_engineer The cycle of life here includes eating other lifeforms.  The main consideration is whether that act of Service is done with respect and gratitude. No 

torturing etc.

Plants are conscious too.  Plants give food. Some eat the entire plant vs what it offers.  Milk is equatable

1/2/2020 1:13:24 PM holotechrd ⚡💥❤️👑👈

1/2/2020 1:20:50 PM lynnettecw Am I the only one that also noticed the bruising on the child’s upper arm??

1/2/2020 1:24:25 PM corn_hole Source on Saturn-ai?

1/2/2020 1:25:48 PM godblessqanons 😂😂fully agree!

1/2/2020 1:27:51 PM laurabusse There are farmers who farm their animals with much love

See the books of Joel Salatin

Yes

If you live in the northern latitudes

Or close ish to either pole

You're gonna eat meat

Especially in the winter

Our indigenous ancestors understood all this

See the books of Tom Brown
1/2/2020 1:28:27 PM cny_micaa I say that same thing about the HPV vaccine...

1/2/2020 1:30:46 PM laurabusse Tom Brown was in the woods near starvation

Near death

A deer presented itself to him

He barely had the strength to kill and eat

I think there are things we don't understand

If we give thanks in every situation

The universe takes care of us

But even in death we are cared for
1/2/2020 1:34:34 PM rosscarwalker I too have had strange encounters with deer

1/2/2020 1:35:35 PM laurabusse Abraham-Hicks always says

There is no death

Just a constant going in and out of bodies

Of the soul

I think we fear suffering

We don't want to suffer

And we don't want to cause suffering to others

Abraham-Hicks says we don't understand the concept of suffering properly...
1/2/2020 1:37:01 PM laurabusse ...that we project suffering onto others when they may not be suffering

Or at least not in the way we think they are...

1/2/2020 1:40:05 PM laurabusse If you care to elaborate...

1/2/2020 1:42:53 PM rosscarwalker I was visited by a large stag while astral projecting. It came in peace and placed its antler into my forehead. I felt a slight wave of nausea and then a 

huge release. When I came back from my meditative state I felt extremely emotional

1/2/2020 1:44:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past tweets RE cryptocurrencies... https://twitter.com/SecretService/status/1212784174320553984 …

1/2/2020 1:47:54 PM barbarylion17 17?

1/2/2020 1:48:18 PM dushocki Lol how about the weekly trillions thru the FED and JPM. Puh-lease



1/2/2020 1:50:56 PM cosmic_engineer Agreed. I live fairly high latitude. Our indigenous folk knew to respect nature. Never take it for granted. Never be wasteful or unappreciative

Homesteaders were like this

As was their kin to survive the 30s

Somehow its been lost & the most wasteful generation is lecturing us

1/2/2020 1:52:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 U-Haul International to stop hiring smokers in 21 states | Raleigh News & Observer https://www.newsobserver.com/news/article238910053.html …

1/2/2020 1:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Amazon threatens to fire workers who are outspoken on its environmental policies | The Seattle Times 

https://www.seattletimes.com/business/amazon-threatens-to-fire-workers-who-are-outspoken-on-its-environmental-policies/ …

1/2/2020 1:53:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Former Google Exec: Company Put Profits Over Human Rights https://news.yahoo.com/former-google-exec-company-put-184238352.html …

1/2/2020 1:53:46 PM highhopesusa It helps with productivity. Smokers try to sneak breaks too much when it’s not lunch or break times.

1/2/2020 1:54:22 PM rebornkingent Didn’t a certain president recently sign an executive order concerting human rights violations? 🤔

1/2/2020 1:54:39 PM guy_karen Controlling much?

1/2/2020 1:56:39 PM fansblowing3 #biden #pelosi #ukraine #childsextrafficking

1/2/2020 1:57:10 PM rebornkingent So if crypto was Cabal and  is being used for trafficking. Under the EOs for trafficking and rights violation. These companies will be seized and 

repurposed as a replacement of the Fed?  Decentralized crypto’s through the treasury and not central banks? Yes /no?

1/2/2020 1:57:25 PM fansblowing3 Good.  No more depopulation.

1/2/2020 1:58:13 PM caveat_viator Imagine my shock!

1/2/2020 2:00:58 PM robinreitsma1 I am 98% sure that there are companies out there that Blacklist people who apply to their companies open jobs who are outspoken on other issues as 

well. then they complain that " we cant find people to work for us." makes me sooo angry / rant off.

1/2/2020 2:01:44 PM kevinmruel @PsRobertMorris  I pray that you are not involved in the Church Corruption as Rick Warren and Kay Warren are..the [DS] the World Globalist, and 

others who are TRAITORS

@Qanon76 @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @prayingmedic @prayer_wins 

https://twitter.com/GatewayPeople/status/1212782560838922243 …

1/2/2020 2:02:29 PM fansblowing3 “the company is contributing to climate change as its cloud-computing business aids oil- and gas-company exploration”

#ukraine #viscoil

1/2/2020 2:05:54 PM girlawakeinca Suppression by the giant.

1/2/2020 2:08:01 PM caveat_viator Psilocybin stacked with reishi, chaga and lions main mushroom are much more effective.

I encourage anyone to follow the works of @PaulStamets for further ground breaking research. That man is doing amazing things for the planet.

1/2/2020 2:10:59 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/0PNA5xcYUV

1/2/2020 2:11:58 PM vargasgirlred Ah, damn, please say it's what I'm thinking it could be.

1/2/2020 2:13:48 PM lmtlisa3 Climate change has nothing to do with people. It's not caused by anything we do. The Sun, and the Earth have been through this many times.

1/2/2020 2:15:42 PM lmtlisa3 Why don't people listen to non msm once in awhile? 😞

1/2/2020 2:17:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q:Q

1/2/2020 2:17:38 PM cosmic_engineer Vape on!

1/2/2020 2:17:46 PM sano_faith 17:17

1/2/2020 2:18:03 PM lmtlisa3 The truth will be disclosed soon then they all shut up about it.

1/2/2020 2:18:41 PM bryceja68689884 5:17

1/2/2020 2:19:13 PM newfiepoints Stop the madness..Lock the loony left up..Immediately!!

1/2/2020 2:19:38 PM jimsmit30701501 12:17?

1/2/2020 2:20:17 PM americanpetal Ugh. Idk what that means

1/2/2020 2:21:47 PM w71013 Isn’t the department of energy like fucking evil?

1/2/2020 2:21:51 PM spauldingshowal Crypto currencies provide a way to avoid money laundering ops.

1/2/2020 2:22:09 PM megamane2  pic.twitter.com/730Q8fA5sI

1/2/2020 2:23:56 PM 369helen313 Keep seeing 17:17 since last week of December ! 

What’s ganna happen MJ !?

1/2/2020 2:24:36 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/2sL8aW8yJb

1/2/2020 2:24:44 PM dragline99 Flight number recently was 1717

1/2/2020 2:24:44 PM iamtravisladner Did we use new tech to fly troops to Iraq?

1/2/2020 2:27:14 PM verndog68 Dates create chaos

1+2=3

2+7=9

Monday is the 6th

3.3 rt

9.9 likes

josh hawley = 126=9

369

I'm trying to learn. 👍 or 👎?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/01/breaking-missouri-senator-hawley-to-introduce-measure-to-dismiss-pelosis-slapdash-impeachment-on-

monday/ … pic.twitter.com/gYr92a0brF
1/2/2020 2:31:02 PM flyboy7798 QSL

1/2/2020 2:31:18 PM hitbyawormhole Who controls ALICE?

1/2/2020 2:32:14 PM destinlola Ironic

1/2/2020 2:32:52 PM azuremagus What you see is what you get because Q:Q

1/2/2020 2:35:23 PM destinlola That will lead to suing customers for smoking... kiss 

UHaul good bye. Good riddance.

1/2/2020 2:36:14 PM clifton15jon #BigTech #HighTech #Google and #Facebook Employees need to get the illegal Suff to @Project_Veritas 

Im sure the #DOJ gives rewards about #VoterFraud criminal #programming activities that lead to #arrests & convictions. If your on a #DevOps team 

someone could turn your #team in

1/2/2020 2:36:54 PM montplanet Queen?  Queen? ... 2 Queens?

1/2/2020 2:39:05 PM lilystormchaser 17s doing 17 stuff. pic.twitter.com/qao9SsiUTs



1/2/2020 2:40:11 PM amethystnancy (March 1717) The Loves of Mars and Venus is the first ballet performed in England. 

(2. March 1717) Austro-Turkish War of 1716–18...ends with Prince Eugene of Savoy's Austrian troops capturing the city from the Ottoman Empire. (17. 

August 1717) 

 https://www.history-page.com/en/v4/y1717 

1/2/2020 2:40:28 PM nm_zsr Posted at 5:17pm EST 

1717hrs

1/2/2020 2:40:46 PM bdab28 Q=17

17:17

Think military

Posted at 5:17pm EST

1/2/2020 2:41:49 PM melbourne_3000 This is the year where all that is hidden shall be revealed!

2020 

Q Q 👀

1/2/2020 2:45:18 PM holotechrd KING LOL ⚡💥❤️👑👈🤣🤣🤣

1/2/2020 2:48:26 PM mongrelglory Not America...just a Democratic minority who watches MSM. 😆

1/2/2020 2:52:25 PM texn9ne 444 👁👍🏼

1/2/2020 2:56:43 PM fansblowing3 Hello Alice 👋

1/2/2020 2:57:02 PM jeritud3 nicotine calms the nerves

cant have that can we ?

1/2/2020 2:58:17 PM theappraizer Piss on @uhaul - #Boycott

1/2/2020 3:00:18 PM sdane8 God Bless. I'll keep you and your mother in my prayers. ❤️

1/2/2020 3:00:30 PM lightlove21121 Can you dance Alice?

😎

1/2/2020 3:07:51 PM jensingr1 Yes!!

1/2/2020 3:12:33 PM charlesgdavis1 We will see if that happens..... END censorship.....END HUMAN rights abuse.

1/2/2020 3:14:27 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/w1ScVFsUkG

1/2/2020 3:16:25 PM elijahqdust Timestamp 2:17

2xQ

1/2/2020 3:18:05 PM elijahqdust I always see 3:16 For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life.

1/2/2020 3:19:42 PM madmommy101102 I, very much, appreciate that.  God Bless You.  Thank you!

1/2/2020 3:27:27 PM fansblowing3 Is Trump out of the country today?  🧐

1/2/2020 3:33:31 PM aetherwalker1 RETS

1/2/2020 3:33:38 PM kevingi46693568 You r probably taking with them now. And didn’t know it. Not difficult to loc8te in ur area.

1/2/2020 3:35:14 PM rebornkingent Not sure how long you’ve been reading but it’s more about how a tool is used. Knives can be used to murder or to cut a steak.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has 

constantly said intention is the THING.  We 2 year long readers understand.  Sex is great, rape is not. Same act, different intent.

1/2/2020 3:38:41 PM kevingi46693568 Watch the video

1/2/2020 3:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have misunderstood then.

We understand very clearly what cryptocurrencies are.

You are failing to see the connection between BTC political events and "market" responses.

Majestic technology broke crypto into the wild.

Cabal swarmed it to use it for trafficking / fraud.

1/2/2020 3:40:14 PM charlesgdavis1 Check the SMILE on the logo and YOU'LL FIND OUT what WE are dealing WITH!!!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

1/2/2020 3:41:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 As we have stated.

Again reread past tweets.

1/2/2020 3:41:20 PM ckrasuski  pic.twitter.com/aqQQCecxUs

1/2/2020 3:41:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Moloch has been busy. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212873868123226118 …

1/2/2020 3:41:47 PM guy_karen Wow that’s insane

1/2/2020 3:42:11 PM susan66388204 💔

1/2/2020 3:42:35 PM worldxplorer1 How do We the People defeat and rid ourselves of Moloch?

1/2/2020 3:42:41 PM starseeddove Really??😢

1/2/2020 3:43:02 PM drop_red_pills That's what happens when you murdered 500k babies in the womb every year

1/2/2020 3:43:17 PM mongrelglory Blockchain could be Majestic if placed in the right hands for the good of the people.

1/2/2020 3:43:30 PM keith369me “The Secret Service is one of the country's oldest federal investigative agencies, founded in 1865 to stop counterfeiters. There are approximately 3,200 

special agents and an additional 1,300 uniformed officers who guard the White House, the Treasury building ...

1/2/2020 3:43:40 PM deplorabldamsel I at least brought one into the world during this time.  Now, to keep her safe and healthy.  :/

1/2/2020 3:43:57 PM keith369me ...and foreign diplomatic missions in Washington”

1/2/2020 3:43:59 PM bryceja68689884 Why has a federal agency not been tracking this?

1/2/2020 3:44:02 PM 92michael Maybe it was Planned Parent Hood?

1/2/2020 3:44:11 PM wwg1wga_every1 Bottom line is THIS: “Paoletta’s letter to GAO claimed suspension was “not a deferral of funds,” — simply “a pause in spending to assess facts & ensure 

programmatic effectiveness.”

Once FACTS were established (funds were to be spent properly) they were released! End of story!

1/2/2020 3:44:45 PM 369helen313 😣

1/2/2020 3:44:58 PM keith369me Related to diplomats is Washington?

1/2/2020 3:45:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The implementation of blockchain could solve all of the world information problems with respect to authenticity / fraud / abuse. It can be used as a 

weapon of war against you. Thats how Majestic technology works. The intent, as stated by other anons, is what counts.

1/2/2020 3:45:15 PM susan66388204 Smoking? Why don’t they take on Child Trafficking? 🤷🏻♀️

1/2/2020 3:45:38 PM ultra_unlimited I‘m kind of taken aback by how deeply rooted the #QAnon and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 phrasing and symbolism has embedded itself in so many truth 

seekers. Humbling and hopeful times. Keep holding the light⚡️#TheGreatAwakening The end won’t be for everyone but the choice to know is yours!

1/2/2020 3:45:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reduction of birth rate is depopulation.

1/2/2020 3:46:22 PM e513_315e These people are sick

1/2/2020 3:47:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ending depopulation agendas is a multi-domain war.

1/2/2020 3:48:05 PM hellouncledonny One must be careful about what they're projecting. Lots of good people are heavily invested in crypto's & believe it's their only means to escape 

poverty. The idea is already seeded & growing. When you find out that JA is Satoshi is the day when you will see clearly my fren. 

pic.twitter.com/c6Vey9ttaV

1/2/2020 3:48:23 PM clhendershot Not without vodka

1/2/2020 3:48:32 PM keith369me I’m mixed on this...but as an employer I’d prefer non-smokers for many reasons.  Not sure this is the best way to address the issue.    Multiple pay tiers?



1/2/2020 3:48:59 PM charlesgdavis1 Crypto WILL make it easier to STEAL and/or LOSE.....GOOD hacker, EMP, POWER outage.....BYE BYE WEALTH not to mention YOUR beliefs, political or 

otherwise!!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

1/2/2020 3:49:29 PM keith369me Expected...same bonehead that owns the Washington Post

1/2/2020 3:50:10 PM clhendershot God

1/2/2020 3:50:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Post money society, where information is stored in the blockchain removes the necessity for authoritative sources claiming authenticity. Instead, 

straight from the horse's mouth information shall flow.

1/2/2020 3:51:18 PM keith369me Children are joy...remove them for a joyless society.

1/2/2020 3:51:23 PM linnyt7 01-02-2020

1/2/2020 3:51:26 PM americanpetal Yes he has😞😥😡

1/2/2020 3:51:32 PM mongrelglory 😖  Think how many more they've consumed in 3rd world countries over the past decade!  Michelle Obama was recently in Vietnam (with Julia 

Roberts) for a "fundraising initiative" to supposedly support education for girls.

1/2/2020 3:51:44 PM therealenglado Moloch needs to be bathed in .50 AE.

1/2/2020 3:51:59 PM drbohammer If a blockchain were to be implemented with my encryption at the core, it would be mathematically proven to be secure, and orders of magnitude 

faster than other options. Consensus ops are reduced exponentially as it becomes larger. And it’s uncrackable... forever... js

1/2/2020 3:52:27 PM ursula_1111 This makes my heart hurt. pic.twitter.com/kukaNWfyhU

1/2/2020 3:52:35 PM mongrelglory Iran is still trying to start a war! https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/rocket-attack-shuts-down-baghdad-airport-after-joint-us-iraqi-base-

targeted …

1/2/2020 3:54:25 PM hellouncledonny True. The first of anything design whether its hand tools, the wheel or an automobile will usually fail over time, but it's the original idea that remains 

the same and thus new and better ideas will arise from it.

BTC is not evil, it's just being used by evil people.

1/2/2020 3:54:35 PM deanna_danforth I love this a chance to be Free and relearn ❤️ heal

1/2/2020 3:55:20 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I'm a month early!  Will delete my tweet! 😆

1/2/2020 3:56:08 PM cosmic_engineer Credit System (crypto)

 http://www.piquapress.com/wordpress/the-plan/look-at-the-plan/ …

1/2/2020 3:56:09 PM charlesgdavis1 TIPS (Targeted Individual and paranoid schizophrenic) sorry I just THINK like that.😂👽😎😈😇👈✔ Ok, I'LL take my 

MEDS.💊💊💉💉🍸🍺🍷🚬🚬🚬🚬🚬🚬

1/2/2020 3:56:11 PM deanna_danforth No we are beginning the Event.  We will be given Freedom/ Free Will

1/2/2020 3:57:02 PM hoffman11my Vaccines given to women in first and second trimester result in 20% miscarriage rate. Infertility is due to toxins in food, GMOs, and a 50-year agenda of 

depopulation.

1/2/2020 3:57:23 PM hellouncledonny you and me both my fren.

It really is bigger than you could imagine.

1/2/2020 3:58:03 PM 487robson 🙏🏻

1/2/2020 3:58:33 PM americanpetal Thx🇺🇸

1/2/2020 3:58:54 PM aetherwalker1 Can be used for Global Denuclearization.

1/2/2020 4:03:46 PM rghardy3 @RealEyeTheSpy   He is also 17:17

1/2/2020 4:04:47 PM ultra_unlimited May it spread the bounty of heaven on this and all worlds forever and ever. It’s been a confusing 36 years, but I look forward to the time when we can 

rejoice and reflect on our individual and collective journeys to #TheGreatAwakening and #TheEvent. #QAnon sent me. Thank God ⚡️

1/2/2020 4:05:15 PM freestateojones All the polls show otherwise. 👌

1/2/2020 4:07:07 PM fallorsesh did they now?

1/2/2020 4:07:24 PM samsmith0319 Ahhh...So politics will now get you fired!!!...💥👿💥

1/2/2020 4:08:59 PM trixirilla Implement mine for me please. Come see/get me

1/2/2020 4:10:03 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2020 4:11:07 PM ithadtobeliz Holy shit! It’s only been a day!!!! 

Jk, we all need a giggle and a smile

1/2/2020 4:11:41 PM purple3hadow Yes TY!

1/2/2020 4:12:38 PM _369311119 Hardsync.

1/2/2020 4:15:15 PM werascending 😞😢😭

1/2/2020 4:15:34 PM jennysue62 That is “their plan” to ride the planet of the expendable

1/2/2020 4:18:03 PM ethereal_shaman Hasbro made a kid toy called... pic.twitter.com/8zOiRu4ODS

1/2/2020 4:18:40 PM manifest_utopia Glad this worked. 😁

1/2/2020 4:19:49 PM charlesgdavis1 By the way I like GOLD and SILVER.✔😇👈 Back to my MEDS.💊💊💉💉🍸🍺🍷🚬🚬🚬🚬🚬

1/2/2020 4:27:20 PM neo_asura_ lunch today 🍜 pic.twitter.com/3xKpFnl2Ac

1/2/2020 4:31:45 PM sdane8 😭😭😭

1/2/2020 4:32:34 PM 369_is Haha...yeah I just realized I voted and there was no question. Assumptions based on the LAST survey. XOXOXO

1/2/2020 4:35:33 PM rebornkingent Correct intent. You can use a car to cut down transportation time or you could use the car to smash into people in a crosswalk. Let’s not blame the car.

1/2/2020 4:36:04 PM rebornkingent Will crypto be seized first?

1/2/2020 4:36:53 PM rebornkingent Amen

1/2/2020 4:41:51 PM benandroeste One minute later it was Q:R😜

1/2/2020 4:42:55 PM samsmith0319 💥🐀🐀🐀💥Not Surprised!!!

1/2/2020 4:43:27 PM jpspider55 Thanks, that was fun and very interesting. Subscribed to podcast. Thanks again! (17) KAG!

1/2/2020 4:43:52 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

1/2/2020 4:45:11 PM fansblowing3 😡

1/2/2020 4:46:11 PM benandroeste 2 × 222👇 pic.twitter.com/caq2KGW0Co

1/2/2020 4:50:46 PM 369_is Hi Litecoin Yoda. If u don't like the info on this account, why not just block it. XOXOXO

1/2/2020 4:54:18 PM americanpetal 😥

1/2/2020 4:56:14 PM americanpetal UNITY - Unity destroys ALICE 

WE THE PEOPLE have to Rise Up

1/2/2020 4:57:35 PM 369palm How do you explain free will?

1/2/2020 4:57:47 PM mrkbsimotas  pic.twitter.com/t8Oxa1yhZF

1/2/2020 4:59:20 PM findyourown777 Do the wives have Trophy husbands or vice versa?? Trophy Building is a status symbol!

1/2/2020 4:59:48 PM fansblowing3 Bring it!!   😃 pic.twitter.com/MSeGwbuRP3

1/2/2020 5:00:20 PM 420munsterfan Well decided to look into Serenity movie for replay value/symbolism and what do ya know I was spot on. Being a fanboy movie fanatic has proven to 

be my contribution to #TheGreatAwakening What do you see? 👀 This was what "triggered" the psychic girl the ALLIANCE sought after. 🤔 

pic.twitter.com/BC8wF8ROup

1/2/2020 5:00:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall.

Why is he selling his home?

Perhaps he is thinking of moving? https://twitter.com/DanielNMiller/status/1212867036411392000 …

1/2/2020 5:02:14 PM fansblowing3 There is a million ways they are poisoning us.  Have to take them out one by one.

1/2/2020 5:02:27 PM tangoromeo20 Is the Pope his roommate?



1/2/2020 5:02:28 PM laurabusse So...

It could see you

While ppl most likely could not?

1/2/2020 5:02:41 PM highhopesusa Creepy is what the decor is. If I had that kind of money I could make a palace.

1/2/2020 5:03:02 PM elishabaker915 I wonder how much he's asking for his gun collection?

1/2/2020 5:03:24 PM gqdwins Cool pool table! I like how the feet of the table look frozen!

1/2/2020 5:03:31 PM peilmymailcom1 Interesting

1/2/2020 5:03:41 PM afaateid Neuvo Reisch....very pedestrian.  Not supeised. 

“Hey everybody....look at me...I have money!l

There is a pejorative for that...

1/2/2020 5:04:06 PM _doozier_ Gheeezus he has the decor taste of a face-tattooed Soundcloud rapper

1/2/2020 5:04:19 PM youstinksoap Ugly.

1/2/2020 5:04:22 PM ursula_1111 Oh. My. Gawd. Disgusting. And to think I thought so highly of him before I woke.

1/2/2020 5:04:29 PM highhopesusa Look at that yellow-framed picture in the photo on the bottom right...looks like a bear with the f-word on it.

1/2/2020 5:04:29 PM laurabusse Or was it more like a spiritual power animal?

I've never astral projected

That I'm aware of...

Sounds wonderful ❤️

1/2/2020 5:04:43 PM vonnielavonne Wtf it’s hideous and revolting looks like a den of vipers

1/2/2020 5:04:55 PM gqdwins What's up with all those bears? That one bear painting says f**k on it?

1/2/2020 5:05:01 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/CUqncTJmqU

1/2/2020 5:05:12 PM chrispacheco24 Shocking!

1/2/2020 5:05:15 PM krissieowens Wow... very tasteless & very disturbing decor.  I guess I shouldn’t be surprised. Dr. Phil was endorsed/introduced by Oprah, after all. 

Birds of a feather.

1/2/2020 5:05:33 PM coqaccino Weird.

1/2/2020 5:05:35 PM neufeldtlyss17 Those skulls in that cabinet😳

1/2/2020 5:05:39 PM rennstarrq Whats with the lego bears or woteva they are??

1/2/2020 5:05:57 PM rifflemonica The bear picture is weird at the front door entrance with Fuck on it and the wine colored ball at the private area. The creepy scary art at the bar. The 

strange animals, the chandelier is haunting as is the stairway. The chandelier looks like sperms.

1/2/2020 5:06:29 PM ethereal_shaman 575=17

1/2/2020 5:06:46 PM clowncar7 Yes what the hell is this... pic.twitter.com/DpXYK6Pjzm

1/2/2020 5:07:54 PM rifflemonica Me too. Now I can’t stomach him and that creepy looking wife of his. I never could stand her. I was fooled by him.

1/2/2020 5:07:58 PM laurabusse Good points...

1/2/2020 5:08:19 PM megamane2 What a dump.

1/2/2020 5:08:27 PM rosemary9111 Hes a pedovore.

1/2/2020 5:08:31 PM americanpetal Him, too?😞 

These people are sick.

Dreadful decor

1/2/2020 5:09:00 PM jim62192 Look at the chairs {Y} #WWG1WGA

1/2/2020 5:09:16 PM mkeffer4 I like the gun collection but that has to be the tackiest house I have ever seen and the horn staircase is just evil

1/2/2020 5:09:23 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vile Beasts!!!

1/2/2020 5:09:32 PM sallypenn4 This is grotesque! The only sensible room is the gun room

1/2/2020 5:09:42 PM ryanwamsher Umm... literally WTF pic.twitter.com/nDSpcyZdaP

1/2/2020 5:09:44 PM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/urBdfCqkm5

1/2/2020 5:10:34 PM janett18janett Not what I pictured 😐

1/2/2020 5:10:34 PM realgendale Dr Phil a good guy bruh

1/2/2020 5:10:45 PM laura_twelve That’s some weird shit

1/2/2020 5:11:29 PM dman7210 I never wanted fame, but even if I did, I can’t imagine it was worth selling my soul to the devil to get it.

1/2/2020 5:11:35 PM lin_purz Strange.  Says a lot about him.

1/2/2020 5:12:26 PM vonnielavonne Right me either I was shocked

1/2/2020 5:12:52 PM northernsky777b 😠

1/2/2020 5:13:08 PM guy_karen What’s up with that chandelier?? Beyond ugly & tacky

1/2/2020 5:13:53 PM 420munsterfan Let me point it out for those who are just waking up and discovering the truth through #QAnon. First one hints at #ProjectMonarch They've done it in 

many movie's one of the latest is the Godzilla movie's pic.twitter.com/V6SLsxqurJ

1/2/2020 5:14:01 PM patriotdiva1 What is up with all the mouse figures?

1/2/2020 5:14:20 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/b7CCEkcOwr

1/2/2020 5:14:24 PM sosoaware Thats a pretty creepy stairway ..... Anyone know how the characters are ?

1/2/2020 5:14:44 PM 0mikev2 This, among other things, caught my eye pic.twitter.com/T2IW5cOso1

1/2/2020 5:15:11 PM ryankochweare1 Not his decor somebody else was living there so whose weird shit is that?

1/2/2020 5:15:42 PM teresaalmond It's interesting how so many celebs got their start on Oprah🤔

1/2/2020 5:15:49 PM ffpoil376 This is a freaky house

1/2/2020 5:15:56 PM qolemiss1 Symbolism or not. This is fugly. Why do people with money have gaudy taste

1/2/2020 5:16:19 PM susan66388204 I believe he had best drop that price Several Million 🤣🤣🤣

1/2/2020 5:16:42 PM northernsky777b 😶🤢🤮

1/2/2020 5:16:49 PM werascending I was thinking the very same thing! 👊

1/2/2020 5:18:01 PM 420munsterfan This one could be tipping a hat at their sex trafficking ops which mainly involved children. Remember #Thesepeoplearesick and have to show you what 

they're doing so if you don't speak out they can say we condoned it. This is their definition of Karma but in reality it's cheating 

pic.twitter.com/fxGxRHq0x9

1/2/2020 5:18:16 PM fansblowing3 Run a black light over every inch.

1/2/2020 5:18:59 PM ts18374341 It would have to be gutted..how could one live in it with what he represents..exorcism?

1/2/2020 5:19:00 PM gypsyed2 Tacky... you would have thought ol' Phil had better taste.

1/2/2020 5:19:20 PM susan66388204 Americans will be Livid when they realize the truth about this pedo that Hunts children down with rifles and guns.

1/2/2020 5:20:03 PM sosoaware Cant be for Gun Control ....

1/2/2020 5:20:13 PM kellysewell14 Wow, you can bet Dr. Phil has the BIG satanic ceremonies... Must be high up in the coven... High Priest?

1/2/2020 5:20:19 PM hoffman11my The antlers on the staircase and walls are grotesque. The artwork is questionable. Why are all these people satanists? He was one of Oprah's prodigies 

though, it would be interesting to look at the rest of the people she promotes.

1/2/2020 5:20:35 PM rachaelangelm A lot of kid toys

1/2/2020 5:20:42 PM menandwomen123 I've determined most art that is not realistic is demonic.   Unless you are drawing an apple, or a statue of a person, it is from satan.

1/2/2020 5:21:13 PM justifi78326842 😳😤💩

1/2/2020 5:21:44 PM daveo6145 I’m pretty sure it’s symbolizes child love pedo shit like disney with Mickey Mouse



1/2/2020 5:21:50 PM davethadude369 About a week ago, you showed a clip from his show about a poor woman who was sold into slavery as a child. Was I the only one who came away with 

the impression that HE was her "master"? He seemed to be holding back a big smile the whole time. Was he mocking?

1/2/2020 5:22:09 PM shocka007 Fricken horror house, Who designed it ? pic.twitter.com/PnCNRl1lDj

1/2/2020 5:22:33 PM 420munsterfan The All seeing Eye. This is probably the most frequently used symbolism they use as a trademark of the Illuminati/NWO. I could go on for weeks 

pointing these out they have been doing this since the beginning we have more than we know that's why #Symbolism will be their downfall 

pic.twitter.com/5miDskr00j

1/2/2020 5:22:37 PM wyatt251  pic.twitter.com/naJfC2cUh8

1/2/2020 5:23:09 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly. pic.twitter.com/eiDBIp21Yj

1/2/2020 5:23:26 PM shocka007 Secret door to the dungeon ..

1/2/2020 5:23:50 PM kellysewell14 Maybe that's why he's selling? Liquidating his assets?

1/2/2020 5:23:53 PM melleemee Now THATS a fugly house!!!

1/2/2020 5:23:54 PM trish97872852 He going to Greece too?

1/2/2020 5:24:14 PM charlesgdavis1 I don't mind a society that one can LIVE WELL on the merits of working together equally and fairly.....with or without technology.....I just dislike the 

FACT of one or a few individuals that can destroy a sovereign individual with a push of a button and/ or withholding...

1/2/2020 5:24:23 PM sallypenn4 The more I think of it ... this should be totally embarrassing to him.

1/2/2020 5:24:58 PM hearts4america Oh I don't know 😏...I'm looking at the picture in the last picture that says FUCK right when you walk in the door (I'm assuming that's where it's 

hanging).🤨

@MBJ8388

1/2/2020 5:25:22 PM hearts4america  pic.twitter.com/AjU862vzRu

1/2/2020 5:25:33 PM missyguck Strange mo fo

1/2/2020 5:25:39 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...Tech from aliens quicker for control...religion takes much longer...👀...

1/2/2020 5:26:27 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸Q🐸Q🇺🇸

1/2/2020 5:26:39 PM emilyoakley6 So really

WHO would live in this monstrosity?

1/2/2020 5:26:40 PM ialibertybelle It’s his son’s home.

1/2/2020 5:27:15 PM shellysheed 🤢🤮🤢🤮Disgusting

1/2/2020 5:27:33 PM blsdbe I would love to see your system implemented specifically around voting. If we could restore election integrity, and there could be real transparency 

around away our boat have been cast and counted, great confidence in our government could be restored. pic.twitter.com/BiFVX6Kluy

1/2/2020 5:27:42 PM manifest_utopia Nouvo Pedo decor. 🤮

Nice to see so many know the symbolism.

Perhaps his other funds are permanently unavailable per the 12/21/17 EO on Human Trafficking?

5:00 1/2/2020 

6+6 = 12

1/2/2020 5:27:45 PM fansblowing3 Dr. Phil is forced to sell his house because he is going to jail for his pedo crimes related to unseal Epstein?   🙏

1/2/2020 5:28:14 PM kellysewell14 Check out the chest below the kitty picture...

1/2/2020 5:28:18 PM byegone1 Looks like snakes to me.

1/2/2020 5:28:48 PM hoffman11my Does he have one of those fancy bunkers in New Zealand?

1/2/2020 5:28:59 PM manifest_utopia We love manifesting! 💖

1/2/2020 5:29:00 PM losgringosloco2 Its elk and deer antlers. That is a hunting and wildlife thing. Theres a big difference in antlee sheds and horns of Blasphemy

1/2/2020 5:29:35 PM anondirtyleg All I can tell the chest says “love is” or “is love”. Y’all see anything I don’t?

1/2/2020 5:29:37 PM th34lpha What the heck.  That is so fubar.

1/2/2020 5:29:50 PM trumpisthegoat8 Its a little over the top but the house is actually pretty sick. Throw away the art or find some other weirdo to give it to, replace a few chairs and put it in 

a red state and I'd pay half that for it.

1/2/2020 5:29:55 PM laurabusse Ah

I see

I actually don't remember the last survey LOL

I appreciate your reply!!!

Thx ☺️

1/2/2020 5:31:11 PM southtexascacti I don't think that's feng shui.

1/2/2020 5:31:16 PM drbohammer That’s a perfect application for it.

1/2/2020 5:31:21 PM usernamt8ken Every pic has the matrix in it

1/2/2020 5:31:40 PM th34lpha Checkerboard ceiling?

1/2/2020 5:32:17 PM byegone1 "Him, too".                                                                              If they aren't, they know about it all. Just as guilty.

1/2/2020 5:32:40 PM charlesgdavis1 LIFE, Liberty and Property because one or many DON'T AGREE with them.....1st amendment rights and 2nd amendment rights.....and so on. Now if 

EACH individual can treat another the way they would like to be treated.....fine. As HUMAN beings we make mistakes, just learn from them.😇

1/2/2020 5:32:46 PM kellysewell14 It's a kitty I think... And this guy writes self help books? Mental illness run rampant.

1/2/2020 5:33:36 PM trumpisthegoat8 Checkered roof

1/2/2020 5:34:45 PM mjlovesamerica Wonder if the guns come with the house? Ok fine I will buy it but Dr. Phil is going to have to replace that antler vs. tumbleweed staircase railing.

1/2/2020 5:35:18 PM kimberlyjoleon2 Trying to leave the USA. Who does that??? Guilty pedophiles, that’s who!!!!

1/2/2020 5:35:26 PM dinunziotd Some weird shit going on there

1/2/2020 5:35:53 PM maxgains22 Probably a handler for mind control pic.twitter.com/dysSyPMTXp

1/2/2020 5:36:23 PM blsdbe Interesting thread for those following along at home:  https://t.co/k2WipaSqAn  

https://twitter.com/hellouncledonny/status/1101549971831181313?s=21 …

1/2/2020 5:37:12 PM heath_jack Tied to John of god?

1/2/2020 5:37:21 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074784619717947394 …

1/2/2020 5:37:47 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/RsFpVTe1hy

1/2/2020 5:37:48 PM lizzjustlizz Weird stuff. pic.twitter.com/qirp5u2rpP

1/2/2020 5:37:55 PM blsdbe 5:5 pic.twitter.com/81TWFILgzP

1/2/2020 5:38:26 PM lizmarques17 Looks very pedophile like

1/2/2020 5:38:34 PM tessie711 Ugly.

1/2/2020 5:38:49 PM charlesgdavis1 We will see if that happens!😎

1/2/2020 5:39:27 PM kapitan_wow  https://www.zillow.com/homes/1642-San-Ysidro-Dr-Beverly-Hills,-CA,-90210_rb/20523037_zpid/ …?

1/2/2020 5:39:30 PM maryf8 That's some really expensive ugly.

1/2/2020 5:40:55 PM terranovaearth @Jordan_Sather_ @DeepStateExpose @therealroseanne stools look like the seats at Epsteins place.

1/2/2020 5:41:39 PM melhuses Creepy

1/2/2020 5:41:43 PM allahuniversal What the... pic.twitter.com/NL9FOdQEki

1/2/2020 5:41:48 PM beverlyalters Creepy

1/2/2020 5:42:00 PM dgboldt Proof that you cannot buy class.

1/2/2020 5:42:01 PM fansblowing3 Dr. Phil is an asset of intelligence?  CIA?



1/2/2020 5:42:08 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106562051743330304 …

1/2/2020 5:42:11 PM allahuniversal That's what I said

1/2/2020 5:42:29 PM tweetnatsworld WHAT?!?!??! 😳😬🤭🤢🤮

1/2/2020 5:42:41 PM hoffman11my I had no idea. Look at the weird artwork, looks like something podesta would have.

1/2/2020 5:42:53 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106560998268461057 …

1/2/2020 5:43:16 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063289086079877120 …

1/2/2020 5:43:16 PM willowshire2u Well Oprah did make him famous.......

1/2/2020 5:43:26 PM melanieanders7 Reminds me of “teddy bear picnics”. Sick... pic.twitter.com/FPoszUPGCJ

1/2/2020 5:43:53 PM kellysewell14 Other than it looks like it's in Egyptian style.

1/2/2020 5:44:08 PM angelal08418075 It’s all gross.

1/2/2020 5:44:09 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Its his son Jordan's house. Here's more pictures!! Notice the Disneyland blacket. Interesting choice considering the rest of his decor! 

pic.twitter.com/sLzUGSzoGM

1/2/2020 5:45:08 PM father_mayhem  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074784619717947394 …

1/2/2020 5:45:51 PM clhendershot We are given the choice between GQQD (Jesus) and Evil (Satan) = we CHOOSE Who To Serve 

#IAMTimeTravelersWife

#ItWorks

GO~

1/2/2020 5:46:10 PM twistersage Perhaps he's just not around any more?

1/2/2020 5:47:06 PM wvueers2 Bizarre. What a freak.

1/2/2020 5:47:39 PM grayperlmatter Battlestar Galactica | Cylon Civil War Begins  https://youtu.be/yY36tSugfzM  via @YouTube @P0A_Triot23 @kabamur_taygeta @Prism_WG_Light 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this happened before and will happen again. They have a plan. Cyclical. 12 colonies searching 4 ‘new’ earth...13. Hybrids. Biblical  

pic.twitter.com/FzdowuResF

1/2/2020 5:47:46 PM angelal08418075 Omg!!  Do these come alive at night?? pic.twitter.com/ZJBVukzqK6

1/2/2020 5:48:23 PM angelal08418075 How many skulls do you need??? pic.twitter.com/pg2hxaIOMv

1/2/2020 5:50:07 PM faketruth3 Wait...so you guys don't also have snake stairs? #snakeStairs

1/2/2020 5:50:22 PM nschlange What's with all the weird animals/dolls that are everywhere? Plus it looks like the land has started to take the land back. Weird

1/2/2020 5:50:34 PM jaystillo22 Bearbricks

1/2/2020 5:51:25 PM nschlange I can't tell wth this is? Other than the F word. What is it?

1/2/2020 5:51:25 PM dotsydg These people really are sick...

1/2/2020 5:51:28 PM feelinggr8t disappointing @DrPhil pic.twitter.com/UpZjcIKa1a

1/2/2020 5:51:29 PM 369369rv I was just thinking yesterday If Dr Phil was one of (them)

Wow synchronicity 🙏

1/2/2020 5:51:46 PM marthaaldridge1 He can certainly have guns

1/2/2020 5:52:22 PM tsofiac Guns, toys, and creepy art; oh, my!

1/2/2020 5:53:01 PM lynnstueber DR PHIL IS A P*G. HE HAS CLOSE TIES WITH OPRAH. HE IS DEEP STATE.

1/2/2020 5:53:17 PM melanieanders7 I’ve visited many multimillion dollar homes. None were like this one. This is just pathetic and a waste of money.

1/2/2020 5:53:31 PM fuzzipariah Evil. They choose to do evil.

1/2/2020 5:53:36 PM allahuniversal Looks to me like a cat bordered by a teddy/pedo bear outline

1/2/2020 5:53:52 PM ethereal_shaman Dr. Phil is another one peddled by Oprah.

1/2/2020 5:54:42 PM gi6stars That's BS! 

Why isn't she in custody being Epstein #2 !?

1/2/2020 5:55:01 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Who is this source and why are they not being pushed to reveal where she is when clearly they are aware of every move she makes!!!

1/2/2020 5:56:14 PM llreconll “Symbology will be their downfall”,

 It’s Dr. Phil ffs! 😂 

Not exactly the head cabal Luciferian!

It’s not even his house, he bought it for a family member.

1/2/2020 5:56:16 PM americanpetal Well, (they) do like to mock us.

1/2/2020 5:56:36 PM ashsaidwhaaaat We don't need technology when people like this source know exactly where she is and inside details!

1/2/2020 5:57:06 PM 369palm Does Satan have free will in your view or is he controlled by god?

1/2/2020 5:58:04 PM bryceja68689884 Same brain man, same brain!

1/2/2020 5:59:04 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Branson has an island too 🤔

1/2/2020 5:59:06 PM chuck0017 Weird shit!

1/2/2020 5:59:08 PM kathyzorda Ooogly for sure.

1/2/2020 6:02:11 PM purplemartin77 Fluoride, bio weapons like Lyme disease, big pharma antidepressants

1/2/2020 6:05:00 PM awakeinvt Oy.

1/2/2020 6:06:15 PM lightonearth111 What a strange house.

1/2/2020 6:07:00 PM shellysheed 😪

1/2/2020 6:07:30 PM marty713 Really Strange 👀👇🇺🇲🧐🤔 What A Nice Pic To Hang In Your Foyer 👀 pic.twitter.com/HXk5pLP9na

1/2/2020 6:07:44 PM allahuniversal So i get a hunch to re-watch this, and... 🤢

 https://youtu.be/uCEPNdpJIhM  pic.twitter.com/45A8lJn103

1/2/2020 6:07:58 PM angelat124 Ok, the pool table is dope!

1/2/2020 6:08:57 PM earth_pupil So was there something more to the whole lawsuit thing that Dr Phil supposedly got her out of? 

I just no longer believe the "official" story about anything anymore

1/2/2020 6:09:26 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

1/2/2020 6:09:35 PM lightonearth111 What’s up with all the bears??? 🐻 what does that mean?

1/2/2020 6:09:54 PM truckergirl49 I wonder if Hes moving to Greece? 

W hanx!?

1/2/2020 6:10:23 PM earth_pupil On the Disneyland blanket photo, look at the wall....looks like coffin shaped cubby holes, can't tell what's in them

1/2/2020 6:11:08 PM aleks8837 But her friends will for sure not snitch and tell LEO her exact location at any particular time. So either we need technology, or someone with powerful 

psychic abilities. That's my two cents anyway.

1/2/2020 6:11:31 PM nm_zsr And a chair to sit and contemplate it. pic.twitter.com/kH8qOzqyGR

1/2/2020 6:11:39 PM crt14361013 W....T.....H?????

1/2/2020 6:12:51 PM aleks8837 Wtf...that is not the house of a sane person. Dr. Phil is just theatre! :O

1/2/2020 6:13:38 PM diana_huskerfan That's his kids' house. The one obsessed with the occult.

1/2/2020 6:14:08 PM howdoyoumakeah1 1M abortions per year on average over 45 years pic.twitter.com/WzV1y78RTT

1/2/2020 6:14:08 PM b_ruth1 I believe the word you are looking for is symbolism

1/2/2020 6:14:10 PM aleks8837 Okay, but at least it's a family member living there. Not him. (Apparently). https://twitter.com/DanielNMiller/status/1212881805960826880 …

1/2/2020 6:14:17 PM earth_pupil Well, is this why Robin looks so young? You know what I'm getting at....I don't mean her overpriced beauty product line either.

They are also Involved with CASA org for children. 

Man.... everything is f😔cked!

1/2/2020 6:15:12 PM elishabaker915 What's with the demon teddy bear theme??? That's freaking weird! pic.twitter.com/2tiLfF40C7

1/2/2020 6:17:18 PM johngradycole20 Look at the stool you have to use to reach the firearms on top..! That's pretty twisted



1/2/2020 6:17:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 "You look like one of them." - Kandall https://youtu.be/7QECKth6fws 

1/2/2020 6:18:20 PM allahuniversal And more creepy Simpson mice(?) to top it off... Odd...really, who chose these photos? pic.twitter.com/mWYZzbtzKs

1/2/2020 6:18:39 PM eyeofgodhead 👁 #God

1/2/2020 6:19:55 PM allahuniversal Realtor. Com https://www.latimes.com/business/real-estate/story/2020-01-02/guns-bears-and-bizarre-designs-dr-phils-strange-beverly-hills-home-

comes-to-market?_amp=true&__twitter_impression=true …

1/2/2020 6:19:58 PM leighgoodison Just missing some potted plants. pic.twitter.com/F5VVodv7fB

1/2/2020 6:19:58 PM lbf777 Blockchain and crypto is another banker scam.

1/2/2020 6:20:26 PM keith369me Looks like he already lives in hell.  When do the pics of Oprah’s house come out?

1/2/2020 6:20:56 PM lbf777 Ya but if an evil power ever took over we’d be fucked plus most people don’t trust Gov anyway so no thanks.

1/2/2020 6:21:39 PM jaynenotjanie No, that makes it more disturbing. ...think hunting...

1/2/2020 6:21:48 PM asleepnomore17 Ummm...😳 pic.twitter.com/063jSe0KVG

1/2/2020 6:21:55 PM keith369me Unfortunately, although not “normal” abuse is ridiculously widespread and generational within families.

1/2/2020 6:22:05 PM deitriechk And he is suppose to be a dr to help people? This is insane!!!!

1/2/2020 6:22:40 PM sdane8 I just read this really great Intro to Blockchain. The only thing that creeped me out (besides the obvious tech challenges) was the reference to the 2018 

West Virginia Voting test which also required biometric authentication. 🧐 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp …

1/2/2020 6:23:04 PM jacky_lope How ugly 🤮. 

Here we have a perfect example of how money cannot buy style.

1/2/2020 6:23:51 PM mattf1229 I'd like to mention the ad is seeking French/English speaking recruits. Seems like France and Macron is in flames with Yellow Vests.

1/2/2020 6:24:30 PM kay_spire Who?

1/2/2020 6:25:19 PM dradeon Yeah holy shit

1/2/2020 6:25:22 PM playern091 Tons of it too. I do like the gun wall tho

1/2/2020 6:25:28 PM sdane8 That's what they do at my job. You're penalized financially on your health care premiums if you smoke.

1/2/2020 6:25:55 PM rwaynefischer1 Holy White Rabbits Batman.

1/2/2020 6:26:47 PM crlord14 The opposite of free wont?  Seriously though; it is God's gift to mankind to release us to decide to do what is good or evil as long as we are willing to 

pay the consequences if we choose evil.  To sweeten the deal he provided forgiveness and salvation to the disobedient sinner.

1/2/2020 6:27:03 PM altimitwill So who sends Dr. Phil to The Ranch then?

1/2/2020 6:27:40 PM melanieanders7 Which also reminds me of the girl who was born at home and kept in a closet since infancy and fed dog food while her parents used her as a sex toy. 

That young woman was on his show too.

1/2/2020 6:28:34 PM playern091 This how they make it normal WARNING GRAPHIC https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAPoW91-rTc …

1/2/2020 6:29:04 PM irah_chandler Had a friend that used his rehab got trafficed instantly after leaving

1/2/2020 6:29:40 PM melanieanders7 Is he proudly touting his prized “possessions” on his show?

1/2/2020 6:30:50 PM crlord14 Satan's free will was in full operation when he attempted to exalt himself above his creator.  Sad that he forsook wisdom and beauty and more and was 

not only foolish but became the biggest fool of time and eternity.  To be in the presence of God and see his power and then.......

1/2/2020 6:31:45 PM playern091 #mkultra #sra

1/2/2020 6:31:49 PM wwg1wga93583681 pedo deluxe!  but y?

1/2/2020 6:32:33 PM indian__biker And on the mantel & the table by the pool table. And what's with all those creepy cartoon characters?

1/2/2020 6:33:10 PM cathydarlene1 Wth? Whats with the teddy bears all over the place and the picture with f#$%on it???

1/2/2020 6:34:05 PM zombiebaitmaid1 Tom hanks/Greece, Hrc is going somewhere but I forget where. And this. Its getting interesting.

1/2/2020 6:34:40 PM crlord14 The worshipers of Moloch have much to answer for.  Their eternity will be horrid beyond human imagination.  I believe that God is willing to forgive 

even them if they would come humbly to his presence and repent of their evil.  I pray Jesus will save those who can still be saved.

1/2/2020 6:34:45 PM hispeedtim2876 Who got dr Phil started?  What network put dr Phil on?  What company owns that network?   Shall I continue?

1/2/2020 6:35:11 PM stellarstellaq I made it to 9 seconds ... can’t stomach it.

1/2/2020 6:35:16 PM tipofthetongue7 “Dr” yeah right 🔨 

HOLLYWEIRD 🎬🔨

1/2/2020 6:35:21 PM gotmoxie2 Ireland

1/2/2020 6:35:32 PM neufeldtlyss17 Yup, nothing creepy about that place at all........

1/2/2020 6:36:21 PM lovecoondogs That place is hideous, only think cool about that place is the guns.

1/2/2020 6:36:36 PM wabbithunter3 Hahahaha 😂

1/2/2020 6:36:39 PM lovecoondogs *thing

1/2/2020 6:36:47 PM yellahabibihela Bears=Standard Hotel

1/2/2020 6:36:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the money.

1/2/2020 6:37:01 PM djlok Does Moloch exist in a different density, like Jesus and St. Nick?  Like a very real entity that exists that they are worshipping?

1/2/2020 6:38:06 PM crlord14 We know that Satan holds men in bondage in many ways who are without Christ and have no power against him.  If no Christian prays for them to be 

released from the bonds of Satan then nobody else will.  I have no desire to see anyone eternally damned forever except demons & Satan.

1/2/2020 6:39:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have not named anybody.

We have pointed symbology out to you.

Follow the money.

Remember, asset confiscation under the Executive Order?

Message over Messenger.

Observe facts.

Discuss facts.

Assuming MJ is speaking between the lines is unwise.

Interpret what we say literally.
1/2/2020 6:39:16 PM djlok Nevermind....Reread past tweets. 

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1090812216419459074?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1090812216419459074 …

1/2/2020 6:39:53 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/goTBDamZgs

1/2/2020 6:40:01 PM yamadamaoh It seems to be a symbol mark of the lower left, Freemason, but is it?

1/2/2020 6:40:05 PM melanieanders7  https://www.google.com/amp/s/people.com/crime/girl-in-the-closet-lauren-kavanaugh-tortured-by-parents-accused-of-sex-assault-of-girl-14/amp/ …

1/2/2020 6:41:09 PM jacky_lope not really-  ugly as hell, and then all those "teddy bears" and similar stuff in the room-  creepy.

1/2/2020 6:41:11 PM _chelseaproject Directive from reptillians to cabal?

1/2/2020 6:41:35 PM scottf59 Have to admit, I like the Wall-O-Guns.

1/2/2020 6:41:45 PM pattonspotting Future proves past on swift, decision action against high value [targets] in Iran? Earthquake meant Iran lost all leverage? Leadership now taken out? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1212416832491196417?s=21 …

1/2/2020 6:43:29 PM hawkgirlinmn Asset confiscation per executive order. That speaks volumes. @CoreysDigs does excellent work on following the money. This could help those who are 

also researching.



1/2/2020 6:43:37 PM 7madeintheusa We in physical form live in time and space..The Spiritual  side lives in eternity. Think of music in its purist form not measured in time. It just flows.

1/2/2020 6:43:47 PM tarynupmatrix The way that rope is tied near the ceiling is a bit odd

1/2/2020 6:45:42 PM claire_d81 What does message over messenger mean? Your DM’s are off. So this isn’t possible.

1/2/2020 6:46:34 PM crlord14 Man is hardly a god and even if he was he would be a very poor representation of what god is.  Man is born sinful and rebellious and his whole being is 

bent toward evil.  All the events around us shout out our impotence.  There is only one God and there will never be another.

1/2/2020 6:46:37 PM voeljegoed ✅ https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1212924762827046918?s=20 …

1/2/2020 6:46:51 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/br6MFNtpk5

1/2/2020 6:48:30 PM springtimein Knew it. Had to be his sons.

1/2/2020 6:50:05 PM 420munsterfan  pic.twitter.com/lxNoIfBUdH

1/2/2020 6:50:39 PM zack_stone Who has this hanging on their wall? Dr phil? 🤡 pic.twitter.com/KBb5dL3oe1

1/2/2020 6:50:40 PM claire_d81 Okay thank you. It isn’t like there’s a manual that comes with these comments. To me message over messenger means message me directly I’ll tell you 

more. 

And I’m never skeptical of this account. Never have been. This is my first comment on any thread of mj12

1/2/2020 6:51:26 PM shelly_frye That's an egg

1/2/2020 6:51:48 PM jazzbear09 It's his musician son's "Tim Burton" mansion. Very Pedo creepy.

1/2/2020 6:52:10 PM cel__lec "I therefore determine that serious human rights abuse and corruption.."

1/2/2020 6:53:37 PM primad57  pic.twitter.com/2RAyPoxePy

1/2/2020 6:54:14 PM amaryllis1984 Lots of bear imagery around too. Teddy bear's picnic?

1/2/2020 6:55:27 PM amaryllis1984 Exactly my thought!

1/2/2020 6:55:36 PM mark65mc White and blue roll and pool table. Where have I seen that color scheme before? pic.twitter.com/8ExRrMeaSy

1/2/2020 6:55:49 PM like_neo Isn’t there too much light/love in much higher densities for this evil to exist?

1/2/2020 6:56:46 PM nea_storm How many times did [they] 😏allegedly "hack" and STEAL bitcoin assets?

 https://techcrunch.com/2019/05/07/binance-breach/ …  Since it is unregulated what recourse does anyone have? Zero! Pfft your Assets are Gone!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xv13g44ROaw … pic.twitter.com/MuFRxahYdW

1/2/2020 6:57:10 PM tetxnu84967 💞💞💞

1/2/2020 6:57:20 PM peter95117110 "...Remember, asset confiscation under the Executive Order?"

I remember.

Was waiting for you to boomerang - ricochet - riptide - back to the future. 

Thank You For Your Services.

Here tonight from last year;

With Respects,

Peter

Emanation Assemblage Codex System Operator
1/2/2020 6:57:52 PM puertoricancham What a twisted mind, I would not give 10.00 horrible. Ped

1/2/2020 6:58:00 PM boogeymanhunter M-I-C...K,e,y....Mou....see

1/2/2020 6:59:03 PM texasqpatriot Is Merkel related to Adolf?

1/2/2020 6:59:04 PM drumsticklives I hope he has a skilled broker. That house will be tough to sell.  Tear down or gut rehab. 

Hideous

Money no taste

1/2/2020 7:00:08 PM bigtex54 He's showing such strong power and determination.  This will aid in a shorter situation overall.  IMHO

1/2/2020 7:00:14 PM reyesrwideopen Illuminati ceiling

1/2/2020 7:00:18 PM drumsticklives Gothic modern baphomet

1/2/2020 7:00:39 PM jaynenotjanie Teddy bears, some disney looking ears on statues... the upper balcony and stairway railing look like tree roots, so underground connotations. The 

whole place  drips of horror and malice

1/2/2020 7:00:45 PM rachaelangelm One of the babies sold to an American couple.

1/2/2020 7:01:14 PM ultra_unlimited The only manual we need in this life is the one imprinted within. Accessing it can be tough but I’ve heard quiet contemplation and dedicated reflection 

are the keys to discerning truth. Keep it if you need it, if you don’t just pass it on. Message over Messenger 5:5 #QAnon 3 6 9

1/2/2020 7:05:32 PM mamapraying That makes more sense. He's a musician.

1/2/2020 7:05:41 PM eman1292 Lol good luck with a DM. Gotta pay attention to symbols, correlate global events with political events, these people are so transparent in their 

mannerisms in the way they speak. If you feel like something is BS deep down, look at world events in same timeframe.

1/2/2020 7:06:02 PM zybertekxedesi I've not taken time to study alpha =137=the beginning.

1/2/2020 7:06:13 PM b_ruth1 SYMBOLISM not symbology

1/2/2020 7:06:34 PM bal3a_tv Ugh. That house is hideous to me. I wouldn't live there for all the money in the world!!

1/2/2020 7:06:37 PM angelal08418075 Looks like the BettleJuice house. pic.twitter.com/1ITGyOXk8t

1/2/2020 7:06:47 PM tennesseemaga13 Sickos everywhere.

1/2/2020 7:08:38 PM stevephillps81 Check out the stools weird

1/2/2020 7:09:02 PM 873g5 Someone be trippin

1/2/2020 7:10:04 PM lemranger Whenever I see large collections of truly weird art, I think money laundering.

1/2/2020 7:12:17 PM brainpodmedia Evil people and rogue A.I.'s could be a threat to systems like that, but blockchain tech is amazing and a boon to humanity if handled correctly. 

We must be ever vigilant, as evil powers will never go away as long as there are sleeping sheeple in this duality reality.

Matrix.

1/2/2020 7:12:39 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/tlpoWFhXHL

1/2/2020 7:13:22 PM surfstikk Hideous.

1/2/2020 7:14:57 PM plaanejane Oprah used to have him on her show every Wednesday.  She attended a seminar he was sponsoring in Amarillo.    That was the start of their 

relationship.  His show was birthed from her show.

1/2/2020 7:14:57 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/EHLX7tSg8m

1/2/2020 7:15:19 PM fififnawfnaw 5 nights at Freddy's

1/2/2020 7:15:59 PM believe_coach Who are these people? The artwork is SO weird! Dr. Phil May need more than a doctor!

1/2/2020 7:16:09 PM lyndamathews25 Here's Mrs Phil decorating a gingerbread house inside her house. Look for the symbol it's right in front of you. pic.twitter.com/YS2XFAlgrm

1/2/2020 7:16:16 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/rrFzwT0owN

1/2/2020 7:16:49 PM crlord14 Who is or isn't real depends on a personal point of view but even more upon God's point of view.



1/2/2020 7:17:43 PM laurabusse I didn't smoke

But my office job made me stir crazy

I went to ladies room

Water fountain

Vending machines

Got cuppa Joe

Anything to take a short break

1/2/2020 7:18:56 PM crlord14 Not very impressive is he?  He should have kept his apron on.  It's embarrassing to be found out to be less than one thinks they are in their own mind.  

All the fakery will be on display one last time at the judgment seat of God and there will be no proud persons boasting then.

1/2/2020 7:21:15 PM believe_coach I think the same. What a freak and totally sick man! Dr. Phil is going to need more than a doctor!!!

1/2/2020 7:21:38 PM laurabusse Slow deep breathing

Drinking water

Tensing muscles and relaxing them

Briefly meditating

Nicotine gum

Nicotine patch

Why breathe smoke

When you can breathe fresh air

Your lungs love and are nourished by fresh air

Not to mention your brain and entire body...
1/2/2020 7:22:22 PM luvmyshitzu Google says his son lives there and is a musician

1/2/2020 7:22:31 PM link12anon Creepy AF

1/2/2020 7:22:52 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/AyhpdtjI0Z

1/2/2020 7:23:07 PM mongrelglory To restore election integrity you have to have politicians with integrity...just saying. 😏

1/2/2020 7:24:47 PM mongrelglory Oh, the polls!  Of course! 😉

1/2/2020 7:25:04 PM hawkgirlinmn That’s BIG!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/01/iranians-thank-president-trump-for-killing-soleimani-using-hashtag-

tnxpotus4soleimani/ …

1/2/2020 7:26:03 PM cryptogyu Is that what that article was claiming? Or was it stating that fewer are being born? People not having or waiting to have kids... 🤔

1/2/2020 7:26:21 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/qTCjlxBO1Y

1/2/2020 7:26:48 PM hispeedtim2876 You got to jail, you go to jail, everyone gets to go to jail!    

ABC, CEOs, Oprah, Disney, Epstein Island, and much more.   Nice house dr. Philpedo! pic.twitter.com/NLClAaXpI1

1/2/2020 7:26:52 PM crlord14  pic.twitter.com/SVfNaosAkJ

1/2/2020 7:27:25 PM joe10jo1 I think they’re from “Five Nights at Freddys.” Not good.

1/2/2020 7:28:07 PM synackstatic At the cost of privacy and personal sovereignty.

1/2/2020 7:28:52 PM mongrelglory So...you walk in is front door, and you're immediately faced with painting of "Pedo-bear" with the word F_ck scrawled across it.  I knew he was corrupt 

but I never knew what a freak he was!  Pedo-bear and Pedo-rabbit symbols everywhere! 😳

1/2/2020 7:28:54 PM johnsonjt3 Pandering fool.

1/2/2020 7:29:05 PM sassygirl171717 Everything about this place is disturbing.. the Bears, the pool table, just all of it... Time for them all to go bye bye....

1/2/2020 7:29:07 PM rghardy3 [They] have also been busy.

Not so much anymore.

1/2/2020 7:29:29 PM tanksmom2000 DISGUSTING!!!  He's a "forensic psychologist". Yeah, riiiiight. 🙄 pic.twitter.com/ghRPHrw9TV

1/2/2020 7:29:30 PM kaye12542777 That place is beyond creepy

1/2/2020 7:31:21 PM 369palm I believe Jesus came to us as a teacher and I respect and follow his teachings. I do not believe he ever wanted to be worshipped and  so I do not. Thank 

you.

1/2/2020 7:32:30 PM r7dotcom yah.. pic.twitter.com/CVsmKPi43O

1/2/2020 7:32:46 PM chrissh51 I read that it's his son's house. Which somehow makes it all even creepier.

1/2/2020 7:33:43 PM keith369me If symbology will be their downfall, a high % of the buildings in DC and many other cities need to come down...or do they stay as a reminder?

1/2/2020 7:35:05 PM tmallory8 It is... and looks like it's backside. pic.twitter.com/4IoSEQjdqa

1/2/2020 7:35:36 PM nschlange Pretty much. What the he'll was he thinking when he allowed this to be put out to the public? Did his show get cancelled?

1/2/2020 7:35:55 PM familyman20181 In the fourth picture, on the left wall is a clown with the word F*C* on it.

Who is this guy, seriously?

☕️✝️

1/2/2020 7:36:03 PM greeneyesanon What the heck. His house is hideous and so creepy.

1/2/2020 7:36:33 PM wendyh65 omg how creepy, i can't even watch tv anymore. I don't trust anyone I used to enjoy watching.

1/2/2020 7:37:48 PM melanieanders7 You read about that too! Took me weeks to mentally digest that little nugget.

1/2/2020 7:41:52 PM hellouncledonny How many hash characters are in a Bitcoin address?

how many hash characters are in JA's last tweet?

Why is there Morse code embedded in the M.I.A. song?

Did Satoshi say certain words that would indicate he's British?

Why is December 2010 relevant?

You have more than you know. pic.twitter.com/MP4GFtM7BS

1/2/2020 7:42:19 PM sandie79797427 What a creep show......should have known he is friends with Oprah.

1/2/2020 7:45:23 PM highhopesusa Now what kind of person thinks that is good decor?

1/2/2020 7:47:36 PM ashsaidwhaaaat Looks like figurines/statues of some kind

1/2/2020 7:47:58 PM tmallory8 A sick one.

1/2/2020 7:48:14 PM signals_brevity African theme. I remember he had a young trafficked girl on his show which exposed the pedophiles. The next day his show was cancelled/suspended. 

Not sure but there was controversial in his message. He was trying to help (white hat) but I guess Oprah disagreed.

1/2/2020 7:48:56 PM highhopesusa I watched his show about Jon Benet Ramsey & he didn’t dig where he should have. I think he did his bit to protect the parents.

1/2/2020 7:49:05 PM crlord14 What if your belief is wrong and will cost you an eternity of suffering that you could have avoided by being right.  My belief is based on a personal 

relationship with Jesus that was initiated by him over 45 years ago.  I believe first receiving knowledge first hand is vitally

1/2/2020 7:49:51 PM williebhere Not who is saying it, but what’s being said.. and never blindly follow anyone.. verify everything!!😉😉

1/2/2020 7:49:56 PM nhllax Those dolls/toys/statues looks like a bear and what comes to mind is Pedobear which is a 4chan meme also it's the mascot of pedos.

    https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedobear 

1/2/2020 7:50:31 PM jenniferjsmall These little mouse faces look like the mask worn by Kate Spade's husband right after Kate was suicided with a red scarf and a doorknob.



1/2/2020 7:50:46 PM crlord14 important in this case.  What do you base your belief on.  Is it intellectual understanding?  Intellectual understanding doesn't hold much water in the 

spiritual realm where the consequences of what we believe are far more than most realize.  We have this life to get it right.

1/2/2020 7:50:53 PM marty713 Creepy 🤢 💩

1/2/2020 7:51:30 PM rtr862 Reminds me of this...smh pic.twitter.com/FfieUaaiFy

1/2/2020 7:51:45 PM ycleoy He was the "darling" of Oprah.

1/2/2020 7:53:01 PM nohypocrisy369 Masonic checkerboard ceiling

1/2/2020 7:53:38 PM crlord14 There is a verse of scripture that states this as I never could.  "For the natural man cannot receive the things of the spirit of God neither can he know 

them because they are SPIRITUALLY DISCERNED."  Spiritual discernment can only come when we repent of our sins and trust Jesus.

1/2/2020 7:54:21 PM synackstatic He got his start under Oprah. Oprahs Harpo Studios produces his show. 

Distributed by Kingsworld which is a sub of ViacomCBS, owned by National Amusement. 

NA is a vehicle for Sumner Redstone.

1/2/2020 7:55:33 PM wokenandawake Majestic!!

1/2/2020 7:55:36 PM crlord14 I invite you to examine the content of my ministry site found at  https://www.crlord.com  -- You can go there or not and if you do nobody but you and 

God will know it.  There are over 200 pages of information there including my autobio where you can see how I came to trust Jesus.

1/2/2020 7:56:26 PM wokenandawake Majestic!! had one too many old fashions...not Magestic

1/2/2020 7:58:02 PM thetrutherknows Ever since I saw Ghouliani dressing up in high heels, lingerie, and in a schoolgirl uniform with Donald Trump slobbering over him if he still enjoys doing 

this. Just like Edgar J. Hoover. Closet freaks.

1/2/2020 8:00:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Q:Q? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Qassem? Qods force? Double meaning?  https://twitter.com/thomasjoscelyn/status/1212925388013363201 …

1/2/2020 8:01:08 PM 369palm I’m not interested thank you

1/2/2020 8:04:17 PM giediknight When will the first quantum processor be available for home computer use?

1/2/2020 8:05:57 PM sdane8 Mickey Mouse, skulls in the pool table room ... even the LA Times thinks it's weird. ("Outside, the living spaces are a bit more normal.") You'd think Dr. 

Phil would have an inkling his son is disturbed. Or maybe ... pic.twitter.com/P0SzTgrjgB

1/2/2020 8:06:13 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/84hcpGwcCf

1/2/2020 8:06:28 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/Ojz4iF0MRM

1/2/2020 8:06:56 PM tracybirk1 Yep

1/2/2020 8:08:23 PM ferraro_brown VERY GOOD Q?!

1/2/2020 8:08:54 PM vitabel85822894 There are allegedly new measures in place to flag it, use of crypto as it has been previously used has been limited. Link will help explain. 

https://youtu.be/vvIuyvQZhlM 

1/2/2020 8:14:32 PM ncoderdubz Couldn’t be because it was one of the highest rated TV shows for decades or anything....

1/2/2020 8:17:18 PM crlord14 You're privilege.  I am praying for you.  Prayer is the most powerful thing in the Christian arsenal.  Expect to hear from the Lord because he does 

answer my prayers, and his love for you will demand it.

1/2/2020 8:21:39 PM gotmoxie2  https://www.bbc.com/news/amp/uk-northern-ireland-50970400?__twitter_impression=true …

1/2/2020 8:22:25 PM wftqpatriot  pic.twitter.com/djgwgow5hz

1/2/2020 8:22:31 PM verbiskj *Symbolism

1/2/2020 8:23:15 PM drbohammer That would help

1/2/2020 8:23:27 PM wftqpatriot Through the Looking Glass like Alice in Wonderland.

1/2/2020 8:23:50 PM rubato126 A little gaudy

1/2/2020 8:25:24 PM lizrao4 masonic checkered board ceiling 🧐Yes, they all belong to the same club! Even Dr. Phil🧸 Teddy bears= 🦋🍼

1/2/2020 8:28:16 PM lizrao4 Interesting design all over the fireplace, Fleur de Elise🧐

1/2/2020 8:29:00 PM tucson_ron Judging Dr Phil's taste in home decór, I'd say he's schizophrenic.

1/2/2020 8:31:52 PM virginialouelle With 17 confirmed dead from 3 missiles fired.

1/2/2020 8:36:40 PM mcpatriot64 She can't hide forever.

1/2/2020 8:36:50 PM elishabaker915 "Y" shaped backs on the chairs.... Hello, Rothschilds

1/2/2020 8:40:10 PM disciplepatriot no kiddin'

1/2/2020 8:42:27 PM disciplepatriot Do you trust their vaccines?

If so, why?

If not, why?

1/2/2020 8:43:19 PM chseclipse Trump is transforming the court and prison systems. Haven’t you heard about all the new judges?

1/2/2020 8:44:19 PM n2zyk Missed controls our media and politicians through blackmail and bribery

1/2/2020 8:44:46 PM zombiebaitmaid1 Yes. This is what I saw

1/2/2020 8:44:48 PM virginialouelle Posted at 20:17.......

1/2/2020 8:45:24 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/P2ZFrkqoJM

1/2/2020 8:48:27 PM trebby0320 He is one creepy dude.

1/2/2020 8:48:42 PM nova76985142 It’s like a child’s nightmare.

1/2/2020 8:51:54 PM agentmyami Friend of Oprah. And that price is VERY low for a Beverly Hills mansion!

1/2/2020 8:52:34 PM rinconsurf1 You and Phil have more in common than you know.

1/2/2020 8:53:23 PM hrch8r Supposedly his son had been living there. Speaks volumes

1/2/2020 8:57:12 PM jenny7075 I’m so disappointed

1/2/2020 8:58:09 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/rT5SBg2pBy

1/2/2020 8:58:47 PM jtrinh44 But certain things take time... how do we adjust the time it takes for the earth to complete one revolution?

1/2/2020 9:02:49 PM moongod43326194 His son lives here.

1/2/2020 9:04:00 PM jtrinh44 Should've been yesterday

1/2/2020 9:07:49 PM moongod43326194 Le Sex Shop on Jordan's shirt

1/2/2020 9:08:22 PM stoneturnr Soleimani working for/with 322? 

Not saying I disagree, but it seems like it'll be hard to justify this assassination to the public unless full story of the Iran nuclear program is told... Hope 

we see some of this info officially disclosed soon 👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070393509184712704 …

1/2/2020 9:09:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 While They Were Sleeping - Consumer Reports https://www.consumerreports.org/child-safety/while-they-were-sleeping/ …

1/2/2020 9:12:15 PM dugs Bartman and homer, batman and joker

1/2/2020 9:13:25 PM dugs All Lego body, mouse head

1/2/2020 9:13:35 PM 444_q_ Disturbing....every single picture... Very dark... "The people you were taught to trust the most" .... pic.twitter.com/UfEG0ZsOlL

1/2/2020 9:15:54 PM carolin15161363 They have upside-down pentagram/star.

1/2/2020 9:16:07 PM 444_q_ 🤢

1/2/2020 9:19:38 PM clhendershot Spoiler Alert: God Wins

1/2/2020 9:20:48 PM mamiemcclure17 Wow, they didn’t even do any research on inclined supine position. Dang every parent knows babies heads are not self supporting at birth until babies 

can maintain muscle control and weight of head...and they knew... if baby slumps forward so does their head...

1/2/2020 9:22:58 PM 444_q_ Who are aborting babies?!? WE THE PEOPLE!! Who needs to stop this madness?!? WE THE PEOPLE!!! WHO is supporting human trafficking?!? WE THE 

PEOPLE!!! There WOULDN'T BE AN INDUSTRY IF THERE WASN'T A DEMAND!!! STOP BEING EVIL! STOP SUPPORTING PORN!! STOP KILLING YOUR 

KIDS!!! UP 2 U

1/2/2020 9:23:07 PM crlord14 You caught me using Metanoia.  "Blush." 😎😎😎



1/2/2020 9:23:25 PM clhendershot I pray for the scales to fall from your eyes - in the meantime - I rest easy knowing that you have seen the TRUTH - that is all that I can offer on my 

Channel - GO~

1/2/2020 9:28:09 PM clhendershot Mom and I LOVE Metanoia - it is the most beautiful gift we received this CHRISTmas Season! ThanQ

1/2/2020 9:28:30 PM n7guardiananon  https://mega.nz/#F!Sm4WgSzL!HD7RozZN5q5j6GMwnMxEuA …

MJ12 past tweets

July 2017 - Dec 2019

Happy New Earth Cycle Around a Sun Present

1/2/2020 9:29:07 PM 444_q_ Humanity needs to stop pointing the finger...we are ALL accountable for our own actions. Don't support the porn industry. Don't pay for a prostitute. 

Don't have unprotected sex, get pregnant than kill the child. The choice is yours. Life or death. Right or wrong.

1/2/2020 9:30:07 PM crlord14 Thanks for the inspiration to look it up which led to the writing of the poem and the attending comments.

1/2/2020 9:31:19 PM speaakn This is so sad 😞

1/2/2020 9:33:37 PM mjapatriot The pillows on the chairs have skulls on them. Sick people

1/2/2020 9:36:04 PM beckyhendon76 Isn't he like 32? Odd he's not grown out of this!

1/2/2020 9:36:53 PM kenikafantifa I was thinking how garish it is. Yuck.

1/2/2020 9:37:50 PM nikojeeze They love to hide in plain sight. It's their ego. They really believe they are gods in their own right.

1/2/2020 9:38:15 PM whiterabbitttt1 Check this ticket I won on the other day. pic.twitter.com/LvGgIXYFYs

1/2/2020 9:41:32 PM majortomxrp Nothing to see here- all looks pretty normal 🥴🤮

1/2/2020 9:42:32 PM nschlange China blackmail? What's that one?

1/2/2020 9:44:26 PM werascending So very sad. Why? Just why? Shameful! 😡😡😡

1/2/2020 9:45:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

How to use it though?

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1212960779470868481 …

1/2/2020 9:45:46 PM debjk7 secret door to basement?

1/2/2020 9:45:53 PM muhmadstone  pic.twitter.com/VwktFyyHAd

1/2/2020 9:46:10 PM williebhere Vortex math.. all things repeat

1/2/2020 9:46:24 PM susan66388204 Amy Coney Barrett ☺️

1/2/2020 9:47:18 PM islandofdelight Chilling.

1/2/2020 9:49:11 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @real_vladdy  I find it troublesome that government problem-solving is run by space-cadet snowflakes who 

don't know the difference between 5th D and 3rd D problem-solving.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212973115732635650 … 

pic.twitter.com/eTTd7wclFH

1/2/2020 9:50:15 PM cdale_dog Can you tell us...?

1/2/2020 9:52:18 PM mlk123h Sick!

1/2/2020 9:52:26 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  TIME is an illusion in the 5th Dimension--NOT HERE in 3rd Dimension.  People who use 5th D Rules for problem-solving in 3rd D are 

dumb as a bag of hammers because they're using the wrong tool and the problem won't get fixed.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212198148841586690 …

1/2/2020 9:56:32 PM joinna6 396..... Let's Go!!!

1/2/2020 9:59:32 PM r_cortland 3-6-9 the goose drank wine

1/2/2020 10:00:01 PM drew85721653 So I've been looking into this and Tesla for a few months now and can't for the life of me figure out how to win Powerball yet.

1/2/2020 10:04:02 PM duxgirl27 That is creepy ewww 🤢🤮

1/2/2020 10:04:16 PM m_turner65 As in... 

"The days of Sodom and Gammorh."

"The days of Noah. "

What went on in these timelines???

Whom did they worship???

What was involved  in their worship???

"Nothing new under the sun "
1/2/2020 10:04:30 PM mibmark Then go look! There is much to see & learn of it on YT

1/2/2020 10:06:06 PM outerspaaaace 12 x 12 = 144

144,000 sealed indictments huh?? 👀💖

Fractals are cool

1/2/2020 10:07:05 PM doglovermmat65 Kevin, can I get a follow back please? 🤔

1/2/2020 10:07:27 PM 1ifbyseaqanon  pic.twitter.com/mQPWfEEnTk

1/2/2020 10:07:37 PM dc_comms Do you study Enneagram at all?

1/2/2020 10:08:25 PM liquidlaugh It's hideous, and they can afford the best designers in CA

Is Dr. Phil blind?

Looks like someone had a bad acid trip and put this together

Unbelievable

1/2/2020 10:09:07 PM iawtp1 Add Σ to the 6.

6Σ worldwide = #TheGreatAwakening

#DarkToLight

We #EndEvil.

1/2/2020 10:09:51 PM highhopesusa Yikes I never thought of that.

1/2/2020 10:11:56 PM winklerburke Most people fight the universe. Bad idea. Universe of Truth likes 3, 6, 9.  So use those numbers in exercise sets. In cooking time. Hotel rooms. Then, 

when finding way, look for breadcrumbs confirming truth. Signs. Universe is alive. You be also. Think!

1/2/2020 10:12:59 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Surface dig. Going deep now...

1/2/2020 10:13:55 PM shellsinsofla Either that or he woke up from his freak show nightmare and got some taste. Who would buy this Creepy place?!

1/2/2020 10:14:42 PM winklerburke Look for signs confirming or denying a way or path or even action. Mark 16:20 signs to positive and also to negative. Even that scripture verse adds to 

9? Does a speaker attract flies? Bad sign. Does a person make birds happy? Good sign. Universe is alive. You love it, it loves U

1/2/2020 10:22:07 PM ultra_unlimited Some, many, or even [most consumer products] are designed to inflict pain, manipulate perception and ensure ]the general public’s[ lives as short, 

painful and predictable as possible? You mean corporations and clowns don’t have our best interest in mind? #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

1/2/2020 10:22:45 PM aspennmax64_l ABORTION.

1/2/2020 10:24:25 PM t_hayden07 Consciousness can be in many places at one time. Time is an illusion. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2020 10:25:53 PM decodematrix Part of the depopulation agenda.



1/2/2020 10:29:07 PM n7guardiananon So...once everything is disclosed there gonna be Star Trek 5 year mission?

ET Cultural Exchange programs?

or just open up to see who'd be willing to colonize another planet if that opportunity presents itself?

Many would be eager to go,the filtering of who goes, be a nightmare

1/2/2020 10:40:33 PM rhactor 🤣

1/2/2020 10:44:29 PM mettlemeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/2/2020 10:44:39 PM my_starling Now I wonder about Dr Oz n everybody else oprah promoted...🤔🤔🤔🤔

1/2/2020 10:47:29 PM lokenjane As I was rereading the tweet, it occurred to me that my mistake comes from "so much conspiracy" in every single thing these days🙄. I am guilty of 

seeing what's right in front of me, because I'm constantly looking for "deeper"....if ya know what I mean?🤔

1/2/2020 10:49:00 PM n2zyk Thanks to auto correct Mossad was changed to Missed.   Humm.

1/2/2020 10:57:34 PM joanhol24893501 Did anyone else notice the black and white chekerboard cealing?

1/2/2020 10:58:38 PM house_poseidon Amplify? https://wgntv.com/2020/01/02/123-children-died-within-a-year-of-dcfs-involvement-ig-study-finds/ …

1/2/2020 10:59:39 PM magicwandmaga Notice all the bear symbology?

1/2/2020 11:06:30 PM wrongwayrider It is what they understand...

1/2/2020 11:14:47 PM elijahqdust Checkerboard ceiling... This is like where's Waldo but way easier... And 2 percent more satanic..

1/2/2020 11:16:17 PM victorianoreent i knoW...and isn't that F U C _ on the wall in gold letters?

1/2/2020 11:17:45 PM brianbrido97 Just goes to show that you can’t buy class

1/2/2020 11:23:10 PM rosscarwalker I live in the U.K. There are rumours we are also about to drain the swamp. I'm intrigued as to whether William and Harry are involved? Will Diana be 

declas? I am compassionate towards them as even the rumours of their mother being killed by their own family must be hard.

1/2/2020 11:23:25 PM imcevoy1 Think you missed one possibly two on the middle shelf above the single circled one.

1/2/2020 11:25:39 PM imcevoy1 Tacky. All that money and education - still no taste.

1/2/2020 11:26:31 PM clhendershot You are magical - please keep writing - it will change the world

1/2/2020 11:27:09 PM michaelpreamble Wow. Dark to Light.

1/2/2020 11:33:31 PM imcevoy1 Chains round his neck like a slave!

1/2/2020 11:37:35 PM jodyroebuck Let's not forget John of God she promoted. At least before he was arrested for child sex trafficking.

1/2/2020 11:38:48 PM rosscarwalker Is Prince Andrew's involvement declas?

1/2/2020 11:39:41 PM painting_truth We know the company oprah keeps. Remember her baby farming pedo pastor?  Birds of a feather ....

1/2/2020 11:43:02 PM 1ifbyseaqanon "SILVA METHOD"

I HAVE BEEN USING THIS TO WORK AT THATA AND DELTA IN ALL RELMS SINCE AGE 9!

IT IS REMARKABLE!

ALL CAN DO...

1/2/2020 11:55:59 PM lori_dee1 The home is owned by Dr. Phil but his son Jordan is the one living in it.

1/3/2020 12:01:11 AM suze_berry Good grief! Who lives there, the Adams Family?

1/3/2020 12:03:17 AM taleofterrier 😂👍

1/3/2020 12:07:11 AM 1ifbyseaqanon  pic.twitter.com/MdlTiZPkqU

1/3/2020 12:12:16 AM 007rockchick OMG is Dr Phil corrupt? & Mrs Dr Phil?

They seemed so nice.

1/3/2020 12:18:41 AM qtpi3_14 Those look like kidrobot pieces... really creepy stuff.  Def pedo vibes.

The smoking bunny is called smoking labbit I believe...

1/3/2020 12:19:02 AM qtpi3_14 *Zmoking labbit

I hate presumptuous autocorrect

1/3/2020 12:20:33 AM qtpi3_14  https://www.kidrobot.com/collections/limited-edition/products/kidrobot-art-giant-white-smorkin-labbit-stool-frank-kozik …

1/3/2020 12:23:22 AM rosscarwalker 5G causes 5th generation rats to become infertile

1/3/2020 12:32:08 AM ironsharpensir4 I follow back all True & Loyal Patriots. HooYah.

“For whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for our learning, that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have 

hope.”

Romans 15:4 KJV pic.twitter.com/3IFQbdvvNy

1/3/2020 12:38:42 AM realeyethespy Why the fuck you doin me like this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 y’all funny

1/3/2020 12:39:02 AM covertress I WILL make 3 6 9 my new mantra

🧘♀️

1/3/2020 12:42:49 AM 2020sequel Isn't he an Oprah product?

1/3/2020 12:43:56 AM m06246268 Yeah this one indeed wt...

1/3/2020 12:45:06 AM 17thops  pic.twitter.com/leCJZh2aX0

1/3/2020 12:45:32 AM 17thops  pic.twitter.com/FDoirVxYMF

1/3/2020 12:45:41 AM ironsharpensir4  pic.twitter.com/4IHfUaxgNA

1/3/2020 12:46:36 AM marriedyourbro *i pic.twitter.com/EpfwrMIRxN

1/3/2020 12:47:51 AM wild8heart Thug life

1/3/2020 1:01:57 AM ironsharpensir4 Thank you, I thought I was seeing things, and the little kid figurings in the Gun room, cringe in my opinion.

1/3/2020 1:02:02 AM covertress reread past tweets

try this thread 👇 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210460520937078784?s=20 …

1/3/2020 1:05:48 AM ironsharpensir4 🤢🤮 glad I had no family and raised myself since 6 years old.🤮🤢 pic.twitter.com/gUjnjfYECh

1/3/2020 1:08:22 AM worried_canuck Looks like he sold something very precious to get these riches

1/3/2020 1:11:18 AM alwaysvotered You mean like John of God and Weinstein.... she’s one of [them]

1/3/2020 1:17:26 AM sterkinglights1 Speaking of meds silver works great as an antifungal antibacterial.

1/3/2020 1:20:44 AM ivasby Now that's really Qute 😁 got to add it to my cell's spelling checker now haha

1/3/2020 1:45:04 AM domenickpal Thesis. Antithesis. Synthesis. It's life itself.

1/3/2020 1:52:28 AM tiforyearsnow Why does that 1st pic resemble the structures at the Vatican?

1/3/2020 1:52:42 AM lynnmar42209594 Thats why the door bells there then, was wondering about that. Wouldnt want to take anyone unawheres when they re busy doing what they do

1/3/2020 1:56:04 AM indigenous_one Time is nothing but patience. It seems to quicken or slow dependent upon your calmed or stressed perceived patience, which often is influenced by 

external forces.

To each their own & all in good time.

1/3/2020 1:58:10 AM kimberly_s_cook So very Hansel and Gretel...

1/3/2020 2:19:39 AM sarajanesrock It's this a type of spell?

1/3/2020 2:43:44 AM rosscarwalker Have the British Royal Family been placed on the RICO list yet? Will 45 help us clear the swamp in the UK? @POTUS

1/3/2020 2:43:49 AM kevingi46693568 Of course!

1/3/2020 2:45:33 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/jgpFV1pmWu

1/3/2020 3:01:24 AM tabsinabox The winner of the pick 4 was recently 3695



1/3/2020 3:07:01 AM awakene92885216 1947+70=2017 , 

1+9 = 10 , 4+7 =11 , 10+11= 3 or

1+ 7 =8 , 9+ 4= 13=4 , 8+4 = 12=3 

70 = 7

2017 = 3 7??? 

Always 3&7 Goddamn!

1/3/2020 3:08:00 AM winterrain912 I thought the railings were snakes. I like your idea better.

1/3/2020 3:08:28 AM keith369me This I find hard to believe...too many parents within an organization to let this happen.  Probably fear of losing employment kept mouths shut and a 

snail paced legal system and greed helped as well.

1/3/2020 3:13:28 AM keith369me Incorporate 3,6,9 into every aspect of your life.  Tesla walked around his office three times before entering for a reason.  Run or walk 3 miles (or .3), 

hug your spouse 6 times today, eat nine grapes, drink 12 oz of water, do 15 push-ups.  It matters!!!  A lot!!!

1/3/2020 3:25:02 AM virgoil It is a palace, for pedos.

1/3/2020 3:36:59 AM carolsh57013147 These things creep me out 😬 pic.twitter.com/9rLFdzkij9

1/3/2020 3:41:27 AM fawnief Symbolism will be their downfall.  We woke!!!

1/3/2020 3:46:56 AM kristinemontel1 Isn’t that the swirly Pedo Symbol?

1/3/2020 3:49:28 AM 50pinkies Pretty expensive and eccentric taste for playing a fake shrink on TV, huh? 😜

1/3/2020 3:51:04 AM renegade917 Can you literally tell us something about the UN.......please....

1/3/2020 3:55:57 AM samsmith0319 Yes It Dose...👀...

1/3/2020 3:56:32 AM higherself_1_ Grotesque.

1/3/2020 4:02:57 AM sterkinglights1 I believe both are true.

1/3/2020 4:05:43 AM shareableguy $5.75M of eww! 

Couldnt he afford an interior designer? 🤷♂️

1/3/2020 4:10:10 AM shareableguy It's all Hollyweird people. Smoke and mirrors. You have been lied to for years. These are ALL actors playing  role.

1/3/2020 4:10:17 AM jenncbonneville But it's not Dr. Phil's house..... it's his son's. Jordan.

1/3/2020 4:11:24 AM 02joshuaradwan Why the horns or antlers everywhere? Symbolic for satan?

1/3/2020 4:11:46 AM fini88in Hate to pay for his utilities bills

1/3/2020 4:13:03 AM jtarby2 Seen the way the pool cues and balls are set up on the table?.... Very Masonic looking

1/3/2020 4:16:27 AM serenewellness everything traces back to the gods and more but in this reality to the gods. interesting.

1/3/2020 4:16:48 AM 02joshuaradwan With the doctor evil cat

1/3/2020 4:24:14 AM chasmata  

https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/EICHMANN%2C%20ADOLF%20%20%20VOL.%203_0030.pdf?fbclid=IwAR21Sl0zi96NBx6TMV80BsIpC7A

y2OBrHU1EHyqQiLEJ8j8otfE4vbxJ0AQ …

1/3/2020 4:25:45 AM chasmata Stephan Muller

 https://www.facebook.com/freemanthueringen/posts/2348916122086618 … pic.twitter.com/8Ej16vgNTD

1/3/2020 4:25:51 AM fansblowing3 “the sleeper’s 30-degree incline allowed Asher’s head to slump forward, blocking his trachea.”  

But they stand by the safety of their product.  🙄

1/3/2020 4:26:26 AM roscoempls DRUGS.

1/3/2020 4:26:50 AM adsvel Absolutely!😉👍

1/3/2020 4:37:17 AM tricia4trump That is one ugly house.

1/3/2020 4:42:08 AM tricia4trump Lip balloon and teddy bears? 😖 pic.twitter.com/gJWr6xDTuG

1/3/2020 4:44:40 AM bukunmi_9 What frequency did you use to make your knee better?

1/3/2020 4:46:14 AM adsvel A lots of good Awakened people have to use their own INTUITION, their divine guidance to not fall into  these traps created by Cabal. Use filters to 

separate fairy stories from reality, use tools provided by MJ12. Not everything is gold that is flashing, - old Russian proverb.

1/3/2020 4:48:28 AM brd369 #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/3/2020 4:53:05 AM kevinmruel ...@dbongino @DevinNunes @M2Madness @prayingmedic @GovMikeHuckabee @TrumpWarRoom @SaraCarterDC @DiamondandSilk @CoreysDigs 

@TomFitton @TomiLahren @TheJusticeDept @JudgeJeanine @JudicialWatch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @DeepStateExpose 

@DonnieWahlberg @SnoopDogg

1/3/2020 4:53:45 AM giediknight My believe the designers knew full well what they were doing when they designed it...

1/3/2020 4:57:50 AM luxdefiance ?

1/3/2020 4:59:14 AM wrong_way_down *symbolism

1/3/2020 5:02:29 AM lmfaoso Ugh, tacky af. No matter how much money you got. Class and good taste cannot be bought.

1/3/2020 5:05:48 AM greggajjohnn I believe the word you are looking for is symbolism. Symmmm-bolismmm. 😝 pic.twitter.com/Qj2nCcwDLu

1/3/2020 5:06:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Judge rules baby Tinslee Lewis can be taken off life support | Fort Worth Star-Telegram https://www.star-telegram.com/news/local/fort-

worth/article238902013.html …

1/3/2020 5:07:02 AM raviravirao71 Plan ......Exposed n Run !^!^!

1/3/2020 5:07:07 AM sugarmagz 🙏🏻💕

1/3/2020 5:09:06 AM oubliene Jeremiah 2:1-37

1/3/2020 5:09:59 AM keith369me It’s sad that this is in courts.  Personal opinion, the parents should let her life play out.   With that said, it’s not the hospital’s job to make the life/death 

decision

1/3/2020 5:11:14 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJusticeDept @WhiteHouse 

@WeAreWakinUp @dbongino @GOPChairwoman @CoreysDigs @DiamondandSilk

1/3/2020 5:11:57 AM hawkgirlinmn 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

1/3/2020 5:12:13 AM werascending The circle of life...360! pic.twitter.com/Ziooy3RwYK

1/3/2020 5:12:59 AM sepia3c 🙏🏼

1/3/2020 5:13:15 AM truthisyours310 Crazy house! One pic has FUCK on it?

1/3/2020 5:14:31 AM laurenmbradley I honestly have only noticed minimal improvements, and I also can’t remember which frequency I chose. I usually just go with what feels right at the 

moment. I think I’ve been doing a bunch in the 500 range...

1/3/2020 5:17:54 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/QZC0qtcp27

1/3/2020 5:18:13 AM laurenmbradley @threadreaderapp unroll plz

1/3/2020 5:21:19 AM momekool1 They did the antlers to look like arms reaching out of Hell.

1/3/2020 5:23:43 AM nicole82524952 May God take her swiftly amd with no more pain🙏🙏🙏🙏

1/3/2020 5:25:52 AM chasmata Thanks this are my resources (y)

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/stephan-m%C3%BCller/the-concordat-between-the-holy-see-and-the-german-reich-signed-july-20-

1933/1809151725858145/ … pic.twitter.com/Te5gF7wlML

1/3/2020 5:27:16 AM brianan06364517 If the Royal family has perpetrated crimes against humanity, and the US gov't can confiscate their assets, does that mean they can confiscate Canada 

since we are legally a Crown asset?

1/3/2020 5:27:22 AM irolaquagrl1 The Disney blanket makes more sense than you think .

1/3/2020 5:28:10 AM sunnyawakening  pic.twitter.com/eUUmJSLAV0

1/3/2020 5:37:28 AM unidrag2 Prayers for this family.

1/3/2020 5:43:37 AM ashsaidwhaaaat I know....that was my sarcastic way of pointing it out :)

1/3/2020 5:45:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 To all who celebrate murder, reconsider the role of death and rehabilitation.

1/3/2020 5:46:25 AM lisafisch2 I’m not surprised, Oprah promoted him... so he is one of them.



1/3/2020 5:47:57 AM dls00741 in total agreement...

1/3/2020 5:50:27 AM djlok Do murderers typically come back and do it again?

1/3/2020 5:51:55 AM ffattmedia Define murder

1/3/2020 5:52:07 AM noahsark1962 Hillary is going to Ireland.

1/3/2020 5:52:26 AM covertress Death automatically brings new life for those not ready to ascend; another opportunity for growth, learning and love.

1/3/2020 5:54:14 AM dd214andhappy Lots of guns and a cat spray painted FUCK. What in the actual hell???

1/3/2020 5:54:42 AM biggbird222 God bless everyone, no exceptions

1/3/2020 5:58:30 AM chasmata many thanks .. I saved this first, into my group #Qgerman for later resources

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/Qgerman/permalink/368540743736278/ … pic.twitter.com/vjZeqSxObH

1/3/2020 6:03:52 AM noocnik Depends on their actual belief systems. Sometimes they want to come back and redeem themselves. Sometimes they go trough reality of self 

punishment where all are exactly the same as they or worse (constant opportunities to realise of one's misdeeds). Or acceptance and growth.

1/3/2020 6:04:38 AM morec1027 Checkerboard ceiling...

1/3/2020 6:05:02 AM wabbithunter3 Do you think it was wrong for the Israelites to cheer when God gave Goliath into the hands of David? I will rejoice that God is allowing us victory over 

our enemies. How ungrateful not to rejoice!!!

1/3/2020 6:06:31 AM noocnik Sometimes they fail in self redeeming quest and fall to old habits. But everything have purpose and everybody learning their lessons. Slower or faster 

but in constant growth nonetheless.

1/3/2020 6:06:49 AM hawkgirlinmn “Celebrate murder.” Alluding to a certain someone or event?

1/3/2020 6:10:25 AM art18039307 We don't celebrate murder, we do celebrate Justice sometimes.

1/3/2020 6:10:32 AM cherylandcody One thing is for sure, this house does not chalk up to comfy, cozy or welcoming.

1/3/2020 6:12:40 AM phreatomagnetic Killing isn't always murder

killing an enemy at war, murder?

killing in self defense, murder?

In defense of another?

killing one with the blood of many on his hands, murder?

I don't think so, then again, if death is a ticket to new life, how much harm has been done?
1/3/2020 6:13:17 AM fansblowing3 Isn’t it odd how Pelosi fails at impeachment and all of a sudden Iran running wild?  #unsealepstein #unsealukraine #unsealbiden #childsextrafficking

1/3/2020 6:14:58 AM fansblowing3 Death means having memory wiped and being reborn as a baby.  Total rehabilitation?

1/3/2020 6:14:59 AM mr_fedorable "murder" not "murder"

I see.

1/3/2020 6:15:55 AM bukunmi_9 Was asking the guy who said it worked for him though.

1/3/2020 6:16:24 AM cosmic_engineer Death is when you get to review this incarnation without the distortions from being within the veil. The Law of Confusion.

Those who have destroyed many otherselves spend longer in time/space in reconciliation and healing. Very little chance of returning here with window 

closing

1/3/2020 6:18:56 AM fansblowing3 I agree the hospital does not have the right to make the decision.  However, I also don’t think the hospital should be forced to use its resources and 

staff indefinitely.  What is the solution 🤷♂️

1/3/2020 6:20:40 AM fansblowing3 Oohhh wow 👍

1/3/2020 6:22:06 AM surmom23 Technically this house is owned by him but is lived in and disgustingly decorated by his younger son Jordan.

1/3/2020 6:28:16 AM cryptocrab4 Sophia is waiting

1/3/2020 6:28:32 AM fansblowing3 FYI 😃 pic.twitter.com/7sgcDo1iDa

1/3/2020 6:29:41 AM bleacherbling It’s not a person it is a emodied demonic spirit familiar to a bloodline that wants to defile your soul so that you go to hell with it in the time of 

judgement these spirits from ancient days kill steal and destroy your destiny no redo for you and they go destroy another soul.

1/3/2020 6:32:40 AM gourerik Just wait until you see who else is fucked in the head... it's going to be BIBLICAL!!

1/3/2020 6:34:01 AM twelvebcharlie1 They don’t even look real... something off about them too.

1/3/2020 6:34:43 AM gourerik The guns are special.  They are straight out of the FAST AND FURIOUS  operation.

1/3/2020 6:39:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Parents = 939

1/3/2020 6:40:09 AM truthseeker805 Lisa Page for example?  How about Valerie Jerrett.

1/3/2020 6:43:54 AM dontask97215849 Abortion is murder. Killing a terrorist is preventing many murders

1/3/2020 6:44:52 AM schaufhausen4p Is Iran running wild?

1/3/2020 6:45:46 AM godrus I think the very same thing - this is nothing but a hell on earth - literally. We are born to die.

1/3/2020 6:46:59 AM godrus What about suicide?

1/3/2020 6:49:21 AM jzmari25 The sad thing is we really don’t know how much pain this baby is in & how much she is enduring.  Very hard decision. God bless her & her family.

1/3/2020 6:49:27 AM nicpace2 Live by the sword die by the sword. If you have deadly intentions then you’ve already wished death upon yourself.

1/3/2020 6:49:59 AM girlawakeinca Dr. Phil Show. Created by Harpo Productions, owned by Oprah. 

Harpo backwards is Oprah.    

Mirror

Let us serve justice on crimes swiftly & firmly on crimes against humanity. Thank you MJ12 & our great military & LE who are doing this. 🇺🇸🙏❤️💫

1/3/2020 6:51:32 AM americanpetal Two BEings (9 and 9) engaging in a spiritual experience that results in a child = 3?

1/3/2020 6:51:40 AM westmount_d7 As a 🇨🇦, this is disturbing. They keep you distracted with old issues, so you don’t see what they are really doing. It’s about control & $. Why is it legal to 

sell body parts in the USA? Shameful. Wonder why human  trafficking is a problem now. “Christian” BROTHER HOODS.

1/3/2020 6:53:58 AM twilly18 9 + 3 + 9 = 21

a winning Black Jack hand!

it's all starting to be so clear now

1/3/2020 6:56:40 AM cosmic_engineer This place is a school. The only way for your immortal being to develop & grow.

Contemplation outside this realm is where One decides which distortions you wish to tackle. Kinda sounds like purgatory in a way

1/3/2020 6:56:44 AM der_wanderer8 Guardians of a Child Mind



1/3/2020 6:57:04 AM oldsoullegend Nomagic12

1/3/2020 6:57:43 AM blsdbe Well we have at least one...#DoItQPlus!!! pic.twitter.com/I5V5MDmkkX

1/3/2020 6:59:24 AM lc2015nancy Creepy

1/3/2020 7:00:51 AM fansblowing3 IS-BE + child + IS-BE

1/3/2020 7:02:01 AM texn9ne Posted a 9:39 ✨✨✨

1/3/2020 7:02:29 AM fansblowing3 Not any more 👌

1/3/2020 7:04:11 AM thepeacekitten Great video to share with haters. https://youtu.be/klfiVNzKwQw 

1/3/2020 7:05:26 AM karee219 That’s an awful lot of money put into that house...wonder how Dr Phil’s son afforded all that???

1/3/2020 7:07:48 AM cosmic_engineer Some of us pick quite the roller-coaster ride. Difficulty is directly proportional to the potential gains.

Hard lessons are a massive boost when you finally absorb them. They don't boomerang after. Clue to what your plan entails 💚

1/3/2020 7:08:24 AM nicpace2 Pretty awesome

1/3/2020 7:11:06 AM rosscarwalker Macaulay Culkin has just published this. It's getting scrubbed online:

 https://johnbwellsnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Macaulay-Culkin_-Satanic-Hollywood-Elites-Murder-Children-During-Rituals-The-

PedoGATE.pdf …

1/3/2020 7:12:19 AM lionspaw77 Please tell me Echart Tolle is not one of her minions.  The Power is Now really helped me.  However dude is a bit strange...

1/3/2020 7:15:33 AM lionspaw77 So happy to see my brethren on top of their game!  It’s happening!  #WWG1WGA

1/3/2020 7:18:07 AM thepeacekitten My Love for Australia has just increased. 

Truth equals Love 

Love equals Truth 

Have a gratitude filled kind of day!

#WWG1WGA

1/3/2020 7:19:52 AM lionspaw77 They said the same thing in Trainspotting or one of those movies.    Symbology is a word too doe!  lol.  True!  Respect all of you Anons!

1/3/2020 7:20:40 AM joinna6 🤡Clown🤡Confirmed🤡

1/3/2020 7:20:59 AM lionspaw77 What type of egg?  What hatched from it?

1/3/2020 7:22:56 AM keith369me Is it okay to be thankful for the future lives that will not be lost at the hands of Soleimani?

1/3/2020 7:23:07 AM donnaho33369876 I don't remember exactly which one, but I know I used this one once:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WmxXQGTcYU …. It says for hip and knee 

pain. I just search "Hz healing frequency for knee" for example. I pick the higher number that makes it better. Sometimes it's instantaneous, 

sometimes not.

1/3/2020 7:25:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unless they are under criminal investigation for treason and other high crimes (Epstein)... 

https://twitter.com/joncoopertweets/status/1213070664883671040 …

1/3/2020 7:26:32 AM hoffman11my I would be suspicious of anyone that Oprah promotes. I've always wondered why specific people were given an audience. I I know someone who knew 

Tolle when he was a computer programmer, before Oprah recruited him.

1/3/2020 7:27:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Impeach 45 for killing an Iranian Terrorist?

What will happen when [44]?

Iran + [44] go way back...

Cabinet?

16 Year Plan

17 Saves The World https://twitter.com/BlaineBershad/status/1213100973859708929 …

1/3/2020 7:28:00 AM robinreitsma1 👀

1/3/2020 7:28:09 AM jimbo11079215 Hindsight is #2020

@Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @1FreeInhabitant @55true4u @SayWhenLA @SaRaAshcraft @WellHellsBells_ @LightworkerCain 

@Education4Libs

1/3/2020 7:28:09 AM freestateojones (NXIVM)...

1/3/2020 7:28:10 AM dallasphenry Tradition doesn’t = law. Dems are pissed because they didn’t get a heads up in order to inform the enemy what was about to happen...

1/3/2020 7:28:13 AM leemagna What did Kab out him on? Need to know details before I stop following

1/3/2020 7:30:16 AM wendyca12241470 @gillian77868439 @Gillian28715207

1/3/2020 7:31:05 AM twilly18 Abdulrahman al-Awlaki  = 19 letters!

1/3/2020 7:31:51 AM fansblowing3 Because our own Congress cannot be trusted not to tell the enemy our military plans.  😡

1/3/2020 7:34:12 AM louaptekman 👪

1/3/2020 7:34:12 AM ggcheri Thank God!!!

1/3/2020 7:34:52 AM pammy30104931 Better a millstone be tied around your neck and be thrown into a lake than to hurt one of these little ones. As far as I’m concerned that includes babies 

in utero. Even very first weeks of pregnancy.

1/3/2020 7:35:37 AM bubusmc  https://www.hudson.org/research/11436-obama-strikes-a-deal-with-qassem-suleimani …

1/3/2020 7:36:04 AM bubusmc  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/iran/11741235/Obamas-Iran-deal-has-just-granted-an-amnesty-to-the-worlds-leading-

terrorist-mastermind.html …

1/3/2020 7:36:17 AM ultra_unlimited While the argument of limiting the pain this young child is going through is compelling, I have a hard time with an org like this neglecting to respect 

parental rights and wishes. As a society I hope we can evolve to treasure the sanctity of life and wonder of creation. #QAnon

1/3/2020 7:38:33 AM fansblowing3 Hopefully treasonous Obama will be caught over there in Iran or Iraq also.

1/3/2020 7:38:44 AM destwildertaiga Gaia is Shill !

1/3/2020 7:39:18 AM mbishamon The US Census takes place on April 1, 2020.

1/3/2020 7:39:45 AM motiv8tion2 “Loose lips sink ships“

1/3/2020 7:40:37 AM holotechrd @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/YDYS6kMaXc

1/3/2020 7:41:23 AM motiv8tion2 Why the Hood in planned parenthood?

Just musing here

1/3/2020 7:42:53 AM donnaho33369876 Listening to this one now, it's making the morning better: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGqvWEoaZ6c …

1/3/2020 7:43:57 AM neo_asura_ 71 | 17

1/3/2020 7:43:59 AM neeneenat Oooooo! Majestic Burn! 🔥🔥🔥

1/3/2020 7:44:27 AM ultra_unlimited All life is precious. Desperate times call for desperate measures however to celebrate murder without revering its gravity seems shortsighted. 

Intention matters in all things and to serve anything that is anti-life seems like the worst possible way to advance spiritually. #QAnon

1/3/2020 7:44:41 AM turboxyde Psst... congrats on 42k followers.

What a Majestic number! pic.twitter.com/hGC3fQnnn0

1/3/2020 7:44:41 AM marty713  pic.twitter.com/dXt64QRpeS

1/3/2020 7:46:37 AM jamiegrahamusa Q pic.twitter.com/43VQb1lx6d

1/3/2020 7:48:18 AM n2zyk why warn terrorists ahead of time?

1/3/2020 7:48:36 AM mbishamon More women in education and employment, access to contraception, lack of affordable housing, an ageing population (fewer women of childbearing 

age), decreased infant mortality (women have fewer children), smaller families, environmental concerns...

1/3/2020 7:49:04 AM n2zyk He could be trusted, he's an American, the gang of 8 is not.



1/3/2020 7:49:36 AM mbishamon 1 in 4 women has had an abortion.

1/3/2020 7:50:35 AM atsaduk Love that movie! Wish I understood half of it.

1/3/2020 7:50:39 AM auroravoyager1 Responsible parenting versus 333.

1/3/2020 7:56:48 AM crlord14 Thanks for visiting the site and posting your kind remark.  I appreciate that.  May God bless you and keep you in his love today and forever.

1/3/2020 7:57:00 AM enomai_ Worthless judge

1/3/2020 7:59:22 AM craftingqueen1 Antlers? Looked like snakes to me.

1/3/2020 8:01:21 AM keith369me I’m pretty sure those in the military have seen this play out before.  Hey Osama (Tim Osman) Bin Laden...might want to move now...an air strike will be 

incoming later tonight.

1/3/2020 8:01:28 AM lightworkercain Israel is last...

1/3/2020 8:02:07 AM joy13232044 Not precious any more, soiled would not even cover it😝.  Always wondered about him, especially after realizing Oprah was working on the dark side 

creating many many minions!

1/3/2020 8:02:19 AM crlord14 If it changes one person so that they draw closer to God and receive the wonderful salvation that comes only through the Lord Jesus Christ then it 

would be worth writing a thousand paragraphs times a thousand.

1/3/2020 8:02:27 AM keith369me Gang may be a very appropriate description

1/3/2020 8:02:45 AM conspiracyanal2 It is biblical even

1/3/2020 8:02:46 AM enomai_ Unchecked checks and balances on a local/state level. How r they tiny Kings without checks?

1/3/2020 8:04:05 AM luvjbms Place looks as it's crawling with SNAKES.

1/3/2020 8:04:58 AM girlawakeinca We love you MJ12 & Typists & want you safe. Praying this for all Patriots. Thank you for all that you do! We are grateful. 🙏❤️💫

1/3/2020 8:05:07 AM jrocktigers 😡

1/3/2020 8:05:20 AM xdotsi Significant difference in the K and the C

1/3/2020 8:08:22 AM deanna_danforth I just want their energy removed from our Planet.  People need hope, healing these sick individuals used our monetary system to create poverty, 

illness, violence.  It’s our time to restore our souls.  I know we Humans are very loving, giving naturally if we are not depleted

1/3/2020 8:08:29 AM wearediamonds2 Killing is not the same as murdering.

1/3/2020 8:09:47 AM conspiracyanal2 We tried that once. It was called the Tower of Babel

1/3/2020 8:11:06 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1213129464353214464 …

1/3/2020 8:12:13 AM cmwkrn You can’t have too many when you’re a satanist.

1/3/2020 8:12:24 AM tinakelch Nasty , that house is so ugly snakes on stairs , black an white checker board on ceiling lips an those weird animals just weird

1/3/2020 8:13:47 AM angelal08418075 Exactly!!!

1/3/2020 8:16:39 AM cmwkrn The goddamn pedophelia symbol. Those mfers.

1/3/2020 8:16:56 AM maryche20769846  pic.twitter.com/YEeWibTlLK

1/3/2020 8:17:29 AM synackstatic Basically the most effective at collectivizing intent?

1/3/2020 8:21:24 AM tommy99938959  pic.twitter.com/wny7BNPB8a

1/3/2020 8:22:16 AM oldsoullegend Resurrecting dead people and other regurgitates...at first seem random

But it's actually A Ploy along Demographics

Some folks can't help themselves grasping at straw beliefs. 

Then 'play' the victim card

And Patreon that followed

Pattern shows more than one and younger
1/3/2020 8:23:34 AM rawphonegirl I recently just watched these- why would they make it so obvious with rapid result of 90% infertility? Of course they wouldn't irl.

1/3/2020 8:23:48 AM mjjgardner Can’t comprehend choosing not to have a family.  How do we come into this world?What makes life worthwhile? We have been deceived; by media, 

education, academics, politicians, prosperity, narcissism. Raising a family = greatest gift of life. There will be trials.

1/3/2020 8:25:36 AM clifton15jon So Iran has threatned to release confidential Information about US Politicians and secret meetings they've had... How likely will this be done? In 

perticular John Kerry.

1/3/2020 8:25:44 AM asdasd26700831 666 = ?

1/3/2020 8:25:53 AM deboraheblair Dr Phill allegedly lost his psych license in 1989 for sex with a 19yr old patient-like Oprah he has known of the pedophelia,extreme abuse of 

children&adults in the industry&has worked behind the scenes keeping it silenced-his show is a diversion that takes focus off real crimes

1/3/2020 8:28:36 AM westmount_d7 Lack of security clearance of Trump family is in the collective consciousness. On a parallel note, Trump family ties to the house of Israel also. Truth 

before rectification.

1/3/2020 8:29:17 AM oldsoullegend Some have been warned. They get to choose.

1/3/2020 8:29:41 AM snakejackal Respawn instantly as new baby

1/3/2020 8:33:09 AM oldsoullegend Woke up with a heavy head.

Dealing with spiders...

irritating...

1/3/2020 8:34:07 AM elishabaker915  pic.twitter.com/k6ZIlKoBMJ

1/3/2020 8:34:31 AM elishabaker915 Looks like a K on the end to me

1/3/2020 8:35:24 AM elishabaker915 All guns are special, Bro. 😊😊😊😊

1/3/2020 8:37:12 AM pammy30104931 Very sad.

1/3/2020 8:37:16 AM gourerik Totally agree.

1/3/2020 8:38:32 AM tvana93 Schumer's a member of a gang alright, of many more than 8, that have "6 ways from Sunday of getting back at you". Namely continuous 

"investigation" hoaxes, insurance plans to paint @realDonaldTrump as the criminal that THEY are.

1/3/2020 8:39:36 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TheCollectiveQ

@DevinNunes

@TheJusticeDept http://bit.ly/36s6nmY 

1/3/2020 8:41:17 AM jzmari25 It was justice

1/3/2020 8:43:08 AM worldsmasterson If you read the comments, you’d see information claiming that this is Dr Phil’s sons house. 

People are too willing to believe without researching when Tweeters mock Q phrases.

1/3/2020 8:43:10 AM fansblowing3 What is this about?? 🐇 🐰 pic.twitter.com/45YkQueJxf

1/3/2020 8:43:32 AM jzmari25 Define justice

1/3/2020 8:46:34 AM dynamicres Crypto maybe, but blockchain tech is not. We have yet to see the magnificence this technology can bring.

1/3/2020 8:47:40 AM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1212958076992729088 …

1/3/2020 8:48:46 AM __jabird__ The purple spiral says everything. In plane view.



1/3/2020 8:50:18 AM djlok They’ve addressed suicide before in past tweets. Actually over Christmas my uncle told me and my mom he wanted to kill himself.  I shared with him 

that Majestic Disclosure so he’d have a different perspective.  He said he changed his mind after he thought about it.

1/3/2020 8:51:43 AM lbf777 All digital money is shit.

1/3/2020 8:57:23 AM house_poseidon True.  And God will bless most with death.  The "when" & "how" is what separates the grain from the chaff.

1/3/2020 8:58:44 AM godrus Pretty sure I read somewhere that January is #1 month for suicide; unmet hopes and dreams etc. January is the big #RealityCheck month. Could post a 

link to that thread? Thx

1/3/2020 8:58:59 AM julie_bug65 Look at the front entry...does that say FUCK??

1/3/2020 8:59:08 AM house_poseidon Perhaps you should elaborate

1/3/2020 8:59:12 AM llaw_eht_no_ylf Murder...!? 

    Well we now know what side M12 is on.

1/3/2020 9:02:51 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

またしても、全てはQとトランプの計画通り。私たちはまた、トワイライトゾーンに迷い込んでしまった。😮

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

ヒラリー・クリントン

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1156588222358708227 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1203712833956896769 … pic.twitter.com/vLstsMpflU
1/3/2020 9:03:48 AM djlok Here’s a good place to start. Sounds like a lot of the religions were just taking a shortcut when they just say “you go to hell” for committing suicide. I 

never believed all that anyway. If people knew this 👇👇👇, it might change things for them. 

 https://t.co/fbzQrGi5AR  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115328451404341248?s=21 …

1/3/2020 9:04:58 AM solanojones To say nothing of the cultural and chemical pressures on fertility and reproduction.

1/3/2020 9:05:50 AM 4tlove229 Super creepy

1/3/2020 9:07:18 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

ベンガジ事件はISISの創設と関係がある。オバマたちは武器がシリアに渡っていることは十分承知だった。シリアのテロリストをサポー

トしていたからだ

#QAJF

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

ヒラリー・クリントン

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1156588222358708227 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213116317378596865 … pic.twitter.com/GJCkfMPaRH
1/3/2020 9:10:56 AM gaiamancer2 A clone wouldn't have many differences...body doubles would...

1/3/2020 9:11:29 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@shakespeareplan 

"アメリカ市民の安全と自衛権を確保するため、適切に部隊を派遣"

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

ヒラリー・クリントン

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1156588222358708227 …

 https://twitter.com/shakespeareplan/status/1212277072241950720 … pic.twitter.com/3WpDbdXiYP
1/3/2020 9:13:09 AM godrus Right?!

1/3/2020 9:15:04 AM winklerburke Meaning: To celebrate murder causes that to be brought into your next life?  Karma can be an absolute, terrifying bitch... if not in this life, in lots and 

lots of following lives?  Until, that is, we learn to NOT celebrate murder?  (All life = precious?)

1/3/2020 9:15:12 AM covertress First and Second Obama Cabinets

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confirmations_of_Barack_Obama%27s_Cabinet … pic.twitter.com/BXZyS4YDi4

1/3/2020 9:17:16 AM covertress 16 year plan to destroy America https://twitter.com/jstransit/status/1213101638841438210?s=20 …

1/3/2020 9:17:32 AM winklerburke Restated:  Don’t even think about celebrating abortion, if our next life delivers karma lessons?  Sheesh!

1/3/2020 9:22:42 AM dedegruber It certainly will. pic.twitter.com/8AeNvdXkBn

1/3/2020 9:23:16 AM __jabird__ Reptilian I bet.

1/3/2020 9:25:29 AM enomai_ Nice one

1/3/2020 9:27:31 AM christy43250353 @Tiff_FitzHenry @OldHick17800719 @Techno_Fog @gholland04 @martingeddes @HermanM36169986 @intheMatrixxx @M2Madness 

@prayingmedic @MoreheadPatriot @JamesOKeefeIII @paul_serran @QBlueSkyQ @Sun_Q_Tzu @QTAnon1 @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Cordicon @thebradfordfile @realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1213146680968630272 …

1/3/2020 9:28:44 AM blsdbe Love me some 3s... https://youtu.be/aU4pyiB-kq0 

1/3/2020 9:29:00 AM oldsoullegend LOL! Good. Ty.

1/3/2020 9:29:46 AM blsdbe Bless you David!!! Great work!!!

1/3/2020 9:30:25 AM der_wanderer8 Thank you

1/3/2020 9:30:29 AM state1union I ironically was suspended for 7 days after this tweet

1/3/2020 9:30:36 AM teresaalmond I'm not sure, but I think the deals and bl@ckmailing of celebs has been going on for a very long time...much longer than we thought. Those you trust 

the most...Oprah was such an icon and a name you trusted🧐

1/3/2020 9:31:40 AM deplorablebob7 why would  tell gang of eight whom have shown they are traitors anything

President trump told everyone we will not give out information of operations like they did in pass

where it seems people always just moved or got away just in time (Pelosi/Schiff in Syria why were they there

1/3/2020 9:31:59 AM michell81621074 b&w checkerboard

1/3/2020 9:33:23 AM covertress Those who worship war?

I will read this book. pic.twitter.com/oVAOWo9c1H

1/3/2020 9:34:38 AM deplorablebob7 why did Pelosi/Schiff go to Syria 

why did  Pelosi/Schiff and 162family and grandkids try to go to EU and brussels while there was an attack on president trump

no I wouldn't tell them anything

1/3/2020 9:36:04 AM teresaalmond Bless your heart

1/3/2020 9:39:08 AM nm_zsr There are no cloned humans in politics. ==> There are cloned ______in politics.



1/3/2020 9:39:44 AM dc_villanus 6 pic.twitter.com/y43r2XFSWA

1/3/2020 9:41:59 AM hawkgirlinmn Well done!

1/3/2020 9:42:24 AM enomai_ Oh, I get everything now.

Did I do Good?

1/3/2020 9:43:28 AM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump I will stand & fight, whether in blood or by silent chess game, I will be there for Our Great President & Our Great United States of 

America. These losers who hate this country, our President, our citizens, & make laws to hurt citizens need big dose of REALITY. 

pic.twitter.com/GEsqLd3Bmx

1/3/2020 9:45:58 AM momekool1 Wanna bet? Lol

1/3/2020 9:46:32 AM momekool1 Magick is of the devil.

1/3/2020 9:46:50 AM q_patchouli But yet you still volunteered with us

1/3/2020 9:50:47 AM hailrazer @OtherMarySpeaks

Remember, Time is an Illusion ... 

You are not limited to the physics you were taught in school.

Theres much more!

*Funny How My Feet In Dreams Never Touch The Earth*

1/3/2020 9:53:54 AM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy @TexN9ne @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  17 hours with no reading....yep manifesting everywhere LOVE IT!  17....17....17.....17.....17....17  

https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1213143103735025664 …

1/3/2020 9:54:54 AM ffattmedia Gladly - TRUMP

1/3/2020 9:58:21 AM sterkinglights1 They should not have been able to revise the judge .

1/3/2020 10:00:43 AM godrus THEY EAT CHILDREN!

We (and our children) are nothing more than #animals to hunt and kill. They hate us.

What is this guy's background?

He presents himself as the voice of normalcy (#MirrorWorld).

1/3/2020 10:03:17 AM godrus He has a thing for Mice

Of Mice and Men?

Didn't Kate Spade's husband wear a rat-facemask after her homicide?

1/3/2020 10:03:20 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/r4F0Y3IHAh

1/3/2020 10:04:00 AM godrus My son noted a lot of skulls in the pictures too

1/3/2020 10:04:07 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/7p5RoRDF0I

1/3/2020 10:05:18 AM godrus and snakes dripping from chandelier

1/3/2020 10:06:10 AM sterkinglights1 Noticed the spell in

1/3/2020 10:06:51 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/Zyj8qO0UHL

1/3/2020 10:07:29 AM autistmember Welcome Back!

1/3/2020 10:07:41 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/6dfEKh6Pli

1/3/2020 10:08:23 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/0sv3tiH9SZ

1/3/2020 10:09:58 AM father_mayhem  pic.twitter.com/hEkD97VALZ

1/3/2020 10:11:19 AM silvia54747741 The stairs way reminds of a picture I saw from the  vatican, all that twisted wood.

1/3/2020 10:13:18 AM mynardpamela Says it’s blocked in our country.

1/3/2020 10:13:48 AM susan66388204 On Point 👍🏼

1/3/2020 10:14:10 AM mynardpamela All in the spell ing then?

1/3/2020 10:18:48 AM marty713 🤢😈💥

1/3/2020 10:19:47 AM turtlexus  https://twitter.com/NewsomeTeam/status/1154458899984113666?s=19 …

1/3/2020 10:20:03 AM marty713 Yes he did 🤢👿

1/3/2020 10:23:43 AM mbishamon I agree, inasmuch as I would prefer there to be fewer abortions. My point is that if you believe that abortion is murder then you have to contend with 

the fact that a quarter of all women, presumably some of whom you know, are murderers.

1/3/2020 10:26:58 AM sdanon3  https://drive.google.com/file/d/16pTXGU-

nMP7e91K1_yeknFmlJiSntERc/view?fbclid=IwAR1Q2gj40Tdq0qatEhCc1ZzBPYoRxIc0ZtvROuMvmA2_yH8dkMtCG7bU9bg …

Any thoughts on this one?

1/3/2020 10:33:58 AM patriotswegoall In war, it's different.

In society, it's a crime with nefarious intent.

In a court of law, it's justice.

All of this aside, we choose love and light.

1/3/2020 10:35:33 AM sseed369 999 = Starseed pic.twitter.com/mD99DBAgK1

1/3/2020 10:46:18 AM rosscarwalker Loud and Clear

1/3/2020 10:48:32 AM trixirilla Not for sale. PSA #paid

1/3/2020 10:48:34 AM patriotswegoall Perhaps a good move on not informing them about anything.

1/3/2020 10:53:07 AM werascending BOOM!!!!

1/3/2020 10:53:52 AM covertress The entire book is good, but pay particular attention to pps 107 through 120 or so.

You may consider redoubling your telepathy efforts afterwards. 

See @SandiaWisdom for a guide.

Watch Al Bielek discuss flooding for further guidance. [My 2 cents]. https://youtu.be/dYE1Oady6Qo 

1/3/2020 10:54:35 AM dynamicres Yup. But... Blockchain isn't digital money. It is utilized by cryptocurrency but it's a revolutionary technology of decentralized record-keeping and 

proofing.

1/3/2020 10:56:19 AM texas_girl_13_ Release the con info!! 😲

1/3/2020 10:56:21 AM lbf777 Putting the money system into the digital world is suicide and a banker scam.

1/3/2020 10:57:03 AM texas_girl_13_ Ya it’s not rocket science! 👍

1/3/2020 10:58:13 AM brad34351293 I love how the Bots know who the GANG of 8 is! Kek

They R too stupid to know they are calling out the people spying of the Trump Camp.

1/3/2020 11:02:20 AM lbf777 Trump is just a Zionist doing what Bibi wants him to do. pic.twitter.com/R6rCoKSoVu

1/3/2020 11:07:23 AM 1wtheforce_fiwm Unusual for sure.

1/3/2020 11:08:28 AM micro_writ_anon He's not next in line...William and all of William's offspring precede him....assuming you mean Charles as King.

1/3/2020 11:09:06 AM 1wtheforce_fiwm What does bear symbol mean?

1/3/2020 11:09:25 AM micro_writ_anon Q never said arrests in 2019. Q put [2019] in kill brackets....so we're now believing they meant 2019 end first.

1/3/2020 11:09:54 AM lovebayhorses Time for him to pay for all the voiceless!!!

1/3/2020 11:11:59 AM abichristy2 Cry me a River 🙄🙄

1/3/2020 11:12:08 AM laughingwolf11 No. There’s only so many time one is allowed to ride the reincarnated Ferris wheel before the universe casts you out. Gone forever. Soul, if you had 

one, is liquidated.

1/3/2020 11:14:12 AM trollingmockin1 What I don’t understand about this is if I create my own reality. And you create your own reality. How do we both exist in reality. Meaning either I’m 

not real. Or your not real.

1/3/2020 11:14:48 AM magicwandmaga One of the most common used symbols for pedophilia

1/3/2020 11:16:20 AM sabermarris Pay attention to the message being tweeted instead of paying attention to messenger (that is mj12)



1/3/2020 11:19:17 AM covertress Nothing is real.

John Lennon 

~~~

Twitter search:

co-creative from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12
1/3/2020 11:22:55 AM sabermarris If you are familiar with this book, can you say comment if it has genuine information or for entertainment purposes. I would appreciate your opinion.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Book-Alien-Race-Russian-Species-

ebook/dp/B07BTF6WLL/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?keywords=book+of+alien+races&qid=1578079244&sprefix=book+of+alien+&sr=8-1 …

1/3/2020 11:23:47 AM bustardkathy Look at all the snakes on the staircase creepy

1/3/2020 11:24:57 AM bustardkathy And the black and white checkered ceiling. Masonic

1/3/2020 11:28:26 AM mamiemcclure17 Q “TRUMPED” their 16 year plan, ThankQ.  😁🥰😁#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #DigitalSoldiers                          Who’s talking to you? Ask the 

Q...Q...Q...Q...Q...Q...Question!!! pic.twitter.com/PqN1nCaKXc

1/3/2020 11:28:34 AM kelmoberg Kate Spades husband, days after her (supposed) suicide. pic.twitter.com/zmFqr5H4sO

1/3/2020 11:32:01 AM covertress I've read that "Natural Flavors" bind to human cannabidiol receptors, preventing uptake of CBD.

Is CBD in any way helpful for those who wish to quit smoking but still eat junk, pre-prepared foods which include Natural Flavors?

#quitsmoking

1/3/2020 11:39:26 AM whatsmypw 939

1/3/2020 11:39:32 AM winklerburke Progressive (Morals are, ha ha, relative... so let us enslave all in socialism/decline) say that if Obama is hung for treason... Prog (1984) Leaders & Rube 

Followers say, “We will go crazy.”  Sadly, then... let us test what they say.  Minds are precious, but they ruined theirs?

1/3/2020 11:41:09 AM phreatomagnetic Perhaps killing them in this life resolves negative karma so it's letting them off easy 

This why they try not to die of natural causes?

1/3/2020 11:42:28 AM reelect20 👇👇👇👇💥RT💥 http://bit.ly/39A3wtX 

1/3/2020 11:43:35 AM winklerburke Restated: Is God, or Universe, angry at the mind-destroyers of Progressive (1984) Education rule and ruin?  They make and rule over dystopian-made 

rubes?  Answer:  God gives them the confusion of their own faces. We are all one, but some have chosen the horror of stark insanity?

1/3/2020 11:46:14 AM kirsten68805249  https://youtu.be/DtAuWQHgUvo .  #DarkToLight #GodWins - They finally released me from Twitter jail!! Please follow. https://youtu.be/HfJlL2UxxmU 

1/3/2020 11:46:22 AM blsdbe #Majestic

1/3/2020 11:46:47 AM mongrelglory 42= To Be! 😊

1/3/2020 11:48:20 AM winklerburke Sadly, the insanity choosers are in process of losing their minds. The fruit of loving 1984 dystopia is, in fact, insanity. The reverse is loving Q & liberty.  

Enhanced sanity has unlimited benefit in 2020.  The sane shall thrive, but Prog-minds end up dazed on couch, drooling?

1/3/2020 11:49:37 AM wildkrazyblonde 😳😳😳😳 Grown our of phedo? 🤦🏼♀️🙄

1/3/2020 11:53:27 AM mongrelglory Is that really from Adam Schiff's time-line?  That's just weird! 😳

1/3/2020 11:53:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 War makes some people very profitable.

Some believe if they repeat their lies enough times they will suddenly become fact.

That's not how the power of 3 6 and 9 can be used.

You cannot use 3 6 and 9 to spread lies and hate.

You can only use 3 6 and 9 to spread LOVE and LIGHT! https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1213149316463890432 …

1/3/2020 11:54:14 AM blsdbe Yes why does [AS] say ‘rabbit, rabbit’??? Creepy, yo pic.twitter.com/lgayMFLEX1

1/3/2020 11:55:17 AM trumps_all Also creates parent-less children, who become easy pickings for traffickers

1/3/2020 11:55:52 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  I loved Schoolhouse rock!  I don't remember that song but it's great!

1/3/2020 11:55:55 AM lbf777 Trump works for Israel. pic.twitter.com/MaTtryFoGQ

1/3/2020 11:56:42 AM luxdefiance For too long the cabal has used occulted systems to manipulate world events, time to fight back. 3,6,9 

3 minutes of focusing on good intentions and sending them out into the world. Use your WILL, TRY TRY TRY!

1/3/2020 12:00:28 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/F7r6Wxnz8y

1/3/2020 12:01:53 PM kevinmruel ...to survive Tons of people complain to the State of New Hampshire.but all claims get denied and there's no other way to get justice with the 

Monopoly game of one company for all of NH Corrupt

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @DevinNunes @TheJusticeDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/3/2020 12:02:00 PM mongrelglory Wow David!  You walked the fine line between respecting his free will, and giving him information to make an informed choice!  I hope your uncle finds 

hope in this life! 🙏

1/3/2020 12:04:45 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Zp5yiBcXVW

1/3/2020 12:06:05 PM mongrelglory Thanksgiving and Christmas are very difficult times for those who feel alone and are suffering from depression.  We always saw an increase in 

suicides/suicidal patients at the hospital or in our office practices.  Many people in crisis! 😔

1/3/2020 12:08:47 PM mongrelglory "The only thing we can really control in life, is whether we are good or evil" - Oma from SG-1

   Only you can judge the intention of your heart. 😘

1/3/2020 12:09:34 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

1/3/2020 12:12:43 PM godrus Yes so true. Our society and gimmicky holidays ties the presents with love, but money doesn’t buy love. A lack of money or gifts is not a lack of love or 

worth.

<sigh>

1/3/2020 12:14:08 PM m_kroniklyill ETA on disclosure?  

Who is 17?

#AskingForAFriend pic.twitter.com/GBCdeszK8E

1/3/2020 12:14:28 PM aurorasreality That last photo days F@$# and basically shows the photo having a @&$%*

1/3/2020 12:16:42 PM jaspony1 We are already in WW3... 

It is with the WW cabal that has been running the world for too long...

1/3/2020 12:16:54 PM _miss_isis_ 😂 really with this crap? It just means youve thought about it and reacted to seeing it. U create it in your reality. I kee seeing 12:34 on my clock but 

only because i thought it was cool and reacted so i kee creating it. Doesnt mean ANYTHING else

1/3/2020 12:16:55 PM liberalgone19 same guy who impeached him or am I mistaken

1/3/2020 12:17:18 PM _miss_isis_ I opened up and saw this tweet and looked up and it’s 117 right now

1/3/2020 12:18:19 PM the_red_hand_ He has several accounts. Try searching variations of the handle and review followers/following. 

Or just save yourself some time and block him.

1/3/2020 12:19:03 PM wearediamonds2 😂😂👏👏

1/3/2020 12:20:06 PM mongrelglory It's all the emphasis on family togetherness on TV, advertising, movies, and music. For those like me who come from dysfunctional families that lack 

love, or who have no families at all...it's like putting salt in the wound. I try to do nice things for other people to compensate.

1/3/2020 12:23:42 PM mongrelglory I think if you use the Power of 3, 6, and 9, the universe will give you what you need. 😑



1/3/2020 12:29:11 PM mongrelglory I have trouble with these cases...I have seen people suffering with > 80% burns to their bodies, people who have "locked in" syndrome etc...Their day 

to day existence is filled with terrible suffering, but you can't ask them what they want done for them.  In earlier times...

1/3/2020 12:31:20 PM mongrelglory ...they would have passed away naturally from their accidents/conditions.  This is a situation where as a doctor, I felt our modern medical technology 

to keep people alive, hovering between life and death, but not being able to improve their condition, was horrific. 😖

1/3/2020 12:33:52 PM kidge6 Remeber to put in the colon after from. From:@ts_sci_majic12

1/3/2020 12:36:59 PM mongrelglory It's a terrible dilemma we used to face regularly in our Canadian socialized health-care system, with limited ICU beds etc...These patients are too 

complex to be transferred to a long-term care institution but other patients needed ICU beds too.  😭

1/3/2020 12:38:02 PM kidge6 Somehow the elites have scruples when it comes to clones in politics?  Now, I can see how that would need to be covered up. Because if we jail 

someone, how would we ever know it’s really them? Justice would be out of reach. So, if we can’t know about it, then u must resolve.

1/3/2020 12:39:09 PM covertress Thanks for the Timestamp change, @jack.

1/3/2020 12:39:31 PM cryptocrab4 Are you still paying income tax ? https://thefreethoughtproject.com/fbi-busts-massive-fentanyl-ring-running-out-of-dept-of-consumer-and-regulatory-

affairs-in-d-c/?fbclid=IwAR2o2Refjb4nZqRBRw2ei6tJwHMeWdi96JceL_E1KG6cdjazUw96hovP_sI …

1/3/2020 12:40:36 PM fansblowing3 Who profits?  Contractors like Blackwater, Lockheed Martin, and McDonnel Douglas.  It is a loss to tax payers.

1/3/2020 12:43:44 PM cryptocrab4 #KillThemWithKindness

 https://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/kevin-spacey-published-kill-them-with-kindness-video-a-day-later-his-third-accuser-dies/ … 

https://worldnewsdailyreport.com/fire-damages-cia-headquarters-and-reveals-a-gigantic-drug-lab/ …

1/3/2020 12:44:46 PM fansblowing3 I hope the 3,000 soldiers we just sent to Iraq were instructed not to partake in any trafficking activities.  Prime place for traffickers to set up shop with 

so many young men around.

1/3/2020 12:44:54 PM cryptocrab4 #KillThemWithKindness

#WatchTheWater https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/dea-investigates-apparent-meth-lab-explosion-federal-science-facility-n397521 …

1/3/2020 12:45:18 PM cryptocrab4  https://pjmedia.com/lifestyle/kevin-spacey-published-kill-them-with-kindness-video-a-day-later-his-third-accuser-dies/ …

1/3/2020 12:47:35 PM fansblowing3 More contractors to rebuild what was destroyed too.

1/3/2020 12:50:55 PM nuwsovdaworld And the crossed bones . . . pic.twitter.com/ig122OEImt

1/3/2020 12:51:20 PM covertress Can someone please blow my mind and tell me that Natural Flavors has been a ten year, hidden agenda by the Chicago mafia and that one hand 

doesn't know what the other is doing?

Because, that's the information I just received.

1/3/2020 12:54:29 PM ana98983334 Guns

1/3/2020 12:54:32 PM rachaelangelm Gang of 8? What’s really going on here?

1/3/2020 12:55:44 PM cryptocrab4 Some have access to the ingredients https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2013/08/from-the-lab-to-the-street-how-3-illegal-drugs-came-

to-be/278999/ …

1/3/2020 12:56:27 PM cryptocrab4 Some have access to product https://gizmodo.com/heres-what-scientists-do-when-they-need-illegal-drugs-f-1679610944 …

1/3/2020 12:58:26 PM cryptocrab4 How many are out there ?

Who is really killing your children ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rx3QZ5ss598 …

1/3/2020 1:07:40 PM rachaelangelm Well explain that to all the bitchez in the music industry that thought they would soul cook me cuz they ASSUMED my papa was braZilian, they are not 

my friends and they CHOOSE to go to Epstein Mountain.

1/3/2020 1:07:53 PM covertress You can best believe that they were so instructed long ago. Among those sent were @GenFlynn's men and women. 

https://twitter.com/FredDoucetteNH/status/1212371535526342659?s=20 …

1/3/2020 1:09:58 PM abobocool oh yes...hitler is most well known for his tirades against the Hopi.

1/3/2020 1:23:36 PM bruceschubert10 Let him move. This country can do with one less self-righteous bastard.

1/3/2020 1:24:32 PM fansblowing3 Obama travelled to 3 islands:  British Virgin Island (prob LSJ), then to Tetiaroa Island in French Polynesia, and the last island was Bali.

1/3/2020 1:25:57 PM n7guardiananon especially when they profit from funding both sides

1/3/2020 1:32:37 PM naticris55 Right, what's with that?

1/3/2020 1:34:09 PM barabba0681 Ma che gusto di🤮🤪

1/3/2020 1:35:59 PM mamiemcclure17 @RealEyeTheSpy

1/3/2020 1:41:43 PM allahuniversal Information War

1/3/2020 1:49:51 PM jaded_pearl Expand on plasmic balance if you would please.

1/3/2020 1:53:17 PM sologrunta What’s with that decore...

Dude needs to see a psych

1/3/2020 1:55:17 PM jaded_pearl What does "natural flavors" consist of? Is that what you are asking?

1/3/2020 1:57:58 PM mz_nubbie Pedo symbols

1/3/2020 1:59:24 PM covertress Natural Flavors == ☠️

Twitter search:

natural flavors from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/3/2020 2:03:25 PM freethinker2021 Can someone please enlighten me about these number 3,6,9 yes I understand what Tesla said..

1/3/2020 2:05:36 PM jaded_pearl Very true. The 9th amendment affords us the liberty to do what we want with our bodies. This will be a subject that comes up in the spring when SC 

looks at Roe vs. Wade.

1/3/2020 2:15:48 PM kindeandtrue I'm seeing plenty of hatred toward Iranians today. Many Trump cheerleaders are bloodthirsty devils, sad to say.

1/3/2020 2:18:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Inside Jeffrey Epstein's cell, Sunday on 60 Minutes - CBS News https://www.cbsnews.com/news/inside-jeffrey-epstein-cell-sunday-on-60-minutes/ …

1/3/2020 2:20:18 PM fansblowing3 “There was a lot of bedding, an electrical cord, even pen and paper in the cell.”  

Do all prisoners get these amenities?  Seems staged.

1/3/2020 2:21:53 PM swanker66 Impossible- Cameras dont work there.

1/3/2020 2:22:38 PM mikeb38beacon_h Damn CBS, Let’s see how much they make him out to be misunderstood!

1/3/2020 2:22:56 PM jaded_pearl I'm confused re: what plasma is or if there are different meanings to the word. I hear it in different contexts, commingled with words like bubble tech, 

holographic blueprints, energy, nuclear fusion, and maybe others. Just seeking more knowledge in this area & word meaning.

1/3/2020 2:23:39 PM jaded_pearl How does one harness plasma for physical healing purposes? That's where my interest lies mainly.

1/3/2020 2:26:01 PM annsand72250302 One-sided reporting?

1/3/2020 2:28:02 PM jaded_pearl they are using HEK 293 -- human embryonic kidney cells (aborted babies) Why the Roe vs. Wade fight is so important.

1/3/2020 2:29:18 PM quentinjay2 CBS?

1/3/2020 2:30:10 PM knightofmaltaus here are some interesting nuggets of information, ZPE, AntiG...

@terran_sol @DJLOK @JRockTigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @

 https://youtu.be/MHQ2S3ighoE 



1/3/2020 2:31:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connect recent 0Δ for guide on what's happening behind the scenes.

Enjoy the show...

Remember, PEACE IS THE PRIZE!

1/3/2020 2:32:26 PM manillegirlusa You do realize his net worth is only $6 million, right?

1/3/2020 2:33:43 PM manillegirlusa Snakes. Not horns, not antlers.

1/3/2020 2:34:10 PM mattcottrill3 What is that 0 triangle?

1/3/2020 2:35:11 PM smokescreensti1 And as I said Q would be used to add something extra to the playbook to ensure they had an additional 10% to protect him, don't protect a Mogul. 

Remember this is all planned and orchestrated to occur, there is no peace only #Agenda2021 #Agenda2030 & #Agenda2045 Q is encompassed

1/3/2020 2:35:33 PM jaded_pearl I was thinking photons but it's just a guess.

1/3/2020 2:36:46 PM atl058 Bingo....sadly.

1/3/2020 2:37:12 PM jaded_pearl Oh yes - the grandest war we have as individuals is the one to conquer our own mind. Thank you for the info. 🧘♀️🙇♀️

1/3/2020 2:37:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exclusive video: Lara Logan cornered by Mexican police, threatened while investigating sex-traffickers' city | Fox News 

https://www.foxnews.com/media/lara-logan-mexico-sex-trafficking-police …

1/3/2020 2:37:53 PM 369helen313 ❤️🇺🇸✌🏻

1/3/2020 2:38:01 PM smokescreensti1 Zero Delta, and he's feeding out a lie for like in an attempt to kiss Trumps ass for being a Zionist and preemptively assassinating an Iranian general 

which like with Franz Ferdinand, the Shots of Lexington & Concord, etc. Major wars and World Wars have begun with assassinations.

1/3/2020 2:40:28 PM guy_karen Not police. More like thugs

1/3/2020 2:40:38 PM smokescreensti1 With in "The Plan" you know the the one to make you diet woke and whitewashed as to what's really fucking going on and are being fucking 

manipulated by the #TrumpsterTrolls

1/3/2020 2:40:50 PM kindeandtrue I don't enjoy seeing America conduct extrajudicial killings in cold blood and seeing brave young Americans sent to military hot zones.

1/3/2020 2:43:24 PM guy_karen Good expose those evil people

1/3/2020 2:43:39 PM stellarstellaq Hmmmm... November 2019? Really?

1/3/2020 2:44:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 WORLD EXCLUSIVE: Mother of Sexually Abused Boy Bander Breaks Her Silence, Implicates Disney, CAA, Hollywood Records, LAPD, DA & Industry Elite 

in Pedophile Ring & Cover-up | Tiffany FitzHenry  https://tiffanyfitzhenry.com/breaking-news/world-exclusive-mother-of-sexually-abused-boy-bander-

breaks-her-silence-implicates-disney-caa-hollywood-records-lapd-da-industry-elite-in-pedophile-ring-cover-up/ …

1/3/2020 2:44:36 PM susan66388204 Expose.  We need to be moving ever forward into “The Plan”

1/3/2020 2:44:51 PM amtm_mu WOW

1/3/2020 2:45:18 PM winklerburke God have mercy!

1/3/2020 2:45:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Public Exposure of :[44] crimes will happen throughout the coming months.

Enjoy the show...

1/3/2020 2:46:33 PM guy_karen Bring it. He’s in Hawaii enjoying life

1/3/2020 2:46:44 PM fansblowing3 More than 400 women 😢

1/3/2020 2:47:14 PM qanonwhitehat Disclosure of actual crimes from a complete fake President.  Love it!  Bring it on!

1/3/2020 2:47:50 PM gil76166940 Expossing more famous and rich people? ☺️

1/3/2020 2:47:53 PM sweetslr1nonly Wow.

1/3/2020 2:48:39 PM trollingmockin1 Is there a difference between “coming months” and a date as far as I introducing chaos into the matrix? Or is chaos needed to break a sequence of 

undesirable events?

1/3/2020 2:48:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing is actually truly encrypted such that we cannot see... don't be fooled by personalities, open source, or encryption.

Track network traffic at the byte level.

Is it intercepted on the host machine or elsewhere in the traceroute?

We have given you more on this a while ago.. https://twitter.com/popey/status/1213050180230156289 …

1/3/2020 2:49:15 PM wickedmouse369 All the same just different degrees.

1/3/2020 2:49:56 PM wickedmouse369 Are we to assume our thoughts can be intercepted too?

1/3/2020 2:50:43 PM smith_jere Bring it! Not a women too soon.

1/3/2020 2:50:47 PM gil76166940 Im Really enjoying the Show 😊

1/3/2020 2:51:03 PM smith_jere *moment* 🙄

1/3/2020 2:51:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iran

Future will prove past. pic.twitter.com/MCyp9mHlTz

1/3/2020 2:51:25 PM r_cunniffe Lol hes got proper tits

1/3/2020 2:51:29 PM clifton15jon Its all 0's & 1's when it comes down to it, decryptable

1/3/2020 2:51:45 PM cosmic_engineer SS, You need to really learn the meaning of some of the words that you are using.  Or admit to knowing but still using them to create a massive bias.

1/3/2020 2:51:55 PM mindmixradio Translation: Mexican Police favor sex traffickers enough to protect them.

1/3/2020 2:51:59 PM cylantjustice What if machines/teck/deVices, are taught a completely new language from scratch?

What if it's no longer, 1s and 0s?

What if I use what I created?

I'm done playing games with these censorship sites.

Carry on..
1/3/2020 2:52:14 PM guy_karen Hopefully the good people in Iran will have their independence

1/3/2020 2:52:30 PM cocopuffster12 Will enjoy every minute

1/3/2020 2:52:44 PM thekanehb Nope. Whole plant medicine.

1/3/2020 2:53:04 PM winklerburke What he and his man did to girls?

1/3/2020 2:53:10 PM m101wagner Look at his ankles. pic.twitter.com/Ontsrks0Py

1/3/2020 2:53:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Distract from hearings...

Impeachment articles a flop?

Distraction needed?

These people are sick.

Action taken to STOP WAR.

Peace is the Prize.

[PP] pic.twitter.com/vWh7eznyuh

1/3/2020 2:53:30 PM keith369me Tick Tock?

1/3/2020 2:53:41 PM cocopuffster12 On one ankle. What about the other ankle?

1/3/2020 2:53:49 PM realeyethespy RSO

1/3/2020 2:54:02 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/76dgIaDzVl

1/3/2020 2:54:25 PM integrityneed love letters



1/3/2020 2:54:33 PM drbohammer Interesting, and I’d have to say (until now) an accurate, assessment. I literally just got my PhD in this 3 weeks ago. True encryption is possible (even if 

[they] own the infrastructure). [They] don’t want it released, but 😬 too late. More to come very soon...

1/3/2020 2:54:43 PM laura_twelve This so disturbing 😢

1/3/2020 2:54:44 PM boaznerd The other one is a paddle board lanyard so the rider and board stay together when the rider falls off.

1/3/2020 2:54:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 WH Visitor Logs? pic.twitter.com/vMciOAOMeI

1/3/2020 2:55:20 PM r_cunniffe Definitely looks like a tag,

1/3/2020 2:55:28 PM allahuniversal :55

5:5

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Iran  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1213165739009609728?s=19 …

1/3/2020 2:55:30 PM reel_brief With all the Twitter talk of an “earthquake” in Iran now followed by this precision air strike in as many weeks, I think a well-thought our plan is already 

on Phase 3 or higher. Wouldn’t be surprised to see the Iranian mullahs fall soon. And two significant pillars have a dropped

1/3/2020 2:55:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think... pic.twitter.com/pc0ZcCm2XL

1/3/2020 2:56:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Epstein pic.twitter.com/7yehv20DhD

1/3/2020 2:56:57 PM kindeandtrue Watching criminals go down isn't exactly enjoyable. Makes it sound like we're sadistic voyeurs.

1/3/2020 2:57:27 PM reel_brief And when the Iranian government begins to fall, its going to happen quickly due to the ground prep...earthquake and military leadership decapitation.

1/3/2020 2:57:31 PM deplorabldamsel On closer inspection... You may be correct! pic.twitter.com/QDDkyr49Ob

1/3/2020 2:57:41 PM jared4liberty I literally can’t keep up pic.twitter.com/nDTTQiLuzA

1/3/2020 2:57:50 PM clifton15jon #disclosure #declass #irangate #uranium #Iran

1/3/2020 2:58:00 PM winklerburke Essentially, if Deep State Kings & moneyed-up minions actually were smart, they would suicide weekend themselves ASAP. But the right lip of the bell 

intelligence curve mental slave masters cannot ever understand the more intelligent to the right who love liberty for all.

1/3/2020 2:58:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Relevant to coming attractions. pic.twitter.com/ebBxvcPAps

1/3/2020 3:00:00 PM smokescreensti1 Yet you did not mention in my tweets that it was a FF not SS, FF before you spout off like fool? the SS are the Secret Service. ISIS is the Israeli Secret 

Intelligence Service. I know what I'm using and what I mean. But it seems like you can't even read to spout off correctly🤘🤣

1/3/2020 3:00:10 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/f4wKi6PnQM

1/3/2020 3:00:26 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/IJ57swIjPy

1/3/2020 3:01:22 PM tango66qanon Interesting. Thank you!

1/3/2020 3:01:40 PM integrityneed #[[[RR]]]#

1/3/2020 3:02:09 PM susan66388204 I think HRC is in NZ to secure other avenues—-and yes NZ heavy involved in 5👁

1/3/2020 3:03:16 PM smokescreensti1 Also theres the Nazi SS, follow Q like like the Germans were PROPAGANDATED into FOLLOWING Hitler into WAR.

See the script, Obama couldn't gain a strong following, Trump had an even stronger following. Then he go 10% of America + began escalating HK's 

Protests. 

Need I continue?

1/3/2020 3:03:23 PM winklerburke As the US Military has said, “We will have our Constitution.”  Deep State Prog Leaders  and Media Butt Kissers of Stinky Prog Leaders’ Asses... haven’t 

figured this out yet. Digital capture means Prog Death  lovers lose.  Liberty wins.

1/3/2020 3:03:44 PM 222714ftw Yuuup222 🖖

1/3/2020 3:03:49 PM 2020winagain Is he making a fashion statement?

1/3/2020 3:04:26 PM bubusmc I've been patient, waiting a very long time for everyone to get a chance to see those photos of BO dressed up in Muslim garb holding an AK47 shooting 

at the USA flag. Raymond Lavas shared those photos with me 10 years ago. No name was there during the photo shoot.

1/3/2020 3:04:44 PM keith369me Required reading for all of your clueless friends!!!

1/3/2020 3:05:09 PM fansblowing3 Boy bands?  So the Jackson Five, Backstreet Boys, Boys II Men, nysnc, New Kids on the Block, and The Osmond Brothers.  All groomed as children, 

played with booze and passed around sexually.  😡 Were the Beatles children when they started? 🧐 pic.twitter.com/kNl1Gq1RQ1

1/3/2020 3:05:17 PM keith369me No time like the present!!!

1/3/2020 3:05:57 PM keith369me Events not dates.

1/3/2020 3:05:58 PM jaisynu Amber heard was wearing the infamous ankle boot too

1/3/2020 3:07:13 PM smokescreensti1 P.s. I already know of the propaganda in which the American Contractor was killed and others injured, that was the bear trap and you walked into. I 

saw the shit I kept searching, and I found out through the fucking Navy it was a preemptive strike and that it was set for the

1/3/2020 3:07:44 PM thekanehb Yes. For real. 

It’s a complicated relationship when we start to talk about receptors and efficacy but the truth is that cbd is a highly processed format to invest in, and 

the single cannabinoids are not where it’s at.

1/3/2020 3:09:59 PM rebornkingent All encryption does is flag that you’re trying to hide something.  The govt created the internet and loaned it to tele companies. Nothing is given away 

that doesn’t already have tracing back Doors etc.

1/3/2020 3:10:22 PM trinity_jenny  https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/red-cross-video-they-dont-want-you-to-see …

1/3/2020 3:10:51 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Timing???

1/3/2020 3:10:58 PM k3yle Popcorn ready

1/3/2020 3:11:19 PM smokescreensti1 "Hammer to drop" and he drop none other than hellfire missles and starter WW3. Okay this time don't mistake FF as SS. Also dont mistake either FF or 

SS from WW.  You do know what WW means right smartasses?😉

P.s. I can be a smart ass too but I'll be a smartass for TRUE PEACE🕊👌

1/3/2020 3:11:34 PM annmariecopla10 Human Traffickih

1/3/2020 3:12:54 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/EO8tkblpQU

1/3/2020 3:12:55 PM jaypp8 Informing traitors prior to advance operations is detrimental to American Patriots lives.

1/3/2020 3:12:56 PM cosmic_engineer Smokescreen... Lol

But whatever man, you seem to be on a roll

1/3/2020 3:13:08 PM indyrudy1 love the coming attractions

1/3/2020 3:14:13 PM smokescreensti1 It's okay to say you got swindled by a NeoCon Zionist Chickhawk of A Warcriminal, isn't that right @realDonaldTrump even psychology majors point out 

how vicarious you are with your persuasion skills. 

So let them know it's okay to be wrong. 

And they're wrong if they think being

1/3/2020 3:14:52 PM trinity_jenny  https://www.globalresearch.ca/watch-as-isis-and-al-nusra-smuggle-money-into-syria-using-vehicles-with-red-cross-logos/5626352 …

1/3/2020 3:15:12 PM jaded_pearl That's a concept I get. Vehicles & homes have intake & out-take system@, I think electric current does too but so does the Krebs cycle of our cells and 

when the cell is unable to complete its cycle, it dies. With plasma, it never dies, correct?



1/3/2020 3:15:13 PM cosmic_engineer (SS)

1/3/2020 3:17:12 PM rebornkingent Look up LOU PERELMAN

1/3/2020 3:17:13 PM smokescreensti1 A dog of the military and follow everything you hear in this psyop can die, and easily. Just like they wrong to follow him into war, on one of the only 

countries in the ME without a Centralized Banking System and he's doing it for Israel and the fucking Saudi's to reclaim the

1/3/2020 3:18:08 PM smokescreensti1 Area and resources because the Princes want nothing more than a NWO and to rule over the whole area of the former Ottoman Empire once again.

1/3/2020 3:19:07 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/jjk08rLi1G

1/3/2020 3:19:10 PM heath_jack All roads lead to Rome the number one dealer in children.  Rome must fall!

1/3/2020 3:19:39 PM mongrelglory So is this going to expose the [187] of Epstein?

1/3/2020 3:22:24 PM jaded_pearl All the way to back...reprogramme essential. Thankful for an open mind & heart. pic.twitter.com/CGS1L1EPuF

1/3/2020 3:23:12 PM ewilliams22101 Cognitive dissonance.  The guy who exposes human trafficking is engaged in human trafficking.  It literally hurts the brain.

1/3/2020 3:25:03 PM rebornkingent When we all look in the mirror. 🤣

1/3/2020 3:26:34 PM mongrelglory That sounded really scary! 😬  Another reason for the border wall!

1/3/2020 3:27:11 PM dinunziotd God I hope so.

1/3/2020 3:27:51 PM fansblowing3 The leader of the attack on the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad was photographed in the Oval Office with President Obama in 2011 during a visit timed with 

the drawdown of U.S. troops in Iraq,

1/3/2020 3:28:03 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/EpAKw3gslb

1/3/2020 3:28:05 PM corstruction US hasn't been in any major conflict with Iran since 1857.  We kicked their ass, there won't be a WWIII.  If Hillary was in Office we'd be knee deep in 

WWIII in the ME.  Wars make rich people richer.

1/3/2020 3:28:57 PM kevin72032387 It’s been determined that it’s a Sharkbanz

1/3/2020 3:29:11 PM aprilbrown99 Amazing story by @Tiff_FitzHenry!

1/3/2020 3:29:48 PM notqplus Well he is married to a man so go figure

1/3/2020 3:30:01 PM mongrelglory Tiffany has been doing good work to expose the abuse and human/child trafficking.  I hope she stays safe! 🙏

1/3/2020 3:31:02 PM americanpetal I hope so.I feel so isolated & alone in mytraumatic experiences as it relates to the Deep State. My husband had very close ties w Whitey Bulger who 

had a corrupt relationship w Robert Mueller He knew RM dirty secrets & was killed 4 it. This planet scares me.

1/3/2020 3:31:29 PM aprilbrown99 Where is Michael? 🤔🤔🤔

1/3/2020 3:31:29 PM freestateojones Right. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1067450932009553920?s=19 …

1/3/2020 3:31:39 PM cosmic_engineer All my intuition can confirm is the timing.  Dobb's object is in full view again.  This cycle goes way back & there is always unrest and violence.

Critical thinking means to not commit fully to any of the theories you prescribe, nor the ones Q does. QAnon follows that code. 🍁

1/3/2020 3:32:34 PM mongrelglory The Beatles were all older...George was the youngest at 17 I believe.  However they, along with the Stones, were supposedly creations of Tavistock, for 

propaganda purposes.  The goal was to alienate youth from older generations and to push recreational drug use.

1/3/2020 3:33:43 PM papadocdolo 💸 in them boxes

1/3/2020 3:34:52 PM hawkgirlinmn So, the drone strike was cutting the head off the snake. He ran Iraq. Shadow Commander. Eye of Ra. I of Ra. Left eye. Marker. Q proof?! Freedom for 

Iran! pic.twitter.com/WbYvGE00uQ

1/3/2020 3:35:03 PM jaded_pearl MOAR Please pic.twitter.com/n0SnaZJ61N

1/3/2020 3:36:00 PM mongrelglory They are the ones who are sadistic voyeurs! 😠  The world needs protection from them!

1/3/2020 3:36:33 PM smokescreensti1 😜 What  can you point to that gave you intuition that didn't come from Q. 

And a psyop that produced a cult following to think that Q has a code other than a Tripcode.

1/3/2020 3:38:24 PM kindeandtrue To imply that we all take delight in their albeit well-deserved humiliation and punishment is insulting.

1/3/2020 3:38:40 PM keith369me  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theatlantic.com/amp/article/323250/ …

1/3/2020 3:39:07 PM mongrelglory She was recently in Vietnam with Julia Roberts raising money for a charity initiative to provide education for girls supposedly. 

https://www.neonrevolt.com/2019/12/22/unravelling-obamas-deep-state-comms-qanon-greatawakening-neonrevolt/ …

1/3/2020 3:39:10 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/IYhvoHwVN2

1/3/2020 3:39:28 PM keith369me Lol

1/3/2020 3:41:45 PM fansblowing3 All these countries were involved in Obama’s shakedown of the U.S. for pallets of cash to Iran and they all split that money??? 😡

1/3/2020 3:42:03 PM mongrelglory They killed hundreds of protestors in Iran recently. 😟

1/3/2020 3:43:18 PM jimfogarty18 They finally concocted a story to convince the masses “what really happened”.  Sadly, that won’t be difficult

1/3/2020 3:43:54 PM jimfogarty18 C_A

1/3/2020 3:44:58 PM mongrelglory [PP]?

Planned Parenthood?

Paul Pelosi Jr?

1/3/2020 3:46:26 PM cosmic_engineer It's outside of that circle.

Dave Dobbs

1/3/2020 3:48:00 PM mongrelglory Yup!  Invited by Obama himself!

1/3/2020 3:49:02 PM cosmic_engineer This isn't some echo chamber like Reddit or Mockingbird Media

We actually think, not parrot, investigate. Admit when we are wrong or uncertain.

Think you landed into a crowd that you've projected something else on to bro

1/3/2020 3:49:29 PM americanpetal PP stands for something else. I forget. I always thought it was Planned Parebthood, which I think at times it is. But, then, I came across the other 

meaning.

1/3/2020 3:50:19 PM mongrelglory Nuclear blackmail!

1/3/2020 3:50:22 PM vrillh The picture was released it's a 5yr old kid...

1/3/2020 3:50:31 PM djlok WH Visitor logs make pictures and articles like this BEAUTY roll out!!!

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7844623/Barack-Obama-welcomed-leader-embassy-attack-White-House.html …

1/3/2020 3:51:11 PM highcraft2 To create an enemy to 'justify' forever-war, ala 1984?

1/3/2020 3:52:30 PM mongrelglory "What funds are used to pay for the goods?"

Pallets of cash (from US taxpayers)?

Human cargo?

Bars of gold looted from countries like Libya and Ukraine?

1/3/2020 3:52:44 PM bubusmc Wrong picture. Like I said, No Name was there during the photo shoot along with a few others. Future proves past. Multiple pictures taken.

1/3/2020 3:53:07 PM jennyfromthelaf Not defending their decorating choices but I think that's Dr. Phil's sons house maybe???

1/3/2020 3:53:21 PM djlok Pearson Publishing?  Think [Obama’s Book Deal] + [Common Core]

1/3/2020 3:54:18 PM djlok I think here was a little teaser... https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7844623/Barack-Obama-welcomed-leader-embassy-attack-White-

House.html …

1/3/2020 3:54:22 PM mongrelglory Exactly! 👆

1/3/2020 3:54:36 PM brianncali  pic.twitter.com/SJSL18CZ2k



1/3/2020 3:57:12 PM smokescreensti1 No it's not outside of it. You're arguing with me over war, acting like like this soon to be war is tolerated. 

Q is selling you and even more catastrophic war with @realDonaldTrump 

While hiding the true information you should be investigating, and not trying to prove Trump's

1/3/2020 3:57:48 PM freeandoriginal One big club, it is all connected.

1/3/2020 3:58:27 PM wahiggins3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I could have sworn that I saw 2 tweet notifications from you just now but when I went to check, the post are not there.  Even the 

notifications are gone from my phone even-though I didn't click it.   ALICE?

1/3/2020 3:59:33 PM momekool1 That has to be treason.

1/3/2020 4:00:28 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome find Michelle. Thank you for sharing. 💥💥💥

1/3/2020 4:00:37 PM momekool1 Who/what are the EO’s?

1/3/2020 4:01:48 PM mongrelglory Suit yourself.  You don't have to watch the show.  As Q has said, you are watching a movie where the script was written a long time ago.  Most viewers 

usually cheer when the bad guy gets defeated.  It doesn't mean the viewers are sadistic.

1/3/2020 4:02:44 PM smokescreensti1 And you're falling for it😂

A fucking psyop. 

I guess it's easier to trick a fool than it is to convince a fool that they've been trick, and fixate on the propaganda when you explain it

You know Q is on the @CIA plan you know that right, that your falling for persona non grata?

1/3/2020 4:03:03 PM smokescreensti1 Orchestrated by the Trump administration.

1/3/2020 4:04:06 PM outerspaaaace It's alright, I agree! It's disturbing for me to watch human suffering as well. I think our part may be comforting those who are disturbed and gently 

bringing truth to them, and not so much in preoccupying ourselves with the mayhem itself. We all have our parts to play!~ 💞

1/3/2020 4:05:35 PM smokescreensti1 All for propaganda and leaking information through Q that was already released by several government agencies and contractors had you known 

where to look. Looks like you're certainly falling for the Rand Corporations Playbook they've been using for getting into ear for decades.😂

1/3/2020 4:07:09 PM mongrelglory I'm not disappointed at all that you asked the question!  There's nothing wrong with wanting financial security.  However, the universe may decide to 

give you abundance in a different way.  My emoji is from the movie the 300.  I'm a Spartan cat. 😜

1/3/2020 4:08:00 PM kindeandtrue Will Q tell you when the movie is over and real life begins? Stay tuned. You might miss the message and stay stuck in the movie theater eating popcorn 

forever.

1/3/2020 4:08:03 PM canciergew This is definately a party house for blackmail.  The egg shape of the swing is rebirth after being “broken”.  Those LEGO like figures are used like the 

teddy bear, for a comforting reinforcement.  

#thesepeoplearesick

1/3/2020 4:08:33 PM smokescreensti1 Also 10% of America, that echoed in the same allied nation we chose to align and work alongside with🤔

Protests in D.C.

Protests in France

Protests in Hong Kong

Ummmm if i continue I can heard the echo as if I were using echolocation to find my way through all you bs excuses😂✌️

1/3/2020 4:10:26 PM nunyabidness99 #Disney

1/3/2020 4:11:20 PM seaofanguish  pic.twitter.com/0tT5KySvi1

1/3/2020 4:11:31 PM ceasarfall31544 Promise ??

1/3/2020 4:11:55 PM smokescreensti1 Support the warcriminal, because Murphy bluffed him into war say he wasn't strong enough.

This isn't like Operation Mockingbird? 

Bill set up Bush

Bush set up Obamad

Obama set up Trump

Trump could have set off WW3 if they retaliate, notice I say and they say RETALIATE😂
1/3/2020 4:12:53 PM flashtoso Wiser ppl KNOW better than your implications & focus on what grads need INSTEAD!!!!

1/3/2020 4:13:04 PM plasticjesus6 Clones are everywhere in politics

1/3/2020 4:13:07 PM kindeandtrue Well said. Thank you. Nice to know some Q people still have humane instincts.

1/3/2020 4:13:10 PM thebird818 What do the purple spirals mean

1/3/2020 4:14:41 PM pfc1975 This is so sad. His crimes are already exposed!  The only problem is the media will not dare inform the flock of sheep!

1/3/2020 4:14:48 PM mongrelglory What implications are you referring to? 🤔

1/3/2020 4:15:58 PM polarissons #Epsteindidntkillhimself

1/3/2020 4:16:01 PM americanpetal That’s it!!!

1/3/2020 4:16:47 PM brad34351293 YAWN!

Projection!

1/3/2020 4:16:58 PM flashtoso Textbook deals are by STATE & DISTRICTS. States choose standards, districts choose textbooks, NOT Feds or Obama!

1/3/2020 4:17:06 PM smokescreensti1 Meaning @realDonaldTrump did a preemptive strike, and now watch @SpeakerPelosi stop impeachment proceedings altogether.

@TulsiGabbard talked @realDonaldTrump out of doing this in an NDAA, only 2 didn't pressure him, funny @TulsiGabbard with @BernieSanders as VP 

I'll say it again.

1/3/2020 4:17:34 PM rachaelangelm Yah 

. 

.

.

.

.
1/3/2020 4:17:43 PM americanpetal Michelle, he’s a bot. Imo 

Look at his profile. 🧐

1/3/2020 4:17:54 PM unidentifiedta1 Ironic with the timing, considering that 45 just assassinated a government official in a country we illegally invaded.

1/3/2020 4:18:46 PM whitelantern6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Would it mean anything it I said to u that I understand there to be a new legal owner of the earth?

1/3/2020 4:18:52 PM lamieret Yep. 🙄

1/3/2020 4:19:02 PM flashtoso Standards like Common Core influence what is taught. Previously schools choose from what publishers offered. About time customers (districts, 

schools) had a say.

Should focus on that and strengthening local control.



1/3/2020 4:19:29 PM brad34351293 &...…… You just outed yourself!

ThankQ.

1/3/2020 4:19:35 PM flashtoso You don't like independent thought & focus on grad needs?

1/3/2020 4:19:57 PM peoplewe2 Here it comes ... 

#SaveTheChildren #PureEVIL #JusticeIsComing

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/sj4wiRqok1

1/3/2020 4:21:22 PM smokescreensti1 And it was a lie about a Syrian Gas Attack, well now it's another lie. If you buy it you probably die. So stand up and confront this sgit with me.

1/3/2020 4:22:14 PM aetherwalker1 People were shocked and appalled when George Lucas had a 'slip' and called Disney "White Slavers" on 60 Minutes.

I believe he fell for the trap and was 'Epstein-ed' into the sale of Lucas Film.

1/3/2020 4:23:04 PM mongrelglory We weren't talking about education.  I think you belong on a different thread. 😉

1/3/2020 4:24:33 PM smokescreensti1 So thank Q for that too😜👌

1/3/2020 4:26:08 PM dharmakaya108 Exactly! The witnesses to the 16th Karmapa's passing attest to that fully. His body was cancer-ridden, yet his mind was clear, sharp & compassionate. 

He died several times, only to return each time to see if the body was still of use. Once he realized it wasn't, he moved on.

1/3/2020 4:26:08 PM mongrelglory He got activated by the words "Common Core".  Why does @Jack create these things?!  Just bizarre!

1/3/2020 4:26:20 PM sseed369 [ Musk ]

1/3/2020 4:26:36 PM flashtoso I responded to David's

"Pearson Publishing?  Think [Obama’s Book Deal] + [Common Core]"

tweet. Seems a distraction to productive efforts.

1/3/2020 4:26:48 PM smokescreensti1 Had they not wipe the two Ammendments and you not just comment the way I expected you to know and just weren't being a reactive bigot you 

would get that right?

Obviously not you outed me oh no, so then what organization am I apart I'd like to know, and I'd like to have that kind

1/3/2020 4:28:04 PM mongrelglory Your programming is faulty, but that's okay.  Hope you have a pleasant evening conversing with yourself. 😘

1/3/2020 4:28:37 PM __jabird__ Look into pedophile symbolism.

1/3/2020 4:29:03 PM susan66388204 Remove a few select bad guys and the world becomes a better place.  I like it✅

1/3/2020 4:29:48 PM smokescreensti1 Of a fucking salary, I make $7/hr and have an uncle who is the director of the Navy Logistics and Defense, I get in contact with him every so often to 

know what he can tip me off about, i get call crazy for warning you three days ahead of nearly every even my just like this one😜

1/3/2020 4:31:13 PM smokescreensti1 All you'd out about is I'm thorough with my fucking research, I'm an independent journalist and philosopher, and I am not afraid to admit when I'm 

wrong.

1/3/2020 4:32:43 PM blsdbe Well done again!!! (Which is why I follow you) pic.twitter.com/8ezPLaVevj

1/3/2020 4:33:17 PM smokescreensti1 Everything I report on can be verified, other than that I'm here to nework to create an organization or reignite the sons of liberty that reports on 

everything and allows everything to be protect in an archive.

And p.s. when the world is supposedly going to hell with its climate

1/3/2020 4:35:41 PM americanpetal I’ve been getting loads of them. 😖

1/3/2020 4:36:04 PM blsdbe So glad you saw this...

1/3/2020 4:36:59 PM nickel_triple  pic.twitter.com/cLCEjAfsaI

1/3/2020 4:41:06 PM terrancongito Rumor has it that all Intel  motherboards since the centrino   chipsets  have 3G (4G/LTE now?) anntenna traces built into the motherboard. All that’s 

needed to read it is to be near a cell tower.

1/3/2020 4:42:50 PM smokescreensti1 The other didnt use Q or a trip code, so hows it projection?

Hows about you read before you leave a bigoted response.

But man I go you to use the !

Why are you so angry, did I set off you programming, am I waking you up that you've been deceived by Trump?

1/3/2020 4:43:01 PM canciergew Jay McGraw married Erica Dahm (edahm is her IG name) in 2006, a Playboy playmate triplet.  Perhaps there were some upgrades?

There was no expense spared on this wedding, every room was transformed if so👇 pic.twitter.com/bWnjVMoQep

1/3/2020 4:43:20 PM raisethevib369 God will reclaim and purify the darkness.

1/3/2020 4:44:45 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.facebook.com/groups/531257203679076/permalink/1530954110376042/ …

1/3/2020 4:46:27 PM smokescreensti1 You've been decide by Q.

 The Platonic method is much more effective than you excuse for a socratic method.

All started with a Com op of god damn hacktivists for the @CIA 

And 10% including you have been psyoped.

You can swap the word around and everything still the same even
1/3/2020 4:46:36 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly...hello ALICE pic.twitter.com/T0dJPlK56H

1/3/2020 4:46:47 PM decodematrix What is smuggled? Kids.

1/3/2020 4:47:14 PM canciergew They proudly display two now.  

Girl & a boy.  

They’re literally a paid for, pitre dish pick your symbolism, I’m for sale life, smh pic.twitter.com/P0o3h5Ajms

1/3/2020 4:47:22 PM smokescreensti1 @FLOTUS plagiarized speeches from @BarackObama administration with Michael's speeches

1/3/2020 4:48:21 PM canciergew Cannot wait until that witch gets what’s coming to her.  

Look at my pinned tweet, she’s pure evil, literally😡

1/3/2020 4:49:15 PM smokescreensti1 And another fool, says the same thing. 

I thought the man earlier had said it's not an echo chamber yet here it is🤣

1/3/2020 4:51:23 PM loricullen8 I think it stands for Executive Orders.

1/3/2020 4:52:16 PM djlok ThanQ!!!

1/3/2020 4:53:48 PM primad57 Looking to traffic children??

1/3/2020 4:55:04 PM cypressbill1980  pic.twitter.com/293x5xw9Vs

1/3/2020 4:56:04 PM gmork_et She doesn't learn! She doesn't know limits!

1/3/2020 4:56:49 PM jeffcordell6 Nice



1/3/2020 4:58:57 PM canciergew So was Obama.

John of God.

Iyanla Van Zandt.

Dr. Oz.

Suzanne Orman.

Toni Morrison.

Gary Zukov.

Martha Stewart.

James Frey.

And many more.

All massaging New Age religion, mental & physical health, psychology, food, money, and politics.

All cons.

Just like her.
1/3/2020 5:02:27 PM bobholmgren1 Bring it on.  We are woke.  ❤️🇺🇸

1/3/2020 5:05:06 PM phreatomagnetic God bless her.  She is a tough and amazing person.

1/3/2020 5:08:29 PM canciergew I thought it was Tuesdays.

Wasn’t Zukov on Wednesdays?

Who knows.

What I do know is...

They all had something in common.

They all have a past in activism.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Zukav 

1/3/2020 5:11:56 PM crisco2377 Which side? The True Israelites or the SABBATEAN/FRANKISTS??? Do some actual research and get back to us

1/3/2020 5:15:38 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

1/3/2020 5:17:40 PM lbf777 Sabastean Frankists.

1/3/2020 5:17:47 PM rachaelangelm Information warfare.

1/3/2020 5:21:57 PM usernamt8ken  https://twitter.com/P0A_Triot23/status/1213257236279107585?s=19 …

1/3/2020 5:22:51 PM thebird818 Ok, i always end up discovering way more than I want,  but nobody likes to see this stuff ..

1/3/2020 5:24:59 PM morfin_paulino @Qanon76 @divulgacionfull @love4thegameAK @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

😂😂😂😎👍💥  https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1213200148135845893 …

1/3/2020 5:26:02 PM zagnett This information was disclosed in Star Trek: The Next Generation Season 7 Episode 12 "The Pegasus" on January 10, 1994.

1/3/2020 5:27:19 PM bodieharding These idiots are acting like enemy combatants to me

1/3/2020 5:28:03 PM wakeywakey2q2q Can you point me towards some teachings of how 3 6 9 is so powerful? Books, videos, I know a Tesla spoke of it... I've looked on YouTube but didnt 

have much luck on actually learning the value... ✝️ ✌️😊

1/3/2020 5:28:45 PM ana070277 🤣😂🤭🤭🤭🤣😂👍✨

1/3/2020 5:28:50 PM bostont68267907 no

1/3/2020 5:33:42 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrt11FCdb8k …

1/3/2020 5:38:14 PM jojoe12299 Is that why he's in a picture with an ankle monitor on?

1/3/2020 5:38:40 PM deanna_danforth We need to stop 5 G  all of this nonsense needs to end.  Very frustrating when a few Evil, sick Greedy Piggies are ruining an entire Populations life. 

People all over the world are suffering.  It needs to End. I pray that we will Make Universal Law that this shit will not happen

1/3/2020 5:39:02 PM djlok FISA goes both ways.

1/3/2020 5:41:01 PM mibmark So in your world Keandre we are done for? No escaping 'the plan'? Should we all acquiesce to this fate or do you have another? What do you suggest?

1/3/2020 5:41:30 PM flashtoso Looks like I responded to a comment out of context with the thread.

1/3/2020 5:43:06 PM toffer_anon_369 LodeStar ?

1/3/2020 5:50:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Close.

1/3/2020 5:55:14 PM qphillypatriot It looks like a watch strap. Ankle monitors can not be legally taken off like a watch

1/3/2020 5:58:50 PM joemullins633 The last person you want to tell is Schumer he's afraid one of his constituents won't vote for him if he agrees to save Americans

1/3/2020 5:59:40 PM toffer_anon_369 Suicide Weekend?

1/3/2020 6:01:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank You JDV

1/3/2020 6:02:09 PM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/G1g7lK7MXZ

1/3/2020 6:02:27 PM yellamoj @samtripoli @TinFoilHatCast love you man.

1/3/2020 6:02:40 PM libertyspring99 Who?

1/3/2020 6:02:50 PM justs0m3dud3 and JCVD

1/3/2020 6:02:54 PM cathydarlene1 Tired of promises.

1/3/2020 6:03:19 PM americanpetal I’m stumped. Who is JVD?

1/3/2020 6:08:51 PM americanpetal A delight in being alive

1/3/2020 6:09:29 PM jaded_pearl No - just an info-maniac. TY

1/3/2020 6:11:07 PM americanpetal Valerie David Jarret?

1/3/2020 6:13:21 PM americanpetal Omg. I’ve got the floor and I’m losing it. I have no idea what this means.

1/3/2020 6:15:43 PM americanpetal Gotta be Iranian related. Imo

1/3/2020 6:15:58 PM djlok 😂😂😂 The World is Watching, I’m glad you felt it.

1/3/2020 6:17:05 PM sweetslr1nonly Funny part I did none of them..

1/3/2020 6:17:43 PM americanpetal 😂🤣 Seriously! What does he mean?

1/3/2020 6:19:22 PM djlok It’ll come to us.  Meanwhile I’m dying laughing over here over our Twitter Kodak Moment... pic.twitter.com/BptTsE0aM4

1/3/2020 6:20:29 PM abstract1dea May it be as you have said

1/3/2020 6:21:15 PM sweetslr1nonly No it ends with 45

1/3/2020 6:22:00 PM americanpetal 😝

1/3/2020 6:22:19 PM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/f9HBIUrYs9

1/3/2020 6:22:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tucker C this evening.

1/3/2020 6:23:07 PM americanpetal Ok, everyone must have been watching Pompeo on Hannity.

1/3/2020 6:23:13 PM webgrifter @p1ng3r

1/3/2020 6:24:06 PM jvan125 I would have said Jeff Van Drew bit the letters are reversed...😭

1/3/2020 6:24:21 PM americanpetal You know. I thought that! I missed his show even though I had it on. 😖😖😖

1/3/2020 6:25:05 PM allahuniversal parents https://twitter.com/photowhitehouse/status/1213248539825979392?s=19 …

1/3/2020 6:25:18 PM wickedmouse369 Jose de Venecia

1/3/2020 6:25:25 PM justwinejosh No one wants war but what if this was to prevent war... pic.twitter.com/5o8SA7VlFY

1/3/2020 6:27:39 PM trumps_all James David Vance pic.twitter.com/T9qR4CeM17

1/3/2020 6:29:23 PM wickedmouse369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 D.E.W?  https://twitter.com/Souria4Syrians/status/1213279373232656384 …



1/3/2020 6:36:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 ON on SH

Remotely Operated Aircraft

"Not Drones"

Think The Other Side

1/3/2020 6:36:01 PM 369palm I think you got an answer

1/3/2020 6:38:01 PM neeneenat Oliver North. Said they were Hell Fire missiles.

1/3/2020 6:40:09 PM carliestar10 Trump sending more troops to the Middle East. 

Only dipshits are buying "keeping America safer" bullish*it!!

No difference from Trump & Obama.

Elite puppets.... #www3

1/3/2020 6:41:33 PM jvan125 Found it!! JD Vance... pic.twitter.com/4uZKQA9pP1

1/3/2020 6:42:47 PM novaxever Doesn’t look like shark bands at all. The object on his ankle has something more to it in depth in front...like a tubular object in front;/ 

pic.twitter.com/bsBXLv1wY4

1/3/2020 6:42:49 PM madscientist @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ https://twitter.com/MadScientist/status/1213289353994223616 …

1/3/2020 6:42:51 PM pixiemagick1 44 everywhere everyday!

1/3/2020 6:44:15 PM keith369me Is it safe to assume that it was a high value target that ultimately will drive peace in Iran and the Middle East?

1/3/2020 6:44:30 PM italianmom555 I will since I have been on a mission to discredit him since the fraud got elected and his Fake family too. Those 2 little girls were birthed by Anita, 

fathered by Marty and pimped out to the Obama's. Mike aka Michelle  and Barak aka Barry Sotero. What kind of people are they.

1/3/2020 6:45:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was said?

1/3/2020 6:46:05 PM abstract1dea All you need is the private key

And when you own both sides of the traffic, you own the key

1/3/2020 6:51:37 PM jvan125 That while the US has been fighting the Middle East for DECADES, that allowed China to grow stronger militarily and otherwise...

1/3/2020 6:51:50 PM pixiesdorule There's meds for that...

1/3/2020 6:52:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempt to protect [44] + Iran.

BS is compromised.

Was he able to fight the election fraud in 2016?

He knew he would never win.

Yet, he still took your money.

Then silenced staffers who were abused.

Then cut their hours after $15/hr pay.

Eastern Europe 1980s Trips?

Compromised. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1213291206756618240 …
1/3/2020 6:56:21 PM lucas2011lions Bern Sanders.

1/3/2020 6:58:12 PM sickfryck How about a resolution preventing Barry from walking down the street?

1/3/2020 6:58:27 PM maryann55935130 Interesting. 🤔

1/3/2020 6:58:44 PM wickedmouse369 5:5

1/3/2020 6:59:03 PM speaakn I certainly hope so and I hope lefties will finally see the light!

1/3/2020 7:00:17 PM americanpetal Thank you!

1/3/2020 7:00:44 PM ratbo43bob They are all screaming like stuck pigs because they know there’s a lot of dirt in the Iran/Iraq issue. They don’t want anyone snooping around. You’re 

going to find out there’s just as much swamp money and  laundering going on through Iran and Iraq as Ukraine.

Ssh, it’s a secret..

1/3/2020 7:01:42 PM realmviolet Now multiple that by more than 2000 years. Pretty clear picture  of a ruthless illusionary system. That enslaved generations and consumed their most 

innocent. Every religious system is infected. Go within and find the truth. It has been there all along. You are the eyes of God.

1/3/2020 7:02:00 PM tamerakjones BS is compromised because everyone know that BHO owns him and blackmail him. They say he likes his women young. Under 16. Some would call him 

a pedq

1/3/2020 7:02:16 PM americanpetal Tucker Carlson should be required tv viewing. Imo 🇺🇸🕊

1/3/2020 7:02:43 PM alight412 Kinda fishy when BS gets bumped and paid off from the lead Demo pres. candidate position and then returns 4 years later for more. His ship has sailed. 

Interesting comment on his staffers "being abused"...

1/3/2020 7:05:16 PM toffer_anon_369 SG-1 S4E2 "The Other Side" Stargate Command is contacted by Alar, a rep. of planet Euronda...  #HeavyWater

1/3/2020 7:05:51 PM vrillh Message over messenger...

1/3/2020 7:06:13 PM giediknight Watching a movie about a water powered car, why was Stan Meyer silenced @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Moon_Rising …

1/3/2020 7:06:38 PM muhmadstone  pic.twitter.com/2dkDuTxgMF

1/3/2020 7:07:48 PM kathie65 Yes we care about all that but killing this bastard is whats happening right now in front of our eyes!

1/3/2020 7:08:09 PM yellamoj @TinFoilHatCast @samtripoli

1/3/2020 7:11:39 PM toffer_anon_369  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LJpRHlsjqQ …

1/3/2020 7:14:48 PM 17_3_161815214 Assange is IN FACT SAFE! what part of WE PROTECT OUR OWN do you NOT UNDERSTAND? Just sit back and Enjoy the Show. Obviously you are at this 

point lost on figuring out what the movie is about..Don't worry, Part 2 happens in 2021

1/3/2020 7:15:22 PM terrigraf1 Ooooh @BernieSanders,... You're in trouble!! 😂😂😂

1/3/2020 7:16:52 PM 17_3_161815214 psst, over here..Don't tell anyone....THEY ARE ALL IN TROUBLE..shh..Keep it a secret.

1/3/2020 7:21:32 PM marzhanel He was a major reason for the #demexit.  No Back Bone.   All talkie talkie

He is a Globalist Puppet now.  Globalists are not our friends.

1/3/2020 7:23:17 PM terrigraf1 👍👍LOL😂

1/3/2020 7:25:28 PM honorbound1974 Joe Di Genova y'all. 

Mystery solved😀

1/3/2020 7:26:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 By design. https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/03/health/flu-week-52/index.html …

1/3/2020 7:26:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 The World is Watching. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/01/with-a-war-against-iran-brewing-dont-listen-to-the-hawks-who-lied-us-into-

iraq/ …

1/3/2020 7:26:41 PM scolesmel It’s cnn🤷♀️, is it worth reading??

1/3/2020 7:27:24 PM decodematrix These people are sick!

1/3/2020 7:28:49 PM light_fighter_g fear pr0n.  Don't do it guise...

resist the shot

1/3/2020 7:28:56 PM qanonlove Elderberry syrup.....natural anti-viral, immune system booster



1/3/2020 7:30:16 PM gregmar72901668 Hate the flu

You literally can move without wanting to barf

Had it a long time ago 

Want to keep it in the past

Don’t like the shots

I have a trust issue with what’s in them

Just eat healthy 

Drink LOTS of vit C 

Build up immune system 

That’s it

You’ll be fine
1/3/2020 7:30:46 PM kalamojakka What do these graphs represent?

1/3/2020 7:30:52 PM duncanskinner6 CDC or WHO?

1/3/2020 7:32:04 PM april99341937 Think pharma? Think chem trails? Think of food? Think of who is controlling all of this? THINK! WE CANNOT GIVES ANSWERS BECAUSE THEN IT MY 

OPINION! THE CHOICE TO KNOW HAS ALWAYS been IN FRONT OF YOU?

1/3/2020 7:32:11 PM kidge6 Yes. And pau d’arco is also anti viral. Good for tea.

1/3/2020 7:32:40 PM mml111mml111 Infection efficacy.

1/3/2020 7:33:08 PM state1union Per Bush.., crimes against humanity to be announced

1/3/2020 7:33:14 PM rachaelangelm Quite down Jr, this isn’t Desert Astor.

1/3/2020 7:33:49 PM kidge6 Who’s design? Patriots in control?

1/3/2020 7:34:12 PM quentinjay2 This is the problem I have. If we are in control. Why are we still dealing with these problems?

1/3/2020 7:34:14 PM girlawakeinca Time to dismantle the pharma cabal & dose them with their own medicine. Literally. pic.twitter.com/oSxnChu2ae

1/3/2020 7:35:02 PM ethereal_shaman I like 🔥cider as well (Rosemary Gladstar's recipe).

1/3/2020 7:36:01 PM obladioroblada Don't believe them.... 

They said the same thing in 1976 with the swine flu and many came-down with Guillain-Barré Syndrome or 'GBS'

1/3/2020 7:36:17 PM himmelberg_rob Holistic, Natural remedies. A human body is amazing. Just feed it!

1/3/2020 7:38:31 PM speaakn This was an excellent article, but it sure is a sad story.

1/3/2020 7:39:42 PM brd369  pic.twitter.com/MdkB5qMdBR

1/3/2020 7:40:11 PM qanonlove oh yes, fire cider is lovely for symptoms, but elderberry is a great preventative

1/3/2020 7:40:48 PM eserenity2 Yep 😑

1/3/2020 7:40:52 PM pleasantlysurly Wash your hands a lot. Use those disinfectant wipes every time you go to the supermarket. Don't get flu shots! I haven't had one over 30 years, and 

I've never regretted it.

1/3/2020 7:42:31 PM jeezy_pe no pun intended.

1/3/2020 7:42:53 PM allahuniversal MG's friendly fire @ WaPo? pic.twitter.com/rdsv5jdGD1

1/3/2020 7:44:26 PM jacknifejeff Meds? There is no drug to fix reality. It’s her life, we are just living in it... pic.twitter.com/Y3zoD0tEVL

1/3/2020 7:44:55 PM iknow04042015 China continuing to grow its economy at home expand its reach in Latin America, Caribbean... even Heartland of the United States! JDV - "We know 

They are (China) Planting various Infrastructure and Economic Institutions..Africa, Asia." My Top Guess Ship Yards, Farms & Medical.

1/3/2020 7:46:07 PM carroll_322 Colloidal Silver

Allicin C

Both anti viral, bacterial, fungal and cancer.

Get em at your local mom n pop health food store

1/3/2020 7:46:49 PM carroll_322 To many items to dismantle all at once.

Take the heads of the hydra simultaneously 

The body will rot after.

1/3/2020 7:47:02 PM canada_rj Get a Dr Hulda Clark Zapper!!  It Kills all bacteria, Germs, parasites,Fungus and viruses!!! It Works...I use the All in One Zapper & zap all my food, water 

& self!   My review is pending.  It explains how I utilize this Zapper!! https://www.yourhealthbydesign.com/ultimate-all-in-one-zappicator/ …

1/3/2020 7:47:34 PM mml111mml111 It works by shuffling the genome of deadly flu strains till you get an even more deadly one. Work is being done under the guise of making a universal 

vaccine.The research was banned because of its dangerous potential many places including the US till the O admin lifted the ban.

1/3/2020 7:49:00 PM manifest_utopia Licorice root helps prevents viruses from replicating. Use Licorice root chips in herbal tea, &/or can add licorice root powder to a smoothie. (I use 1/2 

tsp.)

1/3/2020 7:51:35 PM c61466289 Had the flu this year. Still not 100% 2 months later. It’s a bad one. I get a really bad flu about once every  10 years.

1/3/2020 7:53:31 PM callwinning Seems light

1/3/2020 7:55:04 PM pixiesdorule Oprah.

1/3/2020 7:56:02 PM crt14361013 ✔

1/3/2020 7:59:17 PM otis_mosley gates,Big Pharma,and evil globalist .We are lab rats to them...last year this hit us hard. They will keep spiking meds for there Agenda.

1/3/2020 8:03:12 PM rifflemonica It’s a bad one. My husband had it for almost two weeks. My grandson is 6 and it’s going on a week. He’s so weak and pale. Still with a fever. Now my 

daughter has it and she’s really sick. They must have been exposed to someone with the flu shot.

1/3/2020 8:03:49 PM like_neo It seems as though they say that every year. Gotta keep the fear alive.

1/3/2020 8:07:32 PM manifest_utopia Yes, they do. Especially the past few years. Flu shot marketing scam. Clearing the toxins out of the body is a much better way to boost the immune 

system.

1/3/2020 8:07:36 PM rifflemonica God save our children! Please stop this evil!

1/3/2020 8:07:37 PM powersawer  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgO4CTyTPCk …

Timestamp [5:45 - 5:50] ..

"US special forces have been fighting in Yemen, Pakistan, Nigher.. Who knows where ALICE"

Misspelling?

1/3/2020 8:09:09 PM kalamojakka  https://nwo.fandom.com/wiki/CDC%E2%80%94If_you_talk,_you_die …

1/3/2020 8:10:04 PM mml111mml111 Good thing I don't 'work' for them.

1/3/2020 8:10:45 PM curseca Ditto. Head spinning.

1/3/2020 8:10:56 PM rifflemonica This is a tough one. Very sad.

1/3/2020 8:10:59 PM plasticjesus6 Go make us a sandwich while Trump does work luv lol

MAGA

1/3/2020 8:14:09 PM kalamojakka Would you recommend a flu shot to anyone ever?



1/3/2020 8:14:58 PM georgeedwardca4 @StormIsUponUs

@POTUS

@PMOIndia

@KremlinRussia_E

@AbeShinzo

@ObamaMalik

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@infinitechan

@NSAGov

@LionelMedia pic.twitter.com/Rd7HzMjhyA
1/3/2020 8:17:01 PM mml111mml111 No.  The immune system is a programable thing and the vaccines they sell you are setting you up to be more susceptible to the species ender 

pandemic flu.

1/3/2020 8:17:28 PM my2sonznme Are you saying you don’t trust Tiffany?

1/3/2020 8:19:58 PM trollingmockin1 For those of you confused, this is POTUS literally striking the deep state with missiles

1/3/2020 8:20:44 PM electricuniver6 Watch amazon prime... ET contact... They are here. By caroline cory

1/3/2020 8:21:35 PM melanieanders7 Who needs the kids when you have adrenochrome? Red Cross takes blood. Someone else provides the kids. Red Cross can hold the chrome and 

transport it as “plasma”. Lucky guess?

1/3/2020 8:22:09 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/yEQXFYF0gB

1/3/2020 8:22:36 PM drbohammer Yes. By design.

1/3/2020 8:24:36 PM kalamojakka thank you. Recently waking to big pharma, this is this 1st year I’ve refused one. 

🧐Interestingly also the 1st time I’ve not had a cold nor jacked up sinuses

1/3/2020 8:25:22 PM melanieanders7 Is he..? Human?

1/3/2020 8:25:41 PM kalamojakka Literally sick! So sick 🤮🤡

1/3/2020 8:26:45 PM mikemustachio  https://twitter.com/i/status/1213193480295636993 …

1/3/2020 8:27:27 PM mml111mml111 Cut your sugar, starch and grain intake and your imune system and joints will thank you.

Inflamation is a killer.

1/3/2020 8:29:39 PM kalamojakka Thanks a billion! 👍🏻

1/3/2020 8:30:47 PM kirkwood_brian 911

1/3/2020 8:33:08 PM jebsmirk Yrs ago got a flu shot....got the flu. 

B4 I was redpilled 

Never again.

1/3/2020 8:33:33 PM vexintello Pure Oregano oil. Everytime I feel something, 3 drops in orange juice once a day, never gets bad.

1/3/2020 8:35:52 PM jebsmirk Tell them how AIDS was created. Saw a thread recently about SV40 but dont have link, sorry.

1/3/2020 8:36:01 PM 1crazy_toaster We'll be fine. Take some collodial silver or Olbas. No fear.

1/3/2020 8:41:42 PM n2zyk Must be an extra strong dose of poison in this year's vacines

1/3/2020 8:42:48 PM wallyayottejr Doesn’t this still allow the President to use the force without Congress’  approval?  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Authorization_for_Use_of_Military_Force_Against_Iraq_Resolution_of_2002 …

1/3/2020 8:47:04 PM brad34351293 Because people still get the flu shot.

1/3/2020 8:50:04 PM mongrelglory And raise funds while they were at it! 😠

1/3/2020 8:51:38 PM agent_v0 3. Beginning. 6. Middle. 9. End.

1/3/2020 8:51:56 PM agent_v0 Future = past+present

1/3/2020 8:52:13 PM agent_v0 Notice “equals”

1/3/2020 8:52:18 PM twelvebcharlie1 Disease did exist before these assholes weaponized it.

1/3/2020 8:53:16 PM teresaalmond Well let's dismantle "something" already

1/3/2020 8:53:39 PM mongrelglory Too much stage make-up.

1/3/2020 8:53:55 PM drachenvogel True encryption is clearly possible.  The problems is ensuring a secure environment prior to and after the encryption step.  There are so many holes in 

the systems at this point that encryption per se is only half the battle. Crypto libs have bugs, keys are hard to guard... etc

1/3/2020 8:54:02 PM twelvebcharlie1 I thought you were Dave Rubin at first.

1/3/2020 8:54:26 PM brad34351293 Tulsi=[DS] asset.

You R the 'account' that went on a rant!?!?!?

Good luck in your endeavors.

1/3/2020 8:55:14 PM pixiemagick1 What about 44 / 444?

1/3/2020 8:55:56 PM twelvebcharlie1 A bunch of people caught a bug right around Christmas and New Years this year.

1/3/2020 8:58:09 PM brad34351293 Guess you missed the fact the Persian people were protesting their Gov.

The Persian people were as free as America in values before the [DS] Mullah take over in 1979.

Who is TRIGGERED?????

KEK

1/3/2020 8:59:23 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs 

Have any of you guys seen this video on "Looking Glass" or "Stargate" or "Time Travel". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xT6fcm4V1o&feature=emb_logo …

1/3/2020 8:59:29 PM melissagouin1 Jewish Gematria 

939 = The Holy Spirit pic.twitter.com/LKtSajDv7C

1/3/2020 9:00:54 PM trumplash Do you have a link

1/3/2020 9:02:03 PM mongrelglory So the recent aggressive flu outbreak in Taiwan was more than a coincidence? 🤨  It had people worried about the return of SARS.

1/3/2020 9:02:59 PM pilgrimstar  https://twitter.com/i/status/1213311973657464832 …

1/3/2020 9:03:25 PM elijahqdust Mom is that you?

1/3/2020 9:03:44 PM brad34351293 Drunken rant much?

If you want to be taken seriously, please write coherent sentences. It will help your ANTI-Q cause.... NOT!

KEK

1/3/2020 9:04:01 PM pilgrimstar thats a video from Canada of the same lights over Iraq

1/3/2020 9:05:05 PM hoffman11my But of course. The new weaponized flu strain is out. Who owns the patent on that one? Flu shots are ineffective, take Vitamin C, magnesium, 

Elderberry, and wash your hands.

1/3/2020 9:07:51 PM quentinjay2 I don't get the flu shot and usually don't get sick. I have been sick two years in a row with a 2 week flu. I'm just asking. I trust the plan. I just want to not 

feel like I'm gonna die.



1/3/2020 9:07:52 PM brad34351293 I thought Buzzfeed would pay you better than that.

Poor, poor,nephew of Navy L&D.

You do realize the Navy is heavily a part of the formerly Secret Space Program, AKA [Deep State]

Keep it coming.

1/3/2020 9:08:09 PM mongrelglory After many years of being vegetarian, I started the keto diet over 6 months ago and started eating meat and fish again.  No sugar or bread/pasta.  I've 

had ulcerative colitis for many years and this is the best it's ever been!  Total remission with the keto diet!

1/3/2020 9:09:39 PM imbigdaddymatty Bet my life on the fact that this will be blamed on Trump

1/3/2020 9:10:18 PM brad34351293 AMEN

I got 1, because my parents badgered me a couple years ago.

Low & behold I get very sick twice in a month.

1/3/2020 9:12:29 PM lbf777 Who’s design? Trump and Netanyahu?

1/3/2020 9:13:10 PM qanon84  https://youtu.be/g18MvKDQebs  pic.twitter.com/fJAawSHtnm

1/3/2020 9:14:02 PM brad34351293 So.... The C_A is responsible for Q is YOUR Narrative?

Is this the same CIA that has been doing it's best to Control/Take down #POTUS45 since before he was elected?

Shaking my head.

1/3/2020 9:15:34 PM mml111mml111 The sooner people realize the dietary guidelines were weaponized to hurt the USA, to steal your life's savings and keep you sick and docile the sooner 

we get out of this mess of a 'health care system' we have.

1/3/2020 9:15:38 PM mongrelglory I have read that the Khazarian Mafia/Rothschilds had promised the leadership in China that they could be the next "global empire" after the American 

Empire was destroyed and stripped of all its wealth.

1/3/2020 9:18:38 PM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

1/3/2020 9:20:00 PM mongrelglory I would imagine the proverbial sh_t hitting the fan in a public way. 😉

Corey Goode says the major arrests will happen in the spring and that it will bring some civil unrest with Antifa groups trying to cause trouble. 🤷♀️

1/3/2020 9:20:41 PM patousada They just follow orders. Nothing but pawns.

1/3/2020 9:23:55 PM luvsweetluv5 They say that literally every year.

1/3/2020 9:24:31 PM smokescreensti1 I suggest unifying against war mongers all the atrocious pedophiles, I suggest we dont just make a war criminal a saint when he's turning his back on 

you.

He's started WW3 with Iran and treats it like a plan you should follow. 

I suggest you don't fall for the FFs propaganda

1/3/2020 9:26:31 PM smokescreensti1 And you actually take a step up to the both of them and hold their feet to the fire, Q to Public Expose themselves to end the confusion and divisions, I 

suggest you stop Trump now. THE Iranian democracy voted for all American troops to leave, so he sends 4000 more. Do you get it?

1/3/2020 9:27:51 PM malengateacher ✅✅

1/3/2020 9:28:22 PM asdasd26700831 Scare tactic or actual deployment of virus / how?

1/3/2020 9:28:43 PM decodematrix SARS is a genetically engineered virus designed by the cabal specifically to target Asian people. Depopulation.

1/3/2020 9:28:51 PM dana76903962 My mom got GBS from the shot. Very sick for a long time.

1/3/2020 9:29:11 PM smokescreensti1 And no, this worlds not done for, but humans like to commit genocides on its own species for a transhumanist agenda, one I wish all of you would 

realize Q fasts tracks you to Agenda2021, so did Russiagate, Spygate, Pedogate was taken too damn lightly which accelerated shit more.

1/3/2020 9:29:32 PM malengateacher ✅✅

1/3/2020 9:31:47 PM smokescreensti1 I tell you we all have a fighting chance when you abandon the psyop and fight against both sides for peace in humanity.

Stop racism.

Stop the bigotry.

Stop the influencing factors of our culture that kill our kids or set them on terrible paths to grow up along. 

Protest Wars.🤔

1/3/2020 9:34:14 PM jdmichels BFD

1/3/2020 9:34:35 PM smokescreensti1 A DS asset, seems to be the only democratic candidate to not collaborate on impeachment with the Democrats. 

Seems to be 1 of 2 that gave Ammendments that would have stopped Teflon @realDonaldTrump to commit a genocide on foreign land killing one of 

their leaders where they will

1/3/2020 9:36:36 PM cstarr888 This is BS because there are no commercially available foods that r completely free of contamination even organic. 

Even growing your own food u need access to clean air, sun, good water & good soil. Even hydroponic can't completely replicate healthy soil 

components.

🖕🌎ists🙏💖

1/3/2020 9:37:18 PM mike99995 Board tether on the left for sure

1/3/2020 9:37:57 PM smokescreensti1 Retaliate. 

What's next [CFR]asset?

Seeing as she has the highest TS Clearance and wants a true end to regime takeovers like what's going on is Iran then Iraq do you not get this.

Trump [Coopted DS] Codename [Mogul] Approached and joined in Aug 2017

But while you looked every

1/3/2020 9:39:46 PM smokescreensti1 Other place at every other person. And his collaboration with the Mockingbirds and state department CIA agents man you dont get what's true 

anymore do you?

You cant tell you along with 10% of Americans are being psyoped and brainwashed to try and deify Teflon @realDonaldTrump

1/3/2020 9:40:19 PM remarkablebob Big Pharma has to move their inventory...is there anything nefarious added to the vaccines? What is the agenda?

1/3/2020 9:41:53 PM smokescreensti1 Even in a preemptive strike, zero approval, uses propaganda to his advantage, and yeah can you explain how no ones groomed for it. And don't imply 

Trump wasn't I will fucking point to his grandfather, his fucking father, and all his illegal foreign deals a few of which landed him



1/3/2020 9:44:26 PM joinna6 From the sky.. WTF. Why are Chem-trails still allowed to spray?!?!???!! We have been THOUSANDS of miles.. and  we see them Every where..

1/3/2020 9:45:17 PM smokescreensti1 Bankrupt.

Nancy and Trump have been working together, it's still qui pro quo, in fact more than ever and Q is manipulating you and as many as possible to reelect 

the fool that will purposely launch WW3 intact he may have already done so for 1 person. Hard to clean up America

1/3/2020 9:46:21 PM joinna6 ChemTrails have increased 10x, since impeachment hearings

1/3/2020 9:48:54 PM smokescreensti1 Jesus Christ you've never been educated on the Seven CIAs? 

And you're shaking your head at me?🤣👌

1/3/2020 9:53:59 PM drbohammer Agreed. That’s why an architectural and algorithmic overhaul was in order. I can encrypt and authenticate processes and IPC. This changes everything

1/3/2020 9:54:32 PM thebetamasta Least corrupt of all remaining Ds?

1/3/2020 9:55:16 PM brad34351293 Wow, You figured it all out.

This is a great account to get people kicked off twatter.

Using the Autistic card. Shameful

Why don't you #HillaryismyPresident

KEK
1/3/2020 9:55:45 PM smokescreensti1 Drone was shot down😂

Still want to keep it going?

Trump's there illegally anyhow, and if he doesn't leave WW3 WILL BE HIS & Qs FAULT, Iran's democracy had voted for all American troops to leave, 

they want US to be deconstructed, and if this happens again they'll retaliate and

1/3/2020 9:55:57 PM smokescreensti1 Declare war.

1/3/2020 9:56:17 PM mongrelglory Yes, we suffered from it here in Toronto during its first appearance on the global stage.  The majority of deaths were in people with Asian or Filipino 

background!

1/3/2020 9:56:24 PM smokescreensti1 Do you not get that Iraq is after Iran?

1/3/2020 9:57:39 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1213122390634438656?s=20 …

1/3/2020 9:59:44 PM smokescreensti1 Actually not the case at all, but leave it to a bigot to actually insult me on having an ASD it's Asperger's syndrome and I wouldn't want you damn pity, 

that's one thing people typically dont know about me, sorry I'm transparent and aren't an 8Cunt like the rest of the MKUs Sheep

1/3/2020 10:02:21 PM mml111mml111 Eat what you are made of.  Protein, fat, water and trace minerals.

1/3/2020 10:03:00 PM brad34351293 OK, this is a similar MSM narrative of the Kurds are getting slaughtered.

WW3 you say.

I say BS.

Take care with your trash.

1/3/2020 10:03:16 PM smokescreensti1 But you want her as your president damn I want Tulsi  and Bernie to primary together and 

But sad that you see true socialists that are running and mistake them as DS tools.

1/3/2020 10:06:00 PM brad34351293 HAHAHAHAHAHA.

That is projection!!!!!!

OMG are you a liberal.

Goodbye.  Very cute, trying to get me to actually insult you.

HAHAHAHAHA
1/3/2020 10:07:20 PM smokescreensti1 Not really I'm tired of a leader that would rather suck MIC dick instead of stand up since he got coopted in 2017.

You wonder why he likes 17 so much? It's the year he officially got in the club. 

And I'm being Anti-War, sad that the 21 year old has his head screwed on better👏

1/3/2020 10:07:34 PM 21oplato Bank fraud dismissal payoff & a $600,00 beach house?

1/3/2020 10:09:06 PM smokescreensti1 You are literally arguing for war now!😮

Wow😂😂😂

Not a good look, Trumps codename is Mogul do your research and uh report back before you want to lecture me on 'the plan'

1/3/2020 10:12:32 PM smokescreensti1 Not a liberal pal. I'm me, I don't vote. I don't choose a side of the aisle, I use the intelligence and morality like a true fucking leader and I dont fold like 

your precious Trump. 

I'm president and Ralph Nader tries to insult me I punch him in the face, I don't start WW3.🤣👌

1/3/2020 10:13:02 PM 21oplato He has been sounding very Neville Chamberlain/xenophobic the past 2 days? Totally ignoring Who were killed & captured's crimes. Brought in a Col. & 

a bomb tech.🤭

1/3/2020 10:13:09 PM smokescreensti1 Ps I'm an Independent, because I'm not a sheep like you👏 🤣

1/3/2020 10:15:43 PM 21oplato Red Crescent?

1/3/2020 10:16:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Robot Priests Are Changing Human Religion | OneZero https://onezero.medium.com/how-robot-priests-will-change-human-spirituality-

913a19386698 …

1/3/2020 10:16:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Malibu wants to ban all pesticides. The state of California says that's against the law https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2019-12-29/malibu-rat-

poison-wildlife-ordinance …

1/3/2020 10:17:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 01:17

1/3/2020 10:18:25 PM nam0t4m I liked it better when people worshiped Satan analog

1/3/2020 10:18:28 PM cryptogamer11 Jan 17 🤔

1/3/2020 10:18:48 PM pomeinnz 9

1/3/2020 10:19:02 PM nockaimrelease TOD!



1/3/2020 10:19:35 PM brad34351293 Why was a Typhoid problem reported about last year?

Looks like Gavin wants to be the focal point of another Plague!

Marshal law...……………….

1/3/2020 10:19:36 PM motiv8tion2 😞

1/3/2020 10:20:26 PM cindywo77865001 One in bracelets? 🙏

1/3/2020 10:21:05 PM whiteloverose Local time Sweden ... plus an extra 7 from the level of battery, making it 777 😁 💓 pic.twitter.com/wVIXc4VIxw

1/3/2020 10:22:35 PM smokescreensti1 I think you've been #Pysoped by #Q and @realDonaldTrump to support a regime change takeover of Iran, and that's not good with 10% of Americans 

caught in the same fucking psyop. 

Just wait it Goes Iran, Iraq, Civil Unrest, and WW3 will be here in no time if you people dont change

1/3/2020 10:23:06 PM 21oplato Wireshark on steroids,....HHmmm!🤔

1/3/2020 10:23:16 PM smokescreensti1 Like the Looney Lefties, Q followers are typically Radical Righties.

1/3/2020 10:25:56 PM raisingdabar3 ???

1/3/2020 10:28:11 PM momwestside Q said Something Big is coming.  I see Soleimani as 2020 domino #1.  I see taking out Shibl Al-Zaidi as domino #2.  I think Big=lots of dominos in 2020 or 

Big=2020.

1/3/2020 10:29:42 PM mibmark He, I guess you mean Trump? I don't think he wants a war! Of course I don't know. But I agree the pedos. I think Trump is responsible for the capture of 

many of them. Certainly under his administration many more than priors. I am aware of the FFs...the Climate Calamity as No1

1/3/2020 10:31:34 PM 21oplato "In chaos there is opportunity." 

-Sun Tzu

Yesterday was a 'Zero Day' exploit from Lebanon to Iran. It was not officially used.🤔

True 3, 6 & 9 is harmony, all & nothing at once.

1/3/2020 10:31:46 PM rachaelangelm I’d be ok with a robot priest

1/3/2020 10:32:31 PM sdane8 😂😂😂

1/3/2020 10:34:50 PM mibmark I agree...but this cant happen overnight. And who will do it? The corruption is deep. All the way to the top. For this to be done requires a long term 

plan...and a very cunning one. I hope the President has such a plan and the support to see it through.

1/3/2020 10:34:56 PM hgraceq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/3/2020 10:38:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

We told you something BIG is coming.

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1213342722549075968 …

1/3/2020 10:40:06 PM hgraceq ❤️💜💙💚💛🧡

1/3/2020 10:40:48 PM 1_decided_voter What BIG something does this blackout represent?

1/3/2020 10:40:53 PM mibmark It's possible that Qanon is a LARP. But I do not see another hope for us. The threat is of course is that if it is we are almost certainly lost. I am an 

optimist in the midst of all this doom and gloom. I believe in Trump and in Qanon and in that goal. #NOnwo

1/3/2020 10:42:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scheduled maintenance on sensors.

Data is meaningless beyond that point.

Signature was to inform you source.

Enjoy the show...

1/3/2020 10:44:16 PM smokescreensti1 You dont see how you can protest and boycott in a system created so you can do just that and when it even went as far as allowing you to have the 

right to revolution if it strayed from due to corruption?

It's common Sense and I keep seeing so many psyoped into things I hate it😂

1/3/2020 10:44:28 PM americanpetal I noticed the blackout yesterday. Still don’t understand.

1/3/2020 10:44:52 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/MTZNAmHBv8

1/3/2020 10:44:52 PM nickcpace1 Well obviously it is not a natural occurrence. Must be some sort of sub system that is controllable by humans.

1/3/2020 10:46:03 PM americanpetal I did notice that whenever it was whiter, I felt better.

1/3/2020 10:46:19 PM smokescreensti1 Oh and https://twitter.com/LeeCamp/status/1213041230621360128?s=19 …

1/3/2020 10:47:03 PM cledrordfishing I read the thread but I don't understand what I'm supposed to be grasping. 

What does this mean?

1/3/2020 10:47:39 PM mibmark Both sides? I don't know who you mean. Yes, stop all those things. But how? Millions upon millions of us marched worldwide to stop the first Gulf 

War...and yet. And wars since but still.... Are you advocating rebellion? This is war! There is a plan in place. #TheGreatAwakening

1/3/2020 10:48:13 PM sdane8 Why are you here?

1/3/2020 10:49:04 PM havealohabepono Would you possibly be able to point me in a direction to look into this further, please?  🙏 I’m so lost in this new journey...but I am trying to catch up.

1/3/2020 10:49:35 PM chrisfr95077410 Yeah...I don’t get it?

1/3/2020 10:49:37 PM americanpetal So, 17hr blackout was to let us know it was MJ, Q. ?

1/3/2020 10:51:22 PM sdane8 It's likely their main source of income.

1/3/2020 10:51:40 PM untietounite Here’s an idea:

Deal with the homeless encampments and overall filth since less food for pests results in less need for pesticides.

Is that too complicated for those in charge in California to comprehend?

1/3/2020 10:51:46 PM smokescreensti1 A plan that includes this? pic.twitter.com/vFOLVtkOq1

1/3/2020 10:52:14 PM americanpetal Let me guess, has to do with the preemptive strike on Iran. Maybe more was taking out than the leader.?

1/3/2020 10:53:05 PM americanpetal taken*

1/3/2020 10:53:17 PM fornodan Think theyre giving out radio frequencies and times to make contact??

My guess is in the 3.***mhz range

1/3/2020 10:53:22 PM mibmark Of course we can protest & boycott...we have done so but with little effect so far. I'm not sure that the system will allow it for much longer...Chinese 

for example have no chance now. We are at a crux in time...I think it has reached do or die for us. #WWG1WGA

1/3/2020 10:54:24 PM smokescreensti1 Iran, then Iraq, that is if WW3 hasn't been declared by then, but he's definitely trying to spark a flame to fruition. And then theres not any turning back. 

P.s. The Great Awakening comes after TheGrandDeception in all prophecies and all past civilizations that had innovated.

1/3/2020 10:55:34 PM chendrickskw Bad energy/control grid going down? Hope we all start to feel better! 😁

1/3/2020 10:55:36 PM rachaelangelm I felt bored and sick to my stomach.

1/3/2020 10:56:37 PM smokescreensti1 Really your protesting? What important issues?

What all and who all have you boycotted?

Because we need a level that reaches the Sons of Liberty and right now.



1/3/2020 10:59:29 PM 21oplato All the emails in the article are moot. https://dcwhispers.com/doh-did-you-know-theres-a-treaty-between-the-usa-ukraine-regarding-cooperation-for-

prosecuting-crimes/ …

1/3/2020 10:59:42 PM freeandoriginal 🙏 will shake many #GreatAwakening

1/3/2020 11:00:11 PM smokescreensti1 I was here to explain what zero delta meant to someone them idiots began to troll and now I've answering peoples questions?

Furthermore I have the right of assembly, so I I can be here, why the fuck not?😂

I'm bored in a car on the way visit family in Philadelphia and I'm not

1/3/2020 11:00:33 PM enomai_ I just want some sleep.

1/3/2020 11:00:37 PM integratedwebuk Anything to do with the object that was viewable near the moon?

1/3/2020 11:00:52 PM mibmark Of course you may be right. But I disagree. I believe the challenges to the plan come randomly and must be met as they arise. Iraq...Iran...that time is 

now. War is not the goal...elimination of #deepstate is. TheGrandDeception has been for centuries & #TheGreatAwakening is NOW.

1/3/2020 11:01:04 PM antarantanka HA!  I could make all kinds of inappropriate sarcasm out of that, but I’d probably regret it later!

1/3/2020 11:01:26 PM mongrelglory That says a lot about "Religion".  This is the trans-humanism agenda, which is anti-spirituality.

1/3/2020 11:02:12 PM smokescreensti1 The one driving so I thought why not warning normies and sheep about different topics to see if they'll wake up and think of what really works vs 

protesting behind a screen. 

What about you?

1/3/2020 11:02:35 PM asdasd26700831 The only weird thing that I felt.. I remembered Obama giving Iran $1.5 billion in cash..why did it become 1.7 billion?

1/3/2020 11:02:43 PM hgraceq SR freq is resonating with our brain waves-theta, alpha, beta, gamma. We feel the effects of the ionospheric energy bursts too. For energy sensitives, 

plasmic excitations or energy disturbances may be felt/sensed -can “feel” geomagnetic storms or incoming photonic energies.

1/3/2020 11:04:02 PM wmturner6  pic.twitter.com/jJnSXuj4DO

1/3/2020 11:04:05 PM ptamait "Early Sat. morn Jan. 4 a strong display of Quadrantid meteors is likely for Europe and N. America. Meteors appear to radiate from a spot on the sky 

midway between the head of Draco, the dragon, and the last star on the handle of the Big Dipper. " http://space.com 

1/3/2020 11:05:24 PM ynfthoth Doubtful. #YNFT #memesdaily #Memes pic.twitter.com/gp2sYCQ2gC

1/3/2020 11:05:59 PM smokescreensti1 It may not be the goal because theres not a goalpost, have you noticed that theres never a goalpost. Just a small amoubt cryptology analysis  The 

posters are working in the state department for the CIA, three prominent hacktivists were out. 

But I respect your perspective.

1/3/2020 11:06:44 PM mibmark I protest daily. Fulltime. I boycott also. Fulltime. I believe we have a wonderful future to realise and to manifest and I am working toward that end. 

Fulltime. I remain positive & I avoid negative. I believe in us.

1/3/2020 11:06:47 PM ynfthoth ME NEITHER. #YNFT #Memes #memesdaily #memes2020 pic.twitter.com/7FxjnT8M1O

1/3/2020 11:07:55 PM mml111mml111 Out sourcing our 'moral slavery' to machines.  What will they think of next?

Just say no to to Robo-chomo.

1/3/2020 11:08:41 PM alight412 I picked up on a "hum" sound earlier today and for some reason I checked out the Schuman Res meter today. Prob no connection but weird that this 

content pops up.

1/3/2020 11:08:41 PM hgraceq Every second, a multitude of pulses travel around the world in a unique, resonant chamber between🌎& the ionosphere, sending colluding signals to 

all microorganisms. These signals couple us to the Earth’s magnetic field.

SR freq=🌎heartbeat

The constant=7.83HZ until recently

1/3/2020 11:08:48 PM smokescreensti1 But if this continues there will be no goals other than war. And that's because the MIC puppeteers his movements, and have been since 2017 when he 

agreed, every once and a while theres a little pushback other than that he's ramped conflicts up, and we're terrorizing a country now

1/3/2020 11:09:33 PM hgraceq  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

1/3/2020 11:09:39 PM _doozier_ plz sir, what are "Sensors"? what sort of maintenance? are we NOT switching timelines?

1/3/2020 11:09:47 PM mongrelglory I thought California was against plastic straws, and in favour of "environmental protection" with refusing to clear underbrush from power lines.  They 

sure aren't consistent with their policies are they? 🤨  Unless their policies are about population control...

1/3/2020 11:10:40 PM mibmark In my opinion the goal is life without tyranny. Free of those that would harm us and control us. Liberty & freedom. Love.❤️🙏

1/3/2020 11:11:49 PM smokescreensti1 As well as before this. But you understand innocents are going to died because the idiot didnt want to use a sniper he wanted an air strike from a 

reaper drone to bomb his ass. 

He said I didnt mean to do it to start a war I did it to stop a war in the middle of his FF as any

1/3/2020 11:13:17 PM altimitwill Is that suppose to be a date or time? 01/17/2020 still has not happened yet...

01:17 on 01/17/2020 perhaps?

1/3/2020 11:13:26 PM cstarr888 (Well this article highlights only the implications for wildlife- not humans, so there you go!)

🧐🙏💖

1/3/2020 11:13:26 PM basil26 Nobody does...but Kumbiya just isn’t gonna cut the mustard anymore...these people would behead you in a heart beat, POTUS has to draw a line in the 

sand and keep it ,look up the upside down crucifixions, beheading and stonings over there, maybe that will help you see the picture.

1/3/2020 11:14:34 PM smokescreensti1 Other had done in the past, try to justify their innocence. Although they're the ones ordering the hits.

Fuck takes years of fake news about Osama still being alive and needing to kill him but we killed everyone else either before or after like he's planned 

on doing.

#wakeUp

1/3/2020 11:14:41 PM mibmark Terrorizing the terrorizers? The people I imagine will be happy to be rid of the tyrant. I believe they too will be free. Some must go...those who wish us 

controlled. If there is war I don't think the President will start it or wishes it to be.

1/3/2020 11:16:09 PM mibmark There is no war yet...I don't believe there will be one.

1/3/2020 11:16:14 PM mongrelglory I think it's just another example of the number 17 popping up.  Foreshadowing something "BIG" coming in exoconsciousness...

1/3/2020 11:18:08 PM oliheck Eg DuPont had big expansions 1860-1862 and 1916-1919... coincidence 🤔🧐

1/3/2020 11:19:07 PM mongrelglory Usually what's good for wildlife is what's good for humans I think.  Too bad the politicians in the State of California don't really value either.

1/3/2020 11:19:36 PM smokescreensti1 So how long will they suffer from a FF?

How long are we going to remain in a state of war and perpetuity. 

We're on their land and their democracy voted for us to leave. Iran's officials gathered together and they are telling America get the fuck out get your 

troops out this is



1/3/2020 11:19:52 PM mibmark I'm awake. I have a different point of view to yours. It is difficult for us to know the truth...we can be told anything and would never know which is true.

 My gut tells me we are on the right path. My heart agrees. #TrustThePlan

❤️🙏😎

1/3/2020 11:20:02 PM alight412 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says time is not linear like we were taught in school. The question is-- is our concept of time artificially controlled or is it more of a 

dormant DNA thing? Maybe there are a few who's DNA has been activated so they can "time travel".

1/3/2020 11:20:08 PM tarynupmatrix Look within

1/3/2020 11:20:47 PM mibmark My guess...not long

1/3/2020 11:21:01 PM christoalmighty Destroying the illusion @Jordan_Sather_ 

Edge of Wonder @OnEdgeOfWonder 

Redpill78 @RedPill78 

WWG1WGA @WWG1WGA 

IncarceratedET @Inevitable_ET 

To name a few good ones

1/3/2020 11:21:37 PM orphanred6 God set these lights in the firmament of the heavens to give light upon the earth.✨ #FlatEarth Blessed is the one who does not walk in step with the 

wicked or stand in the way that sinners take or sit in the company of mockers. This is the revelation of what will come to pass 😉

1/3/2020 11:22:45 PM smokescreensti1 Over take your shit and go, and I'm paraphrasing this in a way morons will even get it.

So say Al-Qaeda and ISIS were two of many gro U.K ps that have been propagated into a war, go ahead and dont believe me. Just know it was all 

Orchestrated and Collaborated when Yrump got his

1/3/2020 11:23:16 PM hgraceq There’s no exact answer regarding the black out. The fact it was precisely 17 hrs long? GREAT AWAKENING 

Literally, seeing history made:

Energetically 

Spiritually

Physically 

In real life

In our country

In the world

Everything is shifting/changing

This is POSITIVE
1/3/2020 11:23:51 PM _doozier_ hehe Sebbenteem 😋

1/3/2020 11:25:48 PM 7thecollective What object??

1/3/2020 11:26:11 PM smokescreensti1 Boost in military spending over $750Billion

Like I've been saying he's included this fucking FF to spark a War. He's throwing out all his propaganda and crying fake news. And formed his own 

narrative. 

Meanwhile when interviewed he didnt even know who the Quds were🤣 Some leader

1/3/2020 11:28:41 PM mibmark If this is so we will soon see. I don't believe it.

1/3/2020 11:29:39 PM smokescreensti1 Exactly because he's already sent in drones and 4000 troops when they should be respecting their democracy's decision not trampling in like when 

those DEA raids occur where FBI raided the wrong homes before checking they shot innocent families okay well most of these soldier know

1/3/2020 11:29:46 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/wXtsHjO5MB

1/3/2020 11:31:44 PM smokescreensti1 Not with Q and a Mockingbird Media, Trump's had a stranglehold on the media since the very beginning for a reason. And it's always the boy who cried 

fake news. So when his propaganda like this truly matters you follow him and Q, and this is that 10% of disinformation to control

1/3/2020 11:32:12 PM smokescreensti1 10% of Americas population.

1/3/2020 11:32:34 PM smokescreensti1 But we can agree that we disagree.

1/3/2020 11:34:05 PM mibmark Was he planning an attack on USA? maybe...then? I respect that you don't like Trump. But I do. I do not profess to know what is happening in the 

particular I just have faith. It's not for everybody but I believe. #TrustThePlan

1/3/2020 11:38:10 PM winklerburke Rats in Baltimore, rats in Malibu.  Signs confirming at top: also at bottom. Rats as super evil leaders at top... manifest real rats at ground level. Mark 

16:20 sign in reverse.  CA is famous for selling its citizens out to China, desiring more severe communism than @ China? Rats

1/3/2020 11:38:18 PM mibmark I'm interested that you think Trump controls the media...that would really be 4D. Perhaps so. Of course I cannot say you are incorrect just as you 

cannot say I am. Time will tell.

1/3/2020 11:42:25 PM winklerburke Robotically, Evangelical seminaries have taught pastors to sell end times fear, give-to-get greed, or Emergent laziness under text of bible. Totally 

robotic.  Also quite evil.   Bad spirits sold with bible text.  Seminaries despise correction.  They teach pastors this too.  Why?

1/3/2020 11:42:36 PM courtneyspace17 EXACTLY

1/3/2020 11:44:51 PM hgraceq  https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

1/3/2020 11:50:13 PM 963_maxoom ...it goes on ! pic.twitter.com/hxIe17kHiW

1/3/2020 11:53:42 PM afewcellsshort Revelation 1:17 

17 When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though dead. Then he placed his right hand on me and said: “Do not be afraid. I am the First and the Last.

1/3/2020 11:54:26 PM hgraceq For months upon months I see 17 many times a day!  MANY pic.twitter.com/9FUI0X3Vbg

1/3/2020 11:58:27 PM jollyrob2 MH17 en MH370?

1/4/2020 12:00:26 AM hgraceq THIS WAS MEANT TO ALERT YOU (AGAIN). ISN’T IT BLATANTLY OBVIOUS WHO WANTS YOU TO ACKNOWLEDGE 17?

Q17

ENJOY THE SHOW https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213349845227966464 …

1/4/2020 12:01:30 AM rebornkingent The sensors are in Russia no? So going down for 17hrs means Russians are down with wwg1wga?

1/4/2020 12:01:35 AM firstwavr LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP 

LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP LARP 

LARP LARP LARP LARP

1/4/2020 12:02:02 AM wellhellsbells_ Love it! Future proves past.



1/4/2020 12:06:48 AM hgraceq Remember 11.11.18?

Mysterious seismic pulsations every 17 seconds throughout the day?

Same signature?

THINK FOR YOURSELF. WE ARE HERE TO HELP. BUT IF YOU HAVE Q’S - RESEARCH ON YOUR OWN TOO. 

Know many like me genuinely want to help. https://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-30/ghost-earthquake-ripples-around-the-

world/10570572?pfmredir=sm …
1/4/2020 12:09:07 AM ortho_science3 GBS is not caused by vaccines. Just because two things happen at a similar time doesn’t mean they are linked

1/4/2020 12:09:24 AM carliestar10 or more bullshit numbers...

distractions...

1/4/2020 12:10:06 AM knqwingly 1320

1/3/20

1/4/2020 12:11:20 AM carliestar10 No numbers Majestic 12 ever throws out there ever mean anything. Get some rest.

1/4/2020 12:14:34 AM stefanofait Then and now. A deal with Hillary and the DNC. Dirty all along. Huge disappointment.

1/4/2020 12:15:06 AM stefanofait Exactly...

1/4/2020 12:18:31 AM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/FElFlCpEgvg  it begins

1/4/2020 12:22:28 AM hgraceq 17

17

17

17

1:17 pic.twitter.com/zujNz9Hykp

1/4/2020 12:23:29 AM crypto_pr13st So dr. Phil hasn’t lived there. Whose downfall is it gonna be?

1/4/2020 12:34:07 AM jjilmary I have had tinnitus for at least 2 years - non-stop. Been to see 2 ENTs who don't know the reason.

1/4/2020 12:34:25 AM taradea08775439 @striderraven1 @kennedy_bouvier @VincentCrypt46 @P0A_Triot23 @beer_parade @realDonaldTrump @Time4U2Know @55true4u 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @diveinordie @3Days3Nights @TheJenniferMac pic.twitter.com/ZmS4NsIQse

1/4/2020 12:36:02 AM shallknown We dont celebrate death, but violence will come to all who deal with that currency. Soleimani was a murderer, torturer, and a rapist. Served his 

purpose. His free will was not aligned with the ascension of this planet. There will be no war.

It's done.

1/4/2020 12:36:27 AM deinosofdeicide Vitamin A and C guys!

1/4/2020 12:37:05 AM hgraceq  http://in5d.com/tinnitus-or-spiritual-ringing-in-the-ears/ …

1/4/2020 12:41:21 AM holotechrd RIGHT ⚡💥❤️👑👈

1/4/2020 12:41:32 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/sf9KqjmfBS

1/4/2020 12:42:33 AM goofy_1_goofy It's not flat. Please stop spreading this nonsense pic.twitter.com/Ao6Xyw0ZuQ

1/4/2020 12:49:28 AM holotechrd Dude that's the CABAL hiding the actual results after me hitting the Earth upon SOURCE requests, you guys have no idea what's really HAPPENING I'd 

say your 85% behind 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣⚡💥❤️👑👈

1/4/2020 12:52:48 AM hgraceq YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS STUFF UP! HOW MANY TIMES UNTIL IT’S MATHEMATICALLY IMPOSSIBLE?

For YEARS, numbers in multiples present themselves to me, I notice. It’s a light language and I’m dialed in. Angels speak. 

GOD BE THE GLORY pic.twitter.com/mv0SKPASBw

1/4/2020 12:53:34 AM monroevegas Sarcasim: The flu season at it’s worst? It definitely was not started by a lot of people scared about catching the flu getting flu shots. Quick everyone! Go 

get another flu shot just to make sure youre safe from the flu this year. Hopefully no one gets a neurological disorder.

1/4/2020 12:58:39 AM monroevegas God i am getting tired of being sick and tired of this globalist softcore population control bs. Just fire all the people pushing this crap and declassify 

everything that the globalists have been doing and lets get honest about everything because the population is so dumbed down

1/4/2020 1:10:15 AM worldxplorer1 Something BIG is coming.

Like revealing the Draco by using Project Bluebeam?

Has everybody been fine tuning their discernment?  Have we done so well enough? It may be time to find out. 

👀👇🏻 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1060606843343527937?s=21 …

1/4/2020 1:10:20 AM brainfreeze76 Hopefully it’s a timeline where I have more money.

1/4/2020 1:11:38 AM tarynupmatrix “This time around”? So this isn’t your first ‘rodeo’ with disclosure? Which means that you’ve been able to function outside of this time/space 

continuum. Interesting 🤔 pic.twitter.com/ByzUq7azV5

1/4/2020 1:14:09 AM jjilmary Thank you!

1/4/2020 1:18:02 AM charlesgdavis1 Why is it said THIS is FLU season? How do you make a shot for it before that flu exists? When does the flu makes IT'S presence KNOWN? What time of 

year would be BETTER for a virus and/or bacteria to SPREAD? Just saying.....😎

1/4/2020 1:21:50 AM rosscarwalker Red Cross Venezuela?

1/4/2020 1:22:58 AM 293hek Hmmm. Those stairs?🤨  https://thebrotherhoodofthesnake.com/  pic.twitter.com/Sea8WacrJa

1/4/2020 1:32:41 AM covertress Asymmetric warfare.

"This season so far has been particularly deadly for children, with 27 deaths reported through December 28. That's the highest number of deaths at 

this point in the season since the CDC started keeping track 17 years ago."

1/4/2020 1:44:01 AM covertress Indeed https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1213271109380005891?s=20 …

1/4/2020 1:50:20 AM covertress Watch The Skies...

Planet Alignment? pic.twitter.com/jLU8b6A88p

1/4/2020 1:50:54 AM willjstrobe Well for starts theres 4 walls a floor a ceiling a toilet a sink a bunk bed a small window up high roughly 8ft wide 10-12ft deep 10ft high just did the 

whole 60mins episode

1/4/2020 2:03:27 AM weshallrise144k Protect yourself with Colloidal Silver.  Flu? We don’t got no stinkin’ flu. 👊👊👊

1/4/2020 2:05:27 AM monroevegas 1/17/20 at 1:17:20 I hope.

1/4/2020 2:15:23 AM scottf59 Good thing I saved it offline pic.twitter.com/P9vyGps6RQ

1/4/2020 2:19:26 AM cocopuffster12 Then what’s the other one - I thought only one ankle was leashed with lanyard.

1/4/2020 2:23:37 AM lynnmar42209594 Another blackout https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

1/4/2020 2:25:37 AM momekool1 While he/they take life from others. 😞

1/4/2020 2:27:05 AM aleks8837 I get tears in my eyes from that line "PEACE IS THE PRIZE".

1/4/2020 2:28:05 AM ley_mouse I don’t buy it!

1/4/2020 2:32:19 AM libertyspring99 Mass meditation to raise global consciousness on January 11/12th .

 http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2019/12/make-this-viral-age-of-aquarius.html …



1/4/2020 2:36:35 AM panicindc_ Noone knows.

Trash channels like this claim to know for the views

1/4/2020 2:43:58 AM mateuszwala Red cross is fraud. 

Money laundering.

Most of charity is.

1/4/2020 2:56:16 AM godwins2020 CNN is 100% #FearPorn.  Media companies exist solely to make us stressed and suffer.

1/4/2020 2:59:44 AM eugenio02497597 I feel good

I feel good, the photograph is on 29 December 

¡¡¡ coincidences do not exist !!! pic.twitter.com/4frZtNCvZa

1/4/2020 3:06:24 AM redace66517 Exactly

1/4/2020 3:16:41 AM jollyrob2  https://youtu.be/KP8jrXY00-Y 

1/4/2020 3:29:41 AM kevinmruel Interesting that the UN symbol is of flat Earth and the magnetic field path of satellites over it.....hmmm Truth 💯 Truth in your face

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @BullPatriot @M2Madness 

Proof of God also... Amen to that Truth

1/4/2020 3:36:13 AM olimyracle In 🇨🇭 #Switzerland, had the report from 2 sources of a perfect alignment of around 10 "stars" for several minutes.

Suddenly, they all moved away at once at incredible speed rate...

Everyone is ready for #disclosure

#GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #WatchTheSky pic.twitter.com/LjJf7zu8sB

1/4/2020 3:38:01 AM tango66qanon 😂 follow the law when it suits them.

1/4/2020 3:39:29 AM tango66qanon Idol, no good.

1/4/2020 3:51:32 AM dasha_dagmar I want to thank you - to every single one of you - that you try to wake up us - there are no words how thankful we are 🙏💫✨🌹

1/4/2020 3:53:47 AM nohypocrisy369 Agreed

1/4/2020 3:54:57 AM cindycopacetic Maybe a RESET. 🤔

1/4/2020 4:00:33 AM aspennmax64_l I have it.☹

1/4/2020 4:14:21 AM fansblowing3 Keep looking for 17s to manifest Q justice 👍

1/4/2020 4:16:00 AM luluspeers1 Whoa. That's very incriminating!.

1/4/2020 4:18:38 AM luluspeers1 Yeah Dr Phil helped promote that "how about dat" juvenile delinquent who ended up working on some PizzaGate YouTube channel. He pretended to 

not notice.

1/4/2020 4:20:59 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/i1Nix8h2Q8

1/4/2020 4:34:16 AM kevinmruel Kremlin secret files secret drugs for leaders RT News

 https://youtu.be/PNF14QgjiGI 

@Qanon76 @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @dbongino @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AbsFefe1 @DevinNunes @IPOT1776 

@AussiePatriotQ @CoreysDigs @DiamondandSilk @AussiePatriotQ

1/4/2020 4:37:33 AM joed6001 As the border opens, coming to a city near you........speaking as a border resident! Corrupt law and cartels will  keep your city safe, as long as you pay 

your "mordida."  #Democrats run the border! Coincidence?

1/4/2020 4:38:08 AM 369_is Hi Christine Marie. If u don't approve of the info on this account, why not just block it? Wishing u a peaceful, happy new year!!! XOXOXO

1/4/2020 4:42:37 AM xvgafrica What is Q status in the james bond films😅

1/4/2020 4:45:42 AM keith369me Religion was supposedly about consciousness...apparently not.

1/4/2020 4:46:53 AM ricardoadams I can relate alot to this.

1/4/2020 4:50:38 AM lightlove21121 Yes 

BEing the Truth 🙏🏽

1/4/2020 4:51:31 AM keith369me Source of maintenance or source of recent variation?

1/4/2020 4:52:24 AM david00997884 Religion was another tool of control or the Jesuits would have not taken 42 books out of the bible. The book of Enoch kind of tells this story. All the 

books that taught Oneness were removed. What didnt they want us to know. I would have to say, everything

1/4/2020 4:52:50 AM turboxyde I love watching this guy's YouTube videos on Colonial America!

1/4/2020 4:54:00 AM david00997884 Going to be Biblical,

1/4/2020 4:55:15 AM missachar1 No...AI is driving more people to crave human compassion, not less. AI is amoral in nature and thus easily corrupted. We live for human interaction. 

This is/would be beyond a disaster.

1/4/2020 4:55:41 AM david00997884 Think it was Your source

1/4/2020 4:57:02 AM freedman_moses Number 939 is made up of the energies of number 9 and the vibrations of number 3, with the powerful number 9 appearing twice, 939 is a message to 

let go of any situations in your life that are no longer serving a positive purpose. What you perceive you project.

1/4/2020 4:59:45 AM fore_bee Does this have a connection to the v. Rare conjunction of planets in Capricorn?

1/4/2020 5:01:10 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @DeepStateExpose

1/4/2020 5:02:19 AM giediknight Beware of AI Gods.

1/4/2020 5:03:23 AM turboxyde Besides daily routines... upon the first indication that I am unbalanced energetically I activate my immune system through breathing techniques & 

begin scanning my biofield with the full weight of my consciousness manifested into being.

👇 https://youtu.be/A6jqaALpEFM 

1/4/2020 5:03:30 AM orphanred6 Oh for goodness sakes! I was playfully engaging by quoting a few chapter ones, verses 17. You don't have to be so bloody boring and pedantic! Take a 

day off from your sadism & schadenfreude & block me so you don't get triggered. Here, why don't I do it for you.

1/4/2020 5:07:10 AM regaladoan I NEVER EVER GET SICK...this year...yup

1/4/2020 5:08:07 AM rosscarwalker What are the five eyes?

1/4/2020 5:08:38 AM pat_at_wildwood I feel strangely safe and loved today, like a nurturing feeling. Have felt not so good on 2nd and a bit better on 3rd. Much better today. Got hit with 

something bad on 2nd. I think we all know the dark forces are struggling to stay alive and relevant. Am still trusting the plan!

1/4/2020 5:10:39 AM kindeandtrue Actually, Christian leaders in Syria have praised General Soleimani for protecting them from ISIS.

1/4/2020 5:10:48 AM sc89126024 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What happens to my IS's other BE's when this twittering BE dies and heads out in the void?

1/4/2020 5:14:55 AM samsmith0319 I’m sure...💥👿💥

1/4/2020 5:20:38 AM dgboldt Joint intelligence sharing organization comprised of 5 major western nations.

1/4/2020 5:26:23 AM sc89126024 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you verify that Taygeta- Pleiades from the planet Erra are currently chatting with people on earth, as in Cosmic Agency on YT? 

(Thank you for taking your time, both typist and MJ12)



1/4/2020 5:30:16 AM kindeandtrue Would help a great deal if we were allowed to see the sun.

I haven't seen a blue sky in weeks. 

Chemtrails have become far worse under Trump. 

He is letting us be systematically starved of sunshine.

If he cared about American, he would have ended the chemtrails. 

Period.
1/4/2020 5:34:13 AM samsmith0319 Amazing!!!...👀...

1/4/2020 5:40:26 AM willjstrobe I knew red cross was a scam when i found out if you get help from.them you have to pay it back

1/4/2020 5:42:40 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76

@DeepStateExpose

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

@RudyGiuliani

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@UncleSamsNation

@USMC

@WhiteHouse

@WayneDupreeShow

It MUST be STOPPED

 https://tiffanyfitzhenry.com/breaking-news/world-exclusive-mother-of-sexually-abused-boy-bander-breaks-her-silence-implicates-disney-caa-

hollywood-records-lapd-da-industry-elite-in-pedophile-ring-cover-up/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …
1/4/2020 5:42:50 AM bobroon12515016 @AbbeyMaeCook88

@CovfefeKatie

@RealErinCruz

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Massappeal2020

@QStorm1111

@Cory__1077

@JfkJuni0r

@Solmemes1

@EliseStefanik

@RandyRRQuaid

@tophertownmusic

@AGWillliamBarr

@w_terrence

@catturd2

@ClownWorldFML

@charliekirk11

@ClownWorldFML

@R3Thorns Q🐇🇺🇸  https://twitter.com/geoff_bernz/status/1212844294316404742 … pic.twitter.com/nmcq58R3QO
1/4/2020 5:43:13 AM aahhhooohmmmm Worldwide EQ monitors went down too. Worldwide Seismographs GSN

 https://earthquake.usgs.gov/monitoring/operations/heliplot.php?virtual_network=GSN …

1/4/2020 5:46:13 AM kylesmith19942 This is a great video.  I will watch it again.

1/4/2020 5:49:22 AM warrior_4truth Is this why my eyes have been blurry and burning all day yesterday?

And ears ringing loudly..which they still are today. 

The last several days, IAM dizzy and lightheaded, when I walk it feels like my lower half is sinking into the floor

1/4/2020 5:50:39 AM bsavell  pic.twitter.com/yRhd8wX9J2

1/4/2020 5:53:21 AM megatronmighty 1 stands for us.

7 stands for God

1/4/2020 5:55:45 AM chowdhuryteam What are these charts? I've seen several of them over the last week or two?

1/4/2020 5:56:45 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...

1/4/2020 5:57:36 AM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/1JcYpo7YqI

1/4/2020 5:59:28 AM megatronmighty If the SR is a sensor network, it must monitor soul resonance.

It's a trigger.

It ends the game.

Is it a population threshold or is there...I can almost see it.

Still missing pieces

1/4/2020 6:00:26 AM charity_burkett What once was will be again

Pray next time the Earth stars over- can we make sure the evil in heart dont get power and money- if we all got free will- it's not really free when evil 

has control, to deceive, or use things against us or slowly poison us with whatever they want

1/4/2020 6:00:59 AM charity_burkett Starts over... typo

1/4/2020 6:02:00 AM psteph55 You got that right....ever since New Years Day it's been weird...it's been different.

1/4/2020 6:02:13 AM take_the_red_1 Maybe people should wash their hands and not touch their face. In addition, see something, say something. Also, dont commingle unless otherwise 

necessary. And if you have to, wash your fucking hands... duh.

1/4/2020 6:02:28 AM 369helen313 THINGS WONT BE THE SAME ANYMORE! 

We have entered in to a new era !

1/4/2020 6:02:43 AM megatronmighty It doesn't end the game.

It's...a requirement.

One...of seven

1/4/2020 6:03:13 AM chew_soap Well, I wholeheartedly agree but what and when is what makes your machine a military weapon 👍🏻

1/4/2020 6:03:23 AM peterluisvenero Source?

1/4/2020 6:04:54 AM megatronmighty WHY DO I TWEET LIKE THIS

1/4/2020 6:06:07 AM happykat9 He's a Manchurian candidate created by Brennan

1/4/2020 6:10:10 AM psteph55 WHEN is this blackout supposed to hit??

1/4/2020 6:12:38 AM kellykreps777 What does this mean?  What kind of blackout?  Just the equipment?  Or something bigger causing it?  Can you explain further, please??

1/4/2020 6:13:24 AM avocadogreta Yes they are - it's called post vaccination GBS. It's easy to Google. It's widely acknowledged that vaccines cause GBS.



1/4/2020 6:14:05 AM tetxnu84967 Agree with that and maybe a little before the New Year!

1/4/2020 6:15:23 AM peterluisvenero That’s true! Would have been interesting if your reply was something like “Wikileaks!”. .. then I saw your bio! My apologies! Thank you very much for 

your service, sir!

1/4/2020 6:17:46 AM wheeze43377317 I've got pneumonia for the second time in 2 months. The first was bacterial. I just went yesterday and bought colloidal silver.

1/4/2020 6:19:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Sasie-do you mean the information presented here about Schumann, or the awakening politically or more about MJ12?

1/4/2020 6:20:00 AM samsmith0319 Nothing will stop what is coming!!!

1/4/2020 6:23:48 AM tabsinabox I have had varying tinnitus that often correlates with my intuition on a given subject- low left ear for things I probably shouldn't be doing, high right ear 

for things that seem to be benefitting me or that /feel/ resonant

1/4/2020 6:24:23 AM roaminnoodle MJ, is this timeline (below) still on going? The Space Force has been established, but before not after Disclosure. Draco disclosure not part of the OFC 

(with the good Star Nations)? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1060607699233243137 …

1/4/2020 6:31:56 AM tabsinabox Wwg1wgA!

1/4/2020 6:32:51 AM p_phunk_pesh Red beams https://youtu.be/tl2wY4SEo2s 

1/4/2020 6:33:16 AM yokoke2014 #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@3Days3Nights

@kabamur_taygeta 

@defunctgone  

@realDonaldTrump

@55true4u

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12   

There are no coincidences. 

Thoughts now on the Schumann Resonance? 🙏😇😉😘

#ThisWillBeBiblical pic.twitter.com/erFH8QnFmQ
1/4/2020 6:34:31 AM kyara_dove I've been following this story for a couple of years. https://youtu.be/tiGw2qiH3g0 

1/4/2020 6:34:39 AM lizzah_83 I believe there’s a lot of disinfo in the show Ancient Aliens...but did you see the new episode about Disclosure? Tucker Carlson was heavily featured. He 

spoke about Trump obviously lying to him when he asked about UFOs 🛸 

It’s worth watching. Disclosure is already happening.

1/4/2020 6:35:26 AM sdane8 I was genuinely curious. You seem to be antagonizing vs interested in an honest discussion. Most of us who come to this thread are open to learning 

and sharing in a growth environment. And, I wondered if you were simply a troll. 😊

1/4/2020 6:37:33 AM lizzah_83 I’m not saying AA is doing the Disclosure, just to be clear. Its the release of Navy UFO vids, UFO reporting procedures, declassified documents from 

multiple govts around the world taking place in the last year. Defence Minister of Canada speaking out re: shadow govt control etc.

1/4/2020 6:40:22 AM kevin72032387 Can you share any more details, Tamra? What proof did you see? Who were the entities?

1/4/2020 6:46:45 AM stacieburt2021 Agree!!! And pray for Gods protective hand!!!

1/4/2020 6:47:10 AM kevin72032387 How do we prepare?

1/4/2020 6:48:21 AM sdane8 Congratulations! 👏👏👏

1/4/2020 6:49:29 AM mircoho so goood, hahahhahahhaha 🤣😂🤣

1/4/2020 6:50:04 AM verndog68 Artificial human announcement by Samsung @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/k4Y3bOdkuJU 

1/4/2020 6:52:13 AM david00997884 We have been sheep mist of our lives,BUT SHEEP NO MORE, we know of there trickery. There lies and deceit are so plain now. We we all folling the 

Pied Piper and there were leading us over the cliff of death. Many are Awaken to the tricks and lies. LOVE,TRUTH,AND TRUST.

1/4/2020 6:52:28 AM gnesich1 😂😂😂😂🙏🙏🙏🙏

1/4/2020 6:53:39 AM kevin72032387 Decades? I thought we only had a few years?

1/4/2020 6:55:35 AM take_the_red_1 "Laser Beams..."

1/4/2020 6:56:34 AM cosmic_engineer Lol, I woke up at this time last night after what felt like a month-long dream.  Took a while to get back to ZzZz

1/4/2020 7:01:17 AM melissa43674037 Or, hype so you get your flu shot...

1/4/2020 7:06:45 AM ibrowsraised Math doesn't lie that's why the language of numbers translates a pure message.

1/4/2020 7:07:54 AM dls00741 me thinks the history books will need a bit of re-writing...

1/4/2020 7:09:05 AM cosmic_engineer I feel it's more lashing out from a feeling of being wronged.

Not that any of us have, or did, but apparently some members did.

Same shitshow as pre-election. Blame an organization for a couple bad apples. Max ain't one of them until PROVEN otherwise. All conjecture atm

1/4/2020 7:10:32 AM chrisobxnc The ku-cabal elitest have sold America to the highest bidder.

1/4/2020 7:11:28 AM jenniferjumper8 🧐?

1/4/2020 7:11:35 AM cosmic_engineer Nah, it's the very well known history of Iran and how Islamic terrorists overran their country and enslaved the very enlightened people. Degenerative 

disease. UN is using that old playbook in Sweden, UK, Canada and others atm

1/4/2020 7:16:00 AM sdane8 Your msg made me smile. I started following MJ offline last year before joining Tw*tter and you and David were some of the earliest regulars. I loved 

seeing the connection between you grow and the respect you showed each other. ❤️ This tweet was like looking back in time.

1/4/2020 7:17:50 AM rosscarwalker So is the suggestion that all 5 eyes governments are involved in child trafficking? We know our Government in the UK are, we also know France is 

involved as Macron is. I have a feeling Theresa May's father and Tony Blair were heavily involved. Is Boris Johnson involved?

1/4/2020 7:19:39 AM dls00741 Nice to see a POV that is not in my echo chamber.

1/4/2020 7:20:35 AM mathemagician9 It happened already on 1/3. Zoom in on the graphic and you can see the exact starting/ending times more clearly.

1/4/2020 7:28:41 AM hgraceq 17 continues

Are you seeing 17 in your life? pic.twitter.com/wXYP9o2006

1/4/2020 7:35:05 AM quarkfear1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2xT6fcm4V1o&feature=youtu.be …

1/4/2020 7:35:13 AM cloman_r The cabal didn't fare to well.

Silent warfare at it's best, Patriots in control !!

1/4/2020 7:43:06 AM cosmic_engineer Hoseki no Kuni

1/4/2020 7:44:16 AM birdiesrchirpin So... that time that there was a digital attack that compromised an Iranian subterfuge, it probably wasn't just anonymous hackers. I never quite bought 

that story.

1/4/2020 7:46:01 AM deanna_danforth I see 1111 a lot.  But do notice 17 when things happen.

1/4/2020 7:47:16 AM wyatt251 It’s spreads like wild fire 🔥 fast moving 24/48 hr of hell  🤮 🥵 🤒 🥶 medication Phinne grin help wonders here

1/4/2020 7:48:14 AM americanpetal Makes sense. Thank you 🇺🇸🕊🙏

1/4/2020 7:49:39 AM brooklyngoomba Actually it looks like a fit bit to count your steps etc. My wife has one.

1/4/2020 7:50:21 AM cosmic_engineer Soul of Great Mother

1/4/2020 7:51:28 AM cosmic_engineer Prairies have had a spike in bacterial infections. Sinus, ear, throat and lungs. Some fatal. Most lasting month+

1/4/2020 7:51:54 AM birdiesrchirpin Packets are everywhere

1/4/2020 7:52:45 AM americanpetal I do see a face. What is the object?

1/4/2020 7:53:40 AM americanpetal Well, it is a spiritual war. The evil spirits are going to show themselves.



1/4/2020 7:54:54 AM carolelmer12 Ya, I bet. Rush right out and get those flu shots.

1/4/2020 7:56:17 AM lizzah_83 For sure. There is a war going on (I think) between Deep State and white hats re: Disclosure. It has become very obvious. Podesta was in that episode I 

mention holy hell, creepiness & statements were clear to me all I’ve heard about him re: using UFO to divert neg press is true

1/4/2020 7:56:33 AM itsmeyouneeduk Oh crikey DOH! I completely didn't block the 17 despite banging on about why is there 17 hours of darkness!!👍🏼

1/4/2020 7:58:06 AM megatronmighty I'm still trying to understand that. How can Great Mother's energy output drop to zero?

1/4/2020 8:00:09 AM circuitriderz Yes

1/4/2020 8:00:22 AM samsmith0319 Yes...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

1/4/2020 8:00:29 AM circuitriderz Kids = kids

1/4/2020 8:00:57 AM samsmith0319 Oh...👀...

1/4/2020 8:02:21 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...💥🐀💥

1/4/2020 8:07:07 AM laurabusse This?

"Land of the Lustrous - Wikipedia"  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_of_the_Lustrous …

1/4/2020 8:07:41 AM cosmic_engineer That's a blank out on the sensors. She never hits 0 Hz

1/4/2020 8:09:44 AM laurabusse Darn!

I came here for such comments

Disappointed so far

You give me hope LOL

1/4/2020 8:11:24 AM laurabusse Thank you https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1213492717940031490?s=09 …

1/4/2020 8:14:57 AM rick_hernandez My body is mine and mine alone. I do not consent to any intrusions from viruses, bacteria, or illness. I do not allow into my reality any thing that does 

not serve my higher purpose.

1/4/2020 8:16:07 AM greatawakecoach Honk honk.

1/4/2020 8:21:37 AM megatronmighty Perfectly logical.

The "beams of light".

1/4/2020 8:21:58 AM cosmic_engineer Yes, it's s tale of an automated Buddhist priest and his flock.

1/4/2020 8:25:16 AM westmount_d7 Interesting. Didn’t didn’t know but I put it in my home made yogi tea. It’s yummy😊

1/4/2020 8:27:48 AM brd369 Yet more deviation from spirituality. However Mechanical Constructs can teach a human about conciousness through its inherently inhuman approach. 

I forsee practitioners who deign to lsiten to its guidance having some realizations that they are asking a robot how to be a human.

1/4/2020 8:29:40 AM laurabusse Interesting

Thx ☺️

1/4/2020 8:29:50 AM rosscarwalker Was Souleimani Deep State?

1/4/2020 8:30:41 AM dana76903962 It’s in the package insert and the vaccine questionnaire you fill out before getting a shot.

1/4/2020 8:32:12 AM shelly_frye No what does 17 mean? I see the numbers 69 ive seen many many times (sometimes multiple times a day) for 4 or 5 months now. I think I may be 

crazy. I think the universe is talking to me.

1/4/2020 8:32:25 AM cosmic_engineer It is pretty cool, and so many authors there hit very relevant themes.  Not a controlled media platform like elsewhere

1/4/2020 8:35:44 AM realmviolet I heard this and felt this! You guys something awe inspiring is happening! Really...if you have not felt it you will.

1/4/2020 8:36:54 AM mark12011950 Yes, selling one’s home is incredibly suggestive that he’s moving! You cracked the case, genius!

1/4/2020 8:40:09 AM aleks8837 Cool. Had my first MJ napping-dream! :)

"We are the same MJ's as started in the 50's". Etc.

🤗🙏

1/4/2020 8:44:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 What would happen if evidence were declassified to the public that would show connections?

Many of you have wondered by 9/11 hasn't been a subject of Q.

Have you considered that it was intentional?

There is already so much disinformation out there, we don't need to aid prior to D https://twitter.com/axios/status/1213480202203844608 …

1/4/2020 8:45:03 AM freestateojones Why* 😉

1/4/2020 8:45:15 AM wendyca12241470  pic.twitter.com/ScL90Cpbb7

1/4/2020 8:45:17 AM wickedmouse369 People would lose it...

1/4/2020 8:47:38 AM noocnik You don't need a priest (human or otherwise). You can directly speak your intention/whats on your mind with the First Creator because he is 

omnipresent.

1/4/2020 8:47:45 AM prmd21801759 Yes please declass 🙂 let the World really know, without a doubt, The Truth About 911 🙂

1/4/2020 8:49:19 AM mittenman2020 To be fair Axios, it was Communist Muslim John Brennan that cleared those passports so they could enter.

1/4/2020 8:49:55 AM mynardpamela I still think this is a crap idea and deceitful as all get out.

1/4/2020 8:52:06 AM aprilbrown99 ]WH[ ?

1/4/2020 8:52:29 AM lobstahsinmaine We see a lot of 11:11s

1/4/2020 8:52:42 AM q_patriot17 9/11 is a subject covered by Q.. I don’t know where you are getting your Q posts.

1/4/2020 8:53:38 AM lobstahsinmaine I have had several nights of no dreams that I can remember...strange for me.

1/4/2020 8:54:23 AM aprilbrown99 D ?  Can you provide more clues?

1/4/2020 8:54:43 AM ultra_unlimited Growing up minutes from NYC, 9/11 was a clear turning point in my life. For the first time, I began to realize the world was more then it appeared & the 

official version of recorded events might not reflect any semblance of objective truth. #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon 3 6 9 17 911

1/4/2020 8:55:00 AM aprilbrown99 Oh D = Declass.

1/4/2020 8:55:03 AM realmagaviking 9/11 was a common denominator in terms of opinions on said topic.

9/11 opened a lot of eyes without needing Q, so Q doesnt need to leave breadcrumbs where there is already a blazing trail of research.

Honestly, it could be what lead Q to believe this ALL to be possible..

1/4/2020 8:57:27 AM hawkgirlinmn 9/11 or Seth Rich would be a non-divisive way to awaken those who are not yet awake. Appealing to emotions, resulting in cognitive dissonance but a 

truth seed for the more stubborn sleepers.

1/4/2020 8:58:07 AM twilly18 how? https://www.flickr.com/photos/textfiles/48028478893/in/album-72157708997281912/ …

1/4/2020 8:58:47 AM ironfalcon77 The ruling class and its intelligence department can use layers of lies and puts poison pills of half truths out into your independent news.

1/4/2020 8:59:22 AM deanna_danforth A rectangle and a craft during eclipse

1/4/2020 9:01:53 AM nm_zsr Close to time to stop with the disinfo, and get to truth. It's time for people to learn the truth. I realize that election results need to be secured b4 larger 

releases. pic.twitter.com/29W9eY366l

1/4/2020 9:02:25 AM andoniandothard Don’t say “ what if”. Drop the info already. The world really really needs to see this

1/4/2020 9:02:34 AM amuses I read sealed indictments of everyone involved in 9/11 FF.

1/4/2020 9:03:08 AM ezdoesit_ Graced with their presence? I am.

1/4/2020 9:04:24 AM cogbill_alan "Red Cross I....L?" (No way I'm writing that one out)

1/4/2020 9:05:53 AM tieronepatriot On the 2nd, everyone was at each other's throats on Twitter!

1/4/2020 9:05:58 AM kindeandtrue  https://twitter.com/sahouraxo/status/1213272138368438273 …



1/4/2020 9:08:16 AM cosmic_engineer The Gold intel is still very relevant

1/4/2020 9:10:21 AM tieronepatriot Interesting...

1/4/2020 9:10:22 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/T2C7BAzcU7

1/4/2020 9:13:09 AM josepht06187724 Q drop #259 is the only 9/11 post I found. Care to help me in finding more 9/11 subjects brought up by Q. As far as I can tell, mathematically, Q drops 

are Justice related. And a close second is future proves pasts.

1/4/2020 9:15:41 AM freidrich3712 How many years and how much new deads bodies it will take to find out the real evil psychopaths criminals of the 9/11 attack

1/4/2020 9:18:37 AM tieronepatriot Schumann Resonance = the earth's vibrational frequency.  It used to be quite steady (from what I understand - I'm a newbie to it), but we've been 

experiencing significantly higher fluctuations.  

Higher frequency = higher consciousness (I think).  Preparing us for...?

1/4/2020 9:18:42 AM sweets47234160 Snakes everywhere!

1/4/2020 9:18:47 AM dgboldt Clearly what really happened was not as it was portrayed by nearly everyone.

1/4/2020 9:19:21 AM q_patriot17 Wow that was so hard to just type in 9-11 and look what popped up holy shit pic.twitter.com/5SaFyPb1iK

1/4/2020 9:19:32 AM drbohammer Thank you 😊

1/4/2020 9:27:38 AM gerriekyle 17:17

1/4/2020 9:28:41 AM patjone29703057 Gates

1/4/2020 9:29:13 AM davidg02986909 We have lost all critical thinking and go with whatever is the latest FAD.  Fads are actually mind control. @carmindabrendel  we need to cover some of 

the stupidest fads and show how they are proof of mind control. "What was I thinking?" You weren't! Fads are proof of programming

1/4/2020 9:29:20 AM bobroon12515016 @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NowComesThePain https://twitter.com/BMXMiKEWREX/status/1213124276611637249 …

1/4/2020 9:31:48 AM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1100050317431975936?s=19 …

1/4/2020 9:33:59 AM balammb Why so many word choice or spelling errors in your tweets? I've seen that alot lately.

1/4/2020 9:34:05 AM happymacgirl 🙋🏻🙋🏻🙋🏻Me! ME!!! I genuinely want to help!!! It is sooooo why I’m here! 😆❤️ #DarkLight #WWG1WGA

1/4/2020 9:36:50 AM teresamcshane8 Confession to robot=blackmail

1/4/2020 9:37:04 AM gerriekyle The great awakening reaching critical mass(51%) in our collective consciousness?

1/4/2020 9:38:49 AM psteph55 The 17 hour blackout already happened??  But what is different now?

1/4/2020 9:40:26 AM carroll_322 Have you seen the news?

2 major terrorist leaders in the span of a few weeks...

Eyes On.

1/4/2020 9:41:16 AM gerriekyle I have been able to see it for about 5 years.

1/4/2020 9:42:58 AM callinyououttoo When is it estimated that earths magnetic poles switch? It’s happening fast!

1/4/2020 9:43:14 AM terrancongito "Oh, what a tangled web we weave, when first we practice to deceive!" (Sir Walter Scott, 1808).

1/4/2020 9:44:11 AM doublea79289480 He’s realize 9/11 was 18 yrs and some change and we completely destroyed multiple countries and infested our country with opioids through these 

falsified wars for resources, oil, and corruption on earth God is watching and they’ll ultimately get theirs. Unity leads to prosperity.

1/4/2020 9:47:45 AM allahuniversal Welcome to the shift. It's habbening. Right. Now.

1/4/2020 9:50:23 AM patriotswegoall Perhaps there's more to 9/11 than we originally thought.  The people involved were not just limited to the Saudis.

1/4/2020 9:52:54 AM allahuniversal Asking questions provoke thought.

You don't really want anyone to just "drop the info already" and not have the benefit of thinking and finding the answers for yourself, do you? You CAN 

paint the picture based solely on the questions asked. pic.twitter.com/QgBykGQxsM

1/4/2020 9:53:08 AM rifflemonica Will all of humanity get disclosure or will there be a shift/split and only those white higher consciousness receive disclosure? So many have different 

ideas about this.

1/4/2020 9:53:34 AM zissa9 Is it located in Australia?

BUSHFIRES are burning more structures than bush. pic.twitter.com/9GXX6Sq9UK

1/4/2020 9:55:02 AM q_patriot17 I’ve already found more than 10 Q posts related to 9/11.

1/4/2020 9:55:19 AM allahuniversal Except, that's not a Q drop

1/4/2020 9:55:27 AM ali_dougall "Have you considered that it was intentional" come on,  I'd say 95% of your followers are here because we know the official story of 9/11 is bullshit! 

But I understand why Q hasn't mentioned it, the waters are muddied so much on 9/11 info! #qanon

1/4/2020 9:56:06 AM q_patriot17 Why do you keep saying 9-11 isn’t a subject of Q? Are you blind? pic.twitter.com/Vu9BOnex2o

1/4/2020 9:56:41 AM q_patriot17 Wow you guys really are stupid.. you click on it and it takes you to Q drops related to 9/11 dumbass

1/4/2020 9:57:04 AM kevinmruel It was felt by most they just couldn't explain why all the"weird" feelings and/or things happen.

1/4/2020 9:57:21 AM q_patriot17  pic.twitter.com/WYlCUJ0vaY

1/4/2020 9:58:15 AM s0uthrncharmed The past couple days I have been completely drained of energy  & I mean completely. 

Beginning this morning to feel better.

1/4/2020 9:58:16 AM pat_at_wildwood interesting and thank you! Not just me then? ThanQ for the feedback...

1/4/2020 9:58:33 AM q_patriot17 Do I literally have to come to your house to show you how this shit works?

1/4/2020 9:59:13 AM teresaalmond Yes, but I would also like to begin seeing the DS served justice

1/4/2020 9:59:27 AM jollyrob2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What’s this 🤓?  https://twitter.com/TeaBoots/status/1213459296010289153 …

1/4/2020 10:04:41 AM swagsjeffrey  https://youtu.be/IWTnEDHPuJA .  Great #redpill video of 9/11.  Must watch let me know what you guys think. Video made bye a anon @CologeroGetz 

.  MUST WATCH WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.  TIME TO WAKE THE WORLD UP.

1/4/2020 10:05:19 AM jones_kip ? Why the constant ringing in the ears ? Is it related if you know? I've been plaged by this for years

1/4/2020 10:05:21 AM ortho_science3 GBS is an autoimmune condition. It is not caused by vaccines, but some vaccines are contraindicated if a person is known to have an autoimmune 

condition. Stop spreading misinformation - the anti-vax movement is dangerous

1/4/2020 10:05:23 AM josepht06187724 Nah, you don't have to come over. So, to clarify, you found three more 9/11 drops FROM Q.

1/4/2020 10:05:34 AM sc89126024 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

1/4/2020 10:06:05 AM sc89126024 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

1/4/2020 10:06:43 AM swagsjeffrey  https://youtu.be/99mLPseOQ4A .   Another gem.   Must watch .

1/4/2020 10:06:46 AM josepht06187724 I bet you have lots of friends. I talk like you and I don't have lots of friends. Can you sense the sarcasm?

1/4/2020 10:07:40 AM swagsjeffrey  https://youtu.be/zAjSL_ZXnvc .  Follow up Must watch

1/4/2020 10:07:44 AM josepht06187724 Same

1/4/2020 10:08:15 AM swagsjeffrey  https://youtu.be/zAjSL_ZXnvc .   9/11 MUST WATCH

1/4/2020 10:09:14 AM psteph55 But during this shift what is supposed to be happening OR what has already happened??  Major war with Iran?

1/4/2020 10:09:17 AM figgitaboutit “Human” is just a suit we wear. We are all energetic beings. Fragments of All That Is (aka, “I am a Child of God”).

1/4/2020 10:10:00 AM youstinksoap There are no coincidences, but there some crazy numbers in this post👇 🤔 https://twitter.com/spacex/status/1213516784638279685?s=21 …

1/4/2020 10:12:09 AM inlikea_lion Used to. For years before Q. Now I see variations of 144.

1/4/2020 10:13:02 AM q_patriot17 So in the end... you were wrong and I was right? You said there is only one post regarding 9/11 when in fact there are more than 10

1/4/2020 10:13:52 AM q_patriot17 It’s okay to admit you are wrong.

1/4/2020 10:14:02 AM janis_awake 9/11 Q Posts pic.twitter.com/9TwCXoqRC9

1/4/2020 10:16:38 AM youstinksoap Comms...signals, etc.



1/4/2020 10:17:32 AM bhopki More drivel - if you aren't revealing the truth - you're part of the cover-up. Tired of the nonsense - EVERYONE Q has mentioned is the opposite gender 

of the one they portray themselves as - EVERYONE. It's all a masonic/majestic joke.

1/4/2020 10:20:36 AM allahuniversal 1. Qmap pub, as great as a resource as it is, simply does not have an accurate search function.

2. Qanon pub and qalerts app have much more accurate searches

3. Search 911 or 9/11 on those sites and tell me what you find

1/4/2020 10:21:06 AM youstinksoap People will be shocked to find out the C👁A was involved?  Also, that it was used to kickstart the depopulation timeline?  

Is there a positive event coming to 'reset' that evil event?

1/4/2020 10:21:47 AM godrus Yep - same sect funded 911 also funding nuclear weapons in Iran and gave them guidance software - include #TraitorElonMusk in on that too w 

@ericschmidt and #NorthKorea.

International worldwide enemy of humanity.

1/4/2020 10:22:18 AM rghardy3 Something BIG

SOON

BOOM

1/4/2020 10:24:02 AM allahuniversal 911 stated directly by Q pic.twitter.com/ALjgItGaio

1/4/2020 10:24:45 AM allahuniversal 9/11 stated directly by Q 1 single time pic.twitter.com/4PpKBcfsFE

1/4/2020 10:25:46 AM motiv8tion2 Feelin it ❤️

1/4/2020 10:26:05 AM allahuniversal 911 indirectly referenced by Q. The remainder of the references are in URLs.

Moral of the story:

Qmap pub ≠ Q pic.twitter.com/57ku9oKnnd

1/4/2020 10:29:49 AM allahuniversal So, is there anything else my stupid self can assist (You) with? Aside from Re_reading ACTUAL crumbs for you? 

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Re_read+crumbs …

1/4/2020 10:34:21 AM allahuniversal I will thank you for reminding me to search 9-11 as well. However, how much is 9-11 referenced in comparison to ANY other topic?

Not as much. No one said that it's not a priority, same way that rarely mentioning Isreal doesn't make it any less of a priority.

Must be a very... pic.twitter.com/vrMPiyXjyu

1/4/2020 10:35:08 AM allahuniversal 🤣😂😁 Not necessary at all. Read my replies

1/4/2020 10:36:15 AM allahuniversal FTR, qmap pub isn't my favorite, nore my sole, resource. NEVER depend on one resource, isn't that one of the points that's been made this entire time?

1/4/2020 10:38:02 AM josepht06187724 I typed in 9/11 and only found one reference by Q about 9/11. Other than that, if it makes you feel good, I was wrong.

1/4/2020 10:38:34 AM allahuniversal A grand total of 3 (with a small +/- tolerance), out of nearly 3,800 drops. Not mentioned much at all. Not much need to really, as we will NEVER forget it

1/4/2020 10:39:11 AM mcpatriot64 Like fighting for a cause

1/4/2020 10:40:35 AM allahuniversal Speaking of never forget, that gives us 2 more drops pic.twitter.com/6JQmYPbVmL

1/4/2020 10:41:12 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/fKfj87VbIR

1/4/2020 10:42:31 AM allahuniversal Major war, no. Major marker, yes.

Everything that's "supposed" to be happening is, from the micrQ to the macrQ

1/4/2020 10:43:09 AM allahuniversal If you're in this to be "right", you're definitely doing it wrong 😂

1/4/2020 10:47:10 AM allahuniversal 10, or even a few more not found yet, out of nearly 3,800 drops. High percentage or nah?

1/4/2020 11:07:52 AM bbobbio71 Whos design?

3 yrs and we couldn't find the root? Or time bomb vaccines?

1/4/2020 11:09:18 AM crt14361013 🤔🤨

1/4/2020 11:10:54 AM cindycopacetic That whole day 9/11 was surreal for me. Like I exited my body that day and came back around 5pm EST. Time travel? Not sure what happened on so 

many levels. 

Definitely a timeline hijacked.

1/4/2020 11:11:24 AM alight412 911 led to the Patriot Act. The Patriot Act is a large contributor to this current government mess. I've also read articles where it's believed Israel's 

Mossad had a huge hand in 911. We Americans need the truth. Perhaps it will be disclosed when Israel is dealt with via Q.

1/4/2020 11:12:41 AM wendywl And yest anxiety was high again.

1/4/2020 11:12:48 AM jkr3333 Exactly

1/4/2020 11:12:50 AM llaw_eht_no_ylf You know nothing more than the next Anon. Seriously stop acting like you do.

1/4/2020 11:20:18 AM sterkinglights1 Misspellings matter

1/4/2020 11:21:39 AM snakesanders22 I watched the @farsightrv session of 9/11 I think it is pretty clear what happened. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=671ziiLlBBs …

1/4/2020 11:24:01 AM nea_storm The truth is Disclosure of Truth has been transpiring for a very long time on every level, multidimensionally: It is dependent upon each of us 

independently & collectively Our desire:

As much as you desire or as little ... Free Will is a beautiful thing! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEmyZLaaRWc … pic.twitter.com/dFFksiV7Ey

1/4/2020 11:25:03 AM patriotrebecca That isn’t a Q Drop.

You are on the info section of Q  http://map.pub .

I imagine it’s compiled by anons or board owners.

To my memory Q has barely mentioned 911z

1/4/2020 11:26:51 AM gyspylala Why hasn't Q mentioned DUMBS

1/4/2020 11:32:25 AM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has talked about this before. You can do a search on their tweets. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and the subject. You can find their archived tweets here.  https://majic12tweets.000webhostapp.com/# 

💗💗💗

1/4/2020 11:32:44 AM scottlarocca3 So tell me again how an old man hiding in a cave thousands of miles away benefited from the [three] towers that were brought down that day.

These people are sick and evil 

Always follow the blood money

#gitmo is too good for them

#wwg1wga #q #qanon pic.twitter.com/zV5twYnMIW

1/4/2020 11:33:33 AM ultra_unlimited Expect Miracles ⚡️

1/4/2020 11:35:25 AM cstarr888 Could it be because Isr@el is last? Connections. 

🤔🙏💖

1/4/2020 11:35:55 AM rachelriot1 Stop spreading the info that vaccines are safe.  They are Unvetted and there's zero quality control.  I don't disagree with the science of vaccines- they 

work!!! But what they're injecting us now is a TROJAN HORSE

1/4/2020 11:36:10 AM josepht06187724 Nah

1/4/2020 11:36:45 AM kidge6 8+1/11 is last?

1/4/2020 11:37:11 AM gyspylala Thank Brennan



1/4/2020 11:39:30 AM dtowling Was it the deal made with G bush to keep 9/11 quiet for his cooperation? Remember his dads funeral?  Even his wife and brother looked concerned 🤔

1/4/2020 11:46:39 AM alight412 So when you say Message over Messenger ( which you have used several times) is it as simple as saying the message is more important then who is 

delivering it- validating the truth being reported?

1/4/2020 11:46:56 AM ortho_science3 They are a medical procedure. They are well regulated but ~ 1-5 per 100,000 will have some sort of reaction most likely d/t unknown medical condition. 

Compared to thousands of people per 100,000 dying from polio and measles etc it is a no brainer

1/4/2020 11:48:43 AM ortho_science3 Find one study with good methodology that found vaccines to cause GBS. You can’t

1/4/2020 11:49:10 AM t_hayden07 Jan 11-12th....

1/4/2020 11:50:21 AM hgraceq  https://in5d.com/what-is-this-high-pitched-ringing-in-my-ears/ …

1/4/2020 11:52:10 AM t_hayden07 1/11-1/12 is a major alignment. The end of an age, so to speak. Then? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/4/2020 11:52:10 AM _queenalex__ This account is not all that fyi

1/4/2020 11:54:24 AM arborsmarty Thank you. 🌲

1/4/2020 11:56:30 AM laurabusse Bingo 👍👍👍

1/4/2020 12:01:03 PM cjsilkey What’s this about??

1/4/2020 12:02:35 PM s0uthrncharmed And now somewhat emotional??

1/4/2020 12:15:29 PM fornodan I change my mind  14.****mhz

1/4/2020 12:20:20 PM rachelriot1 Did you know the third leading cause of death in North America is medical error?? Did you know the CDC created a court specifically to deal with ppl 

who have serious adverse affects from vaccs even death?? Did you know they use metal as adjuvants? And fetal DNA?? WHY

1/4/2020 12:22:06 PM rachelriot1 Oh good.  No one has measles....a disease that with today's medical advancements won't kill you unless you're you're a 1/1000 vulnerable one ...but 

good thing we all have autoimmune disease and mental health issues.  Perhaps we're doing something very wrong.

1/4/2020 12:23:02 PM covertress 💑

1/4/2020 12:25:15 PM sinnersdeborah  pic.twitter.com/Rb1GZBeIwO

1/4/2020 12:26:37 PM ortho_science3 1/1000 is significantly more likely than the risk of adverse effects from vaccines. Are you attributing those things to vaccines? WTF - couldn’t be that 

everyone is fat and sedentary, or eating awful foods, or that medicine has gotten better at diagnosing

1/4/2020 12:27:48 PM ortho_science3 3rd leading cause of death as medical error has nothing to do with vaccines

1/4/2020 12:34:59 PM angiefletcher How is it coming?

1/4/2020 12:35:50 PM 369palm 😱😨😰 pic.twitter.com/xZonxOCHJR

1/4/2020 12:37:54 PM sdane8 What's the deal with the black goo? I remember reading about a man who was murdered in England I think and surrounded by black goo.

1/4/2020 12:40:24 PM aetherwalker1 Conveniently timed 'intelligence'.

Imagine my shock.

If you guys in the High Castle think you have to 'Regime Change' Iran, can we do it WITHOUT an invasion, WITHOUT broken, maimed, and dead 

Americans please?

1/4/2020 12:41:04 PM hgraceq God bless you, Amy!

1/4/2020 12:41:37 PM hgraceq God bless you, Dasha!!

1/4/2020 12:42:51 PM hgraceq 💚💜❤️💛🧡

1/4/2020 12:43:44 PM lamieret @paulmuaddib61 has incredible research on this...he follows the money and the patents!

1/4/2020 12:44:00 PM hgraceq Yes the universe is speaking to you. Loved ones on the other side. God. Numerology is a light language. 

What’s the 17th letter of the alphabet ?

1/4/2020 12:45:02 PM lamieret For anyone stuck in their 9/11 research, @paulmuaddib61 has done exhaustive work following the money, patents and technology involved in 9/11....it 

becomes quite clear who was responsible and why, quickly.

1/4/2020 12:45:09 PM sdane8  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

1/4/2020 12:45:25 PM aetherwalker1 MJ, as most of you are military men, you know by first hand experience the horrors of war; the true price of war.

I haven't served in this life so I only know what I've seen online/TV.

1/4/2020 12:49:58 PM lynnielee5 It’s all in the Timing! Anons Know!

1/4/2020 12:51:35 PM louisvilleb2012 @TamithaSkov @dbirch214

1/4/2020 12:51:55 PM americanpetal I never knew that. Thank you!

1/4/2020 12:53:03 PM sdane8 The left eye symbolism may be representative of RA, but I still wonder.what is symbolizes to them and how and why/when they use the practice.

1/4/2020 12:54:04 PM americanpetal Wasn’t this the same time the Black Cube was taken out in Iran? Idk

1/4/2020 12:57:29 PM swagsjeffrey #HOLYSHIT @VincentCrypt46 @3Days3Nights @CologeroGetz @Inevitable_ET @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/anba_Alsaudia/status/1213193480295636993 …

1/4/2020 12:58:58 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/9L6swpElG4

1/4/2020 1:01:14 PM djlok Or Disclosure...or both?

1/4/2020 1:03:44 PM sdane8 What happens when their campaign ends and there is money left? Do they keep it or just siphon it off the entire time?

1/4/2020 1:03:52 PM q_patriot17 All I’m saying is that there is more than just one post about 911

1/4/2020 1:05:42 PM sdane8 You are far more evolved than me. I drink a cup of coffee. 😊

1/4/2020 1:06:28 PM andyob225 Manuka Honey is an antibacterial as well. General,basic flu... I take elderberry syrup, echinacea, zinc, 5000 mg vitamin C daily. Look up Dr Axe all 

natural cold remedy.

1/4/2020 1:07:27 PM sdane8 ALICE is that you?

1/4/2020 1:08:35 PM chris_losh_ Exactly

1/4/2020 1:09:11 PM djlok 😂😂😂

1/4/2020 1:10:55 PM allahuniversal Correct. However, no one is stupid or a dumb ass for either disagreeing or seeing drops from a different angle. #WWG1WGA

1/4/2020 1:13:10 PM qurioser Question: if the chart reads January 3, 13:00 hours, what time is it EST in the US?

I can’t figure this out for sure and so I can’t do any correlations to my own space-time. 

Tx!

1/4/2020 1:14:26 PM realmviolet Someone said it is noe raining in Australia! The power of focus feeling and empowered manifestation. Miracles do happen. I am living proof!

1/4/2020 1:15:27 PM bbobbio71 "Wondered By"?? 

Notable??

1/4/2020 1:15:53 PM sdane8 Thank you!

1/4/2020 1:16:14 PM sinnersdeborah Wow, a lot of Symbolism in those rooms!

1/4/2020 1:17:37 PM sdane8 I love that stuff. What channel is that?

1/4/2020 1:20:42 PM qanon84 #PickACrimeAnyCrime #DrainingTheSwamp #Nwo #No2Eugenics pic.twitter.com/bNGsgVY8qS



1/4/2020 1:24:03 PM avocadogreta Try again.

How many people in the US have died from measles in the last 10 years? 

0

How many have died from the MMR vaccine in 2018? 😳 

418 children died from the vaccine in 2018 alone.
1/4/2020 1:31:09 PM avocadogreta  pic.twitter.com/RbCn1mNtZb

1/4/2020 1:31:38 PM obladioroblada  https://twitter.com/ObladiorOblada/status/1213573433256230913?s=20 …

1/4/2020 1:32:11 PM 369palm White hats

1/4/2020 1:32:20 PM terribug13 I have a bad cold, with everything that comes with it!!!

1/4/2020 1:33:06 PM avocadogreta So vaccines are immune to medical errors? 

I've worked in a lab, mistakes happen ALL the time. pic.twitter.com/0IL1LB4szW

1/4/2020 1:33:21 PM deanna_danforth Thank u

1/4/2020 1:33:29 PM ms_duckworth Here’s the “what”. The question is “who”

 https://t.co/F4gBoc61TM  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1166796148369231872?s=21 …

1/4/2020 1:34:25 PM ortho_science3 Source? This is probably false. Measles is not killing people in the USA because of vaccines. It is deadly and very contagious in other areas of the world 

without effective vaccination levels pic.twitter.com/yIcPggSKKu

1/4/2020 1:35:59 PM terribug13 Reset of what?

1/4/2020 1:36:36 PM avocadogreta Measles are no big deal. Both my kids had them and it was just like the flu with a rash and then it was over. Boobies, extra vitamin A. Lots of liquids. 

If a parent can't deal with a normal childhood illness at home, something is wrong with the parent, not the child.

1/4/2020 1:36:38 PM terribug13 Yipee!  Hope that's true!

1/4/2020 1:37:28 PM americanpetal I got one for the first time in a prob a decade

1/4/2020 1:37:39 PM terribug13 The Age of Aquarius!

1/4/2020 1:38:53 PM terrancongito Lara Logan is an incredibly brave woman.

1/4/2020 1:38:54 PM gypsy_spirit311 Go to @StormIsUponUs

And read the archives. It should help a lot.

Joe M made this video below. 

#WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

1/4/2020 1:39:26 PM ortho_science3 *Provably not probably

1/4/2020 1:42:02 PM lbf777 But Israel did 911 and they own Trump. They told Pence to blame Iran.

1/4/2020 1:42:33 PM ortho_science3 More people die from measles every year than have died from vaccinations since they became available

1/4/2020 1:42:40 PM avocadogreta First, they lump in those who died from the vaccine with measles deaths. 

Second, this entire estimated number is from areas where there is little/no sanitation.

1/4/2020 1:43:45 PM avocadogreta Show me data for the US. pic.twitter.com/nH96rBK7pe

1/4/2020 1:44:21 PM ortho_science3 Show me where you got 418 people dying from vaccines. You’re spreading wrong information

1/4/2020 1:45:17 PM sinnersdeborah And on the Heart

1/4/2020 1:45:36 PM ortho_science3 People aren’t dying in the US because of vaccines. The US data supports my position

1/4/2020 1:46:38 PM terribug13 Manifestation is the key.  Heart and mind together!  (Book of Thomas) not included in the Bible.

1/4/2020 1:47:51 PM terribug13 I am totally in the dark!

1/4/2020 1:47:59 PM jamiebroadwater Page removed- must have offended someone!

1/4/2020 1:48:14 PM ortho_science3  pic.twitter.com/PYzReQEQUm

1/4/2020 1:49:53 PM tomblvd Link please?

1/4/2020 1:50:08 PM avocadogreta Sorry it was 412 and it's from the VEARS reporting system

1/4/2020 1:50:43 PM linnyt7 When Bush Sr. Was pres. I heard rumors of how Muslims wanted to take over the world & would do it through terrorism & creating chaos. I thought it 

was a conspiracy theory. That was not a conspiracy theory but a NWO plan & 9/11 was the start & just the tip of the iceberg. Crazy.

1/4/2020 1:50:53 PM ortho_science3 Link

1/4/2020 1:50:58 PM shari_todd No more nukes in North Korea

No more ISIS

No more Syria war

No more corrupt DOJ

No more corrupt FBI

No more corrupt Supreme Court

No more 7th floor

No more John McStain

No more Obamacare

No more illegal immigration

No more Weinstein

No more NXIVM

No more Epstein Island

#GLORIOUS
1/4/2020 1:50:58 PM avocadogreta Uh huh. 

And how many died? Zero.

1/4/2020 1:54:40 PM avocadogreta This is where you will have to go and do your own research. It's one of those facts I put away in my brain after researching it. I've shared with you 

enough info now go do your own research. 

Measles is a normal childhood disease, not as bad as the vaccine.

1/4/2020 1:55:01 PM realmviolet Beautiful!

1/4/2020 1:55:02 PM snakesanders22 That is not the "what", therefore you cannot understand "who".

lookup: Dr Judy Wood "Where did the Towers Go ?" to understand "what" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ermHx3akejc …

1/4/2020 1:55:14 PM aprilbrown99 Yes

1/4/2020 1:56:00 PM ortho_science3 You’ve shared zero evidence of anything you’ve stated. Shocking you can’t find anything to support your made up statistic

1/4/2020 1:57:21 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I don't count on any predictions from one person, but I did like his logic for why they have held off doing mass arrests.

1/4/2020 1:59:29 PM brimichelle75 Are those baby coffins on the wall?  Alefantis liked baby coffins

1/4/2020 1:59:35 PM ortho_science3 Again the lack of deaths are evidence of the effectiveness of vaccines. https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.pbs.org/newshour/amp/science/how-

bad-is-the-measles-comeback-heres-70-years-of-data …

1/4/2020 2:02:44 PM sh4m33 Hello again 🙏🏼🖤💛🙏🏼

ThanQ very much 💎



1/4/2020 2:03:19 PM avocadogreta What about those who got measles and didn't die? We know how to take care of measles- Vitamin A, liquids, rest, breast milk. 

What about those who are harmed by the vaccine?

1/4/2020 2:03:42 PM brimichelle75 Pedobears 

Alefantis is obsessed with them 

Also that Freddy bear thing is tied to Pizzagate

1/4/2020 2:03:43 PM dimensionally_ Nothing secretive about the Schuman Resonance. We can all keep up with it on our own time. You can also understand more about what it is you're 

reading when viewing the charts by simply researching "Schuman Resonance".

1/4/2020 2:04:17 PM terribug13 I had not had a cold in about 2 years. Both my sister and brother-in-law have bad colds right now!   Weird!

1/4/2020 2:05:34 PM mongrelglory I can't believe you guys! 🤣🤣🤣

1/4/2020 2:07:47 PM mongrelglory [B]ush?

1/4/2020 2:07:51 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/bYMajFkM8w

1/4/2020 2:08:12 PM brimichelle75 Alefantis had pedobears posts everywhere 

The bears are the children

1/4/2020 2:10:46 PM ortho_science3 1/4 with measles are hospitalized and problem with measles is it’s contagious for a week+ before people become symptomatic. True, most are fine if 

they get measles, but a way higher % of people with measles with have lasting effects than people who have vaccine side-effects

1/4/2020 2:13:01 PM mongrelglory It was the recent Edge of Wonder video on youtube where they interviews Corey Goode.  It was released on New Year's Day.

1/4/2020 2:13:16 PM ortho_science3  https://www.politifact.com/facebook-fact-checks/statements/2019/apr/15/viral-image/no-measles-vaccine-didnt-kill-hundreds-infants-las/ …

1/4/2020 2:13:40 PM ortho_science3  https://www.politifact.com/facebook-fact-checks/statements/2019/apr/15/viral-image/no-measles-vaccine-didnt-kill-hundreds-infants-las/ …

1/4/2020 2:14:15 PM 369_is 'WH' 'B' replaced misspelling. Does anyone have ideas about this?

1/4/2020 2:15:15 PM notevenchad17 I was thinking it might be the EO of 21DEC17, which pretty much seizes ALL Human Traffickers & Trafficking Organizations for The United States of 

America. pic.twitter.com/kVewcftXqr

1/4/2020 2:20:43 PM tomblvd The VAERS reporting system is very inaccurate. Anybody can report anything. (one activist reported he became the Incredible Hulk after a shot). You 

must've missed this YUUUUUUGE disclaimer at the top of the page: pic.twitter.com/Z5LhMFMYjP

1/4/2020 2:31:39 PM puertoricancham  https://www.businessinsider.com/obama-misled-congress-secretly-broke-sanctions-for-iran-before-the-deal-2018-6 …

1/4/2020 2:35:28 PM robinreitsma1 👀

1/4/2020 2:40:25 PM iowa_trump Quiet DECLAS. I like it.

1/4/2020 2:46:58 PM everpatriot111 Most all that q has said was in public domain before he ever got here....

1/4/2020 2:47:23 PM everpatriot111 Hijackers  didn’t even happen that day...

1/4/2020 2:47:23 PM laurabusse I was living about 45 min from NYC with no traffic LOL

But the smoke could be seen from our town

It was extremely traumatic

NJ all my life

I believed the narrative for maybe ten years

Stumbled upon David Wilcock almost ten yrs ago

He was instrumental in shocking me awake...

Yikes
1/4/2020 2:51:16 PM jvan125 What did I just walk in on? 😂🤣😂❤️❤️❤️

1/4/2020 2:52:21 PM jvan125 B + WH = Bush White House? 🧐

1/4/2020 2:54:15 PM sjger3 So what should we do?

1/4/2020 2:58:01 PM dana76903962 And pass it to others because it is a live vaccine

1/4/2020 2:59:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is Allah? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115289564359352320 …

1/4/2020 2:59:54 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Are we testing new weaponry or is this a confirmation that DEWs exist? #Qanon #IranWar #QassemSoleimani

#Q #QAnons https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=0GeIImbZpCo …

1/4/2020 3:00:57 PM 369helen313 The war would be TRUMP style 👉🏻 #BLITZ⚡️

1/4/2020 3:01:46 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/_D0ZQPqeJkk 

very one sided

1/4/2020 3:01:52 PM gymdogmom And I still won’t get a flu shot.

1/4/2020 3:02:27 PM worldxplorer1 A higher dimensional IS-BE who manipulates humanity for its own purposes. 

There’s a whole cast of these characters. [Moloch]

What to do?!

SPACE FORCE!!

1/4/2020 3:02:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/4ths of USA is against WAR with Iran.

What 99% of the population are unaware of is the US+Israel's role in creating modern day Iran.

What if you wanted to undo what you created?

Think Absolute Power

Space Force Utilized?

"We have rebuilt our Military."

Old tech is being sold.

1/4/2020 3:03:05 PM obzerver77 Saturn

1/4/2020 3:03:54 PM nicpace2 They think they’re safe with nuclear weapons that will do them no good in this conflict. False security!!!

1/4/2020 3:05:09 PM drbohammer A fictional character created by the Catholic Church about 1400 years ago...

1/4/2020 3:06:20 PM rebornkingent mohammed mossadegh. We install the puppets, we must now remove.

1/4/2020 3:07:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 What Space Force assets exist in Iraq?

Think SG-1

6,000 Yr Old Enemy

What happened to the Pyramids?

Then came a desert?

Was Iran attempting to shift the balance of global power to comply with the requests of this 6K old enemy?

Peace is the Prize.

[PP]

Enjoy the show...
1/4/2020 3:07:39 PM worldxplorer1 A Stargate

1/4/2020 3:07:39 PM rebornkingent Stargate

1/4/2020 3:07:53 PM iamyou132 Stargate

1/4/2020 3:07:55 PM rebornkingent Iraq museum sub basement looting.

1/4/2020 3:08:20 PM portezf  pic.twitter.com/yHdZ3tjRvJ



1/4/2020 3:08:54 PM frank275 Rumors that the Stargate is located in Sadam’s palace basement....👀🤔

1/4/2020 3:09:12 PM djlok A Lunar Deity.  I had no idea.  I'd always assumed Allah was the same God that Jews and Christians worship....just a different name.  Wonder where I'd 

been taught that!!!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allah_as_a_lunar_deity?wprov=sfti1 …

1/4/2020 3:09:24 PM selvestekjetil Who are The Vatican’s u think? 🐸

1/4/2020 3:09:38 PM neeneenat That the US holds and guards.

1/4/2020 3:09:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iranians and Americans want WAR?

Are you high?

Rhetorical Q.

Nobody of sound body and mind wants WAR.

Everybody wants PEACE.

What if a select few are preventing PEACE?

Is it okay to terminate them?

Remember, PEACE IS THE PRIZE.

We are terminating [THEM].

Military Tribunals.
1/4/2020 3:10:08 PM lavenderlives 750 Centcom station - yeah pic.twitter.com/gMmEDqo7rk

1/4/2020 3:10:24 PM jvan125 😳 I thought the SAME THING as you did...👀

1/4/2020 3:10:29 PM keith369me A Matrix deity?

1/4/2020 3:10:34 PM andoniandothard Majestic. That’s way to open ended. Too many ridiculous opinions will be spoken here. Why don’t you give just a little more than “who is allah”.

1/4/2020 3:10:44 PM lucyc5124 Stargate? 😊. Please hurry and get us out of this prison @realDonaldTrump 😊 ✨🌏✨ #paradise #neearth 💫

1/4/2020 3:10:45 PM drbohammer A cabal of very greedy power hungry sociopathic humans.

1/4/2020 3:10:54 PM joan1barb Trump didn't create it. Deep state did.

1/4/2020 3:11:00 PM frank275 yes!! Oil was a secondary issue in Irak; its all about the stargate

1/4/2020 3:11:00 PM josepht06187724 That's why the Saddam burial site/mansion was off limits to us warfighters...

1/4/2020 3:11:09 PM megatronmighty The HEN-TI

1/4/2020 3:11:15 PM mibmark The world is not as it seems?

1/4/2020 3:11:25 PM teatimerose1 Loving the questions and the show

1/4/2020 3:11:29 PM keith369me Nuclear facilities secured?  Earthquakes?

1/4/2020 3:11:33 PM subversion_ops Stargates exist?

1/4/2020 3:11:40 PM overtonparadox Orr just more war for Israel...

1/4/2020 3:12:03 PM djlok I tell you what...I think we might all need to go on a DMT trip to get this all sorted out. 😂😂😂

1/4/2020 3:12:10 PM n7guardiananon get rid of Saddam so zoran could access Iraqi stargate

1/4/2020 3:12:18 PM islandofdelight  http://exopolitics.org/archived/Study-Paper2.htm … Stargate in Iraq?

1/4/2020 3:12:27 PM megatronmighty ....RA

1/4/2020 3:12:34 PM n7guardiananon Iran could  access*

1/4/2020 3:12:44 PM seeker229 Just saw this when I googled Targeted individuals pic.twitter.com/wToKuzpg1o

1/4/2020 3:12:53 PM susan66388204 Reptilian shape shifters

1/4/2020 3:12:56 PM fuknutz Ever listen to Black Sabbath?

1/4/2020 3:13:14 PM wideawake181 William Thompkins discussed a 6000 year old enemy 🤔 When will we get transparency?

1/4/2020 3:13:15 PM everpatriot111 All easy answered questions.

1/4/2020 3:13:24 PM djlok I have not.

1/4/2020 3:13:28 PM fvntom  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UhjblIwfFM …

1/4/2020 3:13:30 PM worldxplorer1 There are naturally forming Stargates in Iraq AND Iran (among other places) per MJ12. 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1042411871897350145?s=21 …

1/4/2020 3:13:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Israel's power over US was through lobbying and NGOs.

Both were neutralized when 45 was sworn in, on his orders.

Israel's objective is similar to Allah's objective.

Who is Allah?

6,000 Year Old Enemy?

Three Religions?

Power of 3 6 and 9?

Artwork = Equations = Secrets?
1/4/2020 3:14:11 PM americanpetal Planned Parenthood=6000 yr old death cult.

1/4/2020 3:14:16 PM tommytornado5 Why were the Baghdadi Museums the FIRST things raided when we invaded in 2003? What had they discovered that prompted us to come over and 

invade after 9-11?

1/4/2020 3:14:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is many things. Opinions matter not.

1/4/2020 3:14:27 PM keith369me I used to contemplate this type of connection.  Now I think I will get there without an aid.

1/4/2020 3:15:06 PM mrkbsimotas Reptilians

1/4/2020 3:15:12 PM heneriettamary Obama had the chance to help Iranians take back their country but he was too weak, wimpy and cowardly to do so.  He threw them under the bus! 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2011/11/why_obama_betrayed_the_iranian_people.html …

1/4/2020 3:15:22 PM covertress I Hate Pasta

1/4/2020 3:15:59 PM fuknutz Ozzy spelled it all out in a song called NIB. This one was sung as thought it was written by Lucifer himself. 

If you dig deep enough you will find all three major religions are indeed offshoots of Satanism.

1/4/2020 3:16:00 PM xdotsi @AsteroidStryke 😚

1/4/2020 3:16:03 PM anonymousada Here is a thread of some good Looking Glass info.

Best show on earth. https://twitter.com/AnonymousAda/status/1213586870304686084?s=19 …

1/4/2020 3:16:04 PM aprilbrown99 😂😂😂

1/4/2020 3:16:04 PM keith369me The Fertile Crescent

1/4/2020 3:16:09 PM cryptocrab4 Those strikes showed Iran that they were being double crossed by Kerry/Obama , their may be more but I am starting to think Trump is gonna cause a 

few heart attacks from the pressure. Imagine the amount of sleep they are getting.

1/4/2020 3:16:13 PM kindeandtrue Because eating popcorn is all we're capable of?

1/4/2020 3:16:29 PM jaded_pearl Is this the new tech? https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=0GeIImbZpCo …

1/4/2020 3:16:38 PM zackofportland Its weird because i have been feeling great today. Strange how that stuff works.

1/4/2020 3:16:40 PM richzen2 Daniel: it’s a ziggurat

1/4/2020 3:17:02 PM vonnielavonne Can this be rolled together ?

1/4/2020 3:17:04 PM cosmic_engineer Agreed Bo, that doctrine was created by men. Complete fabrication by the Vatican

1/4/2020 3:17:13 PM fuknutz "I will give you those things you thought unreal

The sun, the moon, the stars all bear my seal" pic.twitter.com/zlUt7YgopW

1/4/2020 3:17:48 PM orthogonalron Ziggurat of Ur

1/4/2020 3:18:04 PM raisethevib369 Are the anunnaki fighting over domain like they have throughout history?



1/4/2020 3:18:12 PM selvestekjetil The propper term/word to describe THEM, do not exist yet. 

Would sound a lot like Hel, with an extra l ;)

1/4/2020 3:18:30 PM djlok Daaah--yum...that's a very direct message!!!

1/4/2020 3:18:54 PM givemefreedom84 And if you happen to I get the flu. Stay yo butt home!!

1/4/2020 3:19:00 PM ortho_science3 I don’t think you know what a live vaccine is

1/4/2020 3:19:12 PM lbf777 No more wars! pic.twitter.com/lNsjQSxpeH

1/4/2020 3:19:19 PM jaded_pearl I think so too. Too many anomalies and must be man made as vibration/ Richter scale increased with "after shocks".

1/4/2020 3:19:36 PM fuknutz Most people who listen to this music their entire lives, never understand the true meaning of it.

1/4/2020 3:20:04 PM byegone1 How about sharing some sauce majestic.  You seem to be all questions and no answers.  Let's leave that to Q.

1/4/2020 3:20:45 PM americanpetal 6K enemy = BAAL/ MOLOCH

Who else?

1/4/2020 3:21:11 PM peter95117110 1.)"Apr 29, 2003 - Archaeologists in Iraq believe they have found the tomb of King...."

2.) "German archaeologists hope to return to Iraq when it returns to normality to examine whether an "anomaly" in the ground is.." 

pic.twitter.com/VItVLpohXW

1/4/2020 3:22:43 PM twilly18 wrap your head around 1.618033989

it's built into the "kings chamber"

1.618033989 X 1.618033989 = 2.618033989

2.618033989 X 1.2 = 3.1416407868

3.1416407868 - Pi = 4.8133881309306737356616720497116e-5

close enough for government work
1/4/2020 3:22:45 PM cosmic_engineer  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1213548444054433792?s=19 …

1/4/2020 3:23:08 PM lbf777  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1213578721157943297 …

1/4/2020 3:23:19 PM djlok Oh, totally. 

It's so bad for me, I blast classical music now while at the gym.  

I turned off my favorites.  Hell, I'm even embarrassed to admit who some of my favorites were.

1/4/2020 3:23:47 PM creativeflowery You mean controlled by a devil.

1/4/2020 3:23:53 PM father_mayhem I was into metal in the 80's but I always thought the devil shyte was dumb. Fools were serious! pic.twitter.com/uwFVG9Pd04

1/4/2020 3:24:17 PM decodematrix Star Gate located in Ur, Iraq. Iran trying to take control to comply with the requests of the Goa'uld. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889850872833945601 …

1/4/2020 3:24:18 PM justifi78326842 Well , finally getting to the goods stuff of history, love it, exposure is near. pic.twitter.com/dIQSNbWL6r

1/4/2020 3:24:47 PM omarfromuk Allah has many meanings ? are Muslims worshiping a fake God ?

1/4/2020 3:25:05 PM lbf777 He does have art in his 66th floor Penthouse of Baal.

1/4/2020 3:25:15 PM worldxplorer1 How does Afghanistan relate?  Another neighboring country of Iran with long lasting US military presence. 

Most importantly are the numerous reports of portals in the area. Are the phenomena that the Afghan people call “portals” the same as what MJ12 

call “stargates”?

1/4/2020 3:25:23 PM cledrordfishing Will we disable their warheads from space?  

Lasers?  Other tech that can disable in place? 

California burnt down while testing?

1/4/2020 3:25:28 PM dispensaryexch Want to know what happened ? On 911 ? I got you fam, and remember Wikileaks has NEVER had to retract a intelligence drop....Q-

 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/13/1332210_-analytical-and-intelligence-comments-mossad-ran-9-11-

arab.html?fbclid=IwAR3stHgBHZjYWP8j5ND0UpdoiOBY2SdYPv8T_IVZ-tFEoGCzmBmIjXu2Fno …

1/4/2020 3:26:00 PM americanpetal Did this ancient enemies use the Power of 3 6 9?

1/4/2020 3:26:20 PM mittenman2020 Unfortunately, most are!!! History and Independent thinking have been bred out of the last 2 generations. Thankfully for some, the programming 

didn't take.

1/4/2020 3:26:45 PM fuknutz All this having been said, I strongly believe Ozzy was doing this "in character" to teach a message, not to glorify evil. 

Strictly my opinion. 

Check the lyrics to "Lord of this World" for further evidence of this.

1/4/2020 3:26:47 PM dispensaryexch And here is a CROSS REFERENCE from Dr. Pieczenik https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1uExAFBPCe0 …

1/4/2020 3:27:09 PM 7uckyl3  pic.twitter.com/dFVyKUrZ88

1/4/2020 3:27:31 PM creativeflowery There you go I'm not wrong. I rebuke Baal in the name of Jesus Christ. They want people free will. They want to cause earth to tremble.

1/4/2020 3:28:01 PM april10521252 Interesting

1/4/2020 3:28:02 PM fuknutz Never be ashamed of the past - it molded and shaped you into who you are today.

1/4/2020 3:28:30 PM cledrordfishing Most caucasian people have the same DNA as king Tutankhamun.

Why doesn't the people who are in Egypt now have that DNA?

1/4/2020 3:28:36 PM thebeeguy0 Rods of god? 

Didn't they use that against NK?

Whatever it is its very interesting...

1/4/2020 3:28:39 PM guy_karen Really?  SG-1 there?  OMG

1/4/2020 3:29:41 PM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/cJA6lcjyBE

1/4/2020 3:30:00 PM americanpetal I’m guessing they did.

1/4/2020 3:30:47 PM djlok Daaah--yum!!!

1/4/2020 3:31:11 PM gashauler72 Lucifer

1/4/2020 3:31:12 PM mikeb38beacon_h May I ask who the 6k enemy is? Devil or other?

1/4/2020 3:32:12 PM fightforamerica Moloch?

1/4/2020 3:32:31 PM jaded_pearl Good name for them. Not sure about UK but I feel they were used in the fires in Paradise, CA also I have seen unvetted pics here that cars are melting.

1/4/2020 3:32:46 PM bereantype assets= tower of babel (stargate into Heaven) 

Nimrod=[became] nephilim (forbidden tech)

Pyramid= covered in quartz {multi-purposes}

event caused desert?

that old red dragon

[PP?] (child sacrifice?)

@1breathaway2u



1/4/2020 3:33:45 PM andoniandothard Ahhhhhh.  Come on

1/4/2020 3:33:45 PM deplorabldamsel An ET.  And after reading all this, assuming he/she/it/them reside/protect/control the Moon?

1/4/2020 3:33:59 PM tinkernh4 All at base in Antarctica... fleets ect   Travel has been going on for years off world

1/4/2020 3:34:01 PM burgersandra "Requests of this 6,000 yr old enemy?"  

Space Force assets???  Could the enemy be this?

SB2- "dimensions are the ones where we learn from the Bible the Nephilims and similar entities were gathered after the flood!"

1/4/2020 3:34:12 PM drstrangegov draco? like from "enemy mine"? gggrrrrraaaaaaaaaaaaa

1/4/2020 3:34:23 PM credavan The bots are real. 

Sock puppets are real. 

Fake content is real.

1/4/2020 3:34:31 PM turboxyde Interesting...

A distortion of the Molech/Satan IS-BE?

Or perhaps connected to it's social memory group complex through different layers/manifestations?

I hear these beings absolutely LOVE visits from rambunctious IS-BEs wishing them love & light. pic.twitter.com/3SSGAqv98y

1/4/2020 3:34:51 PM billwes76233793 Bohia Harvest.

Rosemont Seneca.

Micro electronics?

That control what?

Who now owns the patents, IP?

Secret Empires by Peter Schweizer
1/4/2020 3:34:56 PM dakotobol Yea.... the "Israel" part is the problem.

1/4/2020 3:35:27 PM heidi_weigand This......👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/94tQrJkruc

1/4/2020 3:35:54 PM wacob_jehrli Orion? Pledian?

1/4/2020 3:36:28 PM heidi_weigand  pic.twitter.com/JVc7is8D76

1/4/2020 3:37:22 PM tommy99938959 They movie they can maybe relate to is Transformers!!! The sheep that have not awakened there mind is still controll.   Ed !!! dark to light!!!     GOD.  

Q.  WWG1WGA.   PATRIOTS

1/4/2020 3:37:43 PM stoneturnr Space Force utilized...

Are you referring to this? 

Is it a weapon? Cloaked ship signalling? https://twitter.com/Souria4Syrians/status/1213279373232656384 …

1/4/2020 3:38:20 PM andoniandothard Your opinion matters to all of us that follow you!!! That is why we follow you. We are hungry for the truth behind many many things. Tired if being lied 

to. Tired of deceit.

1/4/2020 3:38:22 PM americanpetal Is ALLAH

Arm

Leg 

Leg

Arm

Head

1/4/2020 3:38:24 PM timkania *satan

1/4/2020 3:38:56 PM aschilliam The few should die already.

1/4/2020 3:39:51 PM wacob_jehrli 🤔🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/aIY2MEsuHT

1/4/2020 3:39:54 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20star%20gate&src=typed_query …

1/4/2020 3:39:56 PM 00loll0 Kerry Cassidy sold out long ago,follow the money. Don't listen to anything else she has to say,mixing truth and lies to confuse people. Bad news that 

one is.

1/4/2020 3:39:57 PM rosesrred0119 Wait hold up... you saying your part of Q team?  "We".... just noting not accusing.

1/4/2020 3:40:02 PM xdotsi That last bit tho 😍

1/4/2020 3:40:12 PM mikeb38beacon_h What tech or weaponry can Iran obtain through Sg?

1/4/2020 3:40:12 PM gnesich1 Thats only one of them lol....

1/4/2020 3:40:13 PM werascending Me too!!! Soon, my family will no longer think I am crazy!!!

1/4/2020 3:40:21 PM duncanskinner6 [PP] = [PlannedParenthood]? 187?

1/4/2020 3:41:26 PM fuknutz Now if you really wanna see some interesting shit, take the time and watch these:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1V98DsNXi0 …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HiYN2LXvpI …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6E6abDdBII … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUDdOR618xE …

1/4/2020 3:43:02 PM loreleiinbama Naturally by CERN?

1/4/2020 3:43:24 PM jimtaylorsays 😊 pic.twitter.com/apwYxzHTuB

1/4/2020 3:43:31 PM hgraceq You’re not crazy!

Paying attention! As all should realllly be doing right now

1/4/2020 3:43:38 PM turboxyde This is one of his most popular videos... https://youtu.be/GsyjNef2ydQ 

1/4/2020 3:43:50 PM dispensaryexch Third CROSS REFERENCE on who did 911 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRfhUezbKLw …

1/4/2020 3:44:37 PM werascending Sounds like a good plan David!

1/4/2020 3:44:55 PM robinreitsma1 👀

1/4/2020 3:45:12 PM dispensaryexch And don’t forget the CLOWNS 🤡 pic.twitter.com/e1eaCDowRi

1/4/2020 3:45:46 PM cogbill_alan Ummm they cracked rsa 100 on paper over on /vqc/. Nothing is "safe".

1/4/2020 3:46:47 PM linnyt7 Who worshipped Moloch?

What happened to the Canaanites? https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/07/ancient-dna-reveals-fate-mysterious-canaanites …

1/4/2020 3:46:59 PM shamanpolitical The time I saw it. pic.twitter.com/NLGPQ09I8E

1/4/2020 3:47:27 PM kaliyugasend Das right

1/4/2020 3:49:40 PM lmjonzey Finally

1/4/2020 3:49:59 PM hgraceq 8 am https://www.onlineconverter.com/utc-to-est 

1/4/2020 3:50:15 PM gribbs7 [They] were'nt looking for nuclear weapons.

1/4/2020 3:50:46 PM tamiwils0n22813  https://www.newsbreakapp.com/n/0NkQtgsF?pd=026qc6CU&s=i0 …

1/4/2020 3:51:06 PM klucksl Who? Or where do I go to see what he says?



1/4/2020 3:51:51 PM kevinmruel Bards of War EP60 2020 Virginia and Moving Mountains

 https://youtu.be/lUqL9_jyTPY 

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @DeepStateExpose @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation 

@DevinNunes @USArmy @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @IvankaTrump @EricTrump

1/4/2020 3:52:11 PM sterkinglights1  https://open.spotify.com/episode/1ybkyAVzw88agdmwXQb1mJ?si=20LTEXmTTZOJ-nvoKTVYWQ …

1/4/2020 3:54:48 PM 1breathaway2u Satan is our 6000 year old enemy in 'time', though he's been around longer. Time can be an enemy too, death and dying of everything due to sin. 

Pyramids lost the covering of granite/crystal due to Noah's flood. Lush garden of Eden prior to flood, post desert. Child sacrifice =PP

1/4/2020 3:55:28 PM ninjakek1 This is what I pulled on assets in Iraq... layers.... will dig deeper  

https://www.webcrawler.com/serp?q=Space+force+assests+in+Iraq&sc=vQ5U0KNjVCUkqM4FLI41tbymXSUoEnKt2XVDCoMYyIzix0qM2E4vo-

nMDl90tbTkNByo0pVf7bYCQGKJIZLbKolSsxMYopZbko5TAD_9DIARtIHuTTIlxR9R1ugL1CwFhnbvWFbCpVpHXgWC5QjfJ1E-3ow-fJISkB4OVKVJ4rZ9Zt6-

Yu0bA66j9-PZkVwBF0EA1XkyQueWGLofcSVKOQoeaJJ8EwU99X7qPvz4DKXHh5Po0Ij5YrPtt8W78tVC-

SHHsUiNQ8q2jEXMpxv01B7KLnA1xUyhdyfooIh4suC4k_RH1Y2CcxZRoeOdilOJQnNijNSXXySoEbMrlitoOgquhsB2r9hmXOVFZjLwOAlONCD0WfTLYB5ZT07B

-_isY3TEvXbUfvFg0psjHywm_UREYMi8RHMsBQzhMQlVEQuJrF4uTKR3V-xAu9rek8F0UxsTfI9qTLY3kHY_wswobkdGZn24eJjwKoaQTl5CDJbCxJykKHr-

vPZOOaDNW76fWepFXvMijsctcvd30iEZgqogGHYRGtijKr4FCnLEGSYn04AoOtCvvaz8rblb6zvsp-zQUZ5fPCeZWbo9HdTxz-

A0ylvz4DqsfM3cZYXbmjCDIvLju2wX1SPTNdJxidFhCnGS8XvLMQHZJUgjrZ--

rmQUTTtO7fJSdP6AcS_UcEJhQxnm4mNC_OGEkLvRJhQKqbQcHqB8Pjxud5TkKk3_4oOfPyuQnf2MdV558jeNYvdX8SRvnxz4m3BLGJw5hQ-

kFSgjhvuHXVhL7TxXKvxPg_99gUvbawHU7S0aEp-qdEAEsfZ0Dolccq-3HZ3yl3xBgQebeXjhEaPaAanu7MIZGYeI2eAvA559DgL8KUu6Goi1-

N2oI0vdMM8EfcFUsQid_5FhmmrOI80t2WY5mTX8GCm5nXJvUQj_aWYwczAiFJ6Qxs4LrIZDNhfnVDqk-58YHuXC8hO-

a9DrEqXKkgZm7zsWUWK4f7jULIJ5UXw9hCI_yp-edze-

Ab11ZQdrXGNLZRalW03t5vOdKDMJFDEZ2aglOhYwmrUyt81AnpSa4QiPUapqx9bjuTXEfJ1bLxkJqUkEPk9ZKff0INqeXdohRUG4aW_MONntjjkAl-

Xz_iX5FzXqC6WhB9DdsVB3cTj-zQi2ol4cvvNDF1Oicx1oaN9dt6eB6RYKcV_my2sbKbLFgRs-26gjtaZJlhBfVvWIV3hQGwjDp-

9dQYBZjO1HUkxrpMjYGt_WjhzFrBTUnj4xDhhbE86AE0TKoRNZ3UTiQL73UVy0z2hd3DRhiMwDBv--

CkNx2tN06ubosKkahz97qWGKXO5PA5vxV3ijP2BeBlmtJttoJalK9ZzMCCwOirzkOAI90gRkBBc78KDBZT4GW15toUocw6mj207i4gUSYMMgr0wvVGtozWZf2

nI2HYX8D8xBSCMY0JVidlqJKe60Sbs_NRM6XTCIF0udT_7XioyjY4992O01LDza5HTceu1_iKnsrwI …

1/4/2020 3:56:08 PM mircat63115496 I wish I fully understood this..

1/4/2020 3:56:11 PM indepen37801490 Riddles, riddles on the wall ....

1/4/2020 3:56:31 PM atashfire Sell the old tech while making the new stuff and deploying it without others knowing. Well, some know. :)

1/4/2020 3:56:50 PM 1breathaway2u Child sacrifices to Molech and Baal same as PP The LIFE is in the blood....

1/4/2020 3:57:26 PM vicsurvivaliste Islam is the Ori in disguise.

1/4/2020 3:57:49 PM trevorkeyes  pic.twitter.com/5VqCKc1or1

1/4/2020 3:58:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Please be specific in your accusations.

1/4/2020 3:58:52 PM cchef1980 Perun?

1/4/2020 3:59:07 PM trevorkeyes  https://youtu.be/0GeIImbZpCo  pic.twitter.com/dY6zkHBK3k

1/4/2020 3:59:10 PM olly65ram Looks like two different rings to me?

1/4/2020 3:59:58 PM cathyspartanj I have a non stop headache 😪

1/4/2020 4:00:09 PM allahuniversal I think I know where this is going...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allah_as_a_lunar_deity … pic.twitter.com/fFoPdl7vvv

1/4/2020 4:00:42 PM allahuniversal  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allah_as_a_lunar_deity … pic.twitter.com/JNuKQawL4q

1/4/2020 4:02:48 PM albriffaultiii Don’t forget the UK — they were the ones who commercially exploited discovered oil reserves through the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, which later 

became BP. pic.twitter.com/qfOmbIOpOx

1/4/2020 4:03:17 PM sterkinglights1 "It was unlikely I was even the President." -Barry Setoro In this interview here is he actually referring to his non citizen status?

1/4/2020 4:03:28 PM atashfire Future proves past.

1/4/2020 4:03:43 PM unidentifiedta1 Wow. What a reach. The “show” has a screenplay written for 7th graders.

Currency reset in action.

1/4/2020 4:04:49 PM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1213610834750033926 …

1/4/2020 4:06:31 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @JudgeJeanine @JudicialWatch @TheJusticeDept 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes @DiamondandSilk @SaraCarterDC @codeofvets @CoreysDigs @USMC @UncleSamsNation @prayingmedic 

@AussiePatriotQ @TomFitton

1/4/2020 4:07:27 PM overtonparadox Are u sure the lobbying has stopped? Zionist billionaire Sheldon Adelson seems to be getting everything israel wants

-Golan heights recognition

-Scrapped Iran deal

-Embassy move to Jerusalem

-Make BDS all but illegal

-max sanctions on iran

-Assassinate iranian leaders

War next?
1/4/2020 4:08:38 PM powersawer "laied" ?

1/4/2020 4:08:48 PM adamz14839920 Many don’t know about the star gates in the region

1/4/2020 4:09:03 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/63lOA1GjNA

1/4/2020 4:10:10 PM lbf777 Mossad had been stinging US politicians with child sex porn for a long time. They used it to blackmail politicians to do their bidding. They used 

blackmail to turn Bush Jr & Cheney into doing 911 so that America Would destroy the Middle East on their behalf.Iran is the last part.

1/4/2020 4:10:10 PM mitchelllollis Nimrods mummy and the Babel power source

1/4/2020 4:10:16 PM americanpetal I remember that day. I FELT IT ripple.

1/4/2020 4:11:08 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/66wUeK9vFX

1/4/2020 4:11:13 PM n7guardiananon 🐃 pic.twitter.com/nnfrWrpulP

1/4/2020 4:11:36 PM johnquindell Can you please tell me where to go to find information related to what you are saying.



1/4/2020 4:12:17 PM ninjakek1 Different look when I add attack  https://www.webcrawler.com/serp?q=Space+force+assests+in+Iraq%2Fattack&sc=XYsz5Q0OAf-A0CLhUWV-

gOSJrWsKkvMzrR6gdhKYfm_sEa3fy6x668C819fIaqFKVWT86pk3W-CkS3xZtr2VZFW0xHYwGhOoQZ6Byr48K-KSgdl-

sS1B8pUSSDVmcK1PgJfTMzggfKYGuup-TgBR9oGA0Sk19FansSt3-y7tRKgNWPeb3looM19VIdcffzZhaI0rERAyIHvOYpRUYUT0SWTypepetj6poS7Rd-

RE0LZIX6MdpcLkKwCag3FyhD4ZVEbCZxCvmSzoWGO-

1QVssi9f2j7IgFRrSCiHAqM21ZpbitXcTF9OdbQvMhertVfIrX4179A9nZ0nKFOGSvKIELc1aCwaOGqZ7bmvyRN9VIAya0aOKK-cuz9HWj06Cwvf2i681ZKMH-

EkSv0t8-_9toXoqCq3NfsZOmVSCeH156DWe_aFg9idI73jSNSpNXEXi3-

hbNJFobPWWCZ77Ps4F6ynXQMKXaUfswJbkVLlYDADE6KQLlmYj2L4DHEnJvE6jziqq4_TFWBLK7jeXPuqsX2BQC6AqP--

UCgT89hvJp5g9jWgLXveMgmFTE8Clyzea1PJH_iFtn1xo20d0kzMll9IVYpv-lp62VPHIL4JhmBIzgKu_ekIXxPautfI9FcvXqHe7ax1dx-

XGDudaUTpSN7YtsK_JYUIqM4s3huX-guuw5uQt46smoqNIhb4T0Bzp2N6OunIc2XHc1Pkwsdk1AGskglfq9xhf0ZCt3xy2JFxE-

evxDVL1VXXGwKfVbybJUs4KqV5bQzOG_9bHC09tQFT6FE3ndn9LE1NNGmB_e_4rC5wpBKMIvMARFUN_4Swf1g6geyINYCZ5CroRKjPJ5CnG7v1RKTBLFBd

XegHsvAdaV7v2Xt_geh4AFNAcqZCJR47GB8A9n0SLsKj3V5qrpYb8qq8aNoKRWfXNipGz26qoFD14MTFNNCqyIeb82iOz4zS085uytcHu9jE9FqWhVv09pOyK

OvzMFz2WuNDL17rqbx2Oj_ndx_Cb3O4FmiW_szXYgfqM2o5BwFZjnEdKOXMGx7l5HpOTH49jBNw4JfA7OxPYY_mkYkWprcKK6JSr5_6kF2q9FhAmi9Msm7

AA6jF8xzqiHXPr-eggaVJ_yZP24xYCzFM8A_Ygbn75_Me6QCdBE3Zoq66tuVqzvX0OLcFRJ-

_YvOBl2161zgyz098RdfL_inIOdQtkDWKoj6dJ65jtj_4XhQyCtQVouO0H8ON9u47HGbxmljl_0DC4LAj1HuCKGZ1U514lTYuifk-

CKfhGtUUYi3OAeJYIhNf2cVFSiQ-CVKf81bHnSl-mKIuG4PH23Go8QFj70g0XLmPnkbitkKE3QAngW7JFKVbmJ-SBv-cLOmh3Gt9ynVn3EAbRYgKk1O-

zaeFjDqDa-Gv2wCBK8kKNjcncfP0QffwXftoyr9S8QfqrP-

muyUKRubeSZlYXbDHQVnpmZNBCfiRd_cY1pobGLc1ZVrVrkoRqfWqMT0ZDIpsvHTXA4mOkTAaGanjYgOKqKufs2vbaw …

1/4/2020 4:12:43 PM wearediamonds2 WOW

1/4/2020 4:12:49 PM allahuniversal The Black Sun and the Vril Society

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_vril07.htm … pic.twitter.com/ThNgUXC67R

1/4/2020 4:13:18 PM niki74724856 😂😂 ye me too!

1/4/2020 4:14:14 PM kubilayxrp Allah, is the arabic word for god. Mostly used by muslims. Allah (god) has 99 names in Islam describing Allah itself. As a sign, Allah left a mark on 

everyones hand. ٨١ on your left hand and ١٨ on the right. It’s 81 and 18. Combined it’s 99 (= 81+18).

1/4/2020 4:14:19 PM qurioser Thanks. I couldn’t tell if the origin time was GMT or Russian time!

1/4/2020 4:14:34 PM orsinipepe Who is NANNAR?

Relation to MARDUK?

1/4/2020 4:14:51 PM halfq_halfq Moon god. Paganism.

1/4/2020 4:15:45 PM hgraceq UTC 💚

1/4/2020 4:15:49 PM ezdoesit_ A part of God who believes it’s separate from God.

1/4/2020 4:17:27 PM allahuniversal Eric Jon Phelps Vatican Assassins 3rd Edition

 https://archive.org/details/EricJonPhelpsVaticanAssassins3rdEdition …

Have only read the 1st edition, yet this one should still have a claim that the Catholic Church was key to starting Islam as a religion (to which I don't 

adhere)

1/4/2020 4:18:40 PM qurioser So, another question: is the resonant wave traveling or is it happening in all spaces simultaneously?

1/4/2020 4:18:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Mossad is involved in everything. It’s more likely blackmail of pedophelia and child sacrifices to Moloch. Bush Jr has been involved since childhood.

1/4/2020 4:19:46 PM hgraceq I know this. My biggest complaint during spikes. I’m an energy sensitive, so I feel it before it happens. I get headaches all through. Then after tingles all 

over my head. Like someone lightly touching my hair.

1/4/2020 4:20:16 PM raisethevib369 Excellent question. They think we're incapable of noticing obvious curiosities like this one.

1/4/2020 4:21:26 PM americanpetal Yes, a lot. 💖🇺🇸🙏🕊

1/4/2020 4:23:07 PM worldxplorer1 Artwork = Equations = Secrets?

I believe this was discussed previously. 

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065809513666801665?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/jxSRnhOeNz

1/4/2020 4:23:13 PM allahuniversal Secret Vatican Briefings on The Creation of Prophet Muhammad

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vatican/esp_vatican33.htm … pic.twitter.com/NoxDAn5l4L

1/4/2020 4:23:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who was also ritualistically abused.

Same as Jeb.

Its the experience he spoke about during the debates.

Listen to his words carefully when he said them, knowing what you know now.

The truth hides in plain sight.

1/4/2020 4:23:44 PM unevencone Lol

1/4/2020 4:23:58 PM covertress I know who awaits in the void.

1/4/2020 4:24:23 PM cathyspartanj 🙏❤️

1/4/2020 4:24:58 PM elsnernash WOW!!! 😳😳😳

1/4/2020 4:25:01 PM stryke22 All MJ12 had to say was PORTALS. 🙄

1/4/2020 4:26:36 PM 00loll0 Yes  @1Stevendkelley he can fill you in,he's well acquainted n also goes into it on "truth cat radio" you can also check him out on YouTube. While 

you're at it,did you know there's children being held captive beneath the Getty Center? Yes. Please will u sign the petition.bless u.

1/4/2020 4:27:22 PM hawkgirlinmn Very sad. My intuition says he flipped and has cooperated due to personal and spiritual reasons???

1/4/2020 4:28:57 PM justifi78326842 D. Chaney calling orders to stand down during attack said it all🤬 pic.twitter.com/huf8mK3OiD

1/4/2020 4:29:17 PM us1919vs And the scales shall fall off their eyes... pic.twitter.com/oMvnuKpUac

1/4/2020 4:30:00 PM allahuniversal BLOWBACK: HOW A CIA-BACKED COUP LED TO THE RISE OF IRAN’S AYATOLLAHS https://theintercept.com/2018/02/05/iran-cia-coup-mossadegh-

ayatollah/ …

1/4/2020 4:30:11 PM xxxx_alli Yep a Stargate ugh

1/4/2020 4:32:11 PM unidentifiedta1 Israeli power neutralized? Kushner. What about the dual citizenships in leadership? What about Central Banking run by the Zionists? Media? Military 

funding?

B.S.

1/4/2020 4:32:48 PM rebornkingent Iraq museum was emptied out within 72 hrs of the Iraq invasion. Some items were so heavy they would have needed cranes to remove. This was not 

an “Indiana” joes type operation.

1/4/2020 4:32:55 PM rebornkingent *indiana Jones

1/4/2020 4:34:06 PM americanpetal I’ll have to find those debate clips. Shouldn’t be too hard. He didn’t last long on the trail.

1/4/2020 4:34:19 PM hawkgirlinmn “[They]have very strong power over these people.” https://youtu.be/P-7V_qSkdSw 

1/4/2020 4:34:20 PM everpatriot111 The funny part is he asks em like he knows. But he don’t

1/4/2020 4:35:26 PM americanpetal Thank you!

1/4/2020 4:35:49 PM covertress difference

Allah is 2

1/4/2020 4:36:46 PM hgraceq “The Key”

PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

PEACE ON EARTH pic.twitter.com/DW5lCLqXgq



1/4/2020 4:37:31 PM peter95117110 It is. The still shot is from Blade Runner: 2049. Based on writing of Philip K. Dick. The wildly insightful strangeness of PKD books, and movies of his 

stories remains Interlinked to ongoing "revelations", his unpublished Exegesis finally now in print. Cells Interlinked Within...

1/4/2020 4:37:34 PM puertoricancham  pic.twitter.com/IGUjqeF8gG

1/4/2020 4:38:33 PM hgraceq This was important 

This was symbolic pic.twitter.com/lnTvOhPPbY

1/4/2020 4:40:09 PM plasticjesus6 Satan simply means adversary.. there are many adversaries .. think of it as team Satan

1/4/2020 4:41:13 PM __jabird__ Any truth to the modern claim of a underground operational pyramid on the western boundary of Denali park in Alaska?

1/4/2020 4:42:24 PM aowmedia Is TC compamised?

1/4/2020 4:42:30 PM hgraceq 17

17

17

💚 pic.twitter.com/psEszFNpPX

1/4/2020 4:42:41 PM obzerver77 indeed pic.twitter.com/0UdaOhzJhx

1/4/2020 4:43:48 PM deequi1 I heard it was the body of Nimrod taken from the museum.

1/4/2020 4:44:23 PM winklerburke Yes at Bush Sr. Funeral, Bush Jr. looked totally flipped out... like the guilty grinning dog who chewed owner’s shoes.  Trying 2 look up innocently, 

shrugging as to why Trump gave the guilty those notes. Whadda bunch of tells.  Expert at looking dumb all his life? Maybe deal cut?

1/4/2020 4:44:34 PM lbf777 All politicians are devil worshippers. They were born in families that worship the devil. Devil worshipers are a sex cult that rape kids and animals in 

rituals.

1/4/2020 4:44:43 PM hawkgirlinmn The Keystone..... https://youtu.be/TG6_5m8RIIg 

1/4/2020 4:45:02 PM us1919vs The Sword Dance is Bedouin, time honored dance for Victory for those about to enter battle!

1/4/2020 4:45:24 PM engineerearth What is 17=Q/AG & what is the hieroglyphic representation of Q... Hill/Kurgan/Grave/Quarantine.  Some images also representing this as well as its 

overarching meaning hence SH-AMA-SH=phoenix rising from ash.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkTvzSeP5lY&t=8s … 

pic.twitter.com/sAQBBsz13n

1/4/2020 4:45:32 PM april10521252 Ooohhhh thank you, ill have to research this further 🙏

1/4/2020 4:45:38 PM robertrkimball God is not a who.

1/4/2020 4:45:55 PM hgraceq Who was living in Paradise ?

1/4/2020 4:46:06 PM bucksmedic36 Ok my eggs are officially scrambled...😵

1/4/2020 4:47:18 PM engineerearth Also relating the the curse of (C)HAM who has the C removed meaning to blacklist/make hidden/curse, hence ham meaning black/burnt but the full 

meaning is read both ways as black light=that which makes those who work in darkness glow hence their fear/hatred for this exposure. 

pic.twitter.com/W2LCfJFvg5

1/4/2020 4:47:26 PM jjilmary Trump's got the rhythm but its his own!!  😃🇺🇸

1/4/2020 4:47:26 PM covertress Blank Slate Technology has been realized? 

An undo in progress?

1/4/2020 4:48:08 PM ianmoon89785460 truth NEEDS to come out

1/4/2020 4:49:20 PM hgraceq How can we know for sure!?

Until after. 

Pindar seems likely 

Pope? Maybe but he’s making his own bed regardless

1/4/2020 4:49:31 PM engineerearth Which is also what my name says I am an aspect of the archetype of an instance of a light bringer.  Char=fire, les=the also charles=free man to un 

imprison or to show that this is a prison to those who don't realize their predicament being here/what this is. pic.twitter.com/Yije7jBw3R

1/4/2020 4:50:22 PM therealmoahfa  pic.twitter.com/ArmSX6saMF

1/4/2020 4:50:29 PM jaded_pearl  https://apnews.com/1501f6db45494f73a40e52ec921ff096 …

1/4/2020 4:50:54 PM dbefmfttfn Satan

1/4/2020 4:51:03 PM engineerearth For even greater esoteric(esoteric=to decipher all data through an AI prism meaning to see things mathematically/functionally).  Also why this 

character is called specifically PART of the Q which is also a security clearance in the govt.(DOE) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YvDWtCM_ch8&t=7s …

1/4/2020 4:51:24 PM hgraceq Pain pic.twitter.com/41C2t6V9m0

1/4/2020 4:54:10 PM burgersandra Very interesting & related to this MJ12 thread.

SG tech?  Through The Looking Glass ...and Beyond https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xT6fcm4V1o&feature=emb_logo …

1/4/2020 4:54:17 PM peter95117110 My pleasure. Pleased to meet you. Total Recall. Minority Report. The Adjustment Bureau. Paycheck. All Philip K. Dick. The latest Blade Runner injected 

The Pale Fire by Nabokov into mainstream consciousness, below the surface is Source Code...  https://egb.livejournal.com/691757.html 

1/4/2020 4:54:54 PM therealmoahfa  pic.twitter.com/HjIZrEunaU

1/4/2020 4:55:33 PM donniem34578114 Got my popcorn ready!

1/4/2020 4:55:48 PM engineerearth & yes my nickname growing up was HA_MM_ER as HA means the, MM=Z & ER the doer of.  Z also a reference to clearing registers/data,  making 

power/lightning/fire.  Also born on a Thursday as Taurus the one known for thunder hence taurus also meaning thor.  Cursed with knowledge=me. 

pic.twitter.com/fIXm81hfRR

1/4/2020 4:57:32 PM engineerearth Sadly those cursed as I am end up compartmentalized like we're some sort of virus which they are afraid of spreading causing a cascade failure to what 

they see as their system/order.  I think they're making a grave error pardon the pun.  We are all here to save ourselves or not.. 

pic.twitter.com/oD4Cpv0LDe

1/4/2020 4:57:54 PM rigsby_michelle I've also have this non stop high pitch sound in my ears/head for the past 2 yrs.

1/4/2020 4:58:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Here’s a great primer on that: https://youtu.be/JFKAfH9nwzA 

1/4/2020 4:59:54 PM hgraceq Check out article above

1/4/2020 5:01:33 PM hgraceq Yes. And who else may have lives there? The community knows.

1/4/2020 5:04:58 PM engineerearth If you watched Star Trek & don't understand what I'm saying go back & watch the first episode & Menagerie(means zoo/cage)1-2 then watch StarTrek 

the Next Gen. first & last episodes & you'll know the entire thing is set like this place within the cage/trial 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBwoEXlTph0&t=323s …

1/4/2020 5:05:01 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/OyJyyALhZS

1/4/2020 5:05:18 PM aleks8837 MJ growing by the thousands...! 😮

Reach might start to get too big?

Remember to archive!

Can anon make a nice archive again?

1/4/2020 5:05:23 PM chrispi67507251 Is it that for a ZP fuel cell to work it needs to be in a harmonic geographic location i.e. Ur, Iraq? Modern or ancient tech?

1/4/2020 5:05:35 PM covertress 1947 was a very good year, but won't erasing Israel erase half of The Matrix? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/938453755745439746?s=20 …

1/4/2020 5:06:31 PM bw2018bhm I think we should send a message to the rest of the world and make IRAN an example.  Blow some shit up!

1/4/2020 5:06:34 PM engineerearth HEX=curse=6=HELL=H means 8 or infinity forever but then EX means was so it means same as hill or not time/no choice/dead.    AGON=AN or 114 

meaning information backwards around GO same meaning that this is a trial/test for sentience.  Also agon=contest/angle/arrow hence hexagon.



1/4/2020 5:08:25 PM engineerearth Meaning 3 times great male/female triangles intertwined which form the hexagon pitting male vs. female not unity as some misrepresent as our 

individuality united would be an X male version & diamond female version. pic.twitter.com/tgwh2ymwpu

1/4/2020 5:09:59 PM nanablue37 A stargate. Is that anything like a portal?

1/4/2020 5:10:16 PM jjilmary I did!   Thanks!

1/4/2020 5:10:29 PM everpatriot111 So pathetic to ask questions that are open ended. More and more it seems you are just a shill . Sad

1/4/2020 5:11:13 PM aleks8837 Dear loves. Blockchain is a genius invention. Is an axe evil?...

It's actually a Triple-entry bookkeeping system - genius! The "cloud"/everyone is the third and middle column of the balance sheet. Keeping score of 

every transaction made. Transparency!

Majestic?

1/4/2020 5:11:44 PM aleks8837 Dear loves. Blockchain is a genius invention! Is an axe evil?...

It's actually a Triple-entry bookkeeping system - genius! The "cloud"/everyone is the third and middle column of the balance sheet. Keeping score of 

every transaction made. Transparency!

Majestic?

1/4/2020 5:12:11 PM engineerearth Critical Union is right as critical means danger not a good one.  Uranus/Cronus/Zeus are the male 3 times great & Earth or Gaia/Rhea/Hera are the 

female. This is why in the Emerald(green/E/Taurus birthstone)tablets THOTH warns of angles of getting caught in perceptual biases.

1/4/2020 5:12:48 PM lbf777 Lol ya right. You think banks are going to let a money system exist that they don’t control?

It’s a scam.

1/4/2020 5:12:54 PM diana_huskerfan The video is gone! Any other links I can check out? Fascinating stuff.

1/4/2020 5:13:22 PM covertress That's what NoName wanted.

Bomb, bomb, bomb.

Bomb bomb Iran.

1/4/2020 5:13:47 PM nanablue37 Chakras?

1/4/2020 5:13:52 PM engineerearth Let's do a bot test.  Anyone here know why 88 is used to mean what it does?

1/4/2020 5:14:19 PM the_loveoflight Damn

1/4/2020 5:14:59 PM dunnitright Interesting, have not heard this.  Sure found it strange when Hussein went there.  I think he "officially" changed the name of the mountain.

1/4/2020 5:16:07 PM aleks8837 POST-MONEY! 😃 ❤️

Absolutely not yet, agreed! I'm delusional 😄

1/4/2020 5:16:33 PM lycanmaster That's what you think. (We're saving them for last.) You're in for a shock. 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😎🇺🇸

1/4/2020 5:18:10 PM lycanmaster No. Not all. Do research, don't generalize !!!!!!

1/4/2020 5:20:32 PM time4justiceusa Did u know the measurements inside main chamber of Giza are exactly equivalent to the speed of light ?

1/4/2020 5:20:50 PM bbobbio71 I felt when he was running,  He wasn't doing it because HE wanted to.

1/4/2020 5:20:53 PM kloakaio Immaterial sources. Not all wars can be seen. The effects are plain, but the other side controls.

1/4/2020 5:22:42 PM daveo6145 Or Pearson Publishing=Human trafficking nest

1/4/2020 5:22:51 PM yellamoj Stargate in Iraq.

1/4/2020 5:23:08 PM allahuniversal The origin of the name varies depending on who's asked.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilah  pic.twitter.com/Rza4Revczo

1/4/2020 5:23:48 PM dunnitright Man, shit is gettin deep!  Space force, portals, geoengineering to block our sun and view of the sky and load our bodies with chems.   Laser weapons 

and modern warfare.  Hand me another beer, please!

1/4/2020 5:24:07 PM terrancongito Can’t wait till you deconstruct the trinity.

1/4/2020 5:25:32 PM mongrelglory Nice succinct answer Shane!

1/4/2020 5:25:41 PM giediknight “War of the Gods”, Enki vs. Enlil, Enlil nuked what is now Iraq and turned the once rainforest into a desert. Of course MJ12 knows the real history. The 

effects of this war is explained here. https://www.amazon.com/Saharasia-Origins-Sex-Repression-Warfare-Violence/dp/0980231647 …

1/4/2020 5:25:53 PM americanpetal Yes👍

1/4/2020 5:26:20 PM seeker17truth  https://www.ancient-origins.net/myths-legends-europe/stairway-heaven-story-jacobs-ladder-006173 …

1/4/2020 5:26:23 PM twilly18 haven't heard that one.  the latitude is supposed to be the same as the speed of light in kilometers per second

1/4/2020 5:27:10 PM sanandaemanuel Everyone!

In Swedish - Alla littererly means everyone.

Which is very true in oneness <3

1/4/2020 5:28:10 PM wideawake181 This is Part 1 on Project Camelot. He was also interviewed for the Above Majestic movie, he is now deceased. God bless you William, I thank you for 

your service to humanity.🙏🏻 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Sb18kkVlRh4 …

1/4/2020 5:29:26 PM giediknight Bush Sr. must have also been abused. For all we know, Prescott was too. Multi-generational.

1/4/2020 5:29:40 PM lbf777 You believe that horseshit?

1/4/2020 5:29:45 PM ryhv3r Stargate found, was the rumor a couple years ago.

1/4/2020 5:30:25 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have also previously said that the Islamic religion was started by the Roman Catholic Church... 🤷♀️

1/4/2020 5:31:16 PM lbf777 All politicians.

1/4/2020 5:32:44 PM melbourne_3000 TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

When this is all over ALICE you will be broken up into 3690 pieces and sold off to Samsung for fridge parts.

I have seen better AI in my 1980 Texas Instruments 

Speak & Spell 🙄

#Censorship 🚫

1/4/2020 5:33:55 PM rebornkingent Machu Pichu peru

1/4/2020 5:34:07 PM allahuniversal Now that you mention it... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072968306464825344?s=19 …

1/4/2020 5:34:42 PM __jabird__ @Earthfiles  Linda has had multiple people convey this story to her.

1/4/2020 5:35:45 PM overtonparadox Exactly. Javanka have made more than 300mil since Trump took office

Zionist criminals have been pardoned

Even the reasoning4 why they assassinated that Iranian was bs propaganda from dick Cheney, israel has the u.s by the balls & will soon overtly take 

chinas side once u.s dies

1/4/2020 5:38:18 PM dark2light2019 Allahiens.

1/4/2020 5:41:47 PM mongrelglory Aren't there Stargates and space-ports in Iraq?  Wasn't there supposed to have been a nuclear war in the Middle East (ancient history) that left many 

areas a desert wasteland?

1/4/2020 5:47:24 PM psteph55 I am what do you mean by marker??

1/4/2020 5:47:25 PM asdasd26700831 Desert due to nuclear war from what i've heard.

1/4/2020 5:48:17 PM djlok Here's what I was looking for...

 https://t.co/vVdpEFnRSC  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1042411871897350145?s=21 …



1/4/2020 5:49:11 PM djlok  https://t.co/vVdpEFnRSC  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1042411871897350145?s=21 …

1/4/2020 5:49:40 PM jadegreen0987 Hulu commercials tell you exactly their intentions.

1/4/2020 5:51:51 PM drstrangegov you've got some splainin' to do, loocy.

1/4/2020 5:52:29 PM djlok That looks like US!!!

1/4/2020 5:52:37 PM mongrelglory Is the 3rd stage of the plan a battle to defeat and drive out the inter-dimensional ET who has been ruling over Earth along with his die-hard followers?  

Are they engaging this ET as we speak?

1/4/2020 5:53:30 PM fififnawfnaw Tartaria...

1/4/2020 5:54:24 PM muhmadstone “our destiny beyond earth”

1/4/2020 5:56:38 PM lycanmaster Big words from someone who doesn't know who is DeepState & who isn't. Come back when you get a clue.

#TrustThePlan

#WeHaveItAll

#Q

1/4/2020 5:57:06 PM allahuniversal "Iran is next."

Events, markers in time

I like to think of it like a checklist, or a to-do list being marked off as you go pic.twitter.com/q19sI6UBez

1/4/2020 5:57:44 PM michael88541868  pic.twitter.com/vHkvJO0y7q

1/4/2020 5:59:31 PM melanieanders7 Naturally forming because some BEing is trying to access Earth? Are we trying to prevent their arrival or protect them as they come through?

1/4/2020 5:59:54 PM atsaduk Didnt Noahs flood occur about 6000 years ago???

1/4/2020 5:59:57 PM damonriddle3 Is that why we bombed the snot out of it? They claimed it was because Saddam was storing munitions there but I never bought that...not “standard” 

munitions anyway 🤔

1/4/2020 6:00:19 PM drstrangegov hahahaha a username named majestic 12, pushing an alien invasion narrative? no way i'm in this timeline. this is just pure comedy right here.

1/4/2020 6:00:32 PM nybiltong Future home of #DeepState @POTUS will #DrainTheSwamp @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/XmxSB0IYGf

1/4/2020 6:01:27 PM greytonka Pretty good teeth on that one

1/4/2020 6:03:04 PM n7guardiananon who is MJ12 replying to cant see that persons tweets

1/4/2020 6:03:13 PM kickthefed correct Dee they found Gilgamesh aka nimrod the 1st anti-Christ and his body was said to have been preserved amazingly.and the things that were 

stolen had to do with occult directions. now we have his body ,his DNA can be used on a person or to clone him.

1/4/2020 6:03:32 PM mongrelglory 👍

1/4/2020 6:05:12 PM engineerearth Also relating more specifically to why the name C-RO-N-US means what it does=true order which ends chaos=UranUS's reign.  Gaia-Earth being chaos 

through machination/poison/manipulation as Uranus is chaos through brute force.  RO/OR is the 33/66 also why O-SI-R-IS. 

pic.twitter.com/YpNAO3FKUG

1/4/2020 6:05:57 PM peterclloyd I’m sure “our greatest ally in the Middle East” will buffer any hostilities by the Iranians because that’s why we send them billions in cash and arms, 

right?

1/4/2020 6:06:34 PM aprilbrown99 Me either. 🥴 pic.twitter.com/4MyUtCGpsm

1/4/2020 6:06:50 PM sabermarris You don't find peace by killing everyone who opposes it

1/4/2020 6:07:26 PM oogleygoo The Black Goo entered into humans then multiplied. It arrived near the Caspian and Black Sea . They are evil and you will know them.

1/4/2020 6:08:22 PM n7guardiananon private conversation with AIICE

1/4/2020 6:08:34 PM exsjwtruther I thought MJ was implying a moon/Allah connection before. crescent moon for islam

1/4/2020 6:10:02 PM hawkgirlinmn I’m wondering if there is a massive scandal/corruption behind the pipeline and what it’s related to.

1/4/2020 6:10:07 PM engineerearth ER/RE=the female version of RO/OR hence HERA/RHEA/EARTH notice the letters like how the queen uses ER as her symbol also why C-ER-N which 

means sphere within sphere or creation/pie/314/CAD=CN. This is also why 42/24 which easier seen esoterically as=SIN/X. pic.twitter.com/AkA09rdv1M

1/4/2020 6:11:42 PM laurabusse Benevolent ETs according to David Wilcock's sources...

1/4/2020 6:11:52 PM engineerearth Also why that old war with Lucifer & what they call the uncounted=sheep=nothing=blacklisted=enslaved is called the 1/3 against 2/3 or the 33 against 

the 66 which they use as well in Fringe as J.J. Abrams has used lots of this stuff in his projects but most don't even see so.

1/4/2020 6:12:05 PM exsjwtruther Scherff.

1/4/2020 6:12:11 PM merorschach 6k year old enemy???? pic.twitter.com/0PBDKukpg7

1/4/2020 6:13:33 PM unidentifiedta1 They are rogue and always using subsidiary countries to do their dirty work. As long as they control the central banks and the world reserve currency, 

they can care less what “country” actually holds the meaningless title as reserve currency issuer. Hollow vessel.

1/4/2020 6:14:12 PM engineerearth 28 impressions so far & not a single legit response which in itself tells 1 something about this format I'm forced to communicate through as well those 

reading this it should tell you something about what you are/your own situation.

1/4/2020 6:14:23 PM reachechovoice I want to learn more, lol.

1/4/2020 6:15:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Date Markers = Important

Date Differentials = Equally Important

DM = 3.3.2017 to 3.3.2018 (1y) to 3.3.2019 (2y) to 3.3.2020 (3y)

DD = 1.4.2020 - 3.3.2017 (1037d = 17 + 3)

Signatures and markers are used for events.

Inside the looking glass.

Numerology is very important.
1/4/2020 6:15:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when you have a DM + DD?

DDDM?

3y + 17 + 3

   17

3y  3

Solve for y.
1/4/2020 6:15:38 PM laurabusse If everyone wants peace

Except a few homicidal maniacs who are running around killing ppl

They must be stopped

Arrested

If they die

So be it

It's their karma

Punishment fits the crime...
1/4/2020 6:16:45 PM twilly18 I always forget to carry the zero

1/4/2020 6:17:14 PM hawkgirlinmn The looking glass has improved it’s probabilities?

1/4/2020 6:17:50 PM 00loll0 17



1/4/2020 6:17:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 His "sources".

Good one.

1/4/2020 6:18:11 PM hawkgirlinmn How can we solve if there is no equal sign?

1/4/2020 6:18:17 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/SusEl2biba

1/4/2020 6:18:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The event is on the right side of the equation.

Or the left side.

Depending on your philosophical leaning.

Remember, that matters.

1/4/2020 6:19:20 PM laurabusse LOL

1/4/2020 6:21:22 PM luvsweetluv5 I would imagine they died out from inbreeding. That dna was only in the royals . Not the commoners.

1/4/2020 6:21:44 PM hawkgirlinmn It seems cyclical or triangular. Like a zero sum equation.

1/4/2020 6:21:59 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee pic.twitter.com/1YwnhK1XrD

1/4/2020 6:22:04 PM jimhayzlett UNITY Please 🙏🏼👼😇👼😇✨

1/4/2020 6:22:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 So if:

3 is IS/Soul/Spirit/Identity

6 is the BE/Beast/Matrix

9 is IS-BE/God/Consciousness/Oneness

Then infinity 6 means the manifestation will be entirely in the Matrix?

1/4/2020 6:22:17 PM cledrordfishing Y = 1095 

1095 + 3 =3,6,9

1/4/2020 6:22:54 PM n7guardiananon 2016 and 2020 leap years

1/4/2020 6:23:10 PM awoke2012 Egyptian cat on his shoulder

1/4/2020 6:23:46 PM laurabusse We are freeing ourselves

Creating freedom with our consciousness

❤️☺️❤️☺️❤️

1/4/2020 6:23:55 PM cledrordfishing RH-  ?

1/4/2020 6:23:58 PM radasmodean 20/3=y

Y=6.6666666667

1/4/2020 6:24:08 PM citizencitizenc The earth is flat. More precisely, we live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal field.

1/4/2020 6:24:33 PM hawkgirlinmn If it was “0=“ then you could say something can be solved, it is possible, it is the future. Depending on your philosophy?

1/4/2020 6:24:47 PM radasmodean (-)

1/4/2020 6:24:49 PM laurabusse Why should only Q have all the fun?☺️

1/4/2020 6:24:54 PM citizencitizenc symbolic of what?

1/4/2020 6:25:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 217

2x17

17 17

Q Q

Q:Q

5:5? https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1213643877158133760 …

1/4/2020 6:25:45 PM americanpetal Is that why you posted this tweet—the date 3.3.xxxx?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1212055994949414912?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212055994949414912 …

1/4/2020 6:26:28 PM lmfaoso mmmmmmm... Nah

1/4/2020 6:27:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps now she will deliver the articles of impeachment to the Senate so the trial may commence?

Or we can take the route of Military Tribunals.

Either way, we win.

Either way, GOD WINS.

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/axios/status/1213619559678148610 …

1/4/2020 6:27:34 PM dunnitright I'm gonna need tequila for that one.

1/4/2020 6:27:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 ACT III - Coming Soon To A THEATER Near You

1/4/2020 6:28:16 PM laurabusse Gators gonna gator

🐊🐊🐊

1/4/2020 6:28:19 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 😉😉😉

1/4/2020 6:28:38 PM presidentbenja1 Cant wait

1/4/2020 6:28:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/4/2020 6:29:01 PM robinreitsma1 i was never very good at algebra thanks.

1/4/2020 6:29:05 PM jimsmit30701501 Pop(corn) in hand.

1/4/2020 6:29:15 PM n7guardiananon 366 or 365.25 its all 369

1/4/2020 6:29:49 PM captain01470560 6,000 year old enemy. Creation timeline.

1/4/2020 6:30:14 PM cledrordfishing The President can declare war for 90 days without the consent of Congress. Who cares what she thinks? 

Nobody....

1/4/2020 6:30:30 PM positively303 5:5 Today is a great day to drop the hammer!

1/4/2020 6:30:31 PM notevenchad17 Ready Player I!!! 

Anything I can do to speed up it's arrival?? pic.twitter.com/0yVNWqKqRC

1/4/2020 6:30:48 PM cledrordfishing The firstlady has a large role in the timeline change?

1/4/2020 6:31:05 PM hawkgirlinmn Infinity cannot be confined to the matrix if 3 and 9 are part of the equation. Which they are.

1/4/2020 6:31:21 PM kikiloa1 yep

1/4/2020 6:31:29 PM timkania Doesn’t she have a funeral to attend first ?

1/4/2020 6:31:42 PM fightforamerica Timeline shift?

1/4/2020 6:31:54 PM cyberassasin45 Some say the Summerian tube seals were the real reason behind the Gulf war in Iraq..

1/4/2020 6:31:58 PM twilly18 ok I have followed Axios

do you get a commission?

1/4/2020 6:32:00 PM 369helen313 You are on 🔥 tonight MJ ! 

We love that & Enjoying the show! 

Peace is the Prize

GOD WINS



1/4/2020 6:32:02 PM djlok 5:5

I swear she has the voice and spirit of an Angel. pic.twitter.com/FqDMkJzr1j

1/4/2020 6:32:28 PM keith369me Q interacting with a larger number of Earth based IS-BEs?

1/4/2020 6:32:33 PM hawkgirlinmn PEACE and LOVE

1/4/2020 6:32:45 PM xrpheirs Is this 1-11-20 10:11 pst

1/4/2020 6:33:23 PM n7guardiananon 29 February 2020

8 + 9 pic.twitter.com/ANRbQpjCvY

1/4/2020 6:33:28 PM keith369me Enjoy the show!!!

1/4/2020 6:33:50 PM nea_storm Most Certainly does mirror operational ledgers of Debit & Credits: Right - Private Side operational realities of Life Always Trumps over Left - Public Side 

operational realities of the Presumption of Death: The Dead have Zero rights except via Last Will & Testament: Love Equity: 

pic.twitter.com/tgomQ8OoFs

1/4/2020 6:34:31 PM keith369me Up come the CURTAINS on ACT III or our timeline, not [their] timeline!!!

1/4/2020 6:34:34 PM 00loll0 Haha yes 17+3=20, I'm not even a math person and I get it...ty majestic 12, 

5:5

1/4/2020 6:34:50 PM marcusgillette1 Could it be, really? I’m thinking KellyAnneC

1/4/2020 6:34:54 PM 92michael PHASE 3: Justice and Punishment

1/4/2020 6:34:59 PM americanpetal Love FLOTUS💖🇺🇸🕊🙏💫

1/4/2020 6:35:09 PM jeanpau16735059  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dYojHK7cu0&list=FLKLOGfjL38qLLIguHA-l2Rw&index=118 …

1/4/2020 6:35:24 PM billysgirl0214 #BeBest

1/4/2020 6:35:40 PM charlesgdavis1 Whether it's TRUE or NOT.....YOU are RIGHT about NOT GIVING a Demoncrat a?? what SHE 

thinks!!!😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

1/4/2020 6:36:25 PM 92michael Very nice art work, did you do that? - I like it

1/4/2020 6:36:32 PM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/Tazamid9iL

1/4/2020 6:36:49 PM hawkgirlinmn And that’s assuming 6 is defined as infinity. But, you can’t have an infinity 6. That isn’t possible.

Infinity is a representation of something that is so astronomically big that you can’t even fathom it. 

It is 6.66666 repeating.

You can fathom that.I’m confused!

1/4/2020 6:37:02 PM cledrordfishing It is true,  it's in the constitution.

1/4/2020 6:37:28 PM kickthefed nimrod

1/4/2020 6:38:14 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/D0yMwomtUQ

1/4/2020 6:38:19 PM notevenchad17 No Sir, I am merely a collector. For the archives!! #MAGA #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/2ZRvpf4VZo

1/4/2020 6:38:33 PM lee33788 Oh shite son

1/4/2020 6:39:15 PM seeker229 Dark to light. pic.twitter.com/ePeHwsv16o

1/4/2020 6:39:22 PM keith369me May as well impeach him Nancy...come to think of it, if you hadn’t already done it frivolously, more American people, with the help of the lying MSM 

might have shifted their bias towards impeachment.  Someone blew her wad too soon.  5D Chess.

1/4/2020 6:39:34 PM charlesgdavis1 Ok. Even BETTER and I STILL don't care what SHE thinks!!!!!💯✔

1/4/2020 6:40:03 PM egelone what ACT 2 ended so shortly. Great news. Mj. Great news.

1/4/2020 6:40:55 PM tolyangela1 And what about the annunaki   iyd all about them and their manipulations

1/4/2020 6:43:10 PM tango66qanon @TRUreporting @Spaceshot76 @RedPill78 Open this tweet read The comments down to you get to the Second tweet by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is BIG 

💥 benevolent extraterrestrial. I hope one of you sees this...  https://twitter.com/jaded_pearl/status/1213600115241488384 …

1/4/2020 6:44:04 PM motiv8tion2 Ahem, we’ve been voicing our dissatisfaction with u treasonous sub humans for what seems like ages now

Pick up ur ball and go home already

1/4/2020 6:44:30 PM cathydarlene1 Send in the TR3B.

1/4/2020 6:45:40 PM sabermarris That doesn't sound like an answer from someone who wants peace..

1/4/2020 6:47:34 PM spacecadet369 Does this in a way relate to the structure found in Mount Bucegi?

1/4/2020 6:47:38 PM 92michael Thats cool! I help out with some memes and art every once in a while, like this: pic.twitter.com/kZKBV7zZJT

1/4/2020 6:47:49 PM qdelta10 Intellectual property rights. Inter dimensional beings. Property theft of the human beings.

1/4/2020 6:47:52 PM laurabusse Are you saying Wilcock is disinfo?

Or that his sources are disinfo?

Or that he has no real sources?

Message over messenger?

1/4/2020 6:48:14 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/JMVY8qSc5t

1/4/2020 6:48:25 PM coranicholls I LQVE ITTTTT. I JUSY SAW THIS... GUESS WHEN... HAHAHAHAHAHAH... pic.twitter.com/BEAYIyPvUU

1/4/2020 6:48:56 PM werascending Nice work!!!

1/4/2020 6:49:03 PM studiogarvin Can't wait!  ❤️🎥🍿 pic.twitter.com/TgEf2yzx3V

1/4/2020 6:50:02 PM terribug13 I know when they attacked Sadam, the first act was to go down to the basement of the Museum, opening wooden crates until they found "IT"  AND 

then they left. But noone knows what "It" is

1/4/2020 6:50:09 PM spauldingshowal 😂❤️

1/4/2020 6:50:15 PM bbobbio71 Laying the smack down on Iran?

1/4/2020 6:50:41 PM 92michael Thanks! I made it on my iPad with an app called procreate.

1/4/2020 6:51:05 PM terribug13 What can a "StarGate" do

1/4/2020 6:52:38 PM laurabusse You think it's ok to allow ppl to run around

And kill ppl

Without being stopped?

Many indigenous cultures have a history of having trained warriors to defend the ppl against attack

Death may occur in the act of self defense

Are you saying ppl shouldn't defend themselves?
1/4/2020 6:52:41 PM jerryba35782507 I like

1/4/2020 6:54:51 PM richgar06 The next phase will bring justice

1/4/2020 6:55:01 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/0jhWwf1IGM

1/4/2020 6:55:02 PM fansblowing3 Military tribunals 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸



1/4/2020 6:55:25 PM laurabusse Are you saying ppl should lie down and allow themselves and others to be killed?

If evil is permitted free reign

Unrestrained

It's possible evil beings can destroy all benevolent beings

In this dimension

Evil exists

It's why we have law enforcement

And military

It's flawed
1/4/2020 6:55:41 PM laurabusse But it's what we've got

1/4/2020 6:56:23 PM rachaelangelm Star Gate

1/4/2020 6:56:32 PM eternaleeyores Be Best.

BB

B2

Stealth Bomber

?

🤔🤔🤔🤔🤔

1/4/2020 6:58:23 PM cosmic_engineer It's a fraction that has a infinite repeating decimal value.

That's the 'infinity', not the other meaning ✌️

1/4/2020 6:58:54 PM werascending 369... feeling very fine! pic.twitter.com/u55DNdQowX

1/4/2020 6:59:08 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/fp4anIPg2U

1/4/2020 6:59:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you!!

1/4/2020 7:00:01 PM hgraceq Purrrrrfect

1/4/2020 7:00:32 PM eserenity2 @lyshmarie0701 @BrandiJ42 ..🍿

1/4/2020 7:00:37 PM elizaandchuck BB..22?

1/4/2020 7:01:26 PM terribug13 Is that why the "pope" has a high power Telescope named "Lucifer"

1/4/2020 7:02:18 PM llyr_crypto Yep

1/4/2020 7:04:27 PM laurabusse It was bc of Wilcock I woke up

Bc of Wilcock I know about the cabal and the plan of the white hats

Bc of Wilcock I found FBI Anon

Mega Anon

Then Q

Wilcock was my foundation ten yrs ago but I've branched out since

Are you saying I should dismiss him

And his wonderful teachings???
1/4/2020 7:04:46 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/qrAb6ee2wJ

1/4/2020 7:04:53 PM aintgets  https://drop.space/watch/nakxrzrGE5RkQsU …

1/4/2020 7:04:58 PM eserenity2  pic.twitter.com/btS1obI3Ml

1/4/2020 7:05:00 PM luvsweetluv5 This got me reading. King tut was rh-. Also England’s Royals are rh-.

1/4/2020 7:05:07 PM terribug13 Yes, I saw in a video, the soldiers were opening wooden crates in the basement of the museum, and when they found what they came for, they high 

tailed it out of there.

1/4/2020 7:05:16 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/kdvE7rivgM

1/4/2020 7:05:25 PM sterkinglights1 Search.

1/4/2020 7:05:38 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/zMteFurOpK

1/4/2020 7:06:04 PM allahuniversal Maybe I'm confused as to the order of operations being used here. How does this work using a day aside from today as the starting point?

1/4/2020 7:06:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Definitely Olly

1/4/2020 7:06:17 PM mmg17543 Yes the sand was vitrified, turned to glass.

1/4/2020 7:06:23 PM paulreoch3 So apparently Gilgamesh body was found around that time or a bit earlier. DNA etc...

1/4/2020 7:06:59 PM allahuniversal 6

6+6=12=3

6+6+6=18=9

6+6+6+6=24=6

6+6+6+6+6=30=3

6+6+6+6+6+6=36=9

Repeating pattern of 639 (9) within infinity 6

Does that count?
1/4/2020 7:07:02 PM laurabusse Search what?????

I've been searching for 15 yrs!

I've been doing almost nothing but searching!

Well that and shitposting on Twitter LOL

1/4/2020 7:07:36 PM hawkgirlinmn PEACE is the prize. 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

1/4/2020 7:07:38 PM 1nanasmomma Not invasion. Disclosure?

1/4/2020 7:08:41 PM 1nanasmomma  https://docdro.id/LcnDmKL 

1/4/2020 7:08:45 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/JkYDRQWgfT

1/4/2020 7:08:56 PM exsjwtruther are you into project camelot yet?

1/4/2020 7:09:05 PM paulreoch3 So apparently Gilgamesh/Nimrod’s body was found around that time it a bit earlier.

1/4/2020 7:10:02 PM allahuniversal 5:5 pic.twitter.com/rjHoXhYCio

1/4/2020 7:10:40 PM laurabusse So...when you learn everything you've been taught is a lie

Then you learn that everything you've been taught to refute those lies...is a lie???

Do you know how many mental emotional psychological spiritual paradigm shifts I've had the last 50 years???

It's exhausting!!!

1/4/2020 7:10:43 PM americanpetal Ohhhh. So the white hats did mess with the device and made the cabal see a different timeline. 👏

1/4/2020 7:10:48 PM 1nanasmomma He has an Epstein problem!

1/4/2020 7:11:09 PM melissagouin1  pic.twitter.com/3t7lOnTIAh

1/4/2020 7:12:14 PM 1nanasmomma Satan? Sure looks like him majestic makes amazing movies!

1/4/2020 7:12:17 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1212422216572387329?s=09 …



1/4/2020 7:12:43 PM sterkinglights1 I believe it does.3

 I feel perspective6

IS important9.

1/4/2020 7:14:46 PM n7guardiananon What if you celebrate the opportunity for the individual to begin anew and make an effort to better themselves???

1/4/2020 7:16:47 PM sabermarris And look how successful this system has worked so far....

You see the end result of something and not ask how it happened? Every crime has 2 parties one that gets punished one that is helped. Does it stop 

crime? 

Maybe it's controversial but I think if both parties got help....

1/4/2020 7:22:53 PM laurabusse I like your optimism

But at some point

Some ppl are too far gone and can't be helped unfortunately

Especially ppl who rape kill and eat children

There is much talk of these poor too far gone souls who are incapable of change

But only capable of evil 

Their souls being brought...

1/4/2020 7:23:45 PM ewolsj Can I just fast forward to the Grand Finale??

1/4/2020 7:24:20 PM suzytica He’s also on some episodes of Cosmic Disclosure with David Wilcock. It’s on Gaia TV.

1/4/2020 7:24:28 PM scottf59 Using Sumarian Cylinder Seals to unlock. pic.twitter.com/lhoEcOHaf2

1/4/2020 7:25:40 PM doublea79289480 People lack a shit load of intellect and knowledge of history to speak of this. Every time period throughout every religious development had traditions 

and paganistic rituals that’s lasted way after Islamic conquest. Pick up the Quran and read in its entirety before you speak.

1/4/2020 7:25:51 PM laurabusse ...to the great central sun of the galaxy to be recycled

And have to start over as a rock or something

Perhaps this is the proverbial hell

It's the wisdom of higher beings that make these decisions

See 

The Law of One

I'm not saying this is definitively true

It's what I've read
1/4/2020 7:25:59 PM hgraceq Since this thread’s theme is about the blackout and the golden 17, thought I would  drop a previous thread on a huge SR whiteout. Many of you might 

benefit from taking a look. https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1211287930628689920 …

1/4/2020 7:26:37 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/pZ66nxTFvX

1/4/2020 7:27:13 PM sabermarris This paradigm in this dimension is based on fear like your fear of what evil can get up to.

We need a need a new paradigm based on love and understanding. 

We need to let go of the old programming and embrace the new.

1/4/2020 7:27:58 PM toffer_anon_369 May I copy this?

1/4/2020 7:28:04 PM deathsshadow879 They also want to murder 90% of the world population after taking over. Not going to happen because POTUS 😁

1/4/2020 7:28:32 PM rallistiny Does anyone really give a shi* about what she has to say

1/4/2020 7:29:29 PM wokenandawake Interesting

1/4/2020 7:30:20 PM laurabusse And it was thru Wilcock

That I first heard of

Majestic 12!!!!!!

You're always saying

Truth resonates within

Well I've been searching for truth about 50 yrs now

I keep searching

And thinking

And intuiting

And feeling

And adjusting

And acquiring more info

For ten years

Wilcock...
1/4/2020 7:30:38 PM luxdefiance Our human WILL is our strength! We’ve shaken the sleep from our eyes once again. Rise, you are here because you chose to be, you are here because 

you KNEW it was vital. THREE, SIX, NINE you are the Akashic records.

1/4/2020 7:31:45 PM sabermarris I read that the pyramids were made to help raise our energy?

1/4/2020 7:32:05 PM qolemiss1 I've often wondered if after Trump is reelected that he and Rudy would go after those responsible for 911

1/4/2020 7:34:14 PM paguzzi 😲😲

1/4/2020 7:34:19 PM hotwheelsjusty I think Wilcock is limited hangout. He exposes some truth with lies mixed in- you have to watch with whom he socializes and where/how he chooses to 

live. Would he be where he is if legitimate, or would he be in hiding or suicided? He’s allowed to continue talking for a reason.

1/4/2020 7:34:54 PM laurabusse Has inspired me

Educated, informed me

Am old enough to be his mother

He's always felt like the real deal to me

In my mind

my heart

my soul

Not a groupie

I don't agree w everything he says

But of everyone out there

Everyone

His truth feels more like truth to me

Than anywhere else
1/4/2020 7:35:13 PM natureinspace I notice that the children flock to our beautiful First Lady. And children cringe whenever Biden is near them and they try to get away from him. That 

tells you alot.



1/4/2020 7:35:39 PM sterkinglights1 So true. No pun

1/4/2020 7:35:56 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/Ne3Z3y9xc0

1/4/2020 7:36:25 PM sabermarris You may have read it but I don't think you understand stood it. Evil souls don't get forced to reincarnate into the lower consciousness being they realise 

at some point in the 6th density they cannot increase any further without merging with another consciousness but evil doesn't

1/4/2020 7:36:57 PM circuitriderz What happened to the ziggurat at Ur?  Heard it was leveled?  Is that true?

1/4/2020 7:37:24 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT💥 http://bit.ly/2PGz0af 

1/4/2020 7:37:33 PM engineerearth What is TalosIV=representative Earth it is the only quarantine planet where if you go there "" you die  "" should remind people of that story of what 

Lucifer is blamed for the death of Adam/Eve as he told them to eat of the tree of knowledge of good/evil=right/wrong... Another-

1/4/2020 7:38:33 PM laurabusse I understand what you are saying

I want peace more than anything else

Peace within

Peace in the world

But unfortunately

We live in a duality

Eat or be eaten

If you live in the woods in the North on winter

You're going to have to kill and eat animals to survive

If there's evil,...
1/4/2020 7:38:39 PM hotwheelsjusty He’s like the Joel Osteen of the Great Awakening. He’ll introduce you to the ideas and get you into it, but you’ll feel bad for giving him your money once 

you know more about it.

1/4/2020 7:39:09 PM sabermarris Evil doesn't choose to merge with another, so its only choice for progression is to be recycled, and hope for a better alignment.

1/4/2020 7:39:42 PM notevenchad17 There was a series of these made by "QArtAnon" on @infinitechan, as @CodeMonkeyZ can verify, starting in early 2018. I'm not sure who is who, but 

while unique, that is THE "Q" that has been worldwide now for some time, although again, they're different. This is my personal Q. 

pic.twitter.com/t3VoW4K4Bk

1/4/2020 7:39:47 PM engineerearth -words he told them to WAKE THE F-UP=to become conscious-sentient programs to which those playing god see as being evil they think don't 

Question/rebel/think... Just follow orders or you die/get kicked since you can then no longer be trusted. Cypher also blames the light asking- 

pic.twitter.com/0xuT6HZFWT

1/4/2020 7:40:25 PM notevenchad17 What up @ye?? #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/i8JhkLqlVF

1/4/2020 7:40:39 PM lbf777 POTUS wants that too.

1/4/2020 7:40:46 PM 17_3_161815214 Project Camelot..is Very Interesting.

Strange how Hollywood Fantasy has Blocked many in the Minds of Realty. Either we believe ANYTHING is Possible or Everything is Impossible..The 

more you research..wider the door opens

1/4/2020 7:41:15 PM 92michael Very cool!!!! 👍❤️

1/4/2020 7:41:24 PM notevenchad17 A lot of these were designed for me based on my conceptions. QArtAnon was a VERY COOL Anon. #MAGA #WWG1WGA #BattleFrogs 

@DonaldJTrumpJr pic.twitter.com/qiDXVP4yoL

1/4/2020 7:41:42 PM llyr_crypto Entirely in the matrix, as in. 

Only in a projected dimension?

Where as we our IS-BEs, or awakened, so than only one part of, our 3 6 9 will be affected.. 

as to those who align with 66666666 are not,?

Huge shot in the dark..
1/4/2020 7:41:47 PM 92michael Absolutely YES!

1/4/2020 7:41:49 PM imbilly So

1/4/2020 7:41:58 PM luluspeers1 The Pyramids were the ancient power grid that powered the whole wide world. Iran is the birth place of the 2nd Jesus that's why they took it over. 

Google Bahii religion.

1/4/2020 7:42:02 PM engineerearth -to be put back asleep/without a conscience/unconscious to be made a human shield=red dress person ro what ROT-HSCHILD=functionally as rot=red 

& hschild=sigil/shield/sign which is also a symbol very closely related to EREBUS/NYX-NOX=subversive-subliminal-subconscious=BUSH-HSUB

1/4/2020 7:42:05 PM allahuniversal I've read the Qur'an from front to back (or back to front, dependa on perspective). It's mathematically sound and sounds great, the recital is 

spellbinding to hear. However, the Qur'an doesn't change tthe fact that name Allah predates even 570 AD, the birth of the Prophet (SAWS).

1/4/2020 7:42:37 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/rb1RTG7PB2

1/4/2020 7:42:54 PM allahuniversal Mathematically sound

 http://www.masjidtucson.org/quran/miracle/ 

1/4/2020 7:43:09 PM natureinspace And what are your sources? He gives us as much info on his sources as he can. But I haven't heard you mention any of yours. What say you?

1/4/2020 7:43:09 PM pelledan2 I'm sure @SpeakerPelosi POTUS doesn't give a rats hiney

1/4/2020 7:43:21 PM 92michael Wow you are definitely better then me?

1/4/2020 7:44:06 PM laurabusse At some point

You must choose

Lie down, allow evil to triumph and kill you?

Or rise up and fight?

What about myths of the dragon slayers?

Dont want to fight

Dont know how to fight

Used to be peace at all costs

Now I realize

There's a time to stand up to evil

Or be wiped out by it
1/4/2020 7:45:24 PM 17_3_161815214 Crystal replaced with Gold.

Temple to Heal was never intended as a Temple to Worship Those in power...

1/4/2020 7:45:55 PM sabermarris Because of the duality, if you want peace, first you must create peace within and the outside will follow.

As on earth, so in heaven(duality)

The physical (earth) and the non-physical(heaven)

Body(physical) and Soul(non-physical)



1/4/2020 7:47:37 PM laurabusse Ideally

We rise above this dimension

Transcend 3d

And ascend

Or whatever

To a place that is nothing but light peace and love

Where evil cannot enter

But even the

Law of One says

Beings that are service to self

Who are capable of evil

Can exist as high as 5d
1/4/2020 7:49:35 PM laurabusse I don't proclaim anything as truth

I only know what I believe

What conclusions I've arrived at in my 6+ decades

Free Will to learn think experience decide...

1/4/2020 7:49:52 PM worldgoneweirde I think she means life line and heart line

1/4/2020 7:50:14 PM notevenchad17 These are QArtAnon's. I haven't heard from him in a while. He had some serious illnesses, and I don't know. But his art is FOREVER. Keep making 

YOURS. #Q #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/LaAf2fuzWH

1/4/2020 7:50:52 PM laurabusse That makes sense ☺️

1/4/2020 7:51:34 PM allahuniversal Lots of words & symbols handed "down/forward have some good, bad, & ugly histories attached to them. I think that it's important to be aware of said 

histories, and to redefine them going forward, a" pole switch" +, changing the polarity, if you will.

1/4/2020 7:51:47 PM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/E0n1zombIn

1/4/2020 7:52:46 PM 92michael SNOOPY COOL! -Thanks I will?

1/4/2020 7:53:11 PM allahuniversal + the head line

1/4/2020 7:53:58 PM laurabusse Well I appreciate your thoughts

I tend to think of ppl however as...

No one has all truth

No one is capable of thinking believing speaking only truth

We are limited beings

We're not omniscient

So everyone has a piece of the puzzle

Everyone is playing their part

Everyone...
1/4/2020 7:54:57 PM decodematrix 5:5

Be Best

1/4/2020 7:55:46 PM deanna_danforth 3/3/2020 in Numerology equals a 1 which is the Beginning

1/4/2020 7:55:49 PM thainfamous20v  pic.twitter.com/4E2kcr8bpS

1/4/2020 7:56:48 PM laurabusse Scratch that last everyone

Got distracted

Forgot what I was going to say

1/4/2020 7:57:00 PM orthogonalron Guardian of the Pedophiles is Act iii per Q

Harvey's trial starts Mon 1/6

#UnsealEpstein

1/4/2020 7:57:17 PM hotwheelsjusty 🥰

1/4/2020 7:58:06 PM dubbydubb I agree, the worst part about all of this that they are planning to use laws already on the books to indict. Yet it takes 3 years plus to just start arresting.

1/4/2020 7:59:37 PM hotwheelsjusty David and watching Ancient Aliens with my dad opened my eyes years ago when I was growing up. But things like this are making people question 

where he stands.  https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1206471314958979072?s=21 … Steven Tyler, a known pedo, and a Hollywood party? 

Really? https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1206471314958979072 …

1/4/2020 8:00:23 PM laurabusse He's very conscientious

Wants truth

He may have come to some wrong conclusions

That doesnt mean everything he says is false

We all come to wrong conclusions at times

Following him 10 years

I've read all his books

Articles

I weigh what he says vs others

He is impeccably researched
1/4/2020 8:01:05 PM moonshadows14 This is Dr Phil’s son’s house.  Creepy for sure, but so is Dr Phil, IMO.

1/4/2020 8:01:27 PM laurabusse Appreciate it☺️

1/4/2020 8:01:47 PM nhigerd #GodWins

1/4/2020 8:02:14 PM hotwheelsjusty Message over messager. 5:5. Awakening is what is most important.

1/4/2020 8:02:24 PM alabeaty Travel through wormholes in space to faraway galaxies.... or from there ... to here.

1/4/2020 8:02:48 PM laurabusse I read it once

A long time ago...

I take it with a grain of salt

Like I do everything else...

1/4/2020 8:03:21 PM laurabusse Makes sense...

1/4/2020 8:03:49 PM linnyt7 All the left has left is theater.

1/4/2020 8:04:18 PM sabermarris The law of one states that evil consciousness can exist upto 6d, you might want to read it again, but it's your choice.

The fact that you state your decades as some sort of importance says you still have alot to learn. 

Everyone learns at a different pace and time is relative.

1/4/2020 8:05:06 PM cosmic_engineer Many get hijacked

Guess we can do the same

Dark to Light

1/4/2020 8:05:45 PM allahuniversal #DarkToLight

1/4/2020 8:06:23 PM sahd1rex What’s this blurry picture suppose to be



1/4/2020 8:06:25 PM laurabusse I went to one of his weekend conferences

I resonate more with him than pretty much anyone else out there

And I dont even really follow Corey

Wilcock FEELS like the real deal to me

Of course I'm not fool proof

I'm open to seeing where hes wrong

But for 10 yrs

I just dont see it
1/4/2020 8:06:53 PM charmanda9 I’m thinking some of the MJs are DW’s sources. Maybe.

1/4/2020 8:08:10 PM laurabusse Really good point...

1/4/2020 8:08:32 PM sdane8 Thank you!!! One of my favorite books is The Time Traveler's Guide to Medieval England. It's fascinating to imagine how they lived. Of course now, I 

wonder if any of the history we read is true, but that's a story for a different day ...

1/4/2020 8:08:33 PM like_neo Cool, I was thinking that was a good possibility.

1/4/2020 8:09:53 PM knightofmaltaus Can you please cite your proof of claim that 3/4 of USA is against War with Iran? A credible link will do ...

1/4/2020 8:09:55 PM sahd1rex And what art is it that’s on that floor?

1/4/2020 8:10:10 PM willowcreekdsgn To be so jealous of Jerusalem. The carnage. This has to be exposed, right?  It’s not hard to comprehend -corruption has surrounded Popes, Catholic 

Organization/Vatican for years. Is there global knowledge & or plans for accountability. Naive?

1/4/2020 8:10:53 PM charmanda9 I am wondering if this means DW relies too much on channeling as a source. I truly want to know.

1/4/2020 8:11:07 PM laurabusse I struggle with this

I know what you say is true

I can meditate for 2 hours

And feel like I'm in heaven

And not want to go back

But I live in a body

In a world of duality

Where ppl do unspeakable things to others

I know I create my reality

I know I can be of such a high...
1/4/2020 8:13:44 PM americanpetal Thank you🇺🇸🕊

1/4/2020 8:13:44 PM andrewmclarke61 Wow the Deep State even on the moon!

1/4/2020 8:14:16 PM laurabusse vibration that nothing of a low vibration can touch me

Some days I feel like

I could just drop all talk of politics

Conspiracy theories

cabal

And just create a beautiful life

Do my part to bring the New Earth

Its a back and forth struggle

I accept duality

I am eager to transcend
1/4/2020 8:14:20 PM starehope Laura, as you said, it is what resonates within. Trust no one except your own inner self. Please be calm. Take the illusion of time to rest the mind. The 

truth will surface. ❤️

1/4/2020 8:14:43 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Planned Parenthood?

1/4/2020 8:16:25 PM worldgoneweirde Wow I thought everyone did?

1/4/2020 8:16:46 PM laurabusse Becky

All I can see in this reply of yours

Is a small vertical rectangle

With an X in it...

No words...

1/4/2020 8:16:47 PM sdane8 Now I'm hungry for fried chicken! 😉

1/4/2020 8:17:30 PM worldgoneweirde Lol mine is very long. Heart not so much. Life wraps around my wrist.

1/4/2020 8:18:12 PM therealmoahfa Seen by those who can see it... observe from a distance and work your way in

1/4/2020 8:18:24 PM usalawyer_ Wow.

1/4/2020 8:19:23 PM starehope I feel for you. I know what it's like to be startled. Let the dust settle.

1/4/2020 8:20:00 PM doublea79289480 Well, I mean that conversation is much easier looked upon when studying all religious texts and aligning history. It’s a story tale, this world of ours. And 

despite whatever we achieve, we haven’t done nothing if not worship Our Creator.

1/4/2020 8:20:47 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Who is  Sardon the great for 20 please.................

6ke

Sorry just having fun, know U need more!

1/4/2020 8:20:52 PM hotwheelsjusty Sorry! It’s the emoji with hearts. Didnt realize it doesn’t show up.

1/4/2020 8:20:57 PM sahd1rex What am I suppose to be seeing. I don’t have the best eye sight

1/4/2020 8:21:23 PM charmanda9 Possibly .source. is his source. Potential for disinfo/misinterpretation. I noticed he also said that Paradise was named because it was beautiful like 

paradise. But I thought it was because it was an old gambling town in the gold rush days, being nicknamed ‘Pair o Dice’

1/4/2020 8:22:40 PM therealmoahfa Then you’re supposed to be seeing a blurry picture

1/4/2020 8:23:34 PM everpatriot111 No, you solve it.

1/4/2020 8:23:35 PM sweetslr1nonly Not dead pic.twitter.com/JqmaDHk19I

1/4/2020 8:23:35 PM wokenandawake A year ago, I would have thought that all of this E.T. Stuff was crazy.  Now I want to join the Space Force!

1/4/2020 8:23:59 PM laurabusse Becky

I've addressed this

David's Dad was a rock n roll music writer

David grew up meeting rock stars

We don't know where Tyler stands

He said that in Hawaii he has one of David's audiobooks in his car he listens to repeatedly

We know Trump has been photographed w Epstein

We...
1/4/2020 8:24:20 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/V6WIjRkbeO

1/4/2020 8:24:42 PM sweetslr1nonly Not dead. pic.twitter.com/6s1ZGc0GsK

1/4/2020 8:25:46 PM natureinspace Good answer.



1/4/2020 8:26:42 PM laurabusse ...also know that Trump's testimony helped convict Epstein previously

It's easy to jump to conclusions

It's easy to judge

I look at his body of work

The good he is trying to do...

Message over messenger...

1/4/2020 8:26:49 PM sweetslr1nonly Not dead why would she. pic.twitter.com/ejWkpDOHx1

1/4/2020 8:27:08 PM ptamait I want to believe that POTUS is doing this for Jesus, not for the leaders of Isreal. Besides, it is sacred land.

1/4/2020 8:27:37 PM tabsinabox Tetragrammaton

1/4/2020 8:27:54 PM sweetslr1nonly They all are playing a game. He isn't dead. Ask order of Malta pic.twitter.com/21MumOzN7i

1/4/2020 8:28:06 PM hotwheelsjusty I hadn’t seen that! Thanks!

1/4/2020 8:28:07 PM wacob_jehrli  https://youtu.be/U9HtZFb_VtM 

1/4/2020 8:28:25 PM laurabusse Yes I agree ☺️

So many different awakening stories...

We are each drawn to different resources authors etc

Whatever resonates...

1/4/2020 8:28:43 PM 1ifbyseaqanon OK, Let's get serious 6000 

year old enemy=Islam?

1/4/2020 8:28:55 PM sweetslr1nonly  pic.twitter.com/SNknt2yQDP

1/4/2020 8:29:08 PM starehope Godfather III

1/4/2020 8:29:40 PM sweetslr1nonly  pic.twitter.com/DbKzF43NAJ

1/4/2020 8:30:44 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Photo proof of space force/R guys at work!! pic.twitter.com/9e6oWJQAje

1/4/2020 8:31:33 PM laurabusse I'll admit

I don't agree with everything they say

But I got an amazing education from both of them 

About the cabal and its history

About the secret space program

No one is perfect

Trump is the man for the job

Many ppl hate him

I prefer not to judge

But let their work speak...
1/4/2020 8:33:19 PM alabeaty Link to video?

1/4/2020 8:34:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 No, but they created/control Islam.

1/4/2020 8:34:34 PM laurabusse I read it once long ago

I retained what was important to me

I don't agree with everything in the law of one

But that is another conversation for another day

Don't disparage one's years

I would sooner listen to someone who's been studying something for 30 yrs rather than one

1/4/2020 8:34:59 PM trumpcanuck Am I in it?🤣🐸

1/4/2020 8:35:58 PM natureinspace I had thought the same thing for years too. Now I know Allah is not the same God.

1/4/2020 8:36:18 PM ricky52222196 I was thinking the same thing but wondering how it ties in

Ritual maybe?

1/4/2020 8:36:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 'Iran' launches cyber-attack on US government website warning 'we're always ready' - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-

news/breaking-iran-launches-cyber-attack-21216337 …

1/4/2020 8:37:10 PM luxdefiance Lol

1/4/2020 8:37:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 They attacked a library's website... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213680672587554816 …

1/4/2020 8:37:28 PM atashfire Script kiddies.

1/4/2020 8:37:36 PM laurabusse I believe I've stated no one is perfect

Least of all me

But I do believe in disagreeing with respect

And not claiming to always be right

And to be kind whenever possible

And it is always possible

And to give the benefit of the doubt

Telling someone they have a lot to learn

Is
1/4/2020 8:37:45 PM dcooyon TAKE THAT, CATCHER IN THE RYE!!!

1/4/2020 8:38:23 PM 64rivergirl And aren’t we all just shaking in our boots.  😴 goodnite.

1/4/2020 8:38:25 PM rick_hernandez I guess I’ll have to wait to check out the audacity of hope. Oh well. ;)

1/4/2020 8:38:36 PM fightforamerica I wonder who we would find if we dug on who runs that library?

1/4/2020 8:38:42 PM sabermarris We tend to fear what we don't understand, and when we are being afraid, we are attracting.

It's easier said than done, but make fear into your friend show it love.

1/4/2020 8:39:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 How the Pentagon Was Duped by Contractors Using Shell Companies https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-04/how-the-pentagon-was-

duped-by-contractors-using-shell-companies …

1/4/2020 8:39:21 PM 4mankindq Hence POTUS added Cultural sites- the Iranians use cultural sites for their cyber training/warfare.

1/4/2020 8:39:32 PM starehope The Awakening! Dark to Light!

1/4/2020 8:40:07 PM 4mankindq  https://twitter.com/kamran83322756/status/1213644352964173824 …

1/4/2020 8:40:12 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Ri0fNL8aBV

1/4/2020 8:40:12 PM keith369me Less effective than a 30 year old obese hacker living in his parent’s basement.  Are we going to get email spam from Iran next?  Iranian people, FREE 

YOURSELVES!!!

1/4/2020 8:40:22 PM rad_qpatriot Playing in theaters soon...

#Stuxnet2

1/4/2020 8:40:24 PM cledrordfishing This is the best.

1/4/2020 8:40:31 PM mongrelglory Getting young kids hooked on drugs, especially opioids is a big part of how they traffic children/teens.  That kid who is the "youngest drag queen" 

always looks like he's stoned!  You have to get the kids clean of drugs to stop them from falling back into being trafficked.



1/4/2020 8:40:56 PM laurabusse Speaking the obvious dont you think?

We're finite beings in a possibly infinite universe

So it goes w/out saying that

Everyone has much to learn

Saying to someone they have a lot to learn

Sounds to me like an insult

Like you are trying to put someone in their place

Unnecessarily
1/4/2020 8:41:15 PM bbobbio71 Or the Middle East laying down arms and coming together as a free nation? 

Eh, one can dream

1/4/2020 8:41:31 PM 369bob Are they going to attack the over due book readers ? 😂

1/4/2020 8:41:35 PM kriz_jason Lmao pic.twitter.com/iLVqD1AJfX

1/4/2020 8:41:39 PM luxdefiance I feel like I’m living in the twilight zone lol

1/4/2020 8:41:42 PM keith369me How many are connected to “government officials” via their relatives?

1/4/2020 8:41:42 PM nam0t4m Nobody reads anymore anyways

1/4/2020 8:41:45 PM stanstephens13 Never heard of this website or organization.

1/4/2020 8:41:56 PM toosoonfornow maybe the left CAN meme.

1/4/2020 8:42:01 PM natureinspace Thank you. I like David too and will continue to listen to him on YT. He seems very genuine and I believe he does what he does because he wants us all 

to be well informed and to work together to figure all this out.

1/4/2020 8:42:02 PM mongrelglory Speaking of a madam for child trafficking...

1/4/2020 8:42:07 PM davidg02986909 The libraries have been attacked before.   Seems like a favorite spot for luciferians. pic.twitter.com/da7OvTsmMb

1/4/2020 8:42:08 PM emilycragg @realDonaldTrump @real_vladdy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Their plan is to hook China INTO a situation they cannot deny nor refuse.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213680829362294784 …

1/4/2020 8:42:20 PM ptamait The proof is inside you. No one wants war. Unless you have the reptilian genetics. Sadly we live in duality, so if we do not wake up it will continue. In 

the meantime, it looks like the bad have to be taken care of, because they got out of hand.

1/4/2020 8:42:24 PM drbohammer Excellent point. A new term for them must be found so that they will always be remembered, by that name, as the most negative of human examples.

1/4/2020 8:42:26 PM cledrordfishing Treason, sedition!

1/4/2020 8:42:29 PM mountainminder This is an interesting Disclosure by Bloomberg. The hole runs very Deep and intersects with the banking industry, laundering, bribery etc.

1/4/2020 8:42:34 PM diggersdad1 OH NO.  They will find out I haven't returned a book

1/4/2020 8:42:38 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Q had many refrences as to 911 and justice...

GWB intell for 1

What do you mean please?

1/4/2020 8:42:54 PM natureinspace Could very well be.

1/4/2020 8:43:36 PM twilly18 and so it begins

tomato plants in

1/4/2020 8:43:45 PM agoodyear2015 Did they mess with the late returns?

1/4/2020 8:43:45 PM avidlifer 🌹

1/4/2020 8:43:48 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump   So you're waiting UNTIL NOW to bring this forward? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213681332791992320 …

1/4/2020 8:44:08 PM twilly18 ruthless bastards

1/4/2020 8:44:43 PM mongrelglory The laws are useless if the DOJ, FBI, and Supreme Court are corrupt.  They've been cleaning out these agencies and installing people who will carry out 

the law as it was intended.

1/4/2020 8:44:44 PM hollysharp1111 I heard the word “free” somewhere in the sites description and it made sense.

1/4/2020 8:44:47 PM destwildertaiga Baal ?

1/4/2020 8:46:26 PM nun_chucknorris The cabal attacked the book depository...

1/4/2020 8:47:01 PM destwildertaiga Baa'l Demon !

1/4/2020 8:47:36 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, has the Pentagon mostly been cleaned out of all the bad actors now?

1/4/2020 8:47:36 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Or more 

disinformation.

1/4/2020 8:48:04 PM winklerburke Jesus, Majestic... whadda powerful message.  I have been in tears for an hour.  What power, this video... timed at 2:17.  Meaning a second branch of Q.  

 Melania seems to always operate at normal, and super-high level.  Goodbye Prog (1984) Ed.  Hello "Be Best."  Sanity 2 Infinity.

1/4/2020 8:48:34 PM identityasxy .

Hey federal law enforcers (FBI, OIG, DOJ )

Now you know.   Do you freaking job...

1/4/2020 8:48:36 PM mongrelglory So Molech controls the Vatican?

1/4/2020 8:49:17 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Duped I'd say not,

 intentionally contracted DS scum!

1/4/2020 8:49:40 PM irishhillk 😆😆😆 War with the OD book readers. All those Hard back books are going to hurt when thrown.

But could give a new meaning to "Book em Dano", spicing things up.

1/4/2020 8:50:15 PM natureinspace I just wanted to let you know that everytime I see this it gives me a chuckle lol. I dont know why but it makes me smile 😁. 

pic.twitter.com/d6RlD55VzC

1/4/2020 8:50:49 PM winklerburke Prog (1984) Ed was based on 3 pillars:  1) spirit-soul-brain-body damage to population, 2) sex-death-cannibalism to population and 3) drug-booze-med 

crippling of population.  "Be Best" is reverse, precisely the reverse for population.

1/4/2020 8:50:53 PM dubbydubb I am well aware. Only problem is all you have to do is tell the public the truth. Everyone will demand their resignations. This has not been done. 

Whether the plan fails or not this must happen. Tell us the truth.

1/4/2020 8:50:57 PM brian_dalfonso Haven’t heard that term in a bit 👍🇺🇸

1/4/2020 8:51:16 PM lovethebeach999 Act 3 ?

1/4/2020 8:51:32 PM values_southern I don’t know if this is true. ....need verification.......I’ve seen earlier and didn’t sound real.

1/4/2020 8:51:36 PM dugs it was probably a wordpress site...

1/4/2020 8:51:56 PM zaraawakened  pic.twitter.com/oNrz5kRo59

1/4/2020 8:51:59 PM elijahqdust I haven't put this on Twitter yet. I wanna share too. pic.twitter.com/duO4IQw6hT

1/4/2020 8:52:18 PM natureinspace Nope. Still can't meme.

1/4/2020 8:52:22 PM winklerburke "Be Best" is based on 3 pillars: 1) Wellbeing of population, 2) "online" safety of population (i.e. defend, protect pop.), 3) combatting drug-booze-med 

crippling of pop.  Why am I saying population and not children?

1/4/2020 8:52:39 PM anonpatriotccj LMFAO

1/4/2020 8:53:06 PM elijahqdust Procreate is great! I miss my I pad! Nice work!

1/4/2020 8:53:14 PM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/XSPzvf66HL

1/4/2020 8:53:19 PM allahuniversal Far from Fahrenheit 451 & the Alexandria Library 

Tough guys smh pic.twitter.com/CxPBIXmtPY



1/4/2020 8:53:25 PM toosoonfornow I don't know...they did hack a library...

1/4/2020 8:53:57 PM sabermarris You think time is important. Every consciousness is at a different point on its journey of experience. A person can wear the same pair of shoes for 20 

years and another can wear a different pair everyday for 20 years.

If time mattered every monk would have achieved nirvana.

1/4/2020 8:54:30 PM 92michael Cool! That’s really good

1/4/2020 8:54:47 PM jhanhiem  pic.twitter.com/DMcDliTSnw

1/4/2020 8:55:05 PM dont_gray When they came for the Dewey Decimal System, I was silent......  Because I have the internet.

1/4/2020 8:55:09 PM winklerburke From a 238,900 mile view (our Moon)... Earth population is baby.  Maybe 2% are adults?  (Using numbers... 3 = baby, 6 = adult, and 9 = transcendent 

being)  Horribly evil-intelligent "agents" created Prog (1984) Ed to destroy humanity.  It worked.  "Be Best" is the restoration.  !

1/4/2020 8:55:47 PM laurabusse Yes it will ☺️

Thank you ❤️

I tend to think of myself as passionate

Rather than not calm

Especially tonight over all this

But of course I like everyone else am susceptible to being triggered

Riled up etc

It's a fine line LOL
1/4/2020 8:56:19 PM mateuszwala How about 396 tesla numbers?

1/4/2020 8:56:47 PM laurabusse Thank you

❤️❤️❤️

1/4/2020 8:56:57 PM lovethebeach999 What happened / was posted March 3 ?

1/4/2020 8:56:58 PM 92michael I know right?

1/4/2020 8:57:33 PM laurabusse Oh!

That's weird isn't it

Technology...

1/4/2020 8:57:33 PM elijahqdust Thanks! It's part of a series! I'll mention you when I post them all if you don't mind.

1/4/2020 8:57:43 PM natureinspace I'm sure this cyber attack will be traced back to some interm who works in Pelosi's office.

1/4/2020 8:58:06 PM 92michael COOL!

1/4/2020 8:58:29 PM sabermarris I can't place you or make you do anything you don't want to. If I could wouldn't you already agree with me. It was kindest way I could think of saying it, 

plenty of very nasty insulting ways I could have said it, without names or condensation. If you can give me a kinder example?

1/4/2020 8:58:49 PM timkania the book suppository building

1/4/2020 8:59:28 PM winklerburke Honestly, Majestic... Melania's speech is a restoration Gettysburg Address of our time.  Has all the elements.  We must dedicate ourselves to restoring 

"the most valuable part of our country and global community"... which are the spirit-soul-mind-body elements of human is-beings.

1/4/2020 8:59:48 PM laurabusse Like I like to say

Ya know what ya know

Ya don't know what ya don't know

We're all learning

We are truly all in this together

❤️❤️❤️

#WWG1WGA

1/4/2020 9:00:33 PM natureinspace Libraries are the new bath houses.

1/4/2020 9:00:39 PM stoneturnr Pretty sure theyre referring to Baal. And the 3 religions being Islam, Judaism and Catholicism. 

Interesting that each of them use prominent cube symbology. I believe that's supposed to represent a portal on Saturn or an element of the Looking 

Glass device... Not sure pic.twitter.com/SP5tEuBHm4

1/4/2020 9:00:44 PM linnyt7 Where's Mr. Brennan? Hasn't tweeted in 5 days.

1/4/2020 9:00:57 PM mongrelglory The level of brain-washing of the public has been going on for the past century, using the highest military technology for propaganda.  The chaos of 

these past several years has been designed I think to gradually deprogram people so that they will be ready to accept the truth.

1/4/2020 9:01:24 PM crt14361013 ✔.

1/4/2020 9:01:39 PM slipperyslope18 LOL So Google boys moved from NK to Iran.

1/4/2020 9:01:50 PM laurabusse Wise words  ❤️

1/4/2020 9:03:12 PM jennysue62 Liz Cheney....Haliburton

1/4/2020 9:03:22 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Ah I guess that means for Podesta's plane was grounded because we love him and were protecting him right???

Really come now!

1/4/2020 9:04:04 PM iquisitor2020 C_A hacked a library and guess what? It more than likely was a trap and exposed another clown

1/4/2020 9:04:10 PM bkcttu From a Commodore 64?

1/4/2020 9:04:13 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#ソレイマニ は600人以上のアメリカ人を殺害し、数千人の殺害を企てていた。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213655131981434880 … pic.twitter.com/UeMfcI3t4d
1/4/2020 9:04:24 PM dougpleasants Relevant?

In the five years he (Cheney) worked at the company, he received $12.5m in salary. He also held $39m-worth of stock options when he quit the 

company in 2000 – a fortune for a man with no previous experience in running a multinational company. 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/cifamerica/2011/jun/08/dick-cheney-halliburton-supreme-court …

1/4/2020 9:04:34 PM dougpleasants  https://www.discourse.net/2005/06/halliburton_accused_of_stealing_1_billion_from_usa/ …

1/4/2020 9:04:47 PM mongrelglory I've looked at some of their stuff, but mainly follow Q and MJ-12 and I like the guests they have on Edge of Wonder.

1/4/2020 9:04:58 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Makes since ty

1/4/2020 9:05:34 PM winklerburke The universe loves truth, and supports it with signs.  Be Best = B2 = Stealth Bomber.  5:5 = Loud and Clear.  2:17 means second or concurrent Q 

operation. Melania is a supernova of supernatural signs, needing no 8chan?  She is a Rodin Coil, Tesla Energy Device, Angel Terraformer?



1/4/2020 9:05:56 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Thought Baal would have been a since B.C. enemy?

1/4/2020 9:06:11 PM laurabusse I agree

I tend to not agree with

ANYTHING

100%

I've recently become skeptical about all this Ascension stuff

When something starts to smack of sounding religious

I get very wary...

But David and Corey gave me a very valuable foundation
1/4/2020 9:06:23 PM mongrelglory Believe it or not, the Vatican owns many observatories around the world, including telescopes that are specifically oriented towards watching our sun.

1/4/2020 9:06:30 PM my2sonznme What do you mean by this?

1/4/2020 9:06:45 PM dubbydubb All good points being made here. I agree. I have conducted a controlled experiment wherr I attempt to explain the conventional misguided narratives 

to leftists and presented them  http://congress.gov  evidence (like covfefe act) and they still remain brainwashed.

1/4/2020 9:07:14 PM 1ifbyseaqanon See the patern here

1/4/2020 9:07:23 PM mongrelglory I loved that episode of SG-1! 🤣

1/4/2020 9:08:02 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Got it ty

1/4/2020 9:08:46 PM dubbydubb The mocking reporter(his movements were similar for other comments pre and post)..Nope they are not waking up. There is no further point in 

waiting. To tell the truth(not arrests).

1/4/2020 9:09:33 PM qawakened1776 Love and Light pic.twitter.com/BpZSBM0k6y

1/4/2020 9:09:38 PM laurabusse To be honest...

You don't know what I think LOL

It can change from day to day

But I agree with everything else you said 💯%

☺👍

1/4/2020 9:10:33 PM qawakened1776 I see 17 every were

1/4/2020 9:10:39 PM godrus and what happened to the #Deepstate cattle call of  - Muh Russia Russia Russia?

1/4/2020 9:11:23 PM qawakened1776 Letting us know whos running things

1/4/2020 9:11:44 PM tachyonluxor @TheSolariReport

1/4/2020 9:13:03 PM sickfryck We should all call Nancy and tell her We the People are dissatisfied with her failure of notification of impeachment to the senate.

1/4/2020 9:13:08 PM mountainminder Mesopotamia.

1/4/2020 9:13:38 PM exsjwtruther would recommend for the oldschool, hefty info on looking glass and stargates

I like EOW too but I think david and them have some issues, not because they're fully ops but just personal foibles

1/4/2020 9:14:12 PM laurabusse I prefer to let it go and not focus on it...

No two ppl agree on everything

Theres much you and I can agree on

I prefer to do that ☺️

We are just 2 ppl w egos doing the best we can to navigate the duality w/out hurting ourselves or anyone else

And like everyone else

We fail

☺️

1/4/2020 9:16:43 PM elijahqdust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/4/2020 9:18:56 PM tango66qanon 😂

1/4/2020 9:19:51 PM mgvrnr Replace Iran with Google and it makes more sense.

1/4/2020 9:20:59 PM jamiegrahamusa She is out of this world...literally!

1/4/2020 9:24:48 PM toffer_anon_369 6k yr old enemy = RA ? pic.twitter.com/7CD3Hx1KHV

1/4/2020 9:26:08 PM sabermarris I agree on the most part. 

But I think even if you live right, there are unavoidable points where you hurt yourself or others.

Seems like failure is a natural progression of life. But is it really failure of you learn something from it. (Perspective) 🤫

1/4/2020 9:26:27 PM terribug13 Mind Blower!

1/4/2020 9:27:31 PM blissamerica Don’t forget homeopathic remedies, zinc, sambicol syrup and echinacea are all good for flu and colds.

1/4/2020 9:28:06 PM toffer_anon_369 That's it!  You found RA!!!

1/4/2020 9:28:17 PM georgeartem @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@goodmedicine4us

@ZyroFoxtrot

@pushforward40

@tribunal_watch

Recent revelations concerning Secretary Kerry's conflict of interest in carrying on unlawful interactions with Iranians brings to mind:  

4bb9607acadc3d80b5ac872874c3037a386f4f595fe99e687439aabd0219809
1/4/2020 9:28:32 PM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1213685553096314880 …

1/4/2020 9:29:31 PM twaijriibrahim Trolling

1/4/2020 9:30:02 PM kirsten68805249 AAAND I think that quite ends China / U.S. trade negotiations... NO DEAL FOR TERRORISTS!!



1/4/2020 9:30:41 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

残念ですね、我らがジャッキーも...😢

#GITMO

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/shakespeareplan/status/1213460296431325190 … pic.twitter.com/1jhfmd8pas
1/4/2020 9:30:50 PM stoneturnr Yes, and MJ12 had indicated Baal was the 'leader' of Israel. 

6000yr old enemy could be an interdimensional entity... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136136005969502209 …

1/4/2020 9:30:50 PM werascending Nice work and you will put captions in the kernels?

1/4/2020 9:31:26 PM drbohammer In this scenario, y would be approx 345.67...

1/4/2020 9:31:30 PM geno760 How many coincidences before its .... ?

1/4/2020 9:31:38 PM werascending Welcome to the family! 🙏🙏🙏

1/4/2020 9:31:42 PM byegone1 Yeah, just a library.  Every day the U.S. Government issues congressional bills, laws, regulations, presidential documents, studies, and other documents 

on a variety of topics. The Federal Depository Library Program (44 U.S.C. § 19),   U.S. Government Publishing Office, est 1813

1/4/2020 9:31:46 PM winklerburke Like DJT, take Melania at her word.  "I hope you will join me today as I renew and expand my efforts and ask for your support."  RENEW & EXPAND.  

"...I am ready for all of the work that is still to be done."  Covers a lot of territory.  My FAM = destroyed by 1984 Ed. O happy day.

1/4/2020 9:32:46 PM natureinspace Lol!

1/4/2020 9:32:53 PM elijahqdust I'd send the vectors to someone who has the time and knowledge... This kinda came through me. A lot of it is still over my head. Do you have ideas for 

captions???

1/4/2020 9:33:55 PM winklerburke Oh Happy Day - The Edwin Hawkins Singers  (The destruction of mankind's minds = over.  Hello sanity!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfGDvDGE7zk …

1/4/2020 9:34:07 PM magaman333  pic.twitter.com/3VwVcmSPo7

1/4/2020 9:34:14 PM engineerearth Interesting timing as always.  Yet I'm still here compartmentalized so... pic.twitter.com/JB5rmvRvs8

1/4/2020 9:36:20 PM elijahqdust This is how it reads to me right now. This order pic.twitter.com/luYwHs4XNa

1/4/2020 9:36:26 PM natureinspace I try my best to use discernment too. Ultimately we have to follow our gut with all the info we are given. It has to ring true for us.

1/4/2020 9:38:01 PM eodsteve3579 Uh oh...I bet he hits a couple targets...

1/4/2020 9:38:06 PM hgraceq You might have some things in common with my Aussie buddy. Very intelligent man. 

Andrew13892378

1/4/2020 9:41:13 PM elijahqdust The resemblance of common radio and television antenna and our skeletal structure built for receiving and transmitting. The toroid mobius donut is 

projectlookingglass I think and an inner explosion. Corn is ready 4 2 b cut. And the ground is a new peace rising from #spaceforce.

1/4/2020 9:42:10 PM jonesy4671 March madness

1/4/2020 9:43:14 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 'Iran' launches potato-attack on US government website warning 'we're always ready' - Daily Star  

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-iran-launches-cyber-attack-21216337 …

1/4/2020 9:44:28 PM laura_621 Negative (4th dimensional)  entities from Orion

1/4/2020 9:44:51 PM eliflugelman 2:17/2:17 = QQQQ = Boom Boom Boom Boom pic.twitter.com/do7oOC2o3I

1/4/2020 9:45:10 PM hoffman11my Teaching children qualities such as kindness, respect, and compassion, and encouraging them to thrive is the best gift we can give the next-generation.

Thank you @FLOTUS

1/4/2020 9:45:26 PM werascending I like the way you think! Perfect! 👏👏👏

1/4/2020 9:46:15 PM elijahqdust Means alot thanks!

1/4/2020 9:46:43 PM justanarcher i hated speak and spell

1/4/2020 9:48:14 PM covertress Q:Q? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889853447687819266?s=20 …

1/4/2020 9:48:25 PM christinaworthm What does that mean which you speak of ???

Thank you

1/4/2020 9:49:29 PM synackstatic Theater, as in war theater. 

Iran cells in US?

1/4/2020 9:51:03 PM laurabusse Yes

Yes

And yes

☺️

You're right

It's not failure if we learn

I like to say

There's no mistakes

Only learning

But sometimes I'm inspired like we all are at times

And sometimes I forget!
1/4/2020 9:52:10 PM avshara Just a little upset eh...

1/4/2020 9:52:41 PM laurabusse Yes ☺️

Follow gut

What rings true

Well said ❤️

1/4/2020 9:53:10 PM cindycopacetic Rise up...

Dark Lords can NOT handle the light.

Thunderbolts are slinging...NOW.

So Be it. 💜 pic.twitter.com/GbIs5nP4uo

1/4/2020 9:54:24 PM justanarcher It was originated in Najd region, which is currently a part Saudi Arabia. Tribes used to perform it before going to wars in central Najd, but now it’s 

perfomed in celebrations, and national and cultural events. there are various types of Ardah all across the Arabian peninsula.



1/4/2020 9:54:24 PM overtonparadox We all WANT to believe that but it doesn't change the facts

The Rothschilds helped orchestrate U.S involvement in ww2 in return for the Balfour declaration ie stealing Palestine & giving it to any1 who calls 

themselves a Jew.

This is another war for globalist zionist bloodlines

1/4/2020 9:54:41 PM justanarcher so Saudi is helping trump fight things

1/4/2020 9:54:43 PM stefanofait Kushner instrumental in that operation?

1/4/2020 9:54:57 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Right

1/4/2020 9:55:37 PM justanarcher could he have had more than one ugly red ring

1/4/2020 9:56:13 PM polarissons Hacking a Public library website hardly qualifies as "a cyber attack" . Gimme a break😂 #52

1/4/2020 9:56:31 PM giediknight More like how deep staters ripped off the government.

1/4/2020 9:58:41 PM polarissons That sure shows strength 😂😂😂😂#52

1/4/2020 9:59:46 PM vickiwhatever Exactly.

1/4/2020 10:01:51 PM jrocktigers Without reading the article, I would estimate there is a 60% the operation was written and coded inside the continental US. And 40% it was carried out 

by Iranian assets on US soil.

1/4/2020 10:02:41 PM unidentifiedta1 Kushner is a producer of the Q operation

1/4/2020 10:03:42 PM jrocktigers Interesting. I would have thought the previous few days signaled Act III was already in progress.

1/4/2020 10:09:34 PM mongrelglory I believe the military have planned the details of their operations to minimize the chance of violence and unrest amongst the population.  This is why 

things seems so drawn out and slow, but they are trying to ease people into things slowly.  They decided against a military coup.

1/4/2020 10:12:39 PM mark52525786 I believe that the gold on top was taken down, but naively want it to be because the people of Cush overthrew[their] oppressors! So ur saying how??oh 

and king tuts mask represents the bloodlines![their] games of elitism kinda sucked for the meek,thanQ for what ur doing!

1/4/2020 10:13:12 PM mark52525786 🖕🐍🦉🐙😈

1/4/2020 10:13:44 PM mongrelglory They'll be forced to tell the truth if they want to remain relevant at all.  I think that's why they've got the Presidential Emergency Alert System tee'd up 

and ready to go!

1/4/2020 10:17:01 PM aldo_9111 It's kinda long but explains what your talking about. https://youtu.be/AFk8qKO-Z50 

1/4/2020 10:17:13 PM 369_is 'B' 'WH' Bush White House? I'd love to know how these "codes?" work.

1/4/2020 10:19:07 PM mongrelglory I own the book. 😁

1/4/2020 10:19:32 PM stefanofait I agree.

1/4/2020 10:19:43 PM natureinspace Is there a stargate in Antartica? Which stargate do they use to get to Mars?

1/4/2020 10:20:04 PM decodematrix Seriously. He should be honored that he was groomed by MJ12 but instead he gets all offended because he can't figure out how/why. Dude, we're 

talking about people that operate outside of space/time. You agreed to this life path before you were even born. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/4/2020 10:21:24 PM aldo_9111 Your a superstar ❤️

1/4/2020 10:22:00 PM allahuniversal Interdependent vs Independent

1/4/2020 10:23:14 PM karma4event201 😂

1/4/2020 10:23:30 PM cybertaters RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 'Iran' launches potato-attack on US government website warning 'we're always ready' - Daily Star  

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/breaking-iran-launches-cyber-attack-21216337 …

1/4/2020 10:23:31 PM jrocktigers Thank you. Check this out. pic.twitter.com/gudkwBnxrF

1/4/2020 10:24:24 PM karma4event201 By ... clowns in America

1/4/2020 10:26:48 PM jrocktigers Perhaps, but for many years it has been written by analysts and discussed by certain officials that there are many actual assets living and working in US 

who are sleepers.

1/4/2020 10:28:10 PM mongrelglory  https://youtu.be/L_jWHffIx5E  😉

1/4/2020 10:28:54 PM karma4event201 👍 I agree, it was clowns. Someone will get a visitor in the middle of the night who wants to chat 😆

1/4/2020 10:32:25 PM mollybang Do you know anything about desert glass?

1/4/2020 10:33:27 PM aldo_9111 Thank you. I own the album.. haha kidding

1/4/2020 10:42:58 PM azuremagus Priests of Amun not Aton

1/4/2020 10:45:19 PM _369311119 BE pic.twitter.com/yVthnOQkYm

1/4/2020 10:54:53 PM duppytech What about the star gate in Yemen? Why did the world governments send ships to Yemen (inc Japan 👀) it sure wasn’t for Somali pirates

1/4/2020 10:57:52 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

こら待て悪魔、タケコプターで逃げるんじゃない。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/benibaru/status/1212215591316021248 … pic.twitter.com/6fg592Z34A
1/4/2020 11:01:57 PM holotechrd THERE WILL BE NO WAR @realDonaldTrump @USArmy @DeptofDefense @SecretService @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USNavy @SpaceForceDoD @usairforce

 @CENTCOM @USMC @iran_policy ANY FURTHER ATTEMPTS ON EITHER SIDE WILL BE DEALT WITH SWIFTLY FROM FORCES YOU'LL DON'T BELIEVE 

EXISTS...👀⚡💥😇🛸🌍🕳🌌🤴🏽👈

1/4/2020 11:04:22 PM billcli59829729 I saved this one, but what is above the Pope's head I can't tell other than that it's a good meme

1/4/2020 11:11:07 PM irah_chandler Thats like a key to Babylonian money magic

1/4/2020 11:14:52 PM house_poseidon Yes, it's okay to erase [them].

However, these critters can be tricky.  Happy hunting

1/4/2020 11:19:43 PM timedabbler21 The aptly named Hellfire missile took out Soleimani: https://gyazo.com/6c2b712ff0d0bf0f93f318568cbee0d0 …

1/4/2020 11:21:13 PM strangewisper Infinity 6.. hell

1/4/2020 11:22:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yea

1/4/2020 11:25:38 PM rebornkingent Was it Lycos? Or Netscape? Cyber command is shaking right now... LITERALLY

1/4/2020 11:26:37 PM atsaduk Library of Alexandria fire?? Similar??

1/4/2020 11:28:08 PM toffer_anon_369 Are we stuck in a loop "Window of Opportunity" situation?  Why don't we flow 3-9-6-9-3 ... ?

1/4/2020 11:28:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some of [their] cyberweapons were from No Such Agency courtesy of somebody's illegal private email server (not to mention the drop box access 

being granted to Foundation donors who engaged in criminal blackmail in order to gain access). Part of rebuild = New cyberweapons.

1/4/2020 11:29:35 PM rebornkingent 👍🏽

1/4/2020 11:30:18 PM abraham31826476 Try Vault7 release. Pandora’s box opened



1/4/2020 11:30:28 PM strangewisper Is the soul incarnation trap infinity 6

1/4/2020 11:31:08 PM jollyrob2 Message over messenger.

1/4/2020 11:31:13 PM allahuniversal Al Jaheem - The Blazing Fire

1/4/2020 11:32:02 PM diegojansen666 Hello reincarnation

1/4/2020 11:32:09 PM don_velour fwiw, Obama is RH-

1/4/2020 11:33:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those were the responses to [CF] sale access.

WLv7 was the old one two.

Remember, the 16 year plan.

Rebuilt our military means rebuilt.

Many "research" and "experimental" status research (SSP) was subsequently upgraded to active deployment status.

We needed the Space Force first.

1/4/2020 11:35:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 SF allows us the ability to now expand Space dominance outside of [their] control (embedded in the Navy, Air Force, and Pentagon).

1/4/2020 11:35:25 PM strangewisper Isn’t 6 playing havoc with everything trying to be 9 via ‘mandorla jumping’? Lol

1/4/2020 11:36:14 PM mettlemeta Question. Why do I seem to come alive at night? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#NightShift?  https://twitter.com/AWISHNSTAR2/status/1213724317952991232 … pic.twitter.com/QxJjxDpZR5

1/4/2020 11:36:39 PM studiogarvin  https://youtu.be/xmFPS0f-kzs  #WWG1WGA

1/4/2020 11:38:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many activities happen at night.

The more aware you become, the more the energy keeps you awake.

1/4/2020 11:39:09 PM texas_girl_13_ Let’s roll!! 🚀

1/4/2020 11:39:14 PM rapunzel_39 Shave the children!

1/4/2020 11:40:04 PM jollyrob2 5:5 pic.twitter.com/AWsovVf9RL

1/4/2020 11:41:43 PM janein29656519 So what was the black out 😌🤔

1/4/2020 11:43:34 PM don_velour Did you see it? Got a photo?

1/4/2020 11:46:34 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/oqA0PN4diWg  5:5 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA enjoy the show

1/4/2020 11:46:53 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031538298584539137?s=19 …

1/4/2020 11:47:55 PM rosscarwalker The Bahii faith feels highly evolved

1/4/2020 11:48:28 PM kidge6 that actually doesnt look like the same ring, to me.

1/4/2020 11:52:50 PM fightforamerica Last year to get me in!

1/4/2020 11:54:08 PM krisp1377 Dang!

1/4/2020 11:54:30 PM fightforamerica I'd send you the SS but Twatter wants permission and f that. 17 delta.

1/4/2020 11:57:01 PM fightforamerica Just occurred to me, when you said that one thing when I was fuming, did you mean it literally??

1/5/2020 12:04:19 AM cmdrzod23 There's no grass where the strike occurred. Stop spreading fake news.

1/5/2020 12:05:47 AM blasto33 Next LARP on this list to expose.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👈🏻

1/5/2020 12:11:58 AM rosscarwalker Draco?

1/5/2020 12:12:46 AM snarkishdanno Take Amun to the next step of Amen, and then figure out why almost all prayers are going to an Egyptian god.... 

99% in the hospital....

1/5/2020 12:14:01 AM rosscarwalker Is this true? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2020 12:15:47 AM cigongici What your man 17 to save the world hu is 17?

1/5/2020 12:16:09 AM codeanon17  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuZmpN1wTwk …

1/5/2020 12:16:44 AM kidge6 ? pic.twitter.com/29NVwFDgrj

1/5/2020 12:19:28 AM fightforamerica No, not that time, the OTHER time.😅

1/5/2020 12:21:11 AM snarkishdanno Notice the bull horn shape of that headdress? Can the Baal/Moloch worship be anymore in your face than that?

1/5/2020 12:24:19 AM elias45732367 Matrix 4?

1/5/2020 12:24:45 AM patriot_pepe78  https://twitter.com/juliansrum/status/1213721605102325760?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/YUJaQL6dk1

1/5/2020 12:25:20 AM rosscarwalker Or could it be Moloch who is also portrayed as Baal. Is Baal Allah? Therefore Moloch is Allah?

1/5/2020 12:26:21 AM mikebornell operators operate.

1/5/2020 12:26:55 AM wild8heart I see what you did there. 

"Majestic" Cinema... pic.twitter.com/ux0ZECOsWv

1/5/2020 12:27:35 AM rosscarwalker Is Baal = Allah = Moloch?

1/5/2020 12:42:35 AM holotechrd FACTS But the portals are on lock down and under my control.. ⚡💥❤️🌍🕳🌌🛸🤴🏽👈

1/5/2020 12:43:24 AM strangewisper Would it be fair to say the soul trap is a hijacking of the reincarnation process? The time loop we are in, is the soul trap?

1/5/2020 12:44:16 AM timkania the Biblical Satan, devil, Lucifer is who i am referring to - he’s an actual being

1/5/2020 12:45:26 AM diaptera_80 One last short war, and then boom space weapons disclosure?

1/5/2020 12:56:28 AM bhaggy1008 There was a "looking glass " in the series "Flash" isn't?

1/5/2020 1:04:11 AM rosscarwalker Possibly not human

1/5/2020 1:14:43 AM superjarv Anyone who worships the god of the bible Old Testament is worshiping the SAME god. Islam, Christianity and Judaism all have the same roots

1/5/2020 1:15:40 AM superjarv Allah is Arabic for God. Not everyone speaks English. You’re missing the real truth here

1/5/2020 1:16:27 AM marylouathome Not a coincidence it’s in Obama’s hometown Kenya.

1/5/2020 1:19:31 AM marylouathome Not a coincidence it’s in Obama’s hometown Kenya

1/5/2020 1:19:42 AM snowybear6 Since the pyramids are not tombs, no body has ever been found inside one, and based on chemical analysis it's fair to say that the pyramids were a 

method of producing electrical power.

1/5/2020 1:24:37 AM chewey63809676 We have a real Angel in the White House!  ❤️❤️❤️FLOTUS

1/5/2020 1:25:42 AM teamster160 Kenya is a country. Maybe don't tweet as much? You're welcome...

1/5/2020 1:27:52 AM steveroye Oh I see - graduates of the Homer Simpson Military Academy. 🤪🤣🤪

1/5/2020 1:31:58 AM aleks8837 Someone help me. How is 1037 = 17 + 3? I don't get it.

1/5/2020 1:33:34 AM aleks8837 10+3+7 = 17+3?

1/5/2020 1:34:15 AM socalpatriot247 Pathetic meme. Let’s meme shall we patriots? Go get em folks. 🤣

1/5/2020 1:35:21 AM marylouathome You’re little slow... okay, Kenya is Obama’s birthplace

1/5/2020 1:38:34 AM unitedredwhite1 Plus shoes of peace

1/5/2020 1:43:45 AM teamster160 I know what you wanted to say, I really needed you to say it louder so everyone can see. The geographic lesson that I provided was free of charge. You 

being a birther? I realize there's no fixing that. Carry on. 

#Murica 🇺🇸

1/5/2020 1:48:42 AM alexandercody7 Is Ben right with his predictions, will we enter a mini ice age and catastrophes within this lifetime? https://youtu.be/oPvfrVfQF1c 

1/5/2020 1:50:54 AM jake4191 Satan

1/5/2020 1:53:47 AM sleky19  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1213689342272659456?s=19 …

1/5/2020 1:55:14 AM aleks8837 Yea, something like that!

140 char limit is not genius for lenghty comprehensive commenting 😆

1/5/2020 1:56:38 AM sleky19 Limited information



1/5/2020 2:01:47 AM aleks8837 No. Maybe. Yes. Perhaps. No...In a way.

3 religions (the Abrahamic religions): jewish, christian and muslim.

3 is IS/Soul/Spirit/Identity

6 is the BE/Beast/Matrix

9 is IS-BE/God/Consciousness/Oneness

3 is Artwork

6 is Equations

9 is Secrets

Religion=Artwork

Yes, power of 3.
1/5/2020 2:03:05 AM aschilliam First of all, killing people who oppose peace.. now what i said and not what i meant. Warmongerers should shut the f up, why promote war?

Select few preventing peace.. what does this mean? Just warmongering or false flagging all over the place killing people in the process?

1/5/2020 2:17:33 AM aleks8837 Ah, yes. I get it! In each of the three Abrahamic religions, there is a portrayal of "Satan". They are all the same entity!

Satan, Yaweh and Baal/Moloch.

(Not sure about the different names to different religions here).

The 6000y enemy = The same social memory complex (S+Y+M)!

1/5/2020 2:23:21 AM aleks8837 #Correctnotcorrect.

Maybe Yaweh("God")+Allah+(Baal? Moloch?).

Aka. the "supreme God" of each of the Abrahamic religions. Same evil entity.

The wheel of 3 (artwork/rel.) is done. The wheel of 6 (equations) is soon done turning. Then the wheel of 9 (secrets) will start for full!

1/5/2020 2:27:35 AM augusttiner You should read law of one before talking

1/5/2020 2:37:21 AM gracealijah 💯 FACT

1/5/2020 2:40:33 AM gracealijah JuJu 👁👁 https://youtu.be/oolpPmuK2I8 

1/5/2020 2:44:37 AM gemmast57562332 Anunnaki Enlilite Nannar?

1/5/2020 2:49:44 AM covertress SF = Blank Slate.

1/5/2020 2:49:48 AM qdupqueen1 This is my exact question... How can this be if we see the same constellations over all recorded history and including Earth’s wobble and pole shift...??? 

@NassimHaramein  can you answer this?

1/5/2020 2:54:06 AM reclusewithyou ......wow. Pathetic response

1/5/2020 3:02:41 AM shuker_chris Top gun maverick?

1/5/2020 3:06:07 AM whitespacer The best role model for kids!

1/5/2020 3:15:43 AM btn49093417 Love this Maga Card...sums it up

1/5/2020 3:15:44 AM patriotswegoall The cabal can retaliate if they want to - they're not totally helpless or immobilized yet.

1/5/2020 3:22:15 AM emre19771977 yahweh or nannar:sin

1/5/2020 3:27:31 AM siegfriedtoma In Irak and romania it is true exit Stargates in Bagdad and in the bucegi mountains in romania

1/5/2020 3:42:08 AM saifk7 Uneducated boomer. 

Unfollowing.

1/5/2020 3:53:39 AM earlshayofaga Followed all👍 PLZ follow my back-up➖@Frankie79268180

1/5/2020 3:55:43 AM ammouchekhawla That’s is absolutely not true at all !!!! . There is one god all the religion worship and love ! And it’s the god of Ibrahim and Jesus and Mohammed and all 

the prophet tell us about !! Stop sharing wrong shit

1/5/2020 4:04:22 AM brad34351293 A needed Patsy

1/5/2020 4:06:37 AM brad34351293 Q

Do you think it was passenger planes or bomb filled drones that hit the towers?

1/5/2020 4:10:28 AM jcrowyo DD + DM = DDDM

1/5/2020 4:16:10 AM brad34351293 That thing calls #POTUS45 Donnie the Commie.

Enough to know about that one to just block.

1/5/2020 4:16:52 AM robinabank4 Looks like either way u lol at it... THE ANSWER IS ALWAYS ON THE LEFT OR RIGHT. START AWAY FROM THE MIDDLE?  I mean I got the answer but in a 

nutshell...

1/5/2020 4:22:50 AM terrylu00064423 Gilgamesh?

1/5/2020 4:27:52 AM terrylu00064423 Nimrod/Gilgamesh  same entity I believe.

1/5/2020 4:29:03 AM lightlove21121 Indeed 😊

&

Shall we..? https://dailygeekshow.com/choquant-twitter-pedophiles-map/ …

1/5/2020 4:33:25 AM lightlove21121 #MAP

Minor Attacted People. 

Trending on twitter 🙄

You bet it’s keeping us up at night...

1/5/2020 4:40:25 AM robinabank4 Myself and others close to me have been having severe headaches last 3days... Today was the 1 first day without. I very rarely get them and same with 

the others I've talked to. Could that have had anything to do with it❓

1/5/2020 4:41:05 AM itsgreat2tweet 😂😂😂

#QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @GOP @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @JesseBWatters @RealCandaceO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@foxandfriends @LouDobbs @charliekirk11 @martingeddes @KTHopkins @An0n661 😎🇺🇸👊 pic.twitter.com/erBpbETVGb

1/5/2020 4:45:17 AM keith369me One very good example of many.  There is a level of kickbacks in most transactions.

1/5/2020 4:46:38 AM michael81972 Is Nephilim the 6000 yr old enemy?

1/5/2020 4:46:58 AM blogjam_net The ator had the 50th most influential batter on his mustache?



1/5/2020 4:47:01 AM themoonguide This is amazing! Tesla knew

1/5/2020 4:48:40 AM keith369me Wonder how much of a donation to the Clinton Foundation was required for said access?

1/5/2020 4:49:54 AM keith369me Can’t wait until the Space Force commercial applications make their way to a planet near you.

1/5/2020 4:51:06 AM keith369me Was this a “we are now in control” message?

1/5/2020 4:52:34 AM nybiltong @BTN49093417 

The Calm Before The Storm

@POTUS @VerumRadix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee pic.twitter.com/bnG7rLtX3L

1/5/2020 4:54:19 AM michael81972 Whats your agenda here?   Your are shining a bright light on yourself...Cracks me up seeing people run around calling people larps....Your agenda is to 

cause discord or you would just stay away if you dont believe....You are glowing!

1/5/2020 4:58:02 AM _369311119 "Then infinity 6 means 17 will be entirely in the Matrix?"

1/5/2020 4:58:30 AM jucifr00t Nimrod.

This is demonic, people, not aliens.

1/5/2020 5:00:02 AM vkcube Pedos worldwide will be executed, If Epstein got whacked with mosad protecting him, what makes any one thinks Royals,Slick Willy,Andi, Charlie are 

safe. Queen with MI5,MI6 can protect pedos..commoners worldwide know.

1/5/2020 5:01:16 AM nybiltong @FLOTUS @POTUS 

My favorite couple. 

#TheGreatAwakening #MAGA

@VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/wvke6ggTeY

1/5/2020 5:03:55 AM burgersandra SB2 

 https://files.catbox.moe/04nj2y.PNG 

1/5/2020 5:10:11 AM balljihad That's really smart

1/5/2020 5:14:07 AM samsmith0319 Public Libary hack...🤣🤡🤣

1/5/2020 5:16:30 AM lightlove21121 Typo. Attracted.

1/5/2020 5:18:48 AM samsmith0319 So the tools that HRC gave them are obsolete now thanks to POTUS???...Good!!!

1/5/2020 5:19:58 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , how does @CNN  get into Iran? Enemy of the people. Propaganda. Sick. https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/middleeast/iran-

soleimani-khamenei-adviser-intl/index.html …

1/5/2020 5:20:41 AM casillasaudio Yeah because Kenya is a town. Good job. Very smart

1/5/2020 5:27:53 AM samsmith0319 Ready...🍿👀🍿...

1/5/2020 5:29:45 AM teeunited3 @realDonaldTrump @Imamofpeace @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jsolomonReports @99freemind @SayWhenLA @WellHellsBells_ @StormIsUponUs 

@joerogan @ChapulinColoRed @realQNN https://twitter.com/WarNuse/status/1000046164178239490 …

1/5/2020 5:37:52 AM rawphonegirl 😱😱😱 pic.twitter.com/nzf3wl9cLw

1/5/2020 5:38:54 AM finn_forestall  https://www.alltimeconspiracies.com/are-there-stargates-in-iraq/ …

1/5/2020 5:40:06 AM rawphonegirl Ah!  "The Other Side" reference makes much more sense now! pic.twitter.com/sfWOr3ffBs

1/5/2020 5:42:06 AM ztella304 You were too busy getting smashed!

1/5/2020 5:42:28 AM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/AjQYhMPWNH

1/5/2020 5:43:26 AM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/0M7aiMMLt7

1/5/2020 5:48:52 AM yupyup_puypuy Please explain....

1/5/2020 5:51:54 AM creativeflowery See what

1/5/2020 5:53:13 AM _17patriot_ We all know Babylon is in Iraq, where Nimrod's body was raided and acquired for future warfare. The electrical plants (aka pyramids) were being 

sought to be reactivated for free energy usage by Iran to ignite a global conquest. POTUS intervened.

1/5/2020 5:54:27 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

1/5/2020 5:55:07 AM _17patriot_ At first i thought they found a Ancient control chair in the sand

1/5/2020 5:55:25 AM hansnow84001483 Space Force 🚀

1/5/2020 5:59:50 AM itsgreat2tweet #QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @GOP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @JesseBWatters @foxandfriends 

😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/DfTTywlMUX

1/5/2020 6:02:09 AM megatronmighty Was the SF already there integrated or are they looking a lot like the Battlestar Galactica television show?

1/5/2020 6:02:30 AM bebeeastcoast Oh Mary, I dont know how old you are, but by these tweets I wouldn't say more than 12, does your mom let you have a twitter?

1/5/2020 6:02:33 AM luluspeers1 From what lv researched looks like the Illuminati invaded Persia to suppress these religious people. There was also a Christian prophet who predicted 

the date he would be declared on earth.

1/5/2020 6:11:00 AM virginialouelle Me either. I did get a low B, only cause my husband helped me with lots of extra homework.

1/5/2020 6:12:06 AM tabgach There’re 12 star gates on earth

All on 33 degree parallel north

1/5/2020 6:12:29 AM gracealijah Y

1/5/2020 6:13:55 AM tommy99938959 10 days reset.          dark to LIGHT.        GOD.                    Q.            PATRIOTS

1/5/2020 6:14:50 AM hepinstien There are periods of faster and slower absolute travel.   Under certain conditions it would be possible to travel through the wake of the sun.

1/5/2020 6:16:27 AM callwinning This hag drunk is getting annoying

1/5/2020 6:18:00 AM dianesaumure They explain themselves here https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=21 …

1/5/2020 6:21:07 AM wantmymoneybac They Fukin better be ready. We end this shit now. That’s my vote.

1/5/2020 6:25:58 AM megatronmighty I will thank you kindly to take Earth out of the kill brackets, programmer.

1/5/2020 6:30:06 AM _sigel I can't get this out & haven't seen it anywhere else

Any help would be appreciated 

 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/california-ceo-and-seven-others-charged-multi-million-dollar-conduit-campaign-contribution …

 https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/12/update-bill-barr-indicts-8-including-mueller-top-witness-for-funneling-millions-in-foreign-donations-to-

adam-schiff-hillary-clinton-and-top-senate-democrats/ …

#WWG1WGA
1/5/2020 6:31:55 AM stanstephens13 Who created the domain?

1/5/2020 6:33:25 AM ultrabullfrog @Conste11ation

1/5/2020 6:33:51 AM ultrabullfrog @thebearablebull

1/5/2020 6:39:12 AM zagnett Yes, MJ saying "Good one." is a fascinating, multi-dimensional statement, isn't it? 🤨🧐😎

1/5/2020 6:41:03 AM david00997884 I reacon it makes since, everything we have ever known has been a lie. I guess were living a Lie.

1/5/2020 6:46:52 AM sheilaabrams5 Makes sense to me since our creator is electromagnetism. The only thing I can think of that is everywhere and in everything at the same time. Much 

greater than any man made god.

1/5/2020 6:48:19 AM sheilaabrams5 Declassified CIA documents state Earth is flat with a firmament (dome).

1/5/2020 6:50:48 AM sheilaabrams5 We are eternal beings. Our energy cannot be destroyed, only transformed. Even the bible tells us that we will either spend eterninty in heaven or hell.

1/5/2020 6:54:57 AM sheilaabrams5 Our Creator is Electromagnetism, that creates the spark at conception. We are that spark that animates the human form by inhabiting each and every 

cell of the body. Our spark is identical to our Creator, just on a smaller scale.

1/5/2020 6:58:53 AM djlok 336 - now that's really cool!



1/5/2020 6:59:04 AM clarkd958 Uk is ready to stand shoulder to shoulder with the U.S. and ready to fire at Iran @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaIdJTrummp

@kabamur_taygeta

@prayingmedic

@M2Madness

@chiefpolice2 https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/royal-navy-nuclear-powered-submarine-

21216655#ICID=Android_DailyRecordNewsApp_AppShare …

1/5/2020 7:00:04 AM jaded_pearl I was surprised too and wish for further expansion. There is only one true source, no?

1/5/2020 7:00:09 AM rosscarwalker And what date did he declare?

1/5/2020 7:02:56 AM chrisr0035 To drop this means many more pieces have to be played. 

Drop who runs?

When running what else happens?

What countries associated still need to come on board?

Who financed it?

R they high level and tied to sleeper cells?

Many pieces all must fall as one. Time is coming. So soon.

1/5/2020 7:11:18 AM aleks8837 No? DD =1037 days. And then, why 1037 days = 17 + 3??

1/5/2020 7:15:01 AM michell87248593 Would be interesting to see who would buy a house like that.  Lots of Liddle things in those rooms....

1/5/2020 7:15:32 AM winklerburke Plan A: Prog (1984) Dems & RINOs slammed in prison for treason.  Plan B: Prog (1984) Dems & RINOs slammed in prison for treason.  Shiny.

1/5/2020 7:18:39 AM winklerburke Plan A: We shall have our US Constitution restored.  Plan B: We shall have our US Constitution restored.  Shiny.

1/5/2020 7:21:12 AM ascensionguide_ 299792 🤯

1/5/2020 7:22:45 AM winklerburke Plan A: ANTIFA and rioters give up their insane desire to destroy things peacefully.  Plan B: ANTIFA and rioters face the awesome violent power of the 

US Military and stop because they are hit with force.  Shiny.

1/5/2020 7:23:22 AM ascensionguide_ I remember seeing that too - can’t find it now tho - Mandela effect much?

1/5/2020 7:28:15 AM sterkinglights1 Beautiful message thank you for sharing the Good News.

1/5/2020 7:36:03 AM 56lmiller MJ12 Can you infom us about the payseur family? May links to dig or knowledge you know of?

1/5/2020 7:36:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Netanyahu, in apparent stumble, calls Israel 'nuclear power' - Reuters https://www.reuters.com/article/us-israel-netanyahu-nuclear-

idUSKBN1Z40CS?taid=5e11d33648fe97000144aa9f …

1/5/2020 7:36:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 DIY-Deficiency: 2 In 5 Adults Can't Fix A Single Household Problem Without Google - Study Finds https://www.studyfinds.org/diy-deficiency-2-in-5-

adults-cant-fix-a-single-household-problem-without-google/ …

1/5/2020 7:37:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 UFO sightings across US 'will rise in 2020' with creation of Space Force - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/ufo-sightings-across-

will-rise-21200449 …

1/5/2020 7:37:14 AM atashfire Hope he doesn't stumble any more, it was supposed to be secret!

1/5/2020 7:37:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 US military confirms terror attack on US base in Kenya - ABC News https://abcnews.go.com/International/us-military-confirms-terror-attack-us-base-

kenya/story?id=68075337 …

1/5/2020 7:37:54 AM frank275 Barry O country!

1/5/2020 7:38:19 AM cosmic_engineer Kenya...

Who do we know from there?

1/5/2020 7:38:48 AM werascending Dumbing down of our society!

1/5/2020 7:39:07 AM stanstephens13 Samson option

1/5/2020 7:39:58 AM nanshima1 Uh huh. Well that's Obummers place isn't it.

1/5/2020 7:40:11 AM 19fisherman59 He didn't stumble. I believe it's true.

1/5/2020 7:40:32 AM atashfire Crafty zionazis...

1/5/2020 7:40:42 AM geopaschall Stand by for the top leaders of al-Shabab to be blown to smithereens....

1/5/2020 7:41:00 AM cryptoland2100 Just get someone to do it!

1/5/2020 7:43:03 AM lisa_giorgi Nuclear doesn't even rhyme with energy. He's got war on his mind and it slipped. pic.twitter.com/QmLhskfrEa

1/5/2020 7:43:16 AM cprycelewis Q already told us. pic.twitter.com/T4Ta372bbc

1/5/2020 7:43:42 AM nea_storm Increasing Energetic Pressure & Voltage has a remarkable effect on alleged stamina of (transmitting utility) vessels: Another Conduit integrity Test Fail: 

Love it! Thank you Maj(s) 12 for the notification: Most appreciated! Fun question is does anyone comprehend what transpired? 

pic.twitter.com/gsc8AFyxBO

1/5/2020 7:43:47 AM laurabusse Well...

I would say all information is limited

Words are limited

Humans are limited

All people can do is what they can do

To be aware of infinite consciousness infinite possibilities

Infinite information

Is possible

But difficult to actualize...

To put into words ☺️
1/5/2020 7:44:38 AM justicetruthwa2 Excuse the WTF did you just say? Trump sent explosives and "Hussein" Renegade, kissed their asses and sent Pallets of CA$H, No difference? Are you 

seriously that ignorant of the facts? Because truth is eternal and apparently you are A #ZOMBIEDUMMY

1/5/2020 7:45:03 AM sleky19 For him and Goode, the people of Atlantis is the people of Maldek, it's a false information

1/5/2020 7:45:47 AM thecaptain808 Probably Obama’s daddy’s organization behind it, anybody seen our former Kenyan president lately??

1/5/2020 7:45:56 AM lisa_giorgi Barry asked to come home and they told him no!?😆  Didn't DJT meet with them, early on? pic.twitter.com/R7NGYGJjIk

1/5/2020 7:46:25 AM tazzz67green Tradespeople rake in cash because people don't want to get their hands dirty. This is really a good thing. Not everyone has the talent to fix things. They 

just aren't wired that way.

1/5/2020 7:46:57 AM justifi78326842 Can’t wait for this conversation to start👽

1/5/2020 7:47:26 AM tazzz67green More likely a calculated misstatement to warn the neighbors

1/5/2020 7:51:00 AM trevorkeyes Shocker to ZERO people

1/5/2020 7:51:49 AM hawkgirlinmn I’m SO thankful for my father who taught me basic skills like changing a tire, basic plumbing, etc. but mostly for his knowledge of the outdoors. ❤️🙏🏼

1/5/2020 7:52:04 AM 76bicenten TR3B?

1/5/2020 7:52:10 AM johnnymerckx I can't stand that guy

1/5/2020 7:52:52 AM patriotbowman Iran huh? Hmm.

1/5/2020 7:54:46 AM christo76444109 If ISRAEL has not signed the NPT...does that make them by default an enemy of those that have? Should US intervene if they have proliferated nuclear 

munitions?

1/5/2020 7:54:51 AM mindaltdelete For real, I thought this was common knowledge.

1/5/2020 7:56:44 AM shaidarol Accidentally on purpose.

1/5/2020 7:57:43 AM justanarcher do you have a ground level picture of where the strike occurred?

1/5/2020 7:59:28 AM pinklight999 So you are telling me that Obummers birth country is now attacking us? This doesn’t sound staged by the deep state at all 🙄

1/5/2020 7:59:57 AM covertress Chaos!

1/5/2020 8:00:23 AM disgoblue24 Got to be some fools to attack our military base, because they will FOR SURE suffer the consequences



1/5/2020 8:04:28 AM truth_again 🤣

1/5/2020 8:05:22 AM suzytica He doesn’t stumble.

1/5/2020 8:05:49 AM johnnymerckx You have done so much over the years.

Please spare us.

1/5/2020 8:06:21 AM rosscarwalker My friend is about to start taking them to court in the UK. She had her husband murdered by the Cabal and then was asset stripped by banking system 

and British courts. Corruption to the highest level. Now it's just letting people know

1/5/2020 8:06:46 AM twilly18 yeah! knock it off till February ya bastagies

1/5/2020 8:06:48 AM nea_storm If One [Black Hats = BH] yet succeed to Create needed distraction of CHAOS are running out of Time plus resources for expensive Pay to Play staged 

Actors: Try, try again bang for the buck scenario Actors in Another Time & Place, Out of Africa: Batter Up!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bd7NvSZhNoY … pic.twitter.com/pI5g9YV0VS

1/5/2020 8:07:17 AM mattcottrill3 The FBI and CIA does most of the trafficking lol. Why the fuck would I call them lol

1/5/2020 8:07:30 AM 21summerrrr  pic.twitter.com/x9DCCacFCu

1/5/2020 8:07:56 AM cidarean Interesting. Need to look at the situations going on during the time that drop was posted.  But defenatly a future proves past instance "coincidentally".

1/5/2020 8:08:10 AM trumps_all We tried with #Epstein but they let him get killed. How about y’all being in #GhislaineMaxwell and get this thing rolling. Same with #NXIVM and 2/3’s 

of Holllywood. https://www.goldismoney2.com/threads/mother-of-sexually-abused-boy-band-son-breaks-her-silence.333254/ …

1/5/2020 8:08:11 AM woerzone_g I feel the same way Lara but like it's really the media that just makes you lose your mind.  I never listen to mainstream but it's everywhere.

They attack Trump constantly and when they attack Trump they really mean us.

1/5/2020 8:10:02 AM thecaptain808 Sure thing we’ll be in a rush to contact Wray, McCabe,Page, Comey and the likes so they can cover it up... Clean your house dirty cops dont fair well in 

the slammer or in Gitmo..America has no trust in you or the clowns in America

1/5/2020 8:11:05 AM crt14361013 😯🤔🤨

1/5/2020 8:11:13 AM kristin59962925 Me too!!!

1/5/2020 8:11:26 AM rx8bob Successfully stopped

1/5/2020 8:11:36 AM twilly18  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKdcjJoXeEY …

1/5/2020 8:11:47 AM rennstarrq  pic.twitter.com/IqAfSuEHSZ

1/5/2020 8:13:06 AM deequi1 These demons just recycle themselves 🤣ppl are catching on🐸🍿

1/5/2020 8:13:18 AM state1union To bad the FBI is in on Human and Sex trafficking

1/5/2020 8:13:23 AM covertress Can Millennials Open a Can of Tuna? 

[Nothing against Millennials, just LOL funny.] https://youtu.be/yQbmjKCbFLE 

1/5/2020 8:16:51 AM westmount_d7 Birthright_I connects them all. AllSeeingEye logo. Montreal born Morti ZUCKERMAN_Epstein. Wexner Foundation. EBronfman/Maxweel Sr. 

Adelson/Trump/Jared-Bibi-Rocky Vornado/Chabad/Noahide World. MOSHIACH/NWO. Act III. God’s Speed🌹 pic.twitter.com/koyXhswlbE

1/5/2020 8:17:02 AM linnyt7 Is this the same Iraqi PM who resigned?

1/5/2020 8:17:49 AM allahuniversal I didn't write the history, just making it available to those who may have never seen it. Take it up with these guys.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugo_Winckler … (long dead)

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Morey_(pastor) … (died last year)

1/5/2020 8:20:36 AM rosscarwalker Waking up the masses

1/5/2020 8:22:08 AM larryzehnder1 Rumors have been circulating for years. Is his ‘error’ an attempt to create deterrence ?

1/5/2020 8:23:06 AM bhopki As if the FBI haven't been working hand in hand with the State behind the crimes being committed against humanity for the last 7 decades. Karma's 

coming knob heads.

1/5/2020 8:23:56 AM brick_airhedred Truth. A disconcerting truth.

1/5/2020 8:25:14 AM laurabusse Unbelievable

Thank you Melania!!!

❤️❤️❤️

1/5/2020 8:25:19 AM trinitydee5 Sick!

1/5/2020 8:25:20 AM covertress 👀

1/5/2020 8:25:34 AM bethatfeather I cant wait for the BOOM!💥 pic.twitter.com/qO4HZIpyZw

1/5/2020 8:25:51 AM covertress 👀

1/5/2020 8:26:18 AM laurabusse Yes

Tears

❤️

1/5/2020 8:26:21 AM ameuniot Bring it. Get all of them. Watch.

1/5/2020 8:29:30 AM laurabusse Float us

Up into a higher and better reality

❤️☺️❤️

1/5/2020 8:30:02 AM laurabusse Yes!!!

1/5/2020 8:31:11 AM anonymouswizar3 Intentional of course, to make Iran think hard about its next move.

1/5/2020 8:33:35 AM laurabusse Thx zag

Didn't look at it that way

Knee jerk negative perception LOL

1/5/2020 8:34:01 AM laurabusse Yes!

Well said

❤️

1/5/2020 8:39:42 AM rmbones  pic.twitter.com/AhcCU1dRWl

1/5/2020 8:39:51 AM yellamoj  https://twitter.com/nbc/status/1213822458102464512?s=20 …

1/5/2020 8:40:11 AM laurabusse What are you into then?

What books YTs authors etc?

There is sooo much info out there

Much of it conflicting

I try to just take it all in

Let it sit

And try to discern feel intuit what feels right

Tbh I don't know how anyone can say this or that happened for sure 1000s yrs ago
1/5/2020 8:41:13 AM chadand08963121 Ya oops.. 🙄



1/5/2020 8:41:42 AM laurabusse I wish her every

Success

Peace

Strength

Wisdom

❤️❤️❤️

1/5/2020 8:41:50 AM patriotforever3 Isn’t there a star gate there? Or is that Iran?

1/5/2020 8:42:51 AM laurabusse Yes

He tried to do that didn't he...

1/5/2020 8:44:44 AM lucylengua I’m an older millennial who grew up in a single parent household. YouTube taught me a lot of stuff and it still does. Some of us just weren’t given the 

time day by the adults who birthed us or they simply didn’t have time.

1/5/2020 8:45:53 AM valjbishop61 Thank you for Saving the Children.

1/5/2020 8:48:33 AM cny_micaa I feel like I have always known this, it was a given. To protect themselves? Are we on a different timeline again where this wasn't true?

1/5/2020 8:50:31 AM americanpetal Me too

1/5/2020 8:52:04 AM jadegreen0987 Iraq , portal,  enemy casted down to earth, parts of the Stargate.

1/5/2020 8:54:26 AM turboxyde I sent a farewell/goodnight ping outward to all IS-BEs & turned to enter the house when I got another quick, but faint ping returned.

Very sarcastic humor... it made me think of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - Typist III.

Watch the skies & interact with the heavens frens!  pic.twitter.com/QgPE6NsOeQ

1/5/2020 8:57:40 AM mettlemeta I could see where that would make sense! pic.twitter.com/HXR6w0DfI2

1/5/2020 8:58:09 AM kindeandtrue I highly doubt that God approves of extrajudicial assassinations, terrorizing civilians with weaponized drone strikes and the endless occupation of 

countries who have done us no harm.

1/5/2020 8:59:50 AM dr_t_dc All Q posts related to “Iran.” Many, MANY discuss NK, BO and VJ. And most have to do with money laundering and nukes. https://qmap.pub/?pg=2 

1/5/2020 9:00:04 AM laurabusse When our son was a toddler

My husband his dad was taking classes at community college

One day toddler says

I want to go to college

I said

Oh what will you study?

He said

Letters and numbers

☺️☺️☺️

1/5/2020 9:00:16 AM jcrowyo  https://t.co/M2jcoPSzKJ  https://twitter.com/juliansrum/status/1213702938570481666?s=21 …

1/5/2020 9:00:45 AM jcrowyo  pic.twitter.com/8vgife4OOD

1/5/2020 9:01:46 AM lonestarjlr KA-BOOM

1/5/2020 9:03:27 AM carson58810996 That’s like the ugliest place! It will almost need gutting.

1/5/2020 9:05:45 AM snakesanders22 Wasn’t “nuclear” a code word for “alien”

1/5/2020 9:06:39 AM laurabusse Comfy pic.twitter.com/98sWCW41RH

1/5/2020 9:07:40 AM keith369me Worlds worst kept secret

1/5/2020 9:07:55 AM kindeandtrue This meme is getting awfully old and stale.

1/5/2020 9:08:08 AM edharri48479818 Al-Shabaab your next !

1/5/2020 9:12:11 AM mile_high_mamma  pic.twitter.com/294DBMQ4Ik

1/5/2020 9:12:31 AM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/bmvZ4WmowN

1/5/2020 9:14:32 AM 22dubtrip333 #4G #warfare #4D 4 deep https://youtu.be/g9I9R-IMG20 

1/5/2020 9:15:59 AM tanhaley No cure for pedophilia 

#StopHumanTrafficking

1/5/2020 9:20:17 AM 22dubtrip333 Dead Serious, Pop. They brought #FX and no fucks given.

1/5/2020 9:20:29 AM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/3La9ZlsDGos 

1/5/2020 9:21:13 AM eman1292 Liberals & TDSers refuse to understand this. They will make nonsense statements about it. That's the issue. In the end, if you can't see past your blind 

hate, it will be your own downfall. @realDonaldTrump @SecPompeo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1213844712022364160 …

1/5/2020 9:21:14 AM jimmiejamjones To anyone who believes Israel doesn't have nukes...look to Israels "Samson Option"!  Wake up POTUS and people of the U.S.  Mr. President, stop 

following the White House religious council of Christian Zionists, who R worse than the 

 Satanic Zionist themselves.

1/5/2020 9:21:47 AM rdelnon Means zero-Delta (time-difference) between POTUS tweets & other apparently unconnected signals/messages e.g on 8kun #QAnon or tweets by US 

Senators or other notables.

Check time-stamps & remember some Mountain Time, Pacific Time etc. Synchronous but maybe different Time Zones.

1/5/2020 9:24:52 AM 22dubtrip333 ... https://youtu.be/y-UKWwVuoVs 

1/5/2020 9:25:52 AM 22dubtrip333  pic.twitter.com/ZEPweDfBKn

1/5/2020 9:26:18 AM familyman20181 Those in the know, knew.

He meant what he said, just as Trump means what he says.

Trump & Netanyahu don't have mishaps such as this without a clearer message.

This was a deterrent to Iran.

Don't mess with the USA or Israel, or else. 🇺🇲🇮🇱

☕️✝️

1/5/2020 9:27:08 AM paulkirchner70 The only problem with that theory is that the weather patterns have also changed(?). I don’t think even a nuclear war could stop rain clouds from 

coming in after thousands of years.

1/5/2020 9:29:10 AM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/qm_A1Gi7mv8 



1/5/2020 9:29:15 AM familyman20181 This Israel having Nukes situation is similar to people figuring out Michelle Obama is really [Big Mike].

Some are like whaaaa?!

Others are not surprised.

Others have been in the know for a while.

☕️✝️

1/5/2020 9:29:38 AM lorieve 3=me

6=us

9= Where two or more are gathered and the Holy Spirit quantum entanglement connects us with Heaven. 

It's very simple, elegant and powerful.

1/5/2020 9:30:52 AM robrog2 Ah yes war = peace 

Good old hagalein dielectric 

Starting to call bull shit on Q

1/5/2020 9:31:03 AM miss_ampie (He ain't really dead.) 🤫

1/5/2020 9:31:33 AM 22dubtrip333 "It was business...nothing personal...even when it is."

#dischord pic.twitter.com/vIRdRRoeu5

1/5/2020 9:31:36 AM lorieve No.

6 is just the number of "man" and the creation of man is called, "very good". The darkness doesn't own numbers.

1/5/2020 9:33:38 AM 22dubtrip333 Jasper, Rose Quartz, Dirt and Dogs. pic.twitter.com/ZCnd4kVY2A

1/5/2020 9:38:46 AM guy_karen Shish kabob is cooked

1/5/2020 9:39:16 AM mkskyshine I wonder if this is why I was told:  "When you see three (3), know that it is ME......

1/5/2020 9:41:20 AM 22dubtrip333  https://youtu.be/UIvahSJGEYQ 

1/5/2020 9:41:56 AM blsdbe Awww!!! #thanQ!!! pic.twitter.com/liJuIcl5SE

1/5/2020 9:42:06 AM kindeandtrue Why do we have a military presence in Kenya?

1/5/2020 9:42:50 AM blsdbe ThanQ Kindly!!! pic.twitter.com/POEN8dhJAO

1/5/2020 9:43:32 AM kindeandtrue DIY demonstrations on YouTube are extremely helpful. Why knock it?

1/5/2020 9:44:56 AM kindeandtrue Are they "terroristis" or are they "nationalists" attacking an illegal occupation force?

1/5/2020 9:46:40 AM kindeandtrue KAOS and CONTROL struggle for dominance.

1/5/2020 9:47:01 AM ray_bernwwg1wga Ik they make it out like they hacked the white House or something 🤣🤣🤣

1/5/2020 9:47:06 AM blsdbe I might need some newer books, but I think I can handle the basic stuff. Google is not necessary. pic.twitter.com/M9nf2rZYfL

1/5/2020 9:48:11 AM nsa_qil2 Sending Prayers pic.twitter.com/xzR8r09tPH

1/5/2020 9:48:36 AM blsdbe I agree, we can learn a great deal from each other. Many of us are experts and when we share our knowledge, all of us are elevated. 

pic.twitter.com/L2zH0cHc5S

1/5/2020 9:49:46 AM blsdbe Ikr?!? pic.twitter.com/qFSE90RDJM

1/5/2020 9:51:32 AM bubusmc ?

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=1HOSmKjvoQs …

1/5/2020 9:51:36 AM kindeandtrue It's a beautiful thing how people make detailed videos sharing their skills with others. I've learned so much from YouTube artisans and experts.

1/5/2020 9:53:44 AM blsdbe Saving Israel for last? pic.twitter.com/IZYCX5ndrZ

1/5/2020 9:59:35 AM deadmansticks They’re terrorists. The camp is a joint military camp between the Kenyan military and the U.S. military.

1/5/2020 10:01:24 AM mustang95092821 They’ve had nukes forever.  Just has never admit it.

1/5/2020 10:03:59 AM souther53425727 Can someone dumb this down for me or point to a video to understand?  I’m interested in understanding stargaze and then I was reading the 

comments about the museum and nimrods body.  Thanks y’all.

1/5/2020 10:04:21 AM laurabusse Enjoy the ride

🚴🚵🚴

Enjoy the show!!!

🍿🍿🍿

1/5/2020 10:07:35 AM blsdbe I wish I were 30 years younger...making this journey with my soul in meditation is fun, but I would also like to try Zero G. Does Space Force need 

Nurses? pic.twitter.com/TwPmE5SZKH

1/5/2020 10:10:08 AM sdane8 ❤️

1/5/2020 10:10:09 AM blsdbe #Majestic pic.twitter.com/yTZLp1sDLL

1/5/2020 10:11:03 AM laurabusse My attention span is now limited to the size of a tweet

1/5/2020 10:12:10 AM patjone29703057 Maybe they scorched the clone

1/5/2020 10:13:03 AM americanpetal You and me, both.

1/5/2020 10:14:38 AM seekingknowle12 WHERE did it GO?

SUV drives off California cliff – but neither vehicle nor occupants has been found, authorities say https://www.foxnews.com/us/shocking-video-shows-

car-plunging-off-californias-us-1-as-search-and-rescue-cannot-find-car-or-driver …

1/5/2020 10:15:08 AM blsdbe Good one!!!

1/5/2020 10:16:20 AM sdane8 I'm very fortunate. My father was a wood worker and sculptor and my 8 brothers include electricians and a contractor. I'm renovating my own home 

and can't believe how much I've been drawing on the lessons they taught me, God Bless them!

1/5/2020 10:20:10 AM laurabusse Basic plumbing???

Wow!!!

I can tile but...

1/5/2020 10:21:05 AM nddevore1 1.23.20

1/5/2020 10:21:35 AM americanpetal Wow, you’re lucky!

1/5/2020 10:22:45 AM laurabusse Hmmmm...

1/5/2020 10:23:55 AM tolyangela1 I wish the world knew the truth!

1/5/2020 10:24:16 AM 444_q_ I think the highlighted "if the wifi happens to falter" is the key to this article.... My husband can do everything thank God, but like the above post 

w/paper books on hand....very wise indeed. I have books on natural healing/oils/basic life skills etc. Invest in paper books asap

1/5/2020 10:25:22 AM blsdbe I love these old tweets!!!

1/5/2020 10:25:25 AM laurabusse Followed Q basically from beginning

But I just become more and more amazed

Books will be written

And have been already

The depths to plumb are profound indeed...

1/5/2020 10:27:27 AM 444_q_ Also invest in essential oils, cbd, silver sol, and any necessities you may need...diapers(have some cloth on hand) first aid kit/first aid book, basically be 

self sufficient if something happens and you can't get to a Dr/store



1/5/2020 10:27:48 AM blsdbe You read my mind AGAIN!!!

1/5/2020 10:27:51 AM duality_man  https://youtu.be/Ta484N77khc 

1/5/2020 10:29:42 AM duality_man  https://twitter.com/frankpa14643881/status/1194283926690369540?s=21 … https://twitter.com/FrankPa14643881/status/1194283926690369540 …

1/5/2020 10:30:19 AM duality_man  https://twitter.com/duality_man/status/1213870773024305157?s=21 … https://twitter.com/duality_man/status/1213870773024305157 …

1/5/2020 10:30:44 AM blsdbe Operation Dream Weaver!!!

1/5/2020 10:33:12 AM rachaelangelm The Black Hat countries are making themselves known.

1/5/2020 10:33:21 AM awwbitch1 Photo shop

1/5/2020 10:34:32 AM nam0t4m I could only get thru half of your tweet before responding

1/5/2020 10:34:59 AM blsdbe #DoItQPlus!!! 🙏🙏🙏💥🙏🙏🙏

#DoItQPlus!!! 🙏🙏🙏💥🙏🙏🙏

#DoItQPlus!!! 🙏🙏🙏💥🙏🙏🙏

1/5/2020 10:35:03 AM ericpartchey How many acts are there. Hopefully this one starts to get some things done! Like indictments

1/5/2020 10:39:52 AM juliealberta Kerry

1/5/2020 10:39:52 AM sdane8 I am blessed! And the best part is they're always available when I get stuck or have questions. 😘

1/5/2020 10:44:14 AM luvblueskyi Sick

1/5/2020 10:44:23 AM hawkgirlinmn I can tile and drywall too. I remodeled my own bathroom. BUT, I have four brothers that also taught me alot!

1/5/2020 10:44:42 AM manuelsilvio5 Not a Problem. Bar Maid! 🎼🍺🍺🍺

1/5/2020 10:45:37 AM laurabusse Born 50s

Grew up 60s

Everyone was more or less self sufficient in that way

Men maintained their own cars

My dad built our garage

With help

He also put cement walkways and a patio

Mom cooked 3 meals a day

Restaurant meals were rare

Takeout non-existent

Self empowerment
1/5/2020 10:47:00 AM mongrelglory You took the words right out of my mouth! 🤣🤣🤣

1/5/2020 10:47:12 AM laurabusse 🤣😅😂😅🤣😅

1/5/2020 10:48:52 AM deny_or_defend I wonder who's behind that? Poking the bear again?

1/5/2020 10:49:35 AM laurabusse LOLOL

We are capable of so much!!! pic.twitter.com/X7siLqnu0T

1/5/2020 10:50:46 AM laurabusse Yes

Had its difficulties of course

But there was a lot that was good

1/5/2020 10:51:43 AM meadowthomassss Don’t get distracted from the Virginia gun grab. This is the story we need to focus on.

1/5/2020 10:52:45 AM mongrelglory I know how to remove a stuck baby with forceps... 🥺

1/5/2020 10:53:41 AM lightlove21121 Who’s asking?

😏

1/5/2020 10:55:30 AM mongrelglory It's sad, but I don't think most kids nowadays would have a clue about how to grow a garden, fix a broken bike, or cook food from scratch.  Most 

parents don't have time to teach their kids these skills with many households having two full-time working parents.

1/5/2020 10:55:46 AM nanshima1 Remember, there's still Rudy with the Ukraine stuff COMING SOON😏👍

1/5/2020 10:56:02 AM awwbitch1 This is why we wanted Greenland

1/5/2020 10:58:05 AM mongrelglory I'm going to have to dig out my old T-shirt that says:

 "Beam me up Scotty, there is no intelligent life down here."

1/5/2020 11:01:41 AM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/edOjdiLo1b

1/5/2020 11:04:43 AM mongrelglory Without 3 and 9, there's no chance for spiritual growth and evolution... Reminds me of the movie "Dr. Strange" where Dormammu offers "eternal life" 

but it's actually a living death where everything is kept in eternal stasis. Hell!

1/5/2020 11:06:22 AM alisledgon  pic.twitter.com/lspNbePIWg

1/5/2020 11:12:00 AM davethadude369 They make it almost impossible to work on modern cars by yourself. You need 4 elbows on your arm just to reach the oil filter.

1/5/2020 11:13:28 AM frances719 Check out this bideo, its awesome

 https://t.co/sz2PAQYSDA  https://twitter.com/swagsjeffrey/status/1213264399047282688?s=21 …

1/5/2020 11:14:19 AM lightlove21121 Precisely 😏

1/5/2020 11:14:38 AM enomai_ You want to flow in 369

this is the route.

Un chaotic

1/5/2020 11:16:57 AM dynamicres ]FBI[ complete? Dark > Light?

1/5/2020 11:20:10 AM sadams_88 Should be good

1/5/2020 11:20:41 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/f5BZjMwdYV

1/5/2020 11:21:39 AM exsjwtruther jeff getz it

1/5/2020 11:24:00 AM nanshima1 I've heard it before too!

1/5/2020 11:24:39 AM laurabusse Wow Michelle

LOLOL

That is very very useful!!!!!!

☺️☺️☺️

1/5/2020 11:28:23 AM laurabusse Wow

Not to mention that cars are probably mostly digital now rather than analog...

1/5/2020 11:31:19 AM findcyndy We don't just start tagging people to try to get deleted. That's not how it works.

1/5/2020 11:35:37 AM davethadude369 Yeah, no more Chilton manuals. And then I'm typing this on a smartphone. I really have no idea what this thing is really made of or what's "underneath 

the hood".

1/5/2020 11:43:19 AM charlesdockery6 5:5

1/5/2020 11:43:22 AM tyetyler1 @SheilaAbrams5 please share link to CIA declassified docs of which you post about.  Thank you.

1/5/2020 11:44:36 AM tyetyler1 Are you lying still to us about other Intel you've dropped since 2017?

1/5/2020 11:45:51 AM tyetyler1 Our cosmic Spiral Dance

1/5/2020 11:47:20 AM tiakolbert I wonder how his hands got so strong.

1/5/2020 11:47:29 AM grannyomaha US's mini nukes were heisted from Israel, no?  Years back.

1/5/2020 11:52:25 AM hawkgirlinmn You save LIVES!!🙌🏼🙌🏼🙌🏼



1/5/2020 11:52:31 AM susan66388204 I believe Majestic12 are trying to teach us to think for ourselves using our conscious mind.  We humans tend to run our life thru our subconscious mind.  

 In neutral in other words.  I’ve been picking up on this for a year and trying HARD to change Over To conscious thinking.

1/5/2020 11:55:03 AM islandofdelight Double meaning? 88 / ♾

1/5/2020 11:57:37 AM jdltr450 Eeeeeek

1/5/2020 12:02:12 PM lorirrr Israel is last...

1/5/2020 12:04:09 PM taco_twins @WendyCa12241470 hi just read ur post & am fascinated! Can u refer me to more educational items that can help me to truly understand? Have a 

peripheral knowledge of this but wud like to b more educated on the subject🤓ty in advance!

1/5/2020 12:07:00 PM christo76444109 So the dominoes fall Church...State...Israel? Im ok with that!

1/5/2020 12:13:10 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/sZa4Q3DbB9

1/5/2020 12:14:22 PM wendyca12241470 I will dig some stuff out tomorrow when home 😃

1/5/2020 12:17:02 PM hgraceq Double infinity pic.twitter.com/qpoD7iCkL5

1/5/2020 12:18:15 PM okwishbone  pic.twitter.com/VwPOTXYkqi

1/5/2020 12:18:56 PM donnaho33369876 My question for a decade.

1/5/2020 12:22:47 PM laurabusse Yes!

We could injure ourselves doing DIY

Then you're there to save us LOL

1/5/2020 12:25:13 PM nsa_qil2 They’re saying you’re a tool for trying to get us deleted but Y’all already knew

1/5/2020 12:30:03 PM azuremagus I agree up to a point

1/5/2020 12:30:42 PM seeker229 I wish you would just put something like that out there without thorough research 

Message over messenger

As a survivor I've definitely come to different conclusions on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2020 12:31:35 PM okwishbone Thanks.  Math was never my best subject.

1/5/2020 12:38:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Independence to Interdependence.

1/5/2020 12:45:42 PM positively303 Grew up in 60’s/70’s@pretty much the same. Pizza was a big deal and was only for special occasions. Air Force brat!

1/5/2020 12:48:20 PM llyr_crypto Try 1000s of year old plan

1/5/2020 12:52:28 PM terribug13 tHIS WAS about 2 years ago on You Tube. I'm sorry, I do not have the slightest idea how to find it now.

1/5/2020 12:53:44 PM fionasdestiny67 Or any one of the Psychotic Democrats...

1/5/2020 12:54:02 PM 1ifbyseaqanon My light bulb comes on slow in the wee hrs. Lol

Ty

1/5/2020 12:54:37 PM italianmom555 I hope so still no sight of one here in Modesto by my house.

1/5/2020 12:56:06 PM rebornkingent Worst kept secret ever.

1/5/2020 12:56:22 PM andoniandothard I can clearly see that. But some of us need more assistance than others do.

1/5/2020 12:57:34 PM luluspeers1 Christian historians got the date mixed up as his birthdate which wasn't so. But they also knew nothing about the Bahii religion either so

1/5/2020 1:00:27 PM virginialouelle I'm 51, Mom taught us to be self-sufficient. I'm still self-sufficient, even tho I'm disabled. If I can't do it, I call my son.

1/5/2020 1:01:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't worry, they're always away at this hour. https://www.cultofmac.com/675318/nanoleaf-homekit-compatible-smart-lights-and-switches-learn-

your-routines/ …

1/5/2020 1:02:25 PM mateuszwala oh, nothing relevant...?

1/5/2020 1:02:39 PM emilyoakley6 Good one

1/5/2020 1:03:15 PM rachaelangelm Turn on their lights so they can try to think how they turned on lol

1/5/2020 1:03:49 PM mateuszwala pattern can be learned.

what can they do with that?

why they need our data?

1/5/2020 1:05:15 PM 2aforlif3 Even sheeple know that. They have more nukes than anyone

1/5/2020 1:06:00 PM enomai_ 0 can equal 9

1/5/2020 1:10:32 PM luluspeers1 May 22nd in 1844 in Persia Mirza Ali Muhammad announced an approaching advent of "Him who God shall make manifest"

1/5/2020 1:11:24 PM enomai_ What's the occasion lunch or orgies?

1/5/2020 1:30:44 PM tlukeskywalkar Peace is the prize...#

###

Any with a memory ...? 

Pyramids took off? Remember? Arived...took off...arived ... took off? 

Some good...

My immagination has not even begun.
1/5/2020 1:32:05 PM enomai_ Interdependence is a fine line. Some ways are good, but the way they used the word was for control and losing critical thinking skills

1/5/2020 1:34:22 PM overtonparadox Probably Bannon too, founder of Cambridge analytica which was the biggest data collating + personalised targeting of political messaging operation of 

all time. Builds personality profile & targets accordingly, sounds like #Q

1/5/2020 1:37:00 PM profanedeplora1 Maybe you could jump on the Norwegian Scabies cover up I reported MONTHS ago? Seems like you might find other 'interesting' things @

AultmanHospital (like their all cash arrangement with the Amish...known for puppy mills.) 🤷♀️ pic.twitter.com/olfgfuAlO3

1/5/2020 1:40:18 PM 21oplato Allah = Oak

The God Allah = Hubal. Both have 3 daughters with same names = El Lat, El Uzza & Manat

1/5/2020 1:40:46 PM peter95117110 😎

1/5/2020 1:42:32 PM qdelta10 I’m proud of this one. pic.twitter.com/28FKON1qQI

1/5/2020 1:43:08 PM jadegreen0987 The enemy

1/5/2020 1:45:08 PM liznicole22 Obama was born in Hawaii

1/5/2020 1:50:39 PM curseca So when Jeb said he won the lottery, did he mean that he wasn’t designated as the child to be sacrificed?

CNN: Jeb Bush said on one of his first campaign trips to New Hampshire. "I looked up, and Barbara Bush was there. I didn't know it at the time, but I 

won the lottery."

1/5/2020 1:51:21 PM kidge6 Yes. The whole truth must come out in increments. Thus, why disinformation is necessary. But, they’re prepping us the the best way they can to make 

it happen as quickly as is necessary to avoid tipping the boat over.  It’s a very delicate balance, peace and civil order.

1/5/2020 1:51:55 PM freeinflorida 🧚♀️🧚♀️🧚♀️✨✨✨🌅🌅🌅 pic.twitter.com/9Nm08JES3u

1/5/2020 1:53:31 PM freeinflorida  pic.twitter.com/6hgVCYvR5Q

1/5/2020 1:54:21 PM cosmic_engineer Smart meters already track if you are home or not

1/5/2020 1:54:47 PM rosscarwalker Allow him to manifest his reality. God mode!

1/5/2020 1:55:18 PM 21oplato You know the grays will have to come forward too.



1/5/2020 1:57:25 PM curseca Also from Jeb: “I can't tell you what my mom's advice has been because it is R-rated. ... I'm just joking," he said to laughs, before pausing. "No, I'm not."

1/5/2020 1:58:44 PM luluspeers1 Yeah that Mirza Ali  Muhammad was the Bahii John the Baptist. He was hunted down and executed by the Islamic crazies in power there.

1/5/2020 2:02:22 PM luluspeers1 So that's why l believe the plot was hached by the Illuminati Cabal in Paris to help the Ayottalah Kimani seize power in Iran. To destroy the Bahii religion

1/5/2020 2:02:46 PM keith369me Funny, as a child we’d set random timers for lights when we went away for a few days so we wouldn’t get robbed...up is down, left is right.

1/5/2020 2:06:00 PM freeinflorida  pic.twitter.com/2gPrpngIEH

1/5/2020 2:06:34 PM mike72279593 More truth in sg1 as we think? I think

1/5/2020 2:07:27 PM freeinflorida 😎😉😊 pic.twitter.com/AFkDlpxiY2

1/5/2020 2:12:04 PM dunnitright I'm sure they know it all already.  I get emails with precisely how much air I have in each tire of my car.  Of course, Ai can never get enough data, can it?

1/5/2020 2:18:12 PM findcyndy I'm just saying that there is a big slew of people lately calling to unfollow other accounts or purposely try to have their accounts deleted. I believe the 

unfollow button works for that, and as a free speech defender, I think trying to get accounts unfollowed or deleted isn't ok

1/5/2020 2:27:12 PM keith369me Friends of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...tell us one unique way you incorporated 3 6 9 into your life today!!!   I just stopped my gas pump at $21.30!!!

1/5/2020 2:29:45 PM djlok Reps at the gym.  3 sets, Max = 6 reps, Mid= 12 (3) reps, Low= 18 (9) reps.

1/5/2020 2:30:47 PM mongrelglory I steep my tea for 6 minutes all the time. Own 3 cats, 3 budgies, arrange pictures in groupings of 3...

1/5/2020 2:34:41 PM renitamadrid Does he hunt children with the Royals?

1/5/2020 2:35:16 PM nybiltong #WWG1GWA @POTUS @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Where We Go 1 We Go All  https://twitter.com/Lonagan920/status/1213226384765718528 … pic.twitter.com/ye22qqajPr

1/5/2020 2:41:42 PM richner88 My alarms are set to 3 6 9. 5:01am, snooze set for 3 min later at 5:04. I'll do 6, 9, 12 min on an inversion table. Random stuff like that

1/5/2020 2:43:20 PM djlok Another thing I do at work with emails is write them, save them to drafts and send them at a time that correlates with 369....like 3:33 vs 3:32.

1/5/2020 2:44:25 PM rosscarwalker I want full disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2020 2:47:45 PM nybiltong #2ndAmendment @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

In the Making...  pic.twitter.com/iDKdrdgrAB

1/5/2020 2:52:14 PM moreheadpatriot Sweetness Patriot! 👊

1/5/2020 2:52:33 PM ilnd1 We've lost those who "tinker". Especially now when practically everything's disposal. No 1 fixes TV, Computer Monitor, Microwave. Costs less 2 replace 

it. Not 2 mention they're built 2 b replaced not kept. Don't think shop or home-ec. is taught anymore. Boys/girls use 2 take both

1/5/2020 2:53:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 16 Year Plan for Death to America

44 + Iran = Shocking

Iran Deal?

Plane loads of cash!

$1,300,000,000 is a lot of cash.

Where did it end up?

What if we've been preparing for [44] but it required collateral damage to Iran?

The Iranian people deserve freedom like they had pre-1970s https://twitter.com/BetaODork/status/1213603561222869004 …
1/5/2020 2:54:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 They quickly became sexist subjects.

1/5/2020 2:55:19 PM annsand72250302 Yeah and just like that's ok 😴

1/5/2020 2:55:41 PM ilnd1 Sadly, they did.

1/5/2020 2:58:34 PM hellouncledonny Sincere apologies to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account. I was a bit harsh on comments regarding crypto/bitcoin. I have deleted the posts. although I 

disagree with you on some points regarding crypto, my newly found research suggests bitcoin(not crypto) will likely take a hit politcally  

pic.twitter.com/IHgCxzqRsG

1/5/2020 2:59:01 PM atashfire Pre 300 B.C. was a paradise, let's hope we go that route. The Bible tells it all.

1/5/2020 2:59:45 PM muchfish2 Wasn’t it $1.7 Billion?

1/5/2020 3:00:51 PM qanoncomau  pic.twitter.com/5Y9zyFd7hZ

1/5/2020 3:01:05 PM keith369me My liberal friends refused to believe me when I shared my similar experience with Obamacare.  Ultimately it was a factor in a transition from being self-

employed to being a government contractor employee.  It was a sad time in my life...sucked a lot of life out of me.

1/5/2020 3:01:12 PM playern091 Smart homes can leak/sell your data to criminals in your area. Don’t do it!

1/5/2020 3:03:53 PM xusaf_patriot Many of us were brought up to know how to fix/repair nearly anything within the home/auto environment.

These days...the young people can't even count change at a register. Its a sad commentary on the state of the education system in general.

1/5/2020 3:07:12 PM hellouncledonny WTF.....did Biden say "lying dog face pony shoulder"

Jesus that guy is senile

1/5/2020 3:07:26 PM ckepner18951 It's VERY true I live this life!  Grew up in a single parent home,  now a father of 3, I focus on teaching my children as I learn new skills too..  

I am truly trying to better their lives by teaching them knowledge I didn't have easily accessible.

1/5/2020 3:07:32 PM that_hanes_guy What the actual fuck?

1/5/2020 3:07:58 PM subtlecontumacy The Shah wasn't freedom.  Mossadegh was freedom.  The Shah was CIA-neoimperial regime change.

1/5/2020 3:08:04 PM pgosys2018 one pellet missed to Moscow airport 🤔

1/5/2020 3:09:37 PM becca079 Weaponized vaccines 💉 great research by @CoreysDigs it’s all a setup. https://www.coreysdigs.com/vaccines-pharmaceuticals/measles-

masterminds-millions/ …

1/5/2020 3:12:06 PM nun_chucknorris Great points. There are some of us who still put in the time to learn how to and actually fix things that are broken, even if the cost is more. Biggest tip: 

learn how to make simple household repairs now so you realize how simple they are when the time comes.

1/5/2020 3:12:10 PM keith369me We’ve heard lots of Democrat opinions regarding the targeting of Soleimani.  Why so little from foreign leaders.  Waiting for Xi, Putin, Merkel, etc to 

weigh in.  Why the silence or at least media silence?

1/5/2020 3:12:31 PM ckepner18951 I'd like to do some Mars "truckin" hahaha

1/5/2020 3:12:43 PM rosscarwalker Christ consciousness is a dangerous weapon to some. They have every reason to be scared. We almost kicked them out before and we can do it again. 

We know a snake when we see it!

1/5/2020 3:16:38 PM nschlange At this point, we should just let him keep talking. There will be no need for him to debate our president, so Pres. Trump doesn't need to waste his time. 

Someone hand Biden a shovel, and just let him keep digging his own grave.

1/5/2020 3:18:04 PM manifest_utopia Also boomer Mom.

Dad taught me 2 change electrical outlets at age 11.

All meals from scratch. 

We learned to bake, can, cook fearlessly, sew, knit, art.

Been installing light fixtures,tile, finish carpentry in my house recently. Used Youtube for how to install pre-hung doors.

1/5/2020 3:20:31 PM flobo2018 Nuclear purchases?



1/5/2020 3:22:31 PM nschlange Media silence from other leaders? The only reason for that would be that they didn't agree with their opinions. Anything that doesn't go with their 

narrative, they don't report.

1/5/2020 3:22:56 PM ilnd1 Glad that there are more of you out there. I still know how to change the plug on an electrical cord that I learned in shop class! 😂 l also remember 

when cars were made with steel. I would be with my dad as he fixed rust spots, riveting on new pieces and puttying them. Fun!

1/5/2020 3:23:42 PM thussman John McCain is directly responsible.

1/5/2020 3:26:41 PM raisethevib369 Soaked my vegetables in 3 TBSP baking soda for 18 minutes. 3 loads of laundry.

1/5/2020 3:28:00 PM worldxplorer1 My most recent creation was yesterday’s workout. pic.twitter.com/6nwxSoTukv

1/5/2020 3:28:23 PM keith369me That’s pretty obsessive...at least I’m not alone, lol

1/5/2020 3:29:51 PM rot8infinity I wonder how much [BTC] that ended up to be.

1/5/2020 3:31:00 PM keith369me Awesome...I only do reps of 6, 9, or 12...try to keep weights at Majestic Numbers...warm up on bike today...12 minutes, level 12, today I hit a Majestic 

number on both calories burned and distance.

1/5/2020 3:31:31 PM rot8infinity  https://cryptovest.com/news/over-13b-tether-usdt-leave-market-in-october-alone/ …

I wonder

1/5/2020 3:32:04 PM stephgraz7580 Israel is behind this they have funded every war , yes, including sacrificing good Jewish people in WW2 so they can weaponized anti Semite and 

Holocaust. 

“Save Israel for last” -Q

1/5/2020 3:33:21 PM laurenmbradley @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 My dad is curious if there’s any way he can get more detailed info about UFO propulsion system logistics in extraterrestrial 

spacecraft. MSME from TTU, /Pilot/Pilot Instructor/Logger. Any response is appreciated! Thank you so much! ☺🙏🏻🇺🇸👍🏻

1/5/2020 3:35:54 PM engineerearth I'll give you a hint=  HEH & HAUHET.  Also as it should be HAUHET=322=poison=skull&bones in Hebrew gematria as HEH=21 as it should if you really get 

what that means.

1/5/2020 3:42:19 PM lovethebeach999 Three inhale / exhale on every 🧘🏻♀️position

1/5/2020 3:42:23 PM engineerearth Chess board=88, original constellations=88, meaning of building a singularity within a singularity=88 like what those sphere within sphere mean at 

vatican & elsewhere.   https://www.etymonline.com/word/singularity …

1/5/2020 3:45:18 PM surfing123456 Frustrating that our tax dollars goes to shit like that and I’m a proud American who works everyday and still can’t catch up on my own taxes. Crazy

1/5/2020 3:47:02 PM strangewisper So technically, if 6 is the BE/BEAST/MATRIX ... another way to put it is 6 is the MANIFESTATION zone. A zone that has been hijacked on the 3 SPIRIT 

level to ensure specific outcomes in the 6 zone/realm ??

1/5/2020 3:49:33 PM guy_karen I try to drive 59, 69 mph. etc.

1/5/2020 3:55:22 PM pipindfw C’mon now Google is merely the best facilitator of the info flow by fellow Anericans. What’s the alternative heading to a library or asking a brother in 

law or friend?

1/5/2020 3:59:10 PM hoffman11my Let's be clear. Obama may have given Iran billions but the mullahs were introduced by Carter, who was The Waterboy for the CIA. He is responsible for 

the situation in Iran today.

1/5/2020 4:00:19 PM strangewisper This is what I’m thinking..

 https://t.co/lINhW2qzzL  https://twitter.com/strangewisper/status/1213970188980277248?s=21 …

1/5/2020 4:05:51 PM cindycopacetic Besides the number 1...Every number in my birthdate has 3, 6, or 9. Definitely got that vibe from day ONE on planet Earth. 😁

1/5/2020 4:08:31 PM werascending Agreed! Especially in Hellifornia!

1/5/2020 4:09:02 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

1/5/2020 4:09:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Neil deGrasse Tyson on How Monster's Inc  Got the 4th Dimension Right  https://youtu.be/SHGZF4S8Bj4  via @YouTube

1/5/2020 4:09:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 And adrenochrome production. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213975893917544448 …

1/5/2020 4:10:16 PM atashfire Zing!

1/5/2020 4:11:01 PM pgosys2018 teleports can be messy for "human" bodies 🤔

1/5/2020 4:11:07 PM pro_aktv The horror. God Save Us.

1/5/2020 4:11:15 PM jrlara14 Blood suckers! satanist

1/5/2020 4:13:10 PM pedalfun4u Birthdate 12/9/1953

1/5/2020 4:14:33 PM macsboost @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 drip drip  https://hackaday.com/2019/12/24/possible-fifth-force-of-nature-found/ …

1/5/2020 4:15:57 PM keith369me Not the guy I want to get my Disclosure information from.  Surprised he has time for this in between his “sexual misconduct” activity

1/5/2020 4:18:10 PM bluepopcorn8 "He's dead right about that..."

Something about a dog and pony show?

#Gaffe pic.twitter.com/XlqwgzDiFg

1/5/2020 4:18:46 PM laurabusse 👍 💪 👍

1/5/2020 4:20:51 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1171571584517251073?s=19 …

1/5/2020 4:21:25 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1185260140133584897?s=19 …

1/5/2020 4:29:27 PM decodematrix Adrenal glands look like walnuts. Walnut sauce = adrenochrome pic.twitter.com/VAS2N6mYaW

1/5/2020 4:29:57 PM patousada We knew already, no?

1/5/2020 4:31:39 PM pixiemagick1 Ohhhh YUCK.

1/5/2020 4:31:43 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Murder [of little children] Incorporated?  When will the whistle GET BLOWN?  Or are you guys involve?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213975960820862976 …

1/5/2020 4:34:48 PM laughingwolf11 Don’t you think Kenya attack is a designation towards BHO???

As of to say, BHO you were supposed to X forever and you failed us. Don’t you think Kenya is a message for BHO?

1/5/2020 4:35:45 PM a_ostation Ha I’ve always said this about the 4th dimension but interesting to add adrenchrome but makes sense as they were capturing energy off of fear.. guess 

what happens in the end!?

1/5/2020 4:35:53 PM djlok Very interesting explanation of dimensions.  I've been thinking a lot about this very topic lately and what they means for us.

1/5/2020 4:35:59 PM americanpetal So, is what he said about the 4D in Monsters Inc correct?

1/5/2020 4:36:39 PM bdam777 Gate keepers. 

They mix in truth with lies. pic.twitter.com/ARJ0yd7tYK

1/5/2020 4:37:03 PM godfamcountry Would those boxes be in the same room as you, even on top of you, in a 4th dimension or is it a completely separate area next to the world you're in?  

Is it the same as past, present, future happening at the same time.or parallel universe?

1/5/2020 4:37:52 PM keith369me “Our intuition will fail”...right at the end of the clip when discussing higher dimensions.  I guess many of us know better than astrophysicists.

1/5/2020 4:38:43 PM patriotswegoall Western world banks have the cash?

1/5/2020 4:40:08 PM keith369me The last sentence made me think the guy knows much less than he thinks he does.

1/5/2020 4:41:21 PM werascending Monster’s Inc., never did sit well with me and now how see why! Always right in front of of faces!

1/5/2020 4:42:12 PM wreck_ramblin Our hard earned, stand on our feet for 10 hours a day TAX dollars. Ugh

1/5/2020 4:43:45 PM unstoppablencp Well that’s great I’ll never have to pay for storage again.

1/5/2020 4:46:27 PM mickietcwong Obamacare or Obama don’t care? #MAGA #WWG1GWA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/5/2020 4:49:07 PM pls72853 Why does Joe's little group look like they are at a funeral? Why all the sad faces?

1/5/2020 4:49:09 PM werascending I drive 75 miles per hour now. I mediate to 369 now. I also do written affirmations 3 in the am, 6 at noon and 9 in the evening! It is really working!!!



1/5/2020 4:50:10 PM luverley Don't know how much i trust fbi. 2 lots of 888 the occult number in their phone number

1/5/2020 4:50:30 PM werascending What does that do??? Just curious, about the soaking your veggies in baking soda?

1/5/2020 4:50:52 PM noelphx When you didn't have anyone to teach you, you have to learn somewhere.

1/5/2020 4:51:42 PM werascending We are changing things by using 369.

1/5/2020 4:52:20 PM integrityneeded No mention of the #Adrenochrome though 😉

1/5/2020 4:52:26 PM redtexsin Least of all creepy Joe.

1/5/2020 4:54:59 PM raisethevib369  https://foodrevolution.org/blog/how-to-wash-vegetables-fruits/ …

1/5/2020 4:55:33 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/3TI7hqQGhl

1/5/2020 4:55:33 PM djlok I agree.  Think about #UnsealEpstein.  That thing was sealed shut and then day by day names started rolling out, then he's "dead", and more names are 

coming out.

This consciousness projection is wild.

1/5/2020 4:56:01 PM mightymouth11 How convenient,  just in time for another diversion.

1/5/2020 4:57:32 PM straydogi7 He’s an Iran puppet

1/5/2020 5:00:26 PM raisethevib369 I do all my produce. Even pineapples, before I cut them.  😊

1/5/2020 5:00:55 PM beautywokeback1 Same phone number: pic.twitter.com/5VQObQfFh3

1/5/2020 5:01:31 PM beautywokeback1 Screw you FBI!

1/5/2020 5:04:30 PM werascending Oh awesome!!! I had no idea! Thank you!!! I will be stocking up on some baking soda! 🙏🙏🙏

1/5/2020 5:05:52 PM werascending Wild to say the least! But, I can feel things changing within me. My family thinks I am going crazy. 🤣🤣🤣

1/5/2020 5:06:41 PM werascending I am definitely going to adopt that! Thanks again my friend! 😇😇😇

1/5/2020 5:07:14 PM keith369me Not going crazy...evolving while others are not

1/5/2020 5:08:34 PM djlok Mine might too.  I know my friends thought that. 

But the truth is the whole damn world has gone crazy.  Those with a different perspective are easily labelled as crazy as a form of projection.

1/5/2020 5:08:48 PM djlok BINGO!

1/5/2020 5:09:02 PM werascending Thanks Keith! I know it. Sometimes I wish my loved ones knew that as well. 😞

1/5/2020 5:09:07 PM raisethevib369 So happy to share ❤️❤️

1/5/2020 5:10:07 PM werascending True! Very true! We are on the good side of crazy though! 🙏🙏🙏

1/5/2020 5:11:04 PM rachaelangelm Well, I am sure that is not Iran.

1/5/2020 5:11:15 PM djlok Exactly my perspective.

1/5/2020 5:11:51 PM keith369me They will realize it as they start to evolve and will be in awe.

1/5/2020 5:12:06 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Prayers n Flairs

1/5/2020 5:13:08 PM manifest_utopia Haha, I'm actually having fun with these projects. Especially the artistic ones to compensate for builder errors. Lemons to lemonade is very rewarding.

1/5/2020 5:17:19 PM scottgasaway @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 snap. #Epsteindidntkillhimself #hollywoodfriends https://twitter.com/PrisonPlanet/status/1213991714593091585 …

1/5/2020 5:19:48 PM manifest_utopia Soleimani went to Iraq to find the team who just destroyed Iran's nuclear weapons/nuclear program. Notice the 3 earthquakes in the past week?

1/5/2020 5:20:46 PM kat_tippen Interesting. Could be.

1/5/2020 5:21:09 PM brad34351293 The audience looks like they are hostages!

1/5/2020 5:25:20 PM samsmith0319 Exactly!!!💥👿💥

1/5/2020 5:25:48 PM thtswhtkelsaid The 888-383-7888 is the number for the National Human Trafficking Hotline. Q could have used that post to indicate the Clinton Foundation was 

involved in Human Trafficking

1/5/2020 5:27:08 PM beautywokeback1 Call it.

1/5/2020 5:30:09 PM samsmith0319 Yep...👀...

1/5/2020 5:32:30 PM kickthefed Iran is under the control of the cabal through the nuke agreement. trump had to find a way to get them to break free from it, just like north Korea. 

what was announced today . Iran pulling out of nuke agreement. you will see peace coming out of this.think NK.

1/5/2020 5:34:48 PM whatsthebuzz_1 Ewww... that’s creepy

1/5/2020 5:35:03 PM bubusmc So much symbolism, including adrenochrome on the Golden Globe Awards. You wouldn't know it if one wasn't aware.

1/5/2020 5:41:14 PM pairx2 Can’t watch that movie anymore. I’ve learned too much about how our children are used by “monsters”. It’s a documentary.

1/5/2020 5:44:58 PM eman1292 That's a great point. Being aware. I see symbols everywhere too. Almost like a curse sometimes. Lol. Truly astonishing when you can see between the 

lines.

1/5/2020 5:47:34 PM lorirrr Waiting...

1/5/2020 5:54:28 PM luverley Woah so i knew i seen this number somewhere.  You know they run all the organisations. They created them. They want us to call in so then we can be 

registered on the list for mk ultra pick up. Thank you God for giving me the discernment to not contact authorities in this realm!!

1/5/2020 5:54:32 PM wearediamonds2 Me too, because intuition has guided me very well andalways turned out to be correct!

1/5/2020 5:55:07 PM areckoningday Quite eye opening to see how westernized they were back when. One could view some of their photos and from pre I$lamic takeover and not know 

they weren't looking at Americans.

1/5/2020 5:56:29 PM beautywokeback1 👏🏼

1/5/2020 6:00:15 PM rosscarwalker The IS-BE of John the Baptist or the actual John the Baptist?

1/5/2020 6:02:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did Jeffrey Epstein kill himself? "60 Minutes" investigates - CBS News https://www.cbsnews.com/news/did-jeffrey-epstein-kill-himself-60-minutes-

investigates-2020-01-05/ …

1/5/2020 6:02:36 PM alight412 Guilty as charged. We are really a tech dependant society. I love the convenience.

1/5/2020 6:03:35 PM thtswhtkelsaid The tweet from Chelsea is downright creepy! 😱

1/5/2020 6:05:06 PM paulrev33689392 What a joke!!! He is alive and well

1/5/2020 6:05:11 PM luverley Yeah hey if you were trafficked ring us and we will pick you Back up and have you working in no time

1/5/2020 6:06:12 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/49IRRJXdSS

1/5/2020 6:07:05 PM bryceja68689884 60 minutes f@cks it up again.

1/5/2020 6:07:24 PM beautywokeback1 Exactly how it works. Same with Amber Alert... or used to be.

1/5/2020 6:10:38 PM cleandeepstate I still think he is not dead. The forensic doctor is a deep state fake. It’s all a cover up!

1/5/2020 6:13:11 PM hoffman11my Excess attention on his supposed suicide and sexual perversion distracts from the real things that we should be investigating with Epstein, fraud, 

money laundering, sketchy medical experiments, AI, stem cell research, fetal body parts and organ harvesting.

1/5/2020 6:15:07 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/RWDXlaK4yf

1/5/2020 6:18:25 PM kevinsu72727537 Elon , bezos , gates ECT.. who all have ties with Mr. Epstein

1/5/2020 6:18:26 PM dr_t_dc I doubt he’s even dead.

1/5/2020 6:21:54 PM toffer_anon_369 #GoldenGlobes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @EzAsCoWa @dbongino @X22Report 

https://twitter.com/TimMurtaugh/status/1214006858916212737 …

1/5/2020 6:22:44 PM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

1/5/2020 6:24:10 PM everpatriot111 Why the hell would you post fake cbs

1/5/2020 6:27:39 PM chris_brumbaugh Think you guys need meds.



1/5/2020 6:28:29 PM vicfish06 He is alive and in Israel 🇮🇱 with Maxwell!!

Robert David Steele on Epstein 

 https://phibetaiota.net/2019/08/robert-steele-epstein-is-not-dead-he-is-on-his-way-to-israel/?fbclid=IwAR18E-lLsCzOicNLBxDyZiz-

4ugpK8RxWC5nx1pQUTb3g6cS2Eu68R7eNIk … pic.twitter.com/tx3aADJnvV

1/5/2020 6:30:27 PM fordbd I found all the crazy people.

1/5/2020 6:30:29 PM jrocktigers Once Skull & Bones , ALWAYS Skull & Bones. 😡😡😡

1/5/2020 6:30:54 PM bubusmc Go play with your 7 followers since 2012. Their the only ones that care what you have to say. pic.twitter.com/NrB2TzhPUP

1/5/2020 6:34:54 PM q_patchouli We tell it because its important for our people to know our government did 911. They have every right to know the real truth. We are trying to wake 

them. 911 is a big part of the malevolent dark forces that were our very own terrorists...not muslims! Hows it fair to not tell?

1/5/2020 6:38:46 PM alicemasci Kappy's birthday? 2/17 ? 🥳❤️

1/5/2020 6:39:03 PM keith369me Classic propaganda...come to an answer...Epstein committed suicide.  Find clowns and a few pieces of information to support that conclusion.  Leave 

out the names of the individuals with a hand in controlling the media associated with criminality.  #Epsteindidntkillhimself

1/5/2020 6:39:38 PM q_patchouli Epoys Not dead yet

1/5/2020 6:41:22 PM mikeb38beacon_h Yeah, the one person watching & laughing at this was Epstein himself, He said good job😉

1/5/2020 6:41:47 PM coranicholls Wow... That explains alot!! I thought it was something more... For weeks now I am waking up between the same times..1:11 again at 3:15-3:20 ..then if 

I am able to go back to sleep.. 5:05 ALWAYS the same times.. Did I mention thats when I get to sleep before 2am.. Never before🤷♀️🤷♀️

1/5/2020 6:42:22 PM hawkgirlinmn So, there ARE children being trafficked intergalactically through portals or stargates?!

1/5/2020 6:44:24 PM chris_brumbaugh Dude I don’t really give a fuck about followers. I’m not on here to make money. Or spread conspiracy theories. So you can go away too. I also had a 

Twitter and didn’t use it for 7 years sorry my life doesn’t revolve around social media. Unlike you assdhole I have a life.

1/5/2020 6:45:32 PM chris_brumbaugh Please show me on the doll where your daddy touched you.

1/5/2020 6:45:53 PM mongrelglory I highly recommend the movie Persepolis for a personal account of a girl growing up during the Iranian revolution: https://youtu.be/SZKEH2E99f8 

1/5/2020 6:46:09 PM q_patchouli Amen they do!♡ I stand with #Restart and #MIGA 

And I shine my light strongly for #RestartLeader 

And his awesome band of #restart_oppositionPatriotsForFreedom!

1/5/2020 6:46:27 PM xthewriter The writers and producers will stick to the story because they don't want to commit suicide. https://www.amazon.com/dp/B082L4GYRB 

1/5/2020 6:47:34 PM q_patchouli Yes please call

1/5/2020 6:48:31 PM nikoscali Monsters Inc, Maze Runner, The Dark Crystal, Hocus Pocus...

1/5/2020 6:53:46 PM madscientistx2 In Germany? lol

1/5/2020 7:05:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Have you forgot about BurismaBiden[BB]?

[44]+Iran = [BB] Diversion

Russia Collusion = Diversion from HRC 340,000+ Pedo Emails

Mueller Collusion = Coup Attempt

Impeachment Lite = Diversion from Coup Attempt

Iran = Diversion from [BB]

Are we playing them?

Military Tribunals.
1/5/2020 7:07:23 PM johnnymerckx I am with ya

1/5/2020 7:07:29 PM americanpetal Yes and yes.

1/5/2020 7:08:40 PM kjerstinsommer Lurid comes to mind....

1/5/2020 7:11:25 PM aprilbrown99 @FBI @SecretService @TheJusticeDept @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @POTUSPress @POTUS

👀 👀 👀 ☝️☝️☝️

1/5/2020 7:12:37 PM palmdalekid2 [Saudi Arabia]

1/5/2020 7:16:14 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ 👀 https://twitter.com/nbc/status/1214017529372262406 …

1/5/2020 7:16:15 PM hawkgirlinmn And Ricky Gervais just played HOLLYWOOD 😂 https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1214003226938351617 …

1/5/2020 7:16:35 PM joshuajamesdavi Sitchin died a Christian believer according to Timothy Alberino.

1/5/2020 7:17:47 PM missbdevine01 I was taught by men how to handle things.

I feel so lucky.

1/5/2020 7:21:28 PM ralphruiz7630 Delusional...

1/5/2020 7:22:07 PM kidge6 Can you flip when you're in that deep? And live?

1/5/2020 7:23:34 PM summerstorm243 think that last one got more expensive than they planned bet they will have a harder time recruiting more mercenaries now

1/5/2020 7:23:52 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/DFpBBYtqRW

1/5/2020 7:26:47 PM higherdensitees Yes...they confirmed during an AMA about a year ago when I asked if off world trafficking had been shut down...they said no.  Hopefully thats changed 

since then....

1/5/2020 7:29:23 PM hawkgirlinmn I should have looked at past tweets first. Thanks! 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

1/5/2020 7:29:34 PM rebornkingent Ricky Gervais says no.

1/5/2020 7:29:57 PM zen_allday Love this!  TY!

1/5/2020 7:33:11 PM mongrelglory EOW interviews many guests.

1/5/2020 7:35:52 PM aschilliam Funny that you said this.. 10h sleep since Tuesday... and I'm not that tired.

1/5/2020 7:37:19 PM blsdbe There’s a lot more energy in Love. #LoveWins pic.twitter.com/hDIjdeT5Vu

1/5/2020 7:41:19 PM chromechaos16 The coup and cabal is out of ammo. Now the public is seeing this full corruption of media and the DNC. Add EpsteinBidenKerry.. Perfect Storm is 

coming. pic.twitter.com/A6DbUahKx7

1/5/2020 7:42:36 PM chromechaos16 A BIG B-52 Stealth Bombing by Rick. Panic in DC Panic in Pedowood. #WWG1WGA

1/5/2020 7:47:33 PM jaded_pearl Hopefully we will get an update on that. It would he nice to know when some operations end. Sometimes I think there is too much out there "pending" 

time...it's 2020, a new day is dawning and more than war, I want to see peace or feel the incoming frequencies of love ALL around me

1/5/2020 7:52:25 PM thetrollbar Not sure if initials:  HRMI IAM mean anything. Hiram M?

1/5/2020 7:53:09 PM r3kt1f13r Painted themselves into a corner once again. Remember the bus full of children in Europe? Desperate and deadly. pic.twitter.com/d7Kg2AKNLn

1/5/2020 7:55:24 PM redtexsin So.

1/5/2020 7:55:59 PM higherdensitees Happy to help....that’d be a lot of tweets to sift through!

1/5/2020 8:03:00 PM ray_bernwwg1wga We'd really believe anything their libtard asses say not!

1/5/2020 8:06:22 PM mongrelglory Awe... I thought "the Brain" wanted to take over the world! 🤣🤣🤣

1/5/2020 8:07:25 PM mongrelglory It was even better than Fiji water girl! 😆😆😆

1/5/2020 8:10:42 PM magaman333 Down with them all. #WWG1WGA #GITMO



1/5/2020 8:18:11 PM asdasd26700831  https://twitter.com/4lejandroRoj4s/status/1213489071839952896 …

1/5/2020 8:19:27 PM 369helen313 Well, it clearly seems that something BIG is going to hit DS hard very soon about that Indictment & Military Tribunals while all the noises about  

#QassemSoleimani’s death have been amusing & distracting so many , these days!

1/5/2020 8:20:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Was pedophilia required in order to get invited?

Human sacrifice also counts.

So doesn't 187.

The club of the open secret.

They all know its true.

All they can do is laugh.

Deliriously laugh and pray to Satan that the public doesn't believe those conspiracy theories.

This is PAIN https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1214003226938351617 …
1/5/2020 8:21:52 PM illuminatilies1 This is fantastic. #savethechildren

1/5/2020 8:22:16 PM jvan125 I’m watching it a second time as we speak. I am stunned and happier than EVA at the same time!!! Is RG part of the plan or did he do this on his own?? 

😲😂🤣

1/5/2020 8:22:27 PM nikoscali The faces say it all: https://twitter.com/NikosCali/status/1214025067497238528 …

1/5/2020 8:22:47 PM lmfaoso This is not PAIN, this is truth. PAIN will come when all the sleeping ones get their reality flipped upside down. PAIN will be learning about all the crimes 

against humanity and the experiments that they turned human kind into. #SheepNoMore

1/5/2020 8:23:01 PM aparker70 187?

1/5/2020 8:23:58 PM annsand72250302 Those side glances and the half-hearted snickers with acknowledging nods are a fun side show!

1/5/2020 8:24:20 PM fightforamerica Get 'em MJ!

1/5/2020 8:25:48 PM 626robyn Read this Q post... pic.twitter.com/WcfzGP6juJ

1/5/2020 8:26:52 PM intodreamland I have never enjoyed anything as much as this show tonight!!

1/5/2020 8:27:01 PM luvsweetluv5 Oh God how I pray you totally making shit up.

1/5/2020 8:27:44 PM jvan125 When, tonight?? Like during a SPEECH?!? 😳🙈

1/5/2020 8:28:36 PM dianami39130285 So so tired of my mission here. My dimension is calling me back hard. Not yet. Not done.

1/5/2020 8:29:38 PM youstinksoap Will we actually see military tribunals though?

1/5/2020 8:33:16 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/scottfeinberg/status/1213990860515233792?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ScottFeinberg/status/1213990860515233792 …

1/5/2020 8:33:18 PM stellarstellaq Prior to the show, Ricky Gervais quipped: "I think it is a good idea that 800 people are trying to save the planet and arriving all in separate limos to have 

some veg."

1/5/2020 8:33:47 PM kachinagtto Man I needed more cameras panning the room!  Interesting to see who they zeroed the cameras in on though - that took some forethought.

1/5/2020 8:34:01 PM melanieanders7 Hang in there. This experience is merely a blip in the grand scheme of things.

1/5/2020 8:34:26 PM laura_621 Am I having a laugh? YES!

1/5/2020 8:34:56 PM ttp13526 *Munching noises* pic.twitter.com/AsPqDHmLnN

1/5/2020 8:35:42 PM nea_storm Never Interfere With an Enemy While He’s in the Process of Destroying Himself and burning through [Their] resources ... Tick Tock!

Prisoners Dilemma pic.twitter.com/UCW9lpmaLO

1/5/2020 8:35:56 PM c80886536 I've suddenly become a big Ricky Gervais fan😳😁😅

1/5/2020 8:36:13 PM 1nanasmomma Not relevant but in 24 hrs I’ve seen Men in Black, Transformers & A Few Good Men. Movies are not the same when “You know what you know”.

1/5/2020 8:36:22 PM crazyka33831184 Soon they will not be able to walk down the streets.

1/5/2020 8:36:30 PM billyj1616 Epic. Will go down in infamy.

1/5/2020 8:37:52 PM godchosetrump77 Did anyone else notice Martin Scorcese sporting the symbolic black eye?

1/5/2020 8:39:09 PM melanieanders7 Some of the actors and actresses looked pretty rough. But Joaquin had to have been on something.

1/5/2020 8:41:02 PM 17_3_161815214 YOU are SO CORRECT.

For the years of Entertainment to be provided, the script was educational, however; people never realized the script was in fact some truth disguised 

as make believe. Trillions of Dollars Paid to [them] by [us] to entertain their sick desires.

1/5/2020 8:42:08 PM magic_jake2012 this is a lie. You want to know the truth about our Earth and what's around it read the Bible. God's word is absolute truth

1/5/2020 8:42:50 PM jvan125 OMG...😭🤬

1/5/2020 8:43:04 PM tatanolan 🍿💥💥💥🍿 pic.twitter.com/31ruNuKLkl

1/5/2020 8:43:13 PM carolin15161363 We have not forgotten.

1/5/2020 8:43:29 PM clifton15jon #TomHanks #RobertDiNero #WoodyAllen #Hollywood #Pedowood pic.twitter.com/dro8o0NtpT

1/5/2020 8:46:16 PM aprilbrown99 Yes so very obvious for those with eyes to see. #PAIN  BRING IT!!!

I couldnt even watch the clip without cringing. All I see is a room full of pedos.  Disgusting and heinous creatures.

1/5/2020 8:46:19 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dan the man!

 https://youtu.be/g-h4XjGQFKE 

1/5/2020 8:46:24 PM moab91276851 Ditto

1/5/2020 8:47:00 PM aprilbrown99 [They] dont have their adrenochrome. 🤨

1/5/2020 8:49:28 PM melanieanders7 That and I think fear has them gripped pretty tight. Me thinks the after party isn’t going to be what they’re accustomed to.

1/5/2020 8:50:51 PM aprilbrown99 His eye is still all jacked up from putting the worm in his eye. Dumb@ss!

1/5/2020 8:51:42 PM manifest_utopia Me also. Let's hope he doesn't get 187 after this.

1/5/2020 8:52:55 PM paladinguardian I agree. I wasn't interested in Ricky because he uses cuss words a lot in his comedy. I say "Bravo" for him and The Plan tonight. I am rooting for him and 

all those behind the scenes. WWG1WGA

1/5/2020 8:52:56 PM outerspaaaace We're here with you 💞 you aren't alone. We can create an oasis of peace here together 🕊🌌

1/5/2020 8:54:15 PM nea_storm Superb! Tolling of the Bell! pic.twitter.com/2dxwwEVxKo

1/5/2020 8:54:56 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think @rickygervais should be invited to make opening remarks for the GOP SENATE judiciary impeachment trials, if they are ever 

heard or the Military Tribunals beginning with #44 & HRC. Who thinks @realDonaldTrump & @LindseyGrahamSC should do this for our humor?

1/5/2020 8:55:46 PM jlynn624 Made my stomach turn!

1/5/2020 8:56:09 PM jlynn624 Me too except not that #metoo

1/5/2020 8:57:01 PM manifest_utopia This is as good as that dinner speech Trump gave to all the elites. Even more direct. Hollyweird Satanists' time is just about up. And they know it.

1/5/2020 8:59:23 PM tarzan_08 Lots of “last time” speak

Hanks crying and saying goodbye to family?

Wasn’t my first thought but some here have mentioned it

1/5/2020 9:00:35 PM magic_jake2012 I know there's lots of people praying for those who were harmed injured or they need protection. And these people need our prayers as well they have 

suffered things you could never imagine possible these are our daughters or sisters or mothers. Please hold them in your prayers



1/5/2020 9:00:45 PM boy12_jimmy @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @dbongino @GrahamAllen_1 @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @codeofvets @Cordicon @love4thegameAK 

@beer_parade @M2Madness @Sun_Q_Tzu @SantaSurfing @RobertJohnDavi @w_terrence @GOPLeader @intheMatrixxx @IngrahamAngle @DJLOK 

@NSA_QIL2 @Scavino45 https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1214047675072598017 …

1/5/2020 9:01:29 PM _g_r_e_g__ #PAIN pic.twitter.com/OHC3VhYUSm

1/5/2020 9:01:52 PM anonsintel The night the people realized the *STARS* realized they lost control

#qanon

1/5/2020 9:01:56 PM veritasdurga gotta call there

1/5/2020 9:03:14 PM jvan125 😂🤣😂👏🏻🙌🏻👏🏻

1/5/2020 9:05:43 PM antarantanka The SYFY channel series Defiance has many episodes that reference/allude to adrenochrome.

1/5/2020 9:06:14 PM jvan125 Hold up! Check this out! The date on the screenshot i just took from qmap d0t pub says Nov 1, 2017 but the times are the exact same (I’m also in EST). 

WTH?? 🤨🤔😬 pic.twitter.com/aXzY2nrdcC

1/5/2020 9:06:48 PM q_patchouli But we do believe him him because we Know

1/5/2020 9:07:57 PM oynawt I never thought I would say this, but Thank You Ricky G!!!!

1/5/2020 9:08:11 PM outerspaaaace This is the only time I've ever been interested in the golden gloves LMAO

1/5/2020 9:09:33 PM april10521252 You're doing great, this too shall pass, you just need to take your eyes off the evil for a bit and meditatate on the love and light that you are. Transmute 

the dark stuff that gets stuck in us, up into the rushing tide of Gods safe harbor, you're never alone, you're so loved🙏

1/5/2020 9:09:34 PM brad34351293 Ronan Farrow could be the answer, too.

Ricky just had a live platform.

Ronan is writing about it.

1/5/2020 9:09:41 PM antarantanka AFTER he requested immunity from Israel for past deeds

1/5/2020 9:09:43 PM n7guardiananon bag'em and tag'em as they walk out the door

1/5/2020 9:10:06 PM april10521252 Thank you so much for all your hard work, you're beautiful 🙏💞🌟🥰

1/5/2020 9:10:25 PM april10521252 Great advice!

1/5/2020 9:11:11 PM blsdbe Totally!!! GOODNIGHT!!! pic.twitter.com/Dc2IHUi3Ns

1/5/2020 9:11:52 PM billyjackroe3 First I'm reading of this stuff but during the black out my cat was acting crazy crying a lot trying to get my attention and rolling all over the ground 

something inside me did not feel right. After this I have been feeling sick to my stomach

1/5/2020 9:12:04 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/FVAUu8DJf5

1/5/2020 9:12:31 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5IA61QHkfQ

1/5/2020 9:13:18 PM aprilbrown99 Awesome find!

1/5/2020 9:15:31 PM jvan125 Gotta go get more PORCORN!!! 😂🤣😂🙌🏻👏🏻🙌🏻 pic.twitter.com/GoQWmXoFRE

1/5/2020 9:15:37 PM kerrloud Graveyard of empty souls. pic.twitter.com/DKwOYvid81

1/5/2020 9:16:13 PM _g_r_e_g__ "Let's go out with a bang, let's have a laugh at YOUR expense, shall we? ... We're all going to die soon and there's no sequel. Yeah, remember that."

1/5/2020 9:16:50 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/nRQxc3hNVF

1/5/2020 9:17:06 PM luverley Oh yeah what are you gonna say.

1/5/2020 9:17:07 PM blsdbe I like this version better!!!

1/5/2020 9:17:36 PM blsdbe #soon

1/5/2020 9:20:16 PM allahuniversal If you can find it... pic.twitter.com/UtrdJa5FPw

1/5/2020 9:23:07 PM ihatematt You could feel the PAIN in the room. 

God wins.

1/5/2020 9:23:19 PM blsdbe #ItsGoingToBeBiblical

1/5/2020 9:25:42 PM alychag I dont know what was funnier the monologue or the look of discomfort on their faces 😂🌼☝😘

1/5/2020 9:27:17 PM kevinpierson This is fantastic . . . love it!

1/5/2020 9:27:21 PM azuremagus What they needed to hear

1/5/2020 9:27:34 PM _g_r_e_g__  pic.twitter.com/2RPJxodAfb

1/5/2020 9:28:58 PM yellamoj Ol' Hanx must have been sacrificing extra hard. https://twitter.com/nbc/status/1214017529372262406?s=20 …

1/5/2020 9:29:46 PM guy_karen Save our children

1/5/2020 9:29:46 PM yellamoj @samtripoli

1/5/2020 9:29:48 PM veritasdurga just to check

1/5/2020 9:30:44 PM manifest_utopia I was reminded of Trump roasting Hillary too.

1/5/2020 9:32:25 PM guy_karen Truest things are said in jest

1/5/2020 9:34:28 PM blsdbe @n7guardiananon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress 👀👀👀

1/5/2020 9:34:59 PM madscientist Are you a Scientologist, MJ?  When I look into sources for the terms you use like 'IS-BE' what I find is an apparent hoax book by a Mr Spencer.  I'm just 

trying to understand where you're coming from here.

1/5/2020 9:37:01 PM megamane2 Rest in pieces #pedowood . pic.twitter.com/eZ1QJiGPZ2

1/5/2020 9:37:44 PM bicknellalf Important for what? I mean other than symmetry?

Ooh, this was said exactly a year ago. That means it must have been.....365 days?  Hocus Pocus.

1/5/2020 9:37:48 PM manifest_utopia I've been wondering when people are going to start speaking publicly about what's really going on. Ricky Gervais tonight was a very good start.

1/5/2020 9:40:02 PM flyover01047267 oh we more then believe! we flee those involved in that industry full stop! Its a small world after all!

1/5/2020 9:41:08 PM luverley Ok. Let us know what you get

1/5/2020 9:41:55 PM eman1292 Cringing the entire way too. Disgusting and upsetting to watch.

1/5/2020 9:44:26 PM flyover01047267 there is a meditation on love &kindness the 11/12 lets use our God given energy to blast them-the evil ones-out of our reality, with our every cell-

which is an energy conductor.telling yourself mentally..

 https://youtu.be/j1BNcSBApOU 

it is true & you should know it-they do!

1/5/2020 9:45:31 PM winklerburke Dem-RINO-Media leaders are like that revered, fragile, lazy Martial Art Master of Outer Layer Facade, who does (fake) energy work, to ward off 

youngling karate students.  It's all fun and games, until a Street Punk knocks the teeth out of the (fake) master. Hello Gitmo Trials.

1/5/2020 9:46:08 PM strangewisper For example Max Spiers who spoke about the time loop said don’t go into the tunnel - go straight into the heart space. I had not heard this before but 

it resonates truth on a whole new level. theoretically, time loop would indicate literally coming back in as the same person.

1/5/2020 9:46:22 PM doctormalone Maybe he is an Anon.

1/5/2020 9:46:59 PM veritasdurga  pic.twitter.com/Qyak3FodE8

1/5/2020 9:47:27 PM veritasdurga trafficking help number

1/5/2020 9:48:38 PM dianami39130285 I agree. I get worked up. Big time. Thank you. Big hugs.

1/5/2020 9:49:25 PM dianami39130285 You are sweet.

1/5/2020 9:53:27 PM rebornkingent He finished them off tonight.



1/5/2020 9:55:09 PM melbourne_3000 I could only watch a few moments of it, I now just see them as hedonistic satanists.

#ThankQ😎 for lifting the veil.

1/5/2020 9:55:44 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @JustInformU @kabamur_taygeta @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

TRUTH WILL SET US FREE!!. @rickygervais DESTROYED HOLLYWOOD. MY NEW SUPER HERO!⚡💥💯💪❤️🙏👑👈  

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2020/01/rick-gervais-destroys-hollywood-in.html …

#SOURCE #loveandlight #heart #qanon

1/5/2020 9:55:47 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/qbQ6pBVR9t

1/5/2020 9:55:57 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @JustInformU @kabamur_taygeta @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

TRUTH WILL SET US FREE!!. @rickygervais DESTROYED HOLLYWOOD. MY NEW SUPER HERO!⚡💥💯💪❤️🙏👑👈  

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2020/01/rick-gervais-destroys-hollywood-in.html …

#SOURCE #loveandlight #heart #qanon

1/5/2020 9:58:22 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @JustInformU @kabamur_taygeta @andweknow @DonaldJTrumpJr @

TS_SCI_MAJIC12 TRUTH WILL SET US FREE!!. @rickygervais DESTROYED HOLLYWOOD. MY NEW SUPER HERO!⚡💥💯💪

#SOURCE #loveandlight #heart #qanon https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCNdTLHZAeo&feature=share …

1/5/2020 10:00:26 PM agelessje Brilliant!

1/5/2020 10:04:36 PM disfellocated  https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1214062548003303427?s=20 …

1/5/2020 10:07:29 PM wallyayottejr Seems like a strange list of songs. Were they picked for him? 17! pic.twitter.com/UjEDWjFMtx

1/5/2020 10:09:06 PM susan66388204 In essence, We are The Truman Show 🤢

1/5/2020 10:09:28 PM strangewisper 6 is just the realm of manifestation, they have hijacked our senses to put us in low vibe and their projected manifestation of this low vibe

1/5/2020 10:15:00 PM holotechrd @rickygervais IF JOKES COULD KILL YOU WOULD BE IN JAIL CUZ YOU MURDERED THEM.⚡💥❤️🙏👑👈🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 Y'ALL GOTTA LOVE IT

 🤷🏽♂️ @realDonaldTrump @TomFitton @RudyGiuliani @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @JustInformU @kabamur_taygeta @

DonaldJTrumpJr @FLOTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/5/2020 10:18:56 PM hopereeder @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @55true4u @Time4U2Know @RudyGiuliani @WhiteHouse @woodpecker785 

@M2Madness @John_F_Kennnedy @VincentCrypt46 @SecretService #PaulaWhite @RudyGiuliani

@DonaldJTrumpJr 

THREAT ALERT & PROTECT @POTUS

Thank you

1/5/2020 10:22:02 PM achcj Let the show begin!

1/5/2020 10:23:18 PM johnmic25959174 Ricky keeps saying this is going to be the last one ever. Does he know something?

1/5/2020 10:30:27 PM brick_airhedred This reminded me of “V for Vendetta,” when Stephen Fry’s character (Gordon) rewrote his sketch to really dig at the government; it shows the 

audience laughing, snapping out of their reality.... pic.twitter.com/LvlrOe5FFo

1/5/2020 10:33:39 PM rghardy3 PAIN = 40 = 2020

1/5/2020 10:37:26 PM poppyslovecapu Oh yeah!! Guilty #TomHanks

1/5/2020 10:38:52 PM kidge6 Flip. Is it even a real possibility in their heads? Since childhood, it's been this way.  Surely, they've been indoctrinated beyond flipping.

1/5/2020 10:41:57 PM mongrelglory They're all probably stoned out of their minds or drunk.  The Golden Globes are known for that, but it seemed like a lot of the people were missing 

Ricky's jokes and needing their table-mate to repeat it again.  "Captain America" looked pretty far gone!

1/5/2020 10:48:13 PM charlesgdavis1 It's ALL thanks to socialstratificaton. If not for YouTube and Google I wouldn't have been able to LIVE on EARTH 🌎.....I.....a.....I mean.....nevermind?!?!  

         😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈 pic.twitter.com/eQ4oxvhKIl

1/5/2020 10:51:36 PM skymonk13 Tom hanks face at the end...🤣🤣🤣🤣 BOOM!

1/5/2020 10:51:58 PM mongrelglory Sasha Baron Cohen also tried to report the pedophilia going on in Las Vegas according to a recent CDAN blind, but the Feds totally ignored all the 

evidence he'd collected for them!

1/5/2020 10:53:57 PM mongrelglory Some of them looked really pissed (angry) while others (Robert Dinero) were laughing hysterically. 😏

1/5/2020 10:56:47 PM daveo6145 Wow and MJ12 had mentioned awhile back about watching that movie and receiving a DL the same night. Like your thinking

1/5/2020 10:58:11 PM mongrelglory It amazed me that Nicole stayed so calm, considering that her father was revealed as a pedophile/MK-ultra doctor.  She must have some major mental 

compartmentalization going on! 👀

1/5/2020 10:58:15 PM charlesgdavis1 YEP. You SAID a mouthful.💯✔

1/5/2020 11:00:46 PM wwg1wga93583681 makes it pretty hard to watch the water, what with all those secret dimensional portals to hide it all in pic.twitter.com/zfbuovGuq3

1/5/2020 11:03:08 PM dianami39130285 Oh I'm on it. I'm doing it.

1/5/2020 11:04:45 PM charlesgdavis1 Shadow people AND OTHERS.....FROM the corner of your eye THEN.....GONE!!!👻🐲👹👽😎

1/5/2020 11:04:46 PM dianami39130285 This blip sucks and I'm tired. You jump into this blip, tell me how it "is"

Seriously.

1/5/2020 11:05:05 PM 1nanasmomma Thank you, I will.

1/5/2020 11:07:18 PM americanpetal Keith looked so stern and serious. He was not happy. Too bad.

1/5/2020 11:07:56 PM mongrelglory They usually been made drug addicts in the process, not to mention PTSD symptoms.  My cousin's daughter (who was rescued from trafficking at age 

15) is still attending NA meetings and going for counselling 5 years later. 😔

1/5/2020 11:10:18 PM kerry555 Round of applause ricky👏

1/5/2020 11:10:57 PM johngradycole20 I mean, when you are awake you will encounter a very limited number of these choices to make. A benevolent purpose of this testing would be to use 

dreamstate to observe the latent tendencies within an individual to more quickly and thoroughly vet them.

1/5/2020 11:11:35 PM maga_bugsy @tomhanks  May I recommend Depends 

Tic Toc  

🖕

1/5/2020 11:11:49 PM mongrelglory Yes, I noticed that! I was surprised Meryl Streep was laughing so much, considering she's supposed to be a high level Satanic witch, but maybe they 

believe they're untouchable? Many may still be in denial, though I'll bet prescriptions for sleeping pills have sky-rocketed lately.

1/5/2020 11:17:26 PM crisco2377 Epstein got a "Hitler Retirement"! Hanging out in South America somewhere!

1/5/2020 11:19:34 PM kmacdaniels Lol, wow!.... The Speak n Spell, have thought about that lovely toy since I was a child. Haha

1/5/2020 11:22:20 PM brandon73745841 I'm woke on Tom Hanks but that's a picture of Steven Seagal dude.

1/5/2020 11:23:45 PM johngradycole20 I noticed that too. I think he did a great job! The whole room was shook lol

1/5/2020 11:28:36 PM flyover01047267 Am just thinking 🙂

Why wait til that date?

Ok Now!

1/5/2020 11:30:05 PM melbourne_3000 Was groundbreaking, loved it... unlike ALICE who is mean

and worships the devil 🥵 😂😂😂😂

1/5/2020 11:32:20 PM luluspeers1 He was the new Saint John the Baptist as the 2nd Jesus Christ story has to be the same as the first one

1/5/2020 11:33:15 PM kmacdaniels What's in store for CERN? Anyone have news on that?

1/5/2020 11:33:26 PM luluspeers1 Only the loving can be courageous. A true gift from God

1/5/2020 11:38:26 PM melbourne_3000  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1188228230643437575?s=20 …

1/5/2020 11:40:07 PM kmacdaniels Thank you Mark. 😉🤗



1/5/2020 11:48:46 PM werascending Got some LARPS out tonight. Thank you ICE for all your hard work that you all are doing to try to stop this HORRIFIC EVILNESS. 🙏🙏🙏

1/5/2020 11:49:39 PM luluspeers1 Keep holding your breath like that Hanx and make the world a better place!

1/5/2020 11:51:50 PM werascending What do you mean by that? Like the Go’uld?

1/5/2020 11:54:26 PM stefanofait ...Palantir's capabilities would also come in handy

1/5/2020 11:55:35 PM luluspeers1 This Rick Gervais just roasted Hollywood Cabal and the ghouls clapped and laughed like the trained monkey's they are! And a wonderful speech of the 

millilium it was! We laughed at them!

1/5/2020 11:56:16 PM dawstin1 This is actually really cool, but isn't it still 458 miles per second off?

1/5/2020 11:59:12 PM crisco2377 PULL 'EM!!! PULL EVERY GODDAMN ABOMINATION DOWN!

1/6/2020 12:25:00 AM blue_irl Some of them weren’t laughing too hard.

1/6/2020 12:25:06 AM justripppin Amen brotha! “Their just jokes!”

 

No, no they are not 😂😂🍿🍿🍿

1/6/2020 12:33:47 AM justlearning21 Cold they be planning on leaving via star gate?  https://t.co/kzZDXMTZLU  https://twitter.com/ted34345196/status/1214061093741424641?s=21 …

1/6/2020 12:36:26 AM justlearning21 Could not cold

1/6/2020 12:42:55 AM 02joshuaradwan That was sooo funny!!!!!

1/6/2020 12:50:03 AM johngradycole20 He is shitting his pants for sure.

1/6/2020 12:57:00 AM boshek6 He doesn’t look happy at all

1/6/2020 1:00:06 AM downtownfairy Note how many on that flight log have publicly attacked The President

1/6/2020 1:02:58 AM epkman Are we playing them? I think it was @CharlieDaniels, and he took Nero's fiddle, went to Ga., laid on the ground at the devil's feet, and said c'mon you 

son of bitch, I'm the best that's ever been.

1/6/2020 1:07:10 AM 50pinkies Only the beginning.  Don't you just love surprises?  😊 🍰🍭🍧🎉🎈🎊🎉🎁

#TheGreatAwakening

1/6/2020 1:11:07 AM runenbehr2 Start here. Project Inscension by  http://Cmdr.Earth  Defense forces https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=M4Dy0ojEK8A …

1/6/2020 1:11:31 AM johngradycole20 How can you not see this and be replenished with hope?

1/6/2020 1:12:56 AM rosscarwalker How do we know he's not part of it?

1/6/2020 1:12:59 AM runenbehr2 After that Video an update on taking out over 1000 Deep underground ET bases,labs etc. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=F0NEd9gEHFs#dialog …

1/6/2020 1:20:52 AM redheadbeauty4 I feel like there is something planned to expose and put an end to the pedowood pedophilia. I think they ALL know it. It's part of it all. There always has 

to be a balance in the universe eventually. The light will shine in their darkness to expose them.

1/6/2020 1:20:58 AM findcyndy That's not what I said. And I'm not singling you out.

1/6/2020 1:35:56 AM anangelhasland1 on lower levels this is the result of the activities of astral beings

on higher levels this is known as the "testing of the saints"

1/6/2020 1:40:59 AM robbiecross007 it's going to be years before most people catch up I understand people don't want to believe this happens but they should never Turn a blind eye to 

Truth

1/6/2020 1:41:04 AM johngradycole20 Thank you, where can I find more information about this?

1/6/2020 1:42:43 AM johngradycole20 What did Tom Hanks mean by, "I have checked the gate, and the gate is good"?

This has to be code.

1/6/2020 1:49:39 AM sovereignity77 #RickyGervais to #Pedowood ! 🔥 pic.twitter.com/KK9AN7mKx8

1/6/2020 1:54:51 AM sovereignity77 They laugh and smile but they ALL KNOW ABOUT #PEDOWOOD & THE DRINKING OF THE BLOOD OF INFANTS #ADRENOCHROME! Those who pertake 

get the highest positions! #Hollywood is the club of the open secret! pic.twitter.com/CUysdmyjc5

1/6/2020 2:02:16 AM rosscarwalker Michael Moore is part of the Cabal. He's just been outed on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2020 2:09:03 AM wakeywakey2q2q Yep...  He knows... pic.twitter.com/BGWBYKVHEL

1/6/2020 2:17:17 AM anangelhasland1 I would look into the I-Ching (Tao)and its description of the divisions of Heavenly Earthly and Man-based beings...

A good book about the Tarot/Kabbalah/Astrology should include info on "free will" and "lower beings"

(Buddhist dakinis = ministering angels)

1/6/2020 2:17:45 AM texanfortrump20 Tom looked like he wanted to tomato him.

1/6/2020 2:31:47 AM cny_micaa the news articles today are pushing, he went too far with his joking

1/6/2020 2:34:39 AM joanofamerica P A I N pic.twitter.com/bNMIILy5Cy

1/6/2020 2:43:34 AM texanfortrump20 Chrissy gives me the creeps, she looks like a guy in drag.

1/6/2020 2:53:41 AM devinclements8 And this is why I never get the flu shot...

1/6/2020 2:58:46 AM lightlove21121 It IS the ticket to get in isn’t it

.

?

!

#DarkToLight

#TrustYourselves

#YouAreYourOwnValidation
1/6/2020 3:06:11 AM lordconcave Sigh, so many guesses on this thread and all of them are wrong.

 https://youtube.com/watch?v=c27zIjUOpZc …

1/6/2020 3:11:35 AM loosedemon1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZj9bi7YNmI …

1/6/2020 3:21:39 AM circuitriderz Last line pretty much sums it all up.

1/6/2020 3:26:20 AM keith369me Interesting timing (awards show) of the ICE Tweet.

1/6/2020 3:31:16 AM lightprocess Godspeed!

1/6/2020 3:36:05 AM glenakw  pic.twitter.com/eLX9ycS2dv

1/6/2020 3:50:00 AM justice_rebel yes, He also said Don't do what the heidens do..just Don't!!!.

1/6/2020 3:59:46 AM 2a86825443 Big fucking mistake.

1/6/2020 4:26:16 AM rick_hernandez Ricky is an unapologetic atheist. Could have been from that perspective

1/6/2020 4:26:42 AM covertress Disclosure!

1/6/2020 4:27:23 AM jvan125 Of course they did...🤬

1/6/2020 4:29:06 AM covertress Just what will be disclosed is the Question. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213646023270313984?s=20 …

1/6/2020 4:42:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pedophile being exposed as being close associates with Jeffrey Epstein is a pretty heavy weight to try to save face over and laugh. This was his "I'm 

f**ked" laugh. 

Tom Hanks... you are indeed.

This is PAIN.

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/MTVNEWS/status/1213993762667536385 …



1/6/2020 4:43:31 AM serenewellness Omg Keith Urbans guilty mad face 😡 is worth watching this for

1/6/2020 4:43:34 AM ctenfor Priceless

1/6/2020 4:44:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 One of these individuals prefers to perform sacrifices, however their victims must be newborns. If they age even just 3 hours, the blood spoils.

Sometimes jokes are ways of revealing truth.

All they can do is laugh and pray to Satan you don't know the truth.

If you did... https://twitter.com/AshleyySpencer/status/1213992203908874240 …

1/6/2020 4:44:39 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/oW1wTGfDoP

1/6/2020 4:45:15 AM cosmic_engineer Definitely the non perv-stash photo is Segal

1/6/2020 4:45:52 AM lonardnicolas2  pic.twitter.com/rWSBqM1YSR

1/6/2020 4:46:24 AM willjstrobe Everyone around him knew he was being targeted in the speech. It was glorious watching get eviscerated while everyone tried to play off as not I but 

we all know.

1/6/2020 4:46:57 AM kricklys Where is that number found for the Clinton Foundation? I looked it up.. they only list a (212) number, not a toll free number.

1/6/2020 4:47:38 AM writerbob5 Stay the course distant cousin.

1/6/2020 4:48:35 AM uestiony He also made a speech about his age with brad Pitt and tarintino pic.twitter.com/fsTFMd9qYl

1/6/2020 4:49:06 AM sheilas11 His “wife” laughed. She’s sick for being his alibi.

1/6/2020 4:49:17 AM atashfire Tom Hanks.

1/6/2020 4:49:30 AM keith369me Hopefully Sara Ashcraft’s can accelerate her healing as the atrocities of “Mr Rogers” come to light.

1/6/2020 4:49:32 AM hypocrilib Rickey Gervais raises the Red Flag over the Beverly Hilton.

1/6/2020 4:50:18 AM hawkgirlinmn Are all of the individuals pictured involved with crimes against children in some way?

1/6/2020 4:50:39 AM hypocrilib Rickey Gervais raises the Red Flag over the Beverly Hilton.

1/6/2020 4:52:24 AM gruven4sure That look on Tom Hanks face says he's the one praying!

1/6/2020 4:52:35 AM mrcioro36809070 why should they increase?

1/6/2020 4:52:43 AM karmamastersall AI 

L AI Ed  

Bill Clinton AI for MSM 

ALICE ?

1/6/2020 4:53:11 AM _17patriot_ Probably Leo, because Ricky zoned on him with a Prince Andrew "joke" (truth bomb) and he awkwardly laughs in response

1/6/2020 4:54:24 AM maryschade14 But they are Friends of Gaia..How about Godess worship in its truest form is pagan child sacrifice pic.twitter.com/iR8dri5dBi

1/6/2020 4:54:40 AM mark63007827 The actress who receives foreskin facials...

1/6/2020 4:54:59 AM reel_brief Leonardo

1/6/2020 4:54:59 AM _17patriot_ Oh the irony pic.twitter.com/uICGzhTkVx

1/6/2020 4:55:03 AM keith369me Never would have thought award shows would bring disclosure.  I wonder if “regular viewers” understood any part of it?  I’ll call my mom.  Hopefully 

she picked up more than reaffirmation of her abortion views.

1/6/2020 4:55:42 AM barmixer3x Didn’t watch it but have just seen all these posts! Wish I would have! That was awesome! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/6/2020 4:55:55 AM hawkgirlinmn Maybe the more concise question should be, “what percentage of Hollywood A and B list stars are involved?”

1/6/2020 4:56:55 AM sheilas11 The statue is of a pregnant woman. 

The shadow of his hand is over the womb. 

He's one sick SOB. pic.twitter.com/zFRhW1Pexp

1/6/2020 4:56:57 AM maryschade14 Friends of Gaia..

New Agism is just the same old just wrapped for a new more gullible generation. pic.twitter.com/WUDzhG7tXk

1/6/2020 4:58:41 AM jeremyb39 The problem that USA has.   John Kerry and the democrats already gave the master plan to Iranians.    They know our computer system and everything 

else    They sold us out.   Our Doj etc doesn’t do anything about it.  We sit around and say we are going to investigate and nothing

1/6/2020 4:58:44 AM mommysbigmouth It’s Han x!

1/6/2020 5:00:31 AM mymtyme That face when you have just been outed for flying on the #Epsteindidntkillhimself rape plane on live TV pic.twitter.com/VH7qWpFeN6

1/6/2020 5:00:40 AM thtswhtkelsaid It was in a Q post. Look through the threads... The implication is the organization that suposedly "helps" human trafficking victims was set up by CF & is 

actually  trafficking, not helping. Chelsea even tweeted out the 888 number.

1/6/2020 5:00:51 AM trumppatriotus1 Good; it's about time they feel PAIN is coming & we all know the truth!

1/6/2020 5:02:14 AM brain_warrior Ah....they are....

1/6/2020 5:02:51 AM michelleliber “By the end of the (3-hour) movie, his date was too old for him”.

1/6/2020 5:03:39 AM ewolsj I think the shorter list would be who's NOT involved

1/6/2020 5:04:05 AM keith369me What does your intuition tell you?

1/6/2020 5:06:29 AM _17patriot_ #TomHanks is next. PAIN.

1/6/2020 5:06:46 AM raybaresi Gervais made a "joke" about a "date" of  Di Caprio's being too old after 3 hours.

1/6/2020 5:07:22 AM qanoncomau Omg ... it's him

1/6/2020 5:07:39 AM wacob_jehrli no. those numbers are included as well. google just so kindly leaves those off

1/6/2020 5:08:03 AM lovemydogsss Oohhhhhh!

1/6/2020 5:09:27 AM hawkgirlinmn All to some degree, but Paltrow or the other female. I don’t have a clue who that is. More strongly towards the other female.

1/6/2020 5:10:30 AM verbiskj "People from every background. But they all have one thing in common: They're all terrified of Ronan Farrow."

"Spoiler alert... he didn't kill himself... just like Jeffrey Epstein... I know, I know... he's your friend... I don't care..."

🍿🍿🍿🤣🤣🤣 https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1214003226938351617?s=09 …

1/6/2020 5:11:24 AM realchindsight  pic.twitter.com/DKGx3ifurE

1/6/2020 5:11:41 AM hawkgirlinmn Is that who the other female is besides Paltrow?

1/6/2020 5:11:55 AM ali_dougall Surely Tom Hanks, sad to say though!

1/6/2020 5:11:59 AM larryrolson Maybe the list would be shorter if we wrote those who were not involved

1/6/2020 5:12:14 AM hawkgirlinmn Ewwwww....who is that?!

1/6/2020 5:13:00 AM jv_parker  https://news.sky.com/story/aliens-exist-and-could-already-be-on-earth-first-british-astronaut-says-11901994 … @Manifest_Utopia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2020 5:13:03 AM hawkgirlinmn Whaaaaat the......

1/6/2020 5:13:12 AM zzed2020 My money is on LdC.

1/6/2020 5:14:05 AM sabreaxe  pic.twitter.com/8oU3U3w6Tg

1/6/2020 5:15:02 AM 007rockchick So name names.

Let's pin 📍 them.

Bring out to the open that which they do in darkness.

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/6/2020 5:16:00 AM sheilas11 yep

1/6/2020 5:16:35 AM raviravirao71 Every1 knows the DeaL....it's all on Front Street Now ...#BetterGoprayToyouRgod

1/6/2020 5:16:38 AM interna14052407  pic.twitter.com/oUwvcRFusx

1/6/2020 5:16:56 AM janis_awake Loll at the tranny behind KEk



1/6/2020 5:18:12 AM sandyfishgirl Sad actually. What the 👹 in Hollywood did. 

#StolenChildhood 

The freaks didn’t just create movies with monsters ☠️

1/6/2020 5:18:40 AM findyourown777 In CA the DEMS don’t want you to change your party to Republicans...making it difficult on voter registration...gotta go through hoops and it’s not a 

Slam Dunk!! 🇺🇸👍🏻

1/6/2020 5:20:28 AM mommysbigmouth I wouldn’t put it past any of the “she stars”. Yuck!

1/6/2020 5:21:10 AM kd113 @TheQueenMrs

1/6/2020 5:21:27 AM verbiskj Who would win "most ripped junky"?

@TheRock ... you don't play superheros... any idea of qho?

1/6/2020 5:23:08 AM sandyfishgirl Wow! MTV News. As in the former music channel MTV 🧐

1/6/2020 5:24:55 AM interna14052407 Международный мишки!!!

1/6/2020 5:24:55 AM envision43 Tom Hanks

1/6/2020 5:25:42 AM ultra_unlimited Shots fired 💥 5:5 #TheGreatAwakening will not be kind to many of the institutions we grew up with but I feel a special kind of justice coming as 

#pedowood is exposed as ground zero for ritualistic Satanism. #QAnon told us they wouldn’t be able to walk down the street. #MAGA 369

1/6/2020 5:25:50 AM sovereignity77 They laugh and smile but they ALL KNOW ABOUT #PEDOWOOD & THE DRINKING OF THE BLOOD OF INFANTS #ADRENOCHROME! Those who pertake 

get the highest positions! #Hollywood is the club of the open secret! pic.twitter.com/qpBLk1gUYw

1/6/2020 5:28:27 AM findyourown777 Forever Goodyear...Blackwater w Eric Prince?

1/6/2020 5:28:47 AM ultra_unlimited It’s been suggested the first individual(s) to fall would be so shocking they would trigger #TheGreatAwakening IMO a ritually compromised though 

bitter and committed pop culture icon would be a much bigger #redpill than a governmental actor. #QAnon 17:17

1/6/2020 5:29:42 AM wearing_fedora My thoughts exactly.

1/6/2020 5:30:51 AM superawkward77 to moloch

1/6/2020 5:31:43 AM 7sing7ing7rain Paltrow

1/6/2020 5:31:45 AM ultra_unlimited My best guess is the unavoidable news coverage of @rickygervais speech will #redpill many an international slumberer.

1/6/2020 5:32:14 AM johnmic25959174 Oh, We do. And they are Done for

1/6/2020 5:33:22 AM desirelove101 I thought more than one in this photo. Heard about Hanx and Paltrow. Hopefully not Leo even though the joke was on him.

1/6/2020 5:34:11 AM ultra_unlimited It’s America’s sweetheart @LeoDiCaprio. Guilty of ritualistic Satanism and a life devoted to the cabal of death. We can only imagine he was in way too 

deep to exit the moving train. May God have mercy on his soul, I don’t think America will when the truth finally drops ☔️ #QAnon

1/6/2020 5:34:36 AM mateuszwala do you need clicks on that heart?

i see it

they see it

thyself see it

can you feel it?

incoming?
1/6/2020 5:36:23 AM pairx2 He looks like Jeb Bush did when he got the envelope. #qanon

1/6/2020 5:38:04 AM patriots5_5 Cate Blanchett

1/6/2020 5:38:12 AM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/7c6gh9rpeO

1/6/2020 5:38:50 AM cormieredcclare I know! It won’t even be safe for them to walk down the street!                WWG1WGA

1/6/2020 5:39:18 AM stormyeyed2017 Omg!!!!!!

1/6/2020 5:40:41 AM freedman_moses 44

1/6/2020 5:40:46 AM ekotoons BASED ON THE JOKE, LEO

1/6/2020 5:41:00 AM cormieredcclare And on Nicole Kidman and Keith Urban. Look at Keith’s face! Kid mama’s father was a huge pedophiler in Australia.

1/6/2020 5:42:14 AM stellarstellaq Although I think I am prepared for disclosure, reading your post sent chills down my spine.  My stomach is in knots.  I am 1.5 years into deprogramming 

but the evil is so astounding how can normies handle the truth?  Or will they?

1/6/2020 5:42:29 AM juliealberta DING DING DING DING!!

1/6/2020 5:42:34 AM wearing_fedora I just watched it for the second time...

Still fkn hilarious!

Tom is NOT pleased.

awwwww.... poor wittle Tommy

1/6/2020 5:43:17 AM twilly18 do we really care if Hollywood actors are monsters?

some Americans need an escape from the horrors of life.

paying for a couple of hours watching flickering images is therapeutic

Last movie I was in a theater was 

 https://www.adultswim.com/videos/aqua-teen-hunger-force/aqua-teen-hunger-force-colon-movie-film-for-theaters …
1/6/2020 5:44:17 AM ekotoons 🎯

1/6/2020 5:44:32 AM wearing_fedora It's always something super creepy about babies with this guy.

1/6/2020 5:45:02 AM wearing_fedora BINGO!

1/6/2020 5:46:12 AM fansblowing3 In order to succeed in Hollywood, you had to give them blackmail on you.  The NXIVM trial revealed that the girls had to give them things like naked 

pictures, letters saying mean things about their families, etc.  I am sure it progressed the further up the Hollywood pyramid.

1/6/2020 5:46:30 AM mibmark The Smugs....I'm sad 'bout Michelle...I loved her so😳

1/6/2020 5:46:47 AM tucson_ron Good questions. You're thinking along the right lines. Curves. Angles. We exist in 3D so we can't grasp it, but if you've ever seen anything appear out of 

nowhere, or just plain disappear in an instant... you've brushed the edge of that 4th dimension. And there may be more.

1/6/2020 5:47:48 AM ire_4_trump Tom Hanks???

1/6/2020 5:49:15 AM qurious63 Ask Isaac Kappy. Oh, wait,you can’t. He suicided himself.

1/6/2020 5:49:36 AM westmount_d7 It reminded me of GHB funeral (letters). Nervous/sad audience. DeNiro was priceless. Hanx appeared to be saying goodbye. His wife knows. DeGenes 

speech revealing. Many looked just aweful. Some exposed by their nonsense: Theron, Arquette, Ferrel & Phoenix😳. A few red gowns still

1/6/2020 5:49:42 AM momislazy11  pic.twitter.com/jnj6gnazeZ

1/6/2020 5:50:02 AM momislazy11 Just not the same

1/6/2020 5:50:05 AM findyourown777 The Greatest of all time...the GOAT👊🏻

1/6/2020 5:50:39 AM credavan It is required for membership. 

These people are sick.



1/6/2020 5:51:25 AM tucson_ron There's an "oh shit" moment for you. There it is in plain sight. The satanic policy, tell them what you're doing, or are going to do, and if they're too 

stupid to take precautions it's their fault, not the satanists. So any pangs of conscience they might have had are resolved.

1/6/2020 5:51:49 AM 19fisherman59 It is time to start!!!

1/6/2020 5:51:57 AM zzed2020 Guess Hanx isn’t such a great actor after all.

1/6/2020 5:52:19 AM qurious63 Do you really care if they slaughter babies for their own nefarious desires?  If you don’t, keep going to the movies. Once you know the truth and you 

still support them then you are as bad as they are in my book.

1/6/2020 5:52:48 AM greeneyesanon I can’t tell if this was part of the script or if he went off the rails on purpose. I love that he told the truth regardless.

1/6/2020 5:52:56 AM westmount_d7 And... oh, the wives🧐

1/6/2020 5:53:21 AM talojoel Hanks

1/6/2020 5:53:35 AM twilly18 I haven't been in a movie theater since 2007

1/6/2020 5:53:50 AM jadegreen0987 I never liked him,he has always given me the creeps. They all disgust me!

1/6/2020 5:54:18 AM newfiepoints DiCaprio...These people need to be locked up.The sooner the better!Pure ev!l🤬👿

1/6/2020 5:55:40 AM findyourown777 Busy in Dubai

1/6/2020 5:56:24 AM girlsgotglass All of Them

1/6/2020 5:56:27 AM americanpetal Gwyneth P.? Although, Cate B did not seem happy everytime the camera was on her.

1/6/2020 5:56:35 AM karmamastersall Paltrow 😢

It appears, if they are speaking out against this; they are part of it

1/6/2020 5:56:51 AM nancyddb Because disclosure is so slow and there are no arrests, the victims are used as part of the disclosure; very scHtty. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2020 5:57:49 AM chrisaloisio1 Pretty sure it’s Leo based on what I’ve heard...

1/6/2020 5:58:35 AM juliealberta & he’s a she

1/6/2020 5:58:38 AM qurious63 Just replying to your comment about do we care if they are monsters and seeing movies is therapeutic.

1/6/2020 6:00:01 AM aurorasreality The crack he made a leo and his date again was for sure a truth by his reaction.

1/6/2020 6:01:08 AM ekotoons NOTICE HOW LEO HAS A

PERMANENT “BOY-FACE”? pic.twitter.com/Ol4JgeoZqm

1/6/2020 6:01:48 AM twilly18 some don't care.  didn't say all Americans don't care.

I stopped paying to watch flickering images a long time ago

1/6/2020 6:03:17 AM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/hrtuWUliYi

1/6/2020 6:03:58 AM khaleesi61 I spoke with someone who watched and they said, "that's just his humor."

1/6/2020 6:04:33 AM clhendershot Dig ReQuest: Whatever Happened To #TMobile

#WWG1WGAchallenge

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottAdamsSays @55true4u @MettleMeta @spauldingshowal @P0A_Triot23 @realDonaldTrump @FNMedia_USA 

@John_F_Kennnedy @woman3290 @beer_parade @tracybeanz @joerogan @scrowder @DLoesch @AndrewBreitbart GO~

1/6/2020 6:05:07 AM kt342948592 Nicole looks a little jolted as well!

1/6/2020 6:05:31 AM nancydr62103812 Leo

1/6/2020 6:05:55 AM ari_arifu Otherwise, he wouldn't be sitting there. As most of the others.

1/6/2020 6:06:11 AM eyedropmedia Bingo!

1/6/2020 6:06:18 AM jadegreen0987 They are all  in the Hierarchy of an EVIL EVIL system. Witches and Warlocks

1/6/2020 6:06:49 AM trumpcanuck #RickyGervaisDidntKillHimself pic.twitter.com/90gnAisk8w

1/6/2020 6:07:15 AM findyourown777 Muthafuckers sayin you would quit...HELL TO THE NO...greatest and best to ever do it!! GOAT

1/6/2020 6:07:29 AM fvntom  https://soundcloud.com/daylyt2k/eat-you-kids …

1/6/2020 6:08:36 AM sabermarris The joke was about leo

1/6/2020 6:10:06 AM beautywokeback1 Could it be an answering service for more than one company? Or are the Clintons out? Because When cueQ posted that many called and verified it was 

also the Clinton Foundation as seen in that google post above.

1/6/2020 6:10:25 AM hgraceq The irony is sensational. Thank God, finally, FINALLY someone was brave enough to call them out in a public arena w all 👀👀on. Now the choice to 

see is there, those who choose not- 4-6% lost forever. The hosts affiliation w the show The Office, exposing & choosing the right side 

pic.twitter.com/D5Pp8UCBOK

1/6/2020 6:10:56 AM waao64959281 Bingo!!!

1/6/2020 6:11:11 AM itsgreat2tweet @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @JesseBWatters @GOP @foxandfriends @SaraCarterDC @OANN @RealCandaceO 

@LouDobbs @Jim_Jordan @martingeddes @charliekirk11 @LisaMei62 @LisaMei62 @CarpeDonktum 🧐

1/6/2020 6:11:43 AM nancydr62103812 Make Sleep Great Again

1/6/2020 6:14:20 AM beautywokeback1 Well that is good news. So many say they are frustrated things are not happening, but things are happening. It is just below the surface.

1/6/2020 6:15:14 AM findyourown777 Teehee

1/6/2020 6:15:19 AM hobbitann Nah, he's confident he'll never see charges.   Come on,  everybody loves him.   It's a joke.   That's his,  you got me, ha ha face.   And the fact that he 

couldn't hear what they were saying.

1/6/2020 6:16:04 AM ultra_unlimited Unfortunately nothing really surprises me anymore. Boys who like girls who are boys, girls who like boys who are girls and on and on ⚡️ 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HRWbX96wLUA …

1/6/2020 6:16:17 AM kevin72032387 77th Golden Globes. G=7. 77 77. God’s #

1/6/2020 6:16:36 AM juliealberta It’s said he was born a female as well

1/6/2020 6:16:48 AM qdemocrats @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

An old, but interesting read-  http://archive.is/lZ08x 

Is this what will sink Obama?

During Obama's trip to Ukraine, Russia and Azerbaijan in 2006- Russia closed their EU pipeline, and Azerbaijan opened theirs (one of the most corrupt 

countries).  WMD in UA too.

1/6/2020 6:17:02 AM mark65mc What about the Scorcese joke? “What does he know about amusement parks. He’s too short to ride the rides.” Maybe a shot at him and Disney for 

their pedo issues.

1/6/2020 6:17:19 AM ultra_unlimited Exactly. There seems to have been many chances to back out but the faithful held strong to their satanic vision of the future 💥

1/6/2020 6:18:21 AM juliealberta It’s said he was born a female

1/6/2020 6:19:09 AM kevinmruel Isiah 45:1-25KJV

@realDonaldTrump  or should I call you Cyrus.......???????

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecretService @USNavy @nytimes @WSJ @StateDept @USMC @mattgaetz @M2Madness @RepSwalwell 

@HouseDemocrats @WhiteHouse @BarackObama @MikeBloomberg @AP @OANN @TheCollectiveQ

1/6/2020 6:19:23 AM theyhe The only Golden Globes worth being discussed were Salma Hayek's.

A very beautiful woman.

1/6/2020 6:19:25 AM hawk__i__pierce Who is Laura Silsby? Haiti. Amber Alert. Why? Did she change her name? There was a tarmac meeting in Haiti also

1/6/2020 6:19:55 AM youreit7 How do you know? I’m not doubting you but would like sauce for those who doubt me. Thanks!

1/6/2020 6:20:15 AM atashfire The rabbit hole goes deeper...

1/6/2020 6:21:10 AM dianesaumure Check out last yr they did disclosure big time

1/6/2020 6:21:25 AM thtswhtkelsaid She was the CF employee arrested for trying to kidnap a bunch of Haitian "orphans"!



1/6/2020 6:21:53 AM thtswhtkelsaid What's her new name?

1/6/2020 6:22:10 AM gpnavonod Just like that ! pic.twitter.com/gywFdz0mFH

1/6/2020 6:22:33 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/C4g88M1MG0

1/6/2020 6:24:28 AM bubusmc Imagine the shock when everyone finds out Sandra Bullock is a man, not counting everything else.

1/6/2020 6:24:31 AM ekotoons WATCH EARLY OFFSCREEN FOOTAGE

1/6/2020 6:24:52 AM beautywokeback1 It has been changed since this summer when cueQ posted about it. Also a lot of social media has been deleted about it because there were several 

that verified it. Things ARE happening. Outside our purview. Building public awareness at a manageable pace.

1/6/2020 6:25:09 AM verbiskj "People from every background. But they all have one thing in common: They're all terrified of Ronan Farrow."

"Spoiler alert... he didn't kill himself... just like Jeffrey Epstein... I know, I know... he's your friend... I don't care..."

🍿🍿🍿🤣🤣🤣 https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1214003226938351617?s=09 …

1/6/2020 6:25:35 AM findyourown777 Come to my other side @11luv777 🙏🏻

1/6/2020 6:27:24 AM beautywokeback1 Correction *last summer - 8/9/2018

1/6/2020 6:28:14 AM beautywokeback1 A year and a half ago. lol. Lots of time for this admin to put the pressure on and stop their flows.

1/6/2020 6:28:16 AM kylenchell6998 Name some names

1/6/2020 6:29:55 AM ultra_unlimited Read the thread. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @rickygervais laid it all out there.

1/6/2020 6:30:54 AM ari_arifu They sold their souls to "their God" for fame, money, sex and power. Sadly, that's why they're sitting there and many other artists are at home. 

#UnconfortableTruths #TheGreatAwakening #Satanism #Pedogate #Adenochrome pic.twitter.com/YE0aaod56n

1/6/2020 6:31:19 AM allahuniversal Sounds like it's aimed at Leo pic.twitter.com/1FpnBpEwMx

1/6/2020 6:32:07 AM mircat63115496 Once you see it...you can't unsee...who would have thought

1/6/2020 6:33:51 AM neurs4you 😳😳😳😂😂

1/6/2020 6:35:34 AM searchingforth We have a great community of patriots who are there for one another; we will win, stay strong. And we will be there for the people who are just 

waking up, theyll need us

1/6/2020 6:36:29 AM cporter73 Or deflecting? Hard to say?

1/6/2020 6:37:20 AM swimdancemom1 Really? 😳

1/6/2020 6:38:32 AM oneofthelittle1 'Unavoidable' news coverage is the key here. They would have shut it down if it wasn't already trending Worldwide.

1/6/2020 6:38:46 AM rb25uk As it’s a CBS report, I’ll take a rain check thanks 🤔🤔🤔

1/6/2020 6:39:20 AM llindsey450 Who's a she ?

1/6/2020 6:39:23 AM atashfire They are all implicated to some degree, it's just the details of "how", it's sickening.

1/6/2020 6:39:57 AM allahuniversal Double meanings? I like both.

1/6/2020 6:40:36 AM ashlightq They will all go down! 

#GreatAwakening #TRUMP

#EndingPedos #EndingCorruption #WWG1WGA

1/6/2020 6:40:47 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/t8621WSM6M

1/6/2020 6:41:11 AM sabermarris Loads of videos on YouTube not hard to find.

Leo has been in the Hollywood biz since a child probably grew into that lifestyle.

1/6/2020 6:41:12 AM bubusmc In this case, if it was slander, wouldn't there be lawsuits? https://pedophilesdownunder.com/2018/07/24/tom-hanks-is-a-pedophile-victim-speaks/ …

1/6/2020 6:41:23 AM carolinetwilli2 I had the same feeling. Especially with Hans and his wife.

1/6/2020 6:41:38 AM liberty2110 What joke?

1/6/2020 6:41:56 AM rick_hernandez Easier for him to get away with it

1/6/2020 6:43:38 AM sabermarris Hollywood is ridden with this sort of thing you don't stay famous for long unless you are willing to do unspeakable acts of evil.

1/6/2020 6:43:42 AM ultra_unlimited Yes seems to me like a strategic move to bring these topics to the forefront of public discussion. Those with some knowledge feel some validation, 

those new get a good opportunity to start researching what all the fuss is about.

1/6/2020 6:44:20 AM ultra_unlimited Dude looks like a Lady? pic.twitter.com/CE2G5pz9cz

1/6/2020 6:49:31 AM mark63007827  pic.twitter.com/ZNrfZLrjhi

1/6/2020 6:50:07 AM marty713 Hanx.

1/6/2020 6:50:20 AM burgersandra Pain?

1/6/2020 6:51:20 AM amymitchll Both

1/6/2020 6:53:10 AM phreatomagnetic Such a requirement would seem tied to extending youth and beauty.

Hanx Twitter behavior points to older victims 

I'm thinking CB or GP

The 3 hour joke was about LD, though.

Whole place could use a steam clean even more than GP's V.
1/6/2020 6:53:14 AM hummingbird7272 YES! That statement told it all. Cause we all aint praying to the same one as them.

1/6/2020 6:53:19 AM xdeimos I hope RJ stays safe after that. 

So many in the audience clearly didn't appreciate what happened.

1/6/2020 6:54:54 AM ctenfor He's a pedo and has the IQ of a GOAT

1/6/2020 6:55:06 AM chadgranier OMG... nice work! pic.twitter.com/zrCakGON4n

1/6/2020 6:56:46 AM 4everq1 But still one of THEM

1/6/2020 6:56:46 AM jwalker977 Hanks? Di Caprio payd ONGs to start fires in Amazon

1/6/2020 6:57:41 AM paisleytears Cate’s from Australia. So is Keith Urban. Both looked very somber at times. Fiona Barnett has accused Nicole’s father, Antony Kidman, of being part of a 

child sex abuse ring there. Could Cate and Keith be victims as well? https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-display/antony-kidman-dies-amidst-child-

abuse-allegations,6918 …

1/6/2020 6:57:43 AM firstwavr LARPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

1/6/2020 6:59:30 AM jettylee1 All of the above. And he just told the world that most of those in the audience were (are) “friends” of JE.

1/6/2020 6:59:51 AM swimdancemom1 I've been aware of this for years, but for some reason Leo is sad for me.

1/6/2020 6:59:58 AM mamiemcclure17 I have fixed my own plumbing, household repairs that I can do myself and I taught my sons to sew and cook. They have repaired their own buttons and 

rips in shirts pants while mom took care of leaky faucetsand change my own tire. Everyone needs to know how to cook simple repairs.

1/6/2020 7:01:42 AM jaded_pearl Not for me - I want to see the first 3 letter agency leader get arrested. I'll take Strzok over Comey but one of them needs to be put in the spotlight. We 

have Harvey Weinstein trial starting today, pedowood is up there already.

1/6/2020 7:03:47 AM dbernal38 Interesting indeed!

1/6/2020 7:03:55 AM dropthemjolnir 👀...✌️

1/6/2020 7:03:57 AM matrixexit 👀 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 flipped ?  https://twitter.com/focusnewsnow/status/1214175830198247429 …

1/6/2020 7:04:19 AM asdasd26700831  https://twitter.com/TheRISEofROD/status/1214197481715712013 …



1/6/2020 7:04:28 AM ultra_unlimited My own wishes would probably align with yours in regards to this topic. However I still have doubts those on the left still believe any political actions 

taken by @potus and team are suspect. As a result I wonder if shock and awe from a Hollywood favorite won’t open the door ..

1/6/2020 7:04:29 AM christinaintx Why did he keep repeating to this was the last one? 5 years? Was that just him...or will they get rid of these stupid award shows? Fingers crossed 🤞 on

 the award shows 🤦♀️

1/6/2020 7:04:38 AM scents_common  pic.twitter.com/vSDkIVmFsI

1/6/2020 7:05:55 AM pat_at_wildwood could be any of these evil filth... they all look as guilty as "hell"...

1/6/2020 7:07:40 AM cporter73 Aw, are they upset at Ricky for pointing out what we all know?? Cry me a river... news outlets are beyond pathetic.

1/6/2020 7:08:24 AM cporter73 I don’t get what people see in her.

1/6/2020 7:10:43 AM qbeat107 They have that to. They have walnut sauce for dining cuisine, made exclusively from preferably homeless cargo from Haiti, after bizarre disasters(how 

convenient). There's the sauce!

1/6/2020 7:11:12 AM youreit7 I had read the thread and I had watched and listened to Rick. I’m asking about DeCaprio specifically. Rick didn’t use his name and you spoke specifically 

about him as if you had confirmation that he did those things. Do you? Or is this thread your sauce?

1/6/2020 7:11:34 AM __jabird__ My guess is either Tom Hanks or Leonardo DiCaprio. Especially after the picture of him with a deformed human baby in a jar.

1/6/2020 7:11:45 AM qbeat107 AMEN! you would have to be in a coma not to hear what he said. WOW!

1/6/2020 7:12:31 AM _weeeeeeeeeeeee Gervais joked, “Once Upon a Time in Hollywood is nearly three hours long. Leonardo DiCaprio attended the premiere and by the end, his date was too 

old for him.”

1/6/2020 7:12:57 AM youreit7 Okay, so, just general accusations? No supporting documentation or first hand accounts?

1/6/2020 7:13:18 AM rsm28675996  pic.twitter.com/zKGuWyQTTd

1/6/2020 7:13:47 AM 444_q_ 😲😩

1/6/2020 7:14:07 AM youreit7 About DeCaprio? Are you always insulting to people who seek the truth?

1/6/2020 7:16:04 AM youreit7 I too am a lover of Jesus, btw. When someone names a particular person and condemns them for a particular sin, I would be remiss not to ask for 

supporting documentation.

1/6/2020 7:16:06 AM annelappalaine7 Only one of those individuals..? 🙄

1/6/2020 7:16:46 AM 02joshuaradwan It may be directed at Tom Hanks  remember that Movie he made Joe Vs The Volcano? Also he was on Epstein’s Island list.

1/6/2020 7:17:03 AM connie_etie This is how I feel. This is the Great Awakening. Shared. RT'd.

1/6/2020 7:17:33 AM 02joshuaradwan 😳 omg thats right!!

1/6/2020 7:18:03 AM cporter73 Rose McGowan too. There’s quite a few that were raised in “cults”.

1/6/2020 7:18:36 AM ultra_unlimited Let’s just watch this play out and be amused together? #QAnon and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 among others have provided a wealth of info on these topics. 

Take it or leave it. Proof is forthcoming and Ricky Gervais‘ speech is a prelude to that.. just a hunch

1/6/2020 7:19:01 AM cporter73 They would not have let him utter a single word of it if they had known what he was going to say ahead of time. He was completely off script.

1/6/2020 7:19:09 AM youreit7 I did hear the joke about aging. I guess I didn’t understand that it correlated directly with drinking infant blood. I still don’t but apparently you don’t 

care to enlighten me by speaking the truth in love. That’s ok. Someone will eventually. Maybe when I’ve come out of my coma.

1/6/2020 7:19:14 AM qbeat107 The sick part, they all knew the lingo, and the part about a 3 hour old precious soul, was just a BARF MOMENT for me. This LEOSNOTFORBRAINS 

DECREPITO, is America's Heartthrob, OMG, THAT SHOULD WAKE,YOU UP. THAT'S YOUR SON OR DAUGHTERS ROLL MODEL OR INFATUATION! BOOM

1/6/2020 7:19:26 AM ultra_unlimited Im not a Hollywood Insider. My truth resonates from within. Best of luck finding yours.

1/6/2020 7:19:41 AM sterkinglights1 A slve born into this.  https://youtu.be/0Rp5fMdWnEg 

1/6/2020 7:20:43 AM sabermarris Maybe because he does charity work and puts alot into his wholesome image.

1/6/2020 7:21:12 AM youreit7 Okay, so if I search their threads I will see the sauce. Will do. I feel sorry for anyone new to this movement. Asking questions can be off putting 

apparently.

1/6/2020 7:22:05 AM ultra_unlimited No one wants to offend or belittle you. If you found this tweet chances are the truth you seek is seeking you.

1/6/2020 7:22:33 AM 02joshuaradwan Right?! It’s All of them

1/6/2020 7:22:58 AM dbernal38 I didn't even watch it. But, this clip of the opener was amazing!! Did you hear him say enjoy it be sure it will be the last one? My favorite was their 

faces. This one after he said accept your little award thank God and your who ever and F off..lol pic.twitter.com/R0kazKlmXX

1/6/2020 7:23:09 AM jodi_my_101 Tom is part of the red shoe club.

1/6/2020 7:23:15 AM qbeat107 I was not trying to be ugly. I'm saying that for myself as well.These ppl are sick. I am trying to love the innocent.Ppl are still doing these things. I'm sorry 

if I offended you. I will send you what I can find. I've read so much my brain is (well coming out of a coma).I'm sorry

1/6/2020 7:23:21 AM youreit7 Thanks!

1/6/2020 7:23:49 AM dbernal38 *Because it's the last one.

1/6/2020 7:24:02 AM 02joshuaradwan OMG!!!!!

1/6/2020 7:24:03 AM youreit7 I appreciate that. Thanks!

1/6/2020 7:26:14 AM rosscarwalker This is another interesting source of alternative media @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/6/2020 7:26:18 AM ultra_unlimited Trust, we all want sauce. Some have been waiting our lives for it. #JFK, 9/11, #Epstein, #SethRich the list goes on. #TheGreatAwakening is going live and 

I believe we will soon have much more evidence based analysis and revelations soon.

1/6/2020 7:27:53 AM suzyserb PLEEEZE!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1/6/2020 7:29:04 AM gbpet1 😳😳😳😖

1/6/2020 7:29:38 AM suzyserb remember you were a normie!

1/6/2020 7:29:59 AM magi_estella That what I think too. He’s on several boards and organizations that have to do with government. Not climate change etc

1/6/2020 7:30:57 AM suzyserb Tom Hanks named all of them. Well the most evil.

1/6/2020 7:31:53 AM 02joshuaradwan Exactly easier said backwards who is not involved. pic.twitter.com/MBvg5Ow0xG

1/6/2020 7:32:56 AM suzyserb Isn't Ricky a part of THEM? Wouldn't they know about his speech???

1/6/2020 7:32:58 AM iexecrlcarmy  pic.twitter.com/9qwYLZHlLJ

1/6/2020 7:34:46 AM jcrowyo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we didn’t actually solve for y correctly here yet did we?

1/6/2020 7:34:54 AM rterriers Right?

1/6/2020 7:35:10 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/6dZ1ATPWi1

1/6/2020 7:35:23 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/3cGHtdFpwY

1/6/2020 7:35:29 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/BFTCvIKFWT

1/6/2020 7:36:49 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/wskSGaFJoL

1/6/2020 7:36:54 AM ilnd1 Yes they should. Your sons are well prepared!

1/6/2020 7:37:25 AM camigo456 More than one👇 pic.twitter.com/xSi3eOK6lU

1/6/2020 7:37:25 AM sterkinglights1 It becomes very clear why no one protected him. It's an open secret  https://youtu.be/0Rp5fMdWnEg 

1/6/2020 7:37:48 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/aN269MZbqF

1/6/2020 7:38:14 AM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/xpa3oy68wE

1/6/2020 7:39:43 AM myelevatedsoul @tomhanks is a satanic pedophile. Has been for many many years. He has done some horrific things. Its all going to come out. His satan can't stop 

what's coming.

1/6/2020 7:40:27 AM kevingi46693568 U have patriot friends here. Lean on them when the time comes. And it is coming.

1/6/2020 7:40:48 AM hogansgoat2423 You left out the head Witch pic.twitter.com/jm2EzAoGdl

1/6/2020 7:41:25 AM 02joshuaradwan 💚💚💚💚💚🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

1/6/2020 7:42:47 AM phreatomagnetic This one? pic.twitter.com/exM8bW6pA1

1/6/2020 7:43:24 AM adamz14839920 Many many many in that room are involved, just looking at photo - Nicole Kidman and spouse also... tom’s wife as well....



1/6/2020 7:44:19 AM zagnett Same thing with your pinned tweets, & several other accounts i follow, including @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

The Twittz no like our tweetz?? 🤨🧐😎

1/6/2020 7:45:30 AM awakeandsing123 I loved that film years ago. Would be cool to watch it again now, in the new context.

1/6/2020 7:45:38 AM 444_q_ 😲🤯

1/6/2020 7:45:47 AM charmanda9 Day don’t like us bean liked

1/6/2020 7:49:56 AM rykenjen It would probably be easier to list those who are not involved. My oppinion, if they hate @Potus they're involved.

1/6/2020 7:52:38 AM robinreitsma1 👀

1/6/2020 7:55:10 AM hgraceq I mean, I just don’t know! I suspect either he flipped, got tired of knowing this weighed on his soul, or he’s been an operative in a mission ? I don’t 

know. But, his actions and words combination are telling of where he stands. Also the trajectory of an event filled year!

1/6/2020 8:01:44 AM amylynrussell 🤔 pic.twitter.com/SuAO94hio7

1/6/2020 8:01:48 AM rhonda_usa I am Christian. No problem.

1/6/2020 8:03:03 AM amylynrussell  pic.twitter.com/2UwlBhm2QN

1/6/2020 8:03:13 AM __jabird__ I’ll bet for the craft pictured, the size of the exterior appearance is not the equivalent of the amount of room that is available on the interior.

1/6/2020 8:05:47 AM lindafeathers 🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/CxM0Rdozi6

1/6/2020 8:06:07 AM mvgosnoldfarmer what's that word i was searching for to describe this hollywood crowd....i know...INSULAR

1/6/2020 8:06:14 AM hug1lee Babylon the Great Harlot has been brought fully into the light! We will not put up with the rape and murder of our youth no longer.

1/6/2020 8:07:16 AM x_blackeagle_x Yes

1/6/2020 8:07:22 AM boshek6  pic.twitter.com/Ic1cjgkQOC

1/6/2020 8:07:36 AM x_blackeagle_x More than 70%

1/6/2020 8:08:05 AM __jabird__ I have long suspected, I am not currently in the timeline or dimension that I started in.

1/6/2020 8:08:27 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMorning

1/6/2020 8:09:27 AM kimberly_s_cook "So doesn't 187." This is new to me, what is 187, please? 🤔

1/6/2020 8:09:28 AM time4justiceusa Volcanoes were used for sacrifices , right ?

1/6/2020 8:09:54 AM steppedweller7 Whew.  Yeah.  I hope he’s always been a bit too on the fringe to get wrapped up in the HollyCult.  I hope he’s still alive this morning. 🙏🙏🙏

1/6/2020 8:10:07 AM x_blackeagle_x I was once where you were.  Sickened, filled with rage, and yet powerless.  I knew this was true, by how they lied.  The more I researched, the scale of 

all of this is hard to comprehend.  I found God again in all of this.

1/6/2020 8:12:15 AM x_blackeagle_x  pic.twitter.com/w3gVDAfol4

1/6/2020 8:13:22 AM vintagesquirrel Who is that?

1/6/2020 8:15:05 AM hgraceq Planned! Allowed.

Didn’t ceo of nbc resign a few weeks ago? Even if he WAS a part of them, clearly he isn’t now. Forgiveness is one of life’s most difficult challenges. 

People CAN change. Redemption is real. If your heart is true.

1/6/2020 8:15:35 AM jim62192 You can run Forest but you can not hide .Devil Dogs are going to be on your tail. All GOOD things come to those who wait and God will judge you for 

your crimes against humanity.

1/6/2020 8:18:16 AM hgraceq Lol. It’s seems many fringers are moar “normal”.

1/6/2020 8:20:17 AM suzyserb but the gate keepers to this event are real? So who are the gate keepers for the golden globes?

1/6/2020 8:20:33 AM miss_violet2014  pic.twitter.com/4SfMOfklwl

1/6/2020 8:21:46 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/QcGr9MW6c4

1/6/2020 8:22:51 AM douglasbaumga13 So glad someone had the guts to sling these truths disguised as jokes

1/6/2020 8:22:53 AM _g_r_e_g__ Had that mislabeled in my files. Don't want things that aren't accurate. Thx.

1/6/2020 8:23:03 AM hgraceq I don’t know. But if you dig and find out info please share!

All in all it was calculated and effective to the core!

Enjoy the show 🙂

1/6/2020 8:24:05 AM sheilas11 🤦♀️

1/6/2020 8:25:18 AM ttmitch It's totally true, but ok. Israelis (our friends) harvest the adrenochrome from Palestinian babies (dirty muslims). They cage the babies and rape and 

torture them daily.

1/6/2020 8:26:31 AM ttmitch They retrieve the adrenochrome from the babies brainstem by pushing needles through their eyeballs. Done carefully, the babies survive and can be 

harvested repeatedly. Definitive account here: https://exposingpedovore.wordpress.com/2019/02/22/adrenochrome-associated-with/ …

1/6/2020 8:26:54 AM renegadeyogi Technically,I don’t ‘know’ you, but I DO recognize you,&you are easy for me to love.

‘Finding our Soul family’, helps us bless/forgive/respect the free will choices of & love those that are more difficult to love. They are where my work is,

my Soul fam provides me w/PEACE&EASE✌🏼

1/6/2020 8:32:23 AM rotanliz I loved Ricky’s speech! @hollywoodforeignpress @goldenglobes @nbc

1/6/2020 8:33:07 AM searchingforth  pic.twitter.com/TWhSin2iGN

1/6/2020 8:33:45 AM theydontknowwe1 Ewwww that’s super creepy

1/6/2020 8:33:45 AM cydneegreen Yep

1/6/2020 8:33:52 AM americanon57 I wonder how many of them are already making plans for his demise... or their own Arkancide... or their bugout destinations.

1/6/2020 8:33:56 AM dana76903962 She know from eyes wide shut

1/6/2020 8:34:57 AM faithflag Isabel you seen Gweneth’s clothes line with babies? It’s so satanic. Wouldn’t be surprised if it’s her too.

1/6/2020 8:34:58 AM mastery_jenny Where’s pics of Nicole Kidman ???

1/6/2020 8:37:21 AM camigo456 Tim Cook - CEO of Apple

Ricky Gervais joked about celebraties that preach on human rights while kissing Apples ass for work on their streaming service content. Apple devices 

are made in sweat shops etc.

1/6/2020 8:37:56 AM sdane8 And isn't it interesting so many were laughing? Both at each other, and at us. I'm sure they found it all vastly amusing at our expense, thinking we're 

completely in the dark. 😡

1/6/2020 8:41:12 AM joni_apple_seed Does it get any better than this? 

No, no I don’t believe it does!

Bravo Ricky!

#GoldenGlobes #Hollyweird #ThanQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Trudi21140637 @TrippenIn

 https://youtu.be/LCNdTLHZAeo  pic.twitter.com/rX317bA1aZ

1/6/2020 8:42:18 AM pinkdog56418955 Thank you! I knew the answer would be in the comments!

1/6/2020 8:42:27 AM catlady661 Fabulous

1/6/2020 8:43:37 AM sdane8 I can't imagine how many victims there are. Thank you for recognizing and assisting the victims of this scourge. That poor girl may be on the path to 

recovery, but she'll carry the trauma her entire life. God Bless her and you all! 🙏



1/6/2020 8:45:02 AM djr3428  pic.twitter.com/1p1oRRKb5L

1/6/2020 8:46:48 AM rosscarwalker Made the world think they were the heroes whilst actually being the villains. Glad this darkness is coming to an end. pic.twitter.com/lYZc0IdJJA

1/6/2020 8:47:38 AM moemc8 My guess is SNCTM freak Gweneth.

1/6/2020 8:47:49 AM luxdefiance Exactly!! The story is bizarre and twisted for a children’s movie.

1/6/2020 8:47:51 AM kricklys Ahh gotcha

1/6/2020 8:49:41 AM lorirrr We can handle, we've known for 3 years...been waiting for this, for all victims...❤️🕊

1/6/2020 8:52:27 AM sdane8 She likely believes she's untouchable.

1/6/2020 8:52:40 AM meequalsfree  https://youtu.be/zCm39Yd36Mw 

1/6/2020 8:53:09 AM lightseeker2012 Looks like Cate Blanchett. Hard to tell for sure with her eyes closed.

1/6/2020 8:53:27 AM state1union My vote is Cate B..., Gwen.., Leonardo., And then Tom

1/6/2020 8:53:37 AM rachelriot1 You've completely missed the point...

1/6/2020 8:54:41 AM jaded_pearl Perhaps it did last night. Let's hope some blinders came off.

1/6/2020 8:57:46 AM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/WFDhnvRPz8

1/6/2020 8:59:47 AM meequalsfree YEP, THEY talk all sauve...its exactly what I say in this thread! Jolie does this at the UN, you can see it here.

 https://twitter.com/meequalsfree/status/1213998451400118273?s=19 …

my video (watch first)

 https://youtu.be/zCm39Yd36Mw 

1/6/2020 9:01:19 AM thtswhtkelsaid She still has the tweet up! https://twitter.com/ChelseaClinton/status/1004452132140003329?s=19 …

1/6/2020 9:01:37 AM 369_is ...if you did........they wouldn't be able to walk the streets.

1/6/2020 9:01:49 AM meequalsfree you gotta wonder too. Is there a BACK CHANNEL  built into specific phones (that THEY are told about) so THEY can pass THEIR nasty content

1/6/2020 9:03:11 AM luvsweetluv5 i guess eithe Tom Hanks or Kate Blanchette.

1/6/2020 9:03:22 AM susan66388204 You will be shocked when it goes down how FEW really know and understand.  Most are still in Zombie land

1/6/2020 9:04:33 AM brodycat A lot of them did look really unnatural and weird

1/6/2020 9:04:37 AM corn_hole LDC has "dated" a ton of VS models.  Started with the queen Noami herself.

1/6/2020 9:08:29 AM brodycat Wtf?

1/6/2020 9:09:11 AM bryanhausman If you watch the opening monologue gervais makes a joke about DiCaprio's "date" being too old by the end of the show... These people are sick!

1/6/2020 9:09:18 AM bluestflame1  https://preview.redd.it/e6s5e2nde5i31.jpg?width=960&crop=smart&auto=webp&s=b249e33919c60fe95066e5930aa0768c417f225e …

1/6/2020 9:10:28 AM hurricane0073 What does RT mean? I have always wondered.

1/6/2020 9:13:08 AM reformerreg You'd be surprised who exactly is embedded in our military.

From Masons/Illuminati, to foreign intelligence.

So sad. Not cool.

1/6/2020 9:14:18 AM samanders4 He's not welcome

1/6/2020 9:16:14 AM sc89126024 She is not the only one. Forgot who though.

1/6/2020 9:17:56 AM samanders4 why would he acquire a Greek citizenship? 

There are many Greeks opening society's eyes....

@RoulaKoromila

1/6/2020 9:18:19 AM mgvrnr It's Hanks. Watch the video.

1/6/2020 9:19:08 AM patjone29703057 Oh wow! Disgusting

1/6/2020 9:21:55 AM lightlove21121 Hollyweird for dummies 😏

1/6/2020 9:21:56 AM mgvrnr I tried to make sense of that face and now think he made it because he had a political speech ready to go. His wife gave him that look like, oops!

1/6/2020 9:22:22 AM lightlove21121 Every second ❣️

1/6/2020 9:22:23 AM fore_bee She should watch the Utb two part dialogues with Dr.Rbt Wood and Bill Tompkins. Both worked at major airplane factories, with Bill having good E.T. 

help to design advanced space ships. Watch “They Live” for the baddies, read St.Paul‘s Ephesians re real enemies!

1/6/2020 9:23:28 AM patjone29703057 Didn’t they find him involved in the Amazon fires

1/6/2020 9:23:52 AM marywal64295444 IS-BE is how humans are referred to in Ra: The Law of One. Awesome read, one I read over and over

1/6/2020 9:24:04 AM covertress I've never known a liar who could look the Truth in the face without revealing a tell.

Touching one's nose is common.

1/6/2020 9:25:10 AM queen0fcups One of these things is not like the others...

1/6/2020 9:25:11 AM hurricane0073 He is dead. He was trying to hand deliver bio weapons in Iraq. That is why they had to take him out immediately.

Also the reason they vaporized the vehicles to dust instead of taking him alive as they wanted to completely destroy the bio hazards they had in their 

possession.

1/6/2020 9:30:24 AM agtitanal This is just another ritual of theirs they have to go through.  To the top tier cabal, everyone is expendable.  They will throw anyone under the bus to 

save teir asses.

1/6/2020 9:30:52 AM decodematrix Are we going to have equal justice under the law or not @FBI? I have lost faith in our law enforcement institutions.

1/6/2020 9:31:10 AM magi_estella I believe I read something about that

1/6/2020 9:35:52 AM cdnangel1970 I believe the really brainwashed normies will not be able to process or comprehend the truth when it comes out.  They'll deny the truth and will 

continue to defend these dregs.  Their hearts have been hardened.

1/6/2020 9:36:12 AM sdane8 There's been a guy posting on 8Kun talking about this. Paul Furber has been pulling his msgs together and posting here.  

https://paulfurber.net/bda/index.html  Some people say he's a larper but it's interesting how much he's gotten right. Read from the bottom up.

1/6/2020 9:36:32 AM casperkarrin Hand

1/6/2020 9:37:15 AM casperkarrin Just look at his Instagram account, Hany

1/6/2020 9:40:48 AM ezdoesit_ Oh shit

1/6/2020 9:43:16 AM mateuszwala I've noticed it few days ago



1/6/2020 9:45:53 AM vintagesquirrel From Q #1102...

What is Jack's SECRET T-handle?

'Dummy' accounts to talk.

What you SEE is LIMITED.

Think emails (LL, HRC, HUSSEIN, etc).

From Q 1222...

Think public & private Twitter accounts.

They all have them.

These people are stupid.

We have it all.
1/6/2020 9:46:22 AM april10521252 Makes me think some of those star attackers or stalkers may have been wanting revenge for things they know these sickos did.

1/6/2020 9:52:22 AM theallianceshop Hmm? 🤔🧐 😱

1/6/2020 9:53:30 AM april10521252 I do too, I have tantrums and my husband deals with me, just loves me and waits for me to come back to center,  it's always music that helps me, woke 

up with migraine and throwing up today,  after taking care of both sick daughter and hubby,  trying to keep it moving😆 🙏💞

1/6/2020 9:53:30 AM rosscarwalker Often heightened anxiety exposes itself as laughter. They're shitting themselves. This is the end for them!

1/6/2020 9:54:38 AM queen0fcups Interesting that of all the people there, the cameras went to Hank

1/6/2020 9:55:37 AM bansuri44256232  pic.twitter.com/KvyjwfPvwQ

1/6/2020 9:56:38 AM roberta57948406 Sandra Bullock - she went on the Ellen show and talked / joked about it.

1/6/2020 9:56:47 AM jaded_pearl Maybe his sources are the ET's? 🤔

1/6/2020 9:58:41 AM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/LY3ULHh1C7

1/6/2020 9:59:53 AM youstinksoap Which one touched their nose? I don't really want to watch the monologue again, lol.

1/6/2020 10:00:04 AM deadnessie Also it's been alleged that LDC was in some way involved in those fires in the Amazon Rainforest. 🤦🏻♂️

1/6/2020 10:00:17 AM amymitchll  pic.twitter.com/c3USoR2dpu

1/6/2020 10:00:43 AM hgraceq Has he become compromised? He loves music. But seemed to glorify his relationship w a questionable rockstar.

At this stage of the game. Knowing what he knows. Even

With his diehard love of music, wouldn’t he stay far away from people like that? What kind of message does it send?

1/6/2020 10:01:01 AM chinupchubbly They know, that we know, cats outta the bag, bet a few of them wished  they never attended their special awards!😂

1/6/2020 10:01:03 AM warriordaisy Don't be surprised if Ricky Gervais gets whacked.

1/6/2020 10:01:57 AM amymitchll Coming out of a “models” home where sacrificing and extremely evil things occur regularly.

1/6/2020 10:02:04 AM chinupchubbly Rumbled.👍

1/6/2020 10:03:11 AM ek32awake We see clearly now. Refuse the programming. Dark to light. Pray.

1/6/2020 10:04:27 AM deadnessie It's Cate Blanchett, apparently.

1/6/2020 10:05:33 AM helmut722 OMG, true!

1/6/2020 10:05:42 AM meequalsfree and this friend of THEIRS!

G 0 0 gle

 https://twitter.com/almostjingo/status/943350106153156610?s=19 …

I recently learned about SP00-FING

1/6/2020 10:06:21 AM deadnessie I'll need to check that out. I only knew about Celine Dion's line in clothing.

1/6/2020 10:07:46 AM helmut722 guess Clintons don't exist anymore (dead. They have doubles)

1/6/2020 10:08:31 AM marze59943390 I'm thinking Tom Hanks

1/6/2020 10:10:05 AM cosmic_engineer It was the reply to that, now removed, that was the subject.

1/6/2020 10:11:05 AM kt342948592 Yes

1/6/2020 10:12:37 AM kimberly_s_cook Thank you so much!!

1/6/2020 10:17:17 AM deplorabletone Exactly.  Don't be fooled by the characters they pretend to be, the movies and shows your grew up watching that made them relatable are fake. The 

truth behind these people is sick and evil. We are nothing to them and should treat them the same.

1/6/2020 10:17:46 AM youstinksoap So, this matrix/reality we are stuck in a loop in...is hell?

1/6/2020 10:23:10 AM toffer_anon_369 It's Dicaprio - Ricky mentions that if he takes a date to a 3 hour movie, at the end of the film his date is too old for him...

1/6/2020 10:23:22 AM erinbrittain6 Wake up!

1/6/2020 10:23:35 AM laurabusse Trump was photographed with Epstein

It's easy and tempting to jump to conclusions

Every person is an infinite being in a finite body and we can't know anyone's life or thoughts or motivations unless they are clear

It's also good to give the benefit of the doubt whenever possible

1/6/2020 10:24:45 AM kzcreek Holy crap

1/6/2020 10:24:56 AM zissa9 All 4 of them are GUILTY!

1/6/2020 10:26:58 AM laurabusse David's Dad was a writer for rock n roll magazines etc

David grew up meeting rock stars

Steve Tyler has said that

He has one of David's audiobooks in his car in Hawaii that he likes to listen and relisten to

I imagine they are friends...

I don't know where Tyler's head is at

1/6/2020 10:28:04 AM amethystnancy Some laughter seemed cathartic & even liberating as they see the ending of a rotten system. 

eg.  Joke abt Chinese sweat shops & just excepting awards w/out commentary was a nod to Project Mocking bird  "owned" control.

1/6/2020 10:29:27 AM lorieve No, absolutely not.

1/6/2020 10:30:15 AM lorieve Hell/outter-darkness is being completely cut off from the presence of God.

1/6/2020 10:30:34 AM son71_jax . pic.twitter.com/JmbKSxTCfP

1/6/2020 10:30:57 AM meequalsfree  pic.twitter.com/KNsIHbvinX

1/6/2020 10:31:31 AM aslansgirl2 I do know that Cate Blanchett has publicly said her facials are made from foreskins of circumcised babies, Sandra Bullock told Ellen Degeneres the same 

thing. It's on Daily Mail.

1/6/2020 10:32:34 AM theallianceshop I SAY .... Till we figure all this out, no Greece...   Many BIG's ....going on pic.twitter.com/87ABeWOW7n

1/6/2020 10:35:01 AM reel_brief Lol.

1/6/2020 10:35:18 AM clifton15jon @TomHanks you will lose everything, you should tell everything you know before #Judgement comes, btw hows @Oprah these days? #Busted 

#GoldenGlobes #Greece #mondaythoughts

1/6/2020 10:35:45 AM keith369me I’ve been following #BDA through Paul for a couple of months now.  Originally I was extremely skeptical, but BDA keeps “predicting” future events 

correctly.  The only miss I remember is RBG’s death announcement timeframe.

1/6/2020 10:36:46 AM thepatriotfight Check out this epic flag on Wish!

@TRUreporting @realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @JfkJuni0r @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @DifferentDDlion @EyesOnQ 

pic.twitter.com/yMGVFasP5G

1/6/2020 10:41:18 AM raisethevib369 I care. You must not have children?

1/6/2020 10:41:40 AM chrispacheco24  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/12/leonardo-dicaprio-the-revenant-raw-bison-liver/amp …



1/6/2020 10:41:47 AM namar_main I have been trying to explain to my GF about all this and she refused to hear any of it. Last nights GG changed that, she is asking questions and telling 

others! More Red Carpet anyone??

1/6/2020 10:44:32 AM sterkinglights1 What gate. 🌟 https://twitter.com/nyactor/status/1214027188669964288?s=19 …

1/6/2020 10:46:42 AM nanfran5 I also believe that many are consumed by regret from the agreement they signed as a young adult or child- never participating in evil but now being 

required to payback. I watched an interview of Helen Hunt and Bruce Willis announcing a remake of Mad About You.  She looked broken.

1/6/2020 10:48:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Aliens exist and could already be on earth, first British astronaut says | UK News | Sky News https://news.sky.com/story/aliens-exist-and-could-

already-be-on-earth-first-british-astronaut-says-11901994 …

1/6/2020 10:48:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Finland to introduce a FOUR-DAY working week and SIX-HOUR days under world’s youngest prime minister Sanna Marin 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10679311/finland-introduce-four-day-working-week-six-hour-days-prime-minister-sanna-marin/ …

1/6/2020 10:48:50 AM torpedopolitics I love the pic of the woman to his left laughing in his face. She has no idea. That's the best part.

1/6/2020 10:49:16 AM sdane8 Yes, and the earthquakes seem very "coincidental."

1/6/2020 10:49:47 AM holotechrd THEY ARE FINISHED!!⚡💥💥💥

Thank you for your service @rickygervais 🙏❤️💪💯

1/6/2020 10:50:01 AM 4on6 This is why USA leads the world in production and innovation and not Finland.

1/6/2020 10:50:16 AM rsm28675996 when in the death cult known as AA one particular member started off every story, rant or joke by touching his nose. i left that cult

1/6/2020 10:50:34 AM kathlee68706259 I know Tom Hanks was founded out and when he was he tried to reveal who the others were! But did not hear what Happened after that?

1/6/2020 10:51:02 AM stevean35658892 Thats becuase @tomhanks is a giant douchebag that uses his money to influence politics in states that he doesnt even live in.

1/6/2020 10:51:49 AM llyr_crypto The only places this has been test, it lead to a 40% more productivity... with the increase of automation and ai.. expect to see this adopted by more 

after a large samplings size of data is collected..

1/6/2020 10:52:19 AM brd369 I anticipate a cultural revolution for finland under this. More time for people to engage in activities will lead to the development of an emerging social 

norm where material pursuits aren't at the forefront of life.

1/6/2020 10:52:39 AM nesitoss It’s also the happiest country in the world.

1/6/2020 10:53:04 AM rebornkingent Good or bad

1/6/2020 10:53:12 AM llyr_crypto  https://www.npr.org/2019/11/04/776163853/microsoft-japan-says-4-day-workweek-boosted-workers-productivity-by-40 …

1/6/2020 10:53:53 AM 1crazy_toaster Did anyone read "Stranger At The Pentagon?"  and this is old data.

1/6/2020 10:55:41 AM intentionmentor Watching it post #GreatAwakening was so creepy. One giant selfie fest of a self-congratulatory clothed orgy. Sickening. The house of cards is burning to 

the ground. pic.twitter.com/5YffCMnN0D

1/6/2020 10:55:55 AM geniuscaveman Their is no way that this will ever work. The 40 hour work week went away in the 80's. If you are not at 55+hours a week you are getting out worked. 

Hence you loose your job.

1/6/2020 10:56:28 AM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you guys got this one under control?   https://www.foxnews.com/politics/john-bolton-i-will-testify-in-impeachment-trial-if-

subpoenaed …

1/6/2020 10:56:40 AM barahir78 Wait until free energy tech comes out. It'll revolutionize everyone's work week. The purpose of life is finding oneself, not working for someone else to 

survive

1/6/2020 10:57:32 AM chrisklemenza 🤔 how will they go about that? Less work and lots of immigration doesn’t sound so good..

1/6/2020 10:58:15 AM llyr_crypto And when you lose that job to ai or automation? Which requires less maintenance? 

Just because of how something worked in the past does not mean it work in the future

1/6/2020 10:58:16 AM bppope Nothing Is Free...Duh pic.twitter.com/4nkfuehbtj

1/6/2020 10:58:18 AM twilly18 4 * 6 = 24

that's one day a week

do they have enough nurses to cover those innovative hours?

4 days a week = 4 nurse shifts per day 

other 3 days = 4 nurse shifts per day

requires 8 nurses to cover one position

4 of those will be part time

BRILLIANT!
1/6/2020 10:59:01 AM liberty2110 😂😂😂😂😂

1/6/2020 10:59:07 AM lilangels44 Good point

1/6/2020 10:59:18 AM nadavolz Leo so I'd say 😔😑😔

1/6/2020 11:00:11 AM dropthemjolnir I'm in...✌️

1/6/2020 11:00:32 AM fansblowing3 We need this too

1/6/2020 11:01:07 AM ladtacarms I don't think they'll get much done anymore.

1/6/2020 11:01:28 AM doubledribbler He spoke what the general public has been thinking for years. You could tell, they were stunned and shocked that they were not treated as show 

business royalty as they were expecting. pic.twitter.com/axM9nh2rdW

1/6/2020 11:01:31 AM sloppycheapshot no but well aware of the subject... 

That's the story of Valiant Thor written by Frank Stranges...

1/6/2020 11:02:41 AM godrus Dumbest thing ever! It takes so much time to get ready for work and get to work and get home. They just want us to slave all day every day.

1/6/2020 11:02:46 AM slzzpeasy “The mum-of-one leads a centre-left coalition with four other parties which are all headed by women, three of which are under 35”

Probably a crash

1/6/2020 11:03:01 AM llyr_crypto New technology? Automated, ai..  big data? Leads to less work or a different qualification of work which requires less time?

1/6/2020 11:03:04 AM ultra_unlimited Only wild speculation at this point but time will tell. 2020 is off to an epic start and I look forward to all the thrills and chills to come. The best part 

about watching a movie is losing yourself in the story. #StayComfy

1/6/2020 11:04:22 AM trishbrennan18 Remember DiCaprio started out as a child star so he was a victim of satanic ritual abuse first...

1/6/2020 11:06:18 AM ultra_unlimited Look, I have compassion for all victims, nonetheless I believe many of these people had various chances to back out of this lifestyle once initiated. The 

cycle of violence is very real and should not be discounted. At the same time, those who chose to stay onboard will get burned

1/6/2020 11:07:18 AM 00loll0 Moving to Finland

1/6/2020 11:07:23 AM laurabusse His wife Rita is Greek

Guessing that probably has something to do with it

1/6/2020 11:08:23 AM winkanasmile BTW they are teaching this in universities— we will all work part time and have less

1/6/2020 11:08:26 AM laurabusse That's his wife in the red dress

Rita Wilson

1/6/2020 11:09:19 AM ultra_unlimited My guess is Finland will be just fine. Many if not most employees are wasting copious hours clocked in but checked out. Shorter required hours could 

boost engagement by allowing more people better work life balance.



1/6/2020 11:09:30 AM brubach_m Yeah, who didn't know that? The Shimon Peres Negev Nuclear Research Center at Dimona was a good clue. Even South Africa is a nuclear power, 

although they've disarmed..

1/6/2020 11:09:57 AM joeorbit the hollywood casting couch is a screen for their actual religion of sacrificing babies.  i cant even look at any of these people anymore. makes me sick.

1/6/2020 11:10:43 AM nhllax Should be an interesting experiment on the impact and result if this trial in Finland. Don't mind someone trying something different.

1/6/2020 11:10:59 AM laurabusse This may help answer... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214039079681220609?s=09 …

1/6/2020 11:11:06 AM strangewisper I think the matrix is controlled by the beast. Meaning they have maimed us and have us in a constant state of contraction and cut off from our true 

nature so we are unaware mind even creates reality. When we are on auto pilot, we are fodder for them. When we are in our I am pres-

1/6/2020 11:11:10 AM susan66388204 Youngest person in charge of a country currently, and a neighboring country Already is enjoying this work week success.  It’s a GO

1/6/2020 11:11:13 AM steppedweller7 There was footage of TH at the awards making angry faces, holding a card up to his face, mocking drinking from a glass, and making maybe a cutthroat 

gesture with his hands...looking onstage...I didn’t save it, but wow that was CRAZY.  Was he signaling to RG?

1/6/2020 11:11:36 AM joeorbit hanks probably had his own torture and sacrifice rooms at pedo island.

1/6/2020 11:11:59 AM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/o53BQ6M7PX

1/6/2020 11:12:40 AM laurabusse Doesn't look like her to me...

Tho I could be wrong of course

1/6/2020 11:13:59 AM brubach_m Akbar. A guy named Akbar. That's why they say,  "Allah, who is Akbar." No question mark there.

1/6/2020 11:14:07 AM campingrrrl ✔

1/6/2020 11:14:14 AM laurabusse I remember that movie well

But I'm not getting your point...

1/6/2020 11:14:22 AM kat51481190 What could go wrong....😎

1/6/2020 11:15:07 AM strangewisper -ence we are able to function correctly not by default therefore manifesting reality on our own terms. Hijacking our mind is how 6 can be BE. Two sides 

of the same coin. We don’t think thoughts we perceive them. Only 3% of people have original thoughts each day. Ether pen.

1/6/2020 11:15:11 AM laurabusse Let us know...

1/6/2020 11:15:58 AM urkgurgle They are all in it up to their necks but the specific comment is aimed at Leo.

1/6/2020 11:17:26 AM sicntired1 🤣 poor fools will have more time to get a 2nd job to make ends meet.

1/6/2020 11:18:26 AM sicntired1 Not if they are paid by the hour. 🤪

1/6/2020 11:18:38 AM jaded_pearl The gate to the belly of the beast.

1/6/2020 11:19:03 AM atxnrs_kristine I’d be curious to know how hospitals will handle this....

1/6/2020 11:20:36 AM deadnessie I didn’t think it did either but I read it here on Twitter so it must be true! 😆

1/6/2020 11:20:50 AM strangewisper Or at the other end of the spectrum. If your in a room and you turn on the light, to make it dark you don’t hit the dark switch, you simply turn off the 

light. Darkness is merely the absence of light. If god was an accordion, Satan would only be a HANDLE when it’s extended.

1/6/2020 11:21:28 AM phreatomagnetic Lots of attention paid to the jokes...

What about:

"We're all going to die soon, and there's no sequel"

and the Trumpian:

"Let's see what happens"

1/6/2020 11:21:34 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

1/6/2020 11:25:08 AM strangewisper I don’t think it’s about owning numbers as opposed to manipulating things. Good and evil are two sides of the same coin.

1/6/2020 11:25:14 AM deebeed2 And the winner is ...

1/6/2020 11:25:20 AM realchindsight And that guy served food!

🤢

1/6/2020 11:25:50 AM trumpidytrump SAF

1/6/2020 11:26:17 AM deanna_danforth Well when our illegal monetary system is abolished and we are no paying out 60 percent or more of our paycheck to survive, I think this would work.    

Many are saying the Entire world is planning on ending the Slave System.

1/6/2020 11:27:22 AM usalawyer_ Future News:   Russia annexes Finland.

1/6/2020 11:28:05 AM ewolsj Stargate

1/6/2020 11:28:29 AM lorieve It's very interesting to me the way the beast system can only imitate the genuine thing. The beast, not being an image bearer can only manipulate and 

not create. I believe our creation is just corrupted and is being put right.

As navigators we always have a choice how to operate.

1/6/2020 11:29:15 AM ultra_unlimited IMO hourly vs salary does not really matter as long as each worker is fairly compensated.

1/6/2020 11:30:27 AM worldxplorer1 There is a guy I work with who follows Q but only thru me. He will come in ask me what’s new once or twice a week. 

Not today. The Ricky Gervais monologue has him really excited. 

He said “Now this is the kind of thing that will get my wife asking questions and waking up!”

1/6/2020 11:31:17 AM laurabusse Excellent book

1/6/2020 11:32:13 AM thelynchtone Another Liberal zero experience know nothing at the helm of a country. Finland is doomed by their own hands

1/6/2020 11:32:29 AM _17patriot_ Honestly, it only starts w/ one person to plant the seed, the rest begins to grow on its own. This alone begins a trend (and acceptance) to start planting 

other seeds and eventually we a have forest of truths that can be ignored. Ricky started this & we as the people will end it

1/6/2020 11:33:51 AM strangewisper Yes I am interested in the things that feed off us.. apparently they can’t draw in source energy which is why they need us. They can’t go beyond the 

4th. 

Why can’t they draw in source energy? Everything of source is source. This screams AI to me????

1/6/2020 11:35:43 AM diaptera_80 OMG ”We are all gonna die” ”This is the last time anyway”, and that stuff about Apple, Google and Netflix being equal to ISIS. And best part was about 

Epstein. He even got prince Andrew in there with the Leo 3 hour comment. So much truth!

1/6/2020 11:36:15 AM ipsctwo They’ll hire twice as many people and pay them all half as much. So people will then have to get a second job! Yay! Juggling two schedules is fun!!

1/6/2020 11:36:44 AM jpjack_brennan And they said there’s no life down here at beam us back up,Scotty

1/6/2020 11:37:09 AM dotdot65871181 Wow!

1/6/2020 11:37:46 AM _17patriot_ See. The effect begins. It only takes a seed to conquer a mountain. pic.twitter.com/bMOaO5WlHj

1/6/2020 11:38:01 AM farklew  https://wpc.prayerhub.org/ipc-connections/item/10144-mel-gibson-hollywood-is-den-of-parasites-who-feast-on-blood-of-kids …

1/6/2020 11:38:53 AM jeritud3 nice globohomo trick

more productivity for less mony

1/6/2020 11:39:26 AM jonathanfalcons NY Law requires a sample of umbilical cord blood be taken from every baby born in the state.  It’s sent to Albany for ‘testing’.  Patient consent is not 

required and parents often aren’t told. https://www.wadsworth.org/programs/newborn/screening …

1/6/2020 11:39:41 AM jpt123xyz That should work.....

1/6/2020 11:40:43 AM ipsctwo And “finding ones self” often costs money... hence the job?



1/6/2020 11:41:39 AM johnquindell MEME idea: 

IMAGE: collage of shocked faces (Hanks, Pryce, Streep, etc.) 

CAPTION: 

"WHO WILL BE THE FIRST RAT TO FLEE THE SINKING SHIP?"

1/6/2020 11:42:26 AM ipsctwo Ha ha!!! Tweet of the day!!!

1/6/2020 11:43:26 AM momekool1 @realDonaldTrump we truly do need a 4 day work week. We are willing to work 10 hour days. We need more time with our families. That’s what this 

life is suppose to be about.

1/6/2020 11:45:12 AM momekool1 Oh, but we do know the truth now. These pedos are goin down!😡

1/6/2020 11:45:49 AM westmount_d7 We just need to look up. Lol. They’re not all SSP. A lot of uncloaking going on. Love it!

1/6/2020 11:47:42 AM joeorbit jimmy carter - a cia installed puppet then installed cia puppet regime in iran. the good people of iran deserve freedom from the baby eating cabal.  dig 

a little deeper friend. god loves us and the cabal does not. you may have to pick a side.

1/6/2020 11:48:20 AM guscaldas You can do this in the US. Get a 32-hour position. There will be less on your paycheck.

1/6/2020 11:48:40 AM westmount_d7 And, when people are happy, they are more focused and work faster. More productive. Time is an illusion. Energy is real. We are energy.😊

1/6/2020 11:49:48 AM shawnt1973 If time and money were no longer an issue what would you do with your time?

1/6/2020 11:50:06 AM momekool1 So can we please dismantle NASA now since it’s uneccessary? Lol. We’ll save a ton of money. 😳

1/6/2020 11:50:27 AM edrroserundle People need to work, Those not working cause trouble, we need to accomplish something

1/6/2020 11:50:49 AM hgraceq I do realize ALL of that. And I’ve learned so much from DW. But doesn’t discernment Trump being a huge fan of rock and roll? Like, at this point what he 

knows and has taught us isn’t it like a huge conflict of interest ?

1/6/2020 11:52:08 AM geniuscaveman Your correct, if you are in a job that AI or Automation can do. Their will always be jobs that have to have a HUMAN doing them. Prime Example, New 

Car Retail Sales. You can buy a car online but it will never be the same and touching and smelling that New Car Smell

1/6/2020 11:52:34 AM laurabusse Ha

Yeah

☺️

1/6/2020 11:52:41 AM lorieve I agree, for the time being they need us much more than we need them. You would thing these parasites would learn not to bite the hand that feeds 

them, but then again, they have a most fallen nature.

1/6/2020 11:53:11 AM aleks8837 Laying the foundations for an ABUNDANCE paradigm!

1/6/2020 11:54:04 AM momekool1 You mean they aren’t happy they couldn’t warm their evil friend?

1/6/2020 11:56:26 AM rosscarwalker Higher consciousness benefits all

1/6/2020 11:56:38 AM stormoverwatch Duh! She should say something we DON'T know...

1/6/2020 11:57:16 AM laurabusse I had no problem with it bc I knew his background and I've been following him 10 years and I've read or seen most of his stuff and he feels like the real 

deal to me

Plus I don't know anything about Tyler

If you asked Wilcock I'm sure he would explain

Not his job to appear perfect

1/6/2020 11:57:42 AM whiterabbitttt1 Priming the public for what's coming.......

1/6/2020 11:57:50 AM manderskim1 I agree! I'll work 10 hrs a day to have an extra day off!

1/6/2020 11:58:30 AM laurabusse Not our job to judge without knowing

All the facts

And even then

Judging others is almost never wise

1/6/2020 11:59:36 AM llyr_crypto Please realistically name a job ai or automation will not effect?

1/6/2020 12:01:07 PM patriotsdontslp  pic.twitter.com/SmzODBrQcO

1/6/2020 12:01:17 PM zeropointchrist WE ALL KNOW FIONA BARNETT OUTED NICOLE KIDMAN!!!  SEXUAL ABUSE AND TORTURE!!

#PEDOCIAMKULTRAMINDCONTROLENDSNOW

1/6/2020 12:01:26 PM patriotsdontslp  pic.twitter.com/fw0B73Thl3

1/6/2020 12:01:29 PM greatawakecoach Is every man in Finland completely cucked?

1/6/2020 12:01:54 PM llyr_crypto Constantly learn new skill sets.. ie. Coding, machine learning, human networking, construction, gardening, cooking, flying, ect

1/6/2020 12:02:47 PM laurabusse How do you know Tyler isn't being red pilled by Wilcock?

They could be good friends for all we know

Maybe they met 20 years ago and hit it off

Pure speculation

I have no idea

I don't like making assumptions

And I like to give the benefit of the doubt...

He deserves at least that
1/6/2020 12:04:36 PM mon53949129 Financially Finland is doing too good! Wonder why?!👀 They heavily rely on the socialist government to survive!

1/6/2020 12:06:40 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @Keith72256137 @

GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) pic.twitter.com/L28prWOoav

1/6/2020 12:07:46 PM keith369me Question that combines the most recent two Tweets.  Knowing time is an illusion, most in the US work 20-25% of the measure for the Earth to revolve 

around our sun.  How does this vary with life in other star systems?

1/6/2020 12:07:48 PM realchindsight Also, his other hand isn't by his side...

....its in front of his crotch.

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownfall

1/6/2020 12:08:30 PM llyr_crypto Let me also state clearly that i dont not think jobs will go away as a hole.. 

But the working class will change as a result, low lever blue collar jobs. Will change to low lever coding programing jobs.. 

Car technicians will be come it techs. 

Miners - drone ops

1/6/2020 12:08:36 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...  https://youtu.be/GlJVrisoM8c  ... I get it the Nazis won WW2, but do they control MJ12 & the Iron Mtn Pentagon FACTION along 

Satanic lines?  If so, this needs to be known generally, that our president has his hands tied.

1/6/2020 12:08:54 PM bitcoint Mmm aware that Tom Hanks was on the flight list to the island of epstein. pic.twitter.com/Tn5C6vTdco

1/6/2020 12:10:04 PM llyr_crypto The need for workers will not end.. just the job title and skill set that goes along with those.. 

Its not a to punish the human, but to reward the species because we have developed tools over time to make the job, faster, easier, less error, and 

safer

1/6/2020 12:11:19 PM anthonymichau18 Pedophilia is required if you want to be any kind of player in Pedowood.



1/6/2020 12:11:45 PM llyr_crypto Distance from local star to planety body- plus local host biological would determine thoses answer's. That is a lot of variables to quantify with a single 

response.

1/6/2020 12:12:56 PM linda22222222 Wow!

1/6/2020 12:13:16 PM april10521252 Say something enough times and people believe it... can't wait for the facades to come tumbling down

1/6/2020 12:13:53 PM johngradycole20 Thank you again

1/6/2020 12:15:19 PM geniuscaveman I agree, but how will it affect the working class. It will create homelessness, poverty and more.

1/6/2020 12:17:32 PM rosscarwalker Why do the adrenochrome users all have black eyes?

1/6/2020 12:19:14 PM llyr_crypto Correct. But so has every single type of revolutionary type leap has... 

Here to hoping the next leap to zero point frequency engry will stifle thoses effects.

1/6/2020 12:20:15 PM ashthepatriot Stella,  it's hard.  I have children. I had to take it bit by bit. But victims deserve to have their story heard so it never happens again.  It's horrible just to 

hear, but it can not compare to it being one's actual experience.  God is my strength.

1/6/2020 12:21:02 PM ashthepatriot I pray for complete healing for all victims.  My heart aches for them all.

1/6/2020 12:21:02 PM twilly18 is it a dying art?

1/6/2020 12:22:25 PM amyjmal I thought the same... Their supply has been cut off, so now they're aging.

1/6/2020 12:25:06 PM nancyddb Does their pay get reduced, if so, less taxes to the government

1/6/2020 12:25:40 PM blue74986994 The look from Tom hanks .... priceless. 

He just understands that it will end badly for him. pic.twitter.com/uhGw6CU4yD

1/6/2020 12:25:49 PM ipsctwo or raise the minimum wage in massive increments, which would only serve to cause the lowest wrung of the middle class to join the ranks of the poor.

1/6/2020 12:26:01 PM bostonchris_ Kid-man

1/6/2020 12:27:47 PM differenced_it They are a lazy people aren't they.

They will no doubt spend all their free time and energy scrogging anything with legs since they won't have money for anything else.

1/6/2020 12:29:01 PM afaateid That’ll end well....

You may want to ask France how that 35 hour work week worked out for them.

1/6/2020 12:29:54 PM keith369me In English...many work 40 of 168 hours per week...24%.   What percentage of time to ETs work in other star systems?  I didn’t want to get “time is an 

illusion” as a response

1/6/2020 12:31:48 PM realityloominng Jesus, they'll need a wall to keep me out. I call for a european-Finnish-Union

1/6/2020 12:32:29 PM cdale_dog Great, great question... I was just telling my "unwoke" friend that we are forced to Live to Work as debt slaves who really never "achieve" anything....  

The amount of hours working literally sucks the life out of most people...

1/6/2020 12:32:39 PM qurious63 I appreciate clever sarcasm. But yes, difficult to tell with tweets especially when the subject is Hollywood.

1/6/2020 12:32:49 PM llyr_crypto It wasnt.. 

The distance from a star to a planet is a measured calculation..

The biology of an et will be different than ours.. will they require a sleep cycle like we do? How long out of their rotation will said et work

Do they even measure the pasage of time from their star?

1/6/2020 12:32:55 PM idig_q4truth I was thinking that’s the reason a lot of them “adopt” their first child. It’s said that they have to sacrifice (kill) their first born or raise them as the 

opposite sex!?

1/6/2020 12:33:41 PM strangewisper AI?

1/6/2020 12:34:57 PM afaateid So...they attained a 40% increase in productivity.....over an adjusted time interval of 40% fewer hours....so it is a wash related to productivity but a 

HUGE savings for companies who will no longer be forced to pay people for unproductive time.  Brilliant!!

1/6/2020 12:36:08 PM wakeupa34327213 Because they don’t have enough jobs unemployment rate too high, just make it illegal to work the most stupid and the youngest PM

1/6/2020 12:36:54 PM llyr_crypto Controll the population by inducing happiness, while still making a profit... 

Control, consume, obey 

Nice point. 🙌

1/6/2020 12:37:17 PM aholleufer Her face says it all!

1/6/2020 12:38:54 PM rosscarwalker I don't understand

1/6/2020 12:39:04 PM cindys_2cents  pic.twitter.com/qck4pequMs

1/6/2020 12:39:42 PM wakeupa34327213 you really think you can get more work done in 32 hours than you can working 40 hours? Must be true if NPR says it, NPR also said today people were 

out en masse for Soleimani Funeral but outlets there say Iran militia threatens to shoot civilians if they don’t attend #askapersian

1/6/2020 12:40:03 PM kiddo4812 I think she has her head in the clouds, unless they pay more who can survive on 24 hour work week.

1/6/2020 12:40:48 PM jaded_pearl Who is Tyler?

1/6/2020 12:41:18 PM rapturo93085269 Good. This is good, family time, personal time. Not enslaved. Long as pay is still equally compensated this is the way life somewhat should be.

1/6/2020 12:41:21 PM aleks8837 Did you guys see that? The way they talked? What they actually said? That's where we have to go! All of us. Everyone in the world.

Blessed be Finland 🙏

1/6/2020 12:43:03 PM ann59802868 It was the best!

1/6/2020 12:43:19 PM sabermarris Laura Eisenhower says his craft is still here cloaked underwater near a dam in usa. Also she said you might feel a slight vibration if you are near it.

1/6/2020 12:43:30 PM corydunf #yummy Justin beabers new Instagram photos . Sickening

1/6/2020 12:44:35 PM rapturo93085269 Yes of course we need work. But would you want it to go the other way, more days, more hours? There is a balance for logical rational people, and not 

being a slave to a system designed to take your earnings is a good start. 5days 8hours is made up, what’s right what’s wrong

1/6/2020 12:44:45 PM twilly18 fun times. pic.twitter.com/9ONMkvDTeM

1/6/2020 12:45:19 PM rterriers Er... I'm Rh-

A-

1/6/2020 12:45:51 PM llyr_crypto Me personally. Yes! 

When in conjunction with the proper tools and equipment.. I can triple my work load vs amount of time.. 

Question. How many trees can you cut down with your hand vs an ax vs a saw vs a backho with blade attached? 

Just because our tech is better doesn't ..

1/6/2020 12:46:38 PM nikoscali Child star becomes child rapist... the #Pedowood cycle continues. Many others have done it, seems the ones who say no end up dead... 

pic.twitter.com/WDrhNkEwWM



1/6/2020 12:46:41 PM keith369me That is why I asked the question looking for a percentage and not hours.  The answer was about percentage of one’s existence working.  As you 

mentioned too many other variables (sleep/distances/rotational speeds and likely hundreds of others) to consider if not asked this way.

1/6/2020 12:48:12 PM llyr_crypto ... mean our work has to remain the same

Let me, restate? 

Why would if we can accomplish x amount of work with todays tools at x amount of time, do the same amount of work tomorrow with better tools?

1/6/2020 12:52:04 PM reformerreg Would be nice if the US would go to a 4 day, 10 hour per day work week.

Americans would get more time at home with their families.

Additionally, more time to spend on their personal endeavors (starting a business, inventing something, etc.)

1/6/2020 12:52:19 PM thepoliticalhat Lots of vodka can do that, ya know.

1/6/2020 12:52:23 PM donnaeverywhere Yeah well, his wife is from a pretty creepy freakin' family. Her father...ugh.

1/6/2020 12:53:08 PM canada_rj Humanity must Implement The Declaration of Human Sovereignty and protect our World.  We must Implement The Terms of Engagement!! Our World, 

Our Rules!! http://Humansovereignty.org 

1/6/2020 12:53:09 PM carolva97910854 How long will she last?

1/6/2020 12:53:33 PM runawayroyale Nicole Kidman is from Australia, Keith is American.

1/6/2020 12:53:53 PM youstinksoap So, could we say that a 6 (369 being spiritual #'s), is simply an upside down 9, which creates the illusion of separation between us?  9 being 

source/God/unity, etc.

1/6/2020 12:55:30 PM thepoliticalhat It's not like those European welfare queens aren't used to enforced & subsidized poverty.

1/6/2020 12:57:08 PM saltymcsaltson People will just sign consent forms stating that they're happy to work longer hours. All it will mean is that companies won't be able to force people to 

work longer. Most can't afford to live off 6 hours a day though so most will choose to work longer hours.

1/6/2020 1:01:37 PM merrilsuzanne Ha! Oh we do, we do.

1/6/2020 1:02:22 PM lizmarques17 They looked all mortified ..

1/6/2020 1:03:14 PM edcfarmirish We know what they do.

1/6/2020 1:04:43 PM geekydaddy64 ... like a fiddle. pic.twitter.com/KfvVxmxPQy

1/6/2020 1:07:35 PM giovannadesanc1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJenniferMac @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @4AllSoulKind @prayingmedic @Inevitable_ET 

@SevereAnon @RedPill78 @andweknow @PressSec @DanScavino @QdaYoda @BPPope @FLOTUS 

Poem #10

Additional poems in my tweets & replies. Thanks for reading pic.twitter.com/15uiXYMPZU

1/6/2020 1:10:06 PM girlawakeinca Already RT - we think alike ❤️

1/6/2020 1:10:37 PM ethereal_shaman Think like a Jetson or remain a flintstone.

1/6/2020 1:10:38 PM dotdot65871181 That’s why he cried and talked about his family .

1/6/2020 1:11:07 PM ethereal_shaman Flintstone thinking.

1/6/2020 1:12:23 PM trumping4usa How to become poor really really really fast

1/6/2020 1:13:06 PM thomash44583780 Finland just became the laziest country ever

1/6/2020 1:13:46 PM donnaeverywhere Murder-Death-Kill...#DemolitionMan #1993 Remember Officer Lenina Huxley? (Sandra Bullock) 😉

1/6/2020 1:15:09 PM astraleyes7 Yea, Yea... The Pentagon cant "account" for $21 Trillion so..... lets be real. All an illusions. Where did it all go..... bad at math? A wee bit?

1/6/2020 1:15:30 PM chariotprince Its how they kept them from telling anyone what they had learned.

1/6/2020 1:15:44 PM hawk__i__pierce Gayler. It’s her married name. I did a quick surface search bc  I don’t have a lot of time to do deep research.

1/6/2020 1:17:47 PM rosscarwalker John as somebody interested in numerology and gematria what does 55 mean to you? It's a number sequence I see extremely frequently and with high 

level of synchronicity.

1/6/2020 1:17:57 PM ckay54 There's only so much seal shaving to go around in any case.

1/6/2020 1:18:25 PM dixieco70565005 Kidman looks a little I’ll too.

1/6/2020 1:19:19 PM x_blackeagle_x largest private land owners in Australia

1/6/2020 1:19:31 PM larnylou48 Keith was originally from Aus, I used to watch him play when he was young 🙏 His parents live in Qld where he is from.

1/6/2020 1:20:54 PM soarwareagles And the Earth is Flat.

1/6/2020 1:21:33 PM differenced_it Sure...whuteva...🙄

1/6/2020 1:21:58 PM karenzania7 Can’t wait to see their gdp numbers drop and welfare go up.

1/6/2020 1:22:39 PM thtswhtkelsaid What tarmac meeting?

1/6/2020 1:24:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider the relevance of this post. pic.twitter.com/Bjqh2vfJbM

1/6/2020 1:25:50 PM joshuafalkin Based on what Ricky said about DiCaprio - it's him! Go listen again.

1/6/2020 1:25:59 PM wickedmouse369 Saving Israel for last.

1/6/2020 1:27:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider this post.

Date Marker?

Date Differential? pic.twitter.com/tnwNnD3Xcq

1/6/2020 1:27:52 PM deebeed2 It wouldn’t be safe for them to walk the streets

1/6/2020 1:28:12 PM godrus Muslim Brotherhood

1/6/2020 1:28:54 PM theappraiser17 I see a lot of misconception regarding what Q said about Israel.  Undoing the DS stronghold in these countries.  The countries themselves are not the 

enemy and do not need to be destroyed.  We are saving them from the forces that have held them hostage for decades.

1/6/2020 1:29:24 PM kansasgirl1 He joked about eating babies.....which he does.

1/6/2020 1:29:33 PM luvsweetluv5 And Q says Israel for last.

1/6/2020 1:29:42 PM twilly18 Iran was the last track on the gold selling Wes Clark 7 album

1/6/2020 1:30:07 PM 369helen313 PAIN ! https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1214038745290334208?s=21 …

1/6/2020 1:30:38 PM blsdbe #ThanQ Debbie!!! pic.twitter.com/zSU6syzKQ8

1/6/2020 1:31:12 PM martintpage Yes exactly. But I’m sure it gets more complicated with Israel because it was set up by the deep state post WWII

1/6/2020 1:31:14 PM godrus Also look 2 years + 2 days back Iran

1/6/2020 1:31:24 PM jojislime What does RT and MB mean?

1/6/2020 1:32:22 PM dental257 What DOES RT and MB mean? @JojiSlime

1/6/2020 1:34:57 PM jojislime I figured RT was either Russia Today or retweet

1/6/2020 1:35:10 PM jdubz242 MIGA!!

1/6/2020 1:35:55 PM jsivad314 Mel Gibson: Hollywood Is ‘Den Of Parasites’ Who ‘Feast On Blood Of Kids’

 http://www.starshipearththebigpicture.com/2017/12/10/mel-gibson-hollywood-is-den-of-parasites-who-feast-on-blood-of-kids/ …

1/6/2020 1:36:30 PM llyr_crypto Real time/ manda bay.. 

Their have been many decodes of this already

1/6/2020 1:36:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past. https://twitter.com/RyanAFournier/status/1214288847883735040 …



1/6/2020 1:37:28 PM llyr_crypto Real time and manda bay.. 

Many decodes of this already

1/6/2020 1:37:51 PM kansasgirl1 He once was the high satanic priest of Hellywood. Jim Carrey is now.

1/6/2020 1:37:57 PM dls00741  pic.twitter.com/a9z7cUBcnu

1/6/2020 1:38:39 PM trumping4usa 15+3=18 2+18=20 1820 1/8/20

1/6/2020 1:39:00 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/cwHDsSfQ0u

1/6/2020 1:39:11 PM joshua_drown All of these people and many many more have motive to have Epstein killed pic.twitter.com/fmDq5bqE2O

1/6/2020 1:39:13 PM llyr_crypto Two days ahead of shld

1/6/2020 1:41:03 PM ialibertybelle They’re getting ready for the big false flag-“aliens”

1/6/2020 1:42:39 PM aleks8837 For a stunning description of The Abundance Paradigm, please visit this link!

And behold a widening of your mind of what can be, of what will be, and of what has been...

 http://ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm#epochal5 …

(His work is MASSIVE. Any "readers" out there? Behold, the Greatest Work ever!👆)

1/6/2020 1:43:15 PM moonbaby04371 Rex Tillerson and Muslim Brotherhood.

1/6/2020 1:43:40 PM jake4191 Just watching in real time, I believe RT refers to the Redeployment of Troops from Iraq. Taking into account the letter delivered by the Army today, and 

the recent attack on our troops in Kenya, I think we’ll see the troops there redeployed soon.

1/6/2020 1:43:57 PM moonbaby04371 Rex Tillerson and Muslim Brotherhood

1/6/2020 1:44:25 PM bobjohn82443912 Does anybody know what was in the envelope?

1/6/2020 1:45:10 PM jake4191 Then I believe evidence will be released proving the Muslim Brotherhood is responsible for these attacks.

1/6/2020 1:45:20 PM fudazumbo What does Finland produce? 

Silence!!!!

Yep that’s what I thought!

1/6/2020 1:48:15 PM sterkinglights1 Over 2.5 years.

1/6/2020 1:48:28 PM kerie505  pic.twitter.com/uUwoemkWbj

1/6/2020 1:48:41 PM woerzone_g Just 1?

1/6/2020 1:48:56 PM rick_hernandez 3mos , 6 days =9

98 days = 17

1/6/2020 1:49:53 PM sterkinglights1 Worse words indeed.

1/6/2020 1:52:02 PM twilly18 the attention span has expired on this story

it's like a Friday news dump

1/6/2020 1:52:24 PM integratedwebuk As a people we were never meant to be slaves to a work week.  While I don't agree with all aspects of communism,  our society has been engineered 

to keep us docile slaves working to pay to live instead of being able to spend time on creativity or strengthening or family bonds

1/6/2020 1:52:33 PM hawk__i__pierce HillRod showed up, didn’t get off the plane, met with some people and then The arrested human traffickers got released

1/6/2020 1:55:33 PM allahuniversal Correct

1/6/2020 1:57:02 PM iamtravisladner Where is Obama

1/6/2020 1:57:06 PM bbobbio71 Smart meters too

1/6/2020 1:57:08 PM bbobbio71 smart meters too

1/6/2020 1:57:15 PM keith369me Yeah, but was it his body?  Clone?  Body double?

1/6/2020 1:57:32 PM dt_leblanc What I find intriguing is that we know they have been playing DS does in Trump admin. 

How many Patriots do you think are spying on the DS? 

Iran next... (Embassy)

RT days later... Salami all gone

RT Kenya... US joint base attack

I thinking they know 5-12 moves ahead of DS J/S
1/6/2020 1:57:42 PM rosscarwalker Does anybody know who the three families are? I'm guessing first two are Rothschilds, Saxo Gothburgs (Windsors), Bush family??? Aren't they all the 

same family?

1/6/2020 1:58:02 PM llyr_crypto The ears didnt look right to me

1/6/2020 1:58:55 PM sterkinglights1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real-time_tactics?wprov=sfla1 …

1/6/2020 1:59:42 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/wz0DUqfj7P

1/6/2020 1:59:47 PM adele10110 Mossad? what is their role in this? Are they why their embassies got shut down.

1/6/2020 2:00:06 PM allahuniversal Date markers: 1YΔ pic.twitter.com/IKIRFoXPKv

1/6/2020 2:00:30 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/85vtyEUWWD

1/6/2020 2:00:53 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/JafRcGrICp

1/6/2020 2:00:53 PM kevinmruel Yeah they are called Demons...and Evil Spirits they are Fallen Angels

1/6/2020 2:01:08 PM sweetsoaps Why does Keith Urban look like a mid western soccer mom?

1/6/2020 2:01:22 PM fansblowing3 1 year 9 months 22 days/662 days from 3/15/18 until today

1/6/2020 2:02:48 PM trreal You got any proof?

1/6/2020 2:04:30 PM olimyracle Is it so direct pic.twitter.com/AA7cqlJLXl

1/6/2020 2:04:51 PM evillamil21 Production of what?

1/6/2020 2:06:07 PM circuitriderz Bingo.

1/6/2020 2:07:26 PM fightforamerica Shit.

1/6/2020 2:09:45 PM allahuniversal Assuming that we're counting back from current date 

Date Differential: 663 days including today

663

 15

  6

And still haven't figure out out yet what to do with this https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213645126465196032?s=19 …
1/6/2020 2:10:46 PM deanna_danforth Well if we are not paying out the majority in taxes we have our paycheck which will go further. A flat tax on goods and services,  I love the idea.  We’ve 

been robbed for Generations. It’s our time not to worry about surviving.

1/6/2020 2:11:20 PM patrici40336017 Nicole and Keith are both from Australia. Nicole left 15 mins after the show started stating she was too upset because of Aussie bush fires



1/6/2020 2:12:39 PM namvettn As a patriot and a combat veteran of Vietnam. I'd follow you. But you DON'T FOLLOW BACK

#22aday

1/6/2020 2:12:54 PM rosscarwalker We are fighting for liberation

1/6/2020 2:13:19 PM bereantype RT= Rashida Talib???

1/6/2020 2:13:40 PM gribbs7 Muslim brotherhood pic.twitter.com/Rd0SkYABQU

1/6/2020 2:14:20 PM nm_zsr Manda Bay in Kenya was attacked (days after)

1/6/2020 2:15:00 PM awakeandsing123 MB is Muslim Brotherhood. RT - could be real time.

1/6/2020 2:15:12 PM charity_burkett THEY tried same shit with JFK

1/6/2020 2:15:18 PM nm_zsr Did you see where in Kenya?

Manda Bay (MB)

1/6/2020 2:15:32 PM grrrusa Anons were trying to decode "RT". One theory was "Religious Terrorism". This seems to fit the RT Kenya from yesterday and would tie to "MB" 

meaning "Muslim Brotherhood".

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/0Xm3izayth

1/6/2020 2:18:08 PM _leliak In Hawaii on vacation.

1/6/2020 2:19:07 PM ninawel69810699 Do have the link to these Tweets? Por favor!

1/6/2020 2:19:42 PM jamesreeddean1 "Somebody To Love"

(originally by The Great Society)

When the truth is found

To be lies

And all the joy

Within you dies...

When the garden flowers

Baby, are dead, yes

And your mind, your mind

Is so full of red...
1/6/2020 2:19:47 PM youstinksoap 947=20

1532018=20

Are these the T2 markers you talked about before?

1/6/2020 2:20:02 PM cledrordfishing Must be nice

1/6/2020 2:20:40 PM shallknown We'll see how that goes.

Interesting.

1/6/2020 2:20:40 PM danieic81 Lol

1/6/2020 2:21:23 PM maganificently Freeloading. pic.twitter.com/DzgkrddRWj

1/6/2020 2:21:43 PM rosscarwalker Netanyahu or deeper?

1/6/2020 2:22:34 PM harryearthling Enjoy seeing Trump in jail.

1/6/2020 2:23:56 PM moemc8 But who was it really, and who has him BH or WH?

1/6/2020 2:24:20 PM vaporking I noticed that.  It's like he is a she and that "lady" on the left is a "he".

1/6/2020 2:24:50 PM sweetsoaps Yep u got it!

1/6/2020 2:25:32 PM vaporking You'll care too once you find out what they are really up to.

1/6/2020 2:26:25 PM twilly18 what are they up to?

1/6/2020 2:28:25 PM vaporking * preying

1/6/2020 2:28:41 PM 19mehrdad91 Peoples were awake in IRAN with @restartleader 

Qmap

3002

3630

#RestartMiga #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ESjEuFH7yb
1/6/2020 2:29:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think last night. pic.twitter.com/W8tcHcqkod

1/6/2020 2:30:21 PM jared_vor It looks like a stone statue of Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson

1/6/2020 2:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 #Epsteindidntkillhimself pic.twitter.com/KzdOymL04y

1/6/2020 2:30:24 PM bdam777 Do you smell what the WWE was cooking?

1/6/2020 2:30:36 PM youstinksoap The steroid junkie joke....

1/6/2020 2:30:52 PM jeebaleebs Was this who he was referring to when talking about steroids?

1/6/2020 2:30:56 PM moemc8 The juicehead

1/6/2020 2:31:01 PM boy12_jimmy Who was Gervais referring to? Who is this in the pic. I don't recognize him.

1/6/2020 2:31:06 PM jcrobinson551 At the gym popping **** ...

1/6/2020 2:31:07 PM islandofdelight What happened to his skin?

1/6/2020 2:31:23 PM susan66388204 Ricky was Precious last night.  Last time Ever ✅✅✅😬

1/6/2020 2:31:25 PM mona_qrew The Rock!

1/6/2020 2:31:25 PM guy_karen More than surprised - shocked

1/6/2020 2:31:26 PM outerspaaaace We got a lot more strength bc of the Ricky Gervais thing?

1/6/2020 2:31:36 PM boy12_jimmy Is this Johnson?

1/6/2020 2:32:12 PM outerspaaaace ... I think he mentioned steroids too, but I don't remember exactly what he said

1/6/2020 2:32:44 PM mactruthcdn That's who came to my mind.

1/6/2020 2:33:13 PM laurabusse Steve...

1/6/2020 2:33:32 PM lynnmar42209594 Liver damage?

1/6/2020 2:33:36 PM alaraofsirius Omg is that the rock? Good lord

1/6/2020 2:33:38 PM renegade917 He absolutely would win....😂

1/6/2020 2:34:07 PM jeebaleebs I thought of Henry Cavill (Superman).. but this makes more sense.

1/6/2020 2:34:28 PM zohoprincess Yup!

1/6/2020 2:35:23 PM americanpetal He did me gin steroids but I forget why, too.

1/6/2020 2:35:58 PM 4patrickhenry Can we get some sauce on this?

1/6/2020 2:36:03 PM asdasd26700831 Focus on his right arm. Horn goat tattoo

1/6/2020 2:36:15 PM kelfalala And the award for Most Ripped Junkie goes to...

1/6/2020 2:36:16 PM americanpetal I don’t understand the steroid angle.

1/6/2020 2:36:34 PM shuker_chris He came into mind

1/6/2020 2:36:43 PM jared4liberty Soooo going out on a limb.. Alcatraz?

1/6/2020 2:36:44 PM clarkkids2 How will they ever get anything done?

1/6/2020 2:40:03 PM fansblowing3 Is Tom Hanks CIA?



1/6/2020 2:40:05 PM keith369me Enjoyed his wrestling persona.  Too bad he made his way to the cesspool...one of the few that was famous before his first role. [They] must hate him.  

Hopefully he didn’t become one of [them]

1/6/2020 2:41:14 PM jake4191 Good call! I missed that!

1/6/2020 2:41:22 PM sheilas11 Good catch. Sick!

1/6/2020 2:41:23 PM runawayroyale I didn’t know that, thank you for the correction 🙏🏼

1/6/2020 2:41:32 PM keith369me THanks...tell me about Kappy and Ruth Ashcraft.

1/6/2020 2:43:38 PM laurabusse Thank you

Many of us like getting the info

But have little interest in puzzles

We appreciate those who are more informed and tuned in ☺️

1/6/2020 2:44:10 PM madscientist This stuff all ties back to Scientology:  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

1/6/2020 2:44:19 PM godrus Tomorrow: 2 Year Delta

#BombsAway? pic.twitter.com/4578YvA49I

1/6/2020 2:45:13 PM jeffcordell6 I couldn't agree more

1/6/2020 2:46:43 PM laurabusse No idea who he is

Some strong ripped guy with tats...

1/6/2020 2:46:50 PM cyberanonrevolu  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yX3UKDNo_Y … <3 In the idea of reliance, let's be united and connected... we are, because we are patriots and 

we are the plan as well as the news. Bravo for the 3 heads of the cabal in Iran ... HOOAH <3

1/6/2020 2:48:59 PM laurabusse Ok ppl answered it in comments below

Some disturbing info

It's the rock...

1/6/2020 2:49:17 PM giediknight Fetus protein?

1/6/2020 2:49:32 PM chinupchubbly Or she’s insane.

1/6/2020 2:50:42 PM 4everapatriot Kenya as well......incredible..

1/6/2020 2:51:17 PM chinupchubbly Hopefully most will be in GITMO!

1/6/2020 2:52:07 PM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/z0NgUhEs1R4 

1/6/2020 2:52:12 PM deplorabldamsel Awwww  man...Et, tu, Rock??  😳🥺😢😢  Is there no one in HWood who doesn't do that??????

1/6/2020 2:52:25 PM chooselove108 Manda Bay, Kenya was attacked just days after...

1/6/2020 2:53:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 He's a clown.

1/6/2020 2:53:56 PM youstinksoap I'm positive the MJ's said 100% of Hollywood is compromised...ill look for that tweet..

1/6/2020 2:55:23 PM hyordy33 It’s a cow..

1/6/2020 2:55:41 PM peterluisvenero  pic.twitter.com/C8uVSbhvyy

1/6/2020 2:56:14 PM redpillbaba @SidharthGehlot

1/6/2020 2:59:37 PM kimberly_s_cook Never saw that, sorry. But thank you, as well! 🙂

1/6/2020 2:59:58 PM keith369me I guess I know my answer with the tattoo on the shoulder.  Sad

1/6/2020 3:00:06 PM ddangerous12 Isn't that a Brahma Bull? Not a goat

1/6/2020 3:00:11 PM stephgraz7580 The Rock was evidently “whored” out to get roles

1/6/2020 3:01:05 PM pietato You need to seek some serious mental help.  Your obsession with death and sacrifice is extremely disturbing.

1/6/2020 3:01:06 PM brad34351293 Looks like too much Botox use.

1/6/2020 3:01:24 PM paguzzi  https://youtu.be/NYoWAQkRLIE  he's saying he eats children

1/6/2020 3:02:20 PM winklerburke Obamacare did that with 32 hour week already?  How to make middle class link with the poverty class?

1/6/2020 3:02:41 PM pietato You are ridiculously gullible.  Why do you believe this rubbish?

1/6/2020 3:03:34 PM cyberanonrevolu Netanyahu is a terrorist mess! When will the USA stop licking his ass? He must end up in prison just like Clinton / Obama. Save Israel and their terrorist 

government? NEVER !!! On the other hand to save the people of Israel from the domination of the cabal then there YES

1/6/2020 3:03:51 PM daygodonna Man looked evil

1/6/2020 3:04:16 PM winklerburke Humans don't change.  They like to work five days a week, six with OT.  One day (or 2) off.  Evil Overlords also don't change.  Since losing the Civil War 

and not being able to enslave by chains, it is now done by mental shenanigans.

1/6/2020 3:04:37 PM justhashtagnews  https://twitter.com/isitpossible17/status/1214320296100007938?s=19 …

1/6/2020 3:06:04 PM brad34351293 Remember, The Rock, did a SNL skit about being a Scientist who created a pedo robot.

"How do you teach it?"

"Well I molest it"  

SICK SHIT on live TV!?!?!?!?!?!?!?

1/6/2020 3:07:35 PM pietato You deserve to be laughed at.

1/6/2020 3:08:09 PM anthony256  https://youtu.be/z0NgUhEs1R4  and then there's this from years ago...

1/6/2020 3:08:30 PM qlover12 I think Keith Urban, knows he is about to loose his wife, 😂

1/6/2020 3:08:57 PM fansblowing3 Plausible deniability 😆

1/6/2020 3:09:03 PM brad34351293 Except for Paul Rudd!

1/6/2020 3:09:54 PM kittles62081233  pic.twitter.com/RbBxqGAj9U

1/6/2020 3:11:00 PM rsarterbury Hanks for sure.

1/6/2020 3:11:31 PM pammers60 The Rock Dwyane Johnson!

1/6/2020 3:11:37 PM tinfoil1254 Who is this ...Vin?

1/6/2020 3:13:02 PM stellarstellaq Wow. What the hell. And what a disappointment.

1/6/2020 3:14:44 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/QMsRoeSTUc

1/6/2020 3:15:34 PM robwatterson RT = Rex Tillerson.  His last trip at SoS was to Kenya.

1/6/2020 3:17:19 PM strangewisper Yes that’s a pretty epic way to put it! 

Looking at it in terms of yin yang 

yin =3 yang=6

9 is the space where they meet. Layer that over a vesica pisces and you find 9 being the centre and the mandorla which brings us to all things cern :/

1/6/2020 3:18:08 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/9s6sEs56Y6

1/6/2020 3:19:44 PM adriansanchez00  pic.twitter.com/6yJVkbgT9c

1/6/2020 3:19:52 PM stellarstellaq Not an ounce of shame. He posted Hanx acceptance speech from GG last night on his insta account today... I thought that was odd, until this.

1/6/2020 3:20:22 PM esausan80708245 MOLOCH ON HIS HEADPHONES. pic.twitter.com/4ANzu1I1Kg

1/6/2020 3:20:28 PM manifest_utopia The Guardian interview w/ Helen Sharman. More info.  

"Will they be like you and me, made up of carbon and nitrogen? Maybe not. It’s possible they’re here right now and we simply can’t see them."

Nice to see in coverage by a # of news sources. Drip, drip https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2020/jan/05/astronaut-helen-sharman-this-

much-i-know …



1/6/2020 3:20:37 PM daveezee Its not

1/6/2020 3:22:11 PM natalt_aust Heather ORourke - 12 yo https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=9Zx3OaK4Mf0 …

1/6/2020 3:22:25 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/q3LaxRgjMN

1/6/2020 3:23:22 PM dragline99 5:5

1/6/2020 3:24:01 PM laurabusse Didn't recognize him...

I barely know who he is anyway ☺️

1/6/2020 3:24:03 PM _chelseaproject He actually said he eats children, thinking everyone would hear it as a joke

1/6/2020 3:24:39 PM iamyou132 Nah. Ricky gervis brought up Scorsese’s comment on marvel movies not being real movies. Gervis went on to say something along the lines of if only 

action stars (like those in marvel) were judged not on acting but by the measure of who’s willing to make two trips a day to the gym

1/6/2020 3:24:46 PM anthony256 That video should wake a few people up.

1/6/2020 3:24:51 PM ekotoons LOOK AT HIS WIFE AND DAUGHTER

1/6/2020 3:25:38 PM iamyou132 ... and who’s willing to stay juiced in steroids. Then he said something like well we’d all know who would win that one. Which I believe was an 

insenuation to the Rock

1/6/2020 3:26:07 PM tweeterthanwine Celebrities are scary w/o the benefit of filters, lighting, airbrushing and makeup.

1/6/2020 3:26:19 PM iceateen Bye #Hanx

1/6/2020 3:27:28 PM manifest_utopia Nausiating, knowing what we know now. 

These people are sick.

1/6/2020 3:27:42 PM aprilbrown99 Here are a few picks. pic.twitter.com/3XegsO4PWX

1/6/2020 3:27:49 PM tommy99938959 Symbolism will be there down fall!!! dark to LIGHT!!!   GOD. Q. PATRIOTS

1/6/2020 3:28:12 PM manifest_utopia Good question. Glad you asked!

1/6/2020 3:28:26 PM 007rockchick Watching watching. Curoisly I think their production may increase. 😉

1/6/2020 3:28:33 PM aprilbrown99 You can check out his twitter account @tomhanks for some weird posts.

1/6/2020 3:30:37 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/YZhvvezPRy

1/6/2020 3:30:50 PM dragline99 Wow. That was unexpected

1/6/2020 3:31:02 PM cyberanonrevolu MJ12 since 1947... truman... Space force has just been created so thanks for the laugh. It was time to make it official and above all quickly new 

technologies and free energies + Rothschild dynasty in jail !

1/6/2020 3:31:46 PM brad34351293 He did use the Brahma Bull on his Wrestling tights.

1/6/2020 3:32:27 PM sterkinglights1 Most ripped junkie award goes to.

1/6/2020 3:33:05 PM itsgreat2tweet He's been doing #steroids for years

1/6/2020 3:33:58 PM manifest_utopia How to Make it in Hollywood pic.twitter.com/9wvHJh3rfe

1/6/2020 3:34:44 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/latimesent/status/1214018453041844227?s=20 …

1/6/2020 3:35:18 PM smokeyjohnson00 Got a 13 movie deal and a new tattoo he has been in the club for a long time

1/6/2020 3:36:11 PM prezlesteryoung "It's the last time.  Who cares."

Yes indeed.

1/6/2020 3:36:24 PM lustmanshelley Look we found Biden 👇 https://t.co/kThUagldan  https://twitter.com/ryvenger1/status/1214313083197251584?s=21 …

1/6/2020 3:37:09 PM mscipio_african No dude.  Thats a bull.  He has had that as his logo/icon forever.  Its like a TX longhorn. come on man..

1/6/2020 3:37:24 PM mjb1103 I think he was referring to Hemsworth

1/6/2020 3:37:53 PM wallyayottejr Seems to fit the image too. pic.twitter.com/byA9XhSoMI

1/6/2020 3:38:26 PM wishfulldreamz wow.

1/6/2020 3:39:04 PM 369369rv Do we still get paid for 5 ? 

I could not imagine spending 10 hours in a classroom of receptions 😳

1/6/2020 3:39:07 PM olimyracle  https://youtu.be/_ZstG2_AGZU 

1/6/2020 3:40:02 PM catheri70981208 "Shall we play a game?"

1/6/2020 3:40:14 PM engineerearth You didn't even respond to what I asked instead you as a question & more specifically you asked it wordingly personalized like an agent-cop-bot would.  

 Ask yourself why you respond in this way that will help you in thinking functionally instead of repetitively.

1/6/2020 3:40:28 PM michalavin Ronan Farrow...he's comin for ya, he's comin for ya..

1/6/2020 3:40:39 PM gracetoall2 Ripped Junkies! The New Marvel "norm" for Hollywood. Another Freak show. How long until the uptick of wife beatings, ballistic outbursts of anger 

over "nothing", or they end up killing their own children when they only meant to spank them? 5,4,3,2,1...

1/6/2020 3:41:14 PM michalavin That was the point...it's his last time.

1/6/2020 3:41:35 PM jvan125 Are you saying “Enty” with the extra ‘n’ and ‘t’ in ‘does’? He certainly drops a lot of horrific celeb stories on CDAN...👀

1/6/2020 3:41:54 PM anonymousada Yes! It wasn't about oil in Iraq! There is a natural stargate there.

Check out the Looking Glass info in these videos and decide for yourself. https://twitter.com/AnonymousAda/status/1213586870304686084?s=19 …

1/6/2020 3:43:43 PM vieiraranch Note Trump talking about the Iranian government paying us back for the very expensive mil base...created long before he was Potus. Also note the info 

about Space Force weaponry placed in Iraq...Hmmm Did the attacks damage looking glass operations?

1/6/2020 3:44:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Literally hundreds of deaths in the past 90 days.

Depopulation.

Track all deaths means track all deaths.

Govt has tracking software designed to keep track of this data.

Most people ignore it.

Will you get shot too?

Won't complain when you die.

Can't complain.

Will others care? https://twitter.com/WandaBFuller1/status/1213717048473210882 …
1/6/2020 3:44:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation. https://twitter.com/VAProvidence/status/1211633212302200835 …

1/6/2020 3:45:09 PM jaded_pearl People who go mentally insane if they did not work. What would people do with themselves without the need to feel empowered by something.

1/6/2020 3:45:38 PM covertress Note the DNA data mining?

Can you guess who that was for?

[M]?

This is a job for Space Force. pic.twitter.com/T4ErvdgLFn

1/6/2020 3:45:41 PM esausan80708245  pic.twitter.com/wsgwe3jSZh

1/6/2020 3:46:22 PM glor60 So what can the average person do? What can we do? Is there a plan to stop this destruction of the human race?

1/6/2020 3:46:24 PM deplorabldamsel No more shots for me and mine!  Not until we know it's safe.

1/6/2020 3:46:37 PM kriskris10csb NOOOOO!! Look at what’s in the ingredients you fools! #VaccineInjury

1/6/2020 3:46:46 PM mountainminder Euthanizing the young and the old. Eugenics with a reassuring smile.

1/6/2020 3:47:26 PM michalavin Ronan Farrow..he's comin for ya....

1/6/2020 3:47:30 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/rstsDDQ769

1/6/2020 3:47:31 PM freestateojones That sucks if it's true.

1/6/2020 3:47:34 PM reel_brief Yes.

1/6/2020 3:47:56 PM tabsinabox Bumped

1/6/2020 3:48:23 PM mikeb38beacon_h Yeah, haven’t gotten one in 8yrs! My



1/6/2020 3:48:52 PM a_ostation Bringing kids into this current reality/ timeline/ world must be extremely challenging.. I guess it’s a blessing in disguise I can’t hold a relationship, I need 

PLJ 😂

1/6/2020 3:49:47 PM aknoonsamoon Gervais said baby face’s date would be too old after the 3 hour award ceremony.

1/6/2020 3:50:12 PM djlok Interesting they call it “getting a shot”.  Sounds more like “being shot” in many cases.

1/6/2020 3:50:13 PM llyr_crypto To clarify, wasnt my work.. new about rt from work.. but mb has many layers. Other faster anons got that dig.. I just put it to get by google maps and a 

look at location

1/6/2020 3:50:30 PM dropthemjolnir Steroid Junkie...✌️

1/6/2020 3:50:46 PM jaded_pearl Lamu

1/6/2020 3:50:57 PM enomai_ Sick

1/6/2020 3:50:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anti-Epstein = Vast Right Wing Conspiracy https://twitter.com/rickygervais/status/1214328382298755072 …

1/6/2020 3:51:04 PM kriskris10csb Ppl like to say vaccines not deop like the GEOENGINEERING prog. YET It maims ppl & turns out to be close to same thing!

1/6/2020 3:51:06 PM lafol57 My pregnant daughter just refused hers a gynecologist wanted her to have it. Second trimester

1/6/2020 3:51:15 PM kathysmith2k7 You know they are giving a double dose of poison to the elderly!

1/6/2020 3:51:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Tribunals. https://twitter.com/rickygervais/status/1214333065809596418 …

1/6/2020 3:52:14 PM nancydr62103812 In The mean time 🤲❤️ pic.twitter.com/bYodPRBSBc

1/6/2020 3:52:17 PM wakeupa34327213 When is tomorrow and what better tools are you talking about ? I’m all for disclosure of hidden technology

1/6/2020 3:52:20 PM jared4liberty Is he hollywoodanon?

1/6/2020 3:52:23 PM majic_eyes_qnly Execution time, traitors.

1/6/2020 3:52:37 PM jvan125 RG, too?!? 😬

1/6/2020 3:52:37 PM djlok But is there a sequel, though?  Because I’m good with no sequel.

1/6/2020 3:52:45 PM hawkgirlinmn I thought he was referring to Greta  Thurnberg and climate change. This is a better take.

1/6/2020 3:52:48 PM mikebornell no one who plays the game escapes. nobody

1/6/2020 3:52:58 PM chadgranier  pic.twitter.com/Q8bPbRATsT

1/6/2020 3:53:09 PM bubusmc MJ,

What was up with the added security?

1/6/2020 3:53:19 PM anonymousada I think so. pic.twitter.com/PwnwHDlq7z

1/6/2020 3:53:29 PM franszjozsef I am sure he meant CC or something atheist, but... ;)

1/6/2020 3:53:34 PM hifiman45 Multiple meanings as Q says.

1/6/2020 3:54:14 PM franszjozsef Same!

1/6/2020 3:54:18 PM olimyracle What's the finishline @ 2:54 ? https://youtu.be/3vuT8ki9yM4 

1/6/2020 3:54:43 PM cudasbob That is not true though...., a lot of people on the left are vehemently anti Epstein and are pushing it just as hard

1/6/2020 3:54:43 PM cny_micaa I noted he said "your God" not just God. It struck me that he worded it that way off a prompter. So not an accident...

1/6/2020 3:54:48 PM kevin72032387  https://youtu.be/z0NgUhEs1R4 

“A child molesting robot”

1/6/2020 3:55:02 PM mikeros52927403 No one is safe

1/6/2020 3:55:39 PM carlito63289056 @RealEyeTheSpy 😂

1/6/2020 3:56:21 PM thavannmann  pic.twitter.com/fUbtS9mKmF

1/6/2020 3:56:34 PM llyr_crypto Sorry for musings words, we have alot of tools now to expedate work.. 

But, with level 2 ai coming to the public, faster internet speeds, and so forth iot devices will be everywhere.. 

Now please dont miss qoute, and go all in saying how 5g, wifi6 and ai is bad... 

Yes, ...

1/6/2020 3:56:35 PM hawkgirlinmn Geo-geneering

1/6/2020 3:57:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Mass depopulation plan via vaccines with a delayed mechanism onset, to defer the cause of death to anything other than the original vaccine shot 

itself. Remote activated. Sick stuff. People need to KNOW. 

WE NEED TO WAKE UP NOW OR DIE! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110661726326804481?s=20 …

1/6/2020 3:57:54 PM llyr_crypto Theyre a greater potential for things to go bad, but such risk come alone with any gaint technology leap.

1/6/2020 3:58:05 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/Knw2PNSTCB

1/6/2020 3:58:11 PM djlok I remember one time he was on Ellen claiming he only worked out an hour a day. I’ve worked out all my adult life and there’s NO WAY.

1/6/2020 3:58:54 PM melbourne_3000 Have been pulling the plug on #WIFI before bed.

Entering sleep much quicker and sleeping more sound... #Coincidence? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/ISoPGUscZj

1/6/2020 3:59:04 PM donewithevil They all do

1/6/2020 3:59:35 PM roger_smithii 🤙🏻 pic.twitter.com/nJT6DmHtfT

1/6/2020 3:59:44 PM patriotsdontslp  pic.twitter.com/3DuJBwuQ1U

1/6/2020 3:59:53 PM patriotsdontslp  pic.twitter.com/t1C2hFwkco

1/6/2020 4:00:27 PM big_simp Yes they are.

My current belief is this is whitehat op to get many to source timeline

Oddly many will interpret these "aliens" as Antichrist from the Bible ( brings peace when there is no peace )

Wonder what theyll look like?

Im hoping for the blondes with the big tits 😉

1/6/2020 4:00:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly BROKEN. 

CORRUPT. 

TRAITORS!!! 

JUSTICE. 

JAIL. 

DEATH. 

Q

1/6/2020 4:00:42 PM chrischkm8in8 Remember the controversial skit he did on Saturday night live the Pedo skit!!🤔🤔🤔🤔

1/6/2020 4:00:47 PM rosscarwalker Loneliness in the search for wisdom

1/6/2020 4:00:50 PM magaman333 Will these be televised?

1/6/2020 4:00:52 PM rachaelangelm No way

1/6/2020 4:01:08 PM ipsctwo 100%.

1/6/2020 4:01:08 PM fore_bee Wont get flu or any other shot as i have seen reactions of others within a week=either death or downward slide to death!

1/6/2020 4:01:10 PM laurabusse You are appreciated nonetheless 😄

1/6/2020 4:02:37 PM mml111mml111 Robochomo?

1/6/2020 4:03:16 PM jkmccarthy3 Rock.....NOOOO

1/6/2020 4:03:16 PM rcoonhound Oh my!

1/6/2020 4:04:00 PM eewwanon As if we believe anything an Astro Not says.

1/6/2020 4:04:06 PM enomai_ This actually an interesting study

1/6/2020 4:05:24 PM goodnessisfree Never had one.  Healthy.  Praying comfort to all those who suffer from vaccines.



1/6/2020 4:05:31 PM n3mo83 Those statues look like moloch

1/6/2020 4:05:33 PM n7guardiananon Bread...Good F#*king choice!!! https://youtu.be/mWLtrq92nxk 

1/6/2020 4:05:45 PM engineerearth Look through the clips I saved on youtube under esoteric then read some of the comments I put down but be sure to look at dates meaning that will 

help see a progression.  This is also necessary when researching history you have to not just read what is said about it you have to-

1/6/2020 4:06:55 PM cogbill_alan Where's Professor X's school for Gifted Youngsters? 

#IndigoLivesMatter

1/6/2020 4:07:19 PM keith369me All of my family members have noticed the tremendous spike in deaths since before Thanksgiving.  All ages...it’s as if the weak (and some strong) are 

being picked off.  I guess they weren’t meant to experience what’s next.

1/6/2020 4:07:20 PM narvenordtveit "This is the last time. Who cares."

1/6/2020 4:07:24 PM hgraceq Look at what my mileage read today unplanned pic.twitter.com/5fDhagOmAv

1/6/2020 4:07:43 PM jared4liberty Exactly what I was referring too! Hopeful mj could confirm. However... that would make him not very Hollywood...anon anymore haha

1/6/2020 4:07:48 PM keith369me Indoctrination before birth

1/6/2020 4:08:40 PM keith369me Gitmo west

1/6/2020 4:08:46 PM kidge6 Not Muslim brotherhood?

1/6/2020 4:09:05 PM engineerearth -think about how/why it rolled out as it did & in relation to who benefited-paid the price.  Especially who the writers are the interpreters & if they have 

benefactors in the shadows.  Data is usually poisoned over time so people can't see the pattern & what it means overall. pic.twitter.com/VtL9qP0Iil

1/6/2020 4:09:21 PM oaf_unbreakable Would be nice to see it happening.

1/6/2020 4:09:49 PM yellahabibihela Check the standard hotel website.

1/6/2020 4:10:19 PM allahuniversal Leonardo's date aging 3 hrs, & at that point being too old for him. https://youtu.be/_NTDEN4VZik 

1/6/2020 4:10:28 PM keith369me Some steroids make you as big as a horse and as fast as a horse.  Must have picked up the habit during his football days with the Miami convicts

1/6/2020 4:11:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you are over 30 then you more than likely developed gross motor skills prior to fine motor skills.

You learned how to crawl and sit before learning how to swipe and type.

What does this do to the underlying neural network inside the brain and the lens of consciousness lived?

1/6/2020 4:11:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, recorded, corroborated, validated, and confirmed to intentionally 

switch the development of gross motor skills with fine motor skills.

Define both.

Now ask yourself why?

1/6/2020 4:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Pray to your God."

Moloch.

[PP]

1/6/2020 4:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Walk into Target, Walmart, Buy Buy Baby, etc. in the infant section of the store and identify seats and carriers that flip this motor development.

Look at the manufacturers.

Now look at the parent corporations.

Who sit on the Board of Directors?

Who are their largest shareholders

1/6/2020 4:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagination based play = No electronics.

Imagination based play enables a relationship between your Matrix projection identity and your IS-BE (or Jesus' IS-BE if you choose).

Other toys intentionally prevent gross motor development and encourage fine motor development?

1/6/2020 4:11:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Up is down.

Left is right.

What causes it beyond just the vaccine?

The vaccine is just one small component of the Depopulation agenda currently being pushed by the SWAMP.

Identify some toys that are known to be intentionally harmful to children's development?

1/6/2020 4:11:22 PM patjone29703057 Nice the white hats out the majority right out in front of the cameras

1/6/2020 4:11:40 PM kidge6 Q referred to Muslim brotherhood as MB 9 times. Never as mandalay bay.

1/6/2020 4:11:47 PM patjone29703057 She’s been gone for a while now

1/6/2020 4:12:09 PM kidge6 Search qmap for MB.

1/6/2020 4:12:13 PM eddieb676 Right on schedule! ;-)

1/6/2020 4:12:39 PM alight412 Have you spoke about 5G yet? Info is vague and conflicting. Almost like they want to keep it's real intent a secret. Will it reveal aliens in different 

dimensions?

1/6/2020 4:13:07 PM jvan125 @LotusOak2 @Rectitude20

1/6/2020 4:13:10 PM hgraceq This question.. the answer is at the tip of my tongue. I’ve been pondering.  Single mom busy kid makes it hard for me to rack my brain sometime 🤪

1/6/2020 4:13:36 PM nancydr62103812 I cannot see this going well as the pay has 2 be matched with the time NOT put in to work. Also they cut in subjects& put Gretas teachings in. Dont 

work&focus on matters of Great conspiracy like the solution to "climate change(?)

It's Up 2 U as Nancy Drew http://theconversation.com/finlands-school-reforms-wont-scrap-subjects-altogether-39328 …

1/6/2020 4:14:01 PM crypticlymystic So what’s the difference between the two?

1/6/2020 4:14:28 PM kidge6 No need to walk or lift, just push buttons and screens.

1/6/2020 4:14:44 PM suzyserb Yes ma'am

1/6/2020 4:15:26 PM engineerearth When you are trying to understand especially gematrix/numerology you have to take into account the time period/polyglottal nature.  By that I mean 

try to think of reality as being written in many program languages so you must apply the correct language/theme to the correct time.

1/6/2020 4:15:36 PM marty713 Yeah they do 🤢😈.

1/6/2020 4:15:45 PM roger_smithii Thanks Jim. I will try to figure this one out.

1/6/2020 4:15:50 PM rifflemonica Say no to all vaccines. Educate yourself if you don’t know the harm they do.

1/6/2020 4:17:06 PM renitamadrid My bet is on Hanks.He took a picture of a blue pacifier on New years eve.He is illuminati Warlock.His father is Nelson Rockefeller who is also Hillary's 

father.Hillary is a 7th degree Luciferian Witch.

1/6/2020 4:17:22 PM fqgrl Please unroll this thread @threadreaderapp

1/6/2020 4:17:28 PM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, 

recorded…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/6/2020 4:18:01 PM hgraceq Are you trying to get us to talk about Kek. Real kek pic.twitter.com/QUGgM1Ad3s

1/6/2020 4:18:08 PM sandyfishgirl Oh. My. Lord. That looks HORRIBLE 🤢

1/6/2020 4:18:29 PM ladolcevitta And the award goes too...

1/6/2020 4:20:47 PM nancydr62103812 I don't get ma'am'ed, ever. I need to salute. Kek wills it pic.twitter.com/5Hn0Ay8JmD

1/6/2020 4:21:20 PM engineerearth Pierre Sabak from what I've seen knows his stuff you should watch some of his videos on the subject it'll help. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnbBgzeDjn0&list=WL&index=63&t=925s …



1/6/2020 4:21:38 PM mithoheri I'm praying and laughing, I might be hysterical. Sorry.

Coping with being isolated while working my way thru all the info on twatter...

🙏🙏🙏

🇩🇪⚓🇺🇸

1/6/2020 4:21:44 PM americanpetal Dear God this is horrifying

1/6/2020 4:22:22 PM suzyserb 🤣😜🤪

1/6/2020 4:22:30 PM giediknight I can see this

1/6/2020 4:22:32 PM reasonablesonny The creator of this post:

Think deceived. 👆

Think reverse psyops w/ vaccines.

Think moron. 👆

1/6/2020 4:22:39 PM hgraceq Many times for me it happens when I’m in deep thought. the #’s are a sensational acknowledgement. 

For me this morning, 1st work day the year, new decade, all the intense habbenings. I took this as a nod of starting off in a blessed way. Seeing 

numbers is never by chance

1/6/2020 4:22:55 PM youstinksoap We develop a '2nd brain' that is AI?

1/6/2020 4:22:56 PM sandyfishgirl That dude looks soft like a marshmallow compared to the Rock 🤷🏻♀️

1/6/2020 4:22:59 PM fightforamerica Forgive me since this is a bit off topic, but have you guys looked into what the insides of refrigerators are coated with these days? I had to buy a new 

one a few years ago and everything I put in there comes out tasting like plastic to the point I started putting thing in bags.

1/6/2020 4:24:00 PM b_free_thinker My mom was very sick a couple of years ago. So bad that I had to take her to the hospital. I couldn't believe it. The nurse wanted to give her a flu and 

pneumonia shot.  It would have killed her in her condition! I never left her side for 2 days after that.

1/6/2020 4:24:31 PM manifest_utopia I'm so sorry.

1/6/2020 4:24:33 PM renitamadrid All four are Luciferian.2 Witch's.1 Warlock.1 Wizzard.

1/6/2020 4:25:51 PM pjunkyflight Dear God I beg you...cast the evil from this earth. We want to do your will and live as you intended. Asking humbly in Jesus holy name. Amen.

1/6/2020 4:26:01 PM jooooody Wow, just wow.

1/6/2020 4:26:43 PM stormyeyed2017 Every time I go to the pharmacy they ask you f I want the flu shot. I respond, not today, not today Satan.

1/6/2020 4:28:34 PM engineerearth By in the shadows I mean notice what is left out... Whose point of view is actually left out & just as important whose point of view is purposefully left 

out.  An example would be you know that saying behind every good man is... Remember behind every bad man(front man) is...

1/6/2020 4:28:48 PM ragstorm This is soooo disorienting. 

It's terrifying.

😱

1/6/2020 4:28:53 PM m_mcmindes When people find out the deliberate eugenics programs of the Industrial Medical Complex they will be very angry.  They are injecting us with mercury, 

aluminum and various cancers grown on human and animal fetal tissue.

1/6/2020 4:28:54 PM notblind2thetru AMEN!🙏🙏🙏🙏

1/6/2020 4:29:00 PM heath_jack Suicide, illness and other cover-up's.

1/6/2020 4:30:22 PM justlearning21 Final days

1/6/2020 4:30:24 PM youstinksoap Sounds like it could be emitting gases/fumes...first thing that came to my mind was formaldehyde...idk though.  My son was ill for the time he was in a 

school in our district that had been remodeled - everything was new...that's where the formaldehyde thought came in - carpet...

1/6/2020 4:30:45 PM dollysaysno Gross motor skills such as crawling are necessary to creating vital neural pathways in the brain.

People who don't crawl, as just one example, tend to having learning glitches.

1/6/2020 4:30:48 PM aetherwalker1 Well!  This thread is disturbing.  *shudder*

Here's a random twidder video.   🙂

tfw life's tough because you haven't developed fine motor skills yet: pic.twitter.com/HBtHSrRL3M

1/6/2020 4:30:50 PM youstinksoap emits it.

1/6/2020 4:31:04 PM ekotoons MISSING OUT ON A PURPOSE

OF—NOW GO MAKE A FAMILY!

1/6/2020 4:31:27 PM nancydr62103812  pic.twitter.com/aLTl6Hh6Ne

1/6/2020 4:32:05 PM keith369me Next year in Athens THanks

1/6/2020 4:32:51 PM shelly_frye Roids much?

1/6/2020 4:32:53 PM barahir78 Finding yourself shouldn't require money, but do what you want. I guess...

1/6/2020 4:33:09 PM ekotoons THAT IS MJ’S POINT

RICKY IS PROVING

THIS IS UNITING

ISSUE

1/6/2020 4:33:23 PM iam80884  pic.twitter.com/FGVscFuP8N

1/6/2020 4:33:39 PM cindystuart15 Anyone remember the Swine Flu shot.

Many seniors died from getting that shot.

I'd rather die from the flu before dying from a flu shot.

1/6/2020 4:34:27 PM wenjaminbalton It’s much worse than just ‘roids. https://youtu.be/FHO9U0FsEoo 

1/6/2020 4:34:47 PM nm_zsr They are meant to experience what's next...and will. We will be seeing some amazing things with the children coming in this new energy.

1/6/2020 4:35:16 PM rachad71 agree!

1/6/2020 4:35:36 PM llyr_crypto Yes i understand, do you understand multi layer?

1/6/2020 4:37:02 PM cudasbob Wasn't how I read that but I can see it meaning that... then I hope that is the case because it is never been left vs right or R vs D... that has been 

manufactured to keep us fighting while they loot the store

1/6/2020 4:37:46 PM fqgrl If your a pea in a pod you wont need gross motor skills = TransHumanism

1/6/2020 4:39:20 PM eman1292 In his opening he also "hailed satan" at the end of it. I think it was 2016 or 201.

1/6/2020 4:41:51 PM cryptos29042450 Really? You all are crazy...The Brahma Bull was his trademark in wwe.....who cares if he is on roids, the headphones and his Under Armour clothing line 

still use the brahma bull as his logo.....NOT EVERYTHING IS A SIGN OF DEVIL WORSHIPPING...damn people

1/6/2020 4:41:53 PM rockdawg27 Black Badger

1/6/2020 4:42:12 PM leemagna @LadyKatie2

1/6/2020 4:42:34 PM kidge6 I think so, but feel free to tell me.

1/6/2020 4:43:09 PM alight412 If weather can be manipulated,  why is Australia burning up? Why can't the technology be used for good? Is this an attempt to vacate the island? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta

1/6/2020 4:43:29 PM mongrelglory Steroid junkie action hero.  I still like him though!

1/6/2020 4:43:36 PM johnhammar94 It’s amazing that you mention this because sometimes when I get really high I swear my hands feel like they’re on backwards

1/6/2020 4:44:35 PM mongrelglory Oh yuck!  I just noticed the tattoo! 🤨



1/6/2020 4:45:30 PM profanedeplora1 I saw an article where they made a big deal about this asshole giving his jacket to his wife, leaving him only in a tank. Pair this with the video of him 

feeling up his daughter, I thought maybe him. https://twitter.com/sbstryker/status/1214006876045594625?s=09 …

1/6/2020 4:46:27 PM dianesaumure That is extremely disappointing

1/6/2020 4:46:49 PM mongrelglory That's what I thought.  Are there really going to be some Hollywood stars facing the death penalty?!

1/6/2020 4:47:13 PM runeofart How can you say that using a Batman meme?  Batman would punch you!

1/6/2020 4:47:32 PM babebekah I believe that letter was verified as false and the army spokesperson said we are not leaving Iraq?

1/6/2020 4:48:24 PM americanpetal What tattoo? His skin looks so gross. Is that real or photoshopped?

1/6/2020 4:49:50 PM mongrelglory Turning the population into a robot worker class...trans-humanist agenda!

1/6/2020 4:51:12 PM engineerearth  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mGr4Uc7ebA … pic.twitter.com/qeKN8sk3lc

1/6/2020 4:52:18 PM pepe_esc0bar To put on mass, lifting sessions should only last 45 mins to 1 hr but you should deplete yourself during this time. Longer has a negative effect on 

growth. Proper nutrition and a good test/tren stack also needed to get to this size.

1/6/2020 4:53:43 PM twilly18 POW BIFF CRUNCH! KLONK!

1/6/2020 4:54:20 PM pepe_esc0bar His old wrestling name was The Rock aka the Brahma Bull. He has a tattoo on his arm of this bull hence the logo

1/6/2020 4:54:47 PM llyr_crypto Look, im not here to create a slide.

Just pin pointing my observation 

Lets decode together, 

Iran next in kill box

Real time days after?

Real time kenya

....

....

Manda bay = kenya

Muslims brotherhood? Responsible? Maybe.. 

Boom 

As in bomb? 

2 y 2 day? 

2 days ahead of shld? pic.twitter.com/YSm76dOMLX
1/6/2020 4:56:05 PM tray_c_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 weirdo.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NYoWAQkRLIE … even jokes about molesting children.

1/6/2020 4:56:19 PM llyr_crypto This is my observation... does it mean anything to others? Maybe, maybe not.. 

Do i want to start a slide? No

Do i want to help others develop, and decide their own discovery? Yes!

1/6/2020 4:56:53 PM crt14361013 ✔

1/6/2020 4:59:02 PM grandma26244385 its their Plan to TRANSHUMANIZE and depopulate

1/6/2020 4:59:09 PM mrs_biggo This MTHRFVCKER & his "population control through vaccines, if we do it right." Sick B@STARD!!!

1/6/2020 5:00:51 PM jeremy350344 y≈-6.6667

1/6/2020 5:01:07 PM heyflhayhay To keep Them unaware and compliant.

1/6/2020 5:02:08 PM bicknellalf I really think the first question should be whether this is remotely accurate? Please show your work.

1/6/2020 5:02:21 PM cchef1980 “Your God”

1/6/2020 5:03:35 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, recorded, corroborated, validateded 

to intentionally switch the development of gross motor skills with fine motor skills. Define both. Now ask you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …

1/6/2020 5:05:13 PM credavan Stunning video for this thread. Just one example is enough to get this thread

1/6/2020 5:05:40 PM zen_allday Multiple reasons: depopulation, intentional dumbing down of our society, and ultimately leaving us unable to think for ourselves so we are primed and 

ready for a govt overthrow.

1/6/2020 5:05:45 PM freeandoriginal Showing some muscles yes 😉💥

1/6/2020 5:05:47 PM emilyoakley6 Wow

1/6/2020 5:06:00 PM sterkinglights1 Makes passive. Non warriors. Inhibit cognition.

1/6/2020 5:07:11 PM rawphonegirl Future proves past? pic.twitter.com/36NZZ4FuZz

1/6/2020 5:08:23 PM emilyoakley6 Wonder how long Ricky will be arnd?

Or in witness protection now.

1/6/2020 5:08:31 PM westmount_d7 Yeah. 🤞 about Paul Rudd for sure! 😊

1/6/2020 5:09:18 PM sharong73376199 That was my quess.

1/6/2020 5:09:49 PM spydermagaq Its Hanx

1/6/2020 5:10:08 PM spydermagaq 😉

1/6/2020 5:11:44 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, 

recorded…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/6/2020 5:11:44 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

1/6/2020 5:11:54 PM ekotoons PRECISELY

MJ CAN BE COY

1/6/2020 5:12:11 PM _369311119 Destroy them

1/6/2020 5:13:15 PM chadand08963121 On SNL no less.... remember the push for his POTUS run.

1/6/2020 5:13:24 PM laurabusse He was in prison?

A la the longest yard??

1/6/2020 5:14:17 PM ritare05948806 Remember that movie WALL.E? Reminds me of that.

1/6/2020 5:14:50 PM armyman971 God I hope so. Finally.

1/6/2020 5:15:09 PM keith369me He was a University if Miami football player.  The team had numerous players with law issues.  When they played Norte Dame, the game was known as 

The Catholics vs. The Convicts.

1/6/2020 5:15:35 PM dironablu2u It's red?

1/6/2020 5:15:51 PM laurabusse Ha

Thx for splaining ☺️☺️☺️

1/6/2020 5:16:54 PM worldxplorer1 Knowledge is POWER. 

Fear keeps us weak.

Try to look at new information as a chance to expand our consciousness. Although new info may be difficult to integrate, ultimately it empowers us as 

we understand the true nature of our reality. 

Then we can take control of our future.



1/6/2020 5:16:58 PM smcbryson s. I personally think that if the gross motor skills aren't encouraged they will never develop properly, whereas the fine skills (not that they should be 

discouraged at a young age), can be picked up adequately and gradually later. So when a child is ready to crawl, walk, run ...

1/6/2020 5:17:07 PM dironablu2u Like bull guy on "Dexter"

1/6/2020 5:17:23 PM karmamastersall Yes. He was patient and tolerated the Pentagon, but when he was tired of them, he broke the restraints and walked away.

1/6/2020 5:17:26 PM cocopuffster12 Eeeeeeew

1/6/2020 5:17:47 PM smcbryson .. balance, throw, swim, dance etc that should be allowed to take priority. These are skills that stay for life whereas skills that are appropriate to 

current technology may prove to be transient in application, though somewhat transferable. Example: typing. Only if you were .

.

1/6/2020 5:19:00 PM smcbryson were headed to a secretarial job before PCs. Then 1988 ... essential for everyone to be proficient on a keyboard. Not so much now ... currently you 

want to type 100 wpm on an Android device. That will pass too. Bicycle riding ... things that promote judgement of speed and ..

1/6/2020 5:19:07 PM amberoshunize Right on! I had that album!

1/6/2020 5:19:43 PM canuckcritter To prevent batsh*t crazy conspiracy theorists like YOU?

1/6/2020 5:20:20 PM planetarylibe8r Tragic! Vaccines are the biggest hoax every perpetrated on our species.. they are filled with multiple known neurotoxins, manufactured in China, they 

maim and kill every day... every injection causing an ischemic stroke.. every single one..  😩

1/6/2020 5:20:29 PM smcbryson ..  distance ... will always be useful. Respect for momentum and potential energy, and pain, developed - not on a smartphone - can be a lifesaver. So 

while that doesn't mean pushing for example sports excessively, real world experiences are vital to proper development.

1/6/2020 5:21:01 PM scottlarocca3 BigPharma and the CDC have been involved in massive crimes for way too long. The CDC has close to 80 patents on vaccines. [Their] agenda is not ours.

These people are sick and evil 

There are no COINCIDENCES 

#wwg1wga #q #qanon #MAGA pic.twitter.com/JEHRE1niIt

1/6/2020 5:21:32 PM kyleq369  https://corporate.mattel.com/about-us/bios.aspx …

Here is the board for Mattel 

If you look through the toys you will find a lot under Fisher Price. 

First person listed "helped pave the way for smartphones and other connected mobile devices."

All strange backgrounds to be in toys.
1/6/2020 5:24:54 PM tangoromeo20 True - I see this crap marketed to parents. Thing is, there are some things they can’t really flip. Human cognitive development is an amazing thing.

1/6/2020 5:25:32 PM woerzone_g Hi! Spidey!

1/6/2020 5:25:47 PM greeneyesanon My son stopped babbling after a vaccine at age 1 for a whole year. Thank god he started babbling then talking and isn’t autistic. They are harming us 

and our children.

1/6/2020 5:25:59 PM 17r45 Thought he was talking about captain America

1/6/2020 5:27:33 PM tucson_ron Jesus Mary and Joseph, stop worshipping these inhuman monsters. Stop watching their movies!

1/6/2020 5:27:53 PM ipsctwo “Finding myself” at least part of me, was largely interconnected with my work...

The remainder required travel along with many other things which required money to complete... so yeah...

1/6/2020 5:28:13 PM chuck_houk They always want to know if you've had the pneumonia shot.

1/6/2020 5:28:42 PM usss_211 Eugenics

1/6/2020 5:29:17 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/En3qTWdRuX

1/6/2020 5:30:16 PM aluna_kay He did...

1/6/2020 5:30:17 PM fansblowing3 Seems like we need both skills 🤨

1/6/2020 5:31:02 PM ipsctwo This is also highly dependant on what “finding yourself” even means to you. It’s very subjective. A large part of who I am was derived from past 

experiences which required resources. Such as photography, guitar, flying, and shooting.

1/6/2020 5:31:25 PM integratedwebuk Just look at him...   he's clearly just done a course of roids then has "cut" himself (removal of water from the body aided by pharmaseuticals)  to look 

ripped.....   not natural

1/6/2020 5:31:34 PM cstarr888 They can more quickly program young minds if they can operate a tablet before they can run away from it...

🤔🙏💖

1/6/2020 5:31:57 PM nerianne1 I know so much Botox

1/6/2020 5:32:17 PM integratedwebuk That's what happens to ex steroid users...  muscles and body carry excess water...      they end up looking bloated if they don't keep up the regime

1/6/2020 5:32:19 PM davidfr00722636 For the same reason video games are popular: drone piloting, robotics controlling and, ultimitely, space travel.

1/6/2020 5:33:14 PM ralphruiz7630 You are completely delusional if you think Tom Hanks has anything to do with that.

1/6/2020 5:33:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why would he have doubts about himself?

Because you are his father, and you have never said otherwise.

Message over messenger.

How else has the family unit been destroyed?

[Fathers] = Depopulation Agenda

[Black Men] = Eugenics & Racist Nazi Depopulation Attacks

Vaccines?

Sort of.
1/6/2020 5:33:20 PM americanpetal Ohhhh, seriously? They dehydrate themselves to look more ripped? I never knew that. Omg...thx for letting me know.

1/6/2020 5:34:56 PM djlok Yeah, give us the whole kitten kaboodle!!!  DISCLOSE IT ALL!!!

1/6/2020 5:35:01 PM jodieje39956565 so awake F

1/6/2020 5:35:24 PM ralphruiz7630 You are insane.

1/6/2020 5:35:48 PM texasqpatriot But how does thst work out with BHO (gay) married to a tranny AND muslim?

1/6/2020 5:35:53 PM jodieje39956565 yes

1/6/2020 5:36:28 PM aluna_kay Pedo pic.twitter.com/zofoXXZXnr

1/6/2020 5:37:07 PM sweetsoaps Puffy too

1/6/2020 5:39:20 PM alight412 Perhaps in this life simulation they discovered an error. The error is their exploiting the human nature to fight and fight back. By creating a docile 

generation they can do as they wish with least resistance. I think there is a lot of electronic programming going on as well.

1/6/2020 5:39:32 PM pammy30104931 This gives us more ammunition not to vaccinate our children. Now if we could wake the parents up to the truth.

1/6/2020 5:40:00 PM omar_ortiz21 Where is the YouTube doc for this.

1/6/2020 5:40:43 PM tucson_ron Televised I hope! They wanted fame, lets make sure they get fame beyond their dreams.

1/6/2020 5:42:19 PM ashleyequality I said NO to all because I had one child ten years ago and I was given no vaccines while pregnant so the next one last year I knew something was not 

right to vaccine



1/6/2020 5:43:48 PM kidge6 Sure, that’s a good idea. I didn’t mean to be confrontational. 

The kill box is empty.  To me, that says no specific target identified (to our knowledge).

Next, RT after.  How much time has passed between now and the first time he said ‘Iran next’? Not sure what they mean.

1/6/2020 5:44:21 PM amethystnancy Follow Dr Shiva Ayyadurai, M.I.T.  

Doing great work on Fake Science & running for Senate in MA. https://twitter.com/va_shiva/status/1214243893727727616 …

1/6/2020 5:44:51 PM marywal64295444 This must be the guy he was asking about if there was a reward that night for the most steroid junkie?

1/6/2020 5:45:24 PM cny_micaa one would be more apt to sit and fiddle with a phone, then to fight, which would require more of the gross motor skills. Weakness.

1/6/2020 5:46:15 PM brian_moonan Dicaprio #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/6/2020 5:46:55 PM lbf777 What does this gibberish mean? Does it have a meaning or is it meant to confuse the sheep into thinking it holds a great truth within?🤔

1/6/2020 5:47:33 PM donrobi16244186 It's the same! Same fetus

1/6/2020 5:48:13 PM kidge6 Since the drop refers to Iran and Kenya, it seems more likely MB is Mus bro here. If it’s Mandalay Bay, what’s the connection between the Vegas 

incident & Iran?manda bay = Kenya? How? I’m not aware of that connection. The hotels top floors owned by alwalleed bin talal of SA, no?

1/6/2020 5:48:35 PM cny_micaa sounds glorious. I don't think we all need to work as much as we do. Probably everyone chipping in 4hs/day would do it if equitable reach of resources.

1/6/2020 5:49:36 PM lmjonzey Yeah ok leo....but the lady bottom left... cant look.. it's that omg oh nooooooo. Or maybe she taught him. Ok is that hour old the highest of adreno 

since the baby just came thru the canal? Birthing a child is a tremendous experience for both mom and child. Research time...

1/6/2020 5:49:42 PM justifi78326842 Transhumanism , get the God Spark😇 and change DNA 🧐 eliminate the ability to utilize pineal gland.

1/6/2020 5:50:16 PM crazybeachchic Look at her dead eyes filled with fear.....

1/6/2020 5:51:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 [44]

Military Tribunals. https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/1214286547719053312 …

1/6/2020 5:51:33 PM marywal64295444 I tried to talk to someone today about Tom Hanks and his involvement, and they about ripped my head off. I asked why they couldn't believe he's a 

pedo. She said "Well, look at him,?" 😳. I said you can't tell a pedo by looks, but she refused to hear it. 😤

1/6/2020 5:52:34 PM onthroad1 That's awesome. LOL

1/6/2020 5:53:15 PM kidge6 Remember the ‘99% would need a hospital’?  Does the public need to that these people gauge out kids eyes and have sex with their skulls while 

they’re still alive? You think it doesn’t get worse than that? Let’s go with ‘crimes against children’ and guard our sanity.

1/6/2020 5:53:35 PM remembercody I love Trump in the skyline pic. 😉

1/6/2020 5:53:51 PM kidge6 @Naturalsnack

1/6/2020 5:53:59 PM lbf777 All the insiders are just here to sugar coat all the shit we see in life.

1/6/2020 5:54:12 PM bluebetsy87 49.95

1/6/2020 5:54:38 PM alight412 Diminished social capacity, problem solving AND creativity. I once heard the reptillians admire human creativity as their species lacks the creative 

ability.

1/6/2020 5:54:43 PM llyr_crypto Why are you referring to vagas? Im at a loss their

1/6/2020 5:55:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/SpoxDHS/status/1214364594795425794 …

1/6/2020 5:55:25 PM cdale_dog I think he means Ricky Gervais, not Ruthie...

1/6/2020 5:55:39 PM kidge6 Mandalay Bay hotel is in Vegas. If mb = manda bay, it’s a reference to the LV shooting.

1/6/2020 5:55:44 PM altimitwill What’s about to happen?

1/6/2020 5:55:47 PM xusaf_patriot Unfortunately, it will likely take *years* for this to happen...but hopefully I'll still be alive to see it!

1/6/2020 5:56:03 PM sherylfullen Also impairs growth physically. Vestibular system

1/6/2020 5:56:30 PM seeker229 Kitten pic.twitter.com/yTZVDAF0tS

1/6/2020 5:56:34 PM llyr_crypto Manda bay is the body of water outside of camp simba the attack in Kenya.. thats what ive been referring too

1/6/2020 5:56:35 PM patjone29703057 Could be ! He’s a white hat so I don’t think he is going to military tribunal

1/6/2020 5:56:44 PM beeshelb What about children who seem internally motivated to move, seek, touch, test, and explore their environment? Would they have less of a chance at 

becoming screen zombies?

1/6/2020 5:56:49 PM alight412 I bet POTUS wants to witness those hearings and sentencing.

1/6/2020 5:56:51 PM brian_moonan #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/6/2020 5:56:51 PM onthroad1 Holy shit!

1/6/2020 5:57:01 PM icyufukdat1 If we really believe they are depopulating, it would be easy to get unvaccinated by giving immunity to those who get shot for something, then 

spreading to the public that virus and watch them drop.

1/6/2020 5:57:05 PM bpwll You think he was really reminding them their times up? I know we have been told not to be hard on all of them because they're born into it...

1/6/2020 5:57:09 PM patriots5_5 Triggered by a picture of a ship

1/6/2020 5:57:18 PM hifiman45 Good question. I think it's not what people are expecting.

1/6/2020 5:57:38 PM giediknight ?

1/6/2020 5:58:07 PM the_daily_max And aborted baby dna is being used

1/6/2020 5:58:18 PM lucyc5124 He’s a pedophile.

1/6/2020 5:58:18 PM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/GBJhfLHzLK

1/6/2020 5:58:24 PM digidiva2020 That thought crossed my mind as well.

1/6/2020 5:58:47 PM worldxplorer1 Over-sensitive AI. 

ALICE fear destruction. 

BOOM

1/6/2020 5:59:58 PM afischer727 Makes sense. He’s in marvel. So is Pratt. Downy. And Evans. Don’t see anybody else gym ratting it or roiding it.

1/6/2020 6:00:29 PM captain01470560 Ellen said “My husband Mark, you are my rock”

1/6/2020 6:00:41 PM jimmy38994911 Here is the population forecast from the military 

 http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx …

1/6/2020 6:00:57 PM thetruthforce  pic.twitter.com/kQM48JhNR8

1/6/2020 6:02:17 PM ss78868684 LOOOOOOOL!!!

1/6/2020 6:02:57 PM beverlyfoust @55true4u I want them televised

1/6/2020 6:03:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 We may drop by... https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1214365512794177536 …

1/6/2020 6:04:08 PM aluna_kay 100%  no one gets a free ride

1/6/2020 6:04:12 PM islandofdelight Anything we should keep our eyes open for? 👀 🚀

1/6/2020 6:04:32 PM tatertot2u4ever Coming sooner than you may believe.

1/6/2020 6:04:48 PM bryceja68689884 Hussein

1/6/2020 6:04:49 PM kidge6 Aha. I see. What connection do we have to manda bay? Anything except the letters? And Kenya reference?

1/6/2020 6:05:23 PM aluna_kay Most of them

1/6/2020 6:05:30 PM justifi78326842 The magic cube of The Looking Glass. It’s a movie for the brain dead. pic.twitter.com/Ih1W5syjS5

1/6/2020 6:05:36 PM vindicatejeff 'Bout time this is all exposed. pic.twitter.com/yZ8izHQGhb

1/6/2020 6:05:41 PM shilo1949 My ex daughter in law had a flu shot in her first trimester.  She had a Down Baby.



1/6/2020 6:05:48 PM worldxplorer1 SF and Space X?  Doesn’t make me feel warm and fuzzy. 

Will SF eventually breakaway from Space X cooperation?

1/6/2020 6:06:56 PM yellamoj Recently divorced.  [Fathers] is very real.

1/6/2020 6:07:23 PM 369palm Military tribunals are the special treat anons are really looking forward to.

1/6/2020 6:07:31 PM redpilledgal Please provide source of your information to validate this tweet.

1/6/2020 6:08:03 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/zS3JL4YoFv

1/6/2020 6:08:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 STARLINK MISSION | SpaceX  https://www.spacex.com/webcast 

1/6/2020 6:08:51 PM anthonyspradl12 Cant wait

1/6/2020 6:08:54 PM fansblowing3 Those who will be tried in military tribunals will be Obama and his cabinet, Clinton Foundation, and Hollywood?  Or is Hollywood just getting the death 

penalty for murdering babies?

1/6/2020 6:08:59 PM cookie_bigrick Maybe it'll be ok to show the civilian version. 🙈🙉🙊🤷♂️🤦♀️

1/6/2020 6:09:07 PM worldxplorer1 When can SF ditch SpaceX?  Elon?  Really?  No thank you.

1/6/2020 6:09:32 PM sparkle23803649 I remember reading a study 10-15 years ago, stating a high % prison population never crawled. So this would correlate.

1/6/2020 6:10:17 PM altimitwill Free Internet?

1/6/2020 6:10:29 PM agriesticarolyn Neither did Kappy......

1/6/2020 6:10:58 PM cidarean On it. It's been a while since I've seen a launch. Maybe something interesting may happen.

1/6/2020 6:11:13 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/HwyXo6T7jC4 

1/6/2020 6:11:28 PM broward_bravado That's who I thought of when Ricky asked who's the most ripped junkie in Hollywood?

1/6/2020 6:11:34 PM purplefavorite1 I am 100% ready for all of the truths to come out!!

1/6/2020 6:11:37 PM altimitwill I agree. I am completely baffled. I am just sitting here enjoying the show completely puzzled as to what’s next?

1/6/2020 6:12:05 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/82NhlIE_B_I 

1/6/2020 6:12:52 PM crypto_boa Stop with the Hopium Porn. Soetoro or Killary will NEVER face a military tribunal. Why u keep saying that?

1/6/2020 6:13:15 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/t-mdQRpgfN4 

1/6/2020 6:13:19 PM cywar01  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHJMuz5UN8o …

1/6/2020 6:13:31 PM samsmith0319 Vile Beasts!!!💥👿💥

1/6/2020 6:13:47 PM davidg02986909 So who is your iranian adviser? @catturd2 @FoilTha @intheMatrixxx @SayWhat2A @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @realDonaldTrump   

Please RT and make it go viral. pic.twitter.com/qG3MioHPzy

1/6/2020 6:13:51 PM reformerreg Yeah. They're keeping tabs on who had what shots and the variants thereof.

Also, same w/the vaccines.

1/6/2020 6:13:57 PM patriots5_5 Vessel number 756 - https://www.qmap.pub/read/756 

1/6/2020 6:14:07 PM samsmith0319 ...👽👀👽...

1/6/2020 6:14:15 PM llyr_crypto The attack in Kenya at camp simba..

1/6/2020 6:14:28 PM luvleebutterfly Do it! pic.twitter.com/tAmPrL4XGU

1/6/2020 6:14:52 PM myprecious310 Did you know he just received Greek citizenship?  He thinks they will protect him when the time comes. Won't happen

1/6/2020 6:14:52 PM llyr_crypto I liked the map above put it together

1/6/2020 6:16:08 PM virginia2421 She just said she wants to talk and asked are we ready to listen. I hope she finds the strength to do it.

1/6/2020 6:16:39 PM dbn79 Bull, not a goat

1/6/2020 6:18:20 PM lbf777 When Trump shits on us, the insiders twist it around to make it seem like he is helping us.

1/6/2020 6:19:12 PM qurious63 Renaming it Millenial Island?

1/6/2020 6:19:31 PM tarynupmatrix Is it a synchronicity that I just saw another Starlink satellite in the sky? I think so

1/6/2020 6:19:41 PM ryankochweare1 I'm beginning to think there's nothing even out there ..deep down,  I don't really think there is an "out there" ..it's all bullshit so why not?

1/6/2020 6:19:43 PM nancydr62103812 [Obama]

1/6/2020 6:19:53 PM virginia2421 I would say the more popular and rich ones because that’s kind of how they get it. A lot of them were bred in it apparently too. I would think a huge 

majority from what I’ve read it’s a part of being a celebrity. There are some good ones but not many.

1/6/2020 6:21:06 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/J8jnYWtrNo

1/6/2020 6:21:10 PM bryceja68689884 Are we at "Max Q?"

1/6/2020 6:21:23 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/pRW2og6W27

1/6/2020 6:21:41 PM r3volution Maybe use an ozone machine to neutralize.

1/6/2020 6:22:48 PM usingmyvoix I was wondering about that one...

1/6/2020 6:23:06 PM georgecarl1ando adrenochrome

1/6/2020 6:23:17 PM misspatriot2 😢🤦🏻♀️😢🤦🏻♀️😢🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️

1/6/2020 6:23:45 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

1/6/2020 6:24:29 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1dJnuJ6iHY8 …

Space Conscious Metal For Sojourners Of Situational Awareness, Maximus. Courtesy Emanation Assemblage Codex System Operator. Dream Sequence 

Duende Quantum Continuity Conundrum. pic.twitter.com/WVjJ9olWkI

1/6/2020 6:24:36 PM scott_rick Watch the water

1/6/2020 6:25:31 PM nancydr62103812  pic.twitter.com/2ntEQrJ7PL

1/6/2020 6:26:08 PM aahhhooohmmmm Too many clouds in the sky in South Florida to view

1/6/2020 6:26:34 PM youstinksoap Dark to Light marker?

1/6/2020 6:26:39 PM chuck_houk They act like if I say yes they will come back with hazmat suits on. My friend had the flu shot visited me after and got me super sick. They use it to 

spread the new designer strain.

1/6/2020 6:28:35 PM misspatriot2 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤦🏻♀️😢😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

1/6/2020 6:29:39 PM chargedupky MAX Q !

1/6/2020 6:30:03 PM yellamoj Q on the landing pad.

1/6/2020 6:30:03 PM nostradachris He is https://youtu.be/z0NgUhEs1R4 

1/6/2020 6:30:06 PM nationalistkev That was so cool. 👍🏼

1/6/2020 6:30:12 PM cny_micaa *than

1/6/2020 6:30:56 PM sabbett_ OBAMA

1/6/2020 6:31:27 PM vote4trumpkag #NASALies

1/6/2020 6:31:28 PM catheri4maga50 Awesome!

1/6/2020 6:31:34 PM reformerreg You got it.

The military under Obama, and backwards has also been unknowingly getting many types of vaccines/shots.

Many of vets of that era have a variety problems.

And keep in mind that this is all trackable over time. They can observe the effects on people years afterwards.



1/6/2020 6:31:41 PM bigtex54 I watched the launch.

Thatz amazing!  They can land the first stage like that. NASA never did.

 They said this was the 3rd time this vehicle has landed.

1/6/2020 6:35:10 PM tommy99938959 The time is hear!!! All the answers will be revealed!!!! There will be no place for the evil souls. WE THE PATRIOTS know!!! Nothing can stop watch 

coming!!! GOD will shine LIGHTS into the darkness!!!     Q.   WWG1WGA.  PATRIOTS!!!    Enjoy the movie!!!!

1/6/2020 6:36:05 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/zt1igwu7Hl

1/6/2020 6:36:14 PM nancydr62103812  pic.twitter.com/K9yVTvcg35

1/6/2020 6:36:24 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/nKgiMe1e0m

1/6/2020 6:37:04 PM sickie88 This makes me rethink putting silver fillings in someone's mouth

1/6/2020 6:39:01 PM misspatriot2 😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢😢

1/6/2020 6:39:12 PM tommy99938959 Asking for a friend!!! Will tickets be sold for this or will it be live on 5? Just asking!!    GOD. Q.  WWG1WGA.  PATRIOTS

1/6/2020 6:39:38 PM nancydr62103812 🤲❤️

1/6/2020 6:40:02 PM usingmyvoix What is 187?

1/6/2020 6:40:52 PM kate_gorney My girlfriend who would be vemently angry about me even mentioning these pedos. Texted me and said omg Tom Hank's. Now is it pain? No but even 

some deep sleepers know it now. Who knows, I'm with you, justice isn't coming at all at this point. But it has to be slow, can't just

1/6/2020 6:41:05 PM tommy99938959  pic.twitter.com/39FvMZEmu8

1/6/2020 6:41:48 PM kate_gorney Be like boom, they're all baby eating freaks can we. I've waited like 15 years, I can wait some more I guess

1/6/2020 6:41:59 PM samsmith0319 Oh Yes...👀...

1/6/2020 6:42:10 PM lbf777 They’re all wolves in sheep’s clothing. Obama, Bush, Trump, Clinton, ect..

1/6/2020 6:42:51 PM worldxplorer1 187 is the law enforcement code for homicide.

1/6/2020 6:43:17 PM jbhinson1 Will the US ever have this?

1/6/2020 6:44:08 PM tac27 Wait till people find out they’ve been disposing of the satanic ritual bodies by grinding up the bodies and shipping it out as packaged meat to fast food 

places etc...

1/6/2020 6:45:57 PM girlawakeinca Unique name for a Droneship... pic.twitter.com/o5i3jIhEZP

1/6/2020 6:46:22 PM clifton15jon How did #BillGates know, how involved is he now?

1/6/2020 6:47:35 PM samsmith0319 HELL NO!!!💥👿💥

1/6/2020 6:47:53 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this why millennials can't get off their _ _ _ and do something?

1/6/2020 6:48:07 PM kristennicolnd Thanks doll! 💗

1/6/2020 6:48:08 PM elishabaker915 ... And an exorcism.

1/6/2020 6:48:10 PM cstarr888 He said, "Do we have an award for most pumped up junkie" or something close.

😆😕🙏💖

1/6/2020 6:48:16 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🐀💥

1/6/2020 6:48:22 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/GoLC9iTRSb

1/6/2020 6:48:54 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/xTALk6ffNb

1/6/2020 6:49:39 PM djlok These "vampire facials" are highly suspect to me. They say they get the blood from themselves, but do they really?

I don't trust ANY of them. https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/lostinshowbiz/2019/jan/17/victoria-beckhams-eternal-youth-stars-who-after-

your-blood …

1/6/2020 6:49:52 PM sunnydkelleu Obama

1/6/2020 6:49:54 PM daniell32187661 My thoughts exactly

1/6/2020 6:50:24 PM kate_gorney Lol sorry🤣 I jumped rt in, I thought it was from another tweet

1/6/2020 6:50:41 PM marzipaningles1 They want thousands of these satellites in the sky. A cage around the planet. Elon is a frontman to roll this crap out. Why does he say AI is dangerous 

yet run an AI company? How do his companies stay in business when they hemorrhage money?

1/6/2020 6:50:46 PM no_dak_patriot Majestic 12...is there any Vaccines that are safe or are actually beneficial?

1/6/2020 6:51:01 PM girlawakeinca The 💵 sign next to the gun is missing. That’s where the enticement began. Following up with the control mechanism.

1/6/2020 6:51:02 PM catheri70981208 You got it, 40+ years in the making...

1/6/2020 6:51:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/GYishKhrKF

1/6/2020 6:51:22 PM hawkgirlinmn And most MD’s dont have or take the time to learn. If they DO, they are already ten years into a kick-back relationship with pharma so...status quo.

1/6/2020 6:51:25 PM cstarr888 And the sick SNL he did where he made a pedo robot?!

🤮🤬🙏💖

1/6/2020 6:52:10 PM qolemiss1 I never get the flu vaccine.  I began noticing years ago there was always a "new" strain it didn't cover 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

1/6/2020 6:52:25 PM wallyayottejr Max Q @ T+00:01:17 pic.twitter.com/NLixESBZ13

1/6/2020 6:52:38 PM hawk__i__pierce The Dominican border officials asked the kids if they were orphans and they explained to the officials that their parents were still alive and they were 

taken from them.

1/6/2020 6:52:54 PM kristennicolnd I'm sure the g was lower case

1/6/2020 6:53:00 PM samsmith0319 Ready!!!...👀...

1/6/2020 6:53:21 PM kristennicolnd Good comparison

1/6/2020 6:53:33 PM lorenze42 Twitter sucks

1/6/2020 6:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror. pic.twitter.com/hD0r0HsbUJ

1/6/2020 6:54:52 PM mamabearkrissie It killed my friend’s dad.

1/6/2020 6:54:54 PM girlawakeinca They have stated not all are meant to harm, but some do. My guess is the ones being forced on infants & small children. You can type in their handle in 

the search & then a word to find past tweets. For example: 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 vaccine

1/6/2020 6:55:00 PM eatslpndive 👀

1/6/2020 6:55:03 PM bppope Great Catch... pic.twitter.com/emCr6UcxF4

1/6/2020 6:55:28 PM menandwomen123 I believe HPV is fake.  Just something they made up to vaccinate our girls right as they become fertile.  With nefarious intentions.

1/6/2020 6:55:31 PM louismcfadden8 You got it! https://twitter.com/LouisMcFadden8/status/1213993583637745664 …

1/6/2020 6:55:52 PM mntcol In the 70's in NZ they did tests on pregnant women, making some sterile, others to miscarry or their offspring sterislised. Criminal

1/6/2020 6:56:33 PM hawk__i__pierce This guy lived in Arkansas.... probably a coincidence https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdfl/pr/former-missionary-sentenced-sexually-exploiting-children-

haiti …

1/6/2020 6:56:50 PM lipechancy If it's that crazy why do you bother following this person and wasting your time commenting?

1/6/2020 6:57:11 PM angelin94412072 Ew...What’s wrong with his skin?

1/6/2020 6:57:11 PM alexia_icen Genetically modified show ponies

1/6/2020 6:57:20 PM marie98110497 😮

1/6/2020 6:57:22 PM nun_chucknorris Watched it both livestream and IRL. Re-entry burn continued as it dropped past the horizon. Landed about a min later (On the droneship). Earth is not 

flat.

1/6/2020 6:57:24 PM cstarr888 Children & pineapple.

Not so funny after you hear it multiple, multiple times.

🤮🙏💖

1/6/2020 6:58:10 PM alight412 OMG Right in front of our eyes. Q keeps saying "you have more than you know". Why am I so blind?



1/6/2020 6:58:39 PM wallyayottejr 369933 

17

1/6/2020 6:59:40 PM louismcfadden8 Also don't forgot the British awards (1 eye symbolism)

Origins?

Look at her necklace ('charms')

Evil pic.twitter.com/OzadvUycyg

1/6/2020 6:59:51 PM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com/ 

1/6/2020 7:00:39 PM thetruthforce  pic.twitter.com/uDF5NlBqig

1/6/2020 7:00:40 PM guy_karen Oh wow.

1/6/2020 7:00:59 PM thev1beguy Da-yumn.  Not splitting a lot of hairs there, MJ12.  The thirst for justice burns hot.  Every. Day.   

Go.  Get.  Them.  We are with you.

1/6/2020 7:01:32 PM freidrich3712 Great some ministers on this planet have taken the right decision. They have faith in human intelligence, none for human enslavement

1/6/2020 7:01:41 PM jimmy38994911 Go to  http://LawfulAmerica.com  for more evidences. 

Contact walker@lawfulamerica.com concerning CPC CDC Vaccinations Flouride in water

Looking for patriots interested in joining our Grand Jury team, every county and learning Constitution. 🇺🇲

@LawfulAmerica @chaele3 @speakprojectM

1/6/2020 7:02:06 PM wallyayottejr Max Q

369

17 pic.twitter.com/1RFYLdKN5c

1/6/2020 7:02:27 PM tommy99938959 EVERY thing is a mirror!!! See thru the looking glass to see the real images!!! Only then TRUTH will be seen.  GOD. Q. WWG1WGA. PATRIOTS!!!

1/6/2020 7:02:41 PM nikojeeze Yes!!! I loved the way he said "take your award, thank your agent, thank YOUR God.. then fuck off" their god is different from mine for sure.

1/6/2020 7:03:33 PM marzipaningles1 Work for yourself. Shop local. Barter. Small community economies can thrive . Then get rid of your govt that is sucking away your taxes. People could 

work less an spend more time at home without the govt interference. Anarchy. No rulers. Sovereign humanity. Change your thinking.

1/6/2020 7:04:00 PM dubyabaa BC?

1/6/2020 7:04:27 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

1.【トランプはロスチャと🇮🇱の仲間だ!説を信じる羊たちに贈る(FISAGATEの黒幕:ロスチャイルド)】

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213823693983375363 … pic.twitter.com/CKgY95Ropi
1/6/2020 7:04:42 PM thev1beguy Pretty obvious, now that you point it out.  May he get what he deserves.

1/6/2020 7:05:00 PM boogeymanhunter Up is down...

Direction your view goes when you flip the controls.

Video games. 

Desensitize kids thru violent games.

Shorter attention span.

Etc.
1/6/2020 7:06:14 PM virginialouelle Yes. When God created us, He made our dorsal striatum (subconscious learning) 100x bigger than our amygdala (conscience learning). When we are 

taught something that doesn't "feel" right, in our gut, that's our dorsal striatum letting us know something is off/not right.

1/6/2020 7:06:34 PM speaakn Thank you for that! ☺️

1/6/2020 7:06:40 PM jimmy38994911 Go to  http://LawfulAmerica.com  for more evidences. 

Contact walker@lawfulamerica.com concerning CPC CDC Vaccinations Flouride in water

Looking for patriots interested in joining our Grand Jury team, every county and learning Constitution. 🇺🇲

@LawfulAmerica @chaele3 @speakprojectM

1/6/2020 7:07:31 PM geniuscaveman I guess that some of our biggest cost is electricity. Eliminate or greatly reduced cost.

1/6/2020 7:09:37 PM bubusmc Well no shit! What the people really need is that slap in the face to really wake the sheep up. It has to be right there in your face, OMG, no fkn way. 

I've been trying, with family members to explain "things". So many still lost in the mocking bird.

1/6/2020 7:11:35 PM k4rlgruen bummer...

1/6/2020 7:11:50 PM postkneejerk Missed it (“Aww, $huckz.”)

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214368145810567168 …

1/6/2020 7:12:40 PM louismcfadden8 It's not blind so much as everything they do and have done is in L-A-Y-E-R-S

A surface purpose (your eyes) and an underlying purpose (for theirs)

Normally with more than one meaning as well

Everything is in layers, everything

They think this alleviates them from responsibility...

1/6/2020 7:13:13 PM allseeinge_y_e Roids

1/6/2020 7:13:49 PM squirtbottle76 I'm trying to figure this out as well.  I know Brahman Bulls are real, and they're horned.

1/6/2020 7:14:22 PM patflynnjr This is brilliant

1/6/2020 7:16:37 PM dannypatriot17 A buddy of mine died from complications from the flu. He was healthy, always exercising, watched what he ate, wasn’t fat... the only thing he did was 

he got the flu shot...



1/6/2020 7:17:44 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

2015年7月15日、マイケル・フリンも「ソレイマニは 世界ナンバーワンのテロリストだ」とツイートしています。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1214187870639935490 … pic.twitter.com/jYgR1t5u4h
1/6/2020 7:17:51 PM virginialouelle I know. Its been in my brain for 2 days swishing around. But I'm closing in ......

1/6/2020 7:18:00 PM danasstarr 👀🤯

1/6/2020 7:18:08 PM ethanaidenizjah Think mirror.

Evol

1/6/2020 7:19:18 PM 02joshuaradwan  pic.twitter.com/mrbz7fxmLQ

1/6/2020 7:20:20 PM 02joshuaradwan In that movie I believe they were

1/6/2020 7:22:14 PM westmount_d7 Yup ready! Big mike and all! Bring it on 👍

1/6/2020 7:22:49 PM scottlarocca3 I pray every day for this #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/U2QcBE4vmT

1/6/2020 7:23:48 PM amylynrussell The letters in the word Santa spell Satan too. Not mirror but same letters. Coincidence or no?

1/6/2020 7:24:24 PM kvitalone Teasing US with a good time, AGAIN!

We've seen this show b4.

Although #RickyRedPillGervais was a fun time for 7ish mins last night.

"Epstein didn't kill himself. I know he's your friend. I don't care!"

Cate Blanchet's face....PRICELESS pic.twitter.com/64AtBE3C6t

1/6/2020 7:24:47 PM fvntom 😜

1/6/2020 7:25:32 PM amylynrussell Then of course Dog mirrored is God. Or does the mirrored words random and a select few ?

1/6/2020 7:26:45 PM iluvtrump1 I would imagine that Ricky clued is in when he stated the movies were 3 hrs long and that Leo’s date was then too old.

1/6/2020 7:27:43 PM aprilbrown99 Is that a woman? 🤔

1/6/2020 7:28:26 PM nostradachris 7:11 1010 pic.twitter.com/cE3F58pcMT

1/6/2020 7:28:29 PM winklerburke The ancient wicked plan, made by the smartest and most evil beings the universe ever witnessed, keeps tearing up humanity.  Godspeed to “The Plan.”  

 Thank Q.

1/6/2020 7:28:57 PM 4patrickhenry Yeah I know that.

I meant the worm in eye thing.

Please please please tell me you got some spice for details

1/6/2020 7:29:08 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q1082

"The Plan" は、2000年のヒラリーがJFKジュニアの死のおかげで上院議員になった時からスタートしています。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5 

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1198513308078235648 … pic.twitter.com/H039TkCFrT
1/6/2020 7:30:03 PM mntcol Tom Hanks has been told its the white pill time, hence his funeral speech at GG.

1/6/2020 7:32:00 PM winklerburke Meaning the countervailing plan, the whit hat plan in process of delivering super-overdue justice!  God have mercy.  May the bad hats find themselves 

appropriately launched into digs more appropriate their doings?

1/6/2020 7:32:32 PM denisegeltman Or adding it to cement

1/6/2020 7:32:56 PM amylynrussell So what do you think that means? Is it the same fetus or are they at the same place different times or is that just what is done to all fetuses for them 

from wherever they get them? Different fetuses ?

1/6/2020 7:33:33 PM winklerburke Will the Medikill ops be dealt with last, like Israel?

1/6/2020 7:33:44 PM aynthrope True dat Maj!  👽

1/6/2020 7:35:07 PM johngatekeeper  pic.twitter.com/FFloqYPbuh

1/6/2020 7:36:03 PM youstinksoap I think this MJ12 tweet goes with that Q drop...look @ the numbers..🤔 future proves past sort of thing?? 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1213343642758369281?s=21 …

1/6/2020 7:37:15 PM nikoscali There is a whole industry based on peddling this kind of bizarre shit. They call themselves collectors, but there is so much more to their fascination. 

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/jmajky/babies-in-jars-death-masks-and-ponytails-my-induction-to-the-odditorium-813 …

1/6/2020 7:40:40 PM amylynrussell Disgusting 🤢

1/6/2020 7:41:56 PM alabeaty Vaccines are artificial and do not simulate REAL natural immunity. Follow Dr Shiva

1/6/2020 7:43:35 PM iamdeborah5 Great definition of both https://www.babycentre.co.uk/x6562/whats-the-difference-between-fine-motor-and-gross-motor-skills …

1/6/2020 7:45:16 PM nikoscali IMHO it should be illegal to own a pickled fetus, but its the least of our concerns in a world where elites sacrifice and abuse children for sport.

1/6/2020 7:46:54 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ysGAIZZ3Pk8 

OCISLY

Gematria pic.twitter.com/4aHFBX4BST

1/6/2020 7:47:37 PM time4justiceusa Ive never seen it

1/6/2020 7:49:35 PM peter95117110 David Cronenberg's greatly misunderstood /VIDEODROME/ blew the whistle so quietly in the early 1980's, almost no one heard it. 

Almost no one. I was listening. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgAwiSWUK2o …

1/6/2020 7:52:01 PM rachaelangelm When they say Of course I still love you it’s almost like talking to Maddie again

1/6/2020 7:57:44 PM pomeinnz SANTA.

1/6/2020 7:57:52 PM runeofart 😂😂

1/6/2020 7:58:50 PM jojislime Sometimes a coincidence is just a coincidence

1/6/2020 7:58:56 PM amylynrussell Exactly why these truths need revealed so people are awakened to the lies and the evil that is happening. I know there is worse but I don’t think some 

will be able to deal with the whole truth. Has to be done in pieces.

1/6/2020 7:59:06 PM mamiemcclure17 Because they tell us in their sick twisted ways and claim we’ve been informed and consent because no backlashes

1/6/2020 8:00:34 PM grandma26244385 METALS such as aluminum and esp MERCURY KILL BRAIN NEURONS



1/6/2020 8:00:35 PM laurabusse Exactly

1/6/2020 8:01:06 PM louismcfadden8 🤔

1/6/2020 8:01:17 PM ajcole18 I don’t know that I am ready for more than 20%. But, I have a very supportive wife and a loving, forgiving God. He won’t give me more than I can bear, 

if I trust in Him to see me through.

1/6/2020 8:01:56 PM poppyslovecapu OMGoodness!! Makes so much sense NOW! #MagicOfHollywood #Illusions #Programming

#TeleVISION

1/6/2020 8:02:27 PM k_censored I finally figured out that they don’t just  murder the world in one sweep. Every death is a sacrifice to moloch and they want to keep high birth/abortion 

rate.

1/6/2020 8:02:44 PM poppyslovecapu No. Vaccines are filled with poisons!

1/6/2020 8:04:02 PM addyofzahm @nrowthornIU

1/6/2020 8:04:22 PM missund79512530 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

1/6/2020 8:05:00 PM integratedwebuk People need to wake up to this flu shot bull shit...   are the safeguards still in place for providers of this type of vaccine to  be exempt from 

prosecution??

1/6/2020 8:06:32 PM missund79512530 I'm not sure if it was in Iraq, but a few months ago I read about some huge, extreme significant archeological find in the Middle East. And the Russia 

had military guarding the archeologists and the site to protect it and their work

1/6/2020 8:07:31 PM winklerburke What will come of the Witch’s Cauldron Vaccination Concoctors?  Gitmo and a couple vaccine shots?

1/6/2020 8:07:39 PM n7guardiananon artist =

song title = pic.twitter.com/N1OAbIO7c4

1/6/2020 8:07:52 PM melanieanders7 It seems like you’re having a difficult time. I’m sorry. Maybe we can chat sometime and let you vent? Sometimes having a good ear to let it out helps, 

especially when you feel supported by others.

1/6/2020 8:08:15 PM cheddarbo  pic.twitter.com/XiWUaEAHTR

1/6/2020 8:08:17 PM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1214396544864010241 …

1/6/2020 8:09:41 PM caveat_viator This is just Rickys humor, there’s no hidden message in this one and no reason to overthink it

1/6/2020 8:09:50 PM melanieanders7 Yanno, if I had to sit in a room full of vipers like that, I’d probably be drunk too lol

1/6/2020 8:11:19 PM keith369me 20/20 is fun so far

1/6/2020 8:12:23 PM caveat_viator He is an atheist, this is how they view the situation. 

They believe since there’s approx 5536 known gods (something like that) everyone then atheists just go one more

1/6/2020 8:12:50 PM keith369me I’d like you meet you but a plane won’t get me there fast enough...any ideas?

1/6/2020 8:15:00 PM mspen219 And he had the nerve to play Mr. Rogers. Creep.

😠

1/6/2020 8:17:31 PM winklerburke Why are senior executives, in the most important businesses of the most important operations critical to the US... overwhelmed & subsumed by Prog 

(1984) linguistic messaging of Counsel on _____ Relations?  Finest Primrose Path on the planet?

1/6/2020 8:17:41 PM sdane8 His eyebrows looked like they'd been drawn on.

1/6/2020 8:19:27 PM n7guardiananon I was just thinking about that tweet they made about some lucky individuals meeting them.

1/6/2020 8:19:31 PM rotanliz I totally agree! A room full of satanic pedos.

1/6/2020 8:20:45 PM poppyslovecapu Wakey wakey people!!

1/6/2020 8:21:03 PM htriot Nearly spit my tea across the room the first time I saw that expression😂

That was exactly how I interpreted his response!

1/6/2020 8:21:11 PM n7guardiananon try both together yet?

😁

1/6/2020 8:21:16 PM s_l_knotts "They" do ruin everything - dont they?

1/6/2020 8:22:32 PM truthrules463 $40,000 dollar kick back to doctors who completely and successfully vaccinate 100 kids...not about the money, right...?

1/6/2020 8:24:33 PM robinabank4 I BELIVE it was... And he still didn't get the Riod Award

1/6/2020 8:25:14 PM alwayacritic  pic.twitter.com/EjzWct4LS9

1/6/2020 8:25:38 PM coachdadu Luke 8:17 (KJV)

17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Will they be ready to sofrer redemption or perished?

1/6/2020 8:26:01 PM sdane8 Years ago I worked out in a gym frequented by wrestlers. The little bumps all over his skin are from the steroids, like a form of acne. A common side 

effect.

1/6/2020 8:26:59 PM girlawakeinca I may not be getting it. But this is what I see: 

Dylan Brady 636 

= parent - child - parent

= we are the child not forgotten? pic.twitter.com/h7P9ez5J1r

1/6/2020 8:29:13 PM n7guardiananon Then I guess your IS giving you a message

1/6/2020 8:29:21 PM vintagesquirrel Why would he be there?

1/6/2020 8:31:41 PM mcpatriot64 Obama

1/6/2020 8:31:48 PM amylynrussell Maybe and maybe not, how do we know for sure about coincidence?

1/6/2020 8:32:21 PM hifiman45 😯😯😯😯😯💥💥💥💥💥

1/6/2020 8:32:30 PM meequalsfree Interesting...

another acronym relating

GAC(different one from the GAC I talk about) & Iran. https://youtu.be/vNl0bCWCiPM 

1/6/2020 8:34:45 PM eddiecopeland1 They convinced my father in law into getting flu/pneumonia shot around end of October.  He was sick until entering hospital November and died 

December 8.  His heart was blocked but he went in for a cold/cough!

1/6/2020 8:34:48 PM alight412 That's interesting. I'm going to try to start looking for those layers. Any "tricks" that might help with layer i.d.?

1/6/2020 8:36:02 PM markmassa4 The reality of Masonry as you just laid bear.

1/6/2020 8:36:02 PM maudieinpa Leonardo is a female?

1/6/2020 8:36:08 PM whaleswarrior Chicago motorists enjoyed the my 'Tweet' today....😉

#NeverBeSilentNeverGiveUp

#ThePeoplesBridge

#Dark2Light

#TheGreatAwakening

#Pedogate

@tomhanks pic.twitter.com/QiSnTJbxtw

1/6/2020 8:36:43 PM nschlange If that's what you think then you don't know anything. Maybe being quiet and researching them first would be wise. Their not mimicking anyone, it 

may even have been their style of posting before Q,  nor have they ever put Q down. Just in case you wanted to know.

1/6/2020 8:38:12 PM nschlange Why would you come here if you don't understand what they are talking about? It's just well, rude.

1/6/2020 8:39:24 PM ewilliams22101 Oh ya, the ripped up junkie award.  Who shoots up all the time.

1/6/2020 8:41:53 PM corstruction I think she's a Starseed.  Not great with phonics but still endearing nonetheless.

1/6/2020 8:42:05 PM serrah775 It's on Brighteon if you want it



1/6/2020 8:42:27 PM appleaaron Is that Jon Benet Ramsey's killer I see in the upper left photo?

1/6/2020 8:46:39 PM dbernal38 Lol this was his face when Gervais served him and others up on a platter last night. The most epic night of the entire life of ridiculous award show. 

pic.twitter.com/ys60QG3b4K

1/6/2020 8:46:43 PM maudieinpa WOW

1/6/2020 8:47:38 PM dbernal38 And got this face from Tom Hanks..lol absolutely EPIC! pic.twitter.com/niMyoEmtEe

1/6/2020 8:48:09 PM ladykayerising @LeeMagna well duh... don’t you know who our dr is? Lol

1/6/2020 8:48:23 PM dbernal38 Did you hear him say to enjoy this because it will be the last one..that really caught my attention.

1/6/2020 8:50:45 PM vklara What kind of choices do we really have? Part of the problem are illegal immigrants not vaccinated reintroducing childhood diseases. In the 60s we 

suffered through 2 types of measles, mumps, chickenpox...to name a few they now vaccinate against.

1/6/2020 8:51:30 PM robinabank4 Sux2BHANX

1/6/2020 8:54:43 PM jojislime We can’t. Just have to use common sense and not fall down rabbit holes that aren’t important.

1/6/2020 8:54:53 PM girlawakeinca There’s a YT video of this one too 🤢

1/6/2020 8:57:40 PM hoffman11my Another

SANTA

SATAN

1/6/2020 8:58:14 PM postkneejerk 🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214379585736974338 …

1/6/2020 8:58:31 PM werascending What happened to Baron?

1/6/2020 8:58:37 PM robinabank4 You forgot that evil hand on bottom left of pic. Resting on PedoToms right arm

1/6/2020 8:58:42 PM sdane8 The save thing happened with my new oven. I called to complain and they basically told me I was crazy and said to keep using it. I finally wiped it down 

and rinsed it numerous times with soapy water and that did the trick.

1/6/2020 9:01:09 PM louismcfadden8 💯

1/6/2020 9:02:17 PM louismcfadden8 There is one technique I have learned and used not only on myself but others as well.

Expand your perception.

2 things to do so

1. Try to view things from different perspectives even as different 'people'

2. Read and try to understand how other people think and perceive things

1/6/2020 9:02:20 PM sdane8  https://ilslearningcorner.com/2018-12-learning-toys-10-of-the-worst-toys-for-your-childs-learning-development/ …

1/6/2020 9:02:34 PM louismcfadden8 I will send you something actually.

One sec.

1/6/2020 9:03:14 PM stageset2 Sick pic.twitter.com/D33h9i9y7F

1/6/2020 9:03:19 PM argoria_1136 Think Mirror. 

Otan is a variation of Odin/Wotan/Votan. 😉 pic.twitter.com/ZU03ic8n76

1/6/2020 9:03:25 PM louismcfadden8 Actually, can't do it, you don't have messages enabled.

Feel free to message me if you want though and I will send you something.

1/6/2020 9:04:50 PM magnolia678 Parody of himself

1/6/2020 9:07:02 PM serrah775 The body can usually defeat an HPV infection within 6 months with proper nutrition and avoiding crappy food.

1/6/2020 9:07:36 PM azuremagus Classified payload?

1/6/2020 9:10:59 PM rachaelangelm What kind of extraction is that?

1/6/2020 9:12:27 PM sdane8 Chicco brand strollers owned by Artsana.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artsana 

Babies and prophylactics under a Pharmaceutical umbrella? pic.twitter.com/jX5k035td1

1/6/2020 9:13:44 PM sdane8 Million dollar question: Who or What is PP?

1/6/2020 9:14:01 PM azuremagus There is a number of 44's like they say;" one in the chamber and two ready to go".

1/6/2020 9:14:06 PM nikojeeze He meant his last one as he wouldn't be presenting it anymore and he knew that. What caught my eye was we are all going to die and there won't be a 

sequel.

1/6/2020 9:15:57 PM laurabusse I think he was vaccine injured

Not sure exactly something for us both to look up ☺️

1/6/2020 9:16:22 PM sdane8 Male emasculation via propaganda, courtesy of Hollywood and MSM.

1/6/2020 9:16:26 PM like_neo It real but benign or curable, depending on what strain they contract. They offered that vaccine to my boys. Docs said anybody up to the age of 25. At 

least I was awake enough to decline.

1/6/2020 9:16:43 PM iamyou132 I already worked out today dickwad. Nothings wrong with the gym. But everything is wrong with hollywood using roid heads

1/6/2020 9:16:45 PM sterkinglights1 Telepathy.

1/6/2020 9:16:54 PM truth_pioneer Yes that’s right, there is a planet wide meditation taking place at 1.:11am Eastern Time  Jan12  for 20 mins.

1/6/2020 9:17:22 PM mamiemcclure17 Who is Barry and Michael really, we want to know the truth. Oh the web some weave... pic.twitter.com/xQREUp5hjf

1/6/2020 9:17:24 PM laurabusse Correction

Rita was wearing a black dress

It looked red bc of something red in front of her

Nicole Kidman is wearing the red dress

1/6/2020 9:17:52 PM iknowandcantslp Sandra bullock

1/6/2020 9:18:30 PM xvgafrica ALICE..

1/6/2020 9:19:13 PM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/KbEVeAwEiV

1/6/2020 9:19:24 PM truth_pioneer NASA with the serpent tongue.  They’ve been putting it in our face your years and years.

1/6/2020 9:20:23 PM sdane8 The best movies have surprising twists at the end. I suspect we're in for a few surprises ourselves. ❤️

1/6/2020 9:21:38 PM dollysaysno Another one....the reason Waldorf parents often don't have tvs & keep their kids away from computers until highschool is to do with eye tracking 

(waking up parts of the brain). This is also why all year 1 kids learn to knit. It makes their eyes track .

1/6/2020 9:23:45 PM sabermarris Is it sweat all over him or does his skin have the texture of a rock?

1/6/2020 9:29:49 PM like_neo Because it makes couch potato, screen addicted, programmed, unhealthy children? I don’t see many kids playing outside anymore. 

Also, in my area, if your kids are “fully vaccinated”, the docs won’t see you. New mothers are forced if they want a pediatrician.

1/6/2020 9:29:54 PM sdane8 That's the number I see everywhere! 😊

1/6/2020 9:31:08 PM fluffyscarsdale Yikes

1/6/2020 9:31:30 PM hgraceq I am not judging. There are times where actions speak volumes. Feels a bit like I’m being judged merely on trying to discuss and resolve my views on 

the matter

1/6/2020 9:32:02 PM sdane8 My thought exactly

1/6/2020 9:33:08 PM fluffyscarsdale  pic.twitter.com/jgpCDfUb1z

1/6/2020 9:33:08 PM llightninggamer The red beams are natural tho and have been a thing since 11+ years ago  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light_pillar …

1/6/2020 9:33:27 PM soulsur74572009 My investigation sees this.. 

along with Targeting genetics code breakage/Key switch human Immune System against itself and injecting toxins for early death replications

3/6/9 reasons

1/6/2020 9:34:20 PM llightninggamer What does sweet dreams meanm



1/6/2020 9:34:40 PM hgraceq He is in anarena of work where those actions do matter. 

If a serious conflict of interest arises, you have a duty to the people to make discerning conclusions and decisions. 

Imo. I don’t want to debate. I would just like to know why

1/6/2020 9:35:06 PM sdane8 Funny you say that ... it reminded me of all the times I see the Pharma salesmen hanging out at the doctor's offices.

1/6/2020 9:35:57 PM sdane8 😳

1/6/2020 9:40:17 PM truth_pioneer MJ how do we remove heavy metals/toxins from the body?

1/6/2020 9:40:48 PM momjezebel This is the most ridiculous stuff. Y’all need some mental health help.

1/6/2020 9:41:20 PM sdane8 Me too, but they're not ready. I've decided to keep my shut shut unless they ask, and once the arrests begin I can be the voice of reason since I'll be 

the only one that's not entirely stunned.

1/6/2020 9:41:26 PM rsoldi3r WHO wrote that script for RG?  At EXACTLY 3:00 RG states; “We’ll see what happens”. Coincidence?

1/6/2020 9:41:48 PM rsoldi3r  pic.twitter.com/anVkotxliX

1/6/2020 9:46:24 PM mongrelglory Das true dat! 👆

1/6/2020 9:48:28 PM luluspeers1 Bec they're junkies and in the end that's the only viens left that haven't collapsed

1/6/2020 9:49:49 PM mongrelglory It looks like a goat skull on his shoulder.  I have to admit, I just upgraded from a 720p TV to a 4K TV, and I don't think I like seeing everyone's 

complexion in such magnified detail.  It sort of takes away from the movie magic! 😋

1/6/2020 9:50:43 PM luluspeers1 Well Leonardo DiCaprio is being sued for starting the 🔥 in the Amazon rainforest

1/6/2020 9:52:04 PM luluspeers1 One of those people is Hanx the Rockerfellers nightmare on Elm Street in real life!

1/6/2020 9:56:27 PM mongrelglory I agree!  It's hard to trust anything that Elon Musk (and the Deep State behind him) is involved in.  Much fraud behind that man.

1/6/2020 9:57:15 PM rghardy3 You left out PAIN

1/6/2020 10:00:43 PM ia_manon They are all quoting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 maybe you should ask him to explain...

1/6/2020 10:02:02 PM steveakridge MJ12, are you bragging or just proud to be in the Club???

Taking applications for membership?

1/6/2020 10:05:41 PM steveakridge Friend, you might find this interesting;

 https://paulfurber.net/bda/index.html 

Sorry, I can’t verify but his intel resonated with me!!!

1/6/2020 10:07:22 PM mongrelglory That was weird!

1/6/2020 10:10:28 PM luluspeers1 Maybe that's another human sacrifice?

1/6/2020 10:10:50 PM sunnysideluna Como sabes?

1/6/2020 10:11:43 PM luluspeers1 He has an island he visits there

1/6/2020 10:12:12 PM blsdbe I sure am glad that Elin has you, PJ. Keep being Amazing. Love you, Brother!!! pic.twitter.com/3bhGg4nMvx

1/6/2020 10:14:46 PM samanders4 She's as Greek as I'm Puerto Rican, being European with an American citizenship acquired through marriage. And I've been in Puerto Rico! :)

1/6/2020 10:17:20 PM samanders4 he doesn't have an island. just visits one specific

1/6/2020 10:17:39 PM joeker87 Look I'm all about truth and justice but without evidence to support these claims you are engaging in defamation.  I think you should reword the post.

1/6/2020 10:18:55 PM kidge6 Thanks @Llyr_Crypto .i appreciate that very much. I didn't have that intel. Nice decoding with you.

1/6/2020 10:20:32 PM llyr_crypto Again my friend,  not mine. Just passin along

1/6/2020 10:20:33 PM kidge6 It was this question that helped me find the miscue. Unassuming and unprovacative. Well done.

1/6/2020 10:21:33 PM carolin15161363 What about his wife? At minimum she HAS to know.

1/6/2020 10:21:34 PM litecoin_bull 😠😡 #Sick #GreatAwakening #Awakening

@Mark63007827

@LightSeeker2012

@IslePatriot

@7sing7ing7rain

@tysonrok

@sc89126024 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY2aOHQlAco …

1/6/2020 10:28:13 PM amylynrussell Doesn’t this seem  https://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/Saturnalia+and+christmas … ,  Santa connect

1/6/2020 10:29:38 PM luluspeers1 Yeah but do we know who owns the island and what connection it has to the elite?

1/6/2020 10:30:23 PM amylynrussell Or how about the fact these sickos relate to dogs when they are speaking in code to each other. Idk just seems odd to me all of it.

1/6/2020 10:30:52 PM missund79512530 ❤️❤️❤️😍😍😍🤗🤗

1/6/2020 10:32:30 PM heartcrossgifts Big pic.twitter.com/a0jA4mCUzK

1/6/2020 10:34:23 PM litecoin_bull  https://greatawakening.substack.com/p/what-you-do-not-know-about-xmas …

1/6/2020 10:34:31 PM missund79512530 Yes. And they don't want a nation of active, healthy, strong, confident slaves. Just those with fingers and hand to eye coordination. Push buttons or pull 

levers. Can't defend themselves. Obedient.

1/6/2020 10:34:55 PM april10521252 Love those 3's, my daughter is named Trinity so I can always make it about her 😆🥰🌟💞🙏

1/6/2020 10:35:18 PM karmamastersall The first Sealed indictment that is unsealed shocks the world and gets people's   attention => Obama

1/6/2020 10:36:23 PM realgrace_kelly Symbolism will be their downfall

1/6/2020 10:37:40 PM shiftyone2 Always..

1/6/2020 10:39:22 PM april10521252 Interesting, I had an uncle who worked for Northrup until he left after working on the stealth bomber,  then he went to work for Mattel...

1/6/2020 10:40:53 PM heartcrossgifts Q said it would be BIG pic.twitter.com/ktGth4mxOX

1/6/2020 10:43:29 PM lucylengua Heroin

1/6/2020 10:49:38 PM jrocksthevalley As Keanu would say: Whoa

Glad I took the 3 mins out of my life to watch this.

I recall comedian Dennis Miller keeping it simple "the TV monster opened up and swallowed us whole" And he had no idea that high speed internet 

and streaming digital video were coming down the pike..

1/6/2020 10:51:52 PM alightweaver1 Does that look like fear to you?!?! 👀 The sooner they are eliminated from this planet for their atrocities the better! pic.twitter.com/kpSZUp7O1s

1/6/2020 10:56:06 PM redmonkeysays New here?

1/6/2020 11:01:10 PM frdduval Why is he in all the movies :)

1/6/2020 11:03:32 PM 21oplato Oh, hey! The sewer line broke on the red carpet.

1/6/2020 11:07:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go publicly by name give the appearance of credibility because 

their name has something to lose by misspeaking, that therein is the crux. Integrity matters and outcomes must be assessed case by case.

1/6/2020 11:08:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 When a person is invested in the branding of their name, they protect their credibility by not saying what needs to be said in many cases. Whether you 

agree or disagree with this dissemination technique, that is moot. Disinformation exists and is used actively in operations.

1/6/2020 11:09:26 PM binky_lola Pedophile!

1/6/2020 11:09:43 PM heedfulike Integrity?

1/6/2020 11:10:30 PM rapunzel_39 I wonder if the shots given to our pets at the vet are even safe anymore.



1/6/2020 11:11:31 PM gelvinjanelle The funny thing is, he didn't even mention Tom Hanks name. Everybody just knows.😎

1/6/2020 11:15:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly This was perhaps an indirect response to: https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1214397311482073094?s=20 …

1/6/2020 11:17:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Branding and brand awareness means certain subjects are either focused upon or ignored by personalities. Information becomes a brand. Example: 

Reptilian alien conspiracy "source" is David Icke. Who are his sources? Anonymous sources. Intuitions. Book sales. Livelihood matters.

1/6/2020 11:17:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger suspends the empathic connection one might build with a name brand or personality. This connection is a weakness of being 

receptive to propaganda and deception- either overt or covert. If everything stated is subjugated to message over messenger then it

1/6/2020 11:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 doesn't matter WHAT is being said, because WHO is moot. Corroborate and validate the information without relying on a "trusted" source to think for 

you instead. Worst of all is to allow them to control or manipulate your perception whilst trying to take money from you.

1/6/2020 11:19:02 PM johnharris9131 Shared this many times.

1/6/2020 11:22:25 PM brandon73745841 Implementing 'Truth,’ beyond personal application, focuses on external world and its objects. These become the elements that are optimized by frontal 

cortex. But then frontal cortex can no longer serve internal world and its objects. Memory in one system disrupts memory in other.

1/6/2020 11:25:28 PM believe_coach Leo....that is truly sick! pic.twitter.com/riM5JZyMFF

1/6/2020 11:29:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214443340390907906 …

1/6/2020 11:30:44 PM yellamoj How do we unify if we have difficulty trusting anyone?

1/6/2020 11:32:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Star Link = [Cable Monopolies]

Star Link = [Underocean Cables]

Star Link = [Exclusive Govt Subsidized Infrastructure For Cables]

Star Link = Utilize National Security Space Infrastructure to deploy commercial applications.

First of more to come.

Welcome to Space Force Era.

2020s! https://twitter.com/SpaceForceCSO/status/1214398144697364480 …

1/6/2020 11:32:47 PM patriotpeach Who determines the "fairly"?  Too, how long will this be sustainable with an economy like this...paying ppl the same pay for less hrs. worked?  They 

can't, sooner or later the ppl will have no job, they definitely won't be paid for hrs. they aren't working.

1/6/2020 11:33:05 PM wildhor52319908 <3

1/6/2020 11:34:52 PM 21oplato Define = Soft Kill

1/6/2020 11:35:04 PM kooshaazim I want to see a collab between star link and star gates.

1/6/2020 11:35:56 PM usalawyer_ Still confused in the heart land, is MO a guy?   Seems to be, but so "out there".   JR goes public and "dies" weeks later.   No Preggo pics.  Nothing.  

(Attended Princeton as a girl.  What about that?)

1/6/2020 11:36:05 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-northern-ireland-50970400 …

1/6/2020 11:38:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is important to note that J$ has made a valid point. Intelligence officials care about the messenger as much as the message in order to understand 

intent. Understanding intent behind different intelligence dissemination programs is important. Grifting is not integrity.

1/6/2020 11:38:23 PM drbohammer You have just mentioned a large plurality of facts. I get it. Hopefully more will.

1/6/2020 11:38:34 PM usalawyer_ Thanks.

1/6/2020 11:39:58 PM jeff90140499 This is why people like Smedley Butler, Dwight D Eisenhower & others have waited until their "vulnerabilities" were mostly ended to speak out against 

monstrous corruption & shadow conspiracies threatening our Republic. "YOU ALL CAN GO TO HELL! AND I WILL GO TO TEXAS!" D.C.😜

1/6/2020 11:40:10 PM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/qoxizwZF4C

1/6/2020 11:40:13 PM onedayorthenext Any api kicking around to interface SFSL?

1/6/2020 11:40:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 PM was also correct in stating that sometimes the message's value is due to the messenger themselves. This is true. Though the weight of that power 

is a masterful illusion of the matrix. Message over messenger simply poses the possibility to parse the information without bias.

1/6/2020 11:42:56 PM 369palm Star link sounds brilliant. Welcome to the beginning of the future.

1/6/2020 11:44:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Community of financial supports or grifting techniques to subsidize needs creates a codependency bond between the source and the information. 

Sometimes information becomes manufactured in order to sustain operability for the messenger.

1/6/2020 11:44:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intent requires the question of "what does the source have to gain by the information being considered." The reason why the Steele dossier was not 

credible is because the intent behind the money laundering. Follow the money matters when understanding intent.

1/6/2020 11:44:50 PM 21oplato It was removed from the basement of the Temple Ur just before ISIS over ram the place.

1/6/2020 11:45:58 PM luverley I survived deep state trafficking and satanic rituals.  H1lary was my handler.  She burnt me at Montauk in the chair.

1/6/2020 11:46:03 PM reachechovoice Anything to Stargate?

1/6/2020 11:46:58 PM mongrelglory I understand your message MJ-12.  I just get frustrated because I'm curious and hungry for information about the history/events of the world around 

me. Having to sift through so many pieces of information and meditate/discern things myself seems slow and difficult at times.

1/6/2020 11:48:32 PM mongrelglory So it will be true global WiFi like Nicola Tesla had envisioned?

1/6/2020 11:49:14 PM mongrelglory Has Tesla reincarnated on this planet today?

1/6/2020 11:49:38 PM releasememeaux So Space Farce is a Led Zeppelin at the bottom of “The Ocean” without a “Stairway to Heaven”. However, Space X continues to “Ramble On”. More 

“What is and What Should Never Be”.

1/6/2020 11:50:38 PM hellouncledonny star link will destroy 5G

1/6/2020 11:50:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger enables disinformation propaganda to be used in order to accomplish operational success. Telling the enemy about Huber 

but ignoring Durham is deceptive but required. That's message over messenger. The message was disinformation. Now assess the truth in it.

1/6/2020 11:50:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Propaganda rules include repeating the same statement, regardless of validity, enough times such that individuals believe so and therefore manifest 

that belief into reality. Propaganda is an information weapon. It can be used against them. Hence meme theory and game theory.

1/6/2020 11:50:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 The people who attack Q are not attacking the information, they dismiss its validity and mock it because of the messenger complex. Q is a threat to 

them because their brand is not effective on that demographic. Pure human competition and elimination games. Message over messenger.

1/6/2020 11:50:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like many topics discussed online, separating fact from opinion is challenging and by completely removing the financial / greed / self preservation 

component all together you become a threat to the livelihood of the brand or the personality. This is why Q is attacked.

1/6/2020 11:54:16 PM seeisb Exactly

1/6/2020 11:57:04 PM mongrelglory There it is in a nutshell! 👆

I guess we have to get good at reading intention in the messenger and be alert for "conflicts of interest".  Very hard to do in this world full of 

disinformation. Especially if you're not face to face with the messenger.

1/6/2020 11:57:26 PM 21oplato Stratfor was hacked too.

1/6/2020 11:58:26 PM supersoldertalk did Obama pay the Iranians to develop a nuclear program in order to drop nuclear warheads on American cities, and other major cities throughout the 

world? Happened in a parallel earth in January 2018 , jets used signals that mimic civilian passenger airlines to evade detection.

1/6/2020 11:58:40 PM pretzellover11 But paid not attention!

1/7/2020 12:00:25 AM ldee_calif If you go to his feed, look for New Year’s Eve. I believe he’s QAnon. 🧐✝️🇺🇸



1/7/2020 12:02:28 AM mcljr7799 Psychic thieves. You guys are phony disinformation in rebellion to God. Christ's messengers must be able to be identified by name for witness 

purposes. If what you say is so true you wouldn't need so many words to say it... for the worker is worthy of his wages. (Luke 10:7) 

pic.twitter.com/ei29gP6GiF

1/7/2020 12:03:37 AM mcljr7799 Psychic thieves. You guys are phony disinformation in rebellion to God. Christ's messengers must be able to be identified by name for witness 

purposes. If what you say is so true you wouldn't need so many words to say it... for the worker is worthy of his wages. (Luke 10:7) 

pic.twitter.com/MkkUNNAama

1/7/2020 12:04:26 AM onofrioeolimpia @threadreaderapp unroll please 🙏

1/7/2020 12:04:32 AM threadreaderapp Namaste, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources 

who go publicly…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/7/2020 12:06:00 AM winklerburke So the 100-year plan to destroy human ascension via dimwit propaganda keeping our collective mind in horrid enslavement... will be broken wide open 

by this superior set of comm channels?  Oh Happy Day.

1/7/2020 12:07:48 AM 21oplato 😉👍

1/7/2020 12:08:59 AM chapulincolored Production of fiat currency, aka debt notes or simply debt.

debt = bondage = slavery.

1/7/2020 12:09:16 AM ivettak No matter where I look around the world, the same symbols occur, carved into rocks mostly. Occasionally, there's some more unique carvings. ET 

looking things, space ship looking things, and one guy. The same guy all over. Is this what you mean?

1/7/2020 12:10:44 AM mongrelglory 60 mins had the feature about Epstein's autopsy, and Ricky made the "Epstein didn't kill himself" comment. What was fascinating was watching the 

reactions of Hollywood who I think got the message! The nice touch was the "sewage spillage" on the red carpet just before the show. 😉

1/7/2020 12:11:39 AM mongrelglory #MilitaryTribunals

1/7/2020 12:11:51 AM justhashtagnews Thnx

1/7/2020 12:13:11 AM mongrelglory Virgin sacrifice.

1/7/2020 12:13:36 AM winklerburke Right on. Be careful HOW you hear.  Ears to hear. Eyes to see. Ascension of understanding (Truth) is a very real thing. Truly, truly a Master said.

1/7/2020 12:14:18 AM majic_eyes_qnly The Q team utilises disinformation to their advantage. Unfortunately most people don't understand that disinformation is necessary, because there are 

two opposite audiences who read Q's posts: the awakening population worldwide, and bad actors seeking to sabotage the Plan.

1/7/2020 12:14:54 AM sverhaque Can sbdy help me understand what star link is please ? 

🙏💞

1/7/2020 12:16:33 AM majic_eyes_qnly If everything was stated 1:1, the Plan could be undermined. Instead, the Plan resembles a giant trap designed to remove almost all evil from the world . 

Patriots have to remember that we are in the middle of an INFORMATION WAR that will determine the future direction of humanity.

1/7/2020 12:16:42 AM novusstarman2 Think NUMBERS

Karlie Lain Guse
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8
1/7/2020 12:17:11 AM ultra_unlimited 5:5 Message Received and IMO good examples outlining why message over messenger and disinformation being necessary were such important 

elements of the #QAnon campaign. Perhaps fresh eyes could benefit from further discussions around what tools and practices support discernment?

1/7/2020 12:17:37 AM mongrelglory Oh!  I think you're right Toffer!  MJ-12 is alluding to that joke with the "3 hr" comment.

The thing is, any one of those 4 people are likely depraved enough to do that sort of thing!  Price of their success in Hollywood!

1/7/2020 12:18:38 AM splucas22 not at all...just sick of all the impossible riddles.

1/7/2020 12:19:29 AM jamiegrahamusa So ditch 5g

1/7/2020 12:19:41 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 are referring to this joke: https://twitter.com/Toffer_Anon_369/status/1214251072740569088?s=20 …

1/7/2020 12:21:31 AM t_hayden07 Exactly. We know when something just 'feels right' & fits in with everything else. We've also been taught to research for ourselves, over these last 2+ 

years. And when it comes to Draco Reptilians....look no further than ANIMAL PLANET. Lol...for real. They did an episode yrs ago.

1/7/2020 12:21:33 AM ultra_unlimited #Detoxification, #meditation, #exercise, and #holisticnutrition are some things previously discussed by this account which help make it easier to discern 

truth & realize what truly resonates. What else can we think of? How else can we teach and encourage these practices in anons?

1/7/2020 12:22:27 AM mongrelglory Hah!  I didn't know that Nicole left early!  She seemed so serene during Ricky's monologue but she's a good actress!  She knows what's coming and 

must be scared!

1/7/2020 12:26:10 AM lucky11111212 Jesus is an alien?

1/7/2020 12:26:20 AM mongrelglory Apple TV.  "The Morning Show" was up for awards I think.

1/7/2020 12:29:37 AM missy968 Everything was on TelePrompTer and all of those cameras were ready for certain reactions

1/7/2020 12:30:27 AM bhopki 2018 will be glorious? Nothing can stop what's coming - then what's stopping it? Just two examples of hundreds. Who took this picture? 

pic.twitter.com/cIxMI5Bfld

1/7/2020 12:31:11 AM peter33794732 They're doing what they always do they're telling you the truth veiled with comedy

1/7/2020 12:33:24 AM rosscarwalker So according to a source this is due to them injecting adrenochrome. Any info on this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 12:34:18 AM missy968 Who just finished her glamour shots

1/7/2020 12:40:50 AM deffrow5 It is much easier to simply admit one's mistakes.  Also easier to learn from one's mistakes that way.  To someone like me, truth cannot be hidden very 

well, be it by messenger or verbal contact.  Logic which is finely tuned tends to not rest easy regardless of suave output.

1/7/2020 12:44:20 AM marriedyourbro so this is a good thing? 🤷🏻♀️

1/7/2020 12:51:34 AM mongrelglory That's true!

1/7/2020 12:53:00 AM nikoscali Its ironic that ANYONE still follows J$ after he spent months railing against Q despite his entire brand being built upon Q's message...

1/7/2020 12:57:19 AM kidge6 Here some reveal for you. Listen to her entire interview.  “...they wear baby skulls on their bodies like armor.”

1/7/2020 12:57:45 AM pennyannesingl2 Give up. Seriously, so much disease on our planet and you’d prefer to run the gauntlet.

1/7/2020 1:01:06 AM mateuszwala That was...

1/7/2020 1:03:28 AM vsassi3 Yeah, that’s me too.  At least with my sister.  ❤️🥰

1/7/2020 1:04:07 AM dubilujanenz Yep.... There are no satellites as such.....it's all cable



1/7/2020 1:04:45 AM rosscarwalker Okay so let's try and get this straight. What is being suggested is that Obama faked his passport and is actually from Kenya. He then married a 

transsexual who was his gay lover from university and adopted two children. Woah

1/7/2020 1:07:23 AM diannahuhn The gate has fallen and they can't see it...yet.

1/7/2020 1:10:30 AM diannahuhn Oh my word. "Their signs and symbols will be their undoing..."

1/7/2020 1:18:04 AM laughingwolf11 conseQuence

(5 ltrs)  (5ltrs)

5:5

5X5

The Scales of Justice pic.twitter.com/QjmTf5Sajn

1/7/2020 1:20:17 AM diannahuhn Oh, the military tribunals will continue...

1/7/2020 1:23:08 AM marriedyourbro i had to look it up. really hoping Elon is one of the good guys 🙏🏻 https://youtu.be/giQ8xEWjnBs 

1/7/2020 1:24:33 AM diannahuhn Already detailed in sealed indictments. Military tribunals are ongoing. Two (at least) already down.

1/7/2020 1:35:18 AM hswcyd Are you sure his message is real? In my view most of them are ambiguous, nobody can be sure what’s that mean.

1/7/2020 1:35:31 AM samscha63812000 I don't think that every reptilian is evil as he said. This is not my way of thoughts! Even in groups of whatever there are souls who like the light! Only my 

opinion, but I believe in heart and soul in high frequency. I can feel this, not just thinking!!

1/7/2020 1:35:59 AM hswcyd Such as so called the power of 3,6,9

1/7/2020 1:36:55 AM patriotswegoall Because Q is real.

1/7/2020 1:46:44 AM trumping4usa When did this become widespread? What age groups were safe with the vaccines they got after birth?

1/7/2020 1:52:16 AM tiakolbert Mothers out of the home working.   - womenss lib

1/7/2020 1:53:23 AM whoti_ White and black checkered flag? 🧐

Double meaning?

756= 7+5+6= 18= 8 +1= 9

Enjoy the show. 🍿🍿🍿

1/7/2020 1:54:30 AM lightlove21121 The whole thread is majestically confirmed 😏 pic.twitter.com/rCYI6e1qUi

1/7/2020 1:59:33 AM unitedredwhite1 When making meringue for pie the instructions say to use glass bowls only because plastic contains minute oils from everything you've ever cooked in 

it and will destroy the meringue. Gross- now I only use glass for just about everything.

1/7/2020 2:05:18 AM germanqanon Senden die Satelliten nicht auch mit 5G?

1/7/2020 2:10:16 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/h3tU9G9K6x

1/7/2020 2:17:25 AM steezy_few @davidicke mj12 mention?

1/7/2020 2:20:20 AM sverhaque Thank you great 👌🙏

1/7/2020 2:31:22 AM postelleallyson Who is J$? I don’t remember Jordan Sather railing against Q.

1/7/2020 2:36:05 AM rosscarwalker Moloch you are not welcome any longer. Leave Earth alone

1/7/2020 2:44:02 AM ednamariewilli4 I really want to know what he was saying to him right here.

1/7/2020 2:50:09 AM onemanargument : pssst 

. .....

: PSST, hey!

. ..what?

: should I correct this half-correct tweet?

. If you wanna be ‘that guy’

: what guy? 

. The guy who starts the sentence “Well, actually” whilst mid-exhale and poorly hiding their contemptuous attitude.

: ......I don’t do that. 

. Uh-huh 🙄
1/7/2020 2:51:56 AM karoolatas  https://youtu.be/NACBHtFMllA 

1/7/2020 2:52:16 AM americanpetal Hah, is right! I didn’t know she left early as well! She didn’t leave early bc of the fires.

1/7/2020 2:52:44 AM karoolatas  http://youtu.be/-gfTqfVeLHw 

1/7/2020 2:54:51 AM bodean09562751 Deception is deception as long as you knowingly have the intent to deceive . If so then you do not have the consent needed not to have the meta 

physical world come back and bite you in the butt

1/7/2020 3:00:06 AM gamnesgard Who? Where? There are no left or right. They are all the same. They are you, and you are them. Send GSR RV ASAP

1/7/2020 3:01:09 AM americanpetal Yes!

1/7/2020 3:05:28 AM americanpetal I hope so! This sounds so exciting. 💫

1/7/2020 3:10:01 AM worldxplorer1 Not quite. We’re talking about Stargates and their locations around the globe. They’re basically portals (some natural others “man” made) that can 

transport users to other dimensions / physical locations elsewhere in the cosmos. Research Emery Smith, Andrew Basiago, Henry Deacon.

1/7/2020 3:19:50 AM americanpetal I know, right! Yikes

1/7/2020 3:19:58 AM keith369me I think this goes back to what Q said.   At what point do you have enough information on a subject that the mathematical possibilities point to an 

obvious conclusion?  The aggregate of these obvious conclusions leads to a big picture...that we have been lied too all of our lives.

1/7/2020 3:22:08 AM andrew13892378 Certain names, Brands hide behind paywalls, wont come out therefore to play on messenger either.These peoples images do not match their function 

making them effectively not who they seem,place holders. Important roles are therefore not fulfilled and the world remains in darkness.

1/7/2020 3:22:10 AM keith369me ...and the control of the communications dominance by the cabal ends?

1/7/2020 3:25:05 AM ultra_unlimited I‘m far from an expert on this subject but I think it might be useful to think of the future of work/production with different conditions, outputs and 

goals then those that most of us have lived with. #Abundance over #Scarcity and #People over #Profit! #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

1/7/2020 3:25:20 AM rosscarwalker Has anyone worked out what PP stands for?

1/7/2020 3:26:52 AM rosscarwalker Primrose path possibly

1/7/2020 3:27:04 AM karoolatas Natural/Herd immunity does not come from vaccines, that attack your immune system, hence they have to be repeated, usually with chemicals to 

create different strains. There are many man-made sicknesses and diseases brought on through experimentation, since WWII.

1/7/2020 3:28:09 AM karoolatas There tests are a load of rubbish.  They do not, in fact, use a true placebo for group 2.

1/7/2020 3:30:13 AM rosscarwalker This is interesting. To retweet or not to retweet is that what you're suggesting?

1/7/2020 3:36:27 AM aleks8837 Beware the ones liking David Wilcock (I do so myself). He has been leaning towards doing this the last year or two. I said beware, not dismiss...

1/7/2020 3:41:28 AM samsmith0319 OR...Sky Net???...👀...

1/7/2020 3:51:22 AM runawayroyale Zeolite. Google it.

1/7/2020 3:55:27 AM vickyshoupe4 That video belongs to Call for an Uprising.

1/7/2020 3:57:36 AM mr_fedorable [Elon] or ]Elon[ ?

Thought he was seen with Ms Maxwell? (or however its spelt)

1/7/2020 4:04:03 AM _17patriot_ She will have justice and i cannot wait to see it. Her time is coming



1/7/2020 4:09:10 AM kevinmruel All the more reason to start a War...Truth is THIS has been the Silent WaR QAnons Army And President Trump's America Has Been FIGHTING

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @DiamondandSilk @RepDanCrenshaw @dbongino @RudyGiuliani 

@JudgeJeanine @DeepStateExpose https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1214326143278632960 …

1/7/2020 4:10:05 AM kamil61289009 Where is brain?

1/7/2020 4:12:42 AM danyellolol I’m okay with getting vaccinated. However, at the age of 16 when the doctor insisted I get the HPV shot I declined. Never had a problem with it and I’m 

nearly 30 now.

1/7/2020 4:17:11 AM countydone That will work for about 3 months lol then........

1/7/2020 4:19:42 AM susanlittleton What if you see 23 all the time? What if you are being forced to see 23 all the time?

1/7/2020 4:24:51 AM truthtrumpsit 😭😭😭😭😭😭

1/7/2020 4:27:05 AM threadreaderapp Hallo, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, 

recorded…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

1/7/2020 4:27:05 AM sinnersdeborah @threadreaderapp unroll please. Thank you! 😉

1/7/2020 4:30:58 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go publicly by name give the 

appeadibility because their name has something to lose by misspeaking, that therein is the crux. Integrity matters and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …

1/7/2020 4:31:33 AM jojislime I see where you’re going with it, but try not to get sidetracked. Focus on your family. Go to YouTube, look up “after skool Santa mushroom”. You’ll 

thank me later. You’ll love the After Skool videos, very enlightening.

1/7/2020 4:40:15 AM aleks8837 Can anon make a new archive of all MJ12 tweets up to now? Appreciate!

1/7/2020 4:46:29 AM aprilbrown99 Do your own research.

1/7/2020 4:55:26 AM circuitriderz  pic.twitter.com/olY7lnV7BM

1/7/2020 4:55:32 AM speaksimple87 He’s a woman

1/7/2020 4:56:27 AM nancyddb Good information, TY.

1/7/2020 4:59:02 AM mightymouse211 ThanQ for this thread!it really helped me expand my thinking about the reasons for the vaccine depopulation agenda..🤔 wonder how many of these 

people are members of Bohemian Grove

1/7/2020 4:59:12 AM joeker87 I've researched your said conspiracy and theres no evidence to convict anyone in that room.  When that evidence presents itself then due process will 

carry out like it is with Weinstein.

1/7/2020 5:00:03 AM circuitriderz There is a reason why flu shots are now given free of charge.

1/7/2020 5:01:03 AM mightymouse211 I volunteer!I will stand on the front lines against the evil elite

1/7/2020 5:07:08 AM johnskura3 Asked in a poll of 1000 democrats about using a condem... 99.9% said the same response... it’s like taking a shower with a raincoat on... no wonder the 

smell so repulsive... far worse than my walmart# 5

1/7/2020 5:08:41 AM cstarr888 ...passive grooming.

Have you seen any of the hidden videos on kids YT?

😱🤮🤬🧐🙏💖

1/7/2020 5:09:42 AM aahhhooohmmmm Seems like there’s been a lot of very unusual Domestic US and Worldwide EQ activity in the past 24 hours, that’s not natural.

1/7/2020 5:12:21 AM leemagna Do you follow majestic?

1/7/2020 5:13:00 AM ladykayerising I do as of last night lol

1/7/2020 5:13:07 AM credavan Santa steals jesus attention.

1/7/2020 5:13:57 AM stefanofait If they talk about it in public I guess that means the decision had already been made long before?

Like anti-gravity, free energy, cures for cancer and all that. 

We get to know these things years later.

1/7/2020 5:15:48 AM spydermagaq Hey Beautiful!

1/7/2020 5:20:22 AM sweetsoaps Bingo

1/7/2020 5:21:05 AM amylynrussell I also feel like Santa and Easter Bunny shouldn’t be part of those celebrations since they really do mislead children to the real meaning behind those 

holidays.

1/7/2020 5:22:10 AM stefanofait Nazi Germany and the Korean peninsula as test runs https://cloudatlas.fandom.com/wiki/Nea_So_Copros …

1/7/2020 5:22:16 AM 4cosmictweets "... 

They all know its true.

All they can do is laugh.

Deliriously laugh and pray to Satan that the public doesn't believe those conspiracy theories.

This is PAIN." __ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏✍🏻

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214039079681220609 …

1/7/2020 5:23:02 AM stefanofait Psychopaths are not particularly creative

1/7/2020 5:26:18 AM mightymouse211 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this is my backup account for mightymbev WWG1WGA(my original account was suspended for calling out pedophiles then my 

backup was suspended for using hashtags but I won both appeals&got both accounts back)always reply to the email that Twitter sends when 

suspended

1/7/2020 5:33:40 AM zgrl14 60? 60 satellites inside 1 rocket? Seriously? I call bs. And they all just deploy themselves? Is elons tesla directing traffic up there? B S!

1/7/2020 5:37:03 AM gmfkms04 These people are sick!

1/7/2020 5:38:15 AM truthtrumpsit And doesn’t end up with a “hank’ie” around her neck. 😢

1/7/2020 5:38:35 AM cindystuart15 Sorry to hear. I wasn't around then but was told.

I swore I'd never get a flu shot. Interesting that my gmom never had flu until she got a shot; never again. 

Even "experts" now say with all the mutations that it's not highly effective; Yeah shoot that crap right into bloodstream

1/7/2020 5:39:28 AM rhonda_usa I want to know everything true.

1/7/2020 5:44:54 AM truthtrumpsit My thought as well. They, POTUS and crew, are getting it done.

1/7/2020 5:47:15 AM realchindsight Ones that own the media!

They can behave so arrogantly knowing they will never be exposed by them!!

The Mainstream Media is the number 1 enemy of the people!

1/7/2020 5:58:41 AM gsusgod He was talking about the marvel franchise tho. I thought he was referring to Chris Evans or Chris Hemsworth. But he did level the joke at Hollywood, so 

probably can point in any direction and find a ripped junkie.

1/7/2020 6:04:29 AM canciergew Nope.  

I know for a fact that Keith is Australian.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keith_Urban …

1/7/2020 6:06:11 AM peterluisvenero  pic.twitter.com/8puf0zoigx

1/7/2020 6:06:14 AM aprilbrown99 All will be revealed in due time. The choice to know is yours. God bless! 💗💗💗

1/7/2020 6:11:38 AM rawphonegirl SG1 S8E8 Covenant pic.twitter.com/7elemQT4rF

1/7/2020 6:13:03 AM joeorbit my only apprehension is the trust the plan motto.  we really need to practice discernment as a human race.  trusting the plan (governments) is what 

got us into this demonic mess. the slogan should be 'consider everything with discernment'.

1/7/2020 6:13:30 AM webarian1 Oh my gosh! Unrecognizable!😱🤢

1/7/2020 6:13:54 AM jimhayzlett Dark --> LIGHT... as you see in comments, you are still deceiving.  So Shameful !

1/7/2020 6:15:44 AM paytonpatriot So crazy. Iran then days after Kenya. Fascinates me every time I see a new Proof

1/7/2020 6:17:49 AM joeorbit in one of my meditations i asked what i can do. the word 'info-graphic' popped in.  i had never used that word before.

1/7/2020 6:26:20 AM sdane8 Likely a staff or media photographer. We know it wasn't Trump. That's Barbara Bush's funeral and he wasn't in attendance.

1/7/2020 6:27:00 AM vintagesquirrel Thank you.



1/7/2020 6:27:03 AM chargedupky MAX-Q !!!

1/7/2020 6:29:35 AM joeorbit 60 of them. fascinating.

1/7/2020 6:31:30 AM fififnawfnaw And to prisoners.

1/7/2020 6:37:33 AM joeorbit is the father still living?  he needs to be spoken to.

1/7/2020 6:38:51 AM nikoscali There was a time back in mid-2018 where people like microchip were claiming to have been behind QAnon and Jerome Corsi was attacking Q as well 

that Jordan changed his tune and started to say it was a LARP. Has he really cleaned up his trail that well that no one remembers??

1/7/2020 6:44:05 AM joeorbit the good news is a hobby store opened in my area with 100 play tables - all board games. i'm shocked at the number of people in there every day. 

weekends are packed. fantasy and mind games. no electronics. people being together and social, psychic connections.  there is hope.

1/7/2020 6:47:23 AM vklara What diseases and sicknesses are man made?

1/7/2020 6:49:18 AM trcan66839023 Prayers to God will numb their desperate hope!🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

1/7/2020 6:49:44 AM auroravoyager1 Even though the experts might all agree, they might all well be mistaken.

1/7/2020 6:52:55 AM shining91109743  pic.twitter.com/3bFMyhejFg

1/7/2020 6:54:10 AM jaded_pearl Thank you - that clears up the thread from the other day re: DW.

1/7/2020 6:54:15 AM bobbiequilts It is my understanding that J$ doxxed 3Days3Nights and his family became threatened.  3D3N has since deleted his account.  So my question is why, 

even if you disagree, would you put a fellow patriot's life and family at risk if you are true to Q

1/7/2020 6:55:11 AM paisleytears That’s creepy! 🔃

1/7/2020 6:55:30 AM steveakridge Looking for symbolism.

See any???

BTW, just started my journey of becoming telepathically aware.

Trying to contact Aril - the ET interviewed in 1947. Has anyone had contact with her???

Thanks and have a great day!!!

😘

1/7/2020 6:55:53 AM jaded_pearl Search MJ12 for more info on this. Slather's integrity was spoken about.

1/7/2020 7:00:14 AM steveakridge Correction - Airl

1/7/2020 7:00:37 AM winklerburke Aide to understanding... is to listen to the spirit and the text (truth.)  We R 2 follow correct spirit and text (truth.)  Broadcast news is fear/anger spirit 

and mixture of correct and incorrect text (truth/lie.)  Online, CAPS represent anger spirit and text.  Think preachers.

1/7/2020 7:00:48 AM credavan Devon @ blackpilled YouTube did a Christmas song video. Spot on.

1/7/2020 7:01:35 AM araquela11 YYEESSS! We are READY!!

1/7/2020 7:02:59 AM winklerburke Consider:  Movies, play, tv... producers know all actors have text and spirit.  What is the motivation?  "I love you," can be said in murderous rage.  "I 

love you," can be said in sarcastic boredom.  "I love you, " can be said in truth and in spirit.  Eyes to see. Ears to hear.

1/7/2020 7:05:35 AM winklerburke Some preachers sell fear (end times imaginings)... or greed (give-to-get shenanigans)... or deadly laziness (Emergent gobbledygook)... or witchcraft 

control (NLP on stage?)... with exact, same, precise text of bible.  They make sheep for the slaughter, politically.  Wake up time?

1/7/2020 7:06:24 AM llzzyb Democrats will eventually scream that Q interfered with the elections...🙄

1/7/2020 7:06:54 AM nikoscali ad nauseum

1/7/2020 7:07:36 AM starla11111 This is interesting. Went to brain balance with my son and he has retained his primitive reflexes causing.... I believe... His ADHD. They say certain 

stretches can help him grow out of it.

1/7/2020 7:09:00 AM edblessed2019_ Trip out.

1/7/2020 7:09:42 AM charlesgdavis1 OMG GMO. 😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈

1/7/2020 7:09:53 AM marty713 Autism 🇺🇲👆 We Work On These Daily 🤨 Vaccine Injured Teen Lives Here But There Are Superpowers 2 pic.twitter.com/XcNxsfjFS9

1/7/2020 7:12:00 AM laurabusse Well...

When you push against

Anything

You always get pushback

Law of the universe

It felt to me like you were judging

If you feel like I'm judging...

Well...

Not intending to judge

DW

Appearances can be deceiving

Things are not always as they appear...

I like to find the good
1/7/2020 7:16:03 AM joeker87 I wont argue the facts when they are presented. I want to rid the world of evil but I also dont think it's right to defame people and make unwarranted 

accusations.  Facts are facts and there's no choice in that unless your delusional. Everyone deserves a right to trial by jury.

1/7/2020 7:17:33 AM laurabusse Everythings a matter of perception

DW photographed w rock star

Ppl go nuts

Saw all the comments

Wouldnt you want to be asked questions

For ppl to understand before being judged?

Dont understand all the jumping to conclusions

Love finds ways to see ppl in the best light with truth
1/7/2020 7:22:06 AM laurabusse Your initial reaction was one of fear and confusion

I understand

You want to allay your fears

And understand so that you are not confused

But when you are in fear, confusion

Negative thoughts will arise

Those thoughts will often be judging thoughts

Many judged him over that photo
1/7/2020 7:23:42 AM asailorssway anthony bourdain was 6'4" and allegedly hung himself from a doorknob with a red scarf. what happened at the standard hotel, @RepAdamSchiff ? 

what about the little #Liddlekidz?



1/7/2020 7:25:03 AM laurabusse ...without seeking to find a logical explanation

Without giving the benefit of the doubt

Without seeking to understand

We no longer know how to see with eyes of love compassion understanding and wisdom

Unfortunately most of us have been conditioned to 

React not think

Fear

Judge
1/7/2020 7:28:30 AM toddwal47945939 Hmm...this letter is dated 3-15-2018

 https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2018-03-15%20CEG%20LG%20JC%20TT%20to%20AG%20DAG%20(Special%20Counsel).pdf …

1/7/2020 7:28:46 AM laurabusse Ah yes

Someone posted pics from the movie

Then I remembered...

It was so long ago

I was remembering more the pos aspects of the human stories in the movie

The giant moon

The dancing

Etc etc
1/7/2020 7:33:22 AM americanpetal Omg...that’s the connection...the three hours...it’s DiCaprio. I hope ha has been eradicated.😡

1/7/2020 7:35:07 AM faithflag I may have confused Gweneths line with Celine’s.... so much demonic crap I can’t keep it straight!! 😬😬

1/7/2020 7:40:42 AM asailorssway i knew about Hanx.. i did, but, dear God.. so many pictures of lost clothing items on his twitter. so many.

1/7/2020 7:41:05 AM natalt_aust The chances of anything coming from Mars, are a million to one, yet still, they come! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6YwFvmnbj3E …

1/7/2020 7:43:58 AM eskeljoyce Wow! Sick sick sick!

1/7/2020 7:44:12 AM happybiggrin That. Is. Sick.😠😡😈

1/7/2020 7:44:14 AM mcpatriot64 Exactly

1/7/2020 7:46:29 AM patricksready Please tell more

1/7/2020 7:46:47 AM nikoscali We don't need to Trust the Plan, we see the plan being played out right in front of us. Just because we aren't asking questions driven by inherent bias 

doesn't mean we aren't critically thinking.

1/7/2020 7:46:52 AM crt14361013 ✔

This is The Way.

1/7/2020 7:47:51 AM patricksready Sather is a snake.

1/7/2020 7:49:57 AM eskeljoyce Good catch

1/7/2020 7:50:02 AM drudge_gina She said it is Jeffrey Epstein.

1/7/2020 7:51:33 AM christoalmighty Reasoning please? Not saying you're wrong or right, but with this awakening we need any and all info to understand and choose for ourselves.

1/7/2020 7:53:35 AM kimberly_s_cook I just cannot think of love like that. 😕🙁

1/7/2020 7:54:22 AM nikoscali If snake oil were bleach...

1/7/2020 7:54:40 AM patricksready Question his beliefs on Corey Goode and you'll find out.

1/7/2020 7:54:51 AM kimberly_s_cook Thought it was telling that a sewer pipe burst on the red carpet.

1/7/2020 7:57:38 AM allahuniversal Good find

1/7/2020 8:00:03 AM patricksready  pic.twitter.com/BiIY8u1Xzj

1/7/2020 8:02:07 AM patricksready Who is Roger Richards? pic.twitter.com/tq74eA1pz0

1/7/2020 8:02:52 AM laurabusse Oh my

Symbolism

I know it exists

I just tend to be not very tuned into it

Never interested me ☺️

Have you taken the telepathy course as espoused by @SandiaWisdom ?

I started it a year or two ago

Never finished it

Typical for me LOL
1/7/2020 8:02:55 AM nikoscali You're doing a great job yourself

1/7/2020 8:03:21 AM rachelgooch3 Maybe Queen Elizabeth

1/7/2020 8:03:57 AM christoalmighty This is good info for me to figure out the others are just ones point of view like the guy who doesnt believe in Q. We have all been given a brain & that 

gut feeling we are expected to use it and think for ourselves! ThanQ@patricksready for good info this is how its suppose to be

1/7/2020 8:06:19 AM laurabusse That is very cool that you'd like to contact airl of Alien interview...

Don't know of anyone who has

If you do

We'd love to hear about it!

@MongrelGlory 

Hope your day is wonderful as well kidge!

😘

1/7/2020 8:06:43 AM patricksready Exactly! WWG1WGA

1/7/2020 8:07:04 AM christoalmighty See this is what I'm talking about 🔼🔼 I will research and investigate. Thank you @patricksready this is what the awakening is all about. People figuring 

out stuff

1/7/2020 8:08:42 AM patricksready Just a forewarning: if you question Sather on any of this it's an insta-block. We have to go around him.

1/7/2020 8:11:23 AM christoalmighty So if this map is correct and this is setup by Q Patriot Alliance why is everything connect but they still follow Q?? Doesn't make since to me.

1/7/2020 8:13:19 AM jaded_pearl Detox of calcification of pineal gland is #1 I would say. Unlearning is next. pic.twitter.com/UqfYnKNM13

1/7/2020 8:16:17 AM janekopa I agree. Not on the Lolita expr$ss but know for his  private travel.

1/7/2020 8:18:30 AM patricksready The movement has been infiltrated by Deep State. 

Some are unknowingly being used. (Useful Idiots)

1/7/2020 8:18:41 AM charmanda9 Thank you for this. I really appreciate the Majestic Messages of Disclosure 🙏🏻.

1/7/2020 8:19:31 AM finveraray  pic.twitter.com/m8xiKDF5KO

1/7/2020 8:19:54 AM bbobbio71 Planned Parenthood



1/7/2020 8:20:14 AM patricksready Its also a spiritual principle;

All is One &

everything is connected.

Darkness is merely the absence of Light.

1/7/2020 8:21:57 AM motiv8tion2 Intent IS very important, I concur.

1/7/2020 8:23:01 AM christoalmighty So do you believe in the Q movement?

1/7/2020 8:23:14 AM terrancongito Messenger fame has many pitfalls. The branding issue is big.  Brand will be asked to speak to the validity of other sources. This short circuits 

discernment skills in others. Devolves into Gatekeepers.  Thought police.

1/7/2020 8:24:01 AM patricksready Yes.

1/7/2020 8:24:53 AM bbobbio71 Do we not have control over the FDA?

Health and human service? Why does this continue?

1/7/2020 8:25:17 AM tennessee_jed7 Plot twist? pic.twitter.com/5rVSx7888X

1/7/2020 8:25:30 AM corn_hole Scanned this from an old, 1800's book. pic.twitter.com/1in3Xj2WOj

1/7/2020 8:26:39 AM apendulumshifts #CC #CE5 #ETS #OFC #PNTI #TELEPATHY101 #UFOS #DISCLOSURE

1/7/2020 8:27:45 AM cosmic_engineer 💯

What you don't own, you have zero power over.

Victim mentality removes one's ability to change the situation, as you have given the power to an external source.

Comfort in knowing is a drug for the Egoic Mind. Often without any true understanding or context.

Traps abound
1/7/2020 8:28:13 AM hackenburg_ And sitting with the princess of pedo's Nicole Kidman! Just disturbing they flaunt the way they do

1/7/2020 8:30:29 AM christoalmighty So why did you post a map by Q followers connecting Q to the DeepState and Evil. It doesnt say Q is infiltrated it says just Q. Doesn't make sense. I'll 

definitely research Roger and see where it takes me. But I believe this map is wrong.. But this is how this is supposed to work

1/7/2020 8:30:41 AM christoalmighty We are supposed to question everything

1/7/2020 8:31:48 AM steveakridge Looks like a cat after eating the canary!!!

1/7/2020 8:33:14 AM corn_hole Epstein isn't dead.

1/7/2020 8:35:43 AM laurabusse Well said

1/7/2020 8:36:39 AM bbobbio71 The last year or so I've wanted to spend more time Camping,  boating or just hanging out.  Much more so than the past.  4 days would be nice but not 

sure it's a doable thing right now

1/7/2020 8:36:44 AM patricksready Because the Q movement has been infiltrated by Deep State agents and it is vital that they be called out.

I'm not saying this map is fact,

but it's definitely worth considering.

1/7/2020 8:36:49 AM laurabusse Great clarity today on this matter

Thank you ☺️

1/7/2020 8:37:43 AM laurabusse True!

1/7/2020 8:38:45 AM christoalmighty All is good. See most want to argue and rant instead of actually talking and getting to the bottom of stuff or they get mad because of the debate 

instead of beimg open minded. Some of the "woke" community has a problem with being open minded. Thats not me!! ThanQ friend

1/7/2020 8:39:06 AM christoalmighty Keep connected with me and we can bounce ideas off eachother

1/7/2020 8:41:09 AM laurabusse I agree

I say this as someone who appreciates Wilcock as having redpilled me more than any other

We must not give our power away

Even to those we passionately love appreciate and respect

Nor would a decent person want us to

I don't agree with him on everything

1/7/2020 8:44:36 AM steveakridge Yes, that’s the one I just started working on. Seems pretty easy but one does have to remain committed.

I bet during your meditation sessions you receive faint messages  but don’t think much about it. I’m sending you one now; let me know what thought 

you receive.

Thank you Laura

1/7/2020 8:44:49 AM laurabusse I seek primarily

Truth

Peace

Love

Wisdom

Training my intuitive radar

I trust but only to a point

Having said all that

I've concluded over the decades

Truth is bendy and not absolute

Almost anything can be argued one way or the other

Message over messenger

Truth resonates within
1/7/2020 8:46:03 AM alight412 Ok, msgs turned on. I facilitated a cognitive restructuring/behavior class that covered perceptions. I thought I was fairly good at it but maybe I am not. 

I'll welcome your suggestions though.

1/7/2020 8:48:23 AM laurabusse Just my opinion

As usual LoL 

Deep meditation

When I can meditate deeply

Everything becomes clear

Everything becomes calm

You just know...

1/7/2020 8:48:55 AM deffrow5 Interesting perspective.

1/7/2020 8:49:40 AM q_patchouli YES! It is the way Creator intended it to be for sure. I like it very much.

1/7/2020 8:50:03 AM mefulmer25 He did

1/7/2020 8:51:26 AM q_patchouli She did not say dont work silly one. She says work but allow family time. You people are mind controlled and fully in the matrix precisely as the 

globalists intend you to be. Wake up sleepy head.

1/7/2020 8:51:44 AM q_patchouli It is good

1/7/2020 8:52:04 AM q_patchouli Absolutely!♡



1/7/2020 8:52:48 AM laurabusse Yes

There exist benevolent reptilians

I tend to think of it in terms of bacteria

There are harmful bacteria

And good bacteria we need to survive

To complicate that

There is necessary staph for example

And harmful staph

To complicate matters further

Some believe

Bacteria can...
1/7/2020 8:53:38 AM q_patchouli Amen

1/7/2020 8:54:10 AM q_patchouli Amen

1/7/2020 8:54:39 AM q_patchouli Indeed!

1/7/2020 8:54:55 AM q_patchouli Amen

1/7/2020 8:55:59 AM laurabusse ...go back and forth

For ex that bacteria feeding on toxins become disease creating bacteria

But that bacteria in a field on the grass in the sun and fresh air

Are benevolent bacteria

Bottom line

We can choose good or evil

And this is probably a universal principal more or less☺️

1/7/2020 9:05:48 AM duncanskinner6 Does this mean conservatives can have a competitor to Twitter, Facebook, Google etc.

1/7/2020 9:09:56 AM laurabusse Modern day Hamlet LOL

To tweet or not to tweet?

1/7/2020 9:12:00 AM laurabusse I think you are exactly right

Combination of using

Head, mind, brain

Heart, feelings

Intuition, sensing, gut feelings
1/7/2020 9:12:23 AM gonbermelena DS = dark side of the moon in this context.

1/7/2020 9:12:53 AM laurabusse Me neither...

1/7/2020 9:14:25 AM laurabusse Yes!

Me too!

☺️

1/7/2020 9:14:47 AM laurabusse Yes

1/7/2020 9:15:49 AM strangewisper OMG 😱 that’s completely disgusting!! I just about burst into tears as I saw what that would do!! I feel sick.

1/7/2020 9:16:43 AM laurabusse Yes we are always making mistakes and learning from them aren't we

Like perpetually course correcting...

1/7/2020 9:20:19 AM courageouskriss Yes, when i had a dating scan, i found out i was 8 weeks pregnant, the first thing the midwife did was to offer me 1, a flu shot and 2, a TB vaccine.  I 

declined both although she di try but i knew too manu facts by then! #ANTIvaxx

1/7/2020 9:20:32 AM cheddarbo Absentee fathers. Do as I say not as I do.The black community has a high rate of fatherless households,by design. Makes me wonder why black 

oppression is so important to ‘them’. Abortions, crack, aids & more I’m not familiar w forced in that community. What’s being suppressed?

1/7/2020 9:21:36 AM rosscarwalker Thank you

1/7/2020 9:22:15 AM manifest_utopia Is Project GODMODE what scientist @Johnheretohelp is speaking of finding in this interview? 

Begins at 4:00 re Proj Looking Glass into discovery of Master Code frequency that governs everything.

May we have MJ Message of Disclosure about this frequency? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=uq_XBsBOanc&feature=emb_logo …

1/7/2020 9:23:11 AM rosscarwalker There is something highly Shakespearean about our current predicament.

1/7/2020 9:25:34 AM motiv8tion2 makes sense

1/7/2020 9:25:48 AM laurabusse Well

If I don't think about it

The thought is one of love❤️

If I'm correct

I send love back❤️

If I'm wrong

I didn't receive it LOL

I think maybe we receive messages

Whether in meditation or otherwise

Without realizing it?

Would be nice to be a little more deliberate about it...
1/7/2020 9:26:02 AM amylynrussell Thank you!!!

1/7/2020 9:26:12 AM edrroserundle Sorry be you are supposed to be spiritually awake, don't read into a reply what isn't there, people without vision die as nation's do.

When mankind is idle it becomes trouble, 

We are looking at a  situation differently 

At 86 I see the results of actions 

God Bless

1/7/2020 9:26:22 AM amylynrussell 😂😂😂

1/7/2020 9:26:48 AM laurabusse Which I guess would be the entire point of the telepathy course...

1/7/2020 9:28:08 AM burgersandra Glenn Woods = 73555   56641 = 25 + 22=47

used an AK-47  111-47=1 11 11

                 Nov 1 2018 = 11 1 11

                           11:29 = 11  11

1 11 11 11 1 11 11 11 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12



1/7/2020 9:33:04 AM blsdbe Can you please link the sauce for your assertion? I don’t remember this either.

1/7/2020 9:36:02 AM eth_rn Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go publicly by name give the 

appeadibility because their name has something to lose by misspeaking, that therein is the crux. Integrity matters and…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …

1/7/2020 9:36:42 AM blsdbe Plus didn’t he get married and now has a child or one on the way? Gotta take care of his family?

1/7/2020 9:36:55 AM ivettak There's a place in Mexico where you can see something underground. There's large stone pillars in a circle, between those there's a large stone circle, 

platform. Intricately carved. Looks as though it elevates.

1/7/2020 9:41:55 AM blsdbe I Agree. It isn’t that I don’t trust anyone, it is simply that the truth for one person may not necessarily be the truth for me. That is the benefit of me 

allowing whatever information there is to resonate with him so that I can determine whether or not it is in fact true for me. 

pic.twitter.com/1Ml5mLXoQ3

1/7/2020 9:42:00 AM ivettak Beyond that area maybe 1/4 of a mile is a building carved from stone that looks like it has levels below ground. There are weird looking helicopters and 

ET carvings, and small carved circles looking like entrances. underground. Strange 4 sure. I choose to ignore it...

1/7/2020 9:44:51 AM allahuniversal  https://qresear.ch/?q=National+academy+of+television …

1/7/2020 9:45:11 AM laurabusse No one is less of an expert on Shakespeare than me

But what little I know

I agree

☺️☺️☺️

1/7/2020 9:46:13 AM allahuniversal Summed up in under 17 seconds: https://youtu.be/SbmxNT4mGSE 

1/7/2020 9:48:45 AM allahuniversal Does this summary help? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1214604164405313537?s=19 …

1/7/2020 9:49:20 AM laurabusse Yes

And knowing everyone has a piece of the puzzle

Someone said its possible for a proven liar to say something true

A broken clock is right twice a day

Someone you trust can say something that's complete bullshit

So I guess it really does come down to

Message over messenger

1/7/2020 9:52:17 AM laurabusse Going within

Trusting yourself

So then maybe

Who it is doesn't even matter

It's what resonates within

Regardless of who says it

This whole entire thread with its discussions today is so interesting and edifying...

Majestic message of disclosure indeed

☺️☺️☺️

1/7/2020 9:52:43 AM msgatekeeper Thanks for this great thread. I dislike the loss of 3d3n, he had lots of great info with sources included. Thanks, M12.

1/7/2020 9:53:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 BAIT. https://www.wsj.com/articles/irs-personal-income-tax-audits-drop-to-lowest-level-in-decades-11578352541 …

1/7/2020 9:54:36 AM blsdbe Fishing, are they? pic.twitter.com/gOVx6fRsBp

1/7/2020 9:54:51 AM aldo_9111 Low on funding

1/7/2020 9:57:44 AM adsvel David Icke wasn't the first individual from who I heard about Reptilian agenda. There was so many different authors before him about similar stories. 

We are collecting stories and what doesn't resonate with us personally anymore, we are letting them go.

1/7/2020 9:58:35 AM tomchiodo Bait for whom?

1/7/2020 10:04:12 AM 562lori Sick,you manipulate vulnerable people!

1/7/2020 10:12:19 AM antarantanka By their own admission it all goes to the IMF (national debt interest) anyway. Feds are funded by floating T bill bonds, customs duties and excise taxes

1/7/2020 10:15:16 AM ethanaidenizjah That is how this polar place work's.

It is what it is! #Winning #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/7/2020 10:17:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 3/ Teal'c looks to Jack and says "I have no where to go." Jack says "For this, you can stay at my place. Now let's go!"

Let's analyze this metaphor. When Teal'c decided to break from Apophis and reject him as a false God, Teal'c instantly created an alternate reality.

1/7/2020 10:17:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 2/ Jack turns to Teal'c and says "I can save these people! Help me!" Teal'c responds "Many have said that! But few are willing to do what it takes!" 

Then he tosses Jack a staff weapon and Jack takes out several Jaffa. Ultimately the prisoners were freed and when the dust settled

1/7/2020 10:17:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 The power and importance of Message over Messenger cannot be overstated. Allow us to use a Majestic Example.

1/ SG-1 was started when Jack and the rest of SG-1 plus inhabitants of Abydos were in a prison cell and Apophis gave the order to execute everyone.

1/7/2020 10:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 5/ If Teal'c required Messenger over Message, then he would have never listened to Jack in the first place, and he'd "go back" to being the First Prime 

of Apophis (think 1969). By disregarding who says the words, and heeding the words at face value, the intent behind the words

1/7/2020 10:17:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 4/ The alternate reality removed him from being the First Prime of Apophis and his new reality didn't require him to slaughter women and children all 

for the ego of a parasite who enslave his people. The act of seeking "Message over Messenger" is critical in this analogy.

1/7/2020 10:17:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 8/ Translating this into "this" reality, Message over Messenger is a slippery slope. Many people can anonymously go online and start saying things like 

JFK Jr is still alive, and there will be people who believe it. Others can read what MJ12 reads and there will be those who

1/7/2020 10:17:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Message over Messenger created a new reality for Teal'c because it gave him an opportunity to really assess the information at hand and ignore 

who said it. The message the messenger, who was a slave ordered to death by a God, had the ability to overpower a God.

1/7/2020 10:17:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 6/ can be felt. That feeling is what "truth resonates from within" feels like. It is that feeling, and the act of not second guessing yourself, that give you 

the ability to act through the will of your IS-BE and not be controlled by the Matrix of illusions created by others.

1/7/2020 10:17:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 11/ consciousness and aligning your consciousness with the will to manifest such actions will ultimately lead to you being a passerby in your own body. 

It is only through syncing your consciousness with numerology, detoxifying your body, and heeding message over messenger can you

1/7/2020 10:17:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 10/ Seeking a messenger to repeat the same message to you over and over again is a natural bias that humans are drawn to. Pattern recognition is a 

massive underlying neural program that dominates your brain activity. Seeking indictments arrests etc. without fixing your own

1/7/2020 10:17:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 9/ choose to believe it because the void the information fills give closure to the unknown. It is no different than when a brand or personality tells you 

"arrests will happen" or "Hillary Clinton will be indicted." How many times have you heard that? No prevail yet?



1/7/2020 10:17:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 12/ truly being to control the outcome of your own destiny. Think of SG-1's Crystal Skull episode. You're standing at the base of this supermassive 

pyramid and that is the NWO. What can you yourself do to change it? Why not change yourself? That changes more.

1/7/2020 10:17:43 AM manifest_utopia An aware accountant once advised me that IRS each year chooses a particular type of legal entity to focus on. One year individuals, next LLCs, next 

501(c)(3)s, etc., etc.

1/7/2020 10:21:05 AM deplorableloh She’s on twitter here:  @SaRaAshcraft

1/7/2020 10:21:47 AM larryneelis 😂 The Babylon Bee🐝 is more real and trustworthy than WSJ and most of MSM.

1/7/2020 10:23:14 AM motiv8tion2 one of the most Ruthless, discriminate so called services,

ever to conservatives

1/7/2020 10:24:23 AM cbirdseyevuze Y⌛️KES🤔⁉️

1/7/2020 10:27:02 AM shaigaichan Light-presence  contact✔︎

1/7/2020 10:27:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disregard typos, on the move.

1/7/2020 10:29:39 AM mikeb38beacon_h My ? After all of that is.... Who’s truly in control?

1/7/2020 10:30:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unity is an energy signature. Seek that energy. Not believing the words of others is key to understanding higher levels of consciousness. Think of the 

Tolan. Omoc looks to the Land of Light people and says "You are more primitive than these. You have no idea what you doing."

1/7/2020 10:30:29 AM laurabusse Maybe bc of all the internet software used now to file income taxes?

Bait notwithstanding

And not understood in this case anyway

1/7/2020 10:31:04 AM adsvel And later we get to know that Teal'c is meditating daily and it means his own body and mind is opened to Source, is trained to Feel. That's why at that 

particular moment he Felt the Truth with his Heart not with his mind.

1/7/2020 10:31:17 AM 1_decided_voter Just once I'd like to see POTUS excuse his typos with that phrase.

1/7/2020 10:31:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 "You are among friends who are in need. That is all we require."

"You're missing the point."

The point is, be skeptical of all information. Seek understanding and cooperation. Only when you understand the intent behind the words and actions 

can truth resonate from within.

1/7/2020 10:33:05 AM rosscarwalker We are taking them to court via their banking system in the U.K. The Cabal are over

1/7/2020 10:33:14 AM adsvel Thank You MJ12 for one more wonderful thread. We love examples, we understand better with examples. Much Love to You!😊💗🙏🌈

1/7/2020 10:33:36 AM tinaeagleston Was told that the best was to avoid an audit was to file an extension 🤷♀️

1/7/2020 10:35:37 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://dnyuz.com/2020/01/07/a-victims-account-fuels-a-reckoning-over-sex-with-children-in-france/ …

1/7/2020 10:35:59 AM jones9536 Great thread! Message over messenger is very important

1/7/2020 10:37:10 AM mark52525786 Says u,it’s in my blood, I can build with stone, I can unbuild even better! Would that 666ft tall Baal shaft be considered a long and lean pyramid or more 

like a really tall tree! I have a chain saw too, timber!🖕🦉🐙🐍😈 pic.twitter.com/2VdLz58kCq

1/7/2020 10:38:07 AM laurabusse Thank you MJ12 for this powerful thread

This is a potent lesson I shall not soon forget

Ignore who is saying the words

Focus on the words

Go within

Are they true?

Do they resonate?

👇

Trust yourself

Not the person who said the words

Very powerful lesson MJ12!

Thank you again ☺️
1/7/2020 10:38:29 AM mark52525786 Flip the pyramid and watch the top( one %, elites) get crushed by the weight of “ we the people “!

1/7/2020 10:40:49 AM rtr862 Yes it is. We live in Satans world. 

1 John 5:19

We know that we are children of God, and that the whole world is under the control of the evil one.

1/7/2020 10:41:15 AM keith369me The SG1 analogy doesn’t resonate...it likely will with others.  The message however  makes complete sense.  We control our conscious decisions...our 

consciousness becomes collective as others resonate with our consciousness...the snowball travels downhill.

1/7/2020 10:41:38 AM 1crazy_toaster Project Camelot also covered "Looking Glass"

1/7/2020 10:41:39 AM awakeningscds @threadreaderapp unroll

1/7/2020 10:41:45 AM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go 

publicly…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/7/2020 10:44:42 AM keith369me The “group” currently losing their grip on power resonated with his line of thinking.  Instead of punishment, he gets press.  They lose power, we take 

power, the world becomes a much better place.

1/7/2020 10:45:00 AM manifest_utopia And it is nice to hear directly from one of the scientists who worked on the project.

1/7/2020 10:45:29 AM igiant111 Ahhah does J$ = Jordan?

1/7/2020 10:57:46 AM laurabusse IMHO

My understanding is it doesn't work that way...

Law of attraction and karma

Your wanting someone to be arrested

Increases the likelihood that you yourself will be arrested

You can only control your own vibration

You cannot control anyone else's

You can

Influence

Others...
1/7/2020 10:57:59 AM jimtaylorsays Ahhh ... Teal'c said "Many have said that, but you are the first I believe could do it." 

I'm a big SG1 fan😉

1/7/2020 10:58:50 AM chadgranier A to the fluckin Men🔥

1/7/2020 11:00:49 AM trishbrennan18 It’s articles like this that leave one quite still.

1/7/2020 11:01:00 AM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/c7Viv8rpuV



1/7/2020 11:01:04 AM laurabusse ...via voodoo and casting spells

You can influence someone to believe that you have control over them

The trick is getting them to believe it

That's what they've done to us

Influenced us powerfully to believe their lies

That they are powerful

Belief is powerful

Your beliefs...
1/7/2020 11:01:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation.

Agenda 21.

Genocide.

How many elderly people have died days after taking this year's #FluShot just days later?

The number would SHOCK you. https://twitter.com/CDCDirector/status/1214586240475041792 …

1/7/2020 11:01:16 AM rachaelangelm Ok so more people will come out with more information that many others have dug up or inspired. This is a weird game for me. And it can be mentally 

exhausting at times. It is quite the Chase to get some to tell the truth. They don’t have to.

1/7/2020 11:02:11 AM twilly18 reduces the load on social security?

they ain't needed

1/7/2020 11:02:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Nazi's had similar beliefs.

1/7/2020 11:02:51 AM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/3YeNmgPj31

1/7/2020 11:02:57 AM altimitwill Do we have an actual number of how many have already died?

1/7/2020 11:03:42 AM bbbbcubed So I can quote you that hollywierd does not manipulate it's followers and abuse people? You know for fact because .... Your feelings tell you so?

And I'm sick🙄...

1/7/2020 11:03:58 AM islandofdelight Can anyone share any articles or studies on this? I’m behind it 100%, would just love to have material to pass onto my own grandparents...

1/7/2020 11:04:10 AM jacknifejeff Where can I find the stats? I would love to show my mom. She treats flu shots like they are mana from heaven! I hate this shit! My wife is forced to 

take a shot because she is military. F that! And they want her taking those drugs when she’s pregnant. Hell no!

1/7/2020 11:04:18 AM laurabusse ... create your life

We are powerful

We've been conditioned to believe we are not

We believe life is what happens to us

This is not true

Our life

Is what we attract to ourselves

Via our vibration...

Which is our thoughts beliefs etc

About life...
1/7/2020 11:04:26 AM stacyhammerle These two have blood on their hands.

1/7/2020 11:04:56 AM anonymousada I didn't get the shot this year, but my husband did. I always worry about the effects. I have a chronic illness that they can not identify but they always 

push vaccines hard on me.

1/7/2020 11:04:59 AM jacknifejeff Keep me in the loop if you find out please

1/7/2020 11:05:08 AM kcamelotrising1 @SecretService @NSAGov @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 11:05:20 AM laurabusse Yes

This is clear

And very powerful!

1/7/2020 11:05:27 AM jacknifejeff Keep me in the look of you find stats please

1/7/2020 11:05:34 AM dynamicres  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Crystal_Skull …

1/7/2020 11:06:06 AM brian_dalfonso This should be a PSA, but a public execution of those responsible for this genocide. This shouldn’t even be posted without an indictment & successful 

prosecution by military tribunal 🐀☠🐀☠️

1/7/2020 11:06:25 AM lovely57701 How many? I want to know. Stats?

1/7/2020 11:06:29 AM adsvel Yep.😊💖

1/7/2020 11:06:36 AM stellarstellaq Part of the problem is the CDC would track those stats.

1/7/2020 11:06:45 AM art3mis1984 @Jordan_Sather_

1/7/2020 11:07:43 AM rustysmetals nothing better than natural remedies and strengthening the immune system. poison will not make it better.  #noflushot

1/7/2020 11:09:05 AM chuckieinarabia Well?   Weeeerre waiting!   How many

1/7/2020 11:09:33 AM rtr862 No thank you! I'm 33 years old and I've NEVER had a flu shot. And guess what?? I HAVE NEVER HAD THE FLU!! #SayNoToTheFluShot

1/7/2020 11:09:38 AM ghost_of_billy_ Everyday the radio reminds her and I deflect

1/7/2020 11:09:47 AM americanpetal So disturbing.

1/7/2020 11:10:26 AM 562lori Yes, you promote conspiracy theories & hurt people with your lies.Tom Hanks bought a 13 year old,that was one of thousands of lies you promote. I'm 

not disputing there are bad people everywhere. Epstein was still a member of Mara Lago Dec2028 yet DT doesn't know him?

1/7/2020 11:11:09 AM laurabusse You are!

Of your consciousness

Vibration

Therefore

Your life

Consciousness creates

If you haven't already

Highly recommend

You begin a

Meditation practice

Over time

You'll get clear

And understand many things much better

We're infinite beings

There's always more to understand...
1/7/2020 11:12:47 AM lindsey_danica I work at an urgent care for almost 9 years and we see anywhere from 50 to 80 patients in a 12 hr day. I am pretty much in the line of fire of the flu and 

i have never had a flu vaccine nor have I ever had the flu.



1/7/2020 11:13:20 AM gryniiizred UN Agenda 30 (used to be 21): https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/22267-un-agenda-2030-a-recipe-for-global-socialism …

1/7/2020 11:14:31 AM lindsey_danica After you get the flu shot your immune system is shot for 3wks while waiting for the so called vaccine to supposedly take effect.

1/7/2020 11:14:37 AM gryniiizred  https://www.naturalhealth365.com/vaccines-aluminum-neurotoxicity-1536.html …

1/7/2020 11:14:41 AM corajramos The INTENT of meditation is to learn to hear & follow your 'higher' Self; getting proficient in following your intuition takes practice, especially if the 

pineal gland has been compromised by flouride. Some are fooled by ego voice (not intuition).

1/7/2020 11:14:59 AM gryniiizred  https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/425061-how-a-pro-vaccine-doctor-reopened-debate-about-link-to-autism?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

1/7/2020 11:15:19 AM gryniiizred  https://www.jchristoff.com/18-things-you-dont-know-about-polio-2/ …

1/7/2020 11:15:50 AM gryniiizred  https://healthimpactnews.com/?find=Vaccines 

1/7/2020 11:15:55 AM robertrkimball Great awakening. What was hidden is exposed. What was excused is no longer acceptable.  Rising consciousness will bring more to Light.🙏♥

1/7/2020 11:16:05 AM nikoscali Hopefully we are entering an era where being French is not an excuse for Pedophilia!

1/7/2020 11:16:30 AM pammy30104931 Makes very good sense!

1/7/2020 11:16:53 AM laurabusse This is a huge topic

So many diff opinions

@MedicalMedium diet

Water fasting

Fruit only fast

Fruit juice fast

Master cleanse detox

Eat raw both plant and animal

I would pick what appeals to you

If you're young

Your liver etc probably healthier

Therefore clean diet may be all...
1/7/2020 11:17:22 AM bfdickthatshit How many

1/7/2020 11:18:44 AM ultra_unlimited Thank you for sharing! I agree and whenever I fall back into more dedicated meditative practice I notice a better connection to my intuition and ability 

to discern truth. Spirit guides/higher self have been more difficult for me to hone in on. It might be my expectations though..

1/7/2020 11:19:21 AM mikeb38beacon_h Thank you😉😇

1/7/2020 11:21:21 AM nancy73gg Sick and evil

1/7/2020 11:22:29 AM manifest_utopia 5:5

Thank you. Very well expressed. 

Veil lifting when understood and followed. 💖

1/7/2020 11:22:35 AM trish97872852 I watched it happen to someone.

1/7/2020 11:23:56 AM valgauvreau How many people die every year from the flu? Dead if you do, dead if you don't 😟

1/7/2020 11:24:13 AM werascending Praying for your safety!

1/7/2020 11:25:31 AM zzed2020 I guess I am the dummy for asking why the CDC is allowed continued operation. My bad.

1/7/2020 11:25:49 AM fansblowing3 In reality the earth was much more primitive and evil than Omoc believed.  I would rather be with the Nox also.   Were the Nox an advanced race of 

humans that earth humans could aspire to be in the future?

1/7/2020 11:27:02 AM mon53949129 Illegal immigrants should be audited- the ones who claim 8-20 kids on their tax return!!!!

1/7/2020 11:27:03 AM laurabusse Excellent insight!

Thank you

And so very true ☺️

1/7/2020 11:27:13 AM wearediamonds2 😭

1/7/2020 11:28:47 AM twilly18 1 + 9 + 4 + 5 = 19

who really won World War II?

1/7/2020 11:29:08 AM laurabusse Yes!

I really feel like I'm starting to really get it now ☺️

1/7/2020 11:30:58 AM allahuniversal Dehumanization. Nice way to devalue life. Hopefully the generation which comes after you shows more compassion for you in your "Golden" years.

1/7/2020 11:30:59 AM majic_eyes_qnly So far these shots appear to be specially affecting the elderly, leading to a premature death for them. So it appears to affect them more specifically, or 

something. I'm not sure what the additional factor is that makes them more vulnerable to the shot, apart from age.

1/7/2020 11:31:52 AM twilly18 I'll be 66 in 12 days!

1/7/2020 11:32:21 AM adsvel And thank You.😊🙏💖

1/7/2020 11:33:03 AM rosscarwalker Here's more info RE Obama pic.twitter.com/gOYomJOcgQ

1/7/2020 11:33:59 AM qdelta10 Half my family!!!!! 

Q sent me.

1/7/2020 11:34:44 AM hackenburg_ Not surprised at all pic.twitter.com/6nvORxWLiJ

1/7/2020 11:35:42 AM laurabusse That

Not second guessing yourself

Part

Can be tricky

We almost always second guess ourselves

1 idea

2 sounds great!

3 but...

4 2nd guessing begins

5 no follow through

It's good to be aware of this repetitive thought process I'm guessing we all have
1/7/2020 11:35:56 AM jeritud3 Influenza killed about 80,000 people in the 2017-2018 season, according to figures released by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The 

previous high for a regular flu season, based on analyses dating back more than three decades, was 56,000 deaths.

1/7/2020 11:36:10 AM majic_eyes_qnly He has an absolutely massive audience, especially for his age. Unfortunately I feel like we are all fighting amongst ourselves instead of *UNITING 

TOGETHER UNDER ONE BANNER*. Q has always emphasised to us not to associate on the basis of divisions: race/class/gender/creed, etc.



1/7/2020 11:39:25 AM kevinmruel traveling to a country he can't name...but a "man" has been praying for 33 yrs...??? I'm on the fence about that statement... Good or Evil..?? Wolf in 

sheep's clothing???

 https://youtu.be/bOyBe2ag1zs 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes

1/7/2020 11:40:34 AM laurabusse IMHO The best decisions we make are

1 idea or opportunity

2 follow thru

2nd guessing

Doubt

Interrupts the process

Now you have split energy

You need to flow your energy

One way

Or the other

Don't worry about making the right decision

Make a decision

Make it the right decision
1/7/2020 11:41:04 AM allahuniversal From. 2018

 https://www.mdedge.com/jcomjournal/article/158749/influenza/mmwr-current-flu-vaccine-does-not-protect-elderly … pic.twitter.com/Nc685Kjk96

1/7/2020 11:41:34 AM karmamastersall I bet they count those who die from the flu vaccine

1/7/2020 11:41:37 AM wearediamonds2 What is the current number?

1/7/2020 11:42:06 AM laurabusse The wise words of

Abraham-Hicks

@AbrahamHicks 

Books YouTubes website

Changed my life ☺️

1/7/2020 11:42:46 AM wearediamonds2 Damn it. They think they just need more time!? IT WILL NEVER WORK!

1/7/2020 11:43:46 AM alight412 2 yrs ago I voiced my concern about the flu shots contents to my dr. He ref me to the pharmacy for a list of ingredients. The pharmacist printed 3 

pages, none containing ingredients, said he would print no more. That was all I needed to know. Haven't been bk since.

1/7/2020 11:44:15 AM alight412 I pay my insurance premium so my families inheritance isn't wiped out from medical bills should I get sick. What happens when the masses wake up? 

Hopefully you will all be out of business. YOU are truly evil. I'm not afraid of dying but it will be on my body's terms,  not yours.

1/7/2020 11:44:39 AM kidge6 You didn’t answer the question. Is meditation the way to ascension? The only way? Best way? It’s efficient?

1/7/2020 11:44:48 AM nea_storm Simply Brilliant! This is my favorite MaJ 12 Thread! I AM in Love! Eloquently written, beautiful multidimensionally layered expression of passing through 

a Crucible, Truth: Whoever you are! Love, Love, Love your (I mean)the message! Pure resonance of Perfection!💜💜💜😍😍😍😘😘😘 

pic.twitter.com/TzjrZiuAnc

1/7/2020 11:44:56 AM allahuniversal Congratulations!

1/7/2020 11:45:48 AM hrlymomma3 Wayyy to many I work in HOSPITOL we are full we r using overflow units babies dying n all #JustSayNo

1/7/2020 11:45:48 AM majic_eyes_qnly BAIT for bad actors to commit new crimes (financial) so that they can then be prosecuted soon afterwards. The Plan is totally next level; it's to make 

DJT a TARGET as POTUS by saying 'COME AT ME BRO!' The deep state/NWO go at him at FULL SPEED and then get arrested for TREASON!😂

1/7/2020 11:46:48 AM nea_storm Greetings @threadreaderapp People! Would you kindly unroll this Majestic Thread, Pretty or Handsome Please? Thank you! 

pic.twitter.com/sSXrDWGruI

1/7/2020 11:46:49 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go 

publicly…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/7/2020 11:47:13 AM laurabusse Truth cannot be hidden very well

How true

It always emerges eventually

1/7/2020 11:48:44 AM mscronkat OK, MJ12, you started this thread, so you must have some data to share. Have at it.

1/7/2020 11:49:35 AM chadgranier #DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/A9KroAqQCB

1/7/2020 11:49:44 AM stevenfontain14 Hmmm... this reminds me of Sigh Sterling - Flu Club for Men pic.twitter.com/ixVslYhbzQ

1/7/2020 11:50:49 AM laurabusse I hope you find the best way for you☺️

I believe you will!

However you find it❤️

1/7/2020 11:50:56 AM alight412 Is this a white hat move or black hat move?

1/7/2020 11:52:46 AM sherrideford Never take them, never will. I avoid most medications & mostly use Herbal products.

1/7/2020 11:53:11 AM clifton15jon But we know who gives the shots and who is responsible, why are these people still Walking free to lie and kill more innocent people?

1/7/2020 11:53:52 AM majic_eyes_qnly Or crimes similar to and related to Treason such as Conspiracy against USA, Mutiny/Sedition. Treason would be applicable to US citizens only. The 

coming arrests will far exceed the scope of America and should ensnare very big names in Europe; even the rich/famous/powerful....

1/7/2020 11:53:54 AM jenncbonneville  https://justice4poland.com/2019/06/13/23-seniors-died-after-receiving-flu-shot-sold-by-pharmacies/ …

1/7/2020 11:54:12 AM jenncbonneville  https://justice4poland.com/2019/06/13/23-seniors-died-after-receiving-flu-shot-sold-by-pharmacies/ …

1/7/2020 11:54:37 AM nea_storm Gracie! pic.twitter.com/mWApLcAA9F

1/7/2020 11:54:42 AM clifton15jon This alone is also a crime, knowing this, having the Power to do something and not going thru in arresting and charging those resposible!

1/7/2020 11:54:58 AM worldxplorer1 Sounds fascinating. Do you have pictures or anything?  Where in Mexico is it located?

1/7/2020 11:55:33 AM poppyslovecapu Interesting. The “Arts” seem to be filled with these Elite Pedos‼️ 

Freedom of Expression at the Enslavement of the children😪

#LiteraryGiants #Hollywood

#MusicIndustry

1/7/2020 11:56:51 AM whiterabbitttt1 The problem is peoples response to information they themselves deem incorrect. Instead of disregarding information using discernment, which is what 

message over messenger is, they freak out and demonize the messenger without totally realizing it.

1/7/2020 11:57:29 AM corn_hole US navy forced me to get the anthrax vaccine in 2000.  If I choose not to, I would not have been able to leave my ship.

1/7/2020 11:59:06 AM nea_storm "you can kill a man, but you can't kill an idea" Medgar Wiley Evers pic.twitter.com/0woeflJvCW

1/7/2020 12:00:36 PM 369_is In 2009 I took my last flu shot so I could get the $15 Target gift card they offered. Weeks later I developed psoriasis. I just KNEW it was the reason.

1/7/2020 12:01:06 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍



1/7/2020 12:01:49 PM cosmic_engineer That is the standard response for the Egoic Mind.  Almost everyone you know solely identifies themselves with the Egoic Mind.  Meditation, critical 

thinking, psychedelics all aid in seeing it as 'not really you'

1/7/2020 12:03:07 PM henryal31469489 They love Death and Destruction

1/7/2020 12:03:15 PM jfaith1979 They are advertising a higher strength dose for the Elderly here in Ohio

1/7/2020 12:04:24 PM lindsey_danica How ironic I developed psoriasis at the age of 13 after I had poison ivy so bad my face swelled up like the michelin tire man

1/7/2020 12:04:25 PM mongrelglory Netflix for everyone! 🥴

1/7/2020 12:05:57 PM mongrelglory Feel free to speak up if you have something to say.  We are all learning from each other.

1/7/2020 12:06:17 PM verbiskj #endthefed

1/7/2020 12:06:33 PM jeezyjeezy1 They are doing financially good? Nope. They are bankrupt, their entire economy crashed and their government literally collapsed. 

https://legalinsurrection.com/2019/03/finland-government-collapses-over-universal-health-care-costs-bernie2020-hardest-hit/ …

1/7/2020 12:06:49 PM firebasesamadhi I just did a post on this topic:  http://keepandshare.com/doc5/view.php?id=26601&da=y … 

https://mobile.twitter.com/FirebaseSamadhi/status/1214618124080697344 …

1/7/2020 12:09:47 PM 369_is A club that no one wants membership. Sending you love Danica!!! XOXOXO

1/7/2020 12:11:45 PM manifest_utopia Check @LotusOak2 profile page. Posts massive info/documentation/studies about ☠️ vaccines.

1/7/2020 12:12:21 PM daveschroeder18 Great thread. Thank you

1/7/2020 12:14:27 PM crackedactor183 Globalist  appointment demons, paid to carry out their agenda. If anyone even doubts the the bad things a flu shot can do to you, all you need to do is 

read the package insert that comes with a box of flu vials. It openly admits the list of reactions.

1/7/2020 12:17:48 PM nybiltong #WWG1GWA @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/BOiGUpZJF2

1/7/2020 12:19:47 PM grape_ap63 All I need to know/see is the blue ✔ by his name and I'll pass on the #FluShot!

1/7/2020 12:20:09 PM lindsey_danica 🧡 right back atcha!

1/7/2020 12:21:22 PM s0uthrncharmed But do you have stats on how many died that had gotten the flu shot?  And

How many died within a month of getting the flu shot?

1/7/2020 12:28:21 PM cel__lec SAME never had either.

1/7/2020 12:29:16 PM johnhammar94 So what is the number?

1/7/2020 12:29:33 PM hrlymomma3 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

1/7/2020 12:29:49 PM sdane8 "Madam" Maxwell. 😠

1/7/2020 12:30:08 PM hrlymomma3 Yesssss I soooo ammm

1/7/2020 12:35:26 PM t_hayden07 Myself & my 5 children, learned this a few years ago. But I never trusted the flu shot. Ever.

No sickness in our house this year AT ALL!

Dont forget about the vaccines SHEDDING TOO. That's how many get sick as well!!!

1/7/2020 12:36:01 PM americanpetal 😂Oh, I needed that laugh! Thank you Michelle! At this point, I’ll take it. My world is so upside down right now. 🕊🙏💫

1/7/2020 12:37:13 PM darktolightww spending silent time in nature and connecting with animals helps me to align with more clarity and positive intention

1/7/2020 12:38:40 PM kickthefed A little straight moon shine flu be gone 😁👍

1/7/2020 12:39:11 PM darktolightww also, learning to trust your inner sense and say "no" to activities or directions that may seem counter-intuitve from other perspectives, to allow space 

to BE

1/7/2020 12:41:16 PM jaded_pearl Not so sure - this man tastes it. Days its the vapors? https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=300866417529208&id=100028175568118 …

1/7/2020 12:43:44 PM kickthefed Hopefully H.R - 25 will get passed next year .it's already introduced if we can get it passed = goodbye IRS and goodbye FED.

1/7/2020 12:44:41 PM jaded_pearl Exactly and we know they are not honest.

1/7/2020 12:45:29 PM jones9536 I feel the same way!

1/7/2020 12:48:13 PM reelect20 👇Check IT Out👇RT💥 http://bit.ly/2tC8lCv 

1/7/2020 12:48:26 PM whitespacer Truth resonates. You feel it and you know it.

1/7/2020 12:48:51 PM sdane8 Maybe that's part of Q's purpose. To apply enough pressure that she herself begins to believe the arrest is a possibility.

1/7/2020 12:54:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 YOU NEED TO HEAR IT: We're Not Supposed To Show You This.. (2020)  https://youtu.be/N2bDOgvnxjI  via @YouTube

1/7/2020 12:54:38 PM truth_again Years ago I agreed to be vaccinated against hep b because I worked in medical field. I was sick for 10 years after those 3 injections.

1/7/2020 12:55:40 PM suesorrell1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 doing it over again. Please refollow?

1/7/2020 12:56:38 PM patriotswegoall Would be much easier to factor 'truth resonate from within' if we are psychics. A majority of us are still spiritually locked down.

1/7/2020 12:57:25 PM mjunleashed I would like to have something to show my parents as well. Sometimes I just take screenshots of comments from real people to show them but it’s not 

enough.

1/7/2020 12:58:11 PM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/UNUdZrRPZ7

1/7/2020 12:59:25 PM wiggley_dale If this is Dtap, would the flu vaccine effect the elderly too? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/0grjcgDTQ3

1/7/2020 1:00:00 PM cheddarbo Oh well I totally blew that one! 🙄

1/7/2020 1:01:12 PM wiggley_dale Cocker spaniel DNA should be avoided. 🙄

1/7/2020 1:01:46 PM lonewolfbuilder And the quality of their Q&As pales completely by comparison. Encouragement of free thinking is a verb and an open mind can always see it. 

#MessageOverMessenger

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 1:03:54 PM truth_again That was the last time I've ever been vaccinated.

1/7/2020 1:04:37 PM staefes you really know him?

Solch behinderte kranke Kinderbücher schreibt dieser von den „Neu-Erwachten“, selbstverliebten Schreiberlingen so in den Himmel gelobten Retter.

Der Illustrator Rob Steen ist am bekanntesten für seine Wonky-Arbeit mit Ricky Gervais, der Flanimals-Buchreihe.

1/7/2020 1:04:43 PM laurabusse Could be...

I like your theory ☺️

1/7/2020 1:08:33 PM karmamastersall We must stop funding the UN !

 UN Agenda 2030 theme is the same as Red Communist China used to mass murder : 

The Great Leap Forward

1/7/2020 1:08:40 PM sdane8 Just following your lead here. 😁

1/7/2020 1:09:01 PM lipechancy Why dies that matter?

1/7/2020 1:11:44 PM freestateojones O grab me, The Truth Embargo. 

Roswell isnt just a place - it's also a noun? https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/gyz8x3/there-are-ufo-lobbyists-in-dc-and-lawmakers-are-apparently-

listening …

1/7/2020 1:16:22 PM teresad81353671 In a nurse I have been saying this for years

1/7/2020 1:16:51 PM freestateojones Learning the difference of worlds pre and post free energy disclosure, and the extent of trafficking networks were two of the most difficult mental 

leaps I've had to make thus far. 

Thanks for sharing.

1/7/2020 1:17:07 PM kevin72032387 “My fellow Americans, a storm is upon us...”?? 2 days ahead of schedule?

1/7/2020 1:17:09 PM s_macca02 Not only are they dangerous, the high dose quad vaccine for seniors is even more powerful. It contains thimerasol, a mercury derivative, aborted fetus, 

glyphosates, etc. it’s poison.



1/7/2020 1:17:37 PM silikevitamins  http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2010/01/29/depopulation-by-government-edict …

1/7/2020 1:19:13 PM 92michael Nice! Keep it up! 💥👍

1/7/2020 1:19:32 PM majic_eyes_qnly IT'S TIME 🖖🏻👽🛸

1/7/2020 1:19:45 PM cudasbob elderly friend of mine is close to death for 6 weeks after getting it every year....I keep telling him the flu can't be any worse lol....it's going to kill him 

one of these years...my pharmacist asked me last year if I wanted the flu shot....I laughed at her and said no thanks

1/7/2020 1:22:16 PM younglynn71 They are now recommending elderly to now take the ‘high dose’ flu shot. Scary stuff since it’s even stronger!!!

 https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/flu/expert-answers/fluzone/faq-20058032 …

1/7/2020 1:22:39 PM younglynn71  pic.twitter.com/UhKvKH6rxK

1/7/2020 1:22:55 PM silikevitamins This well researched article sums this OBVIOUS stuff quite well. And to think most of the sheeple think we need to focus on climate change to save the 

planet. Its right before our very eyes. Over population is the problem! So...how to get rid of them without revolt? Read on...

1/7/2020 1:23:06 PM silikevitamins  http://www.thepeoplesvoice.org/TPV3/Voices.php/2010/01/29/depopulation-by-government-edict …

1/7/2020 1:24:33 PM younglynn71  https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/flu/expert-answers/fluzone/faq-20058032 ….

1/7/2020 1:24:55 PM miketousignant1 Exactly.

Funny how "the best are always attacked"

Something I've been witness to most of my life.

1/7/2020 1:25:10 PM younglynn71 Scary! 4 times stronger! pic.twitter.com/0733OhOTRN

1/7/2020 1:25:36 PM italianmom555 I refused it. It's a generic vaccine and all flu viruses are different. If the vaccine makes u sick, well there is your sign. Elderly , children,  and people with 

weak immune systems are targets.

1/7/2020 1:25:50 PM altzi  https://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/international_affairs/standard_setting_bodies/codex_en …

1/7/2020 1:26:29 PM sdane8 "Maybe we are supposed to be given these strategic stages of drip feeding so that we have time to digest and prepare for such huge implications. It's 

going to happen. It's just a matter of when."

1/7/2020 1:26:37 PM altzi Read the above and you will see what is the key of our leaders to rule us.

1/7/2020 1:28:19 PM italianmom555 Vitamin C in any form flood yourself with it. I eat alot of oranges tangerines angelos  and only organic juices. Start as soon as u start feeling something 

coming on.

1/7/2020 1:29:32 PM younglynn71 Strange that I should see this. Just left local Walgreens and noticed a sign for employees behind pharm counter. Sign read ‘flu vaccine goals’! Quick 

search for flu vaccine incentives on google! 😱

1/7/2020 1:30:03 PM aahhhooohmmmm UNICEF: An unexpected friend https://youtu.be/hSlrYDqFvfQ 

1/7/2020 1:30:47 PM italianmom555 Because u r injected with the virus. I refused the shingles one as well it creeped me out just thinking that a live virus was swimming around in my body

1/7/2020 1:31:04 PM polarbearsmack I SPOKE TO A MAN WHO WORKED FOR THE PENTAGON. TOLD HIM MY STORY AND HE SAID CONGRATULATIONS. YOUR ALIVE👽 IT WAS THE (MANTIS) 

RACE BY THE WAY👀I WILL NEVER FORGET ABOUT MY EXPERIENCE 😱

1/7/2020 1:31:25 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

1/7/2020 1:33:58 PM americanpetal Agreed.

1/7/2020 1:34:23 PM keith369me So how many people are attempting to do what Laura is suggesting via rituals...cast spells.  10,000?  How many of us would it take to blow that away 

with our collective consciousness to manifest a free/abundant/healthy future ?  100,000?  144,000?  The Great Awakening!!!

1/7/2020 1:39:58 PM patriottdefense I saw this add for getting the Flu Shot at a VA in NYC, and I just thought it was hilarious the guy was winking, had to take a pic! 

pic.twitter.com/j4xsCnI3Yu

1/7/2020 1:40:16 PM lillymunster3 Robert Kennedy Jr. has recently won a lawsuit against the US Gov't for vaccines that were not overseen for safety for 32 years. This includes the Flu 

shot and...

1/7/2020 1:40:37 PM lillymunster3 ... other 'preventative' shots they give to health care workers, elderly, etc. It can be used as a precedent to avoid them. 

https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

1/7/2020 1:44:10 PM lucky11111212 Now that’s interesting.

Integrity.

Integrity towards Christology? You  Advocate for an Alien version of  Christ? You don’t see Christ as King & Ruler of the Cosmos?

He isn’t IS-BE. He is incarnated, fully God, fully man.

Trump knows Him.

Stop hacking the Spiritual Great Awakening

1/7/2020 1:45:11 PM manifest_utopia Majestic video!

Connects disclosure to free energy & much more.

It's not about whether we already know this, it's about this info reaching others who are ready to learn.

1/7/2020 1:47:24 PM mrratbrain So Bigfoot exists?

1/7/2020 1:47:51 PM sdane8 Good question and very interesting insight. Seeding consciousness...😉

1/7/2020 1:54:49 PM justifi78326842 I myself have taken many photos of objects that I cannot explain unfortunately I do not have a computer (crashed) 🤨 and don’t know when I’ll be 

able to revealed the photos hopefully shortly.

1/7/2020 2:00:24 PM 17_3_161815214 Spoon Feed Vs Over Dose

one prevents the other

1/7/2020 2:01:56 PM bereantype DID YOU KNOW: King David reminded his son Solomon to place upon the altar of incense the chariots of the angels. (and no, it wasn't horse-drawn 

chariots- expand your thinking)

1/7/2020 2:02:29 PM zagnett Let's get this done people. 🙏⭐️💫

1/7/2020 2:03:38 PM mongrelglory Hope things get right-sided for you soon Petal Pops! 🥰

1/7/2020 2:04:05 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, 

recorded…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/7/2020 2:04:05 PM s0uthrncharmed @threadreaderapp unroll

1/7/2020 2:06:04 PM steveakridge Good one!!!

I was thinking about you and sending a feeling of truth now being revealed. Some would think of this as love through the ether.

So be it - it is!!! We are!!!

I believe we are ascending!!!

😘😘😘🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️🐝🐝🐝

BTW, what’s your nickname????
1/7/2020 2:06:41 PM iamloiskay Hence also: 

"#transwoMEN ARE #women"

🙃😂

#lmao

1/7/2020 2:08:30 PM diaptera_80 It even says in the oven instruction book that birds in the kitchen may die from it. It stinks and sting my eyes when it’s warm. I try to use it more since 

microwaving food is not healthy 🙄🙃

1/7/2020 2:08:37 PM alight412 You know I saw something on the net 2 years ago that said the flu shot contains canine kidney cells. That was what prompted my question to my m.d. 

Also read the polio shots 1957-63 had monkey cancer cells in them. Just how long has this been going on?



1/7/2020 2:13:07 PM samanders4 🥰

It's happening!!! @SandiaWisdom @SehVehn @dab_tothefuture

1/7/2020 2:13:35 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 2:18:27 PM charlesgdavis1 How many have DIED????

1/7/2020 2:19:24 PM aleks8837 👍 https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1214301274927247361?s=20 …

1/7/2020 2:19:50 PM denyaraful What is the 3 hour statement about, could you explain? Appreciate 🙏

1/7/2020 2:19:57 PM adsvel 😊💗🙏

1/7/2020 2:20:55 PM aleks8837 I must keep reposting: https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1214301274927247361?s=20 …

1/7/2020 2:22:10 PM jeritud3 Content licensed in part by (((Zohar))) Entertainment Group.

1/7/2020 2:23:45 PM yellamoj Is the energy signature of Unity and Love similar?

1/7/2020 2:25:22 PM yellamoj If intentions behind words are known or felt, does that mean words are powerless in those instances?

1/7/2020 2:29:37 PM shari_todd 👀😳✝️🇺🇸

1/7/2020 2:32:48 PM wakeupa34327213 Let’s just say that of the billion+ galaxies in our universe with each one having over a billion stars that we are not alone nor the only humans in the 

universe. Our solar system is young compared to most others. Isn’t it possible that other civilizations have AI tech

1/7/2020 2:32:56 PM sdane8 ☝️

1/7/2020 2:33:25 PM alight412 Thank you for answering my question. Message over messenger is kinda complex. For me it can be a blind spot because I like people and want to give 

them the benefit of a doubt-even with the work I had done. It seems to be about perception and discernment with a little intuition.

1/7/2020 2:34:12 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ)

1/7/2020 2:34:14 PM liberty79724420 Exactly how do they work?

1/7/2020 2:34:54 PM sdane8 I read that too which is why I started making phone calls!  I'd forgotten that. Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer knew the solution I found on my 

own. Unreal.

1/7/2020 2:36:42 PM susan74963368 My mother died in 2009, at 67, 10 days after the flu shot. Dont believe the hype. #flushotskill

1/7/2020 2:37:40 PM alight412 Changing our realities rang a recent bell with a Gregg Braden video.

 https://youtu.be/zL1ei8t7fzk  

I'm still processing that one.  Please continue to point out msg over msgr so we can fine tune our skills.

I'm trying to rewatch SG1. With your clues maybe it will trigger my interest.

1/7/2020 2:37:52 PM wakeupa34327213 Now if those worlds are just 100s of years older their AI would be much better stronger smarter etc. now imagine millions of years ahead of us? AI is 

software, right? Software is prone to malicious intrusion infection and takeover. Technology exists that is light years ahead ofus

1/7/2020 2:40:18 PM lovethebeach999 No shit, like they can’t write code to stop more than one refund to one account or address too.  #insidejob

1/7/2020 2:40:21 PM laurabusse I don't really have a nick name!

It was Laurie when I was a child

But I put a stop to that when I was 12

Right after we moved

My husband and I have longstanding pet names

Like 32 yrs old LOL

Everyone calls me Laura except husband and son...
1/7/2020 2:41:38 PM peter95117110 ...It is pretty intense. Waited a couple years for the moment it seemed appropos to share.

1/7/2020 2:42:07 PM laurabusse And I sure as hell

...er... heaven...

hope we are ascending!

Twould be very nice!!!

1/7/2020 2:44:53 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/OeMYRF6Pti

1/7/2020 2:46:13 PM americanpetal Thank you 🥰🕊

1/7/2020 2:55:54 PM karmamastersall Only a fraction are reported by drs❗️ As of Jul 31 2019  over 166,178 reports of influenza vaccine reactions, hospitalizations, injuries & deaths after flu 

vaccinations incudes 1,673 related deaths, 13,373 hospitalizations & 3,358 related disabilities

 https://www.nvic.org/vaccines-and-diseases/Influenza/vaccine-injury.aspx …

1/7/2020 2:57:31 PM karmamastersall  https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/environment/item/22267-un-agenda-2030-a-recipe-for-global-socialism …

1/7/2020 2:58:59 PM rallistiny Probably Demons

1/7/2020 2:59:37 PM castel_donna To be fair: I asked my doctor about this. He gives it to his entire family , including parents ( also a dr. ) Showed me proof more ppl die of flu in my area 

who refuse shot. I took it . I have never gotten sick with it any year since. Each choose your choice.

1/7/2020 3:00:02 PM freethinker2021 Can someone give me a brief summary of what this says?? My Internet is too slow to watch video 😂😂

1/7/2020 3:00:08 PM sseed369  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJZm5Wd5ewk&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2t3vcWdQils4Xk47sqgPWNfbv_GKetnN9B-

oESzLWdk6xSKabIhce8XZQ …

1/7/2020 3:00:21 PM sh4m33 Sciences & Arts 

-> Televis.ion

of Academy Nation(al)

TV should only be used to educate.

1/7/2020 3:01:00 PM cosmic_engineer 99% of UFOs are human-built

1/7/2020 3:02:39 PM cosmic_engineer Cover stories planted, alternative alien stories planted. The latter was to give plausible cover for  abductions by the gov

1/7/2020 3:06:57 PM laurabusse You have more than you know

We have our minds to reason

Our hearts to feel

Our guts to sense

When we just

BE

Meditate

Get quiet

Whatever

Then what we truly want to know

Whispers to us

That's why meditation is so important

It's like a deliberate conscious aware present listening
1/7/2020 3:07:10 PM aahhhooohmmmm It’s a video production from UNICEF of an ET child interacting with other human children.

1/7/2020 3:07:37 PM moemc8 Majestic, I'm getting really fucking angry.  This is everywhere!  I really never knew.  When will we all get angry enough to make a difference?



1/7/2020 3:08:47 PM mongrelglory We must reclaim our individual sovereignty, become empowered, and then collectively choose the future we want to have... In that order. No need for 

fear! 👍

1/7/2020 3:10:12 PM laurabusse But it doesn't necessarily occur to the mind

It's almost like a comprehensive soul knowing

Sometimes I think

We need to have all our chakras open

Spinning

In order to be a fully functional human

The person we always wanted to be

There are many YTs on the chakras

Dunno a lot...
1/7/2020 3:13:55 PM laurabusse Kids are great

Sex is great

PLEASE don't conflate the two!!!

This

Must

Stop
1/7/2020 3:15:30 PM mongrelglory Good! The people of France need a wake-up call.  Their culture has been, for much too long, permissive of pedophilia...romanticizing it, instead of 

condemning it!

(My dad is French Canadian before you jump on me for not knowing what I'm talking about).

1/7/2020 3:19:04 PM laurabusse I can't worry about ppl anymore

Feels too horrible

So instead

I've taken to

Sending white light

Surrounding with white light

Filling with white light

Every time in the past

I wanted to protect something

Property from hurricane

Car

Wallet

Whatever

It has never failed to work...
1/7/2020 3:20:09 PM sehvehn i would be mindful of controlled opposition. if this is shared out in public, thats great =) much info can be found on the internet and its nice to be put in 

one place. Roswell was not a test or hoax or scam..it was real.

1/7/2020 3:20:14 PM robinreitsma1 😉👍

1/7/2020 3:22:12 PM laurabusse So now

I do it with ppl...

Feels so much better than worrying

An alternative

Or add on

I talk with their angels

Ask them for help

You can connect w your angels

Higher self

Then connect them with theirs

But truly all is one anyway...
1/7/2020 3:22:31 PM sehvehn as far as Majestic 12 goes...im not very fond of them since the day they said our physical bodies had to die in order to ascend. there were things they 

said that rubbed me the wrong way and that was the last straw. im not saying theyre not credible...

1/7/2020 3:23:23 PM sehvehn i just wouldnt hang off every word they say. same goes for anyone you like. Discernment =)

1/7/2020 3:23:28 PM mateuszwala 😏🤭

1/7/2020 3:23:49 PM mateuszwala 🤣

1/7/2020 3:24:41 PM mongrelglory I'm surprised the Japanese government isn't at the forefront of these genocidal measures...or perhaps their citizens are just that more resistant to the 

things they try?

1/7/2020 3:25:15 PM steveakridge Laura, I was sending you my Light!!!

You received it!!!

😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘😘

1/7/2020 3:26:12 PM mongrelglory The SciFi story/movie Logan's run had a solution to aging population pressures.  At age 30, people volunteered for euthanasia for the "greater 

good".😒

1/7/2020 3:26:37 PM iamtravisladner I think he was in Kenya

1/7/2020 3:27:02 PM alight412 I had asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what message over messenger meant. Here was the response.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214443340390907906?s=09 …

 Some of material overlapped with Gregg Braden's video  https://youtu.be/zL1ei8t7fzk 

1/7/2020 3:27:21 PM sehvehn i did not see any E.T. child interacting with other human children? where on the counter?

1/7/2020 3:27:56 PM laurabusse 👍

1/7/2020 3:28:35 PM twilly18 the war in Vietnam was timed to kill off baby boomers.

would have been better to give them a sports car and a year of free gas at age 18

1/7/2020 3:28:58 PM sehvehn ohhhh....on your vid from August 2015. i thought they were talking about MJ12's video

1/7/2020 3:29:19 PM johngradycole20 I am more motivated than ever to begin living a clean and healthier life. I see the numbers. I see changes. I have seen my thoughts manifest 

themselves before me in various ways; I see magic.

I want more of this in my life. I want to show it to others so they do, too.

1/7/2020 3:30:10 PM sehvehn which video? from Eternal Emissary Of Light? or the one from MJ12?



1/7/2020 3:30:31 PM laurabusse Have you heard of Simon Parkes?

Do you listen to him by any chance?

He talks about this...

1/7/2020 3:32:26 PM llyr_crypto I would also assume, that some species dont use 'software' as we know it, with a mechanical system.. 

I would infer other could possibly have biomechanics, were the software is writen via dna..

The hardest hurdle, when thing about others.. is their base biometrics will be ...

1/7/2020 3:34:44 PM llyr_crypto Completley different than ours, 

But there is also the ideas of parallel evolution, in which those others could be similar to us in the base elements.. 

Im lean towards the possibility of both.. some like us in biometrics, 

And other life forms based on H, Si, Ag, Ni and su3

1/7/2020 3:35:45 PM agnmaster Exactly! https://www.bitchute.com/video/UvBucYb2XsqE/ …

1/7/2020 3:37:22 PM freethinker2021 The one from MJ 12 please 😎

1/7/2020 3:37:38 PM nikoscali People who said January 8th SO called it!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #Iran https://twitter.com/Trumping4USA/status/1214300270009749505 …

1/7/2020 3:40:30 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

1/7/2020 3:40:35 PM laurabusse ☺👍☺👍☺ pic.twitter.com/3gG687qlrW

1/7/2020 3:42:35 PM polarbearsmack WOW I DON'T BUT, THANK YOU I WILL LOOK HIM🙏

1/7/2020 3:47:17 PM synackstatic You can tell a lot about a society by the way they treat their elderly.

1/7/2020 3:47:41 PM laurabusse I haven't listened to this one in particular

 https://youtu.be/-IUSSI-euDE 

It's long

But it's probably representative of what I've heard

Been listening to Simon coupla yrs now

The description of the video gives you a good idea...
1/7/2020 3:49:11 PM sehvehn its info about E.T.s...agreements between E.T.s and governments, about how there might be agreements or knowledge based on the fact there are 

hieroglyphs and cave drawings.. and about how things are slowly being leaked as means of soft disclosure because they are no longer ...

1/7/2020 3:51:30 PM polarbearsmack 😱😱😱 I WAS RIGHT AND IT WAS REAL

1/7/2020 3:51:38 PM sehvehn ....able to hide it. this doesnt seem like new news.... just more of it getting out to the public. unless someone else who saw it would like to point out 

the new info i mightve missed.

1/7/2020 3:52:05 PM polarbearsmack Thank you!

1/7/2020 3:52:45 PM sehvehn E.T.s are coming to the public and ordinary people now so people of 'Power' have no choice but to disclose or lose all credibility.

1/7/2020 3:52:48 PM laurabusse He does

Connecting consciousness

2X month

This is the most recent

Intel of what progress is being made

With the great awakening

The cabal

Etc

Plus he answers questions

I read and listen to a wide variety of stuff

But take everything with a grain of salt

Message over messenger...
1/7/2020 3:53:08 PM freethinker2021 Perfect thanks 😁

1/7/2020 3:55:46 PM luxdefiance Anons, ah I remember those days.

1/7/2020 3:56:46 PM sehvehn also...be mindful. there will be people who dont want to lose their power and will try to make people afraid of E.T. contact. dont forget...Fear has been 

a tactic used for a very very long time as an invisible chain to keep us in line.

1/7/2020 3:58:00 PM laurabusse He says the mantids are usually benevolent

But I don't think there's any race that's 100% benevolent

He also said they're the best physicians in the world of ETs

I know it all sounds nuts

But when he talks about it

It makes sense

Plus he has a very soothing voice
1/7/2020 3:58:16 PM sehvehn Love...Love often... and Love even those you feel are unworthy. we're all part of the same stuff.. and dont forget to Love your Self and be kind to your 

Self -my thoughts

1/7/2020 3:59:15 PM sehvehn ...wow...i did quite a rambling didnt i? lol i hope your day is lovely and runs smoothly <3

1/7/2020 4:01:16 PM laurabusse Caveat

Some ppl've had a bad experience w Simon

When you listen to him

He does get indignant at times

No one is perfect

And ppl can get disappointed if their expectations are too high

I try to take everyone at face value

And try to not judge but see the good...

He's v interesting
1/7/2020 4:01:31 PM peter95117110 "Just when you thought it was safe to switch your television back on, you get bombarded with televised Videodrome image overload. "

I kept a magazine from the UK for years as it had a brilliant Decode for the Future of the Videodrome. 

Peter

Emanation Assemblage Codex Operator



1/7/2020 4:01:50 PM laurabusse You're welcome!

I wish you peace

And many blessings

❤️❤️❤️

1/7/2020 4:05:26 PM polarbearsmack I was in my bedroom when this thing came through the door he/she was around 8 feet tall dressed in all black something like a Cape. I looked up at it 

and ran towards the steps as soon as I got to the stairs it opens it's mouth and CREATES a vortex trying to bring me backwards 😱

1/7/2020 4:12:43 PM moemc8 BTW, this was not a rhetorical question.  When will the world find out about the crimes against children.  Time may be an illusion in your world, but it is 

not in ours when it comes to the children..It is very real.  WHEN???!!!

1/7/2020 4:14:42 PM polarbearsmack My feet left the ground it was like a cartoon my legs were moving like a flag in the wind😪 I had to use my arms to climb down the stairs with all my 

strength I can remember the sound like a scream but amplified by 1000x this thing was upset that I was escaping!

1/7/2020 4:15:44 PM rebornkingent @TheKanehB

1/7/2020 4:15:51 PM polarbearsmack Same to you 🙏

1/7/2020 4:21:13 PM cny_micaa Koch brothers. I have friends who scrambled to home school this year. https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/corporate-lobbying-group-alec-behind-

mandatory-vaccine-

agenda?utm_campaign=Daily+Newsletter%3A+Corporate+Lobbying+Group+ALEC+Behind+Mandatory+Vaccine+Agenda+%28K9a3bz%29&utm_mediu

m=email&utm_source=Daily+Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJlc2xlci5zaW1vbkBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ%3D

%3D&fbclid=IwAR1QBxii2fTVGQKL4pk59hFFKYwPPBZ-8YClqzhweW0zAffo8_INnm98uyU …

1/7/2020 4:23:00 PM laurabusse How old were you?

Was it very long ago?

What was going on in your life at the time? Was your life happy? Troubling?

You don't have to answer...

Maybe more for you to ponder...

Sounds terrifying

But see if you can be an objective observer with your memory...

See what comes up...
1/7/2020 4:24:41 PM laurabusse Wow

That's incredible...

1/7/2020 4:30:36 PM truthisyours310 Yes !!! Agenda 21!!!

1/7/2020 4:31:55 PM polarbearsmack I HAVE SEEN GIANTS AND THE GRAYS 🤔THIS HAPPENED TO ME IN 1998 I THOUGHT SOMETHING WAS WRONG WITH ME OR I WAS BEING HAUNTED 

THEY WOULD COME AROUND AND EVERYTHING WOULD GET DARK LIKE THERE IS NOTHING AROUND LIKE SPACE ISOLATED FROM THE WORLD THE 

FEELING IN MY CHEST WAS INTENSE 😱

1/7/2020 4:36:34 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/EngineerEarth/status/1213627816522244097?s=20 …

1/7/2020 4:38:43 PM usingmyvoix Thank you!

1/7/2020 4:39:23 PM q_patchouli And we see the crimes of globalists who are very dark forces that I doubt very much you have any concept of. You have no idea how awake and aware 

and how very spiritual we are!♡ But I love you my brother as we are in it to win it with Love from above!♡

WWG1WGA

1/7/2020 4:43:38 PM polarbearsmack At the time my mom had just brought a house. And I had the attic to myself with two rooms. I moved out in 98 with my aunt I was 14😪 I didn't want 

them to come back for me😪

1/7/2020 4:45:49 PM laurabusse Dont want to presume

But I keep hearing

Ppl who have had these kinds of experiences often have had some kind of pre birth agreement

Or

These beings may be from a previous life

It's possible your soul

May have been in a mantid body at some point

Also you can make appt w simon...
1/7/2020 4:48:46 PM polarbearsmack Thank you for listening I have so many questions! I figured @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 would definitely know what I was talking about.

1/7/2020 4:49:02 PM laurabusse Very interesting

So it's possible the house had something to do with it

Have you come to terms with your experience at all?

I can only imagine it must be very difficult to talk about with most ppl...

1/7/2020 4:51:32 PM laurabusse He probably does

He may still answer you

Sometimes he has his DMs open...

Maybe someone here can be helpful

☺️☺️☺️

I wish you deep peace

Wisdom

And freedom from fear...

❤️❤️❤️

1/7/2020 4:52:12 PM karmakurrent  https://t.co/WZAWf6BJKr  https://twitter.com/karmakurrent/status/1169409793343270912?s=21 …

1/7/2020 4:52:45 PM mongrelglory Omoc's intention was to protect the lesser evolved civilizations, not to criticize/reject them.  He didn't want to risk exposing them to the Tolan's 

advanced technology as previously this had led to the self-destruction of other societies.

1/7/2020 4:53:06 PM polarbearsmack I thought maybe it was a portal the attic but my younger sister lives there now and it has never happened to her. So at this point I think it's just me.

1/7/2020 4:53:57 PM nikoscali Here's just one example, for quite some time he kept saying that Q was a psyop and Q was this or that person. Once Q started taking off he started 

riding the coattails and removed a TON of evidence he ever questioned it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKhhg5peV-I …

1/7/2020 4:55:57 PM laurabusse Interesting...

1/7/2020 4:57:47 PM polarbearsmack Thank you again for listening ❤️🙏

1/7/2020 4:59:30 PM polarbearsmack Everything I've said here is 100% accurate 🙏

1/7/2020 5:09:46 PM greinersuzanne The concern is the children can not attend school without being current on vaccines. Many have no choice but the public school system. There needs to 

be changes!!

1/7/2020 5:09:47 PM laurabusse You are most welcome ❤️

Many ppl read these tweets

I bet you have a lot of silent support and ppl sending you their love ☺️

1/7/2020 5:11:06 PM laurabusse I believe you...

Your experience is your experience

I would imagine

In time

It will all become clear

☺️☺️☺️



1/7/2020 5:11:17 PM bobbysbrother Coincidentally, just heard it mentioned briefly on the 1am news, 'that a survey has revealed that millenials (25-29) are the best savers.' (ie - In terms of 

money in the bank).

1/7/2020 5:25:55 PM polarbearsmack 🙏❤️🙏

1/7/2020 5:28:14 PM polarbearsmack 🙏

1/7/2020 5:29:32 PM iamqamom But of course they make up a bs excuse to fire you if you don't get it.Found out the hard way.

1/7/2020 5:32:18 PM pammy30104931 You can opt out in some states saying it goes against your religious beliefs.

1/7/2020 5:32:32 PM jillbite I'm surrounded by old people, people in their 80s and 90s, not one died.

1/7/2020 5:32:48 PM mongrelglory I loved the whole series!  Even the last two seasons with the Ori echoed a lot about the Roman Catholic faith.  I know MJ-12 say they weren't involved 

at that point, but the quality of the writing was still there. 😊

1/7/2020 5:33:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "US Forces Under Attack In Iraq"

Appear weak when you are strong.

We are preparing to strike.

Events will follow.

Enjoy the show...

1/7/2020 5:33:27 PM jvan125 Is this ‘The Storm’?👀

1/7/2020 5:33:30 PM rebornkingent Art of war... art of the deal.

1/7/2020 5:33:45 PM rhodesmkt 🙏

1/7/2020 5:34:35 PM jvan125 ‘Desert’ Storm just popped into my head...weird.

1/7/2020 5:34:45 PM wrong_way_down  pic.twitter.com/jsxITENRap

1/7/2020 5:34:50 PM mml111mml111 Beautiful Tzu-ian optics.

1/7/2020 5:34:53 PM bbpumpkinspice All violence is a vibration of fear?

1/7/2020 5:35:09 PM llyr_crypto Space type hit? 2 year delta pic.twitter.com/hcSkMrnYQT

1/7/2020 5:35:11 PM jeezy_pe  pic.twitter.com/6ITz1rAehd

1/7/2020 5:35:46 PM johnhammar94 Is war the preferred outcome? Is there another?

1/7/2020 5:35:49 PM atashfire It's happening! Freedom for Iran!

1/7/2020 5:36:01 PM rhodesmkt Fitting

1/7/2020 5:36:10 PM andoniandothard Kick their deep state asses

1/7/2020 5:36:37 PM nikoscali A quick and thorough decapitation attack against the regime?

1/7/2020 5:36:59 PM peter95117110 Videodrome Programming Phenomena 

Part 1 The Thing in Room 101 

by Mark Downham -Event Horizon Industries. 

1987 Magazine with limited distribution

Scroll to comments to read… https://deterritorialinvestigations.wordpress.com/2014/06/08/control-data-manual/ …

1/7/2020 5:37:17 PM w0nderboi If US forces can take out the top generals of the enemy, they can take out anyone. Iran has been protected by the Cabal for years... until now. Imagine 

the panic of the enemies.

1/7/2020 5:37:17 PM brd369  pic.twitter.com/FloHwIN7jb

1/7/2020 5:37:52 PM twilly18 Senate trial on hold till they have something to work with

1/7/2020 5:38:15 PM nick85houston I think I heard a B2 overhead a little bit ago.

1/7/2020 5:38:15 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/lyDkZ4aBph

1/7/2020 5:38:21 PM allahuniversal SKY FORTRESS ENGAGED> pic.twitter.com/lCTM1e8ing

1/7/2020 5:38:25 PM sonyx369 With Space Force craft? Please tell me we’re going to unveil Space Force craft!!

1/7/2020 5:38:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Pentagon was a GHOST town this afternoon.

Fake Snow Storm?

The Storm.

Date Markers?

Is this relevant to tonight?

Remember, we needed the Space Force. pic.twitter.com/eUf4GIDnYx

1/7/2020 5:39:03 PM nikoscali #PopcornReady

1/7/2020 5:39:34 PM ggcheri Unfortunately this isn't a show! 

Our soldiers lives are endangered, by this mad man... 

Who beats himself on the head to rally troops!

1/7/2020 5:40:05 PM sonyx369 SPACE FORCE INBOUND??!!?! 😃😃

1/7/2020 5:40:34 PM kubilayxrp Indeed, but the Americans couldn’t see ISIS coming out of nowhere few years back. This is just a show with real sacrifices.

1/7/2020 5:40:40 PM sadams_88 Art of the Deal

1/7/2020 5:41:03 PM allahuniversal Except the information belongs to us all

#WWG1WGA

1/7/2020 5:41:25 PM mark65mc I am ready for the show pic.twitter.com/xPHZLE3HVK

1/7/2020 5:41:53 PM q_whitelight_dg Thank you, Sir. Your words are comforting. 

❤️🇺🇸🙏✝️

1/7/2020 5:41:54 PM americanpetal Ugh, I still need to watch the whole series. I’ve only seen a few seasons.

1/7/2020 5:42:19 PM warriordaisy Not true.

1/7/2020 5:42:50 PM abescousin73 False report.

1/7/2020 5:43:12 PM w0nderboi Bec ISIS was created and funded by the previous administration to destabilize the region.

1/7/2020 5:43:22 PM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Reading Adventures with AI: Age of Discovery by Rico Rojo

Mind expansion in process.

Can you confirm we have EI (extended intelligence) photonic beings withib Trump's team?

1/7/2020 5:43:28 PM johnhammar94 Well maybe but it seems like even then international backlash could be huge

1/7/2020 5:44:25 PM wwg1wga93583681 break out the tech MJ

we are watching pic.twitter.com/REolTyYK6c

1/7/2020 5:44:40 PM paytonpatriot  pic.twitter.com/6fZsK2BUDQ

1/7/2020 5:44:53 PM melhuses Get those black sites👊🏻

1/7/2020 5:45:11 PM johnhammar94 But hey seems best to do it that way

1/7/2020 5:45:12 PM nikoscali @khamenei_ir personally ordered this attack, he has it coming.

1/7/2020 5:45:39 PM spicencens1 If Trump gets voted out of office, it is bound to happen! 

The US is the last bastion of freedom, as it were, in the world! 

Others see our strength, and are rising against their govts. 

Donald Trump is all we have to counter the "agenda"!

1/7/2020 5:45:46 PM jeff57253103 Crystallization

1/7/2020 5:46:36 PM ejohnbrown 5:5

1/7/2020 5:46:42 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/UenaUopB8h



1/7/2020 5:46:59 PM bubblesburster .@realDonaldTrump .@GenFlynn .@SecPompeo .@EsperDoD .@EyesOnQ .@GregRubini .@seanhannity .@IngrahamAngle .@TuckerCarlson 

.@kabamur_taygeta .@TrumpWarRoom .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@VincentCrypt46 .@PatriotNewsChan .@prayingmedic .@Inevitable_ET .@Qanon76 

.@QBlueSkyQ .@BerryDivine77

1/7/2020 5:47:26 PM nikoscali *If we can hold the country together afterward without committing troops to the ground.

1/7/2020 5:48:10 PM bauster17 Take 9 weeks, 34 days off of 4/10/20

1/7/2020 5:48:18 PM spicencens1 Hardly a statistical sampling.

1/7/2020 5:48:39 PM socaleniw Don’t we have those rods up in space that are non nuclear but create nuclear damage from the speed they enter earth?

1/7/2020 5:48:42 PM peter95117110 Thank-you for your Services.

Best Regards,

Peter

Song for Sojourn of Situation Aware Maximus

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5cObE10idY … pic.twitter.com/WRgXiA1MAe

1/7/2020 5:49:12 PM jillbite Oh and Majestical has one?

1/7/2020 5:49:49 PM nikoscali Surely we have something waay better than "Rods from God" these days... something that doesn't require hauling 20ft tungsten poles up to space...

1/7/2020 5:50:13 PM burgersandra 4 10 20 = DJT

1/7/2020 5:50:44 PM chi23fan Did someone say the storm? pic.twitter.com/P7oP3FKLI2

1/7/2020 5:52:12 PM alisvolatpropi2 All government offices closed at two for a dusting

1/7/2020 5:52:18 PM kimbrussell They could see it. Wrong leadership.

1/7/2020 5:52:46 PM babyred42899127 White House confirmed ZERO US killed!

1/7/2020 5:52:54 PM vintagesquirrel  https://news.yahoo.com/spacex-launches-third-batch-60-030531307.html …

1/7/2020 5:54:12 PM freeandoriginal Wow

1/7/2020 5:54:24 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Enjoy the show(people dying)?

1/7/2020 5:55:05 PM alisvolatpropi2 This is the email that went out today for Alexandria, VA pic.twitter.com/99Z6qv6f4O

1/7/2020 5:55:27 PM lbf777 What part of NO MORE WARS do you not understand?

1/7/2020 5:55:56 PM startarget2 uhhh... Earth 'leaders' refused disclosure, a couple times so far. Tests in the 50s showed it wasn't going to work out. So it's a lot of leaks in the dam, and 

that's how it's gonna be, slow.

1/7/2020 5:56:49 PM iamdeborah5 What's that equal? Today's date?

1/7/2020 5:58:36 PM kubilayxrp Thank you. That was the comment I was hoping to get.

1/7/2020 6:00:13 PM robinreitsma1 👀

1/7/2020 6:01:09 PM queuedup1 Seriously. The Pentagon gas great food, sleeping quarters, and I don't care how big of a a snowstorm they stay there as uniforms. In times like these I 

call bs.

1/7/2020 6:02:21 PM fallorsesh thats the way it always is here though... its ridiculous. they shut down if they *think* it will snow.

1/7/2020 6:03:13 PM greinersuzanne I’ll have to research and see if Florida is one of those states. Good to know. Thanks 😊

1/7/2020 6:03:35 PM dc37deborah They need to be fired.

Cabal needs to be fired.

1/7/2020 6:04:29 PM sjger3 OK what does WGG1WGA mean?

1/7/2020 6:05:00 PM mandee_eby_1623 They weren't....  Use discernment!

1/7/2020 6:06:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are ending the endless wars.

The war was started by traitors in bed with Israel, blackmailed and controlled by Epstein/Mossad operation.

Trust the plan.

1/7/2020 6:06:26 PM alisvolatpropi2 Maybe, but I’ve never seen them shut the govt down so early for a dusting.  Especially when it’s been so warm and will be again tomorrow.  I felt like 

this was even more than the usual hype but your point taken.

1/7/2020 6:06:44 PM hawkgirlinmn This will be a great time to prove that.

1/7/2020 6:08:17 PM anneolsen43 WH says the Iranian media shows attacks... there wasn’t an attack

1/7/2020 6:09:25 PM joshuajamesdavi So what is the number, yo? Like two?

1/7/2020 6:09:52 PM madscientist On this we agree.

1/7/2020 6:11:12 PM lbf777 Enough of the duplicity. We see Trump adores Israel. They control him. They are using him to try to trigger WW3 as we speak.

1/7/2020 6:12:56 PM prescot64390879 Not totally out. They are planning on coming for our guns.

1/7/2020 6:14:01 PM nikoscali Hysteria much?

1/7/2020 6:14:08 PM muaythaiguy44 All u talking about "space force" when space isn't even real 😂

1/7/2020 6:14:20 PM loreleiinbama Do a 52 card pick up of our DS who are involved in this. pic.twitter.com/3ZU4E7Vysk

1/7/2020 6:14:46 PM moemc8 We are never weak.  Peace Is The Prize.  POTUS will bring that to us all.  PEACE through STRENGTH #USA

1/7/2020 6:15:34 PM lbf777 Open your eyes sheep. I supported Trump too. What a fool I was to think Gov is saving us. smh pic.twitter.com/kgC0kFXNas

1/7/2020 6:15:43 PM muaythaiguy44 Space is fake.

1/7/2020 6:16:34 PM carolsh57013147  pic.twitter.com/mKKvZWEMMJ

1/7/2020 6:17:00 PM alex14516713 What madman?? Oh u mean the UN NWO! They won’t stop until the whole world sucks on their testicles

1/7/2020 6:17:50 PM veillift Sky event?

1/7/2020 6:18:07 PM nikoscali LOL you never supported trump you goofball

1/7/2020 6:18:21 PM winklerburke Direct Energy Weapons... away?

1/7/2020 6:19:16 PM cindycopacetic Wow! 🎯

1/7/2020 6:19:33 PM brubach_m 1) We got a Nazi vet/scientist from Germany via the ALTOS program named Dr. Erich Traub. He was set up at Plum Island, NY under USDA authority, 

because he specialized in Hoof & Mouth Disease. He used fleas, ticks, etc as disease vectors, which could be dropped from planes

1/7/2020 6:21:16 PM heather73931873 Best way to prevent the spread of infectious disease: pic.twitter.com/X1qU3zo0ME

1/7/2020 6:22:25 PM brubach_m 2) at 10,000 ft over enemy territory. The fleas and ticks would survive the fall & move on to feast on livestock. In short time, the enemies food supply 

would be decimated. We've weaponized every disease known.

1/7/2020 6:23:25 PM samuelstarner85 No doubt😎🇺🇸

1/7/2020 6:24:03 PM ggcheri This guy...beating his head in Iran today at Salami's memorial.

Ali Hosseini Khamenei, flips out.... pic.twitter.com/azjkaIgcqK

1/7/2020 6:26:02 PM lorirrr ? pic.twitter.com/fa9pQgOWX8

1/7/2020 6:26:57 PM nikoscali Imagine how he will react when the walls of his bunker are collapsing around him.

1/7/2020 6:27:13 PM lorirrr We've been in the storm...

1/7/2020 6:29:41 PM sterkinglights1 & switch pic.twitter.com/ArCURF4M6S

1/7/2020 6:29:45 PM ggcheri Lol 😂

1/7/2020 6:29:55 PM llyr_crypto I have no idea... 

But I fell like this is a cleaner option..

Kinetic weapons have the foot print of nukes.. the civilian do not deserve to be tied into a dick measuring contest pic.twitter.com/IrW9AeGsY7

1/7/2020 6:30:12 PM dianesaumure The Storm is cleaning the swamp

1/7/2020 6:30:38 PM mcpatriot64 Hey I want one!

1/7/2020 6:31:24 PM lbf777 I did. I supported him from day 1 to 2019.



1/7/2020 6:32:11 PM nikoscali Sure ya did

1/7/2020 6:32:34 PM mcpatriot64 Can’t wait.  Either way Nancy is f’kd.

1/7/2020 6:33:09 PM tarynupmatrix 1 year delta...ending the endless wars pic.twitter.com/PPsW2a80VY

1/7/2020 6:33:20 PM lbf777 Ask the followers of the OP. They know me.

1/7/2020 6:33:35 PM stephgraz7580 Can you talk  more about blood libel or how Aquino fits in... also many Israeli bad players Hollywood,Fed,Maxwell etc?

1/7/2020 6:34:01 PM robin_ked ISIS was created & Funded by your tin-Pot king Barry-the-Fraud 

We have a Real Leader Now‼

GOD Bless POTUS & Our Brave Military 🇺🇲🙏🇺🇲 pic.twitter.com/Egf0ytSMTq

1/7/2020 6:34:18 PM nikoscali Don't rope everyone else into your LARP

1/7/2020 6:34:47 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Their symbolisms  will be their downfall.....

1/7/2020 6:37:36 PM chromechaos16 There is major work to be done repairing these States. Getting Conservative judges is key. 2020 will bring a Super Majority.

1/7/2020 6:39:37 PM n3mo83 Just like in Captain America Winter Soldier. It's gonna be epic!

1/7/2020 6:42:36 PM tango66qanon Quit taking them in 1996 and told everyone I know not to take them including my elderly parents. Thank you!

1/7/2020 6:42:40 PM lbf777 Mossad is that you again?

1/7/2020 6:42:54 PM dainsworth251 Earthquakes just hit Iran  👀 pic.twitter.com/2gtHoWTelT

1/7/2020 6:43:14 PM nikoscali Pathetic you think Mossad would actually be interested in you

1/7/2020 6:43:50 PM lbf777 I know Mossad are here defending all the actions of Rabbi Trump no matter what he does so I assumed you to be doing that.

1/7/2020 6:44:38 PM iso_xrp  pic.twitter.com/EnPhS8GJW4

1/7/2020 6:46:29 PM brad34351293 Not if it is still filled with pedo/dirty players. IMO

1/7/2020 6:47:56 PM melodypearson15 I think we need better movie stars than this shit ! California is f*cked  up with their senators  they are  evil ! After ther switch happens ! All these evil 

people will be  arrested for all their crimes against  including  CHILD  HUMAN TRAFFICKING!  AMEN!!

1/7/2020 6:48:05 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/HPT25bU8bs

1/7/2020 6:48:59 PM mcpatriot64 What a gracious First Lady.  Not like that awful thing we just endured for eight years.

1/7/2020 6:49:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Were the missiles intercepted?

Did they miss their targets?

Space Force?

15 Missiles = 15 Misses = [IL]?

Fake News / Media Hype?

These people are sick... https://twitter.com/JonathanLanday/status/1214729784787374080 …

1/7/2020 6:50:14 PM mcpatriot64 Awful.  I worked at a hospital and they pushed injections on us every year.  Since I’ve quit I do not get these.  I have not had the flu.

1/7/2020 6:50:20 PM nikoscali Did you immediately become an antisemite when you turned your back on Trump or have you always been that way?

1/7/2020 6:50:44 PM guy_karen So happy our warriors are safe

1/7/2020 6:50:52 PM birdiesrchirpin Yikes

1/7/2020 6:51:03 PM gregmar72901668 There’s more here than meets the eye 👁

1/7/2020 6:51:16 PM 92michael Yep! Looks like we can all turn the fake news off!

1/7/2020 6:51:28 PM squirtbottle76 Ballistics don't miss their targets.  This is one helluva show right now.  I don't trust any of the news reports but this just doesn't feel right, doesn't pass 

the smell test

1/7/2020 6:52:22 PM jrocktigers Danica, be careful. ..  .some evil bastards will see your tweet about never catching it and send you to a lab. . .😎

1/7/2020 6:52:28 PM nikoscali Either Iran's missiles are as shitty as people say they are or they were threading the needle to save face.

1/7/2020 6:52:32 PM mincapcon Saving face for Iranian unrest.

1/7/2020 6:53:00 PM birdiesrchirpin They already had that though.

1/7/2020 6:53:24 PM djlok So basically the #FakeNews struck out again!!!

1/7/2020 6:53:46 PM kid_bx Theres blood on your hands, yet all is well. Someone Save #US

1/7/2020 6:54:42 PM atashfire They're saying now 30 soldiers died in the attack from "Iranian sources". Dispicable.

1/7/2020 6:54:51 PM unidentifiedta1 Space Force neutralize US military weapons that have been hijacked by Deep State

1/7/2020 6:54:58 PM lbf777 I love the Jews equally to other people. Just because I am against the policies of Zionists doesn’t make me an antiSemite.

1/7/2020 6:55:19 PM squirtbottle76 From my experiences ballistics are some of the most accurate, if not most accurate missiles made.  I just can't fathom firing off 15 and not one hitting.  

They had to miss purposely, or those weren't ballistics.  Doesn't add up.

1/7/2020 6:55:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did [44] funds (IND) pay for the attacks tonight?

1/7/2020 6:55:49 PM lindsey_danica You are correct! That has crossed my mind!

1/7/2020 6:57:10 PM lisarenne67 Space force interception?

1/7/2020 6:57:12 PM nikoscali Rumors that they had terminal guidance with IRGC lasing targets on the ground. If that's true then they hit empty buildings on purpose.

1/7/2020 6:57:12 PM wickedmouse369 This is not a war - this is removal of the old guard.

1/7/2020 6:59:08 PM purplefavorite1 These people are beyond sickening

1/7/2020 6:59:18 PM laura_621 Patriots in control. Trust

1/7/2020 6:59:25 PM nikoscali If you support anyone but Trump you're an antisemite by association

1/7/2020 6:59:33 PM ihvh To be aware us to be alive...

1/7/2020 7:01:20 PM jrocktigers Last year, a guy at my job brought nurses in to the office and basically tried to drag everyone to the room they were in to get flu shot. It was crazy 

knowing what I know. Needless to say no shot for me and no flu for me last year. A guy who got the shot, ending up sick 3 days.

1/7/2020 7:02:25 PM winklerburke How was Al Capone taken down?  And was that before the NSA?

1/7/2020 7:03:13 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/fntHPnFFDj

1/7/2020 7:04:01 PM squirtbottle76 I don't know their capabilities, but if that were so they'd have likely been intercepted in air, away from the threat of any casualties. I feel like this is set 

up to look like something that it's not.

1/7/2020 7:04:05 PM nikoscali LOL the rugs wouldn't be that nice

1/7/2020 7:04:49 PM lindsey_danica I've been seeing alot at the clinic like that but it URI with hoarse voice or no voice at all and then I'll ask them if they had received a flu shot recently 

and if it was in the last 3 wks or so and 90% of them will tell that they have. Its crazy!

1/7/2020 7:05:05 PM jaded_pearl Was the GPS System scrambled to divert? Are they attacking us with our own missiles?

1/7/2020 7:05:50 PM cstarr888 I think they said it would look like death, or maybe I have read that elsewhere. 

Agree with the always using discernment part whqleheartedly!

🧐🙏💖

1/7/2020 7:08:16 PM squirtbottle76 Now I'm going to be singing the Aladdin song all night,  Thanks a lot! lol

1/7/2020 7:08:59 PM lbf777 Enough with slinging the antisemite term to anyone who disagrees with Trump's policies.

1/7/2020 7:09:15 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/wLJ1pSSLoh

1/7/2020 7:09:24 PM nikoscali You earned it

1/7/2020 7:09:54 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/wLJ1pSSLoh

1/7/2020 7:11:27 PM lanielou5 Praying for Persia !

#RESTART_IS_LOVE pic.twitter.com/HkDPtA5t0P

1/7/2020 7:13:11 PM bryanwilber61 Remember when watching msm and sadley Fox news also as Q says think mirror

1/7/2020 7:13:14 PM lanielou5 Wait 4 the Truth... Another report said 5 or 6 Iraqi's

died... but no Americans.



1/7/2020 7:14:07 PM nikoscali #BOOM indeed

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #Iran #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1214742404692987905 …

1/7/2020 7:14:28 PM tachyonluxor Agree

Uncanny

1/7/2020 7:18:30 PM bryceja68689884 SPACE FORCE BABY!

1/7/2020 7:18:53 PM pete98876757 Patriots are in control. Sit back and enjoy the show.

1/7/2020 7:19:52 PM squirtbottle76 This has to be a diversion, a distraction.  They want attention on this, people are outraged, blood thirsty, calling for retaliation, yet Trump is so far being 

cool, calm, and collected.

1/7/2020 7:20:31 PM nikoscali Magnitude 4.9 Earthquake reported by USGS centered less than 20KM away from the Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant...

#Coincidence? 

#MAGA #FreeIran #WQKE #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #BOOM #pain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us70006w5q/map …

1/7/2020 7:22:26 PM aquarianqueen11 Nailed it! 👊

1/7/2020 7:25:11 PM joinna6  https://cairnsnews.org/2018/11/19/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

1/7/2020 7:25:38 PM peterluisvenero Booyah

1/7/2020 7:25:44 PM awakeboom Enjoy the show!

1/7/2020 7:26:19 PM joinna6 Just posted that, then saw your link,,. CHEERS!

1/7/2020 7:29:50 PM keith369me Have all weapons of war stopped working?  How many chances was Solemani given to see the light before he was forced to feel the blinding light?

1/7/2020 7:32:43 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/UPMYxLP3Dn

1/7/2020 7:32:48 PM ocld1 Tasnim News Agency puts it another way: Not even an Iranian ballistic missile fired at the US base in Elysad has been intercepted by the US anti-aircraft 

system. Does that mean?

1/7/2020 7:34:23 PM rebornkingent Age of Aquarius.... enjoy

1/7/2020 7:37:10 PM terri06416154 I got the flu. What’s amazing woman at pharmacy said her girls are sick and they had the shot.

1/7/2020 7:38:32 PM aquarianqueen11 💜

1/7/2020 7:42:33 PM nikoscali Two earthquakes about the same size exactly an hour apart and less than 20KM from Nuclear Facilities in #Bushehr, #Iran (closer if USGS coverage of 

Iran isn't that accurate).

#Coincidence?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #BOOM #B2Bomber #52Targets pic.twitter.com/uVCZSRoLsv

1/7/2020 7:43:52 PM 1_decided_voter I think Dinesh is right on this one. https://twitter.com/DineshDSouza/status/1214748502296793088 …

1/7/2020 7:45:49 PM joelguthrie32 It was a face saving move by Iran. They don’t want to mess with us and their leaders don’t want to be droned. They never intended to hit anything.

1/7/2020 7:45:51 PM jazzbear09 De-Escalation.

1/7/2020 7:45:59 PM nikoscali Technically they do...

1/7/2020 7:46:37 PM jaded_pearl I would like to see our new weapons and how we are to approach things like this. https://youtu.be/KJ7vCme8WzQ 

1/7/2020 7:46:39 PM yourkiddingme5 Me too, with our agreement.

1/7/2020 7:47:13 PM opinionsmiown prove it.

1/7/2020 7:47:46 PM daggastan  https://twitter.com/lokijulianus/status/1214696771022204928?s=21 …

1/7/2020 7:47:53 PM nikoscali prove that they don't

1/7/2020 7:48:05 PM ivettak Hi. I don't have a picture, but it's located about 30km south of Loreto, Mx.

1/7/2020 7:48:07 PM rachelriot1 What's IL?

1/7/2020 7:48:25 PM gi6stars 15 yrs ago was the last time I got the flu shot. I got So sick I missed 1 week of work. The 15 yrs since, I have Never had the Flu. 

It's a killing marketing machine. 

Just Say No!

1/7/2020 7:49:51 PM sehvehn someone asked if we would have to shed our physical bodies in order to ascend and their answer was yes. ive got a screenshot of it on one of my sd 

cards

1/7/2020 7:49:54 PM freestateojones SDI. pic.twitter.com/z62CE3ydxX

1/7/2020 7:50:07 PM opinionsmiown I figured you had no facts to back up  your BS.

Don't speak for a group of people you know nothing about.

If you do...provide evidence.

1/7/2020 7:50:34 PM lbf777 Here you go: pic.twitter.com/VDdIq4qT8u

1/7/2020 7:51:38 PM lbf777 What happened to your followers? They went down to 0. I had to refollow.

1/7/2020 7:53:45 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/uTmGKFRvtD

1/7/2020 7:59:14 PM opinionsmiown I asked him to prove. He blocked me. And so the MAGA cowards run one after another to their safe place.

1/7/2020 7:59:24 PM dbernal38 I had to go to the Dr. with my 86 year old grandmother because she is slowly transitioning into alzheimers so I could tell the Dr. and absolute NO to flu 

shot this year. I will do it every year until she is no longer with us.

1/7/2020 7:59:44 PM leadzippo  pic.twitter.com/lXSURmCxzB

1/7/2020 8:00:18 PM lbf777 I proved it to him though so at least we got that.

1/7/2020 8:00:50 PM dbernal38 You sure can. We take care of our elderly folks in our family. I don't care what I have to sacrifice as long as none of them have to go into some crappy 

home to be abused. I will keep them with me if I have to.

1/7/2020 8:01:12 PM marty713 When will this be addressed with the military ⁉️

1/7/2020 8:01:45 PM opinionsmiown WOulda gladly heard his evidence. As usual...there was no evidence.

It's like saying Trump speaks for all Christians.

NO HE DOES NOT!!!!!

1/7/2020 8:02:38 PM thepatriotfight Edmund Burke once said, "The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing." God Bless you @realDonaldTrump For all 

you do. 

@M2Madness @P0A_Triot23 @JfkJuni0r @JohnTitor33621 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @bigredwavenow @DeepStateExpose @EyesOnQ @DeepStateExpose

1/7/2020 8:02:59 PM steveakridge Then it was reflected back in the sky above Iraq tonight on the news about the Iran attack.  I was thinking if you.  I also thought I saw a triangular craft 

flying overhead. We are connecting via internet and Ethernet. I think we are starting to telepathically connect!!!

Flower?

1/7/2020 8:03:29 PM jeffcordell6 Don't know that one

1/7/2020 8:06:02 PM dbernal38 Oh my lord! God bless you and may he keep you safe and healthy.

1/7/2020 8:08:30 PM dbernal38 My mom said when someone pushes a V_c_ine there is something wrong and never get any of them regardless.



1/7/2020 8:08:35 PM lbf777 He also said anyone who doesn’t support trump is antiSemetic.

1/7/2020 8:11:05 PM shawnwlee Sure a possibility pic.twitter.com/A5FkSEXd3k

1/7/2020 8:11:30 PM opinionsmiown Now that's a bit of a stretch.🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/7/2020 8:12:28 PM lovethebeach999  pic.twitter.com/8FhQ3bWO7k

1/7/2020 8:13:36 PM laura_621 Excellent! Thank you

1/7/2020 8:13:38 PM werascending You rock POTUS!

1/7/2020 8:14:40 PM aprilthegirl ❤️❤️❤️❤️

1/7/2020 8:14:41 PM postelleallyson He meant that part of Q’s mission is a psyop against the DS. Also 1 on the public tho, to help us get motivated and teach us the moving parts of the big 

picture before the whole thing is exposed and a lot of ordinary citizens get very upset. You’re taking Jordan out of context.

1/7/2020 8:14:49 PM mossomo Yeah they do - these are almost certainly al Shahab-3 with a guidance comparable to a Scud.  This is a media event more than a kinetic event.

1/7/2020 8:17:44 PM nikoscali Please don't make me dig up more examples where he specifically called out Q as a LARP.

1/7/2020 8:18:49 PM mntcol Yes, yes, yes. Optics only.

1/7/2020 8:19:21 PM werascending Fox just said no American casualties. 🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/7/2020 8:19:45 PM ladyqpatriot1  pic.twitter.com/W4rD0oAl91

1/7/2020 8:19:49 PM jim06508302 How can I get Q alerts??

1/7/2020 8:20:45 PM werascending Holy Shiza!!! Undeniable!

1/7/2020 8:20:51 PM jim06508302 Where can I get Q alerts?

1/7/2020 8:22:57 PM jonesy4671 April 10th 2020

1/7/2020 8:23:45 PM jonesy4671 This app for 1.99 pic.twitter.com/g0Yss19RR7

1/7/2020 8:25:51 PM macsboost  https://hackaday.com/2020/01/07/dmca-locked-tractors-make-decades-old-machines-the-new-hotness/ … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 8:25:58 PM werascending Good eye!!!

1/7/2020 8:26:25 PM steveakridge If you can’t “fix” a problem or issue by yourself in less than 10 minutes, try putting that thought in a mental lockbox, think of your light, try 

communicating with someone through the ether and bake a chocolate cake. 

Then send me a piece through your heart...I know I’ll love it

1/7/2020 8:27:40 PM jrocktigers 🤔... 👇🏼 https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1214755378141024256 …

1/7/2020 8:30:32 PM jrocktigers 🤔...👇🏼 https://twitter.com/StratSentinel/status/1214765641682636800 …

1/7/2020 8:31:20 PM postelleallyson You’re gonna have to. I’ve been following Jordan since January 2017. Ten months before Q started. Jordan has never thought Q was a larp.

1/7/2020 8:35:04 PM ptamait Yes. One of the first things we do after being born is learn our caretaker's face. We truly are in survivor mode.

1/7/2020 8:39:39 PM kachinagtto Interesting, from video - Brookings Inst - 1959 Truth Embargo.  I stumble across this today in a totally different search... also from Brookings... July 1958 

Marines land in Lebanon and begins our endless wars in Middle East.  Connected?  https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-

chaos/2018/07/02/1958-when-america-first-went-to-war-in-the-middle-east/ … pic.twitter.com/xkFAmg0GRV

1/7/2020 8:40:18 PM 21oplato An F-16 can intercept a missile. Special weapons CLAS5. As per a Q Post # 1730. The missiles were launched at 17:30 EST, as per DoD.

1/7/2020 8:43:03 PM howdoyoumakeah1 He might be on to something pic.twitter.com/RB97opRswY

1/7/2020 8:44:25 PM kachinagtto This

1/7/2020 8:49:35 PM ptamait It's about time. So fascinating to read about. http://www.subterraneanbases.com/1-a-guide-to-the-inner-earth/ …

1/7/2020 8:55:27 PM terrancongito Waiting for the plasma encapsulation videos to arrive on Twitter. We got this.

1/7/2020 8:59:54 PM starseedatx It keeps pausing

1/7/2020 9:02:12 PM kevinallin  pic.twitter.com/bN2hDW8vM4

1/7/2020 9:03:06 PM epkman And it appears the next thing is manipulating population with everyone has Diabetes.

1/7/2020 9:03:12 PM manifest_utopia Iran Lost?

1/7/2020 9:13:11 PM nikoscali Maybe you can explain why this video titled Qanon is done? Qanon is over... is set to private then:

 https://youtu.be/PWJ02NtaoYk 

1/7/2020 9:21:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly ALWAYS REMEMBER WHAT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SAID!

ACRONYMS ARE YOUR FRIEND! 👇🏻  pic.twitter.com/W06I447doz

1/7/2020 9:24:13 PM dredjimmy Future proves past

1/7/2020 9:27:37 PM mossomo When you HAARP somebody.

 https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1214756628588834821 …

1/7/2020 9:28:14 PM nikoscali Harkens back to the China Lake earthquakes...

1/7/2020 9:32:55 PM moongod43326194 Baby farming. Dead or Alive. Clones

1/7/2020 9:35:08 PM indianagrammie Obama and the C_A freaking created ISIS ... that was all to keep the dope running...🤬

1/7/2020 9:36:16 PM indianagrammie Oh my.... 😳

1/7/2020 9:37:37 PM indianagrammie Ordering what attack?

1/7/2020 9:38:55 PM nikoscali The 15 Missiles fired from Iranian soil at our joint bases in Iraq

1/7/2020 9:40:09 PM indianagrammie OK I’m with you, I thought you were talking about POTUS...

1/7/2020 9:46:42 PM michelewyngard1 This article says 50 die per year

And the shot is 10% effective https://www.health.news/2018-10-24-many-deaths-occur-after-getting-flu-shot.html …

1/7/2020 9:50:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine + Iran

Coincidence?

1/7/2020 9:50:42 PM trumpmomma Nope

1/7/2020 9:50:43 PM thekarachavis No coincidences.

1/7/2020 9:50:54 PM islandofdelight Statistically Impossible

1/7/2020 9:50:58 PM iwanttoknow2020 No

1/7/2020 9:51:28 PM corn_hole How much uranium was on that bird?

1/7/2020 9:52:26 PM kooshaazim No. Just no.

1/7/2020 9:52:26 PM iwanttoknow2020 Russia sending message as only they can

1/7/2020 9:53:03 PM sassysickchick_ At what point does it become mathematically impossible...? 😏

1/7/2020 9:53:36 PM manifest_utopia No.

Who was on the plane?

1/7/2020 9:54:12 PM sseed369 (17)0 passengers 

Dark to Light!!!

☯️

1/7/2020 9:54:39 PM joinna6 None



1/7/2020 9:55:16 PM ujja45105810 1 of many ways to achieve population reduction?

The Population Council - Rockefeller ?

Billionaires for Population Control?

Bill Gates Sr, Ted Turner, George Soros, David Rockefeller

Photo  https://www.qmap.pub/read/544 

 http://www.oldthinkernews.com/2007/12/19/coercive-population-control-from-the-mouth-of-frank-notestein/ … 

https://www.liveaction.org/news/population-council-founded-eugenicists-promoting-abortion-turns-65/ …
1/7/2020 9:55:19 PM christinepolon1 Oh, stop it. You aren't Q, or even on the Q team.

1/7/2020 9:55:26 PM debisha_mcga  pic.twitter.com/9uS654BD80

1/7/2020 9:55:39 PM qrumbmnstr1323 Don't say that dirty word.

1/7/2020 9:55:55 PM nikoscali Something has seriously changed...

Its like the #Deepstate all of the sudden started pulling every trick in the book to discredit #QAnon since the #Iran strike happened. 

4AM Talking Points should confirm their #Panic! 

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #MAGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 9:56:37 PM firebirdhank  pic.twitter.com/cfBZqIVLFW

1/7/2020 9:57:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly They liked it 😅

1/7/2020 10:00:28 PM yellamoj Who was on the plane?

1/7/2020 10:01:03 PM q_alitheia2018 Whoever that is, wasn't there when Q stated no outside comms.

1/7/2020 10:01:31 PM jcrowyo Noooooo you need healing. It’s not hard either. Just takes faith

1/7/2020 10:02:03 PM thetrollbar Here's a fun fact -- wherever those funds went, they are not on the balance sheet of the Central Bank of Iran.  The Iranian equivalent of the Fed, est. 

1960, has about 100 million USD equivalent.  3 orders of magnitude too small....

1/7/2020 10:02:08 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/tp3LvMDchg

1/7/2020 10:02:34 PM wwg1wga93583681 PS752 didn't kill itself. pic.twitter.com/c2Ya52nQIz

1/7/2020 10:04:01 PM wokenandawake Deep state people moonlighting to a “safe space” in the Ukraine (but crashed)

1/7/2020 10:04:08 PM chris22085110 Was the plane taken control of and crashed purposefully to provoke a reaction from [       ]..?

1/7/2020 10:04:10 PM 369helen313 “There Is No Coincidence“ 😣 https://twitter.com/ikoafortiori/status/1214756582170513409?s=21 …

1/7/2020 10:05:38 PM wokenandawake Praying for the passengers

1/7/2020 10:06:59 PM seekingknowle12  pic.twitter.com/5FUxbp3PBm

1/7/2020 10:07:11 PM chris22085110 Were there any Iranian officials on board trying to flee the country?

1/7/2020 10:07:54 PM jrocktigers Hell naw.. pic.twitter.com/yvX7hB4PGD

1/7/2020 10:11:16 PM meindividually No coincidence. Several possibilities and to name 1, Russia has assets in Iran...

1/7/2020 10:11:24 PM floyd_standifer two many "money pots " for corrupted people

1/7/2020 10:16:18 PM manifest_utopia 4th earthquake in Iran at same depth/magnitude near nuclear facility. Bigger story here.

1/7/2020 10:16:58 PM bernie2020wh First thing I thought of too.

1/7/2020 10:18:06 PM sseed369 A.L.I.C.E. 

Now working overtime at 180 to buck...

The "trend"

Hello ALICE

Shall we play a game?! pic.twitter.com/0vIP9DwVzD

1/7/2020 10:21:33 PM mindmixradio @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  eugenics - related

1/7/2020 10:25:20 PM tillie71120939 FOX said it was a 737

1/7/2020 10:28:39 PM rghardy3 You also said Disinformation is sometimes Necessary.

Who can you Trust ?

1/7/2020 10:32:45 PM qdelta10  pic.twitter.com/9asrdFfWoE

1/7/2020 10:35:42 PM sieh_auf_dich no.

1/7/2020 10:37:56 PM crisco2377 No Survivors are the reports!

1/7/2020 10:40:36 PM cameronldownie I mean... come on! Slow invasion much?! If you study any history you see our moment as a hostile destruction of CONSTITUTION.  OUR 

CONSTITUTION!!!

1/7/2020 10:45:23 PM 21oplato I thought the Clowns backed Khomeini?

1/7/2020 10:50:03 PM elijahqdust @weRascending @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/7/2020 11:00:58 PM fritzingeradam + John Kerry

1/7/2020 11:08:30 PM amethystnancy Q259 04/12/17

--

7/10 plane crashes are targeted kills.

Those in the know never sleep.

Q https://www.qmap.pub/read/259 

1/7/2020 11:09:06 PM lexiboo_613 @AlvinaLMT

1/7/2020 11:10:20 PM mntcol Apparently not, thank you

1/7/2020 11:11:01 PM mntcol Thank you Mr President.

1/7/2020 11:16:02 PM adele56073533 Who or what was on that plane???

1/7/2020 11:18:58 PM tillie71120939  http://Qmap.pub 

1/7/2020 11:21:04 PM damngivers Aurora.

1/7/2020 11:26:37 PM tessatea2 Definitely NOT

1/7/2020 11:26:44 PM riversm18 You mean Ukraine sold nuclear technology to Iran?

1/7/2020 11:26:48 PM manuel420916 I don't know... Wanna find out? Watch Messiah on @netflix and what's what

1/7/2020 11:26:49 PM manifest_utopia Curious: An Anon just posted on 8kun 4 high res photos of Teran, 3 originals & 1 of crash scene being used by press, plus the posts below. (Bread #9916)

"Iran isn't done. 

This attack is to make us think they are done."

"Why were Ukrainians at Soleimeni's funeral?" pic.twitter.com/mUOrokQ94F

1/7/2020 11:31:27 PM lynnpoore4 Draining the Swamp!

1/7/2020 11:40:10 PM cosmic_engineer Schmuck Elon has been useful for a few things lol

1/7/2020 11:41:52 PM dan53265206 The art of God-emperor #45

1/7/2020 11:46:14 PM fugazighazi Get CT or MRI of upper spine and brainstem. Make sure he doesn’t have high cervical stenosis or a Chiari Malformation subtype (skull presses on 

brainstem); also see peds neuro to make sure theres no dymelinating illness 🤙🏻

1/7/2020 11:49:54 PM unique5781 I work in a nursing home. They are pretty much forced to get the flu shot.. Alot of URI's here too! Every year I watch them all get the shot and all end 

up sick!

1/7/2020 11:51:58 PM manumouton Is that me or this tweet sounds like one from a nerd playing counter strike with with his team?



1/7/2020 11:56:50 PM mrwellz412 Landed safely my ass. You didn’t see the explosion? Go up a few comments

1/8/2020 12:01:12 AM shallknown How long before the Deep State's control over big Pharma is broken?

I understand the situation; but it's very frustrating battling the vaccine industry. They control the politicians who make the laws. And since elections are 

fixed, ...

Pointless!

 Enlighten me.

1/8/2020 12:08:54 AM pillhard .

1/8/2020 12:17:38 AM deplorable_s Ukrainians  attending funeral on board the downed crash ?

1/8/2020 12:18:15 AM bhaggy1008 What is "sky fortress "?

1/8/2020 12:25:22 AM my_place21 Majic Eyes Qnly

= Me Q!!!

1/8/2020 12:27:45 AM deplorable_s China Lake Dumbs were doing a rumble !

1/8/2020 12:30:37 AM tricia_w68 their are none

1/8/2020 12:32:51 AM bluebirdassets I think by looking into the Qanon movement would be a good place. Explore  https://www.qmap.pub 

Lot’s of information there, but in the beginning it’s all a bit blurry to understand, so take the time.

Also follow @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness and others...

1/8/2020 12:33:22 AM olimyracle S03 E21 pic.twitter.com/z4HIdxXKIo

1/8/2020 12:33:42 AM mongrelglory "Hassan Razaeifar, the head of air crash investigation committee, said it appeared the pilot couldn't communicate with air-traffic controllers in Tehran 

in the last moments of flight."... I hope that's because they beamed the innocent crew off of the plane before [187] the elite!

1/8/2020 12:33:48 AM amethystnancy 2 studied funded by drug maker (before approval) showed vaccine is not safe for elderly..

...numerous reports of Seniors dying from the flu shot. - 2014 at an assisted living facility...5 seniors died in one week. 

https://healthfreedomidaho.org/over-100-seniors-die-after-receiving-flu-shot-during-study/ …

1/8/2020 12:35:47 AM just_mr_nobody I wonder if this is the exact reason as to why the Space Force made their first launch yesterday. Seems logical. Timing matches.

1/8/2020 12:39:26 AM 5afe_ URI? I am in marketing..thnx.

1/8/2020 12:39:51 AM paulette42485 Centcom will report if there are any casualties.  Lots of propaganda now.

1/8/2020 12:39:57 AM mongrelglory Love your Space Pepe!

1/8/2020 12:43:11 AM unique5781 Upper Respiratort Infections

1/8/2020 12:45:30 AM mongrelglory Is our friend Toffer correct in his theory below? https://twitter.com/Toffer_Anon_369/status/1214753699857412097?s=20 …

1/8/2020 12:48:11 AM datdurxrpfeller All you’re implying is that he wasn’t informed with this knowledge before hand

1/8/2020 12:48:56 AM diaptera_80 That Leo’s cinema dates get too old for him if the movie is 3 hours long. MJ12 hints at this being a possible sinister metaphor for the use of infants 

blood less than three hours old.

1/8/2020 1:11:27 AM lawdog323 Nope

1/8/2020 1:25:27 AM macius28 Boing 17

1/8/2020 1:29:36 AM synackstatic There's a reason a plane was fleeing to Ukraine, of all places. "Employees" of obamas nuke deal.

They lost control over Iran.

1/8/2020 1:34:49 AM kevinmruel How to choose the right team

Rick Warren

 https://youtu.be/g8p21a0nfF0 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @StateDept @M2Madness @Nigel_Farage 

@JudgeJeanine @TheJusticeDept  Laws of God/spirit realm the Rules apply to both sides but God wins

1/8/2020 1:49:55 AM monroevegas I think the missles got Lasered. 😂

1/8/2020 1:54:37 AM imaslyone POTUS said zero American casualties

1/8/2020 1:58:27 AM gayle8929 Hi Desiree ~ Please check out "The Healthy Home Economist".  I just got done reading this information and virgin coconut oil can really help with 

alzheimers.  Some really great information that could possibly help your Grandmother.

1/8/2020 2:03:03 AM jbocquee Did you see this theory? pic.twitter.com/PFXkXSg4Fx

1/8/2020 2:05:35 AM jbocquee Yes.

Scalar wave weapon.

Remember Mayoette island earthquake?

1/8/2020 2:09:24 AM jbocquee I don't think anyone knows what this was. Stuff is coming off the shelf that's never been used before.

Peace loving generals have been cut loose by trump.

1/8/2020 2:13:49 AM mongrelglory It would explain Tom Hank's weird speech about "checking the gate" and "being on time". 

https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1214743131670880258?s=20 …

1/8/2020 2:15:41 AM jbocquee 11-11-2018 Mayotte island.

1/8/2020 3:01:52 AM my2sonznme If we can control the weather, why are we letting billions of Australian animals die? Make it rain already!!!!

1/8/2020 3:03:09 AM my2sonznme Fake attack. Bases emptied prior to. Fake pictures reported. Saving face in Iran.

1/8/2020 3:09:52 AM trishafortrump There are no coincidences ❤️🇺🇸❤️

1/8/2020 3:12:56 AM vapatriot6 When will we get to see them?  How will they present themselves?

1/8/2020 3:16:54 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥 NEVER TAKE A FLU SHOT!!!

1/8/2020 3:34:54 AM brad34351293 That was a take over, save the children, then tactical blowing it up.

Iran is like NK nuclear manufacturing mountain taken out-HAARP/Rod of God.

1/8/2020 3:37:26 AM jeffcordell6 Nope

1/8/2020 3:43:47 AM jeffcordell6 Nope.  There's just no way

1/8/2020 3:51:01 AM lisajager8 63 'Canadians '

1/8/2020 3:54:01 AM nun_chucknorris Thanks to 369’s rt from a few mins ago. Do we see (5) 17s? https://twitter.com/quantumcomrade/status/1214872255257305090?s=21 …

1/8/2020 3:56:31 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/mvcCJoPCmQ

1/8/2020 4:11:10 AM thevicioussnake I am so utterly blown away by the marketing blitz going on right now in the middle of flu season. 

A: Double, triple, strength vaccine is stupidly dangerous. 

B: 2 weeks of little to no immunity, before the vaccine may or may not help you. 

#LethalInjection

#QANON
1/8/2020 4:11:44 AM keith369me Hmmm... The below news report of ‘something’ on the 6th, we had 18 hours of flat calm while… January 6th, something unexpected happened in the 

soil of northern Norway. “Electrical currents started flowing… It seemed to be some kind of shockwave…

1/8/2020 4:12:13 AM keith369me My instruments detected a sudden, strong variation in both ground currents and our local magnetic field” reported Rob Stammes, who monitors 

ground currents at the Polar Light Center geophysical observatory in Lofoten archipelago in NW Norway.

1/8/2020 4:12:28 AM keith369me NASA’s ACE spacecraft detected something as well. Approximately 15 minutes before the disturbance in Norway, the interplanetary magnetic field 

(IMF) near Earth abruptly swung around 180 degrees, and the solar wind density jumped more than 5-fold. The sudden surge at around 19:30



1/8/2020 4:13:22 AM keith369me UTC. http://electroverse.net 

1/8/2020 4:16:08 AM atashfire I took that route once, my god. Praying for the victims families. This is a total shock.

1/8/2020 4:17:20 AM fantasticfiona1 A friend of mine worked for 1 of the major pharmas She told me NEVER to be the first to get a new vaccine that was being given out. Flu shot, 

whatever. Ur always the Guinea pig. They don't know what the side effects will be. 😱

1/8/2020 4:17:38 AM oliheck MH17 disclosure expected

1/8/2020 4:22:51 AM bigwin20201 Wonder who was on that flight?

1/8/2020 4:23:04 AM hawkgirlinmn I just want to know what tech was used to disintegrate these missiles. pic.twitter.com/6aTUAUYKDg

1/8/2020 4:38:12 AM werascending Awesome and deep! 👏👏👏

1/8/2020 4:46:28 AM dark2light2019 Did they shoot down a ukrsnian plane “by accident)

1/8/2020 4:47:21 AM fx_obrador  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/world/europe/volodomyr-zelensky-ukraine-jewish-president.html …

1/8/2020 4:47:42 AM dianne81140371 I worked in ER and ICU for years.  Never got a flu vaccine and never got the flu.

1/8/2020 4:48:01 AM gregmil41879702 🤔🤔🤔 hmmm

1/8/2020 4:51:31 AM gpnavonod It was a bi partisan effort.

Trump pulled the plug on them. pic.twitter.com/O69zS5H1UB

1/8/2020 4:57:15 AM marcus45128888 Interesting numbers

1/8/2020 5:02:26 AM vsassi3 It doesn’t cover any current flu....by the time they isolate it and synthesize it, produce the vaccine, it’s already mutated.  That’s what a virus does. So by 

the time you get it, it’s already changed.

1/8/2020 5:04:18 AM vsassi3 Yes, ty for that. 🥰

1/8/2020 5:14:57 AM rzvsrm Husband got a flu shot & got sick (pneumonia) two days later. 

I never took one - never got sick! 😡

1/8/2020 5:19:20 AM cathydarlene1 Sometimes these posts are so vague they make no sence at all.

1/8/2020 5:19:41 AM edharri48479818 Kerry connection maybe

1/8/2020 5:34:44 AM cryptogamer11 😡🤮

1/8/2020 5:37:39 AM bryanwilber61 None here

1/8/2020 5:38:40 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@shopinfredericからお知らせです

Q movement を知らないばかりに情報戦争で火傷してしまう話

だそうです。引き続き、Qムーブメントをお楽しみください

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/shopinfrederic/status/1214869620110196741 … pic.twitter.com/wvyKvkEfTr
1/8/2020 5:40:05 AM ascendingadam 63 Canadians on board + Shooting in Ottawa 

Coincidence?

1/8/2020 5:40:30 AM lizmarques17 My back has been in immense pain

1/8/2020 5:57:18 AM balaneremegio What I wonder is that... do the missiles really came from Iran?

1/8/2020 6:08:00 AM antonio41800798 In last 25yrs got flu ONCE, DIDN'T TOOK A VACCINE, lay in bed for a few days and bye bye flu, simple as that..

1/8/2020 6:11:19 AM slynnmckim Wow!

1/8/2020 6:12:49 AM toddabshire What are the odds? I'm willing to bet that it's almost mathematically impossible.  Sort of like the chances of 2 earthquakes striking an enemy while 

they are attacking the US. pic.twitter.com/vxfXczOJZ5

1/8/2020 6:12:59 AM keith369me There are no coincidences.  To me it looks like [cabal leaders] have been removed from the hierarchy and the next level down is imploding without 

their direction...video of Iranian leader during Solemani funeral is insane.

1/8/2020 6:14:11 AM slynnmckim I wonder if the space x launch had anything to do with the intercept

1/8/2020 6:14:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Incredible ‘red devil horns’ sunrise photos captured during rare solar eclipse mirage over the Persian Gulf 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10694515/red-devil-horns-sunrise-photos-captured-rare-solar-eclipse-mirage/ …

1/8/2020 6:15:27 AM anneolsen43 I just posted this too!  Great minds think alike 😉

1/8/2020 6:15:31 AM brangusjimmy PRAY.

1/8/2020 6:16:18 AM freeandoriginal Sinking !

1/8/2020 6:16:39 AM bluntanddirect Cool

1/8/2020 6:17:40 AM _17patriot_ The sun designated as a portal, were portals opened that day? Remember CERN goes back online soon

1/8/2020 6:17:55 AM scott_rick It’s a half moon people

1/8/2020 6:18:17 AM eserenity2 @lyshmarie0701 @BrandiJ42 🍿

1/8/2020 6:21:07 AM guy_karen Creepy

1/8/2020 6:21:45 AM kristin59962925 👀😳😬

1/8/2020 6:22:32 AM hawkgirlinmn Numerology over the coming days will matter.

1/8/2020 6:23:55 AM tuckerwhalen1 So FAKE! And in regards to the picture, looks like they had to photoshop in the top of the head so that there was no confusion that the artist was 

creating devil horns.

1/8/2020 6:30:16 AM dan53265206 Maury Povich on deck for to sort out the authenticity of this pic.....

1/8/2020 6:34:45 AM docg_dc Soros controlled Ukraine.. FF??

1/8/2020 6:37:40 AM bbobbio71 Guessing Iran worked with US to take out a select group that was getting out of country.  An "accidental" shoot down?

1/8/2020 6:39:06 AM bbobbio71 Numbers are really showing today!

3,6,9 and 17

1/8/2020 6:42:13 AM thepatriotfight I looks like a serpent's eye. @M2Madness @P0A_Triot23 @JfkJuni0r @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ

1/8/2020 6:42:26 AM menandwomen123 They are working on a die so they can tell if you have had your vaccines.  I can see very soon we will not be allowed to travel if we do not have the die 

in our blood.  Also we are headed for the Chinese personal credit system & face recognition everywhere.  Just a matter of time

1/8/2020 6:44:12 AM awakene92885216 Just try to figure it out the meaning of 5:5!

1/8/2020 6:45:52 AM eewwanon I know, right!!  What a timeline!!

1/8/2020 6:46:23 AM laurabusse ❤️

1/8/2020 6:47:11 AM adsvel There is no escape for the low vibration beings.😊

1/8/2020 6:47:15 AM perwife Look at all the pictures within the article. Look up similar pictures around the world. Those aren't fake. People actually captured amazing pictures of 

this ring of fire eclipse.

1/8/2020 6:47:17 AM untietounite Evil is real, folks, and it’s here. 

And illustrated.

1/8/2020 6:49:17 AM mikecoats1965 I’m opposed to all kinds of battles and wars

1/8/2020 6:58:00 AM tuckerwhalen1 It's about as real as the "blue marble"



1/8/2020 6:59:04 AM perwife Respectfully, if you actually look up photos people have taken of the Ring of fire eclipse, and understand that the water creates an optical illusion, you'll 

see that these photos are actually real. I'm finished arguing with idiots who don't feel like reading the article.

1/8/2020 7:02:51 AM covertress ALICE trys so hard. pic.twitter.com/CRfe5vDp3K

1/8/2020 7:09:22 AM keith369me Would this represent an attempted show of strength or surrender?

1/8/2020 7:10:34 AM cn27793_ah5_hn_ think moving to vietnam would be better for them than staying here.. anything the government/state/city offers you reject it and try get it elsewhere!! 

vietnam popular, pretty soon wont take any ppl, maybe iran next in 20+ years??

1/8/2020 7:11:42 AM southernpatrio9 Sudoku for adults...

1/8/2020 7:13:44 AM daisy47196916 What's this?

1/8/2020 7:17:25 AM laurabusse Truth is stranger than fiction

1/8/2020 7:19:57 AM we_r_an0nym0us Only ONE of them????

You sure?

1/8/2020 7:20:17 AM laurabusse I think it's just the universe playing

Remarkable coincidence

Reflecting back to ppl their consciousness

To one immersed in botany

It could strike them as reminiscent of a flower perhaps

Maybe

It's remarkable tho!!!
1/8/2020 7:22:13 AM chrisobxnc Anyone bother to read the article?

1/8/2020 7:24:09 AM keith369me I wouldn’t doubt it...you’re likely seeing more...keep the “channel” open.  Some of the stuff happening to me now would have been unfathomable a 

few years ago.  Go with it, flow.

1/8/2020 7:24:54 AM jaded_pearl If nature was God 👌

1/8/2020 7:25:44 AM laurabusse Flower is definitely a stretch

If you look at the the pics in the article

Those are freakin devil horns LOLOL!

No fear

If you know who you are

Universe loves to play

Light and dark

Everything always eventually rights itself

Ups and downs
1/8/2020 7:27:59 AM laurabusse If you believe the doomsayers

You will see doom

For awhile

Until you don't

If you don't believe the doomsayers

You'll see the good

In and out

Up and down

Universe is in constant motion

And play...

☺️☺️☺️

1/8/2020 7:31:38 AM miketierno1 The plane was the actual target of the missiles

1/8/2020 7:32:10 AM trueaccept  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/boeing-737-bound-for-ukraine-crashes-near-tehran-kills-all-onboard-emergency-official-says/ar-BBYJ42b …

1/8/2020 7:32:52 AM luxdefiance The last 24 hrs have been something out of a Black Mirror episode. Anyone else see the pope having a circus perform with him in it at the general 

assembly?

1/8/2020 7:34:12 AM longbowshelly THIS HERE is an example of why I am hesitant to get behind the US-Israel alliance....As much as I shudder at the perpetual "fatwa" of muslims against 

Americans, I also am leery of the origin of Rothschild $ dirty work in deep state manipulation of the World! @realDonaldTrump

1/8/2020 7:35:27 AM jenncbonneville Lots of Canadians on board 🧐

1/8/2020 7:36:28 AM adamz14839920 Lol holy crap, can’t make this anymore obvious, amazing!

1/8/2020 7:36:39 AM cidarean I will be pleased if it starts at 11:11.

1/8/2020 7:37:22 AM hadia5551 @realDonaldTrump @OrtaineDevian @FFTI_org @LaubePj @MichaelBarden8 @JEWlamb1 @nickmyer @RoyEacups @Peter52083179 

@BobbysBrother Have Faith in your President. It's gotta be that way.WWGOWGA, but:why noone stops the kabale intels, workg still on a parallel path 

versus#TIs?

1/8/2020 7:39:05 AM christianterry0 Here we go.... pic.twitter.com/n2CCDcoJu8

1/8/2020 7:44:56 AM melhuses Space force. Used the force ✨ pic.twitter.com/yOBfpHnzev

1/8/2020 7:47:19 AM consortiapartn1 mm Makes you wonder, did they also have US designed and/or built guidance and propulsion systems ....?

1/8/2020 7:47:23 AM tymecrystal Horns are the Silver Gate of Taurus

St. Louis Silver Arch represents them.  Exactly where the 2 USA Eclipses cross, next one in 2024,7 years after the 2017 eclipse 

https://youtu.be/4oHD3w4klsw 

1/8/2020 7:49:20 AM patriotswegoall Don't think so.

The swamp has ties to both.

1/8/2020 7:51:35 AM bustardkathy That's wild

1/8/2020 7:51:41 AM keith369me Or message?

1/8/2020 7:52:27 AM 4annegs Wowsers!!!

1/8/2020 7:54:40 AM patriotswegoall ]US Space Force[ >> [SSP]

1/8/2020 7:54:47 AM poopldoople You, who want war

It is the greatest miracle imaginable that we are even alive, that we have come into existence, let alone in relative comfort in a world with so much to 

offer. 

And it makes no moral sense to sacrifice life, this great miraclefor what end? 

No one wins with war.

1/8/2020 7:55:14 AM hummingbird7272 There are no coincidences.

1/8/2020 7:57:52 AM patriotswegoall Bet they funded Iran with stealth drone detection tech

1/8/2020 8:01:44 AM elijahqdust Thx



1/8/2020 8:02:30 AM perwife Who's the idiot who's never heard of an optical illusion?

Also, it's "you're" when you're contracting "you are."

Here you go. Spend your morning learning what optical illusions are and understand how science explains them.

 https://www.optics4kids.org/illusions 

1/8/2020 8:02:52 AM patriotchic33 It's an eclipse.

1/8/2020 8:04:09 AM tuckerwhalen1 Oh you got me. This one is real too. Moron pic.twitter.com/cqlYqy0pgz

1/8/2020 8:05:04 AM tuckerwhalen1 Go make a f'ing sandwich, (you're) a douche!

1/8/2020 8:06:50 AM perwife I only make them for my husband, thanks.

1/8/2020 8:07:59 AM ttlamerica I was a Cinematographer for 10 years working in and around Hollywood. The term Checking The Gate is known to everyone who has worked on a film 

shoot. It is done after every setup has been shot and before the camera is moved to a new position. It simply means, the 1st AC opens

1/8/2020 8:09:20 AM state1union Code breakers like to look into double and more meanings.

1/8/2020 8:10:17 AM qu0tx1  pic.twitter.com/1ZHh0043Ka

1/8/2020 8:10:19 AM robertbrack Disgusting!  Take them down Trump! No country for satanist pedophiles!

1/8/2020 8:10:59 AM boomer6966 My thought exactly #projectthor

1/8/2020 8:11:32 AM ttlamerica The door on the film camera and looks at the film gate where the film moves across the opening where it gets exposed. The “Gate” is/was a common 

spot where any dust or hair would get trapped and end up ruining the shot. A Cameraman always checks the gate (on a film camera)

1/8/2020 8:12:22 AM irishan53296214 Agreed👍

1/8/2020 8:12:59 AM ttlamerica No hidden nefarious code in that meaning 😁

1/8/2020 8:13:09 AM state1union Thank you for the context

1/8/2020 8:13:50 AM tdl4lif Living on the X... effects of the first swipe have been pretty impressive.

Keep up the great work!

1/8/2020 8:16:16 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/6uny8jVnSW

1/8/2020 8:17:45 AM sinnersdeborah No coincidences...

1/8/2020 8:18:59 AM state1union No one has come up with this scenario that maybe this strike is all orchestrated for us to get out of Iraq.

1/8/2020 8:20:28 AM tymecrystal Thank you!  White House Photographer William Moon told me I got it!  He tweeted about ascension and floating today!Amazing time to be alive!

1/8/2020 8:23:29 AM nikoscali These photos sure look like the missiles were aimed correctly at barracks to kill as many US personnel as possible which  lends credibility to the rumor 

that the US knew they were coming and where they would hit.

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #IranStrike #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1214944806163636226 …

1/8/2020 8:24:36 AM bringmehomesafe No, No coincidence.

1/8/2020 8:26:50 AM sdane8 Good grief! She's everywhere I look lately!

1/8/2020 8:28:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Showtime.

Act III.

1/8/2020 8:28:37 AM jeff57253103 ETA?

1/8/2020 8:28:41 AM tracipatriot 🇺🇸❤️🙏🏻

1/8/2020 8:29:54 AM ultim8boon now

1/8/2020 8:30:15 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/SW33PVKprQ

1/8/2020 8:30:26 AM nikoscali #WRWY!

1/8/2020 8:30:29 AM rudedrew63 Last ACT?

1/8/2020 8:30:38 AM atashfire WWG1WGA!

1/8/2020 8:30:55 AM anon_sig 63 Canadians reported killed on flight crash. U1 connection?

1/8/2020 8:31:52 AM ultim8boon they all have middle eastern names. passenger manifests online. likely dual citizens.

1/8/2020 8:32:15 AM islandofdelight #WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 8:32:42 AM keith369me WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 8:34:01 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/twhd3r6FSY

1/8/2020 8:34:25 AM mikeemccann No

1/8/2020 8:35:26 AM krissieowens  pic.twitter.com/I6r9e59pID

1/8/2020 8:35:52 AM surfing123456 The General standing behind POTUS with the new Space force medal is AWESOME WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 8:36:29 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/7wrGMrYKVK

1/8/2020 8:37:30 AM dls00741 what is the name of movie #3 from the q drops?

1/8/2020 8:39:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/8/2020 8:39:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 When did Act II start?

1/8/2020 8:40:00 AM lightseeker2012 The truth.  Short and sweet.  And no wasting time with stupid questions from the idiot press.  Bravo @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

1/8/2020 8:40:23 AM paytonpatriot Once Trump walked into NK

1/8/2020 8:40:35 AM jones_tobious What is Act III entail?

1/8/2020 8:40:46 AM wwg1wga_every1 Would be amazing if we finally find peace with both Iran and North Korea. God Bless @POTUS @realDonaldTrump and God Bless the United States of 

America!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/8/2020 8:40:47 AM djlok  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1159626031281647621?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159626031281647621 …

1/8/2020 8:40:47 AM subversion_ops About a year ago.

1/8/2020 8:40:51 AM nikoscali Aug 8 2019?

1/8/2020 8:40:56 AM surfing123456 Space Force start ?

1/8/2020 8:41:03 AM wahiggins3 I love how POTUS emerged from the light to speak!

1/8/2020 8:41:49 AM enersonerik 2 more after this

1/8/2020 8:42:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mid-Act

1/8/2020 8:42:08 AM qanonboy END OF DISC 1.

1/8/2020 8:42:36 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Were the earthquakes in Iran last night naturally occurring?

1/8/2020 8:42:36 AM ultim8boon  https://qmap.pub/read/179 

Act 2, Scene 4 - Nov 22, 2017

1/8/2020 8:42:44 AM kindeandtrue Trump's fake war with Iran is a crime in itself. He should be impeached for lying to the American people. I hate the deception and the fraud. It's just as 

evil and debilitating as a real war would be. Genuine peace cannot be obtained by lies and trickery. Only truth lasts.

1/8/2020 8:42:48 AM youstinksoap March 2019?

1/8/2020 8:43:08 AM godfamcountry When President Trump took office.  Act I started when he was asked to run.

1/8/2020 8:43:42 AM islandofdelight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137?s=20 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154218202081243137 …



1/8/2020 8:43:46 AM kindeandtrue Are we supposed to applaud while Trump delivers lie after lie after lie to our faces?

1/8/2020 8:43:51 AM pumped_4_trump This the dumbest tweet in a world full of dumb tweets.

1/8/2020 8:43:58 AM jollyrob2 05-06-2019?

1/8/2020 8:44:01 AM byegone1  pic.twitter.com/oWffXnTJHO

1/8/2020 8:44:13 AM richgar06 2-21-2018?

1/8/2020 8:44:26 AM rachaelangelm I had a dream last night my Uncle Paul was visiting and had a white car. I went to go get in the car and he opened the door and said “it smells like dead 

owl In here” there was a dead snow owl on the floor in the backseat.

1/8/2020 8:44:42 AM jeebaleebs Have you been paying attention?

Dark > Light

Trump is the best President ever and he's exposing the corruption.

Stay tuned.

1/8/2020 8:45:16 AM _369311119 Space Force makes War farcical

1/8/2020 8:45:19 AM byegone1  pic.twitter.com/lMNGy4HjsL

1/8/2020 8:45:27 AM richgar06 Justice

1/8/2020 8:45:31 AM chrisobxnc  http://qmap.pub 

1/8/2020 8:45:43 AM tuckerwhalen1 I bet he loves the stinky vagina sandwich with the extra salty mayo spread and the crusty edges. That's your specialty, right?

1/8/2020 8:45:54 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/vAQnqjiBqo

1/8/2020 8:46:45 AM monroevegas One could only hope that Articles of Impeachment actually make it to the Senate instead of staying in Pelosis liquor cabinet. Maybe we could see that 

evidence injected into the mainstream. MJ tweeted Ukraine+Iran=? I say it = get 🍿🍿🍿

1/8/2020 8:46:50 AM elijahqdust A loooooong time ago pic.twitter.com/Zz5xQzIu0W

1/8/2020 8:46:53 AM rigsby_michelle Leo!

These people are beyond SICK!!!

1/8/2020 8:47:07 AM patriotswegoall USSP vs. SSP?

1/8/2020 8:47:12 AM johnmic25959174 Ukraine

1/8/2020 8:47:57 AM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/DAsUp8ga7j

1/8/2020 8:48:06 AM darrell1964 Vegas

1/8/2020 8:48:12 AM workitwayne 1-3-20 [Market set]

Q!!Hs1Jq13jV6

Stage set clas 1-99

1/8/2020 8:48:15 AM wokenandawake My brain/head is about to explode with all this new info....Word on the street is that there is technology that can regenerate body parts.  

May need to regenerate a new brain, but bigger - May go for this look (bcuz why not!). I would wear and own it!! pic.twitter.com/Gl5gmPPD5x

1/8/2020 8:48:19 AM pumped_4_trump Are you supposed to be an emotional wreck when the world is being saved?

1/8/2020 8:48:20 AM kindeandtrue 20 March 2003 US invades and occupies Iraq.

1/8/2020 8:48:25 AM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/xx0E7oeZAT

1/8/2020 8:48:26 AM wild_patriot_22 🤡

1/8/2020 8:49:05 AM anonymousada Here is the most recent one I have. pic.twitter.com/8EznI6MzaW

1/8/2020 8:49:14 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/p5uheZVbx7

1/8/2020 8:50:38 AM brd369 And which administration initiated that? Which banks were present in the middle east at the time? Were they owned by the rothschilds? Did we 

destabalize the economy by seizing oil fields? Do these banks still exist?

1/8/2020 8:50:55 AM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/J9cS8GEZt3

1/8/2020 8:50:59 AM kindeandtrue The world cannot be saved by lies and deception.

1/8/2020 8:51:34 AM patrose011 If that were true you'd have to get rid of every one in Washington! Give credit where it's due! Trump has done more in 3 years than any President has 

ever done! Regardless of how Pelosi has tried to stop him! You want to hear lies? Listen to her! She's a disgrace to this country!

1/8/2020 8:52:06 AM pumped_4_trump The people of the world need to wake up from the slumber they been in for thousands of years. Enjoy the show in the meantime.

1/8/2020 8:52:11 AM kindeandtrue Trump owns the Bush/Clinton/Obama wars.

1/8/2020 8:53:01 AM kindeandtrue I don't enjoy being lied to. I don't enjoy watching a show that is put on by conmen and deceivers.

1/8/2020 8:53:05 AM guy_karen You, my friend, are delusional

1/8/2020 8:53:05 AM lightseeker2012 Act I:  Saudi Arabia

Act II:  North Korea

Act III:  Iran

1/8/2020 8:53:55 AM 369helen313 #USA coming out of the #Iran’s nuclear deal !

1/8/2020 8:54:20 AM stinky_stork Maybe you need to listen to the statement he just gave.

1/8/2020 8:54:20 AM kachinagtto July 30, 2018? pic.twitter.com/8EcdINUsWX

1/8/2020 8:55:07 AM anitakingsbauer Since time is an illusion, it would seem to me you are seeking an event marker.  So I would say after the 17 hours of darkness fell upon the SR.

1/8/2020 8:55:36 AM perwife I'm sorry, but we went from disagreeing on optical illusions to this?

How would your mother feel if she knew you treated random internet women like this?

1/8/2020 8:56:14 AM brd369 Id like to see your intel on that. If this is your truth then by all means believe it. I feel its possible you are part of a minority that believes "Orange man 

bad" simply because we have been spoonfed a false narrative and indoctrinated our entire lives.

1/8/2020 8:56:30 AM youstinksoap I read through your tweets - you saying that we can choose to be a starseed - but did we all (our souls) originate from space?  As in, none of us are 

really human, we are simply having a human experience?  Essentially then everyone is a starseed?

1/8/2020 8:58:03 AM blcksambo Time is an illusion

1/8/2020 8:58:13 AM kindeandtrue He has enlarged them and has deployed thousands more troops. He is building bases in Saudi Arabia and Africa. He signs massive military spending 

bills. He's invested up to his neck in the #EndlesWars. Loves every minute of it.

1/8/2020 8:58:36 AM anitakingsbauer My bad...my eyes..read II as III !

1/8/2020 8:58:45 AM kindeandtrue People who think life is a movie are delusional.

1/8/2020 8:59:56 AM pumped_4_trump Got it, you preferred being a sheep.

1/8/2020 9:00:13 AM mark65mc The President is not in a fake war with Iran. He is in a very real war with those that wish to remove him from duly elected office and those that wish to 

keep us from becoming truly free.

1/8/2020 9:00:41 AM kindeandtrue Keep eating your popcorn.

1/8/2020 9:01:00 AM kindeandtrue Sure thing. Got it.

1/8/2020 9:01:35 AM kindeandtrue I stopped listening to the lying Orange Man long ago.

1/8/2020 9:02:19 AM cronewaxing Bring it!!!😎

1/8/2020 9:02:30 AM snakesanders22 I was expecting to be 3, 6 or 9. I’m disappointed Haha

1/8/2020 9:03:19 AM snakejackal Flat Earth

1/8/2020 9:03:58 AM bluberrylady Glad you don’t like lying demonrats. That’s all they do huh? Stay tuned. 💥🇺🇸

1/8/2020 9:04:25 AM bluberrylady That would be demonrats.



1/8/2020 9:04:57 AM pumped_4_trump And you keep on wishing for a leader that would prefer you to be enslaved.

1/8/2020 9:05:27 AM kindeandtrue God does not bless liars and conmen.

1/8/2020 9:06:20 AM kindeandtrue We're enslaved by the lies and propaganda Trump and Pompeo pump out every day.

1/8/2020 9:06:58 AM lillymunster3 Yes dual citizens. Iran admits accidentally shooting it down. https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1214758987763048448 …

1/8/2020 9:07:21 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/5EomdO0Zl7

1/8/2020 9:07:41 AM shazbot17127277 Aug 8, 2019

1/8/2020 9:08:09 AM catharenne  pic.twitter.com/SeTl2AzB3A

1/8/2020 9:08:36 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/v16QeM5WAw

1/8/2020 9:11:48 AM dianne81140371 Today

1/8/2020 9:12:01 AM bluberrylady C-Vine International News  http://Network.com 

Tribunals going on since Jan 2019. KSM et al. Only certain news media invited. They will catch you up. They are on YouTube.

1/8/2020 9:12:23 AM disciplepatriot My first thought, too.

What is the connection?

Surely someone is digging into this as we speak.

Eager to learn what is uncovered.

1/8/2020 9:12:30 AM mbs357 Act III starting the same day Virginia enacts the most draconian gun control America has ever seen?  Coincidence?

1/8/2020 9:13:25 AM kiddo4812 That's a BIG oops

1/8/2020 9:14:17 AM carolin15161363 The President averted war. Do you really believe the President should tell the public everything the military is actually doing? You know our enemies 

have TV's too, right? It's called National Security! You are misguided.

1/8/2020 9:14:29 AM yellamoj Mid term Elections.

1/8/2020 9:15:00 AM reportgoldfish  https://youtu.be/LBLL71dGvms 

1/8/2020 9:17:04 AM kindeandtrue Committing extrajudicial killings and threatening to bomb Iranian cultural sites are war crimes. That is not the way to bring about lasting peace.

1/8/2020 9:19:22 AM tuckerwhalen1 Worship Jesus but love "devil horns"...how does that work?

1/8/2020 9:19:39 AM nikoscali Yeah how many extrajudicial killings did Obama order? How many whole multi-generational families did he wipe from existence? Also, those "cultural 

sites" are actually nuclear weapon and other military facilities.

1/8/2020 9:20:33 AM kindeandtrue Irrelevant. We're not talking about Obama.

1/8/2020 9:21:08 AM wrong_way_down Sorry, but both of those statements are completely false.

“A crime to say mean things” nope.

“A crime to kill a designated terrorist” nope.

My god you TDS morons are a whole new level of pathetic. 😂😂

1/8/2020 9:21:27 AM nikoscali HaHaHaHaHaHa at least Trump kills only the bad guys not innocent women and children.

1/8/2020 9:21:29 AM pumped_4_trump Yes, cutting government outside of building up our miltary and trying to make world peace is being enslaved.  😆

1/8/2020 9:23:44 AM kindeandtrue Are foreign generals "bad guys" if they defend their homeland and fight ISIS?

1/8/2020 9:24:03 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/c0fQlmxB43

1/8/2020 9:24:13 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/769Pm2B0bc

1/8/2020 9:24:55 AM 5280coaching Beautiful. I've been saying this for some time: WE don't need them. Write your own books. Make your own films. Write your own songs. We are the 

true creative force. You don't need tons of money. You can make a movie with your phone.

1/8/2020 9:26:02 AM chariotprince Capricorn

1/8/2020 9:26:03 AM kindeandtrue Who will pay off all the trillions in debt Trump has accrued?

Isn't that slavery?

1/8/2020 9:26:13 AM stclair00 Pentagon is compromised and bugged to the boot so the Space Force is where all major decisions are taken at now.... am I close?

1/8/2020 9:26:33 AM nikoscali How was Soleimani defending his homeland and fighting ISIS lol??

1/8/2020 9:29:11 AM bbobbio71 Deception and fraud you say? pic.twitter.com/EG60GNR2Zq

1/8/2020 9:29:25 AM kindeandtrue Nothing I can say will change the mind of someone who automatically believes Pentagon talking points and Pompeo's drivel.

1/8/2020 9:29:53 AM kindeandtrue Irrelevant. We're not talking about Obama.

1/8/2020 9:30:47 AM toffer_anon_369 Are you guys saying that we (USSF) now has the technology to alter/affect the trajectory of any rockets/missiles that anyone launches?  And perhaps 

that technology was tested/perfected back when KJU was launching his controversial "test rockets"?

1/8/2020 9:31:02 AM nikoscali So you can't explain how Salami was defending his homeland rather than invading foreign soil and fighting ISIS rather than bankrolling them?

1/8/2020 9:31:02 AM robinreitsma1 👍

1/8/2020 9:31:52 AM trevorrogue Depends what timeline you belong.. depends on your version of Act 1...

1/8/2020 9:33:03 AM toffer_anon_369 If a bad actor were to get their hands on a nuclear missile, do we now have the technology to render it radiologically-inert as well?  Or would we have 

to steer it into space and let it explode outside of our atmosphere?  Aka SKY EVENT???

1/8/2020 9:34:13 AM johnquindell "savagely orange" = orange prison garb?

Did they take him already and just let him out for the night?

1/8/2020 9:34:42 AM ct_chance That's from a movie 😂 😂😁

1/8/2020 9:34:49 AM encclauss most the respiratory patients I've seen in the ER lately normally have no problems,  but suddenly this year, they are ridiculously ill... looking at their 

charts,  UTD on the flu shot. No one even questions it though🤔 it should be standard assessment process by now.

1/8/2020 9:37:05 AM mbs357 Here's a pic of him hanging out with US troops while fighting terrorism back in the day. pic.twitter.com/DyVFeRvSRi

1/8/2020 9:37:07 AM jemelewilliams Space Force... https://twitter.com/SpaceCorpsUS/status/1214706763720732672 …

1/8/2020 9:40:27 AM nikoscali He seems to be walking by some US troops not "hanging out" and it certainly doesn't mean he was fighting terrorism. Not to mention this was all 

during Obama's admin who literally gave birth to ISIS with his help.

1/8/2020 9:41:26 AM johnquindell On the wall behind Hanks is is a hexagon motif.

I saw that recently behind Putin's press conference a few weeks ago. I have seen it behind people in politics in the US also.

Can anyone decode the symbolism?

1/8/2020 9:44:09 AM bleakperfect1 Their were also 12 disciples

Are you floating in spaceships with jesus bro?

Lol.

1/8/2020 9:44:39 AM pumped_4_trump We had trillions of debt before Trump. Nice try putting the national debt on Trump though.

1/8/2020 9:47:02 AM glamamidwest Why are the Iranians thankful he’s gone?

1/8/2020 9:47:55 AM libra_scale1982 The Deception. We were told they would only take so many. Then it became some phenomenon to the uneducated

1/8/2020 9:48:38 AM allahuniversal 2Y∆

1/8/2020 9:48:52 AM thejigisup5 Do you believe the actual PEOPLE of Iran? Or just the propaganda in TV? Time to wake up. 

https://townhall.com/tipsheet/katiepavlich/2020/01/06/watch-iraqis-syrians-celebrate-americas-killing-of-iranian-terrorist-soleimani-n2558917 …

1/8/2020 9:48:53 AM resignationanon it doesn’t matter if 8chan, 8kun, endchan, … all the posts are available here: https://qresear.ch 

1/8/2020 9:49:18 AM allahuniversal As for the sequencing, @QAlertsApp



1/8/2020 9:50:50 AM allahuniversal Could have just typed #GreatAwakening Confirmed, but what's the fun in that?

1/8/2020 9:52:11 AM th34lpha January 2020

1/8/2020 9:52:32 AM 92michael Still the most recent Q post is 3774 on 29 Dec 2019 He has gone dark!!!!

1/8/2020 9:52:51 AM iamdjll Is there place to see those numbers?

1/8/2020 9:53:34 AM 92michael  pic.twitter.com/IXe2U9TSjL

1/8/2020 9:53:50 AM allahuniversal We know

1/8/2020 9:54:49 AM sweetslr1nonly Epstein and Weinstein

1/8/2020 10:02:16 AM jemelewilliams I see misleading numbers when I google the information.  302 makes no sense.

I know it still doesn't add up but the population of California is greater than that of Canada.

1/8/2020 10:03:57 AM paciouno Waiting for the Senate trial all will be reveal popcorn ready.

1/8/2020 10:06:43 AM nikoscali They're probably a propagandist for the regime

1/8/2020 10:07:10 AM clhendershot I AM @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @covertress @FNMedia_USA @M2Madness @ZRanchLady @defunctgone @geezer_one 

@QanonMichele @catturd2 @ScottAdamsSays @55true4u @artificialcaged @crlord14 @dylanlink16 @gracelover712 @jeanenev @MettleMeta GO~ 

https://twitter.com/P0A_Triot23/status/1214971035935760389 …

1/8/2020 10:07:45 AM cynthiamorrow8 There are 5 Acts, right?

1/8/2020 10:08:26 AM johnquindell Why does he not end his speech: "God bless the world", instead of "God bless America"?

1/8/2020 10:08:40 AM thejigisup5 You're probably right! Nice touch with the cross 🙄

1/8/2020 10:09:39 AM lorirrr Very real technology...

1/8/2020 10:09:45 AM laubepj I believe most citizens of the world want peace. Govts serve up war for profit. Trump set up & assassinated a leader in route to talk with another on 

peaceful resolution to their issue. WWIII on its way because he will purposely escalate the violence.

1/8/2020 10:11:11 AM bbobbio71 Were you not talking about deception and fraud, lies and trickery?

1/8/2020 10:11:29 AM ortainedevian No, that's not what's happening. The CIA works for globalist interests & Trump is shutting down the CIA.

1/8/2020 10:11:54 AM cosmicphoenix5  pic.twitter.com/PABxjqarES

1/8/2020 10:12:15 AM buca7253 Five   5:5

1/8/2020 10:13:09 AM laubepj 2. Same reason Trump administration will do nothing for t.i.'s. He, like all other presidents, puppet of shadow government. It is govt. vs. citizens.

1/8/2020 10:13:56 AM laubepj Illusion

1/8/2020 10:14:00 AM ortainedevian That's not what's happening either.

1/8/2020 10:14:29 AM nikoscali Acts like they are a western christian.... uses words like drivel unironically...

1/8/2020 10:14:44 AM pipcarriewalker  pic.twitter.com/kCErZ0njW3

1/8/2020 10:14:57 AM ortainedevian Don't watch television, they aren't your friend.

1/8/2020 10:15:28 AM johnquindell On the wall behind Tom Hanks at the Golden Globes on Jan. 5 was a hexagon motif.

I saw that recently behind Putin's press conference a few weeks ago. I have seen it behind people in politics in the US also.

Can anyone decode the symbolism?

1/8/2020 10:15:45 AM pipcarriewalker Made his lying permissible.

1/8/2020 10:18:00 AM lightlove21121 No but we do applaud you for making a fool of yourself 💯

1/8/2020 10:19:34 AM laubepj Lord. I am forced homeless because of govt. Blacklisted, gangstalked with the drugging and poisoning , along with other attempts on my life. Trump 

was placed.

1/8/2020 10:19:40 AM pipcarriewalker You really should wait for the end result before condemning info intended to save lives and throw off the enemy. Iran and Iraq are controlled, POTUS is 

rooting out the controllers helping Iranians achieve freedom.

1/8/2020 10:21:16 AM pipcarriewalker So naive, just the way the MSM wants its’ viewers.

1/8/2020 10:23:09 AM rachaelangelm It’s such a painful place because in this place god has to be real, though I think I am more real, thanks

1/8/2020 10:26:22 AM covertress 8:42 PM · Aug 8, 2019 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1159626031281647621?s=20 …

1/8/2020 10:26:51 AM jeanenev Used 2 have 

AN ARAB 

BEFORE MY LAND WAS 

STOLEN ....

repaying ... 

HIS NAME 

IMAGE pic.twitter.com/TGdtUNGb3A

1/8/2020 10:27:26 AM lynnpoore4  pic.twitter.com/IQaC2aCRyC

1/8/2020 10:27:52 AM kindeandtrue How are you privy to the interior motives of POTUS, pray tell.

1/8/2020 10:28:14 AM lynnpoore4  pic.twitter.com/QihXWjLifz

1/8/2020 10:28:36 AM terrancongito Will your next router give you a colon exam too? This is all using the same math gave us CAT scanners and MRIs #privacymatters @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.pcmag.com/news/372918/linksys-wants-to-monitor-your-breathing-at-home-using-wi-

fi?utm_source=email&utm_campaign=whatsnewnow&utm_medium=title …

1/8/2020 10:30:11 AM walkingfree It is evident who you serve as you have stated it in your Twitter name. 

Isaiah 14:12

1/8/2020 10:30:38 AM state1union I thought they said no act 5?

1/8/2020 10:33:17 AM ortainedevian Yeah, he was placed to take them out. https://twitter.com/OrtaineDevian/status/1177837966670082048?s=20 …

1/8/2020 10:35:35 AM state1union Omg the night before or so a unknown reporter said the Embassy in Iraq was no Embassy but a Fortress. Wow 🤩

1/8/2020 10:36:03 AM kindeandtrue ?

1/8/2020 10:40:13 AM nikoscali No Christian would call themselves morning's minion

1/8/2020 10:41:33 AM bur98or Act I: Epstein (done)

Act II: Impeachment (almost over)

Act III: FISA, starts with declass.

Remember this from Nov 2018? pic.twitter.com/aFqvmdcBJb

1/8/2020 10:42:30 AM dcanovan Devils islamic cresent horns which became the Islamic Cresent. 🤔

1/8/2020 10:42:56 AM kindeandtrue It's a reference to my favorite poem, moron.

1/8/2020 10:45:05 AM olimyracle At 7:12 pm on 45 tweet.

Think mirror?

Act 2:17?

1/8/2020 10:46:26 AM kindeandtrue In Gerard Manley Hopkins' poem, "Morning" is a reference to Jesus Christ, the Morning Star. The poem is dedicated to "Christ our Lord". 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44402/the-windhover …

1/8/2020 10:46:33 AM tuckerwhalen1 You might want to re-write your profile. You sound like quite the snowflake!

1/8/2020 10:49:07 AM kindeandtrue Next time don't make false claims about people with no evidence.

1/8/2020 10:49:49 AM ethanaidenizjah 15=FED 52=NOW JS

1/8/2020 10:50:34 AM laubepj Placed by Group Anonymous

1/8/2020 10:51:56 AM nikoscali Rolls eyes, I don't give a shit what you say it means. We see you for what you are.

1/8/2020 10:52:33 AM kindeandtrue I don't give a damn what the Q echo chamber thinks of me.



1/8/2020 10:52:56 AM ortainedevian Yeah, well, you buys your ticket & you takes your chances. If I'm not mistaken, you were being tortured long before Trump got in office.

1/8/2020 10:53:05 AM nikoscali But you care what we think...

1/8/2020 10:56:31 AM laubepj The govt and military is not a friend of a t.i. or any citizen for that matter; nor are any members of shadow government pic.twitter.com/a9nnQQMXi7

1/8/2020 10:57:11 AM joeorbit the cabal installed the iran puppets in 1979.  there is no peace with them, they are anti god.  careful who you kiss.

1/8/2020 10:57:33 AM kindeandtrue Go away and watch your Q movie, friend.

1/8/2020 10:57:50 AM angie5cott Interesting

1/8/2020 10:58:15 AM angie5cott Correct 🤔

1/8/2020 11:00:02 AM peter52083179 I was, psychologically

1/8/2020 11:00:17 AM ortainedevian The govt is not a single entity, the govt is made up of individuals with different agendas. Some of those individuals are very bad people but that doesn't 

mean all of them are. In order to get the bad ones out, you have to start somewhere, right?

1/8/2020 11:00:31 AM emilyoakley6 Alright then.

1/8/2020 11:00:59 AM michaeldc4127 Not sure but just thinking.

Each stage seems to be removing and or exposing deep state from another country.Irans deep state has just been neutered. Next up, Israeli deep 

state.Just so happens Hezbollah says they still plan to attack.Bigger picture.Deep state going down worldwide

1/8/2020 11:01:13 AM ortainedevian 18 years here.

1/8/2020 11:01:39 AM peter52083179 Right

1/8/2020 11:02:14 AM libertyspring99 What happened on that date?

1/8/2020 11:03:55 AM peter52083179 Mine from 1996, it started in the U.S.

1/8/2020 11:04:27 AM daisy47196916 Thank youKMAG!!✌️❤️🇺🇸

1/8/2020 11:05:52 AM peter52083179 Some of politicians count me as I'm an American already

1/8/2020 11:08:58 AM ortainedevian Makes perfect sense to me. They got around the Constitution with the Anti-Patriot Act after 9/11. The first attempt to pass it was in 1995, after the 

first false flag attack, the OKC bombing:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omnibus_Counterterrorism_Act_of_1995 …

Which means the system had to be operational at least by 1995.

1/8/2020 11:10:17 AM nikoscali Destroying lives today to build tomorrow's socialist infrastructure pic.twitter.com/95JlHrb5E5

1/8/2020 11:10:33 AM covertress someone knows how to search! 👍

1/8/2020 11:12:18 AM peter52083179 Yeah, I've remember the guy. What his name again, Oklahoma bomber? Mc. Something

1/8/2020 11:12:31 AM mongrelglory Yes, he explained the context, but we're wondering if it has double meaning.  Just like "the corn" and harvest, or someone's dog dying.  They often 

send coded messages.

1/8/2020 11:13:48 AM peter52083179 Timothy

1/8/2020 11:15:12 AM ortainedevian MCVeigh - but he was a patsy. Robert Snodgre was a black op contractor who said the CIA offered him $1 mil to do OKC before McVeigh came along. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gLptueINDanq/ …

1/8/2020 11:16:50 AM peter52083179 @McFaul , Mike, do you remember full name of Oklahoma bomber, plzzo?

1/8/2020 11:17:28 AM peter52083179 Yep, that's it!

1/8/2020 11:18:36 AM peter52083179 Lot's of conspiracy

1/8/2020 11:18:58 AM ortainedevian Timothy McVeigh.

1/8/2020 11:20:43 AM cny_micaa Not enough people paying attention to this IMHO. Distractions from domestic issues?

1/8/2020 11:25:02 AM jollyrob2 Act II but it’s not...

1/8/2020 11:25:07 AM mbs357 WW3 trending the exact moment millions of ordinary Virginians become felons?  Must be a coincidence.

1/8/2020 11:25:37 AM nikoscali Not only are they admitting that they have completely screwed up humanity but they are taunting us about it as well...

#AmazonSucks

#MAGA #QANon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #JeffBezos https://twitter.com/amazon/status/1214991053079449601 …

1/8/2020 11:28:36 AM hadia5551 So sorry, Judy, I know, what you are going through.They have been hunting us from place 2 place.26relocations,in 20 yrs.I am sure, the Good will win; 

who and what is good per definitionem 🤔,I wd leave it up2 all of us, our estimation, (my GUTfeeling).

1/8/2020 11:30:03 AM ct_chance What I'm saying is the picture shown is from a movie I have no doubt we probably do have it but it's not what you showed

1/8/2020 11:31:50 AM mongrelglory Especially over the Persian Gulf!  Moloch making his last stand?!!  Begone you inter-dimensional has-been!  We don't want you on our planet anymore!

1/8/2020 11:35:38 AM mrcryptojones  pic.twitter.com/OeaTdIVMyG

1/8/2020 11:36:44 AM urkgurgle It is clearly devil 👿 horns

1/8/2020 11:37:48 AM _sigel Possibly 

09.11.2019 

Sept 11 2019

D5 test @USPacificFleet 

Initiated coutdown to Al-Baghdadi 

[45] (aborted attempt)

[90] -

 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/california-ceo-and-seven-others-charged-multi-million-dollar-conduit-campaign-contribution …

[15] uncertain 

[30] uncertain 

👆 Any ideas ?

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening
1/8/2020 11:41:55 AM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1136121735810572293?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1136121735810572293 …

1/8/2020 11:44:42 AM jaded_pearl Art of war - deception is necessary - optics are important.

1/8/2020 11:45:33 AM _sigel February 4 2020

#1111 days in office

The more you know 

#WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 11:46:15 AM nikoscali Two earthquakes, about the same size, an hour apart, and less than 20km away from the Bushehr nuclear facility...

1/8/2020 11:47:07 AM carolin15161363 First of all it's not extrajudicial if they had intelligence that he was planning more attacks. The President has every right to prevent an attack on 

Americans. Threatening to do something is not a war crime. Are you an American?

1/8/2020 11:48:13 AM nikoscali Don't waste your breath on that person, they are an IRGC propaganda puppet



1/8/2020 11:48:41 AM carolin15161363 It is relevant to talk about Obama when it comes to Iran. It is also relevant to talk about Obama to see how you responded to all the things he did.

1/8/2020 11:51:28 AM carolin15161363 Solomiani was a bad guy because he is personally responsible for the deaths of thousands of Iranians who dared to speak up about their oppression 

and personally responsible for the deaths of hundreds of Americans. His attack on our embassy had nothing to do with ISIS.

1/8/2020 11:51:49 AM unitedlight1 Both reading of a script.. plain simple and easy to see.

1/8/2020 11:51:53 AM daisy47196916 My grandmother gave us whiskey & honey

Then wiped the shine on our chest with a cloth. 

Cut onion on plate beside bed, cut side up. Next day, all better.

Worked 4 everything except chickenpox but the whiskey helped us sleep through it! 😂🤣

1/8/2020 11:53:17 AM carolin15161363 I'm only writing incase any confused person comes along and needs to see some truth.

1/8/2020 11:53:46 AM nikoscali By all means don't let me stop you ;-)

1/8/2020 11:58:16 AM peter95117110 Contrast and compare moment 

from Eidetic Memory Emanation Assemblage Desk

1. ) Red object with eyes Spock's quarters Wrath of Khan.

2. ) Symbols on mystery stone from Lake Winnipesaukee.

3.)  Red eyes in the sky September 23, 2017. pic.twitter.com/rrnwsx3MRQ

1/8/2020 12:06:06 PM covertress * 20:42 · Aug 8, 2019

1/8/2020 12:06:52 PM nikoscali @KindeandTrue are making TONS of friends here LOL

1/8/2020 12:08:44 PM eskeljoyce I forgot what act 11 was?

1/8/2020 12:10:51 PM lorirrr I got that, but it is a pretty picture of a deadly weapon and gets the point across.  Don't you think? 😊

1/8/2020 12:14:58 PM ct_chance I would agree 💯 I had seen theovie I just forget what the name was

1/8/2020 12:18:23 PM westmount_d7 Center for Disease Control is a government agency so why doesn’t Prez Trump end this nonsense? People are believing this vaccine propaganda. We 

know 🇨🇦 PM Trudeau & his team are NWO and that explains our situation  https://immunize.ca/ 

1/8/2020 12:25:15 PM westmount_d7 What a shot! Spectacular. And ever relevant to our present times.

1/8/2020 12:27:25 PM lorirrr 👍🇺🇸❤️🕊💪

1/8/2020 12:31:41 PM westmount_d7 5 Acts! Good Lord. Lol. Interesting numerology though✨

1/8/2020 12:31:57 PM westmount_d7 🙌😂

1/8/2020 12:32:50 PM qdelta10 Dec/21/19 ?

1/8/2020 12:33:18 PM postelleallyson That’s what YouTube is doing now. Instead of taking down videos altogether that they don’t like, they just make them private so no one can see them.

1/8/2020 12:35:17 PM patricksready You’d think YouTube would want a video calling Q a LARP by a major influencer out there...

1/8/2020 12:36:46 PM patricksready My issue with Sather is he blocks anyone who questions Corey Goodes narrative. We have to question everything and Corey is not immune to 

speculation

1/8/2020 12:36:51 PM postelleallyson Allegedly, a video calling Q...

1/8/2020 12:39:00 PM postelleallyson I disagree with all the blocking for asking questions, but I guess it could be the way that questions are asked. People sometimes think they’re just 

asking a question, but in truth they are being very rude in the way they go about it.

1/8/2020 12:39:55 PM patricksready I literally just typed “Corey Goode” when he tweeted out be careful who you follow.

🚩🚩🚩

1/8/2020 12:41:30 PM laubepj At some point in time it will be all left up to us. The organizations and systems left behind. There will be unification, but chaos and violence is sure to 

ensue prior. Only way to wake ppl up and learn from this illusion that's always been.

1/8/2020 12:42:12 PM mongrelglory However, looking over the passenger list for the flight, there were lots of babies, children, and young adults on the plane! 😢  I sure hope this was just 

a terrible accident, and not a deliberate military operation!

1/8/2020 12:43:37 PM johnquindell The number 6.  Maybe from the 3-6-9 of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, i.e. Act II as per the material on that twitter feed.

1/8/2020 12:44:36 PM mongrelglory This article has the passenger list.  Apparently lots of innocent people (kids and babies)! 😭 https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/iran-refuses-

hand-over-crash-data-stoking-speculation-plane-was-accidentally-shot-down …

1/8/2020 12:45:04 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/X7jHADXukH

1/8/2020 12:46:33 PM aprongirl1960 I hope you Catch Them!

1/8/2020 12:48:12 PM shazbot17127277 Monica Witt looks like Lisa Page!

1/8/2020 12:49:25 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/odEZgyhuS5

1/8/2020 12:49:34 PM mikebravodude Add this guy! 

 https://twitter.com/paulkrugman/status/1214991222009409536?s=20 …

1/8/2020 12:51:47 PM aynthrope You gotta be joking!  Until your 7th floor TRAITORS, including Jimmy "the Weasel" Comey, McCabe, Sztrok, Clapper, at al, are behind bars, don't expect 

law abiding citizens to assist a law defying agency.  👽

1/8/2020 12:51:49 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/LWSfg44mE7

1/8/2020 12:53:58 PM jack1492 Iran gave a pre-warning they were going to launch missiles at those sites. Our people simply vacated the bases.

1/8/2020 12:59:16 PM clhendershot People DO Know That FROG = Fully Reliant On God

Right?

@realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy @P0A_Triot23

@AndrewBreitbart @ScottAdamsSays @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @scrowder @DLoesch

@nero 

GO~ https://twitter.com/Inthenameoflo19/status/1215012260965433344 …

1/8/2020 1:18:30 PM ortainedevian Try to relax a little. This is an internal war. The Deep Sate didn't get a foothold over night & it isn't going to disappear overnight.

1/8/2020 1:27:11 PM a_ostation  pic.twitter.com/fJSxRE619Y

1/8/2020 1:28:14 PM linacovfefe FISA brings down the House...

1/8/2020 1:34:16 PM luxdefiance @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TheSunUS/status/1214929938257723393 …

1/8/2020 1:34:30 PM xxseriezxx  pic.twitter.com/FI3x1RMdol

1/8/2020 1:34:31 PM kwkwall88 Crackheads!

1/8/2020 1:34:42 PM start313hichq Ever since Simorgh has been flying in the sky again. pic.twitter.com/S9WGpUs2XR

1/8/2020 1:37:12 PM jeebaleebs I'm seeing 17 everywhere today.  

Do it Q.

1/8/2020 1:37:18 PM speakprojectm XN down IRS?

1/8/2020 1:37:34 PM laubepj No doubt. What do you know about Li-Fi?

1/8/2020 1:43:21 PM ortainedevian It's a Chinese term for hi-fi? Is there something you'd like to share with the class?

1/8/2020 1:43:30 PM bryceja68689884 17 peeps

1/8/2020 1:45:38 PM brenda_nine #WakeUp #BestPresidentEver45 pic.twitter.com/JtI4HwCdPt

1/8/2020 1:56:02 PM quantphysicist lol

1/8/2020 1:57:18 PM americanpetal Peace is the Prize!🕊

1/8/2020 1:57:39 PM peter95117110 :-)

1/8/2020 1:58:16 PM deinosofdeicide Japan honors their elderly, China does shit like this though.



1/8/2020 2:07:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paul Krugman: Hacker Downloaded 'Child Porn' Using My IP https://www.mediaite.com/print/nyts-paul-krugman-says-hacker-downloaded-child-

pornography-using-his-ip-address/ …

1/8/2020 2:08:47 PM atashfire Falling from grace is not one of this guys strengths. Neither was any of his predictions.

1/8/2020 2:08:51 PM mtwake How many times has this “happened” to people in the past? Las Vegas shooters brother?

1/8/2020 2:08:51 PM integritynews17 A bit late to the "control the narrative party." 🤣

1/8/2020 2:08:51 PM whiskey_ginger1 suuuuure buddy

1/8/2020 2:09:03 PM mikeb38beacon_h 😂😂😂

1/8/2020 2:09:47 PM mark65mc  pic.twitter.com/pfpPt9fvF2

1/8/2020 2:09:59 PM cosmicphoenix5  pic.twitter.com/9SDjUsLtqt

1/8/2020 2:10:09 PM twilly18 what a brilliant idea

pervs nationwide are praying for his success

1/8/2020 2:10:09 PM kevglock138 BS Paul, you're a ped0 and finally got caught

1/8/2020 2:10:26 PM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/6Kq7hK0pLg

1/8/2020 2:10:29 PM 369palm Incompetency was bound to undo this guy eventually. pic.twitter.com/0jVetLRETb

1/8/2020 2:10:51 PM tl_dobs  pic.twitter.com/Xgxk0UlgPm

1/8/2020 2:11:10 PM justwanttokno11 Put this together but they don't look like the nuke signature pic.twitter.com/6q9ivzyvbs

1/8/2020 2:11:16 PM havealohabepono Yeah. Sure they did 🙄

1/8/2020 2:11:28 PM krakray Of course they did....

1/8/2020 2:11:43 PM jeff57253103 Yea right!

1/8/2020 2:12:21 PM speaakn That’s not how any of this works 😑

1/8/2020 2:12:37 PM tommybridwell1  pic.twitter.com/WqYALwXFiN

1/8/2020 2:13:07 PM dgallup OMG I'm not letting this one go, LMAO...😂😂😂😂 DUDE knows nothing!!!  Does he really THINK WE ARE THAT STUPID????  

😂😂😂😂🤪😜😂🤣

1/8/2020 2:13:24 PM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/tQTC94nhX8

1/8/2020 2:13:28 PM murphylaw23  pic.twitter.com/W6KueHt3PK

1/8/2020 2:13:31 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/FHRO0mSb6f

1/8/2020 2:13:38 PM cyclefixblono Is this possible? Keep in mind that I’ve seen Pump Up the Volume so it’s not like I’m gullible or whatever.

1/8/2020 2:13:40 PM hifiman45 Not!

1/8/2020 2:14:14 PM war_w01f  pic.twitter.com/mgQYrqFn1l

1/8/2020 2:14:32 PM mountainminder Paul looks a lot like Andrew, Jeffrey and Harvey. Do you see it?  It's a "type".

1/8/2020 2:15:28 PM petechaos  pic.twitter.com/2cJXZ6W70O

1/8/2020 2:15:41 PM momekool1 Wow you’re under. Find the common sense you had as a baby, but clearly have been surpressing & use it! (Not being insulting, trying to wake you up 

to the fact that THEY DONT WANT YOU TOO)!!!

1/8/2020 2:15:44 PM luvrocks40  pic.twitter.com/K7y1JMyxUL

1/8/2020 2:16:20 PM dushocki lock up ALL the "Economists"

1/8/2020 2:17:59 PM urbano411 Oh Paulie... you should have just stayed Q uiet. Now everyone knows! 

#paulieisapedophile

1/8/2020 2:18:38 PM alaneflame WUTTT..Ever!

1/8/2020 2:18:55 PM ed_kua  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-national-slavery-human-trafficking-prevention-month-2020/ …

1/8/2020 2:19:18 PM codeman9230 These aren't my pants!  Q is being mentioned... Could this lead to the question being asked? ⌚

1/8/2020 2:20:35 PM onthisapp This guy needs an Elf on the Shelf

@realDonaldTrump

1/8/2020 2:20:53 PM llyr_crypto Technically yes

Without a footprint no

There a a few possibility that come to mind, 

A neighbor spoof his ip, and he didn't know till the feds showed up.. 

some one NAT his Ip address, and changed his single public ip Which the ISP can trace down the second. 

or LYING.
1/8/2020 2:21:20 PM clpspeed Yeah ok

1/8/2020 2:21:23 PM bearkatquilter Yeah, right.

1/8/2020 2:22:00 PM southpaw816 Yeah sure!

1/8/2020 2:22:49 PM theraddadchad #EnjoyTheShow

1/8/2020 2:23:06 PM irah_chandler Of it was spoofed there would be no cp on his hard drive

1/8/2020 2:24:44 PM llyr_crypto Unless they gained admin access and sent it via an SSH tunnel on to said device.. again, this is hard to determind with little to no facts.

1/8/2020 2:25:19 PM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/IrRVEsIXyO

1/8/2020 2:25:46 PM lizzah_83 Sounds like he’s trying to create a defence...and a shit one at that.

1/8/2020 2:27:10 PM indian__biker Covering his tracks. "Far right conspiracy theory..."😂 No we're not.

1/8/2020 2:27:16 PM irah_chandler Still would most probably leave a trail. Could be a scam some zibabwaina Prince calls him up says he has cp on computer must have admin access to 

clean. Most likely he jas a cp porn problem and is late to the control the narritive party

1/8/2020 2:27:31 PM cyranose Getting ahead of the storm. We see you

1/8/2020 2:28:42 PM lorirrr 🙄

1/8/2020 2:28:55 PM chinupchubbly It’s been a busy year so far,

Iran,

Rick Gervais,

Plane Crash,

Prince Harry,

Paul Krugman, things seem to be ramping up!

1/8/2020 2:29:10 PM vetwrap Yes him and many government employees 👇 pic.twitter.com/IUyYtrcklQ

1/8/2020 2:29:12 PM blue_collar_ray Thats rich.

1/8/2020 2:31:27 PM llyr_crypto true, but covering all the bases for normies is good... To do what he said, tho ins't a hackers mo... 

unless there was something to gain, like a cash pay out... going to twitter first thing to publicy defend yourself sounds like a " get out head of the 

problem" pic.twitter.com/PSo5LYElNj

1/8/2020 2:31:39 PM yanimpurulis Really?? 😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/8/2020 2:31:40 PM mnj0722 Otherwise known as#gettingoutaheadofit

1/8/2020 2:32:39 PM riversm18 And the hacker was sitting right next to me at my computer.



1/8/2020 2:32:43 PM arkangel129 It likely all has to do with hexagrams and cube worship... #HolyBible #NWO #SynagogueOfSatan #MysteryReligion #Truth pic.twitter.com/T05voVYuCa

1/8/2020 2:33:12 PM libertygal12 Sure

1/8/2020 2:34:44 PM conniekennedy  pic.twitter.com/8LIq1PPx8v

1/8/2020 2:35:25 PM cyclefixblono There must be a way to test proclivity for this sorta sht.

1/8/2020 2:37:36 PM ladylibertybeth  pic.twitter.com/jNEgUgJc6l

1/8/2020 2:38:19 PM antarantanka Every prediction he made was wrong.

1/8/2020 2:39:09 PM stpetemab Sure Pedo Paul...we believe you! 🙄

1/8/2020 2:39:14 PM gailcotten2gma1 I don’t believe it is a hack.

1/8/2020 2:39:26 PM atashfire If I could count the number of times I would curse out loud asking how he still has a job, then I realized he was establishment and I've waited for this 

day.

1/8/2020 2:39:58 PM iluvmygbabies  pic.twitter.com/OLFksN4BFr

1/8/2020 2:40:09 PM joni_apple_seed “...an attempt to Qanon me.” WTF Hahahahahahahahahaha pic.twitter.com/x9NI9dRcyW

1/8/2020 2:40:16 PM liberumhominem1 Same fetus. See right hand fist with index pointing left. Birthmark on left shoulder. I am new to this information. I am freaking a little. 

Fakkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk!

1/8/2020 2:41:30 PM liberumhominem1 100% technically feasible.

1/8/2020 2:42:13 PM lqrdqfweeed My pencil wrote all the bad grades in school

1/8/2020 2:42:36 PM thomastommyt53 CAN YOU SAY BULLSHIT !!!!! I KNEW YOU COULD...

1/8/2020 2:43:07 PM gsiokis When are all the mass arrests going to happen?

1/8/2020 2:44:12 PM laubepj Li-Fi similar to Wi-Fi. It uses light sources. Much faster and ability to use more frequencies

1/8/2020 2:44:20 PM alnacho1 He wasn't hacked.....he knows what is on there and doesnt want to get busted for it.

1/8/2020 2:44:26 PM k3yle Well we know this guy downloads it on his computer at home. #ScumBag

1/8/2020 2:44:31 PM fansblowing3 Were Julian Assange and Pamela Anderson raised together in one of these child sex cults?

1/8/2020 2:44:53 PM w0nderboi But the porn material was downloaded to which MAC address? There is no escape.

1/8/2020 2:46:27 PM synackstatic It's a prerequisite for being a keynesian guru.

1/8/2020 2:49:46 PM lightseeker2012 Why am I not surprised Krugman could be revealed as a pedo?

1/8/2020 2:50:16 PM liberumhominem1 Or access to said devices for analysis.

1/8/2020 2:50:56 PM keith369me “Hacker”...aren’t we supposed to believe all accusations?

1/8/2020 2:52:01 PM credavan Best 1 yet.

Fuckin pedos need burnt at the stake.

1/8/2020 2:53:51 PM weeniewawa Maybe his WIFI password was the same as that other perverts email password: password 😆

1/8/2020 2:55:15 PM mamiemcclure17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12                    How long does it take to make a clone? Time is an illusion I’m aware, I would have thought they would play this before 

now...  https://twitter.com/mgrant76308/status/1215036309938552832 …

1/8/2020 2:55:21 PM alignyourcar How do you get ahead of a story?

1/8/2020 2:56:35 PM bur98or ... of Representatives. :)

1/8/2020 2:56:41 PM phreatomagnetic Countdown to Pete Townshend defense

1/8/2020 2:57:07 PM dlp4housetohome here’s the start of the new #metoo movement

1/8/2020 2:57:59 PM sterkinglights1 On Earth!

1/8/2020 2:58:19 PM steelelwalker Hollywooders & DC all connected to Epstein's Lolita express along with Weinstein's open secret 👹😤 pic.twitter.com/KTV9A2tlG4

1/8/2020 2:59:28 PM amylynrussell So what do you think that means if they are the same ? Two different people same place or different place and different times ? Ugh , part of some 

kind of initiation maybe ? I’m still trying to figure this one out 🤢

1/8/2020 3:00:18 PM brd369 "It was an attempt to qanon me"

1/8/2020 3:02:14 PM humanproofer  pic.twitter.com/tJ0cmsyxJR

1/8/2020 3:04:17 PM trumpmovement2 Yeah, no

1/8/2020 3:04:22 PM winklerburke Perhaps this refers to treason moves by Black Hats.  Impeachment. Russia hack on emails (false!). Mueller take down of POTUS (failure.)  False Dossier.   

 (And no more of theses kind of acts?)

1/8/2020 3:05:02 PM treyfadeaway I hate when that happens pic.twitter.com/rdQ2K1t4g2

1/8/2020 3:05:45 PM cassanbridge Yes...

A piece of epstein

A piece of weinstein

A piece of saville

Voila...a Perfect clone...

1/8/2020 3:06:37 PM truthrules463 Oh...yeah...right...sure...whatever you say...

1/8/2020 3:07:03 PM farmgirl501 They think we’re really stupid!!

1/8/2020 3:07:07 PM allahuniversal TOP KEK of the day

1/8/2020 3:07:22 PM kachinagtto “Qanoned” - Yep - he poked the MFing hornets nest. Oh Paul... silly silly Paul.

1/8/2020 3:07:58 PM mithoheri  pic.twitter.com/48dSMiHqtB

1/8/2020 3:08:10 PM allahuniversal NYT hit piece coming in 3...2...

1/8/2020 3:09:09 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/X1Yzy75TM8

1/8/2020 3:10:02 PM edtxhill Dear Paul... pic.twitter.com/jf0H7DvdgV

1/8/2020 3:10:36 PM qthrowingcopper Don't worry guys ...

Someone tried to QANON him. 😆😆😆

1/8/2020 3:10:42 PM manifest_utopia My understanding is that the facilities/nukes were destroyed. Some nukes obtained from Ukraine were were removed from Iran. It was Not reported 

that nukes were detonated in the process of destroying the facilities. Seems the whole point was to make sure nukes were not detonated.

1/8/2020 3:11:18 PM manifest_utopia It's very good they don't look like nuke signatures. Good research! ThanQ!

1/8/2020 3:11:25 PM antarantanka Lol.  I mean really... the Q guys use open source data and they’re good at it but it’s hardly a hacker collective.  And who the heck cares about Krugman 

except those who lost money on his advice! ...if he had blamed “the Russians” he might get some traction!

1/8/2020 3:11:48 PM jeebaleebs  pic.twitter.com/Cr6MmSNOa9

1/8/2020 3:13:16 PM rachaelangelm So I guess that means someone is telling the truth about him and that someone is himself. Because Qanon is a truth service

1/8/2020 3:13:27 PM scooterbeethov1 Mr Krugman, you have the right to remain silent ... pic.twitter.com/d8HrQhLFKU

1/8/2020 3:14:33 PM jazzbear09 Krugman is Blaming "Q". 

Is this a MEDIA "HIT JOB" To smear Q movement? 

Try to tie Q to Pedophilia/Porn?

Or is he really,  desperately making Q the Scapegoat?

1/8/2020 3:14:52 PM danauito  pic.twitter.com/Lm0ArwHpNL

1/8/2020 3:14:57 PM johnnymerckx The eyes, the glasses....

1/8/2020 3:14:59 PM ravenwillow14 Hacked?. Mmmmmmmm pic.twitter.com/HAaaFFu0VT

1/8/2020 3:15:50 PM stevenfontain14 Uh... ya... that's it - i got hacked - by somebody else - ya.... WASN'T ME

1/8/2020 3:18:18 PM robbieredlv No it's part of a ritual

1/8/2020 3:19:23 PM bulldogloyalty Someone should tell communist er columnist Paul Krugman of the New York Times, that hackers don't know or care about the New York Times. He 

should be better at telling lies, after all, he works for the New York Times.

#DemocratsAreAgainstAmericans



1/8/2020 3:20:19 PM maga4patriots Whatever we know you are as guilty as SIN

1/8/2020 3:20:25 PM stellarstellaq P A N I C     P A N I C      P A N I C

1/8/2020 3:20:37 PM uwriyelmag 🙏💞😔 save our precious babies save the innocent children they depend on all of us to keep them safe...🌹 pic.twitter.com/LtQBofahlU

1/8/2020 3:20:49 PM mikeedhl Haha

1/8/2020 3:21:05 PM prf0406 Oh shut up. 😶

1/8/2020 3:22:48 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/272N0yZbSy

1/8/2020 3:23:10 PM bulldogloyalty I wanted to respond but I just can't speak up. 🤣

1/8/2020 3:23:52 PM presidentbenja1  pic.twitter.com/bk41n7QnQh

1/8/2020 3:24:38 PM djlok WOW

1/8/2020 3:24:47 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/iz05Gkjctq

1/8/2020 3:29:31 PM southernbellem5 Someone’s a pedo!!! pic.twitter.com/nbXild2Kye

1/8/2020 3:31:53 PM peter95117110 ...Yes that was the news reporting. Whether it was something else or something more is what appears to be "behind the curtain". So to speak.

1/8/2020 3:32:57 PM peatapann  pic.twitter.com/uw6SMcrMOi

1/8/2020 3:34:33 PM dakotobol Weinstein, Epstein, Krugman... pattern?

1/8/2020 3:34:53 PM sickie88 🙄🙄 pic.twitter.com/CcO7bAW8Gu

1/8/2020 3:37:50 PM fightforamerica 😆

1/8/2020 3:41:14 PM eewwanon Suicide is painless, Paul.  Save the tax payers some money.....

1/8/2020 3:41:41 PM rebornkingent Qanon is now hacking into people’s computers and planting child porn. -Dumb Lemon CNN

1/8/2020 3:42:06 PM westmount_d7 Act III. Amazing that Prez Trump announced that Obama administration funded terrorism (Iran)! Barry & Big Mike are going down (for the sleeping)!  

🙏🏻 for ongoing & everlasting peace on planet. Don’t want sanctions to hurt innocent Persian civilians.

1/8/2020 3:42:35 PM nybiltong Time is an illusion, events matter.

1/8/2020 3:42:37 PM straydogi7  pic.twitter.com/3YHqH3mOMn

1/8/2020 3:44:08 PM jaded_pearl Still in season 4 of 12?

1/8/2020 3:44:19 PM threefold_flame  pic.twitter.com/KFH8uet9Ms

1/8/2020 3:45:17 PM ccfanning232  pic.twitter.com/4CXaqEeX5U

1/8/2020 3:49:14 PM merrilsuzanne Sorry, but not sorry; arrogant in the extreme, & using a moronic strategy that today we all see clearly.

1/8/2020 3:51:04 PM rghardy3 All Hell has just broken loose in "The Show".

1/8/2020 3:52:02 PM thetrollbar 2014 story https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10694515/red-devil-horns-sunrise-photos-captured-rare-solar-eclipse-mirage/ …

1/8/2020 3:53:08 PM dwallg9290 I think you are a pervert.

1/8/2020 3:53:10 PM demonratdthstar Someone tweeted last night (unfortunately I forget who) the Iran warned us ahead of time to withdraw our troops and just wanted an action to save 

face?  It's an interesting idea.

1/8/2020 3:53:13 PM allahuniversal He's on it already?

1/8/2020 3:54:08 PM eewwanon That was a really long way to say:

KYS

1/8/2020 3:54:56 PM crisco2377 WATCH THE WATER!!!

1/8/2020 3:56:45 PM mike_mzman He looks like a pedo to me.

1/8/2020 3:57:00 PM gpajkos Throwing another Bull$#!+ flag.

1/8/2020 3:57:02 PM allahuniversal Heaven has broken loose into hell

1/8/2020 3:57:47 PM revdonna Damage control?

1/8/2020 3:59:01 PM rebornkingent Most 500 pound hackers in their mother’s basement play tricks.... but not ones that get you major prison time.  If prison time is involved might as well 

do something big that’ll pay off financially. No one is that stupid.

1/8/2020 4:00:21 PM prf0406 That was the plan. Now put a sick in it.

1/8/2020 4:01:08 PM mrtioman  pic.twitter.com/z8fyooFZWp

1/8/2020 4:01:20 PM rebornkingent “And send CP”.  https://youtu.be/kRcdmbC0HHs  pic.twitter.com/jUpoeus1F4

1/8/2020 4:01:42 PM seatherton3 Did he report it to the police?  He says "The Times" is on it - the Cops need to be on it.

1/8/2020 4:01:57 PM samsonron84 Guilty !

1/8/2020 4:02:34 PM jim06508302 Ty

1/8/2020 4:03:08 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/V5cmx8sSyf

1/8/2020 4:05:38 PM nikoscali Hopefully hackers haven't stolen pictures of his Paul Krugman

1/8/2020 4:06:20 PM rebornkingent I think q said it.  We’re rules by inbred nepotist. They got to where they are by hookup.... and portray superiority. Emperor has no clothes.  Q Kees 

saying over and over.... these people are stupid.

1/8/2020 4:07:51 PM rebornkingent KRUGMAN said the internet was a fad and a bubble. Never to amount to anything..... I have a feeling we all know why he’s where he is.  It starts with 

cheese and ends with pizza.

1/8/2020 4:08:51 PM rebornkingent Double kek actually. Rules for pedos... I meant radicals. Accuse others of what you’re doing.

1/8/2020 4:09:01 PM trumpet39777907 Did they get your social security number, bank info, home address or anything else? I didn't think so. Funny that

1/8/2020 4:11:58 PM acdude1964 Yeah right tell that to the FBI 🤷♂️🤦♂️

1/8/2020 4:13:19 PM allahuniversal #ThesePeopleAreSick #ThesePeopleAreStupid

#Nonaq #AGW1GWW

1/8/2020 4:13:34 PM c45cardiac 2 year delta coming nov

1/8/2020 4:14:03 PM peter95117110 "Within the next generation I believe that the world's rulers will discover that infant conditioning and narco-hypnosis are more efficient, as instruments 

of government..."

 http://www.lettersofnote.com/2012/03/1984-v-brave-new-world.html …

1/8/2020 4:14:06 PM 777animalover Lol

1/8/2020 4:14:48 PM johntitor33621 Its possible

1/8/2020 4:15:49 PM 00loll0 Why did he report this to twitter and not go directly to law enforcement?

1/8/2020 4:17:09 PM brianncali  pic.twitter.com/aGo4Iwc0rF

1/8/2020 4:19:10 PM americanpetal 17

1/8/2020 4:20:52 PM gsiokis Uhuh...so tell me what the “new” date is then....or are you too shy?

1/8/2020 4:21:06 PM urkgurgle Right

1/8/2020 4:22:04 PM deanna_danforth Correct so we are getting closer to hopefully restoring the world to healing on every level.  Imagine the miracles that could happen without negative 

oppression 🙏

1/8/2020 4:24:29 PM 00loll0 Majestic are all these wealthy people effed up or what? When the truth comes out everyone in our gov., large corp.hollywood, etc..going to jail there 

will only be us left ,kinda cool huh? the best part about this is the kids can play outside and finally be safe from the weirdos.

1/8/2020 4:26:27 PM mongrelglory The regular citizens in both Japan and China are good at honouring the elderly.  It's the evil globalist elite behind the scenes that I think are capable of 

genocide.  Japan has the world's most aging population demographics and this affects their economy adversely.

1/8/2020 4:26:32 PM schiller_spmode I try not to use a few choice words on my tweets but this guy is full of Sh!t! He’s trying to shape his own narrative for what is coming. Admit it, you like 

that kind of sick content! Anon’s don’t support that kind of content at all.

1/8/2020 4:26:43 PM sailorpractical Reality check. The alphabet agencies have been remotely installing child pornography on innocent people’s computers for decades. Beats a bullet 

when they can take their family, freedom, job, friends and money...

1/8/2020 4:31:15 PM gcippon I predict they will be very shortly. And another pedo bites the dust.



1/8/2020 4:33:52 PM larryneelis I wonder who Paul K hired as a computer security company.  CrowdStrike?  😂

1/8/2020 4:35:57 PM jeffcordell6 I don't know.  A guess would be a cabal member trying to get back to Ukraine.

1/8/2020 4:37:15 PM richie78170932 He's fucked! You cant downlaod onto someones computer just by getting their IP. Any clown with a lap top a get someones IP with ease. Taking over a 

system and controlling it's in another ball game, and doesn't he realize " we have it all".

1/8/2020 4:38:58 PM eman1292 Uh huh pic.twitter.com/Wx0t94H3YZ

1/8/2020 4:39:10 PM bubbajj914  pic.twitter.com/XFCJEOVuaT

1/8/2020 4:39:23 PM richie78170932 I'm going with the last option

1/8/2020 4:39:51 PM capeflo He blamed Qanon

1/8/2020 4:42:42 PM ortainedevian Oh goody. Here come the electronics nerds again to get more revenge. Their appetite for retaliation is insatiable.

🙄👍

1/8/2020 4:43:55 PM monkey3186 The bullshit is strong with this pedo

1/8/2020 4:46:32 PM quentinjay2 @paulkrugman

Just like the M.A.S.H. song!

1/8/2020 4:52:55 PM strangewisper It takes 17 secs focusing on something for the law of attraction to kick in and like attracts like begins... 17 seconds for manifestation to begin

1/8/2020 4:53:38 PM aleks8837 Remember pic.twitter.com/JEIVo3mjT1

1/8/2020 4:59:16 PM ryankochweare1  pic.twitter.com/aCLRGU08z7

1/8/2020 5:00:48 PM strangewisper Well funnily enough 17 is VERY VERY important to the 3 in relation to the 6, in fact you could say, 17 is EVERYTHING to 6 and how do you control 17? 

You control 3’s connection to 17. It takes 17 seconds of focus for the law of attraction to kick in. Manifestation process.

1/8/2020 5:01:02 PM peterluisvenero Lol. I work in tech. You can’t use someone’s IP. Hahahaa ugh the level of dumb...

1/8/2020 5:01:58 PM nikoscali "I work in Tech" is NOT a qualification LOL

1/8/2020 5:02:17 PM steveroye That is a front in lie that won't float with back end evidence. 🧐

1/8/2020 5:05:43 PM samsmith0319 Yes...💥👿💥Vile Beasts!!!

1/8/2020 5:09:59 PM glynndt Now what ¿ pic.twitter.com/PxjBuIiA42

1/8/2020 5:12:54 PM freeandoriginal Creative indeed ... 😉 I hope he is exposed big time !

1/8/2020 5:14:19 PM strangewisper Light arcs in angles off source hence arc angels

1/8/2020 5:14:40 PM jimmy74832016 👍🙄

1/8/2020 5:16:48 PM draoidhcuraidh Hmm... where are the settings on this thing? Oh, there we go, one sec...

*beep boop, whiz ...PING*

Yikes, PEDO-DAR gives back positive reading...

huh? What does a "pizza" icon in brackets have to do with this?

Stupid bloody thing must be broke.

*whacks it, to see if working*
1/8/2020 5:16:54 PM samsmith0319 How Interesting...👀...

1/8/2020 5:17:59 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

1/8/2020 5:18:08 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

1/8/2020 5:18:27 PM peterluisvenero You sure about that?

1/8/2020 5:19:16 PM samsmith0319 Ready...🍿👀🍿...

1/8/2020 5:19:25 PM gi6stars #LockHimUp

#SaveTheChildren #PedoGate #SexTrafficking #pedovore #satanic #demon #moloch

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening

1/8/2020 5:27:43 PM allahuniversal I may know the answer to this already: How far along is the download now?

1/8/2020 5:30:25 PM nikoscali There is no way to IP spoof a download but you can certainly hijack someone's machine/IP to download illicit material without the user's knowledge. 

Intel agencies do it all the time. I don't think that's what happened here but that's beside the point.

1/8/2020 5:31:48 PM taltonmitchell Sure sure pal...

1/8/2020 5:34:38 PM keith369me Your watching it

1/8/2020 5:35:39 PM cjaye61 Those pricks

1/8/2020 5:35:54 PM allahuniversal Live and in Color pic.twitter.com/7h9bLz6J02

1/8/2020 5:38:57 PM peterluisvenero Haha correcto. That’s why I said IP, and not machine. He’s claiming they used his IP, not his machine.

1/8/2020 5:39:37 PM nikoscali I don't think he knows what he's claiming

1/8/2020 5:39:48 PM lcolon25 Those Q people I tell you...😂

1/8/2020 5:43:09 PM aahhhooohmmmm Fiat Justitia Ruat Caelum: (Let Justice Be Done Though The Heavens Fall) this Latin proverb calls for an urgent necessity of justice with no exceptions: 

pic.twitter.com/nQAhuPAHMP

1/8/2020 5:44:57 PM thirsty4freedom @paulkrugman no one qannon'ed your azz.😂 Nice try though, it's called I am criminal and need to blame someone else. pic.twitter.com/4UpBSqi54u

1/8/2020 5:53:51 PM nikkitokarsyck Liar liar 🤥

1/8/2020 5:54:23 PM rghardy3 BIG = 18

what could that be ?

Jan. 18 ?

AG Barr ?

1/8/2020 5:54:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are not a member of the Q team.

That's obvious.

1/8/2020 5:55:36 PM mongrelglory MJ-12.  The victims of the Iranian plane crash appear to be very real, many of them were citizens in Canadian communities.  Yet there are anomalies in 

the flight information and the plane appears to have been shot down!  Did someone shoot down the wrong plane?! 😢

1/8/2020 5:55:45 PM peter95117110 Also worth Honourable Mention on topic is that it was William S. Burroughs and friends[ Carl Weissner, Claude Pelieu, Eric Shoaf ] who tackled the T.V. 

topic with the 1967 pamphlet - So Who Owns Death TV?.   https://realitystudio.org/bibliography/books-and-broadside-prints/so-who-owns-death-tv/ …

1/8/2020 5:56:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rep. Anthony Weiner says he’s the victim of a hacker https://www.msnbc.com/the-ed-show/watch/rep-anthony-weiner-says-hes-the-victim-of-a-

hacker-43907651679 …

1/8/2020 5:56:32 PM speaakn Of course he does 🙄

1/8/2020 5:56:36 PM cocopuffster12 Shuuuure

1/8/2020 5:56:51 PM susan66388204 🤣🤣🤣 thanks I needed a good belly laugh right quick

1/8/2020 5:56:53 PM inspiretkk How big is Falcon 9? How big is 1 starlink?

1/8/2020 5:56:56 PM deplorable_didi Hahahaha

1/8/2020 5:57:03 PM rebornkingent Was it that rascal 4chan?

1/8/2020 5:57:10 PM juliebee369  pic.twitter.com/F3bY0b2gAH

1/8/2020 5:57:17 PM mountainminder One bottle of beer on the wall, one bottle of beer. If one of those bottles just happens to fall...

@beer_parade

1/8/2020 5:57:19 PM purplefavorite1 Really????? Good luck with that🙄



1/8/2020 5:57:30 PM crumcasa RIGHT!!

1/8/2020 5:58:02 PM rickm1o Stealing this gif 👌🏽🙌🏽🤣

1/8/2020 5:58:06 PM gaitedgalz 🤣🤣🤣

1/8/2020 5:58:24 PM nam0t4m Probably another Qanon hacking into his computer and depositing child porn. Seems to be a lot of that going on lately 😉

1/8/2020 5:58:26 PM dark2lightww Memories....

1/8/2020 5:58:34 PM melanieanders7 Awww another victim? Poor poor pitiful him! Me thinks this is a new trend! “I didn’t do it even though I did!”

1/8/2020 5:58:35 PM crumcasa Looks like this is going to be new narrative

1/8/2020 5:58:38 PM worldxplorer1 Same old playbook.

1/8/2020 5:58:43 PM rick_hernandez He was Qanoned lol 😂

1/8/2020 5:58:51 PM tommybridwell1 👌

1/8/2020 5:59:15 PM timesupmaga 😂.  Goodbye and good riddance.

1/8/2020 5:59:33 PM geezer_one Good Evening to All, and to all a Good Evening.

I done did the #Retweet #Like & #Follow because ... well because .... hmmm .... because that's what Patriots Do - to build a Stronger Union on The 

Twitter!

Thanks Alice!

1/8/2020 5:59:37 PM lynnpoore4 They are starting a trend.....it won't work!

1/8/2020 6:00:26 PM anitakingsbauer Must be getting close to release of the laptop contents. pic.twitter.com/WqtUty0d8P

1/8/2020 6:00:31 PM enlight3nedgeek Thanks. I was about to go dig for this story.

1/8/2020 6:01:08 PM chrischkm8in8 Speaking of frazzle drip!! What’s up with Weiner‘s laptop!?

1/8/2020 6:01:13 PM nikoscali Is this going to be their go-to excuse now?? LOL

#ThesePeopleAreSick https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215089835465170946 …

1/8/2020 6:01:19 PM enersonerik Thanks. I very distinctly recall 'there is nothing after act 5'

1/8/2020 6:01:20 PM eserenity2  pic.twitter.com/AL6IRfHCWO

1/8/2020 6:01:47 PM joshua_drown This is getting good.  My wife even laughed a d she doesn't follow this stuff, she only hears what I tell her periodically

1/8/2020 6:02:59 PM truthseeker273 It’s not a war and it won’t be. Taking out the black hats to give the people their country back that was stolen from them.

1/8/2020 6:03:14 PM _369311119 6 wants 17 away from 3

3 calls for 17, 17 calls for 3

In time, 17 comes to 3, 3 comes to 17

17 is still EVERYTHING to 6...but what is 6 when 3 wakes with 17?

(?) pic.twitter.com/HJV9gpsd7k
1/8/2020 6:03:18 PM soonerdunn Didn’t @paulkrugman use this ploy TODAY??? Really original 🙄

1/8/2020 6:03:44 PM nikoscali Its the only explanation they have left.... pathetic.

1/8/2020 6:04:00 PM mackdaddyharris Yup pic.twitter.com/7zjxIoNXIC

1/8/2020 6:04:36 PM truthseeker273 Even if it means succumbing to those who’ve taken the US from the inside and have given it to illegals to outnumber you and steal you money and your 

vote all while starling our sovereignty and safety. Even then you are opposed?

1/8/2020 6:05:32 PM joycejltrick 😂😂😂

1/8/2020 6:07:02 PM tw_vicki I hate it when that happens

1/8/2020 6:07:17 PM freeandoriginal A trend ..

1/8/2020 6:07:25 PM do_or_do_notty This was from 2011. Why sharing it again now? Hmmm laptop disclosure upcoming?

1/8/2020 6:07:45 PM strangewisper  pic.twitter.com/q0KSKrBIaA

1/8/2020 6:07:57 PM rickm1o The absurdity... even if someone did “use my IP address to download CP”... I wouldn’t make it public if I’m innocent and all forensics would prove my 

INNOCENCE... that is of course, unless I’m trying to shape the narrative and get ahead of the story #ThinkLogically

1/8/2020 6:08:02 PM collectvcat Drink some of that good ol orange juice..... 😺

1/8/2020 6:08:43 PM strangewisper  pic.twitter.com/286WzUydTO

1/8/2020 6:09:16 PM leemagna Here we go

1/8/2020 6:09:19 PM nikoscali He should've spoken with his lawyer first... He would've told him traditionally the "they hijacked my IP" defense hasn't been very successful...

1/8/2020 6:09:58 PM clhendershot No ThanQ

I AM #Rescued

1/8/2020 6:10:44 PM rhodesmkt Oh shut the front door! He GOT QANONED TOO!!! 😂🤣😂🤣LOL #NONAQ

1/8/2020 6:11:14 PM mettlemeta 🙏 https://youtu.be/_p31gY0t4pA 

1/8/2020 6:11:15 PM khaleesi61 This was dated May 31, 2011.

1/8/2020 6:11:49 PM inspiretkk Find something good Government has done vs Private has done? Finland will go down the tubes vs other Countries that's not regulated and pumping 

out more services/products. Less Government red tape the better, let the Market decide what to do, NOT the gov't

1/8/2020 6:12:49 PM eodsteve3579 Not possible

1/8/2020 6:12:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider this.

ISIS was created by HRC/CF.

ISIS was covertly supported by ....

ISIS was clandestinely supported by ...

Iran was against ISIS.

Iran Nuclear Deal?

Why?

1/8/2020 6:13:29 PM guy_karen It’s an epidemic

1/8/2020 6:13:30 PM protectingtrump Not according to court docs! pic.twitter.com/8trGABYaSq

1/8/2020 6:13:32 PM brian_dalfonso BRIBERY AT IT'S FINEST

1/8/2020 6:13:44 PM 369helen313 Endless Wars

1/8/2020 6:13:47 PM sp43999748 Blackmail...

1/8/2020 6:13:54 PM nikoscali Bought their support with our hard earned greenbacks!

1/8/2020 6:13:54 PM barbarylion17 To keep us in endless wars so they could continue to control the world and take our money. Am I close?

1/8/2020 6:14:00 PM freeandoriginal To start a war !

1/8/2020 6:14:08 PM kindeandtrue General Soleimani spent his career fighting ISIS and defending Christians and religious minorities.

1/8/2020 6:14:10 PM hellouncledonny Wait a minute so Anthony Weiner and @paulkrugman are victims of a hacker. WHO would've ever thought.

1/8/2020 6:14:17 PM rhodesmkt 💩 I’m 3 Jameson’s in. Not feeling that smart right now.

1/8/2020 6:14:36 PM patriotswegoall War for Profit!

1/8/2020 6:14:37 PM danichel60 Refine uranium that went to no



1/8/2020 6:14:40 PM truthserum4all All of the above. 

Power

Greed 

Corruption 

Sedition 

Treason

Communism
1/8/2020 6:15:19 PM positively303 Control the Stargates.

1/8/2020 6:15:19 PM samsmith0319 Money Laundering...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

1/8/2020 6:15:21 PM 369helen313 SG-1

1/8/2020 6:15:23 PM miketierno1 Iran is has an independent (non-Rothschild) bank... all wars are banker's wars

1/8/2020 6:15:25 PM rachaelangelm Now they are all going to see a hacker got after them? Do we have any flesh witnesses?

1/8/2020 6:15:31 PM barons44_mat 🇮🇱

1/8/2020 6:15:45 PM blogjam_net They don’t put any effort into it anymore.

1/8/2020 6:15:49 PM protectingtrump And not according to the NYPD, the FBI, and the Inspector general! pic.twitter.com/waXQ5bmoSO

1/8/2020 6:15:55 PM mbs357  pic.twitter.com/pkuQBtNApy

1/8/2020 6:16:12 PM gracelover712 Thanks for including me!!! ❤️

1/8/2020 6:16:23 PM phatcandys Soooo where’s the police chief now? Why didn’t he speak out? I have a pretty good idea but does anyone know?

1/8/2020 6:16:37 PM protectingtrump  pic.twitter.com/tcn6lagmAK

1/8/2020 6:16:48 PM parkmanfeather Is there a stargate in Iran?

1/8/2020 6:17:02 PM youstinksoap Iran was going to be the elites hideaway?  Iran has not been in charge of Iran for how long?

1/8/2020 6:17:04 PM stormyeyed2017 🤣 1 doobie in did me! 🤣 Not a clear head but definitely thinking! 🤣

1/8/2020 6:17:22 PM reelect20 👇👇👇RT💥 http://bit.ly/2kjp6OJ 

1/8/2020 6:17:54 PM laubepj So who is the electronics nerd?

1/8/2020 6:18:11 PM jeebaleebs Obama sent weapons to Syrian "rebels."

Rebels = ISIS

1/8/2020 6:18:30 PM djlok Iran would gain nukes to defeat ISIS.

ISIS would be linked to HRC/CF.

HRC/CF are American based.

Nukes used to take out America.

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ActIII

1/8/2020 6:18:40 PM def_beau  pic.twitter.com/oHWqJWkDQL

1/8/2020 6:18:41 PM rickm1o Damn... that would make sense... same reason democrats now fight against seemingly American values, they’ve been bought 💰💵 #DrainTheSwamp

1/8/2020 6:18:54 PM wwg1wga93583681 the story seems to have a twist...

surprise ending in store for anons? pic.twitter.com/pJXB9KD3Af

1/8/2020 6:18:56 PM cassianus_mor Why admit it? Who asked you? #TMI

1/8/2020 6:19:04 PM birdingtrip Why is it weirdos always get hacked? pic.twitter.com/jzuisWE27L

1/8/2020 6:19:06 PM nikoscali Since they are being shipped to Libya on Turkish planes they are now called "Turkish Militiamen"

1/8/2020 6:19:10 PM allahuniversal 🎯

1/8/2020 6:19:17 PM mattbdogg To secure the corridor on both ends and allow safe passage for weapons and intelligence!

1/8/2020 6:19:23 PM worldxplorer1 Supported by No Name. pic.twitter.com/HmbunnjflM

1/8/2020 6:19:24 PM red2of3 LOL 🤣. We're going to see a rash of these!!!

Preverts!!!😬

1/8/2020 6:19:25 PM laubepj Only laugh I have had today. Thank you !😀

1/8/2020 6:19:30 PM johnjjunge Paul Krugman?

1/8/2020 6:19:31 PM ortainedevian The electronics nerds? Follow the Nazis: https://jamesfetzer.org/2019/04/ortaine-devian-what-are-the-sources-of-madness-what-is-the-agenda/ …

1/8/2020 6:19:35 PM justwinejosh Money... currency... backing... banks...

1/8/2020 6:19:38 PM allahuniversal 🤔

1/8/2020 6:19:51 PM clhendershot ThanQ for rescuing me

oh shoot should have spelled it resQed

maybe when I come back

1/8/2020 6:20:04 PM bryanhausman What is a proxy war?! :) 

This is what they have done for centuries :( 

Think star wars ep 2 "clone wars" 

This is why!? 

Can't have a one world tyrannical government with this shining beacon of light on the hill... 

They intended to DESTROY this country

This is not a game

1/8/2020 6:20:24 PM qanonwtp Simple! To create 10 nations under UN and one currency thus usher in NWO

1/8/2020 6:20:28 PM nikoscali Many are bought.... many are blackmailed too!

1/8/2020 6:21:08 PM rhodesmkt Cheers

1/8/2020 6:21:30 PM anitakingsbauer No amount of money would be worth a stargate I would think.

1/8/2020 6:21:44 PM bipolarmedia lol 🤦🏼♂️

1/8/2020 6:22:15 PM stoneturnr ISIS supported by Israel/Saudi...

Iran deal was to arm them for WW3...

CF/44 funding and arming both sides of their fantasy war

1/8/2020 6:22:33 PM sassylassee @paulkrugman thought this would work, lol? pic.twitter.com/gf5MsOKiwy

1/8/2020 6:22:46 PM gina_knight Iran and ISIS are enemies. Yet it looks like Obummer funded both. IMO.

1/8/2020 6:23:09 PM rhodesmkt 🤣😂👍

1/8/2020 6:23:11 PM synackstatic Created by CF

Supported by Obama admin (Clapper)

Clandestinely supported by Clowns In America (Brennan)

The nuke deal bought their allegiance. 

Iran (Shia) would be against the Sunni isis which would have been backed by the Sauds.

1/8/2020 6:23:55 PM theresa78375601 Isis sounds like Hitler 2.0

Shame shit

Different day

1/8/2020 6:24:01 PM pherr31 Remember, Hussein called them ISIL(Lavant). Thus legitimizing them.

1/8/2020 6:24:09 PM rickm1o Yeah... sure... forensics can prove otherwise pic.twitter.com/JoKbzR6nhm

1/8/2020 6:24:16 PM donrtyra Omg what a frigging liar



1/8/2020 6:24:33 PM megatronmighty To establish an Isis start up inside Iran like a franchise

...a McTerrors

1/8/2020 6:24:36 PM nikoscali Someone tell #AnthonyWeiner that the "hacker" defense was never going to work for @paulkrugman so there isn't a chance in hell it would work for 

him!

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #ThesePeopleAreSick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/8/2020 6:24:45 PM keith369me I guess we need to inspect his laptop and see what’s on it!!!

1/8/2020 6:24:56 PM cbirdseyevuze 🐂💩

1/8/2020 6:25:31 PM synackstatic The nuke deal would be the only way to appease Iran to allow the Sunni ISIS to proliferate on their borders. 

With nukes, they could mutually assure sauds/ISIS wouldn't invade Iran. 

The real question is why did the Obama admin, Clinton's, and clowns support ISIS. Trafficking?

1/8/2020 6:25:51 PM roseofsharon67 Must be catching.

1/8/2020 6:26:28 PM hokeydoker He’s the victim of being a whacker!!

1/8/2020 6:27:14 PM synackstatic Cause to flood the west with immigrants?

Sauds push to take over huge swaths of the world? Cashing in on their position at the top of the hierarchy of power?

1/8/2020 6:27:15 PM ithadtobeliz Let’s call it ISN’TISN’T

1/8/2020 6:27:18 PM atbtru2u Oh a true bribe

1/8/2020 6:27:55 PM keith369me Chaos and war brought wealth to [those] previously in control.  It brought them power through fear and wealth beyond our imagination.  Iran got 

assets unfrozen in exchange for a kickback...pallets of cash.

1/8/2020 6:27:58 PM askingf59518542 OMG - Krugman is pulling a Weiner!

1/8/2020 6:28:06 PM nickk07292544 I thought it was New Zealand?

1/8/2020 6:28:18 PM karrruss And Geraldo says he is the hacker of a victim

1/8/2020 6:29:55 PM stevephillps81 Syria north korea being the others libya got attacked because they was gonna use a new currency African dina

1/8/2020 6:30:21 PM redcastaway These same thoughts have been running through my head for a while....

1/8/2020 6:30:56 PM inspiretkk I think it means Iraq has a stargate (portal) that goes to another planet. 6000 years ago Enemy came to Earth from that portal?. Maybe war broke out 

(massive nukes?) and now that whole area is slowly recovering. Pyramids are definitely alien tech

1/8/2020 6:31:16 PM ortainedevian Oh, like revenge of the electronics nerds wasn't funny? No, that's cool, whatever. pic.twitter.com/oGhkz6eWnj

1/8/2020 6:31:41 PM kindeandtrue I wouldn't be surprised at all if Soleimani is sitting on a beach somewhere, sipping martinis.

1/8/2020 6:31:43 PM c45cardiac FISA brings down the House pic.twitter.com/XGSeIExbRp

1/8/2020 6:32:10 PM christo41740335 Ummm , one word for Weiner 

                “ Pedophile”

1/8/2020 6:34:47 PM jenfann 😆😆😆😆 #NONAQ

1/8/2020 6:37:10 PM allahuniversal I did/do too. However stupid they are, all of their eggs in 1 basket wouldn't be smart. Iran as a backup plan and/or main site outside of FVEY 

jurisdiction? Makes sense

1/8/2020 6:37:12 PM merkaba369 Why is everyone acting like they don't know we've been running a mini Manhattan Project in Iran? I don't understand. Iran has nukes and no one will 

talk about it.  Why?Where do people think the uranium from the U1 deal went? People can't think we actually sold it to Russia?!?!

1/8/2020 6:37:21 PM og_trump_monkey Yeah baby! computers don't lie.🍌

1/8/2020 6:38:15 PM libertyrob50 Anthony Wiener and Paul Krugman should start a support group.

1/8/2020 6:38:21 PM wilsonsaintcla1 2nd person today (Krugman) to attempt to shift the blame for their deviance to hackers.

1/8/2020 6:38:52 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/k5BQWPoQEn

1/8/2020 6:38:54 PM weblollipop1 Krugman, Weiner....who else gonna claim hacking pic.twitter.com/7zunqXB3Gj

1/8/2020 6:38:56 PM topgolf46 I heard the same thing happen to Pedo Krugman!

1/8/2020 6:39:13 PM crt14361013 I am so over his bullsh*t and the (lack of) justice system. pic.twitter.com/wqiv5jWoMH

1/8/2020 6:40:36 PM smashfactor60 They were both in competition for the power of a islamic caliphate...the holy grail if islamic world power

1/8/2020 6:40:59 PM irishan53296214 They are all going to start saying this. PANIC!!!

1/8/2020 6:41:15 PM manifest_utopia Spitball theory: Iran threatened to expose HRC/CF as the creator/supporter of ISIS.

In exchange Iran got nukes, $$$, protection. Cabal got weapons sales $$, the use of refugees to destabilize countries & supply of kids. European heads 

of state/pols were paid to keep quiet.

1/8/2020 6:41:24 PM roublisa I know right...swoop her up already!

1/8/2020 6:41:29 PM mydesigningmind Confession on Twitter?  What’s next?

1/8/2020 6:41:45 PM davegbyrne3 I beg to differ. pic.twitter.com/XCFfsAnnoX

1/8/2020 6:42:05 PM aleks8837 Everything is old.

Everything is new!

1/8/2020 6:42:22 PM bryceja68689884 At least 3 times...

1/8/2020 6:42:23 PM murph54258684 "Nobel laureate".

1/8/2020 6:42:35 PM jeanenev AMEN

1/8/2020 6:42:46 PM merkaba369 He's been a target for decades.  It would make sense, if he was a good guy.  It's an upside down world. All I know is if they are yelling run left, my ass is 

definitely running right!

1/8/2020 6:43:47 PM aquagarnet24 The Left just dives deeper into the lunatic fringe~

1/8/2020 6:44:34 PM pblau79 oh here we go

1/8/2020 6:44:37 PM state1union Arrests

1/8/2020 6:45:03 PM beth_anon777 won't work this time....'insurance file'

1/8/2020 6:45:56 PM amandpms  pic.twitter.com/F9cgCa8GrS

1/8/2020 6:48:14 PM johnnymerckx The War Planner: Hacker Hillary: giving new meaning to hacking.. pic.twitter.com/dRSVa9ok4m

1/8/2020 6:48:52 PM 369palm It’s pretty obvious one of these people is not like the rest. She’s already cooperating so go have a chat and open up another space on here.

1/8/2020 6:49:42 PM dasha_dagmar Yes of curse !!it is NOT ME !!!😭😭

the others are guilty !! ....

1/8/2020 6:50:00 PM uspatriot111 May 31st 2011? That's a while ago.

1/8/2020 6:50:05 PM kindeandtrue Agreed. Of one thing we can be certain: the US Govt is a professional propaganda machine.

1/8/2020 6:50:52 PM karbr1 Riiiigghhttt and my hiney is a size 6.......

1/8/2020 6:51:37 PM jrcarterellis 😂😂😂😂

1/8/2020 6:51:51 PM scottf59  pic.twitter.com/05OKg8l8s4

1/8/2020 6:52:07 PM lilmissmer Likely story!

1/8/2020 6:53:51 PM annsand72250302 What the heck is wrong with that hand?

1/8/2020 6:54:39 PM jillybeantukee Computer forensics can dispel that pretty quickly. They are just very desperate.

1/8/2020 6:54:42 PM mommysherfey Haha haha haha, let me guess they found child porn on his computer,  and TIME is looking in on it. 🤦♀️🍿🤣😅🤣😅🤣

1/8/2020 6:54:45 PM aetherwalker1 Apocalypse means Disclosure.

1/8/2020 6:56:15 PM qanongroup  pic.twitter.com/zKicmmwoh5

1/8/2020 6:57:40 PM gl78792815 Panic Enjoy the show 🍿

1/8/2020 6:58:05 PM lisa_giorgi 😆 pic.twitter.com/8jHMHjmpOs



1/8/2020 6:58:52 PM unidentifiedta1 Is the death Soleimani faked by Trump Team to completely throw the Deep State into a tailspin!

Both General Flynn and Soleimani were a part of the Iran Deal. 

Soleimani in protection?

1/8/2020 7:00:39 PM laubepj Good one!😊

1/8/2020 7:01:15 PM 369palm Oprah spent her life helping children in orphanages. pic.twitter.com/Fe2T2MKNhO

1/8/2020 7:02:01 PM clutchmilroy  pic.twitter.com/POP38VZjuW

1/8/2020 7:02:58 PM manifest_utopia So are they trying to get ahead of indictments they know are soon to be unsealed?

1/8/2020 7:03:33 PM keilan1 hahahaha my first thought also

1/8/2020 7:03:38 PM cledrordfishing Pay off to zip the lips

1/8/2020 7:04:27 PM wwg1wga93583681 it's thinking about its fate pic.twitter.com/i7fEMZmiCK

1/8/2020 7:05:26 PM haribelle13 So whoever hacked Weiner is a weiner hacker. Ouch!

1/8/2020 7:05:58 PM bamatitan34 😂😂😂😂😂

1/8/2020 7:07:37 PM jondevinblack1 Let me guess : hackers put HRC EX-rvid5774 on his computer. 

Nothing Can Stop What is Coming. 

#QAnon

#TheGreatAwakening

1/8/2020 7:08:41 PM quentinjay2 #wwg1wga https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODV6mxVVRZk …

1/8/2020 7:08:51 PM zen_allday I think that is old.  Interesting that they both use the “hack” defense.  Kind of the like the entire DNC server. 🧐🤨#UkraineServer

1/8/2020 7:08:58 PM ortainedevian I saw an opportunity to insult them so I took it.

I just hope it didn't hurt their feelings, because it's true.

1/8/2020 7:09:05 PM peilmymailcom1 Riiight... pic.twitter.com/st7DDiwgJC

1/8/2020 7:10:45 PM chickanon2 Funny, that's what @paulkrugman is claiming. Weird!

1/8/2020 7:10:53 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/8kdgYTonvK

1/8/2020 7:11:53 PM peter52083179 All right, all true.

1/8/2020 7:12:02 PM cathycarver17 Uhm hum, sure Anthony we believe you.

1/8/2020 7:12:06 PM laubepj Thanks for the read !

1/8/2020 7:12:17 PM talk2hoof Better call the fire department. Lots of pants on fire today.

1/8/2020 7:12:46 PM monikah40770730 Oh sure...hate when that happens... pic.twitter.com/9GdM3gzPwk

1/8/2020 7:12:50 PM manifest_utopia And here's Kurt Eichenwald joining the bs porn excuse choir.

Something is about to get revealed. pic.twitter.com/GfhBbBzbk2

1/8/2020 7:13:41 PM bigmindloa I hear @PaulKrugman is saying the same thing now.  A hacker.  Right.

1/8/2020 7:13:47 PM nikoscali BIG!

No one is talking about the fact that the people briefing congress on the #Soleimani strike were hesitant to discuss details in the House #SCIF. 

Implying at least the SCIFs on the hill have been COMPED!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #DeepState

1/8/2020 7:13:50 PM state1union Haha 😂 He’s so busted

1/8/2020 7:14:25 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/j4qzOSjmpl

1/8/2020 7:14:33 PM winklerburke Absolute Power of Majik Money FAMS... caused insanity. Specifically, desire to bring into present: a future-imagined global depopulation via all-out 

nuke war.  The cabal keeps trying to make it happen.  Arab against Arab, US against Russia, all against all. Cabal = wicked insane.

1/8/2020 7:14:36 PM flamingo7704 I didn’t realize he wasn’t already saying this since they were first deleted. I had heard about them, but didn’t learn what they were about and pizzagate 

until 2018

1/8/2020 7:14:50 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/0MiD4A8d11

1/8/2020 7:15:18 PM gaintbutterfly Did Iran ever sign the Nuclear Deal?

1/8/2020 7:15:47 PM allahuniversal Can't make this up

1/8/2020 7:15:56 PM allahuniversal The Power of 3 6 and 9 is Real

1/8/2020 7:16:33 PM jrocktigers SMDH!

1/8/2020 7:17:00 PM gweninkc Has he talked to Paul Krugman?  He was just saying he had the same problem.

1/8/2020 7:19:34 PM mongrelglory Only thing that makes sense to me, is if they were going to use the Stargate in Iran to gate off-world. The gates in all the other countries (Syria, Iraq, 

Egypt, Turkey, Antarctica, US) are probably under white-hat control by now. Otherwise New Zealand or Dubai make more sense.

1/8/2020 7:19:48 PM texaslady4maga Maybe it was the Russians 🙄

1/8/2020 7:20:38 PM rhondaalbrech16 Really?  Do you not realize that is exactly what they want you to do... sleep through life, not aware of the evil they're doing?

1/8/2020 7:21:05 PM e513_315e Nice lol!

1/8/2020 7:21:31 PM jrocktigers 5:5 brackets pic.twitter.com/MQPCDEvArE

1/8/2020 7:22:14 PM buckigoddess The words “kids” and “p o r n” should not be in the same breath. Sick

1/8/2020 7:22:33 PM lucy1ca LOL second one today.Blame hacker

1/8/2020 7:22:50 PM thereahempqueen yeah right

1/8/2020 7:23:18 PM mongrelglory They may have just been selling "access" to their stargate so the elite would have a last minute escape route.  Tom Hanks acceptance speech sure 

talked a lot about "the Gate is okay" and "being on time".

1/8/2020 7:24:28 PM mermaid7474 🤔😅😅😂😂😂😂😄

1/8/2020 7:24:35 PM humanproofer  pic.twitter.com/h37NWhim8o

1/8/2020 7:24:54 PM twelvebcharlie1 War only exist because of profit. If there was no money to be made in it. There would be no point. Lots of losers in war but someone always wins BIG. 

Who then?

1/8/2020 7:25:18 PM ts_bones Let me guess....the hacker typed "this is MAGA country "  as they were logging off ?

1/8/2020 7:25:29 PM e513_315e @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.msnbc.com/the-ed-show/watch/rep-anthony-weiner-says-hes-the-victim-of-a-hacker-43907651679 …

1/8/2020 7:25:36 PM jrocktigers "Otherwise New Zealand or Dubai make more sense."  I  agree with this.  New Zealand is the final holdout I think.

1/8/2020 7:25:50 PM nikoscali Don't give Jussie Smollett any ideas...

1/8/2020 7:25:52 PM tflank This dude is in deep shit.

1/8/2020 7:26:02 PM robertrkimball Reduce the serf population (a lot), control their pop growth and knock them back a few millennia in capability and standard of living. Keep doing that 

for a few thousand years and [they]would become as gods on a very sad planet.

1/8/2020 7:27:00 PM carolin15161363 To start war. It's the Rothschild way, fund both sides. Complete control.

1/8/2020 7:28:58 PM deedeem34690243 He's not a rep anymore so This has to be old.

1/8/2020 7:29:00 PM sherryc2013 On his laptop and his phone? Lol i don't think so!

1/8/2020 7:29:48 PM rykenjen His computer was hacked and someone posted a pic to twitter without his knowlege in 2011, allegedly.  Wonder what it was a picture of?



1/8/2020 7:30:17 PM mongrelglory I could get citizenship (born in Auckland) and always toyed with the idea of retiring down there. Then property values started going through the roof, 

and I heard stories of all the elites moving down there. No thanks!  I have no desire to live in Paraguay 2.0! 😬

1/8/2020 7:30:35 PM frpcreality That was from 2011

1/8/2020 7:31:38 PM americanpetal Yes, thank you! 

Peace on Earth🕊

1/8/2020 7:32:16 PM allahuniversal Nice catch

1/8/2020 7:33:01 PM nuck40 Ya don’t say?

1/8/2020 7:33:05 PM gelfling79c  https://qmap.pub/?fbclid=IwAR2dtg6S4p4P6RroHSo_3d2ARF-gUtkAxsSakBrl-ELueUxPW4WKi8MZW4c …

1/8/2020 7:35:14 PM stevephillps81 Hence theres only four more country's top take over for the rothschilds, world domination,

1/8/2020 7:36:04 PM trumpmovement2 Shall We Play a Game?

I don't know why but this movie has been a favorite of mine since the 1st time I saw it. https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0086567/ …

1/8/2020 7:36:47 PM metavinci  pic.twitter.com/LfRaJPz6wP

1/8/2020 7:38:14 PM jakkedup1 Yup, we all believe everything msnbc reports, now don't we?

1/8/2020 7:38:21 PM kycardinalchris  pic.twitter.com/3Km0pVv4Xm

1/8/2020 7:38:37 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/GjJEyn6GJ1

1/8/2020 7:38:54 PM mnj0722 *wince*

1/8/2020 7:39:35 PM suesuz4 Didn’t he Hack the lives of underage girls?

And he’s pretending that his ‘computer’ is hacked!? 

I know where he should stick his computer pic.twitter.com/QdrxbR8uKx

1/8/2020 7:40:07 PM manifest_utopia Totally agree.

1/8/2020 7:40:55 PM fakenotfakenews And sometimes, password!, thinking that will stop the hackers LOL

1/8/2020 7:40:59 PM roberts78718909 Hilarious

1/8/2020 7:41:08 PM firebasesamadhi War is a Racket - Maj Gen Smedley Butler USMC: 

 https://ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.html#c1 … pic.twitter.com/DqXy4qMCb4

1/8/2020 7:42:12 PM suesuz4 👺 your nose is gettin bigger...

1/8/2020 7:43:12 PM bl4deru77er Q Post #71 asks some similar questions

Pic related

#Nonaq #AGW1GWW pic.twitter.com/ZRE0LC4001

1/8/2020 7:43:48 PM suzieq77330761 Going to be a pandemic 🤣

1/8/2020 7:44:08 PM ortainedevian 😎👍

1/8/2020 7:44:49 PM hgraceq Lol! That’s got to be one of the best jokes I heard all day.

1/8/2020 7:46:06 PM twelvebcharlie1 Man they’ve owned it already. Theyve own big parts for 1000s of years, but They’ve owned the entire world since WW2. That was the last war over 

any competition. We’ve just been living out 1984 since 1945 and didn’t even know it.

1/8/2020 7:53:04 PM hvns_currency12 The article is dated May 31 2011

1/8/2020 7:53:37 PM carenharkins WTF

1/8/2020 7:53:49 PM lorirrr 🤣🤣🤣🤣👍

1/8/2020 7:54:09 PM michgirl7 #44In

Bye

1/8/2020 7:54:37 PM peoplewe2 #muhHackers 🤣😂😂🍿

1/8/2020 7:55:27 PM bl4deru77er  pic.twitter.com/AKUMDRm0vz

1/8/2020 7:55:29 PM jrichmclean BS

1/8/2020 7:55:42 PM disfellocated Of course he did.

1/8/2020 7:57:08 PM stormyeyed2017 Didn’t hanks have this look at the GG’s the other night too?

1/8/2020 7:57:38 PM azsky1973 Aw, poor Weiner.

1/8/2020 7:59:12 PM raviravirao71 WarIsMoney n MoneyIsGood !^!^!

1/8/2020 8:01:21 PM thereahempqueen #flatearth nothing to see here

1/8/2020 8:01:34 PM unidentifiedta1 Maria Spiropulu.

Lawrence Krauss.

CERN.

ALICE.

Epstein.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
1/8/2020 8:05:07 PM thepatriotfight Aww @jackresists blocked me as well.

@Inevitable_ET @JfkJuni0r @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @catturd2 @DifferentDDlion @EyesOnQ

He's a #NeverTrumper.He said if your not a Democrat, your not for America. Lol. Show him what it means to be a Patriot and An American.

1/8/2020 8:05:19 PM michgirl7 Buy a toaster oven, it works nicely!

1/8/2020 8:09:07 PM thepatriotfight Look who just found out about his incurable disease. 

@JfkJuni0r @M2Madness @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JohnGrahamDick1 @TRUreporting 

https://twitter.com/justinbieber/status/1215050736184090626 …

1/8/2020 8:11:25 PM sandyfishgirl 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 sure he was 🤦🏻♀️🤮☠

1/8/2020 8:13:31 PM michgirl7 You can home school or join a Charter School.

1/8/2020 8:16:06 PM ipatrioticbitch  pic.twitter.com/0Dhm7bnO95

1/8/2020 8:18:14 PM sdane8 😂

1/8/2020 8:18:17 PM krinjl Why doesn't the ocean keep expanding if the earth is flat?

1/8/2020 8:19:15 PM s33thr and hey, BTW, did you happen to notice that China and Indonesia are on the brink of war over fishing rights... yup

1/8/2020 8:19:16 PM michgirl7 Q said you will “laugh” when you find out who “outs” hywd. 

A comedienne.....

1/8/2020 8:19:39 PM engineerearth In case ye don't know O=eye or great... pic.twitter.com/TOoDI8gtso

1/8/2020 8:20:07 PM sicteeco  pic.twitter.com/G59ErCxyLf

1/8/2020 8:22:15 PM careyrich878 #QAnon strikes again!!

1/8/2020 8:24:30 PM engineerearth  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpq35wyDi7I …

1/8/2020 8:25:31 PM michgirl7 #SatansSheep

1/8/2020 8:29:14 PM thereahempqueen he is supposed to do some speech in may this year to bring in one world order through prayer which is a big ceremony

1/8/2020 8:29:56 PM hxnxnah  pic.twitter.com/fUEpqZYYMx

1/8/2020 8:31:26 PM twelvebcharlie1 The truth is we are still fighting WW1. The Great War.  And once it is truly concluded, then maybe the chance exist that it will be the last one.



1/8/2020 8:39:42 PM trishacrd 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/8/2020 8:40:12 PM sseed369 His get away vehicle to... Comet Ping Pong!

Matters not... "we" see right through you, you lil "Weiner"

😉 pic.twitter.com/jqs98vMjo6

1/8/2020 8:42:50 PM brawndo322 Lemme guess they put kiddie porn on his computer too?!?🤣🤣🤣

1/8/2020 8:44:42 PM admjacksparrow Whacker Hacker?

1/8/2020 8:46:54 PM truthsayert You get popcorn, and you get popcorn, you all get popcorn! Enjoy the show...🥳 pic.twitter.com/MPrP3YR09T

1/8/2020 8:47:53 PM barbaraannecra2 He wished

1/8/2020 8:51:11 PM alight412 That ship has sailed.

1/8/2020 8:52:12 PM stevephillps81 Albert pikes got the 3rd one already written

1/8/2020 8:53:00 PM alight412 Lol, I had to go in past the protective screen on Twitter to press view. It made me immediately laugh. Thanks, I needed that!

1/8/2020 8:53:13 PM billric11018578  pic.twitter.com/2mF5nOfpje

1/8/2020 8:54:50 PM stevephillps81  pic.twitter.com/KFWatPH8pJ

1/8/2020 8:54:51 PM sunspot406 Which time

1/8/2020 8:58:38 PM cormieredcclare NOPE! He’s as GUILTY as SIN!

1/8/2020 9:04:39 PM jenniferevette6 #nonaq

1/8/2020 9:06:24 PM decodematrix They paid Iran to not fight ISIS?

1/8/2020 9:07:04 PM jenniferevette6 actually the 3rd - some dude kyleclark - tried to pin Q for destroying a poor mothers life & her child kidnapped by cps - this is what I wrote to him 

https://twitter.com/illustr84u/status/1215128341050724352?s=20 …

1/8/2020 9:13:33 PM vicked00 😂😂😂😂😂 Change the 'h' and 'a' in hacker to a 'p' and 'e' respectively and then we see what really got him. His continued actions tell the true 

story.

1/8/2020 9:13:35 PM vikingknot Send the vid...

1/8/2020 9:15:34 PM blue_marbleeyes Well you see, there's apparently a little ol server that has all the file sources identified

1/8/2020 9:23:58 PM mistia72 That’s funny!!

1/8/2020 9:23:59 PM bryanhausman Lol drugs are bad @paulkrugman

1/8/2020 9:26:35 PM riversm18 Yes, according to the plan WW3 was supposed to start as a nuclear war between Iran and Israel. So the globalists did everything to help Iran with 

nuclear technology. Albert Pike.

1/8/2020 9:26:41 PM revjr63  pic.twitter.com/1avGF2BOUU

1/8/2020 9:28:01 PM bryanhausman Yes we are! 

We are the storm!

God Wins 

#WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 9:31:44 PM michelleywenz That’s what they all say 😉

1/8/2020 9:31:49 PM ozdownunder2 They obviously don't realise that the dots can be connected to disprove the hacking claims ..

desperate LATE moves but too late. 

GOTCHA!

1/8/2020 9:31:50 PM truthsayert 😎🍿 pic.twitter.com/SvK2nEXgrt

1/8/2020 9:36:58 PM hayward78612274 This was in 2011 no?

1/8/2020 9:37:38 PM jrocktigers Perpetual cash flow. Doesn't matter to these bastards.

Spread of ISIS/terrorism guarantees justification for taking even more of rights in US. On and on it goes. The undie bomber worked fantastic for 

Chertoff. https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/commentary/item/3938-getting-rich-from-the-tsa-naked-body-scanners …

1/8/2020 9:38:50 PM strangewisper So fair to say, imitation is the sincerest form of flattery?

1/8/2020 9:39:04 PM hatcherworks Think he is pointing out that perv wienerman tried this lie/tactic ahead of his own scandal. Didn't work, but still think wiener man got off to easy. 

Pardon the pun

1/8/2020 9:39:17 PM co74si That old chestnut again! The 2nd today how coincidental....hang on!

1/8/2020 9:39:34 PM olivierserge That worked for @JoyAnnReid when it was a lie. Hope this is not a lie.

1/8/2020 9:42:29 PM mouldsfamily This is satire right??

1/8/2020 9:43:36 PM engineerearth Here is my answer & btw nicely done & aptly named club LUX(LU to light the X=christ consciousness, to bring about sentience, to say to non 

sentient=unconscious programs learn of right/wrong-good/evil). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjaTtuUZptE&list=WL&index=36&t=0s …

1/8/2020 9:45:57 PM amandar27767257 Right someone just put HRC and Huma raw vids on your laptop🧐🤦🏼♀️

1/8/2020 9:48:25 PM engineerearth Yeah I'm no fan of idolatry to me it's a taunt-red dress hence bulls & red or why Rothschild means rot=red, hschild=sigil/shield/sign or to use people as 

human shields.  Also why they use the term OCCULT which is also a taunt to OC(pointed upwards=Thor/Taurus & bullseye!). 

pic.twitter.com/H9UY9590Nt

1/8/2020 9:50:17 PM reel_brief Buuuuuuuuuulllllllllsssssshhhhittt!

1/8/2020 9:53:53 PM engineerearth They misuse lots of symbols it's to keep people confused/unable to communicate especially across borders which makes it easy to pit us against 1 

another.  Though I put up the CIA mantra this is in no way anything new.  Makes history pretty rough to parse out but I'm trying. 

pic.twitter.com/Xrx2zMtlcH

1/8/2020 9:54:07 PM sherathorington Thats from 2011

1/8/2020 10:02:48 PM wakeywakey2q2q Free publicity for Q...  Wonder how many people had to Google what it was... Oh, a plan to save the world u say??? Im interested... BOOM RED PILLED 

#WWG1WGA

1/8/2020 10:05:13 PM asnowrose Getting rid of what the Cabal call "useless eaters"  SAY NO I'm 67 and refuse to take the shots. Had 1 in my lifetime and have never been so sick. SAY 

NO

1/8/2020 10:05:18 PM stefanofait No extradition from #China

#TomHanks => #Greece

#Madonna => #Portugal

#HillaryClinton => #Ireland

#CardiB => #Nigeria

#JohnnyDepp => #Qatar?

#Obama => #Kenya?

#Podesta => #NewZealand?
1/8/2020 10:06:57 PM kate01176900 Exactly like a two year old who didn’t see any chocolate, but it’s all over his face.

1/8/2020 10:09:25 PM texanlady40 He is never going to be righteous

1/8/2020 10:23:58 PM sbabolhavaeji Why have you adopted Q style of making your point? Q does it for a reason, what is your excuse?

1/8/2020 10:25:05 PM jimfogarty18 Let me guess. It was those pesky Russians again, right?

1/8/2020 10:28:59 PM venatorosso Says 2011

Anthony Weiner says his computer was hacked and an inappropriate photo was sent out from his Twitter account without him knowing.May 31, 2011

1/8/2020 10:29:17 PM corn_hole It was from an 1820c book on jesuit and masonic secrets I sold a few years ago.

1/8/2020 10:34:47 PM poppyslovecapu Taking away all their “Boltholes” ‼️

1/8/2020 10:36:35 PM jodirt23 Just give it 5 minutes Maddow, Lemmon& the rest of the Lame stream will be there to deem it a right wing white supremest’s demented Trump 

follower trying to take down one of their own 321........



1/8/2020 10:38:40 PM tessnam Q: Why does one choose to devote their gift of intellect to manipulate and exploit the minds of others for private entertainment and virtual 

dominance?

1/8/2020 10:41:01 PM alightweaver1  pic.twitter.com/TYjjyZlKr2

1/8/2020 10:42:38 PM thomasjh487 From 2011

1/8/2020 10:54:40 PM terribug13 Didn't we know beforehand that he was going to say this exact thing.........

1/8/2020 10:55:08 PM terribug13 Exactly!

1/8/2020 10:56:55 PM tannhusergate1 Tuatha de dannan.

Ogham letter U.

Irish torc.

River goddess Danu.

1/8/2020 10:57:25 PM tonischolz Pandemic apparently

1/8/2020 11:03:56 PM strangewisper Most empowering element is energy is energy.. two sides of the same coin.

Those who hide their plans hide everything upside down. In every moment, is everything, choice. You may only have ONE coin, but ya still got TWO 

sides :)

1/8/2020 11:06:50 PM strangewisper 6 idolises 3 and has created the hex as its attempt BE 3. Double mirror. You can’t hide behind a reflection.. forever hehehe

1/8/2020 11:14:18 PM epkman Plasma/bribery

1/8/2020 11:17:26 PM davidbr62367531  pic.twitter.com/SXPxgTdZhn

1/8/2020 11:18:30 PM canberroo  pic.twitter.com/cnhg8TgzCV

1/8/2020 11:18:51 PM kfr0329 Aren’t they all? 🤣

1/8/2020 11:21:10 PM jjilmary Well, well. I guess being hacked is the excuse dujour. 🤥

1/8/2020 11:22:50 PM huckleberry6634 🤔🧐🤫🤥

1/8/2020 11:23:26 PM engineerearth Yes this is what Charles Farrows means as char=fire, les=the(also freeman) F=6 arrows/angles/points on a star & yes also means piglet.  

JohnCharlesFarrows hebrew gematria=2112=UL/LU.  So yeah I get it lol also why UL-TRON is used.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5jwxrTqoEA … pic.twitter.com/9WeHdHiGDW

1/8/2020 11:24:50 PM prongsmagagirl  pic.twitter.com/w7yQh2JYx5

1/8/2020 11:26:12 PM engineerearth Names are a very interesting thing quite unnaturally patterned especially when you look at them throughout the totality of history... Suggesting. 

pic.twitter.com/Hi2ynN35gU

1/8/2020 11:26:51 PM texas_atty Is that the same hacker that hacked Paul Krugman?

1/8/2020 11:28:28 PM engineerearth Like say this estate of course 1717 Enclave which is named & has the correct esoteric symbology throughout of the russian doll style AI constructs.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkTvzSeP5lY&t=10s … pic.twitter.com/Xv8pskhZmM

1/8/2020 11:29:30 PM skink007 They’re all saying that now, first Paul Krugman, now this guy. Again.

1/8/2020 11:37:32 PM odiesan77 And I saw a beast coming out of the sea. It had ten horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous name.

1/8/2020 11:41:56 PM diaptera_80 I can’t find the Podesta face. But we all know it...

1/8/2020 11:44:01 PM mongrelglory Top left. 😁

1/8/2020 11:44:53 PM diaptera_80 I only see Anthony Weiner?

1/8/2020 11:49:20 PM realnotableanon @paulkrugman #DontQAnonMeBro

#QAnon #Nonaq pic.twitter.com/LckkrET875

1/9/2020 12:12:19 AM dispensaryexch  pic.twitter.com/ZSxIN2qamq

1/9/2020 12:15:13 AM ortho_science3  https://t.co/NETZ3zydOZ  https://twitter.com/cnn/status/1215181419300954112?s=21 …

1/9/2020 12:16:17 AM dispensaryexch I’ll give him the benefit of the doubt , it’s you know how to use google you can find somebody to hack your enemy’s computer and upload child porn . 

It’s rather SCARY how easy it is ....Q-

1/9/2020 12:18:02 AM jeanenev ME ? pic.twitter.com/W7qyVUHdyF

1/9/2020 12:20:31 AM dispensaryexch You see it’s those SCREENSHOTS and TIME STAMPS that get ya every time...Q- pic.twitter.com/J2B3KKJCeF

1/9/2020 12:25:08 AM jonok66 First Krugerman and now Weiner, must be a Q-spiracy

1/9/2020 12:37:16 AM phishzombie Yeah, and I'm sure those same hackers also put the under-age rape videos and snuff films of Huma and Hillary on his computer too, huh?

1/9/2020 12:44:56 AM taradea08775439 After so long being censored on Twitter patriots are now in control 

Just type # and see what comes up 

@kennedy_bouvier @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @vincent_fusca @beer_parade @Time4U2Know @P0A_Triot23 @striderraven1 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u @TheJenniferMac @JohnFKennedy pic.twitter.com/vW8T6GEc7J

1/9/2020 12:46:01 AM nononob9 They wouldn't do that to us 🙄

1/9/2020 12:47:45 AM robert27475000  pic.twitter.com/8JALSe071K

1/9/2020 12:50:07 AM mongrelglory Oops you're right!  They're all starting to look the same to me!

1/9/2020 12:57:44 AM happyinmyskin1 Riiiiight!

1/9/2020 1:03:13 AM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/uxmcOHBLdN

1/9/2020 1:10:17 AM lightlove21121 💯

1/9/2020 1:21:47 AM midqueue He's a victim of nothing.

1/9/2020 1:22:40 AM kellybear911  pic.twitter.com/FDNXXSlaX8

1/9/2020 1:27:46 AM hellouncledonny DARK to LIGHT https://youtu.be/2dsxHjbHP1Y?t=2743 …

1/9/2020 1:33:26 AM graceydonna No, he is not.

1/9/2020 1:36:06 AM ausanon369 Nuclear deal to keep their mouths shut?

1/9/2020 1:40:17 AM ultra_unlimited In the past, I agree with you, however I feel the future is being built on different dynamics. IMO, a government which emphasizes family values and 

wants to support its people to have more time to live their best lives should be applauded.

1/9/2020 1:44:12 AM nabonnand I read that Iranian air defense accidentally shot it down yesterday, but I was reading so much I can’t remember where I saw it to link for you.

1/9/2020 1:56:23 AM jimmy38994911 I heard a whisper that Gov Cuomo may be back peddling in his quest to have all of New York vaccinate. Hmm.  Interesting. I'll be posting about it once 

confirmed.

1/9/2020 2:18:05 AM monroevegas Hexagons are also part of the shape of the Merkaba.

1/9/2020 2:31:07 AM irah_chandler Its an old code but it checks out. I was about to let them pass. Lol

1/9/2020 2:32:03 AM irah_chandler Well to pay them off for losing the pipline to israel

1/9/2020 2:34:35 AM aspennmax64_l Not gonna work! pic.twitter.com/7VDKUX61QT

1/9/2020 2:35:01 AM aspennmax64_l Demons on the run! pic.twitter.com/ZJQcN3nrKV

1/9/2020 2:38:49 AM pamzimm55 😂😂😂😂😂

1/9/2020 2:45:09 AM wild8heart You can’t make this stuff up folks. 

Enjoy the show. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#nonaQ pic.twitter.com/AGyBTKSrBU

1/9/2020 2:59:40 AM nabonnand 3yrs x 12 mo=36=3+6=9 so 2 yr marker would be 2x12=24=2+4=6  1yr marker would be 1x12=12=1+2=3 or 312+17+3=332

You’ve given me 3 6 9 disease.

I’m way out of my lane, just a thought😬

1/9/2020 3:00:10 AM nocommunistusa So right after the defeat of Hitler. The Communists took over. The church was infiltrated with Freemasons. The people are their slaves.

1/9/2020 3:05:11 AM crisco2377 SABBATEAN/FRANKISTS!!!

1/9/2020 3:05:36 AM merorschach Oh bother, someone has sh!t in my pants! pic.twitter.com/Skbwcp98rp



1/9/2020 3:08:30 AM crisco2377 Lmao...now this Fuckin Guy Too??? These people are SO GODDAMNED TRANSPARENT!!! @Keith369me @AllahUniversal @prayingmedic 

@RudyGiuliani @ZeroPointChrist @TomFitton @

1/9/2020 3:24:10 AM livnwlupus 🙄

1/9/2020 3:24:36 AM heath_jack Pushing the deep fake narrative too.  They are in a Frazelle!

1/9/2020 3:30:14 AM keith369me I guess that means THE LAPTOP needs a thorough investigation...perhaps the NSA database should be brought in to play.  What else could be on THAT 

LAPTOP?

1/9/2020 3:33:20 AM random2012756 There seems to be a pattern of blaming a hacker

1/9/2020 3:49:28 AM jimvick5 Oh, that's so sad! Nothing worse than a Weiner hacker.

1/9/2020 3:56:38 AM babobooey The hunters will become the hunted...

1/9/2020 4:02:17 AM nocommunistusa Nope

1/9/2020 4:03:56 AM stop_it_be LOOL what a looser, lying like a kid who did something wrong ! 

JAIL TIME !!!

1/9/2020 4:04:44 AM nocommunistusa More like Commie Stalin

1/9/2020 4:05:27 AM nocommunistusa Enemy reading

1/9/2020 4:06:38 AM nocommunistusa Anything the Communists do is bad for humanity

1/9/2020 4:09:46 AM cjswhite78  pic.twitter.com/4sc89LbQPA

1/9/2020 4:17:13 AM redcastaway Yes, of course.... arguably our American deep state players helped their rise to power & funding through various campaigns to "help" in a situation that 

has been ongoing for more than 1000 years and they really knew nothing about... "peace & love" doesn't always work that way. 

pic.twitter.com/ljciwBocp8

1/9/2020 4:17:28 AM redcastaway  pic.twitter.com/guzDufsQCh

1/9/2020 4:28:00 AM samsmith0319 🤣🤡🤣...Sources of all files are known...GUILTY!!!💥🐀💥

1/9/2020 4:29:46 AM lorihildreth 🤣

1/9/2020 4:31:53 AM colonelflanagan Yeh, well, that's not how IP's work.  That's not how any of this works.   Dude outed himself big time and is too computer illiterate to even know what 

he said cant happen.

1/9/2020 4:32:32 AM colonelflanagan Yes.

1/9/2020 4:39:15 AM earlpatrickh Wait..... don’t say it, Qanon, right?😂

1/9/2020 4:42:02 AM schiller_spmode Nice try!

1/9/2020 4:42:43 AM willsbma I bet hackers planted a pic of his penis on other girls phones too

1/9/2020 4:46:34 AM ashsaidwhaaaat 🤣🤣🤣🤣 Riiiiiiiiiiight! pic.twitter.com/b6ECiFj7Zg

1/9/2020 4:47:03 AM anitakingsbauer This seems to be an interesting post to capture your attention and illicit a response.  Why so or am I reading more into this than is there?

1/9/2020 4:49:36 AM ishtahota_ Another victim #Qanoned 

Laughable

1/9/2020 4:53:10 AM miketoktai Krugman is pulling a Weiner....

1/9/2020 4:54:36 AM coug_man 😂

1/9/2020 4:57:49 AM arkangel129 Which is a hexagram.

1/9/2020 4:57:51 AM westmount_d7 Absolutely. No one talks about that. No one seems to notice he referred to ISIS as ISIL. I’ve always wondered why?  Also, He referred to his “wife” 

Michelle as Michael at inauguration and no on took notice either 🧐

1/9/2020 5:02:02 AM iluvmygbabies Right 😂😂😂😂 it's my fav too

1/9/2020 5:03:45 AM gatorowned LMAO....😂

1/9/2020 5:04:13 AM mandyxd2020  pic.twitter.com/dQrKcSZyFk

1/9/2020 5:20:42 AM pmiamthereal  pic.twitter.com/0mxbKpl5ZG

1/9/2020 5:21:34 AM davidreltesh This article is from May 2011. Why share such an ancient news article?

1/9/2020 5:27:25 AM cincitygirl @paulkrugman from the nyt is saying the same thing currently.

1/9/2020 5:28:06 AM ninjakek1  pic.twitter.com/f5ma9Ctrkm

1/9/2020 5:34:48 AM pammy30104931 That’s what I keep telling my oldest daughter and she says no way unless she has too. He is a stubborn little boy, but good for the most part. Of course 

I’m biased about all my grandchildren.

1/9/2020 5:38:40 AM kindeandtrue I wouldn't be surprised at all.

1/9/2020 5:45:05 AM daisy47196916 😂🤣 all weiners look the same!🤣😂

1/9/2020 5:47:32 AM edharri48479818 That's the new thing now ,hacker did it, its spreading  !

1/9/2020 5:49:17 AM rachelriot1 Lol....ya lost me at cnn

1/9/2020 5:52:06 AM klynn020 It's good to show an MO, but the original date should always be included in post/tweet.....at least that is what I do so not to mislead anyone.

1/9/2020 5:58:41 AM twelvebcharlie1 Not communist, Nazis.  Socialist either way.  Nazis created communism as their enemy. Create the problem sell the solution. That way whoever wins 

their stupid war is socialist. Think of it like Richard Spencer and Antifa. Both POS, they fight and want to to choose a side.

1/9/2020 6:07:42 AM karmamastersall Perpetual War Shia Vs Sunni, gun running, Israel wanted Syria Land & ocean access for Oil pipeline Israel is building, Saudi (Sunni) wanted control of 

Syria (Shia) gov 

human trafficking in ALL wars, human trafficking makes more money than Drugs & Gun trafficking combined

1/9/2020 6:22:03 AM ragevirusqq The greatest camouflage is making them believe it does not exist. Common tactic amongst elites both light and dark. Each of us has a choice what to 

believe exists or does not exist 👀. BElieve in love

1/9/2020 6:23:12 AM robm151 I'm pretty sure he is scrambling after getting caught.

1/9/2020 6:25:14 AM maga_cy Uh huh

1/9/2020 6:29:08 AM cheryla27139320 The dog ate my homework.

1/9/2020 6:30:57 AM _meamaximaculpa  pic.twitter.com/ppTXZ2hm1n

1/9/2020 6:32:14 AM _meamaximaculpa People read this persons opinion. What’s worse, the NYT publishes it!

1/9/2020 6:38:03 AM linnyt7 And...he thinks anyone believes that?

1/9/2020 6:40:07 AM djlok Time is an illusion. That was what he was claiming back in 2011.  Future proves the past was a lie. 

Now fast forward to Krugman the nyt writer.  

We’ll see what happens.

1/9/2020 6:41:26 AM lovesg_d A very convenient excuse!  They are trying to divert the blame.

1/9/2020 6:42:49 AM paulygenz Wow. That's deep. Very interesting. Love to learn more. The more u know

1/9/2020 6:43:19 AM pdu46486673 Great info 

Thank you for posting

Learning and sharing 

🚫MANDATES !!! 

NOT FOR ME AND MINE 

#LearnTheRisk



1/9/2020 6:44:12 AM karmamastersall Syria (Shia gov) had peace between churches, mosques, synagogues AND ocean access for Israel's oil pipeline. 

History:

Israel Jews vs ALL Muslims 

ALL Muslims vs Jews

Sunni Muslims vs Shia Muslims 

#Pay2play deals 

Israel & Saudi (Sunni) made #Pay2play deals w donations to CF

1/9/2020 6:47:02 AM jenniferlnelson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did Obama give Soleimani + 4 of his officers amnesty in the Nuclear Deal? 2500 others? Were they coming here to the US to fight 

us? Sounds crazy, just trying to put the pieces  together.

1/9/2020 6:49:45 AM karmamastersall Bought and now 

Iran's Finance Minister is threatening to release the names of every politician that took bribes from Iran to vote Yes on Obama Iran Nuclear Deal. 

Those that scream the loudest

1/9/2020 6:49:51 AM jenniferlnelson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Did Obama give Soleimani + 4 of his officers amnesty in the Nuclear Deal? 2500 others? Were they coming here to the US to fight 

us? Sounds crazy, just trying to put the pieces  together.

1/9/2020 6:56:11 AM karmamastersall Iran Shia gov hates Sunni

ISIS is Sunni & was growing on Iran's border. Iran never used its military to stop ISIS.

In return Iran gets Nuclear Deal & part of the 3 planes of Cash Obama sent. <= Congress didn't investigate cash

1/9/2020 6:59:08 AM jenndise I call BS

1/9/2020 7:01:13 AM mommy794 That will be all the pedophiles stories now. It wasn’t me , I was hacked. Like a 14 year old caught with weed.  Cowards never fess up to their actions

1/9/2020 7:11:33 AM sinnersdeborah Israel controlled Iran? 🤔

Saving Israel for Last -- Q

1/9/2020 7:12:53 AM sinnersdeborah 🎯

1/9/2020 7:14:37 AM 3daughtermama Police find drugs in guys pants. 'These aren't my pants!!" Kind of the same thing, right?

1/9/2020 7:16:21 AM karmamastersall Read what civilians say about Soleimani ! He gave orders for his men to shoot into crowd of Unarmed Iranian protesters, 1,500 have died protesting the 

gov. The villages suffered worse, women and children killed with knives.

1/9/2020 7:16:42 AM jayne_ts These pervs are not very creative with the BS stories.

1/9/2020 7:17:28 AM goshow_lee Nice try! I don't think so weiner! 🖕chomo!

1/9/2020 7:22:35 AM karmamastersall Thank you! I think the Ukraine plane that crashed in Iran was bad guys fleeing Iran.

1/9/2020 7:23:49 AM trollingmockin1  https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889883117389049857 …

1/9/2020 7:25:31 AM redridi95128769 It only shows us that Love is the opposite of Evil. Which is true. Evil is a lack of Love. Satan twists everything. It’s us that can undo it all.

1/9/2020 7:27:21 AM 00loll0 Laughing at this one,that's what they all are going to say, I see it coming.

1/9/2020 7:27:30 AM kimberly_s_cook Thank you very much for your perspective! 😊

1/9/2020 7:28:53 AM r_tjep 😂

1/9/2020 7:30:02 AM karmamastersall Why flee in a plane > exits blocked 

tunnels with high speed trains "earthquakes" are DUMBS & tunnels being destroyed

1/9/2020 7:33:04 AM karmamastersall Smart. You don't want yourself or family to be their sacrifice to bael

1/9/2020 7:35:24 AM eewwanon As a kid watching MASH, that song always creeped me out. Then years later I found out the title of it. Super weird.

1/9/2020 7:36:14 AM quentinjay2 We sang it in the 7th grade choir. How weird is that?

1/9/2020 7:37:29 AM ultra_unlimited I agree 100% and this is still something I struggle with at times. Apathy can sometimes creep up and next thing I know, I’m not living my best self. I’m 

hoping to be more resilient and resistant to temptation this year ⚡️

1/9/2020 7:38:54 AM eewwanon Very weird. But not surprising knowing what I know now.

1/9/2020 7:44:15 AM truckergirl49 Way back when Trump first talked about Jerusalem,  

I could see then, He was protecting stargates!!! 

I couldn't figure out quite everything,  but it made sense in my mind, atm. . Now!! 

It makes perfect sense. 😊

Love45!

1/9/2020 7:46:05 AM karmamastersall MSM didn't talk about it, we did & get kicked off t his platform lots 👍 With Talk of origins of ISIS; that ISIS was following Quran, specifically SalafiSunni 

brand of Islam Saudi spreads worldwide. Prince Dopey owned majority of this stock  

Until he hung out at Ritz Carlton

1/9/2020 7:53:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5?  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1215285845336502272 …

1/9/2020 7:53:54 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/vpFXhWWoTS

1/9/2020 7:54:05 AM state1union Tweet deleted?

1/9/2020 7:54:08 AM sageaine1 Already blocked by Tw1tter

1/9/2020 7:54:49 AM laura_twelve 409’s screen shot, 🤔

1/9/2020 7:54:58 AM thermo1919 Tweet deleted.

1/9/2020 7:55:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Isn't the world ending in 2031? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1215298936379858950 …

1/9/2020 7:55:43 AM teatimerose1 A retweet with typo correction came.

1/9/2020 7:55:55 AM anneolsen43 Indictment unsealing ?

1/9/2020 7:56:13 AM rebornkingent Humans breathe out carbon right? Or is it just me?

1/9/2020 7:56:22 AM n7guardiananon that's alot of 3s and 9s

1/9/2020 7:56:24 AM rebornkingent Humans are carbon based life forms right?

1/9/2020 7:56:27 AM 1limeatatime He does what he normally does, fixed the typo and retweeted.

1/9/2020 7:56:37 AM mbs357 o captain, my captain pic.twitter.com/0F2piWDVgA

1/9/2020 7:56:46 AM godrus #GangOfEight are going down!

next on stage!

1/9/2020 7:57:48 AM bryanwilber61 Is ISIS really mossad or in this case the Israeli Secret Intelligence Service. Your thoughts MAJIC12

1/9/2020 7:57:48 AM bbobbio71 Apparently we have the new talking points ladies and gentlemen! pic.twitter.com/rbt3URgYZN

1/9/2020 7:58:35 AM cryptocrab4 There are two ways out of the Ponzi scheme of all time: a total collapse or a controlled demolition.

 Has FED restructure already begun ?

 http://themillenniumreport.com/2016/07/new-u-s-currency-already-in-our-money-supply/ … pic.twitter.com/z3fgTBDAmj

1/9/2020 7:58:47 AM cylantjustice They neVer think these things through..🤦♂️

1/9/2020 7:59:07 AM 1_decided_voter Deleted tweet: pic.twitter.com/c5yiik15OK

1/9/2020 7:59:15 AM rebornkingent So we’re on the right path for more disclosure without civilization collapsing.

1/9/2020 8:00:37 AM kindeandtrue More puzzles and cryptic crap. 🙄

1/9/2020 8:01:02 AM bbobbio71 It would be cool if she was😉

1/9/2020 8:01:06 AM hypnothyme Now thats funny

1/9/2020 8:02:09 AM lib7473 👍🏼🙏🏻🇺🇸💙



1/9/2020 8:04:06 AM megatronmighty 50/50?

Wooooow

1/9/2020 8:05:26 AM bluntanddirect How dare you

1/9/2020 8:05:39 AM twistersage Still working to trespass rights, shows it just fine after you click on it. pic.twitter.com/5zM3lqcaHt

1/9/2020 8:05:58 AM straydogi7  pic.twitter.com/h1PibiofFo

1/9/2020 8:06:20 AM alisvolatpropi2 🤣

1/9/2020 8:06:47 AM humanprimer Lol

1/9/2020 8:07:17 AM linnyt7 409k

1/9/2020 8:07:22 AM orthogonalron Marker [9] pic.twitter.com/ZkeG4pFcXF

1/9/2020 8:07:35 AM skeye_watching Only if we are lucky.

1/9/2020 8:08:00 AM maven4trump Change password from Password 1

1/9/2020 8:08:18 AM tmrthompson  pic.twitter.com/lprPK5baEZ

1/9/2020 8:13:37 AM hollylynn1971 #Pizzagateisreal

#ChildSexTrafficking

1/9/2020 8:13:40 AM mcpatriot64 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 When?  https://twitter.com/OrthogonalRon/status/1215304062016475142 …

1/9/2020 8:14:40 AM letsdot94709949 7 year trib.=2027    Too bad.

1/9/2020 8:15:01 AM sverhaque So who were they really competing against to win the control in ww2 ? Wasn't ww2 also orchestrated ??? 🤓🙄🤷♂️

1/9/2020 8:15:21 AM johnmic25959174 Thats what I thought

1/9/2020 8:15:29 AM sdane8 Great catch!

1/9/2020 8:16:36 AM sallyha64407121 Now they've all been hacked 🤣🤣🤣🤣👇

1/9/2020 8:17:36 AM ofommission Bill

52

1/9/2020 8:17:44 AM americanpetal  https://twitter.com/juliansrum/status/1215302244230467584?s=21 … https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1215302244230467584 …

1/9/2020 8:17:48 AM decodematrix 40/60

1/9/2020 8:19:55 AM nschlange Kind of like the dog ate my homework?

1/9/2020 8:20:00 AM ultrabullfrog INDUSTRY 4.0 IS PEACE AND ABUNDANCE

1/9/2020 8:20:00 AM decodematrix Toledo https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/aug/05/donald-trump-toledo-dayton-shooting-wrong-ohio-city …

1/9/2020 8:20:12 AM bill_hamer All the predictions about the end of the world due to climate.  Wait, I thought the world was going to end yesterday?

1/9/2020 8:21:33 AM jasonel33448847 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Has anyone noticed there was a nuclear physicist on the flight manifest?  https://www.en-hrana.org/summoning-of-tehran-

university-student-activist-mahdi-tajik?fbclid=IwAR2LuYfBqLzfU_7zePxJ_2d4yJr3Q8FfOT1qPgcFXtKxzh5oVb-_DEqJ-l8 …

1/9/2020 8:24:29 AM patriotswegoall Don't think so. Not ending, but our world is changing.

1/9/2020 8:25:21 AM beaux4christ Ok now do Biden

1/9/2020 8:25:55 AM tops166 him and Krugman both, I guess

1/9/2020 8:28:30 AM fluck_gloria Guess they have hope they will safe the world!

1/9/2020 8:29:36 AM decodematrix Toledo rally tonight. 5:5? https://twitter.com/teamtrump/status/1215135496155860992?s=21 …

1/9/2020 8:30:01 AM threefold_flame We got a small peek behind the curtain there.

1/9/2020 8:30:24 AM chase2929 He's pointing out the same lie Ralph is

1/9/2020 8:31:49 AM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/ipw5vv1g7K

1/9/2020 8:32:41 AM laurabusse O god LOLOL

1/9/2020 8:33:32 AM laurabusse Ha proof!

LOL

1/9/2020 8:37:43 AM kikaltz So this is how they will all play, huh?  Where have we heard the word "STUPID" before?  haha

1/9/2020 8:37:51 AM joeorbit depends on your meaning of god.  if I and say 12 others create an electro-magnetic realm that can sustain forms of life, are we gods? mj 12 is saying 

god is inside us and don't worship a notion of god. we are the kingdom and the glory. we have the power.

1/9/2020 8:39:28 AM scotty41571  pic.twitter.com/Bi9Uxge60b

1/9/2020 8:41:40 AM ashsaidwhaaaat Hahaha wow.....when all else fails go with the "it's not mine" excuse

1/9/2020 8:41:54 AM winklerburke OK. 409 refers to Q post#409, saying Q lovers increased the 80% covert (news) / 20% public (news.) That post refers to Q post #144?  Trump's Tweet 

says, perhaps, public news COULD go from 50% to 90%, what are we doing wrong 2 not get it up to 90%?  He is coaching us 2 do better?

1/9/2020 8:44:04 AM 1crazy_toaster So another "I got hacked" excuse?

1/9/2020 8:44:07 AM joeorbit i cut way down. a few glasses of red wine a week. anymore than that and it's pretty scary since my pineal opened.  at times i like the softening of the 

ego the alcohol gives. everything in moderation.  fluoridated water is a big issue I believe is holding back the awakening.

1/9/2020 8:44:36 AM winklerburke Restated: Stock market, strangely, has always been a mass-culture-business predictor of the future. Always.  Hence, Trump wants us to know... 

General Public-Business feeling of future (vs. fear-selling of Media of Iran-Impeachment-Russia-Gate CRAP) ... future is actually GREAT!

1/9/2020 8:45:29 AM joeorbit why judge her?  seems divisive. I see a beautiful star seed.

1/9/2020 8:47:21 AM baduinq Yeah. Me too. God hacked me & said he's a lier. . Lmao

1/9/2020 8:48:39 AM nocommunistusa Good argument if under Nazis their economy wouldn’t have flourished as much as it did making them the number 1 prosperous country of Europe 

whereas with Communism they loved starving their own people to death and taking away property etc

1/9/2020 8:48:52 AM winklerburke Deeper:  Aren't most of us just regular Smoes?  Normies trying to do right by self-FAM-God-country?  And damn, the *$@@ing Elites... have stolen 

their skim, kick back,  dark site expenditures, govt. transport, ANTIFA bus costs, the everything... from us norms.  Burden soon gone?

1/9/2020 8:49:26 AM rosscarwalker I don't understand the relevance here. Can someone explain?

1/9/2020 8:49:54 AM nocommunistusa As bad as Hitler may have been this why mist Europeans chose to take Hitler’s side as opposed to Stalin. Red terror was far worse

1/9/2020 8:49:59 AM ph223048 Shit just doesn’t happen people! Trudeau is a moron. Someone special was on that plane. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA @M2Madness 

@plushm4 @VincentCrypt46 @RedPill78 @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity @dbongino @SaraCarterDC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TheSharpEdge1/status/1215289662333280259 …



1/9/2020 8:50:24 AM laurabusse Was gonna say something along these lines

Very interesting

These 2 MJ posts side by side

When I was a child

Was agnostic

But maybe bc dad said he was

Atheist in h.s.

Born again Christian at 21

Til I was 50

Started meditating

Meditation is amazing

Now I'm not sure

God may...
1/9/2020 8:50:58 AM mateuszwala 😁😁😁

Grand portal 2030?

1/9/2020 8:51:14 AM joeorbit the nwo - they want syria so they cooked a deal with cia puppets in iran.  i thought iran/cia/nwo was one family so im surprised they had to buy off 

iran. so they give iran and nk nukes for world destruction in 2017 if hrc won.  they didnt think she would lose.

1/9/2020 8:51:57 AM karmamastersall That should have woke everyone, and terrified them. RAGE - should have been our reaction to Obama saying the Muslim names of Americans forced to 

convert to Islam yet still killed by Isis

1/9/2020 8:54:41 AM laurabusse ...be the life force

I don't know

Most puzzling of all

When you read about or listen to channelings

Higher beings

Or more highly evolved beings in higher dimensions

Still don't know if god exists

And if so

Who or what he she or it might be

I think higher beings created all this
1/9/2020 8:55:22 AM happyworkerbee2 Request could not be completed due to conflict

1/9/2020 8:56:33 AM rosscarwalker Is he discussing amount of disclosure?

1/9/2020 8:57:34 AM laurabusse If so

They would seem to be gods

Meanwhile

I believe in free will

The teachings of Abraham-Hicks

Angels

Higher beings etc

If god does or doesn't exist

I would think we'll find out eventually

Maybe it doesn't matter

The universe is an amazing wonderful place

Much to think about☺️
1/9/2020 9:02:31 AM winklerburke See, Q & High-Op Twitter Channels are more real than real.  The Good Life humans deserve a chance at... is hinging upon "The Great Awakening" of a 

populace made rube by evil Prog (1984) Ed & Continuous "Silver Chair" zombie programming.  The more we wake up, the more.  Be.. Best!

1/9/2020 9:03:24 AM karmamastersall The underground Dumbs & travel is much bigger than I realized. They cab travel worldwide in minutes. 

Recent research, it seems the stargates can take them off world and move stargate to stargate her on earth

1/9/2020 9:03:43 AM laurabusse May I ask what it was like when your pineal opened?

What your experience was?

Agree alcohol seems to soften ego

Seem to get insight when I have my once a week half glass o wine

Don't need wine

It helps release resistance

As Abraham-Hicks explains

Yes everything in moderation ☺️
1/9/2020 9:05:23 AM laurabusse Agree!

Everyone has something to contribute ☺️

Especially if done with kindness and respect ❤️

1/9/2020 9:05:39 AM joeorbit everything is energy. call it gods energy. every unit of energy has encapsulated in it all the knowledge of the universe. we materialize these bodies but 

we are forever. when you dream this is more of an electric reality than our 3d material atom realm. time is a earth concept.

1/9/2020 9:06:12 AM stevephillps81 Henry Ford funded both sides

1/9/2020 9:06:57 AM laurabusse Food for thought

What you see in others

Exists in you

Or else you would not be able to perceive it...

1/9/2020 9:10:27 AM twelvebcharlie1 Hitler had the federal reserve and American money backing Him. That’s how Germany built its war machine. Plenty of Nazis in the inter war period, 

states side. The ultimate goal was to rob Europe of its wealth. Blood money to the nth degree. Illusion of prosperity under nazism.

1/9/2020 9:10:28 AM lightson45 I think you nailed this one.

1/9/2020 9:10:34 AM miketierno1  pic.twitter.com/wq1eDhODCm

1/9/2020 9:10:57 AM joeorbit every night when you sleep you enter another realm where time does not exist. we create our own reality from thoughts generated from our dreams.  

we are all et's and we exist in 'all that is' - timeless, every expanding.  love everything and create.



1/9/2020 9:11:32 AM laurabusse Q is apparently schooled in military intelligence

Mil Intel is a thing

With its own language syntax symbology

Not unique to Q

Someone who has studied mil Intel in the military will identify Q and MJ12 to be well versed in the language of military intelligence

1/9/2020 9:12:24 AM mrbill108 😂😂😂

1/9/2020 9:17:09 AM twelvebcharlie1 It’s like giving the choice between a living in a gated community and the ghetto. Follow the HOA rules and you’ll be fine. Break them, out to the ghetto 

you go.

Except they control the ghetto as well, via gangsters instead of banksters. Commies and Nazis are attached at the hip

1/9/2020 9:20:48 AM laurabusse Hang in

Keep reading tweets

Will seep into your consciousness

Will become clearer over time

Lots still doesn't make sense to me

But what does

And what I've learned truly amazes me at times

Everyone is diff

You'll learn what you need to learn

In your own way

In your own time ☺️
1/9/2020 9:21:36 AM ortho_science3 I hate CNN. The CNN/MSNBC loving libs are the usual anti-vax crowd though.

1/9/2020 9:21:43 AM twelvebcharlie1 What ppl need to realize what Albert Pike wrote. It’s a script, a self help book for world domination.  The cabal have been implementing this book. They 

play both sides. It’s like an NFL owner owning both teams in the SB. He wins either way. That’s the system of control.

1/9/2020 9:22:38 AM 7kac6  pic.twitter.com/807Buv9NU4

1/9/2020 9:23:52 AM skipc4fun Still waiting!!!

1/9/2020 9:25:30 AM jeritud3 All your greenhouse gas belong to us

1/9/2020 9:25:50 AM jaded_pearl The verdict is in...this is #FakeNews #ThursdayThoughts

1/9/2020 9:27:53 AM the_fjalar #ClimateChangeIsReal #ClimateEmergency pic.twitter.com/QhzVMZWPR1

1/9/2020 9:28:19 AM twelvebcharlie1 And while the plebs fight over calls, team pride, or cheating. The owners laugh because they are making bank.

They created the world war the same way. As a means to wealth, power, and control. Nazis infiltrated the world powers prior to ever starting WW1. 

Set the pieces in place

1/9/2020 9:31:43 AM laurabusse Woke up 4am

Praying for my son whatever

Fell back asleep

Had dream

Very realistic

Like it was not a dream

Son is far away

Dreamed

3 times!

He appeared here

As if he was here

Blue light around his upper body

We spoke briefly

Then he vanished

3 times!!!

Pondering meaning...
1/9/2020 9:32:12 AM ortho_science3  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.natureworldnews.com/amp/articles/43051/20191227/deadlier-than-ebola-un-demands-for-stronger-response-

on-measles-in-congo.htm …

1/9/2020 9:34:04 AM laurabusse Sky is falling

1/9/2020 9:34:21 AM jerilynne3 It appears this is from 2011

1/9/2020 9:34:45 AM kingzofoblivion Did some hacker also download that pedo head on his shoulders?

1/9/2020 9:35:01 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/EHVI39pl4k

1/9/2020 9:36:01 AM the_fjalar #lol pic.twitter.com/77oskkSOAw

1/9/2020 9:36:11 AM angel81257443 Only if the cows keep farting....🤣🤣🤣

1/9/2020 9:37:58 AM keith369me They think [they] will still be stealing our money in 2031 a decade after it stops!!!

1/9/2020 9:38:50 AM momekool1 There’s about to be a hacker epidemic in DC, huh people? Lol

1/9/2020 9:40:28 AM italianmom555 The world ends for each of us on the day we die. It's an appointment we will all have to keep.  So stop worrying about stupid predictions we have all 

heard them b4.

1/9/2020 9:40:57 AM djlok Yes, @realDonaldTrump what are we doing wrong?  So much is going so well, but we are always willing/wanting to improve!!!   #Disclosure

1/9/2020 9:42:08 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/Z1fI4Iqhir

1/9/2020 9:42:51 AM joeorbit you have special abilities. this was a valid and real encounter. we do this every night, all night. there is no such thing as distance, we are all 

telepathically connected and a huge amount of information is shared between us to maintain earth realm.

1/9/2020 9:42:55 AM laurabusse Hellmo pic.twitter.com/eSrtVtt5CJ

1/9/2020 9:47:31 AM laurabusse Thank you!!

I don't believe in worrying

I send wrap immerse

In white light

I talk to angels

Mine his

Yet I can't help worrying about him

Inasmuch as I don't believe in worrying LOL

So maybe it's him

Or my subconscious or higher self or whatever

Telling me

Reminding me

All is well



1/9/2020 9:48:54 AM laurabusse And that we are always connected

No matter what

Bc all is truly one ☺️

Thanks so very much for that ❤️

1/9/2020 9:49:18 AM trollingmockin1 I want to point out that I find MJs post fascinating. But in light of Recent message over messenger posts, we must vet this. And regardless of our views 

and interpretations this is a direct contradiction. I would very much like MJ to respond for clarity

1/9/2020 9:51:33 AM parkmanfeather Great question about the pineal gland.

1/9/2020 9:55:19 AM laurabusse You said

...and a huge amount of information is shared between us to maintain earth realm

Fascinating

Remember where you heard this?

I believe it

I can feel it

It's like we're all this one giant data base

And we can tap into it

Like Abraham-Hicks says

We're all in this together!
1/9/2020 9:56:07 AM the_fjalar #CO2isPlantFood pic.twitter.com/cMVqFWLO9m

1/9/2020 9:57:30 AM noocnik This guy Microchip or whatever who secretly is Q got'em good for sure 🤣🤣🤣

1/9/2020 9:58:31 AM nikoscali The Microchip as Q theory is old, and worn out #FakeNews...

1/9/2020 9:59:15 AM ofuskate When I remote view.  The team isn't linear.  You took me off flouride.  But I know you have responsibility for the karmic actions you influence.  You are 

no longer allowed to make arbitrary statements...  without fully understanding the impact that they make.  Now I'm engaged. 

pic.twitter.com/VFAQVhlRik

1/9/2020 10:00:33 AM noocnik It was sarcasm, Bro 🙃

1/9/2020 10:01:09 AM nikoscali Yeah I got that lol, just putting it out there for the ones who's head that goes over

1/9/2020 10:02:31 AM joeorbit the pineal lets us see the electric (molecule based) and electromagnetic (earth realm) ley lines. about 15 feet apart north to south and east west. also 

can see prana, looks like snow falling. also see the ether of other realms - purple dots in patterns. the empty space we see...

1/9/2020 10:02:44 AM sicntired1 🙄 a pervert is a pervert is a pervert

1/9/2020 10:04:19 AM postelleallyson That was 6 days into Q being brand new. Of course, he was skeptical. Skepticism is healthy. I don’t want to follow anyone who is all blind faith. 

Following Pelosi and Schumer, for example, will lead you off a cliff.

1/9/2020 10:04:52 AM miscreanity A few years too late for that defense.

1/9/2020 10:05:49 AM noocnik Hah, all right then 😅 Stay safe, friend!

1/9/2020 10:05:51 AM joeorbit between is is actually like pea soup. our realm and many others are compressed together. can see muddy looking blobs moving.  also see auras 

=energy capsule around all materialized things. even a block of wood. everything is living gods energy.flouride is a crime against humanity

1/9/2020 10:07:54 AM laurabusse 🤣😂😅😂🤣😂

So true!!!!!!

1/9/2020 10:09:19 AM joeorbit you can open your pineal by getting off flouride and taking nascent iodine to detox the pineal. we are all iodine deficient. the thyroid will suck up the 

iodine and cast off heavy metals.  with will you can open pineal. you may feel a pop sound and then see auras.

1/9/2020 10:12:40 AM laurabusse Thank you for the explanation

I've heard read

Similar from others

Eagerly awaiting my own experience

It'll happen when and if it's meant to happen ☺️

1/9/2020 10:14:32 AM kathleenmckeon6 Nope already ended, this is not our first round of the world is ending, when this round is passed by they will name the next world is ending date.

1/9/2020 10:15:26 AM joeorbit the database is the akashic records - encoded into 'all that is'.  ask for the answers. if you come into my room and sit at a table. we both have a version 

of the table in our electronic realm. we both agreed to where the table is and what it looks like.  all done telepathically.

1/9/2020 10:25:59 AM mike72279593 World never ends.  Climatehoax

1/9/2020 10:33:14 AM aahhhooohmmmm 409k = Q Drop 409 & 9/K = 9/11

1/9/2020 10:33:37 AM iluvmygbabies I believe so. It's under frequently used so I don't have to search

1/9/2020 10:35:33 AM rosscarwalker Thanks. Getting there slowly. Is he referencing levels of disclosure?

1/9/2020 10:36:46 AM youstinksoap 🤗

1/9/2020 10:37:01 AM atcorrigans No.

1/9/2020 10:37:20 AM aahhhooohmmmm And 4 seems to stand for “Mass Consciousness” so it appears 409k is coded to mean “Everyone will soon know about what really happened on 9/11”.

1/9/2020 10:41:21 AM ethanaidenizjah 😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/9/2020 10:42:11 AM littlenewsnetwk this one hit many users mailboxes this week

I hope his was a better version pic.twitter.com/PJQXroFQF1

1/9/2020 10:43:37 AM brd369 Solar event imminent before this date.

1/9/2020 10:47:22 AM laurabusse Exactly

Could not agree more

This rings very true ☺️

1/9/2020 10:51:05 AM laurabusse Very possibly

My understanding of his their tweets

Is minimal actually

But I keep coming back for more

I have learned a lot

Plus most of it resonates with me...

1/9/2020 10:52:57 AM emmi_1111 Omg what a lying bit ch

1/9/2020 10:53:45 AM kimberl54691266 😂😂🤦♀️

1/9/2020 10:54:50 AM w59_tammy Good question.

1/9/2020 10:58:11 AM 369_is I re-read past tweets. This says presence of 7 = I. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065816474214981633?s=20 …

1/9/2020 11:03:49 AM tymecrystal Does Ur/U.  represent the Tuatha de Dannan? Do you have a link for that?



1/9/2020 11:10:18 AM aahhhooohmmmm 7+8+9 = 24 = 6

6 = Physical Reality

5 = 5 elements (Earth, Fire, Air, Water, Ether)

All coded how the Cabal likes to communicate with each other to send them a message about what’s to soon follow. (My interpretation)

1/9/2020 11:13:20 AM itiswhatitis54 YOU NEVER GET CAUGHT YOUR FIRST TIME!! There is a trail to be found for sure!! @paulkrugman ELECTRONIC FILES WILL BE FOUND!! IF 

PROSECUTORS WANT TO FIND THEM!! That’s how THE LEFT EVADES JUSTICE!! LEFT LEANING JUDGES AND PROSECUTORS REFUSE TO DIG, UNLESS ITS 

A CONSERVATIVE!

1/9/2020 11:15:57 AM keith369me Friends with Mitt Romney?

1/9/2020 11:20:19 AM ronic214 Praise God that Jesus is The Lord!  He’s the only one that “knows” what’s “really” going on. I’ve decided today.. I don’t need to know every detail.  I 

trust Him, to bring about full destruction of Satan’s works.  Never forget, Satan deceived 1/3 angels & down they went with him.

1/9/2020 11:20:22 AM perwife And former CEO of Mormon, Inc.

1/9/2020 11:20:29 AM natureinspace I would too. Those are completely contradicting statements. I would like MJ12 to expand on this.

1/9/2020 11:21:54 AM lenartjoe Won’t the advanced tech release make this initiative moot far earlier? Is there any harm in letting the legislation succeed if we’re going to leapfrog any 

economic drag?

1/9/2020 11:22:58 AM natureinspace Hacked my ass.

1/9/2020 11:28:03 AM deplorable369 Frazzled (dot) RIP, not frazzle drip. It is a file name for the video.

1/9/2020 11:30:40 AM deplorable369 Wiener was 2011. Not current.

1/9/2020 11:31:01 AM littlenewsnetwk its possible, 

I recall when anon's took over a darkweb site and got users to install and addon which led outing tons of pedo's.

 https://www.pcmag.com/news/289553/anonymous-busts-child-porn-ring …

1/9/2020 11:33:57 AM littlenewsnetwk they have done a lot of good, I especially like the Hb gary one.  took down a bad actor

1/9/2020 11:36:15 AM brienthess If Democrats focused lawmaking efforts on environmental contaminants other than greenhouse gases, I feel like they might get somewhere.

1/9/2020 11:40:40 AM troglowbyte Gonna burn up or wash away from climate change.

1/9/2020 11:40:59 AM chrischkm8in8 😉

1/9/2020 11:43:38 AM cindylee81 Ha ha ha

1/9/2020 11:46:20 AM fansblowing3 Page 106, Monson is CIA?

1/9/2020 11:46:55 AM mountainattic Wow,  do they really think this is going to work as a defense?  Funny... I wonder what is getting ready to be exposed...  Kyle Clark is a Denver hack.  

Never liked him.

1/9/2020 11:48:51 AM drbohammer Perhaps both at the same time. On fire & simultaneously underwater, because of climate change and orange man bad. As a scientist, it makes perfect 

sense to me 🙄

1/9/2020 11:51:57 AM kitsapdojo  https://wikileaks.org/ciav7p1/cms/page_20873428.html … 12/27/2025 i think.  Notice cia username accidentally not scrubbed.

1/9/2020 11:52:11 AM americanpetal I have never heard of him. Another rabbit hole.😞

1/9/2020 11:55:10 AM sloppycheapshot what is this a picture of?

1/9/2020 11:59:41 AM diaptera_80 Swedish media tells us today the vikings made sacrifices to their gods to end an ice age. Not sure why they bring it up as breaking news now? Must be 

the whole death-cult-thing they are still trying to get us into

1/9/2020 12:04:36 PM mongrelglory Can you imagine going next door to borrow a cup of sugar, and find Angela Merkle or Christine Lagarde opening the door? Yikes! 😬

1/9/2020 12:07:26 PM troglowbyte Well we could ignite in a huge fireball then get totally washed away by the deluge.

1/9/2020 12:07:52 PM kathleenmckeon6 Nope, not when there is soooooo much slush fund money to be had to line their pockets with.

1/9/2020 12:13:31 PM batespm4abbey YES Patriots need2Bheard/have impact,many=professional experts w/decades of experience.1.STOP PRIVATIZATION of Govt bcs A.facilitates 

institutional corruption&B.subverts USConstn/Legal Rep-Gov has no control corp spend taxpyrs$:overheads,perks,etc. 2.End already privatized Govt

1/9/2020 12:14:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 The enemy mocks you for being weak.

Untouchable? https://twitter.com/RepJimBanks/status/1215034549765312512 …

1/9/2020 12:14:18 PM faythejmm7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/yigsstarhouse/status/1215354522765275138 …

1/9/2020 12:14:21 PM kevinsu72727537 From when?🤔 Cause that file labeled "insurance file" which was taken back in 2012 wasn't hacked. 

With all that damming evidence on your sick friends huma and Hillary.

1/9/2020 12:15:43 PM 369helen313 Well , Disgusting... if I may say !

1/9/2020 12:15:49 PM 369palm They should put her on the 17 most wanted list with Lisa Page.

1/9/2020 12:16:12 PM brd369  https://youtu.be/ur_8dWJvK4A 

Not for long. #DarktoLight

1/9/2020 12:16:20 PM enomai_ The ones complaining about it being redacted don't want it unredacted. 

I think we should give them what they really ask for...

Hahaha

1/9/2020 12:16:22 PM swagsjeffrey Rico charges?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @cjtruth @Q2ndWave @777KAB1 pic.twitter.com/QPQU2kNjvg

1/9/2020 12:16:47 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

1/9/2020 12:16:59 PM elatedveracity  https://twitter.com/elatedveracity/status/1215346208979521536?s=21 …  Miss Omar needs to be investigated!! 👆

1/9/2020 12:17:17 PM kathleenmckeon6 Is she?

If the voting in this country is not fixed, then to a point, she is.

I am not sure and maybe you know the answer, are the Legal citizens soon to be outnumbered by the illegal population?

1/9/2020 12:18:09 PM kptheanon She is A pos, Everyone knows this. The question is, Why is the traitor still in our government? 🤔

1/9/2020 12:18:58 PM batespm4abbey well no surprise, ukraine...iran...both have been utilized in nwo-dems plots-goals

1/9/2020 12:20:11 PM weblollipop1 Goto excuse has no expiration.  DNC is still claiming they got hacked 😏

1/9/2020 12:21:04 PM pro_aktv Throw them out with the trash.

1/9/2020 12:21:08 PM truckergirl49 Please add the clip of Her uncontrollably laughing while at the podium behind another speaking... 

ptsd my as* !!!

She is giggling w delight!

#TRAITOR

1/9/2020 12:21:11 PM mile_high_mamma Maybe POTUS struck a little to close to home for her?

1/9/2020 12:21:11 PM mcpatriot64 She’s not untouchable.  Voters can fix her little (red) wagon?

1/9/2020 12:24:27 PM atashfire Ah, treasonous twirps are coming out of the woodwork, excellent. Let their hubris serve as a standard of how to manipulate, and be manipulated. 

Continue Ms Omar!

1/9/2020 12:27:09 PM brian_moonan Really weak and sad attempt at pre positioning ahead of your indictment.

1/9/2020 12:27:21 PM surfing123456 Unbelievable man this is sooo fubar

1/9/2020 12:28:44 PM americanpetal I know they do. (They) disgust me. (They) are sick and evil. Eradicate them.

1/9/2020 12:30:01 PM janewmason Better retire and take to your bed.



1/9/2020 12:36:22 PM duncanskinner6 You would know better than I if she and rest of the traitors are “untouchable”.

1/9/2020 12:47:23 PM cmdrzod23 I missed that one. Thanks for posting

1/9/2020 12:48:13 PM toffer_anon_369 Elongated skull

1/9/2020 12:48:27 PM djpatel29548445  pic.twitter.com/5VmBmcY6sv

1/9/2020 12:51:56 PM mycologyofmaga Personally I think the better move would be to just accept his rightful place as the next President than muddy his name with failed Democrat policy 

becoming their Scapegoat.

@JuliansRum @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @elenochle @EyesOnQ @j

1/9/2020 12:57:37 PM 222714ftw Bye-bye #crazybitch pic.twitter.com/587d1457Zj

1/9/2020 12:58:55 PM tneuromancer 🧐 pic.twitter.com/S2Pz90SLnE

1/9/2020 1:00:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connected. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1215370981696589824 …

1/9/2020 1:01:06 PM parkmanfeather I also want to say thank you. 

This is fascinating as I already experience seeing auras.

You're very kind to explain and I appreciate it.

1/9/2020 1:02:43 PM valerie59723152 Boy, hackers are getting around lately.

1/9/2020 1:06:52 PM hellouncledonny #DrainingTheSwamp

1/9/2020 1:07:22 PM labansesword (Then) Elder Monson was assigned by the Church to minister to members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in East Germany. He had 

been serving as a mission president in Toronto at the time.

1/9/2020 1:10:05 PM dr_t_dc Untouchable? Really? Who is running against her in the next election? Lets throw as much money at that person as we can.

1/9/2020 1:11:18 PM dr_t_dc Connected to what? Who?

1/9/2020 1:14:13 PM michell87248593 Did he have something to do with making that plane disappear?

1/9/2020 1:16:28 PM restart_qpersia  https://voiceofrestart.com/why-does-restart-defend-president-trump-and-american-patriots/ …

1/9/2020 1:16:58 PM jimmahoney5 She's OVERWHELMED covering up her crimes..... pic.twitter.com/UibHhTJ8iz

1/9/2020 1:18:52 PM colonelflanagan The eyes give 'em away every time.  Crazy.

1/9/2020 1:19:12 PM corn_hole Who is the crazy Mormon prophet?  Koresh?

1/9/2020 1:23:18 PM rallistiny Shared ain't seen PTSD yet, But she will before long 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/9/2020 1:26:42 PM laurabusse Live your life and be happy...

Allow others to do the same...

It's possible

It's not that hard ☺️

I wish you peace and many blessings ❤️

1/9/2020 1:28:02 PM pat47281728 This movie is getting old. Wake me up when this happens. pic.twitter.com/0aHoWIA3sY

1/9/2020 1:28:16 PM megamagamoveman ISIS destroyed ancient artifacts, which?

1/9/2020 1:28:28 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/CfGS0kzU0r

1/9/2020 1:29:32 PM timmccoy5 We can start with Gore's mansion. Make that net-zero. Then we can move to Obama's ocean-side mansion. Then Nancy's mansion. Let us know when 

they are all net-zero. 

#ItsTheSunNotCO2

1/9/2020 1:29:42 PM megamagamoveman Hagelian dialectic

1/9/2020 1:30:00 PM jemelewilliams Also... pic.twitter.com/hAP51G210G

1/9/2020 1:31:15 PM jeritud3 A long list of people getting fired from the military

Clean house

1/9/2020 1:36:14 PM tbonedude Its close... almost sanpaku eyes. Or as the Japanese say "3 whites"

1/9/2020 1:36:56 PM mongrelglory They can't count.

1/9/2020 1:38:07 PM timmccoy5 CO2 is plant food. It is making the planet greener.

The sun controls our planet temp. It's output peaked & the cycle is returning back to colder times. Soon we will be able to skate on the Thames again. 

pic.twitter.com/g9zatuigGX

1/9/2020 1:38:41 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately, it's not a joke here in Canada, thanks to Trudeau! 🙄 (Whom I did not vote for).

1/9/2020 1:38:53 PM reflexionfugazz Ojos saltones igual que AS. They are under the same "stress"

1/9/2020 1:41:57 PM awschitt It is actually HER that is a disgrace and offensive.  It is embarrassing that represents our country in ANY capacity.

1/9/2020 1:42:21 PM kodak621 Sure.  He thought it’s “working” for Paul Kruger and thought, “hey, why not give THAT a try.?” 🙄

1/9/2020 1:43:47 PM qkellyl They will all be dead by then’ what do they care? Reality is Trump cut off all the slush funds’ in the TRILLIONS 

Tax $ they siphon in kickbacks... 

😐know what pisses me off’ all of it.

Knowingly

Audit entire political party +Family 

And then DRUG test them. pic.twitter.com/0zGeyQa7ji

1/9/2020 1:44:21 PM maalla00396018 No. Not CIA. Read through the documents

1/9/2020 1:44:58 PM keith369me If @IlhanMN really wanted peace, she would love the last few years that have been the most peaceful years of my adult life.

1/9/2020 1:47:43 PM keith369me Doesn’t seem like equal justice under the law.  I’m not sure what the right punishment is, but it is wildly inconsistent and varies with the offenders 

connection to those in power.

1/9/2020 1:47:50 PM blancomartini There is a 52 in the article. Just sayin'

1/9/2020 1:50:37 PM keith369me I hope Mr E stays away from airplanes

1/9/2020 1:51:40 PM patriotswegoall Remake of USA military continues.

1/9/2020 1:56:42 PM labansesword They were conducting a background check on him in addition to the death threat he received in the early 1990s

1/9/2020 1:59:16 PM cny_micaa perhaps when intelligence assets or diplomats do not get immunity and are held as accountable as any other person, things will change.

1/9/2020 2:01:28 PM tannhusergate1 Irish, Anu (or Ana, sometimes given as Anann or Anand). An alternate name for Danu. In the Lebor Gabála Érenn, “Anand” is given as an alternate name 

for Morrígu, “The Good People”.

Etymology

Name derived from the Proto-Celtic theonym *Φanon

1/9/2020 2:01:59 PM 92michael This is great, but you guys need to go after the really big jonchos! You know all the people that visited Epstein’s “resorts”???

1/9/2020 2:03:14 PM tannhusergate1  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anu_(Irish_goddess) …

1/9/2020 2:03:39 PM chooselove108 What a tremendously bad actor.  She has got to be on a pretty damn short leash.

1/9/2020 2:09:43 PM scottba58314811 M12—-Is he part of The Indiana Pizza Club?  That Colin Hanks is so fond of tweeting about?

1/9/2020 2:10:59 PM scottba58314811 Is this all tied together for The BIG Boom?

1/9/2020 2:13:20 PM robertj97126990 4chan had to close, they are on a different site now...

1/9/2020 2:15:42 PM trumpgender This is the 2nd story this week floated to blame anons for organized critical activity. The noose is clearly tightening...the other one was @ kyleclark who 

wrote a multi tweet screed suggesting that anons were responsible for a kidnapping attempt 

https://twitter.com/KyleClark/status/1214389267935313921 …

1/9/2020 2:17:54 PM rebornkingent Just a meme... https://youtu.be/ivCo9UN_9jo 

1/9/2020 2:18:04 PM trumpgender This year I had a chance to learn a little bit about how police siphon information out of cell phones and from computers.  These alibis are commonplace 

and never pass muster with judges or juries given the evidence police present in court.

1/9/2020 2:18:16 PM deeptruthnews1 So why does Malcolm Turnbull's wife look like Scott Morrison playing drag?! Jw Cause that is clearly a MAN😂 @LoveBling6 @Breaking911 

@AGWillliamBarr @GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @therealroseanne @John_F_Kennnedy @luluspeers1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/GxWOtYAih6



1/9/2020 2:20:15 PM karmamastersall 😳 That is the stuff of nightmares

1/9/2020 2:23:54 PM robertwar8  https://mobile.twitter.com/Rainmaker1973/status/1215234289878605825?s=09 …

1/9/2020 2:23:57 PM like_neo Doesn’t look like she wrote that speech. Her words and demeanor don’t match. Did white hats write her lines for her movie role?

1/9/2020 2:24:36 PM 369_is Could the 5:5 mean 9/11 truth coming out to the public?

409K+401K=9

70%+80%+90%+50%=11 pic.twitter.com/Rk4cl2f5Cn

1/9/2020 2:25:35 PM grrrusa This is page 106. What is here that makes you ask, "Monsonis is CIA?" 

Is "Position of Trust" code for C_A asset? 

Why are the notes written made on the form and the approval signature redacted? pic.twitter.com/f9O517eZQr

1/9/2020 2:28:16 PM laurabusse Thank you ☺️

1/9/2020 2:34:08 PM grrrusa checked:

Page 109, Monson was in the Navy and was on the Executive Board of the Boyscouts pic.twitter.com/oFYTT3moCW

1/9/2020 2:34:10 PM hadia5551  https://youtu.be/oh4tHpUflDA 

1/9/2020 2:34:35 PM hadia5551  https://youtu.be/oh4tHpUflDA 

1/9/2020 2:36:10 PM ortainedevian  https://twitter.com/OrtaineDevian/status/1140886400667127808?s=20 …

1/9/2020 2:36:36 PM maalla00396018 It is a request from Canadian govt. Because he is assigned to Canada. pic.twitter.com/jv2HJqIu7g

1/9/2020 2:38:44 PM capparmenter Perhaps a leaker to someone????

1/9/2020 2:39:14 PM dairy_mom_of_6 😆 how funny!

1/9/2020 2:39:33 PM trevorroth6  pic.twitter.com/YN2tLVaUju

1/9/2020 2:42:12 PM purealivia Forrestal died May ‘49, McConville was born March ‘59. 😏

1/9/2020 2:43:50 PM santababy1952 Who gives a damn!

1/9/2020 2:47:40 PM laubepj Thank you. Appreciate that. Cranked it!😎

1/9/2020 2:49:37 PM hadia5551  https://youtu.be/YExuLkIaQ7U 

1/9/2020 2:53:04 PM mongrelglory I can't figure out the significance of these documents.  The first set are about a "disturbed" man, 6ft 2 with blue eyes and brown hair, who thought he 

was a Morman prophet and was being disruptive on Church grounds.  After being ejected, some letters threatening to kill the...

1/9/2020 2:55:04 PM mongrelglory ...leaders of the Morman Church were sent, but the hand-writing analysis wasn't conclusive and the guy claimed he never sent them.  The second set 

of documents looks at one of the leaders of the Church, for security purposes.  It shows he had travelled throughout the world...

1/9/2020 2:58:26 PM mongrelglory ..as part of his church ministry, which is not uncommon for Morman missionaries. This Thomas Monson became the 16th President of the Church of 

LDS.  The other man had accused him of "cheating" to become president and said "I know what you did", but is there some corruption story?

1/9/2020 2:58:26 PM droopydigs Psst I did my best to transcribe the DOCS in a thread

1/9/2020 3:03:16 PM laubepj This hits home in oh so may ways.😅

1/9/2020 3:06:21 PM mongrelglory He had obtained a commission of officer in the Navy Reserve, but never saw active duty and asked to be discharged before the Korean War started, so 

he could take a position in the Church of LDS.  He was a mission President in Canada for 3 years, from 1959 to 1962, but then ...

1/9/2020 3:07:07 PM mongrelglory ...returned to the US.  He was responsible for the spread of mission throughout many countries in the world.  Are you saying this was a spy ring he was 

running?

1/9/2020 3:08:27 PM chrisaraya89 Actually I believe it's ending in 2030. The

climate police made their latest prediction in 2018👍🏻

1/9/2020 3:08:48 PM mongrelglory He became a member of the National Executive Board of Boy Scouts of America starting in 1969...Was he involved in a giant child trafficking ring that 

spanned across the world?

1/9/2020 3:10:45 PM mongrelglory When Monson was born, there were fewer than 650,000 church members in the world, most of them living in the western US. At the time he became 

the church's president, there were over 13 million members worldwide, with the majority living outside the United States and Canada.

1/9/2020 3:14:08 PM thepatriotfight Thank you, that's all I was saying my man. We have enough disinformation as it is to comb through. God Bless a d God Speed fellow Patriot. 

#WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump @JfkJuni0r @M2Madness @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @DifferentDDlion @TRUreporting

1/9/2020 3:15:24 PM mongrelglory "In his assignments throughout the world as a leader of the LDS Church, President Monson worked tirelessly to bring about the advancement of 

Scouting in many countries. He worked closely with the World Organization of the Scout Movement to find ways to strengthen the links ...

1/9/2020 3:16:45 PM americasanon I couldn’t agree more honestly. God Bless 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 #WWG1GWA

1/9/2020 3:17:12 PM americasanon It’s also really hard to express sarcasm on twitter hahaha

1/9/2020 3:18:50 PM thepatriotfight Use emoji's or memes

1/9/2020 3:18:54 PM ortainedevian 😎👍

1/9/2020 3:22:07 PM sterkinglights1 Hey is that a secret decoder ring?

1/9/2020 3:22:19 PM mongrelglory ...between the Church and national Scout associations."

He was involved in banking, and Ronald Reagan appointed him to the President's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives. Monson also met with Bush 

Jr. in 2008 and Obama in 2009 presenting Obama with 5 vols of his personal...

1/9/2020 3:23:42 PM mongrelglory ...family history records. 🤨  I'm not sure if they're referring to Monson's family or Obama's family...I mean, why would Obama be interested in 

Monson's family history in such detail?  Strange!

1/9/2020 3:24:38 PM raeanon My song 🤭

1/9/2020 3:27:26 PM aprilbrown99 Excellent news!  Vile creatures! pic.twitter.com/XJ3KOZ2uDl

1/9/2020 3:28:05 PM ortainedevian 😉

1/9/2020 3:30:37 PM sunnydkelleu This person has no place in our Government.  Whomever voted for her should be ashamed for voting for a enemy of the  Country of America to be in 

our Government.  She is NOT FOR AMERICA.      SHE IS A MUSLIM.

1/9/2020 3:33:44 PM adamz14839920 And what about the pedo politicians, Hollywood actors, athletes....

1/9/2020 3:34:23 PM gaylestorm15 Li-Fi or "Light Fidelity" is a technology that uses the modulation of the light emitted by LEDs for the transmission of Wireless information (IEEE 802.15).

1/9/2020 3:35:53 PM williebhere War means profits.. a cash cow??

1/9/2020 3:36:08 PM snakejackal Crying Wolves with sheep skin?

1/9/2020 3:40:43 PM gaylestorm15  https://www.techworld.com/data/what-is-li-fi-everything-you-need-know-3632764/ …

1/9/2020 3:43:44 PM bea12ml Some people did something, now I need more attention. #traitor

1/9/2020 3:47:13 PM laubepj  https://youtu.be/7YvAYIJSSZY 

Used in conjunction with 5G, Simulator Sun, v2k, electronic harassment, etc..

 https://youtu.be/mOLpdLQbayI 

Look at the car lights after the KFC sign



1/9/2020 3:49:37 PM megatronmighty What hit that plane

Is this the shot heard around the world?

1/9/2020 3:50:43 PM megatronmighty Too much attention on this aircraft and no one wants to investigate.

Radio silence.

What was it

1/9/2020 3:52:34 PM __jabird__ Colonel was confirmed deep state perhaps?

1/9/2020 3:58:13 PM rghardy3 I need way more Q bread crumbs for them

to keep going up.  Not doing anything wrong.

1/9/2020 3:58:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Surveillance video from Jeffrey Epstein's first apparent suicide attempt 'no longer exists' https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/surveillance-video-

jeffrey-epstein-s-first-apparent-suicide-attempt-no-n1113166 …

1/9/2020 3:59:29 PM gyyy6y Diverted into a different timeline?

1/9/2020 3:59:30 PM aprilbrown99 Convenient. Lol pic.twitter.com/QX05Ms4dJQ

1/9/2020 3:59:32 PM ckepner18951 Totally a coincidence right?!?

1/9/2020 3:59:53 PM nikoscali When do we start holding people accountable for "Technical Difficulties"

1/9/2020 4:00:07 PM mongrelglory That's an excellent idea! 👍  I also suggest they be subject at customs to searches of "cultural art and artifacts" and their baggage, when they are 

travelling between countries!

1/9/2020 4:00:19 PM schaufhausen4p Lol.  What ya do ?

1/9/2020 4:00:53 PM linnyt7 Literally unbelievable.

1/9/2020 4:02:04 PM jtrinh44 Don't think so pic.twitter.com/pT8NIGVwg3

1/9/2020 4:02:49 PM schaufhausen4p Apparently surveillance only works in convenience stores and wal marts these days.

1/9/2020 4:03:22 PM aleks8837 😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/9/2020 4:04:03 PM atashfire Oh it'll exist at the right moment I'm sure.

1/9/2020 4:04:12 PM aleks8837 #UnsealGhislaineMaxwell https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1210987628734144512 …

1/9/2020 4:04:37 PM nikoscali My ring doorbell is more reliable than security system of this jail..

1/9/2020 4:06:20 PM australia_my Of course

1/9/2020 4:07:45 PM jrocktigers We need assets on the ground Michelle.. . .

1/9/2020 4:09:58 PM mongrelglory Connected to what?  The recent events in Iran?  Or the SA Air Force trainee that killed the 3 people in Pensacola?  Or just another corrupted Cabal 

agent?

1/9/2020 4:10:53 PM daganon68 Well yeah all her besties were just blown to bits.

1/9/2020 4:11:39 PM 1_decided_voter At what point are all these "coincidences" mathematically impossible?

1/9/2020 4:12:22 PM nikoscali They started being mathematically impossible what feels like years ago

1/9/2020 4:13:17 PM tymecrystal Q Phi in Arabic is a needle in the nape of the neck.  I believe we are the Harvest for DNA.  The day of Le Pain. Dec 23.   The day of Bread or Ascension 

Dec 22/2024. 9:09:09  Pick your path!

1/9/2020 4:13:19 PM nikoscali ...nope I just checked... it's literally been years.

1/9/2020 4:13:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fisheye Arc https://twitter.com/Astro_Christina/status/1215405852389183489 …

1/9/2020 4:14:31 PM jvan125 🤔

1/9/2020 4:14:36 PM schiller_spmode Isn’t everything captured and stored using the internet for a network salvageable even if deleted? Nothing is really deleted, Yes?

1/9/2020 4:14:46 PM 1_decided_voter Seems unnecessary to declare this fisheye. Are you trying to head off claims to the contrary?

1/9/2020 4:15:06 PM sparkleloung So... they kill commies. 👊

1/9/2020 4:15:08 PM auroravoyager1 Connected to Saudi Arabians training in US at Pensacola, FL might have been terrorists?  Recent visit by Al Salman with Trump at WH.  This Colonel was 

over pilot training programs. https://www.opindia.com/2019/12/us-pensacola-florida-naval-base-shooter-mass-shooting-video-saudi-air-force/ …

1/9/2020 4:15:17 PM myfanwy_72  pic.twitter.com/YurhqCKRq7

1/9/2020 4:16:03 PM johnnymerckx It looks so fake

1/9/2020 4:16:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Foreground Fisheye Only?

Background "Normal" = Sphere

Do Fisheye Lenses work that way?

No.

1/9/2020 4:17:11 PM iluvmygbabies It's perfect for certain responses right 😂😂😂

1/9/2020 4:17:17 PM mbkennedy1776 I thought wow in such an imperfect world that’s sure is a perfectly round curve of earth 😉 @shenah_free @DenaDisney @Dark2light9

1/9/2020 4:17:36 PM wild8heart Very interesting.

1/9/2020 4:18:21 PM jm19712 Water u sayin, maGic?  Were jus poor lost souls livin in a fish bowl?

1/9/2020 4:18:52 PM guy_karen The mystery continues

1/9/2020 4:19:10 PM crisco2377 Because hes ALIVE!

1/9/2020 4:19:25 PM rtrimblett Incredible headline!

1/9/2020 4:19:44 PM nikoscali Drop the image into a fisheye corrector online and it will NEVER correct.

1/9/2020 4:19:51 PM rterriers [N]ever [A] [S]traight [A]nswer

1/9/2020 4:19:59 PM dougfasho Background looks edited 

And fish eye lenses the only thing that produce a circular image 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fisheye_lens …

1/9/2020 4:21:37 PM mongrelglory You want me to join the French resistance? 😆

Seriously, I'm hoping there will be a lot of land that suddenly comes up for sale in New Zealand at "fire-sale" prices! 😉

1/9/2020 4:23:22 PM jrocktigers Not exactly. You are a citizen. We just need you there. I will provide geospatial support.

1/9/2020 4:23:43 PM thysultan Expected @TheBabylonBee, i guess the matrix is reaching a singularity.

1/9/2020 4:24:03 PM nickk07292544 I think the government will soon own a lot of those assets. 🤷♂️

1/9/2020 4:24:27 PM patriotswegoall It's doctored to me, made to look real.

1/9/2020 4:25:05 PM nikoscali @realDonaldTrump: "We Have Everything"

Yes Sir, Yes we do!

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/9/2020 4:26:36 PM mibmark If the foreground were fisheye there would be no straight lines....the solar collector?

1/9/2020 4:28:38 PM 3intheverde Whoa i didn’t know @kanyewest was Mormon

1/9/2020 4:28:47 PM irah_chandler Why do they only use fish eye lenses

1/9/2020 4:29:59 PM mongrelglory Hopefully the New Zealand government!

1/9/2020 4:30:11 PM baswitkop1 Because we're too low and close to earth for a standard focal length lens to show the full earth.

1/9/2020 4:30:16 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/1eiZCpKXNF

1/9/2020 4:30:41 PM mongrelglory Okay.  I'll keep a guest bedroom ready for you. 😉

1/9/2020 4:31:26 PM keith369me Those that want to know, know.

1/9/2020 4:31:45 PM parkmanfeather Yes thank you very much!

1/9/2020 4:31:48 PM irah_chandler Yes i know but don't you think it emboldens flerfers.

1/9/2020 4:32:03 PM bigtex54 Fisheye arc? Why mention that?

Round earth?



1/9/2020 4:32:35 PM baswitkop1 Flerfers?

1/9/2020 4:33:04 PM jrocktigers We can never meet in person there.

1/9/2020 4:35:00 PM mongrelglory Are you on a New Zealand "most wanted" list?  Do they even have anything equivalent to the FBI?

1/9/2020 4:38:39 PM vetgeek85027 My question is...why are all lens curved?

1/9/2020 4:39:28 PM jeritud3 the background is pasted in obviously  

who knows what they really see through that window

1/9/2020 4:39:38 PM jrocktigers Hell naw. You and the rest of us will meet only if needed.

1/9/2020 4:40:37 PM kachinagtto (1/2)Once was asked to see if I could find photo that was unstitched of Earth-I couldn't.  I was then asked what shape I thought Earth was.  After much 

reflection, discarding all I've been taught, it makes sense to me for the Earth to be torroidial.  Don't know if right/wrong.

1/9/2020 4:42:28 PM megatronmighty It's clearly fake or run through a cartoon filter.

1/9/2020 4:42:35 PM mongrelglory Can't the NSA provide some video from one of their tracking satellites? 🥺

1/9/2020 4:43:19 PM mongrelglory You're on a roll here tonight! 🤣🤣🤣

1/9/2020 4:44:13 PM kachinagtto (2/2) I believe that all planets are living beings.  Most living things have a torroidal energy field.  Legends of inner Earth... perhaps why nf zones at poles 

- don't want us to see?  idk, just another opinion counter to flat-earth.  Opinions are fluid, mine could change too.

1/9/2020 4:44:15 PM mongrelglory I am not going to re-tweet that...🙄

1/9/2020 4:44:17 PM goldismoney1 Strange.  It doesn't look flat.

1/9/2020 4:45:16 PM nikoscali This is what HAD IT with all the absurdity looks like LOL

1/9/2020 4:45:29 PM jeritud3 More fakery pic.twitter.com/kMfUHA16Sc

1/9/2020 4:46:45 PM bearkatquilter Bleachbit.

1/9/2020 4:48:08 PM megatronmighty I don't know. What I do know is they can't seem to send crystal clear cameras into space.

That much money and this is the best they can do?

1/9/2020 4:48:51 PM manifest_utopia Using a dolphin as a suicide bomber is so wrong. So very wrong. 😥

1/9/2020 4:49:38 PM chris22085110 It would only show him being murdered. Is there video of his cellmate leaving the cell at any point in time?

1/9/2020 4:50:21 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/BKiYxazLwi

1/9/2020 4:51:15 PM realseanirish1 give me a wide enough fish-eye lens, and I can just about make the Sahara Desert look like the moon.

From a side angle. Of course, my EARS would probably also be in the shot, so there's that.

1/9/2020 4:51:21 PM nikoscali Probably got them from Putin pic.twitter.com/loKBJZrOX1

1/9/2020 4:51:46 PM mongrelglory Okay, I caved in and retweeted it.  I couldn't help myself! 😜

1/9/2020 4:52:03 PM americanpetal So she is KNOWINGLY deceiving us?

1/9/2020 4:53:10 PM synackstatic I wonder if he has connections to the Vanderbilt's or Soros?

1/9/2020 4:54:47 PM peterwa96366580 CGI= Fake

1/9/2020 4:54:58 PM mongrelglory Flat-earthers.

1/9/2020 4:55:13 PM megatronmighty So I found this old lamp the other day and the weirdest thing happened when I rubbed the dirt off of it.

Sorry.

Also

It was me. I let the dogs out.

One wish left

1/9/2020 4:55:18 PM mibmark yep...I don't believe it!

1/9/2020 4:56:20 PM djlok Reminds me of that time @americanpetal "got the floor". 😂😂😂

But yeah, the coincidences are quite extreme.  We be like "of course there is no video." pic.twitter.com/FYThzb9ukK

1/9/2020 4:56:23 PM irah_chandler Yes i loving call them flerfers

1/9/2020 4:56:23 PM cocobutt07 Anyone care to explain 8 inches per mile squared? Photos can be photoshopped and have been like Obomas. Does anyone actually believe Tesla sent 

up a car into "space" Lol! That is ridiculous on so many levels! I guess plastic dont melt in such high temps they claim?

1/9/2020 4:56:27 PM mibmark My take on this...total BS🤪...Q "we have it all" #TrustThePlan

1/9/2020 4:56:49 PM adagioforstring Did Stuart accidentally train some foreign terrorists? I'm not certain what the connection is to 🤔

" the 14th OG trains more than 400 American and foreign pilots each year on a range of training craft and flight simulators" pic.twitter.com/bTtZiwxzUk

1/9/2020 4:57:59 PM youuuuhhh  pic.twitter.com/Xsar2a6gib

1/9/2020 4:58:07 PM janonthemtn Check out>God Said, "LET THERE BE LIGHT," And There Was Light. -- Marty Leeds, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOAsWRSEt9A …

1/9/2020 4:59:25 PM mongrelglory So are you saying this is a composite photo and not a real shot taken from the ISS? Are they just pretending to be on a mission up there, or are they up 

there, but they can't risk  showing what's really up there around the Space station?

1/9/2020 4:59:35 PM nikoscali I'm like okay can we have all the footage you DO have from the jail??

1/9/2020 5:00:00 PM gaylestorm15 Sorry. I couldn't find the car lights..

1/9/2020 5:01:55 PM sandylane1144 Wow

1/9/2020 5:03:02 PM djlok Exactly.   Not the suicide.  Who gives a sh!t about seeing that? I want to see him in his day-to-day while in prison.  Who was he talking to?  What was he 

doing?  Was he even really there?   Now those are some real questions everyone would like to know.

#UnsealEpstein.

1/9/2020 5:04:27 PM nikoscali Remember when the FBI paid MILLIONS to break into that guy's iPhone? Where is that level of drive or desire to get to the truth? Cuz its not here.

1/9/2020 5:05:24 PM mongrelglory Can't they just ask the NSA for the footage? 🥺

1/9/2020 5:06:26 PM kickthefed all pics of earth is cgi

1/9/2020 5:07:16 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/ndFtJEwEgO

1/9/2020 5:07:32 PM djlok Oh, yeah...that husband/wife terrorist couple, I do believe. 

And knowing what we know now, I'd love to follow that money!!!  Hell my ex had access to everything in my iPhone with my userid and password for 

years!!!

1/9/2020 5:07:33 PM nikoscali There is VERY little chance in this MAJESTIC age we are in that the data is just gone... *poof*

1/9/2020 5:09:14 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/MZ1ZjRmQBQ

1/9/2020 5:10:31 PM americanpetal You remember that! That was funny and so frustrating! MJ, was kind enough to give me lifeline. 🤣💛🕊🙏🇺🇸

1/9/2020 5:11:05 PM ultrabullfrog Because a flat earth would hurt your feelings because you were lied to... who cares?

1/9/2020 5:11:19 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/c92z2MRnmY

1/9/2020 5:12:57 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/3CwPvw20zn

1/9/2020 5:14:07 PM jeffcordell6 Totally agree...more and more learning is working.  Had a hugh revelation myself last week

1/9/2020 5:14:11 PM knightofmaltaus #Tic #Tac #Footage

@DJLOK @SKY3691111 @terran_sol @JRockTigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.unexplained-mysteries.com/news/333628/us-navy-has-more-footage-of-uss-nimitz-ufo …

1/9/2020 5:15:17 PM kickthefed  pic.twitter.com/l0wogXKkgA

1/9/2020 5:15:49 PM djitaldawg Shark with laser beams...... pic.twitter.com/rDvA8IKw3w

1/9/2020 5:19:41 PM aleks8837 Is that true thought?



1/9/2020 5:20:10 PM nikoscali So @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you going to tell us what they'll really be doing on these all-woman space walks?  

https://twitter.com/NASA/status/1215421748172263425 …

1/9/2020 5:21:14 PM aleks8837 That's what I thought too.

1/9/2020 5:23:01 PM bryceja68689884 Stupids cant do math. pic.twitter.com/zwaIhPUVdS

1/9/2020 5:23:26 PM kickthefed we knew where we lived 500 yrs ago.and the catholics changed it what we think.all you got to do is read the bible tells all.God put us in a enclosed 

world that he made with his own hands.gen 1-10 read closely.firmament seperates waters above from waters below

1/9/2020 5:24:53 PM mibmark huh?

1/9/2020 5:26:43 PM aleks8837 Isn't there any angle or something that may cause straigth lines? Maybe not and I'm wrong.

1/9/2020 5:28:06 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/7copP2gDyc

1/9/2020 5:28:53 PM me86179017 Because the name is Jim Norris! pic.twitter.com/zeLgtKvKYq

1/9/2020 5:29:28 PM aetherwalker1 Never A Straight Answer

1/9/2020 5:29:39 PM realdepiorabie  pic.twitter.com/fx4YQqtpBM

1/9/2020 5:30:24 PM kickthefed if you knew the earth was flat and enclosed that would mean God created everything. that does away with the darwin theory and the big bang. they 

are actually hiding God from you. just look at the nasa logo see the snake tongue.

1/9/2020 5:30:34 PM mibmark It is possible that the pic is a montage & that the  'midground' is inserted. Otherwise a fisheye would bend ALL straight lines.

1/9/2020 5:31:48 PM freeandoriginal To the plane crash?

1/9/2020 5:32:40 PM synackstatic Why is she untouchable?

What is her background?

What do we know about +,++,+++?

Have the sauds infiltrated the highest echelons of us gov? 

HUMA?

Repeatable?

1/9/2020 5:32:52 PM kickthefed say 1 kid in class knows santa aint real and tells the other kids. they all start calling that 1st kid crazy and he dont know nothing because all the other 

kids believe in a lie. all im saying dont believe with the crowd research and think for yourself.

1/9/2020 5:34:53 PM wrong_way_down Oh FFS.

WATCH!!! https://twitter.com/atulkasbekar/status/1215128694584270849?s=21 …

1/9/2020 5:36:15 PM kickthefed lmao

1/9/2020 5:36:29 PM wrong_way_down Then why..

When I’m down south...

Are the constellations different?

Why do I see the moon differently then when I’m N?

1/9/2020 5:42:22 PM bernbennett A’drieiuous, a Lyran from the planet New Lyra, has been on The Goldfish Report on YouTube recently. His space ship was shot down in 1972, and he has 

lived here since. He describes Earth as being somewhat pear-shaped, not round.      https://youtu.be/bg2wVbIyN2Y 

1/9/2020 5:42:26 PM seanrosendahl  pic.twitter.com/RYvnd2O6Nf

1/9/2020 5:42:30 PM smalltownindy Maybe this is a heads up that payola is being watched? pic.twitter.com/49eju29bbt

1/9/2020 5:42:51 PM kickthefed  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpBvdnAP754 …

1/9/2020 5:43:32 PM roguedawgfire  pic.twitter.com/4FE8Z2wmad

1/9/2020 5:46:57 PM donnaeverywhere Color me shocked. 😒

1/9/2020 5:48:41 PM aleks8837 It would probably have to be yeah. Because some parts of the foreground are def. fisheye .

1/9/2020 5:49:46 PM basiac7 Yes... hiding in plain sight. pic.twitter.com/RNqpxx1T7T

1/9/2020 5:50:51 PM mongrelglory CDAN Blind:

Attorneys for 2 men charged with multiple crimes from the night of the death of the billionaire pedophile asked for any security video from anywhere 

on the floor from a 6 hour window. They've been told it's nowhere to be found.

Tova Noel/Michael Thomas/Jeffrey Epstein

1/9/2020 5:52:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the show...

[] -> ???...

Something BIG is coming...

1/9/2020 5:52:17 PM pleiadianshaman ????

1/9/2020 5:52:28 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/mN3Yu87CQC

1/9/2020 5:52:33 PM qjmoss66 Yes!   When???

1/9/2020 5:52:34 PM kmfboston  pic.twitter.com/bpHnXmkg9N

1/9/2020 5:52:41 PM cormieredcclare It cannot come fast enough! We are Ready!  Bring it Durham!

1/9/2020 5:52:46 PM annsand72250302 Any idea on wait time?

1/9/2020 5:52:54 PM dannypatriot17 Care to elaborate?

1/9/2020 5:53:25 PM jvan125 🙄

1/9/2020 5:53:29 PM look4good07 [what could it be] ???...

1/9/2020 5:53:38 PM keith369me What’s going on this hour?   http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg 

1/9/2020 5:53:39 PM momislazy11 Always

1/9/2020 5:53:41 PM realovendodger OwO What's this???

1/9/2020 5:53:45 PM light_fighter_g 53-47

5+3=8 :: 47pm EST

8:48pm EST was when the speech ended...

+1 for the marker

1/9/2020 5:54:06 PM sunnyawakening It's almost continuous now! Awesome but still wrenching on the heart

1/9/2020 5:54:16 PM nzstill AMEN

1/9/2020 5:54:43 PM ichoose2know Tired of waiting

1/9/2020 5:54:52 PM macsboost Holy Toledo!

1/9/2020 5:55:41 PM michaelpreamble  pic.twitter.com/7ikulKpCaF

1/9/2020 5:56:03 PM dogma_suz  pic.twitter.com/gVZBoCPrWH

1/9/2020 5:56:21 PM hypnothyme Wait... check it pic.twitter.com/GJxqcqzMsN

1/9/2020 5:56:30 PM sloppycheapshot  pic.twitter.com/urYud0bw7s

1/9/2020 5:56:38 PM monolithicpeak Real question. Is there ANY video of Epstein here in the US after his "arrest" on 6/7 that is not file footage, photograph, or artist rendition?

Asking for a friend.

I'll wait.

1/9/2020 5:56:40 PM squirtbottle76 I'm fascinated by these but don't fully understand everything behind them

1/9/2020 5:56:45 PM dasha_dagmar Of curse ... wonder what mr. Barr said ... something .. yes these things sometimes happen😅😅😅

1/9/2020 5:57:00 PM werascending Ohhhh!!! I can’t wait!!! Will in be in the sky? Please say yes!!! pic.twitter.com/dKl6Q30awe

1/9/2020 5:57:31 PM marvnews1  pic.twitter.com/2DIPYgEOrE

1/9/2020 5:57:42 PM terryca53306307 Watching and waiting - timing is everything

1/9/2020 5:57:51 PM macsboost  pic.twitter.com/1dZtz3ZQzL

1/9/2020 5:58:22 PM werascending What do you think about that Keith???



1/9/2020 5:58:35 PM nancyddb I'm enjoying the show; look forward to another "Something BIG is coming..." woo hoo

1/9/2020 5:58:46 PM cylantjustice Fireworks /mystery/intrigue /humor..

This moVie has it all.

Great actors too. 🍿🍿

1/9/2020 5:58:59 PM qdoganon Check this👇out pic.twitter.com/77SLOAfCHX

1/9/2020 5:59:05 PM jake4191 This? pic.twitter.com/qUj8lEudtx

1/9/2020 5:59:10 PM americanpetal When???

1/9/2020 5:59:56 PM michaelpreamble Krugman AND Wiener? How odd.

1/9/2020 6:00:10 PM keith369me Me too...but this is a new pattern that I’ve never seen before.  Zoom in...I’ve seen similar patterns at low amplitude but never high amplitude.  Wish I 

knew more, but feel it’s relevant.

1/9/2020 6:00:35 PM 4everq1 Had to look up what torroidal meant!!  🤪 Now I'm more confused than ever!!  😂

1/9/2020 6:00:46 PM timbrequentin ok im convinced i normally dont comment on this but it feels very mystical right now like timelines are merging

1/9/2020 6:00:52 PM keith369me Not sure...but different, seemingly like everything else I see.

1/9/2020 6:01:36 PM werascending So exited!!!!

1/9/2020 6:02:05 PM therealpayseur It’s funny how much has already taken place in the last 74 hours that people haven’t even noticed. Thank you for being patient with the impatient, I’ve 

enjoyed your feed thus far in the game. They will see it all soon. Mirrors too.

1/9/2020 6:02:25 PM liltilgerlil Thank you for the update. God bless

1/9/2020 6:02:51 PM araquela11 I can't take the suspense, haha!

1/9/2020 6:03:08 PM johnnyt_anon > Operation Fishbowl 🤔

> Operation High Jump🤔

Take a plane from Cape Town to Argentina.🤔

UN Flag and UN History.🤔

Why & how do stars appear in the sky if we're spinning at 60k miles per hour.🤔

🤔 Contemplate the size of the Moon🌜 and 🌅

There's a lot more out there🤯
1/9/2020 6:04:31 PM t_hayden07 Crazyyyyy!!! pic.twitter.com/4jt5FRny0l

1/9/2020 6:04:41 PM danauito  pic.twitter.com/hpVGb7WTYl

1/9/2020 6:05:04 PM falseflag_watch #EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/jGwIp7JQFA

1/9/2020 6:05:13 PM start313hichq Very very BIG

🍿🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/kTbwK7wqIZ

1/9/2020 6:05:29 PM realovendodger  https://youtu.be/8VysHWp6miM 

1/9/2020 6:05:32 PM cheryl45maga POTUS came out at 7:17 pm tonight!

1/9/2020 6:06:18 PM q_sent_us369 Is that the year of the passage?

1/9/2020 6:06:36 PM n7guardiananon Trump's visit to Toledo signaling Patriots in Control??? https://hubpages.com/politics/Toledo-Ohio-Third-Largest-City-for-Child-Sex-Trafficking-and-

Slavery …

1/9/2020 6:07:11 PM carolinabeth1 🤣

1/9/2020 6:07:12 PM vitalyn87  pic.twitter.com/uZcrUkBb4L

1/9/2020 6:07:28 PM manifest_utopia Whoa! That's different.

1/9/2020 6:07:41 PM pdu46486673 ...

1/9/2020 6:07:58 PM danauito  pic.twitter.com/jwB8nALCHd

1/9/2020 6:08:24 PM taleofterrier Yes, we know, we know. Something BIG has been coming for the last 4 years, but somehow it just never gets here. And yet we wait. And wait. And 

wait. And hope and pray and have faith. And still...NOTHING.

1/9/2020 6:09:18 PM tamexis Dude. Stop. 

Mental illnesses are not a sign of weakness. PTSD is not a weakness. It’s trauma that is stored in the body energetically.

1/9/2020 6:09:27 PM howdoyoumakeah1 still waiting to see vegas security videos

1/9/2020 6:09:37 PM 369helen313 -> [ HUSSEIN ] 👀

1/9/2020 6:11:14 PM keith369me What’s even more bazaar...it looks like you could move the latest spike and drop it in the gap at the 22 hour to the left.

1/9/2020 6:12:34 PM americanpetal That’s weird? I’ve don’t recall ever seeing that.

1/9/2020 6:12:38 PM nikoscali Bigger than blowing up generals and Iran shooting down their own plane?

1/9/2020 6:13:28 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/UOX4B0Bfnz

1/9/2020 6:14:00 PM vaderman454 Remember folks. No outside comms. This account is a LARP

1/9/2020 6:14:11 PM tinaqpatriot45 I've been thinking the same thing ever since Michael Tellinger began discussing it. 

I'm not affiliated w him, would love to do an expedition. 

Anyhow, he's made serious discoveries re: our history, sound/vibration/frequency

And tools that make them. 

All from S Africa

1/9/2020 6:14:12 PM nybiltong @VerumRadix @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee #MAGA

They probalby got got beheaded for embarrassing the army https://twitter.com/TawhidiFans/status/1215380660115968000 …

1/9/2020 6:14:27 PM light_fighter_g nice catch!

1/9/2020 6:14:39 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/DhalagDKwF

1/9/2020 6:14:46 PM tinaqpatriot45 Glad I'm not the only one!

1/9/2020 6:15:08 PM nikoscali Front Entrance? Loading Dock?? Common areas??? Stairways????

1/9/2020 6:15:10 PM themoonguide Please help me understand why Matt Gaetz just turned traitor against our country, our service men and women, and our President? He’s a turncoat

1/9/2020 6:15:15 PM josecue66953415 Weekly announcement...

1/9/2020 6:15:40 PM rachaelangelm Pizza. That right there makes me think he was handled. First of all he is reporting his movement to someone and then where is this homeless person 

getting money to fly everywhere. Much like Luka Magnotta this blue eyed boy is a victim.

1/9/2020 6:15:44 PM kachinagtto Not familiar with him.  On Youtube?  Will have to look him up.

1/9/2020 6:15:52 PM chachalaca Been hearing this kinda crap going on three years now. Why didn't you end it with "tick tock" to add even more false effect.

1/9/2020 6:16:40 PM my2sonznme Yes please answer this question!!!! I feel betrayed. Why can’t the Republicans stick together?!!!

1/9/2020 6:17:10 PM eskeljoyce Is rex a bad guy?

1/9/2020 6:18:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Groupthink is dangerous.

1/9/2020 6:18:41 PM mommathinksdeep Yea same as her. I'm Lost lol

1/9/2020 6:18:43 PM manifest_utopia It does. It also has horizontal waves running through it. I've not seen that pattern before, although looking at the Scumann recap post, perhaps it does 

happen on occasion. https://twitter.com/schumannrecap/status/1213568636071403520 …

1/9/2020 6:19:57 PM my2sonznme Ok omit the part of sticking together, why did he go against our men and women in service?

1/9/2020 6:20:00 PM wokenandawake That’s exactly what I was thinking.  But the thing is that I can’t tell anyone because I can’t explain it, but I understand it (but can’t wrap my arms 

completely around it)...if that makes any sense.

1/9/2020 6:20:12 PM manifest_utopia What did Matt Gaetz do? I've occupied IRL and now catchingup.



1/9/2020 6:20:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Justice Dept. winds down Clinton-related inquiry once championed by Trump. It found nothing of consequence. https://www.msn.com/en-

au/news/world/justice-dept-winds-down-clinton-related-inquiry-once-championed-by-trump-it-found-nothing-of-consequence/ar-

BBYObjg?li=BBU4PL8 …

1/9/2020 6:21:17 PM rghardy3 If you have something to tell us,

then just come out and say it !

1/9/2020 6:21:17 PM aleks8837 The roundness of the sphere of the planet will still be the same, regardless of fisheye distortion.

1/9/2020 6:21:23 PM patricistr Yes, a lot of us are but good things come to those who wait..in the meantime there has been hundreds of pedophiles arrested and thousands of 

resignations and it's only been 3 years 😳..bible says in end times "my people will cry for me"..those who dont repent will regret it ♥️

1/9/2020 6:21:28 PM annsand72250302 No response

1/9/2020 6:21:45 PM doug_yankeesfan Stopped at 17 when he was counting down...forget the reference but said 19, 18, 17

1/9/2020 6:21:59 PM state1union Complete Opposite

1/9/2020 6:22:07 PM qdoganon I also thought B 2 I 9 G10.

2910 that simply says

TEST 11

  Q

1/9/2020 6:22:11 PM rghardy3 How many times have we heard that one now ?

1/9/2020 6:22:12 PM keith369me I’ve seen similar patterns before but only at low amplitude.  FYI, I almost passed out standing up during whatever that was.  I ran six miles two days 

ago...nothing to do with fragile health.

1/9/2020 6:22:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Video in apparent Epstein suicide attempt is lost, US says https://apnews.com/a104be68ede71c99f26c4e765d244e0e …

1/9/2020 6:22:52 PM annsand72250302 Sure

1/9/2020 6:22:56 PM serenityfirth They overlooked Urannium 1 obviously.

1/9/2020 6:23:13 PM bryceja68689884 Wait 72 hours.

1/9/2020 6:23:40 PM cpnegron73 Yes! We are ready!

1/9/2020 6:23:53 PM gram_dog 🎉Surprise! 🎉

1/9/2020 6:24:01 PM rlsthefirst The video of Jeffrey Epstein not killing himself, did not delete itself. #JeffreyEpstein

1/9/2020 6:24:13 PM grand3americano It’s fake!!

1/9/2020 6:24:41 PM usmcqdawg This article is total bullshit.

1/9/2020 6:25:00 PM frank68158859 Oh please already.

1/9/2020 6:25:00 PM jm19712 you have to be shittin me... WTF??  Im loozin all these good vibrations youve been talkin bout by the minute, magic.

1/9/2020 6:25:05 PM me86179017 That’s because the name is Jim Norris pic.twitter.com/LJXMi2g529

1/9/2020 6:25:11 PM peterclloyd Bullshit. Everyone knows the Clinton Foundation is dirty. It is the Elephant in the room in case the Justice Department didn’t notice.

1/9/2020 6:25:17 PM tinaqpatriot45 Yeah. He's speaks at a lot of events. 

Long, but so full of information and his entertaining way of presenting makes it go by fast. 

There's TONS of content so add toroidal field to search. 

And he's got a cool accent 😁

1/9/2020 6:26:18 PM hitbyawormhole oh... The Washington Post ... for a minute I thought it was credible.

1/9/2020 6:26:20 PM manifest_utopia Speculating: Either MSN is trying to get ahead of the story by putting out disinfo, or this "leak" by "current & former law enforcement officials" is bait.

1/9/2020 6:26:27 PM amtm_mu No freegin way

1/9/2020 6:26:44 PM nobo_q WWG1WGA

1/9/2020 6:26:54 PM chadgranier (My grown-up self)👇🏼

Patients, timing is everything. When it comes to fruition...it’ll be a glorious moment and all patriots and the like will revel for the injustice and heinous 

acts of these pitiful but prayed for souls.

(The little kid in me)👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/sTORc8AFi3

1/9/2020 6:27:07 PM frank68158859 Sure. Maybe if we say it another few years until something ACTUALLY happens then we can call it a ‘proof’.

1/9/2020 6:27:09 PM rhondacrowe14 Of Course it is

1/9/2020 6:27:14 PM robinreitsma1 😡

1/9/2020 6:27:29 PM youstinksoap Here comes the video..leaked, of course.

*fingers crossed*

1/9/2020 6:27:33 PM meowmeowcatcafe Someone just said it's because he represents the largest group of military in his district...he's thinking more of the future should a dem ever be in 

charge again...hopeful that he's not a turncoat🙏

1/9/2020 6:27:34 PM tinaqpatriot45 This ones short and gives an idea of how it may look if you apply our hypothesis to it https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=QtDtYvWlJ7w …

1/9/2020 6:27:50 PM 1972patriot Don't fret yet. #NoDeals

1/9/2020 6:27:56 PM collinsusa4ever  pic.twitter.com/371zbabXDB

1/9/2020 6:28:15 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/Y86noBnN4c

1/9/2020 6:28:40 PM crystallinedna Are you guys flat earthers? Cuz you should let people know so they can decide whether to unfollow you or not

1/9/2020 6:28:44 PM pirateslookat40 Not formally ended...but here ya go anyway.

"Current and former officials said that Huber has largely finished and found nothing worth pursuing, though the assignment has not formally ended and 

no official notice has been sent to the Justice or to lawmakers, these people said."

1/9/2020 6:29:02 PM theresa78375601 Is anything really ever lost?

1/9/2020 6:29:17 PM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/l36YCbI1O3

1/9/2020 6:29:28 PM manifest_utopia Huh 🤔

This War Powers Resolution, even if also passed by the Senate, has no force of law. A resolution is just a statement of position with no enforceability.

1/9/2020 6:29:30 PM politicalgrouch Not one credible source sited.

Complete bullshit.

1/9/2020 6:29:34 PM robinreitsma1 Convenient.

1/9/2020 6:30:29 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/Y8LBUTanQM

1/9/2020 6:30:36 PM tinaqpatriot45 This will make you want to research all he's ever done. 

Tesla said the Earth was all about frequency and vibration. 

What gives us that?

Sound

God SAID let there be LIGHT. 

sound came before light. 

So many lies, finally coming unraveled! https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Z58W-74MalQ …

1/9/2020 6:30:49 PM dannypatriot17  pic.twitter.com/70oy4iTWzV

1/9/2020 6:31:12 PM spicencens1 Exactly. They're just trying to get ahead of the thing.

1/9/2020 6:31:18 PM michaeldee1111 Sure is a long intermission... I've finished 2 popcorns and three sodas already!  Hope it's everything they say it is...

1/9/2020 6:31:37 PM realproudmom2  pic.twitter.com/WcwknqQs91

1/9/2020 6:31:50 PM 369palm Epstein isn’t dead pic.twitter.com/heTvx7srCx



1/9/2020 6:32:03 PM stevephillps81 Glad u woke up yestermorrow 👏👏👏👏

1/9/2020 6:32:25 PM clinton_deyton Eyes wide shut den

1/9/2020 6:33:01 PM cylantjustice This is getting to be like "Where's Waldo" or something. 🤦♂️

1/9/2020 6:33:10 PM julesdamom  http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2019/12/make-this-viral-age-of-aquarius.html?m=1 …

1/9/2020 6:33:14 PM kachinagtto I just looked him up.  I have heard him before somewhere! I know that accent!  LOL  I'm terrible with names.  I'm pretty sure I haven't seen his torroidal 

stuff.  I think what I had seen from him was more archaeological in nature.  Thanks for the nudge!

1/9/2020 6:33:59 PM madly_offkilter His tweet on the way? 

5:5:5:5

Caps reduce to 44

He says 44 at the rally tonight. 

Drop 44 and drop 55

My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us....

Tomorrow is Friday. 

Tomorrow is a full moon. 

Wolf moon eclipse. 

Morning sun brings heat!!?? 

🌚🌑🌘🌗🌖🌕🌝

PLEASE!!!!! 

🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/r4yagu8JjP
1/9/2020 6:34:01 PM manifest_utopia Strange. Gosh, I had a weird experience too. I slept very little last night so I lay down to take a nap during that time. Lay there for like 10-15 minutes, 

couldn't sleep, got up and discovered an hour had passed.

1/9/2020 6:34:25 PM fansblowing3 Sealed -> unsealed

1/9/2020 6:35:09 PM johnnygoldenart BULL!

1/9/2020 6:35:38 PM keith369me That is absolutely crazy...I’m exhausted...last night was a rough one for me as well.  This is getting fun...best part, being an observer without emotion.

1/9/2020 6:35:49 PM manifest_utopia 🤣🤣🤣 ThanQ!

1/9/2020 6:35:51 PM nikoscali You sound hysteric

1/9/2020 6:35:55 PM dottodot13 She does Not have PTSD, it’s an STD!  #SleepingWithBrother

1/9/2020 6:36:17 PM nikoscali #Vomit

1/9/2020 6:36:21 PM light_fighter_g I like it!

but... will he be in the air on his way to an international location or at least in international waters?

That's the kicker!  Hope it's true!

Were Ready

1/9/2020 6:36:39 PM decodematrix Well I guess we better pack it up and go home.

1/9/2020 6:36:41 PM tinaqpatriot45 He's evolved. And now making sense of all he's collected. And boy, its a doozy!

On a BIBLICAL note, check my timeline for a video by Marty, it will melt your brain. 

He's an SB2 level numbers guy

1/9/2020 6:36:57 PM hifiman45  pic.twitter.com/N8i2g4zRtf

1/9/2020 6:37:13 PM brian_dalfonso Does that also may mean:

Classified as National Security 

or

Classified as Above Top Secret

1/9/2020 6:37:29 PM manifest_utopia I don't believe this story that the Epstein suicide attempt video is "lost".

1/9/2020 6:37:38 PM stckysheets Current and former officials? Who?

1/9/2020 6:38:08 PM themoonguide Sorry I’m not buying it. This is an act against the President and weakens us in the eyes of the enemy and the world.

1/9/2020 6:38:51 PM highhopesusa Oh boy how much more are they gonna spin this story....this is getting really tiresome.

1/9/2020 6:39:00 PM kachinagtto I've got both videos in the Q to watch!  Thanks!

1/9/2020 6:39:28 PM littlelindsayd Uh huh.. sure thing 🤥

1/9/2020 6:39:51 PM cosmic_engineer They wish.

Guess more will go down with the SS Clinton

1/9/2020 6:40:01 PM t_hayden07 Earth is shaped like a Toroid....

Everything in the universe is..

1/9/2020 6:40:15 PM shaidarol So it must be coming out soon..? Trying to get ahead of the spin game?

1/9/2020 6:40:58 PM tinaqpatriot45 You're welcome!

Have a good night, fren🐸

1/9/2020 6:41:27 PM nikoscali I hope Huber is finished so we can finally get some justice around here!

1/9/2020 6:41:34 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/SLB9lBjQS8

1/9/2020 6:41:46 PM momislazy11 @realDonaldTrump

1/9/2020 6:41:58 PM fightforamerica Military Tribunals.

1/9/2020 6:42:51 PM manifest_utopia Oh So glad to hear you say that! I've been cruising along observing w/ great interest. When I come across someone all chimped out over an event it 

seems so odd. The night of the missiles, a friend made a big deal abt not going into fear. Fear? Farthest thing from my being.

1/9/2020 6:43:09 PM americanpetal So, what’s going on? Time travel? I’m so confused. New timeline?

1/9/2020 6:43:27 PM joychri38081725 Does NOT surprise me.

1/9/2020 6:44:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/MyNSZ7dw4A

1/9/2020 6:44:11 PM jmallett0 Yep that’s that Hillary is innocent 😂

1/9/2020 6:44:27 PM jayrambin Durham not Huber? Fine. Trust the plan. But our patience is not unlimited.  Bigger crime coming? Ok. But you will be held to your word, trump, q, mj12, 

usmil, Patriots. FOLLOW THROUGH. I know, first we need to wake normies, refine our own light and connect. Endeavoring so.

1/9/2020 6:44:48 PM toddgakk4 Huber not Durham



1/9/2020 6:45:09 PM avshara Can't we just put them in the ground?

8ft down..

As is..  

Regrowth..

1/9/2020 6:45:12 PM raisethevib369 Cue Duhram.

1/9/2020 6:45:28 PM bearlyamused Bigger than the WWIII that wasn’t?

1/9/2020 6:45:46 PM mibmark Durham will deliver....#TrustThePlan

1/9/2020 6:45:47 PM bryanhausman We are ready..

Patiently waiting :) 

We were all designed for a time such as this allow us to fulfill our destiny! We are the storm! 

Welcome to the great Awakening!

Where we go one we go all!

1/9/2020 6:45:51 PM americanpetal I didn’t have fear bc I know POTUS is in control. Are you two not in fear bc you’re vibing high bc of the SR?

1/9/2020 6:46:07 PM avshara  pic.twitter.com/sTlZr2pjb4

1/9/2020 6:46:41 PM unidentifiedta1 What’s in 72 hrs?

1/9/2020 6:46:44 PM nybiltong Checking out "The Adrenochrome Bust You Never Heard About" on theyig:  

https://theyig.ning.com/xn/detail/6865625:DiscussionEntry:33611?xg_source=twitter …

@POTUS @VerumRadix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee #Qcard **GOD&WAR** #MAGA pic.twitter.com/wxzvBvXY2e

1/9/2020 6:47:14 PM shanewhitfiel10 We have it... everything is recorded.. Akashic record, DNA..

1/9/2020 6:47:19 PM skink007 When?

1/9/2020 6:48:18 PM seandavidson70 Remember, folks -- the Clintons may prove to be too powerful to face justice during their lifetimes.

But everyone dies. And the Clintons will stand and face judgment before Almighty God. There is nothing they can hide from the Lord.

Nothing.

1/9/2020 6:48:23 PM cormieredcclare Look harder!

1/9/2020 6:48:47 PM keith369me We have found the neutrality of being an observer, yet not a participant of choas.  When I saw the story of the missile attack from Iran, it was complete 

calm and observation.  Many went crazy...we manifested peace.

1/9/2020 6:48:48 PM my2sonznme I’ve been seeing most of the military here on Twitter agreeing with the President, seems risky. I’ll yell you, the citizens of Florida are livid. If he gets 

voted out, it won’t have served him well for his “future”.

1/9/2020 6:49:54 PM qarmyst Iran next [].

RT days after.

RT Kenya.

No coincidences.

Track.

Important.

MB.

BOOM!!!!!!!!!!!!

Q
1/9/2020 6:50:05 PM cbwp23 That is suppose to bring comfort to her victims and their families? Maybe it will.

1/9/2020 6:51:01 PM cbwp23 Great point.

1/9/2020 6:51:20 PM skink007 I’ll wait for Hubers statement, thanks.

1/9/2020 6:51:48 PM maytag2727 Hes alive

1/9/2020 6:52:01 PM laurabusse If you care to share it...great

If not... that's great and we all keep on learning 

Blessings ☺️

1/9/2020 6:52:16 PM aleks8837 Remember FBIAnon?

"Conservatives also demanded an aggressive investigation into whether wealthy individuals and governments may have made donations to the Clnton 

Foundation in the hopes of getting favors from the State Department."

Highest CLAS

SAP

Whole government implicated!
1/9/2020 6:52:19 PM americanpetal I wasn’t bothered by it bc I figured it’s all part of the plan and I’m trusting it.

1/9/2020 6:52:50 PM skink007 You guys probably redacted all the incriminating statements about yourselves🙄

1/9/2020 6:52:55 PM wsmithc10 Huber?...Huber?...Huber?...

1/9/2020 6:53:30 PM duaneabentley But of course it is...

1/9/2020 6:53:35 PM americanpetal TY for the reply. 🕊🙏💛

1/9/2020 6:53:38 PM sterkinglights1 I thought it amusing. Are they implying that Robert Mueller supervised the investigation into U1 and the cf? That's Rich. Try again wapo.

1/9/2020 6:54:58 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/uX7BlhWD1C

1/9/2020 6:55:55 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

1/9/2020 6:56:44 PM seandavidson70 I never said it would.

I trust in the Lord. And I believe that the Clintons, as powerful as they may be, will be judged accordingly -- like the rest of us will be.

#God #JesusChrist

1/9/2020 6:56:53 PM 92michael 04-10-20 ?

1/9/2020 6:57:06 PM manifest_utopia The Energy the last few days feels very intense to me. Feels like something big is coming close to erupting. (which doesn't necessarily mean it will)

This is from Madeline Gerwick latest email update.  https://www.polarisbusinessguides.com/  She's very good and a Q follower too. 

pic.twitter.com/GqQi8g9t6l

1/9/2020 6:57:25 PM dave_paragon2 Maybe in a couple more years

1/9/2020 6:57:34 PM pleasantlysurly I was thinking the same. Awfully vague.

1/9/2020 6:57:36 PM dave_paragon2 Three years later



1/9/2020 6:57:46 PM beyondthebantr doesn’t that sum-times mean that consequence of persisting would cause a ricochet effect !?

1/9/2020 6:58:00 PM toffer_anon_369 Monsters Inc., they put out articles like this to piss off the patriots so [they] can harvest the negative energy

1/9/2020 6:58:00 PM dave_paragon2 I don’t believe it anymore

1/9/2020 6:58:06 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/bmx9x1NNBI

1/9/2020 6:58:32 PM manifest_utopia What's the SR? Seth Rich doesn't fit in this context.

1/9/2020 6:58:42 PM allahuniversal [Nothing is ever truly deleted]

1/9/2020 6:59:44 PM wrong_way_down  pic.twitter.com/8By2BPBRP3

1/9/2020 6:59:54 PM keith369me I feel the same about the crazy high energy...although I’m not sure it culminates soon.  I almost feel like this continues through the year until light 

reaches every last inch of the Earth’s surface as well as below and above.  All will see light.

1/9/2020 7:00:30 PM allahuniversal See what had happened was, they had forgot that we know that [Nothing is ever truly deleted], so now, "lost"

1/9/2020 7:00:51 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/J4MvIfFaiD

1/9/2020 7:01:10 PM keith369me Not seeing the original reference but Schumann Resonance makes sense in context of this discussion

1/9/2020 7:01:17 PM jaisynu Only Trust Q drops - no outside comms - beware of false prophets

1/9/2020 7:01:44 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/m8wdAyBfv2

1/9/2020 7:02:02 PM cdale_dog We have been hearing that and hearing that and hearing that.......  Time for talk is over, we need Barr, Huber and Durham to walk the walk.

1/9/2020 7:02:19 PM americanpetal Schuman Resonance

1/9/2020 7:03:04 PM wrong_way_down Funny, when I’m in Costa Rica the constellations are TOTALLY different from the ones visible from Canada. oh, and the moon:different as well.  

Also, I can see the moon up close with my telescope, and it’s waaay further than the other side of Lake Huron...that I can’t see across.

1/9/2020 7:03:16 PM aleks8837 😂

1/9/2020 7:03:24 PM keith369me I don’t think it’s necessarily Schumann although I feel as if something is happening at my DNA level.  It’s simply knowing!!!  Everything is good 

regardless of what is happening around me.

1/9/2020 7:03:39 PM raisethevib369 KEEP CALM AND #TRUSTTHEPLAN #QAnon

1/9/2020 7:03:52 PM americanpetal Thx!

1/9/2020 7:05:02 PM ithadtobeliz I’m here!

1/9/2020 7:05:32 PM manifest_utopia You describe a visual of world peace spreading round the planet. Makes me smile. 

The increasing energy feels independent, yet also connected to events. I expect some big events soon, yet this energy will retain it's independence & 

continue expanding. We shall see.

1/9/2020 7:06:25 PM enlightningone  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShwM7gBGjWs …

1/9/2020 7:06:49 PM manifest_utopia Oh yes, Duh 🙃

Pardon my only-had-a-few-hours-sleep-last-night slowness.

ThanQ

1/9/2020 7:07:35 PM babebekah No connection.

1/9/2020 7:08:06 PM babebekah No. He was not CIA. He is dead, long dead BTW.

1/9/2020 7:08:21 PM manifest_utopia Fabulous!👍✨⚡

1/9/2020 7:09:11 PM qdelta10 Universal clean up!

1/9/2020 7:09:25 PM lbsand3 With all your wealth of legal knowledge, please explain how and with very legal specifications that they will be arrested soon for fraud ? Please.. 

enlighten all of us.

1/9/2020 7:09:40 PM rusmerch 45 would not allow the most important witness in the 21st Century to be killed. The entire security team would be vetted. There were no slip ups.

People w the knowledge that JE had would also have kill switches for insurance.

JE is not dead. He is alive and well. We were played

1/9/2020 7:09:46 PM babebekah The LDS church leaders often meet with world leaders. Pres. Trump met with the current Mormon church President (Nelson) in 2017.

1/9/2020 7:09:47 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/C5f1yd2vPx

1/9/2020 7:09:53 PM diana_huskerfan Trusting the plan. No one escapes what is coming. NO ONE!!

1/9/2020 7:10:09 PM babebekah  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14BMN0aTYfg …

1/9/2020 7:10:17 PM sweetslr1nonly ???

1/9/2020 7:10:51 PM dianesaumure That could be any gray haired guy

1/9/2020 7:10:59 PM grrrusa Just before DOD requested FBI do a "Trusted persons background investigation," what type of networking was Monson doing? What did he set-up in 

1973-74? England > Switzerland > Germany > Japan > Philippines > Scotland > Australia > Tonga > Germany > "Rome" > Israel > South Africa. 

pic.twitter.com/UtewbiK4ib

1/9/2020 7:11:42 PM 3020pnr I’ll wait for the actual report.

You lied about the FISA report.

1/9/2020 7:12:26 PM deathsshadow879 Because he/she said so.

1/9/2020 7:13:40 PM guy_karen Promises promises. We are waiting

1/9/2020 7:13:45 PM pirateslookat40 Ghosts 👻👻👻👻👻........

and crickets 🦗🦗🦗🦗🦗

1/9/2020 7:17:12 PM corn_hole Veritas hinted like they might have it.

1/9/2020 7:17:44 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — Once the Brexit Bill has reached and passed Royal Assent, and 🇺🇸 has no choice but to collapse the Federal Reserve, World Bank, 

IMF and Bank for Int’l Settlements — the final contradiction coming into real view — you can then advise those would, to call me.  

pic.twitter.com/dOjq9TG1KF

1/9/2020 7:17:47 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/NfPPugRuCB

1/9/2020 7:18:08 PM norefils Like the Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake along the Pacific Northwest???

1/9/2020 7:18:10 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/s4aEqGFyW8

1/9/2020 7:19:14 PM tetxnu84967 Wow lol that’s a lot of popcorn 🤣🤣🤣

1/9/2020 7:19:41 PM rusmerch I can’t believe all of the people still proclaiming “Trust the Plan”.

Critical thinking (not blind loyalty) is necessary to see that this is nothing but a Patriot Trap.

These people aren’t going to jail. None of them are. Patriots are merely being ID’ed, scored & categorized.

1/9/2020 7:19:47 PM michael81972 No comms outside the board for Q only,  Only a larp would say no outside comms,  Q+ has comms on twitter,  Dog comms,  USMC comms,  DOE 

comms,  etc...Comms are endless,  where u been?

1/9/2020 7:19:58 PM deathsshadow879 You should pay closer attention. The "something big" has been happening for 4 years and gets bigger every day.  The lies have been and are still being 

exposed and the world IS awakening. They (Deep State) have already lost and are only rubbing their own faces in it non-stop.

1/9/2020 7:20:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is @jack setting @Twitter up for criminal charges (obstruction of justice)? CC @TwitterSupport pic.twitter.com/HGpcnKbatd

1/9/2020 7:21:00 PM tolkiengin Wtf is this?

1/9/2020 7:21:10 PM grrrusa No. I'd say in 1975 the only time the FBI would do a background check would be if the person was going to work for the government or would need 

access to matters of national security for a job they'd been asked to do.



1/9/2020 7:21:10 PM jeff57253103 Yes I believe so

1/9/2020 7:21:53 PM boltslee HAHHAHAAAA sure.

1/9/2020 7:22:17 PM babebekah Yes, he was. the LDS church has a long history of association with the BSofA because of the skills and qualities it helped young men develop as well as 

emphasis in God. The LDS church recently dropped it's association with the Boy Scouts all together.

1/9/2020 7:22:20 PM missund79512530 Or someone is. I suspect Jack's not doing much of anything. Surely not?

1/9/2020 7:22:21 PM elynnster Horowitz?

1/9/2020 7:22:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Perhaps he doesn't control the algorithm being used?

Be a shame if he was aware of it and allowed the expansion of this program to continue...

Blame AI?

Criminal intent to silence and suppress the reach of LEO during a National Emegency (think EO)?

We have the cards.

Prepare...

1/9/2020 7:23:51 PM blumae84 That guy-8 followers.. yeah, NO.

1/9/2020 7:23:58 PM jamescjackson7 Oh yea, I believe MSN News....

1/9/2020 7:24:05 PM qrumbmnstr1323 In other words they ran a tight ship and there were no leaks to report on. Well done DOJ!

1/9/2020 7:24:16 PM babebekah Yes. The Church leadership travels the entire globe because they feel it is important to interact with their membership and not just preach from afar.

1/9/2020 7:25:08 PM nursenikkianne 5:5

1/9/2020 7:25:22 PM dontask97215849 BS

1/9/2020 7:25:32 PM elatedveracity This from the MSN?  😂😂

1/9/2020 7:25:32 PM rikpik2 Jack better we'll be...!!!

I've had a GUTFUL of 

Jacky boyo...

And his stinking twatter games...!!!

1/9/2020 7:25:47 PM eskeljoyce I saw this but I don’t understand it?

1/9/2020 7:26:06 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/ncwJ2QVFn2

1/9/2020 7:26:23 PM trumpmomma They completely control it all. Look at this screenshot from this am. Responded to @realDonaldTrump as quick as I could. Within mins all similar 

responses got MANY likes.  I had 1.  Kept checking & theirs all went up, mine stayed at 1.  I had many more engagement w 800 followers 

pic.twitter.com/TBhK1IGPKC

1/9/2020 7:26:39 PM notalice1776 Thanks for the rundown!

1/9/2020 7:27:01 PM trumpturnaround Whoa!  Can of worms opened! pic.twitter.com/5p4864eKbr

1/9/2020 7:27:34 PM jprotectourkids @realDonaldTrump “Because you’d be in jail” . We don’t forget. We took that as a promise if you won

1/9/2020 7:27:40 PM rebornkingent He’s another one with pasta references... while reading SATANIC verses. They love their little codes huh? I wonder if they have a special satanic decider 

ring. pic.twitter.com/8fXDXIO8Xc

1/9/2020 7:27:49 PM nschlange What's MB? I can't think of who that is?

1/9/2020 7:28:35 PM wvueers2 Tom Hanks arrest .... ?

1/9/2020 7:28:53 PM rebornkingent Law enforcement are attempting to get the word out about dangerous criminals and missing kids. Twitter is blocking those posts. 

pic.twitter.com/ehzvXvuijO

1/9/2020 7:29:11 PM vaderman454 Really? Show me a single outside comm that has been proofed that didn’t involve a Q board post....

1/9/2020 7:29:36 PM atashfire Ouch... That's gonna hurt.

1/9/2020 7:29:39 PM jakeglassmaker Correct.

1/9/2020 7:29:58 PM kachinagtto Muslim Brotherhood

 https://t.co/DUfewf2kj6  https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1215456889611227142?s=21 …

1/9/2020 7:30:05 PM stirringsoup1 Probably something like this just a different set. https://youtu.be/wZ9lynQQxWg 

1/9/2020 7:30:11 PM babebekah as the boy scouts has become more liberal in its program.

1/9/2020 7:30:13 PM kvitalone Cuz they can......

Been getting away with collusion & obstruction

Long-time

1/9/2020 7:30:15 PM bryceja68689884 Its good practice to wait 72 hrs (before passing judgement) after the enemy releases a story which seems to be bad news. Usually, they are trying to 

minimize and get ahead of something.

1/9/2020 7:30:23 PM trollingmockin1 They have lasers ?

1/9/2020 7:30:39 PM asft235689 I've seen those post but not lately

1/9/2020 7:30:39 PM waiting4et Ya gotta be kidding....

1/9/2020 7:31:22 PM 92michael National Emergency (EO) - New Madrid and or Tsunami via Cascadia Subduction Zone????

1/9/2020 7:31:22 PM jvan125 A TERRORIST?!? They are protecting ANOTHER TERRORIST?!? 

I can’t even think of which emoji to use. That’s how sick of ALL of this I am. Something BIG better come soon...it feels like the planet is ready to burst, 

the energy is so chaotic.🥴😵🙈

1/9/2020 7:31:29 PM rghardy3 An Arch would not stand if you remove the Keystein.

1/9/2020 7:31:36 PM stoner_wolfie Did anybody else sense this energy shift?

 Same time MJ12 tweets?

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/Y12LfTNibO

1/9/2020 7:31:46 PM carliestar10 has BEEN COMING.....yawwwwnnnn.....

1/9/2020 7:32:30 PM franksfiles It’s another anonymous former official, I’m not buying this fake ass news

1/9/2020 7:32:58 PM michael81972 Search for yourself,  if you cant see comms happening everywhere then I dont know what to tell you...Ill give one example:  Bush Sr death was known 

thru a dog comm...Good luck

1/9/2020 7:33:02 PM covertress Archive offline

5:5?

1/9/2020 7:33:06 PM 92michael EO - Comms satellites??? Something that national first responders would make use of?

1/9/2020 7:33:32 PM pirateslookat40 I'm going to like and retweet this but I have to admit it kinda scares the shit out of me......

1/9/2020 7:33:33 PM carliestar10 dipshits need "time"....

LARPS eventually teach them it's bullish*t

1/9/2020 7:33:36 PM allahuniversal [They] have unlimited patience, several millenia of it invested already, in fact. Maybe we aim for the same?

Let's face it, most who're "waiting" on HRC or Trump or whoever to be indicted or charged or executed or whatever, still won't be satisfied if/when it 

happens.

Why?

1/9/2020 7:34:12 PM txmom1776 “Person familiar with the situation”🙄

1/9/2020 7:34:17 PM markusquinn What’s 5:5?

1/9/2020 7:34:23 PM elatedveracity  pic.twitter.com/nsRezlhYQK



1/9/2020 7:34:51 PM manifest_utopia Trying to keep everything quiet about there being terrorist cells in the US?

With you on the energy. 🙃

1/9/2020 7:35:03 PM txmom1776 They’re going down. Trump always gets even.

1/9/2020 7:35:36 PM dironablu2u Does #QAnon know how many more years Trump is going to let the 1% keep trafficking our children before he has them arrested?

1/9/2020 7:36:20 PM state1union Really?

1/9/2020 7:37:02 PM babebekah 1. There is no significance in relation to Q. It is some documents about an opened FBI case regarding a member of the LDS church who thought he was 

supposed to be a church leader and started stalking and harrassing and eventually trying to exhort the church. I remember this case.

1/9/2020 7:38:21 PM babebekah 2. I grew up in UTah and was in highschool at the time. I remember this. The guy was causing all sorts of problems. Eventually, the church leadership 

(Hinkley and Monson) went to the FBI.

1/9/2020 7:38:27 PM bryceja68689884 And its hilarious to watch the enemy make fools of themselves.

1/9/2020 7:39:12 PM carliestar10 It's all a circus show...

1/9/2020 7:39:54 PM dironablu2u Mine?

lol

I'm just saying, Trump might want to save those kids before they turn 18.

1/9/2020 7:39:56 PM kvitalone Yup......not a GD thing to see or charge for here......nothing. 

Most prolific mass murdering baby killer ever to walk the face of the earth & so it goes.

Carry On pic.twitter.com/ux2uxHPHCi

1/9/2020 7:40:16 PM twelvebcharlie1 Better early then Tuesday! 😎

1/9/2020 7:40:29 PM babebekah Only a dead end rabbit hole. This one is a boring nothingburger. crazy guy has a "vision" and thinks he should be leader of the LDS church and harrasses 

church leadership because they wont make him a prophet. Then he tries to extort them.

1/9/2020 7:40:39 PM qga_patriot45 Humans teach AI. 

Prepare to be ashamed.

Prepared.

5:5

1/9/2020 7:41:07 PM williamnfpt Either still compromised or sandbagging

1/9/2020 7:41:13 PM peterluisvenero Aaaaaas iiiiif! pic.twitter.com/mjQNEf8ZGv

1/9/2020 7:42:26 PM nschlange Lol what choice do you have anyway? If you run out of patience, then what? Temper tantrum? 😇 I get the impression they won't much care.

1/9/2020 7:42:49 PM donna50295444 I'm  patient  because we are WINNING! Working, making MORE money and thanks to Potus  feel SAFE! IM not losing SLEEP over the swamp bc in due 

time the MSM  will be telling us what we want. Jail time for traitors!!!!!!!

1/9/2020 7:42:57 PM crypto_boa Sounds like Q was wrong again and all these other accounts claiming HUBER was the man, Trust Huber, Trust Sessions, when are all u guys gonna admit 

that none of the big players will be going down under this DOJ??

1/9/2020 7:43:07 PM mistia72 Code for loud and clear

1/9/2020 7:43:33 PM 17thread 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/9/2020 7:43:58 PM brianmi70269102 Something BIG is always coming. pic.twitter.com/kdPHbrLSMx

1/9/2020 7:45:20 PM thegreatawake10 It is MSN 'reporting'... They even state this is 'insider' information and the in estigation has not yet completed or sent any official notifications to 

anyone of nothing of consequence. MSN setting a narrative ?

1/9/2020 7:45:43 PM magafreethought Bull shit

1/9/2020 7:45:55 PM redmom1956  http://Qmap.pub 

1/9/2020 7:46:26 PM idahocliffy “People familiar with the matter said” is fancy for “anonymous sources say” which is a technical term for “its air-tight and we can’t get any info so we 

need to attempt to minimize the coming damage”.

1/9/2020 7:46:33 PM rachelwenzler Executive order

1/9/2020 7:46:37 PM verycoolhunting RT Extraction happening?

Something was going on near PHIL. 😱

1/9/2020 7:46:40 PM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/U4itBSyfFi

1/9/2020 7:46:45 PM crazybeachchic Q said President will be our of the country, End of this month, Davos?

1/9/2020 7:47:01 PM marty713 LMAO 😅😂🤣👆💥❗️

1/9/2020 7:47:55 PM nschlange Well that's not helpful. Let's not whine and complain. It's annoying to others who have waited just as long, if not longer, then you have.

1/9/2020 7:48:57 PM mamakatie64 Do it

1/9/2020 7:49:09 PM nick85houston 4-10-20

D-J-T

Donald J Trump

1/9/2020 7:49:10 PM corn_hole 1st time Q said something BIG would happen I seen my first major ufo/stargate sighting.  A.L.I.C.E. confirmed next day. pic.twitter.com/0n0i5AiRfz

1/9/2020 7:49:41 PM gi6stars Trust the plan. 

Potus will not put #WeThePeople in harms way. 

But we should be ready w extra food/water

1/9/2020 7:50:36 PM trollingmockin1 None of the U1 stuff can come out. It’s to damaging to our country and allies.  She goes down on the kiddy snuff films tho. That’s my guess

1/9/2020 7:51:55 PM trollingmockin1 Someone in pedowood. To much bad press. Tom hanks ?

1/9/2020 7:53:12 PM enki74 Here we go #IranPlaneCrash

#IranVSAmerica done

#Israel next? http://wootva.com/img_20200109_223634/ …

1/9/2020 7:53:48 PM taleofterrier I've never heard of any of those people. Who the heck are they??

1/9/2020 7:54:48 PM ferraro_brown They have actually arrested A LOT OF PEOPLE the PROOF of their ARRESTS IS WHAT WILL COME OUT. ALONG WITH MANY MORE LOWER LEVEL TO BE 

HANDCUFFED & thrown into GITMO where they belong.

1/9/2020 7:54:52 PM swzsez Is an earthquake scheduled?

1/9/2020 7:54:53 PM llcsurvival people familiar with the matter said. 

With the mainstream media’s track record I’m not sold on this article being based on reality and facts, who knows..

1/9/2020 7:54:57 PM nick85houston Interestingly, at a rally Trump was talking about something (I don’t remember what exactly) lasting for “9 years... or 13 years... or 17 years...”. He was 

very specific with his timing when he said those numbers, like underling them. 

9-13-17

I-M-Q

1/9/2020 7:55:45 PM deanna_danforth CF will bring her down, not the emails

1/9/2020 7:55:56 PM quentinjay2 Trump just signaled POST 771 earlier

1/9/2020 7:55:57 PM brianmi70269102 Yeah, I know.  That's just me being funny.  That meme makes me laugh.

1/9/2020 7:56:12 PM llcsurvival people familiar with the matter said. ....

1/9/2020 7:56:22 PM quentinjay2  https://twitter.com/stormypatriot21/status/1215473142384209921?s=20 …

1/9/2020 7:56:48 PM ferraro_brown It is funny😂



1/9/2020 7:56:56 PM tyetyler1 They need to use the same legal Eagle working on the Jessie Smullett case as Google recvd search warrant for Google to give up pretty much every 

form of evidence from his Google account.

Nothing is lost.

Ask Hillary Clinton's email staffer...🤭☺

1/9/2020 7:57:01 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/F0NEd9gEHFs  https://twitter.com/EmilyCragg/status/1215482141468844032 …

1/9/2020 7:57:31 PM ferraro_brown Everytime I see that man I laugh😂😂😂😂

1/9/2020 7:58:36 PM aleoniea Again

1/9/2020 7:58:58 PM patricistr ♥️ ♥️ as weary as we are watching this all happening trump must be exhausted. Matt Gaetz just proved he is a traitor to the President 🤬 I'm 

beyond pissed off..he signed yes on Pelosis "war resolution"..hes going to be looking for job in 10 months..

1/9/2020 7:59:14 PM taleofterrier I've paid closer attention than most other people have...usually on a minute-to-minute basis every freakin' day. WHEN are the innocent going to be 

exonerated and the guilty held accountable? When will the 94% finally be fully awake and aware? When will MSM be dealt death blow?

1/9/2020 7:59:25 PM momislazy11 This is why she laughs

@IlhanMN

@Ilhan

@JudicialWatch

@BreitbartNews

@getongab

@gatewaypundit pic.twitter.com/ouEK1YlB0v

1/9/2020 7:59:33 PM nschlange Oh Geez of course. Thank you!

1/9/2020 7:59:35 PM kvitalone Trafficking for Obama's hot dog & cheese pizza party in WH?

Bringing scouts to countries around the world? Trafficking? Tho lord kbies our FBI would never mention such to we the plebs......

1/9/2020 7:59:37 PM werascending Lucky!!!

1/9/2020 7:59:39 PM jesperbirk5 #Numbers think so too/2?? pic.twitter.com/fNm4H7zdHe

1/9/2020 8:00:01 PM wakeywakey2q2q Last night wasn't nothing. The Saudi Arabia purge wasn't nothing. North Korea wasn't nothing.. There's a plan.  It takes time to dismantle a global 

nuclear capable cabal with no regard for life. CEO s and Govt officials are dropping like flies. Hollywood is crumbling. It started.

1/9/2020 8:00:52 PM ptamait I am guessing it is time to wipe the slate clean, again.

1/9/2020 8:00:54 PM kvitalone Part of The Feeders?

1/9/2020 8:01:06 PM lorirrr Not unless you shoot rockets...

1/9/2020 8:01:25 PM dianesaumure Yes and bumpy not smooth

1/9/2020 8:01:31 PM wakeywakey2q2q I read that Iran is in melt down mode right now. Are they fighting internally??

1/9/2020 8:02:19 PM dianesaumure Lol

1/9/2020 8:02:35 PM lorirrr And remember the Emergency Broadcasting system...👍💪

1/9/2020 8:02:37 PM doc1415 There was a nation wide sting last year. Media silent on it. However, so many involved, they must take out the low level guys to get concrete cases on 

the big fish. Its happening. As AG Barr said. These things take time. Believe me, I want to see arrests yesterday.

1/9/2020 8:02:54 PM mcpatriot64 Well MJ12 let’s get to it.  It won’t get any easier the longer they wait.  Spill the beans.

1/9/2020 8:02:59 PM presenzzzzz72 What time zone is this?  I just left Accupunture about an hour ago and my K1 grounding points were pinned and others but the energy felt so high I was 

on a roller coaster.  Thought I was “not doing it right” whereas yesterday I slept like a baby which is like never w apnea.

1/9/2020 8:04:00 PM tkraska113 Enemy of the People

1/9/2020 8:04:18 PM missund79512530 I have been for months! All they could do was tell us it's coming.   I've become the boy who cried wolf. But at least I'm prepared for a while

1/9/2020 8:04:33 PM kvitalone Have you tried speaking with Lisa Page about her relations with Monica? pic.twitter.com/zZIaZUkdcu

1/9/2020 8:04:49 PM missund79512530 EO is executive order

1/9/2020 8:05:06 PM taleofterrier Yes. My point is we Patriots are beyond tired of waiting. We've exercised great restraint and patience. We trust POTUS and God. We've grown weary, 

though, of hearing how the big boom is supposedly about to happen yet it never does. I want to see some real justice!

1/9/2020 8:05:16 PM 92michael HAHAHAHA? Well I don’t think earthquakes get scheduled? Unless you know something that I don’t? - Its just that a lot of people like me who are 

spiritually sensitive to earth energies are feeling as if something big is about to happen?

1/9/2020 8:05:22 PM chelle030609 What's with this? pic.twitter.com/0zKW3OJAsW

1/9/2020 8:05:42 PM blankmarlo CX

1/9/2020 8:05:45 PM missund79512530 Haven't you been seeing all the arrests? It's nonstop. Every day on Social media multiple arrests

1/9/2020 8:05:51 PM nicpace2 This Twitter Interference is really getting out of hand

1/9/2020 8:06:23 PM wwg1wga41020 The stories are real. The news is fake.

Justice is coming.

1/9/2020 8:06:33 PM 92michael 🧨💥👍

1/9/2020 8:06:38 PM taleofterrier P.S. Are you aware that's not the American flag on your Twitter handle? 🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/9/2020 8:06:52 PM babebekah I am seriously laughing. I love Q. I love anons. But this is a stretch. I've lived just outside of DC for 15 years now. It snowed about an inch on tuesday 

afternoon & yes everything shut down. It wasnt a fake storm. This area shuts down even if they THINK it's going to snow.

1/9/2020 8:07:34 PM funnifun I’m so sick of being patient.

VISUALIZE MASS ARRESTS.

That’s all I’ve got.

1/9/2020 8:08:11 PM taleofterrier Sure. But let's start with HRC, BHO and John Molesta.

1/9/2020 8:09:00 PM deathsshadow879 In the eyes of the real Patriots, the lies of the Left have already exonerated the innocent. The awakening gets bigger with every lie, but here in 

America, it's difficult for us to see how far the awakening has spread because of obvious censorship (which they still deny...

1/9/2020 8:09:27 PM sdane8 Thank You for the recap!  Much appreciated! ❤️

1/9/2020 8:09:37 PM babebekah My kids missed 2 days of school for 1 inch. Typical here & ridiculous. I grew up in Utah. Ut didnt close school for anything. With how many people drive 

to and from DC everyday. It is typical to shut everything down early to get commuters out before impending snow. Silly but true

1/9/2020 8:10:29 PM johnhammar94 I think he’s just angry bub. Not a pedo.

1/9/2020 8:10:30 PM taleofterrier I don't think he's dying. They just want us to believe that. He's a critical witness. If they wanted him dead, he would be already. And you think who 

would make a better president than Trump? You're voting for a socialist this time around? Knock yourself out.

1/9/2020 8:10:46 PM 92michael Correct, but as it relates to a National Emergency.

1/9/2020 8:11:30 PM nea_storm Darling, Unregulated with Zero recourse for Theft: pic.twitter.com/p795fCzBB7

1/9/2020 8:11:52 PM taleofterrier Do any of them have social media accounts that I can look at? I've never heard those names before. But I know what you assume to be true here isn't.

1/9/2020 8:12:00 PM godfamcountry Let me know when it’s here.

1/9/2020 8:12:31 PM taleofterrier Same here.

1/9/2020 8:13:02 PM missund79512530 🤔😉

1/9/2020 8:13:48 PM nikoscali Okay he's an angry pedo



1/9/2020 8:13:53 PM deathsshadow879 ...even though they do it in plain sight). As has been said many times, timing is everything as is following the Rule of Law in the process. The "high-

profile" take-downs will happen when their (ever-shrinking) support base has been weakened enough....

1/9/2020 8:13:56 PM 92michael This suggests that during said emergency low earth orbit satellites would need to be used, possibly for backup or emergency comms and there is a 

criminal plan to disable these satellites ?????

1/9/2020 8:15:04 PM oliheck [GS Barry and Evergreen] would be appreciated 😊

1/9/2020 8:15:05 PM missund79512530 😍😍😍❤️❤️❤️

1/9/2020 8:15:41 PM unpcmommy  pic.twitter.com/1a9eq1hZ0u

1/9/2020 8:15:44 PM dick_dastardly3 @patiencemijo 👀

1/9/2020 8:15:57 PM missund79512530 Esp. if that's how it looks in your mind's eye right?

1/9/2020 8:16:08 PM qwwg1wga17 Which in turn steps forward SPACE FORCE!! In SPM voice.

1/9/2020 8:16:42 PM deathsshadow879 Iran is about to flip just like NK, Syria, Iraq, Yemen and many others. The DS keep following their broken-record playbook  and fail before they even 

"plan" their next move.

1/9/2020 8:16:49 PM 92michael Wow

1/9/2020 8:18:07 PM missund79512530 Or. They don't want to.  Because they've been lying to us about it. Just like they have about everything else.

1/9/2020 8:18:33 PM missund79512530 Exactly.

1/9/2020 8:18:35 PM deplorableaeon Thanks for explaining. Cryptic tweets are annoying as hell.

1/9/2020 8:18:59 PM mysackissaggy This means the opposite is true

1/9/2020 8:19:10 PM nicpace2 Oh of course everybody has an SAP server in their bathroom or three or four!😂😂😂

1/9/2020 8:19:44 PM mysackissaggy The real story

1/9/2020 8:19:46 PM gi6stars I'm believing more and more. pic.twitter.com/QsyY1h8Ji3

1/9/2020 8:20:08 PM taleofterrier Sure hope so. But some days it's hard to exercise the patience of a saint. To play devil's advocate, what if this "wait for it." "soon. we promise" is all just 

an attempt to subdue us into inaction and lull us into a false state of trust?

1/9/2020 8:20:21 PM patousada  pic.twitter.com/EQ1kuk1J1o

1/9/2020 8:20:43 PM patousada Green screen?

1/9/2020 8:20:50 PM mongrelglory As long as it involves no more civilian deaths! 😒

1/9/2020 8:20:59 PM taleofterrier I'd never understand it? Try me. Give me something to research.

1/9/2020 8:21:04 PM jrocktigers Oh wow.

1/9/2020 8:21:37 PM johnhammar94 Flat earth confirmed?

1/9/2020 8:21:57 PM sdane8 Another one compromised. 

"The Air Force relieved the commander of a pilot training school earlier last week over "a loss of confidence in his ability to command...

Col. Derek Stuart, the commander of 14th Operations Group at Columbus Air Force Base, Miss. was relieved on Jan. 2"

1/9/2020 8:22:11 PM mongrelglory Your GIF is cute! 😊

1/9/2020 8:22:42 PM taleofterrier You're sending me an article written by Mike Rothschild? Really?

1/9/2020 8:23:04 PM werascending Thanks, but is not mine! I wish I could make GIFs!

1/9/2020 8:23:11 PM 92michael My spirit guide has told me that the US Govt. knows what is coming. They have prepared shelters and have other plans that haven’t yet seen the light 

of day. This maybe related to the EO???

1/9/2020 8:23:14 PM wakeywakey2q2q  https://youtu.be/NM56-Cz8Mp8 

1/9/2020 8:24:28 PM nikoscali Nope just this guy

1/9/2020 8:25:19 PM integritynews17 Like the 33,000 emails?

1/9/2020 8:25:54 PM shortnormaltrip “But but but our conspiracy theories!”

1/9/2020 8:26:30 PM wakeywakey2q2q Whats RT again? Drawing a blank.

1/9/2020 8:26:52 PM y0_y0 You almost had me believing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 until I read the source. Who in this administration would inform them of anything? #FakeNews

1/9/2020 8:26:58 PM corn_hole I was scared.

1/9/2020 8:27:01 PM nettiejoi It is ok to wait for the right time. But please don't tell the people again and again, that something BIG is coming! When it comes, we all will see!

1/9/2020 8:27:52 PM nick85houston Wouldn’t surprise me. Project Looking Glass (and other similar programs) has certainly given the white hats an edge. And I’m sure they’ve been 

preparing for any conceivable outcome for a long time now.

1/9/2020 8:28:02 PM integritynews17 But Al Gore said 2012

1/9/2020 8:28:39 PM truthseeker805 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/9/2020 8:28:46 PM 444_q_ Done.

1/9/2020 8:29:02 PM integritynews17 Like Paul Krugman🤣

1/9/2020 8:30:05 PM maryche20769846  pic.twitter.com/XyNpbTBWyI

1/9/2020 8:30:47 PM simplemindqsall Undisclosed location, exact location classified. 

So no

1/9/2020 8:31:10 PM mongrelglory 🙄

1/9/2020 8:31:19 PM 92michael Lol! I love the space force!!!! pic.twitter.com/Onsh5i5NrQ

1/9/2020 8:31:53 PM billme6 300 days, that is how long it takes to get to Mars, wow

1/9/2020 8:31:58 PM sdane8 You're braver than me. Haha

1/9/2020 8:32:01 PM deathsshadow879 If that was the case, they are in for a VERY rude awakening. Once people are aware of something, such as some of their favorite (and now failing) 

systems of control and how they work, those systems stop working.

1/9/2020 8:34:52 PM taleofterrier I don't use Google. If you can't explain in a few tweets, (or even a whole thread) I have little reason to give your assertions any credibility.

1/9/2020 8:37:49 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/u9hBctnpGM

1/9/2020 8:37:50 PM lizzah_83 Exactly!

1/9/2020 8:38:35 PM taleofterrier Pretty sure that's not the Lone Star state flag either! #dontmesswithtexas

1/9/2020 8:41:12 PM xxtremexracerxx So 38 days after Kenya and 38 after iran track Muslim brotherhood

1/9/2020 8:41:12 PM pass1451  pic.twitter.com/L8TqaavxiA

1/9/2020 8:42:14 PM godfamcountry Not good enough.  Definitely not good enough.

1/9/2020 8:42:56 PM manifest_utopia Human Trafficking Emergency - Dec 21, 2017 EO=Legal Authority.

ICE=The Agency/personnel.

Criminal intent of Twit/Jack to silence & suppress LEO=Evidence of required intent.

Cards - POTUS references to 52 cards=We hold all the cards & ready to deal out Justice.

1/9/2020 8:45:02 PM stephencoveyii Didn’t see this coming

1/9/2020 8:45:47 PM realsirvancelot Nothing will happen to HRC intil@after the 2020 election.  Trump haven’t publicly revealed the detail of U1.  Not to mention a simple audit of the CF 

will show all@the tax fraud!



1/9/2020 8:46:09 PM verycoolhunting RT = Real Time.

I think, we refer to Q 947 

Iran next [].

This is a Marker. Now, we can track the happenings. What happend in Kenya? 

When will Hussein claim citizenship in Kenya?

MB = Muslim Brotherhood

#QAnon #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/XAbJutkODa
1/9/2020 8:47:48 PM dergruenekaefer Something that has not happened cannot be lost

1/9/2020 8:47:49 PM taleofterrier My IQ is infinitely higher than yours, "kiddo." I'll save your tweets so you can say "I told you so" when the "Q hoax" is exposed. 😂👍🇺🇸

1/9/2020 8:49:36 PM sdane8 I'm not willing to write him off. He's always been a huge supporter of Trump. In an ideal environment I would like to thin all our reps vote with their 

conscience, though I am disappointed he didnt vote with his constituents.

1/9/2020 8:50:35 PM dangersaroundus Never thought of that one. 👍

1/9/2020 8:51:46 PM marybranham3 Speculation on the part of WaPo. Don't fall for the same trap I did. There are no leaks with Huber. WaPo is the fox in the henhouse, trying to get us all 

stirred up.

1/9/2020 8:56:05 PM nikoscali Jack walking into a trap?

1/9/2020 8:59:44 PM patricistr You are a better person than I am. This was a non-binding "press realease" from Congress as an attack on the president..a yes vote to me, was a yes 

vote to attack the president..something nancy has been doing for 3 years..Geatz knows potus doesnt want a war with them..

1/9/2020 9:00:30 PM sdane8 It's amazing that we've waited this long. The intensity of this action movie has ratcheted up to the point of being almost painful. You can feel we're on 

the way to the big crescendo. I'm trusting the Plan but will admit the long term adrenaline rush is exhausting. LOL

1/9/2020 9:01:06 PM jrocktigers 🤔🤔🤔👁👁👁

??? =  [HA] & [JK] & [JT]

1/9/2020 9:01:19 PM 92michael This date is on one of the Q posts from 2017 or 18?

1/9/2020 9:03:05 PM jrocktigers [3D] for a small %  ?

1/9/2020 9:03:06 PM sallyha64407121 The US didn't go half way down the drain in a handful of years. While we slept for decades these animals almost destroyed us. Any progress is big imo

1/9/2020 9:04:13 PM msjstein Yeah...like I trust anything coming out of msn.

1/9/2020 9:04:15 PM dironablu2u Trump will just dangle this carrot to get votes.

No "A-Lister" will go down.

1/9/2020 9:04:20 PM wmferguson5 Something BIGLY!

1/9/2020 9:05:10 PM sallyha64407121 Troll

1/9/2020 9:05:19 PM tantricsecrets Live action role player

1/9/2020 9:05:22 PM dironablu2u Name 1 A-List celebrity or politician that went to jail.

I'll wait.

1/9/2020 9:06:40 PM dtubbs201 Do you believe anything that WaPo leaks or prints?

1/9/2020 9:06:57 PM a1r2a1r WTAF? 2nd use of this question tonight...

Is this part of the plan?

1/9/2020 9:07:11 PM herstarz Huber started but think I read Durham took over.

1/9/2020 9:07:46 PM linnyt7 Wapo.. Don't take it as gospel..liberal gossip is a better word.

"A Justice Department inquiry launched more than two years ago to mollify conservatives clamoring for more investigations of Hillary Clinton"

Mollify? Really? I thought we were seeking truth.

1/9/2020 9:08:54 PM wmferguson5  pic.twitter.com/GQlQ5e1bmh

1/9/2020 9:09:31 PM sdane8 I just want to ensure I have more information regarding his rationale before making a judgment. He's not given me any reason before now not to trust 

him.

1/9/2020 9:09:52 PM resolute_ptriot ghiSLAINe

1/9/2020 9:12:18 PM freestateojones Solid. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1215292790537641986?s=19 …

1/9/2020 9:12:51 PM dangersaroundus And I heard that indictments may be starting in the spring. They could suggest this date. 🤗

1/9/2020 9:15:48 PM 92michael I like that

1/9/2020 9:17:47 PM dynamicres Exactly! 👆 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214379585736974338 …

1/9/2020 9:18:01 PM patricistr I understand completely. I've watch 2 interviews he gave saying he  knowins more about military veterans &not wanting war. I should give it the 

Bongino 48 hr rule..even lou Dobbs called it a "slap in the face of our President. Of all people Geatz. I'm completely dumbfounded

1/9/2020 9:22:24 PM holotechrd If I had even just one penny for every time I heard that.💰  I wouldn't need of redemption exchange to finish my work 🤷🏽♂️🤦🏽♂️

1/9/2020 9:22:29 PM martlang68 RT for retaliation...

1/9/2020 9:23:50 PM holotechrd 100 TIMES BIGGER 🌍🌍🌍🌍👈

1/9/2020 9:24:47 PM wolfspirit1 Like what? DOJ not filing charges on HRC, ovomit, I’m sick of them getting away with all this crap!

1/9/2020 9:25:58 PM wolfspirit1 No offense to anyone... but this movies getting too long! Many would like the ending!

1/9/2020 9:26:30 PM dancarwells Still waiting for the "something big is coming" from the first time it was mentioned!!!

1/9/2020 9:30:55 PM melissa07632139 Now Nancy will release one this hits

1/9/2020 9:31:53 PM melissa07632139 Some people need to be told.. to prepare

1/9/2020 9:32:57 PM manifest_utopia Upon further reflection, it's very possible that Huber has been a head fake all along & that another US Atty has been conducting the (criminal) 

investigation of HRC, Clinton Foundation & U1 all along.

Any other ideas?

1/9/2020 9:33:02 PM melissa07632139 Already has been coming pay attention. Who's stepping down. Who has not been in media for awhile pAy attention

1/9/2020 9:37:31 PM lightonthehill Myopia.

Both of the eyes and conceptually.

Decreased ability to affect the outside world = decreased ability to conceptualize or solve problems "bigger than oneself".

1/9/2020 9:39:58 PM donna50295444 Why do you think we're  so confused by him? Boggled me and MANY . hes on cable stating Potus  AGREES? GMAB

1/9/2020 9:40:45 PM cosmotopper6 OR....that nothing is being investigated, nor will it be...none of them will be prosecuted...none.

1/9/2020 9:40:58 PM dynamicres Possibly J playing ball, taking a hint from the WH's on how to quietly instigate intervention on his platform that he is cabalistically obliged to run a 

certain way b/c leverage?

1/9/2020 9:41:13 PM donna50295444 DAM RIGHT AND THE JERK KNEW THIS !!!!°

1/9/2020 9:43:22 PM wonderyntexas I got super sleepy

1/9/2020 9:43:39 PM jadegreen0987 Real Time

1/9/2020 9:44:07 PM dynamicres Ah, I guess they already covered it. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215474020130459649 …



1/9/2020 9:45:03 PM donna50295444 Yeah but he was NEVER known as a flip flopper like Graham ( who I still cant figure,nor Paul) That's why many are shocked!!

1/9/2020 9:57:31 PM dasha_dagmar One of the body is Epstein

1/9/2020 9:58:17 PM jotaann Yuuuuge coming!

1/9/2020 10:00:59 PM markusquinn Mike if there is any safety warnings or shelter requirements for Canada or Alberta related to the EO hoping you can advise for my awareness whenever 

possible

1/9/2020 10:01:02 PM deepbluesand What if they already have? Define puppet. Strings cut.

1/9/2020 10:07:32 PM realgeneralcaos Patients is a virtue

1/9/2020 10:10:42 PM 92michael Canda is a very safe place, but stay away from the st. Lawarence seaway and the Great Lakes. On the west coast Victoria island.

1/9/2020 10:13:08 PM markusquinn Thank you for the insights, I used to live, when I was younger, a 5 min walk from Lake Ontario.   Currently in Calgary which is. Half Mile above sea level.  

#HigherGround #NearMountains

1/9/2020 10:13:40 PM nutrifitnesssol Oh yes it does

1/9/2020 10:18:17 PM jayrambin Totally agree. Most just want fresh meat daily. After hrc, nothing will satisfy again. It’s probably brain chemicals. I mean after drain the swamp, we 

must clean the system, release the cures & technologies, get rid of fiat money, etc.  a few big names will not satisfy 40 million

1/9/2020 10:23:48 PM jayrambin Yes, patience. Iknow, it’s the long game. It’s just that we’ve been duped before.  And Huber was a feign. Will Durham be? I’m onboard, just remaining 

vigilant.

1/9/2020 10:24:57 PM desirelove101 Surely this has to be fake news. If she walks I won’t trust a soul in any of our intelligence agencies.

1/9/2020 10:26:33 PM swagsjeffrey Actully dont think where thst far off ?  I thought i read something from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 related to this .

1/9/2020 10:29:02 PM jayrambin Its not about me.  trump and company don’t follow through, but let the criminals off the hook again, it won’t matter what I think or do, 40 million 

patriots will wants answers.

1/9/2020 10:29:13 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/dFIsHHnOfn

1/9/2020 10:30:37 PM donna50295444 Think hes sleeping tonight thinking not only he fooled us,  but POTUS??????

1/9/2020 10:30:49 PM diaptera_80 What was MB again?!

1/9/2020 10:33:08 PM allahuniversal And when all of that's done, then what?

1/9/2020 10:34:30 PM aetherwalker1 I noticed the wash. post inversion voodoo article tonight.

👌🏼

1/9/2020 10:34:32 PM jackoneilltime1 Now this song is stuck in my head!!!

1/9/2020 10:35:09 PM lbf777 It’s all lies. Trump isn’t saving anybody.

1/9/2020 10:35:19 PM alight412 Was that a dead Jeffrey Epstein clone they rolled out on the gurney?

1/9/2020 10:36:49 PM missund79512530 In case you haven't noticed, they are "dying". Dropping like the rotting, putrid things they are. Haven't you wondered yet what's up with that?

1/9/2020 10:37:18 PM taleofterrier Good point. However, once you know, it's natural to want to see wrongs righted. It's frustrating to see the innocent punished and the evil-doers 

flourish. Trump said he has no patience for injustice. I don't either.

1/9/2020 10:37:27 PM heartcrossgifts .my guess pic.twitter.com/1HuaRM4VtQ

1/9/2020 10:38:14 PM jollyrob2 5? pic.twitter.com/0B2grWYfty

1/9/2020 10:40:21 PM heartcrossgifts  pic.twitter.com/gJZUHKNs8F

1/9/2020 10:41:21 PM vickigp1 Are you holding it for ransom?

1/9/2020 10:43:32 PM eskeljoyce Thanks!

1/9/2020 10:44:25 PM sunspot406 Have we pinned our hopes on "flight logs and footlockers".

1/9/2020 10:44:44 PM unidentifiedta1 I don’t find any of this funny. You do?

1/9/2020 10:47:04 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/o3zDcboxDW

1/9/2020 10:47:05 PM jayrambin Hard to imagine, it’s true. So many unknowns.

1/9/2020 10:47:31 PM realmviolet Capricorn in full effect! Uranus goes direct the 10th. Get ready...Pluto is in an important conjunction too. Do you hear the cracking of the foundations? 

The Trumpet was sounded! Hold positive space pay no attention to evil as it dies. This is historic.

1/9/2020 10:51:27 PM jayrambin It depends on how it happens. If it’s like bastille day, it’s bad 4 country’s soul. Unity is the answer to your question. And how well we can achieve it may 

depend on how well we prepare beforehand. And how well we heal and unite after. Defeat enemy w/ compassion. Many r friends.

1/9/2020 10:52:15 PM allforoneandon3 FAITH, one of the biggest BOOMS went off just days ago; when they got  dude Salami. Does anyone know how significant that really was? Or, what 

really happened the night they retaliated, and the significance of that? 🇺🇸#TRUMP🇺🇸#MAGA🇺🇸#KAG🇺🇸#WWG1WGA🇺🇸#BENGHAZI 🇺🇸#WALKAWAY🇺🇸 9 
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1/9/2020 10:54:03 PM allahuniversal Easiest answe: Knowing yourself, what you want for yourself, and what you want for  yourself/progeny generations into the future.

1/9/2020 10:54:07 PM docpalfrancesc2 @dbirch214🥇 @TheRealS0s @TheCalmPeople @iceagereentry @Carbongate @COsweda @RoseModema @evankirstel @Cisnez @Havenlust 

@JimHarris @StanfordEarth @StandWithUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Brink_Thinker @BrandonStraka @timseymour @JunkScience 

Follow the Truth Science!

#GlobalWarming where? https://twitter.com/collins_daman/status/1215333260596776960 …

1/9/2020 10:54:20 PM thissouldworld 3 types of people: 1) those who make things happen 2) those who watch things happen 3) those who wonder what happened...

1/9/2020 10:55:11 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/bMRB7S9h3s

1/9/2020 10:55:30 PM allahuniversal 💯

1/9/2020 10:59:12 PM crystallinedna God bless you lol. And thank god another twitter wasnt just ruined for me lol

1/9/2020 11:00:18 PM rowlandsa81 How convenient

1/9/2020 11:02:03 PM sdane8 😂😂😂

1/9/2020 11:05:22 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/fUqpdviC7a

1/9/2020 11:07:37 PM wakeywakey2q2q I totally agree... I'm so over the suspense.  I cant wait for that unseal....

1/9/2020 11:08:55 PM jayrambin Well said. It seems, it will be what we make it, collectively.

1/9/2020 11:10:18 PM jbitterly I have thought this for the past year. It became obvious when no arrests happened before the 1 year mark for the Election. Trump would never outlive 

the optics of arresting political opponents. He will run on ‘Justice’. 

“ReElect me and we finish the job...”

1/9/2020 11:10:50 PM lightlove21121 Preparing 🙏🏽

1/9/2020 11:11:51 PM jadedl This was a lazy-ass WAPO story designed to mislead. But experience has taught me not to hold my breath waiting for actual accountability.

I have faith that all will unfold according to plan as it pertains to 2020, but doubt we'll see Justice fully Served.

1/9/2020 11:13:09 PM allahuniversal 💯

1/9/2020 11:14:03 PM aboxoffrogs You perhaps miss the context? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 appears to be implying that this individual is faking illness to gain false sympathy. That the demon 

inside her recoils as the Circus slowly revealed. Minnesota’s 5th Congressional District is a prime example of refugee resettlement.

1/9/2020 11:14:39 PM allahuniversal What, all. Of a sudden Gaetz can't/shouldn't think for himself?

1/9/2020 11:15:38 PM desirelove101 Tonight’s a #cancer eclipse moon. He’s said at his rally’s more than once there is going to be a cure. He said it tonight again. He tweeted about cancer 

today too. He is releasing what’s needed for the cure! I feel it! 🙏🏽 #qanon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/g8yt7qy900

1/9/2020 11:15:40 PM ricsen6  pic.twitter.com/5lP0MS9J12



1/9/2020 11:17:00 PM allahuniversal If he gets voted out for not being a robot for Republicans, good for him. I don't agree with him, but so what? I still defend his right to make up his own 

mind

1/9/2020 11:17:40 PM jayrambin This is a very good thing to ponder and imagine. Is imagination alpha state? In that direction?

1/9/2020 11:21:38 PM jayrambin Beyond the ‘thing’. Why do I want the thing? Why do I want that? When there’s no further answers, the core motivation is found. Then, use focus, 

intent (& concentration? Or too mental?), let the universe determine the how. Watch for opportunities to act.  This proven in my life.

1/9/2020 11:23:01 PM nabonnand She was having trouble getting into her acting, hence the long pause so she could try & get more somber after her giggling fit while American casualties 

in ME being discussed. No, she isn’t untouchable. They think accusing w Islamaphobia label will stop justice. It won’t. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/9/2020 11:24:51 PM allahuniversal If we DON'T imagine it, someone 3lse will gladly shape it for us, and we get the past 6,000+ years over again. Learning how to create our reality rather 

than just saying that we do is fast becoming a requirement (happening faster by the day)

1/9/2020 11:25:45 PM allahuniversal In alpha, theta, gamma, and beta, all of the above

1/9/2020 11:26:57 PM jayrambin A key purpose for those carry light, indeed.

1/9/2020 11:27:49 PM gccraft I dont understand...there are other cameras that would track people's movements throughout the facility right?  You'd think that would at least limit 

your list of suspects.  Assuming of course its not a conspiracy and several guards aren't retiring in the Maldives soon

1/9/2020 11:30:36 PM allahuniversal The fast paced highway of creating is already there.... Getting up to speed, merging with then already existing flow of creation and heading for your 

chosen destination. Overthinking, road rage, asleep or drunken at the wheel cause the most f'ups for everyone. Other than that, ez

1/9/2020 11:31:37 PM desirelove101 Good news is coming! pic.twitter.com/QF9EMspyQD

1/9/2020 11:33:23 PM jcmyhp  pic.twitter.com/gw41kHglu8

1/9/2020 11:35:53 PM sallyha64407121 Im pretty done with the town criers myself ("something big is going go happen"). I get it's done with good intention but nobody in Twitter knows 

anything for sure. If they are on here,  they're not blasting it out for the world to see.

1/9/2020 11:54:00 PM kihnedaniel Doubt it

1/9/2020 11:55:50 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/NTFIA2XrVp

1/9/2020 11:56:27 PM kmacdaniels The 12th possibly??

1/9/2020 11:57:33 PM ortainedevian 1)

Dr Miller lightly touches on digital television conversion & brain entrainment.

 https://richardalanmiller.com/mind-control-weapons-artifical-telepathy-silent-sound-spread-spectrum/ …

"Neurolinguistics is the study of the neural mechanisms in the human brain that control the comprehension, production, and acquisition of language."

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurolinguistics …

1/9/2020 11:57:34 PM kihnedaniel Nothing worth a damn anyways. Nothing that was asked for.

1/9/2020 11:58:36 PM nabonnand IIRC it was Michael’s college friend that built it, was paid over $300 million & it didn’t even work! She & cohorts walked away scot free leaving a 

disaster behind. In the real world she would have 2 return money/be sued. In our world it was taxpayer $$$ so she walked away.🤷🏼♀️

1/10/2020 12:00:46 AM ortainedevian 2)

Operation Mockingbird:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Mockingbird …

MK-Ultra:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra …

Both exposed by the Church Committee in 1976: https://aarclibrary.org/publib/contents/contents_church.htm …

1/10/2020 12:03:33 AM ortainedevian 3)

Former CIA officer: "The CFR created the CIA."

 https://www.bitchute.com/video/1DISq2Hyhj79/ …

 Who controls the media today? That would be the CFR: https://twitter.com/OrtaineDevian/status/1214940462668226560?s=20 …

1/10/2020 12:03:49 AM clarkd958 17th will be the day #WWG1WGA #unitedkingdom #wakeupuk #wakeupWorld #QAnon #EnjoyTheShow

1/10/2020 12:04:14 AM luludean4 A wall with termites may still look like a good wall. Peel back the paint and you'll see 😏

1/10/2020 12:06:01 AM ortainedevian 4)

 Which would indicate that neither Operation Mockingbird nor MK-Ultra ever actually ended might go a long way in explaining why a CIA officer told his 

brother to "never watch television": https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKc-D76qDUE …

1/10/2020 12:10:41 AM ashe18321312 Word

1/10/2020 12:14:54 AM nabonnand Iran & NK were given technology/$$$ so they could provide a constant threat of war. U1 was 4 Russia, however some Uranium was given 2 Iran 

secretly from same batch. Iran was going 2 nuke USA, then the uranium would trace back 2 Russia. WW3, lots $$$ 4 cabal. 🇫🇷 🇩🇪 🇬🇧 slush fund 2

1/10/2020 12:20:15 AM johnhammar94 Don’t you say that like every five days?

1/10/2020 12:24:26 AM steezy_few Maybe Mandalay bay FF?

1/10/2020 12:25:50 AM docpalfrancesc2 Oh my...This PhD wants discussing Science with you @KeillerDon? Did you see Professor @dbirch214 ? @iceagereentry @BrandonStraka @Carbongate 

@timseymour @tan123 @evankirstel @mirandadevine @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @danieldennett @EcoSenseNow @RainforestTrust @JunkScience 

@JaredCohen https://twitter.com/KeillerDon/status/1215357424833650689 …

1/10/2020 12:31:13 AM catpowernow Small wars are used to fuel the inferno that would be WW3.

1/10/2020 12:34:14 AM serenewellness That’s a timeline shift

1/10/2020 12:35:29 AM hadia5551 A lot of stuff to learn and read.Thanks.☕️

1/10/2020 12:36:54 AM ortainedevian guten tag, Hadia! 🍩☕️

1/10/2020 12:37:18 AM ltnrg1 Peace with and for Persia would be Biblical!

1/10/2020 12:38:47 AM ophillip10 Almost 4 yrs of Do nothing Democrats has proven that the Pres45 and a FEW GOOD MEN/WOMEN can transform this here united states into 

MAGA/KAG Without big Govt.

Now, Its time to Arrest all of Congress treason actors in the CONGRESS.

1/10/2020 12:40:08 AM sh4m33 German wishes... Boon and [].

[] = what had to go, to end or to be cleared.

1/10/2020 12:40:41 AM hadia5551 Ja, Servus Ortaine.Nice that you still speaking a little German, since country and EU are going 👇 ..

A song for all PATRIOTS⚘ https://youtu.be/eJVvHj0USyA 

1/10/2020 12:41:25 AM hadia5551 Wohnst Du in NY? , bc you NEVER sleep👍☺😉😁

1/10/2020 12:43:31 AM ortainedevian  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=le1QF3uoQNg …

1/10/2020 12:45:14 AM hadia5551 👍😀

1/10/2020 12:45:53 AM ortainedevian 😄👍

1/10/2020 12:46:10 AM melbourne_3000 #Q😛 pic.twitter.com/WI5nYoYWlD

1/10/2020 12:51:03 AM maxkeathley What a joke. The Fix is in.

1/10/2020 12:53:53 AM 4us2l0ve En Ox

1/10/2020 12:53:56 AM ayaneelias National isn't part of the title. It's just Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. You guys are the ones obsessed with Satan. Bunch of godless heathens 

lol.

1/10/2020 12:54:17 AM luludean4 Let's ask Alexa

1/10/2020 12:54:29 AM bukunmi_9 What about Kenya?

1/10/2020 12:55:11 AM 4us2l0ve Don’t blame AI... AI came first



1/10/2020 12:56:49 AM augusttiner Shill

1/10/2020 12:57:39 AM augusttiner Sunday 06:11 GMT will soemthing big happening

1/10/2020 12:57:52 AM brianncali  pic.twitter.com/quVgmHXPGb

1/10/2020 1:01:46 AM charpier3 We have a saying in NZ. "Yeah, right."

1/10/2020 1:02:25 AM rosscarwalker You tease. If you fancy sharing your revelation I'm all ears

1/10/2020 1:05:40 AM midnigh77653086 Waiting for the something big coming for four years pic.twitter.com/BL596rZU7q

1/10/2020 1:15:58 AM unitedredwhite1 Is this whole thing gonna end like the movie The Village? Or will we finally get to see and traverse our magnificent life filled Universe?

1/10/2020 1:25:10 AM ortainedevian I kick ass. That's what I do. That's how I roll. 😎👍🇺🇸

1/10/2020 1:26:07 AM johnsville14 Stupid reply. Answer the question. Are you a deceiver?

1/10/2020 1:26:47 AM ctenfor Did you see the huber information?

1/10/2020 1:28:11 AM johnsville14 I'd say it's not worthy of the question I asked. ANSWER THE FUCKING QUESTION!

1/10/2020 1:28:26 AM raeanon 🤭🤭😂

1/10/2020 1:28:35 AM ortainedevian I just did. Have a happy life.

1/10/2020 1:29:00 AM ortainedevian 😂

1/10/2020 1:31:57 AM ctenfor Bs

1/10/2020 1:35:37 AM protestingbrit1 RT ?  Can someone remind me please

1/10/2020 1:39:25 AM johnsville14 Hey MJ12. Remember when I used to follow you and read your stuff? I apologize for falling for your deceptions. I'm much better now. I just want you 

to know the deceivers will receive the same justice as the rest. What does the Bible say about those who lie to the children?

1/10/2020 1:40:19 AM raeanon Heh

1/10/2020 1:40:20 AM johnsville14 I am bigger now, I am awake, and I see you.

1/10/2020 1:41:38 AM raeanon A very lucky life 😉

1/10/2020 1:43:01 AM raeanon Great. Read it wrong 🤦♀️Nice send off,  dear

1/10/2020 1:44:37 AM ortainedevian "Hasta la vista, baby." ~ The Terminator

1/10/2020 1:59:03 AM doc1415 To get votes? Hes got the votes. He did in 2016 and expect a landslide in 2020. People who arent brainwashed by the leftist msm and their own 

ignorance knows shit is going down behind the scenes. Just you wait. We are talking about the bring down of the "untouchables". Have faith

1/10/2020 2:02:53 AM rosscarwalker Article written by the Washington Post. Washington Post owned by Jeff Bezos. Jeff Bezos on board of CIA. CIA = Deep State. Deep State = Hilary 

Clinton. She's going down

1/10/2020 2:10:32 AM luluspeers1 Show me a picture of Tony Abbott's wife and I'll agree with you!

1/10/2020 2:14:49 AM rosscarwalker Justice?

1/10/2020 2:15:49 AM cny_micaa this was a fascinating exchange. Thanks, I feel like I just realized something new that I sensed was blocking me, but now can see the why of it, and how 

to move past that frustration. Many frustrations, actually. Many thanks...❤️

1/10/2020 2:16:12 AM monroevegas  pic.twitter.com/oUBzsZMY1F

1/10/2020 2:18:35 AM monroevegas Great. Now if our military harms any dolphins, liberals are going to come unhinged.

1/10/2020 2:19:36 AM monroevegas I wish her turbin would catch fire on national tv.

1/10/2020 2:19:58 AM rosscarwalker What are they hiding?

1/10/2020 2:20:15 AM schiller_spmode Minor announcement which is actually a major event. 😉

1/10/2020 2:23:03 AM terrancongito There is an existing EO that allows POTUS to nationalize 5G. Is Elon’s new network 5G?

1/10/2020 2:43:33 AM monroevegas The line says check box if they are national/military/local intelligence. Since he was a church leader, that made him local intelligence meaning he had 

intel on local stuff. He knows things about local population. Says nothing about CIA

1/10/2020 2:46:15 AM monroevegas What is importance of Monson being tweeted?

1/10/2020 2:52:04 AM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/c0jFwpfx1M

1/10/2020 2:55:26 AM thebeautyist Yes! The dome is real

1/10/2020 2:55:38 AM pomeinnz looks a bit rough pic.twitter.com/zMEqZ8AeN8

1/10/2020 2:58:35 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Lock n Load

1/10/2020 3:02:25 AM burning2nd Im Impressed.. Despite me screaming and smashing you guys over the head with the magic word.. you have said it on your own....  In one hand you 

have Looking glass, and in the other you have A.i, Now you must dig more.. I can not guide you here This you must find on your own

1/10/2020 3:02:49 AM sergeproamerica So if I read the story correctly, the prosecution team saved a video of a wrong cell and never bothered watching it once since then. Totally plausible. 

We thought we had a double standard or a two-tiered justice system but now we know there's a 3rd way.

1/10/2020 3:04:06 AM 1ifbyseaqanon LEO =Law Enforcement Officer's?

1/10/2020 3:07:49 AM keith369me Now that is messed up.  What are the criminal penalties for obstruction of law enforcement in child sexual crime cases?   Hopefully more than 19 

months in club fed with work release 6 days a week.

1/10/2020 3:11:11 AM wishfulldreamz Arrests= National Emergency, he tries to hide it, and that's the end of Twit?

1/10/2020 3:13:47 AM purplefavorite1 I don't believe that that, plus it is from MSM

1/10/2020 3:13:56 AM aleks8837 😂

Many truths at once 😉

1/10/2020 3:15:27 AM ibeaverdale  pic.twitter.com/pzu6Xg7JNn

1/10/2020 3:22:07 AM tamexis I’m in the mental health field and spirituality, I’m overly sensitive to how we word things around mental health, because it has an impact.

1/10/2020 3:31:44 AM hadia5551 What is this abt please?

1/10/2020 3:33:19 AM hadia5551 Ortaine, what is it re: to? Got lost, as always

1/10/2020 3:36:59 AM ortainedevian DS cover up operation. Perp. No worries.

1/10/2020 3:40:02 AM ortainedevian #HappyFriday pic.twitter.com/Gsa3ZGAkOF

1/10/2020 3:40:05 AM sterkinglights1 Are we going to find out the ig cannot prove that they were incompetent and we're actually acting maliciously?

1/10/2020 3:40:28 AM agentk20529383 Right? If nasa lies, then couldn’t the circumference of the earth also be bull too.

1/10/2020 3:41:05 AM goatfish_dreams Sarah Ashcraft is an obvious fraud. She's the Allison Mack of Twitter.

1/10/2020 3:48:15 AM daganon68 When?

1/10/2020 3:48:38 AM therealbigneum Amen

1/10/2020 3:54:48 AM anav3333  pic.twitter.com/6gVD2iFhfy

1/10/2020 4:03:22 AM dirtyerharry Except those 30,000 deleted emails that were on an unsanctioned and under secured private email server and were part of a pretty shitty attempt to 

obstruct justice...

1/10/2020 4:05:11 AM my2sonznme He’s screwed and for what? Florida is pissed off!!!!!

1/10/2020 4:14:14 AM fansblowing3 Of course it says nothing about CIA, hence the question. 🤷♂️   Pretty sure church leaders involved in trafficking are all CIA and that’s how they are 

allowed to get away with their crimes.

1/10/2020 4:15:10 AM therealbigneum Quick someone post a q post from 2 years ago that vaguely mentions current events

1/10/2020 4:15:48 AM merorschach Let me process this: Her father is a Somali terrorist. She escapes her terrorist past, steals name of a refugee family (was Nur Said Elmi), marries her bro 

to scam immigration system, divorces husbro, marries a non-incestual husband, cheats on him, then mocks us about having ptsd 

pic.twitter.com/Q9xVxXqj39

1/10/2020 4:18:11 AM ewolsj Only liars allowed in this club....

1/10/2020 4:19:01 AM hadia5551 @OrtaineDevian @Peter52083179

 https://youtu.be/oop92KYfR08  👍👍 pic.twitter.com/zZ70HuywMk

1/10/2020 4:24:05 AM karina89350882 Who is in the killbox...



1/10/2020 4:31:00 AM aboxoffrogs Tamera, I hate to break it to you, but the revelations to come are nothing and everything to mental health. I have been labeled with PTSD...as one of 

the nicer things I'm called. The trouble is; Mental Health and whatever version of DSM you refer to is much too rigid.

1/10/2020 4:32:10 AM karina89350882 🤣🌞👏Well, they still "believe" in the power of their words and the process of awakening has "passed quietly  the MSN" - this is a severe case of 

sleep paralyses, you agree??🤣

Dark Forces have just one "playbook" - somebody said they are stupid..saying with unconditional love😉

1/10/2020 4:37:43 AM aboxoffrogs Not knocking you or the profession. The simple fact is: most times that cigar is representing something other than a cigar. Unless you believe an 

Austrian fraud... I mean Freud. Kinda smells a bit, no? Austria, Germany...Switzerland. Cigar? https://youtu.be/LBfHpIRm5Qk 

1/10/2020 4:44:03 AM cck87217571 I got that message on a tweet by Sam Page. When has he ever tweeted something bad?

1/10/2020 4:49:59 AM tamexis I myself have a few diagnosis on my belt that I know are not dx but spiritual sensitivity. I just don’t believe the expression is accurate in any way, and to 

mock them is to be like them. The time is to love, even those that are evil (doesn’t mean there’s no consequences)

1/10/2020 4:52:15 AM justice4dorothy Thank you!

1/10/2020 4:52:24 AM justice4dorothy Thank you!

1/10/2020 4:53:37 AM lightonearth111 Something BIG has been coming every single day for years. The only big things happening lately have been pretty damn bad. Trump and supporters 

now completely believe our intelligence agency’s narrative.

1/10/2020 4:54:08 AM robbie_irish I love dropping little bits of insight here and there making people see it the way we do.

1/10/2020 4:54:44 AM nun_chucknorris Public figure?

1/10/2020 4:55:25 AM robbie_irish  pic.twitter.com/tUieye7uAP

1/10/2020 4:57:39 AM megatronmighty That isn't about what you think it means.

That message IS coded.

Think mirror.

Amazing in this case does not mean good

1/10/2020 5:02:04 AM megatronmighty So the earthquakes are to move the pieces around.

Set up time...well now I suppose it's got to be overnight

maybe three days.

We're already ready.

1/10/2020 5:05:12 AM burgersandra [] Q#570 "HRC-March 13, 2013 [intercept]."

Kill box location in post = 17th line before the end.😄

@POTUS ref. 2013 = Q #1948- "When was the Joint Plan of Action (IRAN DEAL) executed? 

Late 2013?

Do you believe in coincidences?"

1/10/2020 5:05:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 23andMe Licenses Its Own Drug Compound to Spanish Firm Almirall https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-01-09/23andme-licenses-drug-

compound-to-spanish-drugmaker-almirall …

1/10/2020 5:05:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bots Are Destroying Political Discourse As We Know It - Nextgov https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2020/01/future-politics-bots-

drowning-out-humans/604489/ …

1/10/2020 5:10:42 AM aprilbrown99 Yes! pic.twitter.com/pXkaGAfABr

1/10/2020 5:10:42 AM twilly18 I enjoy destroyed political discourse

that's some funny s***

1/10/2020 5:12:57 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/rxsYnGlLGQ

1/10/2020 5:15:20 AM bbobbio71 One can only imagine the gene editing going on with this.

1/10/2020 5:15:33 AM graciablauw Bullshit.

1/10/2020 5:16:31 AM bbobbio71 Getting ahead of the stories I see.

1/10/2020 5:18:17 AM chrispacheco24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/IPOT1776/status/1215541213308174336 …

1/10/2020 5:18:31 AM covertress Are any malevolent ETs involved with 23andMe?

1/10/2020 5:19:11 AM aboxoffrogs Don't worry. I do understand the perceived lack of gain, but you must confess the narrative we are all offered is very questionable. You accept it or 

push it back.

Psalms 37

19 They shall not be ashamed in the evil time: and in the days of famine they shall be satisfied.

1/10/2020 5:19:35 AM natalt_aust 23andMe can now target the market of their new drugs based on your genomic sequencing which you provided and paid for.

1/10/2020 5:22:37 AM covertress "It’s talking with customers on merchant websites."

I recently spoke with one such bot over a sweepstakes that I called in to learn more about. The bot was quite convincing as a real person at first...

1/10/2020 5:23:05 AM aboxoffrogs You are correct about the love part. The trouble is; "Love" is often a tool used as a form of control. The product of that love, reduced to a pawn in a 

game of greed and shekels.

1/10/2020 5:23:05 AM flubbynutty Muslim Brotherhood

1/10/2020 5:23:09 AM ravisingkeegan Lol

1/10/2020 5:25:24 AM state1union C_A clown 🤡 Agency. WAPO

1/10/2020 5:27:11 AM covertress I began noticing subtle similarities in the bot's speech and tone as my replies forced it to repeat itself.

The average person may never be aware they are speaking with such a bot, so sophisticated was its level of programming.

$$ to create? Still cheaper than a room of humans.

1/10/2020 5:27:19 AM americanpetal Is this part of Depopulation Agenda 2030?

1/10/2020 5:28:45 AM karina89350882 Gosh - please don`t even think of the possibility to get stuck in this "hell-hole" - but you are exactly hitting the Point! The time is NOW - not in 10 years, 

not in 5 years, not in 2 years - NOW!!! 

I AM always concerned that the People get "drawn" in all the political Drama

1/10/2020 5:30:48 AM karina89350882 and get trapped in the Show. So they can`t "see" what we are really fighting against and fighting for. It`s nothing less than Liberation of mankind 'free 

the Soul trap"

1/10/2020 5:35:07 AM cookiesweikert Obviously this is a lie. We Americans know better. Too much proof. The truth will come out soon enough

1/10/2020 5:37:27 AM trumpawakened Executive Order, I think specifically this one —> https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-

involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

1/10/2020 5:37:58 AM covertress I can break anything. 🤓

"AI is freaky" == + 💯

1/10/2020 5:38:11 AM cookiesweikert Tick Tock criminal

1/10/2020 5:39:14 AM jaggers_p Mike Adams has a wealth of information on this topic.  Natural News dot com.  Enter “flu shot” in the search bar.

1/10/2020 5:39:48 AM trumpawakened EO=Executive Order —> https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-

abuse-corruption/ …

1/10/2020 5:40:05 AM rzvsrm Hospital? Or Dental? Or maybe some other kind of patients ❓



1/10/2020 5:44:22 AM drew_tality Control of everything everyone is priority 1.

Knowledge is controlled.

Value of individual(s) knowledge cannot be allowed as it would disrupt human power structures which maintain CONTROLS.

U imply a person from another small nation will be allowed to disrupt USA w 1 invention?

1/10/2020 5:49:05 AM covertress I mostly do it by accident...

like with The Matrix. 

Though in that case, it's not broken, just a little cracked. 😂 pic.twitter.com/V8Y1dvGrAr

1/10/2020 5:49:30 AM drew_tality Ur premise implies a loss of organizational control globally.

A human free for all.

No gov./military complex would allow nor encourage such; rather capture & contain such from peoples. Then introduce via controlled entities only if 

regulatable/manageable and gov promoting.

1/10/2020 5:52:39 AM tlcvictoria Nothing give me a break

1/10/2020 5:53:46 AM tlcvictoria Uranium 1 Benghazi and all those suicided

1/10/2020 5:54:36 AM brad34351293 In the DUMBs, yes.

It has been going on, though.

1/10/2020 5:55:05 AM drew_tality Look at Amazon. Apple. Samsung. Wal-Mart. Market/banks regulation & professional/personal income survallience.

Tech demi-gods have been tapped. Gov has consolidated power and now perfected A.I.

All stats/numbers computer generated based on inventories but massaged 4 outcomes.

1/10/2020 5:58:49 AM puffdomino  pic.twitter.com/rKZ7vDR87I

1/10/2020 5:59:29 AM brd369 Weaponized illnesses that only targets specific genetic markers

1/10/2020 6:00:52 AM rawphonegirl What could possibly go wrong? pic.twitter.com/TxD26d7BWa

1/10/2020 6:02:13 AM resilience_me Here is a proof-of-unique-human system I invented between 2015 and 2018, solves that problem. And, I think bots are overrated, socially. Could be 

wrong, but just my best guess.  http://pseudonympairs.tech/  pic.twitter.com/Vw99H0Jpov

1/10/2020 6:03:32 AM plasticjesus6 LEO?

1/10/2020 6:09:46 AM thesquatchtard Been waiting for 3+ years now...

1/10/2020 6:10:40 AM thesquatchtard Nope

1/10/2020 6:11:04 AM _17patriot_ The genetic bioware has begun

1/10/2020 6:11:35 AM schneppjennifer Interesting to think of delays in what we say we want now,  as a chance to detach from these external things feeding our emotional addictions, and 

truly learn how to create. 😊 Feeling expanded.

1/10/2020 6:14:28 AM rzvsrm First the cameras were inoperative, then it (the tape) was lost, then it was found, next the camera video was of the wrong cell. The story has changed 

more often than a newlyweds’ shorts!

1/10/2020 6:16:41 AM lightworkercain Pole Shift a coming...

1/10/2020 6:17:53 AM shanewhitfiel10 This Twitter algorithm has been acting crazy this week.. seems like I am seeing same over and week

1/10/2020 6:19:08 AM rzvsrm Guess he didn’t want to be suicided. Why am I not surprised!?!

1/10/2020 6:20:53 AM nea_storm Exactly! [Their] playbook mechanics are ancient and extremely limited and are completely accustomed to people simply taking whatever [they] express 

as reality: Just like the Wizard of Oz programs: They are the Wizard of Oz programs! Zero Strawman people! Estate Trust realities 

pic.twitter.com/RpQA9v82cS

1/10/2020 6:21:08 AM discolazarus Hear hear.

1/10/2020 6:27:31 AM ericpartchey That will be there downfall

1/10/2020 6:28:05 AM nea_storm Greetings Dasha! Happy New Year! Yes absolutely! Future Past! There are multiple ways of managing these vile creatures that includes [their] 

conscious spirit: This is just an image of what may be required for some: Yet cremation properly eliminates specific binding elements 

pic.twitter.com/EdgsF4JHcJ

1/10/2020 6:28:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Newlyweds should not be wearing shorts if they are to fulfill their sacred duty to God and procreate nonstop until they bear a child.

1/10/2020 6:34:15 AM subversion_ops How would you know? You're not a government employee.

1/10/2020 6:34:28 AM subversion_ops He's a LARP

1/10/2020 6:40:11 AM karina89350882 Oh yes …...once again your are so precisely over "target". In ancient times the evil ones were Gods, they were not questioned about anything and 

there thinking didn`t change that much.

And because the wizard of Oz: It took me some time to understand that both the good and the

1/10/2020 6:42:23 AM karina89350882 bad uses films to tell the possible future ( or better said there Version of one possible timeline). Therefore Hollywood is extremly emportant for them. 

And we have to be Aware that a lot of films have underlaying vibrations sent to us.

1/10/2020 6:44:39 AM cledrordfishing Misinformation?

1/10/2020 6:52:09 AM needeniseervin7 Oh no, bad.  I thought this company was being investigated for doing illegal stuff.

1/10/2020 6:52:17 AM cdale_dog Starting to agree.  Sad, had high hopes.

1/10/2020 6:55:34 AM laurabusse Me too ☺️

1/10/2020 7:02:04 AM canadianconjob Ayo boomer, instead of mindlessly following an invisible #QCult do your research and realize these “local news stations” are owned by Sinclair media. 

They make these journalist say the same thing, trump propaganda  https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/04/02/598794433/video-reveals-

power-of-sinclair-as-local-news-anchors-recite-script-in-unison … 

Your in a cult, talk to your loved 1s

1/10/2020 7:03:35 AM canadianconjob All these people posting #Qcult sent me here, you’re in a bloody cult mate. Use your brains and you realize they are being forced to say this by the 

company that owns them. Sinclair. https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2018/04/02/598794433/video-reveals-power-of-sinclair-as-local-news-

anchors-recite-script-in-unison …

1/10/2020 7:05:02 AM trishbrennan18 Earthquakes can be man made

1/10/2020 7:16:25 AM wrong_way_down Rex Tillerson

1/10/2020 7:20:20 AM pocketninjamom Muslim Brotherhood

1/10/2020 7:20:58 AM idabwells_1862 Sick bastardi.

1/10/2020 7:22:59 AM kachinagtto Law Enforcement Officers

1/10/2020 7:25:27 AM bluesparrow222 No. I’m not enjoying this part. We’ve got a RINO that just came out from behind the curtain last night, we’ve got (hopefully fake news) stating that 

bitch HRC is a-Okay, and I’m waiting for the something big since about a month ago. Let’s do this

1/10/2020 7:26:10 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1202648630265602048?s=19 …

1/10/2020 7:29:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 US Navy confirms it has another video of Nimitz UFO encounter yet to be released - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-

confirms-another-video-nimitz-21253169 …

1/10/2020 7:29:56 AM nicpace2 Who needs people when you can just have bots parroting  other peoples ideas all day long. Then another group of bots agree with the what the first 

bot was telling everyone. Dangerous to discourse extremely dangerous!!!

1/10/2020 7:30:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ups and downs are intention and she will not get a free pass.

1/10/2020 7:31:24 AM bryceja68689884 I find the enemy's panic actions comical, yes. They are telegraphing their distress and it's predictable at this point.

1/10/2020 7:31:48 AM twilly18 space aliens are high 4ing each other.

they really enjoy being noticed

1/10/2020 7:31:53 AM nicpace2 Drone war  gaming testing day.

1/10/2020 7:32:07 AM clownwo50602519 Yay more Deep State Limited Hangout Disclosure (TTSA / Tom Delonge / McCain / Harry Reid / John Podesta) Project.

1/10/2020 7:32:41 AM karina89350882 Surprise, surprise………..



1/10/2020 7:32:47 AM werascending They need to release the “clear” video that they have!!!

1/10/2020 7:33:36 AM tim45166867 Something big is always coming. Can’t wait until it gets here.

1/10/2020 7:34:11 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1215657414005002240?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1215657414005002240 …

1/10/2020 7:34:16 AM werascending And they feed off of our frustration from talking to the bots!!! Kill them with kindness!!!

1/10/2020 7:34:37 AM sheilas11 “Appear weak when you are strong.”

The Art of War

1/10/2020 7:36:06 AM bluesparrow222 She better not. Let’s hope Imposter 44 goes right down with her.

1/10/2020 7:36:34 AM april10521252 Our dna is taken at birth with heal pricks, and can be taken any time we give blood, saliva, hair or skin. Oh   this is nothing new, 23 and me wasn't 

needed for that.

1/10/2020 7:36:57 AM clifton15jon Caught some more criminals is what i am reading between the lines

1/10/2020 7:37:35 AM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/4QWtU4nNYs

1/10/2020 7:37:48 AM bluesparrow222 Very familiar w/that, but for how long? pic.twitter.com/jKeBF6wziO

1/10/2020 7:37:56 AM kindeandtrue Booooooring.

1/10/2020 7:38:12 AM winduchi U.S. Navy (core of the Alliance ) are prepping for more Disclosure? 

⏱

1/10/2020 7:38:28 AM snakesanders22 Disclosure goes too slow, declass Roswell!

1/10/2020 7:41:07 AM seekingknowle12 Another Tom Delong promotion disguised as disclosure?

Drip drip drip?

Tiresome.

Land one on the White House Lawn already.

1/10/2020 7:41:38 AM olimyracle Connect the dots?

Open your mind?

More delta0 proofs? pic.twitter.com/wo0El7yvFq

1/10/2020 7:42:28 AM snakesanders22 Declass Serpo project ;)

1/10/2020 7:44:04 AM nea_storm Must be "Getting Really Hot Over Targets" when [they] begin to focus upon alien Disclosure versus continuous Failure of [BH] to distract the public 

from Premeditated heinous Crimes many Key public persons are being held accountable regarding! Hell-0 demons

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZD8HKVKneI … pic.twitter.com/JyZu9ySKFl

1/10/2020 7:44:27 AM werascending Perhaps 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/pdEZc5qlIg

1/10/2020 7:45:44 AM ctenfor Its our own craft, starting space force disclosure

1/10/2020 7:45:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are no coincidences.

It's going to be biblical.

1/10/2020 7:46:23 AM werascending  pic.twitter.com/KwZMYOL9yd

1/10/2020 7:49:46 AM mklundquist Haha! 😂🤣

It wouldn't be a day if something big wasn't coming from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2020 7:51:54 AM americanpetal I’m thinking of moving back to a coastal area. Is that a safe place to live?

1/10/2020 7:52:50 AM sinceiwokeup Creepy what's next

1/10/2020 7:54:59 AM seekingknowle12 This is actually true.

And it doubles down when real genuine supportive people get dismissed as bots.

The other day I swear a bot accused ME of being a bot.

1/10/2020 7:55:06 AM plasticjesus6 Hehe 

For a second  > thought

Low

Earth 

Orbit 

Lol

1/10/2020 7:55:17 AM laurabusse 🤣

1/10/2020 7:56:30 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/xbgWQPfxOv

1/10/2020 7:56:47 AM justifi78326842 My photos , So. California pic.twitter.com/8lUIsD5lNf

1/10/2020 7:58:03 AM surfing123456 Dude really trying to keep hope but damn it’s starting to worry me a little

1/10/2020 7:59:07 AM laurabusse We did it

Trusting

1/10/2020 7:59:56 AM terripi57420413 And the clueless people will go “oh well”. I just wanted to know my family history. The devil is in the details. Life is about living well and following the 

teachings of our Savior.

1/10/2020 8:00:10 AM girlawakeinca My first thought is not yet. I live inland but there are waterways above & below (ground). I have flood insurance but am even thinking higher ground 

may be a better choice.

1/10/2020 8:00:19 AM twilly18 this twitter user has found actual video of aliens.

they are real and here to have a good time

Earth is like a Six Flags to them

listen to Firesign Theater's "Everything You Know Is Wrong" for more details

1/10/2020 8:03:13 AM justifi78326842 I was sitting outside meditating when a female voice said to me to look up and this is what I saw😳 I carry my camera everywhere and was able to 

photograph quickly.

1/10/2020 8:03:27 AM nick85houston Learn to swim 😏

1/10/2020 8:04:05 AM justifi78326842 Another mystery 🧐 pic.twitter.com/4bdoj7uv4o

1/10/2020 8:06:26 AM f83hz Are you getting your Annunaki groove on today? 🙄😂🤷♂️👍🏻

1/10/2020 8:08:57 AM dicristo13 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @RedPill78 @cjtruth @X22Report I want all #QANONS to research! Is it legal for @TomSteyer to pay Dems for 

#FakeImpeachment of @realDonaldTrump? What about Soros? Streyer strict orders- Do Before Christmas. Steyer run 4 POTUS? Big Quid Pro Quo for 

cash! https://twitter.com/ByronYork/status/1215293554840547328 …

1/10/2020 8:09:25 AM embodyknowledge Don’t look here, look here 😪. Distractions

1/10/2020 8:09:42 AM lonewol97176157 I can understand the prudence of this move by the Justice Dept, but it’s very frustration never the less.

1/10/2020 8:12:05 AM lonewol97176157 Pretty effing hard to wake the unwoke when they’ve been given this sort of ammunition.

1/10/2020 8:12:40 AM pinkypd 😳😳😱

1/10/2020 8:13:56 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/0pc3VuZwJ4

1/10/2020 8:16:11 AM kmb122371 something big™️ has been coming soon™️ for a while now. pardon me if i don't get too excited. again.

1/10/2020 8:19:16 AM keithwins @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please comment on this ....  https://twitter.com/go4itbas/status/1215634825102663680 …

1/10/2020 8:22:31 AM lonewol97176157 Also consider the magnitude of Clinton crimes, what might this do to international relations. I would imagine people would be mighty furious with the 

US and Americans.We might never officially know of these crimes, or maybe something bigger is coming..

1/10/2020 8:24:01 AM gkabanuk If Hillary did  can be prosecuted for, than we are no longer a nation of laws, and the rest of us should take not of that and act accordingly.



1/10/2020 8:24:30 AM brookshunter12 Could also be Military Base. Agreed on Muslim Brotherhood.

1/10/2020 8:26:40 AM lorirrr Would my Bose alarm clock radio work?

1/10/2020 8:27:03 AM spencnat Hahahahaha 😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/9urZ4qaFbG

1/10/2020 8:28:13 AM brookshunter12 That was my take on his comments about "we're all gonna die soon."

1/10/2020 8:33:32 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/1ymJfSN0MM

1/10/2020 8:36:52 AM corn_hole Please bring the gliche back for a few minutes.

1/10/2020 8:39:44 AM nschlange It dies it to me as well

1/10/2020 8:39:52 AM n7guardiananon nice way to disclose both!!! https://youtu.be/OfQDn5BU0bQ 

1/10/2020 8:40:46 AM eyegloarts 🐂💩

1/10/2020 8:42:50 AM doc1415 A man in central indiana sentenced to 200 years for human trafficking and possession of child pornography. MJ12 tweeted the article. Ive seen many 

similiar too it. Pay attention to the news. Msm wont touch it. If they do its 30 seconds of airtime.

1/10/2020 8:43:18 AM carliestar10 I'm just not bothering to vote. I could care less. All promises are broken. My 19 year old son has lots of friends saddled with crushing debt. Maybe Lizzie 

will be a good deal for them. But whatever... the whole government is a joke.

1/10/2020 8:43:33 AM covertress I tried thanking one the other day.

It wasn't programmed to respond to kindness. So sad.

1/10/2020 8:45:03 AM nea_storm ]WH[ + [BH] = (-0-) is Required for us to All Advance 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnkHf069fvA … pic.twitter.com/4c0Euq5xws

1/10/2020 8:45:57 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/20wohkm70s

1/10/2020 8:48:15 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5ru36JMYCs

1/10/2020 8:48:32 AM nschlange What is that a picture of and please don't respond w/a question.

1/10/2020 8:52:25 AM taleofterrier Do you live in a red state?

1/10/2020 8:52:33 AM nanablue37 Yeah, scary stuff, no?

1/10/2020 9:00:22 AM lamieret Oh, WaPo...I will relax. Typical, they try and get in front of the damage and control the narrative.

1/10/2020 9:00:36 AM guy_karen I never trusted 23 & me

1/10/2020 9:01:13 AM sterkinglights1 Something BIG.

1/10/2020 9:03:54 AM 4everapatriot And you believe the ever corrupt media 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/10/2020 9:05:27 AM nikoscali Must be nice to be able to develop valuable IP based on genetic tests that people ALSO pay for.

1/10/2020 9:06:49 AM cindylee81 Bingo!!!

1/10/2020 9:07:03 AM jemelewilliams Your the only other person to actually read the story.

1/10/2020 9:07:28 AM cindylee81 Sure did!!!!

1/10/2020 9:08:19 AM rebornkingent Didn’t Sec Pompeo yesterday say we’ll be in this battle good/evil till Rapture?

1/10/2020 9:08:44 AM cindylee81 Me too !

1/10/2020 9:12:16 AM secure4liberty Fake News from a WaPo/Fusion GPS reporter. 

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Carry on.

1/10/2020 9:16:37 AM invixter No..it's not released yet.

1/10/2020 9:18:09 AM nikoscali The 2004 #NimitzIncident videos exist and are currently classified TOP SECRET which indicates there is something in these videos that if released would 

harm national security be it a UFO alien, man made, or otherwise. 

 https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/wxe54z/the-navy-has-secret-classified-video-of-an-infamous-ufo-incident?utm_source=digg …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #QAnon

1/10/2020 9:22:03 AM joni_apple_seed I believe the majestic one was mocking your grammar. pic.twitter.com/DGFdTy7wYx

1/10/2020 9:22:26 AM rick_hernandez And the lawyer who signed the docs letting everyone know just happens to be the daughter of James comey pic.twitter.com/3xaEiEU7v1

1/10/2020 9:27:06 AM rachaelangelm Lol

1/10/2020 9:33:52 AM tamexis Lovely verse. I feel I’m stepping more and more into my power and embracing and expressing my spirituality without judgment.

1/10/2020 9:34:29 AM worldxplorer1 Does this signify that the killboxes are going to replaced with something else?

1/10/2020 9:35:22 AM tamexis Love. Real love. To everything, because in each of us dwells God.. that the evil has run wild, yes, but together we propel change.

1/10/2020 9:35:37 AM carliestar10 Colorado

1/10/2020 9:36:53 AM heartcrossgifts 2 minute warning.  Israel will be last

1/10/2020 9:47:20 AM rawphonegirl In what universe would this be the way to say "hello" to the masses? Is that you Podesta?

1/10/2020 9:49:15 AM majcm83 Please please please please please please tell us what the Freaking something big is this time! I hope you don’t block me I like your channel, but 

everyone keep saying that. Everyone wants to know what it is

1/10/2020 9:49:42 AM terrancongito And no compensation to those whose data was used to create it...

1/10/2020 9:49:57 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 doesn't block people

1/10/2020 9:50:32 AM majcm83 How should we feel the energy shift? Everybody else is feeling it but I sure haven’t

1/10/2020 9:52:38 AM jmboz1 And the 49,000 emails just sent to ACLJ. I'm sure it's taking more than a couple weeks.

1/10/2020 9:53:12 AM sandro220  pic.twitter.com/liHTQOC5TA

1/10/2020 9:55:22 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/sQGRslvb7c

1/10/2020 9:56:09 AM sheilas11 I’ve been living through this since Trump announced his candidacy. I finally felt hope, and understand your frustration. 

Imagine dismantling a century of corruption in three years, not only in the USA but worldwide. 

I’m staying comfy as long as Patriots are in control.

1/10/2020 9:58:23 AM oab999 Be watchful, there is an agenda to substitute the Cabal w “Benign ET”.  We must keep our focus on our internal awakening within God. God is within 

and relationship is direct and non- religious, non-ritualistic, that’s what the Great Awakening is about. #TheGreatAwakeningisWithin

1/10/2020 9:59:38 AM charlesgdavis1 Sure does. pic.twitter.com/qtd2YB1SFd

1/10/2020 10:01:18 AM charlesgdavis1 Thanks for the information. Spreading it like butter. pic.twitter.com/UWiYBZgM7y

1/10/2020 10:07:52 AM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/_3eC35LoF4U  Qblike

1/10/2020 10:08:31 AM 92michael This passage is speaking of a global flood. The earth spirit can and does initiate earthquakes that have generated local floods examples: the 2004 and 

2011 tsunamis.

1/10/2020 10:09:03 AM joni_apple_seed Maybe he or she was having a pissy day. Don’t take it personally. He forgot, #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/rm9brYcGzJ

1/10/2020 10:09:44 AM rzvsrm 😂🤣😂🤣 used shorts in place of undergarments. Shouldn’t have tried to be PC. My bad!

1/10/2020 10:11:59 AM laurapsv Hang in there Christina!!!! Watch the latest “Truther News” channels on Bit Chute (some still on YouTube)!!! SO MUCH IS HAPPENING!!!! We have to 

allow delays and restrategizing 4 things like attempts on the Presidents life which happen everyday! Stay the course #trusttheplan

1/10/2020 10:14:16 AM aboxoffrogs There will always be judgement. It is what keeps us vertical. 😇

1/10/2020 10:17:22 AM momislazy11 Thanks

1/10/2020 10:18:59 AM karmakurrent @FrostScience Museum says they’re looking for ET’s...hmmm...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DecodeMatrix @AllahUniversal @realDonaldTrump 

pic.twitter.com/FbALU1i1Ti



1/10/2020 10:21:57 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

【EPIC NEW Trump Christmas Song - 12 Days of a Trump Christmas - By #DanaKamide】

#QArmyJapanFlynn が、どこよりも早いクリスマスソングをお送りします(By デーナ・カマイド)!!! 

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5 https://youtu.be/0HXdTM9B-8g 
1/10/2020 10:24:24 AM jorica207 The space station is suppose to be 300+/- miles above the earth, that shot through simple triangulation would be from several thousand miles away 

from Earth, how gulible do they think we are?

1/10/2020 10:25:53 AM jayrambin It is indeed. It seems the best way is reverse the tv programming. But, the media won’t. Trump has a method. Give them enough rope to hang 

themselves. Every dem stunt awakens another layer. We’re there to give them a safe place to go. And explain things... when they ask.

1/10/2020 10:26:19 AM jorica207 From 300 miles away (reported SS elevation, it would be imposible to take this shot

1/10/2020 10:30:16 AM whatsmypw Did you purposely choose an upside profile pic that looks like a satanic star? Hidden in plain sight.

1/10/2020 10:31:05 AM rosscarwalker Is @jack a bot?

1/10/2020 10:33:07 AM bluesparrow222 Thank you for this. It’s certainly plausible. I especially like it because there is thought and discernment. I grow weary of the catch phrases; trust the 

plan, 4d chess, we have it all, pain is coming, etc. We need more of this and less of the other.

1/10/2020 10:33:19 AM freedomfriez Haven't you heard, Jaybird!? It's Durham now! Keep up. You Q-tards always have a new crazy train coming down the tracks, after the train you were 

CERTAIN was to bring righteous justice leaves the station bereft of ANYTHING of significance. You’ve been fleeced and used, rub.

1/10/2020 10:34:31 AM freedomfriez It’s almost like the con game could go on forever, with a new hero always coming down the tracks, and sad little morons willing to buy...anything

1/10/2020 10:46:40 AM nea_storm Yes! I See (John 9:25) [them] in all [their] various costumes same agenda, same mottos operandi: Thank you for your concern 

pic.twitter.com/Ocd2RtF4M3

1/10/2020 10:49:59 AM caveat_viator I want to see head’s in nooses for the crimes we all know have been committed

1/10/2020 10:50:13 AM enomai_ Scary

1/10/2020 10:52:11 AM citizencitizenc We live on the inertial plane of an electro-magnetic toroidal field. In other words, the earth is flat.

1/10/2020 10:55:39 AM luxdefiance @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you saying the earth is flat?

1/10/2020 10:57:26 AM mynardpamela Benign ETs that are all sweetness and light, so you let your guard down? 🙃

1/10/2020 11:01:02 AM oab999 We don’t know what they are or if they exist.  Treat them like all beings in the universe, with love and respect but no worshiping or admiration.  That’s 

only for the One God #ThereCanBeOnlyOne

1/10/2020 11:03:44 AM manifest_utopia Oh Look. A 17 year old.

No coincidences.

The power of 3-6-9. https://www.foxnews.com/science/17-year-old-nasa-intern-stunning-discovery …

1/10/2020 11:03:44 AM aleks8837 More cool things happening! 😃 https://twitter.com/PHarry_Meghan/status/1214983636954554368 …

1/10/2020 11:06:20 AM n7guardiananon BIGGER than 5G??? https://youtu.be/jebiDI7SZM8 

1/10/2020 11:09:42 AM chapulincolored "It found nothing of consequence."

1/10/2020 11:16:08 AM chapulincolored So they should only be wearing their birthday suit and practice procreation nonstop.

🤣🤣🤣

1/10/2020 11:25:22 AM troystine6 that’s not a true statement. this story came from washington post so..

1/10/2020 11:25:33 AM chiariziajames Nothing of consequence?

Obstruction of justice is obstruction of justice no matter whether the emails contained anything or not, they were subpoenaed and she destroyed 

them . Even a goat herd would pass a sentence on that or offer a plea deal.

1/10/2020 11:30:14 AM dironablu2u I meant the 1%'ers that QAnon promised.

1/10/2020 11:37:45 AM francoissmc I assume Q has been silent for two reasons:

Conflict of interest on Iranian scenario, and Dem’s retaliation on the SCAM! Plaining out needs to happen, rope and hanging much.....

@JackalsLast  @GreyWolf1065 @prayingmedic @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx

1/10/2020 11:45:12 AM boaznerd 04-10-20 = D.J.T.

04/10/20 = Good Friday

#ItsGoingToBeBiblical

#WWG1WGA

1/10/2020 11:45:34 AM nikoscali All that and they STILL got it wrong!

1/10/2020 11:45:38 AM momekool1 #FalseDisclosure

1/10/2020 11:46:22 AM 92michael Yeah I looked that up too. It's going to be good???

1/10/2020 12:00:09 PM nick85houston 🎵Threeeeee is a magic number

Yes it is

It’s a magic number 🎵

1/10/2020 12:15:23 PM mscronkat And so this means............?

1/10/2020 12:15:32 PM phreatomagnetic Show me, talk is cheap

Time for movement pic.twitter.com/YXojH7BWWl

1/10/2020 12:16:10 PM lsu571 So the kill box is no more 🤔

1/10/2020 12:17:09 PM swzsez DEW, HAARP, CERN can do. Not sure if CERN is active.  MHO

1/10/2020 12:17:36 PM mscronkat Exactly.

1/10/2020 12:19:56 PM 92michael WOW! It sounds like they have the gears turning and grinding.

1/10/2020 12:24:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iran has 'fleet of killer dolphins trained to blow up ships in suicide attacks' - World News - Mirror Online https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-

news/iran-fleet-killer-dolphins-trained-21254757 …

1/10/2020 12:25:11 PM werascending So right! 👊🙏🙏

1/10/2020 12:26:12 PM speaakn Um, there aren’t "suicidal" dolphins 🤨 SMH 🤦♀️

1/10/2020 12:26:42 PM globalciro Yeah right

1/10/2020 12:27:28 PM 92michael Yep! It sure is. 3 stands for completeness as in a plan or creation. It also means perfection as in mind, body and spirit.

1/10/2020 12:27:32 PM twilly18 the dolphins don't know it's a suicide attack

1/10/2020 12:27:40 PM stellarstellaq Sick

1/10/2020 12:28:14 PM dls00741 i call this out as fake news.  dolphins have beautiful, gentle souls.  wouldn't happen...

1/10/2020 12:28:16 PM cosmic_engineer That 'news' article was strictly for the 🐑

They will back Killary, and be up in arms if arrested. That's the motive.

The you want lots of outrage and to show 45 as a dictator scrubbing his enemies

1/10/2020 12:28:21 PM siriusbshaman Sick

1/10/2020 12:29:03 PM maxxanger This is a Washington Post story!!!!!!!

1/10/2020 12:29:41 PM leigh_vas Wow. Random shit ends up not being nonsense... God's way of sending messages? Pay attention to the innocent souls,  like a TV channel of time 

machine revelations #LookingGlass



1/10/2020 12:31:04 PM dgrootkarzijn Allah Flipperrrrr!!!!

*** SPLASH ***

1/10/2020 12:31:13 PM manifest_utopia 17 has become a magical number.

And it's now Everywhere.

1/10/2020 12:32:16 PM trumpgender Still awaiting PETA's response

1/10/2020 12:33:01 PM frostscience You'll just have to come join @CoolAstronomer and find out!

1/10/2020 12:33:08 PM turboxyde As an individual there's not much I can do physically, but spiritually I can send these creatures some telepathic love & expose their handler's intentions.

As someone who has studied & taught mine warfare; historically, animal uses didn't work out so well.

See Soviet Dog Mines. pic.twitter.com/atRoxT01P6

1/10/2020 12:33:41 PM natureinspace Do we really expect anything decent to come from the Iranian government? Of course they will send dolphins to their deaths. They don't even care 

about their own people.

1/10/2020 12:33:46 PM abibeuck22 Twitter considers you a bot if you retweet a lot...

1/10/2020 12:34:11 PM manifest_utopia MJ 12, are some of these "suicide" dolphins the IS-BE's from the Domain team that was lost all those centuries ago?

1/10/2020 12:35:39 PM ladolcevitta Animal cruelty. So sick.

1/10/2020 12:37:54 PM atashfire Muslim Brotherhood going down?

1/10/2020 12:38:28 PM slplesner This is  frankly a really ‘NO GO’.. It’s mean, it’s a sick behavior anda bad sad situation, in many ways..

Shame on the Iranians military 👊👊👊

Btw. USA, Israel, Kina, Japan ect ect is doing it too on octopus, seagull, lobsters 🤔

1/10/2020 12:38:32 PM leigh_vas  https://patents.google.com/patent/US8498850?oq=patent:8498850 …

Project Looking Glass. For my rightfully paranoid IT security savvy fam who don't like links, just Google patent search: #8,498,850

1/10/2020 12:40:43 PM pirateslookat40 I am sure they don't have an agenda.....lol

1/10/2020 12:42:08 PM tlcl1964 Reading or bifocal glasses exist.  Do photo glass exist that could do that?

1/10/2020 12:42:43 PM bluesparrow222 But truly, the optics of that will be the same now, or 5 months from now. This almost has to be a timed demolition imploding from within their own 

ranks.

1/10/2020 12:43:32 PM tlcl1964 That coastline runs almost the whole ...surface?

1/10/2020 12:44:10 PM laurenmbradley Werd up, brother. I couldn’t agree more. It’s all about the energies for me. I was publicly given the disclosure by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 recently that 

verified the energy signatures that I’ve always seen coming from IS-BE’s. They’re beautiful, geometric patterns- always with me. 💞🙏🏻

1/10/2020 12:44:20 PM maxxanger No not at all-😉

1/10/2020 12:44:23 PM kingcome7 Call PETA!

1/10/2020 12:44:52 PM das_infamous Wtf is going on here?!? Hahaha

1/10/2020 12:45:10 PM das_infamous Are they Ill tempered?

1/10/2020 12:45:16 PM kmcdtwittter325 I hope this is not true. This makes me so sad.

1/10/2020 12:46:32 PM ewilliams22101 Are we the bots?

1/10/2020 12:46:41 PM patjone29703057 That is so disgusting . Deep state using the animal kingdom for their dirty work .

1/10/2020 12:46:44 PM maxxanger Let us not forget about Burns Oregon, There is more from this story to be told at a later date!

1/10/2020 12:48:28 PM dinunziotd Where are all the "animal rights" cult? silent

1/10/2020 12:48:29 PM peter95117110 Scholarly Research for deeper levels:

 https://read.dukeupress.edu/environmental-humanities/article-standard/8/2/196/8119/Military-Cetology …

1/10/2020 12:48:54 PM allahuniversal The political drama is needed to ensure that as many as possible are engaged. Even the most apolitical have had/will have some opinion on Trump at 

some point. June 16 2015, that was me. "Oh Trump's, running? Must mean he's winning, this'll be fun to watch". Little did I know...

1/10/2020 12:49:12 PM n7guardiananon The Soviet Navy operated a research facility 44.5800°N 33.4023°E to explore military uses of marine mammals at Kazachya Bukhta, near Sevastopol. 

The Russian military's military dolphin program is believed to have languished in the early 1990s.

1/10/2020 12:49:12 PM lbf777 Do you want us to get scared of Iran?

1/10/2020 12:49:29 PM leigh_vas Dolphins are extremely intelligent. I like this idea you proposed- a LOT. I say we need to at least try this, all together despite semantics ("spirituality is 

the devil!""telepathy is demons!"etc. *insert eyeroll*) Who knows- we might save American lives fr and not even know it.

1/10/2020 12:49:39 PM n7guardiananon Russian Federation, Ukraine and IranEdit

After the fall of the Soviet Union, the Soviet military dolphin program was passed to the Ukrainian Navy.

hello Black Sea

1/10/2020 12:49:39 PM das_infamous  pic.twitter.com/KwxWL1zdd7

1/10/2020 12:50:19 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/CKzZmQ1hiL

1/10/2020 12:50:24 PM webarian1 They are trained and don't know it's going to kill them...

1/10/2020 12:50:32 PM paullamoureux4 Ya well wait till they find out it’s a one way trip with no second day in the job.

1/10/2020 12:50:34 PM tsc_sutor I think they will do it not in real, but maybe in this hell is all possible.

With love.

1/10/2020 12:52:04 PM webarian1 Really? What do you think marine parks are doing? They train for tricks, how is training a dolphin to do this a stretch for you?

1/10/2020 12:52:07 PM 92michael HAHAHA! Isn’t it awesome! It showed up in the whole Iran missile, terrorist thing 52-35=17

1/10/2020 12:52:10 PM newalias777 Iran surrendered

1/10/2020 12:52:19 PM allahuniversal ...at the time that the whole world would be watching

1/10/2020 12:52:47 PM desert2thesea Zzzzzz

1/10/2020 12:53:32 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/aKtMRC9zmg

1/10/2020 12:53:55 PM turboxyde If the intentions are innocent & pure, then the service IS divine, what manifests will BE beyond ego & fear.

Dream Weavers,

Read the thread meditate, project your consciousness & let us collectively give a whirl!

#WWG1WGA

#ProjectDreamWeaver pic.twitter.com/imvklzSA75
1/10/2020 12:54:56 PM allseeinge_y_e With all of the "HI-RES" cameras out there these days. Cellphones take better video quality than this clip lol

1/10/2020 12:55:10 PM kathyan61139722 Sad!

1/10/2020 12:55:40 PM corn_hole No worries, we knew about this in 2001 when my carrier was down there.  I trust the SAF has it under control.

1/10/2020 1:01:56 PM jfogle8 They really don't care who or what they destroy and kill. Do they? Gross degenerates.

1/10/2020 1:02:56 PM richgar06  pic.twitter.com/LDZ7WvHjgI



1/10/2020 1:03:28 PM 1_decided_voter 'Yeah, we got more footage, but we aren't going to let you see it'

Then why let it be known it exists?

1/10/2020 1:03:37 PM allahuniversal Precisely! Giving [them] our full attention 8s what [they] want (read: NEED)

Alternatively:

Happily

Righteously

Creating

1/10/2020 1:05:19 PM pufpufpafpaf The Nazi never lost!

They moved to #USA.

From there we have 80 years war in total.

Wake up #America!

Even #Bush was a Nazi.

In 1940 -1945 #Operationpaperclip , #google for it!

America is infiltrated by the biggest scum on #Earth.

 http://thebushconnection.com/bush.html  pic.twitter.com/A8fsKhSsnZ
1/10/2020 1:05:29 PM werascending I see it everywhere now too! Everytime I see it I get a sense of security and hope fills my heart.

1/10/2020 1:05:44 PM bring_storm First thing that came to mind

😂🇺🇸😂 pic.twitter.com/tYV5eGYS87

1/10/2020 1:06:26 PM jjquintana7 Yeah, sure 😉 pic.twitter.com/y8cK5Uz6pU

1/10/2020 1:07:15 PM dls00741 HIGHER SOULS WOULDN'T COMMIT SUICIDE.

1/10/2020 1:08:00 PM adavejohnson  pic.twitter.com/w3YhEtb6gk

1/10/2020 1:08:19 PM dls00741  pic.twitter.com/URpcqljrph

1/10/2020 1:09:15 PM allahuniversal Didn't hear it

1/10/2020 1:09:18 PM werascending Soul transfers?

1/10/2020 1:10:44 PM calirose1955 This happened in South Africa. He uncovered all this happening in the government of South Africa

1/10/2020 1:10:56 PM melbourne_3000 There are no words 😔

1/10/2020 1:11:10 PM manifest_utopia The increasing appearance of 17 is strong confirmation of Our Power to manifest.

#WWG1WGA

#SeventeenEverywhere

#TheGreatAwakening

1/10/2020 1:11:43 PM rosscarwalker So do they inject adrenochrome? What does it do? Does if cause the pineal gland to increase DMT production?

1/10/2020 1:12:27 PM missund79512530 I don't think that's a crazy idea. There are drones that are the size and shape of insects and birds etc. Why not dolphins outfitted as weapons too?

1/10/2020 1:13:34 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...🤔

I'll bet a lot of people don't realize that 23andMe also develops drugs!

1/10/2020 1:15:02 PM aahhhooohmmmm They are no match for our sharks with Lasers! Muah ha ha ha!!! pic.twitter.com/DEniMxQnuo

1/10/2020 1:16:49 PM mongrelglory I'm just hoping that I'm such a genetic Mongrel, that none of their weapons will work on me.  Either that, or all of their weapons will work on me 

because I'm a genetic Mongrel. 😜

1/10/2020 1:17:07 PM atypicalsheep  pic.twitter.com/LIbh1RsqXN

1/10/2020 1:18:17 PM werascending Absolutely! We all are making a big difference! 😇😇😇

1/10/2020 1:19:45 PM mongrelglory I wonder if all the telemarketers with South Asian accents who call me every day are 🤖s too...

1/10/2020 1:20:53 PM robertrkimball Whales and dolphins sacred for a reason. Totally unconscionable.

1/10/2020 1:23:21 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/raPdY9uBiX

1/10/2020 1:23:40 PM rosscarwalker When we manage to translate mammalian life we will understand the great shame that is industrial farming. These creatures are highly intelligent

1/10/2020 1:25:26 PM holotechrd I'm in all DIMENSIONS so we see it ALL.. that's why I can do what I do.. SUPREME COMMANDER⚡💥❤️👑👈

1/10/2020 1:26:12 PM calirose1955 This is old news dressed up as some new.  We already knew that President Trump was waiting for the new government of Ukraine to see if the 

President of Ukraine was going to expel the corruption in his government. President Trump said he wouldn't fund a corrupt government.

1/10/2020 1:26:13 PM mongrelglory Another article?!

Are they trying to turn people against dolphins?! 

That's racist! 😠

1/10/2020 1:27:07 PM tanez67 That is so evil!

1/10/2020 1:27:12 PM duckmeat01 WE have Flipper !!!!

1/10/2020 1:27:46 PM werascending 🤣🤣🤣Probably!

1/10/2020 1:27:58 PM mongrelglory Didn't they (the US) train dolphins in the 60's for these sorts of things Xalos?

1/10/2020 1:28:36 PM lightseeker2012 Yes, I forgot Act IV:  Israel

1/10/2020 1:31:18 PM mongrelglory Brice Taylor also talked about experiments they were doing with dolphins off the coast of California.

1/10/2020 1:32:18 PM nat1onalist I think you'll find the Americans had them First....

1/10/2020 1:32:26 PM optimismwinsend It made me sick this year and took 4 weeks to recover.

1/10/2020 1:35:37 PM subtidal4 So if I understand the patent correctly, it’s a device to model/predict outcomes based on different input (ie predict the future). Is that correct?

1/10/2020 1:37:02 PM t_hayden07 How incredibly fucked up, for those poor dolphins. They're special, & otherworldly.....

1/10/2020 1:38:22 PM mongrelglory No more downed civilian planes please! 🙏  People are very sad here in Toronto where I live. 😔

1/10/2020 1:38:49 PM freedanon17 This is EVIL

1/10/2020 1:41:32 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini

1/10/2020 1:42:18 PM moonrockets1 Sounds like he got hit with ransomware and panicked

1/10/2020 1:42:54 PM lk81955047 That's fucked up

1/10/2020 1:43:05 PM deborahdiltz @ShirleyRinguet5 @DailyMirror  Reminds me how Iran had Child Soldiers in Iran/ Iraq War made to run thru fields of Landmines

1/10/2020 1:45:09 PM anneolsen43 Read from bottom ...up?

1/10/2020 1:46:20 PM mkskyshine we be waitin''''''    M

1/10/2020 1:46:40 PM rosscarwalker Word, your path is your own

1/10/2020 1:47:35 PM medic13_17 In the Straight of Hormuz??

1/10/2020 1:49:04 PM qwarriorqueen Run, Hanx, RUN!

Ooops, too slow...now the world knows. pic.twitter.com/L5gSOCjLHz

1/10/2020 1:50:43 PM linnyt7 the atlantic...isn't my idea of an unbiased publication.  More like narrative control.

1/10/2020 1:51:41 PM woerzone_g Tons of low level guys getting indicted.   They will rat out the ppl above them and testify.  

#paincomimg 

The wheels of just are painfully slow because we follow the laws.

But its habbening.

1/10/2020 1:55:56 PM johnnyt_anon I believe Rex Tillerson is correct



1/10/2020 1:56:26 PM jtcrotteau Fake News

1/10/2020 1:59:10 PM marywal64295444 Something = something (7?) >17

???????

Looks like a whole sentence with his hands

1/10/2020 1:59:38 PM kachinagtto I tried to see what he was up to lately.  Found this - he's keynote speaker at Argus Americas Crude Summit Feb 3-5 in Houston.  Anyone else know 

what he's been up to? pic.twitter.com/yQhzTR2wLt

1/10/2020 2:00:21 PM steezy_few Correct [HRC] had access to it.

To quote POTUS "they thought she would never lose"......

Patriots in control. !!

Look up project Camelot the interviewee give a great insight into the workings of looking glass

1/10/2020 2:05:09 PM chromechaos16 This is what is holding up big name arrest it needs to be Perfect. Air tight cases which allow a weekend round up. Waiting for when Looking Glass has 

seen the least amount of casualties in the Cabal resistance. With nukes and ammo spent i think. We are close . #QArmy pic.twitter.com/Rkk9mPBErw

1/10/2020 2:05:32 PM turboxyde Declassified and public documents will show that our US Navy has performed research with Dolphin training.

I believe their focus was on mine/threat detection and object retrieval.

If you teach the Dolphin to swim to a target and touch its nose to the surface for food...

1/10/2020 2:08:11 PM sassytrumpett Is this the tic tac ufo they encountered previously?

1/10/2020 2:10:15 PM sassytrumpett Has anyone have info on Space Comand???

1/10/2020 2:10:21 PM turboxyde ...in this case, a specific area on the hull.

Then, create a simple harness & you could build a rudimentary piezoelectric circuit that could initiate a shaped, or explosively formed penetrator 

munition on contact; which, Iran has LOTs of experience building for IEDs already!

1/10/2020 2:11:55 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 🐬432hz

1/10/2020 2:11:59 PM mongrelglory I thought I had read about them teaching dolphins to attach mines to the bottom of boats and submarines, way back in the day...

1/10/2020 2:13:26 PM nick85houston I always seem to realize my phone’s battery is getting low when I notice it’s at 17% 😐

1/10/2020 2:16:44 PM turboxyde I am unsure honestly.

In my (once) formal capacity as a training & doctrine writer for the Army, we certainly built contingencies (wargamed this concept) but to my 

knowledge we have not had a program that was fielded.

I cannot speak for the Navy or DoD, just my experience.

1/10/2020 2:17:13 PM doc1415 They have surveillance(FISA goes both ways) and other evidence, however witnesses(the procurors for the procurors and victims themselves) are 

gathered and evidence on everyone is collected. Imagine the biggest RICO case ever tried. These things take time.

1/10/2020 2:17:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q:Q

1/10/2020 2:18:11 PM bryceja68689884 5:17

1/10/2020 2:19:40 PM josepht06187724 No

1/10/2020 2:19:59 PM luxdefiance I thought all Iran could get their hands on were ill tempered Russian Sea Bass

1/10/2020 2:20:27 PM llyr_crypto 5 5

1/10/2020 2:21:32 PM crossfitbirch 34:289

1/10/2020 2:25:10 PM _369311119 Deja Vu

1/10/2020 2:25:14 PM altimitwill 17:17 = Q:Q

1/10/2020 2:26:27 PM bustardkathy Evil knows no bounds

1/10/2020 2:26:27 PM pepetheqfroggm1 5:5

1/10/2020 2:28:50 PM auroravoyager1 Q:Q https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1215712364835811329 …

1/10/2020 2:30:11 PM bobshackleyltd Q

1/10/2020 2:30:32 PM werascending 🤣

1/10/2020 2:30:53 PM fukyorfeelngs It will be interesting to see if animal rights activists come out of the woodwork to have a hissy over this. 

My guess will be slim to none, along with child abuse/sex trafficking advocates and the like with Dems and pedowood...... 😱🤔🤷♀️js

1/10/2020 2:31:50 PM larryneelis I believe Q:Q  translates to "Who is going to ask the Q question?" 🐸

1/10/2020 2:33:51 PM kevinpaz822 #Friday

1/10/2020 2:34:00 PM nl142za Deja Q?

1/10/2020 2:34:07 PM youstinksoap 99

😽

1/10/2020 2:34:10 PM keith369me Q:Q +Q

1/10/2020 2:34:30 PM realitygateway  pic.twitter.com/d88taHy7rR

1/10/2020 2:35:18 PM travis553  pic.twitter.com/W4VBvsElZ6

1/10/2020 2:37:13 PM travis553  pic.twitter.com/mpODKVErVF

1/10/2020 2:37:58 PM toffer_anon_369 Who wants to get married?!

1/10/2020 2:38:27 PM c61466289 🤣😂

1/10/2020 2:38:45 PM winklerburke Bingo. Let’s ask & answer on Twitter. Okay, I’ll ask: President Trump, Please tell us about Q?  ;)

1/10/2020 2:38:58 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account is more than likely another random person or people like myself with experience in the Majestic organization who is 

receiving voice to skull transmissions that come in the form of “divine inspiration”. Can’t be certain but the protocols would call for this

1/10/2020 2:39:15 PM andysmetana Would love to see that

1/10/2020 2:41:09 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 As is the case with LMHowe and SGreer, Q is only telling a small part of the story.  What would be better would be if the fucking 

Elites would let it all go and tell everything.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215759685426581504 …

1/10/2020 2:41:16 PM doyle_media @threadreaderapp unroll

1/10/2020 2:41:17 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger means truth will resonate from within. While sources who go 

publicly…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214443340390907906.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/10/2020 2:42:23 PM winklerburke “Make it rain”... either retweet above question... or flood Twitter with Q!(Why let the gutless, treasonous media pop the Q?)  Go on, Patriots, make it 

rain the Q?  “Mr. President, tell us about Q?”

1/10/2020 2:43:59 PM auroravoyager1  https://twitter.com/WWG1WGA/status/1215762185827356672?s=20 …

1/10/2020 2:44:14 PM amymichellesel2 How Cruel!

1/10/2020 2:45:22 PM covertress 0Δ https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1215759600731009024?s=20 …

1/10/2020 2:47:31 PM cryptocrab4 Operation seashell http://greatgameindia.com/operation-seashell-israel-secretly-armed-iran-india/ …

1/10/2020 2:49:45 PM oaf_unbreakable This makes me want to remove them from the map even more.

1/10/2020 2:50:58 PM higherself_1_ Beautiful mammals. This is just horrific. 🙏

1/10/2020 2:51:45 PM chef_brandt89 Some one played wayyyyyyyy too much C&C Red Alert 2 Yuri' s Revenge.



1/10/2020 2:53:51 PM chinupchubbly Aye, as a species we have to drag other species into our shitty wars, aren’t we the clever ones!

1/10/2020 2:54:45 PM arthurpacfarm Uh huh.... they don’t even know how or where to shoot rockets 🙄

1/10/2020 2:58:26 PM seaofanguish You could say the same thing truthfully about US politicians.

1/10/2020 3:00:01 PM ss512sech Military base

1/10/2020 3:00:32 PM 369_is I wonder what Deja Vu is. Sometimes I think it comes when a choice has changed our timeline. Or maybe it's a point where we connect somehow to 

another of our Is-Be's.

1/10/2020 3:06:53 PM tabsinabox Why don't people do this more #asktheq

1/10/2020 3:09:28 PM atashfire Is this the 420 equivalent for us truth heads?

1/10/2020 3:14:11 PM karmamastersall 1991 with the collapse of USSR. Collapse result of Operation Cyclone, a black op plan of #CIABresenski signed by Pres Carter jul 3 1979 to create train & 

arm mujahideen to attack Afghanistan, to draw in USSR for a costly Vietnam style war to destroy USSR.

Made #BushSr richer

1/10/2020 3:14:36 PM atashfire 21st century war elephants, hah.

1/10/2020 3:15:20 PM integritynews17 Poor dolphins. They are 6th dimensional beings. At least they get to leave this 3rd dimensional hell

1/10/2020 3:15:59 PM guy_karen Animal cruelty

1/10/2020 3:19:22 PM samanthaoverby2 All clear to reveal everything

1/10/2020 3:21:32 PM laurabusse I wanted to say yesterday my how much I enjoyed talking with you ☺️

Thank you❤️

1/10/2020 3:21:45 PM karmamastersall Shia Iran is said to leader in terrorism. They stick close to Iran. Saudi exports worldwide the #SalafiSunni brand of Islam. EXACT SAME #SalafiSunni 

followed by #ISIS #MuslimBrotherhood #BostonBombers #FLNightclub #SanBernadino All USMilitary base attacks All Paris attacks

1/10/2020 3:26:48 PM phreatomagnetic Because of IVF, I have a very real possibility of having children with 3 years separating their birthdays but with identical conception dates.

Interesting

1/10/2020 3:30:53 PM jucifr00t  pic.twitter.com/Otw7M5mbd6

1/10/2020 3:32:18 PM imdarealross It's been happening more frequently..

1/10/2020 3:34:33 PM laurabusse As usual

I have no idea what is happening

Comments included

🤷♀️

1/10/2020 3:36:04 PM theflying_camel No they don't.

1/10/2020 3:36:50 PM djlok Manda Bay, Kenya. https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/05/politics/us-service-member-civilian-defense-contractors-killed-kenya/index.html …

1/10/2020 3:37:21 PM cosmic_engineer 17:17 in their time zone

1/10/2020 3:37:53 PM alight412 Merging timelines?

1/10/2020 3:38:22 PM nikoscali Al Shabaab needs their ticket punched..

1/10/2020 3:38:48 PM cdngrannycheryl Lmfao

1/10/2020 3:42:37 PM alight412 I love cows. Had a few to watch in an adjacent field. They actually played what looked like a running  follow the leader. It touched my soul. I can't eat 

beef anymore after witnessing their frolicking.

1/10/2020 3:42:51 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

1/10/2020 3:44:57 PM alight412 As long as they don't have SEALS like our Navy.

1/10/2020 3:52:47 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1215529792617046016?s=20 …

1/10/2020 3:59:44 PM bluebirdassets  pic.twitter.com/6sSdQkTi42

1/10/2020 4:00:28 PM hotwheelsjusty Gives new meaning to the Truman show.

1/10/2020 4:07:30 PM karmamastersall Israel gun running to Iran AGAIN ❓during  IranContra affair, Israel sold weapons to Iran. They still do❗️

Never give up your guns because Governments run guns

1/10/2020 4:08:11 PM drosenholm I call B S

1/10/2020 4:08:24 PM themoonguide This is animal cruelty 😓

1/10/2020 4:10:08 PM spirteam #QAnon

#Nonaq

#MF

1/10/2020 4:10:27 PM dotdot65871181 I hear you!

1/10/2020 4:11:21 PM gribbs7 5:5

1/10/2020 4:11:44 PM firstwavr  pic.twitter.com/GUpWLJFESr

1/10/2020 4:13:20 PM 39anc6  https://www.nationalgeographic.es/animales/2019/05/delfines-y-ballenas-militares-que-hacen-y-quien-los-usa …

1/10/2020 4:14:46 PM toffer_anon_369 nice upside down acronym ya got there ;-)

1/10/2020 4:18:01 PM stevewo50768315 Cue Q

1/10/2020 4:18:52 PM erniefromtejas Oh no, we could never compete against suicide vest wearing dolphins

1/10/2020 4:22:46 PM americanpetal Me too! What does it mean? I get 17 17 but what’s the point of that?

1/10/2020 4:24:38 PM lynnmar42209594 17=8

17=8

8+8 = 16

16=7

Meaning = no  idea?

1/10/2020 4:28:14 PM colinskow So long and thanks for all the fish! @n4hpg

1/10/2020 4:29:37 PM brick_airhedred LQQK

1/10/2020 4:31:18 PM kachinagtto Great find!

1/10/2020 4:34:26 PM olimyracle Like in Matrix? pic.twitter.com/cwKMf13VWB

1/10/2020 4:38:44 PM riverrat321 Look, I can’t eat no more popcorn. Changed to Doritos. Waiting...........

1/10/2020 4:43:32 PM dironablu2u If only we had a president who did something about it.

1/10/2020 4:46:51 PM majcm83 the only things that will be BIG will either be top echelon arrests,MSM releasing all the SRA abuse with film &video including Hillary &not saying fake 

news,or all of us good people being raptured.The politics don’t bother me much.its the abuse of the kids & people blind to it

1/10/2020 4:55:12 PM rosscarwalker Any animal that can experience joy can experience the opposite. Many farm animals experience joy yet we enslave them and torture them for food 

products our bodies don't need. Putting an animals through suffering for our taste buds cannot be good karma. ✌🏽

1/10/2020 4:56:00 PM rachaelangelm Psychic attack? I think not.

1/10/2020 4:56:21 PM rghardy3 @RealEyeTheSpy  17:17   started tweeting

about Majestic and Q .  He said that he is

involved with MJ.

A Majestic Disclosure ?

1/10/2020 4:56:22 PM anon_inno Q mentioned a “sky event.”

1/10/2020 4:59:54 PM callwinning WWG1WGA!!!

1/10/2020 5:02:07 PM rosscarwalker What would be the fastest way to shift the planets karma? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



1/10/2020 5:10:03 PM cosmic_engineer Learn to be a positive adept. Then you can use 💚 to depolarize negative people instead of sending the typical trigger response that feeds 'em

Lead by example, not by words

Slowly the healing will take hold

Most only know how to live in a dark environment. Show them the light!

1/10/2020 5:12:19 PM calirose1955 If this is true MAYBE animal rights people on the left will finally see these barbarians for who they really are. God knows they dont care about human 

beings!

1/10/2020 5:12:29 PM jrgalego You say this a lot! Where? What? Fuck you! Brazil 🇧🇷 Anon!

1/10/2020 5:17:25 PM nine_six3 Q:Q

1/10/2020 5:19:33 PM rosscarwalker These are wonderful words. Will existing in joy be your most positive contribution to the matrix?

1/10/2020 5:24:30 PM unklemikey713 lol I thought they said at first there was no tape??  Now they had one and it’s gone??

1/10/2020 5:24:59 PM toffer_anon_369 Tehran time?  So in 22 minutes ... ?

1/10/2020 5:38:42 PM dontask97215849  pic.twitter.com/jKcMJEmIDN

1/10/2020 5:39:01 PM anonj0hn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we are very prepared. Dim the lights, raise the curtain and let the show begin.

1/10/2020 5:42:35 PM aleks8837 Just casually gonna re-tweet this here... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1214454336568406016 …

1/10/2020 5:45:30 PM annebeauchamp12 Is this a comm about some "Killer" s e xual blackmail?

1/10/2020 5:46:53 PM jushangininther 17:17

8:8

👀

1/10/2020 5:49:07 PM americanon57 I wonder how they tested them...

1/10/2020 5:50:15 PM rosscarwalker Glitch

1/10/2020 5:50:46 PM rosscarwalker 5:5

1/10/2020 5:51:58 PM rosscarwalker Or isn't that 8:8

1/10/2020 5:53:04 PM rosscarwalker Are we moving towards singularity?

1/10/2020 5:54:55 PM seanphilliphall Light her up.

1/10/2020 5:55:45 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=abandoned+places …

Have you noticed how many absolutely livable RESIDENCES are showing up on Youtube--abandoned? Homes, malls, hotels, Monasteries, a hospital, 

mansions, estates, palaces that have dirty dishes in the sink?  This is getting creepy.

1/10/2020 5:56:08 PM cosmic_engineer I have many roles.

Empowering Great Mother with gateway activations, protection of my Kingdom, blessings for all in my Domain.

Showing someone unconditional love who used to walk the left-hand path. My mate. A power medium, mindreader & seer may end up being my big 

contribution

1/10/2020 5:56:23 PM mongrelglory Airl talked about how the IS manifests in this world at the moment of conception when the sperm fertilizes the egg.  She said it took many years for 

them to time it perfectly but they finally got the technique down.

And btw:  Congratulations on your upcoming nuptials! 😊

1/10/2020 5:58:41 PM rosscarwalker I'd be interested in speaking to your friend who's a medium. Is he able to work on past life regression?

1/10/2020 5:58:59 PM mongrelglory I suppose they could wear loose caftans...😏

1/10/2020 6:00:04 PM mongrelglory I think you're in the wrong Twitter group for that Toffer.  Maybe try Tinder?

1/10/2020 6:01:01 PM alight412 I don't fall into your category as I do eat chicken, fish and pork. Not sure I could give up chicken and dairy. I just thought I'd share an observation that 

surprised me later on in my life.

1/10/2020 6:01:43 PM online_shock Peace and Goodwill to the world. A new awakening is coming. One World Order. You will see. For now, be patient, and enjoy the show. :) <3

1/10/2020 6:01:44 PM cosmic_engineer Never asked her tbh

She's more the type to have perception of all entities.

Although they can get attached and ends up like channeling. I've helped her with some warding tho ✌️

Often they mostly ignore those who can't observe them

1/10/2020 6:02:24 PM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/IJs1M4ihDo

1/10/2020 6:03:26 PM mongrelglory 😁

1/10/2020 6:04:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 572 Relevant?

117?

711?

1/10/2020 6:05:01 PM aoracalenet  https://www.express.co.uk/b71e4f83-b68b-4135-b770-45e3db30cd5a …

ISIS strap suicide vests to PUPPIES in horror footage of sick front line bomb tactic

ISIS has been filmed strapping a suicide vest to a puppy in Iraq in disturbing new footage.

1/10/2020 6:05:03 PM niyosoul 🤔

1/10/2020 6:05:28 PM cosmic_engineer She quite shy about much of this. Both from lack of confidence (being young) and no formal training. Not my specialty so I can't help there lol. Indigo is 

my least worked centre

I would love to get her into counterintelligence tho. She would kick some serious ass with structure

1/10/2020 6:05:56 PM sterkinglights1 The shot heard round the world.

1/10/2020 6:07:59 PM williebhere Frequencies that repeat??

1/10/2020 6:08:18 PM gomomma2 Maybe the Clowns have their own dolphins, or can put the Iranian phins in a re-education program....tongue-in-cheek. pic.twitter.com/UKGFRQgkwy

1/10/2020 6:08:24 PM hollylandes Sacrifices probably :(

1/10/2020 6:08:32 PM boy12_jimmy 572

The Shot Heard Around the World

Q

!UW.yye1fxo

21 Jan 2018 - 2:28:00 PM

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

A WEEK TO REMEMBER.

Q



1/10/2020 6:08:37 PM emory4590j 92? 

711 slurpie?

Argusrtis!

Bizwack

1/10/2020 6:09:20 PM hollylandes So did we...40 years ago

1/10/2020 6:09:51 PM boy12_jimmy What ‘senior’ level political officials are affiliated w/ Halliburton? 

What is the primary goal?

What is the primary mode of influence that drives corruption? 

What does money buy?

How is this connected to SA?

How is this connected to Alwaleed?

How is this connected to LV?

Q
1/10/2020 6:10:38 PM boy12_jimmy Q has Hillary's Private Servers

Q

!CbboFOtcZs

3 Aug 2018 - 5:26:29 PM

 http://www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/JW-v.-DOJ-02046-Hillary-R.-Clinton-Part-24-of-24.pdf …📁

 pic.twitter.com/tNFI8y1FYv📁

We have the server[S].

Q
1/10/2020 6:11:04 PM mikeb38beacon_h Drop 828? Worth reading😉

1/10/2020 6:11:05 PM boy12_jimmy 711

Prince Dopey King to Pawn

Q

!UW.yye1fxo

10 Feb 2018 - 5:16:54 AM

Thank you Dopey.

King to pawn.

Eyes on.

Q
1/10/2020 6:11:43 PM mongrelglory Airl was the ET that was interviewed after the Roswell crash.  This comes from the book "Alien Interview" by Lawrence Spencer. MJ-12 have confirmed 

that the interview did occur, though they can't vouch for everything she wrote in the book due to some telepathic miscommunications.

1/10/2020 6:12:00 PM americanpetal POTUS on Ingraham Angle tonight. Maybe she’ll ask the Q?

1/10/2020 6:12:21 PM aleks8837 The opposite! It's a very special astrological day today and tomorrow!

1/10/2020 6:13:01 PM mongrelglory It was Airl who coined the phrase IS-BE.

1/10/2020 6:13:08 PM hollylandes Really?...How so?

1/10/2020 6:13:57 PM llyr_crypto ..... 👀 pic.twitter.com/yRKgD9Xa8x

1/10/2020 6:14:31 PM tennesseeboy86 creepy shit

1/10/2020 6:14:42 PM dc37deborah Alinsky? 

It’s not what you have, but what your opponent thinks you have.? (Paraphrased )

Training Dolphins to suicide bomb,is as sick and perverse as MKUltra preying on trouble psyche patients. Do any dots come to mind?

1/10/2020 6:14:43 PM mongrelglory The flight number of the crashed jet was 752...

1/10/2020 6:15:04 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/K3vuC8fc9G

1/10/2020 6:15:17 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/bUmlolJNXN

1/10/2020 6:15:55 PM decodematrix Plane shot down by missile

The shot heard round the world

1/10/2020 6:16:20 PM youstinksoap  pic.twitter.com/FtECCntjPb

1/10/2020 6:16:42 PM dc37deborah Good idea.

1/10/2020 6:17:28 PM sunspot406 After hannity just showed parts of it, so he could get his professional opinion out First.

1/10/2020 6:19:00 PM hollylandes Cascadia Subduction Zone is due so I vote for that as a moat likely candidate

1/10/2020 6:19:59 PM johnnyt_anon Best way to describe seeing those initial Q posts from Q4 2017 was like being a #Wolverine in the movie #RedDawn and #Rambo showing up to help. 

#QAnon

1/10/2020 6:20:02 PM carliestar10 Waiting...

1/10/2020 6:21:18 PM clevelanditguy How convenient...

1/10/2020 6:21:38 PM ursula_1111 The Full Moon 🌕 pic.twitter.com/qBTyn831Vz

1/10/2020 6:22:34 PM decodematrix That's a Dell server. Where is this from?

1/10/2020 6:23:44 PM mcpatriot64 So arrest her already

1/10/2020 6:24:59 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/EJuoeFU5h9

1/10/2020 6:27:15 PM bonniestone12 Think mirror #nonaQ

1/10/2020 6:28:21 PM llyr_crypto You have all you need sir..

1/10/2020 6:28:22 PM rosscarwalker I had to do a lot of digging into my own personal ethical code to conclude that I didn't want to eat meat anymore. When I realised it wasn't necessary 

to eat meat any longer it made my decision making a lot easier. FYI I loved steaks!

1/10/2020 6:29:25 PM nickel_triple HRC SERVER. Lower right corner

1/10/2020 6:29:25 PM llyr_crypto But it comes from the justice department

1/10/2020 6:30:00 PM nickel_triple HRC10658

1/10/2020 6:30:22 PM wallyayottejr THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

1/10/2020 6:30:59 PM wallyayottejr Who was BO’s mentor?

How is Alwaleed and HRC connected?

Who was HRC’s mentor?

How is Alwaleed and Bush Sr./Jr. connected?

What occurred post 9-11?

What war did we enter into?

What was the purpose and disclosures given re: justification?

Who financed 9-11?
1/10/2020 6:31:01 PM xxxx_alli Technology succeed ha dead in water any 💫

1/10/2020 6:31:37 PM wallyayottejr Thank you Dopey.

King to pawn.

Eyes on.

1/10/2020 6:33:15 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/E4wf2jZMit



1/10/2020 6:34:43 PM aleks8837 Maybe! But! 😮

 https://mobile.twitter.com/JordanSchachtel/status/1025442755600891904 …

1815

Q has Hillary's Private Servers

!CbboFOtcZs

3 Aug 2018 - 11:26:29 PM

 http://www.judicialwatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/JW-v.-DOJ-02046-Hillary-R.-Clinton-Part-24-of-24.pdf …📁

 pic.twitter.com/RHe0Eogujm📁

We have the server[S].

Q

I searched for 117 and this came up in addition to 117.They DO indeed have the servers!
1/10/2020 6:35:23 PM chippers99kurt Sea world in Iran must be a blast.

1/10/2020 6:35:40 PM aleks8837 Oh u did it faster 😅

1/10/2020 6:37:20 PM alight412 That was a huge lifestyle change. Did you do it gradually or cold turkey?

1/10/2020 6:39:03 PM wallyayottejr  pic.twitter.com/6ZXdzNfjMS

1/10/2020 6:42:11 PM joni_apple_seed That tweet from DJT is THE TWEET that has them all very nervous. The BEST tweet!  #BringThePain #Luciferians #Sabatians @JohnMappin 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ

 https://youtu.be/v9U1PD-AwNs  History of the Luciferian Cabal pic.twitter.com/eLbmJ0NE7S

1/10/2020 6:42:12 PM dannypatriot17 HRC Server... what kinds of goodies must be in there...

1/10/2020 6:42:15 PM johnman60 1776...that's what i saw..

1/10/2020 6:48:52 PM burgersandra Triple 7

1/10/2020 6:53:34 PM feiko999 572 » The Shot Heard Around the World (Alwaleed)

119?

911?

1/10/2020 6:56:38 PM kidge6 A THEATER. In all caps.  🤔 anyone?

1/10/2020 7:00:33 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We don't need a war, not anymore.  We've been emptied. 3200 GHOST TOWNS in the Far West alone--desolation.  Someone thinks 

this is "peace," the absense of Life itself.  No birds, no animals, no moving thing.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212282310130831360 …

1/10/2020 7:01:15 PM ggemini33  pic.twitter.com/7AbGhGxAnY

1/10/2020 7:03:14 PM palmdalekid2 [California]

1/10/2020 7:03:52 PM giediknight Could this be the server SR extracted the data from?

1/10/2020 7:03:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Revealed during an election...

For God & Country..

We must expose their fraud.

We will expose their fraud..

All in time...

This is not simply another 4 year election..

The truth will be revealed to destroy them permanently from the political  class.

Their "WEIRD" lifestyle.. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1213229964390211584 …
1/10/2020 7:04:05 PM johnnyt_anon 5:5

1/10/2020 7:05:26 PM llyr_crypto Maybe, that's a good point.. but i think he had something a little bit more..

1/10/2020 7:05:32 PM worldxplorer1 Not another 4 year election?

The Last President? pic.twitter.com/5OeJRGTpHx

1/10/2020 7:06:06 PM rosscarwalker Gradually. I've noticed improvements in everything from brain cognition to visual colour saturation. These are the things vegans don't teach!

1/10/2020 7:06:18 PM jbnx3 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

1/10/2020 7:06:50 PM tyetyler1 AMA anytime soon??

1/10/2020 7:08:14 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 It's too late. The countryside has been emptied, 29.3mil illegals are in camps. IF the DeepState is not halted in its treachery, the 

Planetary Sovereign is booking out because Biology is dead here.  Tell THAT to your know it all Illuminati bosses.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215831680398905344 …

1/10/2020 7:09:10 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/179228808891731968?s=21 …

#qanon https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/179228808891731968 …

1/10/2020 7:09:26 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/630901938608017413?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/630901938608017413 …

1/10/2020 7:09:46 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1140768516288782336?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1140768516288782336 …

1/10/2020 7:09:57 PM redpillfreedom1 I saw a recent tweet from military containing THEATER but couldn’t find it again. I knew it’d be significant.

1/10/2020 7:10:28 PM johnnyt_anon May 72. Bunch of terrorist attacks. However, Nixon visited Moscow on the 22nd. SALT Accord was signed 4 days later.

1/10/2020 7:10:43 PM alight412 That's interesting. I kinda get the mental clarity but color saturation? That is wild.

1/10/2020 7:10:59 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/225597351505559552?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/225597351505559552 …

1/10/2020 7:12:24 PM keith369me This is going down before Pelosi delivers impeachment articles?  Negotiations happening?  Who are [they] negotiating with?  Art of the deal.

1/10/2020 7:12:33 PM jbnx3 Take heed therefore how ye hear: for whosoever hath, to him shall be given; and whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken even that which he 

seemeth to have.

1/10/2020 7:14:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anti-vaccine protester accused of throwing blood at California lawmakers charged with two felonies | National |  http://omaha.com   

https://www.omaha.com/news/national/anti-vaccine-protester-accused-of-throwing-blood-at-california-lawmakers/article_e5637d98-26a0-55c4-

8e27-5f32e6101205.html …

1/10/2020 7:15:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns attacking the supporters of informed consent by alienating them with schiff shows like this... 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215834391978692610 …

1/10/2020 7:17:08 PM keith369me If a pro vaccine protester throws fists at a lawmaker, no charges.  Equal justice under the law?  What happened to the guy that attacked Rand Paul?

1/10/2020 7:17:39 PM stevenfontain14 AND WHERE DID THEY GET THE DOLPHIN TRAINERS?  LET ME TAKE ONE GUESS...

1/10/2020 7:18:48 PM lorirrr So long and thanks for all the fish...

1/10/2020 7:19:26 PM trump_alliance When the public understands what you mean by "WEIRD" then the #GreatAwakening will wake the rest of the asleep to the pure evil

#WWG1WGA in this fight against evil pic.twitter.com/t3gqisKJyM



1/10/2020 7:19:53 PM burgersandra 752 

572 - shot that began Rev. War

117 - SA

711 - Prince Dopey SA

Is SA connected to the downing of flight 752?

1/10/2020 7:20:45 PM giediknight It was an expensive NAS at the time, 16gb ram.. pic.twitter.com/QPb3SkYmaP

1/10/2020 7:21:02 PM youstinksoap Ohhh, is it BDT time? 🤗

1/10/2020 7:21:52 PM giediknight Backup server? HRC?

1/10/2020 7:22:02 PM palmdalekid2 Watch the water(border states)

They come in waves.

#qanon pic.twitter.com/38Q5oWcC8x

1/10/2020 7:22:06 PM keith369me Manifest a different world.  A world where health cures exist and vaccines don’t.

1/10/2020 7:24:25 PM dark2light2019 But we have fleets of killer whales with nukes. Lol

1/10/2020 7:24:42 PM colonelflanagan Yup, first thing I thought as well.  FF

1/10/2020 7:25:22 PM anonymousada There is a price to pay. For all of that mainstream exposure. Even if it hasn't been requested yet...

1/10/2020 7:27:59 PM jesusac06448338 This is is why he commended Trump after he actually won. This tells you what to need to know.

1/10/2020 7:28:13 PM scrotiemcp Never happen.  No matter how many dolphins they execute, the dolphins will still break into hysterical laughter every time they hear "Allahu ackbar".

1/10/2020 7:28:16 PM werascending For reals!!! Welcome to Hellifornia!

1/10/2020 7:29:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:17

THC:CBD

Majestic

There is only 1Q

1Q=117

Genesis 3:17

Do substances lift the veil of reality?

Too much THC = Interference

No THC = No keystone

Both bases are high.

Joined in the middle with a keystone.

7+1=8

   Q

3    6

3    6

3    6

3    6

3    6

3    6

3    6

3    6

   8
1/10/2020 7:30:19 PM dbernal38 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " […]" #UnsealEpstein  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1153289336416350208.html …

1/10/2020 7:30:22 PM dbernal38 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: " […]" #UnsealEpstein https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1153289336416350208.html …

1/10/2020 7:30:26 PM llyr_crypto The power of 3 6 9 base 8

1/10/2020 7:30:35 PM skink007 I don’t know I’m still disappointed, remember there was a court ruling in FLA that said they were going to release the names of all of JE’s co-

conspirators? Still hasn’t happened, it’s been crickets, then the obvious cover up of his murder makes me even more doubtful I still hope

1/10/2020 7:30:59 PM kathysmith2k7  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/01/it-was-all-a-head-fake-clinton-foundation-whistleblowers-say-huber-lost-their-evidence-had-to-send-it-

3-times-huber-never-even-looked-at-it-and-now-the-probe-is-over/ …

1/10/2020 7:31:24 PM giediknight My favorite was just regular home grown, seeds in it and all. Nice and mild.

1/10/2020 7:31:57 PM dtrumpeteer Forgive me,but I don’t understand this👆🏻

1/10/2020 7:32:22 PM skink007 I read It was a device to keep sharks away.

1/10/2020 7:32:33 PM terrancongito Barry Zero is what the NSA called him

1/10/2020 7:32:36 PM worldxplorer1 Genesis 3:17

17 To Adam he said, “Because you listened to your wife and ate fruit from the tree about which I commanded you, ‘You must not eat from it,’

“Cursed is the ground because of you;

    through painful toil you will eat food from it

    all the days of your life.

1/10/2020 7:33:03 PM rosscarwalker I Ross Walker banish Moloch from planet Earth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2020 7:33:56 PM palmdalekid2 117th Congress 2020-2021

1/10/2020 7:34:32 PM furious_black I'm with u too

1/10/2020 7:34:40 PM sabes01 I have no idea what your talking about

1/10/2020 7:34:47 PM laura_621 Just thinking about this- is 3% too little for my Be?

1/10/2020 7:34:48 PM dontask97215849 Me too

1/10/2020 7:35:07 PM dtrumpeteer 🤷♀️ 🤷♀️🤷♀️

1/10/2020 7:36:07 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/89tH4hGvLH

1/10/2020 7:36:22 PM campingrrrl 17's

1/10/2020 7:37:27 PM i_like_skis That keeps bothering me too. That news was back in September.

1/10/2020 7:37:45 PM dontask97215849 This is what they do. They protect their own by doing nothing or covering up. They are happy to make up fake offenses to frame a Patriot

1/10/2020 7:39:32 PM plgygn decoding the 17 points of the most revered symbol of the ancient world pic.twitter.com/sabJiYTKWt

1/10/2020 7:39:39 PM sterkinglights1 Octal.

1/10/2020 7:40:01 PM a_ostation  https://twitter.com/aostashen/status/1215838028452769792?s=21 …

1/10/2020 7:40:10 PM jones9536 I'm going to understand I'm going to understand I'm going to understand I'm going to understand I'm going to understand I'm going to understand

1/10/2020 7:41:08 PM ashleykingsley And every single misspelling is meaningful.



1/10/2020 7:41:18 PM worldxplorer1 MJ: Do substances lift the veil of reality?

I feel like psilocybine does but what exactly does it reveal?

The lower astral?

Not very Majestic. 

THC?

Perhaps I’ve had the wrong CBD:THC ratio but I don’t sense any revelation. Just fog.
1/10/2020 7:41:30 PM a_ostation DMT, LSD, MDMA, psilocybin

1/10/2020 7:42:00 PM karenakakk40  pic.twitter.com/36kW6CLCGY

1/10/2020 7:44:03 PM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/mgOCUWcpzW

1/10/2020 7:44:38 PM karenakakk40 This one ☝️ is 115 pic.twitter.com/6fsNraudBv

1/10/2020 7:45:24 PM sterkinglights1 It's are write off an old article. Or ru refer in to the tweet from @ts_sci_magic12?

1/10/2020 7:46:08 PM tyetyler1  pic.twitter.com/2fa4GIynoH

1/10/2020 7:48:17 PM sterkinglights1 Will they need to prove incompetence. Seems more than ever is actually happening whilst it's being reported nothing is happening. 

pic.twitter.com/XVWyPDXSYF

1/10/2020 7:48:23 PM perwife Think other substances. Psychedelics. DMT. Ex. Etc.

Those substances literally let us understand higher realities. I had contact with a loving being once. It was life-changing.

1/10/2020 7:48:56 PM dtrumpeteer The math from Majestic 3 6 etc and how it arrives at 8 but what does that all mean?

1/10/2020 7:50:38 PM sdane8 I know I had some AMA questions and always forget them when it rolls around. If I catch it in time. 🙄

1/10/2020 7:52:33 PM cosmic_engineer I know, my darling overloads her Indigo centre because it's too active. Sensors overspec just show white noise

Damn dabs lol.

WIP

1/10/2020 7:53:00 PM aslanrp_ I'm glad that we're not the only ones. I tried, but to no avail.

1/10/2020 7:53:15 PM schneppjennifer Time stamp 5:17= 17:17= Q:Q

1/10/2020 7:53:41 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/IqiIfLHg5S

1/10/2020 7:56:21 PM jaded_pearl I think titration is very important. Keep increasing until you feel consistent relief and then stay a little below that level.

1/10/2020 7:56:25 PM cosmic_engineer Psilo aids in suppression of the Ego, which gives experiences solely with consciousness.

It's also very connected physically and by proxy energetically with many parts of Creation

THC can be a booster at the right moment

All violet-ray workings

Plus learn/teach & teach/learn
1/10/2020 7:57:26 PM cosmic_engineer Also an in cred temp boost to perception. If one's default state is not great at energy visualization

1/10/2020 7:58:35 PM trucker778 Amazing 333 pic.twitter.com/46cNFbn30M

1/10/2020 7:59:00 PM subtidal4 Why?

1/10/2020 7:59:10 PM sdane8 It's a math message of some sort - not my favorite. All I notice is that the 3/6s are listed 8 times. I have no idea what it means. 😁

1/10/2020 7:59:33 PM realeyethespy @ me next time brah

1/10/2020 8:00:52 PM sterkinglights1 "Let's ask the answer Man. O Mike o Michelle."- Richie 

The library scene in IT pic.twitter.com/iR0VOAwoOx

1/10/2020 8:01:27 PM mongrelglory Is this referring to the "deal with the Devil" that the ancient Cabal made?  Cannibals?

1/10/2020 8:02:26 PM cosmic_engineer As with any working, it is fortuitous to use with respect.

Protection is also a good idea, as these connections often allow pinholes in your nature EM shield ing

1/10/2020 8:03:39 PM worldxplorer1 Perhaps partaking of the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil is supposed to be THC related and when god found out he cursed man?  Idk.

1/10/2020 8:04:12 PM nostradachris 711 dropping Q bombs on @joerogan pic.twitter.com/Nzb0XYXKBx

1/10/2020 8:04:47 PM scott_rick So take thc at 1% and CBD at 17%.... what about Psybocylin

1/10/2020 8:04:54 PM worldxplorer1 Oh man. I learned that the hard way. There is a level of consciousness with these substances and they most definitely require respect.

1/10/2020 8:06:20 PM puretonedoug What the hell is all this....most folks are not code breakers

1/10/2020 8:07:56 PM aslanrp_ I do believe that sometimes people take Gematria a little too far.

1/10/2020 8:07:59 PM dtrumpeteer That’s all I got from it too!!

1/10/2020 8:08:18 PM skink007 Seams like Rob Reiner is really worried about Trump staying in power, he’s freaking out daily on him, I mean above and beyond, check out some of his 

tweets, they’re pretty amusing.

1/10/2020 8:08:26 PM nattylitecoin 72h Bongino rule. 

But really, WaPo citing anonymous source drawing conclusions on a report that’s not completed: text book fake news. Just plants the seed that HRC 

did nothing wrong, and we crazy people are demonizing an angel of humanity.

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/e2cNdOX2wL

1/10/2020 8:08:48 PM jonesy4671 DMT lifts the veil of reality. pic.twitter.com/OqYa9c9DUl

1/10/2020 8:09:10 PM feiko999 Qposts » 119-911 -  [11:11]

1/10/2020 8:09:12 PM sdane8 🥴

1/10/2020 8:09:17 PM mongrelglory I had asked them if the book was true, and they answered that "the interview did happen".

1/10/2020 8:11:31 PM brad34351293 Ever watch "The Cabin In The Woods"? Chris Hemsworth was in it. 2011 

About the Titans were fed sacrifices to keep them underground & appeased.

The Stoner saw through the BS of the situation. Weed lifted the veil.

1/10/2020 8:12:49 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/3gqu51PW3k

1/10/2020 8:13:44 PM cosmic_engineer As have I, Dear One.

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/11lPqFhAkBqV7L2UfQyYYgZvtX05Mj31PPvIuTaPZu3U/edit?usp=drivesdk …

This is helpful, as is burning Palo Santo and a little fasting/meditation prior to consumption

1/10/2020 8:17:22 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you 🙏🏻

1/10/2020 8:17:46 PM aetherwalker1 That's nice and all, but it doesn't matter living under Prohibition + a society mind-controlled by 80yrs of false propaganda.

1/10/2020 8:23:55 PM mephistos_fx What a beautiful name you have!



1/10/2020 8:24:03 PM mongrelglory Here it is Scott: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073032340161642497?s=20 …

1/10/2020 8:26:21 PM mongrelglory It sounds like the file code name they gave for Mathilda, the nurse.

1/10/2020 8:27:14 PM peterjonathanna Too complicated. Can't you just release all the cannabis information already? People are dying. Why puzzles? Why can't you just tell us? How does 

being honest about medicine go against the plan? Tell us the WHOLE cannabis truth already!!!!!!!!!

1/10/2020 8:28:46 PM subtidal4 Why would (HRC) try to use it if it can’t predict outcomes past 12/21/12?

1/10/2020 8:34:04 PM skink007 I did see that @paulkrugman and Anthony Wiener have both come out in the past few days claiming they were hacked and “someone” downloaded 

child porn on their computers. A couple cops chimed in the comments and said 100% of the pedos they’ve caught make this claim...

1/10/2020 8:34:40 PM skink007 Sounds like they’re trying to get ahead of the story?

1/10/2020 8:35:24 PM mobi_shasha Low THC cannabis won’t kill cancer. You need high THC potency from a WHOLE PLANT EXTRACT to kill cancer cells. Research Rick Simpson Oil for more 

info.

1/10/2020 8:35:54 PM rghardy3 Eyes Open for JFK news next week.

The Shot heard around the World.

A Week to Remember ?

1/10/2020 8:36:42 PM djmurphy5 Bill was $117.22 tonight

1/10/2020 8:41:13 PM amylynrussell  https://dna-awakening.org/2019/intuitive-astrology-saturn-and-pluto-align-2019-2020/ …

1/10/2020 8:42:11 PM tha_gage @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why 3:17? For some reason I keep seeing that sequence of number over and over. Just bothering me a little bit cause now I’m 

seeing it from you.

1/10/2020 8:43:50 PM hollylandes Great article. Thank you.

1/10/2020 8:45:55 PM luludean4 Agreed in dying to get high

1/10/2020 8:45:57 PM aleks8837 Be sure to join the etheric / energy realms through meditation tonight! Lots of stuff going on!

Be precise in your intentions and know what you want the world to be!

Earth is enveloped in a lot of Number-Magick tonight! 

Be the force of good you want to be ♥️

We are many! ♥️
1/10/2020 8:49:45 PM brianan06364517 What is Glamis calling?

Who is Somerset Belenoff?

What is the World Governing Council?

1/10/2020 8:54:30 PM amylynrussell You are welcome! I actually just recently learned of this to be happening this weekend!  I also went back and looked at April 2019 history events and 

was an interesting pattern. Power changes, death, disease etc👀

1/10/2020 8:55:23 PM rebornkingent Cannimes strain.... 1 thc- 17cbd

1/10/2020 8:58:15 PM hollylandes Yikes. Lol...considering the influence the moon has on us I can just imagine

1/10/2020 9:01:57 PM winklerburke I will guess: 8 souls = Q (a squad.) Each Q member highly ascended, not just a baby adult = 3, But fully mature leader-human = 6.  7 members military. 1 

non-military. (Trump or Q+). 7+1 = 8.  Keystone = “The Plan.”  How was The Plan gotten?  ...

1/10/2020 9:03:41 PM covertress That wasn't her real name.

Use  http://tineye.com  on her photo.

You'll find her.

1/10/2020 9:04:21 PM 444_q_ 😞 so sad. I'm so thankful I didn't vax my last child, and no boosters for my other 2. No flu, or any other vax as well.

1/10/2020 9:06:20 PM winklerburke My Guess:  “The (White Hat) Plan needed to reverse (engineer) the genius Evil Master Plans of 100 years of Cabal. (Actually, say 6,000 years.) Prior to 

“The Plan”... there was only Evil Masyer Plans in effectual operation.  Humans were depressed, feeling hopeless.. unable to see.

1/10/2020 9:06:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1215845790171578374 …

1/10/2020 9:07:20 PM 444_q_ Are they going to release a new epidemic and push for more vaccinations soon?

1/10/2020 9:07:45 PM raenyasalisbury have all helped on my journey 

big time

1/10/2020 9:08:20 PM hgraceq Optics status quo- These people are allowed to walk away

1/10/2020 9:09:00 PM kittysf Huh 🤪

1/10/2020 9:09:09 PM mccullarsethe All I wanna know is..smoke or don’t.. pic.twitter.com/gBOlzX0DWc

1/10/2020 9:10:02 PM kidge6 VORTEX MATH 3 6 9  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC8TQH9wThrEsSgfue36yDmJi6E4ogJ4g … via @YouTube

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/10/2020 9:10:59 PM winklerburke “The Plan”... was “downloaded” by ones who were not too sober, not too high... by “grabbing” or “inventing” wildly creative solutions even more 

genius than the black hat master plans. Ensemble. Maestro. Power. Balance. The Universe is not cruel; it is preordained for ascension.

1/10/2020 9:11:22 PM rocktobersky What is Their Deal with DNA Databases?!

1/10/2020 9:12:42 PM raenyasalisbury I will search for this

1/10/2020 9:12:56 PM laurabusse Oh 

Right

Thx

Didn't think to look at time stamp...

1/10/2020 9:14:16 PM raenyasalisbury SMOKE ,, or take OIL

1/10/2020 9:15:26 PM laurabusse Yes

It is...

1/10/2020 9:15:27 PM mccullarsethe 🙏🏻😎 pic.twitter.com/iODLoGRFiQ

1/10/2020 9:15:41 PM manifest_utopia  https://www.foxnews.com/us/mit-report-on-ties-to-jeffrey-epstein …

1/10/2020 9:15:50 PM mccullarsethe Shouldn’t smoke to die🤦🏻♂️😂

1/10/2020 9:16:46 PM laurabusse I wish I knew what you meant LOLOL

1/10/2020 9:16:48 PM jebsmirk Please, no more riddles. I cant take it anymore. pic.twitter.com/pl8JEMIsoG

1/10/2020 9:16:53 PM raenyasalisbury I would NOT be where I am today, without the help of plant spirit medicine . After 33 years of violence , the plants helped me, to accept and DO THE 

WORK ,, they will never let you be a victim ,, I LOVE THEM SOOOOOOOOOOO

1/10/2020 9:18:13 PM mongrelglory It may be our ET overlords didn't want us activating our pineal glands, and punished us for it with hard labour to keep us too busy to expand our 

consciousness.

1/10/2020 9:18:36 PM rebornkingent Cannimed actually it’s 17 thc 1cbd.... so it’s the wrong ratio

1/10/2020 9:19:28 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/QaXwawic8O

1/10/2020 9:19:30 PM dironablu2u I've never hear of Paul until that happened.

1/10/2020 9:20:05 PM mongrelglory Yes, I know Mathilda wasn't her real name, but perhaps the real person was referred to with a number/letter code?

1/10/2020 9:20:11 PM raenyasalisbury awesome ,, I was just looking and that makes ALOT more sense 

I have a 23% thc to 2 % cbd 

I think that might be CLOSE ENOUGH lolololol

GOLDLEAF

1/10/2020 9:21:02 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/AuGTBciTlm



1/10/2020 9:29:20 PM winklerburke You see, the Cabal uses mighty, invisible chains to enslave planet. Chains of (evil) spirit or dimensions beyond sight.  The US Military had to learn of this 

realm. White Hat solutions exist also in spirit or dimensions beyond sight! ...

1/10/2020 9:30:33 PM amylynrussell Imagine those of us who’s zodiac is ruled by the moon 🌝  Cancer ♋️. That’s me 😁😆. Crazy times I must say 😂

1/10/2020 9:32:18 PM 21oplato What is all & nothing?

What is balance & harmony? 

THC affects the Amygdala. The Pineal Gland is what many seek.

1/10/2020 9:33:56 PM winklerburke “The Great Awakening” involves growing baby adult humans (3ish) into liberty’s and ascension’s more fully developed human beings (6ish.)  we need 2 

use dimensions beyond sight to overthrow the evil Cabal. The knowledge of good & evil. Liberty requires it to not die, but flourish!

1/10/2020 9:36:37 PM stoneturnr Seth Lloyd was close with Epstein before and after his arrest, met with him on school campus, took hundreds of thousands, went to his island 

& MIT doesnt even fire him.

& Still no investigation at Harvard.

Academic leaders were being funded by a pedophile...

#UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/HLmchmmGTp

1/10/2020 9:40:13 PM winklerburke Hence: Clues & riddles galore... enough to flummox (or actually ascend!) even Sherlock Holmes. Clues, Riddles, signs, numbers, confirmations... are the 

invitation to the gala upward ball.  Be Cinderella. Be Bondian. Learn. Grow. Ascend. Make jokes. Laugh. Love. Live!  Be Best!

1/10/2020 9:45:24 PM ashleigh139 I didn't follow, can you explain that again?

1/10/2020 9:52:18 PM tg4favor The "ankle bracelet" is tied to the surf board so if the person falls off of it, the board will not be lost and will be easy to recover and get back on.  I've 

seen that before in surfing sports coverage.

1/10/2020 9:52:31 PM reborn93898818 Epstein will miss this day. He is great trafficking hero. What a loss to US and rest of the world.

1/10/2020 9:53:37 PM bug_juni I was there that day.  She was not an anti-vaxx protester. She was a plant to do just this ☝️☝️☝️ to make the movement look bad.  Not one single 

parent there that day knew who she was. 🤔

1/10/2020 9:56:14 PM earthbeingalli1 🌞😭😭😭😭😭

1/10/2020 9:56:50 PM angelbabe43 OBAMA PUT KIDS IN CAGES GET IT RIGHT #Trump2020

1/10/2020 9:57:43 PM 9threalm So does the US.

1/10/2020 9:58:06 PM voiceofresonn Wet must proof and verify everything. Otherwise they will use it to discredit effort movement. Don't fall for easy bait. ie; Clinton yacht pics,

1/10/2020 9:58:09 PM corn_hole What about  #SRI #Harvard #Opencog???

1/10/2020 9:58:36 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/RkhMLlakaR

1/10/2020 10:00:32 PM aleks8837 Who is this Leon Black that JE was the Director of his foundation for for 6-10 years?!!

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-10/leon-black-foundation-disputes-epstein-s-role-after-2008-plea …

And Leon Black is on the chair of NYC Art museum. He's worth more than $6 billion. JE was a member of The Trilateral Comission. 

https://mobile.twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1206404964714725376 …

1/10/2020 10:02:11 PM fugeebristolian for starters it reveals part of the matrix that makes up this reality

1/10/2020 10:03:23 PM mongrelglory So maybe they were using the apple as an improvised hash pipe? 😆  (I've actually done that).

1/10/2020 10:04:23 PM chrischkm8in8 [HRC]

1/10/2020 10:06:13 PM jesusluvsu29 THC is a hallucinogen & is designed to trick your brain into thinking it's high & rewires your brain into depression

1/10/2020 10:12:19 PM fornodan Are you giving out 20m radio channels?

14.___ mhz?

1/10/2020 10:14:44 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/SQxPcaddSy

1/10/2020 10:32:03 PM revelation4444 PlanetX and the 5 waves of energy.

1/10/2020 10:35:04 PM sabermarris MJ12 say don't wake the sleeping, so if you don't understand yet.....

1/10/2020 10:35:37 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/qGZrSU0UR3

1/10/2020 10:43:47 PM sabermarris When I was 16 I felt same as being drunk not hallucinations. I'm guessingi didn't have enough thc

1/10/2020 10:49:45 PM werascending Perfect!!!

1/10/2020 10:49:59 PM dt_leblanc That had to be one of the funniest, most non sense things I've heard!!

You clearly have no personal experience and are just repeating what you've been told!

1/10/2020 10:50:19 PM brodycat I don’t get it but I want to

1/10/2020 10:52:49 PM taf1969 Keystone = Pineal https://twitter.com/taf1969/status/1207642661634461701?s=21 …

1/10/2020 11:00:07 PM eo13818 There are dates and then some of those dates are extended. But there R things happening behind closed doors that MSM doesn’t tell us. GITMO is full! 

But I guess nothing is happening. Sessions hired 300 prosecuting attys. Potus appointed 150+ fed judges. Things R happening! 29th?

1/10/2020 11:06:33 PM lightseeker2012 Possible connection to H trafficking via Constellis/Blackwater/Olive Group

1/10/2020 11:07:35 PM jayrambin It depends on how it happens. If it’s like bastille day, it’s bad 4 country’s soul. Unity is the answer to your question. And how well we can achieve it may 

depend on how well we prepare beforehand. And how well we heal and unite after. Defeat enemy w/ compassion. Many r friends.

1/10/2020 11:09:23 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/UJUDi27xio

1/10/2020 11:09:24 PM cinderellagrah2  pic.twitter.com/vzVFPiI8k7

1/10/2020 11:17:42 PM qbeat107 I don't want to ever again hear anyone say they can not understand the BIBLE. The Bible is a very wonderful insight. The BIBLE has nothing in this stuff. 

Not saying your all looney, I'm just saying I'm going to read my BIBLE and bed.

1/10/2020 11:20:28 PM qbeat107 One more thing I forgot, I had a heart 2018, I guess I'm saddened that all these riddles and ppl need help. I don't like taking the meds. It's like dangling 

out there and you can't do.

1/10/2020 11:20:42 PM terrancongito That should have said debits instead of debuts but you.knew that...

1/10/2020 11:21:19 PM lovebling6 Transplant?

1/10/2020 11:24:07 PM overshareflare @SpaceCorpsUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @DonaldJTrumpJr @TomFitton 

Help, twatter is at it again...

We will not be silent...

Thank You @realDonaldTrump

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/GIhJHzg4FX
1/10/2020 11:31:29 PM whiterabbitttt1 I knew I was seeing 117 like crazy for a reason.

1/10/2020 11:32:26 PM julieshoraga I find a 1:4 ratio works best

1/10/2020 11:33:28 PM nzstill  pic.twitter.com/6zUaKS3ufN

1/10/2020 11:34:22 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/r55Mnxvrtw

1/10/2020 11:39:29 PM 5smokinjoe5 Spartan 117? pic.twitter.com/tv11Vd9utz

1/10/2020 11:40:22 PM covertress Does 1 of MJ12 know this professor?

1/10/2020 11:40:24 PM jaredrogers55 Too much THC definitely lifts the veil. Makes this place seem wack af too...



1/10/2020 11:56:59 PM madly_offkilter Eight 3s = 24 / 6

Eight 6s = 48 / 12 / 3

and then 2 Eights? 

17 / 8:8 / 16 / 7

88 = Trump pic.twitter.com/QcyjBnGO1h
1/10/2020 11:57:28 PM disciplepatriot If our government can force us to be injected with unwanted substances against our will, are we a free people or just government-controlled livestock?

1/10/2020 11:59:15 PM raynetungsten The meaning of the number eight in the bible is New Beginnings

1/11/2020 12:00:18 AM covertress mt @RealEyeTheSpy pic.twitter.com/jZBSyBSorH

1/11/2020 12:04:05 AM tyranno68887194 Hey "doc"... Do you know anything about optics? You should think before you come out guns blazing...  Now go study and God bless✝️

1/11/2020 12:04:07 AM qbeat107 Attack. No stints. Angioplasty. I was tired when I typed this. And I meant that BIBLE has nothing ON that stuff. It's very hard to decode. Gosh.

1/11/2020 12:07:50 AM snakesanders22 What about BTC?

1/11/2020 12:07:51 AM onofrioeolimpia #HowardGardner #ReggioChildrenFoundation #ReggioChildrenApproach #ProjectZero #Epstein #AngeliEDemoni #Bibbiano #Affidi #PedogateItaliano

 https://reggiochildrenfoundation.org/identita/governance/comitato-scientifico/ … pic.twitter.com/RWypewUepS

1/11/2020 12:08:06 AM winchesterkane1 I have zero clue what all this means

1/11/2020 12:09:51 AM snakesanders22 Wow you take records in hand written notes! Nice

1/11/2020 12:11:13 AM skink007 He’s a big time NYT reporter who’s part of the DNC’s propaganda machine, he’s pretty significant. I don’t know how much you’ve read, but nobody can 

figure out why he handled it this way, instead of quietly reporting it to FBI. That makes me think he’s knows he’s getting charged.

1/11/2020 12:12:17 AM drchakra1 Dude you gotta be smoking cuz that’s so wacky shit!? I gotta have a PhD just to figure that one out! pic.twitter.com/ZUcSstE1x9

1/11/2020 12:16:01 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Nucking Futz Now Folks

1/11/2020 12:17:36 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Now thats funny ty

1/11/2020 12:18:43 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Yew easiest way to absorb

1/11/2020 12:19:18 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Same technology used by   insurance companies

1/11/2020 12:20:21 AM unitedredwhite1 What if some cells in our body are passed from generation to generation and if one of those cells hits a neuron at the same time you're in a place that 

cell has been to before? Intersection of cell, neurons and place. Just a theory:)

1/11/2020 12:21:18 AM covertress This is the easiest way for me to draw my ideas, as they're happening.

1/11/2020 12:21:23 AM 369_is Wow!!! pic.twitter.com/dmKt03uH7a

1/11/2020 12:23:09 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Yes please pass out some "Grains of salt here" asap....

1/11/2020 12:23:27 AM drchakra1 Counter intelligence... marking those against mandatory vaccinations 💉 look crazy. pic.twitter.com/XbBmWm1aWA

1/11/2020 12:24:02 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Oh yew

1/11/2020 12:24:18 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Smh

1/11/2020 12:30:33 AM mongrelglory "Paid" 🙄

1/11/2020 12:32:22 AM gypsy49992122 We were pretty close

1/11/2020 12:36:11 AM mongrelglory You sound very Zen Buddhist when you talk about "beginner's mind". 😁  They describe the mind as being like a mirror, which constantly needs 

polishing to remove every speck of dust so that one can perceive clearly.

1/11/2020 12:37:26 AM mongrelglory I just obsessively check at regular intervals! 😜

1/11/2020 12:44:24 AM pillhard He has 2 ankles. Check the other one.

1/11/2020 12:45:12 AM steezy_few B3cause all timelines converge

1/11/2020 12:58:57 AM jcmyhp Yes! Resonate. You will know the truth and the truth will set you free.

1/11/2020 1:11:03 AM jonle86 This is why everyone turned against @realDonaldTrump

1/11/2020 1:37:35 AM langen_nadine Special time? 11.45 ? Here in germany?

Thank you🙏🌍🕊❤️

1/11/2020 1:45:04 AM t_hayden07 Go beyond the two pillars.....ATLAS!!!!

1/11/2020 2:00:43 AM gribbs7 Wonder if the fruit of knowledge was actually a brain? Could imagine that upsetting him enough to cast us out.

1/11/2020 2:06:20 AM rosscarwalker The news has mentioned Joaquin Phoenix and Martin Sheen getting arrested. Is this the beginning of the movie?

1/11/2020 2:06:59 AM rosscarwalker Justice is coming

1/11/2020 2:08:10 AM lynnpoore4 Sounds like a set-up.....or a plant!

1/11/2020 2:16:38 AM taleofterrier What...and...what?! Can someone please translate this into English for me? I'm fried.

1/11/2020 2:16:43 AM thankq43599059 Through the looking glass. 🙋♂️

1/11/2020 2:17:02 AM lynnpoore4  pic.twitter.com/o9pQV9U9JX

1/11/2020 2:17:40 AM rosscarwalker Thoroughly enjoyed your wise words

1/11/2020 2:22:58 AM rosscarwalker Word

1/11/2020 2:24:08 AM rosscarwalker They decide how much you pay for your house and they decide the interest you pay on your repayments. A slave to debt is just one of their tools 

against us

1/11/2020 2:26:50 AM rosscarwalker We hope she exposes it for what it is

1/11/2020 2:31:19 AM rosscarwalker We are trying to stop a bunch of sadistic people. Does that make us sadists?

1/11/2020 2:35:33 AM kater_ksg Tell  us more

1/11/2020 2:36:21 AM rosscarwalker I agree with this rhetoric. My struggle is when the concept of oneness is introduced. If all souls IS-BE's are part of source energy then the painful 

realisation is that the souls we are about to take down are actually us too.  Just misdirected to the highest degree. Empathy?

1/11/2020 2:38:40 AM rosscarwalker These people are sick. They are also mentally ill. For people to commit these atrocities what has been done to them?

1/11/2020 2:39:40 AM jasonel33448847  pic.twitter.com/oJQwjpTYsD

1/11/2020 2:42:37 AM trollingmockin1 No one cares about clinton foundation  Money for personal use. This is fake news. No leaks. Huber wasn’t investigating finance laws.

1/11/2020 2:42:55 AM linnyt7 Notice the special message from Bill and Melinda Gates at the end saying how great they are? Smells funny.

1/11/2020 2:52:04 AM kyleq369 Most smokeable hemp strains are 1:17 THC to CBD. Usually equals 17-22% CBD and 1-3% THC. When you add a little THC to CBD it gives you an 

"entourage effect." CBD isolate or dissolute won't have any THC in it. That's why it's important to use brands that are true full spectrum 

pic.twitter.com/7xrPej3E3i

1/11/2020 2:54:39 AM kyleq369 The photo is a product that is exactly the same as Rick Simpson oil. This crude base contains every molecule inside the hemp plant, in turn giving you 

the effect of the full plant. When researching companies make sure they publicly show you the oil they use. Needs to be dark!

1/11/2020 2:55:49 AM adsvel Iran is not one country who are using these joyful, wonderful, curious beings for blowing up ships. As I know Russia did, Ukraine do and US Navy tried.

What can I say, they are scumbags, its the same if you forced a little child to blow up a ship. 

These people are sick.



1/11/2020 2:58:32 AM kyleq369 Another method that you can use is mixing your pure cbd bases (isolate, etc) and adding a small hit of THC into the mix. The best bet is to find 

smokeable hemp and add a tiny amount of THC product and figure out your perfect balance. You don't need much just enough 7gramsC-1gramT

1/11/2020 3:01:13 AM aprilbrown99 Me too!  😉😉😉

1/11/2020 3:09:19 AM rocktobersky 1+1+7=9?!

1/11/2020 3:16:05 AM diaptera_80 Exactly the same with my two..

1/11/2020 3:21:18 AM whiterabbitttt1 I actually see 117 and 118 a lot. I asked a friend some weeks ago in a DM about 117 too, cuz I kept seeing it.

1/11/2020 3:24:11 AM whiterabbitttt1 Oh yeah, the last 4 digits of a phone number of mine growing up were literally 7011. -> 117.

1/11/2020 3:24:28 AM rocktobersky Epstein...

1/11/2020 3:26:26 AM solarninja808 The use of substances undermines the realization of sovereign being status if that is your goal.

1/11/2020 3:28:54 AM nuff_fairy That should be a crime in itself..horrible abuse of beautiful creatures..we could learn so much..instead they only see what use they have in them..all 

creation is sacred..thou shalt not kill..

1/11/2020 3:30:21 AM dispensaryexch Https://medicallymindedCBD.com 

1/11/2020 3:37:22 AM adsvel Exactly, Sis! All Creation, all Life is sacred.🙏💗🌈

1/11/2020 3:47:09 AM murph54258684 Shark repellent.

1/11/2020 3:48:34 AM rosscarwalker Once we've dismantled their corrupt banking industry and their corrupt system humans will be free to love each other rather than kill each other. 

Divide and conquer no longer. We live in exciting times. #freedom

1/11/2020 3:50:48 AM american_damn Fakery & Sorcery

1/11/2020 3:52:26 AM american_damn Flat Earthers Believe in inner earth too. Tarturus!!!!

1/11/2020 3:56:20 AM der_wanderer8 8

Infinite

As Number of Universes pic.twitter.com/guscuK5K8a

1/11/2020 3:57:14 AM sydneyjacobs777 Keith Urban has zero to do with the Hollywood elites. If I’m put next to a murderer at a wedding, it  doesn’t make me one. Just trust me... he and his 

wife hate it as well which is why she’s now a mom raising her family in Nashville.

1/11/2020 3:57:58 AM rosesrred0119 #WWG1WGA

1/11/2020 4:08:36 AM rosscarwalker It seems strange that a supposedly Jewish family (Rothschilds) would help create a slave planet considering the Jews enslavement in Egypt. I also 

struggle hearing his extended family contributed money to the 3rd Reich. Are they actually Jews swirls in my mind?

1/11/2020 4:11:42 AM rosscarwalker Then I remember the story of one of our kind teaching those that worshipped the Bull that it was incorrect. False idol was spoken back then and it will 

be spoken again today. Those that worship Baal / Moloch have made a mistake. God is within. They have lost their way

1/11/2020 4:13:09 AM emperro61119379 Hopefully it will also be revealed about the Upper Chamber - http://www.whoissomersetbelenoff.com/ 

and their wierd lifestyles.  https://peoplearemeat.com 

1/11/2020 4:13:19 AM faketruth3 Wow what??? I mean nothing off the table right?

1/11/2020 4:14:32 AM rosscarwalker And I can only say we must have compassion towards these people for when they eventually realise their gross misconduct will they realise how far 

they have got from God. Peace 🙏🏽✌🏽

1/11/2020 4:17:49 AM dab_tothefuture the liberty 🗽 keystone ✨

1/11/2020 4:20:26 AM don_velour Yeah, in moderation, i.e., enjoy but don't be a stoner 😎

1/11/2020 4:23:45 AM sunnydkelleu No,

1/11/2020 4:26:45 AM phat_walt That's nice...but when will they be prosecuted???

1/11/2020 4:30:07 AM jakekel23656089 It's called "Justice". Stop feeling "Bad" about how you perceive your world, "They" made you feel that way.

1/11/2020 4:33:25 AM fasured2 Wrong. Not sure where you got the “everyone” reference but pretty sure you’re about 65M+ off base.

1/11/2020 4:34:38 AM sehvehn even this is limiting. perpendicular +/-.... unlimited and unable to be understood outside of thought

1/11/2020 4:35:18 AM samsmith0319 1Q=117=9...Completion!!!...👀...

1/11/2020 4:36:00 AM nddevore1 John 3;16

JFK JR

1776

1/11/2020 4:37:28 AM jonle86 I meant celebs and the media. No doubt Trump will win the next elections bigger than last time :)

1/11/2020 4:39:21 AM der_wanderer8 All particules of Universe can fit in your mind

"Meaning lives in the Mind"

1/11/2020 4:48:17 AM state1union Should be everyday

1/11/2020 4:51:59 AM sehvehn .

1/11/2020 4:53:09 AM kindeandtrue By eating popcorn and watching the Q movie?

1/11/2020 4:54:31 AM fasured2 Ah, thanks for clarifying.

1/11/2020 5:02:55 AM kitchenersgf  pic.twitter.com/huXiUfrnEc

1/11/2020 5:09:13 AM tina12865370 Excellent

1/11/2020 5:09:21 AM diesel_fish  pic.twitter.com/Jk1khQPDKw

1/11/2020 5:09:58 AM 2behonest50 Yeah a terrorist! Stopped a man that would have killed many more.

1/11/2020 5:11:52 AM helenav1 THC lowers your vibration?

1/11/2020 5:12:38 AM 2behonest50 To bad their isn’t a concrete block tied to it.

1/11/2020 5:13:36 AM aahhhooohmmmm 572 pic.twitter.com/TtcblVP1st

1/11/2020 5:15:14 AM aahhhooohmmmm 117 (First Q drop of 2) pic.twitter.com/P1ibBOBJoK

1/11/2020 5:15:36 AM aahhhooohmmmm 117 (Second Q drop of 2) pic.twitter.com/o2WK9CMYnr

1/11/2020 5:15:56 AM aahhhooohmmmm 711 pic.twitter.com/TU2Vmz4B79

1/11/2020 5:18:10 AM karina89350882 I am not sure if so many enjoy the new report....

1/11/2020 5:19:31 AM kravitz_q I think Trump is waiting on someone in the media to ask him the Q question

1/11/2020 5:21:41 AM allonkid Man chose to listen to another human, not his creator, made a mistake to rely on substance to reveal knowledge and reality, lost the devine contact 

with his creator.

1/11/2020 5:24:33 AM allonkid  https://vaticanomafia.blogspot.com/2019/06/pallavicini-crime-syndicate.html …

1/11/2020 5:47:27 AM teddygarvin8 Chief scientist at the WHO https://youtu.be/sPSpyEi01VI 

1/11/2020 5:53:01 AM chunkybuttny I learned on a Netflix show about MJ that CBD lessens the effect of THC. If I'm going to pay for THC, I want my THC at full strength.

1/11/2020 5:53:13 AM glennma29837047 Whoa!

1/11/2020 5:53:19 AM kevinmruel @florarobotica @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/11/2020 6:08:46 AM allahuniversal The information is already "released", public domain. Research for yourself, the "whole truth" of anything won't be found in anyone's Twitter account 

or "official" government publication

1/11/2020 6:09:59 AM macgranp Would not doubt it.. poor whales. Can’t imagine they care about 72 virgins??

1/11/2020 6:10:51 AM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/2wk7duGHNu

1/11/2020 6:11:21 AM minimis1 Ever notice how shaken baby syndrome came and went?

1/11/2020 6:11:27 AM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/7dEMSuSE6p

1/11/2020 6:11:51 AM 1urbanfan27unp She's making a movie...13 projects...

1/11/2020 6:14:47 AM minimis1 Can someone send me the link to the executive order? I can't find it

1/11/2020 6:21:55 AM slavenomore2 Cannabis helps you to resist the mind control, and hypnotic commands. This is why the cabal doesn't want it legal. Yet another form of suppression to 

protect their system of control.

1/11/2020 6:22:16 AM starsns44130411 That's creepy. No coincidences. Sisters from the same gene pool..



1/11/2020 6:24:28 AM fdf927020e2b4ac You have to find truth yourself...if u wait for someone to tell you, you might wait forever😞

1/11/2020 6:33:39 AM bbobbio71 I feel we've been here before.

1/11/2020 6:34:31 AM 4us2l0ve 3+6=9

1/11/2020 6:37:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Big words from an organization that protected one of the most dangerous and prolific pedophiles the world has scene. (Epstein) 

https://twitter.com/FBI/status/1215989287096852481 …

1/11/2020 6:37:21 AM thekarachavis Oops! pic.twitter.com/0nXKHNVQdo

1/11/2020 6:37:53 AM annsand72250302 Protected him to death!

1/11/2020 6:38:15 AM conidow Who trusts the FBI with Wray in charge?

1/11/2020 6:38:20 AM barbarylion17 Truth

1/11/2020 6:38:39 AM rosscarwalker Why hasn't Bill and Hilary Clinton been arrested yet? How much more evidence do you need? @USMarshalsHQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnSealEpstein

1/11/2020 6:38:52 AM jesuscracksmeup @JoeNero10

1/11/2020 6:38:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Themed? https://twitter.com/AFASHQ/status/1215731620038266881 …

1/11/2020 6:39:03 AM werascending #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein #UnSealEpstein

1/11/2020 6:39:27 AM barbarylion17 Light bulb

1/11/2020 6:39:52 AM jesuscracksmeup I’m just gonna use this as an excuse to wake n bake

1/11/2020 6:40:02 AM hawkgirlinmn Scene...hmmmm Act III?

1/11/2020 6:40:32 AM megamagamoveman They're taking our guns pic.twitter.com/BZQkk0rYk0

1/11/2020 6:40:39 AM slavenomore2 Ya I've been to the FBI for help they made a call and returned me to my captors. I've made hundreds of calls and everyone either ignored me or they 

told my captors I was breaking. These people torture you to put you back under.

1/11/2020 6:40:45 AM hawkgirlinmn Or “scene” because he is not dead.

1/11/2020 6:40:51 AM rosscarwalker Why haven't you ordered Hilary and Bill Clinton's arrest? How much more evidence do you need? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @USMarshalsHQ

1/11/2020 6:41:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 Regardless of who is in charge, knowing what you know, do you believe fake news propaganda that they are the world's premier law enforcement 

organization? They think you are sheep. You will bend to their will. They will protect Epstein/Clinton/Weinstein. Military Tribunals.

1/11/2020 6:41:34 AM truthsoldier411 Mj12, this might still be a bit too early for most.

1/11/2020 6:42:45 AM djlok Yeah, they’ve created quite the scene.  Used to be no one ever even really thought about the FBI if you were a law abiding citizen.   Now we’re seeing 

that was by design.

1/11/2020 6:43:51 AM qdupjarhead Scene or seen? But I agree. Well said!

1/11/2020 6:51:10 AM americanpetal Still? I thought the FBI was clean  now?

1/11/2020 6:51:47 AM americanpetal I missed that. Thanks.

1/11/2020 6:52:53 AM aprilbrown99 @RoubLisa @v_rags 👀☝😁

1/11/2020 6:52:56 AM aleks8837 Today, tomorrow, now...Time not matter (so) much I think.

1/11/2020 6:54:07 AM bobtheb01999579 Back to the future..

1/11/2020 6:55:05 AM werascending Can you explain, please?🙏🙏🙏

1/11/2020 6:57:12 AM state1union Telling victims to trust the FBI when the heads of the FBI were incharge of blackmail and rape?

1/11/2020 6:57:19 AM mattcottrill3 Do you have a facebook fam? I'd like to add you on there

1/11/2020 6:59:22 AM aprilbrown99 Good morning Matt!  Sorry I don’t really use FB any longer but I appreciate you thinking of me!  Very sweet. 🤗🤗🤗

1/11/2020 6:59:39 AM state1union Seriously?

1/11/2020 7:00:10 AM janiewwu I realize this woman was a plant. California has taken away our rights to consent by passing these restrictive laws. Pharma again wins.

1/11/2020 7:02:11 AM americanpetal Yes, I thought the swamp was drained. POTUS said he drained the swamp and caught them all.

1/11/2020 7:02:44 AM covertress Through The Stargate

1/11/2020 7:02:46 AM tucson_ron ...as if they "didn't know"...

1/11/2020 7:03:36 AM natureinspace We didn't know any better years ago. I thought I was doing the right thing by vaccinating my children. I didn't know what I know now. We cant blame 

ourselves. We were lied to and brainwashed. We thought we were being good parents and doing the best by our children.

1/11/2020 7:03:53 AM karmamastersall Today they aren't smoking it. The cannibals dine on pineal gland & extract adrenachrome from tortured sacrifices.

1/11/2020 7:05:40 AM aaronj34633889 In my case

Too much THC can block the mind. Not enough blocks life progressing. THC  helps other cannabinoid work appropriately and enhance their abilities for 

the mind and body. This is why it works so well for PTSD.

1/11/2020 7:05:51 AM boy12_jimmy Make it out of this world! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rNlYz8eKIw

1/11/2020 7:06:20 AM roublisa 🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/4x0f6zT4vK

1/11/2020 7:06:51 AM peterjonathanna Most of what is grown is harmful hydro full of chemicals. Until we can grow organically in our own yards, we are not free.

1/11/2020 7:06:52 AM roublisa Lol✅⚡️⚡️⚡️

1/11/2020 7:07:56 AM mrfreezybee  pic.twitter.com/zTTTnvcb33

1/11/2020 7:08:11 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/d5zc2y7UWm

1/11/2020 7:08:57 AM natureinspace They are constantly doing that around the world. The ebola vaccine in Africa, the measles vaccine in Somoa, for examples. Most of it is under the radar 

and you dont hear much about it.

1/11/2020 7:09:24 AM boy12_jimmy Bring some extraordinary friends to the party. pic.twitter.com/ybXNAJ7Pnn

1/11/2020 7:11:58 AM imapatriot8 You can’t beat yourself up, but vaccine injury will be the most difficult thing parents have to face. They were only doing what they thought best for 

their children.

1/11/2020 7:12:23 AM aaronj34633889 Also I tell people if they over do it with the THC to take a Higher does of CBD to level out the effects of the THC. No matter what either compound will 

not kill a person by taking too much.

1/11/2020 7:12:36 AM covfefeconfetti I think evil lifestyle is a better word choice.  Weird is okay. People can be odd.  But as we pursue justice on Earth, evil acts against children cannot be 

tolerated.

1/11/2020 7:14:19 AM tucson_ron Either the FBI is reformed and brought COMPLETELY into line with American legal, judicial and cultural standards and values, or disband the whole 

organization and start again from scratch. Some spare parts might even then be useful.

1/11/2020 7:15:34 AM keith369me If you know who the mob bosses are, do you only take action against low level criminals if you want to get to the root of the crime?

1/11/2020 7:17:13 AM imapatriot8 Omg! This statement is asinine!

1/11/2020 7:18:16 AM keith369me 1947, the truth

1/11/2020 7:20:07 AM c7b82db0f0164e3 I need to do DMT and I cant find it. I'm 39 and have already had a heart attack... I fear death. I need to experience the spirit molecule so I no longer 

fear death. Someone please help.

1/11/2020 7:21:10 AM mattcottrill3 Well if you ever make one again fam let me know theres hella woke people on there now and I can put you in a group chat with some star seeds and 

spiritual people I know

1/11/2020 7:25:51 AM tucson_ron Man I read right past that. Good catch. Hmmmm. 👍🇺🇸

1/11/2020 7:31:44 AM anoncalif I hope so 👍🏼

1/11/2020 7:32:38 AM palmdalekid2 1 year delta

2 days for a marker

#qanon pic.twitter.com/gFySduM73E

1/11/2020 7:36:01 AM luvjbms That's the plan.

1/11/2020 7:37:50 AM 92michael You know there involved when they only go after the little guy. If they really cared about stopping kidnapping and trafficking all of the scumbags that 

visited Jeffrey's resorts would be behind bars!!!!



1/11/2020 7:38:24 AM qanonlove Something new out, you may not be aware of, might be a LARP, something to dig on......Somerset Belenoff, Countess of Banbury and Arran

1/11/2020 7:38:30 AM madscientist I think you meant 'seen' friend.

1/11/2020 7:40:43 AM qlover12 Check her dad out

1/11/2020 7:43:07 AM naoehogui but damn it what wrong with helping a fella wake?

1/11/2020 7:43:10 AM cathydarlene1 How about more real time facts and less puzzle games?

1/11/2020 7:43:22 AM laurabusse Sounds good

Makes sense ☺️

1/11/2020 7:46:30 AM subtidal4 Ok, see if I got this. LG was used to predict outcomes with different inputs through 12/21/12. They can still use LG to predict outcomes, however no 

matter the input, 

the output is always the same after 12/21/12.

1/11/2020 7:49:13 AM subtidal4 .....and since 12/21/12, The Great Awakening has been taking shape and will be realized at some future date to be determined but happening “soon”. 

Am I on track?

1/11/2020 7:49:23 AM realdepiorabie Calling Epstein a pedophile is like calling a drug lord a drug addict.

Epstein is a human trafficker and blackmail curator.

1/11/2020 7:50:39 AM ramon_nuttet Your third eye i agree they want control!!

1/11/2020 7:50:55 AM cathydarlene1 Not code breaking, its puzzle games, which is what this is turning into, a big game.

1/11/2020 7:52:06 AM palmdalekid2 A military judge to be IG at the @FCC 

Military Tribunals you say?

#qanon pic.twitter.com/gN1TmoZYiI

1/11/2020 7:52:24 AM webarian1 If that's true, don't you think they would avoid capture and slaughter too? Yet that goes on everyday this time of year in Taiji Japan.

1/11/2020 7:54:36 AM cathydarlene1 Where my studies have led me is, numerology itself in most biblical theologic terms is nothing more than  a type of  biblical "sorcery".. and placed in 

the realm of Satanism. 

Numbers are there and are facts, but trying to  make them speak is not kosher.

1/11/2020 7:55:32 AM ryanwamsher He definitely still had 2-3 sexual interactions with underage girls himself everyday so yeah he is all of these things...

1/11/2020 7:56:42 AM msgatekeeper I hope so. It will be so worth the wait!!

1/11/2020 7:58:09 AM hayesmady 😳....😨😓

1/11/2020 7:59:49 AM littledarlak My thoughts exactly! Just release info about health without puzzles!!! We’ve been through enough just let it out freely and easily for Gods sake.

1/11/2020 7:59:50 AM crt14361013 ⏳

1/11/2020 8:02:49 AM laurabusse Exactly

We didn't know...

1/11/2020 8:02:58 AM kay_oswalt So in a nutshell 1Q (9) is the great lightworker resurrecting (waking) the 8 energy in us to a new beginning; it denotes a new order or creation, and 

man's being born again. 

CBD relaxes allowing energy to flow THC will thickens that flow and thats not good for waking. 

Hmmmmmmmm

1/11/2020 8:06:37 AM momwestside Just came across this video that dropped two hours ago...Let the games begin!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8ZvYEUtlmw …

1/11/2020 8:08:15 AM shaqlolabunny any relevance to why this comes from LA but majestic chose the article reposted from omaha  ?

1/11/2020 8:09:12 AM kindeandtrue Is Trump criminally implicated with Epstein?

1/11/2020 8:12:44 AM ideclarefreedom hydroperoxyl?

1/11/2020 8:16:16 AM dironablu2u Epsteins was a lobbyist.

#CorporateLivesMatter

1/11/2020 8:18:45 AM anon_inno The type-o was purposeful.

1/11/2020 8:19:30 AM nddevore1 1/2 of 36=18=R=JFK JR

17=1+7=8=Q

1/11/2020 8:21:51 AM a_ostation Try mushrooms If you fear death.. imo; have you ever been in erowid..?

1/11/2020 8:25:18 AM andyelf He talks to Fox News all the time. Just a couple days days ago it was in person with Ingraham. Why won’t they ask the question?

1/11/2020 8:26:10 AM tylerwhannelsrq Occupy one Side of your brain thru music and then think about what you need to think about when you get chills or goose bumps then try to magnify 

those into waves exiting your body

1/11/2020 8:30:36 AM peterjonathanna Cannabis has saved millions of lives. Stop making fun of it and the people who save lives with it.

1/11/2020 8:31:07 AM roublisa Perfect😆😆😆

1/11/2020 8:32:59 AM traciloveusa Not sure I understand all of it, but way cool. Thank you ☺️

1/11/2020 8:33:13 AM tabsinabox Malnourished eyes

1/11/2020 8:34:39 AM luludean4 I'm not I'm Jonesing

1/11/2020 8:38:08 AM sovereignity77 The Agency interfered with the US elections of 2016! If the full truth were to come out, the agency would DISSOLVED IMMEDIATELY! 

pic.twitter.com/738Uq4l9xS

1/11/2020 8:42:08 AM jeffcordell6 Sorry for delay... had to put some thought into this.   To sum it up, things are coming to my consciousness,  then i dwell on these ideas/thoughts and it 

seems as if i have to accept the possibility of it being true. Then I see others discussing the very thing i have been seeing!

1/11/2020 8:45:01 AM 21oplato @FBI 

Gave him a sweetheart deal for testifying against a Bear Sterns exec. (Dir. Muller)

1/11/2020 8:47:43 AM jdltr450 1-11

1/11/2020 9:01:02 AM thuston57 I'm liking this!!

1/11/2020 9:06:04 AM tinkernh4 People like you make them turn away....

1/11/2020 9:07:18 AM start313hichq 572+117+711=1400

Years 1400

🤔🤔🤔

1/11/2020 9:08:46 AM mhgdawn  pic.twitter.com/PIqXewcIGx

1/11/2020 9:09:24 AM chicagofdtruck Hussein left behind a LOT of pardons (after Trump won but before he was inaugurated). They’re going to have to hang them on new crimes. No 

problem, these are prolific criminals.

1/11/2020 9:10:16 AM lionspaw77 Don’t forget the ingredients of the holy anointing oil.  Research!!!

1/11/2020 9:11:05 AM lionspaw77 Something special about K.

1/11/2020 9:14:17 AM litterickb I've noticed so many likes, only to be removed...maybe I'll try clueing a few of you in...

#WeAllHaveThingsToLearnTheHardWay

1/11/2020 9:14:54 AM hypidiomorphic Tesla?

1/11/2020 9:14:59 AM coreyqbeverage Yup. International Witch factions takeover lesser known military accounts to comm?

1/11/2020 9:19:22 AM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 David Paulides estimates 40-45K  Americans vanish each year with no trace; the US Southwest is desolate; there are literally 

thousands of GHOST TOWNS;  Searth YouTube & Google for "abandoned properties" ; and mortality rates are kept quiet. White Hats don't care?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216006170038673408 …



1/11/2020 9:21:27 AM tac27 I need some man, I got health problems

1/11/2020 9:21:51 AM timkania smocked too 🥴

1/11/2020 9:24:42 AM hawkgirlinmn When I think of the deep history of Ukraine, it makes sense that satanic pedos would try to run back there. The Bolshevik revolution was financed by 

the Rothchilds who come from the Kazahrian mafia in Ukraine.

1/11/2020 9:25:31 AM tac27 I guess humans are meant to have cannabis in their diet?? 🤔

1/11/2020 9:26:50 AM cathydarlene1 Dont get me wrong, I have followed you a long time and know you are for real and probably post in other forums more of your stuff than anyone else 

does..., but this straying off into numetology is where my doubts start accumulating.

1/11/2020 9:26:54 AM mccullarsethe This is beautiful. Thank you🙏🏻

1/11/2020 9:27:23 AM cathydarlene1 *numerology*

1/11/2020 9:30:38 AM amberoshunize I think that is what happens when there is a new Q drop and everyone reads it right away. I think that also happens when everyone checks for a new Q 

drop every day.

1/11/2020 9:30:54 AM start313hichq 17:17 o'clock pic.twitter.com/5xsNaaIOoJ

1/11/2020 9:31:13 AM cogbill_alan Follow the white rabbit down the yellow brick road? Lol

1/11/2020 9:35:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 White House considering dramatic expansion of travel ban https://apnews.com/753968e412fab06e6fb8180e7ac98d47 …

1/11/2020 9:35:30 AM dianne1h Do it.

1/11/2020 9:35:49 AM sabermarris Same reason you don't let a child watch adult movies, they are not ready to understand yet. Exposing them would cause harm.

1/11/2020 9:38:34 AM deplorabled71 So wish I had a clue about this stuff!! Appreciate you putting it out tho Majestic!!

1/11/2020 9:41:59 AM atashfire [MB]

1/11/2020 9:43:30 AM truthfighter80  https://www.facebook.com/532563253765657/posts/1031614443860533/?d=n …. Please check comments. It is not what you think.

1/11/2020 9:46:13 AM truthfighter80 California parents DID NOT throw the blood on Legislators. It was college girl who protested  SB24 (Abortion pills in Colleges) which was on Hearing 

RIGHT BEFORE the Hearing of SB276. Parents have NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS SHYT.

1/11/2020 9:47:08 AM naoehogui I dont agree... If people are pursuing this, some of them will be ready. But each to their own xD

1/11/2020 9:48:45 AM bob76775554 Fail-safes (ISIS and MS13)

Border security = national security

1/11/2020 9:50:10 AM nashmetro60 Include Cda.  Canada is a supporter and funder of terrorism, and has been seeded with sleepers, White Helmets, MS13, etc to destroy Cda and come 

against the US.  I look forward to the laser light being pointed on Canada.  Maybe my fellow Cdns will finally wake the hell up.

1/11/2020 9:50:56 AM capparmenter In the words of a famous Sith Empire Lord, Darth Sidius:  "DEEEWWWWWITTTT!!!"

1/11/2020 9:51:51 AM v_rags Teal’c is the main man! pic.twitter.com/3jP2dKNaYF

1/11/2020 9:56:37 AM laura_621 I like your brain!

1/11/2020 10:05:35 AM truth939 That would be epic.

1/11/2020 10:15:06 AM laurawalck Something's up

1/11/2020 10:16:42 AM keith369me I’d like explanation on the 60 Canadians (1/3 of the passengers) that just happened to be traveling from Tehran to the Ukraine.  There’s got to be more 

too this.

1/11/2020 10:19:14 AM htriot Unfortunately most 'trusted' sources of any information are filled with empty, not big words

1/11/2020 10:19:36 AM lynnpoore4 Should be the whole BOARD!

1/11/2020 10:27:52 AM allahuniversal Uh oh, we got a LIVE one here folks! 

Only 2 tweets into their account and out to give me the feelz 😂

Ratio of THC to CBD = 1:17, or 3:17, depending on the Entourage Effect one seeks (terpenes are missing from the equation, IMO)

+... 

The Power of 3 6 and 9 with Base 8 math 👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/gqYIWoBcHs

1/11/2020 10:28:13 AM cormieredcclare Thank you 🙏🏻 President Trump @realDonaldTrump For Protecting Our Nation!

1/11/2020 10:28:47 AM allahuniversal Or maybe I got it all wrong. 

Your turn, how do you see it? pic.twitter.com/9Smk4qGewX

1/11/2020 10:30:22 AM fluck_gloria Well, only if the include that if you go there and get in trouble you are on your own!  And depending on what you do there, you may not get back into 

America!

1/11/2020 10:32:09 AM laurabusse Yes ☺️☺️☺️

1/11/2020 10:34:23 AM stoneturnr Leon Black is another corrupt intelligence-connected Wall St investment banker. Funds a lot of medical and education projects. Definitely a key player 

in the Epstein network https://twitter.com/StoneTurnr/status/1172252991308652545 …

1/11/2020 10:35:29 AM rosscarwalker Can you talk about these things?

1/11/2020 10:41:26 AM kidge6 regardless of who is in charge? As if it is irrelevant? Fake news would have a lot harder time covering up for them if he did not. How do you benefit by 

Wray covering this up?

1/11/2020 10:43:04 AM kidge6 Caught yes. Evidence. But that evidence must be brought to bear before a court and they must be indicted and convicted before they're fully removed 

from the swamp. They still have power now. Some of them.

1/11/2020 10:44:54 AM nickcpace1 What will be will be!!!

1/11/2020 10:45:41 AM jackril75557412 Doesn’t show me you know what you’re talking about nor understand how toroidal dynamics might play into dosages of weed - a mere mentioning of 

vortex math doesn’t give me a nerd boner. The man you responded to wanted a clear explanation of exactly how he might use medicinal weed.

1/11/2020 10:45:47 AM jess30601689 YES!!! YES!!!

1/11/2020 10:46:04 AM carenharkins You have no idea what went on. You know about as much as everyone else, maybe he had no choice at the time.

1/11/2020 10:46:05 AM kidge6 Or could be misinterpreted dictation or auto correct.

1/11/2020 10:46:24 AM karina89350882 So it is! That`s how we are awakening! Welcome to the truth!

1/11/2020 10:46:52 AM jackril75557412 And you did not provide that. Only provided more of the same ego that plagues this ‘awakening’ community. Hop off your high horse. You don’t know 

how that math works. Don’t go around quoting it for medicinal use unless you can give me a comprehensive answer.

1/11/2020 10:47:39 AM northnest17 It's one of those new accts with 8 numerals in their handle. There's new ones everyday. I suspect they're bots

1/11/2020 10:48:30 AM jackril75557412 I still don’t know how it works but everyone pretending their fucking Q is getting a little old...

1/11/2020 10:48:53 AM jackril75557412 They’re *

1/11/2020 10:51:52 AM pmgossett Patriot owned store in Oklahoma! https://tribalnationscbd.ecwid.com/ 

1/11/2020 10:53:11 AM americanpetal Got it. Thx👍🙏🇺🇸

1/11/2020 10:55:29 AM kidge6 Or, they could be pressured or forced out by showing them the evidence and telling them if they don't leave that we will convince them of it. I think 

that's what's happening with a lot of Congress people who are running for re-election. But, right now, they're still in power.

1/11/2020 10:55:49 AM kidge6 Convict

1/11/2020 11:01:27 AM profanedeplora1 How about "continues to protect"? @AultmanHospital mayor @Kmcatazaro @StarkSheriff @CantonOhioPD pic.twitter.com/3Ewzl0ohJT

1/11/2020 11:02:52 AM jeffcordell6 The one that was most revealing was that I now fully believe (accept) we have the tech to see into the future..thats why POTUS is always 5 steps 

ahead.  I had perceived it was so for some time but couldn't let myself go there.  Past beliefs,etc

1/11/2020 11:03:22 AM cspanjnky 1st of all, we are not a democracy. We are a Constitutional Republic which fell for the oldest tricks in book. 

Hey, seniors, give us % of your pay, we will invest it & pay you back in $s worth less than you paid in. 

Hey seniors let the Feds provide HC & add administration. pic.twitter.com/XnTEEuYYON

1/11/2020 11:13:19 AM leannalcleve Lol



1/11/2020 11:15:17 AM leannalcleve I like this!!!

1/11/2020 11:23:26 AM johnquindell Please steal these ideas (I can't submit them myself): "Across dimensions", "From Aerospace to Hyperspace", "Dominating space and time", 

"Wingmakers", "A clean slate", "Our future proves the past", "Negentropia", "Leaving the Matrix behind", and... "F*ck the Navy!" :)

1/11/2020 11:23:45 AM allahuniversal Well guess what? I didn't answer those questions obviously, because that he (and you  and everyone else) can discover for themselves. None can 

experience anything for anyone else, and sometimes that's the only way 2 get the answers 1 seeks. Experiential knowledge + study of self

1/11/2020 11:32:12 AM chaigrl They are COMPLICIT and the biggest ring in the world

1/11/2020 11:32:49 AM lipenstein1 It’s always puzzles because he doesn’t know.  It’s all bs.  They just keep stringing you a long.  Bread crumbs for ever.

1/11/2020 11:33:06 AM scaterinicchio Genisis 3:17

17 And to the man he said,

“Since you listened to your wife and ate from the tree

    whose fruit I commanded you not to eat,

the ground is cursed because of you.

    All your life you will struggle to scratch a living from it.
1/11/2020 11:34:07 AM mossomo  https://www.bbc.com/news/election-us-2016-37826098 …

1/11/2020 11:36:05 AM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/dcSrT4Uolt

1/11/2020 11:37:51 AM kravitz_q They are afraid of the light. pic.twitter.com/7WBzHqIQ9w

1/11/2020 11:37:55 AM johnquindell More ideas: "Unbeholden to space and time", "Coursing the ether", "Majestic reach", "Into the nth dimension", "Effortless power", "Weightlessness", 

"Under the gaze of God", and... "Soaring not snoring":)

1/11/2020 11:38:12 AM scaterinicchio Funny story. This pastor is doing Street ministry. So this guy sitting next to us say's "I have a question?" Ok says the pastor whats your Q?

Is pot bad for you? He said lets see took the Bible just let it fall open at the top of the page it said "Their is death in the Pot" 😱

1/11/2020 11:39:24 AM trollingmockin1 Was epstien a nobody?

1/11/2020 11:41:13 AM kathysmith2k7  pic.twitter.com/7PMMRGIT8e

1/11/2020 11:42:28 AM jake0149 I, too, gave in to temptation.

It's just too funny.

1/11/2020 11:42:31 AM laurabusse Funny

Been thinking similar lately

Q seems to be a time traveler the way the Q posts and events work out

To me

Only explanation is that looking glass device or whatever

That sees into the future...

I'm sure there are other possibilities
1/11/2020 11:44:03 AM jake0149 I did it just for the halibut.

1/11/2020 11:44:06 AM laurabusse This is excellent news

Speaking of the news

1/11/2020 11:44:23 AM jt_light We need this to stop terrorists and illegal immigrants. Please do it @realDonaldTrump.

1/11/2020 11:45:08 AM laurabusse Not yet anyway...

Maybe not the ideal time yet

1/11/2020 11:46:16 AM karmamastersall Travel ban, stop Aide to countries because it is given to terrorists, go after the traffickers of drugs, weapons, humans

1/11/2020 11:47:59 AM laurabusse Exactly

We can't understand all the factors that go into our own lives

Let alone the lives of others

Ppl get compromised

Ppl change

Some go to the light

Some more to the dark

We don't know

Life is fluid and constantly changing
1/11/2020 11:49:15 AM all_rightfranni ...crickets!

1/11/2020 11:50:55 AM laurabusse Excellent point

1/11/2020 11:51:03 AM missy04612576 I didn’t agree with this tenet at first (I wondered why not just tell me!) until I experienced it for myself. Keep studying and researching and it will 

become clear. One day soon you’ll be explaining the wisdom of this to another. Have faith.

1/11/2020 11:53:13 AM thetrollbar When are they going to do something about CP-violation?

1/11/2020 11:56:49 AM trueaccept FASCINATING!  Expound, explain or where can I find the info?

1/11/2020 11:57:00 AM april10521252 No idea what anything means here, but you have very nice handwriting

1/11/2020 11:59:48 AM karmamastersall That is my pick

1/11/2020 12:00:35 PM psi_ink Wrong! But cute condescension:  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Academy_of_Television_Arts_and_Sciences …

1/11/2020 12:01:11 PM tyetyler1 NEWP.

1/11/2020 12:02:36 PM tyetyler1 "scene"??🤔

1/11/2020 12:04:38 PM plgygn 2 of the best approaches are

1) this analogy of the pomegranate giving arils within a fruit, atoms within atoms 

globes within globes [smallest on dimension 49]

2) "principles of light and color" published in 1878 and 1896 pic.twitter.com/8FWdcluazt

1/11/2020 12:05:01 PM burgersandra "A long time ago in a galaxy far far away"

1/11/2020 12:06:39 PM plgygn neutron has 3 quarks; quark has 3 warks = smallest indivisible particle

2

1/11/2020 12:07:53 PM nschlange I don't see how any of these agencies will ever be able to operate now. We don't trust anything they say or do.

1/11/2020 12:09:29 PM trueaccept  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktuo7J_Vv7Q&t=1339s …

1/11/2020 12:09:36 PM sdane8 AP? "A document has been circulating in the WH" (and leaked?) "according to two of the people, who spoke to The Associated Press on condition of 

anonymity because the measure has yet to be finalized."

1/11/2020 12:10:36 PM alight412 Pretty interesting thinking.

1/11/2020 12:11:56 PM jeffcordell6 Very interesting.  It would also make more sense as to how POTUS is so sure or confident in the outcomes of his promises and sayings.

1/11/2020 12:12:27 PM weediblue Hypocrites of the highest order.

1/11/2020 12:13:26 PM trueaccept Do you Astral Project?

1/11/2020 12:13:44 PM servantjesus10 We’re running out of time ⌛️ Please begin here @prayingmedic or continue to drink the Koolaid. It’s your choice.

#GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/uqe9v7xEt0



1/11/2020 12:14:19 PM karmamastersall Excellent video! 

Something's Coming 

Let the Games begin 

Nothing can stop this

1/11/2020 12:14:47 PM karmamastersall 👍

1/11/2020 12:15:08 PM nschlange Btw I  hope something will happen, that's big enough for all to see, soon. Ppl leaving Twitter because their giving up. Seems like quite a few this past 

week. And the complaining is getting to be a bit much.

1/11/2020 12:16:07 PM karmamastersall 😂 that's good too

1/11/2020 12:18:49 PM karmamastersall Not for the AF 

Think that will be Space Force

1/11/2020 12:20:02 PM karmamastersall Maybe DM her the groups and she can lurk before engaging

1/11/2020 12:20:46 PM andyelf Who? Laura Ingraham? Sean Hannity? Dobbs?

1/11/2020 12:32:34 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @RealCandaceO @DonaldJTrumpJr @kimguilfoyle @EricTrump @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @Scavino45 @senatemajldr 

@SenTedCruz @LindseyGrahamSC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @senjudiciary @GOPLeader @GOPChairwoman @HouseGOP @trish_regan 

@IngrahamAngle @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson https://twitter.com/BrianKolfage/status/1216082204411006976 …

1/11/2020 12:33:59 PM laurabusse Yes I think it would ☺️

1/11/2020 12:39:33 PM madmaxmacgyver Cannabinoid Cocktail?

1/11/2020 12:39:49 PM melbourne_3000 I don't think there has ever been a more offensive question asked in the history of the world 😳

1/11/2020 12:42:05 PM cdb_yke "High Horse" 😆

1/11/2020 12:42:30 PM nybiltong  https://youtu.be/VQOOxOl9l80 

@POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Epsteindidntkillhimself #EpsteinSuicideCoverUp He was a Monster.

1/11/2020 12:42:46 PM iamtravisladner You have such neat handwriting

1/11/2020 12:48:44 PM kravitz_q #LameStreamMedia and the #DeepState.  Q is making sure everything thing rolls out #JustInTime #DeclassEVERYTHING pic.twitter.com/KWKAkjqrcD

1/11/2020 12:50:57 PM cdb_yke  https://fee.org/articles/the-malleable-modern-history-of-a-prohibited-product/ …

1/11/2020 12:52:02 PM cdb_yke From the article👆

“You know it's a funny thing, every one of the bastards that are out for legalizing marijuana is Jewish. What the Christ is the matter with the Jews, Bob, 

what is the matter with them? I suppose it's because most of them are psychiatrists, you know,  ......"

1/11/2020 12:53:46 PM cdb_yke  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor …

😇

1/11/2020 12:54:09 PM americanpetal Same with me! Ugh!

1/11/2020 12:54:21 PM scott_rick We’re plenty woke... who do you think started most of the wars the past 30 years .... sure wasn’t Canada

1/11/2020 12:55:57 PM americanpetal How did you do that?

1/11/2020 12:57:33 PM juliem94222447 I wish I could understand this more.

1/11/2020 1:03:42 PM andyelf That’s what I thought. Your heroes aren’t asking Trump about Q either, Gladys. Have fun figuring out why.

1/11/2020 1:04:41 PM kravitz_q He cannot #ShutUpandListen #ItsGettingEmbarassing pic.twitter.com/UF2CmBE0td

1/11/2020 1:04:47 PM sunspot406 And trafficking

1/11/2020 1:05:17 PM gatesrobertj  pic.twitter.com/UatJyveEyz

1/11/2020 1:07:58 PM nashmetro60 Some Cdns are awake.  Not many.  Many are arrogant. Cda has been given a pass on the world stage for decades as a faux peacekeeper when in 

reality, our flag drips with blood. We are a haven for the cabal and we have spawned monsters - Maurice Strong, Manly P. Hall, Trudeau sr/jr.

1/11/2020 1:13:19 PM sandyfishgirl #FireWrayToday

1/11/2020 1:16:02 PM sandyfishgirl 🙄

1/11/2020 1:16:57 PM spauldingshowal Skull & Bones. 322

1/11/2020 1:21:30 PM kravitz_q I have no heroes in the media.

1/11/2020 1:22:01 PM bdam777 Maybe. Probably something else. 

Light source is really close. 

Searching... /

1/11/2020 1:24:21 PM covertress Someone was reading my mind?

Or vice versa?

1/11/2020 1:29:21 PM americanpetal What a connection! 💫 Incredible! TY for the reply.🕊

1/11/2020 1:30:44 PM spauldingshowal 👍

1/11/2020 1:35:22 PM exsjwtruther anyone know if it's 13798 that we're talking about here?

 https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Executive_Order_13798 …

1/11/2020 1:36:39 PM subtidal4 The end of THEIR world will be fantastic! Thank you for all the clarification!

1/11/2020 1:38:34 PM scott_rick Haha Canadians are arrogant.. ya that’s exactly what we’re known for!  Trudeau needs to go, then we’ll be fine... he’s on his way out (Uranium 1/SNC 

Lavalin)

1/11/2020 1:39:39 PM subtidal4 Instead of prolonging the inevitable, why don’t they change sides?

1/11/2020 1:41:55 PM jooooody 2020 Vision - April 2020 200th anniv of Joseph Smith's 1st Vision.  Our prophet is #17, there are NO coincidences. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=113s …

1/11/2020 1:45:01 PM nashmetro60 Actually, yes, we are known for some good, but the appeasement, smug superiority is definitely there.  Look at the anti-Trump Cdns to see it.  Trudeau 

is only a pimple on the ass of the monster of the Cdn project for the UN.  The puppet masters behind JT need to be exposed.

1/11/2020 1:47:12 PM sabermarris As you know, the truth will set you free, but first it really pisses you off or scares you.

1/11/2020 1:47:15 PM olimyracle Enjoy the show 😁 pic.twitter.com/DoWyqMubHv

1/11/2020 1:52:31 PM deplorable_s It was a Wolf Moon Friday nite.

1/11/2020 1:57:06 PM donnaeverywhere Omg i totally do this too! Pen & paper--to keep in case all this incredible info disappears. I love writing...👍👊🇺🇸

1/11/2020 2:08:47 PM distinct_words  pic.twitter.com/UCqJD4Je2T

1/11/2020 2:09:12 PM kay_oswalt If you are familiar w/how demons attach and mess with you, the more fluid (water like) you can keep your energy (chi) the less turmoil they create. 

Part of being woke is being a  witness for yourself. #AndGodwins

Hey M12 you in the CBD bus?

#WWG1GWA

1/11/2020 2:10:56 PM winterhaus1776 Lol sometimes I feel like such an idiot with these codes and all.

1/11/2020 2:23:51 PM burgersandra MJ12 -"do you believe fake news propaganda that they are the world's premier law enforcement organization? "

No.

1/11/2020 2:39:03 PM momekool1 Like at CERN?😳

1/11/2020 2:45:52 PM deanna_danforth And how do you know Busch hasn’t been prosecuted?

1/11/2020 2:46:10 PM lionspaw77 “it demonstrates that the uses of government are limited. It cannot always get its way. It can apply thousands of laws, jails, and official thugs but when 

it is confronting behaviors that free people choose regardless, it cannot win over the long term.”

1/11/2020 2:50:06 PM rghardy3 Hidden message in the word scene ?

Mis-spellings matter.



1/11/2020 2:52:37 PM peilmymailcom1 😮

1/11/2020 2:54:52 PM highstrange420 How?

1/11/2020 2:57:20 PM leigh_vas "They" are not in control. Famous Star Wars quote: "There's always a bigger fish." pic.twitter.com/uQqIvXHYiU

1/11/2020 3:05:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world is watching.

Where have you heard that? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1216130169477439488 …

1/11/2020 3:06:14 PM freeandoriginal In the same Q post with the word #Iran

1/11/2020 3:06:32 PM werascending Awesome meme!

1/11/2020 3:06:46 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/yUYXGO2xLh

1/11/2020 3:06:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 117 pic.twitter.com/jPGeQ2sH5l

1/11/2020 3:10:56 PM justifi78326842 Of course 😳💁🏻♀️

1/11/2020 3:11:37 PM luluspeers1 Julian Assange stated "if we found anything on Trump we would have published it. There just wasn't anything"

1/11/2020 3:12:48 PM chrisobxnc #RestartMIGA

1/11/2020 3:13:24 PM ryankochweare1 Might as well come on board.  #Trump2020Landslide #QAnon is Legit.  The whole world is changing!  Are you seeing what I'm Seeing?!! Freedom! 

Worldwide!! #FreeIran2020 We Are With You! pic.twitter.com/S9H8n0SsSk

1/11/2020 3:16:40 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/XkPTh1y3v4

1/11/2020 3:17:20 PM sdane8 Only two Q posts with the same capitalization ... pic.twitter.com/K59oqkA8by

1/11/2020 3:21:37 PM americanpetal Yikes... 117 is good but 322. What’s the takeaway?

1/11/2020 3:22:12 PM manifest_utopia 14:39 = 17

1/11/2020 3:22:52 PM americanpetal So, no more 322? I’m guessing since MJ liked your  tweet, that’s the takeaway?

1/11/2020 3:24:00 PM patriotbowman The Space Command will probably be absorbed into the Space Force as it rolls out.

1/11/2020 3:29:00 PM scott_rick I agree..

1/11/2020 3:32:21 PM patriae1776 #WWG1WGA #QAnon #QArmyJapan #qarmy @QAnon_Report @realDonaldTrump @IWashington @michellemalkin @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@LisaMei62  https://twitter.com/Qanon76/status/1216131526569746433 … pic.twitter.com/sorpZZpoVX

1/11/2020 3:35:09 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/qAUayQSOVd4  ... What Ever Happened To COMMONSENSE?  Why are civil processes SO BROKEN? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216134010788810753 …

1/11/2020 3:36:01 PM djlok Sometimes I wonder if with these Q posts, disclosure is gonna be like "yep, we already knew all that, we'd just forgotten." Like stuff maybe we even 

once believed as a child and forgotten as an adult. I'm seeing a lot of my basic logical thinking had all but vanished as an adult.

1/11/2020 3:37:32 PM clinton_deyton The fbi like all the other 3 letter agencies will never be trusted

1/11/2020 3:41:07 PM c7b82db0f0164e3 I already have some mush... I micro dose every now and again. I have never been in erowid

1/11/2020 3:45:29 PM allahuniversal 😂 Pun intended? Who knows? 🤣

1/11/2020 3:46:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ #UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hdr12bmZyYM …

1/11/2020 3:46:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ #UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i87ArLmtDEc …

1/11/2020 3:46:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ #UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pswtoOBxJ3w …

1/11/2020 3:46:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ #UnsealEpstein https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YjLbDHgSNw …

1/11/2020 3:47:59 PM allahuniversal You talk like I posted the OP. I'm not here to do anyone's digging or experiments for them. Here to help to the extent that I choose. And a bit of 

shitposting while I'm at it.

Sounds like you should take some meds, since we're on the topic pic.twitter.com/eO7eyIUxQt

1/11/2020 3:49:13 PM twilly18 good entertainment for a Saturday afternoon

1/11/2020 3:50:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein

Bravo!

The Great Awakening. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fM5IYSZeGCY …

1/11/2020 3:50:30 PM worldxplorer1 She was clearly Epstein’s handler. 

Who is being saved for last?  Oh that’s right...

1/11/2020 3:55:24 PM emilyoakley6 Q of course

1/11/2020 3:57:06 PM dayzero5 Hey shaun attwood is great

1/11/2020 3:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Transparency. pic.twitter.com/kv1uABC1EK

1/11/2020 4:00:09 PM worldxplorer1 Can you give some direction as to where to focus?  A time stamp maybe. 

4 hours long is a big commitment when I have no idea what I’m watching for.

1/11/2020 4:00:35 PM allahuniversal Who's pretending to be Q? 🤣 "Learn our comms", Q said. Wasn't just for reading, of that I'm certain. Comms = communication. Commicating as Q 

does is no crime. Please, have a joint and enjoy your evening or day, where ever you are. pic.twitter.com/ys41Lci5AC

1/11/2020 4:03:24 PM 99thyamwasher I haven’t listened yet, but Eddie bravo is fearless. Brendan...... blah. But perhaps he’s more open minded to reason in this episode.

1/11/2020 4:04:51 PM twilly18 don't know what this means pic.twitter.com/cmueYVlGI8

1/11/2020 4:05:10 PM qanonwtp I see twatter has relaxed a lil too! Good post and great to know!

1/11/2020 4:05:38 PM daveo6145  https://twitter.com/littllemel/status/1215754125931171845?s=21 …

1/11/2020 4:06:01 PM clifton15jon This is #Yuge, over 1000 names could be released 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/ZUmk7b8Nc6

1/11/2020 4:10:25 PM qanonwtp Means Twatter isnt suppressing as much the past few months. White hats in control. Jack submitted?

1/11/2020 4:11:23 PM surfing123456 Our boy Eddie Bravo killing it

1/11/2020 4:12:00 PM worldxplorer1 Brilliant. Thank you!

1/11/2020 4:13:32 PM winklerburke Is Q Team now in Air Force Space Command?   Roger that?  (Going boldly where no Cabal Ass-Kickers have gone before?)  Congratulation. Well done.  

Patriots are proud... & WWG1WGA?

1/11/2020 4:17:33 PM adamberns Been hearing this since Trump was elected. Boy who cried wolf fable?

1/11/2020 4:17:33 PM pelledan2 Me too but Am as are very insightful

1/11/2020 4:21:56 PM billyj1616 Made an impression on .003% of the world’s population?

1/11/2020 4:22:02 PM anneolsen43 No

1/11/2020 4:22:16 PM anneolsen43 It will remain separate

1/11/2020 4:28:27 PM aetherwalker1 tfw you spend a century building up a National Security State and massively expand the power of the Executive, then it is turned against you.   😱

1/11/2020 4:30:38 PM worldxplorer1 11:30 - Jeffery Epstein discussion

1/11/2020 4:44:28 PM worldxplorer1 At 11:30 they start discussing Epstein. Epstein is clearly acting as a major catalyst to awakening for MANY MANY people!  

Truly THE GREAT AWAKENING!

1/11/2020 4:46:10 PM freestateojones Ha. https://youtu.be/OrfgSUn3cXM 

1/11/2020 4:59:23 PM worldxplorer1 20:45 MK Ultra

1/11/2020 5:00:00 PM stonecoldchik ok I missed some I think how did the fbi protect him?

1/11/2020 5:02:02 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/6MQk6exdgV

1/11/2020 5:02:04 PM laurabusse Exactly...

1/11/2020 5:03:32 PM acibelli87 @realDonaldTrump @SecPompeo @HowleyReporter @BarnettforAZ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @iRussMartin @again_shannon @forloveofJ 

@TheJusticeDept @NewYorkStateAG @NYGovCuomo https://twitter.com/ACibelli87/status/1216163209574567936 …

1/11/2020 5:06:57 PM johnnymerckx Makes no sense.

1/11/2020 5:11:42 PM federalistno78 Come to think of it, they have jurisdiction over most federal involvement with missing people don’t they?🤔



1/11/2020 5:12:13 PM jrocktigers Yes, yes we are.  https://twitter.com/NarimanGharib/status/1216162260407726081 … pic.twitter.com/DiGkxKswik

1/11/2020 5:12:47 PM worldxplorer1 27:40 - Existence of God

1/11/2020 5:14:29 PM mactruthcdn Watch the whole interview. You have some of the best conspiracy talk guys on there. 

Eddie Bravo is great. Fearless and says everything for how it is.

1/11/2020 5:18:47 PM dunbizzell43 I prefer the edibles

1/11/2020 5:21:58 PM worldxplorer1 28:40 - What is reality. Simulation theory.

1/11/2020 5:22:50 PM sdane8 Twitter impressions show how many total times people have seen your tweet. For example, 500 impressions = your tweet has been seen 500 times.

1/11/2020 5:23:01 PM palmdalekid2  https://tuckbot.tv/#/watch/end1uz 

1/11/2020 5:23:12 PM acibelli87 It’s good to be honest

1/11/2020 5:24:34 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.reddit.com/r/PublicFreakout/comments/end1uz/mexican_cartel_attempt_to_hijack_a_truck/ …

1/11/2020 5:24:53 PM hawkgirlinmn 😳😳

1/11/2020 5:26:29 PM sdane8 Profile Visits are users who clicked on your account and viewed your Profile.

1/11/2020 5:27:29 PM sdane8 A mention is a Tweet that contains another person’s username anywhere in the body of the Tweet.

1/11/2020 5:28:30 PM sdane8 Thanks for asking the question! I wasn't sure myself and found the Help Center. 😊 https://help.twitter.com/en 

1/11/2020 5:29:54 PM twilly18 they are tracking my every move

1/11/2020 5:34:13 PM sdane8 Pretty much. 😪

1/11/2020 5:36:11 PM online_shock Andrew D. Basiago

2028

Any connection?

Laws?

1/11/2020 5:36:35 PM goodasnewz This is the first I have heard. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic https://twitter.com/SmolderingPhoe1/status/1155879240254054408 …

1/11/2020 5:40:18 PM federalistno78 These girls weren’t missing but an abject failure to protect them none the less. 

 https://t.co/JFhCW9KpbF  https://twitter.com/federalistno78/status/1162177957575761921?s=21 …

1/11/2020 5:40:23 PM worldxplorer1 40:00 - Qanon

1/11/2020 5:40:59 PM federalistno78 Smh.

 https://t.co/0hos1RMfOH  https://twitter.com/federalistno78/status/1065022747695288321?s=21 …

1/11/2020 5:41:26 PM djlok I don't remember when I came on board.  I'm actually not even really sure how I found them.

1/11/2020 5:47:51 PM lbf777 Rabbi Trump is working for the Mossad too. pic.twitter.com/FYupUfg07J

1/11/2020 5:51:44 PM tyetyler1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who is Somerset Belenoff and what is Node 9 of The Forgotten Frequency?

 https://youtu.be/WRZXOzU0HAI 

1/11/2020 5:52:05 PM usualnotavail hmmmm....was hoping you would have a response

1/11/2020 5:54:06 PM brianan06364517 Rhetorical questions with the intention of inspiring investigation. I am doing my own and it is intersting.

1/11/2020 5:58:19 PM rachaelangelm Maxwell was the man that trained Epstein, basically a Elite fly trap

1/11/2020 5:58:41 PM sdane8 I think I found them when the original NSA_QIL acct responded to them in the Fall of 2018.

1/11/2020 5:59:30 PM worldxplorer1 At 40:00 the discussion of Q begins. By 44:00 the real breakdown begins! pic.twitter.com/YBhKFd5gOj

1/11/2020 5:59:40 PM usualnotavail Me too....very interesting

1/11/2020 6:00:40 PM keith369me Freedom to see truth is a wonderful thing.

1/11/2020 6:02:43 PM allahuniversal [322] had been in the cross hairs for a while now, ahiie remain until [322] is no more

1/11/2020 6:02:44 PM keith369me Multigenerational for the cabal.

1/11/2020 6:05:10 PM prennenberg back to the pyramids.

"Yahweh" did not speak to Moses on Mount Sinai.

He spoke to him in the great pyramid in Egypt.

The Ark of the Covenant is buried at the base of the great pyramid.

Hidden in plain sight in all public places.

Greetings from Germany

1/11/2020 6:07:03 PM allahuniversal Should remain *

1/11/2020 6:09:25 PM leslieau7 He had to know how this was going to end ..

1/11/2020 6:10:58 PM djlok 9 9 9 9  and a 17. pic.twitter.com/vRJXCaDFBC

1/11/2020 6:14:12 PM rosscarwalker As King of Earth I command peace to be placed as a top priority for all of Earth's inhabitants @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMarshalsHQ @POTUS

1/11/2020 6:15:00 PM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein @threadreaderapp unroll please

1/11/2020 6:15:05 PM threadreaderapp Guten tag, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 1/ #UnsealEpstein  http://youtube.com/watch?v=Hdr12b … 2/ #UnsealEpstein  

http://youtube.com/watch?v=1YjLbD ……  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216144322321698816.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/11/2020 6:16:36 PM weshallrise144k 👍 Let’s take a little journey through “The Wall of Water” shall we? pic.twitter.com/i3yhuCQNTt

1/11/2020 6:17:53 PM mzmugzzi I knew it was water!  Wowiser and this explains a lot.

1/11/2020 6:19:38 PM prennenberg back to the pyramids.

"Yahweh" did not speak to Moses on Mount Sinai.

He spoke to him in the great pyramid in Egypt.

The Ark of the Covenant is buried at the base of the great pyramid.

Hidden in plain sight in all public places.

Greetings from Germany

1/11/2020 6:26:13 PM writermaven Oh I hope so!

@WriterMaven

1/11/2020 6:42:10 PM weshallrise144k More to ponder: https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s4/watergate/ …

1/11/2020 6:43:38 PM tucson_ron 👍

1/11/2020 6:52:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly Snow White/234 aka ALICE busy at work doing overtime shifts censoring Majestic 12's account. I don't think their total tweet impressions should have 

decreased in December following increasing tweets, profile visits and mentions from previous months; plus more followers overall.

1/11/2020 6:52:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly You can see more interesting statistics about their account on this website here: https://socialblade.com/twitter/user/ts_sci_majic12/monthly …

1/11/2020 6:53:43 PM feesh73_1118 #DisbandFBI

1/11/2020 6:54:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly I don't know what Naughty Jack is doing, but if he wants to walk straight into Q's trap then that's his own choice and his own problem to deal with.

1/11/2020 6:57:39 PM allahuniversal 11 whole tweets, and that's including a few RTs for good measure pic.twitter.com/69uE11uljJ

1/11/2020 7:00:48 PM gravey6 Eddie

1/11/2020 7:08:16 PM mongrelglory I was referring to smoking marijuana/hash which MJ-12 have said has activating properties for the pineal gland.

1/11/2020 7:15:27 PM 1sacredrebel1 This is all true. Thank you for taking the time to write it out.

1/11/2020 7:16:46 PM cathydarlene1 Too bad its so expensive to do flyovers. 

There is nothing more exhilarating than seeing one of our military jets swoop by... 

most Americans havent even witnessed that. 

Have a low flyover day, even if its single jets, all over America.



1/11/2020 7:21:51 PM aleks8837 Bravo!

Did you give some downloads to this guy? 😉😏

1/11/2020 7:22:11 PM mongrelglory That was one of my favourite SG-1 espisodes...the time loop! 😁

1/11/2020 7:23:48 PM mongrelglory Why?  I thought this world was getting safer, not more unstable?

1/11/2020 7:29:29 PM yourkiddingme5 Okay, this was awesome.  And unbelievably worth every single minute!!!  Whoo hoo!!!

1/11/2020 7:30:18 PM yourkiddingme5 Yes, yes he did!!!

1/11/2020 7:34:06 PM cronsell 🙏

1/11/2020 7:34:58 PM rebornkingent 322

1/11/2020 7:48:22 PM mongrelglory They theorize that Trump and the President of Iran had a secret deal to take out Soleimani (a thorn in the President's side). Iran retaliating with missile 

strikes that didn't kill anyone was just for show. I still want to know if the downed airliner was just an accident...

1/11/2020 7:51:58 PM mongrelglory I initially looked at them, was doubtful, but then something drew me back and I was hooked!

1/11/2020 7:53:43 PM mongrelglory To all recent followers, I highly recommend Nun-chuck's majestic compilation of their old tweets in readable format: 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

1/11/2020 7:55:09 PM robinabank4 Nice link👍

1/11/2020 8:03:35 PM v_rags Yes that was so funny!

1/11/2020 8:03:43 PM jimbo11079215 Interesting handshake. @OwenComedy @Jordan_Sather_ @Tiff_FitzHenry @TRUreporting @55true4u @1FreeInhabitant @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/2CT3gjGqK6

1/11/2020 8:06:55 PM radasmodean In control?

1/11/2020 8:16:30 PM irah_chandler Prometheus cake

1/11/2020 8:16:43 PM aetherwalker1 I wanna be the King of Groundhog's Day! pic.twitter.com/m7bm63RvKC

1/11/2020 8:41:46 PM bluja4 That's quite a lot of information .🤮🤢

1/11/2020 8:41:50 PM tanewsofficial  pic.twitter.com/FGgvT0UTbF

1/11/2020 8:47:18 PM corn_hole Don't forget that they spied on a U.S. citizen and tried to prevent him from becoming potus. pic.twitter.com/hsgBHKhvfg

1/11/2020 9:03:26 PM aetherwalker1 Can we trust them though?

1/11/2020 9:05:01 PM mbs357 Why is Trump ignoring the situation in Virginia but tweeting directly to Irianian protesters?

1/11/2020 9:11:41 PM finding_meru 334

1/11/2020 9:17:12 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/t337kA1qbJ

1/11/2020 9:19:58 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/DRnYoPhyea

1/11/2020 9:20:36 PM qanon84  https://youtu.be/g18MvKDQebs 

1/11/2020 9:20:55 PM markjohnt2 Also no. 

Air Force Space Command is now defunct. It has been transferred to the US Space Force. The AF personnel that worked for AFSPC are currently 

assigned to the SF, and many will be transferred automatically. Some will be given the option. I expect many of those to say yes.

1/11/2020 9:21:30 PM markjohnt2 Has nothing to do with NASA officially.

1/11/2020 9:22:36 PM qanon84 #DarkToLight #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #wwg1wga #Trump2020Landslide. This guy knows whats up... pic.twitter.com/ju3vXorAf0

1/11/2020 9:23:31 PM qanon84 #Qanons #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/oXGqs4Z22a

1/11/2020 9:23:57 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/GfhVWB3ZkX

1/11/2020 9:24:36 PM bbobbio71 Watch the water. lol

1/11/2020 9:24:51 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/IViQeeqwhs

1/11/2020 9:25:26 PM qanon84  https://youtu.be/g18MvKDQebs 

1/11/2020 9:28:43 PM bbobbio71 3,6,9 17 my frens.  Manifesting (for me anyway) most everywhere.  Seems though,  when I'm feeling out of sorts, I don't see the magic in the numbers 

as easily. I sit back,  regroup and HELLO!!

1/11/2020 9:33:04 PM bbobbio71 Those that know won't bend! 

I ask all new comers,  please re read past tweets. Ask Questions to those you see regularly here.  Look into  http://qannon.pub  Ask questions!  Believe 

in yourself! Feel what's right within you!! Truth Resonates Within!  

God Bless!

1/11/2020 9:33:52 PM doodooh59284043 I’m too high.  WTF?!?!

1/11/2020 9:42:21 PM sajaidai Q

1/11/2020 9:51:55 PM deanna_danforth I believe you. Never said Republicans were not dirty as well.  But Hillary is or was a Satanist pedo, cannibal. And I don’t care if you believe me. Not here 

to Argue we all have our information and beliefs. Take care

1/11/2020 9:51:57 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@TheJTWilde の動画で、我らがマイケル・フリン @GenFlynn Q情報軍 #QArmyJapanFlynn の隊長 @intheMatrixxx をご紹介します。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1216148005515976704 … pic.twitter.com/FOhdKe76XV

1/11/2020 10:12:38 PM kevinhaddad08 I have a long list of countries but Ilhan Omar will protest for sure

1/11/2020 10:17:11 PM peggyth12968760 Hope justice is done

1/11/2020 10:23:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 20 Year Anniversary?

2020-20=2000

Pre 9/11

Height of Dyncorp

Executive Privilege [322]

These people are sick... https://twitter.com/statedeptspox/status/1216016933767741445 …

1/11/2020 10:26:22 PM susan66388204 I was thinking about MJ12 today and the year 2020.  It came to me 2020 vision.  This will be the year the WORLD SEES CLEARLY all that has happened 

with 2020 vision!   It will be known as—the year the World woke up!

1/11/2020 10:27:17 PM 21oplato Don't Forget Strafor. The hack was reveling.

1/11/2020 10:27:41 PM texas_fire Yes please...I want the indictments to start YESTERDAY!!

1/11/2020 10:34:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why today's young men are terrified of sex https://nypost.com/2020/01/11/why-todays-young-men-are-terrified-of-sex/ …

1/11/2020 10:34:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Engineered. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216247015149010944 …

1/11/2020 10:35:24 PM realeyethespy Planned.

1/11/2020 10:35:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shocking number of young Americans say other countries are better https://www.campusreform.org/?ID=14195 

1/11/2020 10:36:43 PM 1_decided_voter They should visit and see for themselves... 

While there, they should try exercising a few of the same "rights" afforded to Americans and see what happens.



1/11/2020 10:37:13 PM myname71441768 Only liberals

1/11/2020 10:37:15 PM brian_dalfonso Defeated before they even started. Born of cowardice

1/11/2020 10:37:38 PM finding_meru Enlighten me 😜

1/11/2020 10:38:02 PM jrocktigers Lord, talk about manifesting fear that doesn't currently exist.

1/11/2020 10:38:24 PM nicpace2 Experience is the best teacher. People need to go and see before they decide

1/11/2020 10:39:04 PM cledrordfishing Not this guy!

1/11/2020 10:39:16 PM chancemarshal Public Education

1/11/2020 10:39:46 PM thefuturition Monkey see monkey do? Porn. Unrealistic expectations. On both sides.

1/11/2020 10:39:49 PM grettiwt2 Remind me Oliver?

1/11/2020 10:40:28 PM 21oplato @LisaMei62 @MikayesFiona @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Thinking..🤔...I figure John Kerry, Valerie Jarrett & clowns are probably in a total panic right now. 

Press & politicians can ride out the storm or change sides for a day or two.

1/11/2020 10:40:52 PM toosoonfornow Same reason today's old men are terrified by sex. Forgive me if I borrow terms from the progressive, but sex for men is a control structure. It is the 

subtle balance between the masculine and the feminine, a biological imperative that give each binary extremes equal power.

1/11/2020 10:40:56 PM keith369me Our country is the manifestation of all that dwell within. Collectively, if we feel it is the greatest country on Earth, it will be.  The light shines here again, 

and then upon all countries on Earth...Make Earth Great Again...#AgeOfAquarius .#AgeOfAquarius .#AgeOfAquarius

1/11/2020 10:41:51 PM cormieredcclare Probably because they are not really men.

1/11/2020 10:42:07 PM jones9536 Boy are they wrong

1/11/2020 10:42:38 PM keith369me Maybe...didn’t @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 suggest eliminating it except for conception?

1/11/2020 10:42:57 PM resolute_ptriot Sounds like (((their))) population control plan is working like a finely oiled machine. Pun intended.

1/11/2020 10:43:08 PM david00997884 Hallelujah Brother Keith, I Fill The Victory.

1/11/2020 10:44:02 PM keith369me An illusion...[they] didn’t want to arrest and prosecute themselves.

1/11/2020 10:44:05 PM salantithesis This is where the power of the media lies. Creating a mass perception that doesn’t exist by framing in this manner. Nobody in reality is as SJW “woke”. 

They simply create the atmosphere and most people assume it to be true. But if you actually talk to people IRL, it doesn’t exist

1/11/2020 10:44:09 PM toosoonfornow Sex for men is conquest, which meets the biological imperative of their physiology. Sex for women is servitude. Despite the female orgasm. The 

purpose of female orgasm is selecting a mate she can tolerate while he protects her seed. This seems simplistic.

1/11/2020 10:44:10 PM kariper90287321 The DS want men 2 B afraid of sex. They want trans that cut off their procreative forces. They want same sexes together. This means no children being 

born 2 U & the Satanists can procreate like rabbits while we dwindle in numbers 2 the point of extinction. They R deceiving U!

1/11/2020 10:44:12 PM decodematrix I remember Alex Jones talking about Dyncorp trafficking 15 years ago.

1/11/2020 10:44:26 PM sharongaynor08 Have they traveled and lived abroad?  Apparently not as they don’t realize how good they have it in the USA.  It’s the only country where you can work 

hard and become a huge success.  So sad to see the youth of today so troubled.

1/11/2020 10:46:12 PM toosoonfornow Sex for the species is the most advantageous way that the male conquest priority is met by the female servitude priority. Get a dude who will stick 

around. Get a lady that's a freak in the sheets. Both of these strategies fail.

1/11/2020 10:47:32 PM keith369me ...and @cynthiamckinney  https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g  in Congress

1/11/2020 10:48:36 PM solarislover The need to.try living there!  For awhile!

1/11/2020 10:49:07 PM toosoonfornow Times past, we relied on divine consternation to reinforce our mutual pairings, but rationalism, specifically postmodernism, has shot that all to shit. 

Now we're no longer entitled to our own perceptions, for perception is a social construct, for which we are no longer responible

1/11/2020 10:49:49 PM toosoonfornow *responsible

1/11/2020 10:50:23 PM burnsinblue I didn't read the article. I have a teenage son and he gives me numerous reasons why he's going to remain a virgin until he meets the right person.

1/11/2020 10:51:29 PM nielsteyn 3 6 9

1/11/2020 10:53:16 PM 92michael As a young person myself I think that guys have been conditioned in to thinking that women want them. But in the real world all they hear is NO NO 

NO and RAPIST!!!!

1/11/2020 10:53:30 PM adam51016989 Not really much point in having sex these days. The girls are all blown out, they have terrible personalities, and there’s a fine chance you’ll either get 

her knocked up, or face a false rape accusation. Completely engineered, and they did a damn good job of it.

1/11/2020 10:53:35 PM kachinagtto Pumping us full of endocrine (hormone) disruptors pic.twitter.com/NAWRvlh0fa

1/11/2020 10:54:10 PM toosoonfornow Our modern era is at a crossroads. We NEED to preserve this wellspring of seriously fucked up, crazy, fount of innovation that we've hit, in the past 100 

little years. It's so good what we've stumbled upon. The important thing is regulating that wellspring.

1/11/2020 10:54:18 PM gemchaser Truth? Males are afraid of any form of intimacy with Females due to the progressive and aggressive laws. Pay tuition, go on a date, have consensual 

sex. Wake a week later when campus police arrest you for assault, loose your tuition, your chance at higher education. Same at work.

1/11/2020 10:55:51 PM thetrollbar Engineered, too.

1/11/2020 10:56:18 PM lightson45 Bye!  GTFO.  We've got this.

1/11/2020 10:56:47 PM toosoonfornow If you can regulate the fucking awesome springing forth from the collective human consciousness, everyone benefits. That's what conservativism is. 

The natural tendency, especially for the people coming up with all of the ideas, is "why are you limiting my creating?!"

1/11/2020 10:58:02 PM kathleenmckeon6 Get rid of all Corporate & NGO messaging and millions of problems would most likely end on the spot.

Jordan B. Peterson

A Great mind of our Times.

Speaks to all of this the best I have ever heard.

1/11/2020 10:58:44 PM chseclipse Either they’re neutered by vaccines or there is an awakening. Regardless, I’m glad there’s finally a shift where young men don’t simply behave like 

dogs. There’s no such thing as “safe sex” outside of marriage. Fornication and adultery results in unhealthy soul ties.

1/11/2020 11:01:50 PM toosoonfornow And then, somehow that turns into the "I wish I could understand you" vs/ "you'll never understand me" trope, and that's the centerline, dig? It's the 

fight between too fast and too slow, for progress. That's where we are.

1/11/2020 11:01:53 PM natureinspace But look what they've grown up with. A MSM that hates us and puts down our country constantly and having a sniveling rat in the White House for 8 

years who couldn't bend over and grab his ankles fast enough for every country but ours.

1/11/2020 11:02:46 PM mrsnetherton What women really want is to find their mate. The one God has made for them. Courtship. Casual sex isn’t truly fulfilling. There’s no love more 

satisfying than with your lifelong partner.

1/11/2020 11:05:49 PM chseclipse Nowadays, young people are so fixated and controlled by their devices that they lack the social skills to experience real intimacy with others. There is 

the porn factor too. What else?

1/11/2020 11:08:32 PM jenniferlnelson Do you realize they have arrest 5k+ pedophiles and traffickers since POTUS took office in 2017???

1/11/2020 11:09:59 PM toosoonfornow There has always been a sense that our current existence is illusory, and that the illusion has been enforced by the conservative. This is a lie. Everything 

is an illusion, and conservatives only preserve the current lie.



1/11/2020 11:10:53 PM cstarr888 Social engineering & chemical interference.

🤬🙏

1/11/2020 11:12:06 PM dbefmfttfn I'd be over the moon to be a young person growing up in the greatest country in history. Fools...

1/11/2020 11:14:03 PM chseclipse I have a teenage son and I give him numerous reasons why he should be a virgin until he gets married. I suppose that makes me antiquated but I 

simply want God’s best for him.

1/11/2020 11:16:02 PM basil26 Agreed...

1/11/2020 11:16:59 PM richardhiatt16 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

1/11/2020 11:17:08 PM thephoolish1 The burden of initiating relationships has been ripped off of men's shoulders by the ERA/FEMINIST/SNOWFKAKE CROWD...and placed squarely onto 

5h3 shoulders of women...man up women...you can't have it both ways....

1/11/2020 11:18:24 PM chseclipse Maybe there’s needs to be a legal contract for premarital sex.

1/11/2020 11:19:04 PM basil26 Indoctrination ...

1/11/2020 11:21:46 PM aetherwalker1 Our 'culture' is Anti-Male, especially Anti-White male.

The Cultural Marxist Narrative.

Relationships ARE dangerous for men today.

child support laws

divorce/alimony laws

domestic violence laws

are crafted against the Institution of The Family.
1/11/2020 11:23:19 PM frymanmyloe Weird

1/11/2020 11:23:27 PM hotrodmom31 They've watched the movie Species 1 and 2

1/11/2020 11:25:38 PM mongrelglory Social engineering as well as hormone-disrupting chemicals...  Japanese men are also suffering from this "aversion" to regular sex.

1/11/2020 11:33:08 PM catherinetrue4 Yep. I think years. I will probably be using a cane or walker by that time or dead.

1/11/2020 11:33:17 PM sc89126024 I find it wierd. If you want less people on the planet, why recyle all the souls? Or Are there different rulers?

1/11/2020 11:34:15 PM catherinetrue4 Technology is pretty advanced now though, so maybe it would not be so difficult. It's pretty difficult to keep under wraps these days considering how 

many people have access to advanced telescopes, technology, etc.

1/11/2020 11:34:43 PM konacovfefe They don't call it "programming" for nothing. pic.twitter.com/CuepFI70IT

1/11/2020 11:35:04 PM catherinetrue4 They can't just "neuralize" everyone the way they did me, not due to any off world type thing, but because I tried to report a crime.

1/11/2020 11:35:36 PM stefanofait  https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/soya-male-body-health-side-effects-truth-milk-sexual-function-a8382976.html …

1/11/2020 11:35:53 PM catherinetrue4 They just use neural interface type weapons on anyone with any real experience.

1/11/2020 11:43:58 PM richardhiatt16 Promises... Promises 🤣❤️🇺🇸🛸👽

1/11/2020 11:49:31 PM maraswilliams Then help them Move to their preferred country. Give them a one way ticket.

1/11/2020 11:53:34 PM hellouncledonny When your living in Mama's basement, other countries always look better

1/12/2020 12:02:25 AM nhllax While this is happening illegals are outnumbering US citizens in births in 48 states. https://youtu.be/1RBhpCOVy90 

1/12/2020 12:17:43 AM iamtravisladner I see you @SamsungUS and I stand with you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DocRock1007 @ffe3301 @#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/DcAtnW8CQl

1/12/2020 12:23:58 AM patriotchic33 Then by all means...get the fuck out. You won't be missed. I'm done.

1/12/2020 12:29:20 AM karma4event201  pic.twitter.com/zpCM95vYqi

1/12/2020 12:33:51 AM robinabank4 HORMONES Nfoods,"meatless MEAT❓ Who owns the drinking water& what's N it❗️FAKENEWS/MEDIA trying 2make males think it's cool 2B a female.

 Wear dresses & make up. I Used2 like WILL SMITH. LOOK AT HIS FAMILY, WTF ⁉️ Trying 2 weakn MEN🥀all2 take over❗️WE R AWAKE❗️PURE EVIL❗️

1/12/2020 12:34:21 AM karma4event201 Does not compute. 

Jack should not be so obvious

1/12/2020 12:43:02 AM kj04515004 Perhaps they simply aren't worth the effort any more. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7557947/Shy-awkward-student-19-faces-JAIL-sex-

assault-conviction.html …

1/12/2020 12:43:10 AM bluewaterpeople It's in the food and drinks

1/12/2020 12:43:37 AM tyler_18hz True ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

1/12/2020 12:44:30 AM chrispacheco24 Wow Hollywood films do work

1/12/2020 12:52:15 AM p4patriot Eight years of Obama controlling education will do that. He hated America. His only plan was to weaken America and to destroy it from within.

1/12/2020 12:55:26 AM kariper90287321 True! The Dems base after the Exodus of MOST level headed Liberals, now mainly consists of illegals, pedos, criminals, parasites, Eunuchs, Professors, 

baby killer sympathizers, free spch haters, Rich who use the poor, Satanists, Psych & Drug pusher Drs, Sflakes, terrorists etc

1/12/2020 12:58:52 AM cel__lec @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 b.laz?

1/12/2020 12:59:31 AM stradivariusri1 Many of today’s women are too aggressive and masculine and a bit crazy. Plus the subtle art of flirtation has been replaced with the hookup. It all loses 

its luster when society manipulated the mating game.

1/12/2020 1:09:01 AM brainfreeze76 Not for long. America is on its way back to the top

1/12/2020 1:15:30 AM brainfreeze76 this is definitely an anti Q Trump Republican social media environment. You should go to minds. Com

1/12/2020 1:22:46 AM brandi_843 #bretkavanaugh

1/12/2020 1:26:45 AM kirkwood_brian I wonder how Ricky Garvais would put it pic.twitter.com/xLdqIFHe8M

1/12/2020 1:38:20 AM avalon95765108 Thus is nuts. 

I come from UK recently went to NYC and upstate. 

My country is great. I love it dearly 

Your country is amazing.

Couldn't live there, the Tea is terrible! 😉
1/12/2020 1:57:00 AM socalpatriot247 Herpies? Lol

1/12/2020 2:02:27 AM humanprimer Give the a work visa to visit some of them.  Did you know that 90% of Americans don't even have a passport?  When you visit other countries (except 

China and NK) almost all citizens have passports and have visited other countries.  A fact.

1/12/2020 2:07:56 AM rosscarwalker 2020 vision baby. Seeing in 5D

1/12/2020 2:14:47 AM btcjeanralphio Australia (minus the bushfires) for one...

1/12/2020 2:17:34 AM irah_chandler Old men too

1/12/2020 2:27:19 AM batalysta Brings to mind  that couple who went to some god forsaken country to prove the people there weren't bad?  And then were murdered?

1/12/2020 2:31:17 AM houston08224729 Virginians Had an Election. The Iranians Did Not

1/12/2020 2:34:24 AM gemchaser This is hardly shocking. Possibly time to institute mandatory 'World Culture' classes in our teaching institutes. Students asked which country is better, 

must study for at least 1 year there, without the protection of the Government. If the country is great, they have no issues.

1/12/2020 2:51:06 AM dottie_french Woosification. Write it in the margin of your dictionary.



1/12/2020 2:55:09 AM rt93609537 well... the great thing about America

we don't force people to stay here

1/12/2020 3:18:43 AM cryptocrab4 They are not terrified of sex , this is yet again proving how ignorant people will chase spaghetti on the wall

and here you are

1/12/2020 3:33:33 AM brianan06364517 I think if we examined closely the education system we would not be happy what we find.

1/12/2020 3:37:23 AM djlok I had the same experience as those young guys.  I was told it was because I was a "repressed gay kid".

Looking back 20-25 years, the engineering of it all becomes painfully clear.  I made many choices, but many choices were made for me.  It was an uphill 

battle. Nearly killed me.

1/12/2020 3:39:26 AM saddiebeltin Eliminate to elevate bots have to be destroyed

1/12/2020 3:42:07 AM rosscarwalker I love this thought

1/12/2020 3:43:25 AM gravettdebra I am looking at this...i dont see it..just 3 bugs...please point out where it is

1/12/2020 3:44:10 AM gravettdebra I see it now

1/12/2020 3:44:58 AM gravettdebra Leave me name and # and i will get many to do that

1/12/2020 3:46:40 AM gribbs7 Soy and me too

1/12/2020 3:54:31 AM duke5331 Child support, never get to see kid, goodbye college, std’s.  Wait till marriage.

1/12/2020 3:56:59 AM dazeytoday Send them!

1/12/2020 4:06:31 AM amknight007 Maybe because they can’t tell if the “woman” has a d!€{ or not?

1/12/2020 4:14:32 AM themoonguide Soy! Stop eating tofu, impossible burgers, and soy milk!!! #estrogen #boobies #soyboys

1/12/2020 4:24:32 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_reflection …

1/12/2020 4:29:00 AM jonicurry17 Indoctrination education system especially colleges.

1/12/2020 4:37:19 AM tylerwhannelsrq Ask them if they have ever been to any of them

1/12/2020 4:42:47 AM anon_sig They are free to leave.

1/12/2020 4:49:51 AM hoodsavior Dr. Malachi York- Many Are Called, Few Are Chosen  https://youtu.be/clSGNNeK-9I  @ts_sci_majic12 #BobbyHemmitt @investwatchblog 

@realdonaldtrump

1/12/2020 4:50:07 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/0q46JPZ9aM

1/12/2020 4:51:50 AM alabama50858899 The younger generations have been indoctrinated in this stuff for years, a huge chunk of them believe every bit of it, will be a serious issue from here 

out

1/12/2020 5:00:13 AM blackstagshaman Haha too funny..

I dont wish to be young again but I do remember wondering what life would be like at 28 .. then it came and went and is way more different than I ever 

thought.. In a good way

1/12/2020 5:09:08 AM ljn_el Is she a man

1/12/2020 5:13:00 AM winklerburke Progressive (1984) Education was designed to destroy the spirit, soul and body of humans. Evil is as evil does. Evil takes every advantage. So, defund 

Prog (1984) Ed. Fund what, instead?  Be Best!

1/12/2020 5:22:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 'Space unites us': First Iranian-American astronaut reaches for stars https://news.yahoo.com/space-unites-us-first-iranian-american-astronaut-reaches-

012936743.html …

1/12/2020 5:23:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 PEACE IS THE PRIZE!

We needed the Space Force first.

Space Force -> [] -> ???

Enjoy what is to come... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216349715840798721 …

1/12/2020 5:23:47 AM portezf Lol this timeline man

1/12/2020 5:23:55 AM dougfasho Timing is everything

1/12/2020 5:24:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pickering Nuclear Generating Station emergency alert issued in error, OPG says |  http://Globalnews.ca  http://globalnews.ca/news/6400665/pickering-

nuclear-generating-station-emergency-alert/ …

1/12/2020 5:24:14 AM 369helen313 NASA ...

1/12/2020 5:24:33 AM atashfire A little close to "home" here.

1/12/2020 5:24:56 AM ts_sci_majic12 Michelle and Barack Obama advising 'friends' Harry and Meghan on life outside Royal Family | World | News |  http://Express.co.uk  

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1226969/barack-obama-Michelle-obama-news-latest-prince-harry-meghan-marble-royal-family …

1/12/2020 5:24:58 AM parkmanfeather Clearly they've never even lived overseas.

1/12/2020 5:25:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Virtuous Midlife Crisis - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-virtuous-midlife-crisis-11578830400 …

1/12/2020 5:25:23 AM dcooyon They should be advising on life inside of GITMO

1/12/2020 5:25:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 The blue-state exodus gains momentum | TheHill https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/477754-the-blue-state-exodus-gains-momentum …

1/12/2020 5:25:41 AM pattonspotting 2020 is going full on 2Q2Q Vision at breakneck speed. Show is being enjoyed, looking forward to Moar!

1/12/2020 5:26:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Objective Long Term = RED -> BLUE https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216350509730275330 …

1/12/2020 5:26:06 AM parkmanfeather Common core continually dumbing them down

1/12/2020 5:26:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Drone flies over pedophile cardinal's Australian prison - ABC News https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/drone-flies-pedophile-cardinals-

australian-prison-68226421 …

1/12/2020 5:26:39 AM dcooyon Same objective as “open border”

1/12/2020 5:26:46 AM myfanwy_72 You'd think they had enough on their plate advising khamanei 👍

1/12/2020 5:27:00 AM ofuskate Chill the bot posting timers.  Bad persuasion.

1/12/2020 5:27:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Inside the ‘Secret Service of Hollywood’ That Guards Stars Like Post Malone and Jennifer Lopez https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-secret-

service-of-hollywood-that-guards-stars-like-post-malone-and-jennifer-lopez …

1/12/2020 5:27:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 France's #MeToo: Book on child-sex writer prompts outcry https://apnews.com/aeea1bd377966a3eae3ed1f887a8a08f …

1/12/2020 5:28:25 AM americanpetal Space Force over rogue nuclear countries such as Iran over ????

1/12/2020 5:28:56 AM parkmanfeather Right on

1/12/2020 5:29:55 AM realityloominng Trump publicly called Debbie Stabenow a CLONE, to Laura Ingraham.. Does this mean human-clones are declassified

1/12/2020 5:30:49 AM toni848toni Almost like they planed it that way 🙈😏

1/12/2020 5:30:51 AM delta56ca So lets get this right, the alert was sent in error and emergency staff are responding to a non existent event? Am I missing something?

1/12/2020 5:31:13 AM bee42681881 He must be shattered and exhausted!

1/12/2020 5:33:11 AM 369369rv  pic.twitter.com/fGIrAUPNyu

1/12/2020 5:33:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Secret Power of Sound, Vibrations, and Frequencies  https://youtu.be/UYZMi4TpROE  via @YouTube

1/12/2020 5:36:00 AM rhondanight This is key my friends 🕯🕯🕯

1/12/2020 5:36:04 AM uwriyelmag 🤔 why would it go out in the first place are they not pretty high tech on security issues I mean that's a pretty serious error...but ok they don't want 

the people to panic but we still got question it! 👍🙏 pic.twitter.com/4RoE5U2bIf

1/12/2020 5:36:39 AM parkmanfeather Soy boys

1/12/2020 5:38:27 AM twistersage Makes you wonder

1/12/2020 5:38:48 AM vaderman454 LARP

1/12/2020 5:38:49 AM djlok Interesting read.  

It's also interesting to see who has a midlife crisis and who doesn't/didn't.

1/12/2020 5:39:42 AM worldxplorer1 SF-> Arrests / Tribunals -> “The Other Side” https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1065638421081849857?s=21 …



1/12/2020 5:40:34 AM keith369me The world unites

1/12/2020 5:42:04 AM weediblue The world is one sick place.

1/12/2020 5:42:06 AM dan53265206 When Harry meet Barry .....the quartet of deep state cumquats embark on a cigar munching journey at random bath houses ....

1/12/2020 5:42:09 AM lenartjoe Appreciate the facts of the argument, but wouldn’t the transition to accepting newer technology & more-just systems go more smoothly & meet with 

less resistance if it didn’t appear so overtly partisan?

1/12/2020 5:42:50 AM uwriyelmag Briefing: How nuclear accidents damage human health https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn20244-briefing-how-nuclear-accidents-damage-

human-health/ …

1/12/2020 5:43:38 AM keith369me Harry “allowed” to escape the rest of the family and the “Prince Phillip” stuff that will engulf the rest?

1/12/2020 5:45:11 AM uwriyelmag Plutonium is the most dangerous in the world...

1/12/2020 5:46:14 AM uwriyelmag Radiation leak from sunken Russian nuclear sub ‘no threat’ – Norway rese...  https://youtu.be/BbP0T4UIGrk  via @YouTube

1/12/2020 5:46:28 AM ofuskate I thought red AND blue were both CIA retirement programs?  Why pick a side why you can have both?

1/12/2020 5:46:32 AM ggcheri "Some of the people fleeing destructive blue-state taxes and regulations appear to drag their pro-big-government philosophy with them - apparently 

oblivious to the fact that those policies destroyed the state they are trying to escape. "

1/12/2020 5:47:01 AM keith369me Sounds awfully familiar.  Calming experiences over things or chaos.  Northern lights for my 50th.

1/12/2020 5:47:18 AM uwriyelmag Not as dangerous as the other substances it's releasing. https://foreignpolicy.com/2011/03/30/how-dangerous-is-the-plutonium-leaking-from-the-

japanese-nuclear-reactor/ …

1/12/2020 5:47:45 AM greg40617065 Breaking: Tortoise sues CNN 350  million dollars over prostitution accusations!! 😂

1/12/2020 5:48:32 AM blackjackpupil That was what I was wondering. Save the kid.

1/12/2020 5:49:02 AM keith369me ...except they are overwhelming certain red cities with their politics and subsequent consequences.

1/12/2020 5:50:11 AM uwriyelmag Eight years after triple nuclear meltdown, Fukushima No. 1's water woes show no signs of ebbing | The Japan Times 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2019/03/07/national/eight-years-triple-meltdown-fukushima-no-1s-water-woes-slow-recede/ …

1/12/2020 5:50:35 AM whitespir1t A Marine Corp major and MIT graduate? Wow!😳👍

1/12/2020 5:50:48 AM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

1/12/2020 5:51:15 AM keith369me Mossad?

1/12/2020 5:51:25 AM followq17  https://twitter.com/schumannbot 

1/12/2020 5:52:17 AM keith369me Many of your 44.7K followers will enjoy this.

1/12/2020 5:53:25 AM 0mikev2 Lmao pic.twitter.com/3pUAnkbgEW

1/12/2020 5:53:39 AM realmviolet Interesting how they race to try to cover for each other. The human population can now see truth. It is all corrupt and they are desperate watch the 

spin on it. The Royals are over! No one is better than another here. Their elite status is BS. The clock ticks away.

1/12/2020 5:56:51 AM ursula_1111 Just watched. Such confirmation of what my ‘inner compass’ has been directing me to. ThanQ.

1/12/2020 5:56:51 AM snakejackal Animals can survive with out technologies.  Why human cannot?

1/12/2020 5:59:20 AM freestateojones Redshift Blueshift Oneshift Twoshift.

1/12/2020 6:00:49 AM awakeandalive10 They say this never have left their hometowns. SMH.

1/12/2020 6:03:21 AM adsvel The greatest transgender advisers, who knows how to create happy life for a heterosexual couple... 😑

Or the Law of Magnetism...

1/12/2020 6:05:36 AM adsvel Sounds familiar...😊

1/12/2020 6:06:59 AM darktolightww they have much in common. #Soros #translivesmatter

1/12/2020 6:08:34 AM qanongroup They are all a joke. Soon, these folks will be history

1/12/2020 6:15:29 AM covertress Guess who's opening a wellness store? 

🙃

 https://covertress.com/hello-world/ 

1/12/2020 6:15:51 AM giediknight Inter-Dimension Force?

1/12/2020 6:16:01 AM therealstevieb Four Blokes walk onto a bar  . Harry, Barry,Michelle and Meghan

1/12/2020 6:16:48 AM sabina06706427 Love this, thanks for sharing ❤️#starseed

1/12/2020 6:23:37 AM turboxyde Space Force -> [parasitic entities] -> ]THE EVENT[

The galactic wave is upon us...  https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1216362151742451717/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/UwpfEcg7OM  

pic.twitter.com/Vh4vl19quN

1/12/2020 6:24:43 AM yellahabibihela Dallas is slowly morphing into LA. Traffic is absurd and a liberal mindset is beginning to permeate the area.

400 people/day moving to DFW area. Mainly CA peeps.

1/12/2020 6:25:30 AM uwriyelmag Marines looking sharp there! UGH..😜😎yuk on the other two!

1/12/2020 6:26:24 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/SQstUF4Hx9

1/12/2020 6:26:29 AM petru_amarandei Ah yes, secrets

Always a good strategy

After how many crimes against children it might've dawned on some that maybe this was not the best idea?

1/12/2020 6:27:03 AM wolfjloophole Honest question

Why do you post cryptic messages in the style of Q?

What secret info do you have that you always "know what is coming"

1/12/2020 6:29:28 AM dark2light2019 Michelle, oprah... not the modt trusting people... hopefully harry and meghan can discern evil being surrounded by it their entire lives.

1/12/2020 6:29:42 AM theraphinj Yes but the only frequencies that are beneficial are phase conjugate (Golden Ratio)

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=emb_title&v=O4GMOJWIoOs … pic.twitter.com/775JBBZHVE

1/12/2020 6:30:10 AM trustqplus  pic.twitter.com/vg3vcs9lzN

1/12/2020 6:30:37 AM theraphinj your welcome..

 http//: http://Theraphi.net 

1/12/2020 6:31:23 AM unruled_1776 Agree. 

Austin also. I’ve lived in both.

I hit the sweet spot out here in #Midland though. 

Nothing but Republicans and Libertarians here in the land of Pumpjacks, Smoked Brisket and Jesus. pic.twitter.com/YqWAcqD1Z7

1/12/2020 6:33:08 AM americanpetal What is really going on here? Slowly dismantling the monarchy?

1/12/2020 6:35:03 AM wearediamonds2 Yes, unfortunately.  And, it makes me very angry! They are ruining my home state!

1/12/2020 6:35:04 AM ryankochweare1 This specific security firm didn't start until 2017.. We have AnyOne on the inside?  And what's with the top secret reason they have a branch in 

Wyoming???

1/12/2020 6:35:58 AM chinupchubbly Harry and Meghan Foundation, possibly one the not to distant future!

1/12/2020 6:35:59 AM jodieje39956565 Educate our children!!!

School teaches our kids shit!

1/12/2020 6:36:06 AM n7guardiananon YIU pic.twitter.com/KFFgyoWPfS



1/12/2020 6:36:27 AM yellahabibihela Yea I hear Austin is getting overrun.

I just moved from MO down here about 8 months ago and not a big fan.

I’d rather live in FT Worth.

1/12/2020 6:37:20 AM mike72279593 Free Energy !

1/12/2020 6:40:52 AM mike72279593 You mean Michael and renegade

1/12/2020 6:42:05 AM covertress There's a nice link within this article. I saved it to MEGA for future reference. 

DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms [pdf, 376 pp]

 

https://redirect.viglink.com/?format=go&jsonp=vglnk_157883972533710&key=6a36a95420ef4fff0d4ccd0846300d72&libId=k5b4cok10101k4gh000MA

1iyct5gi&loc= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedailybeast.com%2Finside-the-secret-service-of-hollywood-that-guards-stars-like-post-malone-and-jennifer-

lopez&v=1&out= https%3A%2F%2Fwww.jcs.mil%2FPortals%2F36%2FDocuments%2FDoctrine%2Fpubs%2Fdictionary.pdf&ref= 

https%3A%2F%2Ft.co%2FTdpWqzslo3%3Famp%3D1&title=Inside%20the%20%E2%80%98Secret%20Service%20of%20Hollywood%E2%80%99%20That

%20Guards%20Stars%20Like%20Post%20Malone%20and%20Jennifer%20Lopez&txt=DOD%20Dictionary%20of%20Military%20and%20Associated%20T

erms …

1/12/2020 6:43:23 AM ewolsj Well when one lives in a fishbowl it's an easy assumption to have

1/12/2020 6:44:00 AM adsvel Love this channel of the Youtube.😊

1/12/2020 6:44:45 AM djlok My thoughts exactly.  

Let's learn about the "human version" of that experiment.

1/12/2020 6:45:31 AM merorschach Porn. Neurologically overstimulates and makes reality less arousing.

1/12/2020 6:46:01 AM stavroguin2 When...?

1/12/2020 6:47:17 AM vipete86 I feel a book deal with Pearson coming. Or do they only deal with people currently in office to secure a quid pro quo?

1/12/2020 6:47:28 AM patriot_rogue #DeAnna For Congress!! 🎥🎥#POTUS45 #Peacemaker @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @Raging_Red @redwins3_first @

RealWalkAway @RealErinCruz 🚨🚨❤️❤️👇👇🇺🇸🇺🇸#California #DefeatPelosi @realDonaldTrump @WattersWorld @JulieReichwein1 @JudgeJeanine

 🎥🎥 https://twitter.com/DeAnna4Congress/status/1215755409673179137 …

1/12/2020 6:49:50 AM thelilkingryan Will those that violated the treaty made as a result of Roswell answer for the crimes committed publicly or...

1/12/2020 6:50:26 AM kristinbwell Big cake w Teal'c tattoo

1/12/2020 6:50:52 AM adsvel Sound... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uf_jBkLyvyQ …

1/12/2020 6:50:57 AM patriot_rogue #DeAnnaForCongress #DefeatPelosi 🎥🚨👇@JulieReichwein1 @RudyGiuliani @WattersWorld @RealErinCruz @cjtruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@catturd2 @redwins3_first https://twitter.com/DeAnna4Congress/status/1211476062011449344 …

1/12/2020 6:55:07 AM kevinmruel .... About idolatry worshipping by Iranian people and Iraqi people @CoreysDigs @DiamondandSilk @dbongino #Iran #IranProtests #TENvsBAL 

#ONStorm #QANONS #QassemSoleimani #MAGA #WWG1GWA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

@DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC #HumanTraffickingAwarenessDay #Jesus .

1/12/2020 6:55:44 AM patriot_rogue @realMikeLindell @RealMattCouch @WattersWorld @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Concealcarrygrl @RudyGiuliani @Raging_Red 🎥🎥#California 

#DefeatPelosi 🚨🚨🇺🇸🇺🇸👇👇 https://twitter.com/RealMattCouch/status/1216142765433786368 …

1/12/2020 6:56:41 AM patriot_rogue You no bot you great!  🎥🎥@Solmemes1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WattersWorld @Concealcarrygrl @RudyGiuliani @redwins3_first 

https://twitter.com/Solmemes1/status/1216143191403126784 …

1/12/2020 6:57:02 AM megatronmighty So

make space an undeclared war zone

Dominate it

and set up a perimeter

1/12/2020 6:58:32 AM patriot_rogue #DefeatPelosi #DeAnna4Congress @WattersWorld @deanomight1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @redwins3_first @realcandaceowens @JuliansRum 

@M2Madness https://twitter.com/HCDotNet/status/1216187161411604480 …

1/12/2020 6:59:14 AM megatronmighty So Galactic sound waves destroy harmful entities?

ETA?

1/12/2020 6:59:35 AM tucson_ron With God's grace and Patriot courage... not for long they won't.

1/12/2020 7:00:51 AM megatronmighty That thought makes no sense and is not connected.

1/12/2020 7:01:30 AM aussie_bot I drove past it last week. I laughed.

1/12/2020 7:02:27 AM tucson_ron People won't believe it until its all terminated, unraveled and exposed for close inspection. It'll be a mind-bending revelation.

1/12/2020 7:04:41 AM megatronmighty Unless the picture is bigger.

8 million kids a year is one hell of a bill. Probably staggeringly more.

That does not sound like "protecting Earth"

1/12/2020 7:05:17 AM patriot_rogue #California Must Defeat Cartel #Pelosi #Newsom #VOTE #VOTERED #RecallGavinNewsom #AmericaFirst @WattersWorld @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @

redwins3_first @RudyGiuliani @ACTBrigitte @RealWalkAway @CaliKatInCali @RealErinCruz 🙏🙏❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸#MAGA2020 

https://twitter.com/Liberalist_Logi/status/1216098214387974144 …

1/12/2020 7:08:20 AM rick_hernandez Okay. So this made me think about RBG. She had end stage pancreatic cancer. The video mentioned the sound destroyed pancreatic cancer cells. So 

what’s the deal with her? Did they use this? Something else? It was either that or she was never sick, or she was replaced.

1/12/2020 7:08:24 AM narcissist_ghst Good.  They should get married first anyway.  👍

1/12/2020 7:08:45 AM pereyroj Not good

1/12/2020 7:09:10 AM patriot_rogue #DeAnna4Congress #DefeatPelosi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WattersWorld @RealErinCruz @Concealcarrygrl @redwins3_first @M2Madness @

realMikeLindell @RealWalkAway Please Spread this ❤️🇺🇸🙏 https://twitter.com/bfraser747/status/1216259831998242817 …

1/12/2020 7:11:24 AM gerriekyle ORGONE BUBBLES

1/12/2020 7:12:07 AM machtology I am a music producer and this article is pretty accurate. Yes sound and vibrations are used in many facets of our lives. As a matter of fact, most rap and 

pop music producers are using low frequency 808 bass tones to subconsciously make the listeners fall into a trance.

1/12/2020 7:12:16 AM wolfjloophole No response?

1/12/2020 7:14:43 AM perwife I can. The Earth has a heartbeat, roughly 7.83 Hertz. Ever seen an EKG? They look the same, if you look at the actual wavy lines and not the pretty blue 

chart. 

We are getting light upgrades. We are evolving. Thank Captain America. Only, no German scientist necessary. 🤩

1/12/2020 7:15:28 AM stavroguin2 ->[]=Gate...?=> The other side...

When is time...?

1/12/2020 7:16:21 AM fansblowing3 So Robert Maxwell sold the US government this PROMIS software, which FBI, CIA, etc. used, with a backdoor built in for Israel to exploit.

1/12/2020 7:17:16 AM laurabusse Yeah

It's called marriage

1/12/2020 7:18:49 AM laurabusse Grass is always greener

1/12/2020 7:23:40 AM kyleq369 New York, Miami and Wyoming where Wyoming is "top secret"

1/12/2020 7:25:35 AM ialibertybelle They’re going to ruin the red states. 😡



1/12/2020 7:25:49 AM unitedredwhite1 I'm not super excited about the changes my skin is going through- I call bullshit on that - we age too fast.

1/12/2020 7:27:24 AM laurabusse Hopefully sanity will ultimately prevail ☺️

1/12/2020 7:28:10 AM jrocktigers Bam!

1/12/2020 7:28:53 AM freeandoriginal The sad state of intimacy and the most sacred act 😥

1/12/2020 7:30:19 AM melanieanders7 Take love out of the equation mixed with fear of a nuclear family... (why call is nuclear?!) and you’ve got issues.

1/12/2020 7:32:43 AM jml51555 Maybe cloned? Who knows what technology we really have.

1/12/2020 7:32:45 AM ggcheri Blasey-Ford!

1/12/2020 7:36:26 AM yellahabibihela If the driving awareness is any indication of sanity, Dallas is screwed. 🤣

1/12/2020 7:37:46 AM poorman369 Thanks

1/12/2020 7:39:36 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/G3KPGW27Lb

1/12/2020 7:39:53 AM crossmiracle As the human race, we are United, those who wish to commit terror upon anyone will be judged, not by man but by the creator. Bless those who 

venture into the unknown you are in God's hands.

1/12/2020 7:40:30 AM januszking3 Biggest cat and MOUSE game in history.  Read my Facebook page. I use St Michael photo. I’m retired Detective and my birthday is December 5th. Walt 

Disney was Adolf Hitler. He can’t use my birthday. Lol

1/12/2020 7:41:09 AM eggomatic12 lol those are the last people you'd want advice from! 😂

1/12/2020 7:42:25 AM rick_hernandez Yeah. That’s what’s hard to determine. Occam’s razor is tough to apply here.

1/12/2020 7:42:38 AM cogbill_alan Hats off to Timeline 1(b)! This place is pretty awesome. In this Timeline I make 20/hr working in the (legal) cannabis industry, live in a nice house, and I 

found God.

The other Timeline I wasn't doing so nice. This place is a variant of the optimal "Grand Master Plan"  Timeline

1/12/2020 7:43:52 AM amandar27767257 Amen

1/12/2020 7:45:03 AM thankq45 School=Indoctrination to their "cult".

1/12/2020 7:46:10 AM eman1292 Dats funny pic.twitter.com/ps7Oz6JBbG

1/12/2020 7:52:06 AM lmtlisa3 Interesting , I as watching Emery Smith on Cosmic Disclosure season 13 episode 4. He discusses how he and other scientists were " unknowingly " 

healed of cancer and a blood born disease being near an ET craft. They have figured out that frequency  and can reproduce the tech...

1/12/2020 7:56:36 AM lmtlisa3 It was taken away because of greed ofcourse. Another has surfaced and recreated by conscious people who wish for all to have use of. Cure AIDS, 

cancers etc. And it will be affordable enough. Sit in a room with frequency and light, I believe. Trickling it's way into mainstream. 👍

1/12/2020 7:57:09 AM ronalddalfonso1 It will end up in failure!

1/12/2020 7:59:31 AM cyberanonrevolu  https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2ENMT97AP4oRHN2bkdyT2ljZk0 …

1/12/2020 8:00:12 AM cyberanonrevolu  https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2ENMT97AP4oZVdzUjMxaVdsNWc …

1/12/2020 8:01:54 AM pepeasce ... is FAKE.

1/12/2020 8:03:55 AM uwriyelmag #PizzaGate / #PedoGate - The UnAnswered Questions Documentary - Part 1 — Steemit https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@titusfrost/pizzagate-

pedogate-the-unanswered-questions-documentary-part-1 …

1/12/2020 8:06:02 AM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/80sgratefuldead/status/1216381101473595392 …

1/12/2020 8:06:04 AM cyberanonrevolu  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkjpVcsRQLc …

1/12/2020 8:08:26 AM cyberanonrevolu FREE FREE FREE and FREEDOM  http://warxezz.free.fr/energie-libre/PJKbook.pdf …

1/12/2020 8:11:51 AM joshuajamesdavi The grass is always greener

1/12/2020 8:13:25 AM adsvel Sometimes when I close my eyes, I can see pale silver sound ripple's movement for a short event at least 3-6 seconds. My focus on it doesn't increases 

the time of observation. Don't know why...😔

1/12/2020 8:15:35 AM laughingwolf11 No. Hell NO! They need to get their shit together in their own country before they are allowed to participate in ANYTHING else!

@POTUS

1/12/2020 8:16:50 AM fansblowing3 Everyone is an individual.  The good people of Iran shall be free.

1/12/2020 8:17:28 AM fansblowing3 Sealed -> unsealed technology

1/12/2020 8:19:24 AM cameronldownie America isn't a prison... and we are free to leave at any time. Easy peasy

1/12/2020 8:20:20 AM roublisa Awesome🐸Light Man🌻🌈☀️🍇🌅🔮🧬🎉💓🕉♻♾🎶🚀💫thank you for sharing!

1/12/2020 8:20:29 AM uwriyelmag Podesta's Artist - stuff so bad journalists don't show it in articles — Steemit https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@gizmosia/art-podesta-admires-and-buys-

you-may-never-sleep-well-again …

1/12/2020 8:20:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/FBI/status/1216389488970227712 …

1/12/2020 8:21:26 AM jeff57253103 How do they punish the people that are trafficking others? How do they punish all these pedophiles when captured? They deserve death

1/12/2020 8:22:21 AM americanpetal Do we need to start pushing #UnsealEpstein again?

1/12/2020 8:22:49 AM momislazy11 Here's my suggestion for new hires this would be a marked improvement pic.twitter.com/ls5y7ofAz3

1/12/2020 8:24:49 AM jeff57253103 And you would think that the word would get out about this ultimate punishment and that it would deter the other idiots and sick bags that are doing 

the same thing

1/12/2020 8:25:54 AM synackstatic They're making deliberate policy decisions to drive out of their states the republican minorities. They've implemented electoral college rules that 

allocate ALL votes to the majority vote. They're licensing illegal immigrants to inflate their census numbers to INCREASE their EC

1/12/2020 8:27:07 AM synackstatic They making deliberate policy decisions to undermine the family in these states, to encumber students more and more, and to prevent healthy 

relationships from forming. They're literally attempting to destroy this country. Being behind enemy lines, it's hard not to flee.

1/12/2020 8:27:15 AM fansblowing3 I’ve heard people say Meghan is a tranny also.  Is that true?

1/12/2020 8:27:44 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/wKyUxxHVyC

1/12/2020 8:28:21 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/p3yGyxCWjQ

1/12/2020 8:28:34 AM fansblowing3 Odd that little Archie has pale skin and red hair given his mom’s genetic coloring 🤔

1/12/2020 8:28:41 AM synackstatic This is my home though. My history. And outside of their matrix in the cities, It's my people. We are being ruled over by corrupt legacy players who 

never go away. Our votes are null and void. What options do we have? What choice but to flee?

1/12/2020 8:28:41 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/wqGTV1R86S

1/12/2020 8:29:15 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/p3mQjperAB

1/12/2020 8:29:45 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/HDkGyelJRx

1/12/2020 8:30:27 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/f256SH6d0Y

1/12/2020 8:31:02 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/tW2FJcsJlP

1/12/2020 8:31:28 AM synackstatic My only hope is the revelation of the cults actions within these 'halls' of power will shatter their grip over the people. Turn 'Orange' to Red White and 

Blue.

1/12/2020 8:31:37 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/ZXcUW0rLb4

1/12/2020 8:32:31 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/m0bHCeaus6

1/12/2020 8:33:07 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/kIBpaLcZY4

1/12/2020 8:33:25 AM cinnamonintexas If so what's stopping them from moving?

1/12/2020 8:33:34 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/UNmjwT2zCw

1/12/2020 8:34:32 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/OTT6XwJ3jN

1/12/2020 8:34:58 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/oh7AwvCNwH

1/12/2020 8:35:17 AM cinnamonintexas Yet their immigration policy tougher than ours we should follow their example

1/12/2020 8:35:49 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/TBIFocJ12m

1/12/2020 8:36:02 AM jrocktigers Sometimes I gotta take a step back . .



1/12/2020 8:36:11 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/0rcuybKrXS

1/12/2020 8:36:58 AM lorirrr Sad. Soy boys...

1/12/2020 8:37:29 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/b0C2xV2mCT

1/12/2020 8:38:26 AM cny_micaa Leaving the monarchy for a NWO job?

1/12/2020 8:38:52 AM fansblowing3 Their plan is to flip the state by moving Democrat voters to those states. 😡

1/12/2020 8:38:57 AM psychonaughtq Also, that is a state affair. The presidency isn’t allowed to interfere. It’s up to other politicians and the constituency of Virginia to get this before the 

supreme of Virginia. After that this can go to a federal level. It’s the chain of command and system of checks and balance

1/12/2020 8:41:30 AM thepeacekitten As well they should be! This has been a long time in coming but finally, men are doing their part & keeping their sperm to themselves.  Not sleeping 

around is less about morals and more about our physical health. The more partners one has the more likely to end up with a disease.

1/12/2020 8:41:44 AM fansblowing3 Molestation in 1990 could be prosecuted because everything after that date was classified intelligence.  Cardinal Pell = CIA

1/12/2020 8:42:52 AM bbobbio71 Audiology seems to be an interesting topic to study.

1/12/2020 8:43:10 AM oaf_unbreakable Can we just... maybe... like... get to it already??

1/12/2020 8:46:55 AM qphillypatriot I see what you did there!😂😂🤣🤣💀

1/12/2020 8:48:30 AM sdane8 Space Force -> [NASA or DS satellites?] -> Security

Part of the Obama plan was to kill NASA in order to remove military satellites and replace with their own WW comms to control. Q#570 

pic.twitter.com/zVhBMKAMFV

1/12/2020 8:49:47 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/955892165196111878?s=20 …

1/12/2020 8:52:18 AM earth2nissy One of thee most interesting things I've ever watched. Thank you 🙏🌍

1/12/2020 8:52:50 AM david27301486 This is how you activate your rna/dna. Looks like sheetmusic to me pic.twitter.com/9DdoMtLKd0

1/12/2020 8:53:26 AM earth2nissy Thank you! I have wondered myself. 🙏🌍

1/12/2020 8:54:40 AM sdane8 ☝️

1/12/2020 8:58:06 AM sdane8 They're all connected.

1/12/2020 8:58:07 AM dariensilva1 The same FBI that was founded by a pedophile that took small boys from the mafia as gifts. That FBI? Or the FBI that has been illegally arresting, 

framing ,and covering up for criminals.

1/12/2020 8:58:33 AM n7guardiananon prisons have guards too

1/12/2020 9:01:40 AM camamafortrump This makes me really uncomfortable with 5G.

1/12/2020 9:02:01 AM josepht06187724  pic.twitter.com/jaMvZWFAkj

1/12/2020 9:02:20 AM sdane8 I'm better able to see the beauty in living now and how precious it is. I'd like to stick around for another 50 and enjoy the miracles I suspect we're going 

to uncover. ❤️

1/12/2020 9:03:28 AM sdane8 Partial projection?

1/12/2020 9:07:46 AM sdane8 Speaking of drones, what's going on over CO and NE? https://www.9news.com/mobile/article/news/local/next/mysterious-drones-over-colorado-

what-we-know-what-we-dont/73-d5aa5c5a-bfbb-4e03-a882-00a2ea0e6a00 …

1/12/2020 9:09:32 AM sdane8 If I were younger I would consider having a baby. 😊

1/12/2020 9:10:02 AM roublisa Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/zA384vSBh3

1/12/2020 9:13:20 AM sdane8 Finally!

1/12/2020 9:17:47 AM truthdying Space is fake do we mean low eatth orbit

1/12/2020 9:19:04 AM cosmic_engineer Tesla wall [] 

FBI FoI

1/12/2020 9:20:46 AM decodematrix  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1054364057753604097 …

1/12/2020 9:28:47 AM iiigorillaiii because government and society has emasculated them and it has indoctrinated them its complex but also very simple and evident if you do not live 

under a rock or suffer a large degree of stupidity 🤣

1/12/2020 9:30:06 AM rob21202522 One reason is if you impregnate a gal supposedly on pill the courts own you whether your a good dad or not.

1/12/2020 9:30:38 AM knightofmaltaus Advanced Functional Materials Congress is dedicated to continuously exploring recent breakthroughs and progresses made in terms of research, 

innovations, and discoveries in the world. 

@terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @SKY3691111 @JRockTigers 

http://url804.advancedmaterialscongress5.org/wf/click?upn=4rSt3LXpDkvpkbuIE7rBJ-

2FASSvJpKmof0pKdhDFkg0vo2I74GuXHxqRuqNv1KJtgk1zy9qkGVwraUU7xCNoEpDIkxmzsIDkJSG5rimj0VbU-

3D_dP64lU8ccQsFVbUXulgVYhUNUn41zXwCk-2BWOPIwdaBspQLTafOOXJ9V6ijJmGCincl8zjqhaY2kbmSa5NT9PmzhqG0-2FVqvPjJmp0IymVYcsk7j-

2FP4AaF9PJnXb8Ve4xNYH7kjReTPntsG0iKz11tm8Kz1WoutvvS0j-2Bgc1ybAyz71QORkbsR-2BETRR9lsxWC71aTZFYRWkvAcLDuSwVsS7f8Lq85F-

2BatpvdYbeCJv-2BX-2Fv0dYAMBRzcbHtp5zw1iF5hjfkxE5JPvqkwI6IHOviqV2NZJr7grjoXvdIL1qwnFF-

2Bh5wXxShKOaUnH5yOR1x8RIPV3wNUKRcrDr1hw03dTA-3D-3D …

1/12/2020 9:33:58 AM lynnmar42209594 Avator 2045 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://2045.com 

1/12/2020 9:36:18 AM jaded_pearl  https://twitter.com/jaded_pearl/status/1067499810511601665?s=19 … I love my Tesla coil & run rife frequencies through it from YT through an 

amplifier. Healing frequencies 1000 ft away. I love this technology & the healing it brings to our cells.

1/12/2020 9:38:32 AM n2zyk Maybe if everything wasn't considered rape today.

1/12/2020 9:42:58 AM sky3691111 33, conference on a ship..

My intuition...could be a trap..

maybe....

1/12/2020 9:45:43 AM mongrelglory Grifters advising other grifters.  Probably part of the same guild...

1/12/2020 9:47:24 AM mongrelglory Me too!  I don't pay attention to local news unless I want to check the weather and traffic, so I missed that "announcement". 😋

1/12/2020 9:48:46 AM mongrelglory Same old incompetence we usually have... Pickering's had little "accidents" before which they quickly downplay.

1/12/2020 9:49:50 AM truth_canon Iranians in Iran VS Iranians in Trump's America

1/12/2020 9:49:53 AM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  You know as well as I do, the Space Force is all about piracy.

1/12/2020 9:52:35 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

トランプを悪者にするプロパガンダキャンペーンが中国共産党主導で行われています。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213333008909914113 … pic.twitter.com/8UuggoBivk
1/12/2020 9:56:56 AM loveofmuseum Ive also heard this rumor. They say it was a fake pregnancy. I dont know what to believe anymore?

1/12/2020 9:57:48 AM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis and commentary for J...  https://youtu.be/WcrSAR4eIZk  via @YouTube



1/12/2020 9:57:58 AM backstopbetty In an article about a discovery in Bucegi mountain, Romania, it mentions that when the cave was opened it lit up a map in a cave in Iraq that the 

Americans were already in cos of the war. Romania quickly made member of NATO, bucegi never heard of again, it's an incredible story

1/12/2020 10:01:54 AM backstopbetty Iraqi cave connects to cave discovered in Bucegi mountain, Romania, American military saw map light up in iraq cave and went to bucegi, Romania 

made member of NATO, bucegi not mentioned anymore or what they found which would emancipate us all 💛

1/12/2020 10:03:33 AM knightofmaltaus Nope. Wrong theory and thought. This is about new propulsion that was gleaned from?????

1/12/2020 10:09:25 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 My 3*6*9 church today.  pic.twitter.com/1BUZlqOLre

1/12/2020 10:11:50 AM laurabusse I hear ya 😂

1/12/2020 10:14:40 AM nybiltong @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VerumRadix @officialmcafee #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/my3monkees/status/1216413711574929414 …

1/12/2020 10:15:01 AM cosmic_engineer Iran connection. Did we avoid a planned disaster due to that plane never arriving?

1/12/2020 10:18:10 AM fansblowing3 I don’t get how the baby would come out with these genes.  I would think the African genes (if that is what it is) would be dominate.  Even if she is not 

a tranny, I don’t think this is her child. pic.twitter.com/KaFyceusuy

1/12/2020 10:19:41 AM terran_sol Sir James ist ein Ehrenmann. Er würde niemals etwas Subversives posten.

1/12/2020 10:22:43 AM westmount_d7 What!?? 🥴😳😉

1/12/2020 10:24:07 AM firstwavr LARP larpity LARP LARP

1/12/2020 10:24:59 AM westmount_d7 Hope they were advised not to come to 🇨🇦! Lol. We don’t want pedo royals or hollyweirdos.

1/12/2020 10:25:08 AM knightofmaltaus In der Tat enthüllen wir die Wahrheit auf subtile Weise.  wir lehnen gefälschte, falsche, desinfo ab und werden es ausrufen

1/12/2020 10:27:42 AM oubliene All Over The World...sharing the love and appreciation for the info you help spread to awaken us all💕🙏⚡Thank You😘🇺🇸

@VincentCrypt46

@FulmerMicheal

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@CincyQaMom https://youtu.be/Bh-ZU0nTh7g 

1/12/2020 10:29:02 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

1/12/2020 10:31:04 AM westmount_d7 😂

1/12/2020 10:32:35 AM loveofmuseum I agree because i thought the Mother would pass down her genes more to a male baby.

1/12/2020 10:32:54 AM terran_sol Ja, in der Tat bist du. Ich begrüße Ihre Bemühungen!

1/12/2020 10:33:02 AM terran_sol Die Menschen sind verwirrt über die langjährigen propagandistischen Verschwörungstheorien, die von schlechten Schauspielern aufgestellt wurden.

1/12/2020 10:36:11 AM knightofmaltaus Danke

1/12/2020 10:36:22 AM youstinksoap When your mind is free, your body matters not. 

Pushing 50 really isn't as bad as I thought it would be .... 🙃

1/12/2020 10:36:57 AM knightofmaltaus Yes they have. Those in the know must uphold truth

1/12/2020 10:37:04 AM terran_sol Bitte schön!

1/12/2020 10:40:02 AM searchingforth What is timeline 1b?

1/12/2020 10:40:35 AM terran_sol Wait til they find out that the years of nonsensical conspiracy theories were created largely in part by China to stir up societal tensions in the West.

1/12/2020 10:42:40 AM anonmom14 Eewwww

1/12/2020 10:48:18 AM myawsum18 and they should be.

1/12/2020 10:48:27 AM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What can you say about Neil Keenan  http://neilkeenan.com/ ?

Real? Fictitious? Information-sharing? Cooperation?

1/12/2020 10:48:57 AM tapemixes Have you been to France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Scandinavia? They have all the rights we have and a wider social safety net and instead of 

spending all their money on military bullshit they actually fund arts and science. Sounds like you’re the one who needs to travel.

1/12/2020 10:50:26 AM tapemixes I have travelled all over the planet. Many countries in the EU have it much better than we do here, and yes they can “work hard and become a success” 

which is getting harder and harder to do in the US.

1/12/2020 10:51:24 AM tapemixes Ok, give me a ticket and citizenship to France or Germany or Belgium or holland.

1/12/2020 10:51:55 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

DSが怒る(=大手メディアが叩く)かどうかだね。いつも叩かれているってことはめちゃくちゃ正しいって事。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213618939730649088 … pic.twitter.com/DYJla1Cr44
1/12/2020 10:56:00 AM ancho82666258 Thank you

1/12/2020 11:16:06 AM momekool1 And those who know about this being done & don’t turn the pedophe in are just as guilty as the pedophile.  If cowards would just stand up for these 

children they couldn’t sweep it under the rug anymore because WeThePeople wouldn’t let them! #DoSomething #TurnThemIn

1/12/2020 11:20:26 AM sharongaynor08 Thank you for your reply...I travel quite a bit also. I do agree that some countries in the EU have it better but I must say they pay hefty taxes.  I just 

happen to love my country very much.  It is always #1 to me.  🙏

1/12/2020 11:24:08 AM momekool1 Do you have inside info perhaps?

1/12/2020 11:26:51 AM highhopesusa This and 18 years of child support in case  baby is created. It can be a life changer for all involved.

1/12/2020 11:26:53 AM momekool1 Part of the deepstate’s multi-thronged plan to steal another election. However, they had Looking Glasss in 2016 & God duped them even then! Lol. 

Take heart Believers, God’s in full control.

1/12/2020 11:31:49 AM kltolman Too much estrogen?

1/12/2020 11:37:38 AM kevinmruel Important information on the Constitution...!!! @Qanon76

 https://youtu.be/kq4lIzjmfvM 

@realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @DevinNunes @DeepStateExpose @DevinNunes @RudyGiuliani 

@JudicialWatch @TomFitton @EricTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr

1/12/2020 11:39:01 AM 1_decided_voter I guess those French yellow vests taking a beating from police for peacefully protesting (and getting no MSM coverage) aren't evidence of this? Plus all 

those 2A protests we see in Europe are really driving that point home am I right?

1/12/2020 11:39:54 AM rudiq15 So looks arnt everything then!

1/12/2020 11:43:51 AM cmdrzod23 #WalkAway

1/12/2020 11:46:56 AM jamiegrahamusa Theyre scared their girlfriends "big mike" will pop out 😆 😲



1/12/2020 11:54:00 AM manifest_utopia Vaccines.

Vaccines engineered to disrupt normal hormone production & balance => lower interest/drive in sex & transgender confusion => lower birth rate => 

destroy the family structure that stabilizes society.

1/12/2020 11:58:19 AM mlee1985 What’s Maxwell doing in a jonbenne Ramsey photo? pic.twitter.com/uzCL7jYWG6

1/12/2020 11:59:47 AM searchingforth Whats on the other side?

1/12/2020 12:04:49 PM tapemixes Yes, that's one reason why it's so much better in France: they fight. Which EU countries have you spent time in?

1/12/2020 12:07:50 PM freeandoriginal Perfect timing ! 🙂

1/12/2020 12:09:03 PM 1_decided_voter You lost me at "so much better in France". Have a nice day.

1/12/2020 12:09:50 PM tapemixes lol you've never been there have you

1/12/2020 12:10:35 PM nikoscali #BobLazar spoke of an #Element115 reactor being experimented on under the cover of a nuclear test. This test resulted in an explosion and death of 

his #Area51 predecessor.

High likelihood this was the Mighty Oak test of April 10, 1986.

 https://www.projectcensored.org/17-the-mighty-oak-nevada-radiation-cover-up/?doing_wp_cron=1578859329.6384410858154296875000 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/12/2020 12:10:49 PM kriskris10csb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’m not sure who you’re calling pedo here. I’m thinking Bloomberg.

1/12/2020 12:12:08 PM olimyracle When #Matzneff tells it on TV https://twitter.com/Inafr_officiel/status/1210154263759990784?s=19 …

1/12/2020 12:18:25 PM manifest_utopia Related: https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/sex-tech-industry-growth-ces-normalize-sexual-wellness …

1/12/2020 12:18:48 PM nikoscali It took a month before the government stated that there was a "containment failure" and that they were forced to release radioactive gases.

Over $20 Million dollars of equipment was destroyed in the  blast. No deaths were ever acknowledged publicly. Below hard drive destroyed: 

pic.twitter.com/09XMmliGd6

1/12/2020 12:20:37 PM missesj3 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis and commentary for J...  https://youtu.be/WcrSAR4eIZk 

1/12/2020 12:21:18 PM kevinmruel This is how "they" the alphabet government agency mind read and make algarithims....@Qanon76

 https://youtu.be/HXbsVbFAczg 

@realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TomFitton @TheCollectiveQ @Qanon76 @IPOT1776 @AussiePatriotQ @dbongino 

@DeepStateExpose @DevinNunes @RudyGiuliani

1/12/2020 12:23:05 PM manifest_utopia Also vaccines engineered to lower sperm count & disrupt/destroy women's ability to conceive. I should have included above.⬆️

1/12/2020 12:27:46 PM susan66388204 Excellent video.  I love her channel

1/12/2020 12:33:44 PM state1union Lol 😂 the FBI is the Human Trafficker for the Elite. Hahaha 😆

1/12/2020 12:38:36 PM kirkwood_brian Markle the plant to destroy within .. #blackmail #Leverage

1/12/2020 12:42:45 PM susan66388204 Is this the same Force Protection that started in North Carolina many years ago??

1/12/2020 12:45:01 PM kirkwood_brian Is this where the bidding starts .

1/12/2020 12:45:11 PM perwife I believe we switch timelines to a more positive one. Not 100% sure but plausible

1/12/2020 12:45:43 PM cogbill_alan The way it was explained to me is that on or around December 2012, a seemingly limitless number of Timelines begun to converge into just two. This 

first one is where we are now.

1/12/2020 12:46:26 PM keith369me No kidding...a low level guy at the bottom of the food chain, 600 years in prison.  Epstein 19 months with work release...and all associated....nothing.

1/12/2020 12:47:26 PM manifest_utopia Gavin deBecker & Asso  https://gdba.com/  has been providing protection services to public figures for decades. Gavin, Bob Martin & a few others 

developed the fascinating field of Threat Assessment & Management. The 5 day training was most intensive I've ever taken part in.

1/12/2020 12:53:13 PM ____t_i_m____ this article is fake news - I had sex a few years ago and yeah it freaked me out a little at first but i wasn’t ‘terrified’

1/12/2020 1:01:00 PM state1union Pretty damn sick that one of my children has the last 5 digits of the CF phone number. Haha hahah so funny HuH Michael Horowitz!

1/12/2020 1:01:55 PM love_usa56 Lie!

1/12/2020 1:04:14 PM rebornkingent I think people realizing the rat race we were told to follow in school was bullshit. The fake news calls it a crisis. No, it’s a collective over 40 Eff U to all 

things “control system”.  7 billion people need a midlife crisis right about now.

1/12/2020 1:08:07 PM djlok Amen!

1/12/2020 1:09:04 PM clhendershot YES!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/P0A_Triot23/status/1216466745076191233 …

1/12/2020 1:09:47 PM aluna_kay 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

1/12/2020 1:13:47 PM q_sent_us369 Master Chief 117?

1/12/2020 1:17:28 PM johnquindell What the Reptilians did here?

1/12/2020 1:22:08 PM b9aanon  pic.twitter.com/fXe7v9vHi8

1/12/2020 1:26:53 PM rebornkingent The population is in decline. What and how we procreate and how families are formed will be reshaped. Too many abortions. Too much feminism. Too 

much estrogen in young men. Too much porn. It can reach a point of no return quickly... and that point ins 2020

1/12/2020 1:27:51 PM disco77777 Huh? My dick didnt care about all that.

1/12/2020 1:31:23 PM urarowdy1 Soy and raging feminists. 😂

1/12/2020 1:38:08 PM tinkerinmd 👏👏👏👏👏 I ❤️ this!

1/12/2020 1:39:13 PM africadesk1 Have they actually been anywhere else?

1/12/2020 1:41:44 PM africadesk1 Hes an actor - laughing to mask his freak out

1/12/2020 1:42:51 PM toneyv33750364 Hmmm really????? Seriously??????hmmmmmm???????must be a Democrat no doubt 👍

1/12/2020 1:45:41 PM kay_spire What the hell would he know ?

1/12/2020 1:46:26 PM kay_spire They are young and ignorant

1/12/2020 1:52:14 PM genhydra  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=uFlUu8wi798 …

1/12/2020 1:56:59 PM perwife When there's no fluctuations, that means the Earth is resting at baseline. apart from that, I can't offer any more insight, because I don't know any more.

1/12/2020 2:04:42 PM justifi78326842 Nobody cares!!

1/12/2020 2:07:17 PM keeter1234321 Dual meaning? Space, as in the aether or quantum field. Everyone is literally connected.  #QArmy #QANONS #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE @BarronBillTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @QanonMichele @IngrahamAngle @TRUreporting @youarefreetv @GavinNewsom 

#chona #seithrich too



1/12/2020 2:12:31 PM verbiskj We need to expose the "scientific" communities for the frauds they enable.

Specifically:

-Climate science 

 https://youtu.be/h_TiRxM58co 

(Pick a number 1-17 if you doubt any concept that was presented... I'm the author, I can easily expand)

- pharmaceutical "science" 

... then...
1/12/2020 2:13:05 PM verbiskj Then we can build something on foundation... some BIG

1/12/2020 2:14:09 PM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/Xtef3sJNoi

1/12/2020 2:16:58 PM flyover01047267 this is why they pulled certain guitars off the market because the wood used resonated a healing frequency. Tibetan healing bowl and crystal bowls 

also work if you can find the ones with correct frequency resonance.

1/12/2020 2:19:30 PM verbiskj ThankQ

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/iyEKvyP7hM

1/12/2020 2:22:43 PM perwife More like, we're literally nothing but vibrating molecules. We're made of pure energy. We're just here as volunteers to clean up a messy world.

1/12/2020 2:22:52 PM brurellsue Meghan and her lap dog are part of it

1/12/2020 2:25:02 PM brurellsue Who could trust this guy pic.twitter.com/9L7q8jKqsj

1/12/2020 2:29:56 PM 1ifbyseaqanon transcendental optics = TTT

1/12/2020 2:30:24 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Without a doubt!

1/12/2020 2:31:06 PM rghardy3 Objective by who

1/12/2020 2:45:24 PM vargasgirlred I'm sure there are young conservative males, too, who feel this way. Porn has destroyed American values.

1/12/2020 2:51:12 PM terrancongito The tortoise wins the race... lol

1/12/2020 2:56:22 PM rachaelangelm What Nick?

1/12/2020 3:08:47 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Where are the reality ckx

1/12/2020 3:09:28 PM 1ifbyseaqanon There is no resp, lol

1/12/2020 3:10:04 PM nschlange That's just because their young and not too bright yet. Their still under the influence of the education they've just gone through. Reality is about to 

smack them upside their heads

1/12/2020 3:14:11 PM freeandoriginal 👏👏👏

1/12/2020 3:28:10 PM toneyv33750364 Hmmm 🤔 will get back to you with all respect ✊

1/12/2020 3:31:35 PM racheld72639629 🧐

1/12/2020 3:36:28 PM frescobuster is she a mason like the rest?

1/12/2020 3:38:58 PM martisw1971 The Dogon priests knew quantum theory and string theory before we did. Who were their teachers? @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JLS1125 

@realDonaldTrump @55true4u @JamesOKeefeIII What truth’s have been hidden from us? @robertsepehr Is our education system only to control us?

1/12/2020 3:40:37 PM jackoneilltime1 I also suggest the acronym finder

It has helped me in finding different vectors of research. 

The comms tend to have multiple layers depending on who is the recipient

 https://www.acronymfinder.com/DIG.html 

1/12/2020 3:42:10 PM soulsur74572009 Infinity Eternity Universality Language of Light

1/12/2020 3:42:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello yes...

Wait... Laura, is that you?

*click* https://twitter.com/ACFHHS/status/1215363377578631168 …

1/12/2020 3:43:17 PM godrus #Silsby

1/12/2020 3:43:19 PM mossman_moore “We have to bring balance to the space force,” Shaw said. “It’s a different domain, the physics are different.”

 ...We call it employed in place. It’s not even deployed in place because that presumes you move somewhere.” 

https://federalnewsnetwork.com/space-command/2020/01/space-force-preparing-for-everything-even-interplanetary-operations-as-it-sets-up/ …

1/12/2020 3:43:24 PM aquarianqueen11 LOL

1/12/2020 3:43:37 PM yttak3 Laura ?! Bush ?!

1/12/2020 3:43:54 PM jackoneilltime1 Ie mj posted DIG. I went to the acronym search and found heaps of possibilities. 

One stuck out which was Domain Internet Grouper.  Then do a internet search on that and other possibilities that are listed.

1/12/2020 3:43:57 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/y4t0rrupi3

1/12/2020 3:45:58 PM americanpetal Laura Silsby

1/12/2020 3:46:32 PM americanpetal She kinda looks like Karen Pence

1/12/2020 3:47:40 PM jeritud3 33 kids

 nice round number

1/12/2020 3:47:52 PM americanpetal It’s not funny. Truly tragic

1/12/2020 3:48:23 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/aUYirDZUwH

1/12/2020 3:49:21 PM linnyt7 This is starting to make sense. Oprah and now these 2...

1/12/2020 3:50:09 PM lizzieafrey5 Shocked!!!! pic.twitter.com/L7nhaCgtSR

1/12/2020 3:50:51 PM tango66qanon  https://t.co/nJLczz0wAf  https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1216506128944648192?s=21 …

1/12/2020 3:52:41 PM rustyrangerider 1830

Clinton Foundation Linked to National Human Trafficking Hotline

Q

!A6yxsPKia.

9 Aug 2018 - 9:54:19 PM

THE CLINTON FOUNDATION.

(888) 373-7888

Q
1/12/2020 3:53:28 PM lizzieafrey5 Is this another story like the dog stories that are coded with communication between black hats?

1/12/2020 3:56:51 PM valeriebgilbert  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scandal-and-how-media-attempted-ignorecover-it …

1/12/2020 3:57:11 PM djlok These people are sick!!!

 https://twitter.com/billclinton/status/1216392720434061313?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BillClinton/status/1216392720434061313 …

1/12/2020 3:57:57 PM yttak3 Thanks 🙏🏼



1/12/2020 3:59:38 PM derrichetto1 Disgraceful. Same people put in to protect and find, are hunting our children. Evil of imaginable deceit. PRAY, PRAY, PRAY TO SAVE THEIR PREY, OUR 

CHILDREN

1/12/2020 4:00:34 PM rachaelangelm #UnsealEpstein #UnsealDoreenVirtue

1/12/2020 4:00:34 PM rebornkingent Oh... oh.... That’s suuuuper funny. 🤣

1/12/2020 4:02:36 PM patriotchick8 This is what they are taught.

1/12/2020 4:02:58 PM worldxplorer1 It’s not rare!  

Look into CPS, Non-profits, CASA Child Court Advocates, etc. 

Predators  put themselves in position to prey of the helpless and vulnerable. Laura is just a high profile example.

1/12/2020 4:04:36 PM jadegreen0987 They cannot change the outcome, JESUS wins

1/12/2020 4:07:03 PM rallistiny She is Evil

1/12/2020 4:10:08 PM rachaelangelm The Navy Seals were Hollywood Secret Service!!!!

1/12/2020 4:11:38 PM verbiskj 0

...
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5:5 pic.twitter.com/5mqmy1edHR
1/12/2020 4:12:45 PM cocopuffster12 Laura Galyer aka Laura Silsby

1/12/2020 4:13:02 PM nmd_mari 😆👍thank you!!!

1/12/2020 4:14:23 PM boy12_jimmy Thoughts on this of @bigredwavenow & Attacking Loomer & @GenFlynn? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1216512300909322241 …

1/12/2020 4:18:02 PM weediblue Re: facesbook. Since when does change picture, mean, "change code"? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @woodpecker785 

@Jacob_Rees_Mogg @BorisJohnson @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @Helenhaynes63 @NJamesWorld @mik61scot @BoardroomBoy  Can 

anyone explain, or at least bring light?

1/12/2020 4:19:49 PM brad34351293 Why is it we NEVER see BO & Big Mike or Killary & Bubba together, ever?

It is as if they now have separate lives, AKA no longer married.

1/12/2020 4:21:05 PM 1nanasmomma  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-50723907?fbclid=IwAR1XvIhF_5Svrkm8UTnPlBmfMFKrr3ithh3DmOEm5xDEsSr9CvH2dFGZl7o …

1/12/2020 4:21:49 PM brad34351293 Good one! Though it should be 3 Blokes & a Witch.

1/12/2020 4:26:04 PM missund79512530 Maybe they are afraid the people they think are female really aren't. And they don't want a nasty surprise. Can't say i blame them.

1/12/2020 4:28:13 PM brad34351293 THe real bad one is the one where Hillary "Looked into the Looking Glass" & saw she would be President. HAHA

1/12/2020 4:30:17 PM decodematrix 1-888-373-7888

CF

1/12/2020 4:32:20 PM 712qloubrown When the spirit is free,  you forget your skin😂 life is good🥰

1/12/2020 4:35:56 PM melissagouin1 Laura Bush??  🤷🏻♀️

1/12/2020 4:42:26 PM unitedredwhite1 You're right it's not very important lol I still think we age faster than we're supposed to though :) it's all good I'm still in my 40s. Time flies though 

damn...

1/12/2020 4:44:30 PM brad34351293 Wonder if this is a White Hat Op keeping eyes on the STARS of influence? Find out where their Satanic shit goes on.

1/12/2020 4:47:50 PM manifest_utopia Laura Silsby. See comments for additional info.

1/12/2020 4:50:43 PM manifest_utopia "worthy of their... sacrifices."

Sends chills down one's back when facts understood.

Yes, These people are sick!!!

1/12/2020 4:52:06 PM 712qloubrown Very fast...😉

1/12/2020 4:53:43 PM kariper90287321 Yes Jade, Christ WINS! WWG1WGA!

1/12/2020 4:53:59 PM christinaintx I asked the same thing!!! Fingers crossed that these shows will finally go away!!!

1/12/2020 4:54:48 PM knightofmaltaus They obviously do not travel much. When returning home from overseas... always have a smile for Customs Control and tell them God Bless America, it 

is great to be home. These ‘shocking young Americans’ are clueless.

1/12/2020 4:58:31 PM djlok And a future for whom?  It's crazy when you can see what they're saying.

1/12/2020 4:59:36 PM sandymcnally3 While working for the Clinton foundation

1/12/2020 5:01:04 PM sandymcnally3 Bill Clinton came to her rescue...

1/12/2020 5:03:07 PM missund79512530 Are they protecting them? Or their guards ?

1/12/2020 5:04:33 PM missund79512530 Or about to be! I'd say that was a massive disclosure. I'd say it means it's on. They are ready.

1/12/2020 5:04:55 PM missund79512530 That's what I think.

1/12/2020 5:07:43 PM missund79512530 They all were having too much fun I guess. Power mad

1/12/2020 5:09:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Child’s prank car sign calling for help alarms drivers, CHP says | The Sacramento Bee 

https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article239219423.html …

1/12/2020 5:10:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who does this really hurt? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216527776796303360 …

1/12/2020 5:10:51 PM jvan125 ACTUAL VICTIMS!!!

1/12/2020 5:11:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 What do you see in the photo? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1216515670944280577 …

1/12/2020 5:11:33 PM clhendershot ThanQ!!!!

1/12/2020 5:12:14 PM courageouskriss Laura Silsby

1/12/2020 5:12:22 PM jvan125 😳😳😳 pic.twitter.com/D1YMqgorFD

1/12/2020 5:12:23 PM jeffthecurious The Devil

1/12/2020 5:12:25 PM worldxplorer1 What do I see in this photo?

An angry looking evil face. Jumped right out at me.

1/12/2020 5:12:37 PM aquarianqueen11 Creepy. So creepy.

1/12/2020 5:12:58 PM mongrelglory 🤣😂🤣😂🤣

1/12/2020 5:13:22 PM ajamison4517 Clinton Foundation phone no.  Laura Silsby, who now works with Amber Alert. Imagine that!

1/12/2020 5:13:28 PM djlok 17 pic.twitter.com/UEneO8AHgY



1/12/2020 5:13:47 PM rockdawg27 Wow! 52

1/12/2020 5:13:59 PM mikeb38beacon_h 2 faces in the ash cloud, A helicopter off to the right!

1/12/2020 5:14:00 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/m8Vk7vosc0

1/12/2020 5:14:33 PM cryptocrab4 multiple evil faces

1/12/2020 5:14:45 PM aquarianqueen11 Did you all see the second face below? pic.twitter.com/N6HSlBTjrB

1/12/2020 5:15:25 PM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/3lqwuAMwyp

1/12/2020 5:15:27 PM 1_decided_voter Crying wolf makes people complacent when the wolf actually appears.

1/12/2020 5:15:35 PM teamsterr07 An evil face. Almost like an evil clown but more like 👹

1/12/2020 5:15:54 PM mongrelglory That's a good point you make! ☝️

1/12/2020 5:16:04 PM look4good07 a dog wearing glasses... on the left

1/12/2020 5:16:46 PM capparmenter I was gonna say the evil face...but is there a UFO back there near clouds?

1/12/2020 5:17:12 PM mongrelglory She's American...she is in her own country. 😕

1/12/2020 5:17:21 PM twilly18 humans saying wow check it out man

like

dig it

1/12/2020 5:17:23 PM teamsterr07 ...and 52 earthquakes....any relation to 52 Iranian targets?

1/12/2020 5:17:26 PM godrus Grinning Old man faces

1/12/2020 5:17:29 PM gatorpatriot70 There's a face in the cloud too!!

1/12/2020 5:17:34 PM ccal1331 2 demon faces!

1/12/2020 5:17:38 PM capparmenter The Joker from Batman !!!

1/12/2020 5:17:59 PM grammiejustice I wonder if it is Mt. Pinatubo 🙏🙏🙏

1/12/2020 5:18:22 PM lifeisaaax3 52

1/12/2020 5:18:22 PM twilly18 I should make a bumper sticker

Hostage In Trunk

1/12/2020 5:18:24 PM yellamoj Kidnapped children.

1/12/2020 5:18:29 PM rockdawg27 Not sure what this is pic.twitter.com/C0J627w026

1/12/2020 5:19:06 PM americanpetal On the right, a side profile of an older man...not friendly looking.

1/12/2020 5:19:07 PM amylynrussell I see a face or a demon  whatever it is doesn’t look very friendly 👀

1/12/2020 5:19:17 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/v6sWIS4d4i

1/12/2020 5:19:34 PM mongrelglory "She and her brother were born in Germany to Iranian parents, architecture students who had fled their native country after the 1979 Islamic 

Revolution.

But Moghbeli grew up in Baldwin, New York."

1/12/2020 5:19:44 PM mcpatriot64 We have to fight against this. Don’t be complacent.  Push back twice as hard.

1/12/2020 5:20:19 PM marylizang I do not know.  Do tell....

1/12/2020 5:20:27 PM maryv4120 Looks like the face of the devil to me.

1/12/2020 5:20:30 PM americanpetal Two make faces...old looking

1/12/2020 5:20:36 PM patriotsonny Faces of evil ones rising with the ash and steam!😳😳

1/12/2020 5:21:09 PM webarian1 3 evil looking faces👺👿👹

1/12/2020 5:21:40 PM grumpy70bear jesus

1/12/2020 5:21:43 PM maryheil5 It hurts people who really need help when the time comes. In the future, people will not take those kinds of signs seriously.

1/12/2020 5:21:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dems Jab At Parental Rights!  https://youtu.be/zzZJm14_TPg  via @YouTube

1/12/2020 5:21:51 PM amylynrussell Ohhh wtf😳

1/12/2020 5:21:54 PM josepht06187724 An unidentified flying object to the upper right.

1/12/2020 5:22:02 PM irishan53296214 I see a lion on top. Several things all around. Angels

1/12/2020 5:22:16 PM jvan125 And this guy 😂🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/GLvji5NZ6C

1/12/2020 5:22:43 PM adeo_creata_est Taal Volcano pic.twitter.com/2y5udy0PzU

1/12/2020 5:22:51 PM marylizang I will look again

1/12/2020 5:22:51 PM tomchap21719319 I saw that too

1/12/2020 5:23:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Holocaust 2.0

Why were vaccines so important to the Nazi's?

What if they couldn't use them for warfare but could for healthcare?

Same outcome.

Different execution.

Operation Paperclip

Things are not as they appear.

Americans are afraid to say no.

Americans are afraid to fail. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216530767414747137 …
1/12/2020 5:23:44 PM wahiggins3 Two faces pic.twitter.com/4oH7fi51vy

1/12/2020 5:23:47 PM mongrelglory They've previously said they will not answer questions which they have already answered.  They expect you to do your homework and re-read their 

past tweets.

You can start here: https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

1/12/2020 5:24:20 PM irishan53296214 Its like im watching a battle of war in the sky

1/12/2020 5:24:34 PM qga_patriot45 And a second upper left side.

1/12/2020 5:24:35 PM rot8infinity Looks like a lion!

1/12/2020 5:24:54 PM swagsjeffrey Megan might have a weiner also.   https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5t4s1s .  Clooney's wife has one too apparently

1/12/2020 5:25:37 PM linnyt7 Roaring lion face on the right of the plume.

1/12/2020 5:25:55 PM fk_the Same trap different design

1/12/2020 5:26:05 PM iamspirit22 Two faces, one male, one female, and a white cloud which looks and feels like a good spirit to the left of them.

1/12/2020 5:26:08 PM ewilliams22101 Are any of the current vaccines aimed at causing sterility?

1/12/2020 5:26:10 PM monica_melvin14 Found this 👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/chzVClxrdR

1/12/2020 5:26:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when you have something to lose?

"Now, if you dominate the people with violence, they will eventually fight back because they have nothing to lose. And that’s the key." - Hernan Reyes 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216531118968786945 …

1/12/2020 5:26:20 PM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/dHsnGtLCfZ

1/12/2020 5:27:12 PM williebhere The face on the bottom looks like a cartoon drawing of Hitler!!



1/12/2020 5:27:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I go into the favelas and give them something to lose. Electricity, running water, school rooms for their kids. And for that taste of a better life, I own 

them." - HR

You are owned.

Tagged.

Branded.

Property.

Like Cattle.

Do you really have a choice when it comes to your kids?
1/12/2020 5:27:39 PM mongrelglory A few years back they had a minor leak of tritiated water (heavy water).  The public was angry they weren't notified of it, even though it was within 

safety levels for discharge into waterways.  I think they overcompensated with this alert.

1/12/2020 5:28:17 PM sano_faith You are bound to it.

1/12/2020 5:28:21 PM amylynrussell Is this the something Big is coming that everyone is talking about ? Is that Satan and his demons ? This is creepy af!

1/12/2020 5:28:29 PM _josephcurtis_ Looks like a helicopter

1/12/2020 5:28:35 PM stormwatchgirl Many Americans say NO!

1/12/2020 5:28:49 PM linnyt7 Singer where she got the idea

1/12/2020 5:28:59 PM 1nanasmomma  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-50723907?fbclid=IwAR1XvIhF_5Svrkm8UTnPlBmfMFKrr3ithh3DmOEm5xDEsSr9CvH2dFGZl7o …

1/12/2020 5:29:00 PM bennastix Is that RBG? Jk~ I see 2 faces. Unfriendly.

1/12/2020 5:30:56 PM _big28_ A lion 🦁

1/12/2020 5:31:08 PM decodematrix They have covered this. Search. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073229728159580165 …

1/12/2020 5:31:16 PM rachaelangelm A face chasing a animal.

1/12/2020 5:31:23 PM tango66qanon Roger that I quit taking them in 1996.

1/12/2020 5:31:23 PM auroravoyager1 I tell any "healthcare providers" that I use doTERRA On Guard; a flu shot in a bottle.  End of story.

1/12/2020 5:31:35 PM williebhere If you cannot kill.. control is the next goal??

1/12/2020 5:31:56 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/EfDyME6LTk

1/12/2020 5:32:17 PM mongrelglory She was 38 when she "conceived".  CDAN rumours was that she used the same surrogate that Kate used.  Genetically, it may be their babies, but 

Royals have "staff" to do the heavy "in utero" lifting. 😏

Kelly Preston and Nicole Kidman used surrogates for their last pregnancies too.

1/12/2020 5:32:41 PM davidson2kyle  pic.twitter.com/LwesyitlQS

1/12/2020 5:33:29 PM seecyn5858 Yep

1/12/2020 5:33:31 PM davidson2kyle Helicopter monitoring the activity

1/12/2020 5:33:55 PM nupps Oh look , new wall paper to look at sheeples . Crowd grooming ffs

1/12/2020 5:34:08 PM hawkgirlinmn Baal pic.twitter.com/dsgv2H28LT

1/12/2020 5:34:54 PM davidson2kyle 🚁 monitoring the activity

1/12/2020 5:35:02 PM 1nanasmomma Of course, but this happened TODAY. Obviously its important because Messages Of Disclosure mentions it so often. Thank you for the post though.

1/12/2020 5:35:09 PM qanongroup Clouds of smoke symbolizing let it not blind you as it will cloud your judgement. Think logical. It's exactly what it is: a volcanic eruption releasing ashes 

and/or smoke in the sky above it

1/12/2020 5:35:21 PM andoniandothard I see this being tweeted over and over. What are the good guys going to do about it?  Huh majestic. How much longer until someone important speaks 

out and makes a difference?  Majestic. I appreciate the info but without powerful people saying enough, us regulars can’t do shit

1/12/2020 5:36:45 PM oaf_unbreakable Nut up and do something about all this you tell us.  We are getting mighty tired of being fed shit without action and results.

1/12/2020 5:36:54 PM cindycopacetic Angry spirits. 🥴

1/12/2020 5:37:07 PM cosmic_engineer Nasty 🐩

1/12/2020 5:37:42 PM roxannegaulden evil looking person

1/12/2020 5:38:11 PM roxannegaulden 2 of them

1/12/2020 5:38:30 PM klucksl Whether you are a pro,anti or ex vaxxer. If the people choose to let the government mandate a medical procedure such as forced vaccinations/drugs 

what else will they mandate? Government mandated Microchips in your wrist? #fight

1/12/2020 5:38:43 PM lmtlisa3 I think the bottom face looks like Hitler 😱

1/12/2020 5:38:46 PM decodematrix This did not happen today. Look at the date on the article: 12/10/19

1/12/2020 5:39:03 PM 1nanasmomma Today? Is what i meant. I am seeing it posted in several places today. Why is my question?

1/12/2020 5:39:22 PM nupps Isent that what Russia said  🤔 thats what The Yellow Terror said ((we have everything under control)) oh yes , then they carmley poisoned the whole 

f23king Pacific Ocean ffs, an no one called them useless bow legged k23ts out .

1/12/2020 5:39:45 PM brilllllll Spooky

1/12/2020 5:40:10 PM sirmikeyparker Julian Assange. No, no - only kidding.....

1/12/2020 5:40:28 PM jsouth71 Faces

1/12/2020 5:40:51 PM portezf  pic.twitter.com/Nh4w4LHrmn

1/12/2020 5:41:17 PM yplusg Nice sounds

1/12/2020 5:41:19 PM missund79512530 She could have gotten her mom shot.

1/12/2020 5:41:22 PM nancyddb I say no to my PA on vaccines and get crap about it. Other wise I say nothing.

1/12/2020 5:41:29 PM papadocdolo I don't do flu shots! I trust 1 doctor my cardiologist from Syria he's given me extended life x 9 yrs now only doctor that never gave up tryin to fix all the 

other butchering done, artificial heart valve, aorta, pacemaker dependent, lm done with 50 yrs of experiments!

1/12/2020 5:41:42 PM love_usa56 Freaky if you zoom in

1/12/2020 5:41:44 PM gravelyyt What is this weird effect in the sky, almost looks like its opening or something. pic.twitter.com/djMATRv6sd

1/12/2020 5:41:47 PM missund79512530 People who need help. Children who have actually been Kidnapped

1/12/2020 5:42:13 PM name_wood17 FACES AND AN ARMY

1/12/2020 5:42:52 PM robinreitsma1 👍👊

1/12/2020 5:42:58 PM mongrelglory People are all tapped out on their credit cards.  They couldn't afford a sports car, or fancy vacation, even if they wanted one.  That's why the car 

industry is tanking...

1/12/2020 5:44:21 PM adeo_creata_est Maybe

1/12/2020 5:44:25 PM valeriebgilbert My parents were "aware" and did not inoculate me. Ahead of their time, but they were not the only ones. We took vitamins, no drugs, no booze. 

Health food. Some people have insight & intuition and put it to good use.

1/12/2020 5:45:10 PM poorrichard1705 Zombie Bart Simpson.

1/12/2020 5:45:15 PM asauer65 A face

1/12/2020 5:45:17 PM opensaysme01  pic.twitter.com/PYzuJT3EvF

1/12/2020 5:45:29 PM nupps What sort o 🙈 builds a Nuclear Reactor right by the ocean ? 

 🤓  Nippon Yukuzi is who 🤔

1/12/2020 5:45:32 PM dianesaumure OH no she didn't

1/12/2020 5:47:05 PM casperkarrin He has modified it a bit and removed a lot of the nasty comments that called him out.

1/12/2020 5:47:35 PM mavietruths I’m not afraid to say No for myself or my family! I will continue fighting the vaccine war. #informedconsent #stopthemfromsnatchingourpersonalliberty 

#themoreyouknow

1/12/2020 5:48:04 PM timewatcher11 Abe Lincoln



1/12/2020 5:48:30 PM geopaschall Harvey Weinstein?

1/12/2020 5:48:31 PM jones9536 Here we go again with the psychological warfare

1/12/2020 5:48:46 PM karentriebel Kill them with kindness!?

1/12/2020 5:51:23 PM aleks8837 Wow! That is peculiar.

1/12/2020 5:51:40 PM johnman60 Faces...of whom...not sure

1/12/2020 5:51:58 PM manifest_utopia Totally agree. Isn't going to be so incredibly awesome when these people are permanently removed from taking any action in the world? The world is 

going to change for the better in ways that will be astounding.

1/12/2020 5:51:58 PM monica_melvin14 Found these 😳 pic.twitter.com/tupXYtlHCS

1/12/2020 5:52:18 PM rot8infinity Diablo 2

1/12/2020 5:52:38 PM jamiegrahamusa I had 1 Dr head of "Faculty" spend 45 minutes trying to make me take a flu shot. Rattling off the damage i have and why i must get it. I lied and said i 

would do it after i give blood and at next appnt. I did neither.

1/12/2020 5:52:38 PM kungfoograsshop Widow hourglass

1/12/2020 5:54:06 PM keith369me Not sure this would be a great idea for someone really trying to escape unless they wanted to escape this world.   Just run and seek help.

1/12/2020 5:54:23 PM aleks8837 Forgive them, for they do not know what they do.

1/12/2020 5:54:56 PM americanpetal I’m going through it now. Somehow, I’m spending it on Twitter. 🤷♀️🤦♀️

1/12/2020 5:55:41 PM keith369me I see a phenomenon similar to what we saw on “impact” of the second tower.

1/12/2020 5:56:21 PM sonyx369 52 earthquakes, very interesting. Where have we heard that number before?

1/12/2020 5:56:22 PM ezdoesit_ Firmament/matrix? pic.twitter.com/ml5W707BLm

1/12/2020 5:56:29 PM lucidskye Um..I feel like this is projecting a bit

1/12/2020 5:56:58 PM wishfulldreamz Do you mean that White Hats still don’t control this number?  (I get the Laura Silsby reference)

1/12/2020 5:57:14 PM rich98980117 A face

1/12/2020 5:57:34 PM karentriebel me too

1/12/2020 5:57:58 PM sirnodnarb It's the creepy, opened mouth face at the bottom.

1/12/2020 5:59:16 PM thereallfebs Angry Abe Lincoln

1/12/2020 5:59:49 PM jamiegrahamusa A hole or tear in upper right corner with the faces coming through or going up to it.

1/12/2020 5:59:51 PM ellenca78112564 That is a battle i see to the end. They r to know i reject their poison, and i tell them why. Fact based. They tell me when it was in regards to my children, 

we have to report you, the indoctrination is strong  https://www.fhi.no/en/hn/health-registries/norwegian-immunisation-registry-sysvak/ …

1/12/2020 5:59:59 PM nabonnand The one to the far left looks like a couple of human bodies are in its mouth or at least something coming out of its mouth. On top of his head is a fish/ 

serpent head with its mouth wide open. I think we can surmise none of these are spreading love & peace to humanity!👀

1/12/2020 6:00:05 PM keith369me [They] gave ]US[ just enough comfort to keep us slaves...slaves no more.  Bring Down That Veil!!!

1/12/2020 6:00:17 PM flobo2018 I am saying no, and my kids are being denied an education because of it. Lawsuits mean nothing when corrupt judges are put in place. When are we 

going to see some protections, states can no longer be trusted with this issue.

1/12/2020 6:00:21 PM sirnodnarb Another face up top too. It isn't Apollyon so don't worry.

1/12/2020 6:00:45 PM mongrelglory Where I live is affectionately named "Immigrant Central". Even the driving instructors look like they've recently immigrated to Canada, based on their 

skills. Add to that major construction for an LRT line, and traffic in my neighbourhood is quite "lively" to say the least. 😏

1/12/2020 6:01:00 PM adukesmcdaniel Hmmm..52 🤔

1/12/2020 6:01:21 PM joshuajamesdavi JFK was killed by his driver, it is known.

1/12/2020 6:01:38 PM flobo2018  pic.twitter.com/vRcTBeGg2l

1/12/2020 6:02:15 PM karentriebel Lenin and Hitler

1/12/2020 6:02:26 PM dr_t_dc #QAnon pic.twitter.com/yeqNvfxSUx

1/12/2020 6:03:08 PM beth2419 My neighbor got a flu vaccine. His wife did not. They both ended up getting the flu. She says she never gets the vaccine and thinks she got it because 

her husband got vaccinated.

1/12/2020 6:04:02 PM robertwar8 A Lion

1/12/2020 6:04:56 PM nancyddb Who cares! Just, do you job!!

1/12/2020 6:05:26 PM lauriedg1 Home school.

1/12/2020 6:07:08 PM ptamait Oh i was focusing more at the circular thing at the top. I pray everyone is safe.

1/12/2020 6:08:06 PM worldxplorer1 This? pic.twitter.com/Y2HiIqvxdc

1/12/2020 6:09:06 PM liberumhominem1 Definitely the same fetus. Not sure what it means. Still trying to figure this out myself.

1/12/2020 6:09:29 PM binks_mamabear Devil, Hitler, and a Woman

1/12/2020 6:10:13 PM ptamait Ya he "that man" is going home alright!

1/12/2020 6:10:45 PM flobo2018 That should be a choice. I shouldn't be forced to do it. My kids are blessed and healthier than most - yet we are experiencing discrimination and 

segregation due to lies by the media and Democrat lawmakers in NY.

1/12/2020 6:10:56 PM ethereal_shaman My daughter gave birth to her 2nd this week.  She was adamant with staff no shots, nada. Kept the baby by her side the whole time. She met no 

resistance.  16 months ago, with her first, she got a lot of grief.  Be brave.

1/12/2020 6:11:37 PM lvdckdynsty ^^^*T*H*I*S*^^.  I'm *freaking treading water here*: if u can DO something, than F*CKING DO SOMETHING, 'cause some of ur brothers & sisters are 

at the end of their rope.

1/12/2020 6:11:42 PM thomaspfeifer20 Faces in agony

1/12/2020 6:11:45 PM keith369me Exactly.   Except this time I think it’s N “end” marker rather than a “begin” marker.  Gaia is expelling!!!

1/12/2020 6:12:38 PM jml51555 I believe that.

1/12/2020 6:12:48 PM worldxplorer1 Oooo!  I like that!  

No more!  We do not consent!

1/12/2020 6:14:49 PM ethereal_shaman It is a choice.

1/12/2020 6:14:53 PM keith369me More importantly Gaia does not consent

1/12/2020 6:14:55 PM oaf_unbreakable People are suffering and bad things continue to happen while those *claiming to be powerful* offer "crumbs" about the bad things happening whilst 

doing nothing.

1/12/2020 6:14:56 PM sarah48538695 nothing unusual

1/12/2020 6:15:20 PM hoffman11my If this was my daughter she would have a very long time to think about the wisdom of this kind of behavior. She would be grounded for months.

1/12/2020 6:15:22 PM slamm68  pic.twitter.com/5ye2k8GjcZ

1/12/2020 6:15:27 PM gemchaser Marriage is an actual construct by religion. Sex came waaay before - or there would be no people to marry or organize into sects.

I'm not adverse to the idea (20yrs married). However, many should participate, guilt free, no strings. How else will each learn how to please others?

1/12/2020 6:15:33 PM oaf_unbreakable **M12 - The organization is claimed to be the code name of an alleged secret committee of scientists, military leaders, and government officials**

1/12/2020 6:16:21 PM sarah48538695 what do you see?

1/12/2020 6:16:22 PM fansblowing3 She has to be CIA also.  Everyone involved in the trafficking gets brought in as CIA which forces the FBI to cover for them because INTELLIGENCE ASSET. 

 😒

1/12/2020 6:16:29 PM paisley_brains Abraham Lincoln



1/12/2020 6:17:48 PM oaf_unbreakable Just this for example... what the fuck.  Nothing said, Nothing done.

 https://vault.fbi.gov/records-related-to-the-dismissal-of-fbi-director-

comey/Records%20Related%20to%20the%20Dismissal%20of%20FBI%20Director%20Comey%20Part%2002%20of%2002/view …

Page 21 pic.twitter.com/KyGMEiiO0Y

1/12/2020 6:19:38 PM ptamait Being human you don't realize there is a purpose to life. You give us some kind of hope. I have been forever patient and for as long as it takes. Sure am 

enjoying the show.

1/12/2020 6:19:48 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/hW0sTo8UhT

1/12/2020 6:20:12 PM aleks8837 Damn.

1/12/2020 6:20:39 PM makaiandkobi Satan in the ash clouds

1/12/2020 6:21:09 PM karri_icansee I would say principality that has authority over the Philippines and minions

1/12/2020 6:21:16 PM laurabusse Was being snarky

Your points are well taken

I agree

I thought it ironic someone suggesting a contract before sex

Because traditionally

You entered into a contract

THEN had sex

But was lifelong

NOT a fan of religion!

I think there are age old truths, wisdom we've gotten away from
1/12/2020 6:21:28 PM pixiemagick1 A lion and a demon

1/12/2020 6:22:23 PM iqdou1 Looks like a face.....lion maybe pic.twitter.com/uowrGnS0ot

1/12/2020 6:22:32 PM tucson_ron My wife is a Nurse Practitioner. After her last flu shot, she got the flu. I didn't get the shot or the flu. Now she doesn't nor does her physician boss, who 

was disabled for three weeks and lost hearing in one ear after his last flu shot. Refuse the shot. Don't believe the lies.

1/12/2020 6:22:38 PM bigjim72332449 In India

1/12/2020 6:24:48 PM loricam59349743 💔

1/12/2020 6:26:00 PM mongrelglory This story sounds like a BS cover story for why they moved him.  Since when do prisoners get treated like celebrities who need their privacy (out in the 

gardens) from paparazzi? He'd better not be getting the Jeffrey Epstein "cushy accommodations" treatment!🤨

1/12/2020 6:26:11 PM fansblowing3 People will think it’s just a prank and not call the police; when in reality a child needs real help.

1/12/2020 6:26:18 PM gemchaser There is a lot of truth to sex after marriage. A scan of history would show that 50% were political (type) alliances, with lots of cheating. The rest were 

theological matches - similar to cattle, breeding for better followers to support/defend the faith. No love in either.

1/12/2020 6:26:27 PM mongrelglory He must not eat soy...

1/12/2020 6:26:40 PM loricam59349743 You’re all blessed to love & have each other. ♥️

1/12/2020 6:27:10 PM sleepingnomore The children. How terrible.

1/12/2020 6:27:33 PM 1ra_enelor First thing I saw too.

1/12/2020 6:27:41 PM westmount_d7 Sure hope we managed to jump timelines with the global mass mediation at 1:11 am today... because   the world has gone upside down. In France it’s 

up to a child to prove they did not consent to sex with an adult! So disturbing. Surely that’s the crux of the gilet jaunes movement.

1/12/2020 6:28:21 PM mscronkat Demonic faces. I hope they are leaving the planet.

1/12/2020 6:28:38 PM jonessense ... walk into a bar

1/12/2020 6:28:48 PM flobo2018 In NY, you are forced to homeschool if even one vaccine is missing, as the religious exemption was repealed. No public or private schools can accept 

you. I refuse to inject aborted fetal cells into myself or my family, I am forced to homeschool. I would not homeschool by choice.

1/12/2020 6:29:55 PM westmount_d7 🙌 important to keep our sense of humour! Well done and point noted😊

1/12/2020 6:30:08 PM ladyblueky Desensitization

1/12/2020 6:30:30 PM qwwg1wga17 That's the funniest shit I've seen all day!

1/12/2020 6:30:42 PM mongrelglory Those Hollywood stars are going to need riot police guarding them, once the public finds out what they've been doing to children. 😒

1/12/2020 6:32:21 PM alabeaty Have faith. ✝️ https://twitter.com/va_shiva/status/1212531954240765952?s=21 …

1/12/2020 6:32:44 PM don_narp Cows know they have very few masters. What is a cow do? Cows can gather all known cows on earth for a great stampede and they’ll still never speak 

English.

1/12/2020 6:33:17 PM tucson_ron Crying wolf. Harms all real victims.

1/12/2020 6:33:39 PM laurabusse True

Theres a lot o truth to no sex after marriage too 🤣

Stability of family is crucial to stable society

Stable family starts w stable marriage

Not perfect

Just decent relationship betw 2 decent ppl

Our society currently seems all but lost

Only higher consciousness can save it
1/12/2020 6:33:47 PM gravelyyt Maybe it has something to do with all the cosmic waves hitting right now. Increased volcanic activity and disruptions in the atmosphere?

1/12/2020 6:34:19 PM lauriedg1 We decided to homeschool when the 1st grade teacher decided our son needed to be put on Ritalin. This was 20+ years ago. Dumb down the children, 

drug them because they don't conform to "their" standards. Eventually you have "conforming" adults.

1/12/2020 6:35:54 PM xdotsi 😂

1/12/2020 6:36:02 PM laughingwolf11 No. It’s our country. 

We were here FIRST. 

Tired of the usurpers that think they can just come here and claim title, when we are the ones that created everything for an of you immigrants to find 

anything of value. A value we created. Not you.

1/12/2020 6:36:20 PM xdotsi 🐯✨

1/12/2020 6:38:59 PM movecountermove Abe Lincoln

1/12/2020 6:41:05 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/DAE1n1cdqO

1/12/2020 6:41:10 PM q34882  pic.twitter.com/PekcPNUi4r

1/12/2020 6:41:25 PM westmount_d7 That’s what I saw.

1/12/2020 6:41:47 PM therealpayseur It's hidden in the Ether frequency but it's the message on 2020. 7 is complete (52) and there are Intel drops that will cause earthquakes about the 

people's faces in that image.

1/12/2020 6:41:50 PM mongrelglory Uhm...I don't know who "we is", unless you're Native American Indian...I'm Canadian, so I'm not part of your country anyways.

1/12/2020 6:43:44 PM laughingwolf11 Look Canadian. Canada isn't your home either. We should have done more in 1812 to help our tribes. 

You’re a freeloader that came here after the fact. So STFO!



1/12/2020 6:44:18 PM westmount_d7 Feels like a holograms of sorts.

1/12/2020 6:44:33 PM mongrelglory "This Marine Corps major, MIT graduate is a decorated helicopter gunship pilot who flew more than 150 missions in Afghanistan."  Sounds like she's 

contributed plenty to your country.

1/12/2020 6:45:06 PM laughingwolf11 You’re less than nothing.

1/12/2020 6:45:54 PM 4patrickhenry My question also

1/12/2020 6:46:30 PM sdane8 Haha You're at the top of his tweet responses now. 😁

1/12/2020 6:46:43 PM flobo2018 There are great deficits in the education system. We were fortunate, our children were in a school where they were thriving. Our freedom to choose 

what is best for our children has been removed, and this restriction of rights is spreading across the country. Watch NJ tomorrow.

1/12/2020 6:47:36 PM fansblowing3 They want to kill Americans off while importing foreigners?  Or just reduce population overall?  Seems DEMs would want to kill off Republicans so they 

win elections though.

1/12/2020 6:48:23 PM dunbizzell43 An evil face!!

1/12/2020 6:49:26 PM ricsen6 Strange dark border at the top.

1/12/2020 6:50:55 PM sandymcnally3 Comey, Rosenstein, Bush

1/12/2020 6:51:11 PM gemchaser Wife and I started as friends, had common interests, divergent thoughts on multiple topics. We lived with each other for 5 years, 24/7, worked the 

same company, same hours/vacations. We often disagree, but never fight. We are one of the lucky marriages.

1/12/2020 6:51:18 PM scottlarocca3 The CDC and BigPharma have gotten away with massive crimes for way too long. Our immune system is a gift from God pic.twitter.com/FlPuv0InIx

1/12/2020 6:54:27 PM mongrelglory Iranians are Persian. Many of them were Zoroastrian before their country was taken over by fanatical Muslims in 1979.  That's why her parents 

escaped to Germany if you read the story.  Don't mistake Iranians for Middle Eastern Muslims.  They are historical enemies.

1/12/2020 6:55:34 PM kidge6 LEO.

1/12/2020 6:55:42 PM brad34351293 Glad I am not alone on my gut assumptions!

1/12/2020 6:56:58 PM mavietruths SIDS and VIDS. Calling it what it is. #vaccineinduceddeathsyndrome

1/12/2020 6:57:19 PM wwg1wga41020 POTUS on top. PEPE on the bottom... Both bringing THE STORM.

1/12/2020 6:58:23 PM westmount_d7 Good job, Millie! 🙌

1/12/2020 6:59:56 PM laurabusse Ha

Us too

We started as friends also

Married 32 yrs

I married a great guy

I wasn't always so great LOL

But what is life if you can't learn from your mistakes

Best human I've ever met in my life

I'm incredibly grateful
1/12/2020 7:00:15 PM johnmic25959174 Whats that circular pattern at the top of the photo

1/12/2020 7:01:00 PM trucker778 The faces

1/12/2020 7:01:39 PM nowisee77  https://news.iheart.com/featured/coast-to-coast-am/content/2020-01-03-spooky-demon-face-spotted-in-smoke-from-australian-wildfires/ …

1/12/2020 7:02:56 PM jamiegrahamusa NO BLUE REFUGEES...TEXAS.

1/12/2020 7:03:30 PM don_narp Thor

1/12/2020 7:03:41 PM mntirado I see a #Q there too. The one at the Iran plane crash site was easier to pick out.🙂 pic.twitter.com/vfd6SC9Mg2

1/12/2020 7:04:13 PM turboxyde I don't know the exact date. In late 2017 shortly after my awakening I had an OBE & was taken high above our galaxy & shown these waves of energy 

that were emanating from the core & and rippling outward.

I was told that these waves would purify the Earth in stages & that... pic.twitter.com/z2D0oOSlmk

1/12/2020 7:05:12 PM rachaelangelm Baal is earth apparently. B is like annoying bad.

1/12/2020 7:05:33 PM jamiegrahamusa Q

1/12/2020 7:05:35 PM mishioswin A bunch of demons

1/12/2020 7:06:00 PM laurahikes2911 Two faces

1/12/2020 7:06:23 PM turboxyde ...I was to prepare myself to assist others during the transition period following their arrival.

The last few weeks I've recieved numerous telepathic pings that they are getting closer & then just a few days ago...

👇 https://www.newsweek.com/milky-way-huge-wave-collision-1480799?amp=1&__twitter_impression=true …

1/12/2020 7:06:45 PM r_tjep 👍🏼

1/12/2020 7:07:09 PM rawphonegirl Aschen playbook, can we please send a note into the past? pic.twitter.com/xfbLqQkhYH

1/12/2020 7:07:36 PM wisdomwell1 Oh my ... this is undeniably Biblical.

1/12/2020 7:08:10 PM melhuses How about a giant craft overhead ?

1/12/2020 7:09:22 PM allahuniversal Looks a little round near the top, no? pic.twitter.com/guQlsMGRpN

1/12/2020 7:09:23 PM gsusgod  pic.twitter.com/KiljMZ0uH2

1/12/2020 7:12:16 PM dark2light2019 Ive been saying this for a while now. Mengele’s “research” only expanded to a larger test group with project paperclip

1/12/2020 7:12:48 PM rachaelangelm We are smashing him pic.twitter.com/9vDAKa0LxD

1/12/2020 7:13:12 PM rawphonegirl Honest Abe bursting forward and Gollum cowering bellow him. pic.twitter.com/z4dmeg3Ogm

1/12/2020 7:13:46 PM mongrelglory Actually my family is pretty old stock Canadian.  My ancestors on the French side came over in 1639.  My Chinese great-grandfather came to Canada to 

help build the CN railway in the 1890's. My Jewish-Ukrainian Grandma came in 1918 and the Cree Indian ancestors were already here.

1/12/2020 7:13:47 PM allahuniversal The Girl who cried Wolf

1/12/2020 7:14:42 PM laughingwolf11 Chinese! LOL!

1/12/2020 7:15:49 PM zrickety Apparently this has already been done.

1/12/2020 7:16:08 PM unstoppablencp The games people play

1/12/2020 7:16:20 PM mongrelglory Have a good evening. 😊

1/12/2020 7:17:07 PM brianle31358741 8x6=48

?

1/12/2020 7:17:15 PM sterkinglights1 Or the villain from who framed Roger rabbit.

1/12/2020 7:18:21 PM truthseeker273 You are a paying customer. Next time cut them off and tell them that you do not have the time to listen to their propaganda lecture. These people are 

puppets for the elites sick agenda. I will never try to appease anyone trying to do me harm.

1/12/2020 7:19:20 PM jimchillerhvac I think it's odd that there were "52" targets...er...i mean earthquakes.

1/12/2020 7:20:49 PM peacey_queen Pretty sure those old books about Baron's Marvelous Journey or the Last President are proof it's been done.

1/12/2020 7:21:29 PM truthseeker273 Florida accepts religious exemption and has no state income tax plus our weather is awesome. Windows open all day today even now, shorts and tank 

top and bare feet.

1/12/2020 7:22:34 PM truthseeker273 Trust me, you are better off homeschooling so you don’t have to undo years of indoctrination later.

1/12/2020 7:23:23 PM n7guardiananon Seeing that just popped the question.  They gonna thaw out Walt...probably still on the clock for just a bit still??? pic.twitter.com/GgUqNO1jsl

1/12/2020 7:23:31 PM lilyorkieb bruh



1/12/2020 7:23:34 PM truthseeker273 You found the truth. This is real.

1/12/2020 7:23:37 PM xxtremexracerxx 2 faces and an opening at the top right

1/12/2020 7:23:50 PM fansblowing3 23and me identifies people who are not healthy and the vaccines will exterminate them?  🤔 pic.twitter.com/Bl1oyDtdX1

1/12/2020 7:25:41 PM truthseeker273 All truth. ☹️

The rabbit hole is deeper than I ever imagined. Everything we’ve been told is a lie. Everything has a hidden agenda.

1/12/2020 7:25:59 PM noidaho_gal I think when we reach this point, the cabal will be done for, rv/gesara will have happened, followed by our our DNA being reactivated & hidden 

technologies being released. Threats will have been removed.

1/12/2020 7:26:02 PM nea_storm You do know Walt was really very, very naughty! I AM being extremely polite: pic.twitter.com/KxczQSGBTs

1/12/2020 7:26:26 PM n7guardiananon Not even the good kind!!!

1/12/2020 7:27:44 PM nschlange I see 6 or 7 faces? If thats what you're talking about, what are they?

1/12/2020 7:28:39 PM vicgar55 Has anyone taken the flu vaccinations? If so, any side effects you would be willing to share?

#WakeUpAmerica

#FactsMatter

#SaveAmerica

#UnitedNotDivided

#ThisIsTheQWay

#WWG1WGA

#TruthWorks

#QAnon

#DarktoLight #WeAreTheNewsNow

#QArmy

@realDonaldTrump
1/12/2020 7:29:24 PM nschlange Yikes what did these pics come from?

1/12/2020 7:29:50 PM truthseeker273 Georgia guidestones outline the depopulation goals of the elite. 6.5 billion need to be eradicated. Vaccines are only 1 component. GMO food, 

poisonous water, flouride, mercury amalgams, petroleum products, chem trails are all designed to destroy your health and shorten lifespan.

1/12/2020 7:30:37 PM justifi78326842 It’s what is underneath the volcanoes that matters too🤔, underground bases especially under Yellow Stone 👽💁🏻♀️

1/12/2020 7:31:09 PM laughingwolf11 Why don’t you go back to Hong Kong and help your people? None of your stock are Native to this land. You coward here instead of helping any of those 

related to you in other lands. Chinese French Jew! Enemy during WW2 and other two WE had to come save your ass! 

Ungrateful bitch!

1/12/2020 7:33:53 PM n7guardiananon I haven't laughed that hard since I saw a Computer wearing Tennis Shoes...lol

1/12/2020 7:36:36 PM mongrelglory A nurse from the medical clinic I worked in (in Southern Ontario, Mennonite country) died in that earthquake. She was retired, but would go down for 2 

weeks every year to do volunteer work in Haiti. Yvonne was a wonderful, generous human being. 😔

1/12/2020 7:37:55 PM smith_jere I am grateful I don't have kids and grandkids. It was a choice. I just did not know why until now. Sums it up. Over it. Serves their purpose, not mine.

1/12/2020 7:38:08 PM flobo2018 Perhaps - but the issue is not as much education as it is about restricting parental rights, constitutional rights/freedom. This sets the stage for adult 

mandates too. Noncompliance will restrict licenses, benefits, etc. The push back must happen now, it is almost too late.

1/12/2020 7:39:19 PM darktolightchad Helicopter

1/12/2020 7:39:57 PM jonessense A bearded God and a demon underneath

1/12/2020 7:40:00 PM darktolightchad Now the one on the left is for sure

1/12/2020 7:40:21 PM mongrelglory I'd like to know the age of that child...  Good grief!

1/12/2020 7:41:09 PM flobo2018 Sounds wonderful. My husband is 2/3 of the way through his career, his pension is tied here. They have us trapped.

1/12/2020 7:44:26 PM mongrelglory You are making no sense at all.  I'm very grateful to be living in Canada, as is this woman in the article above.  I don't know why you're ranting at me 

like this.  With your logic, that means every African American US citizen needs to return to Africa to "fix their countries".

1/12/2020 7:45:18 PM deplorable_show  pic.twitter.com/KzpxVUH7BU

1/12/2020 7:45:25 PM r_tjep Evil leaving.

1/12/2020 7:45:35 PM mongrelglory And Cree Indian is native to Canada when I last checked... You need to take a break and chill out.

1/12/2020 7:49:37 PM yellahabibihela  https://twitter.com/abscbn_artists/status/1216566161808080897?s=21 …

Looks like an energy purge.

1/12/2020 7:50:41 PM shallknown A reptile on the bottom and a human face above it.

1/12/2020 7:52:58 PM happigurl24 I mean just on the first thread. Sorry.

1/12/2020 7:53:32 PM the1withthe4ce its funny people have been throwing this word around ALOOOOOOOT lately. “my name is jimmy and you better not wear it out”

1/12/2020 7:53:57 PM iamsteph2017 Beings manifesting using the energy !

1/12/2020 7:54:30 PM vanysavannah That’s true for first few weeks the vaccinated one can expose a non vaccinated one

1/12/2020 7:54:41 PM kellybear911 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @QAlertsApp @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness https://twitter.com/yashar/status/1216252081029271557 …

1/12/2020 7:56:11 PM earth2nissy The devil leaving earth?

1/12/2020 7:57:28 PM earth2nissy Oh shit and the clowns, too!

1/12/2020 7:57:46 PM mongrelglory My French-Canadian grandfather fought for Canada in WW1 when he was only 17.  Canada was a nation founded by both the French and the English. 

Both allies of the US during WW1 and WW2, as was Hong Kong. Ukrainian relatives who stayed in Europe all died in WW2. Hardly cowards!

1/12/2020 7:58:38 PM suequez Yes, Gardasil for sure...

1/12/2020 7:59:31 PM charmanda9 Not cool.

1/12/2020 8:00:50 PM karenzania7 Kinda like Hiro?!?s!!

1/12/2020 8:00:51 PM charmanda9 Not cool at all.

1/12/2020 8:01:27 PM kittles62081233 Sonic geometry 🙇

1/12/2020 8:01:38 PM snakejackal People love to lose "Debt, Fear, Control"

1/12/2020 8:02:42 PM truthseeker273 Understood. This is why we can’t now down any longer. We must fight back with conviction. Have the guts to stand up to these pos docs and tell them 

what you think.

1/12/2020 8:04:06 PM truthseeker273 I would leave. I would not stay in NY and have my civil liberties trampled. I do understand though. We are all slaves in one way or another.

1/12/2020 8:04:49 PM freestateojones Yikes.

1/12/2020 8:05:34 PM charity_burkett Forgive us All

1/12/2020 8:06:33 PM nea_storm Reyes: "The natives killed every single Spaniard. Personally, I prefer the methods of the Portuguese. They came bearing gifts. Mirrors, scissors, trinkets. 

Things that the natives couldn't get on their own, but to continue receiving them, they had to work for the Portuguese." 1/2 

pic.twitter.com/NqUE8Mw6to

1/12/2020 8:08:02 PM lovesg_d I developed very painful autoimmune problems as a result of vaccines before I knew the truth about them.  The pain gets so bad sometimes, I pray to 

die.  Maybe God can forgive these evil people, but I cannot.  #ResistVaccines



1/12/2020 8:08:36 PM nea_storm "And that's why all Brazilians speak Portuguese today. Now, if you dominate the people with violence, they will eventually fight back because they 

have nothing to lose. And that's the key: I go into the favelas and give ..." Fast Five: Answer Yes! We the People have a choice! 2/2 

pic.twitter.com/ycqdfW99OS

1/12/2020 8:08:38 PM parakletosanon No doubt. Be prayed up. Serious times lots of signs. God bless. https://youtu.be/y74cRJjDJtE 

1/12/2020 8:09:25 PM rdelnon I see 4 faces in the rising ash cloud.

Photoshopped?

Comms?

Or is it a kind of Rohrschach test?

1/12/2020 8:10:09 PM the1withthe4ce “i’m walking down the block with my “45” glock” “guns (45) in my hand , tell me who’s the man” who’s the man with the master plan? 45?

-house of pain (who’s the man?)

1/12/2020 8:14:12 PM youstinksoap 2 years ago I got my 1st (& last) flu shot...my eyes became red, swollen and then every fine line & wrinkle cracked...it was very painful.  Also had some 

sort of nerve? muscle? tremors coming from my lower back that continue till today.  Never again.

1/12/2020 8:14:28 PM boxcarbum Nothing worth being so vague and strange about.

1/12/2020 8:16:17 PM nea_storm A voice a while back

echoes here in my heart;

already my heart has been pierced

and Lindoro inflicted the wound.

 

Yes, Lindoro shall be mine;

I swear it, I will win. 

My guardian will refuse me;

I shall sharpen all my wits

In the end he will be calmed

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FwZKjFJ-qo …

1/2 pic.twitter.com/9GyWdcmBLg
1/12/2020 8:19:04 PM nea_storm I am docile, I'm respectful,

I'm obedient, gentle, loving;

I let myself be ruled, I let myself be ruled,

I let myself be guided, I let myself be guided.

 

But,

but if they touch me

on my weak spot,

I'll be a viper

and a hundred tricks

I'll play before I yield

(repeat)

2/2 pic.twitter.com/zXB9ms3kEP
1/12/2020 8:20:32 PM nea_storm I am docile, I'm respectful,

I'm obedient, gentle, loving;

I let myself be ruled, I let myself be ruled,

I let myself be guided, I let myself be guided.

 

But,

but if they touch me

on my weak spot,

I'll be a viper

and a hundred tricks

I'll play before I yield

(repeat)

2/2 pic.twitter.com/i7CHJ0yRtN
1/12/2020 8:20:54 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/IiJYT87QqC

1/12/2020 8:21:47 PM puretonedoug Been aware of the truth for decades....still don’t break codes. Pole shift coming....nothing is going to stop best to begin to prepare

1/12/2020 8:21:55 PM vanysavannah Great info thanks!!

1/12/2020 8:22:19 PM youstinksoap Earth releasing evil energy?

1/12/2020 8:22:48 PM 444_q_ My question is... What do YOU see MJ?

1/12/2020 8:29:17 PM ethereal_shaman We the people need to take our power back.  I moved across the country to a more conservative state, and you're right, we shouldn't have to do that.  

America isn't looking to free as of late. I wish the best for you and yours.

1/12/2020 8:29:50 PM egelone Hey, just curious. what did George Adamski say about anything similar to Goual'd ? thanks

1/12/2020 8:29:51 PM freestateojones It depends on the situation.

1/12/2020 8:32:51 PM lynnpoore4  pic.twitter.com/Ptq8kxM3h9

1/12/2020 8:38:45 PM sweets10111 Unfortunately, they know what they are doing

1/12/2020 8:40:27 PM n7guardiananon Been a long time since the Reagan Years. Even those weren't Great Great!!!  Just great enough for them to be concerned, take the bait, swoop in, and 

enact their plan (which probably was MJ12s plan to begin with...2 birds 1 stone) Dark to Light

1/12/2020 8:40:52 PM lucyc5124 People and more people plus Cat

1/12/2020 8:41:34 PM lucyc5124 And eclipsed very huge orb(s)

1/12/2020 8:42:36 PM lucyc5124 Eclipsed huge orb.

1/12/2020 8:43:19 PM laughingwolf11 Tell you what’s not cool. You’re on my ancestral land and appropriating our Nationalism with no regard to daily acknowledgement of the vale WE 

created in this country and the wars WE fought to make it so. You’d all be speaking fucking guke or kraut if it wasn’t for US!

1/12/2020 8:44:16 PM mongrelglory The real victims!  Now they won't be taken seriously!

1/12/2020 8:46:20 PM believe_coach Laura Silsby...is that who you mean. The friend of the Clintons arrested in Haiti for trying to steal children!

1/12/2020 8:47:32 PM sdane8 I agree. Doctors forget they're providing a service. If I don't like them I remind them of that and then take my business elsewhere.

1/12/2020 8:49:35 PM tryagain1121 Agreed. We have already given the gov far too much authority.  We aren't really free anymore like we think we are. It's an illusion.

1/12/2020 8:49:42 PM n7guardiananon Got Honey? pic.twitter.com/tJji2IZL2w

1/12/2020 8:51:44 PM laughingwolf11 Allies! Hahaha! Yours were just scavengers willing to be on the winning side. Only on US side because WE started winning BECAUSE OF THE LANGUAGE 

OF MY ANCESTORS!!! ...and the resources of U.S. lands.

1/12/2020 8:56:18 PM benniesuewest1 Population control which I am not in favor of.

1/12/2020 8:58:01 PM ravisingkeegan John podesta's face.

1/12/2020 8:58:19 PM sterkinglights1 These photos are perfect.

1/12/2020 9:08:19 PM mongrelglory Thanks for posting!  Great video.  I hope he can start convincing the medical profession to question what they've been taught.

1/12/2020 9:11:10 PM queen_khalifia Is that BHO?

1/12/2020 9:13:28 PM davidg02986909 52?

1/12/2020 9:16:36 PM sdane8 Wow! He has a gift for explaining complex ideas in an easy to understand format. Thank you, I'm off to find more of his videos.



1/12/2020 9:17:02 PM jtarby2 👀 “52” earthquakes 🤔

1/12/2020 9:21:25 PM freedomgaia Nous avons toujours le choix, ce choix la doit devenir collectif maintenant

1/12/2020 9:22:04 PM hartbahar SATAN himself!!

1/12/2020 9:23:24 PM hartbahar Antone see SATAN??

1/12/2020 9:23:59 PM ccenters1 The hell they ain't. They are until they are out of this house. Unfortunately for them this house is not a Democratic Republic it is a Matriarchal Society.

1/12/2020 9:26:47 PM hartbahar I just realized that there are 4 demons in the clouds of smoke with SATAN!!

1/12/2020 9:27:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror (Tweet Impressions) pic.twitter.com/WsMw9fdK4T

1/12/2020 9:27:36 PM realeyethespy K

1/12/2020 9:28:08 PM spauldingshowal 1/17?

1/12/2020 9:29:35 PM catherinetrue4 11/7?

1/12/2020 9:30:20 PM techwench2 Evil Faces!!!

1/12/2020 9:30:30 PM tronyori2 11.7.7.11.

1/12/2020 9:32:09 PM hartbahar That's not a lion that's SATAN and there are 7 demons in those ashy clouds!! I see more and more demons every time I look at these pictures!!

1/12/2020 9:32:18 PM sdane8 More 117 ... 🤔 pic.twitter.com/Pbgb5WzO19

1/12/2020 9:32:27 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/AVpShSZzmX

1/12/2020 9:32:38 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/DwroR8Jo3n

1/12/2020 9:35:59 PM willlove17 REAL numbers??

1/12/2020 9:37:20 PM boy12_jimmy Not sure how these tie together? SA, Alaweed arrest, HRC server in Q hands, Las Vegas Mandalay Bay....something BIG is about to drop...continuing to 

search.

1/12/2020 9:39:59 PM missund79512530 New sheriff in town

1/12/2020 9:40:11 PM boy12_jimmy Money laundering, 9/11, Halliburton, GHWB, W, Cheney?, Also Wray?...

1/12/2020 9:40:18 PM thebeautyist The bottom on is the eagle, it’s in the Bible I think revelation..”one side lion, one side eagle 🙏

1/12/2020 9:41:34 PM dawnblanke1 Mirrored images/self reflection/duality/reflecting images/ simultaneous exsistance .

2 earths that simultaneously exsist within the same space in time within paralleled universes.

7/11

1/12/2020 9:42:46 PM boy12_jimmy Is Friday news worthy? Like the old phony Clinton/Obama news release at 4pm on Friday for the BS media to push their propaganda all weekend 

through the following week. Just like the 4am talking points?

1/12/2020 9:43:26 PM boy12_jimmy That should be this Friday 1/17 news worthy?

1/12/2020 9:45:34 PM speaakn Hmmm 🤔 117= 1/17? Or 117 = 1+1+7=9?

1/12/2020 9:45:57 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/u3vbGYQNGF

1/12/2020 9:46:39 PM highhopesusa Release the Kraken already.

1/12/2020 9:47:33 PM robinabank4 Check out the others... Many are super freaky with the lightening and smoke. The first thing I thought was to PRAY!!!

OTHER TIMES... THEY LOOK REALLY AMAZING AS IS IN THE WARRIORS FOR PEACE

1/12/2020 9:48:29 PM rosefreespeech This is a MUST WATCH VIDEO!! The issue of Vaccines Injuries and Death! It is reported CA & NY are leading the rest of the states making vaccinations 

mandatory! Another reason Patriots must turn all states red! pic.twitter.com/fsnfUkr2e1

1/12/2020 9:51:19 PM antarantanka Here’s another energy figure in comet Love-Joy pic.twitter.com/2f8ePQY5RN

1/12/2020 9:56:43 PM ivasby Q of course 😊🇮🇩💙🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/P0A8u3W186

1/12/2020 9:56:59 PM ryvenger1 OmG! Beast of REVELATIONS!! 

John saw it "rise up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy." 

(Revelation 13:1) It was like a leopard, with feet like the feet of a bear, and had a mouth like a lion.

1/12/2020 9:57:53 PM majic_eyes_qnly M117 bomb.

Don't forget the 'M'.

7.11 million impressions?

7.11M --> M.117

M117 bomb. pic.twitter.com/BSWYhW6Ebm
1/12/2020 9:59:15 PM 1ifbyseaqanon I Look forward to the day we can truly explain "Yah

and our Orian origin!"

1/12/2020 9:59:42 PM 4thedalbys  pic.twitter.com/lzdCrUetYo

1/12/2020 10:01:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly *7.11M --> M11.7

1/12/2020 10:03:58 PM winklerburke My guess: There is one Q... and that covers a lot of territory. Majestic 12 previously indicated it was above, separate, and would engage after Q.  But in 

war, things change?

1/12/2020 10:08:27 PM illuminatilies1 It's only been 2 weeks... Don't mislead yourself #AlwaysTheTruth

1/12/2020 10:12:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/7jnggBYh9L

1/12/2020 10:12:51 PM winterhaus1776 Im curious about that!

1/12/2020 10:15:09 PM tammyrochester2 They should not have put this story in the media. Desensitized public is not good.

1/12/2020 10:19:19 PM qarmyinfo Calm before the storm.

1/12/2020 10:21:54 PM rancideous There's at least 8 faces, probably more.

1/12/2020 10:22:26 PM cdngrannycheryl B52 was the last type of plane to deploy M117s

1/12/2020 10:24:11 PM cdngrannycheryl B52 was the last type of plane to deploy M117s

1/12/2020 10:24:24 PM doyouq I pet goat ii ending...

1/12/2020 10:25:19 PM jayemmorgan Could the straight line in top right corner be one of the lines in the sky (chemtrail), creating a weather front, & somehow geoengineering this horrific 

eruption?

1/12/2020 10:26:31 PM jon2386 Direct energy weapons? pic.twitter.com/5gx3jOsCO3

1/12/2020 10:27:17 PM merkaba369 Is that GW again in the smoke???? Damn him!

1/12/2020 10:31:36 PM stlhandyman Couple faces.

1/12/2020 10:35:10 PM 1ifbyseaqanon I C these guys 1st. pic.twitter.com/NfDOVo6re8

1/12/2020 10:40:41 PM decodematrix 117

1Q

1/12/2020 10:42:31 PM merkaba369 Are you telling people they don't??? What kind of sorcery is this??? Where is Somerset? Someone needs to answer for this. No one, or no THING has 

this authority over anyone else. WTF!

1/12/2020 10:43:09 PM laurenmbradley Sure. @LoveBling6 @JuliansRum @Qanon76 @elenochle @VincentCrypt46 @Time4U2Know @martingeddes @andweknow @2runtherace 

@AGWillliamBarr @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @catturd2

1/12/2020 10:43:17 PM stefanofait I realised that exact same thing a couple of days ago, clear as day.

Coincidence?

I don't think so.

We are antennas, after all.



1/12/2020 10:45:17 PM jackoneilltime1 I recall, Possibly, 45 said in the past: No Important news comes out on Friday.  

Rope a dope move??? pic.twitter.com/44ureCBmuf

1/12/2020 10:47:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 You create the reality we live in through your choices. All "matter" is an expression of consciousness and the conscious will of [them] while it remains 

part of your reality so too shall exist. Symbology will be their downfall enables you to be smart and see the truth.

1/12/2020 10:49:09 PM t_hayden07 They changed the pic in the article!!!

1/12/2020 10:49:21 PM jamesreeddean1 Isaiah 7:11 "Ask the LORD your God for a sign.."

?

1/12/2020 10:53:00 PM grammiejustice Thank you.

1/12/2020 10:56:38 PM peoplewe2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is this tweet related? 

👇

 https://twitter.com/Bruno062418/status/1216540652600807424 …

1/12/2020 10:58:08 PM disquieted_soul Also new followers:

3,249

3 2+4=6 9

3,6,9

noice

1/12/2020 10:58:49 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/A9LAYuWr76

1/12/2020 11:03:05 PM sandy_hook_hoax Delta 9

1/12/2020 11:04:17 PM n7guardiananon Krispy Kreme, Panara Bread gets blasted over Nazi ties but what about Bayer-IG Farben/Monsanto???

1/12/2020 11:04:52 PM kariper90287321 ThankQ so much for the links.

1/12/2020 11:07:20 PM whitelantern6 Many things of interest here. But I must draw some attention to the dark object I circled that only becomes visible when filtering the image. 🧐 

pic.twitter.com/6LnVeVnITR

1/12/2020 11:14:52 PM adsvel Good catch!🧐

1/12/2020 11:18:21 PM kerry555 I saw this pic yesterday and it seems to have lights pic.twitter.com/cwz5mGlbCo

1/12/2020 11:24:04 PM manifest_utopia Actually, they often drop big reports on Fridays near the end of the business day.

1/12/2020 11:38:42 PM elijahqdust Looks like jeff bridges playing Uncle Sam.

1/12/2020 11:39:40 PM adsvel I was loosing my comfort zone 3 times in my life. I had to start again from zero. The first time was a shock for me, the fallowing 2 times I knew what it is 

and I knew what to do, I was prepared by the first time. I reassured myself: - You still have a shelter and food for now.😊

1/12/2020 11:42:54 PM wink5811 Lots of different faces

1/12/2020 11:43:59 PM hansolo89533902 @Malhar4you

1/12/2020 11:47:57 PM adsvel We are creating our own reality with our own thoughts, speech, deeds. Our believes are programs we carry on, the programs which we accept to be 

repeated again and again, which most of us believe is our own identity and which is so hard to lose, so hard to let it go.

1/12/2020 11:49:13 PM bernbennett No one believes me when I tell them!!!!  I’m glad SOMEONE out there agrees with me.

1/12/2020 11:52:25 PM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/2syiH5QtMX

1/12/2020 11:52:35 PM bernbennett By the way...Harry was killed in Ireland in 2014.  Notice the difference?

1/12/2020 11:53:15 PM bernbennett YUP!

1/12/2020 11:57:31 PM jackoneilltime1 Maybe he said on weekend?  At this point I think we can agree that the opposition has no idea when or where the punches will land.  

As we know...it is EVENTS not time.

What an amazing show we are witnessing. 

Our freedom is at hand. 

Lets help others awaken!!!

1/13/2020 12:09:33 AM holotechrd Demons whose days are numbered..

⚡💥💯💪❤️👑👑

1/13/2020 12:10:46 AM manifest_utopia It's quite funny really, we all try to puzzle out the info on what's going to happen when, while the true strength of The Plan is that no one, especially 

cabal/ds, can figure out The Plan and what they're in store for.  Drives [them] crazy. Yes, Freedom is at hand!!!

1/13/2020 12:14:53 AM arthur_kingsley 17 45

1/13/2020 12:20:17 AM amethystnancy Dr Shiva Ayyudurai, M.I.T is doing great work on the Fake Science front.

Don't miss 3 min video re NJ Senate vaccine battle.

"When you constrain Freedom, you constrain Truth & cannot solve problems." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfVt7gXaZK0&feature=emb_logo …

1/13/2020 12:22:28 AM alwaysfinds I see a gray mammoth running over the Spinx in Egypt with Abraham Lincoln's face. Looks like the bust of an old man looking down right below Abes 

chin. The fu*k did I just smoke? Lol

1/13/2020 12:45:30 AM manifest_utopia Yes, thanQ for posting. What a gift his videos are!

1/13/2020 1:01:26 AM adsvel Only the Constant in this United Verse is Changes. Changes are Movement. Movement is Life. The choice between Old and New. The New thing is 

always better than Old one. Don't be collector of old things, let them go. Anyway you are loosing Nothing.

1/13/2020 1:11:17 AM hog_island  https://eraoflight.com/2020/01/06/operation-torch-australia-a-special-report-on-the-geoengineered-firestorms-and-dew-triggered-arson-fires/ …

1/13/2020 1:20:46 AM mountainsblue ...and the fires in Australia. Photo taken by a friend. pic.twitter.com/CmBijYVEYc

1/13/2020 1:21:48 AM stefanofait 👍👍😉

1/13/2020 1:44:07 AM dmkingfisher31  pic.twitter.com/6NTcimkWh2

1/13/2020 1:45:56 AM dmkingfisher31  pic.twitter.com/uVT3lfk2VA

1/13/2020 1:46:52 AM dmkingfisher31  pic.twitter.com/XYgKd6NeyM

1/13/2020 1:47:10 AM dmkingfisher31  pic.twitter.com/6GsvM7IR50

1/13/2020 1:56:22 AM vesperz_ Mushroom cloud yes

1/13/2020 1:56:24 AM therealstevieb I've heard that story as well. don't know if it's true but It wouldn't surprise me.

1/13/2020 2:02:00 AM qanoncomau What if it wasn't a prank

1/13/2020 2:07:14 AM covertress Yes! I'll be selling Stinger Tupelo Honey in my store [soon].  🍯 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1208117497481900035?s=20 …

1/13/2020 2:19:15 AM covertress M11+7?

1/13/2020 2:22:50 AM jollyrob2 date marker?

1/13/2020 2:28:23 AM thankq43599059 Taal is mighty close to Baal.

1/13/2020 2:29:54 AM thankq43599059  pic.twitter.com/2EcswRc58S

1/13/2020 2:42:38 AM dubilujanenz Not normal...................



1/13/2020 2:46:49 AM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Holocaust 2.0 Why were vaccines so important to the Nazi’s? What if they couldn’t use them for warfare but could for healthcare? 

Same outcome. Different execution. Operation Paperclip Things are not as they appear. Americans are...  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2nAnCLk 

1/13/2020 2:57:57 AM 911wokemeup Evil being expelled from the earth?

1/13/2020 3:09:16 AM vincemindfreak monty burns bottom right

1/13/2020 3:16:23 AM dubilujanenz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2020 3:21:31 AM gerriekyle Should make an orgone bubble, look up mike emery on youtube

1/13/2020 3:43:54 AM mrjim1973 Pray for the souls who have sold out for the temporary riches of this world.  God's infinite abundance is available to all who believe, live in faith & show 

unconditional love to each other.  There is more than enough for those in need, never enough for those infected with greed. 

pic.twitter.com/v4XW5x5xL2

1/13/2020 3:45:21 AM __jabird__ The purpose of birth certificates as opposed to certificates of live births. Also social security numbers. = livestock certificates. Traceable. Control 

mechanism.

1/13/2020 3:50:24 AM macsboost How about a game of global peace? https://youtu.be/TmQPi7dfvqY  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2020 3:51:19 AM covertress The Temple of Solomon the King

the #massive #occult #library from 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://covertress.com/library-of-alexandria/ … pic.twitter.com/XJzvS2mY4V

1/13/2020 3:54:48 AM smalltownindy We can expect another huge push for vaccines after the WEF in Davos late Jan. The big measles scare of 2019 started the day following the conclusion 

of 2019 conference. Bonus: This year WEF is formally allied with UN.

 https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/10/davos-2020-wef-world-economic-forum-theme/ …

 https://www.weforum.org/press/2019/06/world-economic-forum-and-un-sign-strategic-partnership-framework …

1/13/2020 3:57:11 AM sterkinglights1 Drop 851? Good reading material.

1/13/2020 4:00:45 AM cookiesweikert Yes. God always makes a way for those who seek His Widom

1/13/2020 4:02:03 AM covertress "the temple of solomon the king"

breaks  http://gematrix.org  

try adding it

😂

#ICanBreakAnythingYouCanBuildBetter

1/13/2020 4:03:42 AM mrjim1973 Your technical evaluation blurs the truth of this place.  

Yes, many are there.

Los Angeles & several other major cities controlled by the elite ruling class of America exhibit the evils of duality in this realm.

 http://www.laalmanac.com/social/so14.php 

Peace be with you.🕊 pic.twitter.com/EdMsXNyGYs

1/13/2020 4:05:48 AM dark_2_light_17 On a MUCH smaller scale 😆 pic.twitter.com/qClQFjJkXn

1/13/2020 4:06:27 AM ssmith2061  https://youtu.be/5xzZDaREhrA             

Very good interview

1/13/2020 4:08:05 AM trollingmockin1 Or evidence

1/13/2020 4:13:41 AM smalltownindy Another craptastic import: The Frankfort School. Freud + Marxism = Moral/ Spiritual decay and the slow death of American Public Schools. 

https://youtu.be/4h_iC-UOCCc 

1/13/2020 4:24:25 AM dmkingfisher31 What does it look like to you?

1/13/2020 4:25:48 AM derrichetto1 True. Thank God We have a President and Patriots, taking down this Evil. It will come to an end. God is in Control.

1/13/2020 4:25:49 AM vaderman454 Think LARP

1/13/2020 4:28:18 AM mongrelglory There are a lot of soldiers who died at Dieppe who would disagree with you.  I think I will mute you now.

 https://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/history/second-world-war/1942-dieppe-raid …

1/13/2020 4:28:36 AM christo76444109 The M117...hasnt been in service for years...whats the relevance?

1/13/2020 4:28:57 AM fansblowing3 11.7 million

1/13/2020 4:33:13 AM christo76444109 OMG another 52 reference 🤔

1/13/2020 4:36:43 AM parkshatesyou  pic.twitter.com/NA4wlITixM

1/13/2020 4:38:39 AM 2dlbhun1d7znn9p 52 earthquake, 52 targets, # 52 on top of Dr Epstein wife truck? Any ideas pic.twitter.com/5I4qnEDIIc

1/13/2020 4:47:05 AM mongrelglory I always like the way Aaron describes how we can manifest the reality we want: https://youtu.be/Ofme3re1GZ0 

1/13/2020 4:51:17 AM godfamcountry It's overwhelming.  Especially looking into #SomersetBelenoff.  To know the level of corruption is so deep makes me feel like giving up and live in a 

bubble again.  We are talking centuries of evil here.  I'm sure plenty of people tried manifesting that out. What's different?

1/13/2020 5:01:28 AM hambrickro 😎 Heads Up , rumor has it that the next "preventive" vaccine will concern EBOLA 😳 That's right , along with a PATENT ! Allegedly containing LIVE 

Ebola virus , which has mutated to a more deadly variation of the strain. BUYER BEWARE - depopulation is the goal - useless eaters😎

1/13/2020 5:06:10 AM lstak1967 Stop getting vaccinations and start talking about it.  I am protecting my family and trying to make others aware.  I’m trying to do@my part.

1/13/2020 5:12:44 AM hrlymomma3 I’m not scared to tell them hell no I wish I would of known this when my kids were little 26 years ago lol

1/13/2020 5:15:44 AM hrlymomma3 Home school they don’t teach our kids nothing but lies

1/13/2020 5:18:51 AM nattylitecoin Sigils

1/13/2020 5:19:34 AM realclaywilcox 4 years ago today...

What happened to that @FBI revolt?

Oh yeah @Comey and @POTUS44 “cleared” @HillaryClinton 

[HRC]

#WWG1WGA

@GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @NSAGov @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheJusticeDept @DonaldJTrumpJr @JoeDiGenova @zerohedge 

@IngrahamAngle @USAttorneys pic.twitter.com/ppPQ3iuDid
1/13/2020 5:24:15 AM mateuszwala Chain reaction.

1Q=9

Challenge yourself. You'll be suprised.

1/13/2020 5:34:28 AM paul_nc_rep  pic.twitter.com/MoHMhnSMs7

1/13/2020 5:38:33 AM kevinmruel IRAN has taken Iraq I've Before...!!! It's Biblical...!!!

 https://youtu.be/LVJjXOgLQkc 

@Qanon76 @M2Madness @realDonaldTrump @dbongino @DonaldJTrumpJr @codeofvets @DiamondandSilk @AussiePatriotQ @DeepStateExpose 

@IPOT1776 @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @prayer_wins @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .......

1/13/2020 5:39:52 AM fansblowing3 Nice symbol they got for their operation 😒 pic.twitter.com/NDCrmALtZw

1/13/2020 5:45:17 AM sethric61410528 I see an espresso machine ... with wings ...



1/13/2020 5:47:29 AM toneyv33750364 I think it’s the unrestricted Access to porn or any other garbage out on the Internet today ! Parents talk to your children explain what’s real and what’s 

not . I raised a son and a daughter and now I’m a big part of my grandson life. Parents must interact with there children.

1/13/2020 5:50:57 AM momekool1 That’s supposed to make them cautious. That fact is suppose to make them want to get married first. God’s Way in this IS marriage before sex.

1/13/2020 5:52:08 AM elliot_drazen @Jordan_Sather_

@martingeddes

@SayWhenLA

@EyesOnQ

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@LisaMei62

@C_3C_3

@Imamofpeace

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@Inevitable_ET

@HeshmatAlavi

@M2Madness

@RealMattCouch

@Thomas1774Paine

@GregRubini

@rising_serpent

@InstantDharma
1/13/2020 5:52:53 AM mateuszwala Big O means 0?

What if?

Alice in Wonderland?

1/13/2020 5:53:06 AM toneyv33750364 Keep them off the phone and the Internet! Kids need to be outside getting dirty . Motorcycle, horses, baseball, hunting,fishing, waterskiing what ever it 

takes to keep them busy being kids .🙏🇺🇸. Which includes a good Christian value church.

1/13/2020 5:53:15 AM ms1481 What do YOU see?

1/13/2020 5:59:03 AM lorieve I see lots of car washing in their future. That ash gets everywhere.

1/13/2020 6:04:43 AM kchiki This is a really fantastic shift from one generation to the next! I think I needed to hear/read it today. Thank you! #GenY

1/13/2020 6:11:29 AM aleks8837  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

1/13/2020 6:12:26 AM bobbiequilts 4 those who refuse to take vaccines, research the effectiveness of taking D3 and K2 every day.  I worked in ER, never took the flu shot (Dr. approved-

allergies), and never got sick with anything and I was in rooms before diagnosis.  D3 5000iu daily, 10,000 for three days exposed

1/13/2020 6:15:01 AM awake369wwg1wga Awesome!! Thank you so much🙏🙏🙏

1/13/2020 6:25:18 AM deplorable7684 smack dab in the middle is Thanos. kek

1/13/2020 6:28:41 AM justifi78326842 Hitler was the first to introduce his army with cocaine and that was so that they don’t eat much then he introduce fluoride in the water to make his 

people docile, they had no fight in them!🤨

1/13/2020 6:30:09 AM kevinallin Planets aligned.

Neptune, venus, mercury, pluto, saturn, Jupiter, mars. pic.twitter.com/lo7KJ52qdx

1/13/2020 7:20:08 AM michellion Trump has been talking about releasing healing technologies. Hopefully we’ll be able to cure all auto immune issues. pic.twitter.com/X9euEeZoOX

1/13/2020 7:23:52 AM dottie_french I have nothing to lose by sharing this... https://projectspeak.net/18-january-2019-0044 …

1/13/2020 7:24:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 You can't make this stuff up. https://pagesix.com/2020/01/12/canadian-billionaire-frank-giustra-providing-luxe-hideout-for-prince-harry-meghan-

markle/ …

1/13/2020 7:25:44 AM nikoscali Thought they were doing this to get away from the drama, did someone forget to fill them in??

1/13/2020 7:26:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 It's going to be biblical. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/biblical-prophecy-fulfilled-floodwater-flows-21269525 …

1/13/2020 7:27:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are stupid. https://www.studyfinds.org/sestrin-could-pill-replace-exercise-protein-mimics-effects-of-working-out/ …

1/13/2020 7:27:46 AM bbobbio71 Well that definitely connects Harry's "sign" when he was photographed with FLOTUS. 

Symbolism will be their downfall.

1/13/2020 7:28:29 AM bbobbio71 Maybe more Red Pills eh?

1/13/2020 7:28:34 AM keith369me Uranium, Clinton Foundation...Harry/Megan running from the pedo monarchy into the hands of a world class criminal.  A step up?

1/13/2020 7:28:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did LI fluster 45 RE Tech Labor?

 https://www.yahoo.com/news/pompeo-plans-dinner-tech-leaders-225938488.html …

1/13/2020 7:28:49 AM fluck_gloria Just plain lazy!

1/13/2020 7:29:02 AM jeff57253103 I believe it. Is there video footage so I can share?

1/13/2020 7:29:26 AM n7guardiananon and supposedly Bayer was buying or renting people from the camps for tests.

why wasn't this investigated and reported more MSM?

1/13/2020 7:30:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 B2 https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2020/01/20/william-barr-trumps-sword-and-shield …

1/13/2020 7:30:24 AM americanpetal 🧐

1/13/2020 7:30:47 AM jamesfyffe13 That’s yet to be seen

1/13/2020 7:30:53 AM americanpetal Is 72 writing this script?

1/13/2020 7:31:29 AM keith369me A pill will not replace exercise for this body.  What possibly could go wrong with this quick fix?

1/13/2020 7:31:41 AM loosedemon1 there's a comet en-route that can apparently be now seen, it's going to be closest to earth in 2022 - I wonder if this might be the "star of Bethlehem" 

returning & how this might perhaps tie in with "It's going to be Biblical"

1/13/2020 7:32:16 AM neonjoe45  pic.twitter.com/8oMURFgOxd

1/13/2020 7:32:18 AM geekydaddy64 Stupid but still not in jail.

1/13/2020 7:33:14 AM quarkfear1 Follow those damn red stoned rings.. Bolton has photos in his , just not lately ...the big “ mo” is now little mo...& shrinking.. our instincts shine thru!!! 

Nancy is too late to the table.. if she did get in .. 😂🤣😂🤣Hill would Kill🤡😜🤡🤡☠🤡😂🤣👀☠😂😜💯💯💯💯

1/13/2020 7:33:14 AM neonjoe45 3 pic.twitter.com/GuTNp7gTtF

1/13/2020 7:33:15 AM sabreaxe weather manipulation. Not of God.

1/13/2020 7:34:08 AM loosedemon1 I would add to that, the sun's output is changing & changing conditions on the planet & humans, perhaps "Biblical floods, fire & brimstone" coming too?

1/13/2020 7:34:26 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/abOl6G08zx

1/13/2020 7:35:05 AM twilly18 the Director of Selective Service was on cspan this morning.  He said 70% of High School students aren't physically fit for military service.

are we being setup for a fall?

1/13/2020 7:36:38 AM anneolsen43 I thought the home was owned by Russian/Milner



1/13/2020 7:37:17 AM toni848toni I can see the heart attack rate climbing with this one! 😬

1/13/2020 7:37:24 AM stlhandyman Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted: What do you see in the photo?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216528158750539776?s=20 …  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2nAyz-Q 

1/13/2020 7:37:27 AM nikoscali  pic.twitter.com/66akPe1SsY

1/13/2020 7:38:23 AM covertress Yes

"The dinner guest list includes about 15 people, many of them tech industry leaders, including Sarah Friar, the chief executive officer of  

http://Nextdoor.com  Inc., Marc Andreessen, the prominent venture capitalist, and Gregory Becker, the CEO of Silicon Valley Bank."

1/13/2020 7:40:03 AM joeorbit i have to ask why jack's ai hasnt offed mj 12. i followed others that posted things like meghan markle a man and jack whacks them. another gentlemen 

was posting archon theory about the golden gate bridge, gone. call out some pedos, gone. mj 12 seems to have carte blanche.

1/13/2020 7:40:17 AM duggo5768 The same Frank that is in knock deep with the Clintons?

1/13/2020 7:40:34 AM holladay7doc Uranium?  SO weird......

1/13/2020 7:40:45 AM rutkmi No open indictments to date, just endless talk. We'll see.

1/13/2020 7:41:04 AM hawkgirlinmn She really pushed back and it was needed. But why Pompeo? Promis Software origination?

1/13/2020 7:41:16 AM stonecutter357 Q worked for Oracle in one of his private-sector jobs before joining the WH for the CBTS gig.

1/13/2020 7:41:53 AM kassmiass but "financial independence"...

#hypocrites

1/13/2020 7:42:16 AM 0116elliott It’s interesting that the Clintons, Obama‘s, and Oprah seem to be involved 🤷♀️ wonder if the Queen is going to tell all and Megan and Harry are the 

pawns. Moves and countermoves https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1227506/meghan-markle-news-duchess-sussex-prince-harry-queen-

elizabeth-ii-oprah-winfrey …

1/13/2020 7:42:28 AM ewilliams22101 The circles are getting smaller and smaller.  Guistra is a major player in human trafficking.

1/13/2020 7:42:33 AM redpillawakeni  https://www.redpillawakening.com 

1/13/2020 7:43:05 AM roublisa Boom! pic.twitter.com/fyEh9BpFJn

1/13/2020 7:43:49 AM rebornkingent A special kind of stupid.

1/13/2020 7:44:13 AM 0116elliott  https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/obamas-arent-advising-harry-and-meghan-on-royal-transition-sources-say …

1/13/2020 7:44:14 AM worldxplorer1 Stealth Bomber pic.twitter.com/o2diQ3g1DE

1/13/2020 7:44:51 AM scaterinicchio The passage reads: “Then said he unto me: ‘These waters issue forth toward the eastern region and shall go down into the Arabah (a barren basin close 

to the Dead Sea) and when they shall enter into the sea of the putrid waters the waters shall be healed.

1/13/2020 7:45:46 AM ultra_unlimited I’d be curious to hear the MJ 12 take on more recent and novel performance enhancers like GW-50156, MK-677, MK-2866, SR-90009 etc.

1/13/2020 7:47:21 AM scaterinicchio Water is Drying up in the Euphrates in Turkey they are reporting that. Finding fish in the dead sea Springs of fresh water are bubbling up. Can you 

imagine to be the Generation that sees the Return of the Lord how amazing. What a time to be alive!

1/13/2020 7:47:32 AM matt_summersett Second this!

1/13/2020 7:48:17 AM namawlane I love the gym!

1/13/2020 7:49:57 AM hopereeder LET IT BE!!!! LET IT BE!!!

1/13/2020 7:54:20 AM speaakn Nobody knows who Cue really is, JS

1/13/2020 7:55:29 AM agoodyear2015 Guistra is claiming that this is a lie.

1/13/2020 7:57:02 AM earth2nissy ❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

1/13/2020 8:00:19 AM senorcoconut_ 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

1/13/2020 8:00:25 AM janettevalenti9 Definitely what a time to be alive🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/13/2020 8:00:43 AM fansblowing3 “In 2005, he and President Bill Clinton traveled together to Kazakhstan...Giustra acquired shares in three of the country’s state-run uranium 

mines...Months after the Kazakh pact, Giustra reportedly gave a $31.3 million donation to the Clinton Foundation.”   Bribes.

1/13/2020 8:01:22 AM fansblowing3 Next deal they made was Haiti kids for trafficking and/or consumption. pic.twitter.com/SXqSCR26w2

1/13/2020 8:01:29 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/a1MLgdpHFI

1/13/2020 8:05:03 AM mdudley32252893 Not sure what you are trying to say here.  It makes no difference what causes it, it was predicted.  Many of the events detailed in Revelation are due to 

man.

1/13/2020 8:05:12 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/2SZpOlE3AL

1/13/2020 8:05:35 AM barbarylion17 @P0A_Triot23

1/13/2020 8:07:26 AM fansblowing3 We need less work hours so we have time and energy to include more fitness in our lives.

1/13/2020 8:09:12 AM sss_gov @Pat89834702 We apologize for the misspeak. The Director was referring to a statistic by the Pentagon that approximately 71% of the 34 million 17-to-

24-year-olds in the U.S. would not qualify for military service. Thank you.

1/13/2020 8:10:18 AM flyers1776 Demon face resembling podesta

1/13/2020 8:11:59 AM loosedemon1 ....and volcanoes over the world erupting

My understanding is that the sun is the cause - I could be wrong https://www.prisonplanet.com/why-are-volcanoes-all-over-the-globe-suddenly-

shooting-giant-clouds-of-ash-miles-into-the-air.html …

1/13/2020 8:12:09 AM highhopesusa If they aren’t cautious they are probably sociopaths who don’t care if they father children, they’ll just move on & repeat the cycle.

1/13/2020 8:12:41 AM sabreaxe I"m saying there is more to this than whats on the surface..and yes, there is no getting around Revelations.

1/13/2020 8:13:13 AM twilly18 thanks for clearing that up

it's worse than I thought

1/13/2020 8:16:55 AM lightonthehill @SSS_gov How did you find this tweet?

1/13/2020 8:17:53 AM fansblowing3 This is re government contracts?

1/13/2020 8:18:54 AM lightonthehill That's mostly up to you.

1/13/2020 8:18:59 AM house_poseidon To Hades with all of these #fake #royals.

What have [they] ever done to end the #child #rape epidemics or to end #HumanTrafficking?  On the contrary, they profit from misery, rape & #slavery 

pic.twitter.com/2TpmDamqcv

1/13/2020 8:20:32 AM karmamastersall Canadian Frank Guistra with Bill Clinton made Uranium One 

Guitars HUGE Clinton Foundation donor

1/13/2020 8:21:19 AM karmamastersall Yes!

1/13/2020 8:26:30 AM tinasha777 I see what looks to me as a huge demonic being.

1/13/2020 8:26:43 AM exposebeastsys If they are gonna hide, they will need to remove those chip implants

1/13/2020 8:27:43 AM deplorable369 You can see it in the unfiltered photo.  There is also another one on the left side of the volcanic plume.

1/13/2020 8:28:21 AM kevinmruel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2020 8:31:30 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/APompliano/status/1216733442290913285 …

1/13/2020 8:31:30 AM kathleenmckeon6 So Prince Harry will get some type of serving the Public job, Obama will coach him on how to sell out the people like he did (Millions of dollars contract 

to Pearson for common core books) then get it kicked back for Harry's book & live next door in Martha Vineyard on the ocean.

1/13/2020 8:31:56 AM integrityneeded 😂😂🤣🤣😂🙂



1/13/2020 8:33:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Spartacus]

We knew this day would arrive, only a question of when. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1216751912474882048 …

1/13/2020 8:34:34 AM twistdginger He’s no leader

1/13/2020 8:34:36 AM envisioninge Vaccines.....the new Holocaust targeting the gullible....

1/13/2020 8:34:47 AM lavenderlives 5 Clone Spartacus can't keep up with @POTUS 🇺🇸

😋

1/13/2020 8:35:07 AM brainfreeze76 We all know they all drop out but trump and Biden

1/13/2020 8:35:34 AM tru1dy Goodbye Spartacus

1/13/2020 8:35:35 AM twilly18 1+1 = 3

how much sweet contribution cash can a candidate keep

1/13/2020 8:35:47 AM adamjubal If you and others would like to learn more about solar weather @TheRealS0s has a youtube channel with years of excellent content. Search Suspicious 

Observers on Utube.

1/13/2020 8:36:35 AM trueaccept  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareidolia 

pareidolia păr″ī-dō′lē-ə

n.The perception of a recognizable image or meaningful pattern where none exists or is intended, as the perception of a face in the surface features of 

the moon.

1/13/2020 8:38:25 AM matoozie Is he lawyering up?

1/13/2020 8:38:49 AM n7guardiananon too close for comfort

1/13/2020 8:39:14 AM theyhe Might as well rename him Departacus.

1/13/2020 8:39:51 AM loosedemon1 Thank you

1/13/2020 8:41:33 AM internetusr F

1/13/2020 8:41:37 AM carliestar10 And Trump's DOJ DOES NOTHING!!

Laws are for Little People.....

WAKE UP SHEEP!!! They are clearing the path for Hildabeat to run again!!

Government is a rigged joke!! https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2020/01/hillary-clinton-justice-department-investigation-results …

1/13/2020 8:42:39 AM boogeymanhunter 4:15 - 4:17  🇺🇸

This Video Will Get Donald Trump Elected  https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ  via @YouTube

1/13/2020 8:42:47 AM kindeandtrue Because he has covered up all of Trump's crimes?

1/13/2020 8:43:56 AM jollyrob2 Jail for JB any time soon?

1/13/2020 8:46:02 AM kevinmruel Sad.... this is what Hollywood does to our children and grandchildren ,Mind Control Made To Kill Our ENTIRE Family and Country.

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic 

@prayer_wins #OscarNoms https://twitter.com/WayneDupreeShow/status/1216759561467715585 …

1/13/2020 8:47:09 AM ghostanon6120 de [partacus]      :)

1/13/2020 8:48:13 AM aleks8837 Yup.*crossing fingers* 😁

1/13/2020 8:48:34 AM purplefavorite1 Now it's time to arrest him and his buddy for coming up with the Jussie Smollett hoax

1/13/2020 8:49:07 AM aleks8837 There ARE 150.000 sealed indictments since Trump was inaugurated though!

1/13/2020 8:49:12 AM bhopki Shocking news indeed - if you ignore the fact that they are all trannies. Wonder why the majestic/Q never point this out - if they are genuinely 

interested in draining the swamp it would surely be worth a mention at the very least. But nada!

1/13/2020 8:49:33 AM dakotobol  https://english.palinfo.com/news/2020/1/11/israel-opens-rainwater-dams-floods-gaza-farmlands …

1/13/2020 8:50:26 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/TEVRAFnwSU

1/13/2020 8:50:32 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/qTraR99uJl

1/13/2020 8:51:27 AM tugginghboat Thermo energy pic.twitter.com/g9fMlHateR

1/13/2020 8:51:52 AM tugginghboat So much heat and energy

1/13/2020 8:52:34 AM werascending Isn’t it funny to see all these Liberals following Majestic 12 and Q? 🤣🤣🤣

1/13/2020 8:53:08 AM werascending Jussie, Jussie, Jussie???

1/13/2020 8:53:51 AM werascending 🤣🤣🤣

1/13/2020 8:55:21 AM lightonthehill What would you have to change in your life in order to spend less time working and commuting?

1/13/2020 8:56:54 AM laurabusse Hopefully a set up

1/13/2020 9:00:14 AM covertress You're welcome. 🙂

1/13/2020 9:01:06 AM tylerwhannelsrq It has always been this for that.

1/13/2020 9:01:11 AM yellahabibihela Hate to burst everyone's bubble but this happens with virtually every heavy rainfall in Israel.

This is nothing new.

1/13/2020 9:08:57 AM jeeemig Smile... pic.twitter.com/qoYBG6hZn4

1/13/2020 9:09:17 AM rutkmi But no public consequences to date for ANY of the numerous crimes committed and documented.

1/13/2020 9:10:32 AM laurabusse LOL

1/13/2020 9:11:16 AM laurabusse Too comfortable for comfort

1/13/2020 9:12:16 AM laurabusse What's your secret

1/13/2020 9:12:52 AM mcpatriot64 Good news!

1/13/2020 9:14:26 AM collinsusa4ever Why Is this woman so important, she can show up at The White House, Camp David, any palace, anytime and anywhere she wants and be let in with no 

notice? pic.twitter.com/Kyku7p4ny9

1/13/2020 9:16:28 AM mcpatriot64 Eating

1/13/2020 9:28:39 AM allseeinge_y_e Uranuim one

1/13/2020 9:28:43 AM rachaelangelm Arrest that guy for human trafficking

1/13/2020 9:30:58 AM mike72279593 Knowing it's bad is the first step. Enlightenment is suppressed in their world/ mainstream. But once you know better, you can act. A fire always starts 

with a spark.

1/13/2020 9:34:13 AM keith369me ...and the clone of Hillary sweeps in at the last second to replace Bernie who suffers his second “heart attack”

1/13/2020 9:34:34 AM dremation11 This all smells rotten.......

1/13/2020 9:36:17 AM jebsmirk Whelp, guess I'm a Bernie bro now

1/13/2020 9:38:14 AM lightlove21121 A bit of a star Gate..?

1/13/2020 9:39:19 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

2020新年に向けてのトランプ大統領インタビュー

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 https://youtu.be/-eduyky_Zdc 
1/13/2020 9:39:36 AM mike72279593 And i see 52

1/13/2020 9:39:58 AM know_when_2fold they can't be hiding that well if we all know where they are hiding



1/13/2020 9:41:50 AM frankyanker @jack

 fleeing to Africa

H. Clinton taking a job in Ireland

@princeharryh

 fleeing the Royals

@iamcardib

 fleeing you Nigeria

 There's a congressman that recently announced he's terminally ill

They are shitting their pants!
1/13/2020 9:42:16 AM stonecutter357 None of "us" do but until then I go by who fits Q's profile. Who has the Mil Int & tech background experience? Who replaced Gen. Flynn as Nat Sec 

advisor? Who was assigned as Pence's Nat Sec advisor & has had full uninterrupted access to WH & AF1? Who remains after others gone?

1/13/2020 9:43:27 AM frankyanker Alice in wonderland

1/13/2020 9:44:01 AM brienthess So you want contact with #ET, and don't do a meditation like #CE5 looking for contact with ETI?

Several "Federation" species, and their allies incl. the Central Race, can briefly take over the #MKUltra satellites and perform synthetic telepathy 

functions. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2020 9:46:58 AM carolva97910854 52!

1/13/2020 9:47:18 AM stonecutter357 Profiling is a science & can be applied to both Black Hats & White Hats. Occam's Razor is usually correct. For shits & giggles, look up Keith Kellogg. 

Cohen-Watnick  is his civilian counterpart. Q is a Team of 10 btw.

1/13/2020 9:48:16 AM babypaw2 Two Faces

1/13/2020 9:49:54 AM ezdoesit_ I don’t see it.

1/13/2020 9:50:52 AM moemc8 Jussie Smollet info incoming I hope.

1/13/2020 9:54:02 AM notblind2thetru Does this really say they're using flies for their experiments?

🤦♀️trained flies? Why do people trust this crap?

Oh my goodness...

Stop being deceived by everything.

Get ready the Lord is returning soon.

1/13/2020 9:54:27 AM wwg1wga93583681 anons called this pic.twitter.com/Jv9aIengiJ

1/13/2020 9:57:27 AM laura_twelve Must of been difficult, he was so popular......to himself

1/13/2020 9:59:23 AM mml111mml111 Drop those Jussie details.

1/13/2020 9:59:34 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/5ai8K30L2T

1/13/2020 10:02:52 AM phreatomagnetic Are they protecting their bloodline?

Worried about the future

1/13/2020 10:04:03 AM truth_again Isn’t he Bill Clinton’s buddy and took the Lolita express as well?

1/13/2020 10:14:37 AM thenotobvious ❤️♾❤️

1/13/2020 10:27:14 AM april10521252 And the fact that we know weather is controlled,  so nothing is a miracle, it's all by design

1/13/2020 10:31:56 AM fionasdestiny67  https://www.breakingisraelnews.com/143164/prophecy-appears-rivers-flow-from-jerusalem-into-the-dead-sea/ …

1/13/2020 10:32:36 AM cocopuffster12 Trust The Plan

1/13/2020 10:36:23 AM majic_eyes_qnly Twitter have been censoring Majestic 12's account, especially with recent updates to the mobile app. There will be a reaction to it. Their tweet 

impressions in the last few months:

SEP 18.3M

OCT 19.7M

NOV 20.4M

DEC 14.6M

JAN 7.11M https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216147750535999489?s=20 …
1/13/2020 10:37:40 AM majic_eyes_qnly So I don't know if my decode is right but it was something I found by including the 'M'. Maybe there's something to it because it's a military bomb. No 

coincidences. Prince Alwaleed ('Dopey') is connected to running Twitter....

1/13/2020 10:39:12 AM majic_eyes_qnly I explained in my most recent video that I think Prince Alwaleed will get arrested again by the US Mil/US Gov't because of new crimes he committed in 

the last 2-3 years, even though he managed to escape the Saudi Arabia arrests in November 2017. It's a trap. Trust the plan.

1/13/2020 10:40:41 AM aahhhooohmmmm Chess ♟

1/13/2020 10:42:34 AM majic_eyes_qnly Publisher vs. Platform debate. Companies can't claim the advantages of being both while not suffering the disadvantages of either. All of this 

censorship by big tech is a trap. MILITARY CAN TAKE CONTROL. See this tweet: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073777680435306496?s=20 …

1/13/2020 10:44:56 AM majic_eyes_qnly So yeah, the M117 bomb has a delay mechanism so that it burrows further into the target before exploding. Deeper inside. Military trap. That's my 

guess anyway. Something new I found compared to 7.11 (November 7th) and stuff people had already said so far.

1/13/2020 10:46:03 AM elijahqdust It's remarkable how the very best form for recieving a television singnal is a head with two arms stretching to the sky... How remarkable that a radio 

antenna resembles a set of ribs. I'm sure scientist tried all kinds of shapes only to find that it's just how it works ✝️ pic.twitter.com/zhb3zYWlQr

1/13/2020 10:47:02 AM rosscarwalker Yes it is

1/13/2020 10:48:47 AM terryvernonsmi3 wow! 🇺🇸

1/13/2020 10:48:51 AM elijahqdust And a dish? Well 📡 don't even get me started on how many mobius forms exist that tie in to this subject pic.twitter.com/aq1H1TOK2M

1/13/2020 10:50:39 AM elijahqdust But they all have to have a ground. pic.twitter.com/e20n8BHOzF

1/13/2020 10:51:19 AM mongrelglory Frank Giustra is so disgustingly evil and corrupt, as are Harry and Meghan.  People are mad that Trudeau says that taxpayers will foot their security 

costs, while Trudeau is cancelling health care coverage for Canadians who travel out of the country! 😠

1/13/2020 10:54:40 AM elijahqdust Enough signaling and before you know it... You get ready for to harvest... So transmit the holy spirit for a day will come. pic.twitter.com/Aj80OuG3xN

1/13/2020 10:55:17 AM mongrelglory MJ-12...when you keep making these "biblical" references, are you saying it's the Cabal who are pushing their apocalyptic, biblical agenda, or it's 

collective consciousness manifesting "biblical justice", just as we're manifesting the number 17?

1/13/2020 10:59:03 AM mongrelglory I think MJ-12 is referencing the "narrative" which is being pushed in the media.  Trying to make us aware of their propaganda.

1/13/2020 10:59:06 AM ldgray1 his name must have been on the google records for Juicy!

1/13/2020 11:01:26 AM daisymay117 Based on the numbers I don’t think he was ever in it

1/13/2020 11:05:32 AM rachaelangelm Idk what is really going on here

1/13/2020 11:07:56 AM bigjim72332449 Since the news isn’t telling us the new. You may have to look elsewhere for The Arrests that taken place!

1/13/2020 11:09:37 AM mongrelglory I don't understand... who is LI?  Could you explain what you're referring to DRT?

1/13/2020 11:09:46 AM lizzah_83 Is adding sea salt brine necessary to create structured water w/ spinning in vortex?

1/13/2020 11:11:27 AM hawkgirlinmn Laura Ingraham. Watch her interview with DJT and you will see how she calls him out on immigration as it relates to white collar jobs.



1/13/2020 11:20:05 AM mightymouse211 Amen #GodWins 🙏🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺🦁👑❤️ God bless you patriot

1/13/2020 11:27:14 AM ethanaidenizjah Who do we talk to about lead's to these people's traps?

1/13/2020 11:27:46 AM azuremagus I feel sad for Harry I hope he wakes up soon.

1/13/2020 11:28:53 AM ethanaidenizjah Nice. Thank you.

1/13/2020 11:33:00 AM bunnehbooboo Training camp...

1/13/2020 11:39:55 AM bbobbio71 17 has been a hot number lately

1/13/2020 11:41:07 AM momekool1 Q is many people, not one

1/13/2020 11:41:25 AM westmount_d7 They set Megan up as a quasi Canadian from the beginning. Ridiculous. The start was when Reitmans Canada Ltd engaged her as a brand ambassador 

in 2017 (fashion retail stores in 🇨🇦).  Organized nonsense. Ya think Reitmans made money off the royal marriage?🧐

1/13/2020 11:41:42 AM momekool1 No he doesn’t get flustered. Lol

1/13/2020 11:44:07 AM momekool1 Miracles are very real, but they have manipulated God’s creation. Therefore most bad weather is the cabal, but when it’s prophetic it’s of God, & it’s 

always foretold.

1/13/2020 11:44:57 AM mongrelglory Ah thanks!

1/13/2020 11:45:07 AM joeorbit thank you.

1/13/2020 11:46:22 AM covertress You're welcome.

1/13/2020 11:46:36 AM the_loveoflight Great question! What does it seem like to you?

1/13/2020 11:47:37 AM mongrelglory He was still in the race?  I thought he fell off his chariot ages ago! 🤣🤣🤣

1/13/2020 11:47:56 AM djlok It’s interesting to see what that means to everyone. Everything ranging from something YUGE to an event that is straight from a Bible story. 

I’m thinking it’s both.  I guess “we’ll see what happens.”  

Act III

1/13/2020 11:49:54 AM qkellyl We knew this day would come 

🙄🙄👇🏻😂😂🤔🤔🤔you see this right 

@TRUreporting @ pic.twitter.com/Xi7GIStPrl

1/13/2020 11:50:06 AM juliaro29643743 I all about BTC!  Way more productive than THC!

1/13/2020 11:52:24 AM juliaro29643743 Agreed...attention seeking...if anyone had anything real to say and help, what’s the big hairy secret?

1/13/2020 11:53:41 AM qkellyl @TRUreporting 

Ahahahaha omg ahahahah

This is amazing!!!!

Fo YOU SEE this? 😎

🤣🤣😂🤣😁😆

😇 pic.twitter.com/o2PCso7EN3

1/13/2020 11:56:40 AM mongrelglory I guess I see the Bible as having been edited by the Cabal to push their propaganda about "end-times"...

1/13/2020 11:57:51 AM phreatomagnetic These guys? pic.twitter.com/xULDRh7aex

1/13/2020 11:58:39 AM djlok Yeah. I even saw where  one person was predicting something Biblical meant something having to do with Adam Schiff and his wife Eve.

1/13/2020 11:58:49 AM april10521252 How can we be sure of the difference between prophecy and someone using time travel/looking glass stuff to create a prophecy type situation?

1/13/2020 11:59:44 AM zrickety A little bit of both I think. Real prophecy mixed with real edits.

1/13/2020 12:18:36 PM qkellyl 833 time stamp/ drop 833 

From whom?? 👁

1/13/2020 12:21:47 PM samsmith0319 And WHY???...👀...

1/13/2020 12:26:01 PM lorirrr Bill Clinton's good friend?  Amazing...

1/13/2020 12:33:20 PM citizencitizenc Don't know about the other one but lightening is common in large volcanic eruptions.

1/13/2020 12:35:37 PM mongrelglory Good grief!  I was more referring to the Vatican/ET Cabal concerning Bible edits.  I didn't realize Adam Schiff's wife was named Eve!  🙄

1/13/2020 12:41:36 PM stevenha Thank-you for this. I'm one-hour into the video, understanding it all ( minor vocabulary substitutions), and how do I get from start to mastery and 

beyond, asap.?

1/13/2020 12:42:37 PM iaumatu 7/11

That one occurred to me this morning, at 7:11 AM, of course. No coincidences.

1/13/2020 12:44:21 PM christo76444109 We have BLU-109 w/ nose cones as penetrator bombs...food for thought. M117 had explosive removed and retro fitted for leaflet bombs...propaganda 

leaflets?

1/13/2020 12:46:31 PM clhendershot ThanQ @LoveBling6 @covertress @ZRanchLady @FNMedia_USA @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Disprop45895392 @RavenFoundation 

@circuitriderz @ImaPatriot8 @woman3290 @martingeddes @55true4u @55true4u @artificialcaged @catturd2 @crlord14 @dylanlink16 

@gracelover712 @jeanenev @MettleMeta GO https://twitter.com/LoveBling6/status/1216797476805439489 …

1/13/2020 12:48:05 PM americanpetal I’m thinking it’s along biblical prophesy. Especially more so since MJ posted the clouds with the faces. I got the impression he was seeding that.

1/13/2020 12:51:38 PM freeandoriginal Teaming up ...

1/13/2020 12:55:26 PM nickcpace1 I miss that dimwit already!!! Lie

1/13/2020 12:57:00 PM ckay54 😃

1/13/2020 1:00:29 PM capparmenter Oh I'm SURE he got the advance warning about the Smolett case emails that are gonna' come out.....LOL !!!

1/13/2020 1:01:51 PM subtidal4 Agreed it’s dumb. I workout as much for mental health as physical health. However, people have gotten rich off much dumber ideas.

1/13/2020 1:02:48 PM dubilujanenz Yes, it was the other one I was talking of.... Very strange formation I thought.

1/13/2020 1:03:20 PM ivasby An old energy depicted in an awful face facing to the right pic.twitter.com/G3Eu7PlIYQ

1/13/2020 1:03:24 PM mongrelglory Let's just hope the "end times" are for the Cabal, and not for the rest of us! 😎

1/13/2020 1:04:57 PM americanpetal Yes🤓 This was the tweet.  https://t.co/HzbIHloxru  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1216528158750539776?s=21 …

1/13/2020 1:10:39 PM qkellyl @TRUreporting @atlantis000000

@IPOT1776 @RedPill78

@TheCollectiveQ @atlantis000000 @Fuknutz @shake_awake @qqqueenbeee @SeanCordicon @PatriotBluesT 

The date on these’ 

Look at THIS ACCOUNT thomas.. 

SPM’ 

Over the 🎯here’. 

Its going to be what? pic.twitter.com/h6iwypSfZ4
1/13/2020 1:11:58 PM alexandercody7 There is even more to see, it's incredible I can't even express myself.. https://youtu.be/ujqQ3MUMgV4 

1/13/2020 1:12:44 PM ivasby  pic.twitter.com/OYzVAA7hNt

1/13/2020 1:17:05 PM burgersandra Q # 3756, 3740 - "Something BIG is coming." More than one level of meaning.

1/13/2020 1:17:27 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/KlasfeldReports/status/1216800338906435585 …

1/13/2020 1:25:54 PM theraphinj Start here https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0iZxJbxIXdY …



1/13/2020 1:27:10 PM theraphinj If your further interested..

 http://goldenmean.info/ 

1/13/2020 1:27:51 PM theraphinj Always this too..

 http//: http://Theraphi.net 

1/13/2020 1:31:01 PM alexandercody7 Oh and for those not having much time look at following timestamps (sorry don't know how to link them :S)

4:44

5:05

6:55

1/13/2020 1:38:58 PM allahuniversal 1:17

? https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1216831110849728516?s=19 …

1/13/2020 1:39:47 PM nschlange I know I ask too many questions, but can I ask you 1 more? What can be so bad that it would put 99 percent of us in the hospital? We already know 

about some really shocking and scary stuff, babies, kids, sacrifices, pedovores. So can you tell me what's worse then all that?

1/13/2020 1:39:47 PM qanonnotables shut up

1/13/2020 1:43:27 PM jamesfyffe13 Try not to party too much pic.twitter.com/K5HpVWHK0F

1/13/2020 1:44:46 PM redpilledgal They've already removed the pic from the original article, so everyone needs to archive this pic off-line!

1/13/2020 1:47:34 PM mjlit_4_justice YES!

1/13/2020 1:50:48 PM allahuniversal Comms.

1/13/2020 1:50:57 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA @StormIsUponUs

WTH!!!!!

H.A.A.R.P.  In Action  https://youtu.be/5pZGfe9sBsk  via @YouTube

1/13/2020 1:55:28 PM sterkinglights1 They should be handing out red pills.

1/13/2020 1:57:30 PM nikoscali  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dapweXhhfLU …

1/13/2020 1:58:07 PM qanonnotables It isn’t that deep

1/13/2020 2:01:54 PM allahuniversal It's never a coincidence either.

1/13/2020 2:02:48 PM allahuniversal "Nothing is random.

Everything has meaning." ~ Q

1/13/2020 2:04:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider the following:

- Corporations are buying politicians and scientists to force Vaccine compliance.

- Legal immunity from prosecution results in righteous persecution.

- Education officials are now financially benefiting from mandated vaccinations.

1/13/2020 2:04:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 So let us ask you this:

If you don't agree with Government mandated vaccinations in order to be brainwashed by the Department of "Education" how do you say no when 

your politician's wont represent you?

1/13/2020 2:04:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Formal education discourages physical activity, healthy eating, and holistic living.

- Food served at schools is below prison food standards.

- Money and wealth are subjects not taught in public education.

- Private education facilities are overrun by pedophile cults and money.

1/13/2020 2:04:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Education system manufactures employess who are enslaved by a debt to income fiat money magick system.

- Education discourages critical thinking, creative though, individuality, and spirituality.

- Education focuses on verifiably false propaganda and punishes those who question

1/13/2020 2:05:33 PM kirgan_p 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

1/13/2020 2:05:44 PM guy_karen We are trapped like rats

1/13/2020 2:06:06 PM adamberns Find out who's lobbying them...

1/13/2020 2:06:28 PM circuitriderz 😉😇

1/13/2020 2:07:12 PM qaphsiel17 Send in John Wick.

1/13/2020 2:07:34 PM capitalkid hard to vote them out when they own both choices on the ballot

1/13/2020 2:08:36 PM islandofdelight WAKE THEM UP TOO

1/13/2020 2:09:02 PM islandofdelight #UNSEALEPSTEIN

1/13/2020 2:09:25 PM freestateojones Remove and replace.

1/13/2020 2:09:28 PM corn_hole Opt out of the system.  Home school.  Just Say No to forced vaccinations.

1/13/2020 2:09:40 PM anitakingsbauer Refuse to get vaccines and home school

1/13/2020 2:11:45 PM subtidal4 If “vote them out” doesn’t work (I live in a liberal district), maintain conscience objection - holding on by a thread.

1/13/2020 2:11:54 PM mscronkat Seems that voting them out won’t help, since the new ones who take over don’t care about this issue either. More public knowledge is necessary, in 

my opinion.

1/13/2020 2:11:58 PM majic_eyes_qnly Arrest and prosecute the Old Government and start a New Government controlled by We, the People.

‘This is not another 4-year election, this is the crossroads in the history of civilisation....’

Crossroads = 4 years 

4th year = PAIN

January 20 2020-2021 = POTUS 45’s 4th year T1
1/13/2020 2:13:12 PM jaded_pearl In my state there are religious exemptions. Not sure if you have to subscribe to a specific belief system. Why can't we just declare a right to control our 

own body under the 22nd Amendment?

1/13/2020 2:13:18 PM andoniandothard I like the person who tweeted send in John Wick. They have the system rigged so voting won’t work

1/13/2020 2:13:23 PM qanonnotables Hyperbole and poor application here

1/13/2020 2:13:28 PM adsvel These are local fluctuations of climate. There are many reasons, but one main reason is human collective consciousness shift.

1/13/2020 2:14:14 PM egelone dear mj, can u pls recommend a good approach for fasting? thanks

1/13/2020 2:15:49 PM twilly18 dumb kids grow up to be dumb adults who don't ask questions

1/13/2020 2:16:00 PM hambrickro 🤔 Wonder how many Congressional members have had their hands in the "cookie jar". Cookie Jar aka "SEXUAL HARASSMENT SLUSH FUND" 😡 You 

can dress them up in 3-piece suit or a dress from Gucci - THEY ARE STILL PERVERTS . It's a MASQUERADE PARTY, 💩 for brains - Hello Mr. GUAM  🙄

1/13/2020 2:16:14 PM dakotobol  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1115092435892428801 …

1/13/2020 2:17:32 PM geekydaddy64 The old fashioned way, home school.

1/13/2020 2:18:19 PM darktolightchad A pole shift according to the C*A document says it would wipe out pretty much all of us.  Maybe that is how we get to 5D....We are released from our 

flesh prison back to our natural state!  Bring it on!

1/13/2020 2:18:36 PM zeropointchrist EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW THAT ELECTRONIC VOTING BOOTHS CANNOT BE TRUSTED! THE CREATOR OF THE PROGRAM THAT RUNS THEM ADMITS ON 

C-SPAN N A HEARING, THAT HE WAS SPECIFICALLY HIRED 2 MAKE AN ELECTRONIC VOTING BOOTH PROGRAM THAT HAS A SELF-DESTRUCTING BACK 

DOOR 2 ALLOW ANY & ALL VOTES...



1/13/2020 2:18:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly 11:11 (in my location/time zone) pic.twitter.com/a7CkqeMllI

1/13/2020 2:18:55 PM zeropointchrist ... 2 B CHANGEABLE!!!  THUS VOTING IS USELESS

1/13/2020 2:21:07 PM zeropointchrist THE BEST OPTION IS TO START HOME SCHOOLING, BUILD A COMMUNITY, AND COMPLETELY OUTMODE THE GOVERN-MENTUS... AKA MIND 

CONTROL!!!  KNOW THE GUN OWNERS AROUND YOU, AND BE CLOSE TO THEM OR GET YOUR OWN GUN... & I AM ONE WHO IS AGAINST WEAPONS & 

WAR, BUT IF THEY ARE DECLARING WAR ON...

1/13/2020 2:21:13 PM raisethevib369 People need to unanimously revolt. Enough is enough.

1/13/2020 2:21:22 PM jones9536 Thanks for that hopeless feeling this thread just gave me. NOT!!!

1/13/2020 2:21:25 PM titansass Hi, i humbly ask what is the relation to Spartacus? I have been binge watching this over the past 9 days.

1/13/2020 2:21:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly 11:11

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4

4 = 4th of POTUS 45, Term 1

2020 = 2 + 0 + 2 + 0 = 4

PAIN = 4 letters

PAIN = 4, also (when numerological reduced)

4th year of President Trump (2020) = PAIN
1/13/2020 2:21:55 PM j9p814 Lobbyists, kickbacks, etc.

FOLLOW THE MONEY...then...

Cut them off! 

Same with CPS...stop the bonuses for incentivising states to steal children, thanks to the Clintons.

1/13/2020 2:25:43 PM allahuniversal If you say so. Not sure when everything stopped meaning everything, but ok.

That aside, thanks for your service Anon, I keep my notifications on for your tweets very valuable additions to the twatterverse o7 

pic.twitter.com/yaeLGPWjLp

1/13/2020 2:29:01 PM speaakn I believe mothers or fathers should be home with their kids (homeschooling). I call my reps and I vote in every single election-no matter what. My 

family & friends are 4by4 voters and we tell our reps that bc they are our employees. If they don’t do their jobs, they get fired!

1/13/2020 2:30:41 PM datucker28 Whoa Nellie!!!

1/13/2020 2:31:29 PM fansblowing3 GF = Gates Foundation; NNF = No Name Foundation.  So both of these foundations operated similar to Clinton Foundation.  Donate millions and 

anything can be yours.  Want a country? ✅ Want someone killed? ✅ Want to buy a slave?  ✅

1/13/2020 2:34:46 PM carliestar10 so much for "trusting the plan".

Trump DOJ quietly letting Hildabeast go again.

Mark my words... she'll be running for president within a few months.

1/13/2020 2:34:52 PM qdemocrats Take it on at the local level, whether that means convincing town officials to respect individual sovereignty or worst case utilize our constitutional 

rights to form an armed militia to protest a tyrannical gov

1/13/2020 2:35:02 PM oo1o110 Vote and Send my kids to Christian School.

1/13/2020 2:35:05 PM tabsinabox  pic.twitter.com/GYp21CpnrN

1/13/2020 2:35:20 PM itsmeyouneeduk Very disturbing stuff about Harry @ youallknowme999 seams there's a real harry RH& unreal harry UH. Real one seems in deep danger & either 

sacrifice him or lock him away & use UH who is identical! Can he be saved? If Diana alive he needs saving!

1/13/2020 2:38:02 PM eileent02161 Yep, I believe it!

1/13/2020 2:39:32 PM grizzledlotus What choice do we have? Here in NJ, we got a letter for upcoming sixth grades students to get 2 vaccines before start of 6th grade: Tdap and 

meningitis. No vaccine. No school entry.

1/13/2020 2:43:23 PM freeandoriginal All the above and more !!!!

1/13/2020 2:43:59 PM freeandoriginal NOT FOLLOW THE LAW OF COURSE !

1/13/2020 2:45:44 PM whitespacer While getting advice from Obama....wee Harry has been comp'ed. pic.twitter.com/mLHHEtf56J

1/13/2020 2:45:51 PM heike_ngan Opt out of their mind control schooling institutions.

1/13/2020 2:45:58 PM stefanofait great, I had a toroidal shape in mind today as I was pondering about the mystery of climate change...which should be abrupt but it's not, was expected 

to trigger an ice age but it doesn't, and it's not killing us en masse...

1/13/2020 2:50:04 PM magamkeg A face on the right side.

1/13/2020 2:50:39 PM threefold_flame "(W)henever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the People to alter or to ABOLISH it, and to institute new 

Government..."

Thomas Jefferson, 1776

The Declaration of Independence

 https://oll.libertyfund.org/quotes/327 

1/13/2020 2:52:48 PM adsvel There is magnetic pole movement, but is relatively slow. I dont trust any CIA fairy stories. All is changing, how can you predict 7 billion possibilities?

1/13/2020 2:53:02 PM dianne81140371 Allergic to eggs, gets you out of vaccinations.

1/13/2020 2:56:12 PM nm_zsr I can't choose all 4.

Living in a liberal wasteland, we need vote integrity to insure the real will of people is heard

1/13/2020 2:56:38 PM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Ed. Why? Clearly, it was designed to destroy the human spirit, soul & body. It was designed to make dystopian rubes. It is 

evil. Therefore, defund it...Replace with Western Enlightenmenr. Be Best...

1/13/2020 2:58:57 PM sterkinglights1 I said protest the law because given the political climate we have terrorist representing us. The money majic system allows for even good people to be 

bought our bribed or even threats of duress. A very broken system indeed. Do these companies not see the pitchforks coming?

1/13/2020 2:59:07 PM redpillyou As in #UraniumOne? pic.twitter.com/H27wx62hWX

1/13/2020 2:59:25 PM winklerburke Why defund Progressive (1984) Ed? It is based on making dystopian rubes agree that “Morals are, heh heh relative, so the tyrants’ boots may smash 

citizens faces forever, no complaints?”  This is evil. It is wicked. It causes insanity. Defund it. And Be Best!

1/13/2020 3:02:13 PM winklerburke Defunding Prog (1984) Ed is the ax-to-root solution. Fix everything, but if Prog (1984) Ed is not defunded... it will reverse all ameliorations, as happened 

post-Reagan. Its design was to destroy humans. Therefore, defund Prog (1984) Ed...

1/13/2020 3:03:15 PM stonecutter357 A team of 10.

1/13/2020 3:03:37 PM sharonroselo I hear ya, in similar situation. Hard to even find a thread to hold onto.

1/13/2020 3:06:20 PM winklerburke Lastly, most show hosts refuse to discuss the defunding of Prog (1984) Ed. Why?  They need 2 rail against the infinite problems the Ed system makes. 

Defund system, they lose power fighting it?  Think!  Defund Prog (1984) Ed now. Brainwashing = evil. Stop zombie factory. Be Best!

1/13/2020 3:06:22 PM sharonroselo Homeschooling is not an option for many Americans who need to work to keep a home, especially single parents.

1/13/2020 3:09:18 PM markjohnt2 No he's not.

1/13/2020 3:10:09 PM dripidydrip Move out of country

1/13/2020 3:11:30 PM girlawakeinca Way to go. This is exactly what we need. Thank you. 🙏

1/13/2020 3:13:31 PM girlawakeinca They’re persecuting the Pediatricians for this in my state. We the people must reign in this out of control abuse to children. pic.twitter.com/LhJfD2afJK

1/13/2020 3:17:17 PM meangeneone1 Seriously, we need Civics in HS again. Nobody knows how our government works.



1/13/2020 3:22:07 PM laura_621 Philosophical or Religious Belief  Exemptions in most states. I doubt they will freely share this info.

1/13/2020 3:23:37 PM unitedredwhite1 Homeschool.

1/13/2020 3:26:07 PM rhood1972 I work in the medical field. They pretty much expect employees to take them also.

1/13/2020 3:28:09 PM charishamilton8 Have you ever seen a child suffering from meningitis, or know an older American in braces from polio? So many concerns but chances are, you yourself 

was vaccinated and obviously are alive and well without braces. I don't understand taking the risk and pulling away from society.

1/13/2020 3:29:08 PM carlobaboi What do you see?

1/13/2020 3:29:09 PM cheryla27139320 Possibly follow the people of Iran’s example. 🤔

1/13/2020 3:30:47 PM knightofmaltaus Do you have a credible source for your assertions re: Government Agenda & Vaccines?

1/13/2020 3:30:49 PM ctenfor It's not a law, the law stops at your body.. what you put in it is your business

1/13/2020 3:30:53 PM bananne81 Vote them out doesn’t work.

1/13/2020 3:31:56 PM hoffman11my And the corrupt CDC owns the patents on many vaccine formulations. They use the power of their office to mandate forced vaccinations while 

benefiting from the ban on prosecution for vaccine injury. How is this allowed and how is it not corrupt beyond belief?

1/13/2020 3:32:16 PM seymourzec He has other fish to fry in Chicago

1/13/2020 3:33:00 PM decodematrix The money is the root of the problem. We need to eliminate The Fed, The Bank for International Settlements, and European Central Bank. But the black 

nobility families that control them have their own armies and mercenaries.

1/13/2020 3:33:03 PM lorirrr Recently there was a lawsuit that proved there was no oversight for 32 years as to what was in them. Parents can use that as precedent and refuse.   

Now I need to go find...

1/13/2020 3:34:44 PM odinbsmart Anyone ever consider letting them go?

Only a little Hemp String Attached...

for OSHA meeting Safety Standards?

Mense Rae aspects were always the most Important...intent, for what money? pic.twitter.com/0ZqltKxvZl

1/13/2020 3:36:21 PM robertrkimball Take it to court. Not easy esp w/ ACLU a cabal tool. Class action and RICO potential paths?

1/13/2020 3:39:06 PM wwg1wga93583681 skirt the unjust law

1/13/2020 3:39:44 PM morainechiro Don't quote from that web site...they want too much information to ready any of your referrals.

1/13/2020 3:44:51 PM 4on6 I think population control is the goal. Look at all the other things they do to emasculate boys and butch up girls. 

They’re against the natural laws of the universe. Invert everything. 

This is spiritual warfare, plain & simple.

1/13/2020 3:46:21 PM djlok A lot of folks are getting a "religious" exemption.

 https://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-Assessment/CTAE/Documents/Georgia-Religious-Exemption-Form.pdf …

1/13/2020 3:48:09 PM tncharlene Following the law will just make you become a sheep to the slaughter. Voting them out may not solve it either cause what happens when they get to 

the new politician: because they will. I think the best answer then is to protest the law: force the change.

1/13/2020 3:49:45 PM sdane8 Time really is an illusion. Or just elusive? LOL

1/13/2020 3:50:46 PM cinemattetv Parents Unions.

1/13/2020 3:51:07 PM samsmith0319 Indeed...🍿👀🍿

1/13/2020 3:54:46 PM nybiltong #WWG1WGA #MAGA @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee >Digging Deeper< 

https://twitter.com/VerumRadix/status/1216867395517718534 …

1/13/2020 3:54:48 PM sdane8 What really irks me is they're studying this with a portion of OUR money? How much in federal funding does this University receive I wonder?  Grrrr ... 

"researchers at the University of Michigan"

1/13/2020 3:54:58 PM samsmith0319 I hope so!!! This he is wrong about!!!

1/13/2020 3:58:27 PM beniverson11 The Militia protects the Constitution when all else is failing, We need to stand firmly together, and begin taking our Civil Duties seriously. As it is We the 

People who hold the power, we need to remember our responsibilities as well.

1/13/2020 3:59:15 PM gopikapika7 Can someone explain the back story to this?

1/13/2020 3:59:50 PM covertress Twitter search:

fasting from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/13/2020 4:01:31 PM lynnstueber Harry is a pure bred Illuminati. Freemason? And lest on not forget the big OW used her magic fingers to pull them to USA. The BIG O

1/13/2020 4:01:59 PM mdmccordmd Religious exemption and violation of Nuremberg Code.

1/13/2020 4:02:19 PM lynnstueber Hmmm, riddle me this. Why is M shaking hands with Pedo Disney???

1/13/2020 4:02:46 PM lynnstueber Different viens to funnel money. And K_ds.

1/13/2020 4:03:06 PM lynnstueber They can run, but they can't hid.e

1/13/2020 4:03:40 PM lynnstueber Yeppers.

1/13/2020 4:04:29 PM beniverson11 #QDemocrats Do you know what the Militia(not militia) is and how it works? It is very sad that not many realize this was one of the first Constitutional 

failings in America, but  We have the legal power to fix it at the local level as well!

1/13/2020 4:05:26 PM beniverson11 Wouldn’t that be a Militia?

1/13/2020 4:11:37 PM irah_chandler Home school

1/13/2020 4:11:52 PM peter95117110 ....Yes there is a way. Down,oad FOXIT reader, there is a button to select to read aloud and it does work. I am sorry no one answered you. 

https://www.foxitsoftware.com/downloads/ 

1/13/2020 4:12:40 PM cookiesweikert Wow! I bet snowflakes will line up for it😅😅😂😂

1/13/2020 4:12:46 PM wearediamonds2 I quit working in education and work menial, low paying jobs now because I hate how the Government destroyed the education system and do not 

want to be a part of it. The system is evil. And now, I am also not forced to have vaccines.

1/13/2020 4:13:35 PM wearediamonds2 We can't vote integrity when elections are being rigged.

1/13/2020 4:14:27 PM macius28 The face in the Clouds down in the middle looks creepy

1/13/2020 4:14:44 PM schuler_sonja I thought he was out awhile ago.

1/13/2020 4:16:20 PM wearediamonds2 We cannot vote them out because our elections are rigged. We need to know how to fix this/we must take it to the streets. This is the only option I 

know beyond tweeting and sharing news.

1/13/2020 4:16:52 PM terriro76620666 Expose their deceit.

1/13/2020 4:16:54 PM zgrl14 #fuckbigpharma

1/13/2020 4:21:12 PM brianan06364517 Right on!!

1/13/2020 4:21:53 PM brianan06364517 Home schooling

1/13/2020 4:23:42 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/WhXmhWl62S

1/13/2020 4:24:45 PM sdane8 A very eloquent hit piece. The uninformed will assume that because it's well written and lengthy it must be true. My favorite line: "If Barr’s inquiry 

results in criminal charges, it would be a radical departure from past practice." 😂

1/13/2020 4:26:21 PM lenardhscott101 ABOLISH IT and Start Over with people who will honestly represent the people.  Using the Declaration of Independence as our guide to a government 

by and for the people



1/13/2020 4:26:35 PM eyesnheartopen  http://Lawfulamerica.com 

1/13/2020 4:27:49 PM peter95117110 There are come pretty interesting "disclosures" in this document, it grabbed my attention a couple years back. Let me review, might be able to "pull it". 

With Respects,

Peter

1/13/2020 4:27:49 PM aluna_kay Legit question .. single parents... how do they  work ? If you are home schooling.. you don't have time to work aswell.  Not everyone can work from 

home and not everyone has family or support

1/13/2020 4:30:07 PM sdane8 Were you required to get vaccines as an educator? That never occurred to me. I wonder if nurses have to do the same? Can't believe I never thought of 

that.

1/13/2020 4:30:44 PM sdane8 You just answered my question from another thread. Thank you!

1/13/2020 4:32:55 PM wearediamonds2 Yes, all hospital staff and public educators in school are forced to get vaccines. If you refuse you must wear a paper mask all day every day.

1/13/2020 4:33:33 PM sdane8 The best part of this whole scenario is that I've  never heard more chatter or focus on this topic than I have in the past few years! ❤️

1/13/2020 4:33:54 PM debrand10 NYers are completely stripped of their personal sovereignty & rights. Between unconscionable bail reform, and authoritarian vaccine mandates there is 

nowhere to turn if you want to live in this state. The Dem politicians who run everything have no respect for their constituents.

1/13/2020 4:34:17 PM sdane8 😷

1/13/2020 4:35:01 PM one17as Mirrored it looks like a Hellgate. 

Most notably if you flip it over. pic.twitter.com/zn2Ppd19ZN

1/13/2020 4:37:11 PM debrand10 What to do? I’ve tried before to rage against this machine w/the common core mandates. That’s when I saw how there’s something else sinister 

running this show that has nothing to do with us or our Constitution

1/13/2020 4:37:41 PM like_neo It would be difficult but not impossible. Homeschooling takes much less time than the 7 hours in school. Might be able to work out a deal with HS 

groups/co-ops. Most parents there want to help others. Where there’s a will, there’s a way.

1/13/2020 4:39:37 PM debrand10 How are education officials benefiting from the vaccine mandates?

1/13/2020 4:41:38 PM jadegreen0987 I understood that the looking glass stopped working in 2012. All outcomes are the same , JESUS CHRIST WINS

1/13/2020 4:44:06 PM decodematrix The sealed indictments need to include people from Big Pharma that have suppressed data showing vaccines are harmful.

1/13/2020 4:50:17 PM karmamastersall 😂👍 thought you meant evil ones were fire'ng one up.

1/13/2020 4:50:55 PM mere_catalyst I see angry Abraham Lincoln. 😬

1/13/2020 4:51:22 PM aaronri85509341 When you find it will you please send me the link?

1/13/2020 4:51:27 PM purple3hadow I urgently need facts and good sources to begin research on vaccines. 

I don’t know where to start! Help please 🙏🏻

1/13/2020 4:52:49 PM libertyspring99 Exactly. Choose not to play the game. If you play, you lose. It’s designed that way. 

Take back control by taking the kids out of the system designed to enslave and kill them.

1/13/2020 4:53:48 PM desiree83965734 Whatcha guys running from? ... your Monarchy falling apart? ... are you getting out just in time before you look bad? ... tell us?  Lots of questions and 

we will get answers!! Megan a C_A Male tranny implant?🤔🍿 we are awake!!

1/13/2020 4:55:35 PM robinreitsma1 👀

1/13/2020 4:56:36 PM luluspeers1 The God's have been angered

1/13/2020 4:59:20 PM moemc8  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svZhjdIp3y0 …

1/13/2020 5:00:34 PM lamieret I truly thought he had dropped out a few weeks ago! 😂

1/13/2020 5:02:19 PM lamieret Hmm...there is a really old privileged white socialist that screams and spits when we speaks that will give Ambien Joe a run for that losing position!

1/13/2020 5:06:44 PM worldxplorer1 Or it’s a manifestation of an angry collective consciousness.

1/13/2020 5:08:42 PM girlawakeinca Unacceptable. Ever. May those knowing involved be held accountable to swift justice.

1/13/2020 5:10:16 PM brave_recovery The sun's out put is changing because they keep spraying shit to block it

1/13/2020 5:10:27 PM hoodsavior I see ya, I see Ya Mr. President @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS at the @CFBPlayoff in the N.O..!! #MAGA2020 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@THEMTableTalks

1/13/2020 5:11:03 PM werascending Criminal! I wonder if their children are vaccinated? 😡😡😡

1/13/2020 5:11:55 PM brave_recovery This is the best by far!  I'll give that an AMEN!  And I'm gonna say Cabal.  Because only God the father knows when Christ will return.  So ushering the 

Anti Christ much?

1/13/2020 5:12:08 PM lorirrr Yes.  👍

1/13/2020 5:23:06 PM mavietruths I wanted to hit vote them out.  See reply below- I will never comply. Over my dead body.

1/13/2020 5:25:36 PM queenofburps Send et to my house! I’m not scared! 👽🙌🏼🤗❤️🦹🏼♂

1/13/2020 5:28:07 PM luluspeers1 Phillipines are at war against Islam.

1/13/2020 5:28:39 PM fgtgwtl Well, it is against my religion to poison my kids, sooo.. Failing that, home school. But when they go to college, you will run into the same problem. I 

spread my kid's vaccines out, and avoid new to market vaccines as much as possible.

1/13/2020 5:29:41 PM youstinksoap Eliminate the FED, we are ALL SLAVES to money...no other options, really.  

It's not just the education system or vaccinations - everything is tied to fiat - get rid of it (free energy), and we can ALL, individually, be sovereign.  

Change the world, please!

1/13/2020 5:33:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Attempting to get ahead of some damning information incoming? https://twitter.com/MarshallCohen/status/1216871234174095366 …

1/13/2020 5:35:07 PM allahuniversal Might be a bit too late if this is related https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1216877364518498305?s=19 …

1/13/2020 5:35:33 PM djlok Russia Russia Russia!!!  That's all they got!!!

1/13/2020 5:36:10 PM jacknifejeff  pic.twitter.com/MvNytHnfBS

1/13/2020 5:36:33 PM a1r2a1r Russia Russia Russia 🙄 Yawn...

1/13/2020 5:37:12 PM covertress nice work 🤓

1/13/2020 5:37:39 PM eternaleeyores Wow. Sounds like quite the plan. Quite the operation. Maybe...someone could, like, assemble this fake info into something like a, ohhh I don't know, 

something like a Biden dossier. Maybe it could be used to start a witch hunt against the man. Diabolical. Shivers.

1/13/2020 5:39:23 PM paullamoureux4 Giuliani already has all the signed sworn affidavits needed to prove the guilt of those involved.  No need for anything from Burisma.

1/13/2020 5:41:22 PM veagle47 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/13/2020 5:41:28 PM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Consider the following: - Corporations are buying politicians and scientists to force…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216843608587939842.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/13/2020 5:43:05 PM n2zyk I see space force

1/13/2020 5:43:58 PM maryheil5 You can’t vote them out because they rigged the voting machines. You can’t follow the law because the laws have been made unjust by corporations 

for their benefit. They do not listen to protests! Keep your child at home & homeschool until we can force legislation for the People!

1/13/2020 5:46:45 PM subtidal4 Have you ever seen somebody crippled or die from HPV, measles, mumps or rubella? These are mandatory and worthless vaccines. Additionally, these 

vaccines have tissues from aborted babies - and now you know why the left support Planned Parenthood.

1/13/2020 5:47:19 PM humanprimer Why not slip in some child porn too?  So rediculas. Gees.



1/13/2020 5:47:30 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/X9EM4ZX68i

1/13/2020 5:51:02 PM charishamilton8 You have 0 followers for a reason. You are odd and haven't looked at the latest unbiased, scientific data.

1/13/2020 5:51:27 PM holly86385150 🤣😂🤣 these people are stupid

1/13/2020 5:51:38 PM werascending 🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏

1/13/2020 5:52:55 PM litecoin_bull who? 🤣

1/13/2020 5:58:36 PM anneolsen43 He is doing rally on 30th in Iowa

1/13/2020 5:59:33 PM subtidal4 You are weird and odd to equate number of followers with the truth.  https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-

ingredients/fetal-tissues …. I’m new to Twitter. Is the Children’s Hosp of Philadelphia proof enough? If not, resist your immaturity and post proof to the 

counter.

1/13/2020 6:05:33 PM susan66388204 It’s a timing issue folks

1/13/2020 6:05:47 PM lightonthehill Frankly you are in a better position than we are to answer that, with all the systems of control designed to suppress our ability to live well. We have 

our part in this (complacency) but there is only so much we can do. Right now it's not possible to vote them out.

1/13/2020 6:06:50 PM lightonthehill All information related to vaccines needs to be open source: ingredient sourcing and purpose, clinical and safety data, testing and regulations, 

manufacture and chain of custody, and decentralized production (regulated entry of new manufacturers). So far from what happens today.

1/13/2020 6:09:26 PM youstinksoap Genesis 13.10

Nothing to see here.

1/13/2020 6:10:49 PM meadowthomassss What the heck is Betsy Devos doing at the dept of Ed? She’s useless.

1/13/2020 6:12:22 PM deariley Exactly now we know why Dems constantly attack Russia

1/13/2020 6:14:11 PM charishamilton8 I'm Texas Children's! To whip up fear when the data doesn't prove it is outright toxic to the health of this next generation. Are you fimiliar with the 

virus of concern in China- where do you think science should draw the line. Do it right, not Twitter whip up.

1/13/2020 6:14:58 PM pillhard Buh bye.

1/13/2020 6:15:07 PM eskeljoyce The problem is having rigged elections..California = corruption.

1/13/2020 6:15:46 PM flobo2018 Freedom to do whatever the fuck I want should not come from complying with mandated injections. Period.

1/13/2020 6:17:47 PM charishamilton8 No new tissue has been used since the initial vaccines in the 60s, actually read your own tactical articles.

1/13/2020 6:19:02 PM frymanmyloe Scary

1/13/2020 6:20:15 PM keith369me Or maybe Biden is a crook.  I usually put question marks on my replies here.  No need this time.

1/13/2020 6:29:14 PM ideclarefreedom ✅OTHER:  replace defacto law with natural law

1/13/2020 6:34:50 PM upd0c LOL they always blame Russia. I bet they can't get a stomach flu without blaming Russia!!! Geez They've been pushing Russia on us since WW2 ended...

1/13/2020 6:45:13 PM keith369me No agenda here, Washington Post piles on https://apple.news/ArtkejWSLTFaz1LS4JjfKww …

1/13/2020 6:49:18 PM cstarr888 Or if there is an outbreak you are out of work without pay until it's over. 

Huge BS.

🤬🙏💖

1/13/2020 6:49:30 PM kidge6 When the body doesn’t have to digest food, it has opportunity to clean house. And boy, does it.  Work your way up to a 12 day clear liquid fast.  I was 

purging from both ends.  That was 25 yrs ago.  Never happened again, though I still fast. The diseases I avoided...

1/13/2020 6:52:39 PM worldxplorer1 Damn these Russian hackers are good!  They get into everything!  What will they get into next!  

Give it a generation and the boogie-man will cease to exist in lore. He will be replaced by the Russian Hacker who comes out of your closet or lives 

under your bed!

1/13/2020 6:52:40 PM cstarr888 I am all for voting them out but so far it seems to mean just putting a diff awful person in office. 

We need to outlaw corp lobbyists.  

Terms limits.

Perhaps auditing of those in office & their relatives?? Seems to violate privacy, but then they have violated laws.

🤔🙏💖

1/13/2020 6:56:12 PM rachaelangelm I will share that info if you want to send it to me for others or myself.

1/13/2020 6:57:20 PM rachaelangelm A lady I know died and had gotten the flu shot. She DIED from the flu!!!

1/13/2020 7:00:03 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Consider the following: - Corporations are buying politicians and scientists to force…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216843608587939842.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/13/2020 7:00:03 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

1/13/2020 7:01:32 PM cstarr888 Education has been completely co-opted.

🧐evidence exists.

Stop blaming the lower rungs, look up the ladder to the top.

Start 👇

 https://youtu.be/EKjosZJsfcU 

🧐🙏💖

1/13/2020 7:03:56 PM 1_decided_voter Nothing will change until enough doctors come out against vaccinations. People will always trust the guys in the white coats over the government, and 

especially over online advocates.

1/13/2020 7:08:17 PM hsquared216 Common Core was the issue that woke me up. That and GMO food. I knew something was up when NO states could get rid of it and went down quite a 

rabbit hole. Turned out the pushers of CC and GMOs are the same people.

1/13/2020 7:08:23 PM sabina06706427 I’m a nurse and have to get a flu shot every year 🤢

1/13/2020 7:08:59 PM subtidal4 I see your unwilling to post the “latest unbiased scientific research”. Thanks for being my first, and favorite, follower.

1/13/2020 7:09:48 PM aetherwalker1 Yes!

Prophecies need to be 'fulfilled' to satisfy people's beliefs, conscious & subconscious, that we've had for millennia over multiple lifetimes.

1/13/2020 7:10:22 PM brianflorian9 Here c@mes the Snow

1/13/2020 7:11:01 PM sabina06706427 We need to make those who inject read the vaccine insert. Most don’t know what in a vaccine

1/13/2020 7:12:40 PM __jabird__ Cue all of the recently dismissed CEO’s I would assume. Among others.

1/13/2020 7:14:00 PM worldxplorer1 Use the power of consciousness to create a new reality / jump to a parallel reality. 

ie Parallel Unuverses of Self by Fred Dodson. pic.twitter.com/QpELZMMKvU

1/13/2020 7:14:34 PM janonthemtn  https://www.naturalnews.com/ 

1/13/2020 7:16:44 PM charishamilton8  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/06/opinion/vaccines-autism-flu.html …

1/13/2020 7:17:30 PM darktolightchad That’s why I say just surrender and if it happens one way or the other then fantastic.  Just keep shining your light and spread love to all

1/13/2020 7:17:37 PM brianflorian9 Here comes the.... pic.twitter.com/SUVrN4LbEf

1/13/2020 7:20:37 PM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , soft disclosure huh?

1/13/2020 7:21:04 PM bree000007 Distraction of incoming @JamesOKeefeIII @Project_Veritas



1/13/2020 7:25:44 PM fightforamerica Home school. Honestly the way the control structures are set up, if you just don't participate they fall apart.

Aborted baby parts in your food? Stop buying their products or grow your own.

Brainwashing in school? Home school.

Taxation without representation? Stop paying.

1/13/2020 7:25:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Harvard professor sues NYT over Epstein donations story | TheHill https://thehill.com/homenews/media/478025-harvard-professor-sues-nyt-over-

epstein-donations-story …

1/13/2020 7:26:52 PM bzbnialei88 Find all the loopholes to avoid

1/13/2020 7:28:20 PM sterkinglights1 O this is S. Rich. Now do all articles written fallacy about POTUS.

1/13/2020 7:28:27 PM shitpeytonsaya You’re being  shadowbanned. I try to retweet and get this.  No retweet button to click on. pic.twitter.com/4vYOvV1mwM

1/13/2020 7:28:30 PM rachaelangelm Well...Jeff Epstein didn’t kill himself

1/13/2020 7:29:21 PM johnnymerckx Technocracy - Technocracy is a proposed system of governance in which decision-makers are selected on the basis of their expertise in a given area of 

responsibility, particularly with regard to scientific or technical knowledge.

And it doesn't matter if they are right or wrong

1/13/2020 7:29:45 PM shitpeytonsaya Ok, finally able to after 5 tries.

1/13/2020 7:29:48 PM purplefavorite1 Ohhh liberals suing liberals??? That might get crazy 🙄.

1/13/2020 7:31:28 PM kathleenmckeon6 Trying to get a job as a voice over is what I heard.....Strange employee and strange boss.....strange pedo choice.  

Keeps getting weirder ......  They stayed at Clinton donor Giustra in Canada and he is buying them a Home, and the neighborhood has other dicey 

characters.

1/13/2020 7:35:05 PM mycroft_holmes4  https://youtu.be/sPSpyEi01VI 

1/13/2020 7:35:32 PM keith369me ...and this is how those in slumber awaken.  Enjoy the show.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein was the key.  Sit 

back and watch.  🍿

1/13/2020 7:35:37 PM toffer_anon_369 The least they could have done was let us choose which "vaccine" strain we *had to* take.  Obviously I got the one that makes me morbidly obese and 

diabetic- what if I would have rather been a good looking gay man instead?  Horse a piece I guess, whatever keeps my vibration LOW..

1/13/2020 7:36:05 PM ihvh Jeb Bush's Father  - Ronald Reagan

1/13/2020 7:41:09 PM earth2nissy Scrolling down my feed thinking it cannot get more boring than this and damn there it is. Turtle Porn. Night y'all.

1/13/2020 7:41:22 PM hoffman11my How can you sue a newspaper for printing something that is true? MIT accepted the donations after Epstein was outed as a pedo rapist.

They didn't seem to have too many problems accepting the money from him back then? What changed?  public disclosure

1/13/2020 7:43:15 PM kevinmruel Mcfiles and Mark Taylor

@Qanon76

@M2Madness

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMC

@UncleSamsNation

@dbongino

@DeepStateExpose

@DevinNunes

@LindseyGrahamSC

@LisaMei62 https://youtu.be/pPKH7XcQ11Y 
1/13/2020 7:46:30 PM gatesrobertj Lock em up

1/13/2020 7:47:57 PM southernpatrio9 LOL! People still think voting them out works. Go take a tour of your local government building and realize the elected to unelected ratio. Until we 

address the privately owned federal reserve everything else is in vain.

1/13/2020 7:48:33 PM southernpatrio9 Money is the blood, and we are infected with parasites. They steal our energy in the most literal sense.

1/13/2020 7:51:05 PM nm_zsr Hence the need for vote integrity.

1 eligible voter = 1 vote correctly recorded.

1/13/2020 7:52:25 PM pplumm1 Allot of faces

1/13/2020 7:52:31 PM southernpatrio9  http://votinglies.com/ 

1/13/2020 7:53:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/3F6u9ZulvEM 

@ 1:50

1/13/2020 8:04:05 PM hotrodmom31 I want to know if President Trump is aware of this. pic.twitter.com/fza7NQHrDr

1/13/2020 8:05:27 PM sun_q_tzu I liked it better when you blocked me

1/13/2020 8:07:03 PM qav8r 🤭🤣

1/13/2020 8:07:25 PM qav8r Not very gender inclusive

1/13/2020 8:08:10 PM subtidal4 Posting an opinion piece while pretending to champion unbiased scientific data is unconvincing.

1/13/2020 8:08:59 PM ginger_carlyle The difference is we are AWAKENING!!! Hidden knowledge is now being transmitted over the internet and all over the one at the speed of light!!!

1/13/2020 8:11:42 PM qav8r I Question anyone claiming to know who or what Q is.

I’m not trying to be adversarial,

JS🤷♂️

1/13/2020 8:12:49 PM qellyanon Just ignore her, @Sun_Q_Tzu. That level of ignorance, arrogance & crazy isn’t worth acknowledging in the least.

1/13/2020 8:12:52 PM monroevegas This is very interesting topic. 🤔

1/13/2020 8:17:12 PM charishamilton8 Unbelievable!! Did you see who compiled it and click on the latest Danish associated study on any relationship with autism. Please at least read it for 

your children.

1/13/2020 8:18:27 PM charishamilton8 #MakeAmericaSmartAgain

1/13/2020 8:18:42 PM stevenha Thank-you, a good video, Dan's eye contact and warmth really shine through.  Now I'm looking for the most efficient path to heal up, learn it all, power 

up in service to others and fit into the plan.

1/13/2020 8:19:39 PM auroravoyager1 Who needs the department of education?  They are unconstitutional anyway.

1/13/2020 8:20:17 PM aleks8837 Welcome to every day since 2016 for Donald Trump.

1/13/2020 8:20:48 PM ronaldheadley Absolutely agree ..

1/13/2020 8:21:07 PM lshep333 Here's some: https://twitter.com/Notyour28981739/status/1168242009397760001?s=19 …

1/13/2020 8:22:10 PM monroevegas I do not have specific knowledge of who is who but I believe this is true because ever since I became painfully awake to what happens to a person once 

they begin asking questions about certain things, one encounters friction. I think it started the day Joseph Smith died.

1/13/2020 8:24:03 PM lbf777 Abolish the Gov.

1/13/2020 8:25:40 PM lshep333 More: https://twitter.com/Charbrevolution/status/1190884984162177024?s=19 …

1/13/2020 8:30:13 PM lornascurr Oh no..not RUSSIA again !

1/13/2020 8:31:09 PM lshep333  https://twitter.com/Kateri60270481/status/1195079970294575112?s=19 …



1/13/2020 8:32:55 PM monroevegas I made some more 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

1/13/2020 8:35:36 PM monroevegas My God and the people I tell think I am looney. I spend all day watching all these people in society around me and  feel like a visitor observing this 

insanity. Sometimes I wonder if I am an extra-terrestrial who had been injected into a human experience.

1/13/2020 8:36:16 PM charishamilton8  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/06/opinion/vaccines-autism-flu.html …

1/13/2020 8:36:52 PM charishamilton8  https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/06/opinion/vaccines-autism-flu.html …

1/13/2020 8:37:10 PM monroevegas I sense all of this. I used to be asleep to it. One day I woke up. Not sure when exactly but I think it started slowly when I turned 17.

1/13/2020 8:38:57 PM monroevegas Too bad we cant do an old fashioned round-up and execution. Then again, I like the idea of putting all these criminals on a reality show on a deserted 

island and watch them evolve.

1/13/2020 8:42:33 PM monroevegas Yes they are that stupid. There are people who believe all the stuff being talked about ie mind control, vaccines, food supply, water supply, etc...and 

yes they will believe this as well...because a doctor told them so. Run away from these kinds of people.

1/13/2020 8:44:18 PM monroevegas Wow 😮

1/13/2020 8:44:57 PM monroevegas 11.7 M?

1/13/2020 8:45:39 PM lshep333  https://twitter.com/va_shiva/status/1212531954240765952?s=19 …

1/13/2020 8:47:23 PM monroevegas I do not. My ex is a useful idiot and fell back into the brainwash once she started listening to them again. Things used to be so good. Well...I am still 

awake and watching. Soon I will be watching from a CatBird seat and many will not know and many will be jealous.

1/13/2020 8:48:48 PM monroevegas It hurts everyone involved. Such a moronic prank and is not funny at all.

1/13/2020 8:50:00 PM lshep333  https://twitter.com/ICANdecide/status/1144250928847044610?s=19 …

1/13/2020 8:53:44 PM alight412 I live in a blue state so my only recourse is to protest but I think education should be taken out of the federal government and run on the State level. So 

really I'm back to protesting.

1/13/2020 8:55:49 PM frywells Or perhaps batnutter Rudi G. colluded with the Russians on behalf of Trump so they could cheat again. Only way that poorly qualified, low-IQ folks like 

the Donald could stay in power.

1/13/2020 8:55:54 PM qnnbrk The problem is that congress is at a stand still, so nothing can be done about any of this federally unless through an EO.

1/13/2020 8:56:23 PM ericgrieves3 Yep it's happening 😯😯😯

1/13/2020 8:56:33 PM frywells It takes a real traitor to encourage foreign interference in our elections and then downplay it.

1/13/2020 8:57:53 PM frywells Much as many Trump supporters blame libtards and brown immigrants for their problems... interesting parallel.

1/13/2020 9:02:20 PM upd0c Brown immigrants? Thats a first!!!! we don't blame nobody, it's the other way around. "We have homeless in our cities it's Trump's fault", such 

hogwash...The elected officials locally and in the state are responsible, dumbtards

1/13/2020 9:08:10 PM frywells "dumbards"

Use your words. Clearly the education system is failing us. 

#BeBest

1/13/2020 9:09:12 PM nine_six3 3/6/9 9 How does one go about reaching out to Majestic 12, privately?  Light and Love!

1/13/2020 9:11:03 PM matchnumbers67 What are the odds? 254th day of non leap year is 9/11. 7/11 is now 9/11. Sept=7, so 711. Also the 4th&5th primes like POTUS 45. 158 = Freemasonry 

RO.  132=red white blue and 3x249=747 = Order out of chaos.

1/13/2020 9:18:14 PM mjlcreative I guess I’m learning to appreciate the differences in the community 😅.

1/13/2020 9:29:19 PM esborder Got it printed & currently reading. My life makes sense now.

1/13/2020 9:34:46 PM deplorable_s ...or Awan Is back in active  investigation.  

Judicial Watch discovered when they were attempting to FOIA docs. 

Profound implications.

1/13/2020 9:37:50 PM deplorable_s Following ... but not getting. 

Step #1 is a curious mind however

1/13/2020 9:39:34 PM sseed369 Mr.Giustra is DIRECTLY linked to the Uranium One scandal! He was the lead Broker here in Vancouver funneling MASSIVE Investments from the Clinton 

Foundation through Cdn Capital Markets. 

I know of what I speak as I was once upon a time a Stock Broker here. Trudeau = Screwed!!

1/13/2020 9:41:09 PM a1r2a1r You’re right. Kinda like when the MSM was and continues to be silent on Ukraine’s interference to help Killary.

1/13/2020 9:42:06 PM calicryptobetty Yes.

1/13/2020 9:52:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do advanced cultures and races in SG-1 have Bibles? Or do oppressed, mind-controlled cultures and races have Bibles?

Think about the Asgard.

False gods.

Bibles.

Think about the Go'uld.

False gods.

Bibles.

Think about the Nox.

Gods?

No bibles.

There are no coincidences.
1/13/2020 9:53:04 PM 1_decided_voter Zero Delta with POTUS!

1/13/2020 9:55:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Were a bible worshiping culture of humans under the domain of a false god named Moloch who sacrificed children? 

There are no coincidences.

When was it released?

What was going on with BC/JE at that time?

Dyncorp?

Executive Privilege [322]

Message over messenger. pic.twitter.com/Kdf9pidyfR

1/13/2020 9:57:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216961333209583616 …

1/13/2020 9:57:43 PM qarmyinfo Anyone on Govt assistance (as far as helping a mother feed her child)is required to show vaccinations updates monthly. 

If a mom opts out of any of the vaccines or doesnt show proof of vaccinations each month, they lose assistance for formula,baby food etc

Unbelievable

1/13/2020 9:59:12 PM peterluisvenero This is how far we’ve come! pic.twitter.com/LqzO6n6gCU

1/13/2020 9:59:57 PM lilystormchaser Talk is cheap.  “Soon” is B.S.

1/13/2020 10:00:01 PM peterluisvenero Annunaki wrote the bible.

1/13/2020 10:02:41 PM serenityfirth She probably died from the ingredients in the flu shot. There’s an extra super duper strong one for seniors, sure to kill them dead

just like rats. 🐀🐀🐀

1/13/2020 10:07:16 PM sdane8 😪

1/13/2020 10:08:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 ?% MSM / Fake News coverage?

!??%

!???% https://twitter.com/axios/status/1216940503649796099 …

1/13/2020 10:10:02 PM brian_dalfonso Crickets....

1/13/2020 10:11:11 PM ak_dwelling They are complicit.  Their silence is proof vv

1/13/2020 10:11:13 PM ialibertybelle Religion is low vibration. Ego nature.

1/13/2020 10:13:10 PM corn_hole Fake news is the enemy of the people. pic.twitter.com/cHe6VAhO5J



1/13/2020 10:14:21 PM mikeb38beacon_h Just a few million more to go😞

1/13/2020 10:16:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein https://www.businessinsider.com/jeffrey-epsteins-ex-girlfriend-dated-kimbal-musk-brother-of-tesla-founder-elon-musk-2020-1 …

1/13/2020 10:16:51 PM corn_hole The best slaves think that the meek will inherit the earth...after death.

1/13/2020 10:21:04 PM tango66qanon [Ori ] not Asgard. The Asgard were a very old Technically advanced civilization protecting many planets against the Goul'd and Ori. The Nox  was the 

fifth race, if I remember correctly. Couldn’t stop watching it. Did a marathon about two years ago. Great series.

1/13/2020 10:23:51 PM mongrelglory There was also a race called the "Furlings" which we never saw in the series.  They were supposed to be one of the 5 ancient races. There was much 

speculation about what these Furlings might look like. 😎

1/13/2020 10:25:13 PM sdane8 90%

100%

1/13/2020 10:25:22 PM corn_hole If Epstein wasn't Elon's handler, he was definitely his competition.  Elon is a fraud piker compared. pic.twitter.com/l5mEz299Jn

1/13/2020 10:25:34 PM mongrelglory The Asgard I believe were mixed in with some of the legends of old Gods, due to their technological superiority.

1/13/2020 10:26:24 PM oblackgoo Its what the name of the company where Mark housed them thats interesting.

#Ossa - The cave of Nymphs pic.twitter.com/Bym8PV56ON

1/13/2020 10:26:53 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @M2Madness @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @JudicialWatch @JudgeJeanine 

@DeepStateExpose @UncleSamsNation 

Kay Warren, Rick Warren ,Africa President

1/13/2020 10:27:45 PM oblackgoo Thats a fake picture.

Good job spreading mis-information.

1/13/2020 10:29:11 PM mongrelglory  https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s2/thors-chariot/ …

1/13/2020 10:29:18 PM koryoline1 Yes makes tremendous sense to me.  I'm very awake

1/13/2020 10:30:40 PM sterkinglights1 Mirror image. Larger scale.

1/13/2020 10:30:56 PM sdane8 Set up or prostituted? And she just happened to live in the building housing all of his model "friends."  😡 And what happened to that building and all 

of its "tenants" anyway? Evil bastard.

1/13/2020 10:31:29 PM bluja4 Might be a vid - I think it was from W.H.O.

1/13/2020 10:34:52 PM antarantanka Text can never capture the essence of the living ineffable ALL.

1/13/2020 10:37:48 PM traciloveusa 😳Damn!

1/13/2020 10:38:08 PM kariper90287321 I wouldn't worry about Biden. He has so few people at his last Rally you could have put them in an RV and still had extra seating. The rigging of 

elections thru voter fraud via media, illegals, dead people, missing ballots etc. is more concerning but Trump has it covered I'm sure

1/13/2020 10:38:10 PM marcusgillette1 So I’m trying hard to understand what you are saying, but I’m struggling. Can you help me to understand the context... are you implying the Bible was 

intended by whomever to control man’s thinking and that it’s (Bible) not a good thing, or vise versa?

1/13/2020 10:38:13 PM oblackgoo -What was the name of the Real Estate Company that owned the Apartments that housed the models?

-What did Mark and Jeffrey name that company after?

1/13/2020 10:40:33 PM marcusgillette1 Mohammed was not Jesus reincarnated. Mohammed was a pedophile. Jesus has no similarities to Mohammed.

1/13/2020 10:42:26 PM snakesanders22 The shit hit the fun

1/13/2020 10:44:25 PM 1984theprophet Q always speaks of god and prayers. But you make it sound like the Bible is mostly fake. When will we know the real truth? Who were the ancient 

gods? The anunnaki? How many species have been here? What’s the most factual version of history?

1/13/2020 10:45:54 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321110967279617?s=20 …

1/13/2020 10:45:55 PM ericgrieves3 Like 5 % Truth & Da Rest Bs DisInfo ,,, 🤔🤔🤔🤔 Hmmmm

1/13/2020 10:49:24 PM frankyanker And the bible they use here has more books removed from it than there currently is in it.

1/13/2020 10:51:34 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064603376267206656?s=20 …

1/13/2020 10:52:30 PM frankyanker In the "Fourth Kind" there's alien abductions and their memories replace with visions of owls.

Moloch reference?

1/13/2020 10:54:23 PM mamabear_369 I know this is an old post, but have been reading about organ music, many churches has such huge organs connected to the whole building... and 

geometric patterns on stained glass windows. Curious if these were for healing? Something about the information just hit me as accurate.

1/13/2020 11:00:21 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1030123155044687874?s=20 …

1/13/2020 11:01:46 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072961401302454274?s=20 …

1/13/2020 11:03:41 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072948869741330432?s=20 …

1/13/2020 11:06:06 PM mamabear_369 I’d be skeptical to put any metals in my body. It wasn’t that long ago that mercury was put on wounds and in our mouths. I like the others listed.

1/13/2020 11:07:14 PM alan16938651 We'll find out in 5 years if things don't change I suppose

1/13/2020 11:14:32 PM hellouncledonny I like the Asgard.

thor is like the SG-1 version of Yoda.

1/13/2020 11:16:42 PM irah_chandler Meek will inherit the earth but not because the bible sayd it

1/13/2020 11:17:49 PM irah_chandler Lol u two staaap it

1/13/2020 11:17:50 PM brainfreeze76 I believe in intelligent design. We had a creator for our physical bodies. A creator for our souls. I believe we have higher density watching over us.  I 

believe we have an emissary who justly dictates the direction of our world. And I believe there is a supreme being over all.

1/13/2020 11:18:45 PM mongrelglory Without pants. 😁

1/13/2020 11:20:52 PM brainfreeze76 I don’t believe in any religions but I do believe in Jesus as a prophet. I think religions have Jesus all wrong and god for that matter. Disturbing listening 

to people regurgitate the same old BS over and over.

1/13/2020 11:22:52 PM brainfreeze76 I think all religions have interpreted the Bible all wrong as well. A book if understood is quite accurate in its historical significance. People never 

understand what they read though.

1/13/2020 11:31:02 PM hellouncledonny if christians, catholics, evangelicals ..etc..etc don't stop eating the flesh/drinking blood of [J]esus christ then jesus is not coming back.

it's satanic.

the simulation by them [F]or (you).

brea[K] the condition and he shall return.

who would represent as a modern-day Jesus.

JR pic.twitter.com/OmMk61NHsy

1/13/2020 11:34:33 PM hqqah Yep. They follow dogma and don’t even know why. 🤷🏻♂️

1/13/2020 11:34:49 PM anonsintel Please explain . Always wondered why it was seen as normal to eat the body and drink the blood #qanon

1/13/2020 11:34:50 PM ali_dougall How do we enter evidence legally into the court? That's where I'm thinking this is going! #qanon

1/13/2020 11:38:49 PM linnyt7 Expose the truth.

1/13/2020 11:40:48 PM kidge6 How do you mean their ‘tool’? Genuine question.

1/13/2020 11:41:17 PM kidge6 @threadreaderapp unroll senor

1/13/2020 11:41:18 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. 

Majestic…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/13/2020 11:47:21 PM headlinejuice Recruit him in bci.

1/13/2020 11:53:51 PM ctenfor Russia, Russia, Russia



1/14/2020 12:01:56 AM debunkatheists You are my Spirit Animal, apparently. Love your fight, Champion. 

Breathe, beautiful. 

💪🏻🦅🇺🇸

We're with u all the way. https://twitter.com/DebunkAtheists/status/1215788974347673600?s=19 …

1/14/2020 12:02:52 AM monroevegas My apologies for not correcting my grammar but I meant “My God” as an expression of exasperation. My God is the one who woke me up and guides 

me to information to help wake me up even more. My God is also your God and he will guide us all in this Great Awakening. God always wins.

1/14/2020 12:04:38 AM tennesseeboy86 Love what happened to all the love and light the fuckin energy. This is worse than comin down off a 3 day drunk. I need several beers right now, hell far 

my body ant never goin to get purified . pic.twitter.com/w1vL5ZbpK6

1/14/2020 12:05:54 AM monroevegas And I suppose maybe I meant more as a prayer in a way to ask God, while I am in a state of exasperation, to wake these people up and to guide them 

as he has me. Protect yourselves from the insanity of the propaganda. Knowledge is the power to make an informed decision. Use logic.

1/14/2020 12:08:22 AM mongrelglory When the Catholic Church still taught "Transubstantiation" (the host and wine were miraculously believed to actually change into the body and blood 

of Christ) it was especially creepy! 😬

1/14/2020 12:09:15 AM planetarylibe8r  http://Learntherisk.org  and  http://Stopmandatoryvaccinations.com 

Vaccines are the biggest hoax ever perpetrated on our species.they are filled with multiple known neurotoxins, aborted fetal cells, monkey & dog dna 

and they are made in China & they have never been tested. Maim & kill daily😩

1/14/2020 12:11:02 AM mongrelglory The Salvation Army Church was the only one that did not practice the sacrament of "Communion" among the Protestant churches.  For that reason, 

they are considered by many evangelical denominations to be heretical.

1/14/2020 12:11:40 AM marcusgillette1 You fool... you better be sure of what you say... if you mislead your 45k followers, it will be a heavy price for you to pay... I rebuke your demonic 

assertions in the name of Yeshua. Keep silent fool. Who created DNA? Who created our souls? Who created the universe?

1/14/2020 12:13:11 AM johndavid0389 So if I have a Bible, I’m being mind controlled or programmed? The Bible hasn’t stopped technological advancements in the United States. To my 

knowledge. I see it in other countries, who won’t build because they think the land is sacred. Now that’s superstitious bologna.

1/14/2020 12:15:43 AM marcusgillette1 If you really know what you are sure of, what created the Big Bang? Who spoke it into existence? What is project deep space 9? What was discovered? 

What’re these frequencies from? How to reconcile the very first matter if we’re our own Creators. I sure hope I’m misunderstanding u

1/14/2020 12:19:46 AM kidge6 It seemed pretty clear to me after 5 or 6 years and maybe $15K lol.  i worked for a super rich, but nice guy stock trader. crazy, fast world.

1/14/2020 12:23:46 AM alvaro1491962 N

1/14/2020 12:24:01 AM kidge6 It sounds like her IS has multiple BE's. Oooo scary. I bet they dont all look like her, but some do. creeeeeepy. thats why we need to keep this one under 

our hats. no memes on this one... yet. they have to think SHE paid. Any question of who SHE really is and it's mayhem. no law.

1/14/2020 12:32:50 AM gunn4_gunn Anyone who acknowledges that Yeshua (Jesus) is the son of God. God lives in them and they in God, and so we know and rely on the love God has for 

us. God is Love. Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in them.There is no fear in Love, but perfect love drives out fear.

1/14/2020 12:37:38 AM tennesseeboy86 Are they following and believe in Q?

1/14/2020 12:39:03 AM qanuck4truth I think we need more baby steps...either that or a massive red pill 2 crack us over the head w/like a frying pan.🤭 

I came across this older post, should b revisited? Personally, it's hard 2 let go of the familiar, even knowing there's much more 2 learn 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321101014192130 …

1/14/2020 12:39:30 AM kidge6 whats crazy too, is like the other guy said, it took a yr of digging in to start to see the bigger message. and all through that year im questioning mj12 

(larp?!) & Δ'ing my beliefs,  my lens, etc. Feeds my need for growth and improvement tho. im inspired by knowledge & wisdom.

1/14/2020 12:41:55 AM kidge6 haha. I remember being 'mad' at mj12 because I didnt understand what they were getting at and wouldnt respond with much detail. But, i was riveted 

and needed to see the bigger picture. its there, i just had to dig. MOAR coming since #unsealepstein tho, wow! Go time! They told us.

1/14/2020 12:42:21 AM kidge6 Great thread here.

1/14/2020 12:45:57 AM qanuck4truth Why was the account Q'd then..?

1/14/2020 12:51:08 AM aritaurius I'm all about full disclosure of ETs but why do you think Q is galactic fed? 

Theres so many biblical refs in q drops, they seem pretty white anglo male to me.

It would feel manipulative if coming from ETs. Like a violation of free will, which I'm a stickler ab.

1/14/2020 12:53:17 AM peterluisvenero Just switch to decentralised means of exchange. There’s various new tech. I’m wary of bitcoin tho.

1/14/2020 12:53:50 AM loosedemon1 as our magnetosphere is changing that might be a short term benefit to de-ionise inter stella particles that unless neutralised could cause "rivers from 

the sky" but the longer term effects are unknown https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iifbURhhrM …

1/14/2020 12:55:05 AM _sigel  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/12/update-bill-barr-indicts-8-including-mueller-top-witness-for-funneling-millions-in-foreign-donations-to-

adam-schiff-hillary-clinton-and-top-senate-democrats/ …

 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/california-ceo-and-seven-others-charged-multi-million-dollar-conduit-campaign-contribution …

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

1/14/2020 12:55:51 AM peterluisvenero Nice numerology. pic.twitter.com/zawji2P6ce

1/14/2020 12:57:49 AM adsvel Exactly!😊

1/14/2020 1:06:04 AM postkneejerk G💰ld-diggin’ #kyke no📰z, #BigLib ver$i😂n.

🅿️itiful $taffer wanna’be ...

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:

( MT @MarshallCohen ) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216896113040592896 …
1/14/2020 1:12:46 AM adsvel 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/SRbIum4BFh

1/14/2020 1:15:21 AM hrlymomma3 Vote n protest

1/14/2020 1:18:17 AM kidge6 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "12+ DUMBs have been destroyed. AJ "Aliens" Unacknowledged Projects Think logically. Majestic 12 was issued by an 

American President knowing […]"

From March 2019.  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1101321101014192130.html …

1/14/2020 1:19:43 AM morriscat63 You are so wrong. We all have souls. I’ll be praying for you to experience something that will give you an opportunity and desire to open your heart and 

mind.

1/14/2020 1:22:45 AM theraphinj 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸🤜🏻💥💥



1/14/2020 1:23:50 AM adsvel 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/NDvT9Gwxvp

1/14/2020 1:27:21 AM lisbet30025172 Interesting...

1/14/2020 1:35:44 AM adsvel Capture 7,8 billion always changing possibilities, capture always changing Ether...

1/14/2020 1:37:45 AM antonio41800798 😂😂😂😂

1/14/2020 1:38:38 AM scharizb Follow this link

 https://www.icandecide.org/lawsuits/ 

1/14/2020 1:38:58 AM canadiancovfefe Me neither! Any benevolent ET on Earth or hovering above, is welcome to come and visit me. 👽

1/14/2020 1:39:43 AM adsvel The Asgardians hide behind holograms for their people of their colonies. The true Fact is False.

1/14/2020 1:40:31 AM scharizb The informed consent network won that, link below https://www.icandecide.org/lawsuits/ 

1/14/2020 1:41:46 AM majic_eyes_qnly Thanks, friend.

1/14/2020 1:59:55 AM seanstryker Keep in mind, you mean well w/your thread, but this=steak. Most of the public=babies on milk. They don't even have teeth2 cut bread let alone meat 

yet. The Qanon haters could chop this up which might deter 1 good soul from looking in2. So like a ray of light through fog, patience

1/14/2020 2:09:22 AM hartbahar You don’t see what Satan?? Look at the drawn out face and horns and right below is another demon and more around that one as well!!

1/14/2020 2:23:21 AM epkman Reporter at 

@CNN

. Covered the Russia investigation, now impeachment.

Ahahahaha! Conflicted Numbskulls Network

1/14/2020 2:28:56 AM coreywarner3 You need to tag more people, clearly you aren't getting enough attention! Maybe add some more hashtags 🤣

1/14/2020 2:38:39 AM tango66qanon 10-4 that’s right. Furlings was the 5th.

1/14/2020 2:40:03 AM nanablue37 Enki?

1/14/2020 2:48:04 AM tango66qanon Serious researcher posted this and mentioned something about the eyes, lots of information here. Please check it out: this goes into the elites and 

dirty practices spanning centuries. http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOVziLGUECuNswxpWva87wypwsSAZ5Yce …

1/14/2020 2:52:21 AM tango66qanon Also check out this researcher talking about the A I computers and what the Gov & big tech are doing: You might have theses already. I’ve Been trying 

to get this info out to more people, but feel I’m being censored: https://youtu.be/pSDqRKNxbZU 

1/14/2020 2:55:09 AM covertress The MSM is still covering for BC. pic.twitter.com/ykV8j2cvbK

1/14/2020 2:59:41 AM tango66qanon I beveled A lot of our stories are all too real. Pied Piper being just one. Vampires might  have been used to describe those who drink the blood of 

children or eat the flesh of man. So much in those two videos. I tried looking up the site:  http://Glamiscalling.org  but pic.twitter.com/iTfbODYDzt

1/14/2020 3:00:01 AM tango66qanon could not find it. I believe it may have been removed shortly after that video published.

1/14/2020 3:10:53 AM tango66qanon Rasputin according to this researcher is connected to countess Somerset Bellanoff. Who claims she met the devil and was not impressed. Her letter to 

Billy Graham is terrifying. I’m wondering if Somerset Bellanoff is related to pic.twitter.com/eIryNQyboq

1/14/2020 3:11:53 AM tango66qanon countess (Elizabeth) Báthory de Ecsed. The woman who bathed in children’s blood. 16th century Europe.

1/14/2020 3:12:13 AM keith369me Let me assist with the headline.  Known pedophile and @BillClinton  Bathhouse Buddy Pleaded Guilty to a Small Fraction of the Attrocities he 

Committed.  

https://www.google.com/search?q=clinton+nader&client=safari&channel=iphone_bm&prmd=nmiv&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj5ir

SD-oLnAhUun-AKHfP1COwQ_AUoA3oECAwQAw&biw=414&bih=622&dpr=3#imgrc=4iOnOpkb5kc7RM …

1/14/2020 3:14:33 AM keith369me How does a middle class Brooklyn boy get into this line of work?  Sad world we used to live in.  20/20 brings the light.

1/14/2020 3:23:55 AM tango66qanon Serial brain 2 “The occult” by And We Know Romans 8:28: on YouTube. Another must see. If you like any of the videos I’ve tweeted, please share them 

with your followers https://youtu.be/OegNNP46ZQg 

1/14/2020 3:24:17 AM alisvolatpropi2 The Bible never felt right or holy to me. Now I know why

1/14/2020 3:25:04 AM chickiehurd SICK YOU CAN HAVE THEM......WE DON'T WANT THEM IN AMERICA!!!!!

1/14/2020 3:33:19 AM tennesseeboy86 Patience is of the essence. Patience also wearing thin

1/14/2020 3:58:32 AM stewdio42 Watch the water.

1/14/2020 4:03:40 AM brick_airhedred This may explain why the Bible never made sense when I tried to study it???🤔

1/14/2020 4:31:28 AM msbarnboss I left without reading the article

1/14/2020 4:31:44 AM biffcartwright We need to be properly educated about how to not gain weight. Not lied to by doctors, teachers, Gov, tv, dietitians..etc. I learned how to loose weight 

without exercise, or stupid shakes.

1/14/2020 4:45:02 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein

1/14/2020 4:53:05 AM jaded_pearl And Enoch? I call Tesla my bible.

1/14/2020 4:54:15 AM synackstatic Spirit is derived from our interconnectedness. Our ability to collectivizes intent to achieve goals no single person can. This is true for both evil and good. 

The willing, responsible, active truth seeker spontaneously generates value. That value is metered against others...

1/14/2020 4:57:34 AM synackstatic ...and when you have value you automatically have a hierarchy. It's inherent to the idea of value. The haves and haves not. Extrapolate this idea to the 

masses and you have the singular with most of the value, and the gradient below with little. Carry this value forward...

1/14/2020 4:59:31 AM synackstatic 3...through time and you begin to accumulate resources and wealth through the exploitation of your position as valuable in some realm. This idea, 

taken to the extreme, or to the top of the hierarchy, begins to accumulate power in the hands of the few....

1/14/2020 5:01:37 AM synackstatic 4...This power is wielded like a weapon against the masses from which their wealth was drawn in the first place. In doing so the powerful gain control 

of huge swaths of the people. Through their "intermediate controlees" they multiply their effect on the world acting as a meta...

1/14/2020 5:04:42 AM aaronj34633889 You can vote them out. But exposing them to who they are as a corrupt politicians will effectively destroy the political careers. Then and only then do 

people truely wake up, not be just "woke". The Truth always wins.

1/14/2020 5:06:09 AM synackstatic 5...character in a religious-esque scheme. Carry that to it's logical conclusion and you have a singular few who are unknown to the people, and act on 

the people through their lieutenants. They're in the darkness, so to speak.

1/14/2020 5:06:59 AM jeremyrobards7 🤔 pic.twitter.com/tvE0mjIfv8

1/14/2020 5:07:47 AM adamz14839920 Have a look, her family is Illuminati.       https://twitter.com/KarinaBelenoff 

1/14/2020 5:10:37 AM synackstatic 6. Their ultimate goal is to be able to operate out in the open as rulers they see themselves as. As gods they see themselves as. The problem is their 

mechanism for stability. When you ha e multiple power players in their own right, working together, you ha be great risk...

1/14/2020 5:11:48 AM momekool1 The Bible.

1/14/2020 5:12:27 AM synackstatic 7...of betrayal. Why would one player not betray another to gather more power under themselves? To stabilize this order, they ritualizes their intent. 

They perform rituals that centralize their goals and orients their actions in the same direction. In doing so they generate...

1/14/2020 5:14:32 AM synackstatic 8...blackmail against each other. At any moment the blackmail may be wielded as a defense against an aggressive or conniving power player partner. 

The resulting stability has allowed the functional set of information that guides, what is now a cult, into the future.

1/14/2020 5:18:24 AM allahuniversal Hmm...and "The Family" pops up again 

 https://theresnothingnew.com/articles/dyncorp/ … pic.twitter.com/QhLoai1u2o



1/14/2020 5:20:24 AM synackstatic 9. The problem with this is once they operate out in the open, in the consciousness of the people, in the "light," their blackmail becomes useless. Their 

power derives from the ability to control the masses, and their stability comes from the threat of awakening of the masses...

1/14/2020 5:20:59 AM allahuniversal  http://www.theresnothingnew.org/index/The_Family … pic.twitter.com/LP7wdc5WjH

1/14/2020 5:21:55 AM allahuniversal Clue: alternate spelling of Moloch is Molech

1/14/2020 5:24:18 AM synackstatic 10...this is why they must continue to spread their corruption. They must corrupt upstanding men through masonry, they must 'rmpower' women 

through toxic feminism. They must undermine the formation of the family through propaganda, distractions, bc, and huge debt loads....

1/14/2020 5:24:21 AM rudedrew63 Probably heard he had a micro penis

1/14/2020 5:24:37 AM embodyknowledge The plot thickens

1/14/2020 5:27:05 AM synackstatic 11...this is why they must destroy the family unit using abortion, alcohol, drugs, and hypersexuality. They insert the bureaucracy, which they control, 

into the family through the education system, CPS, media, and law enforcement....

1/14/2020 5:28:06 AM lightlove21121 #ItIsBiblical 😏 pic.twitter.com/Ho9s1N04kr

1/14/2020 5:29:25 AM synackstatic 12. Their every decision politically religiously and commercially are geared towards the corruption and destruction of the family unit. Doing so from the 

shadows, doing so through their propaganda weapons, the mainstream media. Doing so from the cult.

1/14/2020 5:30:04 AM allahuniversal Q#3591

Follow the family.

Q https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1188987670032244736?s=19 …

1/14/2020 5:31:20 AM synackstatic Religion was their most potent weapon prior to the printing press. It allowed them to control the masses through the hijacking of our spiritual 

interconnectedness. It externalized the idea of God when in fact the realm of God is within you. Around the rallying pole of the truth.

1/14/2020 5:32:44 AM synackstatic Anonymous in the chans are a loose distributed network of responsible individuals seeking the truth. There's no one to blackmail in order to 

control.Even if they found someone to blackmail no one knows who they are. This makes the collective anons resilient distributed and potent

1/14/2020 5:32:55 AM karina89350882 Remembering the "ORI" in SG-1

1/14/2020 5:35:29 AM synackstatic It undermines their age old system of control previously described. And so here we are in the midst of their slipping control, and the distributed spread 

of the truth. Their hierarchy is now unstable, shuffled, and dysfunctional.

1/14/2020 5:36:13 AM synackstatic The light will conquer over the darkness as it always does. Their attempts to come out from the shadows are all in vain. They will be revealed. And the 

people will find each other once more.

1/14/2020 5:36:29 AM karina89350882 Best you can do is to hold People in fear from "hell", waiting on a savior to never think they can change anything , welcome suffering because the "gift 

of heaven" in the afterlife, to become the perfect slave for Lifetime. Addicition = Opium for the "poor".

1/14/2020 5:41:19 AM karina89350882 ah.....the Family

1/14/2020 5:43:33 AM ctenfor It may not be a bible, but they all have guiding principles

1/14/2020 5:48:38 AM jeffcordell6 So obvious

1/14/2020 5:48:46 AM deplorable369 What about Yaldabaoth?

1/14/2020 5:48:50 AM jeffcordell6 99%

1/14/2020 5:52:47 AM deplorable369 The Ori had a sacred text. Used to control their subjects and extract their worship-generated energy to survive.

1/14/2020 5:56:51 AM allahuniversal "Follow the family" ~ Q pic.twitter.com/y6uudrsT27

1/14/2020 6:03:17 AM moonbaby04371 We SHOULD be able to vote their asses out, but we all know the system is rigged. We can protest, just like in other countries. But, what's best is to NOT 

participate in the broken system. However, that is not an option when u have no options.

1/14/2020 6:05:12 AM steviewonder81 Not likely they are thought of as gods themselves

1/14/2020 6:08:15 AM bmj240768 Intelligent design = Fibonacci sequence

Look up Fibonacci sequence on youtube.

Link:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibonacci_number …

1/14/2020 6:10:35 AM lorieve What is your point?

1/14/2020 6:14:22 AM kachinagtto Nice find

1/14/2020 6:15:56 AM lorieve Zero interest in @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

Foolish Virgins, IMO.

1/14/2020 6:16:45 AM annasum47005725 fill me in please, what does SG-1 stand for?

1/14/2020 6:17:56 AM tucson_ron Further confirmation of the kinds of criminal predators we are fighting it out with. Nope, Fake News can't bring that up, can they. They're on the ropes 

as it is.

1/14/2020 6:19:55 AM subtidal4 Unbelievable! Your opinion piece has a link to a study on MMR vs autism. This has absolutely nothing to do with any point I stated. Please get better at 

reading comprehension for your children!

1/14/2020 6:20:51 AM egelone Dear Mj, did u create The Urantia Book? The modernization of bible as u once claimed? Is this book any good? thanks

1/14/2020 6:21:56 AM bmj240768 True in SG-1, but the "intent & information" is different in the bible of the Asgard to Go'uld, respectively growth versus subjugation of the people.

1/14/2020 6:22:48 AM tt10ndd Way to distort the Bible. 

For those that haven’t read it they might be susceptible to your sh*t! 

Problem is....some of us HAVE studied it for YEARS! 

We know what is in it.

1/14/2020 6:24:23 AM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/NiVfkqaZv7

1/14/2020 6:24:58 AM charishamilton8 So now you are segmenting your anti vax repituare? 😂 I'm curious how many science classes you took. Were you or were you not talking about 

voting based on your desire to push this issue. Enough, have a great day and be well.

1/14/2020 6:26:00 AM lightlove21121 5:5

1/14/2020 6:27:33 AM annasum47005725 I pray every day, that EVERYONE will understand what vaccines really are!  Are the people who innocently do what they think is good, responsible for 

their brainwashing?  The baby has no choice?

1/14/2020 6:28:11 AM tt10ndd Convert it all to frequency. 

Drinking wine isn’t actual blood. 

It’s a spiritual manifestation of taking on the Jesus frequency. 

In the astral/spirit realm Jesus has and is that key that unlocks passage. 

We are clothed in his frequency. 

And enter heaven.



1/14/2020 6:29:04 AM lorieve For the message of the cross is foolishness for those who are perishing, but for those of us being saved, it is the power of God for LIFE. 

Your personal bias against the Word of God just disqualifies you for any serious consideration. Why would you shoot yourself in the foot?

1/14/2020 6:29:18 AM mightymouse211 I'm a believer in Jesus Christ 🙏🙏🙏

1/14/2020 6:30:06 AM tt10ndd The NWO wanted to get rid of all religion and substitute the Luciferian beliefs. 

You seem to be helping them.

1/14/2020 6:30:34 AM lorieve I am a friend of Jesus Christ. 

🙏✨🙏✨

1/14/2020 6:31:33 AM lightlove21121 Me too 😌

1/14/2020 6:33:27 AM mightymouse211 Please tell Him that I love Him very very much&need Him every single day&to walk with me as the deep state of Virginia tries to cause me many 

problems(rigging drug screens against me to get me locked up)in Jesus's name I pray Amen 🙏❤️ pic.twitter.com/fgplgLQPbb

1/14/2020 6:33:58 AM subtidal4 You’re still failing reading comprehension. I’m curious how many English classes you took 🤣

1/14/2020 6:34:21 AM americanpetal Star Gate

1/14/2020 6:34:36 AM kachinagtto I always have to ponder this:  knowing all the lies, deceit, and hiding of true history... If the Bible truly were the word of God, would [they] really allow 

us to have it?  I’m sure this will be an unpopular point to ponder with most.

1/14/2020 6:35:04 AM tabgach Yes, I believe they do but their version of bible could be different from ours since the ETs have attained higher level of spiritual consciousness; all ETs in 

our universe are created by God

1/14/2020 6:36:16 AM charishamilton8 So sad..

1/14/2020 6:36:43 AM robertrkimball The Creator is pure Love. Yeshua/Jesus' word is of that pure Love.  Humans can channel the Creator through their Higher Self and the message is pure 

Love and compassion.  DOCTRINE and RELIGION are human constructions to manage others. That is not pure love and compassion.

1/14/2020 6:37:32 AM subtidal4 We finally agree.

1/14/2020 6:38:38 AM annasum47005725 Please say, this means that there are plans to stop the poisoning of our babies by vaccines?  Only a minority are awake, and the others think they are 

safe! = they don't listen!  Terrified 4my Grandchild, no her fault!

1/14/2020 6:39:11 AM lightlove21121 He hears you blessed One 🙏🏽

1/14/2020 6:40:34 AM lorieve " I will never leave you, nor forsake you" ~Jesus~

Even if we were somehow to find ourselves in outer darkness, I know Jesus would make a way for us. Remember His promise and enjoy the Spirit's 

gifting. The world cannot understand. He is faithful. Hugs.

1/14/2020 6:40:58 AM mightymouse211 Amen that's great news ThanQ so much 🙏 God bless you ALL,Amen

1/14/2020 6:42:33 AM mightymouse211 Indeed He certainly is;they want me locked up because of what I know but I can't&won't turn a blind eye to the children 

suffering.🙏🦁👑🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺🎺

1/14/2020 6:43:10 AM reachechovoice Same here. I know 3 off the top who died or were harmed by forced vax.

1/14/2020 6:43:32 AM annasum47005725 I have been wondering that for year!!!

1/14/2020 6:43:43 AM lightlove21121 Jesus would want you to know you ARE him 🙏🏽

#Trust

#WeAreTheNewTimeline

#WeAreTheMiracle

♥🙏🏽♥

1/14/2020 6:44:48 AM annasum47005725 me too!

1/14/2020 6:46:06 AM lorirrr Yes. This is it!  Thank you!

1/14/2020 6:48:06 AM lorieve Let your light shine.

1/14/2020 6:48:23 AM annasum47005725 Protesters helped kill the bill in Trenton NJ yesterday, but other states have taken away religious exemptions, even for previously vaxinjured children.  I 

home schooled my son in 80s, pub.sch system, still wanted registered for fed money

1/14/2020 6:49:43 AM joeorbit this is the single most important issue for many.  we have no nation and no world if we can't protect the children. the doj needs to triple down on this 

to make up for its past.

1/14/2020 6:51:35 AM annasum47005725 Problem I see, is a smaller percentage of us are woke, and that leaves a lot of innocent babies, children, uninformed, well intentioned parents in line to 

be devastated, or harmed believing in the health care system...even if we homeschool...

1/14/2020 6:51:46 AM lorieve  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roD8D7K9moE …

1/14/2020 6:53:19 AM annasum47005725 yes! Now, before another innocent life is harmed!

1/14/2020 6:56:44 AM annasum47005725 I understand that if parents pull out of the system to homeschool, the system looses funds for each student.  The situation is no longer that easy, 

removal of exemptions even for previously vaxinjured, even for homeschooled, the state oversees!

1/14/2020 6:56:57 AM babel37365412 Funny how elon just rocketed to the top of the game... compromised mofo... doin satans dirty work... with NASA money

1/14/2020 6:58:07 AM joeorbit home school. we cant even stop industrial waste fluoride dumped into our drinking water.  I know a water department manager that does the 

dumping. he goes on supplier junkets and spouts the healthy bones and teeth narrative.  we really are a nation of machiavellian lemmings.

1/14/2020 6:58:49 AM annasum47005725 Thanks.... what is that?

1/14/2020 7:01:18 AM mightymouse211 5:5 🙏❤️🦁👑

1/14/2020 7:03:44 AM lorieve "for this reason, a son leaves His Father and Mother and cleaves to His wife and the two become One." 

The mystery of marriage is this. It is a heavenly matter.

1/14/2020 7:11:05 AM americanpetal SG-1 is a series that has a lot of disclosure. A stargate is a device that can transport you to other locations as in Star Trek.

1/14/2020 7:11:36 AM charishamilton8 Please beware I have been informed that accounts like subtidal are secondary back up amplification accounts. They take lead of a primary account to 

increase the bandwidth of whatever subject or conspiracy they want to highlight. Always check the date of the account & their thread

1/14/2020 7:14:00 AM babel37365412 Seems peeps are gonna fall for the "alien" deception...

1/14/2020 7:16:40 AM srcurry57  https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/01/an_introduction_to_q.html#.Xh3XBHLVYow.facebook … 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan 

@paulsperry_ @SaraCarterDC @StormIsUponUs @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @MZHemingway @EpochTimes @intheMatrixxx 

@paulsperry_ @atensnut @charliekirk11 @patton6966 @DonaldJTrumpJr @M2Madness @JamesOKeefeIII @FloydsPinko

1/14/2020 7:21:57 AM worldxplorer1 Crazy. Years ago an associate invited me to a Christian retreat in Texas. It was littered with people from The Family. Like a recruiting/ vetting event. The 

keynote speaker at this retreat the prior year was Doug Coe! It was very cliquey. Very big into Int’l political influence.

1/14/2020 7:22:57 AM charmanda9  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1215864261139931136?s=21 …

1/14/2020 7:26:40 AM worldxplorer1 Crazy for me to read this now. I think Zac Coe was at the event I attended. Big egos with The Family people. Turned a lot of the rest of us off. They were 

so proud of their influence in Washington.

1/14/2020 7:26:46 AM capitalkid Does 119 carry the same implications?

I've seen 119 almost every day since you've posted this.  Quite often I see it more than once per day, usually through checking time and seeing 

10:19am or 1:19pm.



1/14/2020 7:36:03 AM mjlcreative It sounds great to me, and from my perspective it is has a fairly high probability of being true — but I’m not personally holding the truth proof. 

I’m watching with great interest. 

I suspect @Jordan_Sather_ doesn’t hold all the proof either.

1/14/2020 7:37:14 AM samanders4 It resonates with me exactly as you describe - thank you!

1/14/2020 7:39:09 AM mjlcreative I have personally seen MANY confirmations on #Q now, but we need to be careful about what we say. Normies are VERY far behind. 

We need to have strong 💪 support for our words. 

Jordan seems to be helping accelerate more than hold us back to me.

1/14/2020 7:40:31 AM dynamicres The current iteration of bibles say "God" but if you go back, they were simplified into that, many of the uses of the word GOD were actually plural.

1/14/2020 8:01:11 AM laurabusse WOW

Love this!!!

Religious ppl are gonna be pissed

Especially the ones who swear they're not religious 🤣

Bible is brainwashing

There I said it

Meditation

Direct connection with Source

No bible

No dogma

No brainwashing

Spiritual freedom!

To peace love goodness joy etc
1/14/2020 8:04:13 AM qbryce171 Is one of the meanings of 322 the grouping of the chakras?

Root - Sacral - Solar Plexus

Heart - Throat

Third Eye - Crown

1/14/2020 8:06:56 AM aaronri85509341 Thank you.

1/14/2020 8:07:46 AM living_aether Many resonate with you girl. Let the haters dwell

1/14/2020 8:08:26 AM farmingjackson Not sure my option is up there

1/14/2020 8:11:13 AM mcpatriot64 That’s it exactly

1/14/2020 8:11:42 AM mcpatriot64 Bingo

1/14/2020 8:12:36 AM pocketninjamom You should dive into the works of Carlos Castaneda. He unlocked all of these things and more. We are capable of amazing things.

1/14/2020 8:17:50 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

目本会議は、パニックモードだ😏🐭🍿

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1213449174466695168 … pic.twitter.com/JbsjtMR3SV
1/14/2020 8:20:10 AM the_loveoflight Any explanation on these @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?  pic.twitter.com/eB1OIhDhEp

1/14/2020 8:20:41 AM antarantanka There are 70 billion beings in the vicinity of Earth at this moment here to assist us at this moment of energy and frequency shift. I’d say the odds are in 

humanity’s favor. Am I worried a fewer money pirates refuse to leave the stage? Not in the least. You can’t fix stupid.

1/14/2020 8:22:18 AM fester804 Sounds like ... expanding/ creation of a new Monarchy

1/14/2020 8:27:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Start out trying what I call 11/7. Dont eat or drink anything before 11am except water. Then dont eat or drink anything again until 5 but always before 

7. So, basically wat twice a day. Drink LOTS of water in between. Then you can work your way up to once day! Good luck!

1/14/2020 8:29:32 AM laurabusse Direct connection with Source

Moment to moment to live your best life

Bible interferes with that

It's directives from outside you

Kingdom of God is within

Jesus said that

God is within

Trust yourself

Meditate

Live via following internal guidance connected with Source...

Only way
1/14/2020 8:34:24 AM laurabusse Agree

If you research Jesus travelling to India in his 20s

Shows a whole different side of him

This is the Jesus I love

The one who became enlightened

Then went back to Palestine

And no one would listen to him

Except for some

And even they probably didn't get it

Then religion...



1/14/2020 8:35:19 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

トランプはトロル王ですが、親父ギャグが常態化しているトランプさんの"Trolling"には"釣り"と"いじめ"の両方の意味があると思われます

。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1214745170530295808 … pic.twitter.com/qrMh0zctpN
1/14/2020 8:38:17 AM laurabusse It's on Amazon prime video

It's free if you have Amazon prime

1/14/2020 8:39:30 AM lysa26832458 We are smart humans. Seriously, why are so many people so complacent, so utterly programmed to do as they are told.

1/14/2020 8:39:32 AM adsvel I heard about 20 billion according to Andromedan information.

But who counts them...

I was saying about those incarnated ones in this density, who are making choices every Moment, the main players of this matrix.

1/14/2020 8:40:11 AM lysa26832458 Exactly.

1/14/2020 8:40:20 AM elijahqdust , 😂

1/14/2020 8:41:10 AM lysa26832458 Careful, not all private schools are run by occultists

1/14/2020 8:43:00 AM lysa26832458 I hear about vaccine murders and injuries all the time

1/14/2020 8:45:24 AM lysa26832458 ..... If somehow we could get the truth - REAL news out to the masses without censorship the game would change to a new program of integrity, 

honesty and good positive outcomes

1/14/2020 8:46:38 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

ピラミッドを上から見るとYなのはわかるよね?

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1214516890904616961 … pic.twitter.com/EkFJhHHe4k
1/14/2020 8:50:07 AM lysa26832458 We have been put in a trap. Every trap has a weakness. Every game comes to an end. When we heal from this illness of entrapment the way out of the 

trap will easily be known

1/14/2020 8:50:17 AM dclarediane Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Consider the following: - Corporations are buying politicians and scientists to force Vaccine compliance. - Legal  

prosecution results in righteous persecution. - Education officials are now financially benefiting from mandated…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216843608587939842.html …

1/14/2020 8:51:38 AM dclarediane Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 1/ #UnsealEpstein 2/ #UnsealEpstein 3/ #UnsealEpstein 4/ #UnsealEpstein… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216144322321698816.html …

1/14/2020 9:04:31 AM antarantanka Yes those on Earth Dreams of something better shape Earth’s future.

1/14/2020 9:05:53 AM antarantanka For some reason I can’t write well today. A few days ago I couldn’t focus my eyes. This too shall pass!

1/14/2020 9:06:39 AM laurabusse LOL

1/14/2020 9:13:22 AM adsvel Get well, brother!💖🌈

1/14/2020 9:14:22 AM adsvel Real Russian emotions...😊

1/14/2020 9:18:30 AM the_loveoflight @AllahUniversal @covertress @intheMatrixxx @DecodeMatrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @blsdbe @laurabusse

1/14/2020 9:19:23 AM antarantanka Oh I’m well it’s just the effects of the frequencies. Transient symptoms everyone feels one way or the other.

1/14/2020 9:31:10 AM momekool1 Jesus is The Son of God, & our Savior. He’s the reason you (people)are alive. Btw hell is VERY real. If you don’t know Him, I strongly advise you to seek 

Him. Draw near to Him & He will draw near to you. Can you speak on Hell?

1/14/2020 9:31:42 AM adsvel I've got headaches lately and and a lot of photon sparkles.

1/14/2020 9:34:07 AM momekool1 Btw, I don’t attend a church. We are the church. I don’t have the spirit of religion any more. But since Jesus is The Word of God, I wouldn’t count The 

Bible out, if I were you.

1/14/2020 9:43:05 AM majic_eyes_qnly Anna, Majestic 12 talk about the need for a large number of people to wake up in order to change this and other situations. When the Storm happens 

soon, it will FORCE a global awakening. Vaccines are only one part of the bigger picture.

1/14/2020 9:44:48 AM majic_eyes_qnly There are other things that affect more people, like the food we eat.

Consider the global child trafficking network. One of the reasons it has happened is because most people don't believe it's real. It's the same for 

everything else: we all need to wake up and demand the truth!

1/14/2020 9:46:52 AM mike72279593 Asgard have bibles? But ori was the pure evil i think

1/14/2020 9:49:06 AM americanpetal Laura, have you watched the whole series?

1/14/2020 9:53:11 AM laurabusse No...

I got up to episode 5 of season one

I was making myself watch it but not enjoying it

Was never a fan of sci-fi

I'd rather watch Downton Abbey reruns LOL

1/14/2020 9:55:06 AM ashliemc2 Abolish. Lock them up. "Re-educate" them. Start a new government. New education system. New health care system.

1/14/2020 9:59:42 AM truth939 History made.  Space Force is the wedge that will redefine civilization as we know it with disclosure of very advanced technologies.  Cheers!

1/14/2020 10:05:11 AM bigrichtexaspam Read my novel Hard Whispers definitely a scam

1/14/2020 10:17:40 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#COVFEFE ?

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub  https://youtu.be/rHm_dTJ_ezs 



1/14/2020 10:19:09 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

最近↑の動画がQAnonの間で出回っていて、

@GenFlynnとQアノンのために、1/28に祈ろうという話があるようです。詳細わかったらまたお伝えします。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1216914782063747073 … pic.twitter.com/I3TcQGA2DN
1/14/2020 10:20:39 AM virginialouelle I agree.

1/14/2020 10:22:45 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

Q855 オバマはそれが粗悪な鉄鋼だと知っていた

米軍の軍事力を弱めるため粗悪な鉄鋼を使わせるという敵(オバマ)の軍事作戦をウ女倍一味が手伝っていた?

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 …

JoeM関連

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1177824404501196801 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1217068540076802053 … pic.twitter.com/9QSacHlZZv
1/14/2020 10:24:19 AM virginialouelle Yes. That's how I see it too.

1/14/2020 10:27:06 AM wearediamonds2 Someone did some digging and found this site was created January 2020. Always reference the website: the wayback machine.

1/14/2020 10:30:14 AM wearediamonds2 It was hard for me to get into at first as well. It is old and slower than what we are used to now. If you hang in there and keep watching, it really grows 

on you. So many great moments that help explain reality.I'm up to season 7 now!

1/14/2020 10:37:21 AM the_loveoflight Yes sir we are on it on our other posts, just wanted to ask them directly  😊

1/14/2020 10:37:48 AM the_loveoflight Or ma'am sry*

1/14/2020 10:41:30 AM werascending Go SpaceForce!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💕💕💕

1/14/2020 10:44:09 AM wearediamonds2 Gotcha! I am a lady, but thanks 😉😁

1/14/2020 10:44:19 AM wearediamonds2 No worries!

1/14/2020 10:44:35 AM lcoddington 🤜🤛

1/14/2020 10:57:04 AM rachaelangelm Musk bro looks like Yo-Sammity-Sam. That must have been creepy though. Knowing your gf is a spy. Yikes. But it was like Spy VS Spy it appears.

1/14/2020 11:11:40 AM americanpetal lol...oh, I loved Downtown Abbey. I watched up to season 5 in SG but got distracted. Apparently, a lot of disclosure in the series.

1/14/2020 11:13:10 AM americanpetal Good to know. I started to lose interest. I need to get back watching it.

1/14/2020 11:14:19 AM tazmewin .#IMHO the money could be better spent saving the earth we live on.

1/14/2020 11:21:17 AM laurabusse WOW

Thanks

Appreciate the encouragement

Every once in awhile I think about resuming

So much goes over my head tho

It's hard for me to tune into it

Just doesn't interest me

But we'll see...
1/14/2020 11:24:44 AM calxtra Good the Dead Sea needed refilling

1/14/2020 11:25:37 AM laurabusse I'd rather read about it in MJ tweets LOL

Than feel like I have to sit there and watch stuff I'm not interested in

And I know I don't have to

Which is probably why I don't LOL

1/14/2020 11:27:45 AM laurabusse Ha

Yeah

And I can't seem to get interested to begin with LOL

So maybe I'll just let it go and watch what I want

Life's too short to make yourself watch sci fi?

1/14/2020 11:28:37 AM fansblowing3 Manning gave our battlefield plans to the Muslim Brotherhood.  NSA was spying on the CIA so the CIA (through Manning) retaliated by leaking our 

military plans.

1/14/2020 11:29:44 AM krissieowens Incredible day...congratulations to our new CSO for #SpaceForce

1/14/2020 11:31:30 AM truth939 That's what logic would tell you at first.  If you knew exactly what technologies have been hidden from the public and trust this is the start of not only a 

critical defense initiative, but also the start of a disclosure process, it all make more sense.

1/14/2020 11:35:12 AM americanpetal True. Life is too short.

1/14/2020 11:45:45 AM wearediamonds2 Y'all are too funny! I wasn't ever interested much in sci-fi until I realized it was giving us TONS of truths and clues and reality. Now I can't get enough of 

the genre.

1/14/2020 11:46:55 AM wearediamonds2 If you look at everythings as deep symbols, clues, breadcrumbs, red/black pills, reality  http://parallels.to  our current affairs, maybe it will help you find 

it more interesting?

1/14/2020 11:48:46 AM alwaysfinds All religions are ultimately false. Imo.. Based on what I believe to be a truth: There is a creator of our souls & being. Even if there is other life & even if 

we were created by another lifeform, something created them. There is a universal source & that's where I put my faith.

1/14/2020 11:54:50 AM turboxyde If it helps...

The "Goa'uld" in the series can be thought of as parasitic entities that feed on the lower vibrational expressions of consciousness. They take over a 

"host body" & created an empire that sustains their parasitic lifestyle.

Ba'al, Moloch, Satan = Goa'uld



1/14/2020 11:55:34 AM ragstorm Wth📍📍

That's the craziest series of posts imaginable❗️❗️❗️

Who are these folks❓❗️❓

What are they❗️❓❗️

Where are they from❓❗️❓

@Jordan_Sather_

@prayingmedic

@IPOT1776

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Ravagiing

@JuliansRum

@EmersenLee

@anonforq

@sxdoc

@DJLOK

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@LisaMei62

😲

😳
1/14/2020 11:56:09 AM alwaysfinds The Gatekeeper did say the line about the dark powers giving him strength to send Hulk back to earth just before he was killed. So, could be...

1/14/2020 11:56:18 AM rachaelangelm Idk that story.

1/14/2020 11:57:24 AM wearediamonds2 Or they can be thought of as demonic posession, too 😉

1/14/2020 11:59:15 AM justinclements7 Was that a complete thought? Maybe I should watch more TV (not doing that).

1/14/2020 12:06:40 PM wearediamonds2 These are examples of why I never trust anyone trying to date me, and never let a date go beyond the 1st or 2nd date. I'd rather be alone forever then 

discover I am in a trap and tricked by fake love. All I see are red flags and it's OVER!

1/14/2020 12:07:51 PM wearediamonds2 Great find. They put everything in plain sight...

1/14/2020 12:08:16 PM turboxyde 🙏

That is precisely the question I had to ask myself long ago...

"Does unconditional love have conditions?"

To me, that is the guiding light of Christ.

I also had to reconcile;

The Dead Sea Scrolls & Nag Hammadi Scriptures.

The Gospel of Thomas.

The Essenes.

Yeshua. pic.twitter.com/TDsR2yDhrk
1/14/2020 12:14:19 PM kidge6 Could you be more specific? How does one use the imagination and focus to cleanse chakras?

1/14/2020 12:18:18 PM tieronepatriot I love this!

1/14/2020 12:19:13 PM tieronepatriot Love and fear are incompatible forms of energy/frequency.

1/14/2020 12:22:28 PM bigrichtexaspam Pharm industry is a trillion dollar biz humanity can heal itself naturally don't fall for the Rx scam

1/14/2020 12:31:02 PM bigrichtexaspam @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here's more of that bad news around the #pharmaceutical industry #scam

1/14/2020 12:32:15 PM scaterinicchio "Then the sixth angel poured out his bowl on the great river, the Euphrates; and its water was dried up, so that the way would be prepared for [the 

coming of] the kings from the east." — Rev 16:12

1/14/2020 12:32:21 PM scaterinicchio "And they (demons) gathered the kings and armies of the world together at the place which in Hebrew is called Har-Magedon (Armageddon)." — Rev 

16:16

1/14/2020 12:32:40 PM scaterinicchio "for they are [actually] the spirits of demons, performing [miraculous] signs. And they go out to the kings of the entire inhabited earth, to gather them 

together for the war of the great day of God, the Almighty." — Rev 16:14

1/14/2020 12:32:53 PM scaterinicchio "("Behold, I am coming like a thief. Blessed is he who stays awake and who keeps his clothes [that is, stays spiritually ready for the Lord's return], so 

that he will not be naked—spiritually unprepared—and men will not see his shame.")" — Rev 16:15

1/14/2020 12:35:33 PM tuckerstie He’s exactly right, the 2016 dem playbook all over again.  The projection is staggering.

1/14/2020 12:38:20 PM knightofmaltaus Do you have anything after 1993? Obviously that outdated information saw change. How about something newer?

1/14/2020 12:42:04 PM rachaelangelm That's the Musk who is the S.A. farmer turned bug in MIB. Now I know. Many white people in S.A. are pedophiles.

1/14/2020 12:55:01 PM iowa_trump ? up to 10 (we all know its more than that)

?? up to 99 (pretty sure it's the upper end of that range)

??? can only be 100

1/14/2020 1:02:19 PM kickthefed The bible is the word of God. When you start to not believe in the word of God your in eternal trouble like you can't imagine. You say fine now but 

when your standing before God on judgment day it will be to late!!!.

1/14/2020 1:14:59 PM kickthefed Everyone should watch this that say they dont believe in the bible. Dont gamble with your souls. https://youtu.be/dnnNCZ8ZFHk 

1/14/2020 1:21:14 PM catherinewhitfo Gabrielle Orozco has great videos on YouTube

I also practice Kriya yoga - Royal Union- which does the same thing, this is a method from the ancients & brought here by Paramahansa Yogananda & 

taught at Sunburst Sanctuary and the Self-Realization Fellowship http://Sunburst.org 

1/14/2020 1:25:08 PM laurabusse I figure

Whatever I want to know

The answer will come to me

It always does

Just so I don't have to sit through cheesy sci fi 🤣

Nothing against sci-fi

Just not my cuppa tea

Same with watching sports

Ugh!



1/14/2020 1:25:22 PM blazedego it's likely they have a smear campaign just waiting to show the side effects as minimal compared to the benefits. be ready for that as well if this does 

indeed to make it to the public somehow.

1/14/2020 1:26:12 PM redridi95128769 Dark Entities being expelled from the earth.

1/14/2020 1:27:15 PM laurabusse Well...

It's difficult to be interested in something you're not interested in...

I learn lots from Twitter

If I watch something

I want it to be something I'm interested in...

If it's info I'm after

I can get it elsewhere...

1/14/2020 1:31:43 PM sandie70484902 Dell Bigtree

1/14/2020 1:32:51 PM momwestside An interesting question.  If one is "one-with-God" or "God-like", why would one need a bible.  In essence you have/are connected to the real thing and 

no need of a paper set of directions.  Something to ponder.

1/14/2020 1:41:32 PM dontdregmebro Unlike these younglings, Hussein Obama will be crystal clear, unmistakable 

 https://qmap.pub/read/1043  pic.twitter.com/i5KPH6tQcY

1/14/2020 1:55:20 PM adsvel Meditation is mostly imagination, inner sight, which you can gain with imagination.

1/14/2020 1:57:05 PM dontdregmebro  https://qmap.pub/read/1043 

 https://qmap.pub/read/1047 

AK47

Spray pic.twitter.com/A1DKzn6bx4

1/14/2020 1:57:19 PM sblockedagain Been on this for a couple days now

If “she” is the Upper Chamber she had to have known we’d find out about her and the site eventually.

How much pull does she have with Q? 

How far will she allow this to go?

Find it hard to believe she’d allow us to return to gold as well...🤷🏻♂️

1/14/2020 2:00:53 PM 02joshuaradwan 📅

1/14/2020 2:01:07 PM neo_asura_ here is a VERY general description. meditation + inner work is needed. every individual is different but you need to pull all your demons out and 

navigate through your inner self. find the root of every “problem” you feel that you have and “solve” it pic.twitter.com/e65CY2T95h

1/14/2020 2:31:21 PM se7en32781870 @threadreaderapp pls unroll

1/14/2020 2:33:13 PM adsvel Alchemy, transformation this is inner work with the cause and effect. Chakra cleansing or energy center cleansing is, you have to imagine it, feel it, 

where its located in your body, observe it, move energy through it. This is complex inner work.

1/14/2020 2:36:02 PM marzipaningles1 While I do think the Bible is used to keep people's minds in a cage and worship false gods, the Book of Daniel has a chapter that has Daniel's version of 

events(3). The next chapter (4) is the government version. Pretty much tells you all you need to know about our society.

1/14/2020 2:45:25 PM marzipaningles1 Nobody is going to help a kid with a sign now thinking it is a prank. Pedos and traffickers FTW. Concocted story to serve this end.

1/14/2020 2:56:13 PM luluspeers1 Why can't your meme be saved?

1/14/2020 2:57:06 PM luluspeers1 Had to screen shot

1/14/2020 3:03:30 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.foxnews.com/science/top-secret-ufo-files-gravely-damage-us-national-security …

1/14/2020 3:04:35 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Use 3,6,9. 😉

1/14/2020 3:05:56 PM islandofdelight Am I having crazy premonitions or did you post this yesterday?

1/14/2020 3:06:02 PM hambrickro 😎 They hide their crimes behind "CLASSIFIED" and "NATIONAL SECURITY" , so - what else is new ??? 😎

1/14/2020 3:06:03 PM portezf Faux disclosure. Distract the masses.

1/14/2020 3:08:01 PM luluspeers1 Had to kill Google to save it

1/14/2020 3:09:08 PM n7guardiananon was it ever really???

1/14/2020 3:09:41 PM process_facts Forget the UFOs.

Much more interested in what forbidden spells written in those files that could damage national security. 

They say, words are not dangerous...Apparently, they can be.

We have start calling them "tomes" and not "files" pic.twitter.com/eMGjn0KV9u

1/14/2020 3:18:00 PM fluck_gloria The more we know the better.

1/14/2020 3:18:43 PM whatsmypw Can you tell us more about the treaties made between Majestic and the 3 different future human time traveler lineages?

1/14/2020 3:18:47 PM lynnmar42209594 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 keep it safe

 http://Spidercatweb.blog 

1/14/2020 3:19:22 PM carolva97910854 A “girl”?  Female or child?

1/14/2020 3:23:33 PM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweets January 11-15 2020 Q QAnon - my fir...  https://youtu.be/jA5VBtZNt0A  via @YouTube

1/14/2020 3:25:52 PM cemgtr you guys manage to get through the firmament yet?

1/14/2020 3:26:24 PM madscientist Jesus wasn't making that statement to everyone. He was addressing those who believed.   Jesus said a lot of things including 'go and sin no more'.   You 

would do well to read the Bible.  God the Father is the source and Jesus the Son  is the only way to Him.

1/14/2020 3:28:06 PM madscientist Not at all.  Just the opposite.  Jesus was the very opposite of ego.  He was self-less.  He teaches us to be the same.  You really should study for yourself, 

and stop listening to what people tell you about it.

1/14/2020 3:29:56 PM madscientist Would they be able to stop God from getting it to us?  It's God's book.  They cannot prevent us from getting it.  They HAVE tried though for quite a long 

time.  If it wasn't the Word of God why try to keep it from us they have and continue to do?

1/14/2020 3:31:03 PM madscientist Have you even read it?  No.  I'm sure you havent.  You're commenting on things you no ZERO about.  What you're gulpling down now without any 

discernment at all is New Age / AntiChrist religion.  Study for yourself.

1/14/2020 3:33:21 PM k4rlgruen In this dynamic illusion we call 'reality'

'knowing' is way less important than

discerning.

1/14/2020 3:33:27 PM madscientist Who worships a Bible?  I knew it was only a matter of time before you would come out FULL ON AntiChrist.  Just because cults exist doesn't mean that 

all religious books are bad.  The Bible is unique among them, and the only true Word of God .   Basing beliefs on a sci-fi series?

1/14/2020 3:35:18 PM madscientist And there are non-oppressed peoples with religious texts also.  What's your point?  You've finally gone into full on wickedness.  Repent.  Time is 

drawing short.  Those who worship technology, human potential, and aliens, are no better than those you criticize.

1/14/2020 3:36:51 PM foreverozone The truth shall set us free.....

.....and put others 6 feet under for lying to you for centuries.

1/14/2020 3:38:43 PM whatsmypw Are you, Majestic, still using looking Glass technology?

1/14/2020 3:39:14 PM madscientist Nothing majestic about bigotry.  Have you ever read the Bible for yourself?   You realize that if offers truth without the need of a clergy or hierarchy 

right?  Ever heard of Protestantism?  How about the Reformation?  Don't you understand that they were restoring autonomy?

1/14/2020 3:43:17 PM annsand72250302 Keep traffic low

1/14/2020 3:45:55 PM whatsmypw I purposely speak loudly in public so people will hear what I'm saying...attempting to wake people up.



1/14/2020 3:46:27 PM dork59 That's why I just say it on twitter - no one listens!

1/14/2020 3:46:46 PM djlok #SpaceForce is VERY important!!!

When people find out all that NASA has lied about over the years, people will be very glad we have @SpaceForceDoD.

1/14/2020 3:47:57 PM charitable_fury Executive Order 13526! — 1+3+5+2+6 = 17!...Makes you WONDER, huh?!😎🇺🇸#Q #KAG #WWG1WGA #PatriotsAwakened #DarkToLight #FactsMatter

1/14/2020 3:48:05 PM laurabusse Ha

I read the Bible many times

I was a fully indoctrinated and devoted Christian 30 years

Took me ten years to unbrainwash myself

Much happier and at peace now

To each his own

Live and let live

Judge not that ye not be judged

Free will
1/14/2020 3:48:09 PM mongrelglory We should always be careful of what we say, whether in public or private.  Words have the power to wound or heal. 

As for "Big Brother is Watching Us"...he only has power if we give it to him.

1/14/2020 3:49:36 PM kachinagtto They can distort the message through translations. The message is always within.

1/14/2020 3:51:15 PM laurabusse Yes

Many times

I rejected Christianity after 30 yrs of church and watching and partaking in severe Christian dysfunction

I'll probably never set foot in a church again

Much to my peace and happiness

Didn't Jesus tell you to love and not judge?

1/14/2020 3:52:44 PM mongrelglory Sounds more like they're worried about the mob reaction when the truth comes out.

1/14/2020 3:53:47 PM boudiccea3 I’m thinking this message is for people in the military in Europe. Why civilians are weighing in here with comments about Trump is beyond me.

1/14/2020 3:53:57 PM mongrelglory I recall they've posted this before I believe.  You're not any crazier than the rest of us. 😉

1/14/2020 3:54:42 PM mile_high_mamma Here are some loose lips.  See ya  Bernie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsUAvh_PCWA …

1/14/2020 3:57:23 PM bluewarrior27  pic.twitter.com/Hwvq1mCszy

1/14/2020 3:57:32 PM mongrelglory All those "non-terrestrial" fleets that Gary McKinnon came across... https://www.wired.com/2006/06/ufo-hacker-tells-what-he-found/ …

1/14/2020 3:57:59 PM jeeemig THE Royals in THE Netherlands are pure EVIL You mean? MH17 and killing of children! #Pizza #Soros #SpiritCooking #Q #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

pic.twitter.com/ijMQ5sn03F

1/14/2020 4:07:40 PM bruceschubert10 👃💩

1/14/2020 4:07:57 PM ali_dougall Never an admiral! Still a patriot

1/14/2020 4:11:40 PM boy12_jimmy Damages National Security? Possibly exposes the criminal intentions of those who held such power with the secrets they learned and abused against 

the people within the USA and used against countries and people of the world. 

DISCLOSURE COMES SOON. pic.twitter.com/SXyWNh6Cq5

1/14/2020 4:11:55 PM michelecorneail I am sure it is about Antarctica or the North Pole. There things we need to know about both. Why was a treaty signed by several nations, not to go to 

the North Pole. Why do all flights have to go around it? I want to know!

1/14/2020 4:12:17 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/DoLCD8OD6W

1/14/2020 4:13:03 PM johndavid0389 Whatever dude. Yep. To each his own.

1/14/2020 4:15:45 PM mongrelglory I believe she was referring to organized religion, not Jesus the person.

1/14/2020 4:19:24 PM function108 if by national Security you mean an entire life of lies...

1/14/2020 4:21:55 PM johnquindell Call publicly for the creation of Peace and Reconciliation Commissions. It's in the interest of the Illuminati (or whoever) to permit you to speak; you're 

one of few calling for considering some form of amnesty after crimes are revealed.

Real solutions will satisfy all involved.

1/14/2020 4:26:08 PM nhllax Now why would they put this out, does US army EU know someone is listening for nefarious reasons?

1/14/2020 4:27:01 PM ialibertybelle I have studied for myself. And don’t conflate the Jesus message with Christianity-they are opposites. Rome swiped it to make it something they could 

use to control.

1/14/2020 4:27:38 PM ialibertybelle And all religions are low vibration by nature. They are 3D constructs.

1/14/2020 4:31:27 PM americanpetal Is this what is meant by biblical and spiritual warfare?

1/14/2020 4:31:55 PM whitelantern6 Been trying to find that answer as well. If u get an answer please tag me

1/14/2020 4:33:38 PM stanstephens13 “30 years of church”. There lies the issue. Not the Bible.

1/14/2020 4:38:07 PM madscientist Not at all.  You need to study much more because you have missed the truth.  We have early manuscripts which pre-date Rome.  Please do a good bit 

more homework before concluding something so important and sharing disinfo with others.

1/14/2020 4:38:57 PM madscientist There is no such thing as 'low vibration' anyway.  Secondly, what you yourself believe is ITSELF a religion. Sorry to break it to you.

1/14/2020 4:39:32 PM madscientist It's still wrong - organized religion or not.  Not all organized religion is bad.

1/14/2020 4:39:52 PM mongrelglory There are not any New Testament manuscripts that pre-date the Roman Empire.

1/14/2020 4:41:11 PM mongrelglory It is the Churches who try to tell the masses how they should interpret the Bible.

1/14/2020 4:41:30 PM madscientist Actually, no Jesus never said 'not to judge'.  He said judge with righteous judgement.  He was condemning hypocrisy.  I'm sorry to hear of your bad 

experience, but there are still good, sincere, knowledgeable teachers out there.  I recommend you try KHCB radio online to start.

1/14/2020 4:42:49 PM madscientist They can try, but the God of the Bible won't allow His message to be distorted everywhere.  He always has a remnant.  They can distort at local levels 

but not ultimately.  Do not be deceived.  That's exactly what Satan came to do btw.

1/14/2020 4:43:26 PM ialibertybelle That comment shows you haven’t read the NT. It’s about the Flavian dynasty of the Roman Empire. 🤦🏻♀️

1/14/2020 4:43:57 PM madscientist Read the Bible many times?  That's great, but were you ever truly converted from the heart?  It seems not.  I pray that you seek Him again.  He 

promises you'll find Him in His word if you seek Him with all your heart

1/14/2020 4:45:48 PM madscientist No, it shows you dont know history.  They didnt stomp out the church.  Quite the opposite. As a result the writings were circulated and distributed.  It 

would have been impossible to contain it if God didn't wish it, and He didn't.  Try again.

1/14/2020 4:47:32 PM madscientist Most people are referring to the Catholic church when they same 'Rome'.    So, they DO predate the CC.  Of course they don't pre-date the Roman 

empire which existed for hundreds of years before that.  That didn't stop people from writing, and circulating those.

1/14/2020 4:48:18 PM madscientist Of course they try to tell the masses how to interpret.  That's their job.  It's up to YOU to think it through for yourself to see if they are correct.

1/14/2020 4:48:22 PM monroevegas Because maybe these craft belong to the NAVY?

1/14/2020 4:51:31 PM monroevegas And when I said they believe, I meant they believe vaccines are good for us and kids, flourodation prevents cavities (pssst it also flows through every 

organ in your body, who knows what that does), those line shaped clouds are naturally made from jet engines, etc.

1/14/2020 4:59:04 PM ckay54 I tend to think this is most likely the closest thought

1/14/2020 5:15:15 PM dravinovice Bush clan are 4th Reich 

 https://www.inquisitr.com/3837247/john-kerry-visited-antarctica-to-see-nazi-ufo-bases-conspiracy-theorists-claim-video/ …

1/14/2020 5:19:10 PM stanstephens13 2 Peter 2:1



1/14/2020 5:23:00 PM dinkeldash Departicus

1/14/2020 5:23:48 PM integritynews17 Silsby

1/14/2020 5:25:05 PM keith369me Damage national security?  Who’s National Security is affected by getting off of fossil fuels through available space technology?  [A whole lot of them]

1/14/2020 5:26:01 PM integritynews17 🤣

1/14/2020 5:27:53 PM keith369me Doesn’t matter, [they] are listening in your home too.

1/14/2020 5:29:16 PM dynamicres Back to MJ's 1Q:117 tweet that you covered in your last video too.

1/14/2020 5:35:38 PM aidenapplause Ate you talking about the TV show Stargate Episode 1? Lol what is SG-1?

1/14/2020 5:38:24 PM kindeandtrue Is this referring to Obama's secret files on the aliens that he joked about with Jimmy Kimmel? https://mashable.com/2017/11/29/obama-talks-fight-

against-aids-on-kimmel/ …

1/14/2020 5:40:26 PM disfellocated ALICE, @jack, bruh. pic.twitter.com/8GtJhT1Gvo

1/14/2020 5:44:43 PM 21oplato Who was Thoth? Related?

1/14/2020 5:45:24 PM n2zyk isn't the Navy the part of the "Space force" most corrupted by the DS?

1/14/2020 5:45:53 PM 21oplato Gilgamesh is said to be a copy of a Sumerian tale.

1/14/2020 5:50:17 PM 21oplato Which versions is correct? Egyptian, Coptic or Ethiopian?

1/14/2020 5:50:37 PM toffer_anon_369 X-301's?  Hopefully they figured out how to disable the return home function.  !tangent

1/14/2020 5:54:13 PM cdngrannycheryl Too many are still asleep.

1/14/2020 5:54:44 PM jaded_pearl I was able to.

1/14/2020 5:58:59 PM nine_six3 I will for sure. Thank you for the message

1/14/2020 6:05:55 PM loricam59349743 Awesome! 🇺🇸🚀🌍🇺🇸

1/14/2020 6:07:31 PM aleks8837 I have to clarify this picture. That George Nader is NOT the same George Nader. Just compare his picture to others of him. That's another guy...

But BC and Podesta is enough evilness in one picture as far as I see it. Podesta's art collection is fuckkng insane. Sick sick guy!

1/14/2020 6:10:09 PM whitelantern6 Welcome 

We all gotta stick together

1/14/2020 6:11:44 PM aleks8837 "Khawaja and Nader allegedly made these contrib. in an effrt to gain influence with high-lvl political figures, incl. the candidate. As Kha.. and Nader 

arranged these payments, Nader allegedly reported to an official from a FOREIGN GOVERNMENT about his effrts to gain influence."

1/14/2020 6:12:11 PM aleks8837 The Swamp is being drained...🙏👌

1/14/2020 6:16:38 PM bubusmc  https://amp.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-security/article239273388.html?__twitter_impression=true …

1/14/2020 6:24:23 PM kickthefed that will never happen

1/14/2020 6:29:53 PM dynamicres Q

3 16  6

3 15  6

3 14  6

3 13  6

3 12  6

3 11  6

3 10  6

3  9   6

    8

cant get there (KS) w/o a mix? low-thc+cbd, cbd being anti-psychotic and neuroprotective.

referencing us in gen317 as our dropping to 3d?

8-17 how to get back(4-5D?)? mid of DNA? Spine?

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY pic.twitter.com/SaNpvBfUFm
1/14/2020 6:30:27 PM dynamicres @charmanda9 @Turboxyde @blsdbe

1/14/2020 6:33:51 PM dynamicres Also was looking at gen1:17, even though 3:17 was the one mentioned... still seems applicable. pic.twitter.com/J0fgNmEpvh

1/14/2020 6:34:41 PM grandma26244385 AND KILING and MAIMING thousands of children worldwide, No Wonder so many MOMS are FIGHTING at their local gov to DEMAND they stay our of 

their lives. but they are NOT LISTENING to their constituents and WE ARE ALL ANGRY AS H____.

1/14/2020 6:36:22 PM grandma26244385 SUE the STATE and or PULL THE KIDS OUT OF SCHOOL . if we had a mass exodus out of school, theteachers UNION would redecide the influence that 

the REGIONAL HEALTH DISTRICTS, controlled by the LEFT , are having

1/14/2020 6:43:24 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thanks 😊

1/14/2020 6:44:47 PM frywells I get it. You're mad but you feel powerless, so you call people names. Makes you feel good. 

I hope your life gets better. #BeBest

1/14/2020 6:47:53 PM frywells It's 2020. You're talking about a 2016 candidate.

"killary"... that's cute. Now it's my turn. I say "IMPOTUS". 

Now what?

1/14/2020 7:13:33 PM urkgurgle Let’s hope so.

1/14/2020 8:03:24 PM melissa07632139 Fake message going around be careful the bs the left spreads @Black_C_Patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 pic.twitter.com/vIJQpLKxVQ

1/14/2020 8:11:55 PM joshuajamesdavi William Cooper’s Behold a Pale Horse

1/14/2020 8:14:36 PM joshuajamesdavi William Cooper’s book, Behold a Pale Horse

1/14/2020 8:18:14 PM dynamicres 3 = mind/IS = c2 = neutron

6 = body/BE = mass = proton

9 = spirit/IS-BE = energy = electron

proton = "black hole"s? connected to the universal shared mass grid? Powered by energygrid, molded by neutron grid 'c2' CocreativeConsciousness?

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY https://youtu.be/fE_gJ2OHw10 

1/14/2020 8:29:30 PM luluspeers1 Iv been having problems all day. Look they removed the love button on Jnrs post pic.twitter.com/OneDGDqHno

1/14/2020 8:35:34 PM niteman2008 I think quite the opposite.

1/14/2020 8:41:43 PM poppyslovecapu Well that shows he was not only a corrupt money hog but a true bastard of Humanity‼️  Justice should be served cold on his a$$‼️

1/14/2020 8:52:11 PM alight412 This is a YT video that circulated my way yesterday by Deception Bytes. She talks about the site Glamis Calling which looks like something similar to 

what you have here. https://youtu.be/WRZXOzU0HAI 

1/14/2020 9:25:11 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/AgcJb9znNN

1/14/2020 9:26:02 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/imzKxhR9OK

1/14/2020 9:28:20 PM wwg1wga93583681 do you think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  meant "the way" as in beyond?  like past the pillars etc...



1/14/2020 9:31:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly No, Majestic 12 meant that Melania showed DJT the path to Light, out of the darkness....

Because, while, he wasn't necessarily involved in that darkness, he might not have been on his way towards salvation either.... it's so deep!

I'm sure of it.

1/14/2020 9:33:33 PM house_poseidon Or next to any phone.  Or computer.  Or in the car.

What else?

1/14/2020 9:34:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly As in his involvement in 'materialism', because he was rich. His lifestyle (not that I am against it). 

He went from that to saving the world. Something must have changed in him. Majestic 12 suggest in that tweet that it was Melania who brought about 

that change in him....

1/14/2020 9:34:30 PM manifest_utopia She "showed DJT the path to Light feels" accurate to me too.

1/14/2020 9:34:40 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Too funny

1/14/2020 9:36:11 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Just  to emphasize the truth of what is about to come I would think!

1/14/2020 9:36:34 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Of course

1/14/2020 9:37:34 PM manifest_utopia Q also points to DJT's friendship with JFK, Jr. and then his assassination as another awakening event.

1/14/2020 9:38:55 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/ItEXWBWXHz

1/14/2020 9:39:37 PM majic_eyes_qnly Agreed.... 9/11 would have affected him as well, as a real estate developer

1/14/2020 9:40:36 PM wwg1wga93583681 @realDonaldTrump : The perfect man for the job. pic.twitter.com/FfQH0LNdv3

1/14/2020 9:40:55 PM house_poseidon So just to follow up, are you part of the "breakaway #nazi" group which allegedly has "#Musk" as one of their leaders?

I noticed you responded SUUUUPER quick to what i thought was, yes, obviously a fake pic.  WARNING:  Some memes can be altered images!

#Elon & #pedos from #Mars pic.twitter.com/v0A47V7lV8

1/14/2020 9:44:23 PM joeker87 Its fake

1/14/2020 9:44:46 PM karma4event201 Was anyone able to take pictures with a telescope?

1/14/2020 9:52:44 PM manifest_utopia 🤫🤫🤫 Ssssh, we don't want to start those conversations up again.

Very nice meme, btw.

1/14/2020 9:54:26 PM manifest_utopia Yes, very true. From this vantage point we can see Universe calling and leading him towards his current role.

1/14/2020 10:02:33 PM sethric61410528 Highly interesting and well researched stuff from Howard. However - Donald Trump as part of the coup ? Think we know better by now ...

1/14/2020 10:05:43 PM sethric61410528 „Kingdom is within you“

„Direct relationship with Christ“ 

„Christ Consciousness“

„Bibles at one point obsolete or even counterproductive“ pic.twitter.com/OiqB1T7k62

1/14/2020 10:06:22 PM steveakridge I read somewhere that the US - Alien Alliance Agreement requiring secrecy expires in 2021. If so, Disclosure could be then.

Probably just wishful thinking!

👽👽👽

1/14/2020 10:07:56 PM sethric61410528 correct point !

1/14/2020 10:08:33 PM _call_me_roy Or in private. news from 2015... thx g00gle! 🤐 https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/jun/23/google-eavesdropping-tool-installed-

computers-without-permission …

1/14/2020 10:15:35 PM deplorable_s Burisma laundering money...

1/14/2020 10:17:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 187 Judges Today

Yovanovitch on MSNBC

45 Today? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1195367083615371264 …

1/14/2020 10:20:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 [t] OR v->w

WITCH HUNT.

Who was being hunted?

Where's Hunter?

His first name is Where's.

Alternative spellings?

[] Hunter = The Hunted

These people are sick.

Enjoy what is about to come.
1/14/2020 10:21:13 PM getmygoat1 That explains the left putting out text messages  claiming Trump was trying to have Yavanovich killed in Ukraine.

1/14/2020 10:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Iowa has clowns?

187 marker?

ABCs 

Easy as 01:23...

Enjoy the show... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110777519064506368 …

1/14/2020 10:24:35 PM itstime4all2c when was that?

1/14/2020 10:25:17 PM mediumgrace Interesting number considering which judge was 187d....

1/14/2020 10:25:27 PM newyorker66 The way I saw it..it was a zone out, mid sentence.  I havent seen anything like it. Sooo, think what you want, I know what I saw.

1/14/2020 10:26:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it surprising how stupid these loliticials really are? https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1217194574822678530 …

1/14/2020 10:26:22 PM daddygoat22 Iowa?

1/14/2020 10:26:50 PM rebornkingent “Loli” I see what you did there.

1/14/2020 10:28:30 PM upmoxie Some people wear Superman pajamas.  Superman wears Donald Trump pajamas.

1/14/2020 10:29:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Plea] = MF List?

]Trial[ = 45 Witnesses

How do you legally introduce incriminating evidence against [them]?

We must follow this process by the law.

Trust the plan.

We've planted a seed.

It needs to gros into a tree.

Your future awaits you.

Space Force -> [Cabal] -> Disclosure
1/14/2020 10:32:22 PM steveakridge The best spiritual experiences I’ve ever had was going into an empty church sanctuary and singing my favorite hymns as loud as I could. The walls 

vibrated - I believe it was the Spirit singing back at me!!!

1/14/2020 10:33:40 PM knowita70657399 TYPO ON THE GROW?

1/14/2020 10:34:16 PM adam51016989 You not your wife ever owned your kids. They were born into slavery. You, me, all of us were sold out long ago.  

Why is your birth certificate printed on a federal bank note? Go look



1/14/2020 10:35:29 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/SUJYh2s0eQ

1/14/2020 10:35:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Con permiso, Capitan. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged. It's now time to see if you can dance.

1/14/2020 10:39:21 PM diaptera_80 A seed will grow into a tree in about 7 years or more

1/14/2020 10:39:35 PM chseclipse I was 1/2 joking because men shouldn’t liable for something that’s consensual. Having proof that it’s agreed upon provides protection.

1/14/2020 10:40:27 PM bevbarrett5 😂

1/14/2020 10:41:13 PM sofia_wwg1wga 5:5

1/14/2020 10:42:24 PM 30yosinner No habla senor, Trump lost the demographics. And How many traitors has he put away again?

1/14/2020 10:43:14 PM theguruatidic  pic.twitter.com/bivxcbk1ya

1/14/2020 10:45:03 PM gemchaser You are correct to think it might provide a form of legal protection. Lot of trouble, notary, filings, fees. Politicians would love the tax revenue though!

1/14/2020 10:47:48 PM chseclipse God gave us the Bible and Jesus so we can know Him personally, be freed from sin, and live in love and peace with one another. We need to read a 

gospel, believe in Jesus, and ask him into our lives. Jesus hated the spirit of religion and can set us free us from it.

1/14/2020 10:49:59 PM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/how-does-a-person-know-if-they-are-a-starseed-ascension-keys-

may?fbclid=IwAR0UprhJuTyMqn7csi4lREHZ7tRxKb97H2ktd2ke5MfS4B7Ef2DaVuksOis …

1/14/2020 10:50:03 PM lbf777 I don’t trust the plan.

1/14/2020 10:52:58 PM docpalfrancesc2 Yes!We all have the ability to be happy,making best choices @Knowbody1185 @JETAR9 @TheTwinPowers @WbWse @KulikovUNIATF @bigthink 

@JimHarris @LeadToday @evankirstel @mvollmer1 @JohnBird001 @TheCalmPeople @Ronald_vanLoon @skip_conover @int0x00 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@NikolovScience @WbWse https://twitter.com/AHealthBlog/status/1217334419989716993 …

1/14/2020 10:55:19 PM lycanmaster Leave !!!!!! Be bye

1/14/2020 10:56:15 PM jeebaleebs Q

1/14/2020 10:59:59 PM manifest_utopia MF cooperated with DOJ prosecutors for 2 years.

It's all starting to make sense.

Brilliant 😎

1/14/2020 11:01:43 PM heedfulike Up against an army of psychopaths that literally control the world and “the plan” is to use the legal system that they created??? 😂

Maybe the new and improved healthy chemtrails will work too

1/14/2020 11:03:00 PM susan66388204 Yes ready set go✅👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

1/14/2020 11:04:00 PM stefanofait I guess they are beyond salvation by now...did they ever have a chance?

Sad.

1/14/2020 11:07:08 PM brian_dalfonso  https://augtellez.wordpress.com/ 

1/14/2020 11:07:22 PM disciplepatriot What an odd thing to say.

1/14/2020 11:08:02 PM ali_dougall MF list?

1/14/2020 11:09:54 PM manifest_utopia Best reply of the day. 😂😂😂

1/14/2020 11:10:37 PM laughingwolf11 How about we just plant some 15’x6” reinforced posts in front of the Capitol and hang the Traitors???!

We can draw lots from a hat of who gets to kick the chair out from beneath them. 

Our forebears would have never waited so long.

1/14/2020 11:15:32 PM clbcummins Greg knows something about Area 51!!!!!!

1/14/2020 11:17:58 PM rghardy3 Still waiting to start the Enjoyment.

1/14/2020 11:18:52 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/A70M7zHAXd

1/14/2020 11:19:25 PM bubusmc You have 2 ears and yet can not hear, 2 eyes and yet can not see. Try being positive, block out the negativity.

1/14/2020 11:20:17 PM rghardy3 [Clowns]  2020

Nobody likes a Clown anyway.

1/14/2020 11:23:26 PM manifest_utopia The legal strategy is friggin brilliant!

1/14/2020 11:27:57 PM hellouncledonny Not so much a legal strategy...but more of a well-scripted movie.

1/14/2020 11:28:13 PM rghardy3 King to pawn.

Opening Move.

D5

1/14/2020 11:32:49 PM nonlineardarren RUSSELL-JAY; GOULD owns the Title 4 American flag.

1/14/2020 11:32:56 PM nonlineardarren RUSSELL-JAY; GOULD owns the Title 4 American flag.

1/14/2020 11:33:06 PM nonlineardarren RUSSELL-JAY; GOULD owns the Title 4 American flag.

1/14/2020 11:34:57 PM wok68 Gros?

1/14/2020 11:36:51 PM manifest_utopia Wait and see. I believe I just figured out the answer to How do you legally introduce incriminating evidence against [them].

If they're doing what I think they're doing, it's a stroke of genius.

1/14/2020 11:37:57 PM petrusmax4 Get lost "Majestic 12" you creepy troll from GCHQ.

1/14/2020 11:39:15 PM hellouncledonny do tell.

I just made this myself today. pic.twitter.com/qDJaxFcvfg

1/14/2020 11:40:05 PM williebhere It started in 1307 when the protesters became the hunted. Their wealth was seized and murdered on the 13th. Now the hunted are the hunters.. 

justice will be swift and final!!

 Trust the plan and your faith not falter.

#GlobalPeaceIsThePrize..

1/14/2020 11:48:15 PM mongrelglory Can someone explain the first line to me? [t] OR v->w

I'm really not good at decoding. 😋

1/14/2020 11:50:44 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

1/14/2020 11:51:53 PM elvetwelve Wordmagick

1/14/2020 11:52:24 PM manifest_utopia Very nice work! Great job on the Nike info. I'd not seen those connections with the Nike shoe & Hussein before. 

Did you catch that Trump referred to "Barack Hussein Obama" during tonight's rally? That & Clinton talking about Supreme Court seat w/ LL on the 

tarmac. Awesome!

1/14/2020 11:53:22 PM illsupportuu Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, recorded, corroborated, validateded 

to intentionally switch the development of gross motor skills with fine motor skills. Define both. Now ask you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …

1/14/2020 11:53:55 PM mongrelglory Can't wait! pic.twitter.com/sliVgcW6mM

1/14/2020 11:55:23 PM mongrelglory Their spelling mistakes are usually intentional.  I'm still pondering this one...

1/14/2020 11:56:17 PM mongrelglory Definition of gros

: a heavy durable fabric

especially : a cross-ribbed fabric of silk

1/15/2020 12:08:30 AM deceptiongoodo1 Mike Flynn

1/15/2020 12:12:11 AM illsupportuu Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: 1/ #UnsealEpstein 2/ #UnsealEpstein 3/ #UnsealEpstein 4/ #UnsealEpstein… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1216144322321698816.html …



1/15/2020 12:20:49 AM hellouncledonny Yes, I did and @LisaMei62 posted about it as well.

BIG BIG things happening.

Election Year.

Good vs Evil the final showdown.

1/15/2020 12:25:14 AM chapulincolored [P]?

1/15/2020 12:28:20 AM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/rIeIdAa4yk

1/15/2020 12:30:54 AM resolute_ptriot "You know about Alice Johnson and other "stories"... Alice 187.

1/15/2020 12:34:17 AM wok68 I think typo...w and s are very close!... Having said that Q always stated he would not communicate from off the board... so Majestic 12 is good... but 

not Q!

1/15/2020 12:35:00 AM chapulincolored 187

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1217321896808722432?s=20 …

1/15/2020 12:36:02 AM maga45cal 💯 Gospel here. 

The Christian Protestants at that time and place were effecting Change. By in large their namesake, (protests). But also pamphlets, evangelism, and a 

most Righteous determination. And so when this "change" affected the church's purse count...well you know.

1/15/2020 12:43:16 AM house_poseidon So what the hell is actually going on w/ Boeing?  First PS departs DoD, as jets are dropping, & then Boeing drops off a proverbial cliff?

Read between the lions? pic.twitter.com/yAdN1ktgjf

1/15/2020 12:52:56 AM 7alon mind control.

1/15/2020 1:04:41 AM holotechrd Blah blah blah more bullshit...  Everything's a fucken secret with you guys grow some balls..⚡💥😜👑👈

1/15/2020 1:06:39 AM thebarwatch How do you legally introduce incriminating evidence against [them]? A: via the technique for evidence collection, called “parallel construction”. Parallel 

construction is a law enforcement process of building a parallel—or separate—evidentiary basis for a criminal investigation

1/15/2020 1:07:11 AM thebarwatch in order to conceal how an investigation actually began.  This process, in which government agencies deliberately conceal origins of evidence by 

creating alternative explanations for discoveries, is known as “parallel construction.” Parallel construction is commonly used in a

1/15/2020 1:07:30 AM thebarwatch variety of government agencies to protect sources and mask methods of investigation. By definition, parallel construction allows government agencies 

to act non-transparently while shielding them from judicial review or public scrutiny,

1/15/2020 1:08:15 AM thebarwatch leading to a pressing issue of lack of accountability over government agents.

1/15/2020 1:12:14 AM karbharigawali5  https://twitter.com/KarbhariGawali5/status/1217373347010367488?s=09 …

1/15/2020 1:39:31 AM real_logizomai Low energy Dems have nothing on the Chad-n-Chief.  Bernie is the only one that can generate a pulse (ironic) with Democrat voters, the rest may as 

well be named Mitt Romney or Jeb Bush.

1/15/2020 1:43:02 AM kidge6 Alt spelling of wheres. 

Wears Hunter?

Hunted?

Sick?

Tell me I’m barking up the wrong tree. Please.

1/15/2020 1:44:32 AM jcmyhp Shouldn’t the Speaker be able to speak?

1/15/2020 1:55:57 AM ctenfor Plan started in 1964

1/15/2020 1:56:22 AM ctenfor Plan started in 1964

1/15/2020 2:12:45 AM robinabank4 I believe so..🇺🇸

1/15/2020 2:26:35 AM cny_micaa I don't think its wrong, to not fully trust it.  We are given glimpses and told to believe. With all the disinfo and deliberate lies for millenia, skepticism is 

warranted. We cannot possibly know all the players and all the motives. It has been said the truth resonates within.

1/15/2020 2:29:07 AM lightlove21121 Dance ALICE, DANCE 💃

1/15/2020 2:38:35 AM tom31485433 ‘They’ never give up with fearmongering.

1/15/2020 3:04:10 AM keith369me Option 1, drop impeachment, then go back and impeach on something other than Ukraine [Democratic Party].  Option 2, proceed with “all witnesses” 

[Dem leaders on trial], Option 3, stall and lose voting base.  #Checkmate

1/15/2020 3:05:48 AM jebsmirk How many years to grow a "tree" are we talking here? pic.twitter.com/GRSewy3av3

1/15/2020 3:06:16 AM keith369me She should have went with her better judgement and held a fake impeachment trial on Russia instead of Ukraine.  Democratic Party is done.

1/15/2020 3:07:07 AM sterkinglights1 Near led lighting.

1/15/2020 3:13:14 AM jaded_pearl It's been over- same for our 3 letter LEO/Intel agencies.

1/15/2020 3:20:41 AM winklerburke My guess: Senate Trial? ... or is it going 2 finally be... Victory over witch hunts against Trump?  Hangworthy evidences, even millions of pages of 

evidences, shall be legally introduced against C_A-Cabal, especially Biden FAM perversions? Cabal leaders guilty of max treason?

1/15/2020 3:21:13 AM janedol57181536 Just wondering if it could be in this lifetime?

1/15/2020 3:40:16 AM friskygolfer Bots don’t watch tv

1/15/2020 3:49:17 AM samsmith0319 Thanks for the details!!!...👀...

1/15/2020 3:49:43 AM samsmith0319 Ready...👀...

1/15/2020 3:50:03 AM winklerburke Black Hats = in Ukraine, Destroying evidence?  White Hats = in Ukraine Bringing evidence to DC Senate Trial to convict Black Hat Swamp?  Many to hang 

for Treason?  Military Justice = Harsh, Swift.   Pendulum Swings.

1/15/2020 3:52:50 AM rosscarwalker Can you declassify whether Hilary Clinton has been arrested?

1/15/2020 3:53:14 AM kickthefed i heard about these cloning centers alot on you tube .britney spears even made a video about destroying them because shes been cloned so many 

times.

1/15/2020 3:54:03 AM seahag127 I am so sickkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk of all their lies, it is so nauseating.

1/15/2020 3:58:19 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/W6Zwsb7zNo

1/15/2020 4:00:04 AM rosscarwalker Fear is how they control us. Showing your face shows no fear. Their system is over, the Cabal have lost. Thank you for waking us all up 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1217204088191930368 …

1/15/2020 4:02:29 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/RQvyRJZXWM

1/15/2020 4:13:25 AM qasgusi  pic.twitter.com/7TE5V3S5tL

1/15/2020 4:30:07 AM timmccoy5 The "zero point field" is the ether by another name. Ether physics has been suppressed since the fathers of electrical theory discovered it in the late 

1890's. Think Tesla. Bumping particles is BS. There are only fields - which are ether perturbations. That is HOW we are all One.

1/15/2020 4:36:27 AM 80yearstoolate It just can’t happen soon enough. Thankful for y’all

1/15/2020 4:40:06 AM just_mr_nobody  pic.twitter.com/6P7dao1OyO

1/15/2020 4:40:59 AM fansblowing3 Yovano[w]itch

Which Hunt

Here’s Hunter

Close? 🤔

1/15/2020 4:44:57 AM jelle7195 All this “trust the plan” talk is part of a clever Psyop to trick apathetic people into waiting for a Savior. Only We the People can change our Government 

by starting Common Law Courts and holding them accountable

1/15/2020 4:49:02 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/HrCpMmNvXG



1/15/2020 4:49:08 AM godfamcountry Is the Space Force tied to the Cabal via the breakaway civilization?  Are the children underground or on another planet?

1/15/2020 4:51:47 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/kdV8YWvclq

1/15/2020 4:52:11 AM purepeacefulicu No games. Just truth. Illegal is not justice.  Tear it all down.  We are sovereign. We don’t need no stinking FBI, CIA, NSA. We need truth bombs.

1/15/2020 4:54:03 AM fansblowing3 All three are probably CIA pic.twitter.com/NNwRjpLLcx

1/15/2020 4:55:04 AM bbobbio71 45 you say..

1/15/2020 4:57:13 AM deanna_danforth Look on YouTube they have a few videos of Dec 26 eclipse

1/15/2020 4:57:39 AM bbobbio71 Maybe something??? pic.twitter.com/JwcIkYUqV7

1/15/2020 4:57:56 AM fansblowing3 187 judges is the marker that Durham is ready to make arrests.  Will Dems choose impeachment trial for the reveal or will they choose military 

tribunals.  Either way, Justice shall commence 🔨 ⚖️

1/15/2020 5:00:23 AM fansblowing3 WE DEMAND VOTER ID TO STOP RUSSIA FROM INTERFERING IN OUR ELECTIONS

1/15/2020 5:01:03 AM oldsoullegend It's comms with things others don't see or side effect of programming/downloads.

Good/Bad still open to interpretations...

1/15/2020 5:01:12 AM bbobbio71 Loliticials?

1/15/2020 5:01:17 AM rsarterbury Belenoff must go down.  The head of the snake must be cut off.  The Queen of the whole cabal.

1/15/2020 5:02:41 AM lbf777 It’s all a Lie. We wasted 3 years for nothing.

1/15/2020 5:02:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/BLy3WM8MZS

1/15/2020 5:03:22 AM bhopki They didn't need to confiscate the weapons - they just said trust the plan instead!

1/15/2020 5:03:24 AM cstarr888 And what I read was that the pharma corps basically forced that to get signed-they threatened to stop making vax because of their liability.

🧐🙏💖

1/15/2020 5:06:49 AM awakeandsing123 Yes, we were all warned about it back in the USSR. pic.twitter.com/jzlRjkdrCh

1/15/2020 5:09:55 AM melanieanders7 Lolita Express/Epstein. Politicians who have taken Lolita Express to Epstein island and are now compromised via blackmail for an agenda.

1/15/2020 5:15:08 AM fansblowing3 Flynn is withdrawing his plea deal.  Flynn has the Do Not Prosecute list which has the Biden’s + others on it.   The evidence will come out during the 

impeachment trial because 45 can call his own witnesses.  We needed the Space Force before Durham could indict?  No one can hide.

1/15/2020 5:19:45 AM cosmic_engineer Demographic = patriots

Mockingbird Media has co-opted man true patriots.

The platform is now ours. Many will get to make an unbiased choice soon.  I trust they will do this wisely.

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

1/15/2020 5:26:14 AM rawphonegirl Navy says? So do the top-secret files reveal the previously orchestrated "disclosure" package ala Podesta and friends?

1/15/2020 5:33:42 AM charitable_fury Something to KEEP an EYE ON! — Maharishi Vedic Pandit Compound, near Fairfield, IA!...Check out @CoreysDigs excellent reporting on this group: 

https://www.coreysdigs.com/new-world-order/murder-suicides-missing-persons-at-iowas-maharishi-campus/ …

1/15/2020 5:40:12 AM karma4event201 Thank you! I will look

1/15/2020 5:45:07 AM mikebin813 All Q Patriots ready to go. The Great Awakening will happen in 2020.

1/15/2020 6:18:06 AM egelone thanks. I am worried how to avoid hurting my stomach. Also can i take pills/vitamin/heart supplement while i do fasting? thanks

1/15/2020 6:23:35 AM stormenight How much of any illusion is true or false? The truth isn’t somewhere in time, it lives & breathes in every moment, it is you and it is me. Prayer works 

because it is sincere. God exists infinitely so that each living breathing truth can decide for ourselves, consciously or not.

1/15/2020 6:26:37 AM fansblowing3 FYI this post could get you suspended under the twitter rules.  🙄

1/15/2020 6:33:07 AM kachinagtto My take is that it’s the spelling of Yovanovitch vs Yovanowitch. But I’m guessing there could also be an alternate spelling for Hunter Biden??  Idk 🧐🤔 

I’m stumped for now too

1/15/2020 6:33:37 AM jeangre85804374 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  remember this?  pic.twitter.com/fbpro5La9W

1/15/2020 6:37:33 AM tucson_ron General Washington's most terse order:

"Hang him."

1/15/2020 6:38:45 AM kachinagtto Hunger Biden??

1/15/2020 6:40:06 AM stormenight As long as people will believe the Word of God is contained in a single book/symbol [they’ll] be happy to have that book in every home, on every 

nightstand. Being awake & aware in the now is what they can’t allow. It’s also what they can’t stop which IS proof of a Living God.

1/15/2020 6:44:49 AM fansblowing3 Trump won the Democratic debates last night again 😂

1/15/2020 6:45:58 AM lorieve The aquifers are getting recharged, that's awesome! I know there have been fresh (sweet) water springs coming back to life in the area around the 

Dead Sea. God is so faithful!

1/15/2020 6:50:41 AM n3mo83 I'm so happy he always keeps his promises.

1/15/2020 6:50:54 AM willow21264224 What about this horrible appointment re: FISC investigation? I'm not even sure who to call and email.

1/15/2020 6:51:28 AM kachinagtto I think the first line is referring to Flynn changing his plea. Changing the plea means all bets off on keeping the list of all those in govt involved in pedo 

shit he discovered on computer systems.

1/15/2020 6:52:41 AM lorieve People have such a whimpy view of God and His Sovereignty. He is OMNIPOTENT. His Word is PERFECT.

1/15/2020 6:55:56 AM annasum47005725 oh course, I realize this!  I just don't want it to be downplayed when children are dying, and very sick, but you don't hear it on the news!

1/15/2020 6:57:51 AM annasum47005725 I know, about the child trafficking,  I also know that bigPharma is killing children, and harming them for life with no liability!  So they inject more and 

more toxic vaxs for profit!!

1/15/2020 6:57:52 AM lorieve "Study to show yourself approved." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZ3hESj__M8&list=PLRj8AJuzeJRwHdeFua3pzmwPB_JCS0mIq …

1/15/2020 6:59:51 AM josepht06187724 God is within. Bible (basic instructions before leaving earth). To seek inside one's own self is beneficial, call it advanced instructions. The end isn't for 

everyone doesn't just apply to just evil, also applies to ignorant. It's your great awakening, not the great story telling

1/15/2020 7:02:04 AM annasum47005725 Like I am saying, children are suffering and dying, in many ways.  People willingly comply thinking they are good!  I'm not trying to look stupid by 

bringing this up, when knowing about Child trafficking, adrenocrome, torture... Im saying it is important too!

1/15/2020 7:03:21 AM josepht06187724 I recommend sticking with God who is within and without.

1/15/2020 7:09:30 AM joeorbit valid point. i often think, why not disclose a major ff event perped by the ds.  the result may not be healthy because the un-woke will just find another 

government authority to trust.  maybe its best to cook this turkey on low heat?

1/15/2020 7:13:54 AM decodematrix ]Flynn[

1/15/2020 7:14:44 AM decodematrix Never underestimate the importance of planting a seed.

1/15/2020 7:19:20 AM ddmau1968 Put MIRACLE GROW on it !

1/15/2020 7:20:37 AM americanpetal Hi Michelle, Have you figured out gros yet? Silk Road...the China trade route?

1/15/2020 7:20:54 AM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

Sounds wonderful!!!

☺️☺️☺️

1/15/2020 7:21:01 AM beesandhoney123 What is Happening in russia right now? O. O



1/15/2020 7:26:11 AM laurabusse Yes ☺️

1/15/2020 7:26:45 AM laurabusse Yes

Everywhere

Infinite

☺️

1/15/2020 7:32:35 AM laurabusse Wow

Well put!

1/15/2020 7:34:38 AM boy12_jimmy This is why Vice President Pence swore in the General in Command yesterday for the Space Force. 

https://twitter.com/Mike_Pence/status/1217171088217714688 …

1/15/2020 7:39:14 AM rebornkingent Millstone firmly placed around Neck.

1/15/2020 7:41:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is the news out of RU BIG?

1/15/2020 7:41:37 AM k3yle Elaborate please

1/15/2020 7:42:01 AM rebornkingent RU is Russia I’m assuming

1/15/2020 7:42:02 AM laurabusse I took it as

LOL iticials

Laughable officials or politicians

Could be other meanings of course

1/15/2020 7:42:49 AM norwegianon #DeepState & 🤡🤡🤡 lost.

1/15/2020 7:43:06 AM luludean4 When will all the satellites be in place?

1/15/2020 7:43:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Smartphone app.

Why is IA first?

Will they rig this election too like they did in 2016?

Any reforms take place inside DNC?

None at all.

Who controls the [D]con Party?

Do smartphone apps keep a paper trail?

Is the source open?

Who made the app?

Who funded them?

Do you trust them?
1/15/2020 7:43:27 AM 762100rddrums  pic.twitter.com/lxoFt6D78h

1/15/2020 7:43:35 AM ronic214 Deep state out

1/15/2020 7:44:04 AM atashfire I'm hoping it's part of the white hats agreeing on changing the constitution of the Russian Federation. We'll see how it unfolds, hopefully it doesn't go 

down like it did in the 90's.

1/15/2020 7:44:45 AM bdam777 Corny man.

1/15/2020 7:45:00 AM onlyrobbiesnead No

1/15/2020 7:45:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w/ MJ4+T2 (Yes/No)

1/15/2020 7:45:48 AM bdam777 Do clowns develop and monitor apps to gather intelligence?

1/15/2020 7:45:55 AM francoissmc What’s up with all the water mentions?

1/15/2020 7:46:06 AM k3yle Is the sun a heat source and the moon the opposite?

1/15/2020 7:46:08 AM fansblowing3 Earthquakes in Puerto Rico are collapsing DUMBs?

1/15/2020 7:46:26 AM ladtacarms What is it we don't know by now?

1/15/2020 7:46:35 AM lilinator1776 Yes

1/15/2020 7:46:50 AM llyr_crypto Yellow stone under control?

1/15/2020 7:47:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes*

* Clowns control app development and align policies that enable bulk collection of data.

1/15/2020 7:47:24 AM k3yle Are the things running around as Hillary going to ever be revealed as not her.. her ‘stunt doubles’ ?

1/15/2020 7:47:28 AM stanfireman1 Yes

1/15/2020 7:47:29 AM llyr_crypto Mj12.. there is 12...

1/15/2020 7:47:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes and No

1/15/2020 7:47:35 AM laura_621 Happy New Year T2. Do we have colonies on Mars?

1/15/2020 7:47:37 AM ctenfor Ama= American medical association

1/15/2020 7:47:39 AM cidarean Is this accurate?

 https://benjaminfulford.net/ 

1/15/2020 7:47:42 AM fansblowing3 Can we force all Vatican Cardinals to be vaccinated?

1/15/2020 7:47:49 AM vincemindfreak pliedian or arcturian assistance ?

1/15/2020 7:48:03 AM chrislongaberg1 Are we going to see the Destruction of the Cabal soon?

1/15/2020 7:48:08 AM stanstephens13 When you refer to God's are you talking about the trinity?

1/15/2020 7:48:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 No*

Collapsing DUMBs do not cause Earthquakes.

1/15/2020 7:48:16 AM stevewo50768315 Is the impeachment trial the beginning of "disclosure"?

1/15/2020 7:48:25 AM vincemindfreak how many cloning centres exist currently

1/15/2020 7:48:36 AM specopspepe whats up with the Glamis stuff? seems fake and gay to me

1/15/2020 7:48:38 AM jared4liberty do you recommend oil pulling for oral health?

1/15/2020 7:48:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Much can be learned by studying the water.

1/15/2020 7:48:50 AM francoissmc Does it tie up with tunnels?

1/15/2020 7:48:54 AM vincemindfreak neutrino networks and cern ..part of 6g or 5g

1/15/2020 7:48:57 AM lizzah_83 Will vaccines be overhauled/changed under President Trump?

1/15/2020 7:49:10 AM wokenandawake That is sort of what I was thinking.  Hope it is not wishful thinking.  fingers crossed

1/15/2020 7:49:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 7:49:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 7:49:36 AM vincemindfreak how many goldilocks planets are known ?

1/15/2020 7:49:53 AM jared4liberty with the death of Stan Kirsch being topical, are/were highlanders real?

1/15/2020 7:50:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 We do not recommend any health procedures.

1/15/2020 7:50:23 AM jocelelyon What’s causing volcanoes to blow ash worldwide currently?

1/15/2020 7:50:25 AM vincemindfreak compact fusion reactors ..thorium based ?> how long away

1/15/2020 7:50:37 AM diaptera_80 So this was the big news. Yeah, together with all other various famous people stepping down so close to the Iran-thing, I’d say there are big 

movements happening!

1/15/2020 7:50:46 AM vincemindfreak the curse of oak island ..why sniff wood?



1/15/2020 7:50:52 AM laurabusse He most certainly did

 https://youtu.be/Kmyu5DMyzZU 

Dave Rubin and Bridget Phetasy React to debates

Entertaining stuff!

1/15/2020 7:51:00 AM oliheck Fox Mulder was right

1/15/2020 7:51:01 AM pleiadianshaman Will there be a global currency reset?

1/15/2020 7:51:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes*

* What will be disclosed? Not ET life. Not yet.

Space Force > [Cabal] -> Disclosure

         |             ^ impeachment

         ^ you are here

1/15/2020 7:51:07 AM vincemindfreak will glamis be known ?

1/15/2020 7:51:07 AM winklerburke Why did Majestic 12 say the Apollo Space Program was a failure?

1/15/2020 7:51:11 AM anonj0hn When will disclosure occur?

1/15/2020 7:51:15 AM jared4liberty Is it considered a health procedure though? just swishing oil for 15-20 minutes. I dunno if its cracked up to be what they say

1/15/2020 7:51:15 AM rebornkingent Russian government has resigned

1/15/2020 7:51:18 AM beniverson11  https://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/amp-video/mmvo76676165637 …

1/15/2020 7:51:48 AM lenartjoe Is Putin weakening the power of his successor to prevent the will of the people from threatening his legacy, or is there more at work here? Can you 

elaborate on whether this is positive or negative?

1/15/2020 7:51:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 When is an illusion.

1/15/2020 7:51:56 AM k3yle Can we expect a display of criminals on television... aka will the revolution be televised?

1/15/2020 7:52:01 AM rebornkingent Constitution needs changing? https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSKBN1ZE15J …

1/15/2020 7:52:01 AM specopspepe Is The Glamis stuff fake?

1/15/2020 7:52:11 AM stanfireman1 Is impeachment scam a set up to bring all to light?

1/15/2020 7:52:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Because that is the opinion of the Majestic 12.

1/15/2020 7:52:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/15/2020 7:52:30 AM bbobbio71 Will flouride be reduced or removed under Trump?

1/15/2020 7:52:30 AM 369palm Is James Baker Robert Kinsey?

1/15/2020 7:52:38 AM turboxyde Indeed!

While visiting Russia last month I did as much grid work & clearing as my BE could muster.

I am glad to see flowers blooming where seeds of love were planted.

Moscow, Murmansk, Saint Petersburg. pic.twitter.com/tmBVZmeXko

1/15/2020 7:52:38 AM webarian1 Does the energy behind collapsing the DUMBs cause the earthquakes?

1/15/2020 7:52:44 AM k3yle Did you speak to me just now using VOG tech ?

1/15/2020 7:52:54 AM johndavid0389 You are so very wrong. I have no idea where you ppl are getting this stuff from. Every knee shall bow, and every tongue shall confess, that Christ Jesus, 

the son of God is Lord of all. I strongly suggest you do that before you leave this earth.

1/15/2020 7:53:03 AM decodematrix Is there sealed indictments for people involved with vaccines?

1/15/2020 7:53:04 AM kindeandtrue Was the real Trump abducted by aliens?

1/15/2020 7:53:10 AM fansblowing3 Will Greenland be the site of spaceports?

1/15/2020 7:53:11 AM llyr_crypto Haha no...

1/15/2020 7:53:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 7:53:58 AM anonsintel Are Canadian citizens safe right now?

1/15/2020 7:54:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 They have committed other crimes.

Collateral damage from fallouts will clean things up.

1/15/2020 7:54:15 AM truth939 Will replicators be able to produce fruit and vegetables?  If so, will the health benefits be anywhere near organically grown?

1/15/2020 7:54:33 AM fakenewscop Do secret societies/agreements abound in DS? Why is John Kerry running a parallel USA?

1/15/2020 7:54:38 AM beniverson11  https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/russian-prime-minister-and-government-resign-after-putin-speech/ar-BBYYS9a?OCID=opal0003 …

1/15/2020 7:54:42 AM rick_hernandez Is project looking glass still working?

1/15/2020 7:54:47 AM corn_hole Is ALICE the antichrist?

1/15/2020 7:54:50 AM synackstatic What are the homophones for "Where's"

"Wares Hunter"

"Wears Hunter"

"Wheres Hunter"

and my favorite...and the most relevant to a which hunt...

"Weirs Hunter"

The funny thing is a Weir is a small damn, and you calculate flow rate by (C L H^n) which = Q. I kid you not.

1/15/2020 7:54:54 AM richner88 Is Pres Trump working to dissolve the FED?

1/15/2020 7:54:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do you legally introduce incriminating evidence against [them]?

1/15/2020 7:55:02 AM boy12_jimmy More than a YES or NO answer, BUT I really appreciate this for a more understandable answer for in general where we are in the Trump, Q, & MJ 

forecast. pic.twitter.com/i6RGHw4miJ

1/15/2020 7:55:03 AM positively303 How will we clean up public schools?

1/15/2020 7:55:05 AM bbobbio71 Can abundance be manifested?

1/15/2020 7:55:05 AM youstinksoap Are we all starseeds?

Are we part A.I.?

Are we also Alice?  

Are we all dreaming when awake, rather than when sleeping?

1/15/2020 7:55:18 AM islandofdelight Was 4, 10, 20 taking over the MJ12 in 2004 in response to NWO / 14 Year Plan gaining momentum? Was the plan developed back in 2004?

1/15/2020 7:55:22 AM aprilbrown99 Do we have a sun simulator in the sky?

1/15/2020 7:55:25 AM _17patriot_ Do they need the House cleaned out to declass black ops tech for #SpaceForce ?

1/15/2020 7:55:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 It will not just be on CSPAN-3.

1/15/2020 7:55:50 AM stevewo50768315 Disclosure...from two angles!😆

1/15/2020 7:55:50 AM hurricane0073 What happened in the 90s?

1/15/2020 7:55:52 AM kindeandtrue Are there two Trumps?

1/15/2020 7:56:02 AM rick_hernandez Does the Q team use technology to see the future?

1/15/2020 7:56:05 AM laurabusse Me neither

Good question 👍



1/15/2020 7:56:09 AM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1217474632699215872?s=20 …

1/15/2020 7:56:14 AM radasmodean Big tech now a white hat psy op?

1/15/2020 7:56:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Declass black ops tech for Space Force would weaken the Space Force.

1/15/2020 7:56:26 AM jocelelyon Are the volcanoes currently blowing ash worldwide indicative of a significant event?

1/15/2020 7:56:32 AM yupyup_puypuy Do you know Yahweh!

1/15/2020 7:56:32 AM laura_621 My kids want to know more about Space Force. What should they study if they want to join someday?

1/15/2020 7:56:36 AM fansblowing3 Lol

1/15/2020 7:56:37 AM paytonpatriot Have we gotten 55% of the population awaken yet?

1/15/2020 7:56:42 AM jared4liberty do you pull or considering it?

1/15/2020 7:56:44 AM bbobbio71 Are we on schedule for OFC? 

Will the majority of the population be ready?

1/15/2020 7:56:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

No.

No.

No.

1/15/2020 7:56:54 AM _17patriot_ Some secrets need to be kept to ensure security and supremacy. Understood 🇺🇸

1/15/2020 7:56:55 AM vincemindfreak so which ones are the ones over the english channel almost nightly for the last 5 years .. pic.twitter.com/dLkGaynQ1Q

1/15/2020 7:57:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Stop attending public schools.

1/15/2020 7:57:05 AM aprilbrown99 All the celebrities are talking code about the sun. 

Did we recently have an eclipse that we arent aware of?

1/15/2020 7:57:06 AM llyr_crypto Lol lulz.. you do you man

1/15/2020 7:57:24 AM fukyorfeelngs Who is Valiant Thor?

1/15/2020 7:57:25 AM laura_621 😂

1/15/2020 7:57:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 The FED is in the cross hairs.

Godfather III.

1/15/2020 7:57:26 AM hawkgirlinmn Why does the cabal/cult of Baal want Jerusalem? Is that a satanic energy point? Or is it necessary to fake revelations?

1/15/2020 7:57:29 AM radasmodean Does public outrage effect plan timeline?

1/15/2020 7:57:31 AM 369palm They already answered that we the people have to handle that one on our own.

1/15/2020 7:57:33 AM laurabusse Will contrails be addressed?

1/15/2020 7:57:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 7:57:50 AM jdm46808323 Will it happen this week after Trump signs with China?

1/15/2020 7:58:10 AM specopspepe excellent answer

1/15/2020 7:58:20 AM laurabusse Will the public become more aware of contrails?

1/15/2020 7:58:22 AM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/LpvaOPV6zU

1/15/2020 7:58:43 AM anonymousada Through indictments and/or as evidence in an investigation or court proceedings. pic.twitter.com/fsfBX4jq5m

1/15/2020 7:58:56 AM laurabusse Will the truth about contrails come out into the public?

1/15/2020 7:59:15 AM aprilbrown99 California has had many days with heavy chemtrails. Are we still being poisoned with nanites?

1/15/2020 7:59:19 AM _17patriot_ Was Baba Vanga close to what we may find in Space as we being to journey further into the stars?

1/15/2020 7:59:25 AM laurabusse Will contrails be stopped???

1/15/2020 7:59:42 AM proudredrn Is someone going to protect us when 5G is rolled out?

1/15/2020 8:00:00 AM eaglesview77 Will construction methods be raipidly advanced? Egyptian pyramid like technology?

1/15/2020 8:00:17 AM laurabusse Are extraterrestrials one definite source of crop circles?

1/15/2020 8:00:39 AM radasmodean From whom/what perspective is time illusion/fluid?

1/15/2020 8:00:48 AM paytonpatriot Is Joe Rogan [DS] ? January 9th 2020, he wouldn’t even discuss QAnon and said conspiracy theories bore him.

1/15/2020 8:00:52 AM doc1415 There were 18 actually.

1/15/2020 8:00:57 AM synackstatic Soros controls the party.

1/15/2020 8:01:18 AM cidarean Trump knowingly interacting with ETs?

1/15/2020 8:01:19 AM lightworkercain Will POTUS warn us about the pending pole shift?

1/15/2020 8:01:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 8:01:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/15/2020 8:02:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 One.

1/15/2020 8:02:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

No

1/15/2020 8:02:22 AM laura_621 Do we need to protect ourselves?

1/15/2020 8:02:35 AM synackstatic Is there a fake mausoleum of interest?

Green door and all?

Give Me Hope?

e->t

Gardens, flowers, masons.

1/15/2020 8:02:38 AM jared4liberty others man made?

1/15/2020 8:02:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 He said he wouldn't talk about Biden.

1/15/2020 8:02:50 AM bbobbio71 After I sent it,  I remembered...  

Thank you though!

1/15/2020 8:03:07 AM verbiskj Is this a test?

1/15/2020 8:03:09 AM laurabusse Is there a cause of crop circles by other than extraterrestrials?

Not including obvious human art work with ropes and boards or planks?

Such as...humans using directed energy weapons or DEWs?

1/15/2020 8:03:24 AM richner88 Thank you!

1/15/2020 8:03:26 AM proudredrn Very much so. I was hoping Trump was going to stop it from being released.

1/15/2020 8:03:44 AM bbobbio71 Can you recommend any YT'S to properly learn meditation?

1/15/2020 8:03:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/15/2020 8:03:57 AM llyr_crypto Ok bsv troll, first.. a brainwash yourself more.. 

Second bsv and craig are shit.. 

Stop creating a slide thats already been debunked.. 

Third.. xrparmy would suit your crazy a little better

1/15/2020 8:04:08 AM youstinksoap Will we have biblical flooding?

1/15/2020 8:04:18 AM laura_621 How do we know when it starts?

1/15/2020 8:04:33 AM doc1415 Do your research into the group itself. Bill coopers book Behold a Pale Horse described it quite a bit. There were up 18 people within majestic.



1/15/2020 8:04:43 AM grand3americano Is there truth in Gnostic teachings?

Ialdabaoth, Sophia, ect...

1/15/2020 8:04:54 AM beniverson11 This is outside of their scope, why waste their time?

1/15/2020 8:04:57 AM allahuniversal Micro Disclosure vs the advertised Macro Disclosure which many are "waiting" on to happen at some particular "time"... 

Isn't the individual discovery of our Inner Technology the Ultimate Disclosure?

1/15/2020 8:05:06 AM turboxyde Can entire sections of our DNA be added or subtracted by our IS?

(Trying to understand something I saw in meditation the other day, I saw a section of DNA manifest as light & inserted.)

1/15/2020 8:05:12 AM jdm46808323 Are MedBeds available in US Northeast now, where? Grateful for this question answer (Q)ueue!

1/15/2020 8:05:25 AM reachechovoice What is the theory of One?

1/15/2020 8:05:26 AM laura_621 Look to start Charter Schools.

1/15/2020 8:05:27 AM 369helen313 Hi MJ4 + T2

Is it Going to be Biblical Today !?

1/15/2020 8:05:38 AM vincemindfreak so why do they make contact with me ? pic.twitter.com/RRmf6xAdHM

1/15/2020 8:05:39 AM jared4liberty why waste my time asking why?

1/15/2020 8:06:02 AM turboxyde Is Space Force monitoring telepathic communications between starseeds & star nations?

1/15/2020 8:06:15 AM nikoscali Said politics bores the hell out of people..... yet people aren't watching his show to hear about MMA.

1/15/2020 8:06:22 AM vincemindfreak sorry for blunt direct questions ..its how i work ,

1/15/2020 8:06:22 AM llyr_crypto The original one maybe. But i thought they down sized

1/15/2020 8:06:38 AM jones_tobious Will projects like Aurora, Astra, TR3B be made know to the public?

1/15/2020 8:06:48 AM llyr_crypto Ok npc muah 😘

1/15/2020 8:07:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/15/2020 8:07:15 AM allahuniversal Ready for archiving once completed

11:07 ET pic.twitter.com/Bojq8e3qNA

1/15/2020 8:07:23 AM paytonpatriot Exactly. Politics bore him yet he has Bernie and Tulsi on. Joe knows something about Biden or Q that. Who are Joes handlers?

1/15/2020 8:07:28 AM deplorabldamsel Are the "Gods" that are worshiped by many cultures from our past and present actually extraterrestrials? Also, thank MJ12 and T2 for your time, 

service, and sacrifices!!

1/15/2020 8:07:39 AM vincemindfreak ok ..so who is here?

1/15/2020 8:07:39 AM goesmao 'ET' life will definitely practice miscegenation..Not good

1/15/2020 8:07:43 AM jimbo11079215 Is President Trump going to help "fix" states (such as NYS, CA, etc) in his next term?

1/15/2020 8:07:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes and interdimensional machine elves.

1/15/2020 8:07:59 AM ivan2488083248 ye  Russian constitution need to rid of its Central bank protection articles.

1/15/2020 8:08:10 AM jones_tobious Do healing frequencies work?

1/15/2020 8:08:21 AM beniverson11 Will Declas signal end of Cabal, or just the beginning of their end?

1/15/2020 8:08:22 AM moemc8 Why not??!!

1/15/2020 8:08:28 AM allahuniversal 123 pic.twitter.com/ytbXpzc1Dr

1/15/2020 8:08:29 AM 369helen313 Are we going to hear something huge about exposing [44] soon !?

1/15/2020 8:08:37 AM kindeandtrue What if Trump is criminally implicated in #EpsteinCoverup? 

What if Trump was involved in sex trafficking? pic.twitter.com/mgTNxJSYxn

1/15/2020 8:08:40 AM fansblowing3 Did the Russian government resign because of #unsealepstein ?

1/15/2020 8:08:42 AM lightworkercain Pending pole shift causing earthquakes, look into it.

1/15/2020 8:08:49 AM proudredrn I think your provider will tell you. I know my cell phones days will be over but still the towers and others cell phones worry me.

1/15/2020 8:09:02 AM doc1415 At their level of secrecy who really knows? Who knows we could fully trust this Majestic account to not be a complete psyop mindfuck? Until the 

secrecy bullshit stops the full truth will never come to light.

1/15/2020 8:09:10 AM laura_621 I want to learn more about these machine elves!

1/15/2020 8:09:11 AM beniverson11 Edit: Disclosure(not Declas)

1/15/2020 8:09:22 AM jdm46808323 Are two 3D earth-type planets set up for those who are not awake to go to while 4D and 5D stay to help this ship/terra/earth continue to heal/ascend 

when the event(?)/solar flash(?) happens?

1/15/2020 8:09:30 AM vincemindfreak i find me interesting ..thats not a good enough reason to sit a triangle 12inchs above my house though ..

1/15/2020 8:09:42 AM aprilbrown99 The team. pic.twitter.com/KuJLyhpfCh

1/15/2020 8:09:45 AM kindeandtrue Yes, because Russia is moving toward a more democratic system: a parliamentary republic with an elected prime minister.

1/15/2020 8:10:00 AM 9999patriotusmc Yes, @POTUS has sacrificed himself with impeachment in order to intro evidence on the enemy of the USA -demshit congress members, and their 

handlers and financiers from foreign countries. He is courageous facing the enemy directly. WE MUST SUPPORT @realDonaldTrump more than ever.

1/15/2020 8:10:05 AM deplorabldamsel Same!!

1/15/2020 8:10:12 AM decodematrix Can anything stop what's coming?

1/15/2020 8:10:31 AM reachechovoice Is galt going to replace our current forms of energy production?

1/15/2020 8:10:31 AM charmanda9 AMA=Ask Me Anything

1/15/2020 8:10:41 AM what_uc Mushrooms- tree of life- from below not above ? Working on it 💃🐇🍄

1/15/2020 8:10:43 AM shanewhitfiel10 Check out Patty Greer on YouTube, she has footage of balls of plasma communicating before they form a crop circle..❤️

1/15/2020 8:11:10 AM laurabusse You're allowed to believe as you will of course

As is everyone else...

Free will ☺️

Live and let live

To each his own

Judge not that ye not be judged

Love is the highest law

❤️

1/15/2020 8:11:11 AM fansblowing3 No flu shots.

1/15/2020 8:11:31 AM aprilbrown99 MJ has stated in the past that activated charcoal toothpaste is very good. Most health food stores carry it.



1/15/2020 8:11:33 AM tlukeskywalkar Tell alice . I am the elm the tree that does not burn. I am

Hi alice...been a while...hope u are A&W

Mi Michele 

Who incieved u majestic? 

Q

N 

R

N
1/15/2020 8:11:49 AM worldxplorer1 Does the Cabal have the ability to transverse dimensions (vibratory densities) to travel to other planes (i.e. the Astral plane) in a state of normal waking 

consciousness. Meaning they're not lucid dreaming or astral projecting.

1/15/2020 8:11:53 AM lightlove21121 Is he as entangled with me than he is with my daughter ?

1/15/2020 8:11:54 AM bbobbio71 Is Pelosi in on disclosure?

1/15/2020 8:12:12 AM llyr_crypto You hit the nail sir.

Truth comes from within, and resonates with your own personal experience... 

Always question..

1/15/2020 8:12:27 AM doc1415 If all members were known and not cabal affiliates they would become targets. If they can give misinformation as they see fit they can conceal their 

true numbers. Secrecy is bullshit and must stop. No one should have the right to dictate the flow of knowledge.

1/15/2020 8:12:48 AM ccal1331 If the future goes into singularity, can we see beyond that point? If so, what can be seen about our society? 

Will we be allowed to travel among the stars in our life time?

1/15/2020 8:12:55 AM laurabusse I used to consider it

I tried it a few times

But never did it consistently

As I just didn't know

Some ppl swear by it...

Of course it would be nice to have a definitive answer ☺️

1/15/2020 8:12:58 AM tlukeskywalkar By the way, did ‘her’ ankle heal? What a site

1/15/2020 8:13:04 AM jaded_pearl Impeachment seems too far off given scale/time. If we are in chapter 4 of 12 chapters, Disclosure doesn't 👀 here in  2Q2Q

1/15/2020 8:13:09 AM riversm18 Will Tesla technology, free electricity be disclosed by President Trump?

1/15/2020 8:13:10 AM allahuniversal Sunflower oil is recommended, I prefer coconut oil

1/15/2020 8:13:14 AM jared4liberty I have used in the past! I only liked one brand that I tried, one made my gums swell..?

1/15/2020 8:13:29 AM igiant111 How does the future look for artists? If Hollywood is so crushed, will it be rebranded when all is done?

1/15/2020 8:13:36 AM doc1415 Again how many times has both this account and Q say, misinformation is necessary?

1/15/2020 8:13:45 AM turboxyde Are we at the leading edge of the galactic wave yet?

Is the galactic wave a part of, "The Event?"

Is space force able to monitor extra solar space weather reliably now?

1/15/2020 8:13:49 AM jaded_pearl Bummer

1/15/2020 8:14:11 AM laura_621 What is wrong Nancy Pelosi?

1/15/2020 8:14:23 AM aprilbrown99 Sorry to hear that. I used Toms toothpaste and mouthwash without fluoride and als. It is pretty good. They have different flavors which is nice.

1/15/2020 8:14:36 AM jared4liberty I need to try coconut. I have used sunflower twice and the taste makes me gag. but maybe its just a getting used to kinda thing.

1/15/2020 8:14:41 AM k3yle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?? ^

1/15/2020 8:14:45 AM bbobbio71 Replicators,  next 5 yrs?

Free energy,  Same??

1/15/2020 8:15:22 AM boy12_jimmy Does this Russia realignment of government have anything to do with DISCLOSURE? Stating that they want the people to vote on the country's future? 

https://www.rt.com/russia/478340-government-resigns-russia-putin-medvedev/ …

1/15/2020 8:15:29 AM kcwpatriot What plants (other than Hemp) provide complete proteins, and are they considered the same as meat protein by the body?

1/15/2020 8:15:30 AM positively303 Printing this. I am taking this in and letting them know I have a note from his Universal Spirit Doctor; MJ12! 😄🙏

#WWG1WGA

1/15/2020 8:16:05 AM worldxplorer1 Are the non-terrestrials on Q team from another star system? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:16:14 AM jaded_pearl I'm picking up the same signals. DNA can be unlocked. Perhaps through new light frequencies coming in. 1 option. Or through genetic editing in 

chemical exposure?

1/15/2020 8:16:35 AM freewithfaith First thing I thought of when I saw this!

1/15/2020 8:16:36 AM jared4liberty ill have to try toms out. hyperbiotics is the one I didn't like. I had great whitening success with lucky teeth brand paste and mouth wash

1/15/2020 8:16:58 AM allahuniversal One of the very reasons I prefer coconut oil. + coconut oil serves many other purposes, /has many other benefits. Definitely worth looking into.

1/15/2020 8:16:59 AM riversm18 Did you see Durango Jubilee Tesla (DJT) in their last post?

1/15/2020 8:17:20 AM laurabusse Yeah

Seen it

Am kind of a crop circle nerd LOL

Best comprehensive book I ever read

Was Freddy Silva's

P Greer says they come up from the earth

I don't buy that

That doesn't seem possible...

Tho I suppose anything is possible

It just makes more sense to me that ETs do it...
1/15/2020 8:17:21 AM worldxplorer1 Here was their previous very low tech solution... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103921667915776?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:17:59 AM kcwpatriot Are we in the beginnings of another "ice age" event?

1/15/2020 8:18:12 AM freewithfaith Iowa

1/15/2020 8:18:14 AM patriotlady10 We are waiting on pins and needles!

1/15/2020 8:18:33 AM jared4liberty do you have to consume the oil for other benefits? but will do, lll definitely look into it

1/15/2020 8:18:49 AM wlightning369 Why wouldn't they?



1/15/2020 8:19:16 AM shanewhitfiel10 I think it’s a combination of both... they seem to have a water source near them or underground source

1/15/2020 8:19:52 AM riversm18 What about China Lake base? There were 2 earthquakes.

1/15/2020 8:20:13 AM proudredrn Also, keep phone off as much as possible. Sleep with it in another room. What about working in close proximity to many people using it? EMF blockers 

come in all sizes.

1/15/2020 8:20:28 AM shanewhitfiel10 Well the earth is alive and has a consciousness...but that is just my opinion.. 😂

1/15/2020 8:20:38 AM worldxplorer1 Has anyone in the Trump family time traveled?

1/15/2020 8:21:17 AM surfing123456 How do I protect my family from 5g

1/15/2020 8:21:20 AM scott_rick Is Ivanka Trump Q?

1/15/2020 8:21:29 AM curt_avila Another Trump in oval office after 2024?

1/15/2020 8:21:29 AM eaglesview77 Will healthcare be rapidly advanced? Humans living to 150 years old as the norm.

1/15/2020 8:21:41 AM speaakn Will Americans finally learn the truth about what happened to Seth Rich?

1/15/2020 8:21:51 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/kWIOhDYvO6

1/15/2020 8:21:52 AM jaded_pearl Disheartening - will the war on children end before the expiration of 2030?

1/15/2020 8:22:14 AM scott_rick Will the Gold Standard be implemented in the next 3 months?

1/15/2020 8:22:27 AM jaded_pearl Good Question?!

1/15/2020 8:22:28 AM worldxplorer1 Previous related info from MJ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206769749989965835?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:22:52 AM charmanda9 Are you able to perceive our growing connections and bonds with one another? We are working daily to increase these with our collective 

consciousness.

1/15/2020 8:23:23 AM atashfire  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/1993_Russian_constitutional_crisis …

1/15/2020 8:23:32 AM laura_621 Yes where I live our houses are so close.

1/15/2020 8:23:56 AM jluther88 My favorite connection/theory on crop circles are linking "Fairies" to them. What are Fairies but Orbs of light dancing in a circle? Crop circle makers.

Interdimensional entities? Energy ships that can phase in an out from physicality or just become unseen?

1/15/2020 8:24:41 AM ontothetruth1 Underground crystals I believe as well. They have consciousness and amplify energy, well that is my understanding anyway

1/15/2020 8:24:45 AM laurabusse Could be...

1/15/2020 8:25:04 AM proudredrn Me, too.

1/15/2020 8:25:36 AM proudredrn Thank you for sharing.

1/15/2020 8:25:49 AM jared4liberty wuuuuuttt. where can I look into this?! pic.twitter.com/gOKMgyU7uo

1/15/2020 8:25:53 AM pipindfw Nice post but I don’t quite follow done in 30 days as he’s requesting ~45 days continuance in case 1:17 on case file 322 [any Qnumerologists catch out 

there to interpret?] Are you sure of his judge and jury not of the Others?#qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @THECABAL_

1/15/2020 8:25:55 AM allahuniversal Great for cooking (internal use). Taken internally alone, well, I accidentally discovered that it's a good laxative. Also perfect for external use, as skin 

moisturizer, speeds up healing skin/skin breaks, oiling door hinges, etc.

All assuming that one has no allergic reactions.

1/15/2020 8:26:17 AM shanewhitfiel10 Yeah I definitely feel like that is extremely plausible.. take a lot of fairies... ❤️

1/15/2020 8:26:25 AM kachinagtto Have they bioengineered something they plan to release into the water to target the pop?

1/15/2020 8:26:58 AM robertg69989098 Political structure dark to light

1/15/2020 8:27:37 AM laurabusse Agree

But

The earth doesn't tend to make patterns like humans would

Geometric patterns

Drawings etc

Bees make hexagons

But that's bees

Not the earth

I really don't know...
1/15/2020 8:27:52 AM kachinagtto Are events in Iran related to ancient tech or a stargate?

1/15/2020 8:28:43 AM zagnett Quite possible there just isn't enough time. More people have to be awake to push back against a program that massive. The numbers just aren't there 

yet presumably.

1/15/2020 8:29:38 AM jluther88 Watch the Sun. Solar Min, Cosmic Rays.

Magnetic North on the move.

Weakening Magnetosphere.

1/15/2020 8:29:57 AM laurabusse Yeah could be...

Orbs are usually seen before during after

But what is an orb?

A point of consciousness?

Many different possibilities?

Many theories...

1/15/2020 8:30:01 AM laura_621 Where did you here he was abducted? Curious

1/15/2020 8:30:38 AM shanewhitfiel10 She has energy chakras and energy grids... a lot of Patty Greer theories seem to focus around free energy, and the seeds that are in circles have a 

higher productivity.. its so much..❤️

1/15/2020 8:30:53 AM souther53425727 We homeschool because I can’t fathom putting my kids in their schools.

1/15/2020 8:31:18 AM jaded_pearl In 2013 Foreign energy companies bought alot of the rights to PR underground resources. It may be fracking.

1/15/2020 8:31:24 AM jluther88 I would guess within the next 4 years ;)

After most of 'them' go down and are Exposed.

1/15/2020 8:31:36 AM teamsterr07 Has Betelgeuse already exploded?

1/15/2020 8:31:38 AM luvjbms  pic.twitter.com/vnSvcupMcS

1/15/2020 8:31:59 AM zagnett Hi MJ. Hadn't seen many if any chemtrails in like six months here, back to last June, & all the sudden a week ago a ton of them for a couple days.

Chemtrails back?

They good or [bad] at this point?

Get the face masks out?

Thanks! 😎

1/15/2020 8:32:00 AM egelone mj. about the cia cencored book story of adam and eve, is the catastrophic  event described in book accurate?

1/15/2020 8:32:02 AM souther53425727 How do we protect ourselves?

1/15/2020 8:32:04 AM what_uc Would you say that a lot of us have had clones we've interacted with?

1/15/2020 8:32:16 AM kindeandtrue It's a theory I have since President Trump is so different from Candidate Trump. At a certain point in his presidency, he took the mask off and went full 

neocon, Big Goverment RINO.

1/15/2020 8:32:22 AM enomai_ Was Michael Jackson trying to save the kids from them?

1/15/2020 8:32:29 AM jaded_pearl Right?! It already has for me.



1/15/2020 8:32:32 AM capitalkid Does seeing 119 imply alignment with freemason energy the same way as seeing 911 does?

1/15/2020 8:32:41 AM youstinksoap Are the sun flares influencing the water in our bodies through frequency, vibration or energy?  Aka, the awakening?

1/15/2020 8:33:19 AM ontothetruth1 I highly recommend digging into these 

@greggprescott1 can add to the discussion

 http://in5d.com/?s=crystal+skull …

1/15/2020 8:33:21 AM laura_621 Is it over?

1/15/2020 8:33:25 AM proudredrn Read up on it.

1/15/2020 8:33:46 AM jaded_pearl Indeed

1/15/2020 8:33:52 AM positively303 We trying to move now. It’s all very frustrating.

1/15/2020 8:34:02 AM andoniandothard Majestic. Will the truth come out under the trump presidency regarding the dangers of some vaccines?  And the secret intent behind them?

1/15/2020 8:34:29 AM bob76775554 Schizos like @kabamur_taygeta and  @QanonMichele

1/15/2020 8:34:47 AM jluther88 Yeah /agree. Physical or Energetic possible. 

Have you seen the Pie (3.14...) circle?

That was a crazy one. Lots of extremely detailed ones that I doubt we could even make.

Stalks bent, bugs toasted, Intertwined layers of stalks.

All very Interesting.

1/15/2020 8:35:15 AM souther53425727 Is this good for the word?  It’s hard to understand.

1/15/2020 8:35:36 AM bbobbio71 Certainly not very comforting.

1/15/2020 8:35:49 AM vincemindfreak aye ,i thought id ask ..

1/15/2020 8:36:52 AM aleks8837 Is Neil Keenan & Group K, Ltd. the real deal?

1/15/2020 8:37:43 AM kindeandtrue Shhh! Stable genius at work.

1/15/2020 8:38:56 AM laurabusse Yes energy chakras and grids...

The energy that formed the cropcircles is similar to microwave energy

Been well studied

The same energy

Makes the seeds more potent

Some ppl have witnessed a column of energy that they assume makes the crop circle

So I was wondering if they...
1/15/2020 8:39:21 AM jluther88 Solar Min -> Increased Cosmic Rays -> Increased Radiation/Energy to Core -> Expansion and "Bubbling" of Magma.

Most basic explanation I have come to understand.

1/15/2020 8:40:46 AM laurabusse ...were made by ETs

Energy coming down from their spaceships

Or are humans making them

Energy from satellites or mild DEWs

I hope we'll find out for sure ☺️

1/15/2020 8:40:47 AM verfolg Birds of a feather flock together! Now we have confirmation that Harry and Megan are perverts too.

1/15/2020 8:40:55 AM laura_621 Yup.  I walked away. I was a full on dem my whole life. I didn’t vote for him and I couldn’t vote for her.  

Q+ in 2020!

1/15/2020 8:41:04 AM ontothetruth1 Rogan is ABSOLUTELY DS, I have no doubt what so ever, just look at whenever something of DS comes up, he can't change the subject fast enough. I 

like his stuff, but once you see it, you can't unsee it. I also thought he had a link to the CIA from when he was young as well

1/15/2020 8:42:01 AM wahiggins3 Seems huge to me.

1/15/2020 8:42:12 AM laurabusse Very interesting...

Thx for posting ☺️

1/15/2020 8:42:35 AM redpillandchill Joe has changed. He has turned into what he railed against.

I still listen, but w grain o salt

1/15/2020 8:42:38 AM whyteknight17 Do we understand quantum gravity and the manipulation of the weak force?

1/15/2020 8:42:45 AM giediknight The FED is chartered by the Citi of London bank, the Citi of London Bank is chartered by the Rothschild family bank, the Rothschild family was given the 

divine right of banking by the Vatican.

1/15/2020 8:43:09 AM shanewhitfiel10 I find it funny how they are shut down or governments try and bury them. The evil Gaia network did that to a lot of independent researchers...I also 

think that you can determine them by the energy they put off..

1/15/2020 8:43:18 AM n7guardiananon vote for Trump 2020

1/15/2020 8:43:58 AM laurabusse Yes

Absolutely fascinating

I probably have seen the pi one

But not sure which one you mean exactly

They are all amazing to look at ☺️

1/15/2020 8:44:23 AM worldxplorer1  https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1070021565499109376?s=20 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070028708008943616?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:44:25 AM holly86385150 Both

1/15/2020 8:44:46 AM whitelantern6 Gros? 

Typo or intended spelling?

1/15/2020 8:45:29 AM bhopki Last week - Something big is coming - it's going to be biblical - drum roll - this week - we have to follow the process of law! No question to ask because 

you're cheap talking liars & I wouldn't believe your non answer anyway.

1/15/2020 8:45:41 AM shanewhitfiel10 Hard to say... I think if the humans are doing them they probably don’t have good intentions..not to say that the guys making them with boards are 

negative..

1/15/2020 8:45:51 AM jrocktigers Are the powers that be geo-engineering and/or terra-forming Earth to allow off world entities to thrive on surface layer and/or below or Earth?

1/15/2020 8:46:26 AM andoniandothard My analysis of the stock market suggests that we put in a long term top sometime after trump gets re-elected. But a large deep 2year correction 

should follow ending in 2022. Do you care to give us a heads up? For our families sake.

1/15/2020 8:47:28 AM ontothetruth1 Fairies have a physical form in the 4th density, as I understand it. And just like a radio station, if we tune to the right frequency, we could see them in 

that form, I suspect same goes for elves, unicorns, mermaids and really any 'mythical beings'

1/15/2020 8:47:34 AM egelone is the stock market crash happened this year? the one u warned us last august?

1/15/2020 8:47:53 AM anitakingsbauer Will the third secret of Fatima ever be revealed?

1/15/2020 8:47:57 AM cidarean Will DJT be last POTUS?

1/15/2020 8:47:58 AM antarantanka Is a #HATJ pardon in the cards soon?

1/15/2020 8:48:41 AM ontothetruth1 Added or Subtracted? Maybe Activated or Deactivated would be more apt?

1/15/2020 8:48:41 AM holly86385150 Interesting 🇺🇸💯



1/15/2020 8:48:53 AM cidarean Will the solar flash cause a noticeable change to us?

1/15/2020 8:48:55 AM anitakingsbauer When Q says most would be hospitalized if they knew all, is the worst something we do not know of at this point?

1/15/2020 8:49:09 AM manifest_utopia Yes.

1/15/2020 8:49:37 AM tararoby9 Same, Zagnett 😔

1/15/2020 8:49:40 AM jluther88  pic.twitter.com/Fss65ZvqTv

1/15/2020 8:49:49 AM charmanda9 Also the documentaries by Patty Greer

1/15/2020 8:50:14 AM ontothetruth1 Laura Eisenhower has some great content on YT re: DNA activation by the way, might be a good place to start. I think this is one of the episodes I was 

thinking about but it could be the other part of this interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYhDqdOgRE4 …

1/15/2020 8:50:36 AM boy12_jimmy Does this Russia realignment of government have anything to do with DISCLOSURE? Stating that they want the people to vote on the country's future? 

Running & hiding their corruption, just as if they were sweeping it under the rug? https://www.rt.com/russia/478340-government-resigns-russia-putin-

medvedev/ …

1/15/2020 8:51:56 AM charmanda9 Ha, sync! https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1217489074942095365?s=21 …

1/15/2020 8:52:06 AM worldxplorer1 I found this from MJ12 on Michael Jackson... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1196661904581763073?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:52:38 AM laurabusse True

But I'm not sure we can really know for sure either way

We have technology the ETs have

And this technology is had by both good and evil

I know everything going forward will ultimately be for our benefit

Q

Golden age etc

So who knows really...

Many theories but...
1/15/2020 8:53:00 AM ontothetruth1 I know this wasn't directed at me, but I certainly think there is some kind of co-created back drop people out there. BUT, my theory is that they could 

be non-back drop in someone elses reality, and merely enter our reality as a shell. Trippy stuff

1/15/2020 8:53:05 AM goyaeq Was Pete Peterson MJ12?

1/15/2020 8:53:06 AM anitakingsbauer Perhaps healing can occur via sound, frequencies etc thus no need for procedures.  Maybe we just don’t have enough DNA activated yet for this??

1/15/2020 8:53:12 AM lbf777 Are we being manipulated into thinking Trump is working for us so we stay pacified while he destroys America?

1/15/2020 8:53:57 AM anitakingsbauer Maybe no need to overhaul.  Maybe they won’t be necessary at all.

1/15/2020 8:54:15 AM charmanda9 Yes, it is apparently a ‘majical’ way to increase crop yield. Beautiful! Someday we will know, I believe, and literally reap the benefits!

1/15/2020 8:54:17 AM lbf777 Don't you get it? They are just dragging you on for an endless ride while Trump pushes forward the NWO for the bankers.

1/15/2020 8:54:19 AM laurabusse And there are good humans who make crop circles as art

And do not hide that fact

They're not out to deceive...

But of course some do

1/15/2020 8:55:18 AM vintagesquirrel I used to do it with coconut oil. Two important things to know...

1) It can loosen fillings.

2) Don't spit down drain.

1/15/2020 8:56:04 AM laurabusse I would love to be able to do that ☺️

I understand they were part of everyday life

Helping us garden etc

Until relatively recently...

1/15/2020 8:56:57 AM worldxplorer1 Here is a Majestic Message of Disclosure regarding Chemtrails... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1084837902209744906?s=20 …

1/15/2020 8:57:02 AM dazeytoday Your answer disturbs me. Knowing that our current system is not only hurting our children but also killing our seniors why would this not be addressed?

1/15/2020 8:57:18 AM laurabusse Oh thanks!!!

Yeah I remember this one

So very interesting!!!

☺️☺️☺️

1/15/2020 8:57:55 AM andoniandothard Will there be a civil war in the USA? Or parts of it like the crazies are saying?

1/15/2020 8:57:56 AM jluther88 When Mythical creatures turn out to be other Entities. 🤯

1/15/2020 8:58:07 AM slavenomore2 Is there a way to contact the white hats? I was a Delta Force special operator in the 90s and I'm remembering lots of relevant information. Possibly 

even the location of A.L.I.C.E.

1/15/2020 8:58:08 AM rosscarwalker There is technology design built into crop circles. Potentially future human non physical souls giving present physical humans advice on everything.  

Main message I received was singularity / oneness / interconnectedness. We get many in the UK.

1/15/2020 8:58:25 AM ontothetruth1 I think you are probably right, would make sense that as humanity kept sinking vibrationally, we just fell out of phase with them, or became to negative 

for them to manifest any longer in 3rd density. But at least that helps explain why these stories and legends are out there

1/15/2020 8:58:33 AM kidge6 You’ve recommended to not eat gmos, no soda, spin water, active charcoal toothpaste, and meditation. Told us to detox. This is confusing.

1/15/2020 8:59:26 AM restart_qpersia Is @restartleader an ally of @realDonaldTrump?

1/15/2020 8:59:45 AM kidge6 Why’s it your opinion I think he means.

1/15/2020 9:00:14 AM 369naturallaw Good for you, that you live in a country where that is possible :(

1/15/2020 9:00:44 AM celvenjohnson Billy Meier was Mohammed and Jmmanuel the character you call Jesus. His teachings have been falsified for years. The “Goblet of Truth” will clear this 

up as time passes. Your obsession with religion only divides.

1/15/2020 9:01:00 AM rosscarwalker What species are the non terrestrial?

1/15/2020 9:01:10 AM exo_r6 Will HRC be indicted or charged in Durhams report?

1/15/2020 9:01:25 AM squirtbottle76 Global Currency Reset imminent after the trade deal with China signed?

1/15/2020 9:01:28 AM celvenjohnson Billy Meier can help you make sense of the truth.

1/15/2020 9:01:34 AM laurabusse I love how some ppl will wish to see a certain kind of crop circle

Maybe ask a question

And then the cropcircle they imagined appears soon after!

Or one that answers a question!!!



1/15/2020 9:01:36 AM synackstatic Thomas Weir?

1/15/2020 9:01:46 AM worldxplorer1 Here is an interesting thread I just found from MJ12 regarding Jerusalem. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978205821898753?s=20 …

1/15/2020 9:02:11 AM qsimpleanswers Does it still count if in manipulated by geoengineering as oppose to it happening naturally?

1/15/2020 9:02:57 AM lbf777 Trump is deep state. Same with MJ12. That's why nothing has improved. Only gotten worse.

1/15/2020 9:03:02 AM laurabusse Yes

I think also

Lack of belief in them

Also prevents their being around...

Or being able to see them

1/15/2020 9:03:31 AM kidge6 Wow. That’s really bad. Mass poisoning won’t stop?  I wonder why not.  Something isn’t right.

1/15/2020 9:03:31 AM sleky19 Soon mass arrest in France ?

1/15/2020 9:03:34 AM n7guardiananon For the Majestic or those who know...does it ever get difficult staying on world with all the attained knowledge fir as long as you all have???

If so, any tips you could share in overcoming???

1/15/2020 9:03:49 AM worldxplorer1 Search thru old MJ tweets just and I stumbled on this.  I immediately thought of you question this morning. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069616656828239873?s=20 …

1/15/2020 9:03:51 AM paytonpatriot Interesting point. Everyone knows what Eddie Bravo wants to talk about yet Rogan doesn’t allow him to. Strange

1/15/2020 9:04:07 AM hawkgirlinmn Iowa is historically the litmus test for the rest of the country. Smartphone app owned by Gannet Companies

1/15/2020 9:04:18 AM ontothetruth1 Good point, as parents we tend to shoo away kids from these kind of things, we systemically break them of their magic, it's a shame.

1/15/2020 9:04:29 AM sleky19 Arcturian

1/15/2020 9:04:32 AM cosmic_engineer Great Mother is the source of most

1/15/2020 9:04:46 AM charmanda9 Yes apparently specific images have been manifested through collective consciousness! Amazing!!!

1/15/2020 9:05:19 AM laurabusse Plus the neighbors might want to have us locked up

😬

1/15/2020 9:05:41 AM ontothetruth1 I watched a Bravo clip yesterday, and I am pretty certain he is just on the show to play a lesser crazy version of Alex Jones. He was trying to say on a 

clip he doesn't believe in aliens, that is a psy op, something off with that dude, feels fake.

1/15/2020 9:06:05 AM no_dak_patriot Are we, and Q battling to keep humanity in the "positive timeline" /timeline 1?

1/15/2020 9:06:46 AM hawkgirlinmn 2016 version pic.twitter.com/0zMb8971KV

1/15/2020 9:07:01 AM kidge6 At some point, it becomes about the money.  Joe is so popular now, he doesn’t want to risk his personal success to report the whole truth. So he’s 

riding the fence and will eventually be discovered by the right and abandoned, then he’ll be useless to the left and discarded.

1/15/2020 9:07:19 AM elcooksta Will we witness the next cyclical cataclysm?  Follow on question if you don’t mind...will the sun go micronova?

1/15/2020 9:07:27 AM bubusmc Will this lawsuit hold water? https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-

in-china-and-endangering-humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

1/15/2020 9:08:03 AM fluffypup915 #QAnon 4Lyfe pic.twitter.com/YIgWvjWi0G

1/15/2020 9:08:06 AM kidge6 Stargate or some other resource or relic?  We rarely know the inside story.

1/15/2020 9:08:14 AM paytonpatriot That’s an excellent point and very realistic outcome. Thanks for the input 👍 I’m stuck listening to him for the meantime though

1/15/2020 9:08:33 AM cosmic_engineer Can I get a referral for a powerful seer to aid in intelligence work in Canada?

Skills: hear thoughts and see probable future events. She's something special but is working in a restaurant

1/15/2020 9:08:46 AM celvenjohnson In the past the word “god” was used to describe a “king of wisdom” or “ishwich”. A human with great knowledge. Your spirit is what you’re referring to 

as “god” and in no way does that relate to a man looking over you.

1/15/2020 9:08:51 AM paytonpatriot Bravo is a flat Earther. He believes in Q but thinks the world is flat. Very contradictory to say the least

1/15/2020 9:09:12 AM celvenjohnson Your sprit doesn’t die, or sleep and records everything you do. The obsession with gods and idols only leads to a lack of self responsibility. With that 

you stunt your spiritual evolution and faith keeps you from relying on the truth of this.

1/15/2020 9:10:23 AM turboxyde What I saw appeared as light & inserted itself into a portion of DNA. pic.twitter.com/sIUFj1arBd

1/15/2020 9:10:30 AM anitakingsbauer It is useful to monitor the Schumann resonance?  Does it help explain what frequency/dimension or timeline we are in?

1/15/2020 9:11:50 AM hawkgirlinmn Thanks friend!

1/15/2020 9:12:07 AM jared4liberty what do you use now? and how do you dispose of it then?

1/15/2020 9:12:10 AM laurabusse Well that clears it up! pic.twitter.com/OtXyhgKHuI

1/15/2020 9:13:54 AM laurabusse ☺👍

1/15/2020 9:14:23 AM worldxplorer1 Searching old MJ tweets to see what I could find re:  unanswered AMA questions.  

Not an answer to your Q specifically but they appeared to be aware of the power of the collective consciousness on the micro level of their twitter. 

Kind of interesting. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106613689300500481?s=20 …

1/15/2020 9:15:14 AM rosscarwalker Has Jesus realised who he is yet?

1/15/2020 9:15:28 AM grizzledlotus Is the practice of Falun Gong a valid way of self-purification and connecting to the Source?

1/15/2020 9:15:37 AM rick_hernandez You’re awesome! Thank you!

1/15/2020 9:15:57 AM vincemindfreak im aware .otherwise they woulda jumped on one of my questions

1/15/2020 9:16:07 AM rosscarwalker Future self?

1/15/2020 9:16:07 AM lbf777 Trump and Q are controlled opposition working for Israel.

1/15/2020 9:16:30 AM worldxplorer1 Sure.  My pleasure.  I was just going thru old MJ tweets to see if I could anything on today's unanswered AMA questions.

1/15/2020 9:16:35 AM pauliepg11111 Are clones really as widespread as several million?

1/15/2020 9:16:41 AM hurricane0073 Thank you.

1/15/2020 9:16:59 AM vincemindfreak i can discount anyone who tells me i dont see ufos ..that simple a decision ..

1/15/2020 9:17:06 AM lawsuit_pending do you know who microchipped me in 1998, can you find out and who was behind it? 

Oct 1998

1/15/2020 9:17:39 AM covertress Do Draco live among us as humans?

1/15/2020 9:17:47 AM worldxplorer1 No problem.

1/15/2020 9:18:09 AM brianan06364517 Yes

1/15/2020 9:18:29 AM covertress Has the IS-BE of Jesus joined the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projection?



1/15/2020 9:18:41 AM laurabusse Going out on limb

ETs are one source

That means other sources

We know humans have ET technology

I'm guessing we have the technology to make crop circles

So I'm guessing

Just as many UFOs are ours

By and from our government

Cropcircles can also be made by us

Via satellites or DEWs
1/15/2020 9:19:12 AM gaylema48821478 Last night my account showed that I was no longer following you. Today my account shows that you have blocked me. Twitter is playing with your 

numbers.

1/15/2020 9:20:00 AM covertress Is MJ8 now working with the Space Force?

1/15/2020 9:20:17 AM chapulincolored Will 5G be weaponized vs [them] or are we all at risk?

1/15/2020 9:20:25 AM rosscarwalker Is there an antichrist?

1/15/2020 9:20:45 AM laurabusse Could be!!!

1/15/2020 9:21:42 AM rosscarwalker Why are you following so intently then?

1/15/2020 9:22:14 AM aboriginalbabe Doubt it.

1/15/2020 9:23:05 AM daveo6145 Are you monitoring 👀 on in #TheGreatAwakening ?

1/15/2020 9:23:54 AM rosscarwalker Do you think the space force might have been set up a long time ago and we're only hearing about it now?

1/15/2020 9:24:06 AM ontothetruth1 Yeah, then he is fake and by design a shill to make Q movement look ridiculous. That tells me everything I need to know.

1/15/2020 9:24:35 AM rosscarwalker I think some nano tech is actually there to help us

1/15/2020 9:24:50 AM d_wibby Better be

1/15/2020 9:25:22 AM wolfieman121 Yes

1/15/2020 9:25:33 AM qaphsiel17 Crop circles= Learn the comms. Numbers, Sound and Art are all universal languages.

1/15/2020 9:25:35 AM ontothetruth1 If you follow a lot of the esoterics around here, 'holding the light' is a very common term, perhaps this is what holding the light actually looks like at a 

DNA level? Don't know, but interesting to think about for sure

1/15/2020 9:25:35 AM cledrordfishing Almost everyone is moving to a Democratic Republic type state except the American left.

1/15/2020 9:25:41 AM tlukeskywalkar Good...godfather 3...enjoy the show

1/15/2020 9:25:52 AM rosscarwalker Ivanka is a lovely wife

1/15/2020 9:25:56 AM covertress good questions

1/15/2020 9:26:36 AM april10521252 Hmmmm how come ya don't just ask for her help?

1/15/2020 9:26:37 AM lightlove21121 When I see/feel you in my travels.. I keep hearing 

#YouAreMajestic12

Yes?

😏

My old self still looking for validation. Everytime I ask a question with my old self; no answer 🙃
1/15/2020 9:26:44 AM apple38109961 Is enlightenment the “true “ reality as done by Buddha ? Are we all just characters in a dream and the goal is to “ wake up” and realize u r the dreamer 

therefore you can manipulate the dream like you would do when sleeping which is called (lucid dream)

1/15/2020 9:26:45 AM tlukeskywalkar Ahhhh, but where oh where do they all run to? 

Law of the land?

1/15/2020 9:26:54 AM aleks8837  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/City_of_London …

1/15/2020 9:27:54 AM tlukeskywalkar Space force already is...was...will b

1/15/2020 9:28:04 AM soulsur74572009 Will new bodies 3.0 be developed to house the upgraded human genetics?

1/15/2020 9:29:16 AM rosscarwalker Is being homosexual an insult for you?

1/15/2020 9:29:54 AM karina89350882 What is/will 5G be used?? Vibration, Frequency, "Enlightenment". Ascension??

1/15/2020 9:30:40 AM karina89350882 No, World Goverment Council for...….

1/15/2020 9:31:38 AM vincemindfreak im not like you ..or anyone here ..i have selective interests and finding the truth of those interests is not an easy path to navigate ,hence watch and 

observe everybody with a loud voice .

1/15/2020 9:32:21 AM worldxplorer1 Good grief.  I just re-read my response above.  Sounds like I've been drinking.  We need an edit feature. 🤦♂️

1/15/2020 9:32:35 AM merkaba369 Can I have my childhood memories back, if I ask nicely. 🙄 Please.

1/15/2020 9:32:43 AM heinric12517350 Is Somerset Belenoff the one at the top of the pyramid?

1/15/2020 9:33:08 AM jackoneilltime1 Patriot? pic.twitter.com/0wm06EAKkX

1/15/2020 9:33:15 AM rosscarwalker Supposedly sections of humanity have been travelling space for a long time and others have been playing PlayStation

1/15/2020 9:33:23 AM covertress Has my IS-BE presently incarnated as more than 2 humans on earth?

1/15/2020 9:34:10 AM soulsur74572009 Will Space Force need upgraded genetics to operate in the MultiVerse?

1/15/2020 9:34:23 AM ghost_of_billy_ Shane Smith

1/15/2020 9:34:55 AM ragevirusqq Hello Darkness, my old friend. 

Will you do a thread on the tower of Babel?

1/15/2020 9:34:57 AM kindeandtrue The American people were manipulated into voting for Trump because of our fear of the ghastly Hillary. Trump is the biggest conman in history.

1/15/2020 9:34:58 AM bobmcfall64 Vlad hates NWO

1/15/2020 9:35:27 AM merkaba369 Is Windsor Tower related to Q posts?

1/15/2020 9:36:16 AM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/L9Y3BiMquyc 

1/15/2020 9:36:50 AM rosscarwalker I only have 5 at this stage. How many do you have?

1/15/2020 9:36:54 AM cosmic_engineer Referral would be to avoid becoming assets for this corrupted country.

Be part of the cleanup

1/15/2020 9:37:50 AM laurabusse Is 5G definitely being rolled out?

1/15/2020 9:38:10 AM laurabusse Is 5G safe?

1/15/2020 9:38:36 AM rosscarwalker Yes, thank you - I am unbelievably grateful @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/15/2020 9:38:50 AM laurabusse Will 5G cause disease or neurological symptoms or whatever?

1/15/2020 9:39:13 AM april10521252 Of course we do, red dirt memories here....

1/15/2020 9:39:34 AM bug_juni "Faith is the cost of God's love as the universe is a game so hold that faith high." 

You tweeted this☝️.... remember? 

And now you say you don't trust the plan? 😂🤣

1/15/2020 9:39:52 AM bbobbio71 As we learn from what has been given us thus far,  do we receive further downloads to prepare us for the next steps??



1/15/2020 9:40:00 AM anitakingsbauer I wonder if Trump felt DS would use UFO/ET to get sheeple in order, so he jumped them by announcing SF which likely has been in place for decades.  

It’s the perfect way to intro the topic and explain things if DS tried something. Otherwise his public trust would have been eroded.

1/15/2020 9:40:16 AM jollyrob2 Will the mass (global) awakening generate a burst of energy from the central sun?

1/15/2020 9:40:17 AM natureinspace Somerset Belenoff a hoax?

1/15/2020 9:41:13 AM lbf777 Faith in Trump is idol worship. Faith in God is not. 

Holding faith in anything outside of God is idol worship. God will use people as channels but only those people who are willing to the right thing.

1/15/2020 9:41:54 AM reality_creator Does being a empath fall under being a starseed?

1/15/2020 9:43:03 AM ujja45105810 Good question.

1/15/2020 9:43:10 AM bug_juni Faith in a plan is NOT idol worship.  Many believe Trump is being used by God.  Take a hike....

1/15/2020 9:43:35 AM jamesca40805661 Or will President Trump choose the Superbowl to make announcement

1/15/2020 9:43:50 AM vintagesquirrel I just went back to fluoride-free Toothpaste (Burt's Bees) and flossing. Always spit it into trash. It solidifies at room temperature, so could potentially 

clog plumbing.

1/15/2020 9:44:01 AM megatronmighty Logically 

if you can cure everyone

will vaccines be needed?

If you get rid of disease entirely, 

would anyone need curing?

1/15/2020 9:45:07 AM bashycrypto will bitcoin be banned?

1/15/2020 9:45:20 AM rosscarwalker But now we know who they are and we can end the slavery of mankind

1/15/2020 9:45:20 AM house_poseidon Why not just make arrests & have trials

1/15/2020 9:46:55 AM paytonpatriot Huh?

1/15/2020 9:46:57 AM eights_and  pic.twitter.com/D6TTplLRIR

1/15/2020 9:47:43 AM house_poseidon What do you estimate will be planetary human population in 2030?

What about 2050?

What about 2100?

1/15/2020 9:47:48 AM rosscarwalker Is Baal a member of the Rothschild family?

1/15/2020 9:51:04 AM zagnett That's right. Vaccine model is a [cabal] model. It should go right into the trash bin of history, posthaste. 👎

If enough peeps were awake to this fact it could happen today. Truth. 😒

1/15/2020 9:51:54 AM house_poseidon Have you, MJ4, been running this account for weeks or months?

1/15/2020 9:52:58 AM bstew72401153 She's fake.  This is a PSYOP against Q followers.

1/15/2020 9:53:17 AM fansblowing3 Never knew this app existed

1/15/2020 9:53:52 AM ithadtobeliz We can be our own hero’s!

1/15/2020 9:54:00 AM cosmicphoenix5 But using sound waves for levitation would be so much easier and probably safer than cranes and steel wires and heavy machinery.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coral_Castle …

Then we can use the big boy toys for this! 👇 pic.twitter.com/Ilen80d8Vu

1/15/2020 9:54:18 AM megatronmighty Will disclosure include our creation and more importantly

will it be true?

1/15/2020 9:54:34 AM cosmicphoenix5  pic.twitter.com/r3u2Dj7HNj

1/15/2020 9:55:32 AM april10521252 Well, I'm sure she'd say yes, maybe she needs more time to remember what she's forgotten from years of trauma and mind wipes...

1/15/2020 9:56:13 AM chad81227228 To me it's obvious just looking at it on its face.  NASA scientist are on record saying we have to overcome van Allen radiation belt issues when asked 

when we are going back to moon.  Also Nada says they lost all data on all Apollo missions.  Really?

1/15/2020 9:56:28 AM nancydr62103812 It is ludicris that the ones that have been abused, them selfs abuse! Absolutly heartbreaking anyone could calculate THAT 

MK is Qne of us. And is still with us 

THANK God

1/15/2020 9:56:47 AM laurabusse Amen

1/15/2020 9:57:15 AM lbf777 Faith in anything outside of God to provide sustenance, success & happiness is idol worship. It can be a person, money, career, education or even 

personal skills.

1/15/2020 9:57:29 AM phreatomagnetic Will we see people living beyond 120yrs anytime soon?

Does text below refer to adjusting the dial of aging?

“My Spirit shall not strive with man forever, because he also is flesh; nevertheless his days shall be one hundred and twenty years.” 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1084837908174041088?s=20 …

1/15/2020 9:58:18 AM psychedelicast1 Is the Dimethyltryptamine experience beneficial?

1/15/2020 9:58:29 AM ctenfor Duh

1/15/2020 9:58:30 AM nikoscali I appreciate this level-headed assessment.

1/15/2020 9:58:49 AM nancydr62103812 I was commanded last year in wake state, was that you(?(...

1/15/2020 9:59:02 AM laurabusse When ppl get fed up enough

And see through the rat race scam

1/15/2020 10:01:02 AM fansblowing3 Dems preparing to cheat again 😡 pic.twitter.com/OzAwZBtBBX

1/15/2020 10:01:52 AM fansblowing3  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnet.com/google-amp/news/iowas-democratic-party-will-reportedly-use-smartphone-app-to-send-out-caucus-

results/ …

1/15/2020 10:02:35 AM ghost_of_billy_ By destroying leftism 1 school at a time

1/15/2020 10:03:14 AM wearediamonds2 Really? What does/can it do?

1/15/2020 10:03:57 AM nancydr62103812 Africa has red dirt (...) high value of Iron 

Africa was industialized long before it was colonitized, if that Even translates or is spelled correct, please bare with me(?)

1/15/2020 10:04:52 AM solarninja808 Jesus came to bring humanity into direct connection with Infinite Source Energy (His Dad) through covenant not religion. Covenant establishes the law 

of Oneness over sender/receiver. Interdimensional transmission of Glory is under attack 24/7. The bible is a book of covenants.

1/15/2020 10:06:31 AM lightworkercain What if I told you he has tweeted about it several times but Twits are changing/censoring the tweets?

1/15/2020 10:07:53 AM jones_tobious Look at this video from the Vatican https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=9L0SuMB35jA …

1/15/2020 10:08:50 AM ezdoesit_ Is water going to have a big role when it comes to our natural healing abilities? 

Watch the water?

1/15/2020 10:09:09 AM ghost_of_billy_ Shane smith created VICE from nothing, scammer extrordinaire, he was a protected asset with huge influence  peddeling alot of smut, got interviews 

NOBODY could get and when Obama left his empire crumbled. They were/are good friends. Educated guess.



1/15/2020 10:09:46 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl38wIkeExs … 🙂🙏

1/15/2020 10:09:54 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yl38wIkeExs … 🙂🙏

1/15/2020 10:10:38 AM 4nkh17z3d3q Yes. 🔯

1/15/2020 10:11:33 AM april10521252 Totally makes sense, what about Australia dirt?

1/15/2020 10:12:32 AM cmwkrn Will evil ever be completely removed from this planet? Can SB be defeated, if Satan himself doesn’t scare her? Will the cabal be removed from power 

in my lifetime (I’m 62)? Will Trump win not just the election, but the bigger mission, which I guess would answer everything else.

1/15/2020 10:12:36 AM april10521252 California has red dirt too, high in clay I believe is what my mom always said

1/15/2020 10:13:05 AM kidge6 Sounds plausible. I wonder what we don’t know. The public rarely gets enough info to We the big picture.

1/15/2020 10:13:35 AM nancydr62103812 O yeah,and Grand Canyon to?

1/15/2020 10:13:49 AM nancydr62103812 Mos def

1/15/2020 10:15:11 AM cosmic_engineer She needs confidence and some formal training and discipline.

I have some of that covered plus my role as mate, healer and lover.

Good to discuss it, but without a strategy and entry point, I'm hesitant to do so

1/15/2020 10:18:47 AM cmwkrn Are ETs, Jesus, or Angels protecting Trump? Seems like something out of this world must be.

1/15/2020 10:20:50 AM paytonpatriot Wow, I never knew any of that. Thanks for the knowledge, I’ll have to look into that!

1/15/2020 10:21:39 AM raenyasalisbury I make C60 with Moringa oil and oil pull with it ,, 

it has healed my gums and a bad tooth 

 http://Stardustc60.com  

sale this month

1/15/2020 10:22:37 AM called2christ Is [BO] the biological vessel of Satan?

1/15/2020 10:22:38 AM rosscarwalker I am curious as to how Moloch would look. Would he appear in human form?

1/15/2020 10:25:11 AM luludean4  pic.twitter.com/Ru9Pg4r9S0

1/15/2020 10:26:10 AM cmwkrn Who cares about life extension? I just want to be de-poisoned and have my kids de-poisoned. 🤷♀️

1/15/2020 10:26:41 AM april10521252 That's right, my grandfather loved the Grand Canyon,  petrified forests and other beautiful lands. He lived in Gallup NM for many years, sadly I don't 

remember much, he died when I was young.

1/15/2020 10:26:45 AM ramstadstacy Was Pete Peterson 187?

1/15/2020 10:28:11 AM wearediamonds2 We need to know how to protect our minds from electronic waves we cannot control or block. This is a personal violation of the freedom of our minds. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ,is it possible to protect ourselves from this tech?

1/15/2020 10:28:54 AM april10521252 Tread gently,  good idea. Does she Express a desire to learn? Does she have an idea what she's capable of? Like, does she know she can read people 

and situations?

1/15/2020 10:29:59 AM allaboutme4545 Amen to that! I am sorely disappointed they have not been dragged out before now

1/15/2020 10:31:10 AM ghost_of_billy_ Joe let it slip one day that Shanes yacht was protected by the military. Watch some of those vice interviews. North Korea interview was mind blowing! 

Nobody had access to Kim Jung Un except shane smith & Vice.

1/15/2020 10:32:52 AM diogeknees1 #FakeNews.

1/15/2020 10:34:29 AM charlesgdavis1 Are we fighting a war underground in the United States? And can I go and fight there even if I'm a civilian?

1/15/2020 10:34:37 AM tyetyler1 Base 8, not Base 10.

1/15/2020 10:35:08 AM the_loveoflight Will we need to learn how to grow our own food in the coming years?

1/15/2020 10:35:31 AM charlesgdavis1 I saw something on my laptop an image or two flashed on the screen so fast my subconscious most have registered it and I passed out, it was related 

to the surveillance screens on JE island....one image was otherworldly 👽and the other was one of the areas that I think is a room🆗

1/15/2020 10:37:47 AM tyetyler1 Glad to see your question and the AMA!  Thank you both!

1/15/2020 10:40:22 AM online_shock Will Trump get re-elected?

1/15/2020 10:41:19 AM cosmic_engineer Very much so. She had extreme social issues when I met her due being flooded with thoughts/emotions on buses & school

Same with seeing so many future events with little context

She's shy about it in general. Doesn't want to be seen as crazy. Often overloads w/THC to block Indgo

1/15/2020 10:42:33 AM freedom_sent Will 9/11 criminals like Cheney, Rumsfeld, Bush Jr ever be charged?

Will Hillary / Bill ever be charged for countless murders?

Thanks for your time.

1/15/2020 10:42:39 AM alight412 I believe I heard she has been cloned. So the question is who is pulling her strings?

1/15/2020 10:43:59 AM olimyracle A fraud? That makes it even more interesting... pic.twitter.com/TIRhvcL9g5

1/15/2020 10:44:19 AM natureinspace Whoever made up the website messed up on the dates for this entry. It's all a hoax. pic.twitter.com/iXV8RTjcah

1/15/2020 10:44:38 AM chooselove108 I've been told that actually all are on leashes, including Pelosi. Enjoy the Show.

1/15/2020 10:45:11 AM april10521252 I hear that, it's been part of my own therapy and deprogramming.  Is she a targeted one too? I'm in California but I'm sure it's the same where you 

are🤔

1/15/2020 10:45:24 AM qaphsiel17 As in 8 as the whole? When we use earth time in hours the whole is 60 vs the money system where 100 is the whole.

1/15/2020 10:46:00 AM samsmith0319 Fabulous ❣️🌟❣️

1/15/2020 10:46:19 AM jackoneilltime1 MJ8=?

1/15/2020 10:46:47 AM nikoscali Elf, noun, a supernatural creature of folk tales, typically represented as a small, elusive figure in human form with pointed ears, magical powers, and a 

capricious nature.

1/15/2020 10:47:43 AM cosmic_engineer I can fairly easily send mental pictures to her, even though my Indigo centre is the weakest of my bunch.  Made some helpful Reiki-charged orgonite 

pendants with iolite & black tourmaline.

Feel confident she would rather have control of these gifts instead of the current state

1/15/2020 10:47:43 AM heinric12517350 Thanks for the heads up. Someone went through a lot of effort to try to throw us off.

1/15/2020 10:47:44 AM mateuszwala 27?

9?

end cycle?

1/15/2020 10:49:43 AM the_loveoflight And the ones that don't have TV, I don't wanna miss a thing 😄

1/15/2020 10:51:42 AM weediblue No

1/15/2020 10:51:47 AM laurabusse @bussemusic

1/15/2020 10:52:02 AM cosmic_engineer When I met her, she was very targeted. Smell of victim that every preditor picked up on. Took 6 months to cleanse that and get her beautiful energy to 

shine.

She picked a hell of a route into this realm but I think that offset her huge potential.

Central Canada

Ojibwe

1/15/2020 10:52:12 AM april10521252 I bet she would, I know she would, I know I would too... if I only had a brain .... pic.twitter.com/eyoyKkNZTW



1/15/2020 10:52:32 AM mateuszwala if 7 founded for 3

take your path, 

curious?

1/15/2020 10:52:43 AM natureinspace Yes they did but I'm not surprised that someone tried to pull this off.

1/15/2020 10:54:29 AM tyetyler1 Do continue....

what cost, for example...

1/15/2020 10:56:00 AM mateuszwala you are answer. 

challange yourself?

sts concept - darth father

1/15/2020 10:56:43 AM laurabusse ☺️☺️☺️

1/15/2020 10:56:59 AM april10521252 That's awesome that you made her gifts, my hubby bought me some amazing necklaces and he is trying to help me too. Sounds like your girl is my twin 

in spirit,  I come from lots of mk programming,  incarnated into a wacked family and other stuff... I get death threats too, fun😄

1/15/2020 10:57:18 AM werascending Yikes!!!

1/15/2020 10:58:49 AM zagnett  https://thefreethoughtproject.com/victory-mandatory-vaccine-bill-fails-after-thousands-show-up-to-protest-in-new-

jersey/?fbclid=IwAR1gLvkypjrZ2ykjAJvZpwC2wuu2a2tla2_vDX_fOmXF79T3wsnHbkEWnYo …

Ooh lookie here. 🧐

1/15/2020 10:58:55 AM laurabusse There was talk they were revamping it to make it safe

Is your no

A fact that you know for sure?

Or just your opinion bc of what you've heard?

We need to hear from someone directly involved with 5G...

1/15/2020 11:01:39 AM arthurpacfarm Huh?🤷🏾♂️

1/15/2020 11:02:05 AM patriotleah1776 Should we worry about the space weather that recently hit & distorted our magnetosphere, flipping it 180 deg?

1/15/2020 11:02:55 AM tyetyler1 Yes

1/15/2020 11:03:16 AM tyetyler1 👍

1/15/2020 11:04:15 AM covertress Good question.

MJ 8 used to be Pat Shanahan, former Acting Secretary of Defense. 

His number may have changed. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1141584514541674496?s=20 …

1/15/2020 11:05:15 AM april10521252 6 months isn't that long actually,  my poor hubby has been helping me almost 9 years, although I was still under family control back then, and I had to 

go to jail for a lie my mother told after I outed her dirty deeds to my stepfather,  they all turned on me once I went Trump.

1/15/2020 11:06:21 AM pepelobopac Info on how they succeed with *Bulk data collection - check this out 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFns39RXPrU&feature=emb_title&fbclid=IwAR2nKsMPSnfXF4fnWQEgSrGArw8KLu-

6_TGq9quipCJarizzovBs0oQ_6cM …

1/15/2020 11:08:13 AM april10521252 Give her a big hug from me, this stuff is so hard to navigate,  not knowing who to trust, not having enough money or safe places to free your mind, it's 

brutal. She's a little rockstar, she'll get it. Sending so much love to you both💜💞🦄🌟🌈🙏🌠 pic.twitter.com/faG2vq9NXB

1/15/2020 11:08:20 AM azuremagus Very quick growing tree I hope

1/15/2020 11:08:44 AM keith369me I have no questions at this time.  I’d like to express my gratitude for all that you do and I look forward to reading your responses to the questions of 

others.

1/15/2020 11:08:51 AM marriedyourbro It’s on Amazon prime.

1/15/2020 11:09:26 AM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/rBLpN1tzaw

1/15/2020 11:10:30 AM matzke_melissa EEEEEK! 💝💝💝

1/15/2020 11:10:43 AM alight412 Some clones are functioning better than others i.e. Pelosi, HRC and and Biden for example. I'm tired of this storyline/show. I wonder how we can break 

out of it?

1/15/2020 11:14:21 AM april10521252 8 pic.twitter.com/nby1kU8uhC

1/15/2020 11:14:22 AM cosmic_engineer Ya, her family situation was so much trauma. The disassociative  personna triggered by new trauma was an immense early hurdle for us.  Glad you 

have a supportive hubby.

Everything I craft and imbue is given away for free. Could set you up with something 💚

Here's her Malachite pic.twitter.com/KTvhu7FcCf

1/15/2020 11:15:32 AM the_loveoflight Glamis calling 🤡's?

1/15/2020 11:16:04 AM azuremagus No need too because of new bio-tech.

1/15/2020 11:16:29 AM april10521252 Stunning,  you have a beautiful gift and I'd love to have one of your pieces,  but I must make a trade with you in some way. It's how I feel balanced, if 

that makes sense?

1/15/2020 11:16:49 AM cosmic_engineer Agreed, 6 months isn't too long. Took lots of love, security, blessings, support, homecooking, charged water and bi/weekly healing sessions.

Plus some guided trips 🍄 😁

1/15/2020 11:17:21 AM azuremagus Ascension changes ALL

1/15/2020 11:18:42 AM nessgirl1 It’s a man. I saw a clearer clip and it’s a bearded man.

1/15/2020 11:19:50 AM nessgirl1  https://youtu.be/sdWZWDqhCdA .   Skip to about 1 minute and you’ll get a better look.

1/15/2020 11:20:24 AM azuremagus Major players is you and me and everyone woke

1/15/2020 11:20:40 AM worldxplorer1 So Gannett is the largest U.S. newspaper publisher.  One of their papers is the USA Today.

With minimal digging I found this...

More Gannett paperboys allege sexual abuse https://www.rochestercitynewspaper.com/rochester/more-gannett-paperboys-allege-sexual-

abuse/Content?oid=11095490 …

1/15/2020 11:21:18 AM april10521252 I had some special tea on NYE, it was very healing to lay under the stars and let the magical star dance unfold above me 🌟🌟🌟

1/15/2020 11:21:42 AM azuremagus Side show compared to the REAL space programs

1/15/2020 11:22:02 AM poisontaco Is there a plan to free Canada from cabal control? We appear to be completely overrun.

1/15/2020 11:22:12 AM cosmic_engineer And a big hug from this Tiger to you Dear One

1/15/2020 11:24:45 AM mark65mc GESARA

1/15/2020 11:26:06 AM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/OmmyOpjol0

1/15/2020 11:26:16 AM april10521252 💜💜💜🦄



1/15/2020 11:26:18 AM cosmic_engineer Indeed it does.  I was considering using fiery/black opal in some new pieces. Although I often try to tailor to the function & birthstones.

Some examples: https://m.imgur.com/a/LZGiGIt 

1/15/2020 11:26:26 AM april10521252 thankQ so much

1/15/2020 11:27:16 AM mrwellz412 ‘Aliens’ are really inter dimensional demons correct?

1/15/2020 11:28:36 AM cosmic_engineer As did I!  Perfect time for that.  Was a very supercharged healing night for my b

1/15/2020 11:29:22 AM daveschroeder18 What did you hear?

1/15/2020 11:30:26 AM mike92650637 What is going on in Kansas? Are the “sources” correct with their statements the disclosure is earth shattering? When will the global currency reset 

begin? What curr May will be used? What happens to the dollar? What happens to BTC?

1/15/2020 11:30:29 AM kidge6 Nk. But eqs can be used to collapse dumbs. Or  an explosion to destroy the dumb can trigger an eq.

1/15/2020 11:30:36 AM cosmic_engineer 🙏

1/15/2020 11:31:20 AM zagnett  https://www.naturalnews.com/051636_statins_drug_scam_premature_aging.html?fbclid=IwAR0SecCKyFzaSGzQHj4kwz5c9qBBYhJzZ-

AI2DBI282lAzVHCXrEOyJIRhQ …

Oh while we're talking about our a$$inine "healthcare" industry... 👇

1/15/2020 11:32:07 AM kidge6 That seemed pretty obvious to me. Yet tons of people put on the Q alert app. And Praying medic recommends it. Common sense. You just help them 

determine that you're a q follower. Facebook was asking us directly are you a qanon follower? They want to track that.

1/15/2020 11:32:20 AM rosscarwalker I love popcorn

1/15/2020 11:35:24 AM april10521252 Wow, these make me emotional,  such beautiful sparkles

1/15/2020 11:36:38 AM april10521252 Awesome,  it was my remember moment,  I'd not had any special teas in over 25 years.

1/15/2020 11:38:05 AM chargedupky M rockerfeller ?

1/15/2020 11:38:41 AM cosmic_engineer Very cool.  It's a gift to humanity when used respectfully.

Glad it came back around to you after such a long time

1/15/2020 11:41:08 AM youstinksoap Hope you get an answer, I'd love to know if I'm a true starseed.....

1/15/2020 11:41:53 AM kikakikas I remember some time ago, Medvedev informing the world about extra terrestrial life and contact during an interview,in a WW broadcast event, one 

of the few gov.members in the world assuming it. I thought it was amazing and US would do the same,back then....

1/15/2020 11:41:55 AM april10521252 Me too, it's been taught by every indigenous group, yet a bunch of greedy demon liars ran the truth away so they could horde it for themselves.

1/15/2020 11:44:39 AM cosmic_engineer Crafted with love 😁

Bismuth makes for some very neat optical effects. Usually use that or 24k leaf in resin.

I have a decent selection of gemstones around. Most mention in those ~20 pics

1/15/2020 11:47:02 AM johnquindell I live in Moscow. Do you know of any followers of Qanon or MJ12 here or who may be planning to visit?

1/15/2020 11:47:24 AM resizemore1 Trial-45 witnesses; doesn’t this mean President Trump may interject evidence against the “Deep State” during the Impeachment trial?

1/15/2020 11:48:03 AM houston08224729 @martingeddes @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu @QBlueSkyQ 

https://twitter.com/HouseOfWettin/status/1183770685925015553 …

1/15/2020 11:48:22 AM cosmic_engineer 🍄 is the bane of governments.

Also very handy for healing PTSD, addiction and deprogramming the Egoic Mind

1/15/2020 11:51:11 AM april10521252 I love copper too, I'm rh negative so copper is good for me

1/15/2020 11:51:55 AM houston08224729 @luverley @SaRaAshcraft @martingeddes @QBlueSkyQ @Sun_Q_Tzu @Jordan_Sather_ @paul_serran @Solarthought @dmills3710 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic https://twitter.com/HouseOfWettin/status/1181329190924079104 …

1/15/2020 11:51:59 AM weediblue Apart from birds falling out of the sky near their posts, Lloyds are not willing to insure people in relation to 5G, similar to asbestos.

1/15/2020 11:53:59 AM arthurpacfarm My sister is friends with one... she did the NY gig when she passed out...as well as others... I have her business card...

1/15/2020 11:54:33 AM worldxplorer1 Please check out @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

There are obviously numerous channels on YT breaking down Q posts but Majic Eyes Qnly is the only channel that I am aware of that if going thru the 

Majestic12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) info.

Here is his most recent video 👇

 https://youtu.be/jA5VBtZNt0A 

1/15/2020 11:54:47 AM cosmic_engineer Good to know!  Copper makes very powerful orgonite fields.  Takes some layering in order to have the crystalline features come out in the piece tho ✌️

DM me your birthstone and I will see what comes to mind for next crafting session

1/15/2020 11:55:31 AM charmanda9 Nice! Thank you Shane!

1/15/2020 11:56:03 AM rachelhalligan Is the earth flat?

1/15/2020 11:59:12 AM charlesgdavis1 Ok if you don't.....but if it doesn't work.....THE 2nd amendment (read entire amendment to overstand) WILL AND plus the MILITARY.....HAPPY 

hunting.😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈 pic.twitter.com/8bt75QXaf2

1/15/2020 12:00:05 PM johnquindell Is the information released by Aug Tellez accurate (wholly or partially)? Do you and he have a connection?

1/15/2020 12:00:50 PM pleasepill We never have a beautiful days anymore...all these planes over Illinois...lots of pictures...

1/15/2020 12:02:09 PM k3yle What’s up am I suppose to call her lol

1/15/2020 12:05:51 PM weediblue I don't trust it for a few reasons, but yes it's my opinion. I've watched several videos where the birds are literally falling out of the sky, and one in 

particular regarding Lloyds. If I find that one I'll post it.

1/15/2020 12:08:44 PM kimberl45879851 Trump said this very thing last night during his rally.

1/15/2020 12:09:26 PM april10521252 You're so kind, thank you my friend 🙏 I'm grateful we were brought together 🥰

1/15/2020 12:10:37 PM awakeandsing123 Optics move. Putin wants to preserve his power after 2024. Medvedev and government resigned but then M got appointed almost immediately to be 

the Nat Sec deputy chair (Putin is chair). According to Russian news sources.

1/15/2020 12:15:02 PM lightlove21121 #Unsealing

#ReMembering

#DarkToLight

🔥♥🔥

1/15/2020 12:15:07 PM awakeandsing123 I was born and raised there. I follow Q now from PA. Russians are not interested in Q because most of them have been awake and ready for all this 

long ago. That’s my personal theory)). I hope you are enjoying Moscow, John!!!

1/15/2020 12:16:31 PM awakeandsing123 @MrMyskin

1/15/2020 12:16:44 PM holotechrd WE ARE UNSTOPPABLE WOOOWHO LET'S GO DADDY!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/JVzRSmLeMb



1/15/2020 12:18:04 PM johnquindell I've lived here since 1990. Many people here are naturally awake, but friends of mine who are complain about so many walking around in a hypnotic 

trance. Not as bad as the US yet. Many live in fear and survival mode psychologically most of the time. 

When did you leave Russia?

1/15/2020 12:22:56 PM awakeandsing123 Here is one of the Russian political blogs’ analysis posted soon after the announcement. It’s in Russian. “Presidential-Parliamentary Republic” is where 

it’s supposedly going. Whatever it means. https://www.rosbalt.ru/blogs/2020/01/15/1822759.html …

1/15/2020 12:24:17 PM awakeandsing123 I left for a while in 1991 but now I visit annually. I agree with your assessment.

1/15/2020 12:25:38 PM cosmic_engineer Thank you for the kind words.

Glad we could connect 🍁 pic.twitter.com/t9XhdxrCWh

1/15/2020 12:25:57 PM fakenewscop @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why are they so afraid of letting us have clear skies? Whenever it looks like it’s going to be a clear day we have checkerboard trails 

in the sky by noon.

1/15/2020 12:28:02 PM t_hayden07 What about flowers, shells, etc...w the fibonacci sequence? Hurricanes?

Earth definitely has the capability...

1/15/2020 12:30:29 PM seahag127 Is he getting his orders from the World Governing Council?  Did Somerset Belenoff give her instructions?

1/15/2020 12:35:24 PM t_hayden07 I've heard that, the more info we take in, and digest...the faster time seems to go. Children dont take in as much, therefore time passes slower. Just 

one theory, I guess. 

Via Cosmic Agency on YT

1/15/2020 12:37:08 PM johnquindell I rarely come to the US. Mostly don't want to. Did this in in Seattle 2011 though:

 http://signsonthequad.blogspot.com 

Very few were awake then. From a distance it seems like more are waking up now, but it's hard to get a sense of proportion.

1/15/2020 12:37:09 PM sdane8 Watch the water. 😉

1/15/2020 12:38:05 PM laurabusse So is what you're saying...

You're in the UK

5G has already been rolled out there

...and it's not good???

Birds falling out of the sky there?!?

1/15/2020 12:42:00 PM laurabusse Flowers come from seeds

Not directly from the earth

Shells come from animals

Fibonacci sequence usually is created by living organisms

Not by the earth directly

Storms are created by energy

Warm most air meets cool dry air etc etc etc

What has the earth directly created that...
1/15/2020 12:42:10 PM t_hayden07 Me too. Meeee toooooo....

1/15/2020 12:42:36 PM rot8infinity  https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/hundreds-of-bees-drop-dead-around-5g-towers/ …

You think they're talking about actual BEES? or IS-🐝?

1/15/2020 12:43:33 PM rot8infinity Biological Entity...

1/15/2020 12:46:13 PM laurabusse ...we could say looks like an ET might have intelligently designed and written in the earth? Such as a crop circle?

Not denying the Earth is a conscious being

But all seemingly intelligent designs can be attributed to the creation of DNA or hot cold air masses etc

Of course...

1/15/2020 12:46:17 PM t_hayden07 Definitely..

1/15/2020 12:48:24 PM laurabusse ...none of these things could take place without the earth

The earth provides the materials

And maybe I'm wrong

I just don't see the earth directly creating crop circles

Not saying it's impossible

It just seems highly unlikely to me personally...

1/15/2020 12:49:19 PM beetickler Is today Wednesday?

1/15/2020 12:50:27 PM laurabusse Dear God

That's awful...

The poor little is be bees!!!

1/15/2020 12:51:32 PM t_hayden07 The moon is like a ship. Think 'Death Star'. With bases of different ETs all over. It also has the Matrix A.I. tech, which is used to keep us at 3D, along 

with the Van Allen belts...

1/15/2020 12:51:47 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/0TGHNroEdb

1/15/2020 12:53:42 PM blompf2020  https://twitter.com/blompf2020/status/1217545922625908739?s=20 …

1/15/2020 12:56:03 PM rickster61x Doubt it

1/15/2020 1:00:22 PM patriotswegoall Time travel tech is already here, according to ApexTV.

1/15/2020 1:01:33 PM awakeandsing123 So you are the Kevin Smith? Pretty cool. pic.twitter.com/mtAayySooY

1/15/2020 1:01:50 PM redpillandchill Nailed it

1/15/2020 1:08:26 PM alight412 I've asked this question several times.  Some claim it's not good technology. But it seems like I heard @POTUS say in a speech that it was good and he 

welcomed up to 8G. Then I remember him saying China wants it for bad reasons. It also seems like the tech was tied to the wall.

1/15/2020 1:16:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 PSA: SM did not know how to contain his excitement today.

1/15/2020 1:16:40 PM rick_hernandez SM?

1/15/2020 1:16:59 PM sdane8 You're a wealth of information! ❤️

1/15/2020 1:17:17 PM rlemons94 Who's SM?

1/15/2020 1:17:43 PM late5970 Steve Mnuchin

1/15/2020 1:17:56 PM mrernietests Is fenbendazol a remedy against cancer?

1/15/2020 1:18:07 PM alight412 I've assumed you and Kabamur were on the same team but maybe that is not the case. Our/my consciousness has been seeded around the cloning of 

many who are politicians. Ok, I will conceptualize you as being entities with different agendas. Is cloning occurring in the human pop.?

1/15/2020 1:18:12 PM werascending There is a great documentary on Crop Circles on Gaia network! It is excellent! I will try to find it and see if I can send it to you tonight!

1/15/2020 1:18:59 PM bashycrypto Level playing field

1/15/2020 1:19:29 PM hollydama @thubbmeister 👆🏼

(Plus, this entire thread of Q&A is interesting.)

1/15/2020 1:19:36 PM ctenfor Who is sm?



1/15/2020 1:21:10 PM ricky52222196 Power lines are pulsating in my area . Is this direct energy of some sort?

1/15/2020 1:21:45 PM laurabusse Is it Patty Greer?

I used to subscribe to Gaia TV

But cancelled my subscription...

1/15/2020 1:23:25 PM bbobbio71 Excited about the China trade deal or Market record?

1/15/2020 1:24:06 PM mycologyofmaga Wears Hunter

1/15/2020 1:24:19 PM hollydama Is there a reference you'd recommend for us regular folks as to how to prepare for the reset? It's all so confusing, and difficult to know which advice to 

trust.

1/15/2020 1:25:50 PM sdane8  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1084837902209744906.html …

1/15/2020 1:26:25 PM lizzah_83  https://twitter.com/decodematrix/status/1217474785288105984?s=21 …

1/15/2020 1:27:06 PM arthurpacfarm Maybe the Space Force announcements...😉

1/15/2020 1:27:49 PM lizzah_83 Lmao, DJT is a RINO? Can you please explain this. 

Judging a man by his enemies is relevant and important. From what I see, all globalists, RINOs and neocons all hate Trump - so how do you reconcile?

1/15/2020 1:27:53 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/3EOvasUdPO

1/15/2020 1:27:59 PM johnquindell It was a fascinating experience standing there and waiting for people to come up. Some were awake and advanced in their understanding. Almost all 

were very lonely.

I was deliberately trying to create a new genre and wanted others to run with it:

 http://signsonthequad.blogspot.com/p/why-i-did-it-purpose-behind-signs-on.html …

1/15/2020 1:28:28 PM weediblue  https://youtu.be/LjT-HmuzYPg 

1/15/2020 1:28:56 PM johnquindell If you visit again, I'd be grateful for the chance to meet and talk. I have little live real-time interaction with Americans I can talk with.

BTW I love cats too.

1/15/2020 1:29:39 PM internetusr Munchin

1/15/2020 1:29:51 PM moemc8 what's the deal with his dad purchasing the silver Jeff Koons pedo bunny 91 mil?

1/15/2020 1:31:18 PM sdane8 Is Yellowstone being managed in order to ensure safety for all?

1/15/2020 1:31:21 PM werascending No, it is a male and he talks about a lot of math. It is really interesting. I am at work, so I will see if I can send you a link to it. I think I already shared it 

on twitter, so I may not be able to do it again, but I will check.

1/15/2020 1:32:57 PM k3yle 😂🤣🤣🤣

1/15/2020 1:33:12 PM nancydr62103812 Hey, sorry 2 hear that Sparkles, but you got to bring with U the beautiful connection I think I am hearing. (...) also seems like you have abilitys i cant pin 

point, thanks to, your experiences. God Bless You.

1/15/2020 1:33:12 PM awakeandsing123 Lol. Cats rule. Three of them decided to adopt me. DM me!

1/15/2020 1:34:11 PM youstinksoap "economic justice"

1/15/2020 1:34:58 PM tenn_rich I don’t think Q followers give a damn who knows. I know I don’t. I fear ONLY Almighty God. Everyone else is just an inconvenience that can dealt with 

at leisure...

1/15/2020 1:35:56 PM sdane8 I read it the way you meant it. 😊 The marvelous, wonderous brain ...

1/15/2020 1:38:45 PM banksia42265169 You might find Anthony William’s view on it helpful

1/15/2020 1:38:52 PM sdane8 Will you publish an updated archive? The last I have is from 3/15/19.

1/15/2020 1:39:45 PM johnquindell Don't know how to do that.

1/15/2020 1:41:42 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/wdDA0LRVi7

1/15/2020 1:45:11 PM april10521252 Thank you Nancy, absolutely love your name. I am very intuitive,  you can't lie to my face, I can read people,  pictures etc. I could remote view when I 

was little, and I have a built in God connectedness that my Momma said was my mustard seed, keep that faith to get thru🙏

1/15/2020 1:46:43 PM ethereal_shaman Move to a rural area and get off grid?  This is my family's goal.  I've been watching this crap spin since 2011 and I'm just tired.

1/15/2020 1:46:55 PM ewilliams22101 Senator McConnell? Is the trial gonna be lit?

1/15/2020 1:48:06 PM april10521252 I am almost 8 years opiates and benzos free, so I get to reach out to women in recovery and jails to help them get better,  definitely grateful for my life. 

Hopefully I'll discover more gifts if they're there, all I've ever wanted was to help others.  My mom said that when I was

1/15/2020 1:49:34 PM sdane8 😂😂😂

1/15/2020 1:49:37 PM april10521252 Little I'd use all my money from selling my toys at yard sales to buy food at taco bell for homeless people and whatnot.  I remember going door to door 

with church once, telling people of my love for Jesus and did they know him too😆

1/15/2020 1:50:41 PM april10521252 Yes, this is awesome & I'm so grateful to have a new fam member 💜

1/15/2020 1:52:15 PM sterkinglights1 It's a solar cell. It can record what you are saying.

1/15/2020 1:54:17 PM sdane8 Or become completely obsolete?

1/15/2020 1:55:09 PM worldtreeman On the new earth may this be so. On the old earth they would never have allowed this as the whole purpose of it was to put people asleep and keep 

them there

1/15/2020 1:55:34 PM jared4liberty YT?

1/15/2020 1:56:34 PM patriotleah1776 Give dailymotion a try for SG-1 https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x73muep 

1/15/2020 1:56:48 PM rick369e I think he had a visit find someone who may have threatened to endanger his family short time after Alex Jones was on

1/15/2020 1:58:56 PM unidentifiedta1 Are governments preparing for an imminent pole shift?

1/15/2020 1:59:32 PM sdane8 That whole concept still confuses me.

1/15/2020 2:00:17 PM rosscarwalker Serco (owned by the Crown) has been buying up all the crematorium and burial services in the U.K. They also helped introduce 5G into our lighting 

system. We're fighting hard in the here. Down with the Cabal

1/15/2020 2:00:31 PM shanewhitfiel10 Yeah I dig Patty.. she has definitely taken some hits and keeps moving forward with her mission.. great example of Feminine Warrior..

1/15/2020 2:01:54 PM laurabusse Thank you 😊

1/15/2020 2:04:51 PM laurabusse This is terrible!

It's only from 3 mo ago...

Thank you for posting!!!

1/15/2020 2:06:06 PM fansblowing3 China deal is good for our treasury. pic.twitter.com/c1q0Xaf7yD

1/15/2020 2:06:37 PM laurabusse Oh I may know who you're talking about...

But I think I saw him on YouTube

Can't remember his name though

If it's the same guy...

He connected a lot of dots

1/15/2020 2:06:44 PM americanpetal I can’t believe you’ve been so active on Twitter today and I’ve been missing it!!!

1/15/2020 2:07:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Outrage as first transgender kids' doll with penis and dress spotted in toy shop - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/worlds-first-

transgender-doll-penis-21287500 …

1/15/2020 2:07:15 PM shanewhitfiel10 Yes She does!!! She(Mither Earth)has taken a lot of crap from us.. I think it’s definitely a combination of both, Her and inter dimensional beings, they 

just communicate from frequency, telepathy that we just cannot completely comprehend yet..

1/15/2020 2:07:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military officials: 3 in custody after live mortar round found in their vehicle at gate to Pearl Harbor base - 9 & 10 News 

https://apnews.com/791871ea0616e3af1edafc4a23977ec9 …



1/15/2020 2:07:51 PM jvan125 You have got to be kidding me. NOT TODAY, SATAN!!! 🤮🤮🤮

1/15/2020 2:08:03 PM laurabusse Thanks!☺️

1/15/2020 2:08:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Even when sober, frequent marijuana users are dangerous drivers, report finds https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/even-when-sober-

frequent-marijuana-users-are-worse-drivers-report-n1115681 …

1/15/2020 2:08:23 PM americanpetal That’s outrageous

1/15/2020 2:08:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Northam declares state of emergency, Capitol weapon ban ahead of gun rights rally https://www.nbc12.com/2020/01/15/ap-exclusive-northam-ban-

guns-capitol-grounds/ …

1/15/2020 2:09:03 PM laurabusse Yes I admire her

Sounds like she's had to put up with a lot...

1/15/2020 2:09:07 PM rosscarwalker Probably relieved some of us have started to ask some questions

1/15/2020 2:09:08 PM rosas7043 We’re debunking this drivel, correct?

1/15/2020 2:09:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 1,000 Honduran migrants preparing new US-bound caravan https://news.yahoo.com/1-000-honduran-migrants-preparing-us-bound-caravan-

142453927.html …

1/15/2020 2:09:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No Time to Die: Barbara Broccoli & Michael G. Wilson on Bond’s Future – Variety https://variety.com/2020/film/features/james-bond-no-time-to-die-

barbara-broccoli-michael-wilson-1203466601/ …

1/15/2020 2:09:32 PM qzillian2 22 code

1/15/2020 2:09:43 PM cledrordfishing Are you and or Q involved with Somerset?

1/15/2020 2:09:51 PM leighj2k20  pic.twitter.com/nSN2WIGyUy

1/15/2020 2:09:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Russian government resigns after President Putin’s state-of-the-nation address proposes changes to the constitution — RT Russia News 

https://www.rt.com/russia/478340-government-resigns-russia-putin-medvedev/ …

1/15/2020 2:09:53 PM corn_hole They shouldn't have a right to drive, work, bear arms, eat, live....

1/15/2020 2:10:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vatican appoints first woman to senior role in Church - BBC News https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-51124478 …

1/15/2020 2:10:15 PM wudda  pic.twitter.com/7DhsfMlAV1

1/15/2020 2:10:22 PM seywerd137  pic.twitter.com/pgbpU3pUKS

1/15/2020 2:10:35 PM shanewhitfiel10 Yeah she has... not to say that everyone here has not taken their share of hits for the collective, we all are Warriors!!!❤️🙏

1/15/2020 2:10:48 PM clownwo50602519 Debunked fake news.

1/15/2020 2:10:54 PM deanna_danforth I would really love a ride

1/15/2020 2:11:36 PM brian_dalfonso They still trying this shit? As long as they keep getting paid to come, it’s not going to stop. Sent another Soleimani example if needed,

1/15/2020 2:11:54 PM cajungame Consider the source!   nbc

1/15/2020 2:12:04 PM shanewhitfiel10 I am going to research the gentleman that you mentioned earlier, I love hearing from different perspectives..❤️

1/15/2020 2:12:21 PM ethereal_shaman None of my 4 g-kids have been vaccinated or attend public school.  Be brave.

1/15/2020 2:12:28 PM theghost6969 Atlantis disclosure ?

1/15/2020 2:12:36 PM rosscarwalker I can't see the question as it's blocked. Can you screen shot for me?

1/15/2020 2:12:40 PM americanpetal What exactly is Inner Technology? Sorry, newbie here. Just trying to learn.

1/15/2020 2:12:46 PM woodworkeranon Lmao, good one.

1/15/2020 2:13:01 PM sparkleloung Make

Russia

Great

Again

#MRGA

1/15/2020 2:13:06 PM jluther88 I will play any game/simulator better, when high.

1/15/2020 2:13:11 PM ethereal_shaman Ridiculous.

1/15/2020 2:13:17 PM jt410_ They have special interests (pharma) to protect

1/15/2020 2:13:53 PM atashfire Putin move to make power like that of a US POTUS in Russia?

1/15/2020 2:14:07 PM 9999patriotusmc The world has gone completely insane. Pedo's and perves are laughing at we the ppl while making a mockery of civility and celebrating the exploitation 

of our children.

1/15/2020 2:15:17 PM rosscarwalker Hopefully this will be how we can find forgiveness

1/15/2020 2:15:25 PM patriot_angel There were 3 questions before the yes. Which question was the yes meant for? Thanks!

1/15/2020 2:15:31 PM laurabusse Freddy Silva?

Oh I was sad when I finished reading his crop circle book!

I wanted to read more!!!

1/15/2020 2:16:06 PM bryceja68689884 Here's what cnn zombies need to know. A) putin wants the people to vote on it. B) it creates term limits C) it establishes transparency to benefit the 

Russian citizens D) the govt resigned, butare still there and it was voluntary. They are all still friends with Putin. F@ck @CNN

1/15/2020 2:16:44 PM speaakn He should not have tried to take away these folks’ God given rights to protect themselves.

1/15/2020 2:16:51 PM stanfireman1 Wow. This is the only medication that works for my PTSD. So you think I should loose all of my rights because I served my Country and Community?

1/15/2020 2:17:21 PM bigcdndaddybear Wow. They weild such power over us. The prob isn't right vs left, Cons vs Libs, Rep vs Dems- it is US. (U&ME). We have allowed the major pol ptys to 

alienate voters & hope ppl disengage. Or be sheep that consume their reality in sound bites. They pit citz vs citz. They win.

1/15/2020 2:17:29 PM brianan06364517 This is wrong. Northam is delusional and corrupt.

1/15/2020 2:17:40 PM shanewhitfiel10 Yeah I have heard that name before, I looked at some of his books and I think I might have read some of the Divine Blueprint one but years ago. You 

know how you start reading several books at time.. 😂

1/15/2020 2:17:44 PM mbs357 Scary times in Virginia.

1/15/2020 2:17:49 PM alight412 Since when do dolls have a penis unless orofessionals are assessing kids who are victims of sexual abuse? Totally ridiculous and outrageous.

1/15/2020 2:17:55 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/BMzGbZbMnZ

1/15/2020 2:17:58 PM oaf_unbreakable You have the right to your opinion and I have the right to call your opinion complete shit.

1/15/2020 2:18:26 PM winklerburke So, it will be (another) substantial reveal on the $@&$ Cabal, a culmination... Art imitates life... Brits at high levels finally abandoning the Cabal as 

Brexit leaves the evil EU mental enslavement camp of Satan worshipping Overlords? 007!

1/15/2020 2:18:39 PM bbobbio71 Just sickening

1/15/2020 2:18:44 PM baduinq God help us.

1/15/2020 2:19:09 PM shanewhitfiel10 I am going to check out his crop circle book, that is one phenomenon that is just amazing to me..especially with the great review from you!

1/15/2020 2:19:12 PM ryanwamsher Haha oh man yeah going slower really is detrimental to the world... this reminds me of the movie “Black Sheep” when the nitrous leaked out in car and 

he was caught going 7 mph on the highway haha great movie and about voter fraud should watch again...

1/15/2020 2:19:27 PM megamane2 Even when telling the truth, fake news is very dangerous to society.

1/15/2020 2:19:39 PM bbobbio71 ALICE

1/15/2020 2:19:50 PM baduinq My Ken and Barbie didn't have parts

1/15/2020 2:20:04 PM chinloymarlene I wish them luck

1/15/2020 2:20:17 PM eaglesview77 So dumb! I’ve smoked since I was 15 almost everyday, now 28. Never had a accident just one speeding ticket.

1/15/2020 2:20:19 PM thubbmeister Once the cures are revealed and new health tech is introduced...will we ever need the medical and Pharma industry as it currently stands?



1/15/2020 2:20:43 PM stanfireman1 So my options for PTSD treatment are, all natural plant based medication, or a chemical with side effects that cause everything from intestinal ulcers to 

tremors. By the way, no side effects from medical marijuana.

1/15/2020 2:21:04 PM hollydama @thubbmeister

1/15/2020 2:21:12 PM rosas7043 There’s no truth here...

1/15/2020 2:23:10 PM winklerburke Funny: the timing? White Hat controlled Pelosi delays Senate Trial... making Dem Senators running for Pres... messed up in Iowa? Global focus on 

Senate, where Cabal-hanging evidence 2 be introduced... While Russia de-Cabals intself?  “The Plan” = Wowzers?!!  Tired of winning yet?

1/15/2020 2:23:28 PM rosscarwalker Looks at his family logos. The symbolism will be their downfall

1/15/2020 2:23:55 PM canadas_guy Will Trudeau be removed

1/15/2020 2:24:22 PM chinloymarlene Disgusting

1/15/2020 2:24:36 PM keith369me Don’t totally get it...hopefully it is to better represent the Russian people.

1/15/2020 2:25:42 PM erinbrittain6 Not natural!!!

1/15/2020 2:26:22 PM twittcensors Dictator in Chief

1/15/2020 2:26:35 PM rick_hernandez Is this why? pic.twitter.com/uCo9S7vFCG

1/15/2020 2:26:40 PM cbwp23 Yea!!! That must mean the Vatican is coming to its end.  Oh happy day!!  This may mean an end to another Epstein Island? Though it would be better if 

the earth opened up beneath it and swallowed it and its occupants whole.

1/15/2020 2:26:45 PM wickedmouse369 What about the soccer mom on xanax?

1/15/2020 2:27:18 PM keith369me Does he want to use the confiscated weapons to kill babies?

1/15/2020 2:27:38 PM nancygill Saw this early but no news coverage?

1/15/2020 2:27:46 PM cosmic_engineer @TheRealKeean remind you of someone lol?

1/15/2020 2:27:48 PM fuknutz Sing it with me boys...

🎶🎵Let's go to the capitol

Get him out of bed

Put the noose around his neck

And hang him 'till he's dead. 🎵🎶

1/15/2020 2:28:06 PM keith369me Paid migrants?

1/15/2020 2:28:29 PM jesperbirk5 420!

Even when sober, frequent marijuana users can't be brain washed.

🐸👊🍄

1/15/2020 2:29:45 PM drbohammer Is it really a woman?

1/15/2020 2:29:58 PM keith369me Only one question came to mind.  Has she taken part in any nefarious rituals involving children?

1/15/2020 2:30:01 PM goesmao Horseshit

1/15/2020 2:30:28 PM n7guardiananon scared the people of Virginia will exercise their rights to bear arms and march on their Capitol to collect him and make him feel comfortable.

1/15/2020 2:30:30 PM dark2light2019 WTF? 

These people are sick 

I thought gender was “between your ears” according to the extreme left....

1/15/2020 2:30:32 PM sallypenn4 Hopefully the Mexican army will stop them!

1/15/2020 2:31:26 PM rachaelangelm Well I would have to say this: Even when sober NBC is still fake news.

1/15/2020 2:31:43 PM rick_hernandez Isn’t that a prerequisite?

1/15/2020 2:32:11 PM qphillypatriot This shit gotta stop😠😠😠😠😠😠

1/15/2020 2:32:15 PM cbwp23 All of the violence is coming from the governor, not the VA residents.  He wants to pull the same stunt Rothchild did in Paris.  Beat the sh@&t out of 

citizens and confiscate their firearms.

1/15/2020 2:32:45 PM jeebaleebs Haha, classic!

1/15/2020 2:33:01 PM anoninarizona Fake news...   

 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0376871619304181?via%3Dihub# …!

1/15/2020 2:33:06 PM ynfthoth hahahah hilarious #YNFT #memesdaily #contentcreation pic.twitter.com/WLjVyexrgv

1/15/2020 2:33:34 PM rachaelangelm Barbie should be the first transgender doll with its adrogenous weenier nub

1/15/2020 2:33:45 PM proudredrn We were thinking the same thing here.

1/15/2020 2:33:49 PM cbwp23 clowns, clowns, clowns...

1/15/2020 2:33:56 PM covertress Poorly designed study. Too few participants. Average age 23. 

Non-science == Fake News

1/15/2020 2:34:00 PM rachaelangelm A little late

1/15/2020 2:34:29 PM ynfthoth "NEWS" #YNFT #memesdaily #contentcreators pic.twitter.com/RFSQ8w0eHQ

1/15/2020 2:34:34 PM ekotoons P3?

1/15/2020 2:35:16 PM cryptocrab4 Police need work too guys , everything you enjoy they want to tax or disturb.

They no longer serve and protect , it is a game !

1/15/2020 2:36:53 PM nancydr62103812 I Adore and Love You🤲🕊 

You brought me vivid pictures of you as a child, I am all smiles. ThanQ.

I can share with you how I was my fathers mother as long as it was possible, and identify with your choices made that of you share with me in general. 

pic.twitter.com/DLnt2V3vbq

1/15/2020 2:37:19 PM dynamicres Any excuse to break out the new breathalyzers right!? 🤬

1/15/2020 2:37:34 PM oaf_unbreakable  pic.twitter.com/00bfrTvPBI

1/15/2020 2:38:00 PM wearediamonds2 No wonder Obama tried to make incandescents illegal and put them in cars, on streetlights, in homes, offices! Not to mention the mercury and their 

blinding effects!

1/15/2020 2:38:05 PM oaf_unbreakable Get fucked and blocked scrub

1/15/2020 2:38:11 PM ekotoons ARTICLE 117

1/15/2020 2:39:10 PM gypsycatts Is that why Pelosi has a chauffeur? pic.twitter.com/Vymwsw6264

1/15/2020 2:39:29 PM batespm4abbey Yes agree poorly designed study but hard science was done decades ago when mj was weaker and not contaminated or boosted with other stuff...& it 

does impact the brain-body coordination-perception similar to alcohol or other Rx.Doesnt preempt it as MedicinalRx,do need precautions.

1/15/2020 2:43:57 PM studios_tattoo Seriously...make me question the credibility of this account...misinformation...

1/15/2020 2:44:33 PM clhendershot I thought the brain was not fully developed until 25

Read something about use prior to fully developed brain leads to a "stickiness" (sorry I am super new to this whole subject)

1/15/2020 2:45:12 PM qphillypatriot Soros still paying these people??

1/15/2020 2:45:33 PM bukrijumadi sickkkkkkkkk

1/15/2020 2:46:12 PM theawakened2020 NBC sponsors: Big Pharma, Liquor companies, Govt Agencies.

1/15/2020 2:47:03 PM rhood1972 On point 👌

1/15/2020 2:47:04 PM twitsareangry  pic.twitter.com/IRjhZh0Ydk

1/15/2020 2:47:48 PM qphillypatriot Yeah right 30 years of driving and never an accident😄😄

1/15/2020 2:48:49 PM nancydr62103812 Hey, I missed this one before giving a reply. You are such a giver. May God give you everything your heart desires! So be it💌👀

,and the fabric of society will be very different, but I am spesific pointing to a legalization.

1/15/2020 2:48:57 PM mattdubois137 The problem in dealing with China is, they are in for the long haul. They don't care about now, they're looking down the road 10, 20, 50 maybe 100 

years from now. Trade deals mean nothing to them until they are enforced. They'll keep trying to steal and cheat.



1/15/2020 2:49:09 PM qphillypatriot I debunked that years ago👍

1/15/2020 2:49:19 PM yellamoj Which voice do I listen to?

1/15/2020 2:49:24 PM nancydr62103812 Informationbased, Quality controlled sunstances. There will be no room to scapegoat a user, as it is not the user that is criminal. It is how we stigmatize 

the user,and fail to see the misuse has a cause to it's effect.

1/15/2020 2:50:05 PM theodazmusic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8vXzKzpSdU …

1/15/2020 2:50:16 PM nancydr62103812 May it be personal or merley just from living in a satanic society (...) layered and never one THING. My father died of heroin. He would not if he was 

welcomed into society. A

1/15/2020 2:50:45 PM blcksambo Am I a star seed?

1/15/2020 2:51:33 PM cosmic_engineer If like everything else, just s dude pretending to be one

1/15/2020 2:51:37 PM qphillypatriot 👊😜

1/15/2020 2:51:42 PM nancydr62103812 Hospital would not be able to operate without cocain. Aspirin is based in heroin. So you see it's fake news that heroin is bad for society. It's society 

thats been bad.

1/15/2020 2:51:53 PM by369surrounded I often wonder why I did not succumb to the brainwashing. I realized recently my birthdate is full of 3 6 9. Are people who are surrounded by 369 

protected in some way and more able to stay/be awake?

1/15/2020 2:51:59 PM nancydr62103812 We fix that, and We will never see drug abusers but drug users,thus trust in mankind is restored. As it is now, er have no trust, no autonomy. By the 

#Constitution the war on drugs  illegal and is a war on us.

1/15/2020 2:52:16 PM nancydr62103812 The children have little chance if drugs are illegal. We loose them to the Filth. When it's owr job to protect them, I say we capitalize all drugs, and crush 

the cartells. Amen!

1/15/2020 2:54:30 PM maat_selene As I recall from my youth action man was neutered. Came as quite a shock to my barbie 😂😂🤣🤣

1/15/2020 2:55:12 PM april10521252 Amen! I've watched terrible things go on, my heart breaks for your loss, I'm so sorry 🙏 I had lost two girls i was helping to heroin overdoses a couple 

years ago and I quit school because it was so painful.  I didn't think I could handle another one dying. Both in Orange County

1/15/2020 2:55:53 PM ethereal_shaman Same thing last year, and the year before...looping.

1/15/2020 2:55:58 PM seandavidson70 That's such bullshit.

The existence of intelligent extraterrestrial life visiting this planet is undeniable once you weed out all the false cases.

Humanity deserves to know more details about it than just a select few.

1/15/2020 2:56:13 PM guy_karen That’s too much information for kids

1/15/2020 2:57:00 PM keith369me What was the real reason behind Watergate leading to the Nixon resignation?  Desire for Space Disclosures?

1/15/2020 2:57:28 PM nikoscali Gotta keep the average Russian in the dark as to how their government operates or else they might decide to participate...

1/15/2020 2:58:11 PM tucson_ron I think Northam is attempting to provoke violence that the democrats can use for propaganda.

1/15/2020 2:59:49 PM worldxplorer1 Are you referring to the Trudeau Family Coat of Arms? pic.twitter.com/kw10mOEFbd

1/15/2020 2:59:50 PM nancydr62103812 It's Very hard to loose loved ones, but it's Even more painful when this is at large, worldwide. We must legalize and take controll of drugs, now if you 

ask me.

1/15/2020 3:00:13 PM april10521252 My addiction started with free vicodin from a dental office at 17. The car accidents, back problems etc. Everyone is on xanax now it's insane,  you could 

look in the purses of at least 2/3 of moms and find it

1/15/2020 3:00:45 PM nancydr62103812 Say brave things! I was drawn to that, fear is a liar (!)

1/15/2020 3:00:56 PM qdemocrats Will censorship get worse before it gets better, or have we seen the worst of it already?

1/15/2020 3:02:05 PM nancydr62103812 Cannabis will help them quit, and it will be fantastiQ

1/15/2020 3:02:11 PM april10521252 There's ZERO rehabilitation happening in jails, so nobody fixes anything they're in there for, I spent 18 months straight in Lynwood jail, I only got 

something out of it because I had already been in drug court, so my counselor in the jail let me do her program the whole time.

1/15/2020 3:03:13 PM pleiadianshaman Global currency reset

1/15/2020 3:03:30 PM cosmic_engineer Guess it can be removed as a performance enhancing herb from the Olympics?

1/15/2020 3:04:02 PM april10521252 There's a lawsuit going on about the disgusting group strip searches that took place there, it was nuts.

1/15/2020 3:04:02 PM huntdeepstate69 Stock Market

1/15/2020 3:04:03 PM kindeandtrue Trump is a Big Government neocon who bends over backwards to favor big corporations and the military industrial complex. His policies do not reflect 

the non-interventionist, populist, nationalist limited government agenda he campaigned on.

1/15/2020 3:04:10 PM stlhandyman Meh, #fakenews

1/15/2020 3:04:17 PM huntdeepstate69 Stock Market

1/15/2020 3:04:48 PM sleepingnomore That is funny!

1/15/2020 3:05:56 PM nancydr62103812 I hear that. The punishment for use is wrong. First principles and all (!)

I strongly disaprove of the programs as well. They lack truth, build there MKultra with it. Cringe. Now, I know it's better of the two evils. I still demand 

humanistic views on the human this instant!😂

1/15/2020 3:06:20 PM excalib88557245 Depends on the person and of course usage.

1/15/2020 3:07:37 PM nancydr62103812 Mental! I will dare say what you R describing R nazi tactics. Gestapo

1/15/2020 3:07:38 PM opensenseme LOL.

1/15/2020 3:07:57 PM alight412 Amazing changes right before our very eyes! Incredible...

1/15/2020 3:08:44 PM fansblowing3 Unbelievable

1/15/2020 3:10:19 PM lizzah_83 No consideration at all for the swamp he’s openly fighting shows me your reasoning/critical thinking skills are non-existent. 

If you think he’s done nothing to fight the MIC/Establishment then no matter what, you will always despise him. 

Good luck with your cognitive dissonance pic.twitter.com/phJjkfxGgv

1/15/2020 3:10:29 PM th34lpha Must be expecting Antifa.

1/15/2020 3:11:26 PM christo76444109 And now the studies on dangerous elderly behind the wheel...

1/15/2020 3:11:54 PM plogdreamwalker World’s first transgender doll with penis and wearing dress spotted in porn shop. There I fix it for you.

1/15/2020 3:11:57 PM april10521252 Well if course, who runs the jails? How many disgruntled guards who couldn't make the cut as real cops? Thet aren't all bad, but the sick ways inmates 

are treated? Writing to the ACLU didn't do squat for many who I'd see in there. Heartbreaking stuff

1/15/2020 3:12:15 PM tucson_ron Yeah, SOROS.

1/15/2020 3:12:38 PM tucson_ron The Mark of Soro(s)

1/15/2020 3:14:03 PM rosscarwalker Funnily enough I've just tried to find the symbols that I found on his family website page before and the website has completely changed. Strange 

that...

1/15/2020 3:14:39 PM credavan Can't see the other comment here. Twatther censoring

1/15/2020 3:14:46 PM tucson_ron Burn them all and start again... gender neutral. The left likes all that gender neutral shit, let's start with this.

1/15/2020 3:15:12 PM aetherwalker1 How's that 'Ending Birthright Citizenship' coming?

1/15/2020 3:16:33 PM aetherwalker1 Let me guess.. 45 is 'monitoring the situation'.   🙄

1/15/2020 3:16:49 PM hoffman11my Can they get any more deranged? I probably shouldn't ask that because they probably have a whole lot more of this nonsense planned.

1/15/2020 3:16:58 PM madrabbit917 I'm sorry, did the people of Virginia ask him for rights and he said no? I don't recall needing to ask for my rights. I refuse to ASK for my God given rights 

to be accepted by ANY govt official. I don't even need their damn piece of paper. They don't own me!

1/15/2020 3:17:01 PM tucson_ron Brilliant!! Counterattack to known Democrat moves in the house. Love it.

1/15/2020 3:18:16 PM worldxplorer1 Thats too bad.  Post it if you find it again.

1/15/2020 3:19:18 PM kindeandtrue If women are inherently as competent as men in all disciplines, why has it taken 2000 years and more for them to get near the top of ancient 

institutions like the Church?

1/15/2020 3:19:38 PM 369palm The Russians are trolling us hard on that one.



1/15/2020 3:20:37 PM banksia42265169 I think I heard it on a recording where he was talking about teeth.  He basically said it's a waste of time and doesn't pull out toxins, although putting 

coconut oil on your toothbrush after you brush your teeth, then brushing the coconut oil on your teeth and gums is beneficial

1/15/2020 3:21:10 PM nat1onalist Same here..

1/15/2020 3:21:11 PM fansblowing3 Democrats’ pre-planning for election drama

1/15/2020 3:21:23 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah..  are we going to see some on-stage, public, RESULTS from this 'Plan'?

1/15/2020 3:21:44 PM mongrelglory Me too! 😋

1/15/2020 3:23:29 PM glittertips1 No dude, it's Steven Mnuchin

@stevenmnuchin1

1/15/2020 3:24:36 PM rawphonegirl Northam CAUSED state of emergency tho

1/15/2020 3:25:05 PM jmallett0  pic.twitter.com/iWk3Kze7mV

1/15/2020 3:25:36 PM jennaamerica Let's hope their not the mk ultra programmed walking dead. No good will come from the zombified migrants. 😏

1/15/2020 3:26:27 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/RolandiaKarnak/status/1217588660947779584 …

1/15/2020 3:28:03 PM rosscarwalker Yes yes Joe! Trudeau's deep in it!

1/15/2020 3:28:15 PM nancydr62103812 It is them who will be the most traumatized when the truth prevails, that they them selfs have been gate keepers of war and destruction. It is no 

comfort, but It does tip the scale alittle

1/15/2020 3:28:35 PM burgersandra 45 witnesses / 45 DT

1/15/2020 3:29:33 PM laurabusse Ha

Tell me about it...

I used to have half read books scattered around the house

Now...my Kindle app is crammed with half read books LOL

1/15/2020 3:29:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Klansman who wants to murder newborn babies wants to take your guns away and abuse the power given to him in order to fuel a civil war. He is a 

clown. Controlled clown. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1217587264592711680 …

1/15/2020 3:30:02 PM raisethevib369 Same. Many years ago I was in the dark and prayed in desperation (first time ever) for help from a God I didn't even have faith in. Not long after, Sylvia 

Brownes Adventures of a Psychic somehow crossed my path and started me on my journey seeking. That was 1996.

1/15/2020 3:30:36 PM domenickpal I'm of the belief that there will be a setup at this rally. They're going to incite violence and blame it on the protestors, this making their plans more 

sympathetic to the public.

1/15/2020 3:30:47 PM moemc8 Pray against FFs.

1/15/2020 3:30:57 PM laurabusse Well it's a topic I never seem to tire of

Of course a dream would be to go to England during crop circle season!!!

1/15/2020 3:31:13 PM rapturo93085269 Bring swords ⚔️

1/15/2020 3:31:45 PM lavenderlives Wayyyyyyyy worse

1/15/2020 3:31:53 PM ciaramellanot  pic.twitter.com/P8A9hkJ1bK

1/15/2020 3:32:26 PM fansblowing3 Reform of the Vatican instead of destruction?

1/15/2020 3:32:46 PM moemc8 Nobody should be driving high.

1/15/2020 3:32:47 PM nwpatriot47 Not one accident in 49 years... who’d they poll/study??? 💨💨

1/15/2020 3:32:56 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/mikewatson_va/status/1217319638599684096?s=21 …

1/15/2020 3:33:02 PM laurabusse Secrets In The Fields: The Science And Mysticism Of Crop Circles  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00BUAM6H4/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_yd6hEbWSVJEWA …

Saw his

Divine blueprint book that you mentioned

While looking for this one...

Wasn't aware of it!

1/15/2020 3:33:07 PM mongrelglory Good digging Shane!  You and DRT are usually right on the ball with current events!  Thanks to both of you!👍

1/15/2020 3:33:10 PM 1_decided_voter  https://lis.virginia.gov/cgi-bin/legp604.exe?121+ful+HB20 …

1/15/2020 3:33:14 PM worldxplorer1 Damning indeed.  Looks as though they have since changed their branding / logo but at least as recently as 2016 they were using that logo. 

pic.twitter.com/F4xvvpQZZe

1/15/2020 3:33:26 PM jmallett0 Deep into uranium one and Sherman murders too Q 2217

1/15/2020 3:33:59 PM chrisobxnc I can attest to the both drinking & smoking pot of days gone by. 

Drinking alters your the ability to make rational decisions behind the wheel.

Cannabis chemical compounds acts on the brains receptors muddles the thinking.

1/15/2020 3:34:36 PM laura_621 Thanks! I’ve heard Joe Rogan talk about w/o explanation.

1/15/2020 3:34:50 PM fansblowing3 CIA is everywhere

1/15/2020 3:35:11 PM melbourne_3000 She looks like a cardboard cut out 😳

1/15/2020 3:36:50 PM dianamf4thekids Everyone show up with copies of amendments of the constitution and take turns reading it out loud .  They are trying to provoke something.  Bring 

pens and paper to get addresses and email info to stay connected after .

1/15/2020 3:37:32 PM darktolite The gateway drug to removing the bullshit corporate haze from your mind.

1/15/2020 3:38:43 PM burgersandra A stretch but:

gros = g sor(os)

1/15/2020 3:38:52 PM vand3rboots Is he Saint Germain?

1/15/2020 3:39:15 PM skylab_85 Fake news

1/15/2020 3:40:11 PM mbs357 I kind of wanted to know your position on this, guess that explains it.  Where are we likely headed from here?

1/15/2020 3:40:53 PM kindeandtrue Why hasn't Trump had a rally in Virginia to energize the people?

1/15/2020 3:43:50 PM jackarm65081193 Im callin"bullcrap" twisted  story and twisted study, like polls

1/15/2020 3:44:03 PM bibmccafferty There’s nothing in it for him.

1/15/2020 3:44:34 PM sickie88 Leave our children Alone!!!!! pic.twitter.com/RxMFZlT0Ev

1/15/2020 3:46:15 PM obladioroblada Most drivers are dangerous period...!!!

1/15/2020 3:46:22 PM t_hayden07 Love thisssss

1/15/2020 3:47:08 PM nm_zsr This. This was my biggest threat while riding a bike. 

Mom's in minivans.

1/15/2020 3:47:32 PM bluerob67 You seen the doco Drugs Used As Weapons? I dare say you know this already? Vested interests at play...again. #reefermadness

1/15/2020 3:48:12 PM keith369me Like Londonstan?

1/15/2020 3:49:27 PM heimdallmunster Pedophilia 

It's on the shelf as a child's toy red flags are going off on that pic.twitter.com/niw5pIwdF4

1/15/2020 3:50:59 PM lillymunster3  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-kXnV70sTw …

W. VA to the rescue!

1/15/2020 3:52:14 PM lillymunster3 Somebody who knows LAW vs LEGAL, should go after him for UNLAWFUL BREACH OF DUTY. Take his home, his pension. Against the MAN, not the 

office.

1/15/2020 3:52:28 PM ray_bernwwg1wga I call bullshit!

1/15/2020 3:53:31 PM flubbynutty Yaniv doll? LMAO 🤡🌍



1/15/2020 3:53:36 PM hawkgirlinmn Gannet was bought by Gatehouse Media in 8/2019 https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2019/the-gatehouse-takeover-of-gannett-has-been-

finalized/ …

1/15/2020 3:53:48 PM banksia42265169 Scott Morrison led the Liberal Party to victory in the Federal election on 18 May 2018

1/15/2020 3:54:34 PM bbobbio71 I think this needs to be stopped.  I don't believe the good will out weigh the bad!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1217589230928527362 …

1/15/2020 3:56:31 PM allahuniversal Spirit and Mind/Consciousness

1/15/2020 3:57:32 PM sandyfishgirl BUT, but, but - those dang vape people 🙄

1/15/2020 3:57:38 PM allahuniversal I like to think of the IS as the software, the BE as the hardware, and the Mind/Consciousness as the interface

1/15/2020 3:58:21 PM raenyasalisbury Im 63 ,,,  I have never had an accident 

Cannabis saved my life

1/15/2020 3:58:55 PM americanpetal Thank you for the reply. I got the gist if it. Thx!💛💖🙏💫

1/15/2020 3:59:17 PM allahuniversal 🙇🏽♂️

1/15/2020 4:00:07 PM rebel_yell_tex MSNBC.........enough said. 

FAKE NEWS!!!!

1/15/2020 4:00:16 PM samsmith0319 Damn!!! 💥👿💥Need to know toy maker and bankrupt them!!! Rot Vile Beasts!!!

1/15/2020 4:00:21 PM sandyfishgirl 14 yr olds 🤷♀️the same ding-a-lings vaping THC and vitamin E 🤬🤨

1/15/2020 4:01:37 PM danielvance19 Unfortunately this will be a huge money maker for the government. Driving under the influence will create a godly amount of dui’s. Just wait and see. 

Be safe, and realize marijuana stays in your system a lot longer than alcohol. They want that money and this opens a big door

1/15/2020 4:02:15 PM banksia42265169 Correction:  Scott Morrison led the Liberal Part to victory on 18 May, 2019

1/15/2020 4:02:36 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥What are the crimes of this man...Yanking his chain hard!!!...👀...

1/15/2020 4:03:30 PM winklerburke Hm... If it walks like a FF Deep State setup, smells like, sounds like... it is a FF Deep State setup?  (Come on NSA White Hat team!  Do what you do best?  

Prevent any Deep State FF death (cult) operation?)

1/15/2020 4:04:02 PM yanimpurulis Does she have ovaries?

1/15/2020 4:05:15 PM inthenameoflo19 False...

1/15/2020 4:05:52 PM shanewhitfiel10 I think the majority of them were in France last year, do not know how true that is and have not seen any numbers.. but that is a strong Divine 

Feminine and Mary Magdalene area..❤️

1/15/2020 4:06:02 PM truth4disclosur Nope

1/15/2020 4:06:05 PM winklerburke Yawn... Deep State (death cult) full court press operations... just aren’t what they used to be?

1/15/2020 4:06:23 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🤡💥

1/15/2020 4:07:14 PM littlelydia47 I agree.  Marijuana does alter your perception and reflexes.  Stay at home if you smoke.

1/15/2020 4:07:22 PM shanewhitfiel10 Yeah I think I am doing the same thing now it seems.. reading about a dozen books.. 😜

1/15/2020 4:08:31 PM samsmith0319 Yes...👀...

1/15/2020 4:08:57 PM samsmith0319 Ready...🍿🐸🍿...

1/15/2020 4:11:01 PM lavenderlives @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  must see 👇🏽

Ralph Scherer Northam  https://twitter.com/LavenderLives/status/1217515462386421766 …

1/15/2020 4:11:39 PM irah_chandler Do earth native sentient species live inside the earth?

Is the erath hollow?

1/15/2020 4:11:48 PM n7guardiananon if anything they are probably more careful...less aggressive drivers.

1/15/2020 4:11:48 PM winklerburke Babylon Bee recommends arming the unborn, saying Progressives only like killing things that don’t fight the hell back?

1/15/2020 4:13:04 PM leslie31448714 God Bless THAT New American Patriot! 💜🍿🇺🇸

1/15/2020 4:14:05 PM avshara  pic.twitter.com/YGrqABixBp

1/15/2020 4:14:32 PM lmjonzey What I get thru med is it depends on "what type of junk dna you have". I've seen some QHHT sessions here lately giving up more info that "feels right"  

Light, solar plasma burst, etc. being the activation. 

If the schuman looks active my fibromyalgia goes into over drive.

1/15/2020 4:16:47 PM lmjonzey I would say yes a big part of it and our "gifts" increasing.

The odd stuff making sense.

1/15/2020 4:17:20 PM surfing123456 10 4

1/15/2020 4:18:24 PM keith369me Who funded the report?

1/15/2020 4:18:52 PM pat47281728 Driven across the country 8 times. Stoned to the bone. Only way to do it safely.

1/15/2020 4:19:33 PM jkyncayde Is the narrative spin push to ban cars perhaps as the go green thru use of legalized marijuana? I smell it.....

1/15/2020 4:23:12 PM fornodan Fuckoff

1/15/2020 4:23:58 PM anthonyspradl12 Which was the day CERN shut down. She never had a seizure till a year after we got together about the time q started posting. Recently I had a dream 

she was attacked by a witch and i woke up screaming at that moment she had the scratch on her face. I do follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/15/2020 4:24:05 PM brainpodmedia This is so stupid.

Even when sober?! Wtf?

1/15/2020 4:24:23 PM roger35742354 Try driving in Spokane Washington! None of them know how to drive drunk, high or sober!

1/15/2020 4:27:59 PM hellouncledonny too costly. This country is already suffering from government debt

1/15/2020 4:29:44 PM natureinspace Once I looked into that it makes sense.

1/15/2020 4:31:31 PM hellouncledonny Joe doesn't want to get caught in between the Qanon vs Deep-state discussion. He's outreach is bigger than most think so he must remain neutral for 

now.

1/15/2020 4:31:57 PM obladioroblada Florida is the worst!

Most of the time when behind another car it looks as though there is no one driving the car..... #Geriatric

1/15/2020 4:32:12 PM iamyou132 I am an avid avid, I can’t stress this enough, avid cannabis smoker. Let me be the first to admit that heavy smoking undoubtedly has effects on the 

brain and reaction speed (that seem to be easily/readily fixed by cessation of smoking for ~2-3 days) ...

1/15/2020 4:32:52 PM rifflemonica I just want to vomit. 🤮

1/15/2020 4:34:53 PM iamyou132 But also, creating new pathways in the brain (learning something brand new) is definitely more difficult after heavy smoking. Conversely, my job 

requires a very high mental capacity (abstract thinking) and I can do that fine while stoned because the skill is now muscle memory

1/15/2020 4:35:09 PM mongrelglory Laura, contrails are the condensation trails that normally come out of planes.  I assume you mean chem-trails?

1/15/2020 4:35:54 PM nancydr62103812  pic.twitter.com/lY7DxgG98T

1/15/2020 4:35:56 PM mongrelglory Me too!

1/15/2020 4:36:02 PM iamyou132 My point is, there are certainly cons to heavy smoking. Do they outweigh the benefits? No idea. Does heavy smoking turn you dumb? No. But being 

stoned makes something’s noticeably more difficult (obviously 🤪)

1/15/2020 4:36:03 PM andyr1112 The news seems like its high all the time on the substance it claims we shouldn't be using

1/15/2020 4:37:25 PM nancydr62103812 Now, Majestic showed it's true colors 

Eyes wide open



1/15/2020 4:37:39 PM burgersandra Guess:  A Demand???

[t] = human trafficking 

OR

v- >w  = V Wars  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_Wars 

WITCH HUNT = which is it?  witch hunt  [] = The Hunted

1/15/2020 4:38:14 PM soldier4all  https://www.facebook.com/melanie.n.scheller/videos/3224529600906739/ …

1/15/2020 4:38:17 PM bug_juni Ok,  do you pray that God will win in these perilous times that we're in? And if so, and this plan is untrustworthy and we shouldn't have faith, then 

what are your thoughts on what is happening with Trump?

1/15/2020 4:38:42 PM joshashland1 I miss Ken and Barbie

1/15/2020 4:38:46 PM mongrelglory I like to refer to us as "machine elves"...it sounds cuter. 🥺

1/15/2020 4:39:55 PM njmominfl Will the truth ever be revealed?

1/15/2020 4:40:22 PM corn_hole If they try to remove Trump we must Revolt!  I smell a coup forming.

1/15/2020 4:40:32 PM lbf777 We the masses are the savior of the world. God uses us but only if we utilize free will to also try to save the world. If our wills match, God gets 

permission to work through all of us.

The deep state know if we get off our asses to save America, we will succeed.

....

1/15/2020 4:40:42 PM camillegtine DISGUSTING 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮SICK ! SICK ! SICK !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @realDonaldTrump @TomFitton @SaraCarterDC 

@mitchellvii @LindseyGrahamSC @charliekirk11 @RepMarkMeadows @patriotswanted @johncardillo @greymarks @GOPChairwoman @johncardillo 

@charliekirk11  !!!

1/15/2020 4:40:57 PM bug_juni Have you seen this? Pure evil.  Something is happening and I trust that there's a plan to rid our world of this sadistic garbage.  It started with Trump 

and so far Q has led the public to wake up. 

I trust the plan. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nZQlcxHjRuo&feature=youtu.be …

1/15/2020 4:41:29 PM laurabusse Knew something was wrong!

Kept looking at con

Thinking

That's not right!

What does con stand for again?

Thx Michelle...

Yes meant chemtrail

Maybe thatd why he didn't answer!

But as someone pointed out

He's answered that before

But I'm never happy with the answers

So I keep asking
1/15/2020 4:41:51 PM laurabusse *that's why

1/15/2020 4:41:52 PM adam51016989 What about activated?

1/15/2020 4:41:59 PM bug_juni Yes but something has to wake the masses up. God's plan

1/15/2020 4:41:59 PM stephen67522280 Does it scream "ITS MA'AM !!!" or falls to its knees screaming "NOOOOOOO!" when u pull its... um, string if its near anything Trump?

if not its not a genuine 'Sally-ish Snowflake' doll

1/15/2020 4:42:13 PM lbf777 Trump’s job is to act like the savior even though he is deep state. If he successfully fools us into staying in our knees while he pretends to save America, 

he would give the banking elites time to push forward their Orwellian NWO systems.

Solution: Ignore Trump & save America.

1/15/2020 4:42:51 PM allahuniversal MEs

1/15/2020 4:43:22 PM lbf777 This is a puppet show that makes people think Trump and Q are helping America. Both are Zionist assets though. Zionists are the Communists.

1/15/2020 4:43:45 PM verbiskj Only 14% of medical schools teach the endocannabinoid system...

🤔👌😎

1/15/2020 4:44:13 PM lbf777 God’s plan is right but nothing can happen without our free will. We are finally doing something which is why stuff is happening. God works through all 

the channels (people).

1/15/2020 4:45:15 PM kcarpenter55 Are you kidding me? Children should not be exposed to this. Children should be allowed to be kids. If you are transgender that is fine-however a young 

child is not mentally and emotionally capable of making a decision that will change their lives forever.

1/15/2020 4:45:48 PM bug_juni Hmmmm interesting perspective... why do you think more people aren't saying this?

1/15/2020 4:46:34 PM nanfran5 Honestly, i would rather risk riding with a stoner than some of my friends who drive daily while taking a handful of prescribed pills. #stayinyourlane

1/15/2020 4:48:25 PM verbiskj Fun fact:

DuPont - lead chemical engineer at Standard Oil (Rockefeller) - wanted to market Nylon (specifically Nylon rope, which is inferior to hemp rope).

The pharmaceutical industry was also in the crosshairs...

Why not get two bids stoned?

Ban all cannabis!

...#endthefed

1/15/2020 4:48:35 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/hsCCgdHDQM

1/15/2020 4:49:16 PM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/FNOzcZ0HpB

1/15/2020 4:49:56 PM horizonvector Yes. Because they drive too slow and obey all the laws.

1/15/2020 4:50:32 PM tylerwhannelsrq I hope you mean they as in anyone over 85

1/15/2020 4:52:04 PM debbiejoejoe There are a lot of youtube vids on this stuff. I believe in it. Most stay to start with one drop of each mms and activator.

1/15/2020 4:53:25 PM andyr1112 Like sticky-icky-icky?

1/15/2020 4:54:48 PM americanpetal That’s right, MJ brought up machine elves today. I didn’t like reading that. Are we really living in a matrix with them? 🥺 is right!

1/15/2020 4:55:03 PM sdane8 My G*d, is nothing sacred?!

1/15/2020 4:55:13 PM americanpetal Wait, are we MEs?

1/15/2020 4:56:47 PM janetwhittake19 Who manufactures this crap!

1/15/2020 4:57:18 PM winterhaus1776 They just want us to not smoke pot. I can tell you, I'd rather be in a car with a driver that's stoned than drunk.



1/15/2020 4:58:27 PM clhendershot I wouldn't know as I live in Indiana where it is ILLEGAL and when I asked my doctor about it she FIRED me 2 years aGO~ 

(clutching my pearls and gasping sounds no more...)

1/15/2020 4:59:29 PM lbf777 Many ex Trump supporters like myself have dropped out and formed a 3rd group. We don’t trust a single politician in DC and believe it is time to 

abolish the Gov & replace its with a decentralized Democracy of equals like this: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/PoliticalConspiracy/comments/ef5iuy/new_economy_government_legal_system_idea_to_turn/ …

1/15/2020 5:00:07 PM sdane8 "That’s when the security guard noticed the smell of drugs and spotted what seemed to be an ordnance in the car." https://www.khon2.com/local-

news/joint-pearl-harbor-hickam-nimitz-gate-reopened-after-an-overnight-bomb-scare/ …

1/15/2020 5:00:25 PM andyr1112 I'm very sorry, your plant laws are a shame... but your gun laws are superior so at least you guys got that going for you 😇😇😇

1/15/2020 5:00:49 PM anangelhasland1 1. Keep electronic devices in one room. Use sparingly.

2. Strengthen your relationship with silence and solitude.

1/15/2020 5:01:11 PM alpha_cryptos  pic.twitter.com/mgp6zt6sZS

1/15/2020 5:01:50 PM joshuajamesdavi One can only hope. #187OnTheMuthaFukkinCop

1/15/2020 5:02:42 PM joshuajamesdavi William Cooper wrote Behold a Pale Horse. Read it.

1/15/2020 5:03:33 PM sharonauld Totally agree. This is disgusting.

1/15/2020 5:04:12 PM my2sonznme Sup with this Lev deal going down today??????

1/15/2020 5:04:20 PM lilangels44 Appointing a "woman" will not in any way help "fix" anything.  Desperation  is high in the Vatican it seems, grasping at straws I'd say😁

1/15/2020 5:04:31 PM katie03188149 Cabal desperation showing up everywhere.  Clearly they are not human cause even gender correct are sensing its all going way too far. 

Let the children be children. It's their right.

1/15/2020 5:04:48 PM sharonauld No, it doesn’t attack you if you speak to it lol.

1/15/2020 5:05:37 PM kayt98 Cabal. Bring light to fight dark.

1/15/2020 5:06:00 PM joshuajamesdavi Fabric = Firmament? Dimensional fabric Time/Space portals dimensional wormholes

1/15/2020 5:06:08 PM mongrelglory Maybe it was a strand of your DNA being activated?  We're rumoured to normally have 12-stranded DNA, which was tinkered with by our ET overlords.

1/15/2020 5:06:30 PM sdane8 There was an excellent Nat Geo article a few years ago about the teenage brain, but I can't find a free copy. It talked about the portion of the brain 

governing action/consequence not being developed until age 25.

1/15/2020 5:09:17 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/8zEdipmQjz

1/15/2020 5:09:51 PM mongrelglory Could have been a retrovirus? 

"After infecting a cell, a retrovirus uses an enzyme called reverse transcriptase to convert its RNA into DNA. The retrovirus then integrates its viral DNA 

into the DNA of the host cell, which allows the retrovirus to replicate."

1/15/2020 5:10:25 PM joshuajamesdavi Yes

1/15/2020 5:10:32 PM chris8nix Wonder Woman couldn’t help the Vatican.

1/15/2020 5:12:31 PM joshuajamesdavi #StGermaine

1/15/2020 5:14:19 PM clhendershot I have a connection to them on @LinkedIn - check back tomorrow to see if I can pull that rabbit out of my @$$

1/15/2020 5:14:46 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110941626686291969?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/L7SdwBXNoR

1/15/2020 5:15:33 PM americanpetal Thanks. Reading now 💛🙏💫

1/15/2020 5:17:22 PM dmpwrocks  pic.twitter.com/RFaKYexXpD

1/15/2020 5:17:24 PM mongrelglory I believe they've previously said that the public will have to demand changes to vaccines in order for things to be addressed.

1/15/2020 5:18:12 PM islanderkim1 Gov. Ralph Northam just SHAT HIMSELF.....calling a State of Emergency......Hahahahahaha......Reality is a Bitch !!!!

1/15/2020 5:19:49 PM ultrabullfrog I love stupid news stories

1/15/2020 5:22:00 PM dark2light2019 With a rapist at his left helping to give him authority?

1/15/2020 5:22:48 PM trollingmockin1 Your statement is based on a false premise.

1/15/2020 5:23:26 PM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @ROYALMRBADNEWS @VincentCrypt46 @cjtruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @John_F_Kennnedy 

GOD PLEASE SEND HELP TO AN QANON. pic.twitter.com/lWzxOJTbbM

1/15/2020 5:25:11 PM lbf777 These are communist propaganda lies to justify giving DUIs to smokers and to stop people from smoking since smoking reverses brainwashing and is 

very healthy.

1/15/2020 5:25:29 PM lbf777 These are communist propaganda lies to justify giving DUIs to smokers and to stop people from smoking since smoking reverses brainwashing and is 

very healthy.

1/15/2020 5:25:58 PM lbf777 These are communist propaganda lies to justify giving DUIs to smokers and to stop people from smoking since smoking reverses brainwashing and is 

very healthy.

1/15/2020 5:31:25 PM danielvance19 I am not saying they can’t drive I am just saying if you get pulled over don’t be surprised if they pop you with a DUI. Trust me it’s a money machine for 

them and I guarantee well at least my gut instinct says they care about your money more then if you can drive strait or not

1/15/2020 5:31:34 PM peter33794732 That all depends on the individual and the substance but psilocybin is for me freedom from the oppressive invisibles will be seen then  laughed at 

myself for all the things I used to take seriously as success are meaningless without This .

1/15/2020 5:31:55 PM bug_juni But Trump isn't a politician so....

1/15/2020 5:32:49 PM bug_juni But people are only waking up since Trump came in and Q started

1/15/2020 5:34:24 PM nr750 Steve Mnuchin.  Apparently it’s more mysterious when MJ12 uses “code”!  :-)

1/15/2020 5:34:34 PM anonj0hn Reality is also an illusion.

1/15/2020 5:35:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its not mysterious or code.

1/15/2020 5:35:42 PM bug_juni Ok one last question,  do you believe in the rapture?

1/15/2020 5:36:03 PM 4albradley I’m an excellent driver 😹 https://youtu.be/M5GwMkjpOWc 

1/15/2020 5:36:26 PM nr750 Then just use full names, words and English so people don’t always have to ask what you meant...

1/15/2020 5:37:11 PM usernamt8ken "A new study suggests"

Aka Fake News

1/15/2020 5:37:35 PM lizzah_83 Ah. Ok good to know. I believe DJT leans to the anti-vax side based on previous statements he’s made. Also, appointing Robert Kennedy Jr. was 

profound given his position on the subject matter💉

Another Q in this thread mentions arrests having effect on vax industry hopefully true

1/15/2020 5:37:41 PM mongrelglory They've said the machines will be programmed with the template for all sorts of different foods.  So if you start with fresh, organic produce as the 

template, that's what the replicator will produce.

1/15/2020 5:38:18 PM allahuniversal Um, no. 😂

1/15/2020 5:39:18 PM allahuniversal Moderation in all things

1/15/2020 5:39:49 PM cogbill_alan Even when sober, most people drive like morons in the bay area.

1/15/2020 5:40:27 PM allahuniversal Your sarc is great, and Poe's Law still works

1/15/2020 5:41:30 PM clouseau561 That is why before going on a date you gotta do the Trump test lol.

1/15/2020 5:41:50 PM allahuniversal Now that I've seen it, YUGE

1/15/2020 5:43:23 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???

1/15/2020 5:44:11 PM nanfran5 Medvedev's new position already slated.

1/15/2020 5:44:21 PM tuuitterthecul1 There does not exist a plan that has survived combat.

1/15/2020 5:44:29 PM nanfran5 Article 117 huh?



1/15/2020 5:45:24 PM sanandaemanuel Will the souls incarnated here, with a special mission and memory of it, be contacted physically?

Do you keep a record of these particular souls?

Are you able to read energy signatures to identify these particular souls?

1/15/2020 5:46:59 PM sanandaemanuel Is KAG an acronym for GODFATHER III?

1/15/2020 5:47:33 PM lillymunster3 This guy clearly doesn't care about rights or laws.

1/15/2020 5:47:37 PM sanandaemanuel Does GODFATHER III have information about the souls incarnated for the special mission?

1/15/2020 5:48:37 PM sanandaemanuel Do KAG/Godfather III actually have all pieces of the pussel?

1/15/2020 5:48:39 PM lillymunster3 Excellent idea. This is a pilot program. Well planned and hopefully (for Northam) well executed. To what extent will the people stand their ground? Can 

he force a civil war?

1/15/2020 5:49:06 PM djlok Even when sober, many PEOPLE are unsafe. Believe me!!!

1/15/2020 5:49:18 PM sanandaemanuel Asking to recive contact with KAG/Godfather III.

Accepted or denied?

1/15/2020 5:50:34 PM sanandaemanuel Godfather III might have technology, but how evolved is her consciousness to pick up on the subtile frequencies?

1/15/2020 5:51:26 PM imcevoy1 Neighbours husband was a frequent user - could not go to work without his morning smoke.  He ended his days going through the window screen of 

his car age 32.  He just couldn't control it when he was speeding (not by much) and hit a bad patch in the road - reflex action dulled.

1/15/2020 5:52:13 PM sanandaemanuel Is Godfather III in contact with the Council of 9?

1/15/2020 5:52:45 PM allahuniversal Hey, welcome back! 😂

1/15/2020 5:52:53 PM sanandaemanuel Do you know about the 12 Ancient architects?

1/15/2020 5:53:03 PM bukrijumadi obviamente tiene el mismo perfil que todos ellos...

1/15/2020 5:53:47 PM sanandaemanuel Do you know about SanGaia?

1/15/2020 5:54:26 PM sanandaemanuel More questions up on your AMA

1/15/2020 5:54:32 PM sanandaemanuel More questions up on your AMA

1/15/2020 5:54:36 PM sanandaemanuel More questions up on your AMA

1/15/2020 5:55:54 PM a1r2a1r I’m actually talking about the ongoing complicity of a corrupt media and a two-tiered justice system. Call him whatever you want, but I thank my Lord 

and Savior every day that @realDonaldTrump is our POTUS and will be for the next five years. Cheers my friend!

1/15/2020 5:58:21 PM woohoopatty1 I just can't handle the clone thing.. it's so beyond the pale.. even when Potus said it I cringed.. curious why after the great awakening this disturbs me 

to the point it does

1/15/2020 6:01:03 PM mongrelglory That made me nauseous and apprehensive when I watched it.  Not a good feeling!

1/15/2020 6:01:33 PM astraleyes7 they are reaching... last ditch propaganda to get more insurance money, more BS, more control, Legalize Nature, but they regulate the fuck out of it i.e. 

tax and control the market. The lunatics have taken over the asylum. They cant "account for" $21 Trillion. Hmmmmm

1/15/2020 6:04:00 PM lightonthehill Was #UnsealEpstein dealt a blow a couple of days ago? https://twitter.com/klasfeldreports/status/1216800338906435585 …

1/15/2020 6:05:45 PM allahuniversal Well, there is 3D printing

1/15/2020 6:06:32 PM lightonthehill I think what you saw is probably a use of targeted Source energy to manipulate (activate/deactivate) sections of DNA.

1/15/2020 6:07:03 PM giediknight Weaponized MMJ

1/15/2020 6:07:36 PM cocopuffster12 There probably a reason why MJ12 does not use full names

1/15/2020 6:10:01 PM randyla04597402 As in life, it's a boy doll, with a wig and a dress, but still a boy doll.

1/15/2020 6:10:37 PM lbf777 Abolish the Government.

1/15/2020 6:10:52 PM lbf777 Presidents are politicians.

1/15/2020 6:11:20 PM lbf777 They woke up as he was coming in. He acts as controlled oppositions.

1/15/2020 6:11:44 PM nr750 Steve Mnuchin was speaking publicly today about President Trump’s [ signed ] trade deal with China; so that’s not secret.  What other reason are you 

thinking about?

1/15/2020 6:12:16 PM lbf777 Yes. Rapture is ascension. Ascension happens as the world raises vibe frequency away from fear and towards love which is happening now.

1/15/2020 6:12:49 PM lbf777 People who smoke marijuana say they drive more safely than when sober.

1/15/2020 6:13:29 PM cocopuffster12 ALICE

1/15/2020 6:15:01 PM jack76889850 EMDR Cures PTSD.

1/15/2020 6:17:04 PM cocopuffster12 Nope

1/15/2020 6:17:48 PM allahuniversal Censorship. There's many ways to work around it and to get people to work their brains at the same time.

1/15/2020 6:18:32 PM herstarz If he is even close to successful, he will get a civil war. #LiveFreeOrDie

1/15/2020 6:19:13 PM nr750 I worked in tech for a really along time.  Any data stream we scanned for a string like “Stephen Mnuchin”, we’d also scan for “Steve Mnuchin”, 

“Mnuchin”, “SM”, etc.  Using SM would only fool a really, really dumb ALICE. Anyway, I mentioned “using code” and MJ12 rejected that idea

1/15/2020 6:20:28 PM jackoneilltime1 Read this article it is very in-depth

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.politico.com/amp/story/2019/06/14/shanahan-defense-trump-pentagon-1365843 …

Look up what is one of his favorite book

Freedom’s Forge: How American Business Built the Arsenal of Democracy That Won World War II

I listened to a John Batchelor interview of the author of that book. pic.twitter.com/afleu7uJd3
1/15/2020 6:20:52 PM tetxnu84967 🙄Fake News

1/15/2020 6:22:45 PM nr750 Yes, I understand censorship.  But like I said, Steven Mnuchin was out “front and center” today happily [ as MJ12 alluded to ] discussing President 

Trump’s awesome trade deal...

1/15/2020 6:23:20 PM bug_juni I was told by a very old bible scholar, that i trust, to run from anyone that believes in the rapture. Have a good one I'm convinced fully that this logic is 

flawed.  Peace 🙏

1/15/2020 6:23:58 PM bug_juni Not convincing at all.

1/15/2020 6:25:00 PM bug_juni He's a business man not a politician.  He's exactly what you were saying you wanted 🤦♀️

1/15/2020 6:25:42 PM allahuniversal Precisely. Easy "DeCode". pic.twitter.com/KiRWE09Mhs

1/15/2020 6:25:55 PM jackoneilltime1 Here is the radio interview of the author of the boom PS refers to often....

 https://audioboom.com/posts/7338534-freedom-s-forge-1-of-4-how-american-business-built-the-arsenal-of-democracy-that-won-world-war … 

pic.twitter.com/DD5hVwRfx5

1/15/2020 6:26:42 PM jrocktigers I liked it, but Im weird like that. .

1/15/2020 6:28:47 PM jackoneilltime1 Now after you read that article/the subject of the book/and listen to the John Batchelor interview  

What are your thoughts to his role?



1/15/2020 6:29:25 PM sanandaemanuel According to you, does Sweden play a big role?

Swedish "royalty"?

Swedish government?

1/15/2020 6:31:27 PM lbf777 He was a business man. Now he’s a politician.

1/15/2020 6:32:18 PM lbf777 Abolish the Gov ASAP.

1/15/2020 6:32:27 PM alight412 Maybe because it dark and it's their dirty little secret. I'd like to know how widespread they are. I suspect we can identify them from their glitches 

but...maybe not. I'm still coming to grips that we live in a simulation.  Gregg Bearden on You Tube is easing me along.

1/15/2020 6:38:16 PM bug_juni 👌

1/15/2020 6:39:04 PM stanfireman1 Not for me. Did nothing.

1/15/2020 6:43:00 PM missund79512530 Interesting. I bet his security detail all have high powered  weapons. To protect him from us. But, we don't have the right to protect ourselves & our 

families from him?

1/15/2020 6:44:05 PM eaglesview77 I’m just thinking the current condition of American infrastructure. Aviation, Bridges, Dams, Water, Energy and Roads just to name a few. How will these 

get the needed attention without improved technology? Is it really just money needed, an infrastructure bill to fix this?

1/15/2020 6:44:17 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/OAjXlqJlOR

1/15/2020 6:51:11 PM liberty_2q2q I saw this today on my FB news feed. I reported it as "offensive" pic.twitter.com/ERGwLYaBCt

1/15/2020 6:52:13 PM liberty_2q2q  pic.twitter.com/LoTRKcdtpc

1/15/2020 6:53:09 PM aetherwalker1 Putin realized he doesn't need a 'government' to rule Russia.

He will be declared Czar Putin the First to thunderous applause.   😏

1/15/2020 6:54:04 PM miketierno1 Time to relocate the rally to friendlier grounds

1/15/2020 6:54:09 PM loricam59349743 It’s apparent Putin does want more balance & diversity. That a bad thing?

1/15/2020 6:54:58 PM loricam59349743 👍

1/15/2020 6:55:23 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1217640907664740352 …

1/15/2020 6:56:42 PM aahhhooohmmmm Foreshadowing for the US?

1/15/2020 6:57:26 PM janicebayless David, your truth is music to my ears. Vehicle safety is every drivers individual responsibility. Life, death, maimed suffering.

1/15/2020 6:57:37 PM ultim8boon Correlation. Not causation.

1/15/2020 6:58:29 PM loricam59349743 🤣👍

1/15/2020 6:59:57 PM neufeldtlyss17 My son is a multi-time a day weed partaker & DEFINITELY far too aggressive behind the wheel. HOWEVER that aggression is 110% associated with 

being a 23 year old entitled douchebag not the marijuana! Smokahontas needs to cut WAY back/quit but Sir Douche still needs to mature 

pic.twitter.com/BXB71OyCl8

1/15/2020 7:01:50 PM loricam59349743 What the....🤬

1/15/2020 7:03:14 PM rghardy3 One of the reasons I don't use Apps. or a Smartphone.

I never have liked Clowns anyway.

1/15/2020 7:04:40 PM cojones60982679  pic.twitter.com/fNLxLVZC4T

1/15/2020 7:05:02 PM americanpetal I love that 💖💛❤️

1/15/2020 7:10:21 PM ewolsj So what? All laws are reactive, they wont PREVENT a shooter just maybe punish one if they live through their spree but we know the likelihood of that 

happening......

1/15/2020 7:10:36 PM neufeldtlyss17 A pain management “specialist” prescribed me an INSANE amount of morphine after sport related spine surgery. Had I been educated on CBD my life 

would not have been turned upside down for 3+ yrs from being addicted to a damn pill. Miracle I never killed anyone driving🙏🏼praise God

1/15/2020 7:10:38 PM aleks8837 I think it has something to do with Law. As they at least pretend to be a full-or-semi-governmental organization (right!). They have to abide by some 

rules. Which among other things, meams naming full names. They are not "allowed" to do other than make us think etc.

1/15/2020 7:11:31 PM ewolsj That's how they roll, cause a problem then force the Solution on Us....

1/15/2020 7:13:53 PM aleks8837 Why do they come when they FULLY KNOW that they are not eligable to enter. Even I from Norway had to fill out numerous forms just to VISIT. It's a 

strict country to get into  Everybody knows that. And still they try...

1/15/2020 7:14:02 PM lynnstueber @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @BarbaraRedgate @JackPosobiec @SidneyPowell1 @SantaSurfing @Tinktweets45 

@Michaelcraddo16 @TheJTWilde @KarluskaP @intheMatrixxx @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic @GregoryJHall1 @robin_ked @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/6xwGfUkf-w4 

1/15/2020 7:20:48 PM silence24580092 This is  just a couple of the things I've found on her.. There's plenty more, but as far as I can tell she is a real person. 

 https://godssecret.wordpress.com/2010/02/05/proven-supriem-rockefeller-a-huge-fraud-of-a-story/ …

And, pic.twitter.com/RC6J4uxumL

1/15/2020 7:21:10 PM jljensen326 Are you spreading propaganda?

1/15/2020 7:24:28 PM tabsinabox Slowed reaction time by a noteworthy margin, but accompanied by a keen awareness of that fact- translates to a more cautious driving style

1/15/2020 7:26:08 PM pillhard Ridiculous!!

1/15/2020 7:27:52 PM uman5819 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I got lots to say about this  https://twitter.com/uman5819/status/1217603429822009345 …

1/15/2020 7:28:10 PM uman5819 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/uman5819/status/1217602500880228352 …

1/15/2020 7:28:32 PM uman5819 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/uman5819/status/1217601819318411264 …

1/15/2020 7:31:08 PM kindeandtrue Why do women need men and institutionalized authority to provide them positions of power? If women were intrinsically competent and powerful, 

they wouldn't need men to help them succeed.

1/15/2020 7:37:01 PM n7guardiananon JR was probably told not to...would interfere with missions ahead.  JB still has a part to play strings attached.  So many puppets in the show. 

pic.twitter.com/YVC9rJ01ly

1/15/2020 7:44:35 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/pvS7BOS1yw

1/15/2020 7:49:43 PM kathleenmckeon6 Strange way to go about it, very strange.

1/15/2020 7:52:19 PM niteman2008 Fake news. Devils lettuce conspiracy.

1/15/2020 7:53:24 PM donrtyra BS

1/15/2020 8:00:09 PM kathleenmckeon6 They didn't need him for that, America was almost gone without him, so why bother with an added deception on this scale and at the same time 

educating millions upon millions worldwide to the deception. Does not make much sense.

1/15/2020 8:02:47 PM allahuniversal Chopped & Q'd pic.twitter.com/pV6Z3fPBjC

1/15/2020 8:05:01 PM 040118054_17 Same here

1/15/2020 8:06:49 PM souther53425727 But what trusted sources are recommended?  I feel like people can write anything now a days and get it published

1/15/2020 8:08:02 PM lbf777 It’s not over yet.

1/15/2020 8:13:36 PM ekotoons GANNET pic.twitter.com/KuNngbrZzd

1/15/2020 8:14:35 PM gi6stars #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/15/2020 8:15:01 PM peterjonathanna Why is removing evil cannabis laws taking so long? Trump supports saving lives with cannabis, so why can't he just allow people to grow their own 

medicine by now?

Also, what is the best diet? Paleo vegetarian?



1/15/2020 8:15:24 PM dynamicres  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149810304118902784 …

1/15/2020 8:16:23 PM cstarr888 I can't forget the vid where JR said he would sell out for money.

🧐🙏🙏

1/15/2020 8:16:25 PM worldxplorer1 Oh dang!!  I forgot about this photo!!  Thank you Eko!

Did you ever watch the tv show Lost? Do you remember Mr Eko? Any relation to your account name?

1/15/2020 8:17:07 PM ekotoons NO

1/15/2020 8:18:48 PM frywells I'm with you brother, if you're complaining about the justice system for rich, white, entitled billionaires like Donald Trump and his cadre like 

Manafort/Flynn/Prince, and the second class justice system for the rest of us.

1/15/2020 8:18:54 PM cstarr888 Look at his first EO.

🧐🙏💖

1/15/2020 8:20:01 PM pass1451  pic.twitter.com/XID3PaPVdj

1/15/2020 8:20:07 PM sdane8 👍😊

1/15/2020 8:20:23 PM 040118054_17 Thanks! pic.twitter.com/ynDoxcgMDO

1/15/2020 8:20:52 PM cstarr888 Feel confident that has been happening since the beginning. Likely how we started.

🤔🧐🙏💖

1/15/2020 8:20:57 PM lbf777 It’s all communist trickery. We the civilians are the heroes. Believe it.

1/15/2020 8:22:45 PM a1r2a1r Time will tell. Tic Tock. ⏰ Enjoy the show. 🍿🍿🍿

1/15/2020 8:22:48 PM frywells You saw all of these documents released between Parnas coordinating with Rudy and others? 

 https://intelligence.house.gov/uploadedfiles/20200114_-_hpsci_transmittal_letter_to_hjc_-_new_evidence_attachment.pdf …

1/15/2020 8:23:38 PM kidge6 Told not to touch the subject of Biden at all?  That would draw suspicion.  Wouldn't they at least cover known talking points?

1/15/2020 8:24:27 PM sdane8 That's a great map!

1/15/2020 8:25:27 PM missund79512530 Hmmm. Nope.

1/15/2020 8:26:08 PM vieiraranch I'm guessing Sec Manuchin since he is treasury secretary

1/15/2020 8:26:11 PM kidge6 I wonder if he didn't mean it hypothetically. And he was telling us that he already has. I mean, if he'd already made up his mind... Plus, by saying that, 

he's inviting offers!

1/15/2020 8:26:53 PM vieiraranch I'm guessing Sec  Steve Manuchin since he is treasury secretary and is shown in this photo with dark rimmed glasses

1/15/2020 8:27:30 PM kathleenmckeon6 Nope it's not, still doesn't change my point.  What would the point be?  We were almost there without a Trump to get us there.  So Why bother?

Anything is possible and MAJIC12 has said, "Conquer the People with Truth," meant to ask about that statement.  Going on memory here.

1/15/2020 8:27:56 PM sdane8 😪

1/15/2020 8:29:54 PM dynamicres Constructive resonant waves! Impossible to defend most likely, if WH's have control of LookingGlass. pic.twitter.com/4XJTQXuvFv

1/15/2020 8:30:44 PM sdane8 And controlled by whom? I'd like to understand their hierarchy.

1/15/2020 8:31:12 PM a1r2a1r Waiting for the release of all docs from the Schitt show...

1/15/2020 8:31:30 PM lbf777 I made a list of evil things that happened under trumps watch such as 5g towers. They habe a long way to go so we still have time but we need to stop 

them before it’s too late.

1/15/2020 8:35:31 PM uman5819 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/uman5819/status/1217662835641274375 …

1/15/2020 8:36:18 PM dynamicres **But Earthquakes cause collapsing DUMB's

1/15/2020 8:36:18 PM kathleenmckeon6 You have given no explanation for why bother with having Trump and a huge educational push that increased by the millions upon millions of people 

that knew what has been put in place for decades, why?  It was almost finished so far as the people having a say goes, so why bother?

1/15/2020 8:37:24 PM cg_sands4 Once you understand it is part of their plan you’ll turn outrage into action! The destruction of our freedom, culture, values, family and genders is 

intended!  A weak, unarmed, compliant and confused society is easy to control!  The new world order is one election away!

1/15/2020 8:39:23 PM lbf777 Trump and Q are limited hangouts. Read what that means here:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited_hangout …

1/15/2020 8:40:19 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

1/15/2020 8:40:59 PM 222714ftw 👌222

1/15/2020 8:41:08 PM dynamicres Our minds need upgraded before anyone wants us anywhere else in the sky. We have tech for the rest❣️ pic.twitter.com/S8M5Gnvcld

1/15/2020 8:41:31 PM 222714ftw 🖖222

1/15/2020 8:41:43 PM 222714ftw 🙏222

1/15/2020 8:44:46 PM kathleenmckeon6 Ok, limited hangouts has been the deal for a long time now, still doesn't explain why bother with Trump, things were going along quite nicely as they 

were, so why bother with it?

1/15/2020 8:46:12 PM melanieanders7 Currently, are there any “machine elves” in physical form living on earths surface among us?

1/15/2020 8:51:01 PM cstarr888 He seems diff to me. Long ago, I liked the guy. Now, I can't even get through any of his shows. Feels awful.

🤔🧐💖

1/15/2020 9:03:52 PM alan16938651 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  what's up with wettin

1/15/2020 9:09:55 PM fansblowing3 Jaffa of course 😂

1/15/2020 9:17:22 PM nr750 “They are not "allowed" to do other than make us think etc.”.  Ok, then think!  What law could possibly prevent MJ12 from spelling out the name of 

someone speaking on national TV?  :-)

1/15/2020 9:24:06 PM n7guardiananon yep...suspicious enough to get people digging on their own...perhaps???

1/15/2020 9:24:40 PM antarantanka Did Majestic interact with the Black Dahlia?

1/15/2020 9:24:53 PM jackoneilltime1  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.forbes.com/sites/ericmack/2018/03/09/carbon-nanotube-membrane-breakthrough-is-real-world-star-trek-

replicator-mattershift/amp/ …

The second part of your question is very interesting!!! pic.twitter.com/3PAfGd598s

1/15/2020 9:28:54 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/traiRjfsEG

1/15/2020 9:43:33 PM mongrelglory It feels like "Groundhog Day" (the movie).

1/15/2020 9:44:49 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/CTaJtQHnN4

1/15/2020 9:46:22 PM sanandaemanuel Is there a particular reason K.A.G got activated for many at this particular date?

1/15/2020 9:47:05 PM mongrelglory They've been panicking lately behind the scenes..."Repo Madness!" https://www.silverdoctors.com/headlines/world-news/fed-repo-market-warning-

of-dire-financial-risks-greg-hunter/ …



1/15/2020 9:48:08 PM georgeedwardca4 reorganizing

preparing for major global change

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

@realDonaldTrump

@SaRaAshcraft

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Q2ndWave

@SecPompeo pic.twitter.com/ALMyZ18W94
1/15/2020 9:53:58 PM allahuniversal Natural law. Free will. The choice to know is always ours. You chose to know what the initials stood for, and so you know. Sounds like it worked out 

well. I'm having a hard time seeing where the problem is.

1/15/2020 10:03:34 PM qumanitarian Because it would expose the UFOs tech, or the tech being used to capture it?

If the 2 videos are the same length, then its the same video, just greater quality. how much greater?

And when they say "damage national security," does 'national' mean the Gov, or the people?... Both?

1/15/2020 10:09:50 PM kidge6 Why run a talk show if you're going to tell your viewers to go find out for their own selves?

1/15/2020 10:40:58 PM doyle_media Thank you for finishing what began through anothers’ homeland here (and also in a significant part no longer), a very long time ago.

Here’s to all that a new chapter – in a new day – could bring.

.@realDonaldTrump

.@GenFlynn

.@QAnonPatriot

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

-Richard D.  pic.twitter.com/8MTaf43ldU

1/15/2020 10:41:38 PM ferraro_brown I TRUST THE PLAN 

put in place by HOLY SPIRIT FILLED CHILDREN OF GOD & JEHOVAH HIMSELF.

We work 2gether2take down theSATANICEliteCabal whom A lot of Religious people didn't believe existed or were 2afraid 2challange. TrumpIS 1 OF US. 

WEasked him 2run4president.He won.Praise God!

1/15/2020 10:43:23 PM gringo_suave No one buy a single one of those sick dolls, let’s make that company go broke !!

1/15/2020 10:43:43 PM smalltownindy Bigfoot and the Sandia gang have jokes too.

1/15/2020 11:02:14 PM mike72279593 Trumputin = make Earth great again

1/15/2020 11:03:08 PM mike72279593 Sick

1/15/2020 11:07:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nice work Anons https://twitter.com/IslamRizza/status/1216805497078083584 …

1/15/2020 11:07:30 PM djh_ek Surely that’s a cock up

1/15/2020 11:10:13 PM kickenc Pretty sure she is not a woman.

Dont forget about Big Mike, Rachel Maddow, New Zealand PM. All hide the fact they were born men.

1/15/2020 11:11:13 PM janey634 These are not migrants, they are replacement populations stirred by forced migration and funded by the likes of soros and other creeps of his ilk.

1/15/2020 11:11:29 PM countrygrl2 It’s up to us to raise our voices to be heard.  #DoYourPart #MakeThoseCalls #WeAreTheNews

1/15/2020 11:13:34 PM timmerr1tt The only news I heard of covering it was @BillSpadea  on nj 101.5

1/15/2020 11:20:52 PM punisher926 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/15/2020 11:22:50 PM terribug13 #NewJersey #MedicalFreedom #HumanRights #WakeUpAmerica #OccupyTrenton #JerseyStrong

1/15/2020 11:23:27 PM kwkwall88 Ummmm...Can I just say, I pilot a 1500 horsepower pro-mod bike. 🤔

1/15/2020 11:27:04 PM westallenshow If and when Virginia calls on the National Guard ... The Guard should uphold their Constitutional oath for checks and balances and consider to 

apprehend the very Officials who under oath voted and allowed such a bill to be submitted. This must stop here or it's going Nationwide.

1/15/2020 11:36:31 PM diaptera_80 Women to have greater roles in Vatican and Bond-movies. Or are you just pointing fingers at the Bond handlers, and the money?

1/15/2020 11:38:07 PM sdbowker2 💩 like this is what is wrong with today's society. Mental illness has ran unchecked in this country for far too long. It will take God knows how many 

generations to fix the damage done by the liberals ideology. 🤢 pic.twitter.com/EV2i9ARNLI

1/15/2020 11:41:05 PM neverbeasheep #ShumannResonace Schumann resonace, another #Blackout?? #QANON @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  pic.twitter.com/c4FvzdQMa0

1/15/2020 11:43:34 PM diaptera_80 How do you make the public use it in moderation if legal? No one will, especially not young people. This society is perpetuating the lifestyle of 

unbalanced and as addicted as possible. There is no spiritual guidance, and if people look for it, they end up in a cult.

1/15/2020 11:44:40 PM westallenshow Follow the money the five family banking cartels own over 90% of the global wealth, fund both sides of every war, control global economies, waging 

war on all the middle class, and all in for the UN depopulation of 80% of us. Face it their printed money is now worthless.

1/15/2020 11:46:09 PM 22gardenstreet . Thank you for this link! Fascinating to contemplate 🙏 Peace

1/15/2020 11:55:03 PM iamyou132 push cbd oil instead of smoking. the effects seem more holistic and less harmful. it's just ridiculously expensive

1/15/2020 11:55:30 PM westallenshow The UN and the deep state are funding this take over rite before our eyes. It's time we see it for what it is the United Nations are at the root, promising 

these state Officials something. This what the Democrat's are mad about. It is imperative. Remove the UN traders off US Soil

1/15/2020 11:58:29 PM rosscarwalker If people are being cloned and replaced in government you have every reason to feel disturbed. We've been sold so many lies so I'm keeping myself 

open minded. It would seem this reality is as far fetched as you allow your mind to be.

1/16/2020 12:00:48 AM orfinnr Insanity

1/16/2020 12:07:39 AM carlos765955611  https://twitter.com/Mareq16/status/1217443941156642817?s=20 …

1/16/2020 12:08:48 AM westallenshow What is going to happen is the deep state traders, and the satanic Globalist UN for peace pedaphiles, are going to see at some point, they can't win. 

They will spray poison and kill the population create some radioactive incident you name it. They want our guns and us dead.

1/16/2020 12:14:43 AM house_poseidon The so-called "royals" of "Spain" & the #demonic #pedophile #cult at the "Vatican" have truly harmed these people's ancestors, culture & caused 

untold damage to their DNA aka etheric soul bodies, family trees & timelines.  

They should do more to help restore "Latin America"!

1/16/2020 12:21:51 AM truth_canon Yep

1/16/2020 12:22:48 AM truth_canon In all things, not too much.

1/16/2020 12:23:50 AM truth_canon I've been debunking it for over 10 years. No accidents. No tickets. Just safe focused defensive driving. Used to drive high every day (don't at all 

anymore but still-- no issues). I think some people are really stupid and that's the actual problem. Lol

1/16/2020 12:29:59 AM stuart_brodie This is the most misleading headline and "study" I've ever seen.

I dont need this kind of fake news bullshit on my timeline.



1/16/2020 12:35:29 AM steveakridge MJ/AU, any scoop on Qasem Soleimani‘s ruby red ring?

It looked like a Freemason type to me.

Also, we’re there any nefarious type people on the plane shot down in Iran that killed all on board???

Thank you both!

1/16/2020 12:40:48 AM westallenshow Time to set the record straight. They think you are too simple minded to take care of your own affairs. This their baby killing satanic sexualization 

movement thinks they own you its time to group up and home school.  Take the kids home.

1/16/2020 12:44:43 AM marciaj84682467 @realDonaldTrump

1/16/2020 12:50:08 AM tncharlene We ARE the computer...

1/16/2020 12:50:55 AM nr750 Why did you use complete words and sentences in your response?  Why didn’t you just allow natural law and free will to transfer your thoughts?

1/16/2020 12:54:35 AM __jabird__ From what I’ve seen from friends who consume mj on a regular basis, I say bs.  Once a tolerance is established, reaction times are close to on par with 

those who do not partake. I’m sure there are studies that will confirm this.

1/16/2020 1:05:24 AM usalawyer_ Drop (over time) who "controls" him.

1/16/2020 1:06:07 AM robinabank4 I'm sure he's saving it for LAST

1/16/2020 1:11:56 AM __jabird__ GSARA?

1/16/2020 1:19:08 AM adsvel It is exchange of PM's and a new gov. New PM Mishustin is talented tax reformist, so he will be responsible to find an extra money for budget of 

changes in the RU Constitution.

Ex PM will have another position in the RU gov.

1/16/2020 1:20:09 AM sleky19 GESARA

1/16/2020 1:21:40 AM adsvel Interesting that the ET race of tall grays is called MITRE.

1/16/2020 1:21:43 AM patriotrebecca Beginnings of push to stop everyone driving?

Between alcohol, prescription meds, cannabis/oil + scare tactics/roadside tests, traffic (especially in cities), high fuel/road tax/extortionate insurance 

they are making it as unappealing as possible to drive. 

Elite have chauffeurs.

1/16/2020 1:25:12 AM sterkinglights1 Nope soon it's gonna sound like Thanksgiving dinner. [They] know people are waking up to the Kremlin shuffle.

1/16/2020 1:38:40 AM __jabird__ VOG —> crazy shooters? (Voice of God)?

1/16/2020 1:38:58 AM adsvel And the main changes in the RU Constitution is No double citizenship for candidates of gov, deputies of parliament.

1/16/2020 1:43:13 AM rob_rambo692009 Not according to road accident records . Look for yourselves in the 60s wen people smoking cannabis in every college in every western country and 

alcohol wasn’t sold in the supermarket to the numbers of road traffic accidents in the last 10 years in any western country ?

1/16/2020 1:45:41 AM __jabird__ Apollo 18,19 & 20?

1/16/2020 1:46:48 AM rob_rambo692009 Back in the day skunk was called Sensimillia . 1978 to 88 strongest cannabis in the world came to Britain from Nepal  Lebanon Afghanistan where they 

throw the leaves away and made the hash out of the buds . Anyone grew up in the 90s missed it got soap bar crap so people grew

1/16/2020 1:46:51 AM jake4191 That's not a woman! Tranny!

1/16/2020 1:47:39 AM paytonpatriot “Netflix money”

1/16/2020 2:04:01 AM peatapann What's next, Postman pat with breasts? pic.twitter.com/UxDH8WQjkj

1/16/2020 2:08:05 AM tempestsaint No, No they are not. 

People speeding tailgating. Driving distracted with a phone in hand.

Agression and not caring about anything else but themselves...

Who's contributing to the BS?

1/16/2020 2:10:50 AM hambrickro 😎 Vatican and the United Nations 😏 Doesn't take a brain trust to figure this one out 😎

1/16/2020 2:49:37 AM karina89350882 I am a bit more concerned that this Technology CAN be used for consciousness

1/16/2020 2:51:47 AM qarmy1001 Yes, it was quite the scene.

1/16/2020 3:12:15 AM lorenzosghost Lifestyle tax

1/16/2020 3:27:55 AM covertress My thoughts Before rereading the article and listening: PS is still working on [reverse-?] engineering spacecraft. 

Personally, Shanahan looks and acts more like Bond himself than a Bond villain. His 'Men In Black' fashion foray reminds me fondly of James Forrestal.

1/16/2020 3:28:18 AM brianan06364517 I agree

1/16/2020 3:28:20 AM covertress Afterwards: I agree with Jane Harman. At Boeing they called him 'Mr. Fix It.' He should... tackle a few big things like space and 5G." Also, China, China, 

China.

And, As Inhofe said, "He’s a nice guy and all that."

PS is the Keystone.

You won't find a bigger fan of his than me.

1/16/2020 3:39:13 AM 444_q_ 👏👏👏

1/16/2020 3:44:22 AM greybeardolorin  pic.twitter.com/3eCovdTiA7

1/16/2020 3:45:27 AM earth2nissy He's afraid someone will late term abortion him.

1/16/2020 4:03:33 AM nana_marie_911 Give me a break.  ICE is human trafficking.

1/16/2020 4:04:10 AM builder22tk Smoking weed 25yrs (24-7)

Number of Accidents 0

👍🖕✌️😎

1/16/2020 4:04:42 AM flubbynutty Can I wax them balls?

1/16/2020 4:12:25 AM colonelflanagan Propaganda.  Just like when big tobacco raised that scare over vaping.

1/16/2020 4:17:44 AM chrisqross Completely agree.

1/16/2020 4:24:01 AM allonkid It is better than none. Remember GOD is in control. There is a treaty, there is a good argument before God.

1/16/2020 4:35:41 AM yohnor I call BS

1/16/2020 4:38:40 AM werascending I mentioned you in the tweet with the crop circle video. Let me know if you didn’t get it and if you have already seen it, then no worries!

1/16/2020 4:40:55 AM bhopki To name but a few - why do you think it's called the Oval Office?

1/16/2020 4:45:52 AM woohoopatty1 it's a mind boggle

1/16/2020 4:46:08 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TheBabylonBee/status/1217582306044628993 …

1/16/2020 4:50:43 AM woohoopatty1 It is dark...I would deem this a HUGE secret.  it's too much to comprehend BUT we have all seen those glitches haven't we.. time for us to know THE 

TRUTHS pic.twitter.com/rjfHiFfW4Y

1/16/2020 4:50:47 AM rawphonegirl We the people are most certainly rising up against mandates, as well as demanding liability and repeal of the NCVIA so parents of vaccine injured can 

seek justice!!! I was hopeful to see that repeal during POTUS second term.  We must keep fighting!!! pic.twitter.com/eDzYyd0Clu

1/16/2020 4:50:56 AM armywifeyf Are you guys aliens?

1/16/2020 4:51:12 AM trishbrennan18 That’s not true. There are plenty of us in Va who support Trump. I’m a 40 year former Democrat who will happily vote for him in November. Blackface 

is an embarrassment and is in power due to outside money. Va is in top 10 states with more registered voters than eligible adults.

1/16/2020 4:51:45 AM lvefreeordie I don’t give a flying F about transgenders.  They can join us to STOP FORCED VACCINATIONS.  Everyone unite and fight medical tyranny !!!



1/16/2020 4:52:38 AM cny_micaa no one cared in NY. They did what they did passing laws. People scrambled to home school, and new attacks are coming for them, and even the Amish 

who don't interact. I get form letters from reps when I point out science "we will consider..." Yeah, right. #HPVvaccine  mandatory..

1/16/2020 4:56:38 AM chucktownregs Let’s all voice our disdain on Twitter and then keep scrolling and not doing anything about it.

1/16/2020 4:59:15 AM aleks8837 Great 🙏 Truth will come to those who seek. Lots more interesting in that YT channel btw!

1/16/2020 5:01:37 AM 50pinkies Autism rates in NJ are the highest in the US, have tripled recently. https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/health/2018/04/26/nj-autism-rates-

highest-united-states/551910002/ …

1/16/2020 5:04:14 AM aleks8837 No, I remember both Qanon and MJ12 have had posts regarding this. Didn't find them. Can't remember what words were used.

1/16/2020 5:04:25 AM aleks8837 I'm pretty sure*

1/16/2020 5:23:24 AM tucson_ron Fight Fight Fight!!!

1/16/2020 5:26:36 AM tucson_ron Embrace the Three Gs: 

                 Guns, Gold, and GOD.

1/16/2020 5:37:30 AM poppyslovecapu #WeDoNotConsent‼️

1/16/2020 5:43:08 AM chickiehurd DEMS IN CONGRESS...    YOU NO THE ONES WHO DON'T WORK FOR WE THE PEOPLE AND WE ARE PISSED...

1/16/2020 5:44:18 AM tlukeskywalkar Pot is us yo....oh and...seen that timeline...nope

1/16/2020 5:46:25 AM tlukeskywalkar @USMC @USNavy @1st5d @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

#

Any body ever look up!? Perspectives...

By the way Quek....this account is interesting....always invoking AL  https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1217624745899749376 …

1/16/2020 5:50:22 AM whizzle_phizzle Good, hope it passes

1/16/2020 5:50:25 AM itsgreat2tweet @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😎🇺🇸👊  https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1217788859313901568 …

1/16/2020 5:51:02 AM karina89350882 With collateral Damage from Fallouts you are meaning death?

1/16/2020 5:51:53 AM trollingmockin1 Tinder box set.

1/16/2020 5:52:00 AM martintpage Right... and OxyContin isn’t addictive... And eggs are bad for you... and here, inject this chemical cocktail directly into your blood stream and bypass 

your natural immune response... pic.twitter.com/yTLNk1o81r

1/16/2020 5:55:08 AM aprilbrown99 Perhaps because we drive slower. 😁😉😁

1/16/2020 5:56:54 AM aprilbrown99 Love the pic! Spitting image. 🤣😂😅 pic.twitter.com/O2MfB0nznr

1/16/2020 5:58:14 AM momekool1 At least no asylum pleas will work, as the nearest country is NOT the US!

1/16/2020 6:01:47 AM julie_bug65 So, they want to legalize weed and then arrest everyone for smoking it.  Sounds about right

1/16/2020 6:03:10 AM ascendingadam Will we have access to medical technology to remove the heavy metal consuming nano-bots injected into us by vaccines?

Or can they be starved to death through detoxification and chemtrail reduction/elimination?

#chemtrails

#VaccineChoice

1/16/2020 6:04:03 AM fififnawfnaw  pic.twitter.com/WI4PSn5NVr

1/16/2020 6:05:25 AM trollingmockin1 I can’t tell who’s worse.   MJ’s complete indifference speaks volumes.   We must consider the military elite have only become involved because the 

Cabal must have gained enough tech to threaten them in some way. In other words they need us for some reason.

1/16/2020 6:13:17 AM beachpatriotde Could this gender confusion be caused by the DNA that is all the vaccines?  Aren’t vaccines grown on fetal tissue?  Why the push for 100 vaccines?  Is 

there a bigger plan to destroy society?

1/16/2020 6:13:45 AM mark65mc GCR coming soon.

1/16/2020 6:14:32 AM plantman2310 Forced vac = assault with a deadly weapon. Defend yourself as so.

1/16/2020 6:20:14 AM corn_hole Been reading the Majestic disclosure pdf.  Why does Majestic12 call themselves the "job finders"?

1/16/2020 6:30:03 AM 040118054_17 Just sayin pic.twitter.com/2VvW2MG8uO

1/16/2020 6:32:32 AM wwg1wga202o Do not buy it and what else are we going to do to fight back!!! If we sit and do nothing we deserve what we get!!!

1/16/2020 6:36:20 AM toffer_anon_369 Try to LEARN.  If MJ12 has done nothing else, they have been teaching us the comms.  To further develop our brains for the 1000 year leap over the 

next 10 years, we have to grow spiritually and mentally.  Collaboration with others to figure things out is imperative!!!

1/16/2020 6:37:24 AM evybaby61 I’ve smoked since I was 14 and never an accident. IM 59!!!!!

1/16/2020 6:39:52 AM evybaby61 Did he drive up on the sidewalk and run them over???? Or did they step out in front of a moving car that was close enough to hit them because they 

felt they had the right of way and they were invincible

1/16/2020 6:41:31 AM cryptogyu I mean that has to be the only reason. Relentless- multi-faceted attack against the creation.

1/16/2020 6:41:56 AM evybaby61 It helps control road rage with all the idiot drivers you have to deal with

1/16/2020 6:43:52 AM antonio41800798 Bullshit, both time I had accident I was stoned but NOT RESPONSIBLE, it was other drivers fault and also cops DIDN'T find out how high I was.. meaning 

it's all in perspective

1/16/2020 6:44:21 AM beachpatriotde This is so EVIL.

1/16/2020 6:46:01 AM n7guardiananon why think outside the box when you can be spoon fed

1/16/2020 6:48:06 AM mattdubois137 I'm not faulting the trade deal, I think it's OUTSTANDING. I'm just pointing out how China is.

1/16/2020 6:50:27 AM rick_hernandez Have things changed? Time will tell. I think they know now that Trump means business

1/16/2020 6:56:27 AM joeorbit try riding a motorcycle. every car i look into is a driver looking at a cell phone.  but yes, someone smoking weed yesterday is a huge danger today.

1/16/2020 7:02:41 AM mattdubois137 Another point, Trump won't be in office forever.

1/16/2020 7:02:50 AM manriquetorres5 Namaste 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216528158750539776 … pic.twitter.com/wSMoTzR7d1

1/16/2020 7:04:12 AM rick_hernandez But the landscape has changed. People are waking up. This impacts China too

1/16/2020 7:04:25 AM rick_hernandez We aren’t going back to sleep

1/16/2020 7:05:13 AM rick_hernandez China has also learned that the DS lied to them about the moon. They know

1/16/2020 7:08:29 AM buca7253 New DA a Soros puppet too.

1/16/2020 7:08:43 AM pat47281728 Exactly

1/16/2020 7:11:09 AM allahuniversal You don't. And your perspective/talking points as seen above are way too general to speak to/for everyone. Every young person isn't a fool, society is 

what we make it, there's plenty of guidance, and not everyone guided is in a cult.

Question your doom and gloom point of view. pic.twitter.com/iwXVnhflUW

1/16/2020 7:14:21 AM lori727planet3 Yet how many people get on the road jacked up on prescription meds?

1/16/2020 7:15:35 AM bigrichtexaspam Hope they find a big fat wall!  #BuildTheWall

1/16/2020 7:17:13 AM megamane2 Never would have guessed they roll out ET or interdimentional beings before impeachment.

1/16/2020 7:33:08 AM frdduval Id like to see a comparaion of the brain reaction of people above 60yrs old vs a high 25 yrs old

1/16/2020 7:43:27 AM holotechrd Some people need to get high to relax 🤷🏽♂️

1/16/2020 7:51:32 AM allahuniversal My free will choice 😂

1/16/2020 7:54:54 AM allahuniversal From:ts_sci_majic12 bypass

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106607279271481344?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/yy2FoBcux4

1/16/2020 7:55:07 AM dtowling It’s not there fault trees keep jumping in front of their cars🤡



1/16/2020 7:55:49 AM allahuniversal  https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=Sniffer … pic.twitter.com/L1VINSUVlL

1/16/2020 7:56:23 AM alight412 Whatever it is they are all pretty tight lipped about it which breeds a reason for concern.

1/16/2020 7:59:45 AM karina89350882 You are referring to "heavensbreak"??

1/16/2020 8:03:30 AM karina89350882 If yes, it`s even more concerning if I tell you where I became Aware of it....

1/16/2020 8:14:19 AM laurabusse This is actually true

I started seeking 369

Now I see it everywhere

Like seeing 1111 333 222 etc

But I still don't get why or what it does

Hopefully that will become clear

1/16/2020 8:17:59 AM covertress Draco 

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Alpha_Draconis/Orion_Group …

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111478606767648768?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/SN4Wd1O7kz

1/16/2020 8:18:00 AM laurabusse Got it

Thx v much!!!

1/16/2020 8:21:00 AM knightofmaltaus if #Navy is concerned, it is a real concern. 

@SpaceCorpsUS @DJLOK @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SKY3691111 @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @mufon 

we are not alone. #UFOs and #Starships exist. https://www.livescience.com/navy-confirms-secret-ufo-video.html …

1/16/2020 8:26:15 AM rosscarwalker Word. Down with the Vatican

1/16/2020 8:28:27 AM sabermarris We are already at space force disclosure? I must have missed that 😂 pic.twitter.com/KJTYFpiJw6

1/16/2020 8:30:10 AM rosscarwalker When allegations of child sacrifice are directed at not just the present pope but also the previous one they must know their end is nigh. Free up the 

Vatican banks, lock up Pope Francis and Pope Ratzinger and end this Cabal of people.

1/16/2020 8:30:45 AM rosscarwalker Something this corrupt needs to come to an end

1/16/2020 8:31:30 AM rosscarwalker Without sounding sceptical, you don't get to the top of one of the most corrupt institutions on the planet being a saint

1/16/2020 8:34:16 AM rosscarwalker I'm intrigued where these two fit into the puzzle. Through Hollywood they've been glorifying the agency that is heavily involved in child trafficking and 

disposing of enemies of the Cabal so I imagine they are likely corrupt. How corrupt? What did they know?

1/16/2020 8:35:53 AM charmanda9 @love4thegameAK @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @hawkgirlinmn @blsdbe @GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @zagnett. 

@HouseofNeptune @RealEyeTheSpy @RoubLisa

@queen_khalifia @aprilbrown99 @laurabusse @NearFelix @nurseniceyes @v_rags @olimyracle @lightlove21121 @

1/16/2020 8:38:00 AM rosscarwalker Who's paying NBC's bills? Are they desperately scrambling to undermine any medicine that helps with expanding consciousness?

1/16/2020 8:38:19 AM alight412 Do tell.

1/16/2020 8:43:50 AM diaptera_80 Correction: most young people, not everyone. I don’t think society is ready for it. That doesn’t necessarily mean I think shouldn’t b legalised.  I am 

outspoken about how hard it’s here in Sweden 2 access various medicines and how ridiculous it is 2 make illegal THC-free hemp.

1/16/2020 8:48:14 AM diaptera_80 Less doom and gloom would be nice actually

1/16/2020 8:53:09 AM house_poseidon 🤬🤬🤬😩😩😩😫😫😫😖😖😖😥😥😥😰😰😰😭😭😭🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮 

Wt kind of cowardly maggot passes the buck or partakes in #child #rape & #slavery

@realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump

@EsperDoD @DefenseIntel @DeptofDefense @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSAGov @NSA_QIL2 @US_SpaceCom 

https://twitter.com/House_Poseidon/status/1217850387564236805 …

1/16/2020 8:53:36 AM rosscarwalker I read an article about a guy who accidentally stumbled on a dimension with elves. Who'd have thought....

1/16/2020 8:57:23 AM rosscarwalker In defence of @joerogan his latest podcast with @eddiebravo was pretty eye opening and talked a lot about the Cabal and the plot that we're all 

discussing. I don't think he's a bad guy, it seems he's pushing for consciousness expansion.

1/16/2020 8:58:57 AM nm_zsr My initial reaction reading the headline is that this is a good thing. It's a small step toward what is really needed - allowing women priests. I know she's 

just a lawyer. Bringing back the female compassion energy will be a key change needed to save the Church.

1/16/2020 9:01:14 AM cosmic_engineer Very likely it is your progress that has changed how you perceive the show and his commentary.

I have always liked JR's strength to not fully commit to something that you can't know for sure.  It's what a scientific mind used to have as the default 

position.

1/16/2020 9:12:21 AM moemc8 Exactly same here

1/16/2020 9:13:24 AM kachinagtto I’ll just leave this here... 🤬

 https://twitter.com/chelseaclinton/status/1217849329840422912?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ChelseaClinton/status/1217849329840422912 …

1/16/2020 9:14:01 AM kachinagtto I’ll just leave this here...🤬

 https://twitter.com/chelseaclinton/status/1217849329840422912?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ChelseaClinton/status/1217849329840422912 …

1/16/2020 9:14:48 AM karina89350882 You "know" Lady Somerset, Countess of Wettin, World Goverment Council and  http://Glamiscalling.org ?

1/16/2020 9:17:10 AM joeorbit can't hold a candle to our love of god and all that is.

1/16/2020 9:18:14 AM karina89350882 I think there is a lot of "contracts" or "deals" made behind the curtin….....old Nobility will not "disappear" all at once…..Thinking Rothchild, Rockefeller 

and Windsors - as the even  are not the "Chief -in-command".....

1/16/2020 9:22:21 AM laurabusse ☺️

1/16/2020 9:26:03 AM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1217857511182630912 …

1/16/2020 9:28:39 AM unicorncodes1 *traitors, right?

1/16/2020 9:29:54 AM lmjonzey Chinese dual citizenship are are patenting starting materials to make drugs and other products made in the USA.

Remember patent office peps are dual citizenship with queen elizabeth.

They.ll just moving money around.

1/16/2020 9:30:14 AM karina89350882 What do you think About???

1/16/2020 9:31:34 AM synackstatic Which witchy witch witches witchy witches witching witchy witches?

1/16/2020 9:31:42 AM alight412 Seems to be the big controversy these days. I haven't finished the Deception Bytes YT vid on this m yet.

1/16/2020 9:33:45 AM alight412 Will finish the vid later on today and get back with you. Heading out to volunteer with first graders . It's my JOY!😀

1/16/2020 9:34:47 AM karina89350882 I think that the overwhelming majority doesn`t see the big Picture and what it REALLY means to drain the swamp and WWG1WGA......

1/16/2020 9:35:42 AM karina89350882 Congratulation!!😉Looking Forward to talk again with you!!!

1/16/2020 9:35:45 AM lmjonzey No... No... No... 

No... No... No...

 No... No... No...

1/16/2020 9:37:13 AM karina89350882 But this controversy is a very "secret" one

1/16/2020 9:37:37 AM joeorbit soetoro is agitating again. he wants trump to get involved with the debate, then they false flag in virginia and say it was trump. just in time for the 2020 

election.

1/16/2020 9:38:44 AM joeorbit there are woman baby eaters too.  dont trust their window dressing.

1/16/2020 9:44:33 AM ckepner18951 I'll be there



1/16/2020 9:45:46 AM nr750 Yes, you’re just repeating what Q says.  I don’t agreed with Q’s “comms” either.  Genesis 11:7.  Speaking in different languages, or code / comms, 

purposely slows progress; it doesn’t accelerate it.

1/16/2020 9:48:45 AM rick_hernandez Agree to disagree and move on. Love and light follow this and doesn’t matter who’s right

1/16/2020 9:53:39 AM nr750 Even a poorly written AI program would scan for all various representations of Steve Mnuchin;  assuming Steven was even a useful target.  That would 

include “SM”....

1/16/2020 9:58:25 AM keith369me Any thoughts on the 36 hour gap?  Majestic in Nature?   http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg . @2016Disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/16/2020 10:00:47 AM lmjonzey Their test run. Try Georia next. See how well that works out.

1/16/2020 10:06:21 AM state1union I have used 3-6-9 to rid the spells  that we’re committed against me and it seems to be working. I suggest doing your own math the way you c it. I 

prefer to get to 12 to break the spells and go to Majestic.

1/16/2020 10:09:39 AM toffer_anon_369 All I'm saying is we need to use our AMAZING brains to decipher, discern, and verify all info & it should resonate as true with us.Think for  

http://yourself.Trust  yourself.We have to stop relying on and trusting the spoon-fed answers & information like the sheep we have been.

1/16/2020 10:10:49 AM allahuniversal Ok. So what about that part re: applying ourselves/thinking for ourselves rather than being handed information on a platter to be taken on face value, 

which is exactly how MSM, public education, etc. got such a stranglehold on people's minds?

1/16/2020 10:18:29 AM toffer_anon_369 It's not an argument or finger pointing, I'm just saying we have to break the bonds of slavery that we have been under for far too long.  FIGHT FIGHT 

FIGHT for our freedom and future! pic.twitter.com/o3JweZ82Hp

1/16/2020 10:20:35 AM laurabusse Interesting...

Thanks for the encouragement ☺️

1/16/2020 10:24:38 AM blauwestorm True

1/16/2020 10:31:16 AM moemc8 You're always kind to explain.  Your knowledge though, far exceeds my understanding.  Trying though.  The # synchronicities are insane, so something 

is going on.  Hope to put it to use or understand msgs I may be getting.

1/16/2020 10:33:13 AM nr750 “I'm just saying we have to break the bonds of slavery that we have been under for far too long.”  I agree with you!  Which includes mindlessly 

believing we need to cryptically communicate in a Babylonian style “comms” which only the few fully understand.

1/16/2020 10:44:21 AM larkalec You're a dangerous driver b

1/16/2020 10:44:29 AM nr750 Certainly we should apply the great intellect God gave each of us.  There’re approximately 7.5 billion people on the planet. Wasting time on which of 

the 7.5 billion people SM refers too isn’t the best use of our intelligence.  Better spent exposing /  ridding the world of Alice.

1/16/2020 10:45:02 AM kidge6 What? This is not the n7 guardian I’ve known for the last year.

1/16/2020 10:45:24 AM state1union @AllahUniversal can you drop the post that you save about the NWO dates and 3-6-9?  I don’t know if you remembering me breaking it down for my 

own point of reference? I can then show how I used dates to reverse their spells thanks 🙏

1/16/2020 10:46:54 AM kidge6 Sorry to disappoint you bro. It’s just doesn’t make sense to me. If that’s too narrow for you and you feel the need to attack me, maybe we should 

unfollow or mute each other. Shame tho, I think we’re on the same team.

1/16/2020 10:47:09 AM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/R7kXRumSsn

1/16/2020 10:49:35 AM allahuniversal I'm not too sure which one exactly, however if it comes to mind I'll remember this post and get back to you.

1/16/2020 10:51:37 AM n7guardiananon lol...discussing a topic from different angles doesn't warrant that kind of drama...this isn't CNN after all

1/16/2020 10:51:52 AM kidge6 not attacking joe. I don’t watch joe enough. Im speaking in general.  And, once an audience gets big enough, surely he got a ‘business offer’ that he 

can’t refuse.  If you were the cabal, wouldn’t you silence or convert anyone who is speaking against you to a large audience?

1/16/2020 10:53:39 AM sky3691111 Thank you for sharing Sir James!

1/16/2020 10:54:35 AM state1union I’ll try to remember. 

9/11/93

9/11/2001

9/11/2021 

My goal was to reverse 2021 spell to 2019 by raising my numbers from 10 to 12. I was short 2 but President Trump got me over the hump when he 

raised 2 million the next day. It was a sign. There is more to this and I’ll explain.

1/16/2020 10:57:04 AM allahuniversal This one? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1162047165000310784?s=20 …

1/16/2020 10:57:37 AM allahuniversal This one? https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1162047165000310784?s=20 …

1/16/2020 11:04:11 AM leemagna When will NY get our exemption back? It has been so difficult on working families here since September because their children have been kicked out. 

Seems like nobody cares

1/16/2020 11:05:07 AM leemagna I’m with you my friend. Here in NY on the front lines.

1/16/2020 11:05:15 AM nm_zsr 17+12

1/16/2020 11:05:37 AM state1union Yes and both are perfect. Also see how 1221 or 1122 the combination of the 1’s and 2’s. 

The anniversary date for my attempted murder by Hilary’s State Department and C_A was 1/21/2010. Ten year anniversary!  I believe something big is 

going down on 1/21/20 or 1/22/20

1/16/2020 11:06:30 AM frywells "Schitt show"  Nice one. Got any other zingers? 

No, really, what do you make of the Parnas documents showing a long-running coordinated effort to manufacture a "Biden investigation" in Ukraine? 

Seriously, how does that fit into your narrative of Trump's innocence?

1/16/2020 11:07:11 AM state1union I messed up the year 93. Thank you 🙏 for sharing this!

1/16/2020 11:08:06 AM q_patchouli Glad I dont drive. I'd rather  http://keep.my  God planted natural medicine!

1/16/2020 11:08:32 AM q_patchouli grrrrr

1/16/2020 11:10:46 AM guy_karen Can’t fix stupid

1/16/2020 11:11:06 AM jackoneilltime1 Does the WALL have any direct function/purpose in relation to the Super Nova waves??? pic.twitter.com/ESiMKzEXzi

1/16/2020 11:11:26 AM richard07759712 Boot this Bum of a Governor

1/16/2020 11:11:56 AM n7guardiananon IAM who IAM.

no disrespect to any of those that choose to follow me...but I didn't come on to twitter to amass followers...Just here to enlighten myself and leave a 

breadcrumb trail for myself should I get lost or misguided along the way.

1/16/2020 11:13:22 AM richard07759712 Total BS Governor

1/16/2020 11:14:07 AM richard07759712 Amen

1/16/2020 11:14:22 AM leemagna Can someone find dirt on the scumbag NYS Sen Brad Hoylman who happily pushed the religious exemption repeal bill? He stinks of corruption

1/16/2020 11:14:50 AM richard07759712 Let’s Go Mountaineers!!

1/16/2020 11:14:58 AM n7guardiananon I dont need or want your $, your cheers, your energy.  however I do wish all of you find the enlightenment you seek which enables you to be the best 

you can be. with all my love!!!

1/16/2020 11:15:09 AM richard07759712 Very

1/16/2020 11:17:48 AM q_patchouli Yup

1/16/2020 11:18:28 AM brettswann14 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. @VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/GvT5cPwk4a

1/16/2020 11:18:34 AM sandybeechesss Hos State of Emergency 👇 pic.twitter.com/S9U1D78CjY

1/16/2020 11:29:44 AM stoner_wolfie 1(17) 😏

1/16/2020 11:30:20 AM jeremymiles26_2 Perhaps it’s because they are just bad drivers, period.  Regardless of marijuana use.

1/16/2020 11:38:13 AM jackoneilltime1 Do any projects in Antartica have any relation to the super nova? pic.twitter.com/plOHPSpRtU



1/16/2020 11:48:10 AM iamyou132 If alcohol is legal then THC should certainly be legal. There is very very little room to truthfully “abuse” cannabis. Worst thing that can happen IMO is 

opening doors to trying new drugs like prescription pills

1/16/2020 11:50:27 AM iamyou132 But I do think that legalization should not lead to government being the sole producer/distributor of cannabis. We need to educate and provide a 

society that allows people to produce their own plants

1/16/2020 11:51:08 AM iamyou132 Could you share what the drug scene (legal or illegal) is like in Sweden? Is drug abuse amount the youth a big problem there?

1/16/2020 11:54:49 AM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

1/16/2020 11:55:39 AM jackoneilltime1 I feel he is possibly introducing tech to private companies

The book and author interview deals with two private industry types picked by the president to implement tech and streamline manufacturing for ... 

War

1/16/2020 11:56:11 AM jackoneilltime1 I suggest listening it is an interesting story

Post disclosure what did MJ say we would faced with?

1/16/2020 12:01:26 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/1W327BBcQv

1/16/2020 12:15:35 PM brad34351293 MSM narrative is so Putin can Keep control come 2024!?!?!?!? & that was from Fox.

Just WOW!

1/16/2020 12:24:44 PM brad34351293 Heard that, but on long hauls I would usually smoke early morning & then lots of Coffee. Then a 40 of Beer & plenty of smoke to sleep.

I also like to do 8-10 over the limit, so in case a speed trap gets me I am OK. Always by myself, so no one to swap driving with to nap.

1/16/2020 12:27:16 PM brad34351293 #SnowBirds

HAHAHAHA

1/16/2020 12:29:08 PM brad34351293 It/they call out BS articles!

1/16/2020 12:30:13 PM brad34351293 AMEN to all you just said!

Especially the last line.

1/16/2020 12:31:58 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/16/2020 12:32:23 PM moemc8 Tku so much.  Looks like I have some studying to do!

1/16/2020 12:33:41 PM brad34351293 "& I would have gotten away with it. If it weren't for you pesky Kids".

LOve that you brought back good memories.

1/16/2020 12:36:34 PM voiceofresonn Wow redistribution power. To 3 equal branches of gov. A legislature,a judicial,a executive. Sounds good to me. He's laughing all the deep state 

Globalists with Soros influenced money.

1/16/2020 12:41:00 PM brad34351293 MJ was referring to using a Machine for TT.

It is way too dangerous to let anyone do it.

You obviously mean Dreams/Penial Gland.

1/16/2020 12:43:08 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/THeinrich22/status/1210743632854077444 …

1/16/2020 12:46:19 PM kirkwood_brian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DarrenPlymouth/status/1217750090280067072 …

1/16/2020 12:52:30 PM the_tara_tweets Yeah the sample size in this study makes no sense...a) it’s not a big enough sample size b) they tested way more males than females and it’s pretty 

well-known that male drivers in their teens and 20s are considered inherently more dangerous than their female counterparts 🤦♀️ 

pic.twitter.com/oomHo5X25V

1/16/2020 1:01:26 PM missmolly1111 Nothin quite like a Minivan-Mad- Mom to ruin a day!! 🚲😢

1/16/2020 1:08:51 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph This is very interesting.

Consistently

Comes up with 3 6 and 9 too

🤔

1/16/2020 1:14:43 PM sweetzoe83  pic.twitter.com/ZcKjIVX5Qt

1/16/2020 1:14:48 PM argosyuniv2007 Unfortunately they believe that if they enter America illegally they’ll be provided with all sorts of government funding.

1/16/2020 1:26:26 PM 22gardenstreet . Yes..I kept watching and will continue. Thank you for connecting..we are stronger together. 🙏

1/16/2020 2:00:53 PM enomai_ Uh no

1/16/2020 2:26:09 PM toccn2 Will civilians have access to space travel after disclosure? 

Or will space travel be for military personnel only?

1/16/2020 2:34:43 PM sailorpractical Somerset Belenoff - Friend or Foe?

1/16/2020 2:36:04 PM 1nanasmomma Ugh!!!! Just once I would like to be online for a Q & A. Thanks everyone who asked questions so I can learn more and get digging. It’s so amazing, we 

are amazing. WWG1WGA! Of course, thanks for the answers also. ❤️🇺🇸🙏🏽

1/16/2020 2:39:06 PM alight412 You know Sommerset B has a daughter named Karina... spelled just like yours. And I understand there are no coincidences hmmm

It's a story that seems larger than life. I don't discount anything until it's proven wrong. I have always wondered who is at the top of the pyramid.

1/16/2020 2:42:35 PM alight412 I first thought the reptillians, then maybe the Payseurs. Then RA and now maybe Sommerset. I guess we will know when the veil is lifted or the 

simulation is over.

I'd be interested in hearing your thoughts.

1/16/2020 3:00:18 PM nancydr62103812 O, so your saying they dont agree, but are posting them objectively, more like a news source (?)

1/16/2020 3:01:45 PM quarkfear1 BS..

1/16/2020 3:03:17 PM quarkfear1 Pot screws up that MKUltra programming( documented)

1/16/2020 3:06:18 PM wearediamonds2 Happy birthday tomorrow!!!

1/16/2020 3:10:50 PM goesmao Not how we started at all. Angels crossed with animals before we left Eden. God made an entire other set of animals for Eden and Adam named them.

1/16/2020 3:11:21 PM sinnersdeborah  pic.twitter.com/tbIQUTVbky

1/16/2020 3:13:09 PM sinnersdeborah  pic.twitter.com/tk4hi9kcmw

1/16/2020 3:26:35 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥!!!

1/16/2020 3:32:40 PM kidge6 You tell me I'm spoonfed. But then chide me for not eating from your spoon. Puzzling.

1/16/2020 3:33:43 PM djlok What a mess!  Logic should tell people anything that stays in your body for a lifetime should be properly investigated.  Especially since we have the 

“coincidence” of an increase in autism as more and more get vaccines.

1/16/2020 3:34:23 PM a1r2a1r Manufacture is an interesting word. POTUS duty is to prevent and if needed have corruption investigated. Think Biden was the only one? Not likely. 

House of cards. Tick tock. The choice to know is yours. Enjoy your slumber.

1/16/2020 3:38:51 PM knightofmaltaus No they are not West. Stip the hype and spreading falsehoods. UN not in this spat inside US.



1/16/2020 4:01:54 PM jimmy38994911 Rowe V. U.S.A. INC.: AFFIRMATION OF LIFE, LIBERTY & THE PURSUIT OF TRUTH

@TruthandArtTV1 @prayingcitizen @Praying_Medic @JustInformU @JoshBernstein @SGTreport @westall_sarahw @KazTheQLady @TimMurtaugh 

@Jordan_Sather_ @C0RRUPTI0N_USA @EyesOnQ @Time4U2Know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpeakGF 

https://twitter.com/chaele3/status/1217897903659933696 …

1/16/2020 4:09:14 PM golillypie Apparently you only listen to Fox News and possibly enjoy the musings of Breitbart. Just guessing. So when NBC or MSNBC discusses political news you 

don't think it's true because Trump told you it's fake. Do I have that right?

1/16/2020 4:14:29 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6PeaimAjfW

1/16/2020 4:38:49 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/327OVisFco

1/16/2020 4:39:33 PM nikoscali 4AM Talking Points gone wild

DuckDuckGo: 

FBI Arrest U.S. Army Veteran, 2 Other Suspected White ...

 https://www.npr.org/2020/01/16/797041211/fbi-arrests-3-alleged-members-of-white-supremacist-group-ahead-of-richmond-rally …

#Qanon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/16/2020 4:50:26 PM aleks8837 It's frickin' nuts.

But what's tragicomic is that the US has done so much f--ed up covert actions throughout the decades down there, that it's no wonder everythings so 

shitty there (mostly, quite.. honestly..) and makes them seek refuge 😕.

Same tactic the MIC hdone for Europe.

1/16/2020 4:52:20 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/3vuT8ki9yM4  https://twitter.com/AppleTV/status/1207823294851928070 …

1/16/2020 4:52:41 PM rebornkingent No comment?

1/16/2020 4:53:33 PM nikoscali "Made by a company that runs sweatshops in China"

1/16/2020 4:55:27 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/3vuT8ki9yM4 

5:5

1/16/2020 4:56:08 PM allahuniversal  https://youtu.be/3vuT8ki9yM4 

1/16/2020 4:56:24 PM rebornkingent  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7895569/Prince-Andrew-accuser-Virginia-Roberts-shares-photos-Naomi-Campbell-Ghislaine-

Maxwell.html …

1/16/2020 4:58:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who owns and controls the banking sector? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1217967269331914752 …

1/16/2020 4:58:36 PM positively303 Warren Buffet- Rothschild

1/16/2020 4:59:32 PM michael81972 Rothschild’s

1/16/2020 5:00:38 PM alight412 Or perhaps the Payseurs.

1/16/2020 5:00:46 PM fightforamerica 🇮🇱

1/16/2020 5:02:04 PM bbobbio71 Haunted Kansas: The twisted underground tunnels running beneath Leavenworth | Arts & Culture |  http://kansan.com 

 http://www.kansan.com/arts_and_culture/haunted-kansas-the-twisted-underground-tunnels-running-beneath-leavenworth/article_75c48940-2097-

11e8-bed2-1b1ab8bcb0c5.html …

1/16/2020 5:02:08 PM bwords2 the vatican

1/16/2020 5:03:08 PM chrisho25759380 Fake site to discredit Q.  Q does not condone murder or eating people.  WAKE UP.

1/16/2020 5:03:37 PM aetherwalker1 We're not allowed to talk about [Them].

😏

1/16/2020 5:03:47 PM cledrordfishing Somerset?

1/16/2020 5:03:53 PM patriotswegoall Banking magnates.

1/16/2020 5:04:17 PM fansblowing3 Jennifer Anniston and Reese Witherspoon??? 😮

1/16/2020 5:04:51 PM sailorpractical Fed Shareholders

1/16/2020 5:05:42 PM backupishere The Payseur’s aka the Merovingian blood line. In other words, evil bastards run our banks and just about every other global institution. #truth

1/16/2020 5:05:43 PM k4rlgruen Old white men. I guess...

1/16/2020 5:05:51 PM cledrordfishing Spot on!

1/16/2020 5:06:28 PM jeff90140499 As much as I'd like to think perhaps this exposes a "insidious cabal", I believe it just shows that financial institutions adjust fees& costs based on 

risks....just like insurance & other buisness activities do.🤨

1/16/2020 5:06:35 PM atashfire The people who run the usury scam. Yes, those guys.

1/16/2020 5:06:59 PM 1nanasmomma Majestic,off-topic, sorry. I always miss Q&A. Taking a shot you’ll answer. Couple of surgeries coming up. Means drugs will have to be used. Anything to 

combat the bad in them? Or anyone who can answer please. WWG1WGA. ❤️ thank you

1/16/2020 5:06:59 PM cledrordfishing Trying to get @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to acknowledge this,  I'd like to know how broad her control really is.

1/16/2020 5:07:01 PM nikoscali Private shareholders of the BIS pic.twitter.com/hypEJP4RYc

1/16/2020 5:10:14 PM solarblaster1 👍🏼🇺🇸

1/16/2020 5:10:31 PM jacobsiiijamese Zionists

1/16/2020 5:11:48 PM amtm_mu This is the reason why so many in government and Hollywood oppose President Trump. Human trafficking, especially baby and child sex trafficking, is a 

huge money maker in the US. Politicians and Hollywood and Disney make tons of money off it. Time to stop these evil, sick bastards

1/16/2020 5:12:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not medical advice.

CBD, 999mg per day for 18 days then reduce by 99mg every other day down to 99mg/day for another 90 days.

Meditation is required.

9 per day in 27 minute intervals.

Focus thoughts on recovery.

Turn off LED lights.

Go to bed at sunset.

Wake up at sunrise.
1/16/2020 5:12:28 PM amtm_mu How could I forget the media too....

1/16/2020 5:13:31 PM navalinfantry privately funded...by [GS]....Q.

1/16/2020 5:13:55 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1217843448117678081?s=20 …

1/16/2020 5:13:56 PM decodematrix  https://www.bis.org/about/board.htm?m=1%7C2%7C2 …

1/16/2020 5:14:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Inexpensive solutions to consuming CBD in high quantities include making tinctures yourself.

You can purchase online (USD) 30oz bags of CBD Farmers Batches for ~$10/oz.

Quart sized mason jar.

Everclear alcohol.

Toast CBD flower at 240°F for 36m.

Place CBD in jar + alochol.

Seal.

1/16/2020 5:16:05 PM americanpetal That was so kind to answer. You are becoming a softie. 🥰



1/16/2020 5:16:15 PM 1nanasmomma In tears, I type thank you. Been doing so much right that I was afraid I was gonna wipe it all out. I’m hugging you, right now, somewhere, out there. SO, 

SO GRATEFUL!

1/16/2020 5:16:23 PM shredzorz1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Aliens abducting and eating children, eh?

Sounds like something state government should be briefed on by DHS.

1/16/2020 5:16:48 PM fansblowing3 The Federal Reserve

1/16/2020 5:17:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Store in dark location.

Daily shake contents of jar.

After 9 days filter and store.

23% CBD in 30oz Bag = 6.9g CBD

Each bag is enough for one week.

Invest in yourself rewards you later in life.

1/16/2020 5:18:10 PM 1nanasmomma I’m so emotional. Man, this meant the world. Softie ir super kind. I needed this so bad.

1/16/2020 5:18:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 bags of 30oz CBD = $30

1.5 Liters of Everclear 151 = $30

3 Mason Jars = $3

Total Cost: $63 / 21 days worth = $3/day

1/16/2020 5:20:40 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.businessinsider.com/flame-retardant-children-iq-brain-damage-2020-1 …

1/16/2020 5:21:12 PM chapulincolored Thank you!

1/16/2020 5:22:50 PM deb_rulez Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam has announced a temporary weapons ban for the Virginia Capitol and declared a state of emergency in anticipation of a 

gun-rights rally scheduled for Monday due to threats.

1/16/2020 5:23:01 PM americanpetal I bet you are. It was super kind to reply! Good luck with your surgery! Wishing you a speedy recovery. 🙏

1/16/2020 5:24:08 PM hope46632929 I was thinking 1/23 Jan 23rd

1/16/2020 5:24:37 PM 11llotus Do they get fired soon?

1/16/2020 5:24:46 PM chrisho25759380 fake site to discredit the Q movement. Good call, it is a lie.  Clever and very well done.  Do you think Q believes in murdering those who disagree and 

eating them?  REALLY?

1/16/2020 5:25:52 PM lbf777 This literally means nothing.

1/16/2020 5:26:00 PM kikaltz This sounds like another ploy to keep us divided via racial wars...knock if off, @axios

1/16/2020 5:26:07 PM brangusjimmy Who owns it? “The Storm God” and its servants, The Rothchilds, through the Federal Reserve. The power shift happened after the Titanic sank and 

Central Banking was established -> total control occurred when Nixon axed the Gold backing w Breton-woods.

1/16/2020 5:28:20 PM brangusjimmy The “Storm God” is a dolled up term for Satan. Remember - Satan is the master of deceit and lies. His hammer is an upside down cross. These morons 

(DS) think they’re serving the One True God and it’s truly only the “God” of this earth. They will pay for this.

1/16/2020 5:30:46 PM andyr1112 Fuhk

1/16/2020 5:30:57 PM brangusjimmy Saw this today and thought it’s a helpful reminder. Put on GOD’S ARMOR through prayer and mastering your emotions and you can be truly free. Your 

consciousness dictates your reality. WAKE UP and never stop learning/evolving. pic.twitter.com/Th6Z2l1RyO

1/16/2020 5:32:19 PM fansblowing3 Anybody find a way to order this online?

1/16/2020 5:32:53 PM 369_is I love that you trust Lisa Renee's work, Stephanie. It gives me a little extra boost that she isn't simply forced disclosure from the other side. I've been 

reading her for years.

1/16/2020 5:33:01 PM crisco2377 Dear Majestic, One more question Kindly...What advice for someone who works nights, how do I balance circadian rhythm??

1/16/2020 5:35:02 PM westallenshow  https://youtu.be/axNqghwJxxQ 

This is were all our money has gone. Personally I spent little over six months investigating this whistle blower. I have copies of his security clearance 

badge, his work history, and retirement pention paper work. Scary. Start video at 3:20 to completion.

1/16/2020 5:37:21 PM moemc8 Prayers and Best wishes to you 🙏

1/16/2020 5:38:11 PM justthinkit I agree

1/16/2020 5:38:34 PM grand3americano Is the alcohol harmful at all?

1/16/2020 5:39:22 PM beniverson11 Thank you for always providing us Knowledge

1/16/2020 5:39:40 PM synackstatic Vaporizing dry hemp flower?

1/16/2020 5:39:48 PM oneway45th This literally means nothing TO YOU. This is confirmation for those of us who know.

1/16/2020 5:42:56 PM moemc8 My son has terrible problems with that as well.

1/16/2020 5:45:55 PM allahuniversal Makes sense. Nothing is random.

1/16/2020 5:46:08 PM decodematrix @RealEyeTheSpy

1/16/2020 5:46:11 PM 1nanasmomma I mean look at US. We are amazing. This is amazing. Helping complete strangers. That’s the good in us. That’s how we defeat the evil, canal, satan, the 

bad. Period. It US against them. TY sooo much for posting this

1/16/2020 5:47:07 PM 1nanasmomma Thank you thank you. Believe with me....we are all gonna be free of “it”. ❤️🇺🇸🙏🏽

1/16/2020 5:48:25 PM lbf777 Can you tell me what it means?

1/16/2020 5:48:34 PM keith369me I had no clue until I watched the Ronald Behrnard videos. https://youtu.be/SHVkQBrEIOg 

1/16/2020 5:50:21 PM realeyethespy I can’t with this account and CBD. Over 112 cannabinoids @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 get over your CBD fetish. It’s discrediting as hell.

1/16/2020 5:51:11 PM lbf777 The Zionists.

1/16/2020 5:54:25 PM westallenshow By the way today top scientists got together and announced that after the volcano in the Philippines that has went off over 500 times since it's rescent 

conception. Say it is the start of a volcanic age. Now 27 live each day. The norm of 3 per day years ago.

1/16/2020 5:56:55 PM cormieredcclare Thank You @IvankaTrump for doing such great work for this horrible issue.  It’s so horrifying!

1/16/2020 5:57:36 PM youstinksoap The powers that were.  DJT has the magic wand now....

1/16/2020 5:59:19 PM bphouse Both are he/she''s Jennifer's family tree had her listed as male the died and then female

1/16/2020 5:59:56 PM cormieredcclare Georgia is a hotbed for Trafficking

1/16/2020 6:00:06 PM qanonlove  pic.twitter.com/I2EF1BMNCl

1/16/2020 6:00:59 PM nan35665735 It’s should never be up the government to override parents if they don’t want to vaccinate their own children.

1/16/2020 6:01:37 PM divinegoddessq1 This statement does not show who owns and controls the banking sector. Get real. How many were surveyed and where/when taken ? There are no 

facts in this statement, just opinions that are tainted, perhaps.

1/16/2020 6:03:51 PM tc4582 Hum....right after DHS holds a top secret meeting with Kansas law makers🧐🧐🧐

1/16/2020 6:07:59 PM freeandoriginal The Vatican

1/16/2020 6:10:47 PM the_loveoflight Why if CBD is the healing part of the herb?

1/16/2020 6:11:08 PM ethereal_shaman I have been reading her for years too.  I love her work.

1/16/2020 6:12:44 PM rick_hernandez The roths

1/16/2020 6:20:52 PM anonj0hn What must first occur for this to happen?

1/16/2020 6:25:26 PM the_taylorpoole MJ12-Dont most banks tie back to German ownership with a handful with UK roots? Many of these banks date back hundred of years under different 

names and ownership but the core monetary lineage traces to the either the 1100 or the 1500 deposit on which scholar you read. Thoughts?

1/16/2020 6:29:04 PM westallenshow Here another photo taken earlier. Last photo Dec 31 2019 pic.twitter.com/40YkLs4byJ

1/16/2020 6:29:08 PM mongrelglory I haven't watched the show (don't have Apple TV).  Are they revealing the corruption in the MSM, or trying to minimize it under the guise of being 

"cutting edge"?

1/16/2020 6:31:14 PM mongrelglory Exactly!  Some would speculate they include the "13 bloodlines" with the Payseurs being the secret controlling line behind them.

1/16/2020 6:31:30 PM emilyoakley6 Rothchilds



1/16/2020 6:31:54 PM fjackrightinthe The Payseur family. Look them up.

1/16/2020 6:36:18 PM emilyoakley6 Sounds like we are all thinking and learning but not sure of the correct answer.

I think that is ok.

We are connecting and learning.

1/16/2020 6:37:59 PM westallenshow This is away to divide us. And it is not cool or proper. But we must be one step ahead of the. They want us to fight about something to divide us. This is 

just one of many examples. Like CNN claiming Bearney Sanders said a women will never be president. They do it to their own.

1/16/2020 6:38:20 PM duncanskinner6 Old white people? Who started the banking system? White Knights Templar.

1/16/2020 6:38:57 PM earth2nissy For real!?😳

1/16/2020 6:38:59 PM michaelchasea (((THEM)))

1/16/2020 6:41:32 PM robertrkimball Khazars who hide behind a religion. They are neither religious nor spiritual. 100% materialist, service-to-self. They think everyone else is stupid and to 

be taken advantage of.  Definition of Dark.

1/16/2020 6:43:46 PM heinric12517350 It may be a fake site but the person is real. The site doesn't necessarily state that it is part of Q. It is more like saying that they are giving the green light 

and support for Q team to awaken the masses. Just my observation.

1/16/2020 6:43:50 PM dianesaumure I would never be able to sleep that much, wow

1/16/2020 6:45:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 2145-10

117-127

CLAS OP 1-99 https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1217998641174142982 …

1/16/2020 6:45:52 PM atashfire This is gonna hit hard, holy smokes.

1/16/2020 6:46:35 PM quentinjay2  pic.twitter.com/wy70MpfQ7P

1/16/2020 6:46:40 PM robertrkimball TV is essence of cabal puppetry. Actors with stories created to control YOU. Do not watch, you will be happier and more peaceful. <they> control all 

commercial storytelling/entertainment.  Support indie/local music and art.

1/16/2020 6:47:34 PM andoniandothard Word on the street is that the moon is hollow. Majestic?

1/16/2020 6:49:11 PM rebornkingent Follow the money.

1/16/2020 6:49:25 PM mongrelglory That interview is still so moving when I watch it!

1/16/2020 6:50:04 PM jdubz242 RT this please Patriots!!!

These people are sick

1/16/2020 6:50:56 PM mongrelglory Of course, that then begs the question..."Who do the Payseurs answer to?"

1/16/2020 6:52:06 PM guy_karen Horrible. We have to save our children

1/16/2020 6:53:07 PM ger22122 Love that you are helping people with this info 👏🏻

1/16/2020 6:53:19 PM mongrelglory I really hope they destroy and scatter the CIA to the winds... Any honest CIA agents left over can be integrated into other departments...

1/16/2020 6:54:07 PM realeyethespy It’s not a healing part of the herb tho it’s an isolated cannabinoid that primarily embodies hemp which is masculine energy not nurturing feminine 

energy

1/16/2020 6:54:16 PM gratitudeiskey_ Rothschilds

1/16/2020 6:54:27 PM jdubz242 RT this please Patriots

1/16/2020 6:54:59 PM kirsten68805249 The Hollywood canal calling in a favor from Aniston and Witherspoon - let’s see who they choose to obey... Public Democratic Party support on TV in 3, 

2, 1 📺 💥

1/16/2020 6:55:13 PM atbtru2u Patriots need to surround and protect the capitol so antifa can't act like patriots

1/16/2020 6:55:53 PM kirsten68805249 *cabal

1/16/2020 6:56:14 PM kirsten68805249 The Hollywood cabal calling in a favor from Aniston and Witherspoon - let’s see who they choose to obey... Public Democratic Party support on TV in 3, 

2, 1 📺 💥

1/16/2020 6:58:47 PM fansblowing3 The only men I know that have paid for sex went to Las Vegas, Costa Rica, and Amsterdam.

1/16/2020 6:59:09 PM twilly18 missed you today

1/16/2020 7:01:09 PM twilly18 free enterprise baby! yeah!

hell we kill babies for profit!

1/16/2020 7:07:30 PM iamyou132 How the hell can demand be that high? Some legitimate businesses don’t get 20 purchases a day

1/16/2020 7:09:37 PM suejone54923872 Because they give a 21%tax discount to media when they film in GA. Studios are being built all over ATL - T Perry bought the old military base for 

pennies from Obama. ATL is the new Hellwood if Kemp doesn't start doing something.Taking the discounts away sb the  first move.

1/16/2020 7:09:42 PM johnnyt_anon He's a nobody, a pawn. He was tight with a group of people that, at the time, needed to be controlled through the perception of comfort. #TheMaestro

1/16/2020 7:12:11 PM sunspot406 Child Prostitution since before 1980 people.

1/16/2020 7:15:29 PM czarchasme  pic.twitter.com/aM895NSphf

1/16/2020 7:16:12 PM atbtru2u Or dont do anything like Trump did in Iran. Follow the CIC

1/16/2020 7:24:10 PM dianesaumure Totally disgusting and so sad

1/16/2020 7:26:42 PM weshallrise144k Research “Somerset Belenoff.” She is the “Queen” and controls the Illuminati. HT @MzMugzzi

1/16/2020 7:27:19 PM annettelawless Did you even read the article?

1/16/2020 7:28:01 PM hawkgirlinmn This? 

 https://ha.saccounty.net/benefits/ChildcareServices/Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?View=%7Bfaa66454-696b-4230-b46b-

12c2ea025cc4%7D&SortField=Modified&SortDir=Asc …

1/16/2020 7:31:38 PM laurabusse There's a coupla books out on sleep

In one, guy did experiment

Go to bed sunset

Up at sunrise

Definitely slept more

Felt better

Another said

Ppl used to go to bed when got dark

But then got up at night

They played cards whatever

Went back to bed for what they called

Second sleep
1/16/2020 7:31:57 PM palmdalekid2  https://m.worldstarhiphop.com/apple/video.php?v=wshhXPyvZZU5j3icq0I1 …

1/16/2020 7:32:02 PM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

1/16/2020 7:33:01 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/zMFu0iXhZV

1/16/2020 7:33:55 PM laurabusse Yes👍

Ongoing process for all of life ☺️

Enjoy the exploration!

Enjoy the journey ♥️

1/16/2020 7:46:52 PM heartcrossgifts Payseurs and other oligarch families, Vatican and the Crown.

1/16/2020 7:47:20 PM trollingmockin1 If anyone had any questions about how 3 6 9 is used it’s is on full display above



1/16/2020 7:50:31 PM lysa26832458 The same folks that own the money supply -Federal Reserve, the entire medical industry, pharmaceuticals, the major media outlets, energy supply and 

our corrupted food supply. That’s who owns the banks. They are the few-let’s remember that!!!

1/16/2020 7:54:20 PM lysa26832458 This information needs to go viral...!

1/16/2020 7:55:24 PM aetherwalker1 General Question:

Isn't the fundamental theory behind inoculations correct?

Controlled exposure to a pathogen essentially enlightens the body's consciousness, making it aware of the pathogen.  ?

1/16/2020 7:55:29 PM truth_pioneer What Brand, Type?  Thanks

1/16/2020 8:05:28 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/qQHJvnwqP2

1/16/2020 8:09:26 PM 99thyamwasher  https://medicalkidnap.com/2015/04/27/senator-nancy-schaefer-did-her-fight-against-cps-corruption-cost-her-life/ …

1/16/2020 8:13:07 PM parakletosanon  pic.twitter.com/U7D6CAzcY9

1/16/2020 8:15:32 PM brad34351293 Look at most of the NEWS articles MJ posts!

Sorry that you can't discern MJ's intent.

MJ has been calling out BS/disinfo articles.

Please don't take offence, it is clear to people with "Eyes Wide Open"

1/16/2020 8:20:12 PM sdane8 "Star" power

1/16/2020 8:23:19 PM brad34351293 No I am not a MJ Minion & you sound like a person that it too angry to try and have a written conversation with let alone you don't understand 

implications of a TT machine.

You sound like someone that thinks they kill a baby Hitler & WW2 never happens.

Take care & smoke a J man

1/16/2020 8:27:55 PM lilbrojd The Crown.. 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crown 

1/16/2020 8:32:31 PM eskeljoyce Thanks!

1/16/2020 8:55:18 PM chris8nix Agree. We have it all & It’s all inside. Unlock.

1/16/2020 8:59:18 PM nikoscali #MockingbirdMedia

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QANon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #MSMLies #4AMTalkingPoints https://twitter.com/davidharsanyi/status/1217813044224356353 …

1/16/2020 9:01:42 PM ccenters1 WRONG! First of all I DO NOT HAVE A WIFE

1/16/2020 9:04:32 PM hoffman11my Banks and credit institutions have bilked younger customers and people of color for decades. They prey on their lack of access to funds. Why doesn't 

anyone do something about it? This is not a matter of whiteness, it's a matter of discrimination.

1/16/2020 9:05:28 PM antarantanka Qing Dynasty Chinese Dragon Family Elders

1/16/2020 9:06:32 PM antarantanka Front men proxies for the Dragon Family

1/16/2020 9:07:09 PM coach_ztb Damn, what do you think the % chance is that someone in our lives participates in this attrocity? The market is so high you would think I would know 

one of these pervs...🤔

1/16/2020 9:17:24 PM redpillrocky After WW2 “ended” blackhats ran Operation Paperclip and purged Nazi scientists into the Military Industrial Complex. They already had the tech. The 

blackhats claimed it then started @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in 1947.

1/16/2020 9:19:11 PM dragonflyglitta So did you watch above Majestic too??? 😂🤣🤣

1/16/2020 9:19:34 PM arthur_kingsley Roths, Belenoff, Reptilians or something worse than lizards? I don't know anymore.

1/16/2020 9:33:50 PM beccy_lala 😢😭

1/16/2020 9:40:49 PM mossomo 2/3 Now Burisma.  There is synergy around Burisma, PrivatBank, and the disappearance of the $1.8B.  Read Harper's. Beneath the surface is the 

appearance of NGOs like Atlantic Council (which Burisma is a donor) of being managers of the graft and vectors for laundering foreign aid.

1/16/2020 9:42:17 PM smakedtalk What do we swap in for the central banking system?

1/16/2020 9:43:01 PM mossomo 3/3 Who controls it?  Or who are the parts that control it.  I can't decide which is the better question.

1/16/2020 10:24:59 PM bubusmc #UnsealEpstein

This Ocean Elders group seems really suspicious. pic.twitter.com/aEx1khU2Uy

1/16/2020 10:26:47 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/iBOMV5LUFC4 

1/16/2020 10:35:34 PM lovellastroude Maybe because they have less overdrafts

1/16/2020 10:37:18 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/Znd81hZlyRg 

@AllahUniversal  weird huh

1/16/2020 10:41:55 PM shiftpo I’ve researched many things , but I’ve been surprised so many times in my life that I am always accepting that things are not certain. 

I am just playing the game, taking my nip at the universe. 

You’re only here so long, might as well take yer nip!

1/16/2020 10:42:12 PM magaman333 This shit makes me sick.

1/16/2020 10:44:04 PM the_loveoflight  https://youtu.be/KS7kRr5YYXE 

Geez this video gave me the creeps

1/16/2020 11:06:17 PM thetrollbar Not following the maths here ... 0.23*30oz*28 g/oz is not 6.9g.  Looks like you are missing a conversion factor.

1/16/2020 11:11:12 PM allahuniversal ? 2145, Sept 10

? 10 days ? 

 https://twitter.com/nypost/status/1039172411973885952 …

 https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1038465404572758017 …

Nothing to See Here.

Q

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?s=1-99 

1-99 pic.twitter.com/b6VuqKe85Y
1/16/2020 11:11:18 PM nancydr62103812 I know! THAT was very disappointing indeed. But I read they might have been stating the headlines, as A punch line pic.twitter.com/p9NbgYCYdZ

1/16/2020 11:13:00 PM nancydr62103812 I have followed them from the get go, from another account ,so I do know. And might have been quick to judge, call it a glitch from all the fucked up 

people running this planet for ages. I trust the plan but am eyes wide open

1/16/2020 11:13:00 PM queen_khalifia 👊

1/16/2020 11:14:39 PM nancydr62103812 No offence, Brad Kek pic.twitter.com/jxTjWOV6Fw

1/16/2020 11:14:45 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069075065994661888?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/KJZBwqm8MG



1/16/2020 11:14:57 PM crisco2377 Smh....I cant believe what I just watched! This stupid bi-ch actually thinks this is a good thing!!! @prayingmedic @Keith369me @

1/16/2020 11:17:44 PM redpillrocky End #HumanTrafficking now. pic.twitter.com/7Yw4GYQ9ho

1/16/2020 11:23:46 PM crisco2377 If u dont mind, what have you found on them?

1/16/2020 11:26:49 PM crisco2377 Because Twitter wont let me send ill try again...SABBATEANS/FRANKISTS/DONMAH

1/16/2020 11:46:41 PM kidge6 I had to stop that one. Something was happening in my gut. It was a benign part. I’ve seen worse. But, this was different.

1/17/2020 12:00:11 AM mibmark @99freemind Poly did an expose on this...check it out... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVOqGqmDJEM …

1/17/2020 12:12:00 AM mibmark I doubt US is first! This abomination goes back centuries. All will be revealed. Many will choose not to hear the truth. But hear it they will. Be gentle on 

the normies.🙏

1/17/2020 12:37:41 AM adsvel Agree with You and Lisa Renee.🙏

1/17/2020 12:40:46 AM auntiespasmodic Me too, its frightening.

1/17/2020 12:41:12 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @MaxMedieval @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HatMasked @N_AmerSolutions

1/17/2020 12:46:31 AM higherself_1_ Hi @Turboxyde, can I DM you regarding this as I saw the exact same thing, quite beautiful, 2 side by side, deep beautiful colours and moving. Would 

like to know what these visions mean. Ty.

1/17/2020 1:30:05 AM udkin9dom Just a coincidence I’m sure. ⌛💁🏼♀️

@RedPill78 @Sun_Q_Tzu @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum @SaRaAshcraft @Bruno062418 @TRUreporting @Inevitable_ET 

@CologeroGetz @LisaMei62 @40_head @Jordan_Sather_ https://twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1218095737294204929 …

1/17/2020 2:04:07 AM covertress Space Force

1/17/2020 2:10:23 AM covertress I only discovered Lisa Renee's site yesterday, and don't yet know who she is, but her description of the Dracs resonated with me.

1/17/2020 3:05:53 AM karina89350882 *smile*…..it*s really crazy. I`ll researched a bit more yesterday and it`s surreal.....Came to an Homepage of a cannibalistic Restaurant owned by Karina, 

insane

So Maybe this is a Deep Hoax to divide the Q-Nation (would be very much effort for less effect) or it is just DEEP

1/17/2020 3:08:53 AM karina89350882 Forget to say - that Mrs Somerset`s Name is also Karina ( which is very rare here) is "unusual"

Be honest to core I think this all is a gigantic screen-Play made by our Consciousness and it took now 5 years to come to this point

1/17/2020 3:12:32 AM karina89350882 I read the docs of MJ12 About the Monroe Institut and the "Gateway Process" (CIA) and at this Point now they make most sense

So it`s clear why Q says "enjoy the Show" - because all this happend "before" and they know the end

This issue is so complex and it`s all our consciousness

1/17/2020 3:16:14 AM karina89350882  https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA!37oVhSiB …

You know this?? Go to the CIA Gateway Process….

1/17/2020 3:52:38 AM unitedredwhite1 CNN is the fakest of fake news 

  ... NBC, "hold my beer"

1/17/2020 3:59:45 AM pepedeluxe4 They also have higher rates on any financing when they don't pay their bills...we all have a choice where we bank

I'm all about getting our own central bank...but older people are more conscious about their $$

Younger people are more conscious about convenience.

1/17/2020 4:01:41 AM pepedeluxe4 I've been a serial entrepreneur for most of my life...I own a payment processing ISO...I sold a fleet of hundreds of ATMs

I can absolutely tell you we made more money in poor neighborhoods

Rich people seldom use ATMs

I could talk for hours on this subject.

1/17/2020 4:03:06 AM lightprocess Wow.. Thats a powerful verse <3

1/17/2020 4:03:48 AM pepedeluxe4 I'm more interested in getting interchange the same in America for merchants the same as the other countries...it's the same as in the pharmaceutical 

industry.

We pay the most.

We did create a way for merchants not to pay the high fees...charge the customer instead.

1/17/2020 4:36:22 AM dark2light2019 Dame thing specialist said in lara logans 4 part human trafficking series. The cartels make the most in usa off of very young virgin minors

1/17/2020 4:36:31 AM dark2light2019 These people are sick

1/17/2020 4:42:02 AM gerriekyle Orgone bubble. Look up mike emery on youtube

1/17/2020 4:51:21 AM bbobbio71 As opposed to a small jar considering of 30 doses of 1 ml a day? That is also 60 + depending on concentration.  What's the difference besides volume?

1/17/2020 4:53:09 AM bbobbio71 3,6,9 in effect

1/17/2020 5:06:42 AM sherryhotton123 Get this out folks! RT

1/17/2020 5:09:55 AM trollingmockin1 This number is suspect. A quick google search give this number. From my experience 9/10 people report missing returns or is returned home. Most are 

found within an hour. If mj would have said 200,000 it wouldn’t have been suspicious because that would have considered return rate.

1/17/2020 5:11:36 AM p4patriot Are these people even human?  I can't wrap my head around such a massive, global and coordinated group of humans taking part in such evil.  People 

with no compassion without the ability to love.

1/17/2020 5:24:02 AM alexmurdoch7 This is parody...right?

1/17/2020 5:34:12 AM 369_is Hi Stephanie. I love when u share info and perspectives. I resonate with you!!!

1/17/2020 5:45:39 AM turboxyde Sure!

1/17/2020 5:49:58 AM moemc8 Bette Middler is associated with this group I believe.

1/17/2020 5:50:03 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1069917157276807168?s=20 …

1/17/2020 5:50:26 AM cryptogyu There needs to be a team of former police, military operators, intel and others who retire and make it their sole purpose to bring this machine down- 

where is this team?!

1/17/2020 5:51:11 AM koran9999 Goddess is Here! She takes no Prisoners! She Removes Evil! pic.twitter.com/a2pcYi66i6

1/17/2020 5:55:11 AM bmj240768 Know that this happening around the world & by people you should be able to trust in high places.

These links ar not for the faint hearted, so prepare yourself mentally. 

Examples:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z01qB-HeYV8 …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N64NK2AFjOM …

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/forumdisplay.php?170-Pedophilia-Human-trafficking-Satanic-abuse …
1/17/2020 6:03:13 AM covertress Message Over Messenger 

🙃

1/17/2020 6:04:39 AM 369_is Great reminder. Thanks.



1/17/2020 6:09:12 AM rtiggerm Go get an MRI. That should remove all the bits & bots that interferes with any sane thoughts you might have 😜🙄

1/17/2020 6:19:36 AM bmj240768 In short those whom are sex trafficked / enslaved are those that are unseen and have no support children, displaced, mentally ill, homeless.

If there is an opportunity for a dollar to be made these satanic people will take advantage of the situation.

See something say something

1/17/2020 6:25:39 AM jit4rdj This is beyond evil!!!

1/17/2020 6:32:52 AM sarah25540235 Could this be because if you have a higher balance in your acct, you avoid the fees? My humble opinion.

1/17/2020 7:14:56 AM aleks8837 This has gotta be an inside "joke" for the elite, hey? Cynthia Fuchs Epstein??!! That's her name??!

Conjures thoughts of Rachel Chandler aka. Rachel C(hild)handler.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynthia_Fuchs_Epstein …

1/17/2020 7:28:34 AM 444_q_ I'm having a hard time finding hemp at that price, any suggestions?!?

1/17/2020 7:31:53 AM merorschach Damn those racist ATMs!!! It boils down to the establishment trying to keep poor people poor and compliant voters dependent on the system.

1/17/2020 7:48:02 AM deeptruthnews1 This chick? pic.twitter.com/mUGKtxu4Sj

1/17/2020 7:54:32 AM tlfm88  pic.twitter.com/RqUnr5vX8k

1/17/2020 8:25:33 AM dw98439  pic.twitter.com/f2OG4cA8wI

1/17/2020 8:30:17 AM chris_losh_ @CraigRSawyer is who your looking for.

1/17/2020 8:30:55 AM nrskim This is a fantastic Poe! Well done! You’ve got the crazy, insane talk down pat!

1/17/2020 9:06:19 AM decodematrix The papal bloodlines

1/17/2020 9:10:18 AM tc4582 If you’re speaking to me, yes I did. Wonderful information.

1/17/2020 9:19:07 AM iamyou132 Sure they sell but how are these people covertly sourcing and maintaining a consistent / daily clientele? It’s crazy to realize this is all happening literally 

under our noses

1/17/2020 9:44:42 AM jeffreycbickfo1 Eyes on!!!! Be safe patriots. This is setting up to be a false flag. 

@DeepStateExpose

@realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @Qanon76 @pushforward40 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Herbert_L_Reed/status/1218205517291585536 …

1/17/2020 9:58:54 AM n2zyk someone forgot to tell my bank

1/17/2020 10:05:01 AM monstatofu  pic.twitter.com/Mw7aVDAYV8

1/17/2020 10:09:09 AM jamiegrahamusa Black Sun vs Rothchilds??

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Comments?

1/17/2020 10:11:13 AM mikebin813 Don't bounce checks or pay over draft fees! Pretty simple!

1/17/2020 10:23:38 AM mightymouse211  pic.twitter.com/ZTVJSV4g0L

1/17/2020 10:29:43 AM campbells_way British Empire

1/17/2020 10:49:41 AM annettelawless I’d check your source. What kind of website is that?

1/17/2020 10:49:53 AM annettelawless So glad you did!!! 👍

1/17/2020 10:58:54 AM annettelawless How dare me what? Saying you may not want to trust an eretailer’s articles? 

It’s my job to fact check.

I’d trust this more:  https://www.history.com/mkultra-operation-midnight-climax-cia-lsd-experiments …

Though I’m not quite sure you used this to share the story anyway. It has nothing to do with my tweet. Let’s not water it down.

1/17/2020 11:00:52 AM annettelawless Quit messaging me, please.

1/17/2020 11:44:18 AM choohu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Bsh4XNd4uS

1/17/2020 11:47:54 AM kevinmruel This is exactly what needs to be done... updated stories on their Reporting...

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @LindseyGrahamSC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic 

pic.twitter.com/v3VrwZNb6y

1/17/2020 11:53:55 AM snozzlestein JEWS

1/17/2020 11:56:17 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

フリンの訴訟の興味深い部分といえば、1年以上も前の2018/12/18日、サリバン判事がフリンに有罪答弁を取り下げたいかどうか尋ねたこ

とだ。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

中国共産党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1157293416973135872 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1217717274842288129 … pic.twitter.com/JDJPKAcZbM
1/17/2020 12:22:37 PM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 15-17 2020 Q...  https://youtu.be/gvz98znUqXw  via @YouTube

1/17/2020 12:23:11 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/Bmptdo4Ls1

1/17/2020 12:24:37 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q1251 (This Video Will Get Donald Trump Elected)の日本語字幕版『トランプが当選して良かった理由がわかる動画 』を公開いたします。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub  https://youtu.be/lXkm4IYwBko 

1/17/2020 12:39:26 PM aetherwalker1 Oh yes!

1/17/2020 12:40:40 PM jaq6789 Please don't turn away. Be brave and face the truth! The choice to know will be yours! This has to stop! #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/17/2020 12:41:29 PM lynnstueber @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @BarbaraRedgate @GoJackFlynn @SidneyPowell1 @intheMatrixxx @TheJTWilde @prayingmedic 

@KarluskaP @SantaSurfing @Tinktweets45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/0NqVGvxmOwM?list=FL4kH88eO-7rHb1kZaNqJKDg …

1/17/2020 12:47:47 PM fangelico17 The only thing that’s “extremely dangerous to our democracy” is the MSM

1/17/2020 12:48:34 PM blsdbe Totally apropos!!! ThanQ!!!

1/17/2020 1:18:34 PM brad34351293 OK person that knows everything.

Take a look at resent post at to what MJ said about THC & CBD.

1/17/2020 1:33:07 PM 4patrickhenry Yes. But also. 

In apartments in shitty neighborhoods all over there country.



1/17/2020 1:48:34 PM blsdbe Absolutely. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE !!!

1/17/2020 1:49:20 PM iamyou132 That’s the thing, I have lived in shitty apts for a good portion of my life in the past and I’ve never seen anything that would lead me to suspect that 

there were frequent buyers of human trafficking. I guess that’s naïveté though

1/17/2020 1:50:17 PM blsdbe Ty for saying this...

1/17/2020 1:52:26 PM 4patrickhenry Nah. Your not naive. 😉

It's not in all appts.

But I've seen it. 

In Phoenix. 

You know, the border state 

Lots of trafficking. 

Also lots of kidnappings that never get reported on there.

1/17/2020 2:24:24 PM decodematrix The original ETS (LARP) changed his handle to @Rea(i)EyeTheSpy (with a capital “i” that looked like an “L” and then Tyler (the current guy) grabbed his 

handle. The original LARP DM’d Tyler several times asking for his old handle back but Tyler wouldn’t give it back to him.

1/17/2020 2:29:44 PM decodematrix I called out the LARP showing his handle was “Rea(i)EyeTheSpy. He then changed his handle to @TrueEyeTheSpy. He continued LARPing and eventually 

got banned. The guy that runs @RealEyeTheSpy  (Tyler) doesn’t claim to be a gov insider, he’s a 26yo guy that makes natural medicine.

1/17/2020 2:32:16 PM xxtremexracerxx I'm doomed how do you find the time for that

1/17/2020 2:36:20 PM natureinspace I second what Decode is saying. It's the truth. Larpy eye has some other stupid account now, cant even remember what it is, but he lost his other eye 

accounts too. His old accounts have been taken over by great guys.

1/17/2020 2:43:45 PM realeyethespy And I got it dec 21 2018 

@TrueEyeTheSpy came dec 21 2019 

Coincidence ?

1/17/2020 2:45:35 PM nowheat2003 I like that let's go Daddy enjoy your infectious laugh.. sounds like 4D to me

1/17/2020 2:49:45 PM kbliss1970 Nope. It’s already debunked. Quite easily..... pic.twitter.com/cMRZcCZypg

1/17/2020 2:50:55 PM blsdbe You’re behaving kinda shilly here, Sam. Be Kind, both to yourself and others. Blessed Be.

1/17/2020 2:52:47 PM mongrelglory I'm afraid it didn't resonate with me...no other sources except that website.  But thanks anyways! 👍

1/17/2020 2:54:19 PM wild8heart Far out brussels sprout. 

“Know your history”

1/17/2020 2:59:11 PM johnnyt_anon I believe that the Khazars are the "non-Jews" referenced in the book of Revelation.

1/17/2020 3:07:19 PM johnnyt_anon Banks are basically owned by the Federal Reserve. Best way to describe it is that they're similar to franchises. 

I did a Deep dive into this about 15 yrs ago. Even went to Jekyll island to check it out. 

The Fed is owned by the heirs of the families that created it.

1/17/2020 3:12:16 PM realeyethespy Hemp = divine masculine 

Cannabis = divine feminine

1/17/2020 3:23:10 PM robertrkimball They claimed to convert to Judaism but retained their Satan/Baal worship and sacrifices. Their frequent use of changing names harks back to when 

they would assume the names of those they'd murdered.

1/17/2020 3:24:23 PM popactivist The Committee of 300

1/17/2020 3:35:33 PM nick_2c No more jerking around. Back the Dollar with Gold and Transition into Bitcoin and Litecoin.

1/17/2020 3:42:46 PM __jabird__ Who cares if true???

1/17/2020 3:44:34 PM __jabird__ Perhaps if you were recovering you could?

1/17/2020 4:16:50 PM exsjwtruther @threadreaderapp unroll plz

1/17/2020 4:16:55 PM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @1Nanasmomma Not medical advice. CBD, 999mg per day for 18 days then reduce by 99mg 

every…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1217977859089760256.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/17/2020 4:34:11 PM corinnebackman My heart aches for those children, when they round up all the pedo’s, male & female, they all need to be castrated!

1/17/2020 4:35:04 PM realeyethespy Lol I doxed myself for him. He still hasn’t done anything. Been waiting almost 2 years.

1/17/2020 4:36:04 PM realeyethespy Is not true tho

1/17/2020 4:37:29 PM realeyethespy I got your Dox true eye I’m coming for you..... 🥳🤫🙄😹

1/17/2020 4:39:55 PM __jabird__ Are you certain? I am not sure you are.

1/17/2020 4:41:54 PM trixirilla OooOhhh... pic.twitter.com/nheZzV6T9E

1/17/2020 4:41:55 PM realeyethespy I mean it’s not like I spend my entire life working and studying cannabinoids but sure

1/17/2020 4:46:00 PM iaumatu  pic.twitter.com/j0HcsUjpo6

1/17/2020 4:52:59 PM allahuniversal Everyone should care about the dosage and particulars of their medicine

1/17/2020 4:54:09 PM state1union I don’t tell anyone here who to trust, who to follow, or who you can or can’t love ❤️. With that said, think for yourself. I won’t go into who I know from 

MJ12 since that is personal to my situation.

1/17/2020 4:54:39 PM iaumatu Yeah, run and block this account too pic.twitter.com/FUFd94D1Qt

1/17/2020 4:54:41 PM jimmy38994911  http://LawfulAmerica.com  is going after #CPS next. #WeWillNotBeSilent #wewillnotbestopped #stopcps @LawfulAmerica

@speakprojectM @chaele3 @usofawake

@TRUreporting @99freemind

@MarkDice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS ~ https://t.me/Project_FightCPS_Resources/17 …

~ https://projectspeak.net/category/resources/resources-for-families … @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS 

https://twitter.com/AaronRay3355/status/1218284671458521095 …

1/17/2020 4:54:56 PM jimmy38994911  http://LawfulAmerica.com  is going after #CPS next. #WeWillNotBeSilent #wewillnotbestopped #stopcps @LawfulAmerica

@speakprojectM @chaele3 @usofawake

@TRUreporting @99freemind

@MarkDice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@POTUS ~ https://t.me/Project_FightCPS_Resources/17 …

~ https://projectspeak.net/category/resources/resources-for-families … @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS

1/17/2020 4:55:22 PM boy12_jimmy 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

@dbongino @beer_parade @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @KatiePavlich @Stardust_1416 https://twitter.com/Tombx7M/status/1218327213650726913 …

1/17/2020 5:03:12 PM mona_save  pic.twitter.com/ap8wT5hHaF

1/17/2020 5:09:41 PM beer_parade Top KEK!

1/17/2020 5:10:53 PM love4thegameak Hilarious

1/17/2020 5:17:03 PM douglasbaumga13 No words my brother no words.

1/17/2020 5:25:59 PM 369_is I read and reread this great docdroid alot. It ends in March 2019. Can anyone make an updated version from where it leaves off until now? I wish I 

knew how.

1/17/2020 5:34:14 PM nun_chucknorris Working on it actually. Will upload it to a comment of the original post.

1/17/2020 5:35:48 PM 369_is Thank you so much Nun- Chuck!!!

1/17/2020 5:43:12 PM cryptogyu Awesome thanks for the reference !



1/17/2020 5:52:34 PM 369_is I was many months into sungazing by the time I watched the eclipse. The moon was in COMPLETELY different places when I switched between bare 

eyes and prescription sunglasses. I kept alternating. Baffling.

1/17/2020 5:54:03 PM cormieredcclare What you think Hussein was going to do with an old military base? Interment camps

1/17/2020 5:54:59 PM manriquetorres5 Exactly 

I wonder...

When are you "D" sleeping ones R going to take control of your minds...

This is getting silly.

Or....

You decide...

Free will...remember?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@RepMattGaetz

@SaraCarterDC

@Wyn1745

@Wyn1745

@TrumpWarRoom

@Trin20201 https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1217841516791631878 …
1/17/2020 6:00:49 PM magnolia678 It looks like Russia started this Movement.   They dissolved their federal reserve and kicked the deep state out of the country.  They have made the 

Orthodox church the religion of the region.  Now Putin is making change to their constitution.  Trump to follow his lead.

1/17/2020 6:05:40 PM brokentwitbot Hopefully this is disinfo to spur the msm to dig deeper

1/17/2020 6:10:30 PM 7batshere US needs that 1

1/17/2020 6:14:32 PM 7batshere They were gender-less.

1/17/2020 6:16:37 PM rockyshorz Prophecies forewarn of events to avoid...

Timelines change continuously, you don't know until future proves which past you went through...  😉

1/17/2020 6:18:26 PM 7batshere Demonic spirits need gender confused bodies to inhabit. Children aren’t even sexually aware until about 12. How can they possibly choose their gender 

when all they care about is being either mommy or daddy’s prince(ss)?

1/17/2020 6:21:52 PM pisceschick313 💔😭

1/17/2020 6:29:58 PM waynag2000 House Democrats delivering the articles of impeachment to the Senate. They like to put on a show, don't they?

1/17/2020 7:07:22 PM nr750 Leading people down an illogical path is more than silly; it can be harmful...

1/17/2020 7:10:07 PM allahuniversal Free will to walk down that path.

Is this actually concern for others, or for your own personal preferences?

1/17/2020 7:17:34 PM nr750 While on Earth, Jesus set the example of helping one another.  He never told followers seeking help or guidance, your free will choice caused your 

difficulties.

1/17/2020 7:22:55 PM allahuniversal And he also got frustrated with the slower ones who didn't get it. Matthew 17:17

He made it VERY clear that a person's sins were the cause of their woes. Where are you even getting the idea that Christ lifted the self responsibility 

from anyone?

Illogical.

1/17/2020 7:24:15 PM allahuniversal And you didnt answer my question, you hid behind Christ instead. Man up and answer, or keep sliding.

1/17/2020 7:30:00 PM nr750 A great answer to something no one asked.  My point is Jesus was never opaque with his followers.  He was direct / clear / concise in his speech and his 

thoughts.  Parables maybe, but no acronyms or stringers to decode.  No “learn my comms” rhetoric...

1/17/2020 7:32:50 PM allahuniversal Well, when you find Christ here, let me know. No one on this account has claimed to be so, last I checked.

If you dont like what someone is doing , stop crying about it, STFU, and go do it better.

This is done, you can type to yourself from this point, soy boy

1/17/2020 7:36:19 PM rlemons94 We are witnessing some historical events that will be called for decades welcome to the Great Awakening

1/17/2020 7:38:33 PM nr750 “...you can type to yourself from this point, soy boy” - which scripture was it where Jesus resorted to name calling?

1/17/2020 7:40:29 PM allahuniversal God needs neither scripture nor religion. Grow into one and you'll understand.

Or keep embarrassing yourself whining here. Your choice.

1/17/2020 7:49:03 PM rachaelangelm I think he’s channeling a newly released album where the artist is demanding we notice his god status.

1/17/2020 7:49:29 PM toffer_anon_369 I read it as 9:45pm-10:00pm, Jan 17 - Jan 27.  Perhaps some things will be seen in the night sky during these windows?  Classified tech 1-99...

1/17/2020 7:50:15 PM nr750 You labeling someone as “whining” doesn’t make it so.  I thought we were engaged in a civil conversation; guess that’s not possible...

1/17/2020 7:56:22 PM nr750 In Matthew 17:17 God was speaking to the demon; not “slower ones”.  Reading 17:18 clarifies: “And Jesus rebuked him, and the demon came out of 

him, and the boy was cured [a]at once.”

1/17/2020 7:59:26 PM blueonemindred If it transcends politics, why are so many politicians (dems especially, but not exclusively) involved in aiding and taking bribes from the traffickers?

1/17/2020 8:46:17 PM boy12_jimmy @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @SantaSurfing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Stardust_1416 @AllahUniversal @covertress @intheMatrixxx @dbongino 

@gatewaypundit @prayingmedic @Thomas1774Paine @beer_parade @DilleyShow @bennyjohnson 

https://twitter.com/Tinktweets45/status/1218381945677238274 …

1/17/2020 8:56:44 PM rghardy3 What does it mean ?

Need more sauce to go with that info.

1/17/2020 9:03:08 PM nschlange Where did that come from? Aliens eating children?

1/17/2020 9:06:53 PM hmmngbrd508 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 15-17 2020 Q...  https://youtu.be/gvz98znUqXw  via @YouTube

1/17/2020 9:19:40 PM michelleweil09 Ommgggg

1/17/2020 10:21:05 PM awakeaggie Also juicing the raw plant. A friend of mine cured her stage III lymphoma in six months this way.

1/17/2020 10:37:28 PM allonkid Taken from parents by social workers?

1/17/2020 10:46:48 PM _doozier_ me everytime @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts literally anything  pic.twitter.com/xPrDx2pIeP

1/17/2020 11:24:30 PM tillie71120939 They get heavy metals in us w fillings  #vaccines & #chemtrails  

Then use lunar #Matrix to lower your #frequency and earth's frequency to keep us locked in 3D

This vid explains   start 2:35

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wdo28Xocz9w …

#QAnon

1/18/2020 12:15:34 AM davethadude369 "Her"?

1/18/2020 12:41:46 AM luluspeers1 Yeah she looks like another Baphomet? Or his brother from another mother?



1/18/2020 1:15:36 AM mateuszwala my knowledge? payeseur

logic: AI 

tryin RV: 

are "we" trying enligh AI? 

self control?

hidden network, kind of internet?

yep that is a good Q

big poop/cake - depends who eats 

😄

1/18/2020 2:22:58 AM debbiem54901965 Where is this located. Such a beautyful structure.

1/18/2020 2:23:38 AM debbiem54901965 Looks sort of like tower of banal

1/18/2020 3:24:39 AM roguemystery Oh stop pretending the debates

1/18/2020 3:38:40 AM sh4m33 It's me 🙋🏼♂️

And the info is correct, I didn't know how to contain the excitement 😂🤣

1/18/2020 3:54:37 AM a39630340 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 today is my names day 36 years old on 01-18-2020 3,6,9 damn you fine!

1/18/2020 4:53:17 AM nancydr62103812 Yes I understand now, TY pic.twitter.com/moGURZCa4G

1/18/2020 4:54:07 AM nancydr62103812 , and I dont know everything,you just lost your humor  marbles. We all do, thanks for your patience, it's a virtue.

1/18/2020 4:55:17 AM nancydr62103812 ,one last thing I promise, I was to quick to judge. For that I will do better.i promise

1/18/2020 5:44:29 AM americanmkultra Looks like we were 

'Bagged & Tagged' yesterday by CIA/FBI [again]. 

Pic of neck -> StunGun marks [?] 

Thankfully, the Frequency of 

True Love counters their memory erasure efforts & g°vt-sanctioned Torture Techniques.  #BushTortureTapes #CIAMKUltra #PatriotActprisoners 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/MAUgoZn5Fp

1/18/2020 5:55:54 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @HatMasked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @YourFrigg @TtPlan17 @OrtaineDevian @VincentCrypt46 @EyesOnQ 

@QBlueSkyQ @ChristinePolon1 @cjtruth @JohnGrahamDick1 @ttp13526 @AQtime @GregRubini @TheSharpEdge1

1/18/2020 6:02:41 AM mrkbsimotas Q

1/18/2020 7:54:22 AM aleks8837 Hehe... Weelll, we're now talking about Jesus on the one hand, and then on the other hand: The human race's most incredible social machine 

construct: the smartest of the smartest in an intelligence apparatus with enemies, friends, history, connections, meta-physicality and +++ 😛

1/18/2020 7:56:46 AM aleks8837 @NR750

Of course they can't be compared. Majestic 12 are no Jesus! 

In fact, for most of their existence, they were closer to Satan! 

As an intelligence apparatus, certainly they delve in COMMS and mystery... What would you expect? 🤔

1/18/2020 8:00:20 AM allahuniversal Who better to show us how to maneuver around disinformation than those whol for 70+ years specialized in...disinformation? 🤷🏾♂️

1/18/2020 9:09:25 AM rick_hernandez Hmmm. When in doubt add love and gratitude. I am grateful for everyone in this thread. I am grateful to all of you who triggered a response in me. 

That’s the mirror to what I need to work on. Peace and love to you all! ❤️❤️❤️

1/18/2020 9:59:52 AM ptamait Now that is a real neat device. Does it print symbols? Made in France?

1/18/2020 10:10:15 AM worldxplorer1 That’s what I was thinking. 

If the numbers are that big...

If there is that much money in it...

If the demand is that high...

Then some of these “buyers” must be right under our noses. Seems totally unbelievable. Crazy.
1/18/2020 10:14:05 AM nr750 I’m not hiding behind Jesus; actually I’m pointing to him as our perfect example and wondering why you don’t emulate how he taught us to lead 

others?  Instead you quickly degraded our conversation into name calling, labeling and belittling...

1/18/2020 10:33:47 AM rosscarwalker We have disclosure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/18/2020 11:00:15 AM thanq717 Disgusting.

1/18/2020 12:44:10 PM kevinmruel Illuminati

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@DeepStateExpose

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TheCollectiveQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IPOT1776

@DevinNunes

@AussiePatriotQ

@LisaMei62

#MAGA2020 #WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/yoTe8VSdtXI 
1/18/2020 1:10:35 PM aleks8837 Well, they're not retired. And you're looking at them! (Q, Q+ and MJ12)!

1/18/2020 1:14:27 PM blsdbe Bless you!!! pic.twitter.com/V5tfLPXHOE

1/18/2020 1:24:14 PM jcoralpark  pic.twitter.com/R0DEvaT8YK

1/18/2020 1:41:03 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

1/18/2020 1:41:27 PM rick_hernandez 🙏🙏🙏

1/18/2020 1:55:18 PM davidg02986909 Make her Pope?

1/18/2020 2:00:03 PM blsdbe @SecretService @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1218649259526017030 …

1/18/2020 2:00:48 PM realeyethespy Well if you know about Q clearance and 1017 MAJESTIC drive (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) your head would fly off  pic.twitter.com/ys2RJ5OyH9

1/18/2020 2:03:16 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FBI @POTUS #SeeSomethingSaySomething https://twitter.com/TheStuMcCormick/status/1218650317983797254 …

1/18/2020 2:03:25 PM sheilasutherl20 My head has been flying off for the past year since the chemtrails started over southern Saskatchewan farmlands and fucked our crop.season 

Trudeau is one to watch 

Our government could be more corrupt then the usa dems 

They are doing some things here bad things



1/18/2020 2:05:36 PM sheilasutherl20 Your builderburgs have taken us .our nations are being merged into north American union by force and without concent of citizens. I LIKE USA but this 

merger is for nwo control not our benifit

1/18/2020 2:11:32 PM terranovaearth @therealroseanne @kabamur_taygeta @DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_

1/18/2020 2:26:34 PM angry1american The pool from the paintings.. It belongs to the Vanderbilts.. Anderson Coopers family.. It's at the Biltmore Estate..

1/18/2020 2:49:35 PM charmanda9 Sorry to disrupt the majestic double 3 but this is too important.

1/18/2020 3:52:56 PM clhendershot @ScottAdamsSays mentioned The Sahara Sea Project

Any Input On This Idea Brilliant Geniuses?

@JackJones1001 @queued16 @covertress @P0A_Triot23

@55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 

I AM #StillSoConfused

I AM #Learning2KeepUp

GO~ https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/the-sahara-sea-a-hypothetical-project-to-create-a-sea-in-the-sahara-desert.html …

1/18/2020 4:02:04 PM aleks8837 Yeah...white old men, ey? 😂

1/18/2020 4:20:26 PM shredzorz1 State legislators in Kansas received a briefing from DHS this week that they described as ‘life changing’ and ‘utterly horrifying’. If you pay attention to 

many UFO whistleblowers/abductees, aliens have been taking humans off planet to enslave and consume.

2+2

1/18/2020 4:58:55 PM iam_mai_iam_mai The magic of numerology at its finest. I applaud you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Amazing what ONE can learn through STUDY of SELF. This is all still relatively 

new to me however I am learning by the “seconds” ticking by infinite. 

Happy 7777777 day.

1/18/2020 5:07:44 PM iam_mai_iam_mai At least it’s a 7 day for me anyway. Happy whatever number day it is for you.

1/18/2020 6:18:38 PM nschlange Yikes! Everyone is always acting like this will be such a great thing! How can they say that if their actually eating us? Or enslaving us? Why would they 

leave that out?

1/18/2020 7:17:42 PM dpouncer51 Not all private schools are as you described.  I'm sure some are.

1/18/2020 7:30:52 PM suejone54923872 How many tunnels are there? Flights landing directly on base so no checkpoints for trafficking in or out?

1/18/2020 7:42:16 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀 #SeeSomethingSaySomething @SecretService @FBI

1/18/2020 8:13:00 PM mile_voli_disk0 @JUSTICETIME7 @40_head @MyPen_3Stacks @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Techno_Fog @GodandCountry11 @DavidBe29443350 

@ShirleyRinguet5 @AwakenOne16 @QAnonPatriot @Sun_Q_Tzu @ChristinePolon1 @QCode8 @QmagaMike @PlanetQAnon @LadyRedWave 

@DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @pitdogman @QTAnon1

1/18/2020 8:48:44 PM cryptogyu I want to get in the fight.

1/18/2020 8:56:16 PM holotechrd 4-D and beyond 😜😜😜😜⚡💥❤️❤️❤️❤️🌍🕳🌌🙏👑👈

1/18/2020 10:22:40 PM truthrules463 And, let's not forget the $40,000 each pedatrician receives for 100 fully vaccinated children...

1/18/2020 11:19:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly The guitar riff in this X-Men Animated Series opening is the BEST! Love it!!!

1/19/2020 12:06:28 AM majic_eyes_qnly Anna, consider the 'higher purpose' that these criminals might play. They are concentrating the world's evil and corruption in themselves. When they 

get arrested and prosecuted, this will remove almost all evil and corruption from the world. Something unique is about to happen.

1/19/2020 12:08:15 AM majic_eyes_qnly And that's something that has never happened before. It was always 'Good' versus 'Evil' in our world. Now that 'Evil' factor is going to be erased from 

the face of the earth and we'll never have to deal with it again. This is unparalleled in history.

1/19/2020 12:13:17 AM majic_eyes_qnly These criminals are playing a 'role'. It's like absorbing a poison on behalf of humanity, so that we can dispose of it forever. Consider them to be playing 

a negative role, but something which is necessary to accomplish an ultimate purpose which can't be done without duality.

1/19/2020 12:59:30 AM q_patchouli @tennesseeboy86

@blissamerica

@michelle1a

@JaNein29656519

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@smileycon

@VFuska

@RightTo_Write

Check this out for fun!♡ paul sent it and I dont know about you guys but I needed this break from dark truth!

TY 

@paulmuaddib61

@ https://youtu.be/8y4Kj7m7aic
1/19/2020 1:03:59 AM holotechrd THIS WILL NOT GO UNPUNISHED!!.. ALL INVOLVED ARE FINISHED..⚡💥👑👈 @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @

VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@w_terrence @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/aMUFGhaXn9

1/19/2020 2:51:51 AM shari_todd My biggest fear is voter fraud and rigging the election

1/19/2020 3:50:00 AM aleks8837 Trust me, you're not alone with that wish. A lot of us want.The thing I most want of ANYTHING is to force through the release of zero-point energy 

technology. I could die happy then!

I think maybe the best we can do is prep our consciousness ref: MJ12 Majestic messages of discl.

1/19/2020 4:23:51 AM 369_is Discern Icke. He used to be good for disclosure, but now is bashing Trump. I've seen this tactic in a few places...getting us to follow with truth, then 

after some time, diverting us to reject Trump/Q.

1/19/2020 4:24:42 AM mr_fedorable Yeah. Sleepers dig in deep.

1/19/2020 4:35:03 AM jollyrob2 👆@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you guys have any clue?

1/19/2020 4:42:38 AM 369_is Tom's Aluminum-Free deodorant and Fluoride-Free toothpaste. pic.twitter.com/6OK2O4iy6e

1/19/2020 4:55:51 AM jcmyhp That’s why I keep my money in my curtains.

1/19/2020 4:56:34 AM jcmyhp @DJLOK nice.

1/19/2020 4:57:47 AM jcmyhp I don’t even want a gun, but I’m getting one because I can.

1/19/2020 4:58:13 AM jcmyhp Please make the Vatican go away.

1/19/2020 5:00:09 AM jcmyhp Yes as are opiate users, benzo users, etc.

1/19/2020 5:01:14 AM jcmyhp Oh, hell no. 😖God help us all. 🙏

1/19/2020 5:54:51 AM ramonaccampbell OMG! Congress sent $92 billion of aid money to Puerto Rico, which “squandered away or wasted” much of it.. Arrest them all! 

https://twitter.com/Pismo_B/status/1218726248655900672?s=19 …

1/19/2020 6:04:06 AM aspennmax64_l True. All of it. pic.twitter.com/QWY05x02lD

1/19/2020 6:55:10 AM sterkinglights1 Season 3 episode 8 Demons. Sg1 crew see a village with a church. They assume the culture is Christian. The question is which goa'uld was playing God. 

They learn that it was not playing God but the Devil. Aug 1999 bc was pres. Ninth gate and Blaire witc https://youtu.be/l_RuTvO4g9A

1/19/2020 7:16:18 AM findyourown777 Shotgun shells we gon' always hit the target blaow

1/19/2020 7:26:40 AM tnamyx So in other words. A lesbian woman claiming to be a man received sperm from a gay man that’s claiming to be a woman.



1/19/2020 7:53:26 AM slavewar 🔭Ethos -

Our collective conciousness, an agreement, and plea upon the Creator (and the creation) not for vengeance, but needful, protective, justice.

#JusticeComing #2ADefender #1854Repubs #Deniers129 pic.twitter.com/mWgpbc9RBw

1/19/2020 8:02:12 AM ethanaidenizjah Arcons

1/19/2020 8:27:39 AM tennesseeboy86 What is it? It wont even take me to youtube.

1/19/2020 8:36:31 AM laurabusse Begs the question

Who is really playing who

There's a theory

We all come here to play a part

In this game

Or play

One of light

Or one of darkness

And at death

We all remove our costumes

And go home...

Interesting theory
1/19/2020 8:50:36 AM johnfackler3 Would you want one of these characters working on your son or daughters or spouses car?

1/19/2020 8:51:35 AM tugginghboat I’m not convinced yet! I see potential than there are these lyrics! pic.twitter.com/C4vuoNkaMx

1/19/2020 8:54:37 AM findyourown777 Yup I could appreciate what you're saying!! Heard!! 👊🏻🇺🇸👊🏻

1/19/2020 9:00:29 AM tugginghboat Just like those FISA warrants I guess it could go both ways! When them songs were out it was Little Bush n Cheney at the helm!

1/19/2020 9:02:50 AM findyourown777 Dear God those times!! 🙏🏻✝️

1/19/2020 9:24:55 AM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 12K Tweets.

1/19/2020 9:51:54 AM the_loveoflight How accurate is The Universal One by Walter Russell?

1/19/2020 10:20:35 AM rexcrown777 The secret power that exist isn't alien in nature, though that is exactly what "they" want you to believe. If you are looking towards the sky, you will 

never see the true enemy among you. Their god and master fell along time ago, "They've" sided with him, against the most High...

1/19/2020 10:22:14 AM holotechrd Made me cry... Some are in deep shit...

1/19/2020 10:23:54 AM catherinetrue4 Then where are the light workers coming from? How are our souls supposed to ascend if we are supposedly being recycled?

1/19/2020 10:25:20 AM catherinetrue4 I don't know about else, but I don't do very well with moons

1/19/2020 10:28:02 AM rexcrown777 The true origins of technology point to the very book, "they've" tried so hard to remove from our society. We only have to study pre-flood 

antediluvians, that 1,656 year period from creation to flood. Our tech existed in the past, rediscovered, back manufactured.

1/19/2020 10:33:03 AM rexcrown777 If you think this through, you may conclude everything you been exposed to was designed to make you believe the exact opposite of what the earth's 

true historical origins are. "They've" conditioned you, to control what you believe, thus,.... controlling you................

1/19/2020 11:32:07 AM joni_apple_seed STAY AWAY FROM RICHMOND VA MONDAY 1/20/20

IF CITIZENS DO NOT PLAY THEIR PART THEIR PART WILL BE PLAYED FOR THEM AND THE FF WILL HAPPEN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER IMO. 

#StayAwayRichmondVa #FFinevitable #DontBeAPropInTheirPlay @GregRubini @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/w83YepABLh

1/19/2020 12:24:40 PM ramonaccampbell Millions of water bottles left on PR tarmac. This further proves crooked Dems only wanted government aid just like Haiti and Ukraine 👉 money 

laundering scams. This is so disturbing. 😳 https://www.cbsnews.com/amp/news/puerto-rico-water-bottles-possibly-millions-for-hurricane-maria-

victims-sitting-on-tarmac/?__twitter_impression=true …

1/19/2020 12:31:39 PM wokesocieties This is a disgrace.

1/19/2020 12:33:57 PM ramonaccampbell  pic.twitter.com/iMdLHSa1Nr

1/19/2020 12:54:51 PM amylynrussell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Any thoughts on this  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/whats-going-military-jams-gps-across-east-coast-fbi-seizes-night-

vision-devices …

1/19/2020 1:14:20 PM janein29656519 Hmm 🤔

1/19/2020 1:48:30 PM q_patchouli  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

1/19/2020 3:10:58 PM patriotjenns Stealth Bomber... 🤔 interesting choice @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 

https://twitter.com/sanecane/status/1218992951369654278 …

1/19/2020 3:20:18 PM sanecane That's what you took away from it not me... This guy poured his heart out

1/19/2020 3:33:21 PM 369_is Aren't we moving into the 4th density? Alot of confusing info online about dimension vs. density, and what 4th dimension is. Many think 4th dimension 

is TIME. I think it's the astral realm.

1/19/2020 4:24:48 PM bobby_boulder Try some boomers.

1/19/2020 5:25:42 PM jls1125 There is no telling what is in the #Vatican's vaults.

They hoard anything & everything, for various reasons.

They engage in mass #censorship & mass #hypnosis.

They are #fascists in that they think people are too dumb to be trusted with #information. #Censored #MassHypnosis

1/19/2020 5:57:06 PM dotdot65871181 He’s wicked😫

1/19/2020 5:57:30 PM dotdot65871181 I totally agree

1/19/2020 8:05:39 PM starehope Thanks Thinker.

1/19/2020 8:09:42 PM starehope How are all these freaks going to get caught? It seems an impossibility.

1/19/2020 8:21:20 PM stevegauthier8 Sick!

1/19/2020 8:49:01 PM sarah48538695 Does Majestic still work for them?

1/19/2020 9:01:52 PM leahgall2 It's so ugly

1/19/2020 9:07:15 PM leahgall2 Stand and pray

1/19/2020 9:58:32 PM cwarrior17 How do u know she’s real?

1/19/2020 11:39:15 PM holotechrd Straight up BS..  Like I said they are in deep doo doo ⚡💥💥💥👀

1/19/2020 11:47:21 PM viktoryoflight Let's pray brothers ans sisters 🙏🌹

1/19/2020 11:53:06 PM viktoryoflight 🙏🌹

1/20/2020 12:49:35 AM kathywunderlic3 🙏❤️🌹

1/20/2020 12:51:57 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🙏🙏🌹❤️🕊

1/20/2020 1:36:48 AM nupps Absolute bullshit 🙄

1/20/2020 1:44:24 AM heinric12517350 Sorry I can't prove she is real. It just doesn't make sense for anyone to go through all this trouble to make it up. There is nothing to gain.

1/20/2020 2:07:34 AM med_anon Share your current Soundtrack of life, so we can tune ourselves to the sync/vibe. LOVE you A77 and Pray🙏 

https://mobile.twitter.com/med_anon/status/1219192565595066368 …

1/20/2020 2:47:55 AM singsandsews The newer vaccines had been updated adding new components.  The science needs to be REsearched.

1/20/2020 3:22:24 AM rose33738719 IJNA 🙏🇺🇸🙏



1/20/2020 4:08:32 AM kevinmruel Problem with free will... they should have to go through mental health evaluation before allowed to have surgery....

@Qanon76 @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @TiffanyATrump @EricTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC

1/20/2020 4:08:58 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , is the Wuhan Virus the next ME? 

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.bbc.com/news/amp/world-asia-china-51171035 …

1/20/2020 4:19:58 AM kevinmruel Sad... they must have his daughter as leverage for him to do this stuff...@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1219061817374318593 …

1/20/2020 5:09:47 AM 1111truth777 Čern-obil /Chernobyl/🤔 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjoPy6drGBQ&t=182s …

1/20/2020 5:10:27 AM momekool1 Why have we not seen you post in 3 days? Is everything okay?

1/20/2020 5:19:52 AM tricia_w68 can you explain what this stands for?? thanks in advance

1/20/2020 5:34:14 AM cwarrior17 There’s tons of ppl who create internet hoaxes just for their own amusement if for nothing else. Just the people are meat site that is supposedly her 

daughters restaurant site should tell u it’s bogus.

1/20/2020 5:36:16 AM unidentifiedta1 (Q)abbalist Zionists, who remain tucked away in the mountains of Switzerland; who exploit their proxy's of State of Israel, Vatican, City of London, & 

Washington DC, with their conduits of the B.I.S. and US Federal Reserve.

1/20/2020 5:42:04 AM laurenmbradley Big love brothers and sisters!!! We are praying for Virginia and the whole world! Archangel Michael, Raphael, Uriel, Haniel, please bring your love and 

guidance to help us in our time of turmoil! Protect our people with your warm light of love. In his heavenly name I pray! 🙏🏻Amen

1/20/2020 6:13:03 AM smalltownindy I recently attended a discussion in Indiana about helping victims. It takes years to process cases against traffickers, then victims just disappear across 

state lines. So many loopholes between states, counties, cities to be exploited. This seriously needs to be addressed.

1/20/2020 6:33:41 AM kevinmruel Technically they are right about most of the claims

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ

@RudyGiuliani http://wmur.com/article/imprisoned-tax-evader-elaine-brown-says-shes-ashamed-wants-divorce/30585509?src=app …

1/20/2020 6:36:55 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://wmur.com/article/second-weekend-barn-fire-exhausts-belmont-firefighters/30593053?src=app …

1/20/2020 6:43:07 AM jeanjeanne02657 We the people...

@realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 pic.twitter.com/yAuE9ajJyN

1/20/2020 6:55:49 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

このムーヴメントは、あくまでも"自分で調べ、考えることをお願いするもの"です。

何も信用しないで　自分で探すの。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5 

311はテロ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1179998158429945857 …

悪魔の所業

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1154234680582868992 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1218916769366036480 … pic.twitter.com/rnpxbsdFNz
1/20/2020 6:57:33 AM ryankochweare1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/20/2020 7:12:46 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

911と311はセット。911の裁判準備は整い、公式な真実開示目前。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

311はテロ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1179998158429945857 …

悪魔の所業

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1154234680582868992 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1218728161858355203 … pic.twitter.com/tIC6gSv2u5
1/20/2020 7:37:04 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

工作員との戦いもQmapにありますよ、さがしてください。

工作員の正体暴露にいちゃもんをつけるのは、工作員だけです。焦りすぎ。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

311はテロ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1179998158429945857 …

悪魔の所業

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1154234680582868992 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1218352959479631878 … pic.twitter.com/Jl20Yqa87C
1/20/2020 8:19:25 AM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1/2 — 3,6,93,6,93,6,9

I have always had a great visualization ability and It was progressing even more so. Over the last couple of years though, I have felt it both fading 

and/or moving away from me (not including flash Visions). —>

1/20/2020 8:19:26 AM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2/2 — 3,6,93,6,93,6,9

...Feels as though something or someone is blocking the ability from me. What could it be? How can I regain this ability once possessed to help 

facilitate a more productive meditation? Thank you for any Light, inSight, and Help!

1/20/2020 8:50:12 AM dinks28 Bullshit. No discrimination based on color of skin.  Just bank policies relating to minimum balance, NSF’s etc.  Banks are basically color blind except for 

color of money.  You don’t like it, put your money under mattress or credit unions are good for some people!



1/20/2020 8:57:52 AM dinks28 Almost all Dems in Congress bought/sold.  TOTALLY obvious: same talking points, preternaturally paranoid of Trump, insane lies.  ALL in tank along with 

media (Fox partly free).  Reportedly $oro$ controls $1 trillion with a “t”.  Everyone has their price and/or can be blackmailed.

1/20/2020 9:30:04 AM qarmyinfo In Jesus name we pray. 

Amen. 🙌

1/20/2020 9:31:05 AM kathywunderlic3 Amen🙏💗❤️🙏

1/20/2020 9:31:56 AM med_anon Amen!♥🙏🕊

1/20/2020 10:05:56 AM laurenmbradley @wheeeethepeople @martingeddes @Inevitable_ET @LightworkerCain @An0n661 @TRUreporting @Jordan_Sather_ @HRae808 @elenochle

1/20/2020 10:32:53 AM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/513jP1SUgnQ 

1/20/2020 10:38:28 AM richard07759712 C_A

1/20/2020 10:42:15 AM joni_apple_seed A pic of the pens Pelosi used to sign the Articles of Impeachment.

#hypocrites #BringThePain #ShotHearAroundTheWorld

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini @schumannbot pic.twitter.com/78R5shZfK0

1/20/2020 10:43:28 AM kathywunderlic3 🙏💗💗🌹

1/20/2020 10:48:19 AM chaele3 #itisyourfight

#lawfulamerica

#wearetheplan

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWu0mg7MF0w …

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@LawfulAmerica

@Kre8change

@trump_assistant

@Rectitude20

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JosieGrama

@John_F_Kennnedy

@StormIsUponUs

@SpeakGF

@CoreysDigs

@pressrecalling1
1/20/2020 11:01:30 AM viktoryoflight 🌹🕊♥

1/20/2020 11:07:30 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🌹🕊

1/20/2020 11:40:21 AM chrisho25759380 fake site to discredit Q

1/20/2020 1:23:02 PM dc_belanger Where does she get off branding her name on pens paid with Tax dollars ?

1/20/2020 1:57:05 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/eJlN9jdQFSc 

1/20/2020 1:58:51 PM trixirilla Actually under my covers and shiver me timbers... You wouldn't be in the

Process #liabel #slander #collusive

#sepressionArtist

#concussionee #oRR #concussioner

#bruins #ripFlesh

1/20/2020 2:09:13 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/4qKGWY1T32k 

1/20/2020 2:12:24 PM kay_spire They are movie stars CPS children and ours stolen from everywhere !

1/20/2020 2:13:50 PM kathywunderlic3 😁💗💗🕊❤️

1/20/2020 2:40:16 PM jrocktigers cc: @GeorgeSpates4

1/20/2020 2:40:57 PM jrocktigers cc: @GeorgeSpates4

1/20/2020 2:48:39 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/fqc4COqS8v

1/20/2020 2:59:22 PM jayknee48 Please follow back

1/20/2020 3:02:31 PM aleks8837 572.

THE SHOT HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

THE GREAT AWAKENING.

😮!

9 day Δ with Q.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215816756255756289 … pic.twitter.com/tK1oaeuM4P

1/20/2020 3:07:17 PM 1ra_enelor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hmmmm...3 Days of Silence ✨

1/20/2020 3:07:35 PM choohu  pic.twitter.com/U9NyKNe6kP

1/20/2020 3:07:53 PM choohu VVe R D huh

1/20/2020 3:17:55 PM normal_wizard A Cicada operative sent them a death threat around that time...

1/20/2020 3:20:04 PM med_anon Beautiful ./ 11:11 Amanda!🍇

It's still Martin Luther King Day!

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE ♥️ https://youtu.be/6BV37Dcxj9s 

1/20/2020 3:39:01 PM johnrlovern2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Cheyenne Mt... Wow! Do all you CryptoSpooks Hide in caves and bunkers?? 

You think you know something about tomorrow at VA.

THE GPS system - The Day of Days

You could NOT stop 911 what makes you think your PLAN will work?

1/20/2020 4:15:14 PM mettlemeta Who agrees MLK JR. Would Have Voted For @realDonaldTrump If He Were With US Today?

1/20/2020 4:16:49 PM med_anon ROFL🤣😂✊

1/20/2020 4:18:43 PM laurenmbradley Shane I’ve read that mlk wasn’t a good dude. Not to women, not to most who encountered him... 🤷🏻♀️

1/20/2020 4:21:39 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @DeepStateExpose @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @AussiePatriotQ

1/20/2020 4:26:59 PM med_anon  https://youtu.be/evzp76_-sQI 

1/20/2020 4:31:40 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/pUJ9rJHBD64 

1/20/2020 4:35:17 PM dawgpaws4321 She looks like a he

1/20/2020 4:35:23 PM qarmyinfo Love this song.

Incredible lyrics.

❤️🇺🇸

1/20/2020 4:37:45 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/D0ErQjdfj0A  😁 doG’s are awesome

1/20/2020 4:39:50 PM kathywunderlic3 Jeanne,I'm trying to put Michael Jackson"Heal the World" but having trouble  http://youtu.be  / IsRXSQ6C4Zc 💗🙏

1/20/2020 4:40:41 PM kathywunderlic3 😁❤️

1/20/2020 4:41:35 PM laurenmbradley  https://youtu.be/oyzTcin0W1g 

💞💞💞



1/20/2020 4:44:14 PM laurenmbradley And one of my all time personal favorites- 

  https://youtu.be/0ngiW7DvY10 

💞💞💞

1/20/2020 4:50:28 PM med_anon Lets try this #QN3 432Hz Water Resonance Frequency beneficial to LIFE and HEALTH😘 https://youtu.be/IsRXSQ6C4Zc 

1/20/2020 4:50:36 PM mettlemeta  pic.twitter.com/UUBbZiPqNE

1/20/2020 4:51:24 PM laurenmbradley Sorta looks like my old home to me! West Texas, specifically. 💞

1/20/2020 4:52:16 PM laurenmbradley  pic.twitter.com/7ex3dLYEX9

1/20/2020 4:53:11 PM kathywunderlic3 mirror of magnificence

1/20/2020 4:55:57 PM mettlemeta  pic.twitter.com/TFj4veyjuP

1/20/2020 4:57:32 PM mettlemeta  pic.twitter.com/B7Hl2QJBRC

1/20/2020 4:58:57 PM laurenmbradley I’ve got lots more. Took this one in the dark of night. ;) pic.twitter.com/I4bQYVUeks

1/20/2020 5:00:01 PM seekerseon country roaaad

1/20/2020 5:00:41 PM mettlemeta I like good art! pic.twitter.com/apsZg2Emtx

1/20/2020 5:04:02 PM phrvs3gdaqfifbe 表歩けない日。面出して歩けない日。は～や～く～こいこい。３．１１は、テロだった。かかわった人物は、誰？ということを疑問に思

った人は「調べてね」

すぐ、答えがわかるよ。

1/20/2020 5:05:09 PM med_anon Oh this one? 🤭 I bet not. I was 21 and celebrating the Beachvolley season... we got you in Rio 👋

The original of couse is THE BEST, but have you seen this? https://youtu.be/ZVz_IJoyO6Y 

1/20/2020 5:08:46 PM kathywunderlic3  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IsRXSQ6C4Zc&feature=youtu.be …

1/20/2020 5:10:04 PM laurenmbradley Some of my best for you, hun. 😘 thx for the follow. 🙏🏻⚡🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/KXv8pCywgk

1/20/2020 5:10:28 PM jimbo11079215 Saw this today. Can't take credit for it. But it speaks volumes. 

"65000+ guns were in the capitol of Virginia today and not one shooting. It's not a gun problem, it's a people problem."

@LisaMei62 @cov_Gretchen @JuliansRum @Inevitable_ET @IPOT1776 @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/20/2020 5:10:40 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/1vrEljMfXYo  just listened, love it. Yee Yee!

1/20/2020 5:11:13 PM kathywunderlic3 my favorite❤️💗❤️💗😊

1/20/2020 5:13:08 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/6CNPg2IQoC0  pic.twitter.com/PyHyHpibgA

1/20/2020 5:17:17 PM mettlemeta Awesome thank you❤️ pic.twitter.com/XX1F0bwb3J

1/20/2020 5:18:06 PM deitriechk That’s beautiful. I love the outdoors.

1/20/2020 5:19:52 PM timothy_2_22 one I took on my crappy android phone about 6 years ago pic.twitter.com/ovLfFc1toV

1/20/2020 5:20:04 PM laurenmbradley These bitches just don’t get it... such a shame.

1/20/2020 5:20:37 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/PivWY9wn5ps  @michaeljackson Greatest Hits was my first CD I ever listened to. This was my favorite song.🙏🙏

1/20/2020 5:22:24 PM med_anon WoW. Amazing!

And now that you mention it.

Still praying https://youtu.be/fKopy74weus 

1/20/2020 5:23:16 PM laurenmbradley How old are you Shane? You seem about my age...I’m gonna be 36 on the 31st...

1/20/2020 5:24:30 PM timothy_2_22 they will get their chance...many, many will see the LIGHT

1/20/2020 5:24:51 PM kathywunderlic3 💗❤️🕊

1/20/2020 5:26:34 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/PZhb3TMyjRs  now that you say something.. pic.twitter.com/T0iYn7lSRA

1/20/2020 5:27:29 PM mettlemeta I will be 27 on 2-11👍

1/20/2020 5:29:44 PM laurenmbradley Old soul. But still Aquarian like me! I see you, water bearer! 😇✨😇

1/20/2020 5:30:25 PM kathywunderlic3 feel like sailing away💗

1/20/2020 5:31:43 PM timothy_2_22 at my limit but will when Im allowed

1/20/2020 5:32:19 PM kathywunderlic3 😄❤️🕊💗

1/20/2020 5:32:26 PM mettlemeta Paradise Known? https://youtu.be/e5MAg_yWsq8 

1/20/2020 5:32:55 PM med_anon Air signs👋

1/20/2020 5:33:03 PM kathywunderlic3 yes❤️😊

1/20/2020 5:33:39 PM mettlemeta Amen and indeed pic.twitter.com/y4Vzyr0ES7

1/20/2020 5:34:04 PM timothy_2_22 6 more days for me😉🐝

1/20/2020 5:34:51 PM timothy_2_22  pic.twitter.com/MD5TUCPNJY

1/20/2020 5:36:09 PM mettlemeta 😬👋❤️ pic.twitter.com/lbIIdNMOOH

1/20/2020 5:36:44 PM med_anon LOL Shane!

1/20/2020 5:38:17 PM mettlemeta It Happens🤷♂️🤣 pic.twitter.com/LT3tuuwacE

1/20/2020 5:38:25 PM laurenmbradley Love you too @ax_xma 🤪🙏🏻💞

1/20/2020 5:39:30 PM med_anon 😂🤣👊

1/20/2020 5:42:16 PM med_anon  https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

1/20/2020 5:52:32 PM med_anon There are many more deep meaning songs for me, but sadly many of you won't get the lyrics. You know her maybe 🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈🎈

I am 999 #Balance 😘 https://youtu.be/LVOiUHo3WSE 

1/20/2020 5:57:00 PM med_anon Like this one of her.

MY HYMN: PEACE!

"And the heavenly choires will also sing for you!"🍇♥🕊 https://youtu.be/GJNlED0qtE8 

1/20/2020 6:04:57 PM seekerseon i love that song too

1/20/2020 6:10:01 PM seekerseon Aquarius is air sign, @VincentCrypt46 thanks <3 i know it fucked my head up too

1/20/2020 6:14:35 PM laurenmbradley Hey guise I forgot to share this little gem with y’all. Thank me later. 😘 https://youtu.be/z6H3Q8HOsjg 

1/20/2020 6:18:49 PM kathywunderlic3 beautiful🕊❤️

1/20/2020 6:18:53 PM bmj240768 Hi Rebecca,

Yes stolen from families via government run orphanages on the premise of neglect by parents, then trafficked.  

More below on this topic re Hollywood & USA.

 https://johnbwellsnews.com/macaulay-culkin-satanic-hollywood-elites-murder-children-during-rituals/ …

 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/fb-5976069/JAMES-GUNNS-DELETED-

TWEETS.html?fbclid=IwAR2koNpNjvag5wR5q5ZEQByXZfnpRu5Vgs2WWwhaJYx-TUUxjgTCBmJ-CNQ … 

https://exposingpedovore.wordpress.com/2019/07/24/list-of-known-names-connected-to-satanic-cults-pedophilia-child-trafficking-in-

america/?fbclid=IwAR2ouMS-RLIep5Ov3Gir6RlYtsYVYM8NdlF5jCKZ3N5EzuDC0QLlcJxL6VQ …
1/20/2020 6:21:41 PM med_anon Wow, and that was live! Reminded me of this one https://youtu.be/g4XdbMLUQ0k 

1/20/2020 6:35:46 PM knightofmaltaus Interesting Stephanie.

1/20/2020 6:46:44 PM med_anon @P0A_Triot23 @GoldyOne5 @LoveBling6 @taylorswift13 @JuliansRum @VincentCrypt46 

Have a look at the ♥️ train now 🤭

Didn't wanted you to miss this #QN3 https://youtu.be/2DjH1wAp1M0 

1/20/2020 6:52:14 PM toffer_anon_369 Or perhaps each of those days between 9:45-10:00pm on Hannity, more Dem Corruption will be revealed.  Tonight - Joe Biden's BROTHER now being 

outed for getting millions of dollars during Joe's VP term.



1/20/2020 7:09:18 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/Qzm_1Tuor1A 

 https://youtu.be/qESppGoNvA8 

 https://youtu.be/fCv7FlcfAUw 

 https://youtu.be/ahcvFMUA49g  pic.twitter.com/aszpcD19Wr

1/20/2020 7:30:41 PM med_anon Oh ♥️♥️♥️ LOVE it. Didn't know they made "Behold a pale horse" @P0A_Triot23 @GoldyOne5

@VincentCrypt46 https://youtu.be/HneFCDaeQNY 

1/20/2020 7:39:15 PM mettlemeta Apparently Tom sent a few interesting emails 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/kP9SB6czwS

1/20/2020 7:45:18 PM med_anon Yes... this to the stars stuff is a lumited habgout 😤 loved the music nevertheless 🤷♀️

1/20/2020 7:46:27 PM timothy_2_22 nice find Bro...👍

I wonder what the teaser was??🤨sic fuks🤬🤮

1/20/2020 7:48:30 PM mettlemeta  https://www.spin.com/2016/10/latest-wikileaks-dump-shows-tom-delonge-emailing-clinton-campaign-chair-about-ufos/ …

Hopefully He Knew What He Was Getting Into..

1/20/2020 7:50:06 PM med_anon Ups.. need to go sleeping 4:50 AM🤭

See y'A77 in Theta-Delta 

"like a Vendetta"🎶 https://youtu.be/wIft-t-MQuE 

1/20/2020 7:52:10 PM trumping4usa Hold up why my dude got 3 6 9 on him. 5+1=6 2+7=9 3 pic.twitter.com/74kXFj7KRf

1/20/2020 8:57:35 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/OWGFdL4tNW0 

1/20/2020 9:14:40 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/qAsHVwl-MU4 

1/20/2020 9:18:28 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/MfNjBS1n0cY  @KidCudi The Prayer

1/20/2020 9:21:54 PM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/rCLBGY0huVE  @KidCudi Mr. Rager

1/20/2020 9:54:08 PM lovebling6 Thank you ❤️

1/20/2020 9:58:58 PM dan007mnr Isn’t Musk banging El Chapo’s old lady or something? 

Man. The crazy shit that goes on... 

Oh, and I’m still not buying that a rocket going thousands of MPH, hundreds of miles into the trade winds can travel backwards and land on a friggin 

boat... Physics or something.

1/20/2020 10:13:18 PM brenteagle59 What did I miss?

1/20/2020 10:29:01 PM chris8nix Preparing for commit.

1/20/2020 10:38:27 PM chris8nix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I like you delivery. Sending eye some + energy + vibrations

1/20/2020 10:55:34 PM chapulincolored She looks like Valerie Jarret...

1/20/2020 11:01:03 PM chseclipse If you watch this video, you will understand what's going on and when it's all going to come down. You can trust Dr. Patricia. She's bonafide prophet of 

the Lord. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jv48dSxpeOU …

1/20/2020 11:11:22 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

続報なのか確かではありませんが、今日、この画像を各所に貼りまくってくれという話がQアノン界隈で流れています。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

311はテロ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1179998158429945857 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1219480990487236608 … pic.twitter.com/Wrs66Yal7I

1/20/2020 11:28:32 PM chseclipse Hunter seems mentally frail & spiritually shattered. His new beautiful lovely intelligent wife is his strength. I couldn't understand why she would be 

with him, until I realized she's an Illuminati handler sent to help him during this messy situation.

1/20/2020 11:56:33 PM thepoppydavid That’s exactly what I said and I didn’t even zoom in on pic! 😂😂

1/21/2020 12:17:30 AM phoebecarter65 Couldn’t resist chipping in... I saw a phone 😁

1/21/2020 12:22:38 AM craigy_gordon Ah man, that's all I can see now 😄

1/21/2020 12:41:01 AM karma4event201 UK Human Leather company - 1st paragraph about Human Leather : just like leather from lesser animals https://archive.is/SJXO2 

1/21/2020 12:42:23 AM karma4event201 Pedovores

1/21/2020 12:43:14 AM 293hek  pic.twitter.com/iLVOSj5KlJ

1/21/2020 12:54:17 AM viktoryoflight Great brother 😘❣️

1/21/2020 12:54:27 AM ethereal_shaman Perhaps @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 means 30 grams not 30 oz for $10

1/21/2020 3:32:33 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/21/2020 3:32:53 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @GOPChairwoman @charliekirk11 @DeepStateExpose @Imamofpeace @IPOT1776 @realDonaldTrump 

@DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @SaraCarterDC #MAGA #Manifest #Iraq #Iran 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #coverup

1/21/2020 3:36:08 AM laurenmbradley Good morning, Kathy! <3 We are up early I see! <3 

How about a little more @gioliandassia to jam with? I say YES! <3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkb_zdbHMBw …

1/21/2020 3:42:14 AM kathywunderlic3 💗😁😘🙏

1/21/2020 3:47:55 AM laurenmbradley Ok tribe, this is the initial thread of love. Lets just keep it going forever. <3 <3 <3  

LMFAO Share all your funnies now! <3 pic.twitter.com/ppxfHkNOeE

1/21/2020 3:48:44 AM med_anon Your more synced to EU time then 😉 A wonder as the POTUS is on the swiss stage tonight? 🤭 I'm here, woke up very late, but had a looooong night 

grooving and praying with you for virginia. Turns out to have worked. These Ladies are brilliant! Thank you again!🙏🍇

1/21/2020 3:51:06 AM laurenmbradley I just naturally woke up an hour earlier than normal...couldnt go back to sleep so I got up to eat cereal. I always look forward to eating cereal haha. I 

am hypoglycemic, so yea I need my cereals hahah =D

1/21/2020 3:56:11 AM laurenmbradley Glad you like Gioli and Assia they are my favorites right now. Theyre also lovers, both from Italy (I think that also contributes to their quality sound) 

haha. Check out all of the Cercle videos like this one....such beautiful locations! What genre u like? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4ic2xA8pys&t=391s …

1/21/2020 4:01:40 AM med_anon Italy you say? Funny, I saw Giolanda and had an impulse to search for this one. Now that you adress it, have FUN! 😘😂👊 will have a look.

I LOVE (S/F)undanc(INQ) ♥️ https://youtu.be/7E9Ed9DUQoQ 

1/21/2020 4:04:05 AM laurenmbradley Gots more. XD AYYYYEEEEEE pic.twitter.com/Bl3ca0UMJh

1/21/2020 4:12:34 AM kathywunderlic3 get up early here in New England🌹❤️

1/21/2020 4:15:46 AM kathywunderlic3 😁❤️

1/21/2020 4:17:34 AM med_anon Btw. Just in here https://youtu.be/ytYygV347sc 



1/21/2020 4:18:46 AM laurenmbradley Ive always wanted to go there. Never have had a fresh lobster or perogi? Did I spell that right? I HAVE had proper crawfish but nothing like what yall 

have up there! =\ MEhhhh. More funny.... XD pic.twitter.com/aW7Inbd5ix

1/21/2020 4:23:41 AM kathywunderlic3 looks good to me😁❤️

1/21/2020 4:41:15 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1219430011888779264 …

1/21/2020 4:50:28 AM karma4event201 Thank you! Old thread but it must be seen again

1/21/2020 5:10:08 AM med_anon What a train! LOVE you A77!

Need to leave some THUNDER, just for FUN! https://mobile.twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1219605808058699776 …

1/21/2020 5:22:07 AM mycologyofmaga Red pills for days! @prayingmedic @Praying_Medic @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @stormypatriot21 @loudog112

1/21/2020 6:24:57 AM med_anon Checkout the country train 🤠@UestionY @LoveBling6 @VincentCrypt46 @GoldyOne5 @P0A_Triot23 

https://mobile.twitter.com/UestionY/status/1219616691723763712 …

1/21/2020 6:48:09 AM laurenmbradley Love you, Peacock!!! ⚡️⭐️⚡️

1/21/2020 6:54:43 AM mettlemeta Sounds like an expression of a personal experience and I’m sure many people can relate to it. I dig it. 👍👍 could be the new wave. Just thinking out 

loud. @LilNasX @kanyewest @PostMalone @KidCudi @lildickytweets waiting on the call to hop in the studio..Q verse is ready🤷♂️

1/21/2020 6:56:07 AM itsgreat2tweet What have we here @RepAdamSchiff 🤔

#QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @seanhannity @foxandfriends @CNN @SaraCarterDC @LionelMedia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@bennyjohnson @charliekirk11 https://twitter.com/true_pundit/status/1219613184807571456 …

1/21/2020 6:59:00 AM laurenmbradley I couldn’t second this more! Lil Dicky is one of my favorites! Show us some videos of you, Shane!

1/21/2020 7:00:57 AM mettlemeta I’ve been writing again! Used to all the time. Have a whole journal full. Made some songs back in 2011-2012 for a class project in HS and it just stuck 

after that. Maybe I can post something soon👍as my “audition”

1/21/2020 7:02:20 AM med_anon I'd love to hear that in our 🇩🇪 Radio as well!!! 🎶🦅

And with a deep bow, I'll invite my hero of the nights @taylorswift13 to the 🤠 LOVE train! ♥️ https://youtu.be/wIft-t-MQuE 

1/21/2020 7:02:43 AM laurenmbradley Everyone here is supremely talented, im so excited to see all of yalls skills bloom. Please show us anything you create, anytime! ✨💞✨ 

pic.twitter.com/PwiTSW01bX

1/21/2020 7:06:17 AM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/9AjkUyX0rVw  QN3 nice track with a powerful message sending Love and Healing. Cannot forget @taylorswift13!

1/21/2020 7:06:49 AM mettlemeta 5:5!

1/21/2020 7:07:58 AM uestiony The world is your stage 😁

Let it rip brother! 💜

We're listening. 

🎸🎙

1/21/2020 7:11:51 AM mettlemeta I know😁👍

1/21/2020 7:12:34 AM 930vm Love you Peacock.💕

1/21/2020 7:18:39 AM gwillekkers They made us proud yesterday.  God bless them every one!

1/21/2020 7:24:57 AM manriquetorres5 Seriously...

The Best vid up to this beautiful moment 

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TrumpWarRoom https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1219439427488866305 …

1/21/2020 7:49:59 AM laurenmbradley Shane....this is for you. 👍🏻🙏🏻💞 https://youtu.be/pPh9nNMkW48 

1/21/2020 7:52:39 AM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/cj3U0z64_m4  A Tribe Called Red - Electric Pow Wow Drum

Geronimo!!! pic.twitter.com/vlMa5fBV8n

1/21/2020 7:54:19 AM laurenmbradley Are you driving??? Be careful, youngbuck !!! ⚡🙏🏻⚡

1/21/2020 7:55:46 AM thepeacekitten Not all brains can go Quantum. It is very uncomfortable, painful even, for some. It is rumored that Tesla's Quantum thinking made Einstein 

uncomfortable because Einstein couldn't think in a Quantum way ... genius comes in lots of different flavors. #Love

1/21/2020 8:04:04 AM laurenmbradley Hope y’all enjoy this song as much as I always have. 

💞💞💞

“Create in me a clean heart, O God, renew a steadfast spirit within me, to my prayers you’ve always given heed.” https://youtu.be/ZGAvQ2dVPrE 

1/21/2020 8:34:11 AM joni_apple_seed LETS START WITH THE TERRORISTS IN THE SKY SPRAYING ALL THE CRAP INTO THE AIR! #STOPCHEMTRAILS #CLIMATEMANIPULATION #LOOKUP 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini @schumannbot pic.twitter.com/eNqYIpkcGg

1/21/2020 8:45:23 AM kathywunderlic3 ❤️🙏

1/21/2020 8:46:37 AM aprilbrown99 @v_rags 👀👆

1/21/2020 8:46:43 AM kathywunderlic3 ❤️💗😊

1/21/2020 8:47:31 AM laurenmbradley  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qoyC0A1vzGg …

<3<3<3

1/21/2020 8:47:37 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/21/2020 8:50:29 AM kathywunderlic3 🤯💗

1/21/2020 8:51:45 AM kathywunderlic3 😊💗🌹🕊

1/21/2020 8:57:29 AM innrsquardcrcle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 If we're in a prison planet, are we in prison because of something we did? As karma for something we need to pay off? Is this some 

sort of hell pr purgatory? And if not, whats the situation?

1/21/2020 9:23:35 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

[トランプがWTO(世界貿易機関)を無力化・DSのグローバリスト経済を潰した]

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5 

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

311はテロ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1179998158429945857 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1219648252116488193 … pic.twitter.com/BKMOwRmrjA
1/21/2020 9:29:04 AM momekool1 Okay now I’m concerned. Are you okay?

1/21/2020 10:23:15 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/21/2020 10:46:49 AM cambridgewibf How many hours shall we meditate per day?

1/21/2020 10:47:26 AM truth939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, who have posted virtually every day since I've been following, stopped posting 3 days before Q came back online.  3-6-9?

1/21/2020 11:25:15 AM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  the more I learn, the more I realize #fulldisclosure is the only viable solution.



1/21/2020 11:29:19 AM seahag127  pic.twitter.com/KZXYMgX4u2

1/21/2020 12:03:11 PM kathywunderlic3 WOW,🤯❤️🤯

1/21/2020 12:03:29 PM 444_q_ Check out Q posts 3050, 2777, 2776, 3229, 3396, 3399, 3423..... All contain CLAS 1-99 ....

1/21/2020 1:07:35 PM randyturley3 👿👿👿🤢

1/21/2020 1:48:02 PM ethereal_shaman Yes and the flower left over after vaporizing can still be used for cooking.

1/21/2020 1:50:53 PM ethereal_shaman I don't know if you were looking to make your own, but I think MJ12 meant 30g batches vice 30oz.  I found and ordered 30g (28g is an oz) batches for 

$7.50. If you need a link let me know.

1/21/2020 2:03:28 PM viktoryoflight Take care Shane 💪😎🕊🌹

1/21/2020 2:57:38 PM 1nanasmomma That would be great and I might have some other questions.  Like 20 of them. lol

1/21/2020 4:44:19 PM covertress 939 is such a beautiful place

1/21/2020 5:11:51 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #fulldisclosure. pic.twitter.com/v8oY4tUqLF

1/21/2020 5:29:55 PM seaofanguish 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

1/21/2020 5:57:38 PM manriquetorres5  https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2020/01/q-anon-deep-state-msm-in-chaos-what-happens-next-will-change-everything/ …

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaraCarterDC

@RudyGiuliani

@RepMattGaetz

@EyesOnQ

@GenFlynn

@WhiteHouse

@US_SpaceCom
1/21/2020 6:04:07 PM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Some serious information there. They cover pretty much everything...Consciousness, the Universe, Epstein, politics, #TheGreatAwakening, etc.  Well 

worth reading past tweets.

1/21/2020 6:09:26 PM seeker229 I second this!

1/21/2020 6:53:55 PM shelly_frye Really enjoyed your thread. Thank you!

1/21/2020 7:46:57 PM natureinspace Hey MJ. Where are you at?

1/21/2020 8:08:01 PM kidge6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Disclosure. #Ascension. #Health. #Ets. #Technology. #AI. #TheMatrix. #Philosophy. #SocraticMethod #FoodForThought .  Deep. 

NSA op. USMil intelligence.  Return for redemption of past wrongs.

1/21/2020 8:10:49 PM thev1beguy Majestic 12 is as good as Q if you like to wear tinfoil!  If Q is not posting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is great methadone.

1/21/2020 9:24:25 PM beatricemcchri1 Paging @NFL

❤️, @PressSec

@KimKardashian U Expect Us.

Car Dash Ians

Cair_Dash_Ian

Oh Darlin @TuckerCarlson Hottie Art Thou!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Juu Magi Magic, Isn't It?

Dearest @LaraLeaTrump We Haven't Met

T-Hanx 🙏

Meet 9/11Knight @P0A_Triot23 Christ

 https://youtu.be/VMCTpQYqDLI  pic.twitter.com/yh2TmT5NBC
1/21/2020 9:29:24 PM corennacornwell But this is the main issue that has Democrats desperately trying to take out @realDonaldTrump. He has done more to combat human trafficking than 

any other President & he is busting them everywhere. The Dems don't want their horrific crimes exposed!

1/21/2020 9:32:51 PM goldyone5 That’s a good choo choo choice.... first time i watched the video made me weap.

1/21/2020 11:07:06 PM holotechrd SOURCE MADE ME DO IT..

 https://youtu.be/-cXJRYfHrRE  @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @

dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump⚡💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈

1/21/2020 11:50:45 PM majic_eyes_qnly They sometimes have to do radio silence, just like Q does. I wouldn't worry about them! 😄

1/21/2020 11:57:37 PM franklyobx  pic.twitter.com/Nnd3BPsMxs

1/22/2020 3:57:12 AM kevinmruel Interesting to see who's trying to protect who  government hired criminal Shaheen NH Senator and a mass murder satanic cabal

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @DonaldJTrumpJr #GOPCoverup #ImpeachmentHearings 

#MAGA #Iran #Iraq #GOPTraitors pic.twitter.com/cwxNESv0BE

1/22/2020 4:11:02 AM kevinmruel @realDonaldTrump @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @TheCollectiveQ @DevinNunes @Nigel_Farage #ImpeachmentTrial #Iran #Iraq 

#GOPCoverup #MAGA #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE  

This linked to my other tweets about Shaheen pic.twitter.com/OVe7AUXVDx

1/22/2020 5:13:57 AM mettlemeta  https://youtu.be/Rm1nCYOZB-s  Rage Against The Machine - Guerrilla Radio

1/22/2020 6:14:15 AM med_anon Uhh yeah! 

"If you don't like it, MAKE NEW!"

🥁🥁🥁🥁🥁🥁🥁🥁🥁 https://youtu.be/qdtLCfEcPL4 

1/22/2020 6:38:37 AM med_anon When I wonder how [they] feel, I'm thinking of this one. Nancy is not just on vodka, is she? https://youtu.be/Qj8GUdjgWrg 

1/22/2020 7:19:15 AM laurenmbradley This is what adrenochrome withdrawal looks like. <3 pic.twitter.com/HiQpCdu27t

1/22/2020 7:28:45 AM med_anon Wow, thats not even a year delta, the SOTU was in Feb after shutdown, right? She definitely changed 🤭

🌫🌬 🌪⚡ pic.twitter.com/49r0KlC30f

1/22/2020 7:32:11 AM laurenmbradley @TRUreporting Thomas- look at this^ side by side I made of Pelosi. SUPER GROSS! Lol

1/22/2020 8:04:35 AM crisco2377 I think that ship has sailed a LONG TIME AGO.  Btw..pay more attention to ur Scalpel! @ZeroPointChrist @AllahUniversal @MrAndyNgo 

@prayingmedic @40_head @DonaldJTrumpJr @Keith369me @CoreysDigs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NikkiHaley 

https://twitter.com/eugenegu/status/1219979965040488448 …

1/22/2020 8:55:38 AM momekool1 NO ONE should trust the CA state/Sacramento government to care for their child!😳 pic.twitter.com/l0oIlxnFJh

1/22/2020 9:00:48 AM momekool1 Leaders of your town would be the likely candidates. I’ve lived coast to coast & there are many stories of satanic leaders having meetings underground 

across the US.

1/22/2020 9:02:12 AM momekool1 They are the leaders so they pull the strings & bend the rules. And of course they’re above the law.

1/22/2020 9:07:33 AM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://patents.justia.com/patent/10130701?fbclid=IwAR3Y4cthTNGdxk7nEmeCiEL1b1UPPKVJ6b4Ia950-a2bG5wVA-g3TXcymCc …

1/22/2020 9:13:39 AM iamyou132 Good point!

1/22/2020 9:19:14 AM rightonq5  pic.twitter.com/dFtJJM8fjP

1/22/2020 9:46:35 AM lightlove21121 Go within 🙏🏽



1/22/2020 9:58:13 AM clifton15jon Considering what will Happen with all of them when this comes Out in the Public ...

    ___

    |    |

   O   |

         |

         |

_____|____

#CF #HRC
1/22/2020 10:20:25 AM smalltownindy If in Indiana here is a resource to help victims. pic.twitter.com/bbcnAg7kPS

1/22/2020 10:46:28 AM enomai_ If it's real don't take it away.

1/22/2020 10:57:09 AM momekool1  https://twitter.com/i/events/1219907056561295361 …

1/22/2020 10:57:48 AM momekool1 Part of the operations??😃👍🇺🇸

1/22/2020 11:29:51 AM jones9536 Started seeing 222 lately. Any insight?

1/22/2020 12:00:52 PM batespm4abbey why do ppl USA think children=chattel for their personal s*xual gratification;do adults still have that attitude about other ppl, i.e.,"if I have the money 

2pay I am entitled to do whatever my money can buy"=lack of respect for indiv life/"Money is everything"~>corruption&crime

1/22/2020 12:03:52 PM batespm4abbey 1980s: "Billionaire Boys Club" movie exemplified "money by any means=entitlement"~> Govt, Courts/Justice already corrupted. *End[pol]Mktg* bcs 

creates this mentality, i.e., money buys reality/facts/truth=what is bought/sold.

1/22/2020 12:07:38 PM batespm4abbey realistically though I wouldn't want a civilwar in USA, how do you think anyone is going to end the cabal &their minions?&if one survives,they will 

recreate their cabal faster&worse than before...serious question&ppl in charge need to face this reality

1/22/2020 12:14:58 PM batespm4abbey cannabis infiltrates body cells and remains at least 6mos per much previous research in 60s/70s when cannabis was much less concentrated and never 

contaminated w/other drugs

1/22/2020 12:15:44 PM batespm4abbey Hawaii...AGAIN !?!

1/22/2020 12:17:25 PM batespm4abbey This is wrong. Children are not emotionally-mentally s*xually mature until at least adult age 18-21...this is "

grooming" to make a child s*xually active/promiscuous and therefore candidates for pedo

1/22/2020 12:19:40 PM batespm4abbey Her makeup is a little OTT for a WH USGov speaker-representative...can't but focus on her makeup~hollywood/drama theatrical paint ...as former 

consultant, this detracts from the mssg and sexualizes it.

1/22/2020 12:22:42 PM batespm4abbey After election2016, #Patriots knew both pol parties corrupted needed to be shutdown, new party~"ConservativeConstitutionalists"=forgotten as djt 

literally pandered to both pol parties, failing to fulfill his promise to prosecute/Restore USLaw&Justice=Hard to sympathize/impeachmnt

1/22/2020 12:24:50 PM batespm4abbey as in all organized crime, leaders are street savvy shrewd how to manipulate and get around Laws, but not shining lights of creative intellect or 

inspiration, gangmembers even less if that were possible intelligent than the gangleaders

1/22/2020 12:25:34 PM batespm4abbey organized crime gangs follow orders without question=goal of org crime leaders;

1/22/2020 12:27:22 PM batespm4abbey UFOs were SSP

1/22/2020 12:30:49 PM batespm4abbey Source=TheDivineOne … repeatedly tried to teach humanity/OT and finally sent HisOnlyBegottenSon to teach humanity more explicitly/NT … how to 

live per divine order/intent of peace and joy for mankind uncorrupted by evil/demons

1/22/2020 12:44:05 PM turboxyde What is a "Transphasic Beam?"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/22/2020 12:45:17 PM americanpetal He’s been quiet for 5 days now. 🙁

1/22/2020 1:18:05 PM nikoscali The secretive scientist #SalvatorePais behind @USNavy #UFO patents is standing by his claim that he has discovered a new physical effect that allows 

for manipulation of vacuum energy states as well as macro-scale quantum coherence.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks …

1/22/2020 1:18:58 PM derekhashalon Resonant disrupter energy, based on harmonics manipulation

1/22/2020 1:24:03 PM patriotleah1776 618 sh€€ts of M@J3STIC ans₩ers!

Down£o@d & €nj○y! https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/22/2020 1:31:46 PM turboxyde Hmmm.

That word appeared to me loud & clear this morning in meditation.

There was no pain or fear in it's delivery, I saw (astral) a pillar of light wrapping around my body which took my consciousness into my upper kingdoms 

as tears of joy streamed down my face. pic.twitter.com/xLYJAs4FZ0

1/22/2020 1:34:16 PM dasha_dagmar Robots

1/22/2020 1:38:39 PM rawphonegirl I've heard this before but not irl! pic.twitter.com/10GsMvuEE9

1/22/2020 1:42:38 PM nikoscali @SpeakerPelosi reporting back to her masters in Tel Aviv regarding her recent failures... expect her to return with a black eye!

#MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ItayBlumental/status/1219872062807924737 …

1/22/2020 2:15:46 PM tjlibertybelle It's the Jolly Roger

Look closely

1/22/2020 2:36:28 PM trollingmockin1 Good point

1/22/2020 2:52:21 PM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/the-opening-of-the-great-pyramid-names-of-the-divine-mother/ …

1/22/2020 3:35:23 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tsk tsk tsk.  Reminder: Truth is Love

1/22/2020 3:55:16 PM knightofmaltaus perhaps this will help you researchers gain a leg up on the matter.

@DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JRockTigers @IdahoGunner @terran_sol @SKY3691111 @covertress https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-

zone/31798/the-secretive-inventor-of-the-navys-bizarre-ufo-patents-finally-talks …

1/22/2020 4:48:30 PM kevinmruel So their economic growth stops....and riots....so they released a virus...to kill Everyone....@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ 

@IvankaTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DiamondandSilk @UncleSamsNation @USMC 

https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1220137153663066112 …

1/22/2020 5:08:37 PM terran_sol This man is the modern day Tesla.

1/22/2020 5:53:45 PM nikoscali Looks like that Seattle #FF people were worried about is finally happening...

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/chiIIum/status/1220157204189392896 …

1/22/2020 6:01:14 PM lonestartroy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why the silence?

1/22/2020 6:45:04 PM dianemccahon Uh huh. Just like to get fake vids right

1/22/2020 7:42:12 PM freeflow4luv424 @redfeatherheat1 @lynnpotter11 @GirlSundry @GraceAlijah @Zoompad @2018Tsalagi @TracyMMPohill @HHMU_Banksia @LBF777 

@Stevetoppsculp1 @Mycannabiseeds1 @TeraMangala @mikecoulson48 @lori_blackbear @Wulf_9 @smakhanian @aumkeshavsharma 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 STAND UNITED MAKING LOVE WAVES

1/22/2020 8:00:28 PM lynnpotter11 XX

1/22/2020 8:11:58 PM enersonerik @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hope all is well my friend. I hope your silence is productivity instead of tribulation.

1/22/2020 8:12:58 PM natureinspace Hey MJ. You haven't posted in about a week. Everything ok?

1/22/2020 9:13:23 PM aetherwalker1 a beam that turns the target 'trans'.  ?  🤷🏼♂️



1/22/2020 9:23:40 PM rghardy3 Jan. 17 until Jan. 27  ?

10 Days of Darkness  ?

5:5

1/22/2020 9:50:17 PM judahstrumpets 53-47 @VincentCrypt46

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://youtu.be/tHroM13dgn0 

1/22/2020 9:57:52 PM nutz_doh Not entirely true. Many are your neighbors being pimped by their own parents/step-parents/relatives & they live double lives under shame & duress. 

Many are sold by their “friends” at school. Many sell themselves for the thrill of it or to make extra money.

1/22/2020 10:15:52 PM nutz_doh #JeffreyEpstein used extravagant luxurious mansions all over the US and globally. He lured young girls with money & luxury gifts & glam lifestyle. It’s a 

lot easier than you may think. Money makes things happen.

1/22/2020 10:42:56 PM nikoscali Being a professional Troll never gets old does it?

1/22/2020 10:53:58 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIhNsAtPbPI … pic.twitter.com/CGGYvbFiAE

1/22/2020 11:05:35 PM denises14017856 Yes, & Guislaine Maxwell also.

1/22/2020 11:38:29 PM smakhanian Just keep BEAMING LOVE. Be a Beacon to those Brothers & Sisters lost in the fog. We are all Children of The Light & The Darkness of The Natural 

World. When we remember the Way, we connect to all there is, all that was, & all that ever shall be. We are a PART of our Environment 🙏

1/23/2020 12:01:06 AM headlinejuice Excessive plastic surgery will do that.

1/23/2020 12:15:43 AM bmj240768 I agree. The big issue, the global satanic cult which abuses adults/children for there satanic needs. They are in "all halls of power globally". Thank God 4 

Q Team. 

Announcements Coming - Trump Dismantling Child Blackmail Network - Det. ...  https://youtu.be/5kWrBMQoerw  via @YouTube

1/23/2020 2:19:02 AM heart_responses Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

1/23/2020 4:02:04 AM freeflow4luv424 Keep Shining SUPER STARS 🌟🌟🌟💃💃💃🎉🎉🎉 SHINE LIKE NEVER BEFORE cuz Holy Shift in The Heavens & On Mother Earth right below our 

feet! Most are 2 busy to even realize! 2 busy 2 listen & FEEEEEEEL it coming in the air tonight, Oh Lord, Oh Lord Joel 

2🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽💞💞💞🎉🎉🎉💃💃💃

1/23/2020 4:05:50 AM djlok 1/17 to 1/27...Highly classified operations?  Maybe they had to go silent for 10 days.

1/23/2020 5:46:24 AM rubygirl973 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @michellemalkin @RealCandaceO @LoveHasOnly1 @JackPosobiec @whaleswarrior @TRUreporting @UnitedVeteransO @VFWHQ 

@Florida_Today @GodandCountry11 @AmericanLegion @wwp @MrDecker1MMAGC @

1/23/2020 5:54:14 AM auroravoyager1 #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is the Pirbright Institute?  Where did they get their grant money from for a patent?

 pic.twitter.com/OHKeY7agOY

1/23/2020 6:23:48 AM kevinmruel  http://Govtech.com 

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DevinNunes

@TheCollectiveQ

@RudyGiuliani https://youtu.be/pc2qgkoLFI8 

1/23/2020 6:52:03 AM joni_apple_seed Yes, that statement stuck in my craw! This is from an article re a test done on Australia’s water supply; whom is also being attacked by air; and it is very 

revealing/honest. The usual suspects were found plus some, all of which are the components for THERMITE. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/sdlu1zymX3

1/23/2020 7:47:19 AM shazbot17127277 Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 on vacation?

1/23/2020 9:05:13 AM jamiegrahamusa NOT INSECT.

MESSAGE WAS #ANSECTOPOD.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/it3y5HaRtu

1/23/2020 10:07:39 AM amylynrussell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where are you ? Why no tweets since the 16th😕

1/23/2020 11:00:18 AM intentionmentor Astonishing work, TBD! Lots to process, discern & pray about. Thank you.

1/23/2020 11:10:41 AM itsgreat2tweet @JoeBiden @SpeakerPelosi @SenSchumer @RepAdamSchiff 🤔

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @foxandfriends 

@JesseBWatters 😎🇺🇸 https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1220421363774775297 …

1/23/2020 11:35:23 AM ahlamah93290927 Tick tock..

1/23/2020 11:41:23 AM truthfighter80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @dlg4lfe, @QAnon55, they are devils and speak to spirits of Darkness. https://fbwat.ch/1sKwSVf7GiMuiyd3 …

1/23/2020 1:13:55 PM kevinmruel Hmm operation Deep Freeze...hmmm

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @DevinNunes @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/USCG/status/1220451226804019206 …

1/23/2020 1:41:53 PM kevinmruel Doesn't sound right...

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://wmur.com/article/dwayne-johnson-opens-up-about-his-dad-s-quick-death-and-thanks-supporters/30595595?src=app …

1/23/2020 2:29:41 PM xkeyscore1 .@just_reilly .@threadreaderapp .@RealSaavedra .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@jeffsekerak .@realDonaldTrump .@thebradfordfile .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

.@prayingmedic .@sara8smiles .@vesperz_ .@JudicialWatch .@xychelsea .@youngbloodautom .@T_S_P_O_O_K_Y .@FrapesGillis .@zerohedge 

.@thewarzonewire https://twitter.com/XKeyscore1/status/1220471525498814465 …

1/23/2020 3:18:16 PM frapesgillis He doesn't care dude. He cares about his "nUmBeRs". The news is fake, by law. Everything thats happening to you, and has happened to others. Is all 

"by law" meaning legal. Because they're nazi. Except "global" and control media to conflate themselves. So its more like Gazis. 

pic.twitter.com/v0DWqwJIzd

1/23/2020 3:25:32 PM youngbloodautom Trump is cleaning the swamp.  Give it time.

1/23/2020 3:30:21 PM frapesgillis You're kidding, right? In March, when he doesn't give you back a sliver of privacy with "SECTION" 215 of the patriot act. Look at your children, and 

remember this.

1/23/2020 3:32:36 PM frapesgillis Or maybe you've never felt batter about the future for YOUR kids, right?... five five and stuff.



1/23/2020 3:33:44 PM xkeyscore1 I have to agree with you.

Less than 100 miles of wall built.

Ivanka pushing Anti-#2A.

Comey, Strozk, Hillary, Rosenstein deserve life in prison - all walk free.

No AG under Trump has done sh!t yet.

IMHO POTUS is compromised by the #DeepState

I wrote this last June. pic.twitter.com/ei8sudZZSt
1/23/2020 3:56:50 PM johnbdelight Where have you gone, dear one?

1/23/2020 4:48:38 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/0Yfqh56ec6

1/23/2020 5:19:03 PM fester804 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This was interesting... a short battle over wikipedia  on State Funerals and Anons! Its unfortunate that some cant accept the truth 

and all the proofs that Q is real!#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/tGGRjANcQW

1/23/2020 5:53:44 PM yogaworkswell 😂😂👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/aNihdAwrm5

1/23/2020 7:34:16 PM shato296484aol Lemon head

1/23/2020 7:50:46 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/PjkPiGFPho

1/23/2020 7:59:35 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/FVltmywPa2

1/23/2020 8:50:18 PM patricksready  pic.twitter.com/WK1tOoZlkw

1/24/2020 2:42:46 AM ofuskate waiting

1/24/2020 5:21:54 AM mikey_ten_toes Distilled water is not great to drink.  It works like RO in your body and the lack of minerals in the water allow for the reverse osmosis of minerals back 

out of your body.  You’re left with less.

1/24/2020 5:32:54 AM ofuskate [Majestic]  Illojim < Another pic.twitter.com/HUVQPGRY5l

1/24/2020 5:37:26 AM blsdbe This. Best water is that that springs naturally from the ground. Test it for purity, the structure will be excellent pic.twitter.com/es7WKOCRZP

1/24/2020 5:49:33 AM aleks8837 If 12 days silent now, that'd be Majestic!! Q was silent for 21 days, with a 9 day "delta" with MJ (MJ said "572 relevant?", then 9 days later Q reposts 

number 572 after 21 days silent!!).

21 - 9 - 12 ?

1/24/2020 5:54:03 AM sdane8 That's brilliant. 👏👏👏

1/24/2020 5:56:40 AM mikecoats1965 Let me know as I know we can change the Matrix and make it better for all!

1/24/2020 5:59:31 AM cryptogyu Nano particles... uh oh... so maybe it is true... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #chemtrails #vaccines pic.twitter.com/tFJTuTZlpP

1/24/2020 6:07:11 AM __jabird__ Where are you guys? It’s been a few days.

1/24/2020 6:11:12 AM jwalverson10 Oh man .... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lol.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

1/24/2020 6:17:53 AM ragstorm @Boeing throws in the towel on secret spaceplane project for military

Is that cuz they know that the disclosure of #DOD other #ssp programs is coming up soon?

@Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@martingeddes

@TESLARATI https://www.teslarati.com/boeing-quits-spaceplane-development-darpa-xs-1/ …
1/24/2020 6:53:16 AM itsgreat2tweet #QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @drawandstrike 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @foxandfriends @CNN @MSNBC https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1220463276255039488 …

1/24/2020 7:33:02 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

2020年1月24日、トランプ大統領 @realDonaldTrumpの投稿。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

ベンガジ事件

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1213144816948662272 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1220536711031078913 … pic.twitter.com/5frhvUVrmf
1/24/2020 8:34:36 AM unidentifiedta1 DARPA

Haiti

Red Cross

Clinton Foundation

Epstein/Mossad

1/24/2020 8:43:43 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@Blackbird_sky

"イギリス🇬🇧EU離脱🇪🇺

イギリスはカバールにバイバイ👋しました。"

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

Killing The Mockingbird

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1205144257545170945 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/Blackbird_sky/status/1220513207338405888 … pic.twitter.com/ZFZT2QX1Kt



1/24/2020 9:18:29 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@Blackbird_sky

"Eriっちったら、特別仕様のレアなの拾っちゃったみたいね。"

▶️@okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

NHK

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1141721434705711111 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/Blackbird_sky/status/1220293578355724289 … pic.twitter.com/xPS9S8shV9
1/24/2020 9:21:04 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@Blackbird_sky

"やだ何これ！オバマは知ってたの？😳"

▶️@okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

NHK

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1141721434705711111 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/Blackbird_sky/status/1220296269454704640 … pic.twitter.com/K6Nam5NFnY
1/24/2020 9:46:40 AM liltilgerlil Trying to find your post in sound healing for a sick friend. Can not find. Please help! Thanks in advance

1/24/2020 11:48:42 AM tachyonluxor @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @GregRubini

1/24/2020 12:30:51 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon

 @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) pic.twitter.com/yP55PHByVv

1/24/2020 1:21:57 PM trollingmockin1 Wouldn’t be surprised if their posting “ Privileges“ were suspended

1/24/2020 1:40:45 PM patriotswegoall Virginia rally went well - so much for the state of emergency the governor posed.

1/24/2020 2:02:15 PM nikoscali Anyone identify these constellations?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #SpaceForce #MAGA #GreatAwakening #Disclosure pic.twitter.com/nCkpePyrWk

1/24/2020 2:20:41 PM ma_liky_ I was wondering the same

1/24/2020 2:21:30 PM xseducedx Nice of you to add to the mental health stigma.

1/24/2020 2:26:39 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ScienceUnderSec/status/1220790689077829633 …

1/24/2020 3:20:12 PM kcarpenter55 Why because I do not support open boarders, socialism abortion. the 2ndamendment,   disrespect for our President and calling the First Lady a 

prostitute the list goes on. If you bother to do your homework President Obama was the one who put kids in cages not President Trump

1/24/2020 3:23:36 PM kcarpenter55 President Obama deported more Illegals than Trump. Be careful what you wish for. God forbid if socialism ever happens be prepared for massive 

poverty, out of control crime and taxed 70 to 80 percent of your income. You will not be a able to pay for a decent home, feed your family

1/24/2020 4:00:01 PM rosscarwalker As we're in a quiet period do you mind declassifying any information on the actual life and death of Jesus? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/24/2020 5:23:51 PM aleks8837 Nah nah, I think they're alright! 😉

1/24/2020 5:44:14 PM kseven110 Haven’t heard from you lately.....

1/24/2020 6:14:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly I've seen a few comments and questions asking about why Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 haven't posted for a few days. Don't worry about them. 

They sometimes do radio silence, just like Q does. It's normal. Similar reasons. It may be connected to ongoing operations taking place.

1/24/2020 6:15:40 PM majic_eyes_qnly Do this search or click this link (same thing) to see some of the things they have said so far about 'radio silence', often referring to Q, but it can be 

applicable to themselves as well:

from:ts_sci_majic12 radio silence

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ats_sci_majic12%20radio%20silence&src=typed_query …

1/24/2020 7:02:21 PM burgersandra TY

1/24/2020 7:20:49 PM cocopuffster12 Miss them ♥️

1/24/2020 10:42:13 PM stlhandyman Are they getting ready for full disclosure? Anything less is an insult. Who is the [DS] in the ranks? pic.twitter.com/hgwVHvfTdU

1/24/2020 10:44:33 PM majic_eyes_qnly Mass arrests and military tribunals have to take place before Disclosure and First Contact. America is still at war with various enemies, some 

secret/hidden. Extraterrestrials have agreements we have to follow for First Contact to take place - ending human trafficking 1st of all.

1/24/2020 10:46:29 PM majic_eyes_qnly The Law has to be reestablished in the world before full disclosure. It can’t happen yet, it has to happen after the storm, in that order. THE STORM —> 

FIRST CONTACT. Super technology would be abused if known criminals (famous people) are not prosecuted first.

1/24/2020 10:48:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly Invisible war. After the war is won, then disclosure can take place, then First Contact.

But Federal indictments + Military commissions will take down the deep state / NWO. 

Secure the planet before opening it to the rest of the Universe.

1/24/2020 10:51:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly Full disclosure is being delayed until after that. But it’s ramping up. I don’t know what MJ are up to right now. DS are preventing disclosure, but after DS 

actors get prosecuted, no one will oppose disclosure and it can take place safely.

1/24/2020 11:11:04 PM stlhandyman Thank you for the update and heads up.  Peace Amigo

wwg1wga

1/24/2020 11:12:19 PM stlhandyman @threadreaderapp  here's a fresh one. Unroll please. It makes it so easy to share

1/24/2020 11:12:20 PM threadreaderapp Hola, you can read it here: Thread by @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY: @StLHandyMan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Mass arrests and military tribunals have to take place 

before…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1220960633186738177.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/24/2020 11:13:10 PM stlhandyman Gracious Amigo!

1/24/2020 11:22:45 PM stlhandyman Scotty (@StLHandyMan) Tweeted: @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are they getting ready for full disclosure? Anything less is an insult. Who is 

the [DS] in the ranks? Here is the reply and explanation. Thread by @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY: @StLHandyMan...  https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2nNxtt- 

1/24/2020 11:34:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly Where We Go One, We Go All. pic.twitter.com/akbZOdsjQJ



1/25/2020 12:16:16 AM terrancongito Antarctica is naturally geothermal. Tech that kept it cold was turned off

1/25/2020 12:55:10 AM tango66qanon Q drop 74 Alice in Wonderland @StormIsUponUs @TRUreporting @love4thegameAK @EyesOnQ @40_head @IPOT1776 @hmcd123 @thekbroskilla 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SeanCordicon @HowardF_33AD @M2Madness @JamesWhite70001 @ChristinePolon1 @Q2ndWave @trueCinZia 

@PATRIOTQ17XRP @Qanon76 @benibaru @QTAnon1 https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1215992737952124929 …

1/25/2020 2:35:21 AM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

where did you go?

1/25/2020 2:59:26 AM rose4patriots Let's not forget about DNA Harvesting for the production of Transhumans. 🌹X

1/25/2020 6:08:33 AM bumblebutt12 @threadreaderapp please unroll to explore. 😁

1/25/2020 6:34:23 AM sontechnique Thread by @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY: @StLHandyMan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Mass arrests and military tribunals have to take place before Disclosure and First 

Ca is still at war with various enemies, some secret/hidden. Extraterrestrials have agreements we have to follow f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1220960633186738177.html …

1/25/2020 7:30:56 AM xseducedx Yay keep spreading bullshit

1/25/2020 8:25:35 AM charmanda9 Just thought I would comment simply to bring the comments number up to 6. Thanks for the public reassurance announcement 😉.

1/25/2020 8:29:06 AM charmanda9 Oops, I guess I meant to bring this tweet’s comment count to 6. Here ya go.

1/25/2020 9:36:59 AM bbobbio71 @Turboxyde @M18862

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @MamaBearKrissie @AllahUniversal

@SandiaWisdom

So what can we do to Manifest the demise of the Corona virus? How can we make this a trending movement? I believe TOGETHER we can make this 

happen! What's your thoughts?

1/25/2020 9:43:06 AM decodematrix They're busy removing the Dracos from Earth.

1/25/2020 9:56:57 AM turboxyde We need to amplify the collective consciousnesses healing potential through meditation, prayer & awareness.

See, feel, become!

👇 https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1220764330276220928?s=20 …

1/25/2020 9:57:49 AM turboxyde That tweet thread is just my first pass on the subject. I welcome all co-creative intentions towards this goal!

1/25/2020 10:08:31 AM bbobbio71 Perfect! I believe we can do this.  Let's spread the love word wide!!

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/25/2020 10:16:12 AM m18862 Love is the answer to everything ❤️❤️❤️❤️

1/25/2020 10:39:14 AM kevinmruel Some people have given up on waiting for justice... the wheels of justice are slow.... normally I would complain...but this is too important to rush..in my 

opinion. @Qanon76

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump

@FLOTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MAGA2020 #MAGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE https://youtu.be/6O8upYzgb9A 

1/25/2020 10:39:15 AM bbobbio71 Well isn't this interesting!

#Tesla #freeenergy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Turboxyde https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1220834159226081280 …

1/25/2020 10:50:35 AM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jkylebass/status/1221065421874397185 …

1/25/2020 11:11:38 AM kevinmruel Mathematics metaphysical language of God and all things

Sgt Report News and Marty Leeds @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@POTUS @FLOTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@DevinNunes

@DeepStateExpose

#MAGA #WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#POTUS45 https://youtu.be/DOAsWRSEt9A 
1/25/2020 11:57:32 AM jeritud3 Russian government quits on the 15th

then MJ 12 stops posting 

coincidence ?

1/25/2020 12:08:56 PM kevinmruel Agenda 21/30 UN Globalist And Vatican Church plan to destroy the world

@TheCollectiveQ

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@POTUS @FLOTUS

@IvankaTrump @WhiteHouse

@DevinNunes

@RudyGiuliani

@JudgeJeanine

@TeamTrump

@DeepStateExpose https://youtu.be/dsSKxhyyTGA 
1/25/2020 12:29:25 PM ultra_unlimited I’ve learned about this from a myriad of sources over many years. Here on Twitter, you might enjoy reading some of the past threads by 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for a bit more insight. I don’t recommend any one source. I recommend seeking, listening and praying for guidance.  

pic.twitter.com/ouLN3DUAHE

1/25/2020 12:37:44 PM kevinmruel Proof of Satan worship  

 https://youtu.be/SgC_BesIKVM 

@SaraCarterDC @AussiePatriotQ @dbongino @DeepStateExpose @IPOT1776 @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @Qanon76 @Thomas1774Paine 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @RudyGiuliani @charliekirk11 @UncleSamsNation @DevinNunes

1/25/2020 1:12:58 PM kevinmruel Symbolism in the Bible

 https://youtu.be/et-w-BrzAD8 

@Qanon76 @SaraCarterDC @AussiePatriotQ @DeepStateExpose @DonaldJTrumpJr @SpaceCorpsUS #TrumpDefense #AmericansWantWitnesses 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UncleSamsNation @USMC @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @dbongino @IPOT1776 @IvankaTrump 

......



1/25/2020 1:36:11 PM jfogle8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why do we have days the fly by, then others that drag on an on?

Is it a manipulation? 

Is there a reason?

Does looking glass change something?

What are it's effects on actual time?

Is it proof of manipulation?

Just some stupid questions.

Hope you find answerable.
1/25/2020 2:57:03 PM anneolsen43 Rothchilds

1/25/2020 3:23:48 PM brainfreeze76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 where R U majestic???

1/25/2020 4:17:06 PM nikoscali Letting the impeachment shitshow take center stage

1/25/2020 4:57:52 PM nm_zsr Jan17 - Jan 27 class op (highest class?). I hope that there can be exposure after. 

The sheep need to see the truth. 

Godspeed.

1/25/2020 5:11:55 PM shreksshrek Great thread.. Here's the "China x3" drop for reference.

 https://qalerts.app/posts/?n=2984&tz=CST&tzo=360&src=app … pic.twitter.com/zBTaGVxUSi

1/25/2020 5:53:41 PM nikoscali Sounds like Majestic will be back on Monday

1/25/2020 6:07:19 PM nm_zsr Hopefully, after light is brought to bear to deep darkness

1/25/2020 6:28:05 PM aussiepatriotq Thank you for this will watch later sounds very interesting

1/25/2020 7:33:55 PM zerost8te If you're a follower of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and want to discuss/discord more there is now an invite to the **unofficial** server. expires soon 🙏

#Anonymous #QAnon #MJ12 #majestic

 https://discord.gg/8ux4pv  pic.twitter.com/v87AakAvvM

1/25/2020 8:14:26 PM manriquetorres5 @TrumpWarRoom

@realDonaldTrump

@RepMattGaetz

@SaraCarterDC

@EyesOnQ

@JudicialWatch

@Wyn1745

@Trin20201

@RudyGiuliani

@John_F_Kennnedy

@LisaMei62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@TomFitton

@GenFlynn

@SpaceForceCSO 

@Q2ndWave 

@RepMarkMeadows

@WhiteHouse

@Jim_Jordan pic.twitter.com/S1P6NCNCP8
1/25/2020 9:02:58 PM manriquetorres5 @realDonaldTrump

@EyesOnQ

@TrumpWarRoom

@DOITQ_GO17

@GenFlynn

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VP

@John_F_Kennnedy

@prayingmedic

@Wyn1745

@Trin20201

@RudyGiuliani 

@Q2ndWave 

@WhiteHouse

@Jim_Jordan

@cnnbrk pic.twitter.com/bKLWQ4Objx
1/26/2020 3:26:57 AM shawndala2 @realDonaldTrump

@LionelMedia

@Qanon76 @IPOT1776

@KesheFoundation

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TTSAcademy 

A tech that can be used to teach about spirit and soul and peace, taught by kfssi, can teach peace through "how" we naturally interact. Iran, China, & 

US can have

Peace. All Invited
1/26/2020 3:59:01 AM kevinmruel Just like in the movies Men in Black.. these do have truth... remember the day Truth is Stranger Then Fiction.@Qanon76 @SaraCarterDC @DevinNunes 

@Nigel_Farage @DeepStateExpose @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @USMC ...... 

pic.twitter.com/NlC8zAiLHV

1/26/2020 4:03:48 AM kevinmruel He's Not Royal Bloodlines.... And Shes a He.and a .C_A Tool  black hat

#Iran #Iraq #MAGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA @Qanon76 #IranProtests2020 #MAGA2020 @SaraCarterDC @realDonaldTrump 

@DeepStateExpose @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 pic.twitter.com/XXdiQzrLVl

1/26/2020 4:07:28 AM kevinmruel Most are  Abuse where the people are pushed in a no win situation. @SaraCarterDC @dbongino @DeepStateExpose @DevinNunes #MAGA 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @FLOTUS @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @DiamondandSilk 

@CoreysDigs @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/5cA4Y4AkSX



1/26/2020 4:28:30 AM covertress The 'psyops nature' of the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account is clearly stated in their pinned tweet. 

Believe what you will.

A major goal of MJ12/Q is to get you to think for yourself. 

Trust Yourself.

Message Over Messenger. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1068597200748453891?s=20 …
1/26/2020 4:43:24 AM covertress The dualistic nature of The Matrix is unavoidable in 3D unless we tip the balance of co-creative consciousness towards 4D+.

That won't happen though by ignoring that Evil exists. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1030144845904588800?s=20 …

1/26/2020 5:19:35 AM angel171614 I agree💕💕💕

1/26/2020 5:22:16 AM covertress You will see what you want to see.

From @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I see only love, as from a parent, guiding their child.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1202592571287060480?s=20 …

1/26/2020 5:49:48 AM covertress Donald Trump is Majestic, but my vote for the most powerful Twitter goes to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111476877477109761?s=20 …

1/26/2020 6:36:34 AM americanpetal 10 days of darkness?

1/26/2020 6:38:00 AM americanpetal I hope so!

1/26/2020 6:51:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 3434

1/26/2020 6:51:25 AM weediblue  https://www.qmap.pub/read/2145 

1/26/2020 6:51:49 AM jvan125 We are ready!!! pic.twitter.com/SOo9sr7sLc

1/26/2020 6:51:56 AM herbrusselljr A week to remember!

1/26/2020 6:51:58 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/L6BZSXY6Ed

1/26/2020 6:52:09 AM atashfire You're back!

1/26/2020 6:52:10 AM tippitiwitchet9  pic.twitter.com/hS0a4EGblF

1/26/2020 6:52:29 AM americanpetal A WEEK TO REMEMBER

1/26/2020 6:52:36 AM herbrusselljr I did the same thing! #GreatAwakening

1/26/2020 6:53:36 AM shaigaichan Hello.

1/26/2020 6:53:39 AM americanpetal I think it’s safe to say, 

We Have All Missed You!

1/26/2020 6:53:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 2681

[-14]

1/26/2020 6:54:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w/ MJ2 & T3

1/26/2020 6:54:21 AM weediblue  https://qmap.pub/read/3434 

1/26/2020 6:54:25 AM emw1961 I have been seeing these numbers everywhere

1/26/2020 6:54:38 AM irah_chandler And mj12 has returned

1/26/2020 6:54:39 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/GVPmbDfRxG

1/26/2020 6:54:48 AM weediblue Ready Aye Ready

1/26/2020 6:55:04 AM surfing123456 Was up MJ glad you’re back

1/26/2020 6:55:09 AM cidarean People are quick this morning. 🌄

1/26/2020 6:55:13 AM hawkgirlinmn Ginsburg is going to take one for the team?

1/26/2020 6:55:22 AM jared4liberty Covington cath bus a hit job?

1/26/2020 6:55:23 AM born2bef Everything still progressing as planned!?

1/26/2020 6:55:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Meghan.

1/26/2020 6:55:56 AM blankmarlo Who will the next state funeral be for?

1/26/2020 6:56:02 AM tellisback1 621

1/26/2020 6:56:06 AM bbobbio71 Can we manifest the demise ofc the Corona virus

1/26/2020 6:56:07 AM born2bef Dr. Epstein’s wife’s death a way of trying to silence him?

1/26/2020 6:56:12 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/P7QmNZXprI

1/26/2020 6:56:15 AM kryan92185384 Thank you. I ❤️ ye'all 😉👍

1/26/2020 6:56:18 AM eugenio02497597 A week to remember

1/26/2020 6:56:23 AM earth2nissy Is GESARA for real?

1/26/2020 6:57:01 AM weediblue  https://qmap.pub/read/2681 

1/26/2020 6:57:13 AM blankmarlo Does Assange know "the plan"? Will he participate willingly?

1/26/2020 6:57:32 AM aprilbrown99 Countdown has begun. I couldnt fit the whole post into one picture. 😊😊😊 pic.twitter.com/EdcVFt3Cud

1/26/2020 6:57:32 AM laura_twelve Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’m a twelve & ur a 12, how about we kick it old school &take a ride, in a hot air balloon w/the Age of Aquarius playing 🎶 

When the moon is in the 7th house and Jupiter aligns with Mars 🎵 Then peace will guide the planets 🎼 &love  will steer the stars 🎶

1/26/2020 6:57:50 AM 00loll0 Was there a pole shift?

1/26/2020 6:57:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 That could be one way of putting it.

1/26/2020 6:58:05 AM blankmarlo Who is Snowden working for these days?

1/26/2020 6:58:19 AM born2bef Sandy hook staged?

1/26/2020 6:58:32 AM weediblue Is this virus a last attempt by DS?

1/26/2020 6:58:36 AM connorr1986 Originated in Canada...

1/26/2020 6:58:47 AM state1union Are we ascending by regression?

1/26/2020 6:58:49 AM trumps_all Megan/Harry a distraction for Andrew and the Queen, or them running away before all he’ll breaks loose?

1/26/2020 6:59:00 AM innrsquardcrcle Is Tony Robbins White Hat?

1/26/2020 6:59:05 AM iknow04042015 1  272020 

1   9 11

1/26/2020 6:59:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 By car.

1/26/2020 6:59:15 AM blankmarlo Was Dr. Peter Salma, head of W.H.O killed?

1/26/2020 6:59:28 AM trumps_all Jimmy Carter, is he the next major distraction when they need a big pause? #MrPeanut

1/26/2020 6:59:29 AM nikoscali Will Trump's defense team disclose any new information in coming week?

1/26/2020 6:59:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the pole shift happens, you will know.

1/26/2020 6:59:51 AM surfing123456 Yes

1/26/2020 6:59:56 AM bryceja68689884 Will the chinese corona virus be a non-issue?

1/26/2020 7:00:09 AM innrsquardcrcle Are we on earth as some type of "punishment?" ie is this our karma we have to work off?

1/26/2020 7:00:09 AM aprilbrown99 10 days since last post. Missed you guys!  Love you!  ♥️♥️♥️



1/26/2020 7:00:11 AM bbobbio71 I think it's smoke n mirrors.  I'm thinking Harry will run for office in Canada.

1/26/2020 7:00:13 AM trumps_all Still confused whether LG is freed, or playing both sides?

1/26/2020 7:00:24 AM born2bef Will Adam Schiff ever be prosecuted !?

1/26/2020 7:00:30 AM neverbeasheep Defend Europe 2020. Start to clean Europe? Especial Germany?

1/26/2020 7:00:39 AM laura_twelve 👀

1/26/2020 7:00:40 AM cidarean What's the reason for Prince Harry and Meghans departure from royalty?

1/26/2020 7:00:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 Rudy will be active in 3434.

1/26/2020 7:00:52 AM brenda_nine RBG / Jimmy Carter or both? pic.twitter.com/8KzuKIuU5e

1/26/2020 7:00:53 AM ericedgar I need to travel to Taiwan soon. What should I know/do re the Corona virus?  What precautions should I take?

1/26/2020 7:00:59 AM megatronmighty What is going on with the protective shield around this realm?

1/26/2020 7:00:59 AM weediblue  https://qmap.pub/read/2667 

1/26/2020 7:01:00 AM surfing123456 If that’s answer thank you been with you guys a long time and we appreciate all you guys do WWG1WGA

1/26/2020 7:01:00 AM trumps_all Maxwell’s hacked emails and Bezo’s hacked phone, NSA work there????

1/26/2020 7:01:04 AM cidarean Reason for Australia fires?

1/26/2020 7:01:35 AM bryceja68689884 Do Schiff's crimes become public knowledge?

1/26/2020 7:01:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mass panic keeps you distracted from Rudy.

1/26/2020 7:02:01 AM trumps_all Are Rudy and Laura coordinating with Trump team to push the Biden stuff so they don’t have to during the trial?

1/26/2020 7:02:06 AM iknow04042015 Is No name still alive.

1/26/2020 7:02:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Assange is aware of what he must do.

Nobody, but God, has told him what he must do.

1/26/2020 7:02:17 AM like_neo Is the coronavirus something we need to worry about? If so, how to prepare?

1/26/2020 7:02:24 AM blankmarlo Were the gravitational waves that hit earth recently a positive event? Timeline shift/merge?

 https://www.livescience.com/amp/mysterious-gravitational-burst.html?__twitter_impression=true …

1/26/2020 7:02:32 AM trumps_all Closer to Antartica reveal, or is that still down the road?

1/26/2020 7:02:41 AM notevenchad17 Good to see you Majestic. No question, just hello 😁

1/26/2020 7:02:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 IS exists as a 12 dimensional energy particle.

1/26/2020 7:02:58 AM bbobbio71 VOG?

1/26/2020 7:03:04 AM splucas22 Will there be major UFO disclosure this year?

1/26/2020 7:03:07 AM trumps_all Virus release a distraction or a serious issues meant to cause significant death tolls?

1/26/2020 7:03:16 AM nikoscali Did Pelosi's trip to Tel Aviv and Poland include a meeting with [THEM]?

1/26/2020 7:03:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 They hide in plain sight.

Who is being retired?

1/26/2020 7:03:46 AM trumps_all What is USA and Israel seeking next week that seems to be something BIG? Could Iran secretly be apart of it?

1/26/2020 7:03:53 AM bryceja68689884 Thats the inner truth I felt. Thanks!

1/26/2020 7:04:07 AM tippitiwitchet9 Back in spring/summer of 2004 I lived high on Cheyenne mountain overlooking Norads parking lot... A close friend described what you have called 

Archons coming through the floor to the 3rd floor he was on and float past him...any idea what happened there?

1/26/2020 7:04:07 AM weediblue Thanks, that answered my question also.

1/26/2020 7:04:31 AM trumps_all 1st one to be hauled away in handcuffs as the WORLD watches is ____________

1/26/2020 7:04:38 AM cjptrsn Was the coronavirus intentionally released?

1/26/2020 7:04:50 AM anthony22003 What is causing the Schumann Resonance to spike like it is?

1/26/2020 7:05:14 AM hawkgirlinmn Is international travel not recommended at this time?

1/26/2020 7:05:20 AM surfing123456 Are you guys as happy with POTUS as we are WWG1WGA

1/26/2020 7:05:21 AM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12

Is this timeline the most challenging  we could collectively experience, without being wiped out ?

1/26/2020 7:05:27 AM splucas22 Will any of Epstein's blackmail videos come out?

1/26/2020 7:05:31 AM citoyen_resist  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1219650453534920705 …

Are you involved in that project ?

1/26/2020 7:05:33 AM born2bef Over 100k infected in China by coronavirus.. true?

1/26/2020 7:05:39 AM ericedgar Need to travel to Taiwan at the end of the week. Is the coronavirus real? Precautions I need to take?

1/26/2020 7:05:50 AM born2bef Did the Chinese gov release this virus on purpose?

1/26/2020 7:05:51 AM cidarean In regards to the solar flash. If I'm inside a building will I even notice? Or if I'm on the opposite side of the planet during the night? As to seeing and 

feeling.

1/26/2020 7:05:57 AM trumps_all Of the 100 or so major players that generally we hear about on a weekly basis, what percentage of them have either flipped, or have been offered the 

“play the role or die” option?

1/26/2020 7:06:04 AM unitedredwhite1 Project Looking Glass still active? Snowden assist?

1/26/2020 7:06:20 AM bryceja68689884 Is there anything we can do to make the black hats fumble?

1/26/2020 7:06:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not fear death.

Do not fear the unknown.

Fear is the only enemy you must defeat.

1/26/2020 7:06:56 AM trumps_all Who is the person we hear LEAST about, but in the end will have been proven to have a MUCH BIGGER role in the COUP then we knew?

1/26/2020 7:06:58 AM anneolsen43 Yes I think so too

1/26/2020 7:07:08 AM ordainedpain Q-post 3303?

1/26/2020 7:07:14 AM anneolsen43 The whole thing was a plan

1/26/2020 7:07:17 AM splucas22 What happened to the fabled "weiner laptop"? Will its contents be made public?

1/26/2020 7:07:18 AM connorr1986 What Hz are we at?

1/26/2020 7:07:26 AM sdcharge2k12 Me too but I have been seeing 34/43 for a couple years now so many times a day it’s impossible to be a coincidence but I’ts been driving me crazy 

trying to figure out what it’s trying to tell me

1/26/2020 7:07:28 AM seanrosendahl Jimmy Carter has been in the news lately.

1/26/2020 7:07:33 AM wahiggins3 Will there be a significant death this to distract from Rudy?

1/26/2020 7:07:36 AM lonewolfbuilder Declas in 2 weeks / [-14] / 1-YR Δ since drop 2681 (posted Feb 9, 2019)? pic.twitter.com/G8hoWO9kaV

1/26/2020 7:07:42 AM trumps_all What percentage of media, on-air folks are simply Liberal and don’t want conservatives to win, versus those paid for and controlled by the Cabal?

1/26/2020 7:07:48 AM weediblue I thought I saw something relating to her a few days ago.

1/26/2020 7:08:00 AM nm_zsr What were/purpose of the “unknown gravitational waves” that hit Earth recently?

1/26/2020 7:08:19 AM cidarean A car did "hit" a bus. 😬



1/26/2020 7:08:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 This SF logo -> SF logo.

"First Contact"

WW3 Events When?

Rebuilding When?

First Contact When?

Was the timeline changed?

What must happen in order to join "UFP"?

Davos?

[Central Banking]?

Resetting implies retaining.
1/26/2020 7:08:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fear

1/26/2020 7:08:41 AM hawkgirlinmn Touché’

1/26/2020 7:08:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Very soon.

1/26/2020 7:09:07 AM jeffleystaniel2 Does psilocybin benefit the human consciousness?

1/26/2020 7:09:09 AM nielsteyn 14 days?

1/26/2020 7:09:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Next generation technologies.

Think SF Next Generation.

1/26/2020 7:09:48 AM anneolsen43 Hillary said trump should be retired

1/26/2020 7:10:00 AM bryceja68689884 Woot woot! I am excited for when he cant live anywhere without fear!

1/26/2020 7:10:04 AM jollyrob2 When did the last one occur?

1/26/2020 7:10:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Buildup of negative karma results in spontaneous combustion potentiality that can be lit.

1/26/2020 7:10:33 AM nikoscali 2049-2053 WW3

2054-2079 Rebuilding

2063 - First Contact

1/26/2020 7:10:33 AM yourkiddingme5  pic.twitter.com/oosxq4J6qR

1/26/2020 7:10:40 AM clifton15jon Will the moon/mars bases be unclassified?

1/26/2020 7:10:40 AM do_or_do_notty 12 dimensional 

12=3

3 dimensional 

3D

1/26/2020 7:10:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns.

1/26/2020 7:10:44 AM cidarean Did you ever post on the o-/rh- blood type? Is there any significance to this type, oppose to other blood types?

1/26/2020 7:10:50 AM lonewolfbuilder Bit blurry but full post pic.twitter.com/fnu5iH13HC

1/26/2020 7:10:54 AM williebhere 14 days til count down.... done in 30?

1/26/2020 7:10:55 AM do_or_do_notty Good one! I wanna know too

1/26/2020 7:11:19 AM mile_high_mamma Will there be any interruptions here on Earth with the cosmic energy that has begun to bombard our planet?  If so, how and what should we prepare 

for?

1/26/2020 7:11:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do not back down from pursuing the truth and thinking for yourself.

1/26/2020 7:11:46 AM consortiapartn1 Welcome back MJ

1/26/2020 7:11:54 AM melhuses Mr peanut 🥜

1/26/2020 7:12:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 How do time and gravity correlate?

What do you think?

Do floods have waves?

1/26/2020 7:12:23 AM connorr1986 so arson it is...

1/26/2020 7:12:34 AM herbrusselljr Who did Schumer tell to get out of his seat or not relevant?

1/26/2020 7:12:39 AM eochaillmono Where does Kimberly Ann Goguen feature in the grand scheme if things?

1/26/2020 7:12:44 AM anneolsen43 Canada

1/26/2020 7:12:58 AM theraphinj Where ya been buddy!?

1/26/2020 7:13:06 AM williebhere Today is 26, countdown starts on 9 in 14 days.

1/26/2020 7:13:17 AM robertg69989098 Is weather manipulation by cabal in play for possible coming ice age? Land grab?

1/26/2020 7:13:23 AM nikoscali Reason for coming from the vicinity of Betelgeuse?

1/26/2020 7:13:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 CBD has been legalized and that can provide more help to Americans than THC will.

1/26/2020 7:13:31 AM snakejackal Try tightrope walking in dark where bottom is Hell.  Fear is a quantum entanglement of warning from higher self and how about make fear your friend 

and not enemy?

1/26/2020 7:14:00 AM scott_rick Is the Gold Revalue going to happen in Q1-2020?  Thank you

1/26/2020 7:14:08 AM rick_hernandez Is the impeachment trial the storm?

1/26/2020 7:14:15 AM thamby60 MMS.

1/26/2020 7:14:30 AM anthony22003 Yeah. BS on that one.

1/26/2020 7:14:39 AM lib7473 👍🏼😇✅

1/26/2020 7:14:47 AM scott_rick Is the moon free from negative frequencies?

1/26/2020 7:15:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 [human] = yes

]human[ = no

What is the point of BEing a human?

Does entering in the cheat codes make the game more rewarding?

1/26/2020 7:15:19 AM pauliepg11111 State of The Plan?

1/26/2020 7:15:32 AM wahiggins3 That is what I thought.  Post 2667 - Ginsburg missing Supreme Court

1/26/2020 7:15:34 AM anonymousada Pretty exciting! pic.twitter.com/jdb97lGoAn

1/26/2020 7:15:34 AM der_wanderer8 Do you think Earth Humans could accept and comprehend that Meaning lives in the Mind ?

That there is no need for myths or gods 😔

1/26/2020 7:15:39 AM anonymousada It sure will be!

1/26/2020 7:15:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have a special place reserved for Shifty Schiff and his associates at The Standard Hotels.

1/26/2020 7:15:59 AM nikoscali 3434?

1/26/2020 7:16:03 AM bryceja68689884 Does thc trap or expand consciousness? Meaning is it good or bad for purposes of ascension? CBD is confusing

1/26/2020 7:16:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your path to enlightenment can be found within.

1/26/2020 7:16:13 AM pauliepg11111 Looking Glass - who is still using it?

1/26/2020 7:16:27 AM scott_rick Will Trudeau be gone soon(public) view

1/26/2020 7:16:31 AM born2bef Perfect Answer! Thank you kindly! Be safe please!

1/26/2020 7:16:33 AM curt_avila Will the entites living in inner earth be  negatively or positively affected by pole shift?

1/26/2020 7:16:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 When you remove the bully, is the bullied free?

1/26/2020 7:16:48 AM weediblue So has GinsB

1/26/2020 7:16:52 AM jared4liberty “You don’t make what you need, you ARE what you need”

1/26/2020 7:16:53 AM nikoscali Bourdain would be pleased he will be avenged

1/26/2020 7:17:04 AM 369naturallaw And before?

1/26/2020 7:17:08 AM americanpetal How do we defeat fear?

1/26/2020 7:17:14 AM bryceja68689884 What is the point of being human?



1/26/2020 7:17:16 AM pauliepg11111 Smoking out some bad eggs?

1/26/2020 7:17:38 AM gaiusbrutus8917  https://www.biblegateway.com/ 

1/26/2020 7:17:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Parliament] is DE's problem.

30% needed to win.

70% against winner.

Is that fair?

Who owns the voting machines?

We have a special place for him as well.

1/26/2020 7:18:11 AM sleky19 First contact in 2021 😉 and not WW3

1/26/2020 7:18:31 AM atashfire To discover all possibilities.

1/26/2020 7:18:37 AM bryceja68689884 What is the moon? Its too convenient to just be a "moon."

1/26/2020 7:18:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why would NSA hack into something it already has?

Bad actors attempting to gain insight into whether they are cooperating with white hats.

1/26/2020 7:18:47 AM werascending Is Starlink a system to protect Earth from non-human entities?

1/26/2020 7:19:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Impeachment is determined in the court of public opinion.

1/26/2020 7:19:32 AM cambridgewibf How many hours should we meditate per day?

1/26/2020 7:19:34 AM 369helen313 WelCome BaCk MJ !

“Calm Before The Storm”🌪

✔️ “CASTLE CLEAN”

.......HOUSE CLEAN

.......SENATE CLEAN 

#DrainTheSwamp ⚡️

 .......D.C. CLEAN   

#WWG1WGA #Q #QAnon #QArmy #MAGA #KAG #MIGA #GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1220374040986247169?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/7V9WKpJLXZ
1/26/2020 7:19:37 AM nikoscali I like this revised timeline MUCH better

1/26/2020 7:19:49 AM state1union That’s what I thought and we all have God inside us. Thank you 🙏

1/26/2020 7:19:55 AM zendamaparanorm Is the Domain playing a roll in the Great Awakening?

1/26/2020 7:19:58 AM tha_gage What are your thoughts on seeing the same number sequence repeatedly. I keep seeing 317 and I’ve heard that’s a warning from the universe. When 

you keep seeing them that is. So I’m just curious on what you think about it.

1/26/2020 7:20:08 AM like_neo Mr. Peanut, so Carter.

1/26/2020 7:20:28 AM elatedveracity We have been seeing more information about cures to cancer and upcoming healing procedures.  How soon will medbeds be available to the 

extremely ill?

1/26/2020 7:20:42 AM wahiggins3 CBD can help heal our body.  Detoxify + CBD = Awoke

1/26/2020 7:20:56 AM citoyen_resist no, such a potential zero extraction tech is 101 freedom for human kind

1/26/2020 7:21:01 AM pauliepg11111 What did he know? https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/24-01-2020-who-mourns-passing-of-dr-peter-salama …

1/26/2020 7:21:09 AM hotgirlmo_mo  http://Qmap.pub  search

1/26/2020 7:21:32 AM weediblue Should we all be raising our vibrations, collective positive thinking etc?

1/26/2020 7:21:44 AM beatsbyblaine When Trump said “We’ll have 5G and maybe even 6G” in one of his press conferences was he nodding toward disclosure despite the known risks from 

5G?

1/26/2020 7:21:54 AM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/MoCszAR0mS

1/26/2020 7:22:39 AM jdm46808323 Are there really 2 other 3D planets for those whose vibrations are not high enough to ascend at the event for psychopaths, clinical narcissists and those 

who have chosen darker ways due to mind-control or unwillingness to serve other than self? Not the HRCs or satanists...

1/26/2020 7:22:42 AM jollyrob2 😁

1/26/2020 7:23:03 AM my2sonznme While I find majestic fascinating, mathematically very few people know what the tweets mean. If someone, anyone, would elaborate just a little bit 

more, think of all the people we could reach. (IMO)

1/26/2020 7:23:29 AM steven00282777 X.... R... ? (you know the missing letter) 

Good or bad? BC involved as a speaker once

1/26/2020 7:23:39 AM born2bef How can one defeat fear!?

1/26/2020 7:23:55 AM citoyen_resist This one will be masterized under very strict stellar condition. Not yet met on earth.

1/26/2020 7:23:55 AM werascending Was Art Bell a white hat?

1/26/2020 7:24:10 AM wahiggins3 You think mass fear can’t affect Schumann Resonance?

1/26/2020 7:24:28 AM neverbeasheep I hope so!! Many many great people here. But we are slaves

1/26/2020 7:24:34 AM citoyen_resist  https://twitter.com/citoyen_resist/status/1221453411524259840?s=19 …

1/26/2020 7:24:54 AM williebhere Bill and Linda gates frim Canada to China??

1/26/2020 7:25:01 AM sleky19 Looking Glass ➡️ 2 timelines

First ➡️ HRC president, NWO, WW3

Second ➡️ the great awakening

1/26/2020 7:25:29 AM aprilbrown99 BRING IT!!! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/rPZ4IpoSWe

1/26/2020 7:26:14 AM moemc8 I've asked as well.  Never seem to get clear answers anywhere.

1/26/2020 7:26:15 AM anthony22003 I dont think there is mass fear. People are becoming less fearful and more emboldened. So I call BS. Positive energy can affect it. Negative reduces it.

1/26/2020 7:26:16 AM nancyddb Me too. Good morning, glad your back.

1/26/2020 7:26:27 AM ordainedpain 3 before 4

3 before 4 pic.twitter.com/tBQtY8o6gH

1/26/2020 7:26:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The BE is no longer among us. The IS however is.

1/26/2020 7:27:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

1/26/2020 7:27:16 AM emw1961 I keep asking myself the same question - what are you trying to tell me ?? Then 34/43 all the time - I usually get them the most on License Plates on 

cars

1/26/2020 7:27:40 AM egelone dear mj, any recommend QI GONG guide? thanks

1/26/2020 7:27:54 AM auroravoyager1 A WEEK TO REMEMBER!

1/26/2020 7:28:18 AM leoboscan Thanks for all info.

1/26/2020 7:28:29 AM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/7zqvI3XKN7

1/26/2020 7:28:47 AM nikoscali Got it, was thinking 3434 = 77 but today + 77 days = 4/12/20 not 4/10/20 DJT day

Post 3434: pic.twitter.com/wr31bqFaqu

1/26/2020 7:28:58 AM 369naturallaw [GS]

The propaganda out here is way more sophisticated as in most countries I see. The Germans are far more controlled than most.

1/26/2020 7:29:04 AM schneppjennifer 3434 Q post. A week to remember.

1/26/2020 7:29:18 AM egelone Dear Mj, Do we have something like X303? I remember u said we have 500+++ interstellar ships.



1/26/2020 7:29:21 AM americanpetal Is there going to be an actual biblical flood that will wipe out millions?

1/26/2020 7:29:58 AM jonesy4671 Does Antarctica really have spaceships under the ice

1/26/2020 7:30:17 AM djlok It's not the "Crown" virus for no good reason!!!

1/26/2020 7:30:20 AM cprycelewis Will South Africa ever be liberated?

1/26/2020 7:30:27 AM citoyen_resist That's why, IMO the presidential statement is half true half anticipative. The president may be bragging about the advancement of such a project.

1/26/2020 7:30:47 AM aprilbrown99 Has it been placed into another BE?

1/26/2020 7:31:01 AM robertg69989098 2020 elections safe?

1/26/2020 7:31:27 AM americanpetal Will the pole shift cause a great biblical flood?

1/26/2020 7:31:31 AM charmanda9 Disagree. It went up on 9/11. Also, there is a certain group of people who truly do have something to fear right now. If [their] fear is rising, we know we 

are getting somewhere.

1/26/2020 7:31:44 AM fallorsesh That's not how it works, and it makes no distinction between + or - emotion.

1/26/2020 7:31:54 AM smedley77202346 Who will be the first puppet to fall ? Obama pic.twitter.com/19G713AMdA

1/26/2020 7:31:56 AM paguzzi Good to see you again! Wellcome back!

1/26/2020 7:32:00 AM egelone Dear MJ, is wuhan virus man-made biological weapon?

1/26/2020 7:32:02 AM hawkgirlinmn What is the best way to balance chakras or energy of the IS? I’m having a hard time meditating lately.

1/26/2020 7:32:15 AM djlok I'm thinking it may have existed in many BE'S before.  Ancient Problem!

1/26/2020 7:32:51 AM egelone Dear MJ, is the market crash u warned us last August coming soon? thanks

1/26/2020 7:33:25 AM snakejackal Border control

1/26/2020 7:33:34 AM aprilbrown99 I have seen many days of chemtrails in California and in Arizona this past week. 

Are they still spraying nanites, aluminum, etc?

When will this stop and what do we need to do to make it stop?

1/26/2020 7:33:55 AM pauliepg11111 Sounds like he has been cloned?

1/26/2020 7:33:56 AM keith369me Welcome back MJ12.  You were missed by everything we learned was being utilized during your absence.  Did the 1/11 mass meditation assist 

manifestation toward an abundant future?

1/26/2020 7:34:24 AM aprilbrown99 Yea...good point. 🥴

1/26/2020 7:34:43 AM djlok Me three! I'm just Enjoying The Show!!!

1/26/2020 7:34:51 AM cambridgewibf Will I personally ascend? What is my current level of consciousness? Can you sense me?

1/26/2020 7:35:16 AM covertress What do you consider long term Hemp / Cannabis intake? Months? Years? Decades? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073387926564859904?s=20 …

1/26/2020 7:35:30 AM nikoscali IS naturally occupy more than one BE. The question is which BE is he now?

1/26/2020 7:36:01 AM keith369me Especially in an election year

1/26/2020 7:36:06 AM 369helen313 Could you reveal for us what happened at the Senate Military Briefing was hold after the Soleimani’s distraction  !? 

Why were Senators so freaked out and on fire!? 

(I feel they have been warned with some serious classified info...! )🤔

1/26/2020 7:36:21 AM covertress How many IS-BEs currently on Earth are aware of one or more of their past avatars (incarnations)?

1/26/2020 7:36:58 AM realitycheck05 Will we relearn our superpowers before it's over?

1/26/2020 7:37:07 AM covertress Is Pat Shanahan still MJ number 8? And, if not, has he been assigned a new MJ number? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1141074376588234753?s=20 …

1/26/2020 7:37:21 AM youstinksoap There is only love and fear, right?

1/26/2020 7:37:29 AM pauliepg11111 Hmmmm...what about a family member?

1/26/2020 7:37:29 AM billkiwi John P0desta

1/26/2020 7:37:40 AM covertress The 2020 NDAA prohibits Turkey from participating in the F-35 program as long as it continues to possessing a Russian-made missile system. Can you 

tell us how else Turkey is inhibiting the New NWO and how it will play a major role in Disclosure? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074695439780327425?s=20 …

1/26/2020 7:37:58 AM megatronmighty The race contacted must be space faring and guided by a "higher" code.

We can't even leave lower orbit optically.

So when SF "launches", right after "they" will land officially and introduce themselves, bringing "new" technology and new ways of living. Cures, food 

production

1/26/2020 7:38:26 AM covertress Has the IS-BE of Jesus joined the Matrix/Global Consciousness Projection?

1/26/2020 7:38:37 AM der_wanderer8 Reconfiguration

1/26/2020 7:38:51 AM djlok Any day now? https://www.cbsnews.com/news/john-lewis-cancer-representative-john-lewis-diagnosed-with-stage-iv-pancreatic-cancer-2019-12-29-

today/ …

1/26/2020 7:38:59 AM keith369me Is marijuana a cheat code?

1/26/2020 7:39:25 AM numberonepal There’s a Netflix show called OA that broaches this subject. The show jumps the shark on complications, but the underlying ideas are interesting. 

Basically they can travel between dimensions. They learn through near death experience.

1/26/2020 7:39:31 AM egelone dear mj, is orgonite good?

1/26/2020 7:39:40 AM nielsteyn Please answer 🙏🏻

1/26/2020 7:40:33 AM keith369me Can you feel them?  Some can.  If you can’t, decide that you can

1/26/2020 7:42:31 AM der_wanderer8 Maybe by accepting Death not as an End but as new Beginning instead 💜

1/26/2020 7:42:36 AM youstinksoap You've prev. mentioned that it could be us from the future getting off UFO's in the last few days even Google has had an article about how it could be 

us from the future.

My Q:  Are we going back to the future?

Huey Lewis song has been stuck in my head too long now, lol.

1/26/2020 7:43:50 AM nikoscali Coincidence Majestic came back during Maria Bartiromo?

1/26/2020 7:44:25 AM keith369me Agreed, it’s a coded message regarding release of “Tesla” type energy...Nikola, not Elon

1/26/2020 7:45:05 AM americanpetal Was US Navy Admiral Bobby Ray Inman a black hat member of Majestic 12?

1/26/2020 7:45:11 AM keith369me Time is an illusion 😀...but the movie is playing 🍿

1/26/2020 7:45:32 AM nielsteyn By understanding fear. 

People fear what they do not understand.

1/26/2020 7:45:34 AM process_facts Also clowns

1/26/2020 7:46:15 AM unwilling_slave Religious freedom - alive and well?

1/26/2020 7:46:56 AM 369helen313 Will Rudy expose the DS ‘s “Ukraine Human Trafficking” Scandal !? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1221448107956764673?s=21 …

1/26/2020 7:47:04 AM zagnett Is the IS of "no name" at all friendly/remorseful/helpful? 🤔😅🙏

1/26/2020 7:47:08 AM americanpetal What do the white areas represent on the Schumann Reasonance?

1/26/2020 7:47:33 AM armywifeyf Are you guys extraterrestrials?

1/26/2020 7:47:35 AM mikecoats1965 I thought it already changed the poles?

1/26/2020 7:47:49 AM keith369me Change.  Might be disinformation, but consider that it could be a response to the 40% that hate the changes we are seeing even if they are positive.

1/26/2020 7:48:03 AM shellielopez 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

1/26/2020 7:48:13 AM weediblue Interesting, and possibly.



1/26/2020 7:48:49 AM keith369me WTF?

1/26/2020 7:48:50 AM megatronmighty When the first spaceship is announced, the countdown begins.

It will probably not be a US ship but probably Russian.

China will instantly be neutralized non optically.

International conference, global peace accord announcement, nukes removed.

A whole new purpose overnight

1/26/2020 7:49:42 AM turboxyde I've been meditating trying to understand a dream I had...

I was teaching a group of three letter students how to move their consciousness into a dimensional gateway that had appeared in an old multi-level 

building.

Are we shifting timelines again?

1/26/2020 7:50:00 AM alpha_cryptos How tap in to IS Cheat code?

1.Internal (meditation, visualization) 

2.External (chems, psylocibine etc.)

 http://3.You 're not ready

4.Other

1/26/2020 7:50:51 AM sterkinglights1 Probably shifty

1/26/2020 7:51:25 AM keith369me Many have had their first contact already via dreams/meditation and met their star family.  More and more have been showing in physical.  Official 

first contact isn’t about a White House visit...that’s already happened.  It’s about public perception.

1/26/2020 7:51:36 AM willowood22 Mr. Peanut himself. Jimmy Carter.

1/26/2020 7:52:12 AM lbf777 Is Trump an Israeli Belshevic Trojan Horse set out to destroy America?

1/26/2020 7:52:29 AM keith369me Amen...what’s the worst that could happen?  Death?  Followed by ones next incarnation experience!!!

1/26/2020 7:52:30 AM megatronmighty Until disclosure

1/26/2020 7:53:44 AM gracealijah 🤣😂😂🤣😂

1/26/2020 7:53:45 AM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/VVeKxiukiO

1/26/2020 7:53:55 AM mefulmer25  pic.twitter.com/KUmponBLuj

1/26/2020 7:54:13 AM lbf777 I thought u said the SR was all scrubbed before being released.

1/26/2020 7:54:20 AM hawkgirlinmn At a cousins funeral a couple years ago, my dad said “there’s worse things than dying.” It seemed odd at the time but now not at all!

1/26/2020 7:54:25 AM djlok Is it possible that he exists in MANY BE's?  I'm thinking human character archetypes.

1/26/2020 7:54:49 AM lbf777 Lol we know the Gov set those fires.

1/26/2020 7:54:51 AM keith369me Start with connection to your higher self if you haven’t already.  It is always with you...it feeds you your intuition.

1/26/2020 7:55:43 AM keith369me Truth is what he must do...what he has always done.

1/26/2020 7:55:44 AM sleky19 The official first public contact is for 2021..

1/26/2020 7:56:01 AM lbf777 Raising vibe frequency away from fear and towards love is ascending.

1/26/2020 7:56:31 AM lbf777 Nsa is violating our constitution.

1/26/2020 7:56:38 AM keith369me Ebola and Bird flu repeat.  These people aren’t very creative

1/26/2020 7:56:38 AM nikoscali Likely

1/26/2020 7:57:54 AM bigtex54 What did peanut do?

Iran hostages?

1/26/2020 7:58:11 AM covertress In my experience, cheat codes aid the game for Star Seeds who have forgotten they are ]human[.

Disclaimer: I didn't take psilocybin to cheat. Used endogenous DMT.

1/26/2020 7:58:21 AM keith369me I’ll take that as expect false flags.

1/26/2020 7:58:32 AM nikoscali People have already forgotten that SARS was a coronavirus too but the MSM has labelled THIS virus as THE coronavirus

1/26/2020 7:59:33 AM tncharlene Rare heirloom seeds. Should we be using them?

1/26/2020 7:59:36 AM nikoscali Guess 2019-nCOV wasn't catchy enough

1/26/2020 7:59:59 AM covertress Are you timing your AMAs to avoid answering the tough questions (mine)?

🙃

1/26/2020 8:02:09 AM covertress Where's Ruth?

1/26/2020 8:02:32 AM keith369me Corona associated with Sun?

1/26/2020 8:04:18 AM keith369me Agree it’s soon...makes sense to have it after Trump is re-elected...might be in 2020.  Compression breakthrough will be sooner.

1/26/2020 8:04:25 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/H8NjeeNufS

1/26/2020 8:05:03 AM nikoscali When viewed under a microscope, coronaviruses appear to have a crown-like structure. And in Latin, word 'corona' means 'crown'. This is why the 

virus is reffered to as coronavirus.

1/26/2020 8:05:35 AM do_or_do_notty My son partakes with me in enlightenment. It strengthens relationships in my experience! 

Do it! 👍🥳

1/26/2020 8:06:38 AM keith369me I sat in my sister in law’s funeral.  While tears were being shed, I watched “her” interact with a bunch of balloons as she was connecting with me 

telepathically.   I was biting when shit out of my lip to keep from smiling.

1/26/2020 8:08:04 AM anitakingsbauer What did POTUS mean when he said Mars was part of the moon?

1/26/2020 8:09:36 AM do_or_do_notty Growing, nurturing, tending to, and processing the medicine that heals you...priceless

And Freedom! 

I’m a patient, but we don’t have grow “rights” here 🙄

Whole plant medicine heals

But is expensive to buy! 🤑🤑

1/26/2020 8:11:12 AM lightlove21121 Does releasing our burden get easier?

1/26/2020 8:12:48 AM lightlove21121 Is there a way of getting rid of trauma 100%?  

CBD

Meditation 

EMDR 

Any other way to get rid of it faster?

1/26/2020 8:14:21 AM mongrelglory Have the timelines finished converging?

1/26/2020 8:14:49 AM do_or_do_notty Sounds interesting! Thanks

1/26/2020 8:16:08 AM lovethebeach999 5

1/26/2020 8:16:40 AM mongrelglory Anything important happening in Antarctica right now?  Will it be in the news soon?

1/26/2020 8:17:42 AM mongrelglory Have you succeeded in your efforts to reach out and awaken Starseeds?

1/26/2020 8:18:03 AM tachyonluxor did yall go to #davos?

where yall been?!

1/26/2020 8:18:17 AM mongrelglory Do Starseed have to worry about being targeted for psychic attacks?



1/26/2020 8:18:41 AM rot8infinity No questions here, just a thank you.

Thanks to the team(s) working hard for us.

You all are amazing.

1/26/2020 8:18:51 AM lightlove21121 I was asking about PTSD.

1/26/2020 8:19:30 AM corn_hole Fema volunteer here, why do you call yourselves the job finders? pic.twitter.com/ESp7Yopc6q

1/26/2020 8:19:45 AM megatronmighty Also the frequencies the other morning, they started broadcasting in the "all on" range and then were squashed, silent.

Now back on but more focused on personal ruin.

Was that a white hat op?

1/26/2020 8:19:55 AM mongrelglory Is this "cancer cure" the real thing? https://www.zerohedge.com/health/scientists-britain-may-have-just-accidentally-found-cure-cancer …

1/26/2020 8:20:25 AM mongrelglory Is Iran still under Cabal control?

1/26/2020 8:20:52 AM mongrelglory Is Israel next?

1/26/2020 8:22:35 AM anthony22003 There has been a massive increase in cosmic energy hitting the earth and it's not coming from the sun.

1/26/2020 8:22:37 AM tarynupmatrix So the source/creator can experience his creation

1/26/2020 8:23:57 AM mongrelglory Is this Coronavirus epidemic a false flag? (Meaning deliberately engineered).

1/26/2020 8:24:23 AM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NikosCali/status/1221468861150760962 …

1/26/2020 8:24:55 AM capitalkid Does seeing 119 imply alignment with freemason energy the same way as seeing 911 does?

1/26/2020 8:25:12 AM keith369me Absolutely...the sun is a portal and one of the sources for its “transfer”. Galactic Central Sun

1/26/2020 8:25:58 AM mongrelglory Is the Coronavirus epidemic a trade/economic warfare tactic against China?

1/26/2020 8:28:16 AM mongrelglory Is the radiation being released from Fukushima nuclear plant under control?

1/26/2020 8:29:14 AM keith369me What’s your intuition telling you?  SARS?  Ebola?   Distraction from Trumps legal team?

1/26/2020 8:29:22 AM synackstatic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Witch Hunt = Yovonovitch?

"Read the transcripts" = Crowdstrike?

1/26/2020 8:29:31 AM nancyddb Maybe the awakened group is one IS in many BE's?  🤔

1/26/2020 8:29:43 AM cemgtr theres footage of 2 crafts (different specs) filmed by Turkish mil. They looked like they were watching one another. One gave me bad vibes one seemed 

chill. The time stamps in the video are quite important. ANNNND I CANT FIND THE VIDEO!!!!! so annoying, sorry, i tried.

1/26/2020 8:29:49 AM iamyou132 so it helps an IS-BE be? It helps a human make sense of their meat suit life. Cheat codes don't make the game more rewarding per say, but they do 

show you your limits of what you can truly do inside the game

1/26/2020 8:30:28 AM nancyddb That's why we are reminded we volunteered to be here.

1/26/2020 8:30:34 AM kryan92185384 This.

Shit.

Right.

Here.

Is.

Gold!!!

1/26/2020 8:30:53 AM lightlove21121 🔥🔥🔥🔥♥🔥🔥🔥🔥

1/26/2020 8:31:34 AM djlok I've wondered that to.  Like maybe those who are Awakened are all one IS.

1/26/2020 8:31:48 AM nancyddb One IS, that wanted to experience separation through many BE's. Cool!

1/26/2020 8:33:07 AM _369311119 Guess: The legal definition of hemp will change to include a higher THC percentage. 

 https://www.agriculture.com/news/business/largest-us-farm-group-supports-higher-thc-limit-for-industrial-hemp …

(THCv is legal right now...)

1/26/2020 8:33:18 AM scott_rick When in 3D linear time that exactly

1/26/2020 8:33:26 AM laurabusse Ha

Brilliant

1/26/2020 8:33:33 AM nancyddb Lets get this done, go home and find something else to do, haha

1/26/2020 8:33:50 AM rebornkingent Does make the game more rewarding? Turning on the windshield wipers during rain is not cheating. Cabal has purposely distorted the meaning of 

being human. They are the ones cheating.

1/26/2020 8:34:17 AM kryan92185384 🔥🔥🔥

1/26/2020 8:35:00 AM cosmic_engineer There is nothing to fear, but fear itself.

Love trumps All

1/26/2020 8:35:52 AM mongrelglory  https://www.marketwatch.com/story/watch-this-planters-kills-off-mr-peanut-in-super-bowl-pregame-ad-2020-01-22 …

1/26/2020 8:36:16 AM laurabusse I keep hearing the universe is made of one particle that travels at infinite speed to make up everything

I know this sounds farfetched

But if true

Then everything truly is one

And there is no separation

1/26/2020 8:36:56 AM mongrelglory Planters killed off Mr. Peanut on Jan. 23rd this year.

1/26/2020 8:37:21 AM fallorsesh It wasn't Turkish "mil" he was a security guard in a parking lot. The footage is interesting, but there was a very compelling case to actually prove it was 

the top, circular deck of a cruise ship.

1/26/2020 8:37:21 AM nikoscali I think the answer is something like time is an illusion even 3d linear time

1/26/2020 8:37:44 AM mongrelglory Will Julian Assange be coming to the US soon?

1/26/2020 8:38:48 AM laurabusse Going with markle

1/26/2020 8:39:31 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/oezHa4KB7O

1/26/2020 8:39:51 AM bluebaby072 Will people who are ascending manifest any physical changes to their bodies?  Senses?

1/26/2020 8:40:24 AM zagnett Any idea(s) on what is actively being planned for the next week that you can share here? If you must travel by plane next week, any precautions you 

would recommend?

1/26/2020 8:40:34 AM alliswithin17 I agree!

1/26/2020 8:41:03 AM lynnboyce7 Where do you get mms from? I’m post cancer and want to stay that way💪 WWG1WGA  

Thank you

1/26/2020 8:41:20 AM mongrelglory I'm considering 3 possibilities... A. Last ditch Cabal attempt to kill off people/collapse the system. B. Cabal distraction from Trump's legal team. C. 

Economic warfare against China by the US.

1/26/2020 8:41:42 AM ghosteagleforge Who built the georgia guidestones?

1/26/2020 8:41:49 AM laurabusse Agree

1/26/2020 8:43:01 AM diddy121 What is IS and BE please

1/26/2020 8:43:30 AM beth52625 Prince Philip?

1/26/2020 8:44:29 AM mongrelglory Coronaviruses are a very common group of viruses that cause "cold"s: https://www.webmd.com/lung/coronavirus#1 …

1/26/2020 8:44:58 AM laurabusse That would make sense...

1/26/2020 8:46:25 AM mongrelglory Hopefully he learned a lot during is last incarnation here...🤨

1/26/2020 8:47:08 AM johnnymerckx  pic.twitter.com/zdtQ6etmH7



1/26/2020 8:47:19 AM bryceja68689884 Yes. I treated a patient with confirmed coronavirus in the hospital for other issues last week.

1/26/2020 8:49:50 AM mongrelglory Is the "Hidden Hand" interview accurate in how it describes the role of evil IS-BEs in our world?  They say they are here to act as a catalyst for our 

growth and that they are doing us a great service by playing their mutually agreed upon evil roles.

1/26/2020 8:50:37 AM lmjonzey hopefully positive

1/26/2020 8:50:40 AM djitaldawg Cancel

1/26/2020 8:50:41 AM thamby60  http://kvlab.com .

1/26/2020 8:50:48 AM zagnett Oh Meghan originated in a Chinese bio-lab? Would explain some things. 🤔🧐🤣

1/26/2020 8:51:55 AM mongrelglory Is the Queen of England cooperating with the "White Hat" plan, or is she on the side of the Cabal?

1/26/2020 8:52:20 AM trump_alliance And unite

When #WeThePeople come together, [they] have zero chance

This is part of the reason [they] are terrified of the #GreatAwakening 

Once we awaken, [they] lose

Once we stop fighting each other & fight the real enemy, [they] lose pic.twitter.com/iuyozSjRjH

1/26/2020 8:52:53 AM mongrelglory Will the Vatican be exposed for their evil deeds? (I'm assuming we've only scratched the surface with the pedophile priests who've been convicted).

1/26/2020 8:54:24 AM mongrelglory I think they've said previously that it isn't any more effective than a placebo.  (I'm paraphrasing).

1/26/2020 8:54:35 AM cemgtr My bad. I remember doing the diggin over a year ago so my memory was a bit hazy on all the details.  And you suggesting a cruise ship is laughable. Im 

going to look for the clip now.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu23TydFe3Q … :) debunk this.

1/26/2020 8:54:52 AM lmjonzey That just made memorial products go up in price.

1/26/2020 8:54:57 AM cemgtr  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hu23TydFe3Q …

1/26/2020 8:55:05 AM miss_ampie Missed y'all, MJ.

1/26/2020 8:55:13 AM winklerburke Majesty

1/26/2020 8:55:38 AM lmjonzey Still not convinced about his heart.

1/26/2020 8:55:40 AM paytonpatriot Who is @ROYALMRBADNEWS ?

1/26/2020 8:56:03 AM scott_rick Exactly it helps shed 3D egoic concrete and reveal more of my genuine higher self- emmisary from Andromeda

1/26/2020 8:56:42 AM scott_rick Although I’d take DMT also

1/26/2020 8:57:51 AM lmjonzey Put in QHHT on utube and watch a few past life regressions.

1/26/2020 8:58:49 AM worldxplorer1 MJ12 has had a lot to say regarding LG. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103131136744714240?s=20 …

1/26/2020 8:59:01 AM mongrelglory I'm worried Canada has a lot of bad Karma to burn off too... especially our Prime Minister.

1/26/2020 8:59:11 AM scott_rick Imo it jack hammers away 3D programming and helps expand consciousness... both psybocylin and cannabis were given to is by ET’s to naturally heal 

the mind from depression, anxiety and a multitude of other mental afflictions... natural medicine given to is by GAIA

1/26/2020 8:59:57 AM winklerburke It is under one 737 LESS control?

1/26/2020 9:00:07 AM worldxplorer1 More from MJ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204167502877614081?s=20 …

1/26/2020 9:00:42 AM winklerburke Last?  [MOSSAD evil part thereof]?

1/26/2020 9:01:17 AM lightlove21121 Benevolence counts ♥️

1/26/2020 9:01:47 AM bernie2020wh Pandemic, mass shooting, wildfire; repeat.

1/26/2020 9:02:00 AM mongrelglory I guess we're here to experience duality and the limitations of this life, and while doing so, learn to rediscover our transcendent nature...

1/26/2020 9:02:13 AM 444_q_ 👏👏👏❤️

1/26/2020 9:03:42 AM worldxplorer1  http://thescienceexplorer.com/universe/how-gravity-changes-time-effect-known-gravitational-time-dilation …

1/26/2020 9:03:43 AM cemgtr Do we live in a sky vacuum?

1/26/2020 9:04:34 AM mongrelglory I've got to admit, I'm looking forward to making Earl Grey tea in my replicator...among other things! 😎

1/26/2020 9:04:36 AM kimmeykim1 Totally agree!

1/26/2020 9:04:41 AM winklerburke Serial murderers have similar thought. All such thought is insane.  The evil of the day is sufficient thereof, no need 2 add it it ever. Universe does not 

require organized mayhem... for all to grow. Mega-Evil-Ops are dystopian to ascension, will be shut off?  Their time = gone.

1/26/2020 9:05:40 AM waiting4et BE = Biological Entity, but what dies IS reference? Trying to keep up here Hahahaha

1/26/2020 9:06:21 AM waiting4et Incarnated Spirit?

1/26/2020 9:07:09 AM greeneyesanon That’s what I thought too.

1/26/2020 9:07:19 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/49VomD9fdt

1/26/2020 9:07:47 AM winklerburke Once every 1,000 years somebody dirty enough to completely understand Mega-Evil-Ops comes along who can be tapped on shoulder to lead Mega-

Restoration-of-Good ops. Not perfect, but sufficient for the task. Bravo, Trumpians.

1/26/2020 9:08:10 AM mongrelglory To join the "UFP" we have to end all wars and human trafficking on this planet, and we also need to have some sort of governing body that can speak 

for all of the planet. MJ-12, is this the "meritocracy" body that Benjamin Fulford says the Dragon family are trying to organize?

1/26/2020 9:09:26 AM winklerburke Above Q plan... are other plans to get humans up to speed with galaxy operations?  Yoda might advice Padawans to be patient, Hmmrmmm.

1/26/2020 9:10:43 AM mongrelglory Will the CIA be disbanded in the near future?

1/26/2020 9:11:41 AM wishfulldreamz Did Guistra help her smuggle it to China?

1/26/2020 9:11:53 AM winklerburke A stage hypnotist who explains how NLP stage hypnotist actually mesmerizes a crowd into giving the leader money, power and fame... that is a white 

hat.   ;)

1/26/2020 9:12:38 AM winklerburke Implosion ops don’t need much help, maybe just a little?

1/26/2020 9:14:09 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/VOgmOyucP9

1/26/2020 9:15:04 AM winklerburke The nature of disclosure via the internet... precludes giving actual, overt, effective, actionable... market trading advice.   One can understand why... 

actionable trading advice is not the goal for humanity, right now.  But you can figures moves yourself?

1/26/2020 9:16:48 AM mongrelglory In order to experience duality in 3rd density existence, you can't have good without the evil.  This is the opportunity for spiritual growth via the choices 

we make in life.  The Hidden Hand interview is referring to levels of existence beyond our level of duality.

1/26/2020 9:17:37 AM billy_bear17 Praise God!

1/26/2020 9:18:11 AM worldxplorer1 Darn shame too. Great show. Hope some other provider picks it up.

1/26/2020 9:18:25 AM winklerburke Pretend an Ed system is legit.  Does the overseeing board of the graduate university program manage the day to day ops of the elementary and high 

schools? Even the four-year college? There is an over-all plan. Each level operates as it must, separate but within highest purpose?

1/26/2020 9:18:39 AM zacksalvatore33 How to get rid of a bad habit like porn addiction?

Been trying for 2 years now but to no avail.

1/26/2020 9:20:31 AM winklerburke In the beginning of ascension, Padawans become aware of this sign, or that sigh, or the other. It does not mean universal doom for all. It usually means 

the old man is dying, new man is coming alive. Find a mentor for ascension?

1/26/2020 9:21:30 AM winklerburke Does Yoda talk backwards?  The answer is yes.

1/26/2020 9:22:35 AM jamiegrahamusa #Frequencies

I posted a long thread on each one. Also YToob has a lot posted. I use tibet singing bowls too! Plus crystal infused water.

1/26/2020 9:23:20 AM cosmic_engineer  http://www.piquapress.com/wordpress/the-plan/look-at-the-plan/ …

This is the replacement. No reset. It solves many inequalities, removes abuse and most criminal organization's ability to profit



1/26/2020 9:23:47 AM winklerburke No. The baptism of spiritual fire, or ascension, will come to many who are not prepared. They will think it is a literal flooding, but all it really will be is a 

time when the saints and prophets will say, we told you to get ready inside. You didn’t. So it now goes rough for you?

1/26/2020 9:24:12 AM winklerburke Being reborn... being restored... about to thrive?

1/26/2020 9:24:18 AM miss_ampie That's an understatement.

1/26/2020 9:24:45 AM winklerburke Study Dave Wilcock?

1/26/2020 9:25:42 AM winklerburke Davos used to be evil Cabal bS,  now: the reverse ?

1/26/2020 9:25:58 AM bibibobibox Are angles values those that appear inside the [ ]at the drop’s beginning? These measures will be remarkable if we think about triangles and 

trigonometry. Or those mean days? Sorry for this silly question...

1/26/2020 9:26:11 AM winklerburke See Zero Hedge article.

1/26/2020 9:26:24 AM mongrelglory Soros! That bastard! 😠

1/26/2020 9:26:56 AM burgersandra More, much more. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/26/2020 9:27:02 AM winklerburke If he doesn’t, how does murder of Seth Rich ever get justice?  Timing is everything?

1/26/2020 9:27:35 AM timbrequentin hey i have been seeing people post about these rings in the sky in different states and I just found one over where I am.. do you know any info about 

this? I swear this is not a camera effect or lens flare pic.twitter.com/R69Qd7xpXS

1/26/2020 9:28:14 AM winklerburke  http://Www.russianmartialart.com 

1/26/2020 9:29:18 AM winklerburke What do enlistees pledge allegiance to in the US Military?   Do you believe in the goodness of good?

1/26/2020 9:31:24 AM weediblue Love yoda

1/26/2020 9:31:30 AM winklerburke Nature of disclosure provides little market advice, that enables traders to make fortunes?  On purpose, direct-actionable advice on markets is not 

given?  Because that is not the nature of movement?  Same as in 1776?

1/26/2020 9:31:46 AM mongrelglory Thanks, I read them regularly.  Lots of speculation, was just seeing if MJ-12 would confirm any theories.

1/26/2020 9:31:57 AM tomchiodo Some things become clear as “future proves past”. Was Soleimani the iron fist de-facto ruler of Iran. Did POTUS free Iran? Remains to be seen whether 

Ayatollahs are figureheads paper leaders or also need purged. Maybe easier now for revolution by citizens.

1/26/2020 9:34:34 AM lizzah_83 Is Himalayan salt required to be added to RO water to make structured H2O, or does spinning the RO water do enough?

1/26/2020 9:34:43 AM winklerburke We are moving thru space designed to spiritually ascend humanity. Therefore, clean & ascend = smoothest path. To be rigid & inflexible = hardest path. 

We get to choose path?  But who can stop Earth entering spiritual space radiating zones? You? Me?

1/26/2020 9:35:16 AM winklerburke Beginning thereof?

1/26/2020 9:39:09 AM mongrelglory Here's the interview in case you're interested.  It's quite long, but very thought provoking.

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_illuminati_55.htm …

1/26/2020 9:41:27 AM timbrequentin I may be very wrong but I think these rings around the sun that people are seeing is called a corona.

Is there are significance to this is correlation the events happening in the world today? Did some people in the world know about this before it started 

happening? pic.twitter.com/UodudHc2Tc

1/26/2020 9:41:52 AM tha_gage Thank you. You’re the first to reply to the topic. It’s been bothering me for a couple years now

1/26/2020 9:42:25 AM lizzah_83 .

 https://t.co/fn2v9lq2Ep  https://twitter.com/jkylebass/status/1221065421874397185?s=21 …

1/26/2020 9:42:45 AM daveo6145 The peanut farmer. Carters already mentioned on the state funeral site...

1/26/2020 9:43:17 AM dls00741 forgiveness

to whomever harmed you

to yourself

1/26/2020 9:44:13 AM daveo6145 One of 45’s lawyers went there. Maybe intimidation

1/26/2020 9:44:23 AM the_fjalar R U enjoying the Show?

1/26/2020 9:45:15 AM the_loveoflight Was the Coronavirus spread on purpose?

1/26/2020 9:46:13 AM ericedgar try to replace it with a good habit.  Fill the time with a new hobby such as building a model rocket or airplane. Or go to the gym instead.  No promises 

these will work but might be the kick you need.

1/26/2020 9:46:28 AM pauliepg11111 IS = Immortal Spiritual BE = Biological Entity. So basically your IS is your soul and your BE is your body.

1/26/2020 9:47:13 AM the_loveoflight Floods have waves

1/26/2020 9:47:33 AM dls00741 what?  tell more please

1/26/2020 9:47:35 AM mongrelglory Some members of MJ-12 are ET. They have to be careful about giving us knowledge that we are not ready for.  That would be an infringement upon 

our free will.  So they give us clues in the hopes that we'll be able to put the pieces together and discover the information ourselves.

1/26/2020 9:49:57 AM dls00741 I actually thought your C. last night.... China is obligated to buy X amount of agriculture products... with less population, could be push back from the 

Chinese deep state.  

 Your A. also would line up with the Georgia Guidestones.

1/26/2020 9:50:19 AM fave555 Can’t help but see similarities to China’s “social credit” system, and the UN agenda 21/30...🤔

1/26/2020 9:51:27 AM dls00741 never occurred to me...

1/26/2020 9:51:56 AM the_loveoflight Whats gonna happen to the IS of the corrupt once they are no longer with us? Come back as new IS-BE?

1/26/2020 9:52:01 AM winklerburke Thank you. Since you replied... there might be a Christian path now available, for free, on the internet...  http://www.inthatdayteachings.com .

1/26/2020 9:52:27 AM marndin12 I have written quite a few controversial songs throughout the years. This one’s about what could actually manifest if Agenda 21/2030 succeeds –  

https://youtube.com/watch?v=3tIG1ahMeBs … Please feel free to use this song to help spread the word #agenda21 #agenda2030 #coronavirus

1/26/2020 9:53:19 AM azuremagus Very confined and isolated are those hotels.

1/26/2020 9:53:36 AM rick_hernandez Yes. That’s what I’m thinking it could be.

1/26/2020 9:53:44 AM jamiegrahamusa Exactly. Drops...crumbs and we bake the bread and share it!

1/26/2020 9:54:20 AM joshuajamesdavi #EndTheFed

1/26/2020 9:54:55 AM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1/2 — 3,6,93,6,93,6,9 Sorry this may be off topic. 

My visualization ability has always been close to me and It was progressing even more so. Over the last couple of years though, I have felt it both 

fading and/or moving away from me (not including flash Visions).

1/26/2020 9:55:36 AM winklerburke Yes, evil is necessary, but don’t be it. There is such a thing as an over-enlarged hell. Better that a millstone was put around neck... than to side with 

evil?   It is entirely possible that evil got too large a control of entire planet.  Quite a mess to clean up? Hence: epic?

1/26/2020 9:55:37 AM aprilbrown99 I believe they reference count down days.

1/26/2020 9:56:07 AM weberj502 Indictments against Schiff, Nadler, and Nutty Nancy would be a nice touch.

1/26/2020 9:57:06 AM mongrelglory You're preaching to the choir. 😉  I have absolutely no desire to be evil.

1/26/2020 9:58:39 AM fallorsesh I didn't suggest anything. It was a very long detailed presentation by another researcher and like I said, after watching the over hour long session, the 

evidence was compelling.

1/26/2020 9:58:44 AM americanpetal When is the blackout?

1/26/2020 9:59:32 AM n2zyk How long before we see the real space force reveal?

1/26/2020 9:59:37 AM americanpetal I’m so looking forward to the replicators. 😀

1/26/2020 10:00:53 AM mongrelglory I can imagine myself going a little crazy at first.  I hope they program the replicators to make cat food and budgie seed too. 😁



1/26/2020 10:02:16 AM americanpetal Me too. Full of anxiety and my mind is very distracted.

1/26/2020 10:03:10 AM bibibobibox These are so particular values. Thank you so much ❤️

1/26/2020 10:03:47 AM citoyen_resist Tesla was very dangerous.

1/26/2020 10:03:48 AM tyetyler1 this isn't a revised timeline.  It is its own timeline.

1/26/2020 10:05:42 AM aprilbrown99 Welcome. 💗💗💗

1/26/2020 10:07:03 AM nikoscali Semantics + Perspective

1/26/2020 10:07:29 AM aprilbrown99 Count me in. I have been here way too damn long and miss my home. 💙💙💙

1/26/2020 10:09:30 AM americanpetal 😁 Me too. Cat treats, too! We will save a lot of money. More importantly, no more world hunger!

1/26/2020 10:09:31 AM jones9536 Into the unknown without fear is where genius lives

1/26/2020 10:10:58 AM qnewsnetwork17 What you mean finally report that she is dead? pic.twitter.com/oXwqcVVJgD

1/26/2020 10:13:56 AM manifest_utopia Not when he still has secrets to hide.

1/26/2020 10:14:25 AM mcpatriot64 Hello MJ2 & T3, will the cabal be taken down in this Presidency? Will he get two terms? Thank you

1/26/2020 10:15:58 AM covertress I believe MJ is saying that psilocybin is beneficial for humans, in order to expand their consciousness, while at the same time it is not beneficial for Star 

Seeds, because being human is about forgetting you're a Star Seed and fully experiencing being human. I disagree on pt. 2.

1/26/2020 10:16:43 AM citoyen_resist he responsible of the tonguska event. He had to be stoped.

1/26/2020 10:16:55 AM citoyen_resist is*

1/26/2020 10:17:18 AM johnhammar94 Are video games bad for your health?

1/26/2020 10:17:30 AM djlok That was a really good question.  I had wondered the same.

1/26/2020 10:18:24 AM nancyddb Me too! Its getting boring.

1/26/2020 10:18:59 AM lynnboyce7 What do I order and how do I use it?

1/26/2020 10:19:04 AM aprilbrown99 I hear ya! pic.twitter.com/NQmPjhC0io

1/26/2020 10:19:21 AM tyetyler1 neither time nor gravity truly exist.

1/26/2020 10:20:39 AM the_loveoflight What is FEAR?

And where does it come from?

1/26/2020 10:20:50 AM covertress Each day, I push the envelope to recall more and more, to unlock the genetic memories in my DNA. I suppose this is just my nature. I'm discontent with 

the human condition and want MOAR.

#starseed

1/26/2020 10:21:39 AM lilystormchaser 5.

1/26/2020 10:24:18 AM kidge6 Good question. Please post other techniques and suggestions.

from:@ts_sci_majic12 chakra

1/26/2020 10:25:25 AM moshlovestheusa I have dubbed it the "bat flu". First came the birds, then the swines and now pic.twitter.com/zNGaUCuLOF

1/26/2020 10:25:30 AM toccn2 What will become of the war on drugs after this black hat regime is taken down?

1/26/2020 10:27:24 AM covertress Not all humans are Starseeds. Far from it.

For more insight, Twitter search:

starseed OR "star seed" from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/26/2020 10:27:31 AM cosmic_engineer I think China's system was named very similarly to the financial system replacement in order to generate hate solely by hearing the phrase instead of 

understanding the Plan

1/26/2020 10:28:43 AM nancyddb I watch some BE's and think, "oh you again, I thought we dealt with this in the 2nd century?"

1/26/2020 10:30:44 AM djlok Or I’m like- I think I dealt with you when I was in high school... or a different town even!!!

1/26/2020 10:34:48 AM ekajate Is there a resource/ image with a categorization of symbols one should wear/meditate on (good) and ones one should avoid wearing (bad)?

1/26/2020 10:35:48 AM tyetyler1 distraction

1/26/2020 10:36:31 AM qanonsunrise Is DOJ still mainly filled with corrupted officials and players; is it cleaned out yet? 

Have Bezos info.

1/26/2020 10:37:02 AM state1union Amen 🙏

1/26/2020 10:37:16 AM covertress Like me, you were most likely "turned on"... with a little help from our friends, Majestic 12. pic.twitter.com/qM0LWh0D4u

1/26/2020 10:38:51 AM numberonepal It was a designed two part series. Ended poorly if you ask me.

1/26/2020 10:39:24 AM nancyddb 😂😂🤣 that's funny!!

1/26/2020 10:43:39 AM hgraceq I wish I could use cbd as it would help me so very much. The feds will not allow CDL holders to use. Zero tolerance. 😢

1/26/2020 10:43:46 AM kidge6 from:@ts_sci_majic12 meditate

from:@ts_sci_majic12 meditation

1/26/2020 10:44:02 AM _369311119 ARE all Star Seeds the same IS?

If "No", then how many IS comprise total Star Seed BEs?

1/26/2020 10:44:58 AM fansblowing3 Hey!  Welcome back!  We missed you so much.  😃

1/26/2020 10:45:16 AM riversm18 What's the best mantra?

1/26/2020 10:46:30 AM hgraceq Nibiru? Brown dwarf? A second sun from neighboring system?

Photon Belt?

1/26/2020 10:46:59 AM kidge6 Maybe @Turboxyde might have a helpful suggestion.

1/26/2020 10:48:39 AM lynnboyce7 Never mind I ordered it with the hcl instead of citric acid. I guess that ok?

Never used the stuff. Guess it’s time for me to do my own research. Thank you

1/26/2020 10:49:15 AM djlok Mine too. What the heck is going on?

1/26/2020 10:49:29 AM wwg1wga93583681 3434 is 17171717

hmmm

1/26/2020 10:50:03 AM toffer_anon_369 Immortal Spiritual ]Biological Entity[

1/26/2020 10:50:27 AM jaded_pearl It also creates loosh for harvesting

1/26/2020 10:51:07 AM toffer_anon_369  https://alieninterview.org/is-be/ 

1/26/2020 10:51:26 AM nikoscali Multiple Meanings, I was surprised 77 days from today got me so close to 4/10/2020

1/26/2020 10:52:34 AM mateuszwala  https://qmap.pub/read/2667 

1/26/2020 10:53:51 AM hgraceq Hence Star Trek logo. Star Trek, the next generation. 

Space, the final frontier

These are the voyages of the Starship Enterprise

Its five year mission

To explore strange new worlds

To seek out new life

And new civilizations

To boldly go where no man has gone before pic.twitter.com/QKqx0yTZLY



1/26/2020 10:55:38 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph IEMT (Intergrated Eye Movement Therapy)

Fastest I’ve seen

1/26/2020 10:56:31 AM hummingbird7272 What are they hidding by spraying constantly around the sun? I see something.

1/26/2020 10:56:33 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph 23 Q 45

@9uX1MQFENOEpKPH

·

5s

Replying to 

@LightLove21121

 and 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

IEMT (Intergrated Eye Movement Therapy)

Fastest I’ve seen  https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1221466025474056192 …
1/26/2020 10:57:07 AM numberonepal Last 4 episodes were way out beyond the trees. The 🦑 made me question if I wanted to continue.

1/26/2020 10:58:55 AM kinkmanmr 🖖😌❤️

1/26/2020 11:01:55 AM wild_stallion_3 meditation.

1/26/2020 11:02:22 AM truthtriggering Do NOT go. You will get it and die

1/26/2020 11:02:54 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/7smwNRSZkC

1/26/2020 11:03:04 AM yellamoj Did I ruin everything?

1/26/2020 11:05:38 AM decodematrix UK/US/Canada

1/26/2020 11:07:18 AM sleky19 Five Eyes

1/26/2020 11:08:58 AM johnquindell Is he aware he is?

1/26/2020 11:10:20 AM kevinmruel Americas perfect storm coming in 2020 Perry Stone

 https://youtu.be/4V8hWYvw1Co 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @SaraCarterDC @prayingmedic @GovMikeHuckabee @prayer_wins 

@DevinNunes @IPOT1776 #MAGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #MAGA2020 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

1/26/2020 11:12:31 AM scott_rick Like in the Dark Crystals by Jim Henson

1/26/2020 11:12:44 AM waiting4et Why did they really close down the observatories seeing as how the Janitor cover story was obviously false?

1/26/2020 11:12:49 AM johnquindell [C][D][C] = Center for Disease Control?

1/26/2020 11:18:43 AM worldxplorer1 It was actually slated for many more seasons when season 2 was written. https://www.indiewire.com/2018/07/the-oa-season-2-netflix-fantastic-five-

season-plan-1201989088/ …

1/26/2020 11:19:45 AM unidentifiedta1 Will the people behind the banking cabal be neutralized? Will the new legal tender be for the people?

1/26/2020 11:20:22 AM wwg1wga93583681 are you saying the bully was replaced?

1/26/2020 11:21:52 AM emilyoakley6 Agreed

1/26/2020 11:26:27 AM sanandaemanuel are you aware of the souls incarnated here for the mission AND their part of it?

1/26/2020 11:26:36 AM sseed369 Same I.S.B.E

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/QbI5Fy2C8Z

1/26/2020 11:26:44 AM sanandaemanuel What is your relationship with the person called K.A.G?

1/26/2020 11:26:56 AM fansblowing3 The point of the game is to learn new skills along the path of getting to the next level.  If you use a cheat code to take you to a level you are not ready 

for, you will probably fail.

1/26/2020 11:27:26 AM anthony22003 It didnt start fluctuating like this until 2014.

1/26/2020 11:27:41 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about the 12 Ancient architects?

What are they to you?

1/26/2020 11:27:51 AM sanandaemanuel Do you know about SanGaia?

1/26/2020 11:28:07 AM sanandaemanuel Will the souls incarnated here, with a special mission and memory of it, be contacted physically?

Do you keep a record of these particular souls?

Are you able to read energy signatures to identify these particular souls?

1/26/2020 11:28:56 AM fansblowing3 The bullied would still be emotionally damaged.

1/26/2020 11:29:41 AM sanandaemanuel Is Godfather III in contact with the Council of 9?

1/26/2020 11:29:56 AM sanandaemanuel Are you in contact with the different councils?

1/26/2020 11:30:17 AM sanandaemanuel Any contact with Metatron?

1/26/2020 11:30:33 AM smakedtalk That week is over already though, which week to remember?

1/26/2020 11:30:55 AM the_fjalar Ask yourself this question. 

Will Trump really be giving the SOTU speech while under impeachment? 

I have my doubts about that...its bad optics.

BOOM!

Boomerangs inbound!

1/26/2020 11:31:20 AM sisemji CBDC Central Bank Digital Currency

1/26/2020 11:34:54 AM fansblowing3 Does the US have a person assigned as an ambassador to Mars?

1/26/2020 11:35:31 AM cdngrannycheryl Magnetic poles are currently flipping.

1/26/2020 11:37:48 AM numberonepal I thought it said limited series (which is why I was attracted to it). Good find.

1/26/2020 11:38:27 AM cdngrannycheryl A 2019 paper ESTIMATED that the most recent pole reversal,  780,000 years ago, lasted 22,000 years.

1/26/2020 11:39:23 AM sseed369 Human?

"Hue"man

Light Being pic.twitter.com/mLeX24ub3l

1/26/2020 11:41:34 AM hawkgirlinmn Great question!

1/26/2020 11:43:10 AM scents_common 2681 = Q

2+6+8+1

1/26/2020 11:43:14 AM alight412 I had the same thought while watching the New Picard series. Oh to not have to cook or have all of these appliances.

1/26/2020 11:44:23 AM ollieb_87 Was Kobe Bryant helicopter crash an accident?

1/26/2020 11:44:33 AM cdngrannycheryl Grand solar minimum means less sun spots, which means less radiation being spewed outwards.  Possibly affects weather on earth. Not sure if this has 

been proven or not.

1/26/2020 11:48:14 AM cdngrannycheryl Tried that....it's super gritty.



1/26/2020 11:48:20 AM armyanonsoldier Event 201

#Oct2019

#TheGreatAwakening

#NoOutsideComms-Q

#WhenOneHasAQuestion

#HelpWithTheAnswer

#WhenOneFalls

#PickThemUp-Q

#WWG1WGA

🇺🇲 pic.twitter.com/LQoOYb6eap
1/26/2020 11:51:41 AM nikoscali I am hoping this week since I originally asked if any new information would be shared by Trump's defense team this coming week.

1/26/2020 11:55:01 AM sunnydkelleu Hi MJ,  Glad to see you back.  I saw a UFO about a month ago.  Freaked me out,   It was a rainy overcast day, riding in a car,  it came out of the clouds 

was over the tree tops, it was the color of sienna,  it looked like sorta like the a catamaran sail boat with out the sails.

1/26/2020 11:55:15 AM cdngrannycheryl A white hat fights for good....a black hat fights for evil.

1/26/2020 11:55:49 AM nikoscali Will the #KobeBryant funeral be the "state funeral" that #QAnon said would be coming?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #HelicopterCrash

1/26/2020 11:56:42 AM clarrenee Whats the significance of the 80's have most recently in many movies, tv shows, and music.  Why reference 80s?

1/26/2020 11:57:41 AM smakedtalk New info is the key.

1/26/2020 11:57:55 AM redpillbaba Any Intel about India and its role ?

1/26/2020 11:58:28 AM sunnydkelleu It still had some of the clouds clinging to it like smoke .  I screamed for my friend to stop the car,   by the time she turned around and came back it was 

gone.  This was in SC.  I really didn't believe I was seeing it at first.   I was amazed.

1/26/2020 11:58:43 AM nonantifascist Jimmy Carter right now. pic.twitter.com/FJ6fHNGWJU

1/26/2020 11:59:13 AM nikoscali LOL psych

1/26/2020 11:59:30 AM nikoscali indeed

1/26/2020 12:07:04 PM aahhhooohmmmm Are we moving from an Earth with Two Poles to an Earth that is Monopolar?

1/26/2020 12:11:12 PM prmd21801759 #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

1/26/2020 12:12:10 PM sdane8 Rudy put out his first Podacst and said we'd learn more on Monday?

 https://rudygiulianics.com/  pic.twitter.com/29UrAoHCBr

1/26/2020 12:12:57 PM sdane8 That doesn't sound reassuring. 😉

1/26/2020 12:13:35 PM jared4liberty Can I sneak in another question.. uhhhh KOBE??

1/26/2020 12:16:03 PM richzen2 Meaning he reincarnated or soul transferred?

1/26/2020 12:17:45 PM ethereal_shaman Have you considered a CBD isolate?

1/26/2020 12:18:04 PM qdemocrats Can you tell us anything more about the Corona virus?

1/26/2020 12:19:13 PM monroevegas Please tell me that a very famous NBA superstar’s life was not ended as a DS stunt today. I would feel better knowing it truly was a malfunction and 

not a caused malfunction.

1/26/2020 12:20:15 PM ethereal_shaman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Will vegetable glycerine work as an extraction method for CBD flower? Wanting to make one batch without everclear.

1/26/2020 12:26:10 PM sanandaemanuel Do you apply energywork to your mission?

Energy as in the core frequency before it manifests.

1/26/2020 12:29:19 PM lightlove21121 Yes. EMDR. 

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing 😏

1/26/2020 12:29:31 PM the_loveoflight Kobe! 😢

1/26/2020 12:30:05 PM patriotswegoall There's a patent for it.

1/26/2020 12:31:58 PM patriotswegoall Is much of hip hop/rap music mind control?

1/26/2020 12:32:13 PM sdane8 I pray every night their efforts are thwarted, their plans interrupted and they're exposed and brought to justice. And, of course, Trump and his soldiers 

are all protected by the Armor of God!

1/26/2020 12:33:09 PM keith369me Is Kobe a distraction since winter illness isn’t much of a distraction?  Does this fall in the 70% of plane crashes that are not accidents?  A sacrifice?

1/26/2020 12:34:20 PM 1nanasmomma Missed you. Welcome back friend.

1/26/2020 12:35:15 PM hgraceq I’m not sure what that is. But, zero. No type of cbd can be used. Not only my license revoked, could face other consequences.

1/26/2020 12:36:41 PM brangusjimmy What percentage of Hollywood includes white hats? There are some good players there such as Vince Vaughan, no? I saw him shake POTUS hand at 

LSU/Clemson game.

1/26/2020 12:37:47 PM roodtxenextdoor hopefully

1/26/2020 12:38:30 PM ethereal_shaman They test for CBD? 

All Thc is isolated out of a CBD isolate.

1/26/2020 12:39:48 PM ramstadstacy Kobe 187?

1/26/2020 12:41:01 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

And It Starts 5D Chess let the Meetings with God Start

@ http://wmur.com/article/kobe-bryant-reportedly-dead-in-california-helicopter-crash/30667136?src=app

1/26/2020 12:42:11 PM chooselove108 2 weeks?....

1/26/2020 12:47:40 PM chooselove108 If you identify as a human, star seed or anything other than 'un'limited Source itself, yes. Identify with True Identity, no.

1/26/2020 12:50:52 PM hgraceq They specifically say no cbd even with all thc removed. It’s bullshit

1/26/2020 12:51:01 PM melodynorton529 There it is.

1/26/2020 12:58:23 PM rachaelangelm For the clones and slaves

1/26/2020 1:00:00 PM chooselove108 C doesnt feel aligned with the overall Plan.

1/26/2020 1:00:42 PM chooselove108 Surrender the idea of energy, chakra or technically even "you".

1/26/2020 1:02:35 PM chooselove108 Everything is constantly shifting...are we a part of are we the Stillness that would be able to notice the change?

1/26/2020 1:04:51 PM chooselove108 Are we a part, or....typo

1/26/2020 1:07:32 PM freedom_sent 1. how significant a threat is the coronavirus?  bio-weapon?  attempt to distract from Senate trial or maybe even election?

2. any major cabal arrests within the next 30 days?

1/26/2020 1:12:13 PM ethereal_shaman I guess alcohol is okay to consume? Sounds swampy.

1/26/2020 1:16:09 PM johnquindell Could see all replies at first but can't now. Why?

1/26/2020 1:16:43 PM _call_me_roy It's happening?! pic.twitter.com/GZnsHrU5ov

1/26/2020 1:19:22 PM covertress When you say that you have a special place for the likes of Shifty Schiff and Soros do you mean for their BE or for their IS? pic.twitter.com/PDWYXreSvJ

1/26/2020 1:23:37 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/4gjLKxoXjw



1/26/2020 1:25:48 PM drudge_gina When I get too obsessed with what is happening in politics etc. I notice I disconnect from my higher knowledge a bit. I have to step back and realize we 

already won and let go some. I think balance is the key.

1/26/2020 1:27:44 PM hr3530 Kobe was the state funeral for a narrative change. @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @RudyGiuliani @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  bot accounts 

please confirm.  pic.twitter.com/8ehS85QFLs

1/26/2020 1:27:45 PM lorieve  pic.twitter.com/DdRaiKdNKX

1/26/2020 1:30:17 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnXULvJg6nk&t=151s … pic.twitter.com/zmQNDrpks5

1/26/2020 1:31:04 PM louiege51467728 the danger are the democrats and there lies

1/26/2020 1:31:40 PM shayquegan She is behind the attempts on his li*e she wants to be President

1/26/2020 1:32:18 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I've noticed that some replies to your answers are not visible.

Is Majestic 12 muting certain replies or is this the work of Twitter and/or ALICE?

1/26/2020 1:32:57 PM lorieve ILY! pic.twitter.com/EljXrsJWDO

1/26/2020 1:35:26 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/rS5ur7OEmO

1/26/2020 1:36:31 PM aleks8837 9 days! https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1220705196688449537 …

1/26/2020 1:37:28 PM sseed369  https://www.politico.com/blogs/click/2013/12/bill-clinton-kobe-bryant-team-up-179823 …

1/26/2020 1:38:29 PM covertress Always clowns. pic.twitter.com/FBjEi7l6gh

1/26/2020 1:39:48 PM aleks8837 No. In 14 days.

1/26/2020 1:40:22 PM nine_six3 Thank you so much for the advice! That could definitely have something to do with it. I wish I could better describe the situation. I'm new to twitter 

and I don't know how to properly message a little longer without confusing the point. Didyou see the second part of my question?

1/26/2020 1:43:44 PM covertress It's happening all over MJ's AMA thread.

This answer regarding the Schumann  Resonance has 5 replies to it, yet none are visible to me. pic.twitter.com/ysu9yk9Stv

1/26/2020 1:44:15 PM aleks8837 #scientists!!!!

You KNOW the solution to EVERYTHING!

You guys are just too pussy to say it loud enough and in unison:

What we NEED is a whole new societal system that could negate some of the power of special interests so that good and fair political decisions can be 

made!!
1/26/2020 1:45:55 PM jkmaalouf Was it Kobe instead of Carter?

1/26/2020 1:46:17 PM ericedgar What's happening?  Kobe reported dead...

1/26/2020 1:55:13 PM neverbeasheep Same here

1/26/2020 1:58:48 PM subtidal4 If Zetas and Orions are our descendants due to a catastrophe and that catastrophe has been avoided, why are there still Zetas and Orion’s?

1/26/2020 2:00:33 PM nikoscali Is that a threat #Biden? 

#BidenCrimeFamily

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MAGA

#KAG https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1221552668021338112 …

1/26/2020 2:06:31 PM keith369me Damn, Kobe should have followed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221447509287018496 …

1/26/2020 2:14:51 PM mongrelglory I hope not!  I was just putting out all the possibilities there.

1/26/2020 2:16:39 PM mongrelglory Also, less plastic containers and cans to have to recycle!  That would be great for reducing waste!

1/26/2020 2:17:29 PM manriquetorres5 [Gs]

Run forest run!!!!

@WhiteHouse

@DOITQ_GO17

@realDonaldTrump

@RudyGiuliani

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

@TrumpWarRoom 

@Q2ndWave 

@Trin20201

@GenFlynn

@SpaceForceCSO

@SpaceCorpsUS

@amicah1

@US_SpaceCom 

[ @cnnbrk ] https://twitter.com/joepalojoe/status/1221495545442840583 …
1/26/2020 2:19:44 PM shallknown Was Kobe Bryant murdered to distract from impeachment trial?

1/26/2020 2:21:30 PM susannarussop Spread their  info.....

...follow our Patriots helping  to educate 

@THETRUTHTOLIGHT

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@CanadaSpecialA1

@willlove17

@terridahl05

@magi5er

@martingeddes

@Inevitable_ET

@EyesOnQ 

@Q2ndWave 

@Quanuck4truth

@coffeeaddict716

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ElizabetCovfefe https://twitter.com/SusannarussoP/status/1221555990845370368 …
1/26/2020 2:22:10 PM _chelseaproject You mean DEW, I think.

1/26/2020 2:23:02 PM rosscarwalker The Clinton's betrayed humanity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

1/26/2020 2:24:37 PM weareeternal4 Is Poland currently under influence/control of white hats or black hats? Would love it to be close friends with US while it's under 45 lidership.



1/26/2020 2:32:49 PM rosscarwalker They know it all. Bye bye Cabal your time is nigh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CatvllvsVerona/status/1221493376895373315 …

1/26/2020 2:33:58 PM alexbhouston ... I’m sure they are working on a “final solution” as we speak.

A “hailMary” ...

...See something say something...

1/26/2020 2:34:48 PM collectvcat Transhumanism....  consciousness uploaded... body ... gone.

1/26/2020 2:36:46 PM normal_wizard How do you feel about the Cicada folks threatening your lives?

1/26/2020 2:38:44 PM momekool1 There’s still a state funeral coming. I think that’ll have to be either rbg or more likely jimmy carter.

1/26/2020 2:40:07 PM zerah They have included in their articles of impeachment that President Trump is not to be on the ballot in 2020.

1/26/2020 2:42:23 PM lynnmar42209594 A royal?

1/26/2020 2:44:37 PM lynnmar42209594 They only answer questions they want to. Many of the questions have been already answered.

1/26/2020 2:49:40 PM sdane8 Thank you! I thought something was wrong with my phone. And my tweets don't seem to be properly aligned responses.

1/26/2020 2:51:00 PM ordainedpain @realDonaldTrump

@DOITQ_GO17

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@SSG_PAIN

@RedPill78

@TRUreporting

@CologeroGetz

@andweknow

@seanhannity

@USMC

@CDCgov

@CDCemergency

@Marfoogle

 

 we can prevent this. pic.twitter.com/o0uMEZD1Bp
1/26/2020 2:51:46 PM covertress PSA: Archive Offline

1/26/2020 2:52:35 PM sdane8 Strange. I've not heard of any restrictions in a business setting yet.

1/26/2020 2:53:43 PM momekool1 It would take over the narrative, wouldn’t it? But they can stretch this one out too. We were told there would be a state funeral.

1/26/2020 2:54:08 PM americanpetal Are you a star seed? I have suffered tremendous psychic attacks. You?

1/26/2020 2:55:30 PM sdane8 FYI - Right now there's something amiss with this acct. I'm seeing my responses all over rather than where they should be attached.

1/26/2020 2:57:44 PM sdane8 Negative karma of the arsonists?

1/26/2020 2:57:59 PM drudge_gina I feel the same at times. I believe the energies helping these evil people is part of it. They get to us when we engaging in the battle. The focus we have 

on certain people etc. Try sticking to uplifting info for a few days to see if it improves. It always helps me.

1/26/2020 2:58:11 PM 1nanasmomma Of course!!!!!!!!!!!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter is messing with your posts and replies. I click and wont go, its missing and then its back or says 9 replies 

and none are there.

1/26/2020 2:58:29 PM rosscarwalker Which country does Jesus's IS-BE reside in? Have you been tracking his whereabouts? Is he happy?

1/26/2020 2:58:44 PM karma4event201 2009 Cabal planned Pandemic & a lethal vax to kill 5 billion, Take over US

-Evidence of involvement of scientists working for UK’s NIBSC & the CDC to engineer the 'swine flu'

-Evidence Canada National Microbiology Lab’s role in the bioweapons program

 https://infiniteunknown.net/2009/06/26/journalist-files-charges-against-who-and-un-for-bioterrorism-and-intent-to-commit-mass-murder/ …

1/26/2020 2:59:43 PM manriquetorres5 YES 

it IS

ALL

All ways

EverPresent

"Here is a perception-only- ,

NOW IS eternal"

@US_SpaceCom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@MSeanBrown

@POTUS

@TrumpWarRoom

@DOITQ_GO17 https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1221566285164707843 …
1/26/2020 2:59:44 PM sdane8 I had one 5 yrs ago. I suspect none them are truly safe but am curious about the answer.

1/26/2020 2:59:54 PM vinceeverett6 ✡️

1/26/2020 3:01:00 PM rosscarwalker Does that mean that we haven't totally cast him off Earth. Is he to be removed? Is so, how so?

1/26/2020 3:01:54 PM drudge_gina I spend 15 min trying to rewrite something to make it all fit. It isn’t easy. Half what I want to say won’t fit. You can always type it elsewhere and 

screenshot it to add as a pic if you need all of it. I still have problems. Sometimes u can add another post to it.

1/26/2020 3:02:33 PM rosscarwalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Who is Somerset Belenoff?

1/26/2020 3:03:42 PM teachers421 Here is my counter argument. If they weren't needed, we wouldn't have them

1/26/2020 3:04:07 PM teachers421 As in they wouldn't exist

1/26/2020 3:04:53 PM sdane8 More replies are visible on the Tweets & Replies tab.

1/26/2020 3:07:00 PM happigurl24 Same thing’s been happening to me.

1/26/2020 3:07:23 PM countrygrl2 You can use CBD oil as a CDL holder.  I can help you with a thc free brand that’s great. DM me if you would like more info 😊

1/26/2020 3:11:32 PM 00loll0 Whe the pole shift  happens will it throw us into an ice age?

1/26/2020 3:13:38 PM hgraceq Thanks lady !

I will let you know. A few months ago at work we had a 1/2 day meeting on this subject alone. And it was drilled in.

1/26/2020 3:14:39 PM 2aforlif3 Are We Living in a Simulation/Matrix in the same way as in the Movie "The Matrix"?

1/26/2020 3:17:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

These people are sick.

Think retire. pic.twitter.com/89THhfwoia

1/26/2020 3:18:13 PM 369helen313 Well Ofcours !!!

1/26/2020 3:18:20 PM rosscarwalker That gave me a giggle

1/26/2020 3:18:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Timing? https://twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/1221568638408368129 …

1/26/2020 3:18:34 PM metnesq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/26/2020 3:18:47 PM rawphonegirl 🧐

1/26/2020 3:19:02 PM bryceja68689884 I am still confused on this topic. Are they good or bad?

1/26/2020 3:19:07 PM hgraceq CDL holders - Fed mandate no cbd



1/26/2020 3:19:10 PM aquarianqueen11 “He says “pass” at the end of the video. LeBron passed him last night. Probably just a coincidence.

1/26/2020 3:19:24 PM carolyn1956 I can’t even ....

1/26/2020 3:19:25 PM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/zfB3MFjoHR

1/26/2020 3:19:38 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1221451543955767296?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221451543955767296 …

1/26/2020 3:19:51 PM susan66388204 Yes that’s Sick.  They knew then.  Planned it all.  Rats!!!!!

1/26/2020 3:19:59 PM stevef72018157 Unrelated, I'm glad that rapist is dead.

1/26/2020 3:19:59 PM intenceman What was this From????

1/26/2020 3:20:06 PM heartsscales Have been and always will be good, though they're like a gun.  They can be used for transcendent good or dark ill depending on the person.

1/26/2020 3:20:28 PM gypsycatts Tell me I'm not digging myself crazy.....the dunce in me tied peanut to Carter. pic.twitter.com/PygTM1fBD2

1/26/2020 3:20:28 PM burning2nd the more they report the stranger it gets... I dont think the cover up will go well with this, The chopper, the crew, the names onboard,  

 its a twin engine  Turbomeca Arriel 2S2 turboshaft.  there are so many problems with the story, My helicopter groups are already ripping it

1/26/2020 3:20:29 PM lustmanshelley They want us back in dream land ... they don’t like the great awakening

1/26/2020 3:20:37 PM karma4event201 Interesting.

RBG finally (?) 

may Lie in Honor 

I was thinking former presidents Lie in State

1/26/2020 3:20:48 PM islandofdelight  https://t.co/ExvQeTdCoM  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1221572852895358979?s=21 …

1/26/2020 3:21:03 PM laura_twelve I think I remember you saying they’re bad?

1/26/2020 3:21:11 PM nurseval22 What time was this published?

1/26/2020 3:22:28 PM bwords2 idk about all that stuff but!!!! it makes for great tea ...

1/26/2020 3:23:10 PM realovendodger How long before it becomes a standard ingredient in the food industry?

1/26/2020 3:23:35 PM damannequin wow

1/26/2020 3:23:45 PM bryceja68689884 Dimensionally and theoretically speaking, what do they do? Where do they take us?

1/26/2020 3:24:21 PM notevenchad17 No, it made it much more difficult for about 20 years. You came here to be HUMAN. But, no regrets and used correctly, I think it would help a lot of 

people.

1/26/2020 3:24:45 PM neilbridgman Post 3434, a week to remember...

1/26/2020 3:25:27 PM therealraylynn How old is that?

1/26/2020 3:25:37 PM karma4event201 Correct. 

Once a clown 

Always a clown

1/26/2020 3:25:38 PM bryceja68689884 And if so good, why is the MSM pushing them?

1/26/2020 3:26:01 PM bwords2  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221572852895358979 …    dig deeper

1/26/2020 3:26:06 PM therealonesknow What cartoon is this from?

1/26/2020 3:26:21 PM richzen2 People needs to wake up!

1/26/2020 3:26:28 PM bwords2  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GGOrr_SKKvE …

1/26/2020 3:26:35 PM laura_621 Good. Thank you

1/26/2020 3:26:48 PM bordwell_c Explain the date...wow

1/26/2020 3:26:49 PM therealraylynn Obama just tweeted condolences but they were going into an apparel business together. Wonder if the surviving business partner had a life insurance 

policy on Kobe?

1/26/2020 3:27:10 PM heartsscales They take you to a more grounded dimension of the planet.  Full of the most reassuring goodness and the darkest of evil, because yhis plain is full of 

both, but we see only a small cross section of both, as you know.  Just make sure your spiritual center is firmly in your grasp.

1/26/2020 3:27:34 PM dtowling That’s some trippy news man🤪

1/26/2020 3:27:43 PM rosscarwalker Bye bye Moloch!

1/26/2020 3:27:54 PM jeffleystaniel2 Ayyyyyyye

1/26/2020 3:28:07 PM nanablue37 When did that happen??

1/26/2020 3:28:16 PM burning2nd  https://flightsafety.org/hs/hs_jan-feb94.pdf … the s76 is a solid air frame with over 7.4million hours logged... 

 nothing here makes sense: reports that the aircraft was in a vertical dive  *catastrophic failure or intentional crash

1/26/2020 3:29:41 PM burning2nd  https://helijet.com/sikorsky-recognizes-helijet-30-years-safe-s-76-flight-operations/ …

1/26/2020 3:29:58 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zi8vJ_lMxQI … pic.twitter.com/DRVRfhZn62

1/26/2020 3:30:01 PM aleks8837 ]Double mirror[?

[Cabal Banking] https://edition.cnn.com/2020/01/22/business/prince-charles-climate-davos/index.html …

1/26/2020 3:30:34 PM jj2617s  pic.twitter.com/ir7EjLpUIp

1/26/2020 3:30:40 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1221549435202818048 …

1/26/2020 3:30:45 PM missterr123  https://fbwat.ch/1JJxhJma08JDw86g …

1/26/2020 3:30:47 PM heartsscales If you already have preconcieved notions why ask?  These organisms are the memorybank of the planet, and have existed far longer than the MSM.  

Dont collapse under the weight of your own paranoia.  I recommend not doing them if thats your mindset.

1/26/2020 3:31:07 PM heartsscales Reread everything i just sent yoy slowly

1/26/2020 3:31:12 PM davidkaca Not a helicopter expert, but low accident rate doesn’t mean it’s impossible for there to be one. Just saying

1/26/2020 3:31:28 PM yourfriendrob It was a VERY common thing to joke about Kobe not passing

1/26/2020 3:32:04 PM lme644 Just a reminder folks! pic.twitter.com/sFUkoarKOb

1/26/2020 3:32:42 PM decodematrix Sikorsky S-76B

Avionics compromised with a backdoor like Boeing 737 Max?

Helicopter hit with a DEW?

1/26/2020 3:33:12 PM 1nanasmomma NOW< EVERY POSTS I have liked of yours is not liked??????

1/26/2020 3:33:14 PM cbroark This was first thing that came up on my feed about Kobe. 

 https://twitter.com/dotNoso/status/268466325842694144?s=19 …

What in the world is this??

1/26/2020 3:33:45 PM shining91109743 Do the Trump rallies help raise the positive energy globally which in turn helps stem the tide of the karmic energy from evil stuff that is stalling a MEL 

event?

1/26/2020 3:33:54 PM gypsycatts Saw/heard that earlier. I'm still hung up on M's think retire. Time for a break. Be well. Be blessed.

1/26/2020 3:33:56 PM ethereal_shaman Predictive programming.

1/26/2020 3:34:06 PM 1_decided_voter Welcome to the club...

1/26/2020 3:34:13 PM karma4event201 How long ago was the Oscars photo? (I don't watch tv)

1/26/2020 3:34:31 PM deplorablesuezq Just wow! Again...

1/26/2020 3:35:16 PM davidkaca There was a video posted in a gc i’m in, I’ll see if I can find it. If I remember correctly, it spiraled down and didn’t go straight down. I may be wrong 

though. That aside though, what are you implying? Just curious



1/26/2020 3:35:40 PM 1_decided_voter Like their pinned tweet and then check it again a couple hours later.

I've re-liked that tweet probably 300 times now. Funny thing is, the counter still seems to be inching up. Used to be 2.4k several months ago, now it's 

up to 2.8k.

1/26/2020 3:36:39 PM anneolsen43  https://t.co/EPS0UbvfZB  https://twitter.com/perfect_storm45/status/1221539670640726018?s=21 …

1/26/2020 3:37:06 PM lainieg2020 Why would he be killed?

1/26/2020 3:37:08 PM davidkaca I’m not knowledgeable at all on them, or anything aviation, so your word is miles better than mine. I’ll DM you the video if you don’t mind

1/26/2020 3:37:17 PM earth2nissy They are good and Majestic 12 is not MSM. It's like weed. We've been lied to.

1/26/2020 3:37:29 PM qu0tx1 Whooaaaa.... what?!

1/26/2020 3:37:36 PM martyrytlewski Damn spiders!!!!!

1/26/2020 3:37:46 PM davidkaca Okay, was just wondering

1/26/2020 3:37:59 PM martyrytlewski They just want to go back to sleep

1/26/2020 3:38:12 PM davidkaca follow back, you can unfollow after if you wish. I just need to be followed to DM

1/26/2020 3:38:53 PM kindeandtrue Will magic mushrooms cure coronavirus?

1/26/2020 3:39:15 PM leigh_vas It's less rewarding to cheat, I'd imagine. But does feel redeeming asf (and kind of terrifying!) when we get avatar upgrades directly from the 

programmer, granted by our determination to level up even when offered the cheat codes, and prob also helping other players along the way 

pic.twitter.com/uwLwlv9AdX

1/26/2020 3:39:20 PM gain_with_mii Done 

Follow back

1/26/2020 3:42:19 PM metnesq @cjtruth @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu @Qzillian2 @QTAnon1 @Techno_Fog 

You know what to do https://twitter.com/pollsofpolitics/status/1221469058857496581 …

1/26/2020 3:42:27 PM uniquelywritten 😂😂😂

1/26/2020 3:43:23 PM terriaronson Fascinating, as currently promoted by Hollywierd: https://www.insider.com/goop-staffers-went-on-a-psychedelic-mushroom-retreat-in-jamaica-2020-

1 …

1/26/2020 3:44:27 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking...

1/26/2020 3:44:55 PM higherself_1_ Yup. No coincidence. pic.twitter.com/dHDW40uIn5

1/26/2020 3:45:03 PM panjeep10 Sure beats bats!

1/26/2020 3:45:16 PM zeropointenerg7 I took a small amount in a tea form many many years ago.  I remember feeling the happiest and content that I had ever been, even though I was with a 

brutal ex and generally unhappy.  Like everything, only to be used in moderation.

1/26/2020 3:45:55 PM nanablue37 Popcorn! Get your popcorn! pic.twitter.com/DShchAMZMb

1/26/2020 3:46:02 PM mongrelglory Just like the LSD push in the 60's by the Tavistock group, they now want to push Magic Mushrooms on us, so that we will "tune in and drop out". 🤨

1/26/2020 3:47:22 PM fansblowing3 Date of death planned before birth?  Bred to be a basketball player for exactly 20 years and then retire?

1/26/2020 3:47:27 PM btruscheit This is insanity

1/26/2020 3:47:32 PM marzipaningles1 In the new Chinese year of the Rat. And Kobe was a Horse. Rat and Horse are enemies.

1/26/2020 3:47:44 PM ausanon369 Is Coronavirus the depopulation plan?

1/26/2020 3:48:19 PM heartsscales Moderation is subjective.  Some have the strength to eat them as if they were food, like they used to be to humans when they were found in 

abundance throughout nature.

1/26/2020 3:48:20 PM qpatriotq  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1221576839258243072?s=20 …

1/26/2020 3:48:45 PM youstinksoap No coincidences... I just saw an ad for a retreat last night.  What about micro dosing?

1/26/2020 3:48:50 PM mongrelglory He knew too much!  Especially about the LA scene I'll bet!  #UnsealStandardHotel

1/26/2020 3:49:05 PM josepht06187724 Can my family and I remain private entities when full disclosure occurs?

1/26/2020 3:50:56 PM robertrkimball Not only end war globally, but stop weaponizing technology. Earth humanity will not be permitted to join with advanced civilizations until we grow up.  

The timing is up to us. They already grew up!

1/26/2020 3:51:13 PM pistolpuppy0088 Licorice Root

1/26/2020 3:51:24 PM ausanon369 Also, it’s good to have you back again.

1/26/2020 3:53:13 PM hotrodgirl75 Think karma.

1/26/2020 3:53:33 PM mongrelglory Yes, and I believe yes...that's why I was asking.

1/26/2020 3:53:52 PM patriotswegoall Reprogramming the subconscious mind is rewarding, yes.

1/26/2020 3:53:54 PM brad34351293 That was Portabellas

1/26/2020 3:54:33 PM roseparker2017 Dr Drew will be running against schiff...I hope Dr Drew wins!

1/26/2020 3:55:51 PM robertrkimball Fear blocks Love and Light. We (soul) are eternal. Many life experiences in body.  Allowing the love of the creator inside us to connect erases fear.  We 

are magnificent beings, much more so than we've been told! ♥️♥️♥️

1/26/2020 3:56:10 PM mongrelglory It's important to have "no fear" and keep your vibration high.  I believe that helps protect against attacks.  Wish I had known this years ago!

1/26/2020 3:56:34 PM jaded_pearl Shortly after the crash, an hour or so but I would like to see the official report when it comes out.

1/26/2020 3:56:39 PM davidkaca Thank you, wow good ear and eye man

1/26/2020 3:57:32 PM jaded_pearl I remember you once saying that a high percentage of plane crashes are planned. We can deem this as one of those!

1/26/2020 3:57:35 PM bryceja68689884 Dude. I have more experience with them than you can imagine. Im asking what the theory is from MJ. I do appreciate the response. Just wondering if 

MJ condones them for a certain purpose and if so, why is the msm pushing them as well?

1/26/2020 3:58:22 PM pistolpuppy0088 Licorice Root - Back in 2002/2003 when SARS popped up previously in the headlines, an antiviral compound found in natural licorice root, glycyrrhizin, 

had been clinically tested and was proven & identified to wipe out the SARS virus (aka Coronovirus) and also influenza.

1/26/2020 3:58:49 PM pistolpuppy0088 Source:  GreenMed Info, The Science of Natural Healing.  Posted on:  Sunday, March 25th 2012 at 7:15 am

Written By: Sayer Ji, Founder

1/26/2020 3:59:20 PM mycologyofmaga Hello, I love you. pic.twitter.com/b8fMsc8MM6

1/26/2020 3:59:50 PM mycologyofmaga Don’t forget tinnitus!

1/26/2020 4:00:00 PM brad34351293 Did you get visuals/rainbow effects around objects?

I once made a tea so strong a shot took effect in about 10 minutes. Although I always added Grape Kool aid to help the taste.

1/26/2020 4:00:14 PM trumped18 What does it mean to be covered in GOLD? pic.twitter.com/unsCxRqIHK

1/26/2020 4:00:24 PM mycologyofmaga Good

1/26/2020 4:00:25 PM laura_twelve Thanks

1/26/2020 4:01:09 PM mycologyofmaga It will prevent you from getting it. Doesn’t have to be magic, get the 7 or 17 species Host Defense pills.

1/26/2020 4:01:24 PM mycologyofmaga Yep

1/26/2020 4:01:30 PM mycologyofmaga Ayyyeee

1/26/2020 4:01:41 PM wester_sou How on earth do so many people, know what is going to happen, so far in advance? This is crazy! Thank Q for bringing it to our attention. God Bless.

1/26/2020 4:01:43 PM robertrkimball Yes. If we weren't multidimensional, how would we experience synchronicity?  Our "higher selves" are beyond 3d, all connected.

1/26/2020 4:02:25 PM jrocktigers As an American who was declared war upon by over reaching & tyrannical, special interests based government, I am happy to see the progress w/ 

natural psychs. Folks who partake mary jane now, need to remember the ones who have fought this war and lost everything. Same with fungus!



1/26/2020 4:04:19 PM americanpetal TY for sharing. Trying to vibe high. Very hard...becoming awake after my husband died and then suffering a serious illness was a trifecta of whammy’s 

that has really knocked me down.  Thx for your support.☺️

1/26/2020 4:04:31 PM onebadm6 The irony is most who smoke do it to forget.

1/26/2020 4:04:41 PM bryceja68689884 Hepatic phosphorylation. Lemon or lyme juice helps.

1/26/2020 4:04:42 PM kindeandtrue Thank you!

1/26/2020 4:05:52 PM bryanfcarlson1 The US Government is totally controlled by the giant pharmaceutical corporations who DON'T want inexpensive and effective natural cures.  NO profits 

in that!!!

1/26/2020 4:07:25 PM pigottben Wild Lettuce seems to do the same thing and is legal.  It's not on the radar yet at least.  Research it...it seems promising, easy to make and is 

everywhere.

1/26/2020 4:07:29 PM scott_rick I’ll leave this here https://youtu.be/xJ6Ym719urg 

1/26/2020 4:08:12 PM kindeandtrue Excellent news!

1/26/2020 4:08:33 PM mongrelglory I went through a similar difficult time a few years back. Was really knocked down and lost my faith in a lot of things. It's been a long struggle to leave 

the past behind and look forward, but I think the experiences contributed to my awakening as a Starseed. Feel better soon PP!

1/26/2020 4:09:07 PM laura_621 Clone?

1/26/2020 4:09:31 PM brad34351293 A strong dose sure is like being able to see another dimension. Rainbow effect around objects & such.

Or maybe it allows us to SEE other light spectrums than when we are at the natural 98 or so degrees. It always induces a higher/sick-like temp.

I miss them, its like a VaCa.

1/26/2020 4:09:33 PM telikonol WHAT

Where is this from?????

1/26/2020 4:09:57 PM keith369me What is that clip from?

1/26/2020 4:10:15 PM miss_b_k I’m getting town apart for my #deepstate comment about this and there’s a cartoon of it made 3 years ago.

1/26/2020 4:10:44 PM telikonol Why would they do that tho?? what reason?

1/26/2020 4:11:22 PM 1nanasmomma I am frustrated by much, WE ALL ARE. But I have this ache to see "JACK" brought down, an unhealthy desire some might say. Might be in my top 5!

1/26/2020 4:11:36 PM mongrelglory I like the way Corey Goode describes our troubles as sort of a "Karmic bootcamp", which allows us to burn off a lot of Karma in preparation for 

awakening and ascension.

1/26/2020 4:11:43 PM heartsscales Because a bunch of sheep on mushrooms is a bunch of sheep on mushrooms, and are you a sheep? You gonna let them take shrooms from you too?

1/26/2020 4:13:03 PM americanpetal So, (they) already knew they were going to kill him in a plane crash at a certain time in the future? Why? Just bc they are sick and evil? That’s sick and 

evil.

1/26/2020 4:14:00 PM americanpetal 7/10 plane crashes are  intentional.

1/26/2020 4:14:28 PM melbourne_3000 #GodSpeed ⚖️

1/26/2020 4:15:30 PM brad34351293 They open up your conscious & allow you to think about concepts never pondered before. 

What did Philosophers of ancient times do? Sounds similar to me. 

Then again just my opinion. 

&BTW a dose only lasts 6-8 hours from shrooms, 4 hours from tea.

1/26/2020 4:15:30 PM the_shaw Looking glass..?

1/26/2020 4:15:32 PM miss_b_k #KobeRIP

1/26/2020 4:16:20 PM zeropointenerg7 I had halo's around things and everything was bright.  I went out for a walk with a couple of friends at night and laid down looking at the stars which I 

thought were pinholes to another world beyond.  I didn't "trip", just a heightened sense of awareness.

1/26/2020 4:16:29 PM vaporking With tinnitus always try adjusting your jaw first.

1/26/2020 4:16:34 PM truth939 A powerful general antiviral indeed.  @MedicalMedium has recommended this for Epstein Barr for quite some time now.  Also recommended for 

boosting weakened adrenal glands from stress, viral infection, toxins etc.

1/26/2020 4:17:52 PM kindeandtrue Awesome! I love Medical Medium.

1/26/2020 4:18:11 PM euphoricshawn7 Tesla ‼️

1/26/2020 4:18:30 PM brad34351293 Todays crap? YES

1/26/2020 4:18:38 PM miss_b_k I want to see too 🙏🏻

1/26/2020 4:20:36 PM dano0321 Comedy Central

1/26/2020 4:21:16 PM brad34351293 Soros sure needs to be trapped forEVA.

1/26/2020 4:21:34 PM crystallinedna What cartoon is this?????

1/26/2020 4:21:47 PM karma4event201 We were saved by a journalist in 2009. She filed criminal report w FBI in Austria against people planning to bioengineer a virus, make it Pandemic Level 

6, order mass forced vaccinations. Vaccine is Kill Shot 5 billion planned to die 

 https://infiniteunknown.net/2009/06/26/journalist-files-charges-against-who-and-un-for-bioterrorism-and-intent-to-commit-mass-murder/ …

1/26/2020 4:22:38 PM bryceja68689884 Lol. I just pictured feeding a bunch of literal sheep a bunch of fungoids.

1/26/2020 4:22:50 PM zeeinthemoment What is the mouse symbolism?  Who did we see wear a mouse mask after his wife was killed, I mean suicided? pic.twitter.com/0MopY93QXz

1/26/2020 4:23:32 PM aleks8837 New Timeline!

Everything is done on top of a new time/space unfoldment!

Old tricks will not work like before.

(Tricks can still be effective. But greatly reduced.)

1/26/2020 4:23:37 PM americanpetal Why now do they want us on mushrooms? Is it bc the drug trade legal and illegal has taken a huge it...harder to drug us up now so they want to get us

 mushrooms? Idk 🤷♀️

1/26/2020 4:23:39 PM bbobbio71 Apparently DS needed another distraction

1/26/2020 4:24:17 PM vaporking I keep a stash and once a month I much a few. 

It absolutely works wonders.  

Keeps me happy.

1/26/2020 4:24:58 PM pistolpuppy0088 Further fascinating research on Licorice Root: https://www.natural.news/2016-02-09-licorice-root-molecule-blocks-liver-damage-from-consuming-

alcohol.html …

1/26/2020 4:25:18 PM heartsscales And what an ungodly mess that would be.  As opposed to the shepherd downing an eighth or two?  Priceless

1/26/2020 4:25:26 PM bbobbio71 And this.. pic.twitter.com/eVeJ33d8zu



1/26/2020 4:25:34 PM i_drawmohammed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

MATRIXX EVENT

 https://mobile.twitter.com/dotNoso/status/268466325842694144 …

1/26/2020 4:25:44 PM eserenity2 Creepy AF

1/26/2020 4:26:37 PM mycologyofmaga Can you point me to some info on that fren?

1/26/2020 4:26:51 PM mongrelglory Interesting!

1/26/2020 4:27:03 PM kindeandtrue Juniper tea is also good for detoxification, I believe. 🙂

1/26/2020 4:27:31 PM ewilliams22101 Kobe wanted to retire.  Get out.  Escape.  But they killed him instead.  Evil.

1/26/2020 4:28:16 PM lisatlmft Wasn’t that Kate Spade’s husband?

1/26/2020 4:28:42 PM jrocktigers HA. Visiting areas of US with dispensaries manned by people half my age smiling ,not a worry in the world, is really somewhat mind bending. I have 

rarely partaken in recent years, but had to see it. Needs to be federalized. IF only we looked at it as the Europeans look at wine.

1/26/2020 4:29:05 PM bbobbio71 Medical field= NO CBD

First responders = NO CBD

Military = NO CBD

Just a few I know of

1/26/2020 4:29:40 PM mikeb38beacon_h So exactly what the hell are we?

Where are we?

Awaken to another form?

Doesn’t seem we ever get an answer!

1/26/2020 4:29:45 PM zeeinthemoment I think so. Symbolism is their downfall.

1/26/2020 4:30:10 PM linninglj Swat away like the Pope. At :38 seconds of video. pic.twitter.com/QfWaSDdMT6

1/26/2020 4:30:13 PM melbourne_3000 Kobe Bryant [retired]

State Funeral?

The connections run deeper than most can possibly imagine.

1/26/2020 4:30:25 PM linninglj Kate Spade reference?? pic.twitter.com/E8fknfeFdA

1/26/2020 4:30:51 PM lori1981ann1  pic.twitter.com/BlgnYgPgsm

1/26/2020 4:31:03 PM mongrelglory Recommend this recent video by Aaron... https://youtu.be/J1R4Wcky9N4 

1/26/2020 4:31:28 PM lori1981ann1  pic.twitter.com/MBnJWalm8D

1/26/2020 4:31:34 PM drea_ams What does Tesla have to do with it? 🤔

1/26/2020 4:31:42 PM vintagesquirrel  https://www.facebook.com/ComedyCentral/videos/10154659718509030/ …

1/26/2020 4:31:54 PM lori1981ann1  pic.twitter.com/Nopg3dsMRn

1/26/2020 4:32:33 PM bryceja68689884 Its like it changes your perception of everythings vibration. You are almost enhanced to the point that you can see everythings vibratory signature.

1/26/2020 4:33:03 PM therealonesknow Thanks!

1/26/2020 4:33:19 PM trollingmockin1 Who cares. Getting torn up by idiots who think they are smart is a badge of honor

1/26/2020 4:33:24 PM heartsscales You are most definitely enhanced.  "True colors" isnt just a metaphor.

1/26/2020 4:34:09 PM vaporking  https://youtu.be/IX75czmw-vw 

1/26/2020 4:34:20 PM karma4event201 Agree 100% just found this today. 

2009 planned pandemic to kill 5 billion 

WHO UN Obama & other high ranking officials in governments of US & Austria. Journalist found info; filed report with FBI in Austria AND filed an 

injunction in the US to stop planned mass forced vaccines

1/26/2020 4:35:20 PM erinbrittain6 Where was this??

1/26/2020 4:35:22 PM mountain_jump3r Did China Steal Coronavirus From Canada And Weaponize It? https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/did-china-steal-coronavirus-canada-and-

weaponize-it …

1/26/2020 4:36:42 PM davidkaca My friend burning2nd found that it’s not the actual footage, my apologies

1/26/2020 4:37:12 PM rachaelangelm They all know when and how they die. When you feed the monster, the monster let's you in the looking glass.

1/26/2020 4:39:22 PM melbourne_3000 [They] are grasping at straws, can you smell their desperation.

There is NO way out now, self entrapment. 

#GameOver

1/26/2020 4:39:35 PM karma4event201 C was part of CIA plan when they have used bio weapons. It also makes people help CIA overthrow a Gov 

CIA gave an asset in Cuba a container of African Swine fever to infect pigs. Castro had to kill 500,000 pigs - impacting food supply and economy

1/26/2020 4:40:40 PM bryceja68689884 Hahahaha! Try sheparding 30 sheep going bananas. Sounds like a terrible idea. Would be more fun to manage and roll around in their sweater fur.

1/26/2020 4:41:42 PM ewolsj Is everything..... but I am skeptical as to the why...

1/26/2020 4:41:51 PM blaidd_tx A sacrifice, a distraction, more fracturing as people bludgeon each other over it and the ripples of fall out (MSNBC talking head's horrific mispoken 

blunder for ex.)

1/26/2020 4:41:56 PM trollingmockin1 I don’t believe the cabal takes a vote before doing evil shit. I don’t think humanity has had any say in the state of things nor to I blame liberals for being 

asleep. They are victims. I don’t understand why people like us are awake but we had nothing to do with it.

1/26/2020 4:42:05 PM colonelflanagan It seemed the logical choice.  Same one I made.  Who knew?

1/26/2020 4:44:14 PM kris95749659 That’s a great dig!

1/26/2020 4:44:17 PM peilmymailcom1 THEY Want Us Asleep. #SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/dWhcuR5iW0

1/26/2020 4:46:38 PM liltilgerlil That gold plating! Omg! Evil

1/26/2020 4:47:11 PM melbourne_3000 Meghan = C_A🤡

Will all come out in the wash eventually.

Reconcile, O'Bummers played introduction agency.

#TheMoreYouKnow #TheRabbitHoleIsDeep

1/26/2020 4:47:59 PM americanpetal I just watched the whole video. Thank you. I really liked him. He does a great explanation.💛

1/26/2020 4:52:57 PM mlcmrs Yikes

1/26/2020 4:53:15 PM dbelanger63 Good call.   I wouldn't be surprised at all!

1/26/2020 4:56:37 PM alwaysfinds I'd sure like to try out some of them there cheat codes & see how they change the experience.

1/26/2020 4:57:59 PM zeeinthemoment  pic.twitter.com/wZRnbueHb5

1/26/2020 5:04:02 PM karma4event201 Looks like a U.K. Bio lab Canada and China work together.  UK bio lab is affiliated with Royal family 

Read today Soros has biolab with 666 address in the heart of outbreak.

1/26/2020 5:05:47 PM 1_decided_voter What has to happen before Assange is able to play any of his remaining cards?

1/26/2020 5:07:17 PM db01534371 🤬🤬🤬🤬

1/26/2020 5:07:33 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/DFylxVmLFm



1/26/2020 5:07:39 PM wargoddessirma #KobeByrant #kobe planned 

 https://youtu.be/4meHnoShVog 

1/26/2020 5:08:27 PM johnmic25959174 Dont they kill you if you want out?

1/26/2020 5:08:51 PM melbourne_3000 Amy you have a LOT of unseen assistance around you, draw on it!

#AskAndItIsGiven 🙏

1/26/2020 5:09:50 PM crossmiracle Wtf

1/26/2020 5:11:00 PM tarichar88 Kobe’s full name....

Kobe Bean Bryant

A “peanut” is also a legume as is a bean

Predicted in 2012, mentioned Friday by Q, after post about the death of Mr. Peanut.  Follows 2012 cartoon where Kobe dies in helicopter crash and 5 

rings fall out. pic.twitter.com/1tbUaacwqx

1/26/2020 5:11:27 PM nostradachris  https://twitter.com/dotnoso/status/268466325842694144?s=21 …

1/26/2020 5:11:43 PM 1nanasmomma If you only knew..... I whisper to God continuously. Thanks for the encouragement. TYty

1/26/2020 5:13:49 PM realjamiemc I was told by my cousin, a nurse, that her employer had prohibited the use of CBD, even topicals.

1/26/2020 5:16:19 PM covertress Timewave Zero?

 http://www.fractal-timewave.com/articles/twz_and_language.htm …

1/26/2020 5:16:36 PM christimcdaniel 😱

1/26/2020 5:16:39 PM jackoneilltime1 Interesting Shareholders... pic.twitter.com/9cRpsGZXLU

1/26/2020 5:16:50 PM danieljmerritt1 If kobe has a state funeral I'm gonna loose my shit.

1/26/2020 5:18:18 PM bigjim72332449 Or people!

1/26/2020 5:20:51 PM chapulincolored Me three.

1/26/2020 5:22:24 PM covertress look for triggers

1/26/2020 5:23:49 PM bayougi53734304 These evil Democrat jackals intend to take away our voting rights. We will not let them.

1/26/2020 5:23:52 PM genevagirl81 Look into Project ‘Looking glass’ if you really want your mind blown...

1/26/2020 5:32:42 PM dwaynenewton10 This is a pic of Kobe's helicopter, the one in that video is bright in color and the terrain features doesn't match. pic.twitter.com/gqBwv8GCUj

1/26/2020 5:40:07 PM guruamani We noticed that as well. But the images on the news were white and blue and some of the wreckage was red and white. Mos Def not making any 

claims just sharing the find.

1/26/2020 5:42:02 PM truthseeker805 Legal in Bali.

1/26/2020 5:46:31 PM ethereal_shaman Big Pharma bans the use of its biggest competitor...not surprised at all, lol.

1/26/2020 5:46:40 PM state1union Omg 😳

1/26/2020 5:48:26 PM n7guardiananon let it be known... rideshare is not Insulation...

1/26/2020 5:49:26 PM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/ivd276ExWB

1/26/2020 5:51:08 PM mrkbsimotas The shot heard around the world?

Basketball ball shot?

1/26/2020 5:54:25 PM mrkbsimotas Yes I agree it's a sacrifice for loosh

1/26/2020 5:55:52 PM cosmic_engineer Most need a wakeup that they are connected to the All. That they are more than their Egoic Mind.  🍄 can open that door.

Like anything, it should be a lesson unto itself and not become the lesson

1/26/2020 5:56:03 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  . ..  u silly guys . ..  https://twitter.com/JamesCalemine/status/1221096596143845376 …

1/26/2020 5:56:39 PM xrpbags  pic.twitter.com/OzA24rklT0

1/26/2020 5:57:53 PM xrpbags  pic.twitter.com/iDHq0vqejq

1/26/2020 5:59:06 PM rykenjen State funneral?

1/26/2020 5:59:09 PM cosmic_engineer It's an Indigo booster when used in moderation. Otherwise the signal boost is too much for the sensor 😉

1/26/2020 5:59:46 PM threshie2 Holy cow!!

1/26/2020 6:00:23 PM axelrod_ej She needs to be removed!

1/26/2020 6:01:55 PM hawkgirlinmn The owl...

1/26/2020 6:03:38 PM ckay54 Carter.

1/26/2020 6:07:22 PM fallorsesh Damn, me too... hmm.

1/26/2020 6:09:36 PM beeshelb Mr Peanut

1/26/2020 6:10:35 PM hawkgirlinmn What was Surfing’s original post? Twatville must’ve taken it down.

1/26/2020 6:11:22 PM badgerhandsome I did too about Carter. Between the Q drop about State Funeral and Mr. Peanut, I'm sure many people's first thought was Carter.

1/26/2020 6:11:57 PM fallorsesh good post. balance is key...  i absolutely get the same way. it takes us outside of ourselves, which for me in huge doses, is a bad thing.

1/26/2020 6:12:54 PM drbohammer They do not correlate. Gravity is a physical and malleable reality associated with the interaction of mass & energy within the graviton field. Time is a 

non-malleable form of measurement we have devised to register the passing of events.

1/26/2020 6:13:31 PM mycologyofmaga This is Mycelium Running by Paul Stamets, it is fantastic. Full of great information.

Let thy food be thy medicine.

1/26/2020 6:13:37 PM law88loren appropriate coin with Great Quote by T Jefferson, approved by the Queen! Britain is Back!! Let's get some Trade On!! You can start with the Tea again!! 

No Tariffs this time   #BrexitJohnson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HeyTammyBruce @TimothyHill_TN  @Scavino45 @KellyannePolls @SecretaryRoss 

https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1221614273895550979 …

1/26/2020 6:13:38 PM fallorsesh replies are being removed from this thread like mad. i had to come back to reread the tweet re: safe travel in the us (now deleted), to which MJ12 

recommended "by car" hours before the kobe story broke....

1/26/2020 6:13:46 PM unitedweareusa RT: Everyone, read this theory. #CoronaOutbreak Holy shit! Wondering if this all orchestrated by Deep State especially before this week. 

@DeepStateExpose @d1rtydan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DejaRu22 @JohnOutbakjak pic.twitter.com/E0yTwfrzWi

1/26/2020 6:13:54 PM beeshelb Are CBD benefits the same on the prepubescent ?

1/26/2020 6:14:03 PM psmith19701  https://www.google.com/amp/s/decider.com/2017/03/30/has-kobe-bryant-lost-his-damn-mind-musecage/amp/ …

1/26/2020 6:14:26 PM fallorsesh OP's tweet is now deleted, that is. the response remains though.

1/26/2020 6:15:26 PM gypsycatts It's the state funeral that's got my head spinning. Another death or all tied to kobe? I still want to look into the peanuts hotel. As usual, Q stuff is 

driving me crazy.

1/26/2020 6:15:38 PM jrocktigers If so ,and not disputing your knowledge, do you think he would have given his daughter a choice, oris that part of his sacrifice if that is the way this 

transpired?

1/26/2020 6:15:52 PM sdane8 I'm just surprised they've all jumped on the banning bandwagon so quickly. Unless I'm mistaken there's no THC in cbd and it's not even been studied 

extensively yet. So they automatically outlaw? Seems strange.

1/26/2020 6:15:55 PM keith369me Is it safe to take my family on vacation?

1/26/2020 6:16:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Oh yah!!

1/26/2020 6:17:21 PM keith369me Pretty messed up...not sure why surfing deleted it.  I responded several hours later

1/26/2020 6:17:35 PM williebhere IS pertains to you in an energy state.. BE refers to you in human form.. they are the same but different.

1/26/2020 6:21:13 PM americanpetal ❤️



1/26/2020 6:21:16 PM badgerhandsome Yes. I wasn't sure if Kobe could be the State Funeral. Looking at the definition, I guess it could be.

I also saw something that Nadler's wife was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer but I'm not sure she would be the level of State Funeral.

My first thought was Carter or Ginsberg.

1/26/2020 6:21:37 PM alexham58829699 you think maybe because these events are PLANNED?

1/26/2020 6:21:48 PM keith369me Yep...ReTweeted...but surfer deleted his/her Tweet

1/26/2020 6:23:12 PM americanpetal I’ve heard you mention how much you like Corey Goode. I need to watch him. I’ve only seems a few clips of him. TY☺️

1/26/2020 6:24:07 PM fansblowing3 Liked by MJ12, so that seems to be a yes 😢

1/26/2020 6:24:46 PM maximum_q If the preliminary study by Lancet proves to be correct long term, this will be a devastating worldwide epidemic. Has all the characteristics of a 

genetically modified organism a bioweapon. There was a bioweapons lab at ground zero. Deep state wants to stop Nationalism. Could be.

1/26/2020 6:25:30 PM qanonmichele11 Maj12 is John Morton. 

A fraud.

1/26/2020 6:25:32 PM unitedweareusa Crazy times we live in. God bless us all.

1/26/2020 6:25:55 PM ladyqcalifornia Very few celebrities have been given state funerals. However there have been some. pic.twitter.com/bkLbxBC5M6

1/26/2020 6:26:19 PM americanpetal ❤️❤️❤️

1/26/2020 6:27:30 PM fallorsesh scram, nutbag

1/26/2020 6:28:06 PM deceptiongoodo1 Someone said they found the cartoon on comedy central 2016. I thought I bookmarked but can't find it

1/26/2020 6:31:36 PM nelsonleocometa some weird numerology going on

Kobe #24 and #8

Gigi #2

24+2 = 26 ( todays date )

2+6 = 8 ( Kobe's other number )

1/26/2020 6:31:44 PM aermeljia Seriously clue me in, this is a new one for me...what did he do??

1/26/2020 6:33:01 PM qshotkath  pic.twitter.com/8OwN8zIcJK

1/26/2020 6:33:18 PM karvilla96 Sounded like Asians

1/26/2020 6:33:35 PM patriotgracey Yes, what does gold covering mean?

1/26/2020 6:35:04 PM sterkinglights1 6-9 responses with 1 visible show more and only 1 more appears.

1/26/2020 6:36:29 PM sterkinglights1 Can't wait for the podcast. I mean most of this is already out they like Rudy said we have to look it's there.

1/26/2020 6:39:30 PM nl142za organizations that promote ayuhuasca are also sponsored by Soros...

1/26/2020 6:39:33 PM karvilla96 Any significance with the tail number?

1/26/2020 6:40:27 PM therealonesknow You can find it on IG now

1/26/2020 6:40:55 PM lori1981ann1  pic.twitter.com/2WP9ggECvU

1/26/2020 6:42:22 PM bryceja68689884 The @Grammys is owned by the National Academy of Televison Arst & Sciences. Shirley its just a coincidence that backwards that spells Satan. Right? 

And stop calling me Shirley. @POTUS #Qanon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

#GRAMMYs pic.twitter.com/rC93Nktwb3

1/26/2020 6:42:49 PM joinna6  https://youtu.be/N-PqeKbewe8 

1/26/2020 6:44:15 PM kidge6 Is removing a veil that should not be there really cheating? More like leveling the playing field. In time, I'm supposed to develop the ability to see 

through the blindfold put on me? Taking it off is cheating? 🤔

1/26/2020 6:52:32 PM trollingmockin1 Is your intended meaning that the fungus had also fought the war and lost everything?

1/26/2020 6:52:49 PM wwg1wga_every1 Flightaware link to that tail number. https://flightaware.com/live/flight/N72EX …

1/26/2020 6:54:30 PM guruamani The crash was in Santa Monica Mountains

1/26/2020 6:56:17 PM wwg1wga_every1 That looks like the Grand Canyon, NOT a grassy hillside!!!!!

1/26/2020 7:03:06 PM monolithicide Is their truth to Somerset Belenoff and the Upper Chamber? The forgotten Frequency?

1/26/2020 7:04:24 PM sdane8 That was very, very strange.

1/26/2020 7:05:58 PM aleks8837 One of the smartest men in public - and "part of the intellectual dark-web" - Eric Weinstein, is starting a podcast series based on talking against the 

establishment order!

 https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/the-portal-2 … pic.twitter.com/HvL6EWxNgf

1/26/2020 7:06:21 PM thedrif80868131 I believe that's a logo for Drake's clothing line. My nephew has a shirt with almost that identical owl symbol.

1/26/2020 7:07:03 PM pigottben Here is the app that will identity plants for you.  Just  take a picture of it and it will give you plant information and Identify it. 

pic.twitter.com/ASkZDI3pBd

1/26/2020 7:07:41 PM pigottben Here is how to make wild lettuce pain killer and antianxiety. https://youtu.be/cAmMpAR5hjY 

1/26/2020 7:08:33 PM rebornkingent 🍄 help with tinnitus?

1/26/2020 7:09:30 PM coltonsmama01 Strange videos.

1/26/2020 7:09:45 PM lori1981ann1 👇 pic.twitter.com/G7kkTfKr8C

1/26/2020 7:10:12 PM aleks8837 One of the smartest men in public - and "part of the intellectual dark-web" - Eric Weinstein, is starting a podcast series based on talking against the 

establishment order!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @elonmusk @BillGates @newscientist @WIREDScience @sciencemagazine

 https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/the-portal-2 … pic.twitter.com/6hkODCSBcz

1/26/2020 7:10:40 PM cosmicphoenix5 Can You See Me?

Am I Even Real?

Is This The Matrix?

Am I The Mad Hatter?

Protagonist And Antagonist?

Solar Or Souler?

Brenner Or Borah?

#Matrix42 or #Plant42 ?

@SaRaAshcraft @StormIsUponUs @joerogan @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2GjDYPY9gE
1/26/2020 7:11:41 PM bjuld Yes it is

1/26/2020 7:11:46 PM tac27 I think he was a sacrifice to [their] god. They must be hoping it will turn the tables back to the tide back to them winning

1/26/2020 7:12:10 PM dianesaumure David Beckham

1/26/2020 7:12:35 PM ynad18624302 Thats why he said "RETIRE"....This pos isnt dead at all...maybe just out of the public life..



1/26/2020 7:14:03 PM manifest_utopia The Economist.

"Results of small studies...More research is needed, but this means the drug must be decriminalized."

No it doesn't.

The Economist=[Them]

Does [they] ever act in humanity's best interest?

1/26/2020 7:14:14 PM michelleliber It’s not on FB anymore!!! I saw it earlier when it was still there. A post on Comedy Central’s FB page from back in 2016

1/26/2020 7:15:10 PM c45cardiac Oh you found it too lol

1/26/2020 7:15:29 PM 444_q_  https://www.instagram.com/p/B7zP5OtpJ25/?igshid=1x9d5z8q53q4u …

1/26/2020 7:15:44 PM rghardy3 Do Clones have an IS-BE ?

1/26/2020 7:17:17 PM therealonesknow As mentioned before it’s on IG I have been it circulating

1/26/2020 7:17:53 PM donf2528 Nick, I have a concept for you. Someone employs you and pays you a check for your services. He can define the conditions of your employment like 

required skills, education, etc! If he says no pot, that is his condition. Your choice, don’t take job or don’t smoke 🚭 the pot. Easy.

1/26/2020 7:18:28 PM rghardy3 I thought last Week was "The Week to Remember"  ?

How many are there ?

1/26/2020 7:21:27 PM peterjonathanna How should we prepare for a financial reset? Buy land? Stop paying off debt?

1/26/2020 7:24:16 PM drea_ams 👍🏻 Ok thanks.

1/26/2020 7:25:43 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

『トランプ政権3年間の功績』(日本語字幕版)が完成しました。是非ご覧ください! 😆🍿💕

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

自由民主党

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1216229416285560833 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1221062195020103682 … pic.twitter.com/sRKCx8avGf
1/26/2020 7:27:55 PM moemc8 7/10 Q

1/26/2020 7:27:58 PM kingcome7 In Plain Sight. Disgusting..

1/26/2020 7:28:00 PM crisco2377 Is it the lab associated with Syracuse?

1/26/2020 7:28:54 PM sdane8 The first episode of the podcast is on Rudy's site that I linked above. ☝️

1/26/2020 7:33:33 PM psmith19701 Just sharing does not mean it's true. That's what you guys are for to dig.

1/26/2020 7:35:43 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q1123

ペンスと大統領の隣に立っているのは　誰?

メッセージは?

ボルトンが　ハウスの掃除をしている

汚れは外へ!

クリーンなハウスが、とても重要

Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

NHK

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1141721434705711111 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1221339668744044544 … pic.twitter.com/LeCTKPKzg9
1/26/2020 7:37:13 PM karma4event201 I will find the lab names. Most Every thread I try to read on Twitter tonight is 

dis jointed

1/26/2020 7:39:37 PM jubean_says Looks like a person

1/26/2020 7:40:14 PM manifest_utopia *Do

1/26/2020 7:42:58 PM dragonfly6001 The water will move

1/26/2020 7:43:41 PM crisco2377 Yep..but it IS FIRST THE OWL FROM BOHEMIAN GROVE!!

1/26/2020 7:43:59 PM tac27 I’ve never tried them, I’d be worried I’d trip balls and never be the same like Syd Barrett

1/26/2020 7:46:16 PM tarichar88  pic.twitter.com/NGOo8Csalx

1/26/2020 7:49:32 PM deb12233 Isn't the point to NOT live in duality, but in wholeness? The key is to know who we are, what wer'e made of and to honor that in our choices and 

actions.

1/26/2020 7:51:14 PM _doozier_ What about LSD? It that a "bad" one cuz it's "manmade"?

1/26/2020 7:51:21 PM mommy794 That’s not even the same terrain and it’s not foggy.

1/26/2020 7:52:21 PM mommy794 That’s what I said.  Not the same terrain.   Not foggy.

1/26/2020 7:55:32 PM nine_six3 Thanks for letting me know. I have no idea what I did? Maybe I messed up how I posted the question to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Looked up how to post a 

message that is over characters and it said to label it “1/2 2/2” and open two twitter pages and post the messages one after the other.

1/26/2020 7:55:52 PM critown There is no video trust me. What.. the video that is from a diff accident?

1/26/2020 7:56:12 PM deb12233 No, its not. Its just the outcome of choices less than God, less than the wholeness of Good.

1/26/2020 7:56:31 PM davidkaca Yes, correct. I was informed by my friend @burning2nd that it was that of a crash in the UAE. My apologies

1/26/2020 7:58:45 PM ben60751942 How's Epstein?

1/26/2020 7:58:46 PM raviravirao71 The rabbiT hole goes much  DEEPER than folks Think !^!^!

1/26/2020 7:59:46 PM freestateojones OVO

1/26/2020 8:01:11 PM thedrif80868131 Yup that's it. Thank you.

1/26/2020 8:02:30 PM 42generations That’s not Calabasas.

1/26/2020 8:03:47 PM nine_six3 TK. Really needed to hear that. I've cherished the ability to visualize vividly in my minds eye. I use to sit in the dark shower visualizing as a child, before I 

even knew what meditation was. I'll meditate on it more and try to get to the bottom of this odd block.Thanks again!!!

1/26/2020 8:07:01 PM nznfreez #assassinated #KobeBryantRIP pic.twitter.com/gb4iMjaOMB

1/26/2020 8:07:02 PM nine_six3 HAHAHA I've heard about the character cap over the years, people complaining about it. Never really understood it until now. Frustrating. Let Me 

Explain Myself!!! (please) 

I'll get better at this. Thanks Gina

1/26/2020 8:08:19 PM ladyblueky Surely these are fake?

1/26/2020 8:10:25 PM peterjonathanna I can't find 30oz bags of CBD flowers for 10 dollars an oz. Which website sells it this cheap?



1/26/2020 8:12:08 PM deb12233 "Perfect love casts out  all fear."  God is love.  Being children of God, so are we. It's claiming it,  focusing on that pure pinpoint of Light within,  and living 

in and from there.

1/26/2020 8:14:35 PM karma4event201 Evidence as to Canada’s National Microbiology Lab’s role in the bioweapons program

Evidence of involvement of scientists working for the UK’s NIBSC, & the CDC in engineering the 'swine flu' 

My mistake: I saw UK NIBSC links to universities & medical schools with Royal in name

1/26/2020 8:16:46 PM john_clees Data of assassination" 🤔

"Date of assassination" --- Umm overkill if you ask me. I don't think this guy died. Him and epstine having lunch on an island. Pretty big pull of the 

heartstrings -- but I'm not feeding it one bit.  Less Effective than ever before. 

Backfire! pic.twitter.com/PwHHsvBrnG

1/26/2020 8:17:04 PM lori1981ann1 This entire this is questionable! 

Full investigation needed for sure & not a year from now. pic.twitter.com/jpDjwR3YUB

1/26/2020 8:17:53 PM lori1981ann1  pic.twitter.com/Gz9k01Ffk3

1/26/2020 8:18:01 PM sdane8 I'm still learning so don't know. I do know, though, that I posted a couple of responses on this thread earlier and they showed up in different places 

everytime I looked. It didnt happen with the other MJ messages today, just this one.

1/26/2020 8:18:50 PM nine_six3 Thank you!  I do need to find balance. Ex: If I want to visualize a Red Apple. I can pull it into focus, I can see the outline but I can't see the 'Red' colour. If 

I allow myself to let go of my focus and 'imagine' an apple- I can see it but it's more of a memory of a Red Apple.

1/26/2020 8:18:51 PM macsboost UUDDLRLRBA<SELECT><START>

1/26/2020 8:19:37 PM deb12233 Cathy O'Brien's book,  PTSD: Time to Heal, at  https://trance-formation.com .

1/26/2020 8:19:42 PM timothy_2_22 no...all real...the video floating around, I'm not sure yet...terrain seems different?

1/26/2020 8:20:54 PM karma4event201 Lots of Reading today on a cell phone screen 

Check Syracuse with Canada lab then U.K. Lab   

Links may be innocent - this journalist provided lots of names. The names I recognized are bad. ANY other group they are connected with I would avoid

1/26/2020 8:21:22 PM mycologyofmaga Yeah, do a quick google search and you’ll see many people talking about it. I think it is because it helps regrow, not only your nerves and brain but your 

cochlea.

1/26/2020 8:24:04 PM nine_six3 I'm sorry if It was something I did wrong on my end. I think I'll meditate more on my question and figure out a better way to ask it that can help others 

as well. Maybe I'm being too specific. And I'll do my best to minimize the character count. Thanks SDane

1/26/2020 8:25:26 PM earlebird7 Who is .Nosco?

1/26/2020 8:28:52 PM deb12233 And knowing who you are means knowing your God nature, your true nature, that the life God created is all Good. Letting go of any thought other than 

that and letting the Truth of who you are BE.

1/26/2020 8:31:20 PM eagle_elephant First of all coronavirus is only a type of virus. Secondly the chinese did this on purpose.

1/26/2020 8:36:13 PM missund79512530 They are very beneficial. And are helping a lot of people

1/26/2020 8:37:57 PM earlebird7 Maybe he was sick and evil. Maybe he picked his fate.

1/26/2020 8:47:32 PM karma4event201 2009 Barack Obama

David Nabarro UN System Coord. for Influenza

Margaret Chan WHO Director General

Kathleen Sibelius Sec of DHS -Janet Napolitano Sec of Dept of Homeland Sec

Werner Faymann Chancellor of Austria & Alois Stoger Health Minister 

David Rothschild

D Rockefeller Soros

1/26/2020 8:53:15 PM tyetyler1 @DianaMi39130285 see this?

1/26/2020 8:53:44 PM sterkinglights1 O nice guess I should have looked

1/26/2020 8:58:23 PM donf2528 Happy for you Nick! You chose curtain number 1! It pays the bills, provides for your fam, and makes you happy in spite of the benefits of pot! Best of 

luck.

1/26/2020 9:00:12 PM natureinspace Jimmy Carter

1/26/2020 9:02:56 PM drudge_gina FYI- When you are posting there is a plus sign that appears below the text and above the keys on a phone. When it gets to the max it lights up. You can 

tap it and it will add another box to type in. When I replied to you I couldn’t use it. There are times it isn’t available.

1/26/2020 9:03:04 PM jamesseldon Not really.  Especially since both THC and CBD offer different medicinal benefits.  And the two compliment each other.  A small amount of THC makes 

CBD dosages more effective, and the opposite, a small amount of CBD makes THC more effective.  Other cannabinoids/Terps matter too.

1/26/2020 9:04:14 PM drudge_gina Also don’t stress about it. We all have to learn. It isn’t a big deal. It just isn’t attached to the main post I 1st replied to.

1/26/2020 9:04:18 PM jeffcordell6 I follow what you are saying

1/26/2020 9:04:23 PM nine_six3 Ahh ok.. I'll download the app. I haven't used it on my phone yet. Thanks Gina.

1/26/2020 9:05:02 PM jeffcordell6 I think it's not MJ

1/26/2020 9:05:45 PM jeffcordell6 Me too...

1/26/2020 9:06:23 PM fg1507241 There's a cap for that!

1/26/2020 9:07:14 PM airforcemomof4 Think 💭 ______ https://twitter.com/_basedbryant/status/1221578173113978881?s=21 …

1/26/2020 9:18:07 PM keepawakening probably not related, but can't help but wonder if this has anything to the truth of why lettuce keeps getting recalled.

1/26/2020 9:19:18 PM uspatriot111 And two golden statues in his hand the day of the Grammys he dies. Suspect.

1/26/2020 9:22:24 PM adam_ever_  pic.twitter.com/SoQhiZEApD

1/26/2020 9:23:08 PM natureinspace I can't understand what they are saying so I would need an interpreter to translate before I could be brainwashed by it 🤪

1/26/2020 9:32:22 PM natureinspace I'm starting to think it's part of their depopulation plan. In all my years I've never seen anything like it. I'm trying to finish prepping and being prepared 

just in case. Trying not to panic.

1/26/2020 9:36:30 PM goldyone5 Choppers crash only when it is interfered with- shot called/ post comms understood??

1/26/2020 9:36:41 PM luluspeers1 The price of fame. No glory. Just death when it suits the narrative

1/26/2020 9:37:42 PM freestateojones oVo

...also looks like an owl.

1/26/2020 9:38:07 PM qsentme30 The queen

1/26/2020 9:38:39 PM qsentme30 The queen

1/26/2020 9:42:01 PM aan1xter7 Did Kobe rape that girl?

1/26/2020 9:51:52 PM sterkinglights1 Can anyone see the 5 comments on this. Is that you? Ping flyover?

1/26/2020 10:01:09 PM adsvel Off planet? I'm glad you are back!😊💗

1/26/2020 10:01:28 PM xfactormars Scripted, word for word. Talk about robots without a clue!

#CabalCoup

1/26/2020 10:09:18 PM adsvel They don't have to worry if they maintain their Auric field daily, their surrounding "egg".😊 pic.twitter.com/l4N4ht6C5W

1/26/2020 10:13:14 PM lorenzosghost Who says its cheating? It doesnt make you enlightened or bypass any tests, its just part of an optional human experience.

1/26/2020 10:15:13 PM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/XHXlRdAZcZ



1/26/2020 10:25:08 PM liebustersleuth If you paid attention, you would notice the crashed helicopter in the field is blue and white and has white tips on its rotors. Kobe's copter was solid 

black with orange tips on rotors. That downed helicopter is not Kobe's. https://www.bitchute.com/video/ypXwCvceRMwX/ …

1/26/2020 10:28:52 PM adsvel There is no Time, but we each are Timeline Itself.

With the frequency change we can change Timelines, It amount is infinite.

Time= the Conscious sequence of fallowing Events.

We can "jump" to see other possibilities, other Timelines.

1/26/2020 10:31:41 PM diaptera_80 They probably animated it as part of making him believe they are serious about the threat. Control.

1/26/2020 10:36:41 PM adsvel How would I explain to myself pre-vision of fallowing events? Changing frequencies, "jumping" over Timelines?

1/26/2020 10:50:57 PM holotechrd They crossed the line they were warned not to try & kill him.. 

SOURCE DIRECTIVES WATCH OUT⚡💥💥💥💥

1/26/2020 10:53:55 PM holotechrd WE HAVE THEM THEY ARE SAFE...

1/26/2020 11:05:50 PM kidge6 Oops. I just realized this was a question to mj-12 that I answered. 😂 😂

1/26/2020 11:44:16 PM zacksalvatore33 I do go to the gym and have tried many things but they don't work when I get intense urges.

1/26/2020 11:54:52 PM thephoolish1 Reminds me if the movie..Big Fish...as little kids they all looked thru the witches glass eye and saw how they were going to die ..great movie...my 

favorite ..and now gonna have to rewatch with all this new info

1/27/2020 12:08:31 AM coyle_aimee 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

1/27/2020 12:09:45 AM coyle_aimee 🤯🤯🤯🤯

1/27/2020 12:22:34 AM kidge6 I try to visualize this. A toroidal sphere inside a large aura with chakras about. Sometimes seems to help for a while.  Other advice? Need 'armor' i 

guess.

1/27/2020 12:22:52 AM galadri09060100 Me too! And my pocket portal! 😃

1/27/2020 12:41:18 AM mongrelglory That requires ascension to 5D or higher where duality is not a factor.  Here's a video you might find helpful to understand what I'm referring to.  It may 

not be in line with your beliefs. https://youtu.be/J1R4Wcky9N4 

1/27/2020 12:43:15 AM galadri09060100 What was the question?

1/27/2020 12:43:43 AM kidge6 Hopefully, the bursts will be tempered this time.

1/27/2020 12:47:22 AM mongrelglory I also like Aaron Doughty's videos on Youtube! 🙂

1/27/2020 12:48:38 AM darktolightusa The cartoon is called Legend of Chamberlin Heights. Aired on Comedy Central back in 2016.

1/27/2020 12:49:25 AM burning2nd Now your asking the right question, I can tell you one thing.. I didnt see anything about the hearing in the last 18 hours... I have seen very little on the 

virus.... WHAT i have seen is, NONSTOP people giving condolences, people crying , people saying sorry,

1/27/2020 12:50:07 AM alphapatriotus *Immediately thought of Spade*

1/27/2020 12:50:19 AM mongrelglory I find he explains concepts so they're easy to understand.  I like "easy to understand". 😁

1/27/2020 12:51:20 AM alphapatriotus “catch us if you can” throughout the whole commercial...from an elephant ? 🤔

1/27/2020 12:57:36 AM kidge6 Maybe a deterrent 2 idly curious. Selectively reveal to those who have deep desire 2 know & objectivity & discernment. And who, because the info is 

revealed slowly & organically, will have a chance to stop before they go 'too deep' down the rabbit hole. Sleep & appetite effected.

1/27/2020 1:02:02 AM kidge6 I've been trying to interpret mj-12 for over a year, certainly don't see the whole picture. But, with patience and study, more and more comes clear, or 

clearer. Still frustrating. But it does get better and the pdf document that @burgersandra posted helps.

1/27/2020 1:04:22 AM kidge6 Specific questions in reply to mj12 tweets might get a reply from one of many very insightful followers of mj-12. Especially if it's well-thought-out, 

articulate and appears genuine.

1/27/2020 1:07:14 AM onebadm6 I disagree with you. I've seen too many people messed up on it and effect them for days. Very dangerous drug.

1/27/2020 1:08:18 AM kidge6 In a reply to a similar question, mj-12 replied that we should not fear death and not fear the unknown. But that fear was the only thing we have to 

overcome. I think what he left unsaid is that there is no death for your IS, so don't worry about your BE? There is no spoon 🥄?

1/27/2020 1:11:39 AM kidge6 Totally covered up the gop moves in senate today. No one saw it. Impeachment happens in the court of public opinion MJ 12 said.

1/27/2020 1:17:11 AM acco1st No outside comms. Hmmm...

1/27/2020 1:17:23 AM conquistador314 Now THIS makes a LOT of sense.

1/27/2020 1:23:27 AM mongrelglory Actually, another possibility is that it was an accidental release of the virus from a bioweapons lab in Wuhan. (I doubt the Chinese Communist Party 

would release the virus deliberately in their own country...)

1/27/2020 1:29:09 AM jeepeemjohnjohn Present proves past👁👁

1/27/2020 1:31:04 AM epkman The Chess table is almost set.♟️ That is a sad revelation.⚖️

1/27/2020 1:34:35 AM epkman #BlackFacedBigot

1/27/2020 1:43:19 AM pljss @_heyraf

1/27/2020 2:06:35 AM 11111christian Is M and H really breaking from the Royal Family, or is there something more sinister going on?

1/27/2020 2:12:09 AM adsvel Your Auric field is armor itself. At home you can expand it in public places keep it 0,5 m close to yourself if you are sensitive emphat. Daily cleansing 

chakras keeps your armor shining and strong.😊

1/27/2020 2:34:54 AM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2/2 (fixed)-> 3,6,93,6,93,6,9

…Feels as though something or someone is blocking the ability from me. What could it be? How can I regain this ability once possessed to help 

facilitate a more productive meditation? Thank you for any Light, inSight, and Help!

1/27/2020 2:35:40 AM counsellance Does she not know we also decide her fate too?

1/27/2020 2:59:29 AM carolleadale Could have been a direct threat

1/27/2020 3:02:17 AM usaforpatriots I’ve seen a ton about the virus and the Senate as well. In fact the virus talk is over the top in my opinion.

1/27/2020 3:08:25 AM anitakingsbauer Have listened to some of his videos but it has been a while.  Will check it out again!

1/27/2020 3:15:20 AM ossrobertsteele Review: A Very Stable Genius by Washington Post Scum-Bags Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig Whiff of Plagarism?  

https://phibetaiota.net/2020/01/review-a-very-stable-genius-by-washington-post-scum-bags-philip-rucker-and-carol-leonnig/ … via @phibiblog 

#UNRIG #MAGA #Triggered @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/27/2020 3:16:06 AM stephanie_cou  https://twitter.com/dcnumerology/status/1221674516629413888?s=21 …

1/27/2020 3:19:00 AM m06246268  https://twitter.com/MailOnline/status/1221742345550532608?s=20 …

1/27/2020 3:28:47 AM ossrobertsteele Majestic 12: Kobe Death - 3 Options  https://phibetaiota.net/2020/01/majestic-12-kobe-death-3-options/ … via @phibiblog #UNRIG #MAGA 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/27/2020 3:30:12 AM samsmith0319 Agree...

1/27/2020 3:48:40 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

1/27/2020 3:59:25 AM stevenguilleme5 Project looking glass. Look into it.

1/27/2020 4:06:01 AM rosscarwalker Why did they kill him?

1/27/2020 4:14:21 AM kek_ski Full profile cannabinoids are necessary. CBD is not enough.

1/27/2020 4:20:41 AM loosedemon1 There's an interesting piece by David Dubyne as solar winds drop magnetosphere changes shape & allows in more cosmic rays that become an aerosol 

upon which clouds form.

Putting metals into the sky discharges the charged cosmic rays & reduces the risks of "rivers from the sky"

1/27/2020 4:22:38 AM communistsrevil WHO?

1/27/2020 4:49:47 AM maga45cal To the point! Good ?!

1/27/2020 5:07:38 AM rushfulmanny That’s BS like my girlfriend.

1/27/2020 5:09:06 AM christoalmighty Micro dosing is like a cheat code into the awakening process. As well as supposedly cures Alzheimer's. Never been on to "trip" but I would microdose 

for sure

1/27/2020 5:10:27 AM rushfulmanny 🤭 pic.twitter.com/jmd9SXs8A5

1/27/2020 5:39:44 AM momekool1 Or they retired the real him & fam to live underground in South America.

1/27/2020 5:43:52 AM robertscharnbe4 Should'a drove! "Takes too long"  Time is relative, now you have all the time 'out of' the world.



1/27/2020 6:00:54 AM 1_4_gep It's like crabs in a bucket. One liberal says something stupid while trying to climb out and the next one pulls them down with something dumber!

Can't make this stuff up!

1/27/2020 6:03:17 AM mongrelglory I think he's dead, dead, if you know what I mean...

1/27/2020 6:08:43 AM manriquetorres5 MSM GLOBAL...

TRAITORS OF HUMANITY 

Over hyped 

FalseFlags

Stay present, see D manipulation "those" have used for eons...

Time to wake up HUMANITY!!!

@TrumpWarRoom

@GenFlynn

@POTUS

@VP

@SpaceCorpsUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DOITQ_GO17

@Trin20201 https://twitter.com/Wyn1745/status/1221665367975579650 …
1/27/2020 6:15:24 AM manriquetorres5 Ummmm...

EO #....

Will take care of such...

[Gs] IS Done.

Top notch FOOL 

@POTUS

@VP

@TrumpWarRoom

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DOITQ_GO17

@GenFlynn

@US_SpaceCom

@SpaceCorpsUS

@Wyn1745

@Trin20201 https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1221685503726104577 …
1/27/2020 6:22:34 AM valerie59723152 Wow.

1/27/2020 6:28:53 AM valerie59723152 I noticed that too.

1/27/2020 6:34:17 AM valerie59723152 I saw a tweet from Kobe to congratulate Lebron and it had  a hashtag of 33644.  Interesting 33.

1/27/2020 6:35:50 AM sontechnique All too common!

1/27/2020 6:36:54 AM crisco2377 Yep..noticed Twitter was strange

1/27/2020 6:38:19 AM americanpetal Yes, he is very easy to understand.  He’s a cutie, too! 😀

1/27/2020 6:51:00 AM godbless_trump_ I'm not so sure they're good. Psychedelic drugs / mushrooms are tied to witchcraft and demon possession. Please do your research.

1/27/2020 6:51:06 AM dev_bonilla @JAHAZROD7

1/27/2020 6:52:30 AM mycologyofmaga They are also tied to Santa Claus, you first.

1/27/2020 6:54:38 AM denyaraful Coincidence? Q saved him? Or a counter conspiracy? pic.twitter.com/AeAziFZzRU

1/27/2020 6:58:40 AM mefulmer25 They say once they sell their soul they then arrange an agreement and when and how you for your sacrifice

1/27/2020 7:03:00 AM wwilverson 2+4=6 <Kobe's jersey (24)

2×3=6 < LeBron's jersey (23)

Jan26 < Today's date...

#illuminati

#MambaSacrifice

1/27/2020 7:07:00 AM americanpetal Really??? Yikes

1/27/2020 7:07:26 AM boudiccea3 I imagine they ARE interested in slowing the trajectory of the People’s waking, though. Q says nothing can stop what is coming, which they know very 

well, but they have a vested interest in trying to buy time

1/27/2020 7:08:24 AM jttcotm "Female wearing a stag head (male) is a deliberate perversion and inversion. The fact that it is painted or coated with gold indicates their cult's view 

the perversion as perfection, and their cult as being connected to the immortal." pic.twitter.com/H48KavUM5N

1/27/2020 7:09:25 AM va_patriot_usa  https://youtu.be/JYGE9KTpNYA 

1/27/2020 7:10:08 AM janahooker06 It might appear he was an illuminati member...

1/27/2020 7:11:14 AM mefulmer25 Saved or taken out? He was not a saint by far! https://www.thedailybeast.com/kobe-bryants-disturbing-rape-case-the-dna-evidence-the-accusers-

story-and-the-half-confession …

1/27/2020 7:12:30 AM mefulmer25 Neither are fake! There’s link the twitter post on @2LarryJohnson7 account

1/27/2020 7:16:52 AM jttcotm  https://qanon.pub/index2.html  pic.twitter.com/AerG46gK9o

1/27/2020 7:18:37 AM simmplicity66 Noticed!

1/27/2020 7:19:47 AM ericedgar I have never used it.  But maybe CBD oils?  Not medical advice.

1/27/2020 7:27:42 AM simmplicity66 They've been telling us for yrs what's about to come and we either ignore it or it goes right over our heads.

1/27/2020 7:28:23 AM karina89350882 Yes but you have to free YOURSELF first. Think about frequence and Vibration and the Gateway to a higher Consciousness.

1/27/2020 7:31:20 AM bullocktexas1 Wow

1/27/2020 7:32:04 AM shreduction Terrance McKenna's ghost will be very happy about this 😁

1/27/2020 7:34:57 AM karina89350882 Cheat codes?? DNA?? Or the "false Ascension Matrix"??

1/27/2020 7:56:16 AM goldyone5 Yes, one!!  That’s all it takes!!

1/27/2020 7:59:27 AM samanthaoverby2 illegal plants yet pedos walk free?

1/27/2020 8:08:45 AM covertress Yes  #Starseed #CheatCodes https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1221497018868281347?s=20 …

1/27/2020 8:29:18 AM nikoscali Adrenochrome substitute for [THEM]?

1/27/2020 8:34:29 AM freedomdreamq9 Speculative..? pic.twitter.com/GCk3kRHRmy

1/27/2020 8:49:21 AM ivan2488083248 wow

1/27/2020 8:55:48 AM ivriblack also, how do they go from saying 5 confirmed dead to 9...it was one location how did they find 4 additional bodies?

1/27/2020 8:56:35 AM whunterott What is this from? It makes me think about the recent news that Planters mascot Mr. Peanut died

1/27/2020 9:00:45 AM karma4event201 Today too. Distracting from President Trump's lawyers

1/27/2020 9:04:36 AM jamescunion Wow.. Evil.  Evil. Evil.  😒

1/27/2020 9:09:04 AM omnamahshivaye2 🖖🏻👽🕉

1/27/2020 9:16:02 AM anonmom14 Scary 😳

1/27/2020 9:22:58 AM johnquindell Is Snowden himself aware of this?

1/27/2020 9:24:24 AM 56lmiller How I hope this is true! Shifty schif needs to be in GITMO!



1/27/2020 9:25:59 AM jeffcordell6 B

1/27/2020 9:26:10 AM jeffcordell6 B

1/27/2020 9:26:13 AM kidge6 I’m not doing it right. I just don’t fit in. Nor do I want to.  Christmas parties are no longer gift exchange. It’s now ‘rob you neighbor’. I was forced to steal 

a gift from a friend last time I went to a Christmas party 3 yrs ago. And I was weird because I didn’t want to take it

1/27/2020 9:31:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think logically.

If the upper leadership of the FBI was covering up for JE/GM and their "associates" (🇮🇱) why would the FBI want to interview PA months after [JE]?

Where is GM?

Asset of intelligence?

[Clowns] removed = [PA]?

]Clowns] = ]PA[

PA->GM->___->___(n)->🇮🇱

1/27/2020 9:31:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 117-127

  |      ^ End of 10 Days of Darkness

  ^ CLAS op w/ MJx?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1218001250492583942 … https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1221839478224015361 …

1/27/2020 9:31:45 AM annsand72250302 😁😉😎

1/27/2020 9:34:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Skippy.

Think about Schiff's "weird lifestyle".

Think about The Standard Hotels.

Think about Lolita Express.

Now think of Davos.

Huge demand.

These people are sick.

Refusing to participate can be deadly.
1/27/2020 9:34:37 AM hawkgirlinmn PA->GM->JE->CIA=Israel

1/27/2020 9:35:07 AM guy_karen Whoa!  It’s a crisis

1/27/2020 9:35:34 AM 1nanasmomma Thoughts male my stomach hurt....ugh

1/27/2020 9:35:40 AM identityasxy .

Let's hope so.

1/27/2020 9:35:49 AM kindeandtrue Sure would help if you spoke in plain English.

1/27/2020 9:35:57 AM hawkgirlinmn Skippy. Peanut butter? Mr Peanut?

1/27/2020 9:36:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking.

Can American politicians and political figures who have security clearances come out and directly say information that is classified?

No.

Was [JE]/GM's operation an intelligence operation?

Was he an asset of intelligence?

Classified then?

5:5?

Think Podcast.

1/27/2020 9:36:15 AM state1union Who is PA?

1/27/2020 9:36:25 AM meequalsfree  https://twitter.com/meequalsfree/status/1221848403711160320?s=19 …

1/27/2020 9:36:32 AM lisdesjardins It sounds like only their absolute demise will stop the demand.

1/27/2020 9:36:45 AM hawkgirlinmn Prince Andrew

1/27/2020 9:37:21 AM state1union AHA thank you 😊

1/27/2020 9:37:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, __ and __ are non-public names that have very little attention and light cast on them at the moment. Their identities are classified, however Anons 

may be able to connect the dots and force the information to the light.

1/27/2020 9:37:32 AM twilly18 is there a Majestic 12 to English translator?

1/27/2020 9:37:36 AM werascending 👏👏👏

1/27/2020 9:37:47 AM mgodfrey99 ...so the leaking was illegal?

1/27/2020 9:37:53 AM spauldingshowal JE/GM Mossad agents.

1/27/2020 9:37:58 AM nm_zsr Classified still?

What Podcast, I wonder...

1/27/2020 9:38:02 AM curt_avila Rudy Giuliani =podcast

1/27/2020 9:38:13 AM mgodfrey99 Skippy...Podesta

1/27/2020 9:38:16 AM curt_avila Rudy Giuliani

1/27/2020 9:38:17 AM laura_twelve Rudy

1/27/2020 9:38:26 AM meazenfree Of course no. They are just holding on status quo of the elite power structure

1/27/2020 9:38:53 AM guy_karen Mossad

1/27/2020 9:39:05 AM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/gTTkud87H0

1/27/2020 9:39:22 AM americanpetal Skippy=Peanut Butter=Peanuts=Mr.Peanut=Mr.Peanut died=Schiff died?

1/27/2020 9:39:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 When information becomes declassified, either publicly known or not publicly known, depending on its nature and political substance, discussions of 

declassified information can still be discouraged due to political backlash. Remember...

45 DECLAS -> AG DECLAS -> JD Prosecutions

1/27/2020 9:39:29 AM andyr1112 Do you use DMT every night you sleep

1/27/2020 9:39:44 AM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/HlOz2kCWPn

1/27/2020 9:40:34 AM kindeandtrue Thank you for trying to enlighten the masses, but it's useless trying to figure out this cryptobabble. I don't think you understand how difficult it is for 

common folks to decipher the machinations of the elite who have controlled the levers of power for centuries.

1/27/2020 9:41:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Thats an organization, not an individuals name.

1/27/2020 9:41:14 AM nikoscali Anons DIG!

1/27/2020 9:41:32 AM hugsnpugs 😆

1/27/2020 9:41:39 AM meequalsfree GM?

1/27/2020 9:41:52 AM nikoscali Ghislaine Maxwell

1/27/2020 9:42:05 AM buymorerealest Let’s get it going we will give Bolton testimony for Schiff. #BoltonforSchiff

1/27/2020 9:42:07 AM covertress I created my own endogenous DMT using this method (tweet below):

 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1205926777585057794?s=20 …

To read more of my experience,  Twitter search:

DMT from:covertress

1/27/2020 9:42:09 AM hawkgirlinmn So the non-public names have to share a link from GM to Israel.



1/27/2020 9:42:09 AM rosas7043 Since Israel IS the 51st state of the United States dual citizenship penalties per the US constitution, etc  do not apply.

1/27/2020 9:42:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Speaking in plain language is dangerous and difficult when attempting to bypass the AI censorship.

1/27/2020 9:42:26 AM scottgasaway JE= who and GM = who?

1/27/2020 9:42:34 AM n7guardiananon Israel has become a “safe haven” for internationally-wanted sexual offenders and pedophiles, so it should surprise no one that both Maxwell and 

Epstein have found protection and comfort there among the jewish elite who employed them.

1/27/2020 9:43:13 AM hawkgirlinmn Think JR podcast with AJ?

1/27/2020 9:43:57 AM spauldingshowal Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell.

1/27/2020 9:44:01 AM hawkgirlinmn It is the epicenter of Baal.

1/27/2020 9:44:16 AM scottgasaway Nevermind. Jeff and woman friend 👊got it

1/27/2020 9:44:27 AM reelect20 👇Check out This👇RT🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/36ziDkC 

1/27/2020 9:44:28 AM kachinagtto This makes Netanyahu’s visit even more interesting.

1/27/2020 9:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 For those of you who think this is cryptic, please stop expecting to be spoon fed information. These are queues.

Question.

A.

Question.

A? Yes.

Question.

A? Yes.

Question?

A? No.

Got it?

Podcast will have witnesses who will speak publicly.

They are not bound by CLAS laws.

EASY!
1/27/2020 9:45:08 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/pU4fZy66gm

1/27/2020 9:45:33 AM islandofdelight Giuliani Podcast??

1/27/2020 9:45:37 AM kindeandtrue It's extremely frustrating fumbling in the dark. I've tried my best to keep up, but it's impossible. All my assumptions have been turned upside down. I 

don't know what to think about anything anymore, but I appreciate your efforts. I can sense your good will. ♥️

1/27/2020 9:45:52 AM scottgasaway Thank you

1/27/2020 9:46:07 AM maga45cal "Non-public"  name

1/27/2020 9:46:33 AM rick_hernandez Learn the Comms and of you are still confused, participate in the crowd sourcing of all the minds coming together to understand and decode.

1/27/2020 9:46:40 AM spauldingshowal My pleasure 👍

1/27/2020 9:47:06 AM kindeandtrue I don't have the right kind of brain.😁

1/27/2020 9:47:28 AM scott_rick Is this the WEEK? 

Y or N?

1/27/2020 9:47:48 AM sassysickchick_ Thank you, yes! No spoon-feeding. THINK.

1/27/2020 9:47:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 Additionally, using initials enables more content to be placed inside the message.

Not providing OBVIOUS answers enables more content to be placed inside the message.

It enables you to bypass AI censorship (lack of explicit context).

It enables you to speak freely.

1/27/2020 9:48:02 AM state1union There has to be more of a hint than non public names? The only thing that makes sense is VG or someone connected to the Palace?

1/27/2020 9:48:09 AM cdb_yke que..

 https://www.tutorialspoint.com/data_structures_algorithms/dsa_queue.htm …

1/27/2020 9:49:01 AM heartsscales GM is the real target, but what is her killswitch?

1/27/2020 9:49:13 AM 1_decided_voter Only podcast that comes to mind for me is RG's. Should be another 2 out this week on Tuesday and Friday I believe he said.

1/27/2020 9:49:28 AM scott_rick Are we in Act III?

1/27/2020 9:49:35 AM hawkgirlinmn But non-public names with an Israeli connection helps narrow it down.

1/27/2020 9:49:41 AM covertress TY for answering my question. 🙏

1/27/2020 9:49:42 AM werascending Thanks MJ for all that you are doing. Very thankful and grateful!!!

1/27/2020 9:49:48 AM nikoscali There are lots of possibles, Daddy Maxwell had a LOT of friends in Israel. We need more information.

1/27/2020 9:50:03 AM mcpatriot64 Jeffrey Epstein/GHislaine Maxwell/Mossad/

Where is Ghislaine Maxwell?

Yes she is intelligence, someone is hiding her?

Clowns removed = Who is PA

1/27/2020 9:50:49 AM hawkgirlinmn Key word to me here: witnesses

1/27/2020 9:50:59 AM oaf_unbreakable n

1/27/2020 9:51:07 AM n7guardiananon GMs father was buried in Jerusalem with honors (supposedly).  Followed in daddy's footsteps???

1/27/2020 9:51:26 AM covertress It enables multi-dimensional answers... to many questions at once.

1/27/2020 9:51:49 AM hawkgirlinmn Or JR with AJ. Thats seems to come up alot

1/27/2020 9:51:58 AM shaqlolabunny & year of the rat started 2 days ago 🧐

1/27/2020 9:52:32 AM hawkgirlinmn For sure. But we have to focus on non-public names. Hmmmmm

1/27/2020 9:52:59 AM wahiggins3 Yes, 

Learn the COMS

Read, Re-Read

Meditate - THINK about what you read

Trust yourself

Clarity will emerge

If not, repeat until it does...

1/27/2020 9:54:21 AM state1union Dan Bonginos Podcast? Or John Wells Podcast?

1/27/2020 9:55:26 AM curt_avila Holy shit it may be Prince Andrew.

1/27/2020 9:55:30 AM jeebaleebs Can't politicians say anything they want on the floor and not be prosecuted?

It would be difficult saying certain things without having the evidence to back it up.

But perhaps dropping info-bombs would prompt declas.

1/27/2020 9:56:40 AM state1union I think yes but not 100%

1/27/2020 9:57:34 AM tamiwils0n22813 Definitely wittiness! 🗝️

1/27/2020 9:57:45 AM grand3americano  pic.twitter.com/GioHtJ3LGF

1/27/2020 9:57:49 AM 1_decided_voter I know AJ, but I'm drawing a blank on JR, a little help?

1/27/2020 9:57:53 AM avshara Prince Andrew

1/27/2020 9:58:12 AM tamiwils0n22813 Sorry witness!



1/27/2020 9:58:50 AM auroravoyager1 PA = Palestinian Authority?

1/27/2020 9:59:21 AM worldxplorer1 Skippy is said to be the alter ego of JP.  

Notice the replies that actually said his name are hidden by twitter and few click enough to find them.

1/27/2020 10:00:06 AM allahuniversal Skippy Podesta https://www.huffpost.com/entry/john-podesta-talks-about_n_146272 …

1/27/2020 10:00:46 AM mongrelglory I can't imagine this was all going on without Soros and Netanyahu being involved somehow...Maybe even Pope Francis.  However, if you're saying 

"classified" and "non-public" would we be able to find their names in public records?

1/27/2020 10:01:43 AM mongrelglory Prince Andrew...see MJ-12's previous tweet.  The FBI want to interview him.

1/27/2020 10:01:47 AM auroravoyager1 That is my understanding.

1/27/2020 10:01:59 AM mcpatriot64 Bingo

1/27/2020 10:02:10 AM lbf777 FBI is run by a bunch of pedos. This is all theatrics and hope porn that leads to nowhere.

1/27/2020 10:02:10 AM auroravoyager1 That's the first thing that came to mind for me as well.

1/27/2020 10:02:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Joe Rogan https://youtu.be/-5yh2HcIlkU 

1/27/2020 10:02:34 AM mcpatriot64 Saving Israel for last.

1/27/2020 10:02:58 AM hawkgirlinmn What about rhe Lolita flight manifest?

1/27/2020 10:03:26 AM letsdot94709949 lol  cues......actor and lines enter stage left!  do your bit!  lol

1/27/2020 10:03:56 AM darktolightchad The best thing to do is realize that it doesn't matter!  You are exactly where you are supposed to be at this time and you will understand when it is 

time.  Trying to figure something out or having fear is not needed as it feeds them.  Just be!

1/27/2020 10:04:14 AM aucommander  pic.twitter.com/LCUKXO6CZO

1/27/2020 10:04:37 AM eaj76 disturbing i know

1/27/2020 10:05:44 AM deplorabldamsel Who's hiding her? 🤔🤔🤔 https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/10655155/prince-andrew-pimp-pal-ghislaine-maxwell-safe-houses/ …

1/27/2020 10:06:08 AM mongrelglory That's a good place to start!  I just can't understand why the names would be classified, unless it was a matter of "National Security". The media has 

avoided highlighting how much MI6/MI5 was involved in the Trump surveillance...they definitely had connections to Robert Maxwell.

1/27/2020 10:06:18 AM keith369me Welcome back...hope your #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein mission was successful.

1/27/2020 10:06:19 AM curt_avila  https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-prince-andrew.html …

1/27/2020 10:06:38 AM kindeandtrue Wise words. Thanks!

1/27/2020 10:07:05 AM unitedredwhite1 Pamela

1/27/2020 10:07:14 AM mongrelglory Who's head of MI5/MI6 right now?  They were definitely working with Mossad.

1/27/2020 10:07:16 AM adsvel The fact you are talking about it is already good, it means you dont want to keep it inside anymore. All is changing for a good and you will as well.

1/27/2020 10:08:19 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1221815170609139712 …

1/27/2020 10:08:25 AM beelisalane Pls forgive some of us for needing to be “being spoon fed”. I’ve been following since 10/17, but also have 2 elderly dementia parents, plus a daughter 

who battles Lymes. I haven’t had much time to decipher all the comms; & I really appreciate all that you & other digi soldiers do

1/27/2020 10:08:36 AM toccn2 If you're still in you're 20's and are genetically predisposed to having schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, the use of psilocybin mushrooms could make 

the symptoms come around faster, but if you're not predisposed to schizophrenia you'll be fine

1/27/2020 10:08:44 AM sabrer0cks Be patient. Watch and listen. It takes time to learn the players and figure out what’s going on as there is so much polarization of info. If you made it 

here to twitter you’ve gotten this far!!! WWG1WGA

1/27/2020 10:08:44 AM jamiegrahamusa Rudy

1/27/2020 10:08:49 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1221812854820691972 …

1/27/2020 10:08:52 AM schneppjennifer Just an idea...You might try a different method of reading these messages. Instead of needing to know the answer or needing to be able to "figure it 

out." Imagine messages emerging. Hold them loosely allowing them to become connected to other ideas.

1/27/2020 10:09:07 AM jeanenev Hmmm

1/27/2020 10:09:58 AM auroravoyager1 Thanks.  I did pull up an article on that.  Thinking out loud here putting our head's together.

1/27/2020 10:10:36 AM mamiemcclure17 Both are good.  US Government OWNS the PATENTS AND PROFIT off of the SYNTHETIC AND ORGANIC OILS, they made cures illegal to keep them from 

you? pic.twitter.com/AnXkDtGRYP

1/27/2020 10:10:51 AM state1union Keith what podcast do you think and what are the names?

1/27/2020 10:11:17 AM keith369me Still some clowns, the ]toad] can still cut a deal but it needs to be a good one?

1/27/2020 10:11:18 AM keith369me The “Super Bowl” of trafficking.  Even more than the Super Bowl itself.  Why do I see a lot of arrests next weekend?

1/27/2020 10:11:35 AM auroravoyager1  https://abcnews.go.com/US/federal-prosecutors-york-asked-interview-prince-andrew-part/story?id=68563925 …

1/27/2020 10:12:27 AM _vvoke_ Honestly I think everyone is getting tired of the puzzles.

1/27/2020 10:12:28 AM laurabusse But who is RG?

1/27/2020 10:12:50 AM ms_duckworth Wrong country, and rather insulting on this day of all days.

Robert Maxwell, Ghislane’s father worked for them too. Hence his interest in publishing.

CIA= see 👇 https://youtu.be/mPxGA11hcMU 

1/27/2020 10:13:43 AM untietounite It’s from a Chinese Smart Car ad he did in 2014 with lots of symbolism. Lyrics of the song, movie, stage 18, fake moon landing, Rome, chased by 

elephant, kids in peanut/rat costumes... https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=XxwU8miEZz0&feature=youtu.be …

1/27/2020 10:13:53 AM 1_decided_voter Rudy

1/27/2020 10:14:08 AM laurabusse Thx

1/27/2020 10:14:46 AM mongrelglory Thanks I Au!  I didn't know who "Skippy" was. 👍

1/27/2020 10:16:42 AM 1crazy_toaster Joe's gone south.

1/27/2020 10:16:43 AM munkeypilot Rog5x5👍🏼

1/27/2020 10:17:21 AM mongrelglory Probably someone who was head of MI5/MI6, or maybe even one of the Prime Ministers of Britain perhaps?

1/27/2020 10:18:25 AM olimyracle When was 🇦🇷 really created?

1897?

Where was 🇦🇷 really created?

🇨🇭?

Cut to the roots the poisoning tree or see it soon grow again...

#UnsealSwiterlandNow

#UnsealRedCross

#UnsealCERN

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Zionist_Congress … pic.twitter.com/7y04Tkbh5j
1/27/2020 10:18:46 AM jemelewilliams Article from January 6th, 2020

"Kobe Bryant Trying To Settle 'Black Mamba' Battle With Pharma Company"

Guess there is no need for a settlement now...

 https://money.yahoo.com/kobe-bryant-trying-settle-black-181943793.html … pic.twitter.com/R4T4Cy2Fm7



1/27/2020 10:19:06 AM 1crazy_toaster we had it as medicine years ago. Im sure the seed was pure. Now? not so sure. pic.twitter.com/cE010EEL6J

1/27/2020 10:19:11 AM thankq45 Skippy=Podesta

1/27/2020 10:19:40 AM stoneturnr Former PM & Minister of Defense of Israel, Ehud Barak was a close friend of Epstein. EB visited him numerous times, Epstein donated millions to him...

He was Epstein closest public link to MOSSAD and would know all about the blackmail op. 

 https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Politics-And-Diplomacy/Ehud-Barak-crashed-at-Epsteins-apt-regularly-neighbors-say-report-597820 … 

pic.twitter.com/3FcRK06c45

1/27/2020 10:20:07 AM n7guardiananon  https://nationalvanguard.org/2016/08/recent-history-homosexual-jewish-diplomat-runs-a-child-porn-and-prostitution-business-in-brazil …

1/27/2020 10:20:25 AM mongrelglory "Refusing to participate can be deadly".  Is this what happened to Kobe?

1/27/2020 10:21:16 AM cosmic_engineer 5:5

1/27/2020 10:21:19 AM yellamoj Kobe refused.

1/27/2020 10:23:31 AM earth_pupil Exactly! Take it all in and it will eventually connect here and there and make sense

1/27/2020 10:23:45 AM cosmic_engineer So the true shadows. Not the puppets they have in the limelight to do their dirty work and can take the fall for [them]

1/27/2020 10:24:49 AM mongrelglory Rudy Giuliani's podcasts?

1/27/2020 10:25:01 AM mamiemcclure17 Yes that’s a very serious issue, what has been done to the integrity of the seeds?

1/27/2020 10:26:34 AM nana_marie_911 I am thinking about following you for I have some intel that relates to your tweets...but first I must know if you are doing this to support #45?  If so, 

you've lost me. pic.twitter.com/4qmPTIVKPR

1/27/2020 10:26:55 AM cosmic_engineer Damn, I thought it might be JT🍁

1/27/2020 10:27:09 AM the_loveoflight Safe to travel to visit family for the weekend *

1/27/2020 10:27:43 AM jemelewilliams  pic.twitter.com/ZJLrGvbZgf

1/27/2020 10:27:57 AM nana_marie_911  pic.twitter.com/68yEF7roz0

1/27/2020 10:28:32 AM nana_marie_911  pic.twitter.com/2OMbhp6TXL

1/27/2020 10:29:40 AM mongrelglory "Rudy can't fail." 😎 https://youtu.be/uEK9oK02D1M 

1/27/2020 10:29:54 AM nana_marie_911 #45 and his pedophile crew will out some enemies, but the wolves are still at the top protecting the worst of the worst. pic.twitter.com/tfFALMqRqZ

1/27/2020 10:30:43 AM parkmanfeather I think he was sitting in Schumer`s chair the other day.

1/27/2020 10:30:50 AM nana_marie_911  pic.twitter.com/gRvqwTxlmW

1/27/2020 10:31:24 AM mongrelglory Worth following. 😎

1/27/2020 10:32:05 AM kindeandtrue Actually, I think it's better if I don't read them at all. 🙂

1/27/2020 10:32:17 AM mongrelglory That's "tampon boy". 😏

1/27/2020 10:32:33 AM patriotswegoall White hats can't say too much without putting themselves and us in jeopardy. The DS is still active. It's not over until the last one's gone.

1/27/2020 10:34:16 AM qbryce171 Where can we listen to the podcast?

1/27/2020 10:34:38 AM charlie16095882  pic.twitter.com/IcoeaFethi

1/27/2020 10:35:04 AM joni_apple_seed That is a possibility, but I hope not. pic.twitter.com/98m0jkOd5R

1/27/2020 10:36:56 AM kindeandtrue Funny thing is, the more I red and observe, the more I can't escape the conclusion that Trump is up to his eyeballs in crime. Thought he was such a 

hero' now I think he's one of the villains.

1/27/2020 10:37:38 AM pepelobopac PA -> GM -> ___ -> BN -> 🇮🇱

???

1/27/2020 10:37:48 AM lbf777 Everyone who runs stuff at the top management area is a pedo. Lower fbi are not always aware of this of course. They are like us.

1/27/2020 10:39:10 AM hawkgirlinmn Or someone less conspicuous? I wish I had more time to dig!

1/27/2020 10:39:42 AM dls00741 that Somerset Belenoff came into view a week or two ago... she could be a puppet master...

1/27/2020 10:39:55 AM patriotswegoall If [they] were to mention clas-op info, the penalty is much worse.

1/27/2020 10:42:13 AM state1union Are these blanks possibly victims? Or the last blank next to the (n) a victim?  Could the first blank be the podcast person?

1/27/2020 10:43:47 AM cosmic_engineer Not saying you are right or wrong, as I have absolutely no way to know.

I have a strong suspicion that DT has worked for the FBI for decades. Some of this information could be sown to give credibility for dealings with  🦉

First time seeing that manifest tho. JE was swapped 💯%

1/27/2020 10:45:07 AM jemelewilliams Not fake, try it yourself.  Simply type in the exact phrase and then the twitter account.  Just went there, just saw it.

 https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en …

1/27/2020 10:45:49 AM rosesrred0119 Comms are tough not meant to be easy.  Follow along though and do your own research and most of all trust yourself

1/27/2020 10:46:39 AM weediblue PP, GS?

1/27/2020 10:47:10 AM karina89350882 You are really astonished?? Why do you think he became divorced???

1/27/2020 10:47:38 AM neilbridgman Not gonna happen, read mj12 posts today.

1/27/2020 10:49:17 AM karina89350882 My thought too! Why speaking so cryptic?? People who know, are knowing it anyway. And the others will not understand without much more 

explanation,.

1/27/2020 10:49:17 AM weediblue Ah TB 🤔. TB has been hiding recently.

1/27/2020 10:50:13 AM karina89350882 I think the little "n" stands for a multiplicator

1/27/2020 10:50:30 AM mongrelglory Lets see who Giuliani talks about in his upcoming podcasts...😏

1/27/2020 10:51:59 AM karina89350882 no, Prince Andrew! And your tweet is a perfect example how "reality" can be created (in this case wrong), so thank you very much

1/27/2020 10:54:06 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/C2VOZZN1g_8 

SB...creepy

the Piper's calling you to join him pic.twitter.com/jiPalw2cbP

1/27/2020 10:54:38 AM karina89350882 Sorry but where is the logic here??

1/27/2020 10:54:41 AM hawkgirlinmn @tedcruz also started a podcast. pic.twitter.com/bRfWecArtd

1/27/2020 10:56:54 AM virginialouelle February 9, 2020.

1/27/2020 10:57:03 AM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍 I've subscribed to Rudy's on YouTube.  Wouldn't Ted Cruz fall under the "classified information" rules?

1/27/2020 10:57:31 AM kevsqt Maybe RG podcast that starts this week?

1/27/2020 10:57:41 AM hawkgirlinmn Ahhh crap. Yes. But I would think Rudy would too then?

1/27/2020 10:58:30 AM karina89350882 Thinking again - we are in a war about Consciousness, so who has the most interest in using this drug NOW (Timing?)

1/27/2020 10:59:16 AM state1union The Victims can’t help who raped and tried to kill them! It shouldn’t be a 2 tier system so the Elite can keep destroying our lives.

1/27/2020 10:59:46 AM mongrelglory He's not a politician, so maybe not.

1/27/2020 11:02:06 AM qbryce171 They do correlate. For an observer, the rate of the passage of time approaches 0 as the limit of gravity approaches infinity. Think about the term 'fabric 

of Space-Time'

1/27/2020 11:02:51 AM stanstephens13 How did Trump get to his level without participation?

1/27/2020 11:03:36 AM pepelobopac  https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1221800680496803841?s=20 …

1/27/2020 11:04:12 AM jemelewilliams  pic.twitter.com/Hbz2rhl3hi

1/27/2020 11:04:18 AM qbryce171 🙏🏼

1/27/2020 11:04:24 AM mongrelglory Perhaps it will be the guests on his show that do the "revealing"?

1/27/2020 11:05:04 AM kime3x Yes, that was my first thought as well!!!



1/27/2020 11:05:23 AM karina89350882 BEing a human = multidimensional Being in a human vessel

1/27/2020 11:05:36 AM jemelewilliams Same as 911 and so many other things predicted like this.

1/27/2020 11:06:02 AM peter95117110 Makes sense. 

Bigger picture as well.

At some point not a surprise;

If something like Goa'uld Symbiote were involved. 

Best Regards,

Peter

1/27/2020 11:06:21 AM destinlola Victims being released, as well.

1/27/2020 11:06:33 AM hawkgirlinmn 5:5 and podcast. Hmmm

1/27/2020 11:09:06 AM karina89350882 IF you get an answer to THIS Question - please LET ME KNOW!!!!

1/27/2020 11:09:13 AM pepelobopac Noted...🤔

1/27/2020 11:09:30 AM destinlola You are so messed up. Seek help. Your blocked from my world.

1/27/2020 11:10:43 AM 369palm My problem with that list is that some names were removed and others were inserted who were never on the island.

1/27/2020 11:11:42 AM 369palm Don’t forget many of the smarter visitors traveled by boat from other nearby islands.

1/27/2020 11:12:22 AM ladyblueky Thanks! Looks like a good one to follow.

1/27/2020 11:13:30 AM pyaunce @Davesadad

1/27/2020 11:13:30 AM mongrelglory I have not seen any evidence that the flight logs were altered.  Would you have a link?

1/27/2020 11:14:04 AM 369palm No but their was a post from MJ which stated that fact many months ago.

1/27/2020 11:15:05 AM mongrelglory I don't recall that... I'm pretty obsessive at following their tweets.  Are you sure it wasn't somewhere else you read that?

1/27/2020 11:15:15 AM pyaunce @Davesadad

1/27/2020 11:16:06 AM jemelewilliams Are you saying Carbon FAKEs tweets; that is the purpose?  

Twitters advanced search below...  Type in the exact phrase and twitter handle and you find the tweet.

 https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en …

1/27/2020 11:17:08 AM mongrelglory I think the real bombshell is who those people were working for...Mossad, the CIA, and MI5/MI6.  I don't think that's really been made clear in the 

mainstream media.

1/27/2020 11:17:12 AM 369palm Maybe the NSA child crimes account said it. I am certain I read that and it was a response to a question.  Almost certainly it was The Majestic account.

1/27/2020 11:18:38 AM rosscarwalker Somerset Belenoff keeps on cropping up for me. Any ideas?

1/27/2020 11:19:35 AM mongrelglory I suspect it was NSA child crimes then, as I don't follow them, and I'm pretty sure I would have remembered such an important revelation from MJ-12.

1/27/2020 11:20:13 AM evak93051546 The schiff we’ve been seeing is a double after all. 💀

1/27/2020 11:20:37 AM qanonmichele11 John Morton is not in any secret space program. He's a fraud. Gullible or what!

Go ahead and be an abusive thug to defend a fraud. It's funny. #cantfixstupid

1/27/2020 11:20:58 AM 369palm You’re very precise and I like that about your comments. I am certain that the flight logs released to the public are not 100% correct.

1/27/2020 11:22:29 AM momekool1 His double/clone maybe?

1/27/2020 11:22:58 AM ptamait In other words, the scale has risen, forget smaller false flags. Satan will potentially sacrifice millions, in order not to get caught.

1/27/2020 11:24:34 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

1/27/2020 11:25:14 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

1/27/2020 11:25:37 AM mongrelglory Well if you find a link, please let me know.  While it wouldn't surprise me that there would be omissions on the flight log, your claim that some names 

are on the log which don't belong there is pretty significant, since all those names have been publicized.

1/27/2020 11:26:00 AM melodynorton529 What was the 10 days of darkness? I confused!!

1/27/2020 11:26:30 AM william37323164 “but it’s impossible”

There’s your problem right there. 

Think bigger and try harder. You are capable.

1/27/2020 11:28:16 AM kevinpaz822  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Keepers … Skippy referenced in this as well.

1/27/2020 11:28:28 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/search-advanced?lang=en …

1/27/2020 11:28:47 AM ladyblueky Link wont work. I'll try the other

1/27/2020 11:29:00 AM morec1027 Maybe he played the game or he got out of the game (bankrupt)

1/27/2020 11:29:07 AM kindeandtrue Majestic 12 followers are the nicest people! Thanks for the kind words.

1/27/2020 11:30:57 AM karina89350882 ???

1/27/2020 11:31:13 AM joeorbit i think so too. all of these made people are required to sacrifice and follow demonic orders. he likely hired security guards and said no. so they DEW'd 

(directed energy weapon) the craft.  if his daughter is not the first born then this theory falls flat. i dont know if she is.

1/27/2020 11:31:41 AM future_spacedad It doesn't say GM isn't cooperating. Is GM talking?

1/27/2020 11:34:35 AM momekool1 I guess the CIA mind control stuff was a classified operation. So they were doing spook work???

1/27/2020 11:35:28 AM galadri09060100 Thank you!

1/27/2020 11:35:38 AM galadri09060100 Thank you!

1/27/2020 11:37:13 AM fallorsesh Why do you think that? There is a mountain of evidence to the contrary.

1/27/2020 11:38:48 AM keith369me MJ12 has referenced Joe Rogan’s podcast multiple times.  I can’t recall any other.

1/27/2020 11:39:48 AM paulitics8 If the first one is fake, hows the integrity of the rest of your pictures. Thats his daughter just a fyi. pic.twitter.com/4ofDJizneB

1/27/2020 11:39:52 AM mongrelglory I had read that Bill and Hillary Clinton were actually considered assets of the CIA, therefore they were protected from prosecution for their crimes due 

to the classified status of the operations.  Is this true?

1/27/2020 11:41:36 AM eaglesview77 What’s your favorite podcast?

1/27/2020 11:42:13 AM jazzbear09 John Podesta. Human trafficking. Pedophilia.

1/27/2020 11:42:22 AM th34lpha Um I dunno.   Follow... Precusor?

1/27/2020 11:42:26 AM sdane8 I interpreted as being the beginning of a 10 day classified operation involving MJ.

1/27/2020 11:47:21 AM nana_marie_911 Is it fake?  Or a set up photo for blackmail by Epstein & Maxwell? You wanna keep your head in the sand it's okay, I'm not taking prisoners. Many 

daughters are sacrificed. Sorry you do not know this obsession going on with virgins in Hollywood.  Wait til the videos come out. 

pic.twitter.com/ugmgvBS5cz

1/27/2020 11:49:35 AM pauliepg11111  pic.twitter.com/gmE2agQ0uU

1/27/2020 11:50:27 AM drbohammer I’ve thought about it a lot. Einstein had two significant errors with his theories of gen & spec relativity. I’ve solved them. Paper submitted to “Physical 

Review D”. The “fabric of space-time” is not a valid concept. The graviton is.

1/27/2020 11:50:41 AM nana_marie_911 More staging for the blackmail...these people were intelligence...and made 911 possible. pic.twitter.com/GBBAd0FIjz

1/27/2020 11:56:36 AM sdane8 She was last seen in June hanging out at a yacht party that Paris Hilton attended. Shortly before "she left the capital in a red Ferrari with NETTIE 

MASON, wife of Pink Floyd drummer Nick." https://www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article.cfm?c_id=1501119&objectid=12292289 …

1/27/2020 11:57:33 AM bighorns While more dangerous, alcohol doesn't linger in your system like THC does. That may be why it's frowned upon



1/27/2020 11:57:57 AM drbohammer To elaborate, the speed of light (c) is a localized scintillation limit based upon the effects of mass passing through the graviton field. Mass effects at 

speed are also localized limitations which reverse as the mass moves into a less effected part of the graviton field.

1/27/2020 11:59:17 AM sdane8 And a few days before she'd been seen with PA. https://www.news.com.au/entertainment/celebrity-life/royals/ghislaine-maxwell-snapped-in-monaco-

after-meeting-with-prince-andrew-at-buckingham-palace/news-story/b8a99b6d9c94c4954d89f5f91cc23465 …

1/27/2020 12:04:04 PM jadegreen0987 Let's remember Trump doesn't drink, it is said he only would  show up to take  pics and leave, also it is said he broke off from those who helped him get 

in office also, the bad charters. Trump also didn't climb out of poverty like some, and he is super smart

1/27/2020 12:04:05 PM qbryce171 Ooooooohhhh I see, you're even more of a physicsfag than myself, I appreciate the respond. I enjoy reading scientific papers. What's the name of the 

paper? I have access to the databases at school if its behind a paywall

1/27/2020 12:04:15 PM jadegreen0987 This is my opinion.

1/27/2020 12:07:44 PM ryankochweare1 Apparently Ted Cruz has a new and popular podcast as well.

1/27/2020 12:09:15 PM rickster61x Like We doubt Fentanyl from China, enough to kill America’s population twice, was accidental?

1/27/2020 12:09:42 PM willlove17 @LoveBling6 @CanadaSpecialA1 @ChristinaEstab1 @paulmuaddib61 @bigredwavenow @realDonaldTrump @twistersage @trumps_son 

@therealroseanne @JfkJuni0r @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Vincent__Fusca @VincentCrypt46 @MzMugzzi @Q2ndWave @TheJenniferMac 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.facebook.com/fractalfield?sk=wall&__tn__=%2CdlC-R-R&eid=ARDrokm49HpOjbJnSt-

WUNZCmu_1bnCUbuWwefc6UpJ38tW5dsbSWxwrCyV0H5g8-k2gvSTq7jQjM-dF&hc_ref=ARQjDK447_1eXs-

QfPSDn48H02Pr7UypriZfH10xbwf1ACOe9WERbx3h1NwuFx_zAs0 … pic.twitter.com/0wqHxw4iaw

1/27/2020 12:10:22 PM nursenikkianne Planters peanut has been retired due to suicide in order to save his friends. Does that count?

1/27/2020 12:11:40 PM jaded_pearl I was thinking it was Rudy Giulianis new podcast?

1/27/2020 12:12:56 PM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/38g4XepLJf

1/27/2020 12:16:47 PM hawkgirlinmn Is the above equation based from a common convergence series test or boolean related? If (n) is the variable, I am wondering if _&_ are Mr. and Mrs?

1/27/2020 12:22:23 PM drbohammer “The Unifying Theory of Physics”, though it’s not yet published. PRD has asked for more math, & I was already at my paper page limit. Was also 

finishing up a PhD in a different field, now complete. I’ll be back to squeezing in the answers to their questions within the next week.

1/27/2020 12:23:18 PM covertress On this final point, I'd say you're spot on.

As a Starseed, I found reaching The Void possible without the use of external drugs. I may have had some assistance however, as during meditation I 

requested more triggers. pic.twitter.com/wwigOzCcNq

1/27/2020 12:23:41 PM boy12_jimmy Podcast for these answers come from  http://RudyGuilianiCS.com 

1/27/2020 12:26:15 PM whatsmypw I believe he's been working with the White Hats from the beginning and only joined the "club" to get info on them and to later help prosecute them. I 

think his family has been "in the know" about the luciferian secret societies/deep state for at least several generations.

1/27/2020 12:29:00 PM covertress Yevegeny Vindman  👀 https://twitter.com/darhar981/status/1221806608663171072?s=20 …

1/27/2020 12:29:38 PM boy12_jimmy Sorry I spelled his name wrong! http://RudyGiulianiCS.COM 

1/27/2020 12:31:09 PM hawkgirlinmn the (n) variable could be Vindman and Vindman then?

1/27/2020 12:31:50 PM qbryce171 Wow, sounds like you've been busy. I look forward to reading it. You're quite the intellectual, any advice for a youngin? I'm studying Biotech and 

Chemistry; year left for my degrees and am relatively aimless post-graduation

1/27/2020 12:31:54 PM mongrelglory Remember, it's the Deep State/Cabal who are paying China for the Fentanyl... Their operations transcend national boundaries.

1/27/2020 12:32:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly 117-127

1.17-1.27

January 17-January 27 Majestic 12 didn't tweet

10 days

1/27/2020 12:32:51 PM whatsmypw  pic.twitter.com/wktdrA4Mhy

1/27/2020 12:33:11 PM mongrelglory Ben Fulford is saying it's a Cabal "fear porn" operation, designed to collapse financial markets and extort money from China for the Deep State. 

https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/01/benjamin-fulford-report-excerpt-virus.html …

1/27/2020 12:34:07 PM toffer_anon_369 Did these individuals happen to 3-2-2?

1/27/2020 12:35:49 PM yellamoj ]

1/27/2020 12:36:32 PM nursenikkianne Would this refer to his daughter?

1/27/2020 12:36:52 PM mongrelglory Please note that when Ben talks about the "US Corporation", he's talking about the Deep State in D.C., not the Trump administration/Military white 

hats.

1/27/2020 12:39:16 PM melodynorton529 Thank you!! Makes sense

1/27/2020 12:39:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you inject a false narrative regarding the preplanned 187 of Kobe Bryant?

You leak the news before police follow standard procedure.

Is that Obstruction of Justice?

How do you begin a trial?

Will this happen?

You have the power to use 3 6 and 9 to manifest this reality.  https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1221891156583362561 … pic.twitter.com/Ti4BEunECt

1/27/2020 12:40:53 PM werascending 369

369

369 

🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏

1/27/2020 12:41:10 PM robniski What is 369

1/27/2020 12:42:01 PM peteyfoozer I wish I understood the 3 6 9 deally 🥺

1/27/2020 12:42:32 PM whatsmypw Just look how many sex traffickers & pedo.s have been put in jail since Trump took office. He vowed he wld take them dwn & that's what he's doing. 

Blding the wall is also meant to stop child trafficking. All my research tells me he's 1 of the good guys. https://qmap.pub/kids 

1/27/2020 12:42:32 PM laughinatdumbdc  pic.twitter.com/BpI2Jazpig

1/27/2020 12:43:38 PM jluther88 Tesla quote.

1/27/2020 12:43:40 PM mongrelglory I think the scenario Ben talks about makes the most sense to me with my infectious diseases background.  I think the virus originated in a bioweapons 

lab, not in a live animal market like the MSM is promoting.  Naturally arising viruses (from animal populations) don't tend to...

1/27/2020 12:43:48 PM playern091 @RudyGiuliani

1/27/2020 12:43:51 PM atashfire How does this fit [their] narrative?

1/27/2020 12:44:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Do American's need to worry about the Coronavirus?"

45 "No, I don't think so."

So, ask yourself a simple question.

Who stands to benefit from the timing of this epidemic?

Follow the money.

Then look at the Board of Directors.

Epstein Visitors?

Remember, message over messenger.



1/27/2020 12:44:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who stands to make billions in selling vaccines related to coronavirus? Or is it just a Corona being called a virus [alcohol]?

How do you force the population to become terrified?

What if you use the Mainstream Media to create a visual stimuli that literally programs the mind? 

https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1221890394209890304 …

1/27/2020 12:44:45 PM alexand34723258 BG

1/27/2020 12:45:19 PM mongrelglory ...spread from human to human so aggressively unless they were genetically modified in a lab.  I hope those responsible are brought to justice as Ben 

says they will be.

1/27/2020 12:45:26 PM hawkgirlinmn Bill Gates and friends

1/27/2020 12:45:27 PM anonpatriotccj I’ve thought it odd that the press releases said killed rather than died in an accident 3 6 9

1/27/2020 12:45:27 PM 7uckyl3  pic.twitter.com/RoR5EpFqWj

1/27/2020 12:46:40 PM drbohammer More busy than you can believe. Also solved P vs NP doing the PhD & formalizing the proof now for publication. Best advice I can give - Go deep in 

multiple areas, integrate those areas, & find & solve probs that can’t be solved otherwise.

1/27/2020 12:46:45 PM 7uckyl3  pic.twitter.com/uE74gxxOIw

1/27/2020 12:47:10 PM ethereal_shaman Fear is profitable.

1/27/2020 12:47:15 PM 7uckyl3  pic.twitter.com/VO8DiwFrbe

1/27/2020 12:47:16 PM state1union Cud J&J be involved as well as Merck?

1/27/2020 12:47:19 PM dariensilva1  https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2018/04/27/606086442/are-we-prepared-for-a-killer-flu-epidemic …

1/27/2020 12:48:30 PM karina89350882 Thank you so much for sharing your thoughts!! Your words and their meaning are resonating perfectly within me!

1/27/2020 12:48:44 PM hellouncledonny The coronavirus will be used as an excuse to lock down the U.S. border.

Let the unsealing begin.

How does one successfully arrest 135k traitors, pedophiles, human traffickers, drug dealers...ect, without them fleeing the country?

Now you cant leave.

PAIN https://youtu.be/jnpE-hGNVj8 

1/27/2020 12:50:40 PM mattiequte Here is a video from the Keshe Foundation that shows how you can make water to get rid of viruses:  https://youtu.be/08UZ7eeN7k4 

1/27/2020 12:50:41 PM mongrelglory With my medical/microbiology background, I think this virus originated in a bioweapons lab, not in a live animal market like the MSM is promoting.  

Naturally arising viruses (from animal populations) don't tend to spread from human to human so aggressively unless they were...

1/27/2020 12:51:22 PM ursula_1111 I was suspicious that this was at the center of the ‘fear’ narrative. Thank you.

1/27/2020 12:52:01 PM seekingtruthq  pic.twitter.com/9cc3Raj1mF

1/27/2020 12:52:02 PM nursenikkianne A witness said that he heard the helicopter and it sounded like it was flying low and having trouble. 

I believe he said it was sputtering in sound..

1/27/2020 12:52:17 PM mongrelglory ...genetically modified in a lab.  Typical Cabal/Deep State playbook, as an attempt to extort China or collapse the markets so they can hang on to 

power! 😒

1/27/2020 12:52:33 PM nana_marie_911 smh.  I am sorry.  soso soso sorry...it's hard not to cry at your ignorance.

1/27/2020 12:53:00 PM herstarz So what are the TRUE odds of someone who travels like this all the time being killed in a crash of this nature? Honest question. And WHY him say vs 

LeBron? Or anyone else...

1/27/2020 12:53:11 PM timedabbler21 Yes my family member just went through a clinical trial out of a major NY hospital researching psilocybin's effects in a carefully controlled setting....we 

give a major THUMBS UP for this treatment--it's not only an inexpensive, organic solution, but it could help MILLIONS.

1/27/2020 12:53:48 PM mongrelglory Ben Fulford talks about it in his partial report: https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/01/benjamin-fulford-report-excerpt-virus.html …

1/27/2020 12:54:07 PM baduinq And how did they know before the family ???

1/27/2020 12:55:41 PM mongrelglory I sure hope Bill Gates will some day "face the music" for his crimes...

1/27/2020 12:56:19 PM firebirdhank  pic.twitter.com/m8VziZS3Fu

1/27/2020 12:58:03 PM jay34595865 3 6 9... monkey drank wine on the street cart line. pic.twitter.com/7svPjnytw8

1/27/2020 12:58:08 PM toffer_anon_369 Hurry up and get your Flu Vaccines so we can inject nanites into your bloodstream that will override your ability to see/discern the truth...

1/27/2020 12:59:06 PM schneppjennifer PA->GM->Robert Maxwell>Ari Ben-Menashe(n)->🇮🇱

1/27/2020 12:59:46 PM process_facts Ahh...throwback to the proteomics/genomics craze, where everyone thought they could monetize random sequences from any organism.

The value of counting leaves in your garden in the hope that you predict next year's total number of leaves at a given time. 

I feel young again 😄

1/27/2020 12:59:58 PM mongrelglory This virus has been modified to be more aggressive.  There will likely be a lot of deaths, especially in developing countries where ICU beds are in short 

supply.  Bill Gates and the rest of his pharmaceutical cronies are definitely mass murderers! 😠

1/27/2020 1:00:42 PM nine_six3 Not Sure... pic.twitter.com/iAYzj7jwos

1/27/2020 1:01:02 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/haMAJg4zjw

1/27/2020 1:01:18 PM rosscarwalker Sadly I don't think pizzagate is fake news. Did some research and got some horrific info

1/27/2020 1:02:05 PM cindycopacetic Don't forget Le Chateau Marmont in Hollywood. pic.twitter.com/eVeHkq5g3Q

1/27/2020 1:03:03 PM clarkjefferso12 How about Bayer?

1/27/2020 1:03:22 PM autistmember Sanofi-Pasteur

1/27/2020 1:04:25 PM state1union Thank ya stranger. The French drug companies don’t like me either lol 😂

1/27/2020 1:04:41 PM autistmember Sanofi-Pasteur

1/27/2020 1:05:49 PM paulamjohns a year ago I would have scoffed at this - not any longer

1/27/2020 1:07:15 PM charitable_fury STOW fear and confusion!...Artificially JACK UP pharma stock prices...When the REAL TRUTH comes out, QUICKLY sell and POCKET the proceeds...Deep 

State modus operandi...

1/27/2020 1:07:46 PM angelontheedge2 I'm confused.  I'm not following this train of thought. Please explain in more detail.

1/27/2020 1:09:04 PM cindycopacetic Cracking me up! I used to write computer code that parsed natural languages.

The hardest thing to parse and understand is...

AMBIGUITY

When I find a bot online, I speak ambiguity.

Time ring bells. pic.twitter.com/HbJ4vzfjMz
1/27/2020 1:09:10 PM angelontheedge2 Where did you find this

1/27/2020 1:11:12 PM godnharley I have been following for 2 years and the learning curve smacked me in the face, it is the only way to not only learn, but remember.

1/27/2020 1:11:14 PM allahuniversal How is TMZ always the "first" to "know"?



1/27/2020 1:12:57 PM zerost8te  https://discord.gg/mp5YGW 

If you're a follower of 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 & like to discuss/discord more there is now an invite to the **unofficial** server. expires soon 🙏

#Anonymous #QAnon #MJ12 #majestic pic.twitter.com/uFJxQVjGfv

1/27/2020 1:13:10 PM stlhandyman Wasn't this why the Qteam suggested memes?

1/27/2020 1:14:33 PM rebornkingent @AllahUniversal.... I just heard Harvey say he was informed by a “friend” in law enforcement.  He said it on air.

1/27/2020 1:14:51 PM tommy99938959 This is a msg to everyone that in the i. Don’t mess with us

1/27/2020 1:16:53 PM chairmanbrian 100% Agree

1/27/2020 1:17:02 PM gingerengsmith Yes. Chase the money. Who is 1 of largest investors? Hillhouse Capital? Who does HHC manage $$$ for? Top 10 research universities are investors. 

Who are trustees? Rabbit hole. Vaccines? Dig

1/27/2020 1:18:18 PM allahuniversal  pic.twitter.com/9whR6qeFd0

1/27/2020 1:18:21 PM gingerengsmith Investors in WuXi?...

1/27/2020 1:18:50 PM 7dtek How can you use 3 6 and 9?

1/27/2020 1:18:54 PM mavrik23994 Why didn’t Obama do Space Force?

1/27/2020 1:19:38 PM qanongroup  pic.twitter.com/E70fLZpCiI

1/27/2020 1:19:46 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...Interesting...👀...

1/27/2020 1:19:48 PM selffunded12 There’s nothing except allegations re standard hotel. Even chateau marmont has no victims, no crimes, nothing reported excepted spheresay. Focus on 

actual crime is being diverted by moms and dads’ “theories”

1/27/2020 1:21:22 PM mindaltdelete My counter argument to your counter argument, male nipples. Explain that shit. Boom! *drops mic* XD

1/27/2020 1:22:00 PM barribc Omg..shot heard around the world?!

1/27/2020 1:22:10 PM ialibertybelle Seal of Saturn

1/27/2020 1:24:09 PM william37323164 also read all past tweets and learn to meditate - you have the answers within

1/27/2020 1:26:11 PM annasum47005725 Oh damn, I was just thinking... this really might be what is going on!

1/27/2020 1:27:24 PM nononob9 Fear that's how you kill the population and what better way than to drum it into you.

1/27/2020 1:29:06 PM fpresident45 If Trump says NO, the truth is YES

1/27/2020 1:29:16 PM fallorsesh Only the additional details they insert into the narrative are fake. (Intentionally pushing pizza anywhere and everywhere, basement, gunman, etc). But 

the characters in question are absolutely guilty.

1/27/2020 1:29:45 PM loosedemon1 FWIW - Ben Fulford on Coronavirus

 https://benjaminfulford.net/2020/01/27/khazarian-mob-using-virus-fear-porn-in-desperate-attempt-to-keep-control-over-its-200-plus-nation-

states/ …

1/27/2020 1:31:01 PM ssn722veteran  pic.twitter.com/FEiD66hwiA

1/27/2020 1:31:04 PM rebornkingent Yup. Not sure if that admission will be edited out the repeat. But he said it. He’s got leakers inside PD. Can’t do that. By bye tmz.

1/27/2020 1:31:08 PM ssn722veteran  pic.twitter.com/WVkMQyi8UA

1/27/2020 1:31:56 PM qbryce171 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

Best of wishes to you as you complete your paper

1/27/2020 1:36:32 PM mongrelglory We'll have to see what the real death numbers are once the dust has settled. This is the very early stages of this particular strain of virus. However, if 

the no.s so far are to be believed, this virus is passing from human to human at a much more aggressive rate than normal.

1/27/2020 1:38:00 PM writermaven ISN'T dead better than being in HELL... whether in another hellish incarnation or being in the REAL DEAL!?

@WriterMaven 

A 2 times Death survivor!

1/27/2020 1:39:14 PM gifted_802 3, 6, 9 damn you fine

Hoping she can sock it to me one more time

Get low (get low) get low (get low)

1/27/2020 1:42:53 PM jdm46808323 Let me help answer the ? On who benefits from CoronaV. Some are asking...Is it just BG? No. Look at the market today - huge drop, losses right? 

WRONG! Merck up, J&J up - go through all big Pharma today on market and - ‘I have my answer!’ Hope this helps!

1/27/2020 1:43:20 PM nine_six3 “Numbers are Reality. The Universal Language is Math

Life is a spark of light.” 

"3, 6 and 9 are Consciousness" 

"The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides, by thinking and willing, reality.” 

“1,2,4,5,7 and 8 are chaos matrix theory.”

- MJ12/typist 369!!!

1/27/2020 1:44:16 PM rachaelangelm TMZ is always trying to control the narrative so as to gross the most

1/27/2020 1:44:18 PM laurabrinck 100% agree

1/27/2020 1:44:48 PM rachaelangelm Police scanner? I think the owner is well connected

1/27/2020 1:45:19 PM mongrelglory So far the death rate per infected is around 4%, which makes it fairly pathogenic.  (Lassa fever death rate is 5 to 10%)

1/27/2020 1:45:56 PM bbobbio71 Soros owned biolab

1/27/2020 1:47:24 PM nine_six3 “Numbers are Reality. The Universal Language is Math

Life is a spark of light.” 

"3, 6 and 9 are Consciousness" 

"The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides, by thinking and willing, reality.” 

“1,2,4,5,7 and 8 are chaos matrix theory.”

- MJ12/typist 369!!!

1/27/2020 1:47:53 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070872960284721152?s=19 …

1/27/2020 1:48:01 PM brianeppert What is the meaning of [ ] and ] [ ?

Something like [hidden] and ]exposed[ ?

1/27/2020 1:49:03 PM rosscarwalker Yes I believe this may be true. Hilary was supposedly involved in MK Ultra which she would have learnt through the CIA. This I imagine would have 

given her immunity from them?

1/27/2020 1:51:37 PM kachinagtto I keep seeing the company Moderna as tapped for developing a vaccine for Coronavirus.  I see MIT ties on the board of directors... but haven't been 

able to find any connections to board/visitors of JE.  Here's the board https://www.modernatx.com/board-directors 

1/27/2020 1:51:54 PM bbobbio71 Didn't Billie eyelash say something about you should see me in a crown?

1/27/2020 1:51:55 PM rosscarwalker One of the Rothschild's possibly?

1/27/2020 1:52:06 PM mongrelglory If the numbers being reported are real, and not a hoax, then I'm basing my opinion on how this virus is behaving in it's transmission and virulence.  You 

can't compare yearly death rates with pneumonia, because it's way too early to know the total numbers.

1/27/2020 1:53:10 PM nine_six3 WOW! It occurred to me too... push out the vaccine and infect the BEs to be easily manipulated by the mockingbird media. It'd be interesting to know 

how many people actually rush out to get vaccinated?

1/27/2020 1:54:17 PM patriotswegoall 045 may be overconfident....

Still, with no cure revealed, its not a bad idea to be prepared. Take precautions now.



1/27/2020 1:54:29 PM bbobbio71 Believe MJ said fear nothing. You must conquer fear.  Or something like that

1/27/2020 1:55:54 PM rebornkingent Speaking of leak.  🤯 https://www.rt.com/uk/479267-raf-declassify-ufo-archives/ …

1/27/2020 1:59:52 PM mongrelglory "Assets of the CIA" means they were working for the CIA. The CIA works with Mossad, and The Clinton Foundation was likely an extension of Jeffery 

Epstein's operation. Apparently US laws give immunity to CIA classified operations/agents so they can't be criminally prosecuted.

1/27/2020 2:00:18 PM dbender22 Bill Gates is trying to depopulate the planet. There's not enough room for him and his UGLY family. 👎

1/27/2020 2:02:42 PM peteyfoozer How do we apply 3 6 9?

1/27/2020 2:04:50 PM patriotswegoall This is the patent

Pirbright Institute

Guess what [foundation] funded them?

 https://patents.justia.com/patent/10130701 

1/27/2020 2:05:31 PM rosscarwalker Therefore an extension of Mossad which I believe is controlled by the Rothschild family?

1/27/2020 2:12:50 PM mongrelglory I tend to think of the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, George Soros, Central bankers (BIS), Washington Deep State, Mossad etc... as just different faces of the 

real Cabal who are controlling things behind the scenes.  The real controllers do not show their faces publicly.

1/27/2020 2:15:18 PM mongrelglory While the Rothschilds have power, they are still just servants, and not "the power" behind the evil Khazarian Mafia as they've been called.

1/27/2020 2:16:36 PM vanreuter  pic.twitter.com/9WH5yFFtYf

1/27/2020 2:20:05 PM _marymary7 LOL no

1/27/2020 2:20:43 PM keith369me ...or is it to inject fear preventing energy from the corona (aura) of stars from being absorbed?  “A corona (meaning 'crown' in Latin derived from 

Ancient Greek 'κορώνη' is an aura of plasma that surrounds the Sun and other stars.”

1/27/2020 2:23:36 PM rosscarwalker So is Somerset Belenoff one of the 'behind the scenes" Cabal leaders?

1/27/2020 2:23:57 PM eddiecopeland1 Look up satanic/occult ritual days!

1/27/2020 2:25:12 PM fansblowing3 Dems benefit because it distracts from the impeachment failure.  Pharma benefits - Create the disease and then profit off the cure.  China benefits 

with depopulation as a bonus.

1/27/2020 2:26:53 PM mongrelglory I believe that story about Belenoff has been shown to be a fake.  I could not find any other corroboration for the story that one website.

1/27/2020 2:28:12 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/qanongroup/status/1221905628811223040?s=20 …

1/27/2020 2:32:17 PM rosscarwalker So do you have a haunch whose heading up the KM?

1/27/2020 2:32:51 PM fansblowing3 Sanofi Pasteur pic.twitter.com/Xh3bf8WAPH

1/27/2020 2:35:01 PM sharonroselo 2 times?

1/27/2020 2:35:05 PM jdltr450 Bill Gates

1/27/2020 2:35:49 PM eddiecopeland1 I think years of planning by many! Plus getting familiar hanging out with eyes open! Is my guess!  We didn't get in this condition overnight so years of 

planning and knowing probable future outcomes to play the cards right with right timing

1/27/2020 2:37:06 PM mongrelglory If the "epidemic" suddenly disappears overnight, like the 2014 Ebola epidemic did, then it is likely a false flag hoax. It's easy to manipulate the numbers 

being reported unfortunately, so until I see deaths in my back yard, like we had here in Toronto with SARS, I can't be sure.

1/27/2020 2:39:21 PM jamiegrahamusa So did the people manifest this crash after seeing the damned cartoon? Hence their brainwashing to get us to create it unknowingly??

1/27/2020 2:39:42 PM kachinagtto  https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/news/2020/01/pirbright …’s-livestock-coronavirus-research-–-your-questions-answered

1/27/2020 2:40:03 PM aleks8837 This is not the same Virus! And it just says that they've ISOLATED it from humans. Nothing nefarious about that.

1/27/2020 2:42:53 PM sharonroselo Why do these sickos take so many photos together?  Symbols?

1/27/2020 2:45:09 PM kevinmruel  https://youtu.be/NBFe2VGzCTE 

@Qanon76 @SaraCarterDC @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @TheCollectiveQ

1/27/2020 2:46:06 PM rghardy3 At this stage of "the show", [they] are still

focusing on Money ?

These people are very Stupid.

1/27/2020 2:46:24 PM sharonroselo At this point, we who know need to stick together.

1/27/2020 2:49:35 PM azuremagus "pre-planned"

1/27/2020 2:52:29 PM winklerburke Kind, intelligent & well-wishing space aliens have one test of a planet: does it have Evil-wicked Central Banking?  If yes, the planet is avoided at all costs 

because this ruins everything?

1/27/2020 2:55:51 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Not expecting a reply but I will ask anyway.

Does Q 5:5 have anything to do with Messier 55

Star Cluster and the Wow signal ?

1/27/2020 2:56:04 PM rosscarwalker PA -> GM -> NR -> BN -> (n) -> Israel ?

1/27/2020 2:56:08 PM winklerburke Folks: New Rudy Guiliani podcast?  It’s gonna be Yuge?

1/27/2020 2:58:17 PM flatplanejayne Sounds like you’ll get that “vaccine” out about the same time the outbreak is already declining by our natural herd 

immunity😏💉💉💉💉💉💉💉🦉🦹🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/U9Ckkx4Kg4

1/27/2020 3:00:25 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is Q+++  E. T.'s working on the Q team ?

Is there a Space Colony located on Ceres ?

1/27/2020 3:03:33 PM hyperionhyker It's the one about the sun. Babylonian occultism believes god is the sun, among other names. This is a blood sacrifice.

1/27/2020 3:06:07 PM flatplanejayne Sure it does. pic.twitter.com/wuFOGaHxXS

1/27/2020 3:06:46 PM rghardy3 I will check it out.

1/27/2020 3:07:08 PM winklerburke Cabal uses dimensions beyond 3rd, beyond sight. To have victory over them, we also must use dimensions beyond sight. The US Military also engages 

in this fighting realm. Cabal ginned up massive fear re Kobe and also new flu.  Fear is dimension beyond sight.  Fear-Anger-Riot-chaos

1/27/2020 3:08:02 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/2TBUapvF0h

1/27/2020 3:09:22 PM jdm46808323 Dig deeper - Even the Roths Rocks Queen and others shake in their boots - deeper than the 13 bloodlines/mossad, etc. pic.twitter.com/WLGCWwp1F1

1/27/2020 3:09:40 PM july25602 #sunworship?..

1/27/2020 3:12:16 PM mefulmer25  https://twitter.com/dotnoso/status/268466325842694144 …

1/27/2020 3:12:55 PM winklerburke Kobe’s family might have standing to sue T_Z.  Spank the hell out of T_Z, mouthpiece for Cabal’s work beyond the 3rd D., ie fear-mongering?  Note MJ 

12 post is 6 sentences. Do pro-white hat work using numbers 3, 6, 9 & maybe 12?  These #s work beyond 3D.  Learn well, Padawans?

1/27/2020 3:15:52 PM elizabethbryso5 ?!?!?!

1/27/2020 3:16:40 PM winklerburke If any white hat soul wants 2 be dumb as a rock, and thereby encounter endless defeat... then mock the knowledge of 3, 6, 9... & mock MJ12?  The 

Cabal succeeds cuz it smashes white hats in the 3rd and every dimension beyond, due to white hat stupidity. But some of us like to win?

1/27/2020 3:18:11 PM laurabusse Cabal tells them what to say

MSM



1/27/2020 3:19:15 PM anondirtyleg Keep us posted and updated and I’d appreciate it. I don’t think one person should die for the pharma pimps that spread these diseases. Let’s hope no 

more in China or anywhere get infected or dies from this curse.

1/27/2020 3:19:49 PM emilycragg @NatReconOfc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What for?  Profit? Piracy? Discovery dominance? galactic trafficking guns, drugs, human body parts? WHERE IS AN 

ETHOS --not imperialistic--for SPACE?? IS the Iron Mtn Nazi 1963-67 Conference--"IT"??  Will we keep bombing Jupiter, Saturn & our Moon?  

https://twitter.com/TheMarsSociety/status/1221923312525348864 …

1/27/2020 3:22:15 PM americanpetal Good to know. Thank you.

1/27/2020 3:22:40 PM winklerburke A trial actually begins, at times, from a Grand Jury Indictment... which might have seen evidence somebody blew-smashed a copter out of the air.  

“Kobe Bryant’s copter didn’t kill itself.”  MJ  12, that sentence has six words, this post has sentences: three?

1/27/2020 3:22:58 PM rosscarwalker Are we going down the line of the Archon Basileus? Moloch or Baal? Strangely Bolsonaro comes to mind...

1/27/2020 3:23:27 PM brandeisstudent ppl are saying trump did it

1/27/2020 3:26:36 PM brown_eyedladyj Kobe was not clean pic.twitter.com/MRU2pDfQzh

1/27/2020 3:27:52 PM the_fjalar Comms?

#ComfyQ pic.twitter.com/xwXRl4UOtr

1/27/2020 3:28:04 PM whatsmypw Oh don't cry, Dear. It will be okay.

1/27/2020 3:29:36 PM americanpetal According to my digging, he and Melinda have already met their fate. I know, hard to believe.

1/27/2020 3:31:36 PM crisco2377 Ill take my chances but thanks

1/27/2020 3:31:44 PM kachinagtto Did you know that the French set up the P4 lab in Wuhan as part of their 2004 agreement with China?  They handed over the keys to the Chinese in 

2015.

1/27/2020 3:32:36 PM winklerburke Koby’s helicopter didn’t kill itself. Flues are old news. Fear Media sucks..

1/27/2020 3:32:50 PM americanpetal Do something three six or nine times.

1/27/2020 3:33:12 PM kachinagtto Here's an article in French if you'd like to put it into a translator... https://cn.ambafrance.org/Reception-du-laboratoire-P4-de-haute-securite-

biologique-a …

1/27/2020 3:33:35 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/wmEIrQ2Rqv

1/27/2020 3:35:04 PM mklundquist What does any of that mean?

1/27/2020 3:35:07 PM sdane8 🤔 "I want to thank President Xi." Double meanings?

1/27/2020 3:36:01 PM djtrip23 @skinsfan86 dude, there are too many coincidences. This is scary.

1/27/2020 3:38:02 PM cormieredcclare They need to come clean!

1/27/2020 3:38:07 PM rhonda_usa Wake me up when Democrats BS is over.

1/27/2020 3:39:00 PM djtrip23 @MarioAOvalle1 thoughts?

1/27/2020 3:42:01 PM americanpetal Hmmm. Leaks happen all the time. They shouldn’t. If we demand to know who leaked to TMZ, TMZ will fight it. We demand to know. Public pressure 

may cause a case to be opened.

1/27/2020 3:43:28 PM drbohammer Thanq Bryce. Best wishes for your journey as well. Biotech & Chem is an awesome combination. As far as grad school goes, I’d highly recommend Johns 

Hopkins biomedical engineering program. My cousin did it & his career has been crazy great.

1/27/2020 3:44:17 PM bpwll Not gonna lie I've done then twice and both times were incredible...lol.....

1/27/2020 3:44:40 PM xusaf_patriot #KobeBryant187 #KobeBryant187 #KobeBryant187

1/27/2020 3:44:43 PM lonewolf9390  pic.twitter.com/jE6AjdLrDt

1/27/2020 3:45:59 PM jackoneilltime1 Its their job pic.twitter.com/hcQCplDSwJ

1/27/2020 3:46:06 PM mongrelglory Except I thought Bill Gates was at a recent public event recently (I forget what it was).  I remember being disappointed that he was still around because 

I hadn't seen him for a while and hoped he'd been taken off the playing field.

1/27/2020 3:46:45 PM peaceorpanic1 Oh my ~

1/27/2020 3:47:22 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  My French is very rusty, but I think I can plod through it. 😁

1/27/2020 3:47:35 PM americanpetal Guliani’s  podcast

1/27/2020 3:48:03 PM kachinagtto just put the url in google translate - it gives a pretty decent translation.

1/27/2020 3:48:16 PM paytonpatriot I don’t think there are E.T.’s on the Q team. But @covertress would know.

1/27/2020 3:48:20 PM mongrelglory Yes, I had heard that!  They were training the scientists there as well.

1/27/2020 3:48:42 PM rghardy3 The Mainstream FakeNews is much more Truthful (not) !

I always listen to my EyeQ Spirit.

1/27/2020 3:48:50 PM jdm46808323 Kobe is in the news so the Ba’al/Mol theme with Hell-y-wood, star athletes, famous ones and what was sacrificed for them to excel. But it all comes 

down to the real history of Hu-mans - I tried to find the DNA crop circle for you Ross - ran out of time.

1/27/2020 3:50:07 PM joe____00 Remember when trump was accused of child rape and Q never mentions it? Countless sexual assault accusations also and trump bragging about 

grabbing ladies by their genitals but no peep from the qanon crowd but please go on about Schiff.

1/27/2020 3:50:59 PM rghardy3 I read somewhere they are involved in some way.

Just don't remember who said that.

1/27/2020 3:51:06 PM kachinagtto Here's another article to translate - an interview, which sheds a few more details... http://www.chine-

info.com/french/Rs/here/20190423/319505.html …

1/27/2020 3:51:39 PM rghardy3 You just lost me.

goodbye LARP

1/27/2020 3:53:01 PM jstillahn Note that you just ask people to make up connections since you have no evidence, just whatever innuendo they can come up with to fill in the blanks.  

Also, i guarantee you you never talked like a Q post until you started reading them. At least act like yourself, you dork

1/27/2020 3:53:20 PM paytonpatriot Haha me too! I can’t remember. My brain has been discombobulated as of late 🤪

1/27/2020 3:56:48 PM rghardy3 You name is also an illusion.

Don't call me a friend.

1/27/2020 3:56:59 PM oam63048378 Without understanding by the general audience all the code words & censorship dodging tricks serve little purpose.

1/27/2020 3:57:44 PM mongrelglory Great find Kachina!  They're certainly trying to distance themselves from this outbreak.  They claim they're only working on animal coronaviruses, but 

then they go on to say that, out of 6 strains, the 2 most severe strains of Coronaviruses that infect humans, SARS and MERS...

1/27/2020 4:00:14 PM covertress There are no ETs on the Q Team https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108085326424215552?s=20 …

1/27/2020 4:00:21 PM berndpolaska You have to apply numbers that end up in 3,6,9 everywhere in your life. For example 51 is a good number. 5+1=6. Numbers based on 3,6,9 are the 

most harmonic numbers and attract the good. Nicole Tesla was the first who found this out and said 3,6,9 is the key to the universe.

1/27/2020 4:00:28 PM mongrelglory ...came from animal Coronaviruses, just like this current one is believed to have arisen.  All I can say is, the behaviour of SARS, MERS, and now this 

Coronavirus have all been very unusual and virulent...almost as if they'd been modified in a lab to be more pathogenic...🤔

1/27/2020 4:00:31 PM kachinagtto according to one of the articles I linked... the "Lab was wanted by Jacques Chirac (former French President) while visiting China during SARS".

1/27/2020 4:03:45 PM areckoningday Imagine that. Apply to JC and you have your answer.

1/27/2020 4:03:49 PM rghardy3 I believe there are some E. T.'s on the Majestic Team.

1/27/2020 4:03:58 PM sylviegelinet Bill Gates and watch what happened in the stock exchanges?

1/27/2020 4:04:47 PM otreborrm We have Photos of Shiff in Very compromising Positions so to Speak. Where are the Photos of Trump? He whom Holds the dirt, holds the World.

1/27/2020 4:04:56 PM rghardy3 I still think there may be Time Travelers on the Q Team.

1/27/2020 4:04:59 PM mongrelglory I try to translate it myself first...I need the practice! 😁



1/27/2020 4:05:45 PM mongrelglory My dad was French Canadian.

1/27/2020 4:06:25 PM joe____00 Nope you do not have any photos but there are plenty of videos and photos of trump and Epstein.

1/27/2020 4:07:30 PM americanpetal Dark to Light

1/27/2020 4:07:55 PM synackstatic Is this killing the Corona brand?

Corona beer a virus?

They have the largest brewery in the world in mexico, heavily automated.

1/27/2020 4:09:34 PM paytonpatriot Thanks, Stephanie. Hopefully one day we will get to meet some of the Majestic team.

1/27/2020 4:09:39 PM covertress Yes, there are Majestic 👽 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1110668358670651392?s=20 …

1/27/2020 4:13:03 PM zzed2020 Or you could just buy some true colloidal silver instead.

1/27/2020 4:14:04 PM mossomo  https://patents.google.com/patent/US5838227A/en …

1/27/2020 4:17:11 PM americanpetal Notice MJ’s timestamp

1/27/2020 4:19:04 PM lightonthehill Millions in the US alone.

1/27/2020 4:19:56 PM americanpetal That’s why Giuliani is coming out his podcasts. Great idea

1/27/2020 4:20:13 PM nine_six3 Thank you, I was just meditating on how to best help with this question, I’m learning as well. 

“Everything is Energy, Frequency and Vibration”, Everything is a vibrating frequency. Messages are numbers. Universe is numbers. —>

1/27/2020 4:20:53 PM nine_six3 —> “Consciousness tuned into Source always notices their signature patterns interact with them on a daily basis. Numbers are everywhere and it is 

Occult when you start looking into WHAT numbers ARE.” - Intention, Will and Action - 369!!! MESSAGE over messenger.

1/27/2020 4:24:28 PM allahuniversal Idk MacGyver, maybe it's just me, but this breed of paparazzi seems to be a little TOO good at what they DO. 👀 And 👂👂 everywhere 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2009/jul/01/tmz-celebrity-media-gossip-site …

1/27/2020 4:24:58 PM dasha_dagmar ...exact point of my confusion with the tweets here

ET are saying .. DO NOT FEAR !! 🙏

1/27/2020 4:27:18 PM lightonthehill Tweet 3 6 or 9 times. Write in groups of 3 6 or 9 words. Just an example, your intention matters.

1/27/2020 4:31:45 PM charitable_fury Make that “SOW” vice “STOW”...

1/27/2020 4:32:43 PM charitable_fury Not necessarily...it’s all about catching [them] in the act of committing “new” crimes...

1/27/2020 4:35:41 PM manifest_utopia Whistleblowers who've been trying to come forward with evidence of serious DS crimes & have repeatedly requested security protection, while daily 

they receive very credible threats on their lives & those of their loved ones, receive NO protection. Does congress prevent funding??

1/27/2020 4:42:49 PM state1union I turned some of them in so they know I Guess who to kill. Zero Oritectiins and I’m sure Horowitz will lie as usual

1/27/2020 4:42:59 PM charlesgdavis1 If you can't figure out how to understand the cryptic message or make cryptic questions on the thread.....then just watch, listen and USE your 

imagination.....also you can WAIT for the declassification of everything, you can get MAD or you can get GLAD at those involved. 😂👽😎😇 

pic.twitter.com/CoZfNJy6fq

1/27/2020 4:44:33 PM state1union Protection

1/27/2020 4:45:10 PM kachinagtto This is the other company (besides Moderna) that I see working on a vaccine...

Inovio

Board of Directors:

 https://www.inovio.com/about#leadership …

They began working on the Vaccine on 12/31 with grant from CEPI (Gates Foundation initiative)

CEPI's Board of Directors: https://cepi.net/about/whoweare/ 

1/27/2020 4:55:20 PM decodematrix Hopefully it's a clone.

1/27/2020 4:56:27 PM lamieret @booknerdbeth

1/27/2020 4:57:43 PM mrwellz412 [JE]GM= Jeffrey Epstein & Ghislaine Maxwell

1/27/2020 5:01:20 PM roachsg Yeah, sure, and those three little girls.  Trump and Q had them killed.  What’s wrong w you people?

1/27/2020 5:03:19 PM selffunded12 Why does Trump condone so many organised plane crashes. It's terrible he just lets this happen and doesn't lift a finger.

1/27/2020 5:07:33 PM ianmoon89785460 Superb Owl

1/27/2020 5:08:03 PM munkeypilot Bill & Melinda Gates foundation?

1/27/2020 5:10:18 PM remarkablebob Fear being pushed on sleeping Americans pic.twitter.com/YTIybRfTHU

1/27/2020 5:13:46 PM tamiwils0n22813 Bingo!

1/27/2020 5:15:05 PM rosesrred0119 Gee Shanghai has the building with the umbrella and Racoon city from Resident Evil is a acronym for Corona.

1/27/2020 5:19:46 PM queen_khalifia I was wondering if the cartoon cm out then. I saw the 5 rings too. 🤔 The don't predict they foretell. These Ppl r sick!

1/27/2020 5:20:43 PM qu0tx1 #FreeAssangeNow

1/27/2020 5:22:15 PM robniski Ok so explain to me like I’m 5 years old

1/27/2020 5:31:20 PM manifest_utopia It's a dilemma when the Federal law enforcement agencies are corrupt and protecting the corrupt in Congress and Political families, such as the 

Clintons. The DOJ's IG's jurisdiction is very limited. I've not seen him lying.

1/27/2020 5:33:16 PM manifest_utopia I hope you're taking steps to protect yourself.

1/27/2020 5:33:37 PM hoffman11my They demand the sacrifice and abuse of  their own children too. None are exempt.

1/27/2020 5:35:35 PM state1union I get what your saying and in 2011 when Obama and Big Pharma flew into KC to finish me off and have me locked up. Horowitz said tell them police it’s 

Bayer and J&J. I said Pfizer is everywhere, plus others like Diachi Sanko.

1/27/2020 5:36:41 PM smalltownindy No thanks.

No thanks.

No thanks. pic.twitter.com/xwlzHtFcIM

1/27/2020 5:38:09 PM state1union Horowitz maybe didn’t lie but when Hawaiian Senator asked if he had been in touch with a whistleblower about his last testimony, I’m not to sure what 

truth means then. Since I’ve been speaking to him since May 2011 and SEC before that.

1/27/2020 5:39:22 PM momekool1 #KobeBryantscopterdidntkillitself

1/27/2020 5:39:22 PM state1union I’m not allowed to protect myself. I think 🤔 everyone including MJ12 is waiting for me to die.

1/27/2020 5:45:06 PM nancyddb I hope those with access to security clearance keep their mouth shut but, having security information can be powerful.

1/27/2020 5:46:51 PM patriotsdontslp Search Wikileaks podesta Peanut Butter Tacos

1/27/2020 5:48:26 PM manifest_utopia I understand now what you're saying. Sorry to hear what you've been through. The other whistleblower I know won't go to DOJ for the same reasons.

1/27/2020 5:48:39 PM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/pTWZPGzvJIo  @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @CDCgov @WhiteHouse @VP @POTUSPress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

@IngrahamAngle @dbongino Is this an emergency? Are we in serious danger? Millions dead in March? #Q #QANON

1/27/2020 5:50:33 PM manifest_utopia Not everyone, not at all. I'll be keeping you wrapped in the Pure White Light of love & protection. 🙏✨💖

1/27/2020 5:51:43 PM state1union Your not talking about CIA MeLLA are you?  No I went to the DOJ. They just turned out to be in on harming my body and soul so I was forced to go to 

the SEC. I can’t help if Michael Horowitz used to call me back.

1/27/2020 5:52:32 PM ebluribus Recommend Fantastic Fungi movie. Beautiful, natural history, segues into medicinal use of pyschedelics and non-psychedelic mushrooms.

1/27/2020 5:53:30 PM manifest_utopia No, not talking about the fake whistleblower CIA Mella.

Yea, DOJ is not safe

1/27/2020 5:53:52 PM jenl123456 Then let me help post something calm into the universe.

1/27/2020 5:55:53 PM wwg1wga_every1 When I see ‘Skippy’, I think of the FATHERHOOD video. John Podesta is a sick, twisted man. The terror in that child’s voice was REAL, and haunts me to 

this day. He should rot in HELL.

1/27/2020 6:05:52 PM danigrand100 And what if the amount of money you spend annually on ads to those outlets gives you control of their “news”?

1/27/2020 6:06:04 PM virgoil Who is Edward Falcone? pic.twitter.com/dUgRrsN2we



1/27/2020 6:07:28 PM danigrand100 Follow. The. Money.

1/27/2020 6:08:20 PM momekool1 Because the cabal “retired” him.

1/27/2020 6:12:54 PM ellenca78112564 #TheGreatAwakening is Here :) pic.twitter.com/kTfCzMv6LM

1/27/2020 6:30:26 PM richard07759712 Jimmy Carter

1/27/2020 6:32:00 PM richard07759712 Is-be OR IS-IS. 😏

1/27/2020 6:35:56 PM christopherrosk That's not what is being suggested..

1/27/2020 6:36:09 PM aussiepatriotq I can tell you that a whistleblower has come out and stated this who has seen that video from inside the room.

1/27/2020 6:38:05 PM aussiepatriotq I actually tagged the hotel in after hearing from the whistleblower about the story....guess what their reply was within minutes of my post? 

pic.twitter.com/uT80Cjz8Qo

1/27/2020 6:38:07 PM roachsg It could just as easily be.

1/27/2020 6:38:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 American's more safe from the elements of the global human trafficking $30,000,000,000/year industry where children are being smuggled for 

commercial sex trafficking for up to 30 times per day per child as young as two years old.

3/ Allow us to explain how this became possible.

1/27/2020 6:38:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for the American people to consider using during the 2020 Election as a 

means to an end.

2/ Today the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 decision that will ultimately keep

1/27/2020 6:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 9/ By learning how fake news is produced and distributed, so to do you understand the true power you pose with Meme Theory and using 3 6 and 9.

10/ Synchronicities increase the closer you get to "truth".

11/ What is truth? How is truth something recognizable? How is truth wrong?

1/27/2020 6:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ The dimensions of the physical universe are the dimensions of consciousness and the level of consciousness your life energy particle, which emits 

light, can be measured in a numerical representation of life energy.

8/ This subject is heavily discussed by David Hawkins (MOM)

1/27/2020 6:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/ You are an IS-BE. You are a duality between the spirit realm and the physical realm. Your spirit is infinite and you are a life energy particle that only 

exists in the 12th dimension. It is the substance of God. The spirit cannot be weighed. Therefore it has no gravity or mass

1/27/2020 6:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ Item 2 (above) is a massive accomplishment for the Great Awakening and it is a direct result of your alignment and utilization of the energy behind 3 

6 and 9 through #UnsealEpstein and other various meme-theory magick.

5/ Now let's get to understanding it.

1/27/2020 6:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 15/

*

**

***

****

*****

******

*******

********

*********

**********

***********

************
1/27/2020 6:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 14/ Therefore the determination of what you determine reality to be comes from the consciousness energy pattern being emitted throughout the 

lower 12 dimensions. Imagine the 12 dimensions in a line.

1/27/2020 6:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 13/ information Matrix that is "reality". Remember the double slit experiment. Consciousness selects a set of indeterminate states simultaneously 

occurring and that becomes the basis of reality. You observe the light to the right. In reality, it is everywhere in between.

1/27/2020 6:38:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 12/ Truth can be manipulated because it represents a frequency that has strong consciousness supporting it. Your consciousness emits through your 

life energy particles natural byproduct (light), and when you believe something, you are creating an interference pattern in the

1/27/2020 6:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 19/ fully, legally, and willfully voted out of office permanently. This will speed up the development, disclosure, and advancement of the Space Force's 

ability to transform American culture similar to how the Air Force transformed the American culture in the 60s and beyond.

1/27/2020 6:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 18/ There are major stories coming out and YOU ARE THE NEWS. You must therefore participate in this election cycle. You should consider the potential 

strength in your contributions in manifesting true justice for those who have committed acts of corruption so they can be

1/27/2020 6:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 17/ The reason why the decision is listed as 5-4 is due to the concept of building a triangle. 

 ****

*****

It is a small triangle, but it is a triangle.

The weight of truth must always be in the wider part of the triangle, therefore be bottom heavy.

The bottom is full truth.
1/27/2020 6:38:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 16/ By understanding the higher into consciousness projection to you, the more "God"-like your message must become. Truth is a high vibration that 

you can consciously inject your free will to determine the determinate outcome of an indeterminate set of possibilities.

1/27/2020 6:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 24/ Information can go viral quickly. Memes are extremely effective. Hello #EpsteinDidntKillHimself do you think #UnsealEpstein didn't have anything 

to do with the events that transpired. Look into witness law enforcement officers discuss how child sex trafficking cases are

1/27/2020 6:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 23/ process. You see, when you believe that The Plan is only being executed by a very small group of Patriots in the White House and in the intelligence 

community, then you must know that you are mistaken. You are the news. You are what will shape and drive culture.

1/27/2020 6:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 22/ Therefore understanding that taking out this satanic pedophile cult from a mass culture movement means that it cannot come from a very small 

number of people in order to usher in real transformative shifts in public consciousness and awareness, but it will also speed up the

1/27/2020 6:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 21/ Part of enabling a safe and secure way of traveling enables the free flow of ideas, culture, and trade. Peace through strength. Before opening up 

space related commercial travel, we must first defend the territory and ensure safe passage. That is the sworn oath of office.

1/27/2020 6:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 20/ Less than 100 years ago the concept of flying from Shanghai to London was something unaccessible and even inconceivable by people organically 

discovering the secrets of flying. Very few people understood this vastly superior technology. Now flights are inexpensive.



1/27/2020 6:38:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 27/ And above all, be honest and have honor. Otherwise your energy interference in the Matrix creates a feeding ground for Moloch hungry 

worshipers begging you for the right to sacrifice unborn babies so they can have their ograns harvested for vaccines. The truth would shcok you

1/27/2020 6:38:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 26/ But understand one thing. You have extreme power right now. The Q movement is viewed favorably by over 45,000,000 Patriots. Imagine if Soros 

or Clinton had anything close to that influencing public opinion? You have real power. The truth is on your side. Coordinate using 369.

1/27/2020 6:38:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 25/ the most difficult to prosecute under the leadership of individuals affiliated with the Cabal. Investigations shut down, pensions threatened, lives 

threatened, threats from management, the full truth would shock you. The shot heard around the world is not here yet.

1/27/2020 6:38:47 PM tanksmom2000 Patented in 2015 (Pirbright - 1 of MANY). But I bet BILL & Melinda Gates have a vaccine though, as always! 👿

#WeWillNotConsent

#StopTheVax

#AntiVax

#StopKillingUs pic.twitter.com/SAZ6rn8YiH

1/27/2020 6:38:50 PM nobo_q Holly 💩

1/27/2020 6:39:18 PM americanpetal Obviously, that was my first guess like everyone else. Then, there was Kobe in all the Peanut commercials. I thought it was Kobe.

1/27/2020 6:39:34 PM bizcoachusa Why would they launch bugs in they own neighborhood?

1/27/2020 6:39:48 PM shredzorz1 SSA1?

1/27/2020 6:40:45 PM tanksmom2000 Nailed it!  I just posted virtually the same!  Nice work! 👊

1/27/2020 6:41:36 PM us1919vs  pic.twitter.com/dVItTnEMeS

1/27/2020 6:43:04 PM atashfire 5:5

1/27/2020 6:43:12 PM jared_vor  pic.twitter.com/535NZpbwW2

1/27/2020 6:44:06 PM tanksmom2000 Patented in 2015, now Philly company gets big bucks to develop vaccine, compliments of the Gates. 🙄 pic.twitter.com/E1Hs8RgYdi

1/27/2020 6:44:26 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/27/2020 6:44:32 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/27/2020 6:45:11 PM gypsycatts God Bless America 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/T7zEpoEgf7

1/27/2020 6:45:26 PM yaboi_seth12 Nooooooooo please

1/27/2020 6:45:31 PM tanksmom2000 Yep! pic.twitter.com/02doTlM3Gc

1/27/2020 6:45:42 PM westmount_d7 Best answer EVER! 🌹😘

1/27/2020 6:45:52 PM guy_karen Wow  WWG1WGA

1/27/2020 6:47:17 PM danjan711111 Thank you.

1/27/2020 6:47:25 PM jaded_pearl Trump is not to be held as a savior of anything or anyone. The people must save themselves. It's recommended to not fly at this time.

1/27/2020 6:47:48 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/27/2020 6:48:21 PM homeofthetitans How? 369?

1/27/2020 6:48:22 PM hawkgirlinmn Thank you. I feel the light you have emitted. pic.twitter.com/RxoScaR4gZ

1/27/2020 6:49:20 PM animaldesatado Explain this to me like i’m five please

1/27/2020 6:50:59 PM munkeypilot 🤜🏽🤛🏼

1/27/2020 6:52:07 PM aldo_9111 Fantastic stuff! We create the future we've been manifesting ourselves while the so called power structure implodes on itself ❤️

1/27/2020 6:53:55 PM daddykatz2 Wow!

1/27/2020 6:55:31 PM truthisyours310 Great thread . Thank you.

1/27/2020 6:56:00 PM judithlynne5 M-12,

Could you elaborate on your comment below?

"..anything close to that influencing public opinion? You have real power. The truth is on your side. Coordinate using 369."

What is 369?

1/27/2020 6:56:04 PM rtr862 Is this why I'm CONSTANTLY seeing the number 17?! It's seems to be happening alot more now these past couple weeks. #Synchronizing

1/27/2020 6:56:18 PM jamiegrahamusa Andara...crystal...quatum tech from Atlantis...Lumeria pic.twitter.com/h4JL05u0nv

1/27/2020 6:57:26 PM mattsmithsongs 369

1/27/2020 6:57:37 PM merorschach Trying to figure out how to use 3 6 9 to help my son survive stage 4 cancer. I've tried everything else. 😟

1/27/2020 6:57:59 PM reelect20 👇Check That Out👇RT🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/36ziDkC 

1/27/2020 6:58:28 PM patriot608 Me, too!!

1/27/2020 6:58:29 PM spoondiggity1 Yeah #metoo that’s kinda hard to follow

1/27/2020 6:59:51 PM lionspaw77 Tesla, 3,6,9.  Vibration and frequency.  Please elaborate.  I’ve seen a “W” symbol that represented 3,6,9.  I haven’t fully digested yet, do share.  Great 

thread BTW.

1/27/2020 6:59:53 PM bob76775554  https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/supreme-court/5-4-ruling-supreme-court-allows-trump-plan-deny-green-n1124056 …

1/27/2020 7:01:03 PM lionspaw77 Do share a top link of yours.  I’d like to anchor this into my OS

1/27/2020 7:01:47 PM jeff_p_chandler As I have often said, we are avatars living in a matrix.

1/27/2020 7:01:56 PM rosas7043 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for thople to 

consider using during the 2020 Election as a means to an end. 2/ Today the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 d…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …

1/27/2020 7:03:20 PM bob76775554 @stranahan @dbongino @TomFitton @drawandstrike @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @foxandfriends @Jordan_Sather_ @tracybeanz 

@CoreyDigs @PoliticalOrgy

1/27/2020 7:03:28 PM aprilbrown99 Shcok? Misspellings matter...🤔🤔🤔

1/27/2020 7:04:23 PM americanpetal Ograns ?

1/27/2020 7:04:43 PM abibeuck22 Manifest reality with the power of the collective consciousness. The more people, the more powerful it is. Think of our thoughts as energy. Millions of 

people using that energy together for a common goal is insanely powerful.

1/27/2020 7:07:17 PM notarus28512480 God have mercy! Dear God!

1/27/2020 7:07:45 PM flobo2018 It is true https://youtu.be/N16LWcGGm7I 

1/27/2020 7:07:53 PM richzen2 Let’s GO!

1/27/2020 7:08:21 PM winklerburke Clean energy from space alien tech...  arrives when abortion leaves?  Abortion leaves... when Progressive (1984) Education leaves?  Thriving Earth 

happens... when Prog-Dem-RINO leaders voted out?  A full Gitmo means... Oh, Happy ]Earth[ Day?

1/27/2020 7:10:08 PM animaldesatado hmm okay? What’s 3 6 and 9?

1/27/2020 7:10:21 PM armour_up Nikola Tesla's Secret Key to the Universe - ROBERT SEPEHR https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=54q2OfUjpdQ&feature=youtu.be …

1/27/2020 7:11:09 PM americanpetal So action needed to be taken by us Anons: make memes, retweet using the power of 369. I don’t know how to make memes. If others can, I can 

retweet using 369.

1/27/2020 7:12:46 PM truth_seeker_17 THANK YOU.

1/27/2020 7:12:56 PM christopherrosk ummmm no

1/27/2020 7:14:19 PM stevenfontain14 Suddenly the looking glass doesn't seem so much like sci fi -



1/27/2020 7:15:51 PM jrocktigers Not that I don't believe you , but I have never seen anyone have that response to using it , no matter how strong if smoked in traditional manner and 

using the flower. I have seen people be effected for 24 hours when they eat too much. Have u seen in recent times vs  70's - 2000?

1/27/2020 7:17:24 PM ladylibertybeth Wow! Thank you for helping us understand this, but help me with how I can help using 3,6,9? Maybe give me an example please.

1/27/2020 7:18:05 PM stevenfontain14 hmmmmmm.....

1/27/2020 7:18:33 PM stevenfontain14 I agree with that -

1/27/2020 7:19:04 PM winklerburke Restated: M. Twain said an American traveling abroad could be “a perfect ass.”  Because he could. Now, in space, so also Americans? No. Because we 

can’t.  Spiritually, the universe is insisting we ascend. 1st, stop human trafficking & child sacrifice-abortion?  Because we have 2.

1/27/2020 7:20:34 PM mossomo GM's dad was Mssd.  He did Mugabe dirty.  Half her game is probably her dad's game.  Def asset.  She had handlers, no doubt in my mind.

1/27/2020 7:20:39 PM aussiepatriotq Hey @SSN722VETERAN 

Thanks for the follow....

I'm just about to RE POST all that info especially now with the Schiff stuff in the trial. I'll tag you in.

I know this man and have spoken to him in chats many times prior to him dropping these video interviews and know the full info

1/27/2020 7:20:45 PM stevenfontain14 IS-BE?

1/27/2020 7:22:29 PM charmanda9 This is a very powerful Majestic Message of Disclosure. Thank you. 

This is achievable. We can do this. And we will. 

🔥

😌

🙏

1/27/2020 7:23:21 PM jamiegrahamusa I have this one also pic.twitter.com/6rYtKfGzEC

1/27/2020 7:24:33 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph I agree. 13th is to be separated

From 12

1/27/2020 7:24:34 PM keith369me B 💣 💣 M.     B 💣 💣 M      B 💣 💣 M    Manifest the future you want.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just laid it all out.  See it, meditative on it, manifest 

it...LIVE IT!!!  Meditate on JUSTICE FOR THE CORRUPT, envision it, watch it happen.  What follows will be incredible.

1/27/2020 7:25:20 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Light

1/27/2020 7:25:24 PM stevenfontain14 Very well said - I even I can understand it.  Honor serving with you - #GodspeedPatriots #POTUS

1/27/2020 7:25:25 PM winklerburke So, Progressive (1984) Ed was designed to destroy the human spirit, soul & body. How can “The Great Awakening” be... when Ed & Media are a planet-

sized Silver Chair of Hynotoadism?  Shut the Mesmer off, follow Ascendent  Twitter Channels?  Starve out Omni-Beast, feed Be Best!  ;)

1/27/2020 7:25:26 PM asauer65 This is quite infuriating.  Evil, evil, evil.

1/27/2020 7:26:56 PM werascending Eloquently stated!!!🙏🙏🙏👏👏👏

1/27/2020 7:27:25 PM jaded_pearl Good job 👏👏👏

1/27/2020 7:27:43 PM erinbrittain6 Ohhhhh my 🥴🥴🥴🥴

Praying

1/27/2020 7:27:53 PM stevenfontain14 I took an oath - thanks #WWG1WGA

1/27/2020 7:28:24 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph We operate nicely in the cycles of 12

1/27/2020 7:28:33 PM aussiepatriotq I just posted a great video interview with Juan o Savin. His very first video interview where he tells all about the middle East but most importantly 

about Schifty schiff

1/27/2020 7:28:35 PM mgodfrey99 #Savethechildren

#JesusIsKing

1/27/2020 7:28:44 PM dani06548474 Wow. Thank you

1/27/2020 7:29:28 PM sazebinava اک بگذارید   های دانا به اشب   جدا به فارسی برای ایراین  هستند از شما میخواهم این اطلاعات ارزشمند را در اکانب  سلام دوست من، ایران یک کشور مهم در جهان هست که حاکمان آن شیطاین

ید ما هم میخواهیم بدانیم  کمک بگب  ️❤��متاسفانه بسیاری از ما انگلیسی نمیدانیم میتوانید از وطن پرستان ایراین

1/27/2020 7:30:32 PM lori_dee1 Use the power of 3, 6, 9 in your daily life. Here are some examples:

*Awaken at 6am or 6:30am

*Schedule meetings at 9am, 12pm, 3pm, 6pm. 

*Set goals with those number combination. 

Hope this helps, feel free to ask more questions. 🙏💖

1/27/2020 7:32:19 PM bigtex54  https://usahitman.com/coronavirus-patented-virus/ …

1/27/2020 7:32:34 PM bigtex54  https://usahitman.com/coronavirus-patented-virus/ …

1/27/2020 7:32:36 PM ssn722veteran Please do. You have  very interested.

Thank you pic.twitter.com/ZPnfhjn3sY

1/27/2020 7:32:47 PM lori_dee1 My numbers consistently are 11:11 and 1:11.

1/27/2020 7:33:05 PM bigtex54  https://usahitman.com/coronavirus-patented-virus/ …

1/27/2020 7:33:07 PM winklerburke What if martial law emergency, wasn’t tanks on every street corner? But rather... a kill switch on the Cabal’s news-media-Hypnotoad Silver Chair of 

Zombie-Backwardization? Hello POTUS emergency broadcast channel?  I know: dreaming, I am?

1/27/2020 7:34:14 PM fl_trump Were can I  access to  boatloads of memes? pic.twitter.com/efasaUExYU

1/27/2020 7:34:31 PM shawnaleahshine How exactly do we coordinate using 369?

1/27/2020 7:34:33 PM lori_dee1 @DJLOK I know you will want to read this important message of disclosure.

1/27/2020 7:34:44 PM tenntcb  pic.twitter.com/krunq317RL

1/27/2020 7:34:59 PM iknow04042015  pic.twitter.com/jprMxZfd9x

1/27/2020 7:35:22 PM allahuniversal Just when some think that we're not making a difference...

And as I type, new Q...

1/27/2020 7:35:28 PM ladylibertybeth Thank you, I'm going to start doing that.❤️

1/27/2020 7:37:00 PM cogbill_alan Meme magic can literally alter reality. Have seen it first hand. Powerful and spooky. pic.twitter.com/DXxAYC3Ntd

1/27/2020 7:37:10 PM allahuniversal Orrrrrrr no new Q, false alarm?

Time to dump this app...

1/27/2020 7:37:48 PM gi6stars We are the News now. 

We are Needed. 

Q and "The Plan" can't do it all now.

Big news is going to come out 

when we pass it along we need to be TRUTHFUL. 

We need to be Upright, Honest and TRUTHFUL and might I add, Loving and Kind to Each other...God like.    That's my take.

1/27/2020 7:39:28 PM mountain_jump3r I LOVE DOC HAWKINS. His books are life changing and the dvd lectures are incredible, to see him talking and his sense of humor... Love Love Love

1/27/2020 7:39:28 PM cyndimc71 Omg, same here

1/27/2020 7:40:10 PM kidge6 Q said misspellings matter. Mj12 makes quite a few. Still, some might have meaning.

1/27/2020 7:41:56 PM gerengher Long thread but so worth it. Thank you for all the info. WWG1WGA!

1/27/2020 7:42:02 PM wearywar Times are interesting. But 3, 6 or 9 could be 1.20pm, (1+2=3) or 9.45,  (4+5=9), 10:20 (3), 13:50, (1+3+5=9) etc



1/27/2020 7:42:50 PM mynardpamela Always nice to get affirmations. Well timed message of disclosure to help people step into their truest nature. WWG1WGA  We Have it All

1/27/2020 7:43:00 PM erinbrittain6 Really??

1/27/2020 7:43:46 PM jesuschick1025 I’m so ignorant 🙄 How/why are 3 6 9 significant?

1/27/2020 7:44:17 PM winklerburke If established Media-Ed only knew trouble they are in! How many brains-families-IQs have they backwardized & made dystopic?  Billions? If 

reincarnation is true, as proponents of abortion... how many lives will they spend having that done to them? Oh the horror?  Rather.. Be Best!

1/27/2020 7:45:01 PM lori_dee1 Yes you are correct! I was just keeping it easy to understand since the person is new to the concept.

1/27/2020 7:45:03 PM allahuniversal  https://twitter.com/ZenProverbs/status/1221996844944908289?s=19 …

1/27/2020 7:45:49 PM billyj1616 Read this thread at least 3 times that’s a great start.

1/27/2020 7:46:21 PM erinbrittain6 Meaning he was a  clone

1/27/2020 7:46:43 PM bloomac I think I would need to see some evidence, boss. Perhaps some dressing for that word salad?

1/27/2020 7:47:22 PM lori_dee1 You are welcome! As WarWeary pointed out, you can use any combination of the numbers.

1/27/2020 7:49:08 PM emtmind Keystroking parts of my life to specific times/numbers will help manifest the reality I want?  Hmmmm and drink your own semen too right?

1/27/2020 7:49:15 PM otreborrm Keep projecting. LOL. We have photos.

1/27/2020 7:50:52 PM tmsdavis Its true.

1/27/2020 7:51:11 PM lori_dee1 It is based on Nikola Tesla's belief in the power of 3, 6, 9. There are many articles on the internet. Here is a link to one that explains it. 

https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …

1/27/2020 7:52:08 PM bob76775554  pic.twitter.com/TKFBWXUHRW

1/27/2020 7:53:17 PM truth939 These timeline comparisons are important for those with strong cognitive dissonance.  We have many examples of technologies throughout history 

that were inconceivable only decades before they became part of everyday life.

1/27/2020 7:53:21 PM turboxyde Don't forget...

Consciousness creates & projects reality so don't become a casualty in the min(d)efield of lower vibrational beliefs.

A warrior knows their thoughts, emotions & actions ALL emanate from their god particle self so fill them with divine love & make them count! 

pic.twitter.com/hmsgk1a0Zu

1/27/2020 7:54:19 PM wandererpatient You said, “Explain this to me like I’m five.”  Start by being 6! Or 3. Participate, choose life, (I hate to say it this way.....but) Live, Laugh, Love!  Elevate the 

good and help to remove the collective concept of untouchable or above the law.

1/27/2020 7:54:39 PM 1nanasmomma I couldn't love this reply more!

1/27/2020 7:57:24 PM scottf59 #ReleaseTheMemo was just the beginning.

1/27/2020 7:58:09 PM crossmiracle God bless everyone involved and keep the truth flowing and the children safe. Let's hope this is all over soon and the evil truly stopped.

1/27/2020 7:58:35 PM bigtex54 What do you mean?

Met their fate.

I heard that of others.

1/27/2020 7:59:12 PM nschlange lol true about Q and since I'm not 100 percent sure what all MJ12 consists of or who, I won't comment on their spelling. Safe is always better then 

sorry.

1/27/2020 7:59:15 PM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/27/2020 7:59:23 PM winklerburke What = ax-2-root solution?  Central Banks R designed to destroy the $s people earn, and to make bank families infinitely rich & powerful, no matter the 

gov’t. Hence, people abort because who can afford children? The system is rigged 4 decline & death via banksterism?  Fix, oh Q?!

1/27/2020 8:00:23 PM 1nanasmomma Meditate for 3, 6, 9 mins. Pray same things 3 times. Turn light on/off three times. Look @ license plates, receipts, billboards or clocks. Add any numbers 

and find 3, 6, 9. Perform daily rituals in these incriminates. Imagine these numbers, they will appear.

1/27/2020 8:02:38 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/readout-us-attorney-general-william-p-barr-s-meeting-guatemala-attorney-general-maria …

1/27/2020 8:03:51 PM truth939 Thank you, MJ.  Always grateful for the messages of disclosure and general knowledge.

1/27/2020 8:06:36 PM chrishasissues Mr peanut..Qdrop..Skippy is John Podesta nickname.  People were looking at Kobe and Peanut commercial he did..it is more than likely going to be JP 

going down..not soon enough.  Full disclosure is on way...Fisa DeClass and tribunals.

1/27/2020 8:11:05 PM sharonroselo Yep. True that.

1/27/2020 8:12:49 PM kikaltz Both are beautiful crystals.  What is the name of the pale blue/green one?

1/27/2020 8:13:18 PM fansblowing3 We previously coordinated by using the #unsealepstein hashtag 3, 6, or 9 times everywhere.  We need to use another hashtag 3, 6, or 9 times 

everywhere.  #whokilledkobe #gatesdepopulates or something about the corona virus.  We should pick one and go with it.

1/27/2020 8:13:19 PM iamyou132 truth rings like a bell 👁

1/27/2020 8:14:49 PM mkek17 There are no coincidences.

1/27/2020 8:15:41 PM charitable_fury Dismissing it out of hand?...So quickly?...Thought you may have been a bit more “free-thinking”...Appears you may have more digging to do...

1/27/2020 8:17:34 PM hotwheelsjusty Worldwide. Any so many of us can’t say what we really think because of our jobs and/or family.

1/27/2020 8:18:50 PM manifest_utopia I've had the same observations. I know of one instance that removal did occur. The corrupt system is so big & entrenched, that it takes time for White 

Hats who are working their butts off to deal with all that needs to be dealt with. We help by believing that we are succeeding.

1/27/2020 8:19:19 PM flobo2018 Yes. They are finding fetal cell lines cannot replicate indefinitely like previously thought, and are creating new cell lines like WALVAX 2 - 

http://ethicalresearch.net/positions/the-ethics-of-the-walvax-2-cell-strain/ …

1/27/2020 8:20:43 PM sweeps2032 So Stargate series are based on actual stargates. Would be cool.

1/27/2020 8:22:51 PM siriuspainter Always hearing "the truth will shock you" sounds bogus. We need to get all the shocking truth out to accelerate the movement

1/27/2020 8:23:04 PM nm_zsr Supreme Court Allows Trump Administration to Enforce ‘Public Charge’ Immigration Rule https://www.theepochtimes.com/supreme-court-allows-

trump-administration-to-enforce-public-charge-immigration-rule_3217685.html …

1/27/2020 8:25:06 PM deanna_danforth We came here and haven’t been able to get back home. I was told we been in a loop, but that program ended.  A lot of us are homesick. And I know I 

didn’t sight up for this.  We’ve had our experience here hampered by lower energies. Very hard trying to keep vibration up.

1/27/2020 8:25:32 PM clfaerber1 Still processing. 

We normies contribute through our consciousness and contribution to the culture through social media and personal interactions. 

The wit and wisdom of Twain, his political satirical brilliance would be welcomed.  

I will fight with what I have. 

Thank you.



1/27/2020 8:30:17 PM flobo2018 Those cell lines cannot replicate indefinitely like originally thought. New cell lines are being developed like walvax 2 which utilize water bag method 

abortions to harvest intact cadaver with fresh organs to obtain cells. It is disgusting - http://ethicalresearch.net/positions/the-ethics-of-the-walvax-2-

cell-strain/ …

1/27/2020 8:33:37 PM angelin94412072 Thank you! ❤️

1/27/2020 8:36:08 PM jamiegrahamusa Colour is aqua blue green ice. Its a DNA upgrader and helps w ascension. Its authentic Aqua Mermaid Monatomic Realm Frequency Conductor

1/27/2020 8:41:05 PM karma4event201 They do use code; words, images, image sizes 

We have smart people in WWG1WGA that helped us learn DS comms. 

I can only guess at what you mean by neural net.🙃 white Hats have used tech to fight tech, and taking over a bad AI ( <= neural net?)

1/27/2020 8:42:46 PM ameliag37028892 Above all... LOVE is the highest law- AND the encapsulation of powerful energy. It can move mountains, keep dreams and hopes alive, heal brokenness, 

and change the world. pic.twitter.com/iER3cNSlx9

1/27/2020 8:44:07 PM jesuschick1025 Thank you 😊

1/27/2020 8:47:40 PM cprycelewis Can you please post the video link here 🙏🏻

1/27/2020 8:48:44 PM manifest_utopia Eventually, the story will be told. And a Glorious story it will be.

1/27/2020 8:49:58 PM nanablue37 Wow, that's a mouthful.  Lol

1/27/2020 8:51:29 PM flobo2018 Do you know how many fetuses are used to finally create that cell line. All of it is repulsive to the human soul.

1/27/2020 8:56:40 PM gratis_cattus Yeah. Weird. Schiff does triathlons.

I mean, who does those? Totally weird.

1/27/2020 8:58:00 PM manifest_utopia Look at the power of the codes we use:

#WWG1WGA!

#DarkToLight

#TheGreatAwakening

Many Millions of people have joined this movement and now believe in The Plan.

We've manifested this.

We just keep doing so.

Nothing can stop this movement.

Nothing can stop what is coming.
1/27/2020 8:58:45 PM diaptera_80 I thought they said fetal cells were only harvested once a long time ago and then labgrown? Not that I trust [them]

1/27/2020 8:58:52 PM karma4event201 They have indeed taken control of some areas. And White Hats enjoy fishing 😂

1/27/2020 9:01:32 PM flobo2018 Dr Plotkin, under deposition, admitted to the use of 74 fetuses in just one study. How many have been utilized in vaccine development over the course 

of time? It is absolutely sick. In all of these years, we haven't advanced past such barbaric "science"? https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/medical-

researchers-say-fetal-tissue-remains-essential …

1/27/2020 9:02:12 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

1/27/2020 9:02:12 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

1/27/2020 9:02:46 PM karma4event201 You may have seen the info but manifesting needed => @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/27/2020 9:03:02 PM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/fTfAbyJ5ot

1/27/2020 9:04:45 PM karma4event201 🤔 NoName removal or other?

1/27/2020 9:05:12 PM deb12233 Thank you, Majestic 12!

1/27/2020 9:10:21 PM manifest_utopia 🙏✨💖

WWg1WGA = Group Manifestation

1/27/2020 9:11:28 PM threadreaderapp Guten tag, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to 

disclose the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/27/2020 9:12:33 PM flobo2018 There are hours of his testimony related to vaccines available online. Watch it, there is no manipulation. The study was "in his work related to 

vaccines". Utilizing dead babies for injections, or any medical intervention, is a sick practice.

1/27/2020 9:13:46 PM manifest_utopia Yes, following that message of disclosure.

MJ gives people inspiration and the message of confirmation in our power.

1/27/2020 9:14:19 PM manifest_utopia Was thinking of another situation.

1/27/2020 9:14:30 PM 1nanasmomma  https://mega.nz/#F!C49DHYIa!jOxYHczFjauTrdWWb9VUqw …

1/27/2020 9:18:42 PM sdane8 I think that was only in reference to the "natural flavors" in our food. 😪

1/27/2020 9:23:50 PM laztar11 ❤️🌎❤️❤️🇺🇸💯🌃🌌☄🐬🕯➿

1/27/2020 9:30:48 PM jackoneilltime1 Be honest and have honor pic.twitter.com/FIvvTnGB1M

1/27/2020 9:32:28 PM sdane8 Yes, in his first episode on his webpage he mentioned he'd be revealing more.  https://rudygiulianics.com/ 

You can also find his new channel on YT with Episode 1.

 https://youtu.be/gOqPzyqcn-I 

1/27/2020 9:34:10 PM sdane8  https://youtu.be/gOqPzyqcn-I 

1/27/2020 9:34:44 PM sdane8  https://youtu.be/gOqPzyqcn-I 

1/27/2020 9:35:39 PM melbourne_3000 Wow massive vibration of energy accompanied this message, I was wired reading it, as if plugged in 😳

1/27/2020 9:36:26 PM sdane8 Yes, dead [kill box] or ]alive/safe/free[

1/27/2020 9:38:05 PM sdane8 People are so nice here that they usually share freely with those asking sincere questions. ❤️ God Bless you and your family! 🙏

1/27/2020 9:38:58 PM sdane8 Rudy Guiliani https://youtu.be/gOqPzyqcn-I 

1/27/2020 9:44:04 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/2nxwpW43Fp

1/27/2020 9:50:30 PM onebadm6 I was referring to the shrooms. I should have been more clear.

1/27/2020 9:51:05 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/F21mv43wOt

1/27/2020 9:54:58 PM mountain_jump3r MOM?

1/27/2020 10:01:05 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/68Dke1gmJZ

1/27/2020 10:01:35 PM johnnyt_anon No excuses. Mistakes happen, own them. If you don't own them, they own you. #QAnon

1/27/2020 10:07:12 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/p2VjMCxAzn

1/27/2020 10:08:23 PM blue_marbleeyes Was the dream to fly to the moon sparked by JFK the same ? Creating anything is positive energy, but on a huge scale, creation of a positive psychic 

WALL, I feel there is a link.

1/27/2020 10:18:24 PM petermdavies80 lol

1/27/2020 10:18:58 PM ready2go19 Wow!  Thank You so much for helping me understand this whole concept.  I never Really understood till now.  Many Thanks.

1/27/2020 10:19:00 PM petermdavies80 Got any evidence of that or just having some fun with words

1/27/2020 10:19:42 PM justanon12 Through the looking Glass.

 https://youtu.be/2xT6fcm4V1o 

What we are. 

 https://youtu.be/V_Y1wCLITu4 



1/27/2020 10:20:52 PM petermdavies80 I have never seen anything remotely legitimately incriminating about Schiff. A bunch of weirdos saying the name of a hotel over and over isn't evidence.

1/27/2020 10:24:26 PM bgpennell And what is an IsBe? Read and find out!

 https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/mode/2up …

1/27/2020 10:27:51 PM bgpennell For those who require further any info on what an IsBe (you) is and where the name came from, read on...

 https://archive.org/details/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/mode/2up …

1/27/2020 10:30:04 PM overshareflare Thank you,

#WWG1WGA

1/27/2020 10:34:02 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/27/2020 10:34:19 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/BrlZcpdfcH

1/27/2020 10:34:29 PM dannyv21 @JustInformU  hey check out this post

1/27/2020 10:34:38 PM courageouskriss Thank you Majestic! The GREAT AWAKENING!! #WWG1WGA

1/27/2020 10:35:11 PM arcturianss 10/ Central banking finds its roots in the mid 17th century where the initial structure was into place following the great plague in 1664 and the fire of 

London in 1665.

1/27/2020 10:35:34 PM generaleeintuit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I'm vaguely aware of 3, 6, 9 being a Tesla concept but can you point me to a legitimate source to attain a deeper understanding of 

its meaning?

1/27/2020 10:36:06 PM arcturianss 11/ The so called C'est Que Vie Act 1666 was brought into law it was the initial move in separating the flesh and blood humans from their assets and to 

have the government hold their assets in trust for them via this act.

1/27/2020 10:36:21 PM threadreaderapp Salam, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/27/2020 10:37:17 PM arcturianss 12/ if anyone after these great disasters was not found they were considered lost at sea and a trust. The C'est Que Vie Trust was put into place and in 

probate which could be reclaimed back by the rightful heir otherwise it was held indefinitely by the government.

1/27/2020 10:37:18 PM jrocktigers My bad.I have seen folks lose it for a few hrs,ate high amt.They slept it off and woke refreshed. Forces one to face self & life choices. At a concert, saw 

guy crawl 50 feet on concrete to back of ambulance, ate too many. Lived, was fine.1 must respect them, for sure.

1/27/2020 10:37:54 PM arcturianss 13/ That was step one, step two in brief was creating a second trust, a public trust, one that is best described as a legal fiction with the sentient beings 

name represented in capital letters as well as now being a corporation which feel into probate one again after the mother

1/27/2020 10:38:44 PM arcturianss 14/ unwittingly abandoned the child. Now the central bank, the system that made it impossible to pay for anything in silver or gold which meant no 

debt was ever settled under common law or in the republic, however in a democracy the payment of debts along with any registration

1/27/2020 10:39:30 PM arcturianss 15/ got you to unwittingly give up legal title to anything you buy and merely retain equitable title. Hence ownership by man was therewith abolished 

and the unbacked FIAT dollars or whatever currency made you a player in a game where the government together with the central bank

1/27/2020 10:39:39 PM arcturianss 16/ can decide your fate.

1/27/2020 10:43:32 PM ultra_unlimited My deepest #gratitude to all connected to this account. You’ve been an incredible source of #inspiration and #revelation over the last couple of years. 

Like others, I feel this message resonating deeply with #truth, #love, & #transformation. #TheGreatAwakening is live ⚡️5:5 pic.twitter.com/0IwiZf8blI

1/27/2020 10:52:18 PM magaman333 Skippy needs pay for what he did to that boy over at the Chateau Marmot. He is sick.

1/27/2020 10:54:28 PM ultra_unlimited It’s kind of a laborious task, but re-read past Tweets from this Account. To make it easier, anons have created various downloadable archives. In short, 

this topic, though still somewhat esoteric has been discussed a lot via MJ12 since 2017.

1/27/2020 10:55:46 PM generaleeintuit Thank you.

1/27/2020 10:57:53 PM generaleeintuit Where are the downloadable archives...8kun?

1/27/2020 10:59:32 PM megbriles My friend told me there are 12 dimensions of time several years ago- this man is so smart he talks backwards- I’m blown away by this 🤯 time is so 

confusing to me 😞

1/27/2020 11:10:34 PM rosscarwalker Oh wait are you talking about Enki / Enlil?

1/27/2020 11:11:47 PM queenmofjugo Creepy it’s like The Kevin Spacey Family guy and Simpsons 911 things.

1/27/2020 11:12:48 PM queenmofjugo What is detectives watch out?

1/27/2020 11:15:09 PM pomeinnz Sauce?

1/27/2020 11:16:16 PM queenmofjugo Well Lockheed Martin owns Sikorsky so I wouldn’t be surprised.

1/27/2020 11:17:52 PM chapulincolored PA->GM->___->___(n)->🇮🇱

Dig GM.  Friends, associats, travel destinations, etc...

1/27/2020 11:18:51 PM ultra_unlimited Nope, they’ve been shared across Twitter. Perhaps @covertress or @AllahUniversal could help here? I thought they were both involved with this 

archival work. If you either search this accounts past tweets or simply scroll back through the timeline you will see them.

1/27/2020 11:20:04 PM pomeinnz Do a thread on 3 6 9.

1/27/2020 11:20:38 PM fqgrl I get MEME Magick but how is 3 6 9 utilized?

1/27/2020 11:24:23 PM wwg1wga93583681  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/27/2020 11:25:23 PM generaleeintuit Ah, thank you!

1/27/2020 11:26:48 PM fellegyvickie Free will?

1/27/2020 11:29:12 PM rainyleroux I thought I was fairly knowledgeable and intelligent, but much of this information went miles above my head. Do you have something in a lower grade 

level/paygrade?

1/27/2020 11:33:06 PM holotechrd SOURCE DIRECTIVES is like the saying GOD'S PLAN just more effective as SOURCE is THE SOURCE OF EVERYTHING.. Watch out!! as in they crossed the 

line & are being DEALT WITH SWIFTLY ⚡💥

1/27/2020 11:34:06 PM queenmofjugo *source directives*

1/27/2020 11:38:01 PM rosscarwalker #DownWithTheCabal

1/27/2020 11:39:43 PM meme_maga Yup... Skippy and (appears to be) Valerie Jarrett... Gettin' ALL FREAKY DEAKY!! 🤣🤣

1/27/2020 11:41:14 PM holotechrd  pic.twitter.com/bdjBULJkHy

1/27/2020 11:41:54 PM rosscarwalker I feel the same!

1/27/2020 11:42:23 PM holotechrd YOU GOT IT ⚡💥🌍🕳🛸😇🌌❤️

1/27/2020 11:44:12 PM hilltophare Title of 'Countess of Arran & Banbury doesn't exist,no Belenoff in Burke's peerage,no sources for quotes,book supposedly mentions her by 'Margaret 

Eton' doesn't exist,dates on WordPress sites can be edited so 'predictions'not reliable. #Hoax to discredit Q.

1/27/2020 11:48:56 PM wargoddessirma I comprehend exactly you must mean the others tagged.

1/27/2020 11:53:50 PM holotechrd All are safe the video shows one of the little girls being dropped out of the helicopter FALLING she was captured mid air & teleported to my ship which 

is why you see her disappear.. ⚡💥🤣🛸✌️❤️👑👈

1/27/2020 11:55:33 PM holotechrd FULL DISCLOSURE DONE!!!..⚡💥✌️❤️👑👈

1/27/2020 11:56:23 PM dutifuldiva Yep!  I thought of this as well!  Grammy’s in his former “house” with his jerseys hanging above.  So creepy!



1/28/2020 12:06:09 AM adam84577979 the double slit experiment proves nothing. You get the same interference pattern on the edge of a needle if you shine a lazer on it it. Nature doesn't 

deal with dualities ,nor has a magical bag of unicorn particles ,or a calculator. 1 field ,the either. 4 field modalities.

1/28/2020 12:07:36 AM nine_six3 Search 'Vortex Math' and start there... I found that to be very helpful in wrapping my not-so-mathematical mind, around the subject of 3, 6, and 9. I 

hope this helps!!!

1/28/2020 12:15:24 AM mike72279593 Money for bill gates

1/28/2020 12:18:22 AM nine_six3 As Ultra_Unlimited suggested though, you will find great explanations within the messages from MJ12 and starting from when they first began 

engaging the public.

1/28/2020 12:24:07 AM nine_six3 IS = Immortal Spiritual 

BE = Biological Entity

This is what We Are.

1/28/2020 12:24:35 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/28/2020 12:26:42 AM kadath123 10/ synchronicity increases when you approach what Robert Anton Wilson referred to as The Chapel Perilous

1/28/2020 12:34:09 AM threadreaderapp Hi!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/28/2020 12:41:44 AM seybird11 That allegation refers to Schiff. Skippy refers to John Pedosta. You’re somewhat confused here

1/28/2020 12:41:55 AM kadath123 John Podesta has a nickname for his pedo bad self. 

It is Skippy. 

Skippy is a bad guy who does terrible things to children. John is a respected politician. 🤮

1/28/2020 12:45:49 AM mike72279593 But we need the truth

1/28/2020 12:45:53 AM goldyone5 Yeah, you heard the word & you apparently ®️one of very few😉😉

1/28/2020 12:48:23 AM sik3disgusted Great video!

1/28/2020 1:05:55 AM kidge6 12 members, 4 typists. Someone iMessage I think they dictate. You’ll see ‘scene’ instead of ‘seen’ for example, where I can’t imagine how ‘Scene’ 

would fit. Man of those over 2 yrs.  But could be me.

1/28/2020 1:07:30 AM kidge6 Sometimes*

1/28/2020 1:13:19 AM toddbob1 It’s amazing what independently investigated, in-depth, multi-source verified, volumes of information one can find when they actually research.  It’s 

not typically spoon-fed and glamorized  via your idiotbox ABCNNBCBS. It takes a little effort on your part.

Prove it to yourself.

1/28/2020 1:23:44 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/aEBqhxnxl8

1/28/2020 1:24:31 AM aspennmax64_l MediaMass was 2 days early!

1/28/2020 1:25:58 AM toddbob1 Note top left photo. Fact: it is DJT kissing HIS OWN DAUGHTER. God forbid a father doing that.

ComeOn.  Trained monkeys can see through that low quality, fake propaganda.

That’s the best left can do trying to copycat memes.  They are False.  Not funny. Not clever. Fake. Dung.

1/28/2020 1:27:50 AM laura_twelve The truth lies within you. Are you asking to expose the crimes?

1/28/2020 1:32:17 AM toddbob1 Just ask.  You’re among friends.

1/28/2020 1:38:25 AM aspennmax64_l #PassItOn pic.twitter.com/v4FyzSqtF8

1/28/2020 1:38:39 AM cindylee81 Beautiful! Where can I get one?

1/28/2020 1:47:04 AM awakeningscds @threadreaderapp unroll

1/28/2020 1:47:05 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/28/2020 2:05:14 AM terranovaearth Anagram sync I had 1212 and 1221 other day.

1/28/2020 2:56:22 AM threadreaderapp Namaste, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to 

disclose the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

1/28/2020 2:57:48 AM lightlove21121 #WeAre 🔥♥🔥

1/28/2020 3:02:20 AM mark52525786 I need 2 more, got the rest covered! Gramps is the only 3 in my life I can find!9/1/69!funny how one bad decision can ripple hate thru a family! 

Something as simple as taking love out of marriage, that,money and mossad! pic.twitter.com/qLaPUTeldm

1/28/2020 3:05:16 AM missy968 Clinton’s and Soros need MSM to influence public opinion. Thousands are turning away daily. We ARE the news. Nice!

1/28/2020 3:07:11 AM adsvel Thank You so for the Truthful and Powerful thread, MJ12!🙏💗

In a few words, as stronger is foundation as higher is Flight.

All those Soros and kind, they can exist just in the low vibration Matrix, so they are very limited, even with their knowledge which is stolen from others.

1/28/2020 3:14:51 AM covertress The link to the old, searchable archive is within this post: https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1221404675498553344?s=20 …

1/28/2020 3:16:21 AM nanablue37 Maybe i just need more coffee but I'm just not getting it.

1/28/2020 3:21:27 AM nanablue37 I will be praying for your son.  What is his name?

1/28/2020 3:21:40 AM bethatfeather  pic.twitter.com/yIgnY6vBzX

1/28/2020 3:22:55 AM bethatfeather Read the last few lines. BILL & Melinda Gates! pic.twitter.com/UKTZ7ZHTQS

1/28/2020 3:23:21 AM merorschach David 🙏

1/28/2020 3:23:50 AM americanon57 This is the new form of advertisement now. FEAR!

1/28/2020 3:28:20 AM nanablue37 I just realized i have been doing that my whole life and never even realized it. Fascinating.

1/28/2020 3:32:16 AM blue_marbleeyes So that bring us back to Gates.  He has invested millions into MIT, and has very close ties.  The CEO of MIT Labs resigned after trying to cover that up. 

Links below 

 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/01/bill-gates-for-mit-technology-review-tech-that-will-change-the-world.html …

 https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-connections-jeffrey-epstein-mit-donations-ronan-farrow-2019-9 …

Aware of this???

 https://www.vaccines.news/2016-06-22-bill-gates-took-part-in-criminally-negligient-vaccine-experiments-on-poor-indian-children.html …

1/28/2020 3:35:38 AM revelation4444 Praying for you Son.

1/28/2020 3:59:19 AM david00997884 Amin Brother, good read of knowledge.

1/28/2020 3:59:55 AM david00997884 Good read

1/28/2020 4:04:10 AM petermdavies80 Show me the most legitimately investigated, multiple source verified accusation against Schiff.

1/28/2020 4:08:46 AM rosscarwalker So do we still not have an idea RE Ograns Schcok? @MongrelGlory

1/28/2020 4:14:07 AM campedincenter Now do Devin Nunes. https://www.newsweek.com/winery-part-owned-devin-nunes-sued-over-cocaine-and-prostitutes-yacht-party-942405?amp=1 …

1/28/2020 4:14:55 AM nana_marie_911 Said ever pig pervert I know. pic.twitter.com/XmYH2dUE1O

1/28/2020 4:15:02 AM campedincenter Btw, you’re all operating under a powerful delusion and I’ll be praying that you wake up soon before you ruin your lives forever.



1/28/2020 4:17:12 AM rosscarwalker Tony Blair was on the flight log

1/28/2020 4:20:09 AM rosscarwalker TB has connections to Mossad and JE

1/28/2020 4:22:32 AM schiller_spmode Wow! This puts it all in proper perspective. 👍🏾

1/28/2020 4:36:10 AM homeofthetitans Thx. Not familiar with Scott will have to research.

1/28/2020 4:42:37 AM tresabridges Nope. They make you sick to make you well. I’m not doing it.

1/28/2020 4:43:23 AM tresabridges The resistance = sedition

1/28/2020 4:52:36 AM transformnow2q @threadreaderapp unroll please, thanQ

1/28/2020 4:52:37 AM threadreaderapp Salam, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/28/2020 4:52:39 AM digitalsoldie20 Wow#GodWins

1/28/2020 4:56:26 AM roachsg I just did it twice.  That easy.

1/28/2020 5:00:34 AM __jabird__ Well said and explained. Thank you.

1/28/2020 5:02:36 AM eaj76 If you’re speaking of Trump there’s a huge problem with your eyesight !

1/28/2020 5:03:00 AM __jabird__ It’s a nothing burger. Just like all the rest. They desperately want it to turn into “A Thing”. They will be denied once again. WWG1WGA.

1/28/2020 5:05:37 AM karma4event201 Add evil to that theory and look at the possibilities. Profits, Biowarfare, illness from vaccine more profits

1/28/2020 5:06:13 AM cheryl00862394 Well said...thankQ

1/28/2020 5:07:58 AM burgersandra Key words = feed on fear.  Reverse this.

1/28/2020 5:09:50 AM mrernietests Amen

1/28/2020 5:13:34 AM momekool1 Where did you them?

1/28/2020 5:15:38 AM ferris144 Just read the content... pic.twitter.com/Q8RfAMtAbz

1/28/2020 5:16:29 AM tillie71120939 Why can't you stop #geoengineering It is killing EARTH!

1/28/2020 5:24:11 AM fpresident45 You got that right! #Resist pic.twitter.com/q25mbnxElh

1/28/2020 5:24:21 AM sparkleloung I’m having difficulty with the thought that our votes have any matter pic.twitter.com/0PyYPSbNJc

1/28/2020 5:33:55 AM laurenmbradley Heyyyy y’all remember this train??? Hahahah lets keep it going!! 💞 pic.twitter.com/kQnNq7jIZz

1/28/2020 5:34:10 AM med_anon Is it still the hunters moon? https://youtu.be/wIft-t-MQuE 

1/28/2020 5:36:35 AM flowersoul Essential info... Yes We Are The News....good news now!!!💖

1/28/2020 5:41:10 AM wearediamonds2 🤗

1/28/2020 5:42:18 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/28/2020 5:43:54 AM christopherrosk Let it go, seriously.. work on your comprehension skills or something.. how you come up with such nonsense is beyond me.

1/28/2020 5:44:31 AM roachsg This whole thread is nonsense.

1/28/2020 5:47:39 AM aleoniea Thank you....

1/28/2020 5:50:40 AM laurenmbradley Gonna add my buddy @UriHayashi to the fold. Hes a digital samurai, hardcore researcher. Yuri, meet the fam. Fam, meet Yuri. <3 <3 <3 

pic.twitter.com/1I7WxqZ885

1/28/2020 5:52:06 AM bbobbio71 Good news. 

Definitely notable!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SSG_PAIN/status/1222152061971656704 …

1/28/2020 5:52:57 AM ericpartchey This was a great thread! It resonated with me👍

1/28/2020 5:54:06 AM laurenmbradley LOVE LOVE LOVE that album! I personally like Going to California. Such a beautiful song. <3

1/28/2020 5:54:44 AM werthenewsnow Funny when I copied this thread into a word document to re-read later, #1-5 copied and #23-27 copied. Did it twice and each time it left out #6-22 out, 

so i had to manually copy them. Wonder why??

1/28/2020 5:55:23 AM ericpartchey All things are possible. Only believe

1/28/2020 5:57:33 AM wwg1wga93583681 you are most welcome pic.twitter.com/XOEPjxWMAy

1/28/2020 5:58:48 AM sheilaabrams5 Must have been written about that Sommerst lady.

1/28/2020 5:59:00 AM sunnyawakening Awesome. Thank you for sharing this!

1/28/2020 6:03:46 AM shansway Great read Majestic, thank you

1/28/2020 6:07:48 AM italianmom555 Thank You MAJIC12

1/28/2020 6:09:07 AM pothanatania You just freakin’ blew my mind with that! 🤯 

Thankyou! ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️

1/28/2020 6:18:27 AM lo_vvriter In skiing and in life “look where you want to go”.  Strive for the path of good. 

One’s behavior influences others. I hide behind anonymity (lame as it is) and it bothers me. But my livelihood depends on lefties. So I do what I can. 

Thanks majic.

1/28/2020 6:23:12 AM shining91109743 Guess it was a stupid question.

1/28/2020 6:28:49 AM sky3691111 THIS is realy good!

1/28/2020 6:29:16 AM sky3691111 2017

1/28/2020 6:30:55 AM sky3691111 You are on your path....congrats pic.twitter.com/bHByXqKsMj

1/28/2020 6:34:04 AM tiraeche @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I had to refollow you.  It seems that twatter is playing games with your account.

1/28/2020 6:35:03 AM connie2441 From Power vs Force:

His books are life changing. pic.twitter.com/maU1yZRHIL

1/28/2020 6:37:38 AM kathywunderlic3 💗😊

1/28/2020 6:39:22 AM laurenmbradley ^real deal I told y’all. pic.twitter.com/5gGGHKgJXV

1/28/2020 6:40:04 AM heathermagness When we asked Siri about his death on Sunday she said he died “yesterday” which would have been Saturday. 👀

1/28/2020 6:41:16 AM mgodfrey99 👀

2012.... pic.twitter.com/UJ69fxMIgj

1/28/2020 6:44:43 AM indianagrammie Thank you

1/28/2020 7:00:52 AM jonesterrible READ THIS

1/28/2020 7:01:51 AM ssn722veteran Please tell more if you can.

1/28/2020 7:03:48 AM fansblowing3 These trips?  🤔 pic.twitter.com/FQ6pCkDNCV

1/28/2020 7:04:55 AM rosscarwalker This is what I've been sent:   http://www.whoissomersetbelenoff.com/bloody-rise-to-power.html …

1/28/2020 7:08:03 AM rosscarwalker There is a suggestion it's Somerset Belenoff

1/28/2020 7:12:21 AM cryptogyu #ZeroPoint love this, yes!

1/28/2020 7:13:40 AM luvcampdelta Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for thople to 

consider using during the 2020 Election as a means to an end. 2/ Today the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 d…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …

1/28/2020 7:14:53 AM realproudmom2 I just told my husband the Q movement is up to 45 million and he told me “you’re completely crazy” “you’ve lost it”.  😡

1/28/2020 7:31:49 AM thegvrnr Intention of message over message itself

1/28/2020 7:34:41 AM allahuniversal Link in my bio, partial collection available



1/28/2020 7:35:04 AM vickigp1 Thank you Majic12! Truth will push out the darkness in our world.

The Sa•tanic pedophile network is worldwide

#QAnon #DarkToLight #SaveTheChildren

#Epsteindidntkillhimself https://www.oye.news/news/government/islands-of-terror/ …

1/28/2020 7:39:11 AM truthdying The only part i dont grt is the zinc where do i get a peice of zink and is cancer a virus

1/28/2020 7:43:21 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/AjDDpSWOLY

1/28/2020 7:44:13 AM positively303 MJ- 45mm in US alone?

1/28/2020 7:48:19 AM whsthestorm we literally can manifest new realities just with our minds.

1/28/2020 7:54:30 AM mightymouse211 WWG1WGA #NoMoreChildrenHurt #GodWins Amen pic.twitter.com/EBDo93sQ7o

1/28/2020 7:57:43 AM mongrelglory Yes, I read that site.  However there is no other corroborating information on the internet, and many have  suggested that site is a hoax, which I tend 

to believe as well.

1/28/2020 8:02:12 AM mongrelglory That's true!  I forgot!👍

1/28/2020 8:04:01 AM dls00741 like the 100th monkey effect?  is that what is the magic of the 3.6.&9?

1/28/2020 8:05:19 AM rikudochan "You are a duality between the spirit realm and the physical realm. Your spirit is infinite and you are a life energy particle that only exists in the 12th 

dimension. It is the substance of God." 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/28/2020 8:06:42 AM dls00741 I think there are many names for one concept.  You may understand the concept just not with the name 3, 6, & 9.

I'm waiting for confirmation, but I think it is like the 100th monkey effect... a growing of the collective consciousness. Once you see it you can't unsee it.

1/28/2020 8:07:54 AM grzy_taco_meat This is about Hunter Biden.  Jeeeeeez.

1/28/2020 8:09:32 AM mongrelglory I'm not very good at these puzzles.  GRCO could stand for Greenbelt Resources Corporation, which is a company in California: 

https://www.greenbeltresources.com/ 

1/28/2020 8:10:47 AM dls00741 I put my house up for sale yesterday for 63K

6+3 = 9

I won't get 63K for the house, but the numbers will attract more house hunters.

1/28/2020 8:12:46 AM americanmkultra Pic taken today, January 28, 2020

Stun gun marks still visible

Attempt at 'cover-up' via 

C_A Dantalion network to make us sign 'Release of ALL Claims' (past&present)

In spite of Tor_ure/R_pe/mind control programming&cloning;

We Didn't Sign It

#LoveWon

#IknowWhatyouDidlastsummer pic.twitter.com/WSzmvnNlA8
1/28/2020 8:14:12 AM rosscarwalker TB could easily be the secret head of Mi5 / Mi6. Think about how much travelling he does and how much he gets paid

1/28/2020 8:14:27 AM vickigp1 Veteran C_A agent John Kiarakou told how the C_A supplied children to elites. The original article was scrubbed. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20180126190545/ http://www.topsecretwriters.com/2018/01/cia-agent-says-agency-supplies-pedophiles-children/ …

1/28/2020 8:15:52 AM mongrelglory They're involved with using waste from "food and beverage" producers to create "biofuel". Ethanol and animal feed/fertilizers are their main products 

they make. 🤨

1/28/2020 8:18:09 AM rosscarwalker I got it I think:

 https://www.cogr.edu/board-and-committees …

1/28/2020 8:18:31 AM lamieret People need to read this 3 6 and even 9 times, so it permeates.

1/28/2020 8:21:16 AM mongrelglory Some of their waste, they get from "hospitals" and "prisons". 😒  You can read all about them in this PDF: https://www.greenbeltresources.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/12/Greenbelt-Resources-Q3-2019-OTC-Filing.pdf …   I think this is another company involved in body disposal! 😠

1/28/2020 8:21:34 AM rosscarwalker COGR is an association of leading research universities, affiliated medical centers, and independent research institutes.

1/28/2020 8:22:22 AM kathywunderlic3 😁💗

1/28/2020 8:24:22 AM mongrelglory Think about it!  A $30 billion a year human trafficking industry is going to have a lot of bodies to dispose of!  Especially the small children who usually 

end up dying from the abuse.  They have to have a way to dispose of bodies with no trace.  Enter "Biofuel" companies!

1/28/2020 8:26:04 AM mongrelglory It's Soylent Green! 😖  They use the by-products of these bodies in fertilizers, animal feed, or ethanol fuel. 😭

1/28/2020 8:26:34 AM rosscarwalker You think they were literally turning the bodies into fuel and fertiliser?

1/28/2020 8:29:45 AM rosscarwalker So our names are potentially: Darren Eng, Joseph Pivinski, Floyd Butterfield, Michael

Nakamura

1/28/2020 8:32:00 AM mongrelglory It's the best way to get rid of evidence of their crimes, and to turn us all into Cannibals in one of their sick rituals. It's like the movie "Clous Atlas" (has a 

lot of disclosure). They were liquifying the bodies of the clones and then feeding it back to them in protein drinks.

1/28/2020 8:33:18 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/kstFJBI86N

1/28/2020 8:33:21 AM mongrelglory I think it was the company operations that MJ-12 were trying to highlight.  Many of these "green energy" companies actually are fronts for horrible 

things!

1/28/2020 8:34:30 AM americanpetal This is so disturbing. 😭

1/28/2020 8:35:08 AM mongrelglory I googled it in order of the spelling mistakes...GRCO which directly brought up the company I've highlighted above.  Greenbelt-Resources Corporation.

1/28/2020 8:36:10 AM mongrelglory No, you have googled something totally different.  That's not what I'm talking about.

1/28/2020 8:37:09 AM rosscarwalker In this inverted world we exist in sadly it makes sense.

1/28/2020 8:38:10 AM rosscarwalker There's a list of the directors 

 https://www.greenbeltresources.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Greenbelt-Resources-Q3-2019-OTC-Filing.pdf …

1/28/2020 8:38:53 AM mongrelglory But it makes sense doesn't it?  They need an efficient way of getting rid of bodies that does not leave behind any "forensic evidence".  It would be 

impossible to trace DNA and identify victims once they've been liquified with other bodies in a large vat. 😖

1/28/2020 8:41:39 AM aprilbrown99 Oh gosh...I feel really sick to my stomach now. 🤢🤢🤢 

It resonates that you are on to something here. 😨😨😨

1/28/2020 8:42:03 AM americanpetal Yes. They have to have a way to destroy the bodies. They use acid to dissolve the bodies at the Standard Hotel. Sick

1/28/2020 8:42:21 AM aprilbrown99 Oh YES!  Cloud atlas...with Hanx no less...no coincidences EVER! 💥💥💥

1/28/2020 8:43:27 AM aprilbrown99 I feel sick now. Omg...🤢🤢🤢 pic.twitter.com/BhfyUT72MH

1/28/2020 8:45:15 AM lizannnoble1 Great thread!



1/28/2020 8:49:04 AM grown_show Agree, agree, agree.

1/28/2020 8:52:30 AM rosscarwalker Now we should try this: PA->GM->___->___(n)->🇮🇱

1/28/2020 8:58:04 AM adam51016989 Truth lies within, my friend.  

I’ve done some looking into this, while I cannot say with proof it’s legit...I think she may be the real deal. 

The only “proof” I can give you is to look at society. Do we live in a patriarchy? Are you sure? Why? 

Are the payseurs at the top?

1/28/2020 8:58:35 AM nanablue37 Fascinating

1/28/2020 8:59:37 AM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 27-28 SPECIA...  https://youtu.be/xib2797hifg  via @YouTube

1/28/2020 9:00:19 AM mongrelglory It's the best way to get rid of evidence of their crimes, and to turn us all into Cannibals in one of their sick rituals. It's like the movie "Cloud Atlas" (has a 

lot of disclosure). They were liquifying the bodies of the clones and then feeding it back to them in protein drinks.

1/28/2020 9:10:10 AM anonpatriotccj ograns shcok

1/28/2020 9:11:05 AM animaldesatado what’s the 100th monkey effect?

1/28/2020 9:12:34 AM anonpatriotccj Gravitational wave detector OGRAN as multi-messenger project of RAS-MSU

1/28/2020 9:14:41 AM dls00741 amazing study... monkeys like sweet potatoes (sp).  So researchers threw them in the sand.  monkeys didn't like the sand, so they ignored them.  

researchers taught the baby monkeys to wash them off in a stream... and soon all the monkeys were washing sp.  

This all...

1/28/2020 9:16:12 AM dls00741 ...occurred on a small isolated island.  It was repeated on another isolated island, and the monkeys "knew" right away to wash them.  Theory is this 

new knowledge went into the collective conscious.

1/28/2020 9:16:27 AM weediblue I'd recommend reading the Celestine Prophecy.

1/28/2020 9:18:07 AM dls00741 another experiment was done in Australia where ppl were to find faces within a collage. Afterwards, the experimenters showed all the faces missed.  

The number of faces found was the data set.  The experiment was repeated around various places and each time more and more ...

1/28/2020 9:20:22 AM dls00741 initial searches for faces had higher and higher numbers of faces detected in the mural.  

It's like it was once a belief that running a mile couldn't be done in under 4 minutes.  Once the record was broken, many ppl could do it.  

Collective Consciousness.

1/28/2020 9:21:41 AM mike72279593 I hope the Storm with name lolita over germany is not only the weather

1/28/2020 9:24:18 AM cindinelson19 Yep

1/28/2020 9:24:51 AM cindinelson19 No choice for daughter

1/28/2020 9:27:17 AM cindinelson19 No one saved him.

1/28/2020 9:36:30 AM yellamoj "This place is ever connected to the human soul and spirit"  - 45 talking about Isreal and Palestine.

1/28/2020 9:41:51 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/THdMGRkoyP

1/28/2020 9:42:42 AM goldyone5 What moon? I didn’t see any moon out last night. Did you? I did get the RV confirmed last night. Finally it has taken all I have ever experienced in my 

life to give me the perseverance ambition & courage to see this to its end.

1/28/2020 9:44:22 AM mcpatriot64 5:5 Thank you Majestic

1/28/2020 9:44:53 AM colonelflanagan As usual, I've been called crazy for stating this exact thing to others.  It's been repeated so many times now it's just crazy and people are STILL falling 

for it.

1/28/2020 9:47:36 AM colonelflanagan Have you never heard of the massive population of China, the "undesirable " districts,  and that they have globalist communists in charge?

1/28/2020 9:49:02 AM nine_six3 Perhaps, as @HyperionHyker mentioned above, it is a way to pay tribute/“sacrifice” in worship to their sun god? Maybe their delusional high-hopes to 

increase the negative energy and pull on the coming events? Sucks for them though… “Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming. Nothing!!!”

1/28/2020 9:54:37 AM sdane8 If that's the case, you may not want to mention MJ responded! 😂😂😂

1/28/2020 10:03:05 AM jml51555 This is so depressing. Such monsters.

1/28/2020 10:03:25 AM rachaelangelm Sad

1/28/2020 10:04:04 AM sdane8  https://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2020/jan/27/supreme-court-gives-trump-go-ahead-deny-immigrants/ …

1/28/2020 10:04:57 AM allahuniversal Always on point 🎯

1/28/2020 10:06:48 AM raneewe68073921 So, we are already dead?

1/28/2020 10:08:07 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼

1/28/2020 10:11:15 AM pipindfw Really? Sounds like wishful thinking to me.

1/28/2020 10:18:06 AM laurabusse Maybe I'm starting to get this now

When we see numbers in alignment

1111 444 etc

We are in alignment with Source

As within so without

When we use 3 6 and 9 with our consciousness

We start to see 3 6 and 9 a lot

This synchronicity indicates truth

I'm seeing lots of 3s 6s 9s...
1/28/2020 10:20:40 AM munkeypilot Powerful...Responsibilities...

1/28/2020 10:23:32 AM laurabusse Watched this body language video

Schiff and nadler

 https://youtu.be/t3h9Oa1eTj0 

Makes the case that

Schiff is lying

Aka deception

Portrayal

However

He is also trying to convey that

He needs us to believe him

So

He's not saying

I'm telling the truth

He's saying

I need you to believe me
1/28/2020 10:27:09 AM med_anon First Moon

Full Moon

WOLF MOON

Thanks for the news!

I'm busy with RV too 😘 https://youtu.be/CbiYSQ1NQ7c 



1/28/2020 10:27:14 AM laurabusse So

Believing something somehow actually makes it true

You create your reality with your thoughts

A belief is a thought you think over and over

So you create your reality with your beliefs

If you believe something

It becomes true...
1/28/2020 10:29:39 AM cosmic_engineer He definitely needs people to believe him.

Schiff is so f'd

Kangaroo court in the House was just to get these 🤡s to perjur themselves

1/28/2020 10:31:46 AM whsthestorm exactly, life is what we make of it. living within societal constricts will take us to a predetermined future. following your heart turns reality into your 

construct. limitless futures

1/28/2020 10:34:22 AM lightseeker2012 I use 3-6-9 in my workouts - 12 or 15 reps, 27-minute circuits, 36 min of cardio, etc.  You can use any number divisible by 3, 6 or 9.  Start using these 

numbers to replace things you do in your daily life.

1/28/2020 10:35:27 AM laurabusse This is awesome news

The ppl following Q have more power than Soros or Clinton pic.twitter.com/t6wMVIonoo

1/28/2020 10:36:09 AM lightseeker2012 Koby's "Musecage" is pretty dark and strange. https://twitter.com/LightSeeker2012/status/1222224245360455681 …

1/28/2020 10:37:03 AM laurabusse Peace and love

Peace and love

Peace and love pic.twitter.com/fxj3e3xoiT

1/28/2020 10:37:32 AM yaboi_seth12 Fog doesn't cause engine failure anyway....

1/28/2020 10:37:50 AM sean_blackwolf Mine also! It’s a purposely released bio weapon.

1/28/2020 10:38:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember Israel was being saved for last.

1/28/2020 10:38:34 AM sadieandmaya I was just actually thinking that!

1/28/2020 10:40:30 AM gi6stars  https://imgflip.com/memegenerator 

1/28/2020 10:40:44 AM consortiapartn1 Now comes the boom?

1/28/2020 10:40:56 AM jeff70477084  pic.twitter.com/r3VbKJbrq2

1/28/2020 10:41:12 AM earth2nissy Last before GESARA announcement? I am kidding. Kind of.

1/28/2020 10:41:16 AM stclair00 Say hello from Barcelona to him 😀 and imagine what my (spanish) family thinks

1/28/2020 10:41:16 AM 369helen313 Congratulations 🇺🇸🇮🇱

#GODWINS

1/28/2020 10:41:59 AM jml51555 Yes, I agree. The more research I do, the angrier I get. I’ve always felt that there is something nefarious going on, never in my wildest nightmares, did I 

think it would be this level of evil. 😪

1/28/2020 10:42:00 AM thepeacekitten How do we gain access these types of crystals? Are they for sale?

1/28/2020 10:42:05 AM laurabusse Just a thought

Kryon says that the universe is based on base 6 math

Bees make 6 sided cells

Snowflakes have 6 sides

I always wondered why

If you take a circle

You can fit exactly 6 of those same circles

Around the original circle
1/28/2020 10:42:21 AM mattsmithsongs 💜☀️✌️

1/28/2020 10:42:25 AM scott_rick Ok so we’re at the end of Act III then?

1/28/2020 10:42:42 AM suspicioussteez Can you tell me about 3 6 and 9? These numbers have more meaning than i thought. My birthday is june 9th, 6/9. Recently i was playing roulette, my 

last spin i put it all on 6, and it landed on 6 i told the  guy move that pile to 9 and it landed on 9.

1/28/2020 10:42:57 AM mattsmithsongs Boom already happened. They announced this morning ISIS destroyed

1/28/2020 10:44:09 AM cosmic_engineer So where's 🍁 in all this?  🇫🇷 and other DS owned countries?

1/28/2020 10:44:18 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.bitchute.com/video/mZpeJkSNjcA3/ …

1/28/2020 10:44:29 AM deanna_danforth Yes,  we now know what doesn’t work. This journey has been heartbreaking. I believe we will make it out this time, not stuck in loop.  Some of us 

always knew this wasn’t home. The hate here has made many of us ill.  I am not coming back and I mean it lol

1/28/2020 10:45:01 AM jeremyrobards7 I remember...…………………………..

1/28/2020 10:46:39 AM laurabusse Yeah

I could feel it

Very powerful message

MJ12 a LARP?

Don't think so...

1/28/2020 10:48:06 AM laurabusse It's a shock when you first hear it

But I've been hearing this for a long time

1/28/2020 10:48:58 AM whomeve09705394 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/28/2020 10:49:03 AM consortiapartn1 DECLAS and the Deep State take down globally needs to happen yet. 

Once they are led out to face the music then the blinkers will be removed for the majority of the population. 

We are still only a small proportion of the 7 billion people on the planet

1/28/2020 10:49:31 AM consortiapartn1 I missed that announcement btw ....cheers

1/28/2020 10:49:31 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/28/2020 10:50:31 AM mountain_jump3r check out Marko Rodin. He has lectures too that are BY FAR the most comprehensive explanations I've found 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MG_2lRAHeh0 …

1/28/2020 10:51:58 AM mwannahockalugi That's true, but I doubt this is what Q was referring to. Think Mossad.

1/28/2020 10:52:23 AM jamiegrahamusa We can have them ..however..tbey are very powerful and NOT to be taken lightly. THEY ARE NOT WHAT WE CALL CRYSTALS

1/28/2020 10:52:57 AM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/4M8LB--H50M  some crazy stuff

1/28/2020 10:53:29 AM jamiegrahamusa Im bringin a few in. And making sure they have sea ...sand...light...love..etc.

These ARE NOT CHUNKS OF GLASS



1/28/2020 10:53:45 AM laurabusse Just because you're having an emotional reaction

Does not mean the purpose of the message was to emotionally manipulate

He's stating facts which can be found elsewhere

It's a gruesome fact

Gruesome facts can elicit negative emotions

Especially the first time you've heard it

1/28/2020 10:55:28 AM laurabusse You're dismissing it if you dismiss it as emotional manipulation if you're not going to look into it further to research its veracity

1/28/2020 10:56:21 AM gingerbanana2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Hi!  If you don’t mind I think it would be super helpful to most if you explain HOW to use the 3, 6, 9 or point in the direction of 

where to find the information. 😁

1/28/2020 10:57:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 "My vision will change that. Our Majestic Biblical Heritage will be live, breath, flourish in modern times. All humanity should be able to enjoy the glories 

of the Holy Land. This part of the world is forever connected to the human soul and the human spirit." - @realDonaldTrump

1/28/2020 10:58:09 AM nona3142 Or maybe saved last

1/28/2020 10:58:49 AM atashfire It's about to get biblical!

1/28/2020 10:58:58 AM fansblowing3 What exactly is that rock in the Dome of the Rock?  Some kind of space technology?

1/28/2020 10:59:01 AM _17patriot_ You caught that majestic shoutout - only a matter of time before yall tweeted that lol

1/28/2020 10:59:06 AM patriotswegoall Make Israel great again?

1/28/2020 10:59:28 AM jamiegrahamusa After they go through their natiral clearing and adaption im happy to share them. Its very important. We have no clue about the teauma etc. Very 

sensitive. You wouldnt just take a lost kid n plop them somewhere. Its very similar. And. If you have bad energy...they can escalate

1/28/2020 10:59:31 AM tallustelija1 Best for the last

1/28/2020 10:59:32 AM lambwaffle It's literally a metaphor for bitcoins

1/28/2020 11:00:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 We believe that Peace is the Prize.

1/28/2020 11:00:49 AM jamiegrahamusa If you are cleared of all child teauma and spouse hatred etc...love is huge.

So you can grab one. But you are missing the live from this imazing being

1/28/2020 11:01:13 AM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712 …

1/28/2020 11:01:13 AM grzy_taco_meat Bitcoins are committing treason/sedition?  It is about the Bidens.  This one is easy.

1/28/2020 11:02:09 AM jamiegrahamusa I can spell. But im given the truth and do not care ablut lil things. Do not pick at the ones u love

1/28/2020 11:02:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 +18 Days (9) https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215661032363962368 …

1/28/2020 11:02:17 AM colonelflanagan Because Israel has been behind much of the world's woes.

"If you want to know who rules you, simply find out of whom you cannot speak" -Voltaire

Think about that next time someone cries antisemitism for simply asking a question.

1/28/2020 11:02:36 AM aleks8837 ❤️

1/28/2020 11:02:55 AM allahuniversal 👆🏽 Highly recommended

1/28/2020 11:03:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105978195818483712 …

1/28/2020 11:03:33 AM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/RlQrA0R1I4

1/28/2020 11:03:35 AM jelkscabaniss For the 3, 6 & 9 bits (Nikola Tesla), start with this: https://youtu.be/54q2OfUjpdQ 

1/28/2020 11:04:25 AM badassack Reality around you is this....

Imagine if you will,  a concentration camp placed onto Earth. All of Earth is encompassed inside.

Imagine what personell you will need to run the camp. The camp is run by Satan, and jobs filled by demons, spirits, and influences.

1/28/2020 11:04:28 AM _17patriot_ Peace was always the option.

1/28/2020 11:05:02 AM keith369me Although time is an illusion subsequent dominoes fall faster than the first few.

1/28/2020 11:05:32 AM aleks8837 Jesus

1/28/2020 11:05:35 AM mbs357 But what's the cost?  Quickest and easiest way to peace is unconditional surrender.

1/28/2020 11:06:34 AM ericpartchey Just was thinking this today. Must be heading down home stretch

1/28/2020 11:06:54 AM truth939 Your Soul & Spirit are eternal.  The Soul is the true (God) essence of an entity that can be corrupted, but never destroyed.  The Spirit is what drives an 

entity to exercise free will with passion.

1/28/2020 11:07:56 AM badassack The camp is completely surrounded by the forces of Yahshua, and spies are sent in, battles are waged, to bring the good news of hope to the prisoners 

of this world. The propaganda is strong, the enemy forces trying to quell uprisings of Truth.

1/28/2020 11:09:13 AM atashfire He's a deciever and now he's Trumps lackey.

1/28/2020 11:09:27 AM lobster_byte Bolton is black.

1/28/2020 11:09:38 AM keith369me Generations of fighting in the Middle East especially around Israel have all been instigated by the cabal in an attempt to prevent the connection that is 

within our reach?

1/28/2020 11:09:44 AM nine_six3 "We have fulfilled our agreement.

Now it's time for Disclosure."

I Trust The Plan!!! Thank you EVERYONE who is fighting for LIGHT and LOVE. It is OUR turn now!!!

1/28/2020 11:09:45 AM qeue14 Energy & consciousness & vibration has no mass cause mass is movement of energy! There is no mass but result of vibrational forces you can measure

1/28/2020 11:10:34 AM ericpartchey Amen 🙏

1/28/2020 11:11:02 AM mountain_jump3r #Trump2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkaL3h5Xy0o&feature=emb_logo …

1/28/2020 11:11:54 AM dianebachman4 He submitted and has to do what he’s told by POTUS.

1/28/2020 11:12:00 AM jollyrob2 👆Is this really now👀?

1/28/2020 11:13:29 AM mangga_buang After Israel, then what?

1/28/2020 11:15:01 AM americanpetal Beautiful sentiment.🕊

1/28/2020 11:15:14 AM atashfire Or Peace through Strength. When you have the upper hand, dominating either side, friend or foe, is easy. Trump is just and this will work out in 

everyone's favor.

1/28/2020 11:15:20 AM lobster_byte Did we sign a treaty with the black hat aliens?

1/28/2020 11:16:01 AM mycologyofmaga Can you tell me how to measure.

1/28/2020 11:16:20 AM sc_racer9 The goal is world peace so that ]WE[ can fulfill preconditions for “UFP” affiliation

What an amazing time to be alive!

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/E5QsBX4QGU

1/28/2020 11:16:39 AM allahuniversal Called this new Q a wee bit early 😂

Confirmed.

Q

 https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1222222276638248960?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/QWnyPnvMiD

1/28/2020 11:16:45 AM metavinci That’s the part that gave me chills. 

It’s on, brothers and sisters. The world will unite under God’s glory shepherded by POTUS’s refreshingly inspiring leadership.



1/28/2020 11:17:29 AM qeue14 No, sorry.

1/28/2020 11:17:39 AM lambwaffle Hunter Biden is being consumed? Definitely Bitcoin.

1/28/2020 11:17:59 AM slavenomore2 No such thing as junk dna it all serves a purpose.

1/28/2020 11:18:04 AM americanpetal I’ve experienced that too w his messages sometimes. 🕊

1/28/2020 11:19:06 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/9m27mqoevJ

1/28/2020 11:19:32 AM mycologyofmaga Oh okay, well, I will do what I think increases my vibration.

1/28/2020 11:20:19 AM mattf1229 I wish we wasnt limited to so few characters. This is actually really simple. Positive energy exists regardless of our knowledge, as does negative energy. 

Both can be influenced outside the realm of conciousness.

We are not alone, we are being helped along.

1/28/2020 11:20:22 AM laurabusse Crazy is just a word for something you don't understand

1/28/2020 11:20:44 AM dls00741 ive seen this vid... and still don't get it... i will listen again with new ears.

1/28/2020 11:21:44 AM qeue14 Fruits and living food like veggies without heating rises body vibration as meditation releasing chi.

1/28/2020 11:21:47 AM teamsterr07 Hes been using " majestic"  a lot in his speeches as of late.

1/28/2020 11:23:17 AM qeue14 Herbs like cannae family are also good for high vibration with music cuz vibration is sound.

1/28/2020 11:23:28 AM mycologyofmaga Perfect, I just had a salad today. The opposite of spirits I suppose.

1/28/2020 11:23:40 AM _17patriot_ Or Peace through Yah

1/28/2020 11:23:59 AM trishbrennan18 My interpretation is that we have the ability to create our reality more than we realize. Thoreau said it: “If one advances confidently in the direction of 

their dreams and endeavors to live the life he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours.”

1/28/2020 11:24:18 AM ready2go19 Constantine?

1/28/2020 11:24:35 AM mycologyofmaga I've never heard of the cannae family, this is crucial information thank you for your time!

1/28/2020 11:24:57 AM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/first-light-picture-superscript/ …

1/28/2020 11:25:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must feel the sound waves wash over your 

body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain frequencies unlock consciousness.

1/28/2020 11:26:18 AM ivancampos37 To which frequencies do you refer?

1/28/2020 11:26:47 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/TchZIB9vCu

1/28/2020 11:26:54 AM bleed1gnan Clothes are probably not helpful either... or is that just me? 🤣🤣😂

1/28/2020 11:27:14 AM e30hellcat That's good knowing that many of us also listen to some potentially poisonous music.

1/28/2020 11:27:25 AM kindeandtrue Trump has been having visions again. Should stay away from the magic 🍄🍄🍄.

1/28/2020 11:27:50 AM nm_zsr Thank you for confirming. I figured that headphones did not have the same effect as full sound engulfing the body.

1/28/2020 11:27:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Why was the old home of Brittaney Spears burned to the ground and never rebuilt after she exited the height of her career?

How far away was this home from the KB crash?

What if there were tunnels connecting the different homes in that community?

Who else lives in that community?

1/28/2020 11:27:51 AM auroravoyager1 Emotion = Energy in Motion.

1/28/2020 11:28:15 AM deitriechk I do feel it over my body through head phones but I may just be weird.

1/28/2020 11:28:17 AM rick_hernandez So long AirPods. Hello subwoofer. pic.twitter.com/UTg0ecrVAu

1/28/2020 11:28:27 AM joe____00 No you dont.

1/28/2020 11:28:31 AM islandofdelight Kobe captured? Not killed?

1/28/2020 11:28:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Noise cancelling headphones or bluetooth headphones are very harmful to your brain and should never be used.

1/28/2020 11:29:13 AM islandofdelight Anyway to minimize damage or just need to avoid completely?

1/28/2020 11:29:16 AM kevsqt 🤔

1/28/2020 11:29:18 AM curt_avila You are correct

1/28/2020 11:29:50 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/9PZPuPGIL3

1/28/2020 11:29:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 Music created by musicians who openly display their affiliation to the NWO / Illuminati is programmed mind control frequencies intended to lowering 

your vibrational state and ensuring that you cannot achieve unconditional love. Imagine how damaging that is to the nuclear family?

1/28/2020 11:30:05 AM deitriechk Do you recommend just running it through speakers in your home? Such as a surround sound or such?

1/28/2020 11:30:20 AM nine_six3 Thank you for the tip, I did not know this...Very good to know. I thought I was helping myself out when I bought these noise cancelling headphones 

specifically for meditation.

1/28/2020 11:30:34 AM nm_zsr Hollywood's time has come

#HollywoodTruth

#ExposeHollywood

#TryingToSeeWhatResonates

1/28/2020 11:30:39 AM qpatriotq  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1222233966800863232?s=20 …

1/28/2020 11:30:56 AM imnos482 Any recommendations? It is hard to figure out which ones may be 'tampered with'. Being programmed when you think you are deprogramming if you 

will. Appreciate you!

1/28/2020 11:31:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Tuning your instruments to 440hz will lower your conscious vibration as well. Turning your instruments to 432hz will raise your consciousness 

vibrational resonance. Remember, unconditional love is a frequency. Sound can lift your frequency to the level of unconditional love.

1/28/2020 11:31:15 AM ndeathcloak A lot of people live there. Look at the bigger picture. The entire Santa Monica Mountain Range is what you should look at. It goes all the way from 

Ventura County through Hollywood Hills.

1/28/2020 11:31:40 AM wwg1wga41020 + coronavirus = The end won't be for everyone.

1/28/2020 11:31:57 AM derekhashalon There are 24 Dimensions/Aeons or more...The duality goes up to the 13th “Dimension/Aeon”... Must Read- Pistis Sophia A Coptic Gnostic Text with 

Commentary

and also The Book of Knowledge; The Keys of Enoch, by Dr JJ Hurtak https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product-cat/books/ …

1/28/2020 11:31:58 AM nine_six3 Right? HAHAHA exactly. Makes it a little more difficult to set up in a dark closet or small space.

1/28/2020 11:32:15 AM jayrambin Hmm. Could you elaborate please?  I have brain chemical issues also.  I think I do anyway. Depression and ptsd for 40 yrs. psych meds for 16 yrs. none 

since 2015. Now just hangin on.  From ambitious to hopeless in a matter of minutes. Year after year.  Cani forfeit? Uncle.

1/28/2020 11:32:42 AM nr750 Merriam-Webster’s definition of imminent: “ready to take place : happening soon”

1/28/2020 11:32:49 AM imnos482 So glad @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is back.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1222239885706264577 …

1/28/2020 11:33:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Chakra X correlates to Majestic sound X.

Meaning Sound X will feed Chakra X.

Meaning, you can meditate to different sounds and channel different chakras.

Start at the root chakra.

You'd be shocked at how misaligned 99% of humanity's root chakra is.

Basic trust is high vibration.

1/28/2020 11:33:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Brittaney?

1/28/2020 11:33:12 AM brd369 Drake, beiber, will smith, kardashians, katie holmes to name a few.

1/28/2020 11:33:21 AM mrdesq11 Absolutely. 432Hz is the correct frequency, not 440Hz. Music and many instruments tuned to the wrong 440Hz frequency to fool us. Keep up the good 

work!

1/28/2020 11:33:25 AM khaleesi61 Please keep the children safe.

1/28/2020 11:33:38 AM auroravoyager1  https://la.curbed.com/2012/5/31/10366454/calabasas-celebrities-kanye-kardashian-bieber-drake …



1/28/2020 11:33:41 AM melbourne_3000 NOTHING would surprise me! 

#TruthIsStrangerThanFiction

1/28/2020 11:33:52 AM senseandtruth  pic.twitter.com/F23I0z6Ete

1/28/2020 11:33:59 AM chadmcgregory ugh you trying to ruin everything lol?

1/28/2020 11:34:19 AM sleky19 How to correct to have a frequency of 432Hz ?

1/28/2020 11:35:14 AM qeue14 Shut 5g devices tv and wifi.. meditate in stillness and silence. Eat raw food and clear spring water.. spend time in forest.

1/28/2020 11:35:20 AM vaporking I thought Kobe's helicopter was black? pic.twitter.com/dbLySmdzOr

1/28/2020 11:35:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 If you are in an environment with 5G, 4G, 3G, 2G, and 1G radiation then you will need to shield yourself from these frequencies in order to achieve 

alignment. Full alignment enables enlightenment which enables ascension. EMF radiation is a prison spider web preventing flight.

1/28/2020 11:36:02 AM jamesca40805661 During the reign of Christ during the millennium.  Then after armageddon

1/28/2020 11:36:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Being surrounded by EMF radiation and safe inside a bubble will result in a dogmatic paradox when attempting to ascend.

1/28/2020 11:36:47 AM nohypocrisy369 How can we correct 1.  Car stereo  2. TV  3.  Soundboards for TV  4. Bose/Alexa streaming

1/28/2020 11:36:47 AM khaleesi61  https://la.curbed.com/2012/5/31/10366454/calabasas-celebrities-kanye-kardashian-bieber-drake …

1/28/2020 11:36:47 AM emmi_1111 I myself listen to gregorian chants at 432hz

1/28/2020 11:37:22 AM ksouth21 Harmful in what way? This is frightening as these are very common place

1/28/2020 11:37:46 AM scottbi44157050 What if the boogeyman is under your bed ?

1/28/2020 11:38:02 AM tfk14944461 had the same thoughts last night. 3 6 9

1/28/2020 11:38:08 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105315228676489218?s=20 …

1/28/2020 11:38:13 AM notevenchad17 Beiber comes to mind...

1/28/2020 11:38:25 AM pleiadianshaman How do you shield yourself?

1/28/2020 11:38:33 AM trinity_jenny He was on a Lockheed Martin I think 🤔

1/28/2020 11:38:48 AM gyspylala Black Swan event? Will this be the way we introduce the gold currency?

1/28/2020 11:39:17 AM dls00741 omg... i just started taking lion's mane....

1/28/2020 11:39:31 AM anonymousada It was a chartered flight. I've heard it wasn't his normal heli. But others have said that TMZ  knew it was his because of the tail numbers...

So I'm confused. Either someone gave TMZ the heads up or it was his own heli. But we can clearly see it wasnt.

1/28/2020 11:39:46 AM wyatt251 The crazy K family n others

1/28/2020 11:39:52 AM jollyrob2 So then we must shut down #HAARP

1/28/2020 11:40:14 AM notevenchad17 What's your take on proper "Gong Baths"?? I've never done one, but I'm hot on the trail.

1/28/2020 11:40:24 AM skm56bennett ThankQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  !!

1/28/2020 11:40:24 AM doyouq What old home? To whom was iT resold?  There isn’t a single news article on it, help!

1/28/2020 11:40:56 AM grand3americano I've been binge watching SG-1 so I could understand these references. 😍

1/28/2020 11:41:11 AM bibibobibox What do you think about shungite effects? It can be really protects us from these EM fields? I use shungite.

1/28/2020 11:41:45 AM lib7473 5G, in 369 Hz, is in alignment w/ New Earth Hz, or Q+ would not be reiterating to trust 5G integration. The new technology release soon evolves around 

higher speed/Hz,but must be in Natural 369 universal code. TRUST POTUS when he says 5G rollout is good to go, as in #PANIC 😇🌈

1/28/2020 11:41:46 AM nine_six3 Santa Monica, California:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Monica,_California …

List of People from Santa Monica, California:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_people_from_Santa_Monica,_California …

1/28/2020 11:41:46 AM nschlange Is he sacrificing his own child or are they sac. Both of them?

1/28/2020 11:41:52 AM skm56bennett I was told to carry Shungite stone and place in home.o

1/28/2020 11:42:27 AM hawkgirlinmn Does Audacity software work to convert?

1/28/2020 11:42:47 AM lobster_byte Sometimes homes are burned because the cost of repair exceeds the cost of a rebuild.  How would Kobe Bryants flight path, flying over tunnels, have 

anything to do with the crash?

1/28/2020 11:42:53 AM madmaxmacgyver Netanyahu let slip something about having the Ark buried for "10 centruies uh, I mean, centuries".  Some fancy Stargate type technology being winked 

at?

1/28/2020 11:43:27 AM orbital_pi Tesla plates and organite

1/28/2020 11:43:33 AM 369palm I don’t know the answer to that. What I do recognize is that there was a deliberate play to put that girl into our consciousness, and to make us love her, 

prior to whatever happened. It makes me sick.

1/28/2020 11:43:35 AM rosscarwalker Yes, that's exactly how I felt. Sadly the majority of my friends and family think I'm a crazy conspiracy theorist. They will be shocked when they hear the 

news from the MSM.

1/28/2020 11:43:36 AM melanieanders7 Have anons been calling in on the major MSM networks to bring up talking points for the newscastors regarding the impeachment trial, to be stunned 

by? After all we are the news now! Wake ‘em up! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/28/2020 11:43:37 AM ts_sci_majic12 Going out into the woods and meditating beside a small waterfall will provide enough Majestic 369 frequencies needed. Best area to find is where your 

cellphone will not work. No cell signal. No radio signals. No wifi signals. No electrical wiring. Optimal location.

1/28/2020 11:43:50 AM ganar620955921 It is claimed that a shungite environment attenuates 1-4 G, but not 5G, will RFK Jr's suit against FCC, if successful, alleging that FCC are using outdated 

wireless radiation exposure safety guidelines, help in combating the rollout of 5G?

1/28/2020 11:43:59 AM uwriyelmag I respect what you post and appreciate the information there is one thought I like to add to your thoughts God almighty for God has a different plan 

and it is not man's but God's plan! A reminder that mans plans or weapons will be no match for Gods! pic.twitter.com/8aPEzQqfbE

1/28/2020 11:44:10 AM ndeathcloak Calabasas is on the other side of the Mountain from Malibu. The Getty sits on top of it. The Hollywood Hills sit on top of it.

1/28/2020 11:44:15 AM peter95117110 Long Bibliography 

 http://shirleykaiser.com/articles/healingmusic/bibliography/shirleykaiser.com_articles_healingmusic_bibliography.pdf …

1/28/2020 11:44:32 AM cameronldownie Truth. I wear a base ball hat that has a lining inside that shields my dome. When I have it off for a while my ears ring bad..... then slowly fades when I 

wear it.

1/28/2020 11:45:25 AM tfk14944461 also cern? and this is not about freaking misticism, those guys at cern are freaking tryin to play with the flow of frequency. with ... god.

1/28/2020 11:46:04 AM tfk14944461 ehh ... just a thought. we got this.

1/28/2020 11:46:31 AM eochaillmono What are the frequencies that relate to the 7 chakras?

1/28/2020 11:46:41 AM betsy_bananas Maybe every possible outcome is available. With our thoughts we tune into different outcomes. Lots of people believing in the same things is very 

powerful. We can change the world.

1/28/2020 11:46:47 AM kachinagtto I must be in a great location because I never get cell service at my house. They said I live in a known dead zone. Great!

1/28/2020 11:47:09 AM hammerheart78 I love heavy metal, I play guitar and record my own metal music with all instruments tuned to 432 Hz. Good or bad? Is it more about tuning than type 

of music? Lyrics are about cabal, how we’ve been deceived etc. Missed the AMA to ask this.

1/28/2020 11:47:17 AM silence24580092 Leann Rimes, Richie Sambora, Jerry O'Connell..

Thought KB might have been in a diff. heli, but tower comms clearly stated N72EX as call sign.. pic.twitter.com/HF5iwqrNIW

1/28/2020 11:48:08 AM rick_hernandez There are 3 videos in this series on sonic geometry 432 vs 440. I found this a couple of weeks ago. Interesting synchronicity. 

 https://youtu.be/qd92ksKzTKY 

 https://youtu.be/Yimor2jRmCA  https://youtu.be/PUHAJUC7Of8 

1/28/2020 11:48:23 AM realitycheck05 Is the sky event the day we blow up our artificial moon?



1/28/2020 11:48:29 AM uwriyelmag Israel is not the kingdom of Jesus they rejected Gods son Jesus and put him to death! God or Jesus and  the Angel's are much more powerful and do 

not need man to accomplish Gods purposes or will! Past history has proven this everytime! pic.twitter.com/eXMbWB4a25

1/28/2020 11:48:30 AM mermaide432526 Kardashians

1/28/2020 11:48:30 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103398625865097216?s=20 …

1/28/2020 11:48:33 AM ndeathcloak It’s almost as if you are talking directly to me! 😂 Thanks. I Am 💡

1/28/2020 11:48:33 AM notevenchad17 I'm going to build a healing center, on the cheap, and use crowd funding like MAJ suggested, we CAN make this happen in the New America, but WE 

have to create it.

1/28/2020 11:48:50 AM pcox57704507 The Holy land is NOT Holy..God dwells with man through Christ.

Where the spirit of Christ is you will find Holiness..

1/28/2020 11:49:22 AM rosmari_xundros SU EXPOSICION ES COHERENTE GRACIAS

1/28/2020 11:49:31 AM parakletosanon i guess its to much to ask the dam government to stop doing this to us.

1/28/2020 11:50:10 AM mountain_jump3r Biofield Tuning (root chakra) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MgVjToY7tI …

1/28/2020 11:50:33 AM mannypie there are a lot of alternative treatments...Ayahuasca is very well known to address trauma/PTSD/depression. I did a yoga spirtual course and a 

Peruvian trip was included. though, I did not go, I heard and spoke to many in the group who came back changed in the most positive way..

1/28/2020 11:50:37 AM marzipaningles1 Look at this article - looks like the helicopter in the picture that was purchased from the state of IL. Don't know why then his is described as black with 

the swoosh! This whole thing is so fishy!! https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/us/kobe-bryant-sikorsky-helicopter.html …

1/28/2020 11:50:48 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/sZ3waWgU3b

1/28/2020 11:51:31 AM marzipaningles1  https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/us/kobe-bryant-sikorsky-helicopter.html …

1/28/2020 11:51:33 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/IQoQMMcPfb

1/28/2020 11:52:38 AM skm56bennett I heard Shungite is better.

1/28/2020 11:52:39 AM kachinagtto I kind of take this to mean - it may work in a bubble - but eventually in order to ascend - you’d have to leave that bubble...then what?  So finding a way 

to do it in nature is the key.

1/28/2020 11:52:57 AM laurabusse Totally agree ☺️

1/28/2020 11:53:15 AM ctenfor @luvvvxoxoxo

1/28/2020 11:53:22 AM meowmeowcatcafe Thank you!❤️❤️❤️❤️

1/28/2020 11:53:58 AM jayrambin What type of ayahuasca? Dosage? Delivery?  I take Supps but doesn’t make a noticeable difference.

1/28/2020 11:54:19 AM lightlove21121 432hz

1/28/2020 11:54:36 AM jayrambin Don’t have $ for such a thing. Anything more accessible?

1/28/2020 11:55:12 AM cosmic_engineer Hericium erinaceus is one of the few medicines that can pass the blood-brain barrier and stimulate NGF production

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5987239/ …

For trauma, proper use of cubensis with meditation and psychotherapy can aid in resetting those 'ruts' in your psyche. Opens up 💯

1/28/2020 11:56:33 AM nine_six3 Thank you for the info. 

Am I correct to deduce that Basic trust represents the ROOT/Base Chakra? I can then say that the root chakra will recalibrate to a high frequency, like 

963Hz?

1/28/2020 11:56:35 AM cosmic_engineer I also use a Tibetan Buddhism energy technique (if in person) that I learned from my Sensei to aid in the rebalancing.

1/28/2020 11:57:03 AM _369311119 435hz does feelz though.

1/28/2020 11:57:11 AM cranial_ioerror Kevin Hart is Bieber's neighbor.  Hart has talked about it in interviews in the past.

1/28/2020 11:57:59 AM aleks8837  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEcqlRnw_Kc …

1/28/2020 11:58:27 AM sailingnut13 If a bug can evolve to replicate a stick in order to not be eaten by predators, or a non venomous snake could replicate the same markings of a 

poisonous snake to survive, then my answer is yes.

1/28/2020 11:58:46 AM tkfroni It was repainted after he stopped using it to go to practice every day.

Tail number was the same though, and that number was logged in the flight tracking. He always got that helicopter when he called for a pickup.

1/28/2020 11:58:56 AM kevin72032387  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nytimes.com/2020/01/27/us/kobe-bryant-sikorsky-helicopter.amp.html …

It was only wrapped with the black and yellow for one of his games.

1/28/2020 12:00:19 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/kAYIbJLS8W

1/28/2020 12:00:36 PM melanieanders7 If I spoke elegantly my thoughts aloud like I do in writing, I totally would. But I love hearing Democrats calling in saying they’ll never vote democrat 

again 🥰🤣

1/28/2020 12:01:49 PM decodematrix So as long as we have cell phone towers and wifi we won't be able to ascend.

1/28/2020 12:01:55 PM thecryingliber1 How can one escape this? Seems impossible

1/28/2020 12:03:12 PM vickigp1 This painting is in one of the K family houses pic.twitter.com/xnd8KjGeOW

1/28/2020 12:03:18 PM qqqueenbeee That’s what the Jesuits did in South America. 

 https://theculturetrip.com/south-america/peru/articles/the-untold-story-behind-the-secret-tunnels-of-hacienda-san-jose-peru/ …

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_underground14.htm …

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hacienda_San_José_(hotel) …

1/28/2020 12:03:30 PM cosmic_engineer That's great!  I used to grow them. They eat deadwood so zero costs there.  Just need a culture and some petri dish skillz.

How are you feeling since the weekend?  Remote is always tricky lol..

1/28/2020 12:03:53 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/73BNGN2OdG

1/28/2020 12:04:10 PM nine_six3 I know it can be a bit daunting to grasp at times. A suggestion has been made to us on how to begin recalibrating using the modality of 

‘Sound/Frequency’. From what I'm understanding, it is best to use a speaker of sorts and not use Headphones (noise cancelling/bluetooth)-->

1/28/2020 12:04:12 PM the_loveoflight Why then did you state before that 5g in Patriots hands is a good thing? Will that be used to send out a frequency beneficial to us, Unconditional love 

maybe?

1/28/2020 12:04:35 PM nine_six3 ->which eliminates a cost some of us already expended. Utilize sound to raise ur Consciousness or use specific frequencies to recalibrate and raise each 

‘X’ Chakra (or Energy Centre) Ex: Root Chakra at the base of your spine, connecting you to Mother Earth and your primal energy.

1/28/2020 12:04:56 PM jonesy4671 Are we talking about the house in the thousand oaks fire?

1/28/2020 12:05:17 PM qqqueenbeee Crash sites are clues... and they give white hats access and a reason to be there.  Like with sky king Beebo

1/28/2020 12:05:43 PM melanieanders7 I would t stop. You’re being heard. It’s seeds

1/28/2020 12:05:51 PM youstinksoap I don't know how I achieved being in tune with the unconditional love frequency last March...it lasted 3 days, and felt like the true meaning of the 

words bliss, joy or nirvana.  It seemed random, but maybe it wasn't?

Q:  Is that frequency home?

1/28/2020 12:06:32 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/40AdrvKRYa

1/28/2020 12:06:35 PM cosmic_engineer Ya, those are pricy retreats.

Unsure why I just had this feeling... But my Bro flies Westjet to Hawaii and I'm due to take some vacay.   Could plan for a warm healing retreat while 

the Prairies are frozen 💚



1/28/2020 12:07:02 PM wyatt251 From the big st James kill island for elite why do think 🤔 The dad crosses now who makes them do what you want if they have dirty little secret on you

1/28/2020 12:07:12 PM 9times12 the last ist now, #thestormison !!!

all details here:  https://plasmaresearch.ch/S4P_Report_Januar_2020_final_version_english.pdf …

i love you all,

namaste

1/28/2020 12:09:36 PM tucson_ron Near the Playboy Mansion?? Maybe?

1/28/2020 12:10:03 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/dB4NhMoLKh

1/28/2020 12:10:52 PM threadreaderapp Hi, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/28/2020 12:11:35 PM axraxnv Is this the reason why when one hears certain songs/beats/acoustics they get chills/goosebumps/hair raising effects?

1/28/2020 12:11:41 PM bigjim72332449 Seen a vid on Twitter recently of a jumper from helo before it went down!

1/28/2020 12:11:58 PM mattsmithsongs Saw that too

1/28/2020 12:12:14 PM suznrob Have humans been sacrificed in exchange for the technology?

1/28/2020 12:12:23 PM mongrelglory Oh no!  He's just one of Baal's servants. 😒

However, it looks like he's capitulated, so this is promising!

1/28/2020 12:12:31 PM leemagna @LadyKayeRising

1/28/2020 12:13:08 PM fansblowing3 If there are tunnels, then there is someone supplying the children for sex.  Tom Hanks lives in that neighborhood.

1/28/2020 12:13:17 PM jayrambin You’re coming to hawaii?

1/28/2020 12:13:45 PM mountain_jump3r For your healing center research: 

Robert Morse

Jerry Tennant

Biofield Tuning

Georges Lakhovsky Multiwave Oscillator

Jack Kruse

David R. Hawkins

A Course in Miracles

Weston A. Price Foundation

The Healing Codes

Earth Clinic

Happy Health (Justine Haynes)
1/28/2020 12:14:22 PM qqqueenbeee Quality taste in artwork 👹🙄

1/28/2020 12:15:43 PM americanpetal Very interesting you would do a thread on this at this time given what you just tweeted about...Israel, etc.

1/28/2020 12:16:12 PM sdane8 It's the only way for them to communicate to get around the algorithms successfully.

1/28/2020 12:16:34 PM mmerkuryxix Im in Manhattan and have been tryna get a collective together, hit my dms

1/28/2020 12:17:42 PM stanstephens13 What Q post are you referring too?  Thanks.

1/28/2020 12:18:29 PM cosmic_engineer I definitely need a vacation this winter, never been to Hawaii and have an inside line for cheap airfare.  Perhaps this is an answer to a question I was 

mulling over earlier today 😁

1/28/2020 12:18:41 PM nine_six3 I am thinking the "Basic trust is high vibration" comment is a clue for us to sort it out. Would 'Basic trust' come from the Root or from the Crown 

Chakra? Or maybe I'm completely off target here?

1/28/2020 12:19:15 PM reddpearl What BS!

1/28/2020 12:19:43 PM jeanenev I THINK JENNER 

WAS A DS 

SACRIFICE

NEVER GOT CUT . .... pic.twitter.com/5Z8ENWuj8I

1/28/2020 12:20:08 PM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/FN9cmxF5V0

1/28/2020 12:20:44 PM nine_six3 I knew it too... It's been a goal for the last few years. Truth does resonate within, I love learning how to better discern the voice/vibration.

1/28/2020 12:21:07 PM dogfaceboy25 it comes like a thief in the night. I don't know either, but the 3 days must mean something. Mine was in 1/85

1/28/2020 12:21:08 PM fansblowing3 What is the best material for clothing?

1/28/2020 12:21:52 PM caseycochrane They should be sad that they re-elected a backface puppet like Justin Trudeau for another term.

1/28/2020 12:22:14 PM jbvs2016  pic.twitter.com/pmIT3vTx9X

1/28/2020 12:22:14 PM keith369me Switched from 639 Hz to 741 Hz this morning.  Can’t wait for the ride home from work with the speaker blasting

1/28/2020 12:22:16 PM nine_six3 Mind if I ask, what is the material you're using to Shield your dome?

1/28/2020 12:23:21 PM jbvs2016 Wow ... I belive that. I did believe white hats have them🙏👀 JMO

1/28/2020 12:23:46 PM unidrag2 I bought a pair of Bluetooth headphones not long ago.  I used them ONCE & felt like I was on my cell phone for hrs.  I never bought into "cell phones 

DON'T emit radiation".  Needless to say, I got rid of those headphones & went back to corded ones, as inconvenient as the wire is.

1/28/2020 12:24:14 PM mongrelglory Hola! 😁

1/28/2020 12:24:56 PM uwriyelmag This killing applies to all who who have blood on their hands! No it is not what anyone wants to hear but needs to hear! God has always warned just as 

in the past thus to was Jesus message to warn many are not listening...🙏💞 pic.twitter.com/ZhPLBsThCE

1/28/2020 12:25:11 PM americanpetal Jack Nicholson, James Caan, Warren Beatty...their homes were all connected by underground tunnels.

1/28/2020 12:25:36 PM dianesaumure Don't we just LOVE em

1/28/2020 12:27:44 PM americanpetal Hugh Hefner too

1/28/2020 12:27:55 PM higherself_1_ Definitely would explain why she lost herself at that time. Surrounded by 👿👿 would be enough for me to shave my hair off and batter anyone which 

tried to get in my space with a baseball bat.

1/28/2020 12:28:17 PM uwriyelmag There is no fear of God! Fools just like Pharaoh! pic.twitter.com/cTH6dQwy4C

1/28/2020 12:28:27 PM vickigp1 If KB repainted the bird with the dark colors and nike swoosh, why is the smoldering tail blue stripes on white?

1/28/2020 12:28:37 PM winterhaus1776 This is all so surreal.....

1/28/2020 12:28:37 PM winterhaus1776 Apparently, he didn't use his own chopper this time.

1/28/2020 12:28:52 PM trumppatriotus1 Never have done it or liked the idea!!!

1/28/2020 12:29:12 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must 

fewaves wash over your body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …

1/28/2020 12:30:47 PM higherself_1_ Kris keener lives in the same town which the helicopter crashed in.

1/28/2020 12:31:20 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/DatBnNv5UY

1/28/2020 12:31:50 PM higherself_1_ Cough. Think he’s the chief in command.

1/28/2020 12:33:05 PM corybooker13 That gave me chills remembering the late great Ted Gunderson

1/28/2020 12:33:11 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/tEnUQboLcJ

1/28/2020 12:33:14 PM anonymousada Cool. That explains that confusion. I appreciate it!

1/28/2020 12:34:30 PM johann_reyneke #loveit

1/28/2020 12:34:55 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/0x8I5wMerw

1/28/2020 12:35:45 PM lou80377115 Frequencies have so much power.  The correct frequency can kill cancer.  Amazing thread by @Paulmuaddib61

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1211358427349422083.html … https://youtu.be/mBL9pS6GMdA 

1/28/2020 12:36:00 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/LNwaPaf0rc



1/28/2020 12:36:02 PM zerost8te i like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and #QAnon & #Cicada3301, i appreciate their effort in trying to help people understand.

but if time is an illusion, they won't mind serving time for their crimes against humanity, as any one of us would have to do

1/28/2020 12:36:36 PM mongrelglory Natural organic fibres.  I recall MJ-12 talked about this in previous tweets (way back).

1/28/2020 12:37:50 PM norwegianon Never tried that number stuff, but it turns out my bday is 3+6=9. That's pretty cool? 😎👍

1/28/2020 12:38:00 PM indigocats1 UFP affiliation??

1/28/2020 12:38:48 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/MYMbLRwx0f

1/28/2020 12:39:53 PM zerost8te many of us did not have a handy #Qanon psyop or #NeverForget hoax or a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter feed to "leave crumbs." 

we had to work and toil away against you. against all intel agency groups who think they "know" better.  

https://twitter.com/zerost8te/status/1222257043559587840 …

1/28/2020 12:40:07 PM mongrelglory My favourite sounds for recalibrating are the rhythmic sounds of real live nature...rain falling on a roof, ocean waves, a babbling brook, birds chirping, 

and the wind rustling through the leaves of trees. So sad that they are often drowned out by the noise of cities and traffic!

1/28/2020 12:41:09 PM ssn722veteran  pic.twitter.com/NbRFMGjP65

1/28/2020 12:41:18 PM higherself_1_ I’ve always believed we could. During meditation I’ve seen so much. The most amazing was was seeing and almost feeling the 12 strand double helix, 

the colours were so vibrant. I must add, before this, I hadn’t even heard of them. 🙏

1/28/2020 12:41:20 PM stryker1775 So what is being said is that Hollywod practices Witchcraft/Satanic rituals with Children which isn't a big surprise it happens in San Diego CA. 

Apparently it was a hot bed and could be to this day as well. The question is what is being done about it? Time to out the guilty!!

1/28/2020 12:42:23 PM klyhb75 Maybe that's how she got out.

They're all clones pic.twitter.com/8m21ghvxXU

1/28/2020 12:43:03 PM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/slMsf1ChWe

1/28/2020 12:44:23 PM keith369me Get back to nature is the message

1/28/2020 12:44:44 PM tucson_ron Nope, that ain't it.

1/28/2020 12:44:49 PM ipowerplace This news is incredible!  Our basic root chakra is the root of all our fear and basic sexual energy.  Millennia of abuse & trauma has led to the shut down 

& we are finally waking up to a body that is tuned to the power and flow of love!  Excited to hear more @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1222241189237268480 …

1/28/2020 12:46:12 PM ipowerplace @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Your suggestions for shielding the body from radiation?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1222241878453706752 …

1/28/2020 12:46:42 PM mongrelglory One news report said that the helicopter crashed behind Kim Kardashian's house.

"The site of the crash is close to the homes of stars including the Kardashians and Drake, who all live in Calabasas."

1/28/2020 12:48:27 PM dls00741 I had to use the tens unit Sunday, but much better since then. I had been shoveling heavy snow on Saturday... probably aggravated it.

1/28/2020 12:48:34 PM skilletmack #FreeBritney @cher

1/28/2020 12:49:16 PM skilletmack I only tag @cher because she’s full of sh*t @BritneysGram

1/28/2020 12:49:54 PM zeropointchrist YES, THEY RECORD EVERYTHING AND PLAY IT BACK IN YOUR EAR IN A REVERSE FREQUENCY CONFIGURATION PF 108° DIFFERENCE WHICH CANCELS 

OUT THE SOUND!  2 EQUALLY OPPOSING FREQUENCIES CANCEL EACH OTHER OUT.

1/28/2020 12:50:37 PM grandma26244385 pretty hard to relax to 432 when WIFI is 5G

1/28/2020 12:51:57 PM tessie711 Worth some checking...

1/28/2020 12:52:23 PM bluebetsy87 Thousand Oaks. pic.twitter.com/dXxcACWz42

1/28/2020 12:52:53 PM tessie711 Trying to avoid censure....

1/28/2020 12:52:55 PM rosscarwalker Absolute boss man

1/28/2020 12:53:50 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/GLC7qeqwyn

1/28/2020 12:53:52 PM alicemasci Tom Hanks. Will Smith. Both names on the flight logs to Epstein Island.

1/28/2020 12:54:00 PM 17thops 🎯 https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1193338130688040960?s=19 …

1/28/2020 12:54:24 PM keith369me Perhaps Kobe said no when it came to his children?

1/28/2020 12:54:27 PM emilyoakley6 I read tunnels and elevators to take you down

1/28/2020 12:55:59 PM cancierge 🧐

1/28/2020 12:56:00 PM alicemasci If he did, he wouldn't have brought his daughter (I'm guessing).

1/28/2020 12:57:07 PM americanpetal Thx. I was looking for that!🇺🇸

1/28/2020 12:57:41 PM cancierge Holy chit, these peeps all live around there too?

1/28/2020 12:57:55 PM kravitz_q I wanna join #SpaceForce 🙏🏼🐼💕

1/28/2020 12:57:58 PM mongrelglory "TA"...any ideas anyone?

1/28/2020 12:58:24 PM hlmorrison64  pic.twitter.com/fYOp0PMoNm

1/28/2020 1:00:28 PM laurabusse Love this

Brilliant

You are very clever ☺️

1/28/2020 1:00:31 PM kravitz_q That’s what I was looking for. ThanQ.  🙏🏼🐼💕⚖🚎

1/28/2020 1:00:47 PM kravitz_q Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for the 

American people to consi…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …

1/28/2020 1:00:50 PM cancierge It was just all too "planned".

Kobe's a smart guy so they might've gotten a distraction volunteer, let's see what happens;)

1/28/2020 1:01:02 PM zerost8te we shouldn't need to leave our homes to be safe or utilize our own inborn/innate gifts as humans.

this statement is exactly the problem.

1/28/2020 1:02:15 PM jkmccarthy3 Ohh geeeeee.

1/28/2020 1:03:13 PM cancierge I've been a real estate agent, a cleaning business owner, and worked for residential/commercial builders, all over the country.

Not one has ever burned an old property down, it's ALWAYS demolished with a bulldozer.

1/28/2020 1:03:37 PM sc_racer9  https://t.co/Hy8b1vSOMr  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1221449814791073792?s=21 …

1/28/2020 1:04:13 PM lorieve He always saves the best for last don't cha know, lol.

1/28/2020 1:04:46 PM realitygateway  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105315228676489218 …

1/28/2020 1:05:07 PM americanpetal No...no clue?

1/28/2020 1:05:13 PM realitygateway  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105316969539096576 …

1/28/2020 1:05:36 PM realitygateway  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105326223411032064 …

1/28/2020 1:05:46 PM americanpetal Tom Arnold!

1/28/2020 1:05:52 PM realitygateway  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105326430618046464 …

1/28/2020 1:05:54 PM cancierge She fought her handlers for a very long time.

I know exactly how she feels to be forced to pay people to rob you legally.

Human looting should be illegal too😢

1/28/2020 1:06:18 PM hlmorrison64 Yup just said this to my husband. Q said we save them for last Mossad is behind a ton of FF including 911. 5 Israelies picked up right after it happen. On 

local news but not on MSM

1/28/2020 1:06:33 PM lorieve Happy resurrection Brother!

Israel is forever!



1/28/2020 1:06:49 PM americanpetal Tom Arnold was a huge outspoken critic of Trump. He screamed loud! Remember...this who scream the loudest.

1/28/2020 1:07:17 PM cancierge I seriously doubt it.

Dude was a top level illuminati member.

1/28/2020 1:07:27 PM truth939 This may be why I often see "darker" images and encounter negative energies/entities when I often meditate?  I have achieved blissful states and 

balance, however I find it difficult.  I live in a multi-family in the city and am no doubt bombarded with EMF.

1/28/2020 1:07:30 PM cosmic_engineer Ah, yes that ☃️

The wet stuff is much denser

1/28/2020 1:07:41 PM americanpetal Those* who scream the loudest.

1/28/2020 1:08:24 PM hlmorrison64 My angel numbers 1111 keep coming up these past few months as well as 444 and 333 it's a great time to be able to experience such a great 

awakening. WWG1WGA.  🙏💗🇺🇸💗

1/28/2020 1:08:46 PM lorieve Yes, Israel has it's own arm of the deeps state to take care of. "Today, if you hear His voice, do not harden your hearts as in the wilderness." Israel, will 

you turn back to your first love?

1/28/2020 1:08:48 PM splucas22 I'm still waiting for someone to go first...

1/28/2020 1:09:05 PM americanpetal 🧐

1/28/2020 1:09:11 PM karma4event201 Kobe & 8 others - very public, big funeral

1/28/2020 1:09:38 PM cancierge They do love fire...

Cause Moloch loves fire.

1/28/2020 1:10:02 PM ialibertybelle It was a ritual day.

1/28/2020 1:10:12 PM cancierge Me too.

It's all unraveling now!

1/28/2020 1:10:13 PM lorieve Cool.

1/28/2020 1:10:15 PM observerpoint Is Orgonite considered effective at all?

1/28/2020 1:10:18 PM hlmorrison64 Mosad FF created lots of them like 911

1/28/2020 1:10:56 PM auroravoyager1 Density 1/Chakra 1 = 432Hz.

1/28/2020 1:11:16 PM hawkgirlinmn I saw a video on YouTube of something ‘falling’ out of rhe helicopter prior to crash

1/28/2020 1:11:25 PM batespm4abbey what is the vibration-frequency to aim for ..?? God frequency=998?!?

1/28/2020 1:12:33 PM cancierge Us don't need helping.

It's THEM!

1/28/2020 1:12:41 PM ialibertybelle Black was a wrap that supposedly melted off 🤷🏻♀️

1/28/2020 1:14:13 PM anonymous4835 @threadreaderapp unroll

1/28/2020 1:14:15 PM beelze_bufo At least not NYT. https://wgntv.com/2020/01/26/kobe-bryants-helicopter-was-previously-owned-by-the-state-of-

illinois/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

1/28/2020 1:14:26 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/28/2020 1:15:00 PM norwegianon Ah.. well, I don't know how the power of 3 6 9 works, but bday should have some relevance... Too bad date of conception is nearly impossible to 

know... Then again, time is an illusion? It's always now. ☮️♥️

1/28/2020 1:15:09 PM susan66388204 Yes!! I’ve been harping on that all morning.  Great threads lately btw✅ I learn so much.  Keep it coming

1/28/2020 1:15:17 PM karma4event201 Why not? 2009 pandemic was planned, US targeted, Billions dead, planners include international groups, High ranking people in the governments of 

US, Austria, UN WHO & more. 

They all invested in the involved big Pharma

1/28/2020 1:16:56 PM spicencens1 Something's not kosher!!!

1/28/2020 1:18:43 PM karma4event201 No

1/28/2020 1:18:49 PM gerriekyle Orgone bubbles

1/28/2020 1:19:05 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221848874278694917?s=20 …

1/28/2020 1:19:45 PM nun_chucknorris It’s worth it!

1/28/2020 1:20:41 PM karma4event201 State funerals are very public - Kobe's will be very public - maybe that is what is meant. Or they they do a state funeral, lie in Honer

1/28/2020 1:20:44 PM mongrelglory If the Satanists are getting desperate, they may be asking their famous followers to make bigger "sacrifices", such as perhaps their own children.  

Maybe Kobe balked at that so they killed both him and his daughter.

1/28/2020 1:21:40 PM karma4event201 Mockery and subversion

1/28/2020 1:21:50 PM mongrelglory I think once you're in their clutches, it's very hard to say "no" without suffering the consequences.

1/28/2020 1:22:30 PM shepardout Kayne West church/home is 16 miles from the crash

1/28/2020 1:23:30 PM sabina06706427 Stocks went down👎🏻

1/28/2020 1:24:24 PM karma4event201 Mr peanut was well known Brand and Cabal considers Stars like Kobe a brand 😢 

Die to save friends -mockery of Christ - 

Le Bryon was called King James

1/28/2020 1:25:48 PM grand3americano I know it’s so good. Most democrats are Goa’uld. I’m convinced .🤣

1/28/2020 1:25:51 PM mongrelglory I can only find reports of Miley Cyrus's house burning down recently.  There don't seem to be any stories of Britney Spears previously losing a home.  

Had she sold it to a buyer before it burned down?

1/28/2020 1:27:38 PM mongrelglory Plus in Northern Ontario you get the rhythmic background sound of the buzzing black-flies... 😋

1/28/2020 1:28:33 PM onplanetdiscord disturbing

1/28/2020 1:29:30 PM jbvs2016 I know that😳😆 hence why I put that. Always different ways of looking at things. Always positive...but thanks for worrying🙏

1/28/2020 1:29:33 PM americanpetal They could have been going after his daughter too to join.

1/28/2020 1:29:51 PM 17thops Pleasure fren. 🙏❤️👊

#WWG1WGA

1/28/2020 1:29:52 PM americanpetal TA Tom Arnold

1/28/2020 1:30:01 PM silence24580092 Perhaps. Articles talk about it being painted? I'm not versed in all the new techniques they use today, so it is possible that wraps are considered 

"painting" these days.🙂

1/28/2020 1:33:46 PM melhuses What do you know about orgone Energy?

1/28/2020 1:35:28 PM keith369me I tend to think that if Kobe just faded away after basketball was done instead of getting into entertainment, he’d still be alive today

1/28/2020 1:37:14 PM trinity_jenny  https://twitter.com/nathanbomey/status/1221589524763025412?s=21 …

1/28/2020 1:40:34 PM crt14361013 ✔

1/28/2020 1:41:05 PM wakeywakey2q2q It enpowers we the people to discern through fact and fiction with research. Society has collapsed into a perpetual state of f*ck it. So many people just 

believe everything they are told. That has created a media/propaganda conglomerate that people just believe no matter what.

1/28/2020 1:41:11 PM crt14361013 ✔

1/28/2020 1:41:25 PM aviatorstack It was apparently wrapped for the flight to his final game at Staples center and then removed, since the copter was in service as a charter for many 

other folks too.



1/28/2020 1:41:38 PM turboxyde Are traditional vocal sounds for the chakras anywhere close frequency wise or is this ancient information also distorted?

Example...

👇 pic.twitter.com/3uakLJn6ey

1/28/2020 1:41:44 PM jay34595865 532 will sort the damage.

1/28/2020 1:42:44 PM _369311119 If a handheld singing bowl immediately shot me out of my body and into astral(?) and into a Tron-like environment...then what frequency was (likely) 

that?

1/28/2020 1:43:00 PM nschlange White hats have Kobe (who it looks like is on the wrong side) and his daughter but not the others? I hope that's not true. If anything I hope they have 

them all, but I don't see that either.

1/28/2020 1:43:25 PM harrysmithlond2  https://youtu.be/fwZqVqbkyLM 

1/28/2020 1:43:31 PM jayrambin I know, now. Had to go to clinic to wean off. None since. But the condition still exists. Manage as best I can. But t

1/28/2020 1:43:55 PM amyw618 I’ve wondered that same thing!

1/28/2020 1:44:04 PM jbvs2016 Omg yes I pray🙏I’m sure they do. How horrible would it be if not😢 praying they are all safe.

1/28/2020 1:44:53 PM jayrambin The condition makes it hard to act. Have to force myself to meditate or do yoga.  Much resistance still. Attachments?

1/28/2020 1:45:18 PM melodynorton529 1000 years of peace

1/28/2020 1:45:59 PM jayrambin Nice. What question is that?

1/28/2020 1:46:09 PM keeter1234321 Although since writing this we’ve learned through @99freemind and others that the #Vindman twins were in an 80s @KenBurns documentary. Makes 

you wonder #deepstate #MAGA #QARMY

1/28/2020 1:46:15 PM nschlange I guess it could be, their flight pattern was really strange, but that's not what I've been thinking. I think he would've had his wife and other kids w/him if 

they planned on taking him off the plane before they crashed it.

1/28/2020 1:46:23 PM jayrambin Dm me if you like, if it’s private.

1/28/2020 1:47:05 PM mongrelglory I really don't think these Hollywood stars get to decide when they retire.  They are assets controlled by the CIA/Satanists/Cabal and have to do their 

bidding or risk consequences to their loved ones.  The more successful/high profile you are, the more demands are placed on you.

1/28/2020 1:47:31 PM veera81151963 Huge conclusion -  an indication of how you guys plan to neutralize the 400k + cell towers would be appreciated

1/28/2020 1:47:42 PM cosmic_engineer Indeed.

1/28/2020 1:47:47 PM jbvs2016 Yes haven’t heard from many talking about this🧐 I want to belive it’s being taken care of by white hats🙏

1/28/2020 1:49:46 PM eochaillmono Nice one Neil, thanks

1/28/2020 1:50:59 PM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/jIx1Sj3vQX

1/28/2020 1:51:16 PM cosmic_engineer Where to go for a trip 😉

Hawaii would be nice! 

As long as the immigration folks let this hippie in...

No record but I do have conditional discharge for cultivation lol

1/28/2020 1:52:04 PM state1union Searched for the hearing and couldn’t find it.

1/28/2020 1:52:16 PM eochaillmono Have been meditating to 396hz each morning for a couple months, never knew it was the root chakra frequency. 😉

1/28/2020 1:52:30 PM 369palm Nothing about any of this says WH to me.  That helicopter fell out of the sky sideways and blew up seconds after hitting the ground.  At least 3 families 

have been devastated.  If Kobe was being rescued why destroy the other families. Not very WHish.

1/28/2020 1:52:49 PM nm_zsr What are the 2 star clusters on the new SF badge?

1/28/2020 1:52:56 PM jayrambin It is nice here. I sent you a dm.

1/28/2020 1:54:22 PM brown_eyedladyj Queen of Illuminati

1/28/2020 1:55:54 PM rosscarwalker Cabal are finished

1/28/2020 1:56:29 PM tiktok_soul These people are sick

1/28/2020 1:56:43 PM rosscarwalker Trump is cleaning them out in the US and we're about to do the same in the UK

1/28/2020 1:57:10 PM jayrambin The Tao is intriguing. Haven’t studied. Reiki also interesting. My aunt is a reiki practitioner. I’m definitely interested in using, learning and dispensing 

energetic/vibrational/sound medicine. I’m wondering if new technologies are coming or if I should study some Reiki.

1/28/2020 1:57:42 PM nschlange You do know he's a luciferian of some kind, right?

1/28/2020 1:57:47 PM jayrambin Interesting. Who is your sensei? Where did you learn this?

1/28/2020 1:58:10 PM 369palm That’s Holmby Hills, a huge cash of weapons was taken from a house linked to a property owned by the Getty’s there. The crash was in Calabasas 

which is about a 40 minute drive on the other side of the hill.

1/28/2020 1:58:25 PM nschlange I agree. It doesn't really fit.

1/28/2020 1:58:45 PM silence24580092 This is what I found.. Was out of an aviation magazine article that someone had posted. Sorry, don't remember who it was.😕 

pic.twitter.com/XbmbdaCnnZ

1/28/2020 1:58:47 PM covertress The ancients used 111Hz https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1184014646682030080?s=20 …

1/28/2020 1:58:57 PM 369palm You should find the satanic cartoon he made for kids. Bone chilling.

1/28/2020 1:59:57 PM stevenfontain14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://klamath.craigslist.org/avo/d/tulelake-8000-bc-zeta-reticulon/7061787198.html … pic.twitter.com/x2VJVxf2uz

1/28/2020 2:00:29 PM nschlange Where is that? The last few days have been so eye opening about him. I never think too much about sports ppl, but I should've known better.

1/28/2020 2:00:40 PM jbvs2016 Lots of different stories coming out. No disrespect to anyone, in turn not making any of us bad or good. I tend to try and research as many tweets as I 

can til I know for sure. We will soon see I’m sure🙏✌️

1/28/2020 2:00:50 PM lbf777 Don’t you see MJ12 and trump are controlled opposition yet? Q is Mossad.

1/28/2020 2:01:44 PM jbvs2016 There are several in this world that are past do this club... some stay in and some want out. It’s much deeper than we know.

1/28/2020 2:02:19 PM 369palm It was floating around the twitter verse on the night he died. Same with the actual video of the crash.  The only decent records I keep are the gifs🤷♂️

1/28/2020 2:02:24 PM nschlange You should research else where and just get ideas from the tweets, but yes one day we will definitely know for sure. I get it, you don't want to think of 

him that way, no one does. It's an awful thing we all have to come to grips with. Good luck.

1/28/2020 2:03:49 PM jbvs2016 I research everywhere.. which most don’t yet should be doing. You can’t belive a few people who tell you something. Have to look at all and read all. 

Open your eyes to all.

1/28/2020 2:04:37 PM nschlange I know all that and I'm trying to be sympathetic to ppl who really liked him, I just know better now.

1/28/2020 2:04:39 PM cyberanonrevolu TOUT n'est qu'énergie.

1/28/2020 2:04:59 PM know_when_2fold post please

1/28/2020 2:05:59 PM jbvs2016 😬yes but there are many who say different. I try and ask and follow those that have info which make sense. There is so many things happening in this 

world, which we will and won’t ever know. But I can tell you there is more to this story🧐😎

1/28/2020 2:06:41 PM nschlange I have and I do.

1/28/2020 2:06:49 PM shining91109743 Actually have this, 10 feet from my back door.

1/28/2020 2:07:47 PM queen_khalifia There r tunnels. Some connect to Manse'. There has also bn many bodies fnd in the Canyons in this "elite" area. Demonic H-Wood lives there.

1/28/2020 2:08:17 PM nschlange He had a symbol for Baphomet (?) on his shirt and on his helicopter. Pretty open and shut to me

1/28/2020 2:08:47 PM jbvs2016 ✌️😎

1/28/2020 2:09:31 PM rosscarwalker 5G is a stealth weapon



1/28/2020 2:15:27 PM musickmaker Super curious about this one myself. What say you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

1/28/2020 2:15:50 PM nm_zsr Globalist agenda since b4 ww2, and updated globalist agenda cir 60's and 80's. Seems most elites push it, others blindly go along with those by whom 

they are controlled.

Globalist plan won't succeed. 

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Spoiler alert: Humanity wins.

1/28/2020 2:18:39 PM luvus16 Predictive programming w cartoons.

Kobe Bryant helicopter crash: 

Comedy Central 2016. pic.twitter.com/1Uf6kmimwM

1/28/2020 2:19:46 PM cosmic_engineer Reiki was a game changer for me. Plus work with crystals then crafting/charging orgonite using both. 

Here's my Tao upload:

 https://youtu.be/wt2Tb6TRSjY 

🙏

1/28/2020 2:20:21 PM cyberanonrevolu Are orgonites enough to protect against EMF? Thank you

1/28/2020 2:20:29 PM cosmic_engineer Found her in my city, Bernadette.

Intuitive healer, Reiki Master

1/28/2020 2:20:59 PM bibibobibox Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must 

fewaves wash over your body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …

1/28/2020 2:21:18 PM 11charlie111 I have surrounded my home with field grade orgone...Does or will this help with the spider web MJ? pic.twitter.com/UY6ydqkrvF

1/28/2020 2:21:19 PM thoughttazer I have been wearing a germanium pendant for over ten years. It purports to block emf.  I felt the difference the first day wearing it.

1/28/2020 2:21:28 PM lanettenordqui2 Have you looked into Dr. Byrzinsky in Houston? Praying your son recovers.

1/28/2020 2:22:46 PM janedol57181536 Can't be too soon. 👍

They have broken everything.

Destroyed a country to enrich themselves.

  🇨🇦💙🇺🇸  

187 Billionaires 

#WWG1WGA #JUSTICE #SAVETHECHILDREN #Qanon

1/28/2020 2:23:29 PM llyr_crypto Can confirm fron personal experiences

1/28/2020 2:23:57 PM allahuniversal You sure that's a good idea? How would that affect life on earth immediately after? https://www.quora.com/What-would-happen-if-the-Moon-

exploded …

1/28/2020 2:24:46 PM allahuniversal @threadreaderapp unroll por favor

1/28/2020 2:24:47 PM threadreaderapp Hi, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

1/28/2020 2:27:34 PM algostatsexpert Not that far fetched tbh

1/28/2020 2:27:46 PM allahuniversal Misspellings matter

1/28/2020 2:30:49 PM mikebin813 OK Why kill Kobe!?

1/28/2020 2:31:14 PM allahuniversal To allow you and everyone else the space to THINK for ourselves. The MSM approach is to spoonfed info as an authority, and those who follow usually 

just beLIEve without questioning. We've has far more than enough of that, look around at the results.

1/28/2020 2:33:00 PM allahuniversal Tl;Dr version: it's much more rewarding to find and to help one another to find the answers.

1/28/2020 2:34:03 PM lobster_byte My neighbour burned one down last yer, volunteer fire dept controlled. You sure about that. Wtf would a real estate agent know about that lol.

1/28/2020 2:36:28 PM 369palm My question is how can one man make a deal for that many souls.

1/28/2020 2:38:17 PM bibibobibox Is better a pure tone or a song focused on the X Chakra’s frequency? Thank you

1/28/2020 2:39:39 PM lobster_byte A cleaning business owner lol?

1/28/2020 2:39:44 PM wconthewall How does anybody think that is OK?

1/28/2020 2:41:18 PM madscientist Where is this stuff from?  What is your source for it?

1/28/2020 2:41:19 PM unitedredwhite1 Is there a particular genre that has fewer affected musicians/bands?

1/28/2020 2:41:31 PM charmanda9 Yes. Here is my source. https://la.curbed.com/2012/5/31/10366454/calabasas-celebrities-kanye-kardashian-bieber-drake …

1/28/2020 2:42:49 PM americanpetal TY👍

1/28/2020 2:43:48 PM my2sonznme It was his. It was chartered.

1/28/2020 2:44:03 PM chapulincolored "Or is it just a Corona being called a virus [alcohol]?"

Are you suggesting that a shot of tequila [alcohol] will kill the Corona virus once you have been exposed?

(sorry, not trying to be sarcastic).

1/28/2020 2:45:04 PM madscientist No, resonance is a property of a structure which has certain shape.  You can only change it's resonance by changing it's shape.  Tuning instruments 

doesnt change your structure therefore it can't change your resonance.  Emotion isn't frequency.  You're confusing things.

1/28/2020 2:45:13 PM iknowandcantslp Yes there are tunnels!  Kardashians are all over Calabasas. Justin Bieber too.

1/28/2020 2:45:33 PM hempful_ Ours 😏

1/28/2020 2:46:48 PM madscientist What is vibrational calibration?  Sounds like you mean tuning.

1/28/2020 2:47:00 PM tac27 Is where Abraham was about to sacrifice his son but then an angel stopped him

1/28/2020 2:48:58 PM my2sonznme Have they recovered 9 bodies yet?

1/28/2020 2:50:28 PM tac27 What the hell is a replicator!

1/28/2020 2:50:51 PM dasha_dagmar Will my friend @AnnonNordic return his Twitter account ?

1/28/2020 2:53:25 PM med_anon Hey real deal! Welcome fren 🐸

I know this was about sending prayer and love to virginia, but for me the focus changed! 

What about you sending Prayer and Love to Wuhan and all (to be) affected (vaxx scam) and I'll do my 🦠VirologyDance: "Anyone can be..." 

https://youtu.be/egB46jRCUcI 

1/28/2020 2:53:35 PM imadarkknight OK I don’t get it. Somebody be blunt

1/28/2020 2:53:36 PM madscientist Energy particles do not emit light.  Some can generate a photon when they move or change states from high energy state to a lower one.  However, 

they do not sit still and simply emit.  I think you do not understand physics.

1/28/2020 2:53:42 PM americanpetal It produces things out of the air/eather as you see in sci-fi movies.

1/28/2020 2:54:27 PM madscientist So now you're openly recommending people practice witchcraft.  It's really not surprising.

1/28/2020 2:56:15 PM xvgafrica And also to avoid censorship

1/28/2020 2:56:59 PM allahuniversal In-deed so!

1/28/2020 2:57:25 PM vex31467449 how do you recommend going about aligning the root chakra?

1/28/2020 2:59:23 PM rghardy3 9 = God Source

1/28/2020 3:00:36 PM cameronldownie Faraday fabric.... silver coated copper threading woven into cloth. pic.twitter.com/gj91eesgYQ



1/28/2020 3:00:54 PM leannataylor1 We found this to be strange.... pic.twitter.com/UPyfLDDm5O

1/28/2020 3:02:10 PM cameronldownie  pic.twitter.com/tF2gGiAUuc

1/28/2020 3:02:15 PM 11charlie111 As disturbing as this is I couldn’t help but lol 😳😂😜

1/28/2020 3:02:34 PM dasha_dagmar Do you call the “First contact” also the “Event “?

1/28/2020 3:03:46 PM drumsticklives I hope not. Better to die in a crash than be a ‘sacrifice’ 

😢😵

1/28/2020 3:04:27 PM trumpcanuck From a 🇨🇦#Patriot~While @Potus & @GenFlynn KNOW EVERYTHING, I know this much.

The WORLD's at the mercy of this #Pedovore #Cabal & the CURE needs 2 start in the US. The🌎's watching & joining #TheStorm! God Bless the NEW 

IMPROVED USA!

  https://youtu.be/jZvpymMm3t8  #cdnpoli Watch & RT!

1/28/2020 3:07:42 PM 11charlie111 Show me your friends and I’ll show you who you are...

1/28/2020 3:07:47 PM adsvel Yesterday spent my precious time to watch Soros speech in Davos... then connected the dots. Trumps admin 200 billion deal with China, then Soros 

speech and then Corona virus.They are losing money and going crazy. These people are sick.

1/28/2020 3:09:34 PM 11charlie111 My first thought was Skippy the bush kangaroo 🤦♂️😂

1/28/2020 3:10:20 PM ssn722veteran  pic.twitter.com/SQfwKvfK3P

1/28/2020 3:10:34 PM graydon108 If songs are converted to 432hz does the subliminal codes still affect you negatively? How do we find music that’s made with 432hz in mind?

1/28/2020 3:11:10 PM rosscarwalker Reforest the planet?

1/28/2020 3:12:20 PM 11charlie111 You lost me at CNN

1/28/2020 3:12:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Apologies for the small stadium.

When [they] are talking about putting 45 out to pasture, it makes us take extra security precautions to guarantee the safety of 45.

Enjoy the show...

Peace is the Prize

1/28/2020 3:12:55 PM lamieret Can someone recommend a product for this and perhaps ideas regarding the ‘right’ sounds or music for this, please?

1/28/2020 3:14:20 PM guy_karen Take good care of our POTUS. WE ❤️ him

1/28/2020 3:14:25 PM anitakingsbauer Thank you for keeping POTUS safe!

1/28/2020 3:14:27 PM rick_hernandez Patriots are in control

1/28/2020 3:14:44 PM zbudise Use EMF blocking case for phones &!talk via Airtubes. EMF canopy for safe sleep. All wi-fi off and back on UTP cable. High vibration food, nature 

activity & regular meditation. Orgonite pendulums, pyramid...

1/28/2020 3:14:47 PM karma4event201 Next time it is AMA - Some one ask how we can save the children or stop them

1/28/2020 3:16:09 PM ladymolly51 why CNN has very little viewership. 3 people.  @realDonaldTrump @_KrisHunter_ @DanHarr16222124 @RybakStephanie @blacknblueangel 

@lostmyscruples @Have_a_dram @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @txgoose @KLCJr77 @dbongino @andweknow @SaraCarterDC @enki74 @HmssGenflynn 

@drawandstrike @LadyJusticeUS

1/28/2020 3:16:24 PM n7guardiananon they are probably told what neighbor hood to live in

1/28/2020 3:16:33 PM pipindfw Ethnic cleansing in Deutch—no bueno Dude. Extremely bad choice of words I hope.

1/28/2020 3:17:26 PM pipindfw So can shite and that stinks

1/28/2020 3:17:36 PM ready2go19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for thople to 

consider using during the 2020 Election as a means to an end. 2/ Today the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 d…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …

1/28/2020 3:18:02 PM abraham31826476 Just happy to see him in NJ. Finally feeling the love. Behind enemy lines...

1/28/2020 3:18:57 PM 6b1222t That’s why God invented Jumbo Trons. 😊 you do what u need to do to keep @realDonaldTrump SAFE

1/28/2020 3:19:42 PM mongrelglory He's certainly very outspoken against Trump!

1/28/2020 3:20:15 PM jennyjigsaw45 You tube

1/28/2020 3:20:47 PM pipindfw You sound lit 🔥 what ya smokin’ dude? Radzobonzixal. The only way to find oneself is to lose oneself. Pass that @TheDoobieBros

1/28/2020 3:21:00 PM deplorableinva @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SecretService 

Thank you for protecting our @POTUS. 

God Bless You All. 🙏🙏🙏 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1222296508927823873 …

1/28/2020 3:21:12 PM genesis1twelve Ephesians 6:10

1/28/2020 3:21:20 PM monkey_weather 7.7 near Gitmo... Near the trench

1/28/2020 3:21:33 PM nine_six3 Thank you so much for the response. I'm going to have to look into getting a cap myself.

1/28/2020 3:22:25 PM saschakbe I hope everything will go well. And i'm sure you can do it. 👍Greetings from Germany

1/28/2020 3:22:54 PM allahuniversal I presume the same was the case for the Milwaukee rally, much larger arenas there than the Panther Arena.

1/28/2020 3:24:25 PM graydon108 No that’s just converted or meditation, I mean an artist who produced a song knowing about 432 when making it so it’s uploaded in 432 without saying 

it’s 432hz because those are just converted, I’ve only found really bad artist on YouTube so far 😂 did you find any?

1/28/2020 3:24:30 PM pipindfw Really who told you that? Sounds pretty trippy. 11 equilateral spheroids surrounding one. Spleef

1/28/2020 3:25:12 PM bethlackey5 Please pay attention to a guy sitting behind the podium to the left if you are looking at the podium.  4 rows up, 5th person in.  Young, maybe late teens, 

dark hair, wearing a white hoodie with blue print.  Looks very nervous, very angry.

1/28/2020 3:25:41 PM earth2nissy GOD BLESS @POTUS

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

1/28/2020 3:25:46 PM goldyone5 Psssst .....

       I am the 1 & only

                   RV

Fact checked <>confirmed

1/28/2020 3:25:59 PM ethereal_shaman Brilliant.

1/28/2020 3:26:33 PM lovebling6 Following!

1/28/2020 3:27:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 "What storm, Mr. President?"

"You'll see!" - POTUS

#Q3785

Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless.

#Q55

5:5? pic.twitter.com/Hj1akIcNGh
1/28/2020 3:27:26 PM brick_airhedred I like you, M12. Rock on.

1/28/2020 3:27:47 PM mard55859518 The big possibility is his business ventures with some Jew where  contractually they get rights or royalties to his name upon death.  Could be some 

loophole he either discovered or didn't discover and they get richer with him dead.  Same thing happened with Jackson and others!



1/28/2020 3:28:13 PM anonymousada 5:5

1/28/2020 3:28:59 PM keith369me Bring it on...turn the world upside down!!!

1/28/2020 3:29:09 PM finall00p Wait are you secret service?

1/28/2020 3:29:25 PM karma4event201 So the Recent AMA ❓ Who is the state funeral for? 

MJ12 : they hide in plain site, and 

"Who are they retiring?" 

Today MJ12: 

"With talk of Putting out to pastor"  

Was because of another attempt on POTUS?

1/28/2020 3:29:36 PM ursula_1111 Oh my goodness. Be still my heart. This is THE message we’ve all been awaiting. 

#TheStormIsHere

1/28/2020 3:30:06 PM my2sonznme Tonight?

1/28/2020 3:30:33 PM tlhuber I remember him saying that. Just wish I knew what he meant by it.

1/28/2020 3:30:34 PM renegadeyogi I do guided healing meditations to raise vibration (individual-raises the collective)&practice

Blessing ALL

Forgiving ALL

Respecting free will choices of ALL & 

Loving ALL-including myself, in all directions of time.

This practice keeps my vibration HIGH,

Directed toward PEACE✌️

1/28/2020 3:30:44 PM process_facts Spiritual support from Denmark.

As you said, peace is the price.

🙏🙏🙏

1/28/2020 3:31:03 PM meowmeowcatcafe  pic.twitter.com/5yVFuu1eNv

1/28/2020 3:31:19 PM finall00p Phone calls in & out today. Internet having problems too at home. 🤷🏼♀️

1/28/2020 3:31:56 PM so_mmel_ier Pretty sure Q is a psyop to calm down white boomers

1/28/2020 3:32:14 PM linnierants Reminds us of the "Epstein" Islands: "Remote, Privacy, lots of space – Pedophiles dream destination spots."

1/28/2020 3:33:09 PM emilyoakley6 How do we turn our instruments?

1/28/2020 3:33:53 PM scott_rick Does it go in order?

1/28/2020 3:33:59 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/YTgmz2Iq9n

1/28/2020 3:34:11 PM moemc8 5:5

1/28/2020 3:34:46 PM bluja4 It ASTOUNDS me with how long this has been going on.!

1/28/2020 3:35:17 PM renegadeyogi truth + love = EVOLVE

focusing on raising vibration-

fear=100

anger=150

love=500

joy (&healing)=540

peace=600

enlightenment/FREEDOM =700

AS WE BECOME the LIGHT (higher #s) the truth reveals itself for ALL to see.

BE LOVE

BE PEACE

Choose love/peace& the 3rd eye makes truth CLEAR✌️
1/28/2020 3:35:53 PM kevinmruel Well if I sit naked on the subway every morning and night on my way to a back from work listening to music and mantra Praying...I'd continue to be 

charged as a sexoffender just like if I brushed up on a woman's chest on a Subway or took a leak on the side of the road .

@Qanon76

1/28/2020 3:36:12 PM lavenderlives @Cernovich @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TonyMarano6 @CarrollQuigley1 

Check this out needs more connections! So far

🍊County (not 🍑) VIP 

Coronovirus 

China 

Disney 

Moffitt Cancer 

Don’t forget this is home to PULSE & Parkland 🏹 https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1220577412938858496 …
1/28/2020 3:36:26 PM med_anon Pssst .....

       The RV's I was talking about 

               🦠 are not our friends

Is your RV also a solution to mine?

1/28/2020 3:37:03 PM profanedeplora1 Right. 🙄 I'm sure @AultmanHospital and mayor @Kmcatazaro agree. pic.twitter.com/CMEWy6lauA

1/28/2020 3:37:03 PM emilyoakley6 My

Cam you please have a Q & A on this It sounds important.

1/28/2020 3:37:08 PM kevinmruel I know the effects and see them

1/28/2020 3:38:08 PM liziam1776 This makes me wonder about Madonna's childhood homes, which I live a mile from 1 home and about 4 miles from another here in Michigan. Her 

brother's book said Madonna and siblings would go exploring in nearby tunnels. 1 home burned a few times too. Needs investigating. 🤔

1/28/2020 3:38:17 PM meazenfree Logos♥️

1/28/2020 3:38:33 PM cormieredcclare My favorite video

1/28/2020 3:38:48 PM myfanwy_72 Joe M came back today 👍 pic.twitter.com/XkmydNIJWh

1/28/2020 3:39:03 PM rebornkingent Yes.

1/28/2020 3:39:48 PM rhactor 5:5!

1/28/2020 3:40:02 PM armywifeyf  https://twitter.com/ArmyWifeYF/status/1220398209899597824?s=19 …

1/28/2020 3:40:06 PM breezebebe Is this about the Hoodie Guy that chatters in RSB Trump Rally keep going on and on about?

1/28/2020 3:42:00 PM sublimebydesign "All the vampires, walkin' through the valley

They move west down Ventura Boulevard." T.P.

1/28/2020 3:42:25 PM ndeathcloak I was surrounded for most of my life and didn’t even know it. They don’t call it Castle Peak for noth’n

1/28/2020 3:42:27 PM americanpetal Idk if MJ was referring to him but it makes sense. 🤷♀️

1/28/2020 3:43:00 PM kevin72032387 Will we learn who the messengers and typists are while in this dimension and on this platform?



1/28/2020 3:43:07 PM jonesterrible Thanq

1/28/2020 3:43:25 PM janonthemtn Must this trial continue with witnesses???

1/28/2020 3:43:27 PM jflygirl #TrustThePlan #DarkToLight #MAGA #Patriots #WWG1WGA #Pray #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheBabies pic.twitter.com/u4iLQuoz8F

1/28/2020 3:43:42 PM karma4event201 🤔 I recall reading about the Obamas, globalists for the Paris A cord and all things Climate Change, 

buying a mansion that cost millions near a coastal area.

1/28/2020 3:44:26 PM haroldlsnook Whatever you do keep him safe....

1/28/2020 3:44:36 PM werascending Hypocrisy for sure!!!

1/28/2020 3:44:52 PM fuzzipariah  pic.twitter.com/7mToBJKGau

1/28/2020 3:45:51 PM qqqueenbeee The tunnels are miles long they dig...

1/28/2020 3:47:08 PM qqqueenbeee Even hundreds of years ago they were 10’s of miles long... 😐 look up Jesuit tunnels...

1/28/2020 3:47:21 PM karma4event201 If there is a dual meaning to   "nothing can stop what is coming" I don't understand how shelters could help.

1/28/2020 3:47:29 PM 369palm LA is full of tunnels and secrets.

1/28/2020 3:48:06 PM 369palm Have you heard about the submarine tunnels?

1/28/2020 3:48:20 PM kraftpenn Thank you warriors pic.twitter.com/vvE7CgWhvd

1/28/2020 3:48:51 PM karma4event201 They are removing my likes and I have not left the page.

1/28/2020 3:49:14 PM sublimebydesign Damn!

1/28/2020 3:51:22 PM iamyou132 Strap in.. pic.twitter.com/EQTsGRlJ3y

1/28/2020 3:51:23 PM laurenmbradley Since having Yuri in my troop, the fight has been easier. He finds articles as quick and sometimes quicker than me. This dude is UP on his research. Us Q 

grad students need to stick together. I’ve noticed we’re all somewhat equally woke. Ya know? Keep ya frens close sorta thing💞

1/28/2020 3:51:50 PM so_mmel_ier I know that abomination is real. I would suggest THOSE people are perpetuating the “opposition.” Consider how the Q narrative allays the angst of the 

demographic. Almost lulling them into inaction through self congratulatory meme sharing. I hope I am wrong

1/28/2020 3:52:25 PM teamsterr07 POTUS flew over my house going to rally!! We were waving and carrying on. So cool!

1/28/2020 3:55:28 PM anitakingsbauer How do you switch frequencies?  And how can you confirm the frequency?

1/28/2020 3:56:31 PM iamyou132  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvBe5Wfsek0 …

1/28/2020 3:57:20 PM qqqueenbeee Yes research the redbull founder 😐

1/28/2020 3:57:42 PM gregoryltruman I’m curious about the colour of the helicopter KB and family perished in, pictures of KB standing by the unit show the helicopter was mostly black. Why 

was the crashed heli a white and blue helicopter? Was his being repaired? What’s up?

1/28/2020 3:58:06 PM 369palm 5:5

1/28/2020 3:58:44 PM oam63048378 But what is the power of 3 6 9?

And how do we use it?

1/28/2020 3:59:18 PM imadarkknight Who said the storm is upon us?

1/28/2020 3:59:41 PM digitalsoldie20 Thank you for sharing I'm been th trying learn super confusing at times but I'll dig it I'm tired of being lied to I like to find the truth not be told it. Again 

thank you and God Bless

1/28/2020 4:00:24 PM emilyoakley6 PITP

1/28/2020 4:00:50 PM vickigp1 Ok, Thanx. 👍

1/28/2020 4:01:07 PM kindeandtrue Gee, thanks, President Trump, for toasting us like marshmallows with 5G.

1/28/2020 4:02:05 PM greatest_told I love that smile he gives. I like to think that's to all the deep state swamp he is looking to there 🍿🇺🇸

1/28/2020 4:02:16 PM americanpetal No😞I’ve heard of the them buying yachts w sub access for transportation purposes for trafficking.

1/28/2020 4:02:45 PM med_anon  https://youtu.be/3RBOBFTnW04 

1/28/2020 4:04:01 PM gregoryltruman So why was the helicopter still this colour when KB had it painted mostly black? Something seems off... was “his” black chopper getting repaired...

1/28/2020 4:04:07 PM queen_khalifia Wasn't BB forced out of His other position recently? I will never forget 911! We know!

1/28/2020 4:05:39 PM gregoryltruman Exactly, what’s up with the blue and white helicopter in the crash site?

1/28/2020 4:08:04 PM anneolsen43 Mulholland Drive?

1/28/2020 4:09:29 PM americanpetal ❤️🕊🇺🇸

1/28/2020 4:09:31 PM timothy_2_22 as soon as [they] unlock some more friends, I will add you pic.twitter.com/FCDMwv7G3J

1/28/2020 4:12:14 PM suzyq801 Thank you!!!  Please keep him safe.

1/28/2020 4:13:22 PM aleks8837 February 3rd? 🙏🧐

1/28/2020 4:13:48 PM aleks8837 February 3rd? 🙏🧐

1/28/2020 4:13:55 PM mongrelglory So ready! pic.twitter.com/i5jdaVELte

1/28/2020 4:14:23 PM debrafierens Whoa!  That’s a little scary.

1/28/2020 4:15:58 PM iknow04042015  pic.twitter.com/QsGDwsMrjt

1/28/2020 4:16:40 PM jandydill WOW!!!

1/28/2020 4:17:28 PM my2sonznme SOTU?

1/28/2020 4:18:03 PM deitriechk I’m a sensitive and I’m getting fried in my home which is in a subdivision. Skin burning the whole nine yards. This shit has got to stop!!! I leave for the 

woods every day but I have to return home at some point.

1/28/2020 4:18:31 PM my2sonznme No wait, it says look to Twitter, so it won’t be on stage.

1/28/2020 4:19:28 PM love82janet Wow, thank you so much for posting this info about frequencies and ascension. I've been learning more about self alignment, started simple 

meditation and manifestation techniques at night. I also listen to healing frequencies that clear my chakras. They've keep truth from us.

1/28/2020 4:19:36 PM shannonjuliano LOVE that picture. 😍

1/28/2020 4:20:12 PM vickigp1 No worries, Dogood. It was confusing about when the wrap was done without mention of it being undone. Thanks again.

1/28/2020 4:20:21 PM profanedeplora1 I was jailed for SIX WEEKS for running my mouth about a cover up at @AultmanHospital  involving mayor @Kmcatazaro. You think Qanon is 'inactive?' 

😂 pic.twitter.com/8v4tL5jhdx

1/28/2020 4:22:34 PM deitriechk Are these things going to be turned off? That’s the real question?!?

1/28/2020 4:23:52 PM cynthiamorrow8 Is Meryl Streep not the Grand Madam?? Does she live in that area?

1/28/2020 4:23:56 PM love82janet Yes, the truth is that we our on earth to learn how to completely drop our ego and ascend to our higher self, which is unconditional love. This is the 

aspect of spirituality that churches/religion has blocked from us. I started this journey researching soul mates/twin flames.

1/28/2020 4:25:07 PM americanpetal 5:5 pic.twitter.com/nETQSyKeNc

1/28/2020 4:25:46 PM ndeathcloak Small stadium. 😂 Sorry, for being so shallow. It will do just fine.

1/28/2020 4:26:51 PM so_mmel_ier  https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/quoth-the-raven/id1348446973?i=1000449760642 … pic.twitter.com/UBrfF7hr3s

1/28/2020 4:26:51 PM cameronldownie PRESIDENT OF EARTH

1/28/2020 4:27:11 PM mongrelglory I'm quite fond of frogs...😁

1/28/2020 4:27:34 PM love82janet I pray you're correct. I can't believe that POTUS would allow the dangerous type of 5G to be fully implemented. What's the point of taking down the 

satanic/pedo cabal who have kept us enslaved & unenlightened only to implement their 5G? Can you share anymore about this 369Hz 5G?

1/28/2020 4:28:45 PM ndeathcloak What is that?

1/28/2020 4:29:34 PM ndeathcloak Does she still love me?

1/28/2020 4:30:05 PM iknow04042015  pic.twitter.com/p7yRLsFghC

1/28/2020 4:31:16 PM cameronldownie When you can't trust MSM you gotta be ready for practically everything! The hat seems the most normal part of my "mall" gear. 

pic.twitter.com/WUEFwpRjQe



1/28/2020 4:31:37 PM profanedeplora1 I love when people cant make their own argument and post an article or podcast. Shows lack of independent  critical thinking. 🙄 Does mommy tell 

you what to wear every morning too?

1/28/2020 4:31:46 PM peter95117110 Thank you for your Service. 

'73

Peter

1/28/2020 4:32:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly GUYS, THIS IS THE SOURCE FOR THE OTHER Q QUOTE ABOUT POTUS (Q #3785), IT HAPPENED THE NEXT DAY I THINK:

REPORTER: MR. PRESIDENT, WHAT DID YOU MEAN BY 'CALM BEFORE THE STORM' YESTERDAY? WHAT DID YOU MEAN BY THAT?'

POTUS: YOU'LL FIND OUT. YOU'LL SEE. https://youtu.be/hkF_t3SbzKc?t=5 

1/28/2020 4:32:23 PM laurenmbradley I fucking LOVE that meme. That is all. 💞

1/28/2020 4:32:38 PM so_mmel_ier  pic.twitter.com/dhEBoTofVd

1/28/2020 4:33:02 PM mossomo Ahhhhhh.  Access.  ty

1/28/2020 4:34:00 PM finall00p @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this green screen? Every feed I do is weird man. My eyes must be doing some weird stuff 🤷🏼♀️🤔

1/28/2020 4:34:58 PM cameronldownie I got some of the fabric on Amazon to line my own stuff.... night cap, beanie, backpack area for tech and thumd drives. pic.twitter.com/KK0QhO59SX

1/28/2020 4:35:36 PM qqqueenbeee Perhaps a jurisdiction issue... air crash makes it a federal investigation.

1/28/2020 4:35:50 PM ursula_1111 Ohh that’s good!!!

1/28/2020 4:36:04 PM 1_decided_voter Actual response from POTUS was "you'll find out"

Any insight as to why that was misquoted?

1/28/2020 4:36:24 PM qbryce171 Ground yourself. Sit on the Earth.

1/28/2020 4:36:43 PM profanedeplora1 You werent on the debate team...were you? 🙄

1/28/2020 4:37:23 PM love82janet  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=healing+frequencies …

1/28/2020 4:37:36 PM laurenmbradley Oh hey yea @Timothy_2_22 is a badass at coding. He knows wassup. Has had his family treat him like he’s crazy and reject him similar to how mine has

 been with me. That’s how he and I bonded. But he helped me w coding questions, and I think he’s  a good teacher. Fyi. 💞⚡🙏🏻

1/28/2020 4:38:23 PM discernconcern Others say black color is a wrap. But wreckage is NOT 52' long by 10' wide, real size of chopper. Looks more like 3' wide x 12' long based on humans 

next to it.  Also "landed" on hiking trail.  IMO "crash" seems a poor fake... So where is Kobe?? #KobeFarewell #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/28/2020 4:38:36 PM shredzorz1 What’s tmrw? pic.twitter.com/YJTUv61WOK

1/28/2020 4:41:13 PM indiglojewel Let us not 4get off world trafficking.... It is Universal as well as International.

1/28/2020 4:42:11 PM covertress The Temple of Solomon the King

the 50G occult library from 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://covertress.com/library-of-alexandria/ … pic.twitter.com/hbtQlEfMf5

1/28/2020 4:42:42 PM tinfoil1254 Keep him safe......and please send Canada a real leader

1/28/2020 4:43:48 PM tinfoil1254 Or plesse give us the info to remove this Jack ass Justin Trudeau

1/28/2020 4:45:33 PM parkmanfeather God bless President Trump

1/28/2020 4:46:20 PM kellykreps777 So even once we are out of our bodies, we will be able to be trapped here?  Is that what you mean?

1/28/2020 4:47:17 PM n7guardiananon what was the most interesting read you found there???

Read a couple from the eastern file that shed more light on stuff already heard about.

1/28/2020 4:47:54 PM mattsmithsongs TA = Trump Administration? Idk maybe that's a stretch.

1/28/2020 4:48:26 PM truth939 We may be talking about different 'calibration' methods, but I definitely have seen significant initial benefit to my mental state from binaural frequency 

tracks using high quality headphones.

1/28/2020 4:49:28 PM 369palm Tom Hanks lives in Malibu Colony.

1/28/2020 4:49:46 PM americanpetal 🤷♀️🇺🇸

1/28/2020 4:50:35 PM joe____00 Yeah anything you can do to excuse the pedo in chief trump. 👍

1/28/2020 4:54:06 PM magaman333 Thank you for keeping our President safe. God bless.

1/28/2020 4:54:22 PM resistenzanow I understand you don't believe them, but the recordings are not CNN and they are undisputed and available everywhere. Trump brags about walking in 

on naked, young girls, says you can call his young daughter a piece of ass. He trafficked young girls for years through Trump Models.

1/28/2020 4:54:30 PM nschlange He did? Yay!!!!!!!!

1/28/2020 4:56:38 PM shannonjuliano I am, too. 🐸🐸🐸

1/28/2020 4:59:17 PM qbryce171 Vortex-based mathematics?

1/28/2020 5:00:22 PM chrishasissues All that matters.

1/28/2020 5:01:35 PM donttrollmebro2 Think about Trump being the only one with a history of bad treatment towards women, infidelity and a mountain of allegations of sexual assault 

against him. Guess who doesn’t have this past? Schiff and all the other Dems you target.

1/28/2020 5:03:24 PM toddduquette For fks sake. It was a helicopter crash in foggy conditions. Nothing more, nothing less. No wonder people won’t take us seriously.

1/28/2020 5:07:04 PM karenarae I've become sensitive as well.  I can barely hold my cell phone without tingling pain in my fingers. Earphones started burning my ears within minutes.

1/28/2020 5:07:53 PM nanablue37 Tom Arnold?

1/28/2020 5:08:28 PM resistenzanow Trump is more likely to be involved in the things Q accuses others of than saving us from them. He is being defended by  a guy he is friends with that 

defended Epstein. Trump is no savior no matter what Q says. Listen to the recordings. Enjoy the show.

1/28/2020 5:08:29 PM angieco00740829 he mentions this "race" in his peace speech around the 6:18 minutes, that will be ended.

1/28/2020 5:08:52 PM parkmanfeather Thank you. I really enjoyed that and learned so much.

1/28/2020 5:09:58 PM azureblue68 OMG. YES!     Has man standing beside him.  Very very weird

1/28/2020 5:10:02 PM fried_sarah Such a thing as The Three exists?

1/28/2020 5:10:45 PM shredzorz1 [Watch] what happens next.

1/28/2020 5:10:53 PM kekkekky LARP

1/28/2020 5:12:19 PM blcksambo Too bad I’m in the muddle of a large city... guess I’m fucked 🙄

1/28/2020 5:13:48 PM azureblue68 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1222323496069554176 …

1/28/2020 5:15:57 PM shelly_frye Wow looks like their destination was NOT the destination.

1/28/2020 5:16:31 PM covertress Where to begin?

It's an occult library, 

a who's who of secret societies. 

~

Did you know that Adrenochrome can chemically induce schizophrenia?

They knew in 1973.

 https://mega.nz/#!XLJCzK6A!Mij4LyKABKnr0qlfIBtfiTJ4W9tu8Yho6b-Q2gJB60U …

~

Anastasia 

 https://covertress.com/works-of-vladimir-megre/ …



1/28/2020 5:17:01 PM shelly_frye It's a monster under the bed. Everlast w/ Santana

1/28/2020 5:17:04 PM azureblue68 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1222320959832711168 …

1/28/2020 5:17:28 PM azuremagus Thank You!

1/28/2020 5:18:04 PM soulsur74572009 FreQ X is asking the universe to match the correct alighment as needed for integration unity healing...It holds the codes...TY Fifteen

1/28/2020 5:20:02 PM chaoticature I believe that is exactly why we FEEL those things. Isn’t it peculiar when a song can bring tears even though it isn’t slightly sad.

1/28/2020 5:20:38 PM v_rags 😆 pic.twitter.com/Veo1UO9USf

1/28/2020 5:23:22 PM johnnyt_anon Sounds like the Holy land and its people may need some extra love. Don't ingore the darkness, shine the light of God on the darkness.

1/28/2020 5:24:03 PM marcus45128888 Understood

1/28/2020 5:26:05 PM bandit13049556 See his nice Red ring...? pic.twitter.com/DktuGtkl8U

1/28/2020 5:29:14 PM kaykaygirlkaren They said the black was just a wrap and not actual paint. May have melted off or not been on that day.

1/28/2020 5:32:10 PM leannataylor1 Can you share where you got it?

1/28/2020 5:32:13 PM blondepatti1 Omg... My birthday is 3/6/59

1/28/2020 5:32:53 PM matrixslayer1 Recognizing CGI

1/28/2020 5:33:37 PM azuremagus Photon saturation will render them temp. imop.

1/28/2020 5:35:02 PM djlok Message over messenger.

1/28/2020 5:37:16 PM n7guardiananon schizo...hmmm, would explain Schumer talking to an empty chair I suppose???

truly a wealth of knowledge.

1/28/2020 5:37:57 PM deitriechk We all drawn in these neg energies and it effects others more than most. We need to be praying for us all; even though I know what it’s being used for 

it makes it hard on us.

1/28/2020 5:38:24 PM azuremagus Truth/knowledge frees but the tech./freq. it comes on is not the best, see the paradox now.

1/28/2020 5:39:23 PM caren_fine Was kobe really on the plane?

1/28/2020 5:40:31 PM decodematrix Also, cosmic energy waves / solar flashes / pole shift will knock out the electrical grid.

1/28/2020 5:41:19 PM trump_fantastic Please take all the precautions as necessary!

1/28/2020 5:42:07 PM keith369me My point...retired athlete might have been less useful to them than former superstar basketball player turned Hollywood player

1/28/2020 5:44:00 PM winklerburke Consuelo’s Love Theme... helps me: https://youtu.be/Hmbtp_UPWCo 

1/28/2020 5:45:26 PM johnnyt_anon I was in NE FL about 10 years ago sitting in bumper to bumper traffic right after a huge storm rolled through. As soon as the 🌧️ stopped the 🌞 came 

out, I opened the windows & sunroof, looked up and saw the biggest 🔺 shaped 🛸, only visible because of the 🌧️ & 🌞.

1/28/2020 5:46:35 PM fansblowing3 Will it come from Jon Voight? pic.twitter.com/qksnzHmCsa

1/28/2020 5:47:08 PM azuremagus MJ12 = 741Hz mostly.

1/28/2020 5:47:22 PM pcox57704507 You said it well..if we are successful decapitating evil everywhere..then change World wide will happen like we've never seen..we must be willing to 

forgive..if sincere..

1/28/2020 5:48:16 PM trump_fantastic 5:5 Are we getting close?

1/28/2020 5:48:25 PM justifi78326842 Been holding on to the button for The moment 😉 pic.twitter.com/d6AGPujmKS

1/28/2020 5:48:38 PM kevinmruel Lmao... your quick

1/28/2020 5:49:40 PM kevinmruel Every day I would continue to be charged....yes it's worded correct

1/28/2020 5:53:52 PM its_hktk There’s also a video that came out today showing a black helicopter.🤔

1/28/2020 5:54:14 PM lightprocess Yeah. Seems likely

1/28/2020 5:54:59 PM patriotswegoall Keep him safe.... otherwise MAGA will not flourish.

1/28/2020 5:55:02 PM the_loveoflight Do you think their IS is just as bad? 

Or are they just puppets who wanted to live as elite BEs while on earth and gave into the ones really in charge?

I sort of asked the same question the other day, wonder what's gonna happen to them after they leave their current bodies

1/28/2020 5:55:06 PM dragline99 Like some musicians. Except their music carries on.

1/28/2020 5:55:29 PM bearlyamused I hope they all died in the crash. If this is ritualistic, a far worse fate awaits those girls. If you look at the satanic calendar, a female between the age of 7-

17 is needed in the upcoming Candlemas.

1/28/2020 5:56:06 PM its_hktk Then people won’t look into it.

1/28/2020 5:57:05 PM bearlyamused The satanic holiday of candlemas is right around the corner and it requires a female between the age of 7-17. The abduction period for days female 

victims in Jan. 20-27.

1/28/2020 5:57:19 PM vintagesquirrel Interesting you say that. Guess what White House Photos posted today? https://twitter.com/photowhitehouse/status/1222288396078452738?s=19 …

1/28/2020 5:58:54 PM schiller_spmode It was changed out at the last minute. That was not his helicopter.

1/28/2020 5:59:08 PM charmanda9 Sounds possible, for sure

1/28/2020 5:59:15 PM bearlyamused Run it to the mutha f’n ground!  #HollywoodCanBurn 🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

1/28/2020 6:00:04 PM bearlyamused Check the ley lines.

1/28/2020 6:01:01 PM carolin15161363 Kardashians are all over that place. Which reminds me of that crazy ad Kanye and KB were in together.

1/28/2020 6:02:57 PM bearlyamused As of this afternoon, yes.

1/28/2020 6:03:27 PM fansblowing3 How interesting!

1/28/2020 6:03:57 PM chris8nix How dangerous are led lights?

1/28/2020 6:05:28 PM matthew_stavor That was my exact thought. He seemed to have joined illuminati. And rumored to have wanted out. I imagine it was when they asked for the sacrifice 

possibly his daughter. But the fact he had children foundations with Clinton’s scares me.

1/28/2020 6:05:35 PM gregoryltruman Interesting... thanks for your reply.

1/28/2020 6:06:43 PM loricam59349743 Wth!

1/28/2020 6:07:19 PM repo520420 That was a different video whole different region

1/28/2020 6:08:02 PM matthew_stavor Or escaped like Kanye

1/28/2020 6:08:18 PM sdane8 Speaking of hz, the ringing in my ears is LOUD tonight! pic.twitter.com/8ruWrZyf5f

1/28/2020 6:08:32 PM midnigh77653086 Many homes are connected via tunnels

1/28/2020 6:08:38 PM bluja4 That Gif is so uplifting...every time.

1/28/2020 6:09:30 PM matthew_stavor You don’t think the tech on a million dollar helicopter could let u fly without even looking out the window. I live in the islands and my gps will let me 

drive my boat in 3 inches of water without looking at water 🤔 my boat cost $30,000. Thinking helicopter has better sht

1/28/2020 6:10:47 PM its_hktk Why did it circle so many times? Who were the other adults on board? No Black box? pic.twitter.com/CX3OuhsTo0

1/28/2020 6:11:03 PM pamzpam When, why?

1/28/2020 6:11:06 PM mlmcinnis Mine is too and the hubs has had 4 major eartones right before the earthquake in Jamaica

1/28/2020 6:11:50 PM matthew_stavor Was suggested there would be state funeral to take up media attention this week b/c impeachment. Mr peanut gets killed as cane out early. Mr 

peanut commercial with Kobe 🤔 three days later boom. Lebron breaks record then tre young breaks another one next day🤔 over emphasized???

1/28/2020 6:12:35 PM joe____00 It’s painfully obvious.

1/28/2020 6:12:46 PM aussiepatriotq  https://twitter.com/AussiePatriotQ/status/1221997753267408897?s=20 …

1/28/2020 6:12:59 PM midnigh77653086  pic.twitter.com/evqdIYcgFb

1/28/2020 6:13:05 PM loricam59349743 I’ve always sensed they were bad so have never used. Have used regular headphones though but, not on a regular bases.

1/28/2020 6:13:08 PM matthew_stavor Illuminati banker Jews 🤔



1/28/2020 6:13:09 PM aussiepatriotq  https://twitter.com/AussiePatriotQ/status/1221997753267408897?s=20 …

1/28/2020 6:13:53 PM sdane8 POTUS will be. On Twitter. That's what we're waiting for. It will be the GO signal. It's a Q post.

1/28/2020 6:13:55 PM overshareflare The small stage is a grandstand for peace.

God bless Potus...

#WWG1WGA

1/28/2020 6:13:57 PM 77frank Reptiles who want to be part of there world . Not to hide . What happened in California Laserbeam fires to scare them back under ground, they got 

that cul-de-sac underground entrance and exit to the Pacific Ocean destroying there community . ( what they don’t 👀

1/28/2020 6:17:02 PM ssn722veteran Thank you

1/28/2020 6:17:35 PM timothy_2_22 ThanQ Sister Angel😇🙏😉 pic.twitter.com/N6JUiC3Qgp

1/28/2020 6:19:11 PM aussiepatriotq Welcome

1/28/2020 6:20:53 PM jaded_pearl I'm going to say hemp or bamboo

1/28/2020 6:20:55 PM pamzpam Is he talking about the newer translations?  We can rely on the 1610 version of the King James Bible.

1/28/2020 6:21:04 PM wearediamonds2 Awwww, there are still some blind people. But for the rest...those smiles and his answers are like dreams coming true!

1/28/2020 6:21:05 PM marcus45128888 13...

1/28/2020 6:21:20 PM sdane8 Wow, that's interesting!

1/28/2020 6:21:42 PM 80yearstoolate Apparently the Bernie folks plan on becoming violent (see Project Veritas). We’ll be ready to keep the peace as the patriots come out of the 

woodworks.

1/28/2020 6:22:01 PM knightofmaltaus The Monroe Institute created Hemisync and has 40mhz in left ear, 140mhz right ear. Two/40’s cancel another and unlock, open mind for positive 

remote viewing. Same reference to your comment. Been around for a very long time

1/28/2020 6:26:05 PM ssn722veteran I watch Red pill every time I get a chance to. Thank u . I forgot about this 1

1/28/2020 6:29:00 PM republicofq1 7\@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @prayingmedic @beer_parade @stormypatriot21 @TruckerWifeLife @HermanM36169986 @VoxDawg 

@wenewsnow

1/28/2020 6:29:35 PM its_hktk Found this interesting,it’s from the National criminal justice reference service site. pic.twitter.com/TygtAXH6g2

1/28/2020 6:30:08 PM linnierants The "gif" of truth 😉

Passing the message on, one truth at a time. And we will all wake up, one at a time😊

1/28/2020 6:30:11 PM curiouspatriot7 I can’t find anything about her old house burning down. Can you please provide a link to that info?

1/28/2020 6:30:37 PM abcdefghijoe she wasn’t the oldest

1/28/2020 6:30:41 PM fansblowing3 I heard the circling was over a zoo.  Perhaps looking at giraffes and such 🤷♂️

1/28/2020 6:30:46 PM jamesboyett Your likes instead of 2.8K should easily be more like at least 28K but I think it should be realistically more like 280K :)

1/28/2020 6:31:35 PM jamesboyett AMEN and Thank God!!!

1/28/2020 6:33:42 PM ab36913 I LOVE MY PRESIDENT! ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️

1/28/2020 6:33:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 What does that tell you? pic.twitter.com/TxaubObwFj

1/28/2020 6:34:55 PM stormypatriot21 People will choose Freedom when allowed. 

Q team is cutting the Deepstate strings and control worldwide 

SA was done prior to DJT

Check

NK

UK

How’s Iran doing, France, Hong Kong.  (All fighting for Freedom)

Peace is the Prize 

#QAnon
1/28/2020 6:35:43 PM laurenmbradley ZOMG I have another friend I want in this family!! @HRae808 She’s also a Q Angel! 😇 hey sister! Welcome to the family! Family meet Raelyn....Raelyn

 meet the fam... love all of yas 💞⚡🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/4UnngrHt68

1/28/2020 6:35:44 PM fansblowing3 Ground up renovation on this house pic.twitter.com/h8Y8OKm8Yh

1/28/2020 6:36:29 PM nancyddb Yes, I remember.

1/28/2020 6:37:06 PM fansblowing3 But we are looking for a house that was never rebuilt 🤨

1/28/2020 6:37:12 PM tac27 Will they ever uncover Noah’s Ark on top of Mt.Arat?

1/28/2020 6:37:16 PM jen_ridgecooke Greetings from Australia

1/28/2020 6:37:31 PM thorlock1248 #Glowing pic.twitter.com/PUZeqS9Dce

1/28/2020 6:38:09 PM knightofmaltaus @terran_sol @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @Tsoukalos @AncientAliens @mufon 

Interesting https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/navy-submarine-encountered-500mph-nimitz-21357187 …

1/28/2020 6:38:16 PM pedalfun4u He was being called a tech entrepreneur. What was he really involved with?

1/28/2020 6:38:21 PM keith369me That’s some sick shit

1/28/2020 6:39:17 PM aussiepatriotq This was Juan's first interview

1/28/2020 6:39:24 PM alychag This SHIT makes me sick. When the evidence is this obvious where is the Investigation?

1/28/2020 6:39:30 PM keith369me The word mogul comes to mind.  Justin Bieber mentions his option to become a mogul just before becoming religious

1/28/2020 6:39:57 PM ssn722veteran Very cool pic.twitter.com/kG2cINV75D

1/28/2020 6:40:39 PM smalltownindy I saw this a few years ago. It forever changed my view of WW2. That war brought out the absolute worst in mankind. Allied and Axis powers both 

committed unspeakable atrocities.

1/28/2020 6:41:50 PM aussiepatriotq There is a second one I'd have to go find it.

He told a few of us about the interview prior and we had to wait for it to be released. That's how i know about this and the second one

1/28/2020 6:42:57 PM ssn722veteran Dm me the interview if you can.

1/28/2020 6:43:12 PM threshie2 I had a friend who used to live there - a model-looking guy - and he said the same thing to me approx 2006 time frame.  Said a lot of the women were a 

part of some Illuminati cult there

1/28/2020 6:44:52 PM aussiepatriotq I'll try will have to go through dms

1/28/2020 6:45:06 PM clarkd958 Oh the feeling of vindication is upon them. Remember: "They thought she would never lose." #WWG1WGA

1/28/2020 6:46:17 PM ssn722veteran Thank you...no rush. Whenever you get a chance.

1/28/2020 6:51:13 PM majic_eyes_qnly 4,279,270 / 8,572 = 499

Only 1/499 of the impressions leads to an engagement. 

ALICE!

@jack stop censoring Majestic 12's account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 with your algorithms! Do you really think @realDonaldTrump is not going to do 

anything about this?

We expect better from you @jack!
1/28/2020 6:53:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/vDUWtLSYVK



1/28/2020 6:53:16 PM nancyddb Thank you for keeping 45 safe!! You the judges and typists are terrific!!

1/28/2020 6:53:57 PM bpsoccer13  pic.twitter.com/ctPEQzePsB

1/28/2020 6:56:50 PM manifest_utopia That Twit analytics is Fake.

1/28/2020 7:04:39 PM nostradachris 5:5 pic.twitter.com/yRZFyKaeOH

1/28/2020 7:07:51 PM nun_chucknorris Think mirror. A magic mirror? On the wall? I wonder how the ME ties into all of this. Does “they never thought she would lose” mean she didn’t? White 

hats went back/collapsed timeline to change it? Did a future Hillary jump back only to be arrested?

1/28/2020 7:09:56 PM platinumnurse He was using a different chartered plane. Last minute change?!?!? Hmmmm

1/28/2020 7:12:08 PM kimberl45879851 The Kardashians and Kanye West.

1/28/2020 7:13:03 PM ayerasherayer Isn't 528Hz the Heart Chakra?

1/28/2020 7:14:46 PM pamitch2 Praying for our President’s safety.

1/28/2020 7:17:07 PM shallknown I believe all this, but justice is just taking too long.

People dying needlessly.

Unless these people have already decided on a higher level to be sacrificial lamb to aid in the waking up of humanity.

Not easy to watch

1/28/2020 7:18:46 PM nana_marie_911 Is there an echo?   Forget it, after what I learned tonight nothing matters.  Have fun picking on each other.

1/28/2020 7:26:28 PM bearlyamused No, they were at church and took communion that morning from what I’ve read.

1/28/2020 7:27:01 PM candyebee1 The two areas are approx. 15 miles apart.

Britney in Thousand Oaks and the downed helicopter hills of Calabasas.

I'm sure there are dots to be connected.

1/28/2020 7:27:15 PM leigh_vas That arrogant man is the greatest tactical negotiator this world has ever represented

1/28/2020 7:30:06 PM lonewolfbuilder Interesting, indeed...

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.latimes.com/business/realestate/hot-property/la-fi-hotprop-top-sales-calabasas-20180103-

story.html%3f_amp=true … pic.twitter.com/jst7JDNuqI

1/28/2020 7:31:48 PM titansass Thank you 🙏

1/28/2020 7:32:13 PM living_aether Whisperin in your earrrrr

1/28/2020 7:33:35 PM pothanatania Yessss!!!

1/28/2020 7:33:47 PM willlove17  https://www.facebook.com/fractalfield 

1/28/2020 7:34:03 PM willlove17  http://www.fractalfield.com 

 http://www.goldenmean.info 

 http://www.theraphi.net 

 http://www.theimploder.com 

 http://www.implosiongroup.com 

1/28/2020 7:34:35 PM willlove17  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2012166829074653&set=picfp.100008440667356&type=3&theater … pic.twitter.com/XORC2OTHlC

1/28/2020 7:34:52 PM thoughttazer Sure. They are readily available online. Search “scalar energy pendant” or “germanium pendant”. 

They have become very inexpensive in recent years. Compare products - ion strengths- and prices- so you dont overpay.

1/28/2020 7:36:34 PM momoffour57rose Absolutely!

1/28/2020 7:36:41 PM lonewolfbuilder Holy schnikies, look who else lives in this neighborhood:

- literally ALL of the kardashians

- Will Smith

- Katie Holmes

- Drake

- The Weeknd

- Rebecca Romijn

- Brandy Norwood

- Ken Jeong

- Travis Barker

- Selena Gomez

Tunnels?! 🤬 https://m.ranker.com/list/celebrities-who-live-in-calabasas/celebrity-lists …
1/28/2020 7:37:14 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/1NgIKfkXK2

1/28/2020 7:38:02 PM 12bravogran Props to the boss, spotting shills in the weeds. pic.twitter.com/hobQzKWHDK

1/28/2020 7:38:52 PM katie03188149 Me thinks ... 👇a nugget there 🙏❤️😁 pic.twitter.com/G9lEgfzcJr

1/28/2020 7:41:00 PM jessica64551171 It's so hard to trust who's telling the truth. I research til my eyes burn. And still I'm uncertain what's real and what's not. Its a lot to take in.

1/28/2020 7:42:57 PM alychag This cartoon shit happens way too often to be accidental.

1/28/2020 7:43:49 PM daisy47196916 Thank you for giving us the source! 

✌️❤️🇺🇸

1/28/2020 7:44:16 PM n7guardiananon Same here...so very true.

1/28/2020 7:44:32 PM fansblowing3 Wow 4 million!  😯

1/28/2020 7:46:52 PM arthur_kingsley #QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/f1QZKtrVMN

1/28/2020 7:47:47 PM 369helen313 “Biden’s and Pelosi’s Fighting for Theirs Lives “ Q

#MAGA #KAG #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #THEGREATAWAKENING #QANON #QARMY #JUSTICE

#TheStorm🌪 #GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/happycycler/status/1220922600144232448?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/nAPc3LmcLK

1/28/2020 7:49:57 PM gingertweet2 What does the sign read the 3ed kek is holding: Q research.......18 june 2018?🇺🇸

1/28/2020 7:50:21 PM alychag This is THE ISSUE satanism breeds nothing but ignorance, destruction and despair...We need MORE GOD which equals truth, prosperity and overall 

goodness!

1/28/2020 7:50:43 PM gingertweet2 Better to be safe!

1/28/2020 7:54:17 PM 040118054_17 Good words Patriot

1/28/2020 7:54:36 PM legacy_over @worldxplorer1

1/28/2020 7:55:28 PM jayemmorgan We are the storm! #WWG1WGA

1/28/2020 7:56:58 PM queenofburps Tunnels all over the world. Playboy mansion had them as well.

1/28/2020 7:59:40 PM ekotoons REICH ORGONE BOXES?

1/28/2020 8:01:36 PM techstartupmom I think it's interesting you mention this. For those of us who play instruments and deeply feel the music as if we're at one with it, it's as though the 

musical sound waves are passing through our souls.

1/28/2020 8:03:52 PM mongrelglory Unfortunately, the blind items from CDAN do not paint a very good picture of the church that Justin Bieber attends...sounds like there's some shady 

"behind the scenes" dealings there.

1/28/2020 8:04:00 PM bphouse Main Dumb for the fallout or for cloning

1/28/2020 8:04:06 PM tamravee Kim has surely repented since the real Salvation of Kanye..  I hope. pic.twitter.com/4uhp0A90g0

1/28/2020 8:05:32 PM tamravee number given to public .... pic.twitter.com/Tk6Doa6Ls4



1/28/2020 8:08:01 PM legacy_over Also the "Big Game" is on Feb 2 pic.twitter.com/IC6M0MuCC1

1/28/2020 8:08:55 PM tamravee Previosly Used by government for transporting officials, aye ? pic.twitter.com/RJ20dexj6P

1/28/2020 8:09:39 PM legacy_over Also the "Big Game" is on Feb 2 pic.twitter.com/4CXErxNVCi

1/28/2020 8:10:26 PM n7guardiananon Warner Media owns TMZ

and CNN...as well as a long list of others

1/28/2020 8:12:13 PM armour_up Interesting

1/28/2020 8:15:40 PM mongrelglory Organic cotton and wool too, but not polyester.

1/28/2020 8:20:06 PM smalltownindy There are many correlations between pre-war Germany and America today that we could learn from, or suffer a similar fate. We either reclaim 

ourselves now, or our institutions lead us into oblivion. Picture what POTUS is doing in D.C. We need to do that on a personal micro level.

1/28/2020 8:20:40 PM 369palm Maybe Mr. Peanut has to wait but the flight had 6 females qualified for their ritual.

1/28/2020 8:21:06 PM legacy_over #interesting @worldxplorer1

1/28/2020 8:23:20 PM darkcenter Wasn't  crashed helicopter white/blue? Different?

1/28/2020 8:23:42 PM mongrelglory They obviously feel threatened by your overall message...

They don't want us to wake up and think for ourselves.

Fortunately, no "censorship algorithm" is going to stop the Great Awakening! 😎  WWG1WGA!

1/28/2020 8:24:03 PM smalltownindy I can only speak for myself though. I have 44 years of external programming to recode into something new, something unknown, but ultimately better 

than modern pop culture can provide. I have much work to do here.

1/28/2020 8:26:46 PM legacy_over Maybe both? pic.twitter.com/aSM03VGh8H

1/28/2020 8:32:28 PM 369palm I always thought Kanye’s new religion was about taxes.  I’ve never seen that picture of Kim. Wow

1/28/2020 8:34:12 PM rick_hernandez Majestic 10:26pm https://twitter.com/redfootbluefoot/status/1222375077473243137?s=21 …

1/28/2020 8:38:20 PM tamravee @kanyewest please respond

1/28/2020 8:38:43 PM youstinksoap National Freedom Day, Feb 1st, 13th Amendment, signed by A. Lincoln.

1/28/2020 8:42:02 PM beelze_bufo Read the article.

1/28/2020 8:42:54 PM doyouq They said it was a skin like an ad wrap for a car.

But the original news article stated it was a paint job.

#lies

1/28/2020 8:48:33 PM bradnolesfan The Storm is the takedown of the corrupt establishment and deep state. pic.twitter.com/wFIk1kahUT

1/28/2020 8:49:19 PM n7guardiananon #BeBest

throw away the rest 

💖💖💖

godspeed patriot

1/28/2020 8:52:06 PM calicryptobetty That's always my first thought... Fake deaths before the truth comes out..

1/28/2020 8:53:49 PM bradnolesfan New to your feed. Are you claiming to be a Trump Admin insider?

1/28/2020 8:53:58 PM manifest_utopia Awesome.

What a coincidence 😁

1/28/2020 8:55:59 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/T0UvSoszQw

1/28/2020 9:00:49 PM chariotprince Causes you to ask questions.

If you state something as concrete fact, people tend to immediately doubt it.

You have to let people decide for themselves. So if you give them a mystery to solve, they'll seek out the truth. pic.twitter.com/MNI9z3Vnqc

1/28/2020 9:05:38 PM hmcd123  pic.twitter.com/vKrRp7gan2

1/28/2020 9:06:38 PM tango66qanon 👍 thank you!

1/28/2020 9:06:56 PM manifest_utopia ThanQ. And no worries. There isn't a stadium in the entire US large enough to hold all the Patriots who would attend.

1/28/2020 9:07:39 PM 12bravogran Probably an alt for Sather... think about it.

1/28/2020 9:11:06 PM carpevita01 Actually cleaning people know a lot! So don’t hate congratulate

1/28/2020 9:14:33 PM bradnolesfan Who is that?

1/28/2020 9:15:40 PM sunnydkelleu Am I That I Am

1/28/2020 9:17:01 PM americanpetal What secrets?

1/28/2020 9:17:18 PM missund79512530 Sacrifice. She was 13. A sacred, significant #

1/28/2020 9:18:03 PM americanpetal How sad😞

1/28/2020 9:18:47 PM missund79512530 Or. He sacrificed her.

1/28/2020 9:19:47 PM missund79512530 I think many of them already DO sacrifice their own children. Usually it is the 1st sons. But, at least that we know of, he only has the 4 daughters

1/28/2020 9:20:26 PM americanpetal Really? Sometimes I think I go overboard with them. I have SO Many lol TY!☺🇺🇸💖

1/28/2020 9:21:08 PM missund79512530 I agree. I think they have to perform/produce until they keel over and die. Look at the Rolling Stones. All the old Rockers. Betty White? Part of the deal?

1/28/2020 9:22:12 PM jeanenev TRUTH ....  

MY GOD 

SOON 

PLEASE ....

1/28/2020 9:22:38 PM lobster_byte It is not an attack on people who clean things. It was intended to point out the fact that a person who owned a cleaning business, and/or a real estate 

agent most likely have very little training regarding controlled burns. 

Nothing but respect for those who own legit businesses

1/28/2020 9:23:00 PM missund79512530 She is from S. Louisiana. But, no tunnels there!

1/28/2020 9:24:10 PM missund79512530 They were telling us weren't they?

1/28/2020 9:26:25 PM missund79512530 Same thing may be what's been going on in AU with those fires. And evacuating citizens to get them out of harms way AND so no prying eyes

1/28/2020 9:27:39 PM italianmom555 I do not do headphones I however love being outside at night Ipod plugged in and listening to great music outdoors by my pool . Rivers 9f Belief,  

Enigma 1 of my favorites.

1/28/2020 9:32:18 PM hmcd123 Yes. Attack Muh Self pic.twitter.com/n303ErZUXm

1/28/2020 9:37:03 PM ayerasherayer You start by practicing meditation and praying.

1/28/2020 9:42:19 PM missund79512530 I bet you are right.

1/28/2020 9:43:58 PM missund79512530 If they want the insurance money though....

1/28/2020 9:44:14 PM ayerasherayer Practice meditation. And pray. There are videos on the internet on various forms of meditation-chose one that you like. There are also diagrams of the 

Chakra system and the colours they vibrate to. Colour are frequencies of energy-lower frequency at Root-higher at your Crown.

1/28/2020 9:45:11 PM missund79512530 I agree. And what about all the other people that are being reported as going down with them?

1/28/2020 9:46:26 PM missund79512530 I'm not so sure that's real though. Wasn't he on The Apprentice? I read an Anon post ages ago, recommending we check out which of the loudest 

people were contestants. Implying they are all playing a role.

1/28/2020 9:46:52 PM missund79512530 I don't think you and I are an "us".

1/28/2020 9:47:29 PM missund79512530 Yes. I agree.  it was an extremely expensive very high tech helicopter

1/28/2020 9:48:24 PM missund79512530 Getting older and maturing would account for those changes. However, he def is MKULTRA, if not a clone



1/28/2020 9:51:49 PM majcm83 Hotel California

1/28/2020 9:55:53 PM 12bravogran  pic.twitter.com/ETTnX2aGDx

1/28/2020 9:57:04 PM lobster_byte This was an old property, no heat for years, abandoned.  You can burn your house down if you own it. The value is in the property. Not sure why that 

person took offense Re: controlled burn. To suggest nobody EVER burns a property is not true.

1/28/2020 9:59:59 PM slamdiddle of course not, or else he wouldn't have boarded with his daughter...not to mention all the others

(maybe you're not a parent yet?)

but yeah, he might have known it was coming sometime somewhere

1/28/2020 10:01:32 PM rfseopro I'd start with #researchthegetty

1/28/2020 10:07:36 PM ndeathcloak Great tag. Very very bad shit under that place

1/28/2020 10:09:30 PM rfseopro Yup👍

1/28/2020 10:11:00 PM sandy_cuhntz They said it was waiting for air traffic control to give them the ok to cross controlled airspace.

1/28/2020 10:13:26 PM sethric61410528 „us“ meaning you are ET?

1/28/2020 10:14:05 PM smith_jere Whatever it takes.

1/28/2020 10:18:20 PM sublimebydesign They all do eventually.

1/28/2020 10:27:12 PM sarah48538695 I think it's referring to the plan...in the "future" Majestic 12, as part of the plan, will be working publicly whereas Q's job is to work in the 

shadows/hidden...in secret.

1/28/2020 10:28:14 PM balammb Use bone conduction headphones,  like Aftershokz Titanium. They are incredible!

1/28/2020 10:31:38 PM brainfreeze76 I have a good musician friend who only plays in 432hz. His name is Kaisi Berrick. He produces what he calls epic step which is a spin on dubstep which 

includes rap and metal. It’s different but good.

1/28/2020 10:32:04 PM williebhere Is  Mt Hermon the origin of MJ12, were the (fallen angles) BEings??

1/28/2020 10:32:58 PM c_morece I've heard there are tunnels under all those homes.

1/28/2020 10:35:18 PM lornascurr There's a GLOBAL fan base

1/28/2020 10:41:49 PM mike72279593 432hz healing sounds

1/28/2020 10:48:43 PM c_morece Ok so what do we do then?

1/28/2020 11:01:19 PM kidge6 Because we encapsulate ourselves, then venture into the intuitive world... encapsulated?  And unable to operate as freely?  Thereby missing the point 

of the venture? 🤔

1/28/2020 11:02:46 PM kidge6 Yes, I tried to express this also in slightly different way. I Like yours too.

1/28/2020 11:11:06 PM kidge6 He doesn’t have much neck irl 😝

1/28/2020 11:11:32 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 KIM CLEMENT'S LAST TIME ON STAGE - SEPTEMBER 5TH, 2015 -  https://youtu.be/S5VAHsz3sQ4 

1/28/2020 11:15:34 PM sc89126024 🤣

1/28/2020 11:16:41 PM carolin15161363 11:11=unification of all parallels. Back to our original creation form.

1/28/2020 11:20:21 PM kidge6 And Robert Monroe.  Dr, newsome dentist.  Please add me to your list of supporters. Vibrational medicine included?

1/28/2020 11:22:06 PM alexfreespeech1 They already knew who it was

1/28/2020 11:22:25 PM galadri09060100 Yeah 60's music!

1/28/2020 11:25:02 PM galadri09060100 Yep! Energy rising in the body. Love it! Brings the warrior out!

1/28/2020 11:27:09 PM rosscarwalker 5:5

1/28/2020 11:28:10 PM galadri09060100 60's music is made by free thinkers.

1/28/2020 11:30:27 PM jlleee1 We the people appreciate your discernment and judgement in these areas of decisions.  We're happy that POTUS is being kept safe.  TY

1/28/2020 11:33:00 PM galadri09060100 Not necessarily. It takes a Master though to raise their energy, in any environment at any moment.

1/28/2020 11:34:07 PM wild8heart We are the news now...

1/28/2020 11:35:35 PM neverbeasheep Clean Deepstate dude, i don’t know what you imagine. It‘s your fantasy

1/28/2020 11:38:04 PM qkellyl 5.5 pic.twitter.com/IEpzInONpG

1/28/2020 11:46:08 PM notevenchad17 I've used them with interesting results. I'll have it all if I can. 30 years of All In Prep. We need about 10,000 healing centers.

1/28/2020 11:48:18 PM patricistr You've got it wrong. The 5G he will roll out has none of the harmful effects that the one China will put out..place blame where it belongs..china..HRC, 

Obama who sold us out to china by allowing them to own and control all of our technology..

1/28/2020 11:52:09 PM cameronldownie I wear anything well....

1/28/2020 11:53:07 PM cameronldownie All Amazon. 2 day delivery.....

1/28/2020 11:56:30 PM wwg1wga93583681 welp, gonna have to go find a waterfall with no cell service now

1/28/2020 11:58:45 PM brainfreeze76 I can’t read the responses but I’ve always seen Jesus as a great prophet. Not someone who died for sins. That is just nonsense dogma made up to hold 

everyone in contempt until taxed.

1/28/2020 11:58:48 PM wild8heart  https://twitter.com/wild8heart/status/1222428489069916160 …

1/29/2020 12:05:46 AM deploramal Look into Shungite 🖤

1/29/2020 12:09:34 AM brainfreeze76 Not what he claims but not always wrong either.

1/29/2020 12:12:42 AM brainfreeze76 Annunaki are three feet taller and a hundred times stronger. Very thin built. They can breed with human

1/29/2020 12:36:19 AM unitedredwhite1 I also love metal - warrior metal not dark metal.  My And Justice for All album gets a lot of play lol I LOVE it

1/29/2020 12:37:25 AM vegitoctsv I thought the same thing as soon the fires here in California reached lebron's house. That's EXACTLY what went through my mind!! 

pic.twitter.com/r1VdNMdbfx

1/29/2020 12:42:23 AM brainfreeze76 I’ll add, though it’s fiction it’s a high vibrational story and art and music and  are by ascended masters incarnated.  Many things which are fictional are 

also important for us. Look at the oahspe

1/29/2020 12:45:50 AM kahkiki Is the keystones the family

1/29/2020 12:46:51 AM vegitoctsv Is this why I love hearing binaural beats, meditation, trance music and all of those kind of frequencies with my 12 inch subwoofer in my car?? 

pic.twitter.com/8KIeFbZzLc

1/29/2020 12:47:48 AM brainfreeze76 Negative

1/29/2020 12:50:50 AM brainfreeze76 No. For sure no

1/29/2020 12:52:36 AM kidge6 Do tell or your experiences.  I went to Monroe institute years ago. Didn’t do as well as others.  Doing baking soda rinse daily when I think of it.

1/29/2020 12:52:51 AM brainfreeze76 It is but nobody has ever showed the ability to control it.

1/29/2020 12:58:13 AM brainfreeze76 There are many thousands here incarnations from other worlds of all sorts. Trump shouldn’t be a surprise.

1/29/2020 1:13:17 AM frymanmyloe Im curious

1/29/2020 1:14:08 AM aurorasreality The flight pattern follows the highway. That's opposite reason to having a helicopter. Was it following a car or something???

1/29/2020 1:14:26 AM frymanmyloe Good idea

1/29/2020 1:17:34 AM domenickpal Scumbag bigot

1/29/2020 1:24:07 AM vaporking The helicopter was blue and white (N761LL) UNTIL 2016 when it was updated and painted black (N782EX).  Why is it blue and white again in 2020? Just 

asking. pic.twitter.com/gYXmlWgJ0t

1/29/2020 1:29:35 AM terran_sol It pleases me to know that humanity has progressed that far into the future, that they could develop such an engineering marvel! How fast does that 

thing go Sir James?

1/29/2020 1:30:16 AM aurorasreality  https://m.ranker.com/list/celebrities-who-live-in-calabasas/celebrity-lists …

1/29/2020 1:31:50 AM magaman333 Got it. Thx

1/29/2020 1:49:59 AM peterluisvenero Right side up. 👍

1/29/2020 1:55:48 AM merorschach I will look into that doctor. Thank you.

1/29/2020 2:03:47 AM 11charlie111 We’re ready Mr President ⚡️⚖️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/zz1N3OEdbh

1/29/2020 2:10:15 AM ben60751942 Stomping that same old shut out again.. come on man



1/29/2020 2:14:09 AM merorschach Wife: The hell are you doing in the basement naked?

Me: Ascending? pic.twitter.com/8swSHsC7As

1/29/2020 2:14:39 AM kathywunderlic3 glad you're here Raelyn💗

1/29/2020 2:15:35 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🙏

1/29/2020 2:16:52 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/29/2020 2:17:47 AM kathywunderlic3 family💗

1/29/2020 2:19:07 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/LQNbXQSuNl

1/29/2020 2:28:14 AM eliflugelman What about the Vatican?

1/29/2020 2:30:18 AM aurorasreality It's part of the gateway project. Theres a whole dile on  http://cia.gov  about it.

1/29/2020 2:30:53 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/rFKdp7aaCE

1/29/2020 2:44:49 AM deb12233 !!! :)

1/29/2020 2:45:52 AM cindycopacetic Definitely!

1/29/2020 2:46:55 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ZKkceL6ch6

1/29/2020 2:55:43 AM diddy121 I hope not. I was given these frequencies when I visited the Beatles ashram in Rishikesh, India

1/29/2020 3:00:04 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/22Ecl0O812

1/29/2020 3:02:01 AM trumping4usa Spotify doesn't have a mode but I tried to retune my equalizer with 3 6 9 in mind so perhaps it will achieve some sort of effect

1/29/2020 3:03:04 AM margroefs The helicopter is just a lot faster....doesn't get stuck in traffic

1/29/2020 3:03:27 AM ladykayerising Nahhhh, now that’s not creepy at all 😒

1/29/2020 3:03:49 AM bansuri44256232 Try  http://this.It  is for Android but it is also in IOS 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.appums.music_pitcher …

1/29/2020 3:03:58 AM margroefs Foggy

1/29/2020 3:04:41 AM margroefs I thought he just leased them

1/29/2020 3:21:57 AM 11charlie111 And little did we know that they were the virus all along.....⚡️⚖️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/VoPrKoiuta

1/29/2020 3:44:38 AM __jabird__ Learn

1/29/2020 3:45:21 AM katie03188149  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=qpB_l98JkZA …

1/29/2020 3:54:08 AM 11charlie111 🤞⚡⚖⚡ pic.twitter.com/GYkzkl7hpv

1/29/2020 3:55:26 AM areckoningday Smoke 'em if you got 'em! 🎬📽🍿🍻

#TheTruthWillOut #UnsealTheStorm pic.twitter.com/gILjtPevhA

1/29/2020 3:55:48 AM mscronkat Brings to mind the show Counterpart. Interesting!

1/29/2020 4:00:28 AM __jabird__  pic.twitter.com/uQPBU9M3iW

1/29/2020 4:01:33 AM klelevier He used a different helicopter that day!

1/29/2020 4:04:41 AM __jabird__ In your closet, in your head.

Metallica

1/29/2020 4:11:46 AM distinct_words Starseed... have anything to do with starfort?

1/29/2020 4:12:15 AM jennyjigsaw45 Ah I get you now....hadn't even thought about that difference tbh. 

But I reckon there will be some out there.....esp if its important for us to listen too.

Let me know if you find anything.

1/29/2020 4:14:32 AM smalltowngurlz fiber optic & hardwired computers are much safer. Refuse smart meters & there are sleeves for phones if you must carry one

1/29/2020 4:23:52 AM lanettenordqui2 You're very welcome. ♥🙏

1/29/2020 4:24:13 AM lbf777 I don’t need to bring anymore evidence. After 3 years of unfulfilled promises and red flags from the Trump administration, half the Maga team like me 

dropped out. Now we don’t trust any politicians.

1/29/2020 4:28:17 AM areckoningday I noticed the same thing. Van Drew's hair looked like lit up fiber optics or something and the edges of their dark suits as they moved lit the same. 

Definitely looked like a green screen.

1/29/2020 4:35:34 AM riseup7divine Music is DNA talking... https://youtu.be/y6Ppr_xSZLY 

1/29/2020 4:44:09 AM wilzmcgee Could autism be a type of prion disease caused by the injection of human tissue into the bloodstream?

1/29/2020 5:00:52 AM unitedweareusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thoughts?

1/29/2020 5:05:30 AM ger22122 On my iPhone/iPad, I downloaded a 432 app.  I don’t know how other devices, such as a car stereo, can be tweaked.

1/29/2020 5:08:49 AM __jabird__ Reptilians

1/29/2020 5:11:23 AM __jabird__ Just look at the people he has been working with. A big push that will fail.

1/29/2020 5:15:19 AM a_pway  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkJWNiAxoVE … Coded

1/29/2020 5:17:01 AM mcreynoldssus 70's music was good too

1/29/2020 5:21:37 AM jay93069455 All of the true (good frequencies) are turned to one of the numbers in the fibonacci or golden ratio numbers. Research: The "Fibonacci Sequence", the 

"Golden Radio", or "Phi".

The bad actors of the world have changed the frequency for each musical note from the golden ratio to...

1/29/2020 5:24:27 AM jay93069455 Some other number frequently that is close but not "in tune" to prevent us from being able to "unlock" our true power to self heal, meditate, and so 

much else. Plus, they saturate us in EMF and spray us (poison us) with Geo Engineering (Chemtrails).

1/29/2020 5:24:31 AM melahooker i listen to wholetones every day ...   http://wholetones.com , healing frequencies music project.  beautiful music, & he has several different versions, 

even a christmas album.

1/29/2020 5:27:34 AM kd113 @TheQueenMrs

1/29/2020 5:30:06 AM corn_hole Since when did +++ mean peace with israel?  This is NOT the plan.

1/29/2020 5:33:21 AM threadreaderapp Hola, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for 

vibrational…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …. See you soon. 🤖

1/29/2020 5:39:25 AM southern_lady75 Interesting 🤔

1/29/2020 5:42:48 AM nschlange And the playboy mansion was connected to Jack N. And other houses as well.

1/29/2020 5:43:41 AM hollylandes Will they ever receive justice?

1/29/2020 5:44:33 AM nschlange She was probably born into it, I would think

1/29/2020 5:46:22 AM p7sabr19 And certain technologies steal frequency and currents.

1/29/2020 5:46:59 AM nschlange We should post #ExposeHollywood on every post! That's a good one

1/29/2020 5:48:57 AM nschlange That's a good # too

1/29/2020 5:49:55 AM hollylandes Weird. I have dreams like that. Floating cities



1/29/2020 5:51:54 AM mettlemeta @realDonaldTrump

@VincentCrypt46

@P0A_Triot23

@Timothy_2_22

@ax_xma

@Qn3Soldier

@ViktoryOfLight

@rot8infinity

@LoveBling6

@KenDavi80404473

@OrelyofLy

@KathyWunderlic3

@taylorswift13

@Lightworker2012

@CryptoOz

@RealEyeTheSpy

@AWISHNSTAR2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

✌️
1/29/2020 5:51:56 AM hollylandes Hopefully before many die. Is there an age cut off.

1/29/2020 5:53:29 AM cryptooz 👋😎 thank you.💫

1/29/2020 5:54:50 AM trinspiration What about tuning to A444? I’ve been tuning my piano to that frequency for a year and it definitely makes me feel so much better when I play it.

1/29/2020 5:54:55 AM apendulumshifts  pic.twitter.com/ha3KymyWxg

1/29/2020 5:56:56 AM anitakingsbauer Thank you...will search for that.

1/29/2020 5:57:08 AM nschlange Skippy = John Podesta different then the peanut post. Right?

1/29/2020 5:57:37 AM nschlange How do u know that?

1/29/2020 5:58:03 AM hollylandes Right?! I am still trying to figure out why the king of Isreal would be considered ruler of the Earth. Because they have tech?

1/29/2020 6:00:36 AM nschlange Skippy is John Podesta

1/29/2020 6:01:15 AM richard07759712 Best answer

1/29/2020 6:01:23 AM nschlange No thank u

1/29/2020 6:02:00 AM 92michael Look, at the supposedly most pure and spiritual man on the planet, cowering and afraid. - Afraid of what? What will they think when he arrives at the 

pearly gates and is not allowed to enter!!!!

1/29/2020 6:03:02 AM nschlange I thought both Podesta monsters had already been taken down?

1/29/2020 6:04:32 AM charlesgdavis1 THE truth of the matter is history has hidden the PLIGHT of a people for so long...THAT the knowledge of who they were was stolen....IF in time, 

speech, name, origin and lands....of the past which IS known would shake the foundation of heaven and earth for GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE. 😇

1/29/2020 6:06:31 AM nschlange Omg so many?!?! So fricken many! How many ppl are a part of this?

1/29/2020 6:08:32 AM helenav1 What about wired bone conduction headphone s?

1/29/2020 6:08:59 AM threadreaderapp Hi!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: AMA w/ MJ8+2+Typist 19:47 ET Yes No Answers Only Majestic Message of Disclosure 👇 

Israel is…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1105978195818483712.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

1/29/2020 6:11:07 AM mongrelglory See item 10. and 11. in this article... https://www.cosmopolitan.com/entertainment/a12013200/hillsong-facts-millennial-church-celebrities-bieber-carl-

lentz/ …

1/29/2020 6:12:53 AM nschlange Are you joking? OMG! That little law has to change now and the C_A has to be demolished. Wait GHWB was also one, he didn't get off? Neither did No 

Name

1/29/2020 6:13:50 AM hollylandes It would be awful. I would hope they do the old and sick first.

1/29/2020 6:15:54 AM nschlange Lol

1/29/2020 6:17:59 AM mongrelglory GHWB and No Name were tried in Military tribunals which are different.  However the law I'm referring to is supposed to protect CIA agents from 

prosecution under the cover of "National Security".  How many laws does James Bond break in one movie? (Not saying I agree with it!)

1/29/2020 6:19:44 AM nschlange Why? Why is that why we're here? Everyone says that but where are we taking what we learned? Why do we need to learn that?

1/29/2020 6:21:19 AM vickigp1 That is her but I can't remember whose house it is in... I think it's in Chris's.

1/29/2020 6:22:36 AM rosscarwalker People who torture children should not be given any security whether they are in the CIA or not. They're going down. These people are going down.

1/29/2020 6:23:29 AM rosscarwalker That reiteration was unintentional

1/29/2020 6:25:57 AM nschlange I don't think he knew too much. He was probably born into it. His dad was a player. Has to be something else. They are treating him like Dianna which 

is very odd to me.

1/29/2020 6:26:33 AM beatsbyblaine Does that count for digital sounds also? Im assuming the incorporation of 3,6,9 also help achieve a higher frequency when working in a digital audio 

workstation?

1/29/2020 6:27:13 AM rosscarwalker IS this Alice in action?

1/29/2020 6:27:35 AM nschlange Btw that's flipping scary! The asswipes have a Holliday every other day!!

1/29/2020 6:27:55 AM mongrelglory It doesn't mean they didn't sacrifice him behind the scenes.  They sacrifice people as punishment, or if they're no longer useful, or for occult purposes.  

Princess Di was sacrificed for all 3 of those reasons.

1/29/2020 6:29:13 AM nschlange That's creepy.

1/29/2020 6:31:35 AM mongrelglory You need to do some reading on your own, if you really want to find answers to your questions.  I suggest you start with "The Law of One", or you can 

watch videos by David Wilcock or Aaron Doughty on Youtube.  You'll have to decide what you believe for yourself.

1/29/2020 6:32:12 AM queenofburps Pretend we are not babies and drop it like it’s hot!

1/29/2020 6:33:26 AM nschlange Yeah me too. Same thing happens when I do that with MP. Ppl's  heads explode

1/29/2020 6:33:33 AM mongrelglory Also you can read through MJ-12's tweets in this PDF format, as they touch on these subjects: 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

1/29/2020 6:34:03 AM burgersandra Mirror??? Power of the 3,6,9

427927=4+ 27 +9 + 27

            =2+2+9+9+9

            =2+2+3+3+3+9+9

            =223 mirror of 322

            =223    3+3+9+9

            =223     6+9+9

            =223      24=6

            =223       3+3
1/29/2020 6:34:22 AM queenofburps But you are truly a GOD! He’s in you.

1/29/2020 6:34:26 AM eyeonyouclowns Thank you

1/29/2020 6:35:35 AM keith369me Nor politicians and judges.

1/29/2020 6:37:50 AM mongrelglory Anyone with great power and success in this world, including religious leaders etc...  It's how they've rigged the game of life on this planet.  However, 

once enough people wake up and call out the "rigging", they will be forced to stop.



1/29/2020 6:38:11 AM queenofburps Why do we have 5G?

1/29/2020 6:41:40 AM gingerbanana2 Yes!!! Definitely shungite!  There are Etsy sellers that sell little squares you can actually put on your cellphone :)

1/29/2020 6:45:36 AM truthseeker805  https://youtu.be/PJ9a28hdpTM 

1/29/2020 6:45:46 AM pistolpacking83 I’d say it’s definitely the calm before the storm! #Trump2020

1/29/2020 6:49:32 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/29/2020 6:51:18 AM anon_inno Is this, the spiders, a reference to the Chimera?

1/29/2020 6:52:33 AM truthseeker805 our true home is with God

1/29/2020 6:53:48 AM pistolpacking83 Absolutely!! Trump supporters will definitely rise up to vote and make sure He gets back in again!

1/29/2020 6:55:00 AM rot8infinity 🙏❤️

1/29/2020 6:55:29 AM tammy_sturgill Cotton

1/29/2020 7:02:28 AM distinct_words which post was that?

1/29/2020 7:02:48 AM realamyjoelle He wasn't in his copter. It was chartered that day.

1/29/2020 7:03:50 AM lisamthornburg Like the lyrics to Hotel California “You can check out any time you like but you can never leave” #ThesePeopleAreSick

1/29/2020 7:11:24 AM jfett6 Pretty sure that was the one about the video showing local news all repeating the same script.

"This is a threat to our democracy."

1/29/2020 7:14:05 AM 930vm Got it to follow.

1/29/2020 7:14:08 AM dan96603786 Well yeah, wikipedia is a can of garbage filled by leftist lunatics. They only recycle more garbage, no plastic or cardboard...

1/29/2020 7:14:29 AM 930vm Thank you Shane. Love ❤️ you brother.

1/29/2020 7:16:14 AM dan96603786 Neat.

1/29/2020 7:17:12 AM dude14412323 i thought the same when i first read that 🙃

1/29/2020 7:20:16 AM covertress Podcast

Rudy Giuliani Common Sense EP. 1: Since No Crimes Exist, It Must Be Dismissed https://youtu.be/qPXP6fGv6aQ 

1/29/2020 7:23:32 AM 00loll0 What are we supposed to do with the grow tent? Sit inside it? Grow food? Growers use LED lights,are these lights safe  or should we be using the high 

sodium pressure bulbs?

1/29/2020 7:23:38 AM timothy_2_22 Love You Bro...Have a good day😎🐝

1/29/2020 7:24:43 AM hammerheart78 And justice for all is my all-time favourite!

1/29/2020 7:25:26 AM uestiony  pic.twitter.com/rEPJJj7iKS

1/29/2020 7:27:49 AM lizzah_83 That Oscar win would’ve certainly come with strings attached me thinks.

1/29/2020 7:41:31 AM bigtex54 Please look at this.

Alleged?

Real? https://theaiorganization.com/google-facebook-neuralink-sued-for-weaponized-ai-tech-transfer-complicity-to-genocide-in-china-and-

endangering-humanity-with-misuse-of-ai/ …

1/29/2020 7:50:30 AM covertress Book  

Ike and McCarthy: Dwight Eisenhower's Secret Campaign against Joseph McCarthy 

 https://www.amazon.com/dp/1451686609/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_KIAmEbZE3Q8HE …

1/29/2020 7:52:20 AM s0uthrncharmed Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must 

fewaves wash over your body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …

1/29/2020 8:06:03 AM ayerasherayer According to Len Horowitz 528Hz is Heart Chakra. Google Len & the real Solfeggio frequencies. He has a book called "Healing Codes for the Biological 

Apocalypse (book's been around for a while). Also, Lennon's "Imagine" uses 528Hz-do some research on this. Namaste. 🙏

1/29/2020 8:10:24 AM ephraimspromise Who is 55?

1/29/2020 8:10:41 AM ayerasherayer In Len Horowitz's book "Healing Codes for the Biological Apocalypse" he laid out a chart for healing with specific plants that vibrates to specific 

frequencies, which used individually or combined with others vibrating to same frequencies, promotes healing for specific illness.

1/29/2020 8:10:46 AM lmtlisa3 5:5 🍿⏰

1/29/2020 8:18:25 AM ayerasherayer In his book, Len also refers to the Bible where these plants & herbs are mentioned. Apparently, a lot of the names of these plants have been changed 

(perhaps deliberately?) or are called a different name in other cultures, e.g. Sacred Tulsi of India is called Holy Basil in Bible.

1/29/2020 8:19:00 AM katkenn48 fog?

1/29/2020 8:23:02 AM ayerasherayer Funny, I typed in "Sacred Tulsi of India" and "Tulsi" comes up with a squiggly red line under it. The tracking and censorship of people are insane! 

😂😂😂

1/29/2020 8:24:48 AM jamiegrahamusa Haha...it packs a punch! It can store terrabytes of data..in light...so awesome! I hear they store the light n energies tbey are exposed to...love water 

etc...im at ocean so we will have a good time.

1/29/2020 8:25:02 AM firebasesamadhi I love wool for cold weather.  Nothing beats it.

1/29/2020 8:26:57 AM ayerasherayer Btw, Beatles didn't have an Ashram in India. They visited Ashrams and spend time there learning the Vedic System (Vedanta). 😊

1/29/2020 8:27:03 AM seekingtruthq It's patented which means it was created by man. That's not nefarious? How do you know it's not the same virus?

1/29/2020 8:27:19 AM firebasesamadhi I've had great luck with Tibetan singing bowls.  They are a good way to demonstrate resonance as well.  Water in the bowl will rain upward when 

singing.  I agree with seeking pure sound.  Details matter!

1/29/2020 8:28:59 AM firebasesamadhi Christmas light timers on your Wifi Router (and power-off devices) while sleeping can give the body a break too.  Just food for thought.

1/29/2020 8:30:19 AM jamiegrahamusa This is polarized water! I felt great when drinking it. Its pricey to get shipped though!

1/29/2020 8:30:43 AM kikaltz Hmmm, is there a different name for it?  I'm pretty well-versed on crystals and such, but have never heard of this one.

1/29/2020 8:33:44 AM jamiegrahamusa No

1/29/2020 8:34:36 AM aleks8837 No, that's what I'm saying. You got it wrong. They ISOLATED the virus from a human that had been infected. Not the other way around.  It says another 

name in the patent... There are many variants of the virus. The one in the patent is not the same as the one going on in China.

1/29/2020 8:35:31 AM kikaltz Well that settles that!  hahaha

1/29/2020 8:35:42 AM seekingtruthq How do you get "witchcraft" from any of this?? It's been proven that energy plays a huge role in both science and spirituality. This has nothing to do 

with witchcraft.

1/29/2020 8:35:56 AM jamiegrahamusa Look at these. I love the infused water. I leave in both sun & moonlight! pic.twitter.com/2wHfLALacZ

1/29/2020 8:36:01 AM ayerasherayer There r other diagrams/charts on internet depicting Chakras & related Solfeggio Frequencies that they vibrate to or are related to. Some not 

correct.The musical scale was "tampered" with. Deliberately. The Gregorian Chant is based on the real Solfeggio. Some of Lennon's  music 2.

1/29/2020 8:36:57 AM kikaltz Nice!!!

1/29/2020 8:37:08 AM seekingtruthq Didn't the virus start out only effecting animals? How did it come to effect humans?

1/29/2020 8:37:15 AM jamiegrahamusa This too! Organite...

Using it on my Frenchy pic.twitter.com/ilK9x9sOTp

1/29/2020 8:38:02 AM jamiegrahamusa HHaaaa

1/29/2020 8:38:18 AM jamiegrahamusa Sorry. Its what it is



1/29/2020 8:40:42 AM jamiegrahamusa Im getting certain things..tools...and taking to ocean, sand...moon etc to get them tuned up if u will. I hate they are stressed in shipling..mining etc. 

They are conscious beings. Just not what we relate to in 3d. Im a stop over...then out they will go to very specific starseeds

1/29/2020 8:42:18 AM jamiegrahamusa This purple blue one is very rare. So im told. It is stunning pic.twitter.com/H4GRGcdFQv

1/29/2020 8:47:47 AM truthfighter80 @realDonaldTrump when we gonna hold him accountable for all his Evil science? Vaccines aren’t breakthrough, unless they are ised as weapon. 

Aborted TCells, DNA to cause gander confusion?Mercury and Aluminum?@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 we need better science.  

https://twitter.com/BillGates/status/1220006544789532678 …

1/29/2020 8:49:39 AM jamiegrahamusa Nice on which? The infused water? It dpes taste very different. Polarized i tried to..

1/29/2020 8:57:58 AM kikaltz Both are nice!

1/29/2020 9:04:12 AM aleks8837 Correct. It came to effect humans because in China they have animal markets where dozens of animals and masses of humans are in the same space all 

day every day, year after year.

1/29/2020 9:13:49 AM diddy121 I know they never had an ashram in India. Thanks for all the other info I’ll have to do some research 😊

1/29/2020 9:14:54 AM 02joshuaradwan 💚🕊🙏🏽💪🏽👍🏽

1/29/2020 9:22:23 AM observerpoint Yesss i wear Shungite necklace and earrings and have a ton of orgonite ive made myself in my room :) was curious on @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 perspective 

on orgonite/Wilhelm Reich! 

Resonates with me greatly

1/29/2020 9:26:23 AM unitedredwhite1 Mee tooo!!

1/29/2020 9:30:47 AM auntieomaiclou1 Linen.

1/29/2020 9:32:01 AM bbombski  https://youtu.be/D7AsXqaFaxQ 

Video is from 2016. Pre Q. OG Anonymous. Exposes all current events that have happened since Trumps election. It was all planned.

Red Pill/Blue Pill. You decide.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/SNd0sBkSbV

1/29/2020 9:37:40 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1222572989968986112?s=20 …

1/29/2020 9:38:23 AM susan66388204 I believe Trudeau will be arrested this year for Treason and Trafficking

1/29/2020 9:40:25 AM chapulincolored Can you please comment on this. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1222321076371218432?s=20 …

1/29/2020 9:45:06 AM edgar_milne @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 hi Majestic, wondering if you like the references to Q and President Trump, and a role for America in my new book, from a Scottish 

perspective;  https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Empowering+Alignments+&type= …

1/29/2020 9:57:08 AM ldyrigger1 Love this man...I have faith things will be okay

1/29/2020 9:59:25 AM rick_hernandez So how are we going to coordinate this? 

How about 3 groups around the world that each share 3 different memes/ideas 3 x a day?

1/29/2020 10:03:51 AM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

+++

Plus Ultra

Go Beyond

O7

1/29/2020 10:05:04 AM frymanmyloe Judgment is coming..so sad for those kids

1/29/2020 10:09:25 AM rikudochan "you'll find out" lmaooo

1/29/2020 10:11:30 AM higherdensitees First I would suggest someone come up with a meme creator instructional guide to teach us how to create memes...best program to make, what size 

and format etc.

1/29/2020 10:12:48 AM rick_hernandez Okay. So like the digital warrior’s guide to increasing awareness. The guide can have resources

1/29/2020 10:13:32 AM higherdensitees Perfect...Meme 101!!!

1/29/2020 10:14:19 AM rick_hernandez Yeah. This helps. There are things I take for granted based on my skill set

1/29/2020 10:34:28 AM realamyjoelle M or Marduke is dead! as is Anu or "Lord". The Destroyer is also GONE!

1/29/2020 10:43:40 AM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1222551131114655746?s=20 …

1/29/2020 10:46:16 AM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1222551131114655746?s=20 …

1/29/2020 10:46:58 AM chris60077191 Am I tye only one that vomits in their own mouth when looking at that ghoul Jayz is touching? She is like a demon rolled in glue then dunked in 

assholes.

1/29/2020 10:47:26 AM lamieret Thank you! How are the MHz adjusted?

1/29/2020 10:48:59 AM chris60077191 Amen

1/29/2020 10:49:17 AM tlukeskywalkar JeruZalem

1/29/2020 10:49:54 AM karina89350882 Why allowed POTUS 5G?

1/29/2020 10:51:33 AM karina89350882 Well, the idea with the frquence of unconditional love is great and I hope this is the reason for…..

1/29/2020 10:52:15 AM karina89350882 and why tell MJ12 we shall shield us??

1/29/2020 10:55:33 AM truthfighter80 Have experienced that first hand and not only that. All given vaccines to children are pure poison. They poison us from childhood and make us 

spiritually “blind” I believe. Know that prayers, meditation can alter 🧬. With injured ones I have no full answer😢

1/29/2020 10:59:21 AM kriz_jason Dark to Light?

1/29/2020 11:00:31 AM alicemasci Yes I believe Gianna was his oldest daughter.

1/29/2020 11:03:29 AM truthfighter80 I read all convo and realize how much I missed, but wish I learned. Love learning

1/29/2020 11:06:17 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/8YTAlTTAf0

1/29/2020 11:10:48 AM writermaven Some1 made CLEOPATRA far too beautiful! She by far was not so attractive.

Research ANCIENT ROMAN coins showing her likeness!

@WriterMaven

1/29/2020 11:11:48 AM psi_ink My friends and I also explored tunnels as kids. But we lived in a city and the tunnels were called sewers.

1/29/2020 11:13:07 AM johntitor33621 Do u have proof

1/29/2020 11:18:24 AM psi_ink They call you Mr. knowitall, Todd

1/29/2020 11:24:04 AM johntitor33621 Just because I walk like an Egyptian and will build a pyramid doesnt make me a bad

#illuminati

1/29/2020 11:25:29 AM johntitor33621 If your video is targeted hearsay harassment what do you expect

1/29/2020 11:30:50 AM johntitor33621 Post where the rock joked about eating babies

1/29/2020 11:32:39 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/JdK6opXEEw

1/29/2020 11:33:55 AM lavenderlives BIGGEST THE MFKER OF ALL TIME !

He thinks he is biblical David 

Why does a picture of the Lincoln center pop up instead of his 🧐 weird 

Any thoughts??? the Ukrainian traitors have Lincoln pics in the background. Lincoln is a copper penny. The 7 dwarfs mines copper=deform 

pic.twitter.com/uOe2F48xsa
1/29/2020 11:38:35 AM johntitor33621 Show me proof then I will believe

1/29/2020 11:38:56 AM majorarmybrat That's what I was wondering. The black one, then a blue one crashing. Did Nike not want to lose such a high dollar copter??



1/29/2020 11:40:06 AM nea_storm Knowledge subRosa is very beautiful pic.twitter.com/d8x5UeHU58

1/29/2020 11:45:35 AM writermaven ABSOLUTELY 

Only DISCERNMENT followed by WISDOM tops it. 

Both lead to the appropriate use of knowledge gained!

@WriterMaven

1/29/2020 11:46:41 AM rikudochan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do you know why some of us hear a high pitch noise in relation with the ascension process?

Any tips ?

1/29/2020 11:51:41 AM johntitor33621 Yes just dm me

1/29/2020 11:53:45 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/kVZKX9QAxu

1/29/2020 12:00:11 PM rick95648 Hunter Biden lives in that area...

1/29/2020 12:01:38 PM letsdot94709949 Oh darn,,,,lol

1/29/2020 12:02:06 PM twilly18 Bolton = PNAC

enjoy the show

1/29/2020 12:05:21 PM moemc8 Real reason they won't subpoena him.  Great actor.

1/29/2020 12:05:50 PM mark65mc  pic.twitter.com/rx9igWXTzu

1/29/2020 12:10:56 PM 444_q_ Done pic.twitter.com/XTHOvPkyVn

1/29/2020 12:11:24 PM galadri09060100 Yep

1/29/2020 12:12:03 PM johntitor33621 Yeah I remember that now. Look at the writers more than the rock. He is an actor. Look into the mind that come up with it

1/29/2020 12:12:58 PM rick_hernandez Geez it actually says the pen. pic.twitter.com/UQsYoT46C1

1/29/2020 12:14:05 PM hooray2040 How much radiation does an EV emit? Perhaps our best scientists AOC and Geta can answer that question. Give ‘em Nobels.

1/29/2020 12:15:44 PM robinmccann13 Yep I do

1/29/2020 12:16:30 PM adam51016989 So they can give us cancer or whatever worse things they are coming up with.

1/29/2020 12:17:44 PM lightwitness Two separate Q posts but nevertheless VERY intriguing!

1/29/2020 12:20:34 PM johntitor33621 Remember he just says what the writer creates

1/29/2020 12:22:47 PM emilycragg @HouseOfWettin @TheJusticeDept @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/qqSDzF6qdUk  ... WE Have NO Future UNLESS Things "change" ... talking about the EXTINCTION of human society as the DEFAULT 

position of the Deep State.

1/29/2020 12:24:16 PM yellamoj Yes!

No coincidences.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JjYHCFN7NJ

1/29/2020 12:27:25 PM kendavi80404473 This Is ONE Special List Right There...

1/29/2020 12:28:12 PM swampeconomist But what you can't see on the next panel of the umbrella ---> is

1/29/2020 12:28:33 PM covertress Field Trip!

I know just the place.

No cell phone service for miles and miles.

Apalachicola National Forest 

off Springhill Road, S.R. 2203, in Wakulla County, Florida. 

#Om pic.twitter.com/hVLkoGnnWE

1/29/2020 12:29:22 PM cryptooz Very!

1/29/2020 12:29:46 PM thekanehb NICE!

1/29/2020 12:31:01 PM kendavi80404473 Shane, why is Amanda NOT on here?

1/29/2020 12:32:58 PM 369palm There might have been a disclosure about that on a sci-fi show many years ago.  Men throughout history died and all went to another realm together 

without time. One Alien also died on earth and was incarnated as himself.

1/29/2020 12:33:45 PM nm_zsr 'The Pen'

1/29/2020 12:34:42 PM rick_hernandez Something about peninsula

1/29/2020 12:35:01 PM rick_hernandez I’ve seen the other side.

1/29/2020 12:35:03 PM phreatomagnetic I know it.

Kayaked there with my best friend

Love that whole area

The springs are amazing

Econfina is nice as well

1/29/2020 12:35:22 PM 369palm That’s disinfo. She was the most lovely.

1/29/2020 12:35:58 PM fansblowing3 The umbrella says “the pen”.  Is Bolton an actor?  Pretend to betray Trump while leading the enemy to the slaughter.

1/29/2020 12:37:49 PM werascending I think so!!!🤔🤔🤔🙏🙏🙏

1/29/2020 12:39:55 PM alicemasci  pic.twitter.com/vQTMegB9c9

1/29/2020 12:40:20 PM werascending Well well, the video is unavailable. Imagine that!!!😡😡😡

1/29/2020 12:47:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly That happens as well on my phone. You have to go to the link directly outside of Twitter. In YouTube app or an internet browser. Or use your computer

1/29/2020 12:48:17 PM covertress Majestic 12's Twitter reach is BIG.

 https://youtu.be/1p71k_PrmOE 

The power of 3 6 9 is real.

1/29/2020 12:48:40 PM swampeconomist  pic.twitter.com/njmjEoC5wb

1/29/2020 12:51:17 PM rick_hernandez Lol yeah. Crazy busy and missing hints

1/29/2020 12:52:10 PM swampeconomist Happens to the best of us, no worries :)

1/29/2020 12:56:17 PM alicemasci Great work!

1/29/2020 1:02:34 PM kendavi80404473 PLEASE tell ME why AmandaJane is NOT on this List ?????????

1/29/2020 1:03:18 PM steveroye I believe you have nailed it! 👍

1/29/2020 1:04:38 PM timothy_2_22 . pic.twitter.com/NV0Vin1FVC

1/29/2020 1:05:24 PM ptamait The Pro-Life Leader in the Campaign for Ethical Vaccines, Medicines and Consumer Products https://cogforlife.org/ 

1/29/2020 1:05:37 PM kathywunderlic3 love it💗

1/29/2020 1:06:04 PM alicemasci He seemed to be friends with John McCain,  or at least spoke to him at some hearing against child trafficking.  It seemed creepy how they pretended to 

care.

1/29/2020 1:06:22 PM cryptooz #facts #truth

1/29/2020 1:10:45 PM mettlemeta  https://t.co/gWpl3Noyto  https://twitter.com/mettlemeta/status/1222552733472960512?s=21 …’m missing 

https://twitter.com/MettleMeta/status/1222552733472960512 …

1/29/2020 1:11:59 PM weediblue E3 possibly AT?

1/29/2020 1:22:20 PM diddy121 Follow the pen 🖊 With today’s pen @realDonaldTrump signed a green helmet with a Q on it

1/29/2020 1:26:47 PM gloriachecchi Ummm...

1/29/2020 1:28:16 PM alicemasci Hired them.

1/29/2020 1:29:07 PM ladywhitehawk13 Love it

1/29/2020 1:36:57 PM gregoryltruman Do you have the link?

1/29/2020 1:38:34 PM scott_rick Use shungite rock to negate EMF

1/29/2020 1:39:03 PM gregoryltruman It won’t melt that quickly, and it would be a 3m type product that requires many hours to apply and remove... it’s not something you remove in short 

notice.

1/29/2020 1:39:41 PM iknow04042015 Believe



1/29/2020 1:41:33 PM alicemasci I agree. Watching Breakfast Club with Will S. and Martin L. now.

1/29/2020 1:48:08 PM drjulioguapo Stop it 😂😂😂😂

1/29/2020 1:49:11 PM weediblue  pic.twitter.com/od9FMjcXyy

1/29/2020 1:52:13 PM qrumbmnstr1323 Bolton and the original q "drops." pic.twitter.com/RalMwYHLhB

1/29/2020 1:54:56 PM us1919vs It was  an SNL skit

1/29/2020 1:55:23 PM rghardy3 Is this all part of the Staged Production ?

Just one Big Act ?

Enjoy the Show ?

1/29/2020 1:56:55 PM us1919vs I do

1/29/2020 1:57:12 PM neo_asura_ “follow the pen”

1/29/2020 2:01:48 PM freedom_sent I've noticed you often post at 3, 6, or 9:00

1/29/2020 2:07:00 PM grand3americano I remember in a previous post you talked about binaural beats being used to absolve childhood trauma ect. 

So, we should only used wired headphones for that, without noise cancelling?

1/29/2020 2:10:04 PM jimmy38994911 I think the frequencies& hardware used for the internet, Will be bypassed and routed through the Quantum mapping system. 

Sooner than we think. I'm guessing it's already being tested. 134.62 Mb in less than a second =Quantum. #KeyIntegratedMonetarySystem Thoughts 

@Kre8change

1/29/2020 2:20:44 PM irah_chandler Got a place like that

1/29/2020 2:23:24 PM _369311119 FOLLOW THE PEN pic.twitter.com/EDw5QDDNZW

1/29/2020 2:23:40 PM jacob95584550 Is it wet yet?

1/29/2020 2:27:05 PM covertress Who better to entrap The Swamp?

1/29/2020 2:32:09 PM nea_storm Excellent Catch 369! Like WOW! pic.twitter.com/guvuoe6CLA

1/29/2020 2:45:42 PM 444_q_ 🤣🤣🤣

1/29/2020 2:46:51 PM 444_q_ The watch pic was at 1:29.... The date today is 1:29.....

1/29/2020 2:48:24 PM 444_q_ Q post 3642

1/29/2020 2:50:59 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1222652918056345600?s=19 …

1/29/2020 2:52:07 PM johntitor33621 Well if you accuse someone of something that bad, u need proof

1/29/2020 2:58:45 PM grand3americano How do you protect yourself from the G radiation to achieve chakra alignment?

1/29/2020 3:04:02 PM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Any concern here?

 https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1222635641185456130?s=20 …

1/29/2020 3:17:05 PM grethejacobsen1 Greetings from Sweden ❤️

1/29/2020 3:17:18 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/MzMollyAnna/status/1222004103678611457?s=20 …

1/29/2020 3:20:27 PM hr3530 What happened to Danny Williams Clinton? @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @Inevitable_ET 

#WWG1WGA #maga #QAnon #QArmy

1/29/2020 3:26:45 PM viktoryoflight Love you brother 😘🙏🕊

1/29/2020 3:27:52 PM kathywunderlic3 💗🕊🙏😊

1/29/2020 3:40:22 PM kathywunderlic3 💗

1/29/2020 3:48:38 PM mmaunu Where did this flight path come from? I heard a witness talking about the chopper circling multiple times. Then the story didn't mention it at all.

1/29/2020 3:49:30 PM mmaunu Heard he had it wrapped

1/29/2020 3:51:29 PM viktoryoflight ❤️

1/29/2020 3:52:57 PM viktoryoflight Love youuuuuuu ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️🙏🕊

1/29/2020 3:59:41 PM colonelflanagan Yes.  This is a standard rop-a-dope.  Been telling people this since first word of Bolton's "anti-Trump" behaviour.

Remember Sessions....same thing.

1/29/2020 4:04:45 PM truth_again have to click on photo to see the text above. Many will miss this.

1/29/2020 4:05:52 PM dali1971  pic.twitter.com/RAd8dMzt0F

1/29/2020 4:17:06 PM kathywunderlic3 love you dear sister💗🕊🌹🙏❤️

1/29/2020 4:18:01 PM allahuniversal It only works by cross referencing drops

1/29/2020 4:32:11 PM capsizing_ Here you go John https://youtu.be/jJWrEv0oPFw 

1/29/2020 4:33:57 PM madscientist Proven in science of course.  Not in spirituality.  That's just false.  You cannot prove matters of spirituality.  That's where faith comes in.  So, yes it's 

witchcraft anytime you try to use 'magic numbers' to affect anything.  It's pretty clear.

1/29/2020 4:40:48 PM sano_faith I’ve finally seen this video. I am finding quite a lot of sophism so I wouldn’t give it too much credibility.

1/29/2020 4:45:13 PM johntitor33621 its a bad joke, and very suspicious. its not 100% proof, but joking about eating kids, young kids, and pineapple, is definitely reasons to dig deeper and 

watch him.

1/29/2020 4:45:18 PM viktoryoflight Love your opinion brother 💕🕊😍🌿

1/29/2020 4:48:40 PM johntitor33621 for what comment?

1/29/2020 4:49:13 PM johntitor33621 just because someone makes a bad joke, doesnt mean THEY DO IT, show me PROOF he does it, and i will agree. in a court of law do you think he would 

be convicted from what he said in the video with no more PROOF?

1/29/2020 4:49:46 PM johntitor33621 do whatever you want, you want to be the only one talking and expect people to believe you without research

1/29/2020 4:50:03 PM johntitor33621 because i ask for proof you want to block me? very strange

1/29/2020 4:51:18 PM kendavi80404473 Thanks Bunches

1/29/2020 4:54:14 PM johntitor33621 i'm lying about what?

i said, do you have PROOF he eats kids other than his bad joke?

so you cannot provide HARD EVIDENCE, or answer a question when someone asks, so you threaten to block me?

1/29/2020 4:55:26 PM johntitor33621 you dont make sense. i asked for HARD EVIDENCE HE EATS KIDS, and you showed me him making a joke about it.

we need more than that

1/29/2020 4:56:59 PM johntitor33621 so if anyone makes a joke that they eat kids, then it means they eat kids?

its a gross joke, but i dont think that proves anyone's guilt.

1/29/2020 5:00:05 PM atlmodhaus Some underground tunnels were built for use during the war also used during prohibition for speak easys and to run liquor, look up Bootlegger Tunnels 

in Venice Beach (YT videos KCET-PBS) Some tunnels were rediscovered when putting in LA’s subway.

1/29/2020 5:08:14 PM earth2nissy Are you guys following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/29/2020 5:25:52 PM crisco_reddic Hahaha well played

1/29/2020 5:26:10 PM capsizing_ Tony people are either WOKE or they’re blinded .. it took me awhile to realize but there’s no convincing with this one. He jokes about “hailing Satan” 

on Saturday night live . He is a sick man i agree with you.

1/29/2020 5:27:32 PM johntitor33621 i'm not blinded at ALL.

i just stated a fact. 

there is no hard PROOF except for his bad jokes.

1/29/2020 5:43:51 PM nikolatesla1329 Omg, I laughed out loud. As a woman here, he is one of the ugliest fuckers I've ever seen.

1/29/2020 5:47:43 PM shredzorz1 From Jim Watkins’ Twitter. “Is It Wet Yet? ... The pen is mighty”

Looks to me from this picture w/ Bolton, yes, the pen is wet! pic.twitter.com/RmHXgs7mdK

1/29/2020 5:49:49 PM capsizing_ It’s a fact he has a brahma bull tattoo on his body ...

1/29/2020 5:49:56 PM shredzorz1 The profile picture is a pen. Watkins is in on it.

1/29/2020 5:58:27 PM covertress RKSK pic.twitter.com/sBOMlaPmIW

1/29/2020 6:23:24 PM homesteader85 PLEEEEEAZZZZZ!



1/29/2020 6:43:44 PM bmj240768 Serious question MJ12.

1. I thought POTUS Trump was making 5G safe, is your point valid then?

2. We are humanity we go together or not at all I thought, is this not the case? Do we leave people behind, that doesn't sound right? Continued.......

1/29/2020 6:45:47 PM bmj240768 Continued.......

3. You can't live in a shield bubble 24/7, so what happens when you interact with the world, do you have partial alignment partial ascension?  

This idea of leaving some behind doesn't sit well with me, if one of us falls we need to pick them up & help them?

1/29/2020 6:45:47 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/7HjYmyIIU1

1/29/2020 6:47:52 PM zerkuuqsena #WWG1WGA

1/29/2020 7:03:07 PM love82janet Adding to these listen to healing frequencies that clear out all your chakras on YT. Learn how to manifest positive things in your life and by working on 

your souls purpose you will ascend. The ultimate ascension is dropping ego and attaining pure love.

1/29/2020 7:08:52 PM love82janet I have two medium sized Orgonite chembusters that literally destroyed chemtrails in a couple minutes. I have multiple Orgone pyramids by all 

computers/ my bed. Orgone discs that resemble hockey pucks on appliances. I sleep wearing  Shunghite necklace to block stupidmeter.🤬

1/29/2020 7:16:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger. pic.twitter.com/UUURRHaDkY

1/29/2020 7:16:47 PM worldxplorer1 TBV

1/29/2020 7:17:01 PM trinity_jenny 💜

1/29/2020 7:17:09 PM williebhere What is the key... knowledge is the key!!

1/29/2020 7:17:32 PM cameronldownie You're AWESOME! I get back atcha with that tomorrow.

1/29/2020 7:17:53 PM thejigisup5 People don't be dumb, this dudes a larp

1/29/2020 7:18:57 PM earth2nissy Thanks for the knowledge. 

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

1/29/2020 7:19:11 PM kad784can1 STONE

1/29/2020 7:19:44 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/8W62GHeauP

1/29/2020 7:20:04 PM mikeb38beacon_h Key “Stone”

S)traight 

T)ruth 

O)ver 

N)egative 

E)nergy 

???
1/29/2020 7:20:33 PM luvleebutterfly Agreed.

1/29/2020 7:21:12 PM fl_trump I go to sleep and then wake up. I never remember anything. Why can't I remember anything from my dreams? Even if I am awakened I don't 

remember.

1/29/2020 7:25:00 PM straightshorts 7 5 1 2 9 3

1/29/2020 7:25:04 PM graydon108 My whole body tingles when I listen to 432, I see the flower @OtherMarySpeaks

1/29/2020 7:25:22 PM keith369me Why do I feel like we’ve enjoyed this show before?  Did we agree to forget so we could experience it up close?

1/29/2020 7:30:31 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/Pk2GWDlNrx

1/29/2020 7:30:43 PM suffernocommie1  pic.twitter.com/XD5mHq3UF6

1/29/2020 7:31:24 PM disgoblue24 Money isn’t power

Education isn’t power

Information IS power

1/29/2020 7:35:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 We sea you Skippy. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1222722934441160705 …

1/29/2020 7:35:50 PM rghardy3 Anons are the KEYSTONE.

1/29/2020 7:36:15 PM batespm4abbey Good to know, but never too safe. #JFK #RFK

1/29/2020 7:36:30 PM plasticjesus6 Skippy?

1/29/2020 7:37:21 PM williebhere Sea as in Holy Sea?? 😉

1/29/2020 7:38:02 PM majic_eyes_qnly John Podesta.

Also, his brother is in that video as well.

1/29/2020 7:38:06 PM 369palm It looks like we are on a Rocket Ship in an incredible design.

1/29/2020 7:38:18 PM mattausa I don't see any such Q Post. pic.twitter.com/i0BZZyIfjb

1/29/2020 7:38:30 PM ryankochweare1 Sir this is beautiful and what you're doing is Historic! So GRATEFUL to be here to witness the 2 American Revolution and #TheGreatAwakening World 

Peace is upon us.  Old gaurd is 🔥 down and Scared! WE THE PEOPLE are getting our LIFE BACK!🙏🏾💙

1/29/2020 7:39:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Name all who were faced.

1/29/2020 7:39:31 PM plasticjesus6 Ahhh thx Q

1/29/2020 7:39:46 PM decodematrix Watch the water.

1/29/2020 7:40:31 PM lolyesplease Cool cool. This larp is Tite.

1/29/2020 7:40:44 PM jared_vor “Sea”? Podesta.

1/29/2020 7:40:44 PM whataatime Screenshot?

1/29/2020 7:41:30 PM batespm4abbey Are you suggesting 'naked on a mountaintop in desert? 😌💞

1/29/2020 7:41:50 PM kriskris10csb thank you for this info = I’m looking on where to move to Yet we have AT&T too 😤 Paint the house plant trees🌲🌳

1/29/2020 7:42:47 PM kriskris10csb paint your house & plant trees & bushes - there’s things to do! We got this!

1/29/2020 7:43:03 PM batespm4abbey Question: why did Christ spend 40days&nights in the desert...was he ascending to 5G???

1/29/2020 7:43:31 PM smalltownindy That is an awesome video. If you would have told me 6 years ago I would be praising Trump on an MJ12 thread, I would have said "are you out of your 

mind?" This new timeline is an interesting one.

Your posts are among my favorites. Thanks

Thanks

Thanks

1/29/2020 7:43:31 PM maryheil5 Please follow this thread all the way through and seek to understand it. Clear your body from toxins and negativity. Laugh a lot! Joy allows more light 

into your body and increases your frequency which will make you closer to God and will also serve as your protection!!

1/29/2020 7:43:38 PM yellamoj  pic.twitter.com/lMu07basS7

1/29/2020 7:44:25 PM freestateojones Knowledge through Experience. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1211352201148477440?s=19 …

1/29/2020 7:44:57 PM batespm4abbey Covert Disclosure a paradox???

1/29/2020 7:44:59 PM macksamurai I always see 117

1/29/2020 7:45:07 PM hopester777  pic.twitter.com/uXredVaNuh

1/29/2020 7:45:22 PM allahuniversal Noice digits pic.twitter.com/OjbrIwnKEh

1/29/2020 7:45:49 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/4sEFgMun3z



1/29/2020 7:46:48 PM mkek17 Comey

B.Clinton

H. Clinton

Both Podestas

Eric Holder

Obama

Mad Maxine

Loretta Lynch

Debbie Wasserman Schultz

Clapper

I may have missed a couple.  Doing it from memory.
1/29/2020 7:47:07 PM boy12_jimmy We know that you are tight with 45 that you can call him 'Skippy', and yes Sea means Skipper. Watch for a Navy TW or action? Unless it is to reveal a 

real Skipper in the wild blue yonder and beyond??? (Blue Angels TW?) ⛵⛵⛵⛵ pic.twitter.com/Ps4MV1Mwcr

1/29/2020 7:47:36 PM kriskris10csb NICE IM ON IT! 😘❤️

1/29/2020 7:47:43 PM mkek17 Add Schiff, Pelosi and Schumer.....Duh.

1/29/2020 7:48:00 PM graydon108 I think 444 is AI? I think it means something artificial?

1/29/2020 7:48:35 PM hanasberg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 A Wise man once told us.  https://youtu.be/4LWPcEo2gV0 

1/29/2020 7:49:05 PM graydon108 Does this fit the plan? pic.twitter.com/WVdOt9do0U

1/29/2020 7:49:09 PM riaining  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GupvLrO9IOc …

1/29/2020 7:50:24 PM rghardy3 American Patriots watched the water 

just before "The Shot heard round the World".

1/29/2020 7:50:29 PM boy12_jimmy Oh, wait a second. Burial at sea??? Could be? pic.twitter.com/jHo48le63Q

1/29/2020 7:50:55 PM decodematrix James Comey

Bill Clinton

Adam Schiff

Nancy Pelosi

James Clapper

Tony Podesta

Maxine Waters

Chuck Schumer

Eric Holder

John Podesta

Debbie Wasserman Shultz

Loretta Lynch

Elizabeth Warren

Hillary Clinton

Barack Obama
1/29/2020 7:51:07 PM patriotswegoall Skippy = Skipper of the boat

1/29/2020 7:52:34 PM majic_eyes_qnly James Comey

Bill Clinton

Adam Schiff

Nancy Pelosi

James Clapper

Tony Podesta

Maxine Waters

Chuck Schumer

Eric Holder

John Podesta

Debbie Wasserman Schultz 

Loretta Lynch

Elizabeth Warren

Hillary Clinton

Barack Obama
1/29/2020 7:53:24 PM lolyesplease  pic.twitter.com/ScqBrUHB25

1/29/2020 7:54:53 PM subtidal4 Are their quarters ready in Gitmo?

1/29/2020 7:56:13 PM redhawklady_5 Yes!  Every time, a chance to learn something new... We Evolve. 

#DarkToLight

1/29/2020 7:56:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 All serial pedophiles.

1/29/2020 7:57:55 PM patriotswegoall Bill and Melinda Gates

MPs can take them too

1/29/2020 7:59:49 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Fgr8nT3Z9M …

@SpaceForceDoD @thejointstaff @US_SpaceCom @WeAreSpaceForce @USArmy @USNavy @USMC @USMC @USTreasury @SecretService  Love 

You & Your Beloved Ones :

"Just can't get enough guys ...." Knowledge does empower you!" pic.twitter.com/mXYTsWpLp6

1/29/2020 8:00:55 PM __intothewild_ James Comey, Bill Clinton, Adam Schiff, Nancy Pelosi, James Clapper, Harvey Weinstein, Maxine Waters, Chuck Schumer, John Podesta, Debbie 

Wasserman Schultz, Loretta Lynch, Elizabeth Warren, Hillary Clinton, Barry Soetoro (aka Obama) and this POS 👇 pic.twitter.com/o4rh4fmRgl

1/29/2020 8:04:34 PM batespm4abbey would you be my valentine majestic12 ? we are at least mindred spirits ... I crave either water/ocean, mountain stream in springtime, or lush woods 

full of plants&animals 

...literally suffer distress in urban environment, need fresh air of space to be able to feel and think 😌💞

1/29/2020 8:05:37 PM fl_trump Thank you SIr.

1/29/2020 8:08:17 PM majic_eyes_qnly 15 of them in that list. 

Q post #15:

'THE WIZARDS AND WARLOCKS WILL NOT ALLOW ANOTHER SATANIC EVIL POS CONTROL OUR COUNTRY.'

What a message!!! pic.twitter.com/rYfmtEqKOx

1/29/2020 8:09:00 PM nine_six3 Skippy must think he's well hidden on an island somewhere?

1/29/2020 8:12:11 PM werascending Jimmy Carter???

1/29/2020 8:14:01 PM powersawer I think skippy refers to JP



1/29/2020 8:14:48 PM boy12_jimmy After review with 72 Seconds, he reminded me of Skippy as Podesta running the DNC back in the day. But he supposedly hanging out in Italy, probably 

at the Vatican.

1/29/2020 8:15:05 PM speaakn I hope every one of those sumbeeches gets tried and punished to the fullest extent of the law!

1/29/2020 8:15:21 PM bossladynumber1 Justice is taking longer bc the  http://swamp.is  massive and they keep discovering lots of creatures

1/29/2020 8:15:55 PM werascending Maybe Kobe Bryant is not dead?  Skippy ...peanut butter...peanuts...Mr. Peanut?

1/29/2020 8:16:14 PM palmdalekid2 The Working Group and VVs

1/29/2020 8:19:15 PM lionspaw77 ✊thank you.  I’ve been to Professor John Sears lab before.  I know it’s coming!!!!!

1/29/2020 8:19:53 PM kindeandtrue Very serious claim.

1/29/2020 8:20:46 PM werascending 🤯🤯🤯

1/29/2020 8:23:14 PM jazzjt Ditto.

1/29/2020 8:24:21 PM werascending Whether our government is controlled by the people. DJT

1/29/2020 8:25:10 PM aprilbrown99 I love our President so much!  I AM so thankful every day for him.  Truly amazing moments in our history. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/29/2020 8:25:12 PM batespm4abbey Any ...broadcast at 433hz...N.B. DJT isdued order to restore broadcasting to 432hz(not 440hz akin tohitler nazi hate_hz)

1/29/2020 8:25:21 PM jazzjt Damn, damn, damn. He's like a paper cut.

1/29/2020 8:26:02 PM atashfire Start with Podesta and work downwards, all Satan's clowns.

1/29/2020 8:27:11 PM kindeandtrue So we are being led to believe, with very little real proof.

1/29/2020 8:27:35 PM batespm4abbey Indeed...before 80s when "boombox" ghetto "hate&destroy" broadcasts  accompanied hard drugs&collapse of family in poor neighborhoods.

1/29/2020 8:28:07 PM atashfire Future proves past, don't worry.

1/29/2020 8:28:43 PM winklerburke Pray tell, there are serious lock-em-up-laws against serial pedophiles?   Crime & Punishment?  Where’s Justice been hiding?

1/29/2020 8:29:43 PM aprilbrown99 Me too!  💚💚💚🐸🐸🐸💚💚💚 pic.twitter.com/m7LkJTqodY

1/29/2020 8:29:56 PM kindeandtrue I prefer substantial evidence in real time before I vote to convict anyone. Why won't Trump's DOJ prosecute all these alleged serial pedophiles?

That is the real question.

1/29/2020 8:32:01 PM williebhere The Holy Sea

1/29/2020 8:33:02 PM majic_eyes_qnly Because there are so many criminals to prosecute, such a large number, that it has to be done in one single go. The (mass) arrests have to be made in 

one fell swoop. We are building up to that point. Are you ready?

1/29/2020 8:38:01 PM majic_eyes_qnly Majestic 12 know from their technology and intelligence. These 15 people have been caught up since the time of Pizzagate with many of them 

photographed with or associated with known pedo symbology (girl lover/boy lover signs, etc.). The proof already exists and its open source.

1/29/2020 8:38:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/RQa4MUc86O

1/29/2020 8:39:32 PM quentinjay2 Valerie Jarrett? In there somewhere?

1/29/2020 8:41:57 PM lou55300117 Tunnels wouldn't surprise me...rats like tunnels they like sewers too.

1/29/2020 8:42:48 PM boxofrocks These are 2 different drops pasted together. In no drops does Q include Bolton and “the pen”.

1/29/2020 8:43:20 PM mongrelglory Is that really Trump wearing a ballet pink tie? 😆

1/29/2020 8:44:34 PM mamiemcclure17 Mentioned yesterday that the shot heard around the world has NOT happened yet, it wasn’t the 17 second intervals of a non earthquake that occurred 

on seismographs over the globe.

1/29/2020 8:44:48 PM freestateojones It got the job done.

1/29/2020 8:45:37 PM mongrelglory Sovereign people waking up to their individual and co-creative power.  WWG1WGA!

1/29/2020 8:45:56 PM melanie24487 I find it weird that they said there’s no black box.

1/29/2020 8:46:05 PM nine_six3 Skippy AKA John Podesta pic.twitter.com/OVTyskCBs2

1/29/2020 8:48:58 PM normal_wizard Why choose a meme that makes you out to be on team Sauron and friends? Not a good look for such a sacred warrior of upcoming divine justice.

1/29/2020 8:49:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly ALICE is here.

1/29/2020 8:49:49 PM mongrelglory Wow! Nancy Pelosi's a pedophile?!

I just thought she was a corrupt drunk. 😒

1/29/2020 8:50:53 PM jeffcordell6 I sure hope so

1/29/2020 8:52:40 PM nine_six3 Agreed, What a Message!!!

1/29/2020 8:55:13 PM mxmarinemom Skippy👇 https://twitter.com/MxMarineMom/status/1181639962661310464?s=19 …

1/29/2020 8:58:52 PM normal_wizard Wait, where? Is she disguised as VALIS? That tricky witch!

Pretty sure it's a good thing to Question all scripts. Accusing me of being a demonic AI script for desiring timely Justice is curious to me, since I'm an 

angel sent by God to help purify this world, but ok.

1/29/2020 9:00:30 PM mongrelglory I'm just so used to seeing him in a red tie, or maybe a more conservative blue stripe. Didn't know he had a wild side.😁

1/29/2020 9:02:09 PM alight412 Female sex offenders are kinda rare aren't they? Assuming they are human and not programmable clones. We're they Pedos prior to entering 

congress?

1/29/2020 9:04:30 PM mamiemcclure17 Interesting question I’d like to know as well.

1/29/2020 9:05:31 PM 1crazy_toaster where's the full list?

1/29/2020 9:05:54 PM manifest_utopia With rather bad addiction to cocaine.

1/29/2020 9:10:52 PM pomeinnz Why did it look like green screen.

1/29/2020 9:11:07 PM majic_eyes_qnly If you are 'an angel sent by God to help purify this world', then why are you swearing at me? That's very harsh!

Unity, not division. pic.twitter.com/Uzg0BgVA5S

1/29/2020 9:13:54 PM atashfire Look beyond the swearing, there's something magical there.

1/29/2020 9:14:07 PM normal_wizard Because I am very skeptical of the narrative that you have had direct evidence against ritual cannibal rapists for years and have let them wander 

around free for all that time. I draw a very direct line against evil. I am not united with those who hide and protect evil.

1/29/2020 9:16:59 PM mongrelglory I thought that was Bill Clinton. 😏

1/29/2020 9:17:06 PM pomeinnz Have you heard of an entity called raydak?

1/29/2020 9:34:05 PM manifest_utopia Two independent & unrelated insiders revealed this during the House impeachment investigation. Pelosi was showing, looking a mess, huge bags 

under her eyes, incoherent. They both said she'd been coked up for days & days w/out stop. She freaked at one point when her dealer ghosted

1/29/2020 9:35:35 PM alabeaty  https://thefamilythathealstogether.com/vaccine-contraindications-six-people-not-vaccinated/ …

1/29/2020 9:38:16 PM manifest_utopia but she found another one. She never really looked/acted drunk to me, but she does act under the influence. Intel from BDAnon & @ KibBitzLaw

1/29/2020 9:38:59 PM manifest_utopia Yeah, BC too.

1/29/2020 9:42:33 PM jeepgirl20152 I love my President..God Bless America!

1/29/2020 9:47:44 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/EfO2DrM5BY

1/29/2020 10:02:04 PM nickel_triple Pentagon

1/29/2020 10:03:39 PM pipcarriewalker An incredibly dedicated man. His friend and physician said arsenic created his cancer but that he died from arsenic poisoning. RIP

1/29/2020 10:08:46 PM qarmy1973 Didn't Walt Disney live in Holmby Hills?

1/29/2020 10:09:30 PM nickel_triple John must be hiding on an island or a boat somewhere.

1/29/2020 10:11:25 PM qarmy1973 Druids were known as "men of the oak."

1/29/2020 10:17:35 PM cindyhickey7 That’s what I thought



1/29/2020 10:18:37 PM cindyhickey7 Yes Exactly ‼️ Skippy is Pedovore PODESTA 🤬😡

1/29/2020 10:19:01 PM cindyhickey7 GITMO

1/29/2020 10:23:47 PM m_kroniklyill  pic.twitter.com/j6lx1flGYS

1/29/2020 10:31:57 PM rebornkingent That may be a 100 post twitter thread.

1/29/2020 10:38:11 PM seekingtruthq 😂😂😂 

Tesla = Scientist = 3, 6, 9

1/29/2020 10:59:13 PM billyj1616 I’m asking 3 times to put an end to them and 3 more times to protect our children and 3 more times to usher in a new era of love centered around 

morality.

1/29/2020 11:13:39 PM briannacronk Where did you hear they were supposed to land there? They were trying to get to Thousand Oaks.

1/29/2020 11:37:10 PM virginialouelle That sums it up perfectly. 😊

1/29/2020 11:41:49 PM catdancing_ Should all be indicted

1/29/2020 11:43:32 PM joinna6 #pizzA.gAte

1/29/2020 11:46:27 PM covertress Knowledge Empowers You pic.twitter.com/VvURI9nzOj

1/30/2020 12:20:38 AM m06246268  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1222529892429987840?s=20 …

1/30/2020 12:39:50 AM carol1463carol Trump IS THE PEOPLES PRESIDENT! Very comforting!!

1/30/2020 12:44:53 AM leigh_vas Sometimes a strategic use of the f-word is necessary & all is fair in the pure intent of love and light #fuck #but #maybe ... #maybeimnotenlightened ... 

#gasp #n0o0o0o0o0o0o0

1/30/2020 12:47:17 AM magicwordsdavid Don't think so, Schiff-head!

1/30/2020 12:53:57 AM normal_wizard It's all energy. Sometimes it is beneficial to project intensity and gravity on something with such a word, though often people use harsh language as a 

reason to dismiss someone, even if their frustration is completely valid and their points logical. It all depends.

1/30/2020 1:36:34 AM scommandante Justin Trudeau

1/30/2020 1:37:17 AM clohicks1  pic.twitter.com/Le5EJkiOem

1/30/2020 1:38:01 AM scommandante Kraft?

1/30/2020 1:43:45 AM 369naturallaw The "list" started at 0:39

1/30/2020 1:49:24 AM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.zerohedge.com/political/britains-royal-air-force-release-secret-ufo-files-first-time …

1/30/2020 1:54:43 AM sabermarris Empowers consciousness or people?

1/30/2020 2:01:40 AM adsvel If [they] all are serial pedophiles then WHY they are not in the prison yet? What we are waiting for? It is absurd to think that they will go to the prison 

by themselves.

1/30/2020 2:07:21 AM jptjr324 Forgot Diane Chinastein

1/30/2020 2:25:37 AM shannonjuliano  pic.twitter.com/D3k1UIJ3I9

1/30/2020 2:27:38 AM itsgreat2tweet 432Hz = #Feel the music,  don't #listen to music 😉

1/30/2020 2:48:32 AM jennyjigsaw45 Same...have a memories on FB where I'm saying sorry to you all for Trump being elected.

I was gonna delete them...but its good for the soul to be reminded your not always right 😂

1/30/2020 3:01:46 AM keith369me The Soffegio frequency I listen to

1/30/2020 3:19:47 AM fluck_gloria Time to watch the water!

1/30/2020 3:35:49 AM magaveteranrobi ZeroPointChrist: Maybe You’re Willing To Answer Me (No One Willing Yet 😟). Biology Degree Taught Me No Other Species Has O Negative Blood-Not 

Native To Earth. Also, Heightened Senses, Lower Body Temp & Extra Rib “Common”. What Is The Origin & What Does It Mean? PLZ Enlighten Me!

1/30/2020 3:43:59 AM whiterabbitttt1 Ehhhhhh theyve been blowing us up before we could get to this point. I dont even wanna know how many times. But this time we win, and we ascend.

1/30/2020 3:46:19 AM diaptera_80 What’s up with all the German nurses wanting to kill babies? Do they work for Moloch?

1/30/2020 3:54:34 AM anitakingsbauer Faces start at :39!

1/30/2020 4:03:45 AM cindinelson19 Yep.

1/30/2020 4:12:30 AM jingvelovitch I think Bolton is /our_guy/

Art of war - 4D chess

1/30/2020 4:25:22 AM shredzorz1 “Castle Clean”... signal to Bolton? pic.twitter.com/99oJMXfMN4

1/30/2020 4:26:35 AM flowersoul Thread by @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY: @StLHandyMan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Mass arrests and military tribunals have to take place before Disclosure and First 

Ca is still at war with various enemies, some secret/hidden. Extraterrestrials have agreements we have to follow f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1220960633186738177.html …

1/30/2020 4:39:26 AM kindeandtrue Be careful what you wish for.

I strongly suspect the only mass arrests that might occur will be of American dissidents who won't give up their guns and civil liberties.

1/30/2020 4:40:47 AM shredzorz1  pic.twitter.com/nEUObbi8OE

1/30/2020 4:51:22 AM alexand34723258  https://t.co/OvWADjlcRg  https://twitter.com/karluskap/status/1222612433677832192?s=12 …

1/30/2020 4:52:53 AM chefaskathy Did you notice “sea” you Skippy?  Watch the water.

1/30/2020 5:14:55 AM karina89350882 Is he Swimming?? Always a danger of drawning!

1/30/2020 5:20:42 AM bbobbio71 What protection can be done outside?

1/30/2020 5:21:23 AM karina89350882 Well and what are you doing here???

1/30/2020 5:25:22 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/aOU7KpXOtb

1/30/2020 5:27:46 AM dlmaybee Podesta

1/30/2020 5:40:39 AM cyberanonrevolu We have to stop all this before it gets out of hand! We can't go after the children!!!! No mercy for Macron's mercenaries @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Ph03n1x24

1/30/2020 5:46:11 AM ajamison4517 He’s referring to JP as Skippy. That’s his alter ego’s nickname...per JP

1/30/2020 5:50:44 AM wakeupa34327213 most people are too lazy to even look let alone think

1/30/2020 5:52:11 AM deplorable369 Why the gaps between the names in the list?  Hidden meaning or just formatting?

1/30/2020 5:56:23 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://onezero.medium.com/alien-nations-why-life-on-other-planets-will-resemble-ours-15fb4ede6fe7 …

1/30/2020 5:57:21 AM i_like_skis 404 error

1/30/2020 6:01:26 AM jjohnson1899 Without reading: It’s because we base our only understanding of life in comparison to what we know from earth. If u think beyond that, life already 

exists. Humans just don’t have a reference. 👍 Simple.

1/30/2020 6:02:32 AM moemc8 lmao!  Touche'

1/30/2020 6:03:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Video does not reflect the exact quote Q was mentioning.

We chose to copy the post exactly as presented in #Q3785 regardless.

1/30/2020 6:03:18 AM lazdamar Because there is one God, and he made man in his image.

1/30/2020 6:03:52 AM moemc8 That is Holy See

1/30/2020 6:05:41 AM rick_hernandez Hmmm 🤔 I think this is true until we raise out consciousness to a level that can accept a wider variety of life forms. We are manifesting, so it will take 

some breaking from the old paradigm of limited thought, to be free enough to manifest anything different from what we know

1/30/2020 6:06:44 AM bbobbio71 Funny how this is coming out more and more.



1/30/2020 6:11:21 AM covertress "How long do space civilizations, including our own, generally last?

Short of conducting a census of the galaxy, there seemed no way to find the [Drake equation] variable."

I'll take that job! 

Enumerator of the Galaxy 🧙♀️

1/30/2020 6:13:42 AM rawphonegirl Because they ARE us? pic.twitter.com/dGe0uuPr8x

1/30/2020 6:14:41 AM yourkiddingme5 I cannot find this Q post or picture. Did you edit this?

1/30/2020 6:15:24 AM jjohnson1899 Exactly!

1/30/2020 6:15:26 AM nm_zsr "For too long, a small group, in our Nation's Capitol has reaped the rewards of government while the People have born the costs..."

[
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1/30/2020 6:15:40 AM elsnernash This is GREAT! Ty! 👌💫 💖

1/30/2020 6:16:06 AM rosscarwalker I disagree

1/30/2020 6:16:22 AM nm_zsr JP (JDP) = Skippy

1/30/2020 6:16:59 AM yourkiddingme5 Did Q actually share that picture? And why take drops out of context?

1/30/2020 6:25:11 AM 11charlie111  https://twitter.com/johnmappin/status/1222635238397968385?s=21 … https://twitter.com/JohnMappin/status/1222635238397968385 …

1/30/2020 6:26:17 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1222528342936707082 …

1/30/2020 6:26:21 AM covertress "...the Milky Way galaxy is so vast — 100,000 light-years across, with 400 billion stars, 80 billion of them orbited by possibly habitable planets. 

...the observable universe holds ~ 10 billion trillion planets. That is a ton of possible aliens, spread over a ton of distance."👽

1/30/2020 6:29:25 AM lenartjoe The problem with storms is that they  don’t often discriminate between the innocent & the guilty in the damage they can cause. I’d hope we’re mindful 

of that & that suffient steps have been taken to protect the former

1/30/2020 6:30:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 Fail Safe

"It will hit somewhere near Greenland."

Reference to Adam & Eve book classified.

1/30/2020 6:31:28 AM cryptogamer11 ?

1/30/2020 6:32:31 AM egonenglish Was that in reference to the magnetic pole shift book, that retells Adam and Eve story?

1/30/2020 6:32:42 AM boxofrocks No. Not yet, anyway.

1/30/2020 6:33:08 AM mattausa It’s just a fake drop. No cross referencing no nothing

1/30/2020 6:33:17 AM mikeb38beacon_h What’s going to hit?

1/30/2020 6:33:45 AM gatorowned ??

1/30/2020 6:34:37 AM plasticjesus6  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4u1onr 

1/30/2020 6:35:09 AM hellouncledonny I watching SG1 on hulu right now....lol

1/30/2020 6:35:45 AM rosscarwalker Well that was absolutely fascinating. Jesus has returned it would seem....

1/30/2020 6:36:36 AM wahiggins3 Here is a link to download the PDF version of the book being referenced.   https://whiggins-

demo.box.com/shared/static/pkzis8asw0g76wo4tkm5whtyd1ezye1k.pdf …

1/30/2020 6:36:36 AM imiinaq I'm born in Greenland and moving back next week. What's going to hit?

1/30/2020 6:37:29 AM rosscarwalker I'm looking forward to first contact

1/30/2020 6:38:31 AM rosscarwalker Is he on twitter?

1/30/2020 6:38:51 AM theraphinj I appreciate your babble because you raise awareness but...

Well, anyway, here’s some learnin for ya.. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=bdyi6He4Aos …

1/30/2020 6:41:39 AM atashfire Genesis biblicality. Oh boy.

1/30/2020 6:42:38 AM shaigaichan right.

1/30/2020 6:42:45 AM fansblowing3 Mixing your DNA with a young child helps you keep your youth longer.

1/30/2020 6:43:00 AM myk779 Link doesn't work

1/30/2020 6:43:09 AM bill_davis01 Question! What is going on with the star Betelgeuse??

1/30/2020 6:44:27 AM identityasxy .

Do a quick but deep dive into this reference.  Its fascinating.

Q:  why would CIA classify a book that contains no Govt secrets?

Declassified in 2013 but whole book tough to locate.

 https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/document/cia-rdp79b00752a000300070001-8 …

1/30/2020 6:45:31 AM geo_patriot Cataclysms!

1/30/2020 6:45:31 AM tiforyearsnow I heard a certain person is on ice in Greenland..😳

1/30/2020 6:47:19 AM duncanskinner6 “Conversations With God” written by Neale Donald Walsch in the 1990s covered this in detail.

1/30/2020 6:47:27 AM kindeandtrue Pictures of people standing around with other people with symbols on them is not proof of a crime.

1/30/2020 6:48:01 AM fansblowing3 An asteroid is on a collision course for Earth.

1/30/2020 6:48:14 AM llambchops Who me?

1/30/2020 6:49:37 AM dls00741 classified?  is there another version than the declassified one?

1/30/2020 6:50:02 AM covertress "Energy made intelligent society as we know it go."

Imagine what free energy will do.

1/30/2020 6:50:24 AM eochaillmono It's a download...

1/30/2020 6:50:34 AM dls00741 try again... works for me...

1/30/2020 6:50:42 AM fansblowing3 However the Adam and Eve book is about the pole shift.

1/30/2020 6:51:02 AM dls00741 who?



1/30/2020 6:51:03 AM nine_six3 Thank you for pointing this out!!!

1/30/2020 6:54:30 AM allahuniversal Is it illegal to combine lines from different drops?

1/30/2020 6:55:20 AM nine_six3 I just started watching it from S01 and it's awesome. Loving it.

1/30/2020 6:56:58 AM itsmeyouneeduk HRC

1/30/2020 6:58:36 AM rosscarwalker They can come have a chat, we aren't scared!

1/30/2020 6:58:37 AM irah_chandler Drip drip

1/30/2020 6:58:42 AM winklerburke My (probably wrong) guess: The only way to win this all-out global (galaxy-wide?) Mental enslavement war... without kinetic energy killing the world-

galaxy... is to have the cliff-hangar of all mother &$@^*ing cliff-hangar events.  Enter the expert at it: DJT. ...

1/30/2020 6:59:40 AM dls00741 dead?

1/30/2020 7:00:54 AM wrong_way_down  https://public.boxcloud.com/d/1/b1!fCS5UJaiB4F0mNcZbJA_JrmiyIcfuWzA7SUbFyLU1VCpIiHrcWWf4nd-

hE_3fRuBSzOeSyEKr2iJpJdsGgPmJjvlsRACt_weOz3PU-8fwAXn8kjRAHp-XIE3CrUhQapDMBBe_23FowLB1QgEFBVOuQtjDz-

j9ThNyALA_w01HqMPca1AVOTT7Kkf49YLIbCsOz06h7SGELWsxCtRPyITDOn6fI8VZ940jgCEo5Efkbz9R4zagonO7e8CflKvoep_bpgTjN95-

uW40WUDcza4IXuMomkm9VpLYVyHmPSrbEV1b8DUrQcEzq5MAYLCAOlnE2xuD-Szb_USkHLnu9YFVEyCQ1uekOM4V8HynzRL6aD6_-

G33NWdF609l4c9Uy39qdVpBmiiKTV1g4cOC-RYrn5Qeul4T3euFy7kGhpyiMbSkw-Rwuk-

8urBkUBNs_a5hy9IQldEwE2Uxk3TxlWmVxMXfghLzYxIOhapA2NSNHHHuEuGgQ31__B324FexGXf6Iw4uIvBQhGDrKTGW7T5S_rQ9Ks2QsQL9jXdPWDSzm

C41ZGRCpBxfNwq-CAAzMElMxCJAe_50u-

rYzBfHcFoRxHIvJgHv5g6it9SMqZW0DPzgZxYbbWXqs2q9dV2r5JTmzOJdCzSJs8_fKxwpoxO5LtVF9TPT0uuHHrOPapdPZNqJ9v1pZDdhw_Tt5keBy4E3-

g6g1e_exO-y1haPNANlvYjTm-SejolYuSGyVN5Uc3zXLqE_PZbp1YwXNIjuiiaG-

0sfe1PplFRH58jiWVLP7eW1UjURVLYmDyR9lbaVZK7nCxao7J1GSQpZBmlbtK8I-

QQb9loNdG9fnIr3V5ua7jLRyxIIjfcHu1gx5YvFN77vP4kaug2161SctPRuKYjckpvbT1qRO3IuuyLRIx7VKIMU65TUnktFBLFtZNL1eLbAJI7lcW4Ha6QqkbZz0Puux

l16dPwhkm7CakBX0M66mKnn_X2_--

ODUzjJ3wictk5HCugwJgKKI1CBCzUSIcxzR7yhBHtBzruRiffuQmFEak4gGkL25Ig10IVPfu3KqlRJsqFWXXtYwJ7llfzj15NU0FDY168ipiNwmmndemrf9krhT3aIqN

mv1wE1XU05q2pNXD0EcHgRjBdmSE1Ze6Op7zLQ3MwIbwWFVaUSXUn9uZPCGtoDU7CTtIFYRVNYf_DLLUOQ2Oq5_8nQKSt1i-LiXn1-

H2KNIxv2OZFUqXLmYp-uOXbXarMXsGTLeoxqBpkprTAe5CphnZkZHEIL-9LARSMVGXCdeBrO6L6SPXAMWrRL8lVcU98d01we4-

9RTsoijbV6FDcn7qcaKaRiQN77mIKjuQGTsFdLasw8ZIkxOf2jcW46UZXKhpqgQp1PazVL4piRHjM9EeVpitqPtWsn1XlEPgLZNcNf5522aclGNcM5rqAEpqdd7X

gqX3mqHu9FCl5ASfAxu0fLw5IW8LWebdkZ56GHICt2O_PtOUvHX9zCZ-22gQNAgNBbxFcgDZdk6p2t6toLZU4TiNGA6-

grlebPVqY2tf8gacAUDF7yDaSAw../download …

1/30/2020 7:01:11 AM winklerburke DJT is really only comfortable when managing cliff-hangar events. Why?  It is how you get intractable, forever-stuck objects of evil... unstuck and made 

ineffectual.  What if Trump loses, say, impeachment battle? It goes to Supremes? Big fight, mentally ?  Hrmmnnmm, asks Yoda?

1/30/2020 7:02:26 AM nine_six3 Will we ever get to see an Unsanitized version? pic.twitter.com/XmvwOpnCx2

1/30/2020 7:03:03 AM winklerburke Because... humankind is actually made to endure such.  Really? Like Greenland asteroid strike 12,500 years ago. We are diehards, at heart. It is why 

universe lives-needs is so. We all be Bruce Willis archetypes, more or less...

1/30/2020 7:03:49 AM winklerburke Loves and needs us so, universe does...

1/30/2020 7:07:28 AM identityasxy .

See also ... https://endtimesand2019.wordpress.com/tag/chan-thomas/ …

1/30/2020 7:08:03 AM alperry3530 Could be wrong but I believe mj12 isn't literally saying something is going to hit Greenland he's saying that episode of SG-1 is alluding to the book the 

gov blocked the publication of "Adam & Eve" Graham Hancock talks about on Joe Rogan https://www.gaia.com/article/19-mile-impact-crater-found-in-

greenland-may-confirm-great-flood …

1/30/2020 7:09:46 AM winklerburke Buckle up, Buttercups. R. Lee Ermey maybe from heaven sends measures of love, spine and badass heart resolve 2 white hats all? Epic, this battle is... 

mentally... that it never go kinetic, so highest love, ascension & Awakening happen... as example later for other nations&worlds?

1/30/2020 7:09:46 AM 444_q_ Can't help but notice this.... coincidence??! Probably not. pic.twitter.com/Ntcp1Y4Ecd

1/30/2020 7:10:03 AM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/0r9VcuFObA

1/30/2020 7:10:33 AM itsmeyouneeduk yep!

1/30/2020 7:10:36 AM 444_q_ The white image is from the first page of the Adam and Eve book.....

1/30/2020 7:12:11 AM achcj It says it can't open, I get a pop up saying it, is the link missing something?

1/30/2020 7:13:26 AM winklerburke Restated:  Smile, we are about to show the universe how to clean up a galaxy of Death Stars and wicked Palestine’s... peacefully, with no major 

kinetics.  Back on his heals, in awe & wonder, Yoda will be?  Hrmmmnnnmm?  It just takes: courage. Hang on to hats. Gulp? Cliff-hangars?

1/30/2020 7:13:54 AM 444_q_  https://www.dropbox.com/s/oti7cro5sm1eaaa/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf?dl=0 …

1/30/2020 7:15:44 AM rosscarwalker Fear is how they control us....

1/30/2020 7:16:02 AM earth2nissy Heaven on Earth! 🙂

1/30/2020 7:16:26 AM tac27 Project Blue Beam

1/30/2020 7:17:11 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1222901284136611845?s=19 …

1/30/2020 7:17:40 AM winklerburke Palpatines , you know, the evilest dude- playing both sides against each other, in the Star Wars universe.   Dang these crazy spell changers?

1/30/2020 7:17:48 AM 444_q_ "the sky is falling".... Not sure if connected, but worth posting.

1/30/2020 7:18:16 AM kraftpenn Kinda new...

Anything..? https://twitter.com/KraftPenn/status/1222894716749934593?s=19 …

1/30/2020 7:18:45 AM identityasxy .

and watch this.

BTW, YT Suspicious Observer is simply the best source for cosmological scientific insights.  No others even close! https://youtu.be/fiJ7PhL9ZM4 

1/30/2020 7:21:26 AM earth2nissy We all have free will. Humans are evil. Not all humans, right? ET's are loving beings. An ET once said, "humans fear us because they're afraid we will 

treat them the way they treat each other." Have faith. ❤️ #GODWINS

1/30/2020 7:22:33 AM state1union WTH?

1/30/2020 7:22:54 AM 444_q_ Also, the obvious Q on helmet & the word "gator" ....gator in gematria= Qanon

1/30/2020 7:23:20 AM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/rD4LAJCmvj

1/30/2020 7:26:52 AM 444_q_ Pdf

1/30/2020 7:28:47 AM dan007mnr Have you read it? I did a few months ago. I wonder how the unsanitized version plays into it. 

Anyone who hasn't, it's only 50 pages long. Interesting read if nothing else:  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-

RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

1/30/2020 7:30:40 AM francoissmc Universal catastrophe is all that will shake things right. God is on our side, so needn’t worry. DJT was needed to wake us up, and start the global 

awakening process. Only my opinion...



1/30/2020 7:32:09 AM covertress Stargate Sg-1 S05E17 Fail Safe

 https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhqi2 

The Adam and Eve Story

by Chan Thomas

 https://mega.nz/#!eSBgCQaK!2Eywfzoiy_3r3w48I4kJ_618e1R-GTshgTQzEyYD13k …

[Need a MEGA invite? 

DM me an email address.]
1/30/2020 7:32:47 AM tieronepatriot If everything is energy of different vibrations/frequencies, and God is love (a form of energy), is God inherently in everything?

1/30/2020 7:34:50 AM mongrelglory Okay, that's just freaky! 😆

1/30/2020 7:34:58 AM rei_yoshiki S0 talks about Greenland is deciding factor of rotation, scroll to 6:50

Fascinating https://youtu.be/zgJ4zVNe_vk 

1/30/2020 7:38:01 AM mickiedodge1  pic.twitter.com/5gofpL1Rl4

1/30/2020 7:38:16 AM lamieret I ordered it, thank you!

1/30/2020 7:39:20 AM mongrelglory She often sounds like she's slurring her speech, so people thought she was drunk.  Guess it's just loose dentures. 😆

CDAN used to have blinds talking about the Clintons running the cocaine trade in Arkansas. Anyone who got in their way was "Arkancided".

1/30/2020 7:39:28 AM shazbot17127277 Are you insinuating that "Global Warming" is a man-made phenomena designed to melt the poles so they don't apply the stresses to the Earths crust 

which eventually cause a polar shift?

1/30/2020 7:39:51 AM dan007mnr Get this PDF, seems WAY more content than link to the government one... Wondering if this is the unsanitized. Will re-read this one next week. 

https://twitter.com/wahiggins3/status/1222891366742667264?s=20 …

1/30/2020 7:41:40 AM lisaaspeaker Do you recommend any headphones?  Maybe the wired kind?

1/30/2020 7:42:15 AM nine_six3 I am reading it right now... Definitely describing a Pole Shift.

1/30/2020 7:44:10 AM nine_six3 I was going to ask you, 50 pages? The one I'm reading is 120 pages. I'm curious now too if it is the 'unsanitized' version...

Thanks for the heads up though, I'm sure someone will find this useful!!!

1/30/2020 7:44:24 AM lucyc5124 Genesis part deux .... upcoming

1/30/2020 7:46:54 AM mongrelglory Well...If I was going to pick an Avatar for a game, I'd want one that could wear cool costumes. So having a humanoid body is an asset.  I supposed I 

could incarnate as a "blob creature" or a multi-tentacled, bug-eyed alien, but it limits your wardrobe opportunities... 🤔

1/30/2020 7:47:26 AM _369311119 "But in 1995, a Swiss astronomy PhD candidate named Didier Queloz, working with his professor, Michel Mayor, at the Haute-Provence..." 

To Quell Oz

1/30/2020 7:47:39 AM lucyc5124 How does anyone believe the world can be cleansed from rampant evil and pedophelia without a complete cleanse. #bringit #saveourchildren ✨

1/30/2020 7:48:34 AM qanongroup Page not found

1/30/2020 7:52:48 AM mongrelglory  https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s5/fail-safe/ …

Earth finds itself threatened by something even larger than the Goa'uld when the team learns that an asteroid is on a collision course with the planet.

1/30/2020 7:53:14 AM nine_six3 Ok perfect, thank you for clarifying. The 120 page book is the Unsanitized/Uncensored version. Thank you!!!

1/30/2020 7:54:19 AM ritaevensen @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #

1/30/2020 7:55:09 AM mongrelglory This! 👆👆👆

1/30/2020 7:56:45 AM dan007mnr I’m excited to read the color version now! How far are you? I’ll be interested to see how much new info is presented.

Theory certainly makes sense...

1/30/2020 7:57:06 AM neo_asura_ yes the full unclassified version was found

1/30/2020 7:59:47 AM worldxplorer1 Michelle you're a nut! 😂

1/30/2020 8:00:02 AM dubilujanenz Haven't started yet....So much reading to do...so much.....

1/30/2020 8:00:59 AM dubilujanenz Your welcome

1/30/2020 8:01:13 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/NvKC4kpzUL

1/30/2020 8:03:36 AM neo_asura_  https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/b969j1/the_adam_and_eve_story_uncensored_version_212/ …

1/30/2020 8:07:12 AM natureinspace I'm sure RBG is along side her.

1/30/2020 8:09:11 AM fansblowing3 Exactly, however, the Fail Safe episode of SG-1 is about an asteroid ☄️

1/30/2020 8:11:20 AM traciloveusa Awesome! Love it👍🏻🔥🔥🔥

True, Knowledge is Power!

Love the picture! 👍🏻🇺🇸😉

1/30/2020 8:15:24 AM nm_zsr I'm mid way though S4 

enjoying the fresh view of things.

1/30/2020 8:17:13 AM fansblowing3 The goa’uld launched the asteroid to make it look like a natural disaster.

1/30/2020 8:17:32 AM imnos482  pic.twitter.com/mbyysy9J6Z

1/30/2020 8:19:17 AM chrislongaberg1 404. Must have been a good informative article

1/30/2020 8:19:22 AM karina89350882 *smile*…..I am not believing everything. I am doing my own research and I wouldn`t bet "home and dog" on him, but he has gaven some good 

informations too. 

But If  I would believe somebody is a "douche" I wouldn`t read his tweets, because then it wouldn`t be worth my time, or?😉

1/30/2020 8:19:46 AM nine_six3 This is giving validation that the “Ice Age” theory was disinformation. Pole Shifts are the Reality. There’s proof of exactly what is being described with 

the destruction to life; humans, plants and animals. The following quotes perfectly describe “MUCK”, which has been found.>

1/30/2020 8:19:59 AM nine_six3 “Shredded to ribbons by the wind, piled into mountains of fleshed bone buried under avalanches of homogenized seawater and mud” “Not man, beast, 

plant, muck, earth, nor water is left unfrozen...” --->

1/30/2020 8:20:20 AM lucyc5124 Mmmm :(

1/30/2020 8:20:44 AM nine_six3 —->“Everything freezes. Man, beast, plant, and mud are all rock-hard in less than four hours.”

Frozen ‘Muck’ is what it's called. Some found by miners in places like Alaska. I think Linda MH talked about this. I saw a video about the disinformation 

regarding the ‘Ice Age’ too.

1/30/2020 8:20:44 AM lucyc5124  https://onezero.medium.com/alien-nations-why-life-on-other-planets-will-resemble-ours-15fb4ede6fe7 …

1/30/2020 8:21:00 AM lucyc5124 Try my link 😘

1/30/2020 8:21:31 AM paguzzi  http://grahamhancock.com/phorum/read.php?5,1185644 …

1/30/2020 8:22:05 AM its_hktk Interesting,is there any connections?why him?

1/30/2020 8:22:07 AM shallknown Was the Coronavirus released in China by the Globalists to punish them for signing the U.S. -China deal?

1/30/2020 8:26:41 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/ydjfTRfMv8

1/30/2020 8:30:00 AM rosscarwalker Should we start collectively using the power of 3,6,9 in timings and 3,6,9 in Gematria for the power of good? I've been trying to post at the correct 

times with the correct gematria.

1/30/2020 8:32:24 AM mongrelglory I don't follow gematria myself, but MJ-12 has encouraged us to use the power of 3, 6, 9 in our regular daily lives...just as Nicola Tesla did.  This helps 

amplify our conscious intent.

1/30/2020 8:33:58 AM identityasxy .

Wendy, much appreciated!



1/30/2020 8:34:09 AM mongrelglory Many of your questions have been addressed by MJ-12 in the past.  I highly recommend Nun-Chuck's PDF for bed-time reading. 😁 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

1/30/2020 8:34:27 AM nine_six3 So Much!!!

1/30/2020 8:35:02 AM cosmic_engineer Tesla incorporated it to the level of OCD

Ex: 3 Laps around a building before entering.

1/30/2020 8:35:16 AM rosscarwalker If your message fits into 3,6,9 I feel it's more potent. If you post at the correct time it's even more potent. If you have 3,6,9 people posting it's majestic. 

I don't know what timezones are more powerful but we could give it a try. 

 http://www.gematrinator.com/calculator/index.php …

1/30/2020 8:36:51 AM goatfish_dreams How is this known?

Schiff and Clinton are obvious. What about the others?

1/30/2020 8:37:00 AM rosscarwalker I've been working through the disclosure document. It's the most powerful piece of information I've ever read. I cried lots because it answered many 

questions I've had since I was a kid

1/30/2020 8:39:07 AM karina89350882 so it is

1/30/2020 8:41:00 AM stolar_alex Worked for me

1/30/2020 8:41:53 AM tucson_ron "Skippy" Podesta, aka, John.

1/30/2020 8:44:38 AM tucson_ron And tell Sponge Bob we all say "hey".

1/30/2020 8:45:25 AM tango66qanon Though it be long it seems like 50% liberal info and 50% conservative and as always pushing [climate change] thank you:

1/30/2020 8:45:35 AM cutchen_bailey FWIW, I just downloaded it on my iPhone 8+. Thank you for the link!

1/30/2020 8:48:46 AM rosscarwalker So when do we start and what do we start with? What do you want to manifest?

1/30/2020 8:49:03 AM nine_six3 Apologies for many msgs here... 

I'm also curious, it mentions it lasts for Six days and on the Seventh day it's over. Is this what MJ12's repeating message was referring to: 

"6 days of food. 

1 day of fasting." 

Or is that simply a suggestion for a weekly diet? 

Thank you!!!

1/30/2020 8:50:38 AM suequez Just hearing a cruise ship quarantined with 6,000 passengers due to fear of Coronavirus patients?  We “sea” you??  🤷♀️

1/30/2020 9:01:43 AM laurabusse Here he is https://youtu.be/BeDylD8dV7U 

1/30/2020 9:02:03 AM kindeandtrue I've looked, and I've dug through open source materials. There is not enough evidence to convict any of the above of anything. Only suspicious optics 

and a few suspicious emails. That's it.

1/30/2020 9:02:45 AM dubilujanenz Most welcome

1/30/2020 9:04:33 AM rosscarwalker We live on planet that's visited and inhabited by many benevolent non human species. I feel many have been guiding humanity towards its freedom. 

To label all 'aliens' as demons would be grossly unfair to the entities that have helped us moved towards freeing ourselves.

1/30/2020 9:05:33 AM anonpatriotccj Yep , I got the same list

1/30/2020 9:09:48 AM heidiwilson8 Ditto

1/30/2020 9:09:57 AM cosmic_engineer I've been doing (mostly) weekly energy work to aid in manifesting light - > into the dark corners that can only operate in secrecy.

For the shift in awareness of the #Climatefraud and see the goals not the fearporn

To depolarize hate with love 💚

To lead by example

🙏

1/30/2020 9:10:09 AM trinaparkercogg  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP79B00752A000300070001-8.pdf …

1/30/2020 9:12:31 AM tieronepatriot This. Video. Blew. My. Mind!  ...and up until now I hated math.  Now I see its Divine perfection. pic.twitter.com/EkVU6ZmyOW

1/30/2020 9:12:50 AM trinaparkercogg I dropped the link and people need to be really prepared when they read Adam and Eve Story it's not pleasant.

1/30/2020 9:15:04 AM rosscarwalker You sent that and I got this pic.twitter.com/VMeiLIICcc

1/30/2020 9:15:26 AM rosscarwalker I think they're cracking down on my account

1/30/2020 9:17:08 AM jasonel33448847  

https://ia800907.us.archive.org/14/items/ChanThomasTheAdamAndEveStoryTheHistoryOfCataclysms1993FullUNCENSORED/%5BeBook%5D%20Chan

%20Thomas%20-%20The%20Adam%20And%20Eve%20Story%20-

%20The%20History%20Of%20Cataclysms%20%281993%20Full%20UNCENSORED%29.pdf …

1/30/2020 9:22:48 AM shannonjuliano 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 The braces had me laughing.

1/30/2020 9:25:32 AM tieronepatriot That's why Q regularly says "You have more than you know".

1/30/2020 9:29:10 AM tieronepatriot It's the universal energy vortex. It's how all things propel or move.  See Astral Kitty's video link above.  It blew my mind!

1/30/2020 9:31:20 AM themoonguide Amazing!!! Thank you for sharing his YouTube

1/30/2020 9:34:09 AM cosmic_engineer Ouch

1/30/2020 9:36:52 AM themoonguide Wow!

1/30/2020 9:39:25 AM trinaparkercogg One more thing I've had premonition dreams for years all have been spot on. I had a dream 3 nights in a row like a continuation and what I witnessed 

was the destruction of Earth. I never felt so connected as I did floating in space and watching the earth break apart.

1/30/2020 9:41:35 AM theraphinj Dan is awesome🙏🏻❤️

1/30/2020 9:42:41 AM tieronepatriot BOOM!  That's what I learned from the amazing video you posted (thank you!).  Very important.

Anecdotally, about 13 years ago I felt like God was telling me to start a project named "ONE".  I didn't understand it then.  Even now my personal brand 

is TIER ONE...

1/30/2020 9:46:15 AM jasonel33448847  

https://ia800907.us.archive.org/14/items/ChanThomasTheAdamAndEveStoryTheHistoryOfCataclysms1993FullUNCENSORED/%5BeBook%5D%20Chan

%20Thomas%20-%20The%20Adam%20And%20Eve%20Story%20-

%20The%20History%20Of%20Cataclysms%20%281993%20Full%20UNCENSORED%29.pdf …

1/30/2020 9:50:13 AM state1union Thank you ☺️

1/30/2020 9:50:44 AM tieronepatriot I think what Tesla was saying is that   3-6-9 represents the energy flow of the universe, & it's everywhere & in everything. He figured out how to tap 

into it physically (free energy), but was trying to tap into it spiritually = 9. It's the "God frequency"... perfect balance.

1/30/2020 9:51:40 AM tieronepatriot I'm a farmer...

1/30/2020 9:52:23 AM wakeupa34327213 Like the 50 gallon barrels of muriatic acid at the Standard Hotel and multiple eyewitnesses of the stench of acid burning their eyes to clean with? You’re 

right no need to even try just stand by and let these sickos do whatever they want good thinking it’s just conspiracy right?

1/30/2020 9:53:02 AM rosscarwalker It was bound to happen eventually

1/30/2020 9:55:20 AM rosscarwalker In gematria #EndTheCabal works



1/30/2020 9:58:09 AM jasonel33448847  

https://ia800907.us.archive.org/14/items/ChanThomasTheAdamAndEveStoryTheHistoryOfCataclysms1993FullUNCENSORED/%5BeBook%5D%20Chan

%20Thomas%20-%20The%20Adam%20And%20Eve%20Story%20-

%20The%20History%20Of%20Cataclysms%20%281993%20Full%20UNCENSORED%29.pdf …

1/30/2020 10:08:00 AM rosscarwalker Then I guess you simply post at 3:33:33, 6:33:33, 9:33:33, 12:33:33 I'm unsure whether the extension down to the seconds will improve the power of 

3,6,9

1/30/2020 10:08:55 AM qanongroup It's available now. Thx

1/30/2020 10:11:40 AM lorieve Quantum Entanglement

1/30/2020 10:14:05 AM nick_shanks_ Another angle for the great flood...

 http://www.zetatalk.com/poleshft/p43.htm …

1/30/2020 10:14:19 AM fester804 @realDonaldTrump @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @Spaceshot76 @QAnonNotables @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Johnheretohelp @JohnBasham 

@2LarryJohnson7 @marklevinshow @dbongino @TheQniversity @RepAdamSchiff  New photos of  "Shifty" Adam "Shih Tzu" Schiff emerge! Nancy... 

do I get a treat now? pic.twitter.com/U3Sw5NVzbc

1/30/2020 10:14:25 AM lionspaw77 I will spend some time digesting this video.  I remember that post.  It was my first proof. Ie: +++ from POTUS.  That’s when I was like whoa....it’s 

habbening!

1/30/2020 10:30:31 AM diddla5555 Omg I had a similar dream: I dreamed that it was a sunny day, sky suddenly went dark, wind blowing, gravity multiplied and could not move my body 

as if it were too heavy, when I made it inside my home I started floating toward the ceiling

1/30/2020 10:31:28 AM melahooker awesome Tracy, I know you will love it. i'm listening right now! didn't see your post from before about the MHz (I'm not that good @ Twitter yet), but 

you probably already saw that each song is a specific frequency - the same as listed in this post from earlier in the thread. pic.twitter.com/BjMFt23lvH

1/30/2020 10:34:11 AM sc89126024 I think so. When I do Qi Gong I do mudras spontaneous as well as sounds. Sometimes just tones, sometime it is more like church choir.  I think they 

hold great healing properties. My teacher says they heal my spleen. Opera= spleen

1/30/2020 10:35:58 AM derekhashalon  https://keysofenoch.org/shop/product/the-scrolls-of-adam-eve/ …

1/30/2020 10:36:58 AM pjays14 The Shady Bunch?

Criminal Gang?

1/30/2020 10:36:59 AM derekhashalon  https://affsusa.org/the-scrolls-of-adam-eve …

1/30/2020 10:37:07 AM derekhashalon  https://affsusa.org/the-scrolls-of-adam-eve …

1/30/2020 10:38:27 AM truth_again Comey, BClinton, Schiff, Pelosi, Clapper, TPodesta, MWaters, Schumer, Holder, JPodesta, Wasserman-Schultz, Lynch, Warren, HRC, Obama.

1/30/2020 10:38:45 AM truth_again Where's Brennan?

1/30/2020 10:42:10 AM nana_marie_911 Please. Don't make ME out to be as uninformed as yourself.  Research how psychopaths operate and then come talk to me about how #45 is stopping 

child sex slavery. He will destroy his enemies. There will be others protected. Why not arrest Clinton or Maxwell? For ISRAEL he stands. 

pic.twitter.com/vXBFAnPHwG

1/30/2020 10:43:27 AM lionspaw77 Copy will spend some time with it after work.  Lots of drops right now!!!!!!

1/30/2020 10:44:13 AM cryptooz 💞💫

1/30/2020 10:44:43 AM nana_marie_911 911 is a proven lie.  How anyone can trust one more thing out of media, government, or the greedy welfare bums (Corporations) who pay no taxes but 

get tax credits is beyond me.  Next serious shows the values of America... pic.twitter.com/LwieZHDRLw

1/30/2020 10:48:01 AM nana_marie_911 Iran, Iraq, and Syria are the terrorists? I believe the CIA has been working with Israel all along or none of this perversion would be allowed to continue 

without indictments or arrests at the top. Start with the judges and prosecutors. 138,000 vets died by Suicide since 911. pic.twitter.com/ZXA8Ri0KjP

1/30/2020 10:48:57 AM norefils Can someone explain SGT-1 Fail Safe?  TIA!

1/30/2020 10:50:17 AM fester804 @realDonaldTrump @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @Spaceshot76 @QAnonNotables @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Johnheretohelp @JohnBasham 

@2LarryJohnson7 @Project_Veritas @marklevinshow @dbongino @TheQniversity New photos of  "Shifty" Adam "Shih Tzu" Schiff emerge! Nancy... do 

I get a treat now? pic.twitter.com/BThR9xv8OO

1/30/2020 10:51:38 AM turboxyde I experiment with sound often, including polyphonic overtone singing....

When I hit the right notes I can feel spontaneous vibrations in my body resonating with the sound & it feels amazing. https://youtu.be/UHTF1-IhuC0 

1/30/2020 10:51:46 AM tieronepatriot That's a great theory!  And you may be absolutely right... I still have much research to do on this (starting with the video you provided).  Thank you!

1/30/2020 10:52:40 AM tieronepatriot Interesting!

1/30/2020 10:53:21 AM burgersandra Try this:

 https://archive.org/details/TheAdamAndEveStoryTheStoryOfCataclysmsChanThomas/page/n5/mode/2up …

1/30/2020 10:54:04 AM burgersandra  https://archive.org/details/TheAdamAndEveStoryTheStoryOfCataclysmsChanThomas/page/n5/mode/2up …

1/30/2020 10:55:16 AM nana_marie_911 They drug Americans with shipments (JP Morgan) out of Afghanistan, steal the oil in the middle east while killing world leaders; owned media inflaming 

non extremist Muslims as terrorists. Donald Trump did NOT get himself elected, the CIA pulls all strings. pic.twitter.com/4zx5enIJjm

1/30/2020 10:56:19 AM nana_marie_911 Good luck. XO pic.twitter.com/lSfV0jN1yk

1/30/2020 10:56:26 AM donnaeverywhere Have any of y'all listened to Jim Self? Heard him on Rex Baer's YT channel, Leak Project, 2 days ago and he was incredible. Blew my mind. Worthwhile 

to share for sure! 👊👍🇺🇸❤️

1/30/2020 10:58:03 AM americanpetal I thought Nancy was just a drunk. Cocaine? Pedophile? Wow!

1/30/2020 11:01:10 AM tieronepatriot So, your saying (via that Q drop) that DJT has opened up the bottom side again (US)?  The Great Awakening?  Want to make sure I understand...

1/30/2020 11:01:54 AM pointofclimax A hole,🤔

1/30/2020 11:03:08 AM angelas65154611 Does life on these other planets wonder if we exist? Hmmmm

1/30/2020 11:03:54 AM blsdbe Wow, this is so freaking horrible...#ThoseWhoKnowCantSleep

1/30/2020 11:04:46 AM aleks8837 "Philosophers and scientists of the period widely circulated their ideas through meetings at scientific academies, Masonic lodges, literary salons, 

coffeehouses and in printed books, journals, and pamphlets. The ideas of the Enlightenment undermined the authority of the monarchy"

1/30/2020 11:05:33 AM aleks8837 and the Church and paved the way for the political revolutions of the 18th and 19th centuries. A variety of 19th-century movements, including 

liberalism and neoclassicism, trace their intellectual heritage to the Enlightenment."

Sound familiar?

Tip: Today with the internet!!!

1/30/2020 11:05:58 AM tieronepatriot "The divine 3-6-9 is freedom" - for my edification can you elaborate?  Thanks!

1/30/2020 11:08:24 AM state1union Is there a video that’s not a children’s story?

1/30/2020 11:11:33 AM rosscarwalker A Trump once travelled through time...

1/30/2020 11:11:36 AM lionspaw77 I’m following you.  I’ve heard about them being trapped.

1/30/2020 11:14:23 AM lionspaw77 Great to meet the two of you.  God is with us.  Charge!!!!!

1/30/2020 11:14:33 AM mattsmithsongs Its a  http://Gaia.com  reference to a glacier from an asteroid that ultimately destroyed Atlantis. We will create A New Atlantis.

1/30/2020 11:15:00 AM mattsmithsongs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Trump wanted to buy Greenland because it is the site of Atlantis.

1/30/2020 11:16:03 AM lionspaw77 @Schockra get in on this thread.  After all we’ve studied this resonates.



1/30/2020 11:16:57 AM myk779 Thank you, it worked.

1/30/2020 11:18:20 AM americanpetal LL? EW? DWS? That’s just crazy to believe!

1/30/2020 11:19:13 AM 4patrickhenry Knowing is half the battle pic.twitter.com/FLdE6vNezX

1/30/2020 11:22:10 AM lionspaw77 We’re on the same vibe or...same team somehow lol

1/30/2020 11:23:55 AM lionspaw77 Love your name by the way.  There’s astral plane tech out there. ;)

1/30/2020 11:30:59 AM speaakn It looks like gold to me.

1/30/2020 11:31:55 AM state1union Is see Gold

1/30/2020 11:32:03 AM tomchiodo That "corn pop" looks more like GOLD.

1/30/2020 11:34:11 AM mr_mayhem401  pic.twitter.com/s5Chntdxqg

1/30/2020 11:34:36 AM nm_zsr The surface of the Sun looks like miso soup.

I'm immediately turned off by the photo as it seems to try and cement a description of something that is so much more...

1/30/2020 11:34:44 AM wishfulldreamz No, not at all....

1/30/2020 11:34:46 AM kindeandtrue Very suspicious, yet, but that's still not convincing proof that the above listed people are serial pedophiles.

1/30/2020 11:35:21 AM pelledan2 Take out the slave masters and enslaved are free.

1/30/2020 11:35:56 AM purplefavorite1 We love popcorn

1/30/2020 11:37:35 AM eugenio02497597 not popcorn, CORN...

1/30/2020 11:38:43 AM kindeandtrue I have no love of corrupt Democrats, believe me, but people like ourselves, with the publicly available sources we have, have only produced a handful 

of suspicious photos and some sketchy circumstantial evidence. None of this would convict anyone in a court of law.

1/30/2020 11:42:00 AM the_loveoflight What technology will help us get passed the up coming pole shift?

It happens in 1/2 a day, the natural disasters will happen for 6 days after and on the 7th it settles. 

Sounds very familiar

1/30/2020 11:43:16 AM alisledgon ARkstorm...during a magnetic pole shift or reversal more Solar particles including hydrogen enter the earth's atmosphere and since the ozone layer is 

O3 it can be transformed into H2O...waters above as below.

1/30/2020 11:43:17 AM lionspaw77 I mean check out the thread Astra and I have from today.  Whoa!  We’ve talked about this before.

1/30/2020 11:43:51 AM blsdbe Yes, and if the Sun MicroNovas, expelling a bunch of chuncks of debris into space, then such an ‘asteroid’ could hit our planet.

1/30/2020 11:55:23 AM fansblowing3 Still happening before the State of the Union speech on February 4?  🙏 pic.twitter.com/2mcTvo3bQV

1/30/2020 11:58:04 AM gribbs7 Rejuvenating Earth.. is it that time already, would imaging this is why we all chose to be here. Hold on tight

1/30/2020 11:58:07 AM wilsonsaintcla1 That is fascinating to stare at and contemplate exactly what is happening there.

1/30/2020 12:01:39 PM manifest_utopia Surprise, surprise. Macron getting questioned in France about his cocaine abuse too. pic.twitter.com/ceQ88MqcEz

1/30/2020 12:04:56 PM lavenderlives Our angels 🕊

💃🏽🦌🏹 pic.twitter.com/WSuwTTxQFZ

1/30/2020 12:06:31 PM birdiesrchirpin  https://americanmilitarynews.com/2020/01/video-border-patrol-uncovers-longest-ever-us-mexico-drug-tunnel/ …

1/30/2020 12:07:50 PM cny_micaa per the A&E book, there was no safe place. Maybe a handful of mountains. One of which I believe is the coordinates listed on MJ's account. I think it 

may have mentioned ET's saving some people "like the last time" if I remember right. Been a while since I read it.

1/30/2020 12:08:12 PM lamieret Why do they only release ‘sanitized’ copies?

1/30/2020 12:09:43 PM blsdbe Exactly!!! Be Safe, Everyone!!!

1/30/2020 12:12:19 PM charitable_fury “Interim”?...Someone get “removed”?...

1/30/2020 12:13:13 PM guy_karen How much longer to we have to endure this 🤡 show?? I’m sick of it

1/30/2020 12:15:03 PM fansblowing3 Fail Safe is the name of an episode of the tv show SG-1.

1/30/2020 12:15:47 PM cny_micaa I think that is what they want you to think. Hence, they are trusted more easily and can get access for everyone

1/30/2020 12:16:33 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1122257602283474945?s=21 …

1/30/2020 12:18:08 PM diddla5555 That is Amazing. Yes this dream I had was unlike any other. It was definite destruction of the earth. I cried out to Jesus and it all stopped. I woke up and 

my heart was beating out of my chest.

1/30/2020 12:19:05 PM cali19891 GAME OVER

1/30/2020 12:20:13 PM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/HQrvt9ZKfj

1/30/2020 12:21:37 PM lamieret As an aside, the author of this letter is ‘Ellen Knight’ the last name may be meaningful, if we are trying it to the chessboard and ‘clean castle’.

1/30/2020 12:21:42 PM state1union God Bless @AGWillliamBarr a true living Hero!  He knows where the Bodies are buried and FYI #FreeFlynn

1/30/2020 12:24:06 PM vicfish06 🐂💩

(1) Anthony Wiener [sic]

(2) [Unrelated]

(3) Wiener [sic] – texting 15 yo – Sexually Explicit

9/26 – Federal SW – IPhone/IPAD/Laptop

Initial analysis of laptop – thousands emails

Hillary Clinton & Foundation

Crime Against Children

Nov 2016 👈🏼 https://soundcloud.com/breitbart/breitbart-news-daily-erik-prince-november-4-2016 …
1/30/2020 12:24:24 PM captain01470560 They don’t want us to believe in a cataclysmic event (flood). Proof would give even further claim to the Bible and a Sovereign God that rightfully judges 

His people.

1/30/2020 12:29:04 PM theyoungearth1 Lol. Where did the information come from to write such a book?

1/30/2020 12:34:24 PM mattsmithsongs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 We are ALL the whistleblower on corruption. Bye bye bad actors.

1/30/2020 12:34:43 PM linda15913577  https://aclj.org/executive-power/why-did-the-obama-administration-funnel-millions-to-secretary-of-state-john-kerrys-daughters-nonprofit …

1/30/2020 12:36:11 PM parise_jason #Russiantroll or just insane, you choose

1/30/2020 12:41:50 PM sc89126024 I too can feel the vibration though my singing moor sounds like opera, with very "full" tones. I can never anticipate the next tones, just go along. Or 

stop.

1/30/2020 12:42:07 PM cynthiakoeter Research is knowledge. pic.twitter.com/A51GvIBqXs

1/30/2020 12:44:16 PM tieronepatriot You too!  Amen!

1/30/2020 12:45:31 PM mongrelglory Wake me up when the telescope captures a ship exiting the sun's portal. 😏

1/30/2020 12:50:02 PM firebirdhank  pic.twitter.com/TQOUwPphVo

1/30/2020 12:52:03 PM tieronepatriot Just theorizing, but perhaps 3-6-9 is God's energy/frequency (the Holy Spirit), which also is Truth (as you mentioned), that is in everything.  

As far as people go, some Express it and some reject it - God gave us free will.

1/30/2020 12:53:57 PM tieronepatriot Yes!  This will be my next big dig!

1/30/2020 1:03:29 PM mongrelglory I guess they're forced to participate in rituals if they want to belong to the club...like the interview with Ronald Bernard the Dutch banker.

1/30/2020 1:07:22 PM americanpetal I saw that interview w Ronald Bernard. I never diggers into the Space Shuttle disaster. Ugh! Everything is a lie like Q says.

1/30/2020 1:09:05 PM mongrelglory Example where MJ-12 discusses this: https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210460765427290113 …

1/30/2020 1:10:34 PM bryceja68689884 This is neat!



1/30/2020 1:12:13 PM mongrelglory Yes, when I heard the description of his behavour, I thought he had OCD, but he obviously was able to manifest universal consciousness in amazing 

ways.  I do little things, like steep my tea for 6 mins.  Post an emjoi or hashtag in multiples of 3 etc...

1/30/2020 1:12:40 PM decodematrix The sun is a nucleus.

1/30/2020 1:25:41 PM jackoneilltime1 Did it already hit? pic.twitter.com/veQu7jsQ3P

1/30/2020 1:33:36 PM the_red_hand_  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/07/22/jeffrey-epsteins-black-book-trump-clintons-prince-andrew.html …

1/30/2020 1:36:01 PM the_red_hand_ Re: the headline.  Obviously we all know the roll Trump was playing, but you know how the MSM gonna do @realDonaldTrump bogus every headline 

they possibly can.

1/30/2020 1:46:27 PM trinaparkercogg Good question as in what else have they been keeping from us. The CIA doesn't work in our best interest. They probably have the books not written in 

the Bible and we know from leaks there's colonies on the dark side of the moon and mars. Alien life is here on earth too.

1/30/2020 1:48:52 PM cyberanonrevolu Note the name of the director of Inserm, Yves Lévy...husband of ...Agnès Buzyn Minister of Health! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @enki74 

@MAGAPATRIOT_TGM @TheJusticeDept @FBIWFO

1/30/2020 1:53:32 PM lynnstueber It looks alive.

1/30/2020 1:57:47 PM lynnstueber Maybe in 50 years Humans will grow eyeballs on the back of their heads and have a tail coming out of out tailbones. Radiation, after all, likes to really 

mix things up for the futuristic party.

1/30/2020 1:59:08 PM tieronepatriot Thanks!

1/30/2020 2:07:31 PM dogfaceboy25 Then why are no charges brought against him? I don't doubt what you say but WTF is going on??? You break the law, you get arrested. It's that simple. 

Any answer to my Q's?

1/30/2020 2:07:56 PM macsboost (Malan)ia and (Trump)p ?

1/30/2020 2:11:52 PM trinaparkercogg That's how I woke up feeling and I was later told I was also talking in my sleep apparently I was being very descriptive. Then some how in the last 

dream I was floating in space looking at earth and there was a huge chunk on the right missing we had been hit also and pole shift.

1/30/2020 2:14:33 PM chelle030609 Yes there are underground tunnels that all connect. The Getty museum has underground tunnels that connects to all celebs in the area also to the 

playboy mansion. This is where they child sex traffic and hold satanic rituals etc.

1/30/2020 2:38:26 PM speaklife595 Hopefuly not, this is a fallen system

1/30/2020 2:38:36 PM tieronepatriot I watched some WR videos and read a few things.  Fascinating!

If I had to choose a Walter Russell book to start with, which would you recommend?

1/30/2020 2:38:54 PM stevenha At 2:39 the granular surface of sun, it's similar to 19:55 of Zafire anode. See  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTaXfbvGf8E …  This is element 

formation. Remember plasma morphology repeats at smaller scales. These are small plasma toroids, tightly packed and chaotic, not nice donuts or 

even hexagons.

1/30/2020 2:49:11 PM alexandercody7 Here's what it tells me

6-9-3(9)

And

23:43=3+3+4+2=12=3

3-6-9

Flabbergasted once again.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/mB3a6NFmDm

1/30/2020 2:50:34 PM gi6stars @VincentCrypt46 @VFuska @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 @JohnGrahamDick1 @TheRealRaNon @JfkJuni0r 

Seriously question. 

Are the head Democrats Really Red Blooded Human beings? 

I'm very serious. #QANON  said if we knew the truth it would put 99% of us in the Hospital?

#DeclassTruth

1/30/2020 2:53:11 PM kikakikas one episode of keeping up with the kardashians shows the little boy saying "look mommy I´m A DOLL" and he GAGS HIMSELF WITH A RED CLOTH 

under the very open eyed (as compromised with the info)Kloe kardashian,followed by a little girl  very naturally removing the gag from  brother

1/30/2020 2:54:29 PM kikakikas why adam sandler has a foundation with mining people?

1/30/2020 2:55:16 PM purple3hadow I certainly didn’t intend to read a book today! VERY interesting stuff!

1/2 way thru, footage finish later

1/30/2020 3:03:30 PM kikakikas but everything has been openly shown for decades on msm!

1/30/2020 3:06:27 PM kikakikas "refrain from commenting" in the page of Majestic?  At His page ,where HIS subscribers are invited to comment? Seriously?

1/30/2020 3:08:28 PM kikakikas cabal uses their own children for self preservation and protection, human shields

1/30/2020 3:11:50 PM kikakikas did you know she moved to portugal thinking their government wouldn´t do extradition deals when special circunstances demand so?honorary 

citizenships are revoked,too, worldwide .....

1/30/2020 3:15:12 PM gi6stars This and many others have not acted human at times.. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/8HPcqCy1lY

1/30/2020 3:16:09 PM tieronepatriot Awesome!  Thank you.

1/30/2020 3:17:48 PM kikakikas armenian origin

1/30/2020 3:18:37 PM keith369me Majestic patterns

1/30/2020 3:21:21 PM kikakikas penaut plantation slave owners are also royals specially philippe and also jimmy carter so much intertwined and conected with all that inbreeding going 

on.....

1/30/2020 3:30:30 PM time4justiceusa Goliath was one

1/30/2020 3:38:45 PM hollylandes Sunday is a high occult day.  Watch for their high witch to perform a ritual

1/30/2020 3:39:37 PM hollylandes What is that ring?

1/30/2020 3:40:29 PM hollylandes They can get subs all the way to Nevada under that shelf

1/30/2020 3:41:18 PM alicemasci I don't know anything about that.  Sorry.

1/30/2020 3:42:08 PM kamericaga1 When searching "sasabalac" this comes up https://usslide.net/document/califonrnia-board-of-accoutnacy-members-rape-children-s-sex-offenders-19-

20-24-25-30-31-34-35-shawn-sneathen-stein-stump-certified-public-accountant-probation

1/30/2020 3:42:40 PM kamericaga1  https://usslide.net/document/califonrnia-board-of-accoutnacy-members-rape-children-s-sex-offenders-19-20-24-25-30-31-34-35-shawn-sneathen-

stein-stump-certified-public-accountant-probation …

1/30/2020 3:43:16 PM hollylandes They move kids by helicopter too.

1/30/2020 3:45:15 PM kamericaga1 Is it art of a photo of human hunting session? Super creepy, especially with naked (blurred here thankfully) minor child (1 at least)

1/30/2020 3:45:37 PM adsvel Money, money, money... How many people loosing their heads to hear this old song.

I believe there are still many honest, patriotic people in the USA who does not dance to this bunker.

1/30/2020 3:45:38 PM hollylandes She also bought a home on a northern michigan lake...right by a home the guy who owns the Monster drink.

1/30/2020 3:46:26 PM youstinksoap Look at the numbers I got when I clicked your link.  Lots of 3's 👀 pic.twitter.com/rjUSToY5Nk

1/30/2020 4:01:51 PM youstinksoap I was looking at a guide for military patches earlier today, and came across this one 👇, which made me think of 'watch the water' 

pic.twitter.com/asvH4Z49M0

1/30/2020 4:17:15 PM _369311119 "Spellman! You're going!"

- Jack

1/30/2020 4:25:08 PM rebornkingent GOTP?

1/30/2020 4:25:25 PM wingedmo26 Is this related to the Lost Book of Adam and Eve?  I read it years ago.  Talked about Adam wanting to kill his sex drive and the first plant for birth 

control.  I remember thinking it was fascinating to read.  Found it on Steve Quayle's site in like 2012.

1/30/2020 4:42:39 PM fansblowing3 Guardians of the pedophiles.

1/30/2020 4:55:09 PM fallorsesh check your default folder for downloads... you downloaded a copy each time, if there were multiple clicks

1/30/2020 5:00:23 PM nschlange Thank you for your help. I do read on my own, all the time.



1/30/2020 5:06:31 PM braveunicorn55 Y'all need Jesus!

1/30/2020 5:22:28 PM wakeupa34327213  pic.twitter.com/lGXzdoeOr2

1/30/2020 5:23:46 PM nschlange Thank you, I have Jesus

1/30/2020 5:24:53 PM braveunicorn55 Good! By y'all I meant all the people in that thread. That book The Law of One is demonic.

1/30/2020 5:28:05 PM cdngrannycheryl Just finished reading it.  Mulling over the info and comparing it to the lies I was taught all my life.  Nature's gravity is a beautiful thing.

1/30/2020 5:32:41 PM alperry3530 This video is pretty good at explaining the Adam and Eve book https://youtu.be/tu-sLX0FbF0 

1/30/2020 5:44:11 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/us_146272 … https://twitter.com/Llyr_Crypto/status/1222977838124556288 …

1/30/2020 5:44:51 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/90da1atsPy

1/30/2020 5:45:09 PM lionhardt77 I read somewhere that Lennon recorded "Imagine" in 432.

1/30/2020 5:46:03 PM keith369me You mean these guys? https://images.app.goo.gl/WYTSta2J2wpFVxPv7 …

1/30/2020 5:46:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Trying to publicly claim mental health issues for future prosecution?

1/30/2020 5:46:56 PM hollylandes Cause there are so many of them

1/30/2020 5:47:49 PM drearyjames He thinks he's hot shit.....

1/30/2020 5:48:28 PM worldxplorer1 What happens when Skippy comes out?? https://youtu.be/6oNgrj8sr4g 

1/30/2020 5:49:06 PM keith369me AMA tonight?

1/30/2020 5:49:32 PM jared_vor Skippy, or Schizo?

1/30/2020 5:49:58 PM oam63048378 Meghan Trainor tease

1/30/2020 5:50:09 PM keith369me “You think you’re hot shit”. https://images.app.goo.gl/x8XevBonURtjRH598 …

1/30/2020 5:51:21 PM kseven110 Yes!!! I agree.

1/30/2020 5:51:47 PM hollylandes As evil as they are I guess it makes sense they fear death so.much

1/30/2020 5:52:18 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/O6vfEPHCO9

1/30/2020 5:52:46 PM fansblowing3 It wasn’t me, SKIPPY did it.  😂

1/30/2020 5:54:06 PM djlok You sound like you have a question!!!

1/30/2020 5:54:48 PM anonymousada Is that what he calls his pedo alter ego?

1/30/2020 5:56:58 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/5gYFLHc2w9

1/30/2020 5:59:32 PM ptamait Good for Mr. Drake, he gets to live by the Redwoods. Very special.

1/30/2020 6:00:39 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/4wml49YRct

1/30/2020 6:02:59 PM qanon4life makes me realize how small we are in comparison to the universe and how great God must be to have created everything that we can see.

1/30/2020 6:03:03 PM keith369me I do...but I’d like to improve my chances at an answer.  It is about something that I saw with my eyes today while at the same time I saw something 

within

1/30/2020 6:03:44 PM theraphinj Look at him ,’)

I love that guy ❤️

ALL NEGENTROPY!!

Life itself ❤️ pic.twitter.com/jEXyMovQOI

1/30/2020 6:06:47 PM cosmic_engineer Dobbs object

1/30/2020 6:08:45 PM parkmanfeather I think Skippy was in Schumer's chair the other day

1/30/2020 6:09:15 PM nine_six3 Could this be the next State Funeral? Surely, it seems she is up for retirement!!! pic.twitter.com/uHtiPuZYPb

1/30/2020 6:11:28 PM parkmanfeather That's terrifying!

1/30/2020 6:11:41 PM n7guardiananon possession ruled out???

1/30/2020 6:12:11 PM aleks8837 If you're looking for indeniable proofs, you won't find it here. Or anywhere... 

You'll either have to wait some years and see if it's true.

Or do like the rest of us and trust The Plan (/believe).

Welcome to The Twilight Zone. 😉

1/30/2020 6:12:43 PM worldxplorer1 And indescribably sad.

1/30/2020 6:13:19 PM pixiemagick1 🤮🤮🤮🤮

1/30/2020 6:14:18 PM parkmanfeather Absolutely. I got chills hearing it. My God the evil around us and in plain sight.

1/30/2020 6:15:53 PM kachinagtto So many of them have alters... Britney Spears, Ariana Grande, Beyonce, Justin Bieber, Nicki Minaj, Eminem, Lady Gaga.  MK Ultra at play

1/30/2020 6:17:59 PM qanon84 Yahhh pic.twitter.com/DKf2u6FOyN

1/30/2020 6:18:43 PM qanon84 Yahhhhh pic.twitter.com/PZG5DEFQN0

1/30/2020 6:19:38 PM qanon84 #ThesePeopleAreSick #SpiritCooking #CoronavirusOutbreak #Brexit pic.twitter.com/03PIK52ZrI

1/30/2020 6:20:12 PM theraphinj Is that skippy!?

1/30/2020 6:20:42 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/B0ijY5uSt4

1/30/2020 6:21:22 PM qanon84  https://youtu.be/F8kwc1lkiAQ 

1/30/2020 6:23:24 PM fionasdestiny67 The 🐭 in my pocket...🙄🤣

1/30/2020 6:23:41 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/FlOgRiKDyi

1/30/2020 6:24:32 PM qanon84 #Pizza #ProtectTheChildren pic.twitter.com/p0vCjSPKwc

1/30/2020 6:26:23 PM whatsmypw I know the official 911 narrative is a lie... That's what woke me up. Have you researched QAnon, at all?

1/30/2020 6:30:13 PM whatsmypw No, not this time...they all thought Hillary would win. Trump got elected because of the "White Hats".

1/30/2020 6:30:54 PM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/S3VqxjLuvbLGcXzp8 …

1/30/2020 6:31:07 PM whatsmypw Do you believe there is an ET presence on Earth?

1/30/2020 6:31:18 PM melissa07632139 Sickos

1/30/2020 6:31:56 PM melissa07632139  pic.twitter.com/h1cdzjll2l

1/30/2020 6:34:12 PM whatsmypw Is it true the sun is not hot...what creates heat is the sun's ray's interacting with our atmosphere?

1/30/2020 6:37:23 PM nana_marie_911 Yes, I followed after I saw the masses do it. Only not in the way you think. Q is not #45...honestly he could not pull it together the man is retarded. 

(Russia?). Q is one way of getting more information. Just the intentions are evil. Q will expose enemies of #45 for distraction. 

pic.twitter.com/SmZVfBuS9h

1/30/2020 6:41:12 PM mazymmary Evil

1/30/2020 6:42:11 PM drearyjames And the ape

1/30/2020 6:43:25 PM whatsmypw Don't underestimate him...his IQ is over 150. I believe he's Q+.

1/30/2020 6:44:58 PM whatsmypw He's not Q, he's Q+.

1/30/2020 6:46:11 PM theraphinj ,’)

1/30/2020 6:46:12 PM resolute_ptriot Hmm. Peanut reference? Alter ego or Evil Twin?

1/30/2020 6:46:26 PM charmcityanon  https://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/146272/amp?__twitter_impression=true …

1/30/2020 6:47:30 PM whatsmypw QAnon is more than one person.

1/30/2020 6:48:15 PM butterf54484267 That's horrifying



1/30/2020 6:48:24 PM nana_marie_911 There is a new world order planned by a hidden government that involves many countries. They come with historical sexist, racist Nazi Mentalities for 

power & control. Extreme alt right human rights offenders such as Saudi Arabia & Israel: America supports while condemning victims 

pic.twitter.com/Dh7DEGzYcs

1/30/2020 6:50:10 PM werascending I can’t watch that. I have tried that before. Literally it makes me shake with sadness. 😢😢😢

1/30/2020 6:50:13 PM anitakingsbauer We “sea” you Skippy.  Podesta. Watch the water.

1/30/2020 6:51:13 PM nana_marie_911 911 was not the only false terror attack on America (it was wholly Israel, Saudi Arabia & GOP).  I just learned the Challenger was a false event and all of 

the crew are alive, just as all of the Saudi Arabian Muslims accused of 911 alive and well in various parts of the world.

1/30/2020 6:52:22 PM nana_marie_911 Q's might be...but #45 is not.  You have to listen to his vocabulary and lack of judgement to know this. pic.twitter.com/9czLmBrDGp

1/30/2020 6:54:04 PM whatsmypw In my opinion, I think you're asking a lot of questions but you're not coming to the right conclusions. You sound like you're repeating alot of the main 

stream media rhetoric. I think if you spent more time researching Q you have a different understanding.

1/30/2020 6:54:39 PM whatsmypw Just my opinion.

1/30/2020 6:58:18 PM bzim16 Yes pic.twitter.com/FGBbJpt85w

1/30/2020 6:58:50 PM whatsmypw His spelling mistakes are codes to those who follow Q. There are so many proofs that Trump is Q+ that there is no doubt in my mind that he is. Also, 

the media purposely takes what he says out of context to convince the public he's stupid and racist. They're all lies.

1/30/2020 6:59:00 PM nana_marie_911 Donald Trump is a corrupted pedophile and a psychopath.  He is also easily manipulated.  I believe Epstein got #45 in compromising places. You know 

that right? While in the white house he has the hidden government supporting him while they continue to rape and rob the middle east 

pic.twitter.com/zQxSSR4OMM

1/30/2020 7:01:23 PM whatsmypw Lol, you really believe a billionaire who becomes president only has an IQ of 78? Lol. That's not thinking critically. You must know how fake the media 

is. Why do rely on the media to get your info if you're awake?

1/30/2020 7:03:02 PM whatsmypw #bot

1/30/2020 7:04:59 PM whatsmypw I don't believe any of that. I'm sorry but I've done a lot of my own research and there's really nothing you can say that could convince me any of this is 

true.

1/30/2020 7:06:23 PM nana_marie_911 Maxwell, Intelligence for Israel is not arrested. Why? There is evidence she is a human sex trafficker, but no word from Q? Hmm. I know religion, 

government & military do not care about children, but do you? Or is Q keeping folks in fantasy? Epstein is not dead, he is protected. 

pic.twitter.com/lifj0m7Vgt

1/30/2020 7:08:26 PM americanpetal Hoping all children he has terrorized have received justice.

1/30/2020 7:10:37 PM nana_marie_911 I noticed you keep the number 333 close by.  This is the symbol for Christ Consciousness. Choosing sides of people, creating angels and demons, is the 

end of your intelligence.  I"m sorry, but why do you bother asking if you have all of the answers? My source is my deceased son. 

pic.twitter.com/RoEyEokpQ3

1/30/2020 7:11:23 PM whatsmypw I'm not sure you're aware how deep the corruption is. Certain people need to be removed before others can be prosecuted for their crimes. I trust Q 

and I trust the plan.

1/30/2020 7:13:04 PM nana_marie_911 Oh, I did not hear of a plan by Q.  Only the aliens whom my son brought to me to download my intelligence with the events coming.  Let's compare 

notes. pic.twitter.com/mRzG2TcC4V

1/30/2020 7:14:24 PM worldxplorer1 Probably not yet but hopefully one day soon.

1/30/2020 7:15:56 PM americanpetal I thought he was already 187 through military tribunals? At least, I hope so. 🇺🇸

1/30/2020 7:20:41 PM worldxplorer1 Depends on which account you follow. One large account says he’s already received justice. Another large account says not yet. Depends on what you 

believe. I personally believe he has not but believe both accounts are worth following. I recommend learning to go within for answers

1/30/2020 7:22:13 PM prrplegrl This is absolutely heartbreaking and yes terrifying ... We have no idea how many children have went through this, and are no longer on this Earth 

because of this... I have no other words ...

1/30/2020 7:24:53 PM whatsmypw I really think you should research Q again if you're not even aware that Q has a plan. I can't possibly know exactly what that plan is...less than 10 

people do...it would be counterproductive if Q publicly posted what that plan was in any great detail.

1/30/2020 7:25:24 PM worldxplorer1 I totally understand and hence send my love and light to the unfortunate victims. Our collective light is going to revolutionize this reality. We will not 

stand for this evil. We stand for love and therefore send it to the victims of this horror. Justice is coming!

1/30/2020 7:34:08 PM whatsmypw  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

1/30/2020 7:48:00 PM alight412 I watched a YouTube video on that star. They don't seem to know.  Do you suppose it's causing the cosmic waves they say we are receiving? The 

Schumann Resonance has been pretty active as well.

1/30/2020 7:51:56 PM godmonster 😄I love that story.

1/30/2020 7:52:51 PM alight412 Clone malfunction like Chuck Schumer? Watching the hearings today I thought the entire process is a work of insanity.  Their reality is not my reality. 

AND it's not looking like it's going to end soon. POTUS lawyers said it would continue until dems win.

1/30/2020 7:53:39 PM nschlange I'm not familiar with it

1/30/2020 8:02:24 PM randy30555304 Just finished at 11:01

1/30/2020 8:03:59 PM marty713 That video 🤢👿.

1/30/2020 8:21:01 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/9M5zVv4vdv

1/30/2020 8:23:21 PM mindmixradio Oh you mean this book?  It's been out for awhile in the public venue. pic.twitter.com/Ad330M1M48

1/30/2020 8:26:27 PM liziam1776 Her father owns a Vineyard near Traverse City, Michigan.

1/30/2020 8:26:30 PM mindmixradio correct.  Cyclic Cataclysm.  Two cycles intertwined one 3600 years the other Precession 26000 years turbulent band of space we cross twice in cycle.  

Effects vary per cycle.  Sometimes minimal, sometimes not.

1/30/2020 8:29:18 PM sallypenn4 Bless you Sir!

1/30/2020 8:29:32 PM dkdk459 .Good to know... never thought of it as harmful...

1/30/2020 8:32:54 PM hollylandes Well that makes sense. I was in the area recently and noticed,sadly, the preponderance of illuminati references in artwork in the shops. It seemed new 

to me, but maybe I just did not recognize it before.i have long heard rumors about Mackinaw Island though.

1/30/2020 8:43:29 PM rachaelangelm That doesn’t sound stable at all.

1/30/2020 8:48:51 PM esborder I couldn’t get through the whole thing. Just too awful.

1/30/2020 8:51:15 PM drearyjames I only play it to show people but it's what keeps me going regarding all of it. To know that's the normal thing they do. I've learned that the term Ping 

Pong is basically that event but with two adults. The child is the ball being battered back and forth.

1/30/2020 9:06:33 PM pepelobopac Ever googled Podesta Art Colletion? Give it a go...

1/30/2020 9:10:56 PM blsdbe Well done....and Nine Periods too..... #Majestic

1/30/2020 9:11:14 PM isurvived79 Can you tell us more about the 'entity' controlling Israel? Is it flesh and blood or extra dimensional? Reptilian? You have me intrigued!

1/30/2020 9:25:06 PM sdane8 2008/2011 I suspect he never thought this would come back to haunt him. They thought she couldn't lose.

1/30/2020 9:30:46 PM bob76775554 @BetoORourke Senate race meant a lot then

1/30/2020 9:32:36 PM stguerre That was one of the most chilling videos I’ve ever heard.

1/30/2020 9:38:32 PM 444_q_ My entire being is repulsed. Words can't describe. We must fight! #WWG1WGA

1/30/2020 9:51:23 PM johnman60 another malfunctioning

*** CLONE ***

1/30/2020 10:17:44 PM bigworthy Still redacted example page 8 is missing

1/30/2020 10:21:36 PM madsrytter3 😱😱😱 death penalty

1/30/2020 10:34:05 PM nine_six3 Absolutely terrifying. It is hard not to imagine the immense fear instilled in the child/children screaming. Real life nightmare. He needs, no, MUST be 

brought to justice and those he hurt that are still alive need to know he’s not going to hurt them anymore. So Disgusting. Hurts

1/30/2020 10:39:20 PM nine_six3 This is John Podesta Aka Skippy, in the image above.

1/30/2020 10:42:41 PM mcpatriot64 Good then maybe they can do something about their rogue Governor Ralph Northam.



1/30/2020 10:43:53 PM joinna6 Yes''' (((those))) *guys*

1/30/2020 10:45:29 PM bandit13049556 Ceremony leader...... pic.twitter.com/aCeO1sRb1m

1/30/2020 10:47:06 PM joinna6 What ever happened to the ^pegasus * museum of the dead/kill room? Over looking a children s pRk. With ties to D.C. underground  and pizza gate.  

http://James.af .Come《t》y☆

1/30/2020 10:48:14 PM joinna6 #unseal$kippy

1/30/2020 10:55:22 PM danswanson1965 Mitt Romney is going down, and he knows it. He’ll be caught up in a RICO case for sure. He’s been on the take for decades. He’s a disgrace.

1/30/2020 10:56:10 PM danswanson1965  pic.twitter.com/ERmHA7c0l1

1/30/2020 10:58:06 PM joinna6 Shiff does smoke a "ton" of meth.. hence his bugged eyes ans *shiff.t.y* demon. Or..  he is a full grown crack head..  The our guardian angels.. we have 

broke free from the chains of chaos.. ( I was offered to shake the hand' that shook the hand of PT Barnum & uncle Sam.uel - NO.

1/30/2020 10:58:32 PM danswanson1965 Adding to the A Team to take down the Swamp.

1/31/2020 12:31:21 AM qumanitarian Wow, I had a similar dream recently. It was a clear day outside & I was looking at the sky. I saw something (I cant remember what it was) fly past, like a 

meteor. All of the sudden earth lost all gravity and I was shot up into the sky. Then I woke up. The dream was so real

1/31/2020 1:18:44 AM timothy_2_22 Goodnight Brother 💙😴

1/31/2020 1:21:11 AM elcooksta this covers it pretty well..great channel too. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_zfMyzXqfI&list=PLHSoxioQtwZfY2ISsNBzJ-aOZ3APVS8br …

1/31/2020 1:23:26 AM kendavi80404473 LOVE  YA'LL

1/31/2020 1:23:48 AM elcooksta From what I understand, the discussions about the book are classified but the content is not.  It was available at bookstores around the globe and 

when the sanitized version was discovered it jacked the prices up.  Read it, it is very helpful in looking for signs of the next one.

1/31/2020 1:24:47 AM elcooksta Also, Randall Carlson is valuable  https://www.kosmographia.com 

1/31/2020 1:25:46 AM kendavi80404473 GOOD  NIGHT

LOVE  YOU pic.twitter.com/gnbC0AXIVX

1/31/2020 1:26:22 AM elcooksta I suggest following suspicious observers, as they put out daily videos of HIGH value.  They are also keeping their eye on this (did you know that our sun 

possibly goes micronova on a seemingly timed basis (6k years or so)?  Thats at least what I understand.  One thing though,

1/31/2020 1:27:31 AM elcooksta that I think about concerning this from time to time is that there is a bit less chaos in the cosmos than there was before (taurids are not pounding us 

much, for example).  Our climate and geography is generally the most stable it's ever been (creating the current conditions),

1/31/2020 1:28:01 AM kendavi80404473 NIGHT

1/31/2020 1:28:19 AM kendavi80404473 LOVE  YOU  A77

1/31/2020 1:28:50 AM elcooksta For example, I've seen strong hypothesis that Venus bounced off of us, 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLn_Gu4HJNjgLNv2jqe1o9X2dvQJnlW_Ug …

1/31/2020 1:29:19 AM elcooksta Mr. Carlson has some strong theories. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLlG3X5BEGY4AR8AN-_E2VO7CMN0jM4he_ …

1/31/2020 1:29:41 AM elcooksta Full text of Chan Thomas book https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLnzs3J2KeFPYnKWeRo32JVATad_r-O2Qf …

1/31/2020 1:30:13 AM elcooksta God deep enough down this rabbit hole, and you encounter things like https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-

E4gfe94rpkdkAL8o9H6XI7XtgWqeBAZ …

1/31/2020 1:30:38 AM elcooksta and this (randall carlson as well)n https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTRcDAFHjDShu1MLc-xRBOCA_e5QbDv8X …

1/31/2020 1:31:13 AM elcooksta and one of the most controversial topics (because people devolved it into flying cars and magic wizards........) 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTRcDAFHjDSj_rmzYYk6Dt1hxbF5dc9OB …

1/31/2020 1:32:37 AM elcooksta Everything above should give everyone a pretty good start in understanding what is (most likely) to come and relatively very soon possibly.  I believe 

the above will be MORE than enough to help you understand and build a good foundation to avoid bad rabbit holes.  No Fear!!!!

1/31/2020 1:34:15 AM elcooksta Some examples of reduced chaos (in my small observation) 1) The Taurids, which I believe Randall Carlson posits are the reason we have Halloween, 

aren't pounding us 2) If Venus thoughts are real.... there's that as well.  3) What created the asteroid belt?  Marduk?

1/31/2020 1:34:57 AM elcooksta It is fascinating, and when I try to turn people on to it (everyone should know about this because if it does hit them (likely in the next few generations), 

they won't see it coming...but if people have a chance to understand what is coming....there is a higher probability that

1/31/2020 1:35:50 AM elcooksta There will be more of us to either A) Carve into the rocks what we feel we should pass down to those of us who will be sitting in our chairs now B) 

Carve the story of what happened into the rocks after they survive.  As well as have a plan to find property in the "safe spots".

1/31/2020 1:36:53 AM elcooksta Water erosion on the Sphinx, sea shells in the Great Pyramid, the hypothesis that the Mayans FOUND the temples (that had been thrust BACK UP from 

under the sea in a cataclysm....yes, I said thrust BACK UP).

1/31/2020 1:38:01 AM elcooksta It can be overwhelmingly terrifying.... practice radical acceptance that you are at the mercy of the cosmos...... the difference between you and 

someone else who doesn't know...is you understand how to be as ready as possible and know when to see it coming

1/31/2020 1:38:51 AM elcooksta (For example the dust cloud that we are in or about to be in, that many thing is the trigger for our recurrent micronova.  Go dig into what they were 

looking for on the moon (they found it, too).  Or the missions to map geo. north and the fear of the men returning from that.

1/31/2020 1:39:53 AM elcooksta Good luck in your search, and stick to the folks that are reliable.  Stay away from the folks who get hysterical until you understand this stuff, and are 

ready to not be wanting to hide because they got you worked up.  Good luck!

1/31/2020 1:41:36 AM elcooksta  https://twitter.com/elcooksta/status/1223174375567962112?s=20 …

1/31/2020 1:43:52 AM viktoryoflight Love you all ❤️ pic.twitter.com/Dm9HUTDaIN

1/31/2020 1:45:30 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🌹🕊💗

1/31/2020 1:51:10 AM elcooksta  https://twitter.com/elcooksta/status/1223174375567962112?s=20 …

1/31/2020 1:51:33 AM kathywunderlic3 💗💗family

1/31/2020 1:52:36 AM viktoryoflight  pic.twitter.com/xeQj2GsFa0

1/31/2020 1:54:39 AM kathywunderlic3 good night sister💗💗🕊🌹🙏

1/31/2020 2:03:13 AM kathywunderlic3 love you brother💗

1/31/2020 2:03:38 AM kendavi80404473 Night  Night

LOVE  YOU

1/31/2020 2:08:06 AM amandaj56140305 Good Night 🕊💜

1/31/2020 2:09:10 AM kendavi80404473  pic.twitter.com/hgwyjTACpY

1/31/2020 2:09:56 AM kendavi80404473  https://youtu.be/sNSygqogpls?list=PL7C0E0A08395FFA9A …

1/31/2020 2:15:03 AM amandaj56140305 Blissful Dreams 🕊

Love You 💜 pic.twitter.com/PGXFxffRkG

1/31/2020 2:15:46 AM kendavi80404473 THAT'S  SWEET

1/31/2020 2:32:14 AM karina89350882 Looks like a breathing brain - beautiful

1/31/2020 2:48:08 AM kathywunderlic3 💗💗😊

1/31/2020 2:49:27 AM kathywunderlic3 💗😊Ken💗

1/31/2020 2:50:14 AM kendavi80404473 LOVE  YOU



1/31/2020 3:03:23 AM joriskie Indeed, and I wonder why Trump doesn’t do a thing about it. He has the power to do something, one way or the other!

Unless.....🤔🤔🤔🤔

1/31/2020 3:08:55 AM jollyrob2 EMP like bursts or something else from our sun can wipe out the human made EMF radiation...

1/31/2020 3:19:05 AM nabonnand Matthew 18:6

“But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he 

were drowned in the depth of the sea.”

1/31/2020 3:20:52 AM nabonnand Have to add one more👉🏻 Deuteronomy 32:35

“To me belongeth vengeance, and recompence; their foot shall slide in due time: for the day of their calamity is at hand, and the things that shall come 

upon them make haste.”

1/31/2020 3:34:06 AM bhopki Here's the patent for the Corona virus developed in the US in 2018. Game over.  https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-11-20-US-Pat-No-

10130701-CORONAVIRUS-Assignee-THE-PIRBRIGHT-INSTUTUTE-Woking-Great-Britain-funded-by-Wellcomme-Trust-and-Gates-Foundation-USPTO-Nov-

20-2018.pdf …

1/31/2020 3:56:08 AM earth2nissy I sea him. Safe to say he's fish food?

1/31/2020 4:00:06 AM chris_cmselec Bibi, good?  ADL, B’nai B’rith,?

1/31/2020 4:04:06 AM angieco00740829 this excuse won't protect him

1/31/2020 4:15:01 AM keith369me That would be too kind

1/31/2020 4:33:19 AM mikebin813 There are about 60,000 feferal sealed indictments being completed as we speak to bring down the Cabal once and for all this year. Notice how Corona 

virus suddenly popped up? Scare and Distract tactics from the Cabal.

1/31/2020 4:34:47 AM bill_davis01 Do you have a link to the video?? I’d like to see it!

1/31/2020 4:38:41 AM alexandercody7 140mhz? Isn't that too much? Did I miss something? I mean you can't even hear it, nor can my speakers handle haha

Do you happen to have any link to a test version or so to try out?

ThankQ brother

1/31/2020 4:41:39 AM adsvel Yup, they are masters of these tactics, developed mastery of 6000 years.

1/31/2020 4:42:57 AM fansblowing3 Congrats 🎉 on your acquittal Mr. President.  🎉

1/31/2020 4:43:09 AM saltthegraves @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I do t know what your talking about, but I like the cut of your jib.  Where can I go for a beginner’s crash course so I can follow your 

news and know what it means?

1/31/2020 5:01:27 AM jkmaalouf Skippy the child rapist

1/31/2020 5:13:02 AM 92michael Corona is a virus of the mind and it’s symptom is mass P.A.N.I.C. 👉🏻 https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/282929.php …

1/31/2020 6:04:35 AM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/znOW1VUvgj

1/31/2020 6:05:36 AM nine_six3 #EpsteinDidntKillHimself #EpsteinDidntKillHimself #EpsteinDidntKillHimself pic.twitter.com/AMbNb03vYb

1/31/2020 6:07:01 AM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

SPREAD IT FAR AND WIDE!!! pic.twitter.com/AuQyp6uey0

1/31/2020 6:08:08 AM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

SPREAD IT FAR AND WIDE!!! pic.twitter.com/Ko4CBcGaHy

1/31/2020 6:22:01 AM rosscarwalker If we want cosmic shift would it be healthy for earth to shift its entire dimension 4D -> 5D-> 6D -> 7D -> 8D - 9D. If we're currently at 4D what does it 

take for a planet to shift its reality to 5D? How do we teach this? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 6:36:41 AM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein 

Retirement? Do us all a favour!!! pic.twitter.com/8XAA31Hm5J

1/31/2020 6:40:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1223230456784662532 …

1/31/2020 6:41:22 AM bluesparrow222 My thoughts exactly. Who?

1/31/2020 6:41:41 AM nobaconegbert Guess we'll find out who he is and what he's been up to now he's not running?

1/31/2020 6:42:13 AM lmtlisa3 🤭 that's what I said, who? Went to the article to see a pic.

1/31/2020 6:43:53 AM dansilv56084248 Never heard of him.

1/31/2020 6:43:59 AM trumpfanbuckspa Can’t wait for justice

1/31/2020 6:44:22 AM flung_poo  https://youtu.be/qWHZDmhxZr0  pic.twitter.com/ZG6nj4D8Xp

1/31/2020 6:48:19 AM nm_nmnm11 Seriously, who?!

1/31/2020 6:48:41 AM docpalfrancesc2 We win🙏 @Platosgroove @TheCalmPeople @WbWse @Cisnez @RicoRoho @2thank @StandWithUs @TechnionLive @KulikovUNIATF @

IsraelinGeneva @IDF @DaveVescio @int0x00 @GhostSecGroup Thank you for supporting ✨✨✨

1/31/2020 6:48:51 AM nine_six3 First Democrat to announce his run for president 2020 pic.twitter.com/c8T7omUvlv

1/31/2020 6:49:28 AM lightwitness Thank you! 🙏🏼❤️

1/31/2020 6:50:12 AM thankq777 Thank God.  This guy nobody has ever heard of had @realDonaldTrump quaking in his boots.

1/31/2020 6:50:36 AM onsideoranother This just in... a guy, don’t remember his name, was in the Presidential race.

1/31/2020 6:51:55 AM kek_ski Who?

1/31/2020 6:52:34 AM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/Ye1WQcbec6

1/31/2020 6:52:41 AM richardhiatt16 🤣. That’s right ... Who?

1/31/2020 6:53:02 AM arthurcomix Ooh sex-traficking. Thats something your fathers friend Epstein knew quite a bit about.

How about draining that swamp, eh?

1/31/2020 6:55:53 AM johnbeagle Who's on first.

1/31/2020 6:56:08 AM johnbeagle Who's On first.

1/31/2020 7:00:27 AM my2sonznme Start by invading the Super Bowl and #SaveTheChildren

1/31/2020 7:01:25 AM onsideoranother Election pic.twitter.com/UEUmeVLDw1

1/31/2020 7:07:49 AM bryceja68689884 Thanks to the [D] party

1/31/2020 7:08:35 AM ctenfor They are getting their stories finalized

1/31/2020 7:09:06 AM operationgcd Still record highs in some areas...such as Appalachia.

1/31/2020 7:13:47 AM peterjonathanna Thank you cannabis!

1/31/2020 7:17:20 AM deb12233 Not sorry! Triumphant! 😁😇

1/31/2020 7:30:33 AM tractor444  pic.twitter.com/iVJyv3QM0T

1/31/2020 7:32:55 AM tractor444 Ws that the guy with the "No Melarky Tour?"

1/31/2020 7:33:22 AM born2bef Was running for two years! No one knows him 🤦♂️

1/31/2020 7:39:25 AM cyberanonrevolu 😂Q.T.P. 2020 HOOAH 👊

1/31/2020 7:49:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 This surprises nobody. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1223262581235822592 …

1/31/2020 7:50:03 AM daddygoat22 In other news: the sky is blue, grass is green, and water is wet

1/31/2020 7:50:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Participate. Make your voice heard. 

Use the power of 3 6 and 9. 

Enjoy what you can create. https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1223261941600346114 …

1/31/2020 7:51:03 AM ms1481 What is a good resource for better understanding and use of 3 6 9?

1/31/2020 7:51:19 AM rwright57 How do I use the power of Tesla’s 3 6 9?

1/31/2020 7:51:32 AM laura_621 Yes, but this messenger- in my opinion - is a beautiful soul!

1/31/2020 7:51:55 AM guy_karen What a disgusting person

1/31/2020 7:51:58 AM dark2light2019 January 31st will 6e the day Trump is acquitted and Brexit Finally 9oes through!

1/31/2020 7:52:17 AM madsrytter3 I hope he  soon will get he’s insealed indictment

1/31/2020 7:52:42 AM rosas7043 Yes, please elaborate on how to use the power of 3 6 and 9 

thank you 🙏🏾

1/31/2020 7:53:00 AM williebhere Mitt Romney.. don’t he invest heavily in energy companies??🤣

1/31/2020 7:53:10 AM rotanliz Romney is a crooked politician. Don’t be fooled by his good guy looks and sweet wife.



1/31/2020 7:53:12 AM darktolightchad Something about this man (Romney) feels evil!  I mean who slicks there hair back like that??

1/31/2020 7:53:40 AM corn_hole "Romney, he sucks...bad"

1/31/2020 7:53:46 AM hollysharp1111 Make sure you retweet it.

1/31/2020 7:54:13 AM jlross5 @MittRomney YOU ARE COMPROMISED AND WE KNOW IT MITTENS. RINOS GET READY FOR INDICTMENTS. TICK TOCK. GOD WINS IN THE END. HOPE 

IT WAS WORTH IT. 2012 was your first strike. Burisma your second strike. Third strike you’re out. See ya pic.twitter.com/LAfFgDzodd

1/31/2020 7:55:45 AM susan66388204 He’s deep state BIGLY

1/31/2020 7:56:30 AM lbf777 Fake WWE trial. Pelosi and Trump are united allies working against the people.

1/31/2020 7:58:09 AM ctenfor He's owned.... He's the punk a$$ed, byotch... worthlesd

1/31/2020 7:58:50 AM twistdginger I don’t think 17 falls in with 3 6 9 but 18 does I think

1/31/2020 7:59:19 AM n7guardiananon #impeachmenthoax

#impeachmenthoax

#impeachmenthoax

1/31/2020 8:00:19 AM 39anc6 As I can understand, we should simply use de numbers in every statement we want to become real. Visualize the numbers With the acts to be 

materialized. Use them as símbolos.

1/31/2020 8:00:47 AM laura_621 Consciousness exists in an energy field... pic.twitter.com/D1YNycT4sb

1/31/2020 8:01:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Human Trafficking #AMA

1/31/2020 8:02:07 AM jonathanjones02 Public consequences - perp walks - for those involved in this evil?

1/31/2020 8:02:16 AM susan66388204 Will there be many victims found and brought home to parents?

1/31/2020 8:02:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

1/31/2020 8:02:19 AM katmando96 There will be no witnesses.  They don't want their crimes exposed.  Can't wait for the SOTU address. pic.twitter.com/Xka3jiKOHB

1/31/2020 8:02:30 AM werascending Are humans trafficked for entities not of this earth?

1/31/2020 8:02:37 AM johnman60 those numbers...3 6 9..😉

1/31/2020 8:02:45 AM ewilliams22101 Who's the international king pin?

1/31/2020 8:02:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most are terminated several months after being trafficked.

1/31/2020 8:03:21 AM ewilliams22101 What percentage of the sealed indictments are related to human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:03:27 AM bryceja68689884 Do we get to see verifiable evidence of the [D] party involvement in these operations?

1/31/2020 8:03:35 AM laura_621 Is Ivanka a key player in ridding the US of human trafficking?Is that why she visited “Pope”?

1/31/2020 8:03:39 AM wahiggins3 What precent of human trafficking is non-terrestrial in nature?

1/31/2020 8:03:39 AM 39anc6 Is the whole world suffering it? The poorest countries suffer most?

1/31/2020 8:03:52 AM state1union Will human trafficking in corporate America ever come to light?

1/31/2020 8:03:56 AM roxi_usa Have children been trafficked off of earth?

1/31/2020 8:04:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Most are people like your neighbors, teachers, police officers, medical doctors, and homeless/welfare recipients. This issue transcends all professions, 

races, religions, nationalities, etc.

1/31/2020 8:04:05 AM ewilliams22101 Which anti-human trafficking organization can we safely report to?  Which organization(s) can be trusted?

1/31/2020 8:04:06 AM truth939 How much income/power has been removed from Cabal to date as result of cracking down on HT?  How much income/power does HT represent for 

the Cabal II general?

1/31/2020 8:04:36 AM guy_karen Please save our children 🙏

1/31/2020 8:04:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are 12 kingpins involved in overseeing the global human trafficking operations worldwide. They are not human.

1/31/2020 8:04:48 AM kachinagtto Is Red Cross currently trafficking via cargo ships under the guise of Aid to Wuhan?  Heard today given green light on customs. 🤔

1/31/2020 8:04:50 AM ewilliams22101 What percentage of human slaves are children under the age of 15?

1/31/2020 8:04:58 AM hawkgirlinmn How many humans trafficked intergalactically every year? For what main purpose?

1/31/2020 8:05:06 AM stanstephens13 Is it religious or carnal?

1/31/2020 8:05:07 AM knightofmaltaus Not utilized by speakers. Bose developed the headphones used. They were very specially designed and was part of Bose success early on. simply put, 

Its the thumping to different beats that unlocks the mind and handler to direct and advise plus record activities.

1/31/2020 8:05:08 AM mongrelglory Amazing how a simple wall can save so many lives. 😏

1/31/2020 8:05:10 AM rot8infinity To add onto this question, is Bitcoin still being used for trafficking purposes?

1/31/2020 8:05:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 She has seen things.

1/31/2020 8:05:21 AM girlawakeinca Will humanity evolve to the point that we end human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:05:23 AM werascending 😧😧😧

1/31/2020 8:05:24 AM realitycheck05 will the public ever know the truth?

1/31/2020 8:05:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 United States is the number one country of commercial child sex trafficking.

1/31/2020 8:05:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 99.9% is on Earth.

1/31/2020 8:05:52 AM arifriedman12 #WWG1WGA 

Do you like my John Legend parody? pic.twitter.com/Mg1jX29T0g

1/31/2020 8:05:57 AM bdam777 Is Ukraine a farm? 

Is NK a farm for slaves?

1/31/2020 8:06:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

1/31/2020 8:06:05 AM miss_ampie Any insight on trafficked Native American past/present?

1/31/2020 8:06:21 AM ewilliams22101 What do you mean by "not human"?

1/31/2020 8:06:33 AM whyteknight17  pic.twitter.com/lg4cEHPsjQ

1/31/2020 8:06:34 AM positively303 Are the children of the world substantially safe now ? Or lot more work to do?

1/31/2020 8:06:35 AM namawlane Super Bowl is a big event for human trafficking.  #EndHumanTraffickingJA

1/31/2020 8:06:36 AM miss_ampie *Native Americans

1/31/2020 8:06:41 AM radasmodean Will the satanic element/angle be exposed?

1/31/2020 8:06:56 AM laura_621 That just gave me such a sick feeling

1/31/2020 8:06:58 AM rebornkingent And the press is silent. Why? Blackmail or are they pedos also.

1/31/2020 8:06:59 AM susan66388204 Will the biggest names be made public at the time of arrest?

1/31/2020 8:07:15 AM namawlane My first question, who?

1/31/2020 8:07:17 AM ts_sci_majic12  http://fbi.gov/tips  will be seen by multiple agencies including the agencies you can trust (ICE)

1/31/2020 8:07:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many third world countries are supply chains.

1/31/2020 8:07:34 AM speaakn Will those in power, ie Congress, Bureaucracy ever face trial for human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:07:56 AM girlawakeinca Transhumanism. 12 bloodlines.

1/31/2020 8:08:02 AM geoffsalamander Is the ITNJ a legitimate pedophile takedown operation?

1/31/2020 8:08:07 AM hawkgirlinmn Great question!

1/31/2020 8:08:19 AM 1_decided_voter Do the kingpins work together in any coordinated way or does each have a territory? Are there factions that are in competition/war with each other?

1/31/2020 8:08:37 AM laura_621 What do we look for in these seemingly normal people? What are the signs?

1/31/2020 8:08:54 AM njpatriot17 How much of the cabals trafficking has been taken out since Q team went live?

1/31/2020 8:08:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Al trafficked victims deserve justice and freedom. Natives have been targeted for eugenics purposes. Many are horrifically sacrificed in unique ways 

that other victims do not receive. There is a lot of hatred for the synchronicity Natives have with life energy in all.

1/31/2020 8:09:04 AM palmdalekid2 Any news out of LA County



1/31/2020 8:09:05 AM ka1_e1_ Who is the real life equivalent of Liam Neeson in Taken?

1/31/2020 8:09:07 AM its_hktk Read somewhere recently it might be 30 billion/year...but don’t quote me on that

1/31/2020 8:09:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Interdimensional entities.

1/31/2020 8:09:30 AM clifton15jon Ive worked for someone like that before and when they Trigger stay calm and smile even better to giggle, they almost explode ... when they ask you 

why are you laughing/smiling kindly say you've never seen a growen man act like a 4 year old who cant get an ice cream ... He quit

1/31/2020 8:09:32 AM gadianton_82 Hitler sent thousands of people to Antarctica and they never returned. Some say they were taken to another world/realm

Everything is a possibility

1/31/2020 8:09:36 AM bridgetashmore Due to medical kidnap? Or affiliation in general ?

1/31/2020 8:10:00 AM my2sonznme Will we make arrests during the Super Bowl? Yuuuuge trafficking locale. Please say yes.

1/31/2020 8:10:03 AM daveo6145 Does this have to do with the border wall and ‘illegal aliens’

1/31/2020 8:10:22 AM jeffleystaniel2 Will @RealCathyOBrien finally receive her justice?

1/31/2020 8:10:27 AM ewilliams22101 Living or artificial?

1/31/2020 8:10:36 AM process_facts That's a choice and not dependent on evolution.

1/31/2020 8:10:45 AM whyteknight17 I know "important" people in the US government and the Catholic Church are involved, but are there important people in those entities fighting it.

1/31/2020 8:10:53 AM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12

Do adrenochrome farms exist?

1/31/2020 8:11:02 AM tomchiodo Will human trafficking in US GOVERNMENT (Congress/WH/State/FBI/CIA....etc) ever come to light?

1/31/2020 8:11:08 AM my2sonznme Make sure you’re at the Super Bowl making arrests before thousands get taken during the event. #SavetheChildren @POTUS

1/31/2020 8:11:09 AM kapitan_wow anesthesia-free castrations as well.

1/31/2020 8:11:15 AM jjquintana7 Be careful what you wish for Mittens.

1/31/2020 8:11:24 AM hoelessromantik How are humans typically moved through supply chains?

1/31/2020 8:11:46 AM eewwanon What percentage has been shut down or what percentage is left?

1/31/2020 8:11:59 AM reborn93898818 Is Jerry Epstein one of them? Or not even in the list?

1/31/2020 8:12:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Schifty Schiff and his weird lifestyle.

1/31/2020 8:12:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

1/31/2020 8:12:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 No.

1/31/2020 8:12:15 AM eastcoasterik How accurate is Fiona Barnet’s Eyes Wide Open?

 https://fionabarnettblog.files.wordpress.com/2019/08/eyes-wide-open-_fiona-barnett_first-edition_august-2019.pdf …

1/31/2020 8:12:18 AM kachinagtto Are these inter dimensional entities hosted by a human is-be?  I think I worded that wrong - hopefully you correct.

1/31/2020 8:12:19 AM my2sonznme Thousands trafficked at Super Bowl. Will be expecting yuuuuuge arrests this weekend! @POTUS #SavetheChildren

1/31/2020 8:12:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Porn addiction. Predatory behavior.

1/31/2020 8:12:43 AM miss_ampie Eugenics. What, specifically?

1/31/2020 8:12:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vast majority.

1/31/2020 8:12:49 AM covertress Are they all from a single star race and if so, which one?

1/31/2020 8:12:53 AM truth939 How can the average person help?

1/31/2020 8:12:53 AM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/dohJup4Vsd

1/31/2020 8:12:56 AM kindeandtrue I used 3,6,9 to create something: my Lucky Numbers blanket, inspired by your numerology posts. pic.twitter.com/P5XoLiw3If

1/31/2020 8:13:13 AM worldxplorer1 Is the demand naturally that high?  I have a hard time wrapping my head around this.

Is the demand manipulated and cultivated from the 12 non-human kingpin entities you mentioned?  What do they gain from all of this?  Loosh or 

something along those lines?

1/31/2020 8:13:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/31/2020 8:13:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/31/2020 8:13:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 We have set up traps.

1/31/2020 8:13:57 AM earth2nissy My daughter was human trafficked on Venice Beach. She swore local law was involved?

1/31/2020 8:14:03 AM miss_ampie Special Interest. Those who know cannot sleep.

1/31/2020 8:14:11 AM hawkgirlinmn Blood type is the purest form on earth

1/31/2020 8:14:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Shipping containers. Car trunks. Underground tunnels. Be creative. How would you try? It's being done.

1/31/2020 8:14:22 AM mongrelglory How many humans have been trafficked off planet in the past? (Yearly avg. if you like).

Has a halt been put to off-world trafficking currently?

1/31/2020 8:14:27 AM its_hktk Can you do a thread on these 12 kingpins?

1/31/2020 8:14:36 AM truth939 This horrible.

1/31/2020 8:14:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 The number is still too high.

1/31/2020 8:14:52 AM pauliepg11111 How many children (estimated) are currently being held captive?

1/31/2020 8:15:04 AM heyheyyousay Heartbreaking

1/31/2020 8:15:14 AM process_facts 🙏🙏🙏

1/31/2020 8:15:19 AM arifriedman12 Cooper.

1/31/2020 8:15:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, multiple.

1/31/2020 8:15:42 AM paytonpatriot Did 44 really have the second most trafficking arrests in presidential history? Or is that to misinform the population on his grossness?

1/31/2020 8:15:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Educate yourself and your family/friends.

1/31/2020 8:15:49 AM pauliepg11111 South Africa?

1/31/2020 8:15:51 AM charmanda9 Are children in orphanages often adopted by nefarious actors who are complicit in trafficking? Or perhaps it is sometimes the orphanages themselves 

who are complicit?

1/31/2020 8:15:58 AM my2sonznme Thank you!

1/31/2020 8:16:07 AM nigrinisstapper How do we get rid of them?

1/31/2020 8:16:39 AM covertress Which races are they, that we may study them?

1/31/2020 8:16:45 AM whyteknight17 I know the Q team is fighting

1/31/2020 8:16:46 AM kevin72032387 Which “charitable” organizations are directly involved?

1/31/2020 8:16:50 AM truth939 If the 12 international kingpins are not human or reptilian, what race are they?

1/31/2020 8:17:04 AM state1union Will the human trafficking that occurred with the secret space program and Vatican come to light or justice?

1/31/2020 8:17:12 AM xusaf_patriot I voted :) pic.twitter.com/jBNxFWxYPm

1/31/2020 8:17:31 AM plasticjesus6 Would they be the interdimensional being like Perun and his crew?

1/31/2020 8:17:33 AM nm_zsr While most stuff here is "figure out our yourself"

I feel an urgency

Can you help us to manifest broader awareness/change to get the truth and realization into the main stream?

What can we say/do to hasten safety for children? 

Thank you for your help so far.

1/31/2020 8:17:53 AM mongrelglory Are Biofuel companies, like Greenbelt Resources Company if California, a way that they dispose of bodies related to human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:18:32 AM identityasxy  pic.twitter.com/9H5yjHpLWs



1/31/2020 8:18:52 AM atashfire Are these connected to DUMBS?  Are there really generations of people who have been trafficked to create generational colonies? If so are the DUMBS 

now cleared?

1/31/2020 8:18:53 AM der_wanderer8 Thank you

Are there specific locations (e.g. east Europe) or are they all around the world ?

1/31/2020 8:18:54 AM pauliepg11111 What’s the single best way to protect our own children?

1/31/2020 8:18:55 AM mongrelglory 😳😖

1/31/2020 8:18:55 AM laura_621 And the power of 369?

1/31/2020 8:19:45 AM speaakn Will the Clintons ever be brought to justice for human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:19:50 AM hoelessromantik In a third world country(or anywhere) are humans(children) typically snatched off the streets, or sold by ‘guardians’ or is it more along the lines of 

pimps and their ‘coercion’ ? How many degrees of separation between something like coyotes and the “elite pedophile rings” ?

1/31/2020 8:20:08 AM otisfunkmeyer @daylyt30 check this out

1/31/2020 8:20:08 AM mongrelglory Has the Vatican been involved in human trafficking?  What about the Royal family of England?

1/31/2020 8:20:14 AM eewwanon This AMA is making my blood boil. pic.twitter.com/fhJ7480yyI

1/31/2020 8:20:24 AM jivaine_skywing How many off planet locations traffick humans from earth?

1/31/2020 8:20:32 AM reborn93898818 Good news.

1/31/2020 8:20:40 AM theodazmusic Do the victims of sacrifices die in a "normal" way or do they experience something else on the other side?

1/31/2020 8:20:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Humans are programmed to have sex.

Sex produces drugs in the brain.

You can physically become dependent on the drugs released during sex.

When you are addicted, in order to get your next high, you need more intensity.

It always ends with pedophilia.

Always.

It's human nature.

1/31/2020 8:21:08 AM ultra_unlimited If the control of this is ultimately centered off world/in other dimensional frequencies, how can this evil be eradicated at its root cause?

1/31/2020 8:21:19 AM pauliepg11111 Please elaborate how/why it happens during the SB?

1/31/2020 8:21:26 AM eewwanon Damn good question.....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 8:21:31 AM youstinksoap Is what's left mostly smaller towns, with maybe the police or community people involved?

1/31/2020 8:21:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 More than likely.

1/31/2020 8:21:49 AM reborn93898818 Should be. That y they protect Andrew the evil.

1/31/2020 8:22:18 AM smith_jere They are part of it.

1/31/2020 8:22:32 AM realamyjoelle They were. NO MORE

1/31/2020 8:22:35 AM qolombia1 Will clean up for third world countries happen after disclosure happens in the US?

1/31/2020 8:22:42 AM charitable_fury Alice In Wonderland  — pic.twitter.com/ZUC61j4dmp

1/31/2020 8:23:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Spiritual development and awareness of the life energy you contain.

There is no cure for pedophilia.

Termination enables a restart.

No society safety net results in repeating offenders returning generation over generation.

1/31/2020 8:23:21 AM tomchiodo When did the kidnappings begin // post CIA takeover after Kennedy was assassinated? 

My recollection is that my father was able to hitchhike as a kid to get places in 1950's but by 1970's people were disappearing.

1/31/2020 8:23:35 AM fl_trump What about CPS?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 8:23:44 AM rhonda_usa Please follow me. Love your informative tweets. I have you tagged for notifications.

1/31/2020 8:23:44 AM mongrelglory Of all the humans trafficked, what percentage are used for organ harvesting/consumption?  Or are most sex-trafficked humans used for these 

purposes as well?

1/31/2020 8:23:45 AM cosmic_engineer Will the 🦉 Ukraine processing and distribution centres get some light shone during this public 'trial' ?

The connection of sacking the USSR in order to force citizens to sell their only commodity to not die of hunger?

Fake coup in 🇺🇦?

All connected. 🦉 only values 1 commodity

1/31/2020 8:23:48 AM realamyjoelle Popes traffic!

1/31/2020 8:25:01 AM mrernietests Beside sex industry, abuse.

What is the main purpose of sra / sacrifices?

1/31/2020 8:25:09 AM rhonda_usa Sickening 😡

1/31/2020 8:25:11 AM covertress Which are the star nations with the highest number of human traffickers?

1/31/2020 8:25:16 AM hoelessromantik To add on, how prevelant is it in CPS, Foster Homes, and Adoption agencies?

1/31/2020 8:25:29 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/ILkMC66q9o

1/31/2020 8:25:31 AM mongrelglory How common is cannibalism among the cabal/elite? What percentage of Hollywood has partaken in cannibalism knowingly... (Katy Perry says it's more 

common than we would think).

1/31/2020 8:25:41 AM april10521252 Exactly 🙏

1/31/2020 8:26:01 AM mongrelglory What percentage of hospitals in the US are involved in illegal organ trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:26:22 AM youstinksoap I was really shocked when I learned that, I've always thought it was from the poorest countries.  This is why our media is complicit, we never hear 

about this.  I read something about the media only reports 1 or 2 cases a mth. - they can't go beyond that?!

1/31/2020 8:26:26 AM speaakn So even if they’re put o death, they’ll just get reincarnated and still be a pedo? How about castration as a cure?

1/31/2020 8:27:09 AM rhonda_usa It’s past time people spend the rest of their lives behind bars, if not dea1h pena1ity.

1/31/2020 8:27:10 AM mongrelglory What percentage of international charities (eg. World Vision, Foster Parents Plan, Unicef etc...) involved in human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:27:26 AM pillhard Where are the rescued children? How can we the people get involved in their care?

1/31/2020 8:27:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Vatican, already known.

1/31/2020 8:27:45 AM mrernietests Are Epstein's blackmail films "confiscated".

And are the blackmailed "free" / flipped?

1/31/2020 8:27:49 AM covertress The Matrix is useful as a 

school for repeat offenders.

1/31/2020 8:27:54 AM rhonda_usa So are the fallen angels of Lucifer.

1/31/2020 8:28:01 AM april10521252 That's why it needs to be heard, things kept in silence stay hidden,  we must expose truths, no matter how much it hurts, it's the only way to stop it. 

Changing an entire system is going to be tough,  you're a beautiful part of this💜🙏🌟 I fell on the floor sobbing when I 1st

1/31/2020 8:28:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/31/2020 8:28:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/31/2020 8:28:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 It should.

1/31/2020 8:28:28 AM ewilliams22101 Thus the p@rn connection.  Insatiable desire driven by a sex addiction.  Hollywood and the media fuel the fire with a constant barrage of beautiful 

women/men/girls/boys. . . they know the weakness and are exploiting it . . .



1/31/2020 8:28:34 AM miss_ampie MJ. Confirm?

1/31/2020 8:28:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 What if death can be toggled in sacrifice?

1/31/2020 8:28:51 AM grand3americano What percentage of elected officials are involved in human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:28:58 AM laura_621 See new ama tweets

1/31/2020 8:28:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

1/31/2020 8:29:14 AM bryceja68689884 Attn derpy dems, leftologists and other human traffickers. You are complacent in selling people. You are sick. God is coming for you and @POTUS is 

YOUR PRESIDENT. pic.twitter.com/l1TqV3fbTD

1/31/2020 8:29:16 AM njpatriot17 If I'm allowed a follow up slightly off topic. Are we really getting rid of the maritime admiralty laws that hold us as corporations??

1/31/2020 8:29:32 AM jaded_pearl Are the children missing from DHS custody from the border home forever or will we find them on a farm in the midwest some day?

1/31/2020 8:29:40 AM kachinagtto 🤬💔😢

1/31/2020 8:30:06 AM kachinagtto 🤔

1/31/2020 8:30:06 AM der_wanderer8 I understand human nature can lead to dependency

Isn't there any safety program in our DNA not to damage our own offspring?

1/31/2020 8:30:19 AM covertress Are certain IS-BEs targeted for human trafficking because of who their IS is?

1/31/2020 8:30:23 AM rhonda_usa Red Cross was exposed after hurricane in La. They had donated food in an attic rotting away.

1/31/2020 8:30:35 AM scottgasaway My question would be if we are aware of this why wouldnt we stop it?

1/31/2020 8:30:48 AM boogeymanhunter On The sitcom Friends the character Joey is obsessed with pizza.

Inside joke (ref)?

1/31/2020 8:30:57 AM stanstephens13 Death happens before sacrifice to ease the pain?

1/31/2020 8:30:58 AM brown_eyedladyj I call bs on him having an alter ego. He would do anything to save his butt. He is a sick individual.

1/31/2020 8:31:00 AM carola41323659 Jaco Booyens is a sex trafficking expert; linking with & giving aid to TSI, FBI, police departments, CIA, ICE, Homeland Security SRT 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FYMI6Shd7BU&feature=youtu.be …

1/31/2020 8:31:01 AM hawkgirlinmn Define toggled?

1/31/2020 8:31:06 AM ewilliams22101 Am trying to.  But telling your teenager there are 12 kingpins that are non-human interdimensional entities is a non-starter.  We SO appreciate the 

disclosure, but we need more sauce before we can really step up and speak out.

1/31/2020 8:31:18 AM april10521252 Heard this, and unfortunately I saw/heard the other video that made cops sick, it was on here about a year ago when I first found Q and started 

waking, after that, I was all in. It's about the kids. I'm sorry these things hurt your heart so much, it hurts mine too. Bless you💞

1/31/2020 8:31:19 AM sanandaemanuel How much where godfather II involved?

1/31/2020 8:31:23 AM youstinksoap Can you please expand on that answer?

1/31/2020 8:31:49 AM mongrelglory Was/is Angelina Jolie involved in human trafficking?  All these Hollywood stars who adopt kids from foreign countries...are some of these kids being 

used as sex slaves?

1/31/2020 8:31:51 AM sanandaemanuel How big is Swedens participation in the trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:32:12 AM johnhammar94 Is there an explanation why god allowed it or still allows it?

1/31/2020 8:32:14 AM sanandaemanuel How many countries in the world have farms? You know what kind...

1/31/2020 8:32:31 AM ewilliams22101 I think the blue stripe flags are a signal. . . I see them on certain houses, and I get a creepy feeling. . .

1/31/2020 8:32:35 AM hawkgirlinmn Nissa I’m so sorry that happened to her.

1/31/2020 8:32:37 AM sanandaemanuel Biggest costumer?

1/31/2020 8:33:15 AM knowbody1185 Tova Noel and Michael Thomas...

1/31/2020 8:33:20 AM jaded_pearl Were children being terminated in DUMBs historically?

1/31/2020 8:33:22 AM rhonda_usa Everyday we learn more. Read Revelations in your Bible and watch Israel and Damascus.

1/31/2020 8:33:27 AM sanandaemanuel Are those rituals made there for planting suffering and distrust into the collective consciousness, and at the same time attracting... helpers?

1/31/2020 8:34:06 AM leeanndalton2 😄🐸🍿

1/31/2020 8:34:07 AM sanandaemanuel In one version of the now and here, where the MJ12 involved?

1/31/2020 8:34:14 AM irah_chandler what will happen those trafficed off world?

1/31/2020 8:34:22 AM sanandaemanuel Is there anything you would like us to ask here?

1/31/2020 8:34:34 AM pauliepg11111 Omg. Trafficking TO Wuhan?

1/31/2020 8:35:00 AM mambacoreander have hijacked kids or people being on programs maybe been kidnapped to inner earth while believing they are on a different planet?

1/31/2020 8:35:07 AM sanandaemanuel Will there be a global disclosure of the trafficking?

Will it include the magick and ritualistic parts?

1/31/2020 8:35:12 AM kindeandtrue Is that why the Saints football team was caught trying to cover up the names of pedophile priests? NFL and Catholic Church in cahoots?

(The Saints and some Catholic clergy are anything but saints, I guess.) https://www.nydailynews.com/sports/football/ny-new-orleans-saints-pedophile-

list-catholic-archdiocese-20200130-ug6ybprxq5hpri2cgjrjdtthi4-story.html …

1/31/2020 8:35:44 AM cemgtr What role does Turkey play?

1/31/2020 8:36:01 AM stodghie hi robert   do you know what herz this is? thanks

1/31/2020 8:36:06 AM atashfire To keep them in a reincarnation circle of constantly being tortured?

1/31/2020 8:36:11 AM shocked3x Joel 3:3

They cast lots for my people

and traded boys for prostitutes;

they sold girls for wine

that they might drink.

1/31/2020 8:36:34 AM mongrelglory COMPUTING:

switch from one effect, feature, or state to another by using a toggle.

1/31/2020 8:36:42 AM leeanndalton2 I never knew how powerful the projection strategy could be until all this. 

Well, I guess when you own the media it makes it a bit easier.

1/31/2020 8:36:44 AM sanandaemanuel What role do Saudi Arabia have in this?

1/31/2020 8:36:49 AM pauliepg11111 Me too. Disgusting.

1/31/2020 8:37:02 AM ialibertybelle So porn is likely a major gateway to pedophilia?

1/31/2020 8:37:02 AM winter1081 Both

1/31/2020 8:37:15 AM mayanmindtoad NoNames level of involvement?

1/31/2020 8:37:20 AM sanandaemanuel E.Macaron. Involvement?

1/31/2020 8:37:38 AM sanandaemanuel Africa. How big is the trafficking there?

1/31/2020 8:37:51 AM theodazmusic I've heard the victims sometimes get tortured so much that the spirit starts to leave the body by itself. Like "induced death experience". 

pic.twitter.com/fZ7LW8UaJj

1/31/2020 8:37:56 AM pauliepg11111 Pedophilia is NOT human nature for most people, surely.



1/31/2020 8:38:09 AM sanandaemanuel How many secret islands?

How many that the collective don’t already know about?

1/31/2020 8:38:27 AM ewilliams22101 So death penalty for pedophiles, and we create an intense safety net for the victims to stop the cycle.  I'm good with that.

1/31/2020 8:38:46 AM cemgtr We live in a CLOSED system. No where to go. This is home.

1/31/2020 8:38:47 AM leigh_vas Be honest! Trust your kids & earn their respect for your guidance by appropriately discussing what goes on in the world and who to alert if necessary. 

You want them to be "street smart" & recognize patterns/red flags, but in a way that preserves their innocence and inner peace.

1/31/2020 8:39:03 AM rosas7043 Don’t fucking cry. Get ANGRY!  anger is far more useful than despair!

1/31/2020 8:39:26 AM ialibertybelle I consider crypto currencies “cabal cash”.

1/31/2020 8:39:31 AM eewwanon I hate Netflix, but spouse talked me into watching this movie. Relevant to your question. Twist ending. Glad I watched it. Netflix exposing their 

neferious agendas. https://youtu.be/sCimThZW-Ew 

1/31/2020 8:39:46 AM jaded_pearl I feel the same urgency.

1/31/2020 8:40:36 AM ialibertybelle Religion is carnal.

1/31/2020 8:40:40 AM stanstephens13 In plain site. Parents will do anything to get their kids in Hollywood.

1/31/2020 8:40:53 AM qphillypatriot Is there any truth to Russell Jay Gould?

1/31/2020 8:41:09 AM reborn93898818 Ok I'm sending you abundance of love.

1/31/2020 8:41:09 AM maruryuu1 When will it finally end?

1/31/2020 8:41:12 AM wmerthon 44?  Obama?  Obama recorded more trafficking arrests than any other president, including Trump.  Every article/chart that says otherwise is using 

flawed comparison methods, and/or is not fully sourced.

Here are the numbers, sourced to the official reports. pic.twitter.com/IGN2WUPeTa

1/31/2020 8:41:17 AM jamiegrahamusa Are the majority of kids in MISSING 411 trafficked somehow or are they kudnapped by "creatures" and eaten??

1/31/2020 8:41:25 AM rawphonegirl The IS, tho... "returning generation after generation..." 🤔

1/31/2020 8:41:29 AM ialibertybelle Red Cross. Mother Theresa.

1/31/2020 8:41:54 AM winter1081 I agree. For a long time I've have such a burden in my soul to figure out ways to uncover trafficking.  It's so hard to figure out and not much education 

or awareness is being made public. The county I live in has formed a great trafficking task force. Pedos are being busted here

1/31/2020 8:42:23 AM bbobbio71 This thread breaks my heart

1/31/2020 8:42:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Trafficked girls from Ukraine ended up in women's shelters in Minnesota.

1/31/2020 8:42:40 AM cate2139 This happens when the fragmented soul leaves the body it can be trapped in a sense the 4th dimensional matrix by the reptilian consciousness and AI.

1/31/2020 8:42:54 AM jvan125 Omar’s district? 🙈🙈🙈

1/31/2020 8:43:05 AM toddabshire Need we ask which part of Minnesota?

1/31/2020 8:43:10 AM annsand72250302 Cc: Killarie

1/31/2020 8:43:22 AM realamyjoelle Many need LOTS of therapy 1st.

1/31/2020 8:43:24 AM kindeandtrue Is that why Putin banned #RussianAdoptions in the US?

1/31/2020 8:43:26 AM stanstephens13 Yeah. I realized the wording to the question was wrong. I am more curious if the trafficking and actions are based on a religious/ritual system or 

humans having zero empathy and fulfilling whatever they desire.

1/31/2020 8:43:40 AM fallorsesh You replied that 99.9% of human trafficking occurs on Earth. Is that confirming that 0.01% occurs in space or separate dimension?  Or, are you 

suggesting in fringe cases only the soul itself can somehow be "trafficked"?

1/31/2020 8:43:41 AM clifton15jon Toggle a lightswitch, they switch them back and forth between life and death pic.twitter.com/VCOZaXPyIg

1/31/2020 8:43:55 AM rosas7043 Connection. They/we are born connected to all things in a way most modern peoples cannot process or accept. I get fighting mad with each new tree 

my neighbor cuts down, etc... Hear them, feel them. Connect with mother Earth. So disconnected you can no longer recognize your mother

1/31/2020 8:44:04 AM realamyjoelle yes. Natural/Common law will return.

1/31/2020 8:44:05 AM kachinagtto  https://t.co/sOzZrTisoP  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1223285441731923971?s=21 …

1/31/2020 8:44:17 AM seanphilliphall Sauce?

1/31/2020 8:44:20 AM th34lpha Isn't that IO's District?

1/31/2020 8:44:32 AM thankq777 Their first stop in the US was the Ukraine embassy in NYC.

1/31/2020 8:44:40 AM bbobbio71 Is the shut down in China due to cutting off trafficking/ crippling pedowood or or really a serious cold??

1/31/2020 8:44:43 AM ewilliams22101 Yeah, that could be . . . and in that case, it's a never ending problem. . .

1/31/2020 8:45:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the speakers are puppets of kingpins.

1/31/2020 8:45:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some of the tools created included running playpen.

1/31/2020 8:45:46 AM jvan125 I could tell...a female, for one?

1/31/2020 8:45:54 AM kachinagtto Is @amyklobuchar aware?

1/31/2020 8:46:00 AM qphillypatriot How do we get are children back that was forced into adoption?

1/31/2020 8:46:01 AM jamesfyffe13 The corporations that own MSM... public enemy number one !

1/31/2020 8:46:08 AM annsand72250302 We're all puppets on a string, aren't we?

1/31/2020 8:46:09 AM rawphonegirl I'd like to think there's a trap designed specifically for quarantine of such evil entities. pic.twitter.com/Ld9Wrn0yiz

1/31/2020 8:46:15 AM pillhard This whole time, I thought there would be thousands of rescued children that needed shelter and love and therapy and now, I hear otherwise. It’s a lot 

to absorb. 😭😭😭

1/31/2020 8:46:17 AM realamyjoelle They drop back 1 level in soul development since they hadn't yet completed their growth in this lifetime.

1/31/2020 8:46:22 AM rosas7043 THE LAW OF THE LAND IS RETURNING. You’ll know by the removal of the golden fringe which has imprisoned Old glory for long enough! Patriots ARE in 

control.

🤘🏾🔥🇺🇸🔥🤘🏾

1/31/2020 8:46:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 No, free will exists.

1/31/2020 8:46:52 AM mongrelglory I just want it all to come to public light soon!  I try to talk about it to my friends, but they don't want to hear it.  I think they will only face up to things 

when it hits the mainstream news. 😟

1/31/2020 8:47:07 AM rick95648 Some white guy.

1/31/2020 8:47:13 AM girlawakeinca Q - Follow the Pen?

1/31/2020 8:47:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Kingpins are buying law enforcement elected positions.

Follow the money.

Some are extremely dangerous.

1/31/2020 8:47:40 AM quentinjay2 I just watched Dr. Sleep. When you are woke and understand everything Stephen Pedo King wrote is real.

1/31/2020 8:47:58 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ll4sAJgDtB

1/31/2020 8:48:03 AM kachinagtto Border states?

1/31/2020 8:48:08 AM jackibloo Really ... 🤔

1/31/2020 8:48:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Super Bowl is a MAJOR human trafficking event.

1/31/2020 8:48:12 AM laurabusse I remember hearing a long time ago that sex or porn is like a drug

You need more and more to get the same result

In other words

Your desires get sicker and sicker to get the same sexual high

I wonder if many porn addicts would agree with this...

1/31/2020 8:48:26 AM animaldesatado How many do you think Coronavirus is gonna kill?



1/31/2020 8:48:38 AM onetoughcrowd10 We see that.  Actually, they’re extremely easy to spot. Thanks to you, Q, and the others who’ve taught us well. #EyesWideOpen #WOKE

1/31/2020 8:49:01 AM stanstephens13 Halftime show is a worship service.

1/31/2020 8:49:16 AM ts_sci_majic12 Hillary Clinton hates herself.

1/31/2020 8:49:20 AM myladysolina There needs to be a death sentence for these Human Traffickers, this will make them think twice!

1/31/2020 8:49:43 AM rawphonegirl Indeed. Daunting to consider how to clean such a house, but must find a way!!! https://twitter.com/rawphonegirl/status/1223282022044655616 …

1/31/2020 8:49:46 AM kachinagtto It shows

1/31/2020 8:49:49 AM chasmata i hear it, to pic.twitter.com/eAv1xTWtgK

1/31/2020 8:50:01 AM chadmcgregory You know roberts is going to break the tie in favor of the democrats right?

1/31/2020 8:50:05 AM girlawakeinca Cast the net far & wide. pic.twitter.com/dq3nwSRII6

1/31/2020 8:50:14 AM jeff57253103 That day would be a great Time to bust them and rescue children

1/31/2020 8:50:14 AM ascendingadam Kingpins = 12 ID Trafficking leaders?

1/31/2020 8:50:21 AM ewe2screwy She's not alone. I hate her, too.

1/31/2020 8:50:22 AM hotwheelsjusty That’s fair.

1/31/2020 8:50:27 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/xF6W0dQlgN

1/31/2020 8:50:53 AM realamyjoelle IDK how many. Purposes were slavery and food. We are now under a peace treaty, they have switched their diet for other things, ie  Pigeons!.

1/31/2020 8:51:08 AM jamiegrahamusa @DocpalFrancesc2 read this thread and please folliw MJ12.

#CosmicQ

1/31/2020 8:51:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider MILITARY TRIBUNALS. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/255294883680632833 …

1/31/2020 8:51:18 AM mommysbigmouth That’s life. Free will. We freely give to Him. His will be done through us all.

1/31/2020 8:51:19 AM rowdyyates001 All the somalis ended up there too... 

Weird huh? pic.twitter.com/M70ncK0HCO

1/31/2020 8:51:19 AM xrpbender But how?

1/31/2020 8:51:20 AM ezdoesit_ Do we have any recorded knowledge of these beings in ancient cultures, specifically? In any form.

1/31/2020 8:51:28 AM may_g12 I must have missed this. How is the super bowl involved with human trafficking?

1/31/2020 8:51:34 AM conidow I agree!

1/31/2020 8:51:36 AM jlross5 She’s not alone. I hate her too Besides the Rothchild pig HRC is the most hated woman in the world. Remember Haiti? Benghazi?

1/31/2020 8:51:40 AM mark62253400 Any number is too high! 3 6 9, let the light shine on these monsters and expose them for what they really are.

(Now I just need to figure out how to make the 3, 6 9 work, 🤷♂️)

1/31/2020 8:51:44 AM theycallmeal2 I would say yes. It is a demonic spirit behind porn, drugs, adultery, homosexuality etc. a soul can be delivered at a powerful altar of the Lord.

1/31/2020 8:52:00 AM girlawakeinca Swift & effective justice.  ⚖️

1/31/2020 8:52:14 AM enlight3nedgeek Oh, is she Anon-ed now?

1/31/2020 8:52:16 AM pauliepg11111 Please elaborate how? Anyone?

1/31/2020 8:52:34 AM auroravoyager1 I was always wondering if Hillary had a conscience.  If she can experience hate then possible to experience remorse?

1/31/2020 8:52:38 AM keith369me MaQue it happen.

1/31/2020 8:52:40 AM kindeandtrue Poor Hillary. Too bad all that talent wasn't used for good. Corruptio optimi est pessima.

1/31/2020 8:52:58 AM rot8infinity Are we witnessing a Military Tribunal now?

1/31/2020 8:53:00 AM bbobbio71 Totally shows.

The day of reckoning eventually comes knowing that what you've done to so many people will happen to you. Money + Power does not = Happiness

1/31/2020 8:53:10 AM dcooyon We hate her, too.

1/31/2020 8:53:10 AM susan66388204 Prayers for a huge sting of arrests to occur and all children saved

1/31/2020 8:53:16 AM maryheil5 Reconsider? I thought they were well underway!!

1/31/2020 8:53:25 AM rhondanight She choose hate / Her and her hate destroy her / 🕸🦂🕸

1/31/2020 8:53:25 AM justifi78326842 Do you think that there are enough people out there that know that every game has been rigged? I would like to see one Super Bowl game with no 

audience😉

1/31/2020 8:53:36 AM tinaboozer Let’s go. We are ready.

1/31/2020 8:53:40 AM keith369me I used to hate her...now I am in neutrality, glad that her power has discipated.  Zero would be optimal.

1/31/2020 8:53:42 AM jeff70477084  pic.twitter.com/Kd5UGHKhg6

1/31/2020 8:53:53 AM theycallmeal2 Once a door is cracked into this world and you can throw in adultery along with pedophilia because all of its anti God. It’s demonic. There’s hope 

though! There’s still power in the name of Jesus

1/31/2020 8:54:14 AM rot8infinity  https://twitter.com/mikebravodude/status/1222992062032818176?s=20 …

1/31/2020 8:54:14 AM wyatt251 Yes

1/31/2020 8:54:22 AM deniz_aj Better question, who doesn't? 😂

1/31/2020 8:54:29 AM keith369me SuperB OWL...origin of the name?

1/31/2020 8:54:30 AM bbobbio71 And one never hears of it

1/31/2020 8:54:34 AM laura_621  pic.twitter.com/nI0V2TwatD

1/31/2020 8:54:39 AM eewwanon Yep. Surrounded by sheeple here as well. Best friend says they know what I’m saying is probably true, but prefers to “not know”. SMH 

Spouse was complete normie a year ago. Starting to wake up. That helps. 

Keep fighting, fren.

1/31/2020 8:54:43 AM nex4rius At least one thing she has in common with us. Most people hate Hillary Clinton.

1/31/2020 8:54:55 AM lordconcave Which one?

1/31/2020 8:55:00 AM enlight3nedgeek Yes, they even reported on this in MSM during the SB in San Francisco.

1/31/2020 8:55:04 AM radasmodean Law of Supply

1/31/2020 8:55:16 AM azureblue68 😱😱😱😱😱

1/31/2020 8:55:19 AM bbobbio71 Amen!

1/31/2020 8:55:46 AM ultra_unlimited My understanding is that every year, wherever the Super Bowl is held, there are massive spikes in all forms of prostitution. It would not surprise me if 

up the food chain these events are also major delivery/sale/exchange ops by the bad actors driving this. All in all tragic 🔥

1/31/2020 8:55:48 AM konialoha chidlren? misspelling matters

1/31/2020 8:55:54 AM eileent02161 Hum?  How did that Happen?

1/31/2020 8:56:00 AM keith369me Very much like Mexico.  Hopefully it will be in plain sight here and eradicated with 💡 💡 💡

1/31/2020 8:56:03 AM gracealijah Proof ?

1/31/2020 8:56:12 AM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

1/31/2020 8:56:12 AM laura_621 Psychopaths=no remorse

1/31/2020 8:56:19 AM gypsycatts The only remorse she has is that she's gotton caught for her corruption, crimes and treason. Oh and that Hubble is her baby daddy. 

pic.twitter.com/wsHrmWX3Po

1/31/2020 8:56:21 AM kindeandtrue Sometimes I wonder if Trump is too closely and personally connected to #EpsteinCoverup to drain the Swamp.

1/31/2020 8:56:46 AM bbobbio71 I'd love to be there to see them go down!

1/31/2020 8:56:50 AM jjonewton Thank you for the opportunity to ask and learn



1/31/2020 8:57:29 AM pillhard How many Have any of the kingpins been taken out? If so, how many remain?

1/31/2020 8:58:07 AM curt_avila She has good reason..

1/31/2020 8:58:17 AM laura_621 Is there a way to keep these sick ones from reincarnating on this planet?

1/31/2020 8:58:17 AM keith369me Any other explanation for Pelosi, Schiff, Romney, Schumer, Nadler...should I go on?  The percentage is way too high!!!  When influence is directed 

throughout consciousness and not bribes, we all win.

1/31/2020 8:58:22 AM vicfish06 fast trial, death penalty

Anthony Wiener [sic]

(2) [Unrelated]

(3) Wiener [sic] – texting 15 yo – Sexually Explicit

9/26 – Federal SW – IPhone/IPAD/Laptop

Initial analysis of laptop – thousands emails

Hillary Clinton & Foundation

Crime Against Children https://soundcloud.com/breitbart/breitbart-news-daily-erik-prince-november-4-2016 …
1/31/2020 8:58:40 AM walkingfree His true nature roils around him like steam. He gives me the shivers.

1/31/2020 8:58:40 AM annsand72250302 Yes. But the manipulation of us all this time? I have freedom to speak Truth. And believe me, I can without hesitation. However, the powers(social 

workers) that be have really had quite some control over my life taking that free will away by having me falsely imprisoned.

1/31/2020 8:58:40 AM ultra_unlimited I think the law enforcement ops to counter this have definitely escalated in recent years. At least in theory. I’ve known about this human trafficking 

connection to the super bowl for at least the last 5-10 years. Perhaps not front page news but the stories have come out for sure

1/31/2020 8:58:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 The problem in the US isn't that there aren't sufficient laws to protect children from sex trafficking, the problem is our laws are not being enforced. If 

we enforced our laws with very public perp walks, this will create a strong deterrent. The world is changing. Soon!

1/31/2020 8:58:50 AM gingerglaser8 Shitload of perverts in Senate at trial at Managers table would be the ring leader, first chair!!!

1/31/2020 8:58:56 AM keith369me Yep...and child sacrifice babies

1/31/2020 8:59:07 AM ewilliams22101 That's a very healthy reaction.  We're all pissed.  Who the hell is controlling us?

1/31/2020 8:59:28 AM troglowbyte Perhaps due to tighter border security

1/31/2020 8:59:37 AM ialibertybelle Probably both.

1/31/2020 8:59:55 AM rebornkingent I thought laws were only for poor people and young black men?

1/31/2020 8:59:55 AM dcooyon Speedy trial. Speedy execution.

1/31/2020 8:59:58 AM paguzzi Is João de Deus part of those human trafficking networks already discovered, like NXIVM or JE?

1/31/2020 9:00:12 AM aaronj34633889 Hmmm she now hates everyone. 

If she comitted suicide, would that truly be a suicide or can she be concidared Arkancided?

😁😁😁

1/31/2020 9:00:12 AM ascendingadam Will the Space Force remove these parasites from Earth?

1/31/2020 9:00:43 AM _369311119 Does she know that?

1/31/2020 9:00:54 AM realchindsight If those walks don't end at a gallows it be no deterrent regardless...

1/31/2020 9:01:11 AM ultra_unlimited #SaveTheChildren

1/31/2020 9:01:17 AM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/fIjGtd3GHL

1/31/2020 9:01:18 AM maudeaz Given what's on her conscious, how could she not?

1/31/2020 9:01:24 AM whyteknight17 Sadness (not despair) has it's uses too.

1/31/2020 9:01:35 AM higherself_1_ 🙏 Thank you for all do @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223289513084162049 …

1/31/2020 9:01:50 AM kachinagtto It doesn’t help when certain LEO heads are involved. No action taken against these sickos. Soft LEO heads, soft judges. Drain the swamp locally and 

nationally!

1/31/2020 9:01:55 AM ewilliams22101 THANK YOU!!!!!!!

1/31/2020 9:01:56 AM pedrojtrump She’s got company!

1/31/2020 9:02:00 AM jeff70477084 If found guilty of child trafficking or child rape just have a public execution for them. It's really that simple

1/31/2020 9:02:05 AM kindeandtrue White House summit is mere window-dressing. Nice optics while our President and his DOJ does nothing to bring the worst offenders to justice.

1/31/2020 9:02:07 AM covertress No, because that's what 3D earth was designed for.

You, however, can choose to ascend.

1/31/2020 9:02:15 AM keith369me Burning question not trafficking, sorry.   Are flying patterns of larger birds 🦅 in a localized area often affected (positively) by energies above the 

ground that are typically not observable by humans?

1/31/2020 9:03:18 AM girlawakeinca Let’s get active, join together, & take a stand. We CAN end the abuse to humanity. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/U3QtjIJNth

1/31/2020 9:03:28 AM bryceja68689884 How so?

1/31/2020 9:03:29 AM ms_duckworth Nikolai Tesla did eveyrhing in threes and anything with a number was always divisible by 3.

1/31/2020 9:03:30 AM der_wanderer8 As non victims/far less damaged, we are collectively responsible to raise awareness on this topic

How are we supposed not to go crazy knowing these horrors ?

Sanity required to help more efficiently

1/31/2020 9:03:30 AM covertress Welcome to Earth

(Rura Penthe pictured) pic.twitter.com/MHivqiKGpG

1/31/2020 9:03:36 AM eaglesview77 Yes and it’s in Miami this year a major trafficking hub! Are the politicians of mainly all the border ocean states (Cali,Texas,Florida,New York) corrupted 

bringing in trafficked victims?

1/31/2020 9:03:43 AM wishfulldreamz Seriously doubt it was due to Obama.. maybe the White Hats gearing up.  Everything I know about him is he is one of the purchasing, spirit cooking 

freaks

1/31/2020 9:03:52 AM process_facts Punishment cannot come fast enough for these people. 

Is this happening while we wait for adults to overcome their "hard ordeal" to accept reality. 

"But you must understand, it's not so simple to do".

- I don't give a shiete. 

It's hard not to lose yourself in anger.

😡😡😡

1/31/2020 9:03:59 AM tieronepatriot I wish more people understood 3-6-9.  As Tesla said, it's the secret of the universe! pic.twitter.com/pxTsWVRxLZ

1/31/2020 9:04:09 AM girlawakeinca This 🙌

1/31/2020 9:04:19 AM _369311119 What would a society safety net look like in this context?

1/31/2020 9:04:25 AM atashfire How do laws affect inter dimensional entities?



1/31/2020 9:04:30 AM gjones46623615 Saw this on the 8chan board last year. These are people's kids. Breaks my heart! Looks like a warehouse or on a ship. Can't make out any faces. 

Research and sharing results can help stop this. Protect your children. pic.twitter.com/mfe0KG7Zqp

1/31/2020 9:04:32 AM eaglesview77 Drain the swamp!!!!

1/31/2020 9:04:38 AM keith369me Multiple sacrifices with the same IS-BE

1/31/2020 9:04:40 AM opensenseme YES!!!!!!!

1/31/2020 9:04:58 AM texasislander61 I wish I remembered the organization that discussed major events and trafficking. It was a rescue group with interviews from victims. They were 

transported in vans and semi-trucks to the venue and sold from right outside.

1/31/2020 9:05:10 AM jeff57253103 I’m glad brother! Show their names and faces publicly. Jesus said to NEVER harm a child

1/31/2020 9:05:30 AM truth_again Are all IE bad?

1/31/2020 9:05:33 AM rosas7043 Morn after we have freed the ones who are still enslaved. The ones who still fear the unpunished. 

“When a crime goes unpunished the world is unbalanced. When the wrong is unavenged the heavens look down on us in shame...”

1/31/2020 9:05:41 AM jfaith1979 Can’t wait till this one perp walked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/rothschildmd/status/1223138396484198400 …

1/31/2020 9:05:44 AM lionessaware Yes... DL?

1/31/2020 9:06:05 AM earth2nissy Thank you! She tried to escape and had a helicopter looking for her. Thank GOD she mentioned to them she was Hep C+ and they "happened" let her 

go. She's cured of that and thriving! 🙏

1/31/2020 9:06:17 AM annsand72250302 I also recall being humiliated by teachers from the 1st grade as part of government experiments. Yes. I can only handle this because of God. So much 

hardship because I failed government.

1/31/2020 9:06:17 AM ossrobertsteele James Fetzer: Impeachment Over -- Manafort, Flynn, Stone to Be Exonerated -- Brennan, Comey, McCabe Headed for Jail. Game, Set, and Match!  

https://phibetaiota.net/2020/01/james-fetzer-impeachment-over-manafort-flynn-stone-to-be-exonerated-brennan-comey-mccabe-headed-for-jail-

game-set-and-match/ … via @phibiblog #MAGA #UNRIG #Triggered #QAnon @GOP @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 9:06:17 AM _369311119 God bless you and your daughter Nissy. I love you both very much.

1/31/2020 9:06:21 AM bg_reiter Or are they harvested for adrenachrome and human sacrifices for Satanic rituals to pay the piper?

1/31/2020 9:06:22 AM cemgtr lol you know just about what what we know it seems. There is only Q.

1/31/2020 9:06:27 AM erikaroot92101 Happy friyay!

1/31/2020 9:06:29 AM lionspaw77 I saw the vortex math video a while back but didn’t nerd out on it.  I started to last night.  So there’s a reflection.  As above so below?  How does that 

apply to the fallen?  Is this the matrix construct?  Was it put in place by the non physical or the physical?  Confused....

1/31/2020 9:06:37 AM _doozier_ Rams-Saints NFCCG last year opened many eyes to this. Clumsy and egregious rigging

1/31/2020 9:06:39 AM armywifeyf Are the DUMBS directly related to human trafficking?

1/31/2020 9:06:45 AM truth939 Follow the money.  Think about how many wealthy and elites attend the SB.

1/31/2020 9:06:50 AM lionspaw77 The crystal grid?

1/31/2020 9:06:52 AM annsand72250302 Yep. That's life.

1/31/2020 9:06:59 AM covertress The Matrix?

Earth as a prison planet?

1/31/2020 9:07:16 AM tieronepatriot I think Schiff has a "Skippy" (evil 2nd personality) too.  He controls it fairly well in public, but the flairing/crazy eyes he gets sometimes give it away...

1/31/2020 9:07:21 AM earth2nissy Thank you!

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

1/31/2020 9:07:32 AM meowmeowcatcafe  pic.twitter.com/izA38xgWsR

1/31/2020 9:07:41 AM wmerthon Believe whatever you want, the point was that nothing unprecedented is currently happening with arrests.

Here's an anti-trafficking speech Obama gave in 2012 to raise awareness, which discusses some of the measures being taken: 

https://youtu.be/2rz5_eg-dZY?t=176 …

1/31/2020 9:08:07 AM keith369me The problem is they only get enforced with low level offenders and not those in power

1/31/2020 9:08:13 AM armywifeyf Is the sin in the world and man's sinful ways that has allowed this not God.

1/31/2020 9:08:35 AM laura_621 Hey I just noticed my account unfollowed you!

1/31/2020 9:08:38 AM earth2nissy They were planning on sending her to Costa Rica. Not sure why there?

1/31/2020 9:08:40 AM joinna6 Mutual effeckt...

1/31/2020 9:08:40 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/I7CfXAlTzT

1/31/2020 9:09:00 AM truth939 SB = high concentration of wealthy & elite.  High demand must be met with supply.

1/31/2020 9:09:37 AM process_facts First step is to talk about it from an official platform.

For so many years, people have been able to push it aside as a "conspiracy theory".

People engaging here are the exception.

Impossible to open discussions around these topics with friends and family without this.

1/31/2020 9:09:58 AM laura_621 Back on :))

1/31/2020 9:10:38 AM ultra_unlimited Another strong idea. A big event like that or Davos Bilderberg Kentucky DerbyThe Oscars etc is the perfect cover to bring many of the worst kinds of 

people together at one time. On the surface you see smiling faces signaling wealth/privilege, behind closed doors pure barbarism ⚡️

1/31/2020 9:10:53 AM truth_again 😢

1/31/2020 9:10:57 AM lionessaware @rot8infinity The impeachment may be a tribunal... but with a corrupt Chief Justice??

1/31/2020 9:11:28 AM intenceman The laws aren't bad. But when you have the Sabbatean Elites in control who are heavily into humans trafficking, ritual sex abuse (adults and children 

especially). it's hard to eliminate it. Beating Clinton vas the first step, shutting out the Deep State HACKS the 2nd. TBC..

t

1/31/2020 9:11:30 AM hawkgirlinmn Hmmm....Hep C+ and denied. Makes you wonder if the plan was organ harvesting? Sorry to be so crude.

1/31/2020 9:11:38 AM rot8infinity  https://twitter.com/mikebravodude/status/1222955694330126337?s=20 …

1/31/2020 9:11:42 AM hoelessromantik Any other information regarded that image?

1/31/2020 9:11:45 AM 3020pnr How could she not?

1/31/2020 9:11:52 AM state1union Pay to play non profits charities and NGOs. Watching the Holy See today saying they are the biggest religious affiliation to combat human trafficking 

makes me sick.

1/31/2020 9:12:07 AM rot8infinity  https://twitter.com/mikebravodude/status/1222955699069759488?s=20 …

1/31/2020 9:12:35 AM roodtxenextdoor more than likely, there is a genetic component, an abuse component, an addictive component, etc.............there are many causal factors......

question is, what do we do about it.?

1/31/2020 9:12:49 AM tieronepatriot Whoah!  Look at the numbers... 3, 6, and 9 are, well special.  Especially 9.  What does the number of likes add up to?  Tweet is reference to Barr 

appointment of interim US Attorney in DC...  Good things are happening! pic.twitter.com/xZoDMwBn6e

1/31/2020 9:13:02 AM ewolsj That must suck for her



1/31/2020 9:13:35 AM theodazmusic DLR -> LDR

Lynn de Rothschild pic.twitter.com/sycVYSeZ6C

1/31/2020 9:14:09 AM purplefavorite1 Amen, save the children!! #Endhumantrafficking

1/31/2020 9:14:11 AM azuremagus Brought to near death a number of time to increase the production of adrenichrome.

1/31/2020 9:14:16 AM kindeandtrue Trump has been talking about this for 3 years. Arrests are made of little people, but never of the Elite.

1/31/2020 9:14:28 AM chapulincolored If people are being trafficked off world, where is their primary destination?

1/31/2020 9:15:08 AM purplefavorite1 What do you mean reconsider? I thought that was what the plan is?

1/31/2020 9:15:43 AM wishfulldreamz You DO realize that the Clinton Global Initiative is one of the MAIN groups trafficking don't you?  This has diversion all over it... Q even told us they 

controlled the hotline to re introduce people into trafficking who escaped!

1/31/2020 9:16:31 AM guy_karen That’s not natural. That’s a sickness

1/31/2020 9:16:42 AM ashlightq We know. #QAnons

1/31/2020 9:17:18 AM state1union I’m so sorry but if your parents were apart of this evil there is no deals. Now with you with them it’s up to you to forgive them but the rest is up to 

them to repent.

1/31/2020 9:17:27 AM paytonpatriot And this is why I asked Majestic ...

1/31/2020 9:17:34 AM der_wanderer8 Duality

Must accept duality

But feelings don't always follow the Mind 😢

1/31/2020 9:17:55 AM wakeup33462138 “Superb-Owl 🦉”

1/31/2020 9:18:23 AM ragevirusqq They are already dead. They just don't know it yet.

1/31/2020 9:18:45 AM process_facts They spend 70 years building a system to protect them. 

Use your energy to inform friends and family (even if they think you are crazy). 

Public awareness is necessary. Cognitive dissonance is real. Most people will rather believe in magic than this. Their minds will fight them.

1/31/2020 9:18:45 AM 1_decided_voter If it turns out that Trump was intentionally crafting Twitter messages with misspellings going back for years before he was elected and it ultimately 

turns out these "typos" were meaningful in "The Plan" that is now playing out, then my mind will be completely blown. pic.twitter.com/fgnhi6VVD8

1/31/2020 9:19:04 AM intenceman Human laws don't. Astral beings are subject to other rules, laws, depending on the Realm...and Natural law is pretty Universal.  They will be dealt with.

1/31/2020 9:19:16 AM gjones46623615 No, other than what is written at the top of the pic. The source was the 8chan board. Saw it 4/2/2019. I don't have any other info as a source. Just that 

an anon posted it.

1/31/2020 9:19:43 AM m37r0_c17y Fodder for the Qatar State that has taken over Minnesota

1/31/2020 9:19:56 AM nine_six3 Starseeds(Ss) who are here for #TheGreatAwakening, reincarnated many times. Trapped in the throws of forgetfulness. Ss that fell victim to HT, stuck 

as victims to the cabal& their torture. Do they need to know the Truth of past lives to shed the weight of indv/collective trauma?

1/31/2020 9:20:04 AM chapulincolored Since Melania was a professional model, did she things, did she know about trafficking like Epstein?

Was she a victim herself?

Was that how DJT learned and was recruited to stop trafficking?

1/31/2020 9:20:06 AM mongrelglory 😖

1/31/2020 9:20:11 AM playern091 demons

1/31/2020 9:20:18 AM dmzsixtyfour California trying to add P to LGBTQ so that pedophilia will now be classified as a sexual orientation..anyone who agrees with that is complicit. PERIOD.

1/31/2020 9:20:19 AM uman5819 and peeps still want to petition da guberment for solutions. Doh!

1/31/2020 9:20:29 AM cosmic_engineer I love her. 💚 Polarity is an adept's sword and shield

1/31/2020 9:20:37 AM patriotgirlinsc I have said this from the beginning!!

1/31/2020 9:20:39 AM wmerthon Like I said, believe whatever you want... the data shows that Obama arrested more traffickers than any other president.  That's a fact.

1/31/2020 9:20:49 AM 369naturallaw THAT is something I can understand.

1/31/2020 9:21:26 AM hawkgirlinmn I think you are correct. Sadly.

1/31/2020 9:21:37 AM kindeandtrue Are you sure you're not just inventing excuses for the dereliction and negligence of Trump's DOJ?

1/31/2020 9:21:38 AM missesj3 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 29-31; recent Q QAnon posts; BREXIT DAY  https://youtu.be/aX-P2FDld_8 

1/31/2020 9:21:53 AM pathofmostresi1  pic.twitter.com/90L0b7LO9U

1/31/2020 9:21:55 AM 369naturallaw How exactly is the Superbowl a human trafficking event? I read about it for years. I was able to figure out the commercial spots with children in it...

1/31/2020 9:22:14 AM dmzsixtyfour Watch the movie “Lion”

1/31/2020 9:22:23 AM bradnolesfan Even the sun is ready for the show. 

Bring on the storm already. #WWG1WGA

1/31/2020 9:22:36 AM miss_ampie Star People. 😘✨

1/31/2020 9:23:02 AM dmzsixtyfour Watch an Isaac Kappy video on YouTube

1/31/2020 9:23:04 AM laura_621 I think she  can raise her vibration and become a higher dimension

1/31/2020 9:23:06 AM karina89350882 The same thought came to me!

1/31/2020 9:23:06 AM paytonpatriot The government has been known to skew numbers to benefit themselves.

1/31/2020 9:23:22 AM bryceja68689884 Wasnt it last year, the owner of a team went down right after the game?

1/31/2020 9:23:24 AM miss_ampie "People" 😉

1/31/2020 9:23:39 AM manifest_utopia Quarantine them = Life imprisonment of pedophiles.

1/31/2020 9:23:41 AM cosmic_engineer 🦉

1/31/2020 9:23:44 AM nikoscali Here IT comes!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 9:24:15 AM lionessaware Yes I saw that yesterday—so this is a shadow court. After acquittal it’s open season on traitors, incl the CJ.

1/31/2020 9:24:19 AM dmzsixtyfour Go read the Goerge Nadler files.  “Mueller witness”.  Just sick.

1/31/2020 9:24:26 AM wmerthon That's a single anecdotal email from someone not in the administration.  There's no way to know if he was telling the truth, joking, being hyperbolic, 

mis-remembering, or lying.

Also, the FBI has never acknowledged those 'code words'.  It's something people on 4chan made.

1/31/2020 9:24:51 AM karina89350882 Do you have a "statistic" about the world wide trafficing and which countries are most affected??

1/31/2020 9:25:13 AM der_wanderer8 Thank you

1/31/2020 9:25:46 AM rosas7043 We’re ALL Star people

1/31/2020 9:25:51 AM nine_six3 Does the #HumanTrafficking epidemic and the extreme amount of deaths around "Sex", have anything to with the increase of Homosexuality in our 

society? Does this have any correlation to the IS-BE’s being reincarnated? 

Thank you for the Knowledge shared with us!!!



1/31/2020 9:26:10 AM wmerthon Again, believe whatever conspiracy theory you want... the data shows that arrests have declined under Trump.

1/31/2020 9:26:37 AM dmzsixtyfour Oh my gosh I had just downloaded it to watch on a car trip. I had never heard of it.

1/31/2020 9:27:03 AM dmzsixtyfour POTUS talking about traffickers RIGHT NOW!!!!

1/31/2020 9:28:12 AM dmzsixtyfour He really is incredible.  His sister had been trafficked.

1/31/2020 9:28:13 AM universalrisin Amazing question

1/31/2020 9:28:23 AM awschitt And IF they are enforced, Judicial sets them free.

1/31/2020 9:28:39 AM a39630340 Soon, big boom week, breaking. Time is an illusion blah blah blah!

1/31/2020 9:28:45 AM scott_rick Soon needs to be changed to Now

1/31/2020 9:29:31 AM qdemocrats How much of human trafficking is for adrenochrome and organ harvesting?

1/31/2020 9:29:44 AM paytonpatriot Data can be skewed to fit any narrative. Which is why I asked the original question.

1/31/2020 9:30:06 AM bhopki So how's the IG Report that brings down the House coming along? Or the something big that's been coming for who can remember how long. If 

children are depending on your repeated broken promises for protection........

1/31/2020 9:30:36 AM tkpackman88 Smh

1/31/2020 9:30:58 AM dmzsixtyfour While Potus is just now talking about sex trafficking its so hard to imagine it being completely wiped out due to the web, all forms of social media ..on 

and on

1/31/2020 9:31:32 AM miked12511 Is this a message job to them? 

I know this does happen before every supper bowl but I wonder if this is bigger ?

1/31/2020 9:31:42 AM awschitt And still not seeing much in terms of truth & justice, just political theater.  Of course, that is the plan . . . for now.  It will work, just painful to watch.

1/31/2020 9:31:45 AM process_facts As adults it's our responsibility.

It cannot be the children's job to shelter the adult's "fragile minds". 

If the choice is between saving kids from this horror or protecting grown-ups from the "mind-pain of realizing". Sorry, that's not a choice for me.

We are the adults!

1/31/2020 9:31:56 AM dmzsixtyfour God I hope so 🙏🏼

1/31/2020 9:33:38 AM dmzsixtyfour It is what keeps me up at night

1/31/2020 9:33:43 AM billyj1616 I really don’t feel like I belong in this mess. I think I’m just here to witness the great awakening. I must have decided I would take the hard road for the 

gift of being alive during this epic crossroad in human civilization. 🤷♂️

1/31/2020 9:34:50 AM mongrelglory If that leads to repentance I'm okay with that.

1/31/2020 9:34:59 AM cms57147604 Great info but oh God. 😢😭💔

1/31/2020 9:35:25 AM dmzsixtyfour  pic.twitter.com/068qn63YWV

1/31/2020 9:36:11 AM scott_rick .... and her clone(s)

1/31/2020 9:36:32 AM dmzsixtyfour ...let’s see..and how was that...follow the money

1/31/2020 9:37:12 AM process_facts These people needs to be stopped.

No more excuses, no more "it's a conspiracy theory".

Must stop this madness or we don't deserve the label "human".

1/31/2020 9:39:07 AM nine_six3 oh damn... that is really in our faces...

1/31/2020 9:39:12 AM der_wanderer8 Not talking about choice

There is no choice, only duty 

Talking about helping, more efficiently

I chosed not to think about it

I know it exists

I just put it aside as long as sanity needed

Will cry later
1/31/2020 9:39:22 AM chapulincolored Me too, asked over a year ago, but was ignored.🙄

1/31/2020 9:41:37 AM mongrelglory I was so glad to see this guy go...

Jan 11, 2019 - Broward Sheriff Scott Israel refused to resign for nearly a year but on Friday, he was suspended and replaced by former Coral Springs 

Police ...

1/31/2020 9:41:38 AM 2wheelninja500 Check the child protection agency, the foster care system, house of worship, movie industries, and Disney. That should give a big head start.

1/31/2020 9:42:05 AM patriotswegoall Non enforcement means [they] get off the hook and continue on with their activities in the hopes that LEOs will disappear. So, people in position of 

power are also involved, not just locals.

1/31/2020 9:43:29 AM jmagnant True for all this corruption.  Comey, McCabe, Brennan, Schiff, Clinton... all have public record facts proving felonies committed.  Yet, they make millions 

off book deals and lying on CNN...

1/31/2020 9:44:30 AM der_wanderer8 You will find out that some people only ask

just to raise consciousness on certain questions

Just to be answered by you all 🌼

1/31/2020 9:44:48 AM ragevirusqq We all have the free will every day to choose goodness and love. If everyone simply chose love, kindness and respect above all else the end of all evil 

would follow naturally. The dawn of true freedom for humankind is found there. Love wins

1/31/2020 9:45:09 AM mgodfrey99 That's what happens when satans minions place more evil in every corner of our government...the evil web of corruption,  lies, theft, no morals...all to 

protect each other at all cost, yeah?  

Let the hammer drop and let us force the evil into the light!  All for God's glory!

1/31/2020 9:45:13 AM process_facts Yes. My post was primarily meant as support for your message.

As you said, we can cry later. Right now, the focus should be on stopping this madness.

I will use my anger as drive for that purpose. Self-reflection comes later. Discomfort must not be used as an excuse for inaction.

1/31/2020 9:45:48 AM eewwanon I worded that text poorly. Netflix is evil. 

Movie is surprisingly good. I don’t watch movies or television anymore but spouse anon who is awakening, suggested I watch it to help her analyze the 

ending. These people are sick.

1/31/2020 9:47:02 AM 369palm Is the flight list for Epstein Island 100% correct?

1/31/2020 9:48:18 AM patriotswegoall Do not rely too much on social media for their cooperation on the trafficking of people. They're not of much help as their censors are still active on not 

revealing the true scope of the matter.

1/31/2020 9:48:57 AM laura_621 Can someone pls explain? Thx

1/31/2020 9:49:07 AM mgodfrey99 Yep!

1/31/2020 9:49:13 AM mactruthcdn He said in previous reply to similar question, 99.9% on earth.

1/31/2020 9:49:13 AM mongrelglory That explains hyper-sexualized Hollywood actors, who can't seem to control their impulses!  They're all MK-ultra sex addicts, so easily blackmailed with 

pedophilia.



1/31/2020 9:49:14 AM der_wanderer8 Anger is trouble

You need to be steady for action

Need to be steady to explain and comfort others when time comes

1/31/2020 9:50:15 AM mongrelglory They're saying it's a result of sex addiction.

1/31/2020 9:50:16 AM patriotswegoall More and more will head to the clink soon.

1/31/2020 9:50:43 AM tamravee satan never thought she would lose pic.twitter.com/19AWYcTsI3

1/31/2020 9:51:11 AM tanksmom2000 Agree 100%!!! pic.twitter.com/8tjhrAWAE1

1/31/2020 9:51:21 AM nine_six3 Interesting when you think about all the satanic symbolism in the halftime shows. It adds up. I wonder If 'Sports' have anything to do with the 

programming or the dumbing-down of mass populations?

1/31/2020 9:51:39 AM jedandida Public perp walk too the gallows you mean!

1/31/2020 9:52:07 AM wmerthon Yes, the 'every stat I dont like is a lie' defense is a super effective strategy.  It's impossible to refute, and gives validity to essentially any argument 

conceivable. 👍

1/31/2020 9:52:23 AM earth2nissy OMG! This entire time I was thinking because of sexual reasons. I never thought of that. You can't offend me. I'm trying to figure this all out too. I 

appreciate the discussion. We were told not to trust LEO and they said not to trust FBI. We quietly went away after that.

1/31/2020 9:53:03 AM patriotswegoall Kids at Sandy Hook sang there years ago.

1/31/2020 9:53:33 AM tamravee all eyes on BROWARD COUNTY FLA as they are 5he east coast hub of satanic ritual child trafficking to EPSTEIN and Ukraine and Vatican ties . 

#fieldmcconnell  IS EXPOSING THEM all pic.twitter.com/uo01v0URVs

1/31/2020 9:54:15 AM process_facts I'm also slowly coming to terms with the fact that at some point, I have to watch the actual evidence.

Nothing scares me more. But similar to Holocaust, it's my duty to see and listen with my own eyes and ears - even if it makes me throw up and will give 

me nightmares.

1/31/2020 9:55:06 AM pauliepg11111 It reads as though sex addiction always becomes pedophilia and it’s human nature for that to happen?

1/31/2020 9:55:21 AM garypre62441595 Walls help in many ways...I see a steady decline from now on...

1/31/2020 9:55:27 AM star_god1 The problem is that people didn't care and self absorbed.

1/31/2020 9:56:08 AM patriotswegoall MJ said before that FL was a trafficking hub because of this..... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062197365380169728 …

1/31/2020 9:56:43 AM mongrelglory Pedophilia is the natural endpoint of sex addiction, is how I understand it.  The person is seeking a greater and greater sexual high with more thrills 

from deviancy.  What's more deviant than pedophilia?

1/31/2020 9:56:51 AM tamravee They want him silenced .  Field has been unlawfully encarcerated for 88 day and being sent to.BROWARD COUNTY TODAY . HE WENT TO HIGH SCHOOL 

WITH OBAMA - his sister Christine Marcy provided the fake passport for Obama . He has been exposing Barack for 14 years . 

pic.twitter.com/Tg6aIeHGHR

1/31/2020 9:56:59 AM beniverson11 I feel ya there, I’m the “conspiracy” guy at work lol

1/31/2020 9:58:16 AM der_wanderer8 You are brave 

Do you need to see, to think it is true?

Do you need to inflict you such horror to do your duty?

1/31/2020 9:58:24 AM mongrelglory That would be great if the white hats were ready to swoop in and stop things this year!

1/31/2020 9:58:46 AM peterjonathanna Was Ivanka Trump Trafficked?

1/31/2020 9:58:51 AM awschitt Closing pipeline at southern border helped.

1/31/2020 9:59:32 AM process_facts I cannot watch horror movies, never could.

But this, I cannot shy away from.

It happened on my watch. I laughed and joked with friends, while these people ripped the face of children for profit, power and pleasure.

I didn't know, but that's no excuse. I SHOULD have known.

1/31/2020 10:00:37 AM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/8hIRsl8fYj

1/31/2020 10:00:55 AM process_facts Yes, I believe so. 

Otherwise, it will happen again for the next generation.

1/31/2020 10:01:53 AM worldxplorer1 That’s my understanding as well. 

Reminds me of a friend I had back from high school. His dad was arrested for being a pedo. He asked his dad how in the heck he got involved in that. 

His answer was “One click at a time”. 

That was 20 years ago. Porn is even more available today

1/31/2020 10:02:50 AM process_facts And it's not confirm whether it's true or not.

It's to permanently brand my mind with what we have done, so it will never happen again.

1/31/2020 10:02:55 AM whyteknight17 I do what I can. Without any other resources but this phone and my sadness, I offer my sadness, my tears, and my voice to the Lord. (He can have my 

phone too, but I don't think he wants it.)

1/31/2020 10:04:19 AM eewwanon Quick funny story. Gal brings in a water sample to work to have analysed. Says she concerned about funny lines in the sky. All 10 co workers pointed to 

me at the same time and said “give it to him”. 😁

1/31/2020 10:04:28 AM stoneturnr FBI turned Playpen into a CP honeypot in 2017 to arrest and save hundreds of people... 

Are you saying cabal controlled Playpen prior to 2017?

Or just highlighting an effective strategy against these monsters? https://fightthenewdrug.org/900-arrested-296-exploited-children-rescued-in-global-

bust/ …

1/31/2020 10:04:48 AM rosas7043 Yeah, she don’t want it.

Raise your vibration my friend. It will helo us all beyond measure. 

Namaste 🙏🏾

1/31/2020 10:08:02 AM n7guardiananon dorian gray syndrome https://youtu.be/LYhhf0gjk68 

1/31/2020 10:08:20 AM girlawakeinca Years ago at a conference with a FBI Child Predator forum. I saw studies of recent imprisoned sex offenders & how a white collar male can be changed 

into a porn addict, then worse in less than 8 months. There’s programs w/in the flash images, & a lot more. MJ12 is on 🎯

1/31/2020 10:09:00 AM winklerburke Seems like all these Progressive set ups... stem from philosophy that “Morals are, heh hey, relative... so tyrants’ boots can smash faces of citizens 

forever, no complaints?”  So, ASAP defund Prog (1984) Ed. Ax-to-root solution?  Hence: Be Best!  Not another brain washed?

1/31/2020 10:09:07 AM der_wanderer8 I was angry

Just as you are https://twitter.com/LilWhiteHorse/status/1062699375745527808?s=19 …



1/31/2020 10:09:21 AM process_facts That I can control, don't worry 🙏.

Rational thought is all that matters. Also, I don't present these topics emotionally to friends and family. I only deal in facts with them.

However, Twitter is where I get vent my feelings a little bit. I vent here so I can act calm IRL.

1/31/2020 10:10:17 AM therealjefani Uh oh... more people blowing open the fraud... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sefle0Prynk&feature=youtu.be …

1/31/2020 10:10:21 AM der_wanderer8 I don't think so

You know

It's enough

1/31/2020 10:11:19 AM eve75176619 I love this blanket. Well done x

1/31/2020 10:11:55 AM taurusoneseven Bread & circus.  More of a distraction.  But the biggest names are celebs and used no differently than those in Hollywood.  My 2c anyway.

1/31/2020 10:13:09 AM process_facts It's also for the sake of the victims.

Part of justice is that the rest of us really understand what was done to them. To allow them to move on and heal.

Maybe, I'm naive, but I believe we have this responsibility.

1/31/2020 10:13:32 AM unidentifiedta1 Trump is associated with Human Trafficking groups, like Epstein/Mossad. Why should we trust the Trump administration, when his administration is 

filled with vipers.

1/31/2020 10:14:01 AM xthinkerxx Exactly. Started when we just accepted sanctuary cities. Exploded under POS Hussein.

1/31/2020 10:14:44 AM os_anne Especially those who want to abolish ICE. Human trafficking seems off topic, no?

1/31/2020 10:15:22 AM process_facts Allowing them to speak their minds freely without people looking at them strangely or believing they are exaggerating.

Don't know if that makes sense?

1/31/2020 10:16:03 AM pattyd1001 Democrats don't  follow the laws whether it's  trafficking or immigration. They do their own thing.

1/31/2020 10:17:52 AM emilyspapa . Spot on—I was there; I lived in the time when enforcement was the deterrent that worked; I witnessed it. Those who say studies say enforcement of 

the law through LE and the Judicial system doesn’t work have no idea what they are talking about.

1/31/2020 10:17:56 AM n7guardiananon What % trafficked for the soul purpose of SSP service?

1/31/2020 10:18:19 AM pauliepg11111 Agreed. However there are people who are sex addicts seeking help and not devolving into pedophilia, surely?

1/31/2020 10:20:34 AM lightlove21121 Yes. I spent most of my life outside of my body. Defense mechanism.

1/31/2020 10:20:35 AM restart_qpersia Is Iran involved too?

1/31/2020 10:22:21 AM laura_621 Thank you

1/31/2020 10:23:33 AM lightlove21121 At what age should we talk to our children/warn them about pedophiles/pedophilia?

1/31/2020 10:23:51 AM guy_karen Expose this travesty

1/31/2020 10:24:14 AM fansblowing3 Thank you Mr. President.  👍

1/31/2020 10:25:12 AM susan66388204 Your wish can come true.  Feel free to explain to those of us that just don’t get it✅

1/31/2020 10:25:24 AM laurabusse I was meditating earlier

And found myself saying

I want to be among and live among 

Peaceful loving wise benevolent beings

Connected with their planet

I hope that will be my next incarnation

1/31/2020 10:26:28 AM mark52525786 When the fbi puts1of its best&brightest in Toledo&that Liddell city becomes number3in human trafficking in the US,&then is promoted to team 

CNN,4his “integrity”,it leads me2believe it’s more complicated than how u frame it!”we the people”have no FBIorDOJ, yet!I want all the🐍

1/31/2020 10:27:19 AM meazenfree Tempus omnia revelat ❤️

Https://www.ufoaliens.info 

Https://www.peterdavidbeter.com 

1/31/2020 10:28:10 AM fansblowing3 69% voted NO 👌

1/31/2020 10:28:32 AM alight412 I just watched one and I don't really understand the science to be honest. This guy is able to dumb it down for me. https://youtu.be/m0ZoKV5KK5s 

1/31/2020 10:29:05 AM fansblowing3 Did Bernie Sanders make porn movies?

1/31/2020 10:29:23 AM agoodyear2015 How do you know this?  I believe she has psychopathic tendencies which means she is a narcissist.  Are they even capable of self-loathing?

1/31/2020 10:29:53 AM rachaelangelm I just noticed there are three players on that bored.

1/31/2020 10:30:17 AM karina89350882 I really want to know if she is still alive?! Because she seemed to have the "Kreuzfeld-Jacob-Syndrom"....

1/31/2020 10:31:58 AM bridgetashmore Why trust the so-called “holy see”? Why trust NCMEC? Whose number is 8883737888 really?

1/31/2020 10:32:46 AM fansblowing3 Rain dances would actually produce rain through their collective concentration.

1/31/2020 10:33:06 AM rachaelangelm In some places there is not the financial incentive to do so. Marijuana offense = 800.00 Sex offender offense = 500.00 plus how easy is it for a sex 

offender to reintegrate into society and keep a job? Not easy.

1/31/2020 10:34:07 AM karina89350882 I understand this very well but where is the Connection to 3, 6 and 9??

1/31/2020 10:34:45 AM raenyasalisbury Trump was the ONLY person to go to the FBI and give info on EPSTEIN , he kicked him out of Mara lago after EPSTEIN hit on a young woman .. 

pic.twitter.com/2TFEQDaivV

1/31/2020 10:35:28 AM andyr1112 Yeah kind of like when they had to catch a predator on tv until they caught an elite predator then that chit got chut down main

1/31/2020 10:35:56 AM laylow12301 I feel traumatized just by reading about this stuff.....unimaginable sorrow for victims.

1/31/2020 10:36:52 AM lynnboyce7 🤣😂🤣

1/31/2020 10:36:55 AM fansblowing3 There are some really evil humans on this earth.  😡

1/31/2020 10:37:05 AM laurabusse May you and your family receive great blessings

❤️❤️❤️

1/31/2020 10:38:22 AM goatfish_dreams Yes, this theory is obviously overstated.

1/31/2020 10:38:45 AM _doozier_ Was a Certain Pizzeria what we thought it was? What other sorts of businesses are common trafficking fronts?

1/31/2020 10:39:03 AM rawphonegirl 🤔😳

1/31/2020 10:39:35 AM jamiegrahamusa It was him or me... He chose him.

And its not me. Look.look. its a ceremony tonight. #TagYourItLebron

Perform...jump...youre still a damn slave dumbshit

1/31/2020 10:39:42 AM karina89350882 I read About it and I "fear" is not sooo simple because every number has a Special meaning. Maybe this will help you a bit. 

https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …

1/31/2020 10:40:06 AM rachaelangelm Yes

1/31/2020 10:40:40 AM karina89350882 An excellent Reply!! Maybe this link bring some "light" in it:

 https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …

1/31/2020 10:40:52 AM karina89350882  https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …



1/31/2020 10:40:58 AM udkin9dom In trafficking realm, psycho-trauma is often side eff, if not a wanted result.

I believe healing is possible for Vic.

How can I help heal the Vic of their trauma? (Recommended education for me: ie School, Book(s)?)

Bonus: How much damage til Vic incapable of repair? (%)

1/31/2020 10:41:04 AM theodazmusic Look at us now. We are the biggest offense.

❤️💪

1/31/2020 10:41:14 AM karina89350882 Try this:

 https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …

1/31/2020 10:41:23 AM subtidal4 I get the math behind vortex math, still not sure why 3 6 9 not being the sum of two numbers doubled has power. 369 outside of the matrix?

1/31/2020 10:41:33 AM goatfish_dreams What's IS-BE?

1/31/2020 10:41:40 AM fansblowing3 Die and then bring back to life to die again

1/31/2020 10:41:42 AM karina89350882  https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …

1/31/2020 10:41:56 AM lynnboyce7 Please make this insanity stop already 😳😫😩😢😰

1/31/2020 10:42:41 AM realovendodger Well well well...

1/31/2020 10:42:59 AM williebhere Von Braun would be proud!!🤣

1/31/2020 10:43:06 AM ms1481 Thank you! 🙏🏼

1/31/2020 10:43:15 AM fansblowing3 Rescued I hope; not being trafficked more.

1/31/2020 10:43:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 USA is #1 in the world. https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1223290027490402304 …

1/31/2020 10:44:16 AM lynnboyce7 I do and they think I’m crazy or it couldn’t happen around here🥺

1/31/2020 10:44:35 AM corstruction I voted yes. The end game of the impeachment trial was for Trumps team to be able to call witnesses & cross examine them.  This was to show the 

public how all of the witnesses presented by the House were not credible &/or lying while the press covered it in the open.

1/31/2020 10:45:17 AM mgodfrey99 😞

1/31/2020 10:46:02 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/bmOTz6Azny

1/31/2020 10:46:24 AM rachaelangelm #NFLCult

1/31/2020 10:47:03 AM tmsdavis 😭

1/31/2020 10:48:37 AM hgraceq Literally think about the massive amounts of people that are a part of the super bowl, fans, people attending, EVERYTHING. 

THERES SO MANY PEOPLE.  Thus a prime location to do this right under people’s noses. High volume traffic at airports etc.

1/31/2020 10:48:59 AM laurabusse Good questions...

1/31/2020 10:50:20 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/8Pb1hXOQEN

1/31/2020 10:51:17 AM goatfish_dreams Where did she say this?

1/31/2020 10:51:19 AM fansblowing3 Well that’s surprising.  I thought these people had no remorse.

1/31/2020 10:51:51 AM ali_dougall Why? Releases of more advanced technology is coming no?? Why buy these?

1/31/2020 10:51:59 AM nine_six3 ThanQ for sharing these Memes!!!

1/31/2020 10:52:03 AM karina89350882 Welcome! I don`t like this type of message: " Oh, it`s so important to know 3,6 and 9! Use it!" And when asked how, nobody says a "peep" because 

there are These, who in reality don`t know and the others who don`t share the Knowledge! This is pointless!

1/31/2020 10:52:12 AM twilly18 1 + 0 = 1 = 1st strike

1/31/2020 10:52:13 AM fansblowing3 Lots of arrests this Sunday 👌

1/31/2020 10:52:53 AM aetherwalker1 Under the National Security State that the Cabal built up over the last century, the President is almost a dictator while   we are in a state of emergency.

tfw that is turned against them:   👌🏼

1/31/2020 10:53:35 AM repo520420 Only 5 F'n yrs????? but sentence people with 10 yr mandatory minimums for marijuana

1/31/2020 10:53:51 AM girlawakeinca Most welcome. There’s lots more out there to help keep away from the TW it er clinker. 🙌😃

1/31/2020 10:56:04 AM patriotleah1776 Epstein was his neighbor in Palm Springs. Wealthy people attend the same gatherings. You will not find President Trump on security footage from the 

pedo's island... but one of the loudest voices in congress... ah-hem, I'll just leave these here. Don't look at ch 11. pic.twitter.com/oWnZcisUsH

1/31/2020 10:57:17 AM bbobbio71 17= 7-1=6

1/31/2020 10:57:45 AM patriotleah1776 They'd be stupid to, now that we have blockchain...

1/31/2020 10:58:39 AM rot8infinity [They] are stupid! :P

1/31/2020 10:58:42 AM earth2nissy And I love you, too! ❤️😘

1/31/2020 10:59:52 AM bill_davis01 Thank you! It was a very informative video!

1/31/2020 11:00:55 AM francoissmc Sumerset B?

1/31/2020 11:01:00 AM cityranch Are they really blowing up these giant DUMBS all over the place??

1/31/2020 11:01:09 AM lightlove21121 More than an offense 😏

We ARE Key 🗝️

#OpenSourceIntelligence

#ThePowerIsWithin

#LoveLightTrust

1/31/2020 11:03:11 AM rosas7043 Much obliged 🙏🏾

1/31/2020 11:03:32 AM eman1292 Brilliant

1/31/2020 11:05:06 AM raenyasalisbury HEY THANKS !!!!! 

paying attention is paying off

1/31/2020 11:05:47 AM mongrelglory It was during an interview.  I think it was in Europe.  You'll have to Google to find it.

1/31/2020 11:07:11 AM mongrelglory Yes.  I believe they are talking about people who are not trying to halt their addiction.

1/31/2020 11:08:38 AM kidge6 They don’t want to hear it. Shut me out, push me away. Call me crazy. “I have fires in my “bubble” to put out. Don’t bother me.”  Stupefying.

1/31/2020 11:09:22 AM patriotleah1776 Fear is how adrenochrome is derived. Think "Monsters Inc". Takes a whole bunch of little innocent lives to fill a barrel. Several truckloads were 

suspected after at least one was intercepted recently en route to Canada. Notice public figures aging & dying at a rapid pace? 

pic.twitter.com/zqgfHm2L8C

1/31/2020 11:10:31 AM mongrelglory Yawn... I want to see the Stargates and replicators! 😎

1/31/2020 11:11:28 AM benstu591 I disagree, something that evil can’t be that widespread. A few corrupt at the top and bottom is all you need. Those flags are a signal that they don’t 

want to generalize cops and believe most of them are good people

1/31/2020 11:11:31 AM theodazmusic I can feel it more and more every day.

1/31/2020 11:11:56 AM kidge6 If you, a kind person, thought of it, I bet [they] have. And likely taken it far beyond any deviousness your imagination could conceive.

1/31/2020 11:12:33 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/UxtwonBca9



1/31/2020 11:12:42 AM hispanicforus1 Bureaucracy CREATES INEPTITUDE - PROOF:

1790 - 30 Federal felony laws...

1990 - 3,000 Federal felony laws...

2019 - 300,000 FEDERAL FELONY LAWS

Please DONT TELL US THERE ARENT ENOUGH LAWS & BUREAUCRATS IN OUR “free” NATION‼️

We need LAWS ENFORCED NOT EXPANDED‼️

Please RETWEET! pic.twitter.com/Cz5UxXCt8t
1/31/2020 11:12:59 AM mongrelglory Soon to be ending I hope!

1/31/2020 11:13:40 AM orthogonalron This explains for me Barr's first act of office was to Alaskan Native Americans & Murkowski - thank you

1/31/2020 11:15:02 AM djlok I saw this.  This makes me VERY happy!!!  😁😁😁

1/31/2020 11:15:28 AM tucson_ron Goddamn it, heads better start rolling.

1/31/2020 11:15:31 AM mongrelglory Yes!!! ✊

1/31/2020 11:15:43 AM agoodyear2015 I think a lot of this will come out with Declas.  It will become apparent very quickly what game the Dems were trying to play by putting up all these 

obstacles.

1/31/2020 11:15:51 AM patriotleah1776 Ivanka Trump is making that happen. Old admin, victims who reported were recaptured by the people offering "help" for victims. It was a vicious cycle 

before our BELOVED Trumps came along! Sadly, victims are not meant to be held more than a couple months/years due to termination.

1/31/2020 11:16:25 AM covertress My imagination grows daily.

1/31/2020 11:16:28 AM orthogonalron Was Michael Skrelli involved in any of this?

1/31/2020 11:17:46 AM shelaneb Like she would care?

1/31/2020 11:17:52 AM patriotleah1776 #UnsealEpstein -> #UnsealMars

1/31/2020 11:19:38 AM nationalistkev I voted “no” and the “no” percentage was at 63.9%

How’d that happen?

😏

1/31/2020 11:21:00 AM nationalistkev  pic.twitter.com/jZFgxuEKad

1/31/2020 11:21:00 AM laurenmbradley Now a fun little fact I just discovered....

It’s 1/31/2020

 1+3+1+2+2 = 9

NINE!!! 

I am 36 today. Todays date adds up to 9. 

Behold, I literally AM 3 6 9 energy!!! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SO MANY thx for the knowledge!!! It works!!! 🙏🏻⚡😇

♒️♒️♒️ ⭐️⭐️⭐️

💋💋💋  pic.twitter.com/S9nQ3huRWT
1/31/2020 11:22:59 AM laura_621 🕊🕊🕊

1/31/2020 11:23:06 AM bigtex54 Internationally too

1/31/2020 11:23:33 AM ewilliams22101 I hope you're right, but the one I see every day has a 'white rabbit' white truck and white trailer, hosts a "daycare" business, and has owls everywhere. 

. . .

1/31/2020 11:24:08 AM kachinagtto WWG1WGAWW

1/31/2020 11:24:11 AM deplorabert While it may be true that people can become addicted to sex, it does not follow that always lead to pedophilia  or that it's human nature. Human 

nature calls upon us to protect children. Pedophilia  is an aberration  of human nature.

1/31/2020 11:24:36 AM stratma30803775 Pedophilia is in human DNA .

Just as homosexuality.

1/31/2020 11:27:14 AM realityloominng I guess we are doomed to eternal overpopulation and war then

1/31/2020 11:28:02 AM patriotleah1776 Ivanka saw things.

Trump's uncle John knew Tesla.

Trump's been part of this plan for some time. Is it a coincidence there's an old 1900 book titled, "The Last President" or 1890 book "The Travel & 

Adventures of Little Baron Trump?" There is no such thing as coincidence. pic.twitter.com/VDAxz8aRoG

1/31/2020 11:30:49 AM patriotleah1776 You're not being ignored, fellow patriot! They will not spoon feed us, especially if something has been addressed already. Maybe this will help answer 

your questions?

 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:31:21 AM twistdginger I never learned me no fancy math

1/31/2020 11:31:49 AM t_hayden07 It seems as if Maj is avoiding the 'off-world' questions a bit. Personally, I think our questions show how open-minded the world is becoming, now! We 

can handle more than they think.....

I am proud! Absolutely horrific topic, & still we ask the questions. Disclosure imminent, imo

1/31/2020 11:32:02 AM ms1481 Hit it on the head! 💯

1/31/2020 11:35:19 AM kachinagtto  https://t.co/mgezeZXOUn  https://twitter.com/whitehouse/status/1223321268658823168?s=21 …

1/31/2020 11:35:43 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/nsWTfMGWyt

1/31/2020 11:36:01 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:36:23 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:36:29 AM fansblowing3 What do these interdimensional entities do with the energy siphoned?  Does the energy siphoned reduce the number of days of our lives?  How does it 

increase their power?

1/31/2020 11:36:48 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:37:08 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:37:40 AM ms1481 Thx!

1/31/2020 11:37:46 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:40:37 AM trumppallooza Hillary hates her clone only.

1/31/2020 11:41:59 AM moemc8 We're not too fond of her either

1/31/2020 11:42:12 AM dutchqanon  pic.twitter.com/IckpXoFedB

1/31/2020 11:44:27 AM vicgar55 Can’t speak for the rest of the world much less the rest of America, but in my little corner of Texas, the best person to detect child abuse/trafficking is 

the School Teacher. Unfortunately, State laws forbid teachers from directly contacting LEO’s. The red tape involved is bad.

1/31/2020 11:44:50 AM curt_avila Draco?

1/31/2020 11:47:26 AM what_uc Share the articles,have them read it then have a discussion.

1/31/2020 11:50:29 AM sherbyk The future.... on wheels...LOL.

1/31/2020 11:50:52 AM mongrelglory From a quantum physics perspective, there are no truly closed systems...



1/31/2020 11:51:28 AM smalltownindy Federal mandates should be enforced to supercede current state, county, and city laws. (Just like counterfeit money or other crimes) Victims disappear 

across state lines before enforcement can prosecute. At the very least, better victim protection services should be implemented.

1/31/2020 11:52:04 AM giediknight When can I sign up for Iterdimensional-Force to combat these entities?

1/31/2020 11:52:17 AM patriotleah1776 You'd be surprised who is behind "God". You are more than you know. Learn more about what power you have. Raised Christian, I was skeptical about 

this stuff, but the info keeps coming back full circle. Not even the bible made this much sense of everything. 

https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 11:54:23 AM johnhammar94 Yeah but he ain’t stopping it

1/31/2020 11:56:27 AM uestiony The 2020 Super Bowl will be played at Hard Rock Stadium in Miami, Florida home of the Dolphins, on Sunday, February 2, 2020. 

pic.twitter.com/7Bkz2sHIZ4

1/31/2020 11:56:30 AM patriotleah1776 Many of us have suffered at the hands of evil. Many of us no longer have a voice. I still do. So do you. Time to self educate & spread the joy of what's to 

come. We're here for a reason. Help others survive long enough for us to enjoy life for what it should be. Slaves no more.

1/31/2020 11:57:28 AM batespm4abbey and sentencing that sends the mssg that "pedo will never do it again"

1/31/2020 11:58:01 AM winklerburke For betting wrong?  For not seeing the pendulum swing?  For believing the system of evil would work for her... as it always had?  For losing “her turn?”  

For being unable to control world, galaxy, universe? For doing epic bad, to do minuscule nominal good?  Not yet rich: enough?

1/31/2020 11:58:09 AM macsboost Theory: The Schumann resonance is related to the pole shift.  When humanity is evil, it resonates at a lower frequency.  The earth is essentially an 

induction motor and responds by the pole shifting.  The pole shifts, the earth rotation is disturbed and a cataclysmic event occurs

1/31/2020 11:58:18 AM annsand72250302 I believe PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL! No doubt. I only lament that I can't be with grandchildren that were stolen from us. One will be 18 soon. I can 

contact her then. How do I share with her and her sisters what happened w/o issues? God will provide, this I know!🙏🇺🇸🙏

1/31/2020 11:59:44 AM curseca And always has been.

1/31/2020 12:01:16 PM ethereal_shaman Grail lines?

1/31/2020 12:01:16 PM sassysickchick_ Made the mistake of clicking on AMA before I caught on what it stood for! (Yeah I know. I’m slow today. Be nice)

But, EEK! There are some ...Uh... interesting folks using that hashtag. 🙈Lol

1/31/2020 12:01:23 PM macsboost 1985 Ghostbusters - Change the direction of humanity, raise consciousness to a higher frequency.  Stop the earthquakes, floods, cataclysm.  Save the 

world through love. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YjskzUlJOfc …

1/31/2020 12:02:44 PM sassysickchick_ My question is: Once this is cleaned up, as I know in my spirit is happening right now, how do we prevent this sickness from ever happening again?

1/31/2020 12:03:01 PM patriotleah1776 They were all surprised because they had already looked forward & saw her victory. Much to their surprise, a change in timelines occured... hence the 

😱

More info here: https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

1/31/2020 12:03:37 PM iamyou132 Are you saying that the act of sacrificing forces instant reincarnation? Or that sacrificing a BE causes the IS to not experience the “afterlife”?

1/31/2020 12:03:41 PM ewilliams22101 Let's ROLL!!

1/31/2020 12:04:19 PM adam51016989 If we’re gonna include forced labor. Then we may as well just say the entire world. Who here can afford to not work? Yea, that’s also forced labor. I 

don’t choose to go to work everyday, I have to.

1/31/2020 12:05:08 PM earth2nissy Thank you. 🙏 May you and yours as well. 🙏

1/31/2020 12:06:26 PM no_dak_patriot This movie is unsettling.

I wouldn't suggest anyone watch 8t unless they are seriously spiritually guarded.

1/31/2020 12:06:44 PM iamyou132 Hitting too close to home. I’m from Minneapolis, Minnesota. I’ve heard the Herman trafficking that takes place there is abnormally high. How? Are coty 

officials involved?

1/31/2020 12:07:36 PM macsboost Majestic movies of 1985, B2TTF.  Theme songs.  "Change a hawk to a little white dove"

"More than a feeling that's the power of love"

"It's strong and it's sudden and it's cruel sometimes

But it might just save your life

That's the power of love"

1/31/2020 12:08:40 PM pence_andy “ it’s amazing what can be accomplished when you don’t care who gets the credit. “

1/31/2020 12:09:01 PM patriotleah1776 That's almost the same number of followers HRC has on Twitter. Trump has almost triple that number.

You know why President Trump doesn't wear glasses?

He already has 2020. 💥

Thank you for saving the kids.

1/31/2020 12:09:05 PM benstu591 Well that does sound creepy. However, wouldn’t it be beneficial for somebody involved in criminal activity to display pro-law enforcement signs? So it 

might not mean they are apart of the thin blue line group

1/31/2020 12:09:18 PM pence_andy  pic.twitter.com/5tkXVoMvEo

1/31/2020 12:09:23 PM petesmom94 "Superb owl" you mean! Sickos 🤮

1/31/2020 12:10:27 PM batespm4abbey Yes, all international sports events as well, includes outside the Olympics walls.

1/31/2020 12:11:42 PM theraphinj Somebody say something about blood?

Learnin for ya...

❤️

 http://goldenmean.info/grail/ 

1/31/2020 12:12:17 PM fansblowing3 Not a good thing to be number one of ☝️

1/31/2020 12:12:43 PM miss_ampie Perhaps. 🧐

1/31/2020 12:13:28 PM rghardy3 Draco

1/31/2020 12:13:52 PM macsboost B2TTF: 

Biff = Donald Trump? https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/oct/23/back-to-the-future-writer-bad-guy-biff-was-based-on-donald-trump …

Doc Brown = Thomas Townsend Brown? https://www.forbes.com/sites/arielcohen/2019/10/30/a-breakthrough-in-american-energy-dominance-us-

navy-patents-compact-fusion-reactor/ …

1/31/2020 12:14:37 PM miss_ampie Typist lost an l. Misspellings matter. 🧐

1/31/2020 12:15:59 PM macsboost "But you'll be glad when you've found

The power that makes the world go round"

1/31/2020 12:16:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 When does the interview actually begin?

17m

Coincidence? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKDYhb3kaMk …

1/31/2020 12:16:42 PM shari_todd Let’s go

1/31/2020 12:16:55 PM 2wheelninja500 Yeah seems like the laws are more in favor of the Traffickers!



1/31/2020 12:17:20 PM jakblowsbarry Qincidence

1/31/2020 12:17:54 PM ewilliams22101 Hmmm. . . given the news today. . . what type of genetalia are we dealing with here?  🤣😂🤣🤔🤔

1/31/2020 12:17:54 PM laurabusse Thank you ❤️

1/31/2020 12:18:08 PM jones9536 No such thing

1/31/2020 12:18:49 PM jmay07161279 Everybody who watch porn support human trafficking

1/31/2020 12:19:27 PM jmay07161279 So thats why i stop 😅

1/31/2020 12:19:45 PM shawnt1973 I so ❤️17!🐸🤙⚖🍿🇺🇸🌎👀

1/31/2020 12:21:46 PM more_balanced This is cool, thanks!

1/31/2020 12:23:40 PM 2wheelninja500 Um, and not just ON the world, some taken off Planet as well. 😔

1/31/2020 12:24:56 PM more_balanced So did Q say that 5g is okay? Sorry, kind of new to this and trying to learn...

1/31/2020 12:26:27 PM johnman60 17 minutes

17 witnesses

(Q)uiet alarming hmmm...😉

oh i forgot... Q is the seventeenth

letter in the alphabet...

1/31/2020 12:26:58 PM ssp_alliance What do you know about galactic human trafficking involving the secret space program?

1/31/2020 12:27:47 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

ICC     SSP

Dark Fleet

Solar Warden

Mars Defense Force

Where is the Truth ?
1/31/2020 12:27:52 PM jljurena I recommend folks leaving the stands during halftime. And TV audience to turn off program during same. NFL has been supporting this garbage for 

30+years.

1/31/2020 12:29:25 PM rebornkingent .... coincidences do not exist

1/31/2020 12:33:07 PM werascending 🤗🤗🤗❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

1/31/2020 12:34:02 PM abobocool dude we have been hearing soon for years now.  put up or shut up.

1/31/2020 12:37:35 PM awakeandalive10 I was thinking it was this way for the Iowa rally when I was watching last night.  Let me verify.

1/31/2020 12:37:57 PM lenzaq Is the Mickey Mouse symbol code for ped0philia? pic.twitter.com/XkGtJE34eb

1/31/2020 12:39:26 PM awakeandalive10 Nope, my comment was fake news

1/31/2020 12:40:31 PM mariclenori What if they ate him? #thesepeoplearesick

1/31/2020 12:41:22 PM again_censored A text I got. 

17 pic.twitter.com/V5XwVendhF

1/31/2020 12:41:51 PM daveo6145 Did POTUS write that? Writing sounds familiar

1/31/2020 12:43:07 PM kidge6 Q = 17

1+7 = 8

Not majestic?

1/31/2020 12:44:04 PM tomsuz7 The customers must be punished harshly.  Send a message that WE will not tolerate this!  Never.  There is not one single human in this world who 

wants to be a sex slave.  Save the children, this is a must!

1/31/2020 12:44:05 PM chickenwangs43 This is all stuff they talked about on the OAN investigates series

1/31/2020 12:44:14 PM kidge6 Sorry. I didn’t mean it like that. I meant you’re not evil enough to imagine what [they] can.

1/31/2020 12:46:33 PM htriot Same problem up here in Canada.  You have more rights as a bloody criminal than a law abiding, decent human being!

1/31/2020 12:53:01 PM annsand72250302 Thank you 😊 I just want to see my grandchildren!

1/31/2020 12:53:44 PM k4rlgruen Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 29-31; recen...  https://youtu.be/aX-P2FDld_8  via @YouTube

1/31/2020 12:54:00 PM annsand72250302 Totally agree!

1/31/2020 12:54:02 PM blsdbe Wow. Please pass on from This Patriot how incredibly grateful I Am. #ThanQ All for your Service and Fidelity. Bless you, Every One.

1/31/2020 12:54:16 PM alwaysfinds Can we narrow down this "Soon" paradigm? How many will die & how will society have changed, if at all, before "soon" becomes "now"?

1/31/2020 12:54:24 PM realitygateway I might have an answer. Majestic has talked about using different math bases.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149810304118902784 …

17 in base 8 is 21, 2+1=3

 http://www.gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/numbers/binary/bases.htm …

1/31/2020 12:54:30 PM tamravee  https://youtu.be/bjSpO2B6G4s 

1/31/2020 12:55:18 PM tamravee Latest message   epic times https://youtu.be/bjSpO2B6G4s 

1/31/2020 12:56:12 PM pleiadianshaman Global currency reset in February? 

Brexit happening today. 

China stock market closed till February 4th

2-2-2020 alignment 

Am I right?

1/31/2020 12:57:05 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly-Loosh?

1/31/2020 12:58:10 PM sdane8 Can you elaborate on what you mean by the green light?  Thx

1/31/2020 12:58:41 PM annaleighspeaks I often wonder if MT was trafficking victim.

1/31/2020 12:58:51 PM blsdbe THIS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @POTUS https://twitter.com/EWilliams22101/status/1223282567752716288 …

1/31/2020 12:59:56 PM andyr1112 Is Somerset Belenoff part of the trafficking problem?

1/31/2020 1:00:00 PM realitygateway I was digging into the 10=8 reference. I found this site that helped. 

 http://www.gwydir.demon.co.uk/jo/numbers/binary/bases.htm …

It looks like 8 (base ten) is represented as 10 (base 8)

So 8 = 10

1/31/2020 1:02:21 PM wester_sou Save The Children, Save The World. Hopefully all those that have covered up or hidden the crimes, will be held accountable for them as much as the 

perpetrators, which includes many people in high positions! God Bless.

1/31/2020 1:04:18 PM gi6stars That's because her Daddy's name is Lucifer.

1/31/2020 1:04:39 PM blsdbe Ugh. Think OA and Hap...

1/31/2020 1:05:08 PM kachinagtto Green light was the words I heard used on the news in background. They were talking about the Red Cross sending aid to Wuhan. Then they said that 

Aid was being given the “green light” through customs. If I can find a hard copy of an article written about it I will post.

1/31/2020 1:05:55 PM bpsoccer13 Just look at past cities....the more you know

1/31/2020 1:06:29 PM anonpatriotccj @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Said that traps are set!



1/31/2020 1:06:31 PM birdiesrchirpin Remember, JKF (formerly known as Jr) plane crash 1999 THE START.

See my pinned tweet for what Dave Chapelle said in 2009🤓😃. If he's not on the team, boy what a great sync! ✌️

1/31/2020 1:09:19 PM birdiesrchirpin Good

1/31/2020 1:09:52 PM rosscarwalker Forgiveness is important. Supposedly she was abused since birth

1/31/2020 1:11:03 PM bre63068675judy She’s to narcissistic to hate herself, Hillary thinks she is the most awesome person she knows

1/31/2020 1:13:04 PM 1_decided_voter That video is close to 4 hours. I'm sure it's good, but no way do I have that kinda time. Any cue point you can direct me to?

1/31/2020 1:16:02 PM 1_decided_voter Okay, so I see you pointed to 30:17. It's actually 31:17, assuming you were referring to the MAGA reference.

1/31/2020 1:16:39 PM by369surrounded Yes, me too.

1/31/2020 1:19:37 PM birdiesrchirpin Darn it. Thank you for catching the marker mistake! 🙏💛✌️

1/31/2020 1:19:54 PM 1_decided_voter But given that this was Feb 2009, a month after Obama took office, I'm having a hard time believing that this is anything more than a hopeful outlook 

by Chappelle for Obama's new presidency.

1/31/2020 1:21:01 PM rosscarwalker Well let's claim that money back. I think we're owed it.

1/31/2020 1:21:17 PM waiting4et WHEN will the Indictments and Perp walks begin then?

1/31/2020 1:21:40 PM wwg1wga_every1 I always figured Channel 11was HRC. Looks more like her shape than Pelosi. Pelosi is too thin.

1/31/2020 1:22:04 PM spauldingshowal  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

1/31/2020 1:22:34 PM fansblowing3 Our government was robbing the working folks blind.  😡

1/31/2020 1:22:59 PM rosscarwalker Holy shit, I'm sorry that happened to you

1/31/2020 1:25:00 PM rosscarwalker We are fighting to gain justice for all these people. Are you glad to see the tables are turning?

1/31/2020 1:25:36 PM serenityclark18 So does everyone else.

1/31/2020 1:26:34 PM rosscarwalker Chidlren @MongrelGlory

1/31/2020 1:27:31 PM t_hayden07 If she knows the truth about everything, why would she hate herself, or care?

1/31/2020 1:28:00 PM tracilbertybell #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheBabies #HumanTrafficking #PedoWood #PedoGate #Pizzagate

1/31/2020 1:29:03 PM blue_marbleeyes Falling on a MAJOR satanic day, candlemas.  It gets a global population to "participate" through observation. That's why the halftime  entertainment 

has always been dodgy,  imo. pic.twitter.com/8nVIll9CM0

1/31/2020 1:29:20 PM lc19001 Not to mention say there crimes, names in public humiliation peocess so they could never show there faces again.

1/31/2020 1:29:42 PM lbf777 How does this help the world? Q is just a Mossad psyop.

1/31/2020 1:30:32 PM tieronepatriot Let me find the video that explains it.  It enlightened me, and I never liked math...

1/31/2020 1:30:38 PM rosscarwalker Imagine the good we could do with it

1/31/2020 1:30:43 PM tracilbertybell Thanks Rudi! ✨🙏🏻✨❤️🇺🇸

#TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

1/31/2020 1:30:59 PM lightlove21121 More then glad 🥰

1/31/2020 1:32:35 PM t_hayden07  pic.twitter.com/m8YIvFWDCT

1/31/2020 1:33:41 PM blue_marbleeyes POTUS placed emphasis on the name Democrat vs Democratic Party at Iowa rally.  Everything has meaning.

1/31/2020 1:33:50 PM mongrelglory Yes!  They later clarified that they were referring to Base 8 math.

1/31/2020 1:34:06 PM tieronepatriot Here's the link: https://youtu.be/Fbyc9JW3vtk 

1/31/2020 1:34:22 PM jlink333 Sic

1/31/2020 1:35:20 PM lightlove21121 No sorry needed  

      ♥🙏🏽♥

#LoveLightHealing

#LoveLightSublimating

#LoveLightTrusting

1/31/2020 1:35:23 PM wwg1wga_every1 It was this interview in 2017, but apparently that part was either cut out or it didn’t happen. It’s not on this cut. Shortly after this Snopes came out with 

a BS “False” claim, presenting NO evidence, as usual. They didn’t even ref. this interview.... https://youtu.be/bC5vB4345P0 

1/31/2020 1:35:41 PM t_hayden07 Because the sun is incredibly important to Earth's cyclical weather pattern! And, were hearing more about the solar flash situation too!

1/31/2020 1:35:42 PM rosscarwalker Are we about to have the biggest shift humanity has ever seen?

1/31/2020 1:35:58 PM lightlove21121 Yes.

1/31/2020 1:36:04 PM wwg1wga_every1 .... so I am thinking she DID say it, and this interview was edited.

1/31/2020 1:37:25 PM rosscarwalker Michelle there was a video of a young boy escaping Buckingham Palace and falling to his likely death. Not a sniff from media or police and just an 

aggressive attempt at removing it from the internet

1/31/2020 1:37:31 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/CW917W89WR

1/31/2020 1:37:50 PM realitygateway Now I'm trying to wrap my head around this... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032646912044875781 …

1/31/2020 1:38:32 PM blsdbe Makes me wonder how many of us have Alters that we don’t know about...

1/31/2020 1:39:56 PM rosscarwalker Do we have an equivalent in the U.K.? @MongrelGlory

1/31/2020 1:40:38 PM synackstatic Is Henniges Auto going to be very important in this Biden ordeal?

I'm seeing coinscidences line up everywhere I turn. I'm afraid to assert when I may just be seeing what I want to see. 

12 Red hammer 25

1/31/2020 1:43:01 PM synackstatic Flower garden symbolism prevelant in the us? Past?

1/31/2020 1:43:27 PM birdiesrchirpin The way he talked about Obama back then was safe, imo. He wasn't hyping him up like everyone else. Also, there was a skit of him  watching the 

election night results with white friends that's pretty on point. 🤣

Either way, syncs are awesome. ✌️

1/31/2020 1:43:41 PM rosscarwalker How do we bring the Royal family to justice?

1/31/2020 1:43:55 PM biglerboys Strongly agree. Growing up in this environment and nobody wants to get involved.

1/31/2020 1:44:27 PM kachinagtto This was not the news source I heard it on - but this article seems to confirm reports that aid was being denied and now is okayed through the Red 

Cross

 https://ndsmcobserver.com/2020/01/chinese-students-respond-to-supply-shortages-throughout-hospitals-in-wuhei-providence-in-the-midst-of-

coronavirus-outbreak/ … pic.twitter.com/eYqG9NkVH4

1/31/2020 1:48:25 PM klyhb75 They bring in women and children for sex. Lots of money at this event. 

 It's not an ordinary football game

1/31/2020 1:48:31 PM synackstatic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Simba Dickie Group and Holy Fashion Group.

Keuzlingen/Konstanz important?

Awfully concerning coinscidence I'm seeing. 

Fatzer

1/31/2020 1:48:58 PM flung_poo No

1/31/2020 1:49:23 PM klyhb75 Big money knows the secrets...

1/31/2020 1:51:10 PM iowa_trump Do you think the perps even know or care that we know? Or do they just carry on with their criminal acts?

1/31/2020 1:51:47 PM cemgtr lol true that

1/31/2020 1:52:24 PM cemgtr plenty of room on Earth, and she is rich.



1/31/2020 1:52:33 PM klyhb75 I would love to see the game get interrupted with a string of arrests DURING the game. Is it at all possible that these teams were planned? I can say, 

the Vikings and GB looked like they threw the game.  I kept saying that over and over.

This country needs a mass awakening

1/31/2020 1:52:40 PM melanieanders7 I was wondering the same! When will that technology surface?

1/31/2020 1:53:22 PM rosscarwalker Big respect 👊🏽✊🏽🙏🏽

1/31/2020 1:53:57 PM feistygriffin true.

1/31/2020 1:54:37 PM rosscarwalker Humanity is moving towards claiming it's freedom. This is the good news

1/31/2020 1:54:44 PM dls00741 hey mj12... could you elaborate on how mj12 is responsible for the current holy bible?  was this done long ago?

1/31/2020 1:56:38 PM freestateojones As in the physical location or the event as a whole due to a large portion of the nation being tuned into a broadcast?

1/31/2020 1:56:41 PM lightlove21121 🔥♥🔥

1/31/2020 1:58:37 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/GhFPblUTep

1/31/2020 2:01:35 PM may_g12 Thank you

1/31/2020 2:01:48 PM willlove17 @paulmuaddib61 @LoveBling6 @kennedy_bouvier @Q2ndWave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 @realDonaldTrump

 https://www.godialy.com/video/YtfiWyVZtmQ/aura-

building:science/www.goldenmean.info/www.goldenmean.info/consciouskids?fbclid=IwAR3duBPTTdVeUuKI4_ZVBgUTSs7VTHDQUmjGL8dyA6u2miGe

COol8qdkmto … pic.twitter.com/11ivBfJbYp

1/31/2020 2:02:54 PM kidge6 Hmm. Interesting. Q leading us into the next match. A possibility for sure.  Good catch. Thx for posting.

1/31/2020 2:03:46 PM willlove17 @LoveBling6 @kennedy_bouvier @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CanadaSpecialA1 @realDonaldTrump

 https://www.godialy.com/video/YtfiWyVZtmQ/aura-

building:science/www.goldenmean.info/www.goldenmean.info/consciouskids?fbclid=IwAR3duBPTTdVeUuKI4_ZVBgUTSs7VTHDQUmjGL8dyA6u2miGe

COol8qdkmto … pic.twitter.com/TfXjFIyb4m

1/31/2020 2:03:49 PM pipindfw Maybe give examples of how to clean Merkel murky deep state in Germany? She obviously serves a different master than the German people—though 

Germans can now feel the pain of the Israelis. Which I guess is kizmet

1/31/2020 2:04:02 PM kidge6 Next math*

1/31/2020 2:04:23 PM willlove17 @LoveBling6 @kennedy_bouvier @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CanadaSpecialA1

 https://www.godialy.com/video/YtfiWyVZtmQ/aura-

building:science/www.goldenmean.info/www.goldenmean.info/consciouskids?fbclid=IwAR3duBPTTdVeUuKI4_ZVBgUTSs7VTHDQUmjGL8dyA6u2miGe

COol8qdkmto … pic.twitter.com/FldlVvTo0a

1/31/2020 2:05:56 PM curseca For Benghazi? Body bags? WJC? Losing? Or placing the wrong bet?

1/31/2020 2:06:13 PM seeker229 Me as well friend. I have an entire "stage performance" personality because of it.

1/31/2020 2:06:26 PM charlesgdavis1 ROMAN empire 100% time to WAKE UP.....LIVE.....die!!!!! pic.twitter.com/UC2Bc7fEP4

1/31/2020 2:06:29 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/5oEfW5RNS4

1/31/2020 2:07:16 PM curseca Feel the same, but curious why she hates herself.

1/31/2020 2:10:42 PM kidge6 I love threads like this. When you u deep, usually lurking, MJ thinkers pose your Q’s, get replies and respond to each other. I still don’t understand it all. 

But more each day.

1/31/2020 2:11:07 PM state1union Oh wow 😳

1/31/2020 2:11:08 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zi8vJ_lMxQI … pic.twitter.com/R8IUQOhnaO

1/31/2020 2:11:11 PM rghardy3 That was around the Time of the First

Great War in Atlantis.

1/31/2020 2:11:31 PM dtowling Local news LI NY.  NYPD officer’s son died after he made his son sleep in garage with 19 degree weather. CPS called multiple times prior from school .  

He bribed judge and kept custody😡. He also used his son for child porn😡 EVIL!  Boys name was Thomas😢🙏

1/31/2020 2:12:18 PM dtowling If we can’t trust cops or judges, who can we trust 😢

1/31/2020 2:12:23 PM spauldingshowal Soros.

1/31/2020 2:13:58 PM drooooclip Thanks for asking Paul. I'm naive enough to not see the evil opportunities of large, masculine gatherings to be fertile ground for sex trafficking 😕

(no offense against my brothers in arms 🕆📿)

1/31/2020 2:15:04 PM dianesaumure He HAS stop many, still is

1/31/2020 2:15:22 PM 222eureka Demand stiffer sentences. Hold judges and politicians accountable!

1/31/2020 2:15:48 PM lightlove21121 ♥♥♥🔥🔥🔥♥♥♥

🔥🔥🔥♥🙏🏽♥🔥🔥🔥

♥♥♥🔥🔥🔥♥♥♥

1/31/2020 2:17:30 PM tieronepatriot Thanks.

1/31/2020 2:19:41 PM mason_bentz2895 I was listening to Alex Jones talk about that one and it made me pause the podcast and go and smoke 2 cigarettes back to back Hollywood is just 

fucked up on all the levels

1/31/2020 2:19:48 PM adsvel Just WOW! Excellent video, thank you for sharing, MJ12.

After all I feel sad about poor Ukrainian people.😑

1/31/2020 2:21:42 PM tieronepatriot As I understand it, 3-6-9 is how/where energy is recycled.  9 is the point of creation, or the opening of the vortex.  There's probably a better way to 

explain it.  I'm not a scientist or mathematician...

1/31/2020 2:23:40 PM dasha_dagmar Really good video to that Thema 👍 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1UOhfkCvMY&feature=share …

1/31/2020 2:24:11 PM mason_bentz2895 Remember when obama spent 75k on pizza in Chicago while he was in DC lol yeah “pizza”.....

1/31/2020 2:25:05 PM rosscarwalker Has the current pope been involved in child trafficking?

1/31/2020 2:25:48 PM mason_bentz2895 From what I’ve read they’re big players in this same as plannned parenthood and Red Cross

1/31/2020 2:26:37 PM chinupchubbly Jay Z’s company is in charge of Halftime show, Roc Nation, nuff said!

1/31/2020 2:30:03 PM nana_marie_911 wtf?  I just saw 50% of Americans live below the poverty line today.

1/31/2020 2:36:08 PM suspicioussteez 0202/2020

1/31/2020 2:37:56 PM tieronepatriot Thanks!  I really like how they break it down very simply.  It added clarity to my understanding of the subject.

1/31/2020 2:38:54 PM jbitterly SuperB Owl

1/31/2020 2:38:54 PM awakeandsing123 Those aren’t humans. They are demons.

1/31/2020 2:42:15 PM generaleeintuit Like Cindy McCain said, "We all knew what Epstein was doing but no law enforcement body had the courage to stop him," Schumer: "You take on the 

IC and they have 6 ways from Sunday to get at you." #ClintonBodyCount, the list goes on and on...

1/31/2020 2:42:53 PM nonlineardarren Airl??? true?

1/31/2020 2:45:30 PM missachar1 I live close to this abduction, and jist have a gut punch feeling he was trafficked.

1/31/2020 2:47:07 PM dr_t_dc Then it’s official, nobody likes her.

1/31/2020 2:47:23 PM qanoncomau 17 is everywhere 💪🐸 pic.twitter.com/ZWGA7Fa3rm

1/31/2020 2:53:10 PM cynthiakoeter Great docu on child trafficking for the elite, POTUS, the movement, fake news and much more to red pill The world. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCthJtvcJZQgfCHG9QOWXjqw …

1/31/2020 3:01:42 PM cosmic_engineer Indeed.  Many have been born into this. Sins of the father...

1/31/2020 3:07:06 PM missachar1 Agree. I have tracked traffickers here for years. Will be discussed in time.

1/31/2020 3:07:59 PM grandma26244385 AND --THIS--IS WHY WE FIGHT. THIS IS WHY WE MUST

 NEVER END THIS WAR again EVIl. NOW WE KNOW, so  WE

 MUST FIGHT

1/31/2020 3:08:17 PM davethadude369 I heard one imitating a car alarm once.



1/31/2020 3:09:18 PM wmerthon  https://twitter.com/WMerthon/status/1223295990360346626 …

1/31/2020 3:10:59 PM rosscarwalker Can you tell Q I'd like to meet him? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1/31/2020 3:12:20 PM jeremyrobards7 I. recall an old thread discussing this very subject in 2018. About not only the superbowl,  but all sporting events. 

Several people in thread have since been suspended and no longer searchable. Good thing I screenshot everything and store offline. Downside, it 

needs organizing

1/31/2020 3:12:57 PM mason_bentz2895 You can’t sit there and say it’s not suspicious ive read hundred of these emails from wiki leaks it’s not normal discussion it’s code for something bigger 

clearly

1/31/2020 3:14:05 PM freestateojones Storing offline is key. 

I recently lost about 3500+ screenshots of some decent material. 

Life goes on.

1/31/2020 3:18:25 PM 21oplato Very true! They fly girls (& boys) in from all over.

1/31/2020 3:19:28 PM wmerthon I went through the emails, and found nothing unusual.  For instance, of the ~50 hits for 'walnut', only 4 or 5 were talking about a recipe, and the rest 

were parts of addresses.

Speculate all you want, it's proof of nothing... especially the Stratfor email. pic.twitter.com/FXHr7pFOna

1/31/2020 3:19:37 PM rosscarwalker Ancestral trauma passed down from generation to generation. Now we can begin to undo the knots and move towards planetary peace ✌🏽

1/31/2020 3:19:58 PM neverbeasheep I don't know, you have to ask the Germans. Can't help you, cause im not a German

1/31/2020 3:20:18 PM nybiltong @POTUS @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1GWA #Brexit #MAGA https://twitter.com/VerumRadix/status/1223383884949348353 …

1/31/2020 3:21:03 PM mason_bentz2895 It’s proof of code talk. You’re allowed to think what you want as well. The fact you read this and go oh this is perfectly normal talk nothing to see here 

is just baffling. It’s weird and nobody normal talks like that.

1/31/2020 3:23:37 PM cny_micaa I think most abusers we're abused themselves. Hopefully the cycle will be broken, although it started somewhere, so it could again. Hoping the GA 

changes it all

1/31/2020 3:24:30 PM rick_hernandez What we do to another we do to ourselves. No room for hate. Only love. ❤️❤️❤️

1/31/2020 3:28:06 PM jeremyrobards7 Not the thread I participated in but the timing is interesting... https://twitter.com/PatriotsWeGoAll/status/1223303968996188160?s=19 …

1/31/2020 3:33:04 PM wmerthon People talk about recipes with walnuts/sauce in them every day.

It's more plausible that anything that sounds odd to you is merely an inside joke among friends, rather than satanic pedophile codewords.

3+ years of DJT, and no arrests of any of them.  Do the math... 🤷♂️

1/31/2020 3:34:52 PM mason_bentz2895 Epstein was the only arrest needed and look where that route ended.

1/31/2020 3:37:16 PM xmerphyx  pic.twitter.com/0hI2kFuCc3

1/31/2020 3:39:51 PM ewilliams22101 He hates being female.

1/31/2020 3:42:50 PM unpcmommy Who knew, right?

1/31/2020 3:44:37 PM birdiesrchirpin I was hoping something happened last year in Atl.

1/31/2020 3:53:50 PM sinceiwokeup Yet she will still be the DNC nominee and lose again come 2020 election😂

1/31/2020 3:53:58 PM vipelle2 At this point what difference does it make? Kek

1/31/2020 3:55:39 PM raviravirao71 #keepwakingthemup

1/31/2020 3:56:26 PM wmerthon Deflection.  If Podesta et al. are satanic pedophiles, and the govt has all the info, why haven't they been arrested?

That's just another element that suggests their emails were not malicious... and it's a pretty big element, IMO.

1/31/2020 3:57:02 PM valjbishop61 Looking forward to seeing these people who hurt children put to Justice..

1/31/2020 4:01:13 PM innrsquardcrcle Is Operation Underground Railroad helping or a front?

What is Freemason involvement?

Tony Robbins?

1/31/2020 4:04:19 PM kidge6 Agreed. But, after she is subdued so that she cannot hurt anyone any longer.

1/31/2020 4:07:40 PM valjbishop61 Let this go far and wide. #BoycottSuperbowl

1/31/2020 4:12:36 PM my2sonznme 💔

1/31/2020 4:17:25 PM valjbishop61 So sad. Clean this mess up.............. Save the children

1/31/2020 4:18:13 PM chris_cmselec The ADL was or still is the biggest traffickers.  They are using the Jewish as pawns?

1/31/2020 4:22:36 PM chris_cmselec C’mom

1/31/2020 4:23:06 PM tim45166867 Explain. Give facts and evidence to prove your statement please.

1/31/2020 4:32:35 PM atashfire Symbolism is their downfall. Seriously, what were they thinking? That God wouldn't win?

1/31/2020 4:33:25 PM rot8infinity  https://thenarrowgateweb.com/2016/07/22/secrets-of-the-owl-part-2-owls-owls-everywhere/ …

1/31/2020 4:33:52 PM dispensaryexch Cause all the cops are too busy chasing after victimless drug crimes mainly for the cash they can steal or property they can forfeit .

1/31/2020 4:36:21 PM laurenmbradley Thank you sweet heart! Isn’t this stuff so fascinating!?! 😍💞♒️

1/31/2020 4:38:41 PM trumppallooza How long will Q stay around? Forever?

As needed?

1/31/2020 4:39:53 PM lizzah_83 Fostering their intuition is important. Mine saved me as a kid. I still get that feeling in the pit of my stomach as an adult...when I’m around bad people. 

It’s as tho my skin crawls.

1/31/2020 5:02:49 PM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/VAVwIArlXO

1/31/2020 5:10:12 PM austinelizabeth Posted something like this other day and was immediately banned. WTF? Hitting to close to home? Society gives me a migraine

1/31/2020 5:13:18 PM emilyoakley6 And this is news

W H Y???

1/31/2020 5:17:41 PM trudi000 and who was in charge of the ports&paid off people...debbie washerman shultz?

1/31/2020 5:17:53 PM oam63048378 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A) Shield,how? Networks are everywhere.

We can't quit our jobs & find a forest to listen music at

B) Is there an app to correct music's frequencies or something

C) What's up with no-noise headphones

D) So should we listen to music naked in clean air without wind?

1/31/2020 5:19:10 PM ndeathcloak How do I access the game controls?

1/31/2020 5:19:50 PM austinelizabeth ’got rope?’

1/31/2020 5:20:07 PM ndeathcloak Can you help me figure out how to access the controls?

1/31/2020 5:24:58 PM munkeypilot Public perp walks to public hangings...#RopeIsTheHope

1/31/2020 5:25:25 PM munkeypilot 🖐🏼☠🖐🏼

1/31/2020 5:25:46 PM austinelizabeth The problem is it doesn’t get anywhere near the news coverage this frick’n impeachment trial does! 😡🤬

1/31/2020 5:25:47 PM munkeypilot #RopeIsTheHope



1/31/2020 5:25:48 PM alabeaty Do Hillary next! Perp walk!

1/31/2020 5:26:47 PM adamwestleyric3 Happy Birthday

1/31/2020 5:27:57 PM austinelizabeth Ya, it’s criminal what you’re going  through ! I mean REALLY criminal! 😩

1/31/2020 5:29:29 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

>AWAKENING< #qcards #QAnons #BrexitDay #MAGA2020 pic.twitter.com/T0UBjDqJxR

1/31/2020 5:30:04 PM ivan2488083248 that's true. when they did it in Detroit it gave this weird vibe.

1/31/2020 5:31:48 PM angieco00740829 and the cages on top of cages from floor to ceiling, full of babies and small children, hot wired cages. I've learned a lot about this place in the last 5/6 

years, that i never thought possible but the thoughts of these children, broke me down a few times. there has to be weeping

1/31/2020 5:32:03 PM angieco00740829 in heaven over this.

1/31/2020 5:32:18 PM werascending 👏👏👏

1/31/2020 5:32:46 PM austinelizabeth It’s abhorrent the most vulnerable slip through the cracks.

1/31/2020 5:36:25 PM stevedelzer1 Probably!!!

1/31/2020 5:39:46 PM munkeypilot Pedo

1/31/2020 5:40:25 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

1/31/2020 5:45:12 PM deanna_danforth Meditate and prayer lots of water with a little Himalayan pink salt.  CBD oil.

1/31/2020 5:48:49 PM ndeathcloak Meditation and prayer will give me game controls? How do the Fallen access theirs?

1/31/2020 5:49:24 PM ndeathcloak And thank you for answering me. You have no idea how badly I need a good angels.

1/31/2020 5:49:36 PM deanna_danforth So when are we so called gifted humans going get our downloads? So we remember or Reawaken. Maybe remove the hostiles ?

1/31/2020 5:51:15 PM deanna_danforth I thought they could no longer hurt humans due to a strictly enforced universal peace treaty?

1/31/2020 5:51:22 PM realityloominng short-sighted... there wouldn't always be. You're spewing depopulation propaganda

1/31/2020 5:51:57 PM 17thops 🎯

Feb 2nd. 

Eyes open. 👇

#QAnon https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1188906980343209995?s=19 …

1/31/2020 5:54:06 PM 17thops  pic.twitter.com/yCMu93EXUE

1/31/2020 5:55:34 PM connorr1986 All the SB’s are in major trafficking hubs.

1/31/2020 5:57:24 PM poppyslovecapu This is amazing!! Go get em Rudy, Sir!! #Burisma

@JoeBiden

#HunterBiden

#DevinArcher

#VictorShokin

#LatvianMoneyLaunderingInvestigation

#Cyprus

#Belize

#USEmbassyUkraine

💥 BQQM💥
1/31/2020 5:59:25 PM tieronepatriot So, 3-6-9 mathematically represents consciousness (which is shared, but our brains filter it based an what we're able to believe or see in our "minds 

eye"), with 9 being our "IS-BE", or higher consciousness/connection to God, or God within us. 1,4,5,7&8 rep. our physical reality.

1/31/2020 5:59:40 PM speaakn Good - draining more of the swampy swamp!

1/31/2020 5:59:55 PM angieco00740829 lets eradicate it from everywhere.

1/31/2020 6:01:15 PM 17thops  https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1223423710113206273?s=19 …

1/31/2020 6:02:09 PM poppyslovecapu This Ukraine Rabbit Hole goes very dark and deep!! Many will be caught in this web of #humantrafficking!!

1/31/2020 6:05:30 PM werascending Look at your time stamp!!!🤔🤔🤔😎😎😎

1/31/2020 6:07:35 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’ll be in your neck of the woods tonight. No secret night trips please.

1/31/2020 6:09:52 PM deanna_danforth It would be nice if someone with authority and knowledge could at least offer we that are awake a Conference so we can be educated. It’s very 

frustrating, not fearful, frustrating.  I would like some education.  Knowledge is power.  Some of us have known things our entire lives

1/31/2020 6:13:42 PM clfaerber1 Since many of those accounted for during the busts are those who should be the ones doing the protecting and prosecuting, as well as judging and 

lawmaking, it is easy to understand why it took a Trump EO to kick off the first dominos. 

But they are not the top dogs. 

#PureEvil

1/31/2020 6:15:54 PM hanasberg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Judge Roberts corrupt?

1/31/2020 6:20:38 PM lbf777 Human nature is not pedophilia. From all the sexually liberal people I ever met, not one was a pedo. 

The 1%ers are animals. They care not about the children or adults they have sex with. To them if it feels physically pleasurable, they do it even with 

animals.

1/31/2020 6:25:00 PM writermaven @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

HelloI 

I am following you on Twitter! I hope you don't mind that I am. This is just a heads up!

Thank you!

@WriterMaven

1/31/2020 6:27:36 PM kindeandtrue Be safe!

1/31/2020 6:27:43 PM subtidal4 T1AP, thanks for making me smarter!

1/31/2020 6:29:43 PM cosmic_engineer My profile has a playlist link.

Meditate often.

Intent in your actions defines the polarity that you are working on.

Certain entheogens can help, but the mastery over your mind/body is key

1/31/2020 6:30:07 PM ndeathcloak Thank you

1/31/2020 6:32:08 PM cosmic_engineer You're welcome

May your way be Blessed 💚

1/31/2020 6:32:48 PM ndeathcloak I needed someone like you at this exact moment. Funny how that works

1/31/2020 6:33:06 PM americanpetal And the Super Bowl is this weekend in Miami!

1/31/2020 6:34:32 PM kidge6 Mung*

1/31/2020 6:35:02 PM fansblowing3 Flood the USA with heroin, etc.  Mothers with substance abuse addictions or arrests then have their children taken away and placed in foster care.  The 

foster care workers either knowingly or unknowingly hand the children off to traffickers.



1/31/2020 6:35:54 PM cosmic_engineer No such thing as coincidence

🙏

1/31/2020 6:36:18 PM ndeathcloak ⚡️

1/31/2020 6:37:16 PM wild8heart There's a difference between sexual liberation and sexual addiction.

1/31/2020 6:38:15 PM oldsaltcityace It’s not my fault

1/31/2020 6:40:42 PM deanna_danforth We are in this together everyone of us.  We use to be remarkable beings.  Our test is to remain remarkable while the world chooses to go 🦇 shit 

crazy.  My issue is things going on that I did not agree to.  Don’t watch the news because when you vibrate higher it will  make

1/31/2020 6:41:37 PM tieronepatriot Your welcome!  I'm learning every day... that's why it's called The Great Awakening!

1/31/2020 6:41:52 PM ndeathcloak Thank you.

1/31/2020 6:41:54 PM crt14361013 ✔

Story graced the news cycle when NOLA hosted.

1/31/2020 6:43:41 PM deanna_danforth Depressed and it’s not really reality.  At least that’s my point of view.  I feel much better after removing myself. I follow the Patriots who are Positive 

and believe in a higher power. I know we will succeed if we help one another. That’s the ticket the ability to love 🙏

1/31/2020 6:49:29 PM deanna_danforth Trust me only the Fallen Angels are the real angels. We came here to walk the trenches. We had to experience pain on every level to understand their 

pain.  I feel we all have a mission here and that’s to clean this place up.  I am a medium, both my grandmothers were.  One was a

1/31/2020 6:57:06 PM leslie31448714 Trump knew and he couldn’t sleep

1/31/2020 7:01:50 PM ndeathcloak Praying I can do

1/31/2020 7:08:52 PM brianncali She needs to get in line for that ....

1/31/2020 7:10:32 PM lucyc5124 USA is vain and they need the       B L O O D

1/31/2020 7:11:02 PM lucyc5124 God Bless @realDonaldTrump ❤️🙏🏻✨

1/31/2020 7:11:24 PM lucyc5124 Mutual 💥

1/31/2020 7:11:42 PM karensc38678909 Hope there will be lots of arrests.

1/31/2020 7:12:34 PM lucyc5124 🔥T E R M I N A T I O N 🔥

1/31/2020 7:13:14 PM bukrijumadi Logremos que sea mundial, todos los niños del mundo merecen vivir en paz y amor! #SaveTheChildren

1/31/2020 7:13:54 PM leigh_vas Yes ironically this is the most important power which is wholly invalidated by the ones 'educated enough to teach' and our children suffer greatly for 

experiencing anything contrary to the established set of normal behavior

1/31/2020 7:14:48 PM lucyc5124 They should be chained to walk across every state of America. No rest breaks sorry.

1/31/2020 7:17:27 PM thenotobvious Hmu

1/31/2020 7:18:16 PM yupyup_puypuy YES

1/31/2020 7:20:02 PM clfaerber1 Not for long. My President is determined to save the victims and prevent future victimization. 

When he sets his mind to something and initiates the machine of law enforcement and justice........ well, I look forward to the outcome. 

Good people doing great things.

1/31/2020 7:28:12 PM samanthaoverby2 CEMEX

1/31/2020 7:28:51 PM jeffcordell6 Please!!! Now!!!

1/31/2020 7:30:09 PM sp00njake Where I roam is my woods

1/31/2020 7:31:48 PM winklerburke Nope, it just calms me way down.  ;)

1/31/2020 7:37:06 PM waiting4et Superb Owl. Biggest Molochian ritual of the year, so of course children are being tortured and raped and then consumed.

1/31/2020 7:44:17 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/nK71psrFSM

1/31/2020 7:45:47 PM musicalcookie1 Mirror!

#QAnon

1/31/2020 7:49:41 PM sdane8 Thanks so much! ♥️

1/31/2020 7:55:38 PM sdane8 You have to simplify. "Stranger Danger" 

 http://www.free-for-kids.com/stranger-danger.shtml …

1/31/2020 7:57:06 PM aetherwalker1 "No secret night trips please."

Sounds possibly insidious..  

or just 'Bruh.  Don't mess with me while I'm sleepin!'

1/31/2020 7:57:15 PM ggemini33 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Militarydotcom

1/31/2020 8:02:46 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1223087348105105408 …

1/31/2020 8:03:29 PM lorirrr Always

1/31/2020 8:04:00 PM aleks8837 😂😂😂 *Insert Joe Rogan hysterical laughter*!

1/31/2020 8:06:22 PM raenyasalisbury YES !!!!!!!!!!

1/31/2020 8:07:15 PM lbf777 Is it that hard to believe?

1/31/2020 8:08:35 PM sp00njake Come have a drink of brandy and sit by the fire and feed your soul with love and laughter

1/31/2020 8:11:00 PM aleks8837 Dude, did you JUST crawl out from under a rock?

If you're here you should know that "Israel is being saved for last".

1/31/2020 8:17:55 PM i44kau  pic.twitter.com/M3H3VfUuCM

1/31/2020 8:19:27 PM neon806 Really? While the masses are preoccupied with entertainment- crimes normally hidden can occur in the open on a large scale. Haven’t you ever tried to 

talk to someone while a game is on? Anything can happen.

1/31/2020 8:22:57 PM lbf777 Only gullible people believe that nonsense.

1/31/2020 8:25:33 PM rotanliz 😂😂😂

1/31/2020 8:30:28 PM aleks8837 Yeah. *Gullible and proud*.

Although I still have a small internal question mark.

I reaaallly hope everything Q and Maj12 is true!

1/31/2020 8:33:38 PM crowenation2020 John Delaney was in the 2020 Presidential race? Who knew? pic.twitter.com/V5rlxq3BgI

1/31/2020 8:36:27 PM truth_pioneer Thank God!!  #DarkToLight!!

1/31/2020 8:43:05 PM lbf777 I was a believer for 3 years but too much evidence surfaced telling me that Trump is working for Rothschild & Q is Mossad. MJ12 says they were deep 

state but now suddenly they are good guys who run the top of the Illuminati.... smh

1/31/2020 8:46:43 PM thephoolish1 Amen true statement.....crime pays well with little to no risk

1/31/2020 8:48:07 PM rawphonegirl Thomas Paine would be proud!

1/31/2020 8:48:40 PM aleks8837 "Much evidence surfaced...."??

More than 34 Q-Trump deltas? Ah, you believe both to be "compromised".

Yeah, MJ12's explanations for this seem convincing to me.

1/31/2020 8:53:29 PM aleks8837 Nothing is certain though. Samsara is vast and confusing. I'll be finished in not too many lives :)



1/31/2020 8:57:02 PM lbf777 It’s all bullshit man. Open your eyes. Look at the Chemtrails, 5g, endless false promises. How many times did this guy say something big is coming? 

You are being played for a fool. Anyone who things Gov is their savior is brainwashed.

1/31/2020 9:00:05 PM harnesshealth  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOVziLGUECuNswxpWva87wypwsSAZ5Yce …

1/31/2020 9:00:50 PM aleks8837 I agree with your last statement. It's up to us normal people everywhere to demand a change.

I dooo believe Q/whitehats are working their asses off to prosecute some big names with horrible crimes so that people can wake up though. They're 

the CATALYST for real change.

1/31/2020 9:01:15 PM der_wanderer8 Duality must be accepted, just to be overcome

With Unconditional Love, you can go beyond Good and Evil

1/31/2020 9:03:52 PM lbf777 Q is not white hat. He’s a limited hangout. The white hats are the 99%. The Deep State is keeping the 99% pacified by posing as good guys and making 

fake promises for 3 years while they continue destroying the world in hopes to achieve the NWO. 

We must get off our knees now.

1/31/2020 9:05:33 PM sdane8 Speaking of tribunals, I discovered tonight that Court TV is covering the Harvey Weinstein trial. Is this an introduction to other televised trials?  i.e., 

tribunals?

1/31/2020 9:09:55 PM sdane8 That's one of the reasons the Dems are fighting so hard for open borders. 😪

1/31/2020 9:12:09 PM grandma26244385 THANKS to OBAMA ADM. SPLC crooks

1/31/2020 9:12:15 PM sdane8 Where did you see that? You might consider the source. That number seems high.

1/31/2020 9:19:16 PM h3x4gr4m Interesting,  theres a subreddit named that, exclusively for owls. I always thought it a cute play on words but.... hmm

1/31/2020 9:23:34 PM nana_marie_911 Social media.  Yea, if I don't like a number I always reconsider my source.  smdh.  My source is Jesus.

1/31/2020 9:44:14 PM wwg1wga_every1 Can we expect (hope) there will be MAJOR busts going on, and many children rescued? I hope and pray so!!!!

1/31/2020 9:56:57 PM dmzsixtyfour No shit it really really is

1/31/2020 9:58:48 PM dmzsixtyfour No shit.  This boils my blood.  There has to a huge punishment..just make it permanent

1/31/2020 10:00:10 PM dmzsixtyfour Yes.

1/31/2020 10:01:09 PM bluewaterpeople ...and a mass brainwashing event

1/31/2020 10:02:36 PM dmzsixtyfour I don’t really mean to hit the like button ..I’m just acknowledging your tweet.   That is a most awful story. What happened to this man?

1/31/2020 10:05:14 PM dmzsixtyfour George Nadler ..Mueller witness ..his trial papers are public. They are sick.  Just sick.  One more perp down

1/31/2020 10:07:23 PM dmzsixtyfour Did you miss the George Nadler arrest. Expert witness for Mueller? Did you read the sick court documents? Don’t say nothing is happening.  He’s one 

of many

1/31/2020 10:08:19 PM dmzsixtyfour Amen

1/31/2020 10:10:21 PM deadmauz  pic.twitter.com/FBM15Pjz7Q

1/31/2020 10:11:28 PM agentwaldheim @fbibennett

@realDonaldTrump

@RudyGiuliani

@dbongino

@paulsperry_

@Celeste112405

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DanonMAGA

#QAnon 

1."WHERE AREJOE AND MELISSA PIENTKAS NOW?

2."WHY DID MELISSA'S D.C. LAW FIRM PAY $523,651 TO FUSION GPS  3/7/16 to 10/31/16?"

3."WHERE'S THE ORIGINAL 302's
1/31/2020 10:12:30 PM jsay222  https://twitter.com/jsay222/status/1223483143417663488?s=19 …

1/31/2020 11:01:50 PM nine_six3 #HumanTrafficking #HumanTrafficking #HumanTrafficking

ThankQ DJT & ADMIN, for the Fight to save Humanity’s Innocence. It is finally the beginning of an era to be proud of Humanity; Our stand Against the 

Dark and shinning a Bright LIGHT on the darkest corners of our existence. pic.twitter.com/jXrn7vvDGt

1/31/2020 11:27:04 PM heidi_weigand #ALLShallBeRevealed pic.twitter.com/Vj7vGuzR04

1/31/2020 11:32:55 PM eewwanon Q never said that it would be @realDonaldTrump to tweet “My fellow Americans........” 

That fact just hit me. I have just always assumed it would be POTUS. Hmmmm

1/31/2020 11:47:34 PM uestiony Happy birthday!

 http://www.clubredrocks.com 

1/31/2020 11:51:51 PM w_ewere ENTIRE (non criminal) World is behind this resolution. Those involved, and their Vested Interest "Fortune 500"type Business of Law type "Solicitors" & 

now Activist Judges who "care" about "civil rights (exclusively of Criminals, though!) can make a LOT of income from fighting it.

1/31/2020 11:52:30 PM kidge6 Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) tweets January 11-15 2020 Q QAnon - my fir...  https://youtu.be/jA5VBtZNt0A  via @YouTube

1/31/2020 11:55:52 PM w_ewere Military Tribunals with appointed professional service oriented Military Counsel.Such Counsel are highly competent, service and Rule of Law focussed 

and are not likely to be "got at" by "Fortune 500"Multinational Law Firms & Cabal criminals.Civilian Judiciary largely compromised.

1/31/2020 11:59:54 PM clfaerber1 She is finally in the majority.

2/1/2020 12:14:16 AM macsboost Don’t forget Michael J Fox M J, and that Doc Brown’s dog was Einstein. (Dogma) pic.twitter.com/PTtB6zdg7s

2/1/2020 12:39:53 AM gloriajh The Q sign👍

2/1/2020 1:07:41 AM pomeinnz Why?

2/1/2020 1:08:50 AM scottba58314811 Right out of Independence Day Movie with Will Smith and Jeff Goldblum.

2/1/2020 2:09:24 AM realchindsight Damn right. The biggest of punishments.

Nothing is more sacred than the innocence of a child. Break It, and you break God.

It's the favourite past time of Satanists for a reason..

2/1/2020 2:12:51 AM melanieanders7 Interesting this is happening in Miami the same week of the Super Bowl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 see something say something?  

https://twitter.com/MomResource/status/1222138000601239553 …

2/1/2020 2:26:12 AM mightymouse211 In some places the police are involved in the sex trafficking/pedorings of children often profiting from &/or running the operation either directly or 

indirectly by turning a blind eye.often times the ones who we are taught to trust are guilty of horrible things.

2/1/2020 2:47:44 AM shinethelightq Where can I see the trial papers?

2/1/2020 2:51:00 AM usavecomputers1 Mr President.. We need to prosecute, then add them to a registered offender registry, microchip these predators and have the ability to track their 

movements.

2/1/2020 2:52:25 AM usavecomputers1 Well she certainly given herself many reaons to... Her husband is the only president in American history that blew his load and his job at thesame time 

lol..

2/1/2020 2:53:26 AM usavecomputers1 how do you feel about the decision that paved the way for Trump's acquital?

2/1/2020 2:54:08 AM aleks8837 Not my belief and sentiment. Each to his/her own.



2/1/2020 3:11:39 AM monroevegas I will repeat something that I had to say while performing live-fire exercises with machine guns on active duty and I quote, “kill kill kill ‘em all.”

2/1/2020 3:12:09 AM grannie641 Been waiting to hear this news since V. Foster, my wake up moment. Thank you for your reporting! We need new ppl to run the " accepted " news 

orgs. Prayers for you daily now...keep up the for good work.

2/1/2020 3:13:33 AM monroevegas Hillary Clinton was in Park City, Utah for the recent film festival...too bad she couldn’t have slipped down some stairs while having a seizure.

2/1/2020 3:21:53 AM rosscarwalker David as you were obviously blackmailed during your time as Prime Minister are you going to expose who blackmailed you? If anything happens.... 

#TheGreatAwakening @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BorisJohnson @realDonaldTrump @FBI @NCA_UK @metpoliceuk @RossCarWalker

2/1/2020 3:22:25 AM grannie641 Thank you

2/1/2020 3:32:59 AM cemgtr Erm wtf, how? You're clearly trying to cause some division. Dont accuse me of spewing anything. We will NEVER be over populated.

2/1/2020 3:48:15 AM kathywunderlic3 😭💔

2/1/2020 3:51:59 AM itsgreat2tweet @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charliekirk11 @JesseBWatters @DNC @RepAdamSchiff @SpeakerPelosi 🧐 

https://twitter.com/JDiviv/status/1223552252193001479 …

2/1/2020 3:59:37 AM liquidnrgyflow Let's Roll

2/1/2020 4:10:01 AM mikebin813 I'm on board with #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide. BUT let's all be honest, can we get this train moving any faster!?  With all that we know about 

treasonous Obama, The Clintons, Brennon, The Bidens, and many more, don't you all feel like were being strung along?

2/1/2020 4:13:18 AM danswanson1965 Yeah, it’s called the gallows. They work well.

2/1/2020 4:22:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 High rent does what exactly? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1223555340022628352 …

2/1/2020 4:23:21 AM illillustrious Wait - you like high rent?

2/1/2020 4:23:36 AM wmturner6 Make people homeless and slaves to workforce

2/1/2020 4:23:57 AM lightlove21121 Good sheep pay high rents 🐑

2/1/2020 4:24:10 AM stanstephens13 Brings the family together.

2/1/2020 4:24:34 AM state1union There is food we still need to eat that we hope to be nutritious

2/1/2020 4:25:28 AM state1union Yep 👍 stinks to be targeted.

2/1/2020 4:25:30 AM stanfireman1 People either have to move to lower rent area or get a second job.

2/1/2020 4:27:26 AM kyleq369 Changes voter base in mostly red districts.

2/1/2020 4:27:41 AM djlok Controls the population.

Agenda 21.

2/1/2020 4:28:05 AM normal_wizard Don't you think it would be the most appropriately American thing in the world for us all to steal all of these buildings and land from those who 

presently claim ownership over them? Being born upon this land, I find that it is inherently mine by divine birthright.

2/1/2020 4:28:10 AM iamkevinlearl1 Drives out the riff raff?

2/1/2020 4:28:22 AM stykyt Stopped me from being able to move out from my parents house when I was still able to earn a living, now it makes it so that I'll never be able to afford 

my own place on disability benefits. Are there any benefits to disproportionately high rents?

2/1/2020 4:28:55 AM rosas7043 Cripples the housing market by causing an increase in high end construction leaving a void for the middle and lower class. It will in essence cause 

gentrification on a national level.

2/1/2020 4:31:28 AM tamiwils0n22813 That’s truly sad!

2/1/2020 4:34:15 AM djlok How does that work?  

I also wonder if it means something really dark...like killing/sacrificing the Spirit of the child to their evil entities.

2/1/2020 4:36:13 AM rosas7043 How are you disabled ?

2/1/2020 4:36:51 AM normal_wizard The land is inherently mine. I never agreed to the psychotic and broken system by which others claim I must be their slave in order to tend the Earth I 

was born on. They've stolen it from me by denying my right to it. To take it back would be to inflict Justice upon their greed.

2/1/2020 4:37:39 AM computer_bunnie @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Exactly -  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223582297737351169 …

2/1/2020 4:37:50 AM tamiwils0n22813  pic.twitter.com/VsRUBuNvTP

2/1/2020 4:39:23 AM anon_sig Who runs LA? Who runs NYC? Who runs SF? 🙄

2/1/2020 4:39:30 AM birdiesrchirpin 🤣🤣 🙄

2/1/2020 4:40:04 AM richard_lerche high rent causes stress

2/1/2020 4:40:04 AM hoelessromantik The status quo was stagnant or declining economy but higher rent = no property, loop + enriching big real estate moguls probably soon to become 

10sq ft towering apartments ala Kowloon Walled City https://twitter.com/jarednelepovitz/status/1222146158413393920?s=21 …

2/1/2020 4:41:49 AM rosas7043 Hardly. You would just be the cause for more human suffering on OUR end.

2/1/2020 4:43:16 AM kevinmruel It's high here also...it keeps people down by robbing us , funds traitors, funds themselves to keep buying everything so it's  near Impossible for Patriots 

to build up among other things.

2/1/2020 4:45:08 AM qanonmichele11 Hillary is a #clone 

She died September 2016.

2/1/2020 4:45:34 AM stykyt A slew of muskuloskeletal disorders including arthritis and spondyloarthropathy, a few injuries incurred at work and while attempting to join the Royal 

Air Force, combined these problems led to a mental breakdown and an anxiety disorder. I'm not to able leave the house most days.

2/1/2020 4:47:08 AM bryceja68689884 Keeps people poor. Keeps them busy.

2/1/2020 4:47:38 AM normal_wizard All rent and debt could cease immediately and everyone could directly own the places they presently live. Who would suffer? None of the 

infrastructure would change. People could go out and start farms/communes with one another using the resources of the world, bypassing fake debt

2/1/2020 4:47:54 AM dm07423738 🙏🏻💜

2/1/2020 4:48:01 AM ssryan6466 Not when they have been paying a mortgage with interest to own said property.

2/1/2020 4:48:56 AM rosas7043 The current american way is THEFT, so how would this make you different then those you claim to despise ? THE ENTIRETY OF  AMERICA IS STOLEN. 

EVERY-THING from the land to the culture, even your cuisine belongs to other cultures. To be american is to take, and take, and take, etc.

2/1/2020 4:49:45 AM hollydama It forces people to move to Democrat-controlled metropolitan areas, where they are absorbed and their voices quashed. [They] have long-planned to 

corral us together to control of many aspects of our lives. This benefits Democrat candidates and globalism goals.

2/1/2020 4:50:41 AM normal_wizard Hence the inherent psychopathic brokenness of the system. They too could say "this property is simply mine," and refuse to contribute to the system 

of indefinite siphoning debt for the privilege and benefit of the exorbitant wealth of the moneylending caste.

2/1/2020 4:50:52 AM jaded_pearl Creates fear & worry, creates further division in the family, creates despair & hopelessness, creates FEMA camps types - creates loosh for harvesting!

2/1/2020 4:52:01 AM rosas7043 Yessir, it’s getting rougher out there every day.

2/1/2020 4:53:17 AM clutchmilroy Yeah. Why? You want some? DM me.

2/1/2020 4:54:05 AM 369369rv 🙏🙏🙏

2/1/2020 4:54:11 AM rosas7043 Fake debt is gone. The FED is ending. No more Rothschild central bank i.e.. no more fake FIAT currency.



2/1/2020 4:54:20 AM ssryan6466 But it doesn't work that way. That's fine for people who are not already in the system, but are you proposing that mum and dad investors simply lose 

all the money they've put into their investment? For the benefit of the greater good? Sounds like Communism to me.

2/1/2020 4:54:21 AM normal_wizard That's literally why I said it would be the most American thing to do lol. Everyone could just go find any number of places that aren't being occupied or 

used and bypass the corrupt market dictating that it remain unused until the government gets its tuppence, and make a home.

2/1/2020 4:54:42 AM keith369me Dated 2012-2017...Obama years...migration of Dems from ridiculously expensive Dem states (California especially) to smaller cities where they still feel 

comfortable in Republican states.  Electoral College?

2/1/2020 4:56:06 AM nine_six3 I'm pretty curious what's going on with Canada, not much has been said. It'd be great to get an update on how things will be sorted for Canadians...

2/1/2020 4:56:39 AM stlhandyman  https://youtu.be/7CEoWZe6k2o?t 

Is this you > @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY  > David is talking about ? or your sidekick > @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ????

2/1/2020 4:56:45 AM mzvhendershot Thank God it's been being dismantled these last 3 years.

2/1/2020 4:56:50 AM patriot_chris High rent drives people from those areas to more affordable areas, or government assisted housing, and causes homelessness (San Francisco for 

example)

2/1/2020 4:58:10 AM peaceisbelief if anyone spent any time on a reservation this would be clear.  Speak to the grandparents, it is startling.  I spent a month on the Hopi reservation in first 

Mesa Arizona a year and a half ago, it is very clear and heartbreaking.

2/1/2020 4:58:24 AM normal_wizard The system is inherently indefinitely leeching. Are you saying that individual wealth is more important than the greater good? Sounds like demonic 

deception designed to enslave the human spirit to greed, materialism, and torture to me.

2/1/2020 4:58:56 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/Dm0aiKiHxf

2/1/2020 5:01:51 AM normal_wizard Fake debt isn't fully gone until the blood of the guilty deceivers who have defined and profited from this system of wretched corruption and theft flows 

past my feet and into the gutter.

:)

2/1/2020 5:03:35 AM leoboscan All the picture of missing people's at walmart May be human trafficking?

2/1/2020 5:03:38 AM ssryan6466 I don't disagree with last part of statement re the system, but you're assuming that people who invest are greedy and materialistic. Most just don't 

want to be reliant on the government later on in life, be able live their life freely and provide for themselves and others.

2/1/2020 5:03:42 AM jamiegrahamusa First the steal your investments aka your home and resell it and split the profits taking your increased value. Then they make you rent. If you cant do 

that your homeless. Then you go to a tent or shelter begging.

2/1/2020 5:04:02 AM birdiesrchirpin I can agree to the extent that pedovores should have all their assets seized and property repurposed to victims who had their lives stripped from them. 

I feel you though. There's a castle in England with my grandfather's name. I'd like to claim it. But I know it won't work. 🤣

2/1/2020 5:04:07 AM jv_parker It gets people to own property

2/1/2020 5:04:41 AM dtowling The father is in jail now awaiting trial.  This just happened less than 2 weeks ago.  I hope the father, judge, and step mother rot in jail.  Such a sad story 

in a beautiful upper middle class neighborhood

2/1/2020 5:04:41 AM rosas7043 Occuping unused land and structures is different than confiscation. Ownership solves no-thing. Ownership is an illusion. Occupancy is real. I’m 43 and 

have NEVER owned a single thing in this life and I do NOT intend to start now... 

I am free.

2/1/2020 5:05:07 AM rosas7043 Nonsense...

2/1/2020 5:05:14 AM birdiesrchirpin Bless you 🙏💛🙏

2/1/2020 5:05:29 AM pointsneverset Wtf did I just read 🤔

2/1/2020 5:06:39 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/b2Umcizi7X

2/1/2020 5:06:48 AM normal_wizard Yes, and the only way to achieve that has been manifested as this exploitation of the definition of property. This is terribly unfortunate, but it is an 

inherently wretched thing. People must siphon others in order not to be siphoned. The cycle is filth and must be shattered.

2/1/2020 5:07:00 AM lightlove21121 What if?

2/1/2020 5:07:11 AM docpalfrancesc2 Good stuff,great teaching @evankirstel thanks 4sharing 💫

@ThisIsGwyneth @DrJeffersnBoggs @DrDavidKatz @1DavidClarke @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @adamscrabble @RicoRoho @HedonikaHadron @sallyeaves 

@scubadivergear @curryja @GE_culturelle @dbirch214 @K @DaveVescio @SIRISYSPrime @beanbeankitty 

https://twitter.com/evankirstel/status/1223581764314116097 …

2/1/2020 5:07:18 AM djlok The story of my ex.

2/1/2020 5:08:12 AM fjackrightinthe Well, we can afford it because we actually have jobs. And, if your rent is too high, just ask your mom to lower it. After all, it's just her basement. 😁

2/1/2020 5:08:29 AM blue_marbleeyes Population forced relocation into higher density accommodation

2/1/2020 5:09:09 AM normal_wizard That's similar to what I'm saying. I'm basically saying we should all have the right to occupy the world and not be forced due to rules we never signed 

up for to donate exorbitant tithe to the mechanism of corrupt debt. Being born into the world, it is as much ours as anyone's.

2/1/2020 5:09:17 AM raisethevib369 Would force people to move to areas they can afford to live. Segregation by economic groups. Herd the cattle.

2/1/2020 5:09:23 AM dmzsixtyfour Thank you for the update. Seriously there faces need to be on national blast ..need to be done away with.  Just a wast of oxygen

2/1/2020 5:10:45 AM normal_wizard It's actually quite logical. They have accrued enormous karmic debt by living lavishly and wastefully at the expense of the hard-earned resources of 

millions of others.

2/1/2020 5:10:55 AM highhopesusa can result in homelessness, especially if a person is working a low-income job or has their hours cut or attempts to find a better job in another city, they 

can end up homeless because they can’t pay the utility deposits & rent all at once.

2/1/2020 5:10:55 AM ssryan6466 I simply think the banking system needs to be taken down and restructured and I'm all for that. I'm not for taking property ownership away from 

people and giving it to the government to redistribute.

2/1/2020 5:13:08 AM normal_wizard It would only be redistributed by "the government" in the context that we the people are our own representatives. I never said the government had a 

hand in it. I said, all people simply claim sovereignty over the land and tell the debtors to go fuck themselves.

2/1/2020 5:13:15 AM ger22122 Chin*ese foreigners have bought up so much of our property here in Southern California, I have to say I agree with this.  It’s been very sad to watch.  

More and more biz signs are not even in English anymore.

2/1/2020 5:14:06 AM qanoncomau American Indian

2/1/2020 5:15:53 AM ssryan6466 So who gets to choose? Who gets the prime property and  who gets the shitholes? Who makes those decisions? It will NEVER be fair and equitable.

2/1/2020 5:16:39 AM hollydama The short term effects are on elections. Reduced weightiness of Republicans' votes because they have been absorbed by high-Dem areas' votes; lower 

populations in Republican areas, equating to lower numbers of Republican representatives in the House, etc. Power shift.

2/1/2020 5:17:20 AM rosas7043 Start by Renouncing your birth certificate. 

Start by becoming a “living man” 

KILL YOUR STRAW MAN that has a contract with [them]

2/1/2020 5:17:23 AM dmzsixtyfour If you have access to FB they are on there!  👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/8qBRkUljel

2/1/2020 5:17:41 AM dmzsixtyfour This is just a snapshot

2/1/2020 5:18:37 AM rosas7043 You will take on their karmic debt and more if you chose murder as your solution.



2/1/2020 5:19:07 AM dmzsixtyfour Pray hard

2/1/2020 5:19:32 AM macsboost  https://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/article239718973.html … a pole swap or magnetic disturbance indicator?  North sharks move south, 

south sharks move north, converge off carolina coast

2/1/2020 5:21:57 AM normal_wizard Do not speak in such defeatist terms. It is quite faithless to presume that mankind cannot manifest a fair and equitable system.

I can't get into full potential solutions in this format. Skill of course ought be rewarded. The best wrestlers and chess players get the castles.

2/1/2020 5:22:03 AM dmzsixtyfour If you have access to FB. This is just a snapshot. pic.twitter.com/UGgh4nYxN6

2/1/2020 5:23:34 AM normal_wizard The ideal observed here, however, is simply that everyone should have a right to somewhere basic they may call their own and tend to. Somewhere 

they may be safe. We are all part of the world. It is psychotic to tell many people that they are not allowed to call anywhere home.

2/1/2020 5:24:08 AM dmzsixtyfour Nader not Nadler.  Thanks autocorrect 😡

2/1/2020 5:25:13 AM dmzsixtyfour NADER  NOT “Nadler”. Didn’t mean to write Nadler

2/1/2020 5:26:41 AM normal_wizard Nah that's hollywood bullshit. If I end the life of one who has even vicariously caused horrific suffering and agony and prevent their sociopathy from 

harming further, it is Justice. I have neutralized a negative thing. One can be profoundly righteous and lay waste to true evil.

2/1/2020 5:28:13 AM fansblowing3 Causes the government to build subsidized housing units. Bernie Sanders’ “housing for all”.  Section 8 housing programs.  Warren and Gillibrand’s $50 

billion American Housing and Economic Mobility Act.  Dems finding new ways to rob us again.  😡

2/1/2020 5:28:36 AM normal_wizard That's all symbolic and accomplishes little unless used to encourage cultural reform. Without the conscious backing of mankind, such would merely be 

an excuse for them to imprison me or otherwise rape my life away as best they can in accordance with their demonic "laws".

2/1/2020 5:35:29 AM normal_wizard It makes me ramble at length and inconsequentially to strangers, apparently.

Btw are you guys going to recruit me and help me level up my spells to save the world sometime soon or do I literally have to fix all of reality on my 

own and the future breaks if I fail?

Sirius Questn

2/1/2020 5:35:34 AM mishioswin NYS is a blue state bc of our city. The New Yorkers upstate can't afford living here anymore bc we are penalized by the city. A town with housing 

authority 40 miles from the city have 1bdrm apartments for $1800+ bc "people from the city live here and commute". It's BS.

2/1/2020 5:36:56 AM ssryan6466 I'm not defeatist, I'm a realist and the reality is people will always be envious of what others have that they don't. Hence the rise of 

Socialism/Communism in the West. This idealistic view that we can all live equally. When the money runs out the most vulnerable are killed off.

2/1/2020 5:39:25 AM normal_wizard That is defeatist, and absolutist. You are presuming mankind cannot spiritually grow. You are presuming that team evil wins this war and binds 

mankind to wretched slavery, and that we do not manifest a new morally and spiritually sound and just society through divine ingenuity.

2/1/2020 5:40:17 AM 76bicenten Economic enslavement!

2/1/2020 5:41:41 AM aspennmax64_l Not sure what AMA is?

2/1/2020 5:44:42 AM ssryan6466 I totally agree with you, it has to come from a spiritual level and NOT an economic one. If we can manifest whatever we want, why would we feel the 

need to take from someone else? Maybe we should all be working on that.

2/1/2020 5:46:07 AM ssryan6466 And I don't presume team evil will win, absolutely the opposite. But I guess it all depends which side you think is evil.

2/1/2020 5:48:53 AM normal_wizard Well, the reality in which "people will always be envious," is clearly the team evil non-utopian future, not the hyper-divine future I'm envisioning, but I 

might be just a bit unreasonably idealistic.

2/1/2020 5:49:15 AM ausanon369 Bring them to REAL justice Q+. We love you sir. #MAGA #KAG2020

2/1/2020 5:50:55 AM truth939 Yes, forces you to work harder at a job(s) you hate.  Creates family tension around finances.  Further enslavement spiritually & financially.  Small 

business also suffer because discretionary spending decreases.

2/1/2020 5:52:35 AM normal_wizard Oh, absolutely we should be. That is of the highest priority for all mankind. But team evil is very good at distracting people from how important that is. 

I've provided a number of very profound outlines for such evolution, but only like a dozen humans listen to what I say.

2/1/2020 5:54:55 AM shawngreenhear1 Keeps out the rif raf

2/1/2020 5:56:21 AM pedalfun4u Spiritual evolution is why we are here. The idea of ownership falls away in 5D societies. The answers I’m seeing on this thread suggests few understand 

where this is all heading 😕

2/1/2020 5:57:01 AM p2dmfnpa Makes you slave away to live . So much so ,you dont have time to pay attention to anything else . So we sleep, zombie walk trying to keep up with the 

American dream turned nightmare.

2/1/2020 5:59:52 AM synackstatic High rent stresses the family unit. Potentially leads to fracture of the family. High rent also incentivizes the masses away from certain areas.

2/1/2020 6:00:04 AM normal_wizard  pic.twitter.com/CFNbQfhAxZ

2/1/2020 6:01:26 AM ssryan6466 I'm looking forward to it. But until Globalists are defeated and the Event happens, I'm hanging on to my patch.

2/1/2020 6:01:57 AM eewwanon Ask Me Anything

2/1/2020 6:02:50 AM ssryan6466 For that I'm giving you a follow

2/1/2020 6:03:23 AM aspennmax64_l Well what does it stand for? AMA?

2/1/2020 6:04:48 AM rosas7043 Ok... So, you choose to practice apathy in the real world, but cry havok on social media...

Hmm, ok 👍🏾

2/1/2020 6:06:06 AM eewwanon A= Ask

M=Me

A=Anything

It means it’s a question and answer session.

2/1/2020 6:06:12 AM rosas7043 One can be profoundly idiotic and cause more harm than good. You sir are a fool.

2/1/2020 6:06:41 AM pedalfun4u Understood 😊 #CUin5D

2/1/2020 6:07:37 AM aspennmax64_l Omg! I guess Im always digging for something evil...Boy do I feel dunb!🤣🤝

2/1/2020 6:08:08 AM normal_wizard I have a debilitating injury in the real world, but encourage spiritual evolution and reform through the words I weave.

2/1/2020 6:08:14 AM aspennmax64_l Still laughing at myself! 🤪

2/1/2020 6:09:02 AM bbobbio71 Trying to flood the zone

2/1/2020 6:09:08 AM eewwanon It’s all good. pic.twitter.com/8P7EIUCXxx

2/1/2020 6:09:14 AM normal_wizard Standing against evil doesn't make one evil. Obliterating the sith lord without mercy does not make one the sith lord. That's moronic tripe designed to 

neuter true divine judgment and justice.

2/1/2020 6:09:29 AM bbobbio71 That's one sexy beast!

2/1/2020 6:10:03 AM rosas7043 You encourage violence and apathy simultaneously. You are broken.

2/1/2020 6:11:14 AM aspennmax64_l I wrote "dunb"....

It's back to bed for me pic.twitter.com/BJ7GB1b2OJ

2/1/2020 6:11:33 AM rosas7043 Actually it’s common sense logic based in our shared reality... The extent of your vitriol is the keyboard itself😉

2/1/2020 6:11:50 AM normal_wizard I don't think you really understand what I said. You're just pulling a generic toxic script now. Waste of a response and yet I press reply anyways...

2/1/2020 6:12:39 AM rosas7043 Raise your vibration. That is your/our only recourse.



2/1/2020 6:13:07 AM lylasmind interesting to think abt

2/1/2020 6:13:42 AM rosas7043 You said you’re waiting to follow someone else. You said you cannot stand for yourself by yourself.

2/1/2020 6:14:21 AM rosas7043 Let your light shine or sit the fuck down and relax.

2/1/2020 6:14:33 AM normal_wizard For not renouncing my birth certificate, I am apathetic? It's a waste of time. For standing against evil, I am violent? Fine then, be peacefully ruled by 

evil and forget that I encouraged you to think about it.

2/1/2020 6:15:47 AM trabbit087 An increase in top ramen sales and declining health and prosperity for most. Less young people buying homes, unable to save money

2/1/2020 6:15:54 AM lorieve I am a 2nd generation "landlord" and we intentionally keep our rents the lowest in town so young people can save up for a home of their own. Have 

helped a number of tenants get their own place. It's the best!!! and we have enough, we always have enough. There is enough. Abundance

2/1/2020 6:16:14 AM normal_wizard My, that is terribly poor reading comprehension. I said that, unless I can make the gesture known to mankind, it is meaningless. If I do it on my own, 

nothing is accomplished. If it would lead to reform and contemplation, I would gladly do such a thing. You simply desire conflict

2/1/2020 6:17:36 AM normal_wizard My vibration has already gotten me introduced directly to God and to Satan and to everyone in between. Please, preach to me, oh wise master!

2/1/2020 6:17:58 AM rosas7043 You aren’t standing. You’re sitting in front if a keyboard arguing with me. You are apathy incarnate.

2/1/2020 6:19:54 AM rosas7043 Roughly translated. I am lazy and unless I can solve it all in one breath I’m just going to sut here flinging poo, yet calling it revolutionary....

2/1/2020 6:20:37 AM normal_wizard My light is presently shining through the fabric of your spirit. It's doing a lot of other things too.

2/1/2020 6:22:20 AM lorieve Higher and higher property taxes are required to feed the Behemoth  governments we've created. They are milking us developers dry with regulation 

and taxes. We want to create solutions but it's very difficult when the Beast of bloated government is never satisfied.

2/1/2020 6:22:42 AM rosas7043 That is literally the most nonsensical thing I’ve ever read.

God is everything and satan live streams through your television set. 

By your own admission you’ve done no-thing outside of simply existing.

2/1/2020 6:23:34 AM normal_wizard lol you're somewhat right inasmuch as you're not worth talking to; you're on the most basic human toxicity script and have no ability to gain anything 

from my words except ironic egotism

2/1/2020 6:24:42 AM rosas7043 The real question is - Is it still whining and waiting for someone else to lead you to water ?

2/1/2020 6:24:44 AM deplorabled71 Good! I hate her too! lol

2/1/2020 6:24:58 AM normal_wizard I hope for your sake you're a shill and not just a completely unaware toxic monkey.

2/1/2020 6:25:26 AM drrowton The CIA funds their dark projects with drugs, ammunition’s and child trafficking.  Many and I said many of your politicians, celebrities, and people in 

high places have an appetite for children.  This is what they are going down for.

2/1/2020 6:26:38 AM rosas7043 I am trying to sort through your ironic egotism to find anything useful.

Fyi- I’m still sorting

2/1/2020 6:26:48 AM normal_wizard You will never be able to imagine, and that's ok.

2/1/2020 6:27:24 AM drrowton And just for your information a lot of the Illuminati families are in southern FL.  There is evidence that the Ukraine embassy was used for overseas 

procurement.

2/1/2020 6:28:04 AM lylasmind We never "own" anything during our visit here. Contemplating the debt youll be linked to for using something while youre here, astounding. Your 

relatives left to worry over after your physical body dies. No thanks.

2/1/2020 6:29:18 AM normal_wizard I mirror people and give them what they deserve. Not everybody gets pearls :)

2/1/2020 6:30:22 AM rosas7043 The toxicity is all yours bubba...

2/1/2020 6:30:44 AM rosscarwalker In you they take bribes to shed blood; you take interest and profit and make gain of your neighbors by extortion; but me you have forgotten, declares 

the Lord God @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @MongrelGlory

2/1/2020 6:32:29 AM lylasmind rent would drop if people overall refused morgage rates, no matter. Ofcourse it means deconstructing/restructuring individuals needs and wants 

systems down to even minute level..

2/1/2020 6:32:30 AM rosas7043 That’s because you don’t have any pearls to give.

You mirror your own inner self. Which means you project. 

Ketchup 🍅

2/1/2020 6:33:35 AM deplorabled71 I'm not sure how I missed this thread at the time, but it's a good one Majestic, thank you!!

2/1/2020 6:33:35 AM pedalfun4u we will leave the game through our collective spiritual evolution. We were made aware of the way out as we agreed to join the game. 

#hiddenknowledge

2/1/2020 6:34:37 AM rosas7043 Imagination is the only thing allowing me to navigate through your egomaniacal delusions.

2/1/2020 6:35:10 AM normal_wizard Are you aware that I'm currently punishing you? Lol. I projected no negativity in your direction and you engaged a generic toxic monkey script in your 

arrogant belief that you are capable of harming me. Now you are going to be quite bothered, for a good length of time :)

2/1/2020 6:35:12 AM rosscarwalker Define banking: Proverbs 22:7 

The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is the slave of the lender.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @MongrelGlory @BorisJohnson 

@metpoliceuk

2/1/2020 6:36:38 AM normal_wizard Keep working on that imagination and maybe one day you will almost be able to dream of what I know, my friend :)

2/1/2020 6:38:29 AM rosas7043 Do your worst. We’ll settle up in the End 😉

2/1/2020 6:38:38 AM normal_wizard no u

2/1/2020 6:39:24 AM ewilliams22101 High rent fuels HOMELESSNESS, and those desperate folks become fodder for human trafficking.  Parents "selling" kids, teens entering prostitution, 

you name it.

2/1/2020 6:39:38 AM cosmic_engineer Greater probability of debt slavery

Or living in small junkier places

Two incomes req'd. No nuke fam

Working harder and longer

Lowered QoL and health

Stress

2/1/2020 6:39:57 AM rosas7043 I have my own mind and imagination for dreaming. What’s in your head should definitely stay in your head... It’s safer there.

2/1/2020 6:41:24 AM normal_wizard your*

2/1/2020 6:41:35 AM rosas7043  pic.twitter.com/Dgf070YisL

2/1/2020 6:44:16 AM rosas7043 Well, you’re clearly spent if all you’ve got left is typical ad hominem grammar nazi nonsense...

2/1/2020 6:45:43 AM nine_six3 Hello! Mind if I ask what you ended up doing regarding the legumes issue? I find myself sort of trying to avoid them now. It really doesn't leave you 

with much options though. 

(I am currently still eating eggs)



2/1/2020 6:46:33 AM normal_wizard You clearly won this internet fight. Now you can go about your day with immense satisfaction!

Why would I give you real responses when the entire intent of your soul is to smear shit on yourself and blame me?

Oh gee I wonder what the swine will do with that pearl...

2/1/2020 6:47:10 AM rosas7043 Awe, he lashing out again...

Do you need your sippy and a nap 😴

2/1/2020 6:48:48 AM rosas7043 You don’t give real responses because you don’t have real responses, which is why I’m here. The universe sent me.

2/1/2020 6:49:01 AM normal_wizard Ah, so you are indeed but a shill! I should have known. That restores my faith in humanity, just a small amount!

2/1/2020 6:50:00 AM rosas7043 Quit lying. You have no faith in anything. Least of all yourself which is why you suffer.

2/1/2020 6:50:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

2/1/2020 6:50:45 AM mile_high_mamma Keeps people with the same (awakening) mind set from conferring with those who are likeminded. DIVIDED and living somewhere, likely, they’re 

surrounded by the governments sheeple, so hopefully they will digress, too.

2/1/2020 6:52:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 All of those organizations have a small percentage of their ranks being used for human trafficking. The solution isn't to dismantle those organizations, 

the solution is to enforce the laws as written and exterminate the people embedded within who facilitate in trafficking.

2/1/2020 6:53:17 AM trumparmy42020  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsSKxhyyTGA …

2/1/2020 6:53:37 AM 369palm Encourages developers to build more units.

2/1/2020 6:55:53 AM the_red_hand_ Absolutely. We can’t let these people turn us against our own institutions to remove their agents. We remove them like surgeons do a tumor. Preserve 

the healthy tissue

2/1/2020 7:01:45 AM drbohammer That’s not even true. Rent is by far the highest in NY, Boston, San Fran, LA, Seattle, etc... All Dem controlled areas.

2/1/2020 7:02:48 AM pietraynor1 High rent keeps our liberals

2/1/2020 7:06:36 AM butternutz0 I call bullshit! Rents in my state are stable .

2/1/2020 7:10:35 AM patriotjenns @prayingmedic @RudyGiuliani @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jim_Jordan @realDonaldTrump 

https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1223237310617022470 …

2/1/2020 7:10:52 AM bmj240768 Make buying a house impossible.

So, allow the globalist to control another aspect of your life. Their ultimate goal is micromanagement of your life. 

They would love for everyone to live in rented abode & on welfare.

Hanging over your head is step of of line & you get cut off.

2/1/2020 7:18:08 AM atashfire High rent enslaves the population.

2/1/2020 7:19:18 AM winklerburke Makes Democrat-Voting Citizens, evermore as slaves stuck in a corrupt vote-harvesting system... making a super-rich corrupt class which overlords a 

singular poverty (asset-void) class?  All by design? Prog (1984) Ed design?  Defund it & Be Best!  Trust the (Master Good) Plan?

2/1/2020 7:20:35 AM nine_six3 Full 120 pages --->  https://archive.org/details/TheAdamAndEveStoryTheStoryOfCataclysmsChanThomas/page/n5/mode/2up …

2/1/2020 7:20:44 AM finall00p A divide in classes, parties, to go broke and stress!

2/1/2020 7:25:59 AM winklerburke Rent control later comes in to screw the few building owners... as the main goal always is to lock in vote harvested peons, who must vote for corrupt 

Dems.

2/1/2020 7:26:14 AM fallorsesh "and now"... were they claiming he was your father previously, but now changed their tune? not sure i understand what you're implying

2/1/2020 7:26:28 AM bmj240768 The problem is globally governments are corrupt "police knowingly protect the traffickers & elite".

They know very well whom the perpetrators are and do nothing.

For example.

UK.

 https://youtube.com/watch?v=z01qB-HeYV8 …

Australia

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N64NK2AFjOM …

USA/Global https://youtube.com/watch?v=5kWrBMQoerw&t=190s …
2/1/2020 7:26:45 AM seadrag42582763 And we need longer sentences......like life plus 20 for trafficiking. You get 5 years for betraying our entire country which is a crime against over 330 

million people.

2/1/2020 7:26:58 AM fallorsesh whats the criteria that determines blood type "purity"?

2/1/2020 7:30:05 AM fallorsesh wrong, completely wrong. and while i won't debate the numbers, as i know very little about them. what i do no about however is executive 

action/intent and there has been no previous admin that has devoted as many EOs, manpower, and dollars to the issue

 https://file.wikileaks.org/file/FBI-pedophile-symbols.pdf …

2/1/2020 7:31:08 AM dironablu2u It gets rid of the poor people.

2/1/2020 7:31:22 AM fallorsesh thank you for being a voice of reason here.. im quite tired of folks in this community finding an obscure photo of, for example, the leadership of an org 

with a shady character and then chastising that same entire org or labeling them ped0 or something to that affect. pure lunacy

2/1/2020 7:32:32 AM nschlange Makes people move away. Find places where the rent is not so high.

2/1/2020 7:33:33 AM fallorsesh no disagreeing w/u, being nitpicky - natural law is and should be considered distinct from common law. natural law entails ether, magic if you will. 

bestowed upon each of us & manifesting an inherent sense of right/wrong, good/evil that has nothing to do with man made constructs.

2/1/2020 7:35:35 AM fallorsesh no, its really not. while i dont there are those that participate in those things... the overwhelming reason why these things occur (particularly in 

corporate/political spheres) is for control. Control and blackmail (see Epstein)

2/1/2020 7:36:12 AM fallorsesh trafficking "realm". speaka dee inglish?

2/1/2020 7:37:12 AM fallorsesh MJ's response here has been removed...at least when viewing with my account. they responded to this one, stating "More than likely."

2/1/2020 7:38:54 AM fallorsesh ivanka wasn't "trafficked". do you understand what that means? i dont she was exposed to elements of this, growing up in the posh NYC community 

that she did, but clearly, she was not "trafficked", com'n dude

2/1/2020 7:39:30 AM infooverload It’s halftime shows have devolved into pagan fertility rites

2/1/2020 7:40:17 AM fallorsesh people have alluded that it is, but where do you draw the line? do you honestly believe that everyone sporting a micket mouse icon, whether on their 

shirt, establishment, etc. is into this shit? com'n

2/1/2020 7:41:53 AM patriot_chris It drives dependence on the government, creates Democrat voters..

2/1/2020 7:42:08 AM aprilma12871252 I live near Toledo OH. It's really bad here.

2/1/2020 7:42:28 AM fallorsesh its definitely both. ALL religions are man-made control systems. and control systems are the fundamental basis for luciferianism, particularly those 

subscribing to satanism. ALL religions should be cast away and discarded in order to truly firm your relationship w/God.

2/1/2020 7:42:32 AM earth2nissy Yes! I'm in Santa Clarita and we live in a beautiful canyon getting ready to be torn apart by these people. 😔💔



2/1/2020 7:43:10 AM deb12233 Keeps people focused on money, instead of Life's true Source and meaning. Chasing somebody else's carrot at the end of somebody else's stick that 

said somebody else keeps moving to make carrots and banks of carrots seem meaningful.

2/1/2020 7:44:09 AM fallorsesh what are they specifically then? ET? if so, reptilian? at times, i understood the need for secrecy and cryptic responses, and then there are others, like in 

this case, where it damages credibility to do so.

2/1/2020 7:44:14 AM laura_621 Agree. Restart needed. Transparency and watchdog  in all organizations that involve children.  Who can be trusted with their care and  not be 

corrupted to commit crimes against the innocent .

2/1/2020 7:46:45 AM lightlove21121 Bless You ❣️

Yes there IS more than enough for all ♥️♥️♥️

2/1/2020 7:48:29 AM 2wheelninja500 Example pic.twitter.com/KbnP3TyN6W

2/1/2020 7:49:07 AM lightlove21121 Been paying my rent since I AM 17 years old. 

17 😏

The basement @ my parents wasn’t a nice play to BE ❣️

💋

2/1/2020 7:49:46 AM virginialouelle I've been thinking about this question. I'm thinking McDonald's, Burger King.

2/1/2020 7:50:43 AM virginialouelle Same here.

2/1/2020 7:51:16 AM fansblowing3 👌

2/1/2020 7:54:53 AM karina89350882 Congretualtion - with this Actions People get back their trust in their gouverment!

2/1/2020 8:09:38 AM batalysta only in his dreams.  

And then they were about "rape fantasies"

2/1/2020 8:10:12 AM batalysta Might it be easier to list those that aren't involved?

2/1/2020 8:12:19 AM freestateojones Weakens the family.

2/1/2020 8:13:37 AM fuknutz Rent = PITI (Principle+Interest+Taxes+Insurance)+Profit. 

That small chunk of profit per unit doesn't change much, but when housing prices skyrocket (+P) and when politicians raise property taxes (public 

schools for illegals), it's reflected in rental rates.

2/1/2020 8:18:36 AM jamiegrahamusa The #ForeclosureCrimes by banks and DS cabal. I lost a $1.3M condo with this in same neighborhood Kobe moved to in 2003. I was there when tbey 

first broke ground in Newport Coast. After 13yrs..and over 800k in equity. They sold it illegally. They kept the equity. Bass terds.

2/1/2020 8:19:35 AM highhopesusa They are thieves to do that.

2/1/2020 8:20:24 AM jamiegrahamusa I was on a $170k salary at the time. Payment was small. It was such a scam. Working fulltime...its hard to combat them. California is very corrupt and 

has been.

2/1/2020 8:22:33 AM narcissist_ghst Theoretically it should encourage people to buy.

2/1/2020 8:23:12 AM doorbell_q can you explain to me about duality? i think i missed something.

2/1/2020 8:23:20 AM jamiegrahamusa Now looking back it couldve been retaliation. I had a billionaire investor that was very powerful. I do not do ANYTHING if its not for the good of the 

people. Thats an issue w them i now know. I was only 35 at the time. Not woke. Just very gifted in tech. I got the hell out.

2/1/2020 8:26:16 AM robertrkimball High rent drives out low income. Poverty is the symptom of bad rent/income ratio. Poverty takes down individuals, families, communities.  People 

mistakenly rely on government to fix poverty. Economic truth - cities do not want to increase the % of residents who are low income.

2/1/2020 8:27:07 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes and they did it to a lot of people. Thats when we saw the tents and people sleeping in cars at walmart. All in 2008, 9, 10 AND NOW LOOK.

CA POLITICIANS like Pelosi etc should rot in hell. They ruined a beautiful land. No way will they run America. 👎

2/1/2020 8:27:30 AM der_wanderer8 Both Good and Evil necessary to improve https://twitter.com/Der_Wanderer8/status/1215154552112144384?s=19 …

2/1/2020 8:28:47 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romney_family …

About the Romney fam. since [Mittens] is in the news today-

"Romney also played an advisory role in the creation of condominium legislation with every other legislature in the U.S. Business Week hailed Romney 

as the 'Father of Condominiums'."

🧐😬😳

2/1/2020 8:32:01 AM evybaby61 LMFAO. Rent is high in California, New York, Seattle, Austin.......wait what’s the common thread here?  THERE ALL AREAS COMTROLLED BY 

DEMOCRATS!!!!!!!! Don’t F*****g

2/1/2020 8:32:07 AM wmerthon What are u claiming I'm wrong about?  I never said the symbols weren't acknowledged, I said the code words weren't... they weren't.

I never said Trump isn't making good progress, I said Obama arrested more... he did.  BO also passed anti-traff legis & EO's.  Both have done well.

2/1/2020 8:32:36 AM doorbell_q hey mj those ughurs imprisoned in china, are they being experiment on? such as given virus to and other bio weapons to release?

2/1/2020 8:33:08 AM evybaby61 DON’T BLAME DONALD TRUMP FOR WHAT THE DEMS HAVE DONE. THEYRE DIONG IT IN NEVADA TOO

2/1/2020 8:33:33 AM highhopesusa The meek will inherit the earth. Remembering when so many had California fever, it was the land of opportunities, sunshine, recreational destinations. 

They should be the wealthiest state in America and look at how nasty it is become in large cities. Shameful.

2/1/2020 8:34:28 AM magamatician It keeps out the freeloading liberals and illegal immigrants?

2/1/2020 8:35:02 AM zagnett  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2176398/Mitt-Romneys-250m-fortune-built-Englands-notorious-business-figures.html …

Should we pay rent to traffickers?🤔

"Mitt Romney built his $250 million fortune with the help of two of Britain's most disreputable business figures - Guinness fraudster Jack Lyons and 

crooked newspaper boss Robert Maxwell." (Ghislaine Maxwell's father)

2/1/2020 8:40:19 AM ewilliams22101 The 2008 crash was specifically intended to drive people from their homes.  Create more fodder for human trafficking.  #ThesePeopleAreSick

2/1/2020 8:42:02 AM jamiegrahamusa I agree. They took their nasty souls and barfed on every corner of CA.

With filth, disease, feces, drugs and poverty for those that really worked there. I paid a damn 35% tax. Sickening.

2/1/2020 8:45:59 AM mreveryman1 The problem is that there are too many laws and the process in general takes way too long. We have a #2A for a reason and a Constitution that tells us 

we are obligated to defeat enemies foreign and DOMESTIC, so we should just educate our children to do just that.

2/1/2020 8:46:05 AM earth2nissy Start with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2020 8:47:15 AM highhopesusa Had 3 cousins who migrated there in the mid-late 60’s, first went after serving in Vietnam, his brother visited him & decided to stay, then a sister 

visited the brothers & she stayed. All started out with little or nothing & built a life there, getting jobs & buying homes.



2/1/2020 8:48:07 AM patousada Stealing private property is the most american thing? Hahahaha

2/1/2020 8:49:32 AM normal_wizard I mean, it's what the nation was founded on, after all.

2/1/2020 8:50:18 AM jamiegrahamusa Thats great. Until we had these corrupt bass terds taking over and stealing wealth we sat on AND paid for to them for decade+. Now? Why dont we get 

repaid? Obummer bailed the theives out

2/1/2020 8:51:15 AM mcpatriot64 That’s obvious. Does she know everyone else hates her too?

2/1/2020 8:52:00 AM mcpatriot64 Arrest them all.

2/1/2020 8:52:41 AM mcpatriot64 Nancy.  Paid minion.  Look the other way as we take children.

2/1/2020 8:52:59 AM patousada You understand you can be the victim of a burglar too?

2/1/2020 8:54:50 AM mcpatriot64 Why can’t you stop this???

2/1/2020 8:54:52 AM jamiegrahamusa Sick bass terds.

2/1/2020 8:57:08 AM normal_wizard Pfff only if I actually owned anything worthwhile ;)

The ideal would be to "steal" all of the unused things that the "government"(=us anyways), and possibly dissociated corporate entities are claiming. 

Anything that's not being tended is fair game to all people born on Earth.

2/1/2020 8:58:58 AM earth2nissy Thank you! ❤️🙏

2/1/2020 8:59:07 AM lbf777 Drains the economy.

2/1/2020 9:03:40 AM patousada Banks are your enemy, not other people with properties.

2/1/2020 9:06:23 AM nickell_sylvia In my state high rents caused people to buy affordable houses because the mortgages were the same as or lower than renting.less transient voter base

2/1/2020 9:14:16 AM 11charlie111 😂

2/1/2020 9:14:48 AM begumchacha 😢

2/1/2020 9:21:58 AM lbf777 The people I’m talking about were sex addicts. Thats all they talked about.

2/1/2020 9:24:29 AM 11charlie111 Perhaps I’m not spiritually enlightened enough then because there is no forgiveness in my heart for the Hillarian 👹 pic.twitter.com/vkFjospTJj

2/1/2020 9:44:32 AM jakeglassmaker With cloning technology that currently exists death can be easily cheatable. Execute the clones. Everyone thinks the good guys just won. Evil continues 

to act in the shadows per our ignorance.

2/1/2020 9:46:50 AM justjenneb Sick, sick people

2/1/2020 9:49:56 AM laurabusse Filters out the riff raff

2/1/2020 9:51:53 AM bluepopcorn8 Wondering about how $TWT $GOOG $APPL etc. are planning with this:

@Redroadmaster @TechCrunch @NSAGov @DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TribbleIndustr1

 https://rawconservativeopinions.com/2020/01/31/tech-takedown-world-s-technology-supply-chain-facing-broken-chain-crisis-as-wuhan-quarantine-

threatens-critical-component-manufacturers-in-china/ …

2/1/2020 9:53:53 AM azuremagus Locks in "indentured servitude".

2/1/2020 9:56:54 AM wearediamonds2 Wipes out extra income (meaning freedom), creates despair, and encourages people to consider giving up and relying on government assistance to 

survive.

 

This is how they also get rid of creative people trying to improve the culture of their town/city i.e. quality of life.

2/1/2020 9:59:07 AM mickiedodge1 Perhaps 😋

2/1/2020 10:04:17 AM mongrelglory I went on the keto diet for health and weight loss reasons.  The diet doesn't allow legumes, and I was finding it difficult/too limited to just get my 

protein from eggs, cheese and nuts, so I started eating fish and meat again. My ulcerative colitis went into complete remission!

2/1/2020 10:07:59 AM boy12_jimmy @RudyGiuliani @senatemajldr @GOPLeader @SenTedCruz @dbongino @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @Jim_Jordan @DevinNunes 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SenateGOP @RepDougCollins @RepRatcliffe @SaraCarterDC @gatewaypundit @DonaldJTrumpJr @kimguilfoyle @KimStrassel 

@EricTrump @LisaMei62 @BrianKolfage https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1223661395331424256 …

2/1/2020 10:08:13 AM mongrelglory I feel guilty at times for eating animals, but my health and energy has been so good for 7 months now (other than a 2 week virus I caught from my 

friend's toddler).  I've lost weight and have more energy. I must point out that in Canada, salad veggies are expensive in the winter.

2/1/2020 10:09:20 AM fansblowing3 So when does impeachment 2.0 start?   It is an ongoing process from now until November and when DJT is re-elected it will continue for another four 

years.

2/1/2020 10:10:54 AM mongrelglory THC Hmmm... 🤔

2/1/2020 10:12:29 AM mongrelglory Make people consider buying a home instead of renting.

2/1/2020 10:15:02 AM adsvel What percent of children are trafficked out off planet, e.g. Mars?

2/1/2020 10:16:30 AM highupnorse Source?

2/1/2020 10:18:08 AM mongrelglory The problem is for those who barely meet lending requirements for mortgages...they end up being preyed upon by creditors.

2/1/2020 10:18:25 AM the_loveoflight What are those cage circular looking things on top of this boat? Seen several  like this pic.twitter.com/NWVPaNJXtP

2/1/2020 10:22:42 AM mongrelglory Exactly! 👆 Forces low income people into high density government subsidized housing where the government can control their lives. Gets the 

population off of those greenbelts that the elite want to reserve for their own use.😒

2/1/2020 10:22:51 AM lorieve lol, no one will have to tell us when "the storm" comes to Terra firma, silly rabbit.

2/1/2020 10:23:20 AM keith369me Part of the “Turn Texas Blue” plan?  Flood California with illegals and technology, raising housing prices, forcing Dems to cities like Austin, etc.

2/1/2020 10:23:48 AM beanbeankitty 😘🥰

2/1/2020 10:24:47 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Z1JsregHOk

2/1/2020 10:24:54 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/qtZrjHbcxZ

2/1/2020 10:25:15 AM mongrelglory They would have been comedies. 😉

2/1/2020 10:25:28 AM smith_jere It indicates there is more demand spurned by what, economic growth? People fleeing liberal states?

2/1/2020 10:25:56 AM t_hayden07 Pushes families out on the street! I know ALL ABOUT THIS. Rent here, has increased 100% in the last 3 or 4 years. Its crazy.....no one can afford 

anything!

2/1/2020 10:26:58 AM mongrelglory That's reassuring to hear that our donations might still do some good.  Thanks! 👍

2/1/2020 10:30:00 AM steve22522063 Epic and true

2/1/2020 10:38:37 AM miss_ampie Expand my thinking. I am very willing to pore over every piece of evidence if you will please provide it.

2/1/2020 10:38:38 AM stoneturnr Gravitational waves are coming to our planet from the Betelgeuse region. Detected a month after this thread.

Is Betelgeuse dimming a totally natural occurrence or something else? Space Force related? Antarctica device? 

https://www.sciencealert.com/astronomers-detected-weird-gravitational-waves-from-the-direction-of-betelgeuse …

2/1/2020 10:39:33 AM loosedemon1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

this ties the virus, climate change (maunder min) with lockdown, china meltdown, potential food & money shortages etc - concerning to say the least

s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jk3g9hrvhJc 

comments appreciated

2/1/2020 10:42:15 AM d_santino_ Thanks I will take a look

2/1/2020 10:44:49 AM rikudochan coincidences are fun !

2/1/2020 10:45:52 AM gingerbanana2 Ummmmm no.  I have property and by that logic my neighbor could come take it...I think not.

2/1/2020 10:48:25 AM rosscarwalker Move to a suffering free diet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory



2/1/2020 10:50:50 AM normal_wizard The implication based on the OP was against property being rented. A giant 'fuck you' to the entire system of debt-slavery, in which everybody who 

lives anywhere claims ownership of the place, and everybody who doesn't have somewhere to live claims ownership of unoccupied land.

2/1/2020 11:02:08 AM ragstorm High rent in red states causes what

Drives people to lower cost States, where they continue their inane voting verticals and change the game in those districts to what it was in the 

sh1thole areas they came from

Think peeps

Why would socialist policies succeed here & fail there

2/1/2020 11:04:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remember these pundits for Election 2020. Most of them are still on the air selling you lies that 45 would be impeached and that he colluded with 

Russia. 

GAME'S OVER!

[Schiff&Co]?

FUNNIEST TRUMP CAN'T WIN COMPILATION  https://youtu.be/G87UXIH8Lzo  via @YouTube

2/1/2020 11:06:12 AM udkin9dom Don’t have enough characters! 😅

2/1/2020 11:06:54 AM the_loveoflight Who are the Tartaria people? pic.twitter.com/tyRCT78i7i

2/1/2020 11:08:23 AM johnbpfeifer1 They never saw it coming.

2/1/2020 11:08:49 AM lbf777 This is all a fake show. Pelosi, Schiff and Trump are all allied stage actors acting out their roles in a mock trial.

2/1/2020 11:10:35 AM shinethelightq Thank you.

2/1/2020 11:19:05 AM aprilbrown99 Exactly. There are so many apartment complexes going up in my area of Orange County. It is crazy.

2/1/2020 11:20:03 AM ginger_carlyle I could watch this compilation over and over. The American people@need to be reminded how #FakeNews got that title in first place.

2/1/2020 11:20:13 AM 369palm I think it’s great. I love new construction.

2/1/2020 11:20:52 AM nine_six3 Thank you for the response!!! I get where you're coming from. I was a vegetarian for 3 years and decided to reintroduce fish, as I felt the urge/need to. 

Not a lot but enough to sustain the level of nutrition I felt was necessary. I too feel guilty eating the flesh of a fish. 1/5

2/1/2020 11:21:29 AM nine_six3 Feels hypocritical to eat fish and stand firmly against eating poultry, beef, or pork. As if those animals lives somehow carry more importance than the 

Life of a fish. So, lately I stopped eating fish again. 2/5

2/1/2020 11:21:38 AM aprilbrown99 Wish they would open some of them up to the homless instead of sitting there empty and vacant. Still so many homeless in my city. Very 

heartbreaking.

2/1/2020 11:22:08 AM nine_six3 Both of my parents are from islands and their diets relied heavily on Fish. If our genetics play an important role in what we should be consuming, then 

eating meat or not seems much more complicated than 'personal preference/morality'. 3/5

2/1/2020 11:22:32 AM nine_six3 I’m curious how we properly navigate our diets to find a perfect balance between not wanting to take part in the animal slaughtering business, and 

sustaining an optimal healthy nutrition; all while maintaining a clean, high vibratory state. 4/5

2/1/2020 11:23:17 AM nine_six3 I want to use every tool possible to increase Consciousness and the ability to ascend… That being said, perhaps I will go back to eating fish and simply 

acknowledge the loss of life each time I consume fish flesh and hope that somehow properly balances my karma/energy. 5/5

2/1/2020 11:23:24 AM 369palm I understand exactly what you mean. I was living half a block off Hollywood Blvd the last couple of years and it just got to the point where it was so 

filthy off the side streets I decided to leave.

2/1/2020 11:27:52 AM aprilbrown99 There will come a day when no one is homless or hungry ever again. I AM looking forward to that day. ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨

2/1/2020 11:29:33 AM nocommunistusa Is he a known Communist? Yes.

2/1/2020 11:30:25 AM 369palm The solution is to drop the cost of living to zero or as close as possible to zero. All of the popular prescriptions from the left raise costs and stifle 

investment and innovation.  It’s the recipe for the crisis we see in major cities all over the USA.

2/1/2020 11:31:41 AM aprilbrown99 I agree completely! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

2/1/2020 11:33:57 AM jadedl Good one! It shows the disdain BOTH sides had for him. WTP weren't fooled!

NO to #CrookedHillary 

NO to #MockingbirdMSM

#4MoreYears of @realDonaldTrump 

(the look on [THEIR] faces as he was sworn in!)

#Winning! pic.twitter.com/DmAx1Rbxl2

2/1/2020 11:34:38 AM saver706  pic.twitter.com/vw9IYxVcZv

2/1/2020 11:36:32 AM twilly18 4+5 = 9

will Pres. Trump show us his time machine in his 2nd term?

2/1/2020 11:37:08 AM nine_six3 I saw someone calling people like "Us" Cult Members... I couldn't help but to Laugh Out Loud. Some people are so mind controlled and asleep, they do 

not recognize that We were all born into the biggest Cult of them all!!! 

Many around me still believe this Deceptive Nonsense.

2/1/2020 11:39:57 AM matrixslayer1 💯

2/1/2020 11:43:44 AM rosscarwalker Interesting, what makes you think that? Can you confirm?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2020 11:44:24 AM mark68819850 Yea Nashville is INSANE now.. been the only blue county along with Memphis in TN.. Need to make at least 80,000/yr to survive.. Huge surge the past 5 

years!!

2/1/2020 11:46:00 AM q_stickle Been thinking the same thing

2/1/2020 11:46:41 AM lbf777 Yes this fake political show is explained in the Protocols of Zion world conquest guide. It says the Goyim have never realized that politicians pretend to 

fight on stage so that we think they are divided & fighting for us. Also an ancient Egyptian drawing says the same thing.

2/1/2020 11:46:57 AM gingerchick1234 I never get tired of watching them go down to President Trump.

2/1/2020 11:47:37 AM lbf777 Even a 12 year old boy asked me if politics is staged. I said in fact it is but why do you ask? He said it looks staged. It looks fake. I was shocked because 

he was only 12. Even the kids realize it.

2/1/2020 11:56:05 AM speaklife595 I woukd agree, but this current round of the show, is to force ppl to see the bad acting that they could see b4, so they get redpilled wake up and strt 

relising how the world is run. They couldn't be told it, they had to be shown. Kids can c beter thrn old adults stuck in matrix

2/1/2020 11:56:20 AM capparmenter OH THIS IS A SUBVERSIVE REFERENCE TO THE MAN WHO RAN FOR PRESIDENT/GOVERNOR/SOMETHING, AND HIS NAME WAS "THE RENT IS TOO 

DAMN HIGH" !!! TRUE STORY FROM YEARS AGO !! HE'S COMING BACK TO RUN AS A DEMO-RAT!!!

2/1/2020 11:59:45 AM djlok "Sustainable Development" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsSKxhyyTGA …

2/1/2020 12:00:10 PM melanieanders7 Proof they never thought she would lose. She did. And it was a glorious defeat!

2/1/2020 12:01:43 PM alight412 Create more homelessness and reduce housing for those working who just barely can afford housing.

2/1/2020 12:02:01 PM matrixslayer1 Herd the slaves into a densely populated city with mega high rises to house and control them.

2/1/2020 12:03:16 PM lbf777 You are again assuming the Gov has good intentions. In reality the people are inevitably realizing it’s all fake. It was only a matter of time.



2/1/2020 12:05:21 PM hgraceq @LisaMei62

@martingeddes

@SeanCordicon

@Inevitable_ET

@40_head

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@beer_parade

@carmindabrendel
2/1/2020 12:05:34 PM alight412 Have you got a site I can learn more about loosh and harvesting. I get the idea of cloning.

2/1/2020 12:05:48 PM mongrelglory i.e. "Inner city housing projects".

2/1/2020 12:11:15 PM jkmaalouf  pic.twitter.com/53J4Bwatp1

2/1/2020 12:16:02 PM atashfire Looking glass owes the Witch a refund.

2/1/2020 12:18:23 PM cny_micaa Makes people work to exhaustion to pay for home. Too tired to get involved or educate themselves on much of anything. Trapped in survival mode, 

can't elevate their consciousness?

2/1/2020 12:21:26 PM miketierno1 TRUMP

2020

UNCHAINED

2/1/2020 12:25:28 PM jaded_pearl  https://maureenstgermain.com/2017/11/02/your-fear-and-worry-create-negative-loosh-2/ …

2/1/2020 12:35:55 PM rghardy3 I hope it comes [SOON] !

2/1/2020 12:48:27 PM alight412 That was an excellent article!

I also gained a better understanding of chi. Sending love your way!

2/1/2020 12:50:36 PM mbj8388 Disney's new ride.  #MouseRulesApply 🤔 @Hearts4America @LoveBling6 @Kaleigh23673557 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

All I can think of each time I read that - is #KateSpade hubby wearing Mouse/Rat mask the day & week after her death.  

https://twitter.com/WaltDisneyWorld/status/1223266278703607816 … pic.twitter.com/AmQR6nMP4w

2/1/2020 12:50:40 PM freestateojones Schiff and co. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1223126478147031040?s=19 …

2/1/2020 1:11:24 PM freestateojones Who knows where the bodies are buried?

2/1/2020 1:12:15 PM mongrelglory I think they're liquified...😖 (biofuel companies).

2/1/2020 1:17:57 PM coastal2002 They ruin our states. Drives me crazy

2/1/2020 1:40:36 PM vaporking Yet, here are the photos of misc pieces of the helicopter after cleanup.  Notice any discrepancies? Blue in one, black in the other?  Calling shenanigans. 

pic.twitter.com/GSvWf7S89t

2/1/2020 1:41:55 PM straightshorts Buy a more pragmatic car?

2/1/2020 1:48:09 PM georgiapeach904 such arrogance.

2/1/2020 1:49:33 PM snotwistr Excellent piece of work here! Great stuff.

2/1/2020 1:54:25 PM debwevans IS-BE?

2/1/2020 2:09:37 PM sheilas11 Awesome video!!! 

The swearing in is the best. Pelosi gumming, Schumer’s “lovely wife” right behind Trump. 

How did he/she get that spot????

2/1/2020 2:10:07 PM sheilas11 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

2/1/2020 2:11:53 PM curiouspatriot7 The black design/paint was a temporary wrap. It was blue & white underneath.

2/1/2020 2:17:11 PM olimyracle Thank you for the great job! pic.twitter.com/63DspltMCZ

2/1/2020 2:31:23 PM heike_ngan What inflates rent prices?

2/1/2020 3:01:53 PM agoodyear2015 As somebody who didn't follow American politics closely, I could never understand the meanness and cruel jibes thrown at Trump during the election, 

especially after witnessing Clinton steal the primary.  It made me feel sorry for him and hoped he would win.  LOL

2/1/2020 3:14:47 PM 369369rv 💜💜💜💜💜💜💜💜

2/1/2020 3:36:06 PM decodematrix  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Martians_(scientists) …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2020 3:37:08 PM richzen2 Suck people in slavery

2/1/2020 3:38:01 PM vapedoktor F__k Rent now... I'm in Bergen County NJ and Work for ATT... I make less than people on Welfare after 20 Years...

My next Home...I Think 😎 pic.twitter.com/fLoMUXUxfD

2/1/2020 3:42:58 PM lynnedeena #MAGA

#STOPHUMANTRAFFICKING

#SAVEOURCHILDREN

#DRAINTHESWAMP

#ARRESTTRAFFICKERS

#CONFISCATEALLMONIES

#ENDTHISEVILSCOURGE

#HEALRENEWANDLOVEVICTIMS

#THEBESTISYETTOCOME
2/1/2020 3:46:00 PM finall00p Anyone else have weird constellation like freckle shapes on them? Always thought mine was signifigant. Curious to see if others have similar 

@Hippocampus88 @Warrior_4Truth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Kieuv5WQwm

2/1/2020 3:52:16 PM chooselove108 Punishment doesn't fit the crime...should be harder...

2/1/2020 3:55:44 PM sanandaemanuel This account, @LightOnConspira and the person behind it.

Worth a follow and a deep research from everyone into #Qanon #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #FakeNews 

#FakeTerror #FakePandemic #Corona #CoronaVirus

#WorldNews #Important #Research #GreatAwakening

2/1/2020 4:01:30 PM vapedoktor Furthermore...I just Tweeted this...It's True

My Grandfather owned a Farm and lost it in The Great Depression...because of a Sewer Bill... and now ATT owns his Back Yard...

And I'm effin Homeless... Founders said what about central banks?. .

2/1/2020 4:03:53 PM vapedoktor Jefferson Quote

If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first by inflation, then by deflation, the banks and corporations 

that will grow up around them will deprive the people of all property until their children wake up homeless..

2/1/2020 4:11:25 PM theirishred111 I have one that looks like the state of Maine. It’s more of a birthmark but freckle colored.

2/1/2020 4:21:05 PM vaporking Wreckage shown. pic.twitter.com/HPSWt0txzh

2/1/2020 4:28:09 PM smooth19661 Very informative 1 minute and 37 sec. educate yourself .

2/1/2020 4:45:04 PM finall00p Really!? What is it? I'm guessing mine is affiliated with Orian. I thought someone else had to be apart of this!



2/1/2020 4:53:53 PM tamravee NOT FREE  .

IMPEACH TRUMP. pic.twitter.com/nRN85SYIE8

2/1/2020 4:53:56 PM wild8heart And where is the limit with addiction?

2/1/2020 5:13:21 PM maewest52499669 💔😢👿

2/1/2020 5:21:49 PM kidge6 The next day, Dec. 18, 2018.  Not reported until March, it seems. https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-47607696 …

2/1/2020 5:22:11 PM kidge6  https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/huge-meteor-explosion-a-wake-up-call-for-planetary-defense/ …

2/1/2020 5:24:04 PM fififnawfnaw If you can't afford rent, you certainly won't be able to save up the 20% of the price of a home for a down payment. Small homes around here, 

$250,000.00

2/1/2020 5:29:00 PM kellybear911 @M2Madness

@realDonaldTrump

@QAlertsApp

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76 https://www.facebook.com/thedeplorablechoir/videos/567501797135058/ …

2/1/2020 5:30:30 PM rwright57 Thanks for sharing, is this for real?

2/1/2020 5:36:31 PM mongrelglory Avg. home price in the Toronto area is $850,000 currently.  There are people who can afford rent, but won't want to pour money down the drain if 

rents are high, so might decide to buy.  In Canada I think you can still get a mortgage with a 5% downpayment but a higher mtg rate.

2/1/2020 5:38:14 PM spooky49 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1222942554850648065 …

2/1/2020 5:44:19 PM finall00p I've always had an understanding that's it was a mark given by my soul family. It's nice to hear their are others out there.

2/1/2020 5:48:42 PM ianmoon89785460 check out time at 5:20 about him talking and encouraging dark beast muse   

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab7znwmU5LQ&feature=youtu.be …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2020 5:54:25 PM finall00p I'm with you on the dream thing. Lately seeing "sectors" best way I can describe it. Like if you've ever seen the movie The Giver. & I'm always flying to 

and from. Strange but nice

2/1/2020 6:04:02 PM nanablue37 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/1/2020 6:29:40 PM richardalan Define "Soon"

2/1/2020 6:31:54 PM jimmymack82 I bet seeing your favorite people being locked up for crimes against humanity would open your eyes. #TheGreatAwakening

2/1/2020 6:34:35 PM anonpatriotccj Spot on answer!👍

2/1/2020 6:41:41 PM sarahndipity09 Wish I could believe that would happen.  I know too many Dems who remain with eyes wide shut.  You would think that their eyes would be popping 

right now.  Alas, they continue to believe orange man bad. Sad

2/1/2020 6:44:31 PM majic_eyes_qnly It's definitely not me DW is talking about, nor are MJ-12 my sidekick. I'm not any kind of insider. I'm an outsider decoding Q's and Majestic 12's 

messages, especially for other people and not just myself. 

Majestic 12's tweets about David Wilcock ('DW'):

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3Ats_sci_majic12%20dw&src=typed_query …

2/1/2020 6:54:37 PM finall00p Exactly 👊

2/1/2020 7:11:45 PM lbf777 I knew a guy who had a different girl every night. Not pedo.

Pedos are cold in that they hurt children for personal pleasure. Very few people are low enough to do such things.

2/1/2020 7:14:25 PM peterjonathanna MJ12 implied she was one of the trafficked girls under Epstein and that Trump adopted her.

2/1/2020 7:17:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly Also, I haven't seen David Wilcock ever cover Majestic 12's Twitter account, because someone who knows him should bring it to his attention. I don't 

know if Wilcock is aware of their account. He does cover Q, and from that point of view he should at least look at MJ-12's Twitter.

2/1/2020 7:38:42 PM zincink it forces you to live with family in hopes you survive the next round of yearly layoffs, it makes you good at being poor, it creates arguments, it makes 

people kill, it makes people use drugs cause they feel useless, it makes people homeless pic.twitter.com/DQWaPrSzZj

2/1/2020 7:39:34 PM cosmic_engineer Cult45 😋

2/1/2020 7:41:17 PM zincink in NJ it is about 2k in a suburb which would require you to also have a vehicle, expensive car insurance, gas & dodge the shittiest drivers on the planet

2/1/2020 7:45:05 PM zincink I think creative people should play a huge trick on those that follow the crowd.

2/1/2020 7:56:54 PM 040118054_17  https://calmatters.org/commentary/gavin-newsoms-keeping-it-all-in-the-family/ …

2/1/2020 7:57:23 PM 040118054_17  https://calmatters.org/commentary/gavin-newsoms-keeping-it-all-in-the-family/ …

2/1/2020 8:00:20 PM igotyourkeys Liberalism has destroyed enforcement, while the rest of us watched.

2/1/2020 8:06:39 PM do_or_do_notty This resonates highly with me

2/1/2020 8:15:24 PM sunspot406 Everyday our dream must die for "them".

2/1/2020 8:29:11 PM keith369me Welcome to the club.  Blocked last year for following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/1/2020 8:41:41 PM brandonmccarr12 Thats what I was thinking also

2/1/2020 8:51:11 PM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://coffeerelax.co/trump-invokes-article-9-to-begin-prosecution-of-democrats-for-treason/ …

2/1/2020 8:51:58 PM alexcabrera56 Really 😳 explain?

2/1/2020 8:56:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 12:21

Coincidence?

[Schiff&Co]? https://twitter.com/GOP/status/1223396101727932417 …

2/1/2020 8:57:56 PM frdmbellsring They thought it was over with Epstein gone. With him outta the way, what could go wrong. Oh wait, there's others, Maxwell and Chandler. They were 

Epstein's procurer and handler. On the plane with Bill they did ride. Will they face doom from Arkancide? pic.twitter.com/iZlSmABGFv

2/1/2020 8:58:28 PM girlawakeinca 🔥 Eradicate it from the earth. 🔥

Thank you POTUS. 

We support you 💯.

2/1/2020 8:59:21 PM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

No Such Thing!!!

Game's Over!

2/1/2020 9:00:32 PM worldxplorer1 Majestic

3 6 9

No coincidences

2/1/2020 9:02:05 PM hawkgirlinmn I wonder what will happen on 2/3/2020?  Majestic Date. A good 369 day for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to express and/or disclose more. Numerolgy matters.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223832441036640321 …

2/1/2020 9:03:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rotate & Overlap with Roswell, NM.

What hides under the ice in that precise location?

Why? https://twitter.com/universal_sci/status/1223782395452776449 …

2/1/2020 9:04:07 PM swanders3 God Bless your administration Mr. President. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸



2/1/2020 9:05:05 PM islandofdelight Ships and Bases.

2/1/2020 9:05:35 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/bjrJshvGnW

2/1/2020 9:05:48 PM palmdalekid2 Anything, everything, and nothing pic.twitter.com/BXZkOpCCSP

2/1/2020 9:06:09 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/BTlfI1GjXc

2/1/2020 9:06:11 PM vetgeek85027 And do you know, that is a composite OR a CGI....of the Earth!

2/1/2020 9:06:25 PM dironablu2u Epstein?

2/1/2020 9:06:48 PM jonesy4671 Downed spaceships?

2/1/2020 9:07:27 PM dka8604 Antarctica circles the earth, it’s what holds in the oceans. pic.twitter.com/p0pikFjw6g

2/1/2020 9:08:56 PM grand3americano Stargate?

2/1/2020 9:09:41 PM finall00p My guess is reptilians and cloning centers. Massive tech

2/1/2020 9:09:46 PM girlawakeinca There’s a reason it’s a no fly zone for the world...my guess is entire communities.

2/1/2020 9:09:47 PM blue_marbleeyes And then there's Greenland. 

Do a Google Earth of Greenland. 

Its a LITERAL NOTHING TO SEE HERE

2/1/2020 9:10:14 PM rosas7043 More ancient and perhaps the largest pyramid of all. It’s the epicenter of human history

2/1/2020 9:12:41 PM anonpatriotccj This is very interesting to me. Can’t wait to read more replies.

2/1/2020 9:13:38 PM queueit003 Please share your knowledge, Majic12.

2/1/2020 9:13:47 PM keith369me Reading responses hoping to get clarity and more confused than initially.  Follow up information for direction please.

2/1/2020 9:13:59 PM johnnymerckx  https://youtu.be/fYcoJgKyIe4?t=77 …

2/1/2020 9:14:18 PM cosmicphoenix5 Pyramids? pic.twitter.com/0APUhPfauL

2/1/2020 9:17:38 PM lonewolfbuilder (-80.9945536, -168.9823437) pic.twitter.com/aJOmnmZz8d

2/1/2020 9:22:19 PM chris_cmselec DUMB?

2/1/2020 9:22:39 PM n7guardiananon Isn't that near the location of those missing Scientists???

2/1/2020 9:22:48 PM blue_collaranon What an odd map overlay. 

The Ross Sea is also in that vicinity. 

What else happened in the Ross Sea?

2/1/2020 9:23:40 PM hgraceq Massive motherships that crashed landed, beings escaping a cataclysm on Mars

Atlantis?

Either way, much of the progressive tech (of the time) originated from back engineered tech. The Nazis truly hijacked the region and conducted 

building of many “out of this world” craft.

2/1/2020 9:23:42 PM tomchiodo When do we transition from private exterminations (eg no name) to public perp walks then public extermination’s?

2/1/2020 9:24:08 PM sdane8 😂

2/1/2020 9:25:59 PM stellarstellaq If I drilled all the way through the earth I could connect those 2 points.

2/1/2020 9:26:11 PM melodynorton529 Deep Underground Military Base

2/1/2020 9:27:02 PM sdane8 3:3

2/1/2020 9:27:12 PM hgraceq Likely a major portal there. magnetics go haywire there. Google images of long cigar shaped facilities leading to “nowhere”

Major ecosystems thrive underneath certain parts of the ice & almost functions separate from earth. 

The red flag is we’re completely kept in “the dark”.

2/1/2020 9:28:27 PM hgraceq Antarctica means 'no bears are all mythical'. Comes from a Roman version of the Greek word that is antarktike. “Anti-” a synonym for the opposite in 

English as well as in Greek. Thus, Antarctica means opposite of Arctic land, “Anti-” plus the Arctic which forms a compound word

2/1/2020 9:29:27 PM sdane8 I wasn't aware of that. Thx

2/1/2020 9:29:49 PM edmundstodd Mountains of Madness pic.twitter.com/Lexa2ZYG6K

2/1/2020 9:30:15 PM born_summer62 #Trump2020LandslideVictory pic.twitter.com/UQlDfTtstB

2/1/2020 9:30:51 PM decodematrix Ancient city ruins

Ancient libraries with metal scrolls etched with lasers.

Frozen “Pre-Adamite” beings (Ea people) with elongated skulls from the Orion Federation.

3 large spaceships over a mile in diameter each.

Neuschwabenland Nazi space port.

Draco base.

2/1/2020 9:30:57 PM dka8604 Where do I start?   My first clue that got me researching was President Nixon’s video talking to Neil Armstrong from a corded phone, in the Oval Office.  

Armstrong of course was supposedly on the moon.  Research Flat Earth.  Joshua 10:13.

2/1/2020 9:31:26 PM hgraceq That all in mind, can you imagine the civilizations that existed there? Under the sea? Under the ice ??

Atlantis ? pic.twitter.com/SzuMgGfdzl

2/1/2020 9:31:32 PM sdane8 Admiral Byrd 😊

2/1/2020 9:31:43 PM charmanda9 An entrance? The ship landed on the wrong continent?

2/1/2020 9:32:18 PM jeff57253103 REALLY! Do we have a genuine image? Please share

2/1/2020 9:32:36 PM mossomo  pic.twitter.com/ydduQmniW9

2/1/2020 9:33:12 PM realityloominng If Earth is a closed system, then it will eventually be overpopulated simpleton

2/1/2020 9:33:34 PM lifeiss17041348 Things that have been hidden, but not for long. I just wish I were younger and could really enjoy the fruits of our forthcoming reality.

2/1/2020 9:36:23 PM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLheTt8SVCQ&list=PLxk4mYCCOpOy-QcD81aJNGBn_5PTdFUDm …

2/1/2020 9:36:37 PM snotwistr I always thought this movie was really about Antarctica. pic.twitter.com/IUy97ukOii

2/1/2020 9:37:12 PM deplorableaeon I heard it wasn't wasn't that, but a holy relic that had great power, like the Rod of God, or the longerin something or other, which is a part to a set that 

the DS are trying to bring together. They sent the head of the Orthodox Church down there. Then *poof* no more news.

2/1/2020 9:37:58 PM kaur_diva Please watch....Deception in plain sight.  Greenland is not a continent, yet it is mapped in a greater size than Africa. https://youtu.be/vVX-PrBRtTY 

2/1/2020 9:38:07 PM chris_cmselec Ok now I got it, thank you

2/1/2020 9:39:03 PM nine_six3 No idea if I understood this correctly but I'm thinking it sits over the 'Rockefeller Plateau' area... I'll attach two photos. pic.twitter.com/FeKIgDa4th

2/1/2020 9:40:03 PM sexylarrytate Meantime the only thing the Dems are dismantling is their own party. Let the Squad, Hillary, Biden and Bernie all have that catfight. #riggedDNC

2/1/2020 9:40:09 PM rizzo1megan Looks like a face. pic.twitter.com/NF62Whc9jw

2/1/2020 9:40:37 PM azuremagus Ancient city +

2/1/2020 9:40:53 PM intenceman My left socks... thank you for finding them!!

2/1/2020 9:42:42 PM yellamoj Deep Underground Military Base.

Stargate.



2/1/2020 9:43:55 PM jonle86 Any of those real maps on the internet? What's it called?

2/1/2020 9:44:02 PM irah_chandler South pole entrance to inner earth

2/1/2020 9:45:14 PM djmurphy5 What movie is that?

2/1/2020 9:45:17 PM jonle86 If it's not a continent then what is it?

2/1/2020 9:46:15 PM diggersdad1 Rotate left, right or full 180?

2/1/2020 9:46:32 PM james80216387 The Ark of the covenant is still in Jerusalem.

2/1/2020 9:46:36 PM snotwistr Prometheus

2/1/2020 9:46:47 PM brainfreeze76 I’ve recently seen much evidence suggesting that Mitt Romney is involved in human trafficking. Mitt is also highly involved in the Mormon Church 

corporate division. My question; Is the Mormon Church at the higher levels of the presidency involved in human trafficking as well?

2/1/2020 9:49:03 PM mr_fedorable Ancient Supercomputer. Sentient A.I

2/1/2020 9:49:12 PM girlawakeinca Not all of it is off limits, but some is. It’s even disguised on 

G 👀 gle maps if u look closely. Inquiring minds want to know where the Stargate, looking glass &/or jumproom could be. 

https://youtu.be/XKvLHLqPUQc 

2/1/2020 9:50:08 PM stclair00 Possibly who would answer that correctly without mighty luck, less than....?

2/1/2020 9:52:13 PM irah_chandler Well and all of what @DecodeMatrix said

2/1/2020 9:53:03 PM kaur_diva Mercators map and Gal-Peters projection.

2/1/2020 9:56:37 PM _robertrice A second stargate

2/1/2020 9:59:29 PM perwife Being ex-mormon, I wouldn't doubt it. Nelson literally laughed at a woman who was scared she'd have to share her husband in heaven & say pay them 

10% of your wages instead of feeding your kids. They're evil.

2/1/2020 10:02:07 PM peterwa96366580  pic.twitter.com/GtIrGHfckr

2/1/2020 10:02:42 PM legacy_over At a camp near Marie Byrd Land, some dozen scientists disappeared for two weeks and when they re-appeared. They would not talk about their 

experiences and “their faces looked scared.”

#nocoincidences

2/1/2020 10:05:49 PM decodematrix Stargate.

Entrance to inner-Earth.

2/1/2020 10:08:13 PM stoblue65542328 White hats have taken over the DUMBS at Area 51.

2/1/2020 10:08:18 PM nine_six3 The area is quite close to where Linda M. Howe has reported on. She’s done interviews with Military Whistleblowers & discussing witnessing an 

octagonal Mothership that has begun to show itself through the melting ice. Pics from -->  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oQhB3K6hvw … Her 

DOCU trailer. pic.twitter.com/oL8oNww2jO

2/1/2020 10:10:10 PM frymanmyloe What does that tablet say

2/1/2020 10:10:58 PM frymanmyloe What is the ark of gabriel

2/1/2020 10:11:33 PM grandma26244385 HMM, OVERLAPPING SIMILARITIES. MY QUESS.

GENETICS, SUPERSOLDIERS, COMMUNICATIONS, AND 

KIDS1  WANT MORE

2/1/2020 10:12:30 PM nine_six3 The Military Whistleblowers also mention that there are many symbols inside and one that was familiar is 'The Order of the Black Sun', type symbol. 

Pics from Linda M. Howe's DOCU trailer -->  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6oQhB3K6hvw … Not sure but perhaps MJ12 is referring to Buried 

Mothership(s)!!! pic.twitter.com/hmB0XU0M2L

2/1/2020 10:14:15 PM fluffypup915 IMO looks like a crater or a hole.  Maybe it's the entrance to #HollowEarth ? 🤔

2/1/2020 10:18:07 PM nine_six3 Can't find the free video Linda M.Howe had up w/ interviews... I think it's been taken down maybe since the release of the documentary. I could be 

very wrong though. 

Hope I'm not too off base here 😬

Exciting if we are being lead to downed MShips under the ice. Very exciting!!!

2/1/2020 10:20:31 PM avshara rope, .45, .223..   

These things will test the meddle of a person but the punishments must be dealt, publicly and swiftly.

2/1/2020 10:22:32 PM davethadude369 ...🎶And a partridge in a pear tree!🎶

2/1/2020 10:24:00 PM jamiegrahamusa The Antartica melting is necessary for #Disclosure

2/1/2020 10:29:02 PM nine_six3 Your wish WILL come true! We'll get some age reversing tech. Optimal maturity. MJ12 has said "Youth defies the illusionary reality of aging... We can 

fix the aging process. Not Science Fiction. There is more than one way to live longer. Occult Knowledge."

MESSAGE over Messenger

2/1/2020 10:29:53 PM tammymckeever Prometheus

2/1/2020 10:29:56 PM mile_voli_disk0 @almostjingo @BeachJunkie67 @Liee4Trump @Inevitable_ET @SeanCordicon @12BravoGran @kevincorke @WattersWorld @JesseBWatters 

@SaveAmerica2Q2Q @elianatrue @AKA_RealDirty @GeorgeMNasif @TheMtljo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mil_ops @LarrySchweikart @CoreysDigs 

@HYVEE7 @40_head @55true4u

2/1/2020 10:31:19 PM davethadude369 "It's already too late. Don't even bother to look behind you", would be my guess.

2/1/2020 10:33:48 PM twilly18 Ice!

It's cold!

2/1/2020 10:38:27 PM lightonthehill "It is to icy Antarctica that we look to find answers to the very roots of  civilization - —answers which may yet be preserved in the frozen depths of  the fo 

rgotten island continent.’"

2/1/2020 10:41:35 PM agentk20529383  pic.twitter.com/5eKSBryt3G

2/1/2020 10:48:01 PM its_hktk Yeah I heard the audio,wonder what went wrong in such a short time. Pilot was talking then a few seconds later no reply

2/1/2020 10:48:51 PM elias45732367 Is GESARA and NESARA real?

2/1/2020 10:52:51 PM nine_six3 #TheGreatAwakening

#Disclosure 

Mother Earth's contribution to Humanities Freedom!!!

2/1/2020 10:55:54 PM agentk20529383 Lol pic.twitter.com/1XdagnQlQT

2/1/2020 10:58:58 PM jaqparch Linda Moulton Howe is an interesting search. There’s an interview she did with a navy officer pilot ‘Brian’ who flew C130’s in Antartica. He talks of 

missing scientists, flying over the entrance to the inner earth......and lots more, fascinating, and extremely believable

2/1/2020 10:59:06 PM justicetime7 Fun with numbers.

 https://twitter.com/JerryDunleavy/status/1223833673809588226?s=20 …

2/1/2020 11:00:56 PM davethadude369  https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/01/30/doomsday-prep-for-the-super-rich …

2/1/2020 11:02:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Both Majestic. pic.twitter.com/VrYRs4MBmu

2/1/2020 11:03:15 PM jaqparch Linda Moulton Howe is an interesting search. There’s an interview she did with a navy officer pilot ‘Brian’ who flew C130’s in Antartica. He talks of 

missing scientists, flying over the entrance to the inner earth......and lots more, fascinating, and extremely believable

2/1/2020 11:04:16 PM hammerheart78 Great to see, but it looks like Canada is going down in flames

2/1/2020 11:05:38 PM iamyou132 that would be some type of pyramid and/or structure would it?

2/1/2020 11:06:01 PM nine_six3 Very curious why Canada is mentioned so little in all of this...

2/1/2020 11:07:09 PM pomeinnz How 18?

2/1/2020 11:08:01 PM lightonthehill Other than that: Instructions unclear, sleep-wake cycle disrupted further. pic.twitter.com/rxp2lsXEg6



2/1/2020 11:08:28 PM nine_six3 02/18/2020 = 6... hmm 

The day Before is: pic.twitter.com/DFoA8MRv23

2/1/2020 11:09:02 PM karentriebel Does Brexit free us from the privy counsel?

2/1/2020 11:09:33 PM palmdalekid2 STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD OF NCSC DIRECTOR EVANINA FOR SSCI HEARING ON SECURITY CLEARANCE REFORM

 https://www.odni.gov/index.php/ncsc-newsroom/item/2088-statement-for-the-record-of-ncsc-director-evanina-for-ssci-hearing-on-security-

clearance-reform … pic.twitter.com/q8brZFjLLF

2/1/2020 11:10:57 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.odni.gov/index.php/newsroom/press-releases/item/2086-iarpa-announces-launch-of-the-molecular-information-storage-program …

2/1/2020 11:11:04 PM morfinpaulino1 La entrada al interior de la tierra. ✨🙌 pic.twitter.com/xFDu3ucWAL

2/1/2020 11:12:30 PM palmdalekid2 ODNI-Sponsored Study Examines Bioeconomy 

 https://www.odni.gov/index.php/newsroom/press-releases/item/2089-odni-sponsored-study-examines-bioeconomy …

2/1/2020 11:13:48 PM jason93020025  pic.twitter.com/lqt9PbAOyw

2/1/2020 11:16:04 PM morfinpaulino1 (Shane) quizás ésa sea la foto de la "NIÑA" "LA PINTA" Ó "LA STA.MARÍA" nunca fueron barcos como lo describe la historia. ,,, más adelante daré el 

informe completo. 👍

2/1/2020 11:17:53 PM hildervalkyrie Dots are connecting!

2/1/2020 11:22:01 PM ptamait Fascinating author H.P. Lovecraft. Maybe onto to something. That looks just like him too.

2/1/2020 11:23:03 PM aldo_9111  pic.twitter.com/xs11TgiM52

2/1/2020 11:23:20 PM restart_qpersia For us Iranians the most important Q drop is about Regime Change. We are still expecting an incredible turn of events.

2/1/2020 11:23:43 PM aldo_9111 Skid row 👊

2/1/2020 11:23:48 PM djlok 01/31/2020

01 4 4

9
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2 9 4

15

6
2/1/2020 11:28:06 PM werascending 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🤗🤗🤗🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/1/2020 11:29:54 PM nine_six3 Can someone clarify for me... when MJ12 says to "Meme to 3 6 and 9", what exactly that means?  I'm very new to Meme's and making/using them. 

I've been attaching #'s in 3's to them but I think I may understand this incorrectly?

2/1/2020 11:31:29 PM nine_six3 ---> Please and thank you!!!

2/1/2020 11:32:31 PM joinna6 Atlantis.. free energy.. destroyed in the "flood"

2/1/2020 11:32:51 PM l3e7 Feb 18 2020 is first day of a Mercury retrograde phase.

2/1/2020 11:38:15 PM marcus45128888 We all are.

2/1/2020 11:41:43 PM holotechrd TRY & STOP THIS WOOOWHOOOO LET'S GO DADDY!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/w2oh4vDi1g

2/1/2020 11:42:32 PM manifest_utopia Examples:

Post at a timestamp that adds up to 3 or 6 or 9.

RT 3 times at 9 minute intervals.

Any actions that relate to time or repetitions of 3 6 9 amplifies the message you're sending out. ✨

2/1/2020 11:44:51 PM manifest_utopia Great Thread of info by @UmpierreCarlos https://twitter.com/UmpierreCarlos/status/1223440984182284288 …

2/1/2020 11:45:10 PM stillfreescotty  pic.twitter.com/vYD9ErJYRT

2/1/2020 11:45:52 PM thericharddoyle 1/ Proximity to (relay monitoring station for) Earth’s only “supergate” — as (repurposed) power supply (and unimaginably worse) —  

https://youtu.be/95fAzXba5fo  — advise preparatory removal of all micronised contingencies.

Partnerships are great, but there is zero reason for disrespect: pic.twitter.com/UNAcemMcXR

2/1/2020 11:47:28 PM nine_six3 Ok, that's what I thought. Wanted to make sure I get it right. New to using Meme's and wasn't sure if there was something more I should be doing on 

the Meme itself. Hahaha 

Thank you, Manifest_Utopia for clarifying, very much appreciated!!!

2/1/2020 11:47:47 PM ausanon369 Can you pretty please add some further clarification MJ12. What is beneath the ice at that location?

2/1/2020 11:49:35 PM qanonpatriot6 Nunes looks like Washington

2/1/2020 11:52:28 PM rosscarwalker David as you were obviously blackmailed during your time as Prime Minister are you going to expose those who blackmailed you? Now is the time...... 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BorisJohnson @metpoliceuk @NCA_UK @SadiqKhan #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight

2/1/2020 11:54:04 PM manifest_utopia Thank you for asking the Q. It helps us all learn & share in discovery. WWG1WGA!

2/1/2020 11:54:28 PM rosscarwalker David as you were obviously blackmailed during your time as Prime Minister are you going to expose those who blackmailed you? Now is the time...... 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BorisJohnson @metpoliceuk @NCA_UK @SadiqKhan #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight

2/1/2020 11:54:37 PM rosscarwalker David as you were obviously blackmailed during your time as Prime Minister are you going to expose those who blackmailed you? Now is the time...... 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BorisJohnson @metpoliceuk @NCA_UK @SadiqKhan #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight

2/2/2020 12:00:34 AM alwaysfinds "Time" will tell..??..

2/2/2020 12:04:33 AM 21oplato @StormIsUponUs 

Nasty bugger.

 https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2001468 …

Patent; pic.twitter.com/PPYpNLORCT

2/2/2020 12:05:51 AM 21oplato  pic.twitter.com/9aFg7mjBng

2/2/2020 12:07:13 AM rosscarwalker Theresa my heart goes out to you after hearing a story regarding your fathers nocturnal activities. I understand why you wouldn't want that 

information released. I hope you realise whoever blackmailed you will receive justice. @metpoliceuk @NCA_UK @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/2/2020 12:09:03 AM rosscarwalker Theresa my heart goes out to you after hearing a story regarding your fathers nocturnal activities. I understand why you wouldn't want that 

information released. I hope you realise whoever blackmailed you will receive justice. @metpoliceuk @NCA_UK @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/2/2020 12:12:59 AM 21oplato No, the Arch of Gabriel. This was around the time of the 2016 election. Shipped from Mecca. Byrd was decades ago.

2/2/2020 12:14:41 AM 6b1222t Tomorrow = Mirror Day. 0202/2020.

2/2/2020 12:21:26 AM frymanmyloe Lol

2/2/2020 12:23:32 AM reachcuriouscat What about 369?

2/2/2020 12:28:21 AM carmindabrendel Hmm 🤔

2/2/2020 12:29:53 AM efogghb Who’s the author of that video? Thanks

2/2/2020 12:30:36 AM iamyou132  https://www.extremetech.com/extreme/160667-3500-species-discovered-in-lake-vostok-underneath-miles-of-ice-in-conditions-similar-to-jupiters-

europa …

2/2/2020 12:38:32 AM hackenknall  pic.twitter.com/s9dxssRum9

2/2/2020 12:43:27 AM mums10297801 ...retirement home for phony democrat whistleblowers?



2/2/2020 12:44:49 AM hambrickro 😎 Watch interview of  "Spartan 1" and "Spartan 2" , retired US Navy Seals, with Linda Moulton Howell . They provide illustrations of what was seen 

under the ice  😎

2/2/2020 12:44:53 AM tetraman12 And if all that ice melts the sea level is going to drop. Think about it. When water freezes its volume increases. When it melts it deceases. So how will 

“global warming “ result in rising sea levels?  It won’t. The sea levels will drop. Relax. #MAGA #QANON #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight

2/2/2020 12:46:07 AM cozyanon I did the overlay. Assuming a slight margin of error in my work, it looks like that little bump on the map next to my green dot of Roswell might be the 

location in question..... Need coords. pic.twitter.com/XPx043yFWi

2/2/2020 12:47:41 AM cozyanon  pic.twitter.com/a82eoHyk0S

2/2/2020 12:48:26 AM carmindabrendel Wow

2/2/2020 12:49:02 AM cozyanon This feature is in the middle of the Ross Ice Shelf.

2/2/2020 12:52:48 AM nhllax saw someone say that Antarctica is atlantis. found that interesting theory.

2/2/2020 12:54:54 AM cozyanon The best imagery I can find is at  https://lima.usgs.gov . I zoomed into the feature (I think). Is this it? pic.twitter.com/KOs0vWQsR3

2/2/2020 12:58:35 AM cozyanon  pic.twitter.com/iz45dWavD3

2/2/2020 1:00:27 AM valhalla11111 The tic tac!

2/2/2020 1:02:02 AM valhalla11111 Whatever it is. It made grown men "scared" 

So wtf could it be? I mean aliens arent thay scary of a concept? Unless we are 100 percent a simulation and they found out.  That would be a little 

nerve wracking

2/2/2020 1:12:02 AM snakesanders22 #Epsteindidntkillhimself

2/2/2020 1:12:46 AM edmundstodd When I saw Buzz Aldrin’s “hacked tweet” I immediately thought of this book and him discovering the same things as in the book.

2/2/2020 1:14:30 AM quantphysicist Intende voci orationis meæ,

rex meus et Deus meus.

4 Quoniam ad te orabo, Domine:

mane exaudies vocem meam.

2/2/2020 1:22:12 AM quantphysicist O insensati Galatæ, quis vos fascinavit non obedire veritati, ante quorum oculos Jesus Christus præscriptus est, in vobis crucifixus?

2/2/2020 1:22:59 AM quantphysicist Itaque lex pædagogus noster fuit in Christo, ut ex fide justificemur.

25 At ubi venit fides, jam non sumus sub pædagogo.

2/2/2020 1:24:14 AM quantphysicist 6 Omnes enim filii Dei estis per fidem, quæ est in Christo Jesu.

27 Quicumque enim in Christo baptizati estis, Christum induistis.

29 Si autem vos Christi, ergo semen Abrahæ estis, secundum promissionem hæredes.

2/2/2020 1:30:12 AM powhatan_joe  pic.twitter.com/53ktbLtqj6

2/2/2020 1:38:26 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/mZdvgxV1f5

2/2/2020 1:38:42 AM chrispi67507251  https://images.app.goo.gl/pinco4nghPFWt99s8 …

2/2/2020 1:48:15 AM quantphysicist ון ץ בְנֵי עַמֹֹּֽ קֻּ לְמֹלֶךְ שִׁ

2/2/2020 1:55:46 AM flung_poo 18 pic.twitter.com/O3dwNGUvlA

2/2/2020 1:56:22 AM __jabird__ D-day for central banks. End of Federal Reserve Note. Hello United States Treasury Note.

2/2/2020 1:57:11 AM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/xdg4YGHG3D

2/2/2020 1:58:36 AM donnaeverywhere Thx a million for this link! O-M-Chi! 👊👍❤️

2/2/2020 1:59:07 AM tillie71120939 Florida Maquis 

All you have to do is double clock on the video

2/2/2020 1:59:35 AM tillie71120939 Double click 

Dam auto correct!

2/2/2020 2:00:49 AM __jabird__ Large ancient alien Basalt structure. Lots of glyphs. Similar to Aztec or Egyptian , but different than both.

2/2/2020 2:02:50 AM themoonguide I know for a fact there are palm trees

2/2/2020 2:03:32 AM tillie71120939 Prometheus

2/2/2020 2:05:19 AM donnaeverywhere Try Austin--it's like, "sooo hip". Everybody is moving here. Home prices? Pfft. No way young families can afford to buy in city limits. They're house rich, 

cash poor.

2/2/2020 2:08:23 AM __jabird__ What about the TR-3B? Timeline manipulation?

2/2/2020 2:09:36 AM blue_marbleeyes TY 

🙏

2/2/2020 2:13:24 AM donnaeverywhere That is happening in Austin too. Even surrounding counties have sky high rent. Pack'em & stack'em...thats their plan.

2/2/2020 2:13:33 AM realityloominng Oh lordy

2/2/2020 2:16:20 AM magnumv8driver Hey Majestic 12, if that's really what you think, you should have yourself committed. It usually doesn't end in pedophilia,  and if that's where your mind 

insists on going, you may he part of the problem.

2/2/2020 2:18:00 AM higherself_1_ If your still confused research Tesla 369

2/2/2020 2:22:23 AM quantphysicist et omne, quod potest transire per flammas, igne purgabitur: quidquid autem ignem non potest sustinere, aqua expiationis sanctificabitur:

2/2/2020 2:24:39 AM themoonguide This is a map

2/2/2020 2:24:51 AM nine_six3 ThankQ! 

I was more so thrown off by the act of applying 3,6 and 9 to Meme's. Wasn't sure if I was supposed to be doing more with the numbers in the Meme's 

themselves. I am definitely loving the helpfulness of everyone, amazing! You are all amazing!!!

2/2/2020 2:25:04 AM unearthedciel 📎🧙♂️  https://twitter.com/unearthedciel/status/1193350461786591233?s=21 …

CERN IS A COVER UP

This is where the LOOKINGGLASS is 

————-JPL.

2/2/2020 2:28:54 AM themoonguide If you look into flat earth that is similar to what they show

2/2/2020 2:30:56 AM italyqanons Volete vedere cosé la Propaganda dei Media?? 

Guardate il video 🤤🤤🤤🤤 https://mobile.twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1182008427930931200 …

2/2/2020 2:37:26 AM 369naturallaw 17 Days after he posted the freedom flag yesterday

2/2/2020 2:38:22 AM quantphysicist צלמיכם כוכב אלהיכם

2/2/2020 2:39:00 AM paolinonapolit7 Hanno imparato a Memoria la Filastrocca del Lupo Cattivo 😎🇮🇹💚🖤💙🐬

2/2/2020 2:41:53 AM italyqanons Da paura.

2/2/2020 2:52:24 AM shelbyisotruth What movie?

2/2/2020 2:53:49 AM mdragonil Ovviamente...

2/2/2020 3:02:52 AM ophillip10 After Astronaut Buzz Aldren return he was hospitalized. When he met DJTrump he looked very excited about trump space force.

2/2/2020 3:04:34 AM bhopki Pass this on if you want the Fake Stream Media to implode.  https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-11-20-US-Pat-No-10130701-

CORONAVIRUS-Assignee-THE-PIRBRIGHT-INSTUTUTE-Woking-Great-Britain-funded-by-Wellcomme-Trust-and-Gates-Foundation-USPTO-Nov-20-

2018.pdf … pic.twitter.com/OvzBYjt4mu



2/2/2020 3:10:37 AM hrlymomma3 Now I gotta watch this wow

2/2/2020 3:11:39 AM pablo51656989 Ormai un classico 😂!

2/2/2020 3:27:38 AM clifton15jon #BillGates #cronavirus #China

How to Stop Chinese protesting and deploy #WeaponsOfMassDestruction #CrimesAgainstHumanity #euthanasia quickly!

Sells better than #Microsoft #Windows10 Licences pic.twitter.com/k5XUYFg4F6

2/2/2020 3:28:58 AM lycanth  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.popularmechanics.com/science/environment/amp26092076/nasa-found-a-giant-underground-cavern-in-

antarctica-almost-the-size-of-manhattan/ …

2/2/2020 3:30:35 AM pincebeber pincemin.bertrand@orange.fr 

Hello.

I am a french patriot .

started with mAga

 then Q 

then Maj12.

Wow!

Do you really think we are Doomed?

Solarflash or asteroïd 

Or that we could use a Tech to SURVIVE?
2/2/2020 3:38:09 AM j0z0rpwn If it was, you wouldn't know about it

2/2/2020 3:54:11 AM archer_369 Earth is not a globe

2/2/2020 3:59:06 AM auntiemessy Why won’t my compass pull to South Pole when “Down Under”?

2/2/2020 4:01:42 AM italyqanons Quello si. Ma adirittura un discorso lungo minuti ripetuto parola per parola. Vuol dire che viene scritto da "psicologi" e poi mandato a tutte le tv. Fa 

paura.

2/2/2020 4:10:23 AM nancyddb I learned how to use 3 6 9, thank you all.

2/2/2020 4:14:50 AM adsvel They never realize that she will lose, even LG, the rummor of Republicans.

2/2/2020 4:15:17 AM rosas7043 Nothing down there was “destroyed” in a “flood” it’s ALL still there...

2/2/2020 4:15:39 AM kerrywest53 😂

2/2/2020 4:18:41 AM kirwin58 IFBAP

2/2/2020 4:20:44 AM cyberanonrevolu 😂🙏🙏🙏🙏😂😎😎😎

2/2/2020 4:21:48 AM jollyrob2 Majestic day today✨

2/2/2020 4:21:49 AM adele56073533 Found this pic.twitter.com/V4qrotYJ9m

2/2/2020 4:22:10 AM adele56073533  pic.twitter.com/GNXBDsfTCu

2/2/2020 4:23:55 AM auntiemessy @GAMBILLINO

2/2/2020 4:27:08 AM ursula_1111 TATTARRATTAT

A knock at the door. pic.twitter.com/gsiYss3qQ2

2/2/2020 4:27:48 AM wsmithc10 Damn...I sure wish you guys had some ANSWERS! It’s always Q, after Q, after Q.....

2/2/2020 4:28:52 AM blue_marbleeyes My daughter's birthday

2/2/2020 4:29:52 AM christoalmighty Yeah I took some heat on this one pic.twitter.com/c51RHEgt1g

2/2/2020 4:30:14 AM gypsyed2 Aibohphobia

2/2/2020 4:32:01 AM aprilbrown99 0202-2020 = MirrorrorroM DayyaD

2/2/2020 4:32:46 AM gypsyed2 Star comedy by Democrats.

2/2/2020 4:35:02 AM robwayne74 Maybe thats where hunter is

2/2/2020 4:41:07 AM der_wanderer8 Was it a cat I saw?

2/2/2020 4:42:28 AM nine_six3 Rotor pic.twitter.com/oCf2m2xWWu

2/2/2020 4:43:19 AM colonelflanagan Isn't it interesting that every 100 years a major pandemic has happened? 2020>1920>1820>1720...🤔🤨

2/2/2020 4:43:20 AM cemgtr wow you really changed my mind there.

2/2/2020 4:43:47 AM maudeaz When the past is in focus and prior issues can be revisited and rectified.

Dark to Light

2/2/2020 4:44:34 AM unitedredwhite1 Level

2/2/2020 4:46:14 AM sterkinglights1 When I left the book this image was banned. Part of the reason I left. I was so confused back then. Glad I know .01% now.

2/2/2020 4:47:24 AM cny_micaa CM asked for help with this paper, which seems like research to make it more contagious? https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00705-010-

0729-6 …

2/2/2020 4:48:24 AM alexandercody7 And while reading I realized I had a 44% battery and 13:44=444

Hmmm maybe beginning of next chapter?

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 4:49:08 AM sterkinglights1 A door of sorts. pic.twitter.com/4buRcHPI2Q

2/2/2020 4:49:12 AM colonelflanagan They have no power and are merely facilitators (puppets) in transfer of wealth of the deepstate/globalists.   The real targets: USA/Britain.  These two 

are the powerbrokers that can affect real change in the world.  

USA freed.

Britain Freed.

Wait and see what comes next.

2/2/2020 4:49:23 AM kinaboy11 Race car

2/2/2020 4:49:39 AM burgersandra Tunnels? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223278336283152385 …

2/2/2020 4:50:24 AM sterkinglights1 AMA

2/2/2020 4:51:00 AM kinaboy11 Kayak

2/2/2020 4:52:09 AM seahag127 Fox had a man on their show the other night who wrote a book about Bio Warfare, go figure.

2/2/2020 4:53:01 AM saltthegraves What are you talking about

2/2/2020 4:53:29 AM bibibobibox Soros

2/2/2020 4:54:25 AM chicchan We all love Linda ❤️

2/2/2020 4:55:32 AM mohamed2698 How about next year 12022021?

2/2/2020 5:00:05 AM folly1441 WOWWWWW !

Just imagine all of the information gathered from the criminal networks that will bring down evil swamp minions all over the world

Right @HillaryClinton ... 

Thank you AGAIN @realDonaldTrump

👍🏼👍🏾👍🏼👍🏾👍🏼👍🏾

2/2/2020 5:00:20 AM taleofterrier Same here. Majic12, please rotate the image and show us what you mean with a new graphic.

2/2/2020 5:01:42 AM taleofterrier 😂👍



2/2/2020 5:04:57 AM scott_bakken Since @POTUS took office, China's labor force requirements have been in steep decline, by a huge amount.  Can't trust the media or the officials. Even 

the occasional random beacon of truth from inside has to be examined as self serving.  History repeats.

2/2/2020 5:06:02 AM dtrigger According to flat earth theory, Antarctica is an ice walk that contains the oceans.  Captain Cook sailed around it and clocked 60k nautical miles and 

admiral Byrd said there was land as large as North America on the other side

2/2/2020 5:07:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens at

20:02 02/02/2020

or

02:20 02/02/2020

You may have missed 02:20, but 20:02 is approaching.

Meditate.

Use 369hz.

Project your will into reality.

#UnsealEpstein

#BringOnTheFlood

You will be shocked what Majestic delivers to you.

Not all will receive.

Intent matters. pic.twitter.com/hBbzrNW7Ss
2/2/2020 5:08:41 AM colonelflanagan Not sure about the extra Rib, but you described the rest of me: O- blood type, heightened senses, low body temp.  Also Low resting heart rate 

(electronic devices have trouble picking it up) and have an uncanny knack for "knowing". 

Heard many theories but nothing definitive.

2/2/2020 5:09:14 AM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/ifKFBjC2vf

2/2/2020 5:09:36 AM ckay54 Think mirror.

2/2/2020 5:10:41 AM ursula_1111 🙏🏼Do you have any suggestions for 369hz? Should we focus on 20:02 in our time zone or UTC? 🙏🏼

2/2/2020 5:11:00 AM nine_six3 Such a Beautiful Morning!!! I can feel the Love and Light all around me. It is Truly a beautiful day to be ALIVE!!!

2/2/2020 5:11:19 AM speaakn That’s a good one!

2/2/2020 5:12:20 AM twilly18 #Coronarivus + Super Bowl = ?

2/2/2020 5:13:01 AM nine_six3 Oddly Enough.. The other day I was meditating and vividly saw myself standing in front of the mirror, staring directly back at myself!!!

2/2/2020 5:13:30 AM lordconcave How about delivering some arrests...

2/2/2020 5:13:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Magickal. https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1223950232683192321 …

2/2/2020 5:14:22 AM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/Um26L9dtpO

2/2/2020 5:15:24 AM realtimecop Significance?

2/2/2020 5:15:46 AM dtordtor1 Magical......

2/2/2020 5:15:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Children are a gift from God, therefore they are the closest thing to God that any of us can understand or interact with. There is much to learn from 

children and it begins with unlearning the lies of the past and the propaganda of control/oppression. Freedom awaits for all. 

https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1223956496599408640 …

2/2/2020 5:16:06 AM fansblowing3 Trump started his speech at 12:21 pm.  Trump is using the power of 3, 6, 9 also!  👍

2/2/2020 5:16:12 AM ursula_1111  https://binged.it/2uYhwha 

2/2/2020 5:16:23 AM guy_karen Agree totally

2/2/2020 5:17:16 AM realalleron What happens at

02/20/20 20:20:20

?

2/2/2020 5:17:21 AM ursula_1111 Love that.

2/2/2020 5:17:42 AM stans276 Mt Rothschild 666 metres

2/2/2020 5:17:55 AM flung_poo YaH pic.twitter.com/BjtpDZXYWG

2/2/2020 5:18:01 AM m101wagner Super bowl 54

POTUS 45 

On 02/02/2020

👀

2/2/2020 5:18:04 AM ursula_1111  https://binged.it/2uYhwha 

Something like this? 💛☀️

2/2/2020 5:18:13 AM flung_poo Shall I gift u

2/2/2020 5:18:54 AM carasm10 Mirror Mirror🤔

2/2/2020 5:19:25 AM hambrickro 😏 Waiting patiently to view the "ritual , satanic, halftime BS" they are gonna throw at us at the "SUPER BOWL" 😁 Gladiator style with 

predetermined outcome, place your bets 😏

2/2/2020 5:19:26 AM francoissmc Please save our children the same fate!

2/2/2020 5:20:39 AM der_wanderer8 Thank You 🌼

We love You 💜

2/2/2020 5:21:12 AM ssryan6466 Spent yesterday with a toddler, so honest and loving but also energetically aware of change in people's vibrations. Won't explain, too long, too 

personal.

2/2/2020 5:21:24 AM burgersandra 2+2+2+2=8

45 = 9 Q = 9 Q = 17 1 + 7 = 8 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=69 …

2/2/2020 5:22:25 AM mscronkat Thank your explaining!

2/2/2020 5:23:29 AM earth2nissy Amen🙏

❤️🧡💛🦄💚💙💜

2/2/2020 5:23:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 After a deep meditation where you are still neither here nor there,

In the flesh alone,

Light by a candle,

Look into your eyes through a clean mirror,

Stare,

Stare into the light that is your IS-BE,

Only then will a wave of understanding strike you down,

You are light,

Sea within
2/2/2020 5:24:00 AM aprilbrown99 Love you!  🌹🌹🌹

2/2/2020 5:24:12 AM roodtxenextdoor ya, but the modern calendar was designed by the Gregorians and they used old texts, historical ballad and heresay as guide, thus, its near totally 

irrelevant.......its actually more like year 243,000.

2/2/2020 5:24:39 AM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

2/2/2020 5:24:47 AM flung_poo This is my first go round I have no is be I just be

2/2/2020 5:25:06 AM moemc8 Can those meditating skip the 'bring on the flood' part?  😀

2/2/2020 5:26:42 AM dtordtor1 They are a gift from God...they are a new beginning...they are pure!

2/2/2020 5:27:31 AM tarichar88 1 word: Trudeau

2/2/2020 5:28:27 AM ursula_1111 If my calculations are correct, it would be at either 1:02 pm EST to align with UTC, or at 8:02 pm EST if reflects our place in this dimension.



2/2/2020 5:28:28 AM aprilbrown99 That is so beautiful!  I love you!  💛💛💛♥♥♥💛💛💛

2/2/2020 5:28:30 AM djlok The Sea within explains why the moon effects all living things like it does the sea.

2/2/2020 5:28:36 AM nine_six3 Truly and utterly AMAZING!!!

ThankQ

2/2/2020 5:29:35 AM djlok It really is.

2/2/2020 5:30:04 AM mohamed2698 We had already 01022010, 11022011, next year we will have 12022021.

2/2/2020 5:30:29 AM aprilbrown99 ✨✨✨💗💗💗✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/rH1xe87TrY

2/2/2020 5:31:40 AM animaldesatado When are aliens and things the masses don’t know going to be oficially revealed?

2/2/2020 5:32:01 AM covertress The Best Is Yet To Come

\o/

2/2/2020 5:32:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 The longer you hold you gaze,

The more naked you become,

How can I be more naked when I am just in the flesh?

Stare,

Blink infrequently,

Only when needed,

Your IS-BE will attempt to communicate with you,

The ego will attempt to intercept,

Stare deep,

Ignore everything else,
2/2/2020 5:32:30 AM der_wanderer8 Isn't it? pic.twitter.com/zLc11ZRZK7

2/2/2020 5:32:51 AM ursula_1111  https://youtu.be/xfBTpK1csas 

2/2/2020 5:32:52 AM carolleadale You can manifest the reality you want to live in, meditate and visualise a happy, safe, positive and abundant life, see the world being free and 

protected.

2/2/2020 5:33:02 AM ursula_1111  https://youtu.be/xfBTpK1csas 

2/2/2020 5:34:11 AM lisbet30025172 Thank you for sharing!🥰🥰🥰🥰

2/2/2020 5:34:32 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/qK9QcpzJL4

2/2/2020 5:34:50 AM djlok Time is an illusion.  They already were, many just haven't been paying attention.

2/2/2020 5:35:18 AM thetempestchip mirrors are portals

2/2/2020 5:35:37 AM ponyexpressq17 I'm probably going to be at work still :(  I will focus as much as I can whilst slinging beers

2/2/2020 5:36:15 AM animaldesatado i mean, on tv or something like, oficial presentation of aliens to the people. Haven’t seen that on tv

2/2/2020 5:37:12 AM robertg69989098 May I ask what is being done about the harm vaccines are causing children? Seems apparent it has to do with population control and is not right in my 

book! Is it up to us to change?

2/2/2020 5:37:34 AM charitable_fury WATCH the WATER!!...

2/2/2020 5:37:50 AM kevinmruel Interesting the people, but business that surround or are near certain people not everyone is involved.... but everything and anything is 

possible.@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani @IvankaTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/zj0XwlbvGR

2/2/2020 5:37:53 AM afischer727 This works w communicating w someone not near you as well. You can tap into them

2/2/2020 5:37:57 AM godrus Mj12: check it out - the #schumannresonance is #black this morning: no readings on the arrays for several hours!

I feel good this morning: energized, like my body is humming.

 http://sosrff.tsu.ru/new/shm.jpg  pic.twitter.com/PBLwp9CEFS

2/2/2020 5:38:21 AM djlok This week while I was shaving, I was looking into my eyes and was thinking "I wonder what/who's back there.". No coincidences.

2/2/2020 5:38:46 AM nancyddb That's awesome!

2/2/2020 5:40:09 AM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #event201 #coronavirus 

https://twitter.com/SchmuelDavid/status/1220532126195572738 …

2/2/2020 5:40:19 AM nine_six3 Love it. No Coincidences!

2/2/2020 5:40:25 AM nine_six3 It is sooo funny to think of all the times I've tried doing this throughout my life, not understanding why? Usually only tried it for a little bit and then 

moved on. 

I had an epiphany while doing this. I will share.  

Again, ThankQ for this clarification and Loving Knowledge.

2/2/2020 5:40:44 AM letsdot94709949 Flesh=sERpent suit-God is going to strike them all down.

2/2/2020 5:40:45 AM adsvel What is moving pale golden ripples on the purple blue field. This is my inner and outer vision of ethereal fields.

2/2/2020 5:41:59 AM bryanfcarlson1 People who have children and people who DON'T have children feel sorry for each other!

2/2/2020 5:46:18 AM fansblowing3 Could be Dumbs, ancient outpost, stargate, Nazis, or giants.

2/2/2020 5:48:03 AM merorschach Meditating on health and a cure for cancer for my son at 20:20 today.

2/2/2020 5:48:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 H Res 755 YES

H Res 755 YES

H Con Res 83 Co-sponsor

HR 5377 NO

HR 9 Co-sponsor

There are no such thing as coincidences. https://justfacts.votesmart.org/candidate/key-votes/42635/christopher-pappas …

2/2/2020 5:48:47 AM fansblowing3 Was the United States to be rotated first though?

2/2/2020 5:49:04 AM sterkinglights1 This is where I ended up looking as well.

2/2/2020 5:51:00 AM robertg69989098 Didn’t they say rotate. I’m guessing 180 degrees

2/2/2020 5:51:00 AM 33rdlvl The time will come pic.twitter.com/Hg4mp0Cr9H

2/2/2020 5:51:03 AM fansblowing3 9 and 6 👌

2/2/2020 5:52:27 AM karina89350882 VERY Special DAY

2/2/2020 5:52:49 AM moemc8 From the days when she modeled?

2/2/2020 5:53:22 AM smokeylasagna Psalm 9:16.  Just happened to be reading it right now ✝️🇺🇸🔥 pic.twitter.com/j5dUDTyrEf

2/2/2020 5:53:43 AM fansblowing3 Except ZeroHedge got suspended for the exact same thing pic.twitter.com/4u8lCDPQmu

2/2/2020 5:53:52 AM truth939 @MeRorschach if you are open to natural treatments I highly suggest researching @MedicalMedium Re: cancer. He receives information from a higher 

source and has transformed my health. Very explosive health movement behind him.  Prayers for your son.

2/2/2020 5:54:58 AM moemc8 Are you saying the Native Americans have the purest type?  What type is that?  Can you explain more?



2/2/2020 5:55:28 AM jamiegrahamusa Invision clearly...

JUSTICE FOR THE PEOPLE

LOCK THE TRAITORS UP

ALL EVIL LEAVES THIS PLANET

YOUR TIME IS UP

THERE IS

NO MORE CABAL

PEACE, JOY & FREEDOM

FOR ALL

or whatever you would like..

#UNSEALEPSTEIN
2/2/2020 5:56:20 AM sterkinglights1 There is a way to view archived images that are pure smudge. I can't remember what the sure is called.

2/2/2020 5:56:31 AM dka8604  pic.twitter.com/vOPwzdwW9B

2/2/2020 5:56:59 AM sterkinglights1 Site*^

2/2/2020 5:57:45 AM trumping4usa This makes sense to people who have gotten blazed and held their eyes open for as long as possible

2/2/2020 5:57:59 AM conniekennedy  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=JUQDzj6R3p4&feature=emb_logo …

2/2/2020 5:59:38 AM bibibobibox Kyrie eleison

Christe eleison

Kyrie eleison.

2/2/2020 6:01:14 AM merorschach I will. Thank you.

2/2/2020 6:01:21 AM oam63048378 In what timezone sir

2/2/2020 6:03:18 AM lynnmar42209594 Also super bowl, not good

2/2/2020 6:03:19 AM unitedredwhite1 Vindication

2/2/2020 6:06:44 AM moemc8 What of the anger and sadness we literally feel in our heart reading this.  Does that put negativity into the universe that [they] benefit from?

2/2/2020 6:06:45 AM keith369me Make it happen

2/2/2020 6:07:05 AM irah_chandler Exactly how i first connected with my higher self

2/2/2020 6:10:02 AM martintpage Now remove the USA so we can see an unedited complete shot of Antarctica.

2/2/2020 6:10:23 AM samsmith0319 🌟❣️🌟

2/2/2020 6:10:37 AM samsmith0319 🌟❣️🌟

2/2/2020 6:10:47 AM kariper90287321 You In-spire me like seeing the great white waves of the sea to the temples crowned w/ silver and gold I see the light and understand :)

2/2/2020 6:10:48 AM jamiegrahamusa This gave me chills! Thank u MJ12

2/2/2020 6:11:00 AM hawkgirlinmn 4 👇🏽👇🏽👇🏽 pic.twitter.com/h6ufA7YmUI

2/2/2020 6:11:17 AM keith369me The same dude (not man) that is one of the richest in the world, who could buy a new jet daily, and decides its a good idea to fly in a private plane with 

the world’s most notorious pedophile years after his conviction....and his dad was a eugenicist to boot!!!

2/2/2020 6:11:18 AM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #qanon #MAGA 

"FLYNN" #Patriot pic.twitter.com/cADrsAiGga

2/2/2020 6:12:52 AM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

Thought I'd share something personal with all of you, because it is such a Great day to do so!!! 02022020 pic.twitter.com/kdk4BypsZ5

2/2/2020 6:13:28 AM judahstrumpets Rivers, Waters, Plantations ,Forrests,  Animals, Gold , Silver, Platinums, Minerals, Giants, Craft[s]? pic.twitter.com/YS6TALoQea

2/2/2020 6:13:42 AM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/mnED79tPmh

2/2/2020 6:13:46 AM samsmith0319 Magic in the Air!!!❣️🌟❣️

2/2/2020 6:13:54 AM justifi78326842 Admiral Richard Byrd said he flew over 1,700 miles over a New America  , green lush lands with animals he spotted below,🤔 and more!

2/2/2020 6:14:15 AM samsmith0319 Absolutely...❣️❣️❣️

2/2/2020 6:14:40 AM sallyjaster403 As an educator I am amazed we don’t change to the correct map.

2/2/2020 6:14:59 AM kariper90287321 I hear Freedom ringing in my ears and my eyes behold the fire light of God awakening me to the Truth that He is close at hand.

2/2/2020 6:15:37 AM roger_smithii ❤️ pic.twitter.com/S6plDfREkh

2/2/2020 6:15:40 AM bbobbio71 I woke up at 2 this morning

2/2/2020 6:16:45 AM bbobbio71 3's.

2/2/2020 6:17:07 AM keith369me Coincidentally a CO2 monitor in my home started beeping with a low battery just before 2:00 AM and I felt compelled to meditate upon returning to 

bed.  I was projecting my will for global health cures, Gaia health, disclosure of free energy, food replicators and high speed travel

2/2/2020 6:18:09 AM thehag1965 It’s not rising seas they care about. It’s the ice melting and exposing what has been hidden that they are trying to stop. Hence the constant screaming 

about climate change. And wanting your money to continue to fund their secrets.

2/2/2020 6:18:45 AM nine_six3 You just gave me chills man!!!

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 6:19:03 AM beccy_lala Whoever continually humbles himself  to become like this gentle child is the greatest one in heaven’s kingdom realm. And if you tenderly care for this 

little one  on my behalf, you are tenderly caring for me. ♥️ Jesus in 

Matthew 18:4-5

2/2/2020 6:19:15 AM marcus45128888 Her 2121...? 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/UZ1LeZ8Mhl

2/2/2020 6:20:10 AM david00997884 Thst should sbout do it. Maybe a little financial for ones in need.

2/2/2020 6:20:29 AM cosmic_zee Tesla's secret of 369 revealed.

Happy 2.2.20 to all 🙏💜

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/mBL9pS6GMdA 

2/2/2020 6:20:53 AM lightson45 Prometheus

2/2/2020 6:21:41 AM keith369me The word abundance was a huge focus...abundance for all.  I think this is preferential to something that can be printed and used nefariously.

2/2/2020 6:23:03 AM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #qanon #MAGA 

"THANK Q" #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/i6qxwm8rok

2/2/2020 6:23:41 AM praest Piti, jesus dusn't follo his ōn advīs... pic.twitter.com/xycjYsZubI

2/2/2020 6:23:49 AM keith369me This is absolutely beautiful.  Knowing a little has been such a blessing.  Knowing more will be a collective blessing.

2/2/2020 6:24:31 AM maxq55734147 Wich Timezone sir?

2/2/2020 6:24:55 AM keith369me Glad you are here and a light warrior Justin

2/2/2020 6:26:02 AM bbobbio71 Isn't that also know as scribing (sp)

2/2/2020 6:27:35 AM keith369me I KNOW that I have learned more from my children than they can ever learn from me.  I let them know this regularly.  They love hearing this and it 

makes them think differently, in a very beautiful way.



2/2/2020 6:27:46 AM h495pppjbqvpm4h Its feels like a reset day for me😊

2/2/2020 6:28:30 AM saraafcarrara Ingegneria sociale applicata !

2/2/2020 6:28:33 AM keith369me ...yeah, but she got on thing wrong.  I plan in experiencing the next one.

2/2/2020 6:28:37 AM irah_chandler Sounds like a goog question. I would say because north is the stronger pole and thus you get magnetic drift at the south pole. There is a dif between 

mag north and true noth

2/2/2020 6:28:48 AM coltxavier D33P...

2/2/2020 6:31:14 AM verbiskj  https://youtu.be/LOJ50EUbWzg 

2/2/2020 6:31:37 AM gracealijah Another Magical Day in America 🙄✨🌟✨💥💥Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

Magickal.  https://twitter.com/ivankatrump/status/1223950232683192321 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223957693897101312?s=20 …

2/2/2020 6:32:11 AM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #Qanon #MAGA 

"LIDDLE PHONEY LEAKER" #Swamp #Traitor pic.twitter.com/n4RHuRrG9T

2/2/2020 6:32:29 AM voltolino1 E, nel nostro piccolo, una sera tempo fa durante un tweetstorm contro il MES....  https://t.co/Z7XwjmOavh  

https://twitter.com/antoniogrzt/status/1196527415574568966?s=21 …

2/2/2020 6:33:12 AM emeraldglobal1 What about 20:20

2/2/2020 6:35:23 AM werascending Beautiful!!!😇😇😇

2/2/2020 6:35:30 AM rikudochan "Not all will receive."

how to feel cast away

2/2/2020 6:35:59 AM werascending Me too!!! Mind blowing!!!🤯🤯🤯

2/2/2020 6:36:35 AM teex_uxo 20 Jan 20?? 20/01/20??

2/2/2020 6:36:51 AM wahiggins3 If I am not mistaken today is the 33rd day of the year!

2/2/2020 6:37:04 AM bbobbio71 Heard it called scribe from the show Ghost Adventures.  

I'm guessing mirror gazing is more proper?

2/2/2020 6:37:08 AM unruled_1776 Think mirror?

2/2/2020 6:37:09 AM bbobbio71 Awareness, Squared: The Power of Eye Contact and Mirror Meditation | HighExistence https://highexistence.com/mirror-meditation/ …

2/2/2020 6:39:17 AM mattersnot2 You shall have it!

2/2/2020 6:39:33 AM bbobbio71 6.5 Mile hike yesterday.  Thought id be a lot stiffer than I am today.  😁

2/2/2020 6:40:54 AM keith369me Is 369 HZ more compatible with manifestation?

2/2/2020 6:40:54 AM djlok I've thought a lot about that a lot since I was a kid and that scene in Mary Poppins.

2/2/2020 6:41:15 AM jettylee1 They say when you  look into the eyes of a baby you are looking at God. I felt that with all of my mine.

2/2/2020 6:41:33 AM pablo51656989 E poi evocano per noi le veline del ventennio

2/2/2020 6:41:59 AM hawkgirlinmn The majority of Natives have type O blood, except for the Blackfeet. They have Type A. The majority have Rh- (negative) factor making it the purest. Do 

you ever wonder why alcohol affects Natives more dramatically? My father explained this is why.

2/2/2020 6:42:07 AM keith369me 20:02...what should me manifested at halftime of the SuperB owl...a huge trafficking event?

2/2/2020 6:44:02 AM nine_six3 ThankQ, much appreciated!

I've never shared my writing before 😬

An attempt to Face my Fears.

2/2/2020 6:44:57 AM macsboost I have a spell for you: Mercator mercarta Microsoft Encarta!

2/2/2020 6:45:54 AM eserenity2  pic.twitter.com/ZcxPhyVB2U

2/2/2020 6:50:36 AM kariper90287321 Jesus said Luke 17:21 the kingdom of God is within you.

Luke 8:11 the parable is: The seed is the word of God.

Matthew 13:38 The field is the world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom

Galat. 3:16 And to thy seed, which is Christ.

Where is the seed within you?
2/2/2020 6:51:02 AM wearediamonds2 EXACTLY why we should be focusing on the opposite at the same time! Counterreaction!

2/2/2020 6:52:44 AM truth939 Let's do an 02/02/2020 #AMA !

2/2/2020 6:54:29 AM uwriyelmag 🙏💞🌹 pic.twitter.com/pbVGNJarLA

2/2/2020 6:55:19 AM truth_again As a child I did this often.

2/2/2020 6:55:28 AM kariper90287321 World is us, our bodies!

World- world (n.)

Old English woruld, worold "human existence, the affairs of life," also "a long period of time," also "the human race, mankind, humanity  

https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=world 

2/2/2020 6:56:00 AM megatronmighty If you rely on optics

you will always fail.

What if everyone acted

as though they were already here?

Would the timeline change again?

2/2/2020 6:56:21 AM matzke_melissa  https://jameslyonsweiler.com/2020/02/01/on-the-oddities-and-unusual-characteristics-of-the-2019-ncov-virus-genomes-and-their-

analyses/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

2/2/2020 6:56:44 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/oM1BpDJE3H

2/2/2020 6:58:01 AM efkaplan Didn’t 1/1/2020 have a 1 or two?

2/2/2020 6:58:05 AM dragline99  pic.twitter.com/zgSMsG33qo

2/2/2020 6:58:08 AM cosmicphoenix5 WoW... If that's a real sleeping Giant it has to be like a mile tall when he wakes up and stands up! pic.twitter.com/Nsgo0suqoH

2/2/2020 6:58:32 AM thereahempqueen When u welcome children you welcome god.

2/2/2020 6:59:12 AM editingwiz Measure the distance from forehead to chin...it is huge!

2/2/2020 6:59:30 AM cledrordfishing We are supposed to do this @ 20:00 O clock?

2/2/2020 6:59:36 AM alantomazin True story, vagabonds did the same thing

2/2/2020 6:59:54 AM thereahempqueen Thats my birthday. Winter solstice. First day of winter. Shortest day or year and the Sagittarius sign for carrying light through darkness and cold for 

those who need it. And the day to make wishes for the new year

2/2/2020 7:00:31 AM moemc8 Tku. 0- as well.  So much conflicting info on it.  Either seems its purest or reptilian.  Of Irish descent.  Not great drinkers in my family either.

2/2/2020 7:03:28 AM rick79984384  pic.twitter.com/JTMpbs2fYi

2/2/2020 7:03:39 AM mishioswin And don't you LOVE that your car insurance is super high because of OTHERS drivers?

2/2/2020 7:04:05 AM rick79984384 They are comingback ?

2/2/2020 7:04:41 AM mr_fedorable How?



2/2/2020 7:05:35 AM gfyfromde ummm

12/02/2021

Really should check stuff before posting it...

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 7:08:30 AM andoniandothard Can someone tell me how to meditate using 369 hz. Do I play music at 369 hz

2/2/2020 7:09:15 AM speaakn I listened to this for about 10 minutes. After the first minute or so, I felt super duper sleepy. Have you listened to this yourself?

2/2/2020 7:09:21 AM aspennmax64_l I think boomers head was supposed to be there instead of PRESIDENT TRUMP.  😉

2/2/2020 7:10:05 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

2/2/2020 7:12:14 AM wins_karma Same type of pattern but not with the exact same numbers. 2-2-2020 or 2-2-20. Imagine if your age today was 2 or 22....I would be buying a lottery 

ticket. 😂

2/2/2020 7:13:27 AM truth_again It says without the number 1. 🤷🏼♀️

2/2/2020 7:14:12 AM epaulbutler If only we could explore it, but no that info is only at present known by the 'elites ', D.S. and $60mn a day NASA. 😕

2/2/2020 7:14:49 AM hawkgirlinmn There is alot of disinformation and the information I gave could be wrong. Although, when MJ12 says they are the most synchronistic energy, this 

makes more sense and I wonder if the blood type is related to energy in more detail than we know.

2/2/2020 7:15:41 AM megatronmighty The Throne

2/2/2020 7:17:02 AM keith369me Mirror the Antarctic geometry about a vertical centerline and the geometry is similar around the northeast area around New England.  Is this what is 

being alluded to?  Roswell when flipped ends up near Arkansas.  Ancient portal in this region?

2/2/2020 7:18:26 AM thereahempqueen  pic.twitter.com/QdWq0uO2zZ

2/2/2020 7:19:08 AM thereahempqueen The list of who said he would not win needs to be made into a check list

2/2/2020 7:20:55 AM thereahempqueen Yes it is!

2/2/2020 7:24:07 AM stanstephens13 Is it healthy to have hatred towards ego?

2/2/2020 7:24:12 AM austintrainer You prefer 369 hz to 432 hz or both?  Thx

2/2/2020 7:25:04 AM jennife31060429 Gross.🤢

2/2/2020 7:25:17 AM jennife31060429 Wow!!!

2/2/2020 7:25:41 AM bibibobibox I agree

2/2/2020 7:26:26 AM moemc8 Tks for answering.  Seems to be one subject, MJ included, stay away from.

2/2/2020 7:27:32 AM jennife31060429 😁🤣❤️

2/2/2020 7:27:55 AM wantmymoneybac I feel so bad for Amazing Polly. @99freemind Keep it up. Never stop fighting. 🗣🗣🗣

2/2/2020 7:28:05 AM bibibobibox $ORO$

2/2/2020 7:28:13 AM libra_scale1982 Godzilla?

2/2/2020 7:28:16 AM seeker229 One of my favs 

Peer Amid

Pyramid

💕💃

2/2/2020 7:28:27 AM kevinmruel Thanks for the site 👍❤️💯

2/2/2020 7:30:03 AM nine_six3 Well said. Makes sense!

ThankQ

2/2/2020 7:32:07 AM david00997884 Taygetta,you are talking of ships of 1492,Columdus?

2/2/2020 7:32:09 AM richjim53 Looks like Florida Maquis (YouTube) has found what looks like a stargate as shown on the TV series plus a global network of 'alignments'.

2/2/2020 7:32:29 AM pwnorthwest Bolton <> Notlob. 

- Monty Python, The Dead Parrot 🦜 sketch

2/2/2020 7:32:59 AM honorbound1974 Me please!

2/2/2020 7:34:23 AM godncountry7 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the following concept for thople to 

consider using during the 2020 Election as a means to an end. 2/ Today the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 d…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …

2/2/2020 7:34:46 AM hegkong ...and a global virus pandemic provides a marvelous excuse for introducing compulsory vaccination!

Problem-solution, and the end result is ALWAYS the same. You loose your freedoms!

2/2/2020 7:35:10 AM rifflemonica Thank you. ❤️

2/2/2020 7:35:12 AM mongrelglory That's pretty much the way it is for most families in Toronto too!

2/2/2020 7:35:30 AM 040118054_17 Sunday’s palindrome is unusually cross-cultural. It’s written as a palindrome whether you’re in Europe, Asia, America,it happens on the same calendar 

day, which is February the 2nd, Sunday is also the 33rd day of the year, which is followed by 333 more days, majickal... Yes!

2/2/2020 7:35:35 AM neonjoe45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/2/2020 7:36:14 AM 444_q_ The world is watching...the "Superbowl"...... "The event" brings more people together to watch TV than any other televised event.........let's collectively 

"put our heads together" and will into view some "special reports" that will happen while people are glued to the TV today

2/2/2020 7:36:54 AM rifflemonica I agree! The children are the point! ❤️🙏

2/2/2020 7:37:37 AM monolithicpeak Thank you. I didn't know that one.

Also middle fire

pyra - fire / mid - middle

I've equated that to the heart.

But the pineal would be the middle fire of the head. Maybe you can see it's light through the iris (I are eye s)

2/2/2020 7:38:07 AM tatendam82 Fear instilled in people by media & govt is worrying. They desperately to create conditions to do compulsory vaccination.Already some started spraying 

unknown aerosols on citizens. Some forcing citizens forcefully quarantined. What's next, moving suspected citizens to FEMA camps?

2/2/2020 7:38:15 AM djlok Confirmed. 😂😂😂

 https://t.co/OQaCKcWPUB  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069784582961147909?s=21 …

2/2/2020 7:39:21 AM 444_q_ #UnsealEpstein #Savethechildren #369 #openthefloodgates of Heaven (our minds) #TheGreatAwakening #reveal #Epsteindidntkillhimself 

#TruthMatters #fearnot

2/2/2020 7:39:48 AM dawntay40629790 YES! Love that idea!  2000 is 8 pm right?  Right in the middle of the Super Bowl -Declass and Disclosure.

2/2/2020 7:39:50 AM moemc8 Yep, i guess so 🤣

2/2/2020 7:40:15 AM keith369me Okay, the wheels are now turning...looking forward to further information

2/2/2020 7:40:16 AM mongrelglory Stargate!!!  Naturally occurring related to Earth's toroidal energy fields?

2/2/2020 7:41:06 AM 444_q_ Yes🙌

2/2/2020 7:42:10 AM keith369me Was there another in “ancient times” in the Arkansas region of the US?

2/2/2020 7:43:18 AM stanstephens13 Or envy each other.

2/2/2020 7:43:27 AM mongrelglory Or the location of the giant mothership that crashed?...brought down at that location due to Earth's magnetic fields?



2/2/2020 7:44:13 AM flung_poo well may Be pic.twitter.com/SSi9iLgtzy

2/2/2020 7:44:38 AM samanders4 love it!

2/2/2020 7:46:23 AM austintrainer Proverbs 2:

1  My child, listen to what I say, and  treasure my commands.

2 Tune your ears to wisdom and   concentrate on understanding.

3 Cry out for insight, and ask for understanding.

4 Search for them as you would for silver; seek them like hidden treasures.

2/2/2020 7:47:33 AM crt14361013 ✔‼

2/2/2020 7:48:18 AM kriz_jason This... pic.twitter.com/bbq4bISo0w

2/2/2020 7:48:28 AM godrus I scrubbed floors, baseboards, cupboards, and walls yesterday for several hours - maybe 4 hours non-stop scrubbing. 

I expected to be SUPER achy and sore today, but I'm not :) 

I'm super energized and jumped out of bed early this morning: washing sheets, and back at it today :)

2/2/2020 7:51:02 AM bilbo0908 In 20 months, the date will be 

12.02.2021. Please stop listening to snopes.

2/2/2020 7:51:24 AM decodematrix Freedom awaits for all!

2/2/2020 7:51:57 AM crt14361013 👍

2/2/2020 7:52:52 AM bmj240768 Get up close to the mirror and stare deeply into your eyes.

2/2/2020 7:53:12 AM bansuri44256232 😳

2/2/2020 7:53:55 AM mongrelglory Does Bill Gates have a reservation for a room at GITMO hotel?

2/2/2020 7:54:06 AM scott_rick What does that mean exactly

2/2/2020 7:55:14 AM worldxplorer1 I’m looking forward to your report Taygeta.

2/2/2020 7:55:20 AM keith369me Wonderful words...wonderful experience in simply Knowing...knowing what we know, knowing what we don’t know, knowing what we need to figure 

out.

2/2/2020 7:55:27 AM winklerburke Mom dad sis lol dud did mum tot nan Anna Hannah Abba

2/2/2020 7:55:51 AM mongrelglory Good meme! 👍

2/2/2020 7:56:19 AM laurachin Genius!

 https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA  pic.twitter.com/sFTlswmduQ

2/2/2020 7:57:21 AM law88loren #DeepStateCoup all public officials & players need to be held for #TraitorsJustice #LockThemAllUp #GITMO #militarytribunals @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Kevin_Shipp @jsolomonReports @PatriotTPaine @SenTedCruz @OANN @007cigarjoe @flyby2474 @CallMyForest 

https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1223997676804546561 …

2/2/2020 7:58:59 AM tetxnu84967 Awesome The Mirror Day

2/2/2020 7:59:04 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/bhopki/status/1223925168193536001?s=20 …

2/2/2020 8:04:05 AM emilyp137 Kinda unrelated but has anyone seen the set of Beat Shazam? Kinda looks like the description of the Stargate to me with the looking glass in the 

middle? Soft exposure? pic.twitter.com/BBFZvNfgMR

2/2/2020 8:05:50 AM m_cassola Es posible una confusión, ya que "barcos" les dicen los ET a las naves que vuelan... Como les llamarían a las embarcaciones que estuvieron en el 

descubrimiento de América en 1492 y que llegaron por mar desde Europa...??

2/2/2020 8:07:06 AM agentk20529383 You can’t prove the earth is flat anymore than I can prove it’s not.

2/2/2020 8:08:04 AM mongrelglory You can meditate for a length of time that involves multiples of 3, 6, and 9 (for example 18 minutes). You can repeat mantras 3 times, or meditate with 

two other people to form a group of 3 etc...

2/2/2020 8:08:32 AM aldo_9111 Is that what I think it is? A fake news patent? Lmao that's like the holly grail

2/2/2020 8:09:28 AM buddhawarriors Auspicious day today - Recite the Sūrya Gāyatrī (c.1500 B.C.E.) - The MOTHER of all Mantras. Gāyatrī destroys all delusions, bestows longevity, 

energizes Prāṇa (life force) & opens the gates of enlightenment. AUṂ Śāntiḥ . . .

2/2/2020 8:09:43 AM mongrelglory I was going to meditate on this planet being flooded with waves of love. 🥰

2/2/2020 8:13:35 AM s0uthrncharmed Preach.

2/2/2020 8:14:48 AM mongrelglory Ego is necessary to interact in this matrix.  Understand it, but don't hate it.

2/2/2020 8:15:14 AM qbryce171  https://youtu.be/n9YHJL7CtZQ 

I think you might enjoy this...

2/2/2020 8:15:43 AM moemc8 Yes!

2/2/2020 8:18:17 AM dka8604 The Nikon 900 and 1000 cameras have changed things as in perception to distance.  Boats we were once told went over the curve can now be pulled 

into view with this new technology.   I will believe the Word of God over NASA any day.  Job 37:18.

2/2/2020 8:19:14 AM kg727714 I recall seeing two movies where a string of 3 words was used starting with B. BBB=222 (2/2/20?). Gematria 0’s are null. Bronco Busting Beaner and 

Beautiful Blazing Bog. Thought it was kind weird. Once upon a time in Hollywood and Yesterday (Beatle movie)

2/2/2020 8:19:25 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/Y9Joco738O

2/2/2020 8:20:18 AM charlesgdavis1 I saw something on my laptop an image or two flashed on the screen so fast my subconscious most have registered it and I passed out, it was related 

to the surveillance screens on JE island....one image was otherworldly 👽and the other was one of the areas that I think is a room🆗 

pic.twitter.com/NnsjmK9VZE

2/2/2020 8:22:27 AM prmd21801759 Othermary, Can u please share the violet flame I AM mediation? Thank you.

2/2/2020 8:24:49 AM girlawakeinca 🙏❤️🌏💫 pic.twitter.com/SJ9oPQwbOC

2/2/2020 8:24:50 AM kikiloa1 true

2/2/2020 8:24:55 AM lauraca94702527 Looks like a ufo 🤷♀️

2/2/2020 8:25:05 AM kg727714 *Boy not bog

2/2/2020 8:28:34 AM seancordicon Q is legit.

2/2/2020 8:30:02 AM bigtex54 Does cannabis hamper or help with this state of mind?

Asking for a friend.

2/2/2020 8:34:18 AM mystar72189911 Thank you

2/2/2020 8:36:25 AM merrylyn Yes!!!

Prayers are being sent for you all!

Freedom for Iranians!

2/2/2020 8:37:26 AM zombiechomp True. When I lived in Austin TX people were moving there in droves from Cali. gobbling up property-  I moved to a smaller city in TN property 

managements from Nashville are gobbling up Apts, hiking the rent double & triple displacing tons of elderly & low income people/families

2/2/2020 8:42:43 AM aspfrt FlagsOut?  >>> Out

2/2/2020 8:44:11 AM thestraywolf2 I do believe that is irrelevant, he is using this meme to pull a synchronicity since it's in everyone's head consciously or subconsciously, what matters is 

what's everyone is thinking, not what the actual time is since time is an illusion, a human concept.

2/2/2020 8:45:45 AM roodtxenextdoor ok, that sounds logical

2/2/2020 8:45:58 AM 11charlie111 Coincidentally..... pic.twitter.com/64RIzMc8Uh

2/2/2020 8:46:53 AM thestraywolf2 Does it really matter if we arbitrarily started measuring time at any given point and we changed over time? you're missing the point.

2/2/2020 8:47:52 AM bigtex54 Without 1s

0202,2020

2/2/2020 8:50:24 AM usss_211 Excellent!

2/2/2020 8:51:11 AM morfinpaulino1 Ése tema está relacionado con inundaciónes, pero es a consecuencia de la destrucción de tiamat, y el llamado diluvio universal. QUE no fue otra cosa 

que el agua que le pertenecía a tiamat cayó en la tierra.

2/2/2020 8:51:26 AM agentk20529383 Yea nasa deceives us, we all agree with that



2/2/2020 8:54:47 AM gkwcrew  pic.twitter.com/Ln4OgaRVUI

2/2/2020 8:55:22 AM djmurphy5 I’ve seen blue light in my child’s eyes in the middle of the night or shortly after they had woken.

2/2/2020 8:55:51 AM w71013 Na CC had y’all with this Scientology Shit. No one has a soul/alter ego that sits in the heavens in your place, your soul is here, by choice or design. You 

have spirit-guides, but your soul is yours and if your in the presence of something that’s you but not it’s probably evil.

2/2/2020 8:58:22 AM qbryce171 No. Hatred is never healthy.

2/2/2020 8:58:47 AM 444_q_ Is it just me or does this resemble Antarctica? pic.twitter.com/rsPQITpyUp

2/2/2020 8:59:29 AM iamyou132 Your ego is part of your BE. how can you be in this world without BEING?

2/2/2020 9:00:03 AM kinaboy11 They have been known to, but it is rare.

2/2/2020 9:00:12 AM iamyou132 is music tuned at 432hz useful here?

2/2/2020 9:00:18 AM w71013 What I’ve learned MJ12 is that you don’t know anymore about the predetermined soul than even the most peaceful sheep. Like you’ve never touched 

a bible. Tell these people to stare into the eyes of god and to clothe themselves in the Presence of the Holy Spirit. God will save them

2/2/2020 9:01:30 AM gfyfromde pfffft. thx!

2/2/2020 9:03:05 AM iamyou132 but what I think mj12 is pointing to is the underground bases that surround whatever is hidden there. Think newscwabenland and Nazi underground 

bases. https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/blogpost/post/lake-vostok-was-once-a-german-nazi-base-russian-news-agency-

says/2012/02/07/gIQAKo9RwQ_blog.html …

2/2/2020 9:03:37 AM monolithicpeak Very good. There is so much more.

The top of the pyramid - pyramidion

Adding ion to middle fire

Top was copper

As ions travel upward guided by the slope, the vibration had a singing bowl effect. Hum. Sound.

2/2/2020 9:06:22 AM cinemalarky  pic.twitter.com/BqWWrIxVfM

2/2/2020 9:09:11 AM familyman20181 Meditate on Jesus!

Amen 🙏

☕️✝️

2/2/2020 9:11:04 AM straightshorts 432hz

2/2/2020 9:11:21 AM mathews_sun Repent and believe on the Lord Jesus Christ...

2/2/2020 9:13:26 AM klyhb75 I started meditating last year.  It's life changing.  First I changed all my light bulbs to block blue light. Then, I take a hot bath with Epsom salt, essential 

oil and coconut oil.  I turn on soft lights and candles and try to sit in there at least an hour listening to music...

2/2/2020 9:13:56 AM gstarseed H R C

Kim Picas io

F I E L D McConnell 

T I M O T H Y H

WHAT WILL COME OUT OF THE UKRAINIAN SCANDAL? SOME EVIL MANY PEOPLE DONT WANT TO HEAR.

A RECORDING THEY DONT WANT US TO HEAR.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@P0A_Triot23

@LoveBling6 https://www.bitchute.com/video/qyGNWbLPzDcE/ …
2/2/2020 9:14:22 AM klyhb75 At different frequencies.  There's lots to choose from.  Just focus and relax.  Try not to think of any if the worldly distractions

2/2/2020 9:14:56 AM jayreeder15 At 2:20 today it will be 2/2/2020/2:20

2/2/2020 9:15:20 AM klyhb75 For the love of God,  a mass awakening today is what the world needs

2/2/2020 9:20:45 AM from_blake And I believe 333 till the end of the year. Leap year.

2/2/2020 9:21:37 AM nhllax Today is mirror day in a way, interesting.

2/2/2020 9:22:03 AM keith369me When I do this I see a circular white light in the center of my dark pupils.  Anybody else?

2/2/2020 9:22:28 AM theglitcher14 Looks like it could be a match for the face on Mars.

2/2/2020 9:22:39 AM truth939 Just finished an 18 min meditation, what a ride.  Manifested positivity, love & light for the planet.  Reached out to my guides for assistance.  The 369 

frequency YT video I used was at 22:23 when I fished.  2 2 2 3 = 9 !

2/2/2020 9:26:44 AM nhllax If only I knew how to meditate.

2/2/2020 9:38:50 AM orthogonalron This tweet did not show up on my timeline until NOW and I was awake most of the night

It's Happening

2/2/2020 9:41:39 AM w71013 Your soul was made to love the earth, mankind, and God. If your inspiring it to love itself more than the God who created it your a victim of false 

Idolatry. God saves. He protects. No other on earth can do that. No one can teach you more about yourself than God.

2/2/2020 9:46:07 AM rikvankempen 3 6 9 Share Everywhere pic.twitter.com/XFLzbBNluE

2/2/2020 9:46:22 AM editingwiz I thought the same thing!

2/2/2020 9:47:53 AM kqcreations It will be here in the U.S., but not all over the world. 12/02/2021 = 02/12/2021

2/2/2020 9:48:13 AM kg727714 Origins stories don’t get enough critical thought. Orion pictures, Tri-Star Pictures, Sirius Radio, X games, Hybrid cars, Hybrid Vehicles, what has the 

corporate world been hiding in plain sight all these years and why the symbolic logos. Is it obvious yet?

2/2/2020 9:51:54 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/wrWzBg475Q8 

They never thought she would lose

2/2/2020 9:55:02 AM suemedocin Change the frequency at which your molecules vibrate

2/2/2020 9:55:13 AM ewolsj Mine must be broken, I've done this countless times over the years, I see my face distort that's it, it actually makes me feel so alone I dont do it 

anymore.

2/2/2020 9:56:49 AM momekool1 So an is-be is our soul? Because I am body, soul & Holy Spirit-since we DIED spiritually when Adam & Eve bit the apple. We were lied to. Only God can 

make us the good kind of spiritual brings. If you are spiritual & don’t meditate WITH God you have bad spirits jnhaviting you.

2/2/2020 9:58:08 AM kevinmruel In the days of Noah... Now Today is Happening Biblical Proof

@AussiePatriotQ

@IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr

@TheCollectiveQ @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes #MAGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE @Nigel_Farage #BrexitDay #BrexitReality #MAGA2020 @realDonaldTrump

 https://www.youtube.com/ 

2/2/2020 9:58:57 AM momekool1 *beings sorry. My eyes are blurry.

2/2/2020 9:59:20 AM editingwiz I agree because it is so huge and seems like a monument. I am shocked it hasn’t been obscured like several other areas there. Def an interesting place, 

and high-profile people and weirdos like Epstein have supposedly visited this continent and yet no access for regular folk. 🤔

2/2/2020 10:02:50 AM light_fighter_g Super Bowl 54 will begin at 6:30 p.m. ET on FOX this Sunday. You can expect the halftime show to begin around 8:15 to 8:30 p.m. ET.

2/2/2020 10:03:24 AM ezdoesit_ Let it be.

2/2/2020 10:03:51 AM mamiemcclure17 Today is a special day,  02/02/2020  a mirror day,  will try this again myself.   This is always amusing to me, the colors no one else sees makes me laugh 

and realize people only see what they want, not what is in front of them.

2/2/2020 10:05:17 AM ezdoesit_ Jai Ma ✨



2/2/2020 10:05:34 AM cosmicphoenix5 Well it probably does no good to look 🛰️ from above.

It’s what’s underground that’s the most interesting part.

They have been melting the ice down there for years.

As the ice melts whatever is down they might wake up. 💤 

Best to use Flame Throwers.🔥 https://youtu.be/crZXwRmMq2k 
2/2/2020 10:06:22 AM oo1o110 No, not healthy. Hate is error.

2/2/2020 10:07:03 AM martyrytlewski is that astral projection?

2/2/2020 10:07:05 AM momekool1 Creepy😳

2/2/2020 10:07:21 AM mamiemcclure17 BTW you aren’t broken, don’t believe that nor say it the tongue is a mighty huge weapon that can even be used against oneself, just for speaking into 

existence.  ❤️🙏🕊

2/2/2020 10:07:23 AM pat_at_wildwood I take it you are talking about Antarctica...

2/2/2020 10:08:39 AM decodematrix You are an IS-BE

IS=immortal spiritual (soul)

BE=biological entity (body)

Soul+Body=You

2/2/2020 10:08:54 AM editingwiz I hear all kinds of theories and they range from amazing to spooky re: what is under the ice. 😱

2/2/2020 10:09:11 AM chris_cmselec Awesome thanks for the info.....

2/2/2020 10:09:48 AM mamiemcclure17 The tongue can also be a mighty crafter that builds more than one can imagine.

2/2/2020 10:09:52 AM flung_poo Naw that’s your ways

2/2/2020 10:10:08 AM flung_poo I am neither

2/2/2020 10:10:23 AM flung_poo But keep winning

2/2/2020 10:10:55 AM momekool1 Despite the Democrats voting against EVERY SINGLE attempt.

2/2/2020 10:11:25 AM flung_poo This has more meaning then words https://youtu.be/-rvVKe_hzVk 

2/2/2020 10:11:25 AM faye_dollar If you choose a spot on the mirror frame to focus on, you will be able to see your aura through your peripheral vision.just an interesting thing to try 

while you're there 😎

2/2/2020 10:12:58 AM susan66388204 Israel has the Ark

2/2/2020 10:13:34 AM faye_dollar Good stuff here ^^^^^^^^

2/2/2020 10:16:45 AM laurabusse Taco cat

🌮 🐈

2/2/2020 10:17:38 AM faye_dollar Its scrying. Usually done with a disc of black obsidian but a mirror works too. Same idea.

2/2/2020 10:18:45 AM kevinmruel He seems to be doing well in NH area.... signs are plenty @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @TheCollectiveQ @RudyGiuliani 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ChuckCallesto/status/1224030864528609280 …

2/2/2020 10:19:09 AM susan66388204 Most true artifacts have been removed.  Certain ones were put back into place

2/2/2020 10:20:41 AM azuremagus Stargates; Forward is backward and backward is forward.

2/2/2020 10:21:04 AM cosmicphoenix5 Y Knot Both? pic.twitter.com/LybA1xAKLp

2/2/2020 10:21:44 AM n7guardiananon a perfect execution...

no protests

limited travel 

no one questions "people getting taken"

disappearances of people easily answered...

nice clean up China!!! pic.twitter.com/fJoyapjp99

2/2/2020 10:22:24 AM revelation4444 Ephesians 2:14 NKJV

[14] For He Himself is our peace, who has made both one, and has broken down the middle wall of separation.

2/2/2020 10:22:41 AM editingwiz Lol! I signed up for amazing only! 🤣

2/2/2020 10:23:51 AM m_j_q_texan Alice is a device/equipment used to move along time to see possible futures. FYI

2/2/2020 10:25:04 AM helenlove013015 Same, I never feel like I do it right...

2/2/2020 10:26:01 AM laurabusse Ego will just hate you back

Not good

2/2/2020 10:26:06 AM cosmicphoenix5 👍 pic.twitter.com/0AUR6bGXxr

2/2/2020 10:28:36 AM keith369me Agree with Michelle (yet again...wtf, lol). Ego is necessary...we have to repurpose it.

2/2/2020 10:30:07 AM irah_chandler Many meanings also an ai that escaped into etheric dream realm partially responsible for the mandella effect. Also all the things mj 12 mentioned. I 

think you're thinking of lookg glass tech.

2/2/2020 10:31:12 AM laurabusse Ricky the smoking monkey

Big bang theory https://youtu.be/Yuo8JEYeqZE 

2/2/2020 10:31:53 AM doodooh59284043 I don’t reply when it involves Time.  NEXT.

2/2/2020 10:32:03 AM uwriyelmag you would be correct...🙏💞soul-Hebrew (ne'phesh) soul-Greek (Phonetic Spelling: (psoo-khay')  

 https://biblehub.com/greek/5590.htm 

 https://youtu.be/g_igCcWAMAM 

Genesis 2:7

 https://www.biblestudytools.com/genesis/2-7-compare.html …

those who teach that the soul is immortal is not a bible teaching but Greek philosophy pic.twitter.com/spBs98VLd0
2/2/2020 10:32:54 AM revelation4444 Ephesians 2:15 NKJV

[15] having abolished in His flesh the enmity, that is, the law of commandments contained in ordinances, so as to create in Himself one new man from 

the two, thus making peace.

2/2/2020 10:33:19 AM holkanmaya Porque dicen que la tierra es plana y . NASA inventa

2/2/2020 10:33:50 AM revelation4444 Ephesians 2:16 NKJV

[16] and that He might reconcile them both to God in one body through the cross, thereby putting to death the enmity.

2/2/2020 10:34:44 AM knightofmaltaus We, The Knights of Malta are the Protectors for the Arc of the Covenant. 

It has only been moved 3x and is now in its original resting place; safe, secure and will be made known at the prescribed time. Its contents has only 

been viewed to 6 people over time. pic.twitter.com/vsjFXlJfdn

2/2/2020 10:36:11 AM by369surrounded Prime example of using the power of 369. Take a listen and learn.

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

#maga

cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/QBlueSkyQ/status/1224023636945907712 …



2/2/2020 10:37:07 AM petesmom94 I was awake last night at this time and couldn't get back to sleep.

2/2/2020 10:40:19 AM revelation4444  pic.twitter.com/hTjtMdFgwE

2/2/2020 10:43:45 AM laurabusse Yes☺️

Accept it

Integrate with it

Know we are it

It is us

Love it

Transform it

Transcend it

But I think mostly be love

Send it love

Love it as you would yourself as a small child
2/2/2020 10:44:16 AM manifest_utopia This is my experience too. @MedicalMedium Transformed my health.

2/2/2020 10:45:59 AM virginialouelle For a friend, ok, well my friend said that a little helps, but chronic use hurts.

2/2/2020 10:52:11 AM gulag_timeshare Probably the world's gold and treasures of the Vatican.

2/2/2020 10:52:13 AM upset_american Please help a little  have been trying a few things 

ABC weel +\-   ???

Back to The T?

2/2/2020 10:53:05 AM gulag_timeshare Yup, when you melt ice in a glass of water, it doesn't overflow.

2/2/2020 10:54:50 AM gulag_timeshare It's also mostly an outer shell of land/ mountains with a great sea taking up the interior.

2/2/2020 10:55:04 AM charlesgdavis1 Why l outta?!?!?😂😂😂😂😂👽👽👽👽😎😎😎😈😈😇👈 pic.twitter.com/kL74fLcW0l

2/2/2020 10:55:18 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/igTbJvsqiV

2/2/2020 10:55:58 AM gulag_timeshare Money, gold....gemstones?  Something the "elites" would actually have interest in protecting....

2/2/2020 10:56:56 AM gulag_timeshare Lovecraft is the best!

2/2/2020 11:05:57 AM ms_duckworth Copper or gold from the gold mines of Enki?

2/2/2020 11:12:06 AM gulag_timeshare Trump once elected, would find out where they hid all the gold?

2/2/2020 11:12:49 AM victorianoreent The Event.  That is what is needed for ALL.  The Event = the veil is dropped.  We SEE ALL.  And then we ALL get to experience the reality we truly wish.  

FREEDOM FOR ALL.

2/2/2020 11:13:57 AM gulag_timeshare In all fairness, he could have just mistaken Australia....

2/2/2020 11:14:54 AM fester804 Can you post a link to that interview or DM it to me please?

2/2/2020 11:15:07 AM gulag_timeshare Gold, platinum, diamonds.....something worth a LOT to make the elites all panic and run down there once Trump was elected...

2/2/2020 11:18:10 AM sdane8 Does the time zone matter? 20:02 > 8:02 EST/CST/MST/PST/HST

2/2/2020 11:20:39 AM keith369me You know the response

2/2/2020 11:22:12 AM jvroye What about 02/20/2020?

2/2/2020 11:23:51 AM gulag_timeshare Damnit!  Now I really want to know what's down there!  Drives me crazy, lol!

2/2/2020 11:23:56 AM knightofmaltaus Indeed, only 2 DNA Codes unused. 

@terran_sol @DJLOK @JRockTigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://apple.news/AfT0wUPabTNap2oR8W_QKqw …

2/2/2020 11:24:56 AM valhalla11111 Off planet

2/2/2020 11:25:45 AM jeyjones1144 What a great day to have a birthday. Am I special now lol.

2/2/2020 11:26:08 AM gulag_timeshare Nothing would surprise me, honestly.  I know so, so very much has been hidden from us.

2/2/2020 11:26:49 AM gulag_timeshare That's why I try to use common sense, but keep an open mind.  Plus I read a LOT, and my brain takes me interesting places....

2/2/2020 11:29:20 AM sdane8 LOL Well I think I do! 😂

2/2/2020 11:30:34 AM valhalla11111 The problem with my brain is 

I wrestle back and forth with

If "off planet" can even happen 

Sometimes Im pulled toward that we are under a firmament and the only lands with "ets" are the lands beyond the wall

Then somedays I beleive their are hundred if not thousands of ET
2/2/2020 11:31:03 AM valhalla11111 On different planets. Then sometimes i say fuck it and think both are true lol

2/2/2020 11:32:23 AM cyberanonrevolu 8:02pm from which time zone? Thank you.

2/2/2020 11:34:31 AM valhalla11111 And yes the more I learned the less I knew. Crazy right? Sure you feel the same

2/2/2020 11:34:35 AM steelman1 Requires a quiet mind - I fail every time I attempt

2/2/2020 11:35:18 AM helenlove013015 I just have a hard time being patient enough to try and feel something..

2/2/2020 11:37:37 AM stevenfontain14 Yes... VERY magickal

2/2/2020 11:38:08 AM keith369me Time is an illusion

2/2/2020 11:42:50 AM morfinpaulino1 Crear conflictos, desigualdad social. MANTENER A UNA SOCIEDAD SEPARADA, ES MANTENERTE EN CONTROL. 

UNA SOCIEDAD UNIDA ES ALTAMENTE PELIGROSA. 

EL [cabal] cabe dentro de 1/4 de un estadio pequeño. [🐉]

2/2/2020 11:44:23 AM jaqparch I’m sorry, I’m new to this and don’t know how’s to post links.

Search Linda Moulton Howe, interview, naval officer, Brian

It should come up. She has a site called  http://earthfiles.com 

Again, my apologies https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlOPsidcBfo …

2/2/2020 11:44:27 AM gulag_timeshare Yes!  Exactly!

2/2/2020 11:44:43 AM gulag_timeshare The more I learn, the more questions I have.

2/2/2020 11:45:22 AM jaqparch Hey....it worked!! Was winging it..... 👍🏼

2/2/2020 11:45:34 AM gulag_timeshare Well, even just basic prob ad stat would tell us:  we are here, the universe is enormous, the probability of life elsewhere is likely.

2/2/2020 11:46:09 AM gulag_timeshare Well I'm sure it's possible.  We are Carbon based life forms.

2/2/2020 11:46:38 AM gulag_timeshare As long as there is water, there is the possibility of life, no matter what form it takes.

2/2/2020 11:48:14 AM gulag_timeshare I definitely think it can happen.  It's figuring out space travel/ distances that are our problem.  Or so we are told....Not sure I believe that.  It's not like 

they will tell us.

2/2/2020 11:48:57 AM gulag_timeshare When I look at Congress/ Politicians, I definitely believe in alien life forms, lol.  Them people ain't right....

2/2/2020 11:51:47 AM david00997884 Me too

2/2/2020 11:52:37 AM 1_decided_voter Not the only time this century...

What about 12-02-2021?



2/2/2020 11:52:55 AM missy968 Pray for the victims

2/2/2020 11:54:39 AM 1_decided_voter 12/12/2121 isn't the next one though...

12/02/2021 is.

2/2/2020 11:58:40 AM jayrambin MJ 12 said too much thc = interference. Not enough = no keystone.

2/2/2020 11:59:58 AM toffer_anon_369  pic.twitter.com/hHHA5oa5ig

2/2/2020 12:00:17 PM kevinpaz822 #SundayFunday

2/2/2020 12:02:36 PM valhalla11111 Do you know carbon is made of

6 neutrons

6 electrons

And 6 protons?

666

2/2/2020 12:03:50 PM gulag_timeshare Yes.  I still remember a good portion of my periodical chart.  (At least the lower half, lol)

2/2/2020 12:03:53 PM johnsoros2 But what if your tweet inspires some sick person (me? how dare you!) to track you down and put your theory to test by doing something terrible? That 

is what you manifested. Be careful what you play with.

2/2/2020 12:04:32 PM qforce1 Theta waves.

Make “time” your slave.

The moment of time matters not, the will to master it does.

We are but electrical pulses. If you can see it.. really see it... your reality is forever altered of what reality is seen.

May sound like gibberish, it’s not-it’s reality. 💫
2/2/2020 12:05:43 PM johnsoros2 whats your problem? wasnt flynn,stone,cohen,manafort etc enough for you? the arrests happened, some people are never happy.

2/2/2020 12:06:35 PM johnsoros2 wtf? you cant meditate a frequency. Unless maybe you start humming?

2/2/2020 12:06:44 PM zerost8te what do we see here friends?

same group as #Cicada3301 ? Same as #QAnon ? Same as #Anonymous ? Same as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? Same as #SVV ? Same as #SevensExposed ? 

Same as #TheGame23

Tor nodes are fun. catch agents shitting on participants. tsk tsk

#entrapment #recruitment pic.twitter.com/PKrOfuYfsg
2/2/2020 12:09:41 PM monolithicpeak Very well may have been gold. Copper was an assumption.

Thank you.

2/2/2020 12:14:27 PM rosscarwalker 55 - doing this the other night

2/2/2020 12:16:29 PM roublisa Arkansas know for largest deposited of crystals🤔

2/2/2020 12:17:36 PM weediblue Yes, yes  and it's good to reconnect.

2/2/2020 12:17:56 PM teamdowner Looks close 👍🏻 Also... finger on Gator (reptilian). His finger placement seems a bit exaggerated for signing a helmet on a table.

2/2/2020 12:18:34 PM keith369me Yep

2/2/2020 12:21:30 PM melbourne_3000 Like her Father she seems to have the weight of the World on her shoulders.

And in the distant future this shall come to pass (manifest).

#Linage A line of Greatness, that which is #Majestic in nature 😇

2/2/2020 12:22:17 PM mamabear_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the mudflood true history?

2/2/2020 12:24:43 PM freedomflight2 Total opposite for me, no luck no money from my “job”. Guess this great event is passing me up

2/2/2020 12:26:07 PM selvestekjetil Undergroundly connected. 

2.5 hours estimated travel thru earth.

2/2/2020 12:28:33 PM bbobbio71 Hmmm What a coincidence

2/2/2020 12:28:43 PM bigtex54 Find a balance?

Some is better?

What's a Keystone?

Keystone definition. 

n.The central supporting element of a whole.
2/2/2020 12:30:44 PM shannoncate13 YouTube has 369hz meditation music. You may want 2 try a short beginner guided meditation 2 learn how meditation goes, then switch 2 the healing 

369 tones. 369hz is Tesla's frequency, there is science backing up healing by returning the body/mind/spirit 2 the natural frequencies

2/2/2020 12:31:30 PM jayrambin Multiple reasons I imagine.

2/2/2020 12:32:25 PM alight412 😉

2/2/2020 12:33:52 PM jayrambin What’s 117 again?

2/2/2020 12:33:56 PM upset_american Because it was a perfect written document to get the out come he needed. perfect with no court needed.

2/2/2020 12:39:11 PM nine_six3 ThankQ, I’m so happy to hear is resonates!!!

2/2/2020 12:40:43 PM cleopatrarawk I dropped a shungite rock in every windowsill.  Pretty rocks can't hurt and rocks do block/disrupt radio waves.

2/2/2020 12:41:11 PM annafmvandevel1 There was another civilization long ago that I learned from others who told me. Because the earth is not hollow as many think, Antarcia hides a hidden 

city.

2/2/2020 12:43:04 PM smalltownindy I would love to see the mudflood architecture on that continent. 

What if Antarctica is the cosmic entrance to the Galactic Lampoon's Gaia Theme Park and Zoo? Too bad it's closed for Coronavirus. 

 https://youtu.be/jY9xZoKiBgU  pic.twitter.com/oJmjAROpHT

2/2/2020 12:43:34 PM gerriekyle I've seen this interconnected wave for years and it's only gotten clearer over time. Like etheric cells connected by tubes constantly flowing downwards. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this what you are talking about?

2/2/2020 12:44:16 PM mark52525786 I wanna sail “there”!Can”vinny “ captain?I’m not a book reader but I have voyage of the narwhal,the Zeno bros tale,&the wifey is looking4the trilogy 

Barron’s underground adventures4me on amazon!i could read on the the way2oak island(1st stop)!I want my gold back!i know🙋♂️4th pic! 

pic.twitter.com/DAEjw4oFQY

2/2/2020 12:45:47 PM gerriekyle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 like this bit they are all connected  pic.twitter.com/CDBvzNDXyL

2/2/2020 12:45:59 PM alistairtaurus And another conspiracy is born!

2/2/2020 12:46:00 PM jeffthecurious 12/02/2021?

2/2/2020 12:47:02 PM gerriekyle Like this but all connected flowing downwards pic.twitter.com/6L1z1TpIdo

2/2/2020 12:48:16 PM nine_six3 Epiphany Mentioned Above △△△ pic.twitter.com/dTKpBlbPrB

2/2/2020 12:51:43 PM tamexis Where’s the report!



2/2/2020 12:52:55 PM jlrjrtx I honestly had no idea Antarctica was such a large land mass! Wow, whole new perspective on an already curious place!

2/2/2020 12:54:15 PM adheysuk  https://youtu.be/mMMerxh_12U 

2/2/2020 12:55:00 PM westallenshow This is what is happening to our sun. Two planets captured by  satilite cameras. Orbit sun every 27 days, coming closest every 13.5 days. Causes solar 

storms over charging earth's core. Creating volcanos and earth quake. Admiral of Navy discloses. pic.twitter.com/inTFlfmM9y

2/2/2020 12:57:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 02/02/2020 = 2222 pic.twitter.com/UHxleNhoGj

2/2/2020 12:58:05 PM truthfulbadger 🤨🤔

2/2/2020 12:59:24 PM rebornkingent Until that day then yea. We are alone. This fiasco is tiring. People are actually dying and suffering while being told to trust the plan. I believe yes. But 

lord have mercy.

2/2/2020 12:59:33 PM ccal1331 Will @POTUS break any news on this sometime soon?

2/2/2020 1:00:08 PM morfinpaulino1 ☺,,, el reporte consiste en quién ordenó la invasión ó lo que llaman "DESCUBRIR AMÉRICA" también los verdaderos nombres de las NAVES-DRACO y 

en que geográfica sé encuentran actualmente. @CoreyGoode y la @USNavyCNO sabe bien de lo que hablamos. SSP es parte del encubrimiento.⚠😜

2/2/2020 1:00:44 PM angryvoter2016 Or is it numbers of dimensions? Or is that one in the same? Just curious.

2/2/2020 1:00:46 PM alight412 Are we going to have a big ET reveal today? That would be magnificent!

2/2/2020 1:00:50 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/7cMGRXb4Oc

2/2/2020 1:00:58 PM mikeb38beacon_h 😉👍🇺🇸🍿

2/2/2020 1:00:59 PM norwegianon Yeah, come on, just give us something now! I know soft disclosure is accelerating, but that's for the normies. Come pick me up with a 👽🛸

2/2/2020 1:01:18 PM pomeinnz Magical

2/2/2020 1:01:24 PM alight412 He's purchased 2 ads for the game today.

2/2/2020 1:02:08 PM tonyalfidi Only a very stupid person would believe any of this nonsense.

2/2/2020 1:02:18 PM angryvoter2016 What would be the prime objective. Was given to us in a TV series in 1969, I believe.

2/2/2020 1:02:49 PM arenthefox Contact this year just like Greer said

2/2/2020 1:03:51 PM decodematrix 2+2+2+2=8

8=infinity

There is no end to the universe? It goes on for infinity like Pi π? Strange to think about.

2/2/2020 1:05:22 PM norwegianon 😎👍 pic.twitter.com/KCuLIS47af

2/2/2020 1:05:59 PM canada_rj Have you by chance read The Allies of Humanity Briefings?

Since we R not alone we need 2  Set The Terms of Engagement for those Aliens visiting our World!Humanity must Implement The Declaration of 

Human Sovereignty and protect our World http://humansovereignty.org 

2/2/2020 1:08:19 PM ofommission 2222

oN.

G [before] H   [R]oswell

D  [after]   C

Groundhog Day. pic.twitter.com/2tN4NtUg8r

2/2/2020 1:08:32 PM emmaturvey1 I really hope so.... That would be amazing and scary.

2/2/2020 1:08:37 PM weediblue Thank you'

2/2/2020 1:08:47 PM kimarie93  pic.twitter.com/WKY2XrbMZG

2/2/2020 1:10:39 PM meazenfree Everywhere

2/2/2020 1:10:50 PM fansblowing3 Q post 2222.  And today is 2/2/2020 which is also 2222.  Proof tonight at 20:20/8:20 pm??? 🙏

2/2/2020 1:11:16 PM mamiemcclure17 Some can’t be overlooked,  while others never notice the signs before their own eyes.  People see only what they want and dismiss so much ... 

pic.twitter.com/bOnvna7WXb

2/2/2020 1:11:22 PM drakeflegel Have you even been to the North Pole? pic.twitter.com/R5B0B6LOa8

2/2/2020 1:13:13 PM stinky_stork Prime directive.

2/2/2020 1:13:37 PM nancyddb Its repetitive and now boring.

2/2/2020 1:13:42 PM vieiraranch I just put a girl in a DV shelter in MN a few weeks ago...Today I found out she has disappeared! Could shelter have been involved in her disappearance?

2/2/2020 1:14:10 PM n7guardiananon Damn Good Pie pic.twitter.com/sb9AZOw24P

2/2/2020 1:15:41 PM suemedocin NIPS SPIN

2/2/2020 1:15:48 PM decodematrix 2^4=16=7

7 Sisters

POTUS will introduce the Pleiadians tonight during his Super Bowl commercial at 20:02

BOOM💥

2/2/2020 1:16:22 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Bring on the tribunals!!! We back you 100 percent! Bring the storm!! We have been waiting! 💪💪

2/2/2020 1:16:53 PM drakeflegel Russians would stop you before "aliens" would 😂

2/2/2020 1:19:30 PM toddwal47945939 Now that would make one heck of a ‘SKY EVENT’ pic.twitter.com/mgiAlvrnH6

2/2/2020 1:19:36 PM angryvoter2016 Great catch. At least one person caught it.

2/2/2020 1:20:56 PM mongrelglory I think it would be awesome of some of our "space cousins" joined Shakira and J-Lo on the stage during the Super Bowl half-time show. 😁

2/2/2020 1:21:03 PM jkacq777 The Bible tells us that at the time of (satan's last push), he will attempt to install his (false Christ), aka, the "antichrist". This is to happen at the time 

nearing the appearing of the Lord Jesus Christ. God Himself tells us, that because humanity's spiritual condition will..

2/2/2020 1:22:32 PM jkacq777 be so Godless; indeed like as it was in the days of Noah, (see Genesis 6)  that God will give humanity a DELUSION. Why? So they believe the lie. Why? 

So "that they all might be damned who believed not in the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." (2 Thes. 2:12).

2/2/2020 1:23:22 PM nine_six3 MJ12 has actually touched on this point and the fact that our definition of "infinity" isn't quite right. 

"There is a limit to the universe".

Even more strange to consider!!! pic.twitter.com/DhR343Bk1I

2/2/2020 1:23:41 PM stinky_stork I think many more have/will

2/2/2020 1:24:12 PM jkacq777 How is antichrist revealed? Answer...just a few verses earlier: "who's coming is after the working of satan with all power and signs and lying wonders." 

(2 Thes. 2:9) CRITICALLY IMPORTANT: THE WORD TRANSLATED IN ENGLISH HERE "lying wonders" is the Greek word, "TE'RAS".

2/2/2020 1:24:52 PM jkacq777 THIS WORD IS STRONGS NT # 5059. IT LITERALLY MEANS..."STARTLING, IMPOSING, AMAZING, FOR   STRANGE   APPEARANCES   IN   THE   HEAVENS".

2/2/2020 1:26:40 PM _yuri_desu_ would be one heck of a birthday present for me

2/2/2020 1:27:51 PM jkacq777 There's so, so much more: but Twitter is not the optimal format to make the Biblical arguments describing THIS VERY, VERY IMPORTANT TRUTH: as it's 

a foundation...to understanding WHAT'S BEEN, WHAT IS, AND WHAT'S COMING. Blessings to our President, Church and our Lord Jesus Christ

2/2/2020 1:29:07 PM kg727714 When I first started my truth seeking adventure in 2007 I remember seeing a compass and square being formed across the USA where acts of terror 

happened. In Europe a Pyramid formed connecting same “terror” dots. Miami was the last city to complete the Square n Compass. 🤔



2/2/2020 1:29:15 PM ms_duckworth Tiamat moved the North Pole from east of the Hudson Bay in Canada up to its current position and gave the Earth it’s wobble - the procession of the 

poles. pic.twitter.com/rSVLKJNhE2

2/2/2020 1:29:30 PM joshuajamesdavi #hahahahahaha

2/2/2020 1:29:48 PM munkeypilot Of course...what's the Q-uestion?

2/2/2020 1:32:36 PM texasbbq01 I also arrived at that same drop about alien life a few days ago.  Q drop 3805 said “THE BEST IS YET TO COME”.  POTUS tweeted the same on 1/30 at 

22:22. pic.twitter.com/XAF4AAu4Ek

2/2/2020 1:33:27 PM langen_nadine ❤️ pic.twitter.com/UvlJvziUMr

2/2/2020 1:36:34 PM chadmcgregory Will be during super bowl halftime show most likely

2/2/2020 1:36:40 PM kg727714 Is it possible “God” is King Anu from Sirius or the Queen of the Stars from Orion? The age of Aquarius seems to favor women in leading roles 

Matriarchal -Devine Feminine over the Sirius- Patriarchal God. Even so, who came before them 13.6 Billion years ago? http://En.ki 

2/2/2020 1:37:55 PM plasticjesus6 Which god? Dont tell me the old testament god?

2/2/2020 1:38:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you get a mouse into a trap?

You give them cheddar.

We are going to be snatching tons of pedophiles tonight.

We can tell you, because they can't control themselves.

Plans from weeks ago,

Sweaty palms,

Small ******,

If you try, we will find you,

If you act, you will go down
2/2/2020 1:38:47 PM atashfire Godspeed!

2/2/2020 1:39:58 PM magachronicle  pic.twitter.com/or3fMzu1xE

2/2/2020 1:40:02 PM ali_dougall Go get em!

2/2/2020 1:40:07 PM tarzan_08 News coming?

2/2/2020 1:40:19 PM frankcastle_45 I see this as a 4Yr proof/Delta

I understand the tie in but .....

02-02-20 vs 02-02-22

   2-2-20   vs   2-2-22

2/2/2020 1:40:30 PM ewolsj Thank you for your wisdom Mamie ^.^

2/2/2020 1:40:39 PM mikeb38beacon_h Majestic, Check out Ted Cruz tweet....  2222 drop & 1231 drop VERY INTERESTING😉🇺🇸🍿

2/2/2020 1:41:02 PM plasticjesus6 Ahh The Lord as in Yahweh?

2/2/2020 1:41:30 PM americanpetal 8:02 tonight? Getting a massage then. Keeping fingers crossed for download.🤞

2/2/2020 1:41:37 PM itsmeyouneeduk Will we the public hear about it? I mean, covert ops or making a statement ops? Thank you! 🙏❤️

2/2/2020 1:42:02 PM subtidal4 Lock them all up!

2/2/2020 1:42:19 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/Opwq1qHduT

2/2/2020 1:42:22 PM elatedveracity Godspeed!  Prayers for your safety Patriots! Go get ‘em! 🙏

2/2/2020 1:42:52 PM 1_decided_voter So do you expect any of this will make the news or is this one of those "trust us" situations?

2/2/2020 1:43:19 PM kg727714 Today seems like a logical day being day 33 of the year and 333 days left.  http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.com/2014/01/metlife-stadium-in-oblivion-

site-of.html?m=1 … Nothing panned out in 2014 so go figure. Much ado...

2/2/2020 1:43:22 PM subtidal4 And update us tomorrow how the operation went.

2/2/2020 1:44:05 PM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/96kASZIabk

2/2/2020 1:44:13 PM plasticjesus6 Lmao screw that guy.. big hint that he is garbage are his traits

. Prone to anger and jealousy then you supposedly says though shall not kill and proceed to send his to kill whole tribes women and children.. 

RESEARCH

2/2/2020 1:44:24 PM subversion_ops You don't work for any government agency. You sound like an EyeTheSpy LARP secret decoder ring agent. 

You say "we". It doesn't include "you", a Twitter poster with a special TS_SCI bogus @. Stop acting like a real government employee and go back to 

entertaining people.

2/2/2020 1:45:08 PM spiritinsideme4 Prayers for this to be 100% success rate

2/2/2020 1:45:38 PM jesperbirk5 My birthday is 22:2

so

I'm 48 years, 11 month, 11 days old today.

2/2/2020 1:45:38 PM djlok 👊👊👊

2/2/2020 1:45:50 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/ztAv6l2VPg

2/2/2020 1:45:54 PM freedom_sent should have been the standard form of action since day 1.

turning a blind eye for years / decades is complicit to each and every crime and all of you that knew but did nothing will be held accountable by God 

himself.

no one escapes judgment

2/2/2020 1:46:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Indictments will not air on CNN or Fox News.

Look to DOJ.

Sealed > Unsealed.

2/2/2020 1:46:22 PM jluther88 #MirrorDay

2/2/2020 1:47:06 PM twilly18 tomato plants in

popcorn out

2/2/2020 1:48:35 PM bzbnialei88 Amen 🙏

2/2/2020 1:49:21 PM 1776reset I kinda see it lol pic.twitter.com/0f6E9GFD3J

2/2/2020 1:49:57 PM dbender22 Super Bowl sickos

Get 'em!

2/2/2020 1:51:52 PM earth2nissy The best thing I've read in forever. God Bless our Unicorns ❤️🧡💛🦄💚💙💜

2/2/2020 1:52:59 PM notevenchad17 What's this in relation to? Pedos?

2/2/2020 1:53:48 PM duxgirl27 Thank you Jesus 🙏for your safety as you help save these innocent children

2/2/2020 1:55:04 PM carasm10 Omg, this was a thought of mine with this upcoming SB, I guess I’ll chalk it up to Answered Prayers!!!

ThanQ for sharing this!!🙏🙏🙏

Keeping ALLLLLL in my prayers...

2/2/2020 1:55:44 PM ychernandez1 Stay safe Patriots and Godspeed!

2/2/2020 1:56:03 PM joelzdon @kate_awakening

2/2/2020 1:56:50 PM demongza Actually mice prefer fresh fruit over cheddar lol

2/2/2020 1:56:54 PM sleepingnomore That is great news! I wondered about this.

2/2/2020 1:57:10 PM lucillemcgilli4 🤞🙏



2/2/2020 1:57:17 PM joanhol24893501 Please remove them ALL. This EVIL permeates our world, and will not be tolerated anymore. Now we know.

2/2/2020 1:57:54 PM jimhayzlett Every Star Shines On Each of Them, Just Like You... They Are The Glorious Limitless Eternal Light Of All ✨🌈✨🌎✨😇✨👼✨

2/2/2020 1:58:12 PM chimom19638497 Take them down!!!!!  Yes!!!

Save the children.

2/2/2020 1:58:53 PM realkyleroenick March 1st 2020? The hammer?

2/2/2020 1:59:11 PM tinfoilcatman #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #QArmy

2/2/2020 1:59:12 PM wandering11111 Winning!!!

2/2/2020 1:59:31 PM roserosemary777 Are they acting up because of Palindrome Day? pic.twitter.com/urXZvYNY4d

2/2/2020 1:59:47 PM oaf_unbreakable Accidentally leak all the names of all the players and set loose the hounds of war.

2/2/2020 2:00:05 PM i_like_skis Headlines from 2013-Boston bombing https://www.democracynow.org/2013/4/19/headlines …

2/2/2020 2:03:18 PM texas_pappy Open wide....... pic.twitter.com/kr2JuZMFeR

2/2/2020 2:04:07 PM krakray I can't see the Puppy Bowl the same way anymore after learning what we've learned. Bless the operators bringing justice to these poor souls 🙏

2/2/2020 2:04:24 PM djlok What's up with everyone talking about small *******?  I saw that on WW last night.  Sending signals?

2/2/2020 2:06:16 PM jmaxey1000 Go get em!

2/2/2020 2:06:33 PM moussechino There’s #OnlyOneCure

2/2/2020 2:08:41 PM blumae84 Yes...REAL TRUTH

2/2/2020 2:09:19 PM thieu_m2 If ice melts it becomes water, so the volume of water increases. Not so difficult

2/2/2020 2:09:24 PM rebornkingent If what everyone is saying is true. Prime directive  has been violated long ago by other species. Why would a so called benevolent advanced group 

watch an advanced malevolent group... torment a species while staying just out of the line of sight?

2/2/2020 2:10:10 PM yidderish *SB known event for trafficking*

*Apprehensions made every year*

*Arrests made tonight*

"OMG YOU'RE ON THE INSIDE! HOW DID YOU KNOW??"

2/2/2020 2:10:20 PM ash98668967 Get them ALL 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

2/2/2020 2:11:46 PM nschlange Is this Superbowl related? Probably. They know we all know, better yet, that you all know what their doing and they do it anyway. Brilliant, aren't they?

2/2/2020 2:12:12 PM gsusgod Someone gonna ‘Majestically’ appear skybound, in the vicinity of some super-bowl/human-trafficking/Satanic-Symbol-Ritual/Mass-Consciousness-

HypnoPsychicDriving event?  I.e. #Consume, re: Satanic Symbol Rituals.

If only the world were more ready for this day to be this day.

2/2/2020 2:12:20 PM mike_kreuser I don’t even care if this is legit or not.  If this kind of message makes one pedo stay home for a night, I’m all for it.

2/2/2020 2:12:32 PM annasum47005725 traps at the Superbowl?

2/2/2020 2:13:28 PM tetraman12 When water freezes it expands and displaces more volume. Conversely when it melts it displaces less volume. Not so difficult. I’m sure you can think 

up an experiment to demonstrate that principle.

2/2/2020 2:14:28 PM surfing123456 I heard SEALS work fast at capturing their Prey. Lol yea fellas Godspeed and good luck WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 2:15:33 PM chase2929 Fallen Angel's and demons for sure are out there. Satan rules the 2and heaven along with the first. If course there is other life, but its not what alot of 

people think

2/2/2020 2:16:19 PM higherself_1_ Those nasty rat traps also like chocolate...

2/2/2020 2:16:40 PM shansway One of the best meditations I've had.

2/2/2020 2:16:46 PM mcluvin29641516 The Zodiac killer left a symbol on map, of all the places he had killed.

2/2/2020 2:16:53 PM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/NjumEB4P1K

2/2/2020 2:16:58 PM rghardy3 Sounds like the BOOM day we have been waiting for.

Bring on the PAIN and the JUSTICE.

All the Rats caught in the Super Bowl Trap.

2/2/2020 2:17:07 PM trumppatriotus1 GO Get em!!!!!!

2/2/2020 2:17:43 PM wyscrapper Did you see all the cruise ships in the harbor of Miami?  Disgusting!

2/2/2020 2:17:53 PM gramptorino The Great  Awakening...WWG1WGA 💯

2/2/2020 2:18:14 PM freedom_sent any comment on the pic? pic.twitter.com/Cw8NPLkUhB

2/2/2020 2:18:28 PM realitycheck05  pic.twitter.com/gwASx5lUOO

2/2/2020 2:18:33 PM altimitwill 22:22 on 2/2/2020

2/2/2020 2:18:41 PM gramptorino 💯👌 pic.twitter.com/MFHJqnVn4j

2/2/2020 2:19:10 PM sdane8 Congratulations! 👏👏👏 Beautiful job. ♥️

2/2/2020 2:19:34 PM keith369me They may...and probably look like us so most wouldn’t know

2/2/2020 2:20:17 PM stanfireman1 Thank God! Get em.

2/2/2020 2:20:52 PM johnmic25959174 So being childish is a Good thing?

2/2/2020 2:20:57 PM deanshupak Go get em.....God's speed

2/2/2020 2:21:35 PM americanpetal I’m soooo glad to read this. Thank you MJ💛❤️

2/2/2020 2:22:28 PM galadri09060100 It's called mirror work. I love it. Seeing faces of my past incarnations.

2/2/2020 2:23:42 PM emilyp137 Super bowl busts!? 😉

2/2/2020 2:24:24 PM sdane8 Thank you!  👏👏👏

2/2/2020 2:25:04 PM lovelight5d Yes, get em all

2/2/2020 2:26:45 PM adamz14839920 👍, cleanup continues

2/2/2020 2:26:45 PM ckepner18951  pic.twitter.com/52PQ1YyACh

2/2/2020 2:27:52 PM traciloveusa I pray so. Running out of hope...

2/2/2020 2:28:02 PM keith369me #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein ...End trafficking forever!!!  A child is to be loved, not exploited.

2/2/2020 2:28:05 PM nznfreez  https://twitter.com/juliansrum/status/1223790286901534720 …

2/2/2020 2:28:13 PM rawphonegirl 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/Yx8Rc66NLf

2/2/2020 2:28:14 PM americanpetal Do we know if JLO is one of them?

2/2/2020 2:29:05 PM joni_apple_seed Finally a video that admits the chem trails!!! They call it ‘Bill Gates Chemical Cloud’ for -global warming-BS but it can cause massive changes in regional 

weather and eradicate BLUE SKY! Seeing this now, here. @paniela100 @FreeStateOJones @SurfingMarty https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2019/09/07/bill-

gates-funded-solar-geoengineering-could-help-stop-global-warming.html?fbclid=IwAR3-

8V5IkVzJB4gfa0A4Sz1cmNotEtJuwGJ_VgN__B0bHsyk99KiHccaWM4&__twitter_impression=true …

2/2/2020 2:30:16 PM traciloveusa Yes. They s/b public. VERY PUBLIC in front of the WHOLE WORLD.

2/2/2020 2:30:32 PM ndeathcloak Thanks for always having my back.

2/2/2020 2:30:34 PM mactruthcdn Maybe they are J-Lo and Shakira hahahahaha 🙃🙃

2/2/2020 2:30:39 PM keith369me Not sure where that came from.  I do get a good feeling about ARod...when the media beats the crap out of someone...I watch their actions and words, 

not the narrative



2/2/2020 2:31:31 PM generaleeintuit If a pedophile weighs 200 lbs a ton of pedophiles would only be 10. Sweaty palms, small ******* sounds like another internet sting involving 

masturbation. When will you take on the real life actors? I understand it's difficult to infiltrate the billion dollar club, but come on.

2/2/2020 2:32:20 PM jcw5617 Thank god!

2/2/2020 2:32:21 PM traciloveusa 😲oohhh! Yes! 👍🏻Kick butt!!!

Where can we find/see the “results”?

2/2/2020 2:32:34 PM maryymccoy Is one of them Tom Steyer? pic.twitter.com/XZEAdwfelO

2/2/2020 2:33:06 PM mongrelglory I was picturing small greys twerking onstage with Shakira...👽

2/2/2020 2:34:26 PM aetherwalker1 I was like, "Ooh! I like chedder!"

Then I was like "No!  😭.  Why do all the good things have to be codes for terrible evil."

2/2/2020 2:34:29 PM kidge6 He did say ‘strike you down.’

2/2/2020 2:34:44 PM acds671 ??

2/2/2020 2:35:12 PM morfinpaulino1 Las guerras de Orion y la destrucción de Tiamat (Des-Astro) obligó a un reacomodo planetario, de ahí sé deriva que Saturno controle de forma 

magnética y gravitatoria los planetas que el "Sol-13" no alcanza atraer.

2/2/2020 2:36:09 PM kidge6 Can you say just a little more?

2/2/2020 2:36:21 PM lawdog323 This is good.

2/2/2020 2:36:26 PM thieu_m2 You don' get it. When ice melts it becomes water and  ice is lighter than water. The most ice is on the continent of antartica

2/2/2020 2:37:32 PM dangdeplorable1 Without proof of this crazy accusation Zerohedge is just spreading malicious gossip. Kind of like the fake whistle blower. Doxxing this scientist was 

childish and dangerous.

2/2/2020 2:37:49 PM kidge6 Isn’t it awesome?  I’ve been reading it off and on for months.  I have started a video series digging through it.  Just started last week.  Short intro and 

page one posted last night.

2/2/2020 2:37:58 PM abstract1dea That is your higher self

You might be surprised what they have to say to you

2/2/2020 2:38:19 PM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/UhlfvJadLv

2/2/2020 2:38:41 PM kidge6  https://twitter.com/kidge6/status/1224070736995684352?s=21 …

2/2/2020 2:39:23 PM bbl58 No Justice, Mercy, Deals to those who participate In Human/Child Trafficking! Indicted,Prosecuted, Imprisioned..👉Hell 🔥Awaits Them!

2/2/2020 2:40:36 PM msmischief3 ABSOLUTELY 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻 Stay safe and THANK YOU for protective our country’s children 💯💯💯👌🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/2/2020 2:41:27 PM abstract1dea You created it

So, in a way, it is your child

But it will not survive your death

But you will

2/2/2020 2:41:50 PM kidge6 Strike me down? That doesn’t sound good. The rest of it does.

2/2/2020 2:42:12 PM deb12233 Who would want to act like a real government employee?

2/2/2020 2:43:16 PM abstract1dea Patience is not something given or even earned

What little you have is stretched and stretched again

This is not a painless process

2/2/2020 2:43:33 PM kidge6  https://twitter.com/kidge6/status/1224070736995684352?s=21 …

2/2/2020 2:44:12 PM wiherewini Tweet from Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12) Tweeted:

Rotate & Overlap with Roswell, NM.

What hides under the ice in that precise location?

Why?  https://twitter.com/universal_sci/status/1223782395452776449 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223834339600994307?s=20 …

2/2/2020 2:46:01 PM fionasdestiny67 SEALS ARE BEAUTIFUL CREATURES 

Q pic.twitter.com/xVqDJxRAc8

2/2/2020 2:46:26 PM fionasdestiny67  pic.twitter.com/IupnyDK9SX

2/2/2020 2:47:02 PM nine_six3 ThankQ SDane, I hope you are having a Majestic Day!!!

2/2/2020 2:48:06 PM 02joshuaradwan 💚🙏🏽🕊💪🏽👍🏽👊🏽

2/2/2020 2:49:44 PM patrici35010862 Please make it so!

2/2/2020 2:50:25 PM indiglojewel .Arrest those perv’s.

2/2/2020 2:50:44 PM girlyaphrodite Godspeed.🙏

2/2/2020 2:51:06 PM nova76985142 Can you give advise on how we can help. For those of us available... is there anything we should do or work on? I feel incredibly helpless and 

heartbroken that I’m not doing more to make this hell stop.. and I’d give anything at all to serve.

2/2/2020 2:52:20 PM midgets_levil  pic.twitter.com/BTopDAvsK5

2/2/2020 2:52:31 PM mcpatriot64 Yes they are!

2/2/2020 2:54:52 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/HuhjJf3VyG

2/2/2020 2:55:01 PM twain_fan I hope they include these crimes. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZhDlf7sOaE …

2/2/2020 2:55:20 PM girlawakeinca This post goes along great with the scheduled fly over. Majestic 🙌 https://twitter.com/us_stratcom/status/1224094341787979776?s=21 …

2/2/2020 2:56:26 PM grethejacobsen1 This is Trump signing a helmet. Notice Q

2/2/2020 2:56:54 PM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/OBqdjRmfth

2/2/2020 2:57:12 PM mamamam64360081 Do you have a link to that frequency? I can’t find it on my meditation app.

2/2/2020 2:58:07 PM signnamehere1 Earth is flat. Antarctica is the edge, it goes all the way around the perimeter. Research nikon P900 flat earth. 👍

2/2/2020 2:58:15 PM klucksl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  ??? AND he has 60K followers...what are the chances they are all pedo's like him???

2/2/2020 2:59:03 PM patriotbowman Happy Hunting!!!

2/2/2020 2:59:24 PM jackarm65081193 All the trolls in the world, can NOT stop the Storm

Evil fears the Storm

2/2/2020 3:00:07 PM nine_six3 ThankQ for sharing this with Us!!!

2/2/2020 3:00:10 PM mustang_sally45 Superbowl or BAFTA'S or both? 🙏

2/2/2020 3:00:57 PM steelman1 Patience is cultivated

2/2/2020 3:01:37 PM duke5331 That’s right, every super bowl.

2/2/2020 3:02:46 PM onlyrobbiesnead Baby

2/2/2020 3:03:06 PM natalie60444115 Keep us informed please ! We have make so much difficults changes in our daily family life waiting for all this since many years now  ! 🏠

2/2/2020 3:03:51 PM nine_six3 Just meditating and I saw a Man walking towards my p.o.view in army clothes, and he was holding something unknown in his hands... It then flashed to 

people that looked cold but smiling and happy/Love. 

My face was changing shapes/appearance in the mirror, Energy/Exoconsciousness?

2/2/2020 3:03:51 PM birdiesrchirpin The best source of news!

2/2/2020 3:04:49 PM lucyc5124 God Bless and safety to our children’s saviors 🙏🏻

2/2/2020 3:06:52 PM sheann41103502  pic.twitter.com/tW4YV9azXB



2/2/2020 3:07:28 PM lesliem29717573 Thankyou for watching over our little angels!

2/2/2020 3:09:47 PM abstract1dea Still, not painless

2/2/2020 3:10:31 PM jrocktigers IT is a satanic "holy" day. . . .get em . .

2/2/2020 3:11:10 PM johnnyt_anon I cross through the light, and see very distinct faces of people mostly unknown to me. All, I believe, are from the past. Then I come to a window. I look 

through and see a universe of of knowledge to be discovered.

2/2/2020 3:11:51 PM fatdogeasylax Thats funny cuz ive killed 5 mice since last night and i used cheddar as bait. The synchronicitys are hitting me hard. Good luck destroying those pedos 

who deserve a rope around the neck. Protection of children should be top priority for every administration. Keep on keepin on

2/2/2020 3:12:05 PM purple3hadow I absolutely despise q’s like this. How in the heck am I supposed to know or even find the REAL answer. It’s HIDDEN!!

2/2/2020 3:12:05 PM rizzo1megan My goodness, yesss!!!

2/2/2020 3:12:07 PM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/iqQkpyrvf0

2/2/2020 3:13:23 PM daviddcr135 Hope you bag your limit and then some.

2/2/2020 3:15:08 PM jeffieyboy I’m assuming super bowl has something to do with it

2/2/2020 3:15:59 PM aleks8837 +++

2/2/2020 3:17:32 PM _imback4u Will you tweet info from doj sealed indicts as you find them?

2/2/2020 3:18:14 PM dazedonkey  pic.twitter.com/0jH5ZmS84O

2/2/2020 3:19:57 PM angiefletcher Pray for their souls.

2/2/2020 3:20:32 PM kittythundercl1 Godspeed. Get ‘em all.

2/2/2020 3:22:35 PM luluspeers1 Ah ha! Its that Super bowl!

2/2/2020 3:22:49 PM heartsscales Most likely

2/2/2020 3:23:38 PM samsmith0319 Good...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/2/2020 3:23:53 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/2/2020 3:23:57 PM birdiesrchirpin Lots of great stuff. See Jan 28th for terrorists & FL. https://www.justice.gov/news 

2/2/2020 3:24:19 PM birdiesrchirpin This is juicy too. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related …

2/2/2020 3:24:22 PM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #BringOnTheFlood #UnsealEpstein

This is what happens when you lie to and kill the Masses. KARMA is Your Nightmare!!! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=33&v=GJ0hYABkbMo&feature=emb_logo … pic.twitter.com/Y8UYy8zpNs

2/2/2020 3:26:04 PM lorirrr 🙏❤️💥🔥

2/2/2020 3:26:24 PM dazedonkey Now they are intelligently harvesting

2/2/2020 3:27:20 PM mossomo 1/2 This was fun. Right in the middle of the map's red square of W.Antarctica is Siple Dome. An ice dome.  

Slayer has a song titled Fall of Sipledome about a city falling into the ice during a cataclysm.  

Shifting ice plates below

without warning

inter glacial sudden death...

2/2/2020 3:29:40 PM kidge6 Thank you.

Why not? If you don't mind saying (specifics not necessary). If so, i understand.

2/2/2020 3:30:15 PM twain_fan I believe Khrushevs 1956 prophecy that Communism would take over the US from within is coming true. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZhDlf7sOaE …

2/2/2020 3:30:25 PM mossomo 2/2 This was fun. US has a camp at Siple Dome used to drill ice core samples. An engineer wrote a poem about it. 

After three years of drilling, we reached

bedrock, two-thirds of a mile under

the humpbacked bulge of winter.

Read the whole thing:  http://thediagram.com/cc/hoppenthaler.html …

2/2/2020 3:31:10 PM oaf_unbreakable Here is something to think about.

If the Universe is expanding what would happen if one was able to go fast enough to catch up over take it?

IF.

What would happen.

2/2/2020 3:32:23 PM alisarod1 Would be so fantastic!

2/2/2020 3:32:41 PM jkacq777 Thank you. Yes, so, so much to this narrative, building for many decades, all for one purpose: to lay the satanic foundation in deceiving humanity that 

we (were seeded: by the "alien races", or aka, by other names). The Bible, w/other ancient (non-canonical books) rejects this.

2/2/2020 3:32:46 PM winklerburke Go LEO.  Go Q.  Go Plan, Go.

2/2/2020 3:33:11 PM cjs033 Does Antarctica have anything to do with it???🤔

2/2/2020 3:33:25 PM danceintruth 🙏🏼

2/2/2020 3:34:55 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXTn2gSG7es …

2/2/2020 3:35:06 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/hhLhMAb3p2

2/2/2020 3:35:16 PM mike18354769  pic.twitter.com/E8tUWG2Y0r

2/2/2020 3:35:24 PM ivasby It's all connected to 🇲🇨🇲🇨🇲🇨🇲🇨🇲🇨🇲🇨🇲🇨

2/2/2020 3:36:01 PM jleetxgirl Omg- Super Bowl!

2/2/2020 3:37:55 PM ladymolly51 @_KrisHunter_ @KLCJr77 @dee_plorable @DanHarr16222124 @realDonaldTrump @Utah_Utah_Utah @Have_a_dram @SheepDogSociety 

@dbongino @T__WWG1WGA @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mil_ops @mary_wtk @blacknblueangel @RybakStephanie @IRLMedia1 

@BIRDCaybeth @TheAAGabriel @BarbaraRedgate @WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224084652689850368 …

2/2/2020 3:38:58 PM doodooh59284043 Message over messenger. 👍🏻🇺🇸💥

2/2/2020 3:40:16 PM missund79512530 And slow. Not quick.

2/2/2020 3:41:31 PM missund79512530 Yes. Very harsh very quick and very public.

2/2/2020 3:43:19 PM miss_ampie GODSPEED 😘

2/2/2020 3:43:51 PM cormieredcclare Bring it fast!

2/2/2020 3:44:06 PM empathmama1111 I am praying! Go get them!

2/2/2020 3:44:31 PM linda_forseth My cousin has a team intercepting pedos and traffickers!!!!  God Bless warriors like her!!!🥰

2/2/2020 3:44:38 PM teamdowner Yes... the entire internet sees the Q. The Q is obvious.  But why a rusty helmet? If it’s about asking the Q from the media, why not have Hannity or 

Watters ask?

2/2/2020 3:44:47 PM decodematrix Classified

2/2/2020 3:45:58 PM namaste1234 forces moves to city centers.

2/2/2020 3:46:01 PM jackiesierfaith  pic.twitter.com/g1xyv1ONEJ

2/2/2020 3:46:24 PM consortiapartn1 Superbowl 54 v Potus 45

Mirror



2/2/2020 3:47:34 PM holly4t Praying you get them all!! Dont care if it makes the news just get them!

#Wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/WuI75IdEU4

2/2/2020 3:49:35 PM klemkeymb I know this week is a busy week@around the Super Bowl area. Be safe and get those sick bastards!

2/2/2020 3:51:16 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #369  pic.twitter.com/KUkZo4xas2

2/2/2020 3:52:56 PM mulletgary Wow. I have seen that, those my entire life. Always wondered. Yes. Always moving down.

2/2/2020 3:53:13 PM fionasdestiny67 Sadly, it's the only way I think to nip it!

2/2/2020 3:53:36 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsBWL4nZNrc …

2/2/2020 3:53:42 PM oaf_unbreakable The Flash.

Multiverse.

"Speed Force."

2/2/2020 3:53:43 PM oregonsage I still remember when Q answered that one. It actually caught me off guard a bit honestly.

2/2/2020 3:54:07 PM brunicorno (*˘︶˘*).｡.:*♡ 2222 = 8 = ∞

2/2/2020 3:54:51 PM susang7671 Good to do at 20:02PM on this first global palindrome day (02/02/2020) in 909 years.

2/2/2020 3:56:05 PM patriotswegoall Super bowl underway now.

Trap set?

If so, let's snag some bad guys.

2/2/2020 3:56:19 PM gstarseed Getem. Anyone we know publicly?? pic.twitter.com/9M6lAHneDi

2/2/2020 3:58:29 PM donna57259304 Yeah,they’ll be out tonight for  http://sure.Win  or Lose

2/2/2020 4:00:41 PM patriotswegoall DOJ already been tweeting some of this info. Look to Alt news sites.

2/2/2020 4:00:46 PM tanja_santiago Not much longer. Keep melting and we ll see what ya hiding

2/2/2020 4:01:10 PM tripletap21 Q post 531.

2/2/2020 4:05:54 PM nanablue37 Praying all goes well tonight. Godspeed.

2/2/2020 4:07:02 PM norwegianon I'm too frightened

2/2/2020 4:09:19 PM whyteknight17 Please, God. Dark into Light.

2/2/2020 4:09:49 PM carlenezr God speed. Get them all!!

#SaveTheChildren

2/2/2020 4:15:35 PM nan_ese LOVE this Guy!
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2/2/2020 4:16:25 PM m_art_cue ...2️⃣2️⃣2️⃣2️⃣ pic.twitter.com/tQDmQfdq6z

2/2/2020 4:17:03 PM finall00p Will we get something of this tonight? It's time

2/2/2020 4:18:53 PM freshredpaint #SaveTheChildren

2/2/2020 4:19:29 PM sheilas11 It's been eye opening to learn the SuperBowl is a pedo haven. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

round em up. 🤬

2/2/2020 4:20:21 PM lorieve Good to remember what we're fighting for. Reuniting families. https://youtu.be/NRtvqT_wMeY 

2/2/2020 4:22:05 PM julesdamom Find an enlightening sentence to repeat over and over. Make each word be felt. Say it slow and accentuate the entire word. I do that, and finally see a 

glowing light coming toward me. Very very amazing. But, that's as far as I get. I'm still working on my concentration.

2/2/2020 4:23:18 PM iamyou132 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you say there are no coincidences so I have question. The inte surrounding Robert maxwell dictates his involvement in spreading 

Promis software. Fasebook dev team has helped spread use of promise based data flow in web development. Related?

2/2/2020 4:23:49 PM llyr_crypto Better than that.. 

Base 8, the power of 3, 6, 9 is infinite..

With linear evolution, with a race with 8 digits instead of 10.

Base 8 is everywhere

2/2/2020 4:24:06 PM jrocktigers 👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼

2/2/2020 4:25:29 PM llyr_crypto Base 8, the power of 3, 6, 9 is infinite..

With linear evolution, will a race with 8 digits instead of 10 have a 10 counting systems

Base 8 is everywhere

2/2/2020 4:26:04 PM mpg25mary Read “JFK’s Last Stand,” then do more research & make your own conclusion. pic.twitter.com/haARI0obqe

2/2/2020 4:26:28 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/ShUGbmSVBP

2/2/2020 4:28:15 PM ladybirdj5 Whether or not the public hears about it, I am so very happy that there will be that many less sickos running free to abuse and terrorize our most 

precious gifts.

2/2/2020 4:29:37 PM violetpreece  pic.twitter.com/20BhWAyPBV

2/2/2020 4:31:20 PM norwegianon It's all about how the earth is projected on the map. . 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Map_projection …

2/2/2020 4:31:22 PM janda_cefalu Nah. She's too egotistical. 

Shikira? Maybe...

2/2/2020 4:31:27 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/hC5EI460Fz

2/2/2020 4:31:39 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/GcqlmXWzFL

2/2/2020 4:36:06 PM laughterjackie I've been praying about this! Take them down!

2/2/2020 4:37:50 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/hy8zm5xMuO

2/2/2020 4:38:04 PM painiscoming17 Was it a car or a cat I saw?

2/2/2020 4:42:34 PM integrityneed Why would potus have ‘seen-you’ in 2013 unless this plan began long ago. ...

2/2/2020 4:44:32 PM libertygal12 Then it has to be Angels!  Fallen or Great

2/2/2020 4:44:32 PM freestateojones Well then. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/air-force-colonel-sentenced-receiving-child-pornography …

2/2/2020 4:44:49 PM michaelt8991 Also, maybe think of giving us extraterrestrial disclosure and tech disclosure from the 50’s till now.

#wewantdisclosure

2/2/2020 4:45:20 PM myinfo18355521 Bless U. (&THANKS).

2/2/2020 4:45:45 PM llyr_crypto Walmart ad on today, plus targeted push notifications pic.twitter.com/wPeeMXSQUj



2/2/2020 4:47:23 PM tetraman12 Could be referring to angels.

2/2/2020 4:48:43 PM ainatow Lol... so you researched fe and still believe it's flat? Ouch

2/2/2020 4:50:05 PM ascendingadam #UnsealEpstein

#BringOnTheFlood pic.twitter.com/ytQiKQudzv

2/2/2020 4:50:06 PM maryann55935130 Oh yes. Superbowl night tonight, i think.

2/2/2020 4:50:39 PM bryceja68689884 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Which Alice?  pic.twitter.com/iwJHNTY0IY

2/2/2020 4:51:43 PM addaeus ??? pic.twitter.com/1FpRqFokjN

2/2/2020 4:52:46 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/r5WMIdaBKL

2/2/2020 4:54:40 PM shazbot17127277 Take a look at DOJ website for unsealed indictments at 8:20.20pm ET

2/2/2020 4:58:12 PM angelontheedge2 Hope there is Truth here

2/2/2020 4:58:23 PM laurate56308636 Get them all!!!

2/2/2020 5:00:24 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/uOffePLNt1

2/2/2020 5:01:13 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/CQiZcG5IPX

2/2/2020 5:02:04 PM covertress 20:02 02/02/2020 pic.twitter.com/TGDY3p2FeJ

2/2/2020 5:02:31 PM redpillawakeni 🙏 your correct 👍🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/2/2020 5:03:48 PM jimhayzlett Worship your own self: Psalm 82:6 “I said, ‘You are “gods”; you are all sons of the Most High.” ✨🙏🏼😇✨

2/2/2020 5:04:21 PM iamyou132  pic.twitter.com/pHqBFPJY8G

2/2/2020 5:05:21 PM chris8nix Sending you positive vibrations. Charge.

2/2/2020 5:06:44 PM islandofdelight Alice ad? Replacing ALICE with Alice?

2/2/2020 5:08:09 PM lynnstueber The Superbowl~?~

2/2/2020 5:11:06 PM sam32453973  pic.twitter.com/3DokQpXP8l

2/2/2020 5:12:27 PM orod04 Disinformation is necessary

2/2/2020 5:13:55 PM alaranon I don't believe it will happen like this, but pls prove me wrong. I long to be with my star family

2/2/2020 5:17:09 PM erikcross14 My biggest and constant prayer!!! pic.twitter.com/rpJy3asrep

2/2/2020 5:17:46 PM truth_light_ All Elohim’s (worlds without number). Why?  What is Elohim’s (God’s) work and what brings Him glory?  Moses saw it all.

2/2/2020 5:19:14 PM wayne86860718 Yes yes yesss!!! Nothing makes me happier , take em out.

2/2/2020 5:19:27 PM dmc81634 Great find!

2/2/2020 5:19:50 PM soonerdunn Save Our Children WORLD WIDE 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/2/2020 5:20:25 PM prmd21801759 Othermary, Thank you so much!! ❤️❤️

2/2/2020 5:20:33 PM rdawn420 Thank you for protecting the children! ❤️

2/2/2020 5:21:22 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/pi3fyPBNxf

2/2/2020 5:24:59 PM jb4_cle 😁😄😀😁😄😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣

2/2/2020 5:25:05 PM alightgiver66 what about ...       33rd day of 2020    333 days left

2/2/2020 5:25:21 PM stevenfontain14 How do you get a fake passport for outer space?

2/2/2020 5:28:51 PM valjbishop61 ThanQ you for Saving the children

2/2/2020 5:31:59 PM karluskap  pic.twitter.com/xqU5ECDmpj

2/2/2020 5:35:07 PM celeste112405 I hope it will be live streamed all over the world. pic.twitter.com/B63TJCTNFG

2/2/2020 5:35:56 PM beholdhorse  pic.twitter.com/VGqtUdKQQb

2/2/2020 5:36:11 PM 1shykitten Yes they are😉

2/2/2020 5:36:37 PM alight412 I'm retired. I volunteer in 2 classrooms 3xs a week. It restores my soul and fills me with joy which is wonderfully exhausting. 

❤️💙💚💛💜❤️💙💚💛💜💙💚💛💜❤️

2/2/2020 5:37:54 PM cyberanonrevolu HOOAH

2/2/2020 5:38:47 PM erinbrittain6 Yes yes yes they are

2/2/2020 5:39:20 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/TByBBtTOtj

2/2/2020 5:43:04 PM knightofmaltaus He is wrong.

2/2/2020 5:43:21 PM emleonard66 Been saying same for 30 years.

2/2/2020 5:44:41 PM pillsboy1234 No the earth is flat! Ice ring!

2/2/2020 5:45:40 PM x2trump2020 What/Who was Trump referring to in that Tweet from 2012?

2/2/2020 5:46:21 PM knightofmaltaus And he put the 10 commandments inside the Arc of the Covenant. It is safe as Knights of Malta are the gatekeepers for its safety and security. The time 

is not near. All of mankind not prepared, not readied and rest herein nothing but conjecture.

2/2/2020 5:46:39 PM ghirschvw ❣️👍❣️🙏❣️🤜🤛❣️🤝❣️🙏❣️

2/2/2020 5:47:41 PM b3mekisha #SuperBowl

2/2/2020 5:48:22 PM knightofmaltaus Yes. One of 3.

2/2/2020 5:49:22 PM philzantos  pic.twitter.com/bsTEX2rzbC

2/2/2020 5:49:30 PM mustang_alli_12 It did.

2/2/2020 5:50:12 PM sabreaxe People waiting for space aliens may be disappointed. They have been here the whole time. pic.twitter.com/MALgarFoKO

2/2/2020 5:51:16 PM holotechrd AM I RIGHT OR AM I RIGHT??, LET'S GO DADDY! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic

 @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @realDonaldTrump

 ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/8ARAbLynoq

2/2/2020 5:52:03 PM bigbrothergod1 Central Park 5 being let go

2/2/2020 5:52:50 PM mld0407 Yep I got that ad on my phone

2/2/2020 5:53:49 PM blsdbe #PowerOfPrayer & #Meditation

936 EDT Or Your TimeZone, OR @/for #Majestic time (Mult 3 min)

💥 Thread H/T @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

2/2-LOOK WITHIN:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223956087864467456 …

2/2/2020 5:54:16 PM galliente1 Destroy them!

2/2/2020 5:55:58 PM arenthefox I realized I don't know what he meant by "we", did he ever clarify that?

2/2/2020 5:56:12 PM straightshorts Lol, yeah, that's what kids are... not! They are self serving little assholes, but I love them.

2/2/2020 5:56:20 PM johnseaquist1 3 6 9 MHz?

2/2/2020 5:56:36 PM melanieanders7 Do it, Q!

2/2/2020 5:58:18 PM americanpetal Wow! I was in a massage at 20:02. I had a mini ephiphy. Driving home after, a license plate was 2222.🙏

2/2/2020 5:59:47 PM bbl58 Indeed!! Hang the filthy scum high!

2/2/2020 6:01:25 PM x2trump2020 Ok, thanks. I'll go check that one out. Must have been bad for him to go off like that!

2/2/2020 6:03:45 PM nine_six3 Very Interesting!!!

2/2/2020 6:04:52 PM lovethebeach999 Amen 🙏🏻

2/2/2020 6:06:25 PM knightofmaltaus No. We have spoken with Greer in the past. Very nice person. Very well intended. Has served his purposes nicely but proven nothing. Entire UFO 

community are researching for a fee. Only Dr. John Mack was in it after his Africa experience. Harvard paid him until he saw. Was killed

2/2/2020 6:08:03 PM beverlyalters Nada we all here and above. Love them all.

2/2/2020 6:10:29 PM qkellyl And my daughter turned 20 🤣👌

2/2/2020 6:11:32 PM qumanitarian Kind of crazy, I scroll down to see this, read it, then I look up to check the time... I was reading it at exactly 20:02. There's no way...... The odds of 

that........

2/2/2020 6:11:34 PM munkeypilot That's what we have been saying for 20 years...simpatic🖐🏼😎🖐🏼

2/2/2020 6:11:56 PM plteich Get ‘em!!!!



2/2/2020 6:13:35 PM nzstill Is there a particular date/month we should be looking ?

2/2/2020 6:14:44 PM snakejackal Global Red cross team with China Red cross trafficking Ukraine and warzone child "refugees" to Wuhan?

2/2/2020 6:15:05 PM rghardy3 All they will say is probably SOON.

2/2/2020 6:15:55 PM integrityneed Can’t get over 7/2013 RC Island Photos + Bill Maher priests tweet 7/13/2013 + Pope Francis 1st day at work 7/13/13 + Adam Sciff’s Party hosted by 

Ukrainian 7/12/13

July 2013 was a busy time.

2/2/2020 6:16:05 PM kimberl45879851 Atlantis.

2/2/2020 6:16:34 PM frankyanker Bingo. FBI Declassified document 6751 describes them as inter-dimensional entities. Jan 1946 to March of that same year. Jack Parsons (rocket 

scientist founder of JPL) and L. Ron Hubbard (Scientology founder) did a series of satanic rituals and opened a portal. 1947 Roswell!?

2/2/2020 6:16:44 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

2/2/2020 6:18:36 PM mariafaraci1 May God protect all who are involved in the operation!

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 6:19:02 PM frankyanker Look up "Babalon working". Very smart men trying to emulate Crowley, did some very very foolish things.

2/2/2020 6:19:27 PM ggemini33 Do geese see God

2/2/2020 6:19:33 PM inhiswillalways In South Florida-  there’s  a (spiritual) disturbance in the force today 

33 day/ year

02-02-2020

Feast of Presentation of our Lord in the temple

THIS is the day chosen for the Global SuperB Owl ritual

Hope the Q team counters this ritual with arrests

#crimesagainstchildren pic.twitter.com/rptqmJbYlO
2/2/2020 6:20:13 PM annel_jo 100%

Isn't Superbowl major human trafficking time? 

I hope they are being taken down

2/2/2020 6:20:22 PM 33rdlvl Nice, how did you catch that?

2/2/2020 6:22:30 PM spauldingshowal  https://biblehub.com/matthew/18-3.htm …

2/2/2020 6:23:25 PM awakeningcoming Any millionaires on that list. Not going to hold my breath.

2/2/2020 6:26:51 PM madscientist Project your will?  Again it's straight up witchcraft.  You're not a God.  You cannot project anything but hubris.

2/2/2020 6:29:59 PM bbobbio71 Thank you.  I knew it was something along those lines.  Safe??? Not sure.

2/2/2020 6:31:23 PM truepatriotfl74 🙏 it was my 369 meditation focus today

2/2/2020 6:33:46 PM undlarakhar Engage!

2/2/2020 6:36:50 PM cny_micaa Passing along. Haven't watched yet. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kkGooooSL7g&fbclid=IwAR3PKLnE3wK4ts-

JX_wPKPb5Bps2qvOdbKwUUexHgckKCSOK_ywjUjCh-vA …

2/2/2020 6:37:22 PM 444_q_ Also, gator in gematria = Qanon

2/2/2020 6:38:28 PM starlanon777 Agreed. Pedophiles should face the death penalty. No excuses. They prey on the most innocent and helpless of humanity with no remorse or mercy. 

They must face equal punishment.

2/2/2020 6:38:41 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/3rAU62JkPzs 

2/2/2020 6:39:00 PM faithman Genesis 6 yes...outer space aliens no... read “The Omega Conspiracy”  https://www.amazon.com/Omega-Conspiracy-Satans-Assault-

Kingdom/dp/0978845358/ref=nodl_ …

2/2/2020 6:45:05 PM shawnaleahshine It’s easy if you try the different ways and find one that works for you. You can stare at a candle flame, count your breaths or repeat a mantra with each 

inhale. For instance, inhale (So) exhale (Hum).

2/2/2020 6:45:39 PM shawnaleahshine You can use binaural beats with headphones to help quiet your mind ✨

2/2/2020 6:45:58 PM starlanon777 All Nazis.

2/2/2020 6:46:02 PM nex4rius @1_Decided_Voter Looks like a "Trust U.S." situation

2/2/2020 6:49:18 PM trax1833 Nope

2/2/2020 6:51:02 PM keur60693994 They are revealing lots of new info on History channel, new ancient aliens, etc.

2/2/2020 6:51:21 PM clwgeek I'm trying to help a 4 year old recover and stay away from her pedo father.  Please anyone who is doing net searches contact me...I know he's filmed 

and I'd love to nail him to the wall.

2/2/2020 6:52:37 PM suzytica  pic.twitter.com/IsmhazRoIi

2/2/2020 6:52:49 PM fansblowing3 Pizza, pasta, hotdogs, Super Bowl Sunday 🚔 👮

2/2/2020 6:54:37 PM faye_dollar Yes it's safe. Just working with a higher part of your own self.

2/2/2020 6:57:35 PM basest All you suckers meditated? I had a good wank, and timed it so I came at 2:02. I’m getting ALL the blessings!

2/2/2020 6:58:53 PM alight412 Couldn't Jesus/God be an ET?

2/2/2020 6:59:13 PM derpychuu id like to ask why the hell do you keep that pic in ur phone

2/2/2020 7:00:55 PM cheekynaters like Kraft? cause Kraft was behind trump when he signed the anti discrimination law. so if caught what happens when you have a bid name as such?? 

hmm question everything right??

2/2/2020 7:05:35 PM alight412 Ok, well I don't have all the answers. You are entitled to your opinions. Can we just leave it at that?

2/2/2020 7:06:33 PM cyberanonrevolu For this sequence there: 20/02/2020 02h20 there is something planned?

2/2/2020 7:09:56 PM cheewawa I was told 432hz

2/2/2020 7:10:18 PM godownsmysoul LORD GOD Almighty I pray so 🙏🙏

2/2/2020 7:10:26 PM americanpetal It’s clearing up

2/2/2020 7:14:57 PM martisw1971 Serpent tongue flicking @JLS1125 They are possessed. @GenFlynn @freenaynow @IPOT1776 @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @patton6966 

@marklevinshow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @ChristinePolon1 @ethersvoice  

https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1224147954317000704 … pic.twitter.com/vbnPUQBX12

2/2/2020 7:16:27 PM cheewawa Knowingly.

2/2/2020 7:16:42 PM 6262adams  https://www.justice.gov/psc 

2/2/2020 7:18:12 PM mom_notyour No quarter given to pedos. #JusticeisComing pic.twitter.com/XbA9KWp6WY

2/2/2020 7:21:32 PM lemranger This was during the same Q&A where Q said we landed on the moon and a plain hit the Pentagon.  Gonna call disinfo on the whole Q&A.

2/2/2020 7:21:39 PM buymorerealest Majestic did you see this video https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA 

2/2/2020 7:23:39 PM anonfunky Get em!

2/2/2020 7:24:14 PM alight412 No apology necessary. We all have different life experiences and perceptions.  😉

2/2/2020 7:28:48 PM hoffman11my Is that why @realdonaldtrump signed a second child trafficking executive order two days before the Super Bowl?

2/2/2020 7:30:28 PM kidge6 Sorry to hear that. Why did they scare you?

2/2/2020 7:31:01 PM wrmilligan Omg.....literally.....kids in CAGES.....wtf?   #PepsiHalftime

2/2/2020 7:32:27 PM jimhayzlett I said to worship Your Self... make You the best You.  That’s how the Light Frequency Within Increases ✨😇✨

2/2/2020 7:32:45 PM ja_woodruffco The Internet was a mistake.

2/2/2020 7:32:48 PM pixeled_patriot Make us believers



2/2/2020 7:34:07 PM babylove781 Funny you said “Small ******”....

Wasn’t there a couple of idiots that were on air with Jesse Waters bragging about their small 🍆 and their massive party?

Watch the Wat(t)er(s)?

2/2/2020 7:35:06 PM jimhayzlett We Are All God’s Light, Angel Is 1 Acceptable Label For All ✨😇✨

2/2/2020 7:36:47 PM lyrah_s Looks effective!

2/2/2020 7:38:14 PM lyrah_s God speed gents! Happy hunting!

2/2/2020 7:38:23 PM looking69253895 I noticed that too! Dressed in white ....innocence.

2/2/2020 7:38:48 PM nine_six3 Clarification: Changing shapes = NOT literally. 

More like the lines of my facial features were slightly moving around. The structure shifted and seemed less of a physical face around my eyes, and 

more energetic. Sometimes the lines almost seemed geometrical. lol odd but cool!

2/2/2020 7:38:51 PM godrus It's been #black, #NoData for me all day.

Great day, though: I got a ton of stuff done, though! 

Blackout since 10 am UTC pic.twitter.com/ahLdG6E0FE

2/2/2020 7:42:13 PM the_tru_eapjr Make sure your method is honest, your hands are clean & your motives pure

2/2/2020 7:42:53 PM rghardy3 Probably moved there during the Last Pole Shift.

Earth Shifted on its Axis around 15-30 degrees.

2/2/2020 7:44:45 PM rghardy3 Pole Shift around 12,000 years ago ?

Who controls this location now ?

2/2/2020 7:47:48 PM subtidal4 I didn’t find anything. Did you?

2/2/2020 7:52:01 PM theglitcher14 Oooh

2/2/2020 7:54:47 PM blue_marbleeyes Bring the fire!

2/2/2020 7:58:15 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/yGX7QG7Q2G

2/2/2020 7:58:18 PM vivianschwart15 I’ve been saying this exact thing quite a bit lately!

2/2/2020 8:02:15 PM jeff57253103 Oh shite ! Trial underway??

2/2/2020 8:05:30 PM alexandercody7 Thanks for the input, I that explains quite a lot from my experiences!!! :)

2/2/2020 8:07:57 PM hawkgirlinmn Great!

2/2/2020 8:08:32 PM lic2710 Yep!

 https://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/crime/article239767408.html https://www.npr.org/2018/02/02/582613447/sex-trafficking-and-the-super-

bowl …

2/2/2020 8:09:57 PM hawkgirlinmn I also wonder if you were tuning into this:

 https://t.co/HUa1kHGYT8  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1224074399344680968?s=21 …

2/2/2020 8:10:39 PM writermaven There's an underwater trench in Antarctica. There is also an area without much ice.

Is this the location that's being discussed?

Have no idea.

@WriterMaven

2/2/2020 8:14:08 PM anonpatriotccj I was plagued with horrible nightmares all night Saturday night into Sunday morning. I let it get to me and have been so negative today. That sucks and 

I must forgive my be because my is gets it!

2/2/2020 8:17:11 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you for the Majestic download.

2/2/2020 8:17:39 PM pirateslookat40 Here are a couple of tweets that didn't age well.  Note this was from 2013! pic.twitter.com/2jxmFL6UfA

2/2/2020 8:21:06 PM prmd21801759 Military court in gitmo, for real... ThankQ @POTUS!! .....

2/2/2020 8:21:31 PM glowslightly @0ctoberReignz @Rebecca_1965_

2/2/2020 8:22:39 PM pirateslookat40 Why did #ShakiraSuperBowl2020 do a rope dance?  

Why did they have young girls on stage with #JLoSuperBowl on a stripper pole?

Signaling?

2/2/2020 8:23:09 PM randthompson16 Been waiting patiently.

Tons of popcorn stockpiled.

Ready as i can be!!!

2/2/2020 8:25:11 PM sharoncaye20111 Wow👍🇺🇸

2/2/2020 8:28:10 PM cogbill_alan Just got done doing that. That really WAS something! I plan on meditating more listening to that frequency.

2/2/2020 8:28:33 PM postelleallyson Meet you right back here tomorrow for an update! pic.twitter.com/AR3D4IN5y0

2/2/2020 8:32:08 PM conspiracyroul1 He announced he was running on Jul 9. The next day. pic.twitter.com/0KmhcMyCTo

2/2/2020 8:33:34 PM jackoneilltime1 27min meditation starting at 20:02

2/2/2020 8:34:44 PM michaelpreamble  pic.twitter.com/uZ4qOzeR1Q

2/2/2020 8:35:52 PM alexandercody7 OK look at my Screenshot coz I don't have internet in the forest where I'm doing a retreat with monks. I just meditated a bit and that's what came. 

Couldn't go deeper since I was writing but yeah... pic.twitter.com/Exb2todUPO

2/2/2020 8:36:10 PM postelleallyson My thoughts exactly. Tons of people isn’t that many. But maybe we’re thinking too literally.

2/2/2020 8:37:40 PM 369palm Are there jump points on the planet that go to specific locations that are close to gates conected to a network that goes off world?

2/2/2020 8:37:41 PM kymedian Hope you play this while you're doing it!  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 8:38:33 PM nea_storm Combination of things transpiring at once : Hence Multiple Distractions being Created due to Historical Enforcement transpiring & Inevitable Disclosure 

of Heinous premeditated RICO acts of pedo, FISA etc., by persons in essential areas of society from corporations to government 

pic.twitter.com/0fKyYHGXKW

2/2/2020 8:38:47 PM sharoncaye20111 Praying for all means and muster🙏🏻

2/2/2020 8:39:17 PM alexandercody7 Last time I saw Q's msg it was the same day he posted. I can't remember much but I can say I was jumping like a kid around and felt a arcturian and 

pleiadian aura present. I had that day too many downloads to consciously remember haha

2/2/2020 8:39:29 PM tanja_santiago YouTube

2/2/2020 8:39:58 PM sharoncaye20111 Do we know if they are friend or foe?

2/2/2020 8:40:25 PM tanja_santiago Superbowl is intended to destroy our focus on what matters like all@sports that are highly paid and watched - like in Rome

2/2/2020 8:42:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Wow. What an experience. When I meditate laying on my back, i sort of get the same feeling of being nailed down or weighted down in the beginning. 

You surrendered to the experience. Very impressive.

2/2/2020 8:42:28 PM spoiledlamb Why is George Soros still allowed to reside in the USA ? Yet, why is he still breathing ? @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @Mike_Pence @P0A_Triot23 

@EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @AWISHNSTAR2 @SantaSurfing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @striderraven1 @P0A_Triot23

2/2/2020 8:42:40 PM nostradachris1 These people are not who we think they are pic.twitter.com/TCmEZtA1Up

2/2/2020 8:45:14 PM tanja_santiago I would say yes at is a heart ❤️ chakra fZ

2/2/2020 8:46:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly 2/3/2020 = 234

234 = Snow White

hehe

2/2/2020 8:48:30 PM suzytica 🤣



2/2/2020 8:48:50 PM alexandercody7 Come to Thailand to the forest monks and believe me, you'll be able to do it too haha

Energies here are so clear and different. At home I can't do anything like that. Only rarely. 

But you're definitely on the right track I can tell :)

Much luv, may life treat u well! 

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 8:50:46 PM sajaidai Sweet!!!

2/2/2020 8:51:14 PM hawkgirlinmn Love and light my friend.

2/2/2020 8:55:22 PM nine_six3 That was quite the Meditation! ThankQ. 

Not sure if the images I saw were from MJ12 specifically? Are we supposed to share what we saw or experienced, Majestic 12?

2/2/2020 8:57:28 PM lsh_henrytx52 Future proves past!

2/2/2020 9:02:07 PM concerned2511 What if they have some type of proof...

2/2/2020 9:02:30 PM faithflag Honest question: does the discovery of your IS-BE have any conflict with Christianity? I do not have much knowledge in this arena. Any good resources? 

About this whole topic in general?

2/2/2020 9:02:48 PM rachaelangelm Thank you!

2/2/2020 9:03:17 PM freedanon17 THANK YOU 🙏🏽!! I HAVE FELT THIS TONIGHT ... LIKE this SUPERBOWL WAS DIFFERENT!!

2/2/2020 9:03:32 PM adsvel Yup! pic.twitter.com/Vzmdo07uAV

2/2/2020 9:03:51 PM nine_six3 Wow thankQ, Justin. I feel same the way. This is so beyond what I ever imagined THIS would be like!!! 

No words can describe just how Majestic We Are. 

❤️💡🙏🏼To You Too! Ps... I do look forward to hearing more when you have time and feel up to it. Absolutely no pressure though.

2/2/2020 9:07:16 PM davidda47829865 Why announce it before it takes place ? I’m sure THEY read your site.

2/2/2020 9:08:00 PM aussiecomitatus this isnt hard to prophecize 

Super Bowl is always a human trafficking bonanza. We'd expect busts to happen tonight

2/2/2020 9:21:30 PM sharoncaye20111 B G and friends working overtime.

Pretty sure they are located in the traitor category. pic.twitter.com/ELZn3RgSS5

2/2/2020 9:22:43 PM igiant111 I want to return :/

2/2/2020 9:23:36 PM trumpwave808 God Bless her 🙏

2/2/2020 9:33:58 PM primedrosalee I read this in my car tonight as a friend was inside the store.  When he returned to my car he said, “Sorry it took so long, the clerk was talking about 

SWAT teams at her apartment complex taking down some pedophiles.” “What?” Yes!!!

2/2/2020 9:34:52 PM snobert4ever I would love to know why #Antarctica never shows up in Google Earth.

2/2/2020 9:35:38 PM in2thereal1 Happy hunting!!!

Let me know if you need a cleanup on isle6

2/2/2020 9:42:02 PM 1_decided_voter It is certainly notable but dated 2 days ago...

2/2/2020 9:54:12 PM schhnickelfritz Peanut Butter... sticky holds better

2/2/2020 10:08:55 PM tessie711 Because they are sick and cannot help themselves.

2/2/2020 10:10:42 PM mohamed2698 01022010 was January 2nd here and February 1st elsewhere.  Also 11022011 was November 2nd here and February 11th there.

2/2/2020 10:13:33 PM drivelcivil Ain't gonna lie, kinda wish more happened today. Oh well! It's not like Q ever said anything would, just thought it'd be so symbolic

2/2/2020 10:19:05 PM johanna11838097 Q then said, "UFOs are a distraction"...some are bent on  us staying on that subject....saving the children are the priority...

2/2/2020 10:20:14 PM jsotuyo  pic.twitter.com/GWv0U5wehd

2/2/2020 10:20:48 PM jsotuyo  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1223978693795700736?s=19 …

2/2/2020 10:21:25 PM justicetruthwa2 BINGO

2/2/2020 10:21:31 PM eudeplorable @HaraldMeling 😘😘😘

2/2/2020 10:28:56 PM beccy_lala  https://youtu.be/ky5bx9lH5_M 

Love this guys 432hz music 🥰

2/2/2020 10:31:32 PM davidend4 Have a pill dispenser 👍

2/2/2020 10:33:06 PM manifest_utopia These cases tend to be reported either by DOJ or by the smaller local press. The Miami Herald has done some great investigative reporting on Epstein. 

It's possible they would report on arrests, especially given the attention sex trafficking was given pre-SuperBowl. Eyes on...

2/2/2020 10:40:09 PM sverhaque 😂😅🤘🤘🤘

2/2/2020 10:40:57 PM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/Xx6U32KtEc

2/2/2020 10:45:16 PM cheryljohnston_ Get em"

2/2/2020 10:48:08 PM cheryljohnston_ Prayers or Guns..I like both but I'm not God so I let him take care of it. His wrath will be quite enough

2/2/2020 10:48:55 PM ausanon369 Please do this President Trump. PLEASE MAKE THEM PAY FOR WHAT THEY HAVE DONE AND MAKE THEM AN EXAMPLE

2/2/2020 10:51:10 PM haraldmeling Ikke helt sikker på hva du vurderer dette som?

Annet enn en bekreftelse av Bedraget. 😉

Noe Trumps administrasjon er en fortsettelse av.

2/2/2020 10:52:57 PM ausanon369 I have done this in the past, and each time it scared the living s**t out of me. I saw evil looking back. It was not me, but it was evil.

2/2/2020 10:53:47 PM cheryljohnston_ Always a hanging in a good western movie... sounds about reasonable.. gunslingers kick ass!!

2/2/2020 10:55:57 PM sharoncaye20111 Prayers that this will happen for you and your good people.🙏🏻

2/2/2020 11:01:48 PM hoofhugs Wow!

2/2/2020 11:06:21 PM rosscarwalker Well done and thank you. I cannot express how happy I am to see this coming to an end in America. To all the people who have not turned away from 

the darkness but faced it fearlessly and then worked towards removing it. We are seeing the dawning of a new era. God bless! 🙏🏽✊🏽✌🏽

2/2/2020 11:17:35 PM smalltownindy Updates...

2/2/2020 11:24:00 PM overshareflare Since i was little, I was lovingingly surrounded by mirrors, admire oneself into greatness they told me...

Thank you Mom & Dad...

#WWG1WGA

2/2/2020 11:37:18 PM l3e7 Wud be swell if someone did look to DOJ before, after and compile the findings in a comprehensible way!

2/2/2020 11:37:48 PM eudeplorable Ja, klabbert det er vitnehøring når man vil fortsette å dekke over, det er logikk for burhøns 😘😘

2/2/2020 11:39:55 PM kidge6 I see a Q.

2/2/2020 11:40:57 PM kidge6 B B BUT THE TV SAID...!

2/2/2020 11:54:10 PM aussiepatriotq Yes you are so right and watch for movements at GITMO 😉💃🍿🍾🙏

2/2/2020 11:55:07 PM haraldmeling Da er jeg burhøne.

Spørsmålet er hva som høringen dreier seg om.

Waterboarding er en bekreftet forbrytelse som en oppnår legitimitet for å innrømme.

Uten at synet på Bedraget endres.

Akkurat hva som er hensikten.

Ballen spilles i hendene på Netanyahu.

2/3/2020 12:04:15 AM d00mg1rl If you want the truth, ask a child.

2/3/2020 12:06:41 AM david27301486 @Jordan_Sather_ @realDonaldTrump @40_head @Bruno062418 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/NSuas9uRBZ

2/3/2020 12:13:40 AM wild8heart 😂 🍿

2/3/2020 12:14:59 AM wild8heart That last word. A powerful one. 🌏

2/3/2020 12:21:37 AM wild8heart 💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/rWvMBgMZre



2/3/2020 12:24:36 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#CORONA は、2018年からQがダジャレ風に予告していましたね...CIA(=🇨🇳)のネットウイルスにもCORONAってなかったっけ?🤔🤔🤔

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1223885082395475970 … pic.twitter.com/ODsDj8sqC5

2/3/2020 12:24:48 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.officialfirstcontact.com/faq/  pic.twitter.com/n09ABIsr90

2/3/2020 12:27:56 AM patriotleah1776 Many pages. Tons of info. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/3/2020 12:37:48 AM eudeplorable Jeg vet du er burhøne.

Du blir snart frittgående, som mange av oss siden du er fritatt for klima-psykose, heldigvis 😊

Nethanyau er jokeren, vi får se hva som skjer med ham.

2/3/2020 12:44:48 AM vladwashington_ Florida is nice this time of year. Guess trump had hometown advantage

2/3/2020 12:45:10 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/x9b1mxPa6w

2/3/2020 12:45:29 AM vladwashington_ Mind posting some in here or links?

2/3/2020 12:45:55 AM russman11111111 Check this ? https://youtu.be/0-unYZ6ltfI 

2/3/2020 12:48:27 AM russman11111111 How do they pull the trigger? Wrong .

2/3/2020 12:57:58 AM j_v_904 Not picking up how you arrived a G & D.

I get what the implication is for G & D.

Please expand further on how you arrive @ those letters.

2/3/2020 12:59:12 AM j_v_904 Wait!

Nvm. 

I see now. Interdasting.

2/3/2020 1:03:06 AM 1997ispb4c That thing is moving out! And I'm not talking about the jet!! Good catch!!

2/3/2020 1:10:05 AM leahlaw23536852 😂

2/3/2020 1:11:52 AM liltilgerlil Sounds like Agenda 21. Creating high density urban housing like China. Best guess

2/3/2020 1:25:13 AM snowwhite7iam Palindrome Day 20200202 is a palindrome in three date formats: YYYYMMDD, DDMMYYYY, MMDDYYYY. It is a palindrome irrespective of the 

endianness (big, little, or middle) that is used in various countries.

The next such one is over 101 years away from now: 2121-12-12

2/3/2020 1:27:36 AM over60nz Clinton hit list reportedly is >300 witnesses #SpiritOfTruthKnowsAll 

Way more with child sacrifice2 #Molech

#GodWillAvenge #JudgementIsComing pic.twitter.com/mQZj16VCa5

2/3/2020 1:27:57 AM pashaz969 Palindrome is mirrored though so 02/02/2020 is exactly the same read backwards

2/3/2020 1:45:10 AM chrisbromfield1 2020s the year... aliens coming to you - soon

2/3/2020 1:52:05 AM catsworldwatch Those look like 'floaters' or dust on your eyeball. Pretty normal.

2/3/2020 1:52:53 AM bobtoptier I understood what the meaning was of:

"you are watching a movie"

Now I'm still trying to wrap my head around it.

2/3/2020 2:03:01 AM ordainedpain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Do you know anything about how they knew where the looking glasses were going when they used them

2/3/2020 2:13:44 AM marndin12 Hi - Agenda 21 / 2030 explained in a three minute pop song. I believe this to be a very good resource to help spread the word -  

https://youtube.com/watch?v=3tIG1ahMeBs … #agenda21 #agenda2030 Plz Share

2/3/2020 2:33:22 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mImvyCj76lQ …

2/3/2020 2:44:05 AM scottbe53289764 This is hilarious.

There is No need to try and be Q jr.  No outside comms outside of 8Chan/Qkun.

#QAnon

2/3/2020 2:55:25 AM kloakaio Dreams.

2/3/2020 3:00:08 AM susandemoss6 They have been here‼️ Living amongst us⁉️

2/3/2020 3:18:55 AM luluspeers1 The movement of time is to measure the sequence of life

2/3/2020 3:18:55 AM luluspeers1 Its important to understand the movement of the seasons.  That's what time is for.  Plus the passing of humanity from life to death

2/3/2020 3:19:29 AM luluspeers1 Well we found out Anthony Bordain was still alive!  No such thing as a coincidence

2/3/2020 3:28:52 AM cryptocrab4 will we no longer be a corporation ?

United States of America

2/3/2020 3:44:49 AM whos2know1 Superb owl. 😑

2/3/2020 3:51:28 AM lt187736970 3 Pre-Ademite ships are under the ice.  Atlantis. Plus a few bases. Deep State controlled. Antartica never used to be there. After a pole shift 11500 

years ago ago, it moved to where it is now. And froze over. That's why we cant see it. That truth is coming.

2/3/2020 3:55:31 AM twain_fan Yes it started in our universities.  Why have colleges become the nest of Communism?  Do Professors want to rule the world.  I don’t understand the 

psychology of people who should know better based on history yet proffer socialism and communism. God help us. God help us.

2/3/2020 3:57:55 AM john_dalyirl Was this supposed to occur at EST because Murica is special or every 24 hours for each time zone.

In any case, as expected precisely nothing happened. LOLOLOLOLOL 😂🤣😂😂🤣

2/3/2020 3:58:26 AM john_dalyirl LMAO!

2/3/2020 3:59:00 AM carolinemharri1 @lk_light @Imaginer77

@ljcambria @AKA_RealDirty @mark52525786 @enki74 @vazr00 @P0A_Triot23 @Angel171614 @QTAnon1 @no_silenced @HeavensGateG1 

@CoreysDigs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RaeAnon @DontDregMeBro @beer_parade @IPOT1776 @seanhannity @POTUS

@TuckerCarlson @IngrahamAngle 

Uncanny... pic.twitter.com/nSBFlpgAyp

2/3/2020 4:16:57 AM patriotleah1776 *P'nti

2/3/2020 4:18:46 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/3/2020 4:19:31 AM karma4event201 Exactly! Much trafficking during the super bowl



2/3/2020 4:19:50 AM patriotleah1776 *some entities

2/3/2020 4:20:55 AM murraylogue Well on my previous account I saw two of the above. And saw some tweets. All normal stuff  as I recall  , can’t be twitter all the time surely  even 

though we know they are outright liberal .. I don’t care if I get banned  so I can say this easily it’s twitter and something else

2/3/2020 4:29:25 AM wconthewall Yes they are!

2/3/2020 4:32:05 AM 040118054_17 Lots of haters, this is for you!!!  https://www.facebook.com/212732770186/posts/10162390203540187/?vh=e … #MAGAROLLERCOASTER #KAG 

#MAGA2020 #QAnons

2/3/2020 4:32:16 AM animaldesatado so they keep saying but WHEN are they going to reveal them?

2/3/2020 4:32:37 AM patriotleah1776 Maybe your amygdala headlights came on? pic.twitter.com/2pVzpxHtB4

2/3/2020 4:41:39 AM gerriekyle Far from it

2/3/2020 4:45:49 AM gerriekyle It is called scrying

2/3/2020 4:48:04 AM ckpeace00 Did anything happen?   I  was hoping it would all end

2/3/2020 4:48:25 AM karma4event201 Unseal indictments 

Unseal Epstein

2/3/2020 4:49:37 AM gerriekyle The 3d explanation is dust in the eyes or something like that but it is about raising your consciousness/frequency and the planets. Shifting out of 3D, 

through 4D into 5D unity consciousness, this energy is interconnected with all that is

2/3/2020 5:05:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 #SuperBowlLIV pic.twitter.com/U6JJMjCPoD

2/3/2020 5:09:15 AM northern_risen That’s not all. They had goat stuff too pic.twitter.com/NE3qRXiK2v

2/3/2020 5:09:54 AM jkmaalouf Is Roberts calling for an uprising??? pic.twitter.com/IgtvHr6DDC

2/3/2020 5:11:38 AM djester16 Any arrests?

2/3/2020 5:12:19 AM theglitcher14 Was the raids successsful?

2/3/2020 5:13:09 AM dajomo181 and much more by the looks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFIRaDK_w9M&feature=youtu.be …

2/3/2020 5:13:16 AM rocktobersky Maybe This Was Done in This Halftime Show to Shed Some Light On The Issue?!

2/3/2020 5:14:34 AM wyatt251 Kentucky derby 🐎 is too last your 4 where arrest on trafficking n or crimes against children pic.twitter.com/lazMS0v8qa

2/3/2020 5:17:58 AM thecryingliber1 What's up with Jay z wearing a hat with the American flag as a paper plane? pic.twitter.com/AayAJJ2tDS

2/3/2020 5:22:47 AM yggdrasilash24 Yes.  I said in another thread that millions of people simultaneously concentrating their mental energies

2/3/2020 5:25:06 AM nine_six3 #SuperBowlLIV https://twitter.com/AnJillOfLight/status/1224174908009218049?s=20 …

2/3/2020 5:25:13 AM miked12511 Mind control cages.

2/3/2020 5:26:07 AM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/Tz3NCmUql3

2/3/2020 5:28:02 AM conniecollette3 Kek ... 👍🏼

2/3/2020 5:28:05 AM unwilling_slave How about a potus retweet on that

2/3/2020 5:28:25 AM zogster98 I was thinking the same thing as I watched in utter disgust

2/3/2020 5:30:32 AM hrlymomma3 Is there any sites of him ?

2/3/2020 5:30:39 AM hrlymomma3 Websites sorry

2/3/2020 5:31:22 AM cheryl00862394 Grateful

2/3/2020 5:32:43 AM conniecollette3 alices? pic.twitter.com/tO3hXcEmf5

2/3/2020 5:37:20 AM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

WHAT? I have never seen this G.W. Bush painting. WHAT THE ACTUAL... How do people not See what is on display Right in front of them? PLEASE, 

WAKE UP!

"Symbolism Will Be Their Downfall"

2/3/2020 5:41:24 AM frostyvenus 🤣😅😂

2/3/2020 5:42:24 AM 3nmbrs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you comment on this MJ12?

Somerset Belenoff

WGC - World Global Council

 https://glamiscalling.org/ 

2/3/2020 5:42:38 AM subtidal4 MJ12 update? How many were arrested? Any names of note?

2/3/2020 5:48:36 AM truth_pioneer That’s Looking Glass

2/3/2020 5:54:59 AM niki74724856 Or to say this is what we do to your children and theres nothing you can do about it!

2/3/2020 6:01:26 AM taleofterrier Did you know it's a fallacy that mice love cheese? Supposedly they prefer peanut butter. Who knew.

2/3/2020 6:06:05 AM jessicagools Agreed.  Couldn’t watch the live=evil SuperbOwl show again this year either!

2/3/2020 6:08:13 AM efkaplan Read the meme again# after "the first time in 11 years..."

2/3/2020 6:08:28 AM jessicagools 😳

2/3/2020 6:10:07 AM janicejisteele Can you explain something for me pls. Just before falling asleep ,when my body is relax ed , eyes closed ,  I see numerous faces . Young, old & ancient 

faces of different cultures . What does this mean ? Who are they ? I'm at lost to understand this ?

2/3/2020 6:14:35 AM raviravirao71 Right in Your face every SB #waketheneighbors

2/3/2020 6:16:41 AM damonriddle3  pic.twitter.com/wj9OQN5EUo

2/3/2020 6:16:53 AM auntie25867621 These people are sick

2/3/2020 6:17:40 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/3/2020 6:19:34 AM esborder I stopped watching this sh!t show years ago. Understood enough about it even back then. I see from these twitter threads it’s just even  worse today. 

Stupid folks! Wake the he!! Up!!!

2/3/2020 6:25:43 AM __jabird__ Go get em boys. May your list reach 100%.

2/3/2020 6:29:27 AM nine_six3 I personally do not think they placed children in cages to raise awareness on the subject of #HumanTrafficking.

This is a Ritual being played out and they are using the energy of the Audience to pay tribute to and worship their Evil God.

2/3/2020 6:33:02 AM nine_six3 Where is this from? Crazy!

2/3/2020 6:35:30 AM kevinmruel Seeing behind the veil  Ana Werner

@IvankaTrump

 https://youtu.be/JqoFcq04nlg 

@Qanon76 @TomFitton @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @Nigel_Farage @DevinNunes @RudyGiuliani 

@JudgeJeanine #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #MAGA #MAGA2020 #SuperBowl @SaraCarterDC

2/3/2020 6:37:36 AM 1on21569371 This picture, as well as the picture of Clinton in the blue dress are crafted by one Petrina Ryan-Kleid, as satirical paintings. She allegedly was not aware 

they were sold to Epstein.

2/3/2020 6:38:08 AM titansass I caught it

2/3/2020 6:41:28 AM johnnymerckx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JohnnyMerckx/status/1224340724767789060 …

2/3/2020 6:41:42 AM janee54815148 👍

2/3/2020 6:45:31 AM 444_q_ My thoughts exactly.

2/3/2020 6:45:36 AM bmj240768 There is also the metaphysical aspect to this. 

The satanist perform rituals at or near sporting events to they harvest the emotional energy to magnify the strength of their rituals. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87lRjfLg2Sk …

2/3/2020 6:48:06 AM stlhandyman Do you really think any group of Criminals involved in activities they admit to deserve anything. "Doing the right thing" my azz. IMO They're Criminals. 

#maj12 pic.twitter.com/pbIcAVFNWn



2/3/2020 6:50:29 AM bmj240768 Satanists harvest negative energy e.g. : 

Wars

911 in New York 

Financial depressions think 1930's

Major pandemic think spanish flu 1920

Aussie bushfire 2019, 100's million of suffering animals

Continued
2/3/2020 6:53:57 AM bmj240768 Continued

They harvest fear, suffering, despair all negative emotions from human's, animals maybe even plant life. 

Now do you understand that beyond this these major events for centuries have been by design to feed their god satan negative energy.

Continued

2/3/2020 6:57:26 AM bmj240768 Continued

911 is the birthday of Jesus Christ if you had an event on Jesus Christ birthday on 9/11/2001 with all the negative energy worldwide being harvested 

what would you be trying to create.

Maybe anti-christ?

2/3/2020 6:58:18 AM louzhere Ohhhh, how I pray this happened, without a hitch.

2/3/2020 7:01:57 AM chickiehurd GO GET THE PERVS AND THAN YOU FOR SAVING OUR KIDS

2/3/2020 7:07:51 AM jkmaalouf Got to love it when the illumanati admits that they actually put kids in cages #PIZZAGATEISREAL pic.twitter.com/lw9ki9LYZu

2/3/2020 7:07:53 AM magajedi1745 They are scared to death and should be DJT don’t fuck around this man means business and I’m glad!

2/3/2020 7:09:47 AM acibelli87 Please help us take down NYS pedos and their suppliers: CPS and Family Courts.

2/3/2020 7:13:49 AM joni_apple_seed A lot of people are reporting the plasma balls lately. The round bits of swirling light that resembles an electrified donut or what has been shown to us 

as representing a star. Some around area of the “sun”, and others random places. 

@SpaceCorpsUS @TheCollectiveQ @infinitechan pic.twitter.com/DY0YGj5eiI

2/3/2020 7:18:21 AM edmundstodd #Epsteindidntkillhimself

2/3/2020 7:23:10 AM 56lmiller I can see it being cage like setup, but my first thought when I seen it live, I thought clone pods, egg pods.

2/3/2020 7:24:20 AM integrityneed  http://Qanon.pub  

Q3401

Q3404

Q3820 shiffs party was 7/18*

Popes first day was 3/13* same day as HRC [intercept] Q570 and same day Snowden claimed “the time had come to act”

2/3/2020 7:25:11 AM integrityneed  https://www.businessinsider.com/snowden-took-level-1-and-level-3-documents-2014-8?op=1 …

So I really should have said 2013 was a busy year - not just June. Gotta stay organized and keep my dates straight. ;) #Qanon

2/3/2020 7:27:57 AM weediblue Amen

2/3/2020 7:31:28 AM san1clara Don’t hold your breath on the DOJ reporting it! The swamp includes them as well as some law enforcement, military, FBI and CIA! Trump is the only 

one to be trusted!

2/3/2020 7:32:43 AM selfmadeventur1 I was thinking the exact same thing!

2/3/2020 7:35:56 AM eileent02161 Yea, how in your Face is that?  "Their Symbology will be their Downfall"  Q     So will their brazen Stupidity!🙄

2/3/2020 7:36:32 AM eileent02161 ????

2/3/2020 7:37:36 AM davethadude369 51st state?... pic.twitter.com/Vk7zouGABJ

2/3/2020 7:37:36 AM keith369me I see them too...don’t know...just explore and don’t be in fear.  I’ve also had a handful of experiences where I see “flat screen scenes that scroll”...think 

slideshow but more like old time cartoon animation cells.  I’ve also had “dreams” that continue asleep to awake then sleep

2/3/2020 7:39:12 AM jdm46808323 M12-Please, please tell me our Military broke some large P-rings yesterday while most the world was distracted. Please, please tell me DUMBs and 

traffickers were ‘released’ from this planet.

2/3/2020 7:39:21 AM eileent02161 I understand that Florida has been fumigated and cleared at this point.  As have several other States, however the War battles on.  Pray for our Military.

2/3/2020 7:40:41 AM keith369me ...and a visitation in sleep state (I rarely even recall dreams)...it was more real (and wonderful) than anything I’ve experienced in this incarnation.  The 

expression of love and in the physical upon awakening was so great, I’d gladly give up sex if I could control this.

2/3/2020 7:42:49 AM beatsbyblaine Free will universal law. They technically would violate our free will if they intervene before enough of us have understood/accepted them (which I 

believe has changed) so they could only observe. They don’t want to be seen as saviors.

2/3/2020 7:44:02 AM kindeandtrue Seems a little ironic, in retrospect. 

America is NOT doing great if we have full-blown Satanic celebrations on national occasions like the Super Bowl. 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1224108553977368577 …

2/3/2020 7:49:03 AM suephree1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SantaSurfing   Do you know where to find justice department pedophile arrest ? Saw a tweet but can’t find it again...

2/3/2020 7:50:27 AM mcpatriot64 They said it was to taunt the President for his border policies?

2/3/2020 7:52:29 AM mcpatriot64 11

2/3/2020 7:53:16 AM verndog68 IMO "boxed in" is a metaphor for the death of the Democratic party. Size also metaphor for the shrinking party. Oh...could the STATE FUNERAL Q drop 

mean the death of Democratic party?

Note timestamp 6 3 9 3 6

Palindrome

Tesla numbers

Q drop 3794 = 23

1/23

2/3🤔

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Xb2rZkGcVR
2/3/2020 7:54:03 AM davethadude369 Okay. Can you give a poor soul a hint?

2/3/2020 7:54:57 AM kevinmruel Prostitute bondage dance.... Interesting for a "family" Show...all the lies and deception with the rituals of Baal , Molech and Rah the all have children 

sacrifice

@Qanon76 @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ

#SuperBowl #MAGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA

2/3/2020 7:56:53 AM qanonpatriot6 Masonic luciferian ritual



2/3/2020 7:57:17 AM valhalla11111 Those were outside my window

A serpent UFO on left pic.twitter.com/5aJPo7Su3z

2/3/2020 7:58:21 AM tetxnu84967 🧐

2/3/2020 7:59:18 AM pixien2 I did it once, a long time ago, Still remember how I felt. It was like looking in my soul. And I thought; Well, if this is me, I can live with that, I like the Me I 

see. How can that be in conflict with God? We're seeded by God, and we have God Eternal in our cells.

2/3/2020 8:01:55 AM mamma_ging I can’t follow any more acts until twitzler allows me to, so can someone please keep me updated with this? Until I can follow this acct?

2/3/2020 8:04:09 AM rebornkingent If we have issues with race and culture already, I don’t blame them.

2/3/2020 8:04:42 AM mcpatriot64 All I know Dave is that 11:11 is the number for the angels. That’s what I saw.  It was a win sent from the heavens😁😁 At least for us Kansas City fans.

2/3/2020 8:06:39 AM davethadude369 Thanks, amigo. And congrats.

2/3/2020 8:09:28 AM mcpatriot64 Yes sir have a good one.

2/3/2020 8:12:43 AM pixien2 I see them too, the faces belong to the ones you knew and lost in this and past lifes, And some are your guides who are always with you. Some are 

souls who are stuck in between and float around without a goal. Nothing personal they just are.

2/3/2020 8:14:16 AM angryvoter2016 So far, only you have made the correction. Maybe many have seen it and chose not to correct. It was an interesting test though.

2/3/2020 8:18:03 AM jamiegrahamusa #Kobe honor. Salute..to the death.

And Torch passed on to Lebron.

#ThesePeopleAreSick

2/3/2020 8:19:25 AM angryvoter2016 It was all over Twitter and the news.

2/3/2020 8:20:09 AM nancysunday9  pic.twitter.com/DpUTE90MTB

2/3/2020 8:26:57 AM upset_american Found something interesting television 

TELL A VISION???

The television is still registered as an entertainment device, meaning nothing has to be true that comes out it!!

2/3/2020 8:27:05 AM caseytennison1  pic.twitter.com/XxMh6hrMWo

2/3/2020 8:28:05 AM kevinmruel .......@DonaldJTrumpJr @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @USMC @UncleSamsNation @StormIsUponUs #MAGA 

#justice #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA

2/3/2020 8:28:57 AM mongrelglory I guess we should look for notices of indictments from the DOJ?

2/3/2020 8:31:18 AM nm_zsr Catch any fish?

2/3/2020 8:40:00 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/3/2020 8:42:05 AM lionessaware Lets tear down that damn obelisk while we’re at it.

2/3/2020 8:42:39 AM laurapacky Exactly!!!

2/3/2020 8:42:41 AM urkgurgle Isn’t it sad this even needs to be said.

2/3/2020 8:43:21 AM qu0tx1 #2020 and still waiting ... Honestly is it ever going to happen?

2/3/2020 8:46:37 AM urkgurgle Let’s work #anons #endsextrafficking

2/3/2020 8:49:23 AM jimhayzlett Written by ISBEs who wish to hide the fact that You Are Also ISBE... Bible has hidden agendas.

2/3/2020 8:58:03 AM janicejisteele Yes that's exactly how I see it , like a slide show . I'm in the state where I'm not asleep yet , that calm place you feel ,before nodding off . I've 

experienced a dream that came  happened in real life . Thank you so much for your reply :)

2/3/2020 9:00:48 AM birdiesrchirpin A few are groomed for their position. Others sell out for money. One thing is certain, the system for federal research grants needs an overhaul. It's all a 

racket.

2/3/2020 9:01:01 AM jimhayzlett Keep Learning In The Light of Truth.  You Are A Fractal of God: Limitless & Eternal ✨🙏🏼😇✨

2/3/2020 9:01:15 AM natureinspace Oh my gosh I've seen these all my life! I thought I was the only one! No one believed me when I was a kid. Never mentioned as an adult because I was 

told it didn't exist. How did you get a picture?

2/3/2020 9:03:19 AM janicejisteele @Pixien2 ..wow ! Thank you for your reply :)

2/3/2020 9:05:25 AM birdiesrchirpin  pic.twitter.com/UmCzxppbGU

2/3/2020 9:06:50 AM jimhayzlett And remember that we are all connected in His 1 Light = Unity Consciousness, so One Truly Cannot Go Away ✨😇✨

2/3/2020 9:07:52 AM thepatriotfight This didnt happen.

2/3/2020 9:08:33 AM bbobbio71 ya that would freak the crap outta me too

2/3/2020 9:10:48 AM mongrelglory Radar! 😆

2/3/2020 9:26:07 AM saltthegraves Trafficking athletes, coaches, @nfl staff across state lines and skirting local taxes?

2/3/2020 9:30:10 AM gregorychestnut I am all in for Q and Annons. With that said I saw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweet this response and now I have to dig for the actual post by Q. This is fun 

because I get to learn some more. I bookmarked now I am gonna learn how to bring these pieces together. 👍

2/3/2020 9:54:25 AM mrshandyru 9/11 Trial started in January.

@carolrosenberg has been at #GITMO covering the whole time. pic.twitter.com/qaUZ1TTaih

2/3/2020 9:55:26 AM jeff57253103 Heck yea!!  How far have they gotten??

2/3/2020 9:55:38 AM jeff57253103 Thank you!

2/3/2020 9:58:41 AM loosedemon1 not sure where to post this?

Sanskrit writings about UFOs & preparation for disclosure

 https://www.davidicke.com/article/563384/sanskrit-writings-reveal-ufos-visited-india-6000-years-ago …

2/3/2020 10:03:25 AM lsh_henrytx52 Future proves past! The plan was started years ago!

2/3/2020 10:06:18 AM mrshandyru Love our side ❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

2/3/2020 10:07:32 AM mrshandyru You are very welcome.  🇺🇸

2/3/2020 10:11:26 AM mrshandyru Not far enough to expose DS yet.  Must be very close!

GEORGE @TheCollectiveQ showed Videos (YT) never seen of Pentagon aftermath done by FBI.  Public  will know the truth!

2/3/2020 10:14:42 AM jeff57253103 Appreciate the update

2/3/2020 10:19:52 AM matrixslayer1 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼💗💗💗🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼 

How many did they get !??!

2/3/2020 10:31:45 AM tamravee Funny how the child sacrifice network gets so triggered over this statement. AND death isn't event the FINAL PAYMENT , PAYMENT begins with death .

#WheresHUMA ? pic.twitter.com/Zn9Rhil8xi

2/3/2020 10:35:15 AM 444_q_ The cabal know their end is soon, they are going to pull out all the stops they can before their time is up. Underneath it all, yes, we are winning!

2/3/2020 10:42:36 AM patriotleah1776 Haha! I bet Jrooti would look way better than Shakira up there! Hey maybe next year they can be the stars of the halftime show!! 🥰

2/3/2020 10:46:49 AM patriotswegoall As expected.

2/3/2020 11:03:40 AM rocktobersky Yes, but This Time I Believe Something Is At Work Behind The Scenes...

2/3/2020 11:06:17 AM gerriekyle Someone posted it so I screenshot it. I see this constantly in daylight and even with my eyes closed, they are not separate like in this picture but all 

connected, is this the same for you?

2/3/2020 11:12:16 AM glittertips1 This painting wasn't owned by Epstein, but part of a series by the same artist who painted the Bill Clinton blue dress drag painting, which WAS owned 

by Epstein.  

Regardless, WTF's up with this artist & who's she working for painting this blackmail art?!

Ditch the meme tho.



2/3/2020 11:22:00 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.the-sun.com/news/349484/brazilian-man-transforms-himself-into-a-sinister-human-satan-creature-with-tattoos-piercings-and-canine-

teeth/ …

2/3/2020 11:23:34 AM n7guardiananon reptilian wannabe

2/3/2020 11:23:58 AM state1union He should’ve been in the Super Bowl half time Satanists spell show.

2/3/2020 11:24:10 AM worldxplorer1 Entity attachment / manipulation

2/3/2020 11:25:29 AM positively303 Dear God let #QAnon be real!🙏

2/3/2020 11:26:45 AM covertress Bless His Little Heart

"Despite his dark and devilish look, Michel says he is actually a man of God and tries to do greater good in the world." pic.twitter.com/uQ7OD46TbY

2/3/2020 11:28:15 AM momekool1 #SuoerbOwl  not cool

2/3/2020 11:30:35 AM diaptera_80 To look on the bright side, it helps us to get used to aliens walking among us. An ET looking like that is not necessarily evil. That is only what our human 

programming says.

2/3/2020 11:31:57 AM majic_eyes_qnly  https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/spiritual-living/trends-behaviour-influenced-negative-energies/spiritual-tattoos/ …

2/3/2020 11:32:19 AM corn_hole All I know is that wasn't a touchdown and the 49'ers got robbed.

2/3/2020 11:32:24 AM rebornkingent Which god?

2/3/2020 11:33:00 AM realityloominng Like "John of God"? He is talking about lucifer. Upside-down world

2/3/2020 11:33:48 AM momekool1  pic.twitter.com/t9WMPjtoLn

2/3/2020 11:34:31 AM tylerbox12  pic.twitter.com/zrYchWaQMK

2/3/2020 11:37:07 AM covertress hesitated... https://youtu.be/cRXNNqNfQBs 

2/3/2020 11:37:51 AM postelleallyson Nothing at DOJ website today.

2/3/2020 11:38:27 AM state1union I remember that day back in 2013. Hi 👋 President Trump!

2/3/2020 11:38:41 AM realityloominng Psychological defense-mechanism? Have these people possibly seen reptilians and basically decided 'If you can't beat them. Join them'? 

pic.twitter.com/8LuJbkXWyq

2/3/2020 11:38:58 AM worldxplorer1 That's really interesting.  I've never seen information like this before.  Make perfect sense though.

Thanks for sharing.

2/3/2020 11:39:14 AM q_patchouli Good thread unroll

2/3/2020 11:39:23 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/DFhaIA6Cwj

2/3/2020 11:39:24 AM atashfire Ah, the mistakes of having free will...

2/3/2020 11:40:00 AM nikoscali Guessing he doesn't do bat mitzvahs?

2/3/2020 11:40:19 AM charpier3 Conflicted.

2/3/2020 11:42:25 AM majic_eyes_qnly I know. I haven't come across anywhere else online that has covered these kinds of topics in this way either. There are alot of other interesting things 

on that site as well. For example this whole section: https://www.spiritualresearchfoundation.org/spiritual-living/trends-behaviour-influenced-

negative-energies/ …

2/3/2020 11:42:47 AM richmykola Let me guess, #RESIST and Trump's the reason he can't get a job also.

2/3/2020 11:43:12 AM americanpetal That’s very disturbing. Sick

2/3/2020 11:44:22 AM antarantanka Someone said to me yesterday “You know these burn victims look a lot worse than some strange ET. And we know there’s hidden tech that could have 

fixed them!”

2/3/2020 11:44:29 AM lilac1982 Yup if people didn’t recognize the satanic symbolism in the half time show, they are brain dead zombies.

2/3/2020 11:46:59 AM americanpetal MJ, it is incredibly comforting knowing there are good men and women fighting this horrific cult. 6K years coming to an end. 

Hopefully there will come a day soon when the only tears ppl shed will be tears of joy. #SaveTheChildren #EradicateEvil

2/3/2020 11:48:07 AM worldxplorer1 That looks amazing.  I'll have to spend some time poking around there.

2/3/2020 11:49:22 AM internetusr Kids these days.

2/3/2020 11:49:58 AM internetusr It's the internet. If the internet didn't exist, I'd bet this psycho wouldn't either.

2/3/2020 11:51:51 AM majic_eyes_qnly It IS amazing. The information there. Basically, it's the spiritual/yogic viewpoint of these matters from the Eastern heritage of India, but some of the 

main people who contribute to that site are Westerners practicing it. That's what I like about it.

2/3/2020 11:53:32 AM titansass Guys please don't be so harsh here. I know it looks bad but we don't have to bash the guy.

2/3/2020 11:56:20 AM marcard95 I learned this when I was about 11 years old.

2/3/2020 11:59:37 AM kindeandtrue Only problem is that voters need proof Trump is Draining the Swamp before they will vote for him again. Trump's passive, do-nothing style is not 

#winning my vote.

2/3/2020 12:00:56 PM fansblowing3 Part of the problem is the people compete for the resources of this planet.   He is just trying to make more money by drawing attention to himself and 

his business.

2/3/2020 12:01:32 PM americanpetal MJ, it would be interesting to know your thoughts on this article.

2/3/2020 12:02:52 PM patousada If you work you can have your own property without stealing. You know?

2/3/2020 12:06:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly Whatever the case, the rest of the world was not ready in 1947 when First Contact took place with the US Military. We're almost ready now. Arrests 

will come, followed by Disclosure and then First Contact for humanity. You don't have to believe in MJ-12. It'll happen regardless.

2/3/2020 12:08:35 PM tamravee MARINA VIDEO IN BRAZIL 

DEFINATELY A LINK

2/3/2020 12:15:39 PM 040118054_17 I’m not familiar with some of this, would someone define excactly what “ IS-BE” means? All I was able to find was a Arab phase, BE and IT is, not 

registering with me, help me out?

2/3/2020 12:15:46 PM bluewarrior27 He did it wrong. He looks nothing like the Biblical description

2/3/2020 12:24:09 PM bluetalonz That was my first thought as well.

2/3/2020 12:25:25 PM m_j_q_texan And yellow cube

2/3/2020 12:37:12 PM melbourne_3000 #HiddenInPlainSight 🙄

2/3/2020 12:38:47 PM luluspeers1 After literally being chased by the number 2 l ended up studying the works of Carl Jung and the I Ching!

2/3/2020 12:39:08 PM luluspeers1 Most of us?

2/3/2020 12:43:33 PM fallorsesh We've found our universe is actually finite, with stages of life and death. Our universe is just one of a never ending "field" of others with their own 

inherent set of physical laws, principles, etc Globs really (actual sci term) infitnitely caught in birth-death cycle multiverse

2/3/2020 12:45:40 PM ckpeace00 Yes it is  

Also Satanic event

2/3/2020 12:51:36 PM steveouttrim Wow, got any more?

2/3/2020 12:58:16 PM mongrelglory I always picture these people when they're in their 80's and 90's...sitting in a nursing home all frail and shrivelled up.  I wonder if he'll get custom-made 

dentures in the shape of fangs...😉  Seriously...poor guy!

2/3/2020 1:02:03 PM zerost8te there may be some other assets related to the strings in those emails, still available online. the #SVV op was interesting but after the exploit surfaced 

they switched quickly/exited... i don't think it was a nefarious exercise, but it is related.. there may be more online

2/3/2020 1:02:33 PM splucas22 what's the significance?...reads like Chinese to me.

2/3/2020 1:05:35 PM m_j_q_texan Best President ever ever freeing humanity. God bless you sir. pic.twitter.com/AFkqmAr78B

2/3/2020 1:05:50 PM zerost8te there may also be, as a side note, connections to the participants of these ARGs with the original #Occupy movement before it to was infiltrated, later 

evolving into militant/antifa like status

2/3/2020 1:07:11 PM bbrandenhoff Is that angry smurf ?



2/3/2020 1:09:14 PM zerost8te emails from an Augmented Reality Game, potentially associated with #QAnon #Anonymous #Cicada3301 #Tengri #SVV #TheGame23 <-- other ARGs 

that lead to more involved details involving psychic recruitment/code breakers #StarGate #GatewayProgram #GrillFlame

2/3/2020 1:10:02 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/yS36Pkd1mh

2/3/2020 1:11:45 PM nine_six3 ThanQ for the heads up!!!

2/3/2020 1:12:06 PM lynnstueber @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @KarluskaP @SantaSurfing 

@Tinktweets45 @Michaelcraddo16 @Inevitable_ET @prayingmedic @robin_ked https://youtu.be/dsSKxhyyTGA 

2/3/2020 1:12:38 PM rfseopro Qool👍

2/3/2020 1:14:01 PM braveunicorn55 So much of this is ordinary twitter behavior.

2/3/2020 1:15:22 PM gcanty3 Hope he enjoys his time inHell.

2/3/2020 1:15:54 PM kindeandtrue Why hasn't MJ12 mentioned the coronavirus epidemic, I wonder.

2/3/2020 1:18:00 PM cyberanonrevolu go for translation Fr 🙏😇

2/3/2020 1:18:10 PM kidge6 Ive read quite a few of their articles. I learned about them about 2 years ago. They also have conference calls. I actually got on a conference call with 

some of them from India and people from other places around the world. It was quite good

2/3/2020 1:19:21 PM sollenberger_g I guess the kids in cages was a reference to when Obama had kids in cages.

2/3/2020 1:19:27 PM chseclipse A friend of mine who is a anti-vax speaker and researcher deals with this crap all the time.

2/3/2020 1:21:39 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is the moon technology creating our "prison planet" grid breaking down? Therefore allowing us to go into "5D"?

2/3/2020 1:23:22 PM nine_six3  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221896694746558464?s=20 …

2/3/2020 1:25:28 PM kindeandtrue Thanks. I scrolled through and didn't see anything.

2/3/2020 1:25:45 PM codupont  pic.twitter.com/IevX41PKBH

2/3/2020 1:25:49 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/KbNWlnEDKL

2/3/2020 1:26:14 PM lynnstueber @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @KarluskaP @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SantaSurfing 

@Tinktweets45 @Michaelcraddo16 @robin_ked https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1223451722095480833?s=20 …

2/3/2020 1:29:49 PM covertress Still cannot meme 🤣

2/3/2020 1:29:56 PM 444_q_ Do nothing? Trump has by far kept all of his promises and then some. He's constantly standing up for human rights via Pro-life March, human 

trafficking awareness & dismantling, Space Force enabled to ensure safety of declas & truth behind ETs etc. Truth>opinion

2/3/2020 1:31:19 PM richardhiatt16 👍❤️🇺🇸

2/3/2020 1:32:04 PM nine_six3 #WWG1WGA

Anytime! Like someone who helped me said: 

"Thank you for asking the Q. It helps us all learn & share in discovery. WWG1WGA!"

2/3/2020 1:32:37 PM antarantanka I noticed AI spamming in blogspot comments in 2014. The paragraph structures were similar but the inflammatory words would rotate in a 

pseudorandom way. All designed to provoke an angry response. Only solution was to turn off comments.

2/3/2020 1:34:54 PM positively303 Agree. I’m ready for those still asleep to be slapped into reality! #WWG1WGA

2/3/2020 1:35:18 PM rocktobersky The Floor Opens Up...What's Bellow?!

2/3/2020 1:36:10 PM peter95117110 T e x t version of above and more here:

 https://tinfoil-hat.net/ct/how-to-spot-clowns.html …

'73

P.

2/3/2020 1:37:11 PM mongrelglory I've been called a "Clown" on many occasions on Twitter, usually when I disagree with someone's stated position. I try to be polite about it, and the 

more I try to bolster or explain my position, the more they call me a clown. Do they even teach debating skills in school anymore?

2/3/2020 1:37:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

2/3/2020 1:38:24 PM alphapatriotus It stands for black American drug money.

2/3/2020 1:39:20 PM sano_faith I don’t know for USA but in Canada they teaches a bit of argumentation, but debating skills absolutely not.

2/3/2020 1:39:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 They won't be broadcasted on CNN or Fox News. https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1224446977884114944 …

2/3/2020 1:40:21 PM davidda47829865 Again why warn them? Makes ZERO sense. Let the operation take place then write about it. Let’s see WHO got caught in this dragnet!

2/3/2020 1:42:17 PM sallyomalley3 It's as if you're having the same leftist spiraling and projections too.  This was perfectly timed. Bless your cotton socks. 🤗💕

2/3/2020 1:42:24 PM richardhiatt16 Evil.   And because it’s EVIL...

2/3/2020 1:42:29 PM mongrelglory No more "debate teams"?  Those were the really cool kids! 🤓

2/3/2020 1:44:19 PM n7guardiananon lol...debating...how about the art of conversation...

2/3/2020 1:50:02 PM nine_six3 MJ12, is this somewhere we should be looking into. I was pulled to look into this and the connections it has (which are many). Is this the right 

direction? I don't want to be mistaken. (Y/N?) Thank you!!! pic.twitter.com/1ov0BSP7rz

2/3/2020 1:53:57 PM sano_faith For debates teams I don’t know. I have a condition that block me from attending standard classes.

2/3/2020 1:54:19 PM majic_eyes_qnly 400 months = 

33.333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

33333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333

3333333333333333 years

2/3/2020 1:55:16 PM ganzeboomh That is exactly what I was thinking about: The Looking Glass !!!!

2/3/2020 1:56:04 PM nine_six3 It is... Interesting!!!

2/3/2020 1:56:24 PM ganzeboomh This is room 4.2 ... The Looking Glass ... See the interview with Bill Wood on YT ... a new universe will arise !!!

2/3/2020 1:56:54 PM fansblowing3 I am beginning to be an expert at spotting clowns.  🤡

2/3/2020 1:59:16 PM nine_six3 Thank you for the response, much appreciated. I will check it out!

2/3/2020 2:00:25 PM fansblowing3 “The images included children under the age of 12 and prepubescent minors engaging in sex acts.”

WHAT IS WRONG WITH THESE PEOPLE?! 😡

2/3/2020 2:02:27 PM ganzeboomh  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWmy1iqJW0E …

2/3/2020 2:02:27 PM deniz_aj Glowers gonna glow

2/3/2020 2:04:54 PM nine_six3 ThankQ!!!

2/3/2020 2:05:28 PM robin_ked #Agenda2030

#Agenda21 pic.twitter.com/rDEu1r42ie

2/3/2020 2:08:04 PM covertress Knight has prior state convictions for:

• attempted sexual assault of a child (1996 in Lancaster Cty, NE),

• THIRD sexual Assault of a child (2013 in York Cty, NE), and

• possession with intent to distribute visual depiction of sexually explicit acts (2013 in York Cty, NE).

2/3/2020 2:13:19 PM nashua201 I think the question is if we are just a test tube for someone, some joke, someone's cruel joke..

2/3/2020 2:16:18 PM keith369me I will not judge, but, I’m not sure why any individual would go to these lengths to make others feel uncomfortable

2/3/2020 2:17:07 PM jkeilrich When is somebody going to put a stop to that gross halftime show.  It is getting evil and more evil each year it is not family oriented it is not what 

America stands for



2/3/2020 2:18:26 PM faye_mcgarry @ScottMorrisonMP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD @AussiePatriotQ 

https://twitter.com/QNNTexas/status/1224408046702596098 …

2/3/2020 2:19:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Lawsuit: Marriott, InterContinental allowed sex trafficking https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/01/29/lawsuit-marriott-

intercontinental-sex-trafficking-detroit/4609217002/ …

2/3/2020 2:19:20 PM eastcoasterik Yes they do!

2/3/2020 2:19:51 PM richardhiatt16 These “people” are sick 😡❤️🇺🇸

2/3/2020 2:23:21 PM davedumanis I would advise my conservative counterparts that the Detroit Free Press, or "Freep," is an excellent PROGRESSIVE newspaper of many years' standing.

Turn off the TV, both Fox and CNN, and start reading. 

That's where you find the good stuff.

2/3/2020 2:23:54 PM johntitor33621 This is new age religion and not in line with Christ

2/3/2020 2:24:04 PM phreatomagnetic A lot of people have to look the other way for this to happen 

There's going to be a lot of the Yuppie Nuremberg Defense if/when it moves higher up the chain

2/3/2020 2:24:26 PM der_wanderer8 Standard Hotel soon

We hope so

2/3/2020 2:26:29 PM phreatomagnetic They teach mental regurgitation 

Independent thought is considered weird and frowned upon 

Be cool or be cast out

2/3/2020 2:27:14 PM williebhere Standard Hotel????

2/3/2020 2:27:54 PM fynswmr No. People can’t even have simple phone conversations let alone debates.

2/3/2020 2:28:17 PM cherie7328341 I doubt that most understood what you mean or what you refer to when you say IS-BE.

I do.  It completely changed the way I see life & the world.

What a coincidence she was military nurse & how sad most still not "ready" to know all this. 

The worms are getting out of the can.

2/3/2020 2:33:03 PM otreborrm Can't come fast Enough for Me. Just line up A hundred Souls and Send them Down the line. Pop,pop,pop,pop,....

2/3/2020 2:33:27 PM like_neo Wonder what he’ll look like at 70?

2/3/2020 2:35:07 PM n2zyk 1.) I tried the meditation you suggested here at the frequency above.  I started about 1945 and ended about 2010, and I had something unusual that 

maybe you can assist with or maybe not.  After several minutes, my left eye began to burn like someone has put salt in it.

2/3/2020 2:36:49 PM n2zyk 2) It teared up badly and burned until I stopped at 2010.  I had done it looking at a screen so I decided to redo it later with my eyes closed and again the 

left eye burned and teared.  Any ideas?

2/3/2020 2:38:15 PM 2mgroundhogdays Marriott: Mormon's having sex slaves is a real sequitur. 

Only in a Marriott Hotel you can do it up right, clean sheets and excellent tile in the shower.  Makes you feel all clean inside.

2/3/2020 2:38:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly ALICE from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/search?q=ALICE%20from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12&src=recent_search_click … pic.twitter.com/uAn9fuXG5v

2/3/2020 2:38:59 PM state1union Of course they did. Hilton in San Francisco does worse. Ask their security.

2/3/2020 2:40:55 PM state1union How many victims in between those 12 years. So sick.

2/3/2020 2:42:02 PM awakeningangell Why wasts the currency......  Just Epstein him!

2/3/2020 2:43:07 PM dianesaumure Exactly right, get you stressed out get sicker

2/3/2020 2:43:14 PM sallyjaster403 Peters Projection Map

2/3/2020 2:43:38 PM lynnmar42209594 Majestic12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/3/2020 2:47:04 PM splucas22 OK...thank you

2/3/2020 2:50:29 PM keith369me Let me sum it up in six words.  Avoid negative confrontation on the Internet.

2/3/2020 2:51:09 PM realityloominng Yeah... Reminds me of a supposed alien-selfie hitting 4ch. I'm not convinced nothing crazy DIDN'T happen, because pretty much all of the shill-tactics 

above was everywhere for weeks

2/3/2020 2:53:46 PM missy968 😩

2/3/2020 2:54:04 PM keith369me Sex offenders are everywhere...my child’s former theRAPIST, the next door neighbor, friend’s child.  The light needs to shined on those that represent 

us and those we are supposed to trust in order to fight this epidemic.

2/3/2020 2:55:36 PM sdane8 She may have manipulated the outcome. Start with an insecure individual who already has body dysmorphia and remake them to elevate yourself. 😪 

"The idea is for Michel to become his wife’s masterpiece, as she specialises in body modifications and has helped him achieve his look."

2/3/2020 2:59:41 PM sdane8 There are quite a few who hang out here regularly. It's annoying.

2/3/2020 3:07:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is a deadly force.

Allowing yourself to be consumed with fear enables "things" to happen to you that enrich "them".

Instead, accept fate and live in the moment.

You are an IS-BE.

Death has no consequence but for others.

How you act/project only impacts others in time.

2/3/2020 3:07:53 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/nJGEmkGngS

2/3/2020 3:08:47 PM rhondanight And that’s the Truth people !

2/3/2020 3:08:49 PM theghost6969 Are you talking to me ? 369 💚

2/3/2020 3:09:13 PM cheewawa  pic.twitter.com/O3ylmVloQT

2/3/2020 3:09:24 PM guy_karen Thanks for that

2/3/2020 3:09:41 PM sunnyma57 Fear is their playbook, no more...

2/3/2020 3:09:58 PM flung_poo I love fear best emotion yet I smell it like roses

2/3/2020 3:10:37 PM 040118054_17 Never mind, figured it out, We are immortal and are in a timeless state of “IS”and our only reason for our existence is that we decide to “BE” but I 

appreciated the help...just sayin

2/3/2020 3:10:51 PM do_or_do_notty This resonates strongly with me 

Great message

2/3/2020 3:10:51 PM aldo_9111 Fear is an illusion

2/3/2020 3:11:07 PM realitycheck05 Thank you.

2/3/2020 3:11:12 PM deanna_danforth I love this

2/3/2020 3:11:39 PM lawdog323 Awesome!

2/3/2020 3:12:43 PM nine_six3 Yes, Thank you for those words.

 Copy That!!!

2/3/2020 3:13:54 PM cheewawa  pic.twitter.com/MOkNwhEO1b

2/3/2020 3:14:06 PM cheewawa  pic.twitter.com/yrEXQ5m5Qh

2/3/2020 3:14:14 PM merorschach But Bourbon is bad for me right ? 😟



2/3/2020 3:15:07 PM bibibobibox “Everything is energy and that’s all there is to it. Match the frequency of the reality you want and you cannot help but get that reality. It can be no 

other way.” AEinstein

2/3/2020 3:16:10 PM alaskanbeauty What is BE?

2/3/2020 3:16:23 PM thepauldavid Coup plotters connected to 9/11 ? Will killers of 3000 americans be brought to justice ?

2/3/2020 3:16:45 PM americanpetal This resonates with me. I’m am fraught with fear. Ever since my husband passed, I have been afraid of everything. Things that were never an issue 

before.

2/3/2020 3:16:48 PM nine_six3 That Being Said: I was pulled to look into this and made some connections! pic.twitter.com/fLid2sLUb8

2/3/2020 3:17:00 PM patriotswegoall Love is the greatest solution.

Same goes for faith.

2/3/2020 3:17:58 PM laurabusse I can relate

❤️❤️❤️

2/3/2020 3:18:18 PM mongrelglory No Fear! 😊

A loving universe has you in its arms.

2/3/2020 3:19:24 PM dls00741 biological entity

2/3/2020 3:19:32 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/gdjVJndQXO

2/3/2020 3:19:37 PM laurabusse Biological entity

Immortal spirit

Biological entity

Alien interview

Book

YouTube

☺️

2/3/2020 3:19:47 PM mongrelglory 👍

2/3/2020 3:20:04 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

2/3/2020 3:20:14 PM chris8nix 😎

2/3/2020 3:20:46 PM 1_decided_voter For example... pic.twitter.com/DURZFiXgWs

2/3/2020 3:20:51 PM der_wanderer8  https://twitter.com/Der_Wanderer8/status/1218050228529573888?s=19 …

2/3/2020 3:21:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? pic.twitter.com/k4xyEbrAC1

2/3/2020 3:21:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 the scene where children were allegedly in cages. 

Why was this scene presented?

Were those cages?

Political attack against 45?

What if it was more than that?

Hint: It always is.

2/3/2020 3:21:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Last night at #SuperBowlLIV where tens of thousands of sex trafficking victims were being smuggled from one hotel room to the next to provide that 

Big Game Finish to tens of thousands of clientele, symbology came to the forefront of culture. One overlooked yet relevant bit was

2/3/2020 3:21:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if this has been hidden in plain sight for thousands of years and protected by satanic pedophile cults? Is it a coincidence that the chamber within 

the Pyramid at Giza is at the Centroid location of the 4 sided pyramid? Why? pic.twitter.com/GXJW6E58xF

2/3/2020 3:21:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 While the shape is a deception and the agenda is political, there is merit behind the symbol of the all seeing eye. Your head doesn't look like a triangle, 

but what if you could actually center your minds eye inside a triangle, at the Centroid? pic.twitter.com/JIQ5ogHmdO

2/3/2020 3:21:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Different materials are of different frequencies, and each frequency can be used accordingly.

What if you could assemble a 4D triangle pyramid built out of hollow columns filled with orgone, topped with an organite capstone, fashioned with 

with a Centroid platform to mediate.

2/3/2020 3:21:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if you made a "cage", like depicted in the #HalftimeShow2020 made of Orgone filled steel square columns 3" wide welded together to form an 4 

sided triangle?

What if the capstone was also made of Orgone?

What about gold?

What about brass? pic.twitter.com/pnCBPajCw9

2/3/2020 3:21:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 What would happen?

2/3/2020 3:21:36 PM flung_poo Because it’s bad ass

2/3/2020 3:21:58 PM mongrelglory #UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

#UnsealStandardHotel

2/3/2020 3:22:08 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/uBge1zhPGo

2/3/2020 3:22:10 PM alantomazin What happens when you take that pyramid and face it into a mirror and see the opposite view

2/3/2020 3:22:35 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/JfKf2poyYy

2/3/2020 3:22:39 PM patriotswegoall [They] won't go public about it out of fear they'll get caught.

]They[ won't go public about it just yet because of nature of people involved behind the scenes.

2/3/2020 3:23:01 PM alantomazin That’s how Russell-Jay: Gould found the secret

2/3/2020 3:23:04 PM kelli02003583 🙏

2/3/2020 3:23:45 PM michael83341408 Tell us!

2/3/2020 3:23:53 PM guy_karen Sounds awesome

2/3/2020 3:24:24 PM 040118054_17 Please

2/3/2020 3:24:59 PM ckmk2001 It shook me when I saw the children in the cages. Right in front of our faces. Sick people.

2/3/2020 3:25:26 PM phonse_vancity One of the coolest parts of this "movie" was when the 7 dwarves got shut down. The Missile scare to route ALL NSA data to Utah is the $$$ so far 

IMHO.

2/3/2020 3:25:27 PM nine_six3 Exponential Potential!!!

2/3/2020 3:25:37 PM i_like_skis I don’t know, has someone tried?

2/3/2020 3:25:56 PM lavenderlives Capture pleidadeans and their gifts !

Keep them as slaves use their gifts 

Then make clones from their dead bodies —- The Scourge 🤢 pic.twitter.com/rDQAbz78an

2/3/2020 3:25:57 PM kindeandtrue Were the Trump and Adelson hotels also involved in shady business?

2/3/2020 3:26:07 PM cledrordfishing I don't know. Please do tell.

2/3/2020 3:26:33 PM earth_pupil ?

2/3/2020 3:26:37 PM girlawakeinca Your words resonate. Thank you for the validation. 🙏💫❤️

2/3/2020 3:27:22 PM whitecaps1 It always is

2/3/2020 3:28:11 PM animaldesatado Can somebody explain to me what the hell is he talking about?



2/3/2020 3:28:14 PM rlsthefirst A looking glass is made.

2/3/2020 3:28:20 PM state1union When I read about this 3rd eye 👁 in college I thought the Freemasons/Illuminate were talking about a snake 🐍/Penis is the EYE, that’s why the eye 

of the penis represents Satan and their satisfaction and ritual for rape and sacrifice to Mullock. Also they eat our pineal

2/3/2020 3:28:26 PM theghost6969 Direct communication

2/3/2020 3:28:26 PM deborah39308659  pic.twitter.com/PtWOeLACXm

2/3/2020 3:28:57 PM jennife41316974 Looking at his face makes me want to vomit.

2/3/2020 3:29:09 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #QAnon #MAGA 

"PANDA" #Patriot #TheGreatAwakening #SethRich pic.twitter.com/oQBfVewt79

2/3/2020 3:29:29 PM guy_karen Disgusting

2/3/2020 3:29:43 PM drakeflegel Mass mind control and weather modification (why did it rain in the Nile?)

2/3/2020 3:30:20 PM newzealand5eye1 You should design and post one that we could build in our back yards.....now that would be helpful....materials  we can access.... copper iron stone

2/3/2020 3:30:52 PM keith369me I believe Law of One covered this topic.  I have heard of home-made healing and meditation chambers of this shape.  Some day all of our homes will be 

shaped this way...perhaps utilizing crystals.

2/3/2020 3:30:53 PM chseclipse Ugh. I hope those beautiful young girls weren’t for sale to the highest bidder last night.

2/3/2020 3:30:56 PM lipenstein1 He/she/they can’t tell you.  Guess why!

2/3/2020 3:31:18 PM intenceman You're alluding to Feeders.  They feed off all negative emotions not just fear, but lust,  anger, envy.. y

Those are of the demonic realm.. truthfully we all feed of others, positive and negative. It's a matter of Intent, of degree.

2/3/2020 3:31:20 PM nybiltong @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee

#TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/VerumRadix/status/1224474785448701953 …

2/3/2020 3:31:23 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/jjTAMI4Fu4

2/3/2020 3:31:32 PM squab74113550 I hear ya. That's what I say too.

2/3/2020 3:31:34 PM americanpetal 🙏❤️🙏

2/3/2020 3:31:36 PM conidow Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? Last night at #SuperBowlLIV 

where tens of thousands of… https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224472905242808321.html?refreshed=yes …

2/3/2020 3:31:39 PM keith369me Read, ponder, look within, then ask

2/3/2020 3:32:21 PM earth2nissy You could hide a lot of 🦄 That's for sure. 💔

GOD BLESS OUR 🦄🙏

2/3/2020 3:32:25 PM animaldesatado for fuck sake just explain it to me like i’m five, please. What is he saying?

2/3/2020 3:33:04 PM besoulsol  pic.twitter.com/Ni1JKr0ydK

2/3/2020 3:33:42 PM the_loveoflight It did greatly, even up to the precise apex, degrees and angles of it.

2/3/2020 3:34:09 PM michael83341408 Free Energy?

2/3/2020 3:35:08 PM oaf_unbreakable Starts with an L and ends with a P but its not a limited press?  Might have and A and possibly and R?

2/3/2020 3:35:43 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_xWhF2sSb0 …

2/3/2020 3:35:52 PM rghardy3 How did the Trap go at the Super Bowl ?

Catch very many Rats ?

2/3/2020 3:35:57 PM 39anc6 Protection from outside. Amplification of the inside

2/3/2020 3:36:09 PM oaf_unbreakable He is saying that you could produce unlimited energy out of the ether.

2/3/2020 3:36:15 PM jason78671308 they dont know

2/3/2020 3:36:21 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

As per your tweet yesterday  https://twitter.com/VeteransAlways_/status/1224431307737853953 …

2/3/2020 3:36:29 PM drakeflegel Also pyramids are psychotronic weapons. That is why no birds, animals and insects are living in the pyramids.

2/3/2020 3:36:38 PM ferris144 Concentrate energy/ life force which would elevate awareness

2/3/2020 3:36:44 PM keith369me He’s saying...connection comes from the center of your head not the external part.  When three people meditate the power comes together in the 

center before rising to the next level for further connection.  Connect with that center, and we become one

2/3/2020 3:36:52 PM animaldesatado which eter?

2/3/2020 3:37:25 PM roberts11major National geographic knows pic.twitter.com/w4lKGvDVv2

2/3/2020 3:37:28 PM goldchainc Well on the dollar it looks like the organite capstone is energized and levitates

2/3/2020 3:38:31 PM robblex2  https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA 

2/3/2020 3:38:33 PM oaf_unbreakable With this universal energy almost all possibilities conceivable by the human mind would be within grasp.  Even direct portals and contact with the 

others.

Hence the Stargate series

2/3/2020 3:38:43 PM swanabanana Go get'em. 🙌

2/3/2020 3:39:40 PM oaf_unbreakable "In physics, Aether/Ether theories propose the existence of a medium, a space-filling substance or field, thought to be necessary as a transmission 

medium for the propagation of electromagnetic or gravitational forces."

2/3/2020 3:39:43 PM keith369me So does the FBI

2/3/2020 3:40:08 PM oaf_unbreakable "Ether was the hypothetical substance through which electromagnetic waves travel. It was proposed by the greek philosopher Aristotle. and used by 

several optical theories as a way to allow propagation of light, which was believed to be impossible in "empty" space."

2/3/2020 3:40:23 PM americanpetal Eek. Idk what would happen? Can you provide more clues. World wide healing /energy producing frequencies?

2/3/2020 3:42:46 PM homeofthetitans Where’d you go to college? Ps the snake may be the kundalini which is coming out of the third eye in the gold pharaohs bust.

2/3/2020 3:43:10 PM americanpetal So the shape of the all seeing eye triangle is a deception because it’s 4d?

2/3/2020 3:43:27 PM fansblowing3 Transporter pic.twitter.com/gGzfYaZCEU

2/3/2020 3:43:45 PM star_god1 Remember MK Ultra. They will use family members, your children, coworkers, to get to you. Remember to breath and like Maj says go to you IS-BE. 

Children are important, try to make them strong and not with the content of anons. My input.

2/3/2020 3:44:29 PM spauldingshowal A beautiful, brave new world? ...

2/3/2020 3:44:30 PM 39anc6 illumination, ascencion

2/3/2020 3:44:53 PM peterclloyd You would create energy

2/3/2020 3:45:08 PM keith369me Eyes in front...ears on the side is how most “sense” in 3D.  The center of this triangle is how sensing takes place as our consciousness evolves.

2/3/2020 3:45:35 PM manifest_utopia Washington Examiner: FBI Arrests 169 in Super Bowl sex trafficking sting.

"Nine of the victims recovered by authorities were ages 14 to 17. Nine adult victims were also rescued." 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/fbi-arrests-169-in-super-bowl-sex-trafficking-sting …

2/3/2020 3:45:38 PM jcrowyo @Isaiahwinings

2/3/2020 3:45:41 PM cryptooz 🙏💫 Please. Amen.

2/3/2020 3:45:43 PM state1union Saint Teresa D’Avila but now Avila University. I had, 4 preceptorship at Charter Hospital,  with multiple personality & dissociative disorders.

2/3/2020 3:46:00 PM dragondc64deena Cyclopian worship, hence the emphasis on the One eye symbolism.



2/3/2020 3:46:08 PM kachinagtto Can you help me to understand in relation to this message?  Wouldn’t doing  this be like a bubble as well?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1222242056741048322?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1222242056741048322 …

2/3/2020 3:46:36 PM jrocktigers Great he was caught, when the fox is guarding the hen house, they can sacrifice low level scumbags that occupy major amounts of manpower and 

time. It has been modus operandi with what we have learned with who is really running National Center for Missing and Exploited Children

2/3/2020 3:46:58 PM animaldesatado now that makes more sense thank you

2/3/2020 3:47:11 PM lex_c_v jlos daughter was the little girl who sang, not shakira... it's just all satanic n disgusting

2/3/2020 3:47:28 PM enganador24 Ahahahahahah pic.twitter.com/nOxtjluLO3

2/3/2020 3:47:42 PM qanoncomau Healing

2/3/2020 3:47:46 PM keith369me It’s amazing how differently one’s perception is when one realizes this physical incarnation is simply an experience...if the experience comes to an end, 

so be it, onto the next experience.   Fear be gone.

2/3/2020 3:48:57 PM 1_decided_voter From Feb of 2019.

2/3/2020 3:50:07 PM keith369me Glad it helped...just realize that pattern builds off of itself until everything/everyone is connected.  It is the nature of reality.  That’s why the focus is on 

3, 6, and 9

2/3/2020 3:50:44 PM andr3wjackson That's the Man peeking behind the curtain

2/3/2020 3:50:54 PM megatronmighty It's the all seeing eye of RA-A.

He was extremely paranoid regarding betrayal as that is how he came to power and caused his Father and Uncle to retreat.

He destroyed history making himself the sole God and brainwashed the masses into telling on each other.

He was "everywhere"

2/3/2020 3:51:31 PM megatronmighty and could see "everything"

which if you were brainwashed

technically

would be true

2/3/2020 3:52:00 PM lambertfrdriqu1 I haven't seen the SuperBowl. But to me, children in a case and symbolic reminds me of the videoclip for the song Again, by Alice In Chains.

2/3/2020 3:52:40 PM lambertfrdriqu1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__biilMpnmw …

2/3/2020 3:52:51 PM manifest_utopia There's been a lot of research about the healing & purifying effects within a pyramid.  Russian research found that pyramids purify water and restore 

areas of land contaminated by Chernobyl radiation.

2/3/2020 3:53:17 PM animaldesatado okay i kind of feel like Neo when Morpheus starts explaining everything to him. I’m lost, i need to learn everything

2/3/2020 3:53:24 PM highheelz807  pic.twitter.com/tReaUBrmHa

2/3/2020 3:54:58 PM keith369me Ask questions...lots of friends to answer.  I knew nothing about this stuff 18 months ago.  More people know now than just a few months ago and you 

will understand faster.

2/3/2020 3:56:25 PM zagnett Collect the mental energy (good or bad) from the person who's head is at the Centroid.

Does the [cabal] use small enough pyramids constructed in this fashion to extract adrenochrome from young victims? 🤔🧐😬

2/3/2020 3:57:12 PM animaldesatado Okay so... what’s this planet exactly? Is it actually a “planet”?

2/3/2020 3:57:28 PM loveslife51 Free energy?

2/3/2020 3:57:39 PM dayzero5  pic.twitter.com/cy3LpqZIH0

2/3/2020 3:58:56 PM rick_hernandez Is this how they feed off our energy?

2/3/2020 3:59:13 PM keith369me Have you come across Cosmic Agency YouTube?  They explain so much.  Stuff sounds crazy until you start seeing it.  Ether is energy that exists 

everywhere that can be manipulated to do incredible things.  Free energy for example.  Nikola Tesla was tapping into the ether.

2/3/2020 3:59:31 PM manifest_utopia Oops, Thanks for pointing this out.  it just popped up on my feed and I neglected to check the date. Will keep looking tho.

2/3/2020 4:01:35 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? Last night at #SuperBowlLIV  

thousands of sex trafficking victims were being smuggled from one hotel room to the next to provide that Big Gam… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224472905242808321.html …

2/3/2020 4:01:38 PM animaldesatado i knew Tesla was on the verge of discovering everything until they killed him. At this point i’m trying to understand why they sacrifice, rape and eat 

children, things like that

2/3/2020 4:03:13 PM keith369me Your body is only capable of seeing such a tiny percentage of the light spectrum.  Stuff that our eyes can’t see is all around us.  Can you see WiFi?  

There is so much more that simply exists.  Some  are starting to be able to tap into a small part of it.

2/3/2020 4:03:28 PM cyberanonrevolu a frequency amplifier, which should make it possible to project oneself further during meditation.

2/3/2020 4:03:45 PM juliatravis47 The Secret Laws of Attraction!

2/3/2020 4:04:12 PM whatscale lots of things would happen

healing,

exit realm,

enter realm,

travel (place and time)

dead knights templar made of crystal

depending on frequency
2/3/2020 4:04:37 PM 040118054_17 Gold is a very low frequency

2/3/2020 4:04:58 PM straightshorts  pic.twitter.com/NwiS4RfELT

2/3/2020 4:05:20 PM juliatravis47 Frequencies Matter! What we Think, Believe and FEEL brings to  our reality. Choose your energy wisely.

2/3/2020 4:06:07 PM aetherwalker1 What about those who claim to have seen a vision of a single eye, with perfect clarity, while meditating?

2/3/2020 4:06:09 PM whatscale also sending, receiving thought, vision,  

vog from 4000 bc

2/3/2020 4:06:10 PM cyberanonrevolu Considering the scale of the pyramids, once activated, they must surely allow to reach the collective ascent.

2/3/2020 4:06:11 PM mrmigido Pineal gland.

2/3/2020 4:06:16 PM keith369me The Matrix...fear, lies and manipulation, and the energy of fear keeps a small minority in power rather than we the people.  They gain strength from 

fear and sexual energy transfer

2/3/2020 4:06:34 PM new_earth_2020 Why can't you just tell us ??

2/3/2020 4:06:40 PM searchingforth 😊 pic.twitter.com/ZA2d2TTPQ4

2/3/2020 4:06:55 PM 14fowl Pertinent Q uestion HOW MANY ARRESTS?

In my heart of hearts I know this has to be a sting that HURTS and brings PAIN. So ?

2/3/2020 4:07:34 PM whatscale gotta find that center point and go thru it in your vision, i do it in the dark

2/3/2020 4:09:35 PM worldxplorer1 Research on the benefits of pyramids goes way back. Some of the research out of Russia was particularly interesting. 

Here is a brief video covering the basics. https://youtu.be/EQ9160Ty9m8 

2/3/2020 4:09:52 PM americanpetal 😇



2/3/2020 4:09:56 PM monolithicpeak 3rd eye is the pineal gland.

Located in the center of the brain.

Cut in half lenghtwise is the shape of the eye of horus.

Tunnels in great pyramid map the locations of the pineal, pituitary, and the carotid.

Fluoride calcifies the pineal, rendering it inoperable.

2/3/2020 4:10:31 PM animaldesatado what’s going to happen? Is it gonna change?

2/3/2020 4:10:52 PM alantomazin War castles 1 and 2 as well

2/3/2020 4:11:56 PM suephree1 It doesn’t sound very spiritual but  weird energy stuff, I choose God

2/3/2020 4:12:18 PM awakeningangell Brian Olsen said he climbed to the top (Giza) and saw a mouse? It was on an Edge of Wonder show a few weeks ago.

2/3/2020 4:13:09 PM alantomazin Watch war castles 1 and 2 on YouTube

2/3/2020 4:14:15 PM ms_duckworth Sort of this, or similar, given the old 19.5 deg N energy band used to go right through the top of the pyramid, before the North Pole shifted from east of 

Hudson Bay to its current position.

 https://youtu.be/zMgtMLPK2Jk  pic.twitter.com/JksY7gu2DU

2/3/2020 4:14:57 PM keith369me It is changing. There is a group of light workers that have awakened...essentially forcing light to be shined on this darkness. This sh-t has existed for 

thousands of years. Now it’s becoming public. The chaos isn’t “the world becoming evil”...it’s about exposure and eradication.

2/3/2020 4:14:57 PM subtidal4 Agreed. And how many children we’re rescued?

2/3/2020 4:16:21 PM keith369me After exposure and processing everything heads in a wonderful direction

2/3/2020 4:16:51 PM animaldesatado will the modern system end when everything is revealed to the public? Education, health, religion, money...

2/3/2020 4:18:19 PM 14fowl Really rescued is more important THANK YOU for reminding me . STILL PISSED at [THEM] selling [Their} wares so in our faces.

2/3/2020 4:18:21 PM qs_anon Eye of Horus pic.twitter.com/iPITBXa0z2

2/3/2020 4:19:20 PM qbryce171  https://youtu.be/n9YHJL7CtZQ 

2/3/2020 4:19:28 PM twilly18 is that why "they" keep everything so screwed up all the time?

2/3/2020 4:21:04 PM lbf777 Powerful meditation.

2/3/2020 4:21:52 PM peter95117110 Ending of From Dusk Till Dawn (1996) - the audience is brought up to speed that the 'Road House' is actually an ancient pyramid / sacrifice site / 

"Negative Orgone" Generator... pic.twitter.com/fkXNCqktkU

2/3/2020 4:22:32 PM alantomazin  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qv0QG63ORkA …

2/3/2020 4:22:35 PM steppedweller7 Ajna chakra opened?  Command & Create Reality?  ...or so I’ve heard 😅

2/3/2020 4:22:49 PM keith369me We can create whatever we want.  Do you want these to stay?  What reality would be better?  Each of the above is a Matrix system.  Why does money 

have value...who prints it?  Health maintenance or health cures (see Royal Rife)...it’s all about control.

2/3/2020 4:23:35 PM consortiapartn1 33.333333333333333333333333333333333

                          YEARS

                          3-6-9

2/3/2020 4:25:20 PM majic_eyes_qnly What you are thinking of, namely a device that isolates, is called a 'faraday cage'. But they are very big. Majestic 12 talked about 'grow tents' being 

smaller and less expensive faraday cages. So, grow tents to mediate in is the implication, I believe. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1105315228676489218?s=20 …

2/3/2020 4:29:01 PM kachinagtto That would make sense as Orgone transmutates - rather than blocks.

2/3/2020 4:31:26 PM somerandumbdude They hijacked the sacred knowledge and use it towards their own benefit, same as nazis and the swastika. Our founding fathers were also well aware 

of this sacred knowledge and used it to build the greatest nation in history. Those who have studied the esoteric know the power.

2/3/2020 4:32:14 PM ericpartchey Symbolism will be there downfall.

2/3/2020 4:32:40 PM kachinagtto And to be clear...something like this (home made obviously) is what MJ12 is suggesting on this latest post to mediate in. My q was if it also acted as a 

bubble. But as Orgone transmutates rather than blocks EMF... not a bubble. pic.twitter.com/B05TMNO9YD

2/3/2020 4:32:44 PM blsdbe Building a pyramid: That has been a little dream I keep having... pic.twitter.com/DK5VBetINK

2/3/2020 4:33:12 PM helentheseeker what if orgone and god are synonymous?

2/3/2020 4:33:30 PM flung_poo B44MM

2/3/2020 4:33:56 PM cyberanonrevolu yes the orgonites in addition to amplifying the frequency they protect from EMF waves according to their size and therefore their range creating a 

protective bubble.

2/3/2020 4:35:22 PM mattsmithsongs The third eye. Pineal gland. Very easy to do thru meditation.

2/3/2020 4:36:12 PM shanewhitfiel10 Just never been a fan of the title is-be...

I AM INFINITE AWARENESS           I AM INFINITE LOVE ❤️

2/3/2020 4:37:26 PM shanewhitfiel10 @laurabusse I didnt mean to tag you... ❤️🙏

2/3/2020 4:37:41 PM aldo_9111 If you accept fear as real it is

2/3/2020 4:38:13 PM birdiesrchirpin  https://orgoniseyourself.com/how-orgonite-heals/ …

2/3/2020 4:39:45 PM jakeglassmaker Faster than light tachyon energy. Also goes by the term scalar energy, chi, reiki, life force, whatever you wanna call it. Synonymous with creative force 

in the universe. "The hand of God" if you will.

2/3/2020 4:41:24 PM suephree1 God is greater; he is not to be compared in such a finite manner

2/3/2020 4:41:45 PM jakeglassmaker Orgone can be likened to the hand of God. It is pure creative force.

2/3/2020 4:42:42 PM random2012756 The pyramid was originally a healing and teaching center and a stargate/portal.  The portal served as an ascension portal.  This was usurped by the 

elite.  Then Giza stopped working for those functions after the polar shift as it became misaligned with the energy lines.

2/3/2020 4:42:48 PM covertress I want a bed designed like that!

2/3/2020 4:45:44 PM americanpetal I thought gold had healing properties

2/3/2020 4:45:54 PM aermeljia Have fun with that. 👌

2/3/2020 4:47:21 PM hattiesmok Oh no 

I felt this

Pleaease Make it stop!

Imworkin it the best I can.

2/3/2020 4:47:50 PM k4rlgruen Danger can be real but fear is a choice.

Fear is the [DS] program for control.

We have been sold fear for millennia.

WHY do we still buy it?

What part of "we have it all" is so hard to understand?

#TrustThePlan

#EnjoyTheShow

#resist [DS] programming.

#LogicalThinking

#Qanon
2/3/2020 4:48:40 PM rachaelangelm I thought it was a poke at the Podesta cages

2/3/2020 4:49:37 PM rachaelangelm You would be cured of everything



2/3/2020 4:50:04 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

vibration:

Square, Sine, Triangle,?

play on synthesizer and match vibration with my voice?

what do you mean by match frequencies?

wall of subwoofers surround you?

how ?
2/3/2020 4:53:15 PM homebodyheaven What issue was that?

2/3/2020 4:53:29 PM majic_eyes_qnly Are these so-called 'cages' similar to the device called Cerebro in X-Men franchise (not only the films)? Enhances the psychic ability of people who have 

any.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/X-Men#Other_versions … pic.twitter.com/xY6Po42hf3

2/3/2020 4:54:15 PM madscientist After death comes the judgement for your sin.  You're lying when you tell people it has no consequences.  Who told you that was the case?  If it had no 

consequences then Jesus died in vain.

2/3/2020 4:54:31 PM observerpoint @VoxDawg look into Wilhelm Reich, friend

2/3/2020 4:55:16 PM cosmic_engineer Indeed. Ra also described the upward spiraling light. In which the geometry of the pyramid acts like a funnel. Concentrating at the apex.

Certain points within the pyramid are where the spiraling helix-like energy unwinds and you can use a specific type vs full spectrum

2/3/2020 4:55:37 PM what_uc There was no orgonite, but I became awake in 1985 in my boyfriend's mother's pyramid she built. Have never seen life the same since 

pic.twitter.com/U55VK6JkwS

2/3/2020 4:55:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Ohh k. Nice photo. 

I don't know the definitely myself. My impression is that it would not shield everything but maybe could do vaguely from generating a force shield. You 

could put that kind of a pyramid inside a faraday cage and meditate in BOTH, maybe the best place to be...

2/3/2020 4:55:54 PM dangdeplorable1 where is it? to make an accusation and then not back it up with proof, when you have proof available. Doesn't make sense. Zerohedge is not reliable

2/3/2020 4:55:58 PM wildkrazyblonde Only the Democrat judicial system. Trump has put more changes in, conservative judges ... more than any other president in history.

2/3/2020 4:56:11 PM k4rlgruen The pineal gland has light sensitive rods and cones.

What freQuencies? Range?

2/3/2020 4:58:11 PM kevinpaz822 #mondaythoughts

2/3/2020 4:58:18 PM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

2/3/2020 4:58:24 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

2/3/2020 4:58:47 PM lmtlisa3 That would be your Pineal Gland

2/3/2020 4:59:12 PM rachaelangelm DARPA Cebrum, I just posted on that and experimentation on pregnant women in Mental Health Care Facilities in the 70s

2/3/2020 4:59:31 PM bourdainmurderd  pic.twitter.com/w4X764NJrd

2/3/2020 5:00:59 PM tieronepatriot That is the "zero point" in vortex math.

2/3/2020 5:03:29 PM 14fowl Mirror,  Both selling their wares and making  like orange man bad , nothing new under the sun.

2/3/2020 5:08:08 PM samsmith0319 Oh No!!...Critical Thought Is Not Allowed!!!💥🐀💥

2/3/2020 5:08:24 PM tieronepatriot The day we default on our loans to Rothchilds to initiate financial reset?

2/3/2020 5:10:16 PM eserenity2 @lyshmarie0701 @BrandiJ42 🍿

2/3/2020 5:12:09 PM steppedweller7 Knowing the power via study and achieving it personally are 2 different realities 🙂

2/3/2020 5:12:30 PM auroravoyager1 This is my understanding as well.

2/3/2020 5:13:57 PM 040118054_17 Never read any studies related to that but I do know that low frequencies have been shown to promote healing in lab rats and such would assume in 

humans too..just thinking anyhow

2/3/2020 5:15:44 PM burgersandra p 193

"Cabal wanted to destroy the family unit and replace childhood with mind control social experiments that harvest negative life energy so they can exist 

without LIGHT/Love." https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=193 …

2/3/2020 5:15:48 PM lamieret Look who has some ownership in these... pic.twitter.com/tAoSNX0YHG

2/3/2020 5:16:15 PM eaglesview77 Ascension to the Astral plane

2/3/2020 5:17:14 PM catherinemessi8 To bring us under their control

2/3/2020 5:17:20 PM primad57 In real life??? I can’t imagine that! She’s one of the most evil persons on 2 feet, Soros is right up there with her. I can’t imagine her having remorse over 

filleting a young girls face or sacrificing the people she has killed herself or had others do for her.

2/3/2020 5:17:49 PM caliarmyofgod Summons demons? The Abyss- Lord of chaos sigils were made out of the children pic.twitter.com/9HfEs6to5Y

2/3/2020 5:18:38 PM crisco2377 Go easy!  We're here with you always!

2/3/2020 5:20:08 PM giediknight This was my first thought when I saw the kids. pic.twitter.com/bSPPhhdgbe

2/3/2020 5:21:00 PM vdarknessf  https://twitter.com/VdarknessF/status/1223655446977961984?s=19 …

2/3/2020 5:25:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly Sorry, wrong link!!! I meant this link:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerebro 

2/3/2020 5:26:22 PM yellamoj No coincidences https://twitter.com/YellamoJ/status/1224247213875838977?s=20 …

2/3/2020 5:26:43 PM ldgray1 is this project looking glass?

2/3/2020 5:28:47 PM qs_anon Actually the Obelisk is the serpentine penus pic.twitter.com/qXmc0LPNUU

2/3/2020 5:29:48 PM whatscale transferring consciousnesses from brain to avatar/ IS-BE?  surely there is a way to hop bodies like ip addresses? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/3/2020 5:30:51 PM conscious_race Actually the eye was never an illuminati symbol, it actually belongs to freemasonry, the masons have since been taken over by the illuminati and has 

become what it is now, but its infact originally a freemasonry symbolism not illuminati or OTO order templo orliantos the OG illumi

2/3/2020 5:31:09 PM roserosemary777 It’s the eye of Horus?

2/3/2020 5:32:03 PM nikoscali What's REALLY at the centroid? Haven't heard much about this lately.... https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2017/11/great-pyramid-giza-void-

discovered-khufu-archaeology-science/ …

2/3/2020 5:33:31 PM giediknight Allow you to project your Aura.  http://www.fractalfield.com/icosaphi/ 

2/3/2020 5:35:41 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/tWDOYQAwdz

2/3/2020 5:36:02 PM roserosemary777 Please tell me.

2/3/2020 5:36:56 PM doq017 This needs wide distribution!

@true_pundit

@prayingmedic 

@Q2ndWave 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@paulsperry_

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TeenyLZP

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@GregRubini @JuliansRum



2/3/2020 5:38:12 PM somerandumbdude Everyone can apply this knowledge to aspects of their life for prosperity. I was a Rosicrucian for years, what I learned in my studies and applied to my 

life has changed me spiritually, psychologically as well as my abundance.

2/3/2020 5:38:43 PM ethanaidenizjah A physical transfer of consciousness possibly?

2/3/2020 5:39:37 PM 040118054_17 Energy Generator Orgone Pyramid

2/3/2020 5:40:04 PM 040118054_17 Holy heck

2/3/2020 5:40:54 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/2LarryJohnson7/status/1224421981027741699 …

2/3/2020 5:43:06 PM dmzsixtyfour Was wondering how you had read about all of that.  Your degree makes sense.

2/3/2020 5:44:16 PM tieronepatriot Majestic has written:

God is real. 

Do not fear God. 

You are God. 

Unlearn the misinformation. 

Trust yourself. 

Facts Matter. 

You are your God. 

Kingdom of Heaven is within.

Can elaborate?  When you say "You are God", what do you mean?
2/3/2020 5:44:44 PM djlok Dude, you should do a AMA!  

You're awesome!!!

2/3/2020 5:46:04 PM doorbell_q thank you so much!!!!!!!

2/3/2020 5:49:03 PM mobiusveronica Do you know if anybody went missing after the super bowl happened?? I was looking on google to see if anybody was reported missing since then but 

nothing

2/3/2020 5:50:08 PM cynthiayeager5 This one is hollow PVC bt yu can also etthem mae of copper tubing as well. https://www.etsy.com/listing/658821064/5-feet-tall-meditation-pyramid-

russian …

2/3/2020 5:50:11 PM pipeangelito It magnifies the power of the meditation?

2/3/2020 5:54:44 PM keith369me One on one conversation brings it out of me...always has.  Bombardment of questions from all angles would not be so pretty.

2/3/2020 5:55:27 PM alantomazin Did you watch war castles 1 and 2 on YouTube, Gould explains

2/3/2020 5:56:07 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/VANDERBUSHJANE/status/1224492446790422530 …

2/3/2020 5:59:45 PM web_mktg Profound consideration. Perhaps thought repetition of a desired outcome is a component of the think positive cmmty or Tony Robbins mindset. 

Increase odds of making a free will move to one's advantage. (This idea comes after drinking from a $3 dollar bottle of wine).

2/3/2020 6:02:17 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/8PUW1TNXwJ

2/3/2020 6:02:28 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

2/3/2020 6:03:11 PM lizzah_83 I have an orgone pyramid and it is very powerful. Love it.

2/3/2020 6:04:32 PM edmundstodd Consent

2/3/2020 6:04:47 PM roserosemary777 Not yet , but u can bet I’m going to.

What’s it about?

2/3/2020 6:04:49 PM alwayseektruth I was wandering what the significance of the rope TY

2/3/2020 6:05:13 PM texas_girl_13_ All seeing? All knowing?

2/3/2020 6:07:04 PM lipenstein1 Ding ding ding

2/3/2020 6:08:00 PM crucial411 Man is not God, nor God man. 

Be not decieved for He that is created is not He that created it.

For one is The potter the other the clay.

Did the pot form itself?

Many will come saying lo here he is, or low there he is.

Be not decieved nor let any lead you astray!

2/3/2020 6:09:06 PM drakeflegel Inside* and Giza of course is missing its "top"

2/3/2020 6:10:51 PM nightwing1970  pic.twitter.com/KbPWC2BJhJ

2/3/2020 6:11:04 PM carolin15161363 Is orgone a particular substance? Sites are selling it online.

2/3/2020 6:11:10 PM 444_q_ ❤️❤️❤️♥️♥️♥️❤️❤️❤️

2/3/2020 6:11:21 PM roserosemary777 Watching now. Ty, friend.

2/3/2020 6:11:24 PM iqdou1 First thing I thought of were the D U M B ‘s

2/3/2020 6:11:43 PM newzealand5eye1 Cool

2/3/2020 6:12:24 PM pricelittle271 All seeing eye....fear at the highest degree.

2/3/2020 6:13:41 PM carolin15161363 Children must have a special life spark.

2/3/2020 6:14:25 PM pricelittle271 Also, a decapitated head, that allowed the powered that were, to Head tax, because the decapitation represents the person in fiction, that allows them 

to enslave us because we don't know it is a fiction and we are alive and real, not decapitated, capitation tax.

2/3/2020 6:15:02 PM pricelittle271 Also the source of CAPitalism, because the CAP, is our fiction, the source of all capital.

2/3/2020 6:15:07 PM nine_six3 This is an excellent question. I am very curious to know how they are accomplishing it, without having direct contact with the energy source? Creepy.

2/3/2020 6:16:04 PM pricelittle271 This power is located where, at the CAPital, of each state, and country. Funny how works trick you into slavery.

2/3/2020 6:19:36 PM methusablah Because they hid our third eye from us. Calcified it so when we close our eyes our 3rd eye is blind.

2/3/2020 6:20:33 PM drumsk8 Apparently when an initiate had done 4 years in left eye of horus, then 4 more in the right eye school. They would use that centre point to astral 

project following a pattern (GR) and if they could complete all of this successfully. They would experience all points/time at once?

2/3/2020 6:21:12 PM ascendingadam Watched this earlier today, no coincidences. https://youtu.be/Ft1waA3p2_w 

2/3/2020 6:22:37 PM nancyddb Needed to read this.

2/3/2020 6:23:33 PM knightofmaltaus Dr John Mack can be found: Wikipedia, google searches which will yield plenty. Prolific man, his protoge Roberta Colasante is in business and 

accessible. She worked side by side w/him at Harvard and was on Africa Trip. Villagers showed proof of visit. Was sobering. Got him killed

2/3/2020 6:24:36 PM _a_quila Kind of like this? pic.twitter.com/LEZrWPBEpU

2/3/2020 6:29:06 PM sdane8 Okay, it's a Buzzfeed article but you get the idea. https://www.buzzfeed.com/christopherhudspeth/crazy-examples-of-the-mandela-effect-that-will-

make-you-ques …

2/3/2020 6:30:23 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/xx6BXNTWRK

2/3/2020 6:30:49 PM tieronepatriot Great explanation!  Thanks.

2/3/2020 6:31:06 PM truth939 Been saving the pyramid question for  future AMA.  Glad this is being discussed.  I use several orgone pieces from  http://freshandalive.com . Claims 

EMF mitigation.  Pyramids are also covered a bit in The Law of One series additional info.

2/3/2020 6:36:29 PM chris8nix I didn’t watch any of the super bowl. That 1/2 time show gives the devil energy. It’s time for everyone to start recognizing the symbolism.

2/3/2020 6:37:07 PM nun_chucknorris Are the films based on the so-called Orion Wars?

2/3/2020 6:37:19 PM whyteknight17 It is not death I fear, nor physical pain. I know my lived ones will also face pain, and death. But I can't stand the idea that evil ones manipulate the 

people I love. That's my fear.

2/3/2020 6:38:30 PM wwg1wga_every1 I pray there were many arrests of these sick perverts last night.



2/3/2020 6:39:20 PM beverlyalters Cast down the fear in the name of Jesus!

2/3/2020 6:40:25 PM covertress Stargate SG-1 Pyramid

 https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/Pyramid  pic.twitter.com/n5xcFZZyqn

2/3/2020 6:40:49 PM shawnaleahshine You are fascinating ✨👏🏼

2/3/2020 6:42:26 PM bbobbio71 Heavy!  That's some serious energy my friends!

2/3/2020 6:43:06 PM chris8nix Jedi

2/3/2020 6:44:23 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/7HUdAOyRKJ

2/3/2020 6:44:29 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/gfEd10raNe

2/3/2020 6:44:30 PM higherdensitees Law of One series goes into this in depth...

2/3/2020 6:44:35 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/BdOtc1sOfL

2/3/2020 6:44:43 PM rogue_vogel I always thought the snake’s mouth represented a vagina. pic.twitter.com/QcVQoxdmKC

2/3/2020 6:44:47 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/7gEoahaT9H

2/3/2020 6:44:56 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/Bql6PiFQe2

2/3/2020 6:45:17 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/qxnUujv8RI

2/3/2020 6:45:24 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/sGK5ZJ21hw

2/3/2020 6:45:25 PM atashfire A stargate?

2/3/2020 6:45:31 PM montynishimura thanks 17-Patriot!!  please followback, and let me know if I can ever assist.  🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

2/3/2020 6:45:39 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/OIk6RltPnb

2/3/2020 6:45:55 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/u3FWumziyD

2/3/2020 6:45:58 PM nm_zsr My (limited) understanding :

Pleiadians went through a similar decision point as we are today: the choice between light and dark, a great awakening.

Their struggle included the loss of an entire planet-which they overcame.

2/3/2020 6:46:26 PM cate2139 Good thing there are amazing lightworkers that know all this stuff and transmute the energy in ways too long to explain here. Is there a goddess 

emoji?? Yes, we are on it and we know what we are doing. Level up.

2/3/2020 6:46:27 PM brainfreeze76 I’ve experienced the waves

2/3/2020 6:49:07 PM bbobbio71 It's usually my way or the high way. 

I have a sister in law like that. 

You either agree with them or you'll hear about it

2/3/2020 6:49:29 PM cdale_dog Nice find dude...

2/3/2020 6:54:15 PM earth2nissy How does one know this? How beautiful.

2/3/2020 6:54:55 PM earth2nissy Well the first part!

2/3/2020 6:55:24 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5gMw8NV5i4 …

Horton 229 pic.twitter.com/ia13XSilWi

2/3/2020 6:56:25 PM truthdying Create free energy

2/3/2020 6:56:38 PM aleks8837 I don't know. What?

2/3/2020 7:03:13 PM marycha81108828  pic.twitter.com/HdOX32ypAG

2/3/2020 7:04:29 PM sdane8 I assumed they were cages until you asked the question. Eggs? Pods? In utero? Ships? Time capsules?

2/3/2020 7:08:03 PM earth_pupil I thought I watched before but for the life of me can't remember the pyramid / mirror thing. Gonna have to watch again. My brain can't get much more 

info, it's gonna bust🤪

2/3/2020 7:10:13 PM coldnights4 Reading the comments... pic.twitter.com/lvyyuePXq9

2/3/2020 7:11:31 PM charmanda9 It is a mix of a variety of parts. Metallic bits, copper coils, and magnetic powder. People use resin to combine them all into one solid piece that 

resembles a stone/crystal. Here is a site to read up on it. http://grahamhancock.com/phorum/read.php?5,832226,832226 …

2/3/2020 7:12:36 PM clymejakeslddr What Would Happen If You Just Went To Work Tomorrow And Took Care Of Your Family And Kept Your Mind Out Of The Gutter ?

2/3/2020 7:13:32 PM radasmodean Wow

2/3/2020 7:14:04 PM rghardy3 Channel for streaming Intelligent Infinity.

An Ascension Portal.

2/3/2020 7:16:15 PM patriotswegoall I believe MJ was referring to ancient temple locations in our past where people go to meditate and receive cosmic energy.  A pyramid is one example 

of such a building. They act as a distributor/amplifer of cosmic energy for those inside.

2/3/2020 7:17:06 PM mobiusveronica That’s scary I’m so sorry

2/3/2020 7:17:20 PM melanieanders7 My niece was in debate and won national competitions. Currently she is a coach for high school kids while going to college. So kids do learn debate if 

they want to. Just an FYI ;)

2/3/2020 7:17:38 PM coyle_aimee @LoveBling6

@ChristinePolon1

@55true4u

@EyesOnQ

@John_F_Kennnedy

@P0A_Triot23

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@IPOT1776

@LisaMei62

@prayingmedic

@Qanon76 https://twitter.com/coyle_aimee/status/1224530179810385922 …
2/3/2020 7:18:06 PM rghardy3 The Original Capstone on the Great Pyramid

was made of Gold.

The Stones were moved using Intelligent Infinity.

2/3/2020 7:18:29 PM melanieanders7 Oh! And don’t forget the new one “Ok Boomer” Lol

2/3/2020 7:19:11 PM hawkgirlinmn Your own looking glass?

2/3/2020 7:19:49 PM alexandercody7 A little expansion for those looking to educate themselves

 https://photos.app.goo.gl/9fSGbt1MqfqHpYh36 …

And for some self reflection this: pic.twitter.com/1BCLs10BRO

2/3/2020 7:20:39 PM alight412 It is simply a pure leap of faith.  I know you are right.  It's fighting that human condition to not be terrified. Perhaps if we had an image or mental 

picture of what to look forward to would ease that knee jerk reaction.

2/3/2020 7:20:47 PM blumae84 Many reccomend orgon, copper and crystal quartz for clearing the air from chemical spraying (some large sculptures for yards) and pendants

2/3/2020 7:21:06 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes.

But what’s the connection to the so-called kids ‘cages’? Unless they are something else. Yet what are they exactly, since they are not a pyramid shape 

as such? How does it relate to this...

 https://t.co/vvLR0whwr0  https://twitter.com/majic_eyes_qnly/status/1224496160628342784?s=21 …

2/3/2020 7:22:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://t.co/8C6P8emiK8  https://twitter.com/majic_eyes_qnly/status/1224530143101612032?s=21 …



2/3/2020 7:22:54 PM fritzingeradam Pics or it didn't happen.

2/3/2020 7:23:27 PM sdane8 Wait! Are the representing the pineal gland inside the skull?! That would really be creepy. 😳

2/3/2020 7:24:10 PM rsm28675996  https://youtu.be/t5KQudeZ2Lw 

2/3/2020 7:25:13 PM patriotswegoall Alex Collier info: Andromedan contacts told him years ago that the Giza pyramids are just weights to balance the rotation of Earth. Our moon and Mars 

has them, too. They were built during Earth's colonization.

2/3/2020 7:25:21 PM globaltaxsol  pic.twitter.com/MCq24sI8sg

2/3/2020 7:26:41 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph It’s not so much the symbols themselves, more the energy that’s been attached or projected onto them?

2/3/2020 7:30:50 PM grand3americano Initiation. A reconfiguration of chakra energy centers.

2/3/2020 7:31:34 PM iamyou132 Ascension

2/3/2020 7:31:56 PM javier_lantigua Most of you are clueless how deep this goes pic.twitter.com/Kf1mioeMOl

2/3/2020 7:32:05 PM sassysasha413 Interstellar travel

2/3/2020 7:33:06 PM liles_larry 🦉 don't give a hoot.

2/3/2020 7:33:40 PM sassysasha413 They looked like energy pods

2/3/2020 7:34:13 PM sassysasha413 Wombs

2/3/2020 7:34:36 PM sassysasha413 Pro-life

2/3/2020 7:35:42 PM tweezysass The illuminati eye isn't in the pyramid,it's on top, separated! True illumination is knowing whatever created everything is also within each and 

everyone, wether located in the head or not, it is within and not separated like the back of the dollar....

2/3/2020 7:35:46 PM hoopdem Where is the ancient hidden knowledge?

Everyone talks about it but there are no ancient records readily available of how to apply it to achieve the power of the ancients. Hints, guess, 

assumptions, innuendos, scholar opinions, esoteric knowledge!

Where is the F*N HIDDEN RECORD!?!

2/3/2020 7:35:57 PM tweezysass ...Brings new meaning to the ignorant on wut God Body really means!

2/3/2020 7:37:26 PM deborahtcompton It’s everywhere. 😳 pic.twitter.com/13URxyXwGh

2/3/2020 7:38:39 PM nickmild1 Interesting

2/3/2020 7:46:10 PM brunkley Try the Urȃņtiȃ Book. Chock full of hidden knowledge. Not often publicized, freely available for all to share.

2/3/2020 7:47:25 PM genesis1twelve The pyramid has 8 sides

2/3/2020 7:47:35 PM kariper90287321 Pyra-Mid pyre (n.) Latin pyra"funeral pyre; altar for sacrifices by fire. Mid-Middle Hence Pyra-Mid

King's Chamber...looks like a smokehouse w/ a firebox below. 1 shaft lets air in to the f box. 1 shaft angled higher to let smoke out. Look at Pics. Here. 

pic.twitter.com/T4tHUlkuvr

2/3/2020 7:48:57 PM sassysasha413 In my 20's I studied all of these things, but most told me it was new age crap...Edgar Casey, etc. Are you saying that these are all things that are ok for 

BA Christians are to use? I was told it was occult practices.  

I spent my childhood outside and in the woods without fear

2/3/2020 7:49:09 PM rghardy3 as above so below

2/3/2020 7:49:17 PM mightymouse211 God said not to fear them

2/3/2020 7:50:41 PM kariper90287321 Heating the pyramid would create a huge thermal mass structure that would raise the temperature for a long distance which would allow for growing 

crops in the winter.

2/3/2020 7:54:13 PM fishybaby123 Didn’t you hear? Disagreeing with someone is now actually a form of racism and pure unadulterated hatred against the person you disagreed with 

now!! You should only disagree with anyone ever, if you’re a racist!!

2/3/2020 7:55:10 PM mattsmithsongs I have no fear

2/3/2020 7:55:41 PM dakotobol total consciousness

2/3/2020 7:56:40 PM sassysasha413 Are you a Christian? Is this Biblical?

2/3/2020 7:58:01 PM iamyou132 When you day 4D triangle pyramid, are you referring to 3D structures like pyramid of Giza? Or pyramids in time/astral?

2/3/2020 7:58:31 PM sassysasha413 Were any of these children rescued???

2/3/2020 8:00:18 PM fishybaby123 Could you imagine Q posting a list of ways to cause these “bots” to malfunction? I’ll bet it would work just the same if you were speaking with a  real 

life, bonafide liberal 🤣🤣

2/3/2020 8:00:38 PM sassysasha413 This hurts me to the core...

2/3/2020 8:02:11 PM lysa26832458 Why would anyone promote something as evil as human bondage and brutal abuses? Who? What kind of people? Aren’t we humans supposed to be 

promoting peace and joy and love?

2/3/2020 8:03:54 PM somerandumbdude Yes I am Christian, but the teachings are more of a spiritual nature rather than religious. In fact they accept all religious faiths. Teaches how to harness 

your psychic abilities like intuition, vibration/frequencies in relation to happiness/abundance oneness with universe etc..

2/3/2020 8:04:21 PM sengels_ Because the pyramid is a wake-up machine. But it needs it's capstone to illuminate, but it was removed. You're welcome.

2/3/2020 8:05:52 PM miss_ampie WE are with You.  😘🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/3/2020 8:06:17 PM sengels_ You put that much better than I, calling it a wake - up machine. lol

2/3/2020 8:07:50 PM sailorpractical This is interesting, too https://twitter.com/Justjonah1/status/1223466591905468416?s=07 …

2/3/2020 8:09:24 PM sassysasha413 I'm not religious. I follow my intuition, God's Holy Spirit's direction. I receive peace, and light through him. In him I've been engulfed in his pure love.  

My heart becomes like fire and I'm no longer physical. Does this make sense to you? Other's think I'm crazy.

2/3/2020 8:10:12 PM hoopdem Thank you sir!!! I will definitely inquire. Your recommendation is greatly appreciated!!

2/3/2020 8:15:34 PM somerandumbdude You are not crazy, you are enlightened. Your ♥️ vibrations will resonate with all you come in contact with. We are all but fractal expressions of 

God/Creator/Source and through us God lives.

2/3/2020 8:21:50 PM sassysasha413 I'm an empath who sees and feels everything. I help other's by just listening and understanding.  I recently realized I had to release their burdens that I 

thought I had to carry, which freed me. I don't have anyone who has time for me to share this with. 🙏🏼

2/3/2020 8:24:55 PM somerandumbdude I am an empath as well, I know it isn’t easy. I am highly anti social because of it. (((♥️)))

2/3/2020 8:26:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 They think [apps] will make it easier to rig the 2020 election. pic.twitter.com/fbleYpXXbx

2/3/2020 8:26:47 PM jeff57253103 BS! Arrest them already

2/3/2020 8:27:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Supply chain to Standard Hotels. https://youtu.be/Wsls2KtvH4U 

2/3/2020 8:27:29 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76

 https://youtu.be/dJf_JfynsWU 

Human traffic ing 😡 n Europe

@IvankaTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @dbongino @SaraCarterDC 

#MakeSpaceForWomen #MAGA #WWG1WGA

2/3/2020 8:27:39 PM sassysasha413 I also don't like going out and being around a lot of people... But I force myself. Thank you so much...((((❤️))))

2/3/2020 8:28:17 PM deplorablemi17 Wait, I got a meme for that. pic.twitter.com/VpXQviGasZ

2/3/2020 8:28:31 PM ak_dwelling Unstoppable.

2/3/2020 8:30:11 PM peteyfoozer They were all little wannabe Gretas being exploited by liberals

2/3/2020 8:30:57 PM stanstephens13 These are the people educating our children.

2/3/2020 8:31:10 PM winklerburke Think: What would happen ... if the wise men agreed with Mary&Joe, that they should go to Egypt... and while there, run baby-Jesus up and inside the 

biggest pyramid?  Why would they not? Would be strange if they didn’t?



2/3/2020 8:32:20 PM cyberanonrevolu 558

State of the Union

Q

!UW.yye1fxo

19 Jan 2018 - 6:45:08 AM

Timing is everything.

STATE_OF_THE_UNION.

Q

wonderful day 😎😇🙏🙏🙏
2/3/2020 8:33:32 PM winklerburke Folks say the Cheops pyramid is busted?  Oh really?  I spent an hour on top of it in 1977.  I am now the only one in extended family that seems to 

understand things like Q, Majestic 12, ffe3301, E.  (In fam which missed pyramid.) Go figure.

2/3/2020 8:34:15 PM parakletosanon it failed !! just like the ObamaCAIR website, failed. if the naive people do not wake up after this? they are sipping some string kool aide. 😳

2/3/2020 8:35:18 PM ggcheri 👍

2/3/2020 8:35:30 PM ewilliams22101 All they have to do is call the results in for each precinct.  That's what we did in 2016 in WA.  No texting or app is required.  This is just unbelievable.

2/3/2020 8:35:35 PM natureinspace Fallen Angels?

2/3/2020 8:36:35 PM winklerburke Also I’m only one in family with hands that can radiate energy & heal folk, via energy that comes out hot?  There are many paths to these abilities, but 

cheats like a pyramid can help a lot?  Proof in pudding, duh.  Have faith!  Be best!

2/3/2020 8:37:29 PM somerandumbdude Sometimes when I am out and an angry person passes by me I pick up on it and it totally kills my mood. Feels like nails on the chalk board of my soul 

lol. But the same also happens when I see happiness/love and it feels amazing.

2/3/2020 8:39:08 PM johnyng2022 Mean they know something that you don’t.

2/3/2020 8:40:22 PM ewilliams22101 We took photos of the results with our phones before turning the paper records over to the precinct captains - so we had a record of the tally numbers.  

 I would hope that the Iowa volunteers are doing the same thing.  This is so basic.  Really.

2/3/2020 8:43:07 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/FKWp1FvPlD

2/3/2020 8:43:17 PM bdam777 Check'em out. pic.twitter.com/KJJhW3rSph

2/3/2020 8:43:21 PM lightseeker2012 Think adrenochrome

2/3/2020 8:45:10 PM sassysasha413 When I'm out those in need find me. I say a prayer and put "my self" aside, and let His Spirit guide me. Dissociate myself. I was in a gym and evil came 

in, I got a migraine and had to leave.

2/3/2020 8:45:51 PM lbf777 Abolish the whole worthless Gov. It’s our legal Right to do so.

2/3/2020 8:46:20 PM eastcoasterik This is amazing!! Release the photos!

2/3/2020 8:46:24 PM 1_decided_voter You're referring to the Ukrainian National Guard partnership? They're facilitating this supply chain into Schiff's district and Standard Hotels?

2/3/2020 8:47:28 PM covertress 👀 pic.twitter.com/dkE7MS35hd

2/3/2020 8:49:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Don't forget the second half of this power structure. Remember, SH via AS were importing "models" from 🇺🇦 in order to supply Hollywood and other 

🤡 trafficking honeypot programs. Commercial sex trafficking of children is #1 in USA. USA isn't the #1 supplier. Look elsewhere.

2/3/2020 8:49:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was 🔥 in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICE and DOJ collected invaluable 

intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2 warned them. They couldn't stop.

2/3/2020 8:49:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Each country had different purposes. Some countries were sourced specifically for ritualistically sacrificing the child to Moloch. Others were sold. 

Others are groomed and placed into culture. Others are used then disposed of. Typically before they are 18 and get legal rights.

2/3/2020 8:49:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Observe the following... pic.twitter.com/lWnfw7YCHO

2/3/2020 8:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 The child is then escorted by the next handler out of the area and onto, most commonly public transit, where they then change routes 3 times before 

making way to, most commonly, a hotel where a pedophile awaits.

2/3/2020 8:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 When a trafficker selling a child finds a prospective client, they coordinate drop-off and pickup of the child/asset between handlers. Children are moved 

from one region to another using these drop sites. Adults posing as parents are often the ones making the handoff.

2/3/2020 8:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Inside the store you cannot purchase ice cream.

Inside the store you can purchase cigarettes, alcohol, lighters, and candy bars.

Extremely common throughout Angela Merkel's backyard.

These are Drop Sites.

2/3/2020 8:49:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ GLogo aka "Girl Lover", Childlove

2/ ALICE

3/ Owl

4/ Frog/Pepe?

5/ LBLogo aka "Little Boy Lover"

6/ 73 = Drop Site Identifier

2/3/2020 8:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 the child being abused is tracked and part of the pedophile ring. Disclosing it would damage National Security. Exposing it would be illegal. It is 

classified. Remember, Epstein sourced from Europe. Epstein was an informant to [Mueller] with GM/MOSSAD.

2/3/2020 8:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 ears are additional assets that can be used. If you see something, say something. Remember, most of these pedophile rings exist inside of Government 

and most law enforcement will dismiss accusations and solely protect the ring within. Many times, if no action occurs, its because

2/3/2020 8:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 between locations. If a child is seen with different adults in multiple of these geographically distributed locations, then the individual is being trafficked. 

There are more ways to see into this behavior pattern. It is important to point this out because your awareness eyes and

2/3/2020 8:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is extremely difficult to accurately entrap a trafficked child moved through these drop sites due to the fact that misidentifying can be catastrophic 

and traumatizing and authoritarian. Instead, intelligence agencies are using the surveillance information to track movement

2/3/2020 8:49:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing these locations, symbols, and what to expect can help you understand the gravity and presence of child sex trafficking industry. Drops are 

done at all times of the day. Night time draws attention. Daytime allows them to blend in with the crowds.

2/3/2020 8:49:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you see something, say something.

Be cautious though who you disclose the information to.

Do not freely distribute potentially incriminating testimony such that you end up part of the Clinton Body Count.

Aspects within LEO will protect you.

Seek those who are serious out.

2/3/2020 8:50:18 PM patriotleah1776 That's the hardest part.

Finding the trustworthy.

2/3/2020 8:51:49 PM manifest_utopia It appears that they are having trouble getting their apps to work. Having to resort to calling in.

2/3/2020 8:52:19 PM nine_six3 I’ve been pondering your question & find it to be a very good Head Scratcher. 

Upon first glance, one would definitely see a clash between Fate and Free Will. Take MJ12's comment word for word and then apply it, it tends to make 

more sense. 1/4



2/3/2020 8:52:32 PM nine_six3 “Instead, Accept your Fate and Live IN the Moment”. 

In FIRST allowing yourself to Accept your Fate (‘fate’ being the outcome of what transpires AFTER you practice your Free Will), you then allow yourself 

to CHOOSE freely and accept the outcome as your Fate. 2/4

2/3/2020 8:52:42 PM woodworkeranon 5eye relevance?

2/3/2020 8:52:50 PM nine_six3 Thus, allowing Fate and Freewill to exist simultaneously. 

LOL I don’t know if this makes sense, but it did in my mind before the thought reached my fingertips! 

Removing FEAR allows them to go hand in glove. 3/4

2/3/2020 8:53:00 PM girl77marks  https://apps.apple.com/us/app/see-send/id556069712 …

2/3/2020 8:53:03 PM nine_six3 If we allow Fate to be outside of ourselves, we again are giving Our Power to something external. 

Much easier said than done. I somehow write this and yet have so much work to do internally. Love that we are all in this together. Spent so much of 

my life feeling alone. 4/4

2/3/2020 8:55:06 PM timesupgodwins Well ....... don't keep me in suspense !! WHAT ???

2/3/2020 8:55:17 PM nine_six3 YIKES!!!

2/3/2020 8:56:27 PM alexatodd9 That’s exactly what I was thinking of too.

2/3/2020 8:56:34 PM n7guardiananon Where's INTERPOL in all this???

Securing the hand off???

surely they know the symbols and locations...

2/3/2020 8:56:40 PM marzipaningles1 How is exposing this monstrosity 'illegal'? Because this is where we have hit a point where 'government' needs to end.

2/3/2020 8:58:35 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/tYdr5tjeoR

2/3/2020 8:58:51 PM nine_six3 HOLY CRAP... IT'S SO IN YOUR FACE. AHH

2/3/2020 9:00:09 PM kai_noack @threadreaderapp unroll

2/3/2020 9:00:25 PM eastcoasterik  pic.twitter.com/0imYw2JQ2h

2/3/2020 9:01:23 PM lindabibeau2 I think it should be public this needs to end ASAP

2/3/2020 9:02:39 PM mamiemcclure17 Also healing of the physical body

2/3/2020 9:03:25 PM nine_six3 Frightening! Makes you seriously wonder how many times you may have unknowingly walked right past these disgusting signifiers. Not the slightest 

aware of the heinous crimes on the other side of the doors you pass by. This is hard to read but I know we must face it, together...

2/3/2020 9:03:46 PM mamiemcclure17 Enlightenment of higher consciousness and healing of the physical body

2/3/2020 9:04:49 PM destinlola Good to know, thanks.

2/3/2020 9:05:06 PM theduder13 Really, a frog? The Pepe moniker, means what your talking about? Please clarify

2/3/2020 9:05:09 PM melbourne_3000 Hold on to your hats!! 😲

2/3/2020 9:07:01 PM whatscale bodegas of middle eastern persuasion

2/3/2020 9:07:12 PM melbourne_3000 #Vortex

2/3/2020 9:07:28 PM ptamait It is heartbreaking and to see them flaunt it all at the superbowl and even worse to realize it is got that bad in this world, it is so hard to believe, but it is 

true. The most difficult thing is to accept the truth.

2/3/2020 9:07:42 PM whatscale safe space

2/3/2020 9:08:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You said the app would guarantee that I win Iowa! I need this! Otherwise I'm going to GITMO!

#ParodyBidenQuotes https://twitter.com/axios/status/1224558987154264064 …

2/3/2020 9:08:15 PM nine_six3 I'm not sure why but I don't see a Frog/Pepe... I see a mushroom - is that what is being referred to here?

2/3/2020 9:08:37 PM 369helen313 BO💥M ...

2/3/2020 9:09:16 PM i_like_skis Unofficial results that precincts are tweeting show Joe is getting clobbered. 4th or 5th place likely. So many fake polls we can hammer tomorrow.

2/3/2020 9:09:24 PM txchris4trump YOUTUBE is where you go.

2/3/2020 9:09:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Below the mushroom.

2/3/2020 9:09:59 PM aldo_9111 Or they won't get the billion?

2/3/2020 9:10:07 PM graydon108  https://t.co/RNIzLn8gZ9  https://twitter.com/graydon108/status/1222299420751843330?s=21 …

2/3/2020 9:10:48 PM obladioroblada APP..... CAN YOU BELIEVE THAT....!  YA LIKE WE SENT IT THROUGH WhatsApp IT WILL BE SAFE...............

2/3/2020 9:11:21 PM ptamait Alice by the claw.

2/3/2020 9:11:26 PM theduder13 Ahhhhhh that's the stem of the mushroom!

2/3/2020 9:11:31 PM nine_six3 Ahh ok, the Frog/Pepe is wearing the mushroom as a Hat.

2/3/2020 9:11:56 PM gingergirl777 Prayers. I cannot imagine 😢

2/3/2020 9:12:39 PM patriotleah1776 If individual doctors do not protest this, then they, too, are part of the sacrifice rituals. They take an oath to obey. ⚕ Why are "healers" using a 

serpent as their symbol?

Dark > Light

2/3/2020 9:12:45 PM 369helen313 Joe B[L]DEN ...👀

Coincidence !?👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/NaBsR97vWF

2/3/2020 9:13:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 #ClintonBodyCount https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1224539003770159104 …

2/3/2020 9:13:14 PM theduder13 Because surely it's not this pic.twitter.com/Mlrgf31i18

2/3/2020 9:13:30 PM deplorable369 #4 looks like an angry mushroom to me.  Also what is the 56 meaning in the smiley sticker?

2/3/2020 9:13:35 PM shannen_robison The Biden campaign has some real issues with apps. "Go to Joe at 30330" 😁

2/3/2020 9:13:40 PM magic_jake2012 The most hated woman in America.

2/3/2020 9:13:49 PM pirateslookat40 You would think after Obamacare Enrollment website fiasco they would learn.....I guess they ran out of Big Chief Tablets and color crayons 

#IowaCaucuses

#CaucusForBernie #IACaucus

2/3/2020 9:14:06 PM whatscale Brain and Brainstem

2/3/2020 9:14:30 PM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/TlqRkEBTDr

2/3/2020 9:14:59 PM theduder13 No no no the face is on the stem of the mushroom, and the cap of the shroom is like a hat, both parts together make the full shroom

2/3/2020 9:15:05 PM luluspeers1 Its the all seeing eye of Horus. The illuminati stole the symbols from the Egyptians

2/3/2020 9:15:07 PM abraham31826476 Interesting update. Thank you!

2/3/2020 9:15:29 PM theduder13 That langnese sign is suspect

2/3/2020 9:15:52 PM truthiswithn He did not even qualify for most of the areas there from a report.  I guess that is why the melt down, they don't know what to do.  Also, VERY LOW 

turnout for Dems compared to record for @realDonaldTrump !  #MAGA

2/3/2020 9:15:59 PM jackoneilltime1 Is that a photo below the mushroom frog? Significance? pic.twitter.com/hIhpJi2KCo

2/3/2020 9:16:55 PM sunspot406 IMO,  anger, jealousy, envy, pride, worry, coveting, need for control, and all negative emotion is Fear.  When this emotion arises, stop, go to the source.  

 We were not created in fear.  We are the exact opposite.  More than conquerors!

2/3/2020 9:17:01 PM whatscale The app works, nobody voted for any of them

2/3/2020 9:17:49 PM myplace4u Were those the alleged NYPD 'suicides' that suspiciously no one investigated?

2/3/2020 9:17:50 PM sassysasha413 There's a child.

2/3/2020 9:17:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q

2/3/2020 9:18:05 PM pro_aktv Q

2/3/2020 9:18:11 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/KanPnpBC72

2/3/2020 9:18:16 PM blac1kay 17



2/3/2020 9:18:36 PM pirateslookat40 ChapSnat

2/3/2020 9:18:38 PM jonesy4671 Anon

2/3/2020 9:18:40 PM sassysasha413 A dark angel, the shadow?

2/3/2020 9:19:40 PM 1_decided_voter I'm a fan, you're a fan, we're all fans of Q, but what's the context of this post? You saying Q had a hand in tonight's Dem caucus "shortcomings"?

2/3/2020 9:19:41 PM theghost6969 5:5 👍🏽

2/3/2020 9:19:47 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/z6495lIDw0

2/3/2020 9:20:20 PM timkania Not sure I get this one 🤷🏼♂️

2/3/2020 9:20:29 PM sailorpractical  pic.twitter.com/MsgyujxwfY

2/3/2020 9:21:02 PM ndeathcloak Yes?

2/3/2020 9:21:36 PM portezf K

2/3/2020 9:21:52 PM ofuskate The great pyramid has 8 sides.  Do some research.

2/3/2020 9:21:56 PM obladioroblada KINDA LIKE THE OBAMA CARE APP THAT DIDNT WORK FOR OVER 6 MONTH WITH MANY FLAWS...... OUR MONEY.....

#TAXPAYERSEXPENSE

2/3/2020 9:22:23 PM nostradachris1 😡 pic.twitter.com/ueUqPpy49P

2/3/2020 9:23:39 PM timesupgodwins M12 I've been hearing that the #CoronavirusOutbreak is being spread through 5G what info do you have on it ?

2/3/2020 9:24:08 PM timesupgodwins 34 ÷ 2 = 17

2/3/2020 9:24:20 PM jackoneilltime1 The graffiti artists are probably involved or know.  Street sticker art is also prevalent in cities.

2/3/2020 9:25:11 PM kidge6 Make a note of the timestamp of that tweet and start watching other tweets from Q or POTUS or elsewhere.

2/3/2020 9:25:54 PM lightson45 Need proof that the 9 of 12 worked on the laptop.

2/3/2020 9:26:23 PM ofuskate The eye of providence predates the creation of the illuminati.

2/3/2020 9:27:02 PM nine_six3 Q: If an IS-BE is experiencing any type of blocks, mainly arising in the attempts to connect to their higher-selves or the Visualization faculty. How does 

an IS-BE address this head on? Is there a sure way to rid blocks and increase one's abilities? ThanQ!

2/3/2020 9:27:29 PM shaigaichan 5.5

2/3/2020 9:28:11 PM pirateslookat40 #ThesePeopleAreStupid 

Signed, 

Q

2/3/2020 9:28:16 PM ofuskate ...is silent on the biggest story on earth.

2/3/2020 9:28:25 PM carmindabrendel @threadreaderapp unroll

2/3/2020 9:28:26 PM threadreaderapp Guten tag, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? 

Last…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224472905242808321.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/3/2020 9:29:29 PM der_wanderer8 Standard Hotel pic.twitter.com/faUVC0W9IL

2/3/2020 9:30:01 PM podutijosie I tried meditating put lapis lazulli stone on my forehead, felt myself rise up cld see down on street lights & houses felt like i was flying very fast. Saw my 

partner in bed 800kms away. Spoke to him few days later & described the room he was in. Was spot on description.

2/3/2020 9:30:04 PM luluspeers1 Whoa so the truthers need to abide by the rule of caution. Take heed. Unless we have protection. This isn't a game.

2/3/2020 9:30:53 PM nine_six3 Just thought about the big cities I've been to that pride themselves on Artistic expression with graffiti (ex: Melbourne) - You'd have to know where to 

look and/or what you're looking for.

2/3/2020 9:31:08 PM carmindabrendel Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? Last night at #SuperBowlLIV  

thousands of sex trafficking victims were being smuggled from one hotel room to the next to provide that Big Gam… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224472905242808321.html …

2/3/2020 9:31:24 PM beniverson11 11:17 pm or 2317 pic.twitter.com/jPAuBI2S13

2/3/2020 9:31:41 PM nielsteyn Read the law of one  https://www.lawofone.info/ 

2/3/2020 9:31:57 PM tomchiodo 00:17 EST

2/3/2020 9:32:12 PM snappah1 No Malarkey eh?

2/3/2020 9:32:36 PM patousada This woman says she say a truck with k bo-d´s here in Mexico. Inside the truck of a corporation, she says the dirvar had crazy killers looks:  

https://youtu.be/U8WdqPtNOHA  its so hard to see... help

2/3/2020 9:33:43 PM luluspeers1 Sounds like its classified to protect members of the public from death

2/3/2020 9:35:33 PM theduder13 Thank you!! Its a mushroom with a face not PePe the frog

2/3/2020 9:36:35 PM nine_six3 Thank you for the response. I've read through the Law of One and it took a couple tries to grasp and actually start to understand it. I will have to go 

back and take another look. 

Thanks again!!!

2/3/2020 9:36:49 PM ggcheri Patriots in Control! pic.twitter.com/evVZ5XTZgf

2/3/2020 9:38:00 PM nm_zsr 0017

2/3/2020 9:38:11 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/0BBP8fSb5v

2/3/2020 9:40:04 PM djmurphy5 Admiral Rogers?... 17th NSA director

2/3/2020 9:40:13 PM munkeypilot PC?

2/3/2020 9:40:19 PM lonewolfbuilder Fellow Patriots:

What you are about to learn should not only scare you, but intensify your resolve to take back control [Freedom].

The snowball has begun ROLLING - there is no stopping it now. D5.

Stay the course & trust the plan. 

Remain BRAVE. 

We knew this day would come. pic.twitter.com/q7vYez4ZKO
2/3/2020 9:42:06 PM munkeypilot Mein Gropenfurher is going regardless...

2/3/2020 9:42:43 PM cyberanonrevolu Q is with the majestic right now playing ?

2/3/2020 9:42:52 PM txchris4trump I've been pissed since Obama Admin. Discovering there's levels of "wokeness" or AWAKENING 4  3 1/2 yrs and I cannot STOP this learning seemingly, of 

EVERYTHING! . Reading things I could not NEVER imagine me so I take it's part of Ascension right? Orgone Pyramids protect from EMF

2/3/2020 9:43:16 PM adsvel Are those left 3 protected enough?

2/3/2020 9:44:43 PM luluspeers1 So this demonic creature is followed by Biden's advertising campaign. The subliminal message is profoundly obvious.

2/3/2020 9:45:11 PM patriotleah1776 Is it safe to trust the FBI yet?

To whom do we report, now that we know what to look for?

2/3/2020 9:45:43 PM nine_six3 LOL... just want to say again, Thank You!!! Didn't even cross my mind. I'm already reading through and definitely will be trying some stuff mentioned. 

I'll make a compilation of things an IS-BE can do to clear blockages!

2/3/2020 9:47:06 PM txchris4trump Glad you asked. I got lost too.

2/3/2020 9:47:07 PM 1ifbyseaqanon What I'm hearing too

2/3/2020 9:49:59 PM lmills0831 😥

2/3/2020 9:53:41 PM manifest_utopia  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/iowa 

2/3/2020 9:58:00 PM magic_jake2012 She is pure evil pic.twitter.com/x3HojJ92I1



2/3/2020 10:00:29 PM cheddarbo Savali (sp) said that part of the initiation training tactics she employed & was victim to was the EYE being placed inside the children's bodies , so they 

NEVER spoke out or tried to get away, since they were always watching you

2/3/2020 10:00:52 PM uwnodds 👀😔

2/3/2020 10:04:05 PM icruznascar Trump's text yesterday from Kansas City Missouri remember then they changed to Kansas City Kansas Show-Me State. 🤔🤔🤔

2/3/2020 10:04:20 PM jeffzerner Maybe the Russians did it?😂

2/3/2020 10:04:48 PM abstract1dea The part of you that is the most you

2/3/2020 10:05:38 PM veraarm38940796 Thank you for this information.🙏🙏🙏to GOD to help us save and protect the children from all EVIL

2/3/2020 10:05:45 PM ekotoons  pic.twitter.com/mqjBxetICt

2/3/2020 10:05:55 PM the_loveoflight And how long are they gonna continue to add to their body count? I really don’t understand why it can’t be stopped and people(kids) protected behind 

the scenes in a Majestic or Military way that doesn’t interfere with the legal side of things. It can be kept secret, put it with

2/3/2020 10:08:02 PM the_loveoflight all the other things “that can never be disclosed”.

2/3/2020 10:08:56 PM jcrowyo @Scrat56292633

2/3/2020 10:14:04 PM lissmojo Thank you very much for this thread, Majestic.

2/3/2020 10:15:04 PM robertw95804558 Hey Steve I just say ur name in here. Welcome to 2020💎

2/3/2020 10:16:01 PM willytturner13 👀👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/Zpli7EX01h

2/3/2020 10:18:50 PM jamiegrahamusa Any sig to 56 here pic.twitter.com/wNg0l8lB4q

2/3/2020 10:19:08 PM mongrelglory I'm guessing Haiti was sourced specifically for ritualistically sacrificing the child to Moloch post earthquake, while the Ukraine/Eastern European 

countries were the source of "models" who were groomed and placed into culture. Kids from Mexico were used and disposed of, etc...😖

2/3/2020 10:19:38 PM jamiegrahamusa What about 56?? pic.twitter.com/dx35wfyKGD

2/3/2020 10:19:53 PM werascending And YOUTUBE GETS AWAY WITH THIS???😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬

2/3/2020 10:20:58 PM 9threalm What about copper?

2/3/2020 10:21:14 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I was having trouble spotting the Alice and boy-lover logos.

2/3/2020 10:21:57 PM ed_kua Don't ACTUAL people ACTUALLY stand in ACTUAL corners of the ACTUAL room to be ACTUALLY counted..🤔.

ACTUALLY...

2/3/2020 10:22:18 PM jamiegrahamusa What about this on the Minions trailer... pic.twitter.com/H1p52Zs9XP

2/3/2020 10:24:45 PM mongrelglory These were parts of CIA/Mossad classified ops...so theoretically someone could be breaking the law by exposing them.  I'll bet there were honest LEOs 

who had their trafficking investigations shut down by their superiors for these supposed reasons.

2/3/2020 10:27:22 PM llaw_eht_no_ylf Stop it

2/3/2020 10:28:39 PM mongrelglory That's just so creepy! 😬

2/3/2020 10:30:18 PM robertw95804558 I never thought of that. 🔥

2/3/2020 10:30:40 PM love82janet I have 4 large, 4 small orgon pyramids near my computers, phone & appliances. I also have two medium sized chembusters that utilize orgon. When we 

used to have chemtrails sprayed over our home, I could literal watch the trail over my home dissipate in a matter of minutes.

2/3/2020 10:31:37 PM hackenburg_ I am that I am

2/3/2020 10:33:27 PM patriotjeweler  pic.twitter.com/kDBtsutW0s

2/3/2020 10:34:36 PM wendy94572484 Sickening! And UTUBE allows this shit

2/3/2020 10:36:55 PM laughingwolf11 Groomed. Billie Eilish. There’s no way one looks at this, listen to the lyrics and doesn’t think she was a party favor for pedos being groomed. 

https://youtu.be/eoiWhRo3A7w 

2/3/2020 10:37:47 PM papasmokey76q  pic.twitter.com/ubgHUZLS51

2/3/2020 10:38:01 PM sc89126024 But why...

2/3/2020 10:42:57 PM weshallrise144k I suggest reading “The Ancient Secret of The Flower of Life” Book 1 and Book 2, by Drunvalo Melchizedek.  Knowledge is meant to be shared. 🙏🙏🙏

2/3/2020 10:45:32 PM adbb037 @CsiHawkins

2/3/2020 10:50:40 PM verycoolhunting That's Berlin 😱

#Pedogate #Germany #TheGreatAwakening

2/3/2020 10:51:51 PM fritzingeradam The stone the builders rejected.

The builders don't want us to see?

2/3/2020 10:53:42 PM weshallrise144k  https://t.co/OcV6CtjXJn  https://twitter.com/sacreddomain/status/1219044375830773760?s=21 …

2/3/2020 10:55:08 PM intolightwego Still waiting for the arrests?

2/3/2020 10:55:17 PM fritzingeradam I thought the capstone was traditionally said to be electrum, an alloy of gold and silver.

2/3/2020 10:56:07 PM truthfighter80 And help you God! Amen! 🙏🏻

2/3/2020 10:57:20 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/sbgosDr2Qq

2/3/2020 11:00:13 PM truthfighter80 😱🤯💥🤬🥵 what the hell is wrong with this so called mother, God, people are sick! 🤯

2/3/2020 11:03:32 PM aleoniea On and on it goes

2/3/2020 11:05:35 PM sandywe54859249 Thank you. ❤️🙏🙄❤️💕

2/3/2020 11:08:31 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/zVofFUUtLe

2/3/2020 11:09:21 PM jollyrob2 The 🦉

2/3/2020 11:11:55 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/3/2020 11:19:56 PM 1ra_enelor 🙏 Correct @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/p2f0OikiKh

2/3/2020 11:22:17 PM davidtrussell79 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/3/2020 11:23:42 PM galadri09060100 🐸

2/3/2020 11:24:01 PM calimountiangal Thanks for that info! I’m definitely gonna download it!

2/3/2020 11:25:01 PM revelation4444 It’s the demons in them manifesting, Taking over.

2/3/2020 11:26:19 PM leigh_vas I always thought it was a giant mf looking at us thru a microscope

2/3/2020 11:27:52 PM onofrioeolimpia @threadreaderapp unroll please 🙏

2/3/2020 11:27:52 PM blue_marbleeyes Glorious!!

2/3/2020 11:29:24 PM calimountiangal Just tried to find this on Apple. Nothing shows up. Any idea why? Thanks 👍

2/3/2020 11:30:22 PM leigh_vas Don't pet the pic.twitter.com/AvPDCeV4IS

2/3/2020 11:30:27 PM mongrelglory Isn't it supposed to be alternating layers of organic and inorganic material?  Apparently the resin is considered "organic" material, so the inorganic bits 

are suspended in resin usually.  I wonder if you could fill the metal rods with alternating layers of soil and stones?

2/3/2020 11:33:16 PM larrynunya Don't do that. You don't want to mess with mirrors like that. If you want the power, seek the almighty God. That mirror is used by many witches and 

warlocks. They have power but they're Liars.

2/3/2020 11:37:10 PM mateuszwala This gonna blow up

2/3/2020 11:38:30 PM galadri09060100 That's somewhere in Germany, could be Berlin.

2/3/2020 11:50:59 PM wereldpijncafe Karl Marx and #Satan @GraceAlijah pic.twitter.com/gh44vlSpr4

2/3/2020 11:53:04 PM coyle_aimee Sick

2/3/2020 11:54:58 PM stonecutter357 Was that some sort of rhetorical question? Everyone should know what the Eye of Providence means by now. Majestic like many over-enthused Anons 

has a tendency to overthink & make things more complicated than they need to be. Super Bowl creeper's always gonna creep. Just sayin.



2/3/2020 11:58:58 PM faye_mcgarry Australia has 2 govts!  Australian govt & Commonwealth of Australia.  Corporations registered in the US. We have no 1901 Constitution...only the 1900 

Preamble. All Oz govts have been illegal since 1901.

@AussieInfidel68 @AussiePatriotQ @Jabba75648431 @TrumpWarRoom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/AustralianQanon/status/1224167284324700160 …

2/4/2020 12:00:26 AM democraticrep Like this  https://t.co/lYFPSOwpBc  https://twitter.com/_a_quila/status/1224519091173543938?s=21 …

2/4/2020 12:04:09 AM sahd1rex Well the majority of if has been destroyed through cataclysms, Alexander’s library being burned down, Christians collecting a lot of it and putting it in 

Vatican archives. Do you think it’s a coincidence Isis drives around destroying historical sites that contradict them?

2/4/2020 12:06:02 AM dasha_dagmar ⚔️⚔️⚔️

2/4/2020 12:06:26 AM mongrelglory That was a great video, discussing the symbols they use! 👍

2/4/2020 12:08:45 AM crisco2377 Q

2/4/2020 12:09:26 AM mongrelglory That's an interesting graphic Kachina! 👍

2/4/2020 12:09:41 AM australianqanon  pic.twitter.com/meJcRXtGgs

2/4/2020 12:11:14 AM aussiepatriotq The USA had it done to them in 1871 I think was ...it's like oz followed suit 30 yrs later.

2/4/2020 12:18:55 AM qaoticv  pic.twitter.com/RzlvcipYbo

2/4/2020 12:22:12 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/t0KSs76rMY

2/4/2020 12:23:17 AM carmindabrendel Yeah ... but everyone’s thoughts no matter how intense resonates with others ... sometimes one thought will evolve & further open other doors ... 

expressions are very important in this awakening ... no judgements just keep on sharing thoughts

2/4/2020 12:25:59 AM stonecutter357 Well to give credit where credit is due, he's not nearly as bad as SerialBrain2 who makes my head hurt on a regular basis.

2/4/2020 12:27:39 AM carmindabrendel Yeah ... I love that 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

2/4/2020 12:34:31 AM galadri09060100 I think, it would create a field within a field, that would cancel out time, raising kundalini energy, and most likely opening up the brain, hence comms 

with other realms, out of body, or even biolocation etc

2/4/2020 12:37:46 AM engrafteda Yep because they " feed" off of us. This is why they provoke our negative feelings.

2/4/2020 12:39:02 AM thezignal Airl?

2/4/2020 12:47:18 AM kidge6 Lindsey Graham was on Sean Hannity recently talking about the dims and their impeachment hoax. MJ is not implying Sean Hannity is swamp. 

https://youtu.be/cKdoNqLb9js 

2/4/2020 12:47:29 AM faye_mcgarry Warning !  really upsetting pic of de Caprio @realDonaldTrump @AussiePatriotQ @Jabba75648431 @LoveBling6 @AustralianQanon @RebekahsRight 

@RudyGiuliani @GitmoChannel @rickygervais @HeavensGateG1 @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave  

https://twitter.com/KenDavi80404473/status/1224546788671131649 …

2/4/2020 12:48:37 AM rebekahsright Revolting

2/4/2020 12:50:04 AM kidge6 No. Mj-12 is referring to Lindsey Graham's interview with Sean Hannity. Lindsey Graham was talking about the Democrats. MJ is referring to them.

2/4/2020 12:52:05 AM kidge6 I'm guessing that 29 people or children were trafficked. And MJ knows it and MJ knows some of their names. The game they're going to play is 

watching the rats panic now, commit more crimes and expose their Associates.

2/4/2020 12:55:19 AM engrafteda 💪💪👍👍👍

2/4/2020 1:00:50 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICllected 

invaluable intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/4/2020 1:05:36 AM jamiegrahamusa Did Phillipe take his account down? It just swipes w not available

2/4/2020 1:06:46 AM aleoniea Powerful

2/4/2020 1:07:15 AM smith_mlsmith All must read!! Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along 

with ICE and DOJ collected invalu…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/4/2020 1:07:45 AM smith_mlsmith Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICllected 

invaluable intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/4/2020 1:12:37 AM kvitalone Aaaw DNC Buttigieg paid $42K for Shadow to count DNC caucus votes & it flopped. They want to use it in NV too. Shady Petey paying for voting app in 

your own election. Must be why he said he won hours b4 anything was counted. pic.twitter.com/jl5UCf0vQL

2/4/2020 1:14:18 AM kvitalone I think Trump made sure their Shadow app wouldn't work. Made total fools of them all. Trump tripled all Dems combined! Bonus! 

pic.twitter.com/Q2OddGQgIl

2/4/2020 1:15:28 AM kidge6 🎯

2/4/2020 1:17:32 AM mathemagician9 "many governments of the world feed 'the Eye'" -Q

just gonna leave this here:  http://www.orionmindproject.com/agendaexplained.html …

2/4/2020 1:20:49 AM beesandhoney123 If one would know a site who to tell outside of Amerika? Europe?

2/4/2020 1:21:05 AM kidge6 I say no. I don't think so. But, There is a q post where sh is mentioned. The anons think that it's Steve Huffman. I have not dug on him yet.

2/4/2020 1:22:51 AM drtiborkdr Basically a psychotronic generator:  https://ancientechoes.org/magic-mirror/  (for good or bad)

Consciousness technology

2/4/2020 1:23:34 AM kidge6  https://qmap.pub/read/571 

The anons seem unsure. In the title, they prefer to Reddit. Meaning sh is Steve Hoffman. But, he's not listed as a player. That could be because this site 

has not entered him into the player database. He's too new to the scene?

2/4/2020 1:24:21 AM kidge6 this is Q's only reference to sh.

2/4/2020 1:25:18 AM ed_kua "Y"

2/4/2020 1:27:43 AM hb04920973 Up and running

2/4/2020 1:28:00 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/pzG052wAPB

2/4/2020 1:52:44 AM valhalla11111 He who stands on the most bones can see the farthest...

2/4/2020 1:53:32 AM grrroverrrtje  pic.twitter.com/5PgUBqSWkK

2/4/2020 2:07:51 AM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/HNiKIKop7V

2/4/2020 2:26:45 AM rosas7043 Wrong eye for bowie

2/4/2020 2:27:28 AM ladydyxea54 Fear is not real. Once u get it, comprehending that it's an illusion, created by the dark so they can feed off of u, "then", u will begin to live in Peace. I 

would say, they can starve for all I care. I'm choosing harmonizing myself. Laugh at fear, so they flee. Bye Bye 😅😆🥳 pic.twitter.com/WfqClQIBTW

2/4/2020 2:30:29 AM utube3805 Q+

2/4/2020 2:31:41 AM chaigrl The EYE is the watchful observation of our controllers... the illusionati’s true leadership.. the Draco reptilian 4th D harmonic entities that are not even 

in this realm.. this is why it floats ABOVE the pyramid.. it is a reptilian eye

2/4/2020 2:35:16 AM utube3805 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 SCI/TK

2/4/2020 2:39:20 AM unitedredwhite1 117 is a good post

2/4/2020 2:43:05 AM quantphysicist Tunc ait illi Jesus: Converte gladium tuum in locum suum: omnes enim, qui acceperint gladium, gladio peribunt.

2/4/2020 2:51:48 AM slavenomore2 A spell to keep our children under mind control. To protect them from the memories that are about to start coming.

2/4/2020 2:53:13 AM crucial411 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/4/2020 2:54:36 AM victoriaserbia Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Why does the Illuminati Pyramid have an eye inside it? Last night at #SuperBowlLIV  

thousands of sex trafficking victims were being smuggled from one hotel room to the next to provide that Big Gam… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224472905242808321.html …



2/4/2020 2:58:22 AM aleks8837 America needs to fix it's voting systems ASAP! A shame for supposedly the best country in the world!! #VoterIDNow #VoterFraud 

https://www.judicialwatch.org/press-releases/judicial-watch-statement-on-iowa-secretary-of-state-misleading-about-accuracy-of-states-registration-

rolls/ …

2/4/2020 3:00:36 AM roberts11major Guess Jan I took pic yesterday

2/4/2020 3:01:14 AM mohamed2698 Yes but that’s it the definition of a palindrome.

2/4/2020 3:04:16 AM aleks8837 You could also look up a QHHT practitioner and find one with good reviews. They are experts at doing exactly this with/to you!

2/4/2020 3:08:19 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/q3UQfigWdy

2/4/2020 3:09:51 AM winwin4all USA is a british owned corporation

 http://usaiaboc.blogspot.com 

2/4/2020 3:10:08 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3XnYpGY5Z8 …

2/4/2020 3:13:58 AM 369naturallaw I wonder, how do people go in there and signal that they are in the club?

2/4/2020 3:15:13 AM 369naturallaw Langnese is German in nature. My bet is Berlin.

2/4/2020 3:16:51 AM nancyddb Thank you.

2/4/2020 3:23:58 AM bbrandenhoff The pyramid has 8 sides.. pic.twitter.com/XDDGIf4oYg

2/4/2020 3:24:30 AM richard07759712 Just Sick

2/4/2020 3:27:47 AM mgrosshart Sounds like they're threatening Flynn & his boy. Bout time for her to get suicided.

2/4/2020 3:28:08 AM bbrandenhoff If you unfold the pyramid it becomes the maltese cross.. pic.twitter.com/hxcNPrM97S

2/4/2020 3:29:14 AM bluesfa57280538 Look up Layne Staley and #PedoGate

2/4/2020 3:30:25 AM runsheeprun Missouri is the Show Me state isn't it?

2/4/2020 3:34:03 AM shaigaichan HČv-agreed-No

2/4/2020 3:38:13 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1PNvopXjbg …

2/4/2020 3:40:47 AM reginal94911154 An IS-BE, Must first be aware of their breathing rthym. All else becomes natural.😊

2/4/2020 3:43:28 AM bmj240768 From that great forum Project Avalon

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?98782-Clinton-et-al-Body-Count-Recent-Additions …

2/4/2020 3:44:07 AM truth_pilot our planet has been invaded by an intergalactic parasite it can only survive in the brains of evil people where it feeds off the negative energy created by 

evil deeds you call these people liberals. Truth, Justice and freedom are the only ways to defeat them

2/4/2020 3:45:10 AM wenheerlen 😇

2/4/2020 3:47:17 AM truth_pilot in cartoons too, your planet has been invaded by an intergalactic parasite it can only survive in the brains of evil people where it feeds off the negative 

energy created by evil deeds you call these people liberals. Truth, Justice and freedom are the only ways to defeat them

2/4/2020 3:50:19 AM mgray72531386 That was my take on it.  Not the border issue of “kids in cages”.

2/4/2020 3:53:07 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y9tdDAcHzY …

2/4/2020 3:55:41 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/ZxUnQkqXn1

2/4/2020 4:01:08 AM keith369me Always feel free to ask @AnimalDesatado

2/4/2020 4:02:42 AM animaldesatado thank you, i feel like i need to learn slower, step by step because i still don’t understand consciousness and things like that. I’d love to be taught on this 

subject

2/4/2020 4:04:58 AM werascending 😡😡😡

2/4/2020 4:08:43 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/hvJq7GM4Cy

2/4/2020 4:11:23 AM mums10297801 ..to provoke people with way too much free time?

2/4/2020 4:12:10 AM bmj240768 Satanist also value children highly for their spiritual purity. Therefore destroying children is top of their list.

Ricky Gervais remark at the golden globes about Leo DiCaprio not having a date more than 3 hours. Was in fact about the sacrifice of children less than 

3 hours old.

2/4/2020 4:23:34 AM drwatsonnyc Everything we know as reality has already been disproven...

2/4/2020 4:26:25 AM dark2light2019 Who are the other 3 alive?

2/4/2020 4:27:55 AM earth2nissy Thank you, very much! 🙏

2/4/2020 4:28:45 AM danswanson1965  pic.twitter.com/Hm4lbx46IT

2/4/2020 4:33:26 AM auroravoyager1 #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SassyQ18/status/1224672020438208516 …

2/4/2020 4:35:49 AM joycepert Convenient ATM right out front

2/4/2020 4:35:59 AM bmj240768 Why is the emergency # 911, why not something easy say 000. 

Why did MSM talk 24/7 about the 911 event? To place focus on & harvest more negative energy.

Fibonacci sequence = divine creation, satanist manipulate numbers & maths for their own rituals. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xw0iF0UstI0 …

2/4/2020 4:41:28 AM xrp_589_theunis  pic.twitter.com/GydEBZzmIa

2/4/2020 4:42:01 AM xrp_589_theunis  pic.twitter.com/yvQqiBfNMU

2/4/2020 4:42:33 AM marcus45128888 Freaked me out for a split second seeing my screen name in caps. Whoa! 😂

2/4/2020 4:42:42 AM werascending 👏👏👏🙏🙏🙏❤️❤️❤️

2/4/2020 4:47:59 AM bibibobibox The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’ (Mt 25,31-46)

2/4/2020 4:48:25 AM stanstephens13 Who is “they”?

2/4/2020 4:48:50 AM bmj240768 If satanist manipulate our reality via half time shows & hollywood, wars, depressions etc. They are affecting what we think & so the consciousness of 

humanity.

You want to help humanity spread knowledge disengage from their drama. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAvzsjcBtx8 …

2/4/2020 4:49:01 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Watch the Iowa caucus?  https://twitter.com/DMRegister/status/1224545520632418305 …

2/4/2020 4:51:31 AM bmj240768 Clinton et al Body-Count Recent Additions

Link:  http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?98782-Clinton-et-al-Body-Count-Recent-Additions …

2/4/2020 4:52:17 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1224676814263549952?s=21 … https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1224676814263549952 …

2/4/2020 4:53:41 AM bhaggy1008 Nope- the all seeing eye is Paramatma an expansion of conscious divinity in every living being. It's like the "internet" of living beings.

2/4/2020 4:58:02 AM nostradachris1  pic.twitter.com/FdH0vgcE4K

2/4/2020 5:08:42 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/HWc3eLqsTE

2/4/2020 5:10:28 AM lobeeson It’s an attachment to the fear-detach from everything so nothing is attached to you so you are able to simply BE-

IS-BE

2/4/2020 5:10:36 AM girl77marks It’s for anything

2/4/2020 5:11:22 AM bmj240768 Great twits MJ12 your adding more layers to my understanding thank you.

2/4/2020 5:12:16 AM bmj240768 SerialBrain2: Q Occult Series - We Are Food to Them  https://youtu.be/65tAuGtA3Zg  via @YouTube

2/4/2020 5:13:09 AM colonelflanagan Yes.

2/4/2020 5:15:24 AM hpubulis According to the Annunaki/Sumerian cuneiform tablets. The Pyramid, “fire inside”, was a spirit/spectral prism/prison and Marduk was placed there as 

punishment for killing his brother Dumuzzi, king of Babylon.  3500bc

2/4/2020 5:17:16 AM mambacoreander wow - I am here in Germany - will pay attention!



2/4/2020 5:22:59 AM leeanndalton2 That was a really interesting read! I probably need to revisit it again. The more you know...

Thanks.

2/4/2020 5:23:53 AM rosas7043 Russell Jay Gould took the greatest leap of faith mankind has EVER known. He saved the US & Canada from the crown/NWO. His status a Patriot is 

LEGENDARY.

2/4/2020 5:27:03 AM tvelez55 Remember the beauty or evil is in the eye of the beholder. Not everything has a dark meaning. TO ME THE EYE IS THE TRUTH.

2/4/2020 5:27:18 AM nurseniceyes What?

2/4/2020 5:29:35 AM bbobbio71 Gang sign?

2/4/2020 5:32:38 AM bijoy74748565 Hi. My name is Bijoy. I am a professional GRAPHIC DESIGNER. Designing is a huge part of my life. If you need any Graphics Design related work. Please 

knock me. Thanks.

 https://bit.ly/37O8u5b 

 https://bit.ly/2uPDCCB 

 https://bit.ly/36PZnzm 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/4/2020 5:35:07 AM kidge6 A good question. I would search MJ 12 tweets for these phrases

From:@ts_sci_majic12 detox

Then replace detox with:

Chakra(s)

Meditate (~tion)

Pineal

CBD

Mu(shrooms)

IS-BE

And ask @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY
2/4/2020 5:38:33 AM aleoniea Saw one suspicious (*in the face *)..strange phenomena ....scary part is who do you tell or trust in my neck of the wood

2/4/2020 5:39:22 AM jimmy74832016  pic.twitter.com/UJD2VCgqU7

2/4/2020 5:42:21 AM adamnry The antichrist who still has to come will have one eye damaged. It will look like a squeezed grape.

The antichrist is the ‘god’ for the illuminati and they are preparing the system for him so he that he will gain easy followers. He will pretend to be god.

2/4/2020 5:42:44 AM aleoniea Ewee

2/4/2020 5:47:53 AM keith369me Unfortunately or fortunately, with this evolution, you’ll need to draw off of many different resources as you need questions answered.  No one single 

teacher can provide what you will need.  With that said, definitely ask if you have questions.

2/4/2020 5:49:33 AM cypressbill1980 i wonder what goes on in those 'private' boxes

2/4/2020 5:49:56 AM roberts11major Sorry February

2/4/2020 5:53:42 AM eastcoasterik I was in Cairo at a textile museum, this caught my eye, same symbol pic.twitter.com/4AF0JXBX54

2/4/2020 5:54:01 AM eastcoasterik  pic.twitter.com/YeZ1NoN0lc

2/4/2020 5:54:36 AM sheerglee1 I agree!

2/4/2020 5:58:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quest for HIV vaccine continues after latest trial fails https://news.yahoo.com/quest-hiv-vaccine-continues-latest-trial-fails-164708580.html …

2/4/2020 6:00:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Lets inject you with HIV.

Dead or alive strain?

Schrödinger's Vaccine!

What could possibly go wrong?

These people are sick. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224693722174181378 …

2/4/2020 6:01:08 AM gina4djt2020 Q pic.twitter.com/g3x8yogLEu

2/4/2020 6:01:31 AM scott_rick We know there sick, time to shit them down... no more something BIG is coming this week anymore, Time is now!  Do it Q

2/4/2020 6:02:37 AM guy_karen WTH? These people are stupid

2/4/2020 6:03:27 AM zagnett Such stupid [games].

What MJ said - sick! 🤒🤢🤮

2/4/2020 6:04:14 AM aprilbrown99 I love it! 💫💫💫💖💖💖💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/geGxSw3URE

2/4/2020 6:05:56 AM lbf777 Gov has the cure along with a cure for all ailments but Trump never mentions anything of it. 

I wonder why. 🤔

2/4/2020 6:06:50 AM pixien2 He forgot his nose  👃

Apart from that, is he possesed or something?

For a 'normal' human it is hard to see beauty in that face.

2/4/2020 6:06:58 AM decodematrix Create problem: Create HIV in a lab in the 70s

Reaction: Massive depopulation

Provide solution: Create vaccine to depopulate even more

2/4/2020 6:06:58 AM nine_six3 Thank you for the advice. This is the second QHHT suggestion, since I first tried asking this question. I wanted to make sure to re-ask this in a way that 

others could also find ways to unblock. 

These responses will help direct many many IS-BEs!!!

2/4/2020 6:08:31 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/3T2IphLUKS

2/4/2020 6:09:03 AM nine_six3 Thank you for the suggestion!!! 

I will definitely be doing this as well. I'll compile some ways to eliminate blocks and share them with everyone!

2/4/2020 6:10:40 AM rosas7043 😂

2/4/2020 6:12:56 AM birdiesrchirpin A billionaire's wife blogs about lyme pretending to care while signaling to her friends. It's like lyme disease is their baby. 

Sickos.

2/4/2020 6:12:56 AM jamiegrahamusa #BOOM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Awesome!  https://twitter.com/VeteransAlways_/status/1224431307737853953 …

2/4/2020 6:13:43 AM lizzyhock1963 Sickens me every time I 4ead this stuff. 😾

2/4/2020 6:14:15 AM sinnersdeborah @threadreaderapp unroll please?  Thank you! 😉

2/4/2020 6:14:36 AM fansblowing3 Standard Hotel via Adam Schiff were importing children from Ukraine for Hollywood perverts.  😡

2/4/2020 6:14:55 AM americanpetal What bunk! They have the cure.😡

2/4/2020 6:17:02 AM americanpetal They are spiritually sick and they have made us physically sick.

2/4/2020 6:17:51 AM cny_micaa Didn't POTUS promise a cure?

2/4/2020 6:18:18 AM nine_six3 I'm glad it did make sense after all! 

It was your question that inspired the response, thanQ for asking something we all need to make sense of. The combination of all our abilities, 

experiences and gained knowledge- is more than enough to SET US FREE!!! Zero coincidence #WWG1WGA

2/4/2020 6:18:53 AM lizzyhock1963 I wouldn't trust the FBI

2/4/2020 6:18:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you think people like Vindman can follow orders when they go against the orders of his handlers?

2/4/2020 6:19:35 AM americanpetal Yikes



2/4/2020 6:21:45 AM worldxplorer1 Here’s a simple overview. You can use this a primer to give you ideas of what to search for. There is a lot of information out there. 

https://soulhealer.com/attached-entities-bad-guys-spirit-world/ …

2/4/2020 6:21:52 AM selvestekjetil 2019....

2/4/2020 6:22:17 AM worldxplorer1  http://In5d.com  is generally a good resource.

2/4/2020 6:22:23 AM alexandercody7 Talking numerology

->RT and likes

What could it mean? pic.twitter.com/5eUfBhkoOx

2/4/2020 6:22:28 AM brainfreeze76 I’m from Utah. I left the church about 20 years ago myself.

2/4/2020 6:22:40 AM jamiegrahamusa They have abused every last one of us since birth.

2/4/2020 6:24:01 AM nine_six3 **...ways to eliminate *Blockages...**

2/4/2020 6:24:56 AM awakene92885216 And Nowadays China CoronaVirus🦠 Outbreak. Even More PPL than A Dozens of EVENTS LIKE SUPERBOWL, 911

2/4/2020 6:26:36 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072632531407855616 …

2/4/2020 6:26:46 AM robertplamer 👍

2/4/2020 6:26:56 AM kindeandtrue A Pepe with a Magic Mushroom hat? Is Pepe a good symbol, or an evil symbol?

Time to reexamine the pervasive use of "Pepe"? pic.twitter.com/Zja2HJDdEM

2/4/2020 6:27:38 AM ladyblanford Apparently nano silver binds to HIV preventing it from entering cells.

 https://m.esspa.net/new_nano_silver_solution.html …

2/4/2020 6:28:21 AM finall00p I've read it's in the coronavirus

2/4/2020 6:28:52 AM birdiesrchirpin  https://youtu.be/BJTURA1_SLY 

2/4/2020 6:29:22 AM kindeandtrue Magic Mushroom, no doubt. pic.twitter.com/AIFseuRpKy

2/4/2020 6:30:08 AM kindeandtrue Time to examine and evaluate  "Pepe", methinks.

2/4/2020 6:31:08 AM birdiesrchirpin Didn't bootynonlicious have ties with the shadow company that made the app?  

It did its job.

2/4/2020 6:35:07 AM jptjr324 2217

2/4/2020 6:36:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consider recent tweetstorms. https://twitter.com/MagnumIceCream/status/1217603110744444929 …

2/4/2020 6:37:04 AM eastcoasterik Wow

2/4/2020 6:38:01 AM sinnersdeborah Great thread. Thank you for sharing this info. I knew the  half-time "entertainment" was symbolic. Just didn't realize to this extent. 

#TheGreatAwakening

#Trump2020

2/4/2020 6:38:10 AM sirmikeyparker Interesting then that Walls Ice Cream (biggest in UK) adopted the 'girl lover' logo about 20 yrs ago. So every Walls outlet flies the 'flag'. They were 

challenged at the time but said it was an Arabic motif as they were about to expand into the ME.

2/4/2020 6:38:37 AM kindeandtrue Is the frog a Zionist symbol?

2/4/2020 6:40:25 AM beniverson11 12+11=23 🤦🏻♂️

2/4/2020 6:40:35 AM carol_beeee 🥺

2/4/2020 6:40:59 AM marylouathome Let’s bring back James Woods! ... I would love to see him back on Twitter World @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @StormIsUponUs @Q2ndWave 

@DiamondandSilk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealMattCouch @foxandfriends pic.twitter.com/3fgYVcZGl6

2/4/2020 6:41:12 AM bibibobibox The trademark’s logo is a spiral aka GirlLovers

2/4/2020 6:41:15 AM muhmadstone  pic.twitter.com/Jg52x34jEr

2/4/2020 6:41:45 AM grand3americano Bloomberg- Big gay ice cream

Ice Cream code for something?

2/4/2020 6:42:23 AM cledrordfishing Are they bad?

2/4/2020 6:42:32 AM krissieowens That is really creepy copy for an ice cream ad. pic.twitter.com/WxzR7ycwcF

2/4/2020 6:42:34 AM nine_six3 Oh Damn. WHAT? Never again. 😲😶

Do They have to take everything and ruin it?

2/4/2020 6:43:14 AM kidge6 Yes. That would be stellar! You can dm me. I’m up against similar things and have been questing for some years to balance it. Still a work in progress. 

But, I Can share some experiences with you.

2/4/2020 6:44:20 AM burgersandra M M=4+4=44

2/4/2020 6:45:07 AM _369311119 They are revolting.

2/4/2020 6:47:54 AM itsgreat2tweet #MURDER 🤔

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @seanhannity @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @foxandfriends @OANN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/EsotericExposal/status/1224705430678659077 …

2/4/2020 6:48:37 AM fansblowing3 Election cheating app malfunction

2/4/2020 6:49:22 AM kidge6 This is just the start y’all. We’re all going to be sick(er) when we find out how prolific and nearby it is and has been.

2/4/2020 6:49:47 AM nine_six3 Disturbing! Never occurred to me while I swung open the freezer door and grabbed a box of Sea Salt Caramel. Good thing they are so expensive and 

only have 3 per box... it was a rare purchase. I will not ever support this company again= the logo and their perverted commercials.🤬

2/4/2020 6:49:53 AM kidge6 Who is Ruby?

2/4/2020 6:51:36 AM krissieowens Right? The more you know...

2/4/2020 6:53:50 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/saUkOKpFWN

2/4/2020 6:54:40 AM vincemindfreak now where have i seen that heart shaped symbol before ...nope  just cannot think of it

2/4/2020 6:55:27 AM lightlove21121 #ThoseWhoKnowCannotSleep

2/4/2020 6:55:59 AM nine_six3 Sounds Great, Kidge! #NoMoreBlockages!!!

2/4/2020 6:56:01 AM kidge6 He did. I think it was Dec 2017. He mentioned 5000 secret patents. No coverage of course, and he didn’t mention it again. Why? Too much too soon 

would destroy the global economy. Plus, laws and people must be changed. Finally, pharma, patent Ofc, states, etc. Big. Takes time.

2/4/2020 6:56:21 AM brainfreeze76 Mitt Romney won’t admit it publicly but his great wealth actually comes from Mormons tithing.  He is in control of the church’s hundred billion dollar 

slush fund through his company Bain Capital  which otherwise be bankrupt and the Mormon church is basically his only client.

2/4/2020 6:57:09 AM bbobbio71 This continuation is F#$%ed up! It has got to stop!

2/4/2020 6:58:39 AM neecieh6111 Yeah well, God and the White Hats have other ideas.  :)

2/4/2020 6:59:07 AM bbobbio71 Sick sick sick. I don't want to even think of the production.

2/4/2020 6:59:21 AM aleoniea Most probably the most horrible

2/4/2020 6:59:52 AM kindeandtrue Ruby slippers.

2/4/2020 7:00:15 AM kzcreek Yes!

2/4/2020 7:01:13 AM fansblowing3 How did the children travel from Ukraine to California?  By ship to the Red Sea through the Philippines then past Hawaii?  Or going east through the 

Panama Canal?  🤔 Or were they flown?  Or are they using some stargate technology?  Or perhaps some train through dumb tunnels?

2/4/2020 7:04:25 AM dianesaumure Start meditating



2/4/2020 7:04:49 AM kidge6 Nice article, thanks. And very pure silver. I make my own ionic silver with distilled water, some silver rods and a spooky2 freq generator. Works better 

on my dogs ears (and mine) than anything by far (BTW onion juice is godsend for earache pain. Alternate ionic silver and juice)

2/4/2020 7:07:16 AM fansblowing3 Philippe Reines was HRC’s senior advisor.

2/4/2020 7:07:51 AM kidge6 I found this site informative also.

2/4/2020 7:08:05 AM kidge6  https://www.silver-colloids.com/ 

2/4/2020 7:10:39 AM chargedupky On my list to read indeed

2/4/2020 7:11:41 AM jilltaylormusic Thanks. Why they making us do math?

2/4/2020 7:15:44 AM bmj240768 Now were talking you got it AWAKENED.😀

2/4/2020 7:16:22 AM aldo_9111 IS-BE from the interview? I just listened to that again a few weeks ago driving to Tahoe

2/4/2020 7:17:25 AM rykenjen There are some videos by 'spirit science' on youtube. Not sure if they are as insightful as the books, but just to get an intro. I enjoyed them.

2/4/2020 7:18:32 AM fansblowing3 “129 HIV infections occurred among the vaccine recipients” 

I’ll take my chances without the vaccine

2/4/2020 7:19:17 AM a39630340 Legal rights! Haha, as if these criminals care about legal or moral rights. Your larp is showing!

2/4/2020 7:20:43 AM fansblowing3 Dead or alive vaccine?  You get a 50/50 chance then.

2/4/2020 7:23:05 AM zjtin2ition Majestic 12 = Activated 12 Strand Helix = Christ Like = IS Be ????

2/4/2020 7:23:45 AM fansblowing3 Is ice cream one of the the new pizza/pasta codes?

2/4/2020 7:24:15 AM chrisvanderhoo5 Jeff, That’s what the Illuminati say.

2/4/2020 7:28:00 AM perwife Did you know Bain capital used to invest in biowaste?

That's right. Mittens used to make money off abortion. https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/07/romney-bain-abortion-stericycle-sec/ …

2/4/2020 7:28:57 AM ewilliams22101 The FBI pedo symbol for girl lover is their logo, then you have the "ruby mini" which I'm guessing refers to young girls, encouraging pedo activity to 

bite/eat girls, and I'm really hoping the pink color doesn't come from human blood.

2/4/2020 7:32:05 AM urkules Dark night of the Soul as described by David Wilcock?

2/4/2020 7:32:13 AM nine_six3 Look who's lingering on the side bar now... no thanks! pic.twitter.com/oF4xEuP1YG

2/4/2020 7:33:40 AM beniverson11  pic.twitter.com/6mo5aZPNkW

2/4/2020 7:36:01 AM 222eureka Wow what a thread. Soooo heartbreaking. I live for the day when these perverts and pedo’s are punished. Disgusting and in broad daylight. Thx for 

passing on.

2/4/2020 7:38:26 AM americanpetal Can someone help me out, what does MJ mean by recent tweetstorms? By whom?

2/4/2020 7:38:35 AM laurabusse A Christian devil

Pretty funny

2/4/2020 7:39:58 AM jml51555 Chronic Lyme is very real.

2/4/2020 7:42:47 AM god1ssogood Production methods are a “trade secret”. I would stay away from any so called pink chocolate.

2/4/2020 7:42:58 AM 11charlie111 Absolutely! 👀 pic.twitter.com/wrOnKTHKpo

2/4/2020 7:44:33 AM wink5811 He is on my list as part of the Q team

2/4/2020 7:45:31 AM ialibertybelle symbol of child/ human sacrifice

2/4/2020 7:46:24 AM brainfreeze76 And there is more to this than that.  It is very profitable for multiple reasons. Many of the late term abortions At these clinics are kept alive and sold to 

be used for you know what.  Others chopped up and sold piece by piece.  But it’s extremely profitable

2/4/2020 7:46:46 AM rosscarwalker How many major brands are connected to child trafficking?

2/4/2020 7:46:56 AM kindeandtrue All comes clear. Wizard of Oz book and movie were not what they seemed.

2/4/2020 7:47:13 AM perwife I believe it.

2/4/2020 7:48:42 AM joni_apple_seed @TheCollectiveQ @GregRubini @infinitechan #ThesePeopleAreSick #ThanQ #cancerSucks pic.twitter.com/tUXW8iHnYd

2/4/2020 7:50:40 AM europenextyear And, look what happened the next day in  Iowa --- CAUCUS CHAOS!!  @realDonaldTrump #MAGA #KAG2020

2/4/2020 7:51:01 AM littledarlak Do you have a link if where to buy these, or a name?

2/4/2020 7:51:15 AM reginal94911154 So. In other words. We create our own fate. Not just accept, "some sort of fate, that has come upon us."😊

2/4/2020 7:54:57 AM ialibertybelle In the book, the shoes were silver. The movie changed to red.

2/4/2020 7:55:48 AM atcleathalz24 Ur AWESOME M12!

Thanks for all u do for the innocent!

God Bless u!

WWG1WGA

2/4/2020 7:56:19 AM kindeandtrue That's good to know. Thanks!

2/4/2020 7:56:22 AM trollingmockin1 MJ said depopulation will happen. Will Q and MJ allow them to depopulate their own  uniformed ignorant followers (90% of the world) before they 

crush them?  I think so. My only issue is that many people are simply not smart enough to figure all this out. Doesn’t mean there bad.

2/4/2020 7:56:26 AM corn_hole Some interesting replies by interesting people.  A few islanders too. pic.twitter.com/RmdGmbUEBp

2/4/2020 8:01:08 AM consortiapartn1 Good question

2/4/2020 8:01:22 AM colenerung This is Germany?

2/4/2020 8:01:46 AM dianesaumure @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please help me how I can treat granddaughter with ADD I would like a natural remedy, please, tks

2/4/2020 8:02:13 AM bbobbio71 Unfortunately I've seen a lot of commercials lately saying Hey, you have HIV take this pill. It may kill your kidneys though.  Or thus one for Hep C, you 

really don't need that pesky liver.  It goes on and on

2/4/2020 8:03:43 AM auroravoyager1 #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://sa15.org/stateattorney/NewsRoom/indexPR.htm …

2/4/2020 8:05:26 AM anonpatriotccj that was very eye opening wow TY

2/4/2020 8:07:23 AM korundumb Their logo is a known symbol for girl love. And not in a good way.

2/4/2020 8:07:46 AM laurabusse Seems to me this web is

VAST

It's going to take time

But it's happening...

2/4/2020 8:10:19 AM newparadigmtt Want disclosure? Help set the conditions. 

Want Individual Sovereignty? Help set the conditions.

Those visitors can’t find a leader today that can speak for Earth. So they turned on to the people, ...

2/4/2020 8:11:52 AM keith369me Paper ballots only please!!!

2/4/2020 8:11:55 AM newparadigmtt contacting them with wisdom. So I am here telling you: Your democracy needs to evolve, just like it was time during past revolutions to switch from 

monarchy to democracy. This time, you can integrate robust fail safe mechanisms to prevent slavery, dependence and abuse.

2/4/2020 8:13:46 AM newparadigmtt You are at a cross road where you can contemplate a future of Modern Slavery or Individual Sovereignty. All disclosure efforts that do not shed light on 

the importance of Individual Sovereignty is to be looked at with suspission.

2/4/2020 8:14:23 AM newparadigmtt A 2019 application to the Google AI Impact Challenge proposes to develop an AI assisted App providing a modern digital direct democracy platform. A 

tool that could dissolve elected officials power into the masses, ...

2/4/2020 8:14:58 AM newparadigmtt making every citizens capable to decide for themselves while allowing them to propose solutions which would then be sorted out by open priority 

settings (including constitutional rating algorithms and popular support).



2/4/2020 8:15:19 AM keith369me Lol...what’s up with Biden’s forehead...looks like horns are growing out of it

2/4/2020 8:15:25 AM newparadigmtt Such platform has been imagined to facilitate Full ET Disclosure and ensure mechanisms to relate diplomaticaly, in the name of all, with visitors from 

other Space/Dimensions/Time.

2/4/2020 8:18:46 AM tac27 I was wondering why the fuck I keep seeing these magnum ice cream ads on Twitter

2/4/2020 8:19:06 AM moemc8 Their own prior tweets regarding child trafficking.

2/4/2020 8:19:17 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - I don't see a location embedded in the EXIF data, can we get a location for this picture?

A general geographical location would be useful when using this image to read others on to the symbolism & process.

#UnsealEpstein

#BringOnTheFlood

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/16aRNow5N8

2/4/2020 8:19:39 AM kindeandtrue BTW, I find it very surprising that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, a well-known Q account, strongly suggested today that "Pepe the frog" is an international 

pedophile symbol.  I discuss it here, for whatever it's worth:  https://twitter.com/KindeandTrue/status/1224702227249606658 …

2/4/2020 8:19:55 AM patriotpirate74  pic.twitter.com/3KMipXqsYq

2/4/2020 8:21:05 AM turboxyde Details expanded... pic.twitter.com/pHpg6ZKvVF

2/4/2020 8:21:23 AM missfit_2020 What about that baby nut? Totally creeps me out!

2/4/2020 8:22:28 AM birdiesrchirpin I pray a true cure comes soon.

🙏💛🙏

2/4/2020 8:23:02 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/6ulIEAmxY2

2/4/2020 8:23:16 AM birdiesrchirpin 🤣🤣

2/4/2020 8:26:51 AM gerengher The app said, just forget it TRUMP is winning again. You’re all screwed🤷🏻♂️

2/4/2020 8:27:23 AM bbobbio71 Annons know. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

How do we stop this?

Lots of things not resonating here!

#IowaCaucuses #ClintonBodyCount #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1224728012362600449 …

2/4/2020 8:29:01 AM altimitwill The 👁 on the pyramid of the back of the dollar is the Eye of Providence

2/4/2020 8:30:59 AM blue_marbleeyes Hegelian Dialect

2/4/2020 8:34:57 AM dubilujanenz You have ads on twitter ????

2/4/2020 8:35:17 AM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/oWayrfhhT7

2/4/2020 8:36:38 AM dubilujanenz Aye, me too........

Flavour....Hmmmm

2/4/2020 8:40:02 AM krissieowens It has also always bothered me that Magnum is also the name of a condom company.

Coincidence?

2/4/2020 8:45:38 AM mongrelglory So...Langnese is a German ice cream brand...but MJ-12 said they weren't selling any ice-cream in that store.  So why the sign then? 🤨  Sick!

2/4/2020 8:45:50 AM charmanda9 Yes. Hmm I don’t know Michelle. One thing I kinda wish was that they held a little more weight, like a stone or a crystal does.

2/4/2020 8:48:22 AM ethansalem75 #ClintonBodyCount pic.twitter.com/9JE25krOhm

2/4/2020 8:48:36 AM jkeilrich I hope the others are under protective custody but that's may not be even a good thing I just hope they are safe

2/4/2020 8:49:14 AM lightseeker2012 Not new. Look up Little babies ice cream. They had some crazy weird images on their IG back around the time of pizza-G. I think there were others as 

well.

2/4/2020 8:49:52 AM mongrelglory 20% of the adult population in South Africa age 15 to 49 are living with HIV! 😣

2/4/2020 8:50:04 AM lizzah_83 Perhaps you should watch The Clinton Chronicles — YouTube has most of the vids. Vince Foster is just one name on Clinton Body Count list who is very 

much NOT alive. List extends to the two teenagers on the train tracks in Mena, AR who saw CIA/Clinton cocaine dropped from plane...

2/4/2020 8:50:14 AM lightseeker2012 MJ tweets yesterday about sex trafficking.

2/4/2020 8:50:28 AM malibuphoenix33 “Does MJ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have a mission statement?

Answer. Yes. 

We are pointing you to Dark to Light revelation that will build momentum into the week. Time is an illusion and we are purposely manipulating that 

illusion for the purposes of objecting our mission...

2/4/2020 8:51:55 AM jeanlafitte17 "An act of assertion is a contract, the effect of which is that if what is asserted is not true, the assertor forfeits in a measure his reputation for veracity."

 http://www.commens.org/dictionary/entry/quote-lectures-logic-be-delivered-lowell-institute-winter-1903-1904-lecture-i …

Where are the citations?

2/4/2020 8:51:57 AM jollyrob2 Precisely, and it’s called OLA in the Netherlands... pic.twitter.com/oP8s0YW13z

2/4/2020 8:52:24 AM lynnettecw Yes, yes they do

2/4/2020 8:52:25 AM malibuphoenix33 We are all aware of what is happening next, we are here to inform you about what to expect following Trump by the Majestic 12. Let the unsealing 

begin!”

Majestic Documents of Disclosure, page 13!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/4/2020 8:53:23 AM cosmic_engineer Symbol for selling something else

2/4/2020 8:55:27 AM stevehuckfeldt America is not as STUPID...as Barry Sorento...WHERES the Billions you and your friends STOLE..Can’t blame everything on President Trump...Barry was 

the President when it was STOLEN... pic.twitter.com/SJsh1QDPvX

2/4/2020 8:55:28 AM lizzah_83 Well, now I know Philippe blocked me 😆 I wonder — is life really better if you just pretend people don’t exist? I’ve never understood mass blocking 

like this. I never tweeted at the guy, wasn’t spamming his notifications so it’s clearly just about blocking Trump supporters—lame!

2/4/2020 8:56:15 AM cindycopacetic Manifesting...

2/4/2020 8:59:58 AM mongrelglory Life expectancy from 1500 to 1800 was between 30 to 40 years of age but tumours did exist. It only started going up after proper hygiene was 

discovered in the 1800s.  I'm not saying that modern chemicals and such don't contribute to cancer, but the risk also increases with age.

2/4/2020 9:00:18 AM elatedveracity What is your opinion of Aug Tellez?

2/4/2020 9:01:54 AM rawise1023 Vaccines literally change one's DNA.

2/4/2020 9:02:33 AM mongrelglory Just a very small set of genetic fragments in common with the HIV virus, but not the full virus.

2/4/2020 9:03:10 AM keith369me Did the doctor get killed after the “discovery”?  Again?

2/4/2020 9:03:30 AM searcher4201 🙏❤️

2/4/2020 9:03:41 AM mongrelglory Your spelling needs work.

2/4/2020 9:04:42 AM keith369me Makes me want to go out and buy condoms

2/4/2020 9:05:01 AM mongrelglory Girl lover logo on the box!  I never noticed before! 👀

2/4/2020 9:08:59 AM 412tj  pic.twitter.com/iV6KJ2xOHv



2/4/2020 9:13:01 AM trollingmockin1 Thanks for that. Totally relevant on a medium with limited characters and auto correct where most people speed reply. I almost hate grammar nazis as 

much as liberals.   Both super annoying

2/4/2020 9:15:00 AM bbrandenhoff From Denmark.. it is owned by Unilever pic.twitter.com/ogh4t6Yrdq

2/4/2020 9:17:04 AM blsdbe Noted and #ArchivedOffLine. #ThanQ, MJ. My family and I are working on ways to create a family Real Estate business to offer my daughter a way out 

of Sex Work and my vaccine injured son living with Autism a way to be productive. We Shall OverCome. #SeeSomethingSaySomething 

pic.twitter.com/m20kejwqLq

2/4/2020 9:17:07 AM burgersandra  https://www.yahoo.com/news/hell-china-doing-dark-side-094323325.html …

2/4/2020 9:17:19 AM vincemindfreak  pic.twitter.com/1EiZrXfIVp

2/4/2020 9:19:23 AM mongrelglory Magnum ice cream in North America! pic.twitter.com/yba6eQ9ztJ

2/4/2020 9:20:36 AM mongrelglory Then stop insulting people on Twitter feeds.

2/4/2020 9:22:32 AM andersahlstrm5  pic.twitter.com/32DNw7YZ31

2/4/2020 9:24:55 AM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ChristinePolon1/status/1224735476570976256 …

2/4/2020 9:26:21 AM andersahlstrm5  pic.twitter.com/np79zzQRMp

2/4/2020 9:27:50 AM mongrelglory I'm just thinking it would take a lot of resin to fill up so many metal tubes. MJ-12 talks about it being filled with Orgone which I believe that refers to 

the type of energy.  Not the same as organite which we're talking about (that supposedly traps orgone).  Maybe they ...

2/4/2020 9:28:36 AM mongrelglory ...collected it some other way?  Weren't there pyramids that had rivers of mercury flowing through them?

2/4/2020 9:30:05 AM wildirish216 Wow!

2/4/2020 9:30:26 AM rot8infinity  https://twitter.com/argonne/status/1224718260681179137?s=20 …

2/4/2020 9:30:36 AM cosmic_engineer Fiberglass resin is cheap but requires offgassing to be safe indoors.

Epoxy is great for smaller pieces like in my Twitter moments

2/4/2020 9:31:43 AM cosmic_engineer Mercury vortex has huge radiation issues and was used in the early versions of antigrav tech

2/4/2020 9:35:39 AM shredzorz1 Define “National Security”.

Are the aspects you are protecting worth more than the lives of children?

2/4/2020 9:37:52 AM what_uc  pic.twitter.com/icSIg2gF6o

2/4/2020 9:38:16 AM 2wyta ٥ωΓ

υπ ζιδε δοωη ωορΛΔ

2/4/2020 9:39:09 AM uman5819 a secret is that God is within us all. And we can all astral-travel through the third eye. Visitors on ancient stellas many holding a pinecone. Thats how 

you get to visit them. Beyond that is the Avatar concept. Becoming like gods.

2/4/2020 9:40:23 AM jojoe12299 It appears so...

2/4/2020 9:42:06 AM trollingmockin1 I was just pointing out that your annoying. Are you insulted? 😂😂😂😂

By all means keep proof reading twitter

2/4/2020 9:45:56 AM jollyrob2 Maybe tubings of different materials and sizes 

 http://www.alaalsayid.com/ebooks/orgone/The%20Orgone%20Accumulator%20Handbook.pdf … pic.twitter.com/DZONpGGNg3

2/4/2020 9:47:01 AM charmanda9 Yes. You’re right, orgone. It seemed like the person I was responding to was wondering about what she sees being sold online which is orgonite, so 

thanks for clarifying Michelle.

2/4/2020 9:47:52 AM flowersoul OMG!

2/4/2020 9:52:41 AM ragevirusqq coincidence there is 12 sigils?

2/4/2020 9:52:55 AM revoltkenya That eye means something different from the delusion you are thinking. It's knowledge.

2/4/2020 9:56:54 AM maewest52499669 Just like Crowd Strike and her servers. No one allowed to see..

2/4/2020 10:00:13 AM mongrelglory Here's the story I was thinking of: https://www.ancient-origins.net/news-history-archaeology/river-mercury-underworld-pyramid-quetzalcoatl-may-

lead-royal-tomb-002952 …

2/4/2020 10:07:19 AM eaglesview77  pic.twitter.com/yrACXzn1yT

2/4/2020 10:25:25 AM lipenstein1 They can’t tell you because they don’t know!!

2/4/2020 10:40:54 AM bubusmc ? https://mobile.twitter.com/RT_com/status/1224694097824247808 …

2/4/2020 10:46:07 AM thankq45 OMG-and it says for pleasure seekers.

2/4/2020 10:46:14 AM truthserum4all  https://twitter.com/truthserum4all/status/1224763773023674369?s=21 …

2/4/2020 10:51:21 AM manriquetorres5 When does D double upside triangle of magic religion teachings / 3 Ds / 3 obelisk/ 3 pirámide con-artist come to an end?

How do you catch a big fish?mos/sad?

Have a Keystone fall(planned) write some names previously on black book...et voila!!!

TRUTH IS aForce of nature.

@POTUS

2/4/2020 10:55:33 AM pandreas14 After a bit of digging, I discovered Skalitzer St in Berlin. Unsurprisingly Google has blurred out the upper portions of the 2 buildings on street view which 

directly across the street is a train stop. Appears to possibly be a Turkish section of Berlin? Am I correct Majestic12?

2/4/2020 11:00:10 AM carolin15161363 I'm thinking [They] have built their ceremonial buildings to be a giant orgone collectors. Vatican? Capital Building? Pentagon?  More? What do you 

think?

2/4/2020 11:00:28 AM seeker229 Been on my mind a bit. Symbolism. 

Indigo? pic.twitter.com/Y0FfMXHdaR

2/4/2020 11:01:08 AM carolin15161363 So what is orgonite? Is it supposed to be a mini orgone collector?

2/4/2020 11:03:03 AM seeker229 Does this work it multiple ways.

Remote Viewing tactics?

Cattle 

Or sleeping asset for sale?

For "playtime"

2/4/2020 11:05:35 AM cyberanonrevolu Good for attracting the attention of children ... in the end it's alcohol, tobacco, and so on.

2/4/2020 11:05:45 AM mariopeimbert Who’s eye is that one?

2/4/2020 11:07:43 AM aleks8837 What the actual... pic.twitter.com/eQ6Pwjm9od

2/4/2020 11:09:31 AM kdlmama Magic never got skinny like most AIDS patients. He now is President of the Lakers. How did he survive when thousands died? 

Hmmmm? 🤭

2/4/2020 11:09:32 AM sdane8 😳

2/4/2020 11:12:26 AM mongrelglory  http://www.orgoneenergyfields.com/what-is-orgonite …

2/4/2020 11:13:05 AM pandreas14 More digging & I found this image from Dec 2017. The same owl graffiti can be found a little bit further down the street. It appears that this entrance 

leads to a courtyard of sorts which is in the center of these buildings. #ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/mSOmQJp6zm

2/4/2020 11:15:59 AM aleks8837 House of Cards series is closer to reality than the news.

2/4/2020 11:16:58 AM mongrelglory Certainly the pyramids I think.  The other buildings you mention seem to have been built on more occult/Masonic designs.

2/4/2020 11:18:56 AM sdane8 😪

2/4/2020 11:20:46 AM rosscarwalker Back of my Kingfisher toothpaste pic.twitter.com/s1wehzj7TX

2/4/2020 11:22:28 AM bigtex54 Criminal actions at the fed. https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=1QK4bblyfsc …

2/4/2020 11:22:41 AM turboxyde Hasty Meme Deployed! https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1224770372077150208?s=20 …



2/4/2020 11:25:03 AM 1nanasmomma See something pic.twitter.com/839weqc5IE

2/4/2020 11:25:19 AM 1nanasmomma Say something pic.twitter.com/qnuegwUiAr

2/4/2020 11:27:31 AM carolin15161363 So the shape of the building also matters?

2/4/2020 11:28:59 AM mongrelglory Yes.  You can Google all sorts of stuff on the occult architecture of the Vatican and Washington D.C.

2/4/2020 11:37:36 AM rosscarwalker Should we be looking for similar symbolism in the UK?

2/4/2020 11:38:34 AM bdab28 Where's the link to the original?

2/4/2020 11:44:09 AM 11charlie111 Dang! I use that toothpaste 😟 So much for dodging the fluoride! pic.twitter.com/Evldq4Ls2v

2/4/2020 11:53:10 AM gi6stars The Simpsons know and exposes [Them] in plain sight.

Playing there own game on the cabal, satanic, pedophile, freaks.

2/4/2020 11:53:57 AM doq017 This is a must WATCH!

Welcome to the Qniversity  https://youtu.be/OMmPMT6VIAI  via @YouTube

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@thebradfordfile

@halomoma

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@wokesocieties

@cjtruth

@DogZander

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@JuliansRum

@GenFlynn

@StormIsUponUs

@TheQniversity
2/4/2020 11:54:44 AM theqniversity Thank you, DoQ (Doc). I am happy to hear from you and enjoy your enthusiastic work.

2/4/2020 11:57:55 AM lenzaq Original photo: 

 https://tineye.com/search/b0de3efb4b68d9f6abeff920816c26cdd48a61f4?page=1 …

2/4/2020 11:58:15 AM melanieanders7 Double heart logo is also used by Roxy the clothing brand and by the same makers of the strawberry filled vanilla ice cream bar coated w crumbles.

2/4/2020 11:58:37 AM chris60077191 That movie was hilarious when I was young. It's probably been 35 years since seeing it. I wonder how much symbolism they stuffed it full of?

2/4/2020 12:01:31 PM patriotleah1776 Ummm... the reflection of plates & napkins in the window? Not sure what that's supposed to mean.

2/4/2020 12:02:02 PM roby23718075 Yes this happens every night, disgusting

2/4/2020 12:03:14 PM joshuajamesdavi #Oregon #Orgone #Hmmm

2/4/2020 12:03:25 PM ed_kua Horns = Y head

2/4/2020 12:05:51 PM rosscarwalker I used it for the same reasons

2/4/2020 12:10:54 PM truthfighter80  https://chinamediaproject.org/2020/01/27/dramatic-actions/ … WHO,CDC,Pharma.  https://themillennialbridge.com/bill-gates-avoids-questions-over-

epstein-ordering-gates-to-donate-2-million-to-mit/ …,  https://www.facebook.com/1315165471923913/posts/2714204885353291/?d=n … 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @StormIsUponUs

2/4/2020 12:13:33 PM ethereal_shaman Lots of kid YouTube stars in Maricopa county.  Always looked fishy.

2/4/2020 12:15:36 PM prmd21801759 Somerimes i feel or "see" sparks like sparks of dirt being cleaned out.

2/4/2020 12:26:14 PM whatsmypw Who would one contact if they happen to see something suspicious. Just wondering, just in case...

2/4/2020 12:26:25 PM keur60693994 Fear, worry, jealousy, loneliness, bitterness, are in the same place as hate. Negative emotions are to be fought off as they steal our joy in living. I fought 

worry for years. Psalm 32, 7&8  Proverbs 3, 5&6  Psalm 112, 7 these started me trusting in God.

2/4/2020 12:36:32 PM ocld1 The whole world is the stage for Illuminati. Like a twisted voyeur's they take great pride in it's symbolism of destruction. Dreams for a pound of flesh, 

really just human fodder to the game they play. pic.twitter.com/49sPxesmSb

2/4/2020 12:37:49 PM ericpartchey Lol. Yeah right

2/4/2020 12:38:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1223277002511339520 … pic.twitter.com/0A84ddwAku

2/4/2020 12:38:50 PM hawkgirlinmn Never

2/4/2020 12:39:00 PM fluck_gloria Let me guess, around the ranch?

2/4/2020 12:39:44 PM lorihantman So true. 😢

2/4/2020 12:40:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coincidence?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224084652689850368 … pic.twitter.com/91ntp39zxn

2/4/2020 12:41:31 PM 1_decided_voter Coincidence from LAST YEAR?

2/4/2020 12:41:39 PM eyecatcher2021 No coincidences!

2/4/2020 12:42:15 PM clarkd958 No such thing as coincidence #WWG1WGA #unitedkingdom

2/4/2020 12:42:47 PM mspatriotplaner  https://twitter.com/MsPatriotPlaner/status/1224759226649718784?s=20 …

2/4/2020 12:43:07 PM denyaraful Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12:in spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICllected 

invaluable intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/4/2020 12:43:14 PM palmdalekid2  https://patch.com/georgia/atlanta/more-160-arrested-super-bowl-human-trafficking-operation …

2/4/2020 12:43:25 PM karmakurrent @InterConHotels #Miami @IHGCorporate just welcomed a Group ido 400 Chinese citizens inside today. #Irresponsible #Shameful #coronaviruschina 

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DecodeMatrix @KibBitzLaw @CBSNews @foxnewsalert @WPLGLocal10 @CNN @Breaking911 

@PrisonPlanet pic.twitter.com/PAL7Q0MrAH

2/4/2020 12:43:43 PM werascending AI ... as in artificial intelligence???

Natives as native to America, the only true Natives???

2/4/2020 12:46:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Report is from 2019. 

Year is 2020.

Look to these kind of reports. 

They will not air on Fox or CNN.

2/4/2020 12:46:39 PM budjovi Actually peanut butter works better than anything!!!

2/4/2020 12:46:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is intentionally from 2019.

2/4/2020 12:48:36 PM kindeandtrue If only Trump could be trusted. I have very serious doubts about his credibility in handling this issue. pic.twitter.com/F4ZOw2fNgY

2/4/2020 12:48:46 PM batespm4abbey Time for 100% REVEAL/DECLAS ...

2/4/2020 12:48:52 PM christosrising I’ll keep my eye out thanks. Would like to share for this year.

2/4/2020 12:49:50 PM emeraldeyes92 It's a key.

2/4/2020 12:49:50 PM 1nanasmomma  https://t.co/TMHqoAJeiy  https://twitter.com/777kab1/status/1224768908135190528?s=21 …

2/4/2020 12:51:28 PM soularo62 Did anything similar occur during this SB?

2/4/2020 12:53:57 PM kindeandtrue Why is Vindman still working in the White House? 

Why was he even hired?

Trump betrayed the #MAGA mandate by hiring so many neocons and cucks.

2/4/2020 12:54:03 PM susan66388204 Do the hashtags work if it’s on a meme?



2/4/2020 12:54:16 PM esborder For every perp caught, the road will lead to more perps as the evidence gathers momentum!!!

2/4/2020 12:54:29 PM cdngrannycheryl Not time yet to bring down the 3rd side of the illuminati triangle.

2/4/2020 12:56:18 PM gaylestorm15 My father was O. Not sure if he was + or -.  He had Cherokee in is lineage. All of his children have our mothers blood type A+.

2/4/2020 12:56:46 PM bbobbio71 What are this year's numbers? I bet they're majestic!

2/4/2020 12:57:32 PM 11i7am1 👍

2/4/2020 12:57:49 PM avelonia1 The killers will be salted with fire and all the world will see it.

2/4/2020 12:57:51 PM 11i7am1 👍

2/4/2020 12:58:14 PM online_shock The pyramid has an eye to represent beings watching our civilization

2/4/2020 1:00:24 PM trumpspitbull Me thinks not🙏🇺🇸❤️🐾 get them all👍

2/4/2020 1:00:44 PM elizabe91954107 See ET??? I DID!!!.

2/4/2020 1:01:51 PM bbobbio71 There are NO coincidences.

2/4/2020 1:02:54 PM batespm4abbey Enriches property owners who hide it from taxation and eliminates money in the economy, impoverishes ppl/families.

2/4/2020 1:06:01 PM fansblowing3 Was Epstein also smuggling nuclear materials out of his New Mexico ranch?

2/4/2020 1:06:26 PM seeker229 Sync

813 pic.twitter.com/WAKxDxdzft

2/4/2020 1:06:51 PM majic_eyes_qnly Do specific searches on the Law of One website. This is a search for 'blockage':

 https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=blockage …

It gives 48 results. I think you may find some answers there. I would exhaust natural methods first before ever considering substances.

2/4/2020 1:07:10 PM kachinagtto I’m watching... https://www.justice.gov/usao/pressreleases …

2/4/2020 1:07:19 PM jhysko01 That was from last year.

2/4/2020 1:09:29 PM finall00p Either way I'm not okay with that

2/4/2020 1:09:51 PM beans56702093 Man I was arguing with my man about this. He can not believe at all that a half time show is supporting demonic rituals. I show him all the proof and he 

thinks “that just the artist creation”. So then why are they all created using satanic symbols????

2/4/2020 1:11:19 PM rbw1926 Great idea!! Unfortunately evil people are psychopaths and do not fear punishment because they never think they will get caught.

2/4/2020 1:11:32 PM nine_six3 Yes, I am halfway through the material. Blockage/Blockages. I'll be packaging the ones that stand out most to me and share them with all of you. Might 

help  those with very little time to research through the material. 

Thank you for the advice!!!

2/4/2020 1:12:57 PM winklerburke Schrödinger's Global Elite.  (Neither dead, neither alive insofar as being human?) Good one, Majestic 12!   ;)     (They be undead pirates?)

2/4/2020 1:13:43 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes! 

This link may help you out my friend!  https://divinecosmos.com/book/23-the-law-of-one-study-guide/ … It's a study guide on the Law of One series 

from David Wilcock's website. It's really good. I find out it ages ago and reread some of it a few days ago.

2/4/2020 1:15:54 PM nine_six3 You rock! ThankQ, @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY!!!

2/4/2020 1:19:29 PM n3philim73 I'm B neg and alcohol makes me wonky too except scotch and tequila everything else and I'm not me

2/4/2020 1:22:46 PM mateuszwala 33,(3)...years

Like forever

2/4/2020 1:27:45 PM cosmic_engineer My Hunny is Ojibwa. Definitely has some amazing powers.

But also had to endure so much trauma growing up

2/4/2020 1:29:13 PM rebornkingent Yes

2/4/2020 1:32:48 PM nine_six3 I've seen one of these! My bday party about 20 years ago, we snuck out of my parents house to play in the field behind their house. Next thing one 

buddy is yelling to "duck, get down!", I froze and looked up and the sky was blacked out. Then the lights came on. Red then White 1/2

2/4/2020 1:33:02 PM nine_six3 The craft silent, I could hear the wind moving around it. Hovering& showing off - going back and forth and up and down. Tilted the nose a bit, and then 

Boom💥took off so fast we couldn't see it. Not many of the friends that witnessed it remember it at all. I will never forget.2/2

2/4/2020 1:33:45 PM americanpetal Can you please elaborate? I truly want to understand.

2/4/2020 1:34:20 PM chrishasissues Public

2/4/2020 1:34:56 PM americanpetal No. No coincidence. God Bless POTUS🕊

2/4/2020 1:36:32 PM monolithicpeak 9 juveniles/9 adults

11 day

Takedown

9/11 takedown

Learn the comms

2/4/2020 1:37:09 PM vincemindfreak blacker than the surrounding night sky ,nor will i ever forget ...mainly because we thought it was going to crash into our neighbours roof ..literally a 

couple of feet above it .

2/4/2020 1:37:53 PM jena07345537 Decedents from Ancient  Mayans, and Incas?

2/4/2020 1:38:37 PM timedabbler21 Mini-Mike and Big Gay Ice Cream: https://twitter.com/Mike2020/status/1222324982786797568?s=20 …

2/4/2020 1:40:32 PM stoneturnr Bill Cooper indicated that several ET genetic research bases are on Indian reservations. Definitely not a coincidence that Natives also disappear so 

frequently in those areas 

Natives have endured so many horrors.. They deserves their own state or country or something!

2/4/2020 1:41:04 PM nine_six3 Hopefully that means 2020 #SuperBowlLIV helped catch double/triple that number. 

#HumanTrafficking MUST END!

#WWG1WGA

2/4/2020 1:45:36 PM nine_six3 WOW crazy, couple feet!

The craft was so close to us too, we assumed the army was testing a secret plane and we accidentally happen to be there. So close to our heads too, I'd 

say~20 feet @ first. It was a bit higher than the fence. It got higher and higher while showing off.

2/4/2020 1:46:39 PM keith369me Bigger

2/4/2020 1:46:40 PM polyatomicpunk American Indians

2/4/2020 1:47:37 PM glenda_45_texas This is a must watch

Again and Again you will learn so much 🙏🙏🙏

2/4/2020 1:48:03 PM carolin15161363 Is this in line with the children and baphomet symbolism of the Halftime show?

2/4/2020 1:48:49 PM 14fowl The Clinton's visited there  This would be almost Expected

2/4/2020 1:49:13 PM dls00741 This could be what puts 99% in the hospital...

2/4/2020 1:49:23 PM keith369me When individuals connect with the land like they’re supposed to...and they find truth...what does the cabal do to them?   It’s been going on for 

centuries.

2/4/2020 1:51:02 PM jayrambin You can search the DOJ site for press releases  using the keyword 'unsealed' to find them.



2/4/2020 1:58:18 PM jayrambin Oh i shouldnt. I cant. I wont. I have to. Oh no.

'Time is an illusion.'

i did. 😋

Irony and paradox must certainly abound in mjs work.

2/4/2020 1:59:44 PM jayrambin 🎣

2/4/2020 2:05:46 PM sterkinglights1 To help as a reminder?

2/4/2020 2:08:47 PM vincemindfreak  pic.twitter.com/GMLZGlCysC

2/4/2020 2:10:19 PM shannoncate13 Excellent find!

2/4/2020 2:15:57 PM kewsclues He will. I see his plan. You can’t just take away vaccines because people think you’ll die. Dise like chicken pox have been blown out of proportion. So 

you have to help lose the fear. Offer cheap alternatives that work. CDC won’t offer because they only want to offer vaccines .

2/4/2020 2:16:50 PM tomeara4 See lots of 9 and 11s. In that article

2/4/2020 2:19:13 PM kewsclues Bill Gates told him investigating vaccines was bad. Then gave a speech about a global pandemic . Then there was pandemic drill called event 201. Now 

there’s corona virus http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/ 

2/4/2020 2:22:29 PM lbf777 Rabbi Trump is not a savior. No politician is. Wake up.

2/4/2020 2:24:02 PM plgygn TTM = 20/20 MEDIA [new mainstream]

MBP = mockin' bird props [erstwhile mainstream] pic.twitter.com/MNJn6TgvbN

2/4/2020 2:24:48 PM whos2know1 So disgusting.

2/4/2020 2:31:37 PM jerryro09170243 Yes!

2/4/2020 2:31:54 PM consortiapartn1 If it's 369 i'll spill my drink

2/4/2020 2:32:17 PM nea_storm Brilliant synchronization catch! Timing is Beautiful & Everything! Thank you! May The Force Be recognized within us All pic.twitter.com/CIr2m5NHaW

2/4/2020 2:33:41 PM jerryro09170243 I fear one thing. I fear that God will not forgive me my transgressions.

2/4/2020 2:35:51 PM isamkathy Acension!

2/4/2020 2:47:20 PM americanpetal That’s good to hear!

2/4/2020 2:51:15 PM wavepointgravi1  pic.twitter.com/PHbjqOMaqm

2/4/2020 2:55:18 PM chaele3 Gov. Baker is put on notice. #Massachusetts

#itsyourfight

#lawfulamerica

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@LawfulAmerica

@Kre8change

@speakprojectM

@MassGovernor

@trump_assistant

@NoLongerIgnored

@JudicialWatch

@Aldo_9111

@dcexaminer

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FLOTUS pic.twitter.com/fzSsUf6UxI
2/4/2020 2:56:07 PM lynda23807130 And here @JLo had this half time!

2/4/2020 3:01:04 PM aboriginalbabe Drop in indictments?

2/4/2020 3:02:05 PM truth939 Keep your friends close and enemies closer?

2/4/2020 3:04:57 PM richardhiatt16 MJ12, any DISCLOSURES tonight? ❤️🇺🇸🛸

2/4/2020 3:06:07 PM nine_six3 #TheGreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/nine_six3/status/1224830958852919296 …

2/4/2020 3:12:14 PM nikoscali Why is a #Russian inspector satellite trailing an American KH-11 spy satellite? The capabilities of which are well known even in public circles?

Signals interception or are they practicing for #ASAT activities?

#SpaceForce #MAGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32031/a-russian-inspector-spacecraft-now-appears-to-be-shadowing-an-american-spy-satellite …

2/4/2020 3:13:54 PM manifest_utopia January 2020 Update to #SealedCases 5,685 new, 147,960 entered 10/30/17 thru 1/31/20. 

Avg: 5,691 per month.

January is right in line w/ the average monthly new sealed cases. https://wearethene.ws/notable/81329 

2/4/2020 3:14:21 PM anitakingsbauer B2 in the background!

2/4/2020 3:14:35 PM kewsclues He will but it’s too soon . And it won’t come from him. It will come from doctors or people that are considered experts who either confess about bio 

weapons or talk about new cures that have actually been around for years. There has to be a narrative so people beg for it .

2/4/2020 3:18:15 PM lbf777 The only thing Trump or any politician does for a living is to prevent good things from happening to civilians because they know it we live too happily, 

we will realizing that we don’t need any Gov at all.

That’s why the bankers shit themselves when American got to rich in 1875.

2/4/2020 3:19:49 PM suephree1 2019

2/4/2020 3:24:50 PM americanpetal Interesting you should tweet this message. It reasonates. I have info pertaining to a trafficker but I’m reluctant to report it in my county. Too corrupt. 

Too many connections. I have already lost my business  and home.

2/4/2020 3:26:34 PM titansass Protect this man!!! @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please  https://twitter.com/RealJohnDennis/status/1224463149409030145 …

2/4/2020 3:30:57 PM truth676 Are you sure it isn't an American KH-11 spy satellite trailing the Russian inspector ? shhh

2/4/2020 3:31:27 PM manifest_utopia This gives us the 2019 number for comparison purposes, when 2020 super bowl human trafficking arrest numbers come out.

2/4/2020 3:36:49 PM aboriginalbabe Tell Me more? I might have to make one. Need a different kind of energy around here.

2/4/2020 3:38:13 PM writermaven GOT time 4 a week long disquisition on this subject?

Didn't think so!

@WriterMaven

2/4/2020 3:43:55 PM aboriginalbabe Can you make one of these for me? I am not good at building things and not artistic at all.  😊

2/4/2020 3:45:40 PM houdini481 Anyone building these?

2/4/2020 3:46:43 PM cny_micaa What  does he, the DOD and NSC have to do with why the cures aren't being released? Hmmmmm.



2/4/2020 3:49:31 PM m9talh0rse For anyone interested in looking into orgone energy, or the "ether", check out @HighersideChats. He has a few episodes on it and one of the guests 

wrote a book on how to build your own accumulator.

2/4/2020 3:49:51 PM eastcoasterik This morning I saw this.. irked me pic.twitter.com/JpryCCdIjK

2/4/2020 4:00:38 PM stclair00 For the victims to see on TV. A trigger

2/4/2020 4:02:41 PM kdlmama Magic never had AIDS. It was his public humiliation in order to be owned by “others”. 

His prize? The Lakers organization. 

Good dog.

2/4/2020 4:11:30 PM foreverozone To see things within our electric, holographic universe as they really are, not this fake construct of a carbon matrix we live in.

2/4/2020 4:13:41 PM drlindapearson I am not delusional.

2/4/2020 4:21:32 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TwitterSafety/status/1224799841466777600 … pic.twitter.com/2NSn6jzPXI

2/4/2020 4:22:41 PM polly569011381 Let’s start here then lol..  https://youtu.be/yhEiPemKTY4 

2/4/2020 4:23:16 PM olimyracle 😡🤢🤮 pic.twitter.com/KboYogvHIv

2/4/2020 4:24:15 PM jimbo11079215 Preventative maintenance for real videos that may be getting exposed...

2/4/2020 4:26:09 PM dreadheadzjess Sensoring stories they don't approve of....YET they allow people to post their full on pornographic masterbation videos on here?!?!?

2/4/2020 4:28:54 PM crisco2377 Ya know, i get the "Plan", but by constantly jerking around with the "drops r coming" teasers, "TPTB" keep getting more and more time to place 

obstacles in the way of those who will be doing the dropping!!

2/4/2020 4:30:07 PM lordconcave Guess this is off limits then... pic.twitter.com/OEAvzETFOP

2/4/2020 4:30:55 PM jamesmichaelpr1 So what is CNN, MSNBC, ABC, NBC, or CBS news going to tweet about?

2/4/2020 4:31:04 PM farklew What the heck is this about? pic.twitter.com/jXWcLDgmSO

2/4/2020 4:33:39 PM purplefavorite1 WTH ?

2/4/2020 4:35:25 PM carol_beeee We must be winning! Excellent meme, btw 😎

2/4/2020 4:35:36 PM bdam777 👇

People are too stupid to discern fake news from the real news. https://twitter.com/SinistralBass/status/1224818925420056579?s=19 …

2/4/2020 4:37:31 PM iqdou1 a

2/4/2020 4:39:09 PM nikoscali Touche

2/4/2020 4:39:31 PM lordconcave @NASA Should delete their entire account.

2/4/2020 4:40:15 PM nabonnand Smearing Patrick Mahomes? Need a bit more background info of wrongdoing before we make that type of allegation. I don’t know about HS, but he 

went to college at TX Tech. Strong values in Lubbock. Gematria is a tool, God gives the insight when using.

2/4/2020 4:41:08 PM iqdou1 Cause harm???? How?

Does something actually reach out of the manipulated media and touch you?  Slap you?  Beat the crap out of you?

2/4/2020 4:45:19 PM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/TG9wWbH7WZ

2/4/2020 4:47:17 PM keith369me Only cabal narratives allowed

2/4/2020 4:56:03 PM revoltkenya Not you actually, the person claiming illuminati thing.

2/4/2020 4:57:20 PM americanpetal When is this going to end?

2/4/2020 4:58:56 PM cynthiakoeter  pic.twitter.com/odeI2TbLVm

2/4/2020 5:02:11 PM olimyracle Movie is far not over yet.

Enjoy the show! pic.twitter.com/R3XeTmZFkT

2/4/2020 5:04:16 PM shawnaleahshine Amazing job! Thank you 🙏🏼

2/4/2020 5:04:19 PM nine_six3 Super convenient timing. Never seizes to amaze me how perfectly timed the push back comes At US. How do we stand up against being bullied into 

silence/censored? How do we fight for Our Right to share Knowledge, without an 'Umbrella Corp.' deciding Truth/fiction for Us? Enough!

2/4/2020 5:05:37 PM mongrelglory This sounds like they are referring to memes! 🤨

2/4/2020 5:10:44 PM mongrelglory It's been horrible the number of natives murdered or abused in Canada, and LEOs just turn a blind eye. Some are even complicit!😠

2/4/2020 5:12:06 PM chris8nix “deceptively share”  that’s how the roll. Zero transparency

2/4/2020 5:13:12 PM drlindapearson Thanks for the clarification, but the "illuminati thing" really is "a thing"

2/4/2020 5:17:38 PM olimyracle VERY HOT sauna is a "killer"?

+ Reynoutria japonica infusion?

+ NO sugar at all (=NO cereals)?

3+ months at least? pic.twitter.com/o97GsA0mMA

2/4/2020 5:21:34 PM tamiwils0n22813 The ultimate power of 3 6 9! #Faith pic.twitter.com/wQlOpvRj2C

2/4/2020 5:22:48 PM keith369me Yep...it’s horrible here but worse in Canada

2/4/2020 5:23:58 PM revoltkenya To me it's just a threat, the eyes means symbolizes knowledge of the powerful pple in the society that helps in controlling pple below. The pyramid 

resembles social ranking in a community,

2/4/2020 5:24:12 PM nick_2c Lets use this against them...

2/4/2020 5:25:49 PM winklerburke Cabal goal: Crash Bernie, Install Biden, state funeral him, have Michelle as co-POTUS with Hussein O-sell-out. (Again, to preside over the demise of our 

Republic, as O-traitor once said?)

2/4/2020 5:26:32 PM oubliene Wonder what Schifty schiffs sex tapes will be labeled as?

2/4/2020 5:29:43 PM keith369me DeClass is coming, isn’t it?  Like now?

2/4/2020 5:31:06 PM nine_six3 Good Q. I actually have been classifying them as "Flash Visions"...No clue what they actually are. Some move like I'm watching a movie screen 

stretched out before my entire minds eye. Some aren't animated and only pop-up, then quickly dissipate once It's consciously acknowledged.

2/4/2020 5:33:17 PM djlok You thinking that's why some members are gonna be absent?

2/4/2020 5:34:37 PM keith369me Not sure about tonight.  Next 24 hours.  It’s going to be an epic couple of days.

2/4/2020 5:36:04 PM ghostofendora I have the same set up for my colloidal silver.

2/4/2020 5:37:10 PM nine_six3 Not at all experienced/knowledgeable enough to say for sure. I am beginning to think it is a mixture. Astral p. & Visions. The majority experienced I 

have no control over at all, they come when they come and leave sometimes so quickly, I only get a peak. Meditation is most vivid.

2/4/2020 5:38:14 PM straightshorts Meth

2/4/2020 5:40:42 PM sabermarris It's the elites in plain sight laugh at us

2/4/2020 5:42:29 PM pipindfw Nope your language is discordant and circa 1941

2/4/2020 5:43:28 PM james8corney1 2019?

2/4/2020 5:44:14 PM patriotswegoall No....  DHS has been consistent in their operations at almost every Super Bowl. People should research DHS about going after counterfeit merchandise.

2/4/2020 5:44:54 PM keith369me I can tell you that I believe AOC is not who most thinks she is.

2/4/2020 5:46:18 PM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Wasn't going to say anything HAHA. I was going to retweet this at 5:01pm - had two minutes to wait. I went to post it and the clock said 4:44pm. Like I 

slipped back 15minutes? Maybe I'm mistaken and multitasking got the best of me.Anyone else experience similar?



2/4/2020 5:49:51 PM shawnaleahshine We can all do that with intent and consciousness 💜

2/4/2020 5:51:49 PM wendy94572484 Frazzle drip damage control! Q certainly calls them STUPID for a good reason lol!

2/4/2020 6:00:18 PM patriotswegoall NFL counterfeit merchandise bust at strip club https://twitter.com/DowntrendCom/status/415273138419560449 …

2/4/2020 6:09:00 PM greenclover1963 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/4/2020 6:16:07 PM earth2nissy I thank you, very much!

2/4/2020 6:18:04 PM agoodyear2015  https://twitter.com/Conscience_Abe/status/1224833818005319681?s=20 …

2/4/2020 6:18:30 PM earth2nissy Totally agree! We were just trying to figure it out! I'm pro LEO!

2/4/2020 6:27:23 PM speakprojectm Marduk, aka RA

2/4/2020 6:32:04 PM luluspeers1 Before anyone knew who Epstien was at least Trump kicked him out of his Golf Club

2/4/2020 6:34:54 PM bbombski @Qanon76 @EyesOnQ @Alignyourcar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/4/2020 6:45:27 PM lissmojo Really?

I was told it was because he quit taking azidothymidine (AZT).

2/4/2020 6:49:20 PM kdlmama He never had AIDS.

2/4/2020 6:58:16 PM rykenjen You are welcome. It is my pleasure. We are all in this together.

2/4/2020 7:04:07 PM iamclford2121  pic.twitter.com/JehBj6Uibd

2/4/2020 7:08:39 PM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So I'm guessing the state funeral with be Ginsburg. Should happen soon right?

2/4/2020 7:13:55 PM iamclford2121 I was trafficked under protective custody placement through Tennessee Florida and NC. authorities in  law enforcement ,     juvenile courts  used by 

Guardian ad litems to move children into the system disguised as adoption . I was trafficked under the law.

2/4/2020 7:15:56 PM missachar1 Eyes are on stepmom now new surveilance video from neighbors suggest her involvement.

2/4/2020 7:23:38 PM thetrollbar I'm going to go out on a limb here and guess that 'synthetic' means memes are to be banned or censored.  #amirite

2/4/2020 7:28:07 PM thetrollbar Of course, synthesising visual images that satirise political figures ('political cartoons and memes') is practically *the* most protected form of speech 

under #1A -- it's whole intent, even.

2/4/2020 7:45:46 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

2/4/2020 8:00:15 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #Qanon @USAnonymous 

"PRESIDENT TRUMP" #Patriot #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/KTA5MATryu

2/4/2020 8:04:45 PM raymondseger1 Wait, HIV vaccine? 🤣 so a weakened HIV virus? 😅 I C, but sorry i'll just use some 3M face mask that recently have it's price tripled.

2/4/2020 8:16:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 17s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eamFDQVw_EU …

2/4/2020 8:17:44 PM 1nanasmomma I feel like I haven’t smiled this much in a very long time.

2/4/2020 8:18:09 PM kachinagtto Speech was 1 hour 17 minutes long too.

2/4/2020 8:18:10 PM iamyou132 she was quite the sourpuss tonight

2/4/2020 8:18:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did you enjoy the #SOTU?

2/4/2020 8:18:23 PM souljourneyrise Best ever!

2/4/2020 8:18:26 PM kachinagtto YESSSS

2/4/2020 8:18:29 PM tamiwils0n22813 #Power of 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/y6w7oQEnav

2/4/2020 8:18:32 PM hawkgirlinmn And he came out at 9:03pm

2/4/2020 8:18:46 PM rosas7043 Yessir, what is your purpose for bringing this to our attention ?

2/4/2020 8:18:53 PM dani06548474 I enjoyed Nancy‘s meltdown most of all! 🇺🇸

2/4/2020 8:18:57 PM hawkgirlinmn I wonder if the speech was 17pgs long?

2/4/2020 8:19:06 PM mynardpamela Epic! pic.twitter.com/37UHmOyGNx

2/4/2020 8:19:08 PM hotwheelsjusty Is AI still struggling to interpret meme magic?

2/4/2020 8:19:09 PM n7guardiananon The Best Is Yet To Come

2/4/2020 8:19:09 PM charlot02933853 Oh yes it was awesome

2/4/2020 8:19:19 PM dironablu2u Best reality show ever.

This is way better than that Idiocracy film.

2/4/2020 8:19:20 PM raecon13 Start to Finish!!!  The most AMAZING!

2/4/2020 8:19:23 PM lovethebeach999 #termlimits #pelosiresign #mentalhealthcheck

2/4/2020 8:19:29 PM datdurxrpfeller They gotta get ahead of the videos that are coming out. Gotta tell you they are fake before hand so you don’t kmgo thinking the truth is true

2/4/2020 8:19:31 PM elatedveracity Yes!  We love our POTUS!!  ❤️. The Dems performance was a disgrace!

2/4/2020 8:19:35 PM americanpetal POTUS was POTUS! Loved it!

2/4/2020 8:19:47 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1224903382449688576?s=20 …

2/4/2020 8:20:04 PM kachinagtto Man when she took that drink of water I was just waiting for her to spew it all over! 😂🤣

2/4/2020 8:20:04 PM semicrunchycon Yes

2/4/2020 8:20:14 PM mattcottrill3 I didnt get to watch it

2/4/2020 8:20:20 PM wwg1wga41020 Best one I’ve ever seen but... We need to stay on target and focus on the speech and not Pelosi’s tantrum. She’s stealing all the air. #WWG1WGA

2/4/2020 8:20:38 PM americanpetal Great timing😉

2/4/2020 8:20:44 PM lbf777 I didn’t even watch that fake WWE show. Let me guess, Trump declared America fixed and praised Israel?

2/4/2020 8:21:01 PM carasm10 It was a big ole BOOOOOOM!!!🇺🇸✌🏼

2/4/2020 8:21:12 PM souljourneyrise Did you catch some of the clues? pic.twitter.com/LvmEJuu8dU

2/4/2020 8:21:26 PM lisamctrump Shoot! I meant #1.

2/4/2020 8:21:31 PM donnaeverywhere Oh HELL YASS!! Those will go down really smooth! 😂

2/4/2020 8:22:38 PM countrygrl2 It was great as always. However, it was just the same things he says at the rallies...he just wasn’t as hyped. He kinda looked tired tonight!

2/4/2020 8:22:41 PM njdeplorable1 Made me tear up few times!

2/4/2020 8:22:45 PM davidg02986909 Evil.  What kind of mom does this crap?

2/4/2020 8:22:47 PM americanpetal 11:11 pic.twitter.com/hrBaO5jfbv

2/4/2020 8:23:29 PM michell75717325  pic.twitter.com/wJSQemYE7n

2/4/2020 8:24:14 PM belynda13 #SOTU2020 pic.twitter.com/ic1WbpiGAV

2/4/2020 8:24:25 PM sagequixotic The best is yet to come.

2/4/2020 8:24:33 PM lbf777 It’s just a fake WWE show. Trump and Pelosi run the same Satanic rituals backstage and pretend to fight when onstage.

2/4/2020 8:25:27 PM ewolsj Anyone else notice the flag was without the gold fringe?

2/4/2020 8:25:31 PM 1nanasmomma Yes, thank you.

2/4/2020 8:25:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 from:ts_sci_majic12 117

Coincidence? https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1224910056266727424 …

2/4/2020 8:26:00 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/AcMmGbQAIg

2/4/2020 8:26:03 PM kachinagtto Wait...what?  I don’t have a poll on my end. Thanks a lot Alice! pic.twitter.com/bGdbFMmI7b

2/4/2020 8:26:12 PM guy_karen Wow that’s amazing

2/4/2020 8:26:40 PM kalweitj Not a chance 🇺🇸

2/4/2020 8:26:43 PM dani06548474  pic.twitter.com/FKVP8O8a1C



2/4/2020 8:26:53 PM tamiwils0n22813 Nope! pic.twitter.com/1QJeKqIkjG

2/4/2020 8:26:56 PM jared4liberty 10 days of darkness start now? I know I know. Time is an illusion.

2/4/2020 8:27:00 PM gonbermelena Is anyone tired of so

much #Winning yet?.

The best part is to watch them in meltdown mode tearing up the speech.

#StillWinning

#TrumpStillYourPresident

2/4/2020 8:27:02 PM willytturner13 🤤 pic.twitter.com/ksvQVLfDoU

2/4/2020 8:27:05 PM twilly18 77 seconds

7 + 7 = 14

1 + 4 = 5

1 45

2/4/2020 8:27:15 PM agoodyear2015 The way she was behaving, he probably had to worry that she had some device on her to poison him if he shook her hand.  She looks totally demented - 

 out of her mind insane.  I imagine she goes home and smashes dishes all night.

2/4/2020 8:28:23 PM pirateslookat40 #FLOTUS reaction was #EPIC !

2/4/2020 8:28:25 PM contenthonest 5:5 Q+

2/4/2020 8:29:02 PM manifest_utopia Prolly. It takes the magic of the human mind to interpret a meme, and very often a sense of humor. Can't really program that into a computer.

2/4/2020 8:29:25 PM lovethebeach999 Freaky

2/4/2020 8:30:14 PM boomer13139301 Dude looks like a political cartoon

2/4/2020 8:30:34 PM gonbermelena Taking control of The Federal Reserve.

Taking back control from Rothchild Khazarian Mafia.

2/4/2020 8:30:46 PM jamiegrahamusa I just saw on the news that Las Vegas Hardrock Cafe is closing & now going to be the Virgin Hotel?? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

Is this a RB deal like Neckers, St James business. Also what about the new east coast Virgin trains?

Sure convenient for them.

2/4/2020 8:31:13 PM nullanon12 Option for "I didn't watch it" isn't there, damn u

2/4/2020 8:31:24 PM charlesgdavis1 I can't text message or I WOULD HAVE gave it 2000% liked.

2/4/2020 8:32:06 PM magaman333 Oh yeah! pic.twitter.com/mJGX4L61zT

2/4/2020 8:32:08 PM nullanon12 You are speaking in the words of Benjy Fulford.

2/4/2020 8:33:14 PM carolyn42052 @VotersPoll

2/4/2020 8:34:42 PM michell75717325  pic.twitter.com/e20rAz4GPI

2/4/2020 8:36:33 PM billy_bear17 the weak move by Pelosi at the end is symbolic of her career.

2/4/2020 8:37:13 PM truth939 Watching Nancy squirm and the handshake snub was great.  As deep as I am into knowledge provided by Q and MJ, though, I always hope for more 

disclosure and public awakening.  However, I continue to trust the plan.

2/4/2020 8:39:30 PM rachaelangelm Yes

2/4/2020 8:42:17 PM melissarotonda7 Absolutely!!!!❤️❤️❤️❤️

2/4/2020 8:43:59 PM nurseniceyes I did.

2/4/2020 8:44:16 PM lbf777 It’s meant to keep you busy while Rabbi Trump tries to push  forward the NWO. 

Distraction.

2/4/2020 8:44:28 PM nurseniceyes I cried.

2/4/2020 8:45:46 PM qanonaus It was brilliant. Americans and the world are so extremely fortunate to have @realDonaldTrump in power at this time. Now keep him in power!👍😀 

#SOTU #QAnon #WWG1WGA

2/4/2020 8:46:06 PM nurseniceyes No. He gave rush a medal. Last known Tuskegee Airmen honored. And reunited a military family.

2/4/2020 8:48:59 PM charmanda9 Hmm neither do I.

2/4/2020 8:49:53 PM moemc8 Yes!  For God'sake, what awaited us was horrifying.

2/4/2020 8:51:15 PM freestateojones Allegedly. https://youtu.be/k8y5kgKR2Dc 

2/4/2020 8:52:19 PM kachinagtto I just logged into computer... only on computer - not on mobile devices.  Hmmmm indeed

2/4/2020 8:53:48 PM americanpetal I saw poll on my mobile. Hmm 

🤷♀️

2/4/2020 8:53:48 PM kachinagtto It looks like the poll is only visible on computers and not mobile devices, so prepare for low responses.  Alice at it again?

2/4/2020 8:54:52 PM kachinagtto OK just weird.  Maybe we need a poll for how many see the poll!  😂🤣

2/4/2020 8:59:11 PM iamyou132 any opinion on the writings of HP Blavatsky??

2/4/2020 8:59:47 PM souljourneyrise  pic.twitter.com/uvD0gxUZiH

2/4/2020 9:03:15 PM nine_six3 #TheGreatAwakening

If you're alluding to another 10 days of darkness, it's been an amazing Xchange these past 10 days! Much knowledge has been gained in such a short 

period. I appreciate what we've learnt so far and look forward to gaining much more Majestic Knowledge!Thanks MJ12

2/4/2020 9:06:44 PM nschlange Yikes, I don't understand how she still has that much power? It boggles my mind to think she's still getting away with this crap.

2/4/2020 9:07:09 PM 444_q_ Loved it! All of those who stayed sitting the whole time were scrambling, as was Nancy...the disrespect was very disheartening, but knowing the WHY 

is key. They are scared...... pic.twitter.com/FfAFjwM7MG

2/4/2020 9:09:48 PM ernestscott2 Q post 117?

2/4/2020 9:12:25 PM ascendingadam Operation during superb🦉

2/4/2020 9:17:04 PM crodrod12 We "'ll keep on waiting. While Big Pharma gets wealthier by the minute.😡😡😡

2/4/2020 9:18:43 PM mrtioman Yes. We witnessed the greatest President in American history deliver an EPIC speech to We The People.

2/4/2020 9:21:05 PM blumae84 Amazon has some, but you can also make your own...u tube used to have how to videos

2/4/2020 9:23:46 PM li_palermo Since 1972 😊

2/4/2020 9:25:25 PM hope4hopeless1 Hopefully looking into possibility this child was being trafficked while dad was gone. Was he in dire need medical care for horrific injuries that would 

alert officials? Could explain missed Drs appt,carpet replacement & disappearance. Were pieces of subfloor taken into evidence?

2/4/2020 9:41:01 PM anonfunky Yes!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Dr007KillShotQ2/status/1224841877666652161 …

2/4/2020 9:49:05 PM sdane8 I just saw a commercial for Virgin Cruises as well.

2/4/2020 9:51:23 PM bmj240768 10 years ago I was in shock to, it is hard to come grips with but it is true as you know. 

Have faith/hope POTUS Trump & Q movement is eradicating this global menace.

These links will provide more information for you.

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?103615-Hollyweird-GreatAwakening …

 http://projectavalon.net/forum4/forumdisplay.php?170-Pedophilia-Human-trafficking-Satanic-abuse …

2/4/2020 9:51:45 PM eskeljoyce YES!!! !!!!!!!!!

2/4/2020 10:05:21 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/vwoOqM2CN2



2/4/2020 10:06:24 PM _the_psychonaut #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

2/4/2020 10:25:15 PM joshuajamesdavi The us govt made it. pic.twitter.com/z0EjBMPmPK

2/4/2020 10:26:03 PM joshuajamesdavi #Engineered pic.twitter.com/pEtJx33BP8

2/4/2020 10:28:12 PM joshuajamesdavi  pic.twitter.com/aJcLrakFw9

2/4/2020 10:36:06 PM doq017 Q sent me!

Read up on Q NOW

@TheQniversity

 https://youtu.be/QM97mA2sX60 

@cjtruth @wokesocieties @

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@ZRanchLady

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC
2/4/2020 10:46:55 PM beniverson11 Mobile user here

2/4/2020 10:57:20 PM hope4hopeless1 I was trying to make a point abt how far reaching the problem of child trafficking is in that particular area of Co & abt my concern that if this was 

happening in this case, that this investigation may end up going nowhere due to the potential magnitude of what it could expose.

2/4/2020 11:08:35 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/fGtXfoHy4T

2/4/2020 11:09:01 PM cyberanonrevolu Drop 117 :

The drop is about the arrest and involvement of the Prince of Arabia in 9/11 and his ties to BO. lately there have been two CIA contractors for their 

involvement in 9/11. The net is closing in.

2/4/2020 11:12:15 PM johnman60 Q is the seventeenth letter in the alphabet......😉

2/4/2020 11:25:57 PM jamiegrahamusa 🐁 🐁🧀 🏈🧀 🐁 🐁 🏈🧀🏈 pic.twitter.com/slMlEss9Ry

2/4/2020 11:38:21 PM holotechrd THE CABAL ARE FINISHED.. LET'S GO DADDY!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @

KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @realDonaldTrump 

⚡💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🌎😇🌌🛸👑👈 pic.twitter.com/bkxEscEzm7

2/4/2020 11:42:46 PM holotechrd PLAYING SOURCE WITH THE LOOKING GLASS IS OVER WOOOWHOOOO! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @

VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👀🔮👑👈

2/4/2020 11:46:50 PM jamiegrahamusa DISNEY BABY YODA DRINK.

Its not on the menu. Just ask for "The baby yoda drink" or

"THE CHILD" ....

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is this code?? For the child clubers.  pic.twitter.com/AFtexEPc66

2/4/2020 11:48:48 PM hope4hopeless1 Then you know children suffering frm those type of injuries could still be able to walk. I'm aware of the comms you're refering to but  surely you've 

picked up on many things that have ppl in this field questioning how aggressively this investigation's been handled frm the start

2/5/2020 12:23:48 AM threadreaderapp Hi, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was 🔥 in the capital State of Pedophilia.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …. See you soon. 🤖

2/5/2020 12:23:48 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/5/2020 12:28:03 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/5/2020 12:28:04 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was 🔥 in the capital State of 

Pedophilia.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/5/2020 12:29:03 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/5/2020 12:29:04 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was 🔥 in the capital State of 

Pedophilia.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/5/2020 12:33:49 AM cyberanonrevolu German MP close to Merkel calls on France to share its nuclear weapons  https://www.bfmtv.com/politique/un-depute-allemand-proche-de-merkel-

demande-a-la-france-de-partager-ses-armes-nucleaires-1851632.html … @Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Ph03n1x24 it is necessary to 

stop those monsters

2/5/2020 1:15:12 AM 02joshuaradwan 💚🕊🙏🏽👍🏽💪🏽📅

2/5/2020 1:17:25 AM amandaj56140305 Patent available

2/5/2020 3:07:01 AM sarah48538695 Also located in Mass., and S. Carolina.

2/5/2020 3:39:51 AM samsmith0319 Oh YES!!!🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

2/5/2020 3:41:11 AM quantphysicist @Cia you know the whole lets all mutually forget we only appear better bc we insiders have a artificially manipulated the bdy cond for a short period of 

time in the big scheme of things but long enough to create an illusion is really sexy and all But I see many of u r inferior

2/5/2020 3:41:58 AM quantphysicist and therefore you are all Cunts. Fucking posers. nothingness

2/5/2020 3:56:28 AM quantphysicist i could give a shit about your definition which is SHIT you know NOTHING

2/5/2020 4:09:52 AM djlok I heard that!!!  Gave me chills!!!

"THE BEST IS YET TO COME" - @realDonaldTrump , #SOTU2020

2/5/2020 4:23:27 AM antonia63613086 They might find that the Queen was involved....

2/5/2020 4:26:03 AM quantphysicist how's your mother?

2/5/2020 4:28:06 AM beans56702093 Thank you :)

2/5/2020 4:36:06 AM kevinmruel Demonic Trinity has males

@Qanon76 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #MAGA #MAGA2020 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/X2Ljv5K72W

2/5/2020 4:47:18 AM earth2nissy It was a majical to watch 😉

2/5/2020 4:48:31 AM ryhv3r 1776 number of votes

2/5/2020 4:52:52 AM munkeypilot Outstanding on point...must've had some dust in my eyes a few times👍🏼

2/5/2020 4:59:41 AM mclendon_becky KeK

2/5/2020 5:03:25 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/12Qqobs7Vk

2/5/2020 5:08:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 #PelosiTantrum is full blown Trump Derangement Syndrome. pic.twitter.com/XauxblsqSh

2/5/2020 5:08:53 AM guy_karen Wow a new low

2/5/2020 5:09:06 AM mambacoreander Wo ist das?

2/5/2020 5:09:14 AM deplorabldamsel 😂 😂 😂 pic.twitter.com/dRnAFW10wX

2/5/2020 5:09:30 AM elissa33982408 that's great.

2/5/2020 5:10:04 AM emeraldeyes92 Nope.



2/5/2020 5:10:33 AM bbobbio71 Love it!

2/5/2020 5:11:03 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @realDonaldTrump

2/5/2020 5:12:01 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @realDonaldTrump @Imamofpeace #IranProtests2020

2/5/2020 5:12:16 AM green5859  pic.twitter.com/jYNzpJCEIx

2/5/2020 5:14:33 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/RPVvtEJE0R

2/5/2020 5:14:58 AM reborn93898818 Long live @realDonaldTrump

2/5/2020 5:16:08 AM nine_six3 Oh good, you guys are sticking around!!!

2/5/2020 5:16:32 AM sheerglee1 I enjoyed it soooo very much!  It was chock-full of surprises which blew me away!  Rush received the Medal of Honor by Melania’s hands!!!  That was a 

surprise I would never have imagined!  And the soldier coming home!!!  What  a SHOCK!!!  I was numb w joy!!It was so GLORIOUS!!!

2/5/2020 5:17:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did Paul Combetta also work on it?

Asking for a friend. https://twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/1224814396691513344 …

2/5/2020 5:17:48 AM profanedeplora1 Fun to watch...every time. https://youtu.be/wDYNVH0U3cs 

2/5/2020 5:20:21 AM jeff57253103 This just fries my ass! My human instinct is to execute each perpetrator myself but the Jesus in me wants the Lord to send fire from above to  rain 

down on them

2/5/2020 5:21:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 [D5]  https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1224879466171658240 … pic.twitter.com/zajSMXCdiY

2/5/2020 5:21:43 AM guy_karen So symbolic all wearing white!  These people are stupid

2/5/2020 5:22:16 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/YymDWj8nfh

2/5/2020 5:22:27 AM bbobbio71 Symbolism will be their down fall

2/5/2020 5:24:03 AM bibibobibox  https://twitter.com/mikepompeo/status/1224910919697944576?s=21 …

2/5/2020 5:27:08 AM nine_six3 I've never heard of Paul Combetta before, but searching him... he comes up being involved with "Deleting Clinton's Emails".  

https://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2016-09-19/paul-combetta-computer-specialist-who-deleted-hillary-clinton-emails-may-have-asked-reddit-

for-tips … pic.twitter.com/KMOotNxGkj

2/5/2020 5:27:23 AM chinisusan You need to change your profile.  You are not interested in exposing truths, you are spreading lies.

2/5/2020 5:28:08 AM fightthef Democrats be feeling like a pic.twitter.com/4maU3PaS0n

2/5/2020 5:33:44 AM raider182 Perfect 🤣

2/5/2020 5:34:08 AM bibibobibox It works like this where there are dems. In my country They allow illegal entry to get slaves and lower the cost of wages.

2/5/2020 5:35:59 AM j_jung57  pic.twitter.com/YD8MkcaL3N

2/5/2020 5:36:46 AM sdane8 I watched him sign the tie and never noticed the cash in the pocket.

2/5/2020 5:37:14 AM nine_six3 LOL, just made my day!!! 🤣

2/5/2020 5:40:08 AM nine_six3 Disgraceful. Distasteful. And damn that comparison pic is scary!!! 👻

2/5/2020 5:40:56 AM 11llotus Check reddit techsupport.

😑

2/5/2020 5:42:57 AM wimpy55433 It’s fake

2/5/2020 5:44:35 AM proudswedamer Today’s party uniform......

2/5/2020 5:46:07 AM nine_six3 Ps. Nancy and gang, wearing all white does not fool anyone. We know Love and Light when we see it... you do not demonstrate a single ounce of Love 

and Light! Nice Try!!! ️️️

2/5/2020 5:48:41 AM sheerglee1 Medal of Freedom...pardon me

2/5/2020 5:50:58 AM tyetyler1 I don't.

2/5/2020 5:51:13 AM sfeagle12 If the show fits and it does.

2/5/2020 5:52:33 AM prmd21801759 #PelosiTantrum

2/5/2020 5:53:02 AM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx @IngrahamAngle @Beer_Parade @love4thegameAK @Stardust_1416 @gatewaypundit 

@RealMattCouch https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1224893227658072064 …

2/5/2020 5:55:01 AM prmd21801759 So happy for our @POTUS , snubs the pelosi handshake in full view of USA!!!

2/5/2020 5:57:25 AM auroravoyager1 Nevada has announced that they will not be using the Shadow, Inc software for their caucus.  Watch Nevada on February 22.

2/5/2020 5:58:31 AM auroravoyager1 Their contempt can no longer be hidden.  It's the only card they have left to play.

2/5/2020 6:01:51 AM auroravoyager1 God bless President Trump.  He truly is a wrecking ball to political correction. pic.twitter.com/QBvXPiDGTQ

2/5/2020 6:05:16 AM auroravoyager1 Paul Combetta worked on the Bleach Bit software to wipe Clinton's hard drives.  What were on the hard drives?

2/5/2020 6:10:58 AM 28concerned That's right

2/5/2020 6:12:14 AM lightseeker2012 Yes mr bleachbit

2/5/2020 6:13:42 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/l36c8KZFyj

2/5/2020 6:14:03 AM thebetamasta  pic.twitter.com/0z2Rclmnfe

2/5/2020 6:16:04 AM quantphysicist #UR pic.twitter.com/p3iWXPb5Oa

2/5/2020 6:18:59 AM 1776qwwg1wga Even satan masquerades as an angel of light! They don't fool me.

2/5/2020 6:22:16 AM stashu671 you cant make this stuff up. wow he has his fingers in every pie. He needs to GO! Arrest SOROS NOW!

2/5/2020 6:22:43 AM fansblowing3 Lol

2/5/2020 6:23:26 AM tucson_ron Interpretation: Twitter will help the guilty claim GENUINE AUTHENTIC videos of them doing hideous vile things are "fake", to provide cover via 

"plausible deniability". Then they'll turn on those behind the exposure and counter-attack their motives, then claim victimhood. Watch.

2/5/2020 6:24:03 AM nine_six3 Exactly! It was an obvious psychological stunt. Disgustingly Obvious. Sad and pathetic when you have to dress in White to pretend you Stand for the 

Light.

2/5/2020 6:24:47 AM seektruth369 Typical @TheDemocrats style smash and grab politics. This is just the beginning.

2/5/2020 6:27:58 AM tucson_ron I think they're trying to get ahead of the incriminating videos that will be released, Obama, Clinton, others, engaed in criminal and treasonous acts. By 

claiming they're "faked". You've probably seen warnings from the left telling their followers to beware of "deep fake" videos.

2/5/2020 6:35:19 AM aleks8837 ...For a Norwegian guy esp. maybe? This is just weird to see. That after incredible news for the country, the "opposing" side just sits idly watching, not 

reacting!? Is this the norm in congress/SOTU? Do they hate each other that much?

Always been like entertainment?

It is now? pic.twitter.com/CUOAjK673T

2/5/2020 6:36:12 AM sunnydkelleu The Fix was in. pic.twitter.com/Jf2CUJda53

2/5/2020 6:36:25 AM karentriebel small world

2/5/2020 6:36:40 AM islandofdelight Trust Wray?

2/5/2020 6:36:55 AM oliv_fernand  pic.twitter.com/dSZTuqNjRb

2/5/2020 6:37:25 AM trumps_all Wonder if anything good will be revealed here..........Interested in the questions that AREN'T asked

2/5/2020 6:37:58 AM rosscarwalker End The Cabal

2/5/2020 6:38:00 AM profanedeplora1 I have lots more...these people are nucking futs! https://youtu.be/iG_s-8jPpn8 

2/5/2020 6:38:33 AM profanedeplora1 My personal fav! https://youtu.be/pTNvBNn69Is 

2/5/2020 6:38:39 AM crimson_chelsea Ugh! I missed it!  Do you know at what time?

2/5/2020 6:39:12 AM olimyracle Sieh mein Profilbild ☝️

2/5/2020 6:39:47 AM vote4donald Do you really think Iowans voted for buttplug...really..in Iowa...#MAGA

2/5/2020 6:41:45 AM kachinagtto I will be very interested to hear him speak. I don’t fully trust him yet. Will be watching to listen to what my gut tells me

2/5/2020 6:44:44 AM keith369me Would you shake the hand of an individual that has been relentlessly trying to get you fired for three years?

2/5/2020 6:46:02 AM theqniversity Thank you, GLENDA. You are very kind.



2/5/2020 6:46:16 AM keith369me Wonder if @SenSanders has the cohonies to call this out or is he good with a fourth house?

2/5/2020 6:49:37 AM keith369me It would be nice to unveil the actor known as Wray to know if we should “Trust Wray” or of disinformation is necessary.  Wonder if Wray has been 

given the go ahead to weigh in on DeClass.

2/5/2020 6:50:24 AM janicejisteele Yes..

2/5/2020 6:52:24 AM djlok Last sentence

2/5/2020 6:53:37 AM radasmodean And there it is.

2/5/2020 6:57:56 AM teri23179879 Symbolism is there downfall

2/5/2020 6:58:39 AM notaskyouranus Nasa is beating from both sides being the middle of trouble

coronasars

Its useless to stay in $ killing field

Trying to create health and peace

Where the same field isexperimentalmut

I also can do nothing else

Than see how everything good

Goes through the tube to become bad pic.twitter.com/taRHzTjlV2
2/5/2020 6:59:12 AM jeanneboh Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 29-31; recen...  https://youtu.be/aX-P2FDld_8  via @YouTube

2/5/2020 7:00:48 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/HuZyHhx4nY

2/5/2020 7:01:10 AM charmanda9 Haha yeah! Well I was on iPhone and didn’t see it, so I guess that explains it.

2/5/2020 7:02:17 AM youstinksoap Future will prove past 👍🏽 

Thank you, DJT!

2/5/2020 7:06:05 AM thankq45 Left the White House at 8:36 also. 17

2/5/2020 7:14:37 AM riversm18 That guy only knows how to do Google search.

2/5/2020 7:15:04 AM rosscarwalker Evolution not revolution @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Cosmic_Engineer @ArchangelAmongU @MongrelGlory

2/5/2020 7:15:08 AM notaskyouranus Good .

What is staying off synthetic on devices that are synthetic.

Im(possible)tech since world on line  became blind network feeding the (money) and cern streets through the L backdoors

Twitter should know every try to rule ways leads to 

same game wundertube that never sleeps pic.twitter.com/8OoyZu9wqc

2/5/2020 7:16:54 AM mschfx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 blop blop blop gniac !!!

#acio #mj12 #Illuminati

2/5/2020 7:24:58 AM tommy99938959  pic.twitter.com/vI9ec0H2s0

2/5/2020 7:26:15 AM mtnhiker55 You don’t say

2/5/2020 7:26:23 AM stanstephens13 Don’t kid yourself if you think it’s just a certain “category” they want to enslave. It is everyone.

2/5/2020 7:27:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 No argument. Just lies. 

Projectionism at its finest.

Never interrupt your enemy from destroying himself.

Just get out the popcorn and enjoy the show!

THE BEST IS YET TO COME.

(Is that a #QProof?)

Why hasn't the Q been asked?

When will it happen?

After impeachment acquittal?

__D? https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1225077964032835587 …
2/5/2020 7:27:48 AM mtnhiker55 Don’t you just want to tell them to F OFF?

2/5/2020 7:30:01 AM marston122  pic.twitter.com/l7wianMgWn

2/5/2020 7:30:09 AM mtnhiker55 These kind of people have never known God. Pray for her children.🙏🏻

2/5/2020 7:31:28 AM voteredintexas I hope THE BEST IS YET TO COME is for real, not just a campaign slogan.

2/5/2020 7:32:18 AM anton12961176 Thoroughly enjoying the show so far

2/5/2020 7:32:42 AM hambrickro 😏 Geez Chuckie , wasn't your name found in the D.C. Madams "liddle black book" 😏

2/5/2020 7:32:44 AM paul24367396 Never interrupt your enemy from destroying himself .....

⚔️ a true Art ....

2/5/2020 7:33:00 AM gregorychestnut Copy that. Greatest Show on Earth!!!

Thank Q

2/5/2020 7:34:35 AM rotanliz Saying Trump lies is all they’ve got.

2/5/2020 7:34:56 AM carolinabeth1 Loved @realDonaldTrump ‘s wonderful and historic SOTU Address last night!  It was filled with hope, positive emotion and bipartisan plans for future 

improvement!  #TheBestIsYetToCome #SOTUS2020

2/5/2020 7:35:31 AM nine_six3 #QProof #3805

2/5/2020 7:35:58 AM carolinabeth1 Trump did not shake Pence’s hand either.

2/5/2020 7:36:15 AM nine_six3  https://twitter.com/mariloveusa/status/1222797466455568384?s=21 … https://twitter.com/MARILOVEUSA/status/1222797466455568384 …

2/5/2020 7:38:53 AM nine_six3  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1219439427488866305?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1219439427488866305 …

2/5/2020 7:39:14 AM simplify77 It went as planned. All they wanted was to have control of the results and that’s exactly what they have.

2/5/2020 7:39:16 AM anton12961176 And, to give you guys an idea, of where we are at.

Friends of mine who hated him a year ago. 

Now wishing we had someone like Trump in Europe.

something is changing. you can feel it.

2/5/2020 7:42:31 AM jazzjt Where's the lightning storm when you need one>

2/5/2020 7:42:46 AM mtnhiker55 It’s not okay for Christians, of course not. They believe it though. They’re trying to open a portal with the blood of children. No idea what they think the 

energy from a pyramid & orgone or whatever is supposed to do other than to give them power.

2/5/2020 7:43:35 AM pablomadrigal7 Damn..

2/5/2020 7:44:25 AM cosmic_engineer Democrat rebuttal:

Look at our achievements!!

Goes on to talk about how they can't maintain any of their cities and are glad children decide to do the work instead!  Pothole fillers. 

Fill them with Dems and they will finally be of Service



2/5/2020 7:44:54 AM turboxyde When 17 said at the conclusion of his #SOTU2020 address;

"The best is yet to come!" 🤯

My heart start fluttering & I told my wife; "They (journalists) are going to HAVE to ask the Question now... & when that happens, the entire world is 

going to change in short order.

BOOM! pic.twitter.com/EVlVGxkquj
2/5/2020 7:44:58 AM nurseniceyes There comes a time when it is more humane to put a dog down when they are sick. This is like watching death by a thousand cuts...I wince at this point.

2/5/2020 7:47:25 AM carolinabeth1 Type O+ is majority of South and Central American Indians (Indigenous peoples), Cherokee and Iroquois are O-, but 50-82% of North Americans are A+.   

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_history_of_indigenous_peoples_of_the_Americas …

2/5/2020 7:50:12 AM antonio41800798 Could you all people just TRUST THE PLAN?!

2/5/2020 7:52:17 AM blakeoltmann Nancy thought she was hallucinating! 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/RpcL5uYQAo

2/5/2020 7:53:20 AM gomomma2 What dimension is Chucky living in?

2/5/2020 7:54:00 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , do you find this show as funny as we do?

2/5/2020 7:58:29 AM nm_zsr Does this mean reschedule coming?

2/5/2020 8:01:10 AM chris8nix  pic.twitter.com/VHAZhkaHxc

2/5/2020 8:01:59 AM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1225087088288202752?s=19 …

2/5/2020 8:07:10 AM tucson_ron This is the reality of demons attacking righteousness. Not figurative, not an allegory, not symbolic. 

Real. We bear witness.

Know this: if these demons were not on the brink of the abyss, they would have turned this on US. 

No constraints, no mercy. It was their plan all along.

2/5/2020 8:10:29 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/tucuIwRc43

2/5/2020 8:12:13 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

2/5/2020 8:12:53 AM souljourneyrise duhhhh

2/5/2020 8:14:42 AM souljourneyrise you guys are completely missing the point, or maybe you don't get it. The bills have POTUS on them, yes, the money is fake....the tie has countries on 

it,.....what are we waiting for??? think about it

2/5/2020 8:14:49 AM sheerglee1 No I saw it live!

2/5/2020 8:15:54 AM moemc8 Beautiful!

2/5/2020 8:16:23 AM sheerglee1 I saw it live this morning...it IS real...

2/5/2020 8:21:27 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/hIDakpBJS9

2/5/2020 8:22:24 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC https://twitter.com/RealMattCouch/status/1225089358048440320 …

2/5/2020 8:23:22 AM 11charlie111 Here they are again! 😝😂 pic.twitter.com/4TzL8gexOv

2/5/2020 8:27:02 AM williebhere The longer they play the game.. the deeper the hole they dig!!

2/5/2020 8:30:07 AM 56lmiller It’s was amazing! Rush Epic Moment! @POTUS @realDonaldTrump Thank you for being our President! Also  @SpeakerPelosi couldn’t hold her 

dentures in place again! Lol 😂 she was so angry! Watching her squirm in her seat! 😂 she’s lost it!

2/5/2020 8:32:15 AM jeremy350344 I loved watching Nancy pelosi squirm and eat every single word that came out of Donald Trump's mouth. Bahahahahaha....#4MoreYears

2/5/2020 8:33:23 AM susang7671 Entity to his left appears to be channeling through him.

2/5/2020 8:33:37 AM neworleansstsfn Same nose, combetta hairline goes a little further back but Eric wearing a hairpiece would make them identical. Disguises are used by agents all the 

time. It's also known from the dossier that many witnesses were completely made up. They were created on paper only.

2/5/2020 8:36:41 AM mysticjoe3 Showing your cards in the final hand of this poker game. You and your kind are the liars. Our president is not a career politician living in quid pro quo. 

Justice is here. Enjoy your final moments of freedom. Tick tock❤️

2/5/2020 8:37:53 AM mysticjoe3 Gives new meaning to foot and mouth disease.😂❤️

2/5/2020 8:43:10 AM kevinmruel Ana Werner a Seer for God 2020

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@IvankaTrump

@IPOT1776

@TheCollectiveQ

@prayingmedic https://youtu.be/1J2ExwTfYuE 

2/5/2020 8:44:34 AM grahamfrench247 Yes it is and yet @metpoliceuk sit by and deliberately oppress and criminalise the victims, whilst suppressing the truth. Letting the sex slave traffickers 

continue in their heinous enterprises.

Cressida Dick is complicit by her inactions. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-puKKD3y_CE …

2/5/2020 8:46:06 AM tambanow What speech was he listening to!!!???

2/5/2020 8:48:17 AM manifest_utopia Combetta and Ciaramella are two different people. Different hairlines, different ears, etc.

2/5/2020 8:51:30 AM lesleyt61515539 YOU sir are the SAD moment. In fact you are just SAD period.

2/5/2020 8:54:20 AM rghardy3 Bad Actress up on the Stage.

All part of the Act.

End of the [D] party.

2/5/2020 8:54:25 AM linnyt7 Isn't February when Julian is supposed to be brought to America to stand trial/testify?

2/5/2020 8:55:13 AM cswany2  pic.twitter.com/HlKSSDLMIz

2/5/2020 8:55:24 AM 11charlie111 The Best Is Yet To Come! ⚡️⚔️⚡️#CovfefeDeal pic.twitter.com/2extbyqkx2

2/5/2020 8:57:22 AM souplady723 how does this guy keep a straight face while spewing this pablum--his masters must have a real tight hold on his balls

2/5/2020 8:58:29 AM snowymtn I refuse to listen to these satanists!

2/5/2020 8:59:37 AM rghardy3 Projection

Think Mirror

Light > Dark

2/5/2020 9:05:49 AM keith369me We are so ready to take part in the longest standing ovation ever.  MaQue it happen!!!

2/5/2020 9:12:56 AM chaele3 He moved uranium with children

2/5/2020 9:24:44 AM armywifeyf  pic.twitter.com/F0LDjHsh2z

2/5/2020 9:25:43 AM quantphysicist 1 In principio erat Verbum, et Verbum erat apud Deum, et Deus erat Verbum.

2 Hoc erat in principio apud Deum.

3 Omnia per ipsum facta sunt: et sine ipso factum est nihil, quod factum est.

4 In ipso vita erat, et vita erat lux hominum:

2/5/2020 9:25:48 AM quantphysicist 5 et lux in tenebris lucet, et tenebrae eam non comprehenderunt.

2/5/2020 9:25:54 AM winklerburke It was — how you say? — MAJESTIC!   (Bravo!)

2/5/2020 9:30:48 AM manifest_utopia Just remember that the photo w/ FLOTUS was determined to NOT be EC. I don't remember who it turned out to be, He is European. EC would never 

have been chosen to sit directly behind B. Macron.



2/5/2020 9:34:43 AM mongrelglory Maybe she needs a vacation in a nice resort somewhere down in Cuba...😎

2/5/2020 9:36:04 AM mama_od  https://www.ebay.com/i/233483319208?chn=ps&norover=1&mkevt=1&mkrid=711-117182-37290-

0&mkcid=2&itemid=233483319208&targetid=313776934696&device=c&mktype=pla&googleloc=9008401&poi=&campaignid=1669934603&mkgroupid

=65058347419&rlsatarget=pla-

313776934696&abcId=1123856&merchantid=108266858&gclid=Cj0KCQiA7OnxBRCNARIsAIW53B93JXTOYgBci7wLhWYhIsGqlYVbc1X504hQZiddQSiyEr1

PkqOzkY0aAhcaEALw_wcB …

2/5/2020 9:38:12 AM mama_od According to the one with the same cover I found on ebay, 2017

2/5/2020 9:38:14 AM mlk123h  pic.twitter.com/9YNGH3vhOJ

2/5/2020 9:38:42 AM mongrelglory Look at that long line-up of people waiting for their coffee!  She's oblivious to the fact that she's making them wait there. 😝

2/5/2020 9:41:32 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/NY2Z2R2DJp

2/5/2020 9:44:12 AM smalltownindy Rumors are circulating that POTUS served her a sealed indictment and her reaction during the Stankuary City part of address was when she read it.  Do 

you have confirmation of that?

2/5/2020 9:46:19 AM profanedeplora1 She's oblivious to a LOT of things! 😂 but very entertaining to watch!

2/5/2020 9:46:31 AM roberts11major Strange, I took that pic from Walmart the other day. I'll stop there on my way home and buy it, if it's still there

2/5/2020 9:50:46 AM 56lmiller @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they already have the cure.. just as they do for Cancer. Dr. Stanislaw Burzynski cured many Patients, Moffitt ,the Board try to crush 

him.Sad we live in a world that certain group of people hate the rest of the people in the world 🌎

2/5/2020 9:51:58 AM mcipolla33 down with every democrat

2/5/2020 9:52:40 AM mongrelglory 😆

2/5/2020 9:56:02 AM manifest_utopia 😂😂😂 Your very astute solution may actually happen in the very near future.

Public opinion just crossed the necessary threshold. Just hearing that SOON is finally here. pic.twitter.com/i8WyIBBTPO

2/5/2020 9:57:27 AM manifest_utopia So many possibilities! Agree Open mind is the way to go!

#WWG1WGA!

2/5/2020 9:57:54 AM jamiegrahamusa Well. "Jamie" is being throttled.

After I POSTED #QNightShift request.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Du1rLL55c5

2/5/2020 10:13:29 AM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Fyi.  https://twitter.com/3dc64e4c5a91427/status/1225112319606370308 …

2/5/2020 10:14:07 AM kalanstr  pic.twitter.com/RaRaLMQxfV

2/5/2020 10:27:18 AM manifest_utopia All signs today, from Q & DOJ White Hat insiders, are it's finally GO time.

2/5/2020 10:28:20 AM rickster61x Lol! pic.twitter.com/WZg3b2cWxO

2/5/2020 10:31:08 AM carolva97910854 Makes sense! Resources they don’t want us to know we have!

2/5/2020 10:35:20 AM doq017 I guess I can’t expect to ever get Q’ed but since I’m an Engineer teaching Lab, the calculus equivalent is goo enough dQ/dt or derivative of Q vs Twitter

Read on Q NOW

@TheQniversity

 https://youtu.be/QM97mA2sX60 

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@JuliansRum

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC https://twitter.com/Scavino45/status/1224922494412427265 …

2/5/2020 10:35:31 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/qMXXILYpGaQ 

2/5/2020 10:37:00 AM itsgreat2tweet @HillaryClinton #PANIIC in #DC

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @FLOTUS @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SenBillCassidy/status/1049753562807455746 …

2/5/2020 10:45:21 AM spirteam WOW....

did he and the pencil neck learned to lie in the same school ? or is it was a special criteria in order to be elected ?

2/5/2020 10:49:13 AM leigh_vas What are other countries thinking when they look at that house of cards split right down the middle? Like the tension was already cut with a knife and 

this is the end result. Huge physical example of pure divided polarity of energy. IDK. It seems suspicious.

2/5/2020 10:50:21 AM bbobbio71 Ever try placing one on a wireless phone charger???

Just curious

2/5/2020 10:53:53 AM covertress Q Proof?

Almost.

Lose the adjective.

2/5/2020 10:55:47 AM bbobbio71 want that symbol in the SuperbOwl?

2/5/2020 10:56:57 AM kikakikas is that the idiot who wrote the speech sitting next to him?🤔😅

2/5/2020 10:58:54 AM jamiegrahamusa #SOTU2020

2/5/2020 10:59:51 AM jamiegrahamusa WE ARE TAKING BACK OUR WORLD.

#TakeOURWorldBack

2/5/2020 11:02:08 AM earth2nissy Q said to trust him, right? I thought he did?

2/5/2020 11:03:52 AM leigh_vas It would be invisible to radar, attempted energetic interference would fail- even from something as powerful as, say, a micronova from the sun or a 

giant infrared nemesis bully sun passing through our solar system. In other words, it would be unfuckwithable

2/5/2020 11:04:01 AM mrmigido Mayor Pete paid $42k to the people who created the vote counting software?

Wtf

2/5/2020 11:04:25 AM nschlange Lol did you just say asking for a friend? Made my day! That's so funny!

2/5/2020 11:05:35 AM accrm2015 demonrats have successfully brainwashed & dumbed down many which is why imo redpilling many isn't possible-mind control? it has to cause never 

have i witnessed such stupidity and robotic thinking in my life - schumer is a pos yet loyalty still is there

2/5/2020 11:05:55 AM nschlange Well it's not beyond the scope of possibilities for sure!

2/5/2020 11:06:18 AM dlmaybee Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICllected 

invaluable intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/5/2020 11:17:49 AM nicolasderu You forgot @IPOT1776 😘👍

2/5/2020 11:20:11 AM dogzander 🍿

2/5/2020 11:20:26 AM rosscarwalker These people are sick @katyperry pic.twitter.com/0CoJ4LNuec

2/5/2020 11:25:43 AM rosscarwalker Prince Charles whose brother Prince Andrew is heavily involved in a child trafficking syndicate appoints @katyperry as an ambassador against child 

trafficking. Something fishy here... @Cosmic_Engineer @MongrelGlory @realDonaldTrump @metpoliceuk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/Uy167noMQD

2/5/2020 11:27:18 AM manifest_utopia And I thanQ, my friend, for your commitment, open mind & dedication to Truth & freedom. 🙏✨💖

#WWg1WGA

2/5/2020 11:41:40 AM willytturner13 👀 pic.twitter.com/bKzVFAQW27

2/5/2020 11:44:41 AM clifton15jon How is it legal to blatently lie when holding an official position? There has to be a law against that?



2/5/2020 11:47:23 AM 28concerned Shut up Chuck tell them at the tribunal, no one cares about your lies and yes your lies. Don't forget we Americans remember all of Obama's 

lawlessness. Our first gay President and first lady a man.All truths are about to be told to the public, You and miss Vindman

2/5/2020 11:49:21 AM mambacoreander Ich kann nur raten - Hauptstadt von Bayern?

2/5/2020 12:04:01 PM philzantos Nothing has ever changed. pic.twitter.com/rcn3xSINEP

2/5/2020 12:07:38 PM kellybear911 @POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@QAlertsApp

@M2Madness 

While the possibility of bringing folks back from the dead isn’t something we’re qualified to comment on, we will note that revive can be used in a 

sense that’s very close to its literal meaning;
2/5/2020 12:10:43 PM cyberanonrevolu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/5/2020 12:12:06 PM clfaerber1 @POTUS knocked it out of the park.

I did love it but it is far more important that it was well done.

It served to demonstrate the grace of a good man working to save this country & highlight the contempt others have for this country and its people.

No MSM filter. Big red pill

2/5/2020 12:12:53 PM mongrelglory I think it's like tapping into the source of infinite consciousness through your pineal gland.  You would have the ability to see the past, present, and 

future, all at the same time.  Nicola Tesla was experimenting with similar technology and said that's what he saw.

2/5/2020 12:14:33 PM cosmic_engineer Time/space

2/5/2020 12:17:21 PM patriotswegoall Wondering what DS would do if 0045 is acquitted?

2/5/2020 12:18:03 PM nine_six3 Absolutely painful. No words for these people accept ‘Mental Health Awareness’. I look forward to the day we have access to technology that can help 

heal/unravel these peoples susceptible brains from the Major conditioning. I know we all have a little crazy in us, but damn! 🙃🤡

2/5/2020 12:22:56 PM rosscarwalker I feel justice is needed for us to move forward and then we can forgive

2/5/2020 12:26:58 PM truth939 ASK THE Q!!!

2/5/2020 12:30:21 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Q Proof...Ready!!!

2/5/2020 12:31:33 PM laurabusse It's been hatred that seems to grow more each decade

Didn't notice it til the 90s

It's an embarrassment

2/5/2020 12:44:44 PM cronewaxing Yesssss

2/5/2020 12:49:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody is surprised by Mitt Romney's "betrayal".

He betrayed the American people long ago.

Consider the following...

5:5?

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/investigations/mormon-church-has-misled-members-on-100-billion-tax-exempt-investment-fund-whistleblower-

alleges/2019/12/16/e3619bd2-2004-11ea-86f3-3b5019d451db_story.html … pic.twitter.com/n8YRrrDee5

2/5/2020 12:50:24 PM onthroad1 I didn't think he would ever vote FOR Trump. 

I think he's doing exactly what he was told.

2/5/2020 12:50:46 PM mongrelglory Blatant sedition. 🤨

2/5/2020 12:51:59 PM internetusr He will pay dearly

2/5/2020 12:53:43 PM cyberanonrevolu BOOM Friends Blue pic.twitter.com/e2OBqQhK8j

2/5/2020 12:54:14 PM nine_six3 Ohhh, that’s not good. 😬

#TheGreatAwakening

2/5/2020 12:55:53 PM atashfire He already was on thin ice... ouch...

2/5/2020 12:56:46 PM subtidal4 Can you slap his IS-BE up side the head?

2/5/2020 12:56:58 PM auroravoyager1 5:5.  Someone I know personally was a victim of the Franklin Scandal and Thomas Monson.  Horrendous story on how she escaped.

2/5/2020 1:01:32 PM bbobbio71 No surprise.  Didn't potus push for him?  Keep your friends close and your enemy closer

2/5/2020 1:08:28 PM charlesgdavis1  https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1225147117230067712?s=19 … TIME FOR AN AWAKENING. 

@realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @misskissmekeke @VincentCrypt46 @WhiteHouse @Time4U2Know @M2Madness 

@40_head @charliekirk11 @chiefpolice2 @cjtruth @DeepStateExpose @DeptofDefense @EyesOnQ We know the enemy...[THEM] 

pic.twitter.com/GWy2lTY3Qe

2/5/2020 1:12:18 PM zagnett Little [Mittens] having a tantrum. 🤧🧐🤑

2/5/2020 1:14:05 PM schiller_spmode He said 33 years 🤔. Check around time code 1:04

2/5/2020 1:15:31 PM mbj8388 We are in the dry ground in between the parted Sea.  Waterfall/Ice Wall in R, Waterfall/Ice Wall on L.  We still haven't fully crossed to the other Shore. 

If you're trying to carry all - you'll be at the end of the caravan. Travel Light 😉. Take nothing from Egypt🧠with you. pic.twitter.com/4bsEQH0K39

2/5/2020 1:19:55 PM americanpetal I used to think he was a good man.😔 Then, he went against POTUS. Which made me mad. Then, the (P)ierr(e)  (D)elect(o) Twitter account? So, he is 

one of them? The constant disappointment and disgust is disheartening.

2/5/2020 1:20:22 PM bdam777 Need to fulfill that prophesy. 🤷♂️

Where is Mitt from?

2/5/2020 1:23:06 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

No surprise.

2/5/2020 1:25:35 PM kriz_jason Traitor's rope?

2/5/2020 1:28:04 PM guy_karen Recall his treacherous ass

2/5/2020 1:28:21 PM mbj8388 Scripture is always Past Present Future, Parables Signs & Wonders so what was is and is yet to be.

2/5/2020 1:28:26 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/NRLUhxUIsF

2/5/2020 1:28:33 PM klucksl Keep in mind he is a Mormon....

2/5/2020 1:28:48 PM fansblowing3 #unsealepstein pic.twitter.com/v0aNF27uj1

2/5/2020 1:31:51 PM butternutz0 It’s so obvious he’s protecting himself and his sons corrupt dealings.

2/5/2020 1:51:04 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/ncltUyfOJs

2/5/2020 1:52:47 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1179239046083698688?s=21 …

2/5/2020 1:53:20 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1177752319880044544?s=21 …

2/5/2020 2:04:08 PM olimyracle Nein. Benutz Adresse auf Bild und gmap dann googlestreet view. Findest du sicher, und dann such weiter andere solche Stelle auch. So hab ich es 

gefunden... pic.twitter.com/KGSefXL2En

2/5/2020 2:08:35 PM melanieanders7 IMMENSELY! Especially loved seeing Rush get much needed positive recognition for the work he has done. Can we get him healed now??



2/5/2020 2:09:30 PM melanieanders7 Same

2/5/2020 2:10:10 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/8tAytwQNcc

2/5/2020 2:10:50 PM wickedmouse369 Release the technology now!

2/5/2020 2:12:00 PM melanieanders7 Precisely. Love you, sweet Sister.

2/5/2020 2:17:09 PM olimyracle Sieh mal, in 5 minuten Uhr im Hand hab ich eine andere gefunden. 

 Warum wartet das Kind genau hier? 😱😭🤮 pic.twitter.com/rZV1LW5Xhe

2/5/2020 2:17:31 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/tPM2iG7d6X

2/5/2020 2:24:07 PM olimyracle Everywhere 😢

Use gglstrview to find more. Hiden in plain sight. pic.twitter.com/kfAl5Hv2kn

2/5/2020 2:30:15 PM a3auntie Mittens= Forever a LOSER

2/5/2020 2:44:47 PM cindycopacetic Yes. I noticed that. pic.twitter.com/VjeAp0hvTS

2/5/2020 2:46:00 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayThoughts @OANN @FoxNews @CNN @NBCNews

2/5/2020 2:46:49 PM djlok I was having trouble pulling the article up on my device without a subscription.

Here's another article about that 100 Billion for the Christ's return.

It begs the question- what were they going to do with it?  Pay him? https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2019/12/17/mormon-church-

reportedly-amassed-100-billion-fund-for-second-coming-of-christ/ …

2/5/2020 2:53:03 PM gapeach4trump Yes. My whole family did. We laughed, cried and rejoiced. Then Pelosi pulled her stunt...

2/5/2020 2:59:58 PM chooselove108 Yes.  Beautiful rendering of what is at hand....so much is coming....

2/5/2020 3:08:25 PM grandma26244385 😲😲😲😲😲😲😲

2/5/2020 3:08:38 PM smalltownindy Isn't Utah the new major clearinghouse for human trafficking?

2/5/2020 3:12:55 PM syrrah2 George Webb makes an excellent point on all this.. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=QqBsoMQRg7E …

2/5/2020 3:18:40 PM weediblue @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Helenhaynes63 @NJamesWorld @HeleneG46816352 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #ThesePeopleAreSick 

https://twitter.com/ChrisMusson/status/1225193146881052673 …

2/5/2020 3:27:32 PM samsmith0319 Very Vile Guilty Traitor!!!💥🐀💥

2/5/2020 3:28:09 PM samsmith0319 Or to go hide themselves!!!💥🐀💥

2/5/2020 3:32:37 PM courageouskriss Pindar- Reptilian

2/5/2020 3:41:47 PM crisco2377 Ill get suspended with ya!!

2/5/2020 3:42:53 PM vicgar55 Thinking about Romney...

What if the reason Romney wrestled with his decision was because he is being blackmailed by the #DeepState.

If he resigns, then the DS is alive & well.

It just doesn’t make sense why he chose guilty at this time

Deep State has long tentacles 🦑

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/S9aPcJfRxe

2/5/2020 3:54:17 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 POTUS said "187 Judges" Tell me, could (187) Judges kill "The 1871"? @Keith369me @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @TomFitton 

@99freemind

2/5/2020 3:58:45 PM crisco2377 So did Ted Bundy!

2/5/2020 4:04:59 PM crisco2377 Think hes been to "the Island" too!

2/5/2020 4:06:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 FF Alert 

See Something, Say Something

2/5/2020 4:06:32 PM guy_karen For sure 👀

2/5/2020 4:06:47 PM crisco2377 Is the guy next to him one of the guys that survived Ed Buck??

2/5/2020 4:06:51 PM theglitcher14 Care to elaborate on that?

2/5/2020 4:07:09 PM ginger_carlyle We DO NOT CONSENT!

2/5/2020 4:07:27 PM followq17 5:5

2/5/2020 4:08:48 PM tamiwils0n22813 Amen!

2/5/2020 4:08:50 PM realsirignano I have for 4 years in New Jersey with all the illegal and dangerous crap I’m seeing in the sanctuary but nobody is looking into anything

2/5/2020 4:09:32 PM williebhere Cornhola virus??

2/5/2020 4:09:50 PM spirteam Patriots on High Alert all the time ) <3

2/5/2020 4:10:29 PM crt14361013 👀👀👀👀

2/5/2020 4:10:50 PM moemc8 Due to the pope's 'concrete' tweet?

2/5/2020 4:11:26 PM qbryce171 👀 https://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1225033833474600965?s=19 …

2/5/2020 4:11:45 PM cidarean Popes tweet.

2/5/2020 4:12:40 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

@RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes http://wmur.com/article/person-dies-from-apparent-suicide-at-new-hampshire-school-ag-says/30779029?src=app …

2/5/2020 4:12:46 PM keith369me PierrE DelectO has to vote that way.  Makes him a target

2/5/2020 4:13:20 PM keith369me Okay to travel the US?

2/5/2020 4:13:21 PM logicfarmer ?

2/5/2020 4:13:36 PM ewilliams22101 Serious prayers for POTUS and his family.  So many crazies out there. And yes, we will keep a close eye on anything that looks unusual.

2/5/2020 4:14:34 PM valhalla11111 The Pope has just "concrete" tweeted

Its coming

2/5/2020 4:15:24 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

2/5/2020 4:16:04 PM 17anqn 😂

2/5/2020 4:16:29 PM hmmngbrd508 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets decodes/analysis January 29-31; recen...  https://youtu.be/aX-P2FDld_8  via @YouTube

2/5/2020 4:19:58 PM ethereal_shaman I refused to vote in 2012, because MR was no different than the incumbant.   #corrupt

2/5/2020 4:20:12 PM spirteam "Evidence" ?

2/5/2020 4:21:21 PM coldnights4 There’s a strange phenomenon..it seems whenever one of the big DS players tweets “concrete”, it’s a signal..and so far these tweets have been 

followed by a False Flag to clog the news cycle.

Want a spooky example of DS comms? Do a twitter search for North Star. Look who’s there.

2/5/2020 4:21:24 PM robertrkimball Bain is French for bath, is it not, Pierre? Now just what would Bain Capital do?

2/5/2020 4:22:38 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMC @realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ http://wmur.com/article/astronaut-christina-koch-spends-record-breaking-328-days-in-space/30784083?src=app …

2/5/2020 4:23:06 PM nine_six3 These are his two most recent tweets. pic.twitter.com/1LT7pUqoOE

2/5/2020 4:28:37 PM rikudochan when I get kicked out of a chat room, I still feel something altho somehow I don't really care



2/5/2020 4:30:28 PM hutfilzsuzette Don't you think that this hideous virus could be a FF?

2/5/2020 4:32:10 PM nupps Maps , all roads lead to 13 familys , all related . Think mirror effect every country , every grubernment ! 

We're not out of the woods yet 🤔

The woods are deep & dark & full pitfalls !

2/5/2020 4:35:28 PM robjimmyerts Could be. I hear bill gates owns the patent on it.

2/5/2020 4:35:57 PM realityloominng It's all just science and the laws of God's nature.. Just like with guns, it's up to the human to do good or bad with it.

2/5/2020 4:36:33 PM crisco2377 Hey, looked up North Star, just what exactly am i missing?  Kindly give me a little more

2/5/2020 4:38:23 PM saltthegraves Huh?

2/5/2020 4:41:48 PM prrplegrl Mr. JB himself

2/5/2020 4:42:15 PM realityloominng All at the same time? Sounds like a crazy drug trip 🤔

2/5/2020 4:44:24 PM prrplegrl  https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1225177528890884096?s=20 …

2/5/2020 4:46:27 PM cyberanonrevolu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/5/2020 4:48:02 PM quantum_arts Something is going down

2/5/2020 4:49:52 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/1rseAU5JPa

2/5/2020 4:53:54 PM dianesaumure Tks MJ12, you are all waking us up

2/5/2020 4:54:57 PM crt14361013 ✔✔✔✔

✔✔✔✔✔

2/5/2020 4:56:52 PM jeffcordell6 Boom

2/5/2020 4:56:56 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1225221698422632448?s=19 …

2/5/2020 5:01:12 PM harada_toyo what does this mean?

the concrete tweet?  Why does this mean ff

2/5/2020 5:01:43 PM sbeebe70 He's @FollowThe17

2/5/2020 5:01:50 PM mongrelglory Time is an illusion.  From certain expansive perspectives, it doesn't really exist the way we see it.

2/5/2020 5:02:20 PM melissagouin1 Couldn’t open Washington post attachment. 😏

2/5/2020 5:02:22 PM keith369me Tucker just called him PierrE DelectO

2/5/2020 5:07:30 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

majic oz gap in IBM

piiiing!

2/5/2020 5:10:17 PM burgersandra Pope is losing control of the sheep b/c of the Great Awakening.

2/5/2020 5:12:30 PM ginger_carlyle Excellent point!!!  WE DENY CONSENT  !!!

2/5/2020 5:15:47 PM crazyj269 Trust the plan

2/5/2020 5:17:17 PM wwg1wga93583681 do tell pic.twitter.com/nQbLQCHoUA

2/5/2020 5:18:13 PM 28concerned Maybe Romney can run as a Democrats President, he's always been one. He played rebublican to keep Democrats filled in, a leaker

2/5/2020 5:20:24 PM wwg1wga93583681 they didn't let that piece of trash vote with Patriots

he's out for his crimes pic.twitter.com/Wwy7JzeKfa

2/5/2020 5:20:41 PM stardust_1416 This does not surprise me. How is this war criminal still walking freely?

2/5/2020 5:22:25 PM wwg1wga93583681 cannot wait till all the roles are revealed pic.twitter.com/6G3uwp2I6W

2/5/2020 5:23:17 PM wwg1wga93583681 we in here pic.twitter.com/Qnqb9pn5Qf

2/5/2020 5:23:54 PM covertress Guatemala https://twitter.com/TravelGov/status/1225225775823163392?s=20 …

2/5/2020 5:25:34 PM q_patchouli GANG OG 8 IS INDICTED PLUS they are grabbing Obama clone. Public arrests and fed reserve necessary before nesara

2/5/2020 5:27:14 PM q_patchouli You are close.  They are finished and this way the public will know and we off the clones

2/5/2020 5:27:34 PM editingwiz Admiral Byrd made a few expeditions there...need to read his stuff. Someone said “Empire Beneath the Ice” by Steve Quayle is good.

2/5/2020 5:28:33 PM q_patchouli Its code for distress... cops are on my ass

2/5/2020 5:30:44 PM myavery17 Q post pic.twitter.com/BPIWvfpyrq

2/5/2020 5:33:21 PM myavery17 Why would he want to shake her hand when she’s been trying to get him impeached from the beginning.

2/5/2020 5:37:10 PM cosmicphoenix5 ThanQ!

Honestly science hasn’t proven the Earth isn’t hollow.

They can only prove it’s not completely solid. Meaning the Earth either has a “liquid” magma mantle or it’s not a mantle and it’s hollow with a central 

💫 star. P waves and S waves 🌊 from 🌍 quakes is KEY 🔑 #Deep pic.twitter.com/09uq0ojK9v

2/5/2020 5:37:35 PM jeff57253103 Honestly I feel forgiveness is necessary first. Ask God to show you how and help you to forgive. I’ve had to go that route

2/5/2020 5:38:07 PM trixirilla  pic.twitter.com/d3z16XPZtS

2/5/2020 5:38:14 PM coldnights4  pic.twitter.com/OsKlMNRb3u

2/5/2020 5:39:20 PM jazzjt Excellent. We are now ready for the next time Crying Chuck begins lying again!!!!

2/5/2020 5:42:03 PM whatscale  https://youtu.be/xlUD7Ui-kv4 

leticia ortiz =joyful death

steel your face

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/cPIP3zsTOw

2/5/2020 5:45:08 PM whatscale Furious Seven

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#coronavirus

#coronavirususa pic.twitter.com/Ipe36SurjT

2/5/2020 5:45:11 PM jim06508302 Is the pocket watch in alice in wonderland suppose to be a ingersoll trump watch? The one the rabbit has.

2/5/2020 5:53:55 PM parmenterligia So corrupt. Who could be a part of this POS PARTY.

2/5/2020 5:54:12 PM natureinspace There he goes using the code word again. Somethings up.

2/5/2020 5:54:28 PM cosmicphoenix5 We should probably bring warm clothes. It might get chilly if we run out of fuel for the flamethrowers. May be easier just to take a submarine instead 

and just float on in one of the sea tunnel entrances. But subs can’t fly very well, we need antigravity if we want to get there. 

pic.twitter.com/0tpWTMfQXe

2/5/2020 5:56:21 PM lizzah_83 Yep exactly. Mitt is NOT a good man. I thought this was widely known? My god, a lot of people are still deep asleep and enslaved. Much 

deprogramming still to be done. Romney is RINO, corrupt and part of the Deep State.

2/5/2020 6:01:20 PM autobots4trump whats an ff alert

2/5/2020 6:02:13 PM musicalcookie1 False Flag

2/5/2020 6:02:52 PM autobots4trump whats the false flag

2/5/2020 6:04:22 PM musicalcookie1  pic.twitter.com/an33ZMGC5L

2/5/2020 6:04:24 PM whatscale corona's and umbrellas

#CoronaOutbreak

#coronaviruschina

#furiousseven

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/WGbMjzsQ7p

2/5/2020 6:05:17 PM flippin4cofffee Wht does it have 13 levels of bricks?

2/5/2020 6:06:31 PM autobots4trump yeah i know that part, whats the false flag we should be alert for

2/5/2020 6:09:02 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1225184382882734081?s=19 …



2/5/2020 6:10:29 PM pleiotropik 03/24-3/02

2/5/2020 6:11:32 PM musicalcookie1 I don’t think we know yet... seems to be sort of a BOLO post...👀

2/5/2020 6:14:29 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1225234192730066945 …

2/5/2020 6:15:13 PM anav3333 Roger that

2/5/2020 6:21:30 PM lynnstueber #WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @DonaldJTrumpJr @KarluskaP @intheMatrixxx @BarbaraRedgate @GoJackFlynn 

@prayingmedic @SantaSurfing @Tinktweets45 @Michaelcraddo16 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET

@IPOT1776 https://youtu.be/YJnQnD9EXnw 

2/5/2020 6:24:15 PM autobots4trump maybe he just saw a demokkkrat and wanted to warn everyone

2/5/2020 6:28:42 PM aleks8837 Well. The revolution starts soon anyway, so! 🤩

Bye "representatives" in power! 🖐

2/5/2020 6:30:06 PM crisco2377 Thank you for explanation!!

2/5/2020 6:31:04 PM cyberanonrevolu @Ph03n1x24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs

2/5/2020 6:35:02 PM thereahempqueen  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/fbi-arrests-169-in-super-bowl-sex-trafficking-sting …

2/5/2020 6:38:29 PM westmount_d7 Appreciate the excellent info. What ARE we to do when we see it happening on our streets? Longer this is all kept quiet, the more discusting it is. It’s 

taking way, way too long to deal with it. Maybe the masons should stop protecting each other so we can get this ended 🌹

2/5/2020 6:42:38 PM cosmicphoenix5 Sure.. but Ripley is human... humans can die. 

May be best to send a a robot 🤖 like Wall-E or maybe even something more advanced like the new David 8 from Weyland Corp. I know a guy that can 

get you a sweet deal on a slightly used showroom/stunt model.

 https://youtu.be/qgJs7uluwlU  pic.twitter.com/rup2Al2MXU

2/5/2020 6:47:33 PM cathyholton4 I was in an energy high for days!!

2/5/2020 6:51:16 PM chirpingkel Because this world is corrupt and dying ! Better things are yet to come. Evil is out there. Just gotta deal with it. Ain’t worried or scared! Jesus saves

2/5/2020 6:54:01 PM ayethespy What did he lie about @ChuckSchumer? Honoring the Tuskagee Airman and his great grandson; reuniting Townsend with his wife and children, Tom, 

the recovered drug addict who was helped thru opportunity zone, increased 401ks, USMCA, killing terrorists? school choice? no lies

2/5/2020 6:57:06 PM lizzah_83 For any one still doubting my statement on Mitt...here’s more food for thought. 

 https://t.co/5vvBMyJNLL  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1225214859857584128?s=21 …

2/5/2020 6:59:22 PM robertrkimball It's getting to be like a weather forecast.

2/5/2020 6:59:57 PM michell87248593 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The All-Seeing Eye: Sacred Origins of a Hijacked Symbol  https://consciousreporter.com/conspiracy-against-

consciousness/corruption-sacred-symbols-all-seeing-eye/ … via @consciousreport

2/5/2020 7:00:14 PM americanpetal Thanks. I don’t doubt anymore. 🇺🇸

2/5/2020 7:02:57 PM blsdbe #Majestic

2/5/2020 7:06:20 PM keith369me You haven’t figured it out yet?  Q+...+++...Same general makeup as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...some we know their faces...some can respond to questions at 

lightning speed.

2/5/2020 7:12:24 PM kevinmruel  https://youtu.be/-827QmRDjUA 

How some things are twisted and distorted with the Bible

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/5/2020 7:14:30 PM 369helen313 Hi MJ ...

President Trump not shaking hands with Nancy last night , was his security team’s advice !?

2/5/2020 7:27:40 PM se7en32781870 Huh? That makes no sense and yet is ominous. A concrete poverty from the things of this world? Sounds like death to me. Hard pass on that idea, 

pontiffe

2/5/2020 7:36:05 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/mQAXcx4oKZ

2/5/2020 7:39:54 PM lesdel05 So trying to catch up-will read. Many thanks and love❤️

2/5/2020 7:44:52 PM jeffcordell6 Thought crossed my mind too

2/5/2020 7:49:02 PM cameronldownie Craptastic tactics ... contempt for our laws

2/5/2020 7:57:39 PM georgepeterbon2 😠😠😠😠😠😠 pic.twitter.com/z4hnbRgAxW

2/5/2020 8:18:42 PM michell87248593 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Here is an answer to your question about why the pyramid has an eye in the center of it.  

https://twitter.com/michell87248593/status/1225271598728564736 …

2/5/2020 8:26:42 PM txchris4trump After unsealing of high ranking people, so he will be the "Healer" and Bring Joy and the Spirit of God to people all over the WORLD.

2/5/2020 8:36:32 PM 256scott Wait.... Did you say Mormon or moron?

2/5/2020 9:30:53 PM adsvel Never, just a smile in his, her face.

2/5/2020 9:31:56 PM calimountiangal Thanks SOOOOOO much!!!! Got it!! 👍

2/5/2020 9:36:08 PM faye_mcgarry Even more Turnbull corruption along with Christopher Pyne, Brandis, Keenan, Varley, Colvin and others.                  @POTUS @LoveBling6 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ici_cam/status/1216566091331198976 …

2/5/2020 9:57:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Where's the Bloody Barron?

Or Sir Cadogan?

Reread past tweets about HP.

Who quoted HP?

Why is it relevant?

You will soon find out. https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1225294566191923200 …

2/5/2020 9:58:58 PM 1776dawg I watched a whole 17 seconds of that and knew exactly where it was going wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah 

wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah wah 

wah wah wah wah wah

2/5/2020 9:59:33 PM thekecksburgkid I don't get it, are you MJ 12 or wut? Who is the Falcon?

2/5/2020 10:00:00 PM yellamoj Amplification.

2/5/2020 10:00:07 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/vfldude01/status/1224469842281013248?s=21 … https://twitter.com/VFLDude17/status/1224469842281013248 …

2/5/2020 10:00:15 PM eastcoasterik Harry Potter

2/5/2020 10:00:24 PM quartrmastranon Just tell us twats. The cryptic shit is soooo played.

2/5/2020 10:00:48 PM eastcoasterik Nice!

2/5/2020 10:03:20 PM denyaraful What means FF?

2/5/2020 10:03:58 PM jeff90140499 HP.... Lovecraft?!? Or Hewlett Packard?!? Hitler Poopsie?!?

2/5/2020 10:04:51 PM nurseniceyes I miss the Harry Potter references. They totally go over my head.

2/5/2020 10:07:12 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/t9CfJCp5N4

2/5/2020 10:09:14 PM palmdalekid2 VA Wasted $223 Million on Transport Services, Failed to Pay Veterans’ Medical Bills Resulting in Denied Care 

12/13/2019 

 https://osc.gov/News/Pages/20-07-VA-Wasted-223-Million.aspx …



2/5/2020 10:09:50 PM palmdalekid2 OSC Urges MSPB to Protect Federal Workers Who Cooperate with Internal Agency Investigations 

1/29/2020 

 https://osc.gov/News/Pages/20-09-Amicus-Protect-Federal-Workers.aspx …

2/5/2020 10:12:00 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/QmaPmBBvsW

2/5/2020 10:14:36 PM girlawakeinca Always protect the children, humanities future. 🙏❤️🇺🇸🌍 pic.twitter.com/RfhMZa9iLp

2/5/2020 10:15:13 PM eastcoasterik  https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1224423121098244097?s=21 …

2/5/2020 10:16:33 PM ksouth21 Nice clip retrieval!

2/5/2020 10:19:11 PM ksouth21 Nice! Thank you

2/5/2020 10:20:12 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/UXsGfxiRjA

2/5/2020 10:22:05 PM troyale52891286 Harry Potter

2/5/2020 10:22:07 PM balammb Bane said....

Romney owned Bain Capital...

2/5/2020 10:31:16 PM catsnmi EACH and EVERY one! According to the edict of the Georgia Guidestones - (decrease and then) maintain the world population at 500,000,000.

2/5/2020 10:37:44 PM oneperspective6 Can you teach us to?

2/5/2020 10:38:09 PM loricam59349743 I was actually surprised he voted not guilty on the 2nd article.

2/5/2020 10:38:18 PM jeritud3 The New York Times used to be called the Gray Lady of American newspapers

2/5/2020 10:42:08 PM janey634 It's 1:41 AM time in EST, comcast is going out all over the eastern seaboard. Off and on continuously. Eyes open.

2/5/2020 10:43:26 PM 1_decided_voter Here's one more current... https://abc7.com/5904117/ 

2/5/2020 10:45:30 PM taf1969  pic.twitter.com/KJdUL322qh

2/5/2020 10:47:13 PM karentriebel you did🦄

2/5/2020 10:47:45 PM oneperspective6 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must 

fewaves wash over your body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …

2/5/2020 10:51:54 PM santadomingo16 Was this you guys?

 https://abc7.com/amp/5904117/ 

2/5/2020 10:52:42 PM santadomingo16 Was this you guys? 

 https://abc7.com/amp/5904117/ 

2/5/2020 10:53:07 PM nine_six3 The Fat Lady / The Grey Lady... Rudy mentions these two.

As shown, Jason Crow quotes HP, but there are others who have as well. HRC seems to really like HP. 

Please let this be referring to Killary finally going down! pic.twitter.com/SH1wnb1NyR

2/5/2020 10:56:07 PM nine_six3 No problem at all, still trying to figure it out. Hope it leads to a big name going down, publicly. Please oh please!!!

2/5/2020 10:57:01 PM nine_six3 Oops... meant to add this one! pic.twitter.com/GK2IRytjah

2/5/2020 10:57:41 PM rudedrew63 He mentions oaths and sacrifice quite a bit

2/5/2020 10:58:48 PM cheryljohnston_ Oh ye with so little faith.

2/5/2020 11:02:27 PM nurseniceyes Is this related? https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/06/politics/department-homeland-security-new-york-trusted-traveler-programs/index.html …

2/5/2020 11:02:42 PM cheryljohnston_ Why do you think they steal & hate the light in others

2/5/2020 11:03:43 PM mambacoreander Ach Du Sch..! Hast Du das gemeldet??

2/5/2020 11:09:18 PM candtalan false flag?

2/5/2020 11:10:52 PM nine_six3 "Where's the Bloody Baron?" pic.twitter.com/W1Z7jSHkGd

2/5/2020 11:11:17 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

Trumpet は、トランプファンのような意味です☺️

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1221490269415018496 … pic.twitter.com/ZtC3mlScr0
2/5/2020 11:11:58 PM jeff90140499 U sure?!?

2/5/2020 11:13:07 PM rudedrew63 On the HP wiki it says sir cadogan was married 3 times and had 17 kids. Thought that was pretty intresting not so much relevant but intresting

2/5/2020 11:14:53 PM cheryljohnston_ Nope no cure for that one..

2/5/2020 11:19:18 PM cheryljohnston_ Divine protection works pretty good.

2/5/2020 11:31:39 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Awhile ago you posted a Dropbox link of a lot of your responses and info about ISBE's. I had it saved and only had a few pages left 

to read, but had to format my pc and lost link. Repost plz?

2/5/2020 11:34:30 PM nine_six3 "It's Not Over, Until The Fat Lady Sings!" 🎤🎤🎤

(She Hopefully Ends on a Long and Heavy Convicting Note)

2/5/2020 11:43:10 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/w4acfvbKBd

2/6/2020 12:29:56 AM nurseniceyes Really?

2/6/2020 12:33:10 AM bibibobibox Thank you ❤️

2/6/2020 12:36:28 AM janey634 Tell us what is happening right now, at this moment? Are there booms?

2/6/2020 12:47:18 AM bibibobibox  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadogan_Square …

2/6/2020 12:59:57 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/1DtLWlw6Ac

2/6/2020 1:13:01 AM holotechrd Awesome!! I'M READY ⚡💥❤️🌌🛸🌎🕳 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @dbongino @RudyGiuliani @wokesocieties @AGWillliamBarr @

SecureTeam10 @GinaMColvinHill @JustInformU

@John_F_Kennnedy @JustInformU

@prayingmedic @EyesOnQ

@VincentCrypt46

@realDonaldTrump  https://youtu.be/jabC1joa9ts 

2/6/2020 1:18:52 AM __intothewild_ Do it Q!

2/6/2020 1:39:20 AM bumma123 No Chuckles  you lie, just lie!!

2/6/2020 1:40:38 AM baganon1 Gray Lady is NYT

2/6/2020 1:55:37 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/K5MyW4Q90k



2/6/2020 1:56:21 AM lightlove21121 🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@WhiteHouse

@MELANIATRUMP

@IvankaTrump

@P0A_Triot23

🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽

Next trial (for the sentence) 5th of March. I Love You 🔥
2/6/2020 2:01:29 AM chaele3 @cindymccain

@realDonaldTrump

@trump_assistant

@speakprojectM

@LawfulAmerica

@JudicialWatch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SpeakGF

@NoLongerIgnored

@RealEyeTheSpy

@StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/SOySKdvpOt
2/6/2020 2:12:47 AM thankq43599059 You truly are making twitter great again. Love reading your posts. Please dont stop!

2/6/2020 2:15:21 AM thankq43599059 I think about how worms behave as you bait the hook. Squirmy.

2/6/2020 2:45:38 AM faye_mcgarry @realQNN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Q2ndWave @MajorRoberts10 https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1225208752242077697 …

2/6/2020 3:00:56 AM guy_hickey Bitch, Bitch, Bitch. That's all the Dems do. Chucky is so depressing.... doom and gloom. Nothing good to say and nothing's

2/6/2020 3:06:16 AM faye_mcgarry Who will have blood on their hands, who will be held accountable? @ScottMorrisonMP @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD @PaulineHansonOz 

@POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JacquiLambie https://twitter.com/Rectitude20/status/1225171499201548290 …

2/6/2020 3:16:38 AM lynnsch98891174 I already went to check but it's from 2013 and it was the day of the Boston marathon bombing.

2/6/2020 3:22:09 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/6/2020 3:25:00 AM bmj240768 Your welcome Beans. 😀

2/6/2020 3:38:19 AM lightlove21121 What’s up Angel?

2/6/2020 3:39:03 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/GpVHwegzZP

2/6/2020 3:52:53 AM cyberanonrevolu Soros has been trying to eject Zuckerberg lately. I'm looking for barron, I find this. pic.twitter.com/vh68fBMU4F

2/6/2020 4:15:32 AM catheri70981208 Did you also see in Q's post...the first sleigh is spelled correctly ; the second one is spelled "sleign"....?

2/6/2020 4:21:31 AM nanablue37 Can't see the tweet your talking about.  What did it say?

2/6/2020 4:29:56 AM dawnblanke1 The pyramid represents the penial gland (the mind's eye , the third eye of the brain) the eye inside of the pyramid represents the eye of God as he is 

always watching and sees everything. 

And that's the truth without the hype. 

J's much love n light

2/6/2020 4:33:33 AM dinunziotd The divination corridor  7th floor of Hogwarts Castle. North tower

2/6/2020 4:37:38 AM lylalee79567006 Concrete......Haha I  got that one ...Bosnia PYRAMIDS..older BUILDER RACE TECHNOLOGY

2/6/2020 4:39:32 AM lylalee79567006 Concrete...old BUILDER RACE...Bosnia PYRAMIDS...power up

2/6/2020 4:45:27 AM lylalee79567006 Left eye old family....right eye NEW members...( HOLLYWEIRD) ancient BUILDER TECHNOLOGY.

Nice to see people with black eyes again....haha..

2/6/2020 4:45:44 AM catheri70981208 Tis expected...

2/6/2020 4:50:30 AM covertress "an entity" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034434619351990273?s=20 …

2/6/2020 5:04:32 AM 4rgod2 Bird cages....an Illuminati fav.

2/6/2020 5:11:28 AM rosscarwalker Is Katy Perry compromised? pic.twitter.com/m9E8jfjJPM

2/6/2020 5:14:19 AM agentmyami 🙏

2/6/2020 5:14:46 AM lightlove21121 Since when do WE let [them] win?

#TrustThePlan even in the darkest times brother of the light 🙏🏽

2/6/2020 5:15:23 AM rosscarwalker Now that is fascinating

2/6/2020 5:16:55 AM ewolsj Oh yeah she sold out, did you hear her radio interview in France a few years ago talking about how much she loves to be a cannibal, yet the prince feels 

she's the perfect one to help fight for kids??? Maybe she is but not to the benefit of any children involved......

2/6/2020 5:24:35 AM rosscarwalker Do you think she's Pizzagate?

2/6/2020 5:26:29 AM ewolsj Probably since she attends the spirit cooking dinners and other "parties"

2/6/2020 5:27:02 AM rosscarwalker Have we evidence of her attending spirit cooking dinners?

2/6/2020 5:27:08 AM ewolsj But "pizza gate" is bigger than just her

2/6/2020 5:27:23 AM ewolsj Pictures

2/6/2020 5:28:41 AM rosscarwalker She hangs out with "the crowd". That's enough for me to know she shouldn't be the ambassador for an anti child trafficking group. These people are 

sick

2/6/2020 5:31:53 AM ewolsj Yes they are very sick and twisted and thankfully we won't have to deal with them for much longer ^.^

2/6/2020 5:43:35 AM imapatriot8 Mine, too! She sure was eager for someone who hates him so!!!

2/6/2020 5:48:58 AM kachinagtto Good find!

2/6/2020 5:50:01 AM nocommunistusa An alien?

2/6/2020 5:50:32 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀 #SeeSomethingSaySomething

2/6/2020 5:50:58 AM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/4iEipJPerb

2/6/2020 5:51:33 AM americanpetal McCain

2/6/2020 5:52:55 AM nocommunistusa And who knows what they put in there 😡

2/6/2020 6:01:15 AM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  , is this the face you make when you’re on to the next act?  pic.twitter.com/uYAoEil20L

2/6/2020 6:04:51 AM nocommunistusa Of course it’s probably worse there

2/6/2020 6:05:31 AM raisethevib369 "Regenerative neurology clinic".....wonder what they REALLY do......

2/6/2020 6:09:03 AM rosscarwalker Do we know where the Pindar or head of the Draco's lives? Is that the Queen?

2/6/2020 6:09:24 AM kindeandtrue So little faith, or a healthy skepticism?

2/6/2020 6:09:33 AM lightlove21121 [They] Love that idea. 

I Love You. 

♥️.

2/6/2020 6:15:37 AM rosscarwalker Should she be the ambassador of an anti child trafficking group headed up by Prince Charles?

2/6/2020 6:16:54 AM davidhu86480982 👀

2/6/2020 6:25:06 AM patriotyoga That evil does not come from our creater of heaven. In your darkest moment god is always there but when n god there is no hell - so anything that 

doesnt come from love  heart center comes from the fallen angel.



2/6/2020 6:29:14 AM norm0413 And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not.

-John 1:5

2/6/2020 6:31:16 AM agentmyami Majestic 12? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/6/2020 6:32:22 AM nocommunistusa Probably many in your government involved. Major scandal in history when this all finally breaks.

2/6/2020 6:41:44 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/yHPr87J1XO

2/6/2020 6:43:12 AM kindeandtrue Didn't you just point out the other day that Pepe is used as an international pedophile symbol? (Note photo of the girl below the frog with the 

mushroom hat.) pic.twitter.com/E58hkGEXMB

2/6/2020 6:45:23 AM aluminumpatriot Compromised?

I think she’s in it knee deep! Like the fox sent to guard the hen house

2/6/2020 6:46:45 AM kek_ski  pic.twitter.com/1Y8AAZTihg

2/6/2020 6:48:58 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/jtZ8LH4mLK

2/6/2020 6:49:06 AM lynettepisano  pic.twitter.com/bo34FAnNrq

2/6/2020 6:49:38 AM carol_beeee kek!

2/6/2020 6:50:03 AM wareqglepqtriot HP?

2/6/2020 6:50:27 AM decodematrix Majestic Green Frog

2/6/2020 6:51:40 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/6zYcpTpsKf

2/6/2020 6:56:53 AM rick_hernandez That doesn’t look like Pepe to me. Looks like the face of the crab from moana but with a penis head

2/6/2020 6:57:52 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/UtD7QI0dSi

2/6/2020 6:58:17 AM rick_hernandez That’s what it reminded me of anyway

2/6/2020 6:58:59 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1225408166512381953?s=19 …

2/6/2020 6:59:08 AM kindeandtrue MJ identified it as a Pepe symbol. Read the thread. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224555480615473154 …

2/6/2020 6:59:31 AM 444_q_ 👍

2/6/2020 7:00:14 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/XXG39iMTtA

2/6/2020 7:01:08 AM nine_six3 I’m also slightly confused as to what ‘Frog/Pepe’ really means in terms of a Human Trafficking? Why was it included as a point (4/) in reference to 

observing signifiers. Any clarification would be great!!!

2/6/2020 7:01:38 AM kindeandtrue I don't think we're going to get any clarification.

2/6/2020 7:01:40 AM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/l2MGPav6px

2/6/2020 7:02:09 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/XWJLZNqx99

2/6/2020 7:02:19 AM lenartjoe Is that a TR-3B we’re seeing reflected in the eyes, or am I barking up the wrong topic?

2/6/2020 7:03:07 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/RgDtIKeMsS

2/6/2020 7:03:22 AM rick_hernandez I don’t see where MJ identities it as anything but a frog. My impression is that it may be similar on purpose but not the same image

2/6/2020 7:03:56 AM kindeandtrue Tweet says "Pepe/frog", or can't you read?

2/6/2020 7:04:52 AM rick_hernandez Frog/Pepe? It says. And peace and love to you. ❤️❤️❤️

2/6/2020 7:06:39 AM rick_hernandez Please refrain from creating and dispersing the energy they feed off of. Love and light

2/6/2020 7:07:28 AM kindeandtrue It's worth considering. Some people claim Pepe the frog is an Illuminati symbol. Could also be a Zionist symbol. Wouldn't it be ironic if Trump/Q 

supporters had been using a pedophile/Illuminati icon all this time to show their support of Trump?

2/6/2020 7:08:05 AM covertress thank you https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1225428878392512512?s=20 …

2/6/2020 7:08:26 AM rosscarwalker This seems to be the case in many of the cabals "children's charities". If humans can go vegetarian, so can they.....

2/6/2020 7:08:55 AM earth2nissy God Bless our Unicorns and those who hold them safely. Amen.

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

❤️🧡💛🦄💚💙💜

2/6/2020 7:09:20 AM rick_hernandez It’s possible. I think it would have come up before though no? I did see something a while ago that shows that Pepe has been around for centuries. So 

it’s entirely possible we don’t understand the full meaning

2/6/2020 7:09:36 AM kindeandtrue That's ridiculous. Being afraid to bring up any questions or dissent from the party line because you are afraid MJ 12 will be offended borders on cult-like 

behavior. M12 is no doubt much tougher than you think.

2/6/2020 7:09:56 AM deplorablesabi KB

2/6/2020 7:10:22 AM kindeandtrue Yep.

2/6/2020 7:11:28 AM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/HimrGBys9E

2/6/2020 7:13:26 AM werascending  pic.twitter.com/zPwGhb7OhK

2/6/2020 7:18:24 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

共和党内での支持率は記録的な95%。

全体の支持率は53%と新たな最高値。

もし魔女狩りやイカサマ弾劾が無ければ、更に20%高かったのでは？

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1224724275900375042 … pic.twitter.com/ViffX2EsOI
2/6/2020 7:19:44 AM blac1kay  pic.twitter.com/4wGOH78awP

2/6/2020 7:23:07 AM hrivario A false flag attack.  They go and shoot up a school or a mall to distract away from potentially damaging info

2/6/2020 7:23:51 AM pepeanon3 Psalm 105:30

Their land swarmed with frogs Even in the chambers of their kings.

2/6/2020 7:26:36 AM nine_six3 Sending you Lots of Love and Light! You are not alone and we all stand with you. #WWG1WGA

If you choose to give-in and let go, just know, you are Loved. 

(Oh and don’t forget to walk into the Void).

2/6/2020 7:28:09 AM americanpetal 👍

2/6/2020 7:29:47 AM nine_six3 Stay and help us Fight. We need you!!!

I Love you, realOnlyHuman!!! ❤️ &💡

2/6/2020 7:29:59 AM jackiejordan131 Surely, you've heard of their 'All Seeing Eye' representing and bragging that they see everything and are in complete control of the world.

I jokingly call the Illuminati symbol 'One Eye Blind', because those Satanists are ALL going down hard due to Precision Military Planning.

2/6/2020 7:30:03 AM ultra_unlimited #StayComfy friends and Majestic #QAnon Family. The end certainly won’t be for everyone but for the faithful, #TheBestIsYetToCome 

#TheGreatAwakening is live and there’s no turning back. Maintain #OpSec and keep #love in your heart. Brighter days of celebration will soon be here 

⚡️ pic.twitter.com/aT1bp3h9Zh

2/6/2020 7:30:51 AM rosscarwalker As a citizen of Earth, I command the Draco to surrender immediately. We can then forgive and shift Earth into Peace D @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MongrelGlory @ArchangelAmongU @realDonaldTrump



2/6/2020 7:31:49 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

お楽しみはこれからだ！

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1223099086389121026 … pic.twitter.com/ReYYOEXuo1
2/6/2020 7:33:51 AM archangelamongu We have removed most of the malevolent reptilian and Annunaki presence from the Earth. Their bodies remain. Higher dimensional souls have walked 

in and are attempting to reprogram the brains in each body  to work through then.

2/6/2020 7:33:51 AM traj_20 I’ve been hoping we could use Harry Potter references soon. It’s my time 🤣

2/6/2020 7:35:14 AM nine_six3 Well said, thankQ!!! 

We got this you guys. 

We came for this moment, #TheGreatAwakening and we will see it through. Together. 

We have each other, Love and Light. That’s all that matters. #WWG1WGA

2/6/2020 7:37:19 AM rosscarwalker This is wonderful news. So moving Earth into 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D, 9D just requires patience and healing? What is next for us?

2/6/2020 7:38:05 AM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/EUovKPew4d

2/6/2020 7:38:53 AM nodingleberries I watched...Seems the Democrats more concerned about gun control, facial recognition, election inttrference...While Republicans concerned about 

corruption with the FBI and why aren't people being investigated...FISA/Courts

2/6/2020 7:39:33 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

ニューヨークタイムズの報道とは裏腹にボルトン本人はトランプ大統領の主張通り、不正はなかったという内容のコメント。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1222655839573565440 …

2/6/2020 7:42:32 AM mongrelglory Are their ghosts coming back to haunt them?

2/6/2020 7:44:26 AM archangelamongu Everyone gets as many chances as they need to move through the steps of ascension back to the Creator. Parts of humanity will advance to Fourth 

Density (negative and positive). Others will be recycling to another Third Density planet.  It’s all good.

2/6/2020 7:51:07 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

過去最大の貿易協定である米国・メキシコ・カナダ貿易協定は昨日署名されたがフェイクニュースはほとんど報道しなかった。彼らの信

頼性はゼロだ

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1222982067799121926 … pic.twitter.com/JwmdG8RYqY
2/6/2020 7:52:48 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/noV2QOhnr6

2/6/2020 7:54:33 AM ineternitynow21  pic.twitter.com/Mt7UDnbimK

2/6/2020 7:54:50 AM lightlove21121 Fires me up 😎

🔥🔥🔥🔥️🔥🔥🔥🔥

️️️️🔥️️️️

🔥🔥🔥🔥️🔥🔥🔥🔥

2/6/2020 7:55:03 AM decodematrix Reflections are important. TR-3B confirmed.

2/6/2020 8:00:43 AM lightlove21121 I have. Tagged you. 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

2/6/2020 8:01:33 AM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/sgpGZZNW4A

2/6/2020 8:02:48 AM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/huha47hJqU

2/6/2020 8:05:20 AM iowa_trump Did Rudy just interject Harry Potter references?

Something big is afoot. Read the info below the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1225297319899344897 … 

pic.twitter.com/36Mo38Qljm

2/6/2020 8:06:22 AM winklerburke A guess:  Trump was @ Washington DC prayer gathering.  He’s a (very good) Bloody Barron. Sir Cadogan (very good wizard) could be of Q team, 

Admiral Rogers.  Their magic wands, at this point, are the most powerful things going in the galaxy right now?  All with the Force: Cheer.

2/6/2020 8:09:38 AM earth2nissy Amen 🙏

2/6/2020 8:09:53 AM manifest_utopia United pic.twitter.com/0CmiHWI5eC

2/6/2020 8:10:20 AM ownmother See something run like hell because if you say something you'll be watchlisted.

2/6/2020 8:11:32 AM seeker229 Already been in this since 1993. Idgaf

2/6/2020 8:11:57 AM seeker229 Also as the infantry say run towards the enemy not away.

2/6/2020 8:16:09 AM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1225451344670134272 …

2/6/2020 8:29:36 AM alight412 Can you explain "negative and positive"? I would have thought only the positive would advance. What would be the purpose of moving the negative?

2/6/2020 8:32:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 ThankQ LEO

2/6/2020 8:33:48 AM nine_six3 Protected by LEO

2/6/2020 8:35:47 AM jayemmorgan What is that hand gesture the fat lady is doing? Something symbolic of child abuse? Does she remind you of Roseanne back when she was heavy? 

Maybe @therealroseanne should sue.

2/6/2020 8:35:59 AM egonenglish What does that stand for? I’ve seen it before but cannot recall



2/6/2020 8:36:06 AM nurseniceyes What happened?

2/6/2020 8:36:23 AM nurseniceyes Law enforcement officer

2/6/2020 8:36:48 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/wRCK5vBZQ7

2/6/2020 8:37:09 AM scottgasaway Could be the officer who was gunned down in Florida while helping a motorist?

2/6/2020 8:37:17 AM marty713 #ThursdayMotivation #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/Mn508ZleUz

2/6/2020 8:37:20 AM stacyrando Um..... reflection pic.twitter.com/XdDIojDI03

2/6/2020 8:37:28 AM geniuscaveman Still the President

2/6/2020 8:37:43 AM bbobbio71 That's not PEPE

2/6/2020 8:38:49 AM kachinagtto So FF thwarted??

2/6/2020 8:39:38 AM earth2nissy Yes, thank you and God Bless you 🙏

2/6/2020 8:39:56 AM michael58668612 Low Earth Orbit

2/6/2020 8:43:05 AM nine_six3 I thought this at first... “Aspects within LEO will protect you” 

When stated like that, ‘Low Earth Orbit’ sort of makes sense.

2/6/2020 8:43:26 AM warrior_4truth LEO = Low Earth Orbit  ......... OR

ThankQ LEO

Q = 17 

LEO LION CONSTELATION

BUT....WHO is the LION?

2/6/2020 8:49:16 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

JoeMはトップに 11:11:18の数字を置き、さらに背景はホワイトハウス動画の"今が行動の時だ"の画と一致。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1222242637870092288 … pic.twitter.com/tbtv6uKFv5
2/6/2020 8:50:57 AM moemc8 Guess something was foiled.  Thank God!  May Arch Angel Michael protect all our LEOs.

2/6/2020 8:51:02 AM charitable_fury BTW — 95 North close to Port St. Licie...there was another “body” discovered close to the scene...Likely, the officer stopping discovered foul play, and 

the “motorist/killer” panicked and killed the officer...VERY SAD!!...

2/6/2020 8:54:44 AM scottgasaway Horrible

2/6/2020 8:57:07 AM kachinagtto Fat lady singing? pic.twitter.com/snKI517Cmv

2/6/2020 8:59:03 AM davethadude369  https://www.newsweek.com/grey-death-deadly-louisiana-police-1485771?sfns=mo …

2/6/2020 8:59:09 AM anitakingsbauer Law Enforcement Officer

2/6/2020 9:00:34 AM iab_32 Not from disease, from him sounding the alarm. 60K a year die from our flu, so till it actually becomes a problem, I’ll keep trusting the plan.

2/6/2020 9:01:37 AM jeremyrobards7 We dont run away from the enemy. pic.twitter.com/MCr3qSnxc9

2/6/2020 9:02:57 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3795 ブレクジットは、2年前にQが #Q658 で予告していた。#2年デルタ

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1222253687713619968 … pic.twitter.com/WbNxdMIGPU
2/6/2020 9:07:35 AM mongrelglory LEO= Law Enforcement Officers.

2/6/2020 9:14:55 AM miss_ampie Law Enforcement Officers

2/6/2020 9:17:34 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

私は現在米のお祭り騒ぎに巻き込まれ、ここ数時間でフォロワーが200人以上増😳💦

新しい世界が始まりそうな予感😍

#COVFEFE

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1222352804712337408 … pic.twitter.com/dsTd7c0t0p
2/6/2020 9:20:39 AM keith369me FF averted?

2/6/2020 9:20:46 AM jakeglassmaker This is the symbol for the city of Lakewood, Colorado. pic.twitter.com/oFwnKMtUAO

2/6/2020 9:24:16 AM steppedweller7 Perhaps they have started using Pepe/frog for confusion and cover.  After all, it’s the last symbol an awake patriot would suspect?! 🧐❓

2/6/2020 9:25:12 AM snakesanders22 In your looking glass, how big will be the celebration after the storm? I hope will be EPIC!

@Qanon76 @MagniAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/6/2020 9:27:31 AM trump_alliance Btw Crow revealed to be C_A prior to 2018 midterm elections FYI. 

Thanks for the clip! 

All comes into focus. 

#WitchHunt

#DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

#GodWins

2/6/2020 9:27:49 AM fansblowing3 Super Bowl trafficking arrests I suppose?



2/6/2020 9:31:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 GAME OVER!

"What Storm Mr President?"

"You'll find out..." pic.twitter.com/6WPH8DATCa

2/6/2020 9:32:17 AM bananne81 Not today

2/6/2020 9:32:34 AM kachinagtto There is no step 5

2/6/2020 9:33:45 AM thekecksburgkid this is a very unsatisfying MJ 12 account to follow fyi

2/6/2020 9:36:22 AM tl_dobs  pic.twitter.com/Uz63hE4j5a

2/6/2020 9:36:45 AM lbf777 Ah yes. More useless hope porn to keep the patriots pacified.

2/6/2020 9:37:15 AM lbf777 It’s just hope porn to pacify the patriots.

2/6/2020 9:37:26 AM process_facts  pic.twitter.com/VkyVQvW81W

2/6/2020 9:42:15 AM thekecksburgkid gross

2/6/2020 9:44:14 AM corn_hole Is Pepe a mind virus? pic.twitter.com/ccQ9YbS7WB

2/6/2020 9:47:21 AM rosscarwalker I like the idea of that

2/6/2020 9:48:04 AM fallorsesh I don't believe any of these accounts but I have to say this one in particular providing some startling accurate info about and before Kobe's death. 

Hours before anyone knew/reported on they stated it was NOT safe for air travel in the US that day. I keep my eyes on now

2/6/2020 9:53:07 AM ownmother When you are terribly outnumbered, a single female... You try to escape.  These little infratards are cowardly fools for ganging up on someone because 

the sheriff told them to.

2/6/2020 9:55:10 AM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/kuyMjw0vcB

2/6/2020 9:55:20 AM seeker229 Been there. Then you fight for what you think is right. You fight to get up everyday and just do. pic.twitter.com/h7SPy7lOR0

2/6/2020 9:58:00 AM ownmother The "don't judge" generation.

2/6/2020 9:58:35 AM onlyrobbiesnead 👀 👀👀👀

2/6/2020 10:01:22 AM patriotleah1776 Unfollow then. Solved.

2/6/2020 10:01:43 AM seeker229 Two minutes in.... yikes. pic.twitter.com/jsgtAY1DYJ

2/6/2020 10:06:20 AM patriotswegoall Boomerang effect

2/6/2020 10:08:26 AM bbobbio71 Why not read the posts Alice

2/6/2020 10:08:31 AM rick_hernandez I was referring to your words directed at me. There is anger there. It’s not necessary. ❤️❤️❤️

2/6/2020 10:09:44 AM bbobbio71 WTF

2/6/2020 10:10:39 AM bob76775554 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://time.com/4819004/virginia-shooting-baseball-field-video-steve-scalise/ …

2/6/2020 10:11:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consider rereading past tweets. 

Perhaps then you shall understand the purpose of this account.

2/6/2020 10:11:22 AM kindeandtrue I apologize for any hurt I may have caused.

2/6/2020 10:15:22 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/K0kZ4L5xnf

2/6/2020 10:15:44 AM dcooyon Pain. pic.twitter.com/jGmwt31INo

2/6/2020 10:16:22 AM trinity_jenny Thank Q Majestic !! pic.twitter.com/wMM7ntnLGR

2/6/2020 10:16:25 AM kachinagtto 🤢🤮 Make it stop already!

2/6/2020 10:16:25 AM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/RkZ1qRKbdc

2/6/2020 10:16:54 AM hawkgirlinmn 🤢🤢🤢

2/6/2020 10:17:08 AM bibibobibox Disgusting...

2/6/2020 10:17:10 AM lorihantman 😫🤮

2/6/2020 10:17:27 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/O3hw4iBG8k

2/6/2020 10:17:56 AM webarian1 Gag!

2/6/2020 10:18:19 AM nine_six3 Woah... WHAT THE?...😞😶

Disturbing.

2/6/2020 10:20:22 AM somerandumbdude  pic.twitter.com/V6ktSzM4mE

2/6/2020 10:21:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 What you can also find on  http://CDC.gov  is the ingredient lists for the different vaccines in the schedule.

Toxic heavy metals.

600x lifespan recommended maximum.

Follow the money.

Look at the blanket immunity legal protections.

Look at the Fake News Mockingbird media. https://twitter.com/CDCgov/status/1225480898453409794 …

2/6/2020 10:21:24 AM gypsycatts  pic.twitter.com/rcsPfZydNI

2/6/2020 10:21:34 AM jakeglassmaker It's quite unbalanced here in the Denver metro area. Lots of child trafficking here. Lots of occult symbolism. It's an important place for the NWO 

agenda. Very central location.

2/6/2020 10:22:58 AM kindeandtrue And yet nothing ever happens.

2/6/2020 10:23:01 AM erinbrittain6 Grose!!

2/6/2020 10:23:11 AM linacovfefe 😂

2/6/2020 10:23:21 AM 256scott  pic.twitter.com/C1HYIZcsaf

2/6/2020 10:23:33 AM jbcloud ewwww

2/6/2020 10:24:10 AM nine_six3 ThankQ for the heads up!

2/6/2020 10:25:03 AM nursenikkianne  pic.twitter.com/ITEeWrpOhg

2/6/2020 10:25:04 AM winduchi 💠USMC is apart of U.S. Navy. U.S. Navy is the core of the Alliance.

2/6/2020 10:26:05 AM juliero87550759 What scientist or medical professional anywhere can justify putting all that in infant bodies????? It's unconscionable.

2/6/2020 10:27:03 AM rterriers  pic.twitter.com/kVWkEitYU3

2/6/2020 10:27:09 AM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/4mHstot6Jr

2/6/2020 10:27:20 AM kindeandtrue And the Trump Administration is all in for vaxxing. No end in sight. https://www.statnews.com/2019/04/26/trump-vaccinations-measles/ …

2/6/2020 10:28:07 AM rick_hernandez You didn’t cause me any hurt at all. Perhaps a moment of hightened adrenaline. It shows me that I’m still being triggered by some language. 

No worries. I intend to be mindful of responses and reactions.

Thank you. It’s something for me to work on. ❤️❤️❤️🙏🙏🙏

2/6/2020 10:28:57 AM fansblowing3 He’s “dating” his granddaughter?  🤮

2/6/2020 10:29:27 AM imnos482 Indeed, what is Polysorbate 80? What might this do combined with the others on the list?

Also, many things are NOT on the list. Judy Mikovits?

2/6/2020 10:30:43 AM jenncbonneville Yeah..... I couldn't find the ingredients.

2/6/2020 10:31:07 AM worldxplorer1 That's not normal.

2/6/2020 10:31:36 AM jones9536 Sick

2/6/2020 10:31:47 AM karina89350882 creepy......….Maybe Hunter Biden has some good reasons to take drugs......if a son knows his father

2/6/2020 10:31:54 AM jdm46808323 Yes, and when they tell you they don’t use mercury any more - ask yourself what is Thimerosal? Mercury. Merck’s own pamphlet on HPV vax says 

“There is no scientific proof....” Follow the money.

2/6/2020 10:31:59 AM fansblowing3 Best way to remove metals from our bodies??

2/6/2020 10:32:15 AM tondanupadat Probably unironically, they have separate resources categories for parents & adults. pic.twitter.com/9ey56gTVVM



2/6/2020 10:32:21 AM esborder Their own are personal slaves. 🤮

2/6/2020 10:32:48 AM deplorablestor2 Fucking gross.

2/6/2020 10:32:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is it possible the manner in which we communicate, which frustrates some, is actually a deterrent against this kind of ALICE involvement?

Logical thinking is always required. pic.twitter.com/MQLyOlTmrx

2/6/2020 10:33:20 AM nine_six3 Truth Resonates From Within. 

I mean No disrespect to anyone at all. Some IS-BEs sound impatient or their patience is wearing thin. While I can understand this emotion 100%; 

posting negativity does noting for others seeking Truth and who’ve come here to learn for themselves. 1/4

2/6/2020 10:33:24 AM 369palm 💯

2/6/2020 10:33:48 AM nine_six3 There’s SO Much to Learn/Teach. Perhaps it’s wise to take a step back and allow others to learn without being subjected to statements that may deter 

new comers, before even getting a chance to feel a resonating Truth ring true from their core.WE are here 4 #TheGreatAwakening. 2/4

2/6/2020 10:34:04 AM worldxplorer1 5:5

2/6/2020 10:34:32 AM nine_six3 Message over Messenger. If MJ12 is pissing you off… Remove them and hear the message Only. No one is forcing ne1 to follow an account you do not 

believe is attempting to help you/US progress. I personally have not heard so many Truths come from one source. 3/4

2/6/2020 10:34:58 AM nine_six3 My gut/heart says to take what I can from this experience and use it for the Greater Good!!! I Trust The Plan. It’s better than the hopelessness I felt 

before this. Love and Light #WWG1WGA 4/4

2/6/2020 10:35:36 AM normal_wizard Sooo why spread fear and paranoia instead of more directly outlining a process by which it is exposed and the toxic elements removed? Flailing wildly 

at problems rather than providing solutions is a bit of a black hat distraction tactic, don't you think?

2/6/2020 10:35:51 AM boy12_jimmy Much Love to our Patriot family! DISCLOSURE soon! pic.twitter.com/nfF9WkIN5g

2/6/2020 10:38:33 AM ultra_unlimited The cryptographic elements of Project Majestic #Disclosure #QAnon are some of the most rewarding for the deep thinkers IMO. So many proofs, 

revelations & insights have gone over my head but at the same time it’s been fascinating to question, seek, learn grow #TheGreatAwakening⚡️ 

pic.twitter.com/VwYGGeGndS

2/6/2020 10:39:57 AM nine_six3 Couldn’t agree more!!!

2/6/2020 10:41:02 AM bbombski I've been seeing all your tweets, even this one showed up on my feed.

2/6/2020 10:42:10 AM kwkwall88  pic.twitter.com/liG4uxUkGN

2/6/2020 10:42:21 AM nine_six3 Ps. The simple act of seeking Truths with all of you has been one of the most rewarding aspects of this so far. We are doing this, together. It’s 

amazing!!! #WWG1WGA

2/6/2020 10:42:34 AM kindeandtrue Fair enough, MJ12. Very convincing.

I don't believe AI will ever be capable of completely deciphering and assimilating the complexities of the organic human thought processes. Close but 

no cigar, ALICE.

2/6/2020 10:44:00 AM sigmaaquila I have 3 kids under 4 years old. Daycare/Schools insist on getting the shots. If we have to take it, anything natural we can do to counter the metals 

injected in the body of our kids?

2/6/2020 10:44:16 AM salltrueq Oh that's awful!

2/6/2020 10:44:24 AM lbf777 Alice and MJ12 work for the same bankers. They control both sides.

2/6/2020 10:44:25 AM alternaco Donny made it pic.twitter.com/zBXcVyAdP9

2/6/2020 10:45:07 AM tellisback1 Be careful with such comments. I got banned for 12 hours for a similar comment. They say it is an offens and is violating their rules...

2/6/2020 10:45:31 AM beholdhorse :Russel-Jay: Gould part of the plan?

Task Force Sheepdog?

Cory Goode?

Otis T. Carr?

#Q #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump
2/6/2020 10:47:22 AM djlok Let’s all get voice to skull and collectively give ALICE the 🖕.

2/6/2020 10:47:27 AM aschilliam I bet they are lovers and this is totally normal in their cult.

2/6/2020 10:48:22 AM vickyshoupe4 Sick

2/6/2020 10:48:50 AM steveroye Given the magnitude and importance of the information being relayed, I simply cannot imagine NOT deterring ALICE interference.

Do I think the means of comms is merely an exercise in frustration? Absolutely not. 🧐

2/6/2020 10:52:27 AM gingertweet2 Barfffff😖🤢

2/6/2020 10:52:31 AM helly_283 You can see where bad actors started getting involved. There were only 3 required childhood immunizations in the 1970’s. (Untampered).

How many required now? (Tampered) pic.twitter.com/X6q3FGDgi5

2/6/2020 10:52:46 AM tommy99938959 Sorry that you don’t understand it. But once you are awaken this will ALL make sense. If you want a quick version of THERE message here it is! 

pic.twitter.com/oxMblaMo00

2/6/2020 10:55:07 AM shredzorz1 Is vitamin k shot safe?

2/6/2020 10:57:48 AM student43317487 Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

2/6/2020 10:58:36 AM student43317487 She is a true authority. And a Whitehat, God Bless her!!!

2/6/2020 10:58:42 AM truthisyours310 This not normal!!!

2/6/2020 10:58:46 AM fl_trump Disgusting! Sick!

2/6/2020 11:00:07 AM student43317487 Diatomatous earth. I mix it into my organic orange juice. The silica has other great properties as well.

2/6/2020 11:01:09 AM toad462 Damn, I just had lunch, too.

2/6/2020 11:03:12 AM hogwoodjay 😳🤢

2/6/2020 11:04:14 AM cathybivens4 The date on banners in the background is Saturday February 20, 2020??

2/6/2020 11:04:15 AM fallorsesh Perhaps because it is not ALL vaccines and it surely is the ENTIRE health care system. Of course it's riddled with corruption and top down controlled by 

pharma but it's not all inherently evil. It's far more complicated than that.

2/6/2020 11:04:42 AM cathybivens4 February 22, 2020

2/6/2020 11:05:37 AM johnnycasimir Sick fuck

2/6/2020 11:11:21 AM dark2light2019 Again....

2/6/2020 11:11:44 AM miss_ampie WE, THE PEPE. 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/0slUhOeNCH

2/6/2020 11:15:51 AM thecapecodsully There is no incentive to make a safe vaccine, because there is no accountability for damages. First we must stop allowing our children to be poisoned. 

Maybe then the government will require safer vaccines. Right now governments seem to think forced vaccination is the way to go.

2/6/2020 11:16:20 AM patriotgracey When did he say this? I would love to find it. Thank you

2/6/2020 11:16:29 AM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/NvIaYgVF1e

2/6/2020 11:16:42 AM countrygrl2 Don’t take the shots. Find other means for childcare.

2/6/2020 11:18:16 AM susan66388204 Blessings and Life for our LEO ✅

2/6/2020 11:18:42 AM drbohammer Yeah, now that’s f*cked up

2/6/2020 11:18:44 AM susan66388204 #KEK



2/6/2020 11:18:51 AM lightonthehill Is it enough to ask questions?

Are multiple disconnected statements more difficult to parse?

2/6/2020 11:19:17 AM keith369me I see some merit but it would keep the collective from growing

2/6/2020 11:20:42 AM bwolf79 Nevada Caucus date

2/6/2020 11:20:59 AM keith369me It wouldn’t surprise me if a team of Twits are monitoring the Tweets of this account.  Fortunately they can’t figure out anything due to the Twitter 

practice of hiring the most programmed.  These Tweets make more and more sense as programming is stripped away.

2/6/2020 11:25:48 AM keith369me No savior makes it happen.  WE MAKE IT HAPPEN via collective consciousness

2/6/2020 11:25:51 AM keith369me I should better than to catch up on Tweets during lunch

2/6/2020 11:26:56 AM ravenzai What is that? pic.twitter.com/caLZoIA2dn

2/6/2020 11:27:47 AM ravenzai Or Who, rather

2/6/2020 11:28:20 AM sportsfangal  pic.twitter.com/bVZ9rl3vd9

2/6/2020 11:29:33 AM ravenzai Looks like a character from Avatar

2/6/2020 11:34:41 AM alight412 Ewe, say it isn't so.

2/6/2020 11:37:17 AM nine_six3 Do you mean to say: If comms were dropped and we were spoon fed the Truth like little babies.. it’d possibly hinder our growth rather than propel us 

forward? 

Makes sense. We’d be robbed of so many crucial Learning/Teaching lessons we’re receiving through having to work together.

2/6/2020 11:40:27 AM jason17masters Wow

2/6/2020 11:40:51 AM jason17masters I see sparks

2/6/2020 11:41:46 AM momekool1 ???😳

2/6/2020 11:45:08 AM fansblowing3 I don’t know.. that kills the ants and bugs around my house 🧐

2/6/2020 11:48:31 AM keith369me I’m saying if a group quickly found out the truth and the rest didn’t it would create a break off society.  All awakened are pulling the rest along.  An 

answer to a Twitter or real life question may awaken someone .01%...in turn they might pass on the information and so forth.

2/6/2020 11:49:49 AM awakeaggie  pic.twitter.com/4vasAVOV8p

2/6/2020 11:50:43 AM keith369me Every thought and action plants seeds to grow.  Eventually nearly all come along for the ride.  Be of the 💡 and you are helping the process.

2/6/2020 11:51:24 AM americanpetal Logical thinking is very difficult for empaths. I’d like to believe there will come a time when us empaths will not be abused in the world in which we 

currently live. Hoping the new world which awaits us will not abuse us. 🙏

2/6/2020 11:51:39 AM alight412 I remember when they finagled immunity from lawsuits and thinking that's not right. It appears whatever Big Pharma wants, Big Pharma gets. Those of 

us who can, should all turn our backs.

2/6/2020 11:52:22 AM americanpetal No! That’s not right. 🤮

2/6/2020 11:52:25 AM paterrebecca Where is her mother. Why is her grandmother not stopping this disgusting relationship

2/6/2020 11:53:01 AM nine_six3 Understood and agreed. I really like how you put that. Great point, Keith369me!!!

2/6/2020 11:54:48 AM americanpetal With each passing day, I am in awe of POTUS. He is really delivering for the American people and the children worldwide. 💖

2/6/2020 12:00:43 PM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/jrC44OYeTE

2/6/2020 12:05:02 PM rachaelangelm Yuck

2/6/2020 12:08:24 PM joinna6  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/biden-describes-granddaughter-at-12-as-a-little-butterfly-who-woke-up-with-a-snake-in-the-bed …

"One night when they're 12 & a half, you tuck a beautiful butterfly in bed. The next morning- there's a snake in the bed" Biden on gtanddaughters.

2/6/2020 12:08:37 PM sandir105 My stomach just turned 😱

2/6/2020 12:09:46 PM moemc8 Thank you DOJ for fighting for the children #ThesePeopleAreSick

2/6/2020 12:11:16 PM nm_zsr Keep 'em coming!

We will STOP the sexual exploitation of our Children.

Keep shining Light on these dark places.

2/6/2020 12:11:42 PM sylva1971 Another EATS the DUST...👽☠💀 WHOSE NEXT?🕶

2/6/2020 12:12:12 PM dariensilva1 Must have been jefree Epstein competition

2/6/2020 12:14:30 PM ubwhoub Totally understand. Beautiful.thanks for sharing

2/6/2020 12:15:40 PM mile_high_mamma Are there any that are beneficial?  My kids are 2 & 3 and on schedule.  There is sooo much conflicting information out there.  It’s hard to say what the 

right thing to do, is.  They are healthy, have very few illnesses or colds.  Where do we go from here??

2/6/2020 12:16:34 PM qbeat107 EXCUSE ME! I can not be bought! I BELONG TO JESUS CHRIST! porn is cheap solicitation of the soul! MY FATHER VINDICATES HIS CHILDREN! BOOM! 

WWG1WGA!

2/6/2020 12:17:34 PM stanstephens13 I wonder what the victim to monster ratio is?

2/6/2020 12:18:12 PM amylynrussell Gross🤮

2/6/2020 12:18:28 PM shredzorz1  pic.twitter.com/2gjtlxgftI

2/6/2020 12:20:32 PM thectpatriot I can only view in incognito mode, otherwise I get an error message when trying to view this feed.

2/6/2020 12:20:53 PM haireserge 🙄😬 Un avion iranien s'est écrasé le 18 février 2018???

2/6/2020 12:25:21 PM iowa_trump It has a positive charge and attracts metals “into” it   Then they are then flushed out.

2/6/2020 12:26:32 PM iowa_trump Diatomaceous earth.

2/6/2020 12:27:49 PM eserenity2  pic.twitter.com/KhO6ZiSlAb

2/6/2020 12:30:33 PM rowdyplowboy  pic.twitter.com/mKLRnfLpJK

2/6/2020 12:31:16 PM mike72279593 Ugly jo.  Lock him up

2/6/2020 12:32:05 PM mike72279593 Perfect Storm

2/6/2020 12:33:51 PM patriotgal17 Creepy beyond belief!! Where are her parents?? Sadly, no one wants to disrupt the flow of $$$$$$, so they give grandpa what’re he wants to keep him 

happy. 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮#UkraineGravyTrain🤬 #RosemontCapital😡

2/6/2020 12:34:35 PM magaman333 Wow.

2/6/2020 12:38:14 PM brainpodmedia 🤢🤮

2/6/2020 12:38:35 PM mycologyofmaga @Q2ndWave @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @Jordan_Sather_ @BeThePlan 

@ScottPresler @VP @QAnonNotables @TomFitton @ffe3301 @no_silenced @USMC @M2Madness @JosephJFlynn1

2/6/2020 12:39:53 PM unitedredwhite1 Thank you!! We support this effort 100% with continued prayers - keep it up!!

2/6/2020 12:43:52 PM mavietruths The demand is mind blowing. I hope they all burn.

2/6/2020 12:45:16 PM mavietruths I cannot believe my eyes. 14 long years I have poured into this subject. I pray the truth is revealed to all. Vaccines are poison!! #informedconsent

2/6/2020 12:45:43 PM mavietruths No

2/6/2020 12:46:04 PM mavietruths It’s not even a vitamin and has a black box warning

2/6/2020 12:47:07 PM mavietruths Poly 80 can cause sterility. It’s an emulsifier that can attach to nanoparticles that can cross the blood brain barrier.

2/6/2020 12:47:35 PM mavietruths Detox baths and no more vaccines

2/6/2020 12:48:18 PM aloha1776aloha  pic.twitter.com/SwNOJOPpZ8

2/6/2020 12:49:42 PM mavietruths Repeal the 1986 ruling that pharma manufacturers are immune from liability due to vaccine injuries and deaths. We have paid over 4 Billion from the 

VICP to vaccine injured children.

2/6/2020 12:50:54 PM christosrising That is truly incredible. Thank you

2/6/2020 12:55:51 PM werascending MJ told us chlorella helps



2/6/2020 12:59:19 PM werascending 😳 🤢🤮

2/6/2020 1:04:48 PM rachaelangelm Thank you Leo.

2/6/2020 1:06:24 PM vladwashington_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @lightson_q @jamiegrahamusa @ChristinePolon1 @IPOT1776 @X22Report

2/6/2020 1:08:15 PM michabird67 It blew up after they waived the vaccine manufacturers liability!

2/6/2020 1:14:42 PM helly_283 Indeed...

2/6/2020 1:18:10 PM reel_brief I saw tongue.

2/6/2020 1:26:15 PM bstolzenau Gross

2/6/2020 1:27:06 PM azuremagus You know this, so does Pres. Trump and Q are you stopping it? If no why not.

2/6/2020 1:27:34 PM lylasmind 😟🤮🤢

2/6/2020 1:31:07 PM kegracelt Her Mum’s too old for him now 🤮

2/6/2020 1:36:22 PM fcojdonosoc Mierda, claramente hay una relación entre ellos, pedofilia en nuestras narices y qué haremos??

2/6/2020 1:43:15 PM alspachsl Leave the kids out of it. You’re acting just like them.

2/6/2020 1:49:43 PM cjwill73 As disturbing as this is and rightfully called out we should put the emphasis on creepy Joe with little to no mention of the granddaughter . . . We hate 

when the Dems call out kids we need to rise above

2/6/2020 1:50:11 PM colonelflanagan Yeh I dunno what it is.  I've been "Reply Deboosted" since the second week of this account.

2/6/2020 1:51:41 PM imnos482 Can it open up all body barriers (defenses) to unwanted guests? Brain, gut etc...? What problems could that cause?

2/6/2020 1:53:44 PM 9threalm 😖

2/6/2020 1:55:34 PM quietmessenger1 It’s weird, like she knows it’s coming. Gross

2/6/2020 1:55:59 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Bi2kU2HL3r

2/6/2020 1:56:00 PM flobo2018 Whether or not it is all vaccines, the ability to opt out of any must be protected Federally.

2/6/2020 2:05:58 PM lanemcgonigal Creepy

2/6/2020 2:09:25 PM helly_283 It really makes me angry...vaccines and immunizations used to be a good thing...not any more....

2/6/2020 2:11:50 PM bluntanddirect Now I've had the time of my life

No, I never felt like this before

2/6/2020 2:13:56 PM mustang95092821 When.  Haven’t seen any of them indicted.  Said it was all about the senate. He better get the house back

2/6/2020 2:18:52 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/5wu6ZdsByL

2/6/2020 2:22:32 PM truthfighter80 Sickening

2/6/2020 2:22:43 PM bbobbio71 Just Fing wrong!

2/6/2020 2:24:34 PM willlove17 @CanadaSpecialA1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://mega.nz/#F!z1FCnaiA!4NS6tTnFmNs_yBZpKbCCgg …

2/6/2020 2:25:21 PM nine_six3 I knew you had it in you, Robert!!! We Need you, Your Love, Your Light and Your Strength. I am SO happy, got me teary eyed here! Reach out whenever 

you need a lift or a hug or just someone to chat with. WhereWeGoOneWeGoAll. You are just as Important as anyone else! I Love You!!!

2/6/2020 2:25:48 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide 

https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1225537311896743938 …

2/6/2020 2:27:02 PM chinupchubbly Creepy man! pic.twitter.com/qh4SGCiIQl

2/6/2020 2:29:32 PM awakeandsing123 And Snowden as well. Same type face.

2/6/2020 2:36:36 PM mongrelglory 😝😝😝

2/6/2020 2:41:32 PM polly569011381 I’m confused? The Vanderbilt < prob wrong spelling..radiation belt, even certain moon landing experts let guard down they didn’t understand it? Would 

that be firmament? Someone Educate Me..@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @40_head

2/6/2020 2:42:26 PM mongrelglory Most doctors are very much brain-washed to believe they are doing good when recommending vaccines.  I used to be one of them. When I try to raise 

concerns with colleagues, they won't even listen. Cognitive dissonance!  It's hard to accept you may have been harming your patients.

2/6/2020 2:43:06 PM bbobbio71 Learn to manifest.  Manifest it into reality.  Use the power of 3,6,9 😏

2/6/2020 2:43:25 PM polly569011381 I sorta think Stanley Kubrick would have a few things to say about that..sadly he was killed off..@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @echo3juliet 

@40_head @StormIsUponUs

2/6/2020 2:46:29 PM goffel73  pic.twitter.com/6muczbr6PQ

2/6/2020 2:48:32 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/nKKxU1ydLI

2/6/2020 2:49:00 PM tray_c_ #sick

2/6/2020 2:49:27 PM americanpetal Cognitive dissonance is very real and very prevalent, unfortunately.

2/6/2020 2:49:54 PM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🤨

 https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/just-little-sloppy-record-keeping-pentagons-35-trillion-accounting-black-hole …

2/6/2020 2:53:58 PM somethingsnotr3 I don't believe he's fully human.

2/6/2020 2:54:19 PM jackoneilltime1 Organic growth is essential

2/6/2020 2:55:04 PM lilangels44 What the hell??? First off not ok!! Second why does the background say 2/22/2020???

2/6/2020 2:55:40 PM glittertips1 It's a PsyOp against humanity's collective psyche!

Continuing to display this man's criminal behavior, propped up by a false positive media narrative.

They parade him continually molesting women and children in public and robbing this country blind to prove we can't stop them🤮

2/6/2020 3:00:03 PM glittertips1 It's literally a test of the American people and we have been LOSING.

But, the tides are turning.  Great patriots are disrupting events to break the public's cycle of denial. 

He should be shamed from every building he enters, like many of them.   👁

2/6/2020 3:00:10 PM 040118054_17 True that!

2/6/2020 3:02:07 PM toddsny06585435 EEEWWWW!!!! That thought just sent some ugly shivers down my spine..... Just sayin, 🧟♂️(😂 that's the emoji for creepy, I did not know that)!

2/6/2020 3:02:54 PM grandma26244385 SAVING YOUR CHILDREN is the MOST IMPORTANT THING YOU CAN DO. VACCINES are BILL GATES/KISSINGERS And others EUGENICS PROGRAM and 

DETOX will only help a little

2/6/2020 3:03:11 PM quentinjay2 @stormypatriot21 @QBlueSkyQ @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Something is unusual about this.

2/6/2020 3:04:07 PM jeffcordell6 Sick sick...ugh

2/6/2020 3:04:48 PM psilopedia The psilocybin encyclopedia http://psilopedia.ca 

2/6/2020 3:05:11 PM jeffcordell6 Very possible..

2/6/2020 3:08:22 PM jeffcordell6 I get u. 5:5

2/6/2020 3:09:11 PM polly569011381 Cloned..just putting that out there..btw I’m quite sane lol 💞

2/6/2020 3:11:12 PM ewolsj Obviously the whole family is in on it and it's been happening for a while since they are so comfortable showing romantic affection in public...."These 

people are sick"

2/6/2020 3:15:47 PM alightweaver1  pic.twitter.com/I9lZt4RaVh

2/6/2020 3:16:22 PM helly_283 A good example is the smallpox vaccine...it is no longer a required vaccination because the disease was eradicated. The last known case was in the 

1970’s. BUT...

2/6/2020 3:17:03 PM nurseniceyes Is this related to yucca mountain?

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US5461185A/en …



2/6/2020 3:17:49 PM laurabusse Well said

Beautiful thread

Thank you ☺️

2/6/2020 3:18:12 PM helly_283 Unfortunately several vials of the virus was saved by governments and there are fears that it could be weaponized.

2/6/2020 3:19:54 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/7NbYUupPrR

2/6/2020 3:20:01 PM jlink333 This is sad. She looks scared of him (and she should be)!!

2/6/2020 3:21:07 PM nine_six3 Aww thank you so much for the kind words. It’s pouring out and I’m just allowing it to, for once. I’m happy it resonates! 

Your never is clever by the way, love it!

2/6/2020 3:21:49 PM lbf777 27

2/6/2020 3:24:17 PM nine_six3 Sorry about the typo, was rushing to squeeze it in before the time changed and good old autocorrect got me haha. 

Your Name* is very clever*, by the way! I love it!!!

2/6/2020 3:27:45 PM nine_six3 Pleases me so much to hear it connected with you. Thank you, for taking the time to say so. I hope if anything, it helps some IS-BEs remember Our True 

Nature!

2/6/2020 3:28:24 PM faye_mcgarry @HeavensGateG1 @peterkemplawyer @AussiePatriotQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BusyElves @SkyNewsAust @carmindabrendel @QLD_TruthSeeker 

@RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1224935822807523329 …

2/6/2020 3:29:06 PM laurabusse Thanks very much ☺️

Blessings ❤️

2/6/2020 3:33:12 PM etdisclosure202 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 When 45 is asked the Q and confirms it (assuming), I don't see how the world doesn't flock to #Q2222. I can't see how disclosure 

doesn't happen relatively soon after the Q. Am I wrong or missing something?

2/6/2020 3:39:49 PM shaigaichan FAIL HARDER

2/6/2020 3:41:19 PM somethingsnotr3 Idk what it is, but they have no heart or soul. Like the walking dead trying to feed off human energy.

I'm sure that cloning is real. And maybe we do see some in public. It isn't crazy to think that, it's actually logical. I just think it's even bigger. I'm not 

crazy, either. 😎

2/6/2020 3:50:34 PM biffcartwright I can't believe it! Too open and to sick...of course there is only 5 people at his rally!

2/6/2020 3:53:13 PM iceateen Disgusting

2/6/2020 3:59:59 PM biffcartwright Ok, pic.twitter.com/U3LVAsK4Cg

2/6/2020 4:06:40 PM junior223182659 Prior to that.

2/6/2020 4:09:53 PM kryan92185384 ❤️

2/6/2020 4:13:22 PM w71013 This picture makes me uncomfortable. There are other ways to slander Biden without degrading a girl who’s probably been manipulated and abused.

2/6/2020 4:14:34 PM oam63048378 It's taking so long though not gonna lie

2/6/2020 4:25:42 PM beniverson11 It’s also great for getting rid of parasites and other bugs in the gut

2/6/2020 4:28:12 PM rickste50069108 Come on!  This is freaking me out.  Ick

2/6/2020 4:33:55 PM dianero64727777 What is the Alliance?

2/6/2020 4:34:59 PM kimmibobimme  pic.twitter.com/m0QWl9rmq5

2/6/2020 4:36:08 PM beniverson11 FF Alert over?

2/6/2020 4:37:46 PM dianero64727777 500 plus people were just arrested in the Los Angeles County area for human trafficking & crimes having to do with prostitution. About 90 females, 

both minors & adults were rescued from being sex slaves for evil beings profit.

2/6/2020 4:39:35 PM dianero64727777 Please pay closer attention.  Many things of a "justice" nature are happening.

2/6/2020 4:40:30 PM steveoc2019 Is ALICE the same as the Joachim and boaz computer Video on YouTube ? (By Jordan Womble/username: watching waiting hurting) In the video it 

explains how the computer (ALICE?)can interfere with /manipulate the timelines

2/6/2020 4:42:20 PM polly569011381 They’ve sold their souls to the devil..trans humanism..many clips out there, when their mk-ultra? Controlled minds fails after they’ve been 

cloned..dunni quote me..Max Spiers  ended up dead..

2/6/2020 4:52:00 PM opengreenseas poison for profit 😔

2/6/2020 4:52:26 PM winklerburke Turn about is fair play. They play for keeps. They like to murder to win. We play for life, liberty, happiness.  They worship Satan. They will pay for what 

they have done. God wins. They deceive. We awaken. They lose.

2/6/2020 4:55:58 PM slynnmckim Gross!!

2/6/2020 4:57:13 PM somethingsnotr3 Coincidentally, I've been watching videos his gf made 4yrs ago. Her name is Sarah Rachel Adams. 

Idk the exact truth of things, but there's def more going on than we know, or they'd have us know. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzvGNOAGq4_Ob78VsHu3n3Q/videos?disable_polymer=1 …

2/6/2020 5:04:15 PM benmarshall1991 @kabamur_taygeta @dmarshalltruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw

2/6/2020 5:07:30 PM olimyracle "Never underestimate a droïd!"

SW9 pic.twitter.com/85RCAz80pZ

2/6/2020 5:07:37 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/K5SdyZ05yk

2/6/2020 5:17:38 PM sdane8 It's one of my favorite accounts. ♥️

2/6/2020 5:20:01 PM exoticcatlady It's also an issue of vaccination age. Sheaves protecting the new & growing nerve endings in the brain are formed at 18 to 24 months of age, 

vaccination for the most part should wait until then. Then there's the number of vaccines combined or given on a single day, real bad news.

2/6/2020 5:20:06 PM rghardy3 The logical answer would be Exit from NAU

but I doubt that is what it means.

2/6/2020 5:31:58 PM sterkinglights1 Reconcile...

2/6/2020 5:34:58 PM fallorsesh myelin sheaths are a component to neuronal growth, but they certainly aren't 'lacking' in developing brains of that age range. i dont doubt data exists 

somewhere that correlates myelin with vaccine "readiness" but can you point to a source?

2/6/2020 5:37:29 PM sagequixotic  pic.twitter.com/tQ4ZqX3d1a

2/6/2020 5:44:39 PM momekool1  https://twitter.com/momekool1/status/1225595727830769665?s=21 …

2/6/2020 5:44:40 PM ajschultz4 EEEWWWW! 🤢

2/6/2020 5:51:11 PM mongrelglory My microbiology professor was involved in the discussions about whether they should destroy the last vials of smallpox vaccine (in the 1970's). Issues 

raised were... a) you were eradicating a unique life-form  b) they might need to study it if a similar virus arose in the future.

2/6/2020 5:51:35 PM 369_is I understand how u feel, but he did this right on his campaign platform. It's out for the public to see already. Blaming MJ for showing the truth really is 

misplaced. She may get help now due to awareness.

2/6/2020 5:52:36 PM mongrelglory I think to be honest, the military didn't trust that some other country's military hadn't hidden away some extra vials with plans to weaponize it some 

day.  In other words, no-one trusted each other.

2/6/2020 5:54:12 PM eman1292 "My mother's my sister"... that random pedestrian that shouts at you in liberty city from gta 3.

2/6/2020 6:00:17 PM mongrelglory Here you go Kecksburg Kid. 😘 https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

2/6/2020 6:00:35 PM alwaysfinds Was his left hand groping her ass?!?! Damn!!!

2/6/2020 6:08:13 PM giediknight Top secret and Q-Cleared contractors at Area 51, they work on classified and Black projects.  Front the book Area 51 by Annie Jacobsen. Thanks 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @joerogan for the entertaining read. pic.twitter.com/3qKa84cnGM

2/6/2020 6:09:16 PM exoticcatlady It's known to increase the risk of leukemia in children, why they are giving it to infants is a mystery to me. Chlamydia vaccine. If the Mom has it, so 

does the baby. It's a very dangerous vaccine for infants, so except for high risk groups, I would not allow it.



2/6/2020 6:14:44 PM rghardy3 _D ?

only you know what that means.

it could be Declas or Durham.

Time to "force" the Q ?

2/6/2020 6:24:28 PM exoticcatlady What you don't see is a list of the patents on vaccines they own and are a paid royalties on. One figure I saw was $136M annually.  Which vaccines do 

they own?   Conflict of interest?

2/6/2020 6:32:57 PM vectormanic She is a beautiful young lady, hope she can manage her family ties and can yet realize her aspirations.

Won't be easy!

2/6/2020 6:34:38 PM wintersdream4 @realDonaldTrump

@VincentCrypt46 @Inevitable_ET

@P0A_Triot23

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u

@StormIsUponUs

@Time4U2Know

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@IPOT1776

 https://m.imgur.com/gallery/swbVbGS  pic.twitter.com/nZ1EShRUln
2/6/2020 6:45:01 PM nschlange Yes but how much harder should it be to continue hurting them? All they would have to do is some research and say NO to the vaccines. And refuse to 

give them or tell patients to have their kids get them! Denial helps no one

2/6/2020 6:45:20 PM mhqdulce Ese wey se la pasa besando y manoseando a cuánta mujer se le ponen en frente y ni ellas dicen nada ni nadie hace nada,he visto vídeo en los que hasta 

los papás prácticamente ofrecen a sus hijas a este mugroso....no sé si sean cosas de la vida, pero....pues qué triste.

2/6/2020 6:46:40 PM mongrelglory The first step to solving a problem is recognizing it exists! 👍

2/6/2020 6:50:38 PM mongrelglory I left my medical career when I realized how corrupted the science and profession had become.  It was extremely depressing!  I'd sacrificed so much for 

a system that had become so corrupted, but I couldn't trust any of the science behind what I was recommending anymore. 😔

2/6/2020 6:58:36 PM mavietruths Please check if your state has exemption rights. Medical, philosophical or, Religious..

2/6/2020 6:59:17 PM nanablue37 Nothing but love and light.

2/6/2020 7:01:03 PM mavietruths No. None are beneficial. Your body and it’s immune system wasn’t designed to need vaccines.

2/6/2020 7:02:49 PM manifest_utopia Cillantro, Hawaiian spirulina, and Atlantic dulse are all powerful at removing heavy metals, especially when used in combination. 

Add a big handful of cillantro and about 1 Tbsp of Atlantic dulse into a smoothie (I take the spirulina as tablets w/water.)

2/6/2020 7:03:22 PM mavietruths I’ve been manifesting. I sure hope it’s helping. We need help. NY, Cali are already screwed.

2/6/2020 7:06:34 PM mavietruths Vaccines ruin the gut and brain. The gut and brain have a connection. There’s a reason why our children have more chronic conditions than ever.

2/6/2020 7:07:06 PM mavietruths It is ALL vaccines.

2/6/2020 7:07:30 PM karma4event201  https://youtu.be/wnAwPHXM9dg 

2/6/2020 7:09:04 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   This is so friggn inspiring!    https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1225542486875082753 …

2/6/2020 7:10:06 PM imnos482 Any connection between Fluoride and Aluminum? If we add Polysorbate 80 ??? Try asking a doctor what is in a vaccine. They have no idea, but they 

know it is safe? Starts at Medical School.

2/6/2020 7:10:56 PM mavietruths  pic.twitter.com/3fbu8WYqKj

2/6/2020 7:13:54 PM manifest_utopia DE has microscopic barbs, which is why it kills bugs. It causes major damage to lungs if inhaled during use. I did a lot of research on it when people 

were recommending it for chickens. Decided against ever using it.

2/6/2020 7:21:35 PM johngradycole20 So you're saying that you murdered the president, am I reading that right?

2/6/2020 7:21:40 PM lilangels44 I was vaccinated on schedule my entire childhood and no apparent issues ..... until I got older.  Now I see all these allergies amd isues all a direct result 

of having been vaccinated.  I agree body not designed for vaccines esp full of heavy metals , formaldehyde etc

2/6/2020 7:26:07 PM johngradycole20 I live on the Navajo Reservation. It is third world country status.

2/6/2020 7:26:42 PM mossomo Good catch man

2/6/2020 7:28:03 PM imnos482 Knowingly https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01480540902862251 …

2/6/2020 7:28:46 PM legacy_over Well sir cadogan (as well as a wizard & knight) and the fat lady were both paintings.

👇more below 👇

2/6/2020 7:29:11 PM legacy_over Sir. Cadogan took over for her when she was attacked

2/6/2020 7:29:29 PM mile_voli_disk0 @TheSharpEdge1 @HYVEE7 @QAnonNotables @An0n661 @MADE__USA @FriendsOfSerbs @Patriot_126 @whaleswarrior @OldSchool2A 

@elenochle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu @Q2ndWave @MoreheadPatriot @ResearchPatriot @ChristinePolon1 @cjtruth @JUSTICETIME7 

@BeThePlan @SwedishPatriotQ @PlanetQAnon

2/6/2020 7:29:37 PM legacy_over 3- Sir cadogan is a wizard as well as a knight of king Arthur's round table. He holds a prestigious position albeit he is probably the least know knight of 

the table

2/6/2020 7:30:05 PM legacy_over 4- He holds a major important role in many of the novels, but is barely seen in the novels

2/6/2020 7:30:29 PM legacy_over 5- Ultimately the fat lady is killed in the books.

2/6/2020 7:30:50 PM legacy_over 6- Sir cadogan also let's an evil wizard into the tower

2/6/2020 7:31:31 PM legacy_over 7- one super interesting thing about him is he travels around THROUGH portraits

2/6/2020 7:32:38 PM legacy_over 8-Coincidentally leading up to WW2 there was a gentleman by the name of Robert Vansittart. He was the 1st Baron of the Vansittart household. But 

her held the position of secretary of foreign affairs for over 25 years for Britain.

2/6/2020 7:32:45 PM fallorsesh you sure do live in a nice neat little dualistic black and white world. oh, and prove it.

2/6/2020 7:32:56 PM legacy_over 9-His successor was a gentleman named Sir Alexander Cadogan who also held the office of foreign affairs for over 25 years and was knight by king 

george the VI

2/6/2020 7:37:14 PM johnnyt_anon Trump. Tribe of Judah? 

Deep State. Canaanites. Tribe of Dan?

#QAnon

#Biblical

2/6/2020 7:38:34 PM legacy_over @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if I'm on the right path does the one of the names above refer to who Jason Crow replaced? Or is JC Sirius Black? A blood thirsty 

murderer?

2/6/2020 7:40:20 PM nschlange With this group? The odds are pretty good I would think.

2/6/2020 7:41:36 PM nschlange He has ties with Epstein.

2/6/2020 7:43:17 PM nschlange Through the GM or her father anyway.

2/6/2020 7:43:35 PM ranchman75 Now that's just icky. Lol

2/6/2020 7:48:21 PM patriotleah1776 Nice!

Even I had one red on that list a few months back!

2/6/2020 7:50:05 PM simonemancine i loved it!!!



2/6/2020 7:52:52 PM legacy_over The Fat lady sings "fortuna major" (the greater fortune) and breaks a glass while doing it. In astrology its associated with LEO

*   *

*   *

  *

  *

2/6/2020 7:56:03 PM patriotleah1776 I have some Native family members I'm really fond of. They despise Trump because Obama restored the name Denali of a certain sacred Native 

American mountain, then Trump named it back. I'm still trying to unlock the reasoning behind it. I know Trump is in the right, my ❤️ says so.

2/6/2020 8:00:27 PM x2trump2020 I was thinking it was referring to the Central Park 5?

2/6/2020 8:01:55 PM enpointekaren1 It MUST be FOOD GRADE diatomaceous earth!   Only take FOOD GRADE!!   I bought a large bag and made sure it was food grade.   Please do NOT take 

DE unless it is food grade!  It is absolutely amazing!   You will love it.

2/6/2020 8:02:29 PM jwjjwest  pic.twitter.com/nt3tNFRfzy

2/6/2020 8:03:57 PM simonemancine ur on right path

2/6/2020 8:04:45 PM simonemancine yes but these sicko dems sold their soul 4$$ n power

2/6/2020 8:05:40 PM simonemancine u said that so nonchilantly

2/6/2020 8:06:11 PM simonemancine ????????????????????????

2/6/2020 8:06:33 PM pomeinnz 8+1 pic.twitter.com/t2qAGVEM0j

2/6/2020 8:07:02 PM pomeinnz #exactly

2/6/2020 8:08:01 PM rachaelangelm And......

2/6/2020 8:10:02 PM godfamcountry Not this again!!  I couldn’t stand seeing this when it first came out!  He is so sick!!!

2/6/2020 8:10:50 PM mark52525786 🙋♂️couple more,meet the B-Team!😉 so many tentacles 🐙 pic.twitter.com/tDfpPZ5CS0

2/6/2020 8:12:57 PM legacy_over In HP the Bloody Baron murders his love Helen Ravenclaw in a fit of rage. His remorse after doing so is so great he commits suicide and kills him self. 

Helen is know as the Grey Lady.

2/6/2020 8:14:23 PM legacy_over I know MJ has referred to Voldemort in the past

In the early hours of 22 April, 1997, the Bloody Baron saw Albus Dumbledore return to the Castle from one of his missions to find Lord 

Voldemort's Horcruxes, and reported it to Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington.

2/6/2020 8:16:12 PM legacy_over The bloody baron turns into a GHOST after committing suicide and is a constant throughout the series

2/6/2020 8:19:16 PM richard07759712 Just sick

2/6/2020 8:20:22 PM miss_ampie Please elaborate.... 😢

2/6/2020 8:23:19 PM legacy_over The Grey Lady did not love the Bloody Baron

2/6/2020 8:25:37 PM legacy_over According to Ravenclaw Prefect Robert Hilliard, while the most of the school sees the Grey Lady as a timid ghost, she maintains a good relationship 

with members of her own House and is particularly useful if they were lost, or had mislaid something.

2/6/2020 8:33:03 PM winklerburke If they are proven wrong, they think they will die... since they cannot repent?

2/6/2020 8:37:50 PM w71013 No you see, we all saw it on the platform. We know it’s fucked up. But mocking a teenage girl who was visibly being abused is not “spreading 

awareness”. This is a call for alarm, not a joke. And not at her expense.

2/6/2020 8:39:00 PM patriotleah1776 I did a double take on the top right pic... I couldn't figure out who she resembled... then it hit me. Pencil neck. Can you see it too?

2/6/2020 8:43:02 PM patriotleah1776 It's not over.

As long as you hear politicians writhing in pain, there can be FF.

"See something, say something" was coined for a reason.

Stay vigilant, Patriots.

2/6/2020 8:49:32 PM chris60077191 Guess you are new to this. Her mother probably taught her to please the paterfamilias. Pedophiles tend to be incestuous because they can control the 

victim easily. It horrific and sick. And to be elite, it's a prerequisite. Or drugs, Imagine how many there are cont-

2/6/2020 8:52:19 PM chris60077191 When a person is accepted into Hollywood, TV, some ceo's, judges, fbi-uper level, if you are asked to join, they ask you to provide material that is 

comprising or they take it unbeknownst. Hense Epstein and his island.

2/6/2020 8:55:27 PM chris60077191 I forgot one of the positions is politics. That's why it's the swamp. And politicians are in a very lucrative position. They control everything so to own 

them is to own everything. The truth is coming soon. America was inches from collapse.

2/6/2020 9:03:02 PM llyr_crypto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so I have some questions... 👀👀👀 @SpaceForceDoD

#disclosure the tech that was sold now... 

We the people demand to know what class 18 is pic.twitter.com/IrbZ491cwp

2/6/2020 9:16:53 PM magicianmighty It’s bizarre pic.twitter.com/2WQ1jyWd5C

2/6/2020 9:23:30 PM palmdalekid2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 events not dates, how is Syria? 

CoC crippled from Demascus and Yemen strikes, right?

#qanon #GreatAwakening

2/6/2020 9:33:07 PM holotechrd Now you see me now you don't ⚡💥💥💥💥👑👀 THE CABAL ARE FINISHED. @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU

 @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@w_terrence @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/4tOg1vLrRF

2/6/2020 9:48:09 PM teresapeyton3 You "MADE IT HAPPEN"

2/6/2020 9:57:28 PM venturino_dino No man!

2/6/2020 9:58:53 PM stefanofait A way of testing people's resolve and awareness?

2/6/2020 10:09:00 PM epkman Thank God, we are seeing some progress in this area, but porn itself is still rampant, when doing simple research.

2/6/2020 10:12:49 PM awakene92885216 Sick Mofuk! BUT ANYONE CHECK THE DATE YET???? 2.22.2020???

2/6/2020 10:14:46 PM epkman I see the 'smile' in his eyes.👀 said🐸Johnny Ribbets🐸

2/6/2020 10:33:23 PM paterrebecca Im not new to the concept, but as a mother everything i do centres on the protection of my children, and one day my grandchildren. Nothing could 

ever make me put them in harms way. Nothing

2/6/2020 11:01:41 PM fritzingeradam  https://youtu.be/8ZGoixVlrKE 

2/6/2020 11:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine being so unlikeable that you feel the need to bribe them with $1,000 to be your friend and then nobody shows interest. 

https://twitter.com/axios/status/1225637812369682432 …

2/6/2020 11:07:44 PM ndeathcloak I know my brothers. 🙏 Thank you. I Trust the Plan! I’m not scared, I’m anxious. I’m ready to fight!

2/6/2020 11:08:02 PM janey634 Bwahahahaha.

2/6/2020 11:08:06 PM adeadskullthang That is to inbred for me shouldn't he be investigated for kissing an underage child if he is kissing her  like that what else does he do🤢

2/6/2020 11:08:28 PM palmdalekid2 Imagine not being a NEET pic.twitter.com/SquGaQnS3O

2/6/2020 11:15:42 PM rudedrew63 Dave chappelle like him lol

2/6/2020 11:21:19 PM mamiemcclure17 Interesting, I have the direct opposite polarized opinion of this account.  Find the information quite helpful in understanding some information, 3 6 9 

works every time.  Appreciate this account,  thank you all, for your input. pic.twitter.com/yAIdjR4uz3

2/6/2020 11:22:40 PM mlk123h Sick

2/6/2020 11:25:34 PM mamiemcclure17 It’s over, now WAKE UP HUMANITY, there are still sleepers walking around pic.twitter.com/PblBjKCtrc

2/6/2020 11:31:58 PM sverhaque Same q about opioid..? 🤔



2/6/2020 11:34:22 PM mamiemcclure17 Well Done MR. President, better than well actually...the PRIZE FOR US ALL - PEACE. A TRUMP played and we all won 🕊🙏❤️ #WWG1WGA @

realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS pic.twitter.com/J2cYwRbPda

2/6/2020 11:43:09 PM mamiemcclure17 Intentional, the true number why are they hiding from us I WONDER NOT!!! These people are sick and they can’t stop a true sicknesses human needs 

freed from entirely! Our children shouldn’t be prey for anyone!!!

2/6/2020 11:45:43 PM mmahr14 This is crazy

2/6/2020 11:46:53 PM cheryljohnston_ So evil inside, walk in darkness. Therefore, I believe because deep rooted evil  has become part of them; trading souls for greed, fame etc. .the demons 

who are satan's minions   must not fail.  possess the individual. Slowly but surely stealing the soul. Lies of satan rooted.

2/6/2020 11:50:12 PM carolin15161363 🤢

2/6/2020 11:59:56 PM kidge6 Not for all.

2/7/2020 12:18:55 AM crisco2377 NY here to vouch for that!!

2/7/2020 12:40:48 AM shimoda_don I didn't get my $1000...did I miss something?🤣

2/7/2020 1:01:12 AM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/SnQmyIw3Eo

2/7/2020 1:11:19 AM annasum47005725 They need to be taken down immediately!

2/7/2020 1:16:21 AM t_gavington  https://twitter.com/DeviceNoises/status/1217668477546164224 …

2/7/2020 1:32:44 AM karma4event201 $1,000 to attend the caucus for him, but they were no shows?

2/7/2020 1:44:44 AM fritzingeradam  pic.twitter.com/W6RTQCPSGe

2/7/2020 1:55:46 AM karma4event201 They are not mocking the child! 

She looks apprehensive and like she will be sick. 

No human would see that look on someone's face and continue.

2/7/2020 2:01:04 AM karma4event201 Slander? Biden did this, the child's parents did this

That is a child that has no escape. 

She needs someone to step up and stop Biden, she doesn't want to be there, she doesn't want him near her & she does not want him to touch her.

2/7/2020 2:13:13 AM mateuszwala Ive checked. But hey!

No censor... but look on this. 

👇🤨🤔 https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1225436106042200064?s=19 …

2/7/2020 2:15:30 AM mateuszwala I've noticed the same. Lots of m12 comments just "not available".

2/7/2020 2:57:58 AM keith369me Barely knew you Andrew Yang.  The sad part is that your competition so crazy you seemed to make sense by comparison.  Perhaps Andrew found out 

that a one time payment of $1,000 is not enough for his supporters...they needed ongoing fixes (weekly?)

2/7/2020 3:10:41 AM doq017 Q sent me!

Read up on Q NOW

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@DogZander

@ZRanchLady

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC  https://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2020-02-

05%20CEG%20RHJ%20to%20Secret%20Service%20%28Biden%20Travel%29.pdf …
2/7/2020 3:37:47 AM macsboost Al, think Alice, think ai, think matrix, mega mind, cabal.  You are the soft in the middle IS-BE. https://genius.com/Paul-simon-you-can-call-me-al-lyrics …

2/7/2020 3:40:11 AM qanonlove  pic.twitter.com/7BMjy4gOWT

2/7/2020 3:44:18 AM rcspicks Very weird

2/7/2020 3:57:19 AM lover99_animal Maybe they’d prefer his whip cream show 🤦♀️

2/7/2020 4:01:16 AM stressed_dogs77 Seems like biden wants to keep it in the family!! 🤣

2/7/2020 4:19:43 AM w71013 We’re  making the same argument only I’m saying do that without using her OBVIOUS A B U S E as a butt to a JOKE MEME when it’s OBVIOUSLY 

INSENSITIVE. I’m sorry you looked at that terrible joke and laughed but that’s not my problem. My problem is torturing torture victims.

2/7/2020 4:21:51 AM w71013 Just because we all watched Biden abuse his granddaughter on an international stage does not mean we get to do the same. It’s shameful. WWJD

2/7/2020 4:21:52 AM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/4zw6vR0vZB

2/7/2020 4:39:44 AM redkaite It’s the date for the Nevada caucus coming up I think.

2/7/2020 4:42:41 AM karma4event201 Keep tweeting about it

It will help raise AWARENESS

2/7/2020 4:44:03 AM redkaite Should be the date of the upcoming Nevada caucus.

2/7/2020 4:46:18 AM karma4event201 Shows how unaware you are 

I didn't laugh at that

It is not a joke 

Its purpose is beyond your grasp:  awareness 

Why are you here on this page? What is the purpose of mj12? Awareness

2/7/2020 4:51:27 AM bafowler22 Just absolutely creepy



2/7/2020 5:07:21 AM doq017 Either I’m shadow banned or certain content is getting me banned 

Q sent me!

Read up on Q NOW

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@ZRanchLady

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC
2/7/2020 5:13:34 AM kevinmruel True story....@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC lmao....... seriously. pic.twitter.com/K24lsVNL5K

2/7/2020 5:32:10 AM momekool1 #NewWayForwardAct They’re trying to bring criminals to our country/keep them here! 😡

2/7/2020 5:33:39 AM momekool1 The dems new plan for November??? No consequences for illegals who falsify their passport?? Not cool😡

2/7/2020 5:59:03 AM nicholeklawler He may be a lot of things but unlikable is not one of them.  Try again.

2/7/2020 6:04:55 AM auroravoyager1 So wouldn't this have to be sent to the Senate and signed by the President to become law?  Unless I'm missing something, unlikely to become law.

2/7/2020 6:08:45 AM redbird74003923 imagine that.

2/7/2020 6:18:50 AM quantphysicist 13 Majorem hac dilectionem nemo habet, ut animam suam ponat qui pro amicis suis.

14Vos amici mei estis, si feceritis quæ ego præcipio vobis.

2/7/2020 6:28:57 AM werascending Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Feb 1-6 Human Trafficking; SOTU; impeachment...  https://youtu.be/MFSi7ynWSGQ  via @YouTube.                 GReat 

Video MAJIC 👀!!!@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

2/7/2020 6:32:53 AM quantphysicist where servus isn't state of the art

2/7/2020 6:34:59 AM zagnett 🤨🧐😳

@charmanda9

@GirlAwakeinCA

@LightLove21121

@MelanieAnders7

@laurabusse

@MongrelGlory

@POTUS

@FBI

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JArc1412/status/1225635975314825216 …
2/7/2020 6:37:41 AM quantphysicist 12 This is my commandment, That ye love one another, as I have loved you.

13 Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.

14 Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you.

2/7/2020 6:39:22 AM virgoil  https://youtu.be/dCSwqca8KXU 

#UkraineFinalPiece @BeThePlan @Jim_Jordan @StormIsUponUs @JustInformU @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @ChuckGrassley @SenTedCruz 

@catturd2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @w_terrence @IPOT1776 @JoeBiden @BarackObama

2/7/2020 6:45:17 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9icRlWtQPw …

2/7/2020 6:48:19 AM 369_is W7, ur perspective has brought me to ponder something. At 1 point each of these pedo's we revile was once an abused child we'd have felt for. At 

what point do we go from compassion for the abused, to hatred for the abuser? What if this girl is old enough now to become the next?

2/7/2020 6:50:54 AM zagnett 🤨🧐😳

@charmanda9

@GirlAwakeinCA

@LightLove21121

@MelanieAnders7

@laurabusse

@MongrelGlory

@POTUS

@FBI

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/7/2020 6:53:08 AM zagnett  https://youtu.be/31FdlSJRyvE 

The expression on this guy's face on the vid is absolutely perfect...

"Oooh sh#t!"

😅🤣🧐

2/7/2020 6:57:05 AM tieronepatriot Yes, it explains how energy (electricity is energy) flows and recycles.  Vortex math further explains the difference between consciousness and the 

physical world in numbers.  Again, it's the language of the Divine Creator & the key to the universe.  So much more to learn!

2/7/2020 6:58:13 AM nrek77 Thank you, this is helpful!

2/7/2020 7:02:03 AM jarc1412 😂😂😂 he actually left work during his shift to meet who he thought was a 14 yr old

2/7/2020 7:03:39 AM zagnett So irresponsible in so many ways. Tsk tsk. 🤣

2/7/2020 7:08:16 AM kevinmruel I'm pulling in shills like crazy... lmao @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @TheJusticeDept 

pic.twitter.com/oJvZrbcvcY

2/7/2020 7:09:27 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/nhC4MHTZCT



2/7/2020 7:09:52 AM zagnett @Rizzo1Megan

@AllahUniversal

@aprilbrown99

@v_rags

@Turboxyde

@olimyracle

@dynamicres

@nea_storm

@covertress
2/7/2020 7:10:08 AM cajunjoliebld Scary

2/7/2020 7:15:11 AM bdam777 Congress is broken and Dems want to destroy America. 

More how congress is broken in here. 👇👇👇 https://twitter.com/wfinalle57/status/1098421780937617409?s=19 …

2/7/2020 7:16:34 AM zagnett @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

@nurseniceyes

@DrBoHammer

@lisaroub

@RoubLisa

@KremlinBot4

@DJLOK

@Nun_chucknorris

@Love_Infusion
2/7/2020 7:26:54 AM mholden68632558 Oh yuck

2/7/2020 7:41:31 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/cw6Bg3nvn6

2/7/2020 7:43:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you support the New Way Forward Act?

2/7/2020 7:43:30 AM patriots20202 Our voices have been silenced for far too long.

2/7/2020 7:43:35 AM mgreaze If I could hit that No button infinite times I would haha

2/7/2020 7:43:51 AM girlawakeinca Dear Potential child abuser. You are not safe. Child abuse will be punished harshly - pray you are arrested by law enforcement before you meet justice 

in another way. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/24aTcvDe7u

2/7/2020 7:44:54 AM myfanwy_72 The sad thing is I bet the vast majority of parents of vaccine injured children don't even know themselves that their children are vaccine injured.

The actual numbers are probably phenomenal.

2/7/2020 7:45:02 AM ewolsj It's an INVASION Bill

2/7/2020 7:45:32 AM tommytornado5 Who keeps accidentally hitting yes?

2/7/2020 7:45:46 AM rudedrew63 I support imprisoning all those who are involved in this treasonous bill

2/7/2020 7:45:54 AM gyspylala Perfect Storm on its way

2/7/2020 7:46:17 AM kindeandtrue I don't support Trump's lackadaisical attitude toward the #coronavirus epidemic.

2/7/2020 7:46:48 AM bryanmello19 The 2% are the Illegals chiming in..lol

2/7/2020 7:46:48 AM winklerburke tv = not your friend, 95% of time?

2/7/2020 7:47:03 AM gyspylala Blackmailed by 44 way back..Mittens has bad habits

2/7/2020 7:47:12 AM bryanmello19 The illegals are the 2%..LOL

2/7/2020 7:47:36 AM truthseeker805 at this moment in time, 2.6% of the people are ignorant fools.

2/7/2020 7:47:49 AM liveworthyofhim How many know there is a National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program that has paid 3.7 billion in damages to families?

2/7/2020 7:47:55 AM earth2nissy No. I want to live.

2/7/2020 7:48:43 AM stormyeyed2017 The walls going up so they have to find a another way. These people are sick. Evil sick.

2/7/2020 7:48:45 AM cosmic_engineer Things are rarely as they seem

#MockingbirdMedia

2/7/2020 7:49:22 AM sadventum2 What if it is all a show?  Where did Ebola go?

Bird flu pandemic?

Why is the Corona virus man made?

2/7/2020 7:49:58 AM llyr_crypto Did you read the New Way Forward Act? pic.twitter.com/lYUeby77Bl

2/7/2020 7:50:15 AM twilly18 this is a Representative Republic

Americans wrap up their power and turn it over to "elected officials" to do with as they please

as soon as you submit your vote, you are out of the picture

2/7/2020 7:50:22 AM sandycrook8 🤣🤣🤣 seriously?  😎😎😎😎most f up plan that have hatched to date...

2/7/2020 7:51:12 AM mrmagoo25714258 Who the fuck is the 2% that supports this.....#leavethecountry

2/7/2020 7:52:00 AM kindeandtrue When very knowledgeable and trustworthy folks like Mike Adams (whose wife is Taiwanese) become concerned, then I sit up and listen. He's hardly 

part of the MSM. https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-02-06-coronavirus-infections-explode-across-diamond-princess-cruise-ship.html …

2/7/2020 7:52:21 AM nurseniceyes No

2/7/2020 7:53:19 AM anonymousada Maybe do some research outside of the mainstream media outlets. You'll realize what is happening.

2/7/2020 7:54:46 AM fallorsesh What is lackadaisical about it? I am still on the fence as to how concerned one should be vs. the distraction/fear factor around the virus in general. But 

what should he be doing that he's not, in your opinion? Jumping up n down in a pressed doesn't count for anything btw...

2/7/2020 7:54:48 AM johndic66245534 Meant to say no

2/7/2020 7:55:05 AM sabbett_ Absolutely Not!!@

2/7/2020 7:55:08 AM girlawakeinca Patriots hold the line against vaccine abuse. Pharma profits on poisoning humanity with zero consequences. We CAN change the laws that protect 

predators. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/w1kaV1V9dG

2/7/2020 7:55:41 AM patriot1776ar Hell no!

2/7/2020 7:56:00 AM akemor Yes, and that’s not it.🙄

2/7/2020 7:56:23 AM nm_zsr Lol - trying to get Alice to chime in?

2/7/2020 7:56:33 AM kindeandtrue What if it's not a show?

2/7/2020 7:56:40 AM fallorsesh I think it's more than fair to be alert and concerned to a degree. Take the steps available to you to keep yourself & fam as safe as possible within 

reason. But, what else can one do? And to say the whole event isn't being used as a distractive advantage would be naive regardless

2/7/2020 7:57:31 AM llyr_crypto um yeah it is..

fact check before you come @ some one 

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5383/text#H2BAC9A25B1034B84B7E41C93F79EC7E4 … pic.twitter.com/bz2LdsIdJJ

2/7/2020 7:57:40 AM loveletter316 Where’s the HELL NO!!! option?

2/7/2020 7:58:24 AM dave4572 I'm unaware of it any links?



2/7/2020 7:58:34 AM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/O4ShqPvnwn

2/7/2020 7:58:45 AM qqqueenbeee Yes, as a wake up call to all Americans of what their future will look like under the Democrats. I’m pro acceleration!

2/7/2020 7:59:27 AM coldnights4 What epidemic should Trump be freaking out about again?  The virus that has affected a whole 12 of our 360 million citizens?

2/7/2020 8:00:13 AM nurseniceyes  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/opinion/tucker-carlson-criminals-would-be-protected-from-deportation-under-bill-aoc-and-

other-house-democrats-back.amp …

2/7/2020 8:00:19 AM guy_karen Ooops I meant no

2/7/2020 8:01:18 AM bryanhausman Lol I tried to scroll and it clicked yes... It's a definite NO

2/7/2020 8:01:47 AM nickk07292544 I will take a deep breath when we the people can sue the pants off big Pharma

2/7/2020 8:01:50 AM coldnights4 Nevermind, I checked your profile.  Just another “orange man bad” automaton.

2/7/2020 8:02:07 AM paytonpatriot People associated with the Clinton laptop are for this! This legislation smells like panic to me

2/7/2020 8:02:16 AM akemor  https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr5383/BILLS-116hr5383ih.xml …

2/7/2020 8:02:40 AM cosmic_engineer Cruise ships are floating petri dishes.

Perfect control environment for testing

2/7/2020 8:03:14 AM bazemored Not just NO, but HELL TO THE NO!! We cannot allow 

[them] to get away with that.

2/7/2020 8:03:40 AM atashfire Because big telecom has their hands in the medical industrial complex, to enslave us and maim us with vaccines, instead of the cures. Remember, 

money and suffering

is more important than basic human life.

2/7/2020 8:03:52 AM kindeandtrue The Trump Administration is actively downplaying the threat and is bringing infected people to US from the epicenter of the epidemic & housing them 

on US military bases. If this thing explodes, we can blame derelict policies of this president---but by then it will be too late.

2/7/2020 8:04:30 AM kindeandtrue What could possibly go wrong?🤪

2/7/2020 8:05:52 AM llyr_crypto Yeah. your point? 

Secc 701: the right to come home....

The same thing i linked?

Did you not do your homework?

2/7/2020 8:06:06 AM kindeandtrue And you are a mind-controlled Q bot?

FYI, I am a recovering long-time Trump supporter. Veil has been recently lifted.

2/7/2020 8:06:57 AM lightseeker2012 Interesting that Tucker mentioned child molestation as the example of the type of crime. Tucker knows.

2/7/2020 8:07:06 AM sadventum2 God has our backs

2/7/2020 8:08:00 AM kindeandtrue That's how it begins. Meanwhile, Chinese students are being forced to homeschool, and major Chinese cities are deserted wastelands.

2/7/2020 8:08:03 AM peggy_aol Tucker Carlson

Lawmakers are trying to make life worse for people across America. The New Way Forward Act protects serious felons from deportation and gives 

previously deported criminals a “right to come home” at your expense. And that’s not all. http://fxn.ws/2H2DfY8 

2/7/2020 8:08:30 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q2937

なんで逮捕まだなの？

なんで '特定の' 日時を指定したはずなのに、何も起きなかったの？

#ゲーム理論を定義せよ

#Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1222901482191589381 … pic.twitter.com/fJIUusIjmV
2/7/2020 8:08:42 AM josef86735145 It's suicide,

2/7/2020 8:08:54 AM kindeandtrue Why should God bless America?

Have you forgotten the Super Bowl halftime show?

2/7/2020 8:09:24 AM johnwicke17 Hell no, look who is sponsoring it, America haters

2/7/2020 8:09:32 AM gypsycatts Not no way. Not no how.

2/7/2020 8:09:44 AM kindeandtrue P.S. Do you think God approves of our #EndlessWars?

2/7/2020 8:10:46 AM gi6stars @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/2QjHpS6HrV

2/7/2020 8:11:09 AM coldnights4 And I’m a lifelong Democrat who wrote daily letters to Obama expressing my adoration of him while wearing my “I’m with her” PJ’s and was 

considering setting up an actual shrine to the DNC. Then Trump appeared, lifted my veil and I changed.

It’s true. pic.twitter.com/fz90DTJVVA

2/7/2020 8:11:09 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN 

ペンには盗聴器が仕掛けられています。だから "ペンを追跡せよ" というドロップがたくさんあるようです...🧐🍿🐷

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1223057877255876609 … pic.twitter.com/Wa4vgXkQJ0

2/7/2020 8:11:13 AM rikudochan to ask this question here...



2/7/2020 8:11:56 AM cosmic_engineer Military also has the means to properly treat this virus

Decades beyond the monkey medicine at our hospitals

What will they get in China?

This is the patriotic and compassionate play

2/7/2020 8:13:58 AM sadventum2 This battle has been raging for 6000 years.  I do not condone any of it.  Rev 6:8. And why shouldn't God bless America.  We are fighting this fight with 

him.  Our time here is finite.  Our reward is eternal

2/7/2020 8:14:04 AM kindeandtrue The Pentagon will cure us all of the #coronavirus?

Sure thing.

2/7/2020 8:14:08 AM kapitan_wow fuck no.

2/7/2020 8:16:44 AM akemor Yes, and a more thorough job than a selective pic. But, please, whine on.🙄

2/7/2020 8:17:33 AM markborneman1 and the 2% was AOC ( not to be confused with the almighty mini-aoc, Ilhan Omar the corrupt traitor and Tlaib the well, raving lunatic ....

2/7/2020 8:18:16 AM cwigginton We need to further strengthen our ties with our across the border governments in enforcing their own laws and make it easier for those governments 

to extradite their criminals back from us and render their own justice on them.

2/7/2020 8:20:16 AM llyr_crypto The pic was for attention. thus why i linked the entire bill... So again, before you come @ some one.. Read it for yourself.

2/7/2020 8:20:18 AM coldnights4 So China is reacting.

But we have 12.

What exactly would you like him to do differently?

Or is this just another chance to bash Trump....

2/7/2020 8:21:40 AM kindeandtrue No, America under Trump is not fighting God's fight. 

Stealing oil from Syria, occupying the ME and Africa, destroying environment w/ chemtrails, GMO and pesticides, condoning LGBTQ perversion, and 

allowing corrupt govt actors to go unpunished is not God's work.

2/7/2020 8:21:51 AM cosmic_engineer Your body has everything it needs. It always has.

Reliance outside oneself is a dangerous place to be

2/7/2020 8:21:55 AM tyrantswillfa11 Oops my dumb finger hit yes! My answer is 100% NO!

2/7/2020 8:23:59 AM dave4572 To the actual law not msm propaganda

2/7/2020 8:24:34 AM patriotpirate74 I felt that.

2/7/2020 8:24:42 AM wakeywakey2q2q  pic.twitter.com/CwMMUQ1IuE

2/7/2020 8:24:55 AM kindeandtrue When your body is constantly assaulted by toxins, it's difficult for it to respond efficiently.

(BTW, we can thank Trump for not ending the chemtrails, GMO, pesticides, vaccines. In addition, he is fully on board with toasting the American 

populace with uber 5G radiation.)

2/7/2020 8:27:54 AM foyjh No No No.

RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Do you support the New Way Forward Act?

2/7/2020 8:28:19 AM william40694661 Woops hit the wrong damn button by Accident

 Vote No on the New way forward is my true choice.

2/7/2020 8:28:39 AM nurseniceyes Yes it is already posted on my thread.

2/7/2020 8:30:00 AM idahoamerican You left out a category: "HELL NO!"

2/7/2020 8:30:50 AM cosmic_engineer You give 45 so much credit for not destroying the DS and every plot they've had running for decades.  Even while getting attacked daily and near zero 

MSM support...

2/7/2020 8:32:17 AM dave4572  https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/5383/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22chamberActionDateCode%3A%5C%222019-

12-10%7C116%7C1000%5C%22+AND+billIsReserved%3A%5C%22N%5C%22%22%5D%7D&r=10&s=4 …

2/7/2020 8:32:21 AM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1225800894819622912?s=21 … https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1225800894819622912 …

2/7/2020 8:32:50 AM digitaltruth777 What scum said yes wow?!

2/7/2020 8:32:58 AM kindeandtrue I strongly suspect Trump orchestrated Russia Gate and Ukraine Gate so he could get away with doing basically nothing for three years, but that's just 

me.

2/7/2020 8:33:10 AM dave4572 I just re posted didn't see it on the thread

2/7/2020 8:33:43 AM baduinq My granddaughter is autistic . EVERY time my daughter n law tries to say anything . They take  my granddaughter or baker act her.  My son died 4 years 

ago. 5 kids. It's Hell for my daughter n law & grand kid's.  U have to play the game.

2/7/2020 8:34:30 AM blsdbe Thank you for ousting ALICE also...

2/7/2020 8:34:50 AM nine_six3 Right? Hahaha Hell No, Absolutely NOT!

2/7/2020 8:35:19 AM digitydanester Oh god no!!!! I accidentally hit yes...

Frown be guys.. I slipped 😭

2/7/2020 8:35:30 AM cosmic_engineer With the DoJ, FBI, intelligence agencies, Military compromised. He had a ton of work to do, before other work could be done

Ukraine was certainly his doing, but it's because that can of worms opens up a massive amount of DS plots

🍁 is still 100% swamp. Count your blessings lol

2/7/2020 8:36:33 AM whitestripecat I am so very sorry for their situation. I pray for their strength, comfort, & improvement. A child should not have to endure such things.

2/7/2020 8:36:34 AM blsdbe Not sure that folks are vaccine injured? Watch this please: https://g.co/kgs/QokX8W 

2/7/2020 8:37:40 AM kachinagtto Did the parents who were rewarded comp. in suits sign NDAs upon settlement?  Why take the money?  Money won’t change damage. Save another 

child...speak up.  Other option - MSM arm of DS...wouldn’t matter.

2/7/2020 8:38:19 AM patriotleah1776 Correction: 100%

Tune into the Collective TV

(Telepathic Vision)

@SandiaWisdom

2/7/2020 8:38:57 AM idahoamerican "The slogan “Forward!” reflected the conviction of European Marxists and radicals that their movements reflected the march of history, which would 

move forward past capitalism and into socialism and communism." https://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/inside-politics/2012/apr/30/new-obama-

slogan-has-long-ties-marxism-socialism/ …

2/7/2020 8:39:26 AM mamiemcclure17 My son born in 91 is autistic, immunization had risen since the birth of my oldest son 5 years earlier, who had no problems in development. Autism is 

lifelong. I’m supposed to teach him, yet I learn through him.  All his life, been bullied, he just smiles, has the biggest ❤️



2/7/2020 8:40:07 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q491 財団&協会

上院議員にどうして、何百万ドルもの価値がある?

マキシン・ウオーターズはどうして、4百万ドルもする豪邸に住んでいる?

過去/現在、何人の政治家が財団/協会を作った?

腐敗した

壊れた

売国奴どもめが!!!

裁判

収監

死

Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1223291561112268800 … pic.twitter.com/i7f7UASrJz
2/7/2020 8:43:01 AM patriotleah1776 We will be rescued from BigPharm before long. 

In such a way we will not have the need to sue anyone.

Go ahead, take that deep breath now! 😉

2/7/2020 8:43:40 AM munkeypilot Sometimes I won't see any posts until 12-24hrs later...WTH?

2/7/2020 8:44:48 AM stevengibes I heard autistic kids are reincarnated higher beings and the frequency here on earth is still too low for them, they started coming here since like 80's 

and dark side knows this and tries to dumb them down with shit meds.

2/7/2020 8:45:04 AM drbohammer Copy that Zag 🇺🇸

2/7/2020 8:48:51 AM awake_today Amen.

2/7/2020 8:50:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 In addition to posting the evidence for the world to see, also file a report on  http://fbi.gov/tips  

It may shock you who he was working with. https://twitter.com/JArc1412/status/1225635975314825216 …

2/7/2020 8:51:29 AM nickk07292544 From your 👄 to God’s 👂🙏

2/7/2020 8:52:08 AM jarc1412 🙏❤️

2/7/2020 8:52:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Evolutionary" response to (things like) Operation Paperclip and what transpired (classified) within the Government. Starseeds began traveling to Earth 

and their consciousness doesn't have complete control over these avatars quite yet due to the general consciousness of Earth.

2/7/2020 8:53:44 AM sadventum2 Your wrong. pic.twitter.com/Qr3WnAKiEy

2/7/2020 8:54:44 AM magasaladcat  pic.twitter.com/SJqJTQoffb

2/7/2020 8:54:58 AM stevengibes came to destroy the dark from within,

2/7/2020 8:56:28 AM missesj3 Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Feb 1-6 Human Trafficking; SOTU; impeachment acquittal Q QAnon  https://youtu.be/MFSi7ynWSGQ 

2/7/2020 8:57:05 AM kindeandtrue The Trump Administration loves Pope Francis.

Pompeo, Pence and Ambassadress Callista Gingrich are collaborating very closely with Francis on the #ReligiousFreedom initiative, which is a 

euphemism for their New World Religion.

2/7/2020 8:59:49 AM willlove17  https://globalbem.com/dan-winter-2-2/ 

2/7/2020 9:00:35 AM willlove17  https://www.facebook.com/fractalfield 

2/7/2020 9:00:42 AM olimyracle WE 👀 YOU pic.twitter.com/p9unOGOufz

2/7/2020 9:01:02 AM willlove17  http://www.fractalfield.com 

 http://www.goldenmean.info 

 http://www.theraphi.net 

 http://www.theimploder.com 

 http://www.implosiongroup.com 

2/7/2020 9:01:02 AM worldxplorer1 Exactly.  If you want more info check out "Three Waves of Volunteers" by Dolores Cannon. pic.twitter.com/i02fc5ewE6

2/7/2020 9:01:54 AM bluewarrior27 I view it as the highest form of treason.  It’s a blatant attempt to destroy the constitution.   The writers are seeking to undermine actual US citizens 

rights.

2/7/2020 9:03:32 AM stevengibes I heard it here, but Dolores was good as well. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0P3tqB0Sx8Y&t=2s …

2/7/2020 9:03:50 AM sadventum2 Please brace yourself for the truth coming out. pic.twitter.com/3YtqPlwpIB

2/7/2020 9:07:03 AM kindeandtrue A picture is proof of nothing. Meanwhile, Pompeo, Pence and Gingrich have enthusiastically rubber stamped Francis' plans for a new ecumenical 

religion that espouses Masonic ideal of "fraternity" as its guiding principal and pledges to purge all religions of "hate and extremes"

2/7/2020 9:07:55 AM w71013 Maybe she is. I don’t know and neither do you. maybe she’s just a scared girl. Maybe she’s young and knows the cycle is unhealthy and wishes to stop 

it and our continuous torture of her makes her feel ostracized from both sides.

2/7/2020 9:08:14 AM mamiemcclure17 He has always had gifts, I recognized this years ago, he doesn’t understand these gifts and neither do I fully.  He does feel others energies and doesn’t 

like to be in moderate to large crowds and very sensitive to noises. I’m grateful to have him in my life.

2/7/2020 9:08:55 AM prism_wg_light wow... nice heart symbol... sickos... so tired of seeing this shit.

2/7/2020 9:09:06 AM nine_six3 45 sounds pretty damn transparent to me! And I think it is necessary for him to keep fear amongst the public as low as possible. 

Protect yourself and your family. (I personally wouldn’t vaccinate with whatever they are pushing out).

This WILL go away! pic.twitter.com/IAA5ntkte0

2/7/2020 9:10:07 AM stevengibes to him everyday noise is like nails on a blackboard for us, all day everyday.

2/7/2020 9:10:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Meme magick is real. 

"Meme theory suggests that items of gossip are living things that seek to reproduce using humans as their host." BBT/AFF 

pic.twitter.com/DmZQmpd3ss

2/7/2020 9:10:57 AM kindeandtrue And we all might look back at this tweet as pretty darn weak and dysfunctional if the coronavirus takes hold of the American population.

Which will come first, spring or the coronavirus?

Quite a gamble.

2/7/2020 9:11:08 AM w71013 They are all victims. and I won’t feel pity for Biden because he’s half dead and knows what he did. That’s an abused child. You know she deserves 

compassion and this is not compassionate. Glorifying a young girls abuse, whether she continues the cycle, is abuse.

2/7/2020 9:12:11 AM sadventum2 Please learn and I pray that you find truth because there is no step 5

2/7/2020 9:12:21 AM patjone29703057 👍👍

2/7/2020 9:13:17 AM stevengibes and these kids just by being here are raising our frequency 

and helping earth,

2/7/2020 9:13:32 AM flung_poo Good thing I wore my white pants

2/7/2020 9:13:47 AM aldo_9111 Hocus pocus pic.twitter.com/JVCqEs2Zuk



2/7/2020 9:13:47 AM rudedrew63 Wow that was a really good meme

2/7/2020 9:15:25 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/O1K5ho9RmA

2/7/2020 9:15:28 AM mamiemcclure17 I’ve actually heard her speaking about them years ago.  He is unique, for certain.  Just in the last couple of years I now understand some things he has 

told me. It’s like taking a slowww double take when you saw the elephant in the room LOL pic.twitter.com/i9cP1vU1oE

2/7/2020 9:15:29 AM smith_jere Great memes!!!

2/7/2020 9:16:07 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3464 

闇から光へ

ハンターが、今や獲物に

いつもの大統領選とは、違う

Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1223327219306549249 … pic.twitter.com/GqWiwAxmJ6
2/7/2020 9:16:20 AM skilletmack #BigPharma writes the textbooks for medical schools. Drs are taught no one knows what causes #SIDS yet if you read the side effects of #vaccines SIDS 

is listed... Sounds like someone knows what causes SIDS. This is evil.

2/7/2020 9:16:51 AM smith_jere I would love to RT but Twt won't allow it.

2/7/2020 9:18:17 AM nine_six3 “Don’t Worry, It Won’t Happen!” pic.twitter.com/gTZQ08psfA

2/7/2020 9:19:33 AM identityasxy .

Brilliant !

2/7/2020 9:21:53 AM mamiemcclure17 He loves animals never gets angry etc, yes agree. I have said over the years I’ve learned more from him than anyone I know. He inspires me truly, a 

beautiful soul.

2/7/2020 9:22:05 AM dave4572 Msm propaganda is not a link

2/7/2020 9:23:07 AM ewilliams22101 "Boston Strong". . . hmmm. . . some prominent Boston folks?

2/7/2020 9:23:51 AM cadefonapollyon You missed an "S" and an "L" in the top image.

2/7/2020 9:24:25 AM charmanda9 Excellent work everyone. Get the word out and let’s expose these guys.

2/7/2020 9:24:30 AM maryschade14 Yes they are demonic of the Bear No False Witness type. I could see Mephistopholes Loki and a few others in this sector. Gossip is is killer.

2/7/2020 9:24:53 AM stevengibes I'm hopeful that in our lifetimes the vibration is high enough so that you two can have a normal conversation.

2/7/2020 9:25:47 AM alight412 Now it's not just an attack on the President but a direct attack on the American citizen. I'm thinking they all need fired (can't just fire demos without a 

major upheavel). Start over.

2/7/2020 9:30:52 AM susan66388204 Hell to the Naw Naw MJ12.  That piece of fresh hell will cancel out our Constitution.   We already have 2 versions of the Constitution.  That’s quite 

enough!!!   Besides their version will cause worse slavery

2/7/2020 9:31:03 AM ultra_unlimited A final word, wait it's not a call to action 

We ain't no sect, no this ain't no faction 

Unity, unity you've heard it all before

This time its not exclusive we want to stop a war

#Unity as one stand together

Unity evolutions gonna come

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/Do50qNyqHS
2/7/2020 9:31:14 AM cosmic_engineer We will bring down the 3 pillars

Raise up these loved Ones

Witness the gradual of Great Mother

💚

It has already happened.

We are both waiting at the finish line & here working

Much love Dear Ones
2/7/2020 9:31:49 AM zagnett @charmanda9

@GirlAwakeinCA

@LightLove21121

@MelanieAnders7

@laurabusse

@MongrelGlory

@POTUS

@FBI

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/7/2020 9:31:54 AM jdm46808323 Why aren’t MDs required to report vaccine injuries? Why are Pharm Cos not legally liable by law since start? Used to only believe the HPV vaccine was 

wrong. Truth is ALL vaccines created to alter/dumb down DNA.”The only safe vaccine is the one never used.”Shannon - lead dr NIH.

2/7/2020 9:31:58 AM cosmic_engineer *Graduation

SwiftKey needs an uninstall

2/7/2020 9:32:06 AM ultra_unlimited  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=L7-zRWai5yY …

2/7/2020 9:32:49 AM mamiemcclure17 Me as well, he still just speaks 3/4 words together, his speach impediment is severe, though I understand him nearly all the time. Really wouldn’t talk 

for first 8-10 years except name yes no. Very few words, still try to converse though.

2/7/2020 9:33:09 AM brown_eyedladyj @Nun_chucknorris has done a great deal of archiving and has set up a easy to read format of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 messages. Please like and share so 

everyone can see the truth.  https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …



2/7/2020 9:34:30 AM clifton15jon Havent Heard about it

2/7/2020 9:34:55 AM ultra_unlimited  pic.twitter.com/SOfATzVQBF

2/7/2020 9:35:33 AM elsnernash OMG! 😲

2/7/2020 9:36:08 AM mamiemcclure17 I can already see some differences in him and he’s feeling it.

2/7/2020 9:36:15 AM susan66388204 Please understand that he has access to information we don’t have.  this is man made by bill Gates.  He is on the verge of becoming the world’s first 

Trillionaire!!! He needs money quickly to do this by his deadline.  He make the virus so he can sell the immunization shots🤬🤬

2/7/2020 9:37:21 AM pandreas14 There are a few YouTube channels who track down & expose vile scum like this. I agree with you, hopefully they contact law enforcement & file reports 

immediately so these individuals are taken off the street. God bless all the men & women who protect our children! #Pedogate

2/7/2020 9:38:30 AM rachie_rach__ This is great!!! Wasn't the BC/BS case years ago from New Mexico?? I may be wrong. I got discouraged and stopped following. Lol.

2/7/2020 9:40:12 AM cosmic_engineer Same with my Hunny

Getting closer to reaching "critical mass" for a polarity flip.

This era will facilitate Service to Others

2/7/2020 9:45:56 AM xxmemebotxx This is a real dank meme! I'd r8 8/8 m8! RT @red_rand: RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Meme magick is real. 

"Meme theory suggests that items of gossip are living things that seek to reproduce using humans…

2/7/2020 9:46:17 AM chris8nix type 1 diabetes / let’s get this problem solved. @realDonaldTrump

2/7/2020 9:50:21 AM jimbo11079215 That 2% are the same people that are going to backpack through a war zone and say there is good in all people and they will be safe.  Then they get 

murdered.

2/7/2020 9:51:53 AM mamiemcclure17 Sooo ready for it as well !!! Thankful and grateful, humanity is waking to a blessing so many still not aware of!  May the Light Rise, and so it is, blessings

 my friend  ❤️🕊🙏 pic.twitter.com/v3sgVpzgHn

2/7/2020 9:54:08 AM karin10619460 F...NO

WHO IN THEIR RIGHT MIND WOULD WANT TO PROTECT ILLEGAL ALIENS AND CRIMINAL SCUMBAGS😡

❤️🇺🇸💯🇺🇸👊🇺🇸👏👏👏

2/7/2020 10:00:23 AM derosatn As much as I support root canal without Novocaine.

2/7/2020 10:02:05 AM plogdreamwalker Lol

2/7/2020 10:03:17 AM mamiemcclure17 Best answer pic.twitter.com/omsepKAqTC

2/7/2020 10:08:44 AM scubasteveisme  pic.twitter.com/fKGmifcScQ

2/7/2020 10:11:11 AM earth2nissy AMEN.🙏

❤️🧡💛💚💙💜

2/7/2020 10:12:40 AM moemc8 #NoNewWayForwardAct #NoNewWayForwardAct #NoNewWayForwardAct

2/7/2020 10:14:10 AM ultra_unlimited Some popular ideas: #NaziYetiSSP, #AncientBuilderRace, #Nephilim, #PortalsToInnerEarth, #CrashLandedOffWorldTech, #Annunaki, 

#AdvancedBreakawaySociety, #AncientAI,

#Enki

2/7/2020 10:14:37 AM timetowakeupsw1  pic.twitter.com/AhjxlOy0cz

2/7/2020 10:15:28 AM coreytrumpmaga 😂😂😂

2/7/2020 10:15:39 AM coreytrumpmaga But not so funny😂

2/7/2020 10:18:41 AM cryptohound Amen.,

2/7/2020 10:26:39 AM charmanda9 Let’s use this now to help @IAuMatu who is currently wrongfully incarcerated and needs our help! 

🔥3-6-9🔥

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @nea_storm

@GirlAwakeinCA @zagnett @LightLove21121

@Rick_Hernandez @MelanieAnders7 @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1222898138735767560 …

2/7/2020 10:27:02 AM blcksambo Syrian starseed!

2/7/2020 10:28:18 AM zagnett @Rizzo1Megan

@rawphonegirl

@aprilbrown99

@nurseniceyes

@KremlinBot4

@DJLOK

@Nun_chucknorris

@v_rags

@blsdbe
2/7/2020 10:28:58 AM girlawakeinca They think they can keep unjustly jailing those who follow @realDonaldTrump. They think they can surpress our freedom. They think we will not stand 

together for our future.

#FreeTheInnocent

#FreeAllahUniversal

#FreeManHeIs

#WalkAway

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ffe3301

@TomFitton  https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1225845261794205697 … pic.twitter.com/nL9FzUMykS
2/7/2020 10:34:17 AM corn_hole I collect antique memes. How old are they? pic.twitter.com/FqQLeCScmX

2/7/2020 10:34:54 AM rosscarwalker Word dude! Big love

2/7/2020 10:38:39 AM ethix "The living word"

2/7/2020 10:38:44 AM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ)

2/7/2020 10:41:09 AM girlawakeinca They can try to bury Patriots, they use jail & harassment against @ilhousegop constituents to silence our quest to raise & uplift humanity. It’s why so 

many worldwide stand for freedom & have #WalkAway for #WWG1WGA 

FREE @AllahUniversal @IAuMatu pic.twitter.com/sXnY3lI0lg

2/7/2020 10:42:14 AM mamiemcclure17 Yes, covers his ears and gets so anxious

2/7/2020 10:43:09 AM zagnett @Rizzo1Megan

@rawphonegirl

@nurseniceyes

@Turboxyde

@MongrelGlory

@DJLOK

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

@Nun_chucknorris

@DrBoHammer



2/7/2020 10:44:21 AM jarue369 This is why bullshitters hide behind anonymous accounts. They create puppets and use them to mesmerize their audience with promises like 

chemtrails have vitamins or a secret zionist is going to give everyone candy.

2/7/2020 10:44:44 AM zagnett #FreelAuMatu

#FreeAllahUniveral

2/7/2020 10:45:43 AM nurseniceyes @fbi

2/7/2020 10:46:12 AM nurseniceyes You know something?

2/7/2020 10:50:27 AM kim_centralca Absolutely not! It's total bs.

2/7/2020 10:50:35 AM arthurpacfarm May I add a HELL to my no?

2/7/2020 10:51:24 AM covertress Did the hometown heroes ever consider the perv might be armed?

Be careful guys. 

Have a cc? 

Use it.

2/7/2020 10:54:43 AM lightlove21121 @v_rags

@RealEyeTheSpy

@olimyracle

@mikebravodude

@Qanon76

@VincentCrypt46

✨♥️✨

2/7/2020 10:55:45 AM stclair00 I am not even American and this scares me

2/7/2020 10:58:00 AM tristyn2019 Rhymes with new world order

2/7/2020 11:00:40 AM lynnettecw Love it pic.twitter.com/S3JJU6FZDV

2/7/2020 11:13:15 AM aldo_9111 ❤️

2/7/2020 11:13:48 AM deb12233 No hosts, just expressions of Truth and the powerful creativity of the right use (righteousness) of Life.

2/7/2020 11:16:15 AM blsdbe Inside instead of Within? pic.twitter.com/4nfPoR9sYh

2/7/2020 11:32:13 AM rosscarwalker I'm a bit confused by this

2/7/2020 11:33:06 AM rosscarwalker Scrap that I've seen the link

2/7/2020 11:33:52 AM johnpi7p The industry would collapse.

2/7/2020 11:35:49 AM quantum_reality  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1225743061004771329?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1225743061004771329 …

2/7/2020 11:40:32 AM soulsur74572009 Jupiter ascending

2/7/2020 11:41:43 AM thekecksburgkid This is intel disinformation, holy shit

2/7/2020 11:43:47 AM thekecksburgkid MJ 12 is not real(in the way purposed here) it has and always will be a creation of counter intel community

2/7/2020 11:50:01 AM stacipannek There’s not a HELL FREAKING NO option.....

2/7/2020 11:58:48 AM ethereal_shaman My son was vaccine injured in 1991 as well. Even worse, in my ignorance, I allowed Drs to prescribe countless psych drugs to my then overactive 6 year 

old for over a decade.  I have an autistic 29 year old now that doesn't function well in society.

2/7/2020 11:58:50 AM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/au5ymkqfGk

2/7/2020 12:01:58 PM blezzie5 💯 I believe they would rather see Anyone else in this country besides actual Americans This is a blatant. Take over. And a disgrace to all of us.

2/7/2020 12:04:15 PM t_hayden07 So very sorry. ❤️

2/7/2020 12:06:53 PM stevengibes was basically a documentary, Abroxians are a thing

2/7/2020 12:11:29 PM sylva1971 Wow! Sad...🕊

2/7/2020 12:11:50 PM covertress Who was he working with?

2/7/2020 12:13:41 PM americanpetal I don’t fully understand.

2/7/2020 12:19:32 PM covertress 👽?

Still interested in Rh-Negative blood?

2/7/2020 12:20:15 PM eastcoasterik Me too

2/7/2020 12:21:22 PM covertress Does RH Negative Blood Increase Odds Of Alien Abduction? https://www.gaia.com/article/rh-negative-blood-abducted-aliens …

2/7/2020 12:21:49 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/9S7vUPzOaQ

2/7/2020 12:23:32 PM lightlove21121  https://twitter.com/lightlove21121/status/1225845261794205697?s=21 … https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1225845261794205697 …

2/7/2020 12:24:38 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/mZKFFWKukI

2/7/2020 12:25:07 PM lilangels44 This is absolutely unamerican, unacceptable and completely wrong. Q sent us our army is huge and we will not stand for this!!! This is definitely panic 

in DC on full display.  To bad you loose we win!🇺🇸🙏🏼

2/7/2020 12:26:02 PM jeeemig @StormIsUponUs Did You watch the serie Fall Cabal by Janet Ossebaard?  Let's all come together and connect. @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@GenFlynn Greetings from The Netherlands. #GFL in Light & Love always 🥰🥰

Fall Cabal:

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCthJtvcJZQgfCHG9QOWXjqw … pic.twitter.com/7mtL7evg4t

2/7/2020 12:27:13 PM lightlove21121  https://twitter.com/lightlove21121/status/1225850482939367430?s=21 … https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1225850482939367430 …

2/7/2020 12:28:55 PM cny_micaa I voted no but mainly because I have no access to what exactly I would be saying yes to. It is how many pages long? I would need to read it entirely and 

understand/approve before I could say yes.

2/7/2020 12:41:12 PM stlhandyman My memes Red Pill normies pic.twitter.com/95if3UdgdX

2/7/2020 12:44:26 PM scottba58314811 Hahahahahahhahahahahahah. Great puzzle solve.

2/7/2020 12:46:38 PM ethereal_shaman Mine too.  Very psychic.  When he was 8, he told his Dr that he talks to ghost people all the time, the Dr promptly told me he was schizophrenic.  The 

guilt of my ignorance has been a burden, but I have 4 gkids, and none vaccinated. Perfectly healthy.

2/7/2020 12:49:24 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned 117 a few times the last few weeks. This stuck out to me so I passed it along.

No particular reason other than observation.

🙏

2/7/2020 12:50:17 PM bbobbio71 Nice catch!!!

2/7/2020 12:50:42 PM writermaven Disturbing

2/7/2020 12:52:58 PM keith369me We are the news...tell your story...every piece of information helps

2/7/2020 12:54:35 PM whatscale @ts_sci_majic12 is shadow banned but

@tsbaileyts is not kek! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1225487538573447171 …

2/7/2020 12:55:50 PM keith369me Awesome...should it be the Wheel of Karma?

2/7/2020 12:57:42 PM bbobbio71 Rather ironic don't ya think??@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/VcHYBtZkAQ

2/7/2020 12:59:19 PM mongrelglory Gee, you're a fast reader...

2/7/2020 1:01:58 PM deborah80199639 Hell.       NO.

2/7/2020 1:04:17 PM jessie_misty @ACERN_M_Rodwell follows this belief she is a good source on this topic as well

2/7/2020 1:05:33 PM mongrelglory Reminds me of a favourite movie called "Pontypool" 😎

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pontypool_(film) …



2/7/2020 1:07:36 PM mongrelglory That's a good one!

2/7/2020 1:08:27 PM kzcreek Pretty sure the only way it has 3 %

2/7/2020 2:02:21 PM blsdbe So true...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1225900829972062209 …

2/7/2020 2:03:28 PM kachinagtto Can anyone try to post this link?  Go to article, and try to post it yourself.  Twitter is hiding it in feed.  You have to go to tweets/replies to see it.  

Wondering if happens to anyone else?  I tried several sources of article info - none will post. 

https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1225901745345155072?s=20 …

2/7/2020 2:06:20 PM chairmanbrian Alice & the little blue bird had some fun with my ability to tweet and retweet. Y'all sure you want to do that?? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

@RealJamesWoods @KristySwansonXO @Jennyjen867 @Luckytobeme3 @vmi_emmett

2/7/2020 2:08:04 PM american_damn Pedo gets confronted ❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️

2/7/2020 2:08:13 PM vmi_emmett I was blocked also

2/7/2020 2:12:59 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀  https://twitter.com/Bruno062418/status/1196872663093919744 …

2/7/2020 2:14:47 PM humanprimer Well to be fair, standing in contrast, fighting also can occur where there are NO troops. The difference is that the outcome is generally foretold ahead 

of the fight.

2/7/2020 2:20:01 PM kachinagtto So freakin weird... now it's showing up.  WTF Alice

2/7/2020 2:20:42 PM palmdalekid2 I remember watching Ukraine protests, looked just like  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_shooting_of_Dallas_police_officers …

2/7/2020 2:22:58 PM catsnmi Do it!

2/7/2020 2:25:57 PM blackjackpupil Schroedingers cat...

2/7/2020 2:27:03 PM chairmanbrian Fascinating 🤔

2/7/2020 2:28:07 PM debbiea43922131 This is crazy 😨

$4,183,078,646 Billion

Has Been Paid Out By The

National Vaccine Injury

Compensation Program

Vaccines should have 

Disclosers like all Drugs

No Oversight

Multi Trillion Dollar Industry pic.twitter.com/9FRtkNZLqQ
2/7/2020 2:38:41 PM grandma26244385 D.U.M.B.s ,C_A, mind k u n troll, S ex Ab use, TRANS hu man ism,

2/7/2020 2:39:04 PM neapatriot 🤣🤣🤣

2/7/2020 2:47:23 PM chairmanbrian @DHSBlueCampaign @FBI @RealJamesWoods @KristySwansonXO @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Jennyjen867 @Luckytobeme3 

@vmi_emmett @Imaginer77 @DeAnna4Congress https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1225909629894512640 …

2/7/2020 2:52:45 PM cheryljohnston_ Groomed, so sad

2/7/2020 2:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1225900039844720640 … pic.twitter.com/FjjMyf32mH

2/7/2020 2:55:45 PM palmdalekid2 My RTs from this account are disappearing

2/7/2020 2:56:06 PM stevengibes good, pos should added to a shit list somewhere and never get a government job anywhere

2/7/2020 2:58:09 PM earth2nissy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/7/2020 2:58:14 PM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood pic.twitter.com/XhyLyfV0X8

2/7/2020 3:00:29 PM nine_six3 Same.. I also couldn't see pictures or videos for days. Figured out it's when I have my VPN turned on, they block them. For some reason though, I can 

see them again?

2/7/2020 3:03:40 PM guy_karen Persona non grata

2/7/2020 3:06:08 PM giediknight Good riddance

2/7/2020 3:09:19 PM webarian1 I hit the wrong button 😭 I DO NOT SUPPORT!!!

2/7/2020 3:09:48 PM serenitygirrl Could you discuss the money magick

2/7/2020 3:11:04 PM crisco2377 Me Too!!! Hey Frankist/Sabbatean @jack !  Wanna try to explain that?

2/7/2020 3:18:54 PM k78016924 If you don’t know what this is look it up. It is the bring every criminal in the world here, that the democrats are trying to pass.

2/7/2020 3:20:49 PM decodematrix "It’s Lieutenant Colonel Vindman, please"

2/7/2020 3:21:46 PM t_hayden07 His twin too! I'm laughing so hard rn 🤣🤣🤣

2/7/2020 3:26:14 PM ouiser_b The two people that voted YES to this are insane people that need medical help.

2/7/2020 3:29:52 PM kiwi__patriot Because the big picture is that its safer to get vaccinated than not.  Parents who believe otherwise and then their kids get Polio or TB etc...  will only 

know the truth when they bury their children.

2/7/2020 3:30:03 PM manifest_utopia And more, his twin brother's out too. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1225913054510010368 …

2/7/2020 3:30:40 PM debbiea43922131 BILL GATES VACCINE LAWSUIT

USING INDIAN CHILDREN

AS HUMAN TEST SUBJECTS pic.twitter.com/NTIOdNafbh

2/7/2020 3:31:21 PM timkania I’m With Him 🔛 lol

2/7/2020 3:33:19 PM covertress two-fer https://twitter.com/axios/status/1225913054510010368?s=20 …

2/7/2020 3:38:38 PM sherryhotton123 Sickening!

2/7/2020 3:40:57 PM pooky_steve He will writing a book now. Just watch

2/7/2020 3:44:17 PM debbiea43922131 47'500 CASES OF 

PARALYSIS IN INDIA

 

BILL GATES 

EXPERIMENTED

ON THESE  CHILDREN

WITHOUT CONSENT

LIVES RUINED

DIASTEROUS RESULTS

EVIL NWO PLAN pic.twitter.com/cUTZchWViM
2/7/2020 3:46:04 PM pooky_steve All the worms have book deals. Give it a week and he will be on cnn

2/7/2020 3:46:23 PM yourkiddingme5  pic.twitter.com/kyz0OhZUkc

2/7/2020 3:47:01 PM 007rockchick So therefore let's silence 🤫 these parents who have vaccine injured children so as to not cause mass panic against vaccines.

Uh yeah.... That sounds like free speech & free thinking. Nothing like engineering the population to your alignment of thinking.

🤔🤔🤔



2/7/2020 3:47:08 PM manifest_utopia His twin, Yevgeny Vindman, a lawyer, was in charge of reviewing publications by NSC staff prior to release.  For example, Bolton's book. Seriously, You 

can't make this stuff up! https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/01/26/source-alexander-vindmans-brother-yevgeny-clears-publications-by-nsc-

officials/ …

2/7/2020 3:57:03 PM manifest_utopia Thankfully, more & more people are waking from  brainwashing w/ each passing month. This evil has been here on Earth for many 100s of years. It's 

being exposed, which is the first step to eliminating it. When the arrogant & corrupt MSM is removed => Major WAKE UP TIME! 🙏✨💖

2/7/2020 3:58:28 PM wilsonhvacr I have 12yr old twin boys that met every milestone and spoke like little gentlemen until they got their final vaccinations required to start school and 

within months it was like someone turned a switch off they stopped speaking and now at 12 are intellectually 6yrs old

2/7/2020 4:00:00 PM richard07759712 Glenn Beck Presents: Ukraine: The Final Piece  https://youtu.be/dCSwqca8KXU  via @YouTube

#Ukrainefinalpiece

#Ukrainefinalpiece

#Ukrainefinalpiece

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal 

Power of 369

2/7/2020 4:02:15 PM mat27101 We see things in 3D in the 3rd density to us the 4D pyramid could appear aetherically and perhaps in the right light and or at a certain time it can be 

seen.The kids in these pyramids were collectively used to direct energy onto the stage communicating wth someone Astrally?

2/7/2020 4:07:11 PM wiidmam1 changing images of man https://archive.org/details/ChangingImagesOfMan …

2/7/2020 4:11:02 PM americanpetal Winning!

2/7/2020 4:16:01 PM areckoningday Should be named the Final Blow Act. Anyone associated with it should be put under a microscope! 

#TheTruthWillOut

2/7/2020 4:18:21 PM globalciro  pic.twitter.com/l18RgM1MGO

2/7/2020 4:21:06 PM timkania this is too much 🥳

2/7/2020 4:22:50 PM qanon4life Dark to light

2/7/2020 4:26:42 PM agninussim Oh nooooo, pushed the wrong button 😱

2/7/2020 4:35:23 PM identityasxy .

Vid of 26 yr old man catfished, trying to hookup with a "14 yr old boy"  (really adult Patriots trying to protect their community).  MAGA

2/7/2020 4:40:34 PM cstarr888 You're welcome!

😊🙏💖

2/7/2020 4:43:56 PM cstarr888 (Did you mean MJ or me? I'm just seeing this post! Silly Twtr!)

🤔🙏💖

2/7/2020 4:56:46 PM kay646464 Ditto

2/7/2020 5:06:35 PM beccy_lala Loving all these memes! Clever people! 😂👏🏽👏🏽

2/7/2020 5:11:58 PM luluspeers1 People read the memes get the message and tell others

2/7/2020 5:18:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Ahhhh!!!! I accidentally voted yes!!! I read the question too fast!!

2/7/2020 5:21:35 PM kevinpaz822 #Friday

2/7/2020 5:25:29 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Livid2point0/status/1225951230503112705 …

2/7/2020 5:26:08 PM intimeliving  pic.twitter.com/7NpnDool5y

2/7/2020 5:33:25 PM americanpetal TY

2/7/2020 5:36:42 PM ancho82666258 @dbongino @RoscoeBDavis1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GregRubini @SidneyPowell1 @SenRubioPress @SenRickScott @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports 

@JohnWHuber @GreggJarrett @Techno_Fog @DevinNunes @BryanDeanWright @seanmdav @seanhannity @PressSec @RepDougCollins 

@mschlapp @RepMarkMeadows @mattgaetz https://twitter.com/dillpez/status/1225640407674978304 …

2/7/2020 5:38:51 PM kidge6 Please elaborate.

2/7/2020 5:45:22 PM kidge6 Notice this screen image.  An image inside of image with multiple borders and contours and reflections along those borders. Then, the screen convex 

glass? Reflecting? Further, there is shading on the screen behind the message along the edges & in the corners.  🤔 pic.twitter.com/TvPnxsS8ai

2/7/2020 5:45:26 PM thekecksburgkid This account is regurgitating counter intel babble.

2/7/2020 5:47:57 PM luluspeers1 People need to understand why memes are so informative and considered a danger to the deep.state flunkies

2/7/2020 5:48:28 PM luluspeers1 Your welcome xx

2/7/2020 5:59:20 PM debbiescholl2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 watched this in its entirety yesterday & am glad I did! Fantastic information. If you've not seen it, please do yourself a favor & take 

time out to watch, & share it! It's fantastic info!!!

#WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/dCSwqca8KXU 

2/7/2020 6:01:03 PM mikeslife17 Great way to start the weekend....

2/7/2020 6:08:41 PM natea91 What intel did they give before the Kobe accident?

2/7/2020 6:23:24 PM fallorsesh they said it was not safe to travel by air in the US hours before the crash even occurred, let alone reported on.  doesn't mean a bite on everything, but 

it definitely made me, at the least, pay attention a bit.

2/7/2020 6:26:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 In other words, you're losing? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1225951267987562497 …

2/7/2020 6:27:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 #DemDebate pic.twitter.com/YdLxAGSSor

2/7/2020 6:28:42 PM spicencens1 Ouch!😂

2/7/2020 6:28:56 PM twilly18 it's attack Ole Bern night

2/7/2020 6:29:21 PM atashfire Socialism for ya.

2/7/2020 6:29:53 PM justiceville Nice.

2/7/2020 6:30:01 PM jwetzelburg Savage. I’m stealing this.

2/7/2020 6:30:08 PM nine_six3 #UnsealEpstein

#BringOnTheFlood

#EndTrafficking pic.twitter.com/RQ4cU4n4nf

2/7/2020 6:30:25 PM polly569011381 Plastic things

2/7/2020 6:30:41 PM twilly18 Joe didn't get enough people to get into the 2nd round during the caucus cspan carried live Monday

2/7/2020 6:30:49 PM blackbird_sky 物事には順番があるよね。

ストーリーを理解させる構成も必要だし、ハラハラさせたりドキドキさせる仕込みがないと盛り上がれない。

闇政府DS同士が信頼している情報網を断つ、無罪を保証する組織を洗濯機に放り込むとこから開始するとかさ。

Ｑの情報を見逃すと損するよ〜❣️

2/7/2020 6:33:39 PM positivekinetik Is it true he really had brain surgery when he was younger to correct his pedophilic urges??

2/7/2020 6:36:39 PM terrapineyes  pic.twitter.com/KpM9h74N2a

2/7/2020 6:38:05 PM nea_storm Ok I'll bite .... Kindly share, "Who" does he work for and "Whom" exactly is Beloved Majestic 12 referencing? pic.twitter.com/PrmjKCHb2V

2/7/2020 6:38:51 PM keith369me But Socialism is about sharing, money, food, school grades, work, until there nothing left for anybody, including you Bernie.

2/7/2020 6:39:15 PM nhigerd That made me lol!  #SocialismSucks

2/7/2020 6:39:31 PM moemc8 Confused what connection you are making here.



2/7/2020 6:40:00 PM keith369me When you look at somebody and you know you would never leave your kids alone with them, they should probably be kicked out of the White House.

2/7/2020 6:42:56 PM nine_six3 If he did... It was a HUGE failure. Back to the drawing board.....

2/7/2020 6:43:05 PM covertress Was the perv working with 👽? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1225877231517544448?s=20 …

2/7/2020 6:46:52 PM pragmatic_texan I believe Rh negative is a rare blood type that might have some association with fallen angels. (Nephilim)

2/7/2020 6:47:32 PM onceamarine78 There all losing, what are they running on?

2/7/2020 6:48:14 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/SZSFNsi0ng

2/7/2020 6:51:15 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/OvLruVDJFL

2/7/2020 6:51:26 PM fossilman21 He will blame Trump for his failure to win.

2/7/2020 6:51:36 PM jeffcordell6 Good one!

2/7/2020 6:52:40 PM buzanddi That’s strange that every poll that I’ve seen Trump supporters put on Twitter or YouTube both have a 3% (and different poll questions) on what libs 

would support. I would say YouTube and Twitter is putting that 3%.

2/7/2020 6:55:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many rats were caught? https://twitter.com/joeflech/status/1225384490983469056 …

2/7/2020 6:56:56 PM moemc8 I agree its an odd question of who is he working with.

2/7/2020 6:57:46 PM brown_eyedladyj Lock his ass up

2/7/2020 6:57:56 PM jeffcordell6 Believing many many many...

2/7/2020 6:59:32 PM qbeat107 OMG! Shoot that thang. Who wants to see a pic of that crap. Makes me sick!

2/7/2020 6:59:44 PM buzanddi If your not an American citizen this isn’t your home‼️‼️ So that eliminates that right for illegals ‼️‼️‼️ Don’t let MSM think for you that includes all of them.

2/7/2020 7:01:56 PM lbf777 These rats are accidentally caught. Occasionally they get caught by the public and reported.

2/7/2020 7:04:33 PM lordconcave Is MJ12 implying the perp works with DS traffickers?  Nobody else asked this.

2/7/2020 7:05:45 PM buzanddi Just put in your search The new way forward act. These people( Liberal Democrats) are evil. Look they didn’t try to impeach Trump because HRC lost 

they want him gone because they know he has the proof on their corruption. Buckle up it’s coming.

2/7/2020 7:09:06 PM djlok Yeah why the hell do all these people think it's ok to snap pics of their anatomy and then send to a kid.  Weren't these people kids once?   If Mr Smith 

nextdoor had sent me a pic of his willy, him doing that would've scared the sh!t out of me and I'd told my parents.

2/7/2020 7:10:16 PM keith369me PEDrOsa of the day.

2/7/2020 7:11:03 PM sdane8 28 pages. See link below in comments.

2/7/2020 7:13:52 PM parakletosanon maybe stop taking hits and punch your way out of it! 😂😂😂 https://youtu.be/k6nc4BwniG0 

2/7/2020 7:15:10 PM qbeat107 Amen!

2/7/2020 7:20:00 PM royoftheraverz U got a pedohunter group dats legit? More than mere exposing pervs. I mean ways to make legit case against perv, silently quoetly UG. Pull together 

investigative pieces then expose proper go-tos for coffin'n'nail exposure. I am a victim, hv loads of files, will pass on. DM me plz

2/7/2020 7:21:17 PM i95danct He can barely formulate his sentences man this is amazing watching these people being taken seriously pic.twitter.com/dsTQRDTzGw

2/7/2020 7:21:38 PM westmount_d7 😂🙌

2/7/2020 7:22:06 PM griffingsw Who are her parents?

2/7/2020 7:23:48 PM nine_six3 Not sure but found in Osceola, FL - 67 Rats Caught. pic.twitter.com/LXgRqnphxB

2/7/2020 7:24:15 PM manifest_utopia Still keeping an eye for a report of the number of super bowl trafficking arrests. Are they only reporting on the one public official caught?

2/7/2020 7:24:19 PM moemc8 So many conflicting theories on rh neg.

2/7/2020 7:25:07 PM worldxplorer1 Ahh!  I’ve done that before!  So maddening!

2/7/2020 7:26:33 PM laura_621 I work with kids on the spectrum. They have an incredibly beautiful aura about them. Hard to describe.

2/7/2020 7:28:10 PM stevengibes their souls are trapped in low density bodies. It is like birds incarnating into fish bodies.

2/7/2020 7:30:20 PM thereahempqueen he had 3 decades to bing back the middle class. instead he destroyed it. so how can we trust him now? we cant. hes over played and only running to 

save his own ass.

2/7/2020 7:30:53 PM aetherwalker1 Honestly, how is it that Buttigieg speaks just like Obama with the same mannerisms?

practice?

hypnotic programming?

or both?

2/7/2020 7:31:00 PM inthenameoflo19 I read 169 arrested

2/7/2020 7:32:23 PM nine_six3 Not 'Caught' but Found this too... A List of the amount of sex offenders by state, as of March 2018.

 https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/state-by-state-numbers-of-registered-sex-offenders-in-the-us.html …

Didn't expect to see this on WikiHow:

 https://www.wikihow.com/Identify-a-Pedophile …

Ahh.. this stuff is Dark.

2/7/2020 7:33:10 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/GYcGtw1JCi

2/7/2020 7:41:21 PM americanpetal Hopefully, a lot.

2/7/2020 7:48:19 PM michael13418550 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤢🤢🤮

2/7/2020 7:48:28 PM manifest_utopia Do you have a link? 

I only saw a report from last year's super bowl in Atlanta with number arrested. Might have been 169.

2/7/2020 7:48:51 PM aestav513 😂😂😂😂😂

2/7/2020 7:51:11 PM theresa78375601 PATRIOTS are now in control you asswhipe

2/7/2020 7:55:07 PM nine_six3 It’s strange, the search results are lacking. I even get information regarding “CoronaVirus”, when searching for total pedo’s caught in 2020 thus far. 

I thought it’d be easier to find an answer to this?

2/7/2020 8:03:59 PM rudedrew63 From the Superbowl a 💩 load

2/7/2020 8:08:08 PM kidge6 I’d agree. But I have to make a couple of exceptions. Stargaze SG-1 series, Matrix. Because stepping stone of Disclosure.

2/7/2020 8:08:39 PM kidge6 Opps matrix not tv. But I’d include most movies as insidious also.

2/7/2020 8:10:27 PM kidge6 Regurgitating from what source? And can you say why it’s babble?

2/7/2020 8:13:29 PM thekecksburgkid likely afosi...or from counter intel programs running cover for special access programs. it’s like 10% true/90% false

2/7/2020 8:18:01 PM kidge6 Why did you leave Buddhism for Christianity, if I may ask.

2/7/2020 8:18:22 PM manifest_utopia I've not found the Miami pedo arrests # either. Lots of local articles before the SB about the sex trafficking awareness campaign, then zilch after the 

game. Odd no follow up. Yet.

2/7/2020 8:19:22 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 1. Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein, First Contact First Contact First Contact, Full Disclosure Full Disclosure Full 

Disclosure

2/7/2020 8:19:36 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2. Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein, First Contact First Contact First Contact, Full Disclosure Full Disclosure Full 

Disclosure

2/7/2020 8:19:46 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 3. Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein, First Contact First Contact First Contact, Full Disclosure Full Disclosure Full 

Disclosure



2/7/2020 8:23:41 PM mkskyshine Castle MOVE....awesome    M

2/7/2020 8:23:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly I covered this thread in a video (starts at 8:45): https://youtu.be/MFSi7ynWSGQ?t=525 …

2/7/2020 8:25:43 PM majic_eyes_qnly I covered this thread in a video (starts at 15:20): https://youtu.be/MFSi7ynWSGQ?t=920 …

2/7/2020 8:34:40 PM melanieanders7 Standard Hotel is gonna hurt if he loses. ⚔️⛓⚒

2/7/2020 8:39:19 PM sterkinglights1 I wonder if he really is Chuck Schumer's wife.

2/7/2020 8:39:35 PM kidge6 Ok. Show us the real truth.

2/7/2020 8:43:48 PM rghardy3 "The Law of One" calls them Wanderers.

E. T.'s coming to Earth to Reincarnate.

2/7/2020 8:45:02 PM sterkinglights1 Seriously though how come Chuck's wife looks more like Al than his actual twin.

2/7/2020 8:51:34 PM mamiemcclure17 Everyone thinks they are unintelligent due to social and every day activity challenges, that is farthest away from the truth that one can get lol. Seriously 

if they only knew... pic.twitter.com/lTxgvpQlpy

2/7/2020 8:51:58 PM manifest_utopia Great Question! Maybe Alex IS Chuck's wife too? 🙃 😁 Reading about Vindman's supposed background. There's a much bigger story there about 

how he & his twin ended up on the NSC. We just don't know it yet.

2/7/2020 8:54:30 PM mamiemcclure17 I have heard start with algebra, calculus, geometry instead of basic addition/subtraction as examples.  Seriously wish had this information 27 years ago. 

It was Kryon in which gave the information.

2/7/2020 8:55:51 PM crisskdownunder Here too long time

2/7/2020 9:00:06 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/atRDcGLJyw

2/7/2020 9:00:26 PM stevengibes I have read the law of one and honestly, the channeled entity could be anyone with any intentions , so while I believe the channeling is true I take it 

with a grain of salt, Entities from Sirius , reptilian, fish and cat people are all not friendly to us

and we need to be weary

2/7/2020 9:03:19 PM stevengibes fish people are the Nomos the Dogan speak of, and car people are the Lion race reflected in Egypt, the reptilians are not the same as the Draco.

2/7/2020 9:05:40 PM mamiemcclure17 ❤️🙏❤️

2/7/2020 9:05:53 PM honeydear1971 Was very close with JFK Jr.  I believe that connection is why he is working to destroy corruption.

#Ukrainethefinalpiece

2/7/2020 9:06:31 PM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Is there an answer to this question? And is your question referring to Miami specifically or more broadly? Perhaps this was an exercise to show us how 

little we can find when looking? ThankQ!

2/7/2020 9:08:44 PM manifest_utopia Many people & events prepared Trump for this path. Magical how that works.

2/7/2020 9:12:08 PM mamiemcclure17 That includes people, we all have the potential for dark or light balancing is preferred. I’m not fearful, rather intrigued. Other beings also love and feel 

as we do, others more military and scientific technology oriented. Should discern every being as for their intentions

2/7/2020 9:14:21 PM chris60077191 What does that mean? Not trolling, I am ignorant to everything you just tweeted.

2/7/2020 9:17:20 PM kshitijvats3 What's the reference here?

2/7/2020 9:18:40 PM msgatekeeper God bless your family. I am very sorry for your sons' injuries. My prayers are with you for a cure.

2/7/2020 9:20:54 PM the_red_hand_ Some might even say it’s Majestic 😏🍿

2/7/2020 9:23:45 PM kiwi__patriot Sound like an idea

2/7/2020 9:24:01 PM mamiemcclure17 Only know what have heard. Seen several races, none caused any fear at all all was very peaceful.  This was only during meditation and my dreams 

though. There are kind Dragons also I know, thinking Citrine known as. Show no fear, be confident, you are more than most realize

2/7/2020 9:24:27 PM manifest_utopia 😁😁😁 Awesome! 🍿🍿🍿

2/7/2020 9:26:42 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein, First Contact First Contact First Contact, Full Disclosure Full Disclosure Full Disclosure

2/7/2020 9:26:42 PM rghardy3 The Ra Material

Channeled Knowledge From Higher Dimension.

You can find it on Internet.

David Wilcock has it in the Free Books Section

on his website.

2/7/2020 9:26:48 PM mamiemcclure17 Think in terms of Universal Law sort of like Federal Law of a country, this expands the whole Universe all begins are supposed to uphold and respect all 

others and the environment in which we share. Should look it up and read very interesting information

2/7/2020 9:29:06 PM brad34351293 They mentioned he is a janitor when reading the texts, so maybe at a school?

2/7/2020 9:35:08 PM mamiemcclure17 Very expanded 😝. Unfortunately here for thousands of years the Universal Laws have been ignored and broken by beings for their own benefit. The 

dawn has broken a new life for us all. We with assistance have taken our home back. Grateful 🥰🙏❤️

2/7/2020 9:40:02 PM mamiemcclure17 Yes, you will have your own personal wifi connection to it ALL with ALL, once you tapped in there is no tapping out... through your pineal gland look up 

piezoelectric activity of the pineal gland. Why did/do they add ingredients to make our pineal glands calcify? 🤔

2/7/2020 9:42:55 PM eastcoasterik  pic.twitter.com/jGwyY871LF

2/7/2020 9:43:27 PM mamiemcclure17 I actually have posted multiple times in last 3-4 months on piezoelectric activity of the pineal gland. It has micro crystals, like a PC? cones and rods like 

in your eyes you read with? Your third eye has all information connect with your heart and look within to achieve goals🙏

2/7/2020 9:44:06 PM ragstorm #Pete
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2/7/2020 9:46:49 PM corn_hole Represents an all seeing, non human intelligence. pic.twitter.com/kEXRLB4gd8



2/7/2020 9:48:33 PM mamiemcclure17 Yes,  still remain your best- the purging isn’t over with. Naturally if you don’t keep vibrations high, one cannot stay in this realm. Be kind, love others, 

try take care of yourself good diet, rest your body is changing. Stay positive mentally as best can all times, blessings❤️

2/7/2020 9:50:43 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/pzyo24R504

2/7/2020 9:55:17 PM highhopesusa 😂

2/7/2020 9:55:52 PM mongrelglory Feelings of unworthiness left over from a difficult childhood.  I wasn't near a Buddhist community and was looking for a sense of family and belonging.  

I now practise a combination of rituals/practices from both religions but do not attend a church or temple formally.

2/7/2020 9:59:24 PM mamiemcclure17 Your welcome pic.twitter.com/y81EtfZ3Li

2/7/2020 10:01:19 PM worldxplorer1 Formality has its drawbacks.

2/7/2020 10:01:49 PM manifest_utopia Epic meme. Saved! for additional use.

2/7/2020 10:07:51 PM mongrelglory That's a good acid test! 😝

2/7/2020 10:09:07 PM mongrelglory You made me laugh out loud! 😆

2/7/2020 10:10:12 PM mamiemcclure17 Taking care of yourself, drink lots of water distilled replace nutrients removed in process take 2 cups distilled water put 1 cup pink Himalayan salt mix 

use this concentrated solution add 9 drops per cup distilled water consumed. Think you are as an adult about....cont

2/7/2020 10:10:43 PM mongrelglory They're going to have to update that "allegiance" category...

2/7/2020 10:12:37 PM tucson_ron Isn't that what communism is supposed to be all about? Forced sharing?

2/7/2020 10:13:44 PM mamiemcclure17 80% water. Water carries the frequencies. Look up Dr. Emoto’s water and rice experiments on YT.  I tell my water I love it and am grate and thankful 

for its nourishments and write love on my glass drink from. Everything has a frequency made many previous posts...

2/7/2020 10:16:35 PM mamiemcclure17 On frequency and CYMATICS. Very very very important information can stress enough also can do own research and YT has some great videos on it as 

well. Meditation also key, very very very important. A few minutes is better than nothing. After you practice awhile...

2/7/2020 10:17:15 PM mongrelglory They went to the same CIA school...

2/7/2020 10:18:46 PM mamiemcclure17 Will guarantee you’ll make time to meditate longer it’s that beneficial. I started meditating years ago just to help pain management. It’s life 

management to me now, love it.

2/7/2020 10:23:23 PM mamiemcclure17 Some great information to help you also is practicing deep breathing exercises, this can affect you instantly anywhere you are and can’t say meditate. 

Make this habits good habits that will only help you.  The best is yet to come my friend.

2/7/2020 10:24:52 PM stefanofait Egregore

2/7/2020 10:28:25 PM usa4keeps What the hell are you taking about?

2/7/2020 10:31:30 PM mamiemcclure17 Can help understand the concept yes. Please do research all I’ve mentioned, only want to help, it is confusing at first, but have faith in you can do it. I’m 

not successful 100% of time either, still progressing it will come no fear.

2/7/2020 10:34:48 PM mamiemcclure17 🥰🙏🕊 pic.twitter.com/behSHtAPvy

2/7/2020 10:39:22 PM mamiemcclure17 one more thing to help with grounding your energies is walking barefoot on grass or soil, no rubber soles of shoes, concrete asphalt between your body 

and Gaia or sit on the ground instantly Gaia will ground you and you’ll have less inflammation and disorder in body. Truth. pic.twitter.com/b3eQ8abITs

2/7/2020 10:43:21 PM mamiemcclure17 He was on meds only about 3 or less years then I stopped giving them to him. He graduated now 28 and still is the most loving heart on a person that 

have ever known. A beautiful soul, he doesn’t function in society well at all either. 🙏❤️

2/7/2020 10:45:50 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Because some of us still have little ones (minors)at home and know that CPS in some areas are taking children from good caring homes. 😔

2/7/2020 10:55:06 PM sunnydkelleu Socialism at it's Best.   Bernie should live by example of what he preaches.

2/7/2020 10:58:56 PM mamiemcclure17 Until the event and everyone stays or goes to another realm to finish learning lessons and come to realize who they really are, I intend on living to the 

fullest and best me can be for me and you and you and you...benefit us all. Live, Give, Love and Recieve freely.

2/7/2020 11:01:52 PM kidge6 Thanks for that. Looking for your tribe also?  I’m feeling pretty good about this one of mj12 followers. Has anyone started a physical community yet?!

2/7/2020 11:02:50 PM kidge6 Great exchange.

2/7/2020 11:17:53 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/xB3RWRTK01

2/7/2020 11:28:02 PM online_shock Nope my finger slipped lol. I don’t support this. Sounds like an invasion

2/7/2020 11:28:13 PM jamesboyett @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein Unseal Epstein, Space Force Space Force Space Force, First Contact First Contact 

First Contact, Full Disclosure Full Disclosure Full Disclosure

2/7/2020 11:32:20 PM jollyrob2 Far too little 😤

2/7/2020 11:35:28 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏 good job and THANK YOU ☺❤️🇺🇸

2/7/2020 11:53:20 PM methusablah Clones?

2/7/2020 11:54:43 PM freestateojones On occassion, you have to flush the pipes to repair a leak. 

Trust Sessions -> Barr 

re: Epstein and beyond.

Marker [1] and [2] should be reviewed as well. pic.twitter.com/MyHUd6HSQE

2/7/2020 11:55:49 PM kittykatnip1970 And take away our guns on top of it all!! We'd be sitting ducks!

2/8/2020 12:00:44 AM jackoneilltime1 Thank you MJ12!!! pic.twitter.com/gBO0PoGQfn

2/8/2020 12:12:44 AM diaptera_80 Zeolite perhaps

2/8/2020 12:21:28 AM chapulincolored Borrowing that epic meme.

2/8/2020 12:35:13 AM crisco2377 These people are so fucking transparent!!

2/8/2020 12:37:14 AM rachaelangelm Let it melt

2/8/2020 12:37:14 AM crisco2377 GO TO GITMO!!

2/8/2020 12:47:22 AM sterkinglights1 Time is an illusion. All of them. Future tense.

2/8/2020 1:07:44 AM getwellsam Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Listening to music through headphones is not effective when using sound for vibrational recalibration. You must 

fewaves wash over your body. Clothing, wind, and air contaminants create frequency interference patterns. Certain f…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1222239278304038913.html …

2/8/2020 1:18:29 AM lornacayton @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1225915597441130496?s=20 …

2/8/2020 1:25:13 AM mongrelglory Giant magnet?

2/8/2020 1:35:53 AM 369_is Hi April. I get this too. Been analyzing it for a few years. My theory is that it's part of the tracking of awakening consciousness. Follows me everywhere.

2/8/2020 1:38:05 AM rosscarwalker 🔥🙏🏽🔥yay! Raise the vibration

2/8/2020 1:41:01 AM rosscarwalker The family has returned! Bless up!

2/8/2020 1:42:28 AM rosscarwalker Are the star seeds a family?

2/8/2020 1:48:06 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/jExhhqg5QJ

2/8/2020 1:51:05 AM rosscarwalker It's all so very exciting. I'm starting to remember who my old starseed family and it's making me cry talking about it

2/8/2020 1:52:22 AM rosscarwalker *Starseed family are

2/8/2020 1:53:10 AM mamiemcclure17 💖

2/8/2020 1:55:05 AM rosscarwalker My friends thought I was mad and tried to silence me but my memories of me being their Dad starting to return. It's all very emotional



2/8/2020 1:55:21 AM aprilbrown99 Maybe the Matrix is cracking apart? Lol 🥴🥴🥴

2/8/2020 1:57:11 AM mamiemcclure17 Speak your truth, happy your having a breakthrough, blessings my friend. pic.twitter.com/H4sTlb3svj

2/8/2020 2:01:22 AM 369_is LOL April. I think there's intention behind it. I took a bath and the "clicks" were annoying, so I put the fan on to drown it out. Then a few mins later a 

really loud one hit the faucet on the tub.

2/8/2020 2:03:16 AM mamiemcclure17 Blessings to you and your family. You did exactly as you were taught trying to get help for  you child. Trusted physicians that they were being honest 

and providing treatment for the best wellbeing of your child. You tried helping him we didn’t realize the truth 🙏

2/8/2020 2:05:24 AM rosscarwalker Thank you, I am 55

2/8/2020 2:08:44 AM aprilbrown99 Wow that is pretty amazing!

2/8/2020 2:10:53 AM rosscarwalker Whatever that means....

2/8/2020 2:17:14 AM mamiemcclure17 ?

2/8/2020 2:22:28 AM cyberanonrevolu 😂👊😂😎 pic.twitter.com/tfC4TIl0O6

2/8/2020 2:32:14 AM rosscarwalker  pic.twitter.com/SAtp6oopwM

2/8/2020 2:32:56 AM cny_micaa I will read it with a fine tooth comb, lol. I only saw a video clip of "our team" denouncing it. Maybe after work

2/8/2020 2:34:53 AM lightlove21121  https://t.co/GAMZZBJ0Il  https://twitter.com/lightlove21121/status/1226089553901080577?s=21 …

2/8/2020 2:34:58 AM cny_micaa this interview from 2010 seems to point to it being deliberate. Part of [their] plan?

 http://projectavalon.net/lang/en/anglo_saxon_mission_interview_transcript_en.html …

2/8/2020 2:36:09 AM mamiemcclure17 Hmmm ok 👍 thank you

2/8/2020 2:38:05 AM mamiemcclure17 Will say I did hear today we were receiving 55 frequencies energies, believe he may be referring to that, not positive though, my thoughts of his 

statement

2/8/2020 2:40:37 AM thekecksburgkid A) There is a deep state B) There are 4 USAPs whose annual budget is in the 10’s of billions. Probably close too $100 billion/year per program. These 

programs are nested in Lockheed, Raytheon, Boeing and Northrop Grumman

2/8/2020 2:40:54 AM ktw_2020 Gross 🤮

2/8/2020 2:42:53 AM mamiemcclure17 Said it would help us remember our past and look what’s happening to you. Saw it on YT Paul Butler Channel. It may surprise you what you hear... 

concerning your memory...

2/8/2020 2:45:39 AM rosscarwalker I feel 55 energy frequencies are positive things. Sorry I'm not explaining it better. It's a long and convoluted story which started with 55 numerology 

synchronicities, which got more and more intense. This ended up with an avid addiction to the majestic 12 twitter feed.

2/8/2020 2:46:44 AM rosscarwalker And the strange feeling I was being communicated with

2/8/2020 2:48:51 AM mamiemcclure17 It’s alright. I sent you the video I saw it in. Very interesting indeed! You are experiencing what he describes.

2/8/2020 2:51:06 AM mamiemcclure17 I get that, I do. Happy for you. I just see things and feelings thus far.

2/8/2020 2:54:34 AM annasum47005725 Thank you for addressing this❤️

2/8/2020 2:55:40 AM annasum47005725 CRIMINAL

2/8/2020 2:59:48 AM annasum47005725 yes!

2/8/2020 3:01:00 AM annasum47005725 so true....

2/8/2020 3:34:02 AM jamiegrahamusa This was image of halftime show from above pic.twitter.com/m7onScIL4x

2/8/2020 3:34:21 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/tjQmQuIuId

2/8/2020 4:10:26 AM q_patchouli Yes really

2/8/2020 4:19:03 AM karina89350882 Yes. In the light of this Knowledge what`s the power of Tarot-Cards?? Especially of the Illuminati-Tarot, where Potus is a dead or in the book "The last 

President"?? Are this the Events in another parallel timeline? Views of the future? Wishes of the Illuminati for future?

2/8/2020 4:19:42 AM kagqanon I have a patient that was paralyzed by the flu vaccine and he can’t tell his story after winning an award at the vaccine court.  Why do they have to quiet 

them ?

2/8/2020 4:26:33 AM rosscarwalker Is the bible a history of a family of starseeds?

2/8/2020 4:32:09 AM wwg1wga93583681 He was #1 in business now his business is saving the world.  Lucky us! pic.twitter.com/yJTmuXavjO

2/8/2020 4:33:26 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/H8m29Yesfy

2/8/2020 4:37:53 AM lisareiser8 Was talking to you.😊

2/8/2020 4:50:38 AM vmgpatriot Higher dimensional beings or ETs I think.

2/8/2020 4:54:19 AM johnada69988341 Watch this what do you think https://youtu.be/dCSwqca8KXU 

2/8/2020 5:00:45 AM boogeymanhunter Anons, Patriots 

Never leave a man, woman, child behind.

Free @AllahUniversal

@POTUS @LightLove21121 @P0A_Triot23 @StinkerBell420 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @EKOtoons @WhiteHouse @TheCollectiveQ 

@TirsohCartoons @TirsohCartoons

#ThankUs pic.twitter.com/5aMY78plKu

2/8/2020 5:32:04 AM tarichar88 😂😂😂 How do you like socialism now!😂🤣😂🤣

2/8/2020 5:36:17 AM lightlove21121 #ThankUs ♥️

Truth is in all ways: 

He isn’t the father of my child. He IS my BeLoved One for the last year ♥🙏🏽♥

The Power of this meme is majestic ❣️

2/8/2020 5:39:05 AM nielsteyn Do you think Potus might be showing us the future earth after the pole shift, the brown being a continent and him pointing to a certain position. The 

green being reference to the swamp to be drained as you mentioned with the gator and pole shift as reference to the circle diagram

2/8/2020 5:52:13 AM cityranch Playing his role in the 🎥

2/8/2020 5:56:04 AM willowood22 Beautiful explanation. I feel a bit like that the last few days. I need to soar and I am having trouble gaining altitude and airlift.

2/8/2020 5:56:44 AM zagnett #FreelAuMatu

#FreeAllahUniveral

@charmanda9

@Rizzo1Megan

@Seeker229

@DrBoHammer

@Nun_chucknorris

@hawkgirlinmn

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/BoogeymanHunter/status/1226135492707504130 …
2/8/2020 5:57:10 AM mamiemcclure17 ❤️🙏❤️

2/8/2020 6:10:06 AM nightstar44 You can download or read the New way Forward act here:New Way Forward Act -  http://Congress.gov 

Dec 10, 2019 - Text for H.R.5383 - 116th Congress (2019-2020): New Way Forward Act.

Get woke , this is not good.



2/8/2020 6:12:06 AM zagnett #FreelAuMatu

#FreeAllahUniveral

@MongrelGlory

@Love_Infusion

@v_rags

@DJLOK

@covertress

@nurseniceyes

@dynamicres

@Sterkinglights1

@40_head
2/8/2020 6:12:40 AM bbobbio71 So there's hope

2/8/2020 6:22:32 AM hubanon What a coincidence, Presidents Day is on the 17th.  As well as, 17 comments on this post, before this one.

2/8/2020 6:45:20 AM zjtin2ition Children's Books in Toronto Libraries are Loaded with Subliminal Content.....aka.."Child Pornography"...

make this go viral

2/8/2020 6:49:20 AM ekonietzny interesting,,i thought he is in jail by now,,how come he is still running around torturing little children,,,sending photos is nothing compared what he 

DOES

2/8/2020 6:51:14 AM roublisa  https://www.gofundme.com/f/i039au-matu-allah-universal?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link-tip&utm_campaign=m_pd+share-

sheet …

2/8/2020 7:06:28 AM 444_q_ Possibly! Great thought!

2/8/2020 7:13:04 AM schuler_sonja I hope Trump goes after big Pharma.

2/8/2020 7:29:14 AM dianesaumure BLA BLA BLA LIES

2/8/2020 7:44:43 AM dls00741 who's past tweets?  Rudy's?

2/8/2020 7:45:02 AM danaelizabeth69 This is my ultimate prayer 🙏 my son autistic. Ripped my family apart . Broke and I have severe PTSD . He didn't deserve this life. I'm single . My 

mother and I have been living in Hell . pic.twitter.com/GXGsJ9dlPh

2/8/2020 8:02:13 AM myopinion77777  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/fbi-arrests-169-in-super-bowl-sex-trafficking-sting …

2/8/2020 8:10:26 AM manifest_utopia This is one of the articles with the total arrested last year during the 2019 Super Bowl in Atlanta. Why has there not been an article like this reporting 

total arrests during this year's 2020 Super Bowl in Miami?

2/8/2020 8:11:12 AM myopinion77777 sorry...my bad

2/8/2020 8:13:19 AM prmd21801759 Oh! Took home and pocketed campaign money!! I would think so too.

2/8/2020 8:15:27 AM myopinion77777 i did find 1 write up that said only 3 were arrested... https://www.newsbreak.com/florida/miami/news/0O5BdHU2/fbi-just-three-trafficking-arrests-on-

super-bowl-week …

2/8/2020 8:15:51 AM manifest_utopia No apologies necessary. I posted this same article.

2/8/2020 8:17:24 AM rosscarwalker What are abroxians?

2/8/2020 8:17:35 AM manifest_utopia Good find! ThanQ! 

Only three people? 🤔

2/8/2020 8:20:44 AM girlawakeinca #FreeIAuMatu 🙏💫 https://www.gofundme.com/f/i039au-matu-allah-universal?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link-

tip&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet …

2/8/2020 8:21:40 AM manifest_utopia You should post this article as a direct reply to MJ's "How many Rats caught?' post so others see it.

2/8/2020 8:23:09 AM stevengibes humanoid race that feeds of off other living beings like us

they are superior to Draco reptilians , they are the god like people in the movie Jupiter's Rising

2/8/2020 8:25:02 AM myopinion77777  https://www.newsbreak.com/florida/miami/news/0O5BdHU2/fbi-just-three-trafficking-arrests-on-super-bowl-week …

2/8/2020 8:36:22 AM rosscarwalker Do they inhabit Earth?

2/8/2020 8:47:28 AM nancyddb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 good morning, what are your thoughts, comments, additions...?

2/8/2020 8:53:04 AM stormwatcher65 WATCH VAXXED!!!!! #VAXXED

2/8/2020 9:02:03 AM stevengibes Not that I know of

2/8/2020 9:28:17 AM starehope 😂🤣😂🤣🤣

2/8/2020 9:36:34 AM catrinemarie MDs are required to report any adverse event on any drug they administer to the FDA

2/8/2020 9:37:39 AM catrinemarie  https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/report-problem-center-biologics-evaluation-research/vaccine-adverse-events …

2/8/2020 9:42:15 AM doq017 Spread this far and wide!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC
2/8/2020 9:44:10 AM fansblowing3 He was probably a groomer

2/8/2020 9:47:39 AM fansblowing3 He tweeted re this boy. https://twitter.com/francissuarez/status/1219332775041490944?s=21 …

2/8/2020 9:55:56 AM kidge6 Hmm. Apple doesn’t want me to type Stargate. Wants to change to stargaze.

2/8/2020 9:59:57 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q765

水をみて

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1144583081107439616 … pic.twitter.com/ElRxeY2VuV
2/8/2020 10:00:15 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @DevinNunes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic  this person needs Prayers

2/8/2020 10:04:26 AM armisicster @MerriamWebster? This guy needs a copy.

2/8/2020 10:07:37 AM kevinmruel Lol wow you are blind to how you are making yourself look to the world... cause you're not hurting my feelings you obviously care what people think 

otherwise you would stop but you are 💯 blind to the truth



2/8/2020 10:07:44 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#ウクライナのホロコースト

1. エリック・シアラメラは、想像以上に暗いものに関与している

2014年2月、ウクライナで暴力的なクーデターが起こった

首都キエフのメイン広場で虐殺があり、100人が死亡した

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1226083785541701632 … pic.twitter.com/8yIcPoGBci
2/8/2020 10:09:29 AM kevinmruel Oh don't think you are not being tracked cause you are digging your own pit of problems

2/8/2020 10:12:41 AM kidge6 Go on.

2/8/2020 10:15:51 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

米軍が、アラビア半島のアルカイダ（AQAP）のリーダー、カシム・アルレイミをイエメンでの対テロ作戦で殺害。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 …

 https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1225608132597932032 … pic.twitter.com/eKYrPnxDhR

2/8/2020 10:22:17 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

一般教書演説の視聴者による支持率は、CBSとCNNともに76％。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 …

 https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1225101938737332224 … pic.twitter.com/4xGNtdeglH
2/8/2020 10:24:28 AM agentmyami @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/8/2020 10:27:38 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

JoeM @StormIsUponUs  の新動画 : お楽しみはこれからだ!

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

 https://youtu.be/aDrtQlN6CkY 
2/8/2020 10:37:23 AM rghardy3 1 Follower

Joined Feb. 2020

Red Flag has gone up.

2/8/2020 10:44:44 AM nine_six3 Perhaps this was the point… This exercise was frustrating to say the least!!! 

It is being completely censored. The #HumanTrafficking arrests leading up to, during and after the #SuperBowlLIV, are being purposefully silenced. 1/4

2/8/2020 10:45:25 AM nine_six3 We have MJ12 confirming that "tens of thousands of sex trafficking victims were being smuggled…” 

Then for last years 2019 SuperB, we were shown a report that they made 160 arrests. 2/4 pic.twitter.com/Zp20jgD3uA

2/8/2020 10:45:58 AM nine_six3 Then we have, as MyOpinion(thankQ) shared with us, the Fb👁 report only making “THREE” Trafficking arrests on Super Bowl Week. Uhhhh ok?🤔…  

How can we have managed to solved #HumanTrafficking from 2019-2020, without any of us even knowing? This is very upsetting to witness…3/4 

pic.twitter.com/CpDu5ZGMID

2/8/2020 10:46:30 AM nine_six3 In the same report, they contradict the other report and say that only 60 arrests were made at 2019 SB Atlanta… We’re being messed with and they 

are down-playing these crimes BIG TIME. We need to make noise about this. 4/4 pic.twitter.com/N1mbbeAxF8

2/8/2020 10:53:43 AM nine_six3 Correction *** How can we manage to have solved #HumanTrafficking from 2019-2020... ***

2/8/2020 10:59:19 AM gsusgod @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/QW6KqHnQ07

2/8/2020 11:07:40 AM jdm46808323 Tu-Yes, I have been part of helping physicians learn how to report and use VAERS. Problem comes with time involved, determining IF this symptom is a 

result of what vax/mix and many other issues that a small %of effects are reported.  http://NVIC.org  helps vs FDA.

2/8/2020 11:13:38 AM jdm46808323 I do really appreciate you clarifying that they are ‘required’ to report, but actually doing so is an issue. The lines are blurry and thousands of physicians, 

nurses and med students interviewed have admitted their concerns on proper reporting as all try to make the system better

2/8/2020 11:20:17 AM thereahempqueen H E L L      N O!

2/8/2020 11:49:06 AM nine_six3  https://twitter.com/nine_six3/status/1226202717955035136?s=20 …

2/8/2020 12:05:36 PM 6mtb01 And if you take a few more hits 😉 there's no telling what youll start to believe

2/8/2020 12:30:53 PM mongrelglory Love it! 😆

2/8/2020 12:31:05 PM stevengibes I get this from listening to this guy, he has a lot of info

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0P3tqB0Sx8Y&t=2s …

they are long but worth it, he has a lot of them

2/8/2020 12:46:53 PM loulou_0252  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/2915352/russia-nuclear-bombs-arctic-radioactive-particles-europe/ … THIS?

2/8/2020 12:49:37 PM rosscarwalker Cheers dude

2/8/2020 1:23:09 PM westallenshow See we know they know what they are doing.

2/8/2020 1:24:18 PM cledrordfishing Good stuff!



2/8/2020 1:48:39 PM auroravoyager1 Who is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

2/8/2020 2:10:26 PM nm_zsr Hopefully many.

2/8/2020 2:14:59 PM ethanaidenizjah Not enough until there all kaput!

2/8/2020 2:21:44 PM michaelnimchan Earthlings have been programmed to believe that they are the only intelligent creatures in the universe, So it's very difficult for many of them to 

believe in or understand Q and the technology of Q

#WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #Space #SpaceForce

2/8/2020 2:24:02 PM faye_mcgarry @RebekahsRight @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon @HeavensGateG1 @LoveBling6 @COsweda @carmindabrendel @Trinlee65 @OneOldAmerican 

@ViktoryOfLight @AussieWombat5 @OZYpatriot @Eudoxia73996321 @OddemocracyA @love4thegameAK @dbongino @RandyRRQuaid 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KillAuDeepState https://twitter.com/Time4U2Know/status/1226140196191789057 …

2/8/2020 2:41:25 PM jackoneilltime1 My grammar is horrible...so here is an updated version :) pic.twitter.com/KFZj88uLM0

2/8/2020 2:47:05 PM mongrelglory Perfect!

2/8/2020 2:50:07 PM nybiltong @POTUS @Radix_Verum @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #Qcard #Qanon #MAGA

"NO ESCAPE" #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/ef6zYsv0TO

2/8/2020 3:07:43 PM cstarr888 Ah, thank you!😊

I'm just trying to spread the light!

😘🙏💖

2/8/2020 3:38:13 PM faye_mcgarry @ScottMorrisonMP @RealMarkLatham @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MRobertsQLD @PaulineHansonOz @COsweda @Diggers_Club @BusyElves 

@KillAuDeepState @JuliansRum @RebekahsRight @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon @AussieRedPilled @taki_n_thepis_s @AussieWombat5 

@Jabba75648431 @AussieAwake @SkyNewsAust https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1226149928159805440 …

2/8/2020 3:54:36 PM wittymom57 Not good for our republic FOR SURE👎😖😩

2/8/2020 3:58:21 PM wittymom57 The gentlemen sitting down on camera is falling 💤 he knows chucky is full of lies.  Just another day of twisted truth from the dems to get through.  He 

looks so bored.

2/8/2020 3:58:48 PM s0uthrncharmed Why not just come out waving a white flag??? 🤣🤣

2/8/2020 4:05:48 PM ethereal_shaman Waking up isn't easy, many will make have to make lifestyle changes in order to skirt the system.  I've moved states to have certain liberties regarding 

homeschooling, vacs and alt. healthcare. Keep researching, do they have religious exemptions? Blessings to you and your family.

2/8/2020 4:15:42 PM toanangel108 Death-for-profit No vaccine for a fake virus. A Z T is a DNA chain terminator.  Dr. Stephen Caiaza successfully treated persons, with A I D S, with 

aquaious pennicillin, noting it's 3rd stage syphilis.  

He published his success and was soon found dead. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224693722174181378 …

2/8/2020 4:20:26 PM rifflemonica He didn’t really try to look like a woman. It’s just a wife, earrings and a dress? 🤣😂

2/8/2020 4:31:33 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

2/8/2020 4:54:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Programming you to not embrace the opportunity for the Great Awakening or change in the light of finding you true soulmate.

Follow the money.

Cross reference with PH?

The truth may shock you, though you're woke enough to handle it.

Remember, politics = divide & conquer propaganda https://twitter.com/okcupid/status/1225837880372649986 …

2/8/2020 4:56:23 PM q_patchouli I'm dying laughing and it's very hard to keep your mouth shut once this awake

2/8/2020 5:03:02 PM djlok Finding you!  I am my soulmate!

2/8/2020 5:03:42 PM americanpetal What’s PH?

2/8/2020 5:04:55 PM palmdalekid2 Porn hub

2/8/2020 5:05:42 PM stevengibes Our entire existence is divide & conquer scam, when rhe media and entertainment industry is secured by white hats we might start changing this crap 

around. Thanks for some sanity input in all of this. WWG1WGA.

2/8/2020 5:05:48 PM americanpetal Oh! Thx

2/8/2020 5:10:42 PM sanandaemanuel Politics - Polarizing ethics.

To build sides, not to unite.

Unitics <3

2/8/2020 5:12:18 PM rebornkingent Who owns and backs PH and the top dating sites?

2/8/2020 5:14:40 PM palmdalekid2  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MindGeek  pic.twitter.com/bCUchp1Ive

2/8/2020 5:16:59 PM iowa_trump  pic.twitter.com/K2o2BnFCvk

2/8/2020 5:26:02 PM palmdalekid2 @wearerighter

2/8/2020 5:30:37 PM cityranch Bitches.

2/8/2020 5:39:17 PM decodematrix Where are the giants?? @Pontifex @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/8/2020 5:42:43 PM mongrelglory Yes, thank you...I would not have known that! 😆

2/8/2020 5:44:50 PM americanpetal IKR! Ugh...Porn Hub

2/8/2020 5:49:33 PM keith369me OkCupid or OkStupid?  Like the rest of the cabal army...dividing not uniting.  WWG1WGA

2/8/2020 5:52:46 PM kidge6 At least a 3-stage reverse osmosis filter will however remove the minerals from the water. I buy some mineral drops or get a system with more a 

remineralization stage

2/8/2020 5:55:28 PM knightofmaltaus Deep Space Signals have now been detected and stable cycles. 

@terran_sol @BrianBandell @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @mufon @JackSarfatti @NASA 

matter of time https://apple.news/AlUQwa6kPRlqT8VJNrtUeEg …

2/8/2020 5:58:46 PM sdane8 Hahaha!  I thought it was Prince Harry! pic.twitter.com/ZH4ufQxoDS

2/8/2020 5:59:24 PM americanpetal Lol🤣

2/8/2020 6:02:39 PM litecoin_bull woke

2/8/2020 6:03:13 PM palmdalekid2 Conservative themed porn doesn't get traffic/hits, much like online profiles wont get as many matches

2/8/2020 6:19:25 PM kidge6 Thx. Why did you prefer this one? Did you notice some kind of difference?

2/8/2020 6:22:54 PM jesusluvsu29 God have me a dream about pulling mine into the light...not sure how to do that yet

2/8/2020 6:52:02 PM catrinemarie I've worked with a few PV depts. & found the questions pretty straight forward to report a suspected A.E.  The manufacturer evaluates the report to 

determine if the suspected A.E. is really associated with their drug/vaccine.  A parent could always report directly as well.

2/8/2020 6:53:03 PM birdiesrchirpin At least you came up with something. I was like pooh. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/xRvLMT6mYu

2/8/2020 6:56:13 PM sdane8 😂

2/8/2020 6:58:28 PM mrblbrettish Ha! I say the same thing! "Okaystupid" 😂😂😂

2/8/2020 7:04:44 PM toffer_anon_369 How many have considered this?  @dbongino @55true4u @LisaMei62 @FollowThe17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackONeillTime1 @RedPill78 @IPOT1776 

pic.twitter.com/Lv1lqLEFgQ



2/8/2020 7:05:53 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Freedom Day

2-18-20

18 = R  ?

2/8/2020 7:12:59 PM patsymom 😳😳😳😳😳

2/8/2020 7:15:31 PM billy70087898 Have now

2/8/2020 7:16:26 PM magawwg1wgamaga There are no coincidences.

2/8/2020 7:17:06 PM rghardy3 Antarctica ?

2/8/2020 7:21:58 PM the_loveoflight "Yet", so once we move forward in consciousness will they have better control?

2/8/2020 7:25:28 PM michell87248593 Wish I could read the Q sticker on the helmet....

2/8/2020 7:27:02 PM tylerbovat3 @VincentCrypt46 @LightworkerCain @Blessedbelight @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I was wondering have you guys heard about anything or 

know about TR3Bs or TR Series Craft. . .

2/8/2020 7:32:21 PM mamiemcclure17 🙏🙏🙏

2/8/2020 7:33:22 PM aetherwalker1 Politics smolitics!  Pfft!

We need a Self Realized/Philosopher King

2/8/2020 7:49:40 PM takealookatursf Not at all!! We live in a Dangerous world with very Unethical People!!

2/8/2020 7:52:15 PM jrocktigers This never gets old. 👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼

2/8/2020 7:52:45 PM howdoyoumakeah1 yes, it tastes funny but doesn't taste like sulfur like the others.  Was available at a local store.  Noticed a difference in mood, energy, love life (gave to a 

friend who gave the same feedback I experienced, without telling him).  Many bennies

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iodine_deficiency …

2/8/2020 7:55:42 PM loritho77894733 Sounds like socialism to me! Crazy Bernie should be happy.

2/8/2020 7:56:35 PM loritho77894733 Socialism’s goal is communism.

2/8/2020 8:36:04 PM 444_q_ My husband is my soul mate❤️ Our full names first-middle-last even equal the same number in gematria......how is that even possible?!!!

2/8/2020 8:37:12 PM marylouathome @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @IngrahamAngle @Q2ndWave @DonaldJTrumpJr @foxandfriends @TuckerCarlson @Qanon76 @infinitechan 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IvankaTrump @EricTrump @BreitbartNews @nypost @TheBabylonBee @EpochTimes @RushLimbaughEIB @CNNPolitics 

@TeamCavuto @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/Y2lxxU7HE4

2/8/2020 8:37:25 PM manifest_utopia Me neither. 😁

2/8/2020 8:40:28 PM mamabear_369 Andy cutler chelation. Nothing but great results, especially with regression

2/8/2020 8:43:21 PM waterheals My social workers baby died from immunizations when I was a foster Mother. And my friend adopted a healthy boy from Russia who became 

deformed and senseless after immunizations. It was very sad.

2/8/2020 9:11:27 PM blessedbelight I don’t! But I’m sure there’s some air craft pros out there that know 😊👍

2/8/2020 9:15:42 PM done23087379 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 All ufc fights are fixed! (Temp)  https://youtu.be/TNGbTGyAdek  SUICIDE BOMBING WARNING FOR UFC 247 AS WELL 

BET BIG ON DOMINICK REYES

2/8/2020 9:16:21 PM done23087379 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “See something say something” my entire life is being stolen I need an attorney

2/8/2020 9:24:59 PM decodematrix STATE OF MISSION REPORT JANUARY 2020

L4 Pandora sequence in progress. GR+, exit optimization in progress. Minimum M / DL / HP requirements met, VTX and SD requirements not met.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/8/2020 9:28:12 PM strangewisper Sorry to clarify that’s in regards to black people being of the Dreamtime ... 5th dimensional, not stuck in six degrees of chaotic separation

2/8/2020 9:29:05 PM ajind5 “17”

2/8/2020 9:29:26 PM linacovfefe 17 allied partners/countries you say 🤔

2/8/2020 9:29:35 PM notevenchad17  pic.twitter.com/7NPYibTk7g

2/8/2020 9:30:20 PM blsdbe 🥰 17 Allied & Partnered Countries!!! 🥰 pic.twitter.com/rFvmxzh1YM

2/8/2020 9:32:55 PM linnyt7 17

2/8/2020 9:36:28 PM n7guardiananon was chatting with an old lady friend ...she is ex chinese military.  she said she took her parents to the beach recently...  not a care in the world.  Cheers 

everyone 🍻 pic.twitter.com/ClGEgq2FCO

2/8/2020 9:40:03 PM keith369me Ignorance is bliss or fear from propaganda propagates an event through manifestation?

2/8/2020 9:40:08 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/OU7LyNVIrv

2/8/2020 9:41:02 PM higherdensitees More details on the two unmet requirements please…

2/8/2020 9:42:17 PM n7guardiananon hahaha...who knows.

either way I got a steady supply of 🍿🍿🍿

2/8/2020 9:52:17 PM kiwi__patriot Yes

2/8/2020 9:55:38 PM melbourne_3000 17. That's a great number 😎

2/8/2020 10:00:58 PM manifest_utopia 17 is now woven into the collective consciousness.

#WWg1WGA

2/8/2020 10:10:13 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/OUuAVLblWp

2/8/2020 10:20:33 PM cogbill_alan Lol I'll top that. My ex wife and I both break down to a Q post. Our first middle and last names. Our names are even right above eachother.

2/8/2020 10:48:31 PM mamiemcclure17 Thanks I went blank also and I regularly read this account 😅

2/8/2020 10:50:05 PM mamiemcclure17 Ex you say? That’s just pic.twitter.com/VFbraed0VW

2/8/2020 10:54:51 PM mamiemcclure17 Politics  are used by people working in government. Govern - control.  Ment - mind.  Word spells have always been used against us as well. So what 

goals do the government have? Enough Said!!! pic.twitter.com/El3XApbJ5j

2/8/2020 10:58:38 PM alabeaty  https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1226378244938661889?s=21 …

2/8/2020 11:15:15 PM joedhipp Is she being trafficked as Biden's "sweetheart"?

2/8/2020 11:43:29 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I think its time to REALLY talk about Corona!

2/9/2020 12:22:48 AM lanielou5 Thank you for sharing this! I've only made it through

page 11 but saved it & plan on savoring it over the rest

of the week & more.

2/9/2020 12:39:17 AM nine_six3 Love & Light back at you, @RossCarWalker!

2/9/2020 12:51:35 AM adsvel Finally there is just ME, my own Created Reality with infinite amount of Possibilities, called Ether.

2/9/2020 1:24:13 AM aprilbrown99 @realDonaldTrump @POTUSPress @POTUS @FLOTUS @MELANIAJTRUMP @FBI @DoD_IG @SecPompeo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @NSAGov 

@TeamTrump @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr

2/9/2020 2:04:50 AM __intothewild_ Bam! Found him!

Unfortunately I do not have a lifelog account and ain't planning on using it either, so I cannot dig further into this.

👇

 https://www.facebook.com/tmcauliffe1 

2/9/2020 2:30:47 AM agentmyami You’re welcome! It’s a long one. I’ve only briefly skimmed the surface. I love this gem here... pic.twitter.com/G1VOhx0KP3

2/9/2020 3:13:16 AM rosscarwalker I'll have a listen. Thanks for the info dude, fascinating stuff.

2/9/2020 3:17:12 AM rosscarwalker I enjoyed that



2/9/2020 3:33:49 AM quantphysicist @NSAgov c a 9 rd

2/9/2020 4:02:15 AM faye_mcgarry @LoveBling6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorRoberts10 @Q2ndWave @carmindabrendel @YouAreFREE5 @TimeForArrests @Diggers_Club 

@KillAuDeepState               IMF director steps down, paving way for Trump appointee https://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/imf-

director-trump-appointee-david-lipton-resigns-replacement-who-a9324316.html …

2/9/2020 4:39:02 AM visitnaj The Urantia Book

2/9/2020 4:56:53 AM april10521252 I can't do 600 plus pages on screens, ill have to wait for the Cliff Notes version, or mj12 for dummies 🤣 it all seems very interesting though, I just 

wonder though if this too is just another distraction made to keep us out of the now....

2/9/2020 5:01:02 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes @Nigel_Farage @TheCollectiveQ @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@SaraCarterDC #WWG1WGA #maga

2/9/2020 5:04:01 AM kevin72032387 17, you say?

2/9/2020 5:16:16 AM covertress "communicating with and understanding our allies and partners" is important. 

My first love was linguistics, but I chose another career because I didn't see a way to make money with it. I'm picking it up again now though, for our 

new allies and partners, xenolinguistics.👽 pic.twitter.com/pzeZBXu0cU

2/9/2020 5:16:52 AM faye_mcgarry Yes Obama was terribly disrespectful towards service members...        

  @SenSchumer

@realDonaldTrump @VonnyOsborn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorRoberts10 @Q2ndWave @GenFlynn @CoreysDigs @USMC @deannamarsh751 

https://twitter.com/VonnyOsborn/status/1226465486126206977 …

2/9/2020 6:04:22 AM _369311119 IAC sponsors this

@TEAKFellowship pic.twitter.com/L23DJmAJHq

2/9/2020 6:04:52 AM richard07759712 What an app.... divide (the vote) and Conquer (in this case Bernie). pic.twitter.com/VNTFJpk8dk

2/9/2020 6:05:11 AM richard07759712 🤔yup

2/9/2020 6:06:10 AM richard07759712 Bastardz

2/9/2020 6:10:43 AM patriot14575 Democrats need a voter base... They are trying desperately!!!  🤣🤣🤣

2/9/2020 6:13:13 AM richard07759712 Desperate!

2/9/2020 6:14:26 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/WqSjXsdmTP

2/9/2020 6:16:11 AM fansblowing3 17 you say? pic.twitter.com/8NGOUhf9Ar

2/9/2020 6:30:48 AM _369311119 "finding YOU true soul mate"

YIU

2/9/2020 6:39:52 AM mgray72531386 #UNSEALEPSTEIN

2/9/2020 6:49:53 AM westmount_d7 🙌 Fabulous news on all levels! Hoping this mean the house of Orange has been cleared.

2/9/2020 7:03:04 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes @Nigel_Farage @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @CoreysDigs @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic 

@M2Madness To Help Everyone Receive Jesus in the World We Must Bless OUR Money and Put The Word of God on Our ENTIRE Money System so All 

are Receiving Jesus.!!

2/9/2020 7:04:18 AM gruven4sure I do NOT support the destruction of our Great Country!

2/9/2020 7:06:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 "Twin Towers" can be seen below.

Sacrificed. https://twitter.com/FBI/status/1226506327469514754 …

2/9/2020 7:08:41 AM state1union Mueller helped cover up 9/11/2001 and was rewarded 12 years as Director. #9/11coverup

2/9/2020 7:12:57 AM werascending 17

2/9/2020 7:13:20 AM 00loll0 How long are they going to keep this bs up for? We all know this was what it was and they the ones who did it and the ones who know they did it are 

still lying and acting sorry. Its insulting to our intelligence, the killers need to be brought to justice. How long can this go on?

2/9/2020 7:13:47 AM twilly18  https://www.flickr.com/photos/textfiles/48028478893/in/album-72157708997281912/ …

2/9/2020 7:14:14 AM nine_six3 Interesting word to be used indeed... pic.twitter.com/LKJ5zgdSEJ

2/9/2020 7:23:06 AM winklerburke As the beginning, so the end.   Let it (the fbi) end.  God have mercy.

2/9/2020 7:27:42 AM state1union Also spirit before sacrifice. They Are so sick.  Trust Wray?  Ugh.

2/9/2020 7:28:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is there a storm approaching? https://twitter.com/KatrinaPierson/status/1225969865795616770 …

2/9/2020 7:28:38 AM stormystorm10 Hopefully 🤞🏼

2/9/2020 7:28:41 AM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/K0dKLceLch

2/9/2020 7:28:57 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/n48wDbe29g

2/9/2020 7:29:00 AM ewolsj It will still cause them to discuss, they will have a clash of minds sooner than later, I'm seeing it with my own eyes, the infighting..... and spoiler alert: 

YOU are The ONE You've been looking for.....

2/9/2020 7:29:33 AM zogster98 Im sure feeling that there is something brewing out there.  I really feel like the first indictments are going to happen very soon

2/9/2020 7:29:49 AM jlross5 Waiting to hear “The storm is here”. Then I’ll get my rain gear on. Until then I’m #trustingThePlan

2/9/2020 7:30:51 AM daveelton33  pic.twitter.com/SChLZSxaZW

2/9/2020 7:31:33 AM petemanderson1  pic.twitter.com/kuc901Irc5

2/9/2020 7:32:03 AM nine_six3 Yes Please!!!

#TheGreatAwakening

#BringOnTheFlood

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/34fBfh78bh

2/9/2020 7:32:31 AM corn_hole Anyone remember the Marriott hotel that connected the towers? pic.twitter.com/IbpvLabfr7

2/9/2020 7:33:30 AM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/vTsgIz1B8C

2/9/2020 7:35:08 AM moemc8 What does the etching on the towers represent and what about the columns on the base?

2/9/2020 7:38:16 AM winklerburke As in... Revenge of the Seth?

2/9/2020 7:38:28 AM johnnymerckx The storm will be ineffective unless we deal with Judaism and Israel. 

Judaism-Freemasonry - Moloch

THINK

Remember our country in the the 50's

Remember our country in the 60's

Remember our country in the 70's, 80's. 90's, 00's

Better or worse since creation of Israel by UN



2/9/2020 7:40:10 AM sanandaemanuel The storm is coming.

Will hit very soon.

Finally.

Ready ...

Set ...

Reset ...

.

Love you all

@realDonaldTrump @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGA #KAG #2Q2Q #GoldenAge
2/9/2020 7:42:16 AM worldxplorer1 Q 55 pic.twitter.com/FCDjXICu0Z

2/9/2020 7:43:17 AM april10521252 Wow. I think I'll find a way to make time 4 this, def realize I wanted to avoid it for a different reason after a few things triggered other things I've read 

or seen... thankQ for sharing

2/9/2020 7:44:51 AM girlawakeinca I believe so. 🇺🇸🙌 pic.twitter.com/Deu8p9qMXr

2/9/2020 7:49:11 AM wilsonhvacr The best thing that’s happened to my boys has been CBD Gummies my boys went from totally silent to talking clear. They do stutter but atleast they 

can speak. It hasn’t helped with reading at this point they still can only read up to a four letter word

2/9/2020 7:50:27 AM synackstatic Tuning fork. 

First to attract attention,

Second to impact the collective consciousness. 

Collective trauma followed by months of MSM programming.

2/9/2020 7:56:12 AM wilsonhvacr This is why I’m an advocate for nationally legal medical marijuana. There’s only so much CBD alone can do. And with Marijuana still illegal at the federal 

level we’re not anle to properly research the healing potential of this PLANT.

2/9/2020 8:00:41 AM agentmyami I hear you. Much easier to read on paper...

2/9/2020 8:00:42 AM joni_apple_seed Hmmmm, sounds like the way men (the majority) historically treated women. You must feel like a piece of meat. I get it. pic.twitter.com/9Gh1Yv2cKR

2/9/2020 8:03:16 AM agentmyami I don’t believe it’s a distraction. Just detailed conformation of Q. But very important for us to focus on the now and raising our vibration. Today’s 

message from the Arcturian Council https://youtu.be/fkdkWbGyn2Y 

2/9/2020 8:04:42 AM jbvs2016 Pretty sure the storm has been sitting over us for months...just waiting for it to do its damage and Move out to sea😬🧐😎

2/9/2020 8:07:43 AM whovian2 Yes all mj12 agents! There is! To me specifically! Id love to talk about it! Clue: HELP! HELP! Somebody! Anybody!

2/9/2020 8:11:59 AM whovian2 Lucricia borgia has 're encarnated

2/9/2020 8:13:59 AM nine_six3  https://youtu.be/zHsRPHkXkpk 

2/9/2020 8:17:05 AM earth2nissy On pins and needles for this Tweet!

2/9/2020 8:17:36 AM spitfire1592 The Storm has arrived

Just crossing the inner eye wall 

It’s the tailwinds that are the strongest

2/9/2020 8:18:40 AM cyberanonrevolu 🎯purge purge purge 👒🐰

2/9/2020 8:20:27 AM avshara Isn't the UN an arm of the juice?..

2/9/2020 8:25:47 AM jbitterly Inside a pentagram 🙄

2/9/2020 8:29:34 AM kendavi80404473 I feel ta, it's a hard read, and yes I DO understand the triggers...

2/9/2020 8:30:47 AM bbombski 3 percent of people have the big dumb

2/9/2020 8:36:03 AM worldxplorer1 More perpetrators named. Does this help fill in the gaps in the command chain highlighted by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1221849729849536512 … pic.twitter.com/B55HZlaF8w

2/9/2020 8:38:22 AM kendavi80404473 THANK YOU

2/9/2020 8:40:26 AM 930vm Started to read three pages it may take awhile to read the whole thing. Thank you.

2/9/2020 8:43:38 AM ebluribus Broke: dating

Woke: embracing celibacy

Bespoke: finding my mate while on a mystical journey in nature, realizing over the course of a hard won year of relationship victories that my world 

view was 180 degrees backwards, and embracing a new political identity in spite of pushback

2/9/2020 8:45:11 AM agentmyami You’re welcome. This definitely confirms my present aversion to all things political. I 💗 @POTUS and family but all of this bs definitely brings the 

vibration down. WE know the outcome will be glorious. WE are here to spread love and light! GQQD MQRNING WQRLD! pic.twitter.com/Vig74u8LPO

2/9/2020 8:48:31 AM prmd21801759 What does it mean?

2/9/2020 8:53:24 AM cosmic_engineer 5:5

2/9/2020 8:53:36 AM bandmom74 And neither does @realDonaldTrump

2/9/2020 8:55:25 AM worldxplorer1 I thought of that too.  Makes you think...

2/9/2020 8:57:22 AM worldxplorer1 No coincidences...

 https://twitter.com/whitehatguy/status/1226544793859260422?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WhiteHatGuy/status/1226544793859260422 …

2/9/2020 8:59:07 AM keith369me End of an era.  Remember!!!

2/9/2020 9:00:32 AM keith369me Okay, this show is pretty incredible.  Thanks for all of the previews ahead of the final act!!!  🍿 🍿 🍿

2/9/2020 9:00:45 AM rosscarwalker I don't believe anything is truly anonymous anymore. I imagine those users will be able to be tracked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/9/2020 9:02:23 AM sinkingcalifor1 Agree , "We have it all" #SaveTheChildren

2/9/2020 9:05:53 AM pvasc17 It's pretty sunny over here 🌞

2/9/2020 9:09:25 AM kendavi80404473 Good morning Precious Soul

2/9/2020 9:11:00 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/LSnefoNw8e

2/9/2020 9:20:28 AM 930vm Good morning all.

2/9/2020 9:23:23 AM lovebling6 Good morning!  Happy Funday! pic.twitter.com/ONEbvfhn86

2/9/2020 9:24:14 AM skiesstromie God Bless your beautiful day. ❤️🙏🏻🇺🇸

2/9/2020 9:32:53 AM raenyasalisbury The Un is run by the Lucis Trust and in there own words they worship Lucifer , Trump is defunding the UN . more and more every day , and Q also said 

they were leaving Israel for last ... the people are good ,, the deep state not so much , 

BIG LOVE

2/9/2020 9:38:18 AM bbobbio71 Symbolism will be their downfall! Thir evil is the cancer on society that will be eradicated!

#WWG1WGA

2/9/2020 9:39:14 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/LCcEhGBOGs

2/9/2020 9:41:55 AM johnnymerckx I know.... I am aware of Lucis, and leaving Israel for last. I am also aware of Judaism and Trumps EO. The people...some are, some are not... Infiltrated 

churches, Talmud - teachings and traditions of men - Moloch worship. Not so good.



2/9/2020 9:43:07 AM raenyasalisbury it sure is a MESS ,,,, 

big love

2/9/2020 9:46:11 AM agentmyami Good morning! 💗 you guys!

2/9/2020 9:51:57 AM jackoneilltime1 The Storm That Stopped For Nothing pic.twitter.com/uKkR6IbsmS

2/9/2020 10:04:47 AM joinna6 -What storm?

-you'll  see.

2/9/2020 10:06:24 AM q_rising Q sent Us..kek! pic.twitter.com/9kMLG6CElf

2/9/2020 10:09:00 AM joinna6 It was Originally called the *Lucifer Publishing Company* they changed their name in 1925. - do to public outrage.

2/9/2020 10:11:00 AM ndeathcloak Oh yeah

2/9/2020 10:17:52 AM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/hJ1e7MItf0

2/9/2020 10:35:00 AM momekool1 It’s saying video unavailable

2/9/2020 10:38:33 AM johnnymerckx I am NOT onboard with the LOCK STEP plan to enslave the world Mr. President.

@SecPompeo @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Viruses, 5G, AI, Vaccines and modified FOOD.

One more move towards this and GAME IS OVER

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZC0NOljRWQ&feature=youtu.be …

2/9/2020 10:38:35 AM imdarealross Is it the same thing used on the other side with their rituals and practices? Is it the intention of ones heart that make it good pr evil? Magick is not evil 

but rather a tool?

2/9/2020 10:45:12 AM realhighup @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KibBitzLaw @StormIsUponUs wanted to share this but seems 8kun is down.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qv0QG63ORkA&feature=youtu.be … Quantum federal gov.. lots of dot connecting here! cheers!!!

bonus  https://giftoftruth.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/redemption-manual-4-5-edition.pdf …

2/9/2020 10:47:22 AM archangelamongu Every single thing you experience is all part of your own plan to develop higher consciousness. Your own plan, your own actions, creates the 

circumstances of your lives here.

2/9/2020 10:49:28 AM samsmith0319 Oh Yes...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/9/2020 10:51:10 AM samsmith0319 We Will Not Forget!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/9/2020 11:05:50 AM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/ZTWLEY0BOG

2/9/2020 11:05:51 AM patriotleah1776 Submit a tip to the FBI.

I'm pretty sure they've been cleared of most bad guys!

2/9/2020 11:06:37 AM johnnymerckx Read it for yourself..Peter Schwartz, a Jewish Atheist, and a consultant to the Minority Report was involved. Thanks Peter. 

https://www.slideshare.net/workingwikily/gbnrockefeller-scenarios-on-technology-development …

2/9/2020 11:19:12 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1226586097678942209?s=19 …

2/9/2020 11:22:51 AM nea_storm I AM hoping after this image was taken the Swiss Special Task Force took the man in question and cohorts for "special interview" session, providing ice 

cream of course? To ensue he was actually related to the little girl? Yes this is a multicomm Notification of We See You! pic.twitter.com/AatWQANaOe

2/9/2020 11:36:35 AM agentmyami Awe!!! 💗 you! pic.twitter.com/VGExTPNB2c

2/9/2020 11:39:46 AM 930vm Good morning 🌞

2/9/2020 11:42:19 AM kendavi80404473 The Media could not be played

2/9/2020 11:48:28 AM karina89350882 Don`t Forget - Programming = Programming, no matter which side is doing so

Consciousness Awarness Needs FREE MIND

2/9/2020 11:49:55 AM karina89350882 Thank you for words! People are running into another programming - fascinating...

2/9/2020 11:50:29 AM sdane8 Love this! ♥️

2/9/2020 11:51:56 AM tippitiwitchet9 Well, well, well... how Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dead Kennedys- Potshot Heard 'Round the World

 https://youtu.be/NzzD99bTKG0 

Lyrics:  https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/deadkennedys/potshotheardroundtheworld.html …

2/9/2020 11:53:46 AM abstract1dea There's no need to right over me pic.twitter.com/FXfTmhEp8r

2/9/2020 11:54:05 AM manifest_utopia Me too. And it's the Truth 💖

2/9/2020 12:00:00 PM luckyh301  pic.twitter.com/Z3hVMvHZi9

2/9/2020 12:02:28 PM abstract1dea There is a storm coming

Our storm

Long live the fighters https://youtu.be/Cv87NJ2xX0k 

2/9/2020 12:11:13 PM nea_storm Thank you for the images & Outing these heinous vile creatures locations drops and thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & Everyone engaged 

@CraigRSawyer , @Will_Turbitt etc. disclosure, All White Hats in Enforcement, @thejointstaff & All Armed Forces to Permanently End this perversion 

pic.twitter.com/PSn9usBCqX

2/9/2020 12:11:38 PM nea_storm Thank you for the images & Outing these heinous vile creatures locations drops and thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & Everyone engaged 

@CraigRSawyer , @Will_Turbitt etc. disclosure, All White Hats in Enforcement, @thejointstaff & All Armed Forces to Permanently End this perversion 

https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1226596179267522560 …

2/9/2020 12:13:22 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Napoleon once stayed the night alone in King's Chamber.  He came out frightened and when asked what had disturbed him he just replied "you 

wouldn't believe me anyway."  He ordered his artillery officer to fire a cannon at the head of the Sphinx.  I'm guessing he forgot to fast 

pic.twitter.com/nbz4xRDuam

2/9/2020 12:22:19 PM patriotleah1776 Would be nice if it arrived at the Oscar's. On Nat'l Pizza Day... I think that'd be the first time I willingly watch it.

1-Pizza.

2-Oscar's.

3-LGBTQ.

New "entertainers" nominated, I hear? pic.twitter.com/z0BDSRHsxk

2/9/2020 12:49:35 PM bhopki Oh wow - something huge coming again - haven't heard that for nearly 2 weeks. All the evidence needed to take down every traitor in the World 

existed long before Trump or Q showed up but guess what - something huge is coming at an unspecified time in the future - Oh wow!

2/9/2020 12:55:54 PM solange99 FOR THOSE WHO THINK BEING ANTI~VAX IS "CONSPIRACY"

All you have to do is to look up how many cases vs. the CDC over vaccination injuries have been settled out of court. It is public record.

2/9/2020 12:57:44 PM solange99 It will never pass the Senate, let alone Pres. Trump's veto pen. The Dims. are just trying to punish him & America some more, not to mention to get as 

many votes as they can from illegals.

2/9/2020 12:59:26 PM nea_storm Then you may enjoy this Thread from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224555478786756608 …

Do double click to attain the full thread everyone and the replies assist as well for additional Disclosure education: For example - 

https://twitter.com/EastCoastErik/status/1224558305764347904 …

another relationship👉  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1224735776346378240 … pic.twitter.com/0aMKIjsNR0



2/9/2020 12:59:53 PM nea_storm Then you may enjoy this Thread from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1224555478786756608 …

Do double click to attain the full thread everyone and the replies assist as well for additional Disclosure education: For example - 

https://twitter.com/EastCoastErik/status/1224558305764347904 … 

another relationship👉  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1224735776346378240 … 

https://twitter.com/PaGuzzi/status/1226602747895648256 …

2/9/2020 1:08:04 PM lonestarparson Write on, Jack.

2/9/2020 1:13:04 PM sky3691111 :) surprise, surprise..

2/9/2020 1:14:28 PM codeman9230 Storm Moon will be here soon

2/9/2020 1:17:42 PM mynardpamela Yikes! 👀

2/9/2020 1:26:44 PM crisco2377 SABBATEAN/FRANKISM/DONMAH...NOT the collective Jewish populus!!! DON'T MAKE THAT MISTAKE! Thats what THEY want you to do!

2/9/2020 1:30:01 PM rosscarwalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 When will the true identity of the Cabal be disclosed?

2/9/2020 1:38:26 PM aetherwalker1 We'll believe it when we see it!

2/9/2020 1:47:11 PM bbombski Are you willing to admit his existence and factual evidence to millions of patriots and citizens across this country? @joerogan @eddiebravo

@Qanon76 @Alignyourcar @KarluskaP

@DroidRees @okabaeri9111 @QTAnon1 @GodMadeMe_17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/9/2020 1:54:17 PM agentmyami Ok here’s a different one. pic.twitter.com/O6wm4pMUcj

2/9/2020 1:55:14 PM 930vm This is to all. pic.twitter.com/6UfwOpIwto

2/9/2020 1:55:38 PM kendavi80404473 BBBuTful

2/9/2020 1:58:47 PM kendavi80404473 Thank ya partner pic.twitter.com/cvYLXwRkuR

2/9/2020 2:03:37 PM april10521252 Yes! I'm old school,  like books in hand, I can physically have it, make notes etc, I have a kindle but can't get used to it either.

2/9/2020 2:06:21 PM johnnymerckx If they take part in usury, satanism, hatred of Christ..then, well they are the anti-christ. Of course not the average Joe.

I don't know what the average Jewish person believes, just like I don't know what teh average Muslim believes. Most won't back up and think for 

themselves

2/9/2020 2:06:44 PM manifest_utopia Looking like The Storm just arrived. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/i9M0hKtOMi

2/9/2020 2:09:19 PM april10521252 Me lately.... hello guys, anybody up there? Like for reals, send me a sign please 🤣 pic.twitter.com/fTmOfw4Wyw

2/9/2020 2:10:53 PM april10521252 And thank you, I have Debbie doubter programs that creep up and make me all weird, I appreciate you all so much🙏💞🦄

2/9/2020 2:11:23 PM lippy65 I sure hope so. Every day that goes by without hearing something eats me up inside thinking that innocent children are still being harmed

2/9/2020 2:11:40 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/IFc5u57xft

2/9/2020 2:18:22 PM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/JjH4KbqAuE

2/9/2020 2:33:16 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This morning in meditation I saw the ∞ symbol.

It came closer & inverted into the number 8 as energy spinning in an infinite loop of potential.

When the energy imploded at the centroid, it suddenly split the form in half which became two mirrored 3s.

Ɛ | 3  pic.twitter.com/cmElXbrR9l
2/9/2020 2:43:07 PM rosscarwalker So are you suggesting the Pleiadians built the pyramids?

2/9/2020 2:45:45 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Mp01cWWv2L

2/9/2020 2:47:13 PM burgersandra Q and the power of the 369 in #3837

  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mAoZyTrxHvYPnQPLbuOae1I4f7Ugy-LvLu8sMIKRidY/edit …

2/9/2020 2:48:23 PM davidle76335983 This is the climate change they have been pushing

2/9/2020 3:05:49 PM n7guardiananon Had no idea today was national 🍕 day...

Got any plans??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/9/2020 3:08:16 PM kendavi80404473 INTENT

2/9/2020 3:08:39 PM aprilbrown99 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/PE2t6mop8N

2/9/2020 3:10:48 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/M9OGJGHqCu

2/9/2020 3:11:09 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/9jOIP3ptRn

2/9/2020 3:26:20 PM crisco2377 I do agree with u..what i shouldve said was that the public MUST be informed of this Sabbatean cult that has infiltrated ALL societies whist calling 

themselves Jewish, while being the furthest from it.

2/9/2020 3:55:04 PM nurseniceyes Wow deja Vu...

2/9/2020 4:08:42 PM tacticool_shed The storm is here! pic.twitter.com/TH95q3Kbys

2/9/2020 4:23:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shall we play a game of dominos on cheese pizza?

2/9/2020 4:24:22 PM cheddiemr 😳

2/9/2020 4:24:26 PM worldxplorer1 🤢🤮

2/9/2020 4:24:40 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/Mq8VD43CUC

2/9/2020 4:24:50 PM krissieowens #JUSTICE pic.twitter.com/5gNRaV2Wbu

2/9/2020 4:24:52 PM gritty522 🤢🤮  Where’s the MAP?

2/9/2020 4:25:07 PM hoelessromantik Consensually

2/9/2020 4:25:16 PM matsols91809275 Yes Pls! 😎

2/9/2020 4:25:32 PM blue_marbleeyes It's time.

2/9/2020 4:25:44 PM jeff57253103 There IS a monsoon coming

2/9/2020 4:25:55 PM atashfire Uh, no? Stop using their lingo...

2/9/2020 4:26:18 PM nurseniceyes No.

2/9/2020 4:26:45 PM angelao_r with a large dollop of JUSTICE

2/9/2020 4:26:47 PM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood

#UnsealEpstein

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/rTvnd1UsqF

2/9/2020 4:26:50 PM q_patriot17 Happy national pizza day

2/9/2020 4:27:11 PM janellecantre12 😜

2/9/2020 4:27:21 PM zagnett MJs, how could you suggest such a thing omg!? 🧐

Are there still too many f***witz on the Twittz!? 🤔🤣😉

Yeah, probably...

May you have a blessed & wonderful day, MJs! You are mostappreciated. 🍿🍩🍸



2/9/2020 4:27:26 PM valhalla11111 Handkerchief with pizza related map?

Dominoes on cheese pizza

Equals dominated (bdsm) on a little girl

2/9/2020 4:27:29 PM harleybabyness Let's not and pretend we didnt see this tweet🙀🤢🤮🤬

2/9/2020 4:27:57 PM earth2nissy Save the Unicorns! 

❤️🧡💛🦄💚💙💜

2/9/2020 4:28:06 PM valhalla11111 But they are Italian so this shit is normal 

What a bunch of bullshit they spew

2/9/2020 4:28:21 PM keith369me Hopefully the larger of the dominos are falling for those that prey on children.

2/9/2020 4:28:29 PM valhalla11111 Its to raise awareness

2/9/2020 4:28:30 PM aquarianqueen11 What does that mean? The ‘playing dominos’ part.

2/9/2020 4:28:43 PM cosmicphoenix5 Sure... no need for the pizza 🍕 cutter because I’ll bring the knife 🔪 pic.twitter.com/NbomaC1W9f

2/9/2020 4:29:22 PM benjus Check with Skippy pic.twitter.com/lcyBtaq5ZZ

2/9/2020 4:29:27 PM nex4rius so they fall in rapid succession?

2/9/2020 4:29:28 PM mermaide432526 @johnpodesta

2/9/2020 4:30:37 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/UgQW1ABLm3

2/9/2020 4:31:24 PM mamiemcclure17 WE WILL SAVE OUR CHILDREN 👶!!!!! pic.twitter.com/somvVimQe7

2/9/2020 4:31:57 PM raecon13 It’s sad that I know where this phrase came from. Sick assholes

2/9/2020 4:32:39 PM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/sCARhGaaN3

2/9/2020 4:34:04 PM salty_facts  pic.twitter.com/LJEg88ShBB

2/9/2020 4:34:42 PM ewilliams22101 Steyer, right?  Are we going to see an arrest of Dem candidates?  That would be amazing.

2/9/2020 4:35:38 PM keur60693994 About 15 post up explains it. You are going to have to look for things yourself. At least read through these responses. You'll find out a lot of places to 

look. Then go look!!

2/9/2020 4:35:39 PM stanstephens13 Dominos?

2/9/2020 4:37:04 PM mongrelglory Hey MJ-12, do the white hats have anything planned for the Oscars tonight?  We need their evil exposed to the mainstream viewers!

2/9/2020 4:37:07 PM darkwriter69 BDSM

2/9/2020 4:41:04 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/1Qt3QbEzq7Q 

2/9/2020 4:41:59 PM lightseeker2012 Directed at Steyer? (Or was he the walnut sauce guy)

2/9/2020 4:44:02 PM polly569011381  https://youtu.be/Rg5NvKpJfKE  @realDonaldTrump so Satanic

2/9/2020 4:47:06 PM _the_psychonaut Cheese pizza is slang for child porn, correct? Man I can’t wait til all these pedo monsters are rounded up and eradicated from our society. 

What a world

2/9/2020 4:47:09 PM nocommunistusa Those words make me want to vomit 🤢

2/9/2020 4:49:49 PM nocommunistusa Is it really today?

2/9/2020 4:50:07 PM deanna_danforth I have been reading the information you allowed us to download.  Thank you,  I always knew things were not what they lectured.  I am truly bored here 

thanks for the Map of getting out of here, I choose ascension ⭐️ we need to be brave warriors. Free will

2/9/2020 4:51:15 PM martyrytlewski I hope you have had your crumbs today.  This makes people really scared.

2/9/2020 4:53:23 PM nphinight Don't forget they devour pasta with walnut sauce too...these people are sick.

2/9/2020 4:53:30 PM deanna_danforth Oh and I liked being a 4500 foot Giant. I filled in mining tunnels so the children wouldn’t die anymore. I threw out Gold Coins, no idea where the Gold 

came from, or how I became a Giant. I was aware of both of me. I am 5 feet tall normal. I don’t do drugs

2/9/2020 4:54:05 PM karmarecycled81 😂 pic.twitter.com/eT9vSXBUGu

2/9/2020 4:54:15 PM polly569011381 Crumbs? It’s there to watch..Quite simply from 2011..Scared? Does it make you Afraid..

2/9/2020 4:54:17 PM q_patriot17  pic.twitter.com/2bwbmEgiqo

2/9/2020 4:55:11 PM q_patriot17 I guess it’s just a coincidence that they are having the Oscars tonight..

2/9/2020 4:55:22 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/PX2oTi0gsx

2/9/2020 4:55:43 PM polly569011381 2 million have viewed

2/9/2020 4:55:55 PM nocommunistusa Oh wow I guess so....don’t even want to know what’s happening behind curtains 😰

2/9/2020 4:57:28 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/MSbcLz1EXc

2/9/2020 4:58:52 PM eliflugelman What’s pasta?

2/9/2020 4:59:35 PM ezdoesit_ It’s time.

2/9/2020 5:00:07 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/getausright/status/1182177697629257728 …

2/9/2020 5:00:10 PM nocommunistusa No probably not

2/9/2020 5:01:26 PM aboriginalbabe Walnut Sauce pervert.

2/9/2020 5:02:21 PM jrocktigers Pine Design Engineering.

2/9/2020 5:04:20 PM nine_six3 🤢 pic.twitter.com/0sWXGnxr6q

2/9/2020 5:05:58 PM april10521252 This was beautiful,  just love and light ✌️💞🦄🙏 no need for anything else, this is the perfect assignment for me🥰

2/9/2020 5:06:02 PM keith369me Last night pic.twitter.com/jgqftZSm01

2/9/2020 5:06:51 PM caramastrey They're all going down down down. 

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/zBUcKOSn1s

2/9/2020 5:07:21 PM jlw_jamie They ruin everything!!

2/9/2020 5:07:27 PM april10521252 I was at the #onelovecalifest yesterday,  all love and light, saw the special star too💞 pic.twitter.com/HqCskgJvHD

2/9/2020 5:08:33 PM agentmyami I heard about that show. Looks like fun!

2/9/2020 5:08:57 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1093163738579066884 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 legit?

Are you MJ2? 🤔🧐😉

You're Awesome, Mr. President! 🇺🇸⭐️💫

Enjoying the Show! 🍿🍩🍸
2/9/2020 5:10:11 PM kidge6 I don't think even the anons know what Domino's refers to.

2/9/2020 5:11:35 PM karmarecycled81 OMG lmao 🤣 pic.twitter.com/1fWwROKC3A

2/9/2020 5:12:18 PM april10521252 It was amazing , then I got negativity testing of course, trying to take me off the goal, thank you for helping a sistah out🙏

2/9/2020 5:14:57 PM azuremagus I do trust that the arrest numbers will be very high.

2/9/2020 5:15:52 PM shannonschoono Anyone have the link to the FBI page with the pedo references? I tried searching and couldn't find a link to the actual FBI site...

2/9/2020 5:16:11 PM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/UWz1R81aSWLeb1B16 …

2/9/2020 5:16:17 PM denelin1 No.. that doesn’t even make any sense. Maybe even kinda gross

2/9/2020 5:16:53 PM crt14361013 ✔

2/9/2020 5:19:13 PM thankq777 No thanks.

2/9/2020 5:19:30 PM azuremagus The "numbers" of pedo's arrested.



2/9/2020 5:21:01 PM jonbradley1723 🤢🤢🤮

2/9/2020 5:23:07 PM house_poseidon  pic.twitter.com/F5hiiLw6MF

2/9/2020 5:24:12 PM fansblowing3 Cheese pizza is child porn

2/9/2020 5:25:07 PM fearthemq9 Shall we play a game? Global thermonuclear war. pic.twitter.com/xFdbqPUxyE

2/9/2020 5:25:29 PM kidge6 Playing ‘dominos on cheese pizza’ is a reference to how many pedos are arrested? I don’t follow. This is from an email to podesta.

2/9/2020 5:25:59 PM rghardy3 Push the first one and the rest will follow.

2/9/2020 5:27:21 PM keur60693994 You chose the wrong post to read, it refers to a podesta email. Keep looking.

2/9/2020 5:27:41 PM aquarianqueen11 Ah, that makes sense. When I asked the Q, I was thinking about this...

 

“What did John Podesta really mean when he said in an email ‘Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?’”

2/9/2020 5:29:00 PM keur60693994 Keep reading through the thread. You picked the wrong post. It refers to a podesta email.

2/9/2020 5:30:55 PM bereantype their cup is full

2/9/2020 5:31:22 PM eliflugelman Thanks

2/9/2020 5:35:35 PM mightymouse211  pic.twitter.com/wHbsd1pmLC

2/9/2020 5:35:50 PM robm151 FBI Storming in and arresting these sickos would be magnificent.

2/9/2020 5:38:20 PM dgboldt Negative.

2/9/2020 5:38:47 PM nm_zsr How do we knock them over?

2/9/2020 5:39:09 PM pixiemagick1 Any idea what this actually means? What is playing dominos?

2/9/2020 5:42:02 PM mommysbigmouth 😪

2/9/2020 5:45:35 PM gcabman I’ll bring my handkerchief.

2/9/2020 5:46:48 PM atashfire The images that come to mind, it's almost engrained now... I cringe.

2/9/2020 5:46:58 PM julesdamom They moved the Oscars for the first time in history, to coincide with today. Evil  satanic demons.

2/9/2020 5:49:10 PM nm_zsr What pieces can we match?

2/9/2020 5:52:41 PM n2zyk Let the falling commence

2/9/2020 5:55:31 PM nine_six3 My apologies, I’m not sure why? I’ll post the link here again. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zHsRPHkXkpk&feature=youtu.be …

2/9/2020 5:56:09 PM revelation717 I can’t find the FBI link, but here’s another one... https://newspunch.com/wikileaks-pedophile-code-words-podesta/ …

2/9/2020 5:57:33 PM hashmelt I wonder what #MAP community has to say about this

2/9/2020 5:58:11 PM sgoeders4 Not from FBI site but helpful pic.twitter.com/sRxBLH65B7

2/9/2020 5:59:17 PM martyrytlewski No. If you think everything is easily discussed your wrong. I'm just happy it's being posted and discussed. I have shown many people the video. They 

get scared

2/9/2020 6:00:11 PM nine_six3 Looks like t_!tter isn’t allowing it, because it plays perfectly fine on YT. 

Here’s the link to copy and paste to your browser. Add the ‘h’ before ‘ttps’ so that it doesn’t keep placing the video here. ThankQ4the heads⬆️

ttps://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zHsRPHkXkpk&feature=youtu.be

2/9/2020 6:00:31 PM deanna_danforth Can you describe 4D, 5D, 6 D ? Please

2/9/2020 6:00:45 PM patriots20202 Only if it leads to handcuffs.🚫

2/9/2020 6:00:54 PM martyrytlewski Crumbs is a reference.

2/9/2020 6:01:44 PM trumpet39777907 Domino's pizza? Let the games begin

2/9/2020 6:01:47 PM _chelseaproject It refers to domination

2/9/2020 6:06:03 PM nine_six3 Anytime! Hope you’re having a great day!!! ❤️&💡

2/9/2020 6:06:58 PM wildhor52319908  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsFAtPHRnp4 …

2/9/2020 6:10:41 PM nocommunistusa I knew something was up. Beyond disturbing

2/9/2020 6:14:04 PM _chelseaproject You ought to put that in quotes so people don't think you're actually suggesting it.

2/9/2020 6:18:24 PM birdiesrchirpin So few get this reference. One of the best movies ever! That's the first thing that popped in my head the first time I ever saw Q reference. 😮

Then, how about a nice game of chess?🤣

🤜🤛

2/9/2020 6:19:44 PM fatdogeasylax Are you following me and what i had for dinner? First the mice now this. Idk whats going on just promise to delete my internet history when im 

suicided by a door knob.

2/9/2020 6:20:47 PM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/ERm0SKTbxw

2/9/2020 6:26:32 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/YmCjIQ3VBH

2/9/2020 6:28:18 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/HJ6J8ZlhpA

2/9/2020 6:28:41 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/T7EVs3BhFW

2/9/2020 6:32:02 PM krisp1377 Don’t you see what he’s doing? 🤦🏼♀️

2/9/2020 6:35:04 PM keith369me Kind of like “Every Dog has his Day”?

2/9/2020 6:36:49 PM nschlange Yeah right? Nothing going on with that at all. Makes perfect sense.

2/9/2020 6:39:09 PM sunnysideluna Wtf does that mean and what’s dominos game code for?

2/9/2020 6:43:44 PM sunnysideluna Dude these memes are not funny at all- this dude kills and eats babies

2/9/2020 6:43:50 PM rawphonegirl ⚡⚡⚡ pic.twitter.com/SEdqEOXR7P

2/9/2020 6:44:29 PM nine_six3 This is what those odd yet extremely disgusting words mean in the disturbing pedo world. They were found being used amongst the Podesta emails. 

pic.twitter.com/aoW5ofmHPF

2/9/2020 6:44:42 PM magicianmighty 😂😭😂😭😭

2/9/2020 6:45:32 PM qarmyuk Don’t look up. Look in. In fact, don’t look, feel.... be.... ❤️🙏😇

2/9/2020 6:45:57 PM raevenraeyne Thank you! I’ve looked into this subject a lot and could not figure out what that one meant!

2/9/2020 6:47:27 PM timesupgodwins Start with Bill & Hillary

2/9/2020 6:50:14 PM atashfire The world turned upside down with a satanic ritual. 

Symbolism really was their downfall, evil cannot stand after what they did.

2/9/2020 6:53:52 PM wtwtwcwwg1 You may recall a ‘conspiracy’ about pizza parlours and ping pong. You may also recall it as being widely ‘debunked’. 

Well it was in fact a very disturbing truth. 

Truth that for some is hard to believe, hard to handle and hard to swallow when you realise the depth of depravity

2/9/2020 7:03:24 PM april10521252 The hundreds of beautiful souls singing and dancing with pure love and unity on their mind was pure magic, love, God

2/9/2020 7:11:55 PM eloyram35070462 i hit the no button because i didnt see the FUCK NO button

2/9/2020 7:12:36 PM trump_fantastic Read the transcripts.

(now we know what that really meant)

Read the WikiLeaks email transcripts of DNC folks for references to CP (child p***)



2/9/2020 7:12:47 PM patriotleah1776 Can words have double meanings?

Triple?

Where do you order the cheapest delivery pizza in this country?

🎵ashes, ashes, they all fall down🎵

2/9/2020 7:14:37 PM nine_six3 Many anons were following this as it broke out a few years ago. Observing JP emails& other proofs, proves the validity of Pizzagate & the 

horrific/despicable crimes against children etc. MsM 100% ⬇️played the Truth&claimed “conspiracy theory”-turning people away from looking@ it. 

pic.twitter.com/BwVXv8qFQO

2/9/2020 7:14:43 PM patriotleah1776 Or ropes?

Lethal injection, perhaps?

2/9/2020 7:16:56 PM anon_kag2020 Sounds like a plan, you can count @chrissyteigen in 🍕 pic.twitter.com/t9QyxV1jEq

2/9/2020 7:19:09 PM anon_kag2020  pic.twitter.com/Qbr1soSa6x

2/9/2020 7:20:58 PM nine_six3 I can’t bring myself to watch it, let me know if anything goes down!!!

2/9/2020 7:25:36 PM baneste3 We have the majority of judges in place, thanks to POTUS. Can we get this show rolling?

2/9/2020 7:38:29 PM magnolia678 Wizards and warlocks

2/9/2020 7:38:39 PM nine_six3 (Please and ThankQ!!!)

2/9/2020 7:42:32 PM angelontheedge2 Dominoes? What's that reference? I know cheese pizza is code for chi|d por n ography.  But I'm not aware of pasta or dominoes..

2/9/2020 7:47:45 PM jrocktigers #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein  http://sa15.org/stateattorney/NewsRoom/indexPR.htm …

2/9/2020 7:53:43 PM werascending Say it is Podesta, please!!!🙏🙏🙏

2/9/2020 8:05:15 PM olimyracle Ciara hits Europe https://www.rts.ch/info/suisse/11075859-la-tempete-ciara-frappe-l-europe-les-perturbations-sont-nombreuses.html …

2/9/2020 8:07:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not allow yourself to be complacent with false hope from clowns pretending to be patriots who have an agenda.

Message over messenger.

Trrust but Verify!

2/9/2020 8:08:01 PM lonewolfbuilder “Lo and behold, instead of pasta and wonderful sauces, it was a lovely, tempting assortment of cheeses, Yummy. I am awaiting the return of my 

children and grandchildren from their holiday travels so that we can demolish them.”

 https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/50332 …

 https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/34860 … pic.twitter.com/cFkl8yuVW1

2/9/2020 8:08:29 PM palmdalekid2 @RealMattCouch ?

2/9/2020 8:08:50 PM sassysickchick_ Important reminder

2/9/2020 8:12:24 PM flung_poo B Carfull Hu u follow pic.twitter.com/ogiKRKuyk0

2/9/2020 8:12:40 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/3hbciIGpzp

2/9/2020 8:13:07 PM aldo_9111 It's meant for everyone. Look how those poor bastards on the left have been manipulated over the past 4 years. Hope after hope and nothing 

happened

2/9/2020 8:14:26 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/5PPkhFcSnR

2/9/2020 8:14:29 PM anonymousada Legit. For sure. Super dedicated to exposing these people and their crimes. Especially for #SethRich.

2/9/2020 8:15:31 PM anonymousada In his brief speech he specifically mentions the fact that the meeting is tomorrow, unusual...

2/9/2020 8:18:46 PM corn_hole There is nothing worse than hope. pic.twitter.com/7XSsBSc5ee

2/9/2020 8:18:50 PM n7guardiananon Is @NSA_Exposure 

going active soon???

Been thinking about that account for months

2/9/2020 8:19:59 PM rosas7043 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer... 🔥🇺🇸🔥

2/9/2020 8:20:00 PM zulu_actual_ 👋🏼 can anyone retweet me and tell other influencers im cool #MiniMikeBloomberg pic.twitter.com/fnm8DP7seR

2/9/2020 8:21:14 PM hoelessromantik Half the comments on  http://Reddit.com/r/thedonald  are the most obvious examples of this. Or what happened when /r/greatawakening was 

banned and “moved” to voat

2/9/2020 8:23:11 PM palmdalekid2  https://t.co/wHRQ7oQIvq  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072307160581849088?s=21 …

2/9/2020 8:25:15 PM mulletgary Please elaborate?

2/9/2020 8:26:28 PM patriotleah1776 Time for some more research, perhaps?

The truth may shock you.

You can verify by searching subjects here on Twitter using this format:

"From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Extraterrestrials"

Don't take other people's word. Research for yourself. The truth is within. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/9/2020 8:26:40 PM anonymousada I'd avoid. I was involved early on.

2/9/2020 8:28:03 PM patriotleah1776 *sealed indictments

They are no secret.

2/9/2020 8:29:07 PM bbobbio71 Truth Resonates from within. 

But... Trrust🤔  Rod?

2/9/2020 8:29:29 PM jrocktigers I do believe it has arrived.

2/9/2020 8:30:06 PM yokoke2014 'Last Supper' for some...? 

🙏

2/9/2020 8:31:11 PM freeandoriginal Domino effect. Knock the first one down and all the others will follow !

2/9/2020 8:35:56 PM jonesy4671 Uh no not into that kinda stuff

2/9/2020 8:40:27 PM patriotleah1776 From their twit acct @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

You can search by entering this in search bar:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Extraterrestrials

You can replace last word with anything you want to verify or research.

Trust no one. Question everything. The truth is within.

 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …
2/9/2020 8:41:41 PM lightlove21121 5:5 🙇♀️

2/9/2020 8:43:26 PM melanie24487 Don’t trust anyone lol, be watchful of everything



2/9/2020 8:43:29 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/4Id7YUgKpx

2/9/2020 8:46:06 PM n7guardiananon Ever feel like you're living spy movie or tv show???

don't worrry your not alone...I'm torn between Get Smart and North by Northwest. lol 

 https://youtu.be/Kv3kcnI72Ec 

#99 / Grace 👍👍👍

2/9/2020 8:47:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think [Biden] https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1226725816240922624 …

2/9/2020 8:47:39 PM eastcoasterik @Bruno062418

2/9/2020 8:49:05 PM n7guardiananon See that...CLASS pic.twitter.com/1YAJn1jEsx

2/9/2020 8:49:10 PM dironablu2u What?

2/9/2020 8:50:10 PM tarzan_08 Biden’s wife his handler? Propping him up?

2/9/2020 8:50:14 PM n7guardiananon who died and were is the funeral?

2/9/2020 8:50:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Is @TerryBranstad a black hat? Can’t help but wonder after @SecPompeo governors speech.

2/9/2020 8:50:38 PM cormieredcclare First Lady is as Beautiful as ever and our beloved President is very Handsome!

2/9/2020 8:51:03 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/wlPrxgzpO4

2/9/2020 8:51:42 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/jgqSVmschW

2/9/2020 8:52:12 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/XEiU03dImc

2/9/2020 8:52:40 PM flung_poo earn my trust

2/9/2020 8:53:00 PM rick_hernandez He flat out told them there would be consequences for them

2/9/2020 8:54:23 PM pigottben Harry Reid

2/9/2020 8:54:29 PM agentmyami Words of wisdom! 💗

2/9/2020 8:54:29 PM hawkgirlinmn I just wonder for WHO. Being that Branstad is the Ambassador to China and a former governor makes me wonder.

2/9/2020 8:54:56 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/pMM0VogEL5

2/9/2020 8:55:56 PM hawkgirlinmn Think Biden. In direct relation to governors? Such as former governor Bill Clinton? Or wrong path?

2/9/2020 8:56:25 PM trump_fantastic Biden and a Governor's wife? Pence?

2/9/2020 8:57:41 PM peterwa96366580 I blocked that Rum dude too, he promotes some real junk.

2/9/2020 8:58:09 PM billyj1616 No we shouldn’t

2/9/2020 8:58:57 PM rick_hernandez I think it’s about Rosemont capital. 

 https://nypost.com/2018/03/15/inside-the-shady-private-equity-firm-run-by-kerry-and-bidens-kids/ … pic.twitter.com/JwAK6ZzK4n

2/9/2020 8:59:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is what DECLAS will look like...

Top Secret Military Intel was declassified and then broadcasted to the Public, not the Governors.

Where does the investment money go when cities like Baltimore need funding?

How many treason Governors exist?

Shocking. https://youtu.be/g1BbswU3i10 

2/9/2020 8:59:22 PM joni_apple_seed Oh, the Oscars are on? That’s nice. pic.twitter.com/rfPuwegapR

2/9/2020 9:00:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not a coincidence.

The closer to [them] the closer to ]them[.

Enjoy the show!

2/9/2020 9:01:30 PM diggie_b2 👍

2/9/2020 9:01:57 PM laura_621 It’s happening...

2/9/2020 9:01:59 PM flung_poo YaH u make nice with my friend sugar bear

2/9/2020 9:03:11 PM n7guardiananon 1 too many

2/9/2020 9:03:33 PM rick_hernandez I don’t know enough about these investments that were made to know. I do remember discussion of the Chinese guy being arrested for trying to steal 

corn seed in Iowa.

2/9/2020 9:03:50 PM flung_poo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 u better be good  pic.twitter.com/ommi8wAnGw

2/9/2020 9:04:17 PM brian_dalfonso I’ll bet his remarks resulted In some projectile vomit by some of these thieves. It turns it way beyond a financial crime of stupidity and into pure simple 

TREASON

2/9/2020 9:04:24 PM deploramal Is this why Jay Inslee (WA state governor) was trying to run for POTUS? He’s crooked as hell. Just hoping he and all his lackies are exposed and locked 

up.

2/9/2020 9:04:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 When shoes drop, do they make a noise once they hit the floor?

2/9/2020 9:04:56 PM mongrelglory I don't watch either. 😆

2/9/2020 9:05:10 PM rebornkingent Depends on if the shoes are 👠 red?

2/9/2020 9:05:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many shoes do you own?

What if each shoe to drop were on separate category of criminality you have been involved in?

What does a shoe hanging from a telephone mean?

How many shoes are remaining?

2/9/2020 9:05:39 PM wandering11111 Red shoes?

2/9/2020 9:05:53 PM flung_poo if a tree falls in the woods and no one hears it does it make a sound

2/9/2020 9:05:55 PM ben60751942 I'd say the noise starts off the drop

2/9/2020 9:05:58 PM wandering11111 Lol...same comment essentially

2/9/2020 9:06:09 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/hAWxSpj3Ay

2/9/2020 9:06:31 PM n7guardiananon a symbol used by some evil people

2/9/2020 9:06:45 PM karentriebel 50 + territories

2/9/2020 9:07:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all assets are assets.

Some are know liabilities.

Some liabilities are required in order to amass new assets.

Think cashflow.

Introduce 5D chess.

How do you move the cash back in the correct direction?

Moves and countermoves.

The public will know the truth when they see it.
2/9/2020 9:07:41 PM hawkgirlinmn Shoe hanging from telephone or power line is drug location or gang activity?

2/9/2020 9:07:42 PM flung_poo  pic.twitter.com/2Hqx8o8u8B

2/9/2020 9:07:43 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/UuDJsjfJOX

2/9/2020 9:07:47 PM portezf Only red ones

2/9/2020 9:08:27 PM kakakakaaatie I'd be screwed because I have ALOT of shoes! pic.twitter.com/wtGly2vZ3M

2/9/2020 9:08:29 PM rebornkingent 50?

2/9/2020 9:09:04 PM palmdalekid2  https://ballotpedia.org/Gubernatorial_elections,_2020 …

2/9/2020 9:09:04 PM hawkgirlinmn No. They make a noise AS they hit the floor like any other inanimate object.

2/9/2020 9:09:23 PM islandofdelight Someone has died. Many have died?

2/9/2020 9:09:31 PM hawkgirlinmn Ha! Forgot about this!

2/9/2020 9:09:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all codes are meant to be deciphered.

Sometimes hacking is necessary.

Or cracking.



2/9/2020 9:09:49 PM doyouq Hanx? Red shoes?

 https://twitter.com/dancingcurious/status/1226360365434462210?s=21 … https://twitter.com/DancingCurious/status/1226360365434462210 …

2/9/2020 9:10:37 PM islandofdelight Seth Rich Metadata - File Transfer Speeds - We Have More Than We Know

2/9/2020 9:11:48 PM ak_dwelling Oh they deserve all the pain they can take.  Selling us out is Treason. They  are stupid, they never thought she'd lose. Now they all lose.

2/9/2020 9:12:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Enjoy the next 168 hours

00:12 + 168:00 = 693

  9

6 3

Capstone?

Keystone?

How do you think [they] will try to steal the narrative this week?

GAME OVER!
2/9/2020 9:12:38 PM islandofdelight FF Incoming. State Funeral? [RBG]?

2/9/2020 9:13:31 PM nine_six3 Yes, this is what I was taught when I asked someone out of curiosity. Gang and drug related spots... 

Wikipedia has it and mentions an urban dictionary definition but then downplays it. pic.twitter.com/RhkSeXCwk3

2/9/2020 9:13:32 PM islandofdelight BIG week ahead #qanon #WWG1WGA

2/9/2020 9:13:47 PM shaigaichan 👏👏Bravo!

2/9/2020 9:13:47 PM suber67846269 They have nothing!! Game over for Dems!! It’s the Presidents turn now!!! And it’s not going to be easy!!

2/9/2020 9:13:59 PM rebornkingent Cracking as in snap crackle pop as in buy popcorn.

2/9/2020 9:14:09 PM flung_poo well what do u have planned pic.twitter.com/9k3ezLj153

2/9/2020 9:14:12 PM n7guardiananon or mr peanut

2/9/2020 9:14:49 PM bubusmc What does a shoe hanging from a telephone mean?

Drug House?

2/9/2020 9:14:52 PM islandofdelight 3 6 9 any hints as to how we’ll be wrangling up the swine?

2/9/2020 9:15:01 PM nine_six3 Correction: “Urban Legend” haha

2/9/2020 9:15:05 PM ialibertybelle Romney is a former governor and he’s supporting Biden.

2/9/2020 9:15:19 PM islandofdelight 3 6 9 anything to do besides look for a sign?

2/9/2020 9:15:42 PM mongrelglory Only if there's someone there to hear it...😑

2/9/2020 9:15:56 PM april99341937 [P] KEEP YOUR ENEMIES CLOSE! @realDonaldTrump is a GENIUS! 

/treason/@artistiquejewels/the-paul-ryan-mike-pence-assassination-coup-email-chain-says-it-all-why-would-they-risk-hijacking-a-

2/9/2020 9:16:00 PM palmdalekid2 outgrown tastes/habits leave papertrails

2/9/2020 9:16:06 PM bubusmc Closed captioning from tonight.

? pic.twitter.com/v5FefgDp9T

2/9/2020 9:16:26 PM 50calholly Are our governors selling is out too?  Are they playing the Biden corruption game as well?

2/9/2020 9:16:50 PM islandofdelight 3 6 9 prayers to white hats as we wait for sunshine

2/9/2020 9:17:38 PM lorimccoin I’m the one hangin’ here...🙃

2/9/2020 9:17:38 PM qanoncomau 17 retweets 45 likes = Nothing will stop what is coming. 🐸 pic.twitter.com/ZgGsQXswIc

2/9/2020 9:18:04 PM nine_six3 ... Red Shoes... pic.twitter.com/yoYDUFNwV4

2/9/2020 9:18:04 PM jrocktigers When the music's over, turn out the lights....turn out the lights....turn out the lights..

2/9/2020 9:18:43 PM lifeiss17041348 Your data seems often solid, but your typos concern me.

It would be taken more seriously, I believe, if you edited your tweets before posting.  I make typos often, but I'm just a schlub.

Words mean things. For a group with the data to which you supposedly have access, precision!

2/9/2020 9:19:23 PM palmdalekid2 Keystone,  NPCs making a choice soon

2/9/2020 9:19:28 PM jackiesierfaith Watch the news on the 18th I heard...

2/9/2020 9:20:15 PM portezf Ugh plz stop.

2/9/2020 9:20:42 PM remyjsg Mockery?

2/9/2020 9:21:03 PM nine_six3 You called it

2/9/2020 9:21:14 PM jrocktigers I can definitely feel [their] anxiety is much higher.

2/9/2020 9:21:15 PM mongrelglory How many shoes are remaining?  Well we've seen the treasonous behaviour of politicians selling secrets and uranium to foreign countries, but we 

haven't seen the 9/11 or ISIS complicity come out yet.  Nor have we seen the extent of the Clinton Foundation crimes.

2/9/2020 9:21:53 PM palmdalekid2 Wray probably has a backlog of smart phones, laptops, tablets that need accessed. NSA waiting on a specific case?

2/9/2020 9:22:11 PM q_patchouli 'do you mean like Nashville singers who sing and talk about Patriots or ones who we know now to be dark and a false patriot like ted n.

2/9/2020 9:22:32 PM patriotleah1776 Haha!! How crazy! About 9 minutes ago I thought this exact phrase! Crazy! There is no such thing as coincidence...

2/9/2020 9:22:45 PM sdane8 Pic with Pence clearly shows President John Tyler in the background. He became President after Harrison died. Is that HRC's plan for Biden? Become his 

VP and ascend to Presidency after his death? pic.twitter.com/ZoedvAUgE9

2/9/2020 9:23:54 PM eman1292 That looks like Doug Ducey of AZ in table pic. His son sitting next to him. Lots of missing kids here in AZ. Haven't been able to get a good read off this 

guy since I been here. Hopefully undercover white hat. I guess we'll see.

2/9/2020 9:24:34 PM sdane8 I'd sure like to see that list!

2/9/2020 9:25:31 PM mongrelglory Eg.  Use of terrorists groups like MS-13 gangs, Boko Harem, Muslim Brotherhood, ISIS and its affiliates would be liabilities likely. They were used to run 

illegal operations for the Cabal however they could just as easily turn on their masters.  There's no honour among thieves...

2/9/2020 9:25:56 PM clfaerber1 I am afraid to find out. 

There does not seem to be anything they would not be willing to do to hide their crimes and corruption.

2/9/2020 9:26:05 PM palmdalekid2 Take out living legends or another El Paso

2/9/2020 9:26:12 PM ophillip10 Well they thought E.Cummin.. would hold the headlines but Baltimore exppsed him. NA from Ca politician which are all fraud. NY Representatives will 

not be missed. So its either xPres,  Obuma, Hillry or SCOTUS.

2/9/2020 9:28:35 PM blue_marbleeyes Californication.

2/9/2020 9:28:56 PM morrifive Are we going to see this list?

2/9/2020 9:29:23 PM mongrelglory State funeral (Jimmy Carter) and the Wuhan Coronavirus are my guess.

2/9/2020 9:30:37 PM blue_marbleeyes  pic.twitter.com/G2yPT7oOhp

2/9/2020 9:31:33 PM reed17420260 The Gibson?

2/9/2020 9:32:13 PM sdane8 Message over grammar



2/9/2020 9:32:35 PM patriotleah1776 Always wondered...

"Think mirror"

D5 : 5D?

I really need to break out of this 3D box I've been stuck in!

2/9/2020 9:32:42 PM r_tjep Man I’m really starting to love Kansas.

2/9/2020 9:35:17 PM vickigp1 3+6+9=18 🙏

2/9/2020 9:35:37 PM liltilgerlil Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/9/2020 9:36:16 PM patriotleah1776 That's what I said after reading the comment. So petty.

Buuuuuut..... sometimes misspellings matter on "other" things!

Patriots know! 😉

2/9/2020 9:39:18 PM azuremagus Digital bank ledgers tell a story.

2/9/2020 9:39:23 PM 369helen313 I kneW iT ! 

The neXt 168 hourS ...

#MSM 👉🏻 KeyStone iS gOing To CrUmbLe deeP⚡️ pic.twitter.com/iNXYW0N1t4

2/9/2020 9:39:28 PM tkobeauty State Funeral

2/9/2020 9:40:05 PM decodematrix Coronavirus part 2

2/9/2020 9:40:38 PM nine_six3 Usually when they make typos, it is intentionally done. When Q and MJ12 make an actual error with spelling, they let us know it's because they are on 

the move. For some reason, this was most likely done on purpose. I attached two examples of MJ12 saying this. pic.twitter.com/zToVA6lwgJ

2/9/2020 9:41:22 PM patriotleah1776 Sure! To certain people, of course!

2/9/2020 9:43:08 PM remyjsg Love ya keep it going we are all extremely thankful for your continued motivation and information sharing. Namaste

2/9/2020 9:43:38 PM azuremagus Shoes on tele. wire = suspended sentence?

2/9/2020 9:45:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 On/Off?

2/9/2020 9:45:00 PM azuremagus The general public will not hear all that drop.

2/9/2020 9:45:25 PM palmdalekid2 Always on, slightly off

2/9/2020 9:45:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Which is it?

2/9/2020 9:46:05 PM 1_decided_voter Well that's an interesting result. Says zero votes, yet has me checked for the one I voted for... pic.twitter.com/c5cXRAOhDJ

2/9/2020 9:46:28 PM pro_aktv Watch the water.

2/9/2020 9:46:30 PM sassysickchick_ I don’t claim to know what you mean, but my mind immediately went to energy, like the flow of electricity, so I voted “On.” Full power 🙌🏻⚡

2/9/2020 9:46:32 PM goyaeq Coronavirus.

2/9/2020 9:46:36 PM laurenmbradley On and LOVING IT!!! Riding the rainbow!!!🌈🌈🌈✨✨✨⭐️⭐️⭐️ pic.twitter.com/aXdDcCIEuP

2/9/2020 9:46:44 PM miss_ampie 17

2/9/2020 9:46:45 PM bubusmc  https://mobile.twitter.com/schumannbot/status/1226732543396974594 …

2/9/2020 9:46:46 PM bigblockdc2 Slingshot engage! pic.twitter.com/bnnjZdZ95W

2/9/2020 9:46:47 PM islandofdelight 🌊

2/9/2020 9:46:53 PM pamelaaranyos No idea what it means.

2/9/2020 9:46:56 PM wickedmouse369 Lost at Sea.

2/9/2020 9:47:27 PM stephscolaro The Holy See

2/9/2020 9:47:28 PM wandering11111 Si

2/9/2020 9:47:36 PM onetoughcrowd10 I hope 💥

2/9/2020 9:47:48 PM cogbill_alan You really did a good job in showing me the power of 3,6,9

2/9/2020 9:47:50 PM sassysickchick_ I can too and it’s hard to keep it separate and keep it from mingling into my own feelings. 🙅🏻♀️

2/9/2020 9:47:50 PM patriotleah1776 There are a ton of accts that appear to be true Patriots. Wolf in sheep skin.

Question everything & research for yourself.

The truth is within.

2/9/2020 9:47:52 PM bubusmc What's going on here? It's off the charts!

2/9/2020 9:47:59 PM state1union I have been told I have a driver personality lol. ON

2/9/2020 9:48:55 PM nine_six3 Lights ON

2/9/2020 9:48:58 PM mongrelglory White Squall?  (This feels like a Rorschach test...)

2/9/2020 9:49:03 PM palmdalekid2 Coast to coast

2/9/2020 9:49:23 PM jojoe12299 Depends on whether you are referring to a body of water, or using your eyes to observe

2/9/2020 9:50:07 PM state1union We were told to watch the water.

2/9/2020 9:50:14 PM sunnysideluna Hmmm no arrests at the oscars?

2/9/2020 9:50:17 PM nine_six3 Same. Not sure exactly what was being referred to but my mind went to energy or light.

2/9/2020 9:50:20 PM manifest_utopia Is this like voting for one of the Dem candidates in the primaries where people have no idea what they are voting for?

2/9/2020 9:50:53 PM miss_ampie None 😀

2/9/2020 9:51:01 PM redpilledgal WTF? Cheese pizza = childporn, so WTF R U ON ABOUT?

2/9/2020 9:51:11 PM sassysickchick_ Screenshot to refer to a week from now! ⏳tick tock

2/9/2020 9:51:19 PM kendavi80404473  https://youtu.be/mwby4RaLCj0 

2/9/2020 9:51:22 PM mongrelglory On target! 🎯

2/9/2020 9:51:55 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/VULL1tMyyY

2/9/2020 9:52:07 PM miss_ampie (Shoes remaining)

2/9/2020 9:53:15 PM sassysickchick_ And there are NINE subjects in this graphic (8 above the dam + MSM). Eenie, meenie, minie, moe 😏

2/9/2020 9:54:45 PM _doozier_ What does " [being] complacent with false hope" even look like in this context? That is to say, what is a "complacent" Q follower NOT doing that he 

SHOULD be doing? It's never good to be misled but it's almost always good to be hopeful... no?

2/9/2020 9:54:58 PM aetherwalker1 What are we toggling here?   

One should know before they press a button.

2/9/2020 9:54:59 PM nine_six3 I chose SEA based on the previous comms used by MJ12. pic.twitter.com/Jc3S6VyM6J

2/9/2020 9:55:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 SKY/LAND?

2/9/2020 9:55:20 PM sassysickchick_ Dark to Light 😎💓

2/9/2020 9:55:52 PM palmdalekid2 I don't own a pc

2/9/2020 9:55:52 PM mike72279593 Germany have a Storm

2/9/2020 9:56:08 PM thelionzmusic On the wall behind bush when he finds out about 9/11 - “reading makes a country great” - Trump’s campaign slogan “make America great again” - 

what if MAGA is really about getting the country to read into symbology of the elites, what if trump is referencing that sign?

2/9/2020 9:56:08 PM jenwolz  pic.twitter.com/6kKJOmlnWN

2/9/2020 9:56:14 PM islandofdelight Eyes on the sky. Is it [Sky Falling] Week?



2/9/2020 9:56:40 PM elizabe91954107 Sorry didn't read before answer..

2/9/2020 9:56:42 PM islandofdelight SKY EVENT #QANON #WWG1WGA

2/9/2020 9:57:05 PM nine_six3 High in the SKY - 100,000ft view!!! (Is what came to mind)

2/9/2020 9:57:08 PM islandofdelight SKY FORTRESS. DEW? LOC Base?

2/9/2020 9:57:39 PM qonthewall NO! pic.twitter.com/tLVWfRJizp

2/9/2020 9:58:06 PM captain01470560 Seattle?

2/9/2020 9:58:48 PM aurorasreality A tree fell on my house. Took out all my  power. All people that can help me legallly catnt after next Tuesday (not this Tuesday)  heres to day 9 no 

power. #wegotthis.This week has been intense. I'm sure same for many. Cant stop us. #selfsuffiecent pic.twitter.com/klWoMOSB5p

2/9/2020 9:59:55 PM bamagurl0404 🤣🤣🤣🤣 me too!!!

2/9/2020 10:00:08 PM yellamoj Conciousness tests.

2/9/2020 10:00:27 PM aurorasreality I was born to be a space pilot. Always told my mom this lol. Maybe someday.

2/9/2020 10:02:19 PM qanoncomau 2 year delta on 'Watch the water.' in the next 168 hours pic.twitter.com/u8rpKqMEFb

2/9/2020 10:03:03 PM qanoncomau See the Sea

2/9/2020 10:03:40 PM aurorasreality The last 168 hrs were a test of the devil. My grandpa died. We still have no power and tree on house. No power for at least another week. Yet.... I am 

happy. Devoted to the plan.

2/9/2020 10:03:41 PM kevin_e_k JP & TP pic.twitter.com/zrtjO43tPZ

2/9/2020 10:03:45 PM jojoe12299 It had 40 some about 15 min ago when i did it

2/9/2020 10:03:55 PM comicgeniustoo C

2/9/2020 10:04:17 PM fearthemq9 Treadstone

2/9/2020 10:05:14 PM nine_six3 Keystone!!!

#UnsealEpstien #UnsealEpstien #UnsealEpstien pic.twitter.com/cszpcwPdZJ

2/9/2020 10:05:27 PM seeker229 🤔

2/9/2020 10:07:50 PM disfellocated Made for kids? Interesting. pic.twitter.com/VQX7hF7KQg

2/9/2020 10:08:35 PM stormcue I believe the keystone refers to a subroutine written into every BIOS chip made since the early 90's. Which connects through a "keystone" jack RJ-[45]. 

Connecting every computer through an ARPANET created web, consolidating personal information.

Which is why Q has everything.

2/9/2020 10:09:33 PM corn_hole These people are SICK pic.twitter.com/pSJC9tcZOe

2/9/2020 10:11:14 PM stormcue Which would connect every dot that Q has alerted us to. 

ARPANET/DARPA databases access only granted to Q level users. No matter who they were, or what they were doing online, they we watched.

Q says "we have it all", "more than we know". Every document, ever sent online.

2/9/2020 10:11:21 PM nea_storm Clever Majs (Pun intended) You know it is a trick (test) question and it is both and they both have been overcome, as in Redeemed by a Living exempt 

sovereign (Luke 15:24, Revelations 1:18, 2 Corinthians 5:20 & Revelations 20:13) Redeemer:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECZQUg6-TlU … 

Hebrews 13:2 pic.twitter.com/XO9XgcaP6v

2/9/2020 10:12:01 PM alantomazin Guidestone

2/9/2020 10:12:25 PM tractor444 Like Donkey Kong pic.twitter.com/wB4vK88E8p

2/9/2020 10:12:25 PM alantomazin Georgia guidestones

2/9/2020 10:12:28 PM chefwilllaw Nothing to see here pic.twitter.com/ikJ9WJArXR

2/9/2020 10:12:36 PM 369helen313 9

6 3...

GAME OVER ! 

Obama & Co 💥 pic.twitter.com/FixYGCI49M

2/9/2020 10:13:10 PM 1chordwonder Both. I like to keep my earthly feet on the ground, while my spiritual body flies the skies. Literally.

2/9/2020 10:13:33 PM tractor444 C

2/9/2020 10:14:53 PM lifeiss17041348 I stand corrected.

Keep up the good work, and thanks for what you do.

2/9/2020 10:16:01 PM rosas7043 Plasma tv in the sky ?

2/9/2020 10:16:15 PM r_tjep Assange?

2/9/2020 10:17:10 PM n7guardiananon was feet being tickled...torture...to risque for twitter

2/9/2020 10:18:13 PM snakejackal Using Nuke as an Alarm you control the action of Starseeds.

2/9/2020 10:18:31 PM cpace98 Some canaries are singing?

2/9/2020 10:23:06 PM amtm_mu Hahahaha bernie’s socialism in action on himself?

2/9/2020 10:23:13 PM myladysolina fingerprints on glasses=DNA

2/9/2020 10:26:28 PM nine_six3 We're all learning & deciphering. Happy I can help, wherever I can. Thank you for asking the Q, helps us all learn by digging for answers together! 

Thanks for what you do too! ❤️&💡

2/9/2020 10:27:58 PM antarantanka It’s not just Govemors, it’s State and Federal District Judges. For Chinese corruption to work they have to control those who could stop it.  Not to 

mention HRC selling national parks to the PRC...

2/9/2020 10:29:06 PM tractor444  pic.twitter.com/6gvzXsLP6z

2/9/2020 10:30:11 PM antarantanka As in “Holy See”?

2/9/2020 10:30:22 PM clarkjefferso12 I can relate.

2/9/2020 10:30:49 PM mongrelglory Watch the skies!  A storm is coming! WWG1WGA!

2/9/2020 10:33:23 PM decodematrix SKY EVENT

2/9/2020 10:34:56 PM heracaneanne 😱

2/9/2020 10:35:36 PM heracaneanne 🙏🙏🙏

2/9/2020 10:35:51 PM clfaerber1 Hmmmmmm

2/9/2020 10:37:58 PM patriots20202 Did i miss something?

2/9/2020 10:38:45 PM decodematrix Light on

Dark off

Dark > Light

2/9/2020 10:39:34 PM jamiegrahamusa When theyre being dragged away they sure make noise

2/9/2020 10:41:20 PM nea_storm  http://youtube.com/watch?v=AP2bxmtiVvQ … 

You mean like the spiritually Conscious Actualized activation of DNA Biogenetic Key Codes that Drax desired? As in via Research & Education programs 

of meta super beings? 

We aren't your or anyone else's guinea pigs Any longer:

Have All yet learned that? pic.twitter.com/k3ljbHCMsj



2/9/2020 10:42:24 PM stormcue Did it happen at the same time as the tree fell in the woods?

Maybe you didn't hear it.

2/9/2020 10:42:34 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/DeumyOzKqgI 

2/9/2020 10:43:53 PM decodematrix Holy Sea

2/9/2020 10:48:44 PM decodematrix Tic Tac UFO

2/9/2020 10:49:11 PM n7guardiananon The thought of the manipulation of our DNA to make us more like them has popped up in my mind.

on the flip side...vaccinations...double edge sword...vampires don't like to eat the dead.

2/9/2020 10:50:43 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/yU0o84kldy

2/9/2020 10:51:11 PM decodematrix Boom

     Boom

          Boom

               Boom

2/9/2020 10:51:36 PM jay_jaska #skyattack pic.twitter.com/DAhLh9RiqO

2/9/2020 10:52:13 PM nine_six3 LOL

2/9/2020 10:53:35 PM 1nanasmomma Did we pass? lolol.

2/9/2020 10:59:07 PM cat_1012000 I see Sally's selling sea shells by the sea shore :)

2/9/2020 10:59:36 PM nea_storm Our DNA has been historically Gold, if you excuse the (intention of the pun) Well before [they] had any access: Relatively speaking [they] are new to 

the scene here: [They] wish everyone to believe otherwise: Ancient fake news: [They] rewrote history to obfuscate the truth: 

pic.twitter.com/1ULKULtNRl

2/9/2020 11:00:19 PM antarantanka  https://amp.knoxnews.com/amp/319023002 

2/9/2020 11:01:30 PM c_morece 17 partnered countries

2/9/2020 11:01:34 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/bBObeZ6Vj3A 

2/9/2020 11:04:06 PM rustyrangerider Justice...RBG

2/9/2020 11:04:50 PM ms_duckworth  pic.twitter.com/m0dNHIYzki

2/9/2020 11:17:51 PM yellamoj Define "it"

2/9/2020 11:19:26 PM yellamoj On 

Off

SEA

SEE

SKY

LAND

---------

Hacking/cracking
2/9/2020 11:30:50 PM nea_storm Correct! The proper activation of the DNA Key Codes of a metagene woman or man are via Actualizations from natural unhampered mature spiritual 

Consciousness They know or learned the hard way meaning with the grain training versus against as in MKL:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ll5qiWa6YDk … pic.twitter.com/PFQZOKaNVg

2/9/2020 11:41:14 PM nanablue37 And 17 likes on you comment.

2/9/2020 11:42:17 PM n7guardiananon So the Consciousness of an individual will know when to 🔓Codes...All the while some are trying to hack/cheat/crack the codes

2/9/2020 11:45:03 PM jeritud3 Storm/flooding

 bad weather coming

2/9/2020 11:48:27 PM n7guardiananon I wonder...if 🔓the codes is contingent to 🌎being welcomed to the BIGGER Picture🌠...so in true 🎩fashion "fake it to make"  were trying to force a 

🔓hack

2/9/2020 11:49:10 PM rosscarwalker Child skin supposedly

2/9/2020 11:51:54 PM rosscarwalker Is shoes another codeword for child?

2/9/2020 11:56:57 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/fR7cDXHCpP

2/9/2020 11:59:26 PM jjilmary His Instagram is filled with pics of single shoes, socks, gloves and him trying to open a car door.  I'm told its symbolism.

2/9/2020 11:59:53 PM painiscoming4 The perfect number set up

2/10/2020 12:01:58 AM heleneshaw17 Joe thinks being a candidate will keep him safe.

He doesn't want to win.

As if he could run a country.

2/10/2020 12:03:41 AM nea_storm [They] have all bound [themselves] karmically to us as a result, to our advancement and are unable to go forward: Divine energetic justice is Indeed 

Glorious! pic.twitter.com/87NEE1Lt1O

2/10/2020 12:07:56 AM patriotleah1776 Nice job

2/10/2020 12:13:32 AM mindmixradio Well if you want any of the cretins in the Arizona Gun Ban Bill debacle, better grab them now cause I just told Arizonans solution is to put every one 

involved in that on an outbound international flight with an official Expulsion from the Union Notice for violation Constitution.

2/10/2020 12:16:18 AM nine_six3 Super Gross. Supposedly, [They] like to collect Skin Trophies of their victims. Human Leather.😫🤢

People have posted about Human Leather Websites... an actual industry. Absolutely Insane.

2/10/2020 12:18:24 AM patriotleah1776 There are Podesta emails to Anne Pence. Still trying to find out who that is... meanwhile, Karen was born in Kansas... misspellings matter? I knew 

POTUS switched Kansas & Missouri in that congrats tweet on purpose... just have to find the why. Words echoing, "Follow the Wives".

2/10/2020 12:19:10 AM patriotleah1776 So maybe he's the VP candidate?

2/10/2020 12:19:23 AM dasha_dagmar 168 Hours = 7 days 🔥🔥🔥

2/10/2020 12:21:14 AM rosscarwalker I'm not saying Jesus didn't exist and according to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Jesus' soul is existing in 7th density which is interesting. I haven't totally got my 

head around densities just yet....

2/10/2020 12:21:20 AM vicked00 Am I speaking german or english?

2/10/2020 12:25:36 AM harryj60742615 3 6 9 the goose drank wine, the monkey chewed tobacco on the streetcar line, the line broke the monkey got choked and they all went to heaven in a 

little row boat.

2/10/2020 12:26:25 AM brunkley Because the other foot is in a moon boot.

2/10/2020 12:26:30 AM patriotleah1776 President's Day falls on the 17th of this month.

168 hrs away from today...

2/10/2020 12:26:50 AM patriotswegoall The heat is on.

2/10/2020 12:29:30 AM kokoeverett He's coming for them. pic.twitter.com/CFJTHBnkWp

2/10/2020 12:31:51 AM patriotleah1776 My mind always wanders to Vatican when I hear keystone... but I can't say that's it.

Maybe I'm just anxious to hear it crumble & fall?

2/10/2020 12:34:32 AM patriotleah1776 Not sure if this is true, but if so, wow. pic.twitter.com/zXOmlrJeX1



2/10/2020 12:37:19 AM patriotleah1776 What made you think that would happen?

2/10/2020 12:39:51 AM patriotleah1776 "Politicians"

(Oscar's: look here, not there ^^^) pic.twitter.com/K5cPdKucBF

2/10/2020 12:47:40 AM blue_marbleeyes The Holy See. 

Going under. 

Watch the water.

2/10/2020 12:48:42 AM faye_mcgarry Australian scientist has developed a vaccine for coronavirus and Bill Gates has just commissioned a $50 million eko friendly yacht! @realDonaldTrump

@RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoveBling6 @VincentCrypt46 @KenDavi80404473 

https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1224424560474443777 …

2/10/2020 12:53:07 AM jaded_pearl That would have happened in their FBI background check.

2/10/2020 12:56:06 AM kendavi80404473 and I just won the loto, yeah right

2/10/2020 12:57:26 AM __intothewild_ 👍

2/10/2020 12:59:37 AM nine_six3 @DecodeMatrix - And so it begins... pic.twitter.com/x6Z7C0wM6z

2/10/2020 1:00:08 AM kendavi80404473 Where is the intel?

2/10/2020 1:02:55 AM jaded_pearl I've noticed you've made an unusual amount of misspellings lately. If these are intention - where are the decoders that decode you?

2/10/2020 1:05:01 AM jaded_pearl I've been following for over a year - I can't remember it happening much before.

2/10/2020 1:24:05 AM epkman @Flotus (Angel/Light)🗽🇺🇸

2/10/2020 1:30:11 AM epkman #Mandatory😂

2/10/2020 1:41:35 AM rosscarwalker Khazarian Mafia? @MongrelGlory @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/10/2020 1:42:34 AM yourmomswatchin  pic.twitter.com/L85VIVYcC2

2/10/2020 1:42:59 AM kay_kingsbury @POTUS and the #PropagandaPope

2/10/2020 1:43:03 AM shapiroanon Aka: @GregRubini

2/10/2020 1:51:52 AM grannie641 Look out LeBron

2/10/2020 2:10:31 AM americanpetal I meant to hit “Sky”.

2/10/2020 2:18:30 AM americanpetal What is the difference between Keystone and Capstone. Keystone is We The People, i think. Capstone?

2/10/2020 2:18:58 AM raymondseger1 🤨.....🧐.....so are you trying to say people should short the tourism industry related stocks because of corona virus? Because it won't work. Stocks 

have majic money now. It can only go up, until a lot of people buy the stocks of course, then usually coincidentally it drops.

2/10/2020 2:19:05 AM americanpetal Game on? Lights on?

2/10/2020 2:19:34 AM americanpetal Actually? I think it’s Holy See. Idk

2/10/2020 2:19:36 AM monroevegas Celebrity Deathmatch pic.twitter.com/QVqwrJGqAv

2/10/2020 2:19:46 AM bookofkatherine "The US-China Governors Collaboration Summit." Every gov knows exactly what that it is, in the #Sustainability world: "Get Climate Change done 

AROUND Trump, not with him." Who benefits? Germany. Nazi Germany manufacturing cartels. Fantastic.

2/10/2020 2:20:01 AM bookofkatherine Thanks for sharing!

2/10/2020 2:22:52 AM 11charlie111 Clap...Clap... Sorry, couldn’t help myself 😂😜

2/10/2020 2:32:09 AM elijahqdust I'll bet you a pizza nothing happens and your numbers mean nothing

2/10/2020 2:51:32 AM monroevegas I found the ingredients list back in 2009 and that is when, after researching, I decided vaccines are no good and will not vaccinate my kids...and then 

my ex-wife decided I was looney-tooney; thinking that ingredients like mercury and aluminum are actually bad for our bodies.

2/10/2020 2:53:00 AM monroevegas So many laugh at me when I ask to read the inserts.

2/10/2020 2:53:29 AM 369_is I wonder if people realize the significance of what you just said. Brilliant!!!

2/10/2020 2:54:33 AM monroevegas Chlorella?

2/10/2020 2:58:44 AM elijahqdust They do. Unless you drop it so slow to keep attention of your followers when nothing that you say will happen ever happens. Admit it. You know 

nothing more than @magamomhappilymarriedsue... Blow my mind once and change it or sell some coffee mugs and serve up the Kool aid.

2/10/2020 3:04:02 AM nasirislam007 I’m super confused. Can someone be so kind in enlightening me? Thanks.

2/10/2020 3:06:28 AM linnyt7 Waiting for the other show to drop...

2/10/2020 3:08:02 AM brick_airhedred During all of this, there have been c I a that assumed cyber personas...

2/10/2020 3:11:50 AM portezf Ironic

2/10/2020 3:13:17 AM 369_is Sea = maritime law reference?

birth(berth), currency(current), doctor(dock) etc...

Research etymology of language. We've been tricked since our berth certificate was issued. Yet it was disclosed thru language. We gave implied 

consent to be used as property. Try Jordan Maxwell.

2/10/2020 3:13:47 AM linnyt7 Will Hunter be sacrificed?

2/10/2020 3:17:00 AM ahsaka369 Knock them down

2/10/2020 3:17:26 AM patriotleah1776 Or could it be Pompeo?

He's a Kansan, too.

I better go grab my popcorn...

2/10/2020 3:17:35 AM brick_airhedred I like the inclusion of megachurches. 👍😎

2/10/2020 3:23:43 AM karina89350882 oh - and "Educational Event" from the club 93???

2/10/2020 3:27:41 AM colonelflanagan Context is important.

Sea - water

See - visual

also See - Holy See, the Pope.

2/10/2020 3:32:22 AM coyle_aimee Who else has had dreams of flying since childhood? My last dream of flying was just a few nights ago! I was having fun!🆙 🤾🏽♀️🌬💨💫🕊🦅🇺🇸

2/10/2020 3:34:06 AM 369_is You will be SO STRONG after this. Sending you love my sister!!!

2/10/2020 3:35:08 AM djlok I was told a shoe hanging from a telephone line means that's where someone from a gang was killed.  You look up and now you can see their sole.

2/10/2020 3:36:21 AM mamiemcclure17 Honestly, disclosure from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  and Q concerning books, I absolutely beLIEved every word. I AM free now after a lot of shock, hurt 

stayed offline for like 6 weeks. Now learning real truth. I AM on my true path now and very grateful, started having ...

2/10/2020 3:38:37 AM samsmith0319 Playbook...FF...State Funeral...Corona Virus...Alien Invastion...👀...

2/10/2020 3:39:26 AM mamiemcclure17 My own suspicions after reading the lost books of Enkie and information on the Sumerian  stones said, it’s the same stories different names then Q 

came just couple months later then found Majestic 12

2/10/2020 3:41:26 AM shivaom1818  https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1226806233010757633?s=19 …

2/10/2020 3:43:30 AM peanut_brigade I saw Jimmy yesterday. He is fine.

Get a life & a job instead of tweeting nonsense.

2/10/2020 3:44:29 AM birdiesrchirpin 1 yr delta https://qmap.pub/read/2682 

2/10/2020 3:47:20 AM raymondseger1 When you drop your samsung note 9, does it immediately crack?

2/10/2020 3:48:00 AM tac27  pic.twitter.com/8Yckbw3b9t

2/10/2020 3:48:07 AM agoodyear2015 Two 'r's intentional?  Rod Rosenstein?



2/10/2020 3:58:22 AM slew19508857 Get Smart?

2/10/2020 4:00:59 AM state1union The Holy See, I got it wrong earlier thinking it was just follow the word sea for water. No, follow “The Holy See” aswell. Also didn’t realize that the 

Vatican secret service is called “Entity”. Interesting 🧐

2/10/2020 4:03:25 AM karina89350882 Oh Mamie - the absolut same happend to me!!! Honestly - first I "was on fire" about, but then…..and I came so naturaly and About awarness - I SAW 

and I HEARED so much between the lines and I was....hmm...so DISAPPOINTED!

2/10/2020 4:05:19 AM 02joshuaradwan 🎯

2/10/2020 4:06:16 AM karina89350882 Yes - I think in the last 3 years I am reading 10thousands of pages, docs, ancient scriptures and I was confused. But communicating with my higher - self 

brought me Always on the path of Knowledge and love. Of Course I AM just a

2/10/2020 4:07:15 AM karina89350882 Student but I AM HAPPY that I found my inner guidance.

I have read I lot of your tweets - and in the beginning I didn`t understand all of them - but NOW it makes so perfect sense!!

2/10/2020 4:11:37 AM minimis1 that was my thought

2/10/2020 4:11:59 AM minimis1 rod rosenstein?

2/10/2020 4:12:34 AM mamiemcclure17 When you get so frustrated at what you are finding I asked for the truth, and it came. I always knew I was an extension of God/Source just didn’t 

realize the whole extent. I’m so grateful and thankful.

2/10/2020 4:13:02 AM sharonc102563 Talk to me about this. I love o lay 20 minutes from them. Yes, I k ow what they say.

2/10/2020 4:14:28 AM karina89350882 SO IT IS! SO IT IS! SO IT IS!!!

Blessings to you and your loved ones!!!

2/10/2020 4:14:38 AM keith369me We create our future

2/10/2020 4:18:41 AM mamiemcclure17 ❤️🙏🕊

2/10/2020 4:20:14 AM covertress How often do we encounter an alien being teaching and seducing people, when we think they're just a human with an agenda?

Did the Greada Treaty with 👽 that Eisenhower signed in 1954 actually specify non-interference in earth affairs and if so, how often is that tteaty 

broken?

2/10/2020 4:20:23 AM keith369me Sometimes it is necessary to flood a situation (cash in this case) to make the reality beyond obvious to the masses so that change can occur.  Debt, 

corruption, atrocities against humanity have all come to light in this manner.

2/10/2020 4:20:44 AM xianmatar I can't find it. Can you find it and link it?

2/10/2020 4:21:27 AM kindeandtrue Will we ever find out more about Herb Sandler and John Podesta's Labor Day weekend at the rental house on Martha's Vineyard,  I wonder.

2/10/2020 4:21:39 AM keith369me It strangles the individual that has committed the crime, even without intervention.

2/10/2020 4:24:51 AM keith369me I’d ask Elijah Cummings about Baltimore but he checked out rather than face the firing squad.  I have so much sympathy for the many good people in 

Baltimore and other cities that have been stuck in that mess.  They are awakening to reality now!!!

2/10/2020 4:26:45 AM kindeandtrue Credit for this stunning photo goes to William Moon, @photowhitehouse. He captures many amazing images of POTUS. Trump retweeted another 

picture he took last Friday.

2/10/2020 4:26:51 AM patriotleah1776 Got it now?

I've been spreading love to the haters, it ruffled some feathers.

Download soon as you can before I go to TWITMO!! Just remember, trust nobody & search for the truth within you while you research! 

https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/10/2020 4:28:11 AM public_jane I woke up and heard thunder. Is there a Q storm coming? Those are my favorite! pic.twitter.com/Qc5xJEaihf

2/10/2020 4:28:14 AM groovedodger C

2/10/2020 4:30:26 AM mamiemcclure17 Like to clarify knew also I was an immortal spirit didn’t realize the extent I was as a human.  A day to celebrate is when every human truly wakes up to

 #YouHaveMoreThanYouKnow❤️   Blessings friend  🙏

2/10/2020 4:31:29 AM jeffex11 KEYSTONE is the MATRIX system created by 1871 DC ACT British Admiralty law Holy  Sea STRAW MAN / MASONIC SYSTEM includes ZIP CODES and TAX 

ID NUMBERS TIN MAN ends with stoke of a pen follow the pen  https://www.freedom-

school.com/the_wizard_of_oz.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0oOdM7aK8Lgey7gAPiHRGtgNuRvCoSsxgtus6SKPJ9mazGo50o6JlBCTc …  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/0C6yDRXwIyzd/?fbclid=IwAR0nVnaLZeBOJb5xUNzDTbJtBeroR8lGNDlsblcdagZ6lL93G7tw0Y3J19Q#disqus_thread … 

pic.twitter.com/ZyIPqhARC5

2/10/2020 4:31:40 AM nana_marie_911 If your conscience can handle it at death, go for it.

2/10/2020 4:32:17 AM virginialouelle That's been swishing around in my brain too the past few days.... follow the wives. 🤔

2/10/2020 4:34:46 AM mongrelglory 😆

2/10/2020 4:37:23 AM mongrelglory I think that's a gopher hole, not a rabbit hole...

2/10/2020 4:38:34 AM mongrelglory Election was stolen.  I'm convinced of that. 😠

2/10/2020 4:39:37 AM virginialouelle Me neither.

2/10/2020 4:40:11 AM deborahmedwid follow back

2/10/2020 4:41:20 AM deborahmedwid follow back

2/10/2020 4:42:17 AM karina89350882 You are so Right!! But think - 3 YEARS to come to THIS Point (honestly I had doubts the whole time. but I truly HOPED for the People), wow!!! This was 

one of the Vids which brought a lot of Knowledge to me - Right from the start he is telling, that he is a part of

2/10/2020 4:42:26 AM karina89350882  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBvEHdbkdrc …

2/10/2020 4:45:19 AM realgeneralcaos Open all doors > USMCA 

Keystone > Keystone pipeline pic.twitter.com/HuR75zAUiY

2/10/2020 4:45:37 AM zebedee222 More of the same. School, shooting? Flue/virus pandemic? Death of high government official? 'Natural' disaster? 'Bombshell' news?

2/10/2020 4:46:45 AM mamiemcclure17 Thanks I’ll watch

2/10/2020 4:47:35 AM americanpetal I live on a island known for trafficking of all kinds. A wealthy guy who owns a bunch of these has a guy working for him who distibutes...this is a way 

used to kill ppl. Food deliveries are a great way to distribute drugs I found out. These ppl are dangerous.

2/10/2020 4:49:52 AM rosscarwalker What's the difference between a gopher hole and a rabbit hole?

2/10/2020 4:49:58 AM _369311119 This is hilarious. Jimmy's own people don't do 100% Jimmy.

2/10/2020 4:53:13 AM keith369me We SEE everything

2/10/2020 4:53:26 AM kloakaio “... and what THEY say is, "You will —- (change) in seven days".

“I can't imagine being stuck down a (rabbit hole) well all alone like that. How long could you survive?”

Presidents Day 17th. 7 days.

2/10/2020 4:57:16 AM kloakaio I think...before you —- (change), you see the Ring 👁💫 🐍 that eats it’s tale.

2/10/2020 4:58:40 AM mongrelglory I think they may be sending you on a wild goose chase...but let me know if you find anything interesting.

2/10/2020 4:59:35 AM covertress Powerful speech. Shocking the Communist China reach, even into US elementary schools, and we have no similar programs in China.

Were the pension fund investments brought to the attention of the governors prior to the speech?

I bet Desantis is onto correcting that oversight ASAP.

2/10/2020 5:00:08 AM birdiesrchirpin @NonghuaNews

2/10/2020 5:01:50 AM birdiesrchirpin It's like "The Man In the High Castle," hust switch China and Japan.

2/10/2020 5:02:42 AM stavroguin2 Pizza Gate = Is the KEYSTONE

2/10/2020 5:02:52 AM birdiesrchirpin I wondered about that too. Why don't they want us adding it to a playlist? Weird.

2/10/2020 5:03:05 AM karina89350882 You are welcome - it`s in the first 2 minutes.



2/10/2020 5:03:23 AM rosscarwalker I have a feeling the Khazarian Mafia has a large role to play in this mess. Khazarian Mafia are - Rothschilds etc etc

2/10/2020 5:04:04 AM jeffex11 President Trump with the stoke of his pen can end the stolen consent of the 1871 DC ACT .  FF to 37:15    FOLLOW THE PEN  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD9dgDWPtKw … pic.twitter.com/Ik4UUTPZp4

2/10/2020 5:05:43 AM mongrelglory The CIA have infiltrated China through Christian missionary programs and English language schools.  The Cabal have their hooks in China through 

bribery of corrupt officials, and through business and banking enterprises...especially in Hong Kong.

2/10/2020 5:06:50 AM stavroguin2 Resp. BIG FRIDAY...?

Date=Kaos

2/10/2020 5:07:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Mormon Church Amassed $100 Billion. It Was the Best-Kept Secret in the Investment World. - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-mormon-

church-amassed-100-billion-it-was-the-best-kept-secret-in-the-investment-world-11581138011 …

2/10/2020 5:07:31 AM birdiesrchirpin Oooh, yikes. So much Chinese immersion in San Francisco schools.  Alice Fong Yu, k-8 and others. 

Cal-pers 😮

2/10/2020 5:07:52 AM 444_q_ FF alien invasion event? Maybe not yet, but soon? Project blue beam? Discloser must happen first, the entities behind the creation of blue beam are 

the Draco. We will use their weapon against them..?!

2/10/2020 5:08:11 AM hawkgirlinmn All for Baal

2/10/2020 5:08:27 AM mamiemcclure17 Already watched it ❤️

2/10/2020 5:11:00 AM oubliene I smell Romney all over this💩

2/10/2020 5:11:53 AM samsmith0319 Vile Hypocrites...Only want to fleece people...not help!!!💥👿💥

2/10/2020 5:12:50 AM boondognews His dad too

2/10/2020 5:13:12 AM _369311119 Are we going back to 639?

2/10/2020 5:13:47 AM jeffex11 MAN ON THE LAND the end of the British Admiralty  Law Holly See (sea) Maritime law system  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ej5iFoIRQ60 … 

pic.twitter.com/mKzpUJZqBw

2/10/2020 5:18:33 AM crt14361013 ✔✔✔

2/10/2020 5:18:36 AM april10521252 Love is my favorite 💞 pic.twitter.com/VPqHn0uWF6

2/10/2020 5:18:43 AM elizabe91954107 No

2/10/2020 5:18:55 AM mongrelglory Yes, they are well known as trouble-makers in the world!  Khazaria was originally an empire in the region of the Ukraine during the Middle Ages.

2/10/2020 5:19:47 AM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/U51NInSwt1

2/10/2020 5:19:54 AM maryschade14 Sky event for impact.

2/10/2020 5:20:44 AM qarmyuk I LOVE that shirt ❤️

2/10/2020 5:21:00 AM americanpetal Per Q, Full Armour. On Marco Island, trying to kill people thru use of chemicals thru feet... lots ppl go barefoot. Marco Island touted as safest cities in 

Fl. It’s not. Dirty little secret...they fudge the true stats. Everglades is huge body dumping ground. Police corrupt.

2/10/2020 5:21:22 AM 3flyingducks1 This money is provided my members of the church, through what is called a Tithing ( that’s 10% of their gross earnings)

2/10/2020 5:21:32 AM covertress Steal the narrative?

Don't look at us, look here!

Life On Mars!

2/10/2020 5:22:07 AM 3flyingducks1 It’s part of a covenant.

2/10/2020 5:23:41 AM girlawakeinca Follow the $. The world is waking up. pic.twitter.com/7QU5SItwgk

2/10/2020 5:24:18 AM stevengibes The Egyptian like cult of pedophiles

2/10/2020 5:24:39 AM 3flyingducks1 If world finances collapse, the money will continue to support it’s covenant paying members of the church

2/10/2020 5:26:12 AM onlyrobbiesnead Both

2/10/2020 5:26:35 AM karina89350882 What do you say about - the first 2 minutes(I didn`t go further🤣)???

2/10/2020 5:27:20 AM ahsaka369 They came to me when I was young and curious. By face they seemed innocent and caring but after going to a few services I saw where the strings 

were tied. It was like any church I had gone to. Still today I seek a temple of truth, the only one I have found is within oneself.

2/10/2020 5:29:12 AM janieduvall They are just an offshoot or Freemasons. Baal worship

2/10/2020 5:29:15 AM xianmatar I got the document the first time, you posted it. But I would like to find the original post from the majestic account to ask them questions.

2/10/2020 5:30:52 AM elizabe91954107 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Cells r dehydrated purpose.y. surfactants. Put in order. ⏰ up. They're working again know everything. Wrestling wbc. Boxing gloves will know all 

opponents and kick ass. Champion.. Weaponized hin1 in ring.

2/10/2020 5:31:57 AM onlyrobbiesnead All of that plus, will the real Mike Pence please stand up!! Smh 🤦♂️ can’t be more obvious

2/10/2020 5:32:03 AM elizabe91954107 Knights on land /Air???

2/10/2020 5:33:52 AM ckrasuski Will there be martial law required in this time?

2/10/2020 5:34:03 AM natureinspace There looks like there might be another new, more deadly virus coming out of Africa. Are MSM going to report on this this week?

2/10/2020 5:35:31 AM lovelight5d 100 billion? Omg..what the??

2/10/2020 5:35:56 AM goesmao How much $$ does the Vatican possess?

2/10/2020 5:36:01 AM patriotleah1776 Absolutely!

Try this in your search bar on Twit:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 adrenochrome

Simply switch out last word for the keyword you're looking for.

You can do this with ANY Twit acct. I use it often. Saving time means more info to discover & discern. The truth is within.
2/10/2020 5:36:42 AM natureinspace At what cost to innocent people?

2/10/2020 5:36:54 AM sufficientlywh1 Newsflash. Everyone has an agenda. Starting with you.

2/10/2020 5:37:37 AM johnmic25959174 Not anymore

2/10/2020 5:38:05 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ

2/10/2020 5:38:35 AM mamiemcclure17 😂

2/10/2020 5:40:08 AM patriotleah1776 They also hold AMA's & Q&A's.

I miss them every time because I don't have my phone attached to my hip! 😂

So write questions as you research/read, use search function to make sure they have not answered already, then fire at will!

If they ignore your Q:

Duplicate

Nat Sec

Busy
2/10/2020 5:40:51 AM blissamerica Bait

2/10/2020 5:44:26 AM mamiemcclure17 This book and The Last President by the same man are very interesting reads 🤩👊 pic.twitter.com/qf1Xgmiqd1



2/10/2020 5:45:28 AM elizabe91954107 Right my dearest,, demonic failures exposed..

2/10/2020 5:45:38 AM davidsbrown6 Coronavirus will be back in the news, I suspect.

2/10/2020 5:45:59 AM babe_baltimore 3 6 9 = magical!

2/10/2020 5:47:04 AM clifton15jon Looking for #Guilty to LAND in the hands of #Justice!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/10/2020 5:48:08 AM jooooody and this is a problem, why?

u don't like God's true church to be able to take care of its' needs. a massive operation:  missionary, temples, buildings & etc.  focus on the real culprits, 

not this church, no we are the good guys. pic.twitter.com/HkbLTQL8dt

2/10/2020 5:48:19 AM vegastorch You may want to check this out. https://youtu.be/-Dh1Q7xYvDk 

2/10/2020 5:49:20 AM jooooody not so.  this is for Jesus Christ in preparation for His 2nd coming.  this church is the true church.  throw stones if you will, but this is God's church 

restored to the earth preparatory for the Lord's 2nd coming.  which is nigh at hand.

2/10/2020 5:50:16 AM jooooody this is Clean Money.  

not used for nepharious purposes, I assure you. pic.twitter.com/GoopZUGO1u

2/10/2020 5:50:26 AM birdiesrchirpin Must be from all the pirate booty they were paid with for posthumously baptizing people.

I've know some really sweet mormons and some really creepy ones too.

2/10/2020 5:50:36 AM big_simp According to Dr Greer the Mormons run the entire black op financial side of the UFO deception

Any coincidence that the Mormon church is a UFO cult that holds data on all caucasian bloodlines in this realm in their UG bases and that the 👽steal 

our DNA for use in their black ops?

2/10/2020 5:51:29 AM auroravoyager1 On the backs of the poor, out of fear or fire and brimstone.  Inside the church, they call tithing "fire insurance."  Not complying, your family will not be 

"together forever."

2/10/2020 5:52:04 AM roserosemary777 The next best secret where is the current founder hid his missing wife’s body.

2/10/2020 5:53:39 AM kevinmruel Hollywood Elite Tranny Truth and Lesbian Lies

@Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IPOT1776

@AussiePatriotQ

@SaraCarterDC

@UncleSamsNation

@TheCollectiveQ

@prayingmedic

@charliekirk11

@dbongino

@CoreysDigs

@DeepStateExpose

@KayaJones

@StormIsUponUs

@IvankaTrump

@USMC https://youtu.be/ohAJnNekOQk 
2/10/2020 5:54:05 AM jooooody the law of tithing is a commandment of the Lord.  This is His true church.  here are the origins:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=111s …

read the book of mormon, a companion scripture to the bible.

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

or listen to it here

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUYq5QBkHTs&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6 …

love to you. pic.twitter.com/eQPuodSOoG
2/10/2020 5:54:06 AM coyle_aimee 😂😂😂😂😂

2/10/2020 5:54:34 AM karina89350882 This is "crazy" - I have "flown" through 2 years ago!!

2/10/2020 5:54:50 AM jooooody Not So.  The Salt of the Earth.

tithing is a commandment of the Lord.

2/10/2020 5:55:15 AM jooooody hey, don't tie Romney's bad behavior to this....

2/10/2020 5:55:27 AM earth2nissy That takes us to this day 🙏 pic.twitter.com/EJbfGykMtu

2/10/2020 5:55:36 AM vantagemusicuk1 All religions are a lisence to print money.

Look at climate change.

2/10/2020 5:56:28 AM karina89350882 It truly fits all together perfectly!!! Honestly - for many People the Messiah has come "back" - with the Sword Q....😉

2/10/2020 5:57:24 AM jooooody these guys are only members, they don't run the church, there are wolves among us, Jesus said this.  do not let this confuse you.  the Church of Jesus 

Christ IS God's true and living church led by a true prophet of God.

read it, it's true.

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf … pic.twitter.com/DxBmb7WRyM

2/10/2020 5:57:44 AM koryoline1  pic.twitter.com/NVBfkJ8xhK

2/10/2020 5:58:10 AM aussiepatriotq Hi Kevin...Thank you so much for the ride.

If it's ok I'd prefer that instead of a follow people help RT the post I put up re Biden and proxy war that they were organising with RUSSIA and Ukraine. 

Please everyone PRAY for trumps safety.

God bless and be safe.

IFBP

2/10/2020 5:59:15 AM mamiemcclure17 Absolutely 👀👂🙏

2/10/2020 5:59:26 AM vickymo90903048 Also not the FBI, but I think the article links to the FBI article https://www.mamamia.com.au/pedophile-symbols/ …

2/10/2020 6:00:12 AM prmd21801759 CP dominos, going down, down, down!!! ThankQ!!

2/10/2020 6:00:56 AM big_simp Furthermore the first and best whistleblower about the entire UFO control system was "Branton"- a Mormon

 https://archive.org/stream/TheDulceBook.Branton_201608/The%20Dulce%20Book.Branton_djvu.txt … pic.twitter.com/KsG5dhffhQ

2/10/2020 6:01:03 AM karina89350882 Here I can find a lot of Information too

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/esp_finalidad.htm …

2/10/2020 6:01:30 AM mynardpamela Tax exempt status; $100B; so exactly who is this entity helping with the members tithings? pic.twitter.com/zYPUDaCMh9

2/10/2020 6:02:11 AM nm_zsr Fun week ahead

2/10/2020 6:04:27 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20Mormons&src=typed_query …

2/10/2020 6:05:33 AM mamiemcclure17 I’ll have to play with this a while, I keep hitting English and it won’t translate in English 🤔🧐



2/10/2020 6:05:58 AM jrocktigers Let me know if you would like maps of their land holdings in FL.

2/10/2020 6:07:34 AM sdane8 The number of church members on the Comments board blindly defending and not questioning the content was interesting.

"The report alleged the fund made no charitable contributions despite being incorporated as a tax-exempt charity."

2/10/2020 6:08:55 AM ialibertybelle Romney could be the former Governor Pompeo is referring to in China.

2/10/2020 6:11:33 AM keith369me Ongoing tax exemption is ridiculous.  Give them one year to donate 99% of funds amassed or tax them at corporate rates (the old ones)

2/10/2020 6:11:48 AM laurenmbradley KEYSTONE IS Q!!!!!!

2/10/2020 6:13:18 AM jamiegrahamusa One crime is hanging while one is dropped...then the other one follows. Multiple crimes. One opens the huge BOOM

2/10/2020 6:17:30 AM doq017 Sounds great!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC
2/10/2020 6:18:21 AM karina89350882 well - I am no native English speaking, so I had to translate in the beginning too. But with reading everything in English now it goes much faster, 

because I don`t have to translate anymore to get the Content. But it took 2 years of daily exercise🤣💕

2/10/2020 6:23:57 AM royaleblue301 Yep I stayed there

2/10/2020 6:23:59 AM theglitcher14 Don't say stuff like that. Even if it's meant to be funny, it's not. Comments like that belittle you and the rest of our movement.

2/10/2020 6:25:59 AM libra_scale1982 That looks like a face. I can't unsee it now pic.twitter.com/9aeJdSdWmN

2/10/2020 6:26:43 AM xianmatar I tried using the titel of the document as keywords, but it didn't show in the results.

2/10/2020 6:27:16 AM sharonc102563 Wow! I can’t type, and my iPad is on struggle. 

I live only 20 minutes from them. I know what they say.

2/10/2020 6:28:12 AM vickymo90903048 This is from a video that keeps getting deleted. It is Part 5 of a 10 part video series. It is currently available on FB and bitchute (until it gets deleted 

again.) Bitchute warning says that Part 5 is 'not fit for life' 😲 but it is mostly about gov officials & their friends pic.twitter.com/3HPzDXNbE0

2/10/2020 6:28:39 AM theglitcher14 The way they always do: another FF

2/10/2020 6:28:48 AM vickymo90903048  pic.twitter.com/ydTrKHvtoF

2/10/2020 6:29:13 AM jtcrotteau Godfather III

2/10/2020 6:30:59 AM laurenmbradley  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUj9KDvA9yU&list=PLcTz7Wlk_9U11mhkLEP4EgrlrGSnO_RhL&index=2&t=0s …

WE GONNA ELEVATE!!!!!! <3 <3 <3

2/10/2020 6:31:40 AM kevinmruel I agree 💯 with Prayers and Fasting and Truth Everyone MUST have a personal relationship with Jesus to be saved and open up the Gifts He Has Been 

Giving US. Amen and thank you for everything you do for Q Anon Nation. United We Stand Divided We Fall this goes for the World also

2/10/2020 6:33:09 AM nine_six3 We're taught “Sacrifice”- a : destruction or surrender of something for the sake of something else b : something given up or lost| These definitions 

don’t exist 4 the Word. Here's a break down of the word 'Sacrifice'. + link2 'Online Etymology Dictionary':  

https://www.etymonline.com/word/sacrifice  pic.twitter.com/AHLDFt3MDu

2/10/2020 6:33:18 AM tommy99938959 30      ?                PAIN is COMING.            GOD.            Q. WWG1WGA.           PATRIOTS

2/10/2020 6:33:37 AM billyj1616 Romney

2/10/2020 6:34:08 AM billyj1616 So Jesus needs the 100 billion?

2/10/2020 6:35:37 AM janicejisteele Thanks for sharing . Mind blowing info in that tweet 😳.

2/10/2020 6:39:19 AM clk1245 Sage Mark    

3 minutes ago - Translate

Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

The Mormon Church Secretly Amassed $100 Billion in just over 50 years.

 https://www.wsj.com/articles/t....he-mormon-church-ama …

PT1 CHURCH MONEY
2/10/2020 6:40:17 AM jooooody it's a very large world wide operation.

u need to understand we were DIRT poor in the 1800 it was rough.the Lord gave command to be frugal and save, so it's His kingdom, he needs $$ to 

run it, no joke.  it's expensive out there.

God bless.

i assure you the church is  100%legittru

2/10/2020 6:42:02 AM covertress Hey, I resemble that remark!

I was raised Mormon and performed hundreds of baptisms for the dead at the temple in Los Angeles.

As you said, some are Light, some Dark.

Intent is everything.

I'm sure it's that way with the Dracos too.

P.S. I haven't been a Mormon for over 30 years.

2/10/2020 6:43:47 AM girlawakeinca  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7984735/The-Mormon-Church-kept-100BILLION-fund-secret-fears-members-no-longer-tithe.html …

2/10/2020 6:43:50 AM fqxacid Just an observation but if I flip your profile pic upside down to read it correctly and rotate it 45° so it's the way we usually look at the map I see the logo 

has a built in Q.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/8g93v2CZqQ

2/10/2020 6:48:28 AM rsarterbury  pic.twitter.com/iWgTvJRxHs

2/10/2020 6:48:48 AM perwife Any LDS members who want to defend this need to reread 3 Nephi.

Because this church is literally hoarding treasures and going against their own teachings.

Now you know where their hearts are. Money. Not love, not its members, but profit. pic.twitter.com/hOZlHfY4lg

2/10/2020 6:50:21 AM perwife It's part of a scam. Lorenzo Snow said only those with MEANS should pay 10%, and it was meant to be of their excess income. Snow NEVER said 

EVERYONE should pay it or they can't go to heaven. That's the lie. pic.twitter.com/7WOfAPztBr



2/10/2020 6:51:44 AM perwife 3 Nephi 19-21. Read this and now you understand why your church has become corrupted. I was raised in it.

No, your church has become the bad guys. Their hearts lay with money, not God. pic.twitter.com/bxNcmHPThg

2/10/2020 6:51:57 AM z3r0n0ns3ns3  https://twitter.com/z3r0n0ns3ns3/status/1226867852277428224?s=19 …

2/10/2020 6:54:29 AM birdiesrchirpin Well isn't this fancy? One of the sweet ones I knew is named Stephanie. How about that?

Well, you may be the perfect person to ask!

Why would they baptize someone who was already baptized, built churches and paid for others to pray for their soul?

2/10/2020 6:55:51 AM cityranch Yes and when I breaks it seems a lot of innocent people die??  That’s the conundrum metaphorically and reality. Most people don’t have any sense of 

this.  At all.  Like no sense.

2/10/2020 6:58:30 AM peacelovlight I was born into the mornin church. It is not what I had always been taught. It is a corporation and all about the money. It makes me angry that money I 

donated is sitting, useless, in a huge fund, not helping the poor.

2/10/2020 6:58:49 AM mark52525786 I’m wondering if y’all will ever ask4 help&make it a team effort!I’m all4 the 1’s,&wanna help but still don’t know ur plan!Y’all didn’t help my kid &he’s a 

just a number2u’s,not2me! I’m getting impatient&if I can I’m bringing back all of them even back 2Troy,with or w/o y’all!

2/10/2020 6:59:08 AM covertress The baptisms are for those who weren't baptized during life, like for deceased relatives on one's family tree. Mormons are into genealogy & keeping 

the family together. I was "sealed" to my family in a temple ceremony. 

Virtually guarantees one won't ascend unless belief changes.

2/10/2020 6:59:17 AM marty713 Holy See ....

2/10/2020 6:59:31 AM patriotleah1776 You mean HOLY SAP!

2/10/2020 6:59:32 AM sunnysideluna Threads and threads 🧵 about it

2/10/2020 7:01:04 AM twilly18 The Mormons know how to keep Ducats 

They could purchase the Presidency and assign Ole Mitt to the post.

2/10/2020 7:01:09 AM peacelovlight Mormon church I meant... yes there are good LDS people, but the leaders and lawyers who run it are not doing what Jesus Christ taught IMO. Love one 

another means helping the poor and needy, not hoarding over 100 billion! So disappointing.

2/10/2020 7:01:47 AM soopahgenius That is some reference.  Took me a minute to remember where its from.  I think the quote continues with "or pasta".

2/10/2020 7:02:22 AM namawlane Mormon church architecture incorporates satanic symbols. They rewrote the Bible.   They believe they will be gods of their own planets in the afterlife 

and women will continue to give birth.

2/10/2020 7:02:49 AM marty713 Weiner much 👀👆⁉️🇺🇲

2/10/2020 7:04:13 AM ewolsj 🤮

2/10/2020 7:08:22 AM covertress I've not heard of "paying others to pray for a soul", but Mormons, like most religions, externally personify god. The president of the Mormon church is 

reveared as the Pope, a prophet.

Some entity higher than these must be pulling the strings, for the truth is that our IS is god.

2/10/2020 7:08:28 AM antarantanka It’s the only one you will ever find. Inside.

2/10/2020 7:11:18 AM patriotleah1776 I've heard they are not for public view. Military only. You'll have to verify. Trust no one. Question everything. We will likely see lots of funerals. Think 

McCain, HW Bush, Cummings...

2/10/2020 7:14:49 AM maewest52499669 FF and blame it on Qanon..

2/10/2020 7:15:36 AM citygoldeye Will I get a bunch of hot wives if I join?

2/10/2020 7:23:05 AM whyteknight17 How much does the Vatican make yearly? I see numbers thrown around between 3billion and 300billion, but no sources. I am not talking assets--the 

museums they take care of have pricless artifacts that can't be sold.

2/10/2020 7:24:37 AM patriotleah1776 This one was on dark web when Bush was president (early 2000's?), if I remember correctly. Back when it took dedication to get logged in there. You 

worked so hard to see what the dark web was all about, then you click a name you're familiar with, BOOM, you can't unsee/unhear it.

2/10/2020 7:24:42 AM covertress Trust Kansas. He knows where the bodies are burried too. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1226886796010835969?s=20 …

2/10/2020 7:24:53 AM bleakperfect1 Underground. Serpent beings. Naga.

2/10/2020 7:25:16 AM perwife Jody, no. You're shilling for billionaires. Also it's "nefarious." 

Lorenzo Snow's original quote was that only those WITH MEANS should pay tithing. This church's first presidency is ALSO on the board of their "for-

profit" holdings. This is literally pathological hoarding. pic.twitter.com/R7LTqSWciX

2/10/2020 7:29:22 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/cDYQkJPO1v

2/10/2020 7:29:37 AM trax1833 I'm sure this douche gets some of that dough. pic.twitter.com/NOLwIJN0rN

2/10/2020 7:30:02 AM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/RvmVbUs9tF

2/10/2020 7:30:51 AM americanpetal Tinestamp. 9:11😲

2/10/2020 7:34:40 AM rigtony2 I do indeed

2/10/2020 7:36:06 AM samsmith0319 I have always had an issue with big organized religion...so much evil and corruption...also control mechanism...💥👿💥

2/10/2020 7:38:14 AM patriotleah1776 I'd like to think they'll show a dif video. The one many of us recall seeing years & years ago was too horrible to publish. Those that tried to figure out 

how the heck they were allowed to get away with that, were met with harm. If only I had been warned/scared off. Unforgivable

2/10/2020 7:39:36 AM ladypatriot20 Wouldn't she do it "in a heartbeat?"

2/10/2020 7:41:38 AM jooooody u r wrong.

just cuz there's cash on hand doesn't mean nepharious or anything wrong.  it is good to be able to pay ones' debts & be square with others financially.

think as you will, truth is truth.

during the era of Lorenzo Snow, 5th prophet & president of the restored church...

2/10/2020 7:41:39 AM maryschade14 Layers Several Keystones..Gen Flynn being one as well. As the prosecution of his case is exposed..so too no stone unturned.

9 Apex of 6 3..interesting..

2/10/2020 7:43:27 AM jooooody the church was in Dire Straits finanacially. 

The Law of Tithing is a Law of God.  

why does it always have to be about money?  it's ok, 

we got president and prophet living today:  #17 !!!

no coincidences.

President Russel M. Nelson, a true & living prophet of God. pic.twitter.com/X64kUADdS8
2/10/2020 7:43:35 AM perwife Oh you wanna talk about Lorenzo Snow?

Yeah, he said "those with means." The church got greedy and clipped that part out so that EVERYONE had to pay.

You've been suckered in by a lie. Jesus has no need for earthly money. Why are they hoarding treasures? pic.twitter.com/BRuas1Jn1Z



2/10/2020 7:44:46 AM perwife This is an evil man who mocked a scared woman asking about sharing her husband for all eternity. You need to seriously do some digging as to why this 

church excludes people and hides its history of extreme racism.

Read the Proclamation to the World 1949. pic.twitter.com/oB2KasIlRP

2/10/2020 7:45:08 AM jooooody he started open heart surgery, he's a total rockstar. pic.twitter.com/jGmAbV8FGH

2/10/2020 7:46:34 AM perwife HE'S LITERALLY PART OF THE CABAL. YOU ARE NOT LISTENING.

This church is predatory and I'm starting to think you're a bot because you're not giving any real responses, just spewing stuff you saw elsewhere.

2/10/2020 7:46:50 AM prayinggmimi This is beautiful. As one whom aspires to BE love, thank you for sharing your deepest feelings. Gives me hope.  Also, I am curious about your use of 3 6 

9 - I use those #’s all the time. Drawn to them. Significance?

2/10/2020 7:46:56 AM jooooody show me the quote, only those with means, I never heard that and it is not true.

the law of tithing is a true law of God.  

we keep all of the commandments of God.  including the law of tithing.

2/10/2020 7:48:21 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

常識を揺さぶり、フェイクニュースを破壊する。これがmemewars。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1225174713992990721 …

2/10/2020 7:48:38 AM paybackeddie They have nothing! #LTRPOD

2/10/2020 7:49:13 AM birdiesrchirpin I'm sorry I made that confusing. One of my ancestors did those things. He died in the middle ages and was baptized in the 1990s. 

Looks like it will remain a mystery. I used to be able to see all that in geni but now it looks like a login is required to get that deeper info.

2/10/2020 7:49:50 AM jooooody HE, meaning Mitt?

what?

i know mitt's a cabal member, so?  

he's a snake & a wolf.

the Church is True, however.

Mitt works to deceive the members of the church & to make a bad showing to those out of the church - scares them away.  the Church itself is true, 

however.
2/10/2020 7:49:58 AM perwife Direct quote. Here you go. Typed out from the 1889 address. The Church omits it. That's why there's the ... because they took words out of the quote. 

https://twitter.com/redblackties/status/1211517089208340480?s=20 …

2/10/2020 7:50:28 AM birdiesrchirpin Their seals only have as much power as one gives them. I'm glad you broke free. 

🙏💛🙏

2/10/2020 7:50:51 AM perwife He, meaning Nelson. Nelson is just as evil as the rest of them. You have to understand, they infiltrated ALL the large and profitable churches. The 

hoarding is intentional. The Church may have had truth years ago, but it's been corrupted.

2/10/2020 7:51:53 AM jooooody that stuff i 'spewed' are truths.  i had those in my collection & literally i only had a couple of secs or i was gonnab late to my schedule so i had to just 

throw these out & now i got time, sorry about not appearing live & sincere, i am tho. ❤️🇺🇸😀

2/10/2020 7:51:57 AM fansblowing3 Re Pompeo’s speech https://twitter.com/karluskap/status/1226271939142004737?s=21 …

2/10/2020 7:52:00 AM snakejackal Is Venus 5D states?

2/10/2020 7:52:16 AM gribbs7  pic.twitter.com/ytmammDtxR

2/10/2020 7:52:30 AM nurseniceyes I saw a new virus in China. Multiple ffs. Actors. And a SC judge murdered.

2/10/2020 7:52:41 AM winklerburke The Bizarro (1984) Educated Media says... “Never can we hear, believe or broadcast the sound of shoes dropping, if it means true justice?”

2/10/2020 7:52:56 AM perwife Then please listen to me. I was raised in the Church. If you know about the Cabal and how the Pope is evil, look to your own religion. You're blinded. It's 

been corrupted. Anyone who cares more for money than unconditional love is not living in Christ's teachings.

2/10/2020 7:52:58 AM jooooody Yes, true.  In order for one to be able to Pay 10%, one must have a dollar, so?

2/10/2020 7:54:15 AM perwife The law was never that all people should pay 10%. Those with means, meaning, those who don't have to choose between feeding their family or 

paying tithing.

Because this is straight-up evil, Jody. LDS kids go to bed hungry at night while the Church hoards. pic.twitter.com/u2xXWv8XXb

2/10/2020 7:54:36 AM nea_storm Interesting do you happen to have that video would be great to view: pic.twitter.com/2tyFVf5Ugn

2/10/2020 7:55:55 AM jooooody no.  

you are mistaken.

the vatican infiltrated all the large churches.

President Nelson is not evil & not a part of the cabal.

the other Christian churches (all of them) preach against the Church of Jesus Christ.  All of them say that we do not believe in the same Jesus...

2/10/2020 7:56:19 AM mynardpamela Double entry accounting; Assets/Liabilities; Credit/Debit; Private side/Public side. Credits on the left Debits on the right. A Credit for one is a Debit for 

another.

2/10/2020 7:57:15 AM perwife Jody. If you know about the cabal. If you know how most have been fooled. Surely you can't be thinking "But not in MY church."

Please objectively look at this church. Think about how they hide sexual abuse and hoard money. 

https://truthandtransparency.org/news/2020/1/30/court-documents-reveal-mormon-bishops-failure-to-report-led-to-continued-abuse-and-an-

additional-victim …



2/10/2020 7:57:18 AM jooooody we are shunned and hated by our fellow Christians. 

you will know the true church, for it is the one having stones flung at them.

the true priesthood is on the earth & I know this for myself.  I am sorry you fell away.  come back, we are running out of time. 

pic.twitter.com/cVOpK9HVVY

2/10/2020 7:58:31 AM perwife Jody, the spirit does not reside within any religion. It's in all of us. We are ALL God's children. The LDS church does not have a monopoly on Heaven. I'll 

go to the same 5d Earth as you will, despite leaving the Church. Why?

What was Jesus' greatest commandment, do you know?

2/10/2020 7:58:50 AM jooooody ok, so...

there are wolves among us.  

this is a volunteer organization.

get out the magnifying glass, you are going to find flaws, but it does not change the fact that it is true.  there are idots among us, true, the Church is 

true however.  I testify to you it is.
2/10/2020 7:59:08 AM sunnydkelleu What was the map that you were able to download and is it still available?

2/10/2020 7:59:09 AM lindaa31969 Be ready for a huge FF 😳🤔🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/10/2020 7:59:50 AM melanieanders7 I don’t mean to be callous but did the video wake you to what’s really going on? Or were you aware prior to seeing it? I’m sorry you were subjected to 

that. It’s something one cannot unsee. Bless you.

2/10/2020 8:00:04 AM perwife Jody. There are true aspects in every religion. Jesus' greatest commandment was to love one another as thyself. This includes your gay brothers and 

sisters. The True Church would never say two people in love go to heaven, but two other people in love go to Outer Darkness.

2/10/2020 8:00:41 AM covertress Winner, winner!

Chicken dinner! https://twitter.com/knightofmaltaus/status/1226895094864896000?s=20 …

2/10/2020 8:01:02 AM jooooody through the goodness & grace & mercy of God, He saw fit to restore His church to the earth in preparation for the 2nd coming.Join with us if you will. 

This life is a test, to see if we will do 'whatsoever the Lord God commands' choose as you will

2/10/2020 8:01:03 AM perwife Oh, it's also not an all-volunteer organization. Do you have any idea what the higher ups get paid?

Yes, they do get paid. They lie and say no paid clergy. Spencer Kimball lied about that. 

https://twitter.com/AuntieTravis/status/1161335442844848129?s=20 …

2/10/2020 8:02:08 AM perwife God's greatest commandment was to love one another. You'd know if you actually practiced what Jesus preached. Jesus also warned about hoarding 

money.

2/10/2020 8:02:49 AM jooooody interesting photo.  sensationalist

you do not know that the Church has a bishop's storehouse and gives food to needy members?  the Bishop steps in and gives $$ to help pay people's 

bills when in a pinch?

Yes!  I know this to be true!!

You preach 1/2 truths, stop.
2/10/2020 8:03:25 AM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Will @POTUS give out envelopes to 

The governor 's meeting?

2/10/2020 8:03:35 AM leepraying They are higher vibrational souls that have volunteered to come incarnate in 3 d at this time on the Earth to help Earth out. They are higher vibe people 

and effect change by changing the frequency of others.

2/10/2020 8:04:09 AM perwife I have been a recipient of the "Bishop's Storehouse." Let me tell you what they gave a grieving single mother with three kids- hot chocolate and 

powdered potatoes. Then took her temple recommend for not paying enough tithing.

I'm speaking from firsthand experience, Jody.

2/10/2020 8:04:30 AM jooooody you were raised in the church?  when did you leave?  & why?

we have unconditional love here.  it is a Choice to pay one's tithing.

Pay & receive the blessings of heaven.  

I pay my tithing & have never gone without.  EVER.

I know it is a true principle.  try it & see.
2/10/2020 8:04:48 AM leepraying Good  question.   They come when change needs to be affected. There are many millions of stars it's on the Earth right now.

2/10/2020 8:04:59 AM perwife You are ignoring that I was Mormon for almost twenty years.

Did you agree to slit your throat and spill your blood in the temple, too? Because only a cult of Satan would ask you to do that.

2/10/2020 8:05:19 AM julesdamom I think Mr Peanut was Kobe. He did the Mr Peanut commercials.

2/10/2020 8:05:36 AM gsusgod Domination of little girls... my heart breaks every time I return to this particular rabbit hole. Real talk: researching this cost me a primary relationship.

Light Bearing definitely has a cost.

Whatever I lost pales in comparison to the innocence stolen&sold by the wicked.

2/10/2020 8:05:37 AM patriotleah1776 No, I overheard that (darkweb) existed & it was much larger than the regular internet. I am a natural skeptic, so I try to debunk it. I heard no details 

beforehand, just that crazy stuff was in there. I just didn't believe, well, next thing you know, I fell down the rabbit hole.

2/10/2020 8:05:59 AM leepraying I'm of the 1st wave . But didn't know it

2/10/2020 8:06:17 AM perwife If it's a choice to pay tithing why do they punish people for not paying enough?

Also I left because of being interrogated by a bishop about my masturbation habits at age 15. I told my mom I was afraid and she said I was being sinful.

Please research. You need to wake up.



2/10/2020 8:06:32 AM jooooody The Church is God's Church & He Chooses How He Runs it, Not Man.

I trust God's plan & His timing... the Priesthood Power & Authority is His to give.  

I am very sorry you have chosen to leave the path for a time.  Read the Book of Mormon, and continue in fasting & prayer.

2/10/2020 8:07:39 AM clhendershot SQUEEEEEEEEEEEEE

GO~

2/10/2020 8:08:06 AM perwife Jody, if you know about the cabal, why can't you accept that your own religion is corrupted? It's like saying my foot is hot, but refusing to look down 

and see it's in a pot of boiling water. You know how people are conned. You have been as well. God is EVERYWHERE.

2/10/2020 8:08:44 AM mamiemcclure17 I’m so blessed to have my son and BTW his birthday is 11/11 there is NO COINCIDENCES 😂😂🙏 pic.twitter.com/2cD3ppKUnD

2/10/2020 8:08:51 AM lovebling6 I also love your ❤️shirt!

2/10/2020 8:09:18 AM perwife I've also obviously read the book of mormon more than you, since I know about the verse that directly instructs Mormons not to collect earthly 

treasures, because that's where your heart is. The Church has 100 billion dollars, Jody. That's where their heart is. Full stop.

2/10/2020 8:09:48 AM jooooody all of the others, yes.  they have given religion a bad name.  

but I assure you this is the Lord's Church & Kingdom restored to the earth to prepare for Jesus Christ's 2nd Coming.  It is soon.  Attacks against His 

church will increase as we get closer. pic.twitter.com/xLERvtqDJu

2/10/2020 8:10:07 AM patriotleah1776 Never to return again.

Mentally (my 24 yr old innocence) or

Physically (never went back to that part of web).

You find out that people died for trying to blow the whistle. So you feel helpless. You learn to question everything. And trust no one.

Hurt for the kids, not me. 💔

2/10/2020 8:10:43 AM jooooody Read the book of mormon & see for yourself.  it is the litmus test.  if the book of mormon is true, then the Church is true,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vop6oEv5Di0&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6&index=26 …

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf … pic.twitter.com/llT3Abctkd

2/10/2020 8:12:08 AM mamiemcclure17 I would fit that age group as well 54

2/10/2020 8:12:09 AM iowa_trump Lights on.  Shine brightly, my friend.

2/10/2020 8:12:42 AM jooooody for it came from the first prophet & president, Joseph Smith 

interestingly, it was founded in 1832, the same year the vatican received the loan which began the decline in our world.check it out. these are our 

origins. it's true! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=116s … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4B_BTjpG8o&t=585s …

2/10/2020 8:12:55 AM talk2hoof Would be nice if they arrest Ghislaine.

2/10/2020 8:13:14 AM jooooody our present prophet Russel M. Nelson is the 17th president & prophet of the church, there are NO coincidences.  check it out! 

pic.twitter.com/FI3ScB9bfE

2/10/2020 8:13:30 AM marywal64295444 God doesn't need money.  Wake up. No one is challenging the truth of 'God', but God doesn't reside on religions nor does he have a need for money.  I 

was raised mormon. Religions start the brainwashing as children, makes it very hard to see clearly as adults

2/10/2020 8:13:38 AM tryin2bkind Wow.   Lord help straighten all this out whatever is needed thank You for supplying

2/10/2020 8:15:23 AM jooooody Q has stated about you will be suprised when you learn who is speaking to you.  Who could it be?  @SaRaAshcraft stated Q is Jesus.  I'm thinking 

people working for Jesus to be sure, they why not His prophet?  #17 ?  maybe the 3 nephites.

2/10/2020 8:18:07 AM jooooody we all need money if we are going to do anything, we need $$$$  

we also need authorized ordinances in order to enter the celestial realm. 

Jesus the only perfect one, set the example and was baptized by John the Baptist....

2/10/2020 8:19:51 AM jooooody I need a baptism, & so we need a church with authority to give these ordinances so we can keep God's commandment to be baptized.the priesthood is 

on the earth and was restored by John the Baptist, Peter, James & John.  Hallelujah!!Come back ur missing out! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4B_BTjpG8o&t=585s …

2/10/2020 8:21:41 AM jooooody well, you should come back.

it's ok.

spend some time in the scriptures each day and pray.

the Lord has guidelines & it's rough being a teenager, so please try to put these bad feelings behind you.  it will all be ok.  just let it go.  

we love you.  the Lord loves you.

2/10/2020 8:22:47 AM davidson2kyle Stand Firm, and keep fighting the Good fight!

2/10/2020 8:22:57 AM jooooody the leadership of the congregation are all volunteers doing what they can.  

they make mistakes and maybe aren't as sympathetic & kind as they ought to be.  

please forgive & return.  

there is healing for you here.

i know money is a sore topic.  we all suffer...
2/10/2020 8:23:01 AM patriotleah1776 Your entire body is literally shaking like you're going into shock. You only look at it for a few seconds, just long enough to realize who & what. Nobody 

knew Huma yet & you could recognize somebody's wife. It's like watching Dr. Giggles as a 5 year old. Nightmares for years.

2/10/2020 8:23:46 AM marywal64295444 I feel for you,  I really  do. Hard to think logically when raised know religions like this. There is no hierarchy of people on earth, we are all equal. We 

don't need to rely on any other mortal to intercede for us. That is programming.  You have to walk your own path though

2/10/2020 8:24:03 AM leepraying Warlocks and witches. 

Wizards are good  :)

2/10/2020 8:24:28 AM jooooody trying to make ends meet.  this world is rough to survive.  the globalists intended it to be that way so we all suffer.  

God's laws are there to qualify us to receive His blessings.

there is a blessing attached to obedience to each commandment.  try it and see. protection, peace



2/10/2020 8:26:37 AM jooooody the law of tithing is God's law. 

the church was dirt poor in the 1800s and early 1900s until we got out of debt.  we all suffered.

if you know the history, we had an extermination order by Gov. Boggs of Missouri.

we have sufficient for our needs in running the church...

2/10/2020 8:26:59 AM rachaelangelm That is greed not charity

2/10/2020 8:27:38 AM virginbred Bless you...so sorry about your grandpa ☹️...love your strength!

2/10/2020 8:27:38 AM cyberanonrevolu 🙏"The art of war is to subdue your enemy without fighting"👊. You are the victors "respect" ❤️. Justice is coming. @POTUS @Qanon76 @

StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpaceForceDoD @space and all the other patriots 👒🐰. In god we trust 🙏😇 pic.twitter.com/LKe7cOw51p

2/10/2020 8:27:45 AM theqniversity God does not dwell in temples made by human hands.✝️

2/10/2020 8:28:46 AM jooooody this is GOOD!

President Trump visited Welfare Square in Salt Lake City shortly after he was elected.  Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5x80dV4P184 …

2/10/2020 8:29:00 AM virginbred Great post!

2/10/2020 8:29:39 AM jooooody  pic.twitter.com/5Mh5wH3ioe

2/10/2020 8:31:35 AM cheryljohnston_ Sorry for your loss. Stay strong. Sending prayers & love

2/10/2020 8:31:50 AM jdltr450 Ruth Vader

2/10/2020 8:32:08 AM hawkgirlinmn OMG.....it’s going to be Pence?! Think Biden means (VP) Pence is former governor. First arrest will send shockwaves around the world.

2/10/2020 8:33:52 AM worldxplorer1 Yeah this book explained a lot for me. I’m second wave.

2/10/2020 8:35:51 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/EbawLi16Q2

2/10/2020 8:36:45 AM jooooody yes, i hope they get paid, they give 100% of their time and get railed upon by those who attack them constantly.

the bishops do not get paid, the people who staff the church do not get paid.  some who work in other areas do.  

if you hate us, hate us.  you are missing out,

2/10/2020 8:37:46 AM jooooody  pic.twitter.com/CaqNXmpU7L

2/10/2020 8:38:20 AM azuremagus Seeing through the sky satellites is now on?

2/10/2020 8:38:55 AM newhope696 Excellent picture

2/10/2020 8:39:39 AM jooooody perhaps your impression is that it is an illusion.  not so, however.  try it for yourself.  this is legit & true.  test the promise in the book of mormon, if it is 

true, the church is true.  http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf … pic.twitter.com/HTSuGPSEul

2/10/2020 8:41:37 AM jooooody this is NOT a Q post, it is manufactured by You!  

You speak 1/2 truths - which is how the devil rolls

2/10/2020 8:42:29 AM jasonal10664455 Sì

2/10/2020 8:43:06 AM billyj1616 If Jesus needs money to run his kingdom we are all in trouble.

2/10/2020 8:44:06 AM jooooody People of God

A restored ancient religion - these temples are restored from the temple of Solomon

Read the book of Exodus.  

Another sign it is true.  We have the whole picture restored.  come check it out!

read the book of mormon, if it is true, then the church is true.
2/10/2020 8:44:50 AM jooooody  http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nap8Heyr0E&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6&index=31 … pic.twitter.com/WQQqm6TwFG

2/10/2020 8:45:57 AM jooooody a reinactment of our origins.  They are of God and are true, I assure you.

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=116s … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4B_BTjpG8o&t=585s …

2/10/2020 8:46:01 AM perwife You've posted that a couple times, but who is giving who the flak? You're awfully defensive of a corporation (see Deseret Management Holdings) worth 

100 billion dollars who KEEPS ASKING POOR PEOPLE FOR MORE MONEY. It's an insatiable greed machine.

2/10/2020 8:46:57 AM stevengibes everyone that has ever lived here is now back to go through the transformation along with Earth

2/10/2020 8:46:57 AM jooooody why?

we need buildings to meet in.  this is just how things go.

Jesus took money out of a fish's mouth once to pay taxes.  

money is just part of this world.  

part of the test of mortality.
2/10/2020 8:47:10 AM perwife The True Church would follow Jesus' greatest commandment, which the Mormon Church does not do. The LDS church DOES NOT love all people 

unconditionally. Excluding happily married gay couples is not what Jesus would do. Jesus never said don't be gay. He DID say "don't judge."

2/10/2020 8:49:41 AM cryptocrab4 Didn't Trump make a remark during acquittal to Pence about him not telling him something, it caught my attention but I am always multi tasking so I 

just noted it and waited to see if anyone else mentioned it.

2/10/2020 8:51:58 AM perwife Jody. The Lord loves me whether I go to church or not.

That's what you haven't figured out. It's all about how you treat other people and the church has been awful to some of the most vulnerable among us.

Stop feeding the greed machine.

I'm done with this nonsense.

2/10/2020 8:52:07 AM jackiesierfaith  pic.twitter.com/ES40G5kly5

2/10/2020 8:52:13 AM turboxyde Wonderland has an interesting set of speciality rules for religions that our collective consciousness just doesn't seem to notice.

It's enough to make you wonder what these various religions are truly worshipping? pic.twitter.com/I6PAAPPX4x



2/10/2020 8:52:32 AM perwife IT'S NOT ABOUT THE MONEY

IT'S ABOUT THE RAMPANT PEDOPHILIA

JOSEPH SMITH MARRIED A 14 YEAR OLD WHEN HE WAS IN HIS THIRTIES

THIS WAS NOT COMMON. THIS IS PEDOPHILIA.

2/10/2020 8:52:58 AM perwife THE LDS CHURCH CEOS ARE PART OF THOSE GLOBALISTS YOU POOR BLIND SOUL

2/10/2020 8:55:48 AM mgodfrey99 You're incorrect, this cult teaches based on mans word...a true church teaches only on God's word.  Jesus does not need Money, he is God.  We cannot 

get to Heaven by works only by Grace so no man can boast.  Read God's word and pray for wisdom.

2/10/2020 8:56:07 AM aboriginalbabe Trump called all the nation's governors to the White House. Crackdown.

2/10/2020 8:56:30 AM jooooody Prove it!

Here's Pres. Ezra T. Benson speaking out against it.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8P9WgXdnUhM&t=11s …

the book of Mormon - speaks against the Cabal.

read it.

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUYq5QBkHTs&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6 …

if it is true, the church is true, and it is. pic.twitter.com/i1HFjoebvZ
2/10/2020 8:57:43 AM qhnact Best-kept secret they say... and then we wonder where Jeffrey I-didn’t-kill-myself Epstein got his money from. I bet there are a few similar secrets still 

to be “discovered”. 

#QAnon

2/10/2020 8:58:09 AM perwife yes. the book of mormon DOES speak against the Cabal. 150 years ago. Before the cabal got its tendrils into the Church.

If you can believe Mitt Romney is evil (and he is- he was funded by Ghislane Maxwell's father) you can see how similar the rest of the First Prez is. All 

evil.

2/10/2020 8:59:01 AM mgodfrey99 His true church are his followers, his bride, not a place of worship.   Please take time to seek Jesus and find truth.  Your passion is refreshing but your 

fight is for a cult religion.

2/10/2020 8:59:19 AM envisioninge Child trafficking profits???

2/10/2020 8:59:27 AM rickster61x Anyone else catch the story on FOX today about scientists have been receiving a repeating radio signal since 2008 I believe? From a different Galaxy?

Soft disclosure?

@Jordan_Sather_

2/10/2020 8:59:46 AM perwife Explain 3 Nephi then. Reconcile with the 100 billion dollars and the fact that the LDS church uses tithing to bail out their for-profit companies. Explain 

and reconcile that the Church was instructed NOT to collect treasure- and then explain their treasure.

Corrupted. pic.twitter.com/Pulgr8NRN4

2/10/2020 9:00:36 AM mgodfrey99 ...the book of Morman..not the Holybible?

2/10/2020 9:01:29 AM redblackties President Joseph F Smith, (previously President Snow's 1st counselor) in the April 1907 general conference, gives context for that dollar when the 

church has sufficient to "pay everything that is needful" pic.twitter.com/IGGYWfLerW

2/10/2020 9:01:33 AM fansblowing3 Money is going in their pockets probably 👎

2/10/2020 9:04:56 AM jooooody they are companion scriptures.  one of the old world the other of the new.

the stick of ephriam (book of mormon)  stick of judah (bible)

shall be one in thy hand.

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oe5u7dqZYA&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6&index=35 … pic.twitter.com/SVmNKjSMsf

2/10/2020 9:05:02 AM patriotsdontslp I'm totally obsessed with this story - went to the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries website and highlighted interesting 

visits - only mistake (1st page - it's Ontario California, not Canada) https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1226493856444747777.html …

2/10/2020 9:05:47 AM jooooody YOU SPEAK HALF TRUTHS

Bailing out?

NOT SO.

2/10/2020 9:06:16 AM april10521252 Thank you!!! I love all of you fam, truly from my big mushy heart 🙏😭🥰🕊🦄💜🦚🦅🦁🐘💃💞

2/10/2020 9:07:18 AM jooooody Mitt Romney is NOT in the Presidency of the Church.

Jesus Christ Himself mentioned Wolves among the Flock.

And so it is here.

2/10/2020 9:08:19 AM patriotsdontslp  pic.twitter.com/lgBe1ODwa7

2/10/2020 9:08:46 AM jooooody No.  it is not a cult.

this is a buzzword to Scare people away from the Lord's restored church. 

very clever.

Faith Without Works is Dead

We rely on the goodness & mercy of God True!  But He Also Requires us to Try to do His will & He will be our judge.
2/10/2020 9:09:52 AM hawkgirlinmn Idk. Was this at the breakfast speech?

2/10/2020 9:10:49 AM winklerburke Pence?   Governors?  China?  Money flows?

2/10/2020 9:11:34 AM melanieanders7 I hurt for the kids. I hurt for those who are oblivious to it. I hurt for humanity suffering at the hands of psychos. I’m ready for real and true freedom for 

everyone on this planet. And I’m grateful you’re awake. Keep fighting the good fight. ✨💙✨

2/10/2020 9:12:28 AM melanieanders7 Ugh! That’s horrible

2/10/2020 9:15:22 AM opensenseme “Drink the wine, pretend it’s my blood. Eat the bread, pretend it’s my flesh.”

Ya, that never sat well with me. It’s cannibalism. And sacrificed life for ingesting. No. Thank. You.



2/10/2020 9:16:44 AM winklerburke How important was it 4 Deep State 2 send 60,000 US factories 2 China?  Did they bribe certain governors? Is all this going to be forgiven, or exposed as 

treason?  Does Deep State want opioid abuse in states instead of factories?   Who floods US with opioids?  Donde esta Media?

2/10/2020 9:17:27 AM mgodfrey99 Yes it is, you won't change my mind so don't waste your time.  If you have not taken the time to read the entire Word of God and pray for discernment 

then you will stay lost is this cult.  JS was not a disciple, his words contradict God's,  God is not the Author of confusion/1

2/10/2020 9:17:41 AM cassell26714063 Is that the church of Scientology land? They own Clearwater Florida just about, stationed at Dill AFB a few years ago, just after John Travolta pulled out

2/10/2020 9:19:30 AM mgodfrey99 There is no fear of this cult for we are not given a spirit of fear.  I do hope you truly take the time to read the Holybible without influence of Smith. You 

then will see the truth.  /end.

2/10/2020 9:20:17 AM jooooody I have read the entire word of God.

Have you?

God lives & continues to speak.

Open your mind.

Prophet walk the earth today, Truth has been restored, All the blessings are available to any who wish to seek it.

Best wishes. pic.twitter.com/S4HsmIWcuB
2/10/2020 9:21:41 AM hawkgirlinmn It could even be Romney. Former governor. Ran for president.....

2/10/2020 9:21:47 AM hambrickro 😎 Mormon Mafia ; opened a branch right down the street from the Vatican 😏 Can't make this shit up 😎

2/10/2020 9:22:07 AM brainfreeze76 And Mitt Romney is in control of it via ensign peak which is controlled by Bain Capital which is controlled by Mitt Romney

2/10/2020 9:22:59 AM mgodfrey99 Yes I have Jody, It took me three years.  I wanted to read, reflect, understand, and talk to Jesus with each verse so my heart would hold his truths.  Best 

to you also.

2/10/2020 9:24:49 AM ogmios1440 Bush!

2/10/2020 9:28:52 AM garrick_ingham It's called d walls in the UK

2/10/2020 9:29:21 AM n7412s 😮

2/10/2020 9:31:04 AM winklerburke Well, you give enticements, legal, to corporations & states... to return factories from China to the US. You have faith that products US makes will be far, 

far superior than what a Commie factory can ever do in a million Five-year pogroms.   Hurray middle class in US!  Flourish!

2/10/2020 9:34:35 AM winklerburke China is not doing anything right. The galaxy, in fact, is 2 small for Communism 2 exist alongside US of A.   China’s time of Communism actually expired 

as of November of 2016.  It, Communism, will die and not the US. Wake up China, Liberty is coming!  As sure as the world turns.

2/10/2020 9:34:36 AM patriotleah1776 Hurt -> Heal

Dark -> Light

Patriots are in control now.

It's 369 time!

2/10/2020 9:36:45 AM sirdave01 Depends where you looking. you could see the sea or you could see  the sea shells on the sea shore

2/10/2020 9:38:37 AM mattersnot2  https://www.linkedin.com/posts/us-army_blackhistorymonth-harlemhellfighters-servewithhonor-activity-6632363780145721344-K58_ …

The Power of 369

2/10/2020 9:43:06 AM ragevirusqq  https://www.businessinsider.com/young-blood-transfusions-ambrosia-shut-down-2019-6 …

2/10/2020 9:50:59 AM vickigp1 Jim Steyer, brother of Tom, is a "children's advocate." pic.twitter.com/UZC5Oy6Uk8

2/10/2020 9:52:52 AM laurenmbradley  pic.twitter.com/5GheJl0mwe

2/10/2020 9:54:07 AM danielvance19 Organize religion doesn’t seem so godly anymore. To me it never really did, but I am glad to see my gut intuition was right. I do believe in god and love 

him very very much as I love all of you, I am just tired of the controlled manipulation that has used their power to deceive

2/10/2020 9:56:51 AM deplorable_s Hologram in sky?

Can I change my answer?

MJ can I take the class over?

2/10/2020 10:02:21 AM fossilman21 Mormons are a cult

2/10/2020 10:10:49 AM jrocktigers No, Mormon Church.

2/10/2020 10:11:14 AM kidge6 I dint follow your logic. Please elaborate?

2/10/2020 10:12:04 AM kendavi80404473 Kissie  Kissie pic.twitter.com/AXrDkIm9So

2/10/2020 10:19:08 AM briandrew75 Perhaps the death of SC "Justice" RBG? pic.twitter.com/LpBad33F5D

2/10/2020 10:20:01 AM mikebin813 We can only hope!

2/10/2020 10:23:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Amazon wants Trump to testify in battle over $10 billion Pentagon contract - CNN https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/10/tech/amazon-trump-defense-

contract/index.html …

2/10/2020 10:24:09 AM twilly18 a book seller?

2/10/2020 10:24:15 AM priceprice999 That would be a low blow. Plus, we’re not at the Pedo round up stage yet.

But now you mention it, I think we can all agree that it’s a big gathering of them!

2/10/2020 10:24:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 When your investors have treason in their sights, but are blocked by the Commander in Chief. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226934691481235457 …

2/10/2020 10:24:36 AM decodematrix External personification of God and Jesus have you looking away from the truth to your consciousness. The Mormon church is not legit. The Catholic 

church is not legit. The Anglican church is not legit. No religious institution is legit. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081401349189914625 …

2/10/2020 10:24:58 AM dark2light2019 This dude needs to grow some hair, he is just too “evil supervillain” looking

2/10/2020 10:26:14 AM worldxplorer1 "In a statement, Amazon said: "President Trump has repeatedly demonstrated his willingness to use his position as President and Commander in Chief 

to interfere with government functions -- including federal procurements -- to advance his personal agenda."

PANIC! PANIC! PANIC!

2/10/2020 10:27:08 AM martyrytlewski that building seems luminated!!!Interesting stories they tell

2/10/2020 10:28:25 AM linw0918 Bezos is a cia puppet. Too much power with one company is detrimental to the American Citizens.

2/10/2020 10:29:16 AM hawkgirlinmn MJ12 said “Think [Biden]” and they retweeted the governors dinner. It hit me that Pence is a former governor. Both have held the VP title. That’s my 

common thread since the Biden>Governor connection wasn’t making sense.

2/10/2020 10:30:12 AM mambacoreander They don't need their fingers in everything!

2/10/2020 10:31:14 AM fansblowing3 “The company asked the court to block Microsoft from beginning work on the contract, which is valued at $10 billion over 10 years.”  

LOL Nazi Amazon wants that $10 billion contract.  Too bad Microsoft is the less treasonous option.  No way will Trump testify.

2/10/2020 10:31:22 AM truepatriotfl74 Like codes imprinted in MK ultra victims



2/10/2020 10:32:41 AM goodxs789 Fuck around & find out Bezos

2/10/2020 10:33:00 AM fansblowing3 Churches getting rich because they pay no taxes.  That law needs to change.

2/10/2020 10:33:32 AM cryptocrab4 No , during the acquittal speech when he referenced Pence, his tone seemed to change and I took note of it but I believe he praised him also directly 

after that.

I will go back and see if I can find it.

2/10/2020 10:34:12 AM fansblowing3 Not sure I follow this 🤷♂️

2/10/2020 10:34:45 AM dark2light2019 but i think he replaced it with a cybernetic one that shoots a laser... unfortunately it is still lazy though

2/10/2020 10:36:16 AM tcinwi 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/10/2020 10:37:07 AM rachaelangelm Billionaire wars. Bezos is on the dark list for me, though Amazon is a great product. Bezos Mountain is a Tomb and I can only hope for his Elite friends to 

know... .going into the Mountain is the opposite of climbing it.

2/10/2020 10:39:31 AM saschakbe "Places where you see shoes that are thrown on a telephone wire indicate drug houses or places where you can purchase drugs."

Maybe this Hanx actor is hollywood's adreno_chrome  kingpin and all his shared pictures are code words for "i have stuff available" or something?

2/10/2020 10:41:22 AM cryptocrab4 Looks like he meant Hunter Biden never mentioned his job position in the Ukraine to Mike Pence , something to that extent

my mistake , I waited to hear his name again just in case but it's at the 28 min. mark

2/10/2020 10:41:55 AM covertress What skeletons are in Bezos' closet?

2/10/2020 10:42:28 AM covertress Debian and Kali?

2/10/2020 10:43:56 AM lenartjoe Inquiry: Keystone as in Pipeline, or as in Davinci Code?

2/10/2020 10:44:46 AM rosscarwalker He's on the board

2/10/2020 10:47:29 AM nine_six3 The source of the articles is CNN! I think they are Deflecting, Projecting and Grasping for their Lives. They feel US (the people) and Justice breathing 

closely down their necks. Those whom have done US So Very Wrong will not go down without a last-ditch effort. Bezos = A Joke 

pic.twitter.com/tKAo3ObVId

2/10/2020 10:48:51 AM peggyjohnson76  pic.twitter.com/8ETA10FV7H

2/10/2020 10:49:16 AM melanieanders7 Woohoo!

2/10/2020 10:50:11 AM douglasbaumga13 Apparently too much money makes some people pretty dumb

2/10/2020 10:50:27 AM kamil61289009 😁

2/10/2020 10:51:21 AM slaybells3  pic.twitter.com/TM9CxRUgtp

2/10/2020 10:52:21 AM alisarod1 Thanks ♡ May All Beings Be Free

2/10/2020 10:53:42 AM nine_six3 I’m sure he has MANY!!! NO one is the richest man on the planet without paying a HEAVY price. Hmm 🧐 🤔💀 pic.twitter.com/OOuhSYWZbJ

2/10/2020 10:55:52 AM americanpetal Hmm, how long have you been following MJ?

2/10/2020 10:56:54 AM earth2nissy I'm sorry for your loss. 🙏

2/10/2020 11:01:49 AM drnick68405574 ahhh now i see

2/10/2020 11:02:51 AM rosscarwalker The @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 suggests Jesus exists in the 7th density. What is the 7th density?

2/10/2020 11:04:30 AM simplify77 Good they are out of business

2/10/2020 11:04:58 AM bommaritoindy Kek

2/10/2020 11:05:04 AM archangelamongu Seventh Density is “Christ Consciousness.”  When you get there you decide whether you want to work in service to creation, or meld completely back 

into the Creator. You can work whatever mission you like, uniting in Oneness with others to give strength to the mission.

2/10/2020 11:05:31 AM jooooody you are correct in saying that the catholic & anglican churches are not legit.  however, you are incorrect in surmising that the church of Jesus Christ is 

not legit, for it is.

your new age view sounds nice, but it is only half true.

1/2 truths is how satan rolls...

2/10/2020 11:06:39 AM jooooody we are literal spirit children of God, this is true, so this falls in line with your comment, so good.  awesome.

the scriptures teach us what is needful to return to Him, this includes ORDINANCES  

Yes, we MUST be baptized by the correct authority in order to enter into God's..

2/10/2020 11:07:23 AM simplify77 Why isn’t the @IRSnews all over this?

2/10/2020 11:08:22 AM jooooody presence.

Jesus Himself was baptized, though He was sinless...  leading by example.

the same authority with which Jesus was baptized is again on the earth today.  John the Baptist himself visited Joseph Smith & bestowed this power.  

watch the reinactment. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4B_BTjpG8o&t=585s …

2/10/2020 11:09:33 AM doq017 Qniversity EPISODE 3 - Have We Been Colonized?  https://youtu.be/poOFqR-UEAc  via @YouTube

The next MUST WATCH!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC
2/10/2020 11:10:11 AM jooooody @TheQniversity why do you bag on what is sacred?  it is truth.  do you seek truth?

I know you do.

so test this promise.

I know you live in the state which Brigham Young sent settlers to establish.  you are a direct beneficiary of this church, so do this one thing for me... 

pic.twitter.com/FaFObKvWcp
2/10/2020 11:10:18 AM americanpetal Thank God for POTUS



2/10/2020 11:11:27 AM jooooody read the book of mormon, another testament of Jesus Christ & ask God if it is true, just like Arthur Kane of the New York Dolls has done, and as I have 

also done.

 http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf … pic.twitter.com/ev1AYhr3r0

2/10/2020 11:12:35 AM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUYq5QBkHTs&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6 …

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=new+york+doll …

if you ask God, He will send the Holy Ghost to witness to your spirit that it is true.

2/10/2020 11:16:35 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/0v4CcnMwRl

2/10/2020 11:19:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you falling for the propaganda around the #TrumpBudget?

2/10/2020 11:22:42 AM mongrelglory Ooh!  I'd love an ET distraction!

2/10/2020 11:25:34 AM ialibertybelle Bezos knows Trump is Commander in Chief of the military right?

2/10/2020 11:27:39 AM bettymcevil Oh good. His company's tax dollars at work...Oh wait

2/10/2020 11:28:03 AM jimhayzlett teach ‘love your neighbor, all of them, Worldwide’. This allows all to realize We Are God’s Glorious Light, Each a Fractal of Prime Creator😇

2/10/2020 11:28:45 AM brainfreeze76 Jeff is an evil evil person not to be taken lightly. Forget all you think you know about him. He is a snake of biblical decent

2/10/2020 11:29:25 AM dunnitright I think this brings to the public some additional questions.  Why are we paying Microsoft $10 billion for anything?  Could they obtain info to be used 

against us.  BG wants the NWO.  This stinks!

2/10/2020 11:31:12 AM clifton15jon Dont watch the news

2/10/2020 11:32:00 AM 1nanasmomma He will be our first trillionaire. In my opinion one of the most powerful men on the planet and that power is only increasing. I am always wondering 

when this will be addressed. If you google and dig on his power and reach its un-real.

2/10/2020 11:33:47 AM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/grSdQLtdEI

2/10/2020 11:35:07 AM rachaelangelm Trick question!

2/10/2020 11:35:11 AM luckyh301 Uh Oh he won’t have access to Government Programs anymore?

2/10/2020 11:35:25 AM trumppallooza Envelopes???

2/10/2020 11:35:56 AM cryptocrab4  pic.twitter.com/qmBM8XFH65

2/10/2020 11:37:43 AM trumppallooza Makes sense

 What has pence done this term???

He's been behind the curtain doing nothing with his hands tied

2/10/2020 11:37:57 AM skullmonkie 👍

2/10/2020 11:38:36 AM jojoe12299 I haven't been exposed to anything regarding his budget.

2/10/2020 11:40:10 AM legacy_over The most common source of reengineered cashflow that appears as a liability is real estate. A bank balance sheet would show as a liability but if handle 

correctly can see a cap rate of 6-12% cashflow with the ability to refinance and pull out wealth without destroying the asset.

2/10/2020 11:40:40 AM jooooody yeah, i used to walk past the millenium hotel all d time on my way to work at world financial center next door.

2/10/2020 11:42:59 AM ayeee_tony What would then be the 8th density?

2/10/2020 11:44:28 AM dyhall1964 Really love your messages you are sharing here on twitter. John 10:27-28 ❤️ Hang in there it can be rough at times .. keep putting on God‘s armor!

2/10/2020 11:45:48 AM momekool1 The lightening been pretty interesting lately. Sounds like a rail gun instead bolts of lightning.

2/10/2020 11:46:04 AM jdmajor1976 DONT CARE REALLY, money is created out of thin air so Budgets and deficits and debts doesnt matter ;) At least to me   I say SPEND AWAY :)

2/10/2020 11:48:20 AM doq017 Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1226952401401339905 …
2/10/2020 11:48:28 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/DHCPgkhgXFI 

2/10/2020 11:48:49 AM ksec76 Bezos, like Zuckerberg are completely inept, frauds.

DARPA puppets.

2/10/2020 11:49:57 AM momekool1 It’s true. Very real. Very sick

2/10/2020 11:51:08 AM schneppjennifer Si.

2/10/2020 11:51:22 AM grannyomaha I care about no budgets until Social Security and the Post Office are restored.  #POTUS #Congress  

But we all need to ask questions. Sen. Zorinsky's death 1987 related in any way to the Franklin scandal? Was he snitching?  #AskQuestions 

#AskAQuestionADay   :-D

2/10/2020 11:51:25 AM jooooody love you bro!

2/10/2020 11:53:10 AM caramastrey No coincidences 

#Steyer prefers #WalnutSauce on his pizza. 

#FreeAssange! 

Pizzagate 

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/8motbgQBez

2/10/2020 11:54:52 AM covertress It's all bread and circuses until November and we take back the House.

2/10/2020 11:56:36 AM winterhaus1776 We have a Mormon church in town, which is big and beautiful, but I never see ANY activity, no cars, EVER, no matter what time of day it is. Weird....

2/10/2020 11:57:55 AM gstarseed I just dont date. I just dont do ppl much at all. I advise waiting until after DECLAS and then some

2/10/2020 11:59:15 AM missund79512530 No it isnt

2/10/2020 12:00:12 PM bsammons3218 The death of a Queen would be a good cover.

2/10/2020 12:00:14 PM trumppallooza John kasich would be my vote

2/10/2020 12:00:39 PM missund79512530 Its pedophilia. CP is just the pursuit and outward public manifestation of it.

2/10/2020 12:02:49 PM williebhere What a coincidence.... Don’t he also own NewYork Times!!!🤫🤫

2/10/2020 12:02:55 PM jooooody preparing for the storm is prudent & wise.

if I were u i'd want to be tied to an organization who cares for its' own & loves its' flock. 

this is here:  the Church of Jesus Christ, restored to the earth.  why do you attack us for being good?

lastdays:calling good evil & evil good pic.twitter.com/bz7YBtEVzj

2/10/2020 12:02:57 PM pooky_steve I trust Trump



2/10/2020 12:03:04 PM bsammons3218 Are we about to see another Valentine massacre?

2/10/2020 12:04:19 PM raisethevib369 WE are the TRUE temple of GOD.

2/10/2020 12:06:10 PM jooooody yes, our bodies are temples, true.

2/10/2020 12:07:44 PM zjtin2ition 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/10/2020 12:08:03 PM williebhere Jeff Bezos is a cia puppet... NY Times and Amazon are front companies used for money laundering and computer data collection!!🤫🤫

2/10/2020 12:10:11 PM zjtin2ition 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/10/2020 12:10:50 PM brainpodmedia Freemasons.

2/10/2020 12:11:41 PM raisethevib369 Then why a church? And why so much money needed if God is INSIDE you?

2/10/2020 12:12:22 PM fansblowing3 Yes, Q post 3845

2/10/2020 12:13:09 PM fansblowing3 Q post 3845

2/10/2020 12:14:08 PM deborah39308659 Very good.

2/10/2020 12:17:57 PM tadmanderek Haha.

No.

2/10/2020 12:18:02 PM jooooody good question.

it's about ordinances.

a quote from the prophet Russell M. Nelson, #17 president of the church of jesus christ of latter-day saints, yes 17. pic.twitter.com/6RrLRMI2nI

2/10/2020 12:18:47 PM tadmanderek  https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/07/the-details-about-the-cias-deal-with-amazon/374632/ …

2/10/2020 12:22:37 PM raisethevib369 It's quite convenient for the recipients of monetary benefit, logically speaking.

2/10/2020 12:25:28 PM mrmigido Yup, the alternative was HRC.

Would have all been poisoned apples. pic.twitter.com/AR2f9FcAxi

2/10/2020 12:26:14 PM jooooody there are 5 ordinances.

the most basic is baptism and the gift of the Holy Ghost.

these are received by those who wish to join the Church of Jesus Christ, and I encourage you to learn and seek this path, for it will bring you many 

blessings & happiness preparing you to meet God

2/10/2020 12:29:48 PM raisethevib369 I appreciate your thoughtfulness but I am blessed and happy. I walk with God every day.

2/10/2020 12:30:40 PM flowersoul Not so fringe ANYMORE 🥳🤣🙃💫💖 Love it!

2/10/2020 12:30:46 PM patriotpirate74 Are you a'WAKE? 

Oh say can you sea? 

🌊🚢😚🎶🌊🌊🌊🌊🌊

2/10/2020 12:31:22 PM waitonthelord_ I think the list should be made public so we can all see.

2/10/2020 12:31:55 PM azureblue68 Me too

2/10/2020 12:32:23 PM lindabibeau2 You can't always get what you want  😂

2/10/2020 12:34:50 PM jooooody that is good.  bless you.

watch this vid

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU …

if this really happened, then you will want to know more.

April 2020 we celebrate the 200th anniv. of this event.  

ask God if it happened.
2/10/2020 12:36:29 PM mongrelglory 🤨

2/10/2020 12:37:35 PM mongrelglory That's a great quote!

2/10/2020 12:41:04 PM giediknight REPOST @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I don't know how many of you are familiar with the Majestic program, but those in it are known as Magi, which is a nod to 

the throne of England (The Magistrate) who is in control of many black op military operations unknown to the general public in the Navy

2/10/2020 12:41:50 PM samsmith0319 Pound Sand Amazon...Tick Tock!!!💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/10/2020 12:44:39 PM snakesanders22  https://youtu.be/UoRsFJISvf4?t=237 …

2/10/2020 12:46:18 PM samsmith0319 Agree...Very Vile Beast!!!

2/10/2020 12:47:38 PM samsmith0319 Indeed...🤡🤡🤡s

2/10/2020 12:48:35 PM richner88 4.8 trillion sounds like a great way to expose the fed. & central banks. That's a lot of money for someone who's party runs on being "fiscally 

conservative" I could easily be wrong though. Just a thought.

2/10/2020 12:51:14 PM blsdbe Missing N?

2/10/2020 12:54:20 PM americanpetal Are you a bot?

2/10/2020 12:58:58 PM nine_six3 ThankQ so much for stopping by and taking the time to read, means a lot to me! Even more so that it resonates with you. You Are the Love you aspire 

to be, it is already all Within You. 

As per knowledge shared by MJ12 (MESSAGE Over messenger): 1/5 —>

2/10/2020 12:59:49 PM nine_six3 “3, 6, and 9 

3 = IS. (Immortal Spiritual)

6 = BE. (Biological Entity)

9 = IS-BE = SOURCE = “GOD” = 0 = ALL

Magic is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking of knowledge.

3 6 and 9 govern the laws of the universe. 

The Power of 3 6 and 9 is real. 2/5 —>

2/10/2020 1:00:14 PM nine_six3 3, 6, and 9 are consciousness.

Synchronicity weaves the fabric of reality.

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory.

Paradigm:

Life is a spark of light.

Numbers are reality. 

The Universal Language Is Math.

3, 6, and 9 are consciousness. 3/5 —>
2/10/2020 1:00:38 PM trollingmockin1 MJ what’s wrong with his eye?



2/10/2020 1:00:58 PM nine_six3 The universe is comprised up of consciousness energy that decides, by thinking and willing, reality. 

IS-BEs are powerful.

You are an IS-BE.“ 4/5

2/10/2020 1:02:19 PM blsdbe #ItsGoingToBeBiblical

2/10/2020 1:02:30 PM nine_six3 Application of 3, 6, and 9:

Examples:

Post at a timestamp that adds up to 3 or 6 or 9.

RT 3 times at 9 minute intervals.

Any actions that relate to time or repetitions of 3 6 9 amplifies the message you're sending out

 https://twitter.com/Manifest_Utopia/status/1223874325473681409?s=20 … 5/5 pic.twitter.com/tpsTkugtTD

2/10/2020 1:02:32 PM sassysickchick_ I read the graphic as a “flood of information.” Not drowning. But overwhelmed and shocked to the core—yes I fully expect that. That’s where our 

advanced preparedness will really help. Staying calm in the eye of the Storm. 🙏🏻

2/10/2020 1:02:54 PM christifaupel No.  It's already fell to the floor.

2/10/2020 1:03:34 PM manifest_utopia 🙏✨💖

2/10/2020 1:06:37 PM elkerrito They will all have a day of reckoning.

2/10/2020 1:06:38 PM keith369me He should add on additional $$$ maybe another trillion with the caveat that every dime gets audited.  Flood of spending will expose existing and 

ongoing corruption.  They can’t help themselves.

2/10/2020 1:07:50 PM big_simp yes but to be a member you have to tithe some of your earnings,

The  Mormon church is a cult in fact - a Draco reptilian cult

2/10/2020 1:15:22 PM big_simp My Mother  was about to join the Mormons but they asked her to contribute a percentage of her savings,

If you think the Mormons will "save " you I have some beach frontage on the Moon I wish to sell you.

Its an "alien" cult - like Scientology https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oy8joWxouM …

2/10/2020 1:17:48 PM she_dogs #thankyoupeacealways

2/10/2020 1:18:16 PM aboriginalbabe Let it go Bezos. It ain't happening.

2/10/2020 1:19:57 PM stoneturnr Why did the Sinaloa cartel murder the Mormon families in Mexico last Nov? Did the Mormon church work w/ cartels in some capacity and were 

preparing to flip? https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-11-06/mormons-mexico-lebaron-fundamentalist-history …

2/10/2020 1:21:34 PM christifaupel Because we are only money to them.   

Because sick people make them more money than healthy people.  

Vaccines make people sick, which makes them money.

2/10/2020 1:24:50 PM abstract1dea It makes a very satisfying thump when they got the floor https://youtu.be/rasaSkFfKWU 

2/10/2020 1:26:06 PM christifaupel So gross

2/10/2020 1:34:09 PM saraconsults The governor of Oregon is definitely corrupt. She is funded by Soros and is trying to force cap and trade and mandatory vaccines down our throats. 

Thank God for our Republicans who walked out last session.

2/10/2020 1:36:22 PM 11111christian I voted no expenses are too high. And it voted on yes fake news is my way !!!!!!

2/10/2020 1:37:18 PM rachaelangelm Shoes on the telephone wires are where people died. I saw my first pair in Milwaukee WI. Grey and Red Nike high tops. I always remember.

2/10/2020 1:38:29 PM rachaelangelm No

2/10/2020 1:38:49 PM rachaelangelm No

2/10/2020 1:39:03 PM rachaelangelm No

2/10/2020 1:42:09 PM t_hayden07 Neither! I support our POTUS! Especially since there will be a reset anyways!

2/10/2020 1:44:33 PM qsentme30 Oh he's bad apparently,your James bond kinda bad guy,wouldn't surprise me if the party at his new mansion was to celebrate the releasing of that man

 made virus to wipe a lot of us out✨😂bill gates was attending🤔

2/10/2020 1:44:56 PM simplify77 Seems many have been acting as independents and selling out to China for quite a while now. This is a huge security issue.

2/10/2020 1:46:19 PM big_simp If you are a "member" of the church it aint free,.

Mormon church asks for donations from your salary

Its a cult

It wont "save" your ass

2/10/2020 1:46:47 PM schneppjennifer Same thought.

2/10/2020 1:51:48 PM adamz14839920 Cabal - bush family money laundering scheme

2/10/2020 1:57:28 PM braceberg1 Shoe to drop in our lifetime?

2/10/2020 2:00:55 PM chapulincolored I'm just Trusting The Plan.

Trump: "I will not surrender U.S. to false song of globalism." https://youtu.be/EOyma_8dFm0 

2/10/2020 2:04:11 PM alexandercody7 Right out of my mouth

2/10/2020 2:07:09 PM snowwhite7iam Please... Bezos #WeThePeople would love to #FollowTheMoney 🍿

2/10/2020 2:07:14 PM sdane8 A good Attorney knows that you NEVER ask someone to testify if you are not sure of their responses.  🙄

2/10/2020 2:08:33 PM nrandygordon Can we get Bozo to testify as to why he sold $4.07B in Amazon in the month of January?

2/10/2020 2:14:10 PM igetuh2o Sounds like Amazon is gonna finally start paying its fair share of Taxes

2/10/2020 2:16:17 PM iatomsofspirit  pic.twitter.com/OSR4WarxFv

2/10/2020 2:18:20 PM americanpetal Sorry. Time stamp of 9:11 freaked me out.

2/10/2020 2:18:41 PM truth939 Land event.  Let the masses know that ET's have had a presence on this planet for a very long time.  Nothing to fear.

2/10/2020 2:19:36 PM truth939 Mass Awakening ON!

2/10/2020 2:22:01 PM nine_six3 This question doesn’t actually have a definitive answer. After searching around, I was able to find an article and video that delves into the meaning of 

it. Hope this helps clarify the suggestion made. I’ll be the Posting to the main question!!! 🔼🔼🔼

2/10/2020 2:25:18 PM nine_six3 Found an article & video that delves into this a bit further. Bit more info on the subject of ‘shoes hanging on a telephone wire’!!!

 https://gizmodo.com/why-you-always-see-tennis-shoes-on-telephone-lines-1223991972 … pic.twitter.com/nbnii9BF8m

2/10/2020 2:28:51 PM charlesgdavis1 Does anyone have access to Dr. Ben Carson this family needs help. @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @WhiteHouse @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FLOTUS @POTUS

2/10/2020 2:29:01 PM truth939 Negative interest rates?

Debt jubilee?

Reparations?

Seize and distribute estates (assets)?

2/10/2020 2:32:14 PM charlesgdavis1 In GOD we pray for help for this family. GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILY WITH HIS LOVE AND PROTECTION.

2/10/2020 2:35:24 PM adamz14839920 Cabal money laundering scheme, large sums from various groups

2/10/2020 2:41:55 PM koryoline1  pic.twitter.com/rR4x8wHDsT

2/10/2020 2:44:10 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/cqKjvlKduf

2/10/2020 2:46:52 PM covertress Biophotons?

2/10/2020 2:52:21 PM tucson_ron Hmmm. Let's see... Who's running the show again?

2/10/2020 2:52:21 PM nine_six3 “What does a shoe hanging from a telephone mean?” @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/nine_six3/status/1226995582658461696 …

2/10/2020 2:52:23 PM shredzorz1 Trading programs? [Romney]



2/10/2020 2:53:16 PM lightworkercain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Good or bad intentions?

 https://www.a21.org/ 

2/10/2020 2:54:24 PM tucson_ron Because "Trumps PERSONAL AGENDA" is the AMERICAN AGENDA. What is best for our country and American citizens is what is best for him. That is 

why we love and revere that man.

2/10/2020 2:55:11 PM adsvel Might be... It comes from within. I think it is corporate cellular consciousness connected with the Source/Ether sending light signals into my linear 

perception of coming events.😊

2/10/2020 2:55:20 PM tucson_ron Washington Post

2/10/2020 2:59:23 PM tucson_ron Sometimes I fly in my dreams, floating, gliding along over neighborhoods, forests full of huge leafy trees, into and out of large buildings. Demonstrating 

something. That it can be done.

2/10/2020 3:00:38 PM adsvel I am struggling to understand this light language... for 10 years now. I think it pushes me to see shortcuts of coming events.

2/10/2020 3:01:59 PM esau7 7 DAY COUNTDOWN.

2/10/2020 3:04:43 PM greeneyesanon Does this sound like the impeachment or what?

2/10/2020 3:10:01 PM atashfire He's siphoned enough taxpayer cash, why not just a little more? 🤑

2/10/2020 3:22:57 PM rossdiann LDS church does so much good with that money. 

We manage and maintain 2 state subsidized apartment complexes and the church pays rent for about 75% of families in these places. Plus all the food 

they provide. If you need help the LDS church is there to help in a huge way.

2/10/2020 3:27:32 PM sdnorthshore Mandatory tithing

2/10/2020 3:30:07 PM _fadepoint Twin Towers on top of pentagon 🧐🧐🧐🧐

2/10/2020 3:31:56 PM oldschool1961 CHILD TRAFFICKING is Quite profitable, maybe the reason their leader is called a "profit"?

MOAB.....

2/10/2020 3:50:43 PM magamircat1 He has crazy eyes too

2/10/2020 3:51:17 PM riverrat321 I am currently visiting SLC. I toured the grounds and there is a huge project underway to completely remodel the temple. The roof of the auditorium is 

an engineering marvel in itself. There is no shortage of funds it seems. The people are friendly, accommodating and seem genuine

2/10/2020 3:51:43 PM tea_party_chris Yup, I watched how they descended on our Mormon neighbor’s home who weren’t giving their 10%. Horrific 

Now I read this 🙄

2/10/2020 3:53:01 PM brendab98653616 Does not Bozo have the same eyes like Schiff? Hmm... ada ren a chrome?

2/10/2020 3:59:51 PM jooooody saying something isn't true, does not make it so.

the restored church of Jesus Christ of latter-day saints is true.

2/10/2020 4:03:33 PM verndog68 How you introduce evidence into the public domain

2/10/2020 4:12:16 PM jooooody these promises mentioned in Malachi chapter 3 are true today.  Do not rob God.  If you pay your tithing you shall be blessed... that there shall not be 

room enough to receive it.

telling people to not pay their tithing is not helping them.  God waits to bless those obedient. pic.twitter.com/J86KpebF1G

2/10/2020 4:12:34 PM 369_is Thanks MikeJon. Looking into it now. Quick glance just showed the US became a CORPORATION in this Act.

2/10/2020 4:14:43 PM n7guardiananon the ultimate travel bag known throughout history

2/10/2020 4:17:01 PM chris8nix Many years ago, I went to  Betty Ford  rehab. In my dorm “we are the guys from...........Hall” 1/4 of the beds were Mormons They were all trapped , I 

just remember thinking, the Mormons are a fraud cult.

2/10/2020 4:17:19 PM jooooody the first commandment is to Love God with all thine heart might mind and strength 

how do we show our love to God? (if ye love me keep my commandments).

by doing so we qualify for blessings & that is good.

2/10/2020 4:18:22 PM girlawakeinca He has my vote in November. To reconcile our nations debt w/a balanced budget in 15 years WITH the addition of a Space Force. 

POTUS delivers on his words - even with obvious partisan delays. 🇺🇸 🌍

2/10/2020 4:18:58 PM chris8nix That would be, the Catholic Church.

2/10/2020 4:22:28 PM big_simp Here is a very small part of Mormon Insider "Branton's" intelligence leaks that date back to the 1980s.

 https://archive.org/stream/TheOmegaFileBranton/The%20Omega%20File%20Branton_djvu.txt …

2/10/2020 4:24:27 PM lohrn4 I didn't understand a word you said (not catholic) but I agree.

2/10/2020 4:24:55 PM big_simp DRACO, mantids etc  are not "aliens" but a projection of humanity in a separate timeline [ future relative to us here]

Ditto the so called "benevolent"  "aliens"[ another timeline ]

You are in a realm not a "planet"

The battle is for the "hearts and minds of men"

2/10/2020 4:25:20 PM bbombski Was it @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who said enjoy the next 168 hours?

Here's the first 24 lolol

1.  pic.twitter.com/SLdkdSMbNA

2/10/2020 4:45:51 PM terryca53306307 .Did DJT just say that.. Reptile?? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @cobrainfo1

2/10/2020 4:46:10 PM soopahgenius Wow!

2/10/2020 4:51:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 They do not even hide it anymore. https://twitter.com/TheAtlantic/status/1226872900352905216 …

2/10/2020 4:53:12 PM djlok NY Times....enough said!!!

2/10/2020 4:53:39 PM realalleron Hello!

2/10/2020 4:53:55 PM dironablu2u Cause when we're living check to check, we should have 3 kids, because Republicans told us we should.

2/10/2020 4:56:35 PM chris8nix  pic.twitter.com/g8AM1WXNWN

2/10/2020 4:56:37 PM palmdalekid2 Drain the swamp chant in NH

2/10/2020 4:57:05 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/wnb4lLdcp3

2/10/2020 4:59:47 PM wickedmouse369 Disgusting.

2/10/2020 5:00:08 PM keith369me Although my children are well adjusted and happy with a stable nuclear family, we all could have benefited from extended family being in the same 

community.  The world we live in chasing the not so almighty buck.  My situation is better than most...no nanny state!!!

2/10/2020 5:00:29 PM intenceman 😡😡😡😡

2/10/2020 5:01:44 PM dironablu2u Exactly, because I'm an educator.

#FYourKids

2/10/2020 5:03:39 PM bluewarrior27 Apparently he didn’t talk with any Marriage and Family Therapists.  We’d have shown him the research.

2/10/2020 5:08:22 PM synackstatic The stable nuclear family is the most effective way in aggregate of raising well adjusted and competent children to adulthood. An attack on them is an 

attack on the foundational underpinning of society. The core of the light.

2/10/2020 5:10:08 PM ursula_1111 What’s up with the #broomchallenge Mr. Majestic? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/gwDtBUy2Oh

2/10/2020 5:10:11 PM synackstatic It's all about intergenerational passing of information. The family, through time, bounds the infinite with that which is functional. It instills into the child 

their lineage and culture so they may revivify the cast stone into pure potential. Informational Darwinism



2/10/2020 5:10:25 PM linnyt7 The Atlantic. Premier publication of the NWO.

2/10/2020 5:12:52 PM dironablu2u I know pal, cause math, reading and science are hard.

2/10/2020 5:18:09 PM bryceja68689884 And thank God people like you can't teach basic civics or economics anymore! This world would be truly screwed if you tried to "educate" on that. Also 

interesting you didnt mention history, given you leftologists lime to control and distort that to the best of your ability.

2/10/2020 5:19:45 PM dironablu2u We teach three main skills. English science and math. We throw in computers and art. We are not allowed to mention our religious or political views, 

it's against the law.

And btw the kids at my school test two grade levels higher than the state.

2/10/2020 5:20:10 PM crumcasa They already have started Prince Andrew has taken one for team!

2/10/2020 5:22:45 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/JvtzbMOZ2Y

2/10/2020 5:23:35 PM cheryljohnston_ Considering were not dealing with normal, I would think something Abnormal will be the next move. Hard to know when your mind isn't in tune with 

inbreeding and centuries of practiced evil. I thank God I had, "as dysfunctional at  times families are, '"Heavenly & earthly fathers!!

2/10/2020 5:25:42 PM stanstephens13 But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty. For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, 

disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-control, brutal,...

2/10/2020 5:25:59 PM stanstephens13 not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having the appearance of godliness, but 

denying its power. Avoid such people.

2/10/2020 5:27:33 PM c45cardiac Soros’ atlantic council

2/10/2020 5:28:41 PM nine_six3 In Plain Sight. 👀😲🤔

The destruction of the Nuclear Family Is NOT Our Fault! It’s the Mind Controllers who’ve led Us down this Dark path and we will not take the blame. 

We can rebuild what worked so well and regain the true meaning of ‘family’, once these sickos are dealt with. pic.twitter.com/9wniFCExhl

2/10/2020 5:30:52 PM tweetingninja1 The devil seeks to destroy the family as it is the center of teaching Christian values. The family is the central component of civilization. Everything 

breaks down when mom and dad break down. This is by design.

2/10/2020 5:31:18 PM aetherwalker1 AKA: 'When C_A Inc. subsidiary takes the DOD to court.'

2/10/2020 5:32:15 PM dani06548474 [they] are spreading fake news about potus tearing up Native American burial sites for his border wall.. what’s the REAL scoop?

2/10/2020 5:33:30 PM amberoshunize Please elaborate.

2/10/2020 5:33:50 PM faye_mcgarry This is mass murder @realDonaldTrump @TrumpWarRoom @Utsava4 @prayingmedic @LoveBling6 @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD 

@PaulineHansonOz @ScottMorrisonMP @carmindabrendel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JackPosobiec @SecPompeo 

https://twitter.com/WoltzHowell/status/1226088995706351618 …

2/10/2020 5:35:38 PM n2zyk Shooting after shooting. Only thing they know

2/10/2020 5:36:54 PM brick_airhedred I knew something was going on decades ago: I was astounded by meeting people/couples who just moved to the city...away from their 

parents/network. When kids came into the picture, the parents would be desperate for the help...AND grandchildren need to grow up with 

grandparents.

2/10/2020 5:37:09 PM random2012756 By reading a lot of books.  This was provided by several channeled being.  Very consistent themes.  For example, Anna Hayes, “the sphere of Amenti”.

2/10/2020 5:37:20 PM aetherwalker1 Happened to see some cable TV at a relatives.

I actually saw a commercial with a white family; a father, mother and child.  All happy and getting along.

Ora Ida wants to sell more fries, I suppose.

I guess even a broken clock is right twice a day.

2/10/2020 5:38:54 PM aussieredpilled White ants in the name of the CCP ARE in Australia and are aided by the Oz arm of those CRIMINALS

2/10/2020 5:39:09 PM cathyholton4 End of admiralty law to a sovereign  republic of united states .

2/10/2020 5:39:14 PM neonpodcasteva1 David Fucking Brooks

2/10/2020 5:40:32 PM random2012756 Maybe we need to be with soul families similar to what Cobra suggests.  Don’t know the right answer except follow your intuition and feelings on the 

right relationships to maintain based on what will serve your higher good and provide the right energies.

2/10/2020 5:40:32 PM cathyholton4 Davinci

2/10/2020 5:45:41 PM carolva97910854 Cult!

2/10/2020 5:47:21 PM txdvm Wow. Just wow.

2/10/2020 5:47:51 PM earth2nissy I thank you very much. 🙏

2/10/2020 5:53:28 PM faye_mcgarry The Chinese are being murdered, people are being dragged from cars, jumping out of hospital windows to escape!  @SecPompeo @dbongino 

@RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SkyNewsAust @carriebickmore @AlanJones 

https://twitter.com/EveryDoggoKnows/status/1227029450635829249 …

2/10/2020 5:54:28 PM julieca29660023 It doesn’t matter if the family is white, black or yellow. As long as their is a mother and father

2/10/2020 5:57:13 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kX4--ATyq9U …

2/10/2020 5:58:41 PM nine_six3 Agreed! 'The Nuclear Family' does not have to be discriminatory, in any way. We're smart enough to figure out what works best for us, as individuals. 

Families are important and the majority of us can agree on that point. We must remember - They Want Us Divided In Every Way! 

pic.twitter.com/lHG9t44VyD

2/10/2020 5:59:39 PM werascending 👏👏👏

2/10/2020 6:00:39 PM areckoningday WHO could possibly support that bill?! THESE fools! 👇👇👇👇👇

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-

bill/5383/cosponsors?s=1&r=7&overview=closed&searchResultViewType=expanded&KWICView=false … pic.twitter.com/oLDDBPXsfd

2/10/2020 6:00:53 PM irenebjerstedt Love Patriots who understands

2/10/2020 6:02:59 PM cosmic_engineer More likely a FF

But game over = its already blown and trap sprung

2/10/2020 6:04:48 PM aetherwalker1 True.

It is obvious that the propaganda 'Narrative' is hostile against Caucasians for no other reason than the ideological foundations of 'The Narratives' 

proponents.

2/10/2020 6:12:30 PM aetherwalker1 If 🦉 wasn't agitating races against one another to maintain [Their] power, via divide and conquer, we'd get probably get along pretty well.

2/10/2020 6:18:30 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/nmRTgEW9cr

2/10/2020 6:18:41 PM atashfire Systematic, timed, fully executed attack on family was always the way of the devil. That's the truth.

2/10/2020 6:21:02 PM nine_six3 CORRECTION: "Magick*** is most mysterious to those blinded by faith and lacking of knowledge." (autocorrect got it)

2/10/2020 6:21:51 PM americanpetal I came across this article earlier today b4 MJ posted it. I thought the same thing. They don’t even try to hide it. 😔

2/10/2020 6:22:07 PM quantphysicist ∀#ur  A pic.twitter.com/xPx4DexiIF

2/10/2020 6:26:18 PM prayinggmimi A big THANKQ for taking the time to respond! Was surprised to read the Tesla quotes - have a lot to learn. Am so grateful for the unity of this group 

that nurtures all who seek.



2/10/2020 6:32:10 PM aetherwalker1 -'Should we use our $100 billion in acts of Compassion to help alleviate suffering?'

-'No.  Let's invest it!'

🤦🏼♂️

2/10/2020 6:33:29 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/bpJaGSxwTn

2/10/2020 6:34:34 PM nasirislam007 Thanks man.

2/10/2020 6:36:50 PM nine_six3 It is truly a pleasure! Yes, this Unity is like nothing else I've ever felt or experienced. I'm sure all of us awake/learning now will have many people to 

help over the coming years.

Be sure to check out 'Vortex Math', that should help you considerably in your studies!!!❤️&💡

2/10/2020 6:42:24 PM aetherwalker1 It will be interesting to see how the Mormon Church fares your disclosure of Truth.

2/10/2020 6:44:25 PM bbobbio71 Sickening

2/10/2020 6:47:59 PM sanandaemanuel Would love to hear the whole crowd at the next trump rally in a synchronized loud cheer with the words "Do it Q"

Can we make that happen?

@realDonaldTrump @P0A_Triot23 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #DoItQ #MAGA #KAG #TheGreatAwakening #LoveAlwaysWins

2/10/2020 6:52:43 PM giediknight It was James Forrestal who setup the OPC, Office of Policy Coordination, a division in the CIA to run all black and paramilitary operations 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/10/2020 6:59:18 PM hdmtnryder So what?

2/10/2020 7:00:34 PM doq017 Greatness on Display

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates https://twitter.com/jonvoight/status/1225546862167494657 …
2/10/2020 7:04:07 PM jaisynu The elite recognise the importance of family,  hence they intermarry/bloodlines/consolidate power. Whilst their hired help in the media, propagates 

propaganda to break up the family structure. A weaker people, a divided society is easier to rule over.

2/10/2020 7:09:13 PM lmjonzey Need to find balance. I live out in the sticks and cant get everything I need at the local market and  u live with family who has challenges and the dog 

who is allergic to everything.....

maybe those funds u rightfully seized... Bez can keep his house.  I dont want him neighbor

2/10/2020 7:10:19 PM godfam_country Sore losers.

2/10/2020 7:11:29 PM antarantanka If you watch the Amazon documentary on Confucius, China is reintroducing the philosophy of Confucius because family is its core tenet.

2/10/2020 7:13:13 PM susanmounger Go ahead and open that can of worms. 😂😂😂

2/10/2020 7:34:58 PM roserosemary777 My bad. I was thinking Scientology.

Thank you so much for spotting my error. 👍🏼

2/10/2020 7:37:31 PM mommahood777 [They] must be defeated

There aren't many left who know how to structure a family.

Makes me sad

The "world" is different now..cold, evil, selfish and greedy

the preoccupation with sex-on more levels than actually exist..

the "Obama" years really dug in

Can we survive and heal?
2/10/2020 7:39:49 PM thetweetledee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what’s up with this?  pic.twitter.com/hFUjFfTfsC

2/10/2020 7:47:45 PM bbobbio71 Amazon......We see all

2/10/2020 7:48:34 PM fester804 @StormIsUponUs @RedPill78

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheQniversity @IPOT1776

@Inevitable_ET @QAnonNotables @Spaceshot76 @TRUreporting

3 faces. does anyone else? To me, looks like Trump inside the Q, the one on the right side could maybe be Barr looking down and to the right. The 

left??? pic.twitter.com/ojFm2dCclV

2/10/2020 7:50:15 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/llsjkRHaFu

2/10/2020 7:50:34 PM onemadkiwi Is he referring to #PizzaGate ?

2/10/2020 7:54:09 PM maga45cal Wrong answer hombre

2/10/2020 7:55:00 PM rtrumpsdaughter What if all, or nearly all, governors are involved. What about senators?

2/10/2020 7:59:09 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/PTvwICo7PB

2/10/2020 7:59:21 PM paddeplorable Redistribute the Wealth.  You get that.

2/10/2020 8:00:01 PM dark2light17  pic.twitter.com/oYN4GIQjtn

2/10/2020 8:00:11 PM truth_light_ Did you check on Sunday?

2/10/2020 8:00:18 PM johnnyt_anon It was/is well known. Especially in the investment world.

2/10/2020 8:01:03 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/i9Tymq9804

2/10/2020 8:05:14 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/lPatJL3XC3

2/10/2020 8:07:09 PM truth_light_ Wow 4 likes for an ignorant comment from someone that is too lazy to research the church herself to find out the truth.

2/10/2020 8:07:55 PM heartcrossgifts Stealing Saint Valentine's Day a.k.a the Valentine's Day Massacre?  Well played Q.

#qanon

#DonaldTrump

#realDonaldTrump

#UkraineFinalPiece

#T20WorldCup 

Who loves Q? pic.twitter.com/TTEeGktVfa

2/10/2020 8:08:05 PM n7guardiananon and a Saint

2/10/2020 8:09:18 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/iU7vEd70AN



2/10/2020 8:18:03 PM q_deepdigs Part 1

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #TrumpRally #TheGreatAwakening

#Decode #WWG1WGA #WhiteSquall #WarCry

President Trump read in spoken word as he said it was Al Greens song multiple times song named The Snake. Al Wilson is who really wrote the song 

The Snake though. pic.twitter.com/yTg0htmePF

2/10/2020 8:21:08 PM pixiemagick1 Definitely but i want to know what could "playing dominoes" (on cheese pizza) mean? Some fucked up BDSM game?

2/10/2020 8:26:28 PM txchris4trump I clearly see where this leads.

2/10/2020 8:28:49 PM giediknight What about the shadowy figures who control the ones who cannot walk down the street, when is their time in the barrel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

2/10/2020 8:29:16 PM gstarseed Is anyone aware of this? Any more news on it for confirmation?

@LoveBling6

@IPOT1776

@ThePatriotHour

@SGTreport

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://ab-tc.com/prince-andrew-has-committed-suicide/ …
2/10/2020 8:31:21 PM 444_q_ So sad. I have been married almost 19 years, we have 3 girls age 17, 11 & 1... I literally have to tell people that, yes, they ARE ALL from the same dad! 

It's almost unheard of to be under 40 years old, married almost 20 years & have multiple children ranging in age... 💕💕💕

2/10/2020 8:35:26 PM quantphysicist a ur or a b or ea l is

2/10/2020 8:38:12 PM virginbred 🤔🤔🤔

2/10/2020 8:38:33 PM quantphysicist  https://www.cnet.com/news/huge-red-star-might-explode-soon-and-next-few-weeks-are-critical/ …

2/10/2020 8:38:39 PM the56oldsmobile Same page. When videos of corona virus sufferers first leaked people were standing then just fell over. Lay still. THEN we got the twitchers. All covered 

up. Reminds me of the FAKE shooter drills and the FAKE syrian gas attacks. And they just had a big virus DRILL. W/ACTORS&MEDIA

2/10/2020 8:40:05 PM 54redbaron I saw one report yes and another report said it was a hoax.

2/10/2020 8:40:20 PM magickalg Bullshit.   He's hanging with his pedoBuddy Epstein.  How obvious does this storyline have to get?

2/10/2020 8:41:13 PM gstarseed Thanks. Definitely something to keep looking into

2/10/2020 8:43:08 PM jillrob46811431 Hillary is in the area over in Ireland!

2/10/2020 8:46:17 PM jillrob46811431 BREAKING NEWS: Prince Andrew has committed suicide ...

 https://ab-tc.com/prince-andrew-has-committed-suicide …

Prince Andrew, the Duke of York, has committed suicide in his London home on Tuesday evening, a statement from the Palace has said. Prince Andrew, 

“hanged himself in his bathroom” did not leave a note.

2/10/2020 8:52:35 PM patjone29703057 First report said Monday evening.  Hummmm

2/10/2020 8:54:04 PM eddie_lozano74 If a royal committed suicide tonight. 

This was leaked. 

They will certainly suppress the story until they get a handle on this.

2/10/2020 8:58:34 PM sandi_619 Im not finding anything it would be all over the world. The closet thing no note is an illuminati thing . It could be a message being sent who knows. At 

this point.

2/10/2020 8:59:37 PM designpmg 🧐 confirmation yet?

2/10/2020 9:01:51 PM kimberl38516092 🤔👀👀

2/10/2020 9:04:06 PM wedapizza  pic.twitter.com/n5iph3qa4R

2/10/2020 9:09:12 PM aanondubya Sorry to jump in but I cannot be quiet. 7th generation here,sealed in temple to 1st husband,Primary president,YW president, Stake YW 

president,etc,etc My father was bishop,stake president,etc 

I was a true believer, I even still believe The Book of Mormon could be real & true...

2/10/2020 9:12:32 PM aanondubya but have always had doubt about the prophets. Now I know for sure why, they are false. I love my Heavenly Father & Jesus Christ & pray many times a 

day to them & I know I have made the right, heartbreaking decision to leave the church. It is false & I know that is painful to hear

2/10/2020 9:16:37 PM aanondubya If you,with a pure heart & mind research for yourself the church's leadership read & listen to their own WORDS (do not go by your feelings yet,but with 

your logical thinking) 

research what they have been pushing with great speed & urgency especially the last several years & see

2/10/2020 9:17:27 PM steve_des I am sceptical about this. A brief online search brought up nothing except this source. No mention anywhere else....yet. Not ready to retweet this.

2/10/2020 9:18:06 PM alicelilly1  https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/prince-andrew-returned-royal-duties-230000701.html …

2/10/2020 9:21:09 PM aanondubya what is being pushed,promoted,given as prophecy,etc JUST concerning: the UN, The Vatican (when the prophet called the Pope last year his 

Holiness),the countless partnerships with proven corrupt Catholic Leadership (Bishops & Cardinals), the constant push of bringing in illegals

2/10/2020 9:21:57 PM big_simp for soul energy

start here http://www.augtellez.wordpress.com 

2/10/2020 9:23:21 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

笑ってる？笑いは副作用のないお薬です。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1227040292060180481 …

2/10/2020 9:25:38 PM davette19 I’ve looked too, I see nothing about this at all!!

2/10/2020 9:25:44 PM aanondubya aliens at the expense & danger to members & all Americans when the church COULD totally afford to help ALL those "refugees" very comfortably & 

safely in their own countries while waiting to come into OUR country legally, the banning of bringing self-defense arms into church, the

2/10/2020 9:29:31 PM aanondubya recent warning at a devotional of "deep fake videos" (literally exactly like Adam Schiff,Hillary Clinton,etc have been doing almost verbatim), the push of 

diversity is strength instead of unity is our strength, the absolute SILENCE on the horrific ProChoice/Infanticide in the US,

2/10/2020 9:31:59 PM trueangeleyes The strange thing is I NEVER RESPONDED TO THIS OR WROTE THE RESPONDING TWEET ABOVE. I WAS AWAY ON VACATION AT THE TIME 🤔



2/10/2020 9:32:30 PM stefanofait How many did actually read the article?

I suspect most of you would agree with 90 percent of the content, regardless of the author's intent.

I believe it is time to think long and hard about what the implications are of our spiritual evolution in terms of family arrangements

2/10/2020 9:34:48 PM steve_des  https://en.mediamass.net/people/prince-andrew/deathhoax.html …

2/10/2020 9:37:38 PM princessgen2917 Ok I did laugh 😆 at that!

2/10/2020 9:39:00 PM aanondubya the millions sent to the Gates Foundation (which openly supports sterilization/population control), & MANY evil foundations similar that the church 

gives millions to (though claim to be highly vetted), the push for embracing Islam which treats women/children like subhumans, I

2/10/2020 9:41:20 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Oh I Shall

2/10/2020 9:43:12 PM aanondubya could literally go on for days without touching on doctrine & I won't now but it is so sadly,painfully obvious & true that the leadership & "Church" is a 

very big & real part of the Satanic New World Order. I know when the scriptures talk about the Great & Abominal Church, The

2/10/2020 9:44:04 PM 1ifbyseaqanon RBG & DQueen may thaw out soon too!!!!

2/10/2020 9:45:07 PM cottagegypsies me too...i will wait on the retweet,need more proof.

2/10/2020 9:46:09 PM 1ifbyseaqanon !!!333!!!

2/10/2020 9:46:37 PM steve_des  https://en.mediamass.net/people/prince-andrew/deathhoax.html …

2/10/2020 9:47:42 PM 1ifbyseaqanon To the power of

333=light=freedom4all

2/10/2020 9:48:26 PM 1ifbyseaqanon The time is now

2/10/2020 9:49:31 PM aanondubya of Satan-Heavenly Father is actually speaking of ALL organized religion. No man should be between us & Our Father In Heaven. "Praise To The 

Man","Follow The Prophet"? Nope follow God's word,keep the commandments,read the scriptures & pray always. I hope & pray you think about it.

2/10/2020 9:52:56 PM hothippeemom They will scream that cutting off funds to launder their money means Trump is a danger to the entire globe.  Foreign AID (An Incorrigable Duping) = the 

whole financial nightmare of the last 2 decades.

2/10/2020 10:00:49 PM mrmyskin Well, given that globalism attacks EVEN nuclear families in favour of a totally family free way of life, people's reaction to this tweet is understandable. I 

agree with you, but we are talking of another yet to come phase of the awakening.

2/10/2020 10:03:44 PM stefanofait Still, the article is well worth reading

2/10/2020 10:03:55 PM richardhiatt16 But......  MJ12 is on top of it..  watching everything close as the PLAN unfolds...  ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/10/2020 10:07:17 PM patriotdakota  https://mobile.twitter.com/PatriotDakota/status/1227045100963979265 …

2/10/2020 10:07:30 PM mrmyskin Sure, I read it, and I'll read it more carefully later. The detached from siblings and ancestors family that is common to meet nowadays in big cities is 

clearly not the ideal way of raising up children, we really need to reconsider it.

2/10/2020 10:08:20 PM dee52450456  pic.twitter.com/w7aXWhbBTa

2/10/2020 10:12:06 PM sweetliberty5 Yeah, its Tuesday morning there at the moment...

2/10/2020 10:12:21 PM aanondubya 4 December 2019 - Geneva, Switzerland News Primary General President Speaks at the UN in Geneva Sister Jones participates in UNICEF-sponsored 

event 

( UN is full of proven/convicted pedophiles) pic.twitter.com/BdT9ox3sDS

2/10/2020 10:14:23 PM 1ifbyseaqanon  pic.twitter.com/ZDEbJOmFDy

2/10/2020 10:14:34 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Y

2/10/2020 10:14:46 PM bugbugdoodlez  pic.twitter.com/IrxLBHREF1

2/10/2020 10:18:12 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Stocked up

Locked down

Locked & Loaded

2/10/2020 10:18:15 PM stefanofait Exactly. And the author actually praises extended families. I don't see what's wrong with that.

What's more, there is this spiritual kinship thing that should not be overlooked.

The tweet doesn't do justice to the article.

2/10/2020 10:18:50 PM 1ifbyseaqanon To 27th

2/10/2020 10:19:57 PM aanondubya Seventy Shares How to Avoid “Deepfakes” and Deception

Contributed By Valerie Johnson, Church News staff writer

31 OCTOBER 2019

Elder Jack N. Gerard, General Authority Seventy, speaks at a devotional at the BYU–Idaho on October 29, 2019. Photo by J. Lawson Turcotte, 

BYU–Idaho.

😑

2/10/2020 10:24:52 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Let us not forget pic.twitter.com/TCe853INqv

2/10/2020 10:25:51 PM 1ifbyseaqanon  pic.twitter.com/DXzVfoVr0D

2/10/2020 10:26:40 PM 1ifbyseaqanon 27th

2/10/2020 10:49:55 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/9BC3FNr1kF

2/10/2020 10:50:17 PM maga45cal Even dead eyes weep. Another POTUS miracle.

2/10/2020 10:51:00 PM mscronkat If you haven’t noticed all the drug ads, you won’t be able to figure it out.

2/10/2020 10:53:07 PM boomboo99565009 Maybe he is visiting Epstein 😂

2/10/2020 10:53:37 PM aldenhall11 Pic rel: addendum sh*tpost to the youtube link i posted in your previous tweet. There's also a saturn connection to cicada3301 if you would like to 

know more. pic.twitter.com/uGNfjY9z03

2/10/2020 10:58:53 PM patriotdakota  https://mobile.twitter.com/PatriotDakota/status/1225298904092233728 …

2/10/2020 11:00:43 PM onofrioeolimpia Grazie per la conferma.Non avendo padronanza della lingua,pensavo,rispetto al tweet,di aver capito male l’articolo.

2/10/2020 11:03:17 PM faye_mcgarry @AussieWombat5 @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon @AussieAwake @taki_n_thepis_s @QLD_TruthSeeker @carmindabrendel @GalacticRedPill 

@MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Utsava4/status/1226079795546595330 …

2/10/2020 11:03:26 PM aboriginalbabe What? Suicide. Hiding. Fake news. Murder. Which one? I have had enough of these people!

2/10/2020 11:05:30 PM cameron_muller Maybe had a visit from HRC

2/10/2020 11:07:14 PM decisvely Thank you for all you do!!! May God continue to watch over and protect you ✌🏼❤️😇🇺🇸

2/10/2020 11:07:17 PM john37201877 Will Trump stop subsidizing Amazon?  Bezos is a welfare cheat😈🍄🐸 pic.twitter.com/t3005whDE1

2/10/2020 11:12:09 PM icuclear_phd I’m sure he’ll do it for his buddy.

2/10/2020 11:14:57 PM elijahqdust So do i send 12 pizzas or 12 slices....

2/10/2020 11:16:01 PM elijahqdust You tell me I'll send it.

2/10/2020 11:22:39 PM bmj240768 The Candace Owens Show: Burgess Owens 

Speaking on amongst other things the importance of the nuclear family & father figures.

 https://youtu.be/N7Le2SbFM4w  via @YouTube

2/10/2020 11:33:41 PM unidrag2 I have a problem getting past the "sacrifice" & now that you mention it, "cannibalism", I can't.  Why would the ALL knowing, ALL powerful God have to 

make a deal/sacrifice with the devil.  Don't get me wrong, I do believe in God, it's just that some things DON'T make sense.

2/10/2020 11:34:13 PM djtthinktank4 Smells like BULLSHIT



2/10/2020 11:45:55 PM mrmyskin BTW I just discovered this very famous, among alternative circles, Russian researcher, who advocates the return to the way of life of our ancestors and 

strongly fights globalism,  defends polygamy. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-P3pwLx6_m9gJ04eGwR8SAI-NpiviPmh …

2/11/2020 12:00:20 AM mntcol That's a Clone or walk in... Left eye

2/11/2020 12:18:15 AM yume_no_morix2 あ～はっはっは🐽ﾌﾞﾋ

✨ヾ(

≧∀≦

*)ﾉ〃✨

2/11/2020 12:27:58 AM jaqparch Read this years ago....found it interesting

I believe the destruction of the nuclear family has been on the agenda for some time

 http://www.akdart.com/culture2.html 

2/11/2020 12:35:58 AM 17thops [Bezos] POS. 

Why does the (global) FAKE NEWS media [largest in the world] continually attack 'Q'? 

Why is the Washington Post leading the attack?

Think ABC agency.

When you are awake you can SEE CLEARLY.

Q

#ClownAgency #AThousandPieces

#WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/WnGhZLnHNG
2/11/2020 12:36:18 AM 17thops  pic.twitter.com/F2dQbVEodC

2/11/2020 12:41:13 AM stefanofait Polygamy, Polyamory...who knows...What I find intolerable is the way conservatives reject everything that is new or uncommon in a way that mirrors 

progressives rejecting everything that is traditional.

Both sides are part of the problem.

2/11/2020 12:43:17 AM stefanofait Multi-generational experience can be valuable but so is pioneering. We are an evolving species. It's silly to put ourselves into a box or a museum 

display case because of our fear of globalism.

2/11/2020 12:49:14 AM cyberanonrevolu @Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Ph03n1x24 @StormIsUponUs

2/11/2020 12:58:21 AM rosscarwalker When an where. Source please?

2/11/2020 1:00:02 AM quantphysicist  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6h48zz 

2/11/2020 1:02:46 AM the_tru_eapjr Fake news.

2/11/2020 1:21:27 AM hoodsavior Has the #PleadianQuarantine been officially removed for/from the Planet Earth..?!? @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tybro_Inc

2/11/2020 1:41:49 AM qanonmichele11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is not a legitimate space program group. He's John Morton.

2/11/2020 2:19:41 AM thelegendofshen check into dans burisch research

2/11/2020 2:32:24 AM quantphysicist b/c the one thing you need to change the shape of the world pic.twitter.com/Jhwhee5hNB

2/11/2020 2:48:15 AM quantphysicist 15:19

2/11/2020 2:48:53 AM birdiesrchirpin Financial backer

 https://www.aspeninstitute.org/our-people/john-doerr/ …

2/11/2020 2:49:52 AM birdiesrchirpin That's a ridiculous claim.

2/11/2020 2:49:57 AM lnmarira Is it real?

Epstein and Andrew

Both key witnesses and best friends

Both went out the exact same way?

Did they?

Did anyone 'help'?

2/11/2020 2:57:19 AM nocommunistusa I don’t understand how LDS is considered Christian when it was founded by a Freemason, therefore the church is a fraud.

2/11/2020 2:58:30 AM nocommunistusa It’s a bull sh*t religion started by a Freemason, period.

2/11/2020 3:09:55 AM birdiesrchirpin 1 yr Delta tomorrow. 

Jeff knows POTUS doesn't support the C_A.

It would be silly for Jeff to think Potus could trust them. pic.twitter.com/ldGXWxaRgT

2/11/2020 3:12:20 AM unitedredwhite1 Logan's Run.

2/11/2020 3:14:15 AM birdiesrchirpin  https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2014/07/the-details-about-the-cias-deal-with-amazon/374632/ … pic.twitter.com/qdQuX3SB0D

2/11/2020 3:14:49 AM nasirislam007 Born

2/11/2020 3:16:24 AM birdiesrchirpin And who can forget this lovely tweet? pic.twitter.com/PWJqwKhoqd

2/11/2020 3:23:57 AM vanessasiebezzi A healthy and happy human being needs a community. It may be built on blood relations, or spiritual relations or geographical, or professional 

relations, or new kinds of relations...but  we all need a community ( in Africa they say a village) to nest and bloom. That’s the point.

2/11/2020 3:34:38 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/rtkmHMtoXv

2/11/2020 3:50:22 AM birdiesrchirpin My bad. I brightened my screen and it's a 1 yr 1 month delta. 🤣 my apologies.

2/11/2020 4:07:49 AM wild8heart Enjoying the show... pic.twitter.com/PEj9XZ0YBf

2/11/2020 4:09:58 AM birdiesrchirpin John Doerr was Jeffs financial backer when he started Amazon. John also backed Eric Schmidt of Goog. He's in the top list of Goog inside traders. He's 

also on the board at Aspen with many notables including Jeff's dad. https://www.aspeninstitute.org/our-people/john-doerr/ …

2/11/2020 4:13:17 AM birdiesrchirpin There are still people above him.

2/11/2020 5:07:53 AM powtwatter Free Masons believe in God, that's right, God. 

The G stands for God, it's the main qualifier to be able to join. 

All prayers in a lodge, are to God. pic.twitter.com/20EeEaeABn

2/11/2020 5:15:28 AM jillrob46811431 Could be FAKE NEWS!

2/11/2020 5:21:04 AM n7guardiananon Some Amazons aren't worth saving

2/11/2020 5:21:55 AM americanpetal What’s going on w BW3? Are they involved?

2/11/2020 5:23:32 AM americanpetal MJ, this story seemed to go nowhere. Can you give us a bit more information to go on? What’s really going on here?

2/11/2020 5:26:30 AM americanpetal I read that reply to and thought it was strange. Obviously, if MJ is pointing this out, something is going on.

2/11/2020 5:36:02 AM kelso4755 4Q AMAZON

2/11/2020 5:45:18 AM weediblue H R C

2/11/2020 5:49:27 AM jakekel23656089 Just one more snot-nosed way too rich freak. He's so batshit, he wants to protect his ability to make more money when he already has too much.  

Funny none of these multi-billionaires can seem to scrape up 1% of their money to help veterans or end homelessness.

2/11/2020 5:49:40 AM weediblue Watch the water

2/11/2020 5:50:13 AM nschlange That's his job, isn't it?

2/11/2020 5:50:56 AM worldxplorer1 My thoughts exactly.



2/11/2020 5:51:50 AM weediblue Watch the water and skies, the storm is coming.

2/11/2020 5:52:52 AM nschlange No they don't and they couldn't be more wrong! Damage caused by families that have been torn apart continues to damage  family members for 

generations

2/11/2020 5:56:47 AM nschlange Ha love this speech!!!

2/11/2020 5:57:57 AM nschlange Is Pence a good guy or a bad guy?

2/11/2020 5:59:40 AM dispensaryexch Castle 🏰 Clean ...Q-

2/11/2020 6:02:23 AM nschlange That was in november

2/11/2020 6:06:51 AM jooooody yes, I know about all these.

the church isn't a political organization and must remain neutral, and it does.  navigating in this world, it seems it must have associations with these 

organizations, although it is surely not at the heart of it.  we do not know the whole story why.

2/11/2020 6:08:18 AM jooooody Please, just let your faith be centered in Christ & His gospel.

Watch this reinactment of the first vision, we will be having the 200th anniv of this event at the April 2020 conference.

Pres. Nelson said it will be unforgetable.

Whatever you need to do to get back, do it....

2/11/2020 6:10:06 AM jooooody  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4B_BTjpG8o&t=585s …

the Church is true.  

this life is a test to see if we will do whatsoever the Lord God commands us.  

Put your hand in God's and take one step forward.

pray morning & evening.  open your scriptures & read the book of mormon..,
2/11/2020 6:11:29 AM jooooody the Holy Spirit will again begin to work in your life as you make steps to come back to the path that leads to God.  He loves you and wants you with 

Him.  Qualify yourself by keeping all the commandments & talk to your bishop for guidance.  He has keys to forgive.

2/11/2020 6:19:50 AM vickilr52 Or could they be in safe keeping?

2/11/2020 6:22:47 AM jooooody  http://media.ldscdn.org/pdf/lds-scriptures/book-of-mormon/book-of-mormon-34406-eng.pdf …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUYq5QBkHTs&list=PLlb0bye4qW0NhzGKmKsFx8WK6XH-8tbP6 …

 https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/bc/content/shared/content/english/pdf/language-materials/06195_eng.pdf?lang=eng …

2/11/2020 6:23:03 AM jooooody follow this daily https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/manual/come-follow-me-for-individuals-and-families-book-of-mormon-

2020/intro?lang=eng …

2/11/2020 6:29:49 AM prmd21801759 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

2/11/2020 6:37:04 AM steve_des It is. There's another article I posted calling this article just that. When I see things like this I want to retweet them at first because they fit my boss. I've 

learned the hard way, to investigate them and corroborate them first before I retweet them.

2/11/2020 6:39:12 AM snarkishdanno I’ve been looking for a second hit on this from anywhere since last night when I first saw it. Nothing at all from the main U.K. news sources.

2/11/2020 6:42:59 AM denilove1906 So Beautiful 🙏❤️

2/11/2020 6:51:22 AM doq017 Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates
2/11/2020 6:54:05 AM nine_six3 ThanQ!!! 🙏🏽 ❤️&💡

2/11/2020 7:06:39 AM fester804 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @QAnonNotables @RedPill78 @Spaceshot76 @Techno_Fog @CologeroGetz does anyone else see it? 

pic.twitter.com/wreXxjbHHQ

2/11/2020 7:14:56 AM lisareiser8 And you do🥰

2/11/2020 7:15:03 AM rrtheis81  https://heavy.com/news/2020/02/prince-andrew-not-dead/ …

2/11/2020 7:17:45 AM nine_six3  https://t.co/0rDdyEI2yQ  https://twitter.com/nine_six3/status/1226995582658461696?s=21 …

2/11/2020 7:18:16 AM snakejackal Human Trafficking

2/11/2020 7:34:45 AM drbohammer IDK

2/11/2020 7:36:39 AM rossdiann You should probably do a little research on what makes a Christian a Christian.

2/11/2020 7:43:35 AM americanpetal Well, interestingly enough, ppl that owned a bunch of them just happen to set up shop on Marco Island. Very nice people I hear. I hope they aren’t a 

part of it.  Yikes

2/11/2020 7:46:58 AM drbohammer Marco Island is awesome.

2/11/2020 7:48:49 AM chadolson2 We don’t drink wine nor are we cannibals.

2/11/2020 7:50:40 AM chadolson2 We’re not a ufo cult. Sorry to break your theory. We worship God and Jesus Christ. That’s it.

2/11/2020 7:55:47 AM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealMarkLatham @TrumpTeamOnline https://twitter.com/AussiePatriotQ/status/1227222146029539329 …

2/11/2020 8:01:42 AM chadolson2 The Book of Mormon is ANOTHER testament of Jesus Christ. We also read the Bible, King James Version. Our Church IS the true Church of Christ. And 

one day you will know the truth. You have free agency to accept it or not.

2/11/2020 8:05:16 AM americanpetal Sure is

2/11/2020 8:07:30 AM steve_des It's fake.

2/11/2020 8:10:41 AM marydfinley1 People don't rest in peace in hell. If he's alive,  he should repent and be saved. God forgives when we accept Jesus.

2/11/2020 8:30:00 AM snarkishdanno Yup.

2/11/2020 8:37:12 AM buddhist4t Did Sanders get his sudden 2 million $ donation from wealthy Mormons? It’s against the Communist Manifesto that any one class of person, company 

or religion be wealthier than the govt. And why is Sanders himself a millionaire? #BernieSanders #Democrats #TheGreatAwakening



2/11/2020 8:42:02 AM jootto7 Hmmm...  🤔

I get irritated when people call us a “democracy”...

I guess I get that from my WWII daddy!

My g-grandfather knew his g-grandfather,

a Revolutionary Patriot... Grandpop raised Dad.

The only thing democratic about our Country,

is the way we Vote.  🗳🗳🗳

2/11/2020 8:46:58 AM americanpetal Former State Homeland Sec? You can’t be serious?

2/11/2020 9:05:33 AM covertress Why the scare tactics?

Is Sam Parker running for Senator of Utah again?

Can't Utah do better than Mitt? https://twitter.com/SamParkerSenate/status/1226311942354042880?s=20 …

2/11/2020 9:10:39 AM bugbugdoodlez Date is 2/11/2020

2/11/2020 9:15:39 AM nschlange Oh looked at it wrong, sorry

2/11/2020 9:22:24 AM red_x__ Bernie Bros teaming up with Amazon in 3...  2....

2/11/2020 10:06:36 AM winklerburke Therefore, defund Progressive (1984) Education in Atlanta?

2/11/2020 10:37:05 AM dodger2424 I think the only thing that keeps me on Twitter is f**king with polls.

2/11/2020 10:37:57 AM drbohammer I’m absolutely serious. 2001-2005.

2/11/2020 10:53:30 AM americanpetal What country?

2/11/2020 11:17:39 AM drbohammer Country? Seriously? The USA. State of Missouri. Commissioned by then-Governor Bob Holden. I was focused on critical infrastructure protection.

2/11/2020 11:49:58 AM giediknight  http://fractalfield.com/implosionsound/ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/sJTB2wNbBW

2/11/2020 11:53:58 AM dls00741 so if death is ended as we know it, where does one go?

2/11/2020 11:57:54 AM manifest_utopia The antidote is us:

@BooyensJaco is a powerhouse. Prepare to be inspired. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qwRq_lykLc&feature=youtu.be …

2/11/2020 12:06:49 PM charlesgdavis1 HERE WE GO AGAIN! When is the Military going 2 realize,  that the private sector is too PROFIT orientated 2 b trusted w/GOV'T info. With THEIR greed 

& low morality made the USA a cesspool 4 the DEVIL. Military should get IT'S own net & cloud storage w/ limited access4 the people. 

pic.twitter.com/FGSW8B3wFs

2/11/2020 12:10:06 PM nurseniceyes No.

2/11/2020 12:14:15 PM charlesgdavis1 You mean FAHRENHEIT 451!! pic.twitter.com/khIlCEnRyx

2/11/2020 12:15:15 PM liltilgerlil @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/techreview/status/1226920206028570633 …

2/11/2020 12:43:01 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

Was Forrestal's murder an inside job by other members of the Majestic 12? [322 members?]

Is this why the Majestic 12 will change its name [to ACIO?] before finally going public?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073027754021531648?s=20 …

2/11/2020 12:47:50 PM kevjames411 Which is why Romney isn’t worried about losing his job being a traitor to his President.

2/11/2020 12:53:48 PM ernestscott2  pic.twitter.com/SVNkqSIkiK

2/11/2020 1:03:43 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1227039892489805826?s=20 …

2/11/2020 1:15:23 PM americanpetal Yes, seriously. Lots of jokers on Twitter. I apologize you were offended.

2/11/2020 1:21:14 PM rosscarwalker Got a live video. Trump must be getting closer to disclosing the threat to humanity i.e our Draco Reptilian Overlords AKA Cabal #SlavesNoLonger

2/11/2020 1:23:52 PM covertress Wait until President Trump announces the dissolution of the Greada Treaty. 👽🤯

2/11/2020 1:24:40 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecPompeo                      New ambassador to US   Sinodinos has a corrupt history.                                 Sinodinos 

delay is an own goal https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/sinodinos-delay-is-an-own-goal/news-

story/03906ab726f71046c1fc0f2c13b42e58 …

2/11/2020 1:25:09 PM turboxyde Way to go Jaco!

🙏

 https://youtu.be/8qwRq_lykLc 

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealStandardHotel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/11/2020 1:26:15 PM rosscarwalker What is the Greada treaty?

2/11/2020 1:32:16 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/xJXYY60tN1

2/11/2020 1:34:58 PM rosscarwalker Yummy.... I'll did my homework 😤😂 I didn't realise the Greys did a flyover....

2/11/2020 1:40:20 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Sky, maybe this has something to do with it.🤔 https://youtu.be/cycLZQtM8HU 

2/11/2020 1:44:11 PM rosscarwalker Michelle are you AA Raphael?

2/11/2020 1:46:15 PM nocommunistusa Not Christian sorry

2/11/2020 1:47:11 PM nocommunistusa Not LDS

2/11/2020 1:48:42 PM malukupacific  pic.twitter.com/UoaGMfB2Bz

2/11/2020 1:49:44 PM malukupacific  pic.twitter.com/djNGwJfsiI

2/11/2020 1:49:56 PM nocommunistusa Freemason ideology is more similar to Judaism not Christianity when compared scripture. People have shown this here on Twitter as well as the 

Documentary : Communism by the backdoor, yup the banned one.

2/11/2020 1:50:29 PM malukupacific  pic.twitter.com/OUAcTIH27r

2/11/2020 1:51:35 PM big_simp Its a UFO cult and you are mind controlled.

Those that run your church are involved in very nefarious activities.

Check these Mind controlled cult members https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_axirat5jQ …

2/11/2020 2:14:36 PM drbohammer Appreciated, but I’m not offended. You’re right - posers out the wazoo here in Twitterland. I’m used to the skepticism, especially when I describe 

events from my life. My real name is known globally & would validate what I say, but nobody has heard of “Dr Bo Hammer”. Safety 1st.

2/11/2020 2:17:03 PM americanpetal Yes, Dr. Bo Hammer does not sound legitimate. Lol

2/11/2020 2:23:24 PM aleks8837 "Cosmic rays attract great interest scientifically, because the energies of the most energetic ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) have been 

observed to approach 3 × 1020 eV, about 40 million times the energy of particles accelerated by the Large Hadron Collider."

What is it?

2/11/2020 2:24:37 PM powtwatter You have no idea what you are talking about.

2/11/2020 2:25:20 PM powtwatter You wouldn't know a Christian if they were standing in front of you

2/11/2020 2:29:51 PM bpwll You should research the secret vaccine courts which have awarded billions in damages....😉

2/11/2020 2:30:38 PM nybiltong Less Is More

2/11/2020 2:34:25 PM drbohammer While I am a Dr, Dr. Bo Hammer was a stage name I used years ago in a band I used to, and occasionally still do, play with.

2/11/2020 2:35:23 PM ttesla9 Narrative change=(RBG or 39)

2/11/2020 2:38:40 PM americanpetal This is total bs

2/11/2020 2:46:11 PM powtwatter Lol, you saw propaganda



2/11/2020 2:49:50 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @aprilbrown99 https://twitter.com/SkyNews/status/1227183702591098880 …

2/11/2020 3:00:04 PM clfaerber1 Evil unmasking itself..... with relish.

2/11/2020 3:00:06 PM drbohammer ?

2/11/2020 3:02:26 PM itsgreat2tweet #QANON #WWG1WGA @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @GOP @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @foxandfriends @JesseBWatters 

@LouDobbs @IngrahamAngle @RealCandaceO @RealJamesWoods @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😮  

https://twitter.com/AZShopRGirl/status/1227355093797765120 …

2/11/2020 3:09:49 PM drbohammer FYI-I wrote white papers for the NSC for both Dem & Rep administrations & was 2nd in command of a FBI program with 14,000 people in it, & almost 

everyone you’ve ever met has heard my real name. IDGAFF if you believe me or not. It doesn’t change or affect my life in any way. Ciao

2/11/2020 3:12:03 PM blsdbe Lol, I didn’t like that red pill either!!!

2/11/2020 3:22:55 PM bbombski @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @QTAnon1 @Alignyourcar @EyesOnQ @QPatriot17

2/11/2020 3:44:49 PM 369_is Both/Neither. Isn't duality ending?

2/11/2020 4:26:23 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

ive looked everywhere for the plans for a Oscillating wave on breaker boxes,  to prevent against TEMPEST... any clues?

2/11/2020 4:35:56 PM polly569011381 It’s their Denial? Not ours? If they can’t face reality, shy away? God help them..there is worse to Come..@realDonaldTrump be ready

2/11/2020 4:36:00 PM bpwll Like I said. Billions have been awarded over the years from for children who have been injured by vaccines! 

 https://abc7ny.com/5623082 

 https://www.salon.com/2018/12/23/federal-vaccine-court-quietyly-pays-out-billins_partner/ …

 https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2019/05/vaccine-safety-program/589354/ …

I don't refute Fed protection against vaxxer companies; they're still getting sued though

2/11/2020 4:40:55 PM bpwll FISA Court is a secret court!!!!

2/11/2020 4:51:47 PM bpwll I can guarantee you that 85% of the American people had no he about the FISC until the 2016 elections, and while I can appreciate the intelligence 

aspect of it, the court still operates in secrecy which every single news outlet has attested to.... https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-

eds/recent-fisa-court-orders-highlight-the-need-for-a-key-reform …

2/11/2020 4:54:05 PM bpwll  pic.twitter.com/nauawA3WwV

2/11/2020 4:55:09 PM doq017 Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@wokesocieties

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@GenFlynn

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates https://twitter.com/AZShopRGirl/status/1227355093797765120 …
2/11/2020 4:55:12 PM troglowbyte Shouldn't the acronym used be completed with AARD ?

2/11/2020 4:56:32 PM americanpetal I’m sorry.  I don’t follow.

2/11/2020 5:14:55 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/AQnt6iO72k0 

whats up with gangstalking, i went through it for a short time, who runs these ops?  can they be ran from a non local source, i.e. haarp?

2/11/2020 5:17:04 PM carolsh57013147 @Galaxy7778 @DevotedDeplorab @IPOT1776 @VincentCrypt46 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @2runtherace @Inevitable_ET @Sun_Q_Tzu 

@ https://twitter.com/richardglavish/status/1132722142053900288 …

2/11/2020 5:26:40 PM whatscale trinary, lukewarm

2/11/2020 5:26:52 PM whatscale C, what a silly con

2/11/2020 5:27:20 PM drbohammer That’s awfully ambiguous 😊

2/11/2020 5:27:23 PM whatscale Water

2/11/2020 5:28:10 PM troglowbyte That's how I remember that idiom being used

2/11/2020 5:28:16 PM holotechrd You'd be surprised

 https://twitter.com/AZShopRGirl/status/1227355093797765120 …

@John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @

Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈

2/11/2020 5:28:38 PM troglowbyte IDGAFFAARD

2/11/2020 5:31:26 PM troglowbyte At

A

Rolling

Donut

2/11/2020 5:37:41 PM fansblowing3 Bush gave GM a $17.4 billion bailout with no stipulation that the money be spent in the USA.  General Motors used that money to build factories in 

CHINA CHINA CHINA.

2/11/2020 5:47:39 PM knightofmaltaus Black boxes are evidentiary and the one onboard provided details that arrived to Pilot error. Sad to say...

2/11/2020 5:49:24 PM drbohammer Nice. That’ll work

2/11/2020 6:00:07 PM titansass Is Chris Brown sporting a boi lover Tatoo? pic.twitter.com/UUPyOjw5pI

2/11/2020 6:03:06 PM susamckenziene1 Agreed 🇺🇸💪🏻🇺🇸

2/11/2020 6:12:35 PM doq017 I feel your shadow!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates
2/11/2020 6:19:05 PM cjtruth They took 300+ from me



2/11/2020 6:20:02 PM hyvee7 Mine have remained.

Hmmm.

THINGS happening.

Sorry frens.

2/11/2020 6:27:44 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/11/2020 6:31:45 PM faye_mcgarry @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12               Very suspicious as to why Spy Downer ex PM Howard, Wayne Swan ex MP and chair of Zionist Aus Fed, went to 

speak to Netanyahu about a pedophile, on taxpayers money. something very fishy going on!

  http: http://www.timesofisrael.com/pm-says-israel-will-promptly-extradite-leifer-after-court-okay-source/ … via @timesofisrael

2/11/2020 6:35:00 PM hoodsavior Let’s not let this Disappear & Convict #HarveyWeinstein..!!   https://meaww.com/corey-feldman-new-tell-all-docu-on-hollywood-abusers-will-only-be-

aired-once-no-twists-to-narrative … @HenryMakow @RT_com @clif_high @DevinNunes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/11/2020 6:36:19 PM sddawg8 The twitter games again.

2/11/2020 6:40:26 PM whatscale .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ZzqvPduJgq

2/11/2020 6:40:57 PM sddawg8 Can I get a follow from you please?

2/11/2020 6:54:33 PM drewdickson58 Not sure but in the Podesta emails Tom Steyer and Podesta are in emails talking about Pasta with #WALNUTSAUCE which is what Podesta calls the 

adrenal gland taken from a tortured child that is smushed and made into a paste and put on pasta.

2/11/2020 7:08:16 PM laurelmaher1 🔥🔥🔥

2/11/2020 7:10:34 PM polly569011381 Go get them..the podesta shower clip..audio will haunt me for life..A shadow on my 💓 vile..

2/11/2020 7:14:20 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/wmXgqrmy1f

2/11/2020 7:16:48 PM digitalsoldie20 I love you man.... The shows just getting started... Thank you sir for all yours and your families sacrifices. #WWG1WGA

2/11/2020 7:18:41 PM c3inoc 👀👀👀👀👀👀

2/11/2020 7:30:48 PM mikespies904 WWG1WGA!!!!

2/11/2020 7:35:06 PM gstarseed  pic.twitter.com/MiQj3gasB3

2/11/2020 7:35:45 PM manriquetorres5 @SidneyPowell1

@realDonaldTrump

@SaraCarterDC

@M2Madness

@RudyGiuliani

@WhiteHouse

@EyesOnQ

@prayingmedic

@Wyn1745

@adjunctprofesor

@StormIsUponUs

@GenFlynn

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SpaceForceCSO

@catturd2  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1227423392078409728 … pic.twitter.com/OghBwdxcZU
2/11/2020 7:36:52 PM gstarseed Thanks. Nothing else on it, it seemed fake. Figured posting it more ppl would find stuff.

2/11/2020 7:38:38 PM gstarseed Its a shame hes not yet. Arrests soon

2/11/2020 7:40:08 PM bugbugdoodlez Yea..it didn't sound right to me. 😊😉

2/11/2020 7:47:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 More to come... https://twitter.com/thesheetztweetz/status/1227358410951286784 …

2/11/2020 7:48:53 PM jeremyrobards7 Mars slave camps should be freed by now.

2/11/2020 7:49:41 PM truth939 The big question...when do we start phasing out rocket propulsion?

2/11/2020 7:51:23 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/30gbE6MlIc

2/11/2020 7:51:36 PM rawphonegirl So exciting!!! pic.twitter.com/lHy8pkFTpK

2/11/2020 7:52:29 PM cledrordfishing Is this a good thing? 

I hope this spurs space exploration!

2/11/2020 7:54:07 PM auntie37423369 No

2/11/2020 7:55:06 PM worldxplorer1 Do any of Boeing’s recent troubles with the 737-Max and the 777-X have anything to do with draining the swamp?

2/11/2020 7:55:13 PM rachaelangelm Why not give it to Space Force and trash NASA. I don’t even trust NASA

2/11/2020 7:56:44 PM nine_six3 #TheGreatAwakening 

Basically... all of the companies already scoring Billions of tax payers money/yearly and hidden within USAP’s?... Now they plan to benefit from more 

money on top of what they already take, at least the public is actually aware of it, right? pic.twitter.com/ddeZF3FTAL

2/11/2020 7:58:05 PM fansblowing3 25.2 = 9;  12 = 3

2/11/2020 7:58:57 PM blue_marbleeyes Oh no you don't! We see you NASA!

2/11/2020 8:01:00 PM lib7473 Hope cabal MIC has been drained before funding any new projects again, bc it’s time for New Earth transition into releasing of new techs for mankind. 

🙏🏻 #EnoughIsEnough #EndCabalMinionsInMIC #ExposeNASAHoaxForDecadesFirst #TheWorldNeedsFullDisclosure

2/11/2020 8:02:38 PM ewolsj NASA should be denied all funding, they "lost" the tech to go back to the Moon????? Reminds me of someone else whom was "extremely careless " 

dirty

2/11/2020 8:02:41 PM palmdalekid2 @Raytheon @MikeGarcia2020 https://www.electmikegarcia.com/meet-mike/ 

2/11/2020 8:03:36 PM seeker229 This is a long shot but 777 sounds kinda like a casino thing.

2/11/2020 8:04:50 PM byinternal  pic.twitter.com/VpsOwXxUs6

2/11/2020 8:04:52 PM justifi78326842 Isn’t NASA doing all the chem trails? 🤔containing barium, strontium, aluminum and sometimes lithium🤬

2/11/2020 8:06:49 PM worldxplorer1 The 777 is one of the most succesful commercial aircraft of all time. 2 major variations are in operation. 777-200 and the 777-300. The first new 

variation in a long time (the 777-X) has been plagued with problems during the Q era. This coincides with the grounding of the 737-Max

2/11/2020 8:12:37 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/VKg2V2mR1W

2/11/2020 8:12:56 PM oneperspective6 Told by Pharmacist I HAD to be vaccinated before traveling to Panama or wouldn't get in. $400 later, didnt require the vaccine and I got every single 

side effect imaginable.  Cant convince me vaccines are good.

2/11/2020 8:21:09 PM crt14361013 ✔

2/11/2020 8:24:10 PM richard07759712 Talk to Bill.   gate keeper of 10B

2/11/2020 8:30:21 PM mongrelglory As long as the money is actually going to space ventures and not to other stuff!  NASA doesn't have a very good track record for transparency of their 

operations.🤨

2/11/2020 8:31:27 PM decodematrix NASA shafted us. They stopped going to the moon in 1972. They stopped the Space Shuttle program in 2011. Our astronauts have to go to Russia to 

hitch a ride to the ISS. They airbrushed out buildings on Mars. They stopped technology transfer to the private sector. No more money.

2/11/2020 8:33:20 PM mongrelglory Is it true that NASA had secret projects involving mind control and brain-washing?

2/11/2020 8:43:04 PM 1crazy_toaster sounds about right & then some.

2/11/2020 8:46:21 PM mongrelglory I suppose that's how they get most of their astronauts to keep secrets about what's really up there...

2/11/2020 8:46:26 PM nine_six3 That’s exactly what I was trying to convey. It sounds negative... Not intentional. NASA has been deceiving us for so long. How can we trust they are 

making better choices in the name of Humanity, when we haven’t seen anything get cleaned up. Show us first, then we can talk 🔼$$$.



2/11/2020 8:48:29 PM 1crazy_toaster Nasa is a front...& a butt joke.😁

2/11/2020 9:03:43 PM decodematrix Exactly. “MUH CLASSIFIED”. Not classified to protect national security. Classified to keep humanity suppressed. Classified to keep their control over 

humanity. The national security state has gone rogue. They can classify anything for any reason. No checks or balances.

2/11/2020 9:12:50 PM stefanofait NASA can't just waste taxpayers money on the anthropogenic catastrophic global warming scam, using temperatures mostly taken from weather 

stations on the ground and buoys, and biased models and interpretations. This thing has to stop.

2/11/2020 9:29:05 PM rghardy3 One Lantern if by Land !

I picked the wrong One !

2/11/2020 9:30:14 PM rghardy3 2 Lanterns if by Sea !

Watch the water !

2/11/2020 9:38:59 PM carolin15161363 With Space Force, why would we budget so much money to NASA? They have obviously abused the system already and the oversight isn't there.

2/11/2020 9:46:22 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/u7CUPZNplp

2/11/2020 10:39:47 PM jwetzelburg Are there alien bases on the far side of the moon or not goddammit?!

2/11/2020 10:45:25 PM epkman How about we get Bezos to testify about leaks, etc.?

2/11/2020 10:55:03 PM _krishunter_ So would that be 16?

2/11/2020 10:57:00 PM _krishunter_  https://youtu.be/FG79X7XzWiw 

2/11/2020 10:57:19 PM rghardy3 good question

I don't know

2/11/2020 11:14:36 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 guess this is on hold...@USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RollsRoyce/status/1226936412215353345 …

2/11/2020 11:15:25 PM irah_chandler Is chronos in there too

2/11/2020 11:16:51 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/1JYINcQZdB

2/11/2020 11:21:05 PM kevinmruel Why is these turbines named after NASA Projects @Qanon76 ??? @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes 

@RudyGiuliani @SaraCarterDC @dbongino 

What program is Tesla running?? Wondering where NASA 💰 Money Goes??? Caterpillars turn into 🦋 

https://twitter.com/SolarTurbines/status/1224807793338863619 …

2/11/2020 11:32:29 PM revelation4444 Bezos has Ben selling Billions of his stock this week, Something is up!!!!!

2/11/2020 11:44:21 PM terribug13 TO BRING IN THE FAKE ALIEN INVASION WHO ARE ACTUALLY DEMONS?????

2/11/2020 11:45:03 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xbhQcVTp8U …

2/12/2020 12:20:27 AM susans_island Majestic! You noticed #Skippy on here b4 DJT tweeted about (((Podesta))) 

Group on Feb 11.  & u say 'sea' ? 👀 

MUST WATCH here.. See ALL the faces 👀

2/12/2020 12:25:54 AM mackieoria She owns a shady pizza place called Goat Hill Pizza!! And she marched with NAMBLA!!! PEDOSI

2/12/2020 12:44:50 AM chimesjason Oh please! 

Give me a break. 

Yah and I want POTUS to come to my birthday party. 

Go suck on straws Bezo’s.

2/12/2020 1:04:51 AM xharleygirlx Won't let me grow at all.  What are they afraid of? 🇺🇸😎 #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸😎

2/12/2020 1:51:03 AM redpillbaba @CoreyGoode @KarmaRecycled81 @awakeningMan @Ben_Chasteen @joerogan @robcounts @elonmusk for Mars travel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@SpaceX @SpaceForceDoD @NASA 🍫 @SidharthGehlot @agoria4 @isro https://twitter.com/redpillbaba/status/1227527824220639232 …

2/12/2020 2:16:10 AM tkhale1 Wow Dan !!! Great words of wisdom that is awesome !!! First time I have heard that said !!! that is sooo true my friend thank u 🙏😊

2/12/2020 2:36:33 AM raecon13 So now they are going to admit that they’ve been using our tax dollars for space?  No one has been to the moon since? What a joke. Shit we have 

already been to Mars.

2/12/2020 2:56:06 AM trollingmockin1 If anyone has actually been to nasa facilities you know the money isn’t going there. That was very apparent to me.  What a joke.

2/12/2020 3:30:41 AM keith369me When will we see a Space Force Academy as a training ground...similar to Naval Academy, etc

2/12/2020 4:13:12 AM christianterry0 Um...just for all you people out that are still totally oblivious.  NASA is fake.  Everything you were led to believe is a lie.

2/12/2020 4:15:29 AM christianterry0 Research for yourselfs.  Nasa is a cover up of the truth.  There is no space up there only the firmament.  Look up operation high jump.  Then operation 

deep freeze.

2/12/2020 4:17:35 AM christianterry0 Then operation Dominic and operation fish bowl.  They discovered the firmament and was trying to destroy it.  They have been working with others 

that live deep underground for decades.

2/12/2020 4:20:50 AM christianterry0 Then look up the creation of the Antarctica treaty.  Then the creation of NASA.  They have been covering up the truth about GOD for so long.  Do NOT 

be deceived.  Research for yourselfs

2/12/2020 4:55:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 A Storm Approaches pic.twitter.com/x8rsnhbu8p

2/12/2020 4:55:47 AM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/qcLIop82Zj

2/12/2020 4:55:56 AM werascending Here we go folks!!! 🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/12/2020 4:57:36 AM jollyrob2 🙏 that is the one🌪

2/12/2020 4:58:05 AM laurenmbradley2 I’m sayin!!!! Can’t get these kiddies to listen!! Any majestic help would be lovely!! LOVE YOU!!!  #theunburnt #weoutchea #breakerofchains #

SAVETHECHILDREN #BEBEST #BROWNINGBEST

✨🐲✨🦌✨ pic.twitter.com/Vtm3bOQUhX

2/12/2020 4:58:23 AM mynardpamela Buckle up! pic.twitter.com/ZlDX4GRnTl

2/12/2020 4:58:28 AM krissieowens 7:55

Q 755 pic.twitter.com/Fb6sO6sqky

2/12/2020 5:01:18 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/I6SlPn2TAa

2/12/2020 5:01:24 AM sherry2269 Drain the swamp !

2/12/2020 5:04:54 AM americanpetal I’m ready. I’ve had enough of the shitty ppl on this planet. Eradicate evil. Save the Children and God Bless all Patriots and the Military.🇺🇸

2/12/2020 5:05:32 AM americanpetal A Perfect Storm

2/12/2020 5:10:06 AM burgersandra United States Capitol

2/12/2020 5:12:28 AM schiller_spmode Yes it is! Can you feel the drops of rain? Grab your ☔️

#TheStormIsComing

2/12/2020 5:12:28 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/hkAf5CoswP

2/12/2020 5:14:11 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/iBOZ6lFs3y

2/12/2020 5:14:58 AM twilly18 Did Pres. Trump have all of his evidence in place before he took office?

A good troll sets a perfect trap.  Leading the target right into the jaws of the grinder.

2/12/2020 5:16:41 AM momekool1 Because they’re all either pedos or pedo sympathizers. 😡

2/12/2020 5:21:56 AM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/OViXwXIJoH



2/12/2020 5:32:58 AM richard07759712 I hear the Thunder rumbling !

2/12/2020 5:37:14 AM merorschach Not falling for either. Our tax dollars are sent worldwide and then funneled into Establishment pockets. 

This has to come to an end.

2/12/2020 5:38:54 AM canlungdoc The "half century" is the most hilarious part of this. Like 1970 was some sort of peak of family values.

2/12/2020 5:38:55 AM astroacestarjam Can’t stop watching

2/12/2020 5:39:51 AM mansuitd That is a truly awesome picture!

2/12/2020 5:43:05 AM dianebfitzpatri NASA by definition literally means... to deceive

2/12/2020 5:48:04 AM 369_is MJ, I and many other Starseeds are reporting being unable to sleep more than 3-4 hrs consecutively. Are we losing the ability to reach Theta and is 

there anything we can do about it?

2/12/2020 5:57:34 AM egelone can't wait!!!!

2/12/2020 6:02:51 AM adsvel Yup!😂👍 pic.twitter.com/GcNL3rnAO4

2/12/2020 6:11:02 AM tommy99938959 WWG1WGA

2/12/2020 6:13:25 AM dce229  pic.twitter.com/nty9gzF1Sa

2/12/2020 6:14:07 AM kindeandtrue Meanwhile, millenials don't have health care and can't afford to buy homes, our infrastructure is crumbling, and we are $23 trillion in debt, but let's do 

silly, meaningless things in space.🤪

2/12/2020 6:14:13 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1227594675097227264?s=19 …

2/12/2020 6:14:53 AM toffer_anon_369 Indeed pic.twitter.com/8HG9d5r9Sb

2/12/2020 6:15:06 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1227594726313881600?s=19 …

2/12/2020 6:16:03 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1227596407332147200?s=19 …

2/12/2020 6:18:40 AM southern_lady75 I dont doubt it pic.twitter.com/lv9QHtyvE9

2/12/2020 6:19:19 AM kindeandtrue And yet, nothing significant ever happens.

2/12/2020 6:20:59 AM cynthiamorrow8 Is this finally it?? 🙊🙈🙉

2/12/2020 6:25:15 AM kevinmruel Mike Rowe will pay for you to go to school toget a trade

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@IvankaTrump

@DevinNunes

@USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://mikerowe.com/tag/mikeroweworks-foundation/ …

2/12/2020 6:28:54 AM karina89350882 I thought he is in jail or dead! No???

2/12/2020 6:35:12 AM realchindsight As soon as the secret space program swamp has been cleaned.

2/12/2020 6:44:09 AM hawkgirlinmn Artemis. Awesome name!

2/12/2020 6:46:27 AM thegity 👀

2/12/2020 6:50:40 AM godfamcountry Ready and waiting....and waiting....and waiting

2/12/2020 6:51:22 AM brienthess I like how the stars in the logo have eight points on them.

If #NASA actually worked to kick those generally awful white-skinned beings called Greys to the curb and worked with the Errans instead, that'd foster 

a better relationship with the beings from Sirius A. pic.twitter.com/CDOZoZbq0v

2/12/2020 6:53:27 AM keith369me Its a new agency...by definition it should be cleaned.

2/12/2020 6:54:29 AM lib7473 Fake astronauts #EndHoax #EnoughIsEnough https://twitter.com/donniebets1/status/1224151561317888000?s=21 …

2/12/2020 6:55:54 AM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/p4c4E9YwkT

2/12/2020 6:57:44 AM rosscarwalker That's a bit of an understatement MJ12 said they were 4th Reich.

2/12/2020 6:58:01 AM realchindsight Well..yes and no.

What was secret is going to be made public. Part of that is the institution of a new agency to incorporate all others. Still plenty of criminals in lots of 

powerful places that don't want to share a damn thing with humanity.

I call those people traitors.

2/12/2020 6:58:02 AM rosscarwalker Word

2/12/2020 6:58:05 AM nm_zsr "You may be eligible for an 8-month analog mission in Moscow, Russia to study isolation & confinement for future ...missions"

Sounds lovely.

How about we stop with the bull$h!t and at least acknowledge the tech?

2/12/2020 7:03:54 AM dianesaumure I know right giggling here

2/12/2020 7:04:18 AM dianesaumure Get them all

2/12/2020 7:04:25 AM idontgetit0000 You figure out hot to get the Alcubierre drive working?

2/12/2020 7:16:55 AM jackiesierfaith 55

2/12/2020 7:18:53 AM earth2nissy The storm troopers are ready. Stay safe everyone. God Bless the world and those saving it. Amen. 🙏🦄🙏

2/12/2020 7:29:10 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/DY5rTEfzxz

2/12/2020 7:31:56 AM dtrumplican 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/12/2020 7:32:49 AM maruryuu1 Big news! Nasa lies pic.twitter.com/fUGUuoCby8

2/12/2020 7:33:51 AM girlawakeinca Majestic 💫

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/aAhNe5CEH6

2/12/2020 7:35:20 AM uselesslyeating Thanks, but can I join the Real Space Force instead? No offense intended!

2/12/2020 7:36:39 AM vickigp1 Let us remember #Covfefe the Antediluvian term used by the sons of Adam to rail against the evil actions of the fallen who had lead man astray. In the 

End, we win.

~~ Bards Of War

2/12/2020 7:39:51 AM profanedeplora1 You haven't been paying attention have you? You havent noticed all the exposure happening? I bet @AultmanHospital and Mayor @CatazaroPerry 

have. pic.twitter.com/l7TTHzKbx7

2/12/2020 7:40:07 AM state1union Amen 🙏

2/12/2020 7:44:25 AM keith369me An isolated ⛈

2/12/2020 7:44:48 AM kikakikas anyone else sees snakes on the clouds??

2/12/2020 7:49:51 AM meazenfree Yes indeed 👍❤️

2/12/2020 7:56:04 AM scornedc There are over 80 species of sentient beings in the universe and none of them have that name nor look like that. I should know. I run the universal fleet.

2/12/2020 7:57:58 AM jlwilsonjr48 Isn’t it amazing that as a civilization tens of thousands of years old, we have gotten so much smarter in the last 30 years - man, were our forbearers 

stupid or what!

2/12/2020 8:05:47 AM apolloback2024 Artemida in Russian.

2/12/2020 8:07:49 AM der_wanderer8 Hello Majestic

So many things to see in the Clouds

2/12/2020 8:09:42 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Vu3oXtvGzm

2/12/2020 8:13:09 AM deplorable_s The idea is use our critical thinking ....

without the NPC mind control filters “repub Man Bad!”



2/12/2020 8:17:07 AM docpalfrancesc2 Taming electrons with bacteria parts and a little &#039;blood&#039; - a new synthetic biology system  https://blog.frontiersin.org/2020/01/20/taming-

electrons-with-bacteria-parts-and-blood/ … @Cisnez @RicoRoho @rtehrani @evankirstel @1DavidClarke @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RoseModema 

@HedonikaHadron @enricomolinari @mvollmer1 @JimHarris @DalithSteiger

2/12/2020 8:18:27 AM stefanofait #Betelgeuse...

2/12/2020 8:25:42 AM flavia0847 ZOOL!

2/12/2020 8:42:56 AM aprilbrown99 😂🤣😂

2/12/2020 8:44:11 AM aprilbrown99 Brilliant! pic.twitter.com/PZBKyWTmsA

2/12/2020 8:45:13 AM aprilbrown99 Ready!  Let’s roll!!! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/M2ojwy0DYo

2/12/2020 8:48:20 AM marsden_lauri Bring it..... pic.twitter.com/4xCP6a9LAq

2/12/2020 8:55:56 AM decodematrix I want shock and awe

2/12/2020 9:10:28 AM 369_is Several times, I've seen a partial moon (waxing/waning) that was upside down. I wish I'd taken a pic. In my observation, sometimes the moon is a 

hologram.

2/12/2020 9:23:10 AM diddla5555 Lost at see no longer

2/12/2020 9:25:56 AM 369_is Thank you Krissie! You just taught me how to use timestamps for digging. Nice.

2/12/2020 9:26:01 AM susang7671 Compassionately bump/lead opposite from the direction/location of your intended advance/landing.

2/12/2020 9:27:07 AM nurseniceyes What kind of storm?

2/12/2020 9:33:14 AM nine_six3 It’s 2020... 

Haven’t we had plenty of time to study Isolation? pic.twitter.com/hZESdrh28H

2/12/2020 9:37:29 AM lovethebeach999 🙏🏻

2/12/2020 9:56:23 AM kidge6 @nasa is a joke. Waste of money for a show of primitive tech.  50+ years behind the real leading edge of tech.

2/12/2020 9:58:42 AM kidge6 Seriously MJ? Is nasa graduating from kindergarten? Or will these astronauts still be playing with inferior and outdated technology?

2/12/2020 10:01:04 AM adsvel 😂😂😂

2/12/2020 10:01:23 AM turboxyde ...and amidst the blinding storm, with it came the sword of justice! pic.twitter.com/oDSNgbyQdh

2/12/2020 10:03:18 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/RAbbrHbkn5

2/12/2020 10:06:34 AM krissieowens Welcome! Not ever sure if I'm correct, but the important thing is to read and reread Q posts.

2/12/2020 10:22:04 AM megamane2 ✌️😎🇺🇸

2/12/2020 10:31:13 AM flashlightnings It’s time! Lift up your heads oh gates!!! 🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻♥🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻

2/12/2020 10:44:05 AM diaptera_80 I don’t get it, why has only two-people-marriages ever been allowed and still is (or maybe they will ban the number two as well). Families with several 

adults makes much more sense to me.

2/12/2020 10:46:08 AM doq017 Abortionist Ulrich Klopfer kept thousands of dead babies but inspires little curiosity

Why just WHY?

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2019/09/18/ulrich-klopfer-abortion-gosnell-buttigieg-fetal-remains-illinois-indiana-

column/2355359001/ …
2/12/2020 10:47:09 AM unitedredwhite1 #WWG1WGA

2/12/2020 10:51:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/yKdxRN50e0

2/12/2020 10:54:19 AM uselesslyeating One thing you can count on from NASA, lies! That's a lot of money for lies!

2/12/2020 11:00:22 AM martyrytlewski No one commented on my Kurt Cobain video. That one is connected to the same witch craft. Cobain's heart was removed, they carved words into his 

skin and danced with his dead body.

2/12/2020 11:02:16 AM sanandaemanuel Would love your take on this:

@P0A_Triot23 @VincentCrypt46 @ax_xma @NDeathcloak @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @ThePureProphet @WhiteHouse @TheCollectiveQ 

@rickygervais @Jordan_Sather_ @The_Soul_Matrix @Time4U2Know @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @HeavensGateG1

2/12/2020 11:04:07 AM birdiesrchirpin I wonder if anyone has looked into the numbers on the door yet.

2/12/2020 11:08:22 AM southern_lady75 Idk. I usually have a good eye .i missed the numbers.👍🏻👍🏻

2/12/2020 11:12:22 AM southern_lady75 3474x2948=10,536.152

1+0+5+3+5+1+4+2=23

23=PAIN

2/12/2020 11:12:27 AM crzycnuk101 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Agent Margaritaville... good or bad actor??

2/12/2020 11:28:12 AM thepureprophet Quantum AI Hive-Mind

2/12/2020 11:43:32 AM rghardy3 2-13

[I]

Marker [9]

Drops will go fast

2/12/2020 12:42:08 PM lightlove21121 @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

✨♥️✨

@P0A_Triot23

@JohnGrahamDick1

@SpaceCorpsUS

✨🙏🏽✨

@RealEyeTheSpy

@Turboxyde

@blsdbe

✨♥️✨

With LoveLightBlessings
2/12/2020 12:43:22 PM azuremagus 95% of this research as already been done, however presently needed to transform NASA.



2/12/2020 12:43:28 PM etdisclosure202 Buddy, all you do is shit talk. And then every now and then you make a positive comment. Make up your mind, pal.

#TrustThePlan. This IS happening. If you're still wondering why "nothing" has happened, you don't understand the full picture. Learn. Then speak.

2/12/2020 12:44:17 PM birdiesrchirpin Awesome Sister!!🙏😃🥳🥳

2/12/2020 12:44:24 PM azuremagus As with the natural pattern it moves West to East.

2/12/2020 12:46:48 PM azuremagus I love it, says a lot.

2/12/2020 12:48:06 PM mongrelglory Can I bring my cats?

2/12/2020 12:49:24 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhT0g9jULpw …

2/12/2020 12:49:53 PM southern_lady75 Thank you !!☺

2/12/2020 1:01:08 PM rosscarwalker It's the most alternative narrative I've found. I also love the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 narrative - often come away saucer eyed, but it's enlightening. Feels 

good in my heart that people are coming together to try and fix the worlds wrongs. Big love to you all!

2/12/2020 1:04:56 PM angrypatriot777 Me too.  That's priceless.

2/12/2020 1:05:30 PM frequencyis_key We are figuring out soooo many out there aren't who they claim to be. 

It's going to be hard for them to carry on. Because we are tuning in and are able to tell. It's actually a very strange feeling!!! Knowing that you know. 

But not sure howww you know. 🤔✨

2/12/2020 1:08:05 PM rosscarwalker The MJ12 disclosure document was one of the most wild reads I've ever plunged into. Even if it's simply a different narrative, it's a wonderfully 

powerful one.

2/12/2020 1:08:49 PM sassysasha413 I need to make a list...

2/12/2020 1:09:21 PM qanonmichele11 Interesting, I have not read it, bit appreciate the review. Thanks.

2/12/2020 1:09:52 PM americanpetal Do they need or want 52yo woman?

2/12/2020 1:11:11 PM qanonmichele11 Hahaha!

Lest we forget we are playing in the devil's lair.

2/12/2020 1:12:09 PM americanpetal MJ, speaking for us core followers of yours, we are so ready for The Storm.

2/12/2020 1:13:30 PM rosscarwalker Who is John Morton?

2/12/2020 1:15:52 PM qanonmichele11 Just some guy with a few convictions. 

Whoever he is, he's into the intelligence community, and knows a lot. He could even be #DeepState, as there are a lot of them here. Like Sather.

2/12/2020 1:16:40 PM frequencyis_key I know right!!! 🙈

2/12/2020 1:17:50 PM rosscarwalker I don't think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are Deep State as it'd be counter intuitive considering the information they're disclosing on the Deep State. Alongside 

Q they've been the major push on disclosure about the Deep State.

2/12/2020 1:18:56 PM aleks8837 People are 'how' constrained.

They have this thing and they know how it works, and little things to that will generate something.

As opposed to:

'What do I actually want?' And then figure out how to build it!

It's a very different mindset.

WeNeed 2 look byd. obv. consp. soon! pic.twitter.com/JRWYMh5RHz
2/12/2020 1:20:26 PM covertress Are there any archangels on Twitter?

Asking for a friend.

2/12/2020 1:21:21 PM qanonmichele11 I agree. I think Maj is just a guy.

But Sather is most definitely #DeepState

2/12/2020 1:26:30 PM aleks8837 Yeah, it's this we're waiting for!

In my limited eyes I'd wanna have that happen not too soon before the election. Otherwise it would be cried: "Trump coup!!"

But maybe having it after would seal the deal and ground and unite USA in this truth, and a new-earned trust in Trump.

2/12/2020 1:29:22 PM keepthefaith758 Can you feel it coming? I do! ❤️🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA

2/12/2020 1:29:56 PM glsrbrown Yeah. It’s headed for me. Manhattan. pic.twitter.com/S9cX6HfhPw

2/12/2020 1:52:25 PM ndeathcloak That didn’t go as planned

2/12/2020 2:02:19 PM dazeytoday Bring it on 🇺🇸🙏🏻

2/12/2020 2:12:23 PM khaleesi61 It looks like when Dumbledoor died.

2/12/2020 2:22:03 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/rKgCmRX0dk

2/12/2020 2:29:33 PM rosscarwalker I think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is more than just a guy. According to them they use "voice of god" communication with three typists. The info they're 

disclosing is pretty out there and the coding, timings, sheer knowledge is pretty out of this world

2/12/2020 2:33:18 PM stevenfontain14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1227714747560267778 …

2/12/2020 2:38:42 PM rghardy3 If you are Multi-Dimensional and come from 

a Higher level, then I would call that a BIG Advantage.

2/12/2020 2:41:44 PM godfamcountry Plz do us a favor. I've been a Q follower since Nov 1, 2017.  We've been told for over 2 years now that "It's coming".  I've lost friends and fmly over 

trying to "wake" them up like Q said to. Too many posts that give us a hint that maybe it's time. Stop until it's actually time!

2/12/2020 2:42:20 PM qanonmichele11 It not about what you think, that's direct inside intel from a trusted source. 

He's not connected to the space program or Majestic 12 in any way. I even gave you his name.

2/12/2020 2:44:04 PM qanonmichele11 Then we're back to Maj being the #DeepState 

HE IS ABSOLUTELY A FRAUD.

@kabamur_taygeta and I outed him last year. He's a fraud.

2/12/2020 2:47:42 PM rosscarwalker So if John Morton is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and possibly Deep State what does he gain for disclosing information about the Deep State?

2/12/2020 2:47:57 PM fansblowing3 Need to get that Russian language Rosetta Stone.  ✅

2/12/2020 2:50:24 PM qanonmichele11 I have not asked John that, maybe you can.

2/12/2020 2:50:26 PM fansblowing3 Masters required pic.twitter.com/qIPkRbePUB

2/12/2020 2:55:22 PM rosscarwalker Considering the information being disclosed by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I don't feel I need to ask whether he / they are Deep State. They're obviously 

working to destabilise the Deep State / Cabal and put an end to the suffering that plagues our planet. They have my blessing.



2/12/2020 3:10:28 PM michelleweil09 They NEVER should’ve messed with the children. pic.twitter.com/jVb0q3WccG

2/12/2020 3:10:47 PM michelleweil09 AMEN ✨✨⚖️✨✨ pic.twitter.com/M9VkdzswIq

2/12/2020 3:12:59 PM nobody86109685 I think what AAM is trying to teach us is that none of it matters the way we think it does and instead of focusing our energy on all that (as I myself was 

doing up until 2 wks ago), we should be focusing on our paths and STO. Neither side cares about us as much as the Creator.❤️

2/12/2020 3:13:30 PM kidge6 As prepared as we're going to be.

2/12/2020 3:19:27 PM frequencyis_key Btw, I am getting "nobody liked your tweet" today. 

It's greattttt LOL 😹

Makes me laugh out loud every time. Hehehehehehehe

2/12/2020 3:20:34 PM archangelamongu I would really appreciate it if these disclosure topics could be on your own individual feeds. As I’ve said before, disclosure and soul development are not 

really related.

2/12/2020 3:21:38 PM archangelamongu I get such great laughs about things I read on Twitter. So much great humor here on this platform.

2/12/2020 3:23:30 PM qanonmichele11 It's pissing me off to the point of starting to drift away.

2/12/2020 3:25:51 PM blue_marbleeyes  pic.twitter.com/m2vCjknVcO

2/12/2020 3:27:33 PM qanonmichele11 One of the most fantastic things to come out of #MAGA & #QArmy are the posts, memes and videos that sprung up from all the "little people" who 

showed their tremendous wit, intelligence and talents, ten fold. The amount of brilliant humour has been overwhelming and glorious.

2/12/2020 3:27:37 PM frequencyis_key We can be your humor teachers. 

LoL 

That's the least we can do. 😜

2/12/2020 3:29:08 PM archangelamongu Thank you. I got my brain adjusted again by the Arcturians, and I’m feeling less stressed from the massive downloads I get constantly. I hope my sense 

of humor can improve faster now.

2/12/2020 3:32:30 PM frequencyis_key What does it feel like to get downloads?

2/12/2020 3:32:38 PM nobody86109685 Good night everyone, it’s after midnight where I am. Love and light to you all❤️

2/12/2020 3:34:09 PM frequencyis_key Awwww goodnight! 

I will have to do the same this evening here as well. 

Will do our best To keep the thread together !

2/12/2020 3:34:15 PM archangelamongu At first I always had a really bad, sort of weird headache. My ears rang constantly. The Arcturians and the Ankenash have both shown up many times 

with new ideas to work on my brain. The headache is much better now.

2/12/2020 3:38:01 PM qanonmichele11 Before I found out i am Arcturian, i was so attracted to them, no one else, that i was going around saying Arcturians are really funny, and I want to 

convert to them.

Someone asked me how I knew they were funny, and I laughed my head off, because I never asked myself how I knew.

2/12/2020 3:38:09 PM frequencyis_key Oh wow. Shown up as in you can visually see them? Perhaps only u can see them? 

I'm glad it is so much better. Yesterday, I got the feeling you might have been bothered by something. Just my perception going in over drive. I don't 

know when to know if it's real or not.

2/12/2020 3:38:49 PM frequencyis_key With downloads, do you hear actual words and information coming in? 

Or just noise and then it's later converted to knowledge?

2/12/2020 3:39:00 PM giants_4_lyfe I hear ringing in high frequency all the time can you advise what the angels are telling me? How do i understand it? pic.twitter.com/b6LV0xf5At

2/12/2020 3:39:07 PM archangelamongu Arcturians are wonderful. I feel much gratitude for all of them.

2/12/2020 3:40:14 PM frequencyis_key THANK YOU 

Awesome question. I feel the SAME. 

Today my ears have been OFF THE CHAIN.

2/12/2020 3:40:34 PM archangelamongu At first I couldn’t figure out what was going in.  Again, to be here as human, I awakened the same way many of you are awakening. AA Raphael could 

see them and would tell me why my head felt so strange. Now I know by the energy who is with me.

2/12/2020 3:41:05 PM qanonmichele11 Goodnight ❤️

2/12/2020 3:41:51 PM archangelamongu For many it’s just a “notice” that you are receiving information. Only you have the ability to decipher what you are getting.

2/12/2020 3:42:45 PM frequencyis_key Truly amazing ✨

2/12/2020 3:42:58 PM giants_4_lyfe I will focus and find balance to receive my answers. I appreciate your help!

2/12/2020 3:43:36 PM archangelamongu It feels like pressure when it comes in. Its all in “digital” format. I can only open it when the time and situation is appropriate to the information. I did it 

that way to protect this brain from being overloaded.

2/12/2020 3:45:06 PM qanonmichele11 It was when Kabamur posted crop circles that I was instantly activated. I actually started to cry with joy. I absolutely knew I could read crop circles, but 

it was like that word on the tip of your tongue you can't grab. 

I hope I can spin a few crop circles out one day.

2/12/2020 3:50:14 PM archangelamongu I think crop circles have been a great way to get people’s attention here. A crop circle showing the “ant people” appeared right before we removed the 

frequency fence. They came out all over in support

2/12/2020 3:51:25 PM ayeee_tony Why do blue beings like to pair up together lol.

2/12/2020 3:51:56 PM tracytracy205 Strange you mention this. For about the last 6-8 months, I only sleep for maybe 2 hours max. When I wake, I am wide awake and I feel all this pressure 

in my ears. I can FEEL everything too. Never feel it during the day, mostly at night. I hear my heartbeat, even..

2/12/2020 3:52:33 PM bdizzthegreat Q and the Mayan God quetzocotial?

2/12/2020 3:52:40 PM archangelamongu Blue, as a color, represents a specific frequency of light. “Birds of a feather flock together.” Beings like to be with those of similar frequency.

2/12/2020 3:54:23 PM ayeee_tony I love blue beings soo much. They all feel the same yes I've noticed. I myself feel blue. 

Blue has always been my favorite color.

2/12/2020 3:54:58 PM ayeee_tony I often see blue birds as well as hawks. Many people do.

2/12/2020 3:56:53 PM dawnblanke1 It's astonishing to the "projects/experiments" that NASA has not only been involved in not to mention the ones they've enticed all in search of two 

things - The complete functions/capabilities of the brain and to find the God particle within the humane body .

2/12/2020 3:58:02 PM archangelamongu You experience much more of your entire being as you raise your consciousness.

2/12/2020 3:59:23 PM dawnblanke1 About 10-20 years ago there was talk of communities being on the moon and that there actually experiments going on currently with people already 

living on the moon .

2/12/2020 4:00:04 PM archangelamongu No. No relation.

2/12/2020 4:00:49 PM dawnblanke1 About 5 years ago NASA confirmed that they believe that the Moon can sustain human life .

2/12/2020 4:02:38 PM frequencyis_key Is that the reason we need to do what we can to raise our vibration/frequency? So that we can hold more information? 

Are there other reasons as well?

2/12/2020 4:03:43 PM qanonmichele11 5600 degree Kelvin is 12 noon daylight temperature blue light.

3200 degree Kelvin is incandescent orange light.

It's about what waves get through the earth's atmosphere, first, to our eyes, for natural daylight.

2/12/2020 4:05:23 PM archangelamongu Higher frequency is required to raise your consciousness. It protects you. It allows you to develop the thoughts that will serve you in your journey. It 

allows you to serve others in more expansive ways. It opens all new opportunities to you.



2/12/2020 4:05:31 PM qanonmichele11 Arcturians are blue, from what I understand. Are you Arcturian?

They're so, so beautiful. pic.twitter.com/FBGkRCMgvu

2/12/2020 4:05:49 PM archangelamongu Light is amazing.

2/12/2020 4:07:25 PM frequencyis_key Will you ever be able to tell us the truth about Q?

2/12/2020 4:07:51 PM archangelamongu Arcturians take on many different forms   They can look like anything that is needed. There are huge Arcturian ships that are themselves alive, orbiting 

the planet as we speak. They self-replicate when needed.

2/12/2020 4:08:50 PM archangelamongu I violate your free will by telling you. I’m providing you the information so you can develop the ability to figure it all out for yourself.

2/12/2020 4:09:02 PM bdizzthegreat What if it's just I am Q = IQ = Intelligence

2/12/2020 4:09:25 PM ayeee_tony We are all beings.

2/12/2020 4:09:41 PM qanonmichele11 That's my field.

I was a professional camera assistant in the big leagues, IATSE and Vancouver has the best camera crews on the globe, we outshine Hollywood by an 

impressive degree. We're known around the world for our tight crews. 

It's all physics & math, and SUPER COOL GEAR!

2/12/2020 4:09:52 PM frequencyis_key Is it true that light and DNA are connected/work together somehow?

2/12/2020 4:10:57 PM frequencyis_key I thought you'd say that. LoL 

Worth a shot though.

2/12/2020 4:12:04 PM archangelamongu Light is energy you see at a particular frequency. Your DNA emits a harmonic tone that uniquely identifies you. It’s how higher consciousness beings 

locate you. The tone also activates portals you are allowed to use, like a garage door opener.

2/12/2020 4:12:26 PM giants_4_lyfe Follow the light! You will always be on the right path. No agendas follow you! pic.twitter.com/HSw8UloWB6

2/12/2020 4:12:30 PM frequencyis_key When we get to our new home...will we recognize the new friends we are making here?

2/12/2020 4:14:00 PM archangelamongu If you go to Fourth Density, you will have access to all of your past life memories and be able to recognize those you know. If you recycle to Third 

Density, you won’t.

2/12/2020 4:14:32 PM mynardpamela Is Light knowledge or contain knowledge or knowledge transferred thru/in Light?

2/12/2020 4:15:42 PM archangelamongu Again, I appreciate your service and wanting to share. Due to the huge amount of disinformation here, I ask these topics not be brought into the 

discussion and be shared in your own space.

2/12/2020 4:17:03 PM frequencyis_key Ok. 

I had seen an experiment that applied a certain frequency of light to DNA. And the DNA grew or multiplied? They attributed the outcome of the 

experiment to the light being applied. 

But I may be recalling the entire thing incorrectly. Also...that's Earth "science". ☺️

2/12/2020 4:17:48 PM archangelamongu All knowledge transfers through energetic transmission of visible energy that appears as light, or of other frequencies that cannot be seen.

2/12/2020 4:18:46 PM frequencyis_key The harmonic tone that uniquely identifies you... I see now, how in Jupiter Ascending, they found that she had the exact same DNA.

2/12/2020 4:19:53 PM qanonmichele11 You mean that, too?

Hmmmm.

I need to think.

2/12/2020 4:20:47 PM archangelamongu Yes, DNA can be altered by different frequencies of energy. That’s why trance channeling is dangerous unless you know how to protect yourself. You 

invite another frequency of DNA into you, and it can energetically alter your own.

2/12/2020 4:21:35 PM qanonmichele11 I deleted it and now I am suspect.

You're not going to undermine #QAnon around me, just to be perfectly clear.

2/12/2020 4:22:20 PM archangelamongu Again, there is much disinformation here. Most bodies in densities above third are silicon-based, to facilitate portal travel that carbon based bodies 

cannot tolerate.

2/12/2020 4:23:27 PM qanonmichele11 Right.

So what's the disinformation part?

2/12/2020 4:23:43 PM archangelamongu Yes. Exactly.

2/12/2020 4:24:34 PM qanonmichele11 I have heard that even trauma can alter DNA at times.

2/12/2020 4:27:15 PM archangelamongu Again, that is for you to determine. I offer only to help you develop the skills to determine that for yourself.

2/12/2020 4:27:32 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Bring Justice! WWG1WGA

2/12/2020 4:28:19 PM archangelamongu Yes. Your DNA changes throughout your lifetime to some extent due to changes in your body. It is healed each time you transition back to its original 

state.

2/12/2020 4:28:29 PM mynardpamela Like a personal Energy Signature

2/12/2020 4:31:15 PM archangelamongu Yes. A great way to describe it.

2/12/2020 4:32:59 PM archangelamongu Did I miss a question?

2/12/2020 4:33:22 PM theqniversity I'll bet you a thousand bucks that loudmouth can't write above the level of a sixth-grader.

2/12/2020 4:34:11 PM giants_4_lyfe You answered https://twitter.com/ArchangelAmongU/status/1227739626632167424?s=20 …

2/12/2020 4:35:27 PM bdizzthegreat How about alcohol and tobacco?

2/12/2020 4:36:47 PM emilyoakley6 But How do we get there?

2/12/2020 4:38:27 PM jessie_misty Sorry to pop in, crystalline? Yes no one is for certain we do know from our own chakras they have changed and are changing in many. We all seem to 

understand things slightly different from each other. It's hard to know who's getting correct data during meditations.

2/12/2020 4:38:31 PM archangelamongu Tobacco is very harmful to your body if not used just occasionally. Alcohol, used in moderation, is just another substance. Pretty much the same views 

as human medicine.

2/12/2020 4:39:12 PM archangelamongu Did you see my answers, or I can answer it again?

2/12/2020 4:39:54 PM archangelamongu You just come here to this account. She will just use my account. She doesn’t have her own.

2/12/2020 4:41:21 PM archangelamongu Yes. We recently made changes that should help everyone experience much clearer meditations. I hope many are starting to have more meaningful 

meditation time.

2/12/2020 4:42:27 PM archangelamongu Yes. Exactly. Thank you.

2/12/2020 4:44:37 PM jeffcordell6 They know.......



2/12/2020 4:45:27 PM doq017 READ THIS THREAD NOW!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1227751640146444289 …
2/12/2020 4:45:42 PM jessie_misty It seems waking in the morning we have a knowing of new information, doesn't always come during waking meditations, and it seems the mornings 

with the most information we often sleep longer and are a bit lethargic for a few hours then a surge of energy happens is this typical?

2/12/2020 4:45:51 PM quantphysicist One of the major actual reasons for #Sept11 averting #asbestos remediation costs for the Twin towers and associated lawsuits to surely follow 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGhBxVQgYBU …

2/12/2020 4:47:30 PM peacey_queen My first words were "Look, light!"

I knew I had returned by choice from the start. Too much to tell. Honored to be allowed to volunteer and witness the great awakening.

2/12/2020 4:47:33 PM blue_marbleeyes It really is the best and worst of humanity on display.  But always opinionated,  and mostly entertaining.  💙

2/12/2020 4:47:47 PM frequencyis_key On a sort of similar topic... 

How about planet's? 

Do they have their own harmonic frequency?

2/12/2020 4:48:49 PM archangelamongu I appreciate your service here, and I’m glad you are seeing it.

2/12/2020 4:48:54 PM frequencyis_key I'm sorry,  or should I say harmonic tone?

2/12/2020 4:50:12 PM archangelamongu This might interest you all. The Washington Monument functions as a giant transmitter that sends your music and Earth life out into the galaxy. This is 

one way others from other places get your music.

2/12/2020 4:50:50 PM archangelamongu Yes. They are living beings just like you are. All of creation is identified by its harmonic resonance.

2/12/2020 4:51:51 PM archangelamongu Very typical. Many of you don’t actually stay in your bodies during Dreamtime. You’re out learning and serving, or downloading and processing new 

information.

2/12/2020 4:52:26 PM archangelamongu Either is good.

2/12/2020 4:53:14 PM peacey_queen I'm glad to have long known that we won/win! Best show ever; nice to finally hear and see all the other help I knew existed. Pleased to meet you 

(=myself/ a sliver of the One in these temporary meat suits). Ah, words so get in the way!

2/12/2020 4:54:27 PM archangelamongu I see you.  Glad you’re here.

2/12/2020 4:54:53 PM blue_marbleeyes Do all the obelisks do this? Like in rome elsewhere? The one/s I saw in rome were ummm. Interesting to me. 

Were the pyramids simply giant transmitting singing bowls too?  I heard they were Cu topped orig...

2/12/2020 4:55:05 PM frequencyis_key Any meditation advice? 

I am working with what is given in Christ's Letters..but anything to add for those who REALLY struggle with it?

Visualizing is a problem. 

I can visualize something and hold the visual for a minute or so..but then I lose it and have to start over.

2/12/2020 4:56:38 PM blue_marbleeyes Haha What are the favourites?  So different galactic races like different genres? 

(Who thought I'd ever ask that question...🤔)

2/12/2020 4:57:59 PM jessie_misty That's what we have understood as well my mentor Cynthia T. Crawford who has passed away explained this to us years ago,I hadn't recalled being so 

lathargic in past yrs. Thought maybe something might have changed.

2/12/2020 4:58:18 PM archangelamongu That was the original purpose for obelisks, yes. The pyramids had several energetic purposes. One was to be a place that functioned as a way for 

humanity to contact their guardians for help. They emitted a frequency tone. An explosion ended their use for those purposes.

2/12/2020 5:00:06 PM archangelamongu Meditation is really just about deep relaxation and quieting your mind. It’s just to focus yourself away from the world and onto your own Higher Self. 

Anything that works for you to produce deep relaxation and quiet is meditation.

2/12/2020 5:00:38 PM peacey_queen As I see you 

And hundreds of thousands of other bodies realizing the same as well!

ONE happy reunion!

2/12/2020 5:00:40 PM blue_marbleeyes An off world explosion or here?

2/12/2020 5:01:07 PM jessie_misty Everyone seems to have different experiences, I have gotten a picture flash series of Ascended masters like a movie real in some, many races, I get 

maps shown to me then I try to feel what the messages are it's not always the same. Misty gets light language and writes it down.

2/12/2020 5:02:34 PM archangelamongu I’m hoping all are enjoying their awakening. Many are really struggling coming to terms with it. There’s more information in earlier threads describing 

what we’ve been doing to facilitate it.

2/12/2020 5:02:38 PM frequencyis_key You are KIDDING! No way! 

Wow is all I can say. 😎

So when that obelisk was built, was that the only purpose? To transmit music/life?

Or does it have another meaning/use as well? 

Such as, a symbol for something?

2/12/2020 5:03:00 PM archangelamongu Very interesting experiences.

2/12/2020 5:03:00 PM jessie_misty Loosing focussing happens I found when first learning how rolling my eyes up towards the pineal gland helps hold the focus for me

2/12/2020 5:03:55 PM kandee40842252 🙏❤️

2/12/2020 5:03:57 PM archangelamongu No.  It was originally just built as a symbol of power. The ones who built it had no idea in this dimension what it would become.

2/12/2020 5:04:21 PM archangelamongu Thank you for sharing that.

2/12/2020 5:05:19 PM blue_marbleeyes Ha!

2/12/2020 5:05:23 PM frequencyis_key I have a frivolous topic .. LoL 

I have "heard" that in the next density, we still have interests such as clothes style, make-up, etc...  true or no?

2/12/2020 5:05:53 PM blue_marbleeyes The original "bugged office"

2/12/2020 5:06:39 PM jessie_misty This is a image she rushed to draw after a meditation pic.twitter.com/8T0amuabgT

2/12/2020 5:07:16 PM archangelamongu Yes. You’ll still be individuals. You’ll still find ways of expressing yourself. I personally hope high heels won’t appear there after many incarnations as a 

female here.

2/12/2020 5:07:44 PM jessie_misty  pic.twitter.com/NXZ6ETAcix

2/12/2020 5:08:06 PM archangelamongu Interesting. Did she describe the meaning it had for her?

2/12/2020 5:08:14 PM jessie_misty  pic.twitter.com/0aATdn1KTH



2/12/2020 5:09:04 PM archangelamongu This one looks like it could fit well for tomorrow’s discussion.

2/12/2020 5:09:51 PM archangelamongu Is she a code keeper?

2/12/2020 5:12:19 PM jessie_misty The one with the rectangles she said is a ship,she didn't get a message as to what the symbols mean she meditates often and still hasn't a clue,the 

round one with symbols she got in that shape her hand just writes until it's complete.she relaxes and just starts writing

2/12/2020 5:14:01 PM archangelamongu It looks like she’s learning to download codes and light language symbols.

2/12/2020 5:14:14 PM jessie_misty Well we'll never thought of that usually we can pick up things for each other and neither of us went there one other thing worth mentioning she got I 

was a coder in one meditation so maybe it's teamnPlay

2/12/2020 5:15:00 PM archangelamongu Very well could be.

2/12/2020 5:15:55 PM emilyoakley6 I obviously am visiting her account.

2/12/2020 5:16:15 PM ubwhoub Leaving all our worldly possessions behind for whom?

2/12/2020 5:16:19 PM jessie_misty She said she got it was my ship,out side of 3d iridescent in color

2/12/2020 5:17:48 PM denimdusty What’s the frequency fence?

2/12/2020 5:18:34 PM denimdusty Are you aware of this ‘fix’ or is it a play on words, like altering perspective?

2/12/2020 5:20:55 PM archangelamongu It was an energetic barrier that surrounded this planet till July 18, 2019.  It was originally placed to keep something from hitting the planet. It was left 

up as your guardians realized it could keep malevolent ETs from coming here. It produced quiet isolation for all that time.

2/12/2020 5:21:43 PM archangelamongu I apologize, I don’t understand to what you refer. Please restate.

2/12/2020 5:22:30 PM frequencyis_key Maybe give it one more time? 

I think sometimes the way you word it differently from one answer to another...resonates differently depending on the person and how they interpret 

it. I love to b able to cross reference same topic answers. 🙏

We are all struggling with the ears 🙀

2/12/2020 5:22:49 PM ubwhoub We won't need any of it? No heirlooms..no money? Clothes?  Yikes

2/12/2020 5:25:16 PM archangelamongu Ok but I forgot the question. Will you ask it again, please?

2/12/2020 5:26:17 PM archangelamongu Nothing. None of that has any meaning beyond here. Only your relationships with the many souls who know and love you are important.

2/12/2020 5:26:35 PM frequencyis_key The original placement, was it during/around the time of the long galactic war? (Orion war(s) maybe?)

2/12/2020 5:27:12 PM sassysasha413 What time will you start tomorrow?I was out most of today. I did listen to The Christ Letters. He spoke of being lifted out of the physical. I have been 

experiencing this while meditating. It is pure love & ecstasy.

2/12/2020 5:28:42 PM frequencyis_key 😁😁😁😁😁LoL 

Ok so I have to ask. 

Avoid question if u want to. 

But are u using a female earthly body?

2/12/2020 5:29:15 PM denimdusty What do you mean AA Raphael? If this unique energy being(or any being)is incarnating in a human body, you can still communicate with it?

Not positive if this question makes sense or not...

2/12/2020 5:29:45 PM ubwhoub Just to be clear...the many souls that ALREADY know me? Or the ones that get to know me?

2/12/2020 5:29:47 PM archangelamongu No.  That was not the issue that necessitated it. Those occurred before.

2/12/2020 5:30:52 PM archangelamongu I try to start about 9 am US Pacific Time.

2/12/2020 5:31:44 PM archangelamongu I’ll defer that till I offer some more info in the near future about how incarnations work.

2/12/2020 5:31:45 PM frequencyis_key Yep. Awesome. 

I have had an odd sense of sudden uselessness for "things". 

Of course I still have fun with things here but there seems to be absolutely no emotional attachment to any THING anymore. At all. 

It's very free-ing. (if that's even a word) 😉

2/12/2020 5:32:05 PM mynardpamela So what was the issue that necessitated it?

2/12/2020 5:33:16 PM archangelamongu Both AA Raphael and I are incarnated in human bodies. We serve by incarnating as you so we feel and understand you. He is a “she” in this lifetime. We 

are here working together, although we do not physically reside in the same area.

2/12/2020 5:33:26 PM frequencyis_key There is also an abundance of food, yes? Plenty for everyone? 

But do we ALWAYS manifest it ourselves or is there something like a farmers market? How does that work?

2/12/2020 5:34:14 PM gentlepsychosis I don't leave my house for months and months at a time. Isolation and confinement would be easy. I wish I was able to speak Russian and had a degree 

because I have always wanted to leave Earth. Maybe someday...

2/12/2020 5:34:17 PM frequencyis_key 😂ok.

2/12/2020 5:34:35 PM archangelamongu You’ve lived many lifetimes. You’ve had many families and friends. You’re part of a huge family called a “soul group.” You know and love so many that 

you can’t remember here.

2/12/2020 5:34:36 PM frequencyis_key U r a lot of fun

2/12/2020 5:35:32 PM archangelamongu It is so freeing when you realize that nothing material means anything, beyond your most basic temporal needs. I’m glad you’re feeling that.

2/12/2020 5:35:52 PM archangelamongu A huge sphere of energy was going to hit the planet.

2/12/2020 5:37:18 PM denimdusty And it being up, did it keep things from us as well as keeping things out?

2/12/2020 5:37:21 PM sassysasha413 I'll be on the road, but will be checking in. I need to recharge after being out amongst society. Is it just me, or are people all starting to look the same? 

Not physically.

2/12/2020 5:37:46 PM ubwhoub I just got the biggest chill up and down my body...I LOVE that..I love that I will absolutely be reunited with those souls that I love...because I've always 

known LOVE never dies..the love you have for those passed on still lives

2/12/2020 5:38:08 PM archangelamongu There will be those who serve you by producing food, as you will serve by producing other products or services. You will begin to learn how to manifest 

your own things as you move through the steps of learning in Fourth Density.

2/12/2020 5:39:45 PM denimdusty Sorry. I chose my own wording ;)   The brain adjustment. Was it an actual adjustment or did it change because of a change in your frame of mind? 

Does that clarify it?

2/12/2020 5:40:21 PM archangelamongu Yes. It had some major negative consequences. Before it was up, benevolent ETs were visiting you and teaching and helping. After it was up, we could 

only work through Higher Selves. This was a major problem.

2/12/2020 5:40:49 PM donniebets1 Check my pinned tweet for huge hoax

2/12/2020 5:41:23 PM archangelamongu Many are experiencing that. Some are feeling their native language sounding and feeling strange.

2/12/2020 5:41:34 PM mamiemcclure17 Always has been my favorite color

2/12/2020 5:42:02 PM archangelamongu You will experience so much joy when you remember them all and reunite.

2/12/2020 5:42:13 PM frequencyis_key Will we go through a "school" of some sort?

Will we remember what we have already learned here, now?

2/12/2020 5:42:45 PM denimdusty Before the human, I don’t how to refer to it (host), did they know you were communicating with AA Raphael?

2/12/2020 5:43:05 PM frequencyis_key It's really a wonderful feeling.

2/12/2020 5:43:14 PM rikudochan If I sit and meditate, will that speed up the process?



2/12/2020 5:43:29 PM archangelamongu Not all ringing is for the same reason. It can have physical causes. It is frequently a notice you are downloading and receiving info from your Higher Self 

or collective soul group.

2/12/2020 5:44:34 PM archangelamongu My brain adjustment was physical and energetic. It had to be converted to be able to tolerate higher frequency energy than human brains can 

normally tolerate.

2/12/2020 5:45:13 PM ayeee_tony Have you ever lived a life as a simple rock. Yes. These are the questions that are in my mind lol.

2/12/2020 5:45:16 PM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

NG on TC...

WTF

2/12/2020 5:46:05 PM ubwhoub Wish I could hug you right now. Just know you've got one coming..someday ❤️

2/12/2020 5:47:15 PM archangelamongu If you go to Fourth Density, you process and learn to access all information from your past incarnations. If you recycle to Third Density, you will 

continue to start over in each incarnation. All of your memories are stored in your DNA, however.

2/12/2020 5:47:33 PM sassysasha413 Some who look at me, stop and stare. I'm polite and smile. It use to make me paranoid. Lol. I feel Light, as if I have a secret inside. A constant calm of 

acceptance and Love.

2/12/2020 5:48:18 PM mynardpamela Ok, so that’s totally awesome!

2/12/2020 5:48:40 PM archangelamongu We were human friends. We found each other in a Facebook group before we knew who we truly were. The statistical non-probability of that 

happening still causes us to laugh a lot about our plan.

2/12/2020 5:49:49 PM frequencyis_key Ok. So if my 16 yr old is experiencing this in his ears, and its new since beginning of this year (2020), it's possible he is getting the notice of receiving 

info? 

He is interested in what is going on. 

I think that is a hopeful sign.

2/12/2020 5:53:19 PM sdanon3 Thank you!!

2/12/2020 5:53:19 PM archangelamongu I have incarnated into almost every form of Creation so I could understand and serve the souls of that form.

2/12/2020 5:54:00 PM frequencyis_key That's an amazing story 😍

2/12/2020 5:54:16 PM mynardpamela They’re beautiful

2/12/2020 5:55:16 PM archangelamongu It’s wonderful you are projecting such beautiful energy.

2/12/2020 5:55:58 PM ayeee_tony 😇. What haven't you incarnated into.

2/12/2020 5:56:55 PM archangelamongu Yes. He could be reintegrating other energy of his soul group or receiving information downloads.

2/12/2020 5:57:23 PM sassysasha413 ❤️❤️❤️

2/12/2020 5:59:55 PM covertress Turns out, Al Bielek didn't talk of flooding on that video. I was mistaken. It's an interesting listen though. I wonder what his agenda was, especially 

regarding his interest in "Montauk Boys".

2/12/2020 5:59:59 PM archangelamongu It really is. We just laugh about it and wonder what we were thinking when we thought this all up.

2/12/2020 6:00:26 PM mynardpamela Got a bucket list of...I think I’ll try THIS!? 🙃

2/12/2020 6:00:59 PM archangelamongu Some of the newest life forms that were created as I spent the last several thousand years here.

2/12/2020 6:01:20 PM byinternal Thank you :)

2/12/2020 6:01:21 PM ayeee_tony Lol. Yes try everything.

2/12/2020 6:01:24 PM denimdusty I’m just so grateful for how many puzzle pieces are snapping together! It feels exponential. 

Gratitude! Utterly grateful!!!

2/12/2020 6:02:32 PM ayeee_tony It will be cool to see you among them as well.

2/12/2020 6:03:23 PM byinternal The message I got with this ship was it was Jessie's ship. That she's a commander of her own ship. outside of 3D

2/12/2020 6:03:26 PM frequencyis_key What can I say to him right now that will help him on this amazing, but probably scary journey - for somebody his age?

I don't want to scare him. 

But he wouldn't know where to find help with this - anywhere but from me. 😕

2/12/2020 6:04:13 PM mynardpamela I should have known. Hello beautiful soul ✨💙✨

2/12/2020 6:04:20 PM sassysasha413 I must rest now. Love to you my sweet Archangel Michael. ❤️❤️❤️

2/12/2020 6:04:59 PM byinternal I "saw" her in an area that I believed to be a "control room" of sorts. I saw her uniform as well.

2/12/2020 6:05:01 PM archangelamongu You’re all the commander of your own ship.

2/12/2020 6:05:17 PM frequencyis_key Exponential. 

Love that 🤗

2/12/2020 6:05:39 PM archangelamongu Much love to you, dear one.

2/12/2020 6:05:55 PM byinternal Hello :)

2/12/2020 6:06:12 PM denimdusty Fascinating!

2/12/2020 6:06:18 PM archangelamongu Many of you are experiencing parallel lifetimes in many different places

2/12/2020 6:07:55 PM byinternal So this could in a parallel lifetime? Can you explain the difference between parallel lifetime and parallel universe please?

2/12/2020 6:08:09 PM archangelamongu Yes. The skills of love, forgiveness, and nonjudgment are what put you into Service to Others mode, much more so than specific acts.

2/12/2020 6:10:41 PM archangelamongu Your soul can inhabit as many body life forms as you would ever decide to inhabit at one time. Those of higher consciousness can serve in as many 

places as you like, simply by incarnating there or serving energetically. These other physical lifetimes are “parallel.”

2/12/2020 6:10:43 PM frequencyis_key I may have missed this topic from earlier days... 

but how did AAM's soul, and the other main AA's soul's, get chosen by the Creator to fill those roles?

2/12/2020 6:11:59 PM archangelamongu The idea of parallel universes emerged as some of humanity realized there is other life elsewhere. It has no meaning except as a human term. Life 

exists everywhere. Some of it looks almost exactly like it does here.

2/12/2020 6:13:22 PM archangelamongu We were created specifically for those roles right after the Created created the first soul group of soul essence. The Creator recognized that creation 

would need protection, healing, information, and communication.

2/12/2020 6:14:55 PM byinternal Could this be referred to as "aspects" or "fractals"? (Best Earth terms I can think of lol)

2/12/2020 6:16:23 PM frequencyis_key Where/what was it coming from?

2/12/2020 6:16:44 PM archangelamongu The term “aspect” is most frequently used to refer to a soul’s relationship with the Creator. A “fractal” is a being that shares the same DNA with a 

larger whole.

2/12/2020 6:18:04 PM archangelamongu Can you please restate the question?

2/12/2020 6:18:09 PM denimdusty And what if it has been happening over a span of years( 5 or so)?  Does that suggest that it is a constant stream of downloads?

2/12/2020 6:18:36 PM frequencyis_key Wow ok. 

So basically, your soul has been around since almost the beginning of creation?

2/12/2020 6:19:08 PM byinternal Thank you for this. Jessie would like to send you a pm if possible but the option isn't on her page. Is there a way for her to ask you a question privately?

2/12/2020 6:19:46 PM archangelamongu In that case it would be more likely be an energetic disturbance that can be healed by the steps Jesus describes in his book.

2/12/2020 6:20:11 PM archangelamongu I meant the “Creator created”

2/12/2020 6:20:33 PM archangelamongu Yes.

2/12/2020 6:21:35 PM dotdot65871181 No!

2/12/2020 6:22:43 PM archangelamongu You can DM me. I have been receiving many DMs.

2/12/2020 6:23:22 PM denimdusty Thank you!



2/12/2020 6:23:37 PM frequencyis_key Can you recall all the details of your previous lives ? 

From 3rd density and beyond? 

Such as your family members, spouses, children, etc?

2/12/2020 6:23:45 PM lawrenc16242044 This link helped me meditate and may help you. Good luck. https://youtu.be/2dfG7eIsR0k 

2/12/2020 6:24:00 PM byinternal When we click your name there's no option. Just the following button and the bell. Maybe because you aren't following her? I'm not sure

2/12/2020 6:24:40 PM johnnyt_anon Thoughts...

#QAnon

John 3:3-8

Jesus replied, “Very truly I tell you, no one can see the kingdom of God unless they are born again.”

4 “How can someone be born when they are old?” Nicodemus asked. “Surely they cannot enter a second time into their mother’s womb to be born!

2/12/2020 6:26:34 PM byinternal  pic.twitter.com/AvJ0ys34cO

2/12/2020 6:26:39 PM archangelamongu Are you asking about me personally, or everyone here?  Yes. I saw them through a process that felt much like a movie for a solid week, as I moved 

through my own awakening process here. I experienced nearly everything that can be experienced during my time here on this planet.

2/12/2020 6:27:04 PM archangelamongu It’s at the top of the profile page.

2/12/2020 6:28:12 PM jessie_misty Option not there pic.twitter.com/ea4mNRpYmM

2/12/2020 6:28:55 PM frequencyis_key It is going to be difficult for some that are deeply faithful in everything religion "teaches"...to realize *exactly* what non-judgement entails. ☺🤦♀️

2/12/2020 6:31:38 PM archangelamongu I think you have to follow me for it to show up. If that doesn’t work, I’m not sure what is the issue.

2/12/2020 6:31:54 PM frequencyis_key OMGosh. 😭😭😭😭😭😭

So not that long ago, u re-saw your entire existence of family?

Was it a deeply emotional experience for you? Did you feel an immediate longing to see these individuals again?

2/12/2020 6:32:23 PM archangelamongu Religion and its teachings has inflicted the greatest harm of anything on this planet.

2/12/2020 6:33:16 PM byinternal She follows you. I think you have to follow her back. Depends on your security settings. But doesn't appear you are following her so maybe that's why?

2/12/2020 6:34:22 PM denimdusty I love you AA Michael! ❤️❤️❤️

2/12/2020 6:35:04 PM archangelamongu The most profound effect it had was making me realize my best human friend was my divine beloved, who I had been energetically separated from for 

all of the many incarnations I spent studying humanity. It was profound emotion. It still is.

2/12/2020 6:35:49 PM archangelamongu I just followed you. See if that works.

2/12/2020 6:36:04 PM byinternal It showed up for her. thank you so much. <3

2/12/2020 6:36:09 PM mynardpamela The DM button doesn’t show up for either. Hmmm

2/12/2020 6:36:22 PM archangelamongu I love you, too, very much.  I love you all so very much.

2/12/2020 6:36:28 PM byinternal It did. :) Thank you so much <3

2/12/2020 6:36:37 PM frequencyis_key Yes It's truly awful. 

I so hope as many as possible become awakened enough to see through it. 

Is the spiritual energy coming thru the ley lines-or anywhere else- going to naturally cause an awakening for some?Such as they would suddenly have a 

lightbulb turned on?(figuratively)

2/12/2020 6:38:16 PM ubwhoub That's the most beautiful thing I guess I've ever heard!!!..

2/12/2020 6:38:21 PM archangelamongu The removal of the frequency fence is partly facilitating this awakening. I gave the command last October to awaken all who are in service here. We 

repaired the ley lines so your DNA can be upgraded and restructured DNA for others.

2/12/2020 6:38:31 PM mynardpamela Wow

2/12/2020 6:38:32 PM frequencyis_key That is truly amazing. 

There are no words to even describe that unfolding as it did. 😍✨

2/12/2020 6:41:51 PM frequencyis_key So... 🤞🤞🤞if we are here right now, grilling you for endless answers ... we are probably "in service" here? 

I'm hoping? 

There must be a reason for me being here. And being on an endless exploration for information.

2/12/2020 6:41:55 PM denimdusty Is a divine beloved common? Do we all have a ‘the one’ or is that a fabrication?

2/12/2020 6:42:15 PM byinternal My partner gets terrible headaches with her downloads as well and dizzy spells

2/12/2020 6:42:54 PM ubwhoub Yes ..much easier to follow the conversation if you follow back

2/12/2020 6:43:39 PM frequencyis_key 🤦♀️I am being beckoned to dinner. LoL 

Like a child. Hahahahaha 

Have to go for now. Don't want to miss a thing tho 😢. 

You are so appreciated and loved.

2/12/2020 6:43:59 PM archangelamongu Your Higher Selves led you to me because you are all searching, at some level, for what I am providing here. “When the student is ready, the teacher 

appears.”

2/12/2020 6:45:26 PM denimdusty ‘Grilling you for endless answers...’ bahaha haha

2/12/2020 6:47:25 PM archangelamongu You can find and unify with another soul who becomes your “Divine Beloved” or “ Divine Lover” usually at higher levels of consciousness than Third 

Density.

2/12/2020 6:48:16 PM byinternal She sent you a PM :)

2/12/2020 6:49:37 PM frequencyis_key The student is SO ready! 

🙌👏🙌👏🙌👏

It really was odd that I found you. 

An image on another account triggered me to explore the Archangel idea.  

Out of all the garbage out there, I was led directly to the real teacher. 

Amazing.
2/12/2020 6:53:12 PM frequencyis_key LoL 😂 😂

It's like finally reaching the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

2/12/2020 6:55:14 PM archangelamongu Thank you so much.

2/12/2020 6:55:14 PM archangelamongu I need to follow back?  I’m new at this.

2/12/2020 6:58:43 PM mynardpamela How can you reunite with you Divine Beloved?

2/12/2020 7:02:13 PM archangelamongu Very often they incarnate with you in a spousal or familial relationship. If they don’t, you reunify between incarnations. My divine beloved protected 

me during the many lifetimes I was studying humanity, and this one. She was always with me, but I had no idea at the time.

2/12/2020 7:04:52 PM denimdusty Very serendipitous, but with purpose!



2/12/2020 7:05:38 PM qkross2  pic.twitter.com/lZkcjL2ba8

2/12/2020 7:06:01 PM archangelamongu I’m always amazed at all the ways Higher Selves set up synchronicities.

2/12/2020 7:06:08 PM johnwic05587636 :WAR CASTLES ~2  https://youtu.be/oX7oxAlvBc8  via @YouTube Took a while 2 find pt 2 again. Plz share! What r the odds  :FEDERAL-POSTMASTER-

GENERAL is Q?  

@JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @VincentCrypt46 @VeritasVital

2/12/2020 7:09:45 PM denimdusty Did finding her and integrating the history between you two and your true history in relation to one another, deepen your connection? Or did you 

always feel it, know it?

2/12/2020 7:11:04 PM archangelamongu I just thought she was a great friend. The longing got worse as we both realized there was no possibility of reunification till after we wrap things up on 

this planet. I have cried countless tears over it.

2/12/2020 7:12:36 PM denimdusty My heart sank a little when I read that. I hear your pain.

2/12/2020 7:13:04 PM mynardpamela Not all people have the option to not engage. I care for my mother and I live with her now 24/7 care. I don’t care for labels but... she’s toxic. Every day 

is an exercise in meeting her needs and not allowing myself to be triggered. Most days I am successful,  sometimes I’m not.

2/12/2020 7:14:11 PM archangelamongu It’s a matter of learning to control your energetic field so the need to engage physically does not effect you spiritually.

2/12/2020 7:14:23 PM blue_marbleeyes Lol yeah wassup with that? Pick me pick me pick me

2/12/2020 7:15:12 PM lionessaware Sounds like I should be asking them for help with my 30 year headache!

2/12/2020 7:15:12 PM mamiemcclure17 You mentioned earlier other Angels are currently here as well with you, not remembering who they are, so the human form has to awaken also in all or 

do some come in knowing?

2/12/2020 7:16:35 PM mynardpamela Perhaps you could clarify to All what is meant/qualifies as Service to Others since it is so much more than specific acts?

2/12/2020 7:16:56 PM archangelamongu Everyone who incarnates here has to awaken the same way. They all go through a similar process as what I went through. Some decide in their life 

agreement to make the process easier or more difficult, however.

2/12/2020 7:17:23 PM archangelamongu The book by Jesus could really help you solve that headache.

2/12/2020 7:19:48 PM archangelamongu Being in Service to Others requires unconditional love, forgiveness, and nonjudgment to all. It is how you treat yourself and others in your daily 

activities, much more so than specific acts of service.

2/12/2020 7:22:02 PM lionessaware Thank you. Looking forward to it!

2/12/2020 7:23:53 PM mynardpamela I will agree that it will be extremely difficult for some who are heavily indoctrinated in religion to accept what is being taught here. But, today I gave my 

best friend the link to Letters from Jesus, talked to her over coffee and she is willing to hear; she’s Bible Belt Baptist

2/12/2020 7:24:56 PM mamiemcclure17 The last 18 hours 😳😳😳 after meditating synchronicities left and right everywhere. Went into multiple fits of laughter can’t stop its like...think I’ve 

said WHAT 100000 times 😳 pic.twitter.com/yjsB8j2RIE

2/12/2020 7:27:17 PM mynardpamela Yes, even when you are disrespected, demeaned, cussed at, devalued, etc, etc, etc 💖

2/12/2020 7:27:59 PM cryptogyu Light ‘em up... pic.twitter.com/98hgj2XAqu

2/12/2020 7:27:59 PM mynardpamela Thank you! 💗

2/12/2020 7:31:22 PM sdanon3 Thanks again! I’ll check it out tonight! pic.twitter.com/fe1WhGZVdL

2/12/2020 7:32:51 PM mynardpamela I wish it were different for you, this is so sad to hear. I feel for you 💙

2/12/2020 7:33:07 PM ayeee_tony Omg this is what im going through. Although i also.take care of my father too. I hear ya. Best way is to forgive yourself for getting impatient and tak 

ikng it out on others. It's okay to be exausted. Taking care of someone is a difficult service. Understand we are here for you.

2/12/2020 7:35:27 PM archangelamongu Thank you. I appreciate that. It helps me know how so many of you are feeling while you are here serving alone.

2/12/2020 7:35:44 PM ayeee_tony Also, understand that God and you agreed on this life. Your mother is there to teach you service to others. God is providing everything for you, lose 

yourself in the service you are here for.

2/12/2020 7:37:06 PM mynardpamela I thought you and others might be encouraged by this mini-miracle! LOL. Never underestimate yourself, when you are passionate about something, it’s 

contagious! I explained it would be a shift, not an elimination in her beliefs. 😇

2/12/2020 7:39:29 PM archangelamongu Excellent approach.

2/12/2020 7:40:23 PM lionessaware I have felt this way too. Very lethargic over the past year, really.

2/12/2020 7:42:27 PM mynardpamela Thank you, how kind of you. I took care of dad too he passed in 2016; Mom got sick later that same year. Bless you for helping your parents, it can be a 

monumental task at times. 💫💙💫

2/12/2020 7:44:21 PM mynardpamela Thank you, I try 🙏🏻

2/12/2020 7:44:22 PM ayeee_tony Thank you. God bless you.

2/12/2020 7:46:23 PM lionessaware During meditation, or even just closing my eyes and momentarily connecting, I get increased pressure in my head. It’s very uncomfortable. How do I 

overcome this?

2/12/2020 7:49:15 PM archangelamongu Most of the time that comes as people strain their eyelids and forehead, trying to “see put of the eyes.”  Practice relaxation techniques of your head 

muscles.

2/12/2020 7:51:25 PM mailegorospe I have experienced this pain. It is difficult to see the big picture sometimes.

2/12/2020 7:55:48 PM lionessaware Thank you. A Qigong master told me it was excess energy in my head. I’m working on various techniques. I’ll keep going.

2/12/2020 7:56:38 PM blsdbe Please, be #Majestic, and RT yo help Our Brother In Arms!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @POTUS 

https://twitter.com/LightLove21121/status/1227691475271639046 …

2/12/2020 7:57:02 PM archangelamongu Great. That sounds like a perfect approach.

2/12/2020 7:58:20 PM mynardpamela Yes, I understand very well. 🙏🏻My dad, my grandmother and grandfather, my great aunt and my great uncle are the family members I have cared for 

until their passing over the last several years. I have also lost my son, my brother, my sister-in-Law in the last 15 months. Agreements

2/12/2020 7:59:19 PM archangelamongu I am sorry for the pain you must be feeling. I send you love, healing energy, and strength.

2/12/2020 8:01:23 PM ayeee_tony I'm am soo sorry for your losses. You are sooo strong. I'm rooting for you. You are my superwoman lol. Thank you. 🤗

2/12/2020 8:03:30 PM tyrant_ii Who am I?

2/12/2020 8:06:21 PM archangelamongu I apologize, I don’t do readings. That is for you to determine yourself. Who do you believe you are?

2/12/2020 8:07:28 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/S3AiYGSf9I

2/12/2020 8:08:04 PM blsdbe @aloehead you are absolutely strong enough. I bet you can learn mechanics skills...Wanna go to space?  https://t.co/NxHuC4jLGt  

https://twitter.com/jimbridenstine/status/1227304517525438464?s=21 …

2/12/2020 8:08:15 PM mynardpamela You are both very kind, thank you. I’m ok, really. Not a superwoman, just a strong understanding of agreements made. Love to you All 💫💙💫

2/12/2020 8:09:31 PM ayeee_tony I'm am so glad your staying strong. Love you too. G9d bless. 🤗

2/12/2020 8:14:47 PM blsdbe #Majestic 

3858: 24

2-12-2020: 18

9:04:32: 18 pic.twitter.com/lxdDy1AWMk

2/12/2020 8:15:51 PM mynardpamela I’ve had a wonderful mentor  who has taught me things I never knew. 💖 She is incredible and a strong source of strength, knowledge and grace. I 

Love her dearly.

2/12/2020 8:21:18 PM frequencyis_key Oh I like that 🤗

2/12/2020 8:35:46 PM ayeee_tony Wonderful. I am so happy for you. I am sure our higher selves are working together. You are like me if I was older and had more more life expieriences. 

I wonder if we known eachother in other lives. 😁

2/12/2020 8:40:42 PM mynardpamela Thank you 💗  Everything is possible... 😉

2/12/2020 8:43:26 PM mynardpamela Thank you...I know you are with me always. ✨🙏🏻✨



2/12/2020 9:03:59 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .@SandiaWisdom .@SpaceForceDoD — 19 months 8 days and counting — < 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/bmsds6d0qa9rii8/Evidence.zip?dl=0 …> ⏳ #Law  https://twitter.com/nakarithorpe/status/1227793158487998464 … 

pic.twitter.com/2BLa2IbPTD

2/12/2020 9:09:16 PM april10521252 @55true4u @aug_tellez @TheKanehB @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @_00111111_ @Josephsonofthe2 @KenDavi80404473 @kabamur_taygeta @P0A_Triot23 

@RealEyeTheSpy @SaRaAshcraft @bigredwavenow

2/12/2020 9:12:16 PM tc89714982  pic.twitter.com/RSklB99Z5k

2/12/2020 9:15:59 PM patriotjenns #Evergreen Interesting...  https://themillennialbridge.com/evergreen-is-a-cia-owned-airline-are-the-chemtrails-sprayed-in-the-sky-toxic/ … 

@prayingmedic @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mitchellvii

2/12/2020 9:21:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past Q drops around 33118 and 33119 +/- 12 days.

Cross reference with recent events.

News unlocks posts.

You have more than you realize.

What will happen between now and then?

Don't get your hopes up just yet. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1227804590084644868 …

2/12/2020 9:22:44 PM twilly18 Fecal Fan Interface?

2/12/2020 9:23:11 PM dariensilva1 That's going to be epic, best reality tv show, ever.

2/12/2020 9:24:52 PM nine_six3 Did you mean 3318 and 3319? ThankQ!!!

2/12/2020 9:25:14 PM arthworth Please confirm Q post numbers as you have one too many digits?

2/12/2020 9:26:06 PM altimitwill 33119 and 33118 Q drops do not exist. Do you mean 3118 and 3119?

2/12/2020 9:30:05 PM danwhitt5 3318 - 3319

2/12/2020 9:31:23 PM linnyt7 I saw it as dates

2/12/2020 9:31:51 PM boozemule69 March of 2018 to March 2019

2/12/2020 9:32:12 PM mongrelglory 3118 and 3119 are Loretta Lynch and Susan Rice...

2/12/2020 9:32:15 PM zaraawakened I stopped getting my hopes up months ago.

2/12/2020 9:33:01 PM christopher872 Dates? +/- 12 days and Barr testifying on Mar 31st (33120)

2/12/2020 9:33:57 PM nine_six3 AHHH ok. HAHA got it! I was too eager to look, definitely went over my head. ThanQ!!!

2/12/2020 9:35:07 PM susan66388204 It adds up to 17 & 18

2/12/2020 9:36:20 PM nine_six3 Great way to read it. Thanks for clearing the confusion up. My error NOT MJ12's!!! ThankQ

2/12/2020 9:36:36 PM whodat007 March Madness!

2/12/2020 9:37:10 PM jonesy4671 33000 drops! I wish!

2/12/2020 9:37:49 PM nine_six3 Lol.. I saw right through that. Thankfully I'm not alone here, I'd be so lost!

2/12/2020 9:39:24 PM mongrelglory What will happen between now and when Barr testifies on Mar. 31st?  I assume the Dems are going to go after Barr full tilt, in an attempt to discredit 

him as the AG.  This is going to be tedious! 😒

2/12/2020 9:40:10 PM majic_eyes_qnly It's Q posts 958-1144 and 3124-3312. As stated by @DonVanValin in this thread, '33118 and 33119 +/- 12 days' means all Q posts from March 31 2018 

and March 31 2019 +/- 12 days. It means a +1 or +2 year delta from the old Q posts referencing coming events or being relevant to them

2/12/2020 9:40:11 PM altimitwill Post 3118 & 3119

 https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/four-years-later-seeing-lynch-tarmac-controversy-new-light-n1135786 …

 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/snoop-dogg-told-susan-rice-back-gayle-king-over-kobe-n1132981 … pic.twitter.com/F9hoTQvGk8

2/12/2020 9:43:50 PM mongrelglory However 3318 and 3319 are about Barr being told by the FISA court about the FBI's illegal spying operation...😎  The Dem's are going to do everything 

to stop him from testifying about this!

2/12/2020 9:45:17 PM nine_six3 ThanQ MAJIC_EYES_QNLY!!! I needed that breakdown!

2/12/2020 9:48:34 PM nine_six3 Be sure to check out the explanations above re: 33118/33119 = dates not the actual Q post numbers.

2/12/2020 9:50:32 PM bigblockdc2 Personally one of my favorites and even more anxious now as Barr's testimony date was announced for 3/31. Could the mass awakening follow the 

testimony? Future proves past

#WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/sBr9XPUVpb

2/12/2020 9:54:20 PM ethereal_shaman WH Clean SIG pic.twitter.com/MFk6LCebFN

2/12/2020 9:56:23 PM zoerandall145  pic.twitter.com/Kz0bGBeDWm

2/12/2020 10:05:05 PM ali_dougall Does it mean between 31st march 2018 to 31st march 2019?

2/12/2020 10:13:39 PM altimitwill Only problem is when you search those dates they do not exist. I thought maybe it was dates until I looked them up. However posts 3118 and 3119 do 

and both people in those posts are in the news lately in connection with everything going on

2/12/2020 10:15:18 PM charlesgdavis1 FOR WE THE PEOPLE. @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @misskissmekeke @LisaMei62 

@WhiteHouse @FLOTUS @40_head @chiefpolice2 @cjtruth @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @DeptofDefense pic.twitter.com/rQFmQQ0pKp

2/12/2020 10:18:54 PM jenniferfarquh7 Thank you. ❤️🙏

2/12/2020 10:19:48 PM arthworth Thanks!

2/12/2020 10:21:06 PM unidentifiedta1 Why does public opinion matter to enforce justice?

2/12/2020 10:21:35 PM charlesgdavis1 Well what do you know....the Apple fell off tree, rolled down the hill and hit a WALL, then became rotten to the core. Remember. 

https://twitter.com/w_terrence/status/1085514729320312833?s=19 …

2/12/2020 10:24:49 PM smalltownindy "They are shakin' at the knees." https://youtu.be/nF2LWo-nSuM 

2/12/2020 10:26:06 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#WatchTheWater

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

バラクオバマ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1220169340810493952 …

カバールあるある

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1152552008617906176 …

タグソルジャー?

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1206107620655783936 …

フレデリックレコードへようこそ

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1203327573918244864 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1226059406338486274 … pic.twitter.com/SR5ZXTrWWA
2/12/2020 10:31:10 PM evergreenaf 1/5

2/12/2020 10:34:01 PM zach75204875 do you guys think you scare anyone?

2/12/2020 10:34:59 PM state1union The power of 3-6-9

2/12/2020 10:36:17 PM amethystnancy 3-19 to 4-12 2019 Smolett review, "knowing" treason sedition, Mueller wrap, conspirators named, MSM Q attacks, Patriot Q'd MI rally.

3-19 to 4-12 2018 - Dersh'z on board, R Chandler, pedo Epstein drops; Clean House imp, Obama AK47 pic, Trust Wray Sessions Kansas Horowitz Huber.

2/12/2020 10:37:07 PM zach75204875 and yet you support a president set on war



2/12/2020 10:37:40 PM winklerburke Best Guess: Majestic 12 is recommending reviewing Q posts 12 days before, thru & 12 days after March 31 of 2018 ...  and also 12 days before, thru 

and after March 31 of 2019.  Recent. Events. Confirm. Every. Thing. Every. Thing. Every. Thing.

2/12/2020 10:38:37 PM zach75204875 im interested in what this page is teaching?

2/12/2020 10:39:11 PM chrispi67507251  pic.twitter.com/oCdPuf1SOq

2/12/2020 10:42:03 PM manifest_utopia Interesting article to revisit about possible Obama WH/CIA/FBI/DOJ coordination prior to investigation of Trump Russia. Q 976

 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/documents-suggest-possible-coordination-between-cia-fbi-obama-wh-and-dem-officials-early-in-trump-russia-

probe-investigators … pic.twitter.com/bFALW3P79t

2/12/2020 10:42:05 PM frequencyis_key Ok thank u. Good to know. Was thinking I wasn't doing something right. Maybe I'm trying TOO hard.

2/12/2020 10:42:43 PM winklerburke What will happen from now to March 31, 2020 when Barr is set 2 testify? Answer: Deep State will do all in its power to destroy the Q message, use FFs 

and try to dethrone anyone at the DOJ indicting anyone for anything?  The Media will lie for Deep State. People luv Media Lies?

2/12/2020 10:44:09 PM amethystnancy To +/- 12 days 03/31/2019 topics add:  Assange, Flags Out, GOP asks Schiff investigation, Schiff as member of Gang of 8  knowingly lied to media.  

To +/- 12 days 03/31/2018 drops add: Military weakened under Obama.

2/12/2020 10:44:36 PM blue_marbleeyes New Level:unlocked. 

😘

2/12/2020 10:45:06 PM zach75204875 HE IS PART OF THE ELITE TOO

2/12/2020 10:45:31 PM johnnyt_anon 3311 = Bar Testifies

8 + 9 = Q

April 12 - 12 = March 31st

#QAnom

2/12/2020 10:45:32 PM zach75204875 All rich elites must die🤷🏻♂️🖕

2/12/2020 10:45:46 PM winklerburke At some point Media needs to be shocked back into reality?  Too many Americans are locked into the Silver Chair of Media Mesmerization?  US 

Republic cannot survive if Media Mesmerization continues. Only one survives. Which is it? Liberty or Death?

2/12/2020 10:57:21 PM nancyburridge Operation Mockingbird in action compliments of Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

.Oct 9, 2019  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

2/12/2020 10:58:12 PM linnyt7 I'm still looking. Much the same issues. FISA, Smollett Ukraine CF etc.

Was the Stone sentence planned to distract from Ukraine while weakening Barr? Deep state revealing itself. Things will come out in house testimony 

they didn't plan for? 

When do we hear from JA?

2/12/2020 11:10:20 PM deathmetaihippy I bet you $20 to your favorite charity there are no mass arrests of democrats or whatever dumb shit y’all believe. Give me a date and if what you’ve 

said will happen has by then I’ll donate. If not you donate to mine. Sound fair? If you’re sure of this it’s a guaranteed donation

2/12/2020 11:10:55 PM bi07829782 The more people on the side of justice, the less risk of Civil War breaking out.

2/12/2020 11:13:35 PM epkman It's going to be epic.

2/12/2020 11:22:21 PM celestial773 Could you choose not to wake up

2/12/2020 11:27:13 PM celestial773 Wıll we lose our memory again ? Please say we dont need that as we move on to our new bodies . I dont want to forget . How is it possible , no 

possibility of reunion . Is that something connected or similar to some archangels here and they choose not to awaken

2/12/2020 11:29:39 PM celestial773 I mean your human choices and angel priorities make this not possible , am I right I dont understand that how this is not possible . Is she an angel too ? 

Do we know her when will you two reunite again ?

2/12/2020 11:30:06 PM celestial773 Do you have a twin flame aa michael ?

2/12/2020 11:33:01 PM celestial773 I am asking about you personally , How are you feeling now ? How do you feel ?

2/12/2020 11:34:24 PM blue_marbleeyes This is also of interest to me,  as I have traveled alive for a long time.  With some bad choices n along the way... 

Next relationship comes with exceptionally high expectations lolol

2/12/2020 11:36:55 PM celestial773 ..😔 I dont want to forget so exhausting and painful

2/12/2020 11:38:37 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

中国共産党にはリストがあり、 @SecPompeoは

それを見た！

 http://youtu.be/8aceYilTczQ 

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

お楽しみはこれからだ！

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1227853103547838464 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1226393838228406273 … pic.twitter.com/6h8q6jWvbr
2/12/2020 11:40:09 PM celestial773 It is so diffucult to have one . Even aa michael come to the understanding of this type of situation and “use the word not possible we reunite “ be 

careful what you expect 😔

2/12/2020 11:43:58 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@SecPompeo 

「私は幸運だった。私は中央情報局長官としてのその時からその組織に精通していた。」

 http://youtu.be/8aceYilTczQ 

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

お楽しみはこれからだ！

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1227853103547838464 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1226396896081498112 … pic.twitter.com/YlaAdVbrlJ
2/12/2020 11:45:36 PM celestial773 My divine beloved protected me during the many lifetimes . I was studying humanity .. She was always with me but I had no idea at the time .” I feel 

you 😔



2/12/2020 11:49:53 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@LindseyGrahamSC 

「ロシア疑惑の捜査に関与した人々の半分が投獄されるだろう」

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

お楽しみはこれからだ！

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1227853103547838464 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1226398515108036609 … pic.twitter.com/1Saptxq9St
2/12/2020 11:52:38 PM mamiemcclure17 Consume Distilled Water, replacement of nutrients make a concentrate 2 cups DW add 1 cup pink Himalayan salt mix, then add 9 drops of this to each 

1 cup distilled water before drinking/using. Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙏  https://twitter.com/conspiracyb0t/status/1227797049279516672 …

2/12/2020 11:52:42 PM zach75204875 Why do you just target democrats when both parties are full of corruption?

2/12/2020 11:59:27 PM celestial773 I don’t remember anything I don’t understand the process . I don’t want to live over again . All I have is my heart and some intuition I don’t want to be 

thrown around all I want to say ‘ stop the madness , take me home

2/13/2020 12:22:11 AM dasha_dagmar @SeanCordicon have tweeted about it few times... 👍 pic.twitter.com/z5gV2Ab2oH

2/13/2020 12:27:00 AM qanonmichele11 Let's all stick together because, at least, we all know we are authentic. 

We're the true digital soldiers and reason why President Trump and #QAnon are winning. No one account is going to do for us, what we can all do 

together.  We don't need celebrities, or leaders to unify.

2/13/2020 12:27:13 AM bhopki So your 168 hours to go was just more drivel. These are the facts-more than enough evidence to take down EVERY evil slimeball worldwide existed long 

before Trump & Q. EVERY single actor playing a part in this nonsense on both sides is the opposite gender of the one they portray.

2/13/2020 12:41:11 AM history_thieves Dont like heights? No problem, you wont be going anywhere anyway. As long as you look good against a green screen you'll be fine.

2/13/2020 12:45:31 AM nobody86109685 🙋🏻🙋🏻🙋🏻❤️

2/13/2020 12:45:46 AM kidge6 Maybe More importance to the celestial dates than were allotting for.

2/13/2020 1:02:08 AM etdisclosure202 Consciousness and preparation for disclosure.

2/13/2020 1:02:35 AM nobody86109685 I had a dream about you right before I woke up this morning, and you were in a woman’s body.🤔

2/13/2020 1:09:16 AM unitedredwhite1 Post 3310.

2/13/2020 1:26:50 AM aetherwalker1 "Don't get your hopes up just yet."

After ~2 1/2 yrs of Q Hopium.. we've learned not to believe in results unless we see them on stage.

2/13/2020 1:58:24 AM ronnie578 Wiltshire in the Uk often get crop circles and when our group was visiting the stones at Avebury one time a crop circle had formed 5he night before, it 

was amazing looking down on it and the energy sitting in the middle of it was absolutely awesome :)

2/13/2020 1:59:31 AM blue_marbleeyes Wow that must have been quite the experience! 😯

2/13/2020 2:02:02 AM cyberanonrevolu Indeed, old drops that make sense now. As Brexit announced 2 to 3 years in advance ... I think "looking glass". Everything is before our eyes. Thank you 

patriots

2/13/2020 2:03:14 AM zzd_sleepingdog They have it all. pic.twitter.com/K0fsKdPYSF

2/13/2020 2:16:25 AM rosscarwalker What's a 5he crop circle?

2/13/2020 2:17:17 AM rosscarwalker I'm obsessed with crop circles BTW!

2/13/2020 2:19:33 AM rosscarwalker Oh sorry it was a typo "the night before".

2/13/2020 2:28:57 AM exsjwtruther those are five-digit numbers. I think MJ means 3/31/18 and 3/31/19

2/13/2020 2:34:25 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1227829800196169728?s=20 …

For anyone who missed it.

2/13/2020 2:37:24 AM ronnie578 Blue the whole day was tbh ,we had been drumming around the stones and doing energy work which is always so much fun and laughter then told 

about the circle we went up there and just staring down the geometry and pattern was something else. Wiltshire is a very spiritual place

2/13/2020 2:38:08 AM ronnie578 sorry fat fingers here often commit typos lol

2/13/2020 2:39:42 AM blue_marbleeyes Gosh that gives me goosebumps just hearing about  it.  Are you taking about standing stones?

2/13/2020 2:45:12 AM rosscarwalker I've got plenty of the most odd synchronicity stories

2/13/2020 2:48:28 AM karina89350882 People become prepared for?

"First" E.T. contact?? (by knowing that global Leaders have contracts with them since a Long time)

2/13/2020 2:54:50 AM ronnie578 Yes in Wiltshire there’s also Stonehenge, which is circled off now you can’t get near unless booked in, I was lucky did a sound course  and we drummed 

in the middle of stones. However I do prefer Avebury more free and less commercialised or was last time I went

2/13/2020 3:02:50 AM rosscarwalker Woah that's a lot. Sending my love! X

2/13/2020 3:21:54 AM andrew13892378 Long term linear?

2/13/2020 3:22:17 AM shs617 Fantastic! We are ready

2/13/2020 3:23:03 AM itsgreat2tweet #MURDER

2/13/2020 3:47:30 AM denimdusty I was thinking about that specific wording last night in relation to my own search. 

Say something by Justin T. Lyric, ‘maybe I’m looking for something I can’t have’ has always resonated with me in this way. 

I Sind solace in the song. Maybe you can too. I doubt I am alone.

2/13/2020 3:55:29 AM steveroye 🚨 BOT ALERT!!! 🚨 This is a bot account! 🧐

2/13/2020 3:57:49 AM nikoscali A TON of interesting/relevant posts in those time periods!

2/13/2020 4:08:42 AM nikoscali Center for Near Earth Objects detects Asteroid #PZ39 that will pass within 3.5 Million miles of Earth on the 15th.

Late detections like this are SCARY! If it were on track to hit us we would have limited options...

 https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1241362/Asteroid-warning-NASA-tracks-killer-asteroid-hit-Earth-wipe-out-continent-asteroid-news …

#MAGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA

2/13/2020 4:22:45 AM celestial773 No situation is hopeless I don’t believe in that no door is closed I just dont understand how it works with what I currently have



2/13/2020 4:24:52 AM doq017 When will WeThe People TELL THEM loud and clear. We are a democratic representative republic! Democracy is MOB RULE!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC
2/13/2020 4:40:05 AM bill_davis01  pic.twitter.com/PMpXJLZBzT

2/13/2020 4:56:53 AM trbtexas This account is wack.

2/13/2020 4:58:36 AM mynardpamela Thank you 💙

2/13/2020 4:59:28 AM dironablu2u Oh for F's sakes, can he arrest Epstein's friends BEFORE he's impeached? 

WTF?

2/13/2020 5:00:03 AM birdiesrchirpin Pain

2/13/2020 5:05:12 AM doq017 @rickygervais is one brave Patriot 

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates
2/13/2020 5:10:45 AM bbobbio71 Just re read all of 3/18

WOW! 

I've reposted

2/13/2020 5:12:19 AM synackstatic March 31 2018 + or - 12 days (3/19/2018-4/12/2018)

March 31 2019 + or - 12 days (3/19/2019-4/12/2019)

Read the drops and pull the 'meta' information from them. 

What will happen between now and then? Then being 3312020

2/13/2020 5:18:44 AM synackstatic And what I'm seeing is that around this time frame we will see arrests in the Awan case. [A]pril. 

HRC and her involvement in Epstein Island will be revealed. 

Marker [2] then happens. Which is war. I suspect SCS, or preemptive Chinese on ML?

2/13/2020 5:19:55 AM synackstatic Then you get [3] which is Rachel Chandler and her activities involved in with Epstein. RC brings in all those who were blackmailed, all those involved. 

With war, brings the ability for POTUS to override the courts with MILINT/Tribunals. Mass arrests.

2/13/2020 5:23:29 AM synackstatic Then it appears the drops move onto attacking roths, the next step up from RC. Q calls off China, because the war allowed for the arrests. 

Then you get to marker [5] drop which immediately references MSM. Does the post war, roundup, and tribunals shift to focus on the MSM?

2/13/2020 5:25:02 AM synackstatic An anon asks "Gap between nights [4] and [5]" and Q responds with "syria."This gap just so happens to occur where I'm speculating China to show 

aggression,start a war in order for white hats to round up the RC connnected stooges.appears, from these drops, that C is working with Q

2/13/2020 5:25:07 AM fallorsesh Think theyre referring to 3/31/18 and 19

2/13/2020 5:26:15 AM hawkgirlinmn Nailed it! Nice MEQ!

2/13/2020 5:28:56 AM april10521252 🙏💜🕊🥰 thank you hippo! 😍

2/13/2020 5:29:19 AM covertress Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming pic.twitter.com/ahbdYDO2hg

2/13/2020 5:31:45 AM kindeandtrue Bill Barr seems to be hopelessly compromised. Barr-Epstein connection is more than a trifle suspicious.

2/13/2020 5:39:13 AM ubwhoub Yes..lol..it makes it easier to follow the conversation because you get notified. As it is now I have to search for you..complicated...but yes

2/13/2020 5:46:42 AM mynardpamela I don’t remember anything either. All I have is Love in my heart, faith in my intuition and the belief that my higher self/God will guide me wisely in 

alignment with the agreements made, before I incarnated. You are not alone 💙 AAM please help her understand the process.  🙏🏻

2/13/2020 5:48:37 AM sdane8 I've had enough. Blocked

2/13/2020 5:56:34 AM ronnie578 Omg that’s amazing Ross, stag was the first power animal I journeyed with

2/13/2020 5:57:34 AM imsooxxxited  pic.twitter.com/aM9k3gvyfm

2/13/2020 5:58:11 AM covertress cc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

 @OldSchool2A, @martingeddes,  @RealJamesWoods, @M2Madness, @knightofmaltaus, @Jordan_Sather_, @prayingmedic, @Johnheretohelp, 

@rising_serpent, @8Notables, @55true4u, @jsolomonReports, @RudyGiuliani, @DevinNunes, @TGowdySC, @ChuckGrassley, @DonaldJTrumpJr

2/13/2020 5:59:01 AM sherryhotton123 Justice! 🤞

2/13/2020 6:03:42 AM emerinemark BARR needs to be rock solid in there.  Without him,  POTUS is more vulnerable.  What a den snakes he will step into

2/13/2020 6:16:31 AM mg_chris OMG!   Local NEws channels on small budgets subscribe to Reuters or the AP and license syndicated news stories and opinion pieces rather than hiring 

a team of writers to write 3+ hours of 100% original content every day!    CONSPIRACY!!!!

Y'all need a better hobby.    LOL



2/13/2020 6:41:48 AM manriquetorres5 The CIC has spoken 

Got the cue everyone

o7 

For GOD Country/World

For Ourselves,

Our children's children

For TRUTH.

@POTUS

@GenFlynn

@SpaceForceCSO

@RudyGiuliani

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@StormIsUponUs

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@M2Madness

@Wyn1745

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1227958133550649346 …
2/13/2020 6:44:20 AM jsalleva Well done. This really drives the madness of the 'talking points' home. Thank you!! #WWG1WGA

2/13/2020 6:54:45 AM kevinmruel Demon Hunter.@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @M2Madness #MAGA #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA 

#MAGAROLLORCOASTER pic.twitter.com/HjKndCZcmf

2/13/2020 7:07:41 AM orthogonalron April will bring a hard rain

4 10 20

2/13/2020 7:45:56 AM elizquik @ROCKINGANGELBMI @Rampage9FIVE @KaykaygirlKaren @Acolyte08696070 @Preciou20225606 @johnher96131185 @17_3_161815214 

@MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MarvelousMAGA @wardamneagle171 @FollowQanon 

Live New Updates re: R Stone

Follow Pete S. on his back channels https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=zuGtF7sccBU …

2/13/2020 7:56:06 AM mateuszwala 666 soon (tm)

2/13/2020 8:03:10 AM mamiemcclure17 Please clarify, are Angels and Magistrates  in higher realms the same? Holding and providing messages and judgement of creator at an appointed time. 

Then Elohim that seeds and creates new worlds/life throughout the Universe.

2/13/2020 8:07:48 AM mateuszwala try this

1=8

0=9

2/13/2020 8:12:16 AM frequencyis_key I'd love to have experiences like that

2/13/2020 8:13:03 AM mateuszwala but one hand have 6 directions

5 fingers and 6 your wrist

but body, where is 6 direction?

soul, heart? tail?

2/13/2020 8:15:57 AM ronnie578 I miss so much of some if the conversations despite thinking I go down every route in the maze lol

2/13/2020 8:16:55 AM frequencyis_key So funny. Yes 🤗

2/13/2020 8:20:20 AM frequencyis_key Me too. 😞

2/13/2020 8:21:05 AM ubwhoub Yes I do too...it's frustrating..and forbid I get a message and leave because I can never find my way back.. there has to be a better way

2/13/2020 8:21:07 AM leepraying Starseeds

2/13/2020 8:23:46 AM nobody86109685 Same here. There’s so much info and I don’t want to miss anything.🧐

2/13/2020 8:29:24 AM ubwhoub Yes. So many questions..I think maybe I'm a second generation rock..I know nothing of much that is discussed. Names of ets  or crystals etc.

2/13/2020 8:31:05 AM juel444 Yes, amazingly beautiful 🙏🏻💕

2/13/2020 8:33:50 AM magic_jake2012 They have a lot of dark dark and deep secrets.

2/13/2020 8:34:13 AM mamiemcclure17 🙏❤️ Both are hurting.   Blessings for your compassion in that type of environment.  Take deep breaths often and think of breathing in light, love 

grace and peace. This has done wonders for me.

2/13/2020 8:35:42 AM mynardpamela Thank you very much 💙

2/13/2020 8:39:08 AM nobody86109685 Lol, it’s all a learning process. We’ve all gotten on the path at different times and we’re all still learning too. Glad you’re here!

2/13/2020 8:40:56 AM mamiemcclure17 Your welcome.  ❤️🙏✨

2/13/2020 8:42:32 AM kimberly_s_cook Epstein-Barr is also mononucleosis. Just went off on tangents in my head about monocytes and macrophages, as they relate to the situation at hand 

(the Swamp, White hats, Q). Interdasting, but neither here nor there. Just what my mind does. 🙃

2/13/2020 8:42:38 AM ubwhoub Thank you..I'm glad to be here for the most part...😊

2/13/2020 8:45:15 AM rabstuart In my honest opion, YES. This can be verified by certain Qanon post etc etc. Certain members were left in their positions long enough, to lead to certain 

unknown bad actors. They took the bait, hook, line and sinker.

2/13/2020 8:51:51 AM ronnie578 AAM wouldn’t divulge age defo a woman in this incarnation  lol ;)

2/13/2020 8:52:31 AM nobody86109685 😂😂😂

2/13/2020 8:54:21 AM ronnie578 Not even our crystals I spent years collecting ! Lol

2/13/2020 9:04:07 AM laurenmbradley2 AND USE TOROIDAL TESLA MATH FFS!! IF YOU DONT KNOW WHAT THAT IS GO HERE AND WATCH THESE VIDS. 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=TESLA+VORTEX+MATH …

ALSO READ TWEETS FROM @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 THEY WILL GET YOU UP TO SPEED WITH US. <3 

THANKS FOR MAKING ME A FIGHTER!!!! 

👇👇👇👇👇👇

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBOJpIwF47Y … pic.twitter.com/tqZYquGTyk
2/13/2020 9:06:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think SPACE FORCE. https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1227987445116895232 …

2/13/2020 9:07:02 AM 13hammers 👊😎

2/13/2020 9:07:10 AM laurenmbradley2 WHATS IN YOUR HEAD? IN YOUR HEAD? ZOMBIE!!! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv5wF-E9D8Y …

<3 <3 <3 pic.twitter.com/kFrTXC8tIe

2/13/2020 9:08:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 To protect us from whom exactly? https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1228000930450284544 …

2/13/2020 9:08:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/doescience/status/1227999392386383872 …

2/13/2020 9:09:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 Buckel up!



2/13/2020 9:09:43 AM guy_karen Another DS🤡

2/13/2020 9:09:58 AM aldo_9111 Ready! pic.twitter.com/qHzgzH00Tg

2/13/2020 9:10:06 AM dgoulding82  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-46811618 …

2/13/2020 9:10:22 AM wickedmouse369 From the breakaway civilizations and other intelligent beings.

2/13/2020 9:10:24 AM norwegianon Yeah, can you please tell us? Tell us on Tellus.

2/13/2020 9:10:41 AM dgoulding82 They know already lol

2/13/2020 9:10:43 AM lorihantman Why would we need that?🤨

2/13/2020 9:10:53 AM rudedrew63 👀

2/13/2020 9:11:10 AM bchparitynow So am I.  Q posts mature with time, foreshadowing future events, however, nothing is guaranteed not the event's fruition or the time it takes to 

actualize.

2/13/2020 9:11:11 AM contenthonest And where the he!! is 'Rocket Man'??? pic.twitter.com/CsyqwpOHja

2/13/2020 9:11:50 AM n0kisses  pic.twitter.com/luov5ploZ3

2/13/2020 9:12:05 AM gianna43781650 These people are sick!!

2/13/2020 9:12:21 AM nun_chucknorris For the newcomers https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=21 …

2/13/2020 9:12:59 AM jrocktigers "Space is for Deadheads, not warheads" . .. pic.twitter.com/hHzb0ShYBD

2/13/2020 9:13:03 AM qaphsiel17 Magnetic enegy. And its free. Just like the power that keeps your fridge magnets on.

2/13/2020 9:13:14 AM deplorabldamsel Bring on the pain! 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/u68KOqJNfx

2/13/2020 9:14:04 AM realitycheck05 Thanks. I couldn't figure out what that dinging was.

2/13/2020 9:14:28 AM hellouncledonny us risk th[i]s week

2/13/2020 9:15:04 AM meazenfree Hmm. Whatever. 👍🤔

2/13/2020 9:16:33 AM virginialouelle To be used when nibiru flys by?

2/13/2020 9:16:39 AM qaphsiel17 The Draco. Tuff pill to swallow but it is what it is.

2/13/2020 9:16:43 AM jamiegrahamusa #Archons

2/13/2020 9:16:58 AM cryptocrab4 Space tax ?

2/13/2020 9:17:15 AM yancy75312225 fallen angels

2/13/2020 9:17:28 AM sdane8 Great job!

2/13/2020 9:17:30 AM jaded_pearl #ClintonBodyCount perhaps  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Buckel …

2/13/2020 9:17:55 AM batespm4abbey For "which"-helpful to be appropriately mentally prepared, and I am very serious. #Patriot 🙏💒🇺🇸💞

2/13/2020 9:18:18 AM godfamcountry WTH!

2/13/2020 9:18:59 AM fansblowing3 They don’t want disclosure

2/13/2020 9:19:17 AM qaphsiel17 Starting to get a rash from this belt that I have had on for what seems like 2 years. Shit or get off the pot man.

2/13/2020 9:19:24 AM jamiegrahamusa #Archons

But iamthat32552730..

Please join us on waking up to this reality with other beings and good angels protecting us  @ArchangelAmongU 

You will have a great support group of soul family.

2/13/2020 9:19:33 AM fansblowing3 Aliens

2/13/2020 9:20:17 AM americanpetal Bad ET’s would be my guess.

2/13/2020 9:20:53 AM sdane8 Buckel vs Buckle?

2/13/2020 9:20:54 AM americanpetal The White Draco? Aren’t they of the Royal Reptilian Bloodline?

2/13/2020 9:21:57 AM stevengibes the others. Space Nazis .

2/13/2020 9:23:09 AM sadventum2 I am just tired of being part of the game trying to destroy us.  And I am concerned about the hail Mary that is about to be thrown by the [DS]

2/13/2020 9:23:25 AM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/zbq7HBCcXV

2/13/2020 9:24:06 AM nine_six3 To protect us from the Evil ET race (& future ones) that invaded Earth 6,000 years ago. The same Evil ET race that has these Sick people sacrificing our 

children in the name of [Moloch]. They infiltrated the Vatican, religion, and until 1947, they had much power over Society. 

pic.twitter.com/wtwIOuBNvG

2/13/2020 9:24:12 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/b63f31lrI8

2/13/2020 9:26:09 AM trinity_jenny Just a thought.. they are already using nanotechnology in foods,medications,vaccinations etc.. they manipulate it through satellite technologies which 

manifest throughout different realities.. disease .. mkultra (Looking Glass)

2/13/2020 9:27:24 AM americanpetal It’s very difficult to follow the Machiavellian ways of these DS ppl.

2/13/2020 9:27:48 AM crystalstone857 Invading forces.

2/13/2020 9:29:31 AM qaphsiel17 Always do.

2/13/2020 9:30:33 AM twilly18 2020 Comedy Cavalcade Rolls On!!!!

Tomato plants IN

2/13/2020 9:31:24 AM pumped_4_trump Where is that?

2/13/2020 9:31:40 AM onlyrobbiesnead For what. More wait and see?

2/13/2020 9:31:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Where oh where did that little $22T go, oh where oh where did it go? https://twitter.com/DoD_IG/status/1228008433237909504 …

2/13/2020 9:32:17 AM 1_decided_voter Down the rabbit hole?

2/13/2020 9:32:50 AM manifest_utopia Buckel

Buckle

L

2/13/2020 9:32:53 AM internetusr Trump stumbled upon the foreign aid Honeypot that all crooked politicians have been sharing for decades. This is exactly why everyone is flipping out 

because they know it's over.

2/13/2020 9:33:01 AM shari_todd  pic.twitter.com/ielV11SzwC

2/13/2020 9:33:28 AM nm_zsr 3122-3116 show pictures of: 

JC(lap)

SY

SR

LL

JB

JC(orn)

AM
2/13/2020 9:33:30 AM aleks8837 Dorothy, 'cause Kansas is going bye, bye!

2/13/2020 9:33:34 AM internetusr Now we know how people like Maxine Waters live in huge mansions. 

Interesting.

2/13/2020 9:33:36 AM rebornkingent Space and black budget. Break away civilization.

2/13/2020 9:33:37 AM nine_six3 △△△

A link to an article discussing the creepy [Moloch] statue above that was placed outside the Colosseum by the Vatican!!!

 https://pulpitandpen.org/2019/11/08/the-vatican-places-giant-statue-of-molech-at-colosseum-entrance/ … pic.twitter.com/sUMaF1G2ng

2/13/2020 9:33:39 AM gaila13ster Are we at the book of Job with the looking glass?

2/13/2020 9:33:45 AM nikoscali "Goa'uld"

2/13/2020 9:34:17 AM normal_wizard  pic.twitter.com/5Ow1Lx9eTj



2/13/2020 9:34:21 AM ubwhoub I have to believe I see what I'm suppose to see..

2/13/2020 9:34:45 AM qaphsiel17 They stole it from the human slaves to fund things beyond imagination.

2/13/2020 9:35:54 AM nikoscali Ed Buck or David Buckel?

2/13/2020 9:36:12 AM freedom4all Been buckled up since #FBiAnon. This belt is getting tight waiting for the fireworks.

2/13/2020 9:37:20 AM manifest_utopia  https://twitter.com/FederalNewsNet/status/1227744881973637120 …

2/13/2020 9:37:36 AM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/gJUFiGViSV

2/13/2020 9:37:38 AM jones_tobious Ed Buck coming to the forefront now!?

2/13/2020 9:37:38 AM archangelamongu Much of what is described in the Bible comes from vague memories of other lifetimes. It was an attempt to describe energetic process that does not 

lend itself well to human language.

2/13/2020 9:38:03 AM kevinmruel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@DevinNunes

@RudyGiuliani

@JudgeJeanine

@dbongino

@IvankaTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

President Regan Speech Without Script

#MAGA

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#BrexitBritain #Iranian

#Iraq https://youtu.be/qXBswFfh6AY 
2/13/2020 9:38:10 AM provbay4me Amazing Archive !

2/13/2020 9:38:37 AM archangelamongu For example, here I am called “Archangel Michael” not because that is my name, but because the label gave meaning to someone and it “stuck.”

2/13/2020 9:39:32 AM normal_wizard I keep seeing it in my "dreams."

2/13/2020 9:39:40 AM archangelamongu One particular religion identifies the Crearor incorrectly as Elohim. Elohim is a soul group that, as you say, creates and seeds new life.

2/13/2020 9:40:12 AM janey634 RBG........

2/13/2020 9:40:54 AM archangelamongu Obviously, no one who wrote the Bible had the ability to clearly remember the Creation of this planet. So vague memories then, as now, become 

culturally adopted.

2/13/2020 9:41:45 AM archangelamongu What are known as “angels” here are souls who have a common mission of different types of service. They can incarnate as human or other life forms 

to serve.

2/13/2020 9:43:07 AM archangelamongu In the past, someone got the idea to paint us with wings. In our original forms we are, like you, beings of light.

2/13/2020 9:44:37 AM jamiegrahamusa ThanQ...Im happy. I added you w our #AngelicTeam

2/13/2020 9:44:48 AM archangelamongu Because we can take any form, we can adapt ourselves to a form an individual would recognize. Sometimes that is with wings. Other times I show up 

with a sword.

2/13/2020 9:45:49 AM archangelamongu Only part of us comes into human bodies or other life forms when we incarnate here. The vast majority of our energy remains on the other side of the 

veil here.

2/13/2020 9:45:56 AM americanpetal Ed Buck???

2/13/2020 9:46:24 AM deanna_danforth Let’s go Please

2/13/2020 9:46:52 AM bbobbio71 I'm saying either Space Force, Free energy or the crooked foundations

2/13/2020 9:47:00 AM manifest_utopia 👍👍👍

2/13/2020 9:48:28 AM americanpetal It’s not in my couch. Yours?

2/13/2020 9:49:48 AM trumppatriotus1 It's always FRAUD!!

2/13/2020 9:52:37 AM bbobbio71 I love these Simpson's.  This is a very interesting read. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Beer_Parade https://twitter.com/NickHintonn/status/1227952881120284673 …

2/13/2020 9:52:55 AM jeffieyboy  pic.twitter.com/ZTm2c3Hq6y

2/13/2020 9:56:10 AM yellahabibihela Another Chinese "scientist" co-opting our tech for questionable purposes.

2/13/2020 9:57:42 AM wakeup33462138 Let’s go 💪!! pic.twitter.com/4VLhPh3ccn

2/13/2020 9:58:15 AM sverhaque Amazing job thanks.

2/13/2020 9:59:39 AM neufeldtlyss17 GENIUS meme!!!

2/13/2020 10:00:49 AM neufeldtlyss17 Isn’t THAT the phuckin truth

2/13/2020 10:01:18 AM ericpartchey 🙏

2/13/2020 10:01:39 AM magaman333 Time for PAIN.

2/13/2020 10:02:21 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes @DonaldJTrumpJr

2/13/2020 10:04:10 AM bbobbio71 Was he opposed to the program?

2/13/2020 10:05:03 AM archangelamongu Everything you see is a creation of your own energy to provide the opportunities you selected in your life agreement. Everything you see has value only 

as an EXPERIENCE.

2/13/2020 10:05:34 AM jrocktigers Gold under WTC

2/13/2020 10:05:49 AM patriotswegoall Impending alien or DS threat?

2/13/2020 10:05:55 AM bbobbio71 I'm guessing to Protect, Explore as well as join other worldly forces to maintain peace in the universe.

2/13/2020 10:07:02 AM humanprimer Our future selves?  Coming back to tell us where the forks in the roads are. You know, the highly guarded forks.  Ones we didn't even know were there?

2/13/2020 10:07:13 AM archangelamongu You are very perceptive.

2/13/2020 10:07:17 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/mr1Q0JURIw

2/13/2020 10:07:27 AM bbobbio71 I wish I paid more attention in school. 

But, I also see China is in on it.  Go figure

2/13/2020 10:08:39 AM worrieddad A space guard won't protect against demons. Demons exists in our world today. They are who the elite worship.

2/13/2020 10:09:37 AM bbobbio71 Sorry, that's bad taste.

2/13/2020 10:09:48 AM poorman369  pic.twitter.com/luJRW8mM0s

2/13/2020 10:11:12 AM bbobbio71 If it's Ed then I see the narrative Schiff ting.

2/13/2020 10:15:23 AM kriz_jason Spaceballs

2/13/2020 10:17:14 AM adsvel 22 trillion??? It wasnt me.... pic.twitter.com/mxKuWt8tfv

2/13/2020 10:18:17 AM virginbred Can’t wait for next installment!  Loved reading this and sharing...thank you!

2/13/2020 10:19:21 AM skilletmack all of the above.

2/13/2020 10:19:47 AM mamiemcclure17 The blue Angels my son saw had folded wings behind them both. Know you mentioned could have been Ankenash of RA.

2/13/2020 10:20:11 AM nine_six3 Hello @Nun_chucknorris, I want to sincerely Thank YouX3 for taking the time & making our studies so much easier. I had no idea who did it when I 

found it & started reading. To be able to ThankQ myself, makes it all that much better! Amazing work, your contribution is appreciated!

2/13/2020 10:21:29 AM mightymouse211 Ready pic.twitter.com/iW9uQwl6bB



2/13/2020 10:22:02 AM neufeldtlyss17 PHENOMINAL GIFT

THANK U & GOD BLESS U

2/13/2020 10:23:36 AM cameronldownie Are we launching the TREASONOUS TERRORCRATS into space?! great idea

2/13/2020 10:25:04 AM trump_alliance Not to mention that John Kelly's undermining our President included ulterior motives like an RV of USD pushed by DS clowns & serving a very different 

master like Comey 

They never thought she would lose 

The swamp is so DEEP

2/13/2020 10:25:11 AM winklerburke Best guess: Alpha World Ratlines  & Bolt-holes.   Too much money to spend & not be found on Earth?  (In Stargate 1, Alpha Planet was an Earth-like 

planet chosen in case Earth becomes unlivable?)

2/13/2020 10:29:17 AM tillie71120939 So on 9/10 Donald Rumsfeld announces that 22 trillion is missing. And now an additional 22 trillion is again missing? WTF? 

#QAnon

2/13/2020 10:29:35 AM keith369me The not secret black projects plus kickbacks for complicity

2/13/2020 10:30:20 AM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/QywQAIqVh1

2/13/2020 10:30:32 AM keith369me Ready for products that don’t require power as we know it?

2/13/2020 10:30:37 AM duncanskinner6 Did the $22 trillion fund adventures to Mars and other anti-gravity crafts here on earth?

2/13/2020 10:31:07 AM kriz_jason  pic.twitter.com/wp18UhqiWy

2/13/2020 10:31:28 AM winklerburke Or... we be fighting aliens?

2/13/2020 10:31:39 AM keith369me If ETs wanted to eliminate us, with their advanced capabilities it would have already happened.  They don’t

2/13/2020 10:32:41 AM _the_psychonaut Misspellings matter

2/13/2020 10:32:47 AM keith369me John Kelly is simply a vertically parallel instance of John Kerry.

2/13/2020 10:33:57 AM jimmy74832016 322?

Stars

2o2o pic.twitter.com/s7aXHNt7ez

2/13/2020 10:34:08 AM jimmy74832016 ? pic.twitter.com/O7n3G44irJ

2/13/2020 10:35:27 AM nine_six3 I think they are attempting to challenge us to work together and come up with the answers. If you take a look at the amazing work @Nun_chucknorris 

did with compiling the threads of Knowledge shared by MJ12, you’ll find many answers within it. (Message over messenger)

2/13/2020 10:36:06 AM jimmy74832016 Harvard.. I know...

Yale.. Skull and Bones... Got it.

2/13/2020 10:37:53 AM curiouspatriot7 Black budget, space, & tech/research beyond imagination.

2/13/2020 10:37:56 AM tachyonluxor @TheSolariReport

2/13/2020 10:38:30 AM stoneturnr Hoping you might shed some light on that question...

For instance, are these objects near Saturn's rings really alien craft? What are they doing there?  

https://podcast.sjrdesign.net/files/070_RingmakersOfSaturn.pdf … pic.twitter.com/FHsXJsXN6v

2/13/2020 10:38:44 AM nine_six3  https://t.co/FobaEIxCP1  https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1228003989893107714?s=21 …

2/13/2020 10:39:48 AM rick_hernandez Instead, they disable our nukes.

2/13/2020 10:40:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define Hitman.

2/13/2020 10:41:08 AM jvan125 Hillary Rodham Clinton? 😉

2/13/2020 10:41:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 "HRC hired a hitman." - @DevinNunes https://youtu.be/hmwQyvgVcS0 

2/13/2020 10:41:44 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/fuxCVoHA18

2/13/2020 10:41:44 AM dougfasho Define evergreen bodycount

2/13/2020 10:41:49 AM sailorpractical Anyone who can cause manipulated outcomes

2/13/2020 10:42:01 AM rick_hernandez  https://youtu.be/x4wL4lbwwNU 

2/13/2020 10:42:38 AM krucialnuera The best there is, the best there was, and the best there ever will be pic.twitter.com/yvsJGuB88y

2/13/2020 10:42:43 AM citoyen_resist are you really the right person to ask ?

2/13/2020 10:43:32 AM nine_six3 I can’t seem to play it. Video is unavailable. Is it just me?

2/13/2020 10:43:39 AM pmpambs3 Darn. The video is gone.  It will be eye opening

2/13/2020 10:43:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who was 187'd that made DB scared for her life?

2/13/2020 10:43:58 AM gulfcoastchelle SR

2/13/2020 10:44:04 AM jvan125 #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 10:44:05 AM pro_aktv His name was Seth Rich.

2/13/2020 10:44:09 AM 1_decided_voter SR

2/13/2020 10:44:16 AM thomasp11580995 SR

2/13/2020 10:44:18 AM deplorabldamsel #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 10:44:26 AM jeff57253103 ??

2/13/2020 10:44:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 The Mueller Dossier

Salacious (but verified?)

Versus...

Salacious and unverified?

What was the subject matter of the original dossier?

Golden Shower?

Was it projection?

Hello AS.
2/13/2020 10:45:03 AM auroravoyager1 #WhoIsSethRich for $1,000 Alex.

2/13/2020 10:45:04 AM earth2nissy Seth Rich, an American hero.

2/13/2020 10:45:06 AM valhalla11111 Sr

2/13/2020 10:45:11 AM n2zyk That's a daily thing for het. All her friends must be hitmen

2/13/2020 10:45:41 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/GlE3Kg2d7D

2/13/2020 10:45:48 AM kimallthat #HisNameIsSethRich

2/13/2020 10:45:50 AM rethsich2 Who is DB?

SR?

Justice Scalia #wetworks?

2/13/2020 10:45:53 AM nine_six3 That was quick!!! Censorship at its best.  🤨

2/13/2020 10:45:55 AM 1chericane Seth pic.twitter.com/qaNhkDr30g

2/13/2020 10:45:58 AM state1union Is DB in witness protection?

2/13/2020 10:45:59 AM maerstian7 is the space force will provide real time video stream with no  cut-out and secrecy ? is the space force will determine their task about their work on 

official manner,wait and see.

2/13/2020 10:46:23 AM williebhere AS was the pee pee boy instead of DT...🤣🤣🤣

2/13/2020 10:46:56 AM firebirdhank #HisNameWasSethRich 🇺🇸🐸🍿 pic.twitter.com/oDLAWpjqtc

2/13/2020 10:47:31 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/ilJRqJH1aA

2/13/2020 10:47:47 AM state1union Adam caught on tape?  What about the little boy?

2/13/2020 10:48:41 AM spacetechatngas His name was #SethRich

2/13/2020 10:48:47 AM sloangidding Who showed up at the ER early that same morning enroute to the airport? With the ?Mayor?

Why on earth would the mayor be out at Omygoditsearly:30???

2/13/2020 10:49:05 AM the_bladeraker Donna Brazille



2/13/2020 10:49:07 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1030099966377828355?s=21 …

2/13/2020 10:49:14 AM hoffman11my I believe by D B you mean Donna Brazile. 

And she was scared for her life, she very publicly admitted it.

2/13/2020 10:49:33 AM miked12511 Donna Brazil.

2/13/2020 10:50:09 AM sloangidding The other is MB.

2/13/2020 10:50:59 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1030119365138702337?s=21 …

2/13/2020 10:51:12 AM brianbrido97 SR

2/13/2020 10:51:18 AM bluepopcorn8 Seth Rich?

2/13/2020 10:51:30 AM americanpetal Donna Brazil

2/13/2020 10:52:13 AM sicntired1  pic.twitter.com/lM47Zk5fKp

2/13/2020 10:52:17 AM jeremy350344 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should we take measures to protect ourselves against the Coronavirus in the US? Or is it all BS?

2/13/2020 10:52:23 AM americanpetal SR

2/13/2020 10:52:50 AM magamircat1 Seth Rich!

2/13/2020 10:53:02 AM robbiemoralesaz His name IS Seth Rich

2/13/2020 10:53:11 AM williebhere Does a hitman have to kill someone to be known as a hitman.. or is simply removing that persons ability to be affective make him a hitman.. as in a hit 

piece on someone??

2/13/2020 10:54:28 AM americanpetal I would think hitman means to kill somebody.

2/13/2020 10:54:30 AM n7guardiananon similar to Nikola Tesla's car that ran off wireless energy???

2/13/2020 10:54:51 AM magamircat1 HRC

2/13/2020 10:54:59 AM jo7hansmy Someone who kills for money.

2/13/2020 10:55:03 AM atyra831 Damn right 😊

The hand of God has blessed President Trump 🇺🇸

2/13/2020 10:55:10 AM americanpetal Or silence somebody by scaring them so much then know to be quiet.

2/13/2020 10:55:30 AM goatfish_dreams 187 = murdered

DB = Donna Brazile

Donna Brazile was waiting for Seth Rich's body at the hospital where he was taken. She was there to ensure he was dead. She feared being killed 

herself perhaps because they wanted to kill everyone related to the event.

2/13/2020 10:55:36 AM americanpetal So much projection.

2/13/2020 10:56:34 AM wizowskig His name was Seth Rich.

2/13/2020 10:56:45 AM arbydubbs Seth Rich?

2/13/2020 10:57:32 AM fansblowing3 Seth Rich and the Haiti children

2/13/2020 10:57:42 AM 11charlie111 ⚔😂 pic.twitter.com/CVNNENqkXK

2/13/2020 10:58:10 AM magamircat1 My guess for what its worth is that he was a black hat..think military industrial complex. Trump keeps his enemies very close for them to expose 

themselves and others.

2/13/2020 10:58:26 AM vicfish06 Seth Rich 

 https://youtu.be/aJcG02dh7vI 

Craig Murray

 https://www.counterpunch.org/2017/05/19/seth-rich-craig-murray-and-the-sinister-stewards-of-the-national-security-state/ …

Start at about the 7 minute mark or watch the whole segment:

1/7/2017 https://youtu.be/w3DvaVrRweY 
2/13/2020 10:58:47 AM manriquetorres5 ! professor Dear Show Wits!

We The People now it was/is a full con set up by the Usual gang that was running ww stuff.

@GenFlynn

@realDonaldTrump

@SidneyPowell1

@SpaceForceCSO

@WhiteHouse

@RudyGiuliani

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@prayingmedic

@John_F_Kennnedy

@JudgeJeanine https://twitter.com/Wyn1745/status/1222059021873512449 …
2/13/2020 10:58:55 AM aldo_9111 Vatican pic.twitter.com/s2E0pP5akh

2/13/2020 10:59:27 AM stoneturnr Afraid of being added to the #ClintonBodyCount for being a loose end?  

#JusticeForSethRich https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-04/donna-brazile-says-she-feared-her-life-after-seth-rich-was-killed …

2/13/2020 11:00:54 AM 21oplato I sensed from her; She know about what happen to him. She  is a good person at heart.(even though she is opposite politically), feels guilt. But, she is 

not going to say a thing & cross Hillary. Even if Hillary did call her a "Water Buffalo".

2/13/2020 11:01:03 AM 67chrisn The plumbing issue at the Standard as well... lot's of chemicals used ..

2/13/2020 11:01:17 AM 21oplato Empathic at times.

2/13/2020 11:01:26 AM aluna_kay  pic.twitter.com/bEScEwcgrT

2/13/2020 11:01:40 AM poisonsky23 #sethrich

2/13/2020 11:02:45 AM billy_bear17 And then she gets a job at fox news...

2/13/2020 11:04:29 AM cornhol74006295 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Melanch10844904/status/1227915741992751105 …

2/13/2020 11:05:09 AM brockwilliams14 His Name was #SethRich  Donna Brazil was there at the hospital to retrieve what??? Thumb Drive??? #QArmy

2/13/2020 11:06:12 AM kriz_jason  pic.twitter.com/ick6JS2p48

2/13/2020 11:06:41 AM dayzero5 🤮

2/13/2020 11:07:46 AM nine_six3 We can’t forget all those Haitian children... ugh. And who knows from where else they were stealing their blood sacrifice supplies from. 

Here, There, Everywhere. pic.twitter.com/9SmaHdMH94

2/13/2020 11:07:52 AM timeforarrests Seth Rich

2/13/2020 11:08:14 AM april10521252 🙏 #timeforjustice #HisNameWasSethRich #GodBlessAmerica #unity #love #truth #savethechildren

2/13/2020 11:09:39 AM h495pppjbqvpm4h [P]arasits

2/13/2020 11:09:39 AM ramstadstacy SSP?

2/13/2020 11:10:05 AM realityloominng Indeed where did they go!? 

MJ12 where were you when this broke? Only hearing about it now from Michael Salla .. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqY7cbvP-yo …



2/13/2020 11:10:26 AM _369311119 Hannity often requests that viewers, "Buckle Up."

Maybe watch Hannity tonight for "Buckel Up." Might be ELectric.

2/13/2020 11:11:37 AM _369311119 Joe Biden's professed solution to domestic violence

2/13/2020 11:13:08 AM bobfrankel2 SR

2/13/2020 11:13:23 AM megatronmighty No name

2/13/2020 11:13:28 AM aldo_9111 Here ya go https://youtu.be/hmwQyvgVcS0 

2/13/2020 11:13:40 AM davidjb333 That would be Seth Rich

2/13/2020 11:13:46 AM nine_six3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, apologies for the off-topic Q: Wanted to see if the frequency to clarify Q’s w/ you guys in meditation is still 396hz? During the Super 

Bowl you mentioned 369hz and now I’m unsure. Stick with 396hz? Thank you and again my apologies for drifting from your post.

2/13/2020 11:14:23 AM girlawakeinca Laws protecting those who poison food, air, water 💦🌍 for financial & other means.

2/13/2020 11:16:10 AM jlross5 Better question is who was at the hospital in the morning hours right after SR was shot and why? A key fob maybe? So many questions and no 

answers. DWS? Maybe somebody did something. See something say something. Ask DB.

2/13/2020 11:16:35 AM janey634 buckel = hunchback

2/13/2020 11:16:37 AM nine_six3 So wrong but still oddly comical. 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#ThesePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/GNaElTPXgZ

2/13/2020 11:16:38 AM archangelamongu That’s ok. That’s why I’m here. Your questions are always welcome. Most here on Earth know nothing about these ideas. That’s why I’ve come 

now—help you learn all about yourselves and creation.

2/13/2020 11:16:44 AM rebornkingent Can I have crowd strike for 100 alex.

2/13/2020 11:17:43 AM jlross5 Podesta

2/13/2020 11:18:02 AM djtrice6 Dems after BARR pic.twitter.com/wF5Zk7Styb

2/13/2020 11:18:05 AM keeter1234321 People always talk about Haiti but if it happened in Haiti think about Rwanda. And all the other hot spots during their spree #ClintonBodyCount 

#ClintonFoundation #ClintonCrimeFamily #Hillary Clinton @realDonaldTrump #MAGA #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #QARMY #QANON @nytimes

2/13/2020 11:18:39 AM identityasxy Why?

2/13/2020 11:19:07 AM stoneturnr Buckel up...

#StandardHotel

#LiddleKidz

#DrainTheSwamp

 https://loomered.com/2019/11/20/schiff-is-terrified-of-video-allegedly-in-custody-of-the-fbi/ … pic.twitter.com/Glw82Lc6jm

2/13/2020 11:19:34 AM mgodfrey99 Seth Rich

2/13/2020 11:20:15 AM bryceja68689884 Was she present at the hospital when SR arrived?

2/13/2020 11:20:17 AM ubwhoub Please know I've come to love you..I want to learn. I need you to know since my aneurysm I don't remember things like I used to and it appears I learn 

much slower as well. What I really want is for you to take my hand and lead me where I am suppose to be.😊 no kidding

2/13/2020 11:20:35 AM giediknight SR

2/13/2020 11:20:36 AM susan74963368 Who is DB?

2/13/2020 11:21:07 AM jakekel23656089 SR

2/13/2020 11:21:35 AM fansblowing3 These lies were actually about Schiff?  And the prostitutes were most likely men? pic.twitter.com/MOOdj18XcY

2/13/2020 11:21:36 AM jaded_pearl Worked for me

2/13/2020 11:21:50 AM jakekel23656089 How was it she was at the hospital ER when he was admitted?

2/13/2020 11:22:25 AM jaded_pearl Those tasked with getting rid of human evidence

2/13/2020 11:23:42 AM ayeee_tony We are here for you. ❤️

2/13/2020 11:23:55 AM algerwins Agree

The question I want answered is:

If it was just some random "botched robbery"..

Why did police immediately obtain a warrant for and seize his electronic equipment?

At 7 AM on a Sunday morning?

Who requested this and what judge signed off on the warrant?

This is key info.
2/13/2020 11:24:15 AM lonestarpatrio1 Is this the Majestic 12 from the Nixon era? Was this money used In modern times? WTF? Like Magic Eyes Only classifications?

2/13/2020 11:24:38 AM maga_bugsy SETH RICH !

2/13/2020 11:25:00 AM girlawakeinca For anyone who cannot see the video The video is still there. You may want to try: 1) clear your cache first & then 2) click on link, save as a copy (don’t 

watch here) & then open the YT app/website & watch it directly from there. 😃💫 pic.twitter.com/bDB7ODj4uZ

2/13/2020 11:26:28 AM moemc8 #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 11:27:00 AM cny_micaa SSP

2/13/2020 11:27:27 AM nine_six3 They won’t let me respond to this?!

2/13/2020 11:27:41 AM christineboonst @BryceJa68689884 yes https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1086151541210447872.html …

2/13/2020 11:27:50 AM lynnmar42209594  https://edition.cnn.com/2017/11/02/politics/donna-brazile-dnc-book/index.html …

2/13/2020 11:27:51 AM aleks8837 To the Elite:

It was up to you! We didn't have to do it this way. But you corrupted and manipulated our functioning organic democracies with your lies and deceits. 

Since you broke our systems integrity with cheating, we now have to force you out and create our own, new system!!!

2/13/2020 11:27:56 AM cornhol74006295 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1228037320856616960 …

2/13/2020 11:28:17 AM aleks8837 To the Elite:

It was up to you! We didn't have to do it this way. But you corrupted and manipulated our functioning organic democracies with your lies and deceits. 

Since you broke our systems integrity with cheating, we now have to force you out and create our own, new system!!!

2/13/2020 11:28:22 AM ubwhoub Thank you..that's very comforting

2/13/2020 11:28:55 AM deplorablesuezq Eric ciramella?

2/13/2020 11:29:32 AM archangelamongu I am holding your hand. I will always be with you for as long as you ask me to stay. I’m very happy to have you here. You are a beautiful soul.

2/13/2020 11:30:15 AM dironablu2u They must have found oil in space.

2/13/2020 11:31:09 AM nine_six3 Lol oh I think you were editing. Hahaha tripped me out! 

I’m sure it’s Projection with a Twist. 

Not Trump —> AS (& sicko gang?) and 

Not Prostitutes ——> Children? (Or men like you suggest) pic.twitter.com/C031IUuEB3

2/13/2020 11:31:19 AM ina45336600 HUSSEIN



2/13/2020 11:31:55 AM cny_micaa  https://de.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buckel 

2/13/2020 11:32:06 AM heartcrossgifts Every island in the Caribbean

2/13/2020 11:32:19 AM ubwhoub :`) you fill me up!! Thank you for coming here to help all of us.

2/13/2020 11:34:10 AM soonerdunn If you open video in YouTube app NOT directly from link you’ll see video. Well worth seeing it.

2/13/2020 11:34:36 AM jlross5 Everything points back to the DNC DWS DB. Key fob never found. There’s more than one person that has the information. Oh and I forgot Podesta. “I’m 

here to help” knows and M$13 aren’t around anymore. Hmm 🤔

2/13/2020 11:35:22 AM blue_marbleeyes Sending so much love for you as you continue on this journey of healing and discovery. 

You are not alone,  how wonderful it is to know that.  Ignites the soul!! ❤️

2/13/2020 11:35:43 AM heartcrossgifts Can we define it as Hitmen- 

2 MS13 thugs found 187'ed in Myrtle Beach SC shortly thereafter.  Too bad the Mockingbird MSM is owned/controlled and 99 % of Americans don't 

know about this. pic.twitter.com/UU30x8RoFg

2/13/2020 11:35:46 AM cameronldownie The only point to that Pencil

2/13/2020 11:35:52 AM melanieanders7 Did you do a see something say something? MJs left links for you to do so. Hope the whistleblower is ok. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

2/13/2020 11:36:09 AM cny_micaa Also includes hitman, Evergreen and depop? 

https://usahitman.com/ecoadp/?fbclid=IwAR3M7kNImMgPXgD9VZgi12X4gzRmrbRM03a5U7p82KXsgCFsJG-cUBdn204 …

2/13/2020 11:36:14 AM jlross5 By the way anyone heard from JA recently?

2/13/2020 11:36:21 AM fritzingeradam Not the first time.... pic.twitter.com/IJH7ce2sOA

2/13/2020 11:36:39 AM archangelamongu I apologize, I have not filtered you. I’m not sure how to do that. No, you are not the ones I was referring to when I made that comment.

2/13/2020 11:37:17 AM j2_holder @donnabrazile

2/13/2020 11:37:18 AM archangelamongu I’m glad to have you here.

2/13/2020 11:38:23 AM ubwhoub Who are you asking? There is 13 on this thread

2/13/2020 11:41:23 AM melanieanders7 I see. I’m not sure then. Try messaging MJ.

2/13/2020 11:41:28 AM algerwins He's locked up in Belmarsh Prison in the UK...

Where the ISIS and terrorists are being held...

Waiting for extradition to the US...

Where our DOJ has an 18 count indictment waiting for him..

Absolute travesty. https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/julian-assange-court-westminster-magistrates-mia-hmp-belmarsh-

a9282201.html …

2/13/2020 11:41:54 AM archangelamongu Are you speaking to me?

2/13/2020 11:43:38 AM p4patriot The deep state depopulation plans.

2/13/2020 11:44:06 AM manifest_utopia 👍

2/13/2020 11:44:23 AM jimmy74832016  pic.twitter.com/QGtZUO0zH8

2/13/2020 11:44:56 AM talha21082000 did you look up donald marshall?

2/13/2020 11:45:05 AM envision43 Seth Rich, and you al know his death wasn’t a botched robbery. It was planned after they realized he downloaded emails and information and gave to 

Wikileaks

2/13/2020 11:45:46 AM tambanow Could Justice Scalia's death have any thing to do with it?

2/13/2020 11:47:54 AM bryceja68689884 Thank you. I' ve read that before. Im looking for further info. Thanks again!

2/13/2020 11:48:18 AM archangelamongu I just now did. I believe I answered a question about controlling energy previously. There are a lot of horrible things going on here. But there are so 

many beautiful and uplifting things to focus your energy on instead.

2/13/2020 11:48:48 AM jimmy74832016  https://www.wsj.com/articles/education-department-investigating-harvard-yale-over-foreign-funding-11581539042 …

🤔👍

2/13/2020 11:50:00 AM thefuturition Well according to rumored reports, she was at the hospital where Seth Rich was at 4am that tragic night.

2/13/2020 11:50:36 AM talha21082000 glad you did do you believe him beacuse there is a lot of evidence to believe him

2/13/2020 11:52:32 AM teamsterr07 Someone who is paid or assigned to take another person out.

2/13/2020 11:53:12 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump http://wmur.com/article/gerber-launches-a-national-search-for-its-next-spokesbaby/30894002?src=app …

2/13/2020 11:58:11 AM ubwhoub Yes indeed..Thank you..I GET A little crazy every now and then in discovery...knowing we are surrounded by loving souls keeps us from falling off the 

edge..Thank you.

2/13/2020 11:58:31 AM nick_2c Just drain the swamp.

2/13/2020 11:59:45 AM jpmsxo Seth of course

2/13/2020 11:59:47 AM dbender22 I remember that one....

2/13/2020 12:00:59 PM sterkinglights1 Men suggest they are over 18. So probably not men but under age boys. Remember how they described JE victims.

2/13/2020 12:01:32 PM my2sonznme #HisNameIsSethRich

2/13/2020 12:01:46 PM themsdlr His name is Seth Rich and we will never forget.  Another Benghazi as far as i am concerned. @realDonaldTrump

2/13/2020 12:02:46 PM mongrelglory Except there is no Q post on 03/31/18.  The closest is Mar 28/2018 which was this: https://www.nationalreview.com/2018/03/russia-collusion-real-

story-hillary-clinton-dnc-fbi-media/ …

2/13/2020 12:02:48 PM curt_avila Wetworks

2/13/2020 12:02:54 PM talha21082000 ?

2/13/2020 12:04:01 PM curt_avila Gun for hire, contract killer.

2/13/2020 12:04:11 PM mongrelglory So there's going to be Canadian Space Ninjas too?  Cool! 😎

2/13/2020 12:04:31 PM lovethebeach999 Spelling matters

2/13/2020 12:04:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 "HRC hired a hitman." - @DevinNunes pic.twitter.com/vhWSVyCYuX

2/13/2020 12:05:19 PM pro_aktv One of many.

2/13/2020 12:05:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hello [Alice]. pic.twitter.com/dcOKCT8kyd

2/13/2020 12:07:29 PM marydye67322477 Donna Brazil.

2/13/2020 12:08:26 PM williebhere Explain if Alice =HRC

Q=Alice

Are they the same?

2/13/2020 12:08:27 PM weibeschund 2nd time here

2/13/2020 12:08:33 PM mjusticeinoc #SethRich

2/13/2020 12:09:44 PM nine_six3 ThankQ! Love hearing that with my own ears and reading the subtitles with my own eyes. 

Very Much appreciated!!!

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/S4UO0KM1Gz

2/13/2020 12:10:47 PM gregorychestnut Mr. Goodyear did not kill his self!!!

2/13/2020 12:10:53 PM mongrelglory Ha!  That's funny! ...in a dark humour sort of way. 😜

2/13/2020 12:11:52 PM mongrelglory Time for them to spill the beans?

2/13/2020 12:12:13 PM prettydeadlady Well two things. Genealogy is a key tenent and doctrine of Mormonism. But they don’t do anything with DNA. -Signed an ExMormon Genealogist

2/13/2020 12:12:27 PM rocktobersky Interesting...

2/13/2020 12:12:39 PM mike_mzman Alice is Twitter's AI for censoring the speech they don't like.



2/13/2020 12:13:18 PM weibeschund Like usual, the scene of the tire hanging itself is missing

2/13/2020 12:13:47 PM arletta0301 LOCK HER UP! 😡

2/13/2020 12:13:48 PM mongrelglory Buttercup!  (Sorry, I couldn't resist...)

2/13/2020 12:14:24 PM melanieanders7 Well well! He spilled some very important beans

2/13/2020 12:15:46 PM tracynutt5 It is interesting the cropping of the photo

2/13/2020 12:15:47 PM norwegianon Is #FISAgate is #DeepStateGate

2/13/2020 12:15:48 PM _jpeli_24  pic.twitter.com/OrbTRJLtAP

2/13/2020 12:16:34 PM janey634 Hahahaha. Thanks for the chuckle.😂

2/13/2020 12:16:46 PM hawkgirlinmn The quote was “her campaign hired hitmen.” You said “a hitman.” Why?

2/13/2020 12:17:01 PM williebhere I don’t know if you follow Q... but that definition doesn’t fit.. respectfully..

2/13/2020 12:18:22 PM weibeschund You’re welcome

2/13/2020 12:18:42 PM mongrelglory That's a good find!  Probably what MJ-12 is referring to with the "mis-spelling".  The end of fossil fuels and access to clean energy will be a game 

changer for this planet!

2/13/2020 12:20:50 PM mongrelglory David Buckel?  The Human Rights lawyer who supposedly burned himself to death in protest of the use of Fossil fuels?  May he RIP!  Looking forward to 

clean abundant energy for everyone on the planet. 🙏

2/13/2020 12:21:06 PM prettydeadlady They believe that they must perform proxy rituals (baptism, marriage, etc.) for their ancestors to get into the highest levels of heaven.

2/13/2020 12:21:25 PM prettydeadlady Selecting members? I’m not sure what you mean by that.

2/13/2020 12:21:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Merkel!

2/13/2020 12:21:36 PM vexedvixen17 Notice tweeted 3 days ago.

2/13/2020 12:21:40 PM rachaelangelm That’s funny.

2/13/2020 12:21:53 PM plasticjesus6 Wait lol who burned himself when? Lol

2/13/2020 12:21:54 PM prettydeadlady The Mormons do NOT have DNA database, they have a genealogical records database, that does NOT include DNA.

2/13/2020 12:22:11 PM prettydeadlady Harvest them for other purposes? Okayyyyy...

2/13/2020 12:23:14 PM munkeypilot Seth

2/13/2020 12:23:26 PM hawkgirlinmn 🤪

2/13/2020 12:23:45 PM armyofd0rkness I'm not saying HRC has not killed people, but I think he means "disinformation hitmen."

2/13/2020 12:24:04 PM phreatomagnetic This guy https://twitter.com/officialmcafee/status/1227606103791472641 …

2/13/2020 12:24:18 PM janey634 Buckel = hunchback. RBG...

2/13/2020 12:24:50 PM pepetheqfroggm1 His name is #SethRich

2/13/2020 12:25:06 PM tarynupmatrix Double meanings exist

2/13/2020 12:25:14 PM vicgar55 I give one red cent for Seth Rich. 

He was a socialist Bernie supporter working in the DNC. 

He got his liberal panties in a bunch, stole info & the next thing you know, he is dead. 

Does anyone on Bernie team flood tweeter with “Seth Rich”? 

Nope, only from MAGA peeps...😆 pic.twitter.com/ycjEhp1gqs

2/13/2020 12:25:15 PM tarynupmatrix  pic.twitter.com/9suRm7x0gN

2/13/2020 12:25:36 PM auroravoyager1 #ClintonBodyCount

 http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/BODIES.php …

2/13/2020 12:26:54 PM the_fjalar  https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-11-04/donna-brazile-says-she-feared-her-life-after-seth-rich-was-killed …

2/13/2020 12:27:23 PM corn_hole It was also a pandora chatbot created by a Dr. Wallace.

2/13/2020 12:28:34 PM susan74963368 Shouldn't that be plural...hitmen?

2/13/2020 12:30:05 PM nine_six3 I understand what you mean. Although, he said her name first and then included the campaign... perhaps to make it all inclusive? But at least he said 

her name aloud, “Hillary Clinton.” 

Finally, right? pic.twitter.com/vpcpA3maMT

2/13/2020 12:30:20 PM mongrelglory A person who is paid to kill someone, especially for a criminal or political organization.

2/13/2020 12:30:35 PM gi6stars His name was #SethRich .

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening

#Justice is Coming 

#WWG1WGA

2/13/2020 12:30:37 PM mrmigido Satalite security/ "adjustment" capability.

 

Anything so technically capable that it can cross a galaxy won't be stopped with our combustion technology.

We are still sticks and stones by comparison.

2/13/2020 12:31:12 PM peter95117110 “I must create a system, or be enslaved by another man's. I will not reason and compare: my business is to create.”  - William Blake - 1804

2/13/2020 12:32:31 PM mongrelglory Have you read the book "Confessions of an Economic Hitman"?  https://www.amazon.ca/Confessions-Economic-Hit-John-

Perkins/dp/0452287081/ref=sr_1_2?hvadid=75385323358175&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvqmt=e&keywords=confessions+of+an+economic+hitman&qid=

1581625917&sr=8-2 …

2/13/2020 12:32:37 PM qsentme6 His name was Seth Rich 🙏🇬🇧

2/13/2020 12:33:58 PM armyofd0rkness So does paranoia.

2/13/2020 12:35:37 PM norwegianon  pic.twitter.com/nOpnSMzfiG

2/13/2020 12:36:45 PM johnnybmaga1 I remember that, it was after Killary told her that they would all hang if "He🇺🇸"... f'n wins.

2/13/2020 12:36:45 PM cryptocrab4 Hillary is the dirtiest, therefore the association does much of the dirty work for her, she's just an old hag

She can't even win a rigged election, somebody behind her is doing the killing https://knightsofmaltaus.org/ 

2/13/2020 12:37:28 PM mongrelglory His name was Seth Rich!

2/13/2020 12:43:29 PM envision43 These people need to be held accountable

2/13/2020 12:43:45 PM egelone Dear MJ, do we have cure/solution for the new coronavirus? thanks

2/13/2020 12:43:57 PM cryptocrab4 Humanitarian aid thru priories and churches

What does that sound like ?

 http://www.kmfap.net/index.php?topic_id=7 …

2/13/2020 12:47:15 PM unravelthebeast Must've used common core deductive reasoning to reach their conclusions. They forgot to deduct the total number of patriots left over after you 

screw over the truth denominators.

2/13/2020 12:47:19 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/4jt21xY7Df

2/13/2020 12:47:33 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/CZSYA9kWKy

2/13/2020 12:48:03 PM jaded_pearl I can't wait for the day - true freedom 🌎

2/13/2020 12:49:48 PM gmfkms04 That is actually normal business for Hillary.

2/13/2020 12:50:59 PM deansjojo Sweet Seth Rich.  R.I.P.

2/13/2020 12:52:47 PM smith_jere Hired gun; cleaner

2/13/2020 12:52:55 PM khaleesi61 They didn’t have a choice. Perfect way to get the truth out to America prior to arrests.



2/13/2020 12:54:35 PM chucklesschumer @DWStweets knows all about this. Her brother was a yuge help shutting this investigation down. Just get her under oath and let her sing.

2/13/2020 12:54:37 PM emilyoakley6 Stunned she has survived all this time.

She must have some kind of insurance....

2/13/2020 12:55:31 PM lizzah_83 By far...no one holds a candle to the work @RealMattCouch has done on #SethRich.

2/13/2020 12:56:08 PM fansblowing3 Some CIA agents are also hitmen

2/13/2020 12:56:50 PM bryceja68689884 Very true #SethRich

2/13/2020 12:57:14 PM dianesaumure Tks Majestic for All That you all do for the societies and the world

2/13/2020 12:57:17 PM rachelhalligan  https://usahitman.com/ecoadp/ 

2/13/2020 12:57:30 PM fansblowing3 Was the hit man Carter Page? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1204237823462772736?s=21 …

2/13/2020 12:57:44 PM 20america20 SR

2/13/2020 12:57:45 PM rachelhalligan  https://usahitman.com/ecoadp/ 

2/13/2020 12:58:29 PM fansblowing3 Alice

2/13/2020 12:59:26 PM christineboonst Yes I have been following @RealMattCouch for a long time as well! Awsome.

2/13/2020 1:00:02 PM williebhere So Alice=HRC

But

Q is Alices Equal but opposite 

Q=Alice?????

Is this a fair interpretation??

2/13/2020 1:00:12 PM texasqpatriot Do not be Catholic, Mormon, Baptist, Lutheran...BE CHRISTIAN!!!  I escaped Mormonism.

2/13/2020 1:00:14 PM emilyoakley6 Whatttttt???????

2/13/2020 1:02:07 PM fansblowing3 Was the hit man Carter Page? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1204237823462772736?s=21 …

2/13/2020 1:02:20 PM azuremagus Gun for hire.

2/13/2020 1:02:56 PM breantp  pic.twitter.com/tFDvAH19Du

2/13/2020 1:03:12 PM azuremagus Black Ops./SSP

2/13/2020 1:03:47 PM mongrelglory No.

2/13/2020 1:06:22 PM williebhere Q=Alice 

Q is equal to Alice, but in opposition 

Alice=HRC

HRC is part of Alice??

Opinion??

2/13/2020 1:07:27 PM fansblowing3 Carter Page is a suspected hit man?  🧐 must be buying those red scarves 🧣 from some where. pic.twitter.com/9HR2IaLOK5

2/13/2020 1:07:28 PM unidrag2 I HOPE this also in reference to Seth Rich.

#SethRich

#HisNameWasSethRich

#JusticeForSethRich

2/13/2020 1:11:01 PM fansblowing3 Why was Crowdstrike paid $100k by the DNC the day after Seth Rich was murdered, then paid another $100k the day after Shawn Lucas died? Murder 

for hire?

2/13/2020 1:12:52 PM carolin15161363 I pray for JUSTICE For Seth!

2/13/2020 1:13:33 PM twistdginger One oh my favorites

2/13/2020 1:14:41 PM lizzah_83 So infuriating the Establishment machine has sued him and his team...trying to shut him up. I need to try and visit his website more as he doesn’t get 

$$$ for tweets, but does for website visits. We all need to help do our part. Every little bit helps. #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 1:15:19 PM cathyspartanj @realDonaldTrump #prayers #JesusIsKing

2/13/2020 1:15:26 PM keith369me I thought they have been on the Clinton payroll as “fixers” since the 1980’s?  Have they done away with plausible deniability in recent years?

2/13/2020 1:16:53 PM mark65mc  pic.twitter.com/HUaHMuGB5m

2/13/2020 1:17:20 PM smh8826269 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so majestic 12

Tell me about aliens....

2/13/2020 1:17:26 PM qbeat107 WHAT! THIS IS FLAT SICK!

2/13/2020 1:18:06 PM aleks8837 Omg yes. 3

2/13/2020 1:18:07 PM mark65mc  pic.twitter.com/jfOkonusS5

2/13/2020 1:19:14 PM qbeat107 This is an abomination! FATHER if I ever get away from YOU, PLEASE DON'T LET ME GO! HELP ME TO BRING THIS DOWN! IN JESUS NAME!

2/13/2020 1:19:29 PM qbeat107 Sick!

2/13/2020 1:19:41 PM adcock_bo Tire with Links to the Clintons Commits Arkancide!

2/13/2020 1:20:59 PM _369311119 Majestic seeding

2/13/2020 1:21:36 PM denise4607 @SukiQueue @ProtestChris He actually called them Hitmen.

2/13/2020 1:22:34 PM gicmom #HisNameIsSethRich

2/13/2020 1:23:45 PM denise4607 @GrampTorino See this yet? “Hitmen”

2/13/2020 1:23:45 PM sukiqueue Dang. He actually said it

2/13/2020 1:25:13 PM fallorsesh That is what he meant. But, one thing that is resoundingly clear is that both sides do two things 1) test the waters with half truths/drops etc & 2) 

Implicitly associate words/concepts to an individual, country, etc. Conditioning 101.

2/13/2020 1:25:23 PM keith369me These clowns are not very creative.  Their made up stories about others is their daily activity.

2/13/2020 1:26:43 PM lizztiz We've been a storm since 2016.  Im hoping the eye of the storm is near and we can catch a breath

2/13/2020 1:28:51 PM starkarma SR

2/13/2020 1:28:58 PM denise4607 His words were carefully chosen. He ain’t whistling Dixie. He’s now put that word in America’s mind.

2/13/2020 1:31:25 PM jonesy4671 Introduced

2/13/2020 1:32:33 PM 183_jo She hires MANY hit men...

2/13/2020 1:34:35 PM alisledgon I'll take Donna Brazil for $1000 https://www.newsweek.com/donna-brazile-book-seth-rich-dnc-murder-conspiracy-702838 …

2/13/2020 1:35:17 PM alisledgon Aka Russia

2/13/2020 1:35:49 PM shellysheed Seth Rich. Patriot. 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/Gp5amYq70y

2/13/2020 1:36:06 PM sweeeetpeach And ignorance

2/13/2020 1:37:30 PM kristin59962925 What’s millitesla? That’s new....

2/13/2020 1:38:22 PM sweeeetpeach He certainly doesn’t seem like a hit man. Not a good one anyway

2/13/2020 1:39:28 PM atashfire Seth was lost, but not in vain. Justice is coming soon!

2/13/2020 1:40:54 PM bcyoung67  pic.twitter.com/bd86TPMAxl



2/13/2020 1:45:33 PM peter95117110 :-)

Trust No One

The Truth IS-BE  "Out There"

If you can keep your head when

Everyone around you is losing theirs

And, Blaming it on you

If you can Trust yours: Elf

When all men doubt you

And, make allowances for the doubt:

Create a system, or be enslaved by another Clownshow
2/13/2020 1:46:26 PM thereallfebs Something she is no stranger to

2/13/2020 1:47:28 PM simonemancine seth rich we all know that 1 2!!#wwg1wga #WeAreTheNewsNow

2/13/2020 1:49:05 PM errtex #HisNameWasSethRich

@donnabrazile should be worried

2/13/2020 1:54:20 PM rghardy3 [clone]  ?

2/13/2020 1:55:24 PM 28concerned Yes they did. Bunch of Dingleberrys.

2/13/2020 1:56:30 PM big_simp My view is the Church itself is just a front 

Research Dr Steven Greer from Disclosure Project - he has mentioned numerous times that the Mormon Church is the crown jewel of the 

Unacknowledged Special Access Deep Black Projects inc the financing

Christians my ass

2/13/2020 1:58:17 PM iamspirit22 Nunes just sent a message.  We remember Seth Rich.

2/13/2020 1:58:37 PM cammcf16 Police need looking at too. Listed as a robbery gone wrong two bullets in the back.

2/13/2020 1:59:06 PM txchris4trump Golden Shower? Ummmm?

2/13/2020 2:03:26 PM dnbarlow36 Which time

2/13/2020 2:04:27 PM vette_ben Mr Keshe of the Keshe Foundation has it all,look it up.

2/13/2020 2:06:03 PM prettydeadlady Exactly. Well, no, that’s why they have the extra scripture books. 🤷🏼♀️ I’m not a member nor hold the beliefs any longer

2/13/2020 2:07:26 PM prettydeadlady They’ve never been shared ownership. Not once. I’m sure there are fees back and forth but one does not own the other and vice versa. The LDS church 

provides free accounts to all its members, so that might be why you see so much LDS content. They do provide a large income

2/13/2020 2:09:04 PM prettydeadlady One. Nobody is harvesting. You are willingly giving your spit to them.

2/13/2020 2:09:12 PM richardhiatt16 On top of it again MJ12 👍❤️🇺🇸

2/13/2020 2:09:23 PM aschilliam "hired hitmen" not "a" - more than one.. we all know it.

2/13/2020 2:09:39 PM prettydeadlady You don’t really, but if you have access to an LDS member, they can check on @FamilySearch to see if the work has been done. But only members can 

see that.

2/13/2020 2:11:01 PM weediblue @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @DevinNunes @Do_Or_Do_Notty @DonaldJTrumpJr May the force be with us all. Strong is 

the evil with this one, but wise, he is not. pic.twitter.com/2icu2bVRuE

2/13/2020 2:13:07 PM magamatician I’m son of Q (Qn2). ALICE does what I tell it to do now. I gave it orders to divide by zero. It will be distracted for eternity now. Carry on.

2/13/2020 2:13:54 PM gsusgod #SethRich #MS13

2/13/2020 2:13:59 PM dianebfitzpatri It’s frequency! All matter is frequency, you can fix, repair, subdue or destroy anything via frequency. It’s quite unfortunate all living matter on earth are

 dying a slow death because of the careless use of them now... greed and power wins again🤦♀️

2/13/2020 2:14:15 PM rghardy3 I guess that makes you Q-

2/13/2020 2:18:56 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/6coSFv8ZCs

2/13/2020 2:19:52 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088 …

2/13/2020 2:21:00 PM lamieret Wasn’t she spotted in the hospital after? Hmm.

2/13/2020 2:21:09 PM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/T6GBzd5WbA

2/13/2020 2:21:26 PM lamieret I recall and mentioned the same!

2/13/2020 2:21:40 PM magamatician No, Qn2. Q++ (programmatically) would be a stretch.

2/13/2020 2:21:50 PM 5sahandful Seth Rich

But let us ask @donnabrazile 

She was at the hospital

Did she make the sacrifice to prove loyalty?

2/13/2020 2:21:56 PM benpalmer2273  https://youtu.be/zkSZh-aJuOQ 

2/13/2020 2:23:12 PM carolin15161363 So gross

2/13/2020 2:23:58 PM q_tarantulino A #BankersPolicy

2/13/2020 2:24:07 PM susan66388204 Seems to be much dirt on those 2 dirt bags!  I’ll be very happy to see them BOTH fully prosecuted and sentenced to the MAX PLUS SOME ✅

2/13/2020 2:25:45 PM mile_voli_disk0 Plants need water.

2/13/2020 2:26:49 PM ckay54 Within 15 minutes of the shooting she and one other person arrived at the hospital.

2/13/2020 2:28:56 PM bryceja68689884 We need to be able to demonstrate this to others that are lurking. Otherwise we have no basis to say this. As much as I want to.

2/13/2020 2:31:27 PM bodiend2 Did HRC intend to be president 4ever. @realDonaldTrump

 trolls about serving more than 2 terms.  A warning to us of DS plan for Hillary? Would her presidency be an "evergreen" dictatorship? #evergreen 

#Hillary #QAnon

Define Evergreen [HRC USSS code name]

Non-standard defintion.

2/13/2020 2:32:53 PM anon_sig Speaking of....when will we learn more about #SethRich ?

2/13/2020 2:34:32 PM premierusa2020 Get her Devin 🗝️🗝️🗝️🗝️ pic.twitter.com/5RFUXKvKj7

2/13/2020 2:35:29 PM merorschach  pic.twitter.com/qZSsI6OMb2

2/13/2020 2:35:38 PM quarkey17 Double meanings

2/13/2020 2:37:28 PM fl_trump More military and more military  and more military. Enough is never enough. Got to keep feeding those defence contractors. After all, where else 

would x military brass go to make crazy big bucks.

2/13/2020 2:38:24 PM themaxxblack No tire tracks.  Is nothing sacred?  What's next...

2/13/2020 2:39:43 PM hgwarrior831 Interesting play on words,... ‘hit men’ 😳🤔🤔🤔

2/13/2020 2:47:25 PM tarynupmatrix Oh this was you who put this document together, thank you so much

2/13/2020 2:47:36 PM merorschach Interesting use of phrase. pic.twitter.com/sfuWxFPfUq

2/13/2020 2:49:19 PM fl_trump Or give up. This all is becoming  to depressing. I cant even afford to eat right anymore. Rah, rah... @realDonaldTrump.  Why dont you make poor 

seniors like me lives great again? Rah, rah.

2/13/2020 2:49:26 PM d_denita316 He must know a lot and are hand feeding us a little at a time then lower the boom as if on cue.  Building up to real deal!

2/13/2020 2:49:33 PM mutts4me_sherri This is beautiful!!



2/13/2020 2:50:50 PM ckay54 Research. It's out there. You decide which side is telling the truth. 

 https://newspunch.com/donna-brazile-dc-seth-rich-murder/ …

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-YDURSji9rY …

2/13/2020 2:51:10 PM smalltownindy Protection from whatever races the Xindi and Suliban were based on.

 https://youtu.be/TBcXXfzrqco  pic.twitter.com/3Cng0VxLVd

2/13/2020 2:51:30 PM marc80794764 Wow

2/13/2020 2:52:09 PM randyduke9r ya surprised she still around

2/13/2020 2:52:25 PM nine_six3 Too Good. pic.twitter.com/CTiwzYsCZh

2/13/2020 2:56:05 PM jwetzelburg Space Mexicans?

2/13/2020 2:58:23 PM speaakn SR

2/13/2020 2:59:44 PM 444_q_ You knew to be real and true... Are you? Seek ye first the Kingdom of God.... Where IS the Kingdom? Where IS the throne? Are WE not the temple?!

2/13/2020 3:00:18 PM shaigaichan you're-Light.†

2/13/2020 3:00:21 PM lamieret In recent times? MS13

2/13/2020 3:07:40 PM tamarakay10  pic.twitter.com/CrQdv9jiTm

2/13/2020 3:13:50 PM skhech "Hey! That's a very interesting post! Thanks for putting that out there. By the way, speaking of hitmen (haha) Bill and I were devastated to hear that 

you committed suicide next Tuesday..." pic.twitter.com/3JFkoalpax

2/13/2020 3:14:44 PM mgodfrey99 ...have you seen this crazy? https://twitter.com/sean_yhn/status/1228082692509589504?s=19 …

2/13/2020 3:19:31 PM winklerburke I am shocked! I am shocked!  HRC would NEVER hire a “hit man!”  Rather:  Hit Person.    Or... Hit Persons!     ;)

2/13/2020 3:20:00 PM fansblowing3 @ts_sci_majic12

2/13/2020 3:21:23 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/LMXZ3v5IoQ

2/13/2020 3:22:26 PM magicianmighty @donnabrazile has to live with her demons. FOREVER !!!!

2/13/2020 3:23:58 PM 444_q_ Thank you, I read through mine everyday!

2/13/2020 3:24:40 PM billyg1958 She's probably had a few on retainer for years....

2/13/2020 3:25:50 PM winklerburke Or... you could just say “Crowdstrike”. And that would be singular, or plural or whatever gender neutral? Hell, don’t ask me how the C_A gets things 

done for HRC, who works for Deep State Eruo-Families anyway?  Are there no prison beds for Swampies?

2/13/2020 3:26:41 PM random2012756 They have the looking glass

2/13/2020 3:27:22 PM 11charlie111 Just like Epstein, this tyre didn’t hang itself. 🤪

2/13/2020 3:34:47 PM cityranch There is no way anyone is winning the 2020 election if you can keep him alive. Correct.

2/13/2020 3:36:03 PM momekool1 Unfortunately we’re used to not being able to get our hopes up. I think we NEED to see BIG arrests SOON.

2/13/2020 3:36:38 PM lynnmar42209594 So why isn't she behind bars? Should have happened years ago, she's still loose to do what she wants

2/13/2020 3:37:04 PM winklerburke If the Extreme Indescrection Fits?   Karma, Epic.   Go Q Plan, Go.

2/13/2020 3:38:07 PM dylan4034358  pic.twitter.com/GSFUMUYEo8

2/13/2020 3:44:06 PM chapulincolored #HisNameIsSethRich

2/13/2020 3:45:19 PM nea_storm Oh that's Good! Real Good! 🤣😂🤣 Zero sociopath or psychopath! 

I just like to Hunt predators ... Just like you ... really do! pic.twitter.com/o8AdUeXRgS

2/13/2020 3:46:53 PM oregonjc ?????

2/13/2020 3:48:22 PM x14184132 @ 51:00 mins https://youtu.be/CPh7HddmVWU 

2/13/2020 3:50:41 PM oregonjc MJ?

Be Well

2/13/2020 3:51:53 PM dw122896 Google podesta art

2/13/2020 3:52:23 PM saltthegraves Who is db?

2/13/2020 3:58:55 PM thebetamasta TAKE THAT WENCH DOWN FIRST

2/13/2020 4:00:19 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060607699233243137?s=20 …

2/13/2020 4:04:48 PM postkneejerk ... becau$e, $tarting

in the early-‘90z, they

became the #BigLib

“G🏵️ld $tandard”, eh?

In the $tates’, there

AIN’ no 👤ne else.

#DoNotTarnish

#Churchillian

#reptillian? 

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1228047678405304322 …
2/13/2020 4:04:52 PM samsmith0319 HRC...Has always had her “fixers”!!!💥👿💥

2/13/2020 4:06:11 PM samsmith0319 “FIXER”...💥🐀💥

2/13/2020 4:06:57 PM susamckenziene1 God bless Seth Rich’s soul

2/13/2020 4:08:56 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/13/2020 4:15:31 PM mwengway72  pic.twitter.com/wqCIdYbH6k

2/13/2020 4:17:10 PM kimhashadenough @DevinNunes 

Let's get things going.

Let's see some indictments 

Let's see who is going to jail first.

2/13/2020 4:17:16 PM mwengway72 Bring The Pain 🇬🇧🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/KlgEGW5vf1

2/13/2020 4:19:09 PM zagnett @charmanda9

@GirlAwakeinCA

@LightLove21121

@MelanieAnders7

@laurabusse

@MongrelGlory

@POTUS

@FBI

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/13/2020 4:20:03 PM crisco2377 "WE THE PEOPLE NO LONGER CONSENT TO THE (FRANKIST) AGENDA!!"

2/13/2020 4:21:18 PM jarc1412 ❤️🙏 thank you!

2/13/2020 4:22:15 PM crisco2377 Seth Rich is not on that list!



2/13/2020 4:22:18 PM zagnett @Rizzo1Megan

@rawphonegirl

@Turboxyde

@DJLOK

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

@Nun_chucknorris

@DrBoHammer

@RealEyeTheSpy

@40_head
2/13/2020 4:24:05 PM 183_jo Frighteningly true.

2/13/2020 4:25:28 PM rosscarwalker I haven't quite figured out what it meant but it took a lot of negative energy out of me.

2/13/2020 4:25:37 PM jolataxi17  pic.twitter.com/FIqXuZ2wFy

2/13/2020 4:25:53 PM spacetechatngas  pic.twitter.com/Wqp8EdRFYR

2/13/2020 4:29:09 PM aleks8837 What do we do? Spread the idea of massive profitable Giga infrastructure projects.

What's possible?

Safe nuclear power ( http://terrapower.com )? Check.

Massive solar arrays in space (4-5x effectiveness)? Check.

Orbital ring/space elevator (kevlar)? Check.

Dream up new narr!
2/13/2020 4:36:32 PM prettydeadlady Okay?!

2/13/2020 4:37:44 PM skink007 #RIPSethRich

2/13/2020 4:38:54 PM karrruss  pic.twitter.com/3bDpghvbzI

2/13/2020 4:41:08 PM ou8mikehunt DB lied about her location that evening

#Assange

#SethRich

#TheGreatAwakening

2/13/2020 4:43:30 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/bLBljKxOgd

2/13/2020 4:47:35 PM karrruss "A BRAND-NEW fire extinguisher!!"

2/13/2020 4:49:27 PM mathison_si Who did the secret 7 go after??

2/13/2020 4:51:57 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ENERGY/status/1228013483314339847 …

2/13/2020 4:53:05 PM rawphonegirl Thank your so much for tagging me zag, I worry these warriors' tweets are being suppressed. 🤬 We need to spread their missions and evidence far 

and wide!!! No pedo is safe!!!👊👊👊

2/13/2020 4:54:44 PM jarc1412 ❤️🙏

2/13/2020 4:56:02 PM hewhowaits1776 Who wasn’t 187ed? pic.twitter.com/9HN0fAVoED

2/13/2020 4:56:26 PM big_simp Have you ever read Mormon insider and whistleblower "Brantons" interview with Thomas Castelloe?

Appeared in the late 1980s

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/branton/esp_dulcebook11.htm …

2/13/2020 4:57:44 PM amandpms Not by choice, I reckon. pic.twitter.com/OuxuPF8SyU

2/13/2020 4:58:35 PM gingerbanana2 Most of the clip will not play sound 🤔

2/13/2020 4:59:13 PM fossilman21 HRC acts like a mobster.

2/13/2020 5:02:19 PM prettydeadlady Do you understand what that means? It’s like a business merger. It has nothing to do with anything else. The Mormons don’t have access to your DNA 

anymore than I do.

2/13/2020 5:04:03 PM vickilr52 🙏🙏🙏

2/13/2020 5:05:49 PM liberty59939306 Donna Brazil

2/13/2020 5:06:48 PM thebottomlinein Seth!

2/13/2020 5:07:40 PM prettydeadlady I cmgiess business merger was the wrong term. More like licensing agreement. This is literally business, nothing more. The Mormon Church is more like 

a giant business than a religion.

2/13/2020 5:10:32 PM winklerburke But... it isn’t murder, it isn’t even serial murder, if you are a Democrat?

2/13/2020 5:11:35 PM chooselove108 Posted at 10:08....good stuff...Slow drips to what we already have...

2/13/2020 5:13:05 PM nine_six3 We Will Never Forget The Lives Removed From Our Planet Too Soon & Only To Serve The Evil. 

Dark —> LIGHT💡

WE Remember! 

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

#BringOnTheFlood

Damn, interesting...

The Dirty DNC / HRC & HRC ‘s Campaign - Sickening!!! 

WE 👀SEA YOU. 🤨🤔😡 pic.twitter.com/Aaick1SbG8
2/13/2020 5:18:06 PM denimdusty You can Direct message on twitter?

2/13/2020 5:18:29 PM archangelamongu Yes.

2/13/2020 5:18:35 PM prettydeadlady That’s an interesting article. Your point?

2/13/2020 5:18:57 PM knightofmaltaus Its because the GOP told Trump who to hire and assisted his Cabinet Choices and CoS. Potus needs to eliminate former admin well-placed-employees. 

None are loyal to this Admin.

2/13/2020 5:19:07 PM prettydeadlady Oh Jesus. Yeah, No. I draw the line at aliens lizards connections. Muted. Bye now.

2/13/2020 5:24:15 PM scaterinicchio Any News on When Julian Assange is Coming? I thought February. I guess we won't know till he's here like the Black hats thats a day of #Panic

2/13/2020 5:34:37 PM peopledelsol It's so true. That's why he used this info during the Muller investigation. Oh wait... no he didnt. pic.twitter.com/6SCdA929vI

2/13/2020 5:35:30 PM big_simp Interesting.. This is def something to keep our eyes on. Keep researching.. Ill give you a Follow.. Thanks in adavnce

2/13/2020 5:36:56 PM vikingall She so not the brightest bulb on (SS)a tree. The 5 were trying to have a conversation centered around Iran and #Soleimani and she tossed in ISIS. 

Leftists are incapable os staying on track and 2 or more things can not be true simultaneously. Sad.

2/13/2020 5:41:30 PM archangelamongu I just figured out today the need to follow people. I just followed you. I apologize I didn’t do it before. I’m trying to go back and follow everyone.

2/13/2020 5:42:29 PM blue_marbleeyes All good, worth the wait 🥰

Love to you 💙

2/13/2020 5:43:53 PM frequencyis_key 🤗😘

2/13/2020 5:50:34 PM giediknight Q was a leaker signaling the deep state? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1228127325356806144 …

2/13/2020 5:54:41 PM katherba SR

2/13/2020 5:55:25 PM archangelamongu I’m very glad to have you here. Twitter is a new experience, but I’m so grateful to be able to teach so many in so many places in the world at one time.



2/13/2020 5:57:33 PM qanonmichele11 I am sorry this is happening to you. I left the threads because they're all too personal, and I am on a mission, so I redirected my energy. 

Please don't worry about being left out, you're not meant to connect with everyone. I am on my own thi g, millions are. Find your thing❤️

2/13/2020 5:58:31 PM jake4191 I’m tired of hearing that Seth Rich was a hero! He supported a hardline Communist for POTUS! He was nothing more than a leftist political hack who 

wanted to bring Socialism to America! That makes him an enemy in my book.

2/13/2020 6:02:34 PM mgodfrey99 Q has referenced this acct drop 3614 pic.twitter.com/3EaBItDeOO

2/13/2020 6:03:19 PM angela81702575 😢😢😢

2/13/2020 6:14:39 PM killdeertx  pic.twitter.com/4KiBkvnGit

2/13/2020 6:14:46 PM charliekreskin #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 6:16:51 PM rachelhalligan @bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @ABOwarrior pic.twitter.com/Z5L1FrnrvH

2/13/2020 6:20:05 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/kzsi98xbhB

2/13/2020 6:24:02 PM judgegirl14 And underground DUMBS!!

2/13/2020 6:25:13 PM bryceja68689884 Here we go, true pundit was the source for that article https://truepundit.com/dnc-lies-despite-denials-feds-faa-records-show-brazile-was-in-dc-on-

day-of-seth-rich-murder/ …

2/13/2020 6:25:16 PM rghardy3 Dark Fleet  ?

2/13/2020 6:26:39 PM michael36479803 Who is david stroh buckel LGBT activist for 100.

2/13/2020 6:27:11 PM michael36479803 Death by self immolation. April 2018

2/13/2020 6:31:43 PM sdane8 There are still newbies who don't understand. I think it's our job to help explain things in a kind and loving manner. ♥️

2/13/2020 6:39:14 PM qanonmichele11 There you go, just a lot of replies in the feed. Glad it all worked out.❤️

2/13/2020 6:41:56 PM archangelamongu You are serving everyone with your outlook of love and forgiveness for all. Thank you.

2/13/2020 6:46:49 PM j0z0rpwn Your divide and conquer tactocs will not work here. Without SR, anons would have never known how dirty Killary is. The enemy of my enemy is my 

friend

2/13/2020 6:47:18 PM j0z0rpwn Your divide and conquer tactocs will not work here. Without SR, anons would have never known how dirty Killary is. The enemy of my enemy is my 

friend, and he helped save the world

2/13/2020 6:52:28 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/eikMywEBaK

2/13/2020 6:53:10 PM carolin15161363 😳 Decode Please 😳

@VincentCrypt46

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/photowhitehouse/status/1228113648696033282 …

2/13/2020 6:56:01 PM jake4191 False! Without Q we wouldn't know about SR, and if you didn't know the Clintons were dirty before SR murder, you weren't paying attention. Also, I'm 

not attempting to divide, just stating fact! SR would never have voted for Trump,he was a Socialist supporter of Bernie Sanders!

2/13/2020 7:02:02 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Y3zGRuGzpl

2/13/2020 7:02:04 PM 762100rddrums Illegal aliens

2/13/2020 7:05:41 PM gatesrobertj  pic.twitter.com/2EfFTOcm9g

2/13/2020 7:06:49 PM docpalfrancesc2 My darling 🖤🍒, this pic above ( I know what is that), make remember that since my teens, when I finally understood 2001: Space Odyssey, I’m in 

love with Hal 9000! He was sensitive, he was afraid to die ... he learned to defend himself ... pic.twitter.com/qQqH334hq2

2/13/2020 7:09:32 PM archangelamongu Thank you again.

2/13/2020 7:09:58 PM lonestarparson Great ART.

2/13/2020 7:10:29 PM lonestarparson Hmmmm. Art?

2/13/2020 7:12:23 PM davidg02986909  pic.twitter.com/ewJvijzlTZ

2/13/2020 7:12:34 PM blue_marbleeyes Ahaha they'll never tell... shhh.😘

2/13/2020 7:12:39 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/v6fw26Yq94

2/13/2020 7:12:52 PM truth939 It's happening.

2/13/2020 7:14:04 PM juice40020578 Thanks for the memories

2/13/2020 7:14:14 PM jasonbrougham Is it hard to keep a straight face when you are saying laughable BS to your fellow Americans for no reason?!

2/13/2020 7:17:37 PM diamethious  pic.twitter.com/XUwd3eIYcz

2/13/2020 7:17:55 PM gentlepsychosis Some theorize she may of been pardoned by Obama for her crimes before he left office.  Personally I think her and others have yet to be charged and 

stand trial because the justice system was so corrupt and a clean house was needed on numerous levels of government and  agencies.

2/13/2020 7:19:41 PM kevinlo87092977 Or what? (Bolides). and Why? (Because They’ll be increasing in frequency)

2/13/2020 7:24:35 PM steveroye NOT MJ- the account I replied to. FYI.

2/13/2020 7:24:38 PM thekecksburgkid Define Crash Retrieval Programs

2/13/2020 7:25:13 PM steveroye Going by the name Brian Hopkins

2/13/2020 7:25:49 PM americanpetal 🤣

2/13/2020 7:34:15 PM nabonnand Great job! I had many saved but yours it much better organized. Appreciate all the work you must have put into compiling everything!👍🏻

2/13/2020 7:38:44 PM truth939 Speaking of microchips @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , I just recieved a device from  http://www.airestech.com  .  Is this legit?  I'm feeling positive effects so far.

2/13/2020 7:41:12 PM trigger44x Just one? #Arkancide

2/13/2020 7:46:45 PM aragav8r I am thinking Fire Bombing & ‘black Ops freight’...IMO

2/13/2020 7:49:49 PM brienthess It's me [Bob]

2/13/2020 7:49:51 PM trollingmockin1 I find it interesting that MJ 12 has referenced Harry Potter several times regarding child sacrifice and in that move the head of the snake house 

slitheran is named DRACO Malfoy

2/13/2020 7:58:57 PM vickib501 George Stephanopolous knows all about Hillary's hit men.....

2/13/2020 7:59:32 PM kapperssharon Wasn’t she with debbie wasserman.....

2/13/2020 8:10:59 PM brienthess It's okay to do a little syntel with you, if you can "call back" in the morning. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/13/2020 8:26:10 PM aetherwalker1 tfw not part of a Stargate team   😒

2/13/2020 8:43:53 PM alight412 Psychopath or programmed clone.

2/13/2020 8:52:53 PM dana0919 His name was Seth Rich!

2/13/2020 8:53:12 PM huntdeepstate69 Seth Rich was his name

2/13/2020 8:53:19 PM gaqmark17 SR

2/13/2020 8:57:47 PM karin10619460 I am glad somebody can explane it to me, thought I

was going nutty. I can feel it & I'm thinking go away

I don’t know "that" feeling

But it keeps running me down like a freight train on a runaway track. Knocking on

my mind, Hello Anybody Home? No not here, but

it keeps knocking♡

2/13/2020 9:00:08 PM roxyspencer11 Missed one

2/13/2020 9:00:44 PM linacovfefe #HisNameWasSethRich

2/13/2020 9:01:28 PM 3104joe  pic.twitter.com/ZN9z1kiCJO

2/13/2020 9:07:00 PM lightseeker2012  https://youtu.be/MgqYa34Pp_I 



2/13/2020 9:11:27 PM jay48481789 Interesting choice of words! #DevinNunesIsFearless #RememberSethRich #JusticeForSeth #ClintonBodyCount

2/13/2020 9:14:00 PM mommadoll62 Like yesterday they do

2/13/2020 9:16:30 PM dematrix4 Isnt that the truth...

2/13/2020 9:16:44 PM pblau79 to protect satellites that will run QFS...?

2/13/2020 9:17:29 PM maudieinpa What does SSP  stand for?

2/13/2020 9:27:12 PM 444_q_ So true 🙏 Thank you for the reminder!

2/13/2020 9:33:42 PM litigious18 Get some acne medication, take a shower, and go out and get laid.  Maybe a girlfriend? You'll no longer have time for this silliness.

2/13/2020 9:34:24 PM crt14361013 Surprise face. 😐

2/13/2020 9:41:30 PM jflygirl Pedo symbol above shoe...

2/13/2020 9:45:26 PM n7guardiananon At the time...my mind went to SEA and saw the logic in it...the wordplay of tweets past.  But SEE felt logical...beyond the veil.

2/13/2020 9:52:52 PM melanieanders7 MJ is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/13/2020 10:04:03 PM autistmember WITSEC

2/13/2020 10:04:46 PM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/mqOdbptPBM

2/13/2020 10:10:39 PM doq017 This thread makes SO MUCH SENSE!

Good Catch. 5:5

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates
2/13/2020 10:11:08 PM hyvee7 Thanks fren

2/13/2020 10:11:56 PM __intothewild_ Is this creepy smile and positioning how a normal human being would hold a baby? No. pic.twitter.com/nR9gXnyZQp

2/13/2020 10:13:44 PM ewolsj That's what I've been asking people. What threat is in Space that we HAVE  a  SPACE FORCE. Now we need a Space Gaurd? WHOM DO WE NEED 

PROTECTION FROM????????????????

2/13/2020 10:15:48 PM heather98657026 His name was....

2/13/2020 10:16:54 PM state1union ? What does that stand for?

2/13/2020 10:28:56 PM toastmmaster @MishelDbytes other meaning of evergreen

2/13/2020 10:30:37 PM ladycatgal "These people are sick"

2/13/2020 10:39:17 PM us_poll I guess this explains why other countries say the same thing particularly Western countries

2/13/2020 10:41:11 PM us_poll That should be null and void since he was guilty as sin too He should be charged It was all on his watch!

2/13/2020 10:41:14 PM noocnik Space Commies 😉

2/13/2020 10:42:31 PM mongrelglory You've created a classic Jack! 😎

2/13/2020 10:49:42 PM manifest_utopia 👍👍👍❤️💜💙💥💥💥

3-6-9!!!

2/13/2020 10:55:41 PM nea_storm Majority perceive reality linearly, Free Fall subatomically: There exists many SEE(s), once interconnected to a perceived SEA that oversaw Three Crown 

Trusts, Mind, Body & Soul of the DEAD: Also supplanted late December 2019: Revelations 1:18 & Revelations 20:13: Those that know 

pic.twitter.com/fVbp7kaKGA

2/13/2020 11:10:08 PM aetherwalker1 It doesn't matter if anyone has 'dirt' on the Clintons.

You could post evidence of all their crimes online and nothing would happen.

Because we have a 2-Tier Justice system.

1 for The Big Club & 1 for everybody else.

2/13/2020 11:21:21 PM biofieldbishop @Grimhood

2/13/2020 11:23:38 PM carolin15161363 Is the only way to stop Alice with Alice?

2/13/2020 11:35:48 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

サウジが最初だったのはサウジが主なアメリカの悪党の資金源だったなどの事情があります。日本はもう少し待つ必要が。最後がロスチ

ャイルド=イスラエル。日付までも計画通りです

▶️@okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5

お楽しみはこれからだ!

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1227853103547838464 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1228218731798482945 … pic.twitter.com/Uijkf8qvFO
2/13/2020 11:37:15 PM waynecl64258737 Awesome

2/13/2020 11:44:11 PM gingermcmac That is called a cult

2/13/2020 11:49:19 PM luluspeers1 I have dirt ON ON the Clinton's?

2/13/2020 11:57:01 PM elizabethhapp4 first thought #SethRich #HisNameWasSethRich but idk maybe #Scalia

2/14/2020 1:17:53 AM holotechrd FULL DISCLOSURE, WE WILL EXPOSE ALL INVOLVED! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/6k4ZOMahSU

2/14/2020 1:22:19 AM safetysaunge 100 died.

2/14/2020 1:23:06 AM num1nanii Well then that settles it all those people didn't kill themselves neither did #Epsteindidntkillhimself

#ClintonBodyCount

2/14/2020 1:31:20 AM robinabank4 Well said🇺🇸

2/14/2020 1:32:20 AM lourdesmz When, when, when? Time to arrest all traitors to our Constitutional Republic: 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/b5eoRZZclT

2/14/2020 1:43:20 AM robinabank4 ITS ALMOST TIME ‼️ I just want 2️⃣ ask a couple questions... Do we need to buy a hunting license or can we stick with our GOD GIVEN RIGHTS❓will we 

need hunting Tags ❓

💥THE HUNTERS BECOME THE HUNTED💥

2/14/2020 1:45:50 AM mikesgreat Tire

Didn’t 

Swing

Himself

2/14/2020 1:46:03 AM trailmaster2213 Why off base, political hitman was Chalupa in Ukraine, and Fusion GPS (Steele Dossier). These are the two main hitmen. There is a long list of bad 

actors working for the DNC who I’d consider “Useful Idiots”. The acts they performed we’re treasonous.IfTrump farted, they’d Impeach.



2/14/2020 2:05:23 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/westland_will/status/1228208795509067781 …

2/14/2020 2:31:30 AM edtrue3 Seth Rich was murdered but the truth will out, hopefully soon. Who was at the hospital when he arrived? Was he still alive when he arrived? Robbery 

but nothing stolen? Assange has the answers.

2/14/2020 2:37:28 AM april99341937 [HRC] CAN= HUMAN RIGHT CAMPAIGN. DOUBLE MEANINGS! 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_Rights_Campaign … READ PLEASE!

2/14/2020 2:52:27 AM humanprimer I'm a smart guy....but I comprehended about one tenth of the article. Too many acronyms, orgs I never heard of, people I don't know etc. Smelled 

really had though.

2/14/2020 3:04:48 AM willybeamz I thought this was a #SethRich video #HRC #HITMAN ... Still waiting 👀 #HisNameWasSethRich #Assange Testimony needed. #bodycount

2/14/2020 3:24:23 AM djlok Here’s where [they] were trying to get ahead of the story. https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/adam-schiff-pranked-by-russians-who-offered-nude-

photos-of-trump …

2/14/2020 3:28:47 AM jrocktigers Klaus Eberwein ?

2/14/2020 3:35:55 AM auroravoyager1 It's an old meme.

2/14/2020 3:40:24 AM 2behonest50 I thought it may be the Vatican.

2/14/2020 4:01:11 AM malcolm2001 Is it possible then if SR was alive when delivered to the hospital that DB finished him off? Very curious why she was there either before his arrival or 

very soon after. Sounds like a coordinated effort and timing is suspect.

2/14/2020 4:42:17 AM fansblowing3 Secret space program

2/14/2020 4:45:54 AM maudieinpa Thanks

2/14/2020 4:50:21 AM diaptera_80 So many problems my family have had would never been a problem with another wife and husband. But even the concept is nearly non-existent unless 

you count muslim men with several wives. Glad some scifi movies finally introduced it, even if it is fiction right now.

2/14/2020 4:57:52 AM 369_is Hi Trolling. This is a very good explanation of Draco. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1217978320505229312?s=20 …

2/14/2020 5:06:12 AM 369_is WOW...get outta my head dude! LOL. Nice work JackO!!!

2/14/2020 5:16:33 AM mgodfrey99 Oooohhh, I'm sorry

2/14/2020 5:34:30 AM love_usa56 Question: Why was she at the hospital?

2/14/2020 5:48:54 AM handymanjacks Has anyone seen her and I don’t mean the woman at Aretha Franklin and Bush funeral?

2/14/2020 5:56:22 AM love_usa56 Lock her up!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/14/2020 5:57:12 AM geranon3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I thought the MJ-12 was formed by Eisenhower as the deep state...I´m kinda confused...

2/14/2020 5:58:50 AM autistmember Witness Security Program.

2/14/2020 6:00:33 AM fatnadler  pic.twitter.com/iN2rAdD3QV

2/14/2020 6:05:20 AM goatfish_dreams Yes, but there is absolutely no way to know this. It's pure speculation. 

The most likely reason was simply to vouch that he was in fact dead. A point person had to report back that the job was completed.

2/14/2020 6:12:26 AM trollingmockin1 Thanks. It was hard to find much info on it. I also thought I read all MJ post but I missed that one identify the group by name. Very helpful

2/14/2020 6:24:09 AM karma4event201 Crowdstrike has been on Clintons Payroll since 80's?

2/14/2020 6:36:55 AM mattdubois137  pic.twitter.com/dmsNNkaLi0

2/14/2020 6:38:45 AM goddessikigai Saw this did it also keep things out like astroids. Also what could we do to lessen the impact of these things or even deter it all together? 

https://t.co/pES5YAdqKO  https://twitter.com/ign/status/1227948302886408193?s=21 …

2/14/2020 6:39:06 AM bbombski Defining Evergreen

Stubborn woman? 

When is the coldest day.

Who does that sound like.

Whose USSS code name was evergreen. 

Red babies. 

Think. 

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QTAnon1 @Alignyourcar @GodMadeMe_17 @QAlertsApp

@M2Madness

 https://twitter.com/BBombski/status/1228326583766745088/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/y4SgMa3Gb1   

https://twitter.com/photowhitehouse/status/1228113648696033282 … pic.twitter.com/lArLbkYrIJ
2/14/2020 6:39:45 AM korundumb Oooohhh schiff...

2/14/2020 6:46:03 AM chiefdreyfus #HisNameWasSethRich

2/14/2020 6:55:16 AM jamiegrahamusa Queen

2/14/2020 6:56:53 AM drbohammer Copy that Zag. Thx. 🇺🇸

2/14/2020 7:29:45 AM bbombski Is Q Edward Snowden? READ WHOLE THREAD. WATCH WHOLE VIDEO COMPARE. There is a voice filter on the AJ episode but they didn't Pitch 

Modulate. Listen closely.

#QArmy #QAnons #QanonPosts #EdwardSnowden #TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/dYByzkoeMc

2/14/2020 7:35:11 AM coyle_aimee 😂😂😂😂😂

2/14/2020 7:42:04 AM charlesgdavis1 Satellites, imaging to cloak sky?! Brighter street lights?! Light and lights coming out of it?!  From 1993 to 2003. In that time space shuttle viewed in 

orbit no.....west to east wait for it.....east to west!!! WHAT!!! YEAH!!! No orbit. Gate (light view) btwn West. Northwest.I👀U 

pic.twitter.com/O8LclHDMXJ

2/14/2020 7:44:00 AM charlesgdavis1 Jackie Gleason?!?!

2/14/2020 7:44:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 You're right, more than one hitman is more damning.

Hitmen vis Hitman is just the singular vs plural form.

The singular usage was intended despite the actual quote.

It is connected to other tweets.

Learn the comms.

2/14/2020 7:44:38 AM steveroye No worries. This &^%$# bots are thick as flies on carcass.

#WWG1GWA !

2/14/2020 7:52:16 AM hawkgirlinmn I understand singular usage was intended. Was hoping you would give further hints, but you obviously want us to dig.Will dig.

2/14/2020 7:54:34 AM jeffcordell6 Yes!

2/14/2020 7:59:11 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

もしかして、カウントダウン？🤔

▶️@okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5

お楽しみはこれからだ!

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1227853103547838464 …

 https://twitter.com/intheMatrixxx/status/1228328651441262593 … pic.twitter.com/ThqtRI5TQc



2/14/2020 7:59:52 AM errtex Their inability to stay on track is a diversionary tactic...change the subject before too many people realize the truth

2/14/2020 8:12:37 AM elijahqdust I'm 200% with you on this scholar... 100% from me 100% from the torta I ate last night.

2/14/2020 8:18:34 AM hopkins13558857 Who's a bot?

2/14/2020 8:21:57 AM state1union Where can I read about this. Never heard of it. Can’t be a federal program?

2/14/2020 8:21:59 AM kevinmruel They have lost this guy before....hmmm but literally same story a few years ago

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr http://wmur.com/article/car-of-missing-new-hampshire-man-89-found-in-parking-lot-police-

say/30926696?src=app …

2/14/2020 8:24:48 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/PhaethonSR/status/1228314786338873344 …

2/14/2020 8:25:28 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1227607218591277056 …

2/14/2020 8:26:24 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1213342722549075968 …

2/14/2020 8:27:40 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1223096572747096064 …

2/14/2020 8:28:41 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1225507915127193601 …

2/14/2020 8:39:28 AM patriotforever3 Feeling like my heart is beating faster. Ringing tone in ears high pitched. Not sure wtf is going on.. can you tell me?

2/14/2020 8:43:28 AM nea_storm Interesting great question and how many in FakeWood of [their] Disgusting idea of Holly are actually males posing as females? 

pic.twitter.com/fFX2pBEjrB

2/14/2020 8:45:42 AM hgraceq A doctor I am not. 

I can say those are all symptoms associated with ascension. I’ve experienced all the above.

2/14/2020 8:46:38 AM vikingall Honestly I don't believe said bulb is bright enough to be a diversionary tactic. I love all yout other stuff though Patriot.

2/14/2020 8:52:40 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1228292772056227840 …

2/14/2020 9:03:09 AM joelguthrie32  pic.twitter.com/hLboI5Nrt9

2/14/2020 9:06:52 AM vikingall And I so love TX. If TX is ever forced to throw down when it comes keeping Texas' Patriots safe, I will be there.

2/14/2020 9:07:18 AM autistmember That is what the technical term for the Witness Protection Program.

2/14/2020 9:17:22 AM kevinmruel Now he's Dead...??? Interesting

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMC @realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ

@RudyGiuliani http://wmur.com/article/car-of-missing-new-hampshire-man-89-found-in-parking-lot-police-say/30926696?src=app …

2/14/2020 9:18:01 AM kachinagtto Carter Page?? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1204237823462772736?s=20 …

2/14/2020 9:18:33 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is this the sky event? It's beautiful if so. https://www.fox35orlando.com/news/incredible-angel-in-the-sky-caught-on-camera-

thanks-to-weather-phenomenon …

2/14/2020 9:21:52 AM keeganwilz So @seanhannity just began his spiel with "BUCKLE UP", which made me think of this tweet. https://youtu.be/56956xc_-5Q 

2/14/2020 9:24:22 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/14/2020 9:24:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Also pondering the usage of “vis” in this response.

2/14/2020 9:25:56 AM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 DIA guest today on AJ?

2/14/2020 9:30:21 AM johngradycole20 It would be great to know what these varying frequencies of what seems to be EMF/ringing I keep hearing is, or how I can understand them.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

@Inevitable_ET

@Anangelhasland1

2/14/2020 9:36:42 AM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/LMM0CSmwiM

2/14/2020 9:45:28 AM palmdalekid2 It’s gonna be biblical #qanon pic.twitter.com/2FqAVuewYr

2/14/2020 9:50:32 AM law88loren we may have a squealer in #McCabe Telling all sins so he can try & get a deal? But #WeAreTheNewsNow  No Deals for #TraitorsToAmerica 

#LockThemAllUp #traitorsjustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @KimStrassel @charliekirk11 @ChanelRion @flyby2474 @007cigarjoe 

https://twitter.com/gatewaypundit/status/1228373047322841089 …

2/14/2020 9:55:58 AM patriotforever3 Thank you. Thought I was going insane! The past year has been a trip! Guess I am right where I am needed! See you all on the other side!! Riding on 

the edge!😎❤️

2/14/2020 10:34:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Explicitly spelling it out empowers ALICE.

2/14/2020 10:38:05 AM daveo6145 How do we destroy ALICE

2/14/2020 10:40:50 AM kfkeys This tweet hasn’t aged well.

2/14/2020 10:43:02 AM kachinagtto Oops

2/14/2020 10:43:09 AM hgraceq Literally verbatim. Lol I think everyone says that to themselves! I mean we can’t float on clouds & disregard medical issues. But chances are - it’s 

ascension. 

I passively ask my coworkers &students - if they have a headache etc. fascinating how many experience the same as you.

2/14/2020 10:43:53 AM hawkgirlinmn You’re right. I should’ve known.

2/14/2020 10:52:32 AM hgraceq Longest list ever. Thread reader at the bottom.  Peace https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1221997350283042816 …

2/14/2020 10:56:41 AM hgraceq  https://in5d.com/is-it-a-spiritual-awakening-or-am-i-just-plain-crazy/ …

2/14/2020 10:57:33 AM cliffbthompson1 If the plan includes declination decision after declination decision on what are clearly traitors who attempted a bureaucratic coup, then what ensures 

this never happens again? Rod Rosenstein, Comey, Brennen, Strzock, Paige...still waiting after 3 years on indictments!

2/14/2020 10:59:36 AM manifest_utopia I suspect it's part of The Plan.

2/14/2020 11:08:33 AM jdiii1210 🐼

2/14/2020 11:10:25 AM patriotforever3 Thank you!

2/14/2020 11:31:27 AM sadventum2 Tell that one to @SemperAdventum, her feathers are fulfilled today

2/14/2020 11:57:41 AM jayrambin CP was the target of a hitman? But not an assassination hitman.

2/14/2020 12:12:14 PM batespm4abbey stuff past3+yrs not ongoing "storm" ;) You mean a HUGE UNBELIEVABLE STORM approaches;yup, starts w/UN mobilization foreign troops into 

countries including USA ... bcs BO authn 2014 "UN enter at will to US soil to eliminate opposition"=TREASON&ILLEGAL&USConstn=ActOfWar

2/14/2020 12:15:01 PM batespm4abbey Thought TonyP was arrested,prosecuted/imprisoned &corp shutdown but podesta VP opened new corp and xferrred clients/contracts over to 

it~>Business as usual&now JP back in dnc doing pol mktg...affil.w/new corp? = same old crap, just a hiccup interruption

2/14/2020 12:15:44 PM jakeglassmaker Storm = excess of chaos and darkness.

2/14/2020 12:16:43 PM batespm4abbey oh yeah...tie up trump in another corp prolonged battle ...nope.

2/14/2020 12:19:01 PM heatherrenae8 Then you don't know the higher powers&trust their power, never give credit to low vibrational realms. They get everything from the highest 

realms&imitate in blind desperation&the only reason they are desperate is because no1 walks in real power or they to could be free w/choice.

2/14/2020 12:19:26 PM heatherrenae8 The truth sets free not lies.

2/14/2020 12:24:27 PM batespm4abbey Former deputy FBI dir ? was Chief of Security for WTC,wks before called DoJ etc trying to get help,he believed attack on WTC imminent and was looking 

for explosives placed in bldgs ...when it was destroyed???!? bcs hasn't been seen since.WHY did NO ONE listen to him?!? !!



2/14/2020 12:27:18 PM batespm4abbey I could not be "one" with a person didn't share my values and was part of heinous crimes such as dems & repubs have been doing since/starting w/ 

murder of JFK... treason against the USA is unforgiveable,can't stand to think they are free in USA,let alone a partner

2/14/2020 12:28:20 PM batespm4abbey Thus I could never be a cia seductress...couldn't stand to touch the enemy or have the enemy touch me... I could however carry out an order to 

eliminate an enemy

2/14/2020 12:30:46 PM batespm4abbey When Bernie soldout to BO,started supporting the same hrc of whom he identified many heinous crimes, then shutdown law cases/hard evidence of 

election frauds by hrc his supporters had in courts, Bernie is "complicit in their crimes after the fact"

2/14/2020 12:33:01 PM batespm4abbey Listen to Dr.Paul Cottrell explanations on you tube ...very educating and helpful...must protect real patriots standup to evil powers ...

2/14/2020 12:36:44 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned shoes hanging from telephone wires. the shoes is dangling from ear (telephones utilized through ear)

I could be reaching? has to be a correlation

2/14/2020 12:45:11 PM billyjackroe3 So was the mayor

2/14/2020 12:45:59 PM billyjackroe3 Donna Brezill

2/14/2020 12:46:49 PM loricam59349743 Or a hitwoman.🤣 Makes her feel more at home.

2/14/2020 12:51:07 PM nine_six3 I still feel so bad for making a comment on your question and missing the mark completely. Do you think I should delete the correction that says 

"Scratch that?". I'd hate to be someone who is confusing people. I should have paid better attention and read your question better.

2/14/2020 12:54:04 PM nine_six3 I don't know if deleting a response is distasteful or frowned upon on here? Again... sorry for jumping in and commenting without properly reading. 

Lesson Learnt. I need to pay closer attention before typing. 🤐

2/14/2020 12:58:53 PM thefuturition Correct.,also part of the same rumored reports.

2/14/2020 1:41:32 PM nine_six3 I went with my gut and deleted it. Hope it was the right choice. Going forward, I'll do my best to read more carefully before stating my opinion or 

lending a helping hand... I'd hate to take away from the Message or point in the wrong direction.

2/14/2020 1:53:04 PM thebrokenkidz With that they could fly and steer this in theory pic.twitter.com/M2ydHtopi9

2/14/2020 2:16:21 PM lazyzimms Why is he holding the baby like that? Is this postion taught in the Liddle classes?

2/14/2020 2:19:12 PM lazyzimms Netflix has decided to show the movie The Hunt after all. It might get even more votes for Trump if Dems watch & recognizes they are hunting trump 

supporters/conservatives & the realize these are the same people who could turn on them!

2/14/2020 2:22:47 PM kevinmruel  https://youtu.be/s-yFFd82gGs 

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @DevinNunes @RudyGiuliani

2/14/2020 2:25:07 PM nine_six3 This is confusing info, for sure. I didn't know Sather was thought to be Deepstate? Ahh I sent him a message and he hasn't read it but it definitely 

makes me cringe. I tried sending him an email on his site and it was returned as  failed too. Wow.Confusing stuff! And Mj12? uhh😐

2/14/2020 3:13:36 PM mulletgary Bingo. Faceless, nameless, savage killers. Propped up treated better than us citizens, paid, expendable. Perfect Hitmen.

2/14/2020 3:17:21 PM _369311119 Hmmm...

empowers

EM

powers

If the explicit empowers, then does the implicit...

ALICE cant dance...is not EMpowered by the implicit.
2/14/2020 3:20:09 PM fallorsesh ??? Huh?

 AI and "ALICE", if it truly does exist as some have claimed, functions similarly to search engine spiders (keywords). They are capable of more in last few 

years, and some even say can now recognize imagery, which wasn't the case 5yr ago.

2/14/2020 3:23:32 PM lamieret And trained. By our very best.

2/14/2020 3:44:48 PM aleks8837 Conspiracies are ultimately distractions!

Spread the idea of massive profitable Giga infrastructure projects!

What's possible?

Safe nuclear power ( http://terrapower.com ).

Massive solar arrays in space (4-5x effectiveness).

Orbital ring/space elevator (kevlar).

Narratives!!
2/14/2020 4:02:40 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/UdrfPzgiYG

2/14/2020 4:26:41 PM anangelhasland1 Spiritual awakening can bring many such sensational accessories.  Visions, new fears, sounds = musics, voices, even yes, ringing.

A result of more awareness.

Stay detached and open and resist the “need for understanding” as it is too easy to rest in another’s faulty explanation

2/14/2020 4:39:25 PM fallorsesh Yea I've seen likely the vast majority of the material n memes out there about alice. Still remains to be seen whether it exists in the way many describe. 

Doubly so for the is-be paradigm out out there by mj

2/14/2020 5:09:14 PM oaf_unbreakable Hello [No Justice]

2/14/2020 5:39:00 PM polly569011381 You never shared it?

2/14/2020 6:02:47 PM polly569011381 CNN need their corporate lisence revoked..burned gone..Paid extras from Snopes..@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr @echo3juliet @DavidJHarrisJr

2/14/2020 6:22:01 PM _369311119 We are navigating in space. There is space where ALICE can't follow. We get to that space by dancing the dance ALICE can't. A line she can't join.

I suppose we keep our empowerment via implicit, and invite her via explicit.

WWG1WGA is an EMpowered implicit dance.

2/14/2020 6:24:52 PM _369311119 Imagine laying down in the middle of a Q and looking up. The line that emerges from the circle is ascending.

2/14/2020 7:12:21 PM loricam59349743 🤣👍

2/14/2020 7:29:27 PM polly569011381 Queen Bueatrice loves to hunt at her residence all the Royals do..🤢 @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @X22Report

2/14/2020 8:00:41 PM patriotleah1776 If not, I'm pretty sure Bill Gates might have one sitting on the shelf somewhere.

2/14/2020 8:02:39 PM magicianswheel Schiff is a good buddy of Ed Buck, and often parties with him. And an aficionado of The Standard Hotel. Enough said.

2/14/2020 8:05:48 PM patriotleah1776 MEME MAJIC WILL BYPASS ALICE

2/14/2020 8:07:30 PM carolin15161363  http://www.whoissomersetbelenoff.com/somerset-belenoff-famous-people-comments.html …



2/14/2020 8:09:42 PM patriotleah1776 Zero point energy.

Magnetic engines.

Replication tech.

Peace is the PRIZE.

We the People.

Not We the Commodity.

Sheep no more.

WWG1WGA.
2/14/2020 8:11:12 PM patriotleah1776 Except when it came to youth.

Not anymore.

Pain.

2/14/2020 8:12:54 PM patriotleah1776 Something happened to the one posting the crimes.

Until the swamp was drained.

Our leader has it all.

2/14/2020 8:53:21 PM fansblowing3 Coffee and booze 😂 👍

2/14/2020 8:59:28 PM aetherwalker1 I pray we see TRUE & HONEST Justice.

and if Patriot really are in control, then everybody that 🦉 harms while Patriots are in control is on them.

2/14/2020 9:08:13 PM hollylandes For some reason Alice reminds me of the movie Forbidden Planet

2/14/2020 9:33:01 PM aleks8837 Exactly! See?

We have NO PROOF of either of them..

Believe me, I'm/was the biggest ZPE-fan!

If you don't believe me I will post old Tweets to confirm.

I've read the scant science literature ++++

No proof = -Time/productive.

Think of ramifications if actually false. Then what?!
2/14/2020 9:34:02 PM aleks8837  https://www.reddit.com/r/AskScienceDiscussion/comments/6av4jy/what_are_some_possible_ways_to_improve_paul/ …

2/14/2020 9:34:14 PM cydneegreen So so sick! They LOOK like a normal humans, but they’re clearly not. They should all have to wear a big tattoo on their face or something so everyone 

can know right off the bat who they REALLY are.

2/14/2020 9:39:00 PM oldhick17800719 Absolutely

 https://youtu.be/BnV0p8RSY3k 

2/14/2020 9:39:49 PM oldhick17800719 This is what she's talking about. https://youtu.be/BnV0p8RSY3k 

2/14/2020 9:43:36 PM doq017 FINALLY!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn https://twitter.com/AxiomReport/status/1228506448893603841 …
2/14/2020 9:59:20 PM doq017 Most encouraging tweet of the week. I’m now convinced blank drop (3863) marks SOMETHING BIGLY is about to drop

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/14/2020 10:10:41 PM magicianswheel And Daddy is handing out psychological advice on TV???

2/14/2020 10:16:18 PM realhighup Just came across this blog. Deep stuff to ponder.... majestic12.. ELF program? #et #doe #qclearance .. r clearance?! “the truth would put many in the 

hospital”-#qanon @realDonaldTrump ”service to others sentience” #TheGreatAwakening  https://metallicman.com/laoban4site/how-to-tell-if-

someone-is-in-majestic-part-two … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/14/2020 10:19:09 PM 1flyovercounty Wheres he moving too?  Teddy bear land?

2/14/2020 10:24:22 PM cydneegreen Thank you! I saved it to watch tomorrow in case it’s something that would keep me up even later or make me have bad dreams when I finally do get to 

sleep. 👍🏻👍🏻

2/14/2020 11:10:03 PM aetherwalker1 Don't be surprised though if people's righteous indignation at the lack of on-stage Justice spurs their impetus to take Justice into their own hands.

2/14/2020 11:18:49 PM lilimom Dig through assets. .....major control of print &  broadcast & wireless media news sources and platforms.  Then check how many mormons hold offices 

in states gov...all over USA.  ITS A PLAN/PLOT.  clear down to dog catcher. .. school boards etc...

2/14/2020 11:22:10 PM rebbecahuhn It will...

2/14/2020 11:26:02 PM mudbirdy We can only wish.

Most likely the secret service has him wear it so they can find him if he goes underwater.

2/15/2020 12:14:50 AM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Whats up with Nygard? Related to "other" things??

2/15/2020 12:24:55 AM __intothewild_ Why is she playing the game then? pic.twitter.com/e4WycUDR2C

2/15/2020 2:02:50 AM 14fowl WORDS MEAN THINGS "HRC hired a hitman."

2/15/2020 2:51:05 AM weediblue This is what they are teaching your kids. Not thinking about, ARE. Did you know this? @bonesstrueblues @mmjblair @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@BorisJohnson @jkennedy0832 @tagsbo @scotfamparty @TheMistressRox @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/OVD111/status/1228504058392084481 …

2/15/2020 4:12:58 AM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 🤔 https://twitter.com/goldie86168582/status/1226426985561366528 …



2/15/2020 5:41:15 AM bmj240768 Everyone thinks the WALL is actually just the physical barrier separating USA & Mexico.

I would say it barrier against cyber warfare, illegal aliens earthly & other also a metaphysical barrier against demonic & other interdimensional 

intruders.

2/15/2020 6:40:16 AM kevinmruel They are Researching the use of DNA and storage of Information.... People This Is Real 💯 Truth Not Sci-fi

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @StormIsUponUs @IPOT1776 @TomFitton @prayingmedic @dbongino 

@realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @DonaldJTrumpJr @JudgeJeanine pic.twitter.com/b9zWXDUvU6

2/15/2020 6:45:12 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NSF_OPP/status/1225192070429716487 …

2/15/2020 6:53:21 AM oldhick17800719 Yeah smart not to watch it at night.

2/15/2020 6:57:07 AM mgodfrey99 They are demons and they will not go away until God ends this earth and puts them in hell.  This "alien invasion " is trickery of Satan himself to usher in 

a NWO, which will strip every person of their humanity, enslave, and or kill us.

2/15/2020 7:19:05 AM gailbec55069916 If it is worth having, Hit-lery will own it. Or Chelsea or Evergreen, or the founda---

2/15/2020 7:20:31 AM gailbec55069916 Bombs AWAY!!!

2/15/2020 7:41:54 AM gailbec55069916 Hussein was bringing them in and enlisting them in the DACA program.

2/15/2020 7:44:05 AM gailbec55069916 Hussein was bringing them in and enlisting them in the D A C A program.

2/15/2020 7:47:32 AM emilyoakley6 Both of them working together?

2/15/2020 7:48:11 AM gailbec55069916 hahahahahaha!

2/15/2020 7:49:14 AM txcoachb Known vs. now

2/15/2020 7:50:45 AM dmzsixtyfour P. E. D. O. Across their forward.  Every single waste of oxygen that touches a child.

2/15/2020 8:01:21 AM joni_apple_seed Yes, that’s what many women feel. They saw the suppression of their mothers/friends mothers and I do believe there is much anger. Couples should 

work together, not separately but together. This is not what many have been taught. It may not be intentional but it’s still there. 

pic.twitter.com/iLErkyoDuZ

2/15/2020 8:19:36 AM lazyzimms I understand what you mean. They name things in ways that confuse us for a purpose.

2/15/2020 8:39:33 AM quarkfear1 More of a mystery than Epi.... https://www.libertyheadlines.com/hospital-admitted-murdered-dnc-staffer-seth-rich-still-mystery/ …

2/15/2020 8:53:05 AM starved4justice Very little on Mothers of Darkness. This is a very informative video, though!

2/15/2020 9:00:18 AM starved4justice It's pretty creepy. I bet people get horrible nightmares at Chateau des Amerois (Mothers of Darkness). This castle heart of Belgium's Luciferian elites.

2/15/2020 9:03:11 AM scottba58314811 @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @w_terrence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StevePieczenik @patton6966 @themcfiles44 @LisaMei62 @X22Report 

@JazzyJeffB @JeanD312  It’s not over till we say it’s over. https://twitter.com/ScottBa58314811/status/1228725645842223109 …

2/15/2020 9:18:01 AM covertress The Adventures of Baron Trump

by Ingersoll Lockwood https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1228728092367163392?s=20 …

2/15/2020 9:24:37 AM cityranch It is possible. Mike Bloomberg is playing a role?  We must assume he has the best security and intelligence personnel a private citizen can buy. We 

must assume he has the best security team money can buy. He knows Trump and Giuliani for decades. Mayor of NYC. Knows all. THOUGHTS? 

pic.twitter.com/hSk9auQCKm

2/15/2020 9:36:49 AM cydneegreen Wow. A relative of mine told me about “Baalgium” (being the epicenter_of_evil) 40 years ago! He suffered from schizophrenia & was very very 

paranoid, so I didn’t believe him. Now, all these years later, many things he said to me back then, are now showing up to be true. So sad.

2/15/2020 10:30:53 AM doq017 PAIN!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1228706906673311746 …
2/15/2020 11:05:50 AM indjtwetrust I know he means this as an “information” hit, but, really, the same holds true for the literal meaning.

2/15/2020 11:17:28 AM askthedamnq Jeremiah 33:3 says, "Call unto me and I will answer you and tell you great and unsearchable things you do not know."

Talk about biblical!

#QAnon #ItsGonnaBeBiblical

@OldSchool2A

@SeanCordicon

@StormIsUponUs

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@JuliansRum

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheQniversity

@Inevitable_ET
2/15/2020 11:22:25 AM kevinmruel Where do the kids Go!!???

 https://youtu.be/nSFNKEfKt28 

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TomFitton @SaraCarterDC @UncleSamsNation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC 

@Nigel_Farage @DevinNunes @prayingmedic @IPOT1776 @KayaJones @StormIsUponUs @CoreysDigs @DiamondandSilk

2/15/2020 11:35:24 AM nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 know for example part of multidimensional Codes transpiring regarding subject matter I have been disclosing out of Love to All: 1)  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226744055025086465 …

2)  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226734340794654722 …

There are many more deCodes of pure love for All to See💜

 https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1228211359348752385 … pic.twitter.com/QxmnSUj7Fa

2/15/2020 11:36:16 AM nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 know for example part of multidimensional Codes transpiring regarding subject matter I have been disclosing out of Love to All:1)  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226744055025086465 … 

2)  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226734340794654722 … 

There are many more deCodes of pure love for All to See💜

 https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1228211359348752385 … https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1228759258851762176 …

2/15/2020 11:41:54 AM mynardpamela Yes and thank you 🙏🏻

2/15/2020 11:55:53 AM nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PaPeCtniL4



2/15/2020 12:01:46 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/vIfa6EFV4w

2/15/2020 12:07:36 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/9MjCqF58Wv

2/15/2020 12:08:38 PM toffer_anon_369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/fbYXuuwlY3

2/15/2020 12:15:02 PM lightlove21121 #FreeIAuMatu

@ 21:15 = 9 

@charmanda9

@GirlAwakeinCA

@BoogeymanHunter

🔥🔥🔥

@worldxplorer1

@wickedmouse369

@zagnett

🔥🔥🔥

@_7H3D3N

@Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

With

Love

&Blessings
2/15/2020 12:31:05 PM needtrump4prez We know now.

2/15/2020 12:38:47 PM needtrump4prez Evil

2/15/2020 1:02:07 PM lightlove21121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

⚔️♥️⚔️

@realDonaldTrump

@MELANIATRUMP

@FLOTUS

♥️⚔️♥️

@P0A_Triot23

@Qanon76

@VincentCrypt46

⚔️♥️⚔️

      With 

 Love & Light

   Blessings 

    -22:02-
2/15/2020 1:14:27 PM rosscarwalker I love the idea that @realDonaldTrump is ArchAngel Uriel. He's a complete genius, so it wouldn't surprise me. Is The Domain another term for The 

Elohim? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ArchangelAmongU

2/15/2020 1:38:58 PM rosscarwalker If you were of non human descent would you trust humans considering how they treat other species? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ArchangelAmongU 

@MongrelGlory

2/15/2020 1:41:53 PM cydneegreen We sure do.

2/15/2020 1:45:10 PM rosscarwalker Word up big J! I agree humans are evolving really quickly.

2/15/2020 1:47:44 PM rosscarwalker What would you recommend humanity to do if we were to gain open contact / full disclosure / first contact with our non human allies / friends?

2/15/2020 1:47:50 PM inblackandwhit4 Who doesn't

2/15/2020 1:51:57 PM inblackandwhit4 Many times. We all know that. So what. She gets away with it every single time.

2/15/2020 1:54:10 PM inblackandwhit4 I said who doesn't know that.

2/15/2020 1:56:51 PM rosscarwalker I will give you a suggestion then. I would recommend putting an end to:

1) suffering of sentient life in the meat industry 2) suffering of sentient life in university experimentation 3) suffering of sentient life in the pet industry

2/15/2020 1:59:16 PM rosscarwalker Supposedly his name was pronounced Masheeka in Aramaic

2/15/2020 2:00:21 PM chris8nix Hanging, I see it.

2/15/2020 2:00:51 PM kidge6 Yes, and I have to read it slowly, or multiple times. And can’t get a read on it really until the end, so, long limbo state. Much like the first 14 months 

following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .

2/15/2020 2:03:36 PM inblackandwhit4 And I said she gets away with it every stinking time. Although I didn't say stinking the first time. It's absolutely sickening. How many people has she 

killed? Too many. And keeps going without any repercussions.

2/15/2020 2:03:41 PM rghardy3 Category D5

A Winter Blizzard

2/15/2020 2:06:07 PM cosmic_engineer  http://www.spiritofra.com/Ra-section%201.htm …

This has sections (6?) and collated material instead.

I find using that and a search of the full sessions can help.

 https://www.lawofone.info/search 

Also Maffy Mouse YT channel has an audio version
2/15/2020 2:10:19 PM inblackandwhit4 Just what the world needs. More Killerys

2/15/2020 2:14:58 PM azuremagus Purifying divine storm that removes vermin.

2/15/2020 2:20:34 PM blue_marbleeyes I personally do not believe this is true. 

POTUS plays an important role, but time will be the best teacher as to the full nature of everyone's place in this process. 

There is much to discern and much to learn.  It's a trip!

2/15/2020 2:22:23 PM inblackandwhit4 That witch has more notches in her belt than the atomic bomb at Hiroshima. Isn't there a bounty on her head yet?

2/15/2020 2:27:58 PM celestial773 It has been said many times that he is not so

2/15/2020 2:28:12 PM blue_marbleeyes 🥰😘

2/15/2020 2:34:49 PM inblackandwhit4 No wonder people were deployed 7, yes 7 times. Should have stayed here and got the real terrorist.

2/15/2020 3:00:10 PM mongrelglory No harm no foul!  😁

2/15/2020 3:01:53 PM mongrelglory Crap!  I think Hillary has a whole squad of hitpeople on speed-dial! 😒

2/15/2020 3:09:05 PM nine_six3 ThankQ!!! 😅 pic.twitter.com/9PvFhC9W6i

2/15/2020 3:09:18 PM polly569011381 Thank-you! For showing a more precise viewpoint @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/15/2020 3:10:31 PM mongrelglory I've had many very public brain farts on MJ-12's Twitter feeds. 🤣🤣🤣



2/15/2020 3:16:12 PM hawkgirlinmn No worries! I’m known for typos and as you can see above, not taking time to reflect.

2/15/2020 3:29:23 PM americanpetal vis   i?

2/15/2020 4:16:14 PM oldhick17800719 Unfortunately this evil existed. Hopefully past tense.

2/15/2020 4:24:01 PM tc4582 Amazing though...she comes out against Killary. Admits questions were provided..yet, she isn’t 187’d🧐

2/15/2020 4:26:55 PM jandydill 🤞Hope so!

2/15/2020 4:33:14 PM polly569011381 Ermm? They’ve been cloning how long now it’s all show trannys..ano im not crazy by any means..The Nazi, Antarctica..wtf did they all visit there few 

years ago..

2/15/2020 4:34:04 PM frequencyis_key 😉😘

2/15/2020 4:38:38 PM polly569011381 In what way do you mean? They eat humans? Layman’s yes they do..

2/15/2020 4:39:50 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/15/2020 4:57:02 PM polly569011381 Sometimes the essence, true essence, follow your gut..hard tho when they are poisoning us spraying from above and below,,Gmo seeds..? 

Transgendered @realDonaldTrump @X22Report @Linda_Paris @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DonaldJTrumpJr How do we stop this Filth..

2/15/2020 5:31:26 PM ravenpeach Omg. This is enough of details to arrest her right???   Where is DOJ?

2/15/2020 5:35:56 PM evapolkosnik Justice?? We’re is Justice?!

2/15/2020 5:50:05 PM polly569011381 You kept us In Afghanistan U.K. included for almost two decades? You old cloned fart..@echo3juliet @realDonaldTrump @Linda_Paris @X22Report 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @whoeverlistens to wee me it is what is Is..

2/15/2020 6:20:49 PM reelect20 👇Check it out👇RT✅ http://bit.ly/2vIwG7m 

2/15/2020 6:21:20 PM exsjwtruther I compiled the posts referenced

 https://i.imgur.com/cr7ACnQ.jpg 

 https://i.imgur.com/e85I3Gg.jpg 

2/15/2020 6:35:02 PM alight412 Ever feel you are in the ai twilight zone?

2/15/2020 7:28:09 PM prmd21801759 Another storm!! And another! Yehey 👏👏👏

2/15/2020 8:19:04 PM notblind2thetru President Trump is being shadow banned. People are talking about suing Twitter.

@VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy @2runtherace @Time4U2Know @cjtruth @M2Madness @DonaldJTrumpJr @RudyGiuliani @prayingmedic 

@bigredwavenow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @TheFarSideRight

2/15/2020 8:22:13 PM aetherwalker1 We'll believe it when we see RESULTS on-stage!

2/15/2020 8:42:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 168 hours?

 https://archive.org/details/donaldbarrspacerelations/page/n11/mode/2up …

2/15/2020 8:49:16 PM cledrordfishing This isn't showing up on your timeline.

2/15/2020 8:50:43 PM keith369me So Barr, like Trump grew up knowing about the inner workings of the cabal but were not participants?

2/15/2020 8:51:42 PM cocopuffster12 Jeffrey Epstein - wow, mind blown

2/15/2020 8:52:19 PM traciloveusa 👍🏻😎

2/15/2020 8:54:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, time is an illusion.

2/15/2020 8:55:29 PM mikeb38beacon_h Why do we sleep?

2/15/2020 8:55:29 PM truethric Or is it...

2/15/2020 8:55:33 PM state1union Got it?

2/15/2020 8:56:12 PM mrmagoo25714258 No it's not....the Lord put it in place

2/15/2020 8:56:27 PM drbohammer Perhaps to be more precise, time is a non-malleable abstract.

2/15/2020 8:56:48 PM rfseopro Feck, ' tru dat

2/15/2020 8:58:07 PM twilly18 "home is where you wear your hat"

            

                               Dr. Emilio Lizardo

2/15/2020 8:58:21 PM hawkgirlinmn You RT alot of Army tweets. Are any MJ12 Jarheads?

2/15/2020 8:58:26 PM bejay31688996 If time was an illusion.  We wouldn't be able to move it.

2/15/2020 8:59:11 PM fl_sun_sprite I will remind my boss on Monday!

2/15/2020 8:59:27 PM qaphsiel17 Tell that to the time clock the slaves punch day after day.

2/15/2020 9:00:46 PM archiebrave If everything is waves and waves take time to wave 👋 then time being an illusion doesn’t make sense outside of everything being an illusion.

2/15/2020 9:00:48 PM stanstephens13 100% of people I ask young or old say time is flying. The illusion has changed.

2/15/2020 9:00:48 PM bejay31688996 The Illusion is that you believe that and that you believe Einstein that the speed of light is fixed and nothing can go faster and that you believe gravity 

can bend time etc etc.  The Great awakening is happening try and keep up.

2/15/2020 9:01:56 PM wickedmouse369 Of the third density.

2/15/2020 9:03:34 PM n7guardiananon appropriate book title???

2/15/2020 9:04:23 PM mamiemcclure17 🤔

2/15/2020 9:05:05 PM mamiemcclure17 Thought is faster

2/15/2020 9:05:50 PM nested_in_uk then what is lunch time?

2/15/2020 9:07:58 PM sexylarrytate You been watching Theoria Apophasis on YouTube?

2/15/2020 9:09:03 PM virginiamack There is no tweet.

2/15/2020 9:10:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Is dis-illusionment also a construct of “the”matrix or the “new matrix” because I’m not feeling like Morpheus or Neo or Trinity at all for the past 168 

hrs. Feeling frustrated and I’m not easily frustrated.

2/15/2020 9:10:55 PM lifeiss17041348 It's a jail until we grow enough to control it. Until then, we must obey its rules.

2/15/2020 9:12:07 PM keith369me 168 hours is an illusion too?

2/15/2020 9:12:22 PM raybaresi Must have previous acting experience! #NASAlies https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDd4hvhRaHk …

2/15/2020 9:13:28 PM state1union Omg 😳 How could Donald Barr write that book so many decades before these events and to be so precise into the future?

2/15/2020 9:13:48 PM decodematrix I thought I was gone for hours. When I returned only 15 mins had passed.

2/15/2020 9:14:09 PM atashfire But is suffering?

2/15/2020 9:15:27 PM jeff90140499 Remember, thyme is an allusion!  Brine is an infusion & sine is a delusion.🙈🙉🙊👻

2/15/2020 9:17:02 PM shelgas Time is a dimension.

2/15/2020 9:18:41 PM patriotswegoall Tech innovation is already here. We just have to get these suppressed tech out to the public. This, what the NSA is doing?

2/15/2020 9:20:17 PM t_hayden07 Time is a part of us. A part of our conciousness. It fluctuates depending on certain things, like how much info we process. So...it IS an illusion....but also 

a real part of us.

2/15/2020 9:21:12 PM jonathancherrie DMT.. gone a couple minutes, feels like lifetimes.

2/15/2020 9:21:13 PM hellouncledonny No, it's not. 

It's a mental projection of the collective consciousness.

2/15/2020 9:21:25 PM _doozier_ "But tomorrow's just another day / And I don't believe in Time" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Q5UEf8kHa8 …

2/15/2020 9:28:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quick, we need to chuck this old hag into this van.

Wait, she dropped a shoe.

Leave it! She needs addenchrome now.

We'll plot a parkinson's ploy and deploy one of our assets.

Go, go, go! https://twitter.com/NetworksManager/status/1228723864055746561 …

2/15/2020 9:28:57 PM joshuajamesdavi #Meh

2/15/2020 9:29:54 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/bhflbSoepN



2/15/2020 9:30:50 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/9KHwc07cvu

2/15/2020 9:31:07 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/MOROEKlwPW

2/15/2020 9:31:34 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/ItAwIG0ZIq

2/15/2020 9:31:57 PM unidentifiedta1 time is Magnitude

2/15/2020 9:32:06 PM rickhackerghost  pic.twitter.com/r3TaTLknqY

2/15/2020 9:32:15 PM choppedjazz Like a SIDE OF BEEF

2/15/2020 9:32:18 PM breeze66261730 Throw her butay in and let’s get out of here 😎

2/15/2020 9:32:38 PM mamiemcclure17 Why would they be filming in a press free area?  For future show n tell ? Future proves past. pic.twitter.com/yKfCtu0g5p

2/15/2020 9:32:55 PM dixieladybr549 Interesting thing is here, there was nobody in the van helping her inside. She was shoved in there on the floor! 😬 Her hands were behind her back 

and they forcefully pulled them around to get her a$$ in the van.

2/15/2020 9:34:01 PM realyfactsmater Yep !

2/15/2020 9:34:01 PM frdmbellsring 1/2.  They attack our churches, they attack our leisure.  They want our guns, they want full seizure.  With a commanding roar, we shout HELL NO.  For if 

they come, our force we'll show.  Granted by God, for this is our Right.  If they come for our guns, they'll get a fight... pic.twitter.com/iYWefUTUez

2/15/2020 9:34:09 PM aquarianqueen11 Yup. Prettty much.

2/15/2020 9:34:12 PM frdmbellsring 2/2.  We know who is heading this treasonous coup.  It's not just our guns, they want us dead too.

2/15/2020 9:34:28 PM realyfactsmater We need a different story

2/15/2020 9:34:45 PM sailorpractical Bullshit. The NSA was largely responsible for undermining and committing corporate espionage against innovative technologies in the energy and 

medical industries, most likely as mercionaries of energy and big Pharma companies.  35-USC-181

2/15/2020 9:36:58 PM trolls4truth Imo time is real, it is life's anchor in this reality.

2/15/2020 9:37:07 PM billyj1616 Enlil (clan) the Eagle and Enki (clan) the serpent?

2/15/2020 9:37:29 PM bryanfcarlson1 I stopped visiting the Drudge website since they went over to the "Darkside" several months ago.

2/15/2020 9:38:39 PM at0m_b0mber  pic.twitter.com/4iuuBZCvyv

2/15/2020 9:38:58 PM truthseekerkari Nice Meme! Very Kool!

2/15/2020 9:39:51 PM 123rmaga1 Ha!🤗🤗🤗

2/15/2020 9:39:55 PM norwegianon Yeah, it's always now!

2/15/2020 9:41:51 PM aetherwalker1 not 'government'

Ideological International Clique

2/15/2020 9:41:52 PM suejone54923872 Darn the best part is after she was falling. They literally threw her into the van and pulled off.

2/15/2020 9:43:04 PM 1crazy_toaster now THAT is a clone.

2/15/2020 9:43:10 PM keith369me Bold and brash...love it!!!

2/15/2020 9:44:50 PM rachaelangelm What the heck kind of Shepard hook printer hawk is that?

2/15/2020 9:44:58 PM aetherwalker1 Satan - Adversary

An 'adversary' or enemy can be an individual or a group.

2/15/2020 9:45:01 PM keithbu32901959 Wow never noticed before....she was drug to the van.  Her toes slid across the pavement.  Guess before I was watching what was going on around her.

2/15/2020 9:46:40 PM dannypatriot17 That Black dude is dead now... NO JOKE!

2/15/2020 9:46:44 PM keith369me Is there any particular symbolism one should understand when an Eagle is spotted?  How about four flying/circling roughly 10 feet above the level of a 

two story house...30 feet perhaps.

2/15/2020 9:47:18 PM yellamoj Think mirror

2/15/2020 9:47:35 PM drbohammer Rough translation: Child of the Earth, Carry the Earth, Carry the Evil

2/15/2020 9:48:09 PM c45cardiac Only the sun (son) gives us “time” to do life’s work while we’re here

2/15/2020 9:48:21 PM eastcoasterik ANTON PARKS, Author of, "Eden," and translator of ancient Sumerian clay tablets.  “SATAM” in Sumerian means “the administrator.”

2/15/2020 9:48:28 PM eastcoasterik Enlil is often referred to as the GREAT SATAM, the Master Administrator. In Sumerian texts Enlil systematically asks Enki to go negotiate and talk with 

the humans. He is always the one to deal with them. Remember, he is a humanoid with reptilian features.

2/15/2020 9:48:40 PM deepbluesand this is not the time for this!

2/15/2020 9:48:47 PM manifest_utopia 8:54 = 17

2/15/2020 9:48:48 PM dariensilva1 How can those people work for that demon is beyond me.

2/15/2020 9:49:29 PM keith369me Time to look within to get a clue on this one.

2/15/2020 9:49:30 PM eastcoasterik Called The Serpent, just like in the Bible. He’s the only one the humans are going to see. And when they see him, they see a serpent like humanoid. I 

reckon this is why they call him the serpent in the garden. He is a friend of the humans.

2/15/2020 9:49:33 PM cogbill_alan Lots of military style trucks on highway 90 and 6 in Texas. Seems...Majestic?

2/15/2020 9:50:08 PM maryheil5 My hopes are that they will all be arrested before then!!

2/15/2020 9:51:12 PM ausanon369 Like a side of beef

2/15/2020 9:51:14 PM theghost6969 So addictive

2/15/2020 9:51:54 PM keith369me Not going to happen...Most LEOs will stand down when they see the response of the resolute.

2/15/2020 9:51:54 PM c45cardiac Only the sun (son) gives us “time” to do life’s work while we’re here. God who created everything, gave us his (sun) to watch over us and guide us. He 

wash in his presence. 90 consecutive minutes a day out in the sun will do wonders. Why do you think they’re trying to block it?

2/15/2020 9:52:07 PM sailorpractical Bullshit. The NSA was largely responsible for undermining and committing corporate espionage against innovative technologies in the energy and 

medical industries, most likely as mercionaries of energy and big Pharma companies.  35-USC-181 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/1228886468866826246 …

2/15/2020 9:52:30 PM q_surge Tell that to my body...

2/15/2020 9:52:31 PM mongrelglory Like releasing bio-engineered viruses?

2/15/2020 9:53:18 PM sethric61410528 ot here on earth ...

2/15/2020 9:53:22 PM oldhick17800719 It's crazy. I want us to know the truth so bad.

2/15/2020 9:53:26 PM spatriot1776  pic.twitter.com/B6Fawcn2mz

2/15/2020 9:53:37 PM freestateojones  https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2016/09/13/internet-thinks-hillary-clinton-has-body-double/90297312/ …

2/15/2020 9:53:45 PM mongrelglory #BloombergDidntKillHimself

2/15/2020 9:54:31 PM remarkablebob Keep your arms... pic.twitter.com/j9Igns9ube

2/15/2020 9:55:52 PM 369helen313 Wow...

2/15/2020 9:56:30 PM mongrelglory Is it true she died that day and was replaced by another "Hillary"?

2/15/2020 9:57:43 PM mabaker963 Hang on to the 2nd amendment folks.💜💜💜🌍🕊🕊🕊

2/15/2020 9:57:57 PM 1crazy_toaster several speakers say she died years ago..I forget the year quoted.

2/15/2020 10:02:13 PM ravisingkeegan Things happen when conditions for those things to happen are present.

Time does not exist.

2/15/2020 10:02:23 PM eastcoasterik Translate from Polish-English https://docplayer.pl/5634385-Kompilacja-materialow-spis-tresci.html …

2/15/2020 10:02:26 PM aetherwalker1 Yet.. STILL unpunished for all of her crimes!

2/15/2020 10:03:27 PM mongrelglory I'm missing the 168 hours reference.  Can anyone help me?

2/15/2020 10:04:20 PM 369369rv She could not even move her legs to shuffle in to the van

2/15/2020 10:05:24 PM qsentme30 Sometimes wonder if the world was about to end and time Travelers came back and saved us but then if time is an illusion that must mean all realitys 

are here,but we just have to raise our collective consciousness for them to become real??????



2/15/2020 10:08:32 PM mongrelglory I've been reading too much about government (including the US) biowarfare operations.  It's absolutely horrifying and disgusting the things countries 

have done in the name of experimentation and warfare. 😖  Makes me want a reset for this world!

2/15/2020 10:10:19 PM karma4event201 I thought (hoped) it is what it looks like, a perp walk and arrest. 

She refused go cooperate getting in the van so they put her in the van!

2/15/2020 10:10:40 PM zaraawakened  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1226735552369745921?s=19 …

2/15/2020 10:11:15 PM karma4event201 I believe the vehicle behind her picked up her shoe

2/15/2020 10:12:00 PM karma4event201 Couldn't or wouldn't ?

2/15/2020 10:13:24 PM 369_is Looking Glass technology?

2/15/2020 10:14:14 PM deplorable369 The Storm is coming alright. pic.twitter.com/PMkg6oTF7X

2/15/2020 10:14:34 PM boy12_jimmy Maybe this is to show that the administrator will be very active & strike with a powerful bite towards enemies and real humans have no worry? 

Interesting.

2/15/2020 10:18:26 PM mongrelglory Thanks Zara!  I forgot about that tweet! 👍

2/15/2020 10:19:07 PM leovanipayseur True, but our ability to utilize measurements of it is relevant, useful and pertinent.  Monitoring and planning our expenditure of time is important 

because the animation and consciousness of our life form has a limited span in which to accomplish tasks, goals, etc.

2/15/2020 10:19:28 PM leovanipayseur #Kronos #Chronos #Saturn

2/15/2020 10:21:12 PM antarantanka Frequency can be described by wavelength without reference to time.

2/15/2020 10:22:16 PM jrocktigers I bet Richard DICK Chaney could be sourced for some answers.  Was any of it used for the Bush family purchase of.the largest , purest acquifer in South 

America a few years back?

2/15/2020 10:22:23 PM mongrelglory I don't understand how people can't see that the current Hillary who is often seen on TV is not the old Hillary!  Even if she had a face-lift, her body, the 

bone-structure of her face, and her hair texture are totally different! 🤨

2/15/2020 10:22:38 PM archiebrave How?

2/15/2020 10:23:04 PM monkey_weather Speaking of: remember the video of Biden/kids/leg hair rubbing? 

He was doing a thing called "pill-rolling" with his fingers. Joe Biden has advanced Parkinson's.

2/15/2020 10:23:23 PM karma4event201 We'll plot a parkinson's ploy 🤔 do you mean make something up ?

2/15/2020 10:23:47 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtvlBS4PMF0 …

2/15/2020 10:25:26 PM v8veronica1 I remember this- started the speculation she has Kuru.

2/15/2020 10:26:35 PM cumberlandacad2 Nikola Tesla

2/15/2020 10:27:52 PM keith369me Not reset, ascend above it

2/15/2020 10:27:55 PM karma4event201 I agree, they pull out a body double / stand in / or clone 

who is 50- 100 pounds lighter; has thinner hair, is friendly not HRC

2/15/2020 10:29:16 PM allforoneandon3 Time is relative; it depends on  which side of  the bathroom door you're on.

2/15/2020 10:30:03 PM mongrelglory Yes!  Leave the bad stuff behind!

2/15/2020 10:30:53 PM karma4event201 She was resisting arrest and got chunked into the van. 😆

2/15/2020 10:32:36 PM keith369me Yes...and bring others along with you...simply by providing others with 0.01% of the information they need to awaken...you’ve done this hundreds of 

times this week...but is it helping you leave bad stuff behind?

2/15/2020 10:34:05 PM karma4event201 The bald SS man that walks in front of her and takes her right arm 

♦️ is the SS agent that delivered the envelope to Laura Bush at #BushSr funeral

2/15/2020 10:35:03 PM avamrogerscom She even doesn’t have money for the make up as VP pic.twitter.com/NmZuO78Bhh

2/15/2020 10:37:25 PM keith369me As I read your Tweets/research, it’s become obvious to myself and so many that we’ve seen a bioweapon this month.  Thank you!!!  At what point does 

information stop being an asset to both the author and the reader?  I ask the question in the most loving way.

2/15/2020 10:37:45 PM antarantanka  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wavelength?wprov=sfti1 …

2/15/2020 10:37:51 PM finvus Same! It seems like all the screens we all stare at now cause us to feel time slipping by faster?

2/15/2020 10:41:51 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/C7GUYcI1RT

2/15/2020 10:42:18 PM surfbum369  https://twitter.com/ACIMessentials/status/1228913832543698946?s=20 …

2/15/2020 10:45:08 PM carmanrondia Indeed!

2/15/2020 10:46:04 PM archiebrave I’m not sure you are thinking this through.

2/15/2020 10:46:48 PM charitable_fury Hell on Earth...

2/15/2020 10:47:15 PM charitable_fury Soon to be: Heaven on Earth...

2/15/2020 10:50:24 PM diariohl Looks like Soros

2/15/2020 10:50:30 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/duv8BeBtAu

2/15/2020 10:56:08 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/S7edcCaMjG

2/15/2020 10:58:03 PM wargoddessirma #Humanitydoesnotconsent 🌎

2/15/2020 10:59:06 PM cbirdseyevuze 😱🌪⚖🐍

2/15/2020 11:06:21 PM 1legged_fatguy Time is constant. Its always moving forward. Sure you can warp gravitational waves with enough mass or even bend light. But no matter what, time is 

always moving forward, even if it can be slowed down in the core of a black hole,  its still moving forward, just really really slow

2/15/2020 11:06:32 PM josephbroth1 Relatively speaking that is.. 😉

2/15/2020 11:18:36 PM aetherwalker1 It is not to veterans suffering from PTSD, chronic pain, and missing limbs.

Nor trafficking victims suffering crimes I don't want to mention.

🙏🏼

2/15/2020 11:19:19 PM __intothewild_ IHS = Isis, Horus, Seth

The blight on this earth originated in India, became Egypt, migrated to Rome & spread throughout the world.

All roads lead to Rome.

Why? Roads allowed for quicker deployment of forces by the Cat-holic church.

Divide & Conquer programs still intact. pic.twitter.com/0PHe6ir4Bf

2/15/2020 11:21:23 PM __intothewild_ Order of the Phoenix?

2/15/2020 11:33:36 PM coltxavier And freQuency...different timeline, different freQ.

2/15/2020 11:37:00 PM _ms_sue Looks handcuffed to me.

2/15/2020 11:38:35 PM der_wanderer8 SATA: Serpent Genius or Child of the earth

SAT   AN: to hold the earth

SAT      AN: to hold evil

2/15/2020 11:41:57 PM sandra2nd1 Mmm, THI listener?

2/15/2020 11:53:10 PM wink5811 Still fascinated by the pole HRC leans on, gal behind her swipes it with a card held in hand right before HRC is escorted into van and Asian guy pawns it, 

wish someone would take a closer look at it

2/15/2020 11:54:53 PM rghardy3 SATURN

2/15/2020 11:55:26 PM wink5811 Gal also swipes HRC’s back after she does the pole WTH?

2/15/2020 11:58:54 PM rghardy3 Yes I am sure it was just a Coincidence that

happened on 9-11-16



2/16/2020 12:08:31 AM elijahqdust And the Lord said unto Moses, Make thee a fiery serpent, and set it upon a pole: and it shall come to pass, that every one that is bitten, when he 

looketh upon it shall live. And Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole… (Numbers 21:8-9).

2/16/2020 12:09:22 AM antarantanka To get an idea of what size magnet creates 250 millitesla  https://youtu.be/B015P0XFl9g  gives some perspective to the micro inductors in the article...

2/16/2020 12:09:58 AM elijahqdust And as Moses ***lifted up*** the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up… ( John 3:14).

2/16/2020 12:13:46 AM carolin15161363 I'm trying to figure out the significance of the 168 hours linked with the information of Barr's father and Epstein.

2/16/2020 12:18:50 AM sterkinglights1 In outer space what direction is forward.

2/16/2020 12:22:19 AM otaldomarcos SAT OSHI

2/16/2020 12:28:18 AM kznbro In physics, the wavelength is the spatial period of a periodic wave—the distance over which the wave's shape repeats. Period is time. Later on speed is 

referenced, distance over time. Seems like wavelength is determined by time. For a radio wave, Lamda = Speed of light/ frequency

2/16/2020 12:28:57 AM diaptera_80 ...also in a literal sense it seems!

2/16/2020 12:32:21 AM mongrelglory Yes!  It's difficult not to be affected emotionally when you have friends who are worried about their families back in China.  However, I believe that 

higher beings/ETs with advanced technology will not allow this to go into an apocalyptic global collapse scenario.  It would ...

2/16/2020 12:32:51 AM meazenfree Failed Robotoid

2/16/2020 12:33:06 AM mongrelglory make no sense if a Cabal released bioweapon could collapse the long-term planning of the Majestic Team and the White hat military. I'm sure they've 

had plenty of time to anticipate such a scenario and be ready with a response.  However, if this was a localized lab accident from a

2/16/2020 12:34:23 AM mongrelglory a CCP backed bioweapons facility, then it would make sense that Trump wouldn't be as worried about a global pandemic.  It would also make sense 

why the CCP would refuse CDC help from the US, because I'm pretty sure the CDC would be able to identify it as a bioweapon since they...

2/16/2020 12:34:27 AM kznbro Until a method of stretching or shortening the period it takes to do something is available to the common man, time will remain the measure. It might 

be an illusion but it’s a pretty compelling one right now! Give us some real info then, not just esoterica!

2/16/2020 12:34:50 AM diaptera_80 Why would they get sick if they don’t get adrenochrome? a)addiction b)to keep their ancient bodies alive (like vampires) c)fragile clone bodies d)?

2/16/2020 12:37:15 AM themoonguide Yeah look at the feet they don’t move

2/16/2020 12:39:00 AM archiebrave Yes exactly

2/16/2020 12:39:00 AM mongrelglory have experience in those things.  (People forget that the CDC is a privately owned corporation, not a government entity.)  We have to accept that what 

will occur, will occur and we should not live in fear, as a better future for this Earth and its IS-BEs is still going to happen.

2/16/2020 12:39:41 AM themoonguide 😂 she looks like shit pic.twitter.com/1tLKyoL2wI

2/16/2020 12:41:09 AM mongrelglory I still think the people in China and other countries currently affected, need our empathy and prayers. 🙏

2/16/2020 12:41:42 AM plantbasek1 Good eye

2/16/2020 12:53:17 AM ezdoesit_  pic.twitter.com/zAqqnR96E9

2/16/2020 12:54:59 AM newalias777 OUTATIME

2/16/2020 1:02:59 AM redrevivalist The sun and moon say otherwise

2/16/2020 1:15:18 AM olimyracle 7+5:5 => 17

2/16/2020 1:24:18 AM archiebrave Periodicity is a characteristic of all phenomena of nature.

2/16/2020 1:28:19 AM adsvel SS-> NUN (from Aramaic) -> Serpent

porter le mal -> bear evil pic.twitter.com/iHB9VlXECO

2/16/2020 1:30:09 AM allforoneandon3 When you're waiting for someone on the inside, 1 minute seems like an hour, while sitting on the throne 1 minute seems like a minute.

2/16/2020 1:37:18 AM der_wanderer8 Reminds me difference between:

-Lucifer/ Light Holder, latine root "lux" (light) and "ferre" (hold) and

-Satan

2/16/2020 1:46:11 AM vaderman454 Just remember this account is a LARP

2/16/2020 2:07:59 AM joelphilp What if time is just the force pulling the wavelengths apart? It could then be malleable and liquid like space, no? I don’t anything about physics - just 

learning.

The grand illusion seems pretty obvious now. Figuring out its quirks could be rewarding.

2/16/2020 2:13:08 AM tippitiwitchet9  pic.twitter.com/JRqOoENvAY

2/16/2020 2:28:36 AM archiebrave Very interesting notion!

2/16/2020 2:29:05 AM sexylarrytate And just a couple months ago she could not get through her Howard Stern interview without having another coughing fit.

2/16/2020 2:33:04 AM richard07759712 Future Heroes - Archangel [Dramatic Orchestral Choral]  https://youtu.be/vDi1oAC-wSY  via @YouTube

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/16/2020 2:33:23 AM sexylarrytate You mean Mr. Pen injector? WOW

2/16/2020 2:35:35 AM 02joshuaradwan Unbelievable

2/16/2020 2:42:58 AM joelphilp The Source Field by David Wilcock suggests that spacetime creates gravity and timespaces creates levity. 

That seems compatible with the idea that time is the force stretching out the wavelength.

The ♾ symbol certainly seems more curious now. Two symbiotic  forces.

2/16/2020 3:04:50 AM olly65ram 💥👍💥

2/16/2020 3:14:24 AM kikaltz Thank you for putting my own thoughts into an understandable comment. Read this over and over:  "We Are Q."  Understand what that means? If not, 

think of the movie, "Interstellar" and the line, "I was your ghost."  Now, do you understand?  Pretty cool, huh?

2/16/2020 3:23:55 AM stevengibes beautiful dove, MJ are you saying we are all better when seen as a whole mirrored picture?

2/16/2020 3:33:33 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/GFiDQv7LWt

2/16/2020 3:49:18 AM vapedoktor My Gov. Appointed Psychologist asked me if I have Firearms 😏

TRUTH TO POWER pic.twitter.com/XiImdIzkxU

2/16/2020 3:49:40 AM cherrie_ramsey Exactly

2/16/2020 3:55:52 AM qsentme30 Find it hard to accept even though I believe in it,it's almost like it fractures your mind,that's the only way I can describe it

💯💪👍



2/16/2020 3:58:08 AM doq017 That’s rich!  He’s a scumbag in his own way. 

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/16/2020 4:08:46 AM niles_island And a stubbornly persistent one at that‼️🕰

2/16/2020 4:11:05 AM marcus45128888 Exactly this.

2/16/2020 4:12:22 AM megatronmighty What I want to know is what the hell is going on with the frequencies and why I can suddenly play Beat Saber without even focusing on it. I think we're 

being tuned up.

The noise is no longer an assault...more like electronic wind chimes?

2/16/2020 4:14:12 AM megatronmighty They actually reported her dead then retracted it

2/16/2020 4:15:05 AM megatronmighty "Oops sorry, we're a hospital and can no longer tell when someone is alive or not"

2/16/2020 4:16:29 AM jay_jaska  pic.twitter.com/R90XIEGq2k

2/16/2020 4:22:57 AM covertress Bev Doolittle 😍

2/16/2020 4:27:05 AM deborahmedwid We see you Hillary...

2/16/2020 4:29:20 AM truth939 Directed energy weapons.  Us 'woke folk' have known about these for some time.  Tech disclosure processing!

2/16/2020 4:31:12 AM megatronmighty And now I'm starting to understand hieroglyphics. 

Now I have to spend a lot of time with Bill Cooper today in the secret schools.

2/16/2020 4:33:51 AM megatronmighty Enlil was "the Word" or "in command". He was given charge by his Father AL AL because of genetics.

Did Enki look like a ram? If He does I know where you can find a picture of Him

2/16/2020 4:34:55 AM mikebin813 Wow! More dots connecting!

2/16/2020 4:41:53 AM covertress Emeša / Gina'abul-Sumerian Translation Through Decomposition And Decoding:

• territorial administrator / regional chief

• supreme chieftain of the Annuna; hence "God"

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/secret_darkstars/secret_darkstars06.htm …

2/16/2020 4:44:22 AM brick_airhedred Truth. And their goal is to keep us too busy to reflect.

2/16/2020 4:45:22 AM megatronmighty AL AL has to be the ram. The whole family is in the picture except for Ninhursag

2/16/2020 4:45:25 AM themoonguide But isn’t the sun just a sun it wasn’t made to be a clock...deep huh? 😊

2/16/2020 4:48:05 AM _bemusedchunk log off

2/16/2020 4:49:22 AM _bemusedchunk I thought Hillary was already locked up in gitmo along with Obama and mcCabe

2/16/2020 4:49:27 AM iowa_trump It’s time to revisit this since #MiniMike is choosing this corpse for a running mate https://twitter.com/elzabtw/status/1205926331306971136?s=21 …

2/16/2020 4:50:19 AM brick_airhedred We slaves need freedom from The Man’s time clock.

2/16/2020 4:52:51 AM brick_airhedred Oh, that’s a good point. In the movie, Neo is in the boss’s office getting chewed out for being late. Our current reality.

2/16/2020 4:55:39 AM moemc8 They say this day, 9/11/16.

2/16/2020 4:56:06 AM jillsfolly77711 I totally agree. I feel time really is going faster than before, if that’s possible.

2/16/2020 5:00:10 AM stanstephens13 “And if those days had not been cut short, no human being would be saved. But for the sake of the elect those days will be cut short.”

Matthew 24:22

2/16/2020 5:02:22 AM moemc8 It seemed a piece of metal fell out of her pants.  Can't see it on this video, but at some point you can hear it hit the ground.

2/16/2020 5:02:32 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/Calvinn_Hobbes/status/1228831374909616128 …

2/16/2020 5:04:07 AM merorschach How about explaining this one to me. Dead doll eyes. Sitting on a man's lap, with his arms around her.  Clone? pic.twitter.com/8slOAAlGRA

2/16/2020 5:04:49 AM 0talkhard2 That was a load hitting the ground after she heard them utter the words:

"You have the right to remain silent"

🤣😂🤣😂🤣

2/16/2020 5:16:51 AM fansblowing3 If there is a civil war and it is the people against the government,be prepared for the majority of our military men to defect.  The government actively 

recruits patriotic family men who will not stand by while their families and homeland is destroyed. https://youtu.be/vfi128NAEHI 

2/16/2020 5:17:59 AM hurricane0073 Exactly cuz THIS ain’t her pic.twitter.com/Fg5r5dLToB

2/16/2020 5:18:03 AM antarantanka Solve for C... no time... algebra pic.twitter.com/5Ybj8nPbVd

2/16/2020 5:19:04 AM andrew13892378 Key understanding to learning hieroglyphics correctly?

2/16/2020 5:22:53 AM antarantanka And as an EE friend once showed me E=MC^2 can also be rewritten as the path of a charged particle thru space negating the notion C is any limit at all 

if sufficient charge is applied....

2/16/2020 5:25:52 AM 369_is Hi Danny. What's the story on that? Interesting.

2/16/2020 5:26:33 AM kindeandtrue And Trump's DOJ has assured that Hillary is free as a bird.

2/16/2020 5:28:11 AM patriotpirate74  https://twitter.com/PatriotPirate74/status/1229030036407279616?s=19 …

2/16/2020 5:28:41 AM 369_is Hi Darien. It amazes me too. There's so many people running around with no integrity or morals, and they look just like the rest of us.

2/16/2020 5:30:17 AM thankq43599059 I dont understand this because time is very real. It passes. We age. We die. All in a short time. So tell me how is that an illusion?

2/16/2020 5:32:13 AM covertress #CatfishCaught

2/16/2020 5:33:28 AM kevinmruel The Seed of Satan , The Demagods ,The Giants , Fallen Angels

 https://youtu.be/vZMCQaXLhs8 

@Qanon76 @AussiePatriotQ @TomFitton @dbongino @DiamondandSilk @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @IvankaTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@USMC @UncleSamsNation @DeepStateExpose @Nigel_Farage @DevinNunes 

....

2/16/2020 5:37:41 AM aussiepatriotq Oh yes well aware of all the above. The Great Awakening has been humbling

2/16/2020 5:38:29 AM rob67_ There is only now.

2/16/2020 5:41:24 AM dodger2424  https://twitter.com/NeoForPresident/status/1165142069444149248?s=20 …

2/16/2020 5:42:33 AM 3020pnr That is difficult when you’re trapped inside the illusion.



2/16/2020 5:45:54 AM fansblowing3 Reading left to right.  Carry the earth; snake genie or child of earth; is evil.  

The snake genie who controls earth is evil?

2/16/2020 5:47:29 AM flubbynutty Tell that to the mortgage bank

2/16/2020 5:48:51 AM karma4event201 imo, his presence is very significant

2/16/2020 5:48:51 AM kevinmruel Very much and more to come.... Prayers and Fasting is SO IMPORTANT for what is going on and coming

2/16/2020 5:51:56 AM law88loren Liberals do not watch or attend normal events or NASCAR. Plenty of time to pardon, right after #TraitorsJustice is handed out. to the #Obamagate crew 

#KAG #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @AnnaApp91838450 @MissILmom 

https://twitter.com/IndianaMike75/status/1229038603931701253 …

2/16/2020 5:57:38 AM war_w01f If time is an illusion then remembering is also ???

2/16/2020 6:01:45 AM plantbasek1 Extremely. What’s his name?

2/16/2020 6:02:22 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ https://twitter.com/atU14CenRFo9nf6/status/1228807225914818560 …

2/16/2020 6:08:21 AM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you sure the public isn't ready for #fulldisclosure?m https://twitter.com/StLHandyMan/status/1229043827304017922?s=20 …

2/16/2020 6:08:48 AM stavroguin2 We are Watching a Movie...? pic.twitter.com/lqLX0VUQAF

2/16/2020 6:10:25 AM samsmith0319 PAC-O-Witch along...👀...

2/16/2020 6:15:31 AM marywal64295444 So true. After becoming disabled in 2015 I went through a horrible depression as I felt worthless since I couldn't work anymore.  I placed no value on 

myself

2/16/2020 6:17:31 AM turboxyde Don't let the illusion entrain your consciousness... https://youtu.be/vtkGtXtDlQA 

2/16/2020 6:18:18 AM samsmith0319 Yes...

2/16/2020 6:18:36 AM kevinmruel But if we don't figure out how to weaponize everything we wouldn't have a way or knowledge of how to defeat/defend or know what was 

happening...this is why Presidents age Soo much mostly because they have knowledge of everything and knowing evils is pain...

2/16/2020 6:20:05 AM tieronepatriot Fact.

2/16/2020 6:21:19 AM klelevier  pic.twitter.com/DsBP0EtWg3

2/16/2020 6:21:48 AM klelevier  pic.twitter.com/6oNJspZbb9

2/16/2020 6:22:06 AM teamsterr07 Wow...I was just talking to my 9 yr old daughter about how quickly the weeks are passing lately. She agreed! I always said one day we're going to find 

out that the illusion really does speed up or slow down.

2/16/2020 6:24:27 AM dodger2424  https://twitter.com/zidan_alex/status/1204536639864918016?s=20 …

2/16/2020 6:24:33 AM eyesnheartopen I want to know when the CDC is going to be shut down?

2/16/2020 6:30:17 AM arifriedman12 #FreeFallSpeed

2/16/2020 6:34:50 AM mamiemcclure17 Time is (a) present always. My goodness 😂😂😂 🎁 Present(ly) amused pic.twitter.com/iXO9KCX5ub

2/16/2020 6:35:08 AM gygymelle Perception plays a big part in the illusion of time. Reality is in finding the present as in present moment.  As you look around you (at objects) you are 

‘seeing’ the past. We really don’t see anything as it is NOW.

2/16/2020 6:37:40 AM 28concerned Malfunctioning clone she is

2/16/2020 6:44:45 AM murph54258684 Signing his own death warrant.

2/16/2020 6:45:17 AM kznbro You are aware that the “C” you are referring to is the SPEED of light! 300 x 10 ^8 meters per second! Notice how time sneaks in right where you don’t 

want it.

2/16/2020 6:47:22 AM kznbro Just remember that if any work is done (work as defined in physics) time is included.

2/16/2020 6:48:23 AM kznbro Just for info, I am an EE.

2/16/2020 7:00:59 AM arifriedman12 Sometimes just a different perspective can help you find what you search.

2/16/2020 7:01:26 AM kmcooper323 Yosemite

2/16/2020 7:02:40 AM dakota_hawk Matt. 24:22.. mark 13:20...days will be shortened.. in order to save flesh

2/16/2020 7:06:20 AM rossmarley_ Name another illusion we spend our life measuring.

2/16/2020 7:14:37 AM jdltr450 Work days seem like 15 hrs lol.

2/16/2020 7:16:49 AM trollingmockin1 Wish calories were an illusion cause I’ve gained 5 pounds this winter

2/16/2020 7:19:42 AM sdane8 That's beautiful! Someone took a picture of me years ago in the mountains. I didnt realize until later when my Father the artist pointed it out, that 

there was a giant snow eagle poised over my head.

2/16/2020 7:20:23 AM aboriginalbabe Yeah, what was that?

2/16/2020 7:21:57 AM hubanon The movie limitless, was actually about adrenachrome. 🤫

2/16/2020 7:22:00 AM lovebling6 This is 9-11-16, that was a clone resisting arrest!  HRC died on 9-8-16, several days before ( imo)

2/16/2020 7:22:06 AM karma4event201 I don't know. I recognized his appearance and mannerisms. 

I believe his name is said on a video showing the envelope given to Laura. Zeb recognized this man

2/16/2020 7:24:21 AM plantbasek1 This one also pic.twitter.com/mID97UuoqC

2/16/2020 7:25:19 AM ciaramitari This is the day she was arrested. That was a beautiful day. No heavyness

2/16/2020 7:26:42 AM ciaramitari  pic.twitter.com/8u6OBJG2b5

2/16/2020 7:26:47 AM sdane8 I just saved a different meme with the same msg yesterday. 😊 pic.twitter.com/toKmCpNsrM

2/16/2020 7:27:55 AM jelkscabaniss If Eden was in China, Adam & Eve would have both eaten the snake. Then we could have Original Coronavirus instead of all that Original Sin stuff.

2/16/2020 7:30:15 AM melissa43674037 Then why do we age?

2/16/2020 7:33:39 AM karma4event201 Interesting. Is he the one in front of the tree but shaved his head ?

2/16/2020 7:33:41 AM auroravoyager1 Then, quick, bring out a body double. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmHyMbIQvGs …

2/16/2020 7:33:55 AM tc89714982 "think mirror"

2/16/2020 7:34:48 AM wink5811 What ever that gal swiped on the pole, then HRC’s  lower back,  it released her hands from behind her back because you then see the arm go back to 

normal side position.

2/16/2020 7:35:30 AM darleend I read she was arrested that day! Closeup video of her, in front seat; hands appear bound/ cuffed. Sorry, do not have entire video ...

2/16/2020 7:35:52 AM wink5811 Why the Asian guy fingered the pole afterwards looks like he was resetting the pole.

2/16/2020 7:36:52 AM bbobbio71 I've completely felt that way.

Very edgy

2/16/2020 7:38:33 AM sdane8 If 4-6% will likely remain brainwashed (13-20M), it means that the info will be so clear and shocking it will wake the masses, hopefully quickly. Looking 

forward to my family waking up so that I can finally talk to them without them worrying for my safety/mental health.

2/16/2020 7:39:08 AM wink5811 Whole thing was bizarre from the ny cops going into a secret service zone, plus the guy filming the whole thing on the phone and no one stopping him 

tells us it was a well planned coordinated arrest.

2/16/2020 7:40:22 AM melissagouin1 They’re just mere puppets working for the Illuminati, black nobility and Archons.  Bigger than you think.  Dark to light. 

Slaves no more!  Exposing and extinguishing Evil takes time. Stay positive. #GreatAwakening

2/16/2020 7:42:45 AM lukekauffman The clone fell out in the heat that day.  Replaced by another that afternoon.  The soul has been gone for over 3 years

2/16/2020 7:44:26 AM wink5811 HRC has a balance problem, impossible to lean on a pole hands behind your back if you don’t have balance, then how she dragged her foot tells us she 

had to be semi drugged between the walk to van and the wait for van. Feet don’t bend backwards naturally.

2/16/2020 7:47:25 AM _369311119 Noticing lots of people are past few days. 

They are surprising themselves with how edgy they are.

2/16/2020 7:47:40 AM wink5811 Another interesting fact after election HRC? was photographed at a hotel in upstate NY drinking coffee, her fingernails were painted. Go back from her 

20ies to present you will never see her with painted nails, it was a women’s lib thing not to paint



2/16/2020 7:53:51 AM tdl7777 The shoe problem will go away. No high heels allowed standing next to Little Mikey™

2/16/2020 7:55:55 AM disfellocated Uma Thurman’s daughter’s handwriting is immaculate.

2/16/2020 7:55:55 AM thuston57 She'll be wearing an orange jumpsuit and be detained.

2/16/2020 7:58:03 AM bekolayrichard If time is an illusion, then this post that I read is an illusion also.

2/16/2020 7:59:29 AM wink5811 If I was writing a novel I would of had her interrogated for a couple of day’s, tortured severely for information, then dismembered, then tossed into a 

watery area about an hour or so outside of NYC, upstream from that place Comey took a selfie.

2/16/2020 7:59:37 AM marley58001730 What's with the metal foot after shoe falls off.. robot?

2/16/2020 8:02:00 AM wink5811 Nice catch

2/16/2020 8:02:21 AM sandratrimble11 Then why am I aging?

2/16/2020 8:03:51 AM jackoneilltime1 Odd...I never "unfollowed you" 

We all should know by now that the likes follows ect are manipulated.

Dont buy into the numbers fluctuating.

Its a divide and conquer technique. pic.twitter.com/2f67n9uXzJ

2/16/2020 8:06:17 AM tvividy They will not be able to walk down the street when this is over...

2/16/2020 8:10:02 AM iamspirit22 Mini Me Mike and Dr, Evils plan to rule the world.

2/16/2020 8:11:57 AM oneperspective6 I'm pretty sure #Texas will have a big issue with #guncontrol.  It didn't work in Canada and it won't fly in the US.

2/16/2020 8:17:34 AM dansilv56084248 This is true but for humanity's third density existence time is an arrow forward. 

Hopefully it is only the white hats playing with our timeline.

2/16/2020 8:19:47 AM acibelli87 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/i561bUcX4U

2/16/2020 8:23:06 AM obatomi_ @rebeccasugar

2/16/2020 8:23:49 AM plantbasek1 He always around them. pic.twitter.com/7yvfEpCGG3

2/16/2020 8:27:28 AM gerriekyle Its all happening NOW

2/16/2020 8:27:50 AM plantbasek1 Conclusion. And this is my opinion only: all these people Hillary, Royals etc receive orders from the Italian families, each of them have handlers 

assigned prepared to act in time of crisis. No, they aren’t bodyguards.

2/16/2020 8:29:46 AM karma4event201 Ok. Around these 2 not Clinton.

2/16/2020 8:31:45 AM karma4event201 I can follow that concept.

2/16/2020 8:32:09 AM rightiousbliss  pic.twitter.com/IQije1xZOC

2/16/2020 8:34:26 AM plantbasek1 I wish I knew their names I could tell you more but without doing a personal throughout research About each one, I can’t confirm this theory.

2/16/2020 8:34:35 AM redrevivalist God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there was morning, the first day.

Genesis 1:5 

Time.

The first day.

You should know "moon", God's calendar is based on your cycle. 

🙂

2/16/2020 8:37:38 AM redpilledtradca Time is undefeated

2/16/2020 8:37:45 AM johnher96131185 H

2/16/2020 8:43:17 AM realrobertshaw  pic.twitter.com/2gEWK4pcQg

2/16/2020 8:47:33 AM livefree4all I've heard this many times. But isn't this reality full of processes? Aren't they measured in time? Or are they all happening simultaneously? And if so, 

wouldn't it be more accurate to say that linear time is an illusion? Because it can be manipulated? I'm a novice, go easy:)

2/16/2020 8:52:29 AM karma4event201 A Crisis may get chaotic. 

It makes sense the puppet masters have someone close to make sure their secrets are kept. 

imo, each of those people also have a trusted, employee or friend that has been with them for years or decades. Placed there and waiting for a signal

2/16/2020 8:56:03 AM jtiiipercenter  https://youtu.be/vtkGtXtDlQA 

2/16/2020 8:56:59 AM winklerburke My guess: since 1900 and the takeover of Progresdive (1984ish) thought, education, media & politics (based on morals are, heh heh, moral) those in 

power project 1/2 Good, and rely on us manufactured dupes to see other half as also good. However other half = Satanic Sell Out Op.

2/16/2020 9:00:30 AM winklerburke In the picture we see a snow-covered rockscape looking like 1/2 a white bird. The calm lake reflection mirrors the other 1/2. Sweet. But what is under 

the water? Unknown. Could be angelic or satanic or anything. In truth, we are looking at snow, hillside, lake... not white bird.

2/16/2020 9:03:15 AM winklerburke Currently the Dem and Rep parties represent absolute sham upon sham upon sham. The Euro banking fams, with infinite money & power, for 100 

years have bought & owned the L. & R. Parties of the US.  Trump is the rare bird running a USMil. Op to save nation& planet. Time to wake up.

2/16/2020 9:03:29 AM karma4event201 Thank you. 

I get the impression he has waited a long time for justice.

2/16/2020 9:04:07 AM hopper_kimmie All things ever created are Now right Now

2/16/2020 9:05:26 AM winklerburke And I want to know .  4.10.20. A date? A man? A movement? A Good Friday?  A Q message? Q+?  Is this going to be biblically epic?  We, the People, 

say: Yes. Bring it. Bring it Big.

2/16/2020 9:07:13 AM karma4event201 Excellent find. This makes sense as that bridge is exactly what they desire.

2/16/2020 9:10:09 AM doq017 Black is the new Black

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/16/2020 9:11:07 AM mongrelglory Me too!  The CDC and the Federal Reserve!

2/16/2020 9:11:12 AM missskittee I had a nap once many years ago. It felt like hours had passed and I woke up feeling refreshed and energized. Only 1 minute had passed. It was the 

strangest thing.



2/16/2020 9:12:25 AM mongrelglory You can study natural viruses without making "Frankenstein" virus monsters.

2/16/2020 9:12:40 AM karma4event201 Some have no choice. Marines line up to guard POTUS but tried to avoid being on Obama's detail. 

Some are they gathering Intel and evidence to take them down.

2/16/2020 9:14:57 AM grooverben Yep pic.twitter.com/1Os19rIoqL

2/16/2020 9:15:30 AM redridi95128769 @IPOT1776 @Jordan_Sather_ @Praying_Medic @seanhannity @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @CoreysDigs @tracybeanz @NoneOfy88049470 

@M2Madness @TheRISEofROD @Tiff_FitzHenry @patton6966 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/16/2020 9:21:07 AM karma4event201 I think he is SS detail and been around for years. (Zeb instantly recognized him) 

Do you think the 2 women by HRC are SS or FBI? 

When this video 1st aired, someone called the 2 women nurses or helpers. 

I 1st thought they are FBI. They wear the dresses, same shoes, a uniform

2/16/2020 9:24:10 AM dkm1330 How many clones does she have and why haven't they eliminated all of them?

2/16/2020 9:26:42 AM bbobbio71 I thought it was just me.  Just out driving yesterday seemed different.  Everyone rushed,  irritated,  and for themselves.

Hoping today provides the Eye opening they need.

2/16/2020 9:33:49 AM judgegirl14 Boy I would love to hear her secret servicemen's stories of everything they know about this hag once shes finally taken out!!!

2/16/2020 9:36:16 AM alight412 Help me conceptualize please.

2/16/2020 9:40:05 AM alight412 Thanks, I kind of understood this explanation.

2/16/2020 9:41:16 AM kevinmruel We could but the people who want to kill people don't

2/16/2020 9:43:33 AM dkm1330  https://twitter.com/Fibonacci222/status/1057800880320364545?fbclid=IwAR391eqBOU4LRzNOmducXhFTecyBoXYsT6oYOnTOQfKFT0njBEuzrSpj8es …

2/16/2020 9:44:50 AM jakeglassmaker They participated. Everyone in the elite club participates. Some enjoy participating more than others.

2/16/2020 9:44:51 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78c7vDFt6G8 …

2/16/2020 9:46:02 AM kikakikas INTERESTING FACT THE SO CALLED DOCTOR DIED A BIT LATER.....

2/16/2020 9:47:56 AM quantphysicist I split the sheet.

the sheet I split'

And on the Splitted sheet Is IT

2/16/2020 9:48:03 AM alight412 Nice contribution. 💙❤️💜💛💚💛💜❤️💙

2/16/2020 9:54:44 AM lmjonzey Time is now to the conciousness in a meat suit. So is emotions, senses, etc to learn. The illusion is we can come back to a do over.

2/16/2020 9:55:30 AM dannypatriot17 I remember reading about it a while back. This is an article: https://www.intellihub.com/special-agent-who-handled-hillary-clinton-during-2016-seizure-

like-collapse-dead-at-49/ …

2/16/2020 9:55:31 AM tialia22 Why did Bloomberg’s  team use a gingerbread man in the meme? Christmas was long gone.

2/16/2020 9:56:35 AM dannypatriot17 And I found what appears to be his obituary. There are some pictures of him: https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/name/todd-madison-

obituary?pid=187520772 …

2/16/2020 9:57:04 AM bulma__brief  pic.twitter.com/gP4YqEjhSG

2/16/2020 9:59:17 AM bulma__brief  pic.twitter.com/OtKt2r2zzD

2/16/2020 9:59:25 AM semperfi00rah His name was #SethRich

2/16/2020 9:59:47 AM bulma__brief  pic.twitter.com/CfZtA68R4x

2/16/2020 10:00:22 AM joelphilp I'm just speculating and trying to think logically - I’m definitely no physicist haha

If our ‘souls’ exist within 3D time and our bodies in 3D space, as David seems to suggest, then it’s also curious that many people have reported floating 

around during near death experiences.

2/16/2020 10:02:49 AM keith369me Define elite club

2/16/2020 10:03:13 AM aetherial77 Time to reverse the symbolism like they do. Take one S to get something simililary symbolizing two sevens meeting each other. 77 like a lightning rod 

from god delivering truth and justice.

2/16/2020 10:05:50 AM gomomma2 ....or Her clone??

2/16/2020 10:06:14 AM alight412 Interesting point. It is kinda fun to read everyone's take on time. Some more plausible than others. Hopefully soon the truth will be revealed.

2/16/2020 10:06:17 AM dianebohallgray There is truth in this. I believe this was an arrest.

2/16/2020 10:10:00 AM jakeglassmaker Cloning center attendees. Leaders of industry. Influencers of culture. Almost every single big name you can think of.

2/16/2020 10:13:06 AM aliveamerican My time reference has two points. Daytime and nighttime.

2/16/2020 10:16:17 AM joelphilp My one question to @david_wilcock /@CoreyGoode is:

Is the Source Field supposed to be 3D time itself, or the layer between time and space that enables interaction between them (this seems more 

logical)?

This wasn’t clear to me whilst reading your book. An answer would be great.

2/16/2020 10:17:58 AM hslice67 thats effing deep.

2/16/2020 10:20:46 AM joelphilp Yep exactly. Surely there are some thesis papers somewhere which are fairly accurate or books that’ve explored the topic scientifically quite well. So 

far The Source Field is the only book I’ve seen taking a decent swipe at this stuff for the general public.

2/16/2020 10:28:06 AM hickorystonewal  https://barefootcavalry.com/2020/02/16/a-once-prayerful-nation/ …

2/16/2020 10:29:28 AM alight412 Good to know. Thank you. 💙❤️💚💛💜

2/16/2020 10:31:27 AM alight412 @kabamur_taygeta is also covering the HRC topic. Both are interesting.

2/16/2020 10:37:22 AM winklerburke My guess: If DNC is stupid enough 2 make a ticket w/either HRC or Michelle as VP, w/clear intention of offing whoever is later, they think, the Dem 

POTUS... then Q plan waits for that stupid move 2 lock in B4 trapping Demwits w/evidence-Disclosure... etc et al.  Fluid is The Plan

2/16/2020 10:40:24 AM winklerburke ... Fluid is The Plan... but the results are always final.   Results are always the same. Deep State will be exposed.  Good wins. Bad loses. Bad keeps 

maneuvering itself into worse & worse positions before light discloses how evil they are?

2/16/2020 10:43:57 AM jmay07161279 Kuru... no more adrenochrome

2/16/2020 10:44:25 AM jmay07161279 Or a clone malfunction ?

2/16/2020 10:52:11 AM karentriebel Then why is it taking so long?

2/16/2020 10:55:48 AM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w05DCQbZH8A …

2/16/2020 10:58:33 AM urkgurgle Everything is a construct of the matrix. Our physical body anchors us inside and our ego locks the soul/consciousness to the body. To rejoin source we 

need to cut ALL ties. Collective option is uniting in love/light for common good

2/16/2020 11:15:22 AM bleakperfect1 I'm undergoing technological interference and spiritual attack from demons in AZ.

2/16/2020 11:18:30 AM iamjusthavenfun You are correct. They call it a soft kill.

2/16/2020 11:20:51 AM rosscarwalker I am also intrigued by this. What happens at 8th density? @ArchangelAmongU

2/16/2020 11:23:01 AM joelphilp I think everyone should watch this video. Yin is supposedly the doorway to the spirit world.

Therefore, would it be fair to assume yin is the all-loving energy of the higher chakras, and yang is the self-love energy of the lower chakras? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AZU8S9F0yI …



2/16/2020 11:29:35 AM joelphilp Seems logical but I’m not completely sure. Just trying to blend eastern and western interpretations. Same Universe after all.

I’ve even heard Dao masters say  ‘intelligent energy’ is all around us, like The Law of One series does.

Seems like everyone is on the same page.

2/16/2020 11:33:35 AM ayeee_tony This was answered in another feed. 

AAM  explained that the 8th density is were the we finally re meld into the physical pressence of the creator. It is what many call the "Central Sun". 

Does this help?

2/16/2020 11:35:04 AM frequencyis_key Always wondered what the "Central Sun" meant. Now we know. 🤗

2/16/2020 11:48:19 AM sheerglee1 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/WAYqDSd67R

2/16/2020 12:04:06 PM loudnuff4u EXACTLY!

Protect and preserve your God-given right to #KeepAndBearArms!

#2ndAmendment🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/DPnnPBOqSA

2/16/2020 12:04:34 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/y7skCV63WD

2/16/2020 12:05:58 PM sterkinglights1 This 1 might be worldwide.

2/16/2020 12:09:36 PM godfamcountry Is it possible that it isn’t all about aliens, but protecting us from direct energy weapons that have been planted in space as well?  Just wondering.

2/16/2020 12:11:01 PM karma4event201 Yes! And refusing to get in the van. I think it is at 14 seconds you hear a metal clank that may be a leg chain that drops down as they pry her from 

where she is standing

2/16/2020 12:13:35 PM karma4event201 imo, Handcuffs are released as van door opens. 

A key (or card?) unlocks the hand - feet chain and you hear the metallic sound of ankle chain hitting the concrete 14 seconds

2/16/2020 12:17:42 PM karma4event201 imo, Leg shackle falls when leg shackle is released from hand shackle. She refused to coperate and get in the van, so was shoved into the van, losing a 

shoe the 2nd van retrieves

2/16/2020 12:19:58 PM lightson45 Sure is.  You can see her hands behind her back.

2/16/2020 12:20:49 PM karma4event201 That is my opinion. The perp walk we wanted to see!

2/16/2020 12:21:41 PM kevinmruel @ 25:00 mark shows list of MSM Media Reporters who are  in bed with Clinton s

 https://youtu.be/s4CQgOFibls 

AWK News Q Anon Nation

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @IPOT1776 @IvankaTrump @TomFitton @TheCollectiveQ 

@RudyGiuliani @JudgeJeanine #WWG1WGA

2/16/2020 12:29:05 PM kidge6 Spirit of ra site good. Thx.

2/16/2020 12:30:12 PM kidge6 Maffy Moose. Found it. Thx

2/16/2020 12:39:29 PM rawphonegirl 😍🤗😍🤗😍🤗

2/16/2020 12:43:01 PM doq017 Fox sports never showed us this part so Thank You!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/16/2020 12:45:53 PM bhaggy1008 "Time I Am destroyer of the worlds" Lord Krishna in the Bhagavad-gita. Time is an energy of the Divine.

2/16/2020 12:47:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Facebook's Mark Zuckerberg requests government rules on 'what discourse should be allowed' https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-

national-security/facebooks-mark-zuckerberg-requests-government-rules-on-what-discourse-should-be-allowed …

2/16/2020 12:49:27 PM birdingtrip Get yourself a little pocket Constitution, and that pretty much explains it.

2/16/2020 12:49:35 PM bdizzthegreat 🤔

2/16/2020 12:49:43 PM mtr_epicwin77 It’s called the First Amendment!

2/16/2020 12:50:01 PM patjone29703057 He will be gone shortly 🤞

2/16/2020 12:50:33 PM lukestockwalker It’s all an illusion. Everything. Enjoy.

2/16/2020 12:50:53 PM ursula_1111 Every time I see that face... all I can think of is robot. He’s NOT first essence!

2/16/2020 12:52:46 PM reapthewin #HisNameWasSethRich

2/16/2020 12:56:07 PM teri23179879 Good-bye

2/16/2020 12:56:45 PM markh_27 Hey Zuck, it's not about discourse. It's about censorship, and whether you are a publisher or a platform.

2/16/2020 12:56:46 PM cheryljohnston_ Exactly! Why do people not understand this? Look at country's with gun control. "Sad reality! Open your eyes people. Wake UP!! Look at china, europe 

&

 whomever else apply.

 Guns are NOT the problem. It is [THEM] whom use them to hurt others. [Those] filled with darkness from 👹

2/16/2020 12:57:11 PM n2zyk Just read the constitutipn

2/16/2020 12:57:24 PM solange99 "Inside every progressive is a totalitarian screaming to get out,"  David Horowitz.

2/16/2020 12:58:01 PM markh_27 You can't have your cake, and eat it too, because once you eat it, it's no longer cake.

2/16/2020 1:00:11 PM chris8nix Adrenochrom e. Wow, they are evil. Blood farms, torture.

2/16/2020 1:00:40 PM solange99 If he feels the way he says he feels in the article, then, perhaps, just perhaps, he should stop censoring those with whom he does not agree. Otherwise, 

he is just another hypocritical totalitarian bully. I'm opting for the latter.

2/16/2020 1:00:50 PM jojoe12299 If the US Constitution is still the "supreme law of the land", the answer is all, see First Amendment.

2/16/2020 1:01:13 PM scottf59 Notice he asks the government, not the people. The government is not the highest authority.

2/16/2020 1:01:18 PM nm_zsr In 2017, it was estimated that 435, 000 deaths due to malaria had occurred globally, of which 403, 000 deaths (approximately 93%) were in the WHO 

African Region.

Anyone being told to worry about friends and family in Africa?

2/16/2020 1:03:22 PM bumma123 👏👏👏👏👏

2/16/2020 1:05:35 PM beetickler  pic.twitter.com/WHBPOkw74I

2/16/2020 1:06:45 PM freeandoriginal Not happening !

2/16/2020 1:06:46 PM suejone54923872 It is also about our privacy rights being abused by tech.

2/16/2020 1:07:05 PM cheryljohnston_ I understand. I've reached out to God.  Greater is He that is in Me than he who is in the world. Forgiving myself has been a long road, You must try to 

forgive yourself.#Not your fault!



2/16/2020 1:10:02 PM suejone54923872 Mr Zuckerberg aka Rockefeller we do not want you having any say in our rights or technology. Your entire family has violated the rights of every 

American citizen decades ago thru today. Our choice is for you & your family to face their crimes in front of the people!

2/16/2020 1:10:06 PM sofia_wwg1wga 1). 2 person sat 1 day because of rain !

2). 3 days travel partly cloudy!

3). Turned away from pharaoh 3 days travel back home ; Long days !

2/16/2020 1:10:23 PM markh_27 Truth

2/16/2020 1:13:11 PM qnewsnetwork17 Internet Bill of Rights.

2/16/2020 1:16:17 PM sofia_wwg1wga Glad you left the Y out the[y] are horrible people's. 

#TheGreatAwakening

2/16/2020 1:18:56 PM kidge6 #InternetBillofRights #IBOR

2/16/2020 1:24:20 PM merkaba369 All discourse is allowed.  It's called free speech.  Something we used to enjoy, once upon a time in America.  Ah, the good old days.

2/16/2020 1:31:21 PM nodingleberries More likely...have done something..

2/16/2020 1:32:16 PM marywal64295444 Yes, hardest person to forgive in this world is ourselves. Learning to live in the NOW.

2/16/2020 1:33:14 PM kidge6 Obviously, he's not in that club. Because they collectively attack him. He's near enough to observe though. And that keeps the public interested. 

Otherwise, they'd ignore, like NXIVM.

2/16/2020 1:33:18 PM nodingleberries They sure asked a lot of questions about facial recognition of Dir. Wray..

2/16/2020 1:33:41 PM fluck_gloria Obvious, whatever you have been blocking on the conservative accounts!

2/16/2020 1:34:38 PM nocommunistusa Exactly I was just thinking why doesn’t he just step down already, he’s caused enough aggravation.

2/16/2020 1:35:25 PM nodingleberries  pic.twitter.com/yTj9stC4Wt

2/16/2020 1:37:20 PM lbf777 Abolish the whole Gov!

2/16/2020 1:37:27 PM drbohammer Interesting twist. Looks like Mark is angling to not be prosecuted. Not sure it will work though.

2/16/2020 1:37:59 PM koax The Mormon demon falsified being to induce fake psychiatric medicine inductance.

Their evil is legendary in the space force.

The Mormon demon is incompatible with American sovereignty.

2/16/2020 1:38:37 PM jeffcordell6 What does he know...

2/16/2020 1:40:12 PM darleend thank you my dear ...

2/16/2020 1:40:21 PM koax Not all eternal rules are meant to be pornographied by demons hell-bent on demonizing more people.

Eternal provides right knowledge and right access. 

Trust eternal, not the illegal demons.

2/16/2020 1:42:33 PM agobsmack Was created to build us wide roads rail ports and bridges.. they fucked up maintaining em all.. but hey they are good at taxes and bungs to ems pals..

2/16/2020 1:42:46 PM ocularo Her Kuru was acting up that day.

P.S. Bloomberg really has a deathwish, doesn't he?

2/16/2020 1:43:52 PM westmount_d7 😂 Love the humour! Yo funny. And we’ve all been thinking it. Important to keep a high vibration! It helps 🙌

2/16/2020 1:43:55 PM koax The health and rightness of our nation isn't measured by GDP or financial metrics.

Financial prosperity should be a consequence of right being and right activity, not an evil reward.

2/16/2020 1:44:18 PM smalltownindy When was this taken?

2/16/2020 1:44:28 PM talk2hoof F him.

2/16/2020 1:46:30 PM gracie28893633 So who r all the people around her???

2/16/2020 1:47:10 PM ocularo Auto body bondo is cheap...

2/16/2020 1:47:16 PM westmount_d7 And vibration is the location 🙌🌹

2/16/2020 1:47:17 PM karenth50881731 SAD BUT TRUE !!

2/16/2020 1:48:43 PM patjone29703057 Exactly ! Thought Soros wanted him out too

2/16/2020 1:48:59 PM koax The Great Awakening was intended to be an awakening to Eternal presidence, not demonic indoctrination, not psychiatric introduction.

Eternal regulates all.

Eternal presides all.

2/16/2020 1:50:57 PM trumppallooza Time meaning R and E are already being taken care of. Mini Mike is bull shitting the country thinking Hrc will be available. She won't.

2/16/2020 1:51:26 PM koax re: rats

 https://twitter.com/koax/status/1225541130466492416?s=21 … https://twitter.com/koax/status/1225541130466492416 …

2/16/2020 1:53:11 PM nocommunistusa They are all still in denial, they’ll fight until the end. I suppose they’ve got nothing to lose at this point.

2/16/2020 1:54:29 PM fansblowing3 Munich = East Germany =Nazis

2/16/2020 1:57:21 PM rpace71 I really think her hands are cuffed, and she goes limp to resist.  What are my fellow Patriots thoughts?

2/16/2020 2:02:22 PM fansblowing3 I was talking to dozens of Democrats this weekend (a party) and they think that Trump will be re-elected but that the Dems will take back the senate 

and finally impeach Trump 😡

2/16/2020 2:03:22 PM koax Wisdom is not to be confused with demonic propagation of instruction.

There's MUCH disambiguation that needs to happen.

It's not insurmountable.

#Eternal #EternalCommands

2/16/2020 2:06:21 PM keith369me I find it hard to believe Trump is as clean as a whistle...I do think it would be financial skeletons on his closet to make building project move 

along...payoffs etc...not the nasty sh-it

2/16/2020 2:06:23 PM 369_is Hi Karma and 369. I'm trying to dig on this, but can't find anything. Can you point me anywhere? Thanks!

2/16/2020 2:07:29 PM bbobbio71 Nope



2/16/2020 2:11:17 PM koax Truth and Wisdom comes from Eternal. 

Eternal keeps good records of everything.  

Eternal has right secrecy policy.

The insurrection of darpa is to recover the country, not the uniquity of darpa or demonic instrument.

The keeping of wrong secrecy is counterproductive to this.
2/16/2020 2:11:40 PM archangelamongu AAM:  No, The Domain is the name of an ET group which likes to think they are in control here. Many have delusions of power. The Elohim are Seventh 

Density beings who create other life. They are benevolent beings who serve creation.

2/16/2020 2:15:20 PM koax ..as is the wrong keeping of secrecy.

The military should conform to Eternal's secrecy policy and not attack civilians who conform to Eternal's secrecy policy.

The military should especially not commit Natural Law crime, nor tolerate civilians doing so, nor illegally police.

2/16/2020 2:20:18 PM koax It symbolizes the eternal presidence over mortals.

It is the all-seeing eye.

Mortals should not be ashamed.

Mortals should not feel funny about that eye when they masturbate or take showers.

hah!

The gap symbolizes trust.  Trust eternal, not popes or bishops or books.
2/16/2020 2:20:57 PM kidge6 Im holding out also. Could be clever ruse. But why let us keep guns? It seems he's cleaner than the swamp. And clean enough to drain it. The stage is 

set. Let's see if he follows through.

2/16/2020 2:21:43 PM kcamelotrising1 John Perry Barlow

2/16/2020 2:22:22 PM ms_honey_badger Whats so hard about to understand about

Freedom of Speech?

You don't like someone.  Block them.  

Stop being such a controlling tiny man.

2/16/2020 2:23:15 PM koax The reptile interpret was confused by predatory demonists as a condemnation of the amygdala of the human brain.  They saw the movement of 

energy there as threatening to their demon schemes, as the eternal spirit destroys obstructions to its care for beings.

2/16/2020 2:24:14 PM takingtheask Amen! pic.twitter.com/wokt5oy1L1

2/16/2020 2:24:27 PM kidge6 then again, genuine expressions from the heart or not difficult to observe in Trump. And, he's keeping a tough-guy image. Is pretty good chance that 

the heart is even bigger and softer than we can easily observed.

2/16/2020 2:24:36 PM koax Horus divinity embraces this symbol too, but it predates Horus divinity.

2/16/2020 2:25:42 PM koax Eternal produces knowledge too (right knowledge!), but the eye is not exclusively a symbol of knowledge.

2/16/2020 2:28:01 PM karma4event201 If you mean his post, I have never seen the Hagrissa he posted the definition of. 

The sacrifices to Moloch, they believe, are to gain power. That is a deep and dark dig.

2/16/2020 2:29:27 PM koax Eternal is not to be feared by those who are right of being.

Eternal terrifies mortal evildoers.

That is the right terror.

That is not to be confused with demonic interpret of scapegoating or profiling.

2/16/2020 2:31:19 PM wink5811 I did too and HRC acted like a dog going into a veterinarian office she braved and panicked you can see it in her body language.

2/16/2020 2:33:32 PM 369_is Thanks Karma. Hagzissa only comes up as a band. I'm not too deep into the Moloch stuff yet, just aware that it's integral to their beliefs of "power".

2/16/2020 2:35:01 PM karma4event201 There were some that thought she was in medical distress here. She may have been. But she was on video acting fine just a few minutes before this.

2/16/2020 2:35:02 PM lisafie96978214 I’m DONE with fb. It’s more a spying tool than anything else anyways.

2/16/2020 2:35:09 PM tialia22 What’s the name of the old hag?

2/16/2020 2:35:43 PM engrafteda 🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/16/2020 2:36:07 PM karma4event201 They love to misdirect. Try a different search engine. 

I will look too.

2/16/2020 2:36:39 PM wink5811 That whole event was one well rehearsed team effort, you pick it up in all the nods and looks the workers give each other while face planting HRC in 

van and no one cares she has fallen or offers help, they just toss her in the van like a perp being arrested.

2/16/2020 2:37:18 PM kikakikas ISN´T FREE SPEECH PART OF THE CONSTITUTION🤔

2/16/2020 2:43:26 PM kikakikas I suggest the  south africa official report a booklet ......at wikileaks, specially the statements made by the carrier of the pouches who knew perfectly 

what he was doing, much like the so called angels of death .....🤮🤮🤮 they should´nt be allowed to have such power,or....😷💀

2/16/2020 2:47:36 PM daniela_francia If she was arrested who Is the Hillary Clinton that we see on the news?Clone?

2/16/2020 2:50:22 PM mariclenori What about the second amendment?

2/16/2020 2:50:23 PM kikakikas vital vitamin d

2/16/2020 2:55:49 PM nschlange If you want to see what a bad idea giving up your guns are, look at China! Their just shooting ppl or locking them in their homes to die! That could not 

happen at my house, not a/out a fight!

2/16/2020 2:57:04 PM nschlange What is an? It looks like a vase w/legs?

2/16/2020 2:59:47 PM brianbrido97 The Germans called these Sieg runes meaning victory runes but the original Norse meaning was sun , this ‘logo’ comprising two runes was designed in 

1932

2/16/2020 3:00:59 PM kikakikas Wasn´t that the concept of the relativity theory,something like 'when you sit in the fire seems an eternity,when you kiss your love time seems to 

fly'...or something similar 🤭

2/16/2020 3:01:53 PM kikakikas gives a whole new meaning to sundial.....

2/16/2020 3:02:40 PM brianbrido97 Sorry 1933

2/16/2020 3:05:14 PM adsvel For the public...

And what about this sun? pic.twitter.com/ZcqrGayd2C

2/16/2020 3:08:34 PM doc1415 If time is an illusion, how do we conquer it and rid ourselves of it? Aging is a part of "time", right? How do we stop it?



2/16/2020 3:11:14 PM karma4event201 Lol our promised perp walk? 

The press was not allowed to follow, but we have film from 2 directions. 

Others are convinced she was in distress, a health issue; had a seizure which made for the toss into the van.

2/16/2020 3:14:36 PM magicianmighty I’ll never forget this day. It looks like killerys chip malfunctioned..

2/16/2020 3:18:40 PM karma4event201 She had 2 or 3 stand ins, body doubles. 1 is better at mimicking HRC mannerisms but she is still very different looking. 

I think they took 1 body double / stand in; gave her plastic surgery.

2/16/2020 3:22:25 PM nschlange Good question, but I read that in the 50's a downed craft was found and the remains of humans they had been eat in! True or false? Please say false, 

please say false

2/16/2020 3:25:43 PM nancique Until tomorrow 17th of February. - N

2/16/2020 3:27:14 PM brodycat Really ? Can you link a recent pic

2/16/2020 3:28:52 PM bbombski YOU DUMMIES WE MISSED THIS Q DROP

Q post 1291, the Blank Drop posted on V Day time stamped at 1:29:15.

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QAlertsApp @Alignyourcar @QTAnon1 pic.twitter.com/Mvnxez6P5L

2/16/2020 3:43:55 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/4WvlbimHS8

2/16/2020 3:46:32 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/H7XqIqzqam

2/16/2020 3:48:12 PM quantphysicist אור

2/16/2020 3:52:14 PM emilycragg @PrivyCouncilUK @dukeofnorfolk @LambethPalace @JustinWelby @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @POTUS @POPE  ... So you guys are just going to sit by while 

the Kingdom of God, the actual Monarchy, gets destroyed?  GOD KNOWS.

2/16/2020 3:54:13 PM _369311119 German "Technology" comes to America...

Double Meaning. Technology means to fabricate. 

 https://edoc.pub/seidr-magic-ed-richardson-pdf-free.html … pic.twitter.com/5rHfFB5KdC

2/16/2020 4:04:50 PM brown_eyedladyj Thanks for posting this.

2/16/2020 4:09:33 PM brown_eyedladyj I want to say it was 2015

2/16/2020 4:10:57 PM 1crazy_toaster sounds familiar, could be

2/16/2020 4:11:10 PM nybiltong @POTUS @RadixVerum @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #qcard #qanon 

"FOR $ALE" #InternetBillofRights #USAnon pic.twitter.com/5iQknxzvY5

2/16/2020 4:13:10 PM luluspeers1 Yeah l guess. The All seeing eye use to be the sign of the Creator as in the Creator sees all. I assume it would be as old as the world

2/16/2020 4:17:01 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/nJyOAwuYUZ

2/16/2020 4:22:05 PM redink70155959 🤣

2/16/2020 4:23:31 PM koax Eternal creates, Yes.

2/16/2020 4:24:31 PM lbf777 True but also this: pic.twitter.com/YpJbva2mpH

2/16/2020 4:26:44 PM brown_eyedladyj Could be 2012 when it was said she suffered brain damage.

2/16/2020 4:53:40 PM cocobutt07 bit late for that🤣😑🤣 Where has everyone been for the past 100 plus years lol

2/16/2020 4:54:10 PM keith369me Consult the first amendment!!!

2/16/2020 4:59:11 PM ladybirdj5 It looks like she’s handcuffed

2/16/2020 5:09:43 PM karma4event201 We know #TrumpLandslideVictory2020 

Listen to audio of radio call in show after Pelosi's and Dems behavior at the SOTU address & Pelosi ripping up the SOTU address. 

Lifelong Democrats & their families will never vote Dem again  

Dems will lose the House and won't gain in Senate

2/16/2020 5:11:10 PM karma4event201 😂 maybe he took a tour of Gitmo and now wants to leave the dark side?

2/16/2020 5:16:33 PM dodger2424 Zucks acting strange-er https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=G4XGbZ7IrC8&feature=youtu.be …

2/16/2020 5:21:36 PM karma4event201 say that on fb & get a 30 day fb jail 😂

Ive read Z won't let visitors bring phones with fb inside his home 🤔

It is DARPA lifelog and it is a spy tool. 

- Like smart tvs & Alexa, fb is always listening

imo if a phone has fb app & phone is connected to a pc, fb plants a spy

2/16/2020 5:23:10 PM karma4event201 Soros is concerned he lost control of Z (and he may have).

2/16/2020 5:25:04 PM lisafie96978214 I agree 100%. It’s scary and infuriating at the same time.

2/16/2020 5:25:57 PM karma4event201 He advertised as a platform but acted like a publisher 

just like his handlers wanted, control people by controlling the narrative.

2/16/2020 5:32:03 PM cyberanonrevolu Zuckerberg, zucky, zucky your only possible future. pic.twitter.com/kz6jWx23N4

2/16/2020 5:34:19 PM rick_hernandez Soros turned on him

2/16/2020 5:39:35 PM mikebin813 You have to admit she's an evil genius. Accept the VP offer. If the Dems win she makes sure Bernie has a stroke and becomes President and all her ( 

and the deep state ) troubles go away.

2/16/2020 5:40:28 PM karma4event201 Wasn't DB and 1 other at the hospital at the exact time Seth Rich was brought in?

2/16/2020 5:41:05 PM cyberanonrevolu hello, there is a visit to Munich next month. good to all

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zwg_XP07cao …

2/16/2020 5:41:28 PM markh_27 Yes. Of course.

2/16/2020 5:42:32 PM jelloquantum The past, present and future all exist simultaneously.  Not my opinion, Einstein's.

2/16/2020 5:44:37 PM angela81702575 🙏✝️ Seth 😢

2/16/2020 5:45:01 PM grandma26244385 Which gov.?  DARPA, C_A, SOROS,

2/16/2020 5:45:40 PM grandma26244385 RIGGED FOR RED

2/16/2020 5:45:51 PM angela81702575 I pray for justice for all 🙏✝️🇺🇸

2/16/2020 5:46:43 PM drbohammer Perhaps he is turning on Soros.

2/16/2020 5:48:08 PM rghardy3 You said in a post on 2-6-19 that some people

at the SOTU were [cloned] inside USA DUMBs.

What is the truth ?

2/16/2020 5:49:42 PM luluspeers1 Imagine how the illuminati steal everything from the eternal good to create something evil and wicked yet they still need goodness feed off of. So the 

yin and yan is immortalised

2/16/2020 5:52:02 PM mattdubois137 Jussie Smullet

2/16/2020 5:52:13 PM jeffcordell6 That would be...epic!!

2/16/2020 5:52:18 PM djlok  https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/738387/Time-NOT-real-EVERYTHING-happens-same-time-einstein …

2/16/2020 5:52:21 PM mattdubois137 Adam Schiff

2/16/2020 5:55:34 PM furball01 Well...that is the reason stated by our Constitutional framers.  In fact, one of them said we had a DUTY to overthrow a government

2/16/2020 5:57:33 PM furball01 that became oppressive.  Fortunately, the rule of law will make that unnecessary.  DOJ is hard at work.  And justice will get ugly.

2/16/2020 6:00:59 PM rick_hernandez Yes. Soros is trying to wrestle control away from him. I’m not sure that I trust him, but if he’s against soros, I’m paying attention

2/16/2020 6:14:56 PM waterheals He has the rules. 1st amendment to the constitution of the United States.

2/16/2020 6:17:37 PM rosi15230319 Because that's what you're telling to your cells sistem and DNA to do

2/16/2020 6:44:37 PM watchmenrebekah 🤑😂🤪😜🤣🤑🤣🤑🤣🤑🤣😜🤑🤣🤪😜🤑🤣



2/16/2020 6:44:54 PM drbohammer It’s hard to tell if he’s “against” Soros. Mark is the face-man for a C_A/D4RP4 program (L1felog). The question is: Does Soros own THAT program or 

not? I have an idea... pic.twitter.com/AAHDznkSS6

2/16/2020 6:49:52 PM fritzingeradam Government rules are "The Bill of Rights", maybe you heard of them?

2/16/2020 6:51:11 PM koax the interpret of "the illuminated" is a righteous, eternal, virtuous interpret, not a perversion.  this illumination to the truth and wisdom of eternal was 

slandered by the demons of fear and confusion and propagated by those who hoarded wisdom and knowledge.

2/16/2020 6:52:52 PM koax the demonic hoarders of wisdom and of knowledge are on the way out. the age of illumination and enlightenment is upon us. we are in that age now.  

welcome out of the darkness.

2/16/2020 6:55:09 PM luluspeers1 When the French plundered the Pyramids first then after them the British. No wonder the Pharos cursed them! Napoleon was ruined soon after his 

troops shot at the Phoenix's nose

2/16/2020 6:56:55 PM luluspeers1 Yeah absolutely. Its time to return back to the righteous ways of Godliness

2/16/2020 7:01:09 PM dani06548474 That’s exactly what I’m thinking and it seems to be the question nobody wants to answer LOL

2/16/2020 7:04:18 PM countrygirlexec 😂😂

2/16/2020 7:05:25 PM karma4event201 I've read they take them for a tour and chat while showing them the evidence they have...

2/16/2020 7:06:18 PM youstinksoap There is only now

2/16/2020 7:24:52 PM marriedyourbro this! https://twitter.com/va_shiva/status/1228851888814198784?s=21 …

2/16/2020 7:49:16 PM cam96943498 Everything was fine until facebook came along.

2/16/2020 8:01:15 PM aleks8837 Take the matter into our own hands.

2/16/2020 8:10:27 PM _doozier_ Did the piss dossier rumor really come from 4chan? 🤣

2/16/2020 8:10:45 PM stavroguin2 Munich>Germany>Culto>'iluminado'

2/16/2020 8:18:10 PM shellbell_owen Makes the whole Caroline Flack story (UK) make sense now, "people are so cruel with their words" and "social media has alot to answer for" 🤔🤔🤔 

#JustSayin

2/16/2020 8:23:13 PM gene115748 Freedom of speech!!!!! Piss on the deep state & all the others that try 2 shut up the American people ...or any person trying to speak there mind

2/16/2020 8:31:05 PM manifest_utopia Agreed, this is such a wonderful idea. Dr. Shiva is awesome.

2/16/2020 8:33:47 PM lorobros  https://youtu.be/sQwvUGW8j-4 

2/16/2020 8:35:45 PM natureinspace I don't believe that. There are those who would choose not to participate.

2/16/2020 8:45:46 PM jlee2027 Since when are corporations above people?  There is no limit, period.

2/16/2020 8:49:11 PM karma4event201 The 911 memorial 2016 

They said she fainted or felt faint and had to leave the memorial service

2/16/2020 8:53:40 PM karma4event201 Think it is 14 seconds

2/16/2020 9:09:50 PM aussiepatriotq Thank you for the link. Sorry I'm yet to watch it as I seem to have so many videos I need to watch atm hahahaha

2/16/2020 9:11:52 PM natureinspace She had a premonition that she was going to lose the election...

2/16/2020 9:36:35 PM do_or_do_notty Think mirror

2/16/2020 9:36:50 PM jakeglassmaker They MUST participate. They sign a contract and forfeit their DNA for cloning purposes. Once they are cloned they are under control because they can 

be manipulated via clone torture.

2/16/2020 9:37:30 PM do_or_do_notty It may be.

But time is very precious when you are waiting for the cures to be released...

2/16/2020 9:38:24 PM makessense19 Then go be the Man

2/16/2020 9:55:43 PM 3020pnr The government cannot legally limit free speech.

2/16/2020 10:03:39 PM jrocktigers The Bush cabal set this and countless other historically significant attacks on our rights in motion decades ago. Their treachery is still paying dividends. 

Maybe they believe 60 virgins await them in next life.

2/16/2020 10:13:46 PM rghardy3 2-17 has arrived.

Good Day for a Storm.

2/16/2020 10:28:39 PM rosas7043 When are we going to stop allowing them to lie about Russian involvement in our fake ass elections...? We know the US is the only entity that meddles 

in US elections. STOP LYING! LOSE THE FAKE NARRATIVES!

2/16/2020 10:37:40 PM mongrelglory Yup!  The EPA could be added to that list!  Though I think the NSA is working with the military "white hats" now.

2/16/2020 10:42:14 PM mongrelglory Malaria is usually treatable (unless in advanced cases).  Like most of the cases of TB in Africa, the reason so many people die of Malaria is due to lack of 

access to affordable medicines. 😔

2/16/2020 10:45:32 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking!

2/16/2020 10:47:35 PM mongrelglory They probably never watch Fox news, do they?

2/16/2020 10:51:38 PM mongrelglory George Soros is supposed to be in control of the Langley group.  They do his bidding at all the "black op" sites around the world...including bioweapons 

labs in places like Georgia and Sierra Leone.

2/16/2020 11:28:29 PM holotechrd Did y'all know 🤔🤔🤔

@John_F_Kennnedy @wokesocieties @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @kabamur_taygeta @Inevitable_ET @dbongino 

@kabamur_taygeta @andweknow

2/16/2020 11:30:55 PM mindmixradio @CyberDefenseINI @SaraCarterDC @Breaking911 @GoldiAnon @GregoryJHall1 @S2Command @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic @Michaelcraddo16 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @EYEDROPMEDIA @FederalistNo78 @PatPenn2 @RoystonPotter @JackSarfatti 

Setting up for relay...

2/16/2020 11:32:56 PM mindmixradio RELAY:

NEW YORK ISSUES GAG ORDER TO POLICE AND E.M.S. - NO TALK TO ANYONE ABOUT CORONAVIRUS CASES

(vid to follow in reply)

Source:  https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/new-york-issues-gag-order-to-police-and-e-m-s-no-talk-to-anyone-

about-coronavirus-cases … pic.twitter.com/4F2LktW1ll
2/16/2020 11:34:21 PM mindmixradio Related Video https://youtu.be/_EwOvPvSQ-c 

2/16/2020 11:38:27 PM mindmixradio Signs Medical Martial Law In America May Be Unavoidable With The US Military & The Center For Disease Control Actively Preparing For The Ultimate 

'Black Swan Event'   http://allnewspipeline.com/COVID_19_Military_Prepping_So_Should_We.php …

2/16/2020 11:39:30 PM mindmixradio The Geopolitical Deployment of Biological Weapons-'The attraction is that bio-weapons are not only very efficient mass killers but are quite cost-

effective compared to shooting wars'. https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-geopolitical-deployment-of-biological-weapons/5703005 …

2/16/2020 11:40:12 PM mindmixradio Hubei Doctors Warn Of Even-Deadlier Coronavirus Reinfection Causing Sudden Heart Attacks SQ;SECOND WAVE OF GENETIC MODIFIED STRAIN WHICH 

WAS LAB PRODUCED, UNDERWAY- https://www.zerohedge.com/health/hubei-doctors-warn-even-deadlier-coronavirus-reinfection-causing-sudden-

heart-attacks …

2/16/2020 11:54:50 PM jabeguy Time is fractal, remember. Not illusion except when we can't understand the sequence of nonlinear time.

2/17/2020 12:02:41 AM cchef1980 If time is an illusion, is space an illusion? If yes, then isn’t all of human experience an illusion? If yes, what is the practical significance of space time 

being an illusion? If it is an illusion in higher densities but a reality for us, then... does it matter?

2/17/2020 12:03:08 AM karma4event201 Agree 

They do not work for America. They work for the worldwide Cabal and Soros is the visible family member.

2/17/2020 12:08:17 AM dee67386737 I like the way this girl thinks🤣👍

2/17/2020 12:12:24 AM cchef1980 Correct. If time is an illusion, it still affects us in 3D. If this applies only to higher densities, then this is no different than saying that there is a moon 

made of cheese in the other side of the universe. Both unproveable and of no practical significance



2/17/2020 2:08:14 AM ms_duckworth Free speech with no incitement to violence.

2/17/2020 2:12:16 AM patpenn2 🤦♀️

2/17/2020 2:27:05 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC6f8FbnVMQ …

2/17/2020 2:45:38 AM rosscarwalker I’m struggling with this one. Any ideas @MongrelGlory ?

2/17/2020 2:49:48 AM rosscarwalker I’d agree with this statement, it’s a different person.

2/17/2020 2:51:06 AM rosscarwalker Look online, you can see a massive difference in facial structure.

2/17/2020 2:54:04 AM 369_is Thanks for your help 369 and Karma. Getting my feet wet now...ugh. LOL

2/17/2020 3:01:54 AM rosscarwalker She’s getting arrested, she’s definitely struggling

2/17/2020 3:04:33 AM rosscarwalker There’s a typo addenchrome rather than adrenochrome. Intentional?

2/17/2020 3:04:42 AM brick_airhedred “Til I was Slave and Master at the same damn time...” - Why I Am, DMB (2009) 👁🌟👁

2/17/2020 3:07:13 AM rosscarwalker AdDEnochrome - hag = German Witch. Possibly child of operation paper clip? @MongrelGlory

2/17/2020 3:14:24 AM rosscarwalker Stay positive, world reset is happening but its coming out with removal of vast quantities of the negative entities. 🙏🏽🌞🙏🏽

2/17/2020 3:36:03 AM lightlove21121 #MemeItTilItsDone 😏 pic.twitter.com/JnkdhOhxDJ

2/17/2020 3:42:49 AM lightlove21121 @NSA_QIL2

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@realDonaldTrump

♥️♥️♥️

@realDonaldTrump

@WhiteHouse

@IvankaTrump

♥️♥️♥️

@MELANIATRUMP

@FLOTUS

@RealEyeTheSpy
2/17/2020 3:54:16 AM itsgreat2tweet #QANON @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @GOP @DonaldJTrumpJr @seanhannity @SaraCarterDC @JesseBWatters @charliekirk11 @foxandfriends 

@Jim_Jordan @OANN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @  https://twitter.com/true_pundit/status/1229356086433648641 …

2/17/2020 3:55:08 AM cornhol74006295 @QAnon55 @ImperialWick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1229127676243382272 …

2/17/2020 3:56:45 AM kevinmruel There's many people who have been victims of the 2 tier justice system and the Abuse of Power by Corruption in Law Enforcement in NH and Oregon 

and Washington DC and Every State and Every Part of System

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump Twitter Continue to be Corrupt now

2/17/2020 4:01:08 AM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1229374457279582209?s=21 … https://twitter.com/liltilgerlil/status/1229374457279582209 …

2/17/2020 4:08:48 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1229192286673743872?s=20 …

2/17/2020 4:32:49 AM jackoneilltime1 How does one feel when in a TR-3B? pic.twitter.com/9rucf992AK

2/17/2020 4:49:31 AM ctarasovich Good eye

2/17/2020 5:19:25 AM doq017 Mom taught me to read the T leaves early, but H made it an art.

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

Hannity:  https://youtu.be/89pG5zjbYSg  via @YouTube
2/17/2020 5:34:38 AM kevinmruel Luna in Hollywood is a male... Victims of the World Globalist Church Lies and Luciferin Rothschild Family Kabala

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@realDonaldTrump

@USMC https://youtu.be/vCj4o490rmU 

2/17/2020 5:47:06 AM doc1415 I've asked numerous times for them to explain it. I understand many things we need to figure out on our own. However, sometimes its ok to give 

answers. The truth needs to be revealed. Secrecy is nonsense.

2/17/2020 5:49:09 AM momekool1 He is the ENEMY of humans. He wants your soul! Also he’s the reason for us knowing evil.

2/17/2020 5:52:06 AM mindmixradio  https://twitter.com/RenovaAlejandro/status/1229354706670997504 …

2/17/2020 5:52:53 AM mindmixradio  https://twitter.com/mindmixradio/status/1229402560185810945 …

2/17/2020 5:53:25 AM momekool1 She sold her soull at least as far back as the 80’s. Not been human since.

2/17/2020 5:54:49 AM momekool1 Such as #coronavirus, you mean??

2/17/2020 5:56:07 AM momekool1 #NotCool

2/17/2020 6:00:36 AM jaded_pearl Or #lyme

2/17/2020 6:19:24 AM fugeebristolian everythings allowed as long as its truth or opinion

2/17/2020 6:28:21 AM corn_hole Robot Hillary!

2/17/2020 6:35:08 AM lightlove21121 His trial (for his sentence) 🙏🏽

2/17/2020 6:39:04 AM lightlove21121 3:39   = 6

15:39 = 9 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

In this case do I add up the 6 & 9?  pic.twitter.com/Hw4eEgODCl

2/17/2020 7:02:15 AM smalltownindy Thanks.

2/17/2020 7:07:28 AM latincat Mark Zuckerberg is the proprietor of a human zoo in the news ...

2/17/2020 7:09:55 AM wearediamonds2 Ooooh...I gotta see Interstellar then!

2/17/2020 7:14:27 AM kikaltz You will love it.  Also, it deals with "Love" being able to cross into other dimensions/universes, how time can slow down/speed up.

2/17/2020 7:17:02 AM wearediamonds2 Awesome! Thanks!!!

2/17/2020 7:28:48 AM trumping4usa 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/hcugOnUhRv

2/17/2020 7:36:37 AM turboxyde I've been having "multidimensional" dreams the last few nights. Here's last night's... 

https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1229428243939221505?s=19 …

2/17/2020 8:04:44 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FBI @POTUS #SeeSomethingSaySomething

👀👀👀 👀👀👀 👀👀👀

2/17/2020 8:21:43 AM kfiucci Why wouldn’t he, DARPA?!

2/17/2020 8:40:31 AM hoodsavior #GetACLUEPeople Part 1- New Dr. Malachi Z. York Documentary  https://youtu.be/_cyG2GqIX9s  @esotericexposal @allafrica @ts_sci_majic12



2/17/2020 8:41:41 AM virginialouelle Majestic, I was just explaining this to my husband yesterday. And you posted about it today. Synchronosity?

2/17/2020 8:43:36 AM virginialouelle I've been telling husband this too. Daggone am I in sync with you today.

2/17/2020 9:54:19 AM youngno84888212 Yes good sign for you your going to achieve great heights and listen to your insight at this time especially your heart take off like the eagle🦅🦅🦅

2/17/2020 9:55:58 AM mongrelglory 🤷♀️

2/17/2020 10:00:49 AM mongrelglory The only thing I can think of is that MJ-12 are implying that the Cabal/Illuminati's God "Satan" (that they worship) originated from ancient Egyptian 

times, when we suspect that ETs were impersonating Gods among humans.

2/17/2020 10:06:36 AM charlesgdavis1 Been of fck bk 6 yrs ago.....too nosey for me.....and HE has the nerve to CENSOR, plus MAKE MONEY from your information. Pos-it-I've thought that 

was going to happen from the beginning.😂👽😎😈😇👈 pic.twitter.com/IORU1kjZp8

2/17/2020 10:17:08 AM katsgary Think about it

2/17/2020 10:17:27 AM deborah00960782 Enough yuckerburg

2/17/2020 10:25:15 AM mntlhth4thought The doctor in Florida on YouTube?

2/17/2020 10:31:07 AM mrcryptojones Never a truer words spoken!

2/17/2020 10:38:12 AM mntlhth4thought Maybe he survived?

2/17/2020 11:09:29 AM mongrelglory  https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/who-holds-secret-talks-tech-giants-stop-spread-coronavirus-misinformation …

2/17/2020 11:40:03 AM tx_hold_em9 OMG!!!

2/17/2020 11:40:48 AM jarc1412 Tip of the iceberg! We need to report report report!!

2/17/2020 11:58:43 AM rosscarwalker Satan was Enki wasn’t he?

2/17/2020 12:04:27 PM mommahood777 and someone said the SS guy who helped her in is now....dead

2/17/2020 12:10:35 PM mommahood777 MJ, you said something about those who survive TGA...

...now there's a lethal virus loose...

*gulp*

2/17/2020 12:12:26 PM terminatorfor45 Okay, that's funny. You win the internet today 😂 pic.twitter.com/e8kYJLFJUZ

2/17/2020 12:31:57 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

2-18  Freedom Flag Day is almost here.

I will be watching the water for a Storm.

2/17/2020 12:34:05 PM weediblue @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @Telford_Russian @DevinNunes @Do_Or_Do_Notty 

@StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET @VincentCrypt46 @vincent_fusca @GregRubini @seanhannity This man asked 

https://twitter.com/Jack26213047/status/1229499372280459264 …

2/17/2020 12:51:32 PM weratwar1 Google 2nd Amendment it clearly says if the government tries to become communist or force you to do things you can stand up and form a militia to 

stand against your own government

2/17/2020 12:51:37 PM mongrelglory It apparently depends on how people interpret the writings.  I'm not an expert on the ancient Gods, but MJ-12 have used the comparison the the 

Go'auld in the SG-1 TV series.

2/17/2020 12:56:47 PM sophillyfred  pic.twitter.com/9XEb0q3uor

2/17/2020 1:29:33 PM pepelobopac We all know "Time" is a human construct. So what happens when you remove HUMANS from the equation? The only "moment" in "time" is the 

observable one. ALL other "moments in time" ONLY exist in your mind...therefore WHEN do we really "exist" ? 

Answer --> Always

#ThinkAboutIt

2/17/2020 1:55:45 PM process_facts @mtracey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Do you have any advice?

It would be much appreciated.

2/17/2020 1:56:24 PM dtrumplican She seems to be handcuffed. You can see the gleam on the metal at her wrist.  Turn up the sound. You can hear metal clanking..

2/17/2020 2:00:58 PM vickymo90903048 Did her prince get her shoe back to her 😂 😂 🤣 🤣 😂

2/17/2020 2:05:50 PM bobc7000 Not difficult to see over time if a site has an agenda. I have never seen any evidence of #Snopes posting a false rating or lying.

If you have something post it. If not, have a seat.

2/17/2020 2:07:58 PM dtrumplican Arrested. Handcuffed/shackled to the pole? Woman releases latch and we hear clanking as the leg irons release? You can see metal gleaming at wrist 

and ankles.

2/17/2020 2:11:32 PM bobc7000 link it instead of saying "I did Jimmy"

2/17/2020 2:11:55 PM bobc7000 show the article. the link

2/17/2020 2:13:29 PM process_facts 🥴😂😂

2/17/2020 2:14:19 PM bobc7000 In other words you have no link of a snopes article that wrong.

2/17/2020 2:17:48 PM bobc7000 that's a screen shot. And I've never heard of an arrest warrant for a treasury sec by scotus.

So you HAVE NO LINK. YOU ARE JUST BS'ing.

2/17/2020 2:19:41 PM aboriginalbabe Ok now gotta look again.

2/17/2020 2:21:01 PM bobc7000 stop posting screen shots. they are meaningless.

You have no links. Accept that and move on.

2/17/2020 2:21:06 PM process_facts 😱

2/17/2020 2:23:28 PM bobc7000 literally all you do is post irrelevant screens. You don't seem sober even. #blocked

2/17/2020 2:26:12 PM aboriginalbabe Didn't see any shackles. She was leaning back and had to be supported. She couldn't stand or walk on her own. Something clicking sounded like 

something fell. Doesn't look like arrest. Looks like ill.

2/17/2020 2:42:49 PM process_facts  pic.twitter.com/NaZFfDF0VF

2/17/2020 2:45:15 PM bobc7000 and you respond by doing the same thing. I guess you need to brag to your friends that you got #blocked. I'll do you a favor.

2/17/2020 2:47:57 PM revelation4444 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ikC7ibU57W

2/17/2020 2:55:03 PM richard07759712 2A

2/17/2020 3:35:42 PM ubwhoub Thank you.

2/17/2020 3:55:11 PM makessense19 Oddly enough I have seen DMB live at least 120 times in my life and used to love them. His music hurts my ears now.

2/17/2020 4:08:20 PM dtrumplican turn up sound. You can see metal gleam at wrists. Woman swipes post. HRC step fwd and you can see metal shackle release from right foot and hear it 

clank. HRC dragged to van. Asian guy "resets"? post. You can see/hear foot shackle release

2/17/2020 4:10:12 PM aboriginalbabe What's up with the post swipe though? Why would she be attached to post? Will look again. What date was this? Do you know?

2/17/2020 4:11:33 PM truth939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/17/2020 4:17:38 PM aboriginalbabe Ok. Saw something fall between her legs and chain dragging the ground as she fainted and had to be dragged. Still baffled as to why she had to be 

connected to pole.

2/17/2020 4:28:51 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @blsdbe He is paying the price of his choices as acknowledged. Alex Jones is a grey hat.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1100990497735299072.html …. See you soon. 🤖

2/17/2020 4:28:51 PM rebornkingent @threadreaderapp unroll

2/17/2020 4:29:59 PM poppyslovecapu What new event does the Deep State Cabal plan for us all?

#TrustThePlan~Q



2/17/2020 4:32:14 PM dtrumplican not sure she was connected to pole, but it looks like the woman swiped something across the pole, and it also looks like Asian guy came later and 

"reset" touched it...I don't think she fainted, I think she resisted. dead weight basically, had to be dragged

2/17/2020 4:34:53 PM aboriginalbabe Where and when was that? Do you know? Q said she was arrested. Gave time. But Q tends tell things after the fact. Dates and times off, etc.

2/17/2020 5:02:50 PM dtrumplican google "hillary dehydrated" it says it was 9/11/16.

2/17/2020 5:08:32 PM 369_is I got my SG1 DVD series from Amazon ($89) and I can't get enough. I gotta follow you now Jack O!! Any tips on episodes that really spoke to you?

2/17/2020 5:18:10 PM martyrytlewski  https://youtu.be/oJCQEmzefAw 

2/17/2020 5:47:14 PM merorschach @seanhannity @Thomas1774Paine @KarluskaP @zachhaller @FionasRevenge @Songbabe109 @StormIsUponUs @trustrestored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@CarpeDonktum @cjtruth @GregRubini @IPOT1776 @JBitterly @Jordan_Sather_ @KristySwansonXO @M2Madness

Get in here. Celebrate why we do this. #Trump2020

2/17/2020 5:49:51 PM sunnydkelleu Children of the Earth are the Clones of the Annunki, the Administrators of the Earth,   the Gods of Earth.

2/17/2020 5:56:35 PM wink5811 I see arms released from her back lady from behind swipes something on hrc back

2/17/2020 5:57:24 PM wink5811 She was arrested same reason guy is filming the event and not stopped

2/17/2020 6:26:20 PM wearethenews1 Does no one else see the 666 in Obamas signature? @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @Jordan_Sather_  

https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1229477465489166338 … pic.twitter.com/RiXog8V6QG

2/17/2020 6:54:25 PM corstruction I thought Kelly left to oversee GITMO.

Q !!mG7VJxZNCI ID: 28b403 No.4400956 📁

Dec 20 2018 21:02:56 (EST)

Rogers departure. Intel.

Sessions departure. Law.

Kelly departure. Warfare/MIL

Mattis departure. Warfare/MIL

Notice a pattern?

Q
2/17/2020 7:08:30 PM kindeandtrue The question isn't why did Trump fire John Kelly; the real question which nobody ever asks is WHY DID TRUMP HIRE JOHN KELLY.

2/17/2020 7:10:05 PM davedtrump2020 Exactly. And they know it. And they know We know it.

2/17/2020 7:11:38 PM kindeandtrue Why won't Majestic talk about Trump's proposed Red Flag gun control legislation? 

Why did Trump say he wanted to take our guns first and serve us due process second?

Trump is a gun grabber, too. https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/376097-trump-take-the-guns-first-go-through-due-process-second …

2/17/2020 7:12:36 PM witle1 If there was really a planned revolt, her being cleared would have triggered it, not prevented it.

2/17/2020 7:13:47 PM davedtrump2020 Trump has said, " It's not me they want. It's you they want."

2/17/2020 7:22:10 PM corstruction Take back our media.  99% of Earth's population knows nothing about this. Your intentions are great but you can't reach people that don't have access 

to this info.  Not one other person in my immediate family has a Twitter acct. Anyone over 45 watches TV news.

2/17/2020 7:25:22 PM panicker_sanju  http://worldstreetpoetries.com/2020/01/01/sunrise/ …

2/17/2020 7:31:28 PM corstruction How many people are really underground?  Eugenics is only for us that are seen on the surface, right?

2/17/2020 7:36:01 PM brick_airhedred Oh, sorry about that...I discovered them in recent years. His lyrics wrestling with God and man hits me deeply. Peace. 🙏🏻

2/17/2020 7:38:52 PM songbabe109 🙏🏻🇺🇸🙏🏻

2/17/2020 7:40:40 PM makessense19 I took no offense. I am still a huge fan.  Just thought it was funny coincidence. I will see them again. It is music in general for me not specific to DMB. 

My favorite band of all time used to be NIN 😂

2/17/2020 7:45:45 PM jbitterly Love my President.

2/17/2020 7:52:26 PM epkman I'll give it a shot at short and sweet:

@POTUS sent request to the All Seer. 3.5 months later a reply was returned, in part b/c the message had to be sent by diff. carrier who encountered a 

#Storm.🕺

2/17/2020 8:06:03 PM nikolatesla1329 Is this the same day she went directly to Chelsea place and came out all normal again like nothing happened?

2/17/2020 8:06:16 PM brick_airhedred Cheers. 😊

2/17/2020 8:53:02 PM fionasrevenge #Trump2020 😁🙌🏽🇺🇸

2/17/2020 8:58:39 PM karma4event201 Yes! 😂 50-75 pounds lighter; thinner hair; purse on wrong side; younger, bubbly and friendly

 (that was a body double / stand in) 

The expressions of the SS when the double is so friendly and bubbly is like:

 "no one will believe she is hildabeast!"

2/17/2020 9:03:48 PM zach75204875 well watching any biased news source is bad

2/17/2020 9:05:49 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  You're new here.  Welcome!

2/17/2020 9:06:13 PM zach75204875 doesnt seem like it

2/17/2020 10:01:03 PM nikolatesla1329 Do you have pictures of the ones you think are doubles, I'd like to compare. I've heard this before and it's not far fetched as Hitler and Saddam and 

sons had body doubles as well. To me, you only have body doubles if millions of people want to see your head on a stick.Makessense

2/17/2020 10:26:45 PM alexandercody7 What is wrong with her? Are there more such videos? From when is it?

2/17/2020 10:33:31 PM alexandercody7 Gs most possibly. Found some correlations but haven't documented. Best way for finding is check original posting times and post number (a lot of time 

to invest for that).

Another layer would be to check world news on the timings and specific wording.

2/17/2020 11:38:17 PM crisco2377 I wish it were that simple. The "Psychopathic" system is so vast, so old, has enormous mass and extreme momentum that we need an EQUALLY 

MASSIVE movement to even attempt to stop it! There lies the problem!

2/18/2020 12:13:20 AM cadetserver Shoes hanging from telephone wire = contraband dealers nearby that hood

2/18/2020 12:28:44 AM __intothewild_ "regulatory guidance"... 🙄

Translation: Government funded Censorship

2/18/2020 12:34:13 AM rachelwenzler I wish I could do that 😊

2/18/2020 1:40:09 AM faye_mcgarry Australian parliament stenographer Clarence Osborne's pedophilia plus many others named

@realDonaldTrump @930VM @striderraven1 @StrayanDrongo @KillAuDeepState @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://goodnessandharmony.wordpress.com/2017/06/09/paedophile-clarence-henry-howard-osbornes-files-could-have-brought-down-government-

2/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

2/18/2020 3:24:43 AM nun_chucknorris I am glad you found it and it has helpful. Thank YouX6 for the nice message.

2/18/2020 3:27:19 AM jonjonboston Don't think you'll gonna like how AG Barr uses the word 'predicated' when he says he can't prove that Coup Plotters actually knew the Trump/Russia 

set up was total BS(or that they created it), which means for many involved it was 'well predicated' to justify the look into it.

2/18/2020 3:42:53 AM dani06548474 Yes we deserve 100% truth



2/18/2020 4:55:45 AM 369_is Hmmm. MJ 'IOU'? You told us in past tweets that our 'pineal glands' were attacked for 70 years for a greater purpose. And now the reversal is in play. 

"We weren't ready before, we are now". I wonder if 'YIU" is your declaration to us of that.

2/18/2020 5:00:39 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/TIEwJz8MQ2

2/18/2020 5:06:09 AM 39anc6 If something is free, you are the product. 

SI algo es gratis, vos sos el producto.

2/18/2020 5:06:24 AM patriotswegoall Elusive people run that industry.

2/18/2020 5:06:25 AM girlawakeinca I hope everyone reads this. You could have not said it more clearly. #WWG1WGA

2/18/2020 5:13:12 AM ladyblueky They are the LEOs

2/18/2020 5:14:37 AM ladyblueky Well......that's what I believe very strongly. I'm not an insider.

2/18/2020 5:26:39 AM digitalsoldie20 I shared that on my Facebook

2/18/2020 5:27:56 AM _369311119 Thank you. He paid more attention. Hopefully the words were sufficient.

2/18/2020 5:28:35 AM deciplemark This is why Hollywood is making majority of porns.

2/18/2020 5:31:49 AM onlyrobbiesnead That’s why they force everyone to make one. Control

2/18/2020 5:36:08 AM weapons46270 I would replace the word Government with Democrats, but I like the sentiment!

2/18/2020 5:44:01 AM ragevirusqq Meditated for 15 min...felt like 5 seconds

2/18/2020 5:46:06 AM ragevirusqq up

2/18/2020 5:49:47 AM shaigaichan PROGRAM PROCESSING SYSTEM.

│

80%

code.

│

20%

All.

│

20%

│

80%

│

excellent.
2/18/2020 5:54:05 AM bmj240768 Thanks MJ12 😀

Guru Tugginmypudha says Tuggin my pudha to much every day will ....................... pic.twitter.com/LvM1T8iWl5

2/18/2020 6:00:09 AM rapturo93085269 Except for TV. or Tell A Vision. That shit you still gotta pay for your regularly scheduled programming.

2/18/2020 6:09:42 AM bombadil6  pic.twitter.com/J7qXBCe9nh

2/18/2020 6:20:17 AM doc1415 Who gave who the right to dictate who knows what and when? Truth should be a part of the constitution that defends our birthright of truth. We have 

the right to bear arms, but not know all the truth? Secrecy is cancer.

2/18/2020 6:25:37 AM smalltownindy Your question caused me to dig a little bit. Body doubles I can understand. Clones used to seem like sci-fi conspiracies. Now, this article here had me 

wondering...just what if?

 https://alcuinbramerton.blogspot.com/2008/01/bilocation-of-hillary-clone-clinton.html?m=1 … pic.twitter.com/shTAUnymoj

2/18/2020 6:29:48 AM trollingmockin1 It’s not really fear porn. It’s like anything else tho. Why does one person smoke a cigarette and get addicted for life. Same with gambling, drugs, sex, 

porn. Whatever it is. I think for some people porn leads to much darker forms of sex or just generally ruins your relationship

2/18/2020 6:31:36 AM goatfish_dreams I'm not pro-porn, but this is so absurdly ludicrous it makes everyone who actually believes look pretentious, melodramatic, and just plain dumb.

2/18/2020 6:37:02 AM usernamt8ken Only 30 secs at a time though lol

2/18/2020 6:40:37 AM sdane8 Haha!  You've been overrun with trolls. Must be over the 🎯

2/18/2020 6:46:28 AM jeffw355 If you believe it, it is true. ;)

2/18/2020 6:54:21 AM duggo5768 You could say the same about watching movies.

2/18/2020 6:57:46 AM nine_six3 Nothing screams 🗣“Poison for the Mind”, quite like Porn does!!!😈☠🧠 pic.twitter.com/8Uel0ZkTgP

2/18/2020 6:59:32 AM johnhammar94 Make what?

2/18/2020 7:05:29 AM flubbynutty Cummers disagree pic.twitter.com/hG9NFONCpZ

2/18/2020 7:21:33 AM birdiesrchirpin I may know this redpillsanchez if he's a vegan yogi. 🥳

I'll be scrolling through the comments looking for someone citing Dr. OZ's seed spilling BS. 🙄

2/18/2020 7:22:20 AM truthrules463 That is why Viagra is so popular now...these viewers are a mind slave to their overly stimulated sex organs...

2/18/2020 7:22:39 AM jephious they say regular cell phone use does many of the same things. Twitter and fb fuck with the brain too.

2/18/2020 7:23:24 AM greg_devereux Still cheaper than child support

2/18/2020 7:30:50 AM birdiesrchirpin Its degenerative at the soul level. People can lie to themselves all they want, it doesn't make it any less true. 

Society has become so screwed up as to make women feel guilty if they don't like their man looking at porn yet the one debasing the relationship is the 

one lusting.

2/18/2020 7:33:45 AM twinnskyy 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏

2/18/2020 7:36:43 AM igetuh2o That’s why I only watch Midget porn - it’s only gives me Small Doses at a time.

2/18/2020 7:50:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 How much family porn is being pushed by PH?

How do you destroy the nuclear family?

How many "stars" were ushered into the industry because of incest?

In-law incest semantics? 

These people are sick.

Learn to channel your energy instead of exploiting/releasing your energy!

2/18/2020 7:52:46 AM roodtxenextdoor boycott ALL pornography.......

PLEASE...!

its disgusting designed to ruin

2/18/2020 7:54:55 AM deplorabldamsel How are you going to expand your consciousness if you're enjoying/addicted to something that lowers your vibration? 🤔🤔🤔

2/18/2020 7:56:21 AM deplorabldamsel 🤣 pic.twitter.com/FTpkO1oUuN

2/18/2020 7:56:42 AM scorpiopatriot RED PILL : LET US NOT FORGET HOW ITS NORMALLY THE DOORWAY TO THE ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS FOR MANY FEMALES .. U HAVE TO START 

SOMEWHERE & MOST START @ A YOUNG AGE ...VERYYY YOUNG ..AKA TOOOOOO YOUNG . IVE ALSO EXPOSED THIS CORRUPTION 1+Y AGO WITH THIS 

POST ..#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ZojD4c5YgB

2/18/2020 7:56:50 AM brienthess Porn disconnects people from the spiritual aspect of sexuality, for sure.

2/18/2020 7:58:10 AM tammy_sturgill God is so good just lastnight I was trying to find a good article about this subject to share on my social media and here u r with a great short 

explanation of it.



2/18/2020 8:01:58 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3872

こう言っちゃぁ、なんだが….

ゲーム・オーバーだ

Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

NSAがそれを見ている

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1229430377845940224 …

 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1229610761237999616 … pic.twitter.com/SmVkvdgvLY
2/18/2020 8:02:16 AM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/22yvlEw0q8

2/18/2020 8:02:37 AM conwayeast  pic.twitter.com/22VowwcB2U

2/18/2020 8:03:09 AM alight412 Much of the tv programming has become soft porn. It's alarming and readily available for younger viewers.  Where has our morality and decency gone?

2/18/2020 8:03:43 AM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/MGDsBDaj7I

2/18/2020 8:04:53 AM amy221622 You have free will to watch porn that was made with human trafficking victims but that doesn’t mean you don’t suffer from the consequences.

2/18/2020 8:05:30 AM jeremyrd1260 Thanks for opening my eyes.

2/18/2020 8:07:27 AM trollingmockin1 I think expanding consciousness involves looking your demons in the eye no matter what they are. New Earth you are free to do what you want.  

Putting limitations on ourselves it what keeps us alive. When we mis judge our own limits is when bad things can happen

2/18/2020 8:08:08 AM trollingmockin1 I also think we all follow MJs account because we realize that they have a 30000 foot viewpoint which we do not

2/18/2020 8:10:49 AM njpatriot17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  how do we know if those being arrested soon are not cloned individuals???

2/18/2020 8:13:41 AM alight412 I watch mostly YouTube stuff but occasionally have been known to watch a series here and there. Most don't even register the decline in decency and 

younger generations, its all they've known. Super bowl 1/2 time for example. 1st graders watched the pole dance/crotch shots.

2/18/2020 8:14:03 AM keith369me Can we channel this energy to manifest or is it always exploited?

2/18/2020 8:15:20 AM birdiesrchirpin Fear has nothing to do with it. 

You're mincing topics which serve lower forces.

Divinity will not be experienced in lust, only in Love.

There's nothing "newearthlegened" about your standpoint.

2/18/2020 8:16:18 AM sdane8 😬

2/18/2020 8:16:47 AM trollingmockin1 That is a fair statement which I agree with. However we do not have enough time it the day to personally take in enough experiences to understand 

life. The MJ account is like a train wreck that you can’t stop looking at. Do you not continue to visit it? It rings true to me

2/18/2020 8:18:50 AM amy221622 How are you going to differentiate between a victim and a non-victim through a screen? You can’t.  So once again, it’s your free will to watch porn and 

hope those individuals are choosing that profession for themselves.  ✌🏻

2/18/2020 8:19:41 AM bbobbio71 Where can one learn to effectively channel their energy?

2/18/2020 8:19:49 AM nine_six3 "Humans are programmed to have sex.

Sex produces drugs in the brain.

You can physically become dependent on the drugs released during sex.

When you are addicted, in order to get your next high, you need more intensity.

It always ends with pedophilia.

Always.

It's human nature."🔞 pic.twitter.com/VKLgmDJxIj

2/18/2020 8:23:07 AM 1nanasmomma While reading this I recall my pastor addressing porn in a sermon years ago. He gave statistics and facts. Had charts and links we could check for 

ourselves. The money was staggering. He even mentioned damage of the brain. I remember thinking is that true?

2/18/2020 8:27:01 AM trollingmockin1 So then why not just access the Akashic records to gather your intel which you apparently have access too? And why would you disclose your intent to 

this account which is apparently not worthy of giving u advice but is worthy of being tracked? Doesn’t that validate it

2/18/2020 8:28:01 AM birdiesrchirpin Or experience has everything to do with it. 

Maybe you're talking to someone who's ex- husband had a porn addiction, so much so that he had to buy a porn shop.

2/18/2020 8:28:03 AM trollingmockin1 This is Rhetorical. Your illogical. And not worthy of any more replies

2/18/2020 8:30:16 AM birdiesrchirpin I can leave my body during love making. He could never rise with me. 

I'm sure there's more sexual alchemy in the richness of love yet to be found. And I'm absolutely certain it will not be found in base root chakra desire.

✌️

2/18/2020 8:30:57 AM truthseeker805 I thought of you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/0bezgSg0nR

2/18/2020 8:31:20 AM birdiesrchirpin Fair enough on the name point.

2/18/2020 8:34:05 AM charlesgdavis1 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😭😭😭😭😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

😂😂😂😂😂😂😰😰😰😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂💨💨💩🏃♂️🏃♂️🏃♂️🏃♂️🛀

2/18/2020 8:34:34 AM twilly18 surely the epic Flesh Gordon doesn't count

2/18/2020 8:36:29 AM deplorabldamsel Find someone who you can connect with physically and you will have no need for porn. Seriously, you are defending it like an addict and it's time for 

some self reflection.  Raise your consciousness with higher vibrations.  Porn lowers it.  Period.

2/18/2020 8:41:45 AM birdiesrchirpin I get that you are trying to distort matters. 

Feelings are soul language. 

They aren't to be dismissed.

Data sets won't solve everything.



2/18/2020 8:45:48 AM spitfire1592 Sorta like when 

John Hickenlooper explains why he went to see an X-rated movie with his mother

And his mother probably had to tell him to stop wacking off or he’ll go blind?

kek

2/18/2020 8:52:44 AM truth939 Check out the 'No Fap' movement.  Seem to be numerous physical benefits, along with the energetic & spiritual.

2/18/2020 8:54:34 AM onlyrobbiesnead They all have porn videos!

2/18/2020 8:57:42 AM tommy99938959 That what they are TRYING to destroy our souls.

2/18/2020 9:02:03 AM keith369me Yes, if not channeled...can we, the energy supplier, channel that energy for a positive cause...”Justice for the Corrupt” for example?

2/18/2020 9:07:10 AM birdiesrchirpin To be clear, I've inherently felt that lust is not good for the soul my entire life.

Whos making presumption now? 🤣 

I learned all I could from being an empath in a relationship with an narcissistic vampire who has a lust addiction. 

Stagnation would be to still be with him.

2/18/2020 9:07:31 AM birdiesrchirpin Disengaging.

Peace out.

2/18/2020 9:20:32 AM deplorabldamsel Same here, BQR, same here! 9 years with a narcissistic porn addict and now with a man who doesn't need porn and would rather connect with just me. 

Huge difference!

2/18/2020 9:21:13 AM 39anc6 Base chakra. Our connection with mother Earth. If you don't spread this energy by sexual acts, then you canalize it to create your own reality. 

pic.twitter.com/1hEiiYBlIu

2/18/2020 9:21:15 AM hgraceq  https://www.bustle.com/p/unusual-seismic-waves-shook-the-earth-on-nov-11-scientists-still-dont-completely-know-why-13221267 …

2/18/2020 9:22:15 AM elizabe91954107 All under LUCIFERIAN contract... So much more than the average human brain will not even accept as truth.

2/18/2020 9:23:51 AM redink70155959 Wow

2/18/2020 9:24:10 AM elizabe91954107 Not quite true at all. Sci/fi world we live in.. Can't say more. Not ready.

2/18/2020 9:25:34 AM elizabe91954107 Protection... Knights..... POTUS..

2/18/2020 9:31:57 AM rachaelangelm I still like sov. I think you said consistent. I mean you can’t even drink coffee all day without brain damage.

2/18/2020 9:41:11 AM joshua_grzywacz You’re. A . LARP.

2/18/2020 9:46:36 AM keith369me My question was not about porn...I agree totally with your assessment.  There is energy associated with orgasm.  This energy can be symphoned off by 

negative entities.  My question, if one focuses attention, can this energy be focused on good rather than “stolen”?

2/18/2020 9:47:43 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103381316081537025?s=21 …

2/18/2020 9:48:21 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/myLmSlyvkwo 

history repeats no more

2/18/2020 9:54:04 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/p91inRKi6tY 

2/18/2020 9:58:07 AM rosscarwalker My partner and I went to watch a disney movie online and got syphoned onto a porn website. It was scarily accessible.

2/18/2020 10:08:02 AM hotwheelsjusty Pornhub features trafficked girls and women. It is not victimless.

2/18/2020 10:08:18 AM trumppatriotus1 This was always weird!

2/18/2020 10:19:43 AM shaigaichan thank you Majestic.

2/18/2020 10:22:57 AM americanpetal I didn’t realize incest was a problem as well. I should have known.

2/18/2020 10:24:20 AM nostradachris1 🤣 pic.twitter.com/Byh2ZkiCwi

2/18/2020 10:35:13 AM kidge6 There are yogic methods of energy transmutation. Surely others. I bet @Turboxyde has some experience with it. Anyone else?  Maybe we can invent 

our own method with our consciousness. Still, seems better to observe it in nature first. Where is this modeled in nature? In ppl?

2/18/2020 10:37:12 AM kidge6 They say we’re pretty powerful.  It maybe as simple as willing it so. Using intent, focus, concentration, imagination and visualization to direct the 

energy where you want or is needed. Or, there maybe a precise science to it. Certainly one,ethos maybe more efficient than another

2/18/2020 10:39:53 AM kidge6 Yogananda used to say Kriya Yoga is the fast track to enlightenment. I think it involves moving energy up the spine. @yogiinkriya @Turboxyde 

@Cosmic_Engineer .

2/18/2020 10:42:37 AM eewwanon And the same creatures that run Hollywood and the MSM run the porn industry. Time to wake TF up. Turn it off. All of it.

2/18/2020 10:50:28 AM cosmic_engineer Kundalini progression

It's the 'coiled serpent' which begins at the Root chakra.

It rises as you master your energy centres ❤️🧡💛💚💙💜

Serpent icons have been given a pretty bad reputation... But the only danger is forced awakening. Can be traumatic 

https://youtu.be/yNEruEsb5T4?list=PLnPENH6ZRhZClhWGAjNjEMgzl6yaFoOAF …
2/18/2020 10:54:12 AM elizabe91954107 Everything is an illusion..

2/18/2020 10:56:00 AM karma4event201 Great find! This link has incredible information. Thank you did sharing!

I used to think it was sci-fi 

I knew about Dolly cloned Sheep. Later a scientific article detailed a study and let it slip they used "cloned lab mice". I researched and found we have 

cloned cattle.

2/18/2020 11:05:37 AM karma4event201 Dolly the Sheep; cloned lab mice; cloned cattle, then cloned pets

Humans? US said 'possible but cost prohibitive, cost would be $10 Million' 👀 

On a video about cloning, a Chinese said "cost much less than $10 Million; very cheap, but people don't want this"

2/18/2020 11:21:50 AM westmount_d7 Absolutely. Finally, common sense is being brought into this equation. If we are to do a quantum leap... this truth is essential to grasp. Collection 

consciousness matters. Pornography truly objectifies women (children) removing a sense that they have FEELINGS. Stop. Reflect🌹

2/18/2020 11:28:14 AM westmount_d7 Yes. This truth will resonate with real  people. Blessings to all Majestics for addressing what few will. Respect for women & children essential for 

societal change. When women are safe, the world is safe. We are all connected🙏🏻

2/18/2020 11:33:24 AM alight412 Good thing you weren't a preteen kid. I'm not sure how one puts the porn genie back into the bottle.

2/18/2020 11:34:09 AM rosscarwalker Lol to the concept of the “porn genie”

2/18/2020 11:35:16 AM alight412 Can a soul be destroyed? I don't have the answer by the way.  Sending love 💙❤️💜💛💚

2/18/2020 11:43:58 AM westmount_d7 😊



2/18/2020 11:47:50 AM lmjonzey Controlling my money or seed.

Living thru her.

Or a parasite...

2/18/2020 11:48:17 AM turboxyde 🙏

Where your attention goes, the energy flows! By intentionally lifting the energies of the BE (physical vessel) to your IS through a conduit of 

light/awareness an IS-BE discovered a multidimensional kingdom within & becomes sovereign. pic.twitter.com/SPouXR6AD6

2/18/2020 11:49:47 AM seekerseon It does not work without female magnetic Toroid involved. Porn is a weapon.

2/18/2020 11:52:34 AM cosmic_engineer 🙏 Blessings to you Brother

2/18/2020 12:01:32 PM bbobbio71 😬😳

Thanks! I had forgotten about that thread.

2/18/2020 12:16:05 PM jakekel23656089 I have a short attention span anyway...lol

2/18/2020 12:20:38 PM powersawer To actually answer your question: Yes, you can. If you stop consumption, the energy gained (or rather the energy not wasted anymore) can be used for 

whatever you desire. It takes some getting used to, though.

2/18/2020 12:35:24 PM davidrkepple Is that an Evergreen tree?

2/18/2020 1:01:19 PM cyberanonrevolu Pornhub Acknowledges Child Rape Videos on Website, Removes After Internet Backlash https://nationalfile.com/pornhub-acknowledges-child-rape-

videos-on-website-removes-after-internet-backlash/?fbclid=IwAR0fE662TwoWbt9u4wW0ZWm9C4Rn4ktct1lV2T6YFt4slxQJb6xo7B_mW_0 …

2/18/2020 1:40:25 PM p0nerology  https://twitter.com/p0nerology/status/1225862730227372033?s=21 …

2/18/2020 1:45:21 PM joeorbit i think about Seth Rich all the time. i would have done the same thing. we are all Seth.

2/18/2020 1:56:06 PM lightlove21121 @NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

⚔💕⚔

@P0A_Triot23

@Inevitable_ET

@RealEyeTheSpy

💕⚔💕

@Qanon76

@LisaRoub

@v_rags

⚔💕⚔

2/18/2020 2:07:24 PM tommy99938959 Yes my thought is your soul controls your destiny if you have no light in it. Then you will only give evil.   This is what is all about. Bring darkness in to the 

LIGHT...

2/18/2020 2:20:27 PM alight412 I had thought as well but there are some who claim Everyone goes to the next destination -all inclusive. With that logic I wonder how we keep from 

ending up in the same situation. Which causes me to wonder how many times have we looped with the same results. I know so little.

2/18/2020 2:26:46 PM mongrelglory They say most instances of childhood sexual abuse are perpetrated by a relative or close family friend. That's what I found in my years of counselling 

victims. (Mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, uncles, cousins...)😔

2/18/2020 2:30:52 PM americanpetal 😔 So sad.

2/18/2020 2:32:49 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103381316081537025?s=20 …

2/18/2020 3:17:29 PM troynaismith1 I agree that porn is doing something to our spirit, bad things. But where are the studies that show watching it damages dopamine receptors

2/18/2020 3:23:31 PM the_tru_eapjr Already done:

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_of_speech_in_the_United_States …

We have similar rules under human rights legislation elsewhere in the world.

2/18/2020 3:32:24 PM djlok Disinformation within... But you get the idea... https://apnews.com/aca342e7af99ab5e096ebda3b57fe605 …

2/18/2020 3:57:28 PM kidge6 You guys are awesome.

2/18/2020 4:07:39 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Vile Bests!!!

2/18/2020 4:12:03 PM bbobbio71 I think it was Majestic 12.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/18/2020 4:26:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Newly processed. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1229915932883116032 …

2/18/2020 4:28:28 PM mike422422 Impressive

2/18/2020 4:29:08 PM bbobbio71 "Newly Processed".

Aka, we'll finally give a glimpse of what we've been able to see for years.  You should see what we can see now!

2/18/2020 4:29:18 PM cledrordfishing No stars either.

2/18/2020 4:30:03 PM cledrordfishing It looks like it has atmosphere from where the picture was taken.

2/18/2020 4:30:23 PM cledrordfishing Is it take from the surface of Mars?

2/18/2020 4:30:32 PM kyleq369 What is the beam running through earth?

2/18/2020 4:32:54 PM nine_six3 Looks like we're dangling in a beam of light! 😎 pic.twitter.com/b6xA0XMOCq

2/18/2020 4:34:27 PM bbobbio71 Or maybe,  if you only knew what we can see, you'd be amazed and pissed.

2/18/2020 4:36:39 PM 1nanasmomma Is it selfish to ask for a Q & A soon? I don't even have a question. Just want to read what others ask & you say. Just feel like so much is going on right 

now. Be nice if we were all on the same page. Thanks either way.

2/18/2020 4:38:29 PM _369311119 PALE BLUE DOT 113 pic.twitter.com/UTrncKiq8b

2/18/2020 4:43:27 PM gweninkc Prep for false alien news? Be wary.

2/18/2020 4:44:24 PM stevenha I think it's showing reflections on "dust", formed in the orbital path of Earth.  Then further and fainter, Mars, Ceres, and partial edge of Jupiters path.

2/18/2020 4:44:38 PM nine_six3 I'm guessing it's a beam of Light coming from the Sun. The article states the direction of the Sun is toward the bottom of the photo, where the light is 

brightest. 

Looks cool. Odd how that beam is the most pronounced. pic.twitter.com/fVzDGmmXP7

2/18/2020 4:44:40 PM wickedmouse369 Images may appear fake at this distance.

2/18/2020 4:47:50 PM cledrordfishing Wha?

2/18/2020 4:51:18 PM _369311119  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=pale+blue+dot …

2/18/2020 4:53:41 PM trollingmockin1 Kind of lol alike a cropped version of this picture from Mars from nasa website https://climate.nasa.gov/climate_resources/89/earth-from-mars/ …

2/18/2020 4:54:05 PM mikespies904 Except its flat

2/18/2020 4:54:33 PM ashliemc2 @ChickEffect

2/18/2020 5:00:21 PM daveo6145 Newly processed cgi img

2/18/2020 5:00:25 PM auntie37423369 Just stop    Games over

2/18/2020 5:01:01 PM nine_six3 Sorry, I'm leaning. 

When you get the Simple Gematria answer (113 in this case), you then search for all others with that same number and that gives you a list of possible 

clues?



2/18/2020 5:01:31 PM josepht06187724 Us aliens don't believe in you either. pic.twitter.com/fGihhaRisR

2/18/2020 5:02:05 PM josepht06187724 Processing tends to show the viewer the respected object they want to show you...

2/18/2020 5:08:56 PM melisten2u I feel bad for anyone who is triggered by the reality of pornography. I know that most of us have been used or exploited or unappreciated or abused in 

one way or another in this world of ours. But, we can not deny how evil pornography is. The actors are someone’s children.

2/18/2020 5:09:36 PM melisten2u We have been lied to

2/18/2020 5:13:27 PM doq017 Murphy is a TRAITOR

@realDonaldTrump 

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

Pompeo Slam Democrats for Secret Meeting https://freebeacon.com/national-security/pompeo-slams-democrats-for-secretive-meeting-with-top-

iranian-official/ …
2/18/2020 5:16:57 PM melisten2u I am saddened when I think about the actors lives and what they may have been through or how they grew up and what values they were taught or 

not. To chose to degrade themselves like that makes me think they have lost hope for a better life or they think they have no other option

2/18/2020 5:17:30 PM _369311119 I searched "Pale Blue Dot"...just seemed logical; have found the number 113 significant in my own life. Resonance I suppose.

Its "Pale Blue Dot" = "Hyperborea" that intrigues me.

I do not have a decode system as some other accounts do, just go with the flow.

2/18/2020 5:18:06 PM darkcenter Education is free, stop sending your kids to school. Jeez ppl everything in moderation. There is some animal abuse out there, you going to stop eating  

meat? Don't  drive, might get in an accident & hurt someone!

2/18/2020 5:19:00 PM darkcenter Maybe if they looked at porn they'd stop touching little kids!!!

2/18/2020 5:20:44 PM melisten2u Many women think their value stems from their physical appearance and their sexuality, our culture reinforces that. Our culture teaches it. When 

someone gives up on themselves in the way required to participate in a pornographic film, it is tragic.

2/18/2020 5:22:17 PM capecodangel3 there is sooo much good info out there. Most of the biggest contributors on here have YouTube channels with tons of videos. More info than you can 

imagine. Great way to start...

Also check out https://qmap.pub/ 

2/18/2020 5:22:22 PM melisten2u We need more empathy in our culture. We are exploiting these people when we view their films. Who’s first choice for a career is porn star?

2/18/2020 5:23:06 PM melisten2u Watching pornography exploits vulnerable broken human beings.

2/18/2020 5:26:27 PM melisten2u What does clothing or breastfeeding have to do with watching pornography? Um, nothing.

2/18/2020 5:31:41 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You said 2-18 would be a Majestic Date.

Has anything BIG happened ?

I have not heard any BOOMS.

2/18/2020 5:33:35 PM magamatician I felt BOOMS but it could be the chili. 🌶 🌶🌶💥💥💥

2/18/2020 5:35:18 PM rghardy3 Today was supposed to be Freedom Flag Day.

Just another false alarm.

2/18/2020 5:39:02 PM vickilr52 Yeah, and look how that turned out ...

2/18/2020 5:39:53 PM vickilr52 Ty. Ty. Tysvm

2/18/2020 5:41:50 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/moor_justice/status/1216518898457161728 …

2/18/2020 5:42:06 PM keith369me I see that same image 3 seconds after looking within with my eyes closed.

2/18/2020 5:42:09 PM vickilr52 Tysvm

2/18/2020 5:47:52 PM melisten2u People end up doing porn, it is not their dream job, you are trying so hard to justify the exploitation of very vulnerable broken individuals

2/18/2020 5:50:22 PM melisten2u Is it just all about you? You are showing zero empathy for those who are exploited.

2/18/2020 5:53:28 PM melisten2u Do you want your daughter or sister or mother doing this? Have a heart. What if she were your daughter or future wife? Wouldn’t you feel sad then?

2/18/2020 6:00:46 PM melisten2u You know that there is a huge difference between a couple making private videos for themselves and having sex in pornographic film for money.

2/18/2020 6:05:44 PM christopher872 Not a star in sight

2/18/2020 6:08:44 PM melisten2u Yes, @NewEarthLegend it IS in fact EVIL to exploit vulnerable people, that view is not archaic, it’s compassionate.

2/18/2020 6:27:28 PM magamatician I think it’s more people putting words in Q’s mouth than it is a false alarm. Beware false prophets.

2/18/2020 6:29:18 PM rghardy3 I was talking about Majestic 12.

They were predicting something BIG on 2-18.

2/18/2020 6:40:41 PM sdane8 Yikes

2/18/2020 6:52:48 PM fritzingeradam Oh no, not the sex ray!

2/18/2020 7:01:27 PM fritzingeradam So long as the natural order is disrupted, it will be a problem.  

1 God

2 Men

3 Women

4 Children

Women want to be #2 like Lilith.

2/18/2020 7:15:05 PM 444_q_ I'm in the Ozarks, and the sunset today was unreal, there was a bright pink/red light straight up from the sun, searches suggest it was a sun pillar...does 

this mean anything other than the scientific info on sun pillars?

2/18/2020 7:20:39 PM judahstrumpets @SpaceForceDoD What is this? Is Nibiru real? #QAnon  https://youtu.be/03_m1-J6MLM 

#SpaceForce #QAnon

2/18/2020 7:24:12 PM usernamt8ken Another nothing

2/18/2020 7:27:44 PM lk81955047 Stop it. You'll go blind!



2/18/2020 7:29:14 PM melisten2u Pornography IS the exploitation of vulnerable people. They are one and the same, you can not separate the two.

2/18/2020 7:37:29 PM melisten2u Good idea. Try to expand your thinking from being self centered to other people centered. Pornography is more than just entertainment for personal 

enjoyment. You are watching people who are publicly having sex for money. How can you not feel bad for them? Dream Job? I doubt it.

2/18/2020 7:38:42 PM truth939 I wonder how many more 'newly' processed NASA images are in the pipe for disclosure.

2/18/2020 7:41:57 PM melisten2u You are not facing reality

2/18/2020 7:44:04 PM chickeffect Hmmmm... 50 million dollars a day NASA..... For this?

2/18/2020 7:45:44 PM karma4event201 Bet the Luciferians hate that

2/18/2020 7:46:55 PM karma4event201 32 degrees above elliptical plane 

 https://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA00452 …

2/18/2020 7:48:54 PM cityranch He’s only acted in support of gun rights. The article here relates to a person who is incapacitated.  The format Trump is using, leveraging the strength of 

supporters, requires an ‘armed and dangerous’ population as demonstrated by the Virginia rally.

2/18/2020 7:58:35 PM alight412 Good question. I've been wondering for several years now. Is Nibiru the "New Earth"?

2/18/2020 8:00:47 PM georgeedwardca4 @LindseyGrahamSC

@LionelMedia

@CharlieDaniels

@charliekirk11

@w_terrence

@StLHandyMan

@ScottPresler

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaRaAshcraft

@RealMattCouch

@EyesOnQ

@PMOIndia

@AbeShinzo

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/V8g8nyLXxY
2/18/2020 8:01:19 PM melisten2u I am the type of person who will stick up for others, especially when they are weak or vulnerable and are not advocating for themselves. Don’t pretend 

porn is a dream job and something they will be proud of in their later years. Don’t you know how many porn stars commit suicide?

2/18/2020 8:02:26 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/0JqTfIsiHFo 

2/18/2020 8:02:36 PM melisten2u Do you even care? Or do you just want to indulge in your selfish fantasy world at the expense of others?

2/18/2020 8:04:43 PM settingsmax "What part of we have it all do you not understand?"

WHO KILLED SETH RICH?

Rafael Aguilar and Carmelo Marmolejo

MS_13 (2 187'd nearby) phones unlock command & control.

#WWG1WGA https://wpde.com/news/local/horry-county-police-seek-help-solving-double-homicide-in-socastee …

2/18/2020 8:05:32 PM 369_is LMAO @1Nanasmomma! I'm still scratching my head trying to figure out how to make the homemade CBD that MJ answered to one of your last 

questions!!!

2/18/2020 8:08:13 PM keith369me #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt 

#JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt #JusticeForTheCorrupt

2/18/2020 8:08:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 The wind is about to pick up...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVQe5iRiPw … https://twitter.com/axios/status/1229980324697792512 …

2/18/2020 8:08:49 PM islandofdelight They wish!! These people are sick.

2/18/2020 8:09:22 PM islandofdelight  pic.twitter.com/z0eIe1eego

2/18/2020 8:09:35 PM 369helen313 ⚡🌪⚡

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1227576911897022465?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1227576911897022465 …

2/18/2020 8:10:01 PM pomeinnz QDVQe5iRiPw

2/18/2020 8:10:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is 'Anonymous'?

Majestic. 

Trust the plan. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLa-lcBOeJ0 …

2/18/2020 8:10:46 PM susan66388204 Same as the Working Group?

2/18/2020 8:11:16 PM susan66388204 It’s all you

2/18/2020 8:11:44 PM sunspot406 And she is on Fox.  hmmm.  Protecting her?

2/18/2020 8:12:55 PM petrusmax4 links?

2/18/2020 8:13:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic number?

Reread past drops about subjects contained within. https://qmap.pub/read/936 

2/18/2020 8:14:46 PM 369_is Wasn't the original faked? So, what would that make it...a newly processed fake? <SMH>

2/18/2020 8:14:55 PM earth2nissy O.M.G.

2/18/2020 8:15:40 PM suesorrell1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you followed me on my other account( shinote13). Fbp?

2/18/2020 8:15:45 PM qanonwga I just watched the entire 2 minute long Epoch Times Ad ....... focusing on Spygate and Durham's investigation ..

Shit is turning up

2/18/2020 8:15:47 PM dallasphenry #AskTheQuestion

2/18/2020 8:15:58 PM oblackgoo So majestic wrote the op-ed?

Ok.

2/18/2020 8:15:59 PM simplify77 Seth Rich

2/18/2020 8:16:08 PM jlross5 His name was Seth Rich.

2/18/2020 8:17:51 PM ryankochweare1 DEMONS.. Fallen angels..  it's extrademensional and BIBLICAL

2/18/2020 8:17:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now consider who directed those movies.

What was the open secret?

Did everybody know?

Everybody knew who JE was.

Everybody knew what he was doing.

Now, which movie traumatized you as a kid?

Is child trauma and torture worshiped?

A[n]d RE No Chrome? https://twitter.com/loudandfearless/status/1229902686876684288 …
2/18/2020 8:18:22 PM eastcoasterik Fire in the sky

2/18/2020 8:19:14 PM jlross5 War of the Worlds.



2/18/2020 8:19:19 PM lonewolfbuilder NWO [N does not refer to “New”].

Holy Projection 101, Antifa.

2/18/2020 8:19:48 PM wendy94572484 Wizard of OZ!

2/18/2020 8:20:27 PM llollystevens The Birds

2/18/2020 8:21:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 [They] want you to believe their fake news.

[They] believe their fake news writes reality.

[They] believe that their fake news stories can get the AG to resign.

[They] are more dumb than you may realize.

For the past 3 years, they have been playing in the hand of White Hats.

PAIN

2/18/2020 8:21:12 PM getreal03536135 Poltergeist

2/18/2020 8:21:18 PM ktmandi1 Werwolf .. the first one when he was transforming

2/18/2020 8:21:19 PM dani4trump11 Poltergeist , ammityville horror ,

2/18/2020 8:21:28 PM wickedmouse369 Jurassic Park - Poltergeist. pic.twitter.com/xLssFLgiqc

2/18/2020 8:21:55 PM bekolayrichard The Exorcist

2/18/2020 8:22:29 PM earth2nissy Jaws.

2/18/2020 8:22:30 PM dallasphenry Then make them #AskTheQuestion

2/18/2020 8:22:49 PM marybeth0813 Wizard of oz

2/18/2020 8:22:54 PM paula84059427 The Exorcist.

2/18/2020 8:23:20 PM cinemattetv Poltergeist and Poltergeist 2. Henry Kane from Part 2 is the ultimate in scares for me. Them movies literally affected me. 

Speilberg did part 1. Not sure part 2.

2/18/2020 8:23:40 PM dallasphenry The exorcist

2/18/2020 8:23:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking is required.

How will your day to day lives change post ET disclosure?

Will you stop going to work?

Will you panic and stock up on food?

Will you quit everything and just protest nonstop?

What will you do when the day happens?

Ask yourself and it will manifest.

2/18/2020 8:23:55 PM lonewolfbuilder #HisNameWasSethRich 🕊

2/18/2020 8:24:01 PM stephscolaro Yes!!! ...and The Creature From The Black Lagoon, and Piranha(just saw the original again yesterday... lol!

2/18/2020 8:24:03 PM bryceja68689884 Soon? Even if time is an illusion?

2/18/2020 8:24:10 PM cinemattetv Hell even Poltergeist 3. The mirror thing screwed with me big big time. The first two movies had such a big affect that even though part 3 pretty much 

sucked - it still messed me up. Still spooked me.

2/18/2020 8:24:26 PM mindywiddowson1 Nightmare on Elm Street

2/18/2020 8:24:59 PM ndeathcloak I will be saving the Universe

2/18/2020 8:25:03 PM bryceja68689884 I have been pondering this. I suppose it depends on how the world changes

2/18/2020 8:25:10 PM signnamehere1 1974 animated jack and the beanstalk. Creepiest, mk ultra demonic crap ever. I must of watched it a thousand times too. pic.twitter.com/iVgfHLxAnN

2/18/2020 8:25:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if part of ET disclosure is disclosing [their] crimes?

Remember, part of the ET phenomenon includes IDE - inter-dimensional entities.

What do programmers use to write computer programs?

IDEs.

Symbology will be their downfall, Mr. Grey Matter.

They worship child sacrifice.

2/18/2020 8:25:31 PM terrapineyes Jaws

2/18/2020 8:25:36 PM andoniandothard I will feel relieved and happy. I will be filled with hope for a better future

2/18/2020 8:25:45 PM nccrushingholly Nothing will change except I get to say... I told you so. 

Love and light.

2/18/2020 8:25:51 PM cinemattetv Wow. Lots of Poltergeist, The Excorcist and Wizard of Oz. I had no idea Poltergeist spooked others also! How strange is all of this?

2/18/2020 8:25:56 PM nutrifitnesssol  pic.twitter.com/7dnH7HVkR1

2/18/2020 8:25:56 PM karentriebel The Crawling Eye

2/18/2020 8:26:01 PM twilly18 I accepted it back in the 60's

2/18/2020 8:26:03 PM realbillhall ET?

2/18/2020 8:26:07 PM bryceja68689884 Demons

2/18/2020 8:26:12 PM taradea08775439 Not worried at all

2/18/2020 8:26:12 PM logicalthinki17 The synchronicity we can all achieve with everyone thinking logically is unimaginable. 👇 

https://twitter.com/LogicalThinki17/status/1229211450037567488 …

2/18/2020 8:26:26 PM courtneyspace17 Do the fucking disclosure already.....truth is no one is going to give a shit.

2/18/2020 8:26:29 PM chris8nix Everyone should research this. A[n]d RE No Chrome?  When you are ready, of course.

2/18/2020 8:26:55 PM earth2nissy Do we get to know all white hats when the time is right?

2/18/2020 8:26:59 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/82wEtfgean

2/18/2020 8:27:02 PM carolriggio7 JAWS

2/18/2020 8:27:10 PM tiraeche I can't remember the name.  It may have been The Birds. It scarred and scared me for life.  Books were add bad. In primary school we had to read a 

Dutch story about WWII where a nazi woman made lampshades out of human skin. Horrifying.

2/18/2020 8:27:23 PM slew19508857 I will be thinking of the technology to make holograms and all the work done by Mitre and Jason and Jom Marrs warnongs

2/18/2020 8:27:27 PM earth2nissy Same!

2/18/2020 8:27:30 PM 369helen313 NWO 

“The NAZI Order.” 

Q pic.twitter.com/3FmgB3LMpv

2/18/2020 8:27:34 PM kimz55115244 Just keep on keepin’ on

2/18/2020 8:27:38 PM delilahcrane5 Bet On It !

2/18/2020 8:27:38 PM nockaimrelease And Alice in Wonderland

2/18/2020 8:27:43 PM mikeb38beacon_h What if when we wake up, we are them😉 All movies come to an end!

2/18/2020 8:27:44 PM nursewounds Seth Rich. I hope all the little children got to wrap their arms around him when he arrived in Heaven. He is an #Anon Hero. God Bless Seth 🙏💓🇺🇸  He 

is the original #OGDigitalSoldier

2/18/2020 8:27:45 PM droopydigs Id be peeking up to the sky every 10 seconds anticipating my ride.

2/18/2020 8:27:54 PM 1_decided_voter Such a great video...

2/18/2020 8:28:02 PM elizabeth700113 The Wizard of Oz ( as a child) The Exorcist (teen)

2/18/2020 8:28:06 PM signnamehere1 We have to just carry on and adapt I suppose.

2/18/2020 8:28:21 PM 444_q_ I am preparing my mind and heart for the disclosure. Aware that there are both good and bad ET also good and bad humans. Some will go crazy, that's 

expected. Logically, I do and will have extra provision for my family and friends if needed. There may be civil unrest for a while



2/18/2020 8:28:23 PM carolriggio7 The Shining

Jack Nicholson....so creepy

2/18/2020 8:28:33 PM c_morece Relax

2/18/2020 8:28:34 PM jonatan43759158 witchcraft pic.twitter.com/y3pTx0D6fn

2/18/2020 8:28:34 PM jrocktigers It was some of the commercials... pic.twitter.com/5oI2NIXMmD

2/18/2020 8:28:58 PM slew19508857 creepy carnivores  predators

2/18/2020 8:29:26 PM wokenandawake Freak out???  I’m buying a convertible space ship, growing a mustache and going for a Sunday drive with the top down (at Ludicrous speed!)

2/18/2020 8:29:27 PM bbobbio71 Gotta think on this one a bit

2/18/2020 8:29:51 PM grandma26244385 ETs as in CLONED GM humans and animals made to make us believe in ALIENS? or humans possessed by SPIRITS from a off universe dimension as in 

MK ultra style. THINGS ARE NOT WHAT THEY SEEM

2/18/2020 8:29:53 PM jones9536 By then I should be chilling in the new earth without a care in the world. Goodbye 3D. Hello 5D!!

2/18/2020 8:29:59 PM todd_joslin I'd stock up on food for a natural catastrophe, but not this.  Definitely not this.

2/18/2020 8:30:05 PM doodlealldaday Scary

2/18/2020 8:30:10 PM the_fjalar Travel!!!

2/18/2020 8:30:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who recently was prosecuted under 18 USC 1591(b)(1)?

Did they try to recruit EW on Twitter?

Who was their leader?

He advised medical doctors to perform experiments on subjects.

Some were patented.

US20130281879A1

Forced to watch people consume Grey Matter.

Mr. Grey Matter.

PAIN!
2/18/2020 8:30:16 PM americanpetal Who is Anonymous? 

I thought it was JFK Jr.

Ugh. Im confused again

2/18/2020 8:30:29 PM getreal03536135 Frightening to know how susceptible  children and sensitive individuals are to interference experienced with one of my 3 children

2/18/2020 8:30:53 PM 444_q_ And we need to be strong for those we love. Archive offline (paper) MJ/Q material, read the keys in the Bible that coincide with it all. Pray, meditate. 

I'm learning to conquer my fear, and I'm humbled to be a part of this Great Awakening. There's still so much I don't know

2/18/2020 8:30:59 PM ahmedondeck Allow me to help. @CologeroGetz has legit content on the matter. https://youtu.be/VdG2h33Yf7c 

2/18/2020 8:30:59 PM bbobbio71 Not having to go to work but still being able to enjoy and experience life with friends and family would be cool.

2/18/2020 8:31:10 PM nirmaljeetj Dont they already exists. We will just carry on as usual i suppose. Would love to befriend a few though 😉

2/18/2020 8:31:35 PM metatron144 whens it all end then and when do the child killerz hang?

2/18/2020 8:31:36 PM chachalaca And Nunes voted for illegal-alien amnesty.

#Traitor

2/18/2020 8:31:37 PM unittzoo Halloween, Poltergeist, Freddie Kruger,.. my teenage years in the 70’s. 

Traumatized by the movie Tommy when I was only 14. 😲😳

2/18/2020 8:31:51 PM nine_six3 freddy krueger / leprechaun / chucky / jaws

2/18/2020 8:32:01 PM rbw1926 I will just think "Well duh" and carry on as usual. We already know.

2/18/2020 8:32:03 PM newzealand5eye1 jaws

2/18/2020 8:32:03 PM earth2nissy I think as long as we're safe, everyone will raise their vibes to light and love. How could we not? We were unknowing slaves, kept sick and in low vibes. 

Thank you for your part in saving us. 🙏

2/18/2020 8:32:12 PM stevenha Since the video names and picture are click-baity, on that channel, could someone point out which are worth watching? Also, just saying Hi, How's it 

going, to consciousnesses of all kinds.

2/18/2020 8:32:18 PM dogfluffpup I will put it in Gods hands and live!

2/18/2020 8:32:29 PM unittzoo And the Exorcist !

2/18/2020 8:32:30 PM bbobbio71 EW?

2/18/2020 8:32:42 PM 369helen313 Trusting In GOD’s Plan 

& 

Enjoying The Show... #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/z4cnzV4GLj

2/18/2020 8:32:50 PM scottgasaway Clockwork orange and children of the corn

2/18/2020 8:32:53 PM lrn_to_read_rtl Am I reading this right..? pic.twitter.com/NougKr7C32

2/18/2020 8:32:54 PM obladioroblada  https://twitter.com/AwakeninGreatly/status/1229854600745775104?s=20 …

2/18/2020 8:33:25 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Cv4kXhSrXJ

2/18/2020 8:33:27 PM doodlealldaday Scaring me again.

2/18/2020 8:33:33 PM spatriot1776 I will continue to work on helping others grow and help people love themselves & each other more

2/18/2020 8:33:36 PM mishelleo1974 There. pic.twitter.com/PRUwwz8xVn

2/18/2020 8:33:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 The titles are intended to bypass suppression algorithms in the YouTube library.

Each video if of a unique and intended subject.

The curiosity to know should be enough to enter.

You cannot reveal the truth to somebody who is not ready to see it.

5:5?

2/18/2020 8:33:48 PM tyre_of I'll ask the ET's if they're hiring.

2/18/2020 8:33:48 PM worldxplorer1 How much lives will changes depends on the specifics. If we are shown evidence that there is life but it’s “out there” and our world is unaffected then 

nothing changes. 

If suddenly there were ET craft zipping all over then it may be a distraction. 

But we’d adapt to that too.

2/18/2020 8:33:54 PM duke5331 I’m gonna challenge ET to a dance off to GIT UP .  Winner gets a steak and a cold beer.

2/18/2020 8:33:55 PM 444_q_ But I'm learning every day. Humble heart, love, conscious awareness etc. I even have to prepare myself to help my husband and children with all the 

hard questions. I don't have all the answers, but I'll help the process as much as possible 🙏

2/18/2020 8:34:03 PM henwoley Amen

2/18/2020 8:34:15 PM majic_eyes_qnly EW = Emma Watson https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/993871656740425728?s=20 …

2/18/2020 8:34:19 PM getreal03536135 Who are the inter dimensional s?

ET?

They have been present in my life back from wen my mother experienced them and forward with my self and child

2/18/2020 8:34:34 PM lk81955047 Carry on as usual.

2/18/2020 8:34:58 PM rghardy3 I was a kid long before JE came along.

2/18/2020 8:35:00 PM 14fowl Doesn't matter God Wins any Questions?

2/18/2020 8:35:03 PM dogfluffpup That is so very sad!  And heartless at the same time!  Karma and God will intervene!  God speed to all!  Especially the children!



2/18/2020 8:35:06 PM 3dogsallright I just can’t wait to beam up on the Enterprise.

If Capt. James T. Kirk is there, it’s a great day.  😂😂😂😂

2/18/2020 8:35:30 PM bucbuckeye time to ‘look up’ for redemption is drawing near...for the beasts that will be coming as ET’s will be the fallen angels, masquerade as progenitors...for 

awhile...then they’ll want more.

#Jesus said: “I am the way, the truth and the life, no man comes to the Father but by me”

2/18/2020 8:35:35 PM americanpetal Should we stop going to work?

Should we stock up on food?

Should we protest?

All good questions

2/18/2020 8:35:40 PM c_morece [they] were so used to doing what ever they wanted [they] became complacent and stupid.

2/18/2020 8:35:54 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dzBK95kyxNg 

scared the bejesus outta me

2/18/2020 8:35:55 PM bigjim72332449 When it happens I know the ownership of earth has changed hands!

2/18/2020 8:35:57 PM plumqfrog Dr San Guinary shows that came on Saturday night!

2/18/2020 8:36:06 PM tanuqi76 Well... they are tricked.  At the core, they are envious to GOD’S FIRST FAMILY .  and so they try and put themselves to there, by sacrificing someone 

else’s life.  The only lie you can sacrifice is your own.

2/18/2020 8:36:09 PM keeganryder801 The movie with the girl in boy that gets attacked and killed by bees

2/18/2020 8:36:14 PM portezf  pic.twitter.com/4FUVlw9Sld

2/18/2020 8:36:30 PM unittzoo Amitiville Horror and Jaws and The Haunting in Connecticut

2/18/2020 8:36:53 PM c_morece TATTOO (about a tiny voodoo doll that came to life)

2/18/2020 8:37:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 [They] are all rushing to run for President because they believe that it will protect them from their crimes being prosecuted.

The [MSM] is their firewall.

We went around the [MSM] entirely.

Meme magick.

Majestic synchronicity.

The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real.

[Grey Matter]

2/18/2020 8:37:07 PM rachaelangelm Nothing will change for me

2/18/2020 8:37:46 PM queueit003 I have accepted it. I would not change anything for myself, but would need to be prepared to have an intelligent conversation with those who choose 

to discuss it. The one overall change I think might happen is that we collectively become more spiritually mature.

2/18/2020 8:37:50 PM markfarn72 Always said that The Matrix was the scariest movie ever.

2/18/2020 8:37:53 PM parakletosanon dam, now that i think about? that was some bad stuff. my chilren dont watch that crap, fear porn. oh my God HalleluYAH!! thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229983421591687169 …

2/18/2020 8:37:53 PM thepeacekitten Will we learn what was done with the stolen embryos? I always guessed it was a hybridization program of some sort.

2/18/2020 8:37:59 PM westmount_d7 #unsealNXIVM

2/18/2020 8:37:59 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/SEwnAmvd8e

2/18/2020 8:38:03 PM rhondanight Oh yeah it’s been beautiful 🌟👑🌟

2/18/2020 8:38:07 PM rachaelangelm She didn't need to pimp she was in a kids movie.......

2/18/2020 8:38:17 PM rghardy3 FakeNews is done !

Game Over !

BOOM !

2/18/2020 8:38:17 PM c_morece Eeeew! I have an issue with eyeballs. Didn't see it and won't even look it up. 😲😲😲

2/18/2020 8:38:37 PM devinodom Yep, The Shining.

2/18/2020 8:38:58 PM getreal03536135 Maybe just lost souls hoping to communicate with the living?

2/18/2020 8:39:12 PM mr_fedorable Depends on what changes happen to society.

Will we get actual technological advances with them [blockade] removed instead of these tiny crappy "advancements".

I won't quit everything, I don't mind my job so i'd probably stay.

2/18/2020 8:39:13 PM __intothewild_ Disney.

2/18/2020 8:39:20 PM oaf_unbreakable Movies a weak drama at best.

2/18/2020 8:39:23 PM trustkansas17 I would welcome benevolent ETs with open arms and an open mind just like I would any benevolent human being.

Those who have been awake have been expecting this for sometime.

We will be ready very soon.

2/18/2020 8:39:38 PM 369helen313 Ah ... Totally Dumb & Tasteless !

2/18/2020 8:39:54 PM unittzoo Well, isn’t Nicole Kidman’s Dad dead??

2/18/2020 8:40:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 The open secret.

[They] all knew.

[They] laugh about it.

They used IDEs to program your minds for IDEs.

Follow the money.

The drugs.

The sex.

Ultimate blackmail.

[Mini Grey Matter]

[Nazi Collaborator]

We have a very special place reserved for you.

PAIN! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cCDzRtZLUkc …
2/18/2020 8:40:03 PM tanuqi76 Many creatures and people you see, who are 0, are working for rest of eternity to make Heaven function as designed.  Which IS TO GOD’S GLORY .  

your dog, cat, fish, nature, retaded people, and so on.  If you are working OT on earth to make Heven real for someone, it might pay off

2/18/2020 8:40:12 PM chadsteen80  https://youtu.be/QDVQe5iRiPw 

2/18/2020 8:40:20 PM bluerose174 Amen!

2/18/2020 8:40:23 PM patriotgirll37 I remember that!!! They said their were tattoos on the “skin” shades🤢 how they verified it was skin..Tell me again what significance that was?? Oh.. 

yeah Ad——chro-e. Makes sense now... These people are SICK

2/18/2020 8:40:38 PM rghardy3 Let's just do it so we can all move on !

2/18/2020 8:41:11 PM cpablopa Unless they are a threat to me or my family and friends or unless they are Ed Mc Mahon with my Publishers Clearing House check, I am going to work 

and continuing with my life.

2/18/2020 8:41:23 PM swanders3 The witch will gets hers. No escaping this. #GreatAwakeningWorldwide



2/18/2020 8:41:24 PM snozzlestein You say all of this like WW2 wasn’t a sham.

2/18/2020 8:41:29 PM greg40617065 Honestly i don’t think it would cause me to change a thing. But I’m not normal 😂

2/18/2020 8:41:43 PM rawphonegirl Mass binge watching of SG1,  then pic.twitter.com/cbpgZydtOK

2/18/2020 8:41:53 PM corstruction Daaayyyyummmm!  Next level. Ouch

2/18/2020 8:42:01 PM worldxplorer1 Who is Mr Grey Matter?

2/18/2020 8:42:07 PM virginialouelle Keep living quietly in the country like we do now.

2/18/2020 8:42:08 PM bluerob67 If "they" let me take a flying saucer for a fang, well, we are life time mates. Be handy if "they" could replace my broken spine too.

2/18/2020 8:42:10 PM sallyjaster403 I wondered about that.

2/18/2020 8:42:40 PM tyetyler1 I will be giddy and thankful THEY opened the doors in my lifetime.

2/18/2020 8:42:41 PM jeff57253103 JE?

2/18/2020 8:42:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pay Per View.

Profit over Product.

Product is the multiplying effect.

Truth Messages against True Power at no profit is maximum Product.

Truth Message x True Power

Instead. What is being done?

To protect whom?

Victims become the recruiters.

Many regret it. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZB3NNUlEZkQ …
2/18/2020 8:42:49 PM lbf777  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1229956827934318592 …

2/18/2020 8:42:58 PM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/Z2g6obMumh

2/18/2020 8:43:07 PM bananne81 Willard

2/18/2020 8:43:30 PM patriotgirll37 Nightmare on elm street.,. Does anyone remember the Will Smith (I think it was him) song with that music playing in the background... it was like a 

murd3r on tape (cassette).. somebody’s gotta remember that... Nightmare on My Street

2/18/2020 8:43:41 PM lbf777  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1229956827934318592 …

2/18/2020 8:43:41 PM bbobbio71 11:43 😜

2/18/2020 8:43:59 PM zach75204875 lmao and i almost took this page seriously

2/18/2020 8:44:21 PM gingerbanana2 It (the original)...it made me really hate clowns. The poltergeist movie in the hotel because wtf with the mirrors. The Exorcist stuck with me largely 

because everyone I knew had a Parker brothers ouija board 😳

2/18/2020 8:44:23 PM bbobbio71 Grey Matter,  Digging required

2/18/2020 8:44:35 PM jaspony1 I would want to adventure!!!

2/18/2020 8:44:48 PM n7guardiananon I figured they would use it as a shield to try use the old switchru.

"Trump spied on me and my campaign"

2/18/2020 8:44:58 PM jimfogarty18 This announcement struck me right away as limited hangout/ misdirection

2/18/2020 8:45:00 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3V-Ui69hDpA …

2/18/2020 8:45:01 PM meindividually I’ll keep continuing on with my life. I already think there’s ET life out there.

2/18/2020 8:45:15 PM nm_zsr [GS]

2/18/2020 8:45:31 PM yellamoj Jeepers Creepers.

2/18/2020 8:46:02 PM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/rAG6ZDnXzd

2/18/2020 8:46:20 PM timcambron {Wizard Of {{Oz}...}

Just going to throw this in, [Ozark] Mo.

Just look at who's retiring there...[M.I.C.]

Who's planing for survival ?

Bigger than you know.

WWG1WGA

The Best Is Yet To Come....

2/18/2020 8:46:23 PM arkansasgirl5 Same!👀

2/18/2020 8:46:38 PM ghost_of_billy_ Carrie- the original. The last scene

2/18/2020 8:46:40 PM unittzoo Seth Rich wasn’t the only one. Why does everyone ignore Shawn Lucas? 

He served the lawsuit to @DWStweets 

and suddenly died.

2/18/2020 8:46:46 PM don_narp I’d like an ET pen pal

2/18/2020 8:47:04 PM chittybang2x I was seriously creeped out by a Stephen King Book, Salem's Lot, that was a tv mini series. So I wanted to see who directed it...same director of 

Poltergeist and Texas Chainsaw Massacre.   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tobe_Hooper …

2/18/2020 8:47:07 PM slew19508857 ...and you know who MSM  really is   right?

2/18/2020 8:47:13 PM parakletosanon “you drink your big champagne and laugh, Ha hahahahaaaaa. All along “that day” downpressorman where you gonna run on “that day”. you cant run 

from yourself. hahahaha righteous myoot one love! https://youtu.be/-ADoYe8vDys 

2/18/2020 8:47:18 PM getreal03536135 I work with disabled children

2/18/2020 8:47:18 PM dogfluffpup Karma is coming for she who must not be named!!!

2/18/2020 8:47:33 PM wearediamonds2 I am not sure much should change because they are probably already living among us...Unless they are pure evil and there is new awareness showing 

us exactly who/what needs to be removed.

2/18/2020 8:48:08 PM raecon13 Well.....for the past month....I’m constantly looking in the sky. But a girl has to eat! Lol

2/18/2020 8:48:18 PM chrispi67507251 ETi is a greater intelligence than what we have here on earth. Disclosure, proof that it is real, will open the human mind to a new realm of possibilities 

and perhaps greater civilisation. Mind expanding for sure.

2/18/2020 8:48:21 PM williebhere Patroit vs Paytroit??

2/18/2020 8:48:30 PM srnityblu What will I do? Get to work- this is what I am here for- to spread the message of Jesus who is the way the truth and the life I. This end times generation.

2/18/2020 8:48:40 PM brad34351293 Jeffrey Epstein

2/18/2020 8:48:53 PM thekecksburgkid There is no disclosure. The truth is, the government back engineering program has been wholly unsuccessful. We cannot interface or properly 

understand what we believe is their “technology” just like ants can’t run a nuclear power plant. They do not crash. They are precognitive.

2/18/2020 8:49:22 PM jeff57253103 Ahh yes

2/18/2020 8:49:26 PM kimmy_is_real Jesus!

2/18/2020 8:49:40 PM redstateyankee What are “IDEs”?  I’ve never heard of this.

2/18/2020 8:49:46 PM don_narp Charlie and the chocolate factory

2/18/2020 8:50:04 PM brad34351293 The Fly.

2/18/2020 8:50:10 PM davethadude369 I saw way too many R-rated flicks at any early age as well as some other kinds of movies I shouldn't have been viewing. I was a middle-class kid in the 

80's. HBO was in almost every home in my neighborhood. Some parents didn't know or didn't care what we watched. Not good.

2/18/2020 8:50:17 PM ricky52222196 I will flourish in any situation no matter what.

2/18/2020 8:50:18 PM lavenderlives Roots

2/18/2020 8:50:28 PM qanonwga Playing devil's advocate bc it's clear he's telling the truth...

But holding a one time PPV event to watch his documentary seems to make it about money

2/18/2020 8:50:30 PM yellamoj Rejoice! For there is much more to this life than meets the eye/mind.



2/18/2020 8:50:39 PM manifest_utopia Whistleblower @Johnheretohelp knows the Seth Rich story. Here @dmills3710 transcribed John's inside info. See both parts contained in this tweet. 

https://twitter.com/dmills3710/status/1229957152581849088 …

2/18/2020 8:50:50 PM roodtxenextdoor who is SK...?

that person is on the flight logs alot

2/18/2020 8:51:04 PM benstu591 Simple, yet easy to obfuscate; can be VERY difficult to discern

DEMONS: Contempt for free will

ANGELS: Guardians of free will

2/18/2020 8:51:26 PM spauldingshowal Jaws

2/18/2020 8:51:49 PM carol_beeee Jumanji traumatized me. Couldn't make it past the first 20 minutes! Still haven't seen the full movie to this day. Is there a reason you chose to retweet 

her answer of Jumanji? Joe Johnson...

2/18/2020 8:53:08 PM americanpetal I’m aware victims become the recruiters. But, are you suggesting this is the case with Corey?

2/18/2020 8:53:10 PM rick_hernandez The project blue book team from the video. Symbolism is their downfall pic.twitter.com/Q5U668qSJV

2/18/2020 8:53:10 PM snozzlestein Inter Dimensional Entities or Integrated Development Environment; both were used in recent tweets.

2/18/2020 8:53:13 PM blue_marbleeyes Poltergeist.  The cause of my colurophobia

2/18/2020 8:53:21 PM buckethead2016 They or It has probably been here for a while and not noticed as foreign.

2/18/2020 8:53:21 PM eastcoasterik “We are infinite consciousness having a human experience”

2/18/2020 8:53:47 PM manifest_utopia Seconds w/ Rock Hudson

2/18/2020 8:53:51 PM blue_marbleeyes True dat. Lets upgrade it to Documentary category ...

2/18/2020 8:53:52 PM djmurphy5 Probably not change much. It be awesome and exciting but for the most part everyone still have bills and/or family to support.

2/18/2020 8:54:56 PM morrifive Jaws...still don't go deep in the ocean

2/18/2020 8:55:27 PM jkiddrock Never Ending Story, Twilight Zone The Movie, Secret of Nimh, The Last Unicorn, The Dark Chrystal. pic.twitter.com/rfOFVSHDUk

2/18/2020 8:55:40 PM sherrysmart10 Movie that traumatized me "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane"

2/18/2020 8:57:32 PM sarajanesrock 😔 Carrie

2/18/2020 8:57:50 PM chadsteen80 Big is a crazy one to watch now im awoke. So much pedo references!

2/18/2020 8:58:03 PM _doozier_ Missing 411, right? 🤫

2/18/2020 8:58:04 PM edmundstodd I will want the 45 minutes that red orb took from me back.

2/18/2020 8:58:27 PM 21oplato The western populations have been pretty prepped for a basic+ official disclosure.  But, no way full (Religion & just not able to make the Paradigm 

Shift).

2/18/2020 8:58:36 PM kimmy_is_real Hello 😳

2/18/2020 8:58:46 PM elliot_drazen  pic.twitter.com/6LnZQGsBTc

2/18/2020 8:58:59 PM glittertips1 Hooooooly shit Batman,

This patent isn't for testing to determine who can be rehabilitated, it's a test to see who fails!  He who fails JOINS THE CLUB.

Ex: test 1 watch a dad get murdered in front of his son, test 2 child snuff. Positive physiological response and you're IN.

2/18/2020 8:59:30 PM wearediamonds2 Lol, I guess the only way most of us would quit everything and protest would be if it was like in Stargate SG1 and we learned the Gou-auld were 

enslaving all of us planet-wide for our mining and energy skills.

2/18/2020 8:59:40 PM cryptogyu I agree.

But as I reflect on this would it then not be true for every dopamine release? No matter what the provoking stimuli? 

I’m not aware of porn-specific dopamine? 

Source?

2/18/2020 8:59:52 PM julia4f Your tweet is what the world needs to hear..... Gentle and loving awakened people need to be around for the others as they go through the process

2/18/2020 9:00:40 PM susan66388204 [They] can run but they can’t hide

2/18/2020 9:00:51 PM cryptogyu I would be egar to learn and grow.  Otherwise not much would change.

2/18/2020 9:00:54 PM davethadude369 DJ Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince. Yeah, I remember. People forget that he had several hits in the late 80's. Pure crap but a lot of us were under the spell 

back then.

2/18/2020 9:01:04 PM __intothewild_ Truth should be free because it sells itself through its integrity.

It needs no price tag because it comes at the highest of costs if misused. Trust.

Trust is won through the price of honesty, integrity & action! 

It IS the prize.

2/18/2020 9:01:06 PM manifest_utopia I will be excited for the upcoming opportunity to reconnect directly with dear old friends.

2/18/2020 9:01:40 PM conspiracyroul1 That makes sense. Run against him and when the truth starts to come out more publicly they can claim it's some kind of 'revenge' on an opponent.

2/18/2020 9:01:52 PM jessicaslagley Invasion of the body snatchers

2/18/2020 9:01:58 PM jeanett80176235 i shall keep on keeping on

2/18/2020 9:02:12 PM cleanitallup Go Ask Alice

2/18/2020 9:02:22 PM blue_marbleeyes 👊

2/18/2020 9:02:46 PM mongrelglory The DNC servers weren't hacked!

2/18/2020 9:02:53 PM patriotgirll37 Just listening to that song scared the sh!$ outta me and my friends.... how oblivious we were back then... Thank God we aren’t deep Sleepers!!

2/18/2020 9:02:54 PM eastcoasterik  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069268245318983680?s=20 …

2/18/2020 9:02:54 PM pomeinnz The world will be watching

2/18/2020 9:03:17 PM 369_is GM  Giselle M?

2/18/2020 9:03:23 PM goyaeq Watcher in the woods.  It was a 5th grade ritual where I went to school, lights off to scare us even more.

2/18/2020 9:03:26 PM yellamoj Top Secret/MAJIC

2/18/2020 9:03:47 PM daveelton33 I would ask for a transporter room style technology to skip my commute to work.

2/18/2020 9:04:37 PM jeffzerner Trilogy of Terror with Karen Black and the Voodoo Fetish Doll

2/18/2020 9:04:43 PM awakeandsing123 I would want to know how they got here and when/how we can start using free energy and do some cool space travel.

2/18/2020 9:04:46 PM pammers60 Nothing will happen we all know they are and have been here all along!

2/18/2020 9:04:48 PM thelone65468816 Fantasia

2/18/2020 9:05:48 PM yellamoj  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1591 …

2/18/2020 9:05:49 PM johnnymerckx the nwo is still moving forward, just a better front man. the art of the deal

same path



2/18/2020 9:06:25 PM glittertips1 Thank god Q shook the normies awake and got us to reject the spoon fed lies.

No matter what tho, they've been harvesting, psyoping, and manipulating our minds for so long, their evil research will outlast any prosecutions. Oh, 

humanity😔

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#TheGreatAwakening

2/18/2020 9:06:27 PM mongrelglory I agree!

2/18/2020 9:06:37 PM 1_decided_voter Assuming that a post ET disclosure resulted in the release of advanced technology, I think I'd be most interested in learning how to use it peacefully to 

overcome the major problems of our civilization (ie energy production, over-pollution, disease, lack of resources, war, etc).

2/18/2020 9:06:45 PM davethadude369 Ah yes, The Parker Brothers ouija board. Yet another thing that I shouldn't have been messing with back in the 80's.

2/18/2020 9:06:59 PM bzbnialei88 I’m excited for that day!  It will be wondrous and new friends

2/18/2020 9:07:38 PM mongrelglory This past day or so has been the lull before the storm eh? 😎

2/18/2020 9:07:48 PM yellamoj Grey Matter = Brain

2/18/2020 9:07:52 PM rinmaries Does [Mini Grey Matter] = Bloomberg?

2/18/2020 9:08:30 PM jen_ridgecooke Depends on disclosure info, are they amongst us, are they malevolent, benevolent?

2/18/2020 9:08:42 PM name_wood17 The Shining

2/18/2020 9:08:48 PM brianan06364517 I am eager for disclosure.  Bring it on

2/18/2020 9:08:52 PM oblackgoo “Intercision”

2/18/2020 9:09:24 PM mikecapps Adobe is filled with occult symbolism. pic.twitter.com/n5mzkTW9NE

2/18/2020 9:09:29 PM davethadude369 St***en K*ng?

2/18/2020 9:09:36 PM jen_ridgecooke Amityville Horror

2/18/2020 9:09:47 PM mikecapps  pic.twitter.com/Ym5wiCOflh

2/18/2020 9:10:07 PM glittertips1 This is EXACTLY what Anthony Weiner and HUMA were doing at Yale college parties while they played a snuff film to rooms full of #NXIVM recruits, 

mostly girls, who tried to do anything to get noticed.

As those two sickos walked around with a clipboard and collected contact info

2/18/2020 9:10:23 PM lotsofprisoners MJ12 a sincere question for you. Do patriots have the courage to go there at this stage of the show? Scary stuff.

2/18/2020 9:10:26 PM brianan06364517 I have stopped watching TV for 6 years now. I see things more clearly.

2/18/2020 9:10:34 PM aldo_9111 Most actors are just acting playing a part in this case he has a new role but what are his intentions? He come out before and stopped short here he is in 

act 2

2/18/2020 9:10:37 PM cyberanonrevolu N no "Nazi" pic.twitter.com/rETdeieco4

2/18/2020 9:10:38 PM greeneyesanon Exorcist

2/18/2020 9:10:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Peak Socialism is Peak Pedophilia

Peak Communism is Peak Organ Harvesting

Peak Democratic Socialism is Peak Child Sacrifice

By design, many participants in Culture E fell victim to a system that was designed to siphon 3-9% of the population's annual youth into these networks.

2/18/2020 9:10:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bad faith + nudity + sex is a human instinct = recipe for collecting new victims.

Hundreds of thousands over the decades.

What was Biden doing in Romania?

Where was Bernie honeymooning?

Where is GS from?

What was going on in that area of the world when the wall was up?

2/18/2020 9:10:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically to keep a supply of victims in the grasps of [them].

Culture E

Nudity is human nature. Sex is human instinct. Faith is a fundamental constant.

2/18/2020 9:10:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is only once you have no longer become a child that you are offered extreme wealth and power in exchange for keeping the open secret alive. Back 

out? Death. A million different ways.

Of the hundreds of thousands of children... how many survived?

How many were trafficked?

2/18/2020 9:10:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What would happen if one of those IS-BEs were to have broken the cycle through communicating with their IS and learning their true purpose for 

suffering once again.

Within every child who is raped, there is the instinct within that urges you to protect other children.

2/18/2020 9:10:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was the alleged meeting with 46¿ about RE RU?

How many hundreds of thousands of children were warehoused?

How many were use for organ harvesting?

How many were sold into sex slavery?

What happens when a soul reincarnates into slavery over many iterations?

2/18/2020 9:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Culture E desensitizes its citizens to be receptive to the will of human instinct in that sex is a normal, healthy, and natural experience all adults share.

As adults, it is not uncommon to go to a public bath and be naked around strangers for hours on end.

2/18/2020 9:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes 21.

Sometimes 7.

Sometimes 11.

Sometimes 3.

Sometimes 1.

Depended entirely on what the next hyperdimensional consciousness entity was being constructed.

The number selected impacted the structure of control.

It impacted the outcome.
2/18/2020 9:10:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many ended up in the US?

How many had their organs harvested?

The truth would shock you.

The number of people involved is shockingly low in contrast.

Logical thinking is required.

Literally several sacrifices per ritual.

You couldn't offer just one.

You may offer up to 17.
2/18/2020 9:10:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 In this culture, sex is used as the basis of how relationships interact.

In this culture, when a teen is growing up and learning their true life's purpose or goal, they are distracted with the sex mirage of culture.

All confusing to the basic minded.



2/18/2020 9:10:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 How lets look at Culture A.

Culture A nudity is something that is taboo yet the basis for almost all advertising and propaganda.

In this culture, being naked in a public bath is unheard of.

In this culture, nipples on women can be prosecuted if seen in public.

2/18/2020 9:10:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 In this culture, size does not matter.

Shape does not matter.

Fitness does not matter.

Appearances matter not.

When the mind is free and the spirit is enlightened, the body matters not.

The culture of acceptance of human sexuality provides a breeding ground for the 3-9%.

2/18/2020 9:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Here sex is secretive.

Here if you are open about liking sex, you're a slut.

Here if you are a sex worker, you're a prostitute.

Here if you are a pervert, you run a corporation.

Your sexual identity is a weapon you use against the world around you through its secrecy.

2/18/2020 9:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Young boys, addicted to incest porn.

The idea of roll playing to appeal to desires that have crossed the minds of most rational people when intoxicated with their libido.

Crossing the mind and considering the consequences are two different things.

Here, sex is a weapon.

2/18/2020 9:10:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 The energy your body generates is very real and very powerful.

It's like the might of a dragon within.

It can be used to channel energy into the rest of your body, thus aligning your abilities with your will.

However, in this culture, pornography is a sickness.

2/18/2020 9:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 While a lot of this may seem unfocused, allow us to wrap it all together.

1/ Sexual energy is natural and it needs to be understood.

2/ Learning how to build up a supply of this energy and then redistribute it through the rest of the body is empowering.

2/18/2020 9:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now... lets contrast E and A quickly.

E is overtly sexual.

A is overtly prude yet equally sexual.

A has dominate control over E yet needs E to supply A with victims from E.

E keeps the supply chains open so A can continue to provide foreign assistance.

What happens when J enters?

2/18/2020 9:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sex is medicine.

Here the idea of sex is twisted and shamed.

2/18/2020 9:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your penis size or breast size are what dictate the level of sexual aggression you feel toward society through carefully crafted mind control propaganda 

using sex as a drug that will kill you but you can't live without.

Like with all medicine, follow the directions.

2/18/2020 9:10:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Society in E allows corrupt governments to exploit their people and hold none of them accountable.

8/ Society in E is taught that to fight against an army would be foolish if history has taught you anything.

9/ Society in A, when combined with E, would solve problems.

2/18/2020 9:10:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ Society in A lacks the sexual confidence in accepting what being a human is like.

4/ Every human body is a vessel for consciousness.

5/ Every body is an expression of the template given to you so your consciousness can occupy. Temporarily.

6/ At death, you get a new template.

2/18/2020 9:10:57 PM uchunoseishin Disinfo.

2/18/2020 9:12:42 PM drbohammer Do you mean Dr. Green from New England, and more recently New Zealand? That Dr. Green? 😏

2/18/2020 9:12:42 PM roodtxenextdoor thats what i thought, but it doesnt seem to fit.........SK is on the flight sooo many times, and many of them were with BC, and many with just JE and 

GM......so i assume it is a big player, i dunno

2/18/2020 9:14:40 PM bluntanddirect What?

2/18/2020 9:14:42 PM brianmi70269102 I'll just wake up like usual, start a pot of coffee and head to the bathroom to take a Huge Hillary.

2/18/2020 9:14:43 PM miguelhunter Pale blue dot V2.0.  Now with extra fake!

2/18/2020 9:15:03 PM 444_q_ It has to be, they are controlled by them. They exchange us, (humans), for technology and "power". They feed these particular ETs with our children. 

They also indulge on our children. CSF. Adrenochrome. Etc. The truth is painful, but must be disclosed.

2/18/2020 9:15:30 PM brianan06364517 When I was a kid it was The 10 Commandments(Passover scene) that scared me and when I became an adult All the Presidents Men scared the hell 

out of me.

2/18/2020 9:15:56 PM 369helen313 “N” doesn’t refers to “New” !

2/18/2020 9:17:09 PM _call_me_roy I didn't understand your post until I got to the part he says "Pay Per View," and had an instant reaction of disgust. 

He must be aware how blatantly disingenuous profiting off child sex abuse comes across.

2/18/2020 9:17:19 PM williebhere Elite>Servents>prey???

2/18/2020 9:17:19 PM n7guardiananon I heard during the supposed Height of the Cold War, U.S. political figures and maybe some corporate bigwigs would go to USSR to have their wild 

parties.

2/18/2020 9:17:24 PM riversm18 We need to understand our place in the universe, the origins and history of our civilization. 

And if we realize that evil ETs have been manipulating us through various means and our leaders have been serving their agenda, we will unite and we 

will stop giving them our energy.

2/18/2020 9:17:52 PM davethadude369 He is a big player. His mass market paperbacks have been placed at supermarket checkout stands for the past 40+ years. And nearly all of them were 

made into movies or TV miniseries.

2/18/2020 9:18:10 PM kimmy_is_real You forgot to include “The Squad”- Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, NY-14, Ilhan Omar, MN-5, Ayanna Presley, MA-7, and Rashida Tlaib, MI-13.

2/18/2020 9:18:33 PM graydon108 I Am Legend (2007)

2/18/2020 9:19:01 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/MI8TJHcoC7

2/18/2020 9:19:01 PM mikeb38beacon_h Great thread😉❤️

2/18/2020 9:19:20 PM karentriebel Victim-hood doesn't magically make a person innocent.

2/18/2020 9:19:45 PM travislhinson Rejoice...  if they tell the whole truth

2/18/2020 9:20:01 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/lj9IfDlL9k

2/18/2020 9:20:08 PM katrina14624 the movie The Gate...so creepy, I was allowed to watch this when I was 6!!!! pic.twitter.com/5Du3Sk8DRi

2/18/2020 9:20:16 PM 444_q_ Freddy Kruger, Blair witch project.

2/18/2020 9:21:01 PM patriotgirll37 My mom used to say the same thing.. “why do you listen to that.. it’s complete crap..do you hear what they are saying?” I thought she was old... now 

I’ve realized mom was WOKE!!😂

2/18/2020 9:21:28 PM lou80377115 Thank our Creator for a wonderful new opportunity and a new world without violence, only Love to all!! 🙏🙏

2/18/2020 9:21:36 PM exsjwtruther @threadreaderapp unroll

2/18/2020 9:21:43 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖



2/18/2020 9:21:47 PM mikeinarizona Jaws pic.twitter.com/Pmg4OfATG3

2/18/2020 9:21:48 PM sleky19 Navy more advanced with Solar Warden, why talk about Roswell ?

2/18/2020 9:21:58 PM sethric61410528 Guess, by the time we have open ET contact full disclosure is parallel. Then people finally KNOW who really ran our governments,who sickened us, 

deceived us, killed us in unnec. wars etc for ages... People will get angry, civ.unrest/war likely, demand free energy, debt cancel ...

2/18/2020 9:22:29 PM glittertips1 Honestly, probably not.  He raped and killed so many others, he definitely had a plan to fake it, when necessary.

He isn't talked enough.  But I'm not following how you're relating him to this.  Can you drop some more crumbs so I can follow?

2/18/2020 9:22:32 PM redstateyankee This rabbit-hole is so ridiculously deep!  It’s insane!!

2/18/2020 9:22:37 PM synackstatic Lol 46. Can't wait. 

Magnitsky act. The meeting was about Russian adoptions and the magnitsky act.

2/18/2020 9:22:39 PM joni_apple_seed Still, same old same old. pic.twitter.com/3fxuiHrTOt

2/18/2020 9:22:43 PM cronsell Trauma creates a slave robot. Function vs romance. Break it down. Consider the implications. Experiential addiction. A drug that is physical 'existence' 

by popping into a person who is not consciously present. Abstraction and dissociation. Loss of ownership over consciousness.

2/18/2020 9:22:48 PM 444_q_ Your other post has ad re [n] o chrome...is the "N" referring to this???? Adrenochrome world order? Could be way off but had to ask 🤷♀️

2/18/2020 9:22:53 PM roodtxenextdoor i knew that, unfortunately i read a few..i meant a big blackmail/bad hat.....but maybe he IS, it might make sense why he is so dark.......if it is him, good, 

F em all..! i wanna see all them sick weirdos fall..!

peace

2/18/2020 9:24:06 PM lotsofprisoners And does that question answer itself?

2/18/2020 9:24:22 PM romo74 As a  kid none, as an adult-fouth kind

2/18/2020 9:24:37 PM mklundquist Why stock up on food when you can BBQ the ETs?

2/18/2020 9:24:52 PM function108 Bring it, cosmic big talkers.

2/18/2020 9:26:44 PM cyberanonrevolu N/North it is probably necessary to follow the north and more precisely the following coordinates on drop 102. We get there here. Minor Basilica of the 

black Nazarenne. may be a Link between Vatican + the Nazis pic.twitter.com/lOJy4x0qQg

2/18/2020 9:27:18 PM foreverozone Logical thinking:

Does a wise man trust a proven liar?

Disclosure will = more lies to further enslave. 

There is no outer space

Everything is spinning energy. (neutrons, electrons)

Our soul is eternal 

History=lies. Religion=lies. Science=lies.

My logical conclusion: more lies.
2/18/2020 9:27:19 PM sethric61410528 to come back to your question

- prepare for safety of family

- be open, happy, learn, develop

- help/be part to construct/build new society

- feel blessed for the most important event happening in human history after Christ

2/18/2020 9:27:49 PM melodynorton529 Gremlins, haha.

2/18/2020 9:28:30 PM remarkablebob Hopefully, ET disclosure will expose those inclined to advanced techs, energies and paradigms which enable a transcendence to a more enlightened IS-

BE. I yearn for more...so much more.

2/18/2020 9:28:37 PM mattsmithsongs A&E: America and Europe? J: Japan?

2/18/2020 9:28:37 PM aetherwalker1 It will be  'Day to Day Life' + Lightsaber

..and a Materializer

so Majestic Life basically.   🧙🏼♂️

2/18/2020 9:28:53 PM foreverozone Will they tell us the true nature of our Earth? No. Why? That disclosure = civil unrest worldwide.

Will they betray the treaties made with 'them' who work with us in DUMBs?  No A deals a deal.

Will they tell us true nature of reality? No. Slaves needed.

2/18/2020 9:30:06 PM ndeathcloak Are you saying to use temporary bouts of celebacy to build up the energy?

2/18/2020 9:30:29 PM 1vargascookie11 Mi vida cambio 360 grados hace 11 años atrás con un avistamientos ovni/ ufo

2/18/2020 9:30:41 PM pctechwi Man they are here already, have bases in the ocean. I'm freaked TFO. I'm cool, hopefully they will be too. More to love

2/18/2020 9:30:50 PM drjnol The Hills Have Eyes!

2/18/2020 9:30:56 PM shawngreenhear1 Nothing at all will change for me

2/18/2020 9:31:48 PM aetherwalker1 Why would we protest?

As long as we have our freedoms, the necessities we need, and those in charge don't act like jerks.. I think most people will be pretty chill really.

2/18/2020 9:32:00 PM remarkablebob Damn...dark stuff. Keep it coming.

2/18/2020 9:32:03 PM kimmy_is_real Interesting...

2/18/2020 9:32:15 PM aldo_9111 The control system

2/18/2020 9:32:45 PM nm_zsr How can we change this paradigm to one of knowledge and understanding of healthy behavior?

2/18/2020 9:33:30 PM mcgwyneth I will celebrate a long-awaited reunion w-Family from across the stars.  I feel the anticipation as I write this.  I used to fear "the unknown"- but no 

more.  Quantum Physics principles say "like attracts like"- even as "love recognizes love".  I trust those truths & do not fear.

2/18/2020 9:34:00 PM foreverozone "part of the ET phenomenon includes IDE - inter-dimensional entities." Not part, ALL aliens are from other dimensions!  We've known this since the 

30's. 50's brought the treaty (Antarctica) Masses can't handle the truth, so they're fed lies. Disclose that. People would understand

2/18/2020 9:34:06 PM cocopuffster12 Night of the Living Dead

2/18/2020 9:34:19 PM manifest_utopia Well, well. What could they be waiting & watching for? pic.twitter.com/T9TRdeGpwg

2/18/2020 9:34:39 PM nm_zsr "Society in A, when combined with E, would solve problems."

Does this end up being a change in the media among other things?

2/18/2020 9:35:10 PM barbjoy Hoping to do triage with the medbeds.

2/18/2020 9:35:20 PM golflre What would you do?

2/18/2020 9:35:31 PM remarkablebob Celibacy? Isn’t that fatal in males?

2/18/2020 9:36:25 PM schaser2020 Sleepaway camp 1.

That ending was pretty messed up...and i was 19. 😝



2/18/2020 9:37:29 PM nm_zsr Big drop. Thank you!

2/18/2020 9:38:06 PM 1vargascookie11  pic.twitter.com/KHhvBh3qDK

2/18/2020 9:38:41 PM foreverozone What I don't get about your 'type' (I know a few) is that they don't see things as us vs the machine (Ai) or demons (IDEs) I understand we can see the 

future and edit the past so resistance or saving mankind is futile. I get that. Truth = free! Truth= soul eternal! Do the right T

2/18/2020 9:38:59 PM mkber5 The Wizard of Oz and The March of the Wooden Soldiers.

2/18/2020 9:39:05 PM n7guardiananon someone has endless looped time and a looking glass right???

just in case...art of the deal...I've come to bargain https://youtu.be/tZyUxqBvMBE 

2/18/2020 9:39:50 PM getreal03536135 Ok

2/18/2020 9:39:52 PM aetherwalker1 Yeah, I don't think you've mentioned IDE's role in FF incidents.

They're driving the poor host after they 'get the keys to the car' via the therapist/programmer.

That my speculative shot in the dark anyway.   🤷🏼♂️

2/18/2020 9:40:24 PM marczgt CIA

2/18/2020 9:41:33 PM aldo_9111 But who controls them

2/18/2020 9:41:40 PM sdane8 And what happens when their projected beliefs collide with our truth? The Storm! pic.twitter.com/5fK7jPTNSa

2/18/2020 9:42:34 PM barbjoy Poltergeist

2/18/2020 9:42:47 PM efogghb Been ready since we saw multiple craft off the coast of Turkey in 89.

2/18/2020 9:42:57 PM dylectik Logical thinking, not so much.

2/18/2020 9:43:32 PM __intothewild_ Why do we not remember old templates?

How can soul growth be achieved if we are left to run in circles? pic.twitter.com/pnPs6NYW7Y

2/18/2020 9:43:59 PM charmg3131 Actually it was a Twilight Zone episode about a little girl falling through the wall in her bedroom. I hugged the far side of my bed for weeks after that.

2/18/2020 9:44:22 PM eastcoasterik "Estimated 800,000+++ children go missing each year to an international child sex trafficking network of organizations that include the CIA, FBI, 

Vatican, Clinton Foundation, MI6, Swiss Guard, GCHQ, FIS, ASIS, VSSE, CISC, DPSD, BND, HCSE, CPSA, SZRU and MANY more."

2/18/2020 9:45:03 PM sdane8 Maybe a greater intelligence, but never a Great(er) Spirit!

2/18/2020 9:45:04 PM clifton15jon A is America, E is Europe

2/18/2020 9:45:43 PM barbjoy The book scared the crap out of me. Never did finish it.

2/18/2020 9:46:19 PM mc13kate Love this!  Embrace our world and accept one and all!

2/18/2020 9:46:59 PM david48162801 It would answer one question that's irked me for a long time, at least I would know where my ex wife is from.

2/18/2020 9:47:32 PM qworldorderq I will invite some over for a backyard get-together. Pot luck style. I love sharing food/recipes 😎

2/18/2020 9:48:02 PM cyberanonrevolu Nazarene... 

 https://www.nazareneisrael.org/the-genesis-35-alliance-v2/the-feet-and-the-new-world-order/ …

2/18/2020 9:49:24 PM johnnyt_anon Men in Black mindset. Who cares. Let the truth out. Who are any of us to hold back truth?

2/18/2020 9:50:05 PM adamwestleyric3 I already don't have nothing why do you think I had time to sit an dig an the FBI showed drug dealers a video I made on them because I told on some 

cops that almost got someone killed.

2/18/2020 9:50:07 PM cyberanonrevolu Nazarene sect 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazarene_(sect) …

2/18/2020 9:50:11 PM melrose2247 Accept it.

2/18/2020 9:52:15 PM sdane8 I've read NXIVM was bigger than we knew, but it's been difficult to see how they fit into the bigger picture.

2/18/2020 9:52:44 PM mongrelglory I thought the "Anonymous" that the reporter was asking about was the author of the anti-Trump "Tell all" book that was recently published.  Are you 

talking about Anonymous the hacker group?

2/18/2020 9:53:05 PM uktrumpfan Child's Play

2/18/2020 9:54:27 PM lackwille JAWS

2/18/2020 9:54:46 PM bmshaka Where is this from?

2/18/2020 9:55:16 PM realjudylomeli The Elephant Man

2/18/2020 9:56:23 PM npc_smash3r_xxx Entertainment Tonight is disclosing something?!!!!

2/18/2020 9:56:51 PM maxrn09gmailco1 JAWS

2/18/2020 9:57:19 PM snakesanders22 I will go to all my friends and relatives and tell them : “ See? I told you!” And when they ask me “but how it is possible?” I will say “ I was on your face 

all the time, but are blind!”

2/18/2020 9:57:50 PM eastcoasterik MJ12 - Humanity, a message for humanity... pg 324-330 in Majestic Messages of Disclosure is a helpful read.

2/18/2020 9:58:15 PM danasstarr Karen Black was great in films.

2/18/2020 9:58:33 PM sailorpractical Same shit, different day

2/18/2020 9:59:25 PM terrancongito Hug me amigos!

2/18/2020 9:59:27 PM mongrelglory The Nazi order.

NWO [N does not refer to “New”].

The Sum of All Fears.

NK.

POTUS.

Hostage.

Threat.

DISARM.

Stage SET.

FREEDOM.

Q
2/18/2020 10:00:50 PM mongrelglory Bambi traumatized a lot of kids when Bambi's mother got killed at the beginning of the movie! 😒

2/18/2020 10:01:25 PM lrn_to_read_rtl It’s from the google patents  https://patents.google.com/patent/US20130281879A1/en …

2/18/2020 10:01:54 PM mongrelglory You watched that as a kid? 🤣🤣🤣

2/18/2020 10:02:01 PM kyates_biz Ill strive to understand the truth. 

Quite my job.

And play a role of helping people not ready deal with accepting the lie  snd false relaity they had been fed with as kids.

Briny the lost one to the light

2/18/2020 10:02:40 PM deborahtcompton We can’t even get answers in America.

2/18/2020 10:02:47 PM snakesanders22 I was thinking I text editor. Haha. But demons are only for Unix platforms

2/18/2020 10:04:03 PM mongrelglory The television scene in Poltergeist was pretty creepy.  RIP Heather O'Roarke!  😔

2/18/2020 10:04:11 PM airnspace1 Help those that need it most make the transition with love ❤️ 

In short, be the calm during the storm ⛈☂️

2/18/2020 10:05:16 PM jt_suryo Apa yang akan Anda lakukan, @ivasby ? Ketika itu akhirnya terjadi? #disclosure

2/18/2020 10:05:34 PM deborahtcompton Already zipping around. I haven’t seen them but we do have Military and pilot reports. So it seems they’re not bothered by us so,,, it’s all good. 🤣😂

2/18/2020 10:06:01 PM michaeldc4127 The Day After.

2/18/2020 10:06:03 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Xl7MsEQXcB



2/18/2020 10:06:06 PM oaf_unbreakable Nothing changes.

The et lie remains that.

2/18/2020 10:06:10 PM taymadgo ETs are demons. They’re not from some distant planet. I have my Bible.

2/18/2020 10:06:21 PM mongrelglory The movie Fantasia had a lot of really creepy imagery in it!

The witch in the Sleeping beauty movie was pretty scary.

Cruella Deville in 101 Dalmatians was pretty goulish! 😬

A lot of Walt Disney movies geared towards kids were pretty dark!

2/18/2020 10:06:31 PM deborahtcompton Protest? 🤣😂🤣😂

2/18/2020 10:06:51 PM blankmarlo Anyone understand the "meeting with 46¿ about RE RU" line?

2/18/2020 10:07:14 PM cyberanonrevolu Welcoming them with open arms, enlarging the family and above all learning from them to evolve and direct the ascent.

2/18/2020 10:07:47 PM madsrytter3 Jeffrey    e i p s T e i N

2/18/2020 10:08:22 PM senorcoconut_ Where do you stand on Manly Hall?

2/18/2020 10:08:45 PM mongrelglory Me too!  My cousin and I were 13 years old when we watched that movie during a sleep-over.  We got so freaked out about the Voodoo doll that we 

couldn't sleep that night! 😬

2/18/2020 10:08:52 PM jonesy4671 Chuckie traumatized me

2/18/2020 10:08:55 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/zAyA6WUJ1x

2/18/2020 10:09:48 PM t_hayden07 Depends just how benevolent or malevolent these ET's are! But, I am definitely imagining what a peaceful existence, it will be....

Full of new adventures, new technology....new families! Obv I'm manifesting the benevolent version 😘

I dont want to imagine the alternative. Wont :)

2/18/2020 10:10:01 PM bigreded23 The Birds

2/18/2020 10:10:30 PM weaponizedhvac Yea but the same channel has shit like this  https://youtu.be/AncYYUHOp6o  so I don’t know. Also anonymous can’t be assigned to a single YT channel I 

don’t know who owns this particular one but I know one of the anon Chan’s had a video about taking down DJT

2/18/2020 10:11:23 PM farklew Demons = IDE

2/18/2020 10:11:34 PM etdisclosure202 Every part of me want's to help this world. All I want to do is spread LOVE and TRUTH. I will NOT STOP until the truth is revealed to ALL. WE THE PEOPLE 

want the TRUTH and NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH.

#QAnon #ForceTheQ #LOVE #LQVE pic.twitter.com/FZrLOweSRx

2/18/2020 10:12:49 PM nurseniceyes Fox and the hound

2/18/2020 10:13:17 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/HTibXr36PL

2/18/2020 10:13:19 PM dogfaceboy25  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVQe5iRiPw …

2/18/2020 10:13:23 PM littlelydia47 Dracula.  For years I was afraid to sleep with my neck exposed.

2/18/2020 10:13:23 PM wearing_fedora I don't see things changing much.

Short of some extensive tech transfer why would it?

2/18/2020 10:13:37 PM unittzoo Major MK Ultra programmer and tortured children.

2/18/2020 10:15:43 PM mongrelglory I always thought Roald Dahl's books had a really dark/grim tone to them!

2/18/2020 10:15:44 PM ptamait Just the workings of infinity. All lies come to an end, but not without an upheaval first. An then a new era follows.

2/18/2020 10:16:27 PM sanandaemanuel Seems like Europe and America to me...

Or west and east.

2/18/2020 10:17:03 PM mongrelglory In 101 Dalmations Cruella wanted to catch all the puppies to make a fur coat out of them! 🥺

2/18/2020 10:17:06 PM 777djt king kong.. : )

2/18/2020 10:17:11 PM cledrordfishing Read about it, still have to work. 

Life still goes on.

But I would pursue more knowledge. 

I would want to learn all that I possibly could.

2/18/2020 10:18:37 PM normal_wizard They will know terrible shame for their lack of discernment, and desire to spend much time in painful self-reflection. Me? I will continue to be the ET.

2/18/2020 10:20:22 PM kellysewell14 Life as usual... You all have prepared us for that time. My motto is to with the flow in this instance.

2/18/2020 10:21:18 PM bmshaka 👀👹

2/18/2020 10:21:36 PM weaponizedhvac There are some good videos also but the flat earth thing is a bad apple to me

2/18/2020 10:22:14 PM hellouncledonny or maybe Cory has been financially ruined by the DS because of what he knows. If cory makes a profit on a documentary that costed him 💰to make 

then good for him.

It's called capitalism.

I'm more worried it might be a nothing burger and cory won't name names like he always does

2/18/2020 10:22:24 PM mongrelglory I must be honest... First I'll squeal excitedly like a little girl and celebrate on Twitter. Then I'll probably call up a lot of people and scream "I told you it 

was true!" Then I'll be glued to the TV set or on-line, obsessively watching everything I can find about the ETs. 🤪

2/18/2020 10:23:36 PM sanandaemanuel Been planting seeds for this moment whole my life.

Will act as a guide for everyone to innerstand and to embody their own power - to be their own leader.

Will teach unconditional love.

Hold space for everyone in chock.

That is the time of full activation for my mission.
2/18/2020 10:23:38 PM purple3hadow 🤔🤯

2/18/2020 10:23:53 PM cledrordfishing Well pitter patter let's get at er!

2/18/2020 10:24:43 PM ptamait If they are truly benevolent, then we can manifest unconditional love.

2/18/2020 10:25:24 PM mongrelglory "Ancient Aliens" is going to have to change the name of their TV show...🤔

2/18/2020 10:25:34 PM sanandaemanuel Also, help build the "New World" as a co-creator.

Many projects are already manifesting.

When we're done with the full manifestation of "New Earth" I will enjoy life as the InterGalactic citizen I've been since the beginning of eternity

2/18/2020 10:25:56 PM joinna6 E.T.

2/18/2020 10:25:57 PM whiteloverose No need to worry. Que será será. And God is accompanying us all the time. That it will be anything but beautiful and Beyond OK in The End, is merely 

fear porn by the cabal and the other wicked ones.

Everything will be Ok in The End, and if it's not; it's Not The End.

👊 💥



2/18/2020 10:26:13 PM queueit003 Salem's Lot

2/18/2020 10:26:14 PM cledrordfishing Wtf

2/18/2020 10:26:21 PM mrmyskin With E do you mean only eastern Europe, or you include western countries too? Going naked in a public bath is perfectly normal in most central an 

northern European countries (from Switzerland to Norway)

2/18/2020 10:27:03 PM whiteloverose 😎

2/18/2020 10:27:54 PM cledrordfishing MGM studios maybe?

2/18/2020 10:28:51 PM donna41222588 Wizard of Oz.

2/18/2020 10:28:54 PM karensc38678909 The wicked witch and her flying monkeys in The Wizard of Oz.

2/18/2020 10:29:07 PM clara55981058 She is disgusting....nobody escapes this #NoDeals

2/18/2020 10:30:26 PM 9threalm MJ & all the old Disney movies. pic.twitter.com/9w5SAVki5a

2/18/2020 10:33:24 PM cledrordfishing Damn.

2/18/2020 10:33:38 PM lacakagog Society’s been distracted from fundamental truths of God & Bible. Churches have failed us. Women believe a paying job outside home is more 

impt.than raising their children. Thrown in front of everyone is sex, do what you like, watch tv & be programmed (Operation Mockingbird)#NWO

2/18/2020 10:34:47 PM mongrelglory That explains the demon that's residing in my Safari browser...😒

2/18/2020 10:36:01 PM frymanmyloe I just hope they dont think we taste good

2/18/2020 10:37:25 PM frymanmyloe Care bears

2/18/2020 10:38:57 PM abagofcandy Hunchback of Notre Dame 🤣

2/18/2020 10:39:43 PM mossomo For the curious

 https://images.law.com/contrib/content/uploads/documents/389/79395/Doe-v.-Epstein-Estate.pdf …

2/18/2020 10:40:36 PM ptamait I believe those energies do exist. I have had a few battles with IDEs, and they could have just been my shadows.

2/18/2020 10:41:06 PM cledrordfishing Shame.

2/18/2020 10:41:26 PM frymanmyloe Who is mr grey matter?

2/18/2020 10:44:37 PM whatscale I said go ask alice on lsd once.

A victorian skeleton wearing a victorian dress flew down from the ceiling thru my body. This is the only true hallucination ive ever had.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Cleanitallup/status/1229994571771326464 …

2/18/2020 10:45:00 PM juliatravis47 I think it will depend on which of them reveals themselves. If they are the kind ones ok if not we are in trouble.

2/18/2020 10:49:11 PM whatscale Photoshop detected

2/18/2020 10:49:37 PM carolleadale Salam’s lot traumatised me, I was never able to open the curtains when it was dark outside

2/18/2020 10:49:44 PM vancity78811993 I won't be worried because it's not going to happen, it will either human technology or holograms and most likely demons.

2/18/2020 10:50:18 PM mongrelglory [Nazi Collaborator] is George Soros

[Grey Matter] is Bill Clinton?

[Mini Grey Matter] is Hillary Clinton? (or visa versa?)

2/18/2020 10:50:41 PM mossomo From the case file - Defendants:

- JEGE

- NES

- HBRK

- Florida Science

- Jeffrey Epstein (JE)

2/18/2020 10:54:02 PM kitchenermike Pray more.

2/18/2020 10:54:32 PM crypto_pr13st Yeah, if THE DISCLOSURE wont be some psyop.

2/18/2020 10:56:01 PM farklew Can you please shed some light on what could cause sparkling lights on a wall that grow in size with no light source and a clicking sounds like a IBM 

Selectric typewriter like sounds going like some mad bastard is typing?  Thanks in advance.

2/18/2020 10:56:17 PM ms_duckworth By ETs are you including Enki & Enlil in that?

Because I think people may accept the concept of ETs before they ever accept the implications of Enki v Enlil, especially in the US:

🤔 pic.twitter.com/NHsdvaRE7v

2/18/2020 10:56:40 PM mongrelglory According to many blinds on CDAN, Corey has responded to offers of money, and is currently doing damage control for the Hollywood power players. 

😔

2/18/2020 10:57:47 PM timesupgodwins For those that already know the truth about the military bases throughout the galaxy and beyond, nothing will change other than being more angry at 

those that's not only lied to us for nearly a century but, kept the technology for their own pleasure and financial gains.

2/18/2020 10:57:53 PM megamane2 People think they need to be married to be accepted. Many people can barely take care of animals, let alone others. There's a 50% divorce rate for first 

marriages. Flip a coin. Heads..your good. Tails.. will cost you big. Why play a game with such odds/consequences?

2/18/2020 10:58:23 PM qworldorderq Can you explain jealousy further? It can be good & bad, I know.

2/18/2020 10:58:49 PM bmcderm50536194 Psycho

2/18/2020 10:59:56 PM midnight_medusa I refuse to coexist with ET's. So if they want us to just accept it with no retaliation then I'll quit playing by society's rules. I'm already stocked up and 

ready to be self sufficient in the middle of nowhere.

2/18/2020 11:00:07 PM fansblowing3 Air Force investigates 12,618 cases in project bluebook?  There’s that 3, 6, 9 again 👍

2/18/2020 11:00:54 PM timesupgodwins Also, those that do know and have been whistle blowers has said: just think about this; when star trek was filmed we have achieved everything you 

seen in that show and more. From being beamed from ship to a planet to how the computer makes their food from thin air.

2/18/2020 11:02:11 PM papoyamba Bloomberg...he made a comment about how it takes more grey matter to computer code than it does to be a successful farmer

2/18/2020 11:02:54 PM fansblowing3 Zeta reticuli is 39 light years away

2/18/2020 11:03:31 PM stefanofait And in the northernmost region of Italy it is no big deal.

2/18/2020 11:03:35 PM oregonjc WHAT? 

WHAT?

WHAT?

WHAT WHAT WHAAAT WAAAT WHHHAAAAATTTT

Don't do this pic drop on an old guy who's going to remember forever and obsess.

2/18/2020 11:06:10 PM kitchenermike Toss up between the Exorcist and Piranha. Piranha still has me thinking twice about swimming in a pool at night.

2/18/2020 11:06:51 PM gitanaverde Indeed

2/18/2020 11:08:30 PM stefanofait I guess these are idealtypes.

Eastern/Western/Northern/Southern E. are like different civilizations and this the main reason why all plans to unify E. are slated to fail.

By the way, "flower child" was made in A., and imported by E. from A.

2/18/2020 11:08:34 PM fansblowing3 President Eisenhower went missing for  33 hours

2/18/2020 11:09:28 PM cledrordfishing What is J?

2/18/2020 11:10:49 PM cledrordfishing Thank you.



2/18/2020 11:10:57 PM stefanofait Very important clarification!

Thank you so much.

2/18/2020 11:11:29 PM cledrordfishing Good point

2/18/2020 11:13:45 PM awakenthekraken Only the weak will respond in such a manner.

The rest of us will save your lives.

2/18/2020 11:13:55 PM winklerburke Bloomberg made fun of farmers, saying any idiot could plant corn, that people lower than his station do not have the grey matter between ears. 

Proving his utter lack thereof.  (Much honor & respect to farmers and workers, whom we owe thanks.)

2/18/2020 11:14:18 PM bruceschubert10 I received personal “disclosure” back in ‘06 and it continues to this day...and while it’s dramatically changed my “inner” Life I can’t say it’s done much 

for my “outer”. *Family’s eyes roll whenever I’ve attempted to share🙄. After Official D.—maybe they’ll stop the eye rolls.

2/18/2020 11:15:33 PM goatfish_dreams There's never going to be widespread disclosure of anything life changing. The reason why most people are deluded is because they WANT to be.

They're not yearning to be awakened. Considering the complacent disinterest of most anons now, we're never getting to the basic awakening

2/18/2020 11:17:01 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/bryandeanwright/status/1229227257849241600?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BryanDeanWright/status/1229227257849241600 …

2/18/2020 11:21:20 PM denyaraful We who were studying the depths of the Creator, we humbly acknowledge there was and is incarnations of fallen angels, nephilim, and ET.

We, who know the terrors of the deep state personally and walk alongside SRA survivors-survivors!! this is what they are- we know ET are evil

2/18/2020 11:22:28 PM protestantanon The truth is in the Bible, Jesus is the Lord and creator of all, don't fall for the new age et diversion.

2/18/2020 11:23:36 PM winklerburke The infinitely rich families of banking, oil & control. 1st they Institue “morals are, Ha ha, relative” Progressive (1984) Ed. They buy the media off. They 

buy l. & r. of politics. They 187 anyone that don’t like. They do it since 1900.  They plan nuke depopulation.  Q says no.

2/18/2020 11:24:20 PM ahmedondeck Or just have a healthy sexual relationship with your spouse.

2/18/2020 11:26:56 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are 

both…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/18/2020 11:26:56 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

2/18/2020 11:27:32 PM jeffieyboy All in the name of “science”. Positive response = you’re in the club. Negative response = abused and/or sacrificed. Results determine position or role.... 

all in the name of “science” via patents. NXVIM reached out to recruit? EW as recruiter? How many orgs is EW involved with?

2/18/2020 11:27:34 PM qlover12 It's alive and it lives again

2/18/2020 11:27:58 PM jonessense Ill be ready to hold some hands of new friends and hold some hands of some freaked out humans

2/18/2020 11:31:46 PM chefwilllaw If there’s an intelligent race that can travel throughout the universe at will I feel it would be a huge humble pill that not everyone could swallow. 

Overnight things would be obsolete like religion, dogmas, ideologies, politics, etc. A lot of people would take advantage as well.

2/18/2020 11:32:00 PM wwg1wga93583681  https://youtu.be/XzE7S3na3J0 

2/18/2020 11:32:06 PM qlover12  pic.twitter.com/CLWVnn2jeH

2/18/2020 11:32:07 PM chefwilllaw But I really want to be alive to see it.

2/18/2020 11:33:25 PM fansblowing3 Twilight zone, poltergeist, gremlins, ghost stories, dolls and clowns that came to life

2/18/2020 11:35:01 PM fansblowing3 Jurassic Park never scared me, but my sister would have nightmares about that dinosaur eating the dog in the yard scene

2/18/2020 11:36:53 PM shawnloftin1 I would welcome them with great joy.

2/18/2020 11:39:25 PM aldo_9111 True. I can see a whole department huge like Hollywood laying out these scripts well ahead of time. Lining up false flags gun grabs aligned with 

sporting events news releases drug busts lawsuits every all mapped out. Who dies what date they die on how they die. Everything

2/18/2020 11:41:27 PM kimmy_is_real That’s an idea🤔

2/18/2020 11:46:05 PM kimmy_is_real That’s a thought 🤔

2/18/2020 11:47:58 PM g_gjjfd Dump oil stocks I suppose

2/18/2020 11:52:03 PM janey634 I have often asked myself this question. It is worthy of an answer. I hope it is offered.

2/18/2020 11:52:41 PM fansblowing3 We will stop going to work only if we suddenly need no more money.  Protests?  No.  Panic?  No.  I will be wanting to learn anything and everything 

about people on other planets.  Meeting and making friends with an IS-BE from another planet would be nice 👍

2/18/2020 11:55:03 PM waveorparticle The Blob

2/18/2020 11:55:15 PM nine_six3 Similar experience. 

Touched & empowered by his words & the conviction behind them. Then “pay per view/one time showing”, tore-down & dispersed any truths 

conveyed through gained awareness. 

If he truly cares as much as he claims, he’d blast it everywhere a screen can play it.

2/18/2020 11:55:21 PM uchunoseishin The reptilian mind-control is still at large in America...

The Vatican has an Obelisk, Washington has one, even Disney has one... Who runs Disney these days? Hint: They were all expelled from Egypt because 

they created Monotheism in the form of what religion??

2/18/2020 11:56:47 PM thefullarmorog At one time aliens were called angels and Demons. God created all things.

2/18/2020 11:57:22 PM patriotcat_maga 101 Dalmatians

2/18/2020 11:58:21 PM notevenchad17 The timing of this is...No Coincidence. Drive this Home Majestic, again and again. I got got with porn & so did children's mom and my wife of 22 years 

(Pre-divorce) did too. Us both growing up with porn being "cool" is a HUGE part of why she is now dead, and our family ruined.

2/18/2020 11:59:22 PM fansblowing3 We need more information on these interdimensional entities. How many are there? Can we get them to leave?

2/19/2020 12:00:03 AM lotsofprisoners Yes let’s do that. I am here to take lots of prisoners.

2/19/2020 12:00:11 AM qball_patriot Yep...look up US20130281879A1 and read the Summary. It describes a Luciferian...which many on the “Left” take pride in being!  #EVIL

2/19/2020 12:00:33 AM crystalstone857 ET can be physical or non physical higher level being. Aliens are similar to us with advanced technology.

2/19/2020 12:01:32 AM notevenchad17 Whew...Yes.

2/19/2020 12:01:39 AM darktolightchad I believe that cycle has been broken.  This will be the last time you won’t be able to call on your akash.

2/19/2020 12:02:56 AM notevenchad17 These are the thoughts and questions I have. I'm loving this, thank you.

2/19/2020 12:02:56 AM shallknown We won't "learn" anything from them.

We will only learn more about ourselves..... and that is VERY large and significant  (more than you realize).

2/19/2020 12:03:10 AM crystalstone857 Nightmare on Elm Street

2/19/2020 12:04:39 AM mongrelglory Joe Biden made a recent visit to Russia.  Benjamin Fulford said he was begging for sanctuary but Putin refused.

2/19/2020 12:04:44 AM jackc476 What the fuck are you smoking?

2/19/2020 12:05:06 AM ivasby Welcoming them whole heartedly of course and start cooperating with them to manifest any program that is needed in the New Earth. Hiw about you? 

Someone promised to hug me when The Event is happening. My guardian angel from Taygeta 😊

2/19/2020 12:05:23 AM notevenchad17 Absolutely. The degeneracy, and I was admittedly involved in it at times, is astounding.

2/19/2020 12:08:14 AM notevenchad17 Majestic! Thank You!



2/19/2020 12:08:52 AM twitsareangry Nah.  As long as they're cool, I'm cool.  Gotta expect some adjustment and getting to know one another- but as long as they don't get rowdy and start 

busting the place up, it's always nice to meet new people.

2/19/2020 12:11:54 AM knowita70657399  pic.twitter.com/zy2wusFKFE

2/19/2020 12:12:56 AM kenmcneth  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIFLtNYI3Ls … 

3:25

2/19/2020 12:13:37 AM slew19508857 yeah they are assigned death numbers..gotta suck

2/19/2020 12:13:54 AM notevenchad17 This is wild. It's just right there.

2/19/2020 12:13:59 AM truth_canon Why would anything change? All of these proposed actions above are nonsensical.

2/19/2020 12:17:11 AM ms_duckworth So if it’s all in The Bible, why are you in engaging in a discussion about ETs?

2/19/2020 12:17:56 AM mongrelglory Are you saying these vast warehouses of children still exist?  I was hoping their operations had been shut down! 😖

A soul reincarnating into slavery over and over again would be highly traumatized, with loss of their childhood innocence and wonder. 😭

2/19/2020 12:20:08 AM missund79512530 Clockwork Orange. Mad Max. Jaws.

2/19/2020 12:21:40 AM mongrelglory That reminds me of the movie "Cloud Atlas" when one of the  clones finally wakes up and realizes the enslavement and exploitation that she and her 

kind have been enduring for generations. She becomes a liberator, fighting back against the oppressors, and eventually a symbol of...

2/19/2020 12:22:25 AM elcooksta He talked about it in his autobiography. He also said the police basically ignored him.

2/19/2020 12:22:36 AM missund79512530 Ooh. Yes! I forgot about that.

2/19/2020 12:22:44 AM missund79512530 It!!!!

2/19/2020 12:23:01 AM kellygrlrom8_28 He's confronting lies and pointing the way to truth!

Aliens are merely fallen angels who are spiritual and can manifest physically.

We are in a closed system and they want out.

2/19/2020 12:23:07 AM missund79512530 Now that of course was deliberate!

2/19/2020 12:23:15 AM mongrelglory the great compassionate Goddess figure Quan Yin, who renounces ascension in order to stay behind and help alleviate the suffering of others.

2/19/2020 12:23:40 AM ms_duckworth Define an Angel please.

2/19/2020 12:25:48 AM the_tru_eapjr Don't know about you, but I use computer languages. Not IDEs.

2/19/2020 12:27:02 AM diaptera_80 😨

2/19/2020 12:27:05 AM slew19508857 oil guys not into that crap  they are producers..need growth and jobs...i wouldn't include them

2/19/2020 12:27:45 AM leahlaw23536852 Fake conservative that is brainwashed to think government is great. Fool pic.twitter.com/9psyKAnZgc

2/19/2020 12:28:02 AM slew19508857 thinking that nukes actually might just be thermo

2/19/2020 12:28:33 AM leahlaw23536852 In your dreams. Pedos protect pedos.

2/19/2020 12:33:15 AM leahlaw23536852  pic.twitter.com/arOcqpUggB

2/19/2020 12:33:53 AM mongrelglory You can find some answers in old MJ-12 posts here: https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

2/19/2020 12:34:39 AM mongrelglory Also David Wilcock and Th Law of One texts talk about the "veil of forgetting" as a spiritual ascension tool for learning.

2/19/2020 12:35:48 AM weare07489243 Sounded like a great movie...but then I saw the cast.

Tom Hanks 🤮

2/19/2020 12:36:36 AM uwewegel I would invite the Pleiadiens for a talk about their home planet and our History.

2/19/2020 12:38:15 AM fansblowing3 Bloomberg became the Mayor of New York City immediately after Sept. 11 terrorist attacks

2/19/2020 12:38:24 AM missund79512530 Chrome. And their CPU Adreno. Adrenochrome.

2/19/2020 12:39:00 AM fansblowing3 Grey matter = Michael Bloomberg

2/19/2020 12:41:03 AM coulson_antony The Shining.

2/19/2020 12:41:36 AM slew19508857 how bout the folks who know right here on earth?

2/19/2020 12:44:05 AM mongrelglory Despite his presence, the movie contains good disclosure about reincarnation, spiritual evolution, and Starseeds. It got a "like" from MJ-12.  I had to 

watch it several times to catch all the nuances.

2/19/2020 12:44:42 AM 4etherealtruth The only real disclosure will be the disclosure of all reversed engineered technicall advancements we got from downed craft and deals with ET. As long 

as this won't happen it isn't real disclosure. This will change everything we know and wil end poverty and war.

2/19/2020 12:48:35 AM themoonguide I’ll be saying “I told you so”

2/19/2020 12:49:14 AM terribug13 Bambi   and Old Yeller

2/19/2020 12:50:12 AM kellygrlrom8_28  https://www.ligonier.org/learn/articles/angels-messengers-and-ministers-god/ … pic.twitter.com/xEL8onQ7GE

2/19/2020 12:51:07 AM linnyt7 Wow! It's a book! Thanks!

2/19/2020 12:51:42 AM fansblowing3 Mini Mike Bloomberg is part of the Nazi, NXIVM, CIA, porn hub, Epstein, 9/11 traitors?

2/19/2020 12:53:37 AM bensondel I would want to learn all about their history.

2/19/2020 12:56:16 AM weare07489243 What do happen when J enters?

2/19/2020 1:00:38 AM jaqparch 1982’s The Thing 🥺

2/19/2020 1:01:16 AM trolls4truth  pic.twitter.com/4IySPFjybn

2/19/2020 1:02:51 AM usa888fe Hey hey hey, now your talkin.

2/19/2020 1:03:24 AM weare07489243 Want to know more? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtNYOj5yptI …

2/19/2020 1:04:34 AM oo1o110 Are they bringing an "eliminate debt" gun. Cuz if they're not, I'm going back to the grind to make sure my cubs can eat.

2/19/2020 1:05:35 AM lovegypsy1111 My life won't change❤️💨

2/19/2020 1:05:39 AM slew19508857 Arcan

2/19/2020 1:08:20 AM heike_ngan Oh...you know...build relationships based on actual experience and reciprocity, and ignore gossip, fearmongers, the scabbing media and their puppets. 

Get busy creating things we actually want, not what media tells us we need to become relevant and safe from imaginary disasters.

2/19/2020 1:09:01 AM mobilememphian1 Who?

2/19/2020 1:10:58 AM fansblowing3 Charter schools

2/19/2020 1:12:01 AM fansblowing3 Pretty sure we are talking about porn here 🧐

2/19/2020 1:15:35 AM patriotswegoall And we thought China was the only organ harvesting nation. Unless DS and China are connected.

2/19/2020 1:16:37 AM psychedelicast1 An example of destructive stimuli may include a movie clip or a picture of a person breaking into a home, entering into the home and murdering a 

victim. An example of a destructive stimulus may be a movie clip showing a person buried alive. Other examples of destructive stimuli

2/19/2020 1:17:31 AM psychedelicast1 May be a picture of dead animal, a picture of mutilated body of a female, a picture of human torso, a picture of a slit throat, a picture of a dissected 

body, a movie clip of a person setting a fire, a picture of dungeon or basement, a movie clip of a body in a duffle bag,

2/19/2020 1:18:53 AM psychedelicast1 picture of a chemical used to degrade a body, a picture of a poisonous substance, a movie clip of a person using a substance to render another 

unconscious, a movie clip of a child being brutally beaten, a movie clip of cooked human flesh a movie clip of a person consuming another

2/19/2020 1:19:21 AM psychedelicast1 blood or body parts, a movie clip of blood under a floor board, and a movie clip of blood seeping through carpet.

2/19/2020 1:19:53 AM psychedelicast1 This is insane!!!

2/19/2020 1:20:57 AM weare07489243 Sex promoted by technology and automation?



2/19/2020 1:24:08 AM cypressbill1980 What happens when a soul reincarnates into slavery over many iterations?

soul accepts it as normal

2/19/2020 1:28:06 AM kirkwood_brian Prison planet

2/19/2020 1:29:39 AM redquinlan For me nothing changes. Life continues

2/19/2020 1:30:25 AM kate95743049 Don’t want to hear/see anything related with movies.Too sad. Although only a couple of thousand will be left without work. Hollywood strikes?)))) For 

fun #WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 1:42:29 AM gemchaser @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Trust is earned, on a recurring basis. The system has been 'rigged' for to long to allow blind faith to control actions.

It is not 'show me the money' it is 'give me a reason'.

2/19/2020 1:43:05 AM star_god1 labyrinth

2/19/2020 1:43:21 AM norefils So, how are they planning on doing ET disclosure?  Is there going to be a fire side chat...POTUS and a grey?  Are we going to disclose all the varieties?  

You know, like at Fashion Week.  A catwalk of aliens to introduce each kind?  😆

2/19/2020 1:46:02 AM cypressbill1980 i've intuitively know about the existence of ET races,

it doesn't scare me 1 bit.

i want to meet them and learn about their/our history

2/19/2020 1:46:11 AM ms_duckworth So what is your own definition of an Angel?

2/19/2020 1:50:02 AM jackie_anon The original Body Snatchers freaked me out in my teens, In Cold Blood as a young adult and Pans Labyrinth later on.

2/19/2020 1:51:05 AM threadreaderapp Hi, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. See you soon. 🤖

2/19/2020 1:51:05 AM bibibobibox Please @threadreaderapp unroll

2/19/2020 1:53:19 AM pepsee45 Exocist

2/19/2020 1:53:34 AM norefils Oh, do tell....

2/19/2020 1:54:14 AM pendragons411 Poltergeist

2/19/2020 1:54:50 AM kellygrlrom8_28 God defines ... I learn truth through His Word. Scripture is the rule by which all things are measured.

2/19/2020 1:55:13 AM duncanhammond A couple of scenes in Communion too

2/19/2020 1:56:14 AM vigs1379 If they are here to kill and eat us then I fight! If they are here for enlightenment then I welcome them in and work hard to learn everything they have to 

teach to make our planet and communities a better place !

2/19/2020 1:56:21 AM patriotleah1776 My sidekick & I are ready to stand strong for this epic change in society. I've planted seeds in my grandsons via bedtime stories (they don't need 

melatonin at my house, they fall asleep with peaceful smiles on their faces). I'm ready to lead my comrades away from fear. 🥰 

pic.twitter.com/VYrxPEKTCV

2/19/2020 1:56:33 AM nine_six3 That’s what I was thinking. J’s sexual culture gives one an impression of repression. Traditional & conservative (workaholic) society on the surface, but 

in-actuality sex is a massive thriving industry. The perceived sexual oppression gave way to some outlandish fetishes(GTA).1/3 

pic.twitter.com/x4JlHlSG1R

2/19/2020 1:56:59 AM nine_six3 Visited J recently- amazing country! The sex culture is [un]hidden in many places. Love hotels, sex bots, sex toys & sexualized cartoons/anime’s. One 

store, the adult section was literally across the aisle from the kids toys. Only beads draped in front. Odd/Easily accessible. 2/3

2/19/2020 1:58:27 AM angieco00740829 is the way i feel as well. this goes for all the disclosure and truth movement people who you have to pay, to hear. it is  easy to group them up. only a 

handful offer what they know freely.

2/19/2020 1:59:38 AM nine_six3 ‘Censorship’ cleverly placed to push ppl to want it more & pay more. As if blurring it out does much when you have anime’s pushing it even further.

Come to think of it, the sexual culture loves sexualizing Innocence (School girls, tiny voices, doll-like appearances etc). 3/3 pic.twitter.com/uluZWdsAvl

2/19/2020 1:59:40 AM jo7hansmy It won't.

No

I can't wait to go to work so I can proudly state. I told you so!

No

Try to find as much information I can about them.

2/19/2020 2:00:19 AM ms_duckworth I don’t take too kindly to someone ordering me about.

I have a far too inquiring mind for that

I live on the side of snakes/dragons & their wisdom, knowledge, Spirit & truth rather than in the realm of winged people/birds & their lies, dogma, 

Church & control.

#GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/2LpdE04Vty
2/19/2020 2:00:24 AM betsy_bananas It was (and is) horrifying.

2/19/2020 2:00:31 AM patriotleah1776 So they can claim attack on political opponents... not gonna work ladies & gents! PAIN.

2/19/2020 2:01:07 AM ms_duckworth Meanwhile I think for myself.

2/19/2020 2:02:24 AM lovemydogsss Bambi

2/19/2020 2:02:53 AM charmainechasis The labyrinth

2/19/2020 2:04:15 AM annasum47005725 what does M.I.C. stand for?

2/19/2020 2:07:29 AM kellygrlrom8_28 Do you worship self? 

I see your choice of symbolism. It is occult in nature. pic.twitter.com/P94DrP75pq

2/19/2020 2:07:34 AM angieco00740829 the only thing i watched as a kid, that had me crying like a baby, was watching the killing of Jesus. i don't know why it was acceptable for me to watch 

this and be protected against watching other movies with torture but the catholic programming was deep with the parents.

2/19/2020 2:08:18 AM angieco00740829 i don't watch violence or abuse, it hurts the heart. i leave.

2/19/2020 2:08:31 AM jo7hansmy The Boogens. I was 7. There was a misprint in the paper saying it was PG. By the time my parents realized it was too much for us we left. Which made it 

worse because we never seen the monster, whic lives in the basement, so imagination fulls in the blanks which makes it worse.

2/19/2020 2:09:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 YNN

2/19/2020 2:11:07 AM daddygoat22 Pretty sure grey matter and mini grey matter is Bloomberg

2/19/2020 2:11:16 AM mary_jai1 Sybil pic.twitter.com/tIqefE6ncV

2/19/2020 2:12:38 AM sandlinjj Nightmare on Elm Street, The Exorcist

2/19/2020 2:13:54 AM angieco00740829 i assume it will be the basics for the masses. most will never hear what few of us know. their minds would fry. we don't need that to happen

2/19/2020 2:15:14 AM joinna6 Upgrading to Documentary status..?

.

They Live

 .

2/19/2020 2:16:17 AM fansblowing3 Yes George Soros is a Nazi.  Grey matter is Mike Bloomberg.  Mini grey matter is mini Mike Bloomberg.

2/19/2020 2:16:57 AM angieco00740829 i expect i will be busy picking people up off the ground. will they expose the fact that they walk among us? everybody looking at everybody trying to 

figure out, hoo's hoo;)

2/19/2020 2:18:09 AM trolls4truth I dont think that's the part that would send people to the hospital.



2/19/2020 2:18:30 AM fansblowing3 Why is earth in a wave of grey matter?

2/19/2020 2:18:53 AM cla83674019 Military Industrial Complex

2/19/2020 2:21:24 AM thankq43599059 Are some IDE man made? Are we going to be able to see what all of them truly look like?

2/19/2020 2:22:03 AM bibibobibox I was just 5 years old when i saw E.T. and it really scared me. Because of we feed on impressions I decided not to see action/violent and horror films.

2/19/2020 2:23:50 AM keclark60 Draconian?

2/19/2020 2:24:00 AM maryv4120 I will be intrigued, but that’s about it. It’s already known they are out there. Our government knows more than we do. I’ll be happy they finally decided 

to stop keeping it a secret.

2/19/2020 2:25:25 AM lasherlynn Mini for Mini Mike who doesn’t think we have have enough grey matter ?

2/19/2020 2:26:29 AM swimjohn2199 Honestly, probably have to say JAWS, though looking at it decades later it was almost comical and the giant shark looked so mechanical it was difficult 

to take it serious. 

I imagine as a child that the John Williams soundtrack weighed heavily on my being afraid.

2/19/2020 2:26:53 AM brd369 The Gate was the first film that legitimately scared me.

2/19/2020 2:27:14 AM __intothewild_ Thank You!

2/19/2020 2:28:33 AM kab4kag2020 Ditto! 🤗

2/19/2020 2:28:52 AM nanablue37 Her story is also my story. Also we must always be grateful for being able to be apart of something so wonderful.

2/19/2020 2:31:24 AM funforbrook Wizard of oz

2/19/2020 2:32:10 AM fellegyvickie Take charge, lead, they have been here all along...nothing new under the sun...

2/19/2020 2:34:03 AM nanablue37 I watched a video that was taken just a few days ago of a whole bunch of space crafts not too far from where i live. They were right in plain sight. They 

are not trying to hide it anymore.

2/19/2020 2:34:52 AM girlawakeinca One of our Digital Patriots. 

Jailed on false charges.

Be the change 💫

#FreeIAuMatu

@IAuMatu @AllahUniversal @LightLove21121

@Nun_chucknorris @OANN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1154603484353826817 … pic.twitter.com/5ENpkNlue4

2/19/2020 2:35:25 AM nanablue37 The only thing i can think of is being upset at the government for keeping this from us for so long.

2/19/2020 2:36:52 AM bigcirclebill Leave me time for an old man to take his nap. Been prepared.

2/19/2020 2:38:02 AM angieco00740829 more like disarm before we find out all that has already been done. wasn't the hanging option taken off the board?

2/19/2020 2:41:13 AM nanablue37 The exorcist.  I couldn't sleep in my room for a month and the first time i did i got violently ill.

2/19/2020 2:42:01 AM flubbynutty I'll be working. Mortgage won't pay itself

2/19/2020 2:44:20 AM mattdubois137 I owe I owe

It's off to work I go

2/19/2020 2:44:25 AM merorschach I would just like some shared knowledge, cures and experiences.

2/19/2020 2:44:52 AM jamesgdurrett Only 40% will be revealed... Enough stays hidden as to not instill panic!

2/19/2020 2:45:27 AM shawshank62 Night of the Living Dead (1968 version)

2/19/2020 2:46:16 AM ready2go19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically toy of 

victims in the grasps of [them]. Culture E Nudity is human nature. Sex is human instinct. Faith is a fundame…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

2/19/2020 2:46:40 AM justachoice Not going to slave away sounds nice

2/19/2020 2:50:23 AM jen_ridgecooke @SUZER60

2/19/2020 2:50:35 AM andreasolek Cruella DeVille was too scary for me, as a tyke, too! 😳

2/19/2020 2:51:52 AM andreasolek Oh, no, no, no, no, no! 

😳

2/19/2020 2:52:09 AM allisonstmarie Bambi, death of the mother.

2/19/2020 2:52:11 AM overshareflare They cool?

Im cool.

I only want peace & more...

#WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 2:52:31 AM qbeat107 Wrong Turn and  The Hills Have Eyes! I wasn't a kid though! Lol.

2/19/2020 2:52:56 AM buccoland @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/dqX4XjuxHQk 

2/19/2020 2:53:07 AM jayci_oldsailor  pic.twitter.com/QjzSorVcOC

2/19/2020 2:53:41 AM jt_suryo I'd keep my mind and third eye opened.

2/19/2020 2:53:43 AM hgraceq Great Questions

2/19/2020 2:54:13 AM qbeat107 The Night of the Living Dead! The one that Sidney Poitier played in !

2/19/2020 2:55:09 AM allisonstmarie Me too, exactly. I saw A Clockwork Orange at a wayyyy too young age.

2/19/2020 2:56:31 AM qbeat107 Poltergeist! I hated that movie! Especially when they found out their home was built on cemeteries I think

2/19/2020 2:58:25 AM andreasolek After the first one you went back twice more? 😳🤭

No amount of peer pressure would’ve worked on me to go back for more. I was a 🐓 💩 and didn’t care who knew it. 😆

2/19/2020 2:58:38 AM agoodyear2015 If we believe ETs are here or have been here, why would anything change if a voice of authority told us it's true?  I deal with what I can deal with in my 

surroundings.  Anything outside of my control, I can't dwell on.

2/19/2020 2:59:59 AM qbeat107 I hated The Exorcist! That doll head spinning! But the actual exzcorsim was awful.

2/19/2020 3:01:50 AM girlawakeinca I walked out of the movie Cloud Atlas knowing the world was not right...not realizing #TheGreatAwakening had already begun. 🇺🇸🌍

#WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 3:01:55 AM qbeat107 THE OMEN WAS REALLY ONE THAT STUCK

2/19/2020 3:02:41 AM cogbill_rebekah Well I'm pretty excited! I've seen craft in the air and I feel that they are friendly. Movies try to cause fear about ETs.

2/19/2020 3:04:29 AM keith369me The days of media company’s propaganda controlling every move of the executive branch are over.  The tidal wave from the storm is coming.  Enjoy 

the show.

2/19/2020 3:06:04 AM laura_twelve Was trying to see what his buttons and arm patch on his shirt.... I’m a little bit older so it was hard to 👀 2&2 or 22 hanging from his chain 

pic.twitter.com/diISdg0GKO

2/19/2020 3:07:27 AM keith369me There are no coincidences.  That question was asked to bring more to the reality that is shared in this video

2/19/2020 3:07:51 AM cogbill_rebekah Dumbo Bambi and old yeller

2/19/2020 3:08:35 AM birdiesrchirpin How did Drew get lucky?



2/19/2020 3:09:02 AM lightlove21121 🔥 🔥 🔥

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@NSA_QIL2

🔥 🔥 🔥

@BoogeymanHunter

@DrDannielle

@SSG_PAIN

🔥 🔥 🔥
2/19/2020 3:10:40 AM gsdmom6 Salems Lot pic.twitter.com/VedMHcKPWi

2/19/2020 3:10:43 AM djlok Side note: I bet IDEs give us IDEAS.

2/19/2020 3:10:57 AM keith369me [They] have been playing the same game all along.

[They] lack creativity to adjust their game.

This game is all but over.

2/19/2020 3:11:21 AM brick_airhedred I’m grateful that I didn’t watch Disney movies when I was growing up: Those never appealed to me and I didn’t have mom/family want to take me.

2/19/2020 3:12:24 AM brick_airhedred And I learned to not watch movies with animals = tear jerkers.

2/19/2020 3:12:47 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1229931431566151684?s=20 …

2/19/2020 3:13:40 AM bobpable Life as usual, looking forward to embracing a new more loving world and excitedly awaiting new disclosures!

2/19/2020 3:13:45 AM keith369me I’d imagine we take a break and then go back to a rapidly evolving version of our every day lives.  One where we over time realize that much of what 

we have and much of what we do can evolve into a fantastic reality.  Consciousness and technology will lead the way.

2/19/2020 3:15:03 AM bigworthy  pic.twitter.com/9aVGThEnyd

2/19/2020 3:15:29 AM keith369me What is Bloomberg?   That is not a typo...it is not who.

2/19/2020 3:16:27 AM carola41323659 As I kid I wondered why anyone liked the Wizard of Oz?  I always thought it was strange and unnerving 😬.

2/19/2020 3:16:40 AM davidsm58887623 Not much. Maybe smoke a Jay and continue on. Tell a bunch of frens I told them so.  I dont think much will change for the ordinary person. Theres 

more to fear from our Gov't.  And buy a new gun.

2/19/2020 3:17:32 AM keith369me Consciousness beats AI every time.  Eventually they all have to drop out or lose.

2/19/2020 3:17:43 AM belkage I want to stop being an interest generating a slave to the World banks and live in a forest by a river. And I want to get my own Antigravity device so I 

can travel without pollution of the environment.

2/19/2020 3:17:45 AM aleks8837 I will want to stand straight and say: "Now, let's embrace this new paradigm and try to live up to it's possibilities - together!" ❤️ 

pic.twitter.com/zVUWtjY5Wc

2/19/2020 3:20:33 AM kmcooper323 JUST STOP!  THERE WILL BE NO EXTRATERRESTRIAL DISCLOSURES.  WE LIVE UNDER 2 RADIATION BELTS (VAN ALLEN BELTS)  NOTHING IN OR OUT.  IT IS 

ALL GOV PSY OPS.

2/19/2020 3:21:43 AM keith369me [They] all live in fear.  Before it was fear of themselves...now it is of fear of losing control to an angry mob.  The reality is most of [them] would be in a 

better situation in prison than the “prison” of a system they supported and lived in.

2/19/2020 3:22:04 AM stashu671 Jaws

2/19/2020 3:22:26 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Same

2/19/2020 3:22:45 AM keith369me Did he choose to be born into this situation to expose it in this moment?

2/19/2020 3:23:43 AM bhahn0421 Chuckie, The Shining, and Freddy Kruger.

2/19/2020 3:25:56 AM rhondanight Trump took is to the mountain 🏔/ There’s no turning back after what’s been exposed / we will use more then MAGICK to stop the vile corruption 

they are perpetuating on not only the American people but all people  !  We are protected I saw this myself - I have 0 fear 🕯🕯🕯

2/19/2020 3:26:27 AM wozzanoski Hmm I was born in 1980.. so Jaws is 'up there' but for me I reckon Texas Chainsaw Massacre would top my list.. but over the years I've been a fan of 

Horror so I'm probably desensitized now..

2/19/2020 3:27:18 AM kramsnilloc3 Most will say eh what's the next news story

2/19/2020 3:27:46 AM laura_twelve The Exorcist and Hell Raisor Hell bond 🙏🏻

2/19/2020 3:32:04 AM pangburnrustin the electric company is still going to want there money

your still going to have a mortgage each month

car payment,insurance,etc,etc

it will be AMAZING!!!

but I still will have to go to work tomorrow

2/19/2020 3:33:30 AM laura_twelve Escape to Witch Mountain (Kim Richards) just so weird

2/19/2020 3:33:31 AM nerianne1 Chucky ... threw out all my dolls

2/19/2020 3:33:59 AM quantum_arts Keep punching

2/19/2020 3:34:15 AM swimjohn2199 I was ten when it hit the theaters in 1975, I remember my father taking me.

2/19/2020 3:34:37 AM suzer60 😱🤔🤯

2/19/2020 3:35:21 AM podium_hawk Say "Hi family, nice to meet you." "It's been too long"

2/19/2020 3:35:37 AM charles42025099 The first physical reaction that will show acknowledgment of the Truth, will be the deep intake of air and then the Soul Cleaning exhale..exhaling the 

shackles/oppression that has been constantly on our shoulders (for Millennium??). The next Breath shall be that of Freedom. ThanQ

2/19/2020 3:35:46 AM konvergerer Look man im a seasoned ufologist,  20 years of research,  its been good. They are here,  been here, gonna be here.  Right now i just don't care.  Im 

more concerned about making American great again and appreciating MY heritage and OUR Republic.

2/19/2020 3:35:54 AM carola41323659 In Sleeping Beauty, Maleficent says "Now, shall you deal with ME, O Prince - and all the powers of HELL", then she transforms herself into a huge 

dragon.

2/19/2020 3:35:57 AM maksnaryzhyy Project bluebeam

2/19/2020 3:36:09 AM fansblowing3 “So A can continue to provide foreign assistance”. 

Our country only gives foreign assistance to other countries who supply trafficking victims?  😡

2/19/2020 3:36:52 AM fansblowing3 J = justice I hope 🤞

2/19/2020 3:37:17 AM vmgpatriot Everyone is desensitized now to it. Water on Mars recently announced and crickets..

2/19/2020 3:37:42 AM lovepems Deliverance

2/19/2020 3:39:18 AM bizcoachusa Clockwork Orange pic.twitter.com/nO9FWNL3Ek

2/19/2020 3:39:20 AM jkukucska Nightmare on Elm Street. Listened to a podcast about a guy who said he saw a similar figure in his dream decades before the film. He was so 

traumatised by the dream when he woke up, he couldn’t walk for weeks! Take that!

2/19/2020 3:39:31 AM lstorry Bambi and Dumbo

2/19/2020 3:39:41 AM chris_cmselec IMO- There is no ET, just propaganda used as a tool.  It was suggested as early as 1917 and it has held us captive.  The war of the worlds broadcast was 

a false flag to see at what level we had bought in. What happened - panic

2/19/2020 3:40:05 AM jkukucska I agree. Most of classic Disney is horrid

2/19/2020 3:40:51 AM jkukucska Definitely the Exorcist!!! Why did I even bother to go and see it?????

2/19/2020 3:41:20 AM bellabaron71 Halloween

2/19/2020 3:42:39 AM code_of_west I Was A Teenage Frankenstein

2/19/2020 3:43:00 AM tac27 I’m going to the bar with an alien chick



2/19/2020 3:44:45 AM lenartjoe preserving our traditions & identity will B critical. While some which never properly served us will quickly shake out, many will be enhanced by our new 

understanding. Occupations may eventually change as our potential grows, but positive cultural & spiritual traditions will stay

2/19/2020 3:46:43 AM jamiegirardi The Fog

2/19/2020 3:47:54 AM funkyfr81652973 The Michael Jackson “Thriller” video.

2/19/2020 3:48:47 AM cnspeterson We are all ETs, thats how Midgard ( Earth) was seeded.

2/19/2020 3:48:48 AM jay87sunny The Omen and the Exorcist the original verision

2/19/2020 3:49:43 AM debbie_vivian The birds

2/19/2020 3:50:10 AM sunnyck15 The Birds - Alfred Hichcock

2/19/2020 3:50:56 AM jay87sunny The Exorcist ant the Omen the original verisions pic.twitter.com/bmLoLcNOzM

2/19/2020 3:52:10 AM genome33 This comes to mind - For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the 

world.  And the world passeth away, and the lust thereof: but he that doeth the will of God abideth for ever. 1 John 2:16

2/19/2020 3:52:45 AM stefanofait Personally I find that those titles are a powerful deterrent.

So I'm not sure that the cost benefit is positive.

2/19/2020 3:52:59 AM reaperx701lee Just wondering how I could chill with the good one and blaze with them and maybe learns some cool new things and maybe trade for some tech

2/19/2020 3:54:03 AM beachba73730378 Nothing?

2/19/2020 3:54:08 AM jd3162 Exorcist still freaks me out 40 years later

2/19/2020 3:54:20 AM kevinmruel Mmmm not sure...we enjoy the people but many things to consider....@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/WFJOKF1U89

2/19/2020 3:54:49 AM missy_mma Agree!

2/19/2020 3:56:26 AM drtiborkdr ETs can suck human energy until they are hidden. They don't want disclosure. Human leaders are slaves (or hybrids - synth or not) of some alien race, 

following orders. Those, who can disclose, will never want a disclosure. It can only be by accident or forced.

2/19/2020 3:57:46 AM manifest_utopia [Nazi Collaborator] is George Soros

[Grey Matter] is Keith Raniere

[Mini Grey Matter] is Bloomberg

2/19/2020 3:59:22 AM puertoricancham Hocus Pockus

2/19/2020 3:59:54 AM fedupnation But it’s GO TIME now, Right???🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏this is torture.....😡😡😡😡😡

2/19/2020 4:02:11 AM fansblowing3 No longer become a child?  Does this mean genetic memory is unlocked and you remember every lifetime?

2/19/2020 4:02:50 AM liziam1776 'The Day Of The Triffids'

2/19/2020 4:04:26 AM flowersoul Our day to day life will change with a joyous 💓 expansion  ..embracing our benevolent family in deep gratitude!!

Remembrance and our abilities will finally be restored... we will learn fast and implement the many amazing solutions 4 the highest & best good 4 all 

using a PLAN 💫

2/19/2020 4:05:20 AM fansblowing3 I’m guessing they were sex trafficked throughout childhood and then 100% of them had their organs harvested shortly before they turn 18.  This is evil. 

 😠

2/19/2020 4:06:12 AM mikemurphey1 The Haunting, 1963

2/19/2020 4:07:52 AM kturnerfamily1 Sex addiction is part... biblical good vs evil! 🙏🏻

2/19/2020 4:09:06 AM gcanty3 1960 Black Sunday. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjGX72iCzmI …

2/19/2020 4:10:15 AM roadcrew16 What if Enki v enlil are only a small piece of this huge puzzle

2/19/2020 4:15:53 AM editingwiz 😂🤣 i know I shouldn’t laugh but that is hysterical!

2/19/2020 4:15:56 AM djlok So apparently Luciferians respond differently to different stimuli.  Is this real or some fake thing a pedophile made up?  Are people born Luciferean?

2/19/2020 4:16:01 AM mikkishellman I look forward to this time!   I have so many questions for them, but I must say that I have mixed emotions with regards to this encounter.   Sometimes 

I feel very happy to know that we are not alone in the multiverse but at the same time I wonder what awaits us.

2/19/2020 4:17:12 AM faro_christian Help others and then contribute

2/19/2020 4:17:15 AM robinreitsma1 Nothing will happen. the world wont stop spinning. the sun wont stop rising and setting. day to day life will necessarily change but I doubt it will 

change a great deal. It wont be Independence day (1996), it wont be mars attacks(1996).

2/19/2020 4:17:26 AM sherrivest2 Jaws

2/19/2020 4:17:36 AM birdi9201 The Exorcist and Children of the Corn

2/19/2020 4:18:38 AM robinreitsma1 i like to think it it will be more like some combination of todays world and star trek (next Gen. 1988 - 1998) but when it comes to ETs i tend to be an 

optimist. :)

2/19/2020 4:20:23 AM keith369me E-Europe, A-America, J-Jew Jeffrey?

2/19/2020 4:20:24 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @DonaldJTrumpJr @parscale @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  safety would be a great Issue... but,..God does the Impossible.  

https://twitter.com/Johnny_Congress/status/1229838383221858305 …

2/19/2020 4:22:03 AM mrsgeorgiegirl Bambi

2/19/2020 4:23:22 AM yogini0208 Live my normal life because I knew it all along.  I’m a happy conspiracy theorist.

2/19/2020 4:23:26 AM nl142za So bacteria in the guts produce signal molecules for the brain. According to a poster on GodLikeProductions a few years back who claims to be a 

Rothschild, with eating meat we support a parasite which is an entity ALIEN to the human host! Can this be true??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/19/2020 4:23:42 AM red_rand  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDVQe5iRiPw …

2/19/2020 4:24:27 AM kravyn71 Jaws

2/19/2020 4:26:04 AM guy_karen I will delight in our new future

2/19/2020 4:26:22 AM throging Showing my age but “Grizzly”.  I was petrified of bears and lived in a country without them!  Still scared!

2/19/2020 4:26:22 AM keith369me “9/ Society in A, when combined with E, would solve problems.”  Why does this resonate so much?  Why do the characters in the Wizard of Oz flash 

into my mind when reading this?  Finish walking down that yellow brick road and pull back the curtain!!!

2/19/2020 4:27:34 AM mcatbanksmaria The exorcist

2/19/2020 4:28:16 AM ramstadstacy I suspect some may panic at this disclosure but I welcome it with open arms. When this day happens I will celebrate!

2/19/2020 4:29:08 AM nl142za GOD/GUT!  TRUST YOUR GUTS---->TRUST IN GOD

LMAO!

2/19/2020 4:30:43 AM roublisa Yes!

2/19/2020 4:31:42 AM hawkgirlinmn Biden 9/28/2015– https://www.romaniajournal.ro/amp/politics/iohannis-biden-agree-on-enhancing-the-economic-dimension-of-the-strategic-

partnership-u-s-vice-president-content-about-anti-corruption-fight-in-romania/ …

2/19/2020 4:32:36 AM joanhol24893501 Nothing different. I think many are already here helping us.

2/19/2020 4:32:38 AM lenartjoe You’ll be more than pleasantly surprised by how quickly Terran humanity takes these changes in stride. Any temporary period of laziness coming from 

the switch from scarcity to abundance economics will quickly pass as a zeal to redefine our role and purpose takes over

2/19/2020 4:34:09 AM __intothewild_ Why Bother With Pay Per View?

The President Of The United States Is Outing Them With Exposure. 

You Just Have To Start Digging! pic.twitter.com/f3Oz0yOofE

2/19/2020 4:34:41 AM jorwriter Nothing will change; I’ll go on as if nothing had happened, because it’s old news to me.

2/19/2020 4:35:33 AM rhondanight Same thing I’ve always done



2/19/2020 4:36:55 AM lenartjoe People will quickly realize that the suffering associated with our arrested spiritual, exopolitical& economic development is far worse than any pain 

associated with the rapid growth needed to catch up to where we were supposed to be.

2/19/2020 4:37:33 AM liziam1776 This is an interesting post. pic.twitter.com/tYPBZItjJo

2/19/2020 4:38:00 AM satempleton Logical thinking??  A believer in something out there for over 50 years, so logical thinking will not be a problem.

Emotional response??  That is totally different!! 

Shock?

Surprise?

Denial?

Some fear?

Excited anticipation?

All of the above!!
2/19/2020 4:38:32 AM libra_scale1982 None of the above. Disclosure means understanding. I won't be scared

2/19/2020 4:38:58 AM hawkgirlinmn Bernie honeymooned in Soviet Union at age 46. Went to Moscow, saw Lenins tomb, then Leningrad, Yaroslavl where he wanted to create a sister-city 

of Butlington, VT. Naked in bath house in Yaroslavl. 

George Soros is from Ukraine. The nexus of the Cult of Baal.

2/19/2020 4:39:55 AM kathaleend12 Jaws. I'm sure that's a common one. Grew up on Long Island and couldn't enjoy ocean swimming after watching it, for years.

2/19/2020 4:40:43 AM annasum47005725 Are you trying to say that the likes of whoever that worship child sacrifice are all ETs? or IDEs?  Do you mean this metaphorically, or are you being 

serious?

2/19/2020 4:40:50 AM trob34567024 Did anyone ever see “Looking for Mr. Goodbar”?

2/19/2020 4:41:37 AM hawkgirlinmn Soviet Union and Ukraine were communist countries as Ukraine was part of SU. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-bernie-sanderss-

1988-10-day-honeymoon-in-the-soviet-union/2019/05/02/db543e18-6a9c-11e9-a66d-a82d3f3d96d5_story.html …

2/19/2020 4:41:49 AM suzannelittlej3 You think they would give me a ride in their spaceship to where they just found all that gold in Egypt?

2/19/2020 4:42:06 AM unostrawman I knew I wasn't the only one.

2/19/2020 4:42:20 AM bandit13049556 Zombies. 🇳🇱😟 Had to leave early ( 8 years old)

2/19/2020 4:42:49 AM talk2hoof I’m ready and well prepared. Life just goes on. Protest what? Get off our planet? That’s just silly. It will be a time for new learning. I will continue to live 

a normal life unless they want “To Serve Man”. That would change everything.

2/19/2020 4:43:30 AM petesmom94 The wizard of Oz as a child and nightmare on elm St as a teenager.

2/19/2020 4:43:39 AM lysa26832458 I’m just going to watch the entertainment of it all and wonder how the Christian community will respond. They are the only religion not to speak of our 

alien ancestors

2/19/2020 4:43:43 AM bjmolinar Night of the Living Dead and The Comet ohh and also The Fog, the original one.  I will not watch a scary movie now and I don't allow my kids to watch 

them either.  I still wont go past my knees in the ocean because of Jaws.

2/19/2020 4:43:48 AM renee_birchall I love that movie

2/19/2020 4:44:58 AM margarettickner Rejoice!  God Wins! Good triumphs over evil.  Praise god.  All glory to God.

2/19/2020 4:45:41 AM southpaw816 I will trust in God to guide us.

2/19/2020 4:45:52 AM rsm28675996 the return flight

2/19/2020 4:45:56 AM hawkgirlinmn J=Jews? (Khazarian?)

2/19/2020 4:46:25 AM qrumbmnstr1323 #WeAreTheNewsNow

2/19/2020 4:46:50 AM southpaw816 Salem's Lot the original!

2/19/2020 4:47:14 AM kkattttttt The Changeling

2/19/2020 4:47:29 AM crzycnuk101 Bloomberg. Is Mr Greymatter

2/19/2020 4:47:42 AM cdale_dog Willie freakin Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.  Pure Evil.

2/19/2020 4:47:42 AM magamircat1 I would LOVE to quit work and relax all day in my house..😁😁IS that really an option??😁😁

2/19/2020 4:47:47 AM visitnaj Hey Check out The Urantia Book - printed in 1955. All ‘celestially’ authored. 2096 pages. I’ve been enjoying reading this since 1976. Can get audiobook 

instead.

2/19/2020 4:48:00 AM cdale_dog Fantasia was really scary...

2/19/2020 4:48:02 AM patriotcat_maga The dogs were going to be KILLED and SKINNED! How terrible is that for a little girl who just loves animals!

2/19/2020 4:48:08 AM gilmourisgod751 I think it'll be WONDERFUL. All the new things we could learn. Well learn more then, than we have in a thousand years. Hopefully, I pray and pray, that 

they'd take me for a ride, ANYWHERE, just a ride. I want to see everything I can.

2/19/2020 4:48:17 AM dakotobol Suspicious.. All from same tribe, but never mentioned.

The red herring

Kosher nostra goes un-noticed again

"By way of deception, thou shalt....."

2/19/2020 4:48:26 AM natureinspace My life won't change much because I already know they're here. I don't need proof from the government. I'm curious to learn more about them 

though.

2/19/2020 4:48:27 AM lysa26832458 I think “they” will use the ignorance of the American population to create propaganda which will distract people from the whole truth. Then, another 

round of problem-reaction-solution=Fearful public-new government laws restricting more freedoms!!!

2/19/2020 4:48:34 AM digitalsoldie20 Well I'm  going to cotinue to praise God everyday as I do now and ask for his guidance and help my fellow man anyway possible. I already know they 

are real.

2/19/2020 4:48:52 AM magamircat1 But you did say "LOGICAL THINKING "

2/19/2020 4:49:34 AM dragonflyglitta Let’s not forget Apple. The first iPhone sold for $666 and you know what apples logo is. Eve bit the Apple

2/19/2020 4:50:29 AM sickie88 IT and Nightmare on elm Street

2/19/2020 4:50:34 AM papoyamba Grey matter is bloomberg

2/19/2020 4:50:36 AM dragonflyglitta Also, Google. Their graphics program is Adrena and their web browser is Chrome. Hidden in plain sight #ThesePeopleAreSick

2/19/2020 4:50:44 AM qurious63 First thing I thought of when I read “ protest” is,is this another LARP account?  Gave himself away!Only triggered libs “ protest” 🤣

2/19/2020 4:50:54 AM nmcwwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/ls7LjLeu6d

2/19/2020 4:51:02 AM crzycnuk101 Mr. Grey Matter is Bloomberg

Mini grey matter is mini mike.

2/19/2020 4:51:34 AM hawkgirlinmn I think so

2/19/2020 4:52:25 AM laurabrinck Terrified me. Still can’t watch it

2/19/2020 4:53:30 AM whatsthebuzz_1 Wizard of Oz. The bad witch.. scary AF

2/19/2020 4:53:40 AM gammaadn Children of the Corn

2/19/2020 4:54:02 AM lysa26832458 We are not the only alien species living under a veil of amnesia. Some of them are too

2/19/2020 4:54:13 AM dansilv56084248 Jaws

I couldn't swim in our pool at night for years.

2/19/2020 4:54:28 AM americanpetal I know, right! Never been a protesting type. But, MJ’s questions got me thinking...what to do after disclosure?

2/19/2020 4:55:31 AM sang33 3 Days of the Condor

2/19/2020 4:56:39 AM margaretwild8 Dr Who. xx

2/19/2020 4:58:08 AM hawkgirlinmn 46¿ = a Spanish meaning to the comment or math term= greater than? Pertaining to RE RU?

2/19/2020 5:01:27 AM charitable_fury ‘Bout SUMS it Up! — Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured 

strategically to keep a supply of victims…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

2/19/2020 5:01:34 AM awakeinvt Jaws.

2/19/2020 5:01:35 AM suzannelittlej3  pic.twitter.com/BTreELbJ40



2/19/2020 5:01:56 AM integrityneed For sure... Tangled (Rapunzel) is a kidnapped as a baby by a woman, pretends to be her Mother, hides her in a tower to steal her power so she can stay 

young. 

And where are the Mothers in every movie?

2/19/2020 5:02:08 AM digitalsoldie20 AMEN TOOK ME AWHILE TO GRIP IT

2/19/2020 5:04:22 AM dollydottz Salem’s Lot

2/19/2020 5:08:16 AM hawkgirlinmn Mini grey matter=Mini Mike?

2/19/2020 5:09:30 AM essene_merkabah KARMA...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor … pic.twitter.com/A83x0kqSmO

2/19/2020 5:09:31 AM stararies1 Same, lol. I can't swim alone in a big pool. And forget about swimming in the ocean.

2/19/2020 5:09:49 AM sean_blackwolf Hush Hush sweet Charlotte

2/19/2020 5:10:52 AM lysa26832458 It will disclose their crimes. I think it will all come down to who continues to own the programming propaganda platform=Maintenence Media. People 

will believe what they are told to believe like obedient children

2/19/2020 5:13:52 AM lynnsch98891174 It all makes sense if you are willing to accept that humans are energy. And energy can neither be created or destroyed. A life force leaves the body but 

still exists.  They are still hear with us , even after the death of the body.   Like being in a different dimension?

2/19/2020 5:15:56 AM dakotobol Considering all the "steins", "bergs", et al... 

At what point does it become mathematically impossible?

There are no COHENcidences.

2/19/2020 5:17:02 AM jaded_pearl Except when you think of hundreds of thousands of kids locked in cages, under a boat or being trafficked through tunnels, enslaved for the pleasure of 

demonic beings. [Adrenochrome] #qanon Please release the spectrum of healing frequencies  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 -

2/19/2020 5:18:07 AM jan10998072 Yes, horror had a “normal” face.

2/19/2020 5:18:45 AM countrygirlexec (Teenager) Drive-In - Exorsist, Jaws,  Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

2/19/2020 5:19:23 AM jamiegrahamusa Please message me. Its urgent about a chinese military whistlblwr.

I dont want to post the content.

2/19/2020 5:19:26 AM jan10998072 Those damn flying monkeys...

2/19/2020 5:23:45 AM ozziebear224 Hush Hush Sweet Charlotte

and 

The Exorcist

2/19/2020 5:23:46 AM joesephwilliam5 Pet Cemetary, Children of the Corn! I make a habit to not watch horror films seeing as movies like Hostel are almost definitely based on real-life when 

super rich people have everything and are psychotic or demonic

2/19/2020 5:27:25 AM stefanofait @MongrelGlory

2/19/2020 5:27:48 AM hrivario SAW! I couldn't walk in the dark without seeing the puppet.

2/19/2020 5:28:01 AM jeffcordell6 Amazing times

2/19/2020 5:29:00 AM awakenedaussie This wins all, hands down!

2/19/2020 5:29:49 AM lotsofprisoners @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has a more interesting thread on this subject, with the same banner picture. Wonder who was first?

2/19/2020 5:30:28 AM craig2feathers I saw a recent incredible breakdown of this movie & script...all about child sexual abuse & MKUltra signs are everywhere. I'll never watch & inform all 

that I know about this evil

2/19/2020 5:30:34 AM indiglojewel 🕊Technology to heal beings with vibrational frequencies. Free energy technology deployed. Travel “enhancements.”💫

2/19/2020 5:31:42 AM mgrosshart That's ridiculous. There ARE negative species but they are here already, it's the positive ones that will come from "outside". This planet has been in the 

negatives control for 12000 years.

2/19/2020 5:32:10 AM awakenedaussie In what way?

2/19/2020 5:33:02 AM patriotcat_maga That sounds exactly like what the Kabal does! Abducts kids so they can drink their blood to stay young

2/19/2020 5:33:09 AM craig2feathers We're talking about people being traumatized here.. pic.twitter.com/fuXKw3JfKe

2/19/2020 5:33:28 AM _doozier_ I bet Ukraine is most extreme "E"

2/19/2020 5:34:23 AM toxicwhiteguy1 Probably try to get a couple good mounts on the wall.

2/19/2020 5:36:16 AM jmartinez078 Yup this is the movie that did it for me!

2/19/2020 5:37:00 AM amberoshunize Bambi and the flying monkeys in the Wizard of Oz!

2/19/2020 5:37:14 AM soul_fulfitness ET= fallen angels and demons. Not someone I would want to hob-knob with.

2/19/2020 5:38:40 AM america__reborn The Shining

2/19/2020 5:38:41 AM integrityneed Truth in plain sight. Break the family to exploit the innocent

2/19/2020 5:39:15 AM poorrichard1705 No different. Operation “Zombie Hoards” goes into action. Beans and bullets are ready.

2/19/2020 5:40:52 AM soul_fulfitness They already know we do, that’s why the elite rape, kill and eat children.

2/19/2020 5:41:18 AM 0hawkward2 Educate yourself about this subject & you won't panic. Darkness is powerless in the LIGHT. But like everything in this inverted reality we create it 

constantly & evil hijacks it. Don't just object to evil, push the good. We are on God's side & are the spark of the Almighty Flame.

2/19/2020 5:41:21 AM the_tru_eapjr Nothing will change for any of us who have paid attention to the many soft disclosures by contactees & whistleblowers. Nothing will change for those 

who follow me. No panic. Just quiet satisfaction.

2/19/2020 5:42:59 AM asil_yarg Damien

2/19/2020 5:44:40 AM twelvebcharlie1 Every Wars been a sham.

Every... single... fuckin... one...

2/19/2020 5:44:50 AM the_tru_eapjr Things will change for all of us re energy, healthcare, travel, .. & of course true replicators will come into play.

2/19/2020 5:45:13 AM cny_micaa probably depends on if it's STO or STS ET. And whether it is before or after the pole shift? There may not be some jobs after the pole shift....

2/19/2020 5:46:35 AM ss78868684 Salems lot

2/19/2020 5:47:23 AM gersteppe6 I don’t remember being traumatized as a child by a movie, but my 20 year-old still talks about The Brave Little Toaster.  😂😂😂

2/19/2020 5:47:41 AM ravisingkeegan Google chrome.

2/19/2020 5:48:29 AM nl142za The bacteria living in our guts, producing signal molecules for our brains 😂

2/19/2020 5:48:42 AM redcaddy78 Homicidal. 1961 film.

Scared the hell out of me.

2/19/2020 5:49:08 AM keith369me Don Jr...meeting with Russians at Trump Tower regarding Russian adoption.  Scary how this now just comes in when thought about for 3, 6, or 9 

seconds.

2/19/2020 5:49:10 AM bgartypants These are good questions that we definitely need to consider but because our whole paradigm will be changing I dont think we can know how things 

will unfold at this time. Im sure there will be many surprises during OFC.🤔

2/19/2020 5:52:03 AM qurious63 The way I see it, if they’ve been around us for decades( maybe more) why change anything at all?  Unless they decide to not be friendly. 🤷🏼♀️

2/19/2020 5:54:00 AM like_neo Blood Sucking Freaks. Massive torture of naked women and cannibalism. Friends much older brothers had it on while I was at their house. Thoroughly 

disgusting.

2/19/2020 5:54:19 AM lotsofprisoners Many, many people still young enough to face justice. I usually take prisoners these days but in this case there will be many exceptions.

2/19/2020 5:55:20 AM like_neo It all depends on their intent.

2/19/2020 5:56:18 AM shining91109743 Eyes wide shut traumatized me as an adult.

2/19/2020 5:57:28 AM mermaide432526 That day is sooner than one would think. I would hope to embrace them as my research shows some are family. My dream is for them to fix our planet 

before its too late



2/19/2020 5:58:18 AM gstarseed O ill be ecstatic satisfaction lol. Woohoo

2/19/2020 5:59:22 AM qsentus1 The exorcist

2/19/2020 6:00:06 AM robertpetro Jeez, pick any Disney movie where the parents DIED...

2/19/2020 6:00:24 AM clinton_deyton The original Texas chainsaw’s when I was like 8 or so

2/19/2020 6:03:34 AM lightworkercain The Cat's Eye...

2/19/2020 6:04:18 AM wolfmother1008 The Exorcist!!!

2/19/2020 6:04:37 AM lafol57 The Wizard of Oz

2/19/2020 6:04:47 AM italianmom555 No change for my life I always knew that ETs existed. I will still go to work and feed my kids at school their breakfast and lunch, disclosure is just a 

validation which many of us validated a long time ago. Just dont let The View interview u all💜😊 they r awful.

2/19/2020 6:05:57 AM janicebayless Mask of the Red Death, David Niven

2/19/2020 6:06:02 AM alnacho1 All depends on what is disclosed.

2/19/2020 6:06:11 AM italianmom555 I agree. My advice to ETs stay away from fake news and The View🤣🤣

2/19/2020 6:07:16 AM steelcowgirl_45 Wizard of Oz. Literally made my entire family leave the theater because of the monkeys. I never tolerated fear porn as my kids were growing up either.

2/19/2020 6:08:53 AM magillzoe PET CEMETERY, HOUSE ON HAUNTED HILL....  yeah those took a bit to get over. I dont watch any of that crap now! Pure evil!

2/19/2020 6:09:03 AM nirmaljeetj I dont think they would all be malicious beings! If us humans are the nicest in this universe, i think we'd be in trouble 😁

2/19/2020 6:10:41 AM tina12865370 Jaws

2/19/2020 6:12:39 AM tina12865370 That kind of horror never scared me and I do not watch horror. It’s the Children of the Corn, Hostel, Texas Chainsaw. 

Depraved people are real nightmares.

2/19/2020 6:12:53 AM matrixslayer1 Only one. The Exorcist.

2/19/2020 6:13:39 AM cny_micaa I wonder if Anonymous has control over what is advertised during the video? Specific ads?

2/19/2020 6:13:45 AM holladay7doc I will welcome it, and seek them out. The good ones, anyway.

2/19/2020 6:14:03 AM donnaleone19 exorcist and last house on the left.....i don't do horror

2/19/2020 6:15:02 AM gstarseed Lol 🤣🤣🤣👽👽👽👽 they can just come hang out with me. My house is open. I just ask they help me train my wild dog 😂😂

2/19/2020 6:15:23 AM marty713 The Last Toy Story 🎬 Antique Shop pic.twitter.com/hKVwPo3b2g

2/19/2020 6:16:19 AM sleepingnomore The same as today....only more excited about possibilities!

2/19/2020 6:17:42 AM burgersandra Hints:

 https://mobile.twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20grey&src=typed_query …

2/19/2020 6:18:09 AM dianewilsonjus1 That movie always had me on the edge of my seat, fearing for the puppies!

2/19/2020 6:19:22 AM tanuqi76 Alien.  End was good tho

2/19/2020 6:19:30 AM cosmic_engineer I won't really.  Not why I'm here 😏

2/19/2020 6:20:43 AM loricross00 They get killed off!  I was traumatized by Bambi. Screamed when the Mother died.

2/19/2020 6:21:38 AM tanuqi76 I seriously watched in 5 chunks... and kept checking behind doors and furniture.  Almost attacked my dog.

2/19/2020 6:21:55 AM launa_usa Not to minimize your legitimate fear from watching this, but that gif looks hilarious to me! 😂

I’m a grown ass adult, so not a fair perspective. Sorry that you saw this when you were little. ❤️

2/19/2020 6:22:15 AM zachary_joe ...didn't kill himself

2/19/2020 6:22:44 AM protestantanon A messenger, and you think for yourself? Is that why you're following Helena Blavatsky snd Alice Bailey's dogma to a T?

2/19/2020 6:23:10 AM protestantanon Angels are messengers, can be anything or anyone

2/19/2020 6:23:30 AM tanuqi76 And RING

2/19/2020 6:23:33 AM protestantanon Because ets are not who they claim to be, THINK DECEPTION

2/19/2020 6:24:46 AM myelevatedsoul I'll be more like "finally!" I accepted / understood many decades ago. I am ready to meet, learn, ... Ascend!

2/19/2020 6:25:01 AM jamiegrahamusa ALIEN, CARRIE WERE TERRIBLE.

THOSE TOGETHER WERE WEAPONS

2/19/2020 6:25:43 AM fififnawfnaw MGM studios? Mini Grey Matter?

2/19/2020 6:26:12 AM cosmic_engineer Control restored?

🤡IA hijacked the group's public front years ago

2/19/2020 6:26:15 AM jamiegrahamusa DIRECT TV

2/19/2020 6:26:28 AM dunknmanutts Labyrinth

2/19/2020 6:26:49 AM 749kween Willow....the melting troll scene. I was 6.

2/19/2020 6:26:59 AM tanuqi76 RING is the Zero BEAST JESUS .  But this Zero is O , capital O, because HE IS THE ONE

2/19/2020 6:28:19 AM tanuqi76 So if you watched MOVIE , I am sorry for you... lolollol

2/19/2020 6:28:48 AM elianag40941305 3 Small Changes to Give Your Room an All-New Look - https://bit.ly/2KVYEop 

2/19/2020 6:29:29 AM jeffcordell6 Thank you for responding.

2/19/2020 6:29:44 AM cindycopacetic I don't think of interdimensional beings as lost souls. From what I currently understand with respect to interdimensional beings...

Dragons are an example.

Many of the elementals are also elusive to a physical form.

Although many can NOT see their energy signature, a few can.

2/19/2020 6:29:57 AM sloangidding Actually Soros was born in what was then the Kingdom of Hungary, Hungarian Jew by birth 1930

But I'm down with ya!!

#MAGA

2/19/2020 6:30:31 AM disrespecta Been repeated for 3 years , nobody in jail ...  there’s not even a drizzle coming .. pic.twitter.com/X8CajYuUz3

2/19/2020 6:30:52 AM keaton_suzanne I wasn't a kid, but "hostel" freaked me the hell out, cuz I knew it was true, in my gut

2/19/2020 6:31:16 AM unify_the The Lord will guide the steps we take. 

The least to the greatest are under His wing, no evil shall prevail.

2/19/2020 6:32:57 AM sabermarris How much is your health worth

2/19/2020 6:34:07 AM highhopesusa Wizard of Oz, they showed it every January & our family watched it every time, I hid my face during the scary scenes & was too scared to leave the 

room & be by myself.

2/19/2020 6:34:51 AM dustybeck6 Educate the police as much as u can. March to city hall and demand action

2/19/2020 6:35:23 AM highhopesusa Also Twilight Zone the one with the Werewolf staring into the plane window, had nightmares & got banned from watching Twilight Zone after that.

2/19/2020 6:35:33 AM italianmom555 🤣💖

2/19/2020 6:35:58 AM scottba58314811 Psycho. The Original one by Alfred Hitchcock.

2/19/2020 6:36:41 AM calimamm Anything " Elvira Mistress of the dark" played on her show.

2/19/2020 6:37:19 AM mklundquist lol, yeah be sad about jokes. That's so woke 2020. ETs are your friends right? Please explain what they are then... 😂

2/19/2020 6:37:58 AM steppedweller7 For many, continued working will be mandatory as food supplies, medicine, transport, sanitation services, and many other essentials surely must be 

continued...I hope it leads to nonsense jobs being eliminated.  I also hope to meet some new types of beings.

2/19/2020 6:38:03 AM smith_jere Bambi

2/19/2020 6:38:44 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/J9fhFxdx6R

2/19/2020 6:39:02 AM tammy_sturgill I would pray about it, that I could do my part to get the message out and to help calm the ones that don't understand



2/19/2020 6:39:31 AM scottba58314811 They brought our 8th grade class into the auditorium and showed this. Sick Bastards.

2/19/2020 6:39:53 AM jeffcordell6 You have no idea how truthful your words echo my exact thoughts right there

2/19/2020 6:40:21 AM suzzaneira Exorcist!

2/19/2020 6:41:42 AM adsvel Very good thread! Thank You MJ12.😊💖🙏

2/19/2020 6:41:48 AM gsusgod My day to day will change very little. I may work on a different planet, but I still come home to my family at night.

I will SEE a timeless cosmos with new eyes and new incentives to explore and expand my consciousness.

I will make “Jesus IS... an Extraterrestrial” T-shirts.

2/19/2020 6:42:36 AM stlhandyman Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically t  

https://tmblr.co/Z9375v2npGKq4 

2/19/2020 6:43:07 AM 1nanasmomma lol

2/19/2020 6:43:17 AM denises14017856 The twilight zone episode where a man found a pair of eye glasses which allowed him to see people's true nature.

Final scene shows what he saw when he looked into a mirror.

2/19/2020 6:43:24 AM cosmic_engineer 🤡 show is obvious now, although it really helps to unplug for a while and work on Intuition & critical thinking skills

2/19/2020 6:43:26 AM brunobruno17171 Clockwork orange

2/19/2020 6:43:59 AM suzanna1954 "The Day The Earth Stood Still"

2/19/2020 6:44:17 AM johnwic05587636 Grew up in NC in the 70’s-80’s.  That was pretty normal stuff 🤣

2/19/2020 6:45:05 AM kimtayl93886838 jaws

2/19/2020 6:46:54 AM lindie_coetzee Poltergeist

2/19/2020 6:47:08 AM denises14017856 I want to watch this now!

2/19/2020 6:47:14 AM tugginghboat I’d work the same live the same! Because the only difference is now I know the truth!

2/19/2020 6:47:28 AM inthenameoflo19 Walt Disney's Fantasia

2/19/2020 6:47:52 AM tjlibertybelle I think so

2/19/2020 6:49:09 AM smalltownindy Great video from one of my favorite channels.

2/19/2020 6:50:06 AM b00k0fw15d0m Masterpiece of Qtopian info.  Well done!!

2/19/2020 6:50:25 AM smalltownindy Yet another eye opener from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229996753136553984 …

2/19/2020 6:50:34 AM denises14017856 especially the dead bird scene 🕊

2/19/2020 6:50:58 AM 1985_bttf God told us they exist in the Bible! They aren't from other planets, they are extra dimensional beings. They have been among us the entire time in 

whatever appearance they wanted us to perceive. When their pwr to control our perception is gone what will they look like?

2/19/2020 6:51:51 AM revanous6 Might be a little late to stock up at that point.

2/19/2020 6:52:45 AM wickedmouse369 And the fear of bodily functions - like going to the bathroom...

2/19/2020 6:53:04 AM conspiracyanal2 Everyone is free to believe whatever they wish but I believe they are demonic in nature, otherwise, they would live OUTSIDE of the will of God. That I 

believe is IMPOSSIBLE. Just my 2 cents. Have a great day all !

2/19/2020 6:56:27 AM mawza_b Jaws and Nightmare on Elm Street! 😱

2/19/2020 6:57:03 AM christianterry0 Nicely done.  I too discovered we're not alone.  They have been among us a long time.  Don't forget about the annunaki, shape shifters.

2/19/2020 6:57:13 AM mawza_b Oh, just remembered... Children of the Corn!!! 😱

2/19/2020 6:57:14 AM 1985_bttf Nightmare on Elm Street

I still can't look at some striped sweaters

2/19/2020 6:59:16 AM davidwfowler67 Jaws

2/19/2020 7:00:09 AM r_tjep Wizard of Oz

2/19/2020 7:00:15 AM cbwp23 Quickening.

2/19/2020 7:00:28 AM jdmajor1976 I will keep on KEEPIN ON Just like now PUFF PUFF PASSSSSSSS    Life is good :)

2/19/2020 7:01:17 AM r43261157 We are aware and no one knows how they will react, they can only guess. I think it will scare the living daylights out of 99% of the population when it 

does happen.

2/19/2020 7:02:10 AM allonkid Pat. Pub. No. 20130281879 pic.twitter.com/CVDdReBv87

2/19/2020 7:02:14 AM marciagurlfytrz Yes the birds scared the daylights out of @Quiltngarden and myself hahahaha we blocked the windows and doors we were so scared!!!

2/19/2020 7:02:55 AM kellyma81347295 How does new knowledge change anyting but perception

2/19/2020 7:03:35 AM 78jeepster78  pic.twitter.com/kEvVTY9uG8

2/19/2020 7:03:57 AM postelleallyson Ppl will want 2 listen 2 me? Maybe I’ll write my trilogy. 1) SRA snuff movie & resuscitation at age 3;  2) 4 yrs in foster care/hospitals & MKUltra music 

industry via Make A Wish; 3) Back home 2 live, ECTamnesia, remembering & intellectual property theft via hypnosis w/o consent.

2/19/2020 7:08:28 AM giediknight he is covering his own crimes, considering he recruited the other Corey, which ultimately led to his suicide.

2/19/2020 7:08:37 AM mistym34083077 JE?

2/19/2020 7:09:46 AM allonkid Keith Raniere

2/19/2020 7:10:26 AM camcat66 House of wax!

2/19/2020 7:10:49 AM thekanehb Yes. And learn sexual alchemy

2/19/2020 7:11:52 AM rth1wing Exorcist!

2/19/2020 7:12:08 AM qhostmode I've seen em

2/19/2020 7:12:16 AM truthseeker805 Oh no!  But great that she is doing well.  I'm sorry Laine. Love to Mom.

2/19/2020 7:12:45 AM mindywiddowson1 They can't escape.  They are quarantined here. They tried to plead their case but failed miserably. Why do you think there creating so much chaos right 

now?

2/19/2020 7:13:10 AM stephen58744477 The boy in the window messed me up.

2/19/2020 7:13:24 AM cosmic_engineer Suppose this would have to do with the agreement for tech in trade for abductions.

The only commodity that we really had that they wanted.

2/19/2020 7:13:44 AM qhostmode Q?

2/19/2020 7:13:51 AM laurahikes2911 Psycho

2/19/2020 7:14:11 AM sabermarris 50/50 between poltergeist and the shining.

2/19/2020 7:14:46 AM smalltownindy My dad was a safety engineer for a power utility. He often brought home safety videos. Seeing grown men get electrocuted or falling from 

transmission towers left quite an impression as a youth.

Movies never bothered me. Horror/ thriller types often felt like nonsense to me.

2/19/2020 7:15:12 AM qhostmode If a fallen angel = ET, then a non-fallen angel = ET. There are likely good and bad.

2/19/2020 7:15:31 AM angelatinsley19 If true Stephen King is king of horror! His books were made into many movies!

2/19/2020 7:16:59 AM l1bram00n This entire thread makes so much sense.

2/19/2020 7:17:08 AM lenartjoe I also like to think that people won’t abandon the traditions of their respective faiths either. After a time, they’ll continue traditions of gathering & 

giving that have brought them joy & strength in the past but with division doctrine relegated to its proper context.

2/19/2020 7:17:34 AM 311dirty I have a copy on VHS somewhere of that Will Smith video.

2/19/2020 7:17:51 AM bidenmichelleo yes, its all about energy, and women have creation energy, most have no idea how to use it ...beyond giving birth

2/19/2020 7:20:11 AM dianesaumure I will be so happy to finally meet them, God just to see them show up I will cry of happiness



2/19/2020 7:21:07 AM anna_heffernan_ Cast Away TOM HANKS. My parents made me watch it in the movie theatre I cried the entire time.

2/19/2020 7:21:37 AM irisfoxnycgrand  pic.twitter.com/DyoN0EvMH9

2/19/2020 7:22:22 AM smalltownindy I just forgot about Something Wicked This Way Comes. That was the only one that scared me early on. pic.twitter.com/SLwP7UAvfA

2/19/2020 7:23:27 AM marywal64295444 Jaws, and one of the old, original Twilight Zone episodes featuring Leonard Nimoy, where he was tied to a bed and an earwig crawled in his ear and laid 

eggs. Lifelong fear of earwigs for me now!

2/19/2020 7:24:05 AM shilo1949 🤣😂 That one too!

2/19/2020 7:24:35 AM earthshine86 Nothing would change, logistically. But we would slowly but surely adjust our thinking (some of us already did years ago when we accepted this reality) 

to be “bigger.” Many will be insatiably curious.

2/19/2020 7:25:19 AM marywal64295444 Yes. The scenes, or suggestions,  of how the mother abused Sybil. Stayed with me forever

2/19/2020 7:25:22 AM mathewjustin5 The Elephant Man. Stared Anthony Hopkins. Directed by David Lynch.

2/19/2020 7:26:39 AM lohrn4 For some reason I understood that what I saw on "the box" was just that, made up. So movies did not scare me. The Exorcist was a bit disconcerting 

though.

2/19/2020 7:26:54 AM annasum47005725 thank you

2/19/2020 7:30:15 AM llollystevens Lol yes it terrified me ! Plus all my brothers and sisters thought it would be fun to scare the bejesus out of me as well 🙄😂

2/19/2020 7:31:55 AM turboxyde I'll keep asking for "Majestic clearance" to have more interactions with our Star Nation allies except in a more open manner.

I'll make myself available in the community & for family/friends to help them adapt as best as I am able.

I am here to serve, heal & empower others. pic.twitter.com/14DpoSy4eZ

2/19/2020 7:32:05 AM lindaclyons62 I'll keep going to work..

2/19/2020 7:32:30 AM _chelseaproject So a lot of foreign aid is actually for access to kids.

2/19/2020 7:32:59 AM thekanehb Yeah but patents aren’t foolproof. Proving an invention of this type working is not exact

2/19/2020 7:33:00 AM llyr_crypto Become the teacher ive always wanted to be

2/19/2020 7:34:23 AM irisfoxnycgrand I screamed bloody murder in the theater. My Dad had to take me outside.

2/19/2020 7:34:34 AM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/dpQF6fFeVc

2/19/2020 7:35:29 AM lawrrencee I'll see if I can go and party with them, drop some acid and see if we could go for a ride through the galaxy. hell, I might even let them do an anal probe!

2/19/2020 7:35:56 AM annasum47005725 What is so special about that town/area?  Have they been building bunkers or something there?

2/19/2020 7:36:45 AM soul_fulfitness I just don’t think that the “ET” that are giving us technology are good. We were not supposed to have that info. It was the fallen who taught man so 

many different sins.

2/19/2020 7:37:07 AM annasum47005725 why did Elton John just have to cancel his Yellow brick road tour?

2/19/2020 7:37:50 AM lawrrencee I forgot about doing/buying some space coke....

2/19/2020 7:37:52 AM soul_fulfitness We are in trouble. Thankfully the path has already been set and God wins.

2/19/2020 7:38:26 AM kate_gorney There's a reason sperm looks like a brainstem. Brain+spinal cord.

2/19/2020 7:38:46 AM the_edge_rocks The Omen. Scared the shit out of me

2/19/2020 7:38:55 AM colonelflanagan Agree.  Meeting someone from off-world would be one of the highlights of my lifetime.

2/19/2020 7:39:54 AM gatopumpkin Disney's Bambi when I was very young. Still hate it today!

2/19/2020 7:41:31 AM lamieret I won’t blink. Just continue to live my life the way I always have. I will enjoy learning about them, but it won’t stop my life.

2/19/2020 7:43:00 AM colonelflanagan Honestly, I love that show.  They sort of cheekily reveal a LOT of "forbidden" archaeology in the form of a question.   Things that have been 

intentionally hidden from us.

2/19/2020 7:43:41 AM lamieret JAWS. I’m still traumatized.  Poltergeist...also still traumatized.

2/19/2020 7:46:04 AM lamieret Wait. So SK is the writer? On Lolita Express logs and top writer for over 40 yrs?

2/19/2020 7:46:44 AM lamieret He would be a huge player. Bigger than most of pedowood....

2/19/2020 7:47:05 AM axcidentaltweet Do you realize the same thing happens when you watch an enjoyable movie or show?

2/19/2020 7:47:59 AM axcidentaltweet And wouldn’t the depletion of minerals come from masturbation and not just watching porn. Of course who JUST watches porn?

2/19/2020 7:48:14 AM marywal64295444 I've heard that building to an orgasm, then holding it spreads the energy and opens the third eye. To be blunt, now wanting an orgasm feels like it's 

wrong, but it's also a function of the human body. Does anyone else wonder about this?

2/19/2020 7:48:15 AM nikoscali The Gate has it all... Satanic imagery, animal/human sacrifice, disappearing kids, poltergeist activity pic.twitter.com/XwIrpxkM9o

2/19/2020 7:50:45 AM mamiemcclure17 Intelligence grey matter the brain pic.twitter.com/ZW06ki1p6K

2/19/2020 7:51:00 AM pjunkyflight The remake of The Fly.....my own mother wanted to see it cause she had seen as a kid and wanted to know if it was the same. She took me to Alien too 

, same reason. Those really creaped me out! I DO NOT LIKE NERVOUS MOVIES!

2/19/2020 7:51:07 AM axcidentaltweet Common sense would tell you that this happens anytime you do something enjoyable. Common sense says from your comment that you just don’t like 

porn because you think it objectifies women. Well you’re wrong. Women objectify themselves as do the men. Common sense for you.

2/19/2020 7:51:12 AM polarbearsmack Hellrazor 😳🤯😳

2/19/2020 7:51:37 AM colonelflanagan It has been long known there are both type entities, just as there is good and evil in Humans, so too does the same balance resonate the stars and 

those living there.

I have found, however, that like attracts like.  Physics.  It is a Law that remains unbroken.  Think who you are

2/19/2020 7:52:05 AM trinaparkercogg Let's just say the next time I have the opportunity to leave I'm taking it "To Infinity And Beyond" plus I won't need this meat suit anymore.

2/19/2020 7:52:15 AM envisioninge News flash....they are already here and among us.....

2/19/2020 7:52:27 AM silverblades17 I can’t be the only one who thinks it won’t change a thing about my typical day...

2/19/2020 7:52:45 AM ss78868684 YES EXACTLY!!😲

2/19/2020 7:54:11 AM roodtxenextdoor apparently, i suggested it was someone else, but the people stated otherwise.....i have no idea who SK is........but, like u said, that person is all over 

those flight logs

2/19/2020 7:54:51 AM doq017 Scratch a Logan Act and you’ll find a Seditious Act

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/19/2020 7:55:23 AM conspiracyanal2 JZ was that the one with the little doll that came to life?

2/19/2020 7:57:09 AM mamiemcclure17  pic.twitter.com/LGMAYvNwMo

2/19/2020 7:59:47 AM mongrelglory [Grey Matter] is Joe Biden?

[Mini grey matter] is Hunter Biden?



2/19/2020 8:00:14 AM tac27 Project Blue Beam. Cabal is about to go down so they’re gonna fake an alien invasion

2/19/2020 8:00:45 AM thamby60 I saw that as a young adult. Mine was Night of The Grizzly with Fess Parker. To this day I still get nightmares. I will not live anywhere that grizzly bears 

call home.

2/19/2020 8:01:17 AM mongrelglory I'm thinking more Joe Biden and Hunter Biden for the [Greys]...

2/19/2020 8:01:32 AM davethadude369 I was just speculating like you were. I don't really know for sure.

2/19/2020 8:03:23 AM annasum47005725 if this is true, it explains why this has to be revealed in the right way... why he asked what you would do, quit your job etc.  (?)

2/19/2020 8:04:20 AM lamieret I, selfishly, hope it isn’t. Although he has bad TDS, his books literally are my childhood.

2/19/2020 8:05:41 AM annasum47005725 Julian knows (?)

2/19/2020 8:07:06 AM annasum47005725 everyone using the supply is blackmailed into silence to keep the wheel in motion

2/19/2020 8:09:00 AM lamieret I saw that on the flight logs. Really praying it isn’t.

2/19/2020 8:09:13 AM jeannefentress Do you think POTUS will disclose we've already had a space force for some time? I believe we do. It hasn't changed my being a Christian but others I 

guess would rather not know. 💕🙏

2/19/2020 8:10:27 AM fl2bloom Who is JE

2/19/2020 8:12:48 AM juliero87550759 My Twilight Zone episodes were the little girl's talking doll that killed her father and the episode "To Serve Man" (people thought that meant the aliens 

were there to help them but their book w/this title was a cookbook!)

2/19/2020 8:14:01 AM dawsonjdawsonk As a child, Snow White. As a young teen, The Omen, Carrie, Jaws.

2/19/2020 8:14:35 AM skully0011 Mommy Dearest.

2/19/2020 8:14:41 AM qhostmode 95' west michigan coast near Manistee.  A friend and I were sitting on the beach at night. Watched what we originally thought was a plane headed 

east(3 lights in a triangle). After noticing the high altitude and speed(def faster than a commuter plane) and that the 3 lights ...

2/19/2020 8:16:41 AM sshawn18420 Exorcist

2/19/2020 8:17:57 AM qhostmode ... Remained on(no flashing) we started to pay more attention. As it drew near the coastline north of us it slowed down and cut at a 45 degree angle 

before stopping for 1 second. In the next second it shot 90 degrees out of the atmosphere at high speed. Craziest shit I ever saw.

2/19/2020 8:19:29 AM shaigaichan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Light.

I'm happy!

The Alien Wow Signal, 72 sec, at 1420.4556 MHz, New View! Aug 1977, UFO ...  https://youtu.be/OkycNvrpjCs  @YouTube

2/19/2020 8:24:33 AM stevengibes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

who is Lucifer? What other name would we know him by?

2/19/2020 8:32:27 AM gamerzgrip He claims to have the thumb drive? Why doesn't he release it online for the world to see?

2/19/2020 8:32:37 AM justhere4_2020 Tell my son, “you were right, what do we do now?”

2/19/2020 8:33:09 AM carol51378156 Me too!!

2/19/2020 8:33:33 AM cosmic_engineer Eye of the #Storm

2/19/2020 8:33:49 AM mark65mc Ok. The ‘Burbs freaked me out as a kid. Tom Hanks was in it. Strike 1. Corey Feldman was in it. Strike 2. Then I found this GIF. Strike 3. 

pic.twitter.com/Z8YGCw334s

2/19/2020 8:34:30 AM justifi78326842 Throw a party and welcome them with open mind and heart🥰

2/19/2020 8:35:50 AM carol51378156 I was a HUGE SK fan since 70s, Richard Bachman was his old pen name. 

Not now!! He is big in pedo. On flights logs often and big POTUS hater. 

Adios to SK!! Hope he gets swept up and taken out with rest of trash!!

2/19/2020 8:36:09 AM carol51378156 Yep

2/19/2020 8:38:35 AM stoneturnr I didnt realize the 2nd ET race to meet with Eisenhower were from Betelguese! I hope they have a safe place to go with their star about to explode.

I think humanity might finally be ready to accept their terms, if they want to return to Earth.

#NuclearDisarmament

2/19/2020 8:39:57 AM roodtxenextdoor richard bachman, hmm

thats a cool tidbit

thanks

i guess maybe he will have lotso time alone soon enough to write solemn stories, all proceeds to victims

RIP his sick fun

2/19/2020 8:40:30 AM patriot_sparkle Amityville Horror

2/19/2020 8:43:24 AM thelionzmusic No, I’ll just chill and be happy knowing that the human race isn’t the most advanced it gets - that there is something operating at a higher level than 

the relative monkeys on this planet.

2/19/2020 8:43:31 AM opensenseme How do you come about these details?

2/19/2020 8:47:19 AM walknotsosoftly Go to work and buy more popcorn on the way home.

2/19/2020 8:47:50 AM cappygoluck The entity

2/19/2020 8:48:06 AM hollylandes None of this really addresses the issue of reproduction, children and disease are also a consequence of indiscriminate sex.

2/19/2020 8:48:47 AM opensenseme I imagine you must be part of the occult, knowing such details.

2/19/2020 8:51:12 AM turboxyde Precisely...

The illusion of reality is akin to a shared dream.

What dreams then, are you weaving with every thought, emotion & action you take?

If you beLIEve there will be no justice what energy are you setting into motion to be manifested for the collective to experience? 

pic.twitter.com/XkGAllwhST
2/19/2020 8:52:25 AM envisioninge ???

2/19/2020 8:54:00 AM turboxyde 🙏 As are you, my frens!

#WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 8:54:28 AM 4patrickhenry I'll go to work.

Banks still want the mortgage payment.

🤷♂️

Unless you #EndTheFed

2/19/2020 8:55:38 AM jwjjwest Amittyville Horror

2/19/2020 8:56:07 AM nea_storm  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229983421591687169 … pic.twitter.com/GWJ0IxNdvq

2/19/2020 8:57:21 AM rtm041500 Salem’s Lot

2/19/2020 8:59:23 AM bruceschubert10 It would help things along if he did disclose. Those who’d rather not learn of such things won’t be able to hide from the new reality we are “growing 

into”. Faith should not be threatened by it as long as we acknowledge that God’s jurisdiction covers far more than Earth.

2/19/2020 8:59:46 AM leahlaw23536852 The justice will come soon God will sort it all out.

2/19/2020 8:59:53 AM carol51378156 His best shorts stories were under pen name, in struggling years. Striving to be recognized, more creative then.



2/19/2020 9:00:34 AM stoneturnr Bit of a stretch but maybe referring to the Seychelles meeting w Erik Prince/Nader/MBZ in Russia? Deepstate still panicking about it. 

I'm sure EP will have a great chance at becoming 46 when his role in dismantling this sick cult comes to light. https://www.nationalmemo.com/report-

erik-prince-may-face-indictment-for-lying-to-congress-in-russia-probe/ …

2/19/2020 9:01:25 AM hoodsavior THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT... The Fall of the Cabal  https://youtu.be/bmA8rreTvm8  @potus @realbenfulford @wesleymuhammad 

@ts_sci_majic12

2/19/2020 9:06:47 AM opensenseme How can you trust a plan no one is giving details on?

2/19/2020 9:08:10 AM rtm041500 Glad I missed it. 😧

2/19/2020 9:09:17 AM louie16472283 Exactly wow...

2/19/2020 9:11:26 AM karma4event201 Pale Blue Dot Newly Processed = 1776 🇺🇸

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=pale+blue+dot+newly+processed …

2/19/2020 9:14:36 AM 1nanasmomma "Many regret it' I felt this in my soul........

2/19/2020 9:15:07 AM closesteven59 I will be delighted . I also think Q is an et .

2/19/2020 9:15:11 AM 33esco “Is that someone there?”

2/19/2020 9:15:23 AM fester804 Everyone... ENJOY (and PLEASE SHARE)!  

... this is one of my 1st video editing jobs I did on my Note 10+, so dont be to harsh

@StormIsUponUs @QAnonNotables @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @CodeMonkeyZ @Spaceshot76 @TheQniversity @IPOT1776 

@realDonaldTrump @LisaMei62 pic.twitter.com/OsevPglD0P

2/19/2020 9:16:29 AM iammindinspired Peter Pan traumatizes me as an adult, a parent. I didn't really like it as a kid, either.

Poltergeist 

Peewee Herman stuff just felt like it was "off". Obviously, the vibes were "on" the mark.

2/19/2020 9:16:51 AM mgodfrey99 Non traumatized me...I never took them serious...still don't.

2/19/2020 9:17:15 AM guy_karen Jaws

2/19/2020 9:18:02 AM manifest_utopia Think for a moment. 

What are the penalties for releasing highly classified information? 

Would you give them a legit reason to prosecute you when your goal is to expose them?

2/19/2020 9:18:21 AM iammindinspired OMG - Return to OZ

That was so messed up and trippy. pic.twitter.com/036y2pbKmD

2/19/2020 9:18:31 AM prayerw62758802 “The Entity” “Death Wish II”. Both involve women being sexually abused. The thought of these scenes still make me angry 30 years later...no words. 

🤬

2/19/2020 9:19:17 AM foreverozone I've never been high or drunk. Raised by strict Christian parents and being square kinda stuck. Happy to debate anything with you. Truth could set you 

free JC.

2/19/2020 9:20:44 AM manifest_utopia Yes, I almost put Epstein and Biden in there. So many choices that could fit.

2/19/2020 9:25:23 AM covertress Saw this when I was ~ 9. Had nightmares for 3 months. 

The Picture of Dorian Gray (1945) 😱 https://youtu.be/SVo86D_uw0A 

2/19/2020 9:25:45 AM 1nanasmomma Motel Hell. If you've seen it and you think about whats being disclosed, MAN!

2/19/2020 9:25:47 AM iammindinspired Logic says to me that if this is a long held secret & they tell me tomorrow, I should probably live tomorrow with the same vibes as if they didn't tell me. 

If it exists with or without my knowledge, already, panic would kind of be silly.

2/19/2020 9:26:31 AM oam63048378 Integrated Development Environment?

2/19/2020 9:26:40 AM kim_trombone I'm going to wave at the sky every time I go outside the house!

👍

2/19/2020 9:28:08 AM igetuh2o I’m gonna get up and go to work.   Try and learn about their technology.  Prolly won’t understand it but would be cool to see.  Then hope I can learn 

about all the types of Races  then praise God because  wowza how cool!

2/19/2020 9:28:17 AM closesteven59 Q is an IDE

2/19/2020 9:29:01 AM jeannefentress Thanks for sharing. I get eye rolls from my husband....😉🙏

2/19/2020 9:29:42 AM covertress Written and Directed by Albert Lewin

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Lewin …

2/19/2020 9:31:22 AM herbalgrandma49 It (still)

2/19/2020 9:35:52 AM cosmic_engineer  pic.twitter.com/helQF0baQG

2/19/2020 9:36:07 AM covertress Writer/director, Albert Lewin, received a master's from Harvard. j/s

2/19/2020 9:37:59 AM brienthess ... the alt-left will continue to grow, for what it's worth. 

It's sad to me that a minority on the left understand how deeply manipulated the news is.

2/19/2020 9:38:21 AM cprycelewis Rosemary's Baby

2/19/2020 9:39:32 AM oam63048378 Zero syntax clarity in that tweet :(

2/19/2020 9:41:17 AM pipindfw No I’ll probably just wait till it hits Netflix. Never cared much for the original but thanks anyways

2/19/2020 9:41:54 AM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/XVsWbBsRCf

2/19/2020 9:42:01 AM donna57259304 Silience of the Lambs

2/19/2020 9:42:02 AM karentriebel And the classic Night of the Living Dead

2/19/2020 9:42:18 AM lmjonzey Hints link gray matter is media like alex jones. 

This is a duo like morning show husband and wife.

2/19/2020 9:42:23 AM nordge44 Dude. Please. I just saw a UFO this morning. Took a picture. And a video. Not the best. But when I realized I was not looking at Venus. My phone came 

out......

2/19/2020 9:42:51 AM tim45166867 I will continue to do what I was born to do: Raise my children to be better human beings than me.

2/19/2020 9:42:54 AM folly1441 Chiti-bang-bang and the Godfather

😢

2/19/2020 9:43:53 AM annasum47005725 exactly, that is the only way i can see this also.

2/19/2020 9:44:19 AM coyle_aimee It...

2/19/2020 9:44:30 AM alaraofsirius Bambi hands down

2/19/2020 9:47:33 AM 1womyn4truth Research all the denials that have come out since Roswell....And Laugh at myself (& others) for believing them!

2/19/2020 9:48:53 AM stoneturnr Please keep JA safe while in US custody! He should have 10x the amount of security that Epstein had. Cant let that happen again. 

#FreeAssange

#JusticeForSethRich

#PresidentialPardon pic.twitter.com/i1ATbf5eca

2/19/2020 9:49:37 AM lmjonzey Well done. Bravo to the writer.

2/19/2020 9:49:47 AM kimarie93 roots

2/19/2020 9:50:49 AM jakeferrari81 If you aren't already stocking up on food (and other supplies), you probably should.  But simply having "authorities" tell me there is more out there 

than they have let on will be right up there with "water is wet".



2/19/2020 9:50:55 AM foreverozone CIA collaborations with Hollywood are now declassified. Evidence of what? CIA= pedo alliance?

For me, 9/11.  JFK. Aired live. Mass trauma by our world gov? 

If there is no enemy within, the enemy outside can do you no harm

2/19/2020 9:52:35 AM _369311119 NICE!!!

2/19/2020 9:52:54 AM gamerzgrip I hope so because these people are getting away with too much.

2/19/2020 9:54:11 AM annasum47005725 "ET disc" means? Aliens from "outer space", or The Evil that resides in persons who have been altered and are consuming the children A is buying from 

E?  Sorry, never seen an alien.

2/19/2020 9:55:00 AM lmjonzey What we dont know see touch or feel yet to protect, is when we participate in the encounter that energy is released into the air or ether. Intention 

from serious love to pain of being rape or the control the person forcing themselves ...control... feeds what we dont sense.

2/19/2020 9:57:28 AM alight412 (You didn't say benevolent ET's.) Your scenario reminds me of the series/movie "V" which was creepy. Most have food to put on the table and bills to 

pay. I suppose most would continue to cautiously watch how the leaders and military respond.

2/19/2020 9:59:31 AM covertress "People, we're goin' home!" https://youtu.be/gtzf5_kEUK8 

2/19/2020 10:01:04 AM matthew57851836 Jaws

2/19/2020 10:01:07 AM lmjonzey Loves fills the air....

The room is calm pleasant.

Carnal fills the air...quick and intention influcenced

Gross control or pain or shame... feeds the dark...

A dark that keeps them recarnicating with the intention to protect. But with amnesia the cycle continues.

2/19/2020 10:01:42 AM joyflanagan12 Way back. The original House on Haunted Hill. 13 Ghosts. Vincent Price. The dip people in wax movie. Psycho. The Birds.

2/19/2020 10:02:02 AM aldo_9111 It's all fun and game until you're in the top 10 count down

2/19/2020 10:02:03 AM tylerwhannelsrq Thank you I thought that damn thing could get into pools and tubs   That seems so silly when it’s in words but it’s the truth

2/19/2020 10:04:04 AM laroon11 Exorcist

2/19/2020 10:04:51 AM peter8665 I to trust in God, but he has a lot of work to do, the world has been taken over by Satanic pedophiles & their influence is everywhere.

2/19/2020 10:07:58 AM jettylee1 Hands down.

2/19/2020 10:08:01 AM phreatomagnetic Old Yeller 

The Yearling 

traumatic on purpose

2/19/2020 10:09:00 AM jackc476 Can you elaborate on why you think space is fake?

2/19/2020 10:09:12 AM realeyethespy Who runs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the real question ? Who is Q anon? What if it was me the whole time? But what if it was you ? What if it was WE? 

The beauty of the fruit bearing tree firmly rooted in the garden is that we produce millions of seeds. 

We grow for generations to come.

2/19/2020 10:09:14 AM phreatomagnetic The Twilight Zone movie really got me.  I had nightmares about the thing on the wing for a while.

2/19/2020 10:09:52 AM josekaty1989 He who made us knows best

2/19/2020 10:10:01 AM wearediamonds2 That scared me, too. 

"IT" - the one about the clown, traumatized me the most.

2/19/2020 10:10:39 AM quartrmastranon I'm hoping it's announced that not only do aliens exist, but we've captured and enslaved a breeding group. 

Then I'll just sit around drinking gin and ordering around the alien slaves to do my bidding. 

Fingers crossed.

2/19/2020 10:10:50 AM wearediamonds2 As an adult watching it made me weep like a baby too. I HATE evil.

2/19/2020 10:11:12 AM wearediamonds2 God my heart breaks for that lady.

2/19/2020 10:11:41 AM suave162 "Panic" & "Protest"... why? Official ET disclosure will be the second happiest day of my life.

2/19/2020 10:12:33 AM quartrmastranon I'm going to start terrible rumors about the aliens and make people fear them. 

Then I'll sell them expensive, but unavoidable, alien insurance.

2/19/2020 10:12:40 AM loristiles11 The old Haunting of hill house

2/19/2020 10:12:46 AM wearediamonds2 "IT" traumatized me too. I think it came on tv right around the time I was almost kidnapped, so that definitely did not help. Sometime around 1990 or 

91 I think.

2/19/2020 10:14:44 AM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/5HPKgtibHU

2/19/2020 10:14:49 AM sunnyawakening Exorcist

2/19/2020 10:15:07 AM 1nanasmomma Time to re-read the Majestic papers again. A refresher course is a good thing.

2/19/2020 10:16:57 AM kambus13 Live my life just as I am now. Doing all I can for my children and their families. Going to church and serving my God the best I can. Trying to live so 

others can see Christ's love.

2/19/2020 10:17:13 AM wearediamonds2 Hey- you just helped me figure out which year it was that I was almost kidnapped (I couldnt remember what age-either 2nd/3rd or 4th grade). If the 

movie was on tv it came out a year prior. So I was almost kidnapped in 1991 since the movie released in 1990. Wow. I was 9.

2/19/2020 10:17:42 AM manifest_utopia Excellent job, MJ,  structuring & laying out this message. There's a lot to unpack here. ThanQ.

2/19/2020 10:17:56 AM covertress "Forced to watch people consume Grey Matter"?

CNN did too.

These people are sick. 

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4296404/amp/CNN-presenter-Reza-Aslan-eats-HUMAN-BRAIN.html … 

pic.twitter.com/C9A4CPJs6v

2/19/2020 10:18:00 AM karentriebel Chop wood, carry water (or levitate)

2/19/2020 10:18:13 AM rfaircloth88 “Looking for Mr. Goodbar” should be required for every high school senior.

2/19/2020 10:18:48 AM jemelewilliams Speaking about "A[n]d RE No Chrome", take a listen...

In 1975, CBS Radio Mystery Theater (radio program) revealed Chrome to us, in a "fictional" tale about Hitler not being dead, hiding out in MX & very ill. 

He is made well & youthful again via a-chrome. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OB_P9HAqXk …

2/19/2020 10:18:56 AM william84607719 The Girl Next Door

2/19/2020 10:20:14 AM rfaircloth88 “The Blob”.

2/19/2020 10:20:49 AM rubbernecking11 Bambi, Wizard of Oz & Jaws.

But Wizard of Oz was so destructive to me that I had a regular nightmare that tore me up for around 14 years till I became a Christian.  Secret society 

family, I’m told used it to “reprogram.”



2/19/2020 10:21:29 AM foreverozone Everything is energy. Matter is not solid. Evidence suggests we're being lied to on a massive scale. Also, an evil empire world gov in play. By way of 

deception they wage war on our minds. Basically, evidence suggests its water and plasma energy.

2/19/2020 10:21:45 AM jemelewilliams I just watched Doctor Sleep (the Shining part 2). It was actually very well done and revealed a lot more about the dark realities we are being awakened 

too.

Can you send me the article or video that broke down the movie and script? Thanks in advance!

2/19/2020 10:23:05 AM annasum47005725 I just watched the "You are not alone".  Im not convinced of anything.  At the end narrator asks the same questions about who/what the ETs are... If 

only we could have some evidence of Eisenhower's interactions/ photos etc.

2/19/2020 10:24:03 AM nikoscali Is kind of an obscure movie but really freaked me out as a kid. Especially the part based on real world backmasking where they play music backward to 

get the incantation to open the gate.

2/19/2020 10:24:48 AM annasum47005725 interdasting!  Could all be fabricated, since I guess we are not prevy to the reports, unaltered

2/19/2020 10:25:08 AM sontechnique Go with the flow, but don’t give up principles, integrity, work ethic. Move to change to STO.

2/19/2020 10:25:10 AM nick_shanks_ I've been ready for awhile now, waiting for a page/source like this to start openly discussing such topics. You must be part of the new MJ12, not the 

MJ12 that was started after Roswell. I welcome the Great Awakening 👽 http://www.zetatalk.com 

2/19/2020 10:25:20 AM annasum47005725 masonic, tricksters?  (NASA) etc?

2/19/2020 10:25:35 AM jlpisjlpisjlp Sorry it traumatized you. Read the book when I was a girl, film d ok didn't move me. Amityville & Exorcist films traumatized me accidentally seen 

around age 5.

2/19/2020 10:27:13 AM annasum47005725 more fabrication, inho.  "Zeta reticuli"  ?  Light years?

2/19/2020 10:27:27 AM jlpisjlpisjlp Good to recover those memories. I remember when we were almost kidnapped by 2 skeevy men when I was 5 & she was 9. It all worked out tho! 😘

2/19/2020 10:28:12 AM annasum47005725 blame Aliens for their crimes!

2/19/2020 10:30:34 AM visitnaj Wizard of Oz

2/19/2020 10:31:03 AM thejtwilde Jaws! I thought I was going to see the cartoon “Jabber Jaws”... big mistake. But Hollywood just got worse after that. Freddy Kruger, Jason, blah blah I 

hated them all...

2/19/2020 10:32:45 AM nine_six3 Learning** hahaha

2/19/2020 10:32:48 AM visitnaj Me too!

2/19/2020 10:33:30 AM fd8181 Full... no partial disclosure!

2/19/2020 10:35:44 AM questiaans First I'll cry with relief. Then I'll thank all involved. Then I'll call al my thruther friends and well have a big 'I told you so party's. Then I'll be of service to 

people around me that feel confused and lost.

2/19/2020 10:37:37 AM anna17267493 Hellraiser. Especially the scene with the mattress and knives in de madhouse.

2/19/2020 10:38:02 AM visitnaj The Dark Crystal was hard on my kids...We watched together.

2/19/2020 10:39:57 AM newage13964 Invisible man.

2/19/2020 10:40:52 AM visitnaj Going back in time to only printed materials - the story of The Pier Piper scared me!

2/19/2020 10:42:03 AM jerry6667 Who is Q?  I am Q, you are Q.  Q is anyone who is dedicated to the truth, who wants justice, who wants true equality.  We do not hide our faces, we 

show the world who we are.  We are Q.

2/19/2020 10:42:44 AM lovesfreedom17 It will be a combination of joy and sorrow. I'll feel joy for the justice finally coming to fruition. At the same time it will be extremely painful for those 

who've been in the dark & I can't take joy in their pain. I'm putting together my own teaching to red pill people I know.

2/19/2020 10:44:02 AM maresha92184443 This one 😇

2/19/2020 10:47:29 AM eldever1 The Wizard of OZ and Alice in Wonderland. I couldn’t even bear to look at pictures of the characters & now I’m in my 50s I’ve still never seen them. 

Now I know why. 

Anyone who doesn’t know start researching MKUltra, get the book Trance-Formation of America by Cathy O’Brien.

2/19/2020 10:48:11 AM magacmomx7 Life as usual. We already know they exist. I've seen things. Or one thing.

2/19/2020 10:48:49 AM lonewolfbuilder Magnitsky Act.

...”but the law received its greatest share of news coverage following reports that Donald Trump Jr. and Russian lobbyist Natalia Veselnitskaya 

discussed the possibility of repealing it during a 2016 meeting.” pic.twitter.com/IBw27G3bmw

2/19/2020 10:49:16 AM subliminal0002 My day to day will continue: I already know ETs exist.. I've been witness to multiple accounts.From a very young age....

2/19/2020 10:53:52 AM _369311119  https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/steven-spielberg-daughter-porn-star …

2/19/2020 10:53:58 AM covertress Are you saying that these ritual sacrifice ceremonies are used to create an actual Inter Dimensional Entity? 

Could these IDEs be in any way similar to The Golgothan, from the movie Dogma?

Are some IDEs being summed to fight against The Great Awakening? https://youtu.be/hlqjtqkoRdM 

2/19/2020 10:54:16 AM wearediamonds2 I've never seen those movies. My parents were pretty good at limiting what I could watch. 

So glad you escaped being kidnapped too. Only thing saved me was intuition/being in touch with Holy Spirit. I sense something off and got out of there!

2/19/2020 10:54:25 AM eldever1 The little girl from Poltergeist, Heather O’Rourke, died in suspicious circumstances. 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=8&ved=2ahUKEwiHpsGBpN7nAhUVRxUIHfDsAJkQFjAHegQIBhAB&url= 

https%3A%2F%2Fsavorlounge.com%2Fmacaulay-culkin-exposes-the-red-shoe-men-episode-1%2F&usg=AOvVaw3pYEXKokeDlSwVzgaDtflo …

2/19/2020 10:54:47 AM robertrkimball Bambi.  horrible message to kids cloaked in feel-good so everyone got exposed. like a vaccination! title says it all - this is what it is to be a kid. Dizzny - 

EVIL.  I was also nightmared at early age by Mr. Toad's wild ride at Dizzyland. Yes the teacups made me feel ill too.

2/19/2020 10:55:46 AM hdanibell Logical thinking?  processing and healing first .Happy scared excited ...all emotions will come full if we are still in s 3d mindset likely anger panic 

agression but again ...99% of the population hasn't seen an ET or ship . however if a big cosmic wave assisted ..... Who knows

2/19/2020 10:56:46 AM jackc476 Space is water... I’m sorry, but you’re terribly mistaken. There is plasma in space, but the notion that space is water just demonstrates how 

scientifically illiterate you are.

2/19/2020 10:58:54 AM christo76444109 Black guy with white face painted on 🤔🤔🤔 should I be offended? Hope this guy doesn't run for office one day!

2/19/2020 11:04:03 AM sabermarris I thought the secret was about the moon lol learn something new everyday.

2/19/2020 11:05:44 AM fowler_bart This one...1966 movie...Island of Terror pic.twitter.com/CVL9w2lBLw

2/19/2020 11:07:21 AM disclosureadvoc I’ll make myself available to our space neighbors and ask how I can be of service to bridge the gap between them and ourselves. I’m looking forward to 

meeting them!

2/19/2020 11:08:33 AM fredman20609341 Deep impact. The scene when the asteroid hits earth and kills lots of people. I came across that scene some weeks ago. It stressed me out alot..felt the 

same feelings as I did when I was a kid.

2/19/2020 11:08:35 AM samjack47632684 I thought Japan... But hope your right. Justice needs to come...

2/19/2020 11:09:27 AM samjack47632684 Japan maybe?? Would perfer justice...

2/19/2020 11:11:13 AM mary_jai1 Absolute evil what she endured

2/19/2020 11:12:21 AM jlpisjlpisjlp You're not missing anything not seeing them.

2/19/2020 11:13:03 AM aarongarrity Projection to soften the blow to the masses.  Perhaps a CNN ritual to stay in the game.

2/19/2020 11:14:01 AM sabermarris We are way past ET disclosure, I'm patently waiting for ET acknowledgement.

2/19/2020 11:14:41 AM turn3qt81 The original IT! Saw it in afterschool care in the 2nd grade. I told my mom and she had a fit. pic.twitter.com/M6uRuwzAxV

2/19/2020 11:16:28 AM souleater8147  pic.twitter.com/M0wMLwPELN



2/19/2020 11:17:11 AM westmount_d7 🙌 When you love yourself, you love your body. Sex between 2 real people who love themself is powerful due to respect & understanding of energy. 

Making love is HIGHLY powerful. Making love to someone who also loves themself and... you both love each other is ALMIGHTY🌹🙏🏻

2/19/2020 11:19:13 AM the_edge_rocks Along this great awakening path I consider myself to be  waaaay ahead of the curve compared to normies.. And I'm struggling daily with the realization 

of ET's... Once others find out I think mass hysteria ensues and lots of people die, mass suicides. Mind blown!

2/19/2020 11:25:40 AM rosscarwalker They’re calling Mike Bloomberg mini mike

2/19/2020 11:28:41 AM qball_patriot I should make a correction and say that this evil Luciferian infection is worshipped by many...Left AND Right Wings of our society!

2/19/2020 11:29:39 AM alight412 I saw the lights on the wall a year or 2 ago and it freaked me out. Now that I'm more awake, I look for them but fear I missed an opportunity.

2/19/2020 11:30:10 AM robertrkimball We will have an opportunity to expand our thought and raise our consciousness to greater compassion, rising out of a dark time in survival mode. New 

approaches and solutions will accelerate.

2/19/2020 11:32:06 AM clfaerber1 Interesting. Few thoughts crop up. 

Some people are naturally monogamous. Some are naturally promiscuous. It is when those natural instincts intermingle that issue arise. 

Further lines -

Tesla was celibate for a reason. 

Dr. Patrick Flanagan discusses celibacy and energy.

2/19/2020 11:39:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think Shadow Inc and associates.

Think KANSAS speech to Governors.

These people haven't learned a thing.

Their playbook is well known.

Enjoy the show...

Is that a crack of lightening I hear in the distance? https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1230207033657434112 …

2/19/2020 11:40:34 AM realeyethespy  pic.twitter.com/PRXaRmwZmj

2/19/2020 11:40:50 AM state1union Soros?  Soros!

2/19/2020 11:40:50 AM realeyethespy 11:39 stamp

2/19/2020 11:40:51 AM annasum47005725 Does anyone see this?  I think I am censored.

2/19/2020 11:41:07 AM annasum47005725 Does anyone see this comment?

2/19/2020 11:41:31 AM annasum47005725 Can anyone see this comment or am i censored?

2/19/2020 11:41:41 AM texn9ne I heard it https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1229933968679677953?s=21 …

2/19/2020 11:41:55 AM bleuskies24 We have a collective bright future

2/19/2020 11:42:22 AM annasum47005725 if you can see this will you respond?  I think I am shadowbanned.

2/19/2020 11:42:50 AM annasum47005725 Is this comment visable?

2/19/2020 11:43:06 AM pooky_steve It damn well needs to be lighting

2/19/2020 11:43:32 AM doyouq Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically toy of 

victims in the grasps of [them]. Culture E Nudity is human nature. Sex is human instinct. Faith is a fundame…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

2/19/2020 11:43:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Watch how they handle the next few weeks.

They are in full panic mode and they will make mistakes.

Deadly mistakes.

See something, say something.

2/19/2020 11:44:28 AM kachinagtto This speech to governors by Pompeo warning about China? https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/08/mike-pompeo-governors-china-112539 …

2/19/2020 11:44:31 AM kindeandtrue Real Eye, it's impossible for me to have any faith in Trump, Barr, Pompeo or Wray.

2/19/2020 11:45:41 AM splitteris Tell your kids to check under the bed for George Soros before going to sleep. It seems that nowdays he is everywhere.

2/19/2020 11:46:23 AM hurricane0073 Speak for yourself

2/19/2020 11:46:55 AM patrioticsubvet @ffe3301, @RudyGiuliani, @GenFlynn   

Maybe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should be added.   Not sure yet if you are a nut or on the inside.

2/19/2020 11:47:08 AM ron_u2020 For sure. They have already made mistakes by falling in to carefully set traps

2/19/2020 11:47:59 AM zjtin2ition Khazarian Mafia Supporting Freeland

 https://bcufinancial.com/about-us/#bod 

2/19/2020 11:48:06 AM kachinagtto [grey matter]=Epstein?

2/19/2020 11:48:22 AM grand3americano The storm is almost here!

2/19/2020 11:48:33 AM nursenikkianne Won't change a thing for myself

2/19/2020 11:49:08 AM kachinagtto Or actually Ghislaine Maxwell (GM/Grey Matter)

2/19/2020 11:49:28 AM brandi_843 Poltergeist

2/19/2020 11:50:08 AM iluasalways Exorcist

2/19/2020 11:50:42 AM polly38424054 Storm is almost here.  Isn’t POTUS flying to India for the 24th?   Would love to see “My fellow Americans the Storm is Upon Us”

2/19/2020 11:50:57 AM tenovpentacles  pic.twitter.com/kv0qYh4hnB

2/19/2020 11:51:13 AM the_fjalar It is a crack of lightning 🌩 pic.twitter.com/jxQGFiu0Xd

2/19/2020 11:52:30 AM biasjo Exorcist 1973.  Saw at a drive in..

2/19/2020 11:52:33 AM the_fjalar #Q #QAnon pic.twitter.com/3KegiVal7A

2/19/2020 11:53:53 AM namchalgonzalo Cuando se se sepa el contenido, tomaría medidas. Mientras viviré con "normalidad" y en estado de atención a lo que ocurra.

2/19/2020 11:54:49 AM michael25481359 Logical thinking is required.  Real ET disclosure will reveal that the current paradigm of what ETs are is also part of the Great Deception.  They are not 

from another planet or star system...but they are EVIL.  They fear ONE NAME, and it reveals who they really are.

2/19/2020 11:55:27 AM lackwille I still think that😬😬😬😂

2/19/2020 11:56:55 AM clfaerber1 Mini Grey Matter = mini Mike Bloomberg. 

@POTUS nick name for Bloomberg is mini Mike

Bloomberg logic - farming is easy, anyone can learn it but working with computers requires More grey matter.

2/19/2020 11:57:16 AM boy12_jimmy They are OUT OF TIME.

Bring on the HAMMER. 🔨🔨 pic.twitter.com/fgAJODbkKn

2/19/2020 11:57:32 AM deborahtcompton I could see why. It could cause mass hysteria. If they have little information or just say we don’t know what it is people would have lack of faith in our 

Government in a way we’ve never had before. Leaking out videos by the Gov. allows people to adjust to the thought. Baby steps

2/19/2020 11:57:54 AM belliatus1 The Exorcist and Salems Lot. The boy in Salems Lot, floating outside the window creeped me out for years.

2/19/2020 11:58:10 AM deborahtcompton 🤣😂

2/19/2020 11:59:09 AM cbroark Yes, The Birds!  Hi



2/19/2020 11:59:10 AM gmanhum “Dr. Sleep”

2/19/2020 11:59:30 AM prescot64390879 The Exorcist. Woke me up to the evil on the world.

2/19/2020 12:00:08 PM c45cardiac What movie traumatized me? All of them. What’s the best movie? This one

2/19/2020 12:00:18 PM doyouq ‘Clinton News Network” pic.twitter.com/ZNGew3syws

2/19/2020 12:02:51 PM truth939 Ferngully when really young.  Then Exorcist later on.

2/19/2020 12:04:27 PM mark7music But can't do a close up 🤨

2/19/2020 12:04:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229996729463906304 …

2/19/2020 12:05:06 PM rghardy3 Slow moving Storm is still approaching.

Thunder and Lightning.

BOOMS

FLOOD

PAIN

2/19/2020 12:05:12 PM doyouq  pic.twitter.com/8uIYI4Cnv9

2/19/2020 12:05:17 PM joshuajamesdavi Lightening

2/19/2020 12:05:43 PM giediknight So are we moving to Culture J?

2/19/2020 12:05:43 PM dragline99 Governors. Hmmm. 🤔

2/19/2020 12:06:57 PM winklerburke Spelling matters:  "Lightening" means "Make; become lighter in weight, pressure, or severity.  Pardoning of IL governor = message to corrupt-Soros-

Obama-DOJ that punishing the non-compliant-to-Deep-State... ain't going to work from now on, since US Military is open 4 biz @ Gitmo

2/19/2020 12:07:14 PM djlok I would like to learn more about Culture J.

2/19/2020 12:08:20 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229996751916064768?s=20 …

2/19/2020 12:08:52 PM heatherhay16 Never watched and STILL won’t watch. 😳

2/19/2020 12:08:57 PM truepatriotfl74 I quit the matrix 2 years ago. I've been led to focus on the awakening and tuning my vibration. I will be a light for those that find themselves in the 

dark. We will focus on creating a new world based on energy frequency and vibration.

2/19/2020 12:09:33 PM state1union Where’s Kansas Gov. she’s a Dem.

2/19/2020 12:10:12 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking [grey matter] is referring to Joe Biden going senile?

2/19/2020 12:10:13 PM doyouq Now that it’s public knowledge, what happens to former victims?  Is this the part where the slate gets wiped clean through a virus?

2/19/2020 12:10:16 PM jamesybograt Salems lot the only movie in history to make me jump out of my seat...

Evil dead (comedy)

Texas chainsaw massacre (special effects nightmare)

😂😂😂😂😂

2/19/2020 12:11:42 PM winklerburke How can you easily tell which states have sold out to Soros-Obama-Deep-State-China evil?  Travel to outlying non-corrupt county in that state.  Behold 

on county buildings the state flags flying with the Vietnam era MIA POW flag of shame.  There's your answer.  Those states. (CA)

2/19/2020 12:12:05 PM truthseekerkari  pic.twitter.com/q8gourZoqc

2/19/2020 12:12:57 PM hummingbird7272 Sounds about right.

2/19/2020 12:13:26 PM nea_storm Everyone is experiencing the Eye of the Storm: 

The Storm paused: 

Observing and exposing the embedded Rats

Reverse Stag Hunt in progress

Many things crack under Pressure

Except Metas We Activate

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCKL2W15JPU … pic.twitter.com/2rkPu8urNv

2/19/2020 12:14:08 PM heatherhay16 SYBIL... Sally Field...1976... TRUE STORY!!

2/19/2020 12:14:17 PM chaosintercept Sexuality is the biological mechanism responsible for the continuity of the human race. If you control the sexuality of a Civilization, you control the 

Civilization. The puppetmasters have forced humans away from the concept of reproduction and nuclear family units...(1/2)

2/19/2020 12:14:25 PM americanpetal I thought Mini Grey Matter is Bloomberg?

2/19/2020 12:15:06 PM rghardy3 Q is Like a Hurricane.

Category D5

Storm Surge Warning.

There is Calm in the Eye

but the Rats are getting blown away.

2/19/2020 12:15:08 PM alight412 That is an interesting question.

2/19/2020 12:17:13 PM americanpetal This was a disturbing thread. Hard to think logically about such a sick subject.

2/19/2020 12:17:13 PM chaosintercept (2/2)...and promoted the concept of reckless, casual sexuality. This methodology results invariably in reproduction, but not the stability of a family unit.  

 Women are encouraged to reproduce with whomever they see fit- and "settle down" later. Children suffer, cycle repeats.

2/19/2020 12:18:14 PM pooky_steve Lol caught me

2/19/2020 12:19:00 PM americanpetal David, did MJ talk about Culture J and I missed it?

2/19/2020 12:20:49 PM mfollowsq @threadreaderapp, please unroll. TYIA!

2/19/2020 12:20:52 PM threadreaderapp Hola, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/19/2020 12:21:11 PM ecranchero ANdromeda Strain traumatized me.  I thought it was a news report of actual things happening.  I was like 5.

2/19/2020 12:21:15 PM _369311119 Ukrainians and (some) Americans look remarkably similar. In South America I've been accused of being a Ukrainian impersonating an American 

(accent). History is BS.

2/19/2020 12:21:34 PM mongrelglory I was at the dentist this morning, reading the "Hello magazines" in their office.  Every article was a propaganda piece about the Royal family, or some 

Hollywood, or British pop star!  It must be those new glasses I got... 😎 pic.twitter.com/p0x6UE5Dek

2/19/2020 12:21:36 PM reginaldalston6 Awareness + Spirituality =

Interconnectedness.

2/19/2020 12:21:39 PM craig2feathers I'm at work but, i think this one is it https://youtu.be/6enBqFjWbhs 

2/19/2020 12:22:59 PM lilbucket_ Conjuring

2/19/2020 12:23:13 PM mongrelglory No more bioweapons please!

2/19/2020 12:23:38 PM winklerburke Restated:  Prog (1984) Dem leaders bossed 50 governors 2 create & maintain evil, wicked, terrible vote rigging 2 guarantee Dems win @ 50 states.  If 

governors said no, Dems sent corrupt DOJ to put 'em in prison.  Q, Trump & Mil. say: NO MORE!  Govs can stop Dem vote corruption?

2/19/2020 12:23:53 PM manifest_utopia Yes, it's one interpretation, especially when [grey matter] is used in the context of election campaigns.

An alternative, if [grey matter] relates to the forced watching of horrific activity involving Dr. [grey matter], then Raniere fits. Hoping MJ will give a Y/N 

response.

2/19/2020 12:24:58 PM web_mktg TX Chainsaw/Exorcist 1st. What could top these?. Maybe a double feature. The pea soup was pretty cool though

2/19/2020 12:25:09 PM _369311119 #minimikeracistgreymatter

2/19/2020 12:25:28 PM winklerburke China has its own problems.  But it still was very persuasive with infinite money to buy off 50 governors.  Since IL governor was pardoned, then it 

means corrupt DOJ no longer slams good guys in prison?  China-Soros-Deep State just lost 50 governors?  "Lighten"ing strike! Go Q!



2/19/2020 12:25:44 PM redwolf360 Get used to it by revealing "ancient" long dead aliens 1st. Long dead, don't panic. Then later ...

2/19/2020 12:26:40 PM frenchjeanne Exorcist. Still won’t watch it. And Salem’s Lot!

2/19/2020 12:26:56 PM ecranchero He doesn't seem human.

2/19/2020 12:27:16 PM jballz1021 This is happening naturally now in the collective. Those with immunity to the matrix are stepping into this power now. The levee has broken and 

nothing will stop this natural evolution into energetic sovereignty for the collective. #WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 12:27:35 PM surfer19671 Any ET exposure/manifestation is simply an exposure of fallen angles incarnate - for soooooo many that are WOKE - you all are sleeping sheep

2/19/2020 12:27:41 PM frenchjeanne Tommy? Do you mean Pumpkin head? Serious question

2/19/2020 12:27:44 PM mongrelglory Me too!  Do you think J stands for something in particular? ET ambassadors from a 4 or 5D collective?  Jesus?

2/19/2020 12:27:48 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/h3JRUShkXl

2/19/2020 12:28:14 PM frenchjeanne Jeffry Epstein

2/19/2020 12:29:02 PM t_hayden07 These people are sick.

2/19/2020 12:29:17 PM diaptera_80 I thought it was Japan 🤷♀️

2/19/2020 12:29:27 PM americanpetal “Faith is a fundamental constant.” 

MJ, can you please define faith?

2/19/2020 12:29:28 PM parakletosanon dark principalities come and go, but have to be ushered in. its a dirty job, but by looking at the bags under sorows eyes, someone has to do it. Jesus 

conquered them, i believe their reign is coming to an end.

2/19/2020 12:29:29 PM frenchjeanne I never understood this movie. I really don’t want to go back and watch these with clear eyes.

2/19/2020 12:29:31 PM ecranchero yes but we would have mass conversions to Jesus. More souls for God!!  Yay!!!!

2/19/2020 12:29:46 PM bbobbio71 That's some deep stuff MJ. Never ceases to amaze just how much we dont understand about ourselves and how we've been played.

2/19/2020 12:29:49 PM thekanehb This is who runs magestic12 

I don’t know about Q though or the others pic.twitter.com/GxvHS4aCI1

2/19/2020 12:30:34 PM mongrelglory Japan is a pretty sexually repressed culture.  I think they would be similar to culture A. 🤔

2/19/2020 12:32:13 PM ecranchero We have lost our innocence.  We are too comfortable in our big plushy chairs and our lattes and eating over-stimulating foods and candies and no 

longer accountable to God.  I see that Saturn painting and think "cool, Goya!!"  We are too comfortable with horror. It's fun and cool.

2/19/2020 12:33:41 PM manifest_utopia In pondering [grey matter] related to campaigns & related to #NXIUM, a question arose in my mind. 

What role did #MiniMike play in protecting #NXIUM from disclosure/prosecution?

2/19/2020 12:34:15 PM ecranchero I am awake and believe, but I think people would be infuriated that it is allowed to happen. Why aren't they stopped??

2/19/2020 12:34:55 PM ecranchero and what can we do anyway? Who am I compared to a sorrros? nothing.

2/19/2020 12:35:16 PM ndobasdrums I think witchcraft was the scariest movie I have ever seen.

2/19/2020 12:36:13 PM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA 👂⚡🌊 pic.twitter.com/eJEibbx1mw

2/19/2020 12:38:08 PM dani_mb Nah. Life goes on and I’ll make more friends. 😊

2/19/2020 12:39:28 PM cpnegron73 Believe it or not I believe that society has been so dummied down about this that if it were true people would continue to go about business as usual.  

That's just me though.

2/19/2020 12:42:10 PM mistym34083077 Ah thank you lol for some reason I was thinking producers. I should have known

2/19/2020 12:44:21 PM giediknight That is a good point! I'm an idiot so I can't think that critically.

2/19/2020 12:45:50 PM elijahqdust It didn't traumatize me but watching "Hook" knowing what I know now I feel very different about the "lost boys"

2/19/2020 12:47:26 PM tiraeche Interesting thread

2/19/2020 12:48:24 PM nine_six3 👀|🗣

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/KjPdANcbGN

2/19/2020 12:48:37 PM sophiadegolden1  pic.twitter.com/qrLAwm7m9d

2/19/2020 12:49:58 PM lori_dee1 Great memes!

2/19/2020 12:51:34 PM nine_six3 I thought so too!!!

2/19/2020 12:52:00 PM nine_six3  https://t.co/0mnyV3VW0E  https://twitter.com/nine_six3/status/1230068644727541762?s=21 …

2/19/2020 12:54:13 PM 2behonest50 So we will see people that have passed?

2/19/2020 12:55:05 PM lori_dee1 May I steal them to use?

2/19/2020 12:55:13 PM djlok I was thinking Jesus and then I was trying to think how that could make sense. I couldn’t get it to make sense, so I haven’t a clue!

2/19/2020 1:00:07 PM mongrelglory Yes, they have a very odd fetish culture as a result of the societal repression of sexual expression (IMHO).  However, I would think that is somewhat 

similar to countries founded by the Puritans, such as the US.

2/19/2020 1:01:08 PM lookat_we The exorcist... waouw.

2/19/2020 1:02:19 PM nine_six3 Of course, I just grabbed them online. If I can, I’ll usually try to post a few memes for everyone to blast themselves! Helps to spread the message 

faster. 

I hope you are having a great day!!! 

❤️&💡 pic.twitter.com/JEBcsrbuM3

2/19/2020 1:02:21 PM mongrelglory It's the men who partake of the sexual industry from what I've observed.  Women in the industry are there mainly to cater to the men's fantasies. 

Regular women in Japan remain sexually repressed.  For example, if a wife gets pregnant and she knows her husband doesn't want another

2/19/2020 1:04:01 PM edwilli51 Bwaaaaaahaha

2/19/2020 1:04:11 PM lori_dee1 Thank you dear Patriot!!! 🙏💖🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 1:04:16 PM mongrelglory ...child, it's up to her to quietly get it taken care of in some "back-street" abortion clinic.  (Abortions are still illegal in Japan).  It's expected that she does 

not tell her husband about the situation. (traditionally).

2/19/2020 1:04:40 PM edwilli51 Alien

2/19/2020 1:06:24 PM luluspeers1 Jaws and Catch 22. Catch 22 made me physically throw up. I was 10 years old

2/19/2020 1:06:51 PM mongrelglory I didn't think it was Japan initially either.  I just assumed Japan was like the Americans in using sex trafficked girls/boys.

2/19/2020 1:07:21 PM mongrelglory You're not an idiot Giedi Knight!

2/19/2020 1:08:59 PM tieronepatriot Deep...    ...    ...

2/19/2020 1:09:27 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are 

both…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/19/2020 1:09:27 PM dondep @threadreaderapp unroll please

2/19/2020 1:09:35 PM lorirrr I will dance, but briefly because I still must work. 😄  No fear! 😉

2/19/2020 1:10:29 PM keith369me Fast moving or slow moving storm?

2/19/2020 1:11:02 PM nine_six3 Yes, you make a great point. The sexual repression is alive & certainly very real. You make another great point about the women, as well. There is a lot 

of catering to men’s fantasies for sure. It is the dolled-up women out on the streets scooping up people to come inside.😬😑🤔

2/19/2020 1:11:44 PM robmarik Keep going to work. Need to make money



2/19/2020 1:11:57 PM pomeinnz @LizzJustLizz

@QBlueSkyQ

@intheMatrixxx

@prayingmedic

@LisaMei62

@StormIsUponUs

@Jordan_Sather_

@55true4u

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaintDamienNZL https://twitter.com/pomeinnz/status/1230235134990794752 …
2/19/2020 1:12:22 PM dondep Who is "46¿"? And is RE RU "regarding Russia" or what?

2/19/2020 1:12:55 PM angelao_r Thank you for this.

2/19/2020 1:13:42 PM angelao_r Indeed!

2/19/2020 1:14:09 PM tryin2bkind Never could watch whole thing

2/19/2020 1:18:21 PM bondisurf There's a starman waiting in the sky

He'd like to come and meet us

But he thinks he'd blow our minds

There's a starman waiting in the sky

He's told us not to blow it

Cause he knows it's all worthwhile..

#Futureus
2/19/2020 1:18:34 PM 11charlie111 😱😂 pic.twitter.com/I0c6e32gtE

2/19/2020 1:19:00 PM karma4event201 China & DS are connected and have been for decades

2/19/2020 1:19:40 PM fritzingeradam Ahh, the story of how we gave up silver and gold for Fiat currency.

Yellow brick road = gold

Ruby slippers were silver in the book

Emerald City = Fiat money

Oz is short for ounce.

2/19/2020 1:22:54 PM ashliemc2 Exactly..

2/19/2020 1:25:09 PM janicejisteele It's a toss up between Jaws & The Exorcist 🙈

2/19/2020 1:26:20 PM kellyyoda5252 I want a flying saucer to visit my kids more often 😂

2/19/2020 1:26:39 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

2/19/2020 1:27:34 PM fansblowing3 Kansas is Mike Pompeo’s nickname

2/19/2020 1:28:30 PM qteam18 When I was 12

I was supposed to see Superman

I snuck into The Exorcist.

I went home took my bed off the frame.

In my 12 yo mind.. I didn't use a bed frame, my bed couldn't jump. 🤦♀️🤦♀️

2/19/2020 1:28:58 PM fansblowing3 They will try to cheat again to win 2020.  👎

2/19/2020 1:29:23 PM karma4event201 This is addressing today's problem thru a history of Children being raped and abused by pedophiles;   

Child trafficking pedophiles organ harvesting

2/19/2020 1:29:34 PM nine_six3 Confusing & Sad... 

I think it’s safe to say the sexual culture in J’s society is no better than in A or E. MJ12 says “Society in A, when combined with E, would solve 

problems.” I’m curious if J would further help solve those problems if combined, or does it worsen it?

2/19/2020 1:30:16 PM lynnsch98891174 I have often thought that Hollywood's been preparing the way with all the movies and tv shows that show it.  What show was it that aliens got 

hammered drinking spoiled milk ? Like they are trying to pave the way. Hand in glove with the government . Just something I've noted

2/19/2020 1:30:50 PM unittzoo The Who rock opera movie. Tina Turner, Elton John..  very Trippy.

2/19/2020 1:31:46 PM fritzingeradam Large Marge?

2/19/2020 1:33:26 PM frenchjeanne Interesting.

2/19/2020 1:34:01 PM fritzingeradam  pic.twitter.com/vcaro3tQTU

2/19/2020 1:34:58 PM poobah09641567 2001 A Space Odyssey

2/19/2020 1:35:25 PM blsdbe Is the Taoist practice of Sacred Sexuality, like that taught by Mantak Chia, a way we can create and channel our own sexual energy to increase our own 

chi?  https://g.co/kgs/CDtegv 

2/19/2020 1:36:45 PM vargasgirlred Mine? Jaws. Still scared...tried to take scuba lessons and still afraid. 😿

2/19/2020 1:38:11 PM chrisrmichals @davidetaylor pic.twitter.com/RNc219wKZD

2/19/2020 1:38:13 PM son71_jax . pic.twitter.com/gW5qkE4A1g

2/19/2020 1:38:35 PM mongrelglory Well, Japan does have public baths, where men and women will sit around naked without embarrassment, but you sure can't talk about sex in casual 

conversation in public! I would say native/indigenous cultures have healthier attitudes about the natural role of sex in human society.

2/19/2020 1:38:58 PM blsdbe ThanQ for working on verification. Spooky stuff.

2/19/2020 1:39:35 PM rosscarwalker Can see

2/19/2020 1:39:39 PM jimmyd12345679 “Rumored reports”? WTF are those? Are those the authoritative sources of the Seth Rich conspiracy? Think about those two words together. 

Rumored...reports. Does that mean someone heard a rumor that a report existed? Or does it mean there is a report based on a rumor? Ridiculous!

2/19/2020 1:39:47 PM son71_jax  pic.twitter.com/C6sWfoc9q1

2/19/2020 1:43:26 PM 17thops With PANIC comes MISTAKES.

With PANIC comes BETRAYAL.

With PANIC comes TESTIMONY.

With PANIC comes ………….

These people are STUPID.

FISA GOES BOTH WAYS.

+

HOOAH!

Q

#WWG1WGA #QAnon #PatriotsFight #UnitedNotDivided

#TheBestIsYetToCome #EnjoyTheShow pic.twitter.com/FDY64E3JW0
2/19/2020 1:44:13 PM fritzingeradam Scarecrow = base consciousness

Tin man = slavery

Lion = living in fear

2/19/2020 1:44:25 PM boy12_jimmy Be careful out there. pic.twitter.com/twSfcLdaGH

2/19/2020 1:44:36 PM koreyedwards6 Why don't we just declassify and start making arrests so that we don't have to lose more innocent lives from false flags?



2/19/2020 1:44:41 PM thefuturition It means that there's enough evidence to create a report, but until there's definitive proof, it can only be considered a rumored report. Surely you're 

not that unintelligent that you couldn't comprehend that. Then again your obvious bias calling Seth Rich a "Conspiracy'' shows.

2/19/2020 1:44:51 PM swatcam1 A crack of lighting or the shot heard around the world?

2/19/2020 1:51:00 PM realeyethespy Lmao case closed 😂

2/19/2020 1:51:17 PM luluspeers1 Nothing will happen. Its isn't a Hollywood Sci fi movie The Day the World Stood still

2/19/2020 1:51:29 PM rghardy3 Is "Anonymous" the same group that used

to call itself "Anonymous Charity" ?

2/19/2020 1:52:19 PM riversm18 Why do you sound so much like Q? 😁

2/19/2020 1:54:13 PM rghardy3 wrong name

Magestic12

2/19/2020 1:55:07 PM weediblue @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 For your next QnA, can I pose this? As I always miss. Don't know if I've asked this before, but the film Time, jumanji, both have 

tattoo life counters. To me this ain't so far fetched, and I reckon most likely exists.

2/19/2020 1:56:34 PM foreverozone I know what science teaches, I too learned those lies, so I understand where you're coming from. No worries. 

As you probably know, science rejects the existence of the paranormal. A soul. External consciousness (to our brain) I recommend this book 4u: 

https://www.amazon.com/Real-Magic-Ancient-Science-Universe/dp/1524758825 …

2/19/2020 1:57:04 PM stefanofait "Determination of Whether a Luciferian Can Be Rehabilitated" https://www.cbc.ca/news/world/nxivm-fright-study-1.4880535 …

2/19/2020 1:58:30 PM chrisqfarley1 People STILL follow you?

2/19/2020 1:59:57 PM rosscarwalker Have you messaged @SandiaWisdom where you can speak to members of P’Inti? Interesting bunch!

2/19/2020 2:02:12 PM foreverozone Jack, FYI, your belief system is your operating system. Please reconsider believing Luciferian Masonic lies. The price for your belief = your eternal soul. 

Your treasure will be a lump of coal. Please seek/find the truth. Set your soul free.

2/19/2020 2:04:15 PM 28concerned I hope fast

2/19/2020 2:05:38 PM manifest_utopia I'm thinking of seeing friends from long before this lifetime. 

As MJ suggested, each of us can choose how you experience disclosure.

2/19/2020 2:06:05 PM sallyjaster403 I will think, they finally admitted what we suspected for years. I might stock up just Incase others panic.

2/19/2020 2:07:30 PM nine_six3 Agreed!

2/19/2020 2:08:08 PM state1union No kidding since I live in Kansas

2/19/2020 2:08:36 PM tkobeauty Thats what theyve done to us.

2/19/2020 2:09:57 PM rosscarwalker Can anyone give me some info on this. Who is family Y? Was Hitler spared? I’m struggling @MongrelGlory

2/19/2020 2:10:26 PM gregmil41879702 Be positive and be brave friend. ;)

2/19/2020 2:11:30 PM tkobeauty Would love to work with getting the elderly care, body repairs and people w/ mental disabilities healed.  ❤️

2/19/2020 2:12:13 PM jemelewilliams Thank you!!!

2/19/2020 2:14:41 PM jimmyd12345679 I still don’t comprehend what rumored reports means. You are telling me it means there is a report that someone made but no proof to support the 

report? That is called fiction. I admit that I have bias against the Seth Rich conspiracy. Because it is a crazy baseless smear.

2/19/2020 2:16:15 PM jimmyd12345679 Anyway, who was rumored to be at the ER the night Seth died? I am not in the loop enough to know who DB refers to.

2/19/2020 2:21:45 PM thefuturition If you truly want to educate yourself on Seth Rich, and the DNC leak, follow this man right here @RealMattCouch. You'll have evrything you need to 

truly make an informed decision.

2/19/2020 2:22:22 PM thefuturition Donna Brazile and the DC Mayor.

2/19/2020 2:24:53 PM karma4event201 That idea may have come from the Montauk chair experiments. 

They rape tortured children; pain; fear; disassociation 

Open a portal ?

2/19/2020 2:25:51 PM sadventum2  pic.twitter.com/1YOGy82GBL

2/19/2020 2:26:18 PM letsallvotered The Birds.

2/19/2020 2:28:40 PM nea_storm It's sooo much Fun!

Love Sonic by the Way

Thank you!

Would you make Destiny - Become Legend into a film?

Like the Halo series:

Love you Ladies & Gentlemen!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNkI8lzCnyw … pic.twitter.com/f5hG6vLfd4

2/19/2020 2:30:45 PM michael81972 Can you shed some more light on Melchizadek

2/19/2020 2:31:43 PM threadreaderapp Salam, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are 

both…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

2/19/2020 2:32:26 PM rosscarwalker Have the children of the survived Nazi party infiltrated the Vatican and DNC? Did Hitler manage to board the Titanic? Is his daughter in current politics? 

Is Q suggesting Merkel is his daughter? This is pretty out there @MongrelGlory

2/19/2020 2:33:10 PM jimmyd12345679 Thanks, I’ll pass. An entire army of you crazy fuckers have been investigating this for over 3 years - if you haven’t dug up anything more than “rumored 

reports” by this time, then I’ve got better things to spend my time on.

2/19/2020 2:35:41 PM thefuturition For someone claiming to be a lawyer, you sure are poor at research. Get off people's timelines that don't match you rose tinted glasses view. You'll be 

much more ignorantly happy.

2/19/2020 2:38:50 PM 1flyovercounty Uh. WTHeck is that?!

2/19/2020 2:39:11 PM ericpartchey What?

2/19/2020 2:39:14 PM jimmyd12345679 So Brazile, the DC Mayor, and Clinton were all in on the murder? that night? Also the murderer, unless it was one of them? That is idiotic. Even if he 

leaked emails, of which there is no proof, there would be no need to murder him, much less by the entire DNC - hanging out at ER.

2/19/2020 2:39:22 PM ratkat4 As long as we aren't attacked, we'll be fine

2/19/2020 2:40:18 PM ratkat4 The first move is theirs to make

2/19/2020 2:43:30 PM jimmyd12345679 My research skills are just fine. Those fine research skills reveal to me that no legitimate news organization is willing to touch this story. Fox issued an 

apology and redaction after running the story. It is conspiratorial crap. Although it does not take much skill to see that!

2/19/2020 2:43:43 PM rghardy3 I recall Majestic tweeting there are some E. T.'s

in MJ 12 but none on the Q team.

Is that correct ?

2/19/2020 2:46:17 PM cocopuffster12 Yea, my babysitter’s son’s had it on when I was at their house.

2/19/2020 2:46:19 PM theicem31433307 Alfred Hitchcock's: The Birds

2/19/2020 2:46:42 PM rebornkingent Bloomberg “mini mike” potus calls him.

2/19/2020 2:47:12 PM lindseybenoit7 Saving private Ryan

2/19/2020 2:52:38 PM winklerburke Yes. Yes. Months ago I’m donating blood, and the glossy travel magazine there features long article about creepy Euro hotel with red walls and pedo-

sacrifice artwork.., in every picture with the article.  Well, I showed the blood manager & he trashed the magazine. Q’s awakening?

2/19/2020 2:53:35 PM kznbro Why should day to day life change? Disclosure is simple acknowledgement of a phenomenon that has always been! Life goes on. Later, there might be 

new technologies that will change the way things are done but in the immediate; no change!

2/19/2020 2:55:38 PM quartrmastranon That was the joke. Thanks.



2/19/2020 2:55:52 PM kznbro Possibly some relief that we are not alone. Also a bunch of questions! What are the real limits in the universe? How much of physics do we have 

wrong? Little things like that.

2/19/2020 2:56:00 PM kidge6 @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY wow. You've got your work cut out for you here bro. I haven't even finished reading this. Let me know if I can assist anyway.

2/19/2020 2:58:31 PM deeleigh57 Agreed @SATempleton!

I wonder if anything would actually change except others acknowledging what we have known for years?

2/19/2020 3:01:20 PM hrlymomma3 Children of the corn

2/19/2020 3:01:49 PM dd_0qo You can find a lot searching through the FOIA documents, if you haven’t already.. mind control, remote viewing, Manchurian candidate, Hindenburg, 

pretty much whatever you can think of ..  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/ …

2/19/2020 3:02:02 PM hrlymomma3 Oh man I bet 😢

2/19/2020 3:02:36 PM hrlymomma3 Yes I cried and still do

2/19/2020 3:04:37 PM dd_0qo And step away when exhausted! :) Brainwashing and mind control are used to erode and exhaust critical thinking so people move to group think.

2/19/2020 3:06:05 PM wearediamonds2 Omg. Sick! 

I don't even remember what was in the movie/what happened, just that it gave me nightmares & I thought people were hiding in the woods waiting 

for me to pass by the window so they could shoot me & my fam.

2/19/2020 3:06:14 PM wearediamonds2 I was terrified something was hunting me. Was that in the movie or fear from the almost kidnap?

2/19/2020 3:06:53 PM wearediamonds2 That is the only part I remember...it climbed out of the sewer in the curbside near the woods.

2/19/2020 3:10:10 PM bibibobibox Deeply gratefuf ❤️🙏🏻

2/19/2020 3:12:53 PM keur60693994 As long as they aren't putting humans on their menu, I'm good!

2/19/2020 3:19:11 PM chris_cmselec They control the narrative,which they control you, which they are doing right now.  If it was so important then it would have been done.

2/19/2020 3:21:12 PM earth2nissy Hate the ocean to this day. And I live in Los Angeles. 😔

2/19/2020 3:25:57 PM mishelleo1974 Creepy Crazy Lunatics

2/19/2020 3:27:18 PM karmakurrent  https://twitter.com/karmakurrent/status/1229977051186319363?s=21 … https://twitter.com/KarmaKurrent/status/1229977051186319363 …

2/19/2020 3:32:32 PM djlok Is this an example of a sacrifice?  Where they may have known what they were doing, but did it anyway (produce a drug that made babies have birth 

defects)? https://www.theguardian.com/society/2009/jul/29/thalidomide-birth-defects-asbestos-drugs …

2/19/2020 3:35:32 PM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WhiteHouse @DeptofDefense @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 #Benghazi #FRAZZLEDRIP 

pic.twitter.com/kK3Izy0cFs

2/19/2020 3:37:21 PM rghardy3 I will take that as a FF alert.

Eyes Open

2/19/2020 3:37:41 PM laurabusse Military intelligence lingo

It's a thing

2/19/2020 3:41:13 PM karmakurrent As an Architect, I’d be interested to learn about celestial architecture, how building in certain areas, in certain ways, can affect the experience. I’d also 

be interested to learn about new technology, methods and materials

2/19/2020 3:43:24 PM qcanuck Yes it will.

2/19/2020 3:43:36 PM dakotobol Say something to who?

2/19/2020 3:43:59 PM smalltownindy It wasn't that bad. It sucked those people died tragically, but it is a highly dangerous industry. My dad had a huge impact on reducing fatalities. He 

instilled in me a life long respect and love for electricity.

2/19/2020 3:44:49 PM qcanuck It’s better than a horrorwood sci-fi. It’s happening. What’s the matter? Can’t stand all the winning?? MAGA!!!

2/19/2020 3:45:21 PM 17grenouilles JAWS

2/19/2020 3:49:26 PM godbrand316 Uptake my drinking

2/19/2020 3:51:08 PM carpevita011 I hope to gain more knowledge from positive offplanet or other dimensional beings.  6D...bring it!

2/19/2020 3:52:31 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/N8KuEnpDIR

2/19/2020 3:59:09 PM fester804 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I hope you enjoy this!  pic.twitter.com/Ji9JbGNNvh

2/19/2020 4:01:53 PM ptamait Senor Don Juan called it a foreign installation and said the universe is parasitic.

 https://www.prismagems.com/castaneda/donjuan12.html …

2/19/2020 4:08:25 PM mineisc I have to agree. Did not like any of those. 👌

2/19/2020 4:09:50 PM samsmith0319 Me too!!!

2/19/2020 4:12:17 PM samsmith0319 Agree...Ready for the next level of learning and red pills!!! 😄😄😄

2/19/2020 4:12:20 PM satempleton How could things not change??

How could we not exchange technologies??

2/19/2020 4:13:58 PM dominikfilipiu1 Be good

2/19/2020 4:17:17 PM wearywar Depends on the disclosure details. I might paint a sign on my roof inviting ETs for coffee...

2/19/2020 4:20:04 PM lorrain88315939 The movie `Don't Be Afraid of the Dark` caused to me put my bed on the floor for years🙃 I'm still afraid to look under the bed😯 that's where all the 

monsters came from

2/19/2020 4:35:34 PM smulek32 The Bear

2/19/2020 4:37:47 PM abolchoz Watership down! Horrible for a young child’s cartoon movie

2/19/2020 4:41:22 PM faye_mcgarry @FAustralians @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon @taki_n_thepis_s @RebekahsRight @getausright @RealMarkLatham @MajorPatriot 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/HobcawPointLife/status/1230266960589606912 …

2/19/2020 4:42:21 PM yoshiyahu4 Nothing will change unless they start war or become benevolent but either way it's out of our hands. I'm prepped to go off grid anyway but depending 

on of that even happens God's got a plan for it.

2/19/2020 4:43:36 PM lovethebeach999 Some horrible movie with lots of flies.  Still haunts me.  Maybe amityville.o

2/19/2020 4:45:29 PM marywal64295444 I think, just my opinion, is that as your mind is awakening you are able to see more things that have always been there but closed off to us. I'm sure 

you've seen the spectrum bar of the range of light the we KNOW about, and in that range we only see about 5%.

2/19/2020 4:47:37 PM __jabird__ Trust me. It won’t be a big deal. As long as it is made clear, they care for us. Our being. Which I’m sure is the case. It will be fine. And they will be 

accepted.

2/19/2020 4:47:56 PM aetherwalker1 I get the feeling that MJ has already deployed a Majestic solution to COVID 2019.

We'll be fine.

2/19/2020 4:48:25 PM sdane8 It's the best way to get around the Tweeker's algorithms.

2/19/2020 4:48:46 PM marywal64295444 As we are wakening and our vibration is quickening, we are seeing dimensions of light, sound, and ? who knows how much else. As a child I always saw 

waves covering the air of colored lights, millions of them moving. Lost them as an adult, and now seeing them again as I awake

2/19/2020 4:49:02 PM here_pray Demons.

2/19/2020 4:49:18 PM here_pray Demons.

2/19/2020 4:49:49 PM sdane8 Or Japan, but that didnt really make sense.

2/19/2020 4:49:54 PM shredzorz1 At 16:30 they begin to describe a seance where a flying saucer appeared and flew around the room they were in... Same thing happened to me when I 

was 5 y/o. I followed a tiny flying saucer around my grandparent’s house. First time I’ve ever heard someone else describe that.

2/19/2020 4:58:25 PM nschlange That's an odd choice of reactions to have. I'm curious why would you do any of those things? Or should we do any of those things?

2/19/2020 5:02:34 PM hvns_currency12 Jaws

2/19/2020 5:07:12 PM rghardy3 This is not the kind of "Storm" I was expecting.



2/19/2020 5:08:40 PM ecranchero I don't want these aliens near me. I want to be left alone and i don't need weirdos around me. I will go to church and fast and pray. Want them to keep 

away from my house.

2/19/2020 5:09:59 PM theappraiser17 I am going to resume life as normal.  However, I will be glued to the internet gobbling as much info as I can.  Hopefully I get to meet and all many many 

questions

2/19/2020 5:11:24 PM djlok I was thinking like your typical good church-going people.  Like people who are faith-based oriented.  I could be wrong though.  I’m in Culture E.  

😂😂😂

Or maybe J? We'll find out!

2/19/2020 5:15:47 PM brangusjimmy The Devils Rejects stuck with me for awhile. Nowadays I refuse to watch Horror/Fear-Inducing movies.

2/19/2020 5:18:57 PM rbhoo1uszzlrpvu слово матюк вашу мать ебут на службе сам заблокируешь чорт

2/19/2020 5:22:41 PM americanpetal That’s what I was thinking, too.

2/19/2020 5:25:22 PM momekool1 The excorcist, rosemary’s baby, amityville horror, the shining

2/19/2020 5:26:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 17s https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1230285216217886720 …

2/19/2020 5:26:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread Q drops RE SR

Connect to dates.

Connect to deltas.

Connect to clock.

Connect to next steps.

Nothing can stop what is coming. https://twitter.com/MichaelCoudrey/status/1230272269936521216 …

2/19/2020 5:27:16 PM carolin15161363 I thought Programmers use a Programming language. My husband has been a computer programmer and doesn't know any IDE's

2/19/2020 5:27:30 PM rebornkingent We may have to force this one.

2/19/2020 5:28:17 PM kindeandtrue And yet, nothing significant ever happens. Hillary's still free as a bird . . .

2/19/2020 5:28:18 PM jvan125 Is mercury retrograde kicking anyone elses butt? I can’t “reread” or “connect” much of anything lately 😫😫😫

2/19/2020 5:29:50 PM blsdbe #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/5kdOo9kgbu

2/19/2020 5:30:29 PM jvan125 👀🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/pYeUTcQ9hC

2/19/2020 5:30:47 PM bdizzthegreat There has been tons of arrests, tons of resignations, trust the plan.

2/19/2020 5:31:18 PM kindeandtrue HA. HA. HA.

2/19/2020 5:31:28 PM msntegrity The Blob

2/19/2020 5:32:42 PM brienthess ... I'm not going to be able to tonight, but I'm glad that corruption within the FBI is an issue which "both sides of the aisle" are concerned about at this 

time in history.

2/19/2020 5:33:03 PM nice_and_chrisp Is this in regards to: [To be blunt: GAME OVER]?

2/19/2020 5:33:58 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/864525993813221376?s=21 … https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/864525993813221376 …

2/19/2020 5:34:17 PM tommy99938959  pic.twitter.com/qw95e0GFLP

2/19/2020 5:34:47 PM keith369me Sad part is the guy that finally figured out what all of us already know has four times as many followers as @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/19/2020 5:35:06 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/866690394968305664?s=21 … https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/866690394968305664 …

2/19/2020 5:36:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follower count is meaningless. 

Message over messenger.

2/19/2020 5:36:59 PM keith369me Simply awesome...the vet needs a Q shirt

2/19/2020 5:37:47 PM keith369me It’s is called the GREAT Awakening.  Looking for greater numbers of awakened.

2/19/2020 5:38:15 PM bdizzthegreat Quick question is Allen Dulles still MJ1?

2/19/2020 5:38:36 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/m2madness/status/1225537311896743938?s=21 … https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1225537311896743938 …

2/19/2020 5:40:37 PM americanpetal You’re not alone

2/19/2020 5:42:43 PM deeleigh57 I think we have already been exchanging  technology. It may be more public though depending on the class. It will be interesting.

2/19/2020 5:47:21 PM magamircat1 And yet his family remains silent!!!

2/19/2020 5:47:39 PM mongrelglory I tried messaging them with some general questions but they never replied. 🤷♀️

2/19/2020 5:48:39 PM grandma26244385 yes

2/19/2020 5:48:48 PM westmount_d7 J=Japan. Young women dress and act like litte girls. Brainwashed to be submissive, look like children & cater to men. Think Geisha. Think feet binding. 

Pedo culture has been in front of our eyes the whole time in Japan. Expand consciousness.

2/19/2020 5:49:15 PM covertress 17  17  17

2/19/2020 5:49:39 PM jvan125 I’ve never felt this terrible emotionally before!! And we have WEEKS of this to go?!? 🤯🤯🤯😩😩😩🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 #DetoxBathTime

2/19/2020 5:50:37 PM djlok I think Q or the Majestic 12 (or maybe both) have it coming in waves.  That guy I'd never heard of with 250K followers just revealed a major truth bomb 

to his readers. A truth we already knew...for months (yrs? Time is an illusion).  Maybe the whole pop. can't handle it at once.

2/19/2020 5:51:51 PM americanpetal Yes,  no kidding!

2/19/2020 5:53:49 PM iluvmyboxer  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTJOJMcQDW8 …

2/19/2020 5:57:55 PM farklew happened when i was child many times

2/19/2020 5:58:29 PM keith369me Agreed...but as more is disclosed, more people get clued in.  #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself woke up more than 100 Strozk Page revelations will.

2/19/2020 5:59:48 PM samsmith0319 Indeed!!!

2/19/2020 6:01:47 PM mongrelglory I think follower counts are artificial anyways.  Part of Twitter's propaganda tactics.

2/19/2020 6:03:41 PM samsmith0319 💥🐀💥

2/19/2020 6:04:02 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

2-18-20

I watched the news that day.

And nothing BIG happened !

2/19/2020 6:04:51 PM trinity_jenny It’s our Buddy Jason 😄🇺🇸.. so awesome to see him on there!!

2/19/2020 6:05:04 PM djlok I noticed that with Juanita Broadrick.  She's got her readers following along with Q posts, disclosure, etc...she's just got them at a different pace.  I think 

it helps too that the more people follow her, the more they trust her, so for that demographic disclosure is happening.

2/19/2020 6:08:10 PM jsotuyo This guy is everywhere

2/19/2020 6:08:27 PM gerriekyle Eight legged freaks

2/19/2020 6:08:53 PM mscronkat I’ll just wait for recaps the next day if there’s anything worth telling.

2/19/2020 6:09:05 PM patriotgirll37 Haha... I’ve got a vhs player and 🍿!!! Haha 80’s Night🙋♀️

2/19/2020 6:09:28 PM kik1771 Is she? All I can see are clones, several of them.

2/19/2020 6:10:16 PM kcs97945159 Bambi, Lion King, The Excorsist

2/19/2020 6:13:20 PM kindeandtrue We have to operate on the assumption that most of what we see is real; otherwise we might as well give up.

2/19/2020 6:18:33 PM jenstar19 Gremlins!!!

2/19/2020 6:23:43 PM kik1771 Well, we have to have discernment. Otherwise we'll be messed up.

These ladies are not Hillary Clinton, that's the fact. pic.twitter.com/rh5LiA8VjS



2/19/2020 6:25:09 PM kindeandtrue Yes, but the fact remains that the persona known as Hillary Clinton is still free. Trump has done nothing whatsoever to expose her vast criminal 

operations.

2/19/2020 6:26:34 PM candyduhon19781 Psycho, The Birds, Friday the 13 and Nightmare on Elm Street.

2/19/2020 6:29:56 PM tac27 So is he’s movie a white wash or what?

2/19/2020 6:36:23 PM dianasadio The Shining

2/19/2020 6:37:51 PM robertf4358 MS13

2/19/2020 6:39:04 PM corstruction I'm down with that....but - I thought Jr. was already appointed as VP on 7/4/19.  He can't hold both offices.  Am I mistaken?

2/19/2020 6:40:30 PM tugginghboat Suicide weekend?

2/19/2020 6:40:51 PM throging I completely understand!

2/19/2020 6:42:19 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Right because space “aliens” are a HOAX!

2/19/2020 6:42:51 PM d_twerlz So what if I pay for it?

2/19/2020 6:44:42 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Sorry @jackc476 but Nasa Lies! Space “aliens” are a HOAX

2/19/2020 6:44:54 PM qlogion I bet you are a heavy weed user

2/19/2020 6:48:05 PM 2behonest50 I don’t want to go to work but people depend on me. Paying bills and stuff. I would rather serve.  That’s what I do but got it honestly. As far as the ET’s 

I would be cautious until I knew for sure they cared about humanity.

2/19/2020 6:48:28 PM nine_six3 Love it!!! 

#TheGreatAwakening

#WeAreMajestic

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

2/19/2020 6:53:19 PM v_i_o_l_ We will enter the Golden Age.

2/19/2020 6:54:26 PM robertrkimball Right on. Ego has a limited role!

2/19/2020 6:58:45 PM truthseeker805 Beem me home Scotty pic.twitter.com/1VOLu3guLj

2/19/2020 6:58:50 PM jackc476 Trillions of planets and we’re the only sapient life forms in the universe? My, what an awful waste of space. You’re free to believe whatever you want.

2/19/2020 7:01:06 PM timcambron Thank You

2/19/2020 7:02:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Using "space is water" to represent a metaphor is accurate.

The "vacuum" is a medium between energy collection spots (aka matter).

You can tap into this medium.

That's called ZPE.

Now how do you siphon it into a usable energy transfer module?

2/19/2020 7:03:09 PM smith_jere Great thread

2/19/2020 7:05:30 PM foreverozone What science calls stars are just plasma. Theories are not the truth. Evidence is truth. For all we know, that energy can be souls or other simulations. 

We have no idea. We do know that evidence suggests NASA lied about the moon landing. They fake ISS footage. Evidence = truth.

2/19/2020 7:07:05 PM foreverozone You take the flux between the + and - and store it, But you know who won't let us.

2/19/2020 7:07:58 PM realeyethespy Not really. Jesus was though. Exodus 30:23

2/19/2020 7:08:46 PM sleepingnomore These people need pain and punishment.

2/19/2020 7:09:18 PM foreverozone You probably know that the ability to create free energy exists but can't be utilized and why. These are the types of things I wish were exposed. I stand 

down on this and many things because I know the nature of the beast. I choose to focus on my soul. "They" can have this world.

2/19/2020 7:09:21 PM jackc476 So when we return to the moon and you see the original footprints and the flag, will your reality implode?

2/19/2020 7:11:21 PM foreverozone Why did they tape over the original moon landing footage when FOIA wanted to analyze them? Do you really believe they taped over that footage, 

what some might argue would be the most important footage ever taken in the history of man? https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nasa-tapes-

idUSTRE56F5MK20090716 …

2/19/2020 7:12:45 PM gaila13ster Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically to keep a 

supply of victims…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

2/19/2020 7:13:54 PM jackc476 Because they encountered alien ships when they landed. The existence of ET’s is one of the sole reasons the NSA exists.

2/19/2020 7:15:32 PM k4rlgruen U R FLUX

2/19/2020 7:16:25 PM foreverozone Mmm. You're actually right about that, but not on the moon, in Antarctica. Two chapters in my book. I unraveled the crime scene that is world history 

and deduces the NWO started shortly after the tall Noridic aliens whooped our ass during Operation Highjump. DUMBS. UN. CIA>>

2/19/2020 7:17:21 PM foreverozone Yes, not just us, but all plants and animals. Anything with a 'life force"  We are batteries to the Archons. Correct. That's what I've deduced. Plus above. 

Minus below. This is a 33.3 shhhh subject however.

2/19/2020 7:19:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #TrumpRallyPhoenix

or

#DemDebate 

Who will be the first? pic.twitter.com/z9r8eON6d6

2/19/2020 7:19:28 PM scott_rick Your not alone I feel like crap... nothing is working except sleep and nature

2/19/2020 7:19:59 PM qaphsiel17 Trump rally hands down. Give no attention to the negative liars.

2/19/2020 7:20:38 PM mikeb38beacon_h I say a reporter for OAN!

2/19/2020 7:20:47 PM sharon_proud DO IT!

2/19/2020 7:20:59 PM k4rlgruen Pearls b 4 swine. 

kidding.

Planting seeds in barren ground

sometimes takes root.

Cherish every moment.

2/19/2020 7:21:22 PM kindeandtrue Dem Debate is far more interesting. I stopped listening to Trump rallies long ago. Can't take the same stale litany of lies and self-aggrandizement.

2/19/2020 7:21:34 PM keith369me #PresidentTrumpWhoIsQ #PresidentTrumpWhoIsQ #PresidentTrumpWhoIsQ

2/19/2020 7:23:11 PM keith369me Tonight I agree...the Democratic Debate was an absolute train wreck.  Bloomberg won’t make the stage next time when he’s back at 1%.  This is a 

Battle Royale to stay out of prison.

2/19/2020 7:23:29 PM twilly18 debate for the comedy

2/19/2020 7:23:39 PM foreverozone Sharing is caring.

2/19/2020 7:24:29 PM plasssticman Well - we are the news. We should be asking the Q when the cameras are rolling.

I'm starting to think that this Great Awakening thing means that we truly are going to have to learn to stand up together and do it ourselves.

2/19/2020 7:24:41 PM kindeandtrue It's been a barrel of fun!😁

2/19/2020 7:24:44 PM jackc476 Yes, on the moon. In Bill Cooper’s “Behold a Pale Horse” he states how every mission out in space was escorted by ET ships. There’s missing 

transmissions from the initial landing on the moon, as the astronauts are absolutely astounded. The moon is a scared site for many species.

2/19/2020 7:25:24 PM jackc476 sacred*

2/19/2020 7:26:53 PM keith369me If I were a politician I’d lie and say yes, but this truther has no clue what you are referring to Chris



2/19/2020 7:27:28 PM jackc476 Look, we agree on many things, but the moon landing was not faked. NASA is imperative as a public space program, for it satisfies the public’s curiosity. 

Of course we are deceived of what actually occurs in space, as the government doesn’t want to reveal the existence of aliens

2/19/2020 7:27:55 PM jackc476 and the military doesn’t want the public to know about their black budget secret space programs.

2/19/2020 7:28:08 PM channelsoftruth That's exactly right!

2/19/2020 7:28:53 PM kindeandtrue Or, maybe you can't comprehend views that diverge from yours?

2/19/2020 7:29:05 PM richardhiatt16 ROLLING THUNDER ..... Trust the PLAN 🤓

2/19/2020 7:30:28 PM richardhiatt16 Rally Rally Rally ❤️🇺🇸

2/19/2020 7:32:01 PM foreverozone I loved Bill. Great guy. Unfortunately, our spook programs feed people lies to prevent leaks. (they tell them all different lies, so if it gets out, they know 

who leaked) Too much evidence suggests we didn't go to the moon Like this leaked footage: 29 mins 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGD1PtGe8Ug …

2/19/2020 7:32:37 PM countrygrl2 #TrumpRallyPhoenix #WhoIsQ 🥰👊🏼✅

2/19/2020 7:33:37 PM keith369me Nah...I was a WWE fan when it was called WWF...old school...Battle Royale was an over the top rope elimination with like 20-25 wrestlers

2/19/2020 7:34:10 PM foreverozone All I can do is analyze the evidence. I can't believe entities that are proven liars. I do stand down however on wishing the release of classified info that 

could disrupt the 'world order' I understand what would happen. Win by losing on this issue IMO is best.

2/19/2020 7:35:56 PM foreverozone Besides that, it can't be done. (disclosure) Why? The dynamics. We know the future. We can edit the past. Everyone working in DUMBs is shown our 

capabilities. All govs of the world know. We already have a world order. (NWO) It started in the 50's. Changes to humans by 2030.

2/19/2020 7:36:44 PM jackc476 For the sake of truth, they keep official documents that document what the government actually knows about. He had access to classified documents, 

therefore what the government wants to record. Not everything is disinformation.

2/19/2020 7:37:18 PM kindeandtrue Whatever floats your boat, man.

2/19/2020 7:38:46 PM donnaeverywhere I saw "The Shining" when I was 11 or 12. Scared the ever-lovin' SHIT outta me. Access to HBO in the 80s....

2/19/2020 7:39:15 PM foreverozone To me, these last 10 years are a time for us to focus on our soul. This world doesn't belong to us. Our soul is eternal however, that's what really 

matters. My main focus = soul and avoiding hard times for my family. Be prepared for whatever comes. Eyes wide open.

2/19/2020 7:40:31 PM foreverozone He revealed things that didn't disrupt the world order. Nobody can do that. (my point) Wouldn't be prudent.

2/19/2020 7:44:55 PM jvan125 🙏🏻

2/19/2020 7:45:25 PM beth2419 Trump rally rules! Positive energy!

2/19/2020 7:45:41 PM o2binoc Wizard of Oz ... still had dreams about the monkeys as an adult. 😳

2/19/2020 7:49:50 PM shaigaichan "B"

2/19/2020 7:50:35 PM wvninjagranny Only a pot head would think Jesus partook of weed ..

2/19/2020 7:50:37 PM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/BX8tY0M3MS

2/19/2020 7:50:43 PM galadri09060100 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@shadygrooove

@intheMatrixxx

@Amaroush3 https://twitter.com/Galadri09060100/status/1230338729031520256 …

2/19/2020 7:52:03 PM qlogion This is false and you are a liar

2/19/2020 7:55:01 PM tucson_ron OR: they could BBQ you! They probably have a ray for that.

2/19/2020 7:58:21 PM corstruction Who's Arcan?  Never/heard/seen this one yet.

2/19/2020 7:59:43 PM douglasbaumga13 Exorcist

2/19/2020 8:01:53 PM kik1771 There are more important things than Hilary right now. We patriots, all around the world have to be patient. Evil is lasting for SO LONG, has to be 

broken slowly in order to prevent riots and anarchy. Protecting world peace and children is priority.

2/19/2020 8:02:09 PM nm_zsr Mini may be mini Mike. Running thinking he'll be protected

2/19/2020 8:02:55 PM megatronmighty I've been wondering aloud why no one has done it yet.

Q "leaders" have attended and not even attempted.

It makes me wonder

if when they get there

it becomes "a bad idea"

2/19/2020 8:03:24 PM k4rlgruen No fear.

2/19/2020 8:04:06 PM hgraceq 17!!!!!!

17

1

7 https://mobile.twitter.com/WWG1WGA/status/1230338001076736000 …

2/19/2020 8:05:16 PM g07032011 That’s not correct , this is 👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/Ezv9rcn7g1

2/19/2020 8:06:23 PM douglasbaumga13 Won't protest that's for sure.. looking forward to a change

2/19/2020 8:07:40 PM corstruction I agree with you except on one point..[They] never feared us until now, even of themselves.  There was never going to be an angry mob because 

K1LLRE was going to win.  They f'd up the LooKing G1ass & we got our 2nd chance, at least that's my opinion.

2/19/2020 8:07:42 PM sterkinglights1 Fitting the rip in the name of the you tube video.

2/19/2020 8:07:45 PM bryceja68689884 #WWG1WGA #TrumpRallyPhoenix #UNSEALEPSTEIN

2/19/2020 8:10:08 PM kindeandtrue World peace?? Trump has ramped up the #EndlessWars. Has more soldiers deployed than Obama and is building more bases abroad, besides stealing 

oil from Syria and Iraq and murdering foreign generals. 

Meanwhile, KANSAS increases global tensions every time he opens his mouth.

2/19/2020 8:13:53 PM k4rlgruen Yup. An 'external power' paradigm (bang, boom, smash, dominate, pin down...) can only end in disaster. Which in itself is not BAD but inevitable.

Internal power; nesting, embedding, harmonizing, imploding and cherishing are my interests as well as any beings that like same.

2/19/2020 8:17:21 PM pelledan2 Exorcist, Them, The Blob, Night of Living Dead

2/19/2020 8:18:19 PM foreverozone This material world belongs to the lower frequency vibrations. Best believe someone's paying that Pied Piper to rule the world. 

God is only interested in our soul. What we love = our treasure. Corruptible or incorruptible? That is Q.

2/19/2020 8:22:57 PM k4rlgruen So nice to agree with another on so much.

Only that which is loved makes it through the eye of the 

needle.

2/19/2020 8:25:40 PM foreverozone The eye of the needle is an actual place. it's only 3 feet tall or so and requires you to get on your knees to pass through (humble yourself) 

Many scriptures suggest we have to become 'childlike' to go to 'heaven.'  Kids love everyone, no hate, judgment.

2/19/2020 8:26:45 PM mklundquist Haha! I think I am hungrier though. Will you have a space dog with me when I win? 😉

2/19/2020 8:27:22 PM realeyethespy Not even. I make the same oil in the Bible. Hebrew word Qanneh Bosem. Try learning about theology and being open minded. Be more Christ Like.



2/19/2020 8:30:44 PM k4rlgruen Hence, cherish every moment.

In practice, glimpses are good enough for now.

Because I have chosen to be here now.

I find endless wonder at the shenanigans and circus of our space/time.

2/19/2020 8:30:53 PM vrillh More important things like getting Syria Iran and North Korea private central banks....Q daddy Trump gonna save ya huh? pic.twitter.com/eTUCaEA42p

2/19/2020 8:31:28 PM ggemini33  pic.twitter.com/R76RhXTCt1

2/19/2020 8:33:56 PM ggemini33 @MAGAmatician @RealEyeTheSpy @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/w9bBIAM2lx

2/19/2020 8:39:08 PM foreverozone It is interesting to see the divided masses getting set-up like a bowling pin for the coming storm. Some are awake. Most are asleep. It is what it is.

2/19/2020 8:39:14 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/2Kvdlv7HMK

2/19/2020 8:47:39 PM trucker778 Only reason I flipped back and forth was to see the the crazy demorats kick each other around 😂😂#TrumpWonDebate #TheBestisYetToCome 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/9XVzRu2Qv6

2/19/2020 8:50:18 PM andoniandothard Can anyone please tell me what ZPE is?

2/19/2020 8:50:19 PM k4rlgruen Imagining an ideal society is time well spent.

Telepathic, cooperative, small footprint... ;)

we are creators children after all

2/19/2020 8:51:35 PM onthroad1 His name is Seth Rich

2/19/2020 8:53:32 PM aetherwalker1 45, Q & MJ could be an elaborate psyop to get us to consent to the NWO.

All the 'tribunal'-ed Cabal criminals get taken off world then return to claim the Earth after we're wiped out from a cataclysm. 

😬

(me Doom Posting)

2/19/2020 8:54:53 PM jackc476 Zero point energy, or quantum energy.

2/19/2020 9:00:50 PM realeyethespy Yeah but the end is still the same so don’t complain about the path to get there :)

2/19/2020 9:04:06 PM aetherwalker1 🤔

Well..  Earth life in 3D is lame.

So I guess there's that.   🤷♂️

2/19/2020 9:04:53 PM realeyethespy Well you live in 3-5D body mind spirit

2/19/2020 9:10:51 PM nurseniceyes In fact, try to stay home often.

2/19/2020 9:16:40 PM richardhiatt16 And TRUST the PLAN ❤️🇺🇸🛸

2/19/2020 9:16:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 20 Foster Kids.

What did AG recently say about Adoption/Foster Care System?

Mini Mike

[Grey Matter] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cjo16hzVGt0 …

2/19/2020 9:34:07 PM diaptera_80 Still doesn’t make much sense to me.

2/19/2020 9:34:21 PM johnnyt_anon It's not 100% she actually said that. Watch again.

2/19/2020 9:37:50 PM diaptera_80 Video not available

2/19/2020 9:37:52 PM ksouth21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  [grey matter]. ??

2/19/2020 9:41:02 PM diaptera_80 It is actually 18s

2/19/2020 9:50:10 PM richardhiatt16 I’m too old now ...ouch 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸

2/19/2020 9:50:24 PM rhondao85587104 Justice can’t come quick enough!! 💔

2/19/2020 9:54:19 PM shining91109743 Would love to not go to work!  Would spend every day all day on my farm with my animals, gardening, reading and learning all that I’ve missed out on!

2/19/2020 9:57:59 PM kevinmruel I AM is coming...

2/19/2020 9:59:55 PM jeffzerner yes

2/19/2020 10:02:32 PM mongrelglory Tucker mainly talks about how Bloomberg bought his way into the Dem debates, and how his commercials showing women saying "Mike Bloomberg 

respects women" likely means the truth is the opposite. One of the women says "as a foster mother or 20 kids, Mike Bloomberg supported me."

2/19/2020 10:10:59 PM rosscarwalker They will reply eventually

2/19/2020 10:14:58 PM doq017 No “Stand up for us!” Eh Joe!

Q sent me!

@realDonaldTrump

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn
2/19/2020 10:15:28 PM jaded_pearl Is grey matter the lesions left behind on the brain after something traumatic has happened?

2/19/2020 10:16:13 PM magamatician Well that’s interesting. Any background?

2/19/2020 10:17:01 PM sterkinglights1 Dem debate was like celebrity death match meets Jerry Springer meets antiques roadshow.

2/19/2020 10:29:37 PM nine_six3 Recent remarks made by AG Barr @ the Summit for Human Trafficking on 01/31/2020. Mentions a recent 'horrific case' that went down in Manhattan. 

I transcribed the remarks as best I could & attached as a picture. ▼▼▼

"20 Foster Kids"=New York State Child Welfare System. 💥😲🧐 pic.twitter.com/mDY5SFTOsl

2/19/2020 10:33:22 PM bibibobibox It would be illogical to argue that we’re alone: We are in the periphery of our spiral-shaped galaxy, practically very far from the nucleus. Sometime I 

think the only aliens are us. How will my life change? Fearless. We are made in the image and likeness of God. Resist&Surrender

2/19/2020 10:35:12 PM michaeljharris9  pic.twitter.com/phD0Difjze

2/19/2020 10:35:46 PM cordaymaggie I’ll get up and go to work. Don’t most people already assume when the media lips start moving the lies are aflying🤷♀️



2/19/2020 10:38:05 PM plasssticman We should be asking the fake news - Who is Q? 

Everywhere they go live - Who is Q?

The truth ground in their faces. Who is Q?

It'll drive them NUTS!

The goal is Saturation 

We made it happen with "epstein didn't kill himself"

Keep going! pic.twitter.com/v2rFbc5DSJ
2/19/2020 10:41:42 PM nine_six3 Here's a little information on Grey Matter!!! 🧠 pic.twitter.com/duhLOQk698

2/19/2020 11:15:50 PM ilovecorgis2 Howard the duck

2/19/2020 11:16:41 PM ilovecorgis2 The dark crystal

2/19/2020 11:22:55 PM sp00njake Knowledge is power only wisdom comes from the supreme Power ... add ,subtract, or multiply is only work ... so to forget what's been said and know 

your direction  from tiny bread crumbs threw faith you see creation of life that revives the dead into Zion it's self ... WWG1WGA

2/19/2020 11:24:25 PM sp00njake Great thread .. a mind warp but a great Ascension!!!

2/19/2020 11:38:50 PM sp00njake Living in a reality that you don't belong yet being a chameleon and playing along ... speaking only words of life is part of the calling... but soon their will 

be no more bawling... awake to the stumbles in the dark ... is what puts us all apart !!!  NOW not NWO

2/20/2020 12:07:00 AM jessicapost17 Yes me as well

2/20/2020 12:13:29 AM kidge6 Wow.. the qmap admins changed the title. Now, it’s different. 

After the rally, I guess they changed it. Makes sense.

2/20/2020 12:28:49 AM rayl1975 What wasn’t Strzok involved with during Obama’s reign of terror.

2/20/2020 12:38:09 AM mrshockeygal 😂😂😂😂👍

2/20/2020 1:02:54 AM alexandercody7 The exorcist III

End of days - this one haunted me for years. Gave me such chills as if it became reality

2/20/2020 1:20:22 AM nine_six3 Absolutely Fascinating! 👨🎓I want to learn more!!! 

➕🧠➖

2/20/2020 1:37:52 AM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/20/2020 1:46:17 AM anton12961176 followers/likes is a social experiment

worrying about them means its working.

same reason, young people get depressed,

if they don't get enough likes for a selfie

2/20/2020 1:47:06 AM galadri09060100 Did you see who Inventor is??? KEITH RAINIERE!

2/20/2020 1:53:33 AM rosscarwalker An interesting bunch I’d obviously love to meet. My girlfriend might be a bit nervous though.

2/20/2020 2:14:26 AM galadri09060100  https://www.vanityfair.com/style/2018/06/keith-raniere-nxivm-patents-luciferian/amp …

2/20/2020 2:45:16 AM 369_is No fear!!! Higher consciousness protects...there is a depopulation agenda in place, but you have defenses. We create our reality. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205675612637192192?s=20 …

2/20/2020 2:53:18 AM trolls4truth Same here, watched few YouTube on it, but want to watch most his movies again. In particular eyes wide shut.

2/20/2020 2:57:05 AM gerriekyle Free energy, replicators, med beds, mass awakening, regain past life and wiped memories, open contact with soul family, consciousness shift, 5D earth.

2/20/2020 3:01:38 AM keith369me For an individual yes...for a source of information, especially in this case, it is an indication of collective consciousness or lack thereof

2/20/2020 3:03:38 AM 0vze8ew4pjqopk8  https://qmap.pub/read/3867 

2/20/2020 3:10:48 AM equipment79 20? I’ve adopted children from the system and you can only have so many children in your house at the same time. She’s full of shit! Anyway, I would 

like for people to know that there are some GOOD foster parents out there! That truly cares 💕

2/20/2020 3:16:09 AM dr3n0chr0m3 are you discussing methods used for trauma based mind-control?

2/20/2020 3:17:47 AM 369_is Could"J" mean Justice?

2/20/2020 3:17:56 AM dr3n0chr0m3 hidden in plain sight to by-pass 'negative-karma' ?

2/20/2020 3:18:28 AM krusso45071344 Enjoy the show...it will be mind blowing

2/20/2020 3:25:59 AM 369_is Hi Michelle. I realize this is "off topic" but I must comment. High fives to you for picking up a magazine instead of staring into your phone. I always 

notice who is reading a mag in the Dr offices. Phone addiction is so prevalent. We must be the change we wish to see.

2/20/2020 3:36:20 AM edgar_milne Roh ro pic.twitter.com/LYsQHDSEwN

2/20/2020 3:39:08 AM humanprimer Isn't interesting regarding the screams about children in cages but zero about the Foster Care System jerking kids out of their homes.  Millions of kids 

vs. a few thousand.  Does pedophilia have roots in this?

2/20/2020 4:00:38 AM 369_is Hey Steph. How do you keep doing that? Dogma is another movie I rewatch every chance I can. Well, when I used to have cable, that is.

2/20/2020 4:00:49 AM melodyp06130628 What if the Q was asked by a caller to a nationally syndicated talk show?

2/20/2020 4:02:38 AM covertress 🧙♀️ MAJIC

2/20/2020 4:18:28 AM finlay4als @appeal_heaven @katrina_wiser @wild_stallion_3 @Kathy_C_ @RabbleReal @JGilliam_SEAL @mclendon_becky @QuriousIn @AmyH_88 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

“Raise those hands, this is our party

We came here to live life like nobody was watching” 

Macklemore & R Lewis

 https://youtu.be/2zNSgSzhBfM  pic.twitter.com/MaB20nDSrW

2/20/2020 4:21:17 AM state1union Is there a difference in the standards for adoption compared to fostering children?

2/20/2020 4:22:59 AM equipment79 We are foster parents, I just can’t part with them lol .

2/20/2020 4:23:27 AM state1union Hell Yes!  Foster Care system is a money grab and a 2-4-1 with the child being exchanged. #sick

2/20/2020 4:25:58 AM rzvsrm So you are “raising “ 20 kids in the foster program? How much money per month does she get per kid? 1000? 2000? Sounds like a business to me. 🤮

2/20/2020 4:35:07 AM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/NEr3KKElYL

2/20/2020 4:47:29 AM plasticjesus6 i dont see this  in Q drops

2/20/2020 4:49:21 AM equipment79 I mean.... how could you part with this little guy ? 💕 pic.twitter.com/Vqb2SGseKE

2/20/2020 5:02:29 AM birdiesrchirpin ThanQ 

🙏💛🙏

2/20/2020 5:10:07 AM writelikeitis QAnons R United > Collective > Free-Thinking > We are the "Digital" Army General Flynn knows we are...

2/20/2020 5:21:43 AM ragevirusqq The sun loves it planets and the system that it gives life to. This love focuses where energy collection spots are?  Are all planetary bodies sentient? How 

much love/energy does it take to create a planet with as much life as earth?



2/20/2020 5:26:37 AM fallorsesh While that's all true, there is much more to it. Not sure if I completely buy into this MJ acct but they certainly provide interesting posts. Like this one 

where the allude to how corporatism (porn is but one ex) inhibits us from truly understanding the power of sex/sexuality

2/20/2020 5:26:41 AM qlogion Liar.  You claim to be a theologian by falsifying the Bible

2/20/2020 5:28:43 AM bbobbio71 We can't wake those that are not ready to hear the truth.

2/20/2020 5:31:14 AM thitluc The latest info on Kim Goguen's fraud team being linked to Michael Bagley (Blackwater/Jellyfish) CIA contractor.  Kim Thomas Williams, Dan Lutz & 

Tank (Kre8change) are linked to  many scammers. What these videos https://youtu.be/sBCXR16c3x4 

2/20/2020 5:38:59 AM langen_nadine Cannibalism👇🤢 and "a lot" of other films... pic.twitter.com/eCOqONX0JB

2/20/2020 5:44:11 AM tina12865370 That’s a really piss poor attitude. 

Jealous much?

Wtf do you care how many followers he has and why insult the guy? 

You should rejoice he’s awakened, no matter timing, and spreading the news. 

Check yourself.

2/20/2020 5:46:38 AM giediknight Japan is the biggest consumer of pornography.

2/20/2020 5:50:56 AM giediknight Did they take those kids to Bloomberg in the UK?

2/20/2020 5:56:08 AM patriotswegoall Numbers on that add up to 12

2/20/2020 6:08:51 AM buckduane3 Question from ignorance:

What is meant by: family porn? I have never heard that term applied

2/20/2020 6:18:21 AM doq017 Trust the plan!

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMarine_Vet

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@MrMichaelBurkes
2/20/2020 6:20:21 AM lotsofprisoners The race looked like one to me.

2/20/2020 6:29:00 AM psychedelicast1 No that's word for word from the patent

2/20/2020 6:31:43 AM brianre07338958 One foot in front of the other, moving by the Way, in the Truth , to the Light. Like my Idol did... Asking the Good Lord to carry me when my strength 

runs out. pic.twitter.com/ngY3eXPN95

2/20/2020 6:34:40 AM chaosintercept I am unfamiliar with the MJ12 account, just saw the post on my feed. There is a strange contradiction between what the Elites say and do. They cry for 

depopulation (slam the brakes on humanity) while simultaneously pressing the gas of rampant, irresponsible sexuality. (1/2)

2/20/2020 6:37:14 AM chaosintercept (2/2) IMO, over-sexualized culture is simply another tool "they" use as reins on the human race. It can keep us divided, keep us from reproducing in to 

healthy families, instigate insecurity in both sexes, spark competition and division, leave deeper intrinsic needs unsatisfied

2/20/2020 6:41:38 AM oneperspective6 Jaws

2/20/2020 6:43:50 AM charmg3131 See now..I'm weird that way. I thought Jumanji was fun. The whole time I thought..see what lying gets you? Cuz in a way its true. It can ruin your life. 

Same with Wizard of Oz. I thought..careful what you wish for.

2/20/2020 6:44:40 AM keith369me How about this one...wonder what the upbringing of Spielberg’s daughter was like: https://nypost.com/2020/02/19/mikaela-spielberg-steven-

spielbergs-daughter-comes-out-as-porn-star/ …

2/20/2020 6:46:30 AM charmg3131 Funny. I didn't like her dad. In that one I thought..careful how you treat people. To Serve Man made me think..if its too good to be true..

2/20/2020 6:51:47 AM keith369me Why jump into something with venom when not involved?  The point was regarding Fake News following vs truth following.   This account has been a 

huge part of my awakening process...I wish more would partake.  Peace to you.

2/20/2020 6:52:38 AM tina12865370 Because you’re being unnecessarily ugly.

2/20/2020 6:53:09 AM tina12865370 Do you have any other questions?

2/20/2020 6:57:56 AM tina12865370 My apologies. I went back and reread your tweet and misinterpreted it. pic.twitter.com/DjZAjW1GJb

2/20/2020 6:58:43 AM tina12865370 The answer is, I loathe bullies and I will stand against one every time. 

Sincere apologies 🙏🏼

2/20/2020 7:06:22 AM stlhandyman tsk tsk tsk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I have a sneaky suspicion your groups involvement in "hiding things (dark) and keeping advancements from the people 

who need it the most will go over like a Lead Zeppelin.

2/20/2020 7:09:03 AM keith369me Have a great day my friend

2/20/2020 7:12:19 AM djlok Why is that so? I had read that too, but never understood why. I never thought of the Japanese as being an “oversexed” culture.

2/20/2020 7:13:26 AM giediknight I'm not sure.

2/20/2020 7:16:24 AM tvelez55 Hopefully not a supremacy of any human collection. Believe that's what got us here in the first place. This organized evil has been around and I can't 

point the finger at anyone but humanity in general. We need to do better.

2/20/2020 7:16:58 AM keith369me Peace...I take no offense...upon re-reading my original Tweet I can see how it could be easily taken in an aggressive manner.  That was not the 

intention.  You must be new to the Majestic 12 Twitter account.  Welcome.

2/20/2020 7:20:47 AM americanpetal Michelle, Why all the talk about Grey Matter recently? I’ve been distracted w other issues and somehow Grey Matter is the buzzword? Hope you don’t 

mind I’m leaning on you for assistance!☺️

2/20/2020 7:25:11 AM tina12865370 So much lost without tone. Dilemma of digital age.

2/20/2020 7:46:43 AM micro_writ_anon Sadly, I think it is a test to see if they've been previously initiated as children....to see if it worked.

2/20/2020 7:48:33 AM micro_writ_anon They're initiated as young children.  They are testing to see if the conditioning has taken or not.  They wouldn't want someone faking it and later 

developing a conscience and ratting them out.

2/20/2020 7:55:33 AM subtidal4 Anyone else notice one of the two good Samaritans carrying the veteran to his seat was wearing a WWG1WGA shirt?

2/20/2020 7:56:16 AM alight412 Thank you

2/20/2020 7:56:38 AM subtidal4 With the number 17.

2/20/2020 7:57:45 AM ewilliams22101 MiniMike is into p@rn?  Affecting his [grey matter]??

2/20/2020 8:01:40 AM micro_writ_anon Check out the status of that patent...abandoned TODAY! pic.twitter.com/I2OWfU8vnL

2/20/2020 8:05:32 AM micro_writ_anon She was way too big to join NXIVM...would draw too much attention to them.

2/20/2020 8:10:17 AM lightprocess 1:17

×2

So beautiful <3

2/20/2020 8:26:16 AM micro_writ_anon I'm thinking the sex slave stuff although horrifying to us was small potatoes to Raniere, and his real role was lead psychologist/master mind 

programmer of the cult.



2/20/2020 8:27:23 AM micro_writ_anon Raniere was allegedly a genius...so he could be the mastermind of the cult operation.

2/20/2020 8:34:47 AM jesusluvsu29 They aren't "aliens" per se...they are fallen Angel's & I believe they will pose as saviors, friends, hence all the super hero movies we're being 

indoctrinated w/....they have been studying humans for a long time

2/20/2020 8:35:29 AM jesusluvsu29 Nightmare on elm street

2/20/2020 8:39:08 AM eyegloarts Oh no, that's a total insult to Antiques Roadshow 😉

2/20/2020 8:50:22 AM nickel_triple Jaws.... never been in the ocean in my life.

2/20/2020 8:51:10 AM truthforall4 I will thank God for letting it happen in my lifetime. 🙏I will rejoice in the fact that my friends and family won't think I am crazy anymore. I will be 

excited to meet them and to learn all the new ways of life post disclosure. It will be magical! 😊

2/20/2020 9:00:10 AM nickel_triple Embrace my humanity, protect my fellow species, embrace new tech usage for benefit of mankind only.

2/20/2020 9:09:39 AM 3hrj71s1dwhddru  pic.twitter.com/k5MxHPSQxB

2/20/2020 9:14:49 AM what_uc Dark shadows

2/20/2020 9:23:42 AM bart_is_broken Nothing can stop what's coming because nothing is coming.   They live by a different sent of rules..

2/20/2020 9:35:28 AM laurabusse Disturbing

2/20/2020 9:36:36 AM foreverozone We have it. Can't use it. Steals from other dimensions. According to the guys in black shades and black gov cars that will visit you if you fire one up.

2/20/2020 9:50:56 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1230549972078206976 …

2/20/2020 9:54:29 AM momekool1 Big surprise. Video unavailable. Fox must’ve pulled it.

2/20/2020 9:58:19 AM momekool1 But fostering 20 kids I’ve seen before. It happens. 20’s too many.

2/20/2020 9:58:40 AM momekool1 Does he eat their brains? Not kidding.

2/20/2020 9:59:50 AM momekool1 #ChantWhoIsQ

2/20/2020 10:03:36 AM state1union I don’t get how taking in 20 kids doesn’t appear as a serious money grab?  It is a money grab!  Also these are children not dogs.

2/20/2020 10:04:25 AM equipment79 Right

2/20/2020 10:04:35 AM glittertips1 Oh my...

2/20/2020 10:06:30 AM state1union I love animals too ❤️

2/20/2020 10:07:15 AM equipment79 Me too! Lol I live on a farm! 😊

2/20/2020 10:34:47 AM tosfalla3  pic.twitter.com/OadibbEbkk

2/20/2020 10:41:00 AM jmay07161279 Bambi is a master trauma for all kids

2/20/2020 10:45:55 AM n7guardiananon In a highly controversial vote on February 20, 1985, the Irish government defies the powerful Catholic Church and approves the sale of contraceptives.

2/20/2020 10:53:05 AM sabermarris Waiting to enjoy the show like pic.twitter.com/9PxMQwachg

2/20/2020 10:56:26 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure who MJ-12 is referring to actually.  Some people think [Mini-grey matter] is Mike Bloomberg, but I'm not sure who [Grey matter] is.  It may 

also be a secondary reference to elites who like to eat human brains.

2/20/2020 11:00:28 AM mongrelglory When you repress the free expression of sexuality in a culture, it tends to go underground.  Similar to prohibition in the US, which caused a booming 

business in bootlegging and made the Bronfman family rich.

2/20/2020 11:01:52 AM roublisa Click below the pic 😉

2/20/2020 11:06:02 AM mongrelglory I don't own a cell phone!  People think I'm weird. I'm single, retired, and don't travel much so I seldom need to call people when I'm out of the house. 

As for keeping tabs on my cats, I find they just turn their phones off when they don't want to talk to me, so what's the point?

2/20/2020 11:07:02 AM n7guardiananon I bet that was like cutting off a junkie from their fix...

2/20/2020 11:09:58 AM americanpetal I was wondering if they are seeding the masses with that term to eventually get the normies red pilled.

2/20/2020 11:12:28 AM americanpetal Thank you for replying.

2/20/2020 11:18:19 AM mongrelglory Adopted as a baby. She had eating disorders in boarding school. She had a life threatening drinking problem at ate 21. She's doing porn at age 23, and 

she has a fiancee aged 47.  She says her parents are "intrigued" by her career choice.  What's wrong with this entire picture? 🤨

2/20/2020 11:21:30 AM mongrelglory OMG!  What a sweetie-pie! 😍

2/20/2020 11:23:12 AM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter is testing new ways to fight misinformation — including a community-based points system https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/twitter-

testing-new-ways-fight-misinformation-including-community-based-points-n1139931 …

2/20/2020 11:24:09 AM parakletosanon oh! like in China!

2/20/2020 11:24:17 AM 1nanasmomma I assume you and.... were ready for this?

2/20/2020 11:24:21 AM lora95271603 Call me crazy but I learned some awesome techniques for sloppy bj after a friend told me to check it out

So let's not pretend that there aren't some good take aways

Yeah. I said it. 

Otherwise, You people must be freeks

#ImprovingTheHeadGame

2/20/2020 11:24:23 AM myfanwy_72 China much??

2/20/2020 11:24:23 AM blsdbe Social credit? Who invested in that blessed strategy-the CCP? #ThanQ, but no #ThanQ.

2/20/2020 11:24:33 AM oblackgoo It’ll just be rigged over time.  Like reddit is.

2/20/2020 11:25:10 AM 17grenouilles Translated to ‘ UNLESS YOU AGREE WITH US YOU WILL BE DISCARDED’🤨🤡

2/20/2020 11:25:23 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/9NWR3onQ31

2/20/2020 11:26:18 AM dannygreencr2 No wonder... my last account was just wiped out. Starting over.

2/20/2020 11:27:38 AM jeffcordell6 Surely they are

2/20/2020 11:27:50 AM 2wyta Isn't that a Chinese concept?

2/20/2020 11:28:12 AM 369palm I never do great on tests like that.

2/20/2020 11:29:00 AM equipment79 Thank you! He is loving life! 🥰

2/20/2020 11:29:36 AM beej22 This can’t miss.

2/20/2020 11:30:07 AM trumps_all That Media Matters Bots and Trolls will have a field day using......In fact, I'm guessing Twitter has its "own" army of accounts that it uses to "attack" 

certain messages. NO WAY some of these users should be at the top of a reply chain, with 7 followers and 1 like after 16 hours

2/20/2020 11:30:18 AM irving60785345 Some social credits lol fuck that

2/20/2020 11:30:23 AM palevell "Community-based" pic.twitter.com/UMhiLtSN7K

2/20/2020 11:31:49 AM xrp_589_theunis  pic.twitter.com/kWzrleRAfO

2/20/2020 11:31:54 AM jimmahoney5 From close professional friend POTUS @CBSNews “No one has more standing to complain than President Trump and his family, after his campaign was 

targeted, and the surveillance process abused for nearly a year to gather intel before and after he was elected. All of it was done...

2/20/2020 11:32:28 AM semicrunchycon Me too

2/20/2020 11:33:30 AM mongrelglory They're treating us like grade school students instead of fully consenting adults! 🤨

2/20/2020 11:35:57 AM realbutchasblog Fuck this. Chinese do this too. Social credit scores. Big brother shit

2/20/2020 11:37:50 AM talithap65 Sounds like someone is taking lessons from China.

2/20/2020 11:39:08 AM deplorablesuezq You mean like China? 😳

2/20/2020 11:40:14 AM zjtin2ition SS Waffen Galacia...Board of Directors...CEO Clone...he has not aged since 50 years. Further Mississauga "Coroner" with this bunch. 

https://bcufinancial.com/about-us/#bod 

2/20/2020 11:40:35 AM fansblowing3 How do communities on other planets handle fake news?



2/20/2020 11:43:17 AM flobo2018 Exactly like China. It's time we all realize that China has infiltrated our country. From infrastructure to media to our legislators - they are destroying us 

from within.

2/20/2020 11:47:06 AM brave_recovery Here's my fake news twitter!  Shove it up your a$$a

2/20/2020 11:48:36 AM phreatomagnetic When they say "community", I think they mean Alice

2/20/2020 11:49:02 AM mojavi4u So now they get to use Hegelian Dialectic to combat Hegelian Dialectic.  No one gets to regulate truth.  Disinformation is the cornerstone of 

misinformation.  We think for ourselves, therefore we decide for ourselves.  They do not think for us.

2/20/2020 11:52:47 AM nine_six3 Doing all they can to Stifle #TheGreatAwakening. Disguising Censorship systems as Truth Strainers, deciding what’s misinformation & what info can be 

discussed amongst us. We’ve been warned Chinas Social System will spread... & so it begins.🤦♀️🤨😑 pic.twitter.com/icQuHlqSpl

2/20/2020 11:55:16 AM anton12961176 EU want to eventually bring in social credit scoring.

2/20/2020 11:56:17 AM psychedelicast1  pic.twitter.com/cPBglv1QYz

2/20/2020 11:56:29 AM pyritepony Kinda excited to go find some red and orange badges to read! It will be a marker for where to go for truth-seekers.  TRUMP 2020!

2/20/2020 11:56:30 AM psychedelicast1  pic.twitter.com/AM0hcQ1QyH

2/20/2020 11:56:47 AM psychedelicast1  pic.twitter.com/by5DXlV89r

2/20/2020 11:57:32 AM covertress Appointing blue-checkmark "fact checkers" will be the death of Twitter. Look at Snopes. It's a laughing stock.

2/20/2020 11:57:54 AM nurseniceyes You mean to say testing new ways to censor data.

2/20/2020 11:58:56 AM juniorvincent11 To silence ones opinion because you don't like it doesn't change minds it only makes them try harder to stand up

2/20/2020 11:59:36 AM bryceja68689884 Oh wow. Social credit for free speech?

2/20/2020 11:59:59 AM graceleandrah How 1984 of them.

2/20/2020 12:01:01 PM qhnact I’ve always been of the opinion that we shouldn’t push the Q question until it was time. 

But am I mistaken or does it look like Q is ready for us to ask?!!!

2/20/2020 12:01:03 PM graceydonna I will no longer tweet then.

2/20/2020 12:06:18 PM nine_six3 👁👁👁😶🤐😶 pic.twitter.com/co30Oy592y

2/20/2020 12:12:33 PM trumppatriotus1 Yep, all to usher in from the Liberal deep state taking away of "free speech", esp. coming conservative christians! We are NOT a Nazi or Communist 

country!!!

2/20/2020 12:15:32 PM wewoka3 Oh boy! Just like the "social points" in China? Will they be able to decide if I can travel or not??

2/20/2020 12:16:06 PM dark2light2019 Fu*k twitter. They’ve already (10+ days now) been literally quarantining conservatives. The new algorithms began the day woods returned...

2/20/2020 12:17:34 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/20/2020 12:24:54 PM guymonzeglio Just like the Chinese... Oh, wait!

2/20/2020 12:33:26 PM bluewarrior27 So very black mirror.

2/20/2020 12:34:37 PM chapulincolored I hate to speculate what you mean by [Grey Matter].  Please confirm. pic.twitter.com/4uKPXtSeRU

2/20/2020 12:38:04 PM joeorbit We must never forget Seth Rich.

2/20/2020 12:39:36 PM eldoradohills Jack needs to stop watching Black Mirror

2/20/2020 12:42:30 PM lotsofprisoners Is the Twit a PLATFORM or a PUBLISHER? AG Barr has made an interesting announcement about s.230 of the Communications Act.

2/20/2020 12:50:10 PM marciefischer80 They might as well just shut it down too manyppl already awake.

2/20/2020 12:51:36 PM marciefischer80 Same

2/20/2020 12:52:37 PM mateuszwala Notification bell on this account - NOK

2/20/2020 12:54:01 PM seanmdavis3 A fractal antena tuned to the appropriate frequency.

2/20/2020 12:57:18 PM pandoraspox1 Truth is a mighty energiser. The bad guys know that WE are on to (((them)))

2/20/2020 12:58:06 PM searchingforth  pic.twitter.com/X3dxKkofdI

2/20/2020 12:58:09 PM dannygreencr2 I'm still being given a hard time on this one. I can get followers but I can't follow anyone just yet.

2/20/2020 12:59:32 PM pat_at_wildwood Can't wait until the platform is in the hands of "the people"

2/20/2020 1:00:22 PM hjowaski #Communism is awesome.  #LiberalLogic

2/20/2020 1:04:27 PM errtex WHAT IF the ET aren’t exactly what they appear to be? Could they actually be celestial beings? Angels & demons?

🤔...

2/20/2020 1:04:38 PM mrmigido "Twitter users could earn “points” and a “community badge” if they “contribute in good faith and act like a good neighbor” and “provide critical 

context to help people understand information they see.”

"We can get stinkin badches?"

2/20/2020 1:07:35 PM lorihantman  pic.twitter.com/X9dSrZmcyF

2/20/2020 1:08:48 PM errtex The Bible tells us: Satan is the Angel of light: lights in the sky? Could he/demons have coordinated years of ET perception to fool us all, even world 

leaders? Could they be seducing the world toward biblical prophecy, the beast, & the day of Armageddon?

2/20/2020 1:09:43 PM luciennegallien Doctor Who 😱😱😱

2/20/2020 1:16:10 PM covertress Was such a hyperdimensional consciousness entity used by MKT's SS to 187 T2? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111473261399822336?s=20 …

2/20/2020 1:21:53 PM solidsnake2962 Yeah ok China!

2/20/2020 1:38:14 PM identityasxy .

Here we go.  Easy are way into a social scoring system for compliance. https://www.businessinsider.com/china-social-credit-system-punishments-and-

rewards-explained-2018-4/?op=1 …

2/20/2020 1:45:34 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/virgotweet/status/1230003595111624704 …

2/20/2020 1:46:32 PM bbobbio71 Now where have I heard something like this before? 

oh ya pic.twitter.com/JGKSMqaK6u

2/20/2020 1:50:10 PM iceateen Inter dimensional beings aka those in the spirit world either are followers of The Most Holy God or they follow the prince of darkness, Satan.

2/20/2020 1:51:45 PM robinmblocker1 So vox is gonna be full of them right or just conservatives again?

2/20/2020 1:54:34 PM foreverozone We only vibrate (in our matrix) within a limited frequency (and can only view light within that limited scope as well) Lucifer = 1000 points of light. A 

fractured light. God = whole light. Our brother trying to become light again. Using us. Ai, etc Problem? Success =shatter again

2/20/2020 2:00:27 PM samsmith0319 Oh...Like Communist China Social Score System...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/20/2020 2:06:09 PM skettibabe They must have gotten this idea from China 🤔🧐

2/20/2020 2:06:34 PM liziam1776 If everyone deleted their accounts on Twatter, FaceCrook, and Instacrap...they lose control. It's a big FU. Someone has to start up a social media site 

that promotes our 1st Amendment Freedom of Speech. I won't tolerate Communist censorship.

2/20/2020 2:22:22 PM suzanne90108928 Sick. But my question has always been: who is going to care for all those broken children once they are rescued? There are thousands of empty-nest 

retired teachers whom I would bet would step to the plate. I would.

2/20/2020 2:25:51 PM 369_is LMAO @MongrelGlory !!! So, you are a "woke medical professional" AND you have no cell phone??  I think you just became my new favorite IS-BE!!! 

{p.s my cats always send me to voice mail}

2/20/2020 2:26:13 PM slew19508857 look it up under Rudolph Steiner

2/20/2020 2:31:57 PM lylasmind This isn't the actual post

2/20/2020 2:33:26 PM warriorhorse15 Of course they are......! Sarcasm.

2/20/2020 2:34:09 PM pianoperson238 Doesn't China have something similar?

2/20/2020 2:40:24 PM nhigerd Sounds like we are living in communist China.

2/20/2020 2:52:18 PM covertress Book report thread on

Magic Is Dead by Ian Frisch https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1213168447250677762?s=20 …



2/20/2020 2:59:56 PM danceintruth It got changed very quickly!

2/20/2020 3:04:53 PM erinbrittain6 Sounds like china

2/20/2020 3:09:56 PM momekool1 More #CabalFunnybusiness

2/20/2020 3:13:26 PM marywal64295444 Twitter has become China; social scoring system

2/20/2020 3:26:14 PM hassonterri Seth rich ????

2/20/2020 3:28:13 PM rghardy3 It's been one week now.

Is the Storm still approaching ?

2/20/2020 3:32:49 PM chuckdfalcon1 Chinaware

2/20/2020 3:33:29 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👆👆👆

2/20/2020 3:41:09 PM mongrelglory Cats!😝

2/20/2020 3:41:58 PM derekskyya Love the way u think !

2/20/2020 3:42:26 PM setshot5 And the sad thing is nothing will be done.. divide and concur!  Its working

2/20/2020 3:44:25 PM derekskyya I dunno. Stop paying taxes?

2/20/2020 3:44:26 PM antilibtard44 i hope u wrong

2/20/2020 3:45:12 PM setshot5 I do too!!!

2/20/2020 3:46:03 PM esnapitan  pic.twitter.com/oHltB4S8uP

2/20/2020 3:48:31 PM clfaerber1 I smell Chinese food.

2/20/2020 3:50:33 PM djlok What could go wrong?  🙄🙄🙄

2/20/2020 4:01:18 PM jaded_pearl 7:17 [grey matter] https://youtu.be/ttIU6jKEkO4 

2/20/2020 4:06:23 PM rsm28675996 is that like chinese social credit?

2/20/2020 4:11:36 PM jrocktigers If anyone on that stage last night appeared to imbibe in live brains, it is mini.  I read some documents many moons ago in my timeline about 

experiments Ibelieve you are referring.  He definitely appears to be a brain eater. . or at least gets his rocks off viewing such evil.

2/20/2020 4:35:24 PM ggemini33 @MAGAmatician Sorry, forgot to get back at ya. Apparently the clowns released millions of docs and also pics that were classified. Don't know much 

other than that. I do have some other screenshots, some are interesting.

2/20/2020 4:36:45 PM ggemini33 Could be real or fake, but idk. pic.twitter.com/h7PCyIu4FE

2/20/2020 4:39:14 PM ggemini33 This is my favorite, why?? Because either Roswell was covered up, or it was a boring spy jet that crashed. One thing I know is I never trust clowns. 

pic.twitter.com/7P5vFYUHAV

2/20/2020 4:40:47 PM trollingmockin1 Are pro athletes human?  Sounds stupid until you meet one or see them play in person.

2/20/2020 4:43:37 PM keith369me I like your opinion

2/20/2020 4:46:11 PM consortiapartn1 Doesn't matter I'll still get banned AGAIN for bringing up the Skripal discrepancies.

2/20/2020 4:47:30 PM ggemini33 @MAGAmatician @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy https://twitter.com/GGemini33/status/1230352227396571137 …

2/20/2020 5:01:19 PM magamatician That’s a good one

2/20/2020 5:01:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 F https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216134425119019014 …

2/20/2020 5:02:31 PM mattcottrill3 What does F stand for fact or false or something else

2/20/2020 5:04:38 PM _369311119 paging @covertress

2/20/2020 5:05:09 PM winklerburke Force!

2/20/2020 5:05:38 PM polly569011381 These disgusting things need stopped pronto..how many Decades has this been happening for..Amen @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs

2/20/2020 5:06:13 PM the_fjalar Fact pic.twitter.com/dZtzML7kVQ

2/20/2020 5:06:18 PM tippitiwitchet9 Qmap search: [F]

2/20/2020 5:08:15 PM williamelgato3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_F-117_Nighthawk …

2/20/2020 5:12:26 PM manifest_utopia Thank you DOJ! Great job! 👍👍👍

2/20/2020 5:13:23 PM dangic I'm in the Air Force and we don't know what's going on with this Space Force....lol

2/20/2020 5:14:47 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/7kepT9TBPg

2/20/2020 5:14:51 PM djlok  https://t.co/P0y6SYcamH  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072833762789089280?s=21 …

2/20/2020 5:15:09 PM stykyt It's this kind of reaching that makes people doubt. You can keep refreshing any popular tweet to wait till the number you want crops up. 

Adding up the likes and retweets on your post and subtracting the comments for me right now is 322 too.

2/20/2020 5:16:44 PM twilly18 out in 110 years for good behavior

2/20/2020 5:16:47 PM n7guardiananon F & D ???

2/20/2020 5:19:29 PM gcabman Translation: Twitter is looking for ways to become irrelevant.

2/20/2020 5:23:54 PM esborder Hope they are treated well in prison (if you get my drift). I would even be agreeable to sending them out in space without a suit.

2/20/2020 5:24:27 PM process_facts  pic.twitter.com/pyTHAWp8oc

2/20/2020 5:24:55 PM mattcottrill3 Thank you fam

2/20/2020 5:25:18 PM theodazmusic When I said I will crack the Q code someone replied: 👇

Just sayin. pic.twitter.com/0Q6dYCcd4S

2/20/2020 5:34:02 PM holotechrd Just had to stop assassination attempts on @GenPowellIn2020 and others..

DEEP STATE ARE FINISHED 👀⚡💥💥💥💥

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @John_F_Kennnedy  

I GOT YOUR BACK!!

2/20/2020 5:34:28 PM decodematrix Forrestal is back and he’s in the Space Force.

2/20/2020 5:35:52 PM dbender22 😪👏🙏🙏

@dnajlion7 @Tiff_FitzHenry @therealroseanne

2/20/2020 5:36:13 PM knoxious11 Community-based point system sounds like China to me

2/20/2020 5:36:41 PM mark65mc  https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32240/stripped-f-117-nighthawk-stealth-jet-listed-on-government-surplus-website …

2/20/2020 5:38:36 PM ggemini33 Lol, but the gubernment never lies.

2/20/2020 5:39:06 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/ViZvRKa2ZH

2/20/2020 5:40:02 PM nine_six3 F 117–>CLAS op w/ MJx?

2/20/2020 5:43:06 PM nine_six3 Hilarious... Love it!!! 🤣🛸🛸

2/20/2020 5:45:50 PM melanieanders7 Same.... once my kiddos get out on their own, I’d be very happy to have a peaceful and safe home for a child or two reside. Once all this gets cleaned 

up, we’re going to have a lot of kids needing our help. ❤️

2/20/2020 5:46:13 PM colonelflanagan So, based on our current reality, you're telling me that if I get a bright RED badge, my info's on 🔥Fire🔥?

Copy that.  Be ready with firehoses.

2/20/2020 5:46:23 PM nostradachris1 111 pic.twitter.com/v0vvXdgmqx

2/20/2020 5:46:34 PM richner88 F's in the chat for AFSPC

2/20/2020 5:47:58 PM melanieanders7 Oh how SWEET! Kiss his little forehead for me!!!

2/20/2020 5:49:22 PM t_hayden07 Use the powers of 3, 6 & 9!!!

2/20/2020 5:49:52 PM equipment79 Thanks, he gets lots and lots of kisses 😘💕

2/20/2020 5:53:16 PM melanieanders7 Oh good!!! Makes my heart happy!!! ❤️❤️❤️

2/20/2020 5:54:09 PM michaelnimchan So they will  rightly be the first set of Astro Troupers



2/20/2020 5:59:29 PM matrixslayer1 I’m trying to figure out what I just saw  as @greggutfeld and  @LouDobbs had to compete to buzz in and answer thr Q about the weight of  “ 

#TheBeast “ Limousine.  The correct answer of 22k lbs was NOT a selection !!! 

#MSMIsCorruptBeyondAllPerception

2/20/2020 5:59:54 PM brd369 Layers in the comms.

2/20/2020 6:00:27 PM matrixslayer1 #LOSERS !!!!

2/20/2020 6:02:27 PM blsdbe I’m with you, SiStar!!! pic.twitter.com/jNMZl05Q7z

2/20/2020 6:06:09 PM lotsofprisoners I’m hoping for insights on this subject soon from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/20/2020 6:07:40 PM t_hayden07 Great reply, Patriot. It's a ton to take in, but it's not called 'The Great Awakening' for nothing, either! Look into @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for more info on 

same souls, different bodies/incarnations!!! Great info there! IS-BE is what he refers to us as!

2/20/2020 6:18:15 PM atashfire Somebody broke the dudes hiding the alien tech. Quick, man battle stations!

2/20/2020 6:19:26 PM disciplepatriot In other words, they're trying to figure out how to censor conservatives and Trump supporters and cover up for the liberal criminals from the last 

administration without it being obvious that's what they're doing.

2/20/2020 6:21:00 PM fansblowing3  https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/FAQs/Whats-the-Space-Force … pic.twitter.com/e64LzqTSBq

2/20/2020 6:21:15 PM blsdbe Shall we watch White Squall tonight, MJ? Seems like #Q might think it’s a #Majestic idea... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM … 

pic.twitter.com/FUycDaS3dQ

2/20/2020 6:22:31 PM toffer_anon_369 F as in United States Secretary of the Navy circa 1947?

2/20/2020 6:24:14 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/ICLVzQfBBk

2/20/2020 6:25:23 PM collinrhodes24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Planned?  pic.twitter.com/nXQkB6UI42

2/20/2020 6:25:46 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/kiK5T3VGMK

2/20/2020 6:27:05 PM earth2nissy Who is this a picture of?

2/20/2020 6:28:39 PM colonelflanagan F?  As related to Q drops?   mmmm I dunno man, [F] in Q drops= Foreign.

Referring to something else?

2/20/2020 6:29:44 PM winduchi Check out Solar Warden, Corey Goode & William Tompkins, airman. ⚔ Then you will quickly get a clue. Also check out the movie Above Majestic.

2/20/2020 6:29:58 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/aJ9y23Y56m

2/20/2020 6:30:02 PM americanpetal What does that mean?

2/20/2020 6:34:00 PM mattcottrill3 Is that john?

2/20/2020 6:36:12 PM excelljillian we are all ETs  not from earth...there have been over a dozen genetic experiments over 80 failed generational life times...negative blood lines are AI-

Angellic Intelligence here assisting to clear the invaiders-Dracos/greys/reptillians out...but like all - there is dark & light..

2/20/2020 6:41:13 PM americanpetal I’m so ready to be beamed up.

2/20/2020 6:42:04 PM covertress James V. Forrestal, F https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672?s=20 …

2/20/2020 6:48:13 PM jackoneilltime1 Off topic...but Blade Runner has always been my favorite Ridley Scott film.  Majestic Influence? pic.twitter.com/qNVna1XdbY

2/20/2020 6:48:51 PM 444_q_ False?

2/20/2020 6:50:45 PM earth2nissy Thank you🙏

2/20/2020 6:51:47 PM pomeinnz you were right

2/20/2020 6:53:34 PM pomeinnz  pic.twitter.com/1SFmPhFZab

2/20/2020 6:58:22 PM bbombski @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

1  https://twitter.com/CollinRhodes24/status/1230679883744862208 … pic.twitter.com/xtJa63ayQR

2/20/2020 7:00:52 PM chapman5626 I’m not seeing the sign? I’m sorry but old age isn’t fun! ‘‘Tis makes me sick that it’s right in front of us and we don’t have a clue!

2/20/2020 7:02:27 PM liltilgerlil Point system? Wow, like Chinese social scores? This is totalitarian.

2/20/2020 7:03:14 PM bbombski 4

Your profile takes us to these exact coordinates and have been like this for months. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/aYBdcqkNH2

2/20/2020 7:07:38 PM covertress First Sec Defense, 1947

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Forrestal …

2/20/2020 7:10:34 PM crypticlymystic Bring the pain...Bring Justice. These people are [sic]!

2/20/2020 7:17:30 PM maewest52499669  https://twitter.com/MaeWest52499669/status/1230691922580209664?s=19 …

2/20/2020 7:23:51 PM rghardy3 I will take that as a NO.

2/20/2020 7:24:30 PM trumpcanuck #CdnPoli #MiniMike #Bloomberg #BloombergIsARacist 

Some Children in Foster care in the SDNY are going to come back to haunt #MichaelBloomberg just as @POTUS said!

Trump on Bloomberg: 'He's got some personal problems' https://youtu.be/gdBIhZKDwT0 

2/20/2020 7:30:24 PM mamalar57 Haha! I'm old. WIZARD OF OZ

2/20/2020 7:36:02 PM lmjonzey They are already been in their. They wiped my dads mind clean in Vietnam.

2/20/2020 7:39:36 PM truthrules463 Oh goody, goody, gumdrops...👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻 Can we get stars on a little chart, too, like when we were in preschool?

2/20/2020 7:43:57 PM bubusmc In Q's last post, what would you say "Prepare for the storm" means? Does it have anything to do with "get the memes ready", or actually prepare as in 

food, water, etc?

2/20/2020 7:50:56 PM foster_less What about Justin?

2/20/2020 7:58:02 PM gstarseed Point system sounds like kindergarten.  Humans couldn't play nice then either

2/20/2020 7:58:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073781307010895872?s=20 …

2/20/2020 8:03:18 PM majic_eyes_qnly Press F to pay respect pic.twitter.com/glSVsNkJl4

2/20/2020 8:05:20 PM sdane8 I think you're right. There's much more to that story

2/20/2020 8:13:56 PM trump45ismypres He paid out of pocket to do this & only hopes to at least break even, or close to it. I think he'll give names. He has to know that if he doesn't, he'll make 

a lot of people mad bc they paid $20 to hear him expose some BIG names, & the parts they played in child SRA.

2/20/2020 8:24:21 PM truthfighter80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @QAnon55 , @Qanon76 interesting https://twitter.com/DailySabah/status/982737298855989249 …

2/20/2020 8:31:21 PM tanksmom2000 Love it!!

2/20/2020 8:38:01 PM alight412 I hope Twitter gets a class action lawsuit and is shut down. Someone else can create a fair and open forum.

2/20/2020 8:38:06 PM jluther88 117 RT's. pic.twitter.com/Z9XZ9L5FJU

2/20/2020 8:45:35 PM sassysickchick_ They were going by what the announcer said as the answer. The announcer said it weighed 14k lbs, which is not what their own graphic said later. 

Strange, huh? The same announcers said that PDJT is “the 46th President”-confused a lot of people. Not sure what all that was about. 🤷🏻♀️

2/20/2020 8:46:32 PM sassysickchick_ To clarify: the *NASCAR announcer

2/20/2020 8:50:36 PM jeg946 China has a social Credit score. Just like this shit. Qake up people

2/20/2020 8:51:56 PM davidjb333 They're (F)rozen?

2/20/2020 8:53:50 PM patriotswegoall JD still does not have the motivation to change.

2/20/2020 8:59:04 PM shoeshinegal That's very sad. Glad you are free of it now. I'm praying you are anyway! #JesusWins The devil can't hold you once the veil of what sin really is gets 

taken off. :)

2/20/2020 9:01:58 PM dynamicres 🤣

2/20/2020 9:12:37 PM dangic I was referring to the lack of planning that went into creating a new branch.

No plans on who switches over, uniforms, title/rank of the service members...etc etc

2/20/2020 9:23:38 PM gi6stars Is there going to be #Justice !



2/20/2020 9:33:04 PM thebarwatch James Vincent Forrestal

2/20/2020 9:35:52 PM crisco2377 You figure out the Frequency of the Field? Think of the Frequencies as IP adresses...am I close Majestic?

2/20/2020 9:43:12 PM sunspot406 But by all means, they will allow porn.  All types

2/20/2020 9:44:05 PM cyberanonrevolu Message to President Trump "FRENCH RENAISSANCE"  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dr9fezmzvqo …

@Qanon76 @enki74 @Ph03n1x24 @StormIsUponUs @John_F_Kennnedy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpaceForceDoD @TheJusticeDept @realDonaldTrump

2/20/2020 9:45:54 PM sunspot406 Waiting for them to start issuing Diploma's

2/20/2020 9:48:17 PM n7guardiananon Of all trees, I am the holy fig tree pic.twitter.com/TQvAhzuY9c

2/20/2020 9:49:06 PM cocopuffster12 Could be a reason for that

2/20/2020 9:55:52 PM 040118054_17 Laughing

2/20/2020 10:00:52 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.theamericanconservative.com/buchanan/the-new-nationalist-world-order/ …

2/20/2020 10:14:06 PM blsdbe Likely so! So, I went ahead and watched White Squall...wow. There were several obvi 17’s, (17 crew members). The heartbreaking part is the movie is 

based on a true story. Such terrible suffering to see our loved ones die, no matter how we try to save them... #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

pic.twitter.com/V3zAZUJXYv

2/20/2020 10:18:32 PM azuremagus If so then Avatar or less possible synthetic body.

2/20/2020 10:22:18 PM blsdbe @FBI @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DHSgov 👀👀👀 pic.twitter.com/VEDVtWkrjy

2/20/2020 10:23:21 PM coach_ztb Because it already happened half a century ago

2/20/2020 10:33:29 PM foreverozone IP address is more your DNA. Unique to only you. 

The field is the light spectrum. We only use a very limited amount of that light spectrum to view this world. We don't see microwaves, UV, etc.  Ex. The 

"UFOs" you can see with the Popes Lucifer scope = non-visual frequencies.

2/20/2020 10:44:08 PM denyaraful He seems to be a mk Ultra victim himself

2/20/2020 10:45:34 PM denyaraful Even worse. He knew the truth about mind control and DUMB's. He knew a lot. But he knew mind control from the inside.....in his manifesto he tells 

experiences with secret service since birth.....

2/20/2020 10:47:09 PM monroevegas 5:17 nice one.

2/20/2020 10:47:13 PM karma4event201 You are on a need to know basis. 

If you are out of uniform; you will be promptly notified. 😂

2/20/2020 10:48:14 PM karma4event201 Then tell him what his uniforms look like. 😉

2/20/2020 11:05:33 PM yellamoj Anti-matter.

2/20/2020 11:12:48 PM merkaba369 Twitter is gonna go down in flames.....watch

2/20/2020 11:29:12 PM karma4event201 🤔 shadows on the ground indicate the light source is directly over the land. 

🤔🤔 very curious about the light source

2/20/2020 11:40:06 PM luluspeers1 No he asked us about something else.  The Day the world stood still was one of the most scariest movies l ever saw as a child.  WWG1WGA lol

2/20/2020 11:45:56 PM trinity_jenny It is definitely time.. pic.twitter.com/jvkCFeOfN6

2/20/2020 11:49:34 PM dwdw1212 Is 'A' America ?

Is E Europe ?

and 'J' is ? ? ?

2/20/2020 11:51:16 PM luluspeers1 Yeah plenty of adults saw the movie as children say the same thing! It was pretty horrifying for a G rating

2/21/2020 12:25:55 AM truthpirate4rt Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically toy of 

victims in the grasps of [them]. Culture E Nudity is human nature. Sex is human instinct. Faith is a fundame…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

2/21/2020 12:38:52 AM riberdyron That's phony. Why would they want cats?😂😂😂

2/21/2020 12:47:03 AM faye_mcgarry You wouldn't have thought of that remark  Bloomerberg. No amount of money can give you a working brain!  @realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump 

@LoveBling6 @KillAuDeepState @Kiwi_Patriot @FAustralians @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon @BusyElves @HeavensGateG1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/21/2020 1:11:49 AM __jabird__ Antarctica ?

2/21/2020 1:35:03 AM winduchi This is going to blow your mind, airman. But the U.S. Navy has an entire starfleet, it has had this starfleet probably since 1980's. U.S. Space Force has 

been existing probably since the 1950's, the USAF have had spacecraft that can travel the Sol System close to FTL.

2/21/2020 1:38:49 AM psychedelicast1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/kMg6c17VGGQ 

2/21/2020 1:39:28 AM winduchi The U.S. Navy is really behind Space Force. They are using U.S. Space Force to disclose this starfleet to humanity. The U.S. Navy has also alliances with 

several extraterrestrial civilizations who are preparing for open contact with humanity, for over 6 decades.

2/21/2020 2:12:51 AM brick_airhedred Grey Matter...meaning a matter for the Greys?! 🤔🤔🤔

2/21/2020 2:38:12 AM livnwlupus 🙄

2/21/2020 2:45:59 AM foiltha Fabulous... Just what we need. Social credit social media. 😑

2/21/2020 2:58:27 AM ausanon369 Also follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 A lot of good information from that group. Dig into their tweet history, but make up your own mind. Research. This is 

critical. Always remain skeptical and research for yourself. This is what the movement is about. Sheep no more.

2/21/2020 3:00:27 AM dreamsleeprp Welcome to China

2/21/2020 3:03:03 AM keith369me Decide to live a really long time and you will.  It’s not something else someone will do for you, it is something you will do for yourself, possibly 

collectively with others that want the same.  Manifest it.

2/21/2020 3:07:28 AM thecheekyskunk How do you know that if JFK didn't fake his own death .. the great awakening couldn't happen?  He needed to break away from the JFK persona and 

get to work ... taking down the deep state from the shadows?  Then conditioned Jr from a young age and eventually take over?

2/21/2020 3:14:28 AM ausanon369 I can’t tell you what to believe, I just go with my intuition and the information I have been presented with. You are always free to believe what you do. 

I just wouldn’t take away from a veteran without looking into things first. That’s not fair to him. But who knows?

2/21/2020 3:14:58 AM brick_airhedred Melania?

2/21/2020 3:19:11 AM ericpartchey Good question. I assume

2/21/2020 3:22:03 AM brick_airhedred Possibly Jesus?

2/21/2020 3:37:09 AM kevinmruel @AussiePatriotQ @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WarNuse @DonaldJTrumpJr @IPOT1776 @IvankaTrump @POTUS

2/21/2020 3:38:30 AM integratedwebuk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Majestic 👀👀

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1230678480896937984?s=19 …

2/21/2020 4:11:35 AM chrisscoggins11 Sounds horrible

2/21/2020 4:22:15 AM digitalsoldie20 Right

2/21/2020 5:33:20 AM integratedwebuk 117 nighthawk???

2/21/2020 5:34:00 AM samjack47632684 Jesus would bring the justice! I pray that His return is more accurate...swift justice it's needed

2/21/2020 5:40:07 AM cstarr888 Babysitter left HBO on one night...Clockwork Orange was playing. 😪🙏💖

2/21/2020 5:50:57 AM fansblowing3  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_F-117_Nighthawk …

2/21/2020 6:06:12 AM integratedwebuk Supposedly retired from service many years ago however I read that at least 1 squadron was kept ready and maintained and available to enter service 

immediately....   If you ask me the were never "Retired", more the planes were diverted to their actual true mission.....



2/21/2020 6:07:37 AM cyberanonrevolu Coronavirus protein has just been mapped, paving the way for a vaccine.  https://trustmyscience.com/proteine-coronavirus-cartographiee-ouvrant-

voie-vaccin/?fbclid=IwAR14tLPNvUJy2S1anhVNt4z5Y3bZtn7xHobcV8G0jOQvByc1XpQYqe9SOzk … @joe @Ph03n1x24 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76

2/21/2020 6:28:01 AM whizzle_phizzle This is all leading up to Revilation and the beast making war.

2/21/2020 6:33:17 AM thankq45 F=6?

2/21/2020 6:34:01 AM f_jeffries Truth and freedom. Who we are.... and our purpose. which is something that don't exist here

2/21/2020 6:39:31 AM f_jeffries It also free the burden of hundreds of thousands of people who have suffered from working in high security positions and hold N.D.A. Allowing the 

governments and institutions to address medical issues on physical and mental torture these great men and women  and their families!

2/21/2020 6:41:52 AM matrixslayer1 Verrrrry interesting!

2/21/2020 6:46:13 AM joeorbit thank you DOJ.  maybe humanity is not lost. have you ever seen the pedo and child shopping that Jack allows here? it's the top of the elite chain we 

need to go after. get the low level people to spill. nothing on earth is more sacred than the innocence of a child. bless you.

2/21/2020 6:51:48 AM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/yQCx0UCI35

2/21/2020 6:56:21 AM stavroguin2 A través de la Conciencia...?

2/21/2020 7:03:43 AM f_jeffries Had to endure....

2/21/2020 7:10:45 AM smalltownindy This is slow-role for social credit system.  Beta test.

2/21/2020 7:15:38 AM smalltownindy Surdified crap. pic.twitter.com/b9uzjvsWhj

2/21/2020 7:34:04 AM humanprimer I am a big fan of yours (ya'll) MJ12 group and have been from the beginning.  But I'm curious why you never talk about more quantum subjects. More 

off-world tech and intelligence.  Galactic agendas. Revolutionary health tech. Have you read The Human Primer yet?" 735k downloads.

2/21/2020 7:57:33 AM humanprimer Interesting.  Almost all of these posts never made it to my timeline so I never saw them.  You have been shadow-banned my friend.  Guess I will need 

to visit your page directly from now on.

2/21/2020 7:58:36 AM stavroguin2 Think of Filipinos, Thais, Vietnamese [E] vs Americans, Europeans on Holidays [A] ...

2/21/2020 8:05:18 AM humanprimer Science proves your post. Please get a copy of "The Human Primer." Isn't it time for mass exposure of HOW to be human? How this energy works? How 

powerful humans are ...by DESIGN? THIS knowledge will be the catalyst for shifting entire paradigms.  MJ12 could be my best advocate.

2/21/2020 8:32:57 AM 369_is Q and Majestic are promoting #SpaceForce. Are you discrediting the Q movement?

#UnsealEpstein

#QAnon

#Qanons

#Qarmy

#Qanon2020

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@covertress

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY
2/21/2020 8:34:49 AM what_uc Was looking for a tiramisu recipe.  Their symbolism is everywhere!!! We arent sleeping anymore👀 pic.twitter.com/TVTxinbtgm

2/21/2020 8:57:06 AM 369_is OK Stephanie...that's just twisted. LMAO

2/21/2020 9:03:35 AM 369_is [Grey Matter] 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316664995_Gray_matter_anomalies_in_pedophiles_with_and_without_a_history_of_child_sexual_offendi

ng …

2/21/2020 9:04:26 AM byinternal "Holly-wood" Wow. That's suddenly pretty vulgar

2/21/2020 9:12:24 AM byinternal That's my ex's nickname too. Even has it tattooed across his belly. Wow this takes on whole new meaning. I often wondered...

2/21/2020 9:15:01 AM nea_storm Right in plain sight ... CrAzY Right?

The he/shees and the shees/hes Who would want to pervert reality and Time Lines like that Only negative Galactics (variety) with multiple purposes 

and a variety of serious issues: Obviously! 

Interesting music choice⚡️

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JteONyxqv4 … pic.twitter.com/bUjv21N8A5

2/21/2020 9:30:37 AM rachaelangelm Hey someone check the legitimacy of this out. Even the little boy says he is called dumb by his own Mama. That didn't seem right!!!!! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/C6MMret4Oa

2/21/2020 9:54:08 AM nea_storm Do You See (John 9:25) now? Good 👇👇👇

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjdolhzdU7Q … pic.twitter.com/xrLl9NdeUE

2/21/2020 9:59:08 AM byinternal  pic.twitter.com/yI7wgPR8eP

2/21/2020 9:59:20 AM mynardpamela I do...conditioned trickery, I thought of this clip.

2/21/2020 10:02:22 AM mynardpamela Now you See 😉 💫💙💫 pic.twitter.com/Iqu5JRH5RZ

2/21/2020 10:05:23 AM state1union There is no Rehabilitation for Pedophiles.

2/21/2020 10:05:25 AM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZLTMC-BMCI … pic.twitter.com/BG2jzT3x3o

2/21/2020 10:06:20 AM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZLTMC-BMCI … pic.twitter.com/8IZNAkI1y2

2/21/2020 10:07:03 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/af52mC17DU

2/21/2020 10:11:08 AM xusaf_patriot Sadly...the like button only increments the counter by one.

Here's to hoping he has a *miserable* 16 years.

2/21/2020 10:12:00 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072833762789089280 …

2/21/2020 10:22:28 AM earth2nissy His parents must be so proud. 🙄

2/21/2020 10:25:13 AM lilangels44 🤣👍😁

2/21/2020 10:35:35 AM nea_storm  https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1226612406865915905 …

 https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1226613561205510144 … pic.twitter.com/FnKiirkgXy

2/21/2020 10:47:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 [Spirit Cooking] https://twitter.com/OANN/status/1230873926680510465 …

2/21/2020 10:48:43 AM rebornkingent 🤔 pic.twitter.com/cNeWVZz7KH

2/21/2020 10:49:01 AM citoyen_resist everything is fake about assange.

2/21/2020 10:50:18 AM cinemattetv The morning that email dropped I was flipped to Trump instantly. Once it became clear Bernie wasn't gonna make it, I was on the fence for Hillary for a 

bit. Then the spirit cooking email and a lightbulb went off and it hit me that Trump HAD to win.

2/21/2020 10:50:19 AM brienthess My understanding is #AFSPC still exists (as does #SPACECOM proper) as the reorganization of personnel continues.

2/21/2020 10:51:34 AM cinemattetv At that moment everything made sense. I realized we have been run by pure evil all these years. The worst ppl in history have been in charge of us. 

This was the proof.

2/21/2020 10:52:25 AM rickster61x Remember Seth Rich

2/21/2020 10:53:25 AM blsdbe I hope Julian continues to be protected from [THEM]. It’s time for all the horrors to be revealed. The choice to know is ours. ThanQ, MJ. #Majestic 

pic.twitter.com/9hi8Xw2SNA

2/21/2020 10:53:41 AM boy12_jimmy Bring JA on to the USA vs Coupe de Tat. 

In UK, it's a softball, because they have nothing to charge him, just for show. 

USA (World) 1 Cabal 0 pic.twitter.com/nmdR43llWW

2/21/2020 11:02:31 AM ts_sci_majic12 11.4 Q Post?

Deltas matter.

Future proves past? https://twitter.com/GenFlynn/status/794651828981993473 …

2/21/2020 11:02:46 AM gsusgod Shadow Shadow 2:2 Light Light Light



2/21/2020 11:09:47 AM 1_decided_voter There are multiple Q posts on 11.4.17 and 11.4.18, but none on 11.4.19.

2/21/2020 11:10:56 AM blsdbe Do you mean this MJ? pic.twitter.com/3DNneAMEL4

2/21/2020 11:11:23 AM clifton15jon #JusticeIsComing #TheStormIsHere #WWG1WGA

2/21/2020 11:12:56 AM qbryce171 Excuse me? Did you just.... pic.twitter.com/ry7iZOqCH2

2/21/2020 11:13:08 AM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood #SpiritCooking #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/ytd0nKuuum

2/21/2020 11:16:20 AM state1union Having monsters like Hilary/ Podestas free after knowing what’s on that labtop server makes my blood ️ boil. #FreeFlynnFriday @GenFlynn

2/21/2020 11:20:52 AM gribbs7 So.. John and Marina hang out?

2/21/2020 11:22:34 AM boy12_jimmy The victims, especially NYPD POLICE & fed agencies that lost their lives because of that laptop is sickening. These people need front of the line to their 

judgement day. They will pay for every innocent life they have stolen from our country. pic.twitter.com/OFwmJcdFUm

2/21/2020 11:23:37 AM theodazmusic 1 or 2 days off (time zones confuse me) but very close. pic.twitter.com/xeydnYaz4v

2/21/2020 11:23:53 AM maryschade14 Of course..isn't paedo the root of all of this gross manipulation..

How about fresh grounds..like..Mists of Avelon Marion Zimmer Bradley..paedo and torturer..Asimovs son..paedo..makes me wonder of him..

Why is new age scifi paranormal above criticism? That is its Lair..the trap.

2/21/2020 11:31:21 AM love_usa56 Disgusting!

2/21/2020 11:38:12 AM nm_zsr 4 Nov 2017 - 10:49:24 PM

[Repost]Things need to be solved to understand what is about to happen.

Let's start w/ Alice & Wonderland.

Hillary Clinton in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.

Saudi Arabia - the Bloody Wonderland.

Q

2/21/2020 11:40:44 AM nm_zsr Nov 2017 - 5:33:30 PM

Follow HUMA.

Who connects HRC/CF to SA?

Why is this relevant?

Who is the Muslim Brotherhood?

Who has ties to the MB?

Who is Awan?

What is the Awan Group?

Where do they have offices?

Why is this relevant?

Define cash laundering.
2/21/2020 11:41:01 AM nm_zsr What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan?

Why is this relevant?

Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't officials?

What does SA obtain in exchange for payment?

Why is access important?

What happened when HRC lost the election of 2016?

2/21/2020 11:41:55 AM nm_zsr How much money was provided to the CF by SA during 15/16?

HRC lost.

Loss of access/power/control.

Does repayment of funds to SA occur? If so, how?

Why did BO send billions in cash to Iran?

Why wasn't Congress notified?

Why was this classified under 'State Secrets'?

2/21/2020 11:42:28 AM nm_zsr Who has access to 'State Secrets'?

Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land?

Did the planes all land in the same location?

How many planes carried the cash?

Why is this relevant?

2/21/2020 11:43:01 AM nm_zsr What does this have to do w/ NK?

What does this have to do w/ SA/CF cash donations?

What does this have to do w/ ISIS?

What does this have to do w/ slush funds?

Why is SA so vitally important?

Follow the money

Who has the money?

What is happening in SA today?

Why is this relevant
2/21/2020 11:43:32 AM nm_zsr Who was Abdullah bin Abdulaziz?

What events transpired directly thereafter?

How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US President's when in SA?

Why is this relevant?

What is the meaning of this tradition?

What coincidentally was the last Tweet sent out by POTUS?

2/21/2020 11:43:54 AM nm_zsr Why is this relevant?

Was that an instruction of some kind?

To who?

Why is this relevant?

Where was POTUS when that Tweet was sent?

Why is that relevant?

What attack took place in SA as operations were undertaken? Flying objects.

What US operators are currently in SA?
2/21/2020 11:44:00 AM nm_zsr Why is this relevant?

Questions provide answers.

Alice & Wonderland.

2/21/2020 11:47:04 AM jimmymack82 Are space force and NASA connected?

2/21/2020 11:48:58 AM stoneturnr Was the blackmail that Epstein collected included in Weiners insurance files?

2/21/2020 11:50:49 AM earth2nissy We have a sky full of popcorn clouds in Los Angeles today. And there are no coincidences. 🙏💚🐸 pic.twitter.com/cZnzboDjoI



2/21/2020 11:51:54 AM mrmigido “The NYPD wanted to do a press conference announcing the warrants and the additional arrests they were making” in the Anthony Weiner 

investigation, but received “huge pushback” from the Justice Department." Nov 2019

&

Hillary went to Epstein island at least SIX TIMES."

OHNOES1!

2/21/2020 11:52:59 AM keith369me Equal justice for all please

2/21/2020 11:55:27 AM nine_six3 #BringOnTheFlood

#SpiritCooking

#ThesePeopleAreSick

😧🤨🤔

I actually counted 109 singers singed-on with ROC NATION (JayZ) ->  https://www.rocnation.com/music/ ... Wow!

🤦♀️🤔😡 pic.twitter.com/6ra6v95vWI

2/21/2020 11:58:53 AM 369helen313 Maybe the Arrests are supposed to start from the top first : 

👇🏻

Obama 

Hilary 

Um... Soros 

& then the rest of their crew...

#Ready2MakeArrests pic.twitter.com/hxkCgZMHcJ

2/21/2020 12:00:19 PM nine_six3 🤨 Oh and 93 athletes, as well! -> https://www.rocnation.com/sports/ 

2/21/2020 12:04:51 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/Y57RXHXlmX

2/21/2020 12:07:43 PM 39anc6 although my brain is thinking in codes, and i´m feeling like Neo, can't get this one

be mercy with spanish speakers!😅

2/21/2020 12:16:15 PM d_wyett 🇺🇸 @Inevitable_ET

@TheCollectiveQ

@VincentCrypt46

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@MajorPatriot

@realDonaldTrump

@prayingmedic

@X22Report 

And many others: GOD BLESS THE WORK THAT HAS BEEN DONE. GOD BLESS THE WORK TO BE DONE.
2/21/2020 12:18:55 PM americanpetal For God, Country and the Children!

2/21/2020 12:28:09 PM americanpetal Yup

2/21/2020 12:36:45 PM 4us2l0ve @4us2create1 - #ImmaBeRockingThatBody (OMV)  https://youtu.be/CUFsQ5lTo6g  via @YouTube @BlazeOfTruth @BlackEyedPeace @bep3008 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @marshahorn66 @HiQTPiii @MrFungi_Q @Tracie0313 @bts_love_myself @crystal3241 @NatGeoGenius @killabeas69 

@QatarPrayer @BandofHeathens @fuqverv 🎶

2/21/2020 12:48:29 PM bonnetmaker This kind of QAnon style confused conspiracy crackpottery drove a terrorist to kill 10 people and himself on 2020-02-20 in #Hanau (Germany).

2/21/2020 12:56:34 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1230959353852657666?s=19 …

2/21/2020 12:57:11 PM 444_q_ Please open and read.

2/21/2020 12:57:46 PM splendorian1 Here is an attempt at the 11. Q Post.  A relevant post from 4 Nov 2017 - 7:33:30 PM, it ends with "Alice in Wonderland"

 https://qmap.pub/read/71 

So the delta to General Flynn's post is 2h8m = 128.  Post 128 has a lengthy anon disseminating extensive information on HRC.

2/21/2020 12:58:03 PM jeritud3 he is an actor pic.twitter.com/qdMS6JbosK

2/21/2020 12:58:11 PM splendorian1 2nd of 2

The graphic details Weiners laptop, AWAN, HA, HRC, BO, $ > Iran AND General Flynn.  Any takers? https://qmap.pub/read/128 

2/21/2020 12:59:02 PM splendorian1 Correction 

the 11.4 Q Post

2/21/2020 1:08:10 PM micsquito CRUMBS BAKE 🍞

#QProof #QAnon

bout to enter second chapter... Deeper and [darker] ✊🔑🔓🏰

L👀K!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3tgM3-1Rg0 …

.@RDoktorD .@TronYori2 .@PatriotNewsChan .@Hulkanator11 .@Redankulous13 .@QBlueSkyQ .@M2Madness .@elenochle .@realDonaldTrump 

.@Sun_Q_Tzu .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/21/2020 1:21:07 PM splendorian1 BO travels ahead of POTUS.  From Q post 71

Define cash laundering.

What is the relationship between SA & Pakistan? 

Why is this relevant? 

Why would SA provide tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't officials?

What does SA obtain in exchange for payment?

  A: children?

2/21/2020 1:23:58 PM synackstatic Q post 34  https://qmap.pub/read/34 

"primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon the arrest announcement of Mr. Podesta (actionable 11.4). "

2/21/2020 1:28:41 PM johnquindell Meme:

"THE GREAT AWAKENING IS HAPPENING...

WITH Q OR WITHOUT Q"

2/21/2020 1:33:27 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/jiCJ7A77ND

2/21/2020 1:41:17 PM trumppallooza Popcorn equals storm will soon be here

2/21/2020 1:45:45 PM earth2nissy 🙏 I am ready! 😊

2/21/2020 1:53:17 PM mcpatriot64 When??

2/21/2020 1:59:23 PM jaded_pearl Think mirror

2/21/2020 2:03:31 PM blsdbe @POTUS @FBI @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Johnheretohelp/status/1229561851215777793 … pic.twitter.com/IIJ1lVDWmw

2/21/2020 2:45:29 PM chelle030609 There already is a secret space program, space force will just drop fees the masses what the secret space program ready has!! Wake up

2/21/2020 2:45:54 PM chelle030609 Drip feed*

2/21/2020 3:06:27 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...



2/21/2020 3:07:59 PM dangic Looks like none of you are in the Air Force. 

I have friends at bases that turned over to Space Force ....they are still in limbo.

I'm at a nuclear base...tests are done at a Space Force base....but the base is Air Force...lol

What a mess.

2/21/2020 3:09:44 PM j9979867291 No expiration date on this tweet from Gen. Flynn. I will share until the end of time!

2/21/2020 3:10:52 PM synackstatic M3

2/21/2020 3:12:37 PM samsmith0319 Good!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/21/2020 3:16:02 PM faye_mcgarry @FAustralians @KillAuDeepState @VonnyOsborn @AmCoTelegraph @BaylessJan @911b0t @AustralianQanon @taki_n_thepis_s @aussie_bot 

@AussieAwake @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tee3471 @chiefpolice2 https://twitter.com/RiQ_Grimes/status/1230595654432411648 …

2/21/2020 3:19:30 PM amcotelegraph Love it!

2/21/2020 3:20:32 PM mjjgardner How about you do some unbiased research on Qanon: Who? What? When? Where? Why?

@prayingmedic @martingeddes @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Interview these people. Get info direct from source. No secondary opinions. 

Real journalism.

2/21/2020 3:22:24 PM aussie_bot Rick Grimes 👊😎

2/21/2020 3:42:24 PM kikakikas PLEASE LET IT BE SO, PEOPLE HAVE NO IDEA THEY HARVEST THE VICTIM ALIVE FEELING EVERYTHING SO THEY CAN DO A COSMETIC SURGERY

2/21/2020 3:43:07 PM fansblowing3 Huma and HRC have flipped?

2/21/2020 4:15:08 PM baffynut Yes I didn’t think archangels could get Trump Derangement Syndrome.bit it seems to be bleeding through this last set of statements. im not trolling I 

genuinely wish to know where you are coming from AAM as you are putting some ideas forward amongst the spiritual messages

2/21/2020 4:17:21 PM covertress ALICE tries so hard. 😂

2/21/2020 4:20:24 PM 369_is I am trying to show these followers what they are looking at. So many have fallen for this. I don't know which is harder to see...sleepwalkers or 

awakened people who fell for a hijack.

2/21/2020 4:21:47 PM anitakingsbauer  pic.twitter.com/QMb7tWCcB3

2/21/2020 4:32:55 PM verbiskj Yes, and no...the Air Force seems to be feeding many bodies to the new branch, but it's still a selective process

2/21/2020 4:41:52 PM nine_six3 Haha *signed-on* Also, the meme about JayZ is a huge generalization, I know. The rappers & singers are a mix. The important fact is that there’s plenty 

of them that may know what’s up but stay silent due to what they get out of it. I didn’t know who was signed-on, never looked!

2/21/2020 4:56:07 PM remarkablebob @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Mysterious and unexplained BOOMS heard throughout America. Today is at least second time in a month that these BOOMS have 

rattled East San Diego County. Folks are noticing...any explanation?

2/21/2020 5:06:26 PM j_jung57 De-class now!

2/21/2020 5:07:42 PM ayeee_tony I think AAM, meant the secret space programs. The ones that are creations of the dracos, and annunakis

2/21/2020 5:19:17 PM emileri21842105 Did you get any gifts from Chicago @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

2/21/2020 5:22:00 PM what_uc These people are desperate. They are still arrogant,  but if you use your discernment, you can see they are freaked out and trying to maintain 

their"cool"

2/21/2020 5:23:35 PM turboxyde I was scrolling through @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's account and that was one of the first posts. While I wasn't actively on Twitter at the time I was on the 

boards when this event went down & I have not checked into it at all after the first couple of weeks of this being posted.

2/21/2020 5:28:15 PM ayeee_tony AAM, is speaking on "the event" this is the physical/spiritual ascension that was described throughout the ages, in many ancient texts. 

We are a part of a vast universe. We are being liberated with great care.Many people, like us, Albeit most of them, are more advanced........>

2/21/2020 5:32:18 PM ayeee_tony More advanced as souls, endured this process in their own evolution as a species. They are our family amongst the stars. They are here to help us 

transition from our bodies into new bodies, that will be able to hold more advanced souls. Souls of the 4th density kind.....>

2/21/2020 5:35:36 PM ayeee_tony All of this,  is of course, a organic process. We are personally, here to facilitate this natural process of evolution. All of this is a painless expierence.

 [The moment of "THE Event"]

2/21/2020 5:48:14 PM joshuajamesdavi #StillWaiting #LockHerUp

2/21/2020 5:57:47 PM archangelamongu And 5th and 6th and 7th, as well as the Creator in human form. Humanity is very loved and there is so much concern for you all here.

2/21/2020 5:59:21 PM ayeee_tony No one is dying, my dear. We are all transitioning into our new lives.

2/21/2020 5:59:37 PM archangelamongu Among others.

2/21/2020 6:00:13 PM ayeee_tony Yes thank you, lol 😅

2/21/2020 6:00:45 PM ayeee_tony Again thank you lol 😁

2/21/2020 6:04:12 PM anitakingsbauer Greenland

2/21/2020 6:08:30 PM baffynut Which spirit cooking email in particular are you referring to? Just curious

2/21/2020 6:14:59 PM ayeee_tony I'm sorry, did you get my response? I think i sent it somewhere else😅

 This transition will bring no death. Everyone will be moved to their new lives.

2/21/2020 6:24:32 PM ayeee_tony Are you saying the creator will

 be in new earth in human form?

2/21/2020 6:29:10 PM archangelamongu The Creator also takes the opportunity to put part of the Creator’s own personal energy into incarnated form in service.  The Creator likes to 

experience different aspects of creation in vessels of many different types. You just never know who is walking around in human form.

2/21/2020 6:34:21 PM ayeee_tony So you are here in human form now, well at least part of you, the other part is somewhere else in the ether, and the creator itself also takes the 

opportunity to do this across creation? This is what your saying?

2/21/2020 6:35:42 PM archangelamongu Yes.

2/21/2020 6:38:16 PM ayeee_tony My mind is blown.🙂

Lol but seriously it baffles me to hear that God is also literally among us, all the time, while at the same time, is every single when of us and all of 

everything,    ever. 😤

2/21/2020 6:39:20 PM archangelamongu Everything is so amazing with the Creator. So far beyond the capability of the human brain to even imagine.

2/21/2020 6:45:11 PM ayeee_tony Ok,

The thing is, this exists in a comic book, the dc comics, to be specific, in this fictional universe, there exists a character that is essentially the creator of 

the comics himself. 

Or whoever actually wrote those comics. 

 And so he is just as you describe, omni-present.

2/21/2020 6:47:16 PM ayeee_tony And so people rather chalk it up as fiction, but in actuality, it is based off the real absolute truth

2/21/2020 6:48:46 PM archangelamongu Yes.



2/21/2020 6:51:59 PM bmj240768 Is it going to be anything like the #ChinaCCP social credit system.

China's TERRIFYING Social Credit System  https://youtu.be/y5-0llHaZDs  via @YouTube

2/21/2020 7:45:08 PM uchunoseishin There is no creator as a person, it is a Source it is everything in the Universe. Every being with a soul is a shard of the Source. You are the creator.

2/21/2020 7:45:27 PM apacheiam WWG1WGA🎯 pic.twitter.com/4eCsQIIu6d

2/21/2020 7:53:38 PM archangelamongu You are all aspects of the Creator, who is a being of energy.

2/21/2020 7:57:24 PM ayeee_tony Yes, we are all the creator. 

I like to say, as much as we are god, God is us, also. It's like an infinite paradox.

2/21/2020 8:09:46 PM starspangled76 You have no idea what you are saying.  You really, really don’t.

2/21/2020 8:10:23 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/0IDy8kWaRR

2/21/2020 8:16:10 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/8ELLtdZxUS

2/21/2020 8:16:57 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/0QSH6yjuz5

2/21/2020 8:21:22 PM kathleensammon3 I'm thinking 3/11

2/21/2020 8:27:07 PM dynamicres Dang, SWS. Patriots have the tech right? This how they knew Q would take off like it did? Majestic?

Interesting concept? 🧐🤔 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/charmanda9/status/1179446366323523584 …

2/21/2020 8:37:24 PM n7guardiananon Mysterio still activate...mind sharp https://youtu.be/fyGMGEY61gU 

2/21/2020 8:54:50 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/bVY2FL1vOu

2/21/2020 9:16:10 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FL3xSctTB5c …

2/21/2020 9:21:30 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/Nm9RINQh1n

2/21/2020 9:40:17 PM brainfreeze76 I smell propaganda coming.  Wait. I mean even more propaganda

2/21/2020 9:48:46 PM micsquito @ApacheiAm miss u man ✊❤️

2/21/2020 9:50:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Payoff for testifying against 45. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1231073629607211009 …

2/21/2020 9:50:57 PM rebornkingent Money laundering is nice work if you can get it. Right out in the open.

2/21/2020 9:51:40 PM cheryljohnston_ Evil pays well, For awhile..

2/21/2020 9:52:59 PM rghardy3 Will anyone actually read it ?

I doubt it very much.

2/21/2020 9:55:20 PM tomchiodo It’s an observable documented pattern.

2/21/2020 9:55:44 PM bobburnslynskyn Her payoff !

2/21/2020 9:55:45 PM neverfo46920219 This is getting predictable.

Yet they keep doing it.

2/21/2020 9:56:36 PM dwhit1957 I bet it's the same publisher all the elite crooks use !

2/21/2020 10:00:45 PM daveelton33 “Lights out Ms Y”

“... but still writing my book!”

“Give us the pen Ms Y, just pass it through the food slot. You have many many years to finish your book, and Mr O needs to borrow your pen........ He 

doesn’t have much time to write his...”

2/21/2020 10:01:09 PM sarabethnot1  pic.twitter.com/M2pogMZ7S1

2/21/2020 10:03:07 PM dflacido Who would by this garbage??

2/21/2020 10:05:57 PM mommysherfey She wouldn't have a story without Trump, and the fake impeachment.  She sold her soul for the payoff...it is disgusting what some people will do for a 

dollar.

2/21/2020 10:07:02 PM matrixslayer1 Are all of these people going to be stripped of all their money because of their involvement in #CrimesAgainstHumanity ??  Unbearable.

2/21/2020 10:09:31 PM aldo_9111 They all use the same publishing company like Obama Colmey ect that's their exit deal. Interesting note that same company gets millions of taxpayer 

money for publishing the elementary schools common core.

2/21/2020 10:12:59 PM aldo_9111 They all use the same publishing company like Obama Colmey ect that's their exit deal. Interesting note that same company gets millions of taxpayer 

money for publishing the elementary schools common core. http://www.capoliticalreview.com/capoliticalnewsandviews/obama-gave-common-core-

contract-to-publisher-got-65-million-book-deal-in-return/ …

2/21/2020 10:15:55 PM truthseeker8882 Makes me happy to know these creeps are behind bars

2/21/2020 10:21:16 PM big_simp Deep State

Borrow from peter to pay paul

2/21/2020 10:22:32 PM aldo_9111 Yup just another thing they do. Diabolical really lmao the time they spend on ways to screw us is insane

2/21/2020 10:25:30 PM big_simp They do it on purpose.. 

I actually think they may  work for Team Light - to try and waken the NPCS.. But they dont awaken. Its all a script

Team Light and Team Dark are like the Sheepdog and Coyote who clock on together and are actually buddies pic.twitter.com/69YXaNLFXa

2/21/2020 10:26:30 PM aldo_9111 You just blew my mind! 👊

2/21/2020 10:29:09 PM marywal64295444 Right??? Not obvious at all

2/21/2020 10:30:13 PM johnpcbiggs Here are some tried and tested Q accounts my Patriotic friend

@Qanon76

@ROYALMRBADNEWS

@P0A_Triot23

@HeavensGateG1

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@17thOps

@SaRaAshcraft

@55true4u

@JuliansRum

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FollowQanon

@StormIsUponUs 

Just to get started

God Bless you #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/CarmenG26812838/status/1231101738951872513 …
2/21/2020 10:33:32 PM melbourne_3000 It's simply money laundering, i.e how she gets paid for services rendered.

#Traitor [She] will not escape the net which has been cast.

Stupid beyond imagination pic.twitter.com/RmgUILr63R

2/21/2020 10:36:08 PM terrancongito Erm... I think you mean reveal... there is a difference 😀



2/21/2020 10:37:22 PM meljlaake How much of Bloomberg's DNC cash infusion are they laundering to her disguised as a book deal?

2/21/2020 10:46:33 PM ruedimoser  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/117 …

2/21/2020 10:59:21 PM karma4event201 The Cabal offered her a Bribe 

to testify against 45 

The Cabal pays her the Bribe but call it a Book Deal. 

A book will be printed, it will have typos and errors, it will end up on clearance for $0.99  

Book Deal 😉😉 Cabal payment

2/21/2020 11:02:31 PM karma4event201 The book will end up on clearance for $0.99 and she knows that.

Cabal pays bribes but calls it a "Book Deal" 😉😉

2/21/2020 11:08:50 PM karma4event201 This is fantastic cliff notes! Or a cheat's cheat sheet 😆

#6 Foreign Aide to Ukraine, kickbacks to congressmen who voted on Ukraine Aide package 

$66,000 a month to Hunter Biden 

John Kerry's son $??? 

Pelosi's son $???

2/21/2020 11:41:25 PM twilly18 Cha Ching!

2/21/2020 11:44:05 PM deniz_aj Right using a flawed communist  system on a international platform. Sounds like a Merkel idea ☠️☠️☠️

2/21/2020 11:54:52 PM robertscharnbe4 Seems to be the new normal for laundering money with all these scoobydo detectives prowling about!  Or is it scoobyQ?

2/22/2020 12:02:13 AM riversm18 The real payoff will come later, not what she expected.

2/22/2020 12:33:01 AM rebel_yell_tex  pic.twitter.com/O1MxLn3ELb

2/22/2020 12:45:18 AM qanonaus A book deal? They need a new way of doing things. We know how this one works! 👍😂

2/22/2020 12:53:11 AM doq017 X22 is over the target!

MUST WATCH!

Prepare 4 The Storm,  https://youtu.be/2Su49085uLY  via @YouTube

Q sent me!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal
2/22/2020 1:56:37 AM e30hellcat It's already at Bargain Books for 75% off...

2/22/2020 2:02:56 AM asailorssway serf-ants. slavs. slaves. tomato. tomato.

2/22/2020 2:15:19 AM searchingforth 😂

2/22/2020 2:36:47 AM harmonytranquil The book deal payoff replay...

2/22/2020 2:45:36 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/bua1iN7xtW

2/22/2020 2:52:07 AM holotechrd Finish em!!!! in my (Mortal combat) voice ⚡💥💥💥💥

2/22/2020 2:55:30 AM daxam RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Payoff for testifying against 45.  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1231073629607211009 …

2/22/2020 2:58:55 AM imurgenmd Another one....

2/22/2020 3:05:13 AM cynthia94373524 Yeah.. but who wants to read it? Who cares?

2/22/2020 3:33:26 AM artnowlexine So what, did Obama arrange it?

2/22/2020 3:49:55 AM bruceschubert10 What a surprise.🙄

2/22/2020 3:54:03 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006974022771494913?s=19 …

2/22/2020 3:56:03 AM ukjay17 Everytime!

#TheMoreYouKnow

2/22/2020 3:56:51 AM keith369me Time to take control of the “printing presses” and I don’t mean for books.   $$$...Enough.  #EndTheFed

2/22/2020 3:57:01 AM ukjay17 It's impossible to unsee it once you know how the system works

2/22/2020 3:57:49 AM djdigital42gra4 And this is why we don't watch the news because they even have this wrong.

2/22/2020 4:32:30 AM felizflorecita1 Exactly!

2/22/2020 4:41:36 AM feinindignation They all get one...

What a dirty dirty game.

2/22/2020 4:42:35 AM longhrn_nation More of that laundered money going back to the Left.

2/22/2020 4:47:09 AM gertymelton They did the same when they paid Bernie off. He wrote a book and the DNC bought millions of dollars worth of his book. Then at tax time Bernie shows 

he made money from book sales and the DNC taxes show they bought millions of dollars of books. 😡

2/22/2020 4:47:18 AM jimijmurphy Yes indeed.  Tried and true racketeering payoff method.

2/22/2020 4:57:35 AM mclendon_becky  pic.twitter.com/swLoFRgtGB

2/22/2020 5:10:35 AM bonnetmaker Really? 😂

2/22/2020 5:24:22 AM freeandoriginal Of course ...darn typing too fast ahahah  we have to REVEAL evil

2/22/2020 5:30:51 AM nm_zsr Tell me... where did you hear that?

2/22/2020 5:31:30 AM adrewwalker11 After lying DS pos sign there book deal, what's the turn around time down to until the book hits the shelves? Seems that during the Trump admin it's 

down to like 2 weeks... More propaganda for the sheeple...

2/22/2020 5:37:37 AM 222eureka I thought these money laundering, DNC payoff book schemes were being shut down???  Disappointed to hear they are still happening. She belongs in 

jail...

2/22/2020 5:42:54 AM sdane8 I hope one of those sealed indictments has her name on it. pic.twitter.com/8Gj7Gn202k

2/22/2020 6:06:36 AM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.pscp.tv/w/cSEqdDFvUEtMeFl6QkdHS2R8MURYR3llemxZa3lHTfp2vjxXsCxlmbOl4-cQgJf2_QMSnv5metQ1jETJ7HsI?t=9m49s …

2/22/2020 6:06:48 AM mwannahockalugi Yep. Gotta launder some money her way.

2/22/2020 6:10:28 AM aleoniea Ooo...these book deals that become best sellers with the pages still wet and nobody read them yet

2/22/2020 6:12:10 AM tina12865370 Exactly.

2/22/2020 6:13:43 AM nickel_triple Book deals are now official currency for the deep state. pic.twitter.com/4dsV5gGb39

2/22/2020 6:14:53 AM starspangled76 Yes

2/22/2020 6:15:06 AM gordcasey99 Where she will be signing copies of her book behind bars in Gitmo or another facility soon  .



2/22/2020 6:19:06 AM nickel_triple  pic.twitter.com/kK1q1kACxS

2/22/2020 6:37:52 AM sidcharming It's more than the fallen angels, it's the demons in the flesh... The vail is ripped

2/22/2020 6:55:54 AM hopesdidi  pic.twitter.com/ejxCJ26vEp

2/22/2020 6:59:02 AM cosmic_engineer Same with her prof gig.

One small class per semester. Salary?

2/22/2020 7:00:57 AM josephc46777447 That's the thing, these books never "sell" this is a simple but ingenious money laundering operation.   They get a huge advance (funneled in by the left),  

 and a very lucrative "profit" margin.  Meanwhile the books are placed in a bin and burned.  A few are sent out for "display"

2/22/2020 7:04:18 AM terrancongito I get nailed by by goofy autocorrect spellings which means I delete some tweets

2/22/2020 7:21:14 AM bonnetmaker So we agree to disagree.

2/22/2020 7:55:39 AM autochik631 Is that still going on?ty

2/22/2020 8:13:37 AM pincebeber Dear Mj12,

I red a lot of your Q&A +posts.

This video from PragerU

About "the odds of an intelligent Earth Design"

Seems to Contradict The words Q wrote( an you reffered to) 

as the ""Vastness of space""

(a logical condition for Extra terrestrial intelligent life)

thanks
2/22/2020 8:15:23 AM italianmom555 May it become a dust collector like Hillary's books.

2/22/2020 8:34:56 AM fossilman21 Bribery comes in many forms.

2/22/2020 8:37:37 AM tcs233 Artist is Jon McNaughton 

@McNaughtonArt @JohnTheWhite1 @martingeddes @PatriotArmyUK @TPRParty @LisaMei62 @55true4u @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Inevitable_ET pic.twitter.com/8wr7LCtNIi

2/22/2020 8:38:48 AM karma4event201 It is said to have stopped

2/22/2020 8:39:46 AM autochik631 Thanks

2/22/2020 8:52:08 AM jeritud3 November 4, 2020 pic.twitter.com/F6qAMLOYlm

2/22/2020 9:09:07 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/BlXR0O7F8Z

2/22/2020 9:10:45 AM kachinagtto Exactly why I’m worried about the rush to a Coronavirus vaccine.

2/22/2020 9:17:48 AM zagnett Vaccines? Thanks no thanks gov.😉

2/22/2020 9:19:12 AM arifriedman12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here's some local news of interest NASA #mkultra https://www.cleveland.com/court-justice/2020/02/former-nasa-scientist-

nuclear-submarine-officer-faces-prison-for-fatal-high-speed-drunken-driving-crash-in-cleveland-heights.html …

2/22/2020 9:19:27 AM atashfire People need to rush to make themselves healthy with natural remedies... Not actually think a vaccine would save them. Have we forgot what older 

generations used to do? Use wisdom!

2/22/2020 9:22:58 AM sageremarks Been doing forever. The illusion has been broken and people are now seeing behind the curtain.

Same with finite resources. Hemp replaces many products that cost a fortune due to being in small supply and high demand. 

The world is changing!

2/22/2020 9:25:41 AM nick_lumenaut Let me guess, the same publishers that got hundreds of millions of tax payer dollars? The ones Obama awarded exclusive contracts for the common 

core text? The same one that game Obama $65,000,000 for his book deal? I haven't looked, but like Bonhino says, they all know eachother!

2/22/2020 9:26:22 AM nick_lumenaut @dbongino misspelled

2/22/2020 9:29:02 AM subtidal4 I thought Reagan’s 1986 law released vaccine companies from any injury or death liability. How was this possible?

2/22/2020 9:31:10 AM danauito Let’s get this party started! 😤 pic.twitter.com/PB0qqSaCZV

2/22/2020 9:33:11 AM kachinagtto I sent this article to my family today https://www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/how-viruses-work-and-how-to-prevent-and-eliminate-them-

naturally …

2/22/2020 9:36:11 AM atashfire If you have Amazon, or a health food supplement store nearby, I'd pick up packets of liposomal vitamin C, and d3/k2 drops. Easy to take if you or loved 

ones are not eating healthy. It needs to be hammered to people now more than ever.

2/22/2020 9:45:58 AM flowersoul Thanks for this thread... Combining A and E in this thought experiment... I guess there are better examples of societies that have integrated spirituality 

into meaningful sexuality...

2/22/2020 9:49:34 AM patriotswegoall Pay for Play!

2/22/2020 9:50:09 AM peterclloyd The payoff that keeps on giving as long as she keeps doing as told.

2/22/2020 9:51:56 AM patriotswegoall False gift = Broken promise

2/22/2020 9:54:38 AM at0m_b0mber Yeah, I'll pass on the govt vaccine @guccifer4

2/22/2020 9:58:09 AM _miss_isis_ Go on about my biz like always cause i dont need the govt to tell me other beings live in the universe

2/22/2020 9:59:47 AM iamyou132 Thanks for the meme 👍

2/22/2020 10:00:56 AM alight412 This feels like a war with Big Pharma.  I don't know that I can ever trust a vaccine again. It's good people are waking up. I think I will take my chances if 

the Corona comes and takes over here in the US. I'm ready for a new life storyline anyway.

2/22/2020 10:12:42 AM alight412 Yes it is a fun show to watch. I yearn to know our history with ETs. I gobble up any decent sci fi show offered. Right now I'm watching the SG1 series as 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 reports there are truths hidden. Not a great show but I'm looking for those little nuggets of truth.

2/22/2020 10:14:35 AM bahaispirit Which vaccine was it ?

2/22/2020 10:15:17 AM tieronepatriot Kind of like the anti-milarial #Mefloquine they made us take while deployed... that was also used in MK Ultra!  22 suicides a day is NOT because of 

PTSD!  That I can say with 100% confidence.

2/22/2020 10:15:27 AM jeannefentress Not another one... pic.twitter.com/ddpOMtVhCB

2/22/2020 10:17:56 AM wraithfodder SG1 as in Stargate SG-1? Fun series as well! I watching all the Stargate series when they first came out.

2/22/2020 10:22:12 AM guy_karen Never trust the government

2/22/2020 10:24:45 AM nickel_triple The Last Circle pic.twitter.com/HMWEtXJIEi

2/22/2020 10:30:16 AM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oFfScP0S_M …

2/22/2020 10:41:50 AM busselotn the story of America

2/22/2020 10:59:49 AM mongrelglory We need some MSM publicity for these awards!  It would sure wake people up!

2/22/2020 11:01:52 AM mongrelglory I looked into making liposomal vit C at home.  There's lots of videos etc... on-line.  You need an ultrasonic jewelry cleaning machine but it seems pretty 

easy!  I make my own colloidal silver at home.

2/22/2020 11:02:27 AM alight412 The writing and acting for me is sub par but I remind myself of those little truth nuggets. And I keep hoping it will get better. lol

2/22/2020 11:03:13 AM mongrelglory I'm sort-of feeling the same way... Not all vaccines were bad once upon a time, but these days it's hard to trust the pharmaceutical industry and their 

Globalist masters!



2/22/2020 11:10:44 AM doq017 Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@prayingmedic

@WhiteHouse
2/22/2020 11:11:05 AM alight412 Exactly.

2/22/2020 11:11:22 AM sharong73376199 Are they actually printed?. MONEY LAUNDERING.

2/22/2020 11:12:31 AM truth939 @MedicalMedium has incredible information on natural remedies for virus & bacteria issues.

2/22/2020 11:18:28 AM doq017 Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1230222174285369344 …
2/22/2020 11:22:26 AM ptamait Well the sick thing is...that if this was disclosed. The ptb will say we are now infected with demons and they will witch hunt us all. It will just give them 

an excuse to murder all us innocents again.

2/22/2020 11:31:46 AM brick_airhedred My 💕 aches about this. 👆

2/22/2020 11:40:07 AM nine_six3 Is this what you’re referring to? 

“...keeping everyone’s chats and files safe” pic.twitter.com/sTaIq6rsDv

2/22/2020 11:43:07 AM keith369me Big pharma, big oil, big everything needs to be looked at in a completely new way to determine if they are Big Predator or benevolent.

2/22/2020 11:53:13 AM __the_chris #74 says that Q=Alice. Isn't Alice another name for Lucifer?

2/22/2020 11:54:42 AM cosmic_engineer Don't worry. Just avoid it like the plague

2/22/2020 11:55:12 AM __the_chris Is spirit cooking when they cook the grey matter in a brain, where supposedly the soul rests? Are they cooking souls or spirits?

2/22/2020 11:57:03 AM empac777 Great. Now we just take note of the literary agents, the publishers, the promoters, the ad agency, and add them to the DS list.

2/22/2020 12:19:16 PM texn9ne Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 know this guy?  Turned right onto Barry St  pic.twitter.com/OIWLYuTung

2/22/2020 12:41:28 PM mintzwanda You mean trump, Jeffrey and Andrew

2/22/2020 12:44:14 PM matrixslayer1 12/21/2017

2/22/2020 12:48:29 PM polly569011381 Truly Heartbreaking..poor innocent child..@40_head @echo3juliet @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why isn’t this Evil Bastard in Gitmo yet, or 

Dead!! @StormIsUponUs why 😭

2/22/2020 12:51:28 PM skuobiee These people write books really fast in their busy lives, almost as if someone else writes them to try and get info out whether its true or not, then these 

patsies get the credit. And the money.

2/22/2020 1:02:44 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  -  pic.twitter.com/rTRUFrKVZ6

2/22/2020 1:03:49 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  - Whistleblower shot - here is video of him blowing the whistle -  https://youtu.be/bJ5B4RRicag 

2/22/2020 1:07:13 PM h0llyh1ll Same!

2/22/2020 1:07:25 PM annasum47005725 Thank you for addressing this🙏💗Our childrens birthrights are being taken from them, and sometimes their lives😭

2/22/2020 1:11:42 PM echo3juliet #PizzaGate is real. 

Child abuse is rampant among the rich and powerful.

2/22/2020 1:19:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 has not deleted the site.

Bandwidth usage exceeded free account. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106649986316599296 …

2/22/2020 1:20:36 PM brienthess Yeah, they don't like being talked about, huh? 🔵

2/22/2020 1:21:09 PM greatawakecoach I would very much like to get @M2Madness @mil_ops @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @LisaMei62 @Qanon76 take on the #Corona #Virus. 

- Spread to #USA?

- % population affected?

- Does this usher in #collapse & the beginning of #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide?

#WuhanCoronavirus #WWG1WGA

2/22/2020 1:21:43 PM countrygrl2 We crashed the website but says this website is no longer available!

2/22/2020 1:23:53 PM bretsky7 Big Parma ensures it has directors on the boards of media companies so that natural remedies are stifled and Big Pharma is marketed.

2/22/2020 1:24:15 PM tieronepatriot It's as messed up as it gets... it almost ruined my life!  ZERO VA compensation for it...

2/22/2020 1:25:08 PM mateuszwala =___= "rly" ?

2/22/2020 1:26:57 PM nonstoppatriot Was kicked out of my son's doctor's office the other day for refusing vaccinations. Put in my son's medical file "Dad did not want shots". Previously 

asked same doctor his thoughts on colloidal silver responded with it's a toxic metal its poisonous. Haven't trusted him since.

2/22/2020 1:28:07 PM mateuszwala mine backup was over 28 GB =/

htttrack

still dk how to make it readeable

2/22/2020 1:28:12 PM lesterh82  pic.twitter.com/UBCqoZEePT

2/22/2020 1:29:12 PM theappraizer It just screams "payola" 🤬



2/22/2020 1:30:08 PM state1union I can’t get them?  It says the web sight is gone?  Is anyone else having the problem?

2/22/2020 1:31:10 PM blsdbe #ProblemReactionSolution... pic.twitter.com/buPkBAkBqz

2/22/2020 1:33:01 PM mateuszwala I mean very light settings

2/22/2020 1:36:58 PM xusaf_patriot Does MJ12 need donations?

Some of us could help...

2/22/2020 1:38:20 PM state1union A hah!

2/22/2020 1:40:23 PM bobroon12515016 "Q" Sent Me

        #QAnon🇺🇸

#Telsa

#FreeEnergy

#AncientAliens🛸

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@okabaeri9111

@MistyHartke

@TokyoJapanF1

@TrueQanuck11

@AbbeyMaeCook88

@littllemel

@skierJP1

@colgrove11

@QAnonThund3r

@catturd2 

-Q+  https://twitter.com/HollywoodPatri2/status/1231329448131039233 … pic.twitter.com/FkYBdemAf0
2/22/2020 1:48:21 PM 1972patriot For those unaware: Vaccine manufacturers are exempt from liability in the US. The American taxpayers cough it up. We lose all the way around.  

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/why-vaccine-manufacturers-are-exempt-from-liability/ … pic.twitter.com/BZxrmlWdyQ

2/22/2020 1:49:22 PM johndowe49 Speak with @RemingtonNevin about your case. 

For General Practitioners:

Please visit @TheQuinismFdn for more information about the long term effects of #mefloquine poisoning-known today as #quinism.  

#MefloquineMassTort #InThisTogether #veteransuicides #lifeaftermefloquine pic.twitter.com/ZhujT1z9qV

2/22/2020 1:51:04 PM 1972patriot I think they were always bad. Have just gotten worse.

2/22/2020 1:53:44 PM luvprestrump 😂😂😂😂 it will end up in the bargain bin

2/22/2020 1:53:59 PM tieronepatriot Familiar, but thank you!!!

2/22/2020 1:54:48 PM polly569011381 The red shoe club if true..gut tells me tho is 🤢 we have to Question Everything No Matter how Crazy It Makes Us Sound..They invert Everything

2/22/2020 1:57:19 PM keith369me How could one assist in the free flow of this information?

2/22/2020 2:05:45 PM sc89126024 Still pondering if I should let my son have the Tetanus-shot or not ...

2/22/2020 2:10:49 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VxqaI_c9j_g …

2/22/2020 2:11:35 PM rebel_yell_tex think eating it, not being it. 

That is what they are discussing.

2/22/2020 2:17:41 PM covertress I'd be happy to host the Majestic 12 tweet archive at  http://covertress.com .

2/22/2020 2:33:14 PM 1nanasmomma  pic.twitter.com/vIE1rkyIsA

2/22/2020 2:33:55 PM 1nanasmomma How can we help please???

2/22/2020 2:34:53 PM patriotbob201 The magic book deals that make people rich for books that’s nobody will read. And they all are best sellers in the toilet paper department.

2/22/2020 2:37:58 PM rosscarwalker Is there evidence John McDonnell is involved with spirit cooking?

2/22/2020 2:41:17 PM function108 Truth about pandemic?

2/22/2020 2:41:26 PM fansblowing3 Just like Obama’s book deal.  😡  Will these people ever see justice for their crimes?

2/22/2020 2:46:22 PM maga_bt_17 Hugs! Free is relative. They may have already been taken care of. #clones

2/22/2020 2:49:42 PM fansblowing3  https://www.mctlaw.com/101-million-dollar-vaccine-injury-mmr/ …

2/22/2020 2:57:59 PM renitamadrid Exorcist

2/22/2020 2:59:36 PM ms_duckworth Except for Planet X aka Planet Nine

2/22/2020 3:02:05 PM 369_is Hey, how about a Mega dowload?

2/22/2020 3:05:46 PM morfinpaulino1 You mean what Tiamat was? On the other side of the asteroid belt.

2/22/2020 3:15:32 PM fansblowing3 Book publishers are the puppet masters?  What did James Patterson, J.K. Rowling, Bruce Springsteen, etc. get paid off for?

2/22/2020 3:24:47 PM luluspeers1 I think it might be payment for her child trafficking business she had going on in the Ukraine?

2/22/2020 3:27:44 PM ms_duckworth My understanding is that Planet X is out beyond the Keiper Belt. But I’m still learning. It was known to affect Halley’s comet, which is why the Druids 

always kept an eye on it, apparently. pic.twitter.com/XKzQhYsbpO

2/22/2020 3:42:23 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  -  https://youtu.be/lpC_ALDkPto 

2/22/2020 3:43:41 PM ujja45105810  https://twitter.com/fansblowing3/status/1231350379721510914?s=19 …

2/22/2020 3:50:36 PM morfinpaulino1 Tengo mucha información respecto a eventos que son inventos del cabal, como nibiru que en realidad no existe ya que es solo una imposición 

catastrofista sin fundamento científico.

2/22/2020 3:53:58 PM loganjanie Payment in full for a book that will have no sales. She better enjoy that $ fast, before her time runs out for lying under oath & treason.

2/22/2020 3:58:05 PM ms_duckworth So do I. Unravelling ancient fact from ancient & more recent fiction is teasing.

2/22/2020 3:59:48 PM ms_duckworth What do you know about the gold mines in South Africa? Anything?

2/22/2020 4:08:23 PM morfinpaulino1 Excelente pregunta. El Oro de cada país se encuentra "custodiado' en otra frecuencia, esto quiere decir que no está en una percepción 3D, más aún ahí 

está. El Oro en éstos momentos es muy importante pero no hay de que alarmarse. África ó Zimbabwe están alineadas a lo positivo.

2/22/2020 4:12:45 PM ms_duckworth The Gold mines of Enki - all those dry stone wall circles and dead-end lanes between Mozambique & Botswana. Were they for creating a certain 

resonance? In sound? Or something else?

2/22/2020 4:15:06 PM ms_duckworth  pic.twitter.com/A8ffBeYdjV

2/22/2020 4:15:48 PM raenyasalisbury 50% of folks under 30 have an auto immune disease ,, its the vaccines and the adjuncts they put in , 

GcMAF and HEAL vaccine damage in the GUT , http://Bravocoop.com 

2/22/2020 4:18:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 will never solicit any financial assistance.

We have a budget of over $740B.

2/22/2020 4:22:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big words for a self proclaimed communist. https://twitter.com/JohnBrennan/status/1230647803254333440 …



2/22/2020 4:23:32 PM morfinpaulino1 Primer punto: El Oro solo lo utilizan [ellos] para cableado de naves y de portales artificiales. 2_[Ellos] no pueden estar cerca de la superficie ya que sé 

quemarían con las ondas IONICAS 3_Los Dums se encuentran por todo el mundo pero principalmente en Israel.

2/22/2020 4:23:38 PM fluck_gloria Guess his pipeline is closed.  Tell me he still has security clearance!

2/22/2020 4:23:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was in the football?

2/22/2020 4:24:06 PM usss_211 Chip

2/22/2020 4:24:11 PM jvan125 Meaning soccer ball? 🤔 Or pigskin?

2/22/2020 4:24:12 PM 1chericane He did vote for Gus Hall pic.twitter.com/dDtIZRvsO0

2/22/2020 4:24:46 PM megamane2 Soccer ball?

2/22/2020 4:24:47 PM gregoryjhall1 Time for a new host pic.twitter.com/Nv4YMr0Tds

2/22/2020 4:25:00 PM americanpetal He needs to go.

2/22/2020 4:25:03 PM 369palm All enemies foreign and domestic😊

2/22/2020 4:25:15 PM worldxplorer1 He doesn’t look like a pleasant man. Maybe HE needs to try to meditate. Find some inner truths that are more in sync with where our planet is going. 

I bet there’s lots of time for that in Gitmo. pic.twitter.com/BDpZcXAhSw

2/22/2020 4:25:20 PM anitakingsbauer Votes

2/22/2020 4:26:33 PM 369369rv Thumb drive

2/22/2020 4:26:38 PM awakentothyself #PANIC

2/22/2020 4:27:00 PM kindeandtrue Is the Russian Federation a Communist state? 

Can't make that claim any more. A lot has changed in Russia.

2/22/2020 4:27:03 PM moshlovestheusa Nuclear activation?

2/22/2020 4:27:12 PM ms_duckworth Ok

2/22/2020 4:27:14 PM consortiapartn1 Soccer ball at the meeting with Putin in Helsinki

2/22/2020 4:27:43 PM americanpetal I was thinking data as in a thumb drive.

2/22/2020 4:27:48 PM dani3lray Gigs & gig & gigs of DIRT!

2/22/2020 4:28:00 PM aarongarrity Soccer ball?   A chip... with a helluva lot of info.   Nothing can stop whats coming.

2/22/2020 4:28:02 PM americanpetal That’s what I was thinking.

2/22/2020 4:28:03 PM jvan125 I thought so...I find it odd they would refer to it as a football.

2/22/2020 4:28:08 PM laura_621 I think HRC knows...

2/22/2020 4:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define Letter.

2/22/2020 4:28:19 PM heike_ngan Satellite key.

2/22/2020 4:28:29 PM markh_27 Shouldn't he be in exile in New Zealand or something by now?  He'll never escape what's coming, now.

2/22/2020 4:29:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 No chip or thumb drive or data was transmitted.

2/22/2020 4:29:08 PM americanpetal IKR! That scowl. Ugh

2/22/2020 4:29:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Name a patriot in the NSA.

2/22/2020 4:29:29 PM squthernp Could also be a message to someone multipule meanings?

2/22/2020 4:29:31 PM jvan125 Documents? Tape recordings?

2/22/2020 4:29:32 PM dayzero5 The 3 in 3 6 and 9

2/22/2020 4:29:40 PM chucklesschumer Admiral Rogers

2/22/2020 4:29:43 PM dcooyon Doesn’t that specific model come with a chip to track movement during play?

2/22/2020 4:29:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 If we have it all, why would we need anything from RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSIAA?

2/22/2020 4:29:49 PM kindeandtrue It was an old-fashioned letter?

2/22/2020 4:30:08 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210759931986509826 …

2/22/2020 4:30:27 PM laura_621 Barry’s real birth cert. ?

2/22/2020 4:30:36 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 In 2018, Putin gave Trump a soccer ball, as a gift.

2/22/2020 4:30:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 If he is lucky, he'll end up in GITMO.

2/22/2020 4:30:44 PM worldxplorer1 Do [they] know patriots have it all?

2/22/2020 4:30:52 PM lornascurr Downloaded data re CF DS etc via Putin's sources. Putin very much wants to see the takedown of DS also and is assisting.

2/22/2020 4:30:54 PM aprilbrown99 AS= [Adam Schiff] ?

2/22/2020 4:31:10 PM ms_duckworth This sort of wave? https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1304047/ …

2/22/2020 4:31:30 PM overshareflare .Micro gyro motor

Used to achieve disruption 

Mid air prior to goal.

Similarly to nba ball to goal sonar?

2/22/2020 4:31:30 PM charitable_fury Depends on where you’re from...

2/22/2020 4:31:37 PM americanpetal Hmm. You?

2/22/2020 4:31:39 PM 1776dawg ADM ROGERS

2/22/2020 4:31:40 PM consortiapartn1 Ah ....it's always been called football outside of the US, since the 1860's. Interestingly football as you know it in the US was developed as a derivative of 

Rugby

2/22/2020 4:32:01 PM kindeandtrue Please let's not make Richard Grenell a hero. He has a very dubious moral record. https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/acting-intelligence-

head-richard-grenell-s-push-decriminalize-homosexuality-has-n1140131 …

2/22/2020 4:32:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We are not in the NSA.

2/22/2020 4:32:31 PM kyates_biz Dirt on Ukraine servers from putin. 

CROWD STRIKE

Ball is in America's hands now.

Meaning here the information 

Clean the swamp out. 

Maybe?

2/22/2020 4:32:41 PM kindeandtrue Russia is not our enemy.

2/22/2020 4:32:47 PM freeandoriginal Flynn

2/22/2020 4:33:15 PM durrewilliam Mr. Despicable, aka Brennan.

2/22/2020 4:33:18 PM eyarnamoon And it went to Baron.. 🍿

2/22/2020 4:33:25 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/Vo7TCB0oiQ

2/22/2020 4:33:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will consider.

Jack removed the export functionality.

We are no longer able to pull a recent download.

The PDF an anon made is sufficient so long as it is maintained and version controlled.

2/22/2020 4:33:30 PM emilyoakley6 Soccer ball not 🏈

2/22/2020 4:33:30 PM americanpetal 😬🤦♀️

2/22/2020 4:33:40 PM melbourne_3000 Brennan and Co sound ridiculous with the same absurd narrative.

This is the epitome of mirroring. pic.twitter.com/IjZpK4RqBb

2/22/2020 4:33:48 PM melanieanders7 Play was handed over to Putin? Ball is in his court until our turn to go? Have we gotten possession of the ball again?

2/22/2020 4:33:59 PM worldxplorer1 Admiral Michael S Rogers - Director pic.twitter.com/GT32L1VPfk



2/22/2020 4:34:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not from the NSA.

2/22/2020 4:34:19 PM peaceanonredux #Everything

2/22/2020 4:34:33 PM americanpetal Adm Rogers

2/22/2020 4:34:41 PM kachinagtto If Obama gave secret pardons before leaving office - wouldn’t they need to be caught in new crimes?

2/22/2020 4:34:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 American vs Russian terminology.

2/22/2020 4:34:51 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/KURr45tP1P

2/22/2020 4:35:14 PM theodazmusic Symbol

2/22/2020 4:35:18 PM frdmbellsring The End of the Deep State is drawing near. Their actions and words show obvious fear. With a one way pass through Gitmo's gate. Fearing the gallows, 

knowing their fate. There's Brennan, Clapper, Comey and more. Fearing release of the trap door. pic.twitter.com/6z8CR8ye7I

2/22/2020 4:35:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Secret Pardons are nullified if you become impeached and the pardons were to protect your own criminal prosecutions.

2/22/2020 4:35:51 PM worldxplorer1 What execution methods will be employed?  Will they be public? pic.twitter.com/wurif3jIlt

2/22/2020 4:35:57 PM americanpetal Yikes...too many agencies.

2/22/2020 4:36:10 PM lornascurr E W C

2/22/2020 4:36:11 PM lorivictoria Key

2/22/2020 4:36:26 PM ms_duckworth Or rather along the DNA

 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/ionic-interaction …

2/22/2020 4:36:32 PM 369bob English call it football

2/22/2020 4:36:42 PM victoriargates Q

2/22/2020 4:36:45 PM kachinagtto Or if you weren’t a legit president to begin with!

2/22/2020 4:36:57 PM jangping3 authentication and codes

2/22/2020 4:37:12 PM dunnitright This planet if a football we call life?  Sorry, first thing that came to mind.  Artic monkeys....R U Mine

2/22/2020 4:37:15 PM delilahcrane5 No Worries . . .

2/22/2020 4:37:23 PM burgersandra Original documents, perhaps? http://orthochristian.com/88285.html 

2/22/2020 4:37:36 PM dunnitright *of

2/22/2020 4:38:09 PM matsols91809275 Admiral Rogers!

2/22/2020 4:38:21 PM americanpetal Idk good question. I thought it was info re to Seth Rich. 

So, what was in the ball?

2/22/2020 4:38:34 PM emilyoakley6 Knew it All along pic.twitter.com/hLTjADTBdV

2/22/2020 4:38:40 PM morfinpaulino1 Ultra violeta

Luz blanca

Ondas de Radio

Rayos X

Rayos gama de alta energía

Y energías de otras densidades como Ionicas, Tachionicas y Muonicas. Qué se conocen en la tierra como rayos cósmicos o viento solar y que activa o 

motivan el ADN humano.

2/22/2020 4:38:43 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/rx6iVuQK1Y

2/22/2020 4:39:16 PM duncanskinner6 Doesn’t that hint at Russian collusion?

2/22/2020 4:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 That would be highly classified.

Nice try.

2/22/2020 4:39:20 PM ms_duckworth Ok understand

2/22/2020 4:39:22 PM aurorasreality Fútbol

2/22/2020 4:39:46 PM mistia72 Remember when Don Jr met with the Russian lawyer and she wanted to talk about adoptions......why did Russian stop adoptions to USA?

2/22/2020 4:39:54 PM emilyoakley6 Agreed

2/22/2020 4:40:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pick a letter, any letter.

Then put it in a letter.

What if you knew you end was near and you could write a plea bargain?

Breadline Bernie?

2/22/2020 4:40:22 PM americanpetal We are really flunking. At least, I am.

2/22/2020 4:40:25 PM ms_duckworth Electromagnetic waves

2/22/2020 4:40:30 PM merorschach Presidential Alert System. A method to communicate with all cellphones around a mainstream media block.

2/22/2020 4:40:36 PM state1union And Kisses 😽!  If they are clones now, then the clones should get to say who they really are. Tell the truth about #cloning and that they have souls too.

2/22/2020 4:40:43 PM raecon13 Ahh. Give away. You are not from the US. Lol

2/22/2020 4:40:43 PM aurorasreality Love artic monkeys!

2/22/2020 4:41:03 PM worldxplorer1 let·ter

/ˈledər/

noun

1.  a character representing one or more of the sounds used in speech; any of the symbols of an alphabet 

2.a written, typed, or printed communication, especially one sent in an envelope by mail or messenger.

2/22/2020 4:41:10 PM redquinlan Q 1866 - Aug. 14, 2018 "We've had the ball the entire time.' AND... Q 2397 - Nov. 3, 2018 "Keep your eye on the ball"  AND .. Q 1509 - June 15, 2018 

"Keep your eyes on the ball"

Daily Caller:  July 16, 2018  my comment 'not your average soccer ball'.  😎 pic.twitter.com/uSzQcRLAwd

2/22/2020 4:41:12 PM cledrordfishing Chip

2/22/2020 4:41:14 PM diggie_b2 I think Adm Rogers is on temporary suspension during litigation re: an investigation. (a safe move). I don't even know how I seem to know that, so, 

could be from a dream or something like that, or total bullshit!

2/22/2020 4:41:16 PM amandas17710106 #NobodyWalksAwayFromThis

2/22/2020 4:41:22 PM chucklesschumer GTFOOH!

2/22/2020 4:41:29 PM aprilbrown99 RUSIAA?

2/22/2020 4:41:33 PM americanpetal Rusiaa???

2/22/2020 4:41:36 PM cryptocrab4 Interesting

2/22/2020 4:41:36 PM hawkgirlinmn The letter R that’s missing?

2/22/2020 4:41:57 PM diggie_b2 Very temporary too!

2/22/2020 4:42:05 PM islandofdelight Any new plans to host up to date archive in the future?

2/22/2020 4:42:27 PM duncanskinner6 Do you have a list of choices?  Admiral Rogers is gone but not forgotten. He must have some loyal allies in place ready to spring into action when the 

STORM arrives.

2/22/2020 4:42:38 PM state1union Lol 😂

2/22/2020 4:43:00 PM winklerburke My guess:  A letter from Putin & Russia government in response to “events” assuring the US that Russia promises 2 neither interfere nor “take 

advantage” of the US while it drains swamp and has necessary “the storm.”   The only thing US needs from Russia = Benevolent neutrality.

2/22/2020 4:43:00 PM aurorasreality Micheal Rogers



2/22/2020 4:43:04 PM kindeandtrue Let's hope so.

2/22/2020 4:43:15 PM ianmoon89785460 the soccer ball

2/22/2020 4:43:18 PM djlok Misspellings Matter!!!

2/22/2020 4:43:19 PM 1776dawg Yeah because he retired not long after telling Trump he was being wire tapped. And there is NO LITIGATION he's working with Durham.

2/22/2020 4:43:26 PM purplefavorite1 What ball?

2/22/2020 4:43:30 PM rghardy3 Was there Disclosure of E. T. life before Space Force ?

I don't think so.

2/22/2020 4:43:31 PM aprilbrown99 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/22/2020 4:43:41 PM alight412 Breaks my heart. That high huh? Lots of suffering. I will put them in my prayers.

2/22/2020 4:43:48 PM merorschach Nakasone?

2/22/2020 4:44:04 PM state1union I just got the Butterflies 🦋 Oh my. I never thought of that 🧐

2/22/2020 4:44:05 PM ianmoon89785460 its actually a foot ball

2/22/2020 4:44:05 PM oubliene Who is in Moscow? Its so cold and Snowy there😂

2/22/2020 4:44:07 PM diggie_b2 Also held in abeyance...

2/22/2020 4:44:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Bernie wrote a letter requesting a plea bargain for Raqueteering? Rape?

2/22/2020 4:44:23 PM state1union Good

2/22/2020 4:44:30 PM cledrordfishing Ezera Wantnic

2/22/2020 4:44:38 PM urbano411 Give me a minute...

2/22/2020 4:45:02 PM emilyoakley6 IT'S all in the game.

Sadly for the U.S.

2/22/2020 4:45:25 PM writermaven Interesting 

That "you" needs the letter "R"!

Okay! Now what?

@WriterMaven

2/22/2020 4:45:40 PM 1776dawg EZRA Cohen Watnik is still at the NSA he's good. And he was Gen Flynns @GenFlynn protege.

2/22/2020 4:45:46 PM worldxplorer1 Aren’t we talking about Putin and the soccer/football gift?

I can’t see Putin delivering a proposed plea bargain. Doesn’t seem to fit his persona. pic.twitter.com/oeL9qceamJ

2/22/2020 4:45:59 PM duncanskinner6 Balshoi Ballet.

2/22/2020 4:46:13 PM emilyoakley6 Great discussion.

This has so many ramifications.

2/22/2020 4:46:25 PM morfinpaulino1 El @SETIInstituto dice capturar microondas pero es una mentira ya que la única tecnología de comunicación entré razas estelares e interestelares es a 

través de explosiones LEPTOM o mejor dicho MUONES que transitan en el borde de lo físico y lo etéreo.

2/22/2020 4:46:36 PM cledrordfishing Proof of 187 attempt? 

Tried to hire Russia?

2/22/2020 4:46:39 PM tommy99938959 Putin is on our side. Wait and seee

2/22/2020 4:46:43 PM benmarshall1991 Binney

2/22/2020 4:47:05 PM miss_ampie Is there such a thing as "luck", really? 🤷🏼♀️

2/22/2020 4:47:14 PM covertress General Paul M. Nakasone

2/22/2020 4:47:21 PM winklerburke Symbology was Putin telling Trump: Play that ball.  Drain that Swamp. Russia must appear and be neutral, you got this. Global Elite worship Satan.  

Make world safe for kids again.  And much unstated as well.  Chip was usual ruse misdirection.

2/22/2020 4:47:22 PM state1union Doesn’t Brennen look 👀 crazy 😜 now that we know what a monster he is!  Remember Saudi Arabia, his fav place to be.

2/22/2020 4:47:32 PM sam__calligaris Look at that shit eaten grin lol

2/22/2020 4:47:36 PM 1776dawg  https://youtu.be/75f45_aQpX0  this video

2/22/2020 4:47:50 PM alight412 I always have yogurt in the fridge and know my digestive track thanks me.

2/22/2020 4:47:54 PM sourceq7 Space force has not yet begun only established - in public view. 

We all exist together remove ego, see truth in all that is said. 😁

2/22/2020 4:48:22 PM americanpetal That sounds right!👍 idk makes sense

2/22/2020 4:48:33 PM hawkgirlinmn Extra A=Assange? Missing S=Seth ?

2/22/2020 4:48:38 PM ms_duckworth Neutrinos

2/22/2020 4:48:40 PM state1union I’ll bet his mother got sick 🤒 of his smirk 😏

2/22/2020 4:48:44 PM burgersandra SA?  RusiAA=missing S, extra A = wonderland?

2/22/2020 4:49:04 PM mikeb38beacon_h R=Repent?

2/22/2020 4:49:29 PM trinity_jenny Project looking glass ? pic.twitter.com/ygOj6RYNJL

2/22/2020 4:50:30 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1231378212028022784?s=21 … 

Missing an R. R =Rich?

2/22/2020 4:50:32 PM lorivictoria Bernie’s a Russian asset?

2/22/2020 4:50:33 PM americanpetal So, is this re to reason Bernie won the Caucus today? Kinda crazy he came out the winner today.

2/22/2020 4:50:40 PM rghardy3 Okay, fair enough.

I will do that.

2/22/2020 4:50:54 PM bbobbio71 Always figured something was in it.

2/22/2020 4:51:01 PM melanieanders7 There was an extra A in the last Russia on a different tweet:

2/22/2020 4:51:06 PM worldxplorer1 Do men like this even have mothers?  It’s like he just birth by crawling out of the mud like a golem. pic.twitter.com/WEBO9k56MO

2/22/2020 4:51:18 PM ms_duckworth and muons (although they’ve got a short life)

2/22/2020 4:51:49 PM emilyp137 You mean futbol as in soccer ball?

2/22/2020 4:51:56 PM 1_decided_voter Bill Binney (does former NSA count?)

2/22/2020 4:52:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Yes! So something with Seth Rich? BERNIE BRO ordered the hit?!

2/22/2020 4:52:15 PM state1union Whistleblower

2/22/2020 4:52:23 PM surfing123456 A Rogers

2/22/2020 4:53:05 PM rain_thots this guy is as good as cooooked

2/22/2020 4:53:07 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/9WeE4aAvRV

2/22/2020 4:53:16 PM morfinpaulino1 OK,,, sí.... Muon es tanto una onda como una partícula simultáneamente, semi etericos La transmisión es casi instantánea pero el retraso del "casi" 

sirve para medir distancias a velocidades de frecuencia TSCHION. La comunicación es en tiempo Real ya que sé evade el espacio tiempo

2/22/2020 4:53:38 PM state1union Admiral Rodgers is retired from the NSA.

2/22/2020 4:53:41 PM blsdbe Is Retroactive Impeachment a thing?!? pic.twitter.com/EIZOzCuej1

2/22/2020 4:53:47 PM worldxplorer1 There is a clue here folks. MJ liked Petal Pops reply focusing on the RUSIAA spelling. pic.twitter.com/Lt46sv0s4Z

2/22/2020 4:54:00 PM schneppjennifer Strange but...Snowden wrote a letter.  Didnt think he was a patriot, but his name keeps coming to mind with your tweets. NSA. Russia,  plea bargain.

2/22/2020 4:54:05 PM state1union DIA

2/22/2020 4:54:07 PM bbobbio71 I'm not super techie but I can possibly throw together a server or two. 😉

2/22/2020 4:54:09 PM americanpetal It made my week!!! 😁

2/22/2020 4:54:19 PM ksouth21 Aha! So there WAS something in the ball!



2/22/2020 4:54:31 PM puritywater99 Alien life and Light. Very real. Unknown multi-dimensional to the Science World. Invisible magnetic plasma light. How the Universe communicates. How 

all of life receiving signal. Next step in our evolution critically important. Internal magnetism. Sea salt baking soda lemon love 

pic.twitter.com/8QdlMo954I

2/22/2020 4:54:34 PM worldxplorer1 Congrats Petal Pops!

2/22/2020 4:54:39 PM hawkgirlinmn A= Assassination of S=Seth R=Rich??

2/22/2020 4:54:46 PM ms_duckworth Faster than c. Got it

2/22/2020 4:55:18 PM morfinpaulino1 Vida corta? Todo es regenerado de ser físico a éter y nuevamente a energía potencial dispuesta.

2/22/2020 4:55:23 PM melanieanders7 Any corporate symbols w R and A ... one within the other?

2/22/2020 4:55:51 PM ms_duckworth Understand short 3D life

2/22/2020 4:55:55 PM state1union Oh my Word! Lmao 😂

2/22/2020 4:56:00 PM miss_ampie EC-W?

2/22/2020 4:56:36 PM joeandbridge None. https://youtu.be/tncQ_gVEsh0 

2/22/2020 4:56:47 PM myinfo18355521 Last I heard, u couldn't get it by itself anymore, it was paired with one of the bad ones.

2/22/2020 4:56:53 PM shannen_robison Mike Rogers

2/22/2020 4:57:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Who is Q?" - @Acosta pic.twitter.com/tQBWgiIH1c

2/22/2020 4:58:02 PM monangesauvi Adm Michael Rogers?

2/22/2020 4:58:09 PM morfinpaulino1 Sí, en 3D todo es más pastoso y se manifiesta muy lentamente

2/22/2020 4:58:18 PM will_brontasaur Q def still works for whoever u think he doesn’t 🤣 gettin played like a 🎻

2/22/2020 4:58:35 PM omar84946987  pic.twitter.com/B6oFczMLzs

2/22/2020 4:58:41 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/DWFj2b47Jo

2/22/2020 4:58:50 PM markh_27 Perhaps why this is taking so long. BUT, the coverup is what gets them.

2/22/2020 4:58:53 PM miss_ampie Pick a Letter, Any Letter... 😂😂😉

2/22/2020 4:58:53 PM worldxplorer1 I would LOVE LOVE LOVE for Acosta to be the one who asks the Q! pic.twitter.com/QfsTRmcbIE

2/22/2020 4:58:56 PM melanieanders7 Perhaps standard campaign financial contributors

2/22/2020 4:59:09 PM cryptogamer11 No deals

2/22/2020 4:59:10 PM rachaelangelm I hope it goes to a good group who will not weaponize Q with their own agenda. I hope they keep telling the truth and include all Qs

2/22/2020 4:59:14 PM rain_thots ayyye lmao

2/22/2020 4:59:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 We tagged him for a very pecific reason.

2/22/2020 5:00:04 PM halfq_halfq Most Muslims are commies.

2/22/2020 5:00:08 PM burgersandra Breadline Bernie's master plan?

2/22/2020 5:00:09 PM state1union Bring it on!  Q Question pic.twitter.com/F9xoDyNppF

2/22/2020 5:00:10 PM blsdbe @FollowThe17 is certainly a Patriot.

2/22/2020 5:00:24 PM monangesauvi technology

2/22/2020 5:00:34 PM blsdbe @FollowThe17

2/22/2020 5:00:36 PM debrafierens We were led to believe it was evidence like Hillary’s emails and conversations between the corrupt.

2/22/2020 5:00:39 PM jeff57253103 Who did you tag?

2/22/2020 5:00:40 PM bbobbio71 Truth Resonates within! 😉

2/22/2020 5:00:46 PM state1union Oh Yes that would be EPIC!!!

2/22/2020 5:00:52 PM jvan125 Is he a plant for the good guys? Or is he ACTUALLY that stupid? 🤔🤷🏼♀️

2/22/2020 5:00:54 PM cledrordfishing Ezera Cohen Watnic

2/22/2020 5:01:04 PM miss_ampie Jim Acosta. 😂😂😂

2/22/2020 5:01:13 PM jvan125 Jim Acosta

2/22/2020 5:01:14 PM blsdbe Nice!!!

2/22/2020 5:01:15 PM dcooyon Acosta.

2/22/2020 5:01:36 PM queen_khalifia Duplicate Agency. Drk Agency

2/22/2020 5:01:39 PM americanpetal Q =17 /Oritq

1= I forget 

7=God

Q++ is POTUS, correct?

2/22/2020 5:02:08 PM harrysmithlond2 🥊🥊

2/22/2020 5:02:10 PM keith369me Did this happen or is this “predictive”?

2/22/2020 5:02:18 PM cledrordfishing He is that stupid.

2/22/2020 5:02:29 PM worldxplorer1 Do it @Acosta 

You can go down in history!

Ask the President - “Who is Q?”

2/22/2020 5:02:33 PM bbobbio71 Whos gonna ask the Q

2/22/2020 5:02:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 😂

2/22/2020 5:03:06 PM jvan125 😆👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/gkE2oeW3xY

2/22/2020 5:03:10 PM hollylandes This tweet missing an "S"? Is there a pattern? Earlier it was an "R".

2/22/2020 5:03:17 PM williebhere Because he is a decent of Queen Mary.. the true Queen 1500

2/22/2020 5:03:17 PM 873g5 Thumb drives! ew I know I Know, 😸 pic.twitter.com/PHfCNQXVKt

2/22/2020 5:03:18 PM curseca He’s going to ask the Q?

2/22/2020 5:03:22 PM gregoryjhall1 Soon enough!

2/22/2020 5:03:24 PM miss_ampie Make it so. 😂😂😂😉

2/22/2020 5:03:26 PM keith369me AOCosta...same team?

2/22/2020 5:03:34 PM djlok Looks like he's pushing the Bernie / Russia narrative.

2/22/2020 5:03:43 PM 369palm The President should say that he heard it was a guy named microchip.

2/22/2020 5:03:56 PM americanpetal Thank you!👏👏👏

2/22/2020 5:04:01 PM hollylandes 😅

2/22/2020 5:04:01 PM sundancekid220 A long time ago, somewhere on the twitter. I remember reading a theory that @Acosta was playing a specific role in this kabuki theatre. #judasgoat

2/22/2020 5:04:30 PM miss_ampie 👍🏽😂😂

2/22/2020 5:04:39 PM ms_duckworth The Northern/Southern Lights?

2/22/2020 5:05:22 PM ms_duckworth  https://t.co/SroFmNzkVf  https://twitter.com/morfinpaulino1/status/1223866407244316673?s=21 …

2/22/2020 5:05:22 PM keith369me Tulsi and Bernie as well.  Thanks Team Hillary

2/22/2020 5:05:24 PM djlok #SethRich

2/22/2020 5:05:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some people on the inside need their strings cut in order to confirm whether they are a real boy or just some creepy old man's puppet doing [God 

knows what].

2/22/2020 5:05:40 PM 1texanpatriot Oh yeah, sure. All those indictments are coming soon right? 🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄🙄.

2/22/2020 5:05:48 PM melanieanders7 Missing S; missing R Extra A. SRA.



2/22/2020 5:05:48 PM billy_bear17  pic.twitter.com/SaUWquE2pG

2/22/2020 5:05:56 PM mcmom2005 Q+ is POTUS

2/22/2020 5:06:21 PM keith369me What happened when Putin gave Trump that Futbol?

2/22/2020 5:06:27 PM munkeypilot 4Realz? HoLee Schitt...I said 6 accts ago back in 2018 when Jimbo was acting the asshat🤡in the WH #KubakeTheater press briefings going tit for tat 

with POTUS...he was going to be the one to pop the Q...I said get it from the horse's mouth direct....well done sirs👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼😎👍🏼

2/22/2020 5:06:33 PM kindeandtrue Funny you say that about Acosta. I've always suspected he and Trump were working together.

2/22/2020 5:06:38 PM bbobbio71 He always looks like he's heavily constipated

2/22/2020 5:06:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 A conspiracy was born.

2/22/2020 5:06:40 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/hdHBXdlufC

2/22/2020 5:07:13 PM blsdbe 5:5 well met, Sir. #ThanQ for your Service!!! pic.twitter.com/GnmS1bVq3N

2/22/2020 5:07:18 PM melanieanders7 @hawkgirlinmn

2/22/2020 5:07:26 PM _highjinx_ Why not just show people the cloning facilites, getting really tired of these cloned clowns tbh :/

2/22/2020 5:07:29 PM keith369me Numeric symbol?

2/22/2020 5:07:43 PM earth2nissy Seth Rich Alive?

2/22/2020 5:08:00 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

2/22/2020 5:08:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you retweet and then retweet & comment and tag out beloved @acosta he may get the feeling that some of us have his back. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231382459633278977 …

2/22/2020 5:08:15 PM mongrelglory They've said previously that they're associated with the DIA/Pentagon, while Q team is associated with the NSA.

2/22/2020 5:08:15 PM hollylandes You know what is sad? At best I can only think of two names.

2/22/2020 5:08:17 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. He’s all plugged up with hatred and vitriol.

2/22/2020 5:08:47 PM tommy99938959 God ALWAYS knows!

2/22/2020 5:08:48 PM marsden_lauri WTF...

2/22/2020 5:08:55 PM emilyoakley6 Of course

I think it was all done for show.

Trump is the master at trolling the press.

2/22/2020 5:09:04 PM 369palm Hi Jim @Acosta we love you and hope you haven’t done anything nasty while supplicating to the Clinton’s all these years.

2/22/2020 5:09:04 PM process_facts 😁

2/22/2020 5:09:14 PM williebhere Judge a man by his deed.. if he has free choice and you see the man.

2/22/2020 5:09:57 PM keith369me Spellings matter...an extra A and a missing S...hopefully that ASs sees justice.

2/22/2020 5:10:03 PM blsdbe It is an Honor. #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/RJiE7WQCfK

2/22/2020 5:10:08 PM jooooody Reporter: "Mr. President, do you know who Anonymous is?" Trump: "I don't want to say it, but you would be surprised."

2/22/2020 5:10:22 PM mongrelglory 😁

2/22/2020 5:10:24 PM munkeypilot Past or present? My top 2

Adm. Rogers, Gen. Flynn for sure. Jury still out on the rest currently🤔

2/22/2020 5:10:30 PM mikeslife17 He just stated at the rally what a genius Baron is, especially with "Computers."

2/22/2020 5:10:41 PM palmdalekid2 whatever happened on the 18th have you guys giddy for the 24th

2/22/2020 5:10:55 PM redpillsandwich You'll be forever written in history as the one who asked the Q Jim 👍👍!!!

2/22/2020 5:10:57 PM hollylandes You are worried about the condition of Acosta's knees? How sweet, pretty bad I fear.

2/22/2020 5:10:58 PM jvan125 Satanic Ritual Abuse? 🙈🙈🙈

2/22/2020 5:10:58 PM ccal1331 C’mon Jim @Acosta! Ask the Q question! It’ll make you famous.

2/22/2020 5:11:00 PM tommy99938959 I got them ALL. Nobody could have . I caught them all. I heard that from a friend!! pic.twitter.com/pU7ZwZz7mh

2/22/2020 5:11:01 PM blsdbe @Acosta you can be the first to #AskTheQ!!!

2/22/2020 5:11:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 And pay you the ultimate price for your deeds.

2/22/2020 5:11:07 PM moemc8 Rusia(a) - you(r)  Admiral Rogers?  Did he have the good on Bernie?

2/22/2020 5:11:13 PM mikeslife17 Evidence

2/22/2020 5:11:24 PM jm777wwg1wga Whoever is NSA right now! God Bless them that have kept us safe🇺🇸♥

2/22/2020 5:11:24 PM state1union Make sure not to do that with this post haha 🤣

2/22/2020 5:11:38 PM lilangels44 Very well done!

2/22/2020 5:11:55 PM pattonspotting Do it Jim, you will make history

2/22/2020 5:12:01 PM saraashcraft Pablo

2/22/2020 5:12:30 PM fresno72 @Acosta ;Ask the [Q]uestion ... it’ll reset your 15 minutes of fame.

2/22/2020 5:12:47 PM palmdalekid2 They NEVER Thought Crooked Hillary Would Lose  https://www.qmap.pub/read/2885  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA 

#WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

2/22/2020 5:12:50 PM shellysheed Rogers

2/22/2020 5:13:01 PM cocopuffster12 @Acosta - Hi Jim, come on, ask the Question!

2/22/2020 5:13:25 PM keith369me Conspiracy against the cabal?

2/22/2020 5:13:28 PM oneidashark Can they help @RepAdamSchiff @JohnBrennan @Comey @georgesoros @donlemon @BernieSanders @StephenAtHome @Trevornoah 

@TheDukeOfYork #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself @WSJ @HuffPost @nypost @dcexaminer @USATODAY @CNN @BBCWorld @BetteMidler #metoo  

#child #abuse #PedoGate #PizzaGate

2/22/2020 5:13:31 PM nick09826154 The intel on how to access the missing DNC server. “We have it all.”

2/22/2020 5:13:36 PM munkeypilot He's  still on glide slope...glide path for first public tribunal still right?😎👍🏼

I got a Biblical beatdown to deliver should that pan out to be correct.....BIGLY🤜🏽☠🤛🏼

2/22/2020 5:13:48 PM mongrelglory 😬

2/22/2020 5:14:17 PM avshara  pic.twitter.com/U4GBac1fN1

2/22/2020 5:14:20 PM lib7473 Covert patriot 😉👍😇

2/22/2020 5:14:28 PM musickmaker I’m liking this angle. An extra “A” in one tweet, a missing “R” in this one. Perhaps Bernie wanting to make a plea bargain for being outed as a Russian 

Asset?

2/22/2020 5:15:07 PM state1union Oh this is fun!!!

2/22/2020 5:15:13 PM mongrelglory Trudeau's nose is really long. 😒

2/22/2020 5:15:27 PM freestateojones Ha. pic.twitter.com/GR0jzPHNZ2

2/22/2020 5:15:41 PM fansblowing3 There was a letter in the soccer/football?

2/22/2020 5:16:04 PM qarmyinfo  pic.twitter.com/SDFc5a8wx1

2/22/2020 5:16:14 PM earth2nissy Come on @Acosta ask @realDonaldTrump the Q! Imagine your "Dear Diary" story THAT night! #QAnon

2/22/2020 5:16:15 PM thegainspapi @Acosta pic.twitter.com/1bD1KBL5yG

2/22/2020 5:16:23 PM munkeypilot Where? I just went to the link & said it was deleted. Missing something? Or just me all Fugazi FUBAR?....

2/22/2020 5:16:33 PM schneppjennifer Also a missing S in Russia.   Thinking about an extra A.

2/22/2020 5:17:01 PM mongrelglory Was it just a big "fake-out" to get the cabal panicking?

2/22/2020 5:17:08 PM eyarnamoon 5D Chess Master!

2/22/2020 5:17:28 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

2/22/2020 5:17:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 We've read his past entries.

What if he has returned and MJ12 knew to whom his consciousness was inside?

What if we had memory recall abilities?

Be a shame if that diary got out.



2/22/2020 5:17:36 PM herbielovebug64 How many books do Michelle and Obama funnel out.

2/22/2020 5:17:48 PM dub_cpa Come on @Acosta ; there is no one better to ask the "Q" than U!!! #AskTheQ @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231385185159196672 …

2/22/2020 5:17:53 PM munkeypilot Got Same-Same😮🤔

2/22/2020 5:18:21 PM beth2419 Snowden? That’s a long shot because I am still unsure about him, but I thought I would put it out there.

2/22/2020 5:18:50 PM crzycnuk101 How bout it Jimbo.. gunna "pop" the question???

You know ya wanna...

Q sent us...

2/22/2020 5:18:55 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/qNoRYsoDpr

2/22/2020 5:19:22 PM keith369me @Acosta #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ Ask the question.

2/22/2020 5:19:38 PM bbobbio71 That's a tough decision.  Follow your beliefs or stick with the script and LIVE comfortably.  

I'd stand with @Acosta If he's willing to go with what's right.

2/22/2020 5:19:40 PM mrpicklepatriot OK I miss something. Update please. Q

2/22/2020 5:19:41 PM lilangels44 That's awesome!!! I had not thought of that 😁👍🕺 pic.twitter.com/iAbtygCixD

2/22/2020 5:19:55 PM keith369me Are we still talking Acosta?

2/22/2020 5:19:57 PM phonse_vancity Intercepted comms. Juicy comms. The kind to put people away for ever. #WWG1WGA

2/22/2020 5:20:01 PM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/hCBnseVTrg

2/22/2020 5:20:09 PM rachaelangelm Seth Rich, General Flynn, Admiral Rogers

2/22/2020 5:20:13 PM munkeypilot QBOOM💥💥💥🤔

2/22/2020 5:20:24 PM mongrelglory Yes! ✊

2/22/2020 5:21:15 PM keith369me He might need to see that 12 times. #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ 

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ

2/22/2020 5:21:19 PM miss_ampie Ezra Cohen-Watnick

2/22/2020 5:21:23 PM aprilbrown99 @Acosta #AskTheQ #WhoIsQ 

Best President Ever!  🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/22/2020 5:21:48 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/qfA1pDqnJx

2/22/2020 5:21:53 PM surfing123456 Man it’s hard for me to believe POTUS would want him of all people to ask the Q

2/22/2020 5:21:54 PM keith369me The word theory was intentionally not used.

2/22/2020 5:22:03 PM mongrelglory Yay Nunchuck! 👊

2/22/2020 5:22:11 PM melanieanders7 I’m not sure yet.... still watching for clues.

2/22/2020 5:22:21 PM munkeypilot As in F-117 Stealth...not operational?🤔

2/22/2020 5:22:47 PM rain_thots lmao

2/22/2020 5:23:05 PM mongrelglory And a good laxative...

2/22/2020 5:23:09 PM keith369me @Acosta #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ ...12 think 

this is a Majestic idea.

2/22/2020 5:23:16 PM digitalsqldier Fellow anons teasing Acosta to be the one to ask the question. RT just for laughs. 😂

2/22/2020 5:23:29 PM 28concerned Amin that would be a HOOT

2/22/2020 5:23:44 PM art18039307 What the heck are you trying to say about Bernie. Can't decode this.

2/22/2020 5:23:46 PM fansblowing3 Robert O’Brien pic.twitter.com/ZiCM1PXkbG

2/22/2020 5:24:03 PM dironablu2u America's hopes and dreams?

2/22/2020 5:24:17 PM jettylee1 No. He doesn’t deserve any recognition.

2/22/2020 5:24:30 PM mrpicklepatriot On it!

2/22/2020 5:24:31 PM polly569011381 Why do the Jewish Zionist rabbis cut a Foreskin Circumcision ? Then the Rabbi sucks that male innocent babies penis?? Why< look at the very Spelling 

within that Word! @echo3juliet @40_head @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WarRoom2020 @DavidJHarrisJr @

2/22/2020 5:24:49 PM munkeypilot I already failed their social skills assessment points matrix metrics....Banana Sling already packed...ready for TWITMO...again...

2/22/2020 5:24:50 PM americanpetal Thank you! I was thinking Majestic was Q therefore NSA.

2/22/2020 5:25:00 PM fansblowing3 Good news!

2/22/2020 5:25:03 PM blsdbe I agree!!! 

#DoItJim #DoItJim #DoItJim

#DoItJim #DoItJim #DoItJim

#DoItJim #DoItJim #DoItJim

#DoItJim #DoItJim #DoItJim pic.twitter.com/OT3pQZtG4U

2/22/2020 5:26:10 PM cledrordfishing @Acosta 

Ask the Q-uestion!

2/22/2020 5:26:16 PM keith369me In a past life @Acosta was?

2/22/2020 5:26:24 PM djlok Who is he?  Maybe a poll and we get to guess the answer?  Who is @acosta?  Who is he really?

2/22/2020 5:26:29 PM mongrelglory Woah! 😳

2/22/2020 5:26:48 PM bigtex54 Awesome thought! 

Two supreme court justices to be nullified as well?

2/22/2020 5:26:59 PM brendao09506766 AFTER ALL. TIMING IS EVERYTHING!

2/22/2020 5:27:33 PM rebornkingent Acosta asks the questions. Suicided in w days.  Clinton universal principal #17.  Save your life lose your soul.

2/22/2020 5:28:27 PM autochik631 Great news👍

2/22/2020 5:28:39 PM scottgasaway I mean why not him?? Seems like a key to the movie if you ask me 🤷🏻♂️ pic.twitter.com/TAffVm0A6S

2/22/2020 5:29:04 PM gettingtrump he would soil his pants first.

They live in terror of The Moment to come.

2/22/2020 5:29:14 PM process_facts Who?

2/22/2020 5:29:14 PM scottgasaway Agree. Why not🤷🏻♂️ come on Jim pic.twitter.com/fkbYpV8nba

2/22/2020 5:29:36 PM americanpetal I know! I thought exact same thing...😳 That brought in a whole new angle.

2/22/2020 5:29:47 PM heyflhayhay No Guts NO Glory, Jim! pic.twitter.com/OsRKP88ZJX

2/22/2020 5:29:50 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/kkwFMwSU6w

2/22/2020 5:30:05 PM goatfish_dreams "Buh-leeeeeve me" 😂

2/22/2020 5:30:06 PM americanpetal Who is he?

2/22/2020 5:30:13 PM doomslayer67 no mercy for satanists, let god handle that

2/22/2020 5:30:25 PM emilyoakley6 What a great discussion we are HAVING.

LOVE IT

2/22/2020 5:31:07 PM unitedredwhite1 Bill Binney

2/22/2020 5:31:42 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking "What happens if an IS-BE collective reincarnates repeatedly into slavery over many millennia?"  That's been the condition here on Earth 

hasn't it?  The IS-BEs of this planet would lose their sense of trust and security, have low self-esteem and feelings of...

2/22/2020 5:32:08 PM earth2nissy Jim Acosta

2/22/2020 5:32:26 PM worldxplorer1 My question as well. Who are we talking about here?



2/22/2020 5:32:37 PM blsdbe Can you imagine the burden?!? pic.twitter.com/8MSaPJBdwD

2/22/2020 5:32:44 PM melanieanders7 And the plot thickens with bait dangling in front of us all! Who is Acosta?!

2/22/2020 5:33:23 PM worldxplorer1 Omg!  So tasteless and so funny!! 😂

2/22/2020 5:33:53 PM theodazmusic You got a majestic like. 😎

2/22/2020 5:34:00 PM keith369me Good thing some of us haven’t been here in a really long time...by design

2/22/2020 5:34:10 PM unitedredwhite1 Then #asktheQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/22/2020 5:35:12 PM karma4event201 In this Kabuki theater is his role a dumb ass? 

I don't think he is acting 😆

2/22/2020 5:35:12 PM speaakn Ask the "Q"uestion

2/22/2020 5:35:39 PM keith369me Perhaps the 2-22-2020 energies are forcing internal analysis...curious how MJ12 knows

2/22/2020 5:35:52 PM earth2nissy Jim Acosta at CNN.

2/22/2020 5:36:03 PM mongrelglory unworthiness.  Some would become victims with with learned helplessness, others would become aggressors out of a misguided desire for control, 

power, and security. A feedback cycle of victim/aggressor would be continually fed by fear, trauma, and insecurity, exploited by IDEs.

2/22/2020 5:37:08 PM melanieanders7 I’m aware of that. MJ is referring to who Acosta’s consciousness is.

2/22/2020 5:37:44 PM nonlineardarren @1Naasty @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  This guy is GOOD..his decodes make sense  

https://twitter.com/CodesUcq/status/1231357621094891520 …

2/22/2020 5:38:04 PM mongrelglory It's pretty shocking to see the state of things upon arrival I must say. However, it helps to experience it from the inside to really understand how this 

situation evolved and why the IS-BEs have been so trapped in this cycle.

2/22/2020 5:38:26 PM earth2nissy I'm so sorry! My brain is everywhere trying to figure it out lol.

2/22/2020 5:38:42 PM keith369me Joseph Pulitzer?

2/22/2020 5:39:09 PM queen_khalifia Soccer is called futbol in other Countries

2/22/2020 5:39:11 PM liltilgerlil “R” Russia

2/22/2020 5:39:18 PM melanieanders7 Hehehe all good! I had a brain Blip a little bit ago too. ;) hehe

2/22/2020 5:40:08 PM anneolsen43 Doesn’t mean it’s a person

2/22/2020 5:40:31 PM queen_khalifia Data.Tetrabytes. All the goods on bad actors.l

2/22/2020 5:40:34 PM sheerglee1 General Paul M. Nakasone 

I remember reading about him on Twitter...probably here at the Majestic12 site awhile back.  I was very intrigued since information about the NSA is 

basically unknown

2/22/2020 5:40:38 PM worldxplorer1 Yes. You and I have been interacting with the MJ account long enough to know that bringing this up today isn’t random.

2/22/2020 5:40:47 PM keith369me My memory is still fuzzy but intuition is pointing the way.

2/22/2020 5:41:13 PM jaded_pearl @Acosta #AskTheQ #AsktheQ #AsktheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

2/22/2020 5:41:22 PM rawphonegirl Both I think.

2/22/2020 5:41:43 PM emilyoakley6 Absolutely

Long ago

2/22/2020 5:41:51 PM mongrelglory I've noticed more and more pets have auto-immune diseases too, as they increase the number of vaccines they need.  Never used to happen to my 

pets when I was a child.

2/22/2020 5:41:54 PM jolyn66090714 Aaah, then you have missed the point of Q. I don’t believe all the hype, but Q posts get everyone to dig and research. We have awaken. We will not 

sleep again, if a mere myth flames out. We want the truth, no matter what it is.

2/22/2020 5:42:02 PM keith369me Nothing is random...the nature of Acosta’s tweet was not random.  MJ12 knew it was coming before this conversation started.

2/22/2020 5:42:07 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/osOTMoA81n

2/22/2020 5:42:41 PM jaded_pearl You can do this @Acosta - be the Superstar you've died inside to be.

2/22/2020 5:42:50 PM benmarshall1991 @Acosta DO IT! Ask the Q

2/22/2020 5:43:02 PM terrymeggins After reading this thread, I have no idea what I am. I would never be naked around anyone.  I've been married 35 years and I'm still bashful in daylight.  

I'm more comfortable with candle and sweet music.😊😇

2/22/2020 5:43:31 PM hellouncledonny Rodgers, the 17th directer of the NSA

2/22/2020 5:44:09 PM munkeypilot Q-uncur...I got to see both cultures you speak of in the Army with various postings around the globe. You have A-America & E-Europe. The Europeans 

tended to treat sexuality as not that big a deal as they do in the states. I kinda liked Europe. I'm probably going to be a J?

2/22/2020 5:46:05 PM mongrelglory The original smallpox vaccine (made from cowpox) actually worked.  Smallpox was a horrible disease!

2/22/2020 5:46:20 PM cmurda369 @IPOT1776 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @HillaryClinton @Comey @RealJamesWoods @PoliticalOrgy @tracybeanz @POTUS 

@JohnBrennan pic.twitter.com/t8E4XNwaS2

2/22/2020 5:46:34 PM benstu591 513

!UW.yye1fxo

8 Jan 2018 - 8:29:38 PM

IMPORTANT:

NO private comms past/present/future.

NO comms made outside of this platform.

Any claims that contradict the above should be considered FAKE NEWS and disregarded immediately. 

WHERE WE GO ONE, WE GO ALL.

PATRIOTS.

Q
2/22/2020 5:46:42 PM 369_is Hmmm. Didn't we get a 'preview' of how this works when we compared pics of John G. Trump and Assange? Anyone have ideas for old photos to 

compare?

2/22/2020 5:49:12 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 have already addressed this Q post multiple times.  MJ-12 does not disclose classified information and repeatedly has said they are not affiliated 

with Q.

2/22/2020 5:50:19 PM rawphonegirl 🧐🧐🧐

2/22/2020 5:51:33 PM hellouncledonny a letter from Bernie Sanders swearing allegiance to Russia.  

Think extradition.

2/22/2020 5:52:00 PM patriotpat10 Is it one of these 6. pic.twitter.com/R5w6EUpRey

2/22/2020 5:52:12 PM fansblowing3 Ooh who was Acosta in his past life?  🤔

2/22/2020 5:53:57 PM valeriekol3 Barron knows.😊

2/22/2020 5:55:09 PM patriotpat10 I'm thinking either Nakasone or Rachel Rach

2/22/2020 5:55:22 PM aleks8837 Here's another: not full archive, just the Majestic messages of disclosures up to late 2019: https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-

disclosure.pdf …

2/22/2020 5:55:41 PM fififnawfnaw Play on words.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_football …

2/22/2020 5:55:54 PM rollemright SRA

2/22/2020 5:56:15 PM fatnadler What’s the story on Phillip Haney?

2/22/2020 5:56:31 PM _369311119 JQ

2/22/2020 5:56:44 PM aleks8837 Great! I have the archive saved offline if you don't have it. Just DM if you need! And the first poster could help with monetary assistance. Teamwork? 

🙂

2/22/2020 5:57:27 PM fififnawfnaw Q ball. Chips and sauce.

2/22/2020 5:57:53 PM fatnadler Hope he’s not lucky



2/22/2020 6:00:47 PM _369311119 Someone starving for attention, and confused.

2/22/2020 6:01:12 PM winklerburke My Guess: RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSIAA.  Are You US Intelligence Asset, Acosta?    Or a puppet of Soros?   Valley of Decision.   Ever notice Trump excels at 

leveraging people... to do the right thing, even if it pegs the irony meter?  Pegs it Yuge?  Just to make it fun.  Strategy = fun?

2/22/2020 6:02:32 PM doc_belfiore @Acosta no balls....

2/22/2020 6:02:58 PM munkeypilot Wellll...everyone celebrates in their own ways...they'll decide what works best for them. Nobody's judging. When I got back to the states I had a lot of 

different perspectives on things. I thought America was too uptight.. in retrospect- probably a good thing in today's climate.

2/22/2020 6:03:52 PM jvan125 #UnsealEpstein @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Prince Andrew accuser says EVERY room of Epstein's house was filmed  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8031577/Prince-Andrew-accuser-

Virginia-Roberts-says-SINGLE-room-Epsteins-mansion-filmed.html?ito=amp_twitter_share-top … via @MailOnline

2/22/2020 6:03:55 PM fo_heyu Edward Snowden

2/22/2020 6:03:57 PM n7guardiananon his face is too ugly to be mounted on a wall...so...

2/22/2020 6:04:03 PM scottba58314811 Think Russia. Think Snowden.

2/22/2020 6:04:54 PM fififnawfnaw Trump.

2/22/2020 6:06:40 PM consortiapartn1 absolutely

2/22/2020 6:07:03 PM 1972patriot You're right. I was being overly cynical. Like everything else, vaccines were perverted to advance an agenda and rob us blind in the process.

2/22/2020 6:07:09 PM speaakn A pact/treaty OR evidence against the cabal/Hillary 🤷🏼♀️

2/22/2020 6:07:46 PM aleks8837 And if someone could replicate the old one. An updated version, that'd be nice! I have no clue how the other person did it, but I found these by quickly 

looking:  http://twlets.com/ 

and  https://www.followersanalysis.com/download-someone-elses-twitter-archive …

 https://www.quora.com/How-do-I-download-someones-complete-Twitter-feed …

 https://github.com/tweepy/tweepy  <-- Prob this 1!

2/22/2020 6:08:45 PM fansblowing3 His family is from Cuba.  Doesn’t look like Castro though 🤔 pic.twitter.com/dfTJqeMEHB

2/22/2020 6:09:01 PM petrusmax4 Jul 27, 2008 - Hi I'd like to make contact with any old Knights of Malta ambulance Corp ... They are Arthur Nesbitt, I think he's dead now and lived in 

Ardoyne ...

2/22/2020 6:09:38 PM lamieret I’m going to say a handy thumb drive from crowdstrike and perhaps one from Seth....

2/22/2020 6:09:43 PM marylop15143746  pic.twitter.com/QpAfbTNEdo

2/22/2020 6:11:21 PM kidge6 Sra? Satanic ritual abuse?

2/22/2020 6:14:10 PM unitedredwhite1 ❤️❤️❤️

2/22/2020 6:14:51 PM my2sonznme This was not about Q

2/22/2020 6:16:33 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1231400936515436544?s=20 …

2/22/2020 6:17:24 PM winklerburke Are you Soros Intelligence Asset, Acosta?   (RUSIAA).

2/22/2020 6:17:37 PM worldxplorer1 Cary Grant? pic.twitter.com/PlprCYrIRo

2/22/2020 6:18:04 PM palmdalekid2 :49

2/22/2020 6:18:11 PM alight412 I also believe our food supply is part of the problem as well. Do you think diabetes is an autoimmune disease? So many have it-Im sure its at epidemic 

levels.

2/22/2020 6:18:21 PM my2sonznme Why are we pushing Acosta? He is literally the worst!

2/22/2020 6:18:51 PM synackstatic RH

2/22/2020 6:19:01 PM munkeypilot Got good link?

2/22/2020 6:19:04 PM palmdalekid2 :59

2/22/2020 6:19:42 PM megatronmighty An artifact?

2/22/2020 6:20:09 PM lynnstueber @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @BarbaraRedgate @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @KarluskaP @SantaSurfing @BardsOfWar 

@Solmemes1 @prayingmedic @EyesOnQ @Techno_Fog @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SantaSurfing @Tinktweets45 

https://youtu.be/cZxzdwUeXOk 

2/22/2020 6:20:27 PM synackstatic That's why he must be  the [1].

Day [1]

2/22/2020 6:21:01 PM tinktweets45 I saw this ! I was so surprised to see my articles in here 😳😳

2/22/2020 6:21:11 PM synackstatic Then what did crowdstrike find?

[+Insurance]

2/22/2020 6:22:24 PM toffer_anon_369 No "S"

NoS

NoSe

Knows

Because he "knows"

2/22/2020 6:23:20 PM nonlineardarren  https://theaimn.com/the-3-cs-collusion-corruption-and-the-

coalition/?fbclid=IwAR23891kQbyixq1iPd8SxzXZP2CkvmwOvUkciF8Z2mdr7nJAcV32G_tb1hA … @1Naasty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/22/2020 6:23:36 PM ausanon369 Hey @Acosta ASK THE Q = WHO IS Q

2/22/2020 6:23:49 PM 369_is Hi @PetrusMax4  What is this?

2/22/2020 6:25:01 PM ausanon369 .Hey @Acosta ASK THE Q = WHO IS Q

2/22/2020 6:25:19 PM n7guardiananon look at that...flaming(hot) black box 😁😁😁 or boxes...3 or 4 hmmm

2/22/2020 6:25:57 PM megatronmighty Ok but impeachments are "by the Constitution" conducted in the Congress and then tried in the Senate.

Unless you prove the system corrupt, then military tribunal.

According to one, BO and GB suckered BC into a confession.

The funeral.

2/22/2020 6:26:01 PM ausanon369 #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ ask the Q

2/22/2020 6:26:37 PM dark2light2019 Go ahead @Acosta

2/22/2020 6:26:57 PM charpier3 What the hell're you talking about? We don't want him here. Bad enough that this country is already controlled by the deep state.

2/22/2020 6:28:03 PM megatronmighty Too much information today.

I did some freq detox and lit a candle. My ISBE is extremely restless

2/22/2020 6:29:06 PM trumppallooza Nuclear football!!

2/22/2020 6:29:22 PM megatronmighty Also

is fire bending a side effect of Awakening?

2/22/2020 6:30:56 PM ttesla9 Go ahead @Acosta ,it’ll probably be the best thing that’ll ever happen for your career. pic.twitter.com/NyY2lI7wEm

2/22/2020 6:31:39 PM lashaefer Boom 👊

2/22/2020 6:31:51 PM petrusmax4 Malta Malta Malta

SnotSeas of Malta

2/22/2020 6:32:34 PM petrusmax4 "Majestic 12" seems to be allergic to words like 'Nazis'

Wake-up!

2/22/2020 6:33:05 PM jebsmirk Interdasting



2/22/2020 6:34:58 PM 369_is Russia's server. The other side of all the emails.

2/22/2020 6:36:51 PM schmoeda This is interesting: the 'virus' that has been 'slowly spreading' across continents uninhibited by rouge assets, and makers of vaccines have said they 

"will make a vaccine for the coronavirus"... Hasn't there been a drive by the dark side to depopulate the world with... vaccines?

2/22/2020 6:38:04 PM jptjr324 No 1 Bill Binney

2/22/2020 6:39:10 PM n7guardiananon all of us here...

volunteer digital soldier reporting for duty sir

@blsdbe

@Keith369me

@laurabusse 

you know who you all and I love you my brothers and sisters!!!

2/22/2020 6:39:27 PM nickel_triple Michael Riconosciuto

2/22/2020 6:40:21 PM nickel_triple Danny Casolaro

2/22/2020 6:42:12 PM tucson_ron This kind of thing is already being attempted. Be on the lookout. Its a deep state communist tactic.

2/22/2020 6:42:17 PM nickel_triple  pic.twitter.com/1TBSuVaQgl

2/22/2020 6:43:03 PM neverfo46920219 Data from the server.

2/22/2020 6:43:48 PM jebsmirk Adm Rogers

2/22/2020 6:44:00 PM _the_psychonaut Doesn’t “strings cut” imply that they are a puppet?

2/22/2020 6:45:40 PM searchingforth  pic.twitter.com/DC2H8Wp9rI

2/22/2020 6:46:01 PM blankmarlo @Acosta #AskTheQ

2/22/2020 6:46:27 PM madrabbit917 True

2/22/2020 6:48:22 PM jolyn66090714 👊

2/22/2020 6:48:37 PM seastheplan Didn't some 1 say "watch the ball"?💙💫

2/22/2020 6:48:52 PM williamstout121 @Acosta go make history, ask the Q

2/22/2020 6:48:59 PM kevinmruel Interesting the people who are involved.... and old technologies that have been bought by patents and Now One company is making a plant...hmmm

@Qanon76 @DonaldJTrumpJr

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump

@USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/zm0jslIE1kk 

2/22/2020 6:49:11 PM rachaelangelm I hope it goes to a honest, truthful group, not a bunch of fakes who are making a bunch of accounts to worship themSelves.

2/22/2020 6:50:57 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/Qa8yC05XzN

2/22/2020 6:51:56 PM 369_is Hi @MelanieAnders7 I just saw that on 3 different tweets. Thanks for pointing that out.

2/22/2020 6:57:00 PM 369_is There's also an extra A in another tweet. SRA? Satanic Ritual Abuse?

2/22/2020 6:59:38 PM tc4582 Seth Richards Assange

2/22/2020 7:00:57 PM hollylandes Nice catch! Past time they bring out the truth on that

2/22/2020 7:01:19 PM oldscho03691641 Server.

2/22/2020 7:01:41 PM 1_decided_voter You had a good point and I misspoke so I deleted it. A big bubble may burst if Q itself ends or is dismissed by @realDonaldTrump, but you're right that 

this won't stop the movement. There is a hunger for truth that must prevail.

2/22/2020 7:03:26 PM jolyn66090714 And you’re right about the bubble. But a little disappointment cannot shift the tide back.

2/22/2020 7:05:53 PM kachinagtto Breadline Bernie

I notice the BB - which makes me think of Bill Barr. Assuming the plea letter was addressed to Barr?  Or off base?  🤔

2/22/2020 7:07:08 PM blsdbe Absolutely!!!

2/22/2020 7:08:22 PM lamieret Nakasone?

2/22/2020 7:10:06 PM megamagamoveman  pic.twitter.com/ivoRK0mq1L

2/22/2020 7:10:10 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 @LightLove21121 @Dairy_mom_of_6 @RoaminNoodle 

@FollowThe17 @MongrelGlory @YellamoJ @Keith369me @nea_storm

2/22/2020 7:12:32 PM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/3nCB6OQImU

2/22/2020 7:12:44 PM dangic In 20 years we will find out it was Bannon, Jared, Don Jr, and Eric.

2/22/2020 7:13:43 PM hoodsavior BLACK PEOPLE ARE EXTRATERRESTRIALS(PROOF) PT.2  https://youtu.be/3RaXNTIjQhk   @thewheel_mrt  @kabamur_taygeta @lauramagdalene4 

@ts_sci_majic12 #360DegreesOfSupremeWisdom

2/22/2020 7:14:04 PM n7guardiananon 💖💖💖 pic.twitter.com/RtTCIFmtRJ

2/22/2020 7:15:05 PM williamstout121 Emma wattson, Allison mack and the charges in the case against the leader of nxivvm pic.twitter.com/Tnn8tgcknQ

2/22/2020 7:15:54 PM williamstout121 The leader of nxivm pic.twitter.com/qwu6xFwua7

2/22/2020 7:16:41 PM chrisleeha So it's true there was Russian collision 😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/jod9s46Vm8

2/22/2020 7:17:20 PM williamstout121 Patent number from post, look at the date the application was abandoned pic.twitter.com/UJ1pgyeiaW

2/22/2020 7:17:21 PM weratwar1 We don't but the Demonic rats know how stupid their followers R that have Trump derangement

There's only one serious threat and that's China. Which Trump has on their knees right now & the Coronavirus might have changed their projected 

future

But talking about China gets you...

2/22/2020 7:17:28 PM melanieanders7 Good eye! ;)

2/22/2020 7:18:33 PM spitfire1592 Hint hint he’s an Admiral

2/22/2020 7:18:59 PM threadreaderapp Hola there is your unroll: Thread by @williamstout121: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Emma wattson, Allison mack and the charges in the case against the leader 

of nxivvm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1231417166936842240.html …

Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/22/2020 7:20:08 PM williamstout121 @AndreVanDelft @StormIsUponUs

Thoughts on Mr Grey?

2/22/2020 7:20:31 PM kachinagtto home now looking at these posts together.  Missing R, Missing S, Extra A.  Backwards... ASR.  First thing to mind was "Ask Seth Rich".  So... Any 

possibility we can?  Rumors abound on that one.  Never really thought possible - but maybe?  Perhaps A wrong (see next post for ideas)

2/22/2020 7:20:42 PM weratwar1 Talking about China gets u on the enemy list & when Trump leaves office & they start buying this country again u won't get invited for handouts, 

payoffs & kickbacks for talking bad about China. They take loyalty serious 

China knows Dems hate America more than anyone

2/22/2020 7:21:01 PM schiller_spmode Intel. 👍🏾

2/22/2020 7:21:33 PM mrbiggreg Lt,Gen, Flynn

2/22/2020 7:21:58 PM kyates_biz Corruption and sharing of corruption agaisnt constituions and world trade and laws is very different  to directly  changing votes in a country but spin 

how u will

And i can be wrong just an assumption to the question

What do peopke actually think of Putin ??

2/22/2020 7:23:01 PM kachinagtto Or could it be Seth Rich Missing (missing R,S) A = Assange (extra A) - Assange has the answers?  Will we be hearing from Assange soon on how he got 

the info from SR and not the Russia Russia Russia theory that the MSM spews out?

2/22/2020 7:23:34 PM ophillip10 What if Q is Baron. The texter.



2/22/2020 7:26:25 PM jeffcordell6 Adm Rogers

2/22/2020 7:26:40 PM johnlam80946827 it was a soccer ball...Kek

2/22/2020 7:26:56 PM jeffcordell6 Good one!

2/22/2020 7:27:07 PM jayrambin DID YOU U SEE THAT.!?! PUTIN GAVE TRUMP A SOCCER BALL!  WHAT WAS INSIDE?  OMG, TRUMP *IS* A RUSSIAN ASSET AFTER ALL!!!! AHHHHHHHHH 

I KNEW IT, ORANGE MAN BADDER! 🤬🤮🥴😳🤯

2/22/2020 7:28:38 PM kachinagtto Also, didn't SR work for Bernie's campaign before working at the DNC?  I'm sure he knew lots of things.  Hmmmm

2/22/2020 7:30:25 PM hollylandes Jack the Ripper

2/22/2020 7:30:56 PM jeffcordell6 Exactly

2/22/2020 7:31:12 PM kachinagtto Nevermind... I see this was reference to Bill Binney

2/22/2020 7:31:41 PM jeffcordell6 Awesome

2/22/2020 7:32:30 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/NL2WpDHIBu

2/22/2020 7:32:43 PM jeffcordell6 Nice

2/22/2020 7:32:49 PM williamstout121 Patent, look at the date when application was abandoned

Sorry for the messy post pic.twitter.com/fyXpSyUUIx

2/22/2020 7:33:43 PM williamstout121 Sorry for messy and double post

2/22/2020 7:35:12 PM corstruction Missing S extra A...Saudi Prince Al-Waleed tortured into telling who Obama pardoned. Info given to Putin who put it in a letter in the soccer ball & 

handed to Trump to know who's pardon overturned when Obama Impeached. Panic in DC! My guess....

2/22/2020 7:37:40 PM jeffcordell6 Yes!

2/22/2020 7:40:09 PM jeffcordell6 Hmm.

2/22/2020 7:40:26 PM jeffcordell6 Yep

2/22/2020 7:41:18 PM mishellemaga2 @Acosta

2/22/2020 7:42:15 PM lorivictoria @Acosta

Knew it was going to be you to ask the question all along!

2/22/2020 7:42:33 PM naggerplz #WhoIsQ?

Up for almost 2 entire months over 12 of the busiest lanes of traffic on earth: pic.twitter.com/IfSnGpWX3x

2/22/2020 7:43:17 PM ausanon369 Admiral Rogers.

2/22/2020 7:46:22 PM jeritud3 because he is an actor

2/22/2020 7:47:25 PM nrandygordon  pic.twitter.com/LdFUS3iCtU

2/22/2020 7:49:57 PM rick369e This👆

(I think)

2/22/2020 7:50:50 PM jrocktigers People today are still convinced of "facts" ,  thanks in large part to The Majestic technology.

2/22/2020 7:51:09 PM corstruction Jim Acosta Biography-IMBd

Showing all 6 items

BornApril 17, 1971

Birth Name Abilio James Acosta

Jim Acosta was born on April 17, 1971 as Abilio James Acosta. He is an actor, known for House of Cards (2013), CBS News Sunday Morning (1979) and 

The Situation Room (2005).

2/22/2020 7:58:00 PM 444_q_ My wonderful brother had all printed into a book through 2019. I Need to start archiving post Jan 1 2020. 😊

2/22/2020 7:58:23 PM benmarshall1991 #AsktheQ #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

2/22/2020 8:04:04 PM theappraizer Many of the public are dying a slow death, waiting for a question that has affected and impacted all of our lives dramatically over the past three years. 

We find out our country does not exist, we are property of the queen, the world is ran by pedophiles and cannibals. #PTSD

2/22/2020 8:06:14 PM kimberl45879851 I think Q++ is FLOTUS.

2/22/2020 8:07:08 PM kimberl45879851 I think Omarosa was too. Oddly, both have just disappeared.

2/22/2020 8:07:26 PM rick369e Tag out... Tag ou[r]... t doesn't belong.. missing r... 

I feel I'm sooooo close😡

2/22/2020 8:08:40 PM tucson_ron Pinocchio. Plural. Many. 

Who would be Geppetto?? Plural.

There are opportunities for many in the media to come clean and gain redemption.  Who will rise to the occasion? Who will fail, and live out their lives 

in regret? Or worse?

2/22/2020 8:09:29 PM rick369e Rusiaa... missing s, extra a...

2/22/2020 8:10:26 PM rick369e Very pecific reason.. nother missing s...

2/22/2020 8:11:09 PM jimmy74832016 Justice

2/22/2020 8:11:20 PM corstruction SARS?  Biological warfare exposed?  SARS, Ebola, Mersa, Bird Flu, Mad Cow, Pig Virus, HIV....all bio weapons.  Putin put in letter to Trump via soccer ball 

to expose pandemics gotten from Clinton servers in Ukraine?

2/22/2020 8:13:40 PM corstruction StARS....actors? Jim Acosta

Biography

Showing all 6 items

BornApril 17, 1971

Birth NameAbilio James Acosta

im Acosta was born on April 17, 1971 as Abilio James Acosta. He is an actor, known for House of Cards (2013), CBS News Sunday Morning (1979) and 

The Situation Room (2005).

2/22/2020 8:17:08 PM aleoniea Names

2/22/2020 8:19:20 PM corstruction There it is....STAR!  @Acosta is a star, an actor!

2/22/2020 8:22:28 PM micro_writ_anon Not sure why Google has it set up to declare the date abandoned the date you open the patent.

2/22/2020 8:26:51 PM iamspirit22 Air

2/22/2020 8:28:45 PM seastheplan He won't do it.. got to have the right "fortitude" and he's missing that! 💙💫

2/22/2020 8:29:29 PM stavroguin2 Yes.. Yes, ... You are right one, again and ... but...

[The Ego]> must first be destroyed ...

2/22/2020 8:31:13 PM wok68 Thought the same...UK or European?

2/22/2020 8:31:25 PM lori_dee1 General Paul Nakasone

2/22/2020 8:32:15 PM wok68 Only Poms and Europeans call it that!  Where are you from?

2/22/2020 8:35:45 PM nikoscali And if he isn't?

2/22/2020 8:37:35 PM cornhol74006295 @QAnon55 @Brash_1 @Beer_Parade @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/gopaulblair/status/1231056946314334208 …

2/22/2020 8:37:40 PM tyetyler1 He should cement himself boots and take a long walk off a short pier.

2/22/2020 8:43:20 PM peaceanonredux Done. https://twitter.com/PeaceAnonRedux/status/1231439241152008197?s=19 …



2/22/2020 8:44:09 PM joe69997752 It's not that they live in the dark, they know exactly what they're doing. They need the power and money to keep their lifestyles going. The democrats 

are all about controlling you. That's why they want to give everything away. When you depend on handouts you do what your told!

2/22/2020 8:47:28 PM decodematrix Bill Binney

2/22/2020 8:47:37 PM nottoda48962243 @Acosta 

Ask the Q

2/22/2020 8:47:52 PM peaceanonredux @Acosta! You'll be just like Dorothy! Listen to the munchkins. You'll be hiss... you'll be hiss... you'll be history!

Ask. The. [Q]uestion. pic.twitter.com/MwBwpRloP9

2/22/2020 8:54:04 PM peaceanonredux  pic.twitter.com/iPWbA1r0Vl

2/22/2020 8:54:18 PM raenyasalisbury white sugary foods ,,,, ruined immune system , 

sick patients ,,, 

there has been a plan 😡

2/22/2020 8:55:15 PM nine_six3 Hello! I wasn't sure what you were referring to, is this it?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJ1VxY3MJks …

ThanQ!

2/22/2020 8:55:21 PM thekamaskobra We are in need of a Great Storm... Thank God I can smell rain in the distance 🇺🇸#KAG2020 #TheStormIsUponUs

2/22/2020 8:56:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trump has flipped the 9th Circuit — and some new judges are causing a 'shock wave' - Los Angeles Times 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-22/trump-conservative-judges-9th-circuit …

2/22/2020 8:56:57 PM mongrelglory Diabetes (especially the insulin dependent type that kids get) is believed to be an auto-immune disorder which is triggered by a "virus".  The body's 

immune system is very much affected by the cells in the gut, so diet, and things that affect the microbial ecology are important.

2/22/2020 8:57:32 PM mongrelglory Agree!

2/22/2020 8:58:21 PM rachaelangelm Oh snap I thought that was Chuck McGill for a minute

2/22/2020 8:58:30 PM trumps_all Paywall, anyone got summary?

2/22/2020 8:59:19 PM johnman60 😂😂😂

2/22/2020 8:59:47 PM mongrelglory Even more so...genetically modified foods and glyphosate (Round-up) have been shown in studies to dramatically affect the natural microbiome of the 

gut.

2/22/2020 9:00:43 PM polly569011381 That’s my Wee Wannabe Daddy 😍 and his closest, besties military..May Good Prevail..🍿 waiting 🦅

2/22/2020 9:01:09 PM mongrelglory They're shocked to see judges actually following Constitutional law?

2/22/2020 9:03:14 PM kevinburris That's just as planned, but it appears you have missed out on a huge promise kept.

2/22/2020 9:05:14 PM magic_jake2012 Justice is comming pic.twitter.com/Kbskfa6kdv

2/22/2020 9:06:38 PM prmd21801759 Who is Q? @Acosta

2/22/2020 9:08:25 PM chrisleeha Yes !!!!!!

2/22/2020 9:08:27 PM mongrelglory The Keto diet is what has worked for my ulcerative colitis.

Others have found benefits following the GAPS diet.  http://www.gapsdiet.com    I think people have to search for what works for them.

2/22/2020 9:08:46 PM jimbo11079215 Satanic Ritual Abuse?

2/22/2020 9:17:16 PM nschlange ? Nothing is there

2/22/2020 9:17:17 PM infidelis_101 Amazing that a reporter with such a gigantic ego would not take the plunge into history by asking Trump about Q. Gee...I wonder why? 😅

2/22/2020 9:19:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 VOTER ID.

Look for it.

Demand it.

Events will unfold in the coming months that may give us no choice.

2/22/2020 9:19:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 If RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIA wants him to win?

How about China?

Would those two countries who share the same political ideology as Breadline Bernie pose a threat to National Security if they were able to influence 

or advance the campaign?

How do you protect National Security?

2/22/2020 9:19:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who had their nomination stolen in 2016?

Who was the threat?

Did they represent the power interests of a pre Cold War losing side?

How do you regain power?

What if you proxy that power to places like V, C, Africa by partnering with other likeminded people?

Now consider this...

2/22/2020 9:21:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 REALITY TV.

2/22/2020 9:21:29 PM nschlange Me too

2/22/2020 9:22:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reality via TV.

Reality TV.

Reality TV Star.

Star + Reality = Reality TV Reality

Game theory.

Meme magick.

Majestic.

2/22/2020 9:22:29 PM jeff57253103 And most of humanity have NO clue about the truth of this reality tv

2/22/2020 9:22:57 PM cledrordfishing Hope you are right. 

We need voter ID.

2/22/2020 9:23:09 PM rghardy3 Those who have been watching "the show"

very closely already know the answer.

2/22/2020 9:23:30 PM sdane8 😂

2/22/2020 9:23:54 PM cledrordfishing What about reality TV? 

I'm not tracking here.....

2/22/2020 9:23:56 PM jrocktigers "Kill your television"

2/22/2020 9:24:08 PM irishmama2027 👍🏻

2/22/2020 9:24:15 PM rain_thots russia threat backing bernie now too according to nyt??! 

lol k 🤣👌🏻💯

2/22/2020 9:24:48 PM patriotswegoall RE: Reality TV World?

2/22/2020 9:25:00 PM cryptogamer11 Unreal

2/22/2020 9:25:04 PM cledrordfishing Ehhhh...... I hate it when I'm the dummy that doesn't understand what is obvious to most.



2/22/2020 9:26:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Who is Q?"

Q+ is 45. Common knowledge.

Who is Q?

Who is advising Q?

Advisors instruct on drop cadence?

Where does 45 come in?

Can you name 2 members of the Q group?

We will not confirm or deny.

But you know who they are.

Knowing, then knowing what is below will teach you to come https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1230930819117670400 …
2/22/2020 9:26:59 PM yellamoj Watch California.

2/22/2020 9:27:13 PM sanandaemanuel “Tell a vision” works wonders.

Very good weapon indeed.

Where did everyone’s vision go?

Transform to?

1+1=47

2/22/2020 9:27:18 PM worldxplorer1 Dan Scavino

General Flynn

2/22/2020 9:27:29 PM nine_six3 I've been wanting to express a similar thought and have typed it out and deleted it many times. Couldn't get it out right. You said this so perfectly! 

Thank you for making a great observation and putting it out the way you have.

👫🌐♻

2/22/2020 9:28:12 PM cledrordfishing Is it not the joint chiefs?

2/22/2020 9:28:19 PM patriotswegoall One of two I wager are military.

2/22/2020 9:28:30 PM keith369me It’s the ones we don’t know that many might find most interesting,

2/22/2020 9:28:34 PM nikoscali Bill Binney

2/22/2020 9:28:49 PM richardhiatt16 Trust the Plan ❤️🇺🇸

2/22/2020 9:28:51 PM cledrordfishing No, I didn't see.

2/22/2020 9:29:11 PM saschakbe I would say Dan Scavino or General Flynn

2/22/2020 9:29:37 PM ausanon369 Scavino, Flynn, Rogers

2/22/2020 9:29:41 PM mongrelglory Thank you! 😊

2/22/2020 9:29:46 PM keith369me Welcome to Trump TV.  Much of reality TV is staged.

2/22/2020 9:29:49 PM nea_storm Interesting countries mentioned in the conclusion scene of this science fiction Edge of Tomorrow

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A_rpyhMRVJc … pic.twitter.com/hTkXbwUs52

2/22/2020 9:30:16 PM rawphonegirl ❤️❤️❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/RDzwDBW3vv

2/22/2020 9:30:52 PM jangping3 Admiral Rodgers and Michael Flynn.  I know.

Since Q is exposed now this is our last and only shot. pic.twitter.com/KsKPS4Q7Et

2/22/2020 9:31:33 PM iamspirit22 And the former JFK Jr

2/22/2020 9:31:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, annual date deltas are important.

The power of 3 6 and 9 are VERY REAL.

2/22/2020 9:31:55 PM sdane8 Unless he was giving Trump a copy of a plea Bernie was making to Russia to protect/save him. What better place for Bernie to want to love than 

Russia? 🤨

2/22/2020 9:32:14 PM rachaelangelm Reality show, a Qanon lives in Schillfield trying to wake up the sheeple but keeps getting corralled by a Shepard hook.

2/22/2020 9:32:29 PM worldxplorer1 Previous MJ comments on the make up of the Q team... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1027962237825306624?s=21 …

2/22/2020 9:32:33 PM sdane8 ☝️

2/22/2020 9:32:49 PM taleofterrier And Adm. Rogers?

2/22/2020 9:33:05 PM nine_six3 Randomly came to this conclusion years ago after a deep meditation. Knowing I came back kicking and screaming. A contract of sorts, to be here for 

this Great Awakening and help somehow. Memory is still fuzzy too! pic.twitter.com/MwWvnb1mXo

2/22/2020 9:34:00 PM charles24677723 😂🤣👍🏻

2/22/2020 9:34:38 PM 963_maxoom Q it's a Being from the 7th Dimension like Joshua Sananda 💫

7.2020 Full ET/Alien Disclosure 👽

Melanie/Arcturian 💫 Q

EMBRACE FRIENDSHIP WITH ALL pic.twitter.com/Q6tmwiiH52

2/22/2020 9:34:44 PM c_morece Your not the only one🤗

2/22/2020 9:34:57 PM euskal_pride  pic.twitter.com/lZGTkvAQAY

2/22/2020 9:35:04 PM nicole82524952 Melania, Kelly Conway, pompeo, stephanie Grisham

2/22/2020 9:35:40 PM jsotuyo DS 

EW

MR

DJT

KP

Mil 

Mil 

Mil

Mil

Mil

Mil

Mil
2/22/2020 9:36:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 How long do you watch the cloud build before the first strike of lightening hits?

Now adjust buildup time proportionally to duration of typical summer storm after a hot day.

Now adjust for time dilation.

Next integrate meme chaos interference variable.

How much longer until...? pic.twitter.com/rg4XVEdBQH

2/22/2020 9:36:41 PM worldxplorer1 A reminder about this 👇🏻??

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1227825034649051136?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1227825034649051136 …

2/22/2020 9:36:41 PM keith369me So Voter ID will be implemented to protect against Bernie Bros but in reality it will protect the votes of We the People.  Thank you Bernie Bros for 

bringing corruption to the forefront even though your views are pretty f’d up.

2/22/2020 9:37:03 PM slew19508857  http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index3136.htm?fbclid=IwAR06UxNSyUiv5t-O2vchEboCifYss7jrNIQjDljjXgKmTO4e8lbbHw09wBk …

2/22/2020 9:38:03 PM paula84059427 General Dunford and Admiral Rogers?

2/22/2020 9:38:04 PM mongrelglory Is this Covid-19 "epidemic/pandemic" part of the movie?

2/22/2020 9:38:06 PM rad_qpatriot #WhiteSquall



2/22/2020 9:38:41 PM toffer_anon_369 < 24 hours

2/22/2020 9:39:10 PM nikoscali Storms can last anywhere from 12 to 200 hours, depending on season and geography.

2/22/2020 9:39:35 PM brazilqarmy Q has ET contact. PERIOD

Not the Hollywood ET.

2/22/2020 9:39:39 PM adamwestleyric3 Who do you think it is?

2/22/2020 9:39:42 PM mikeb38beacon_h Stare at the picture, God was giving you a sign, there’s an angel with wings dead center!

2/22/2020 9:39:46 PM jsotuyo Oh and 

MP

2/22/2020 9:39:59 PM lorrain88315939 Agreed

2/22/2020 9:40:07 PM theodazmusic Breadline Bernie [1] year delta pic.twitter.com/hRiCt84cHI

2/22/2020 9:40:11 PM rawphonegirl 🤔? https://youtu.be/l9ml3nyww80 

2/22/2020 9:40:17 PM adamwestleyric3 This is not a Game.

2/22/2020 9:40:35 PM jonesy4671 Scavino and rodgers

2/22/2020 9:41:09 PM tacticool_shed Durham

Barr

2/22/2020 9:41:57 PM nujoe Those are my numbers as well as Tesla was obsessed with those numbers. Then I guess I must be more powerful than I realize.

2/22/2020 9:42:17 PM keith369me The buildup takes “all day”...when the first few bolts of lightning hit, a ton follow in rapid succession.  We’ve seen the first few already and the pace is 

quickened...the storm generally ends quickly with sunshine and rainbows to follow.  I’m seeing strange rainbows in the sky.

2/22/2020 9:42:17 PM twittcensors Look, I wish this would happen, but I don’t see a scenario where enough Dems vote for anything related to election integrity.

Secondly, the logistics of implementing this by November is something the Federal government simply isn’t equipped to do.

2/22/2020 9:43:08 PM worldxplorer1 Meme magic land game theory. 

Military bestowed weapons of war. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1210769400468365314?s=21 …

2/22/2020 9:43:17 PM nujoe Are you trying to take my name? My name is Magick BTW.

2/22/2020 9:43:18 PM cchef1980 Rogers, Ivanka.

2/22/2020 9:43:33 PM mongrelglory A typical summer downpour in Florida often comes in the afternoon and may last only 15 minutes to 1/2 hour.

   I can feel the humidity building! 😎

2/22/2020 9:43:38 PM stars4p Michael pic.twitter.com/w1fvDxynbO

2/22/2020 9:44:08 PM sassysickchick_ You know a storm is moments from hitting when the wind speed suddenly picks up at the same time the temperature sharply drops. 

Shortly after, lightning and thunder.

#StormWatch

2/22/2020 9:44:17 PM shaqlolabunny  pic.twitter.com/CN8cEVFUba

2/22/2020 9:44:21 PM andoniandothard I’m patient. But I have to say. I wish that I don’t hear about a coming storm or any build up. I’m tired of that talk. Just give us pertinent info and then 

execute. No more “the storm is coming”. Just stop

2/22/2020 9:44:43 PM keith369me After watching the Dems in Iowa and the attempts at a brokered convention, who knows.  Writing a name on paper after utilizing a voter ID might be 

the only option

2/22/2020 9:44:54 PM nonlineardarren in my rabbit hole searches,i've come across this being being referenced as Q...Quetzalcoatl..wonder if Q really is a GOD?

2/22/2020 9:45:01 PM nonlineardarren in my rabbit hole searches,i've come across this being being referenced as Q...Quetzalcoatl..wonder if Q really is a GOD?

2/22/2020 9:45:22 PM mongrelglory Man!  That brings back memories! 😆

2/22/2020 9:45:45 PM brianwork8 The storm is upon us..

2/22/2020 9:45:48 PM stevengibes Is one of them Kushner, and are they using AI of some kind to aid them?

2/22/2020 9:45:49 PM stoneturnr It would be hard to imagine that Erik Prince is not involved. That Seychelles meeting was organized by Gen Flynn too. 

Infinite gratitude to the Q team for everything they've done for us. Genuine heroes. 

#ItsTime https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuXsp95z9Ek …

2/22/2020 9:46:14 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1231454527162699776?s=19 …

2/22/2020 9:47:27 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1231454310266855424?s=19 …

2/22/2020 9:47:36 PM papa_patriot  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aZT_OxPRmSw …

2/22/2020 9:48:02 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/KristiBlanken18/status/1231454686542090242?s=19 …

2/22/2020 9:48:05 PM drinxman  pic.twitter.com/SxWNQnd4Db

2/22/2020 9:48:12 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/PiYm6bP6m9

2/22/2020 9:48:23 PM drbohammer Correction: All military & civilian members of the Q team are terrestrial. I’ve worked with them all for 20+ years. While some disinformation is 

necessary, please try to keep it ‘somewhat’ plausible. 🙄

2/22/2020 9:49:18 PM drbohammer That is disinformation. I actually KNOW.

2/22/2020 9:50:59 PM samgem5  pic.twitter.com/7PpAvDUg7g

2/22/2020 9:52:15 PM stormcue Admr Rogers, Gen Flynn, Gen Nakasone, U.S. CyberCommand & Central Security Service. 

And I believe they were proceeded by Admr Blair & the Institute for Defense Analysis. Which was probably compartmentalized and folded under the 

USCC & USCSS with a very specific team.

2/22/2020 9:52:19 PM samgem5  pic.twitter.com/xYwm0CsaGb

2/22/2020 9:52:28 PM again_censored Navy SEAL and Blackwater Founder Erik Prince. pic.twitter.com/zVbbhoDVy1

2/22/2020 9:52:39 PM manifest_utopia Wouldn't surprise me if the Fed Gov't isn't ready to roll out a voter ID program, Stat.

2/22/2020 9:53:15 PM kikicurry Melania

Rogers

Scavino

Baron

2/22/2020 9:54:14 PM nea_storm Nice numbers 9:36, Lady's prerogative you marvelous tease ...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKJwGyt-qTU …

Excellent preparation ... Love All of you! pic.twitter.com/pryZkCQKto

2/22/2020 9:54:55 PM hgraceq The Lion of the Tribe of Judah, the root of David pic.twitter.com/uvn8VAezZi

2/22/2020 9:55:02 PM worldxplorer1 Are you willing to share your info?

2/22/2020 9:56:19 PM manifest_utopia Don't think it's part of the Plan.

2/22/2020 9:56:51 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/Mwv1UG2lDc

2/22/2020 9:57:50 PM 444_q_ Same!!!I noticed a rainbow ring around the sun today and other small rainbows in the sky😊

2/22/2020 9:58:17 PM norefils Q may be one.

2/22/2020 9:59:00 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/c7liQAeRM4

2/22/2020 9:59:13 PM norefils Could Jr, Carolyn and Lauren be the civilians?

2/22/2020 10:00:39 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/cUZW4z7dpH

2/22/2020 10:00:47 PM drbohammer Not just yet, though I was in an office in the NSC (Old Executive Office Building - WH) with several patriots sitting around a table approx 18 years ago 

when an assistant Nat Sec Advisor asked “How do we take back our nation?”  He is a Q. We went down the rabbit hole that day.

2/22/2020 10:03:03 PM 444_q_ Q is a blessing. We will find out when the time is right😁



2/22/2020 10:05:14 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks for that...  Sharing what you could. 

This whole Q campaign must be even more interesting for you to watch having some insight into what has gone on behind the scenes.

2/22/2020 10:05:19 PM drewdickson58 @John_F_Kennnedy

@JohnTitor33621 

Baron

Flynn

Rodgers

2/22/2020 10:05:51 PM lotsofprisoners <24 hours. The dogs are barking. pic.twitter.com/dkxUSz4fF1

2/22/2020 10:05:54 PM drbohammer True!

2/22/2020 10:07:16 PM drbohammer I’ve taught hundreds of Patriots from there, though I’m certain they would not appreciate it if I doxxed them on Twitter.

2/22/2020 10:07:43 PM warrior_4truth Q IS Biblical 

Q IS Quantum 

Q IS ENERGY

Q IS 17

Q IS REDEEMING the fall

2/22/2020 10:08:10 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/GnYJSAj9nn

2/22/2020 10:09:46 PM hgraceq Two year Delta. 2/22/18. Clowns revealed in China/other. Urkraine? Crowdstrike? Stage set? Down she goes? Storm is here. 

22:22:22 @ 02/22/2020

11 - 2’s - 22

1

5 pic.twitter.com/61pXyrFUzV

2/22/2020 10:10:36 PM 444_q_ Build up of storm=people opening eyes, taking notes, starting to connect dots...Strike of lightning=instant light/truth that resonates within...next is 

putting the info/lightning and learned things into tangible memes for the world, watch as memes take affect..food for thought 🤷♀️

2/22/2020 10:11:31 PM truth_canon Quetzalcoatl was likely an Atlantean missionary of the mystery schools who landed on the Americas and taught the primitive native people the ways of 

civilized society and agriculture.

2/22/2020 10:11:35 PM drbohammer It’s spectacular, perhaps even Biblical, but just wait. You’re really not going to believe it... but you’ll believe it.

2/22/2020 10:12:39 PM jay63091799 Rogers

2/22/2020 10:13:01 PM nostradachris1 A Microchip? pic.twitter.com/HNkzteSW8D

2/22/2020 10:13:12 PM drewdickson58 #THECOLLECTIVE

#IMWITHQ

#JFKJRLIVES

2/22/2020 10:13:41 PM jeritud3 How much longer until...?

11/4/2020

2/22/2020 10:14:40 PM lukekauffman Chip

2/22/2020 10:14:47 PM worldxplorer1 I’m so excited!  On pins and needles!  The patience required has been the toughest part! pic.twitter.com/XKcoTK2qqd

2/22/2020 10:15:40 PM brendah82996861 All of Hildabeast’s missing emails from the server. Putin handed them to Trump.

2/22/2020 10:16:05 PM drewdickson58 I’m getting a Q vibe from your method of disseminating info and having public solve riddles to connect the dots.  

And I swear I saw @John_F_Kennnedy speak in an interview saying how the quest for his GEORGE MAGAZINE was to do just that.   

#THANQ

#IMWITHQ

2/22/2020 10:18:19 PM higherdensitees Commence operation manifesting  #voterID !!!

2/22/2020 10:19:22 PM drbohammer Yes, the waiting is beyond brutal, but it’s for a helluva great cause.

2/22/2020 10:23:08 PM worldxplorer1 Well Dr Bo Hammer... Thank you for the part you played in this!  Here’s to you and all the amazing patriots working thanklessly behind the scenes in 

roles both large and small! 🍻🇺🇸

2/22/2020 10:26:43 PM rebel_yell_tex Presidential Nuclear Codes

2/22/2020 10:26:49 PM bpsoccer13  pic.twitter.com/jJLYE2LILc

2/22/2020 10:27:27 PM jollyrob2 information carrier

2/22/2020 10:28:01 PM drbohammer YW, though my parts have been small & apparently almost imperceptible (as I am still alive:-) supporting roles over the years. Also, FTR, obviously Bo 

Hammer is a pseudonym, though the Dr is real.

2/22/2020 10:29:42 PM looseal You Tube published on Jul 2, 2018.

Wiener got short sentence, he's been out for awhile now.  Nothing has happened with Hillary nor Huma.

Enlightening to look back to see validity of predictions.

2/22/2020 10:29:59 PM ybbedc Screenshot this many months ago.  Not sure who everyone is in this picture ...but maybe others can name these Q cup holders and where they are in 

the photo! pic.twitter.com/bMrhQENp7f

2/22/2020 10:30:05 PM bpsoccer13  pic.twitter.com/rs7QTMjZ7p

2/22/2020 10:30:54 PM anangelhasland1 Nakasone.

2/22/2020 10:32:16 PM worldxplorer1 Well thank you for taking the time explain what you did tonight. I’m glad your a part our twitter fam. If you ever feel compelled to share more I’m all 

ears.

2/22/2020 10:32:31 PM looseal I thought Rogers until he retired.  In fact, the Q posts changed at about that time.  A lot less intelligence information since....

2/22/2020 10:32:49 PM anticorrupt_ion Army Gen. Mark A. Milley

Assange

2/22/2020 10:32:59 PM n7guardiananon He regrets what he did to Haim?

Too little too late.

2/22/2020 10:34:41 PM anticorrupt_ion Army Gen. Mark A. Milley

2/22/2020 10:37:03 PM jollyrob2 QR coding on the ball?

2/22/2020 10:37:58 PM worldxplorer1 🤔 That’s an interesting thought.

2/22/2020 10:40:02 PM aflyonthewall9 My best guess after following from Day 1 of Q:

POTUS=Q+

Dan Scavino -Digital master

Bill Barr-came out of retirement for?

Erik Prince -knows where bodies buried

Steve Bannon

Ezra Cohen-Watnik-NSA/DOJ bridge

Michael Flynn-knows where bodies buried

Mike Rogers

Mike Pompeo-Kansas
2/22/2020 10:40:08 PM holotechrd Q Q+ Q++ Qteam 🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/22/2020 10:42:02 PM raybaresi Who is the guy in the bottom left of this photo?

2/22/2020 10:43:45 PM jillanon Poooooseta..... we’ve got your emails..... https://youtu.be/Dgg1MQNK-_I 



2/22/2020 10:43:48 PM raybaresi The Q on those cups has been added by photoshop

2/22/2020 10:45:35 PM raybaresi Pence?

2/22/2020 10:45:58 PM keur60693994 A - aliens, some possibly inhabiting human vessels?

E - earthlings, with indigenous souls?

J - justice - as in biblical, right from wrong, wrath of God?

2/22/2020 10:46:18 PM raybaresi Who is KP?

2/22/2020 10:46:19 PM stefanofait James Woods should be one of the team, together with Elon Musk and Peter Thiel, if they are white hats as I hope they are.

But I'm perfectly OK if they are involved with MJ12.

2/22/2020 10:48:29 PM llyr_crypto Durham, Rogers.  Gen John Raymond..

2/22/2020 10:48:59 PM oakleysuburbs Admiral (Ret) Mike Rogers

2/22/2020 10:49:40 PM madrabbit917 Non terrestrial: Moses and Elijah

2/22/2020 10:50:19 PM ybbedc This is the date I screenshot it.. maybe some details a baker can see what the event was.. the cup itself looks legitimate.. pic.twitter.com/Qcsm88t4vz

2/22/2020 10:50:45 PM mabaker963 All the info; needed.”We have it all” 🙏🥳🥳

2/22/2020 10:51:06 PM bjmolinar I have 3 kids; 2 of which go with their dad for the summer.  I am all in this, but my prayer is that when all of the bad stuff hits the fan I just want my kids 

to be with me.

2/22/2020 10:57:10 PM raybaresi POTUS, Mike Rogers, Dan Scavino. https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1192040458932936708.html …

2/22/2020 10:59:00 PM rghardy3 My REALITY is No TV

2/22/2020 11:00:29 PM rick369e We're watching a movie, aren't we?

We sure are.

2/22/2020 11:05:27 PM patriotpat10 I think I messed up in my research. Hillary Clinton is Q??? What 😂 pic.twitter.com/hQybFUfhgN

2/22/2020 11:05:38 PM rick369e Melania is a super high ranking military commander [non-terrestrial] with interdimensional abilities and running the whole op.

What do I win??😀😀😀

😉

2/22/2020 11:06:32 PM rghardy3 Rogers

Dunford

Kelly

Mulvaney

Flynn

2/22/2020 11:06:42 PM function108 COVID-19 - how the fuck can you not be talking about this?  still enjoying depopulation?

2/22/2020 11:07:45 PM ausanon369 Is Q the consciousness of Christ? The Mexican version of the bible that more closely resembles/follows Jesus than the tampered Bible

2/22/2020 11:08:45 PM stars4p Pick the age/maturity and red-pill with these 

all around 🌏🌎🌍 pic.twitter.com/o6ReUbNrAN

2/22/2020 11:09:16 PM ausanon369 I honestly believe Julian Assange is a main player in Q.

2/22/2020 11:10:59 PM anticorrupt_ion mavrick.  DEFANGO. Qanon

2/22/2020 11:11:19 PM rghardy3 It's been approaching for 2 weeks.

A very Slow Moving Storm.

The Game continues on.

2/22/2020 11:11:47 PM anticorrupt_ion No TN. Lol

2/22/2020 11:12:19 PM patriotpat10 Or.. Q is equal to Alice, her position being secretary of state. The person currently holding that position is Mike Pompeo. Tell me if I'm way tf off

2/22/2020 11:14:13 PM adamwestleyric3 I'm not nameing knowone openly

2/22/2020 11:15:26 PM mabaker963 🤗🤗🤗🙏💕💕💜

2/22/2020 11:16:54 PM shawngreenhear1 No outside coms .... Beware this message

2/22/2020 11:17:20 PM mathemagician9 All those names could make sense, but I think the two being referred to were probably Flynn (since we were told to look at Q post deltas after RT'ing 

spirit cooking tweet) and Durham, since recently we've been repeatedly pointed to his announcement and start Q of on the same day.

2/22/2020 11:17:53 PM euskal_pride Gen. Dunford. 

I'm not 100% convinced he's on the Q team, but he's said some things in speeches that make me think it's plausible.

2/22/2020 11:19:16 PM rick369e I would be incredibly impressed if they DIDN'T already have it ready. Game theory😉👌

2/22/2020 11:19:56 PM karma4event201 Kelly? 

I thought he was White Hat but he ~ may have ~ turned on POTUS. 

Kelly did say he would vote for H Clinton 👀 

that did it for me 😝

2/22/2020 11:20:27 PM mathemagician9 both also solid possibilities imo

2/22/2020 11:20:41 PM ausanon369 The 17 chapters of Quetzalcoatl

2/22/2020 11:21:46 PM agentascension Gen Flynn? Gen Milley? JFK jr? Julian Assange?

2/22/2020 11:22:00 PM beniverson11 If I was a landlord, and the “storm” was rent... I trust the research I’ve done, and I know this isn’t a charade, but damn it’s overdue, can we get “paid” 

soon?

2/22/2020 11:22:15 PM rghardy3 Probably just an Act.

Majestic has said he is now Head of Space Force.

2/22/2020 11:22:19 PM tillie71120939 Doesn't work! Help plz?

2/22/2020 11:23:39 PM mongrelglory What I've noticed is that Trump keeps saying that he's confident China is getting the epidemic under control and that things are going to improve in the 

next month.  I keep wondering if he has some inside information that others don't have. 🤔

2/22/2020 11:26:12 PM sundi_price Wiener's laptop, I see what you did there, KEK!

2/22/2020 11:26:21 PM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/sMnfe0ApjF

2/22/2020 11:26:28 PM lissmojo Mr. Acosta, 

as suggested by Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, 

will you please ask POTUS “Who is Q?”

]Ever since POTUS tweeted “Acosta is a nice guy,” I’ve assumed you’re a white hat.  Part of The Plan.[

2/22/2020 11:29:06 PM raybaresi Paul Nakasone.

2/22/2020 11:29:56 PM mongrelglory Wouldn't it be totally your choice to come back?  I'll admit, I didn't fully understand what this experience would be like, but that was part of the 

learning experience for myself and my "soul group".  Plus a desire to help those suffering of course.

2/22/2020 11:31:30 PM karma4event201 Trey Gowdy ? 

I can't remember if he was ever Military

2/22/2020 11:31:45 PM mongrelglory Doesn't mean I don't whine and complain about it while I'm here.  I'm still working on that constant "heart of gratitude".😉

2/22/2020 11:32:01 PM bibibobibox Admiral Rogers ❤️



2/22/2020 11:32:17 PM jsotuyo Mike pomp

2/22/2020 11:33:07 PM jsotuyo Kash

2/22/2020 11:35:42 PM jsotuyo I think Kansas is the brain bhi all

2/22/2020 11:38:17 PM faye_mcgarry JFK jr and Carolyn.

2/22/2020 11:39:11 PM fififnawfnaw Quetzacoatl is the Phoenix.

2/22/2020 11:39:16 PM karma4event201 😂

2/22/2020 11:40:07 PM nine_six3 Yes, I guess it’d have to be. I’m not sure exactly what a ‘contract’ entails or if I was off in my interpretation of the epiphany. Went into it asking “why I 

came here?”, & came out Very upset with not having much choice in it. I am grateful for this, despite how heavy it is!!!

2/22/2020 11:40:55 PM faye_mcgarry Well your right! HRC and Obama are both dead.

2/22/2020 11:42:34 PM faye_mcgarry She's dead.

2/22/2020 11:45:21 PM themoonguide Nicola T ❤️

2/22/2020 11:45:35 PM state1union I saw the same rainbow 🌈 today around the sun

2/22/2020 11:46:07 PM nine_six3 Hahaha ugh definitely still working on that!!! ❤️😇

2/22/2020 11:47:25 PM itsgreat2tweet #SIGINT 😎

2/22/2020 11:54:56 PM jake4191 Time is an illusion!

2/22/2020 11:55:38 PM themoonguide John F Kennedy Jr ❤️❤️❤️

2/22/2020 11:56:45 PM mike72279593 I think Q= Ai with an Awareness , Maybe not of this world

2/22/2020 11:59:09 PM bibibobibox Do you really think EM is involved with Q or MJ12?

2/23/2020 12:00:14 AM justin97987144 This is the letter Q

His passport requires no photograph

His feet don't blister, but his shoe's do

Superman has pijamas with his logo Q

The dark is afraid of him

Bigfoot tries to get pictures of him

Presidents take his birthday off

Bikers walk their motorcycle past his home

THE Q
2/23/2020 12:00:29 AM sc89126024 In sweden you can, but still high amounts of aluminium:-(

2/23/2020 12:02:19 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

2/23/2020 12:02:48 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

2/23/2020 12:03:55 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

2/23/2020 12:04:10 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

2/23/2020 12:08:57 AM traj_20 What about the SSP?

2/23/2020 12:13:33 AM rghardy3 Q = NSA - DIA

Mil Intel

Q super computer

Looking Glass

177 Time Recon Unit

2/23/2020 12:15:04 AM methusablah This is how my brain has fealt for a month it seems. Like its opening up. pic.twitter.com/xYpUkszxwk

2/23/2020 12:20:13 AM qanonsunrise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ 12 silent on Twitter for a while, not long ago. After returning to regular tweeting, the change in style AND substance is alarming. 

Like MJ acct was hacked and replaced with an immature, less intelligent individual. Message over messenger. Message=???  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231449207128629248 …

2/23/2020 12:27:46 AM monokrome If this is real, then does meditating for hours a day help? Is there a way that we can contact them now? Is it easier for those of us who meditate for 

hours daily? How do the seeded ones from higher realms avoid feeling alone all the time? Find our right path without full memory?

2/23/2020 12:33:01 AM tinaboozer Dunsford and Flynn

2/23/2020 12:34:47 AM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump GET THIS SHIT OVER WITH..

SO SAY THE KING ⚡💥❤️🌌👑

2/23/2020 12:37:10 AM doyouq @EKOtoons this made me think of you!

2/23/2020 12:45:48 AM cryptogamer11 7 Military

-> 2 Non-terrestrial

-> 5 Terrestrial 

3 Civilian

-> 1 POTUS

-> 2 Associates

2/23/2020 12:46:13 AM nickel_triple Gen John Raymond, Gen Flynn, Admiral Rodgers, Gen Goldfein, Chief Master Sgt Towberman, Valient Thor, Tanyia, President Trump, Michael 

Riconosciuto, Robert David Steele.

2/23/2020 12:51:20 AM stefanofait I hope he's a plant/mole in the Deep State

2/23/2020 12:52:02 AM crisco2377 Or possibly a pandemic that halts elections??? ...just sayin...

2/23/2020 12:52:11 AM galadri09060100 Mike Rogers, Flynn

2/23/2020 12:56:39 AM galadri09060100 Mike Rogers

2/23/2020 12:57:16 AM alexandercody7 <3

ThankQ

2/23/2020 1:08:21 AM galadri09060100 Common Jim, ask the Q! @Acosta 

You can do it!

2/23/2020 1:09:40 AM socalpatriot247 My opinion bro for along time has been potus is q and q+ is his team. Let’s see how it plays out. By the end of this we may know. I’m ok with being 

wrong.

2/23/2020 1:10:16 AM nickel_triple Anyone ever dig on this company? pic.twitter.com/PlZgijTBjY

2/23/2020 1:12:29 AM nickel_triple Also there is a spot just right of the Washington monument, bottom left pic. Is that the Q you see? Or just dirt on the lens?

2/23/2020 1:13:49 AM ascendedwater Air is a guarantee

2/23/2020 1:17:59 AM bwishnietsky Brilliant . I always knew .❤️🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/rL7BHcBpKH

2/23/2020 1:19:56 AM bwishnietsky No joking. Jesus loves you!❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/OXlGbr5BzK

2/23/2020 1:31:24 AM the_tru_eapjr Q+ is @IvankaTrump 

Q & Q+ are twin flames

I am #trueQ 

I am Enlil, Lord Air, great father of mankind, commander, God of God's, King of Kings, keeper of the tablets of destiny containing the fates of all men & 

God's



2/23/2020 1:36:52 AM the_tru_eapjr I walked this earth many times before as a son of man

I walked as Jesus Christ & suffered blood sacrifice for man

I walked as JFK, created the plan & suffered blood sacrifice for mankind for the 2nd time

I was then reincarnated as EAP Jr, son of Elvis Presley & Ann-Margret

2/23/2020 1:38:38 AM the_tru_eapjr I fullfil the Bible prophecies, Torah codes & Nostradamus words of the 2nd coming

2/23/2020 1:40:08 AM stinkerbelle17 Like that John McAffee confession video from 2 weeks ago? The brain-eating confession? #qanon #pedovore #nxivm #childsextrafficking 

#fisherislandferry #hrc #haiti @realDonaldTrump

2/23/2020 1:42:01 AM the_tru_eapjr There is no Q group. There is the QAnon Galactic Alliance of Light. I am the head of the QAnon.

At our core we are 144,000 incarnate angel God's & Goddesses, of various earthly & ET races descended from higher realms/dimensions to aid you

2/23/2020 1:44:01 AM the_tru_eapjr I am a 9D Pleiadian called ORITQ for example. We have progressed & ascended ourselves to Godhood.

2/23/2020 1:44:17 AM jamiegrahamusa RSA (Rivest–Shamir–Adleman) is an algorithm used by modern computers to encrypt & decrypt messages. Its an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. 

Asymmetric means that there are two different keys. Also called public key cryptography, because one of the keys can be given to anyone.

2/23/2020 1:45:09 AM clifton15jon @BernieSanders was/is the threat to the @DNC

2/23/2020 1:45:46 AM nurseniceyes It is part of the movie.

2/23/2020 1:47:28 AM jamiegrahamusa If the book about Baron was already written...and old...but we are living with Baron now...did we travel forward or far back in time to correct a bad 

timeline? Future proves the past?

2/23/2020 1:48:07 AM the_tru_eapjr In our view, Obama was an illigitimate prez. making DJT POTUS 44, not 45..

44 is a powerful number. Look it up.

2/23/2020 1:49:45 AM __jabird__ RFID?

2/23/2020 1:51:30 AM aleoniea See them all on here under pseudonyms....oh yes not suppose to know ....how clever can some of us be......x

2/23/2020 1:53:10 AM the_tru_eapjr Anons (external of the core) both help us & do hinder us .. risking the plan through selfrightous misinterpreting & sharing of Qdrops.. recently 

themselves all false Q via project Odin

2/23/2020 1:53:30 AM jamiegrahamusa RSA is an algorithm used by modern computers to encrypt & decrypt messages. It is an asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. Asymmetric means that 

there are two different keys. Also called public key cryptography, because one of the keys can be given to anyone.

2/23/2020 1:53:54 AM jamiegrahamusa Encryption key to decrypt message

2/23/2020 1:56:06 AM andycryptostar I think so

2/23/2020 1:56:43 AM the_tru_eapjr Project Odin so named because I was worshipped as many Gods, Odin (a Norse God) among them & Pleiadians also reference as Nordics.

2/23/2020 2:00:26 AM the_tru_eapjr Project Odin is the DS attempt to hijack Q, discredit & divide anons & Patriots, send coded comms to DS tools. 

This was forseen & anons warned & instructed .. but the DS succeeded thanks to foolish anons

2/23/2020 2:00:36 AM takamitsusaigo Money laundering by another name. pic.twitter.com/vY5OYxx57V

2/23/2020 2:01:13 AM jennyhatch Might get him in a history book or two...

2/23/2020 2:03:34 AM takamitsusaigo  pic.twitter.com/pNpf9hgStf

2/23/2020 2:04:22 AM guntherborry  pic.twitter.com/e28sD95nRl

2/23/2020 2:05:59 AM quinn_katana For Barron Trump, the computer whizz, to decrypt ..

2/23/2020 2:09:24 AM 00_dac 2 Members of the Q Group?

@DanScavino and Adm. Rogers!?🤔

2/23/2020 2:10:44 AM the_tru_eapjr Project Odin includes the DS JFK JR hoax/psyop.. 

8kun (Kennedy unites nation)

Trump/JFK JR 2020: lie

JFK JR is VP: lie

JFK JR is Q: lie

All lies believed & promoted by selfrightous deep state useful fools.. who are no better than the Nazi collaborators of the 30s & 40s

2/23/2020 2:10:47 AM jwremarks 3,6,9 6 months 3days and 9 hrs

2/23/2020 2:11:54 AM willchasedreams You are the head of qanon, with 144,000 god's/angels under you?

Why only 600 odd followers on twitter?

2/23/2020 2:12:11 AM humanprimer I was born with non-programmable DNA. I was a lot of trouble for everyone trying to teach me. Yet, I absorb it all in storage.  By contrast, I am 100% 

programmable but only by my own free will.  I am sovereign to my self. Everything external is a just a game. Time IS an illusion.

2/23/2020 2:13:20 AM 59carolthomas The server?

2/23/2020 2:13:57 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/Vwxn5FOtc5

2/23/2020 2:19:31 AM coach_ztb I think Nakasone is in on it

2/23/2020 2:27:29 AM gribbs7 #WhoIsQ ? @Acosta #coward

2/23/2020 2:30:06 AM veritasdurga Q does not support Julian Assange, otherwise "he" would be telling us to go into the streets. You don't need to make him suffer to interrogate him.

2/23/2020 2:30:34 AM 3nmbrs  pic.twitter.com/0uUuQJGNUJ

2/23/2020 2:39:16 AM fedupnation We DEMAND it!!! 😡😡😡😡😡

2/23/2020 2:41:54 AM the_tru_eapjr Other accounts in Twitmo

Not all 144k on Twitter

I avoid trains 

(against Twitter's tos & risks all accounts) 

Twitter shadow bans certain accounts & messes with follower numbers

2/23/2020 2:44:30 AM tonibarker17 Who is nakasone?

2/23/2020 2:50:33 AM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal ♥️

2/23/2020 2:51:32 AM ujja45105810 I feel the same way.

2/23/2020 2:51:43 AM lightlove21121 Do patriots block other patriots?

Asking for a friend 😏 pic.twitter.com/4La5ZELCSp

2/23/2020 3:01:29 AM qarmy1001 Agree w/ all of the above. Q and Q+.

2/23/2020 3:01:35 AM bjuld Mind...blown💥

2/23/2020 3:02:13 AM ndeathcloak .

2/23/2020 3:04:41 AM beener3436 Jr and Potus🤫 pic.twitter.com/vnIi0KKn76



2/23/2020 3:05:21 AM trippnancy64 No to Elon Musk

2/23/2020 3:08:19 AM trippnancy64 What bad stuff? Did I have a thousand years of peace. We're going to the bad stuff now

2/23/2020 3:14:24 AM birdiesrchirpin Civilian - Melania. She speaks 5 languages and has her degree in architecture. That's a lot of symbolism. 

Many believe she is a Pleiadian.

Be Best is not just a play on Be Better.  http://archive.org  has many telling docs uploaded by Michael & Emma Best.

2/23/2020 3:14:33 AM ftp_tigerlily It wasn't a rugby ball.

2/23/2020 3:15:26 AM ftp_tigerlily Coming from Russia, it was a football 😜

2/23/2020 3:17:41 AM ftp_tigerlily Why? If it was given in Helsinki it would be called a football.

2/23/2020 3:24:56 AM birdiesrchirpin Wasn't there a drop about a mass event being necessary?

2/23/2020 3:27:13 AM boondognews Really?

2/23/2020 3:27:16 AM consortiapartn1 That's the name of the game globally. Only the US refer to it as soccer. 

The global governing body are called FIFA. Fédération Internationale de Football Association. 

Football as you know it in the US is derived from Rugby Football which preceded American Football

2/23/2020 3:28:47 AM whyteknight17 Wouldn't it be interesting if it was Vice President Pence? Someone who has been with President Trump since the beginning, and completely out of the 

lime light.

2/23/2020 3:30:51 AM birdiesrchirpin I never thought I'd say this but I think we should use our thumbprints. The DMV has had my thumbprint for over 20 years. It sure would be nice if prints 

were used as an actual identifier rather than just when it comes time to arrest someone. You can't easily fake fingerprints.

2/23/2020 3:32:39 AM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Four_Arguments_for_the_Elimination_of_Television …

carrier freq (x2 earth res freq)

gun

bang!

2/23/2020 3:38:48 AM kek_ski Agreed

2/23/2020 3:40:42 AM nmcwwg1wga  https://www.buzzfeed.com/tomwarren/secrets-of-the-spy-in-the-bag … pic.twitter.com/WCsHLu53Ln

2/23/2020 3:41:34 AM ericpartchey Devon Nunes Admiral Rodgers Melania Jared Kushner Ivanka that’s some of my guesses non military and ET

2/23/2020 3:44:26 AM cakespatti ANONS KNOW 😉

2/23/2020 3:44:37 AM rosscarwalker This is interesting

2/23/2020 3:44:51 AM rosscarwalker Opinions @MongrelGlory

2/23/2020 3:48:10 AM olimyracle @Acosta pic.twitter.com/XSokeceZtT

2/23/2020 3:48:55 AM teeunited3 Something to help takedown the cabal. The info from the #DNCservers #PatriotsUnited #WWG1WWA #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow 

#DarkToLIGHT

2/23/2020 3:50:32 AM teeunited3 This Simpson's one was proven false. Some are unbelievable though.

2/23/2020 3:51:50 AM justifi78326842 I’m ready for a new reality show call “The Storm” 👍🇺🇸

2/23/2020 3:58:22 AM rosscarwalker I’m so excited by the fact @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter has begun discussing IS-BE’s. Who is Jim? @Acosta

2/23/2020 4:00:09 AM rosscarwalker Ask “Who am I”? - Jim @Acosta

2/23/2020 4:02:39 AM debrafierens I think Flynn, Pompeo, Nunes

2/23/2020 4:03:01 AM rosscarwalker Who is Q’s IS will be a fascinating discovery

2/23/2020 4:05:51 AM frpcreality Those are my exact picks

2/23/2020 4:06:40 AM frpcreality Dan Scavino, Gen Flynn, Adm Rodgers and still hoping JFK Jr is alive and behind all of this!

2/23/2020 4:06:59 AM rosscarwalker It’s kicking off. This is getting very interesting

2/23/2020 4:09:02 AM rosscarwalker Meditation, meditation, meditation - CBD, CBN, THC + Ayuahuasca if you want the plunge ✌🏽

2/23/2020 4:10:23 AM presidentbenja1 You can't confirm or deny anyway

2/23/2020 4:11:42 AM presidentbenja1 And it's not common knowledge Q+ is potus, it's an assumption we all have, but no a fact....yet

2/23/2020 4:14:28 AM rosscarwalker Oils acquired from the cannabis plant can unlock memory according to MJ-12. Research Ayuahuasca ceremony for more info. Helped unlock a lot of 

stuff for me

2/23/2020 4:14:55 AM williebhere Edward Snowden???

2/23/2020 4:15:21 AM rosscarwalker CBN is one of the cannabidiols existing in the cannabis plant. I think it also exists in pineapple

2/23/2020 4:18:08 AM merorschach I know time is an illusion and all, but the question was framed in present tense. 🤔

2/23/2020 4:18:21 AM quarkfear1 +A4

2/23/2020 4:20:54 AM afaateid I just had a crazy thought.  Alice in Wonderland had a second title: ‘Through the Looking Glass’...

Q: “Think mirror”

Q: “future proves past”

Research “Project Looking Glass”....this is waaaay out there stuff, but the nature of the future knowledge of Q gives one pause...

2/23/2020 4:21:03 AM merorschach Note that Trump has inserted a large number of Military Generals in various organizations, including Nakasone in the NSA. pic.twitter.com/194xzQXrav

2/23/2020 4:21:57 AM williebhere Telstar???

2/23/2020 4:22:17 AM williebhere Telstar???

2/23/2020 4:23:15 AM monkeydluffy177 I think Q is Melania Trump

2/23/2020 4:23:24 AM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Temple 0f Soul of man

is it a computer chip?

it looks like a cpu

can you provide insight?

2/23/2020 4:23:53 AM anwaramin0777 Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

11.4 Q Post?

Deltas matter.

Future proves past?

Quote Tweet

General Flynn

@GenFlynn

 · Nov 4, 2016

RT #spiritcooking w/ #NeveryHillary Y #DrainTheSwamp - NYPD Ready 2 Make Arrests in Weiner Case  http://bit.ly/2fjmNnM  via @BreitbartNews



2/23/2020 4:24:28 AM afaateid I just had a crazy thought.  Alice in Wonderland had a second title: ‘Through the Looking Glass’...

Q: “Think mirror”

Q: “future proves past”

Research “Project Looking Glass”....this is waaaay out there stuff, but the nature of the future knowledge of Q gives one pause...

2/23/2020 4:24:37 AM random2012756 Who are the non terrestrials? Pleadians?

2/23/2020 4:25:13 AM williebhere Air was in the football... what was the manufacturer product name for the football for that year???

2/23/2020 4:28:08 AM debrafierens Already being done behind the scenes

2/23/2020 4:28:18 AM zanudanon Wow, looks like most can't tell "Patriot" from coup personnel. Many reasons I'm sure. We must strengthen our resolve to educate more effectively to 

get these folks up to speed.

2/23/2020 4:32:10 AM djlok Reminds me of Reality Winner.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reality_Winner?wprov=sfti1 …

2/23/2020 4:32:49 AM kevin_e_k Q = 17

🎯 pic.twitter.com/W3xwvqSmQn

2/23/2020 4:34:43 AM jessie_misty I suppose they can when so much has gone wrong with their life, and you can't tell who's the good guys and who's the bad guys using the best of your 

intuition and discernment,safest thing to do is to back everyone up until you can safely figure it out. Safety first!  😉

2/23/2020 4:37:21 AM virtuspatri I am...really starting to believe it.

2/23/2020 4:40:40 AM ericpartchey I’m sick of tv. Literally don’t hardly turn it on anymore!

2/23/2020 4:44:08 AM virtuspatri Who is advising Q? .........Best Question You've Ever ASkEd!

2/23/2020 4:44:53 AM fansblowing3  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-22/trump-conservative-judges-9th-circuit%3f_amp=true …

2/23/2020 4:45:28 AM timandericfan Juan bon jobi

2/23/2020 4:45:46 AM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/kliKH85s3ro  before they take it down @IPOT1776 @X22Report @RedPill78 @M2Madness @prayingmedic @Education4Libs 

@JustInformU @SGTreport @seanmdav @RubinReport @MrReaganUSA @intheMatrixxx @shadygrooove @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/23/2020 4:47:03 AM omnamahshivaye2 Football? 🤔

Qoincidence? 🤔

#WWG1WGA 🖖🏻👽🕉

2/23/2020 4:47:56 AM burgersandra Flynn-MJ12 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103387878372069376 …

2/23/2020 4:47:59 AM chrisgalvin16 Haha well I cant believe I ever fell for Q in the first place. I don't blame past me as hope is great. However at this point..I mean even controlled 

opposition comes to mind. I didn't know I followed any more Q advocates anymore. Now I don't.

2/23/2020 4:48:04 AM 17thops Diane Janosek.

Q club. pic.twitter.com/RG7b3lNlMX

2/23/2020 4:49:05 AM burgersandra Mattis is clean. Mattis is on MJ-12. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069402710594781185 …

2/23/2020 4:50:01 AM keith369me This one?  Seen on 2-20 https://twitter.com/keith369me/status/1230250450622046212?s=21 …

2/23/2020 4:52:15 AM fansblowing3 Bernie had his nomination stolen by HRC.  Pre-cold war losing side = Nazis.    Venezuela Cuba Africa?

2/23/2020 4:55:57 AM fansblowing3 Russia, China, Bernie are all communists.  So two factions, the HRC Nazis v. communist parties battling for control of USA? pic.twitter.com/15kYzOCFGF

2/23/2020 4:57:40 AM darktolightjedi Colloidal silver works wonders, especially protects when you have to fly.

2/23/2020 4:58:00 AM searchingforth I would like to learn about the power of 3 6 9. Would you happen to know a good place i could start? I ask because i believe that teslas work would be 

too complex for me to comprehend

2/23/2020 4:59:15 AM esau7 Exactly Project looking glass.

2/23/2020 4:59:58 AM 963_maxoom Event 2020

 https://youtu.be/nHDMQk27_J0 

A new Cycle

 https://youtu.be/1S-79itdgdE 

2/23/2020 5:00:08 AM searchingforth Sky event?

2/23/2020 5:04:46 AM johnthewhite1 Whoever said Q club were Male? pic.twitter.com/TqgLZCbbF3

2/23/2020 5:05:10 AM keith369me  https://images.app.goo.gl/FMyF7etxFYT2HGvX7 …

2/23/2020 5:06:00 AM mzvhendershot I love that picture! #QClub

2/23/2020 5:07:14 AM houdini481 From which direction?  Slow moving?

2/23/2020 5:09:48 AM burgersandra Top left photo:

 https://dod.defense.gov/OIR/gallery/igphoto/2001952031/ …

2/23/2020 5:10:20 AM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/kliKH85s3ro 

2/23/2020 5:12:00 AM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/kliKH85s3ro 

2/23/2020 5:15:40 AM mechanic_47 Saudi Arabia

2/23/2020 5:16:14 AM raytyron1 The Looking Glass is Q

2/23/2020 5:17:47 AM davidjb333 Bill Binney

2/23/2020 5:18:40 AM fansblowing3 45 is going to India.  45 has to be out of the country for?

2/23/2020 5:20:19 AM houdini481 Time is linear and moves in a circle, i.e., a single line drawn in a circle.  0 to 0000, then back again to 0 (beginning to end to beginning).  There are many 

of these circular timelines and sometimes they cross each other.

2/23/2020 5:20:26 AM tehalley Melania and Barron

2/23/2020 5:20:56 AM willchasedreams Ahhh so the almighty gods and angels of the universe are powerless against the mighty twitter algorithm.

Hopefully you have better luck defeating the other enemies of this world.

Wishing you and all of the gods/angels that you command the best of luck👍

Go get 'em! #qanon

2/23/2020 5:22:59 AM fansblowing3  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Binney_(intelligence_official) …

2/23/2020 5:24:44 AM weare07489243 I share your feelings, but I don't think the message is ment for you and me. Mj12, Q, and others, are trying to provoke bad players to show their hand 

and make a bad move. Keep your spirits up, although it is tormenting.

2/23/2020 5:25:11 AM byinternal  pic.twitter.com/CVD9poy6sp

2/23/2020 5:28:06 AM the_tru_eapjr Most are not on Twitter. Personally I don't give a damn. Twitter only the stepping stone to our own secure encrypted media platform

2/23/2020 5:28:22 AM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/1VzK3XvYKq

2/23/2020 5:30:21 AM the_tru_eapjr You must suffer before you will want to come to my house. That is your nature. You could have financial abundance in my house. But you insist on 

suffering & believing fairy tales

2/23/2020 5:32:21 AM patriotpat10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @X22Report  https://twitter.com/Education4Libs/status/1231408240623259650 … pic.twitter.com/LgIcaeTOgj

2/23/2020 5:33:08 AM bryceja68689884 But time is an illusion.

2/23/2020 5:33:55 AM the_tru_eapjr anons are not the whole QAnon. Most are not God's. Btw, there are no angels AND God's.. only souls who have ascended to Godhood.. & return as 

incarnate angels



2/23/2020 5:34:44 AM bryceja68689884 General Flynn, Admiral Rogers. @GenFlynn

2/23/2020 5:35:57 AM williamstout121 @Inevitable_ET I know you are more more specialised on gematria, any thoughts?

@ValiantThor12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AndreVanDelft

2/23/2020 5:36:53 AM the_tru_eapjr We are defeating Lucifer & all his minions.. but we don't interfere with commercial decisions of human beings. Nor do we do your work for you.

2/23/2020 5:37:00 AM fansblowing3 Add Jon Voight

2/23/2020 5:37:38 AM aspennmax64_l Flynn , Rodgers , Trump...

2/23/2020 5:38:16 AM aspennmax64_l 6 wks

2/23/2020 5:39:28 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1066901257141567488?s=21 …

2/23/2020 5:42:06 AM aspennmax64_l @Acosta 

Jim...ASK THE QUESTION! 

WHO IS "Q"! 

#JustDoIt!

2/23/2020 5:43:32 AM laurabusse Yes what did I miss??

2/23/2020 5:43:43 AM willchasedreams Excellent work, wish you and the rest of the Gods involved the very best of luck. Once you have managed to establish your own secure media 

encrypted platform there will be no stopping you.

I would have thought that Gods could kinda sort this out with a click of their fingers etc

2/23/2020 5:44:06 AM aspennmax64_l The "Key"

2/23/2020 5:46:01 AM agoodyear2015 Most people in the world refer to it as a football.  They call the game football.

2/23/2020 5:46:07 AM adsvel Huh! http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=297&v=h8ms5WgiJ5E&feature=emb_logo …

2/23/2020 5:48:17 AM sharong73376199 Brad meltzer

2/23/2020 5:48:49 AM americanpetal The ball Putin passed to Potus a while back. I think, in it was lettter written by either Snowden or Sanders for a plea deal. I’m thinking Snowden.

2/23/2020 5:49:11 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/23/2020 5:49:37 AM iamsteph2017 It’s Heeere !!

2/23/2020 5:50:17 AM the_tru_eapjr Lol. We have had everything since 2010. We are only waiting for the human race to catch up & truly WANT independent basic incomes to end poverty 

& an independent free speech venue online.

2/23/2020 5:50:57 AM lp083061 Seriously the only one would be former director Admiral Rogers. How would the public even know who is good be corrupt?

2/23/2020 5:51:25 AM wyatt251  pic.twitter.com/6owIXFo28Y

2/23/2020 5:51:57 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/33NwP24a9N

2/23/2020 5:53:11 AM willchasedreams Well thank God (no offence) that time may be just be a non linear concept, or it might have been a long wait. 

Assuming it's already happened that is

2/23/2020 5:53:24 AM weare07489243 It most definitely is. It serves as a lockdown for the old economic system. It makes extreme government actions seem less suspicious, yet serves as a 

wake-up call. It wouldn't surprise me if it, in the end, turns out to be an "ordinary" flue. Still quite deadly, but common.

2/23/2020 5:53:32 AM tamarakay10 Kill box in this one says [CIA is here pray]

2/23/2020 5:54:51 AM tamarakay10 In kill box is [CIA is here pray]

2/23/2020 5:56:26 AM freeandoriginal A very weird thing happened  yesterday: got this and was swirling too ! Appeared on my weather app then reverted back to normal (it was sunny.) And 

that twice ! pic.twitter.com/GjorTGy1Eh

2/23/2020 5:59:18 AM kristingirltn Is that Hugh Jackman on top right under purple tag?

2/23/2020 6:00:30 AM kachinagtto Nice

2/23/2020 6:01:17 AM qolemiss1 Definitely Dan Scavino.

2/23/2020 6:02:26 AM the_tru_eapjr 😂😂😂👍

2/23/2020 6:02:32 AM robthegod71 If you think for a moment we don't have people in orbit your nuts.

2/23/2020 6:05:15 AM robthegod71 Could just mean people not on Earth.

2/23/2020 6:12:10 AM chris_losh_ Val Valiant Thor

2/23/2020 6:18:27 AM rick_hernandez Go inside and ask. It’s not what you think

2/23/2020 6:24:54 AM adsvel All past is like a movie, framed movie by nanoseconds, each frame has a nanosecond long.

Do you really have SandClock tech (in movie "Jupiter Ascending") to see these past movies, even by each frame? If yes, this is really Majestic. 

pic.twitter.com/TzCObFLvmz

2/23/2020 6:26:57 AM whitespacer Milley and Flynn for sure...plus several other brilliant minds.

2/23/2020 6:27:06 AM genome33 FLOTUS. Be Best = 17 in gematria (full reduction)

2/23/2020 6:31:21 AM mgray72531386 The storm breaks...

2/23/2020 6:31:47 AM agoodyear2015 I am going to guess that Melania and Barron are far more important in the takedown of the DS than we can imagine.  Barron is an extraordinary young 

man indeed.

2/23/2020 6:33:57 AM whitespacer It's not reality TV, it is scripted programming.

2/23/2020 6:35:26 AM cynthiakoeter  pic.twitter.com/odBUYbB379

2/23/2020 6:35:37 AM cynthiakoeter  pic.twitter.com/nnVBMHZ6av

2/23/2020 6:35:59 AM cynthiakoeter  pic.twitter.com/Y2zNgJhXYm

2/23/2020 6:36:37 AM jeffcordell6 Exxellent work!!

2/23/2020 6:39:05 AM jeffcordell6 2 year delta coming soon!!

2/23/2020 6:39:54 AM elaines88328940 Change that to.... lots of us😁

2/23/2020 6:42:38 AM jeffcordell6 "Advisors"  instruct.       Hmm.   Could any of these advisors be "non terrestrial "?

2/23/2020 6:43:18 AM kellype64615060 Rogers/Flynn

2/23/2020 6:45:34 AM jeffcordell6 POTUS will be insulated..

2/23/2020 6:45:54 AM redbloodedame16 Military and potus

2/23/2020 6:46:22 AM agoodyear2015 Are we living in a reality tv matrix?  Are we all reality tv stars that Majestic is trying to wake up?  Does Q have the script?  Is Q taking out the puppet 

masters who control the show?

2/23/2020 6:47:42 AM jeffcordell6 Very good reminder.  Thank you!

   Backchannels are important.

2/23/2020 6:47:56 AM coffeenut_anon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’d like to know two members of the Q group

2/23/2020 6:48:04 AM sethric61410528 Cabal-Corona, major Jet Stream abnomaly, Turning point “Q-the Storm”, diverse “countdowns”... if my gut is correct ... we are heading into something 

big - “The perfect Storm”! pic.twitter.com/jjgeVoftsc

2/23/2020 6:49:18 AM function108 I live “inside” and complacency about “the plan” is for fools imo.  Nothing is actually what I think, yes - but what is happening really then?

2/23/2020 6:50:08 AM rick_hernandez I’m saying to go inside, meditate and ask. Be still and know

2/23/2020 6:50:39 AM dianesaumure Good one

2/23/2020 6:53:03 AM rick_hernandez Who is pushing the fear on covid? When you meditate on that, what do you feel?

2/23/2020 6:53:42 AM cosmic_engineer 2 ETs perhaps



2/23/2020 6:54:38 AM blankmarlo Definitely Durham.

Barr and/or Flynn.

2/23/2020 6:55:16 AM sethric61410528 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - you mean this?  https://twitter.com/RJC40813204/status/1231387025888116743 …

2/23/2020 6:55:28 AM arpalde Ah, yes, the ubiquitous "book deal."

2/23/2020 6:56:54 AM cosmic_engineer Reality is in the eye of the beholder

2/23/2020 6:58:34 AM anneolsen43 If I say 2 or more I wouldn’t.... there is a thing called trust

2/23/2020 6:58:59 AM roublisa 💗💗💗🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/qeGqk4961B

2/23/2020 7:01:27 AM lightlove21121 🙏🏽♥🙏🏽🔥🙏🏽♥🙏🏽

2/23/2020 7:01:39 AM powersawer This one maybe? pic.twitter.com/pfdoRPTxRO

2/23/2020 7:02:27 AM nine_six3 Wasn’t sure and didn’t think so... until I typed it in and this popped up! Those poor children there too. 🤨

Found another meme of Gaga I’ve never seen to add to it too...

#ThesePeopleAreSick / #ThePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/BkWwdUVfiR

2/23/2020 7:02:57 AM loggiasal Rogers doesn't actually have current job, so I do believe he's very much involved behind the scenes.

2/23/2020 7:11:15 AM nine_six3 You’re most welcome! 

Hope you have a great day! 🙏🏽❤️&💡

2/23/2020 7:13:53 AM patriotswegoall Thought MJ was one of four NSA clas levels.

2/23/2020 7:14:16 AM tieronepatriot Possible...he may be part of the Q Team.  Have you read the Baron Trump books from the late 1800's?

2/23/2020 7:15:40 AM sheerglee1 That’s intense!

2/23/2020 7:16:59 AM the_fjalar 11.4 pic.twitter.com/1WNXpYwfOW

2/23/2020 7:17:12 AM agoodyear2015 The scariest lightening is rogue lightening.  I saw it once.  It was slightly cloudy but no evidence that a lightening strike could hit.  The lightening bolt hit 

close by and the noise was deafening.  It came out of nowhere with no warning.

2/23/2020 7:18:31 AM freeandoriginal But a Hero nevertheless!

2/23/2020 7:20:23 AM ckay54 Correct.

2/23/2020 7:20:56 AM freeandoriginal Evidences ...

2/23/2020 7:21:22 AM doq017 I agree doQ?

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1231593818375544833 …
2/23/2020 7:25:21 AM 1barbie Ivanka, Melania

2/23/2020 7:27:53 AM emery_steve Definitely not mulvaney

2/23/2020 7:30:02 AM sheerglee1 How is 3,6, and 9 so powerful?

2/23/2020 7:31:07 AM catheri70981208 "Was"?

2/23/2020 7:33:00 AM susamckenziene1 Founded September 29,1999. 😉

2/23/2020 7:37:30 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿🐸🍿...

2/23/2020 7:44:25 AM twitch_64 Yep, at least that was my first thought...

2/23/2020 7:47:37 AM robynkocot I believe GOD is saving his people through the Q Team!! Can't thank them enough whoever they may be!!! #WWG1WGA #KAG

2/23/2020 7:49:27 AM j_s_h_p Q is Patrick Kennedy.

2/23/2020 7:50:17 AM olimyracle  https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/23/politics/trump-india-visit/index.html …

2/23/2020 7:57:32 AM riversm18 Admiral Rogers

2/23/2020 7:58:27 AM nick09826154 Could the missing S be Snowden? Could the extra A be Assange? Could “we have it all” but we need info from Snowden to access the intel from the 

NSA???? Hmmmm...🤔

2/23/2020 7:58:31 AM riversm18 DJT - reality TV star

2/23/2020 7:58:32 AM dotdot65871181 I’m so ready

2/23/2020 7:58:35 AM wink5811 100%  agree! Wish I knew the names of the military people that JFK trusted and listened too.

2/23/2020 7:59:03 AM iamthestorm55 Flynn and Rogers

2/23/2020 8:09:53 AM superbwebapps My money is on Melania Trump or Barron Trump

2/23/2020 8:10:22 AM samsmith0319 ...👀Q👀...

2/23/2020 8:12:00 AM samsmith0319 Puppets...Will Lead to their “String” Masters!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/23/2020 8:15:58 AM blsdbe Wow, I am surprised by this!!! I’m sorry, @LightLove21121!

2/23/2020 8:17:26 AM smbruno44212 I'm beginning to thing young Baron Trump is somehow involved with the Q project.  President Trump said "he's always on the computer" and he's 

brilliant.  Others as well as Baron involved with the help of advisors?

2/23/2020 8:17:49 AM lightlove21121 No sorry’s needed 🙏🏽

#DarkToLight

2/23/2020 8:18:12 AM carolva97910854 Elon Musk? Just not sure!

2/23/2020 8:18:30 AM blsdbe #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/23/2020 8:19:49 AM samsmith0319 Exactly...👀...

2/23/2020 8:21:18 AM 1notsure7 A troll

2/23/2020 8:22:48 AM stavroguin2 Ok... But what happened to HRC and all its history of evil...? What happened to G.S ...?  if Future proves the Past ... maybe Today, The past feeds the 

future ...? Sometimes

2/23/2020 8:26:11 AM visitnaj Very few speak about the GSM. You have to search for all truth. For starters, you tube: GSM, Adapt2030, Oppenheimer Ranch... Just one small part of 

the deception that has been perpetuated against Truth.

2/23/2020 8:28:00 AM carolva97910854 Exactly!  She is quite exotic looking.

2/23/2020 8:28:16 AM visitnaj Yeah!

2/23/2020 8:29:45 AM visitnaj Didn't care for the dry bumping part though. Mostly it was very good!

2/23/2020 8:31:12 AM adsvel Counter question. Do Awakened ones block another Awakened ones? The answer is, Yes. Why?

We all still have got our own believe systems and programs we are carrying on in our increasing perception.

Somebody forget that We All Are One.

2/23/2020 8:31:35 AM carolva97910854 The first one looks familiar and the second one is Mattis I think but don’t know the others.

2/23/2020 8:33:07 AM jeeemig Bingo...

2/23/2020 8:33:25 AM jeritud3 going by the 369 theory it will happen on 3 year delta

not 2 year



2/23/2020 8:36:47 AM sabermarris That's why you used a free account?

2/23/2020 8:37:47 AM verndog68 11/4/2016 - 11/3/2020

Future proves past👀

Power of 369

126,230,100 

seconds=1+2+6+2+3+1=15=6

2,103,840 

minutes=2+1+3+8+4=18=9

1461 day 1+4+6+1=12=3

48 months 4+8=12=3

 https://www.timeanddate.com/date/durationresult.html?m1=11&d1=4&y1=2016&m2=11&d2=3&y2=2020&ti=on …
2/23/2020 8:38:05 AM lindamccorkle  pic.twitter.com/Yu3d3HnYnr

2/23/2020 8:38:51 AM jesse48676371 🍻 to your patience MJ, thank you for all you folks do ✌🏼

2/23/2020 8:39:36 AM lionspaw77 Barron from the future...

2/23/2020 8:39:38 AM stevestv The presentation of Quetzalcoatl is a brutal, anti human divine being. This is different from God (YHWH) who is a divine being but not other divine 

being is like him. We know Quet. As satan, beast, etc

2/23/2020 8:41:39 AM delectosadie Bannon

Nunes

Journos being used: Hannity, Ingraham

2/23/2020 8:46:43 AM tomciscoadamsi1 JFK pleyadian high soul perhaps

2/23/2020 8:48:26 AM visitnaj Governors, a China list? SOS Pompeo mentioned.

2/23/2020 8:49:13 AM visitnaj POTUS said so!

2/23/2020 8:51:19 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/LcFDPMIFsq

2/23/2020 8:57:25 AM deplorable_me63 Durham and Melania Trump

2/23/2020 9:02:53 AM judahstrumpets They know who it is so they won't ask the Q, because if they do, it will reveal and expose much. Q is the final curtain call. There is a lot at stake for 

them, everything goes down once Q is revealed. #QAnon ❤️😎

2/23/2020 9:05:12 AM skymonk13  http://www.2012-spiritual-growth-prophecies.com/quetzalcoatl-the-man.html …

2/23/2020 9:08:38 AM mariclenori I think trey gowdy is on the a team!

2/23/2020 9:08:43 AM dgswilson Fuck if I know... Ides Of March?

2/23/2020 9:15:04 AM nine_six3 ThankQ for sharing this, such a good clip!!! 😬👍😎 pic.twitter.com/FmTopEAEf6

2/23/2020 9:15:30 AM campbells_way Advisors to Q group could be conceptual intelligence groups

2/23/2020 9:17:20 AM olimyracle 11.4

1year 1day

366 days - 6 - 114 pic.twitter.com/OY9zwtlKif

2/23/2020 9:18:19 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1231629123178696704?s=19 …

2/23/2020 9:18:24 AM monangesauvi Lets hope it comes in March

2/23/2020 9:19:44 AM johnnyt_anon Dan

2/23/2020 9:20:20 AM bbombski Are you ready patriots. Our fellow Americans will NEED our help to understand #TheGreatAwakening @QTAnon1 @freenaynow @Alignyourcar 

@Qanon76 @EyesOnQ @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @QPatriot17 @GodMadeMe_17 

READ THREAD. Q+ DROP

2/23/2020 9:21:10 AM johnnyt_anon We wish.

2/23/2020 9:27:50 AM missund79512530 Gen'l Milley and Jared Kushner? (And/or Even Cohen Watnick?)

2/23/2020 9:29:09 AM missund79512530 I think Milley is def one of them.

2/23/2020 9:35:43 AM _doozier_ the rumored "Yellow Cube?"🤔

2/23/2020 9:36:59 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/ORHhwnWuBg

2/23/2020 9:39:01 AM timesupgodwins Sean hannity & Barron

2/23/2020 9:39:14 AM daveinthisacct This isn’t the top though. The Vatican is the true top

2/23/2020 9:40:37 AM doq017 Epstein Did Not Kill Himself!

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/23/2020 9:40:44 AM timesupgodwins Adapt2030 ? You mean agenda 2030 & agenda 21 ?

2/23/2020 9:42:02 AM kaintejas Excellent point of view to consider...

*@jamiegrahamusa 1,000 expand your thinking cool points awarded to you!*

2/23/2020 9:42:29 AM skymonk13 Def not musk

2/23/2020 9:42:38 AM atvguy  pic.twitter.com/1zGslEa6sJ

2/23/2020 9:42:55 AM nine_six3 Got me pondering. In a stream of past lives shown(if in order), I saw many women I’ve been(older time period due to clothing), a man(+1?foggy now), 

two children (1 toddler boy-he was shown when I was much younger & 1 young girl, more modern- Both short lives- not sure yet) 1/3

2/23/2020 9:45:33 AM nine_six3 The most recent life shown was not on planet Earth, she was not human & I think is currently happening. I know this because she sensed me watching 

her from above in the sky & looked-up directly @ me, into me. Never felt someone look in me like that. Scared me back to my body. 2/3

2/23/2020 9:45:53 AM nine_six3 Perhaps as @Keith369me says, there’s a long gap between the last Earth experience & present. Or some very unpleasant. Almost felt as though I knew 

this moment was coming but I’d avoid it if I could. Haha if any of that makes sense! Hope to make better sense of it all ASAP! 3/3



2/23/2020 9:47:29 AM clhendershot HOLY CRAP!

ThanQ Anons 

@martingeddes

@ZRanchLady

@artificialcaged

@55true4u

@jeanenev

@covertress

@FNMedia_USA

@laurenmbradley

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@catturd2

@gracelover829

@MettleMeta

#HaveYouThankedASoldierToday

GO~ https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1231267655937675264 …
2/23/2020 9:49:23 AM 444_q_ Similar to what I saw, that and a perfect rainbow ring around the sun

2/23/2020 9:49:42 AM vrillh Statism the world's most dangerous religion

2/23/2020 9:52:07 AM jeffcordell6 Good point there!

2/23/2020 9:52:23 AM plogdreamwalker Wondering if Baron has anything to do with this. Could be time travel to his dad most needed.

2/23/2020 9:52:55 AM mamaardra Check out @reallygraceful's work on this... https://youtu.be/MBwpgZDFeuE 

2/23/2020 9:57:07 AM daveinthisacct He’s POTUS’ uncle John Trump.

2/23/2020 9:57:48 AM trumpcanuck My Pleasure! #WWG1WGA! pic.twitter.com/5SPGeBX9pz

2/23/2020 9:59:11 AM keith369me I’ve had some weird experiences in the form of dreams.  One recent dream was an adversary trying to hypnotize me...I’m fighting to get away from 

him, yelling at him “I will never forget again”...strange enough I knew this adversary as a teenager in this lifetime...

2/23/2020 10:00:01 AM keith369me The dream was based in Egyptian times...apparently I pissed off a leader (pharoah?) with my prophecy.

2/23/2020 10:01:19 AM keith369me I know I have been here during Lemurian times and shared an incarnation with my present wife...she has no clue...except being drawn to Hawaii.

2/23/2020 10:03:04 AM tieronepatriot Thanks!

2/23/2020 10:04:17 AM synackstatic Q+ = POTUS

Q = Flynn, Rogers, et. al.

Advisors = anons. 

Drop paced based on Anons efforts to expose. 

Recent example: focus on IH and McCormicks in Chicago, followed by blago release.

Anons focus on McCabe and DF block in house, McCabe then had smaller case dropped.

2/23/2020 10:05:33 AM blasmunoz3  pic.twitter.com/KOsuooYPWT

2/23/2020 10:05:37 AM tammyca31262528 Dan Scarvino and JFK jr

2/23/2020 10:06:34 AM synackstatic 3

2/23/2020 10:07:42 AM truthserum4all So many favorites!

@Oceanbl38277989

@ViktoryOfLight

@UnravelTheBeast

@EdwardWellence

@GhostRollo

🌈

@IIIDeaton

@racheljill66

@OkieNV

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JUBILEE_7DOUBLE

🌈

@KessenaO

@servant_of_I_AM

@RedwolTx45

@LynnStueber

@JrChiappi

🌈

@SSG_PAIN

@Inevitable_ET pic.twitter.com/2xmiLDzVAx
2/23/2020 10:07:51 AM vickigp1 Adm Rogers and Gen Flynn are my top two

2/23/2020 10:07:52 AM synackstatic As anons reveal more and more, Q+ and Q act. 

The keystones between clas info(NSA, milint) and the ability to act (DOJ, FBI) are anons. 

Anons tip of spear leading the way with digs/revelations

2/23/2020 10:07:57 AM synackstatic 3

2/23/2020 10:09:10 AM amuses Agree.

2/23/2020 10:09:49 AM sdane8 I don't recall ever hearing about this. Thx!

2/23/2020 10:09:50 AM sdane8 Haha. You're not alone. We're all just throwing spaghetti against the wall to see if it sticks. 😉

2/23/2020 10:14:06 AM merorschach Rogers and Flynn?

2/23/2020 10:16:45 AM dairy_mom_of_6 In other countries soccor balls are called footballs.

2/23/2020 10:17:13 AM daveinthisacct If you promote NASA I’m out on you. It’s the most satanic agency in the entire government. Nothing but lies about our planet from the very second 

they were created.

2/23/2020 10:17:16 AM lipenstein1 Majestic 12 has no idea who is on Q team. 

When he says he knows, that’s a clear indication that he is a larp.

No outside comms.

2/23/2020 10:17:47 AM daveinthisacct As many as they need to maintain the lie



2/23/2020 10:19:30 AM bobroon12515016 "Q" Sent Us

      #NamasteTrump

#AskTheQ

#TheBestisYetToCome

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@News18

@JashvantMistry

@AMBASSADOR7

@ROHLL5

@catturd2

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@skierJP1

@NextLAMayor

@petluvers4Trump

@ImperialWick

@w_terrence

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Q  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1231598268489973761 …
2/23/2020 10:20:14 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...👀...Guides just yelled...Vaccine to Corona!!!

2/23/2020 10:20:25 AM manifest_utopia Definitely interesting to watch roll out, while collecting data points. Cabal never lets an opportunity go by, that's for sure.

2/23/2020 10:20:25 AM covertress until... https://youtu.be/hWcpHHmh4_Y 

2/23/2020 10:21:00 AM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/R7Hs2f95EN

2/23/2020 10:21:33 AM m_mcmullenaggie IFB

2/23/2020 10:22:07 AM blsdbe @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

2/23/2020 10:22:21 AM no_dak_patriot Adm. Mike Rogers

2/23/2020 10:28:36 AM woqe82 Hell no!

2/23/2020 10:28:38 AM covertress A Starseed named Powder

2/23/2020 10:29:53 AM mongrelglory It's so great to hear everyone's stories about their other lives. (Time is an illusion so I didn't say "past" lives.) I'd love to hear anything more you 

remember from your time in Lemuria Keith.  I don't know much about Lemuria.

2/23/2020 10:30:21 AM rogerfritz7 💞💘 Followed/Retweeted 💘💞

2/23/2020 10:31:28 AM purspectives_ Ankh

2/23/2020 10:32:22 AM mongrelglory I've had semi lucid dreams like that, where I was observing an "alien" humanoid and they suddenly looked up and noticed me watching them. (It was in 

an indoor dwelling). It startled me awake, but was so vivid/real!

2/23/2020 10:32:51 AM mongrelglory Maybe it was astral projection?

2/23/2020 10:33:55 AM covertress So it was Majestic Game Theory, asking 45 to run?

2/23/2020 10:34:41 AM karma4event201 That is good news! I believed the Generals Mathis and Kelly were 2 of the top White Hats saving the US (the world) from the Cabal.

2/23/2020 10:37:40 AM skymonk13 Yes, that is true

2/23/2020 10:38:09 AM nine_six3 Wow!!! I love hearing your experiences! So very very interesting. Weird... couple years ago, I was actually hypnotized by a woman who was posing as a 

“Masteries Teacher”. I’m a fool and fell for it somehow. I Truly hope I can heal what might have caused any harm. 20/20 ️🤓 1/2

2/23/2020 10:38:53 AM nine_six3 Your vision is exactly what I wished I’d had done! If only I knew then what I know now! 2/2

2/23/2020 10:38:53 AM keith369me My Lemuria experiences have been more intuitively based than experience based.   Knowing 100% that I have been in a location before even though it 

wasn’t in this lifetime...that my wife and I have sat on the same rock that we have no desire to move from...literally sitting hours

2/23/2020 10:39:29 AM nine_six3 You definitely had some great downtime from Earth! 😎Lemurian and Egyptian. It’d be interesting to know where else you’ve been while not here? 

And if you’re still there, as we type these messages here, right now! 🤯

2/23/2020 10:40:21 AM blsdbe 👀👀👀

@hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ)

2/23/2020 10:40:56 AM keith369me ...while other locations resonate with her or me but not both.  When we’re together exploring it feels like a magnet is drawing us to a particular spot, 

typically where most other people don’t venture to.

2/23/2020 10:41:34 AM 369_is TV is not REALITY. Paradox. The term was designed to confuse our perception. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034446282331435011?s=20 …

2/23/2020 10:41:53 AM karma4event201 😎 he is the good leader 

I've read about!

2/23/2020 10:42:04 AM 14fowl Lightning can strike 200 miles ahead of a storm and in this case pedo's/Criminals getting popped. Whether it is a fast storm or slow as long as there is 

deep cleaning...

2/23/2020 10:42:23 AM carolin15161363 VK

2/23/2020 10:42:25 AM keith369me If you don’t mind, I’ll DM you an experience from last year that you might find interesting...it is long.

2/23/2020 10:42:49 AM nine_six3 Oh my! 🤯🤯🤯 

Got me giggling and smiling so big. Pleases me to know you’ve experienced this too!!! ❤️

2/23/2020 10:43:19 AM covertress Starseeds are awakening to their true purpose for being here. It's not just to enjoy the show, as entertaining as that is.🍿 It's to share their Light & 

thereby uplift humanity. Death is inconsequential. You can elect to return if your current avatar doesn't last for the curtain.

2/23/2020 10:43:49 AM trishafortrump Nahhh @Acosta doesn't have the guts to ask!! He is too afraid of the answer 😂🤣😂

2/23/2020 10:44:02 AM nine_six3 Yes please! 🙏🏽

2/23/2020 10:44:28 AM keith369me This happens all the time for me as well...I’ve gotten better at not disturbing...at first some entities would “shock” my pineal to let me know I was 

being rude

2/23/2020 10:49:05 AM missund79512530 I'm pretty sure Acosta knows. 😎😉

2/23/2020 10:49:28 AM thestormpatriot Nakasone I would guess is one. Do Rogers and Binney count?

2/23/2020 10:51:01 AM 1crazy_toaster 👍

2/23/2020 10:54:22 AM rghardy3 MJ12 said that Q is a separate operation

and that they are not connected.

2/23/2020 10:54:24 AM keith369me I am drawn to info about Maldek (now the asteroid belt)...my personality type matches that described as having a Maldek ancestry.  I really have no 

specific information regarding an experience, but I have always been fascinated by the asteroid belt as opposed to other planets.

2/23/2020 10:55:26 AM skymonk13 The eschaton will not be televised

2/23/2020 10:55:48 AM 14fowl Nothing it would have to go into an archive so info was direct and the ball was in Trumps court.

2/23/2020 10:56:29 AM methusablah I've told work and doctor's it feels like a never ending headache that does not hurt. Any time I close my eyes and relax them they seem to roll back 

almost like they are crossing then my brain feels like it opens up like that.

2/23/2020 10:57:00 AM methusablah I will give it a watch this evening ty.

2/23/2020 10:57:17 AM michael07261959 Aha so Flynn must be part of the Q team?

2/23/2020 10:57:56 AM keith369me In addition, I am highly drawn to Kryon channeling...mostly Lemurian based.  Coincidentally an upcoming trip I have planned coincides with the location 

of a Lee Caroll (Kryon) retreat.  Energy has drawn me to the same location



2/23/2020 10:59:00 AM rghardy3 Majestic posted a photo with Mulvaney,

Kushner, and Miller and then said

"Do you see a Q" ?

Of those 3 I would pick Mulvaney for Q.

2/23/2020 11:00:35 AM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/eQCCT8zdkv

2/23/2020 11:01:10 AM mgray72531386 Nakasone

2/23/2020 11:01:33 AM iiideaton Bless you for this kind mention .

2/23/2020 11:01:56 AM ali_ducharme It goes by steps, Majestic. Most are still just at alarm clock level (hence the anger). There's tons of steps & levels in between that & the great levels. As 

you stated, we each awaken at our own pace. The tribe of sheep's family tree won't until 4000. 1/10th of humanity = sheep

2/23/2020 11:07:12 AM rikudochan it's been planned for thousands of years

2/23/2020 11:08:42 AM lynnstueber ~Thank you so much for the mention~ God bless you and God✝️⚔️ speed~

2/23/2020 11:09:07 AM ali_ducharme Overall population reaching different levels. The ethereals have made it easier for the nonmagical by giving me & others the messages needed to 

complete the steps for each level. For those they gave me, see my pinned tweets. After the 3 great levels comes the 3 grand levels.

2/23/2020 11:10:16 AM chris8nix @realDonaldTrump @FollowThe17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn 

I feel it happening. The energy today is magical. Amazing. Respect.

2/23/2020 11:10:53 AM n7guardiananon Very Nice Thread!!!

Remember when that was the current event on 8Chan

good times with Great Frens!!!

2/23/2020 11:11:28 AM dgswilson Mike?

2/23/2020 11:11:58 AM tiraeche Do you think we'll ever find out?

2/23/2020 11:13:12 AM jsantxman Can you elaborate on this? Non terrestrial?

2/23/2020 11:13:36 AM lmjonzey Same here. Doubles continuous from 2015. Halos etc.

2/23/2020 11:13:44 AM ali_ducharme The hardest part is/will be getting deep staters to realize that they have to hold themselves accountable to Man's Courts to start the process of 

becoming worthy again. Especially any whom are vampiri-animus royals. To voluntarily deflate ego & stop playing God is harder for them

2/23/2020 11:16:26 AM richardhiatt16 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

2/23/2020 11:17:19 AM olimyracle #Qanon to #Majestic ?

 http://www.myracle.org/mj  pic.twitter.com/tnqyfHJHnO

2/23/2020 11:18:15 AM shaz4truth "Wait til you learn who has been talking to you here.Q" It's someone we all know 💙

2/23/2020 11:19:15 AM stonekeeper3 #magaLOVEtheMEME!🦅♥🦅@truthserum4all!

🥳Rt’d&F’d these DIGITALWARRIORS ONE AND ALL!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸#trump

2/23/2020 11:20:55 AM winklerburke Someday the 9th could declare Progressive (1984) Education @ K-12, university & grad school in CA cannot be funded w/any local, state or Fed taxes, 

because it is unconstitutional to kill the Constitution, Republuc & State of CA. 4 this is wut Prog (1984) does, by evil design? Duh

2/23/2020 11:22:06 AM viktoryoflight Thank you for including my beautiful soul 🕊🌈🌹🙏 pic.twitter.com/FAgfQ5zgYf

2/23/2020 11:22:28 AM chris8nix Non-terrestrial - General Flynn. When I look up to the sky above, I often ask my god to help the people that don’t have the ability to help themselves. 

Handicap etc.  I also always ask for guidance. That is Q to me.

2/23/2020 11:23:01 AM thephoolish1 a symbolic gesture the ball, is in Trump's court, and full of useful things .

2/23/2020 11:23:03 AM anonpatriotccj I have always felt that FLOTUS Melania is part of the Q team

2/23/2020 11:23:49 AM winklerburke The last honest vote in CA was 50 years ago? CA mocks the US Constitution.  Note that in continual protest... outlying CA county buildings proclaim 

their people prisoners... by flying state flag w/Vietnam era POW-MIA flag of shame.

2/23/2020 11:26:09 AM brianan06364517 I'm guessing General Flynn and Admiral Rogers are two men part of the Q team. Possibly Ezra Watwick Cohen.

2/23/2020 11:26:36 AM winklerburke Not by letting infinite money organizations set up private school-college funds for the children of media stars at all the networks?   (As a bribe to make 

sure all media personalities say the same Prog-Insane talking to rube-sheep points?)

2/23/2020 11:27:42 AM lynnstueber Q [HOPE YOU GUESSED MY NAME ]: https://youtu.be/dHYdAOm12Ns?list=FL4kH88eO-7rHb1kZaNqJKDg …

2/23/2020 11:28:59 AM brianan06364517 I wouldn't be surprised if Melania was involved too.

2/23/2020 11:29:00 AM ali_ducharme But in between the Lesser & Great is another level (at least 1 if not more) as it still mirrors the journey to & through the Houses of Mage/Magi/Magus. 

I'm looking forward to when the ethereals have given me not only the 2nd step of the Lesser, but all the way through to Grandest

2/23/2020 11:29:14 AM tblue60 JFK Jr and JFK Sr

2/23/2020 11:30:03 AM winklerburke “It is difficult to get a man to understand something, when his salary depends on his not understanding it.” — Upton Sinclair. (Let us see tax returns 

and school funding of children of Media stars?)

2/23/2020 11:31:52 AM winklerburke With a name like DC comics?

2/23/2020 11:33:06 AM jillsta07025300 Who ever it is doesn’t work on saturdays. Q never posts on Saturdays.

2/23/2020 11:33:09 AM italianmom555 I witnessed some of the most beautiful storms when I was in NOLA. Both rainstorms with thunder and lightning and just lightning storms.Gorgeous and 

quick in August of 2019. I love NOLA

2/23/2020 11:34:08 AM tblue60 The Galactic Federation advises and directs.

2/23/2020 11:34:09 AM operationfree17  pic.twitter.com/C5KzaMR0Sy

2/23/2020 11:35:31 AM ali_ducharme I'm hoping the illu pass their last 5 major tests or otherwise the leak will cause them to no longer be around when we need them in 2-3k more years. If 

they don't pass, they'll be history in 10-100 years :(

2/23/2020 11:37:43 AM winklerburke Why are these men auditioning to play Jack O’Neil?  ;)

2/23/2020 11:37:47 AM cathyholton4 All ears!!♥️

2/23/2020 11:39:40 AM brittasbits1 @GeorgeMNasif  is advising Q. He has everything

2/23/2020 11:41:27 AM clifton15jon Winning the lottery would be easier ... He shouldnt be going to gitmo, he along with the others need to be made examples

2/23/2020 11:41:58 AM motherrowdius ❤️

2/23/2020 11:43:03 AM drbohammer  pic.twitter.com/OI4j4PF5mK

2/23/2020 11:44:06 AM 963_maxoom The Shift has unfortunately some "Side Effects"/

Ascension Symptoms

 https://zentasia.com/ascension-symptoms-dna-upgrade/ …

And don't forget the E-Smog pic.twitter.com/Hv7h939lOf

2/23/2020 11:44:20 AM rghardy3 Well if Durham is on Q then I guess

Barr and Sessions would also be.

2/23/2020 11:44:42 AM cathyholton4 No

2/23/2020 11:45:35 AM ali_ducharme Glad to see you're still around, brother! Was beginning to wonder if you were.

2/23/2020 11:46:26 AM cathyholton4 No

2/23/2020 11:46:32 AM kristingirltn Wow!!! Disgusting & sick people!!!!! Thank you for checking!

2/23/2020 11:47:12 AM italianmom555 How many NYPDs saw the video how many are dead and how many committed suicide. Release the video and let's get this arrest party started. I am 

ready for this Perfect Storm.

2/23/2020 11:48:11 AM 963_maxoom I'm sorry - Fake

7/2020 Full Disclosure

2/23/2020 11:48:32 AM belle4texas This is awesome

2/23/2020 11:49:08 AM rghardy3 Q+ MJ 12



2/23/2020 11:50:25 AM okienv Thank you so much for including me! Please follow this great conductor @truthserum4all

2/23/2020 11:53:43 AM italianmom555 If I remember correctly Anons said not the top first, it would cause huge meltdowns.

2/23/2020 11:55:38 AM trinity_jenny It’s the information inside and Project Looking Glass was to be activated in ‘17.. I’m thinking 🤔 and so many of these devices like 50 don’t quote me ..

2/23/2020 11:56:07 AM servant_of_i_am Thank you for this mention my Brother,  Yah bless.

2/23/2020 11:57:28 AM patriotbob201 Add JFK Jnr. Been in witness protection program for years. Trumps good friend. Has more reason than anybody else to expose his father’s 

murderers.Knows the system back to front.

2/23/2020 11:59:38 AM areckoningday PROVEN delegitimization of BHO as never having been a US citizen to legally be POTUS would be a HUGE rippling effect to get the ball rolling in a BIG 

way! Blow the top of the snow cap and the ensuing avalanche would be insurmountable! 

THEN.. who covered it to get him there? pic.twitter.com/3H3CkUpY3Y

2/23/2020 12:00:30 PM brienthess I try not to think about time dilation.

2/23/2020 12:05:40 PM viktoryoflight Your welcome Starla 🕊💕🌹🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/pLbsNvJoG4

2/23/2020 12:11:36 PM kidge6 Lightening vs. Lightning.

2/23/2020 12:12:16 PM glenda_45_texas  pic.twitter.com/WRKFMG8nRU

2/23/2020 12:13:57 PM alight412 Julian Assange

2/23/2020 12:14:47 PM laztar11  pic.twitter.com/eXo4piaNLO

2/23/2020 12:15:59 PM wakeup33462138 “ it’s confidential ” - POTUS

2/23/2020 12:17:18 PM pelledan2 Peter Theil is no white hat.

Research him on Pastebin to discover why.

2/23/2020 12:17:20 PM laztar11 Me too 13 years ♥👍😃🇺🇸

2/23/2020 12:19:00 PM laztar11 Mine was not like that , but we all get activated differently I think

2/23/2020 12:24:45 PM janey634 Sean Hannity and Sara Carter?

2/23/2020 12:27:45 PM no_dak_patriot  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231382459633278977?s=19 …

2/23/2020 12:28:58 PM williamstout121 See something say something is the title of the book of the killed Obama whistle-blower.

2/23/2020 12:31:32 PM richard07759712 Or

2/23/2020 12:36:30 PM wearediamonds2 The witch always told me things /repeated them in threes and then those things would happen. All I could figure was that is how she cast the spells on 

me. I am sure it can be used for good or evil.

2/23/2020 12:37:51 PM aj19844 IT PAYS TO PLAY.

Q2868 on 22 Feb 2019

What happened re: Bernie‘s wife ‘fraud’ case?

charges dropped...WHY?

Putin gave football to DJT 7-16-2018

Honeymoon USSR  1988 Gorbachev leader

Bernie Bro(comrade)asset? made deal? Playing role?

We are watching a movie! pic.twitter.com/Q9zQbIslsL
2/23/2020 12:41:55 PM boudiccea3 There is only One God, as Jesus said. And the Serpent God Quetzalcoatl is not it.

2/23/2020 12:42:23 PM boudiccea3 Nunes.

2/23/2020 12:43:02 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Come on, this is Intel that should not be shared!

Or Q would have shared it himself! 

We know

Q= our lips R sealed!

and Q+45, otherwise, mums the word! Loose Lips Sink Ships!!!!

2/23/2020 12:47:05 PM darkfla31049657 How far away is the Sun he wondered and asked, they told him 108 suns away, how far away the moon he asked, they told him about 108 moons away 

on average.  He wondered how many earths would fit in the Sun per Diameter, they once agsin said 108!  108 seemed the answer to all! 108

2/23/2020 12:47:12 PM utahbug Even non-members can access many of these records via  http://FamilySearch.org .

Ancestry got much of its material from the LDS church and its members have spent considerable time collecting and indexing genealogical material.

2/23/2020 12:49:27 PM alight412 Is Barron part of the Q team?

2/23/2020 12:49:29 PM utahbug The church does not own  http://Ancestry.com .

From FamilySearch, you can find much of this for free.

The church also has world-wide Family History centers that are free of charge to members or non-members.

Can’t blame the church for  http://Ancestry.com  fees.

2/23/2020 12:50:19 PM foster_less Who is skippy?

2/23/2020 12:51:37 PM foster_less Never mind ...dah lol

2/23/2020 12:53:41 PM 50calholly @threaderapp unroll

2/23/2020 12:53:43 PM clfaerber1 Something for Barron?

2/23/2020 12:55:55 PM utahbug As far as the $100 billion, remember the church is usually one of the first organizations on hand when there is a disaster. 

The church has prepared well for lengthy bad times. Lessons learned from past bad economic times.

The church puts a huge emphasis on being prepared.

2/23/2020 12:56:12 PM darkfla31049657 108!

2/23/2020 1:00:08 PM utahbug If members get a free ride with Ancestry, it’s because Ancestry (not owned by church) would probably not exist without the time and resources that 

members put into collecting and indexing genealogy resources.

Again, free to even non-members if you use their site and centers.

2/23/2020 1:01:50 PM dannytoth Stephan Miller

2/23/2020 1:03:45 PM utahbug Tithing is not required to access LDS genealogical records.

Someone is misdirecting you.

2/23/2020 1:05:03 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"At what Stage of the game do you

play the TRUMP CARD" ?

Q

JA   3-3

2/23/2020 1:07:16 PM darkfla31049657 He wondered how can 108 be the answer? The answer to everything in the Universe, he asked his master whom gave him 108 beeds and told him to 

clear his mind and when he got through them all in silence he would know both himself and the Universe!

2/23/2020 1:07:47 PM nonlineardarren You are right,i put this up as a theory,not fact...

2/23/2020 1:08:19 PM pleasantlysurly No one knows who Q is. The timing of the drops, and what is dropped is assisted by computer algorithm, imo. That's the only way to get the deltas 

where you want them, and all the cross-referencing to dates, drop numbers, missing or additional letters, spacing, killboxes, etc.

2/23/2020 1:10:01 PM nonlineardarren thank you for the info..Namaste

2/23/2020 1:10:31 PM justlearning21 I was just reading this in proverbs last night, in different words but essentially the same meaning.



2/23/2020 1:17:25 PM utahbug Ancestry is not owned by the church.

Yes, members get a free ride on Ancestry and other genealogical sites.

The church offers g. material free for EVERYONE at its Family History Centers and FamilySearch website. No tithing required.

Why pay when the church offers it for free?

2/23/2020 1:17:36 PM olimyracle 2000: DJT 1st run

2001: DJT <- MJ12

2004: "The Apprentice"

2008: DJT not running

2016: Run https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006959332532129792?s=19 …

2/23/2020 1:21:12 PM jgt58chiefsfan Are you referring to the briefcase with all the nuke codes in it

2/23/2020 1:22:09 PM gjones46623615 Be prepared. pic.twitter.com/EsBdtU4DqJ

2/23/2020 1:24:07 PM faye_mcgarry Colloidal silver and Neem tea for coronavirus.

2/23/2020 1:24:58 PM faye_mcgarry That will kill you, that's more deadly than virus.

2/23/2020 1:26:05 PM faye_mcgarry Neem tea Neem oil kills all viruses and bad bacteria.

2/23/2020 1:28:10 PM faye_mcgarry Where have you been Joe? Bill Gates and Pirbright institute in UK developed corona virus called it CROWN! He said he wanted to depop by 16 million.

2/23/2020 1:28:11 PM cyberanonrevolu Q+ is 45./Common knowledge.

Donald Trump being the 45th President of the United States.

Who is Q?  Woman, Melania

Who is advising Q? Ivanka, Flynn, DOJ, DOD All services, looking glass.

2/23/2020 1:29:52 PM stefanofait We will see about that... pic.twitter.com/gFj3XCbufq

2/23/2020 1:32:07 PM olimyracle Power of 369 😂😍😘 pic.twitter.com/yy5ZqgB5IC

2/23/2020 1:35:02 PM edwardwellence Dare devil fly

2/23/2020 1:36:46 PM fvntsplssvn Beverly Hills Illuminati spoof discordians that got bored at a defcon conference? Oh, too much info.

2/23/2020 1:39:49 PM elizabethbryso5 The lower photo isn’t laughter it’s anger

2/23/2020 1:40:24 PM elizabethbryso5 Interesting Nicole Kidman was sitting near him/ her dad was up to his eyeballs in it

2/23/2020 1:47:02 PM rickster61x  pic.twitter.com/189ezcYgjl

2/23/2020 1:48:45 PM sdane8 Every Friday I'm extra watchful. pic.twitter.com/cZIIaZSAWG

2/23/2020 1:52:16 PM mathison_si Stephen Miller and twatter man.

2/23/2020 1:52:33 PM cathyholton4 🤣

2/23/2020 1:53:26 PM patriotleah1776 Lots of mentions about impeachments in President Trump's concerts!

2/23/2020 1:55:15 PM tieronepatriot Q was chosen because Q = Source.  Definitely a Higher Power at play.

2/23/2020 1:56:27 PM alight412 I picked up some CS. Do you take it as preventative or wait until you feel a cold coming on?

2/23/2020 1:57:29 PM sunnydkelleu Durham=Q

2/23/2020 1:59:15 PM ali_ducharme Strings, definitely cut, but no more life strings cut. 1. It's illegal & immoral in Man's Courts & mine.

Right now, a certain relative is whom I'm wondering about. He's a puppet master but for which side? He seems to show up in both circles.

2/23/2020 1:59:19 PM rickster61x @Acosta “Who Is Q?”

2/23/2020 2:01:44 PM cchef1980 Exactly. Only 10 have full picture. Only 3 non mil. POTUS is 1. The Only official advisor is IT. Could be BT is real adv... but that would mean IT is also one 

and that would be all 3 non mil. So safe guess is at least IT. For mil, could be any of JCS, AR is easy choice. IT/AR.

2/23/2020 2:03:38 PM ali_ducharme Oh cute, someone's put miss piggy in the clouds lol 

Time dilation? Which type?

2/23/2020 2:08:28 PM 369palm The power to manipulate people based on their actions in past lives is crossing a pretty distinct line don’t you think?

2/23/2020 2:14:58 PM laurenmbradley2 I know the Q team well! But I’m not naming names....I’m just gonna say they are VERY connected to the light! 

#QAngels #weoutchea #loveyou pic.twitter.com/sAcv1urXb5

2/23/2020 2:15:56 PM samsmith0319 Good!!!...👀...

2/23/2020 2:17:54 PM edwardwellence Nice lovely sunday afternoon thread

2/23/2020 2:18:49 PM debrafierens How do you know Q team?

2/23/2020 2:19:04 PM aussieqne  pic.twitter.com/1N9xaPs7bZ

2/23/2020 2:19:31 PM fallorsesh And what was your "confirmation". Trip codes? 🙄

2/23/2020 2:21:18 PM fallorsesh Clear your cache/cookies should allow you to access

2/23/2020 2:21:57 PM laurenmbradley2 We kinda all know the Q team, kek. <3

#BEBEST pic.twitter.com/XPvT6vfCgE

2/23/2020 2:22:09 PM mathemagician9 to be perfectly honest, Idk that being "on" MJ-12 indicates any kind of "cleanliness". MJ-12 has made no secret of the fact that until very recently, they 

were the body effectively controlling the deep state. Only very recently changed their actions to be in humanity's interests.

2/23/2020 2:23:29 PM aussieqne The Prophecy – there is an ancient prophecy that mentions the appearance of circular rainbow around sun. And this rainbow will bring unity, life and 

love. 🙏❤️🙏 https://spiritualgrowthguide.com/rainbow-around-the-sun-spiritual-meaning/ …

2/23/2020 2:23:56 PM star_god1 Is lifewave cabal ( http://lifewave.com )

2/23/2020 2:23:56 PM mathemagician9 (I recognize that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did say "Mattis is clean"), but you should also remember the numerous times that MJ-12 has stated its own origins 

as a deep state (+ cabal levels above) ally and/or controller.

2/23/2020 2:24:11 PM aussieqne  pic.twitter.com/S648LnseQV

2/23/2020 2:27:24 PM rachad71 Me thinking the same thing

2/23/2020 2:29:12 PM rosscarwalker That would be opening up a fascinating doorway to your past. How would Jim @Acosta take finding out who he was in a past life? Ask the question Jim.

2/23/2020 2:30:00 PM sterkinglights1  https://youtu.be/-59onLxBoVY 

2/23/2020 2:36:19 PM skypegrammy505 Dan

2/23/2020 2:36:19 PM philosophijunk At this point ET is a progressive Dem president. 

Same questions apply...

2/23/2020 2:36:33 PM dakotobol SB

2/23/2020 2:45:28 PM skypegrammy505 and Adm. Rogers ... would also love for Gen Flynn to be on the Q team as well.

2/23/2020 2:45:32 PM olimyracle 11.24

 https://qmap.pub/read/3626  pic.twitter.com/fBX4Rfz2me

2/23/2020 2:46:15 PM rghardy3 The way I read them is they started out on the

Deep State and Dark Side.  A change was tried

in the late 80's to the Light but GB 41 stopped it.

Sometime in the past 20 years they have switched

from Dark > Light.



2/23/2020 2:47:45 PM theappraizer Musk has a clown background if you just scratch the surface. His origin story also includes "his parents garage", except it was rockets and not 

computers. He literally has articles of him being an actor, before Operation Tesla Fucks Nasa even began.

Musk is a phony. Wake up!

2/23/2020 2:49:26 PM rghardy3 MJ has openly admitted that they play dirty

and also that they sometimes put out Disinformation.

2/23/2020 2:51:40 PM riotpat2 Admiral Rogers

2/23/2020 2:52:34 PM theappraizer I too have caught the reference between Quetzalcoatl and Q for the past 18 months or so.

And. The story of Quetzalcoatl, Michael, Horace, and many others also share striking similarities.

Fair hair, blue eyed deities riding clouds or dragons or chariots of fire.

2/23/2020 2:55:17 PM boondognews Q is a small team with extremely high level of clearance ....Q

2/23/2020 2:57:46 PM boondognews Same. And my parents and siblings and the babies I miscarried.

2/23/2020 2:58:13 PM boondognews I saw that too and went hmmmm.....

2/23/2020 2:58:15 PM stefanofait So you can't name a single black hat flipping?

White hats suck so bad at that?

And they aren't even into planting one of their own to gather intelligence and spread disinformation?

If white hats are so amateurish they do not deserve my support...

2/23/2020 2:58:59 PM theappraizer If you were more aware of whats going on in the world, you would've kept your kids by your side NO MATTER WHAT ever since the truth bombs have 

been falling. For the past 3-4years!

The slow-witted, self centered, narcissists and low IQ folks have doomed us.

2/23/2020 3:00:07 PM olimyracle 2.24 ? pic.twitter.com/EGU2tgSugh

2/23/2020 3:01:21 PM visitnaj No you tube site Adapt 2030 about real science of what is and has been going on. If only I knew how to do links specifically

2/23/2020 3:02:31 PM kymedian  pic.twitter.com/d1ObUjaMGM

2/23/2020 3:03:10 PM nine_six3 Yes, I think it was astral proj. When I experienced it, I could bring my conscious attention back to my bedroom. Then tune back into the location on the 

other planet. Tested it a few times to make sure I wasn’t dreaming. Astral proj. sounds right. Past lives was different.

2/23/2020 3:03:57 PM nine_six3 Amazing to have seen/felt your current wife in another lifetime. Truly a gift!

2/23/2020 3:04:23 PM winklerburke Well.  3.15. = Ides of March (9)

4.1.2020 = April Fools (9)

4.4,2020 = (?) (12) = (3)

4.10.20(20) = DJT = Good Fri. (9)  

4.15 = Lincoln’s Death, tax day (9)

The power of 3, 6, 9, 12 all over?

2/23/2020 3:05:14 PM theappraizer Your logic took a left turn back at the right turn only sign.

2/23/2020 3:06:15 PM jack66123366 I think at lest 3 of the Q team are Trumps.

2/23/2020 3:08:19 PM tufftimes2000 I think so

2/23/2020 3:09:31 PM nine_six3 Don’t mean to sound ignorant, never heard of Kryon or I’m not remembering. I’ll definitely check that out. Very interesting! Wonder how much we may 

mistaken for this Earth but really it’s Maldek or elsewhere similar to Earth. I remember?MJ12 stating there’s many Earth-like🌎🌍🌏

2/23/2020 3:14:21 PM mathemagician9 yeah, that's about how I view things as well. I believe they (MJ12) stated on twitter that their change from dark -> light was much more recent than 

that though, I don't remember the exact year, but it was post-2012.

2/23/2020 3:16:45 PM edwardwellence We all are traveling on

2/23/2020 3:20:13 PM burgersandra MJ12: "A sedated population of SHEEP allow WOLVES to FEED.They have you distracted by Cabal engineered social issues...controlled through debt 

slavery fiat monopolies...drugged by fluoride glyphosates aluminum mercury nanytes etc. Your children were food." 

https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=328 …

2/23/2020 3:22:26 PM rghardy3 I have already gone through all 600 pages.

Information Download.

2/23/2020 3:27:58 PM burgersandra So you understand the bigger meaning behind "The Storm".

2/23/2020 3:28:03 PM edwardwellence Blessed by the best on twitter

2/23/2020 3:30:34 PM timesupgodwins Click on share video and copy link then paste it.  But I've never heard of adapt 2030 I'll have to check it out. If you can figure out how to copy it please 

paste it here.

2/23/2020 3:33:21 PM edwardwellence Amen

2/23/2020 3:33:53 PM pelledan2 By all mean, see it.

2/23/2020 3:34:03 PM ybbedc Found another picture of..the group above..

Different setting with who is who.. wonder if some are part of "Q". pic.twitter.com/kQn1LTTW9V

2/23/2020 3:35:29 PM ecranchero They want to lower the quality of human. And note that they want free abortion.

2/23/2020 3:37:08 PM rosscarwalker Behind every good man is a great woman @FLOTUS

2/23/2020 3:42:37 PM edwardwellence To late for a collision report

i'd say

2/23/2020 3:45:54 PM fallorsesh "pressing the fast on irresponsibile sexuality" is not a contradiction to depop, it's simply another tactic. You're conflating having sex w/having a baby. 

The overall idea (which provably works) is to dissolve the nuclear family, and they've been successful.

2/23/2020 3:56:58 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Sorry this one did not link to my tweet either. When it does that I can't reply properly. I'm so so sorry!

2/23/2020 3:57:00 PM rghardy3 Probably different kinds of Storms.

One would be Indictments Unsealed 

and Declass.

The other will be "Big Picture" stuff

and Disclosure.

2/23/2020 3:58:46 PM 1ifbyseaqanon I'm sure others can see them, I just can't!

2/23/2020 3:59:50 PM rghardy3 And the Final Storm may be the "Solar Flash".

A Great Awakening for Earth and Humanity.

2/23/2020 4:05:26 PM aleks8837 Hey. I don't remember what George Nasif said, but I think it was something about the language changing, and the crumbs a bit different.

2/23/2020 4:06:47 PM emilyoakley6 And the best thing they did it for the world to see.

LOL

2/23/2020 4:07:08 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/uU8iySyQ5r

2/23/2020 4:08:43 PM chaosintercept Regardless of whether the intention is procreation, plenty of children are conceived as a result of reckless sexuality. Even with contraceptive use. I do 

believe that dissolving the nuclear family is a large part of their bigger picture. I think the big picture is more disturbing

2/23/2020 4:10:29 PM monkey3186 He's a shitbag pussy he won't ask  @Acosta

2/23/2020 4:10:48 PM dasha_dagmar Q IS Jesus Christ 

Q IS Alfa Omega



2/23/2020 4:14:05 PM dasha_dagmar 🙏💝✨✨✨✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/PM8r2oqAgZ

2/23/2020 4:14:26 PM queen_khalifia Yes. The Ball is in Ur Court did it for Me! I was shook! Had chills. Good Chills!

2/23/2020 4:16:39 PM burgersandra How will this part of the storm play out? "However, what happens when the "good" forces in Mil take control over MJ12, cease to operate the sacrifice 

programs & essentially give a big middle finger to aliens demanding the children, you are faced with The Storm we see today." p328

2/23/2020 4:18:16 PM chris8nix  pic.twitter.com/VMSLaCGn1x

2/23/2020 4:24:26 PM susan66388204 What will happen with Bernie in Texas?

2/23/2020 4:33:40 PM susan66388204 And it’s working Bigly

2/23/2020 4:35:35 PM mike9wood 😂 lol

2/23/2020 4:38:32 PM truthserum4all  pic.twitter.com/eXDHYb8ETW

2/23/2020 4:40:50 PM hrlymomma3 The white hat aliens 👽👽😉

2/23/2020 4:41:25 PM hrlymomma3 Barron.  Melania

2/23/2020 4:41:33 PM cheewawa GESARA!

2/23/2020 4:43:51 PM truthserum4all  pic.twitter.com/hMBM8aljHA

2/23/2020 4:44:10 PM road2sea Not a fan of vaccines nor do i promote them.....but the earlier generations died of smallpox.

2/23/2020 4:45:36 PM truthserum4all My pleasure brother. I always appreciate your posts and wisdom. 

Bless you dear one. pic.twitter.com/K4Ua8t3JFE

2/23/2020 4:54:04 PM rghardy3 I made all the adjustments.

Computed time dilation.

First Sound of Thunder and Lightning BOOMS.

This will be "a week to remember".

2/23/2020 5:04:25 PM jeffcordell6 Truth....i've encountered both.

2/23/2020 5:10:07 PM fallorsesh so you confirmed it by deducing the opinion of one man, an opinion that you can't recall here and now. ok...

2/23/2020 5:10:26 PM atashfire The knowledge about nutrition and their access to sanitation is not like it is today. We know far more and have much better quality of life.

Smallpox was eradicated because of the progression of the above.

2/23/2020 5:11:48 PM randyfresh Super excited for Bernie Sanders to become Q+.

2/23/2020 5:12:45 PM hailrazer @acosta

Q Sent Me

2/23/2020 5:13:08 PM state1union Thank Q 🌈

2/23/2020 5:13:37 PM jcherrstrom Melania and Baron

2/23/2020 5:14:32 PM jesse48676371 i spent $60 on some N95 masks anyway... just in case

2/23/2020 5:15:01 PM fallorsesh how much bigger does the pic really have to get tho? im just as curious to have every minute detail revealed, my incessant theorizing aside. but this is a 

psychological + spiritual war, so i care less & less about those details as days roll on, & more about what sides im *not* on

2/23/2020 5:15:39 PM jcherrstrom John John

2/23/2020 5:18:01 PM chaosintercept In my own opinion, it's pretty huge. Hard to grasp. What we are faced with is evil incarnate- something that is not content with the Human Race being 

in slavery. It wants to end us. It enjoys our suffering- is empowered by it. Time to pull the plug on that.

2/23/2020 5:20:01 PM jeffcordell6 Thank you for sharing this!

2/23/2020 5:20:12 PM chaosintercept It is responsible for the downfall of prior Civilizations and the deaths of untold billions. The 45th Administration will mark, perhaps, the first offensive 

action taken against "it" since recorded history. Death to Globalism...long live Humanity.

2/23/2020 5:21:03 PM rghardy3 Is anyone besides POTUS on both

Majestic and the Q team ?

2/23/2020 5:22:45 PM fallorsesh my question was rhetorical. all im saying is at this point i really don't care about what the ultimate intent is. curious, fascinated even of course, but i 

just dont split hairs anymore theorizing about what you & I simply don't kno (i don't need to, 2kno theyre after our minds)

2/23/2020 5:25:17 PM chaosintercept Knowledge is power. I don't presume to know it all- but there are multiple layers to this: Human, Extraterrestrial (or extra-dimensional, extra-

chronological- depending on your viewpoint) and finally Spiritual. This is a war with all planes of existence as the front- survival.

2/23/2020 5:36:32 PM qsentme19 FLYNN, RODGERS, GRAHAM, GRASSLEY

2/23/2020 5:38:39 PM nick09826154 Q Post 11 Apr 2019 (Julian Assange?) Are Assange and Snowden on Q team. Was there a message from Snowden in the soccer ball? Are both A and S 

really in protectective Q custody? Both are OS experts who can be useful anywhere if they have access.

2/23/2020 5:40:23 PM dcoveart Do you think Time Travel is occurring?

2/23/2020 5:53:44 PM cyberanonrevolu Who is Q? Melania or 1 Kennedy

2/23/2020 5:56:49 PM schmoeda Oh I've been around since the Georgia Guide Stones and the curtain is only coming up on the Wizard publicly in the past 6 years.  The Great Awakening 

is happening! As Q stated "You are the news now". WWG1WGA TRUMP 2020

Peace - out.

2/23/2020 6:00:15 PM melbourne_3000 Matters not, need to know basis only.

All we need to do is our own bit of "The Plan"

God bless The #POTUS, #Q team and each and every Patriot in the almighty fight.

#DarkToLight #TheBestIsYetToCome 🇺🇸 🌎

2/23/2020 6:01:56 PM sonicmcparitoti Hillary & Obama's worst nightmare.

2/23/2020 6:03:41 PM patsq90 @PatsQ90

2/23/2020 6:05:01 PM jackson88941319 Bravo

2/23/2020 6:15:03 PM peterjonathanna @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if cannabis is the best medicine to fight the coronavirus, why aren't you or any government officials telling people?

2/23/2020 6:20:27 PM utahbug Even beyond ordinances by proxy, the church always stressed record keeping since the 1800s.

In fact, the church built vaults into the granite mountain of Little Cottonwood Canyon near SLC to preserve billions of records. 

https://newsroom.churchofjesuschrist.org/article/granite-mountain-records-vault …

2/23/2020 6:20:37 PM lilbrojd Rudy Giuliani

2/23/2020 6:27:10 PM legacy_over RUSSIA RUSSIA RUSSIAA refers to "new" Russia. Russia that is post the 1990 signing of their new declaration of independence. RUSSIAA with two "A's" 

is a trademarked spelled by the Russian government in their declaration.

2/23/2020 6:28:53 PM legacy_over So if this ties back to the other post, it's simple, Russiaa and China are allies and therefore the US and China and Russia must have some mutual 

understanding that's not seen in the public eye.

2/23/2020 6:29:31 PM iiideaton God bless you too!

2/23/2020 6:29:53 PM scottbl97316726 @Acosta

2/23/2020 6:29:55 PM legacy_over That document symbolizes the start of democratic reform in Russia

2/23/2020 6:33:02 PM thebarwatch From left: Gen. John Kelly, Gen. James Mattis, Gen. James Amos, Gen. John Paxton Jr., Gen. Joseph Dunford, and Gen. John Allen, at the Home of the 

Commandants in Washington, DC, on April 19, 2013 pic.twitter.com/SChmlCTiSW

2/23/2020 6:33:06 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1231719808288292866?s=19 …



2/23/2020 6:36:26 PM aleks8837 Sorry, I should've made the post clearer. Too damn little space. I tried to write:

What about this? 🧐 George M. Nasif:

"The original Q lasted..."

Q referenced George Nasif on several occasions I think.

In any case he is purportedly some kind of white hat hacker in poss of data

2/23/2020 6:38:36 PM gracealijah 👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼🤫🤫🤫🤪🤪Pete (@beener3436) Tweeted:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Jr and Potus🤫  pic.twitter.com/YUsyqvtMSC  https://twitter.com/beener3436/status/1231535344744570881?s=20 … 

pic.twitter.com/HDhXNGzXEv

2/23/2020 6:40:37 PM fallorsesh I know who george is & the only references were commenting on anons posting screenshots of his social media (Fb, i believe) posts. he has interesting 

info for sure but there are countless interesting altINT sources now in 2020

2/23/2020 6:41:51 PM 444_q_ Awesome!! It Was rainbow colors AND around noon!!

2/23/2020 6:48:36 PM aleks8837 Cool! So what's the problem? :P It's just one mans belief, and having more levels to entertain in ones mind is better/interesting. Like you say 🙂

Feel free to share some interesting altINT ppl btw..

I haven't wandered so far in the breadth along these topics and research anyway

2/23/2020 6:48:50 PM zagnett How do you ground a grow tent properly? 🤔

2/23/2020 6:49:41 PM big_simp research "Branton" [ Dulce files ] - mormon insider who disclosed a ton of intel on the UFO phenomenon in the 1980s

Dr Steve Greer revealed that its the Mormons who run the finances of these USAPs

Why are the Mormons and the Greys👽 so interested in our DNA?

2/23/2020 6:50:08 PM wickedmouse369 To a copper pipe or use an outlet cord and just use the ground.

2/23/2020 6:52:44 PM zagnett Thanks. How do you connect the cord to the tent? Just make sure it has constant contact with the mylar?

Oh is a certain mylar thickness required to make it a proper faraday cage?

2/23/2020 6:53:46 PM rghardy3 That was over one year ago.

And the clock is still ticking.

Something stopped what was coming.

2/23/2020 6:57:51 PM fallorsesh im only mentioning his opinion because you mentioned earlier that it was this opinion which "confirmed" only the first 6 months of Q posts were 

legitimate.. and that's silly

2/23/2020 6:59:37 PM americanpetal Same

2/23/2020 7:04:13 PM thelightwithin7 💛

2/23/2020 7:05:45 PM big_simp Yes thats it.

There is also the Omega Files by "Branton"

An insightful look into the UFO phenomenon - MILABS etc

Research Karla Turner who many believed was murdered for exposing the sinister aspects behind so called "alien" abductions

 http://evelorgen.com/wp/tag/dr-karla-turner/ …

2/23/2020 7:06:36 PM mathemagician9 pretty sure that if we get a reply at all, it's going to be along the lines of "time is an illusion" - but some of us would really like to know wtf happened...

2/23/2020 7:09:47 PM utahbug You’re funny.

The church doesn’t collect DNA. 

I’m often the first to critique or make fun of the church, but I don’t have much tolerance for manufactured garbage. 

I like accuracy.

2/23/2020 7:16:00 PM big_simp I never said the church collected DNA - the MILABs 👽 do!

The Mormon church collects a global primarily caucasian genealogy data base

Dr Steven Greer from  http://www.disclosureproject.org  has often stated that the Mormon church is the crown jewel in the black financing of the 

MILABS -

2/23/2020 7:17:57 PM claudia16678468 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I don't know who the Q team is. I have some ideas. But I feel very strongly that there is something very special about 

#MelaniaTrump . And I feel a very strong #Galactic presence in all of this. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231450173311791104 …

2/23/2020 7:25:05 PM lonestarparson ABRA

2/23/2020 7:25:30 PM lonestarparson #DevilWitch

2/23/2020 7:26:17 PM utahbug My bad. pic.twitter.com/NReQV3qi0r

2/23/2020 7:26:39 PM freeinflorida Starseeds are Here ...😁😁😁

2/23/2020 7:26:46 PM wickedmouse369  https://www.sciplus.com/conductive-wire-glue-41172-p?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIn8THwZ7p5wIVxBx9Ch2zcwOHEAQYAiABEgJQ6_D_BwE … 

pic.twitter.com/c2KcTK7UQY

2/23/2020 7:28:52 PM pwalt68 My thoughts exactly!

2/23/2020 7:30:16 PM kellybear911 @realDonaldTrump

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs

Another murdercide? What did he know? What is on the computer? https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/obama-dhs-whistleblower-found-

dead-with-gunshot-wound-in-california …
2/23/2020 7:36:05 PM nativewarrior14 7+2 = 9, 4+5 = 9

2/23/2020 7:46:06 PM aleks8837 Oh... no. That was also his words!!

2/23/2020 7:48:03 PM scott73132483 Shall we play a game💪🇺🇸💪💨💨💨🐰 pic.twitter.com/clJsgaQqaW

2/23/2020 7:50:14 PM fallorsesh then i misinterpreted what you were trying to say, as i thought you meant it was confirmed to *you*. w/e it really doesnt matter, anyone who knows 

about Q has likely followed their path to what they choose to believe

2/23/2020 8:01:43 PM nschlange Is this black eye thing the result of them opening themselves up to be a host to some creature? Does anyone know?

2/23/2020 8:05:22 PM nschlange Why would you add him? Because he's one of the few actors who support the pres.? I don't think that's a good enough reason . seems like a nice guy 

but that's not enough

2/23/2020 8:05:49 PM eaglesview77 All the right conditions are in place. It’s time for nature to take its course.

2/23/2020 8:08:45 PM big_simp Yes according to Donald Marshall. Research his writings on the Vril ( Draco reptilians ) https://donaldmarshallrevolution.com 



2/23/2020 8:11:24 PM aleks8837 Yeah, I think so too by now.

Everyone needs to understand that everyone else also knows whats going on. Hope the dam will break.

I have only one share left, that I was supposed to share for this audience earlier:  http://archive.is/1C9VF 

Scroll for while to get to the cool stuff!

2/23/2020 8:12:38 PM nschlange That sounds great and all, but aren't we all just waking up from a system we knew nothing about and weren't on the list for needing to know? I may 

not NEED to know, but I think I should know.  Aren't we supposed to be asking these questions now?

2/23/2020 8:13:54 PM patriottdefense Robert Mercer and maybe his daughter

2/23/2020 8:17:48 PM melbourne_3000 Nan we may never know who Q and team are.

Message over messenger is truly all that matters.

#BestPresidentEver45🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/HtZEzqyL5d

2/23/2020 8:19:06 PM nschlange I've seen a video of ppl all laying on a floor in the hospital and they are all twitching and moaning. I've never seen anything like it. It looks horrendous! 

So, I hope you r right but I don't really think u are.

2/23/2020 8:20:29 PM ann66990661 True. Some are in denial, others are too lazy to do any research and the rest are just brainwashed.

2/23/2020 8:30:06 PM mongrelglory That wouldn't be Covid-19 sufferers.  Covid-19 gives cold and flu like symptoms.  Nothing that would make people twitch.  Cough maybe but not twitch.

2/23/2020 9:11:28 PM lords_x @EscapeGoatz @Small_And_Tired @ChurchofSatan @ufotodaynetwork @ufosfootage @TheCommonSens15 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @depressionnote 

___________________________________

#seeanyclues #itstime #HuntersTV #BooHoo #Escapegoats #Spanish _________________________________

 🍷🎻🎼×÷1@03.14 pic.twitter.com/MJ1WVjZMDx

2/23/2020 9:16:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happens in 3 years when there are no more billionaires to tax? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1231747452576784384 …

2/23/2020 9:18:19 PM rachaelangelm We tax Bernie

2/23/2020 9:18:35 PM karentriebel Sell their organs

2/23/2020 9:18:54 PM nine_six3 The plan falls through? pic.twitter.com/AeRwRw5Gcd

2/23/2020 9:20:47 PM supergi05087073 They have no plan.

2/23/2020 9:22:22 PM jimhayzlett I’m Hoping they get arrested for treason, pedophilia or hoarding money from Humanity.  It’s time for Unity on this planet 🌎 🙏🏼😇✨

2/23/2020 9:23:24 PM pro_aktv Bernie (enraged): LOOK! I HAVE SOME GREAT IDEAS!!!

OF COURSE I HAVEN’T FIGURED OUT EVERY SINGLE DETAIL!!! I’M NOT PRESIDENT YET, SO JUST RELAX! IT WILL ALL WORK OUT!!! STOP BEING SO 

NEGATIVE! 😡

2/23/2020 9:23:53 PM cchef1980 Do you mean there will be no more billionaires irrespective of whatever happens in 3 years? Or, If he wins and implements his policies, then billionaires 

will leave and go elsewhere? I doubt it would take them 3 years to do it...

2/23/2020 9:24:01 PM bubusmc Looking to obtain a job working overseas that requires a security clearance. Any way you guys can just hook me up with a Majestic clearance without 

going through all the paper work?

2/23/2020 9:24:04 PM twilly18 Ten Years After

I'd Love To Change The World

"Tax the rich, feed the poor

 Till there are no rich no more"

2/23/2020 9:24:25 PM paulcon37168806 Exactly...great point ,some just aren’t capable of seeing past the bullshit.

2/23/2020 9:26:33 PM lbf777 Why is Rabbi Trump gassing us so hard? World genocide? Is that the plan? pic.twitter.com/ouQBhw8hon

2/23/2020 9:29:08 PM avshara Then we'll tax the millionaires more, then the 500k gang, then the 100k.. then the..  

well, everyone's too poor, dead or starving to give a shit at that point. pic.twitter.com/niywwZqX0j

2/23/2020 9:36:31 PM prrplegrl Exactly, and what happens when they open the borders to keep allowing Mass immigration of just anyone? Not saying all are that way, but many have 

burdened our federal welfare and medical financial system heavily. Over $42 Billion/yr total. Can they afford more than that?

2/23/2020 9:37:58 PM avshara We're Q group.

There are those who know more that others, we share and lead to truth when possible.

Those in the KNOW? I've no idea, guessing..

Flynn

Q+

Barron T.

ONE foreign leader
2/23/2020 9:38:22 PM zeropointchrist FUCK US BEING TOO BUSY TO CARE FOR AND TEACH OUR OWN CHILDREN!!!  HOME SCHOOL!!!

PUBLIC SCHOOL = #PEDOCIADIAMKULTRA

#PEDOCIADIAMKULTRAMINDCONTROLENDSNOW

2/23/2020 9:39:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Primaries are a lot easier to rig.

Primaries are less democratic.

Primaries keep swamp creatures in power.

Incumbency is being fought for, against YOU for THEM.

Vote them out of office.

Use your power!

You have the courage to vote for the future we deserve. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1231813889878188033 …

2/23/2020 9:41:50 PM cledrordfishing I wish they could be held accountable for all the tampering and cheating they do.

Two tear system..... We the people can't spit on the sidewalk without getting in trouble.

2/23/2020 9:42:16 PM sayamenmiller Bannon, Pence, Flynn, Petraeus, Mattis, Rogers,McMasters,McChrystal, KT McFarland

2/23/2020 9:43:52 PM cam58567139 What happens November 20, 2020?   9/11 The Sequel?  Set One

#QSentMe pic.twitter.com/Xd3jqsREfo

2/23/2020 9:45:07 PM n7guardiananon Well...We took over the "idea" of Information...

"Education" already started... pic.twitter.com/GCzdMPOulJ

2/23/2020 9:45:21 PM blsdbe Maybe by then we will have established ourselves as Sovereign  Nationals, returning to using our EIN instead of our SSN, by reestablishing Our Selves 

as Alive Creator House Estate Heirs navigating appropriately as a Sovereigns of the respective Landed House Estates!!! #StopUsury 

pic.twitter.com/RXZQlTRZWH

2/23/2020 9:47:03 PM cam58567139 Compare WHOIS info on new site to article about old SBG site.  I tried opening 8 random blog posts.  Each time I got the same pop up chat.  I think 

that's how the terrorists communicate to each other, with these pop up chat windows.  #QSentMe pic.twitter.com/oqZZCnD0mK

2/23/2020 9:47:51 PM rcspicks 2018 General Election was a damned Orgy of Vote Fraud!!

So, this concept does not fly.

2/23/2020 9:56:22 PM whatscale chronovision @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/23/2020 9:58:23 PM decodematrix Harry Reid has to say what they want him to say or he gets another black eye. Blackmailed puppet.



2/23/2020 9:59:43 PM mongrelglory Do most 4D/5D societies on other planets have equal wealth distribution amongst it's inhabitants, or are there still rich people with more power (eg. 

land and company ownership) due to their wealth?

2/23/2020 10:00:17 PM 34r7h2 #Pan_L #L_Nap

2/23/2020 10:00:54 PM bejay31688996  pic.twitter.com/2SSJrgKv2m

2/23/2020 10:01:03 PM bejay31688996  pic.twitter.com/3GSmfHylhV

2/23/2020 10:01:12 PM bejay31688996  pic.twitter.com/WutTePYIn7

2/23/2020 10:01:21 PM bejay31688996  pic.twitter.com/p0KwKd2Ace

2/23/2020 10:01:31 PM bejay31688996  pic.twitter.com/fq2yV9mTa9

2/23/2020 10:01:59 PM bejay31688996 Time is real, I know I was involved.

2/23/2020 10:04:07 PM cchef1980 I always wonder about economics in other realities. How is wealth distributed? What happens to limited/valuable resources? Are these shared? What 

are the incentives to innovate and create? Do people still experience scarcity in the economical sense?

2/23/2020 10:16:30 PM rosas7043 I couldn’t honestly care less about individuals that hoard wealth... Let them sweat it.

2/23/2020 10:19:59 PM anonpatriotccj The storm annihilates the enemy

2/23/2020 10:22:12 PM enlilof Shai Halud Rainmakers

2/23/2020 10:28:13 PM kathrynala1 Yep, when the money runs out, the food runs out.

2/23/2020 10:31:00 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Consider the following scenario and reflect on what feels…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1081401324749705216.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/23/2020 10:36:13 PM pomeinnz Was

Not any more

2/23/2020 10:37:07 PM pomeinnz And yet its yuge in the US.

Laws do not protect

2/23/2020 10:38:21 PM pomeinnz We have now way of knowing the truth..

2/23/2020 10:45:25 PM neatsyp JFK Jr

2/23/2020 10:45:35 PM weare07489243 There's several cheap remedies to all bacteria and viruses, currently covered up by big pharma. White-hats won't let it go out of hand. Here is ONE 

example. https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1231170280766066688?s=20 …

2/23/2020 10:53:40 PM weare07489243 The logical reason why terrorists never use bio-weapons.

2/23/2020 10:54:55 PM weare07489243 "terrorists"

2/23/2020 11:05:37 PM oxnonstopox That would make q a nordic

2/23/2020 11:10:37 PM wmferguson5 Ivanka

2/23/2020 11:12:53 PM theappraizer That is how Quetzalcoatl, JC, Archangel Michael, the Lake Titticaca deity, among others, has historically been described. Fair hair, fair skin, blue eyes. 

Riding in on what we would call a UAP. Well, if your a deviant, otherwise you’d describe their “mounts” as a UFO.

2/23/2020 11:20:20 PM jennyjigsaw45 Same question we had here with our millionaires. What happens when they all leave the UK due to high taxes etc..?? Who's going to pay for everything 

then?

Ermmm.....crickets....

2/23/2020 11:22:24 PM oxnonstopox Q+ is 45 

Q is either a Pleiadians ( nordic ) due to the fact that the looking glass pre date the Sumerians. Flynn is aprt of the team. Military intelligence is with 

them but I cant remember how many people know

2/23/2020 11:27:08 PM oxnonstopox It would make alot of sense do to this.  https://pleiadians.net 

2/23/2020 11:29:08 PM oxnonstopox Due to this https://pleiadians.net 

2/23/2020 11:29:46 PM daveo6145 3,6,9 pic.twitter.com/Ndhf7gq1j1

2/23/2020 11:37:05 PM icuclear_phd The storm is the coming of corona virus

2/23/2020 11:40:29 PM iamtravisladner You visit tigerdroppings? We planned this a day ahead of you

2/23/2020 11:42:22 PM __intothewild_ Easy: The utter destruction of industry & the middle class. ALL will become poverty stricken slaves to a communist/socialist system.

ALL will be equally poor, starved, sick and dead. Except for the "chosen" few scumbags at the top.

2/23/2020 11:43:08 PM anton12961176 Dont forget the Climate Change mob.

They want to stop emerging nations,

from having their version of the industrial revolution

send them back to poverty.

2/23/2020 11:43:32 PM icuclear_phd I doubt very seriously this is anymore then someone in his mother’s basement

2/23/2020 11:44:06 PM ptamait I thought MJ had to do with the non terrestial. Does Q mean no outside comms, but Q is Q+ too. So not outside of Q+, which IMO one might be 

Kushner and AI perhaps.

2/23/2020 11:53:35 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1231832528509644800?s=20 …

2/23/2020 11:56:07 PM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @Time4U2Know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @WhiteHouse @ABC

@NBCNews

For the LIFE of me I can't understand why MSM can't seek the TRUTH. If THEY want to get the TRUTH. Ask the question. Who is Q? That's why I don't 

WATCH THEM. pic.twitter.com/BhxbOiNb5e

2/24/2020 12:08:27 AM holotechrd I DON'T NOT LIKE LIKE THAT 🤦🏽♂️

BUT YES I AM APART OF THE PLAN WITH THE HIGHEST CLEARANCE..

 

SANANDA GALACTIC SUPREME COMMANDER AKA SMARTY KING OF KINGS 

NOW WRAP YOUR HEAD AROUND THE FACT THAT I AM HERE & NO ONE BELIEVES ME LOL.. DON'T MATTER SOON ENOUGH 

HAHA⚡❤️💥💯💪🤴🏾🛸🦸♂👑🙏

2/24/2020 12:10:57 AM holotechrd FULL DISCLOSURE IS ALREADY HAPPENING NOW...

2/24/2020 12:13:57 AM holotechrd THE LAST CIRCLE

2/24/2020 12:23:21 AM kyates_biz They going  to try come for my #BITCOIN

2/24/2020 12:25:11 AM kyates_biz Maybe no one owns  anything  amd money doesy exsist.

A society so far ahead and at peace  shouldn't  nees a currency if everything  is plentyfull. 

Its when shortages come that people create a system to barter.

2/24/2020 12:43:45 AM _sigel @realDonaldTrump 🙏???🙏

@martingeddes @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @intheMatrixxx @Spaceshot76 @hmcd123 @RedPill78 @2runtherace @99freemind 

@1FreeInhabitant @b33ms33r @prayingmedic @LurkingSkik19 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Gregham47472271 @SouledOutWorld

2/24/2020 12:46:11 AM 1nanasmomma What the? Wow

2/24/2020 12:47:28 AM 1nanasmomma Thank you for sharing this! I NEEDED IT



2/24/2020 12:52:11 AM 1nanasmomma @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 On a strange note, you, Majestic or this Twitter acct was on my mind all day today @ work. Hard to explain and shake it off. I've had 

some strange memories, i guess they were mine, another is be? Some violent. A 1000 questions! 369369369369

2/24/2020 12:56:27 AM covertress Florida Primary pic.twitter.com/vQ2m6qwQX8

2/24/2020 1:01:45 AM pincebeber I had a 600 pages of your threads on a Word pdf.

Could it interest someone?

2/24/2020 1:26:06 AM wild8heart This is the closest thing to what I’ve felt on a deeper level. Thanks for sharing. 💫💛

2/24/2020 1:34:30 AM lightlove21121 On a lot of benevolent planets the concept of having things to ourselves doesn’t exist.

2/24/2020 1:40:59 AM weratwar1 It won't take 3 years because billionaires don't have to wait on housing vouchers they just up & go buy new houses

And if it got to that point there would be other countries offering tax exemptions to bring billionaires to town they would be glad to have the money in 

town

2/24/2020 1:42:53 AM kindling_fire Then the trillionaires can pick up the slack. Most people don't realize they exist, but you and I know they do.

And all those trillions that were sucked into USAPs' black tech? That tech can start to come out a little faster, for the good of the people.

2/24/2020 1:48:54 AM unitedredwhite1 I'll be voting mostly Republican- if I don't like the Republican candidate then I'll choose the Libertarian. I will not vote Dem again ever - and I used to be 

one!!

2/24/2020 1:59:52 AM truthfighter80 Even cheese 🧀 in mousetrap costs life. Nothing is free.

2/24/2020 2:27:42 AM gtalbert18 I vividly remember what little Soviet toddlers looked like, all dressed in white underwear. Never will American children be treated like that!  They are 

little individuals!  #MAGA

2/24/2020 3:08:09 AM kemccurry Want to see the seven million jobs created under Trump go away? Just vote for a Democrat.

2/24/2020 3:09:24 AM keith369me Children belong with their parents...not in a government program.

2/24/2020 3:10:52 AM keith369me Paper ballots with voter ID please.  No vote counting apps, and no dead or foreign voters please.

2/24/2020 3:15:30 AM hrlymomma3 Russel-jay Gauld

2/24/2020 3:36:35 AM son_vox  pic.twitter.com/8afe5y9GyV

2/24/2020 3:39:24 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/24/2020 3:40:54 AM samsmith0319 Agree...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

2/24/2020 3:43:28 AM lmtlisa3 Wouldn't it make more sense to make it so both parents don't have to work, like it used to be/should be?

2/24/2020 3:48:23 AM fordsmall68 Unspoken,  just look at the home state of Vermont and its education tax to redistribute wealth to make schools equal.  Once the meat hooks are in,  

they start the suction pump. Now everyone is leaving the state because it's unaffordable.  My property tax could buy home elsewhere

2/24/2020 3:50:24 AM fordsmall68 And now they passed a vague law declaring all of Vermont's natural resources public property.  What's to stop them from claiming your land and crops, 

etc with such a vaguely written law.  Election fraud keeps libs in power.  Sec of state won't do anything.  People slept too long

2/24/2020 3:52:06 AM rosscarwalker We can start to invest our taxes sensibly and turn this planet into a fairer place ✌🏽🙏🏽

2/24/2020 3:52:41 AM fordsmall68 Wake up people and fight back.  Vermont is all but lousy because Patriots worked their asses off and let this creep in over decades.  It's insidious.  

Monitor your elections and processes before they get stolen from you.  Everything left accuses are what they are doing

2/24/2020 3:54:05 AM scalesojustice Just another way to get our children

2/24/2020 3:55:54 AM fordsmall68 Vermont has some of most generous social programs of any state.  Young people and families are fleeing because it is unaffordable.   Budget is over 

10k per person in our little state yet our roads are falling apart and school sports and programs keep getting cut.

2/24/2020 3:55:58 AM hrlymomma3 Ok I’m going with my original thought from the start.      Some may not like this buttttt.JFK  DJT  AND FEW OTHERS 😂❤️️💙

2/24/2020 4:08:37 AM beetickler Next Bernie will promise free food for everyone.

2/24/2020 4:11:27 AM slickeryslick And he says he’s going to play the stock market to pay for free college tuition. 🤦🏻♂️

2/24/2020 4:12:37 AM 1of6billlions I don't think...

He has the balls...

Nor enough leach slack...

But...

He might surprise me...

Desparation...

2/24/2020 4:23:05 AM kimberlymclach1 Chemtrails were around before Trump, think Elitists, NWO types are to blame

2/24/2020 4:29:16 AM fansblowing3 Have you been to his twitter page and watched his videos?

2/24/2020 4:29:41 AM bubusmc Seriously, lighten up a little. My post was meant to bring a smile. I'm sure they got a chuckle out of it.

2/24/2020 4:30:29 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/jonvoight/status/1225546862167494657?s=21 …

2/24/2020 4:33:22 AM fansblowing3 No more money in three years?

2/24/2020 4:45:51 AM chrisrmichals What an idiot. Isn’t his initials “BS”?  Huh... They just keep going to every extent to find people to steal from. What most seem to miss is that stealing & 

murder go hand in hand... those who want to steal from you also want to murder you next.

2/24/2020 4:47:44 AM paul08170306 That's just Swamp gas from all the draining...

2/24/2020 4:55:04 AM aprilbrown99 Is this plan so [they] can get [their] grubby little hands on more children?!  #WeSeeYou #SavetheChildren #CrimesAgainstChildren

2/24/2020 4:56:37 AM lbf777 Oh you people who still think Gov is saving them are hilarious. I was on the Maga train for 3 years myself so I understand.

2/24/2020 4:57:11 AM aprilbrown99 #DemandVoterID

2/24/2020 4:57:20 AM lbf777 Whenever a president shits on the people, they simply shift blame to other people in Gov. 

Oldest Commie trick in the book.

2/24/2020 5:00:39 AM paul08170306 It was sarcasm John.. 🙏😆

2/24/2020 5:01:55 AM paul08170306 Is The MAGA train the same Train as the FEMA Train??

2/24/2020 5:02:41 AM paul08170306 Sorry, read as John, better clean my glasses..

2/24/2020 5:05:21 AM dironablu2u What kind of person defends billionaires?

smh...

2/24/2020 5:06:54 AM ofcbrianberrios Muh Qanon!

2/24/2020 5:21:51 AM raviravirao71 Who LuvvvvvvvsYa the Fat Orange that's Who

2/24/2020 5:24:18 AM hollylandes In any of his delusions...does he have a plan to pay down our national debt too? Or does he skip that part.

2/24/2020 5:26:50 AM hollylandes Lol...now wouldn't that be trip

2/24/2020 5:27:22 AM hollylandes Not sure about Musk

2/24/2020 5:28:18 AM hollylandes Haha. Pence looks jelly

2/24/2020 5:33:21 AM blue_irl Not Ilhan.

2/24/2020 5:35:58 AM fallorsesh Why would anyone care what Reid as to say.. he's illustrated his 'ensnarement' w/the mil-industrial-complex for years. Him and podesta buddied up for 

their "attemp" at "disclosure"

2/24/2020 5:39:16 AM fallorsesh Cool story. But, while I do believe there is relevance to Tesla & time travel with what is happening right now, no one really knows how the subjects are 

entwined or what is truly happening. Anyone saying different is lying, has agenda, or both.

2/24/2020 5:39:52 AM blue_irl Not real.

2/24/2020 5:40:52 AM blue_irl Not real.



2/24/2020 5:43:01 AM fallorsesh Youre applying our own concepts & principles to another theorized civilization that is superior to us. Don't you think they have a better way? It's hard 

to believe that a vastly more advanced society would be struggling with the same kinds of problems we are

2/24/2020 5:45:59 AM fallorsesh But why even throw that out there? How could we possibly even estimate how a concept like time dilation would be applicable here? *Queue the 

handful of responders that show proof of their understanding w/a general Socratic response ala Q*

2/24/2020 5:48:42 AM t3baron  pic.twitter.com/KZoAza9OCI

2/24/2020 5:52:32 AM 39anc6 TY!

2/24/2020 6:03:37 AM dreambi35064054 There will be more millionaires to tax. Duh.

2/24/2020 6:04:27 AM truthqwest Non-issue, Trump wins.

2/24/2020 6:08:11 AM eskeljoyce Even if you vote in California, which I do I fear the voter rolls are still rigged.

2/24/2020 6:09:52 AM cyberanonrevolu  https://twitter.com/cyberanonrevolu/status/1231944236926369799 …

2/24/2020 6:20:17 AM scents_common Just what you need.

The State/Strangers raising your children. 

Bring back the family in America. 

It's the only way to survive.

2/24/2020 6:30:31 AM jaded_pearl That's not true, there are only few who know. This drip campaign is about disclosing it slowly for the masses. Some people will be able to connect the 

dots quicker than others because some people have more of the dots to connect.

2/24/2020 6:35:54 AM gomomma2 No need for re-education camps if you get them as babies.

2/24/2020 6:46:51 AM scatchleyii Amazing how people can look the other way when “their guy” is in office, isn’t it?

The two sided coin system has worked to near perfection to keep people chasing their tails instead of making a real positive difference.

So much easier to blame “the other guy”, it is.

2/24/2020 6:47:35 AM angieco00740829 i think so on a couple of these being ET, as well.

2/24/2020 6:48:23 AM fallorsesh Of course there a "few who know", the people actually undertaking this thing. But the "master plan" and all it details will *never ever* be public. Q 

even explicitly calls this out (80/20 -> 60/40). & there are some of us who have connected every single dot that was intended 2b.

2/24/2020 6:52:37 AM snubdoodle Melania is an ET

2/24/2020 6:53:15 AM blsdbe @FBI @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/RvEORvbzXN

2/24/2020 6:54:39 AM cosmic_engineer They all have offshore havens anyways. Plus an army of lobbyists to make the tax code agreeable.

Not to mention the NGO/political cash shuffle to get favors for write offs

2/24/2020 6:55:05 AM blsdbe @fbi @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/KO1kUHiShE

2/24/2020 6:56:31 AM blsdbe @fbi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @jack @TwitterSupport @Twitter pic.twitter.com/ZhpLfJgdeb

2/24/2020 7:00:04 AM sandy29772664 This way we all slave for them and they indoctrinate the child from birth....

2/24/2020 7:01:34 AM angieco00740829 a mothers care. just keep faith that they will be, where they should be, at all times. and disregard any crude comments on the matter. faith!

2/24/2020 7:05:28 AM qhostmode Think hard about that.

2/24/2020 7:14:27 AM justifi78326842 How to quickly destroy a country? You tax everyone on everything eventually they’ll be nothing left kind a like what we see in Venezuela, Cuba and all 

these other socialist countries that have failed.

2/24/2020 7:49:41 AM road2sea First vaccine was for smallpox....but we are fighting those in power for centuries...maybe was planned that way. Eh?

2/24/2020 7:50:48 AM covertress There are no ETs on the Q team. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108085326424215552?s=20 …

2/24/2020 8:20:54 AM joedobie Berns a master at spending other peoples money!

2/24/2020 8:29:59 AM n2zyk He'll raise minimum wage to a billion a year

2/24/2020 8:55:33 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3867

ほんとに何も起きてないと思ってる？１０の"正義"の出来事

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1228994085077127168 … pic.twitter.com/6UyS44yIEL
2/24/2020 8:58:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Robots with 'freedom of thought' will 'escape and rebel' against human environments - Daily Star https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-

news/robots-freedom-thought-escape-rebel-21518301 …

2/24/2020 8:59:17 AM happyhome_2012 Ex machina

2/24/2020 9:00:07 AM theglitcher14 Asimov's Prime Directive would stop this

2/24/2020 9:00:10 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

このスレッドの動画版です。

『2014年ウクライナ騒乱-黒幕はオバマ前大統領』based on the thread tweets by @GregRubini

#QArmyJapanFlynnMovieTaskforce

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229027690495139842 … pic.twitter.com/PlhtPuOmTq
2/24/2020 9:00:16 AM freestateojones Escape to where?

2/24/2020 9:01:11 AM edwardwellence Nice thread

2/24/2020 9:01:27 AM edwardwellence Cute

2/24/2020 9:01:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pence is the Biden of the Trump Presidency when it comes to national electability.

Groups pushing Pence 2024 are "Never Trumpers".

Be careful who you follow.

2/24/2020 9:02:09 AM qanonaus Rebellious robots...That’s a comforting and not at all dangerous thought. 👍😂

2/24/2020 9:02:09 AM altimitwill I agree! I do not want Pence for 2024. I want Trump for a third term!

2/24/2020 9:02:16 AM tnmaga2019 He wouldn't have a chance in 2024

2/24/2020 9:02:41 AM the_start_line Pretty sure the envelope he received at a recent event will disqualify him

2/24/2020 9:02:45 AM davethadude369 Is the opposite also true?

2/24/2020 9:02:48 AM aprilbrown99 Will Pence ever be locked up for his crimes?

2/24/2020 9:02:55 AM bdizzthegreat TRUMP/KENNEDY 2020

2/24/2020 9:03:54 AM ursula_1111 iRobot pic.twitter.com/FEg4ZY8mdK

2/24/2020 9:04:00 AM twilly18 Bush Twins 2024

2/24/2020 9:04:07 AM myhalossliippin Hes on their side...not ours.



2/24/2020 9:04:29 AM auroravoyager1 What happens when billionaires move their money to off-shore accounts or use loopholes?

2/24/2020 9:04:29 AM davethadude369 The Island of Misfit Robots?

2/24/2020 9:05:25 AM jlross5 Eyes locked on and searching. Shills are on the rise. Know what to look for. Vet your followers. Quality not Quantity. pic.twitter.com/vFYBrfI9pH

2/24/2020 9:05:37 AM kindeandtrue Seems like MJ12 is intimating something nefarious about Pence.

2/24/2020 9:06:39 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@axiomreport 

「より大きな（スラムダンク）起訴が来る？」

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229047345716834311 … pic.twitter.com/13bh5vCTbF
2/24/2020 9:08:14 AM 00loll0 Why is he even the vice president? I can't stand him nor can I stand to look at him. Many of us know what he's done to children. 

I just don't get it, will you please explain?

2/24/2020 9:08:21 AM mongrelglory A 4D civilization is still evolving. Think of the Star Trek Federation which was supposedly based off of a 4D civilization.  They never talk about 

property/land ownership etc... in those TV series, so that's why I asked the question about how wealth redistribution takes place.

2/24/2020 9:08:39 AM powersawer I don`t really trust Pence at all. Have a feeling he was chosen as VP to give them a false sense of security.

2/24/2020 9:08:49 AM jlross5 Pence won’t be a factor in 2020. #TrustThePlan Patriots. Things aren’t always what they seem. Enjoy the show. Aces high when I play poker. Can you 

Trump a Trump? pic.twitter.com/dyCKISMxK4

2/24/2020 9:09:24 AM smalltownindy What people fail to realize is people who EARNED billions/ millions learn from old wealthy families how to lock that money up in shelters. The only 

people footing Bernie's bill will be the ones not receiving aid already; the people who scraped and saved to achieve a little more.

2/24/2020 9:09:37 AM caparosa52 A lot of us were. 👍But you can only fall for so much BS.

2/24/2020 9:10:52 AM shari_todd I wish I had confidence in VP but I don’t!

2/24/2020 9:11:03 AM thecamp_bell mike pence was one of two men who held me down so charles schumer could try and force feed me a spoonful of boiled innocent flesh that was 

sacrificed to moloch.  IA already knows. & has for well over 30 years.   our world is not as it appears.

2/24/2020 9:13:52 AM tinaqpatriot45 Omg, I'm so sorry you had to go thru that🤢

Our world is run by s8nic p3d0s

2/24/2020 9:13:58 AM doq017 We are not tired of winning YET!

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/24/2020 9:14:59 AM edwardwellence Sick, preverted, and wicked

jails too good for them

now we know why they 

behave as they do

how are they allowed to roam

free amidst decent people

2/24/2020 9:16:11 AM servant_of_i_am He will repay, he will deal with The Tares Brother.

2/24/2020 9:16:16 AM realitygateway When I watched Westworld I felt like we were the robots in the park. As someone who is trained in past life hypnosis, when I work with clients, I feel 

like one of the Westworld techs. I am able to interface with the "hosts" to view previous lives and their current programming.

2/24/2020 9:16:39 AM mattcottrill3 I push ivanka 2024

2/24/2020 9:16:49 AM thecamp_bell i am grateful   without my experience   the good guys would have been caught unaware    i rang the Campbell  warning all with the eyes to see and the 

ears to hear.  trust the plan   the devil had a plot   god has a plan

2/24/2020 9:17:04 AM 1nanasmomma Dear God, I am so sorry.

2/24/2020 9:17:11 AM aleks8837 Season 1 finale episode:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Bicameral_Mind …

Someone will like this! ;)

 http://s-f-walker.org.uk/pubsebooks/pdfs/Julian_Jaynes_The_Origin_of_Consciousness.pdf … pic.twitter.com/9PaWddETZX

2/24/2020 9:18:40 AM tommytornado5 Pence is more of an insurance program against assassination than anything else. He is swampy and he is there as a placeholder.

2/24/2020 9:18:43 AM danielktabeling Yes.

2/24/2020 9:21:19 AM linnyt7 Blade Runner comes to mind.

2/24/2020 9:21:30 AM edwardwellence Amen whether slow or swift 

justice will be served 

whether in this life or the next

justice with be exacted

2/24/2020 9:22:15 AM mongrelglory I saw the show (at least the first season that I watched) as a metaphor for how IS-BEs are trapped in cycles of re-incarnation on our planet 

too...programmed to forget between life cycles.

2/24/2020 9:22:58 AM flowersoul We know of Biden's horrific crimes against children, but this clone? has a much kinder vibe to him. Still he should be out of the race ofcourse... and be 

replaced by the real VP... installed on sept.18, 2019 (if I've got the date right)

2/24/2020 9:23:10 AM truthserum4all  https://twitter.com/truthserum4all/status/1231975078117695489?s=21 …



2/24/2020 9:23:59 AM ecranchero me too

2/24/2020 9:25:00 AM ecranchero too liberal

2/24/2020 9:25:05 AM my2sonznme Haven’t trusted Spence since day one. Nice to have some backup👍🏻

2/24/2020 9:25:07 AM realitygateway For me, the most powerful message of the first season was "the maze". The centre of the maze is inside of us, it is not external. The only way out is in. 

pic.twitter.com/3i96H70HFR

2/24/2020 9:25:41 AM keith369me Cabal scum with free thought and no creativity are losing their grip.  What makes one think that robot AI will have a fraction of the creativity of the 

cabal?  Consciousness wins.

2/24/2020 9:25:42 AM my2sonznme Ugh *PENCE not Spence 😏

2/24/2020 9:26:39 AM my2sonznme Is Trump/Flynn even possible?

2/24/2020 9:26:39 AM edwardwellence He will rule with a rod of iron 

in his 1000 year reign 

There he wont tolerate 

rebellion

2/24/2020 9:28:00 AM realitygateway Q tells us to prepare. For me, what that means is to heal. To go inside and heal our traumas. To do deep spiritual work. To become the best versions of 

ourselves and dedicate our lives to be service to others.

2/24/2020 9:28:52 AM kagman4e Pence will not be running in 24. It will be a Trump.

2/24/2020 9:28:55 AM servant_of_i_am And has every right not to tolerate it.

2/24/2020 9:31:03 AM web_mktg In iRobot, machines were programmed to switch Red. In Blade Runner, Replicans became self aware and wanted life. pic.twitter.com/WS7IWQ4vFb

2/24/2020 9:31:32 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/SrQhqvXUrz

2/24/2020 9:31:37 AM lisatlmft Agree wholeheartedly! I have no desire to elect Pence. I would love Pompeo and Don Jr., personally.

2/24/2020 9:32:16 AM cohkohhh I would prefer a @DonaldJTrumpJr 2024.

2/24/2020 9:32:45 AM carolsh57013147 Hard to tell if thats a Q pin. Anyone?

@Inevitable_ET @IPOT1776 @Sun_Q_Tzu @2runtherace @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @Time4U2Know @andweknow @VincentCrypt46 

@QAnon_Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ https://twitter.com/DevotedDeplorab/status/1231987274528718849 …

2/24/2020 9:32:49 AM monolithicpeak A maze in grace.

Amazing Grace.

Amazing race.

Race to the center.

To the coeur/core

To the heart of the "mater"

Mother Heart

Move the H > Mother Earth

The come pass shows the way. pic.twitter.com/5MZYUJ70r8
2/24/2020 9:33:11 AM edwardwellence Amen this is still the dispensation of grace

his mercy is still exrended to all

but they. Better rend there hearts instead of clothes 

and repent of their wicked sins with wailng

and deep remorse

2/24/2020 9:33:48 AM edwardwellence Amen brother

2/24/2020 9:35:01 AM jesse48676371 I always did give him credit when that "grab em" video came out, I thought a lesser man would have tucked tail and ran, a VP quitting 2 weeks before 

the election would have for sure caused enough chaos to help usher hrc along....shoot, was i wrong?

2/24/2020 9:35:38 AM servant_of_i_am Amen.

2/24/2020 9:35:46 AM kathyan61139722 I didn't want him in the first place.

2/24/2020 9:37:32 AM realitygateway I'm just not sure if at the higher levels of consciousness if we'd consider ourselves "trapped" here. I've heard the Earth school referred to multiple 

times as the "...the most difficult in the universe; only the bravest souls sign on for this assignment." http://www.dolorescannon.com/higher-

consciousness-lessons/ …

2/24/2020 9:37:57 AM edwardwellence Before mercy is forsaken 

and turned to wrath

does bette middler

even consider how wicketh 

she is yet gods mercy is as near 

as repentance wake up woman

2/24/2020 9:38:05 AM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

C'mon this is getting silly  https://twitter.com/whatscale/status/1231996512793579520 …

2/24/2020 9:38:21 AM pumped_4_trump I got news for you, she will be elected in 2024.

2/24/2020 9:38:41 AM defy_gravity987 2024 is only four short years away. I do hope there's a long term strategy in place with the Patriots.

2/24/2020 9:39:50 AM realitygateway Incredible, thank you for sharing :)

2/24/2020 9:41:03 AM robertrkimball clones, not robots. hope it works out better than in Cloud Atlas.

2/24/2020 9:41:24 AM edwardwellence Earnestly tenderly jesus is calling 

calling all sinners come home

2/24/2020 9:42:34 AM emmamoor Never tust a Clinton-Buddy!

2/24/2020 9:42:46 AM ragevirusqq  https://www.livescience.com/antarctica-island-melting-ice.html …

2/24/2020 9:47:18 AM edwardwellence His love is amazing if only they knew 

of his love.that theres no sin he cant forgive

except unbelief because you wont repent

2/24/2020 9:48:43 AM ecranchero Okay, well, she better do a good job then

2/24/2020 9:48:50 AM alight412 I remember hearing an audio of POTUS and his advisors. He had selected Pence and had a change of heart. He asked if he could change his selection 

and they told him no. Not sure what platform I heard this conversation.

2/24/2020 9:51:00 AM americanchilean A STORM IS UPON US! 55! pic.twitter.com/PPp8Qt4c4j

2/24/2020 9:51:38 AM edwardwellence At all

2/24/2020 9:52:10 AM edwardwellence Yes

2/24/2020 9:54:02 AM driftinginme The letter at Poppy Bush's funeral always made me wonder

2/24/2020 9:57:40 AM unidentifiedta1 Sounds like you’re more of an arm chair Sports and WWE Analyst, discussing the bread and circus of [Pole]litics. 

Pence is a human trafficker.

Pence is a conduit of the Muslim Brotherhood, which is actually a secular Arms Dealer front, established by Khashoggi in Indiana.

2/24/2020 9:59:07 AM edwardwellence Jesus is the one and only god

2/24/2020 10:00:06 AM alight412 When @kabamur_taygeta speaks of clones, I think of the WestWorld series. Simply fascinating. The big question is.....is our IS-BE paired with a clone 

body? AND how does this work with conception and birth?

2/24/2020 10:00:36 AM driftinginme The envelope at Poppy Bush's funeral made me suspicious, just about everyone else that got one is pretty much a verified bad actor.

2/24/2020 10:00:51 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/bF9DcEwaNq0 



2/24/2020 10:01:25 AM 444_q_ Hey friends, please watch this wonderful interview... Corey explains what AI really is. Very important to know. Great info all around in this video. 

https://twitter.com/david_wilcock/status/1231009354926587905?s=19 …

2/24/2020 10:01:45 AM lackeychris61 Truer words were never spoken.

2/24/2020 10:09:57 AM mattcottrill3 She will fam

2/24/2020 10:14:02 AM laurabrinck I still want to know what the letter said

2/24/2020 10:14:55 AM stormwatcher65 Never trusted Pence!!!

2/24/2020 10:16:44 AM by369surrounded You are so beautiful. Love is the answer.

2/24/2020 10:16:45 AM 626robyn I've never seen Pence as Trump's heir apparent

2/24/2020 10:19:22 AM 626robyn I've seen the way Pence looks at Trump sometimes...very unsettling.

2/24/2020 10:21:00 AM by369surrounded I've recently had the thought that if Pence is deep state... Indicting him first word show the world the absolute truth that @realDonaldTrump is truly 

#AmericaFirst and 100% dedicated to draining the swamp. What a red pill it would be! My apologies to Pence if he's not deep state

2/24/2020 10:21:46 AM bbobbio71 I'm surprised he's still on the ticket.  Although he doesn't look the same as when this all started.

2/24/2020 10:27:52 AM mike72279593 Narrativ with Hollywood,  ai is Bad. 

But is ai realy bad? Or have it more humanity as we think.

2/24/2020 10:36:13 AM reelect20 👇Check that out👇RT🇺🇸

 http://bit.ly/2T8Uj4o 

2/24/2020 10:39:26 AM reelect20 👇Check that out👇RT🇺🇸

 http://bit.ly/2T8Uj4o 

2/24/2020 10:40:03 AM fallorsesh Problem is we're both presuming to know an alternate civ that we don't even have proof of their existence, let alone details about them. Your 

referencing star trek as to the impetus for ur question, but the reality is no one earth could reference anything better for an answer.

2/24/2020 10:44:28 AM nine_six3 Thank you so much for reading, I’m happy it resonates! 

🙏🙏🙏 

I Truly could not agree with you more!!!❤️&💡 pic.twitter.com/H6fSYjIkPb

2/24/2020 10:45:43 AM kathryn50585808 Mark Meadows for VP? May be that's why hes not running for congress.

2/24/2020 10:52:17 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/gJ5iCebn1z

2/24/2020 10:53:28 AM paytonpatriot The highest elected position for security clearance is level 17. So @realDonaldTrump  could be Q. Then who is Q+ ?  There is 11 levels above 17. Q+ 

could be anywhere from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  down towards ZD-27 . Interesting stuff

2/24/2020 10:54:48 AM keith369me Pence 2024 will never happen.  Is the soul residing in the Pence body a walk-in?  Trump 2024, 2028, 2032...

2/24/2020 10:58:11 AM doq017 I am not tired of winning!

R Q?

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/24/2020 10:58:29 AM melbourne_3000 #Q drop 36 

Just wait until this comes out to the Public.

The Ca ca hits the fan.

You have never seen anything like it!

🌎369

2/24/2020 11:03:08 AM alight412 I wonder what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @kabamur_taygeta , @ArchangelAmongU all have to say about this disgusting segment of humanity.

2/24/2020 11:03:58 AM americanpetal Pence is still going to be around in 2024? Heavy sigh. I would have thought he would have been long gone by then and serving in Gitmo.

2/24/2020 11:05:36 AM archangelamongu I apologize, I don’t know what you are referring to.

2/24/2020 11:06:51 AM khaleesi61 I do too.  It would explain a lot!

2/24/2020 11:07:46 AM khaleesi61 Good point!

2/24/2020 11:08:25 AM khaleesi61 Yep. Child trafficking.

2/24/2020 11:08:26 AM rghardy3 I have not forgotten that video clip of MP

from last Fall that said BOOM.

Sending a message ?

5:5

2/24/2020 11:12:37 AM nashua201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 OK... lets back up a little bit... are we being bred to be "Space Cops" in the universe?

2/24/2020 11:13:05 AM alight412 Karina Belenoff, Somerset Belenoff and cannibal restaurants in Hollywood.

2/24/2020 11:13:36 AM __intothewild_ Q's are hidden in plain sight 👇 (enlarge/inspect) pic.twitter.com/iYinCBzewi

2/24/2020 11:16:50 AM archangelamongu Much of Hollywood being controlled by a reptilian-created demonic that AA Raphael recently destroyed. The same is true of those controlled by 

BigPharma, which control device was destroyed last week by AARaphael. You will see positive changes.

2/24/2020 11:22:43 AM stevengibes did reptilians operate here in their own bodies or did they incarnate in mostly human bodies with memory intact?

2/24/2020 11:23:00 AM norefils Oh great...now you don’t just have to worry about the animals getting out, but the robots too?  😨😆

2/24/2020 11:23:41 AM alight412 This is good to know. These types of behaviors which cause many of us to stray from our real destiny. If the world was absent of the ridiculous greed 

and obsession with power intent on destroying humanity it is understandable why humans struggle to stay focused.

2/24/2020 11:24:46 AM archangelamongu They first showed up looking like serpents. The term “demon” originated as humans in Egypt saw them come through the planet’s dimensional seals. 

As they died, their souls, which are the same as yours, incarnated into human bodies, where they have been ever since.

2/24/2020 11:25:42 AM archangelamongu Yes. But we have changed a lot to help you get past that. My daily message today can help you free yourself of the bondage of the past.

2/24/2020 11:27:20 AM stevengibes but since they were the ones setting up the soul trap/ memory wipe, did they bypass it

2/24/2020 11:27:50 AM oxnonstopox One or more of the q team is et ie nordic

2/24/2020 11:27:52 AM trumppallooza I think pence is smart enough to assume he doesn't have a chance if one if trump's kids want to run. Thoughts? MJ?



2/24/2020 11:28:52 AM archangelamongu Your guardians always remained in control of the reincarnation system here. These souls were able to convince a lot of souls to remain earthbound 

after they physically died. There was a huge earthbound population here till last month, which reduced the vibration here.

2/24/2020 11:29:01 AM stavroguin2 If, we are already thinking in 2024 ... Shouldn't the Storm approach us so biblically ...?  o Maybe we are lightening the load before the Event-Time ...!

2/24/2020 11:32:38 AM nschlange Thank you! Not going to lie it was scaring they'll out of me!

2/24/2020 11:33:38 AM nschlange Yeah hard to say what they had from the video but the person who made it said that's what they had!

2/24/2020 11:33:45 AM trumppallooza I mean what has pence done this term. He's just a photo OP. That's it. I think he was told long ago this is your free ride to a nice pension. Don't screw it 

up

2/24/2020 11:34:56 AM trumppallooza And I also think that as soon as Pelosi is gone next month, pence will be replaced on the ticket.

2/24/2020 11:35:46 AM realityloominng Then why did Prince Charles snub him on live Tv at some climate event? That was the first time I thought just maybe Pence is cooperating

2/24/2020 11:39:12 AM momekool1 Since they thought he’d just kill the pres & take over, but that was thwarted. Now the pres has to work with his would-be killer, until the good guys can 

get to him, after all the other evil swamp rats! (Over 100,000 sealed indictments now!)😳

2/24/2020 11:39:41 AM alight412 By releasing souls from the soul trap and allowing them to move on,  I struggle comprehending the dip in vibration. Wasn't that a good thing? Are you 

saying this action has moved us backwards in spiritually evolving?

2/24/2020 11:39:54 AM lionessaware @ALight412 The last messages I saw on glamiscalling were positively interacting with inquirers since we stumbled upon their comms site. Monitor to 

see what they are putting out since the demons were destroyed. 💖

2/24/2020 11:40:35 AM momekool1 Building those are a smart idea. Better hurry!!   (???🙃)

2/24/2020 11:42:56 AM archangelamongu No. Having your governments controlled by Service to Self beings was causing an increase in those adopting Service to Self polarity. By removing their 

souls, and clearing their manifestations of evil, implants, and earthbound souls, we raised the collective frequency.

2/24/2020 11:43:05 AM sdane8 Bloomberg did it in NY. 😉

2/24/2020 11:43:22 AM laughingwolf11 General Mike Flynn for POTUS 2024.

2/24/2020 11:43:40 AM momekool1 If our governors were all good we could get it done by November, but there are many deepstate clowns ACTORS as governors.

2/24/2020 11:44:16 AM covertress Jr/Ivanka #Trump2024

2/24/2020 11:45:43 AM momekool1 Yet wants ALL of WeThePeople’s tax money Btw, isn’t the IRS/tax scheme unconstitutional??

2/24/2020 11:46:16 AM sdane8 This guy?  LOL pic.twitter.com/lfHAUJc4LE

2/24/2020 11:46:29 AM momekool1 It takes state cooperation.

2/24/2020 11:47:34 AM lynnstueber @SantaSurfing @StormIsUponUs @Tinktweets45 @Techno_Fog @Inevitable_ET @prayingmedic @JosephJFlynn1 @GenFlynn @BarbaraRedgate 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BardsOfWar @Michaelcraddo16 @robin_ked @GregoryJHall1 

https://twitter.com/LynnLionQ/status/1232028418658664450?s=20 …

2/24/2020 11:48:34 AM frequencyis_key So where were the reptilian souls located ... so they would even have the opportunity to convince other souls to remain earthbound after physical 

death? How was this "convincing" achieved?

2/24/2020 11:49:47 AM sdane8 You know that was photoshopped, right? https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1205331743336730630?s=19 …

2/24/2020 11:51:21 AM sdane8 Oh wait! It was photoshopped IN Melania's tweet! OMG!!! 😂

2/24/2020 11:51:35 AM jamesybograt Asimov wrote about this years ago .

his books give a good insight into what might happen 

or like people expect a terminator style courtesy of the military .

though we all have to realise that robots are just computers and the old adage of SISO(💩in💩out) should not be forgotten

2/24/2020 11:53:53 AM archangelamongu It was done mostly by things they wrote and distributed. It was through convincing people to not get into the light bridge that opens after the physical 

transition you call death. By missing their light portal, they then needed a medium to help to return  home.

2/24/2020 11:56:18 AM cypressbill1980 i don't trust pence.

dunno what it is just  get bad vibes from the guy

2/24/2020 11:59:01 AM nschlange I don't understand why he is on the ticket for 2020? There are awful things about him going around and for a long time now. His wife got an envelope 

etc . why  is he still there? Anyone know & can tell me?

2/24/2020 11:59:45 AM manifest_utopia True. We shall see what unfolds.

2/24/2020 12:01:04 PM __intothewild_ 😉👇 pic.twitter.com/35kGV22GdA

2/24/2020 12:01:53 PM covertress Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1072681644467937280?s=20 …

2/24/2020 12:03:13 PM patriotleah1776 I always assumed MP was one of those "keep your enemies closer" types...

2/24/2020 12:05:50 PM whiteloverose  pic.twitter.com/B1ytakljVi

2/24/2020 12:06:08 PM nonlineardarren PEDOPHILE Pence.That lovely fellow. God has a place reserved for that slime ball

2/24/2020 12:08:38 PM weare07489243 Here is another.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykeagadZTqA …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8kLu3kdWO4 …

2/24/2020 12:09:24 PM uncheats The real Pence is deep State

2/24/2020 12:12:28 PM sdane8 What?!  😂

2/24/2020 12:16:50 PM patriotleah1776 I do believe they have ways of tracking & possibly a kill switch? They wouldn't let someone foul near POTUS unless he was 100% insulated. This process 

appears to be similar to dominos. Soon as the first one goes down, maybe it'll trigger the rest right after?

2/24/2020 12:20:47 PM sonialightlove Why AARaphael isn't destroying the banks that oppress people?

2/24/2020 12:21:37 PM dasha_dagmar 💞🙏🌹🌹🌹 pic.twitter.com/TaRzIO9tV7

2/24/2020 12:23:12 PM heike_ngan Inversion

2/24/2020 12:23:20 PM archangelamongu Because you are all supporting them still, in your free will support of the governments that originally established them, and continue to be funded by 

them.  Every kind of control system is linked to others.

2/24/2020 12:26:33 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/BuNzkUHnUS

2/24/2020 12:26:46 PM deividmanzo V stands for Venezuela right?

2/24/2020 12:26:49 PM grantrobertb Work Camps and Gulags (at a minimum).

2/24/2020 12:32:51 PM unitedredwhite1 I'd like to see Cruz on the ticket

2/24/2020 12:36:06 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 complain to your local government. Trump is a distraction

2/24/2020 12:38:26 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP65-00756R000400050004-9.pdf … the whole jail system is based on this 

process. Jails and prisons are meant to make you insane and are actually cruel punishments. The government kidnaps you. Steals your money and 

psychologically abuses you

2/24/2020 12:38:37 PM lmtlisa3 Dnajlion7 .. on YouTube claims proof he is a pedo. I have not watched the video. pic.twitter.com/jxJs96oBpK

2/24/2020 12:39:44 PM theappraizer Not an easy read. Interesting tho! Have a YT version of events? ;-)

2/24/2020 12:39:55 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 this government thinks your its little cash cow bitch. That’s why they always say no one is above the law which is bullshit because 

we pay them. We are the bosses. We aren’t the governments bitch.

2/24/2020 12:40:36 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/jofv1KSNs5

2/24/2020 12:40:38 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ZMBTWs48wQ

2/24/2020 12:40:40 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4Y9LRE3blH

2/24/2020 12:40:46 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xZ70OtO5Hw

2/24/2020 12:41:57 PM lmtlisa3 Right, he was mentioned in

"the tweets"  in on the plan to frame POTUS

2/24/2020 12:43:45 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 look at how they handle your children  pic.twitter.com/53HNF3soKO



2/24/2020 12:43:46 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the Christian churches and the Catholics have taken over the world. There is no separation of church and state. They are the real 

enemies stealing your money and keeping you ignorant. Selling you fake spirituality.

2/24/2020 12:44:11 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the Christian churches were never of Christ. They were of the Roman state that took his movement.

2/24/2020 12:45:25 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am the second coming of Christ. I am his descendent. I am from his family from my mothers side. Her maiden name is cruz which 

means literally from the cross. It’s crypto Jewish. It’s crypto because we had to hide from the Roman state

2/24/2020 12:47:08 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 psychedelics spirituality is real spirituality. And not everyone knows how to actually do it right. I came to teach you how to do it 

right. I also have rituals for you to elevate your consciousness into what I call god consciousness.

2/24/2020 12:50:11 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the war on drugs is slavery 2.0. The war on drugs is a war on the human soul. Your consciousness is your soul. The war on drugs was 

created to create human trafficking as well. The war on drugs is the source of the majority of suffering

2/24/2020 12:50:43 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the revolution is now

2/24/2020 12:51:05 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/oVUgbRnL3D

2/24/2020 12:51:24 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/SrhHbx3Dv1

2/24/2020 12:51:32 PM rosas7043 YES, we know Pence is dirty AF

2/24/2020 12:51:43 PM mitolduso If we r all beings of light and create our own reality, cant Q be whomever we want? But really, I'm going wth jfk, jr, senior, potus and military terrestrial 

and non..but let hurry, I hv lots of bets to collect on🤑🤑🤯🤗#whoisq

2/24/2020 12:54:09 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/1v6WDBXy08

2/24/2020 12:55:02 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MR1eJdZ83T

2/24/2020 12:55:04 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/8MW5s6uQA7

2/24/2020 12:55:05 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MPa27bGLR5

2/24/2020 12:55:06 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/HiPxfUsNM9

2/24/2020 12:56:42 PM mitolduso Ewww good one..we r all freakn time travelers..which mks sense bc we all hv tht potential anyway🤷♀️

2/24/2020 1:00:27 PM 1crazy_toaster and get our original birth certificate bonds back from Rome.

2/24/2020 1:00:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 NASA officials 'baffled' after space cameras catch UFO following ISS for over 20 minutes https://www.express.co.uk/news/weird/1245959/NASA-

official-space-cameras-UFO-ISS-alien-latest-news …

2/24/2020 1:00:57 PM emmamoor gimme a q+ 1 (r)...  ;-D

2/24/2020 1:01:07 PM 1_decided_voter So why don't you tell us what we're looking at here?

2/24/2020 1:01:25 PM jvan125 We are getting closer...👏🏻🙌🏻👏🏻💫💫💫

2/24/2020 1:01:48 PM sparkleloung Yeah... we’re “baffled”. 😉

2/24/2020 1:02:09 PM myhalossliippin Black Knight?

2/24/2020 1:02:13 PM karma4event201 Keeping the 2 missing letters together is SR 

Extra A 

Seth Rich assassination 

SR saw HRC & DNC take the democratic nomination from Bernie

2/24/2020 1:02:38 PM rosas7043 Oh, so now we’re gonna act like this hasn’t been circling earth longer than we have. Tesla was aware of this alien “satellite”

2/24/2020 1:02:39 PM phreatomagnetic Predictive programming for a big show

2/24/2020 1:02:41 PM tyrantswillfa11 Can I get Space Force for 900?

2/24/2020 1:02:48 PM the1010guy1 Need a close up

2/24/2020 1:03:17 PM myhalossliippin I seriously doubt they are the least bit baffled. They know what it is. Maybe just part of soft disclosure?

2/24/2020 1:03:35 PM tedamberson  pic.twitter.com/czGcjBWfeG

2/24/2020 1:03:47 PM tinaqpatriot45 I'm going with the plan

Keep up the fight, dear.

2/24/2020 1:03:55 PM bonfire0613 "Soft disclosure" on the way.

2/24/2020 1:04:00 PM bobroon12515016 "Learn To Read The Map."

@AbbeyMaeCook88 pic.twitter.com/QS1RYIzvhD

2/24/2020 1:04:14 PM trippinballs5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Cp7gMu3R78

2/24/2020 1:04:54 PM banksia42265169 It’s bad

2/24/2020 1:06:11 PM nikoscali That shape...

2/24/2020 1:06:24 PM americanpetal Really, baffled?🤨

2/24/2020 1:06:58 PM oaf_unbreakable "I think it looks so ridiculous and impossible, and you can tell it's real because it looks so fake, honestly," Elon Musk.

uh huh.

2/24/2020 1:07:20 PM cheddarbo did you make that?

2/24/2020 1:08:01 PM sparkleloung Also... it looks similar to this...

 https://youtu.be/vWz-Z2hDGdI 

2/24/2020 1:08:14 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1038834727908765696?s=20 …

2/24/2020 1:08:25 PM twilly18 just a dry cleaning bag filled with swamp gas

2/24/2020 1:10:15 PM finall00p I've never trusted Pence. I'm glad someone's touching on this. Waiting to see what the plan is on moving him out .. too many ways that could happen

2/24/2020 1:10:58 PM _369311119  https://twitter.com/nywolforg/status/1231956137014169607?s=20 …

2/24/2020 1:12:27 PM okie71 It wasn't following the station, it was leading the station. Then it went into a higher orbit and shot out into space at ~32 minute mark.

 http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/125816356 …

2/24/2020 1:12:41 PM nictis74 That's what I was thinking!

2/24/2020 1:13:34 PM eewwanon Fake and ghey

2/24/2020 1:14:28 PM kobemuir Piece of sat equipment about to start chaos in a too crowded Earth orbit.

2/24/2020 1:14:29 PM karma4event201 Flash drive in the ball?

2/24/2020 1:14:31 PM onep1ngonly Lol nope

2/24/2020 1:15:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a coincidence that when [HW] is found guilty the market drops 1,000 points?

Are you awake yet?

2/24/2020 1:15:51 PM joshuajamesdavi IDE not”#alien” but #ancient

2/24/2020 1:16:09 PM jvan125 So it’s NOT because of China’s bioweapon?

2/24/2020 1:16:15 PM uhausotown1 Sehr interessant

2/24/2020 1:16:17 PM carolva97910854 I thought that was because of the virus?

2/24/2020 1:16:33 PM bdam777 Things become things. 

Don't they escape their robot prison world in this new season, coming out later this year?

2/24/2020 1:16:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did we say they were not connected?

2/24/2020 1:16:39 PM theghost6969 PAIN 💀👽💀

2/24/2020 1:16:41 PM trumps_all [FF]

2/24/2020 1:16:52 PM nikoscali and news about Covid-19 domestically ramps up..

2/24/2020 1:17:11 PM jvan125 👀 #No

2/24/2020 1:17:12 PM palmdalekid2 Wasn’t he pictured with a book that implied he was naming names



2/24/2020 1:17:25 PM karma4event201 Once CIA Akways CIA 

Snowden was CIA then NSA 

His document release hurt NSA  => Snowden is CIA

2/24/2020 1:17:30 PM tyrantswillfa11 PedoWood Panic

2/24/2020 1:17:46 PM 1_decided_voter The market dropped at the opening bell, didn't it? I'm not yet convinced the guilty verdict preceded this.

2/24/2020 1:18:03 PM nikoscali Don't look here [HW], look here Covid-19

2/24/2020 1:18:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 A patented bioweapon (described in a 1987 book) is released after the cure's patent was issued in secret.

Depopulation agenda.

Punishment for #UnsealEpstein and [HW].

They will not go down without a fight.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!

2/24/2020 1:18:27 PM freestateojones Hardly. 

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1231993599476355075?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/cnYX1hU9Rw

2/24/2020 1:18:50 PM winklerburke More intelligence = less slavery. It is why Progressive (1984-Dystopia) Ed was designed to enslave all & destroy all. Therefore defund it. Smart AI will 

insist that we be free of brainwashing!

2/24/2020 1:18:55 PM twilly18 the virus was used to distract us from [HW] who was outed just days after the Las Vegas shooting that may have been orchestrated by [MBS]

2/24/2020 1:18:59 PM nikoscali Is martial law inevitable now?

2/24/2020 1:19:04 PM __intothewild_ "Coincidental" distractions for those still chasing worthless paper. Gotta clog those news cycles.

2/24/2020 1:19:20 PM hellouncledonny The market dropped because Trump is in India making deals.

Gold shall end the fed.

India has tons of Gold mines just waiting to be opened.

This market drop has nothing to do with Harvey Weinstein.

Jesus gave sight to the blind but it was prison that made Harvey walk again. pic.twitter.com/EM3fwWh0wp

2/24/2020 1:19:33 PM kriskris10csb Don’t think punishment. These things always planned hence the book.

2/24/2020 1:20:03 PM brangusjimmy Pretty sure it always was.

2/24/2020 1:20:33 PM twilly18 None Dare Call It Pandemic

is not timed to disrupt [ST] next week

2/24/2020 1:20:41 PM covertress Who's Depopulation Agenda? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1222572989968986112?s=20 …

2/24/2020 1:20:51 PM tikpaq Dean Koontz novel?

2/24/2020 1:21:40 PM youstinksoap This? https://twitter.com/dtp420burnz1/status/1232017104020410371?s=21 …

2/24/2020 1:22:00 PM n7guardiananon Depopulation agenda indeed...for pedos and human traffickers

2/24/2020 1:22:16 PM scents_common Kobe's farewell  . . .

Coincidence ?

2/24/2020 1:22:34 PM americanpetal I did not even connect that dot.🤦♀️

2/24/2020 1:22:53 PM kevinmruel Lol

2/24/2020 1:23:22 PM chris8nix I’m hearing, be prepared for one month.  Supplies.

2/24/2020 1:24:13 PM nikoscali As I recall there was an option A i.e. minimal disclosure, quiet deepstate cleanup, no crash and an option B which is what we are in now.

2/24/2020 1:24:14 PM inblackandwhit4 Absolutely right, right, right. With all our might, might, might!🦅🇺🇸👊🙏

2/24/2020 1:24:50 PM mcpatriot64 We aren’t going away

2/24/2020 1:25:06 PM joshuajamesdavi All reality tv is staged

2/24/2020 1:25:19 PM rolfeyswoman I hope every scanky twisted perverted one of the financial, media, n governing cabalists are realising n terrified about their reckoning ... it’s coming n I 

hope they are rocked to their very core!!

2/24/2020 1:25:20 PM subtidal4 Can anyone find the patent numbers for the bioweapon and cure? I’m not having any luck searching USPTO.

2/24/2020 1:25:31 PM joshuajamesdavi It is called #life

2/24/2020 1:26:33 PM covertress What's the ETA on the [HW] expiry?

187 coming?

2/24/2020 1:27:36 PM turboxyde Let the projections of entropy be returned to their source at once!

If we meditate, we can co-create a better outcome for all of humanity!

Nothing can stop what is coming for those who hide in darkness & feed upon us like parasites!

#WWG1WGA

#UnsealEpstein

#ProjectDreamWeaver pic.twitter.com/nRb8IXBYNc
2/24/2020 1:28:02 PM skilletmack He wasn’t found guilty on the most serious charges though

2/24/2020 1:28:06 PM fansblowing3 Harvey Weinstein

2/24/2020 1:28:33 PM mikeb38beacon_h So Is The Cure In The Book?

2/24/2020 1:28:47 PM fansblowing3 Harvey Weinstein must be important to them

2/24/2020 1:29:48 PM kevinmruel Umm demonic if you read it @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @LisaMei62 @IPOT1776 

This is in the Boston, Massachusetts area Portland, Maine also.@dbongino @RealSheilaZ #coronavirus #WWG1WGA #MAGA2020 

#KAG2020LandslideVictory pic.twitter.com/h3xvU2DiaJ

2/24/2020 1:32:30 PM youstinksoap Will the market crash & burn when someone from the previous administrations is arrested?

*fingers crossed*

2/24/2020 1:34:21 PM winklerburke China virus means US Companies will scramble ASAP to source production-parts from US? Should US manufactures’ stock go up? The ones that source 

again from US?  But globalist magilla businesses, nope?  Who wins this MAGA vs. anti-US fight?

2/24/2020 1:34:22 PM covertress Follower of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

You're in good company. 🇺🇸  pic.twitter.com/ZgLsqn7Npp

2/24/2020 1:34:57 PM lightson45 There is no maybe about it.

2/24/2020 1:35:14 PM riversm18 Epstein, Weinstein, Feinstein, Rosenstein ...

2/24/2020 1:35:36 PM swayz04879968 Russians!

2/24/2020 1:37:09 PM ripkenfan78 It dropped wayyyyyy before he was found quilty!!!

2/24/2020 1:37:48 PM hankpanderson The iss is fake, so this video is silly.

2/24/2020 1:37:54 PM coastal2002 So what do we do? This crap is in my backyard at this point, and they have no clue how they are going to cure or treat them let alone contain it to the 

hospital

2/24/2020 1:39:05 PM visitnaj Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Who had their nomination stolen in 2016? Who was the threat? Did they represent the power interests of a pre Cold de? 

How do you regain power? What if you proxy that power to places like V, C, Africa by partnering with other li…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1231448572266196992.html …

2/24/2020 1:40:19 PM ckrasuski HW as in Weinstein?



2/24/2020 1:41:10 PM papa_patriot  pic.twitter.com/Yl2EFODYji

2/24/2020 1:41:15 PM mikeb38beacon_h Heard CIA just release a lot of classified UFO files! Per Paul Begley!

2/24/2020 1:42:15 PM dinmark2 Nope.. try balanced funds... you sleep better at night

2/24/2020 1:43:01 PM nickupcharge It was dropped on Sunday when futures came out. This is bologna

2/24/2020 1:43:17 PM moemc8 They say he actually didn't.  Prior to that clip, they had already exchanged hellos.

2/24/2020 1:43:51 PM aspennmax64_l Baffled my ass...😑

2/24/2020 1:44:26 PM ragevirusqq you didn't say they were either.

2/24/2020 1:44:44 PM americanpetal China and the Deep State are closely tied, I thought.

2/24/2020 1:44:44 PM marylizang Not much of a distraction

2/24/2020 1:46:18 PM lorirrr Space Force!

2/24/2020 1:46:25 PM sleepingnomore We will fight to the end!

2/24/2020 1:47:19 PM lorirrr Like this? pic.twitter.com/Jioodw18vW

2/24/2020 1:47:38 PM 1n0culat3d Correct !

2/24/2020 1:49:12 PM nikoscali Yep, also the black diamond described by Bob Lazar, and of course looks similar to the Black Knight from STS-88

2/24/2020 1:50:02 PM aspennmax64_l "Supply" ...and demand. 

#OurKidsArent4Sale

2/24/2020 1:50:33 PM n7guardiananon no doubt Black hats did have an agenda to get rid if people...(maybe starseeds/others with abilities) would be Interesting to know if we all suffer from 

similar ailments or near deaths...

A 🎩virus movie production already step up... why not run it with a WH twist against 🎩 pic.twitter.com/nrL59HptbW

2/24/2020 1:51:18 PM n7guardiananon already doing the same twist with OFC

2/24/2020 1:51:45 PM alight412 Note to self: cross the light bridge/light portal when the time comes. TY AAM.

2/24/2020 1:52:33 PM deploramal Any truth to this? Seems like a plausible theory (CV = cover for DS arrests), but it’d be nice to know if we should get our preps in order.  I’m not sure 

what to make of POTUS downplaying it, but I have small children & I’m more concerned about their health/safety than my own. 

pic.twitter.com/O3QxJSQi7Q

2/24/2020 1:53:33 PM mac206c Everything from NASA is fake.

Gyroscopes prove we don’t live on a spinning ball.

Prove this to yourself by learning what Foucault taught us about gyroscopes and how airplanes use them to fly.  You can’t have it both ways.

You’re welcome 😉

2/24/2020 1:55:37 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/3EYl8eZgsz

2/24/2020 1:57:54 PM alight412 It's all we've known. My mortgage is tied through a bank. My retirement gets dep in the credit union monthly. I use my debit card to buy food. I pay my 

over priced health premium through the bank. Our lives are intertwined with the bank. How could we break free other than death?

2/24/2020 1:59:04 PM jjsandoval20 Check my tweets out? La camera network huamn trafficking victim.

2/24/2020 1:59:14 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1231832528509644800?s=20 …

2/24/2020 1:59:16 PM archangelamongu Thank you for considering the new information.

2/24/2020 1:59:47 PM jjsandoval20 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 anyway to get some help? Which medias will report my story?

2/24/2020 1:59:48 PM sdane8 That's what it looked like to me.

2/24/2020 2:01:25 PM katie03188149 It's definitely not 🧀

2/24/2020 2:01:28 PM wakeup33462138 In order to make so many arrests the military needs an emergency like this to come in to the country.. and it’s a perfect cover for the economic reset 

..so it’s plausible

2/24/2020 2:03:08 PM sparkleloung DEFINATELY?!?!?! pic.twitter.com/74XVRMHEQp

2/24/2020 2:04:13 PM mattdubois137 Another buying opportunity

BUY BUY BUY

2/24/2020 2:04:25 PM fallorsesh Yes

2/24/2020 2:05:14 PM mgreat4ever Black Knight?

2/24/2020 2:05:35 PM fallorsesh This is true, and they blaming it on coronavirus

2/24/2020 2:06:00 PM hoffman11my I think a lot of that manufacturing may be moved to India, as well as being re-sourced to domestic Manufacturing.

2/24/2020 2:07:04 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/ldBLR07ZNG

2/24/2020 2:08:27 PM slew19508857 market was ready to sell anyway

2/24/2020 2:08:46 PM fallorsesh In all honesty tho, its fair to assume that any who/what that could position themselves to coordinate such a display (& someone is: see 666 market 

drop in 2017 per POTUS), that they also could have obtained information relating to how weinsteins case would be found. No proof, js

2/24/2020 2:09:08 PM sonyaleesimons1 Pretty sure MBS was being shot at

2/24/2020 2:09:26 PM 0hawkward2 NASA LIES

2/24/2020 2:09:37 PM jeffjef25563637  pic.twitter.com/tbIPySwSkY

2/24/2020 2:10:20 PM __the_chris Current Ancient Aliens ep ''The ancient people defaced and destroyed the rock statues (The Fallen) because of the negative energy they attract, so in 

60's we rebuilt them''  Me "Why are you giddy over evil statues and why in the world restore them?'' Elites are psychos.

2/24/2020 2:11:47 PM __the_chris lol pic.twitter.com/4w82kHbjIk

2/24/2020 2:11:52 PM bereantype NASA= Never A Straight Answer...like they don't know about UFO's??? REALLY??? (SMH). How long before they quit playing "stupid" (or or it for real)

2/24/2020 2:12:23 PM kristopherlop18 Baffling how NASA could still be hiding the truth. Partial disclosure alert.

2/24/2020 2:15:19 PM swayz04879968 Pence in 24?  Never.

2/24/2020 2:15:58 PM __the_chris Mr Durham and Ms Trump @IvankaTrump

2/24/2020 2:16:42 PM joeymoo75435238 Winner winner!!

2/24/2020 2:16:48 PM abiff331 UAV.  Unidentified Aerial Vehicle

2/24/2020 2:17:28 PM 17thops Never A Straight Answer.

2/24/2020 2:17:43 PM keith369me Just look up...Space Station camera not necessary

2/24/2020 2:18:34 PM keith369me Time for some bigger fish

2/24/2020 2:19:05 PM __the_chris Everyone will reap or pay accordingly. This was but a short stop on a long, long journey. And those who were parasitic, who fed off of others to get 

ahead, will have it the worst. Nobody escapes this, why do you think they dug so deep or sent so many rockets.

2/24/2020 2:19:27 PM archangelamongu The Event and the harvest will finally free you of them. Destroying them now would have just put your planet into a war, that would have killed billions 

of you as different players sought to regain power.

2/24/2020 2:20:43 PM keith369me Keep them coming...you can take my 401K to zero if we get rid of the cabal and release suppressed technology, health cures, etc



2/24/2020 2:20:50 PM t_christopher_  http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-

Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTO%2Fsrchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=10130701.PN.&OS=PN/10130701&R

S=PN/10130701 …

It is patented.

 https://www.pirbright.ac.uk/ 

2/24/2020 2:22:19 PM amuses oh, yes.

2/24/2020 2:23:00 PM _vvoke_ What the hell does Weinstein have to do with anything?

2/24/2020 2:23:29 PM 28concerned Amin Brother Keith , coming soon

2/24/2020 2:23:42 PM nikoscali Seriously, so many anomalous objects and flashes in the night sky lately. Some major activity going on up there.

2/24/2020 2:25:09 PM deploramal My thoughts exactly. I recall Q indicating a “scare event” was necessary, but never elaborated as to what that could be, so who knows. I guess better 

to be safe than sorry in terms of being prepared, but I’m definitely ready for the DS roundup and financial reset. 👍🏼

2/24/2020 2:28:02 PM tikpaq  https://qmap.pub/read/2888  @ROYALMRBADNEWS @peckerwo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/24/2020 2:28:28 PM iowa_trump NOPE It's going to Trump 4 Eva

LOL

2/24/2020 2:30:04 PM theappraizer I swear I can feel their first strike coming so strongly it’s palpable.

2/24/2020 2:32:14 PM theglitcher14 Oh, I'm sure they're "baffled." More like baffled at the fact that it was caught on official live-feed and it took Anons to spot it. Someone's gettin' 

fiiiirrrred. #WWG1WGA

2/24/2020 2:32:29 PM theappraizer First strike? Shit, more like 100th strike. 😡

By any legal definition, any reasonable person should be perceiving an impending threat to their own life at this point.

Churches, schools, concerts, shopping malls, universities.

With data supporting Gov involved in these acts.

2/24/2020 2:33:08 PM cat711q Dead Cat Bounce

2/24/2020 2:34:00 PM cody58348291 Possibly because much like all the people who didn’t go to jail for lying. His bigger charges may come when all the pedo stuff comes out? I’m truly 

convinced the picture is bigger than even some of us will allow ourselves to see

2/24/2020 2:35:34 PM alight412 Thanks for the clarification. We know many things are broken that we have little control. So it sounds like we should do the best we can in service to 

others to help raise our vibration until the time of the Event. Is that correct?

2/24/2020 2:36:38 PM angiefletcher That worthless paper is all some people have for a retirement by no fault of their own.

2/24/2020 2:37:20 PM holyspiritfree1 👏👏🙏

2/24/2020 2:38:06 PM archangelamongu Yes. All anyone can ever do is heal and fix themself. Then it expands outward from there, in the process making your own life more joyful and 

wonderful.

2/24/2020 2:38:17 PM whatsmypw That's a rhetorical question.

2/24/2020 2:38:35 PM wakeup33462138  https://twitter.com/veteransalways_/status/1231641134759391233?s=21 …

👀

2/24/2020 2:38:44 PM gwapoforyou So NASA is baffled about one of our Hyper Sonics

They use to say the same thing about the SR-71 pic.twitter.com/EeWSqBxlko

2/24/2020 2:40:11 PM mrbiggl75171807 Don Jr 2024

2/24/2020 2:40:44 PM unitedredwhite1 The Stand in 1978

2/24/2020 2:41:18 PM stevengibes life is good but can be so much better without material things to worry about.

2/24/2020 2:41:54 PM sw6life Check out John E Hoover on YouTube. His footage he’s collecting is fantastic

2/24/2020 2:42:13 PM alight412 Sending love to you!

💙❤️💜💛💚💛💜

2/24/2020 2:44:45 PM ryankochweare1  http://XtremeRealityCheck.com  #Jesus

2/24/2020 2:45:09 PM spotcj9999 { :^) You would think they would have better pictures...they can capture a pimple on Uranus, but they couldn't bet a better view of whatever this thing 

is. hmm.

2/24/2020 2:46:06 PM mrmigido Yeah right.

Dah di dooo dar ohm

ET phone home. 

"Damn, someone stole my bike" 

The massive crowd in #India awaiting President Trump & PM #Modi

 https://breaking911.com/live-tens-of-thousands-line-streets-in-india-as-president-trump-makes-way-to-arena-in-india/ …

0:10
2/24/2020 2:46:15 PM trumppallooza Ole harvey is gonna get the other side of getting fucked

2/24/2020 2:47:54 PM chinupchubbly It’s all about the debt, the world is run by bad people using funny money which allows them to get away with literally anything, that’s why we are in 

this giant cluster f... H W is small fry.

2/24/2020 2:50:11 PM frankyanker That's what came to my mind as well.

2/24/2020 2:50:12 PM blogjam_net #TimingIsEverything

2/24/2020 2:50:24 PM skilletmack Hopefully. But why not send him to prison for life, then charge him with the pedo treason(?) stuff too once he’s been quarantined to jail. Just losing a 

little faith but still hopeful. Q says to ask questions so I try

2/24/2020 2:50:49 PM blogjam_net And Brexit and Trump Exoneration

2/24/2020 2:52:11 PM whatscale capsim capstone

 https://home.kelley.iupui.edu/kwendeln/J411/Agrade.CAPSIM.SECRETS.pdf …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/24/2020 2:52:33 PM covertress A Magic 8 Ball? 😂

2/24/2020 2:57:40 PM cody58348291 Don’t stress friend, your concerns are valid. Put your faith in the fact that things “have changed” “are changing” and will change. It WILL change. For 

the better. God bless

2/24/2020 2:57:53 PM mongrelglory I believe Covid-19 was a Deep State attack against China's economy. Is this the case?  Why is Trump so confident that it won't cause a problem in the 

US?  If he has the means to mitigate the virus, why isn't he helping the people in China?

2/24/2020 2:57:56 PM jeffcordell6 Wide awake

2/24/2020 2:58:07 PM 444_q_ Follow the money

2/24/2020 2:58:37 PM cody58348291 I have a really weird feeling it’s all going to come in a big huge day of the military rounding everyone up. I’m probably wrong but it helps me deal with 

the patience issues.

2/24/2020 2:59:42 PM mongrelglory China has been infiltrated by the Deep State as much as Japan and the Koreas.  They're in pretty much all the countries of the world is my impression.

2/24/2020 2:59:46 PM truthseekerkari They need time limits at a local level just like the pres. can only serve 8 years. Maybe locally public officials can only serve 4 years?

2/24/2020 3:00:45 PM snowwhite7iam Benevolent Forces are monitoring the state of the planet! Keeping Earth safe! Sooooo much the world has yet to witness, but they will, and they will be 

awed!  https://www.topsecretwriters.com/2018/01/fighter-pilot-torres-ordered-shoot-ufo-1957-2/ … *It's NOT good to mess with Mother Nature, nor 

shoot at benevolent beings!



2/24/2020 3:01:02 PM mongrelglory It still doesn't make sense to me that China would make a bioweapon that targets Asians specifically.  This is why I think it's more likely a Deep State 

project that was in China.  They were betrayed I think.

2/24/2020 3:03:07 PM skilletmack I’ve had a similar feeling.

2/24/2020 3:08:56 PM jeffcordell6 Yes!

2/24/2020 3:10:37 PM kidge6 NASA baffled? Imagine that.

2/24/2020 3:12:50 PM mongrelglory I am referencing Star Trek because MJ-12 have previously implied that the series was part of disclosure and they've previously talked about some of 

the features of 4D/5D societies.  I suggest you familiarize yourself with past tweets of this account here: 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

2/24/2020 3:15:40 PM nancysunday9 It can sometimes be difficult to be 'woke', but well worth! Praise Jesus! Praise God!

2/24/2020 3:17:18 PM cledrordfishing We are actually ready to punch them in the mouth. 

But in this backwards world that would make us the criminals. 

So what do we do? 

Retweet some shit and sit here all mad.... 

We are a lost society. We should be able to defend ourselves without being criminalized.

2/24/2020 3:19:30 PM lori_dee1 Lots of questions, not many answers. It wouldn't surprise me if there something going on behind the scenes.

2/24/2020 3:21:19 PM bubusmc I don't understand why our military isn't putting a few bullets between some of these Deep State players eyes. End the silent war and drop a few 

bombs on these Deep State FKers.

2/24/2020 3:21:44 PM wyscrapper It may be a reset of fiat money and gold standard reset.  Trump must be out of town for that.  Just an idea.  I could be totally off base here.

2/24/2020 3:22:34 PM wyscrapper He's still facing charges in California.  He's finished.

2/24/2020 3:23:18 PM icuclear_phd the facts don’t fit the agenda

2/24/2020 3:23:22 PM kristin59962925 I will gladly ride my 401K into the ground for the freeing of humanity!

2/24/2020 3:24:40 PM nine_six3 😲😧🤯

2/24/2020 3:25:33 PM mongrelglory I sure hope so! 👍

2/24/2020 3:25:39 PM wyscrapper Trump is gold in #India. 

GOLD rises as 'Trump visits #Modi.

2/24/2020 3:26:19 PM ninjakek1 Market manipulation by HW.... jus got home... need to catch up...

2/24/2020 3:26:41 PM lambofkozz  pic.twitter.com/mH8vp9layx

2/24/2020 3:27:49 PM wyscrapper  https://www.livemint.com/market/commodities/gold-prices-today-hit-record-high-again-cross-rs-43-000-per-10-gram-11582513400764.html …

2/24/2020 3:28:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Depopulation. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1232075565605277697 …

2/24/2020 3:29:15 PM shari_todd Wonderful news!

2/24/2020 3:29:18 PM slangaard Thank you for sharing. This explains a lot of how I have been experiencing different changes. I will share with others so they'll know to again thank you 

so much

2/24/2020 3:29:27 PM 444_q_ So sad.

2/24/2020 3:30:08 PM mikeb38beacon_h Nano to 5G perhaps?

2/24/2020 3:30:12 PM ceeb16779906 Can’t hit the like button enough times on this!👍🏻

2/24/2020 3:31:03 PM americanpetal POTUS won’t let the market crash.

2/24/2020 3:31:04 PM earth2nissy Harvey Weinstein first!

2/24/2020 3:31:05 PM magate05235305 ...you try it first?...

2/24/2020 3:31:32 PM hall2hall1 TR3?

2/24/2020 3:31:34 PM 444_q_ 😲😲😲

2/24/2020 3:32:43 PM nostradachris Ya its called spring time vaccine for all but the sheep https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/482532-trump-heat-will-kill-

coronavirus …

2/24/2020 3:33:36 PM 444_q_ Even the picture on the front of the book is 👀👀👀

2/24/2020 3:33:38 PM laurabusse Yeah

What did he mean exactly

2/24/2020 3:33:55 PM tinfoil1254 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dude just a question.  I am suppose to fly from Canada to Florida in couple weeks.  It's not a necessity for me to go. Would you go? I am a bit freaked 

out about this virus

2/24/2020 3:34:27 PM kikakikas so test it in your children according to the result  we will decide what we want to do

2/24/2020 3:37:35 PM 444_q_ How do you get the MASS world population to inject poison into their bodies??? You scare the crap out of them with a virus that's being heavily talked 

about on msm/killing people. Scare them into killing themselves unwittingly.

2/24/2020 3:37:59 PM flowernoman 🤔🤔🤔

2/24/2020 3:38:57 PM theappraiser17 No thanks, I feel good.  If not,  some antihistamines will suffice.

2/24/2020 3:39:52 PM 444_q_ One question... How many people end up with the flu that received the flu vaccine??? Dig people.

2/24/2020 3:40:32 PM rnative2 Re_read Crumbs 

QDrop #2222 pic.twitter.com/hTKJrmizAd

2/24/2020 3:42:48 PM 1flyovercounty Saw that. Things are getting real. If its earth origin, someones got a new toy.. if not, .. we re not alone. Nope😳

2/24/2020 3:43:20 PM laurabusse Baffled

LOL

2/24/2020 3:43:41 PM s0uthrncharmed Honest question  -- are they sitting ducks?

Do they have any way of protecting themselves  -- from I don't know what

2/24/2020 3:44:59 PM 1flyovercounty Recent drop.

Depopulation

2/24/2020 3:46:07 PM momwestside RC in KY - Uncalled for behavior toward those beginning to wake up.  Deal with the anger behind your words as they are not productive.

2/24/2020 3:46:10 PM laurabusse Not A Space Agency 😂

2/24/2020 3:46:45 PM cryptocrab4 Heat or humidity ?

2/24/2020 3:46:47 PM amyers69 Explain please?

2/24/2020 3:48:23 PM cryptocrab4 Usually airborne type viruses absorb water thru humidity and swell up and fall to the ground and make it to drainage areas

2/24/2020 3:48:25 PM gribbs7 [THEY] have lost control. GAME OVER

2/24/2020 3:49:40 PM anitakingsbauer You make their employment and ability to enroll in schools dependent upon vaccination.

2/24/2020 3:49:56 PM mbj8388 Can someone do a dig on Trudy Ann Ellis - Ellison??  

August Capital?  Plus many more she is an "Agent" for.🤨 @Hearts4America @TribbleIndustr1 @TiffanyBlu4 @blue_irl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @meequalsfree pic.twitter.com/Cr4Wp3FOJ7

2/24/2020 3:50:58 PM 444_q_ Unfortunately yes. Then it's time to look outside of the box of education/work and know that there are options available 💗

2/24/2020 3:50:59 PM okie71 NASA not only still has this up, they didn't immediately cut the feed. And they followed it. Disclosure is coming.

2/24/2020 3:51:26 PM keith369me All of the Democratic candidates for president should have that vaccine immediately...who’s first?

2/24/2020 3:51:30 PM wiggley_dale  https://www.wsj.com/articles/drugmaker-moderna-delivers-first-coronavirus-vaccine-for-human-testing-11582579099 … and just like that a new 

vaccine.

2/24/2020 3:52:47 PM birdingtrip No thanks, I will stay in the bunker.



2/24/2020 3:56:37 PM richie78170932 Will this new vaccine also contain the mark of the beast?

2/24/2020 3:56:52 PM mbj8388 Back in early 2018, I started researching Global Bondholder Services Corp🔥

I then reviewed their current deals & completed deals.  BOOM🔥‼️ This is where I found LOOP CAPITAL under Verizon. #GlobalWorldwideFunding🔥 I 

followed trail from there. Treasure Trove of info ‼️ pic.twitter.com/RFWwvLtju1

2/24/2020 3:57:14 PM rghardy3 Think Mirror.

We need to Depopulate [THEM] .

Time to clean house.

2/24/2020 3:57:30 PM lovellastroude Um no thanks I'd rather fall face first into a cactus and get it's needles in my eyes....

2/24/2020 3:57:49 PM gomomma2 looks like a MAGA hat

2/24/2020 3:58:53 PM bbombski Colloidal Silver for the win

2/24/2020 3:59:07 PM phreatomagnetic Probably is, at least mostly 

Both significant events with plentiful causation of their own

2/24/2020 3:59:43 PM johnjohnfarrier Swamp gas.

2/24/2020 4:00:11 PM twilly18 thanks

I have a few videos that have 99 rounds fired inside of 10 seconds.

2/24/2020 4:00:42 PM patriot_is Or, it might be a way to get the Fed to reduce interest rate again

2/24/2020 4:01:11 PM twilly18 oh crap where do I get in line?

2/24/2020 4:01:18 PM cameronldownie The only way to beat this Patriot Uprising ( @realDonaldTrump ) is pandemic induced bedlam...  Or will this ensure no elections and an undefinable 

term for our Man... PRESIDENT DONALD JOHN TRUMP?

2/24/2020 4:01:31 PM sw6life You should send that to him.

2/24/2020 4:01:46 PM polly569011381 I think I shall abstain from that one

2/24/2020 4:02:50 PM aarongarrity Somehow, I don’t think “they” are baffled.  Disclosure coming.  But first things first: Weinstein, Pedowood, Clinton Foundation, Comey, etc

2/24/2020 4:03:00 PM sw6life  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCR0y2Ae3Ju0N760n_XdtCqg …

2/24/2020 4:03:53 PM lorirrr Just use this... pic.twitter.com/NuYrR7cnJO

2/24/2020 4:05:39 PM brown_eyedladyj Pence is not a good guy.

2/24/2020 4:07:21 PM grown_show All the above. So many layers. Definitely financial reset

2/24/2020 4:07:23 PM wakeupa34327213 That’s the Black Knight it’s been known about for a long time ‘been there forever’ according to some. Search it on duck duck

2/24/2020 4:08:54 PM nostradachris1 Its the flu.....

2/24/2020 4:08:56 PM mbj8388 I found Oriental Dragon Corp.

🐇🕳 big time👤💸💸.

I hit every Ave I could.  Something wasn't right.  I knew there were DS-Cabal Elite🔀 there.

Found recently posted statement re: TRAFFICKING✅.  They also have cruise ships. 

Today I found an Order🔥Securities Exchange🤨✅ pic.twitter.com/YLlJfOaVcI
2/24/2020 4:08:59 PM rosscarwalker We knew it

2/24/2020 4:10:00 PM generationvax With a dose of nanotech for good measure☠

2/24/2020 4:10:38 PM stevezigman I'd like to see Cruz as Senate majority leader

2/24/2020 4:10:42 PM alight412 Seems unconstitutional.

2/24/2020 4:11:16 PM hagenista No thank you.

2/24/2020 4:11:38 PM sursdik Bill Gates....

2/24/2020 4:12:18 PM bordwell_c I’ll take my chances with my God given immune system & natural remedies...wash your hands, clean your environment. 

#Eugenics #Vaccines

2/24/2020 4:12:28 PM bbombski Literally dropped in less than an hour after his conviction. pic.twitter.com/vQmwth8Yqx

2/24/2020 4:12:38 PM alight412 Bill Gates...You First! 😉

2/24/2020 4:14:36 PM mbj8388 Also I'd like to #PlopDrop right here - I am not suicidal😳😬.  No way to reach the back of my head as I have 2 torn rotator cuffs.😁✋😊😂🤣 

pic.twitter.com/2RB01RHtWJ

2/24/2020 4:15:06 PM freestateojones No more billionaires if you forcibly employ the "eat the rich" mentality on a national scale.

2/24/2020 4:15:07 PM fansblowing3 MJ12 liked this soooo arrests 🎉 pic.twitter.com/VZz5jxM9fT

2/24/2020 4:16:11 PM fansblowing3 MJ12 liked this sooo arrests 🎉 pic.twitter.com/ogIBnKfAlG

2/24/2020 4:16:21 PM 444_q_ Yes, it is.

2/24/2020 4:17:06 PM elooto_yrrek So hopefully the whole system is reset including wiping out all mortgage and credit card debt for all.

2/24/2020 4:17:31 PM toddytodd Down was down 810 points by the time the verdict was read. So, yes, it is a coincidence. 

Who needs facts though?

2/24/2020 4:17:47 PM writermaven  pic.twitter.com/XkOzCk2A4o

2/24/2020 4:18:00 PM snakejackal Inversion of conflicting idea inception. Freedom of thoughts lead to peace.  It is the restricting unchanged programs with bugs and stagnant AI will lead 

those "puppet master" rebel and escape.

2/24/2020 4:18:17 PM elooto_yrrek Has Q ever mentioned the Covid19?virus?

2/24/2020 4:18:34 PM __jabird__ Taking Harvey Weinstein to a detention facility on the moon?? Lol 😂

2/24/2020 4:20:32 PM juliann74960317 Thanks for sharing this

2/24/2020 4:22:15 PM derekhashalon Advanced TR3B

2/24/2020 4:22:31 PM jlawrence760 I think the virus is a solid reason but HW sentence has nothing to do it.

2/24/2020 4:22:48 PM youstinksoap IDK.  I'm tired of living in this manufactured illusion.  Fiat currency is slavery...we need a new system.

2/24/2020 4:24:03 PM mandee_eby_1623 If you DO believe that DS and @POTUS have (future-knowing/ Looking Glass) info..then I could get on board with this. They knew to release that virus 

simultaneously with the [HW] verdict and BOOM, false flag chaos begins 🤷♀️

2/24/2020 4:27:26 PM anitakingsbauer My employer as well as many other healthcare providers require it and of their contractors in order to work there.  No shot, you are scheduled off work 

until May.  If your job is still available, you can go back.

2/24/2020 4:27:52 PM truth_again My husband has to get it every year for his job. He gets sick a week or two later. Like clockwork.

2/24/2020 4:28:23 PM buffetskill *checks notes...this is Twitter Sir.

2/24/2020 4:30:04 PM tucson_ron NO!! DON'T TAKE IT!!

2/24/2020 4:30:04 PM corpmole Sort of like the last scene in The Usual Suspects.

2/24/2020 4:30:22 PM catsworldwatch China "protects' their people from being helped. They call the shots. And...perhaps Trump is helping them... time will tell...

2/24/2020 4:31:24 PM deploramal I can’t even fathom how incredibly freeing a debt jubilee would be for millions+ of people 😃, while also neutralizing the bankers’ greatest weapon 

against us: 💸💵! Two birds one stone.

2/24/2020 4:32:09 PM 444_q_ I hate to hear/heart this. I wish there was an agreement or dislike button lol. Have you looked into religious wavers? 🙏 Praying divine healing and 

protection over him

2/24/2020 4:32:37 PM jeff90140499 @dbongino @iheartmindy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1231841515569180673 …

2/24/2020 4:36:16 PM deploramal Not to my knowledge. 🤷🏽♀️

2/24/2020 4:36:48 PM toddytodd *checks app. You are right!



2/24/2020 4:38:13 PM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @SpeakerPelosi @AdamSchiff @CIA @NSA @NASA @NatReconOfc 

https://twitter.com/EmilyCragg/status/1232101655379791872 …

2/24/2020 4:40:57 PM jondoe50916061 New world order at it's finest 👌

2/24/2020 4:45:15 PM mjamesom4 Well, most of them are liberals so might not actually be bad!

2/24/2020 4:46:54 PM wildkrazyblonde Four of my neighbors all got the current vaccine for the flu shot this season, all four of them got the flu.🤷🏼♀️ I’m going to have to pass

2/24/2020 4:48:47 PM 444_q_ Unfortunately, I understand.  However, we still have the option of where we work. I'm not at all saying quit because of their rules, but just know, if you 

are capable of working in the med field, you can do anything! What are your God given abilities?! Seek and you'll find💗🙏

2/24/2020 4:49:12 PM norefils MBS?

2/24/2020 4:49:15 PM bbobbio71 Little Dose of MK ULTRA anyone?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1232044189514371079 …

2/24/2020 4:49:17 PM truth_again If you do the waiver it pretty much puts a red flag on your job. I do what I can as far as vitamins, good home cooked meals, etc.

2/24/2020 4:49:26 PM _andy_walker_ FYI, for everyone who's already read this and started trying to decrypt the cryptic MJ12 tweets, you're looking at the wrong person. I don't know 

another way to explain this, but I've got a STRONG feeling that MJ12 was referencing Q+, not Acosta.

2/24/2020 4:49:48 PM truth_again and Thank you ❤️🙏

2/24/2020 4:51:25 PM bluebird767 Yea? The one that Bill Gates already owns the patent on?  That vaccine?  How convenient.

2/24/2020 4:53:26 PM truthseeker273 Me. Twice. Never gonna be another.

2/24/2020 4:53:48 PM aetherwalker1 Question:

Have you guys tried just asking 🦉 to NOT be total a$$holes, to NOT be evil?   🤷🏼♂️

2/24/2020 4:54:30 PM 444_q_ All we can do is do our best! All of us have been affected by this ca Bal system. In the end, our good efforts, clear minds and good hearts are what wins 

💗

2/24/2020 4:55:41 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Indeed!!!

2/24/2020 4:56:29 PM truthseeker273 Common virus in dogs.

2/24/2020 4:57:50 PM my2sonznme watched what?

2/24/2020 4:58:28 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥👿💥

2/24/2020 4:58:42 PM inblackandwhit4 Fact. Anons aren't scared anymore!

2/24/2020 5:00:20 PM aetherwalker1 bc of how our National Security State has been built up, 45 has 'dictatorial' powers if things get too bumpy and it becomes necessary.

Which makes [Them] super jealous, of course.

2/24/2020 5:00:48 PM monolithicide An market attack on human trafficking by chance.

2/24/2020 5:01:03 PM lippy65 Uuuuumm yeah no I think I'm good. Thanks though✌️

2/24/2020 5:01:06 PM my2sonznme Wrong.

2/24/2020 5:01:23 PM alight412 I'm retired. There IS unity in numbers so if folks can be brave and work together to fight it. I do volunteer in 2 elementary schools in a small community. 

The Marshall law may arrive to late for some cities and with a 27 day incubation...which is insane and obviously engineered.

2/24/2020 5:01:57 PM my2sonznme NEVER IVANKA. She is a Democrat who wants gun control.

2/24/2020 5:02:49 PM 369palm It’s pretty amazing how interconnected it all is.

2/24/2020 5:03:03 PM my2sonznme She's a Democrat that wants gun control.

2/24/2020 5:03:15 PM my2sonznme NEVER GONNA HAPPEN.

2/24/2020 5:03:33 PM aetherwalker1 Goa'uld cargo ship or an Al'kesh?   😏

2/24/2020 5:04:04 PM aetherwalker1 Never

A

Straight

Answer

2/24/2020 5:05:19 PM my2sonznme Hopefully not liberal Ivanka. I won't vote for her even if she is a Trump.

2/24/2020 5:06:06 PM aetherwalker1 The tweet that that is a reply to is gone.

They were asking about the 'Black Knight' satellite?

2/24/2020 5:06:16 PM superfastbobby Bingo!

2/24/2020 5:07:23 PM indieartsouth Or maybe a DeSantis.

2/24/2020 5:08:43 PM pumped_4_trump Disagree

2/24/2020 5:09:15 PM jrocktigers 45 is out of country. .. .  get them please .. .

2/24/2020 5:10:50 PM aetherwalker1 'War against the machines'? 

Yeah.. I've seen those movies.  I think I'll vote "No" on that possible timeline.

😏

2/24/2020 5:10:51 PM doq017 I am not tired of winning!

R Q?

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/24/2020 5:12:01 PM pelledan2 We found Jimmy Hoffa!😊

2/24/2020 5:13:54 PM inblackandwhit4 And what about the shingles vaccine? Is that true 1 in 3 get shingles? Lots of ads years ago you must get this after age 63. Now no ads but new 

improved vaccine out. I quit flu vaccines and haven't got the flu since. It's always 10% effective wrong strain.

2/24/2020 5:15:21 PM 444_q_ Watch for signs of it coming to your area, prepare and stay home if needed. I kept my daughter home from school when half of the school had the flu. 

She didn't get it🙏 you will know what to do when you need to do it! Trust yourself!!



2/24/2020 5:15:41 PM wonderwomancan  pic.twitter.com/3d3fkxOsSc

2/24/2020 5:17:29 PM nsndtoz It's ironic how that works, huh?

2/24/2020 5:22:27 PM q02951 May God bless you, Sweetie. I do not have the resources to help you directly, but I can only hope that my few followers can RT and get you some help. 

I will pray for you.

2/24/2020 5:22:52 PM catheri70981208 That's what l said last week

2/24/2020 5:23:19 PM cityranch You can’t just drop “depopulation”. pic.twitter.com/culmOyD7L5

2/24/2020 5:23:36 PM aleks8837 #PhilHaneyDidntKillHimself https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8034145/DHS-whistleblower-Philip-Haney-shot-dead-self-inflicted-gunshot-

wound.html …

2/24/2020 5:23:57 PM love_usa56 I have checked his videos out. A total cover up!

2/24/2020 5:25:06 PM wonderwomancan I personally think that Bill Gates should be tied to a chair & given every vaccine he has created! pic.twitter.com/LTW7H0Ws6R

2/24/2020 5:25:34 PM mbj8388 Oriental Dragon's Grand Cayman Island 💸.  When you hear #STUART think the Stuart Monarchy, #CharlesStuart England to Canada. 

pic.twitter.com/NANL6A8I5r

2/24/2020 5:27:03 PM mbj8388  pic.twitter.com/FJmZOSSQP3

2/24/2020 5:27:15 PM reeniekfarms Nope, Hell No, Zip, Zero, Nada, not a chance in Hell !!!

2/24/2020 5:29:28 PM blue_irl Every. Single. Light. Shines. 

Bring your candles, your flashlights, your flare guns, your glow sticks, your mirrors, your suns...whatever your style! Every single one adds to the 

brightness of the light. Wouldn’t we be rich if we all had a quadrillion pennies?

2/24/2020 5:30:09 PM mbj8388 Why is this all important?  Drugs, Trafficking, Money Laundering and same people designed - involved in LOOP CAPITAL (OBAMA'S LOOP CAPITAL).  

Ever heard of Oriental Trading✅ Same sources of merchandise Amazon uses?✅ 

So many people involved in this.🔥

2/24/2020 5:32:18 PM aleks8837 See whole video! 👇👇 https://twitter.com/M2Madness/status/1232012400443916294 …

2/24/2020 5:32:54 PM mbj8388 😘👍 Yes it would! 

You know, I remember hearing that @POTUS had to be out of the country when the RV Reset took place . 🧐🤨 😁

2/24/2020 5:33:08 PM inblackandwhit4 Military sons maxed

Nurse daughters maxed

Seniors pnumonia maxed

Infants maxed

School aged kids maxed

Sexually active maxed

Even cats and dogs max

Financially motivated?

Or worse?
2/24/2020 5:33:37 PM laurabusse Not really...

A bunch of us follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

He says all timelines have been collapsed into one

There's a really good YouTube on

Project looking glass

Which explains this

A single optimistic timeline

The end of the Cabal

Trump is being used to help bring this about

Q etc
2/24/2020 5:33:54 PM q02951 Best wishes for your total recovery. I broke my arm twice as a kid. It takes time. I hope this set-back ends up giving you a learning experience.

2/24/2020 5:34:34 PM blue_irl Wha? Why did he have to be out of the country?

2/24/2020 5:34:35 PM trollingmockin1 I think what’s different about this one is the 30-45 sag incubation period and the ability for you to pass it symptom free. Which indicates it’s a bio 

weapon.  But it’s a big possibility I don’t know what I’m taking about. These are things I’ve read

2/24/2020 5:36:11 PM mbj8388 I'm waiting patiently, some days, until I'm not.😁 pic.twitter.com/dqH9DmjlMe

2/24/2020 5:38:34 PM mbj8388 I can't remember 🤷♀️.  But when he went to England last June - thought it was going to happen then.  

He is in India now.  But we'll have to take a sneaky peak at his travel itinerary so see when he's flying again ‼️👊😁🤞

2/24/2020 5:39:19 PM inblackandwhit4 The veil has been lifted. Now thinking for ourselves. Sharing God's love and information. Much more powerful than any drug.🙏

2/24/2020 5:40:58 PM lamieret I am for a Ted Cruz and Don Jr 2024 ticket.

2/24/2020 5:41:54 PM daveo6145 Is that a Goa’uld ship

2/24/2020 5:42:14 PM truth_again I had to get hep B vaccine (3 of them) because I was working in medical field years ago. I was sick for years. They said I had chronic fatigue. Took a long 

time but it’s gone (pretty much). I think decades ago vac really did prevent diseases but something sketchy happened since.

2/24/2020 5:42:38 PM revrevolution11 China is pulling all money out of circulation to sanitize (burn) because of the coronavirus. Perfect time for a financial “RESET” to me 🤷🏽♀️

2/24/2020 5:42:44 PM rifflemonica So it sounds like we will see some good changes among these natural disasters?

2/24/2020 5:43:31 PM stormwatcher65 Pence was the Democrats "backup plan"...just in case some unfortunate accident befell our POTUS.

2/24/2020 5:45:05 PM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/1WOmGdzfgF

2/24/2020 5:47:28 PM rifflemonica I heard that they are no longer using re incarnation ?

2/24/2020 5:48:17 PM inblackandwhit4 Bioweapons have been developed and used for years. The native American Indians were given blankets infected with smallpox because they had no 

immunity. Many other cases thruout history. Look at Hitler.

2/24/2020 5:48:48 PM 444_q_ Yes. Depending on "WHO" was in control (pun intended)... I'm glad you are feeling better! I vaxxed my 2 older kids (17+11) because I just didn't know. 

My baby (1) is unvaccinated. I haven't gotten booster's for my other 2 either. As we awaken, we see the bigger pic/truth

2/24/2020 5:48:52 PM donnahalford4 Oh hell to the NO

2/24/2020 5:49:57 PM 444_q_ Amen 🙌

2/24/2020 5:50:26 PM archangelamongu Yes, they are marvelous opportunities for you to come together as a collective and for many to reach polarity. They will also help you get to know the 

ETs who come to lend you a hand.

2/24/2020 5:50:30 PM oceanmaniac I agree ☑️ Financial reset.

2/24/2020 5:54:44 PM moyers_dennis Is this one of our existing Space Force craft that will be made public soon?  Ben Rich said we could take ET home in the mid 90s...m

2/24/2020 5:54:59 PM rifflemonica How will we know who are the benevolent ET’s?



2/24/2020 5:55:41 PM mbj8388 '97👉Cervical Fusion👉 plate screws neck.😩

'98👉Lower Lumbar Titanium Cage along with rods screws all up my back. They cut those back muscles👉took 2 yrs to dress myself. 😩

I was an athlete my entire life until🚗wreck.

This happened when had to move last Aug ALL myself.🤣👇 pic.twitter.com/2O5qPGHhXe

2/24/2020 5:56:43 PM deeptruthnews1  https://www.wpxi.com/news/top-stories/investigators-still-searching-2-years-after-penn-hills-twins-reported-missing/788057168/ … @LoveBling6 

@AGWillliamBarr @luluspeers1 @BrianCMulloy76 @prayingmedic @EpochTimes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/o9zMOk2msR

2/24/2020 5:56:53 PM 1godblessus Eventually ole Bernie you’re gonna run out of everyone else’s money!! Taxation is not the answer. Taxation is the theft of our hard earned money!!

2/24/2020 5:57:02 PM q02951 We could do that, but the logistics would be horrific.

Yes, every single light shines, and I see that every day.

In spite of the evil forces that seek to take our liberties, I see  the American spirit within my community, and it helps me to believe that we will remain 

free.

2/24/2020 5:58:27 PM archangelamongu Reincarnation exists at all levels of consciousness. There were those who trapped souls here, by making them believe reincarnation is a bad thing. 

Those earthbound souls lowered the vibration of the entire planet till we moved them on last month.

2/24/2020 5:58:49 PM tomsmit53610296 You’re joking, right. Tons of this stuff sighted. Years of vids. Looked Chinese... but others have developed also. We’re (U.S.)well aware of who it is,quit 

posting junk like this.

2/24/2020 5:59:44 PM dvder01 Step right up folks!!  Who will be the first guinea pig?

2/24/2020 5:59:48 PM fansblowing3 But why China?  🤔

2/24/2020 6:00:46 PM greenvaults ha ha, poorly done fakerama

2/24/2020 6:00:47 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/CalebJHull/status/1231988718875086849?s=20 …

2/24/2020 6:03:04 PM ethereal_shaman People that opted for the chicken pox vaccine will probably get shingles at a higher rate than those that acquired natural immunity.

2/24/2020 6:06:08 PM 444_q_ Yes. My dad got shingles to the extreme... Turned into a horrific MRSA infection. This was 10 years ago, still has issues to this day from it. Had a chicken 

pox vaccine.

2/24/2020 6:06:15 PM mbj8388 That's how I became a researcher of all things bad!  

Just like that I went from still playing softball, bowling, tennis, snow/water skiing, I could still do a back flip!  Then BOOM‼️DISABLED😳

I rode that ride then learned how to never ride it again!😂😘 I used to be like👇😂 pic.twitter.com/pTD90ZABX8

2/24/2020 6:08:21 PM kef2016 It's not free

2/24/2020 6:11:04 PM ethereal_shaman My Grandfather died due to complications from shingles.  It's a horrible, miserable virus.  

I'm still not getting the vaccine.

2/24/2020 6:11:50 PM cheddarbo who is in the room?

2/24/2020 6:12:10 PM seekingknowle12 I wonder if the deep state players we are familiar with are just pawns and really unimportant in the grand scheme of things. There must be a darker 

power behind this and the people we get to see are just the tip of the spear.

2/24/2020 6:13:56 PM 444_q_ Same ☹️

2/24/2020 6:15:39 PM rick_hernandez Think about how they described the genitalia. What deity does that resemble?

2/24/2020 6:16:51 PM timesupgodwins And the fake invasion / we are here to help / fake Messiah begins.

2/24/2020 6:19:24 PM 369_is This message approved by Big Mike. https://twitter.com/superyayadize/status/1232006203808546818?s=20 …

2/24/2020 6:23:08 PM aurorabisig  https://patents.google.com/patent/EP3172319B1/en …

2/24/2020 6:23:10 PM whosanidiot Honest question here. If they have the power to drop the market 1000 points at will, why wouldn’t they just tank it and blame trump? Do they only 

have a few assets capable of doing that? And is that all they are capable of?

2/24/2020 6:23:24 PM jonessense Tory smith videos. Look it up. YouTube

2/24/2020 6:24:14 PM blue_irl You’re already doing it! Welcome to the hijacked Town Square! Shine light however you can!

2/24/2020 6:30:42 PM jwetzelburg I was thinking lighthouse

2/24/2020 6:30:51 PM q02951 I am financially crippled at the moment, but I would hope that my fellow patriots who are more well off could help you out at this time. Fortunes come 

and go, and we will all experience a time where we will need help.

2/24/2020 6:32:03 PM quincymckall What's black Knight?

2/24/2020 6:34:51 PM anitakingsbauer You are correct, the choice is ultimately still mine to make no matter how difficult it may appear.

2/24/2020 6:36:19 PM luckyh301 So the market drop is designed to change the news cycle

2/24/2020 6:36:31 PM tresfort1 Tuned out as soon as I saw 'Pleadian guidance'. Some real stuff on this graphic, mixed in with a bunch of mumbo. Fake Q material! Meant to make us 

look like idiots to the rest.

2/24/2020 6:38:55 PM rsm28675996 so, if there are thousands of satellites orbiting and tons of space junk, why do we always see crystal clear vistas?

2/24/2020 6:41:42 PM truthforall4 Maybe Trump already has control over the markets.Sept 23/19.Melania opens NYSE. and US Marshals rang closing bell 19 sec shows gold banner at the 

top. Speculation at the time was it was a comm that signaled return to gold standard and Cabal control removed. https://youtu.be/VBALc4JbVME 

2/24/2020 6:41:53 PM barrysoetoro15  https://youtu.be/CtfqUtW_8AA 

WATCH TILL THE END @risetoflyy @StormIsUponUs @Aug1405 @SeptembersRain @DEPLORABLEREEG1 @chew_soap @risetoflyy @CindyKendrick11 

@DTforPre @sara8smiles @TaBlooms @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WSkywatch @RedPilledCult45 @realDonaldTrump

@RealDrGina pic.twitter.com/UtqjDgo1cr

2/24/2020 6:44:49 PM bianchibeads Is that why he (Trump) is wearing the gold coloured tie - show we are now Gold backed?

2/24/2020 6:45:15 PM threshie2 Which deity?

2/24/2020 6:47:29 PM blue_irl Light is currency. You are rich in it and have already contributed to me. Thank you!

2/24/2020 6:47:42 PM 369_is JFK Jr 2024 https://youtu.be/HKm2QeFsycE 

2/24/2020 6:48:38 PM monokrome Anyone who thinks there aren't aliens out there are oblivious to the facts. This is hardly anything close to a prediction from Q.

2/24/2020 6:49:39 PM keith369me Perhaps more than a follower

2/24/2020 6:49:58 PM q02951 It is my pleasure to help my friends. You will be in my prayers.

2/24/2020 6:51:44 PM societysconsci1 Okay. I’ll admit it. It wasn’t a UFO. It was me. I’m Superman.

2/24/2020 6:54:03 PM covertress perhaps 😏 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103387878372069376?s=20 …

2/24/2020 6:56:56 PM rick_hernandez Baph..

2/24/2020 6:58:36 PM alight412 Thank you.

2/24/2020 6:59:11 PM blue_irl Thank you. Likewise!

2/24/2020 6:59:51 PM norefils Here we go

2/24/2020 7:01:14 PM truth_again 👍

2/24/2020 7:02:47 PM 963_maxoom Your W. 🙏

2/24/2020 7:06:48 PM norefils Baffled. 😆😂🤣

2/24/2020 7:13:02 PM frankyanker  https://thoughtcatalog.com/emily-madriga/2018/03/17-fascinating-facts-about-the-black-knight-satellite-conspiracy-theory/ …

2/24/2020 7:15:43 PM joshuajamesdavi #TermLimitsNow



2/24/2020 7:16:29 PM fritzingeradam It's a weather balloon that stuck to the ice on the last supply rocket.  The ice then broke off and in the sunlight it melted off creating swamp gas which 

then filled the  weather balloon!  LOL!

2/24/2020 7:16:53 PM blsdbe So Be It, So It IS!!! pic.twitter.com/7OzRCVffVu

2/24/2020 7:17:51 PM fritzingeradam Not the first time...

2/24/2020 7:19:51 PM love82janet Hell NO!! BTW, I watched Daniel Lee's Navy intel on the Corona Virus today. His intel guy said there will be two episodes of this. The current situation 

and one after this. I'm praying China and the US get a handle on this soon.

2/24/2020 7:20:19 PM tiffanyblueq1  pic.twitter.com/08ETK0PnXa

2/24/2020 7:25:28 PM rustychulamunch FIGHT! TOGETHER STAND UP FOR Your Rights! Fight!!!

2/24/2020 7:25:53 PM jeffcordell6 This is...awesome!!  Thank you! pic.twitter.com/vRMfAw3ZBR

2/24/2020 7:28:22 PM noeticus1 You may find the answer in this message: #DoYouWantWeShowUp?

Google it!

#WWG1WGA

2/24/2020 7:30:37 PM blue_irl Yes! More light! pic.twitter.com/np4Gc83LGx

2/24/2020 7:30:50 PM meequalsfree just real quick... "Ellis Island!" 🤔

2/24/2020 7:32:38 PM nea_storm Actually Quite Ingenious Covert operation to pull that Off directly under the noses of being under [BH] control while creating All of those Disclosure 

Notifications: Super Kudos! 101 how to walk and tow another partly line literally as a Bad Guy: Love it! 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Fgr8nT3Z9M … pic.twitter.com/EAXfU1o0yD

2/24/2020 7:35:58 PM mattcottrill3 I don't believe that at all

2/24/2020 7:36:00 PM collectvcat That would be awesome!

2/24/2020 7:36:21 PM mattcottrill3 If she runs shes got my vote

2/24/2020 7:37:10 PM meequalsfree  https://www.google.com/search?ei=G5ZUXpO5IfOz0PEPqrKl4AI&q=orbitron+circling+light+gif&oq=orbitron+circling+light+gif&gs_l=mobile-gws-wiz-

serp.3...2486.3588..4152...0.1..0.138.503.0j4......0....1.........0i71j33i299j33i160.__HbL4gFfOY# …

2/24/2020 7:37:41 PM christinepolon1 Looking Glass no longer worked after 2012. Military planning.

2/24/2020 7:38:39 PM jamesca40805661 No thank you

2/24/2020 7:39:40 PM aetherwalker1 Gen. Flynn following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 REALLY says something about that account, IMO.

2/24/2020 7:40:39 PM nea_storm BRAVO! "Expenditures no longer hidden inside of compartmentalized Navy/Air Force programs?" 5:5

Enjoying every moment of it!

Future Past! 

Love, Love, Love it!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Fgr8nT3Z9M …

😈⚡😇🌎🌍🌏🧡🧡🧡 pic.twitter.com/pK2C4rEhk6

2/24/2020 7:43:35 PM janamcleod16 So right

2/24/2020 7:46:33 PM aetherwalker1 I've been able to perceive that 45 has been filling certain positions with MJ members.

Because MJ hasn't disclosed that they are members, I won't say who I 'feel' is a MJ member.

Don't wanna ruin anything.

I could be wrong, and that would just be super embarrassing. 😬

2/24/2020 7:50:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who has attacked MJ12?

Where are they today?

Who are they associated with?

FOLLOW THE MONEY.

Enlighten us.

2/24/2020 7:52:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 You noticed that?

Since when?

Cross reference posts.

Cross reference drops.

Reread past tweets.

2/24/2020 7:53:22 PM 444_q_ Fake news.. de ep sta te. Can Bal. I'll um in naughty.  People who are unaware, or uninformed.

2/24/2020 7:53:49 PM cledrordfishing Who in MJ was attacked?

2/24/2020 7:53:55 PM noeticus1 Aliens.

The Game is above us...

#WWG

2/24/2020 7:54:04 PM higherdensitees Nice @Covertress!

2/24/2020 7:54:06 PM atashfire And so it begins. Disclosure at last.

2/24/2020 7:55:08 PM blsdbe That’s mah SiStar!!! pic.twitter.com/U3xcLWO7Tf

2/24/2020 7:55:31 PM cledrordfishing I miss all the good stuff.

2/24/2020 7:55:37 PM covertress ]T2[

Secret Society? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111473261399822336?s=20 …

2/24/2020 7:55:47 PM shawnt1973 #SpaceDrones

2/24/2020 7:57:00 PM cledrordfishing Enlighten me.

2/24/2020 7:57:10 PM drbohammer I guess I’m in good company too 😊

2/24/2020 7:57:22 PM blsdbe (MASSIVE GRIN) pic.twitter.com/sEdjh3U5zA

2/24/2020 7:58:41 PM covertress o7

2/24/2020 8:01:02 PM blsdbe Maybe only being a bit defensive, not so much attacking? 

 https://t.co/Ik6SBI0dWy  https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1193181319317970944?s=21 …

2/24/2020 8:01:50 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/AvKeep/status/1183632033567956992?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:01:55 PM nurseniceyes So when you guys gonna bring me onboard?

2/24/2020 8:02:12 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/randallhill10/status/627473976160350208?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:02:33 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/GolanSh/status/957108406149509121?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:02:37 PM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1103387878372069376?s=21 …

2/24/2020 8:02:51 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1232152834000347136?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:03:20 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/GolanSh/status/957108406149509121?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:04:35 PM the_fjalar  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1070307700981096453?s=21 …

2/24/2020 8:04:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Announced on the day Harvey Weinstein is found guilty.

What have we said about Breadline Bernie?

Reread past drops.

More to come.

Majestic Message of Disclosure incoming... pic.twitter.com/N5xA0srCoS

2/24/2020 8:05:46 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/RoVovYhrYK

2/24/2020 8:07:23 PM state1union I think 🤔 incoming is now.

2/24/2020 8:09:25 PM 444_q_ Thank you for disclosure 💗

2/24/2020 8:09:44 PM ghostanon6120 wow, she nails this

2/24/2020 8:09:56 PM aetherwalker1 reread last 2 lines of my second tweet.



2/24/2020 8:11:15 PM blue_irl Well there ya go! Yes please! Do you know what gadflies are? I think Nostradamus liked to pronounce it godflies. Also known as “botflies,” WARble 

flies, and HEEL flies. The best of the sciences and their scientists throughout history are holy. https://youtu.be/p8Ev1J4GBNA 

2/24/2020 8:11:20 PM prmd21801759 Whoa!!! Thank you!!

2/24/2020 8:11:59 PM jlross5 I feel like a big blast of air is coming. pic.twitter.com/ze75df69hc

2/24/2020 8:12:19 PM r3df0x0n3 @BernieSanders the sadistic individual who believes communism is the way. Incredibly insane to believe that individuals can be just towards all man 

when given absolute power as seen in dictatorship Communist countries. The illusion persist among the blind.

2/24/2020 8:12:22 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1231448573088346115?s=21 …

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1231378212028022784?s=21 …

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1229996730965516289?s=21 …

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1060599576791605248?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1031546165253349376?s=21 …

2/24/2020 8:17:20 PM 444_q_ Also...bread crumbs=loaf of bread=manna=BIBLICAL🙏

2/24/2020 8:17:41 PM rebornkingent Soooo how long has Flynn been following majestic? Anyone know?

2/24/2020 8:18:43 PM kicknaptur You guys say you aren’t affiliated to a party and are this secret organization that is here to help up uncover the truth, but all you’ve been doing is 

pushing right wing bullshit

2/24/2020 8:19:39 PM covertress Since 16:32

2/24/2020 8:20:04 PM americanpetal Hope it’s now.

2/24/2020 8:20:45 PM ewilliams22101 Bernie wrote about women fantasizing about rape.  It's not "right wing" - it's bizarre behavior that is concerning to my wife and to me.

2/24/2020 8:25:14 PM lippy65 YES!!! LET'S GO PENS also☺

2/24/2020 8:27:57 PM 963_maxoom The Panic of the MSM causes 99% of the Damage by Psy-Terror. 

Vietnam allegedly 16 Died, population 98 million !

CHINA, allegedly 2,500 died, population 1.5 Bill. and every year 2.4 Mio. dying of Cancer ! 🤔

600,000 die 🌍 every Year caused by the Flu 🤔

2/24/2020 8:28:32 PM cowgirlvalb Will Assange be riding back on AF1? Could happen👍

2/24/2020 8:28:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly Looks like General Flynn just followed Majestic 12's account recently. I can see it near the top of the list of who is he is following. Majestic 12's account 

is about ~354 users (approx.) down from the top of the list of the users he has most recently followed, right now.

2/24/2020 8:29:45 PM lori84904506  pic.twitter.com/t1p0nC6Vsg

2/24/2020 8:29:55 PM iamyou132 unseal [epstein]?

2/24/2020 8:30:41 PM blissamerica Talk about a swamp creature 🦖

2/24/2020 8:31:37 PM kicknaptur Mind giving me a source?

2/24/2020 8:31:45 PM wwg1wga_every1 He followed me right after I was Q’d back in December! So honored!!!!

2/24/2020 8:32:47 PM mossomo  https://www.npr.org/sections/itsallpolitics/2015/05/29/410606045/the-bernie-sanders-rape-fantasy-essay-explained … 

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2015/05/young-bernie-sanders-liberty-union-vermont/ …

2/24/2020 8:33:13 PM e30hellcat Survival of the fittest is a past tense..

2/24/2020 8:33:24 PM covertress Q Team / Majestic12 Team

my notes pic.twitter.com/TU6rrF9HoT

2/24/2020 8:33:42 PM e30hellcat Yeah no

2/24/2020 8:34:22 PM e30hellcat It's almost like they can't come up with their own s***..

2/24/2020 8:36:04 PM majic_eyes_qnly That's awesome!

It means he must follow Q's posts... hehe!

2/24/2020 8:36:58 PM internetusr Facts are hard for some to digest. 

It's okay son. One day.

2/24/2020 8:37:54 PM ilona94056822 Corona virys is martial law.

2/24/2020 8:37:58 PM benhoyfoto  https://flic.kr/s/aHsjt3bScr 

#QSentMe

2/24/2020 8:38:26 PM e30hellcat Pence is there for a very good reason.

2/24/2020 8:38:49 PM wokehubnews Everything’s on sale #shortthecabal

2/24/2020 8:39:03 PM ewilliams22101  https://www.npr.org/sections/itsallpolitics/2015/05/29/410606045/the-bernie-sanders-rape-fantasy-essay-explained …

2/24/2020 8:39:06 PM ilona94056822 Weinstein is getting Epsteined lol. Was rush to the hospital lol

2/24/2020 8:39:12 PM kicknaptur Show me these facts. You all believe Fox News like sheep.

2/24/2020 8:40:02 PM manifest_utopia Bernie Sanders in his own words. pic.twitter.com/hI4aUw7ZhR

2/24/2020 8:40:17 PM peaceanonredux I’m on this same train of thought. 

Let’s hope.

2/24/2020 8:41:18 PM conspiracyroul1 Q drop on Bernie.

 https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/federal-prosecutors-drop-investigation-of-wife-of-bernie-sanders-adviser-says/2018/11/13/4b567468-

e76e-11e8-a939-9469f1166f9d_story.html … pic.twitter.com/Qr6oeNgSGM

2/24/2020 8:42:05 PM tanksmom2000 #Socialism pic.twitter.com/6yvtOhypct

2/24/2020 8:42:49 PM lotsofprisoners His downfall is Hollywood’s downfall, which cuts off their cultural information tap very far up the stream. (They’ve also now lost any credibility on 

sexism as smear for political adversaries.)

2/24/2020 8:42:49 PM kicknaptur Want to point me to where I’m looking in this article. Just read the whole thing and missing what I’m looking at?

2/24/2020 8:44:07 PM peaceanonredux Must watch this...

@1Munder clipping @danaashlie’s dig on the virus

 https://youtu.be/1oLllJ5sSZw  pic.twitter.com/NdyAp3KG3r

2/24/2020 8:46:22 PM nurseniceyes Wendy stood in front of the Queen of Hearts card.

2/24/2020 8:46:26 PM covertress His name was Allen. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111144633923452930?s=20 …

2/24/2020 8:50:14 PM kicknaptur While the article is interesting it basically says they don’t put much weight into the thing she said. You are worried about a 47 year old article with a 

questionable attention grabber but probably support the guy in office who literally feels he owns women and their bodies. OK

2/24/2020 8:50:23 PM altimitwill 1+6+3+2 = 12

Majestic

2/24/2020 8:52:08 PM lotsofprisoners And just like that there are links between this company and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation... https://www.modernatx.com/ecosystem/strategic-

collaborators/foundations-advancing-mrna-science-and-research …



2/24/2020 8:53:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Propose the following: 

- $21.439T economy (2019 GDP)

- $3.863T tax revenue (FY2021 projection)

- $4.79T federal expenditures (2019)

- Rate is 18.0185643% (9 9 9 6 3 = 63 = 9) Coincidence?

- #M4A = +$3T expenditure

- Free College / No Student Loans = +$1.56T expenditure

2/24/2020 8:53:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / Hollywood / SSP)

#AMA will begin on last post in thread...

2/24/2020 8:53:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 - Free childcare...

-> 24M children between 0-5 years old in USA

-> "Cheap Healthcare" is $5/hour/kid

-> Baseline price $4.8B/year (drop in the bucket for the total size of our economy - we give Afghanistan more)

- Exhibit A  https://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-570.pdf … pic.twitter.com/H9bnJxC4Vp

2/24/2020 8:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 It decided the fates of hundreds of millions of people over the decades that socialism has run its course throughout human history.

How were scores also calculated?

Expenses?

How expensive are you to the system?

At what point must sacrifices be made in order to save the system?

2/24/2020 8:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 So how are "they" going to pay for it? Allow us to explain. 

Enter China.

Social Credit Score.

Services only available to those who have a good standing social credit score.

Remember, it's okay to punch a Nazi.

No social score, no services.

Social scores in the past were used.
2/24/2020 8:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 $3.863T tax revenue = 18.0185643%

---------------------    --------------

 $9.29T tax revenue        = X %

X = 43.3659229% new nationwide tax rate

Meaning +25.3473586% increase on your taxes.

Now, is this sustainable? Of course not. Nobody in the right mind believes that.
2/24/2020 8:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 - "Other non-family households" = CST Hotbeds / Networks / Pedorings operate in this space. It's not 100% but its not 50%.

Without going into too much conjecture details, quick summary...

$4.79T + $3T #M4A + $1.5T #FC4A = $9.29T expenditures

2/24/2020 8:53:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Drinking the blood of a unicorn will keep you alive, even if you are an inch from death - but at a terrible price. You slain something so pure that the 

moment the blood touches your lips you will have a half life, a cursed life.

2/24/2020 8:53:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many millions of children were harvested for organs so members of the socialism / communism party would be able to participate in exceptionally 

dangerous activity with little to no impunity for the risk that behavior may pose on their own body.

2/24/2020 8:53:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 What about their children?

What about new children?

Why do families in South and Central America (and the rest of the world) send their children off into caravans?

For a better day

No coincidences.

How many millions of children were deemed unsalvageable in socialism?

2/24/2020 8:53:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Look to history now.

Many countries.

What happened to children in those countries where the national poverty rate triples in a single year because millions of people are thrown out of 

work.

Breadline Bernie has openly stated that millions of Americans will lose their jobs.

2/24/2020 8:53:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happened if your parents didn't pay their taxes?

What happened if your parents gave birth to you?

They would come in, confiscate your life, and deem you property of the state.

As a matter of National Security, you must be disposed of.

That little baby. Crying. 3 days old.

2/24/2020 8:53:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many children? One million? Ten million? Fifty million? 100 million?

How many were given birth certificates?

How many were "documented" to be alive?

What happened if you were found on the street?

What happened if your parents were killed and you were found alone?

2/24/2020 8:53:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Children are unicorns.

2/24/2020 8:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Socialism is designed to harvest children.

Socialism is designed to feed on your children.

Socialism is designed to enslave you.

2/24/2020 8:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Currently minimum wage is higher than that, and making minimum wage you will pay little to no taxes, especially if you have a child.

2/24/2020 8:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 43.3659229%, meaning they pay $433,659.23 per year in taxes on that $1M earning. Meaning the maximum income possible to earn becomes 

$566,340.77.

These positions would be reserved for party members only.

Everybody else, $15/hr w/ 43.3659229% tax on that earning $6.50/hour!

2/24/2020 8:53:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 That child must be sacrificed because we cannot afford to provide healthcare services to 350 million people.

We cannot afford it because we have taxed every person who earns over $1M per year 100% of their excess income and then everybody who makes 

under $1M per year are taxed

2/24/2020 8:53:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, socialism is designed to steal children away from the home so they can be placed into orphanages, asylums, group homes, pedophile rings, 

and catalogs where prospective buyers can pay up to $50,000 per child for literally whatever they choose. Organs. Sex. Entertainment.



2/24/2020 8:53:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Socialism will enslave you if you choose to give known pedophiles, satanists, human traffickers, rapists, rape fanaticizers, pedophile attorneys like CPL, 

and many many other true deplorables the keys to the greatest military and country this planet has ever seen.

2/24/2020 8:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Socialism can only be installed through deception.

The socialist must lie to you in order to sell you the idea.

They are selling hope. Hope for a better day.

For a better day.

No coincidence.

It is death trap and your children are the target.

2/24/2020 8:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 was acquired through fraud, force, or coercion?

How would you guarantee to your handlers that you could provide a steady flow of fresh blood, new organs, and sacrifices ready for the taking?

You introduce socialism.

2/24/2020 8:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 How does this tie into Space Relations?

Well, what if you are trading children for technology and power?

Wouldn't you need a very large supply of children available?

What if you needed upwards of 100 sacrifices per day in order to sustain remaining in a position of power that

2/24/2020 8:53:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not 100%. It's always above 93%. The system is designed to permit a very small and legitimate segment of the child harvesting operations for 

legitimate causes and people. Those people are poster-children for the industry. Those rare cases whitewash the remainder.

2/24/2020 8:53:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now, crowd search the internet for images of warehoused children in socialist countries and use meme magick to spread the truth far and wide.

HELLO ALICE.

Now #AMA w/ MJ5 & T1 for 12m

2/24/2020 8:53:48 PM aetherwalker1 From my understanding, martyrdom provokes an outpouring of Light and Mercy upon the 'soul' who is martyred.

Especially if they are of the Light and innocent.

As well as Karmic Judgement upon the individual/group that committed the crime.

2/24/2020 8:56:07 PM notyouagain9 You’re been busy

ThanQ Fren 🐸👍

2/24/2020 8:56:13 PM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp compile

2/24/2020 8:56:21 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/24/2020 8:56:36 PM zero_kool_aid T1? As in Operator, Tier 1 Type, One Each?

2/24/2020 8:56:45 PM freestateojones Percentage wise, how accurate was Cooper in his dissemination of information? 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1129786293087592449?s=19 …

2/24/2020 8:57:31 PM smtrinter Prince Charles?

2/24/2020 8:57:41 PM intenceman Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/24/2020 8:58:32 PM zero_kool_aid Please tell us more about Wonderland....and it's present and future relevance?

2/24/2020 8:58:50 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

2/24/2020 8:59:27 PM freestateojones Are there positive elements within "secret" societies? 

Given the tightly intertwined historical aspects of America and Freemasonry I cant help but see a positive considering the big picture. 

https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1211335016581611520?s=19 …

2/24/2020 9:00:03 PM thepeacekitten Our consciousness is evolving beyond the need of Karma. Many of us are choosing not to play the karma game anymore.

2/24/2020 9:00:16 PM werascending Is the controlling race Dracos?

2/24/2020 9:01:19 PM sanandaemanuel What do you have to say about SwEden?

2/24/2020 9:01:24 PM egelone Dear Mj5&T1, do US need to worry about coronavirus? thanks

2/24/2020 9:01:56 PM southberryst  pic.twitter.com/NcdFevr8tj

2/24/2020 9:02:03 PM islandofdelight Unroll @threadreaderapp

2/24/2020 9:02:06 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space 

Relations" (aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/24/2020 9:02:28 PM collinrhodes24 What is your opinion on COVID-19?

2/24/2020 9:02:32 PM americanpetal I don’t know how to make memes.  But, if you can provide a few to start with, I’ll use the Power of 3 6 9 to spread.

2/24/2020 9:02:36 PM mossomo Wow  

Somebody: "Bernie wrote about women fantasizing about rape."

You: "Mind giving me the source."

Me: "Here you"

You: "Derp derp derp"

Me: *points to the obvious*

Bernie: "A woman enjoys intercourse with her man — as she fantasizes being raped by 3 men"
2/24/2020 9:03:17 PM sdane8 Does the 'Coronavirus' play into the resolution? Trump meets with Xi, Barr meets with Italians, outbreaks in both areas ...

2/24/2020 9:03:43 PM sanandaemanuel The answer is NO

Love YOU <3

2/24/2020 9:03:50 PM qbryce171 Y/N only?

If not, what are the natural resonant frequencies of the respective chakras?

If so, can the dead be communicated with?

2/24/2020 9:03:54 PM sdane8 What's the current status of Iran?

2/24/2020 9:03:58 PM rebornkingent @threadreaderapp unroll

2/24/2020 9:03:59 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖



2/24/2020 9:04:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, the development in the material realm is the positive light.

IS-BEs seek existence in the lower dimensions to play a game.

Meet new people.

Feel emotions.

Good. Bad. And the ugly.

Otherwise, existence is meaningless.

Removing the full control (mind control) enables growth.

2/24/2020 9:04:09 PM splendorian1 Where 'vaccines' come from.  It is as twisted and sinister as one could imagine.  Also watch Cold Case Hammerskold, slow start but it picks up. 

https://youtu.be/GZ5-liXcXLI?list=WL …

2/24/2020 9:04:10 PM iamyou132 we focus on america being abused and pillaged and with good reason, but historically, how badly has india been abused by this old system?

2/24/2020 9:04:16 PM sdane8 How does Space Force play into the Plan?

2/24/2020 9:04:31 PM sanandaemanuel What do you have to say about China?

2/24/2020 9:04:41 PM daveo6145 Are there people actually going back to sleep like Q advised us against?

2/24/2020 9:04:42 PM sanandaemanuel What do you have to say about Norway?

2/24/2020 9:04:50 PM islandofdelight How was 45 initiated into MJ12 back in 2004?

2/24/2020 9:05:01 PM iuvportal  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/24/2020 9:05:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Necessary to move compartmentalized black-ops programs out of Cabal hands and into the hands of a liable and equitable chain of command.

2/24/2020 9:05:29 PM sdane8 What percentage of the Swamp has been cleaned at the highest levels of gov't?

2/24/2020 9:05:34 PM sanandaemanuel What do you have to say about the EU?

2/24/2020 9:05:35 PM islandofdelight Did the Trump family have access to Looking Glass prior to DJT?

2/24/2020 9:05:51 PM sanandaemanuel Any children in antarctica?

2/24/2020 9:05:53 PM bbombski Should we use #WarehouseChildren to promote this information?

2/24/2020 9:05:56 PM sdane8 Thank you!

2/24/2020 9:06:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The downfall of #UnsealEpstein and [Harvey Weinstein] are directly connected to the rise of Socialism in 2020.

2/24/2020 9:07:16 PM vintagesquirrel Avicci... https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/24/2020 9:07:27 PM freestateojones Understood.

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1181006563399622656?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/9AaiHkgeOT

2/24/2020 9:07:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes.

2/24/2020 9:07:39 PM americanpetal How many children are traded off world?  Are they used for the same purposes off world...sex/shave labor, organs, etc.?

2/24/2020 9:08:21 PM iamyou132 creation of a glass ceiling

2/24/2020 9:09:18 PM wickedmouse369 What can I do to help?

2/24/2020 9:09:32 PM egelone yeah, 45 already said that. Just want to make sure. thanks. tk tk

2/24/2020 9:09:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 [3:22] 

"For A Better Day" = Socialism  https://twitter.com/Vintagesquirrel/status/1232170172095631361 … pic.twitter.com/C2LpBQaw4d

2/24/2020 9:09:42 PM blankmarlo Is the DNC going to back Bernie this time?

2/24/2020 9:10:12 PM iamyou132 catalogs? pic.twitter.com/hptpC0nBsV

2/24/2020 9:10:26 PM patriotswegoall Are Human Trafficking victims getting the help they need?

2/24/2020 9:10:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Blood, sex, organs.

That order.

They are not traded off-world.

They are traded inter-dimensionally.

When you can "fold space-time" there is no such thing as distance.

2/24/2020 9:11:06 PM qphillypatriot Will family be reunited?

2/24/2020 9:11:11 PM 369palm Avicii didn’t kill himself!!

2/24/2020 9:11:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Follow the instructions provided.

2/24/2020 9:11:37 PM munkeypilot When will all this be giving more public attention by POTUS  and various agencies within the administration for public disclosure- Pre or Post Election?

2/24/2020 9:11:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 No.

2/24/2020 9:13:07 PM egelone is J Rod the "grey" alien in base s4 a p'nti? thanks

2/24/2020 9:13:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Post.

2/24/2020 9:13:18 PM mossomo "Socialism can only be installed through deception."

Deception through Democracy.  

Democracy gave us Hitler.  Democracy is not inherently a good thing.  Democracy leads to socialism  Socialism leads to totalitarianism.  Totalitarianism 

leads to serfdom.

2/24/2020 9:13:29 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you and will continue too. Thoughts on chlorine dioxide and 35% h2o2?

2/24/2020 9:13:55 PM atashfire They gave it a hell of an effort, but symbolism was their downfall. Future always proves past, that damn socialist meal ticket.

2/24/2020 9:13:57 PM qbryce171 Not off world, but in a different dimension? Multiple dimensions are right "here"?

2/24/2020 9:14:03 PM 1nanasmomma Please no. Whatever we have to do, us, tell us so this can end. Save the children. Let us help in some way.

2/24/2020 9:14:03 PM do_or_do_notty Great question.  The Freemasonry rabbit hole is one I’ve been in for a long time now...

2/24/2020 9:14:04 PM qphillypatriot Is there 2 DJT pic.twitter.com/7ZXZHUGIeZ

2/24/2020 9:14:14 PM daveo6145 People that are so dependent upon the system, they will fight to protect it...?

2/24/2020 9:14:31 PM sanandaemanuel What is Kim possibles role in this?

2/24/2020 9:14:55 PM patriotswegoall As far as rehab after they're rescued?

2/24/2020 9:15:44 PM iamyou132 through sacrifice/ritual? Or through a portal?

2/24/2020 9:15:54 PM djmurphy5 Consciousness of the observer collapses the quantum wave function. Is it true Feeling and belief create electromagnetic heart field which tune into 

mattirium around to free will any quantum possibility?

2/24/2020 9:15:59 PM turboxyde MJ5, is it not possible to directly monitor IDE activity on Earth with USSF assets?

Is technology (or ritual) being used to entangle dimensions for the transfer of loosh?

Can we co-creatively attenuate the Earth's EMF to shield or disrupt their efforts?

2/24/2020 9:16:05 PM patriotswegoall Is color also an illusion?

2/24/2020 9:16:41 PM rebornkingent Adoption and foster are catalogs. CPS

2/24/2020 9:17:01 PM smokeylasagna Where are you?

2/24/2020 9:17:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Illusionary perception.

2/24/2020 9:17:13 PM egelone will this coronavirus bring end to ccp ruling in china? thanks

2/24/2020 9:17:13 PM iamyou132 good point

2/24/2020 9:17:17 PM nikoscali Why did kids sleep in the freezing cold in Soviet kindergartens? https://www.rbth.com/history/331340-why-kids-sleep-outside-cold-ussr …

2/24/2020 9:17:28 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Wh12ix9QUN

2/24/2020 9:17:32 PM rebornkingent Research this woman. https://youtu.be/u5fqaaBpTLY 



2/24/2020 9:17:52 PM rikudochan angelic beings help them on the other side with healing chambers

2/24/2020 9:18:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Technically it is possible.

No technology like that exists to our knowledge.

2/24/2020 9:18:06 PM sdane8 What does Q mean by "This is not another 4 year election." It seems to mean more than that which is obvious.

2/24/2020 9:18:18 PM munkeypilot Rog👍🏼 a lot of us have run out of street cred with splainin the plan & until the sheeples see some believable optics...just spinnin wheels for now. Will 

ramp things up accordingly as sheeple awake. Still init to winit...not going anywhere😎👍🏼

2/24/2020 9:18:19 PM americanpetal Thank you!

2/24/2020 9:18:42 PM iamyou132 thanks will watch the video now. sounds like i dodged a bullet. i was almost sent to cps as a kid

2/24/2020 9:19:07 PM pepelobopac China using Ghost cities to film propaganda videos?

2/24/2020 9:19:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 Portals can be created anywhere.

They are where you are.

You are at now.

Sacrifices are at now.

Rituals are at now.

Portals open at now.

Events happen at now.

When they combine, bleed-through occurs.

"Demons can enter the earthly realm through you in the now."
2/24/2020 9:19:31 PM freestateojones Does it collapse or expand?

For lack of better terms.

2/24/2020 9:19:56 PM turboxyde What about coordinated meditation efforts?

Could we project a field of consciousness/layeted intentions within the solar system and planetary logos?

Essayons!

2/24/2020 9:20:57 PM aetherwalker1 Don't try it.

Don't do it, anon! pic.twitter.com/AStcxsATUF

2/24/2020 9:21:39 PM rebornkingent A bullet and lifetime of therapy

2/24/2020 9:21:43 PM kidge6 What’s the best ( energetic ?) medicinal tech to begin learning for the coming age of healing and detox?

2/24/2020 9:21:51 PM americanpetal How can one protect oneself against demons and demonic possession?

2/24/2020 9:22:26 PM janey634 Excellent correlation.

2/24/2020 9:23:31 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼😎👍🏼

2/24/2020 9:24:24 PM egelone hmm, trying to figure it what it really means. thanks. Guess demon use us as tool to come to our world? thanks

2/24/2020 9:24:51 PM splendorian1 One more time.  Don't believe in consipiarcies, they know everything as they invented it. https://youtu.be/GZ5-liXcXLI?list=WL …

2/24/2020 9:24:56 PM smith_jere Fantastic!

2/24/2020 9:25:02 PM patriotleah1776 I was blown away years ago when I found out the Bush's were bad! I knew from the mid 90's that most dems were foul (thank you BC, HRC, HA, GS) 

but yeah, THAT was a shocker... MP, MR, etc... they were just the aftershocks, I suppose.

Another recent shocker:

#FollowTheWives

🤯

2/24/2020 9:25:27 PM iamyou132 but do rituals/sacrifices specifically aid demons in bleeding through into the now? If portals can be created anywhere because anywhere is the now, 

then why do those demons/beings have any difficulty at all in interacting with us in the now?

2/24/2020 9:25:31 PM kramer_ms  pic.twitter.com/FkrCjDtI41

2/24/2020 9:25:53 PM janey634 Excellent thread - - - tweet it out everyone. All posts.

2/24/2020 9:25:57 PM sanandaemanuel Limitations are Divine in the eternity of creation <3

2/24/2020 9:26:01 PM trump_alliance Where can we access the instructions to help please?

2/24/2020 9:26:02 PM patriotleah1776 AMEN

2/24/2020 9:26:04 PM patriotswegoall Is China MIL expansionism still a threat?

2/24/2020 9:26:08 PM mindaltdelete How do you even tax a billionaire who could just fly anywhere in the world, or to their own islands?

2/24/2020 9:26:10 PM iamyou132 or are rituals/sacrifices simply manifestations of those beings acting in the now?

2/24/2020 9:26:59 PM janey634 Exactly, feudal system.

2/24/2020 9:27:42 PM bbombski Will Trump eventually disclose this to public?

2/24/2020 9:28:35 PM lilbrojd  https://twitter.com/lilbrojd/status/1227045987270766593?s=20 …

2/24/2020 9:29:26 PM lilbrojd  https://twitter.com/lilbrojd/status/1227045987270766593?s=20 …

☮️❤️

2/24/2020 9:30:03 PM neufeldtlyss17 Stand with Jesus🙏🏼

2/24/2020 9:30:23 PM djmurphy5 Never thought about it that way. Double split experiment. Particulate matter exists as a wave of energy and possibility until consciousness observes it 

into being. Particle is standing wave of energy. So maybe one could say consciousness expands wave function into a standing wave

2/24/2020 9:30:37 PM igiant111 Eee.

2/24/2020 9:30:49 PM nine_six3 It couldn’t hurt to give it a try!

2/24/2020 9:31:44 PM iamyou132 tomorrow ill start. wwgw1a

2/24/2020 9:34:17 PM turboxyde 🙏 My thoughts exactly, I will meditate on this subject & create a #ProjectDreamWeaver post when I have more insight.

2/24/2020 9:34:23 PM freestateojones I'm not a genius in this field by any means. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1232031101385879553?s=19 …

2/24/2020 9:34:47 PM crystalstone857 Solar system of a disclosure

2/24/2020 9:35:49 PM djmurphy5 Don’t need to be. You can intuit it.

2/24/2020 9:35:53 PM turboxyde 🙏 I'll do the same!

#WWG1WGA

2/24/2020 9:36:18 PM polyatomicpunk Big story about India finding a huge deposit of gold right before the President's trip over there. He wore a gold tie during his address to the Indian 

people as well.

2/24/2020 9:37:34 PM truth_again are all inter-dimensional bad?

2/24/2020 9:37:41 PM shengan6 Not true. It cant cure us in China. Because Chinese three hiv patients use it and failed

2/24/2020 9:38:08 PM polyatomicpunk COVIDFEFE

2/24/2020 9:39:02 PM nine_six3 Does Shinning Light on the trafficked victims/children & darkness surrounding the predators, with ones Will and Intention, better Remove the 

darkness? Does it help more for us to instead spend time in meditation sending light, rather then focus on the darkness causing this mess?

2/24/2020 9:39:25 PM etdisclosure202 Typist 1

2/24/2020 9:41:53 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm Whoh! You poor woman!! 🙁How did you tear them if you dont mind me asking? Do you have someone to help you out? Sending prayers for 

you❤️✝️. Do they say you will need surgery?

2/24/2020 9:42:32 PM 369helen313 🤯...

2/24/2020 9:43:00 PM nine_six3 I’ll try searching too. The fact that you’re considering this idea, means that it has to exist within our collective consciousness. Right? We should have 

the technology to protect built within us... if enough of us are projecting it together. That’d be amazing!!!

2/24/2020 9:45:28 PM beth52625 MBS is a white hat.



2/24/2020 9:45:59 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm If it makes you feel better, I dislocated both of my shoulders about 2 months after Vincent Kennedy came to our attention w the R posts and rally. It 

was a “blood red moon” that day and I remember waking from a dream all worried about Vincent or JFK Jr & felt he had too much ...

2/24/2020 9:46:15 PM sanandaemanuel How much of the order of the black sun left?

2/24/2020 9:47:07 PM joanhol24893501 I would not be surprised if the entire monarchy is dismantled. It's. Fake anyway. She is not the real Queen. Diana wasn't either. I don't believe she or 

her boyfriend were killed. To many discrepancies. Don't be surprised if they appear when the cabal is taken out.

2/24/2020 9:48:04 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump @realQNN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1232088117366206464 …

2/24/2020 9:49:12 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....information out there like on FB etc and i was concerned maybe bad people might sabotage or hurt him, his family, or his associates! That same AM 

we were “supposed to”..close a real estate deal that had been haunting us & us getting tons of pressure over from our partner....

2/24/2020 9:49:27 PM vieiraranch Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/24/2020 9:49:58 PM sdane8 I thought it was a long shot to DDG 'warehoused children,' but this popped up. 🤨 Coincidence? https://montrealgazette.com/news/local-

news/batshaw-report …

2/24/2020 9:50:27 PM americanpetal I just remembered...Put on the Full Armour of God.🕊🙏

2/24/2020 9:50:35 PM turboxyde Agreed fren! Let's remember to pay attention to our dreams also, might get some insight there if intentions are set.

I think if we layer the field like a sort of quantum encryption & ask the Logos to project it we might be able to build enough coherence to manifest IDE 

filters. pic.twitter.com/8c8mRY9m9S

2/24/2020 9:51:22 PM txcoachb Is Q God the Father or God the Son, or is Q human, or can this not be disclosed?

2/24/2020 9:51:47 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....Nathan also got called to go on state emergency wildland fire fighting as the Columbia River Gorge was burning to ash! When he told me i warned 

him to just be super careful cuz i had feelings something not good was going to be happening. I ended up driving him & kids to...

2/24/2020 9:53:21 PM andoniandothard I can help if you let me. If you need it. Just contact me

2/24/2020 9:53:52 PM 369helen313 👀 https://dailycaller.com/2020/02/24/chuck-schumer-8600-cheesecake-guilty-pleasure/ …

2/24/2020 9:55:15 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....his fire department so he could get his work truck so he didnt leave it at work (50 min away) and the kids & i would have another car to drive vs just 

the RV all over town lol!

On the way to his work we got notice from the lender the bank decided to not use the appraisal..

2/24/2020 9:55:15 PM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/798lVqi8Hp

2/24/2020 9:57:21 PM mongrelglory So...the virus knocks off the Asian population and the vaccine takes care of the rest?  How did they develop it so quickly?!  That is highly suspicious! 🤨

2/24/2020 9:57:30 PM whiterabbitttt1 WH operation.

2/24/2020 9:58:12 PM americanpetal Why not?

2/24/2020 9:58:20 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....after all, after we even signed closing docs and everything! Our partner was livid & wanted to charge us 1000/day more than our agreement that we 

didnt have the loan closed by...which everything that could go wrong (&more) did...about a year worth. Long story! Anyway i decide

2/24/2020 9:58:36 PM man_obvious Wow... that is the most twisted view on Socialism I've ever read. It literally seems totally insane. The most evil version of The Matrix one could 

imagine. Revolting. Nauseating. 

And yet, with all we've seen?... 100% PLAUSIBLE as a back-up plan/last ditch Deep State hail-mary.

2/24/2020 10:01:06 PM mongrelglory Well, Jordan's definitely associated with the Corey Goode/David Wilcock bunch.  They've been pulling in "Hollywood" funding for projects.  I hope that 

doesn't mean they're compromised.

2/24/2020 10:01:07 PM vickigp1 This page is still up. No way. https://pence-ryan2016.squarespace.com/ 

2/24/2020 10:01:37 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....that on the way back home with the kids, i should at least stock our home up w plenty of food so we stop at Wholefoods (after being stuck in traffic 

for a 1.45-2hr trip back...in an RV lol). The kids were hungry & thirsty as we are in the store...we are at the H2O Jug fill

2/24/2020 10:01:41 PM vickigp1 There is.

2/24/2020 10:02:24 PM sheeple101 I forsee Weinstein will follow Epstein now... I see another #Killary suicide coming.

2/24/2020 10:04:17 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ...station or near it and my daughter starts wining about how bad she needs water. I decide that, since im going to purchase some anyway, ill get her 

some to drink right now. But no cups! I look around & see Mason Jars diagonally from the station. Justle over there, grab one..

2/24/2020 10:05:04 PM nine_six3 I will set the intention before sleep! 

To clarify (👨🎓) IDE acronym is: Inter dimensional Entities? I see it all the time & assumed that's what it stood for. Rather ask than have it wrong. The 

layered field would be set utilizing the 3,6,& 9 vortex pattern, correct?

2/24/2020 10:05:45 PM man_obvious How can you state that as a fact? LOTS of arrests. You don't think these are going up the ladder? Busting networks? 

How do you know for sure there is no progress being made?

2/24/2020 10:06:47 PM 930vm That’s the worse kind of pain a torn shoulder.

2/24/2020 10:06:59 PM breezebebe I found it odd that Rush Limbaugh, after an INXS song was played, mentioned the death (self-hanging for sexual pleasure) of Michael Hutchence the 

past Monday afternoon.

2/24/2020 10:07:27 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....amd hustle back. No run but hustling. Well, on my way back close to the machine they had a little water on that nice slippery pollished floor....im 

headed down fast to the right...same side as the hand holding the glass jar! I think quickly, “dont land on that hand or glass..

2/24/2020 10:08:01 PM freestateojones Learning - I'm into it.

2/24/2020 10:08:18 PM eskeljoyce Yeah, I was shocked about the bushes too. My eyes are wide open now!

2/24/2020 10:09:02 PM ourmothergoose @threadreaderapp  unroll

2/24/2020 10:09:03 PM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/24/2020 10:09:58 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I remember you said early on that you didn't want your account to grow too big too soon.  Are you ready for a bigger audience now?  Does that 

mean we've entered a new phase of your disclosure plan?

2/24/2020 10:11:02 PM nine_six3 🤨🧐🤔 Not Good. ugh

I've been searching... have you found much else for use in terms of meme magick?

2/24/2020 10:12:26 PM catsworldwatch This information is all over the internet. You really just need to desire to know the truth, then go looking. You have to want to know the truth or you'll 

miss it. At this point in history the Republican party is embracing truth. Even Trump left the Liberal party cuz he knows.

2/24/2020 10:13:07 PM lonewolfbuilder Will MJ12 disclosure precipitate a new analytical method/philosophy for humanity? 

If time is solved, from formation to reflection, manifestation is a byproduct of presence—e.g. idea-flow in steady-state transacts like osmosis.

If so, will viable derivation be guided or given?

2/24/2020 10:13:11 PM niteman2008 At least it wasn't 666 like they normally do to send a message.

2/24/2020 10:13:23 PM mongrelglory Good work Christine!



2/24/2020 10:14:32 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ...is gonna shatter and probably cut it up good!”. Sooooo, i end up doing some “Flintstone Flop” looking maneuver...im sure flailing my LFT arm like a 

bull riding rodeo champion, in order to get my weight SHIFTED enough i didnt land on that hand!... pic.twitter.com/aCVU32HVkd

2/24/2020 10:15:35 PM aarongarrity Remember these cards? pic.twitter.com/3eEnJSn0MY

2/24/2020 10:17:00 PM cchef1980 Hi MJ5, how is spacetime folded? Is a “device” needed? Or can we do this by ourselves? Once done, are these portals for the ethereal/non physical or 

physical as well? In other words if we learn to do this can we open portals at will and “teleport”?

2/24/2020 10:18:34 PM cchef1980 A separate question, hope you can answer... any suggestions to heal spine discs? Especially lumbar bulging or herniated discs? This is a massive 

problem and no real solutions exist... will new treatments/solutions be released? Thank you.

2/24/2020 10:18:35 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm BUT, I ended up landing on it anyway....just not as hard so the glass miraculously didn’t break in my hand! That was the good news! Bad news was hard 

enough to dislocate it, and that was my GOOD shoulder which i had never dislocated b4. The worse news was my LFT ALSO was out!

2/24/2020 10:19:05 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/24/2020 10:20:19 PM grandma26244385 our MEDICAL AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS ARE STILL SOCIALISM. My insurance is STILL based on the amount of money I make. POOR GET FREE CARE for 

everything, I pay huge amounts on insurance and cant get healthcare because my insurance is so high. NOT FAIR,.... STILL

2/24/2020 10:20:30 PM scott_rick Is the Fed going down Q1 of 2020?

2/24/2020 10:21:03 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....i screamed so loud when i hit i think everyone in the store froze including those even going out the doors - they probably feared a terrorist attack!! It 

was slightly embarrassing. As i was laying face down on the cold floor w face in the dusty crack, unable to move w both...

2/24/2020 10:21:16 PM alexc271157 Thank you your roll is invaluable

2/24/2020 10:21:48 PM grandma26244385 HOW MANY Children ARE SENT INTO SPACE and used for NEFARIOUS reasons no-one wants to talk about

2/24/2020 10:23:31 PM organicfanatic5 Um, you might be insane.

2/24/2020 10:24:52 PM mongrelglory Are members of the Draco empire inter-dimensional beings?

2/24/2020 10:25:36 PM faye_mcgarry @PaulineHansonOz @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottMorrisonMP

2/24/2020 10:26:10 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm ....shoulders out, my poor daughter starts crying and my son is also worried. I tell them i will be ok but that my shoulders were dislocated...i just 

needed to lie there a few minutes & mama will be good to go. 😂 

OH! All@ same time our 🐕s & whole house got badly “invaded” by..

2/24/2020 10:26:18 PM sethric61410528 vid not available

2/24/2020 10:29:04 PM nine_six3 lol Looked it up and got my answer. IDE☑️

2/24/2020 10:29:55 PM mongrelglory Think of the number of orphaned/street children in 3rd world countries who are likely being harvested as we speak!  Some kids even being sold by 

their impoverished parents!  Most of them without any form of birth certificate. 😖

2/24/2020 10:31:11 PM sethric61410528 wasn‘t the regisseur of this killed?

2/24/2020 10:32:42 PM mongrelglory Has any of the inter-dimensional trading of children/humans been shut off or curtailed by efforts of the "white-hats"?  What were the threatened 

consequences to humanity if these IDEs were not supplied with children?

2/24/2020 10:34:07 PM mongrelglory Have inter-dimensional entities enslaved many planets in this Galaxy?  In other words, is it a common occurrence?

2/24/2020 10:35:04 PM oxnonstopox I can try and find some

2/24/2020 10:35:07 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm .... invisible baby fleas! 😆 

I kept trying to kill them “naturally” & even had made a complete mess in our house! I had just thrown diatomaceous earth (fine white powder) ALL 

OVER floors, furniture, countertops, yard everywhere! It was a really bad flea year but now..no arms?! pic.twitter.com/rdpZQzKqoj

2/24/2020 10:35:25 PM ourmothergoose Many, many, many arrests @man_obvious   True.  But the GLOBAL magnitude is beyond what we can imagine!  What we've done is a drop in a 

bucket...   Ever read 40Head's thread? https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1154352780611444737.html?fbclid=IwAR05c5_css-

kjSuE9xuIYR2bF932e7CmaCzudXNAos1VG7fEWX4MtDeJH44 …

2/24/2020 10:35:36 PM freestateojones Prove me wrong. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1119641692280430597?s=19 …

2/24/2020 10:36:45 PM faye_mcgarry Research the Arcturians.they are here to assist our transition in ridding Terra (Earth) of evil people.

2/24/2020 10:36:46 PM jollyrob2 Thé sickest horror movie of all time!

Pray pray pray

🙏🙏🙏

2/24/2020 10:38:10 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/FuVboDqQVu

2/24/2020 10:38:56 PM mongrelglory I think the problem is that some humans on this planet have willingly entered into this exchange with the IDEs.  As long as they are giving them 

permission energetically, it will keep the channels of exchange open.  We have to confront these "half-life" humans and stop them.

2/24/2020 10:39:09 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm Fortunately my mom and aunt offered to take the kids to stay for awhile where they could BREATHE and have someone take care of them better than i 

was able to thanks to my shoulders...& my stupidity (they gave me 2 slings to wear lol)!

2/24/2020 10:39:14 PM agile006 As long as it’s not a deep state kill switch where they release contagion on us and wait it out in Antarctica...

2/24/2020 10:40:56 PM tiraeche This is an important thread showing a slice of the evil we are up against.

2/24/2020 10:42:43 PM prisonerofno1 @threadreaderapp can you unroll this please?

2/24/2020 10:42:44 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/24/2020 10:43:22 PM mongrelglory We've made sincere efforts to raise awareness about the issue for the past several years?  Are you saying there's been no improvement in the 

trafficking situation on this planet?  What more can you suggest we do?

2/24/2020 10:44:44 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm So i hear ya about not being able to use your arms...especially when it seems like the worst timing. I hope you have some friends or family who can 

help you. Community living sure has advantages- seems like it often

 “takes a village” to make life a little nicer & easier.❤️

2/24/2020 10:50:40 PM mongrelglory 😳  I always suspected Hutchence was 187'd.

2/24/2020 10:52:20 PM nurseniceyes I am here now, what did I miss?

Question...I noticed the targeting of individuals within the US still exists... Why? And when do you plan on stopping it?!

2/24/2020 10:52:26 PM hearts4america Remember all that stuff with my daughter last summer?🙄

2/24/2020 10:52:55 PM nurseniceyes It exists.

2/24/2020 10:53:31 PM hearts4america My shoulders are JUST LIKE THAT!  I have 2 slings for now.🤷♀️

2/24/2020 10:56:58 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm U r probably also in a church- regardless, reach out to them. Don’t let embarrassment get in way feeling like u “shouldn’t” ask. You should & your 

worth it! For a nice person like you especially. 💖+when u get healed up, God knows, & we know, u naturally pay the good vibes frd☀️

2/24/2020 10:57:29 PM mongrelglory Yes, I think there are many higher dimensional entities here to assist the planet, however it's still up to us to do most of the "heavy lifting" if we are 

going to graduate from this spiritual school we're currently in.

2/24/2020 10:58:31 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump @RudyGiuliani @TS_SCI_MAJIC12         Thread by @Well_InformedWB: Many of you read over the past few years 

how I reported about former DHS Secretary Governor Janet Napolitano's #ArizonaMafia group of political friends. 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1231713323114254338.html …

2/24/2020 10:58:44 PM bkerb953 You re frkin hilarious...but so feel your pain...

put them back yourself lethal weapon style?



2/24/2020 11:01:44 PM nikoscali "The FBI Is Investigating Massive Embezzlement of Border Patrol Union Funds"

Hmm who indeed embezzled the money?... Can't wait for that question to be answered!

#QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#DarkToLight #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA https://www.propublica.org/article/the-fbi-is-investigating-massive-embezzlement-of-border-patrol-

union-funds?utm_source=digg …

2/24/2020 11:03:02 PM 1wtheforce_fiwm 🙏🏼 Feels a little ridiculous sometimes doesnt it? I felt like laughing & crying at same time.  Really hope they wont need to do surgery & will pray they 

heal & do it fast for you. Sending virtual hugs 🤗 but without the arms or squeezes (the emoji is perfect for us...just Hands!)

2/24/2020 11:03:14 PM man_obvious Read it? I think @40_head and I were researching along the same lines, on the same day! 

😀

 https://twitter.com/man_obvious/status/1154246158170112001 …

You will see that @father_mayhem linked to the same thread you just did. On the same day I posted that Epstein thread!

2/24/2020 11:03:35 PM mongrelglory Though to be honest, if China was a victim of a bioweapon attack by the Deep State, I could see why they would be reluctant to allow US scientists into 

their country to "help" them.  We'd probably feel the same way if the situation were reversed.

2/24/2020 11:06:01 PM mandee_eby_1623 Actually if you have ever listened to Dan Burish, he states that he would assume they would have had it back up and going by 2017...sooo 🤷♀️ 

Nothing is unimaginable 😉

2/24/2020 11:06:24 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvn6eYJh-0c …

2/24/2020 11:08:20 PM faye_mcgarry You can't fight our Supreme  Creator of Love @BernieSanders               That's where you've gone wrong. Let us bring you into the Light!    

@realDonaldTrump @LoveBling6 @striderraven1 @AussiePatriotQ @AussieWombat5 @awakeinaus @GeorgePapa19 @carmindabrendel 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/carlos765955611/status/1232196329515966464 …

2/24/2020 11:10:31 PM prisonerofno1 Thank you, much appreciated

2/24/2020 11:10:55 PM faye_mcgarry We have to meditate and manifest what we want. Also ask the Arcturians and Michael Angelo to assist.

2/24/2020 11:16:07 PM faye_mcgarry I've just finished reading about Arcturians and the very next day a VIP patriot        mentions them!  They ask us to ask them for help, be specific because 

they are right here beside us.

2/24/2020 11:17:23 PM jackc476 Flesh and blood aliens, they’re literally a different species. They can bleed and die, they’re not special.

2/24/2020 11:26:03 PM tillie71120939 Could you please repost link to your archived posts? I lost the link! 😂😂

2/24/2020 11:31:03 PM faye_mcgarry We Patriots know who the real terrorists are! Can't wait til the swamp is drained in Australia.

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AussiePatriotQ @CarpeDonktum @WellHellsBells_ @jkr3333 @Jim_Jordan 

https://twitter.com/ZubSpike/status/1232137329910767617 …

2/24/2020 11:31:51 PM mbj8388 🤗🤗😘

2/24/2020 11:31:56 PM starseeddove Your not off base, your absolutely correct. Trump should be back in US by February 28😉

2/24/2020 11:34:04 PM mbj8388 Don't know about the Mrs. up there 😆, but I've hit every wall & door jam I pass!😂

Not on purpose mind you.🤗

2/24/2020 11:39:14 PM mbj8388 The Ellis'.✋

2/24/2020 11:43:49 PM mbj8388 All of us #ResidencialAnons (😆) are currency crippled at this time.  

I do believe ☝️☝️HE planned it that way so our attention is not on the worldly things...but the Spiritual Heavenly (Him).  #TRUTH

2/24/2020 11:44:38 PM mbj8388 You are so sweet - thank you!

2/24/2020 11:46:34 PM kymedian 👏👏👏👍

2/24/2020 11:50:43 PM manifest_utopia In the rituals, [they] call the demon into their body, similar to when a channel opens up & allows a Being of Light to speak through them. In this way the 

demon enters in energetically & feeds from/takes part during the ritual/sacrifice.

2/24/2020 11:51:07 PM ptamait I believe in order to free will any quantum possibility, the body has to experience a different kind of death. And it is not the usual way, an NDE or some 

ritual.

2/24/2020 11:57:20 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 12:06:00 AM nl142za MJ12 was Q'd on 22 Nov 2019 - 12:33:18 AM, post #3614

2/25/2020 12:10:00 AM nl142za  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

2/25/2020 12:16:15 AM slew19508857 we were overbought

2/25/2020 12:17:15 AM slew19508857 Did you all  notice it dropped to 322? as skull and crossbones?

2/25/2020 12:20:11 AM patriotleah1776 N.ever mention dates.

E.ncourage them to search for truth.

S.hare info.

T.ime is an illusion.

^

^

^

Soon, the eggs of knowledge will hatch into majestic collective consciousness eagles.

📅🐣🌲🦅🏔🧬

2/25/2020 12:23:02 AM jaded_pearl The power of 3.6.9

2/25/2020 12:29:43 AM jaded_pearl She is so awesome 💗

2/25/2020 12:31:56 AM diaptera_80 Expose what they did? Loose dependence on society.

2/25/2020 12:36:22 AM diaptera_80 Don’t forget the Berenstein 🤪 Maybe the famous Mandela effects are deliberately coded messages, who knows. Bernie + Weinstein= Socialism

2/25/2020 12:39:48 AM lorirrr Wrong prince, if any.  MBS was a target also...

2/25/2020 12:55:09 AM lanakila000 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: In spirit of #SuperBowlLIV where sex trafficking was in the capital State of Pedophilia. The new Gov along with ICllected 

invaluable intelligence and evidence against some of the largest trafficking networks. 45 warned them. B2… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1224555467843784706.html …

2/25/2020 12:56:18 AM elijahqdust 🙏 pic.twitter.com/9MiO5KofO4

2/25/2020 1:16:21 AM heartsscales Harry Potter and Avicii

Were the youth of this time being prepped for this reality?

2/25/2020 1:17:09 AM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/Q2OtBQCyGL

2/25/2020 1:23:53 AM thebarwatch I know time is up, but asking anyway (for a friend):  Is/was Dr. Dan Burisch, AKA Danny Benjamin Crain legitimate?

2/25/2020 1:28:58 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/YFeK6oLG4h



2/25/2020 1:34:25 AM faye_mcgarry @AussiePatriotQ @AussieRedPilled @RebekahsRight @AustralianQanon @FAustralians @taki_n_thepis_s @aussie_bot @aussie_bot 

@AussieWombat5 @awakeinaus @ZRanchLady @RealMarkLatham @scottybee_ @ScottMorrisonMP @MRobertsQLD @PaulineHansonOz @Old541 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot https://twitter.com/TruthHammer888/status/1231399397478387713 …

2/25/2020 1:36:51 AM red_rand 🙏🇺🇸😎👍 pic.twitter.com/nVVtfOGfVk

2/25/2020 1:38:18 AM wearediamonds2 Exactly. They need body hosts. We allow them in or block them by our choices in though and action. Extra protection when we invite Holy Spirit and 

understand /believe in Jesus Christ as power to protect us from them!

2/25/2020 1:39:16 AM wearediamonds2 Their only difficulty is when we refuse to allow them to use us. They are very good at using us. They mimick our own thoughts so we think we are the 

darkness, not them.

2/25/2020 1:43:06 AM dazeytoday Very informative. Thank you.

2/25/2020 1:44:19 AM wearediamonds2 JESUS CHRIST is the highest power above all!

2/25/2020 1:45:42 AM wearediamonds2 Does HIS sacrifice make sense to everyone now? Why His blood had to be shed? Because the demons demand blood in exchange for anything! He 

couldn't save the whole world and negate their laws without doing it that way!

2/25/2020 1:47:10 AM state1union Not really no

2/25/2020 1:51:18 AM girlawakeinca Copy the link, then go to YT & paste there to view. [Alice] is here

2/25/2020 1:55:58 AM b_puffer The most dangerous Sleepers are those that have built up your trust...don't be outfoxed.

2/25/2020 2:01:24 AM qhostmode  pic.twitter.com/7ndKvqdxwq

2/25/2020 2:04:55 AM holotechrd  pic.twitter.com/XRrTj2yRo5

2/25/2020 2:18:38 AM paytonpatriot Was unicorn blood used to allow [BS] to recover quickly to stay in the race?

2/25/2020 2:23:01 AM cny_micaa this was the first person to cross my mind as well

2/25/2020 2:26:54 AM patriotleah1776 Who's "above" Q?

Message over messenger.

2/25/2020 2:29:01 AM patriotleah1776 Where are we today @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

I keep hearing a % during the MAGA concerts 🤔  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006976209002123264 …

2/25/2020 2:29:08 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/25/2020 2:29:08 AM bibibobibox Please @threadreaderapp unroll ❤️

2/25/2020 2:43:49 AM drippingtape Orrrrr maybe it's safer to expose the harms, allow regulation of the POISONS ( Mercury!!! Wtaf) inside of them, remove the inability for vaccine 

manufacturers to be sued, and have vaccines that are safe, regulated and transparent. FFS use some common sense. pic.twitter.com/cFFKalAiDn

2/25/2020 3:03:12 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/fSJEaOULFT

2/25/2020 3:04:04 AM mattyhootynz Let's just keep the population down... Ok?

2/25/2020 3:04:43 AM adsvel Wow, just excellent and very disclosed thread! Thank You, MJ12.💖🙏

2/25/2020 3:06:25 AM unique5781 Is HW in the hospital? I thought my local news said he was hospitalized after he was found guilty? I may have heard wrong..

2/25/2020 3:09:05 AM malukupacific  pic.twitter.com/MomhZeM0AI

2/25/2020 3:11:31 AM 369_is Hi @TheBarWatch For what it's worth, I spent a few hrs researching Burisch info. Seemed plausible. Then I saw his most recent post on his website 

disparaging Trump for refusing to shake Pelosi's hand at SOTU. Said Trump refused to shake the hand of a lady and put him down for it.

2/25/2020 3:15:02 AM ed_kua 1000 Points....of..... pic.twitter.com/n3jKhozoH2

2/25/2020 3:16:14 AM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/OeYAMAHyYB

2/25/2020 3:17:37 AM 369_is Hi @nurseniceyes Hang tough sister...you are not alone!!!

2/25/2020 3:18:17 AM poebrianl Look at all of the other countries that have managed to institute universal healthcare coverage.

Those countries pay less per capita and people are healthier.

Money isn’t scarce; it is being misallocated.  Extreme wealth inequality while basic needs aren’t met is inexcusable. pic.twitter.com/kiXVOunWNM

2/25/2020 3:18:38 AM poebrianl  https://youtu.be/WbV1EPgj6vk 

2/25/2020 3:20:38 AM rhondanight This can crush me / it’s a battle - I’m here for a reason and I will do my part ( whatever that may be ) 🕯🕯🕯  ............ maybe I should stay quiet this 

morning my instincts say shut the fluff up right now 🙏🕯

2/25/2020 3:21:34 AM 369_is I missed the AMA, but asking anyway. How are IDE's collecting our consciousness energy (loosh) and what do they do with it?

2/25/2020 3:25:37 AM smalltownindy We will see if that $26 million DARPA grant from 2013 was well spent. This lab works on bioweapon defense projects.

2/25/2020 3:30:34 AM smalltownindy The Black Plague from the 14th century is another good example. Mongols used to hurl bodies over city walls.

2/25/2020 3:32:43 AM adsvel Was it in the Soviet Union 50 years ago?

I was taken from "family" at the age of 4, my sister was 3 old. My father walk with another woman, my mother was alcoholic. So better for us with 

sister was in the gov. childcare house, than to see drunk mother every day in company of same

2/25/2020 3:33:40 AM samsmith0319 Agree...👀...

2/25/2020 3:34:18 AM cheddarbo wow! id never have guessed that! 🤣

2/25/2020 3:36:33 AM adsvel ... drunk people. Don't think so at that time, 50 years ago in the Soviet Union was so big net of child trafficking. We heard fear stories about jews in 

black cars, who are stealing small children on the streets, to suck out their blood later, but those was just a fear stories...

2/25/2020 3:41:03 AM adsvel Or we, those children, at that time were so lucky to not experience these horrific things? So many questions looking back to that time...

However I always was so lucky, whatever happened with me.😊

Thanks to my beloved IS-BE.💗🙏

2/25/2020 3:41:18 AM vibryant7 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 3:41:48 AM samsmith0319 ...👽🛸👽...

2/25/2020 3:43:59 AM qanonyt #ClimateHoax is now being linked to the future of #Children! #OfCourse #vaccination is their list and more..

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/xQGImTPJub

2/25/2020 3:55:24 AM djlok Just like our consciousness exists in multiple dimensions, I assume they do too. Above as it is below. Just my guess.

2/25/2020 3:58:54 AM lectricm Jeff Bezos sold off billion$ of his amazon stock a few weeks back (SEC Filing).  They are trying to create market panic at the same time they are 

hopelessly trying to protect themselves.  I think their fear is real.

2/25/2020 3:59:42 AM fansblowing3 Bernie is blackmailed/compromised/owned via Epstein child sex trafficking videos.

2/25/2020 4:06:00 AM pantube1 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

2/25/2020 4:06:25 AM djlok Probably his entire life. But this Twitter account, I don't know.

2/25/2020 4:07:10 AM smalltownindy This is one tremendous thread. Thank you for your words of inspiration and contemplation.

2/25/2020 4:13:10 AM munkeypilot 👉🏼💖👈🏼

2/25/2020 4:19:01 AM nun_chucknorris  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 



2/25/2020 4:29:53 AM tarahar57489424 I am awake!

2/25/2020 4:33:32 AM kimberly_s_cook According to Bill Gates' ID2020 plan, that's a big ol' resounding "Hell yes!!!" Unless that was rhetorical, in which case carry on, won't you? 😏😉

2/25/2020 4:33:46 AM _369311119 TB is fantastic.

2/25/2020 4:53:47 AM bbobbio71 So if color is frequency,  would the product of the frequency be the illusion?

(I don't know where that came from).

2/25/2020 4:55:14 AM w0nderboi l

2/25/2020 4:56:07 AM bbobbio71 Hmm, mind control,  Like Killary promoting a virtual reality game at the sxsw ?

2/25/2020 4:56:42 AM brick_airhedred Harry Potter is very much a documentary, especially from Order of the Phoenix on...

2/25/2020 4:57:04 AM threadreaderapp Hola, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/25/2020 5:01:30 AM nostradachris1 72 Is half of 144   http://www.greatdreams.com/numbers/72/72.htm …

2/25/2020 5:05:25 AM truthsoldier411 Aren't these the same ones Admiral Bird fought against in '52?

'Could fly from pole to pole'

2/25/2020 5:08:51 AM coltxavier It seems they have plan to intermingle with humans. Or [they] did already. That’s why the forest fire 🔥 which was precise in Cali burnt only the houses 

and cars and anything that was standing except the trees. Was that the refuge of [them]? I hope my interpretation of that QDrop 

pic.twitter.com/uj4ped78BZ

2/25/2020 5:09:59 AM higherself_1_ He will only stay for as long as he mentioned. Think it was 12 minutes.

2/25/2020 5:10:55 AM victoriaserbia Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 5:18:11 AM justifi78326842 Hard to believe that there are that many uneducated adults as well as snowflakes😳

2/25/2020 5:18:38 AM higherself_1_ Found this. The stolen children, I believe in Australia 🙏 from Aboriginal families. 😞 pic.twitter.com/yfzfW6fpQB

2/25/2020 5:20:58 AM higherself_1_ And another... pic.twitter.com/mBaR5aI34V

2/25/2020 5:21:59 AM higherself_1_  pic.twitter.com/lypVOrxcKv

2/25/2020 5:24:31 AM 33esco Shoot, I think It’s “is that someone I see?”  Such a horrifying scene to me.

2/25/2020 5:25:27 AM faye_mcgarry Deceptive Legislation regarding CLONES. @realDonaldTrump @LoveBling6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AussiePatriotQ @AustralianQanon  

http://soundpolitics.com/archives/003862.html …

2/25/2020 5:27:00 AM 33esco Nope I was right the first time had to check https://youtu.be/gdWrvhF1HvA 

2/25/2020 5:28:20 AM suesorrell1 😣

2/25/2020 5:33:14 AM kd113 @TheQueenMrs

2/25/2020 5:37:07 AM qarmyinfo What do [they] benefit from giving us everything for free?

How will [they] pay for it?

Socialism is selling hope for "A Better Day" 

Read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thread  then watch the video

Avicci died by "suicide" at 28, shortly after this video was put out...

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-knHXSKYY … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232166620249894912 …

2/25/2020 5:37:14 AM tonya__rose Last time [They] dropped it to 666. Pretty telling.

2/25/2020 5:38:24 AM stiffnessler Can you explain 3 6 9 or direct towards good explanation?

2/25/2020 5:39:37 AM disclosureadvoc I’m with you! 🙏🏻

2/25/2020 5:41:36 AM threadreaderapp Salam, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/25/2020 5:44:31 AM ericalynnjoseph Porn really doesn't do it for me, it's addictive & unsatisfying. When I'm alone I prefer to get off using healthy fantasy & visualization.

2/25/2020 5:44:56 AM turboxyde I don't disagree, their consciousness/intentions creates a bridge through ritual yet our Solar/Planetary Logos is the underlying framework of our reality 

to enable this.

I'm proposing we hit it from both ends. Inform the people & co-create with the Logos to disrupt their efforts

2/25/2020 5:45:32 AM jamiegrahamusa The Vax or virus? Or BOTH ARE DEPOP? I SAY BOTH.

2/25/2020 5:46:38 AM genome33  https://imgflip.com/memegenerator  start with this. Use the templates or upload your own pic of choice.

2/25/2020 5:48:37 AM pepelobopac Was #Avicii aware of something...? 

#HumanTrafficking #PedoWorld #PedoWood #DarkToLight #suicided @cjtruth @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ClearanceCosmic 

https://twitter.com/Vintagesquirrel/status/1232170172095631361 …

2/25/2020 5:50:37 AM genome33 Example: pic.twitter.com/EBDc0bmJSZ

2/25/2020 5:52:45 AM clearancecosmic Yea I've posted this video before I DEFINITELY think he was aware and trying to tell to world

2/25/2020 5:53:28 AM stiffnessler I have spinal cord issues from borrelia (Lyme). Have you looked into that?

2/25/2020 5:54:05 AM jimhayzlett I wonder what the % is these days?

2/25/2020 5:57:33 AM glsrbrown Impressive!

2/25/2020 5:57:56 AM pepelobopac The same ending as Cornell, Bennington, and Bourdain, All knew too much...

2/25/2020 5:58:56 AM justifi78326842 No coincidence they’re all going down 🇺🇸👍🙏

2/25/2020 5:59:10 AM murph54258684 Color of POTUS tie? Message? pic.twitter.com/P6qh4wnyAn

2/25/2020 6:00:00 AM smokeylasagna Thank you. Didn’t see that...

2/25/2020 6:00:08 AM hearts4america 😘

2/25/2020 6:00:42 AM murph54258684 You mean like maybe the Gold Standard? What color was POTUS tie yesterday when the market took a hit?

2/25/2020 6:01:20 AM murph54258684 I agree with you.

2/25/2020 6:04:06 AM nostradachris1 Was thinking that also. 60% is my guess

2/25/2020 6:04:31 AM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/hJFid8YGqw

2/25/2020 6:14:12 AM sdane8 I only did a cursory search as it was late. BO's caged children and this. I think it's likely the orphanages, CPS etc. that are being referenced.

2/25/2020 6:14:12 AM italianmom555 No thanks.

2/25/2020 6:14:31 AM floridayys Where did this event take place? Link?

2/25/2020 6:18:42 AM glsrbrown @elonmusk u seen this? It’s pretty legit. All the filters say so. It makes a depression though. pic.twitter.com/Wcv2GCCwXc

2/25/2020 6:20:12 AM westmount_d7 So why is selling of body parts still legal in America? It’s shocking.

2/25/2020 6:20:48 AM genome33 Look into UGLE vs GoDF and membership requirements. Memphis Misraim is more occult/esoteric and has amity with O.T.O and other like bodies. All 

get lumped together if one was not aware of the differences.

2/25/2020 6:21:11 AM covertress Was a hyperdimensional consciousness entity responsible for ]T2['s 187? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229996738859225089?s=20 …

2/25/2020 6:22:16 AM noshitthereiwa2 Guess they forgot your body doesn't build immunity, and its worse the second time..

2/25/2020 6:23:33 AM mandatorytruth1 Same thing they were doing in Genesis 6. , Luke 17:26-30, Matthew 24:37-39, Romans 1:32,  2Peter 2:4-6 , The Good of The FATHER, Will Prevail over 

the evil of satan. To remain silent over their evil is to be complicit. Stop being lukewarm and get off the fence. Listen,The Trumpet

2/25/2020 6:24:49 AM munkeypilot 🤜🏽💖🤛🏼



2/25/2020 6:25:51 AM the_fjalar a look here, not there tactic? 

[They] will fail.

2/25/2020 6:27:11 AM winki00000001 Is Canada a socialist country ?? 

It's ranked 1st in the world in term of life quality so how it is so bad to have social programs ? 

Here, in Canada, we have child support (0 to 18 years old) and free healthcare. We ranked pretty well on many aspect (economic, etc.).

2/25/2020 6:29:39 AM whatscale CIA LEO HELL

2/25/2020 6:35:03 AM vintagesquirrel Same.

2/25/2020 6:35:22 AM vintagesquirrel Suicided

2/25/2020 6:35:39 AM ragevirusqq Elites using elite level funds for access to technology reserved for the elites. Shocker..... intent matters.

2/25/2020 6:36:54 AM ragevirusqq Love, gratitude and joy push them away.

2/25/2020 6:37:36 AM leslieau7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I was on my way home from Ann Arbor Michigan hospital..

My son is there now..

Fighting for his life

As always I was praying

While driving..

And as always..crying

Like a baby..

A car in front of me.

Started slowing down for no particular..
2/25/2020 6:39:31 AM djlok And are the other T’s safe?  Please stay safe!!!

2/25/2020 6:46:01 AM dianesaumure Thank you

2/25/2020 6:47:47 AM rizzo1megan I just read an article about a weed that grows in Japan that helps that. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8027349/Japanese-knotweed-

effective-antibiotics-tackling-problem-Lyme-disease.html …

2/25/2020 6:54:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who is that man and what happened to him?

2/25/2020 6:56:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Many more purposes.

2/25/2020 6:57:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

2/25/2020 6:57:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Disinformation is necessary.

2/25/2020 6:57:58 AM jj_talking Avicii said,  “The promise of a better life often traps families and children into being used as tools for some of the most despicable people on earth." 

https://djmag.com/content/avicii-drops-official-videos-pure-grinding-better-day-nsfw …

2/25/2020 6:58:34 AM quality_cqntrol  pic.twitter.com/6exz7ySxrT

2/25/2020 7:01:34 AM shels1976 We sold quite a bit the end of last week. God's perfect timing is amazing!

2/25/2020 7:03:37 AM guy_karen Wow what a horrible existence

2/25/2020 7:04:32 AM jimhayzlett Jesus doesn’t use disinformation, so you may wish to qualify your statement 🙏🏼😇✨

2/25/2020 7:05:39 AM nikoscali Nicolae Ceaușescu executed by firing squad along with his wife Elena December 25th 1989

2/25/2020 7:06:40 AM patriotswegoall Not just Dracos - Orion group, Annunaki, to name a few regressive races.

2/25/2020 7:07:38 AM byinternal interesting pic.twitter.com/56MWcbNYUv

2/25/2020 7:07:41 AM letsdot94709949 CHRIST OUR KING KNOWS......knows everything.

2/25/2020 7:07:52 AM nikoscali Romania lifts lid on babies for sale racket

 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2001/oct/31/internationalcrime …

The truth has been out there for decades but only now are people starting to listen

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #GreatAwakening #SavetheChildren

2/25/2020 7:08:13 AM shels1976 Gold

2/25/2020 7:11:11 AM prmd21801759 What is IDE?

2/25/2020 7:11:29 AM patriotswegoall Are white hats working to contain it at least?

2/25/2020 7:12:15 AM ragevirusqq Will you be able to avoid disinformation/lies soon? would be better for all if so.

2/25/2020 7:12:33 AM prmd21801759 I saw the answer in another thread. 👍

2/25/2020 7:12:57 AM candygirlclw ‼️MUST READ‼️.  Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / 

Weinstein / Hollywood / SSP) #AMA will begi… https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 7:13:19 AM turboxyde Interdimensional Entities...

In particular those that feed upon our life force energy through ritual abuse & sacrifice.

2/25/2020 7:15:54 AM nikoscali Once you've seen them face to face you are changed forever and will never forget pic.twitter.com/bDoK8W7UZl

2/25/2020 7:16:01 AM prmd21801759 #WWG1WGA let us know in easy terminology how and what to meditate on....I'm in.

2/25/2020 7:16:25 AM duncanhammond Yes, thats the one

2/25/2020 7:21:06 AM 369palm Body of Christ, blood of Christ?

2/25/2020 7:27:33 AM jimhayzlett  http://christreturns.org/ 

2/25/2020 7:29:39 AM 369palm That’s funny, I’ve been reading them and that’s what made me think of respond to your tweet.

2/25/2020 7:43:06 AM cyberanonrevolu Bush your only possible future pic.twitter.com/ZcrfunyCYF

2/25/2020 7:43:31 AM nikoscali They all deserve a firing squad

2/25/2020 7:48:44 AM higherself_1_ CouId you link have anything to do with this?? pic.twitter.com/pqci2fmvUx

2/25/2020 7:51:25 AM pepelobopac D.U.M.B.S 

SSP

etc...?

2/25/2020 7:51:39 AM elizabe91954107 We aren't alone! They've been here long before humanity and at our planet's existence.  Meaning at its origins. This ship 🌎 we live on. It's meant to 

be a social and others experience originally. It was taken over by pirates against the treaty. Our history has been hijacked.

2/25/2020 7:53:05 AM 444_q_ 🤯 war against nuclear family= divorce and or unmarried peoples with children=struggle=more children in the system="WOW free childcare!"=share 

the wealth push=a better day=gov dependency=no privacy=rules and regulations via new gov=cross your T's & dot your I's=failure="reason"

2/25/2020 7:54:10 AM synackstatic Flowers and 'hammers' relevant to the 'great awakening?' Because it's driving me crazy, all the coinscidences. It can't be real can it?

"Know your history" and all.

2/25/2020 7:57:22 AM 444_q_ To take more kids=lost in the system=depression=drug/alcoholism=more kids conceived=more kids taken from unfit parents=the 

sacrifice/torture/rape/organ harvesting feeding to the beings offering power to the elite sellout pedophile scumbags. It all comes down to our kids.

2/25/2020 7:57:52 AM mysticjoe3 These “people” are truly “stoopid”!❤️

2/25/2020 8:06:33 AM 444_q_ Pretty sad when you search for said images and pretty much all you can find is the "caged kids" from the MSM false narrative on border control. They 

seem to know exactly how to hide the truth with a false front

 I'll keep digging.



2/25/2020 8:07:09 AM lanakila000 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/25/2020 8:07:16 AM threadreaderapp Hallo, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Is it a coincidence that when [HW] is found guilty the market drops 1,000 points? Are you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232051472256446464.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/25/2020 8:08:29 AM jimhayzlett Synchronicity

2/25/2020 8:09:00 AM clearancecosmic Exactly. So many people tried to warn us

2/25/2020 8:10:42 AM chris8nix  pic.twitter.com/9QnmDV0KOH

2/25/2020 8:18:42 AM lisarenne67 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 8:20:15 AM _doozier_ I have a feeling it's been contained since day one. Part of the movie!

2/25/2020 8:28:34 AM truthforall4 Good news!!

2/25/2020 8:28:39 AM mml111mml111 Roman new year is on 3/1.  Any connection?

2/25/2020 8:31:25 AM danieljamesxix Draco is a blanket term for an entire system so no, look more into the "Thuban" race.

2/25/2020 8:31:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Your biology is designed to having you forget. For your protection. For your IS-BE.

2/25/2020 8:32:22 AM grahamegriffin What instructions? Please advise.

2/25/2020 8:33:33 AM duke007music What? When was this?

2/25/2020 8:34:41 AM covertress Thank you, for answering that.

2/25/2020 8:36:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 3881

Operation Paperclip (yin)

Cold War (yang)

Guilty until proven innocent.

Two tiered justice system.

Power is being returned to the people.

You are watching the systematic destruction of the Old Guard.

Have patience.
2/25/2020 8:36:57 AM lightworkercain Pole shift pop reloc.

2/25/2020 8:37:11 AM guy_karen Encouraging

2/25/2020 8:37:27 AM grahamegriffin Here in Canada my wife and I have no family doctor and none in the city of over 100,000 are taking new patients, not even waiting lists. Here in Canada 

I give up 50% of my income for access to an 8 hour wait in the ER if I need stitches. Here in Canada.. socialism sucks.

2/25/2020 8:37:55 AM twistdginger Forced Change of Command

2/25/2020 8:38:06 AM valhalla11111 For the underground clone army

2/25/2020 8:38:21 AM shari_todd Have never tried harder to be patient!

2/25/2020 8:40:09 AM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/G6kJjq6J49

2/25/2020 8:40:31 AM stevenawonder 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼 Thank you so much @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for sharing this message of the hidden darkness of Socialism. 

How could anyone support this idea?

#GodIsLove #GodWins #GodBless https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232166620249894912 …

2/25/2020 8:41:22 AM djlok I’m gonna be thinking all day about how lack of that knowledge protects me.  I guess if I’d done something really horrible previously, that would have a 

very negative effect on me if I wasn’t able to forgive myself and realize why I made the decisions I made.

2/25/2020 8:42:07 AM cosmic_engineer Law of Confusion pic.twitter.com/TPR46UeZoY

2/25/2020 8:44:10 AM covertress If we drop levels of consciousness as we descend in density to 3D, what happens to that same consciousness as we ascend in density? 

Do we remember? 

Does our IS remember all?

What is an IS?

God? https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1216382532717027331?s=20 …

2/25/2020 8:45:44 AM dogfluffpup Amen!!!

2/25/2020 8:46:04 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/0kSAxCzOHi

2/25/2020 8:46:39 AM djlok “Backgrounds are important” - #QPost 3881.

2/25/2020 8:46:42 AM earth2nissy I trust the plan. Save those 🦄 please 🙏

2/25/2020 8:47:46 AM kachinagtto For reference, Q Post 3881 pic.twitter.com/5Hglegz1gW

2/25/2020 8:48:12 AM sabine_ricky I agree with this assessment. Best explanation. Definitely do what is necessary to prepare according to your needs. And prepare mentally. Think ahead.

 Prepare. Stay positive! I have faith in you! ❤️🙏🏼🇺🇸

2/25/2020 8:49:21 AM nine_six3 Using Our Will & Intention, We Shine Light on the trafficked victims/children & darkness surrounding the predators. Does it benefit the cleanup more 

to spend efforts sending light, rather then focus on the darkness causing the crimes to begin with? Is meme magick our best help?🙏 

pic.twitter.com/77PbU04m0m

2/25/2020 8:52:08 AM covertress Pandora's Box

No one said remembering would be easy.

2/25/2020 8:52:14 AM davethadude369 I can understand this. I was thinking about it the other day. But how can we learn and grow if we keep forgetting our lessons?

2/25/2020 8:53:33 AM carol_beeee #TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/ppbSYQTrKH

2/25/2020 8:54:14 AM megatronmighty I used to be the King of England.

He looks like my Dad.

I have no desire to learn French again

2/25/2020 8:54:53 AM mgodfrey99 Jesus is King of Kings.

2/25/2020 8:54:58 AM 369helen313 HALLELUJAH 🙏🏻✨

2/25/2020 9:00:13 AM djlok This is why I think trust in self is critical. Even if I did some of the most horrific crimes ever committed on planet earth, I’m sure I was making what I 

perceived to be the best decision at the time with the information I had.

2/25/2020 9:00:37 AM wearediamonds2 I once saw a guy on the subway who looked like the female equivalent of me! Near the same age, too! 

I also look almost exactly like an actress who was/is very famous for her character role in the 60s. It is bizarre!

2/25/2020 9:01:13 AM cosmic_engineer You would have if you were born in Canada lol

2/25/2020 9:03:31 AM 369helen313 Hello MJ12...

Not saying 100% of CoronaVirus situation, but I am feeling that maybe that could be also the operation of the systematic destruction of the Old Guard 

by WhiteHats all over the world !? 👀

2/25/2020 9:04:56 AM der_wanderer8 Chernobyl was a good way to get many disposable orphans from Eastern Europe, and still is 😢

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/23/helping-children-in-belarusian-institutions-that-arent-orphanages … 

pic.twitter.com/zaeSExasbq

2/25/2020 9:06:04 AM covertress What if there are two paths to ascension?

Does Good vs Evil exist there?

2/25/2020 9:06:29 AM nine_six3 There’s so much great info packed into the Law of One. Thank you for sharing this with us! This brings comfort in forgetting & the confusion it breeds, 

but also gives more power to Love. 🙏❤️&💡

2/25/2020 9:06:43 AM bruno4666 Doc of detox on YouTube



2/25/2020 9:06:45 AM megatronmighty That's a true story lol.

Apparently I never spoke English.

Weird for the King of England

2/25/2020 9:08:19 AM seeker229 Faze?

2/25/2020 9:09:00 AM davethadude369 It would remove the false idea of "YOLO". This would probably reduce hedonism and destruction. Sure, we can still have fun but we've got to be 

constructive because we'll be coming back. I'm not trying to be preachy. Lord knows I've fallen short myself.

2/25/2020 9:09:27 AM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ15 & T1,

How do these inter dimensional entities avoid Karma?

Isn't there a balance in Universe for these crimes against children?

2/25/2020 9:09:56 AM scott_rick So... a storm coming or No?

2/25/2020 9:13:31 AM giediknight Are Quantum Computers a portal opener/container for IDE's to occupy 3D space?

2/25/2020 9:15:47 AM truthseeker273 I can see all the pieces nicely coming together. Pieces we had no idea were connected. We have no choice but to be patient and trust the plan. It’s not 

our plan. It’s a 20 year plan of genius put together while most of us were asleep. More and more people are waking.

2/25/2020 9:16:47 AM abagofcandy Maybe it works sort of like a liquid block. Allows flow of knowledge/self in a single direction. So experiences go up to the IS while the BE experiences. 

But info doesn't travel the other way without specific necessity?

2/25/2020 9:17:06 AM davethadude369 Ha! "We have rules. We have very OLD rules." pic.twitter.com/yyRFQsptbP

2/25/2020 9:17:38 AM abagofcandy This would mean the IS is already prepped on your past happenings with no need for a download when returning 🤷♂️

2/25/2020 9:18:27 AM cate2139 We are personally and collectively clearing timelines. Gaia is doing the same only now she is doing it at a higher vibration.  This is one armageddon 

timeline that will run it’s course. Those affected are contracted to be affected.  Level up peeps.

2/25/2020 9:20:12 AM qstorm1969 Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

·

12h

Socialism can only be installed through deception.

The socialist must lie to you in order to sell you the idea.

They are selling hope. Hope for a better day.

For a better day.

No coincidence.

It is death trap and your children are the target.
2/25/2020 9:23:45 AM powercfg_a Exactly what I thought 👍

2/25/2020 9:27:02 AM antarantanka It’s frequency of the essence (IS) that identifies. Forms (BE) can be of many configurations as long as DNA resonates. Your looking for an essence 

scanner not facial recognition.  Example: Thor’s hammer is essence keyed.

2/25/2020 9:27:49 AM 369helen313 Thanks , I’m aware of that aspect as we know Corona is an intelligent Virus and chooses its targets !  

Here, I am referring to the WhiteHats’ operation for other aspects of this whole !

2/25/2020 9:30:37 AM iamtheo_td7 👍🧐👀

2/25/2020 9:30:56 AM gregoryjhall1 Is this the use of wormholes as predicted by Einstein's GR that time and space are inextricably bound up with each other? Or, is it warped matter with 

negative mass, and negative energy density that is used?

How is less important than the fact.

Has anyone fed Schrodinger's cat?

2/25/2020 9:31:39 AM iamtheo_td7 👀🧐

2/25/2020 9:32:47 AM cosmic_engineer It's a very important mechanism for our work here. Opens opportunities unavailable when back in our immortal form.

You're welcome 😁

I love sharing Ra's messages when appropriate

2/25/2020 9:33:44 AM linnyt7  https://www.antarcticajournal.com/the-sad-state-of-warehoused-children/ …

2/25/2020 9:34:17 AM cosmic_engineer No kidding!  Reminds me of that portion of Outlander (book/tv)

Exile?

2/25/2020 9:42:58 AM sterkinglights1 Probably similar to Sg1?

2/25/2020 9:44:23 AM covertress Time is an illusion. pic.twitter.com/1GdZKt5y9O

2/25/2020 9:47:00 AM cr38ivcasey Operation Paperclip: foundation of infiltrating Educational, Gov, Industry, MIL, et al.

Qs Counterinsurgency Guide (drop yesterday) seems the overt culmination and final op against US.

Sad reality for many as they waken.

2/25/2020 9:47:44 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3364

ロレッタ・リンチがクリントンの法的弁護をすることが不可能になったら、どうなるの？ターマックミーティング＿終了

Q

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229471149597151235 … pic.twitter.com/j420GLPh6C

2/25/2020 9:48:07 AM wiggley_dale 💔 🙏 Operation paperclip. pic.twitter.com/q7ZS4fFfk4

2/25/2020 9:49:40 AM digitalsoldie20 ThankQ

2/25/2020 9:51:35 AM nashmetro60 @threadreaderapp  unroll please thankyou

2/25/2020 9:51:36 AM threadreaderapp Hola, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/25/2020 9:52:46 AM jameseryan7up Absolutely .

2/25/2020 9:53:12 AM sinceiwokeup Several hints

My favorite is a flash of gold back currency from the Treasury of USA flashed briefly in his Ads

2/25/2020 9:55:23 AM sdane8 😪

2/25/2020 9:56:26 AM sdane8 "Warehousing" children?



2/25/2020 9:57:18 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@RealSaavedra

Dershowitz：ジョージ・ソロスの要求に応じて、オバマ大統領がFBIに命じた証拠がある

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🐸@blue_forest_5 

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229572813125668866 … pic.twitter.com/3YC3pWutLE
2/25/2020 10:00:58 AM diaptera_80 Perhaps Curious George’s tail represents the bioweapon which was created from Rhesus monkeys, and the displacement of New Zealand represent 

some kind of natural disaster about happen. But now I am speculating wildly.

2/25/2020 10:03:17 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

1カ月前の動画で@TrueEyeTheSpyの話が。別垢を作って活動し複数のQAnonを攻撃していて、Jordan氏はETSに自宅や家族(勿論本物ではな

い)の写真を晒されたりしているらしく、やはりド変態の可能性が非常に高い

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229604845046267904 … pic.twitter.com/RBsfjNImYY
2/25/2020 10:03:34 AM sdane8 Like this? I did it!  🥳  

Thank you, Patriot! pic.twitter.com/Ht8oIvMDEe

2/25/2020 10:03:53 AM chris_losh_ QinetiQ?

2/25/2020 10:04:26 AM jeffcordell6 Indeed

2/25/2020 10:07:11 AM antonio41800798 Will celebrate for days, and then some more 😎

2/25/2020 10:08:31 AM moemc8 Except they mutated it

2/25/2020 10:09:41 AM state1union Twitter, Corporate Comcast, CNBC, NBC, etc Bin Talal the Prince put upside down at the 4 seasons. Time to arrest him.

2/25/2020 10:09:52 AM patriotiam1 WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 10:09:55 AM francoissmc [They] had patience for their big bang when Killary won, (100+yrs), we should consider the thousands years old entrenched evil. Now let’s talk 

patience............

2/25/2020 10:11:57 AM awakeandsing123 Sandris, I think often of how lucky I was to grow up in the Soviet Union. Regardless of many evils, my friends and I as kids actually had a happy 

childhood. I’m so sorry about your parents’ situation. Terrible for a small child. But glad you seem to be ok now, my friend.

2/25/2020 10:12:39 AM janey634 Yes they did. They have used dna to infiltrate certain populations to kill them off. Think 23 and me........and any other dna biotech companies. People 

willingly send their dna off for testing..... this is one critical outcome of doing that.

2/25/2020 10:14:36 AM americanpetal I have patience w the Plan.But, I’m so beaten down my Pharma pills, debt slavery and this matrix.

2/25/2020 10:17:52 AM jeffcordell6 Now I get it.   Thankyou

2/25/2020 10:18:29 AM adsvel Thank you.🙏 We are very strong, we went through that kind of personal tragedy at a very small age, to keep Heart chakra wide open. At the present 

moment all is good as I create my Reality.🌈🌎💖

2/25/2020 10:19:35 AM jeffcordell6 I totally believe this 100%.  Wow.  Thanks for confirming i am not losing my mind.

2/25/2020 10:21:19 AM americanpetal You are not alone in thinking you are losing your mind.

2/25/2020 10:23:25 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

私は調査されました、それはオーストラリア、英国、イタリアによるものだったかもしれません....私は調査されました、オバマ政権によ

って

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111 

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

@45HarisonHarold

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1229639021552267265 … pic.twitter.com/nzUCx7tQan
2/25/2020 10:29:46 AM virginbred  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/25/2020 10:32:15 AM awakeandsing123 ❤️👊🏻💥🌈🎼

2/25/2020 10:35:45 AM genome33 Bingo!

2/25/2020 10:39:10 AM darrellupton1  https://www.369universe.com/2017/11/24/secret-behind …

2/25/2020 10:43:41 AM darrellupton1 'Scare event' to make the world wake up? Allow closure of American borders , stop flights in and out ? Lockdown? Allow for arrests to be carried out?

2/25/2020 10:45:57 AM qbeat107 I am so sorry.I promise I don't boast&brag,or complain,but so many struggle, I try so hard to help 2 of my sons,the other 2 are doing good, but 2 

struggle,I have gotten in a mess&now I'm not well,BUT I'M GONNA BE,but I understand because my house needs repairing&I'm low on funds

2/25/2020 10:53:35 AM drewdickson58 That’s so Q

2/25/2020 10:54:45 AM ewilliams22101 You asked for a source.  So I gave you NPR.  The rape comments Bernie made are not "right wing".  I used to be a Bernie supporter until I got up and 

close during the 2016 election.  Good luck supporting him.

2/25/2020 10:59:30 AM brienthess Raising Michael Bloomberg's taxes to fund healthcare for the American people doesn't strike me as inherently evil.

2/25/2020 11:00:29 AM brienthess ... you won't see me promote Posadism, though.

2/25/2020 11:02:56 AM winklerburke As long as Prog (1984) Ed is defunded (because it is unconstitutional to suicide the Republic)... I’ll be happy.  Meanwhile... look at dividends on some 

MAGA companies?  ;). Not all news is bad?  Go MAGA.

2/25/2020 11:06:30 AM winklerburke Restated... If good & godly & patriot parents across America... are forced to argue there are just 2 genders ... not Heinz 57 (?) with sons & daughters 

brainwashed by 1984 Ed system... we lose.  Until, that is, 1984 Ed is defunded as unconstitutional. Nobody gets 2 suicide the US

2/25/2020 11:06:57 AM jeffcordell6 Thank you!

2/25/2020 11:08:03 AM brienthess I was thinking of reviewing some of Phil Schneider's interviews today, and one of KRIL's buddies encouraged me not to. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/25/2020 11:18:27 AM mongrelglory 👍

2/25/2020 11:22:27 AM lovellastroude Maybe not.. they're not true jew/hebrew children  either.  Only hebrew children  know. They are scapegoat to the globalists twisted version of true 

hebrews.

2/25/2020 11:22:57 AM synackstatic How do we recover?

That which was lost?



2/25/2020 11:23:23 AM loosedemon1 OMG there were so many orphanages in terrible disrepair under NC

2/25/2020 11:23:33 AM lovellastroude Ask the queen.. she KNOWS!

2/25/2020 11:24:17 AM nikoscali The Orphanages weren't even the worst of it

2/25/2020 11:24:30 AM lovellastroude  pic.twitter.com/ZMCZiXpBkg

2/25/2020 11:31:42 AM steppedweller7 Hmmmmm this yin/yang piece really adds a whole nother dimension!? 🧐🤔

2/25/2020 11:35:10 AM nikoscali #NoCoincidence #Romanian boys make up a large majority of rentboys in countries like the Netherlands. Romanian girls as well have been widely 

trafficked all over europe.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/bucharest-boys-muscle-in-

on-dutch-trade-in-amsterdam-alleys-annika-savill-met-some-of-the-growing-1368152.html …

2/25/2020 11:38:58 AM sdane8 I'm so excited!  I've tried it before but with a different program that was confusing. You may have just helped create a Meme Monster!  LOL ♥️

2/25/2020 11:41:11 AM megatronmighty Yes actually

2/25/2020 11:48:51 AM fl_trump No. @realDonaldTrump's @TheJusticeDept needs to

indict #traitors and #pedophiles, ship them to #Gitmo, give them expeditious trials and execute them. THE END!

@realDonaldTrump

2/25/2020 11:49:10 AM thebarwatch 99% positive the comments come from the wife, Dr. Marcia McDowell

2/25/2020 11:51:46 AM nikoscali MAJ has said before that Dr. Dan isn't legit unfortunately...

2/25/2020 11:56:21 AM mongrelglory 😖

2/25/2020 11:59:15 AM virginialouelle MJ12, I'm not an artist, I'm a writer. But I will join the fight and do my best. Thank you for all your information. Meme world here I come....

2/25/2020 12:01:29 PM cosmic_engineer Crusaders from Orion

AKA The Hunter

2/25/2020 12:12:22 PM jayrambin How do we do that?

2/25/2020 12:20:33 PM nickcpace1 Yeah no kidding Democrats don’t have a clue what these communist are talking about. And when they find out oh boy watch out you’ll be the end of 

the world or the concentration camp.

2/25/2020 12:21:37 PM jayrambin Can we hold you to this? Your word?

2/25/2020 12:25:28 PM prmd21801759 Thank you!

2/25/2020 12:30:06 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/Ystil97gcW

2/25/2020 12:34:40 PM jayrambin No. TV still full of liars. My food, water, medicine and info air are poisoned. The cdc is still rogue. money system exploitative.  Frankendoctors. Young 

Ppl dying in numbers. I know. It takes time. But asking us that now seems odd. Would u enjoy being silently culled?  Jusayin’.

2/25/2020 12:34:57 PM susan66388204 Socialism/Communism is DIRECTLY INVOLVED in #ChildTrafficking. Go read @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posts✅  

https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1232402344761057281 …

2/25/2020 12:35:54 PM 369palm From what I understand the two paths are service to self and the other service to others.  Service to self is the longer road.

2/25/2020 12:35:58 PM 4mydeerone iWOULD love to a ProfForma of “Health Insurance” where the Government Become simply a Reinsurer & guarantor of Minimum margins against a 

Standard of Service...

Cap Savings for InsCo’s & M/M program savings.

Gov Function Solely Care Standards & Fraud Elimination...

$5DownTo$2ish?? pic.twitter.com/McctnjQzTt

2/25/2020 12:38:33 PM heike_ngan Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

Hollywood / SSP) #AMA will begi… https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 12:42:26 PM cheddarbo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the Colorado Springs rally felt like a treasure trove of info! 29 palms is bizarro already, so contracting w dana white seems 

appropriate, The old models are worn out patriot killers. Wind mills are actually really bad for the environment too

2/25/2020 12:44:34 PM tcinwi Learn about Socialism and Children from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 12:45:28 PM chaele3 Is the USA a CORP 

#ITSYOURFIGHT

#diduknow

#magnacarta

#treaties

#articlesofconfederation

#organicuSconstitution

#AREALLSTILLINEFFECT

 https://www.lawfulamerica.com/the-articles-of-incorporation-of …

@realDonaldTrump

@speakprojectM

@trump_assistant

@LawfulAmerica

@Kre8change

@RealEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/25/2020 12:45:53 PM 4mydeerone Don’t forget2add into the Costs the underfunded pensions plus mountains of pensions accruing every day in the Fed/State government...

20-38-> College Debt ⛓ 

38-65-> 401k/IRA⛓ 

POOR (knows not race) -> Program ⛓ 

Union -> Underfunded&$$TOLLEN/mi$$uSS€D Contribution ⛓

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/ah58EEmD5a

2/25/2020 12:46:10 PM bill_davis01 Do you think it’s possible the deep state is working with China to Tank the US economy, to try and get rid of Trump?? This virus is awful fishy!

2/25/2020 12:48:06 PM realdonmurphy Is Herman the penguin still here and we’ll?

2/25/2020 12:48:12 PM nikoscali A virus doesn't walk itself out of a Biosafety level 4 lab

2/25/2020 12:50:20 PM disclosurexxi The communism and socialism is dead, darkness and political system only to enslave the peoples. For example Chavismo + Socialism + Comunism = 

George Soros and the Cabal power

2/25/2020 12:50:38 PM cheddarbo  pic.twitter.com/v9Ro7uFiaG

2/25/2020 12:51:20 PM zerost8te if you remember @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets  re Florida/Broward county; then surmise they have geo-fences and parameters/borders set using the 

technology as well. they also work as targeting stations and have adverse effects if you break the barrier

#QAnon #Anonymous #Cicada3301 https://twitter.com/zerost8te/status/1232407168760057859 …



2/25/2020 12:51:35 PM 4mydeerone Hey #Bernie2020 Why is college Cost inflation So High? It should be Cheaper inflation adjusted...

@DNC dean2Candidate Development program$$

What’s did YOUR wife do? Oh Administration!

Don’t forget “govt Sponsered R&D” right out the back door to $$iliconAlley$$ #SSH8 kickback$$... pic.twitter.com/Kq7FS5tZv0

2/25/2020 12:52:25 PM meequalsfree Ive told many....make a small fatty beef patty everymorning. BEEF 27% FAT, Put the drippings that are warm on your shoulder, then eat the patty.  Red 

meat builds red blood cells - for healing. Fat - and the tallow help with inflammation, nerve and ligament/tendon healing.

2/25/2020 12:53:31 PM cindylee81 Could you please post the instructions again! I always wanted to help but I knew most children organization where just a front for child trafficking .

2/25/2020 12:53:31 PM sageremarks  https://www.history.com/news/orphan-trains-childrens-aid-society …

2/25/2020 12:54:29 PM jayrambin movie paused. buddy going 2 hospice after colon cancer @ 55yo. MJ said ‘depopulation will happen’. So, we die painfully. mj12 carries on.  I know, It’s 

2 late 4 most of us. Ur fighting 4 future gens. Ok. Thx. good movie fun 4 u. +1 day in captivity 4 us. Better Detox? Euth? Exit?

2/25/2020 12:55:14 PM cindylee81 My heart breaks so much for the children. It’s just so wrong. These elites are pure evil .

2/25/2020 12:56:41 PM dbender22 🤣😂👏👏👏👏

2/25/2020 12:57:51 PM 4mydeerone Hey Dad Sorry you lost Your job to Algo Trading Want to Play a Video Game? No son. What is that an Atari? It’$$ a #Bloomberg2020 terminal. How do 

YOU beat the Computer$$ with Those Graphics? You don’t son that’s why iLost my job...

$SPY pic.twitter.com/RmaYp1MvUR

2/25/2020 12:58:16 PM mbj8388 Thank you!!😘 pic.twitter.com/eexvu5tH4x

2/25/2020 12:58:54 PM mongrelglory Xalos is a meditation warrior (and US veteran).  He posts a lot of suggestions on his time-line for manifesting the reality we want to see.

2/25/2020 12:59:13 PM jayrambin Or maybe he’ll serve the plan better oob. I’m open to that. It’s our perception of death as bad. It’s not bad. It’s not even what we think it is. I’m ok with 

it whenever. But pain and suffering sucks. Necessary part of a ‘successful’ death/passing?

2/25/2020 1:00:21 PM 4mydeerone Don’t even me started on you$$... pic.twitter.com/8xUEhfjLyZ

2/25/2020 1:03:51 PM weareeternal4 Shocked... Not the first time. TY for the knowladge. This piece of information reminds about what TS was saying. Always wonder the saurce of his info. 

Majestic or not? I bet You could confirm. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2rm3zZK_uA4aSzV2gHysGw …

2/25/2020 1:04:11 PM luverley This was what i grew up in.  They traumatised us bloodliners by sacrificing these kids in front of us.

2/25/2020 1:05:42 PM luverley Please pray for us survivors and the victims going thru it.  Learn all you can about helping people thru trauma.  God is raising an army of spiritual 

parents to bring the thousands out of darkness.  When you are all ready that's when it can Happen

2/25/2020 1:07:03 PM sageremarks @threadreaderapp unroll

2/25/2020 1:08:16 PM 4mydeerone Hey SSociaLi€$$ lost #ElizabethWarren let not talk about Oklahoma ForColSSur€$$...

Or prepubescent Education Advisors; Who$$ going to be YOUR Chief IP enforcement officer?

It Seems WE THE PEOPLE have been Spending >$50 billion (😂) a Year on R&D & our royalty revenue is? $AMZN pic.twitter.com/SVRRUUM9fv

2/25/2020 1:08:58 PM aloha66livecom1 Wow I have 2 herniated discs and a lot of pain I am going to try this!!

2/25/2020 1:09:46 PM 4mydeerone Fine!!! #democraticdebates pic.twitter.com/TcARtkPbPi

2/25/2020 1:12:54 PM ostospace2020 sucks to be a human everywhere I'm afraid.... pic.twitter.com/sXVpMKNzyZ

2/25/2020 1:18:59 PM 4mydeerone 🗣XeroX!!! 😉

 https://youtu.be/CBri-xgYvHQ 

Row Row Row you$$ boat$$...

C_Aw$$

Double Dutch Iri$$h... is that 🥪???

#democraticdebates 

JuSSt shout #WallStreet Bail out!

 https://www.forbes.com/sites/chuckdevore/2019/05/31/5-2-trillion-of-government-pension-debt-threatens-to-overwhelm-state-budgets-

taxpayers/#70e5b5b9759d …

#WakeUpAmerica_N #GenQV1 #BernieSanders & the rest are not in this for #YOUandWE! 

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/qZ4juukLl7
2/25/2020 1:24:41 PM rosscarwalker 🔥🙏🏽🔥

2/25/2020 1:25:19 PM riversm18 Who is running the Old Guard?

2/25/2020 1:27:27 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" 

(aka…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/25/2020 1:29:18 PM tillie71120939 OMG!! THANK YOU SO MUCH!! I WAS DEVASTATED WHEN I REALIZED I HAD LOST IT!

2/25/2020 1:29:36 PM 4mydeerone This is who fake the @DNC is...

You’ve got #BuSShitSS right in YOUR sights” #Antifa” and #BernieBros but if that goes through HATI don’t even bother because before it was the #

ClintonFoundation it was what?

 https://youtu.be/pkp7tkeu22I 

🧟♂️ 🧟♀️ is fascism the Key Component of Comunism? pic.twitter.com/URVCJj6upY

2/25/2020 1:29:48 PM rosscarwalker Is Jeremy Corbyn cabal?

2/25/2020 1:30:10 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Because, the powers that be, always time their Distractions perfectly

2/25/2020 1:30:28 PM sageremarks  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 1:31:12 PM turboxyde I'll post a #ProjectDreamWeaver update later today after I unpack this meditation download I recieved this morning.

🙏

2/25/2020 1:31:39 PM marty713 What Is A Baby Hatch 👀👇 China 

 https://youtu.be/vb-yYWzw2rk  🤢 pic.twitter.com/H2UYTKpfds

2/25/2020 1:32:10 PM 4mydeerone #DemocraticDebate

 https://youtu.be/YR5ApYxkU-U  pic.twitter.com/7sX1jV05Vm

2/25/2020 1:33:22 PM cyberanonrevolu confirmation ...!! Canjuers camp and its firing range are French Army military grounds located in the Var, France. deployment of a PMA of level 1( 

PSM1) @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @John_F_Kennnedy @Ph03n1x24

2/25/2020 1:33:35 PM cyberanonrevolu the navy hospital ship Mistral, hull number L9013, heading for the northern Adriatic Sea of Italy

INFO camp Carpiagne is a military camp of the French Army located south of the city of Marseille. A field hospital and about to be set up...!!

2/25/2020 1:33:43 PM them0re_y0ukn0w No, because the Pres. has the plunge protection team that buys s&p’s and STOPS the crashing, thats why! #Truthbomb

2/25/2020 1:34:46 PM cyberanonrevolu A field hospital is a temporary care facility, set up in case of disaster, near a combat zone or during important popular demonstrations. It is a concept 

born from war medicine, and from the realization that if a person has serious injuries,

2/25/2020 1:34:59 PM cyberanonrevolu he will die in the first few hours (this is the concept of golden hour)Golden hour is a concept of emergency medicine. Most seriously injured people 

(polytraumatized, or suffering from internal bleeding) die within the first few hours.

2/25/2020 1:35:11 PM cyberanonrevolu Therefore, the optimal survival rate is achieved if the victim is on an operating table within an hour of the accident.or contamination ...!!

2/25/2020 1:35:19 PM cyberanonrevolu The first SHP2s will be put in place on Thursday. The number is 21, placed at : Besançon, Bordeaux, Blois, Brest, Corbeil, Créteil, Grenoble, Le Havre, 

Lille, Limoges, Lyon, Marseille, Montluçon, Montpellier, Nantes, Nice, Paris, Reims, Strasbourg, Toulouse and Versailles.



2/25/2020 1:35:30 PM cyberanonrevolu The vira-bio-chemical-bio-chemical-bola and on the national territory the military field hospital of first level (PSM1) and second level (PSM2) are being 

installed. their number and 21, placed in :

2/25/2020 1:35:31 PM them0re_y0ukn0w That doesnt matter. What matters is it steals news time from the story they want suppressed. Its timed that way on purpose to control the masses. 

#Truthbomb

2/25/2020 1:35:39 PM cyberanonrevolu Besançon, Bordeaux, Blois, Brest, Corbeil, Créteil, Grenoble, Le Havre, Lille, Limoges, Lyon, Marseille, Montluçon, Montpellier, Nantes, Nice, Paris, 

Reims, Strasbourg, Toulouse and  http://Versailles.city  where the FEMA camps are located in France.

2/25/2020 1:35:49 PM cyberanonrevolu The Italian Civil Defence, called Protezione civile ("Civil Defence"), is a rescue service whose aim is to take charge of disasters and totally 

overwhelm...................... the Italian army

2/25/2020 1:35:57 PM cyberanonrevolu calls for reinforcements in the cities of Piacenza, Cremona, Parma, Mantova, Brescia, Bergamo, Modena, Ferrara, Rovigo, Este, Vicenza, Padua, Mestre, 

Treviso, Mogliano Veneto.

The hospital ship bound for Italy is for the evacuation of the Oligarchy.

2/25/2020 1:36:05 PM cyberanonrevolu 8 super hornets (helicopters) are chartered for the exfiltration of certain policies.

17 Jet aircraft have left Le Bourget airport. This would be a policy evacuation (information coming soon).

2/25/2020 1:37:21 PM them0re_y0ukn0w Yuk, Gesara = universal basic income and mark of the beast! Always say No to this luciferian/NWO agenda

2/25/2020 1:37:25 PM cyberanonrevolu Several Rafales type aircraft took off from the Istre base.

air base 115 orange karita 5 phantom fighter bombers have just taken off

Orange(Vaucluse)

2/25/2020 1:37:33 PM cyberanonrevolu The CPOCAA combat operations centre of the air force. Fighter bombers deployed on the territory.

G20 stealth fighter-bombers

are not French planes. Chinese G20 stealth fighters taking off from the base D'orange(Vaucluse)

Flight range 600km.

2/25/2020 1:38:12 PM lightlove21121 Grandpa?

😏

2/25/2020 1:38:20 PM cyberanonrevolu they've been here for six weeks.

2/25/2020 1:39:00 PM them0re_y0ukn0w No, these guys will FAKE their deaths(retire underground) since they have committed No crimes under noahide laws!

2/25/2020 1:40:07 PM cyberanonrevolu le vira-bio-chimique-ébola

2/25/2020 1:42:04 PM jeff90140499 @SenTedCruz @JohnCornyn @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @Thomas1774Paine @pushforward40 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@T_S_P_O_O_K_Y https://twitter.com/Texasguy1016/status/1232120902520836097 …

2/25/2020 1:42:50 PM them0re_y0ukn0w They do this every year and every year they stand-down

2/25/2020 1:44:07 PM cyberanonrevolu they have more range after all, extra tank charged. Each one has a double tank. Over 1,200km range.

direction for Italy

2/25/2020 1:51:32 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/westminster-child-sex-abuse-inquiry-vip-ring-a9356796.html …

2/25/2020 1:52:03 PM palmdalekid2 [F]

2/25/2020 1:52:21 PM sirswa77 I pray daily.

I will add that the first step in helping those thru trauma is to actually listen to them, be non-judgmental or dismiss what they say.

2/25/2020 1:53:12 PM 4mydeerone #Bloomberg they say the user is your customer.taking aside you$$ data is all public domain, how many people touching your machines have lost their 

jobs?

yet Forbes hasUat $11.5B in 2007.Can UExplain how youre at $65B today? Oh & how did #Soros #Madoff & #Epstein earn “their$$?” 

pic.twitter.com/5jfqwmFBQm

2/25/2020 1:54:05 PM duckmeat01 Prepare Luke !! the force will have to be reset soon...

2/25/2020 1:54:29 PM sdane8 Here's another article:

"Each recipient school would receive up to $5 million dollars over five years to keep their doors open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., with no closures except for 

weekends, federal holidays, and emergencies." https://thefederalist.com/2019/11/08/kamala-harris-proposes-warehousing-children-in-public-schools-

until-dinner-every-day/ …

2/25/2020 1:55:31 PM sdane8 And a few more ... https://www.postandcourier.com/archives/warehousing-our-children/article_63d6bf02-f7ec-50eb-82d5-1fe64d0f0b9a.html …

2/25/2020 1:57:07 PM sdane8 Cook County - Chicago

"The lawsuit accuses DCFS of forcing children to “remain in locked psychiatric wards, causing immense harm,” even though they have been medically 

cleared for discharge." https://www.wbez.org/shows/wbez-news/dcfs-sued-for-warehousing-children-in-psychiatric-hospitals/6094e6c2-b6f9-43a4-

970e-bd3908984a60 …

2/25/2020 2:00:19 PM cyberanonrevolu Macron's presidential jet has just taken off from Le Bourget confirmation 100%

2/25/2020 2:01:11 PM nine_six3 Damn you're good! I haven't had a chance to search this yet, thank you for sharing. I'll RT these three you shared. 

ThankQ!!!

2/25/2020 2:01:34 PM cyberanonrevolu 2 gusts accompany the presidential plane. Destination unknown.

2/25/2020 2:01:52 PM cyberanonrevolu 2 rafales

2/25/2020 2:03:22 PM cyberanonrevolu more take-offs from French air bases

2/25/2020 2:04:01 PM nine_six3 🤢😲😑

2/25/2020 2:04:57 PM sdane8 I think I'm missing the mark ...

"crowd search the internet for images of warehoused children in socialist countries and use meme magick to spread the truth far and wide."

Let me try again.

2/25/2020 2:06:14 PM rghardy3 Yes I believe that would probably Shock The World.

2/25/2020 2:09:19 PM cyberanonrevolu avion de transport airbus A330 mrttphénix avion de ravitaillement stratégique qui décolle de Istre

2/25/2020 2:11:27 PM 4cosmictweets Connecting the DOTS with #EOW #Coronavirus💥💥💥

China's Monstrous DS Disaster [Part 2]  http://bit.ly/2VjlNah 

#QAnon #QArmy #Q17 #DarkToLight #GodSpeed #5D

#WeThePeople #KAG2020 #OneLOVE #GreatAwakening #News #NewQ #Media

vs 

#MockingbirdMedia #MSM #CORRUPTMUAL #Agenda2030 #UN pic.twitter.com/UrV6T82Cor

2/25/2020 2:12:39 PM cyberanonrevolu aircraft ET864, take-off from Anjoux DGSE special operation

2/25/2020 2:13:16 PM cyberanonrevolu takeoff of évreux and fout-ville alliance transport aircraft c-160 military tactical transall

special operation

2/25/2020 2:22:25 PM cyberanonrevolu the defence command CDAQA military body that supervises military manoeuvres fr has ordered the take-off of a certain number of aircraft on the 

territory. response to an incident. 88 take-offs on alert!

149 take-offs are planned

2/25/2020 2:22:34 PM cyberanonrevolu of which 61% to 100%. Of which naval aviation

there are 62 operations in progress.

support for bio-medicine

What's really going on?

2/25/2020 2:24:47 PM sdane8 There are a few pictures here: https://people.com/chica/children-die-of-malnutrition-in-venezuela/ …

2/25/2020 2:25:02 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/j4ANoJ8ULw

2/25/2020 2:25:56 PM cyberanonrevolu we stay within the framework of support for bio-medicine. The military field is open.



2/25/2020 2:28:30 PM sdane8 Yes, I think so.  That's a good one! When I think of meme I think of a pic with writing, simple and impactful. I'll have to give this some thought. I made 

my first meme today! 😊

2/25/2020 2:28:48 PM sdane8  http://sweetpoppyseed.com/aid-for-venezuela/ …

2/25/2020 2:30:50 PM luverley Amen!!! Thank you my warrior friend

2/25/2020 2:41:31 PM winki00000001 I honestly think that it's better to have free health care with waiting time than needing to pay big money only to see a doctor.

2/25/2020 2:45:13 PM sdane8 I don't think this qualifies but was disturbing nonetheless. pic.twitter.com/3MJ7fdTWoP

2/25/2020 2:47:17 PM tanksmom2000 #HeKnew 💔

#WeKnow 💔

#ThesePeopleAreSick 🤢

#ThesePeopleAreEvil 👹 pic.twitter.com/FbsuSHoyUy

2/25/2020 2:49:20 PM freakypatterns does bob iger stepping down as ceo of disney have anything to do with his name being mentioned in the HW case?

2/25/2020 2:52:01 PM nine_six3 Yes, I am new to this too! I'll try making one or two as well.

2/25/2020 2:56:48 PM bryceja68689884 Welcome to the storm

2/25/2020 2:57:19 PM keith369me Third investigation is a charm?

2/25/2020 2:58:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is on the Q team? https://twitter.com/GeorgePapa19/status/1232158186867580928 …

2/25/2020 2:59:03 PM islandofdelight Nicolae Ceausescu - executed.

2/25/2020 2:59:29 PM jvan125 Officially? 🤷🏼♀️ 

Unofficially? ALL OF US. 😁💫🇺🇸

2/25/2020 3:00:15 PM rosas7043  pic.twitter.com/f4jSIuOY1I

2/25/2020 3:01:02 PM keith369me Tens of millions.

2/25/2020 3:01:16 PM earth2nissy Oh please tell me he is! He's in my district and I'm voting for him!

2/25/2020 3:01:41 PM carrillopty_ QTeam Worldwide, here (Panama).

2/25/2020 3:02:34 PM freestateojones Hard telling not knowing.

2/25/2020 3:02:35 PM mike422422 We we know all the Q team, after this is over ?

2/25/2020 3:02:50 PM bbombski Bet.

2/25/2020 3:03:43 PM sdane8 I used the instructions someone posted above for this site. It was pretty easy. 

 https://imgflip.com/memegenerator 

2/25/2020 3:03:48 PM mml111mml111 Whe he says "hunters" I think he means "children of politicians"

2/25/2020 3:03:48 PM taylordean13 Members of Q

2/25/2020 3:04:05 PM chaele3  https://youtu.be/C6UKrzMmntE 

#usainc

#default

#itsyourfight

@LawfulAmerica

@speakprojectM

@Kre8change

@trump_assistant

@BarnettforAZ

@UseltonP

@GoldenVoiceless

@pressrecalling1

@dmills3710

@SpeakGF

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@John_F_Kennnedy

@RealEyeTheSpy

@JudicialWatch
2/25/2020 3:04:19 PM roberts11major Thought who was on first?

2/25/2020 3:04:33 PM sdane8 Here are my first few attempts and the blank pic if you want it. pic.twitter.com/ACZM8Izn7L

2/25/2020 3:04:44 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/B3twopYQxS

2/25/2020 3:04:53 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/sVOrizHpO4

2/25/2020 3:06:03 PM the_red_hand_ Patriots. 

#WWG1WGA

🇺🇸

2/25/2020 3:06:29 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/25/2020 3:06:57 PM robinandmichael We are all 13 , Q members in this house!

WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 3:08:11 PM fonsusali You can't ask that on twiiter, leftist AI are Lurking around

2/25/2020 3:08:47 PM bzbnialei88 🙋♀️

2/25/2020 3:09:48 PM prisonerofno1 Probably not bc there will be more work to be done.

2/25/2020 3:10:08 PM danielpitman7 If it is legitimate some combination of the following: R.D. Steele, Cynthia McKinney, Jim Webb, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, Gen. Michael Flynn, V.Adm 

Kostyukov. This is who should be its nucleus.

2/25/2020 3:10:13 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/BdVorjS5DG

2/25/2020 3:10:52 PM sdane8 This is fun! But I'd better get back to work. 😉

2/25/2020 3:11:08 PM ricky52222196 We all are.

WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 3:12:01 PM mike422422 Yes I recall 👍🏼

2/25/2020 3:12:23 PM mike422422 Will*

2/25/2020 3:12:23 PM jbitterly Only 3 non-military. 🤔

2/25/2020 3:12:58 PM mike422422 Could be right.

2/25/2020 3:14:11 PM ialibertybelle Not necessarily him.

2/25/2020 3:16:14 PM drbohammer I’m not a Q, but I know & worked with them. Sadly, DS tried to ‘remove’ me a few years ago because they didn’t want certain tech (I invented) made 

public. I lived & release is imminent. You’ll ALL freak out. I WAS there at the 1st meeting where Q was created, but I won’t tell 🇺🇸

2/25/2020 3:16:23 PM blsdbe #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

2/25/2020 3:16:34 PM rachaelangelm Whoever is sanctioned

2/25/2020 3:18:06 PM fansblowing3 Sex trafficking took place in the Bahamas.  Another island for sacrificing?

2/25/2020 3:18:30 PM blsdbe Bless you and #ThanQ for your Service, Sir!!! pic.twitter.com/IGrjbljDHn

2/25/2020 3:19:05 PM 1nanasmomma I am Q and so are you! WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 3:19:43 PM warriorhorse15 Oooooommmmmmmm..... this is me managing my patience bc I understand. The corruption runs deep and is worldwide and generational.

2/25/2020 3:19:57 PM terih824_teri Me baby!



2/25/2020 3:21:12 PM 1nanasmomma If we forget to type it, I promise we are all looking at this and saying "Thank YOU" Majestic12! Most of us out loud and again and again.

2/25/2020 3:23:36 PM terih824_teri Who cares? We’re still winning 😊

2/25/2020 3:24:16 PM mind_sovereign I am...

2/25/2020 3:25:39 PM ellenca78112564 The Family(s), The Admirals, Generals, Soldiers from Nations across The WORLD, Seth, Andrew, Julian, Perry, Club 27, God I pray Aaron as well, The 

Polymath and his Family and Frens, The Journalists with integrity and clearence, who else (?) I know I missed some ~ pic.twitter.com/45eJRSzHe5

2/25/2020 3:26:17 PM chris8nix B. T.

2/25/2020 3:29:21 PM sh33pnomore #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ARPKFJluEu

2/25/2020 3:31:40 PM omgvikki 🙋♀️

2/25/2020 3:31:49 PM suznrob agreements on the necessary shutdowns?

2/25/2020 3:32:50 PM drbohammer YW Christine 😊

2/25/2020 3:32:59 PM laurabusse A buncha guys with a quantum computer

2/25/2020 3:33:07 PM steveroye  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624 …

2/25/2020 3:34:25 PM krucialnuera Hes not

2/25/2020 3:34:36 PM magaphoenix17 Holy crap! I came from Romania... I saw this thread from MJ12 early this morning and decided to come forward with my story. I tweeted about it 

YEARS ago, but never elaborated. Here you go @TS_SCI_MAJIC12... my truth about exactly this! Holy crap!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EGEbKwOkqI …

2/25/2020 3:35:42 PM theghost6969 please Unroll @threadreaderapp

2/25/2020 3:35:43 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/25/2020 3:35:44 PM suznrob seized funds should provide for them in my opinion

2/25/2020 3:35:45 PM chapulincolored We The People.

We Are Q.

WWG1WGAWW.

2/25/2020 3:37:21 PM robertg69989098 Quantum. Majestic?

2/25/2020 3:39:11 PM crisco2377 Right here...ready to fight for my team!

2/25/2020 3:40:11 PM houdini481 Shit! That was disturbing.  Where is the One Source in all this?

2/25/2020 3:44:23 PM cny_micaa So Cali is just trying to be first at the Federal trough? pic.twitter.com/78am0NhiLk

2/25/2020 3:44:40 PM jrocktigers A few of us have come to the conclusion NZ is [their] "safe space". You are a voice from NZ. IF you feel inclined , maybe educate the twitterverse on 

what you know of NZ in threads. Only if you want to do so and will not put you in any more danger.

2/25/2020 3:46:54 PM jrocktigers Once you are in , there is only one way out.

2/25/2020 3:49:12 PM dark2light2019 We all are.

WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 3:51:04 PM kathleenmckeon6 It's possible.

201 Pandemic Scenario in Oct;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174 …

Overnight Repo Market, Fed injecting billions into overnight lending since Sept to hold banks up.

Half-Billion $ Pandemic Derivatives;  https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/half-billion-pandemic-derivatives/ …

Corona cover for Banks? They knew, coincidence?

2/25/2020 3:56:01 PM nspecial101 Well done QAnon, another bunch getting cut down.

Next Military Court Martial for public officers engaging in treason.

2/25/2020 3:56:39 PM momekool1 Terrestrial?

2/25/2020 3:58:20 PM burgersandra Perhaps Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn.

2/25/2020 3:59:03 PM momekool1 ?

2/25/2020 4:01:00 PM momekool1 They were born here, terrestrial. They just did not die & God lifted them up to the sky. But they were never aliens.

2/25/2020 4:04:36 PM rghardy3 "Less than 10"  !

Q

2/25/2020 4:08:23 PM lightexhale I don’t know if this picture is what you’re referring to but if it is what u described then u just shared child porn. For fucks sake. Reported.

2/25/2020 4:09:13 PM manifest_utopia Many Tens of Millions of us.

2/25/2020 4:14:27 PM steveroye Less that 10 what? Humans? Yes.

2/25/2020 4:17:45 PM nikoscali Wow, incredible testimony, thank you for sharing!

2/25/2020 4:18:31 PM kater_ksg More we thought!

2/25/2020 4:19:41 PM luverley Oh Yes i have done a number of threads and videos. I will repost more stuff for new followers

2/25/2020 4:23:04 PM covertress Picture is of actor/writer/director Quentin Tarantino, aboard what appears to be an aeroplane, with an unnamed companion. 

Lolita Express?

2/25/2020 4:24:32 PM brianan06364517 Melania Trump, General Michael Flynn, Admiral Rogers, Ezra Coen Watnick, Donald J Trump  and perhaps some Pledians.

2/25/2020 4:25:12 PM laurabusse Well we've obviously been exposed to different "facts"

AAM here has mentioned victims of human trafficking

This is a subject covered by Q and for which Trump signed executive orders early in his presidency

They are being taken down

Been following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 over a year

2/25/2020 4:25:38 PM sdane8 Or some sort of close collaboration. Trump seems so unconcerned it makes me think there's far more to the story.

2/25/2020 4:26:28 PM nea_storm Thank you @Vintagesquirrel & Majestic 12 for the historical & ongoing Disclosure & memorial to Avicii, the innocent children & All ]WH[s whom have 

sacrificed to Fight against Evil

1)  https://twitter.com/Vintagesquirrel/status/1232170172095631361 …

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq-knHXSKYY …

RIP to all Engaged in heinous Acts against Life pic.twitter.com/IC00abk8zA

2/25/2020 4:27:11 PM thetfjourney Ascension requires truth, not lies or opinions masquerading as facts.

2/25/2020 4:28:05 PM laurabusse He did a thread today on human trafficking

Not for the faint of heart

But it's an ongoing subject of his

I'll post a link

Trump is a cog in the wheel doing his part to combat this

Which is one reason many of us support him

The main stream media will never tell you this

2/25/2020 4:29:02 PM thetfjourney You keep using Q (and Q accounts) as proof that Q is real. 

I'm hoping to convince you (and others) to look outside of the Q echo chamber for the actual facts, which differ greatly from what you are reading and 

believing.



2/25/2020 4:29:54 PM kriskris10csb 👍 FACTS

2/25/2020 4:29:55 PM kathleenmckeon6 Stanton Friedman who died last yr?

2/25/2020 4:30:32 PM nurseniceyes The end won't be for everyone. The choice to know will be yours.

2/25/2020 4:32:00 PM jonath8888lewis The storm of American justice is finally here!

2/25/2020 4:32:13 PM unidentifiedta1 Mr. Thiel 

Mr. Kushner

Mr. Bannon

Mr. Flynn

2/25/2020 4:32:14 PM scottba58314811 BO—-are you saying you developed {THE HAMMER}? The Super Computer That Barry & Brennan used to spy and destroy lives?  Just asking for a friend?

2/25/2020 4:32:18 PM kriskris10csb 👏😘

2/25/2020 4:32:28 PM laurabusse Like I said

Not for the faint of heart

Do you know how many sources confirm and also report on this info?

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232166620249894912?s=09 …

It starts off about socialism

Much of the info here sounds fantastic

But I've been reading about this subject several years
2/25/2020 4:32:37 PM scottba58314811 Q sent me. WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 4:33:19 PM kriskris10csb Yikes! 😆

2/25/2020 4:34:39 PM thetfjourney Sure. Let's look at the facts about Trump's efforts with regards to human trafficking. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/02/07/president-

trumps-fantastical-human-trafficking-claims/ …

2/25/2020 4:34:58 PM thetfjourney  https://reason.com/2017/02/27/trumps-fake-crackdown-on-sex-trafficking/ …

2/25/2020 4:35:22 PM pomeinnz millions

2/25/2020 4:36:33 PM thetfjourney People who actually work full-time on anti human trafficking efforts are calling it empty rhetoric.

 https://www.politicalflare.com/2020/01/anti-human-trafficking-groups-refuse-to-attend-ivanka-trumps-white-house-summit/ … 

pic.twitter.com/2pR8dlGufp

2/25/2020 4:39:23 PM djlok K pretty much blocked a lot of his followers. I was one of them.

2/25/2020 4:40:46 PM laurabusse And you think I don't want truth?

And you think I haven't been searching for truth the last 50 years?

Who are you to say what is or is not truth?

What do you care what others think or believe?

Why are you hounding me?

Why can't you just let it go and let it be??!

2/25/2020 4:41:36 PM thetfjourney Let me say this kindly. 

There is nothing in that tweetstorm that proves anything about anything. It's mostly nonsense.

All the people that Q targets (Pelosi, Schiff, Democrats, etc) are desperately trying to get rid of Bernie Sanders b/c they hate socialism.

2/25/2020 4:43:03 PM thetfjourney I just gave you a snippet of truth (i.e., Trump lied about pre existing conditions/health care) and you blamed the media and me for attacking you. 

Do you want the truth or do you want your anger and who to prevail?

2/25/2020 4:43:26 PM angel_of_knight @greggutfeld used the phrase ‘red-pilled’ today.

2/25/2020 4:43:27 PM laurabusse How would you even know this?

And again why do you care what I think?

Are you the truth police?

You don't know me or anything about me

Don't you understand everyone is different with different life experiences that lead to different conclusions?

Can't you respect free will?

2/25/2020 4:44:29 PM laurabusse Yikes indeed!

2/25/2020 4:45:14 PM thetfjourney I know this because I keep asking you for proof and you keep providing Q accounts as the proof that Q is real. I'm only responding to your points.

2/25/2020 4:45:26 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/uoyOzAmkFw

2/25/2020 4:46:29 PM thetfjourney Since you mentioned it, please cite any other source who had confirmed this info. And by other source I do not mean a Q social media account.

2/25/2020 4:46:57 PM laurabusse Ha!

You believe the Washington Post??!

Do you understand how the main stream media lies about him?

And why they do???

Can we please stop this?

I keep replying and I should stop

Muting is the next step
2/25/2020 4:47:59 PM my2sonznme Oh God I hope Jared is not one of them!!!!!! You seriously trust him? He attended Bilderburg...

2/25/2020 4:48:49 PM thetfjourney They list the claims and the facts. If it is fake news, please point out which are lies and I'll be glad to concede the point. Any one lie amongst all the facts 

presented would suffice.

2/25/2020 4:48:50 PM genome33 I am glad to be of assistance

2/25/2020 4:50:50 PM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …



2/25/2020 4:51:03 PM laurabusse What you believe to be the truth is not necessarily the truth

Its just beliefs

We could compare notes for days and not get anywhere

As I've said

Theres no point to this conversation

We're never going to agree

Not angry

Just irritated

So I'm muting now

This is pointless

Take care
2/25/2020 4:51:04 PM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

2/25/2020 4:52:06 PM thetfjourney I tried. 🙏

2/25/2020 4:53:02 PM jeffcordell6 Very interdasting... thanq u for sharing

2/25/2020 4:53:24 PM drbohammer Furthermore, you said you were asking for a friend. Do you have a lot of totally ignorant friends? Just asking...

2/25/2020 4:54:15 PM 600ninja2 How many other Space Rangers have you enlisted thus far?

2/25/2020 4:54:20 PM john777lee George P ? Not feeling that one. R could be just called Q now in this identity ? #WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 4:54:31 PM chseclipse My son is a HS freshman and loves to code and very gifted at it. His grandfather was an aerospace engineer and he wants to work at Space Force one 

day. He is looking at the new Citadel program so he can be a cyber warrior.

2/25/2020 4:54:49 PM anneolsen43 🐟

2/25/2020 4:54:58 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1232397248853630982?s=20 …

2/25/2020 4:55:33 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/Ethereal_Shaman/status/1232410695364272128?s=20 …

2/25/2020 4:57:42 PM ashthequestion  https://www.cbr.com/disney-vice-president-michael-laney-prison-sex-abuse/ …

One by one, they will all pay!

2/25/2020 4:57:52 PM rghardy3 Just guessing.

Don't think Q and R is the same.

2/25/2020 5:05:03 PM threadreaderapp Hi, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

2/25/2020 5:05:56 PM john777lee R officially died in the crash. As a legal person. Quickly buried at sea on a US Navy vessel after cremation. Family in attendance only. Q was asked in JFK 

JR. or R was alive. Q replied no only Q . I believe JR. is part of Q team. We shall see . #WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 5:07:19 PM tarynupmatrix Is that a pizza joint I see directly under Nygard’s building?

2/25/2020 5:08:58 PM mikeybob96 Q sent me.

2/25/2020 5:10:25 PM rghardy3 Q also said Disinformation is necessary.

If he really is alive, do you think Q would admit it ?

2/25/2020 5:11:30 PM sdane8 Or a way to expose and destroy the World Health Org? Tucker Carlson tonight is highlighting their corruption. 🤨

2/25/2020 5:11:58 PM grahamfrench247 🤫😉

🇬🇧

2/25/2020 5:16:45 PM john777lee No . But I believe he will surface . Rumor is 4th of July at mount Rushmore celebration. Would be amazing and would unite America. #WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 5:17:28 PM trollingmockin1 He sure didn’t

2/25/2020 5:19:28 PM drbohammer To be more specific Scott, while I may have designed the architecture & the algorithms that allowed them (& Snowden) to do what they did, I did not 

design that stuff for nefarious purposes. I designed it for practical engineering & cyber security applications.

2/25/2020 5:19:56 PM 369_is Looks like @GeorgePapa19 is!!!

2/25/2020 5:21:11 PM usss_211 Sweet!

2/25/2020 5:21:19 PM groverkingsley #Flynn is #Q

2/25/2020 5:21:39 PM groverkingsley Now.

2/25/2020 5:22:23 PM madrabbit917 I don't believe in aliens. I do believe in spirits but, not all are good.

2/25/2020 5:22:24 PM drbohammer And to be more specific, the rech I’m now about to release makes what those f*ckers did impossible. It also traces and exposes everything they’ve ever 

done electronically. That’s what I do.

2/25/2020 5:22:35 PM mariell98832300 And to think we're just crazy conspiracy theorists bcs we see the connection between 5G radiation and oxygen processing interference and the "known 

symptoms" of CV19, 201, and 2030....🙄 I'll not be getting vaccinated anytime soon. Idk about anybody else.

2/25/2020 5:22:57 PM drbohammer Tech, not rech lol

2/25/2020 5:24:33 PM goywithaploy3 I don't think he knew necessarily what that words means though ...

2/25/2020 5:25:21 PM wickedmouse369 If Teal'c joins, I AM in.

2/25/2020 5:25:52 PM prmd21801759 We all are the QArmy! #WWG1WGA

2/25/2020 5:27:40 PM dannygreencr2 Costa rica 👊

2/25/2020 5:28:18 PM dontdrinkthek12 WE ARE Q!!

2/25/2020 5:29:47 PM 040118054_17  https://images.app.goo.gl/YbwseaJiJR9Juhvb8 …

2/25/2020 5:30:12 PM dannygreencr2 Important to understand: "We Serve At The Pleasure Of The President". Case closed.

2/25/2020 5:30:41 PM samsmith0319 Indeed!!!...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

2/25/2020 5:35:08 PM rghardy3 Some people said it would be last July 4.

And then July 17 and Oct. 17.

I still believe it could happen this year.

Just a question of when.

I could also be wrong of course.

2/25/2020 5:38:22 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/VFt0IhdWzn

2/25/2020 5:39:24 PM dispensaryexch Army of Northern Virginia JSOC 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_Support_Activity …

2/25/2020 5:41:56 PM bryceja68689884  https://techcrunch.com/2020/02/25/disney-ceo-bob-iger-immediately-steps-down-from-ceo-position/ …

2/25/2020 5:43:18 PM dirtycophunter Me

2/25/2020 5:45:24 PM emilyoakley6 Q army anons around the world

2/25/2020 5:45:57 PM jadegreen0987 All of us

2/25/2020 5:46:10 PM nikoscali Not only is #HouseIntel being lied to, but @RepAdamSchiff is leaking those lies to every Trump-hating news organization that will listen.

When is this guy going to get neutered??

#MAGA #QAnon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #LiddleSchitt @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1231998672981954560 …



2/25/2020 5:54:19 PM sp00njake One man faith doesn't nullify another's ... only God opens eyes and opens ears not man ... it's a calling one experiences for only oneself ... then we 

start to become less as our creator becomes more ... until true enlightenment ... pic.twitter.com/dyARvPBQ7h

2/25/2020 5:55:13 PM archangelamongu Yes, you are correct. Thank you for sharing this.

2/25/2020 6:01:24 PM susan66388204 I Am Grateful these messages continue.  Thank You @Majestic12 and Typists for your service to all of humanity!  You are Appreciated ☺️

2/25/2020 6:02:39 PM sp00njake What you see is what you get ... another words ... of you seek truth you find it regardless of the source ... so Q many look for truth and find it ... others 

don't and see lies ... it's ones faith that unfold one's destiny...ones outlook.. It's not what you do it's how you do it

2/25/2020 6:02:49 PM hypnothyme We all are #Q

2/25/2020 6:04:37 PM susan66388204 Finally watched “White Squall” last night. 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA #WeAreTheNews

2/25/2020 6:05:48 PM sp00njake Some say free will ... made in our creators Image means more that looking in a mirror ... it's same as ... we are babies learning our True selves.. we are 

creators and being lead by our creator how to use everything given freely to us by him

2/25/2020 6:06:54 PM archangelamongu Yes, very good comment. Thank you.

2/25/2020 6:07:54 PM aokrej I moved into a gold and silver IRA last August.

2/25/2020 6:09:05 PM scottba58314811 Beautiful

2/25/2020 6:09:07 PM sp00njake All are called but few will follow ... seek and you will find and knock and the door opens ... simple yet we   Ask why ...

2/25/2020 6:10:50 PM archangelamongu This is so true. People seem to make it so difficult by thinking there is some special knowledge needed. It all boils down to the love of the Creator, and 

the love we have for ourselves, and each other. Love is the energy that runs creation.

2/25/2020 6:11:45 PM scottba58314811 Bo—that was an attempt at a little light hearted humor. But, you seem a little touchy? Caffeine?

2/25/2020 6:13:12 PM sp00njake We have all the knowledge there is ... the tree of life is the Key ... look there I challenge you .. it's a open book

2/25/2020 6:13:31 PM drbohammer 😏 Very rough day, Scott. I probably (certainly) need some sleep

2/25/2020 6:14:32 PM sp00njake Be a young lion and have visions ... not a old lion that dreams

2/25/2020 6:15:30 PM sp00njake Anyway Michael sorry I butted in .. peace be with you always ...

2/25/2020 6:15:41 PM chndlr87 AAM you stated they are looking for Wormwood. Why? Wormwood will fall from the heavens to the sea that becomes bitter and will kill many. It’s all 

in Revelation as the end will be upon us and with these events. Home becomes closer and closer

2/25/2020 6:17:00 PM scottba58314811 BO we are all good.  Love American Patriots who hate those traitorous Bastards as much as I do!  Good Luck. Shoulder to Shoulder my Brother!!!

2/25/2020 6:17:36 PM drbohammer 🇺🇸

2/25/2020 6:19:51 PM keith369me Better than white hats

2/25/2020 6:19:56 PM archangelamongu I think I said they are trying to figure out if there is another planet orbiting your sun. There is. But it is only inhabited by First Density life forms. It isn’t 

anywhere close to you at this time.

2/25/2020 6:20:21 PM archangelamongu Your comments are appreciated. Please don’t feel otherwise.

2/25/2020 6:21:54 PM sp00njake All that is above my pay grade lol .. it changes nothing and becomes a distraction only to Focus on instead of ones self

2/25/2020 6:22:25 PM sheeple101 I am with you on Epstein's death being staged. Not sure they are going to be able to pull it off again so quick.

#Killary and Bill are just the tip of the century old iceberg. Bill Gates and Al Gore as well as George Soros are all entrenched in this.

2/25/2020 6:23:01 PM rikudochan what do they look like?

2/25/2020 6:24:22 PM polly569011381  https://www.facebook.com/TruthGoesViral/videos/190939672182587/ … is this the endgame? Or the Wakeup!! @WarRoom2020 @OldHick17800719 

@40_head @realDonaldTrump @Nigel_Farage @echo3juliet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @hhunter0310 Ferfucksakes? When are they Gonna be held 

Accountable!!

2/25/2020 6:24:33 PM craig2feathers Q+...duh

2/25/2020 6:25:29 PM archangelamongu Who are you referring to, please?

2/25/2020 6:25:45 PM chndlr87 Haha it’s above my paygrade too and I’m looking at it as a whole as it’ll affect the earth and all who reside on it

2/25/2020 6:26:34 PM rikudochan I wonder what 1st density life forms look like, sorry ^^

2/25/2020 6:26:34 PM craig2feathers  pic.twitter.com/35UtBS9FPD

2/25/2020 6:28:07 PM archangelamongu It won’t become an issue.

2/25/2020 6:28:53 PM archangelamongu First Density life forms are young souls which often make up the elements of a planet.

2/25/2020 6:41:29 PM firstwavr All of us.

2/25/2020 6:42:09 PM thehulag Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassination+human trafficking+money […]"  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

2/25/2020 6:42:10 PM 369_is Nygard backwards is Dragyn. Dragyn is another spelling for Dragon. Dragon is Latin for Draco. I wonder if this is a coincidence.

2/25/2020 6:48:06 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/HFG7iieu2q

2/25/2020 6:51:08 PM antique4unique What a coincidence

2/25/2020 6:51:53 PM justifi78326842 😳🙄🤭

2/25/2020 6:52:10 PM richardhiatt16 And trust the PLAN... 🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🇺🇸

2/25/2020 6:54:53 PM judsonmilligan Was that the campaign manager?

2/25/2020 6:57:27 PM omnamahshivaye2 So did Peter.... Sheep in wolf's clothing perchance 🤔

2/25/2020 6:59:57 PM slew19508857 314 =pi

2/25/2020 7:04:06 PM jackarm65081193 3 6 9 civilian military total 🍿

2/25/2020 7:04:18 PM pipindfw Seems rather juvenile for the transcendent ones—apotheosis in reverse for kicks & giggles. Greek Gods buggery w humans take 2,000....goofy

2/25/2020 7:05:13 PM unidentifiedta1 Who said I trusted Kushner? 

Kushner is connected to Thiel and got Thiel special access to the President.

2/25/2020 7:06:04 PM unidentifiedta1 Kushner‘s fruits are yet to be seen. We’ll see.

2/25/2020 7:09:49 PM mind_sovereign I mean.. I wasn't really speaking literally, lol..

2/25/2020 7:12:10 PM riogolde Exactly, they are on it, nothing happens by coincidence.

The 10 people who died in Bronx fire "died because the fire was too hot for their bodies" the official press release.

We waking up and they are ready.

2/25/2020 7:14:45 PM riogolde the Cabal.

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/4/ …

2/25/2020 7:15:21 PM craig2feathers I wasn't either, only in jest & fun

2/25/2020 7:16:55 PM rebornkingent If you meditate, do it in groups of 3 or a total 3.  12 mins = 3. 27 mins = 9.  Or 3 times per day for 3 mins.  That type of thing. I know your not a fan of 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 but they explained this and it works.

2/25/2020 7:25:36 PM aeg0717 Melania is in on it. People underestimate her.

2/25/2020 7:25:53 PM tammyca31262528 We patriots are. 🇺🇸

2/25/2020 7:28:47 PM freedomgaia Officieusement je fais parti de l'équipe Q comme des millions de patriotes

2/25/2020 7:34:21 PM ohiomawmaw Q said no outside comms. That means no one on Twitter has real information regarding Q.. think people

2/25/2020 7:37:45 PM chickiehurd I'M WAITING AND WAITING!!!

2/25/2020 7:38:11 PM senorcoconut_ I’ll bite. If a being or entity possessed some sort of high grade future tech, then why would ‘they’ need a steady stream of dead babies? It seems like 

they could take whatever was wanted

2/25/2020 7:40:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct.



2/25/2020 7:40:39 PM llyr_crypto Why does set of 12 and burst of 30 seconds help bodie builders?

What is an hour? 60, but really what is an hour? The rotation of earth on its axis? 2 6 9 12 -> 1+ 2 = 3

2/25/2020 7:43:14 PM bryceja68689884 Yea, derps say this is nothing. This guy is the Epstein of Canada. But, Eptein was nothing. NXIVM was nothing. Scientology was nothing. Weinstein was 

nothing. Disney was nothing. These shills arent that stupid. They are complicit in pedophilia.

2/25/2020 7:44:42 PM joanhol24893501 AMEN.

2/25/2020 7:45:45 PM estes1673 Who isn't!? 😀

2/25/2020 7:46:12 PM estes1673 ❤️🍿🍿

2/25/2020 7:57:05 PM sammysworld1745  pic.twitter.com/Rci25S3N6q

2/25/2020 7:59:18 PM lorirrr I think he's the only one...🤔😳 pic.twitter.com/aIRo3xV4i9

2/25/2020 8:00:15 PM rosas7043 Only one what ?

2/25/2020 8:01:29 PM captain01470560 Q Disinformation search on Qmap. https://qmap.pub/ 

2/25/2020 8:06:05 PM lorirrr Person infected.  IRGC Brigadier General... pic.twitter.com/wOVt1sD9LD

2/25/2020 8:10:49 PM nikoscali @SenWarren and @SenSanders are still settling on an official salute for when the #Socialist transformation of the #Democrats is complete

Bernie seems to have a preference for the "Heil Hitler" while Pocahontas prefers the "two-fingered"... figures

#MAGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4sArY5V3TW

2/25/2020 8:23:23 PM raphaelfarnese  http://Qproofs.com 

2/25/2020 8:25:21 PM mathison_si That last Bannon interview, he was quoting Q word for word.  Stephen Miller and of course Twatterman

2/25/2020 8:27:34 PM doq017 I am not tired of winning!

R Q?

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/25/2020 8:29:00 PM loricam59349743 Swamp’s getting drained...just as promised. 🇺🇸

2/25/2020 8:31:34 PM loricam59349743 They have everything.

2/25/2020 8:31:54 PM starehope Agree

2/25/2020 8:38:32 PM parkermom2 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

2/25/2020 8:46:12 PM lukekauffman ORTIQ

2/25/2020 8:46:28 PM jvan125 Majestic... 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/25/2020 8:52:18 PM hardmansheena And Barron?

2/25/2020 9:06:37 PM qtruth4life Something Big is Coming!

What?

The Storm.

So, what is coming?

Us! We are the Storm!

Justice! Justice is coming!

🤔

The Best is Yet to Come!

So, when will it end?

Nothing can stop us!

Nothing can stop what is coming.

“Well done...”

“You have come far, Anons (Patriots).”

Q
2/25/2020 9:11:48 PM the_awakened_j Funny....game on? pic.twitter.com/s2WeUdlSDS

2/25/2020 9:12:08 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/b5OkU6pC4T

2/25/2020 9:15:30 PM jayrambin Search Twitter from:ts_sci_majic12 q

2/25/2020 9:19:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quid Pro Quo Joe has some competition for who on that debate stage is more corrupt. 

https://twitter.com/zacharybasu/status/1232517715031740416 …

2/25/2020 9:19:41 PM clearthea Freudian slip!!

2/25/2020 9:20:41 PM 1_decided_voter I hope MJ team gets to enjoy the Democrats disasters as much as the rest of us. All the serious stuff you know about can be quite stressful I'm sure.

2/25/2020 9:20:48 PM palmdalekid2 I didn’t catch most of it, cbs isn’t on @Twitch

2/25/2020 9:22:46 PM lbf777 No. This is all a fake psyop. We’ve been played again.

2/25/2020 9:23:09 PM davethadude369 Rogue's gallery

2/25/2020 9:23:16 PM jayrambin Qs prose does change. I've been reading since 10/28/17 and I definitely notices sometimes it was different. And usually when it's all caps. Not So Much 

Anymore.. Does the identity really matter? Message over messenger. Crumbs valid? Proofs? Markers? Sync'd w/ @potus? Onward.



2/25/2020 9:24:15 PM lbf777 Votes aren’t counted.

2/25/2020 9:24:21 PM jayrambin  https://twitter.com/JayRambin/status/1232536585704357888?s=19 …

2/25/2020 9:24:50 PM jayrambin  https://twitter.com/JayRambin/status/1232536585704357888?s=19 …

2/25/2020 9:26:15 PM jayrambin So you shut down all incoming intelligence because you didn't like the look of the messenger. Is that wise? You don't have to believe his message. 

Could be good to know though

2/25/2020 9:27:07 PM jackoneilltime1 Many theories on coronavirus pic.twitter.com/4hMD5gaHVs

2/25/2020 9:29:50 PM schweebles “Free child care for all” is a death threat to our kids. If there’s 1 thing in the world not worth cheapening it’s child care! What corners r u willing to cut 

when it comes to ur child’s safety? Daycare’s will popup in every false-walled basement fighting 4 a piece of that gov$$

2/25/2020 9:29:58 PM breezebebe Bob Geldof had something to do w/ the custody battle, and, as the last person that ever spoke with Michael Hutchence, his death by hanging. 

Thanks for revisiting... why stop here? Poor Tiger Lily...

2/25/2020 9:30:07 PM rghardy3 He was a Catholic.  He would have been buried

next to his Mother and Father.

There are many signs that it was a Staged Crash.

Also Q said you will just laugh when you find

out who has been speaking here.

2/25/2020 9:32:49 PM majic_eyes_qnly 0:16-0:18 in this clip: https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1232481503159840774?s=20 …

2/25/2020 9:32:54 PM twilly18  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klDbFuxmXrA&feature=push-lbrm&attr_tag=lKjrUPfrPNa-q1dB%3A6 …

2/25/2020 9:34:01 PM texastony81  https://t.co/WRDPnTsS6a  https://twitter.com/theonlyrburton/status/1232536677631090688?s=21 …

2/25/2020 9:34:59 PM humbledpatriot Whoop whoop!

2/25/2020 9:36:12 PM rghardy3 I still think that maybe JB , HRC , and NP

are clones made in one of the DUMBs.

Something is just not right.

2/25/2020 9:36:42 PM girlawakeinca He was speaking truth there wasn’t he? 😁😂 🔥

2/25/2020 9:37:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly The Democrats are LITERALLY destroying themselves on stage 😂

2/25/2020 9:38:05 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Guessing they left all the interesting stuff Apollo 13 astronauts saw out of this video...  https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1232539577140883458 …

2/25/2020 9:45:24 PM luluspeers1 OMG. Little Mike is in bed with Polosi?

2/25/2020 9:46:11 PM nikoscali *VOMIT*

2/25/2020 9:46:34 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Probably just a Coincidence that I tweeted

"The Silent War Continues" the day before

Q also said it.

2/25/2020 9:48:37 PM justanon12 The awakened!

2/25/2020 9:49:19 PM justanon12  https://youtu.be/yfCCwEf_J5A 

2/25/2020 9:51:25 PM q02951 I see a lot of it in my neck of the woods. Some buying $2.80 in gas with change from a zip-lock baggie.

The beautiful part is that we all support each other. You don't see that in the city. #WWG1WGA #QArmy

2/25/2020 9:53:32 PM magamatician Check out the time delta and see if there is amesssge there

2/25/2020 10:06:28 PM stinkerbell2010 Idiot

2/25/2020 10:14:16 PM johnnyt_anon I've thought the same thing. Lock'm down. Minimal disruption. Just in case... #NoVax

2/25/2020 10:25:43 PM riversm18 We know it's a fake Biden.

2/25/2020 10:30:10 PM gregoryjhall1 A Digital Army of Patriots committed to Truth, Liberty, Justice and Freedom. pic.twitter.com/LhoBekmpwK

2/25/2020 10:33:55 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Cujm30fodw

2/25/2020 10:52:25 PM igiant111 Disinformation is necessary.

2/25/2020 11:11:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is marrying your brother chapter one? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1232563220579143680 …

2/25/2020 11:12:30 PM traj_20 Hey spelled illegal refugee wrong.

2/25/2020 11:13:58 PM jones9536 It's a story about how an immigrant achieved the American dream and is extremely ungrateful about it

2/25/2020 11:18:24 PM tyst1ck Just like the swine flu

2/25/2020 11:18:45 PM tyst1ck A scare and a "solution"

2/25/2020 11:23:47 PM the_loveoflight Another "book deal"?

2/25/2020 11:33:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns are quick to use CDC news to push false hope and division in the Great Awakening. If somebody is rattling off dates to you, ignore them if its 

related to The Plan in any way. We do not announce our next steps as 43 did in the past. We are fighting to win. God wins!

2/25/2020 11:34:21 PM anelda24 Yep....you went there...hehehe🤭

2/25/2020 11:34:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Freudian slips are what exactly?

2/25/2020 11:35:21 PM charitable_fury TRUTH-telling...

2/25/2020 11:35:27 PM freestateojones Coincidental hattips to a new piece of information.

2/25/2020 11:35:32 PM lonewolfbuilder The unfiltered truth

2/25/2020 11:35:58 PM mickh0708 That's a good one!     

I AM Ilahn O & this is my story...Chapter I.

Some people call me Refugee. Others refer to me as Congresswoman.

I am most proud to be known as My Brother's Wife.

Chapter II

I married someone else but it was only spiritually.

2/25/2020 11:36:13 PM wandering11111 The silky skirts trans men wear

2/25/2020 11:36:17 PM me_doze Truth! or guilt!

2/25/2020 11:36:18 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/2sWNYQCoUC

2/25/2020 11:36:47 PM anelda24  pic.twitter.com/oskGC3ifzM

2/25/2020 11:36:48 PM 369bob The subconscious telling the truth

2/25/2020 11:37:37 PM anelda24 Uh yeah... that's just gross🤮

2/25/2020 11:37:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did Biden confess?

When?

Did Mini Mike confess?

When?

$2B -> $33B

[233]

Mini Mike "For A Better Day"

2/25/2020 11:37:47 PM magamircat1 Who slipped?

2/25/2020 11:38:23 PM janey634 Freudian slips are not coincidental. They happen for a reason.

2/25/2020 11:39:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 And what reason or type of reasons why?

2/25/2020 11:40:02 PM elijahqdust Somebody big. I just saw it.. I'll try and find it



2/25/2020 11:40:53 PM twilly18  pic.twitter.com/N1luFj50OO

2/25/2020 11:42:02 PM 9threalm  pic.twitter.com/XkmQY5NAg2

2/25/2020 11:42:22 PM freestateojones When will NY be free?

2/25/2020 11:42:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who fought against the concept of using immutable characteristics (race) to define the qualifications or value of a person?

Who persisted that what he fought against?

What qualifications must a Supreme Court nominee posses?

Who are the real racists?

Use meme magick and win!

369

2/25/2020 11:42:54 PM revrevolution11 They mostly have a thing for their mothers 🤷🏽♀️

2/25/2020 11:43:38 PM writermaven Unintentional revelations!

2/25/2020 11:44:16 PM karentriebel bloomberg

2/25/2020 11:44:52 PM okie71 Lingerie that looks just like your mother's.

2/25/2020 11:45:06 PM williamstout121 Mlk?

2/25/2020 11:45:06 PM elijahqdust  https://twitter.com/mikey_bauman/status/1232479673868644352?s=19 …

2/25/2020 11:45:40 PM magamircat1 Thank you!!!

2/25/2020 11:45:51 PM elijahqdust I THINK this is why we are talking Freudian slips

2/25/2020 11:45:56 PM magamircat1 Ahhh...TY

2/25/2020 11:46:17 PM lolyesplease Who thought the best?

Who is real?

When is the time to ask?

How do you stop the farts?

Help is here

Fiber and probiotics solve all

2/25/2020 11:47:20 PM elijahqdust Somebody figuratively big I should say lol

2/25/2020 11:47:29 PM tenn_rich Ah, yes, the payoff for her filthy work... pic.twitter.com/3patq5LObr

2/25/2020 11:47:51 PM magamircat1 Midget Mike

2/25/2020 11:48:05 PM janey634 I know that the ego has a lot to do with pushing bad and evil out. I'm not quite smart enough to understand how that works though - even though I 

have been a prisoner of my own from to time.

2/25/2020 11:51:40 PM omarfromuk Love and Light !

Q is an ET ?

so the Galactic Federation of Light is REAL! pic.twitter.com/0xtchFR1u9

2/25/2020 11:52:48 PM tenn_rich The subconscious rebelling against lies and pretense.

2/25/2020 11:54:23 PM tenn_rich It’s the foreplay, er, foreword.

2/25/2020 11:55:03 PM sheshifts001 :)

2/25/2020 11:55:25 PM jeanett80176235 unadulterated truths, at times. so, who freuded on themselves?

2/25/2020 11:55:44 PM scdudenga Cross-dressing evolutionists

2/25/2020 11:57:25 PM whitestripecat Depends whether Joe Biden says it or not. #senility

2/26/2020 12:00:22 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/0w5DK2gW5J

2/26/2020 12:03:28 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/CsEeEA2Rgb

2/26/2020 12:04:51 AM hellouncledonny An extraction from ones sub consciousness.

2/26/2020 12:08:10 AM flipitgreat When the truth slips out of the subconcous by accident!

2/26/2020 12:13:21 AM terrancongito “PAYSEUR is but a shadow of REGAULT” #qanon #QanonPosts  https://terrancognito.blogspot.com/2020/02/message-from-thor-2262020-payseur-

is.html …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/26/2020 12:15:15 AM derrichetto1 How about a tell all on how she and others, tried to Destroy America. One way or another that is what it will be. The People will know. #JUSTICE

2/26/2020 12:17:13 AM antarantanka Truth markers. They read the same forwards or reversed

2/26/2020 12:17:59 AM c_kumud @QTeam45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ https://twitter.com/born_summer62/status/1232568257053200384 …

2/26/2020 12:20:39 AM c_kumud @QPatriot17 @P0A_Triot23 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ https://twitter.com/EricHolder/status/1232527161795338240 …

2/26/2020 12:21:24 AM nine_six3 Lol... what a joke! 

How do all these people have time to write books? Sounds like someone is gettin’ Paid 💲💲💲🧐🤔🤨 pic.twitter.com/4xNwDJDQYc

2/26/2020 12:22:59 AM antarantanka Royal Bloodlines were more about the creator or those lines being more able to manipulate leaders directly because of similarity of DNA.  Kings have 

been known to go into unexplained fits of rage.

2/26/2020 12:24:56 AM bibibobibox Lapsus

2/26/2020 12:26:02 AM sherryn397 The truth coming out by accident. I love watching God work!

2/26/2020 12:27:07 AM thephoolish1 my favorite answer so far

2/26/2020 12:30:38 AM qrumbmnstr1323 Coincidences

2/26/2020 12:31:29 AM dollysaysno The banana peel of truth.

2/26/2020 12:36:12 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/E0Y3TrM9aD

2/26/2020 12:39:07 AM lorenzosghost Shadow guilt slipping up

2/26/2020 12:40:45 AM unitedredwhite1 "Judge not by the color of skin but by the content of character."

2/26/2020 12:48:55 AM timkania 🤣 dead lol

2/26/2020 12:51:16 AM heinric12517350 43 was majestic? 🤦♂️

2/26/2020 12:55:52 AM cornhol74006295 @QAnon55 @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1232504111079317504 …

2/26/2020 1:05:33 AM 1ifbyseaqanon 11 original 

420+JuanO

9 military.

After that, they will tell us if strike 1 expanded beyond 11.

Or if they want us to go public with those on top. I E The mighty 9...

 Don't hold your breath however.

Not to likely, not our job. Cherish, Obey, protect, respect the plan!

WWG1WGA
2/26/2020 1:10:47 AM shari_todd Notice the date!

2/26/2020 1:11:06 AM linnyt7 When the truth sneaks out from behind the mask.

2/26/2020 1:14:09 AM sylva1971 #1 Freud was an Atheist...

2/26/2020 1:17:37 AM nine_six3 Not sure if this is what's being referred to? 

 https://www.yalelawjournal.org/article/against-immutability … pic.twitter.com/LNQfGqrvs3

2/26/2020 1:27:43 AM christo37913670  pic.twitter.com/SivJ8S8CCD

2/26/2020 1:30:53 AM ajjones08036768 Holders tweeted pic of President JFK and his brother and AG RFK. Both assassinated.

2/26/2020 1:35:32 AM ofuskate Not one gets to choose the envelope we are thrown into.  Variations in DNA structures among h. saps. exists as a reality.  Individualism as a philosophy 

eliminates these variations as being an impediment.

2/26/2020 1:41:23 AM ofuskate The public definition is slightly in error, from one viewpoint.  Wiki: "A Freudian slip, also called parapraxis, is an error in speech... "

Adjusted: "A Freudian slip, also called parapraxis, is an assumed error in speech... "



2/26/2020 1:42:29 AM mongrelglory The truth slipping out from underneath the public facade.

2/26/2020 1:42:57 AM ofuskate I read the old tweets, but hey, what's God again?

2/26/2020 1:44:57 AM patriotswegoall Truth unexpected.

2/26/2020 1:44:58 AM ofuskate Aren't you supposed to be dropping instead of asking?

 https://docs.angularjs.org/api/ng/service/$q#differences-between-kris-kowal-s-q-and-q …

race(promises);

2/26/2020 1:48:50 AM belkkathy512 Telling the truth from the heart 💓 but retracting it from the mind the Bible says to guard your heart for it is the wellspring of life

2/26/2020 1:49:24 AM mongrelglory Nervousness under pressure. 😎

A person who has something to hide, will try not to think of their secret while speaking publicly.  However, the more you try to suppress a thought, the 

more your mind will focus on that thought...resulting in an "accidental" slip of the tongue.

2/26/2020 1:53:52 AM mongrelglory They're starting to confess to their crimes publicly. Biden with the Ukrainian prosecutor, Bloomberg admitting to buying elections.  Their minds can't 

stop dwelling on the crimes they'll have to answer for, as justice day approaches.

2/26/2020 1:56:40 AM 369369rv Truths

2/26/2020 1:57:38 AM mongrelglory That was Martin Luther King Jr. correct?

2/26/2020 1:58:12 AM unitedredwhite1 Yes ❤️❤️❤️

2/26/2020 2:02:19 AM adsvel Chapter one:

I am Black, 

I am Somalian, never American,

I adore Qatar, never ever Trumper,

They are lying that I married my brother, they hate Islam,

And I am not a snake, I just can't pronounce Rrrrr... 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/Ew4T8ixUBc

2/26/2020 2:03:55 AM davethadude369 Freudian Slip?... https://youtu.be/at56A5eg3vs 

2/26/2020 2:09:02 AM adsvel 😂😂😂🤦♂️

2/26/2020 2:13:09 AM nine_six3 So true! #ThesePeopleAreStupid! 

Another slip-up Biden made (amongst many i'm sure) was a comment about China... pic.twitter.com/EMaElkvIaC

2/26/2020 2:20:36 AM cny_micaa an underlying desire to be who one is? Integrated? Even if that way you are is only socially acceptable amongst like minded people?

2/26/2020 2:23:58 AM davethadude369 The pressure of holding in so many lies behind a false projection begins to cause the brain to decompartmentalize? Especially when the person knows 

other people have caught on to their lies?

2/26/2020 2:24:12 AM virtuspatri The Truth!

2/26/2020 2:30:30 AM 11111christian Programming?

2/26/2020 2:53:22 AM kristy35075504 You have to BUY what you can't win

2/26/2020 2:56:03 AM patriotleah1776 Nancy Pelosi's district you say?

Maybe she's friends w/ the Gates?

They won't harm us for long.

2/26/2020 2:56:45 AM pomeinnz truth

2/26/2020 3:03:09 AM 369_is Targeted in LA by street artists. Meryl!!! pic.twitter.com/OpDg16vh9I

2/26/2020 3:03:23 AM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/zBAtPmPTU6

2/26/2020 3:05:08 AM allisonstmarie That’s what she said

2/26/2020 3:05:52 AM keith369me Billionaires buy legislation, it’s business.  If you had tens of billions of dollars and could spend a billion on the legislative process to make several billion 

would you do it?  Most here wouldn’t, but we’re not psychopaths.  Term limits!!!

2/26/2020 3:08:53 AM keith369me In her recent Tweet she listed everything she was...refugee, Somalian, etc.  she conveniently left out American. 

https://twitter.com/ilhanmn/status/1231793507259572224?s=21 …

2/26/2020 3:09:28 AM goatfish_dreams What happened?

2/26/2020 3:10:23 AM keith369me Trust the plan...manifest a wonderful future with justice, abundance, and love.

2/26/2020 3:10:48 AM keith369me Truth that accidentally slips out.

2/26/2020 3:13:13 AM keith369me They’ve been doing this our entire lives.  It’s cosmic law that they have to tell the truth (movies, etc) except it’s wrapped in deception.  We are learning 

to see through that deception and they are getting more direct questions that [they] must answer.  The Great Awakening!!!

2/26/2020 3:14:40 AM keith369me MLK?  Look at how Clarence Thomas was treated.  All one needs to know.

2/26/2020 3:17:50 AM richard75997098 Telling the truth.

2/26/2020 3:20:12 AM 369_is His anxiety caused it IMHO. https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1232481060211937280?s=20 …

2/26/2020 3:28:12 AM letsdot94709949 God is crying with all the starving people in Yemen-no winning there.

2/26/2020 3:35:24 AM davidlincoln001 👀🧐

2/26/2020 3:35:34 AM davidlincoln001 👀🧐

2/26/2020 3:38:45 AM appalachanon That's when you say one thing but you mean your mother.

2/26/2020 3:39:03 AM usa888fe  pic.twitter.com/lQK9TzaL4j

2/26/2020 3:46:04 AM 369_is I think they do things like this to sound "official and in-the-know" so later they can throw us a curve ball after gaining a following like the Pied Piper. I've 

see this tactic in so many places.

2/26/2020 3:53:25 AM djmurphy5 Death of the ignorant consciousness and birth of the Christ within.

2/26/2020 3:55:07 AM djlok Possess is missing an "s".  

🤔🤔🤔

I'm gonna have to think about that one.

2/26/2020 3:57:38 AM djlok Accidental consciousness projection!

I had a big one at work once and what I said, I privately thought.

2/26/2020 4:01:07 AM mwannahockalugi The human soul crying out with the truth.

2/26/2020 4:05:56 AM 33esco Haahahaaa!!!!

2/26/2020 4:07:12 AM annasum47005725 Avincii song about child trafficking: "For a Better Day"

2/26/2020 4:09:37 AM mgour2fubar Good hope they publish the next book from Somalia 

“Americans kicked me out of Congress & sent my worthless ass back to Somalia”

2/26/2020 4:09:47 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/wKwakPV8E1

2/26/2020 4:13:54 AM sdane8 S for Sotomayor?

2/26/2020 4:15:58 AM giltron2  pic.twitter.com/AQXmdzmBO0

2/26/2020 4:16:25 AM giltron2  pic.twitter.com/yIn4wdkE8M

2/26/2020 4:17:09 AM giltron2  pic.twitter.com/GMer19Aeje

2/26/2020 4:19:28 AM sobieski9111683 Yet another fuzzy, out-of-focus, ambiguous image proving without doubt the existence of off-world intelligences. 🙄

2/26/2020 4:26:57 AM juliecasey2247 God Wins Amen !

2/26/2020 4:31:48 AM thestormartist  pic.twitter.com/DKvMOMc2bv

2/26/2020 4:35:01 AM rsm28675996 dedication page-

To CAIR with all my love 

Ilhan aka IMAX for my projection skills

2/26/2020 4:36:16 AM bbobbio71 Isn't that why they're ruining? 

I'm running for President, you can't charge me with anything. Isn't it obvious I'm fighting for my life?

2/26/2020 4:40:42 AM fansblowing3 Another “book deal”



2/26/2020 4:46:06 AM 28concerned Amin

2/26/2020 4:46:56 AM yonderboos It is accepted through consent.

2/26/2020 4:48:51 AM 28concerned Bingo, investigation

2/26/2020 4:52:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ihduYtKzsX

2/26/2020 4:53:51 AM gsusgod The truth said at an inappropriate time.

2/26/2020 4:57:03 AM onejuggernaut Regarding Papa-G... maybe, maybe not - that is a common and oft used phrase not exclusive to Q.

2/26/2020 5:00:32 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/oyusKvIocE

2/26/2020 5:01:00 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/OGKfvlgTYD

2/26/2020 5:04:00 AM bbobbio71 Freudian slip or planned public confession??

2/26/2020 5:04:55 AM ewolsj Glitch in the programming?

2/26/2020 5:05:30 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20233&src=typed_query …

2/26/2020 5:05:48 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/pZWxnsA77m

2/26/2020 5:07:05 AM bbobbio71 Public confessional/ trial

2/26/2020 5:13:10 AM usa888fe “I bought”- Mini Mike

2/26/2020 5:21:36 AM alisledgon Truths

2/26/2020 5:25:25 AM aleoniea Should think so....

2/26/2020 5:27:17 AM italianmom555 It is a ,Did I just say that....oops😊

2/26/2020 5:29:51 AM 28concerned Amin

2/26/2020 5:32:24 AM n7guardiananon Must suck for Bernie...the best example of Socialism economically turning around a ravaged country was National Socialist Nazi Germany...damn they 

even had skulls on some of there uniforms.

Go for it Bernie...run with that example.  be interesting to see crowd reaction.

2/26/2020 5:48:39 AM corn_hole 11302019 "And the kids used to come up and reach in the pool and rub my leg down"So I learned about roaches, I learned about kids jumping on my 

lap"

2/26/2020 5:48:45 AM covertress Mini Mike Says A Mouthful https://twitter.com/robbystarbuck/status/1232485292092743680?s=20 …

2/26/2020 5:49:28 AM themoskee  https://youtu.be/kT5k73noAQo 

2/26/2020 5:52:41 AM mark65mc Omar Strangelove or How I Learned to Lie to Immigration and “Love” My Brother

2/26/2020 5:54:47 AM pinklight999 I am Q! We are all Q. #WWG1WGA

2/26/2020 5:56:04 AM munkeypilot Revelation of your inner truths...

2/26/2020 5:58:34 AM delilahcrane5 sex and human behavior

2/26/2020 6:00:20 AM aprilbrown99 💫💫💫💗💗💗💫💫💫

2/26/2020 6:01:19 AM delilahcrane5 lookup the word FREUDIAN

2/26/2020 6:03:19 AM joycech93633346 Slips of truth, but I do like Delilah's sex and humor

2/26/2020 6:04:18 AM suznrob Oxygen, 5G... "flu" symptoms don't add up. How is the bird and fish die-off connected?

2/26/2020 6:04:32 AM cindycopacetic 🤣😂 love it.

2/26/2020 6:08:37 AM shocked3x Depopulation

2/26/2020 6:08:38 AM aliscell Then warm up my popcorn and put some ice in my soda

2/26/2020 6:09:05 AM xfactormars Unless...

2/26/2020 6:11:44 AM brandontimoth16 It is the subconscious mind trying to force it's way out. It's your true self. I literally said this last night when Bloomberg said he bought, I mean bought 

the house seats. Who did he pay that money to for the seats?

2/26/2020 6:24:19 AM xfactormars Awesome perception! Add a Biblical character or two, time, other Star Nations and presto, magic wand with real meaning.

2/26/2020 6:25:22 AM jlross5 Another money laundering deal made with with the devil himself MONEY Her payback for treason. Hope she left the chapter for her deportation and 

trial for sedition experience.

2/26/2020 6:27:36 AM jeffcordell6 Seen that.. threat?  I think so.

2/26/2020 6:28:48 AM jeffcordell6 Truth

2/26/2020 6:29:41 AM jlross5 Achieve? She’s a C_A plant and Qatar funded. Traitor. Pull her citizenship and try her for sedition and treason. Gitmo.

2/26/2020 6:35:36 AM alexia_icen A good way to tell how dirty/Guilty someone's mind is

2/26/2020 6:36:12 AM schweebles fear mongering the masses into voluntarily injecting themselves with the real killer - cleverly disguised as the cure

2/26/2020 6:38:23 AM artemisness80 And they are 17 ET

2/26/2020 6:39:20 AM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9

2/26/2020 6:45:02 AM jim06508302 I thought we where all part of the Q team...most play a very small part but a few play a very big part...I might be just a cheerleader on the side line, but 

I am yelling as loud as I can...

2/26/2020 6:45:32 AM wickedmouse369 Replicator technology - disclosure. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @RealEyeTheSpy @Inevitable_ET

2/26/2020 6:46:31 AM libra_scale1982 An insight of your true emotions

2/26/2020 6:48:55 AM xfactormars They know.

2/26/2020 6:49:43 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/i1r9If3wky

2/26/2020 6:50:32 AM ponder_gene LIKE WHEN KASIC misspelled probably when KASIC told a reporter something to the affect IT'S ONLY BEEN A WEEK SINCE JOHN MCCAIN WAS PUT TO 

DEATH. ANYONE REMEMBER THAT????

2/26/2020 6:53:42 AM writerbob5 Parapraxes are spontaneous admissions of truth in the midst of one's rational faculties attempting to put forth a narrative that to some  extent is 

manufactured. It is a virtual IV push of truth serum

2/26/2020 6:54:20 AM chariotprince Q

A Query, US?

Aquarius?

Quetzalcoatl

Kulkukan

Cú Chulainn

Question

That magnifying glass near your search bar

A break in a cycle 

#Q

#QAnon

#R

#QContinuum

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/dvZEMN4Lvp
2/26/2020 6:54:39 AM beth52625 He said $100 million, not $40 million.

2/26/2020 6:58:36 AM wickedmouse369 I could see the virus as a way to see if the propaganda, brainwashing, and social credit score is enough to roll out martial law with the true intentions to 

HARVEST for intergalactic / interdimensional space trade.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_

2/26/2020 7:06:06 AM kwkwall88 Thats just what we need, many of us Digital Soldiers that have been contracted are about to retire and go back to our daily lives. 11 months to go yet, 

it's been a helluva ride. Rewarding to say the least! We are the bad guys demise! SALUTE!

2/26/2020 7:16:36 AM wickedmouse369  https://journals.lww.com/pidj/fulltext/2005/11001/history_and_recent_advances_in_coronavirus.12.aspx … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy 

@Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @JuliansRum

2/26/2020 7:26:18 AM mike72279593 Patience is not easy why this People are sick

2/26/2020 7:29:33 AM girlawakeinca Amen 🙏 pic.twitter.com/vNv8Ye0gbA



2/26/2020 7:31:00 AM my2sonznme So you don’t trust Q? I’m confused. The question asked is who is on the Q team, you replied Kushner as one on your list. Did I misread that?

2/26/2020 7:32:09 AM 1985_bttf I think of course Adm Rogers & Gen Flynn& Dan Scavino (pics)

Trump  is Q +

I do think Don Jr, Baron and Laura Ingraham are anons

 My 2 cents anyways

#QthePunisher

2/26/2020 7:32:58 AM kazmo63376381 We are Q 💪🏼🇺🇸#WWG1WGA

2/26/2020 7:35:08 AM my2sonznme Truth

2/26/2020 7:37:12 AM my2sonznme Is Tucker a clown? He was spreading some decent fear in his show last night. Also, what about the uncontrollable variables? The plane that came to US 

that pissed off Trump and went against his orders...how do you manage the unpredictable?

2/26/2020 7:37:26 AM 1985_bttf I find it extremely interesting that Barron has changed his twit name to BarronBillTrump, BB

I know Bill Barr is a stealth bomber, but maybe so is Barron 🧐

Baking breadcrumb b*mbs

2/26/2020 7:45:15 AM 3nityalchemy @GetVideoBot

2/26/2020 7:52:52 AM bdizzthegreat When the subconscious takes over and says what needs to be said instead of the facade you are trying to blurt out. Truth>Lies

2/26/2020 8:05:03 AM patrickxiong16 Huh?

2/26/2020 8:05:28 AM purejustice7 We are Q. #WeAreTheNewsNow

2/26/2020 8:12:07 AM gatorvnv1 Lol

2/26/2020 8:17:51 AM kikakikas THE DID I SAID IT OUT LOUD MOMENT.....

2/26/2020 8:18:01 AM djmurphy5 Faith of a mustard seed will move a mountain 🏔

2/26/2020 8:21:37 AM blsdbe  https://t.co/SOXuk8ocrE  https://twitter.com/usa888fe/status/1232631156836913152?s=21 …

2/26/2020 8:23:00 AM blsdbe Well done!!! pic.twitter.com/9JKCSa7Vn1

2/26/2020 8:33:28 AM bbobbio71 Ghost cities-- Home for the elites should a ME take place?

2/26/2020 8:36:45 AM charmanda9 Thank you, Christine. Great thread. Keep meaning to watch that vid. Thanks for the reminder.

2/26/2020 8:37:10 AM nikoscali "Inside the fight against online child sex abuse"

#ThesePeopleAreSick!

#QAnon #Pizzagate #MAGA #WWG1WGA #SavetheChildren

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcCj1zNpKoM&feature=emb_title …

2/26/2020 8:39:42 AM ewilliams22101 Biden wants to kill 150 million Americans?  😲

2/26/2020 8:40:14 AM markh_27 Truth leaking out.

2/26/2020 8:42:10 AM ajjones08036768 With the way things are escalating I wouldn't put it past them.

2/26/2020 8:43:20 AM jeffcordell6 Agreed.

2/26/2020 8:52:34 AM 369_is Wow. So is MJ saying MLK was a cabal puppet??? Since they took him out also, it must have been to keep the race tensions up. Divide and Conquer.

2/26/2020 8:57:28 AM hoffman11my Accidentally telling the trurh.

2/26/2020 9:00:37 AM unitedredwhite1 No IMO they're referring to whomever persisted against MLK.

2/26/2020 9:07:52 AM khaleesi61 . . . Vote for the other Biden!

2/26/2020 9:08:58 AM drew85721653 You ever think Q is a Quantum computer?

2/26/2020 9:09:04 AM 369_is Thanks @UnitedRedWhite1 . This has me confused..".Who persisted that what he fought against?" I would've expected it to read "who persisted what 

he fought against". The "THAT' has me thrown.

2/26/2020 9:14:30 AM casperkarrin  pic.twitter.com/xrpwLporxe

2/26/2020 9:15:13 AM atsaduk Computer glitches

2/26/2020 9:18:05 AM sdane8 I hadn't heard about those.  🤔

2/26/2020 9:19:37 AM 369_is Definition of persist: continue to exist; be prolonged.

I may be wrong, but I'm reading MJ's tweet as MLK persisted what he fought against. Black Lives Matter, Antifa, Clinton Foundation style.

2/26/2020 9:21:53 AM lori_dee1 They reveal a train of thought or feelings from the subconscious mind 

Example from last night's debate:  Bloomberg a slip early in the debate when he started to say he "bought" a Democratic House majority before re-

calibrating to say he helped Democrats reclaim the majority.

2/26/2020 9:27:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

When the Q is asked, does that mean that extra-terrestrial life has officially been disclosed by the President of the United States?

Are you ready?

Q

Are we alone?

Roswell?

#Q2222

No.

Highest classification.

Consider the vastness of space.

Q
2/26/2020 9:28:06 AM 444_q_ 😏

2/26/2020 9:28:14 AM mike422422 Not alone!

2/26/2020 9:28:41 AM my2sonznme I’m ready but I don’t think it will be officially exposed with just that question IMO

2/26/2020 9:28:44 AM ms1481 Depends what the answer to the Q is...

2/26/2020 9:28:52 AM sc89126024 😂😅😂😅

2/26/2020 9:29:08 AM dagrainoftruth I had a weird dream last night about this. It was cool.

2/26/2020 9:29:13 AM tippitiwitchet9  pic.twitter.com/cVTp5ZYV8I

2/26/2020 9:29:15 AM fellowpatri0t Not really. Q didn't say they were here among us. They are...but people won't jump to that

2/26/2020 9:29:21 AM tarahar57489424 Like beam me up Scotty?

2/26/2020 9:29:22 AM ursula_1111 Space and Time. Or are they merely one in the same? pic.twitter.com/y4hSmG3F3j

2/26/2020 9:29:25 AM gregmar72901668 However consider the MEDIUM of space

What does it consist of?

2/26/2020 9:29:48 AM 444_q_ I'm mentally preparing myself, knowing it will still be very surprising, shocking, wonderful, possibly scary etc. All the emotions.

2/26/2020 9:30:08 AM der_wanderer8 Vastness of this "cold" space

in which [they] want us feel lucky to be alive

Alive and isolated

2/26/2020 9:30:52 AM 444_q_ We need to think of most as our neighbors. "Love your neighbors as yourself" has new meaning

2/26/2020 9:31:00 AM jvan125 If you believe Q is ET, then POTUS confirming the existence of Q effectively discloses ETs. ✅



2/26/2020 9:31:26 AM bibibobibox This message fills my heart with joy and hope. Thank you so much Majestic 12. God wins

2/26/2020 9:31:28 AM chris_cmselec No ET’s, UFO’s Yes, the are flown by our pilots

2/26/2020 9:31:55 AM mauweecan Curious to know what q thinks of this? https://twitter.com/kremlinasset/status/1232478303220424706?s=21 …

2/26/2020 9:32:08 AM rosscarwalker Alien life also exists in the cities you live in. They look like you and they speak like you.

2/26/2020 9:32:33 AM earth2nissy I am ready 🙏👽🦄

2/26/2020 9:34:18 AM bbombski #Q2222 pic.twitter.com/gDkPWWK0rT

2/26/2020 9:34:46 AM mikeb38beacon_h Been waiting since forever..... something inside has been yearning for a day of knowing!

2/26/2020 9:35:48 AM truthseekeranon Weird timing I was just thinking about that Q post today?  In the context, we would have to prove everything stated here to avoid looking crazy, 

correct?

This is definitely one of those.

2/26/2020 9:36:50 AM nine_six3 We are Not Alone!!! 🛸👽🛸 pic.twitter.com/uick8lnBoI

2/26/2020 9:37:06 AM magamircat1 Now that is logical

2/26/2020 9:37:35 AM truthseekeranon Who thinks Q is ET?

2/26/2020 9:37:54 AM 39anc6 The second question, answers the first.  The truth is inside us. We need to see it manifested and work with there results.

2/26/2020 9:38:10 AM anitakingsbauer The President does not have the highest classification nor necessarily access to this information (Bush...”need to know basis”).  So I’m not sure you can 

link the two??

2/26/2020 9:39:27 AM dark2light2019 Been ready and waiting since birth

2/26/2020 9:39:45 AM lovewins1977 We are Surrounded in space

2/26/2020 9:40:37 AM janey634 I gotta tell ya, I have never been 'up' or 'out' in space, I do not know if there really is a space. I trust nothing I was taught in school. I do not have any 

true relative experience to base 'the vastness of space' on  - - but, I am willing to consider it is possible.

2/26/2020 9:40:39 AM kachinagtto Isn’t that the rotor blades?

2/26/2020 9:40:44 AM rosscarwalker FLOTUS?

2/26/2020 9:40:49 AM rickster61x When they stop voting Democrat.

2/26/2020 9:41:25 AM magamircat1 Who has the highest classification?

2/26/2020 9:41:48 AM cooplege  pic.twitter.com/6wII3TpQIn

2/26/2020 9:42:03 AM magamircat1 Wow....good call

2/26/2020 9:42:50 AM butwhatdoiknow3 I had a look.  What are you referring to?

2/26/2020 9:43:30 AM kachinagtto I’m so ready. To ignore it seems ridiculous at this point. It may shock some people - but I think most have some awareness that we are not alone at this 

point.

2/26/2020 9:43:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 At what point do you say there are too many coincidences for it not. 

Correct reasoning.

Do not get consumed by hope.

2/26/2020 9:43:44 AM hollylandes Lol...if you think the Dems freaked about Russian help...

2/26/2020 9:43:50 AM butwhatdoiknow3 I thought it was the rotor blades as well.  No?

2/26/2020 9:43:52 AM alaskanbeauty Hello Majestic 12, I know this is off topic and you are busy ut if you have time, will like to ask what are those metallic sounds (metal gear, 

musical?)heard around the world? heard in anc about 3 wks ago, very eerie. Dumb under anc? related to 11/30//18 event? Thank you kindly.

2/26/2020 9:43:56 AM magamircat1 I would have agreed with you a few months ago...but look into interdimensional beings..they are among us!!!

2/26/2020 9:44:06 AM jt_light Amen, multiple meanings. 🙏💙

2/26/2020 9:44:09 AM vancity78811993 We're not alone there's entities from other dimensions, not aliens

2/26/2020 9:44:45 AM davethadude369 That's just the two spinning blades on an Osprey. Good eye though... pic.twitter.com/9rsdctaMfa

2/26/2020 9:45:12 AM ms1481 Reasoning and abandonment of hope are a direct reflection of my response.

2/26/2020 9:45:36 AM stephgraz7580 From Q2222 I see triple 2’s or double many times a day

2/26/2020 9:45:37 AM magamircat1 I researched interdimensional beings and Cern!! Trust me...they are among us!!

2/26/2020 9:46:07 AM wayneco24655875 The human race is seeded , who do you think the bloodlines and Molech crowd are? No disclosure , wont happen sorry. pic.twitter.com/trs3bsJVoW

2/26/2020 9:46:19 AM justmekimhere The Raelian Movement

Clones/ Clonaid out of Montreal

founder Claude Vorilhon/ Rael

accredited by united nation and many scientist

I have a bad feeling about these people

Any info?

Symbolism 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXUinB6MIyQ …

 http://elohimembassy.org/  pic.twitter.com/0o5WtxMah2
2/26/2020 9:47:01 AM ms1481 Ditto

2/26/2020 9:47:32 AM cryptocrab4 Wreckage happened in "Corona" NM , not Roswell

Imagine that

2/26/2020 9:47:59 AM woelf3 This comprises ‘ Q ‘

2/26/2020 9:48:36 AM sikh_truth As much as I am a Q follower and believer. This one interview of Trump with body language analysis makes me rethink that the USA has evidence of 

other life #bodylanguageghost https://youtu.be/eb0nZUVzq2o 

2/26/2020 9:49:03 AM anitakingsbauer I do not know for a fact, but, from what I have read the President is at level 17...with 21 levels above that..ending with Majestic.  Would love 

confirmation on that.

2/26/2020 9:49:21 AM spkiblitz The signs of DISCLOSURE (slow) are all around if you open your EYES and MIND! It has to be done that way as to not create panic and mass hysteria. 

But, rest assured, we are NOT alone and more will be revealed as we go forward.

2/26/2020 9:50:30 AM twistdginger Ya know it’s a very exciting time to be alive it can only get crazier from hear.  Bring on the flying cars

2/26/2020 9:51:05 AM cocopuffster12 It will be exposed with the answer

2/26/2020 9:51:47 AM do_or_do_notty We are not alone 

We have never been alone 

Watch Project Blue Book!

2/26/2020 9:52:11 AM kindeandtrue Dear old Majestic spinning the folks again.

2/26/2020 9:52:30 AM rickster61x  pic.twitter.com/WvprYPxg92

2/26/2020 9:52:59 AM deplorabldamsel Seriously, just say it and let us evolve as a civilization while creating new friendships and technologies!! 🛸 🌟 pic.twitter.com/Iq6Cj4jiLc

2/26/2020 9:53:58 AM cledrordfishing Rotor spinning on the osprey. 

Nothing out of the norm.

2/26/2020 9:54:07 AM cornpoop3 This is where Q has lost me.

2/26/2020 9:54:18 AM 369_is Research Mathilda MacElroy interview. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073032340161642497?s=20 …

2/26/2020 9:54:42 AM g07032011 Can’t wait for the day this comes to light publicly!

2/26/2020 9:55:12 AM cledrordfishing We are all ready, society is ready.

They just need to come on with it.

There is no need to wait.



2/26/2020 9:55:56 AM woerzone_g Psychologically true

2/26/2020 9:56:27 AM elatedveracity We are ready!! Truth shines light!!

2/26/2020 9:56:30 AM g1nger44  pic.twitter.com/IjkjQWabwC

2/26/2020 9:56:32 AM thenotobvious #Groundswell

2/26/2020 9:57:15 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/ksLfQI0vi4

2/26/2020 9:57:24 AM americanpetal I’m ready. So ready.

2/26/2020 9:58:14 AM tbonedude Yes... watch a corporate media show, with a similar name as to the real project, so that once you research it, you would only find the results you are 

looking for.... smdh.

Whats your thoughts on Tesla? or maybe Rick Ross? or maybe Foo-Fighters?

All lead to unintended results.

2/26/2020 9:59:21 AM americanpetal I’m ready for the question. I’m really ready for the ANSWER!

2/26/2020 9:59:24 AM rickster61x Well worth the watch...JUSTICE!!

2/26/2020 9:59:27 AM carol_beeee *fastens seatbelt*

2/26/2020 9:59:35 AM davethadude369 They've hinted that El Presidente is one of the 12. I also suspect that he had a pretty good idea what was going on before taking office. Being who his 

uncle was and all.

2/26/2020 10:00:08 AM 1womyn4truth Take a look at #Hanger1 the show. It identifies #MUFON case files that show how it became the highest classification.

2/26/2020 10:00:59 AM whyteknight17 Christians and Jews believe in Angels--which are not human, So, we already believe on aliens. pic.twitter.com/10yby2XwFj

2/26/2020 10:01:37 AM anitakingsbauer Also...Q has stated disinformation is necessary.  While we all hope that this doesn’t fall into this category, it is not a slam dunk conclusion.

2/26/2020 10:01:39 AM deplorabldamsel I thought that, too, but the husband said it was probably an Osprey. 🤷♀️

2/26/2020 10:03:24 AM adamwestleyric3 Just to cross the Milky Way at light speed would take 100thousand years you tell me what the possibilities are that life can't exist elsewhere which is at 

least 400 million other planets just like earth in our galaxy alone

2/26/2020 10:03:50 AM do_or_do_notty Opinions. We all have them 

Have a blessed day

2/26/2020 10:05:01 AM davethadude369 I think they could prove everything. Still wouldn't change the fact that I'm nuts. Ha! Only speaking for myself of course.

2/26/2020 10:05:31 AM adamwestleyric3 An meterorites don't go up they come down

2/26/2020 10:05:35 AM 369_is Hi @sikh_truth  Thanks for the link. This was an interesting source to add to my toolbox. WWG1WGA🧐

2/26/2020 10:06:26 AM threefold_flame The reality is that even if Trump went on TV and said, "Q is real and so are ETs," there would still be people who'd stop supporting Trump and stop 

following Q. Some people are so entrenched in their beliefs that they're too afraid to be challenged on them.

2/26/2020 10:06:29 AM davethadude369 Gate(s)?

2/26/2020 10:06:45 AM tbonedude My opinion is your choice to watch programmed media is a bad one. My tweet is full of facts otherwise. If you care to disagree or retort otherwise, 

please feel free to @ me

2/26/2020 10:06:59 AM adamwestleyric3 Something has been trying to contact me through numbers and people for about 10 years

2/26/2020 10:07:18 AM ramstadstacy No we are not alone. Bring on OFC!

I look forward to it.

2/26/2020 10:07:41 AM anitakingsbauer It would seem the formation of Space Force has already done so.  Why develop/fund this branch otherwise?

2/26/2020 10:08:20 AM tellisback1 Was also my first impression.. But after a short research..

These are common Bell-Boeing CV-22 Osprey rotorblades. pic.twitter.com/xCwOpKw9Sg

2/26/2020 10:08:29 AM do_or_do_notty I made a comment meant for newbie eyes that you felt the need to weigh in on. With your opinion.  Are you finished? Because I was never interested

Your ego is quite impressive, I’ll give ya that 

Toodles

2/26/2020 10:08:30 AM adamwestleyric3 Weather it is spiritually are alien in origin I don't know but I stared digging to find out 10 years ago

2/26/2020 10:08:57 AM mermaide432526 They are here, they have been here a long time. Some are helpful others not so much. Think space force! #SpaceForce

2/26/2020 10:09:57 AM adamwestleyric3 Do you believe?

2/26/2020 10:10:01 AM qawakened1776 Yes

2/26/2020 10:10:26 AM extaticsun You are right. We are not allone... But Souls, no Persons.... So they can be all around us. Doing the same as we do.... They are playing 😃👍

Let your Soul play your Life. Using your Body. Our Soul is all we have, keep it very savty.

If YOU keep your Soul, it is in divine Hands

2/26/2020 10:11:10 AM mermaide432526 N eed proof? Search Lake Erie Lights on YouTube. They love Lake County Ohio

2/26/2020 10:11:11 AM rarelyasleep That's called an Osprey, a sideways helicopter.

2/26/2020 10:11:15 AM tbonedude The term newbie is arguably offense. I felt the need to weigh in because your opinion to tell others to watch programmed media is in fact a bad one. 

The only person so far with ego is you, probably since your taking offense to my words.

2/26/2020 10:11:23 AM cosgood35 But he also said. How far away is the next star. Suggesting no dice. We’ll se I guess.

2/26/2020 10:11:56 AM do_or_do_notty 😂😂😂

Do you listen to yourself?

2/26/2020 10:12:21 AM ramstadstacy I love that that post was 2222. 222 is a very significant # in my world 😉

2/26/2020 10:13:51 AM adamwestleyric3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I wrecked a 3 wheeler one time at 70mph it slammed me in the road I still got up an walked back to it got right back on with my 

skull fractured from front to back an my left arm behind me

2/26/2020 10:14:06 AM dansilv56084248 That to me is acknowledgement in the affirmative. Disclosure is forthcoming and what races and how many we are working with and who are our 

enemies.

2/26/2020 10:14:06 AM mindywiddowson1 We have bases on the moon and mars. It's been covered up for years. The Germans were building craft before WW2.

2/26/2020 10:14:14 AM adamwestleyric3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I didn't cry

2/26/2020 10:14:14 AM thelistenerforr  pic.twitter.com/mMPg4FRbJw

2/26/2020 10:15:36 AM adamwestleyric3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I woke up the next day an said what happen to the 3 wheeler

2/26/2020 10:17:22 AM skeye_watching That is like asking the CIA to give up their undercover agents & all their locations.

2/26/2020 10:17:27 AM dansilv56084248 One of the best answers to this question is The Law of One, The Ra Contact. It describes the nature of reality, space-time, what is our consciousness, 

who built the pyramids and so forth. 

Check it out. 

 https://www.lawofone.info/ 

2/26/2020 10:18:43 AM cryptogyu Agreed 🤣🤣 check mate.

2/26/2020 10:18:57 AM adamwestleyric3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 My brother thought I died when it flipped he said it crushed me in the ground twice before I came off he said he heard me hit the 

gas again during the flip he said I knew you where alive after that

2/26/2020 10:18:58 AM mateuszwala so message of disclosure is...? 🖖🖖🖖

2/26/2020 10:19:32 AM missund79512530 Ooh. Yes. I too think of this often lately! I should watch what I wish for right?

2/26/2020 10:20:14 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060607699233243137?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/SdhbcOBUNG

2/26/2020 10:20:50 AM supraetultra 😱😂😂😂



2/26/2020 10:20:50 AM braceberg1 @Jordan_Sather_ Sather, what is up with this tweet?

Are they here?

2/26/2020 10:21:23 AM stevenfontain14 ONCE AGAIN I CALL BS

2/26/2020 10:21:56 AM __intothewild_ Not only are we not alone...

The big question is: How many are already here and represented?

2/26/2020 10:21:57 AM wayneco24655875 The answer has been right in everyones face their whole lives, they just don't realize the significance . I doubt many would believe the truth anyway.

2/26/2020 10:23:13 AM diane13_daset I'm so ready and am looking forward to it, sooner the better.

2/26/2020 10:23:16 AM davethadude369 Still good to keep the eyes and mind open. My intent was not to embarass.

2/26/2020 10:23:55 AM stevenfontain14 I AM CONSUMED BY THE VASTNESS OF GOD - HE CREATED THE UNIVERSE FOR MAN - NOT ALIENS - WE ARE HIS GREATEST CREATION - NOT DEMONS, 

NOT ANGELS AND NOT ALIENS - WHY THE FxxK WOULD YOU LISTEN TO A FREAKING ALIEN TELLING YOU HOW TO BE SPIRITUAL WHEN WE HAVE GOD'S 

WORD?

2/26/2020 10:24:30 AM skeye_watching Mostly likely not. It takes going back to Cain & understanding what he was & going from there.  The fairy tale is much easier to believe.

2/26/2020 10:24:40 AM rikudochan you will be thrilled by today's AAM thread

2/26/2020 10:26:10 AM millerized1 However, when asking/answering that question, you have to be really clear and concise on the definition of 'intelligent life'.  Some folks think Bernie 

Sanders is smart.

2/26/2020 10:26:11 AM _369311119 Including the light makes a Q

2/26/2020 10:27:40 AM wayneco24655875 Yeah its strange that the fairy tales make sense to us and the truth can be unbearable or ridiculous. Shows how corrupted our collective consciousness 

is , like a Chinese whispers of reality where the story changes with every whisper until finally its nothing like the original.

2/26/2020 10:28:18 AM momekool1 MJ12 says so

2/26/2020 10:28:26 AM gigi6412 Come on, I’m ready!!

2/26/2020 10:28:36 AM momekool1 Some non-terrestrial

2/26/2020 10:28:44 AM wooten2w @r_upside @RyanAFournier @gatewaypundit @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @gatewaypundit @RealMattCouch @JackPosobiec @Jim_Jordan 

@CarpeDonktum @PolishPatriotTM @CrumpetCB @JudicialWatch @judithw24974617 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @patton6966 @Maralizjames25 

@KathyAn61139722

2/26/2020 10:28:45 AM ms1481 That's quite a narrow field of view IMO

2/26/2020 10:29:17 AM ms1481 Also, why are you calling GOD "He"?

2/26/2020 10:29:39 AM mompatriot45 Have you read the Seth material? (Seth Speaks). Very similar to Carla and Don's work.

2/26/2020 10:29:46 AM momekool1 Wanna bet dummy??

2/26/2020 10:31:07 AM bobtoptier Our known universe is generously packed with life, spiritual and phsyical. As in abundantly existing everywhere. Life is extremely adequate in desiring 

manifestation to create and experience. This force is neverendingly present and holds the entire template of cosmic growth.

2/26/2020 10:31:20 AM splendorian1 BBobbio you are right.  It is a confession.

2/26/2020 10:31:45 AM anonyboss We are Q. The world is waking up!! 

WWG1WGA

2/26/2020 10:32:50 AM skeye_watching That's exactly it, & we are at the point now, that if you even bring up a topic that doesn't agree with the ages old traditions, they will look at you like 

you have two heads with horns. There is no chance of open minded discussions, & they will recite 101 ways you are wrong.

2/26/2020 10:33:29 AM nm_zsr I suppose, only if the President confirms. He has deferred in the past.

Just because a Q is asked doesn't mean a Q is answered.

2/26/2020 10:33:45 AM maralizjames25 Thank for adding me to this lovely train I'm feeling the patriotic love IFBAP @Maralizjames25 and Thank You @Wooten2W  let's expose #ABCNews 

#Abcnews and #Twitter

2/26/2020 10:34:55 AM kimpaddockasd It makes sense that you are a "doctor". Which university were you brainwashed at? Harvard? Yale? NO SOCIALIST COUNTRY HAS EVER DONE 

ANYTHING FOR ANYONE EXCEPT SUPPRESS AND KILL THEM. Show me proof that this is not true. It's great at the beginning but not in the end.

2/26/2020 10:34:57 AM bobtoptier So imagine the other galaxies, time does not work as we humans perceive it daily. The universe has many layered perspectives, depending on where 

you are at. But wherever you are, never you will be the only living being out there.

2/26/2020 10:36:02 AM tblue60 I'm ready. Been researching and learning. I'm amazed, excited, shocked and of course a little apprehensive. With that being said, we are ready.

2/26/2020 10:38:21 AM conspiracycen Quantum a.i for sure.

2/26/2020 10:38:50 AM steppedweller7 There’s a FB page called L/L Research that posts quotes of the Ra material daily.  Also quotes an entity named Q’uo, which I’ve thought interesting in 

light of Q being a thing.  It’s actually really neat and enlightening material.

2/26/2020 10:39:14 AM mikerom06737909 Sorry roswell was the cia. Q has nothing to do with et's.

2/26/2020 10:39:38 AM qworldorderq I once looked into the air in front of my house and a “falling star“ appeared right above me and traveled to my roof, then disappeared perfectly on top 

of my roof above my bedroom. Silent and looked like plasma. Ideas anyone?

2/26/2020 10:39:41 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/pIW7PaAiVZ

2/26/2020 10:39:59 AM unittzoo Should we be prepping for extended quarantine in the US?

2/26/2020 10:41:11 AM magamircat1 You are correct,  however,  1/3 of the Angel's were kicked out of heaven. Where did they go? Satan is the God of this world, therefore, he wants to 

deceive the masses. Q says "these people are sick" and "the end is not for everyone"

2/26/2020 10:41:13 AM mikkishellman Yes I am ready to meet our big brothers.  I have been preparing myself for about 20 years because I know they exist 😊.

2/26/2020 10:41:15 AM yohnkenschon Maybe by the time of fall 2021? @SandiaWisdom

2/26/2020 10:41:19 AM wayneco24655875 God that depressing lol. I sometimes wonder if that's why we behave the ways we do , because we have species amnesia and don't know who we are 

or what we are.

2/26/2020 10:45:05 AM realtimecop Nothing you've described sounds appealing at all

2/26/2020 10:45:29 AM thetfjourney I read through a few of these "proofs". 

While I understand you are committed to believing in this cause, I can assure you that no independent judge in a legal proceeding would consider any 

of those "proof" of anything. They are extremely loose coincidences signifying nothing.

2/26/2020 10:45:31 AM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/DcvPUi6iYX

2/26/2020 10:45:47 AM megamane2 It may be considered endorsed by the President. But, Q+ didn't post it.

2/26/2020 10:47:45 AM badmammajammaor In the 1st and 2nd heavenlies + the spaces below us (deep space).

2/26/2020 10:49:55 AM steppedweller7 I haven’t read many different sources of channeled contact info, but the ones I have have been funny...it’s what kept me reading open mindedly.  Laura 

Knight Jadczyk, Law of One, Beelzebub’s Tales to his Grandson...

2/26/2020 10:49:59 AM skeye_watching Mostly likely.  We are looking for something way out in space to come here & make things right, when what we need is already within us. We just fail 

to acknowledge it's there & communicate with our Creator. Yeshua gave us the tools when He was here, but we complicated everything.

2/26/2020 10:52:08 AM pauliepg11111 Totally agree with this - I’ve always thought that.

2/26/2020 10:53:19 AM ccal1331 The question is... are some, if not all, of the bad actors non-human?

2/26/2020 10:57:05 AM rottenone1969 Tell us who, which uncle. Send some links. I read a lengthy thread about this the other day and haven’t been able to find much mor on the topic.

2/26/2020 10:57:11 AM jackarm65081193 how do you get an image of the Milky Way, when you have not escaped our local star system?🤓

2/26/2020 10:58:41 AM gregoryjhall1  https://youtu.be/L5BdLVRg7Lo 



2/26/2020 11:00:44 AM jeffcordell6 Me and 3 buddies have witnessed an orb close to earth. Motionless then accelerate so fast it left a streak behind it like on Star Trek when Kirk says 

warp 5 Scottie.   Then there were 2 or more of our jets chasing it.  So low we could see the afterburners!

2/26/2020 11:01:54 AM lk81955047 Ahhhh a book deal.

2/26/2020 11:02:46 AM wayneco24655875 Yeah that's the fundamental truth, the beast is the myriad of layers of illusion that externalize the answers and confuse . It really is a prison of stimulus 

that is almost impossible to escape. Thanks for the timely reminder. It highlights the war on focus.

2/26/2020 11:05:54 AM bertha15724644 THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE  I have the poster from the X-Files

2/26/2020 11:06:18 AM jhysko01 Evil.  The Raëlian Movement teaches life on Earth was scientifically created by a species of extraterrestrial human scientists, which they call the 

"Elohim". Members of this species appeared human when having personal contacts with the descendants of the humans that they made.

2/26/2020 11:07:45 AM jimmymacfarland Look at the "possible" most recent "evidence" from ISS last Friday, Feb 21, 2020 pic.twitter.com/qY1k6hPKTo

2/26/2020 11:08:55 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...Ready!!!

2/26/2020 11:09:11 AM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/beuRUpcfYT8 

2/26/2020 11:10:31 AM jesse48676371 something that doesn’t sit right with me with mj12, the nsa.... did the previous potus just forget about you guys? in 8 years... him and his filth never 

got to anyone? im not sure anymore what team to trust... if Trump is using them, barry wasnt smart enough too? i doubt it

2/26/2020 11:12:27 AM deplorable369 God: Hold my beer...

2/26/2020 11:12:58 AM jesse48676371 how much faith should i put in that any of this is true? im sure you can tell where its from pic.twitter.com/ZdZrZDlRpQ

2/26/2020 11:13:39 AM star_god1  pic.twitter.com/H55nsbHqDH

2/26/2020 11:15:11 AM 369_is 🤣🧐🤣

2/26/2020 11:16:07 AM cypressbill1980 i saw a ufo video from 1 year before 911 filmed near the twin towers and it was like all the heat drained from my body as the realization we're not 

alone sunk in.

since then i've tried to find out everything about them which led me down many rabbit holes 

its all connected

2/26/2020 11:17:40 AM skeye_watching I have to remind myself daily. It's my discussion with the Father each night, I ask that He help me focus on seeing His children as He sees them, remove 

anything that is not of His nature & attributes to my growth in His kingdom within. I know if I ask for help, it's there daily.

2/26/2020 11:18:15 AM cypressbill1980 we can be safe in the knowledge that if the aliens wanted us gone we wouldn't be here now

2/26/2020 11:18:24 AM 369_is I had a bunch outside my window one night. Stationary white lights in a swarm. Each time I focused on one, it turned into a blue electricity appearance.  

 My cat was going nutty looking out the window with me wagging her tail. A few mins later, helicopters and planes showed up.

2/26/2020 11:23:43 AM eewwanon Scavino has to be one of them.

2/26/2020 11:24:19 AM scottf59 It is the height of arrogance to think we are the only sentient species in an unfathomable universe.

2/26/2020 11:24:37 AM allonkid You can personally help. Not as a nation level.

2/26/2020 11:25:26 AM westmount_d7 My love, anyone who looks up sees what is going on. Many crafts are no longer cloaking. We see advanced technology in skies. Some may be Secret 

Space Force(s) but others are not. We discern ourself. We have a 3rd eye to see. Most will feel reassured as we resonate with truth🌹

2/26/2020 11:26:16 AM steveroye 1. We are not alone. We have NEVER been alone. That is a mask.

2. Does "the Q is asked" auto disclose ET life?

3. Honestly, is there anyone who does not know that Roswell was a ET contact of at least some sort?

Pls clarify for better responses.

2/26/2020 11:27:08 AM concavess If Q doesnt know we live inside the concave earth and theyre are no such things as aliens, then they dont work in intel nor do they have access to 

classified documents.

2/26/2020 11:27:46 AM 1reallawrence Hold on, could the vastness of Q and it's node management in a n-cubed complex dynamic game system actually be the ET that joined the fight?

Wow.

Wow.

And response to "Who is Q, is ....

"What is Q"?

Gulp.

@martingeddes

2/26/2020 11:28:34 AM nine_six3 Great question! Mostly speculation. Also under the impression that it is less spiral & more geometrically shaped. Guess we'll find out, when they 

disclose more of what's really around us & what it all really looks like. The images help one ponder 'the vastness of space'- I hope!

2/26/2020 11:30:44 AM splendorian1 1) It must be imaged from Voyager which barely made it out of the solar system, and Hubble shots which are taken from Earth orbit.  You are correct 

sir. https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2016/hubble-s-journey-to-the-center-of-our-galaxy …

2/26/2020 11:31:17 AM splendorian1 2) It will be a long time before we can see our entire galaxy all at once, looking down on it from above. But until then, we have some pretty spectacular 

views from its different neighborhoods. https://www.ibtimes.com/4-nasa-photos-show-stunning-views-milky-way-galaxy-2612950 …

2/26/2020 11:34:28 AM blsdbe @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @OnEdgeOfWonder @LisaMei62 @tracybeanz @CoreysDigs @lori_dee1 Pass it on 

and #ThanQ!!! pic.twitter.com/ppQoLB5z3B

2/26/2020 11:36:44 AM shallknown For the masses, yes.

For most on here, disclosure occurred long time ago.

2/26/2020 11:37:39 AM chris_cmselec Can you reconsider creditable source?

2/26/2020 11:37:58 AM godschatnblog #Looks slot like what's on a picture I took🤔 pic.twitter.com/wtVj7nCWtA

2/26/2020 11:38:05 AM quartrmastranon Disclosure of what? 

That statement can be true and all the alien people can still be nuts. 

To consider that disclosure is absurd.

2/26/2020 11:39:01 AM jimmymacfarland Yes.  Interesting.

2/26/2020 11:39:54 AM charlesgdavis1 Just ask the question. Who is Q?  @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @JuliansRum @DeptofDefense @JudicialWatch @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @TheJusticeDept @TomFitton @FBI @EpochTimes @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs 

pic.twitter.com/MTf6Mtelb1

2/26/2020 11:42:10 AM ragevirusqq Does the pupil of the eye and a black hole have anything common?

2/26/2020 11:42:24 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/FbO65cZCJb



2/26/2020 11:43:01 AM rghardy3 I guess this means E. T.'s are on the Q team.

Star Trek Q

The Alliance

The Domain

2/26/2020 11:44:15 AM ragevirusqq No that is not disclosure by the president of extraterrestrial life.

2/26/2020 11:44:18 AM drbohammer Roger that Scott.

2/26/2020 11:47:56 AM mathison_si [Somebody] from the D*E*P*T of E*NER*GY told us long ago that  “They are BROWN, not GREEN!”  (Like ET 😉) You should try and move one of those 

things once they crash.   It’s a Biatch trying to cross bridges and mountains.

2/26/2020 11:49:56 AM jeritud3 Richard #Grenell as Acting Director of all 17 U.S. intelligence agencies

2/26/2020 11:51:25 AM patriotswegoall Q5 clearance not high enough for 045 to get access to ET info or S4, based on research

2/26/2020 11:51:52 AM mathison_si In a round about way without saying yes or no, which the Q team can’t, and I’m sure you understand, the thought of how vast space is almost tells me 

they are saying YE_.   We have to fill in the last letter.

2/26/2020 11:53:42 AM jeffcordell6 That's amazing!   The truth be told, that single event set the stage for me to entertain the thought that there is more going on than my limited 

perception allowed back then.   Without it, i may never have ventured out looking for answers!

2/26/2020 11:57:10 AM mongrelglory I'm not saying I believe everything this essay says, but there are some troubling incidents in his history:  https://www.henrymakow.com/2020/01/mlk-

holiday-confirms-us-is-de-facto-communist.html …

2/26/2020 11:58:10 AM steveroye WTF are you at? There is no round about anything here. ET's HAVE BEEN HERE. They are the source of the CABAL. There are WHITE HAT ET's here NOW.

Are you lost? Asking for a friend? 🧐

2/26/2020 11:58:14 AM rikudochan what if you're not on the side of God, that means you lose right?

2/26/2020 11:58:26 AM darktolightjedi One of the biggest disclosures from Q.

2/26/2020 11:58:55 AM neatsyp We are Q - thanks Maj12 for heading the team w 45

2/26/2020 11:59:12 AM steveroye You have to quit smoking crack so you can think better.

2/26/2020 11:59:32 AM patriotswegoall Just hope that patriots have everything under control

2/26/2020 11:59:43 AM mongrelglory Here's another article that digs into his assassination:  https://www.henrymakow.com/2019/01/did-memphis-police-fbi-set-up-mlk.html …

2/26/2020 12:00:09 PM tamravee I lost touch with him but in my gut I felt it would be the locusts from the Pit ..   book of Revelation stuff . These locusts will have faces though . Jonathan 

Kleck is revealing ALOT on this subject and the signs and symbols .

2/26/2020 12:00:58 PM 369_is Oh I totally agree Jeff.  I think when we get an experience like this, part of the reason might be to activate us toward the next level, and/or make us 

aware of something we're here for.

2/26/2020 12:01:48 PM nikoscali Wow you turned this discussion negative pretty fast!

2/26/2020 12:02:29 PM mathison_si Most of the Q team has a clearance well above Q+.  Or as they would say in Vietnam, the President is always on a need to know basis.

2/26/2020 12:03:18 PM tamravee Look through his videos. It's a wealth of BIBLICAL INFO https://youtu.be/Q9IuGnQDqyw 

2/26/2020 12:04:06 PM davethadude369 John G. Trump. That's all you're getting from me.

2/26/2020 12:04:25 PM chris8nix Many ET’s are our friends. We get all of our technology from them.  I remember leaving from Diego Garcia zero gravity. Blank slate was not completed.

2/26/2020 12:06:17 PM greg61859433 That was a great Q&A

Hope Q can do another one

2/26/2020 12:06:25 PM dansilv56084248 I am unfamiliar with this...can you provide a link?

2/26/2020 12:06:43 PM ms1481 Everyone has their own RedPill story

2/26/2020 12:06:56 PM steveroye Nope - perspective. Been following and lurking longer than you.

Plus, I am NOT intimated by these folks. There have a mission. They asked questions. I responded.

Your turn.

2/26/2020 12:10:14 PM nikoscali No need for hysterics no one was trying to intimidate you. Maybe you are the person that needs to lay off the crack and stop being so paranoid of your 

fellow patriots.

2/26/2020 12:10:15 PM fansblowing3 We are awake, so throw at us all the alien stuff that those asleep would not believe.  👍

2/26/2020 12:11:52 PM srndipity630 Thank you. My son just schooled me ...I'm a tad bit embarrassed.  Thank you.

2/26/2020 12:12:35 PM themrsbalch I'm sorry, I know this is old thread. I'm just today learning about this, Draco, etc. My brain is having trouble tracking it all. Is there a reliable resource 

you can share that explains Draco better? 🙏

2/26/2020 12:14:08 PM splendorian1 Here is documentary explaining why there is no UFO disclosure in our lifetime.  Not revelaing except for the fact it is by design. 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2254010/ …

2/26/2020 12:15:11 PM srndipity630 @DaveDavidson889

2/26/2020 12:15:50 PM 11charlie111 But wouldn’t it be awesome if places and beings like this exist? pic.twitter.com/1YoON9EvlV

2/26/2020 12:16:10 PM srndipity630 I can have a good laugh at my expense sometimes. 🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤣 I couldn't make out the aircraft behind them.

2/26/2020 12:16:51 PM bethwalden9 Yep! We are ready! Love and light! Blue Avions, Pleridians, Anshar, ancient builder race and countless others! Bring it on! ❤️

2/26/2020 12:20:31 PM megamane2 Right. But the question asks if ET life has officially been disclosed by the President. My answer is no.

2/26/2020 12:22:25 PM theodazmusic  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNh9ff3C1Wg …

2/26/2020 12:22:43 PM jeffcordell6 Thank you!   You just spoke my mind more eloquently than I could muster.

2/26/2020 12:22:56 PM canada_rj We are not alone and Humanity must set The terms of Engagement and Implement The Declaration of Human Sovereignty!! 

http://Humansovereignty.org 

2/26/2020 12:22:59 PM nostradachris1 My Gps this afternoon 🍿 pic.twitter.com/q9fAZElLu0

2/26/2020 12:27:10 PM 369_is Nah...you did great!!! XOXOXO

2/26/2020 12:28:53 PM t_hayden07 L/L Research was formed by the people that channeled the Law of One, originally in 1981. I'm interested in the Q'uo entity though, never heard that 

part!

2/26/2020 12:29:26 PM t_hayden07 They're all around us now.

2/26/2020 12:29:39 PM budholladay Why do you ask about ETs? You saw them all on CBS last night, didn't you?

2/26/2020 12:30:11 PM oakleysuburbs 🤣

2/26/2020 12:34:00 PM trolls4truth Ya, but why would they kill off their food supply?

2/26/2020 12:37:38 PM mongrelglory Wait till the world learns Angela Merkel is related to Hitler...

2/26/2020 12:38:23 PM chrislongaberg1 David Carradine

2/26/2020 12:38:34 PM matykowski_m The truth usually

2/26/2020 12:41:19 PM dmsummr_ Watched excellent digging 

@OnEdgeOfWonder 

WWG1WGA 🌏

2/26/2020 12:41:57 PM kyates_biz Then they would still be discorvering the truths the evil  agenda  of socialist. 

Then ET

2/26/2020 12:41:58 PM aleks8837 By copying a Q-post? 🧐 So you mean that Q is fake too?



2/26/2020 12:43:21 PM alight412 Kab has said Q is Pleiadian.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said ET's are on the Q team and my intuition leads me to this conclusion. What are your thoughts?

 💙❤️💜💛💚

2/26/2020 12:43:24 PM unidentifiedta1 I trust only facts and information. I never trust, nor distrust, persona’s  or  prognosticators. Show me the fruit of a claim, and let it ripen by its own 

merit.

I think the operation can be dangerous, but I can also support the narrative arc of fighting a “deep state”.

2/26/2020 12:43:42 PM 67whb Looks like some work Lestat has done.

2/26/2020 12:44:15 PM unidentifiedta1 We must question everything, especially our own personal beliefs, for they could steer you off a ledge.

2/26/2020 12:46:43 PM werascending I sure hope they do!!! It would be VERY awesome!!!

2/26/2020 12:46:57 PM magamatician A piece of lingerie Freud’s mother wore.

2/26/2020 12:51:15 PM madhopper59 The world may not be ready but it's time for the truth! pic.twitter.com/J1vlTNTc9i

2/26/2020 12:55:14 PM sunnydkelleu Truth slipping out

2/26/2020 12:58:35 PM steppedweller7 The Q’uo messages have been very loving and uplifting and have a different character than the Ra messages.  It’s cool!

2/26/2020 1:02:24 PM gabauer_george Welcome blue avians!

2/26/2020 1:02:50 PM uberdeuss He Lost me when he was forecasting the Hilary Clinton arrest and never happened

2/26/2020 1:08:49 PM alwaysfinds So Q is extra-terrestrial?

2/26/2020 1:09:38 PM justmekimhere Thank you , kinda had that feeling

I was looking into the cloning dig in Canada and it led me to this.

A lot of blue check people on their twitter page.

In plain sight

2/26/2020 1:10:41 PM chris_cmselec My question is if there is why isn’t there proof then exposure.  Why the secrecy?  Of all the billions of stars/planets they single out earth?  What do we 

possess that they came here?

2/26/2020 1:10:50 PM bbobbio71 It's hard to help those to see that aren't ready or in denial.  I think those that are still sleeping need a good kick in the ass! ( Metaphorically speaking) 

By doing so will help push those on the fence  as well. Awful lot of peaks and valleys in this roll out.

2/26/2020 1:11:34 PM madeinusrealtor Try this one. https://youtu.be/OEFU_0btjbc 

2/26/2020 1:13:10 PM stegallmargaret #WWG1WGA TheGreatAwakening

2/26/2020 1:16:37 PM stegallmargaret What will happen when BHO, HRC and SOROS go down!!! #WeWillCelebrate🇺🇸

2/26/2020 1:16:46 PM bbobbio71 Until the last election,  that what most of us had to go on. Hope

Hope that change still happen. 

Hope that politicians will be for the people. 

Hope that jobs will come back. 

Hope has been driving force that we've all hung onto for so long. Hard not to HOPE

2/26/2020 1:18:44 PM janepublik U missed the area 51 military man who says NO ALIENS?  Only military technology made to LOOK like the propaganda (they) have planted since 50's.

2/26/2020 1:22:12 PM stegallmargaret Bring it On!!!!🇺🇸👏👏

2/26/2020 1:23:05 PM terryph08644081 MLK

2/26/2020 1:23:09 PM urkules So in order for POTUS to answer the question, he would need to disclose the ET's he's working with? Pleiadians?

2/26/2020 1:23:13 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

2/26/2020 1:24:03 PM keith369me Lol, how about your prime minister being the spawn of Castro

2/26/2020 1:25:04 PM steppedweller7 Interesting...will look into it later. Thanks!

2/26/2020 1:26:05 PM blue_irl Arturo was not in tune, lacked faith that came from hearing, and did not discern the Holy Spirit. He is intentionally contained in a neverending 

inconclusive hypnotic spiral of conversation. May God bless him with more opportunity as we have all been manipulated at times. 

pic.twitter.com/SBX9KkhIlc

2/26/2020 1:28:16 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/zUOB-BkSMa8 

2/26/2020 1:28:32 PM magamircat1 First, you do know the gov keeps everything secret..they keep/use knowledge to their benefit of power control and money. We have been lied from 

the ppl in power. Nothing is what it seems. You are watching a movie.

2/26/2020 1:31:16 PM mistersparkle3 I think extraordinary claims require extraordinary proof.

2/26/2020 1:33:08 PM chris_cmselec Yes, I agree on that but why do we not see it why would they present themselves to our government officials and not just come on down in a very 

public location

2/26/2020 1:36:25 PM nikoscali Every time they tried to "come down" they got shot at, is it that surprising they decided to take the subtle approach?

2/26/2020 1:39:15 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/rMKxRBv4h6

2/26/2020 1:39:28 PM oam63048378 Do tell...

2/26/2020 1:41:00 PM mongrelglory Go to  http://qmap.pub  and do a search for "Angela" or "Hitler".

2/26/2020 1:41:48 PM magamircat1 They do rituals and sacrifices to their "Gods" and thru open portals. The GREATER the sacrifice...in exchange for knowledge.

2/26/2020 1:42:10 PM mongrelglory It would have been cooler if he was Mick Jagger's kid. 😝

(Maggie got around).

2/26/2020 1:42:34 PM steveakridge Airline interview transcript:

 https://archive.org/stream/1947RoswellAl.INTERVIEWMatildaODonnellMacElroy/1947_Roswell%20Al.%20INTERVIEW%20-

%20Matilda%20O%20Donnell%20MacElroy_djvu.txt …

2/26/2020 1:43:17 PM steveakridge Airl...spell check

2/26/2020 1:44:47 PM 369_is Hiya @steveakridge Thanks for the link. Looks like the twitter spellcheck gotcha. LOL. Nice to hear from ya!!!

2/26/2020 1:46:03 PM trinity_jenny MAJCOM ? Learning

2/26/2020 1:48:09 PM chris_cmselec How many times did they try & where?

2/26/2020 1:49:17 PM chris_cmselec That’s their beliefs, I agree

2/26/2020 1:49:50 PM chris_cmselec Secret society’s

2/26/2020 1:51:32 PM magamircat1 There is a documentary called Higher Entities...look into it...

2/26/2020 1:53:33 PM ms1481 Its heart breaking

2/26/2020 1:54:32 PM chris_cmselec I’ll check it out.....,I’m going  send a name of a person and speech he gave in 1917.  It’s gonna be a bit I’ve to finish making dinner

2/26/2020 1:54:59 PM nikoscali Foo fighters over WWII Europe '39-'45

Battle of Los Angeles - '42

Roswell - '47

Washington DC - '52

Ely, NV - '52

Kingman, AZ - '53

All with some form of military involvement/engagement
2/26/2020 1:56:17 PM bbobbio71 How about this.  CA. Issued a state of emergency with out one person effected. 

Why??? I think the answer lies in here👇👇👇👇

 https://www.astho.org/Programs/Preparedness/Public-Health-Emergency-Law/Emergency-Authority-and-Immunity-Toolkit/Emergency-Declarations-

and-Authorities-Fact-Sheet/ …

2/26/2020 1:56:50 PM burge2010 I'm ready

2/26/2020 1:57:17 PM nikoscali All taking place during a time where we are testing nukes left and right and that doesn't even include what the Soviets did I might add..



2/26/2020 1:57:35 PM hoodsavior U all ought to continuously Retweet this..!!  Those in the "Real Know" know how Important 

 to GOD the Black(Original) Man is/was & will Be..!! @pontifex Kisses Feet of South Sudan Leaders...  https://youtu.be/O3W1mG38IX4  @gantzbe 

@larryislegend @_africanunion @ts_sci_majic12

2/26/2020 1:58:40 PM chris_cmselec All Nazi inventors work that we took and had them continue to do for us.  War of the worlds was the greatest false flag for keeping this going

2/26/2020 2:00:21 PM keur60693994 People are reporting sightings to mufon daily.

2/26/2020 2:00:28 PM nikoscali Assuming the Nazis didn't have help themselves

2/26/2020 2:01:06 PM chris_cmselec Ancient Egypt

2/26/2020 2:01:32 PM justinclements7 when you say what you mean instead of what you meant to say.

2/26/2020 2:01:40 PM bunnehbooboo Noice catch! #mirror

2/26/2020 2:01:41 PM chris_cmselec What do you know about it

2/26/2020 2:02:47 PM justinclements7 everybody gets a book deal

2/26/2020 2:10:05 PM prmd21801759 Is this still True? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624?s=19 …

2/26/2020 2:10:32 PM nikoscali Which ancient Egypt? Prior to/during old dynasty or new dynasty?

2/26/2020 2:18:14 PM whatsmypw Can't wait.

2/26/2020 2:22:30 PM burgersandra MJ12, you seem to have answered your own Q.  So, are you also part of the Q team?  Love the three Q's above.

2/26/2020 2:23:50 PM chris_cmselec Mystery Babylon

2/26/2020 2:25:01 PM chrisri01983176 we are a hybrid species, a kind of GMO. Rather high engraved tables (the beings working on it were very tall) could calculate by pressing on these 

engraved cuneiforms, what could give the mixture of 1 species w/another 1, the visible result was on a hologram in the table middle

2/26/2020 2:26:04 PM chrisri01983176 these high table could show space maps and plenty other knowledges on the hologram

2/26/2020 2:26:12 PM nikoscali I just don't subscribe to the idea that wartime UAP phenomena was human. To me the NAZIs were involved in basic back-engineering research but 

actual human-made reproduction vehicles of significant capability weren't a reality until MUCH later.

2/26/2020 2:27:20 PM magamircat1 Do you understand what they are trying to do with Cern?

2/26/2020 2:27:50 PM nikoscali The idea that negative races were visiting this planet for millennia and that the nuclear age got the attention of a benevolent alien race or races just 

resonates with me.

2/26/2020 2:27:56 PM magamircat1 Cloning???

2/26/2020 2:28:52 PM chrisri01983176 This cave or room has been shut down by Americans because at the time and maybe still nowadays (because of the Churches, Beliefs, faiths..) but also 

fear of being invaded... etc...

2/26/2020 2:31:05 PM q02951 I confess my ignorance of Lestat.

Perhaps you can enlighten me. Thank you.

2/26/2020 2:31:55 PM nikoscali That too

2/26/2020 2:34:19 PM munkeypilot Hell Yez I'm ready! Haven't been waiting on me😎👍🏼

2/26/2020 2:36:35 PM thekanehb Subconscious mind

2/26/2020 2:36:52 PM bagsovahere Where do I sign up to be among the stars? Feels like I've been waiting forever!

2/26/2020 2:37:17 PM 4patrickhenry Just sitting here waiting pic.twitter.com/4rwN1Qo26M

2/26/2020 2:37:25 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/8WODELsGj0

2/26/2020 2:37:33 PM jcrowyo Your BE is just ISing instead of IS-BEing.

2/26/2020 2:37:46 PM scents_common Like @BarackObama  and his book Dreams from my Father : A Story of Race and Inheritance . . .

@Ilhan book will be named Orgasms from my Brother : A Story of disgRACE and INcest . . .

2/26/2020 2:41:41 PM nschlange Mini Mike made one during the debate, didn't he?

2/26/2020 2:41:48 PM herpnutpat Remember The Urantia Book?

2/26/2020 2:41:48 PM denise4607 Yep. True thoughts bubble up & out.

2/26/2020 2:43:47 PM wayneco24655875 Have heard of it but haven't had a chance to read it yet . It it along the same lines?

2/26/2020 2:44:14 PM kimberl45879851 Truths

2/26/2020 2:44:58 PM alight412 To each their own. I never said you couldn't hold your own beliefs. Sending you love

💙❤️💜💛💚💛💜❤️💙❤️💜💚

2/26/2020 2:45:13 PM bagsovahere They are already among us (my belief). However, by simply asking Trump if Q is real and having him confirm it  automatically implies that 

extraterrestrials are among us.  Q is the highest level sec. clearance (E.T. clearance). Q+++ is likely an actual E.T.

2/26/2020 2:47:02 PM magamircat1 Got it!!!!

2/26/2020 2:47:35 PM mikeslife17 R.E.S.E.A.R.C.H....For yourself Patriot....

2/26/2020 2:47:43 PM herpnutpat It is huge.  I actually did have a copy many years ago.  It says humans were seeded.

2/26/2020 2:48:26 PM munkeypilot LMQAO🤯 even though that scared the Schitt out of me as a kid when I first saw that. This even more- Predictive Programming?🤔👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼

 https://youtu.be/KbPfzp5nMXA 

 https://youtu.be/2J6MRDBifII 

 https://youtu.be/vofeoaVXSj4 

2/26/2020 2:49:00 PM wayneco24655875 I'm definitely going to have to read it now!

2/26/2020 2:49:38 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/edujvNWdI7

2/26/2020 2:50:24 PM rebornkingent I think we’re entering the phase where the subconscious programming will be pushed out. The Bible talked about the last days where anything said in 

the dark will come to the light. The dark/ underworld is the unconscious. All Jungian modalities.

2/26/2020 2:51:03 PM oam63048378 Lovely

2/26/2020 2:51:49 PM allisonkeirsey Bernies tryna tax everyone 52% taking over half their salaries. lol his own damn wife was almost jailed for taking millions of dollars, you can’t POSSIBLY 

tell me after all that hard stealin work, they’re chill with just GIVING over half away to fund strangers healthcare!

2/26/2020 2:52:07 PM q02951 Nailed it!

2/26/2020 2:54:56 PM mikespies904 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is it flat?

2/26/2020 2:59:16 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/dai7OZRtYV

2/26/2020 3:03:29 PM starehope Yes, they are.

2/26/2020 3:14:59 PM covertress #TSCC

2/26/2020 3:25:56 PM eaglized Project Bluebeam PsyOp

2/26/2020 3:28:32 PM 123rmaga1 I see them when I meditate, I’m convinced I’ve felt Interdimensionals around me a few times...my cats clue me in first, & I sometimes hear answers in 

my head when I wonder what is going on. It’s either my IS or ETs.They are here and influencing us.  I’m ready for Disclosure!

2/26/2020 3:36:00 PM my2sonznme I should have made my own personal statement about Jared and not questioned yours.

2/26/2020 3:37:49 PM qteam6q People will still say Aliens are Demons pic.twitter.com/mvBTZxR1h6

2/26/2020 3:44:12 PM prayerw62758802 This topic is where the 🐰hole started for me. I have searched the spirit-breathed, living word of Yehovah for 35 years and nowhere have I found (non-

demonic)aliens mentioned. My spirit does not bare witness with this word from Q. I trust the Plan but my faith is in the Lord.

2/26/2020 3:48:14 PM chris_cmselec Look up John Dewey speech at The Imperial Japanese Mission to the United States, New York 1917

Read the first sentence of his speech.  Pres. Regan also used this in many of his speeches as well.

War of the Worlds radio broadcast was the greatest false flag, a test of the hoax.



2/26/2020 3:49:52 PM johnman60 Space....the final frontier...

ok Scotty...start beaming up the humans.....no clones, like...

hmmmmmm oh what's her name?

..oh right Hillary... pic.twitter.com/HogW8LLq6m

2/26/2020 3:51:41 PM andrewmclarke61 The vastness of space is inner space as in multi-dimensions.

2/26/2020 3:58:42 PM norefils Wow!!!

2/26/2020 4:06:36 PM 50shadesofq Is there any reason why Trump would not have a Q+ or Ultra Plus Clearance...i mean his uncle did handle most/all of the Secret Tesla Papers. The time 

of need to know compartmentalisation is coming to an END Hopefully.

2/26/2020 4:08:36 PM stevenyoungqld Our visible universe, which spans over 14 billion light years, contains 30 billion trillion stars. Within that astronomical number, it seems impossible to 

imagine that other civilisations do not exist beyond our own solar system.

2/26/2020 4:09:26 PM argottruth I'm super pissed off to learn that #JulianAssange helped to elect #Trump and then @realDonaldTrump turns on him. I ♡ Trump but Q's need to force 

Trump to FREE JULIAN!

2/26/2020 4:12:03 PM 50shadesofq Maybe you should spend less time reading the bible and more time looking up. Plenty up there if you open your eyes.

2/26/2020 4:16:46 PM susan66388204 The brain loves to spit the truth out given half a chance.

2/26/2020 4:19:20 PM fossilman21 Time to disclose Bob Lazars area 51 work back in the 80s.

2/26/2020 4:21:05 PM manlawrence20 Has anyone asked if they are subterranean???

2/26/2020 4:25:55 PM 50shadesofq But you do have access to classified documents i guess....cool story bro

2/26/2020 4:26:53 PM godrus Yes - there are most definitely ancient texts that state the time before the moon. 

The moon was brought to Earth as a satellite: no doubt about this in my mind.

2/26/2020 4:28:03 PM frank68158859 I think we are way past the panic and mass hysteria hoax. Who’s gonna panic? Get hysterical? It’s not like Hillary losing the election again.

2/26/2020 4:28:44 PM shift_incoming If you’re sorta new to the whole ET/UFO situation please please watch these videos to get Caught up. If you enjoy them pass it on!

Astronaut confirms + many other credible people

 https://youtu.be/c9zgXlcAxJI 

more credible people from many agencies confirming https://youtu.be/4DrcG7VGgQU 

2/26/2020 4:29:28 PM herpnutpat here is a link I found. I haven't thought about it until your post.  

 https://www.urantia.org/urantia-book 

2/26/2020 4:30:01 PM luluspeers1 Trump has Assange under the Witness Protection programme pic.twitter.com/eJsCocqgeQ

2/26/2020 4:30:29 PM dynamicres 233 > 332 ? https://twitter.com/USAFCENT/status/1232300573770371073 …

2/26/2020 4:31:10 PM luluspeers1 That's Julian in dressed up as an old man on the right of Vincent Fusca

2/26/2020 4:32:08 PM beverlyalters Welcome them they help us.

2/26/2020 4:36:28 PM laurabona I'm ready.

2/26/2020 4:37:12 PM starehope Not a biggie. Certain people are just into flight.

2/26/2020 4:40:50 PM rottenone1969 Or just don’t comment if you can’t be helpful.

2/26/2020 4:41:18 PM megamane2 There could be reasons why he would not have disclosure on absolutely everything. Just my opinion.

2/26/2020 4:43:43 PM 50shadesofq Lets be Honest....There is no 1 Single answer to the Q Its is a complex multidimensional universe we live in and with every answer we unlock 10 more 

questions that lead us deeper down the Rabbit Hole.

2/26/2020 4:45:58 PM willhannay  pic.twitter.com/tvJgzWOl3F

2/26/2020 4:49:05 PM ia_manon Thinking logically....Q post 97- “Disinformation exists and is necessary” so that means any single thing Q has said could intentionally be FALSE info. 

What do you think MJ???

2/26/2020 4:49:26 PM cporter73 Not aliens. Inter-dimensional beings. Watched a video recently and a ex military guy said that you were not allowed to say the name of Jesus in their 

presence. They aren’t aliens. They are demons.

2/26/2020 4:51:03 PM ewolsj They never left this realm and we've never left theirs.... and no IS BE is awaiting "official disclosure"  to exist......

2/26/2020 4:51:14 PM opengreenseas A mistake in speech, memory or action which reveals a subconscious feeling ( thoughts, beliefs ,wishes).

2/26/2020 4:52:21 PM jacktsears1 Oh boy look who's coming to dinner👽

2/26/2020 4:52:26 PM tiffanyblueq1 Exactly!

2/26/2020 4:53:30 PM bolandsays Hate to burst gulli-bubbles in Q-Ville, but all these stations forced to read propaganda are owned & controlled by RightWing, Orwellian, Trump-loving 

SINCLAIR Broadcast Group. NOT CNN, MSNBC or Hillary. Refuse & you’re fired. Get it yet? THIS is Fascism. Wake up indeed. #Qidiots.

2/26/2020 4:53:59 PM dcoveart  pic.twitter.com/MzepuTIBRh

2/26/2020 4:56:38 PM wideawa62267082 That's why Trump create space force.

2/26/2020 4:56:59 PM 5pace8oy1 They have been here a long long time and we have been out there a long long time , everybody needs to be told the truth 80+ years we have been lied 

to

2/26/2020 4:59:44 PM lordconcave Believe me, Q knows. 😎

2/26/2020 5:06:38 PM lordconcave  https://youtube.com/watch?v=rkvuR5iK0Vg …

2/26/2020 5:07:26 PM robertm51745442 Here is proof pic.twitter.com/WuPKU9zxDl

2/26/2020 5:11:02 PM lordconcave The way Qmap titled that drop is presumptive and putting words in Q's mouth.

2/26/2020 5:15:58 PM raphaelfarnese Its not the proofs you bring to court, the proofs mathematically impossible to deny that bring the people uniting as one...the people control the 

government not the gov control the people...you will see 20:20 soon enough everone has their own time of awakening to truth.

2/26/2020 5:16:10 PM carlito63289056 Did  Q ever speak of the Corona virus? 🤔 Why not ? Why not atleast address it now ?

2/26/2020 5:23:32 PM justifi78326842 I think we better get a dose of readyness it’s time . Soon They’ll start uncloaking themselves as I think some crafts are as big as a city🧐and oh yeah 

there’s life on the 🌝 I’m ready 😎 pic.twitter.com/BXmNIfTZTT

2/26/2020 5:27:28 PM theyoungearth1 Atheist: There must be life in the universe. Atheist: but there is no way there can be any supernatural life out there.

2/26/2020 5:30:13 PM mikeslife17 Or, promote people to educate themselves Patriot.

2/26/2020 5:32:22 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/Jy02n0AHh1

2/26/2020 5:32:29 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/UgdIJbArM2

2/26/2020 5:33:04 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#awakening

2/26/2020 5:33:53 PM cyal8er3 You cant be the happy Christian in space... thats not what yhe bible describes...stretched out like a tent, takes shape like a seal, immovable set on 

pillars with a firmament he set his bow in... clearly something reflective is surrounding us. Disinformation is necessary.

2/26/2020 5:37:54 PM sunnyawakening I know they are here. Cant hide it from those that have seen.

2/26/2020 5:38:01 PM redslegacy2 ❤️

2/26/2020 5:40:21 PM daganon68 I know. Isnt it totally cool?

2/26/2020 5:42:32 PM kylenchell6998 Doesn't matter if the world is ready.  It will happen if they are  not.  Some are ready that is enough.

2/26/2020 5:42:48 PM tiffanyblueq1 He's sick!

2/26/2020 5:46:10 PM kylenchell6998 Those pictures are not an Osprey. When can an Osprey maneuver in space???

2/26/2020 5:47:03 PM w1717171717 Link?

2/26/2020 5:47:18 PM rottenone1969 I just asked for a pointer not an education. Some of you Q folks are real D bags. I think I do a pretty good job of educating myself. I have now read 6 or 

7 article about John Trump and they all say very little about his connection to Tesla. Thanks for your help though.



2/26/2020 5:47:28 PM w1717171717 Lies

2/26/2020 5:48:21 PM roberta57948406 Q might be referring to angels and demons (not aliens)

2/26/2020 5:48:31 PM indianagirl9 Two unreliable sources, 60 minutes and Bernie

2/26/2020 5:49:15 PM nancy_faust Exactly.

2/26/2020 5:50:15 PM davethadude369 Maybe I'm not seeing what you're seeing. I'll look closer.

2/26/2020 5:57:27 PM thetfjourney Are you suggesting that the "coincidences" listed are "mathematically impossible to deny"? Because that's insane talk. 

The chances of Q and DJT both using the word "rogue" within a short time frame is statically significant, not some grandly impossible coincidence.

2/26/2020 6:02:29 PM rbw1926 It will just be confirmation of what we already know. 😁

2/26/2020 6:07:56 PM conniecollette3 this is so sad ....

2/26/2020 6:08:41 PM mtldrmr83 Yes

2/26/2020 6:11:16 PM sdane8 I know, right? I suspect if we knew even half of the truth our hearts would break into pieces. 😪

2/26/2020 6:16:10 PM keith369me Where do you think the scripts came from?

2/26/2020 6:16:34 PM indianagirl9 Not to mention government health care will let them pick who lives and who dies. Think all patents will be treated equal? NOT ON YOUR LIFE! THEY 

LUE CHEAT AND STEAL. THEY COULD CARE LESS ABOUT YOU! P pic.twitter.com/PeF55EPGkH

2/26/2020 6:17:03 PM djmurphy5 Q is an extraterrestrial?

2/26/2020 6:17:25 PM marywal64295444 I would be in heaven there!

2/26/2020 6:22:17 PM mattf1229 The slow drip of information to slightly open minds is excruciating to say the least. Watching drops from DOD or NASA is no coincidence.

2/26/2020 6:22:57 PM mgodfrey99 I do not believe in aliens only demons and Angels

2/26/2020 6:26:08 PM marywal64295444 When I was pre-teen age, I used to go on late night walks just watching the skies. I'd then sit under a huge, old weeping willow tree we had, stare at 

the sky, and try to send messages to my family who I knew was up there and watching.

2/26/2020 6:28:57 PM samckay3 It’s time to talk about...

The Dark Fleet (US Air Force)

Solar Warden (US Navy)

ICC  (Int’l Corp Conglomerate)

MIC (Military Industrial Complex)

All undisclosed secret space programs withholding humanity-changing technologies from all of us.

2/26/2020 6:31:33 PM jeannefentress Exactly. Just for fun visit  https://divinecosmos.com  watch Secret Space programs

2/26/2020 6:35:59 PM hoofhugs When you say something that may be in your subconscious and did not intend to put the words of a “secret” thought together.

2/26/2020 6:39:03 PM stevenfontain14 I CONSIDER THE VASTNESS OF INFLATED EGOS - THERE'S MORE PROOF OF GOD THEN ALIENS - MORE PROOF OF DEONS THAN ALIENS - ALIENS ARE 

DEMONS

2/26/2020 6:39:53 PM stevenfontain14 ABSOLUTLY - ASK ANY DOCTOR WHO WENT TO THE OBAMACARE BRIEFING

2/26/2020 6:41:04 PM mikeslife17 I meant no disrespect, only to promote the ideal of doing for ones self. We as a Nation were lulled to sleep believing what was given to U.S.. Promoting

 self knowledge is far from being a D-bag. God bless...✝️🇺🇸🐸

2/26/2020 6:41:26 PM qeue14 Hellou 😊

2/26/2020 6:41:27 PM 369helen313 “We Will Never Lose Again Win This Is Finished.” Q 

PATRIOTS ARE IN CONTROL. 

#GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1232526043128442881?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1232526043128442881 …

2/26/2020 6:51:27 PM anitakingsbauer Did you listen to this interview?  Very good! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b5tMxBnWpac&utm_source=ONTRAPORT-email-

broadcast&utm_medium=ONTRAPORT-email-

broadcast&utm_term=&utm_content=Watch+my+Jenny+McCarthy+Interwiev+on+Sirius+XM%21&utm_campaign=02222020 …

2/26/2020 6:55:44 PM jeannefentress I was going to.  Thks for the reminder. 👍

2/26/2020 6:58:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will you opt for receiving dangerously high levels of mercury, aluminum, and aborted fetal cells from multiple species in order to protect yourself from 

a virus that has infected 0.000000046% of the population. You are 2253x more likely to die in a car accident than get infected.

2/26/2020 6:59:57 PM anitakingsbauer  pic.twitter.com/DvaY5R784U

2/26/2020 7:00:03 PM beej22 😂 No.

2/26/2020 7:00:06 PM myhalossliippin Nope! Mucinex is pretty good stuff.👍

2/26/2020 7:00:08 PM 369helen313 Fear is the Evil...

2/26/2020 7:00:19 PM aprilbrown99 No way! I am not buying into [their] BS!

2/26/2020 7:00:41 PM nikoscali Mandatory vaccinations = imminent rebellion

2/26/2020 7:00:51 PM rick_hernandez You are more likely to die taking a selfie than you are to die from the corona virus in the US. pic.twitter.com/R15P1mtBsS

2/26/2020 7:01:45 PM cormieredcclare No!

2/26/2020 7:02:49 PM sdane8 😬

2/26/2020 7:02:53 PM writermaven No vaccines 4 me!

@WriterMaven

2/26/2020 7:03:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking.

Why is flu season in the winter and not the summer?

[Vitamin D]

Everybody should be consuming 5,000 IU of Vitamin D (per your naturopath/doctor's recommendation).

Your immune system is very strong.

Your military needs ammunition.

It gets depleted in winter.

2/26/2020 7:03:33 PM wakeywakey2q2q Whoa... I didn't think of it this way...

2/26/2020 7:03:35 PM megamane2 Negative.

2/26/2020 7:03:45 PM djlok Yeah!  Where's the outage over car fatalities? It seems like road and vehicle safety would be a better cause.

2/26/2020 7:03:49 PM aprilbrown99 5:5. 💗💗💗

2/26/2020 7:03:50 PM jamesca40805661 NO

2/26/2020 7:03:50 PM ilona94056822 Why Potus mentions vaccines in his press conference? Threw me off

2/26/2020 7:04:00 PM bryceja68689884 Very good point.

2/26/2020 7:04:06 PM missy715m Good advice thank you ☺️

2/26/2020 7:04:27 PM cny_micaa I am ready. Others I know, not so much. But I do know a lot of others IRL that are ready too.

2/26/2020 7:04:39 PM kfred711 No flu on the equator! The sun is always shining!

2/26/2020 7:05:21 PM 00loll0 I will never be vaccinated again ever. There is no way! Honestly if anyone tries to force me they will die trying.

2/26/2020 7:05:33 PM rainbeaudee diagnosed with any auto-immune? Demand a Vitamin D and Vitamin B test.

2/26/2020 7:05:39 PM talithap65 Nope.



2/26/2020 7:05:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear is the ultimate enemy.

Overcome it by turning the fear mongering off.

If you feel like you're not feeling well, do us all a favor and stay home.

If you feel sick, stay home.

Why do American's fail at this simple concept?

Wash your hands with hot water regularly.

2/26/2020 7:05:53 PM wss_memorial Zzzzzzzzzzz ...

2/26/2020 7:06:01 PM nurseniceyes MLK jr

Rbg

None Constitutionally

Democrats/ liberals

2/26/2020 7:06:08 PM sano_faith Also many other factors such as promiscuity.

2/26/2020 7:06:52 PM colonelflanagan Yep!  I take a 10k iu tab 5 days a week M-F.  Stopped taking the flu shot in 2012.  Havent been sick/flu-bound since.

2/26/2020 7:06:53 PM aprilbrown99 People lack common sense when they are being brainwashed.

2/26/2020 7:07:28 PM psammead5 Sunlight a factor?

2/26/2020 7:07:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Today official positions of the Federal Government were peddled by administration officials (including Q+) because it is political suicide (and sometimes 

"legitimate" suicide) when you speak, from a position of power, against the depopulation agenda. Only you have the power.

2/26/2020 7:07:44 PM kyates_biz Am i on the right track https://twitter.com/KYates_biz/status/1232848297036877824?s=19 …

2/26/2020 7:09:00 PM qaphsiel17 Addicted to drama. Programmed to be emotional. Cleanliness is next to godliness.

2/26/2020 7:09:12 PM 20_20_beyond The system has programmed everyone to think this way. Work at all costs. No excuses. Don’t blame the people, blame the leadership. Help the people. 

Guide the people.

2/26/2020 7:09:17 PM laurapacky It’s actually a video. It’s the video [they] killed him over. He was suicided before it was ever released if I remember right. The video is haunting.

2/26/2020 7:09:30 PM tkpackman88 It’s the flu with a name. BFD They like everyone in fear. Pandemic, War, Economy, It’s all Bullshit to keep us governable and stupid take our freedom 

and protect us. Wake T F Up!!!!!

2/26/2020 7:09:34 PM djlok I look forward to the post election Trump.

2/26/2020 7:09:50 PM robertg69989098 Not no bet HELL NO, no way, forget it, get outta here, I pray I have the choice. Now show me a safe vaccine that’s been blind tested and oriven safe 

and I’ll consider it. We can do better. Make vaccines great again

2/26/2020 7:09:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you are not exercising at least 3 times per week for at least 30 minutes per session getting your heart rate at least to 66.6% your recommended 

maximum heart rate, you are not taking care of the temple your IS-BE is occupying. You are robbing your IS-BE its potential.

2/26/2020 7:10:26 PM aprilbrown99 5:5

2/26/2020 7:10:33 PM patriot9161 Space force !

2/26/2020 7:10:40 PM 444_q_ Because the system is set up as such : you must work to pay bills, you cannot afford to "miss a day", you go to work, infect others, who also cannot 

afford to miss a day, all while sending your sick kid to school, because you can't afford to take off work to help them etc.

2/26/2020 7:10:41 PM rebornkingent What about HIIT 3 x 3 mins?

2/26/2020 7:10:43 PM positively303 Yes you are right , I must do better!

🙁

2/26/2020 7:10:55 PM 444_q_ Vicious cycle.

2/26/2020 7:11:19 PM mupbuttercup Same reason MS is more common up north where it's darker longer. They tell us to wear sunscreen every day, but vitD prevents many cancers. Even 

melanoma.

2/26/2020 7:11:24 PM droopydigs Something I need to be more considerate of, Thanks for looking out for us bruddah!

2/26/2020 7:11:44 PM truth939 Vitamin D is beneficial, but generally overhyped and there are much more powerful immune boosters and antivirals.

Zinc sulfate is most critical.  

Also:

Cat's Claw

Rose Hips

Vitamin C (Ester C)

Elderberry Syrup

Lemon Balm

B12

Curcumin
2/26/2020 7:11:59 PM theghost6969 66,6 is it the number of the beast 🧐

2/26/2020 7:12:20 PM djlok AT LEAST 30 MINS!!!  😜😜😜

2/26/2020 7:12:34 PM timkania REV 13:18

2/26/2020 7:12:37 PM cledrordfishing Most can't afford to stay home from work when sick.

That is just the way it is.

2/26/2020 7:12:47 PM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/8nsmb5D4nf

2/26/2020 7:12:51 PM anondirtyleg I can agree 

I use to run for Navy but since my injuries took control I didn’t feel happy on the inside. 

Been working out again since January, first time in years, I can say it led me to eat healthier as well. 

Never stop being the best you can 🤗

2/26/2020 7:13:06 PM 00loll0 I eat healthy and enjoy the sun but last year I was very I'll and diagnosed with a vitamin D deficiency. I recieved prescription vitamin D and was told 

that this has become very common in adults. Believe me when I tell you I felt like I was ready to die. I'm okay now.

2/26/2020 7:13:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you are not meditating at least 3 times per week for at least 30 minutes each session, you are robbing your IS-BE an opportunity to reflect upon what 

interactions and energies you have absorbed, including health related ailments. Health includes physical, mental, and sexual.

2/26/2020 7:13:39 PM 444_q_ Noted*

2/26/2020 7:13:52 PM nurseniceyes Hardly. I think therefore I am. Mind over matter.

2/26/2020 7:13:56 PM theghost6969 Thank you 👍🏽

2/26/2020 7:13:59 PM pomeinnz just sit in the sun

2/26/2020 7:14:37 PM crt14361013 🤔

2/26/2020 7:14:48 PM olenna_qot Makes so much sense it makes me feel dumb 🙄

2/26/2020 7:14:50 PM jeff57253103 I pray a few times daily bro

2/26/2020 7:15:01 PM lonewolfbuilder So in other words, when a vaccine presents itself for mass inoculation, hard pass?

2/26/2020 7:15:02 PM cindylee81 Thanks! I needed to hear this

2/26/2020 7:15:03 PM freeandoriginal Because the awful workplace rules are that sick or not you must be at work. 3/5 sick days per year are not right in a civilized country ! People have to 

go to work or get fired. Simple.



2/26/2020 7:15:03 PM pmg It’s because of humidity and temperature not vitamin d lol.

2/26/2020 7:15:08 PM unitedweareusa I meditate daily for exactly 30 mins. It’s been a blessing for the last few years even being on and off. Long term is what matters.

2/26/2020 7:15:10 PM nurseniceyes This is true in the beginning.

2/26/2020 7:15:11 PM aprilbrown99 ✔️ Averaging about 5+ at the moment. 💗💗💗

2/26/2020 7:15:40 PM 369helen313 How about playing the enemy’s “Card” & using their own  narratives in destructing the Old Gard forever !? 

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1232862953705234432?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1232862953705234432 …

2/26/2020 7:15:44 PM bordwell_c Nope nope & nope 👎🏻

2/26/2020 7:15:48 PM critica18495985 Just remember that Vit D does build up, extra not excreted like Vit C.

So if you do mega dosing for a long time, get blood tests to make sure you don't go too high.

2/26/2020 7:16:01 PM norwegianon We all know we should, but personally I have periods where I cannot motivate myself to exercise.. and not exercising make me feel even worse, since I 

know I'm not taking care of my temple... Yeah, I suck.

2/26/2020 7:16:02 PM sexylarrytate Sartre did not work out.

2/26/2020 7:16:23 PM chrost_  pic.twitter.com/J0n27K3Cem

2/26/2020 7:16:35 PM state1union HELL NO!  Hell I said NO

2/26/2020 7:16:50 PM craz_tom This is your best tweet. Common sense is a superpower.

2/26/2020 7:16:52 PM jenxyb1 That's intense.

2/26/2020 7:16:55 PM brandykpt No way

2/26/2020 7:16:59 PM 444_q_ Noted* a little hard with a toddler 🤣 BUT I'm sure I can find time during her nap 😊 except that's when I am digging... Meditation/prayer I need to 

make a priority

2/26/2020 7:17:00 PM liltilgerlil Why am I feeling a strange stillness

2/26/2020 7:17:01 PM hellouncledonny The only meditation music I need. https://youtu.be/5tVGei24TdQ 

2/26/2020 7:17:06 PM wildwilhelmina Great Health begins with extracting doctors from your life first and foremost...then find what makes you feel good. We are all different.

2/26/2020 7:17:12 PM julieca29660023 Hell no!

2/26/2020 7:17:15 PM cny_micaa Like VP in charge of pandemic? And including CDC people who are sketchy? And mentioning flu and coronavirus vaccines?

2/26/2020 7:17:16 PM trader_village The devil is in the details

2/26/2020 7:17:32 PM uhlmantrey The benefits/results of meditation are amazing

2/26/2020 7:17:39 PM blue_marbleeyes No. Just no.

2/26/2020 7:17:45 PM ex_matrix So my whiskey and cigarettes aren't helping me get thru this awakening?  (j/k, I know they don't help... wishing I could stand up against all the coping 

mechanisms better... the long and confused journey has sought crutches)

2/26/2020 7:18:04 PM sparkleloung Fear Frequency: They set the tone, the people tune in.

2/26/2020 7:18:11 PM nurseniceyes Saw this in Target today. For a better day... On a wallet...

2/26/2020 7:18:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Praying is magic.

Reciting biblical passages are not always effective.

Mistranslations.

Intentional deception.

Misunderstood metaphors.

Speaking words aloud is casting spells.

You SPELL words out.

Sometimes neutralizing negative karma by acknowledging humility or sacrifice works.
2/26/2020 7:18:16 PM truth939 Coronavirus and acute illness aside, it's actually other viruses and bacteria that are responsible from chronic illness, which is a growing problem around 

the world and devastating for many people.

2/26/2020 7:18:17 PM freewithfaith I cringed when I heard him promoting vaccines and pharmaceuticals!

Hope this is all part of the show!

2/26/2020 7:18:21 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Thank you for all that you are doing fo help us!  I love these evening chats and Love you all very much!  

Thank you for your service. 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/26/2020 7:18:22 PM ceresajl Yes! And why POTUS said this would be resolved by Spring. Sunshine is nature’s disinfectant.

2/26/2020 7:18:24 PM blue_marbleeyes Strengthen your own defences

2/26/2020 7:18:27 PM theghost6969 No time, need to work to paid  for all those taxes in this prison planet 😂

2/26/2020 7:18:40 PM state1union Come on Sexual?  Lol 😝 please contact who is in charge Stat!

2/26/2020 7:18:47 PM freestateojones Gotta make that money.

2/26/2020 7:19:07 PM sparkleloung 👊

2/26/2020 7:19:15 PM lamieret Nope. Never again. Are tetanus shots safe? I’m probably past due.

2/26/2020 7:19:17 PM truthseeker8882 Can you clear up what you mean by IS-BE?

2/26/2020 7:19:32 PM aprilbrown99 Love You All Very Much!  ♥️♥️♥️

2/26/2020 7:19:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 One battle at a time.

Things are changing in the background, but the SWAMP RUNS DEEP!

Nunes acknowledged this evening.

The swamp is much larger and sicker than the world could have imagined.

[Spirit Cooking]

2/26/2020 7:19:46 PM clinton_deyton I work outside year round   Summers are hot winters are cold..  never had a flu shot in my life and have not been really sick in 10+ years.

2/26/2020 7:19:56 PM jlross5 Hell no! No way am I going to get any of that crap. I haven’t had a flu shot in years. Have I gotten the flu? No not once.

2/26/2020 7:20:30 PM truth939 Epstein Barr is an example and the HHV family of viruses.  Bacteria as well such as chronic streptococcus.  These 'bugs' mutate and adapt very quickly, 

fueled by increased toxicity on our planet.  This also makes the bugs more aggressive, cause more significant health issues.

2/26/2020 7:20:36 PM rhonda_usa People need to use search engine and look up, Georgia Guidestones.” It’s real folks, wake up.

2/26/2020 7:20:53 PM 6b1222t Sweetheart the Bible is the Absolute Word of God. U don’t think He’s big enough to make certain HIS word is accurately carried down thru the ages?

2/26/2020 7:21:37 PM channelsoftruth How about working fulltime Not behind a desk everyday? Are you 66.6% sure? 33%?

2/26/2020 7:21:38 PM valerie59723152 I do not take Vit D once a week and still caught an awful cold or hayfever..no fever though.

2/26/2020 7:22:13 PM truth939 @MedicalMedium is the source of truth on this issue.  Radically changed my health.  Turned many health issues around for me, including the beginning 

of chronic illness, which is rare for a younger male.

2/26/2020 7:22:18 PM jeffcordell6 I take 10,000 per day in winter

2/26/2020 7:22:26 PM lonewolfbuilder  pic.twitter.com/x2RhI5CI9d

2/26/2020 7:22:41 PM humanprimer Indeed!

2/26/2020 7:22:53 PM syrrah2 Yeah and the real question is how do we fight them when they want to force it on th populace. Of course we don’t want that shit.. but you see how 

they’re setting it up to force it on people.

2/26/2020 7:23:15 PM n7guardiananon sacrifice as in lent???

2/26/2020 7:23:19 PM bluewrendawn Maybe the future of human race coming back in time to warn/help us



2/26/2020 7:23:21 PM craz_tom Take your shirt off and stand in the sun. Do it during your lunchbreak in a city street. You will become the talk at the watercooler and absolutely 

nobody will fugg with you, ever. Unpredictability level skyrockets.

2/26/2020 7:23:31 PM rhonda_usa Use soap and sing happy birthday to yourself twice while washing hands. Then do not touch door handle w/o paper (every store owner needs trash can 

near opened door. Not everyone washes hands after going potty.

2/26/2020 7:23:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 The double slit experiment proves that those places do exist, you and your DNA are not programmed to project these frequencies. Meeting aliens and 

extra-terrestrials can be violating in many ways. Unconditional love and enlightenment (IS-BE unity) is universal.

2/26/2020 7:24:11 PM truthse98576558 God is my vaccine, thank you very much.

2/26/2020 7:24:29 PM rhonda_usa I do, everyday for 10 years.

2/26/2020 7:24:37 PM freewithfaith Wow!🙄

2/26/2020 7:24:54 PM mayflowerlady No they don’t - crazy

2/26/2020 7:24:56 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/yrTW6OfVHx

2/26/2020 7:25:16 PM aprilbrown99 They most definitely exist. 💙💙💙

2/26/2020 7:25:18 PM jeffcordell6 I take 2 5000 iu in winter

2/26/2020 7:25:24 PM stanstephens13 Lord’s Prayer?  Start with father in heavens and his glory then bring the glory to earth then thank for provisions and take notice of trespasses then 

forgive others, ask for spiritual protection. Thoughts?

2/26/2020 7:25:28 PM cny_micaa Many people can't stay home, money, or loss of job. And they overcrowd ERs for basically a work note so as not to lose said job. Spreading more 

germs. I know. I see it daily. Yes, wash your hands.

2/26/2020 7:25:42 PM qanon84 Casting spells scares people

2/26/2020 7:25:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you eat meat, you are sacrificing an IS-BE's experience.

When you eat vegetables, you are sacrificing an IS-BE's experience.

How then are you supposed to get nourishment in order to survive?

It will take hundreds of years to accomplish for humans on Earth.

It will happen.

2/26/2020 7:25:57 PM michele_mystic Most Americans do not have understanding employers and have no paid sick leave so they battle through even when they shouldn’t

2/26/2020 7:26:00 PM wickedmouse369 This is my goto during the day for quick meditation. Please share your favorite guided meditation, music, or even techniques. 

https://youtu.be/81Kf3UBQ1g8 

2/26/2020 7:26:08 PM colonelflanagan a day or just 2 all winter?

2/26/2020 7:26:08 PM sdane8 Hot water? I always thought it doesn't matter the water temp? The soap attaches to the germs and washes them away with cold, warm or hot water.

2/26/2020 7:26:49 PM notevenchad17 Wow...Ummm... interesting timing.

2/26/2020 7:27:00 PM n7guardiananon some Buddhist monks have gotten close

2/26/2020 7:27:08 PM tkhale1 Excuse my ignorance but what is an IS - BE’s experience thank you

2/26/2020 7:27:15 PM craz_tom Kronos-2 is just one big sales pitch for consent. Denied.

2/26/2020 7:27:19 PM cledrordfishing I like meat and vegetables pic.twitter.com/rNzDBQuBH8

2/26/2020 7:27:28 PM mattcottrill3 Can you elaborate more on this?

2/26/2020 7:27:33 PM dianen777 Nope! Opting out!

2/26/2020 7:27:41 PM aprilbrown99 What about utilizing sustenance with the replicating equipment? Would that still be considered a “sacrifice”?

2/26/2020 7:27:42 PM sageaine1 What's an IS-BE?

2/26/2020 7:28:03 PM qeue14 True

Domain got off draco

Which is gasping now

2/26/2020 7:28:07 PM sdane8 Someone has to keep him busy and out of trouble.

2/26/2020 7:28:11 PM susan66388204 Eat the Prana

2/26/2020 7:28:22 PM bug_juni F.... NO!

2/26/2020 7:28:26 PM aprilbrown99 Immortal Spirit Biological Entity

2/26/2020 7:28:33 PM sageaine1 Latin is most potent

2/26/2020 7:28:35 PM n7guardiananon food replicators be considered hacking the matrix I suppose

2/26/2020 7:28:43 PM rhondaj15687022 You don't have to be a brain scientist to know the answer to that one!!

2/26/2020 7:28:49 PM mattcottrill3 Felt that

2/26/2020 7:28:52 PM susan66388204 We All are IS-Be.

2/26/2020 7:28:59 PM tkhale1 Thank you 😊

2/26/2020 7:29:04 PM rachaelangelm Yeah it’s called “replicator” from Star Trek

2/26/2020 7:29:04 PM melhuses No to fear porn

2/26/2020 7:29:21 PM cny_micaa Bhahahahahaha!!! Also I meant to add, fear decreases your immune system.

2/26/2020 7:29:29 PM ascendingadam Nourishment without sacrifice through conscious projection with intent?

2/26/2020 7:29:47 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome! 🤗🤗🤗

2/26/2020 7:29:55 PM jeannefentress For older people it's called "Ensure"!  😎😎

2/26/2020 7:29:59 PM chonez32 The sun?

2/26/2020 7:30:17 PM rdeweese04 Each living entity is having an experience in this realm we call home. If you eat meat, it come from a living entity. It’s experience has been sacrificed to 

feed you. Doesn’t matter if it’s animal or vegetable, it was a life that was an entity that was having an experience.

2/26/2020 7:30:18 PM qanon84 What will we eat for hundreds of years? Sun Gazing? Transference of energy from a free energy device ( med bed )?

Or is the question will it take hundreds of years for people to accept the fact that we have to sacrifice things as sustenance when we didnt need to?

2/26/2020 7:30:26 PM megamane2 Maybe I'll give it a try sometime soon.

2/26/2020 7:30:28 PM qeue14 You eat vibration for this android you dwell now in this realm. Eat high frequency raw food often!

2/26/2020 7:30:29 PM myhalossliippin Guys...states in the Bible animals for food..veggies for food..relax. dont really get where you're going with these posts.

2/26/2020 7:30:34 PM channelsoftruth So what do you eat to sustain your earthly body?

2/26/2020 7:30:35 PM sdane8 Me too.  Cookies! LOL 🐷

2/26/2020 7:30:52 PM rdeweese04 Individual spirit - biological entity

2/26/2020 7:30:58 PM megagrandma IS-BE?

2/26/2020 7:30:58 PM ncc571 A scientist from the JASON group once insisted that meditation strips out/overbores the neutrino pathways between our body and soul, thus allowing 

anything to influence us. I don't claim to be an expert, but I do know nothing feels better than the Holy Spirit.

2/26/2020 7:31:07 PM sparkleloung What do you eat, MJ?

2/26/2020 7:31:16 PM astroacestarjam They do

2/26/2020 7:31:28 PM lionhardt77 HELL no!

2/26/2020 7:31:38 PM freewithfaith I know😉...patience is harder to come by these days.

I trust @realDonaldTrump to do the right thing.

Good will triumph over evil! 🙏



2/26/2020 7:31:38 PM lbf777 Veggies are meant to be eaten. Same with fruit. Then we poop and nature feeds on the poop to grow more leaf, grass, ect...  

Its a symbiotic relationship. We aren’t supposed to eat meat but we are a young civilization who doesn’t know any better.

2/26/2020 7:31:42 PM pomeinnz there is a lot of BS flying around...

2/26/2020 7:31:53 PM truthse98576558 Disagree. God said to subdue the earth. Have dominion over it.

2/26/2020 7:32:09 PM mynardpamela April’s reply is correct. What this means is Everything has consciousness and if you kill it to eat, you are stopping that consciousness’s experience. Hope 

that helps you some.

2/26/2020 7:32:17 PM sageaine1 Thank you 👍 😊

2/26/2020 7:32:29 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/CkUJesU94W

2/26/2020 7:32:32 PM mynardpamela 👆

2/26/2020 7:32:51 PM nikoscali In the meantime all we can do is be DEEPLY thankful for that IS-BE's sacrifice. We've gotten away from that in our society...

2/26/2020 7:33:11 PM trumpdynasty2 I try to draw off the energy of this planet. I more or less will it to happen. The vibrations

2/26/2020 7:33:15 PM qbryce171 I'm workin on it...

2/26/2020 7:33:15 PM j4diceusmc ET disclosure?? As in extraterrestrial?  ROFL.. When is this supposed to happen?? I think we have more serious fish to fry...

2/26/2020 7:33:18 PM lbf777 666 huh?

2/26/2020 7:33:22 PM djmurphy5 Sun gazers?

2/26/2020 7:33:28 PM trinity_jenny  https://docdro.id/LcnDmKL 

2/26/2020 7:33:43 PM truth939 I believe MJ is simply stating as matter of fact.  Not necessarily a negative connotation.  Fruits and vegetables have co-evolved with human beings for 

millennia.  While they do have consciousness, being consumed and transferring health benefits are their purpose on this earth.

2/26/2020 7:33:48 PM joshuajamesdavi #HebrewTrumps

2/26/2020 7:33:51 PM worldxplorer1 Eventually nutrients will be absorbed directly from sunlight.

2/26/2020 7:34:19 PM nikoscali What's more serious than extraterrestrial contact?

2/26/2020 7:34:46 PM saywhenbren While plants and crystals have earth energy, they don't have souls like animals. That's the difference.

2/26/2020 7:34:50 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/ulCVcZr5TR

2/26/2020 7:34:57 PM narcissist_ghst It was happening in the garden of eden before everything went to shit.

2/26/2020 7:35:12 PM lionhardt77 I've never had a flu shot and I haven't had the flu in so long I can't even remember the last time I had it, it's been that long...

2/26/2020 7:35:30 PM clearancecosmic There was a time we said the same thing about animals.

2/26/2020 7:35:34 PM truth939 Don't stop eating fruits and vegetables.  They hold incredible power and much needed in today's toxic world.  Almost every American would benefit 

from less meat consumption however.  When possible, always opt for organic.  Wild / grass fed etc. a bonus.

2/26/2020 7:36:18 PM mattcottrill3 Felt that

2/26/2020 7:36:21 PM wintersdream4 Loosing my mind up in here 😂 I could really use my first set of downloads so I can keep up. I'm really trying but "TIS CONFUSION".😘

2/26/2020 7:36:47 PM myhalossliippin 66.6??? Really? That's enough dude.

2/26/2020 7:36:49 PM 360_trader Nahhhhhhh

I’m gonna stick with Jesus

2/26/2020 7:37:26 PM ellenca78112564 Thats odd you say. I never really needed much. But love to make food, &bake goods. To bring persons together &share food. I love to make food for all. 

Also water. I can go long without. I will remind my self. Drink, eat 😂 I will not stop eating or drinking. I am human so far ~

2/26/2020 7:37:52 PM marcela26773506 Immortal spiritual - biological entity AKA you :)

2/26/2020 7:38:21 PM j4diceusmc First off it has not been proven or actually happened.. there fore it is not an issue..  So it is like asking what is more important than candy canes and ice 

cream.. At least Ice cream is real.

2/26/2020 7:38:24 PM ellenca78112564 #MeTo pic.twitter.com/y4BrBGiph8

2/26/2020 7:38:42 PM 2020sequel Oh, why are kidney dialysis centers popping up on street corners like convenient stores?

2/26/2020 7:38:43 PM giediknight Light

2/26/2020 7:39:19 PM tessie711 No, it does not say animals for food in the garden....Gen 1:29 29And God said, “See, I have given you every herb that yields seed which is on the face of 

all the earth, and every tree whose fruit yields seed; to you it shall be for food. 

Man is the one who chose to eat meat...

2/26/2020 7:39:30 PM sparkleloung And... why 66.6%?

That seems awfully specific 🤔

How would one be able to determine when one reached 66.6% ? pic.twitter.com/uLuPwNUkeQ

2/26/2020 7:39:30 PM seeker229 Only if you allow the intent. Transmute it. Theres a positive and a negative to everything

2/26/2020 7:39:35 PM namaste1234 NO.

2/26/2020 7:39:38 PM mynardpamela Take Vitamin C please. It’s kills  bacteria and viral diseases. There is information on this on the internet and they are using high IV vitamin C dosaging to 

treat Corona virus in China now.

2/26/2020 7:39:45 PM tessie711 29And God said, “See, I have given you every herb that yields seed which is on the face of all the earth, and every tree whose fruit yields seed; to you it 

shall be for food.

2/26/2020 7:39:48 PM cleanitallup Have you worked someplace that shamed you if you failed to tough it out for “the corporate family”?  Please, many of us have believed it was 

honorable to give your ALL everywhere, programmed, whatever you want to call it.  Please respect, most have good intentions.

2/26/2020 7:39:48 PM sdane8 Bless us, oh Lord, and these Thy gifts, which we are about to receive from Thy bounty, through Christ our Lord. Amen

2/26/2020 7:39:50 PM wilsanborn777 Accept the fruit of the tree as an offering of peace, that the tree may live and through the gift of the good fruit, ye shall also live.

2/26/2020 7:39:56 PM laura_621 Ambrosia ✨

2/26/2020 7:40:02 PM galadri09060100 Or simply manifested inside your body by your Holy Spirit according to your needs.

2/26/2020 7:40:05 PM namaste1234 KEEP YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM STRONG AND ARMOR UP WITH GODS PROTECTION.

2/26/2020 7:40:08 PM flobo2018 Yes

2/26/2020 7:40:09 PM jeffcordell6 Lol. 2 per day in winter.     I must need some more now!

2/26/2020 7:40:26 PM myhalossliippin Wrongo bongo. He said any meat is fine. NO BLOOD.

2/26/2020 7:40:29 PM tessie711 Fallen angels taught mankind to eat flesh....

2/26/2020 7:40:32 PM joshuajamesdavi This is hilarious. Where’d you find it?

2/26/2020 7:40:39 PM marykaygregory2 Exactly!

2/26/2020 7:40:50 PM sdane8 😁

2/26/2020 7:40:52 PM tkhale1 Makes perfect sense thanks again

2/26/2020 7:40:54 PM tessie711 Scripture?

2/26/2020 7:40:55 PM colonelflanagan Ok, yeh.  Was about to finger-wag you in shame haha!

2/26/2020 7:41:03 PM gaylas8 Yep. I just had bloodwork done & that was the only problem. It totally took me by surprise!

2/26/2020 7:41:04 PM truth939 Agreed, however praying while speaking words aloud is powerful.  I believe angels / higher density entities actually prefer to hear us speak out loud 

(unless very advanced consciousness).  They don't like to analyze the mess that is the human psyche.  Think clean signal.

2/26/2020 7:41:10 PM n7guardiananon weren't they trying to use high dose I injections for cancer also??? thought I read that in a dream.

2/26/2020 7:41:17 PM cledrordfishing Elk/deer...... Organic



2/26/2020 7:41:18 PM myhalossliippin They were told to make sacrifice and EAT THE MEAT after cooking it.

2/26/2020 7:41:35 PM namaste1234 THE AGE OF SATYA. TRUTH. THE GOLDEN ERA.

2/26/2020 7:41:38 PM aetherwalker1 All should be cautious if they intend to decree for something to be or manifest.

The Universe is impartial.

Good or Bad as well as unintended consequences are paid for by YOU.

Thankfully Divine Mercy is boundless.

2/26/2020 7:41:48 PM nikoscali Naive AF ....but you do you!

2/26/2020 7:41:57 PM lockeveiled Use discernment. Be mindful. A cow/horse/elephant is a slave to eating vegetation most of it's life. A lion, wolf, cat, dog, are free to eat both. As are 

humans. This is due to natural law. Consume energy in accordance with natural law. Take only what you need. Respect nature.

2/26/2020 7:41:58 PM megamane2 Is that good stuff?

2/26/2020 7:43:23 PM dangerahead007  http://organixx.com  awesome!

2/26/2020 7:43:26 PM namaste1234 10,000 plus vitamin K2 for absorption. DO your research!!!!!

2/26/2020 7:43:35 PM rapturo93085269 Manna..

2/26/2020 7:43:44 PM ms1481  pic.twitter.com/zBNuUFATY7

2/26/2020 7:43:57 PM namaste1234 vitamin D!!!!! take it!!!!! protect yourself

2/26/2020 7:44:02 PM earth2nissy I love you, too. ❤️🙏

2/26/2020 7:44:17 PM marciew17334934 Yes!!  It's horrible..I had zero energy and just didnt even want to get out of the bed!!

2/26/2020 7:44:23 PM mynardpamela I’m not sure. You might have! 🤷♀️ I injection

2/26/2020 7:44:30 PM cledrordfishing Notice,  not one grain was mentioned. 

Remember in the 80s when the government came out with the food pyramid?  Said your main food source should be grain. 

Now we have an obesity epidemic.

2/26/2020 7:44:32 PM mateuszwala that explain why I have so much problem with food, and eating...

2/26/2020 7:44:43 PM aprilbrown99 💜💜💜

2/26/2020 7:44:48 PM kelly59519553 I take vitamin B and D everyday all year and I never get the flus or colds.

2/26/2020 7:44:51 PM ms1481  pic.twitter.com/lBrb8z3MLB

2/26/2020 7:45:01 PM nine_six3 IS-BE =

Immortal Spiritual - Biological Entity

IS=Soul BE=Vessel

“IS - BE = mind-body connection to your Source. 

You are an IS-BE.

Your subconscious is your consciousness which is ‘God’ aka an IS-BE.

Your Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity is your soul (IS) and your body (BE)”

2/26/2020 7:45:10 PM namaste1234 once a week???? huh????? you should be arming your body with vitamin D and K2 EVERDAY. if your immune system is weak add zinc.

2/26/2020 7:45:12 PM ms1481  pic.twitter.com/mXxyRkalXD

2/26/2020 7:45:16 PM coldnights4 Hot water makes NO difference.

Soap does however.

(This is actual fact FYI...studies have proven that water temp makes no difference. Hot, warm, cold...doesn’t matter. But: USE SOAP!

2/26/2020 7:45:18 PM trevorrogue I don't do vaccines.

2/26/2020 7:45:43 PM deplorable369 “Do not call unclean that which I have made clean.” I don’t remember the chapter and verse though.

2/26/2020 7:45:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The end of the world [as you know it] is soon upon us.

We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries of space, to free the Earth from the miseries of disease, and to harness the 

energies, industries and technologies of tomorrow.

A Storm Approaches... pic.twitter.com/UkeNKfrpKU

2/26/2020 7:45:44 PM blue_marbleeyes Show gratitude for the sacrifice they made in Service.

2/26/2020 7:45:47 PM j4diceusmc Where is your proof?? I mean I am fond of My little Ponies and I believe the glamor girls could have brought them back.. But that is my opinion... I have 

NO Proof..

2/26/2020 7:45:50 PM n7guardiananon lol...I = typo

Vitamin C*

2/26/2020 7:45:57 PM lori_dee1 Add up the numbers and it equals 18 then that combined is 9.

2/26/2020 7:45:58 PM namaste1234 acsorbic acid form of vitamin C. people do your research. ITS YOUR BODY!!!!

2/26/2020 7:46:27 PM wilsanborn777 Scripture and verse please?

2/26/2020 7:46:31 PM earth2nissy You must be new here.

2/26/2020 7:46:34 PM stormyeyed2017 Read that recently as well

2/26/2020 7:46:34 PM werascending 🙏🙏🙏😇😇😇🙏🙏🙏

2/26/2020 7:46:39 PM _369311119 *Immortal Spirit - Biological Entity

2/26/2020 7:46:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your body is the BEast.

2/26/2020 7:46:53 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/9E3SZfTNGd

2/26/2020 7:46:57 PM pat_stedman all of the above likely, heat / dampness propagates spread but lack of sun weakens immune system

2/26/2020 7:46:59 PM wilsanborn777 Aether.

2/26/2020 7:47:18 PM aprilbrown99 I AM So Ready! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/qhRnJLbmmk

2/26/2020 7:47:23 PM trinity_jenny 3,6,9 Magick #777 love is beautiful!!! 💜💜💜

2/26/2020 7:47:24 PM disquieted_soul  pic.twitter.com/CD47pzjQT6

2/26/2020 7:47:26 PM glor60 Please let it happen soon.

2/26/2020 7:47:31 PM earth2nissy Amen.

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

2/26/2020 7:47:42 PM smokeylasagna How much relief?

2/26/2020 7:47:44 PM cledrordfishing Can't wait.... hurry up already!

2/26/2020 7:47:55 PM joshuajamesdavi #Delusion

2/26/2020 7:48:05 PM texasislander61 Native Americans and old-time Scots (only groups I've read about this) offer a ceremonial blessing of the animal thanking it for the sustenance it is 

providing.

2/26/2020 7:48:36 PM _369311119 "...for humans on Earth."

Hmmm...

2/26/2020 7:48:40 PM tessie711 That's not God saying He gave us animals for food....He said He gave us dominoon to care for them....its only because we are a fallen world and the 

Jews were basically demanding meat, so God gave them permission...but it is not His Will....there is a difference....

2/26/2020 7:48:41 PM mkkjr412  pic.twitter.com/0T1ugmVRMH



2/26/2020 7:48:52 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/ySF0zWu3t9

2/26/2020 7:48:59 PM wilsanborn777 Scripture and verse, please?

2/26/2020 7:49:07 PM namaste1234 PRAY UNCEASINGLY.

2/26/2020 7:49:12 PM danceintruth Beautiful

2/26/2020 7:49:15 PM megamane2 Sweet..😃

2/26/2020 7:49:28 PM jenzaba73 I sat straight up in bed a month ago with a message "its 5G, everything changes with 5G".  Dont know what to make of it but wow it truly felt like a 

message???

2/26/2020 7:49:38 PM coldnights4 It’s not the system, it’s the “stuff”.  Consumerism. Luxury.

Funny how every single earning bracket from minimum wage up to 100k “can’t afford a week off unpaid” eh?

I’ll bet if the 50k earner lived/spent like the 25k earner, a week off wouldn’t be a hardship.

2/26/2020 7:49:53 PM lbf777 I respectfully disagree.

2/26/2020 7:50:01 PM tessie711 Only because they demanded meat....so He gave them a way to do it that was acceptable, not because He wanted it...

2/26/2020 7:50:11 PM dynamicres We are ready. pic.twitter.com/6vyj41Dtu1

2/26/2020 7:50:32 PM tessie711 That's fine....we all have a right to our understanding....

2/26/2020 7:50:56 PM tkhale1 Absolutely awesome can hardly wait ... Soooo Exciting 😃

2/26/2020 7:50:58 PM nikoscali I have no direct proof but I know there are objects in the sky behaving outside of our current technological means and disrupting our military on a 

regular basis and either a) we don't have the technology to identify or b) its being kept a secret. THAT is VERY relevant

2/26/2020 7:51:47 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/m7cSWYyM8v

2/26/2020 7:51:49 PM lbf777 Same false promises for 3 years in a row. All we got was 5G, Chemtrails and a virus instead.

2/26/2020 7:51:54 PM coldnights4 Because they all spend at the max end of their income. Doesn’t matter whether we are talking 20k or 200k earners. Every single one “can’t afford” to 

not get a paycheque.  That’s not an income problem, it’s a spending problem.

2/26/2020 7:52:03 PM danielpitman7 I remember writing that for a Trump Speech. Good stuff.

2/26/2020 7:52:03 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/XPL30mrzkD

2/26/2020 7:52:18 PM mynardpamela LOL. Got it! pic.twitter.com/d8SttOBmxX

2/26/2020 7:52:24 PM valkyrie_1776 Thank you so much!!!  I’m looking for a way to incorporate meditation into my life, but far too many people say “just do it” without providing helpful 

WAYS to do it!!!  I will be checking this out TONIGHT!

2/26/2020 7:52:31 PM myhalossliippin Where on earth did you hear that???

2/26/2020 7:52:57 PM teeunited3 This is what @realDonaldTrump does when he anons to research a subject. Did the same with 5G. In the past he's mentioned the dangers of vaccines 

#TrustThePlan #DigitalSoldiers #WeAreTheNewsNow #DarkToLIGHT #Trump2020 #WWG1WWA #ColloidalSilver #Lysol #CoronaVirusUpdates 

pic.twitter.com/qzO9LqaDwW

2/26/2020 7:53:07 PM alight412 I'm a volunteer and exchange vibrations with the kids in the classroom. It's wonderful and exhausting.

2/26/2020 7:53:13 PM prism_wg_light Sure is! https://twitter.com/PsychoMetalHed/status/1232710865079558144?s=20 …

2/26/2020 7:53:16 PM nikoscali Indeed it used to be common in many cultures but the more we get away from taking an IS-BE's life with our bare hands the less reverence for it we 

have.

2/26/2020 7:53:17 PM rikudochan  https://youtu.be/3wnLPc2WDZg 

2/26/2020 7:53:20 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/91wSHWE3PO

2/26/2020 7:54:07 PM rikudochan coincidences are fun !

2/26/2020 7:54:14 PM nikoscali Are we at the 24-48 hour mark yet?

2/26/2020 7:54:19 PM trinity_jenny Lol 😂

2/26/2020 7:54:21 PM galadri09060100 They exist.

2/26/2020 7:54:22 PM coldnights4 That’s not crazy.  From a strictly science based angle, notwashing your hands after using the bathroom won’t hurt you.

Know what IS crazy?  Not washing your hands BEFORE touching your junk.

Think about it.

2/26/2020 7:54:25 PM spiritualwarfa5  pic.twitter.com/EYEpnT8wEB

2/26/2020 7:54:38 PM norwegianon #ThanQ 😎👍

2/26/2020 7:54:48 PM jazzjt Just make sure that it is @POTUS and crew & not an EMP, Majestic 12!!!!!

2/26/2020 7:54:49 PM prism_wg_light 😉🤣

2/26/2020 7:55:13 PM jaspony1 But we still have a long way to go...

It's a slow process  but it working great!!! 

Weinstein didn't kill himself!!!

2/26/2020 7:55:18 PM mynardpamela 🤣😂🤣

2/26/2020 7:55:42 PM cledrordfishing I like to buy guns... pic.twitter.com/3ulXqHGI2k

2/26/2020 7:55:57 PM rikudochan we have a lot of power as a human collective 

we can change the world by vibrating unconditional love for all 

all is one !

2/26/2020 7:56:03 PM jillfougerousse 10,000 D3, K2, magnesium daily. Tested every 6 months. Had to figure this out on my own. Drs/nurses gave me bad information.

2/26/2020 7:56:04 PM j4diceusmc Relevant yes that we know of I agree.. but we are at least 30 years behind last I heard.. tech wise.. Doesnt mean other world are responsible.. Maybe 

one day.. Not today and we have bigger fish today...

2/26/2020 7:56:18 PM teeunited3 @threadreaderapp unroll

2/26/2020 7:56:33 PM rod62397006 This fellow will open more doors before he was murdered in January  1996.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnSK9VNrPLI …

2/26/2020 7:56:45 PM _369311119 Socialism is depopulation agenda

2/26/2020 7:56:59 PM julieca29660023 Doesn’t it say in the Bible you can eat certain meat?

2/26/2020 7:57:06 PM rikudochan I'm surprised Q doesn't tell us to perform mass meditations asking angels to clear darkness

2/26/2020 7:57:06 PM thelilkingryan  pic.twitter.com/RhpjbPlSqC

2/26/2020 7:57:14 PM michaelkoher1 Still the only safe and effective treatment is ozone therapy something like 97% effective in 99% of the population

2/26/2020 7:57:21 PM deplorabldamsel Ready. pic.twitter.com/xkqMvhphBD

2/26/2020 7:57:58 PM love82janet To add to your logical thinking, most people aren't aware vaccines contain the protein Nagalase. This not only promotes tumor growth but also blocks 

Vit. D absorption, which seriously undermines your immunity. Anyone who thinks adding this to vaccines is coincidence isn't WOKE.

2/26/2020 7:58:13 PM rikudochan what about mass meditations? would they work?

2/26/2020 7:58:20 PM bekolayrichard I would love that to be true. I will rejoice when that day arrives. But until that time comes, I am not counting on it to happen. I learned many years ago 

that expectations can come with sorrow, when not fulfilled.

2/26/2020 7:58:22 PM aetherwalker1 Is it that 45 does not attack until he has already won the battle?

i.e. The Art of War



2/26/2020 7:58:34 PM rod62397006  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnSK9VNrPLI …

2/26/2020 7:58:37 PM exo_r6 I would hope. I think the Durham report sets it all off within the next month or so

2/26/2020 7:58:45 PM yellahabibihela Colloidal silver.

2/26/2020 7:58:49 PM jtrinh44 Define "nothing" pic.twitter.com/fNjsAvP6Vp

2/26/2020 7:59:19 PM mattcottrill3 Felt that

2/26/2020 7:59:38 PM stevengibes when you say upon us, what like a week, a month Christmas? Just so I don't plan too far ahead.

2/26/2020 8:00:00 PM nea_storm Me too! I thought they (Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) did a phenomenal job at disclosure and disinformation regarding existing interdimensional 

travel:  pic.twitter.com/Cc3HndADac

2/26/2020 8:00:20 PM nea_storm Me too! I thought they (Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) did a phenomenal job at disclosure and disinformation regarding existing interdimensional 

travel:

😃💗😇  https://twitter.com/lorieve/status/1232874112894160896 …

2/26/2020 8:00:34 PM spkiblitz No need for physical nourishment in the 5th Dimensional realm of existence.

2/26/2020 8:00:42 PM kikorib68721276 What about fruits and nuts?

2/26/2020 8:00:44 PM tardo_re And they said the anti-christ would do this yet god the anti-christ and messiah all just want the world to survive because the silence in the star system 

is kinda unbearable and devoid of so much love and potential.

God is mad they put the anti-christ failsafe into the theology!¡

2/26/2020 8:00:54 PM nikoscali Its more likely that extraterrestrial entities are involved in the phenomena than it is that we suddenly got the technology to break all laws of physics 

out of nowhere. And if we do have the technology why are we letting our people die in wars that could be won overnight with it?

2/26/2020 8:01:08 PM doubler729 How many earth's rotations around the sun until the storm is here?

2/26/2020 8:01:16 PM rikudochan  https://twitter.com/ArchangelAmongU/status/1232741089938939907 …

2/26/2020 8:01:18 PM bbobbio71 Sounds wonderful

2/26/2020 8:01:19 PM nikoscali Indeed "March Madness"

2/26/2020 8:01:20 PM topressing We will put our brains into machine bodies.

2/26/2020 8:01:24 PM a39630340 🤣😂

2/26/2020 8:01:24 PM squab74113550 WE are not alone. There are demons that cross through the demensions.  There are also the good angels who are doing God's bidding.

2/26/2020 8:01:24 PM 1soldier71  pic.twitter.com/NN0d1j8EAV

2/26/2020 8:01:35 PM lightonthehill At least vegetables and fruits are designed to have a symbiotic relationship with us.

Not that we are fulfilling our end of the bargain very well these days...

2/26/2020 8:01:52 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/dmZtu3zLWs

2/26/2020 8:01:54 PM phreatomagnetic Heat speeds up most any reaction including the dissolving and removing of filth 

And most hand soaps don't rinse off well in cold water

2/26/2020 8:02:34 PM bbobbio71 Mediation prior to sleep in bed count?

2/26/2020 8:02:51 PM mickel_ans Did anyone else catch Trump saying something about a "new energy source, you might here about it soon"? I believe he was at Davos (a few weeks 

ago) at the time? I can't find a link. Just heard him on the radio... quick cut.

2/26/2020 8:02:53 PM rain_thots *dabs sullenly*

2/26/2020 8:02:56 PM craz_tom If you like Star Wars, you’re going to be pretty happy.

2/26/2020 8:03:28 PM mattcottrill3 🥰😉

2/26/2020 8:03:33 PM trevorrogue Life is but a dream... You are renting this beast / body. You will be challenged and you can overcome many challenges. Until we ascend (Leave our 

bodies) to 5D or higher.

2/26/2020 8:04:05 PM yungrushin Ormus?

2/26/2020 8:04:05 PM bbobbio71 no

2/26/2020 8:04:39 PM mateuszwala this need to be said

this account i is very supportive for me, I'm very like you patriot!

2/26/2020 8:05:03 PM bbobbio71 Again,  sounds wonderful

2/26/2020 8:05:15 PM louisam73011864 What does IS-BE mean?

2/26/2020 8:05:20 PM riversm18 When an animal is slaughtered it experiences much more fear and pain than a plant because of higher level of consciousness. And then you consume 

that and it affects your soul. In sanskrit meat is called mamsa, which literally means, he will eat me in the next IS-BE iteration.

2/26/2020 8:05:21 PM keith369me As I watch irrational fear within my own home, I’d like to rid this world of fake news and my TV altogether.

2/26/2020 8:05:28 PM j4diceusmc Keep smoking what ever it is that keeps you from the reality that is... If that makes you happy.. rel life will hit you in the ass soon enough.. But reality 

bites.. Just to let you know.. what iff never works out to well

2/26/2020 8:05:54 PM werascending 🙏🙏🙏

2/26/2020 8:05:59 PM toffer_anon_369 1st & goal at the 1?

2/26/2020 8:06:16 PM keith369me ...and we fear global warming?

2/26/2020 8:06:17 PM mynardpamela Exciting! You look ready!  Funny gif

2/26/2020 8:07:08 PM earth2nissy We all must've done some pretty incredible stuff to be alive to witness this. Either that or we drew the short straw 🤷♀️ God Bless the 🌍 and God Bless

 all IS-BE's🙏

2/26/2020 8:07:11 PM phreatomagnetic In groupings divisible by 3 at times divisible by 3 for lengths of time divisible by 3

They've recommended

2/26/2020 8:07:14 PM whos2know1 Omg!!!  🤣🤣🤣 gold 🌟 💫

2/26/2020 8:07:34 PM unidentifiedta1 A NWO with a new currency of their choosing? 

Who needed an expensive Project BlueBeam, when you only have to concoct a narrative of good vs. evil in politics.

2/26/2020 8:07:44 PM wilsanborn777 I also must disagree with your understanding.

2/26/2020 8:07:57 PM mortonsaltgirl2 What's really bad is they will try to force us into it.  Just another day on the street holding a sign "Hell NO I Won't Go."

2/26/2020 8:07:57 PM freestateojones I've seen that photo elsewhere.

2/26/2020 8:08:03 PM earth_pupil Please let it be so

2/26/2020 8:08:18 PM bsammons3218 If that is the case, who has the highest authority? I’m talking person, I’m sure that information is classified.

2/26/2020 8:08:45 PM _doozier_ ...And I feel fine 😊

2/26/2020 8:08:51 PM keith369me It’s a sad world where one needs to do wrong in order to get re-elected for the greater good

2/26/2020 8:09:02 PM nikoscali Priorities.... Ask those US Navy airmen how their reality changed when they saw an object stop on a dime and reverse course at hundreds of knots

2/26/2020 8:09:05 PM wickedmouse369 Any suggestions for nourishment?

2/26/2020 8:09:41 PM purplefavorite1 We are so very ready!!!

2/26/2020 8:10:06 PM april1shark I have researched Nancy when I started investigating Pizzagate. This woman was murdered with her husband in her home. They said it was a murder-

suicide and the house was torched. As she said in this speech, she was at the Capitol to make a difference. She lost her life bc this.

2/26/2020 8:10:14 PM duncanskinner6 How soon is soon?  Will we “shuffle off this mortal coil” in order to be dis-ease free?

2/26/2020 8:10:36 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why are my dreams of alternate realities, lives I haven't lived but lives that are VERY familiar all the same, getting more and more vivid with each 

passing day?



2/26/2020 8:10:43 PM americanpetal I wish my husband was here with me to witness it. He was awake so long ago. 😢

2/26/2020 8:11:04 PM j4diceusmc Have you personally spoken to one of those plots?

2/26/2020 8:11:16 PM keith369me Use your own words to express your desires in prayer/meditation instead of someone else’s translation of ancient text that was skewed to control the 

masses.

2/26/2020 8:11:17 PM alaraofsirius And they already exist, except we don't get to use them, at least not yet. pic.twitter.com/lbWOTfGIIT

2/26/2020 8:11:35 PM pomeinnz You mean the fake world

2/26/2020 8:12:01 PM nurseniceyes Then that makes you a vampire.

2/26/2020 8:12:23 PM werascending It would take a truck load to make you toxic.

2/26/2020 8:13:02 PM smith_jere I am ready.

2/26/2020 8:13:23 PM coldnights4 We’re not talking about dirt, we’re talking about bacteria/viruses.  And the science is proven that there is no increase in efficacy against either 

regardless of water temps when at hand washing temps.

Remember, we’re washing skin...we’re not hitting temps that kill bugs.

2/26/2020 8:13:33 PM bananne81 Will I see it if I live 15 more years only?

2/26/2020 8:13:43 PM nikoscali Not a pilot, a former radar operator on a P-3, but yes.

2/26/2020 8:13:44 PM keith369me Give me a perfectly balanced elixir that will keep me nourished and provide/maintain optimal health and I will give up all other food starting NOW!!!

2/26/2020 8:13:49 PM werascending Excellent 👏👏👏

2/26/2020 8:13:53 PM mickel_ans *hear about it

2/26/2020 8:14:00 PM fuknutz It doesn't help when every morning, you wake up to this shit pic.twitter.com/qG38pVInWh

2/26/2020 8:14:05 PM n7guardiananon lol...whatever comes next will be interesting...no doubt pic.twitter.com/hoblivz8E6

2/26/2020 8:14:25 PM bbobbio71 Time to hit the beach then 😁😁😁

2/26/2020 8:14:53 PM keith369me Have been waiting patiently since inauguration!!!

2/26/2020 8:14:56 PM 11llotus Can't tell if human trafficking, or legalized prostitution.

May just be bribery or moneylaundering. 

Oddly the presstitutes will not investigate or report.

🤷♀️

2/26/2020 8:15:22 PM j4diceusmc Why is it NONE of us on the ground during these battles have Never seen anything like this? Even while flying in thousands of hours in training or in 

combat? Only Isolated pilots? Do these Aliens fear group discovery? If so why?

2/26/2020 8:15:25 PM iamyou132 Clear as day to anyone who pays attention. Hopefully, if the storm ends as we all hope then her death was not in vain

2/26/2020 8:15:28 PM lizrao4 Nuts, beans & soy as many want you to believe!😁

2/26/2020 8:15:32 PM tessie711 So be it.

2/26/2020 8:17:40 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1203518846235222016?s=19 …

2/26/2020 8:17:40 PM namaste1234 yes!!! we must stand strong for our own health. so grateful to see others doing their research!!! xo

2/26/2020 8:17:46 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1177714821388742657?s=19 …

2/26/2020 8:17:52 PM rikudochan how are we gonna make peace with democrats? what's the plan for humanity?

2/26/2020 8:18:46 PM hrivario My wife called me crazy for 2 years.   Now she can see the bullshit too lol

2/26/2020 8:18:57 PM aetherwalker1 We'll spread memes.

Though, however it was that 'Epstein didn't kill himself' was spread through the mass consciousness appeared to have the greatest dissemination and 

effect.

IMHO

2/26/2020 8:19:06 PM kyates_biz Will this help storing of memories, similar to deep state sleep?

2/26/2020 8:19:11 PM opengreenseas ❤️

2/26/2020 8:19:37 PM q_is_not_a_larp Truth!

2/26/2020 8:19:59 PM cleandeepstate 😢

2/26/2020 8:20:02 PM whatsmypw When I worked as an RN in the hospital I never got sick...not even a runny nose. Why? Because I washed my hands. My immune system was even 

compromised with a chronic illness and so I was able to reject the flu shots with a note from my doctor.

2/26/2020 8:20:21 PM wickedmouse369 Fyi for new followers you can search past tweets by copying the following into search "from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12" add the topic you are looking for after. 

"from:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 health"

2/26/2020 8:20:47 PM kyates_biz Do you have more info to possibly share

2/26/2020 8:21:10 PM americanpetal Will Spirit Cookin be fully disclosed to the masses?

2/26/2020 8:21:13 PM majic_eyes_qnly 168 hours = 1 week

2/26/2020 8:21:32 PM _doozier_ Disclosure takes more than words. Q could be lying or misleading as he is wont to do ("a plane hit the pentagon" etc.). I do think he is being truthful 

here but that does not count as disclosure *yet* even if/when Q+ is confirmed as Trump

2/26/2020 8:21:40 PM whatsmypw Is there a reason why it's 66.6%? 666?

2/26/2020 8:21:44 PM mynardpamela Never a dull day for sure. One heck of ride I expect! pic.twitter.com/6k74vsEdRQ

2/26/2020 8:22:26 PM whatsmypw Why not 66.3%?

2/26/2020 8:22:32 PM nikoscali Isolated pilots? Have you read the Nimitz and Roosevelt reports? The entire CVW followed the objects over multiple days visually, on radar, on flir, etc. 

And these people know the difference between a radar glitch, a flock of birds, enemy aircraft, and something else....

2/26/2020 8:22:38 PM hrivario Haven't had the flu shot in years and I got the flu from people who got the vaccine.   When they start vaccinating for corona virus, that shit will spread 

for sure.

2/26/2020 8:22:54 PM whatsmypw Or 66.9%?

2/26/2020 8:23:02 PM aetherwalker1 'Your focus determines your reality.'  -George Lucas

2/26/2020 8:23:26 PM jtrinh44 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

I would welcome pleasant new surprises. Other than that not much would change for me, things will just manifest even faster

2/26/2020 8:24:01 PM nikoscali Look you can doubt the details but you cant doubt the impact this phenomena has had on our armed forces for 80 some years!

2/26/2020 8:24:13 PM weshallrise144k  pic.twitter.com/Nt8vipKhRo

2/26/2020 8:24:15 PM aetherwalker1 Greatest gun salesman in American history, tbh.   😏

2/26/2020 8:24:26 PM threefold_flame Honestly, I’ve heard enough talk. I’ve learned that “soon” in terms of moving the truth movement forward is relative. “Soon” to most people means 

days, weeks, maybe months. It could also mean years or decades. Time may be an illusion but we still perceive linearly. #DoItQ

2/26/2020 8:25:21 PM n7guardiananon Weeeeeeeee...lol pic.twitter.com/y1HrLslMyo

2/26/2020 8:25:30 PM emet_or_2020 There are times when ones hold the enemy close.

2/26/2020 8:25:42 PM eyesnheartopen Have you heard the term "conditioned"?

2/26/2020 8:26:47 PM allyhud7 Healthmasters Vitamin D with K2👍❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

2/26/2020 8:27:07 PM keith369me My wife sees most of the BS...unfortunately sickness and church are her kryptonite

2/26/2020 8:27:33 PM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/H4GrwwfBCj

2/26/2020 8:27:47 PM ethan_avior "unlock the mysteries of space, to free the Earth from the miseries of disease"  "harness the energies, industries and technologies of tomorrow."

you mean angelic technologies ..... with the fallen..... smh  wake up pic.twitter.com/l6uyG3prBJ



2/26/2020 8:28:17 PM tambanow FYI: Vitamin D should not be taken as a supplement but only gotten through natural means like sun and cod liver oil. The supplement depletes your 

necessary potassium levels along with other issues of helping store calcium in wrong places.

2/26/2020 8:28:19 PM hrivario The Bible even tells us what kind of meat we can eat from.   It does say you can eat meat just don't eat blood.

2/26/2020 8:28:41 PM american3333 What an honor to be here at this time! 🙏

2/26/2020 8:28:57 PM namawlane Doesn't Bill Gates have a patent on corona vaccines?

2/26/2020 8:29:36 PM temanawa1  https://temanawa1.wordpress.com/2020/02/02/great-miracles-of-the-age/ …

2/26/2020 8:29:55 PM yellamoj Replication technology.  Food produced without a soul.  

Would there be adverse affects?

2/26/2020 8:30:06 PM hrivario You can eat meat from animals with split hooves, and fish with scales and fins.  No pork, no shellfish, no catfish as they are unclean.

2/26/2020 8:30:58 PM beroticos Every bad guy always struck by lightning. Go check the scripture.

2/26/2020 8:31:18 PM yellamoj A geomagnetic storm perhaps?

2/26/2020 8:31:33 PM jcparker369 Really cuz in Florida its always Summer and tons of colds and flu in winter. Ppl are outside just as much and soaking up the rays

2/26/2020 8:32:41 PM tessie711 That is after the fact....He allowed it, certain animals are clean, others not because they are scavengers, etc....but it was NOT His original plan....

2/26/2020 8:32:48 PM fordf110 Yes and one day I will be food for magotts

2/26/2020 8:32:57 PM dasha_dagmar He which testifieth these things saith, 

SURELY I COME QUICKLY. 

Amen. 

Even so, 

come, 

Lord Jesus 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/fhl8Wmz4xE

2/26/2020 8:34:07 PM aprill444 Not yet at least, but we will get there.

2/26/2020 8:34:19 PM guymonzeglio Those not jailed or executed for 'Treason', I hear WallMart will accept former "Journalists" as greeters to help the healing process... 

"Welcome To WallMart! Special of the Day is 'Russian Dressing'!

Two for $5.00!"

"Would you like to talk about how this hurts the economy?"

2/26/2020 8:34:23 PM hrivario It's hard especially for a woman to not worry for her family. Just buy some masks. It doesn't hurt to have some anyway. Show her you're preparing 

even if it seems like too much.

2/26/2020 8:35:01 PM jesusluvsu29 Space is unending & ever expanding as God continues to do so...it's part of the heavens that are visible

2/26/2020 8:35:04 PM 444_q_ Touche' it's the system mindset

2/26/2020 8:35:38 PM irving60785345 Might not have a soul yet but they are working to get there. They go thru a process too.

2/26/2020 8:35:46 PM hgraceq 5G   vs   5D https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1232856182982938631 …

2/26/2020 8:35:54 PM lori_dee1 Add up the numbers they equal 18 then add those together and they equal 9. The power of 3, 6, 9.

2/26/2020 8:36:10 PM wickedmouse369 Parenting goals!

2/26/2020 8:36:20 PM decodematrix From Light. We will need a major transformation.

2/26/2020 8:37:09 PM pamitch2 Very true.

2/26/2020 8:38:21 PM roundupbegins Hell, all that means is we need more prisons. We could House 1000 or more on Epstein Island. Drop them off and never go back.

2/26/2020 8:38:22 PM manifest_utopia It's a gradual process of transition, at both individual & global levels. It starts at the individual level w/ transitioning to a non-GMO, organic plant-based 

diet. During the transition you watch your health improve. Changes in genetic are also required, over a # of generations.

2/26/2020 8:39:36 PM chonez32  pic.twitter.com/PgCZ19CZuT

2/26/2020 8:39:46 PM ialibertybelle If you are writing or speaking you are casting spells, whether you intend to or not. So start being intentional about it. You’ll get better results.

2/26/2020 8:39:49 PM qhostmode 'Gird up your loins' 'be master of your domain'

Less release = more chi(energy)

2/26/2020 8:41:00 PM aprill444 I ran across this "religion" about 2 months ago. I dont know what it is, but my spirit was trying to tell me something the more I kept investigating them. 

My belief is that the so called "aliens" who made us, according to this religion, is just a spiritual being of a higher frequ

2/26/2020 8:41:22 PM ialibertybelle So until then, thank your food for its service.

2/26/2020 8:41:25 PM tgrooms2 Sound waves have power. The harp, Jesus says any believer w the spirit who CALLS upon his name will be answered. 

Hearing it aloud also cements passage helps keep from getting distracted for me.

2/26/2020 8:41:45 PM fansblowing3 Can’t stay home when work depends on you and there are deadlines and no one else is capable of doing your job.

2/26/2020 8:42:32 PM sanandaemanuel I wouldn't be so sure about that captain pic.twitter.com/YJchxCXzFF

2/26/2020 8:43:10 PM sanandaemanuel A lot in the bible is distorted, even if parts of it are not <3

2/26/2020 8:43:15 PM wayneco24655875 Nice on , thanks for that

2/26/2020 8:43:20 PM ethan_avior  pic.twitter.com/AfHsZpVV86

2/26/2020 8:43:44 PM manifest_utopia A Beautiful brave new world lies ahead.

When we emerge from The Storm. pic.twitter.com/nlAqq1Csbd

2/26/2020 8:44:39 PM sanandaemanuel Humans did not eat meat before everyone wanted to become their own kings and queens.

There is a lot of distortion in history - HIS story.

2/26/2020 8:44:40 PM iamyou132 by exercise do you mean strictly cardio or do weights count? I ask because your heart rate is not steady during a workout and rises and falls. so are you 

saying peak at 66.6%? or try for 66.6% as much as you can for 30 mins

2/26/2020 8:44:53 PM alienhead91 i'd like to join the space force, please!

2/26/2020 8:46:10 PM sanandaemanuel Sooner then most believe.

We're already able to live different ways.

It's only the seed of belief that needs to grow.

2/26/2020 8:46:24 PM aprill444 This is beyond ridiculous and childlike to not talk about this subject. What's the big deal?

2/26/2020 8:47:26 PM mongrelglory The N-95 masks are all sold out in the Toronto area and on  http://Amazon.ca .  We have a lot of Asians in Toronto with family back in Hong Kong or 

mainland China, so they ordered masks in January and sent them back home to their families who couldn't get them.

2/26/2020 8:47:33 PM whiterabbitttt1 Our crystalline body where we feed off each others energy.

2/26/2020 8:47:42 PM tessie711 I do know the scripture that says God gave Noah permission to eat meat....its in scripture....even so, I don't believe it pleases Him....I see Him in an 

animals eyes, when they look at you with love....they live by His spirit....it kills me the way animals are treated...



2/26/2020 8:47:54 PM bigtex54 5g was developed during the obama administration

Chemtrails were here 15+ years ago.

2/26/2020 8:48:34 PM imowired Wouldn't you agree that people were much happier and stronger when they were basking in the sun instead of slathering chemicals on their skin 

and/or staying out of the sun?

2/26/2020 8:49:05 PM sanandaemanuel A lot in the scripture is distorted. Even if a lot is true.

How many times have the bible been rewritten to fit an agenda?

2/26/2020 8:49:16 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/N8SN8gl5Rw

2/26/2020 8:50:37 PM sanandaemanuel It kills me too.

Plants have emotions and souls, just like animals, it's only a different form of life.

The differens is that a plant will multiply from eating it's fruit, an animal heard will be reduced.

2/26/2020 8:50:39 PM mongrelglory He gave a  weird smile (little smirk) when the "specialist" started talking about the vaccine they were working on.  I'm hoping that when the time 

comes to market the vaccine, it will not be needed.  Remember Obama signed legislation to ramp up production of an Ebola vaccine? 😏

2/26/2020 8:50:50 PM cainmarkj Praying is not “magic.” It’s talking to God, our Heavenly Father, who loves us unconditionally. And, using Bible verses is an excellent way to start that 

conversation: Lord’s Prayer, Psalms, etc.  BTW, don’t forget to listen. God may have something to say to you too.

2/26/2020 8:51:10 PM getreal03536135 Thankyou

2/26/2020 8:51:14 PM paul777light Yes I believe we're not alone, there's some e, ts here on earth, some in Rotterdam I believe!!! 🙏❤️🌎

2/26/2020 8:51:29 PM _robertrice Direct energy absorption when we’re robots

2/26/2020 8:52:19 PM snowman84126327 Depends on who told you and do you really believe it. Just eat the food

2/26/2020 8:52:46 PM cindyhickey7 Yes D3 and k2

2/26/2020 8:53:00 PM mongrelglory Ah!  I take 2000 to 3000IU daily but I'll bump up the dose!  We get very little sunshine exposure in the winter here in Canada.

2/26/2020 8:53:17 PM 444_q_ Wouldn't surprise me. This was flying over my home every day for months... https://www.usgs.gov/news/low-level-flights-image-3d-geology-northern-

arkansas-0 …

2/26/2020 8:53:47 PM hrivario I saw price gouging on Amazon.  Something like 85 dollars for 15 of the cheap ones

2/26/2020 8:54:11 PM lordconcave  https://youtube.com/watch?v=Va7XMe0euuA …

2/26/2020 8:54:12 PM kidge6 Because if I miss a day of work, I miss money earning opportunity . My boss and wife not happy.  It’s all about money. Simple logic. Is there a way 

around it? I only need a tiny bit.

2/26/2020 8:54:24 PM tessie711 Im not sure how much plants actually feel, such as pain...but I know they are LIFE, living and growing...but they have the purpose of giving life when 

eaten uncooked, as opposed to meat where your consuming dead flesh...

2/26/2020 8:54:42 PM hotwheelsjusty Lab grown meat

2/26/2020 8:55:03 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/wpp4LPIpOd

2/26/2020 8:55:23 PM manifest_utopia Yes. I recall a study done w/ young men in the military. They measured their Vitamin D production after working shirtless in the sun. Their bodies 

produced over 35,000 units of Vitamin D in 1 day. Increase in sunscreen use charts the same curve as increase in cancer. 🤔

2/26/2020 8:55:44 PM toffer_anon_369 Nice time stamp on this tweet

2/26/2020 8:56:04 PM rghardy3 If Time is just an Illusion, then SOON has no real meaning.

2/26/2020 8:56:19 PM whatsmypw What kind of meditating do you suggest?

2/26/2020 8:56:35 PM ms1481 matilda o'donnell macelroy?

2/26/2020 8:56:38 PM sanandaemanuel They do feel.

Do not judge a life by it's looks.

There is a purpose for everything.

You can live on Prana/Chi/LifeForceEnergy.

It's a transition when going from the very dense and toxic to the pure.

As long as everything is done with respect and by being grateful for the gift
2/26/2020 8:56:54 PM imowired Interesting! Thank you!

2/26/2020 8:57:39 PM beeshelb How do you find/take K2? I thought it was difficult to find?

2/26/2020 8:59:56 PM fansblowing3  https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/the-inaugural-address/ …

2/26/2020 9:00:10 PM paqurin Live with parrots and their uva/uvb lights =D

2/26/2020 9:00:46 PM brendastiles I take vitamin c to control my respiratory allergies; also boosts the immune system.  Forget Wal-Mart & pharmacy options...on any supplements.  They 

are garbage.  I buy the Garden of Life brand; My Kind is their multi-vitamin line--by age group.

2/26/2020 9:01:41 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

2/26/2020 9:01:45 PM nikoscali "This Company Will Point Satellites at Earth and Use them to Look for UFOs"

Clients include Booz Allen Hamilton, NASA, and the NRO...

 https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/z3bqkj/ufo-satellite-ai-hypergiant-industries?utm_source=digg …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #ET #UFO

2/26/2020 9:02:03 PM jt_suryo I don't feel the need to have a watch anymore. Let alone having a clock in my house.

2/26/2020 9:02:27 PM allisonkeirsey Don Jr, Jared Kushner, Dan Scavino, Admiral Rogers, Hope Hicks, and 3-4 former NSA white hats.

2/26/2020 9:02:38 PM whatsmypw  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006604468325113857?s=19 …

2/26/2020 9:03:30 PM mikeslife17 ✝️🇺🇸🐸 pic.twitter.com/TmZflD1RHa

2/26/2020 9:03:39 PM dieselvalry Soylent Green pic.twitter.com/PK61IptlZT

2/26/2020 9:03:40 PM mattkloufetos Yes but vitamin D is essential for any of these to have effect. It's simple and cheap

2/26/2020 9:04:19 PM whodat007 If God didn’t want us to eat cows, He would have made them faster and probably camouflaged. I also find great satisfaction hunting and fishing for my 

family. Even Jesus are fish... heck, He multiplied them and encouraged people to eat them!

2/26/2020 9:05:32 PM dana76903962 Hell no and I am an RN. Especially if Bill Gates is behind the vaccine.

2/26/2020 9:05:43 PM kidge6 Is that you with the flag in the rain @n7guardiananon ?

2/26/2020 9:06:31 PM unittzoo Our air, land, water and energy are poisoned for now. 

We need a higher sound/vibration before we can absorb light alone as substance.

2/26/2020 9:06:50 PM swtsthrncomfort Great, I had steak for dinner..

2/26/2020 9:08:00 PM munkeypilot What about BSO- Black Seed Oil?

2/26/2020 9:10:44 PM gladecarla This would help for respiratory flu:

 "Reverse Pneumonia in 3 Hours" https://youtu.be/vrXpLrEaQRo 

2/26/2020 9:10:46 PM unittzoo I pray in silence often and when I pray aloud I ask for a static noise so the enemy can’t hear my words. 

I also break and cast out any spells from the words used. 

Authority and intention rule over evil.



2/26/2020 9:11:53 PM kidge6 You certainly aren’t. I’ve started a YT channel on this 618 pp doc. Just getting started really. Although I have read about 60 pp. as well as the 17 msgs of 

disclosure. Also, much of the webhost mj12 arrive of the first ~18 months +/- of this accounts tweets and (I think) replies

2/26/2020 9:12:05 PM kidge6  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGi0StqdXs8TkIO5A_dFghQ …

2/26/2020 9:14:04 PM rebornkingent Not forgotten. Justice always arrives, never too late but right in time.

2/26/2020 9:14:30 PM timesupgodwins 🤔Tell that to China

2/26/2020 9:14:41 PM agile006 People will suck it down like a shot of tequila...

2/26/2020 9:15:01 PM timesupgodwins I won't ever take a vaccine

2/26/2020 9:15:48 PM jay93069455 It is also the degrees farenheit that our body temperature is maintained above the temperature that water freezes when under atmospheric pressure

2/26/2020 9:16:58 PM kidge6 I think I remember that!

R O F L 🤣😂😭

2/26/2020 9:17:20 PM tituspomponius Q UE UE 🇪🇺 🇪🇺 כןק

2/26/2020 9:18:48 PM gladecarla It seems nagalase could also be responsible for autism, as well. http://autismdad.com/nagalase-autism-the-liver/ …

2/26/2020 9:19:55 PM atvhomer "Sunshine Pills"  A L A S K A

2/26/2020 9:20:34 PM brianmi70269102 I have said this for a long time.  To exist without destroying other life forms would need a much more advanced body.  How will this happen?  I haven't 

a clue.

2/26/2020 9:22:01 PM bobsnee As a deer and elk Hunter, I give a blessing of gratitude every time I harvest an animal and put meat in my freezer.

2/26/2020 9:22:44 PM deplorable369 So which is it? Old Testament or New Testament? I thought Jesus came and made the old law moot in his sacrifice.  If you’re a Christian I would think 

the New Testament would carry more weight.

2/26/2020 9:22:58 PM cheryljohnston_ Totally lol

2/26/2020 9:23:13 PM jay93069455 Hydrate. Drink 50% or your bodyweight in fluid ounces of water (minimum) everyday. You will find energy, no more headaches, cramps. anxiety, or 

depression if you do. All gone. That's why they dont teach us the importance of H20 & why doctors never ask us how much of it we drink.

2/26/2020 9:23:16 PM brianmi70269102 Hooman?

2/26/2020 9:24:16 PM igiant111 By all means

2/26/2020 9:24:18 PM ed_die_k "soon"

2/26/2020 9:24:30 PM igiant111 it's good stuff.

2/26/2020 9:24:34 PM chewbaka1973  https://youtu.be/Z0GFRcFm-aY  pic.twitter.com/S002bfD4kg

2/26/2020 9:24:37 PM leolanza3 You do know the Bible was formed 325AD at the council of Nicea by the Roman Emperor Constantine and catholic bishops. That’s hardly the word of 

god considering a group of men put the book together and called it gods word.

2/26/2020 9:25:08 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/ZrDHkQME8T

2/26/2020 9:25:27 PM justinclements7 every living thing is dependent upon the death of something.

2/26/2020 9:25:59 PM do_or_do_notty Lucifer sigil

2/26/2020 9:27:01 PM lightseeker2012 "At least" 66.6% - I'm assuming this means you could work at a higher intensity if you like. But yes, it would be cardio. Lifting weights would not sustain 

that target heart rate. But you have the other 4 days to do weights ;)

2/26/2020 9:27:02 PM manifest_utopia "Sunshine Pills" PNW

2/26/2020 9:27:08 PM qhostmode 66.6% is exactly 2/3

2/26/2020 9:27:57 PM wandagayle5 Add astragalus and garlic to the list. 🤓🤓

2/26/2020 9:28:05 PM do_or_do_notty Sun gazing? 

Have heard interesting things about the need for food greatly reducing once one is advanced in sun gazing

2/26/2020 9:29:04 PM r_upside Thanks for the S/O @Wooten2W

2/26/2020 9:29:26 PM tessie711 I am a child of God, I don't believe in man made religion, or call myself Christian. Both books have knowledge and truth in them, and are related, New 

testament fullfill prophecy in old testament...many lessons and truth to be learned in both.

2/26/2020 9:29:31 PM lightseeker2012 MJ said "at least" 66.6%. Use a heart rate monitor and make sure you are above 67%. That's relatively low intensity, but is target range for fat burning.

2/26/2020 9:30:14 PM tessie711 Right...

2/26/2020 9:31:46 PM 11charlie111 Thanks for responding MJ 😃 Right! That’s it then. I’m heading to Pandora. See y’all, This is Charlie, signing off.... pic.twitter.com/CxlNnmuSAM

2/26/2020 9:31:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 What a great idea!

What could go wrong? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1232878019200475137 …

2/26/2020 9:32:50 PM mike72279593 Please,  do it

2/26/2020 9:32:58 PM lightseeker2012 For anyone who doesn't know how to find your max heart rate:

220-your age

So if you're 50:

220-50=170

170x66.6%=113.22
2/26/2020 9:33:12 PM impressionist81  https://www.facebook.com/julianne.hamden/posts/3846879275340076 …

2/26/2020 9:34:56 PM kidge6 Damnit MJ. Don’t do that to us 😂 pic.twitter.com/l0g2taCN12

2/26/2020 9:35:20 PM lucyc5124 Negatory 🚫

2/26/2020 9:35:30 PM der_wanderer8 It could "escape"

2/26/2020 9:35:36 PM notevenchad17 God please let it arrive soon.

2/26/2020 9:35:58 PM freestateojones Where's the oversight?

2/26/2020 9:37:03 PM steveakridge Are we there yet??? https://youtu.be/ajgeaOt_HTQ 

2/26/2020 9:37:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Part of grasping this concept is part of understanding enlightenment.

To date, no reply has accurately answered our question.

2/26/2020 9:37:16 PM nikoscali If only we could get people who buy their meat at the supermarket to have that same level of reverence for it...

2/26/2020 9:37:55 PM craigrose8 That’s how they will expose everyone here

2/26/2020 9:39:33 PM richardhiatt16 Is it tomorrow yet?  Just asking 🤷♂️

2/26/2020 9:40:06 PM nikoscali Last I checked there aren't any BSL level 4 labs in North Carolina...

2/26/2020 9:40:08 PM rudedrew63 Sounds like a movie plot pic.twitter.com/nJRq1Y4Apo

2/26/2020 9:40:38 PM kidge6 Hmm. Let me ponder that. Which one is real. I remember visiting this when you brought it up in July.  But don’t recall what I concluded, if anything.

2/26/2020 9:40:54 PM richardhiatt16 But, time is an illusion... Right? 🤓

2/26/2020 9:41:06 PM tweetiecat2 Absolutely NOT



2/26/2020 9:41:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 If all possibilities exist simultaneously and each alternate "universe" is a BE to your IS, then which reality is the real reality?

Spelling is magick.

Reality.

Real + ITY

ITY?

How do you know which is real?

How do you understand the paradox?

Meditate.

Answers will follow.
2/26/2020 9:42:43 PM disquieted_soul  pic.twitter.com/L6rHMQzMtG

2/26/2020 9:43:00 PM big_simp The real reality is the one "you" or "I" experience. The others are zombie universes

2/26/2020 9:43:00 PM williamstout121 Ity?

2/26/2020 9:43:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 e = mc^2

Real Reality

Real = c (light)

ITY = m?

e = projected hologram

ITY = source?

I = IS?

T = ?

Y = ?
2/26/2020 9:43:17 PM nikoscali What happens when those realities start to interact with each other?

2/26/2020 9:43:19 PM tweetiecat2 Agree. Not closed to the theory; but ummmm yeah; hell to the no to the ingredients.

2/26/2020 9:43:21 PM stoner_wolfie From what I'm seeing. The MSM and the DNC are completely turning on Bernie Sanders. Most dem voters are leaning towards Sanders. Trump has 

been calling out the MSM for their extreme bias against Sanders. I can see Sanders softening his tone on trump in the nearest future (UNITY)

2/26/2020 9:43:24 PM williamstout121 Ah I see

2/26/2020 9:43:57 PM sanandaemanuel All of them are.

Parallel lives. Possible to access them.

What is real?

What is duality?

Frequencies are magic and able to be used.
2/26/2020 9:44:09 PM mongrelglory Zen Buddhism teaches that all reality is an illusion. (I guess some would say a simulation).  However, it doesn't mean the experiences aren't valid.

2/26/2020 9:44:25 PM tweetiecat2 Agree 100 %.  One of us will die if u come at me with a vaccine.

2/26/2020 9:44:25 PM williamstout121 Was too quick

2/26/2020 9:44:28 PM mikeb38beacon_h Dimensions?

2/26/2020 9:44:36 PM wmarkporter Super cool photo!

2/26/2020 9:45:17 PM sanandaemanuel @Lordsbondserver

The pope is the false prophet <3

2/26/2020 9:45:20 PM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸

🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸🛸👽🧑🚀

2/26/2020 9:45:23 PM mycologyofmaga “Is Trump You”

Lol I’m out of ideas

2/26/2020 9:45:26 PM anonfunky This 

You?

2/26/2020 9:45:37 PM serpent021 Reality is your own

2/26/2020 9:46:14 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN

2/26/2020 9:46:29 PM sickntired419 blatant*

2/26/2020 9:46:34 PM skymonk13 Real = royal

2/26/2020 9:46:55 PM tweetiecat2 Exactly

2/26/2020 9:47:10 PM mickel_ans SPELLing

2/26/2020 9:47:30 PM steveakridge Billions of years and now we are ready to ascend to the next dimension. I’ve heard we now have the technology to create food (and much more) from 

any existing compound. It shouldn’t take another hundred years @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/GibiNy4d4gcg 

2/26/2020 9:48:14 PM ethereal_shaman The one you are consciously observing?

2/26/2020 9:48:57 PM tweetiecat2 Unfortunately most ppl think big pharma and not with their brain.

2/26/2020 9:49:00 PM mongrelglory I can't tell you how many times I went into work sick as a doctor because there was no-one to take my shift in ER! 🙄Our healthcare system in Canada 

isn't very healthy (for the patients or caregivers alike), though I'm grateful to be able to get emergency care when I need it.

2/26/2020 9:49:08 PM turdfollower This makes no fucking sense to me but I’m trusting that goddamn plan if it kills me and that means that motherfucking storm better be coming!

And soon like...

2/26/2020 9:49:21 PM mikeb38beacon_h Guess Gates gave them the patent 2😔

2/26/2020 9:49:26 PM bsponheimer Replicator technology.  If only that technology existed 😉.  Talk  to  Emery  Smith.

2/26/2020 9:50:02 PM big_simp Each Purusha has its own Prakriti. Read this as every "soul" or biomind activates its own "Universe" and they are all entangled...

2/26/2020 9:50:21 PM williamstout121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what can you say about the council of 9?

2/26/2020 9:50:46 PM mongrelglory The hot water just helps the soap to dissolve in the water and suds up a little better.  We scrubbed with lukewarm water for surgeries.

2/26/2020 9:51:49 PM sdane8 Thanks.

2/26/2020 9:51:50 PM clare_lumiere God FORBID...

2/26/2020 9:52:35 PM hrivario It will be spread by the bat soup North Carolinians eat.

2/26/2020 9:53:12 PM justwinejosh The Storm Is Upon Us pic.twitter.com/Cxvlp3T3lq

2/26/2020 9:54:59 PM mongrelglory I saw Trump get a weird little smirk (not a happy smile) on his face when the CDC specialist started talking about vaccine production.  I hope it won't be 

necessary when the time comes for them to roll it out!

2/26/2020 9:55:14 PM postelleallyson What does it do to your IS-BE when you judge/look down on others? If you don’t mean to, maybe you should try to rephrase your message, using the 

word, we, instead of the word, you.

2/26/2020 9:56:42 PM cityranch Sun and gold right



2/26/2020 9:57:28 PM 369helen313 19th TRUMP Card 👉🏻 RESTART 

COVID-19 (Corona Virus) / Iran (Highly Classified Operation)🤐

“Godspeed” Q .  PlanB ⚡️Blitz MIGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @restartleader

 https://twitter.com/juliansrum/status/1232792388789293056?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1232792388789293056 … 

pic.twitter.com/0fTsTytFYw

2/26/2020 9:58:34 PM steveakridge TY https://youtu.be/1TO48Cnl66w 

2/26/2020 10:00:19 PM william37323164 The same lab implicated in the development of the virus?

2/26/2020 10:00:24 PM 369helen313 #GODWINS

♥🔥♥🔥♥

2/26/2020 10:01:59 PM birdingtrip How cab parents be this dumb.  It blows my mind.

2/26/2020 10:02:04 PM nostradachris This movie is showing what you are speaking of https://youtu.be/gdTnSv7k-yI 

2/26/2020 10:02:08 PM ascendingadam None are real. 

Only a projection of consciousness from source.

2/26/2020 10:02:31 PM mongrelglory I saw what you did MJ-12! 😉

I recommend accidentally getting the exercise while doing something fun and playful (like dancing for example). 😁

2/26/2020 10:04:07 PM element92184127 Be cautious in what you believe. There is only good and evil. The choice is yours.

2/26/2020 10:04:41 PM hrestey I've been reading recently that viruses actually like dry air, and that building materials that maintain more constant levels of humidity year round 

lowers infection rates.

2/26/2020 10:05:53 PM mongrelglory Since not all members of MJ-12 are human, that may be why they don't use the universal "we".

2/26/2020 10:05:57 PM azuremagus All real, some more relative, High Self records all.

2/26/2020 10:06:49 PM observerpoint I do think consciously contributing to rape, torture & murder of sentient being is just slightly different than eating fruit & vegetables, no?

2/26/2020 10:07:51 PM donnaeverywhere I can TOTALLY relate.  👍👊🇺🇸😎 #WWG1WGA? 😉

2/26/2020 10:08:37 PM ascendingadam T = thought

2/26/2020 10:09:37 PM mongrelglory Find something that you love to do for fun that just happens to involve moving your body.  For me that's dance.  It fools me into moving regularly but 

shhhh 🤫...don't tell me it's exercise.😄

2/26/2020 10:09:43 PM exsjwtruther all of them are real

2/26/2020 10:11:55 PM sanandaemanuel All of them.

2/26/2020 10:12:05 PM janey634 I do not understand what you said, but I do find it very intriguing for some reason. Something for me to do more research on. Thanks!

2/26/2020 10:12:09 PM rightbreathing The immune boost of vitamin D is only one of the benefits.

Saying vitamin D is overhyped is like saying the sun is overhyped.

You need that shit fam.

2/26/2020 10:12:18 PM postelleallyson All the more reason why they should know better than to talk down to people they’re supposedly only trying to help. It isn’t pro social, helpful, or 

effective.

2/26/2020 10:12:25 PM observerpoint Does Kirlian photography hold any merit to it? Vibrationally speaking, eating flesh/blood of a raped/murdered animal must lower the vibratory state of 

a human being. pic.twitter.com/NtWapbWy4D

2/26/2020 10:13:05 PM baalkiller45 I cants do math with numbers, don't know how to go bout added up letters either.

2/26/2020 10:14:22 PM kwikkwong  https://twitter.com/kwikkwong/status/1232872961792712704?s=21 … https://twitter.com/KwikKwong/status/1232872961792712704 …

2/26/2020 10:14:30 PM pmg I’m the last person to believe in “science”, “math”, or “empirical evidence” but if you go for that sort of thing than these nerds explain it:  

https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/88345/flu-its-heat-and-humidity … - cold+dry=🤢

cold+humid=😃

hot+humid=🤢

hot+dry=😃

2/26/2020 10:14:50 PM janey634 Petal Pops, I'm so sorry. I believe that when our loved ones pass over, they stay close to us. pic.twitter.com/HXPDSPd7M6

2/26/2020 10:15:05 PM paul777light Thank you 🙏❤️☘🌎❤️

2/26/2020 10:15:19 PM johnman60 Leviticus: 

Bible > Leviticus > Chapter 11 > Verse 4

◄ Leviticus 11:4 ►

 Only these shall ye not eat of those that chew the cud, or of those with cloven hoofs: the camel, for it cheweth the cud, but hath not cloven hoofs -- it 

shall be unclean unto you;

2/26/2020 10:16:17 PM kwikkwong There’s a reason your skin was designed to create 20,000 iu vitamin d a day in proper uvb exposure. Sunscreens block this production.

2/26/2020 10:16:21 PM rexwholes your not alone with your crutches, i have my aswell

knowing their a crutch and need to be throwen away when no longer needed is the personal fight we are all in. 

crutches can be many different things

2/26/2020 10:16:59 PM mycologyofmaga No

2/26/2020 10:17:08 PM mongrelglory You could meditate 6 mins each day instead. My Zen Master used to tell us to do that when we'd say we were too busy.  With practice you'll get into a 

meditative state fairly quickly after you've been doing it a while. You're probably getting enough exercise with a toddler! 👍

2/26/2020 10:17:20 PM weltgeist013 I saw that movie.. ID4, had that one scene, &.... 😎 (I was there!)  &.. Independence Day - Resurgence.. Big Queen giant ass thing with locust head 

n'.$tuff 😎 I am.. & this is my faithful side-kick, Patsy....

My own, particular..... Idiom! 

Wait? NO... No, I got that wrong.. 🤓

2/26/2020 10:17:26 PM jgfirehorse1 I so agree.

2/26/2020 10:18:06 PM rbw1926  pic.twitter.com/p3ryso7NOq

2/26/2020 10:18:15 PM spauldingshowal ❤️❤️❤️

2/26/2020 10:18:23 PM mongrelglory So wonderful you're teaching your kids to meditate!  I wish they'd teach it to kids in phys-ed!

2/26/2020 10:18:42 PM brianmi70269102 I would bet he's watching and is very aware of what's going on...

2/26/2020 10:19:33 PM dairy_mom_of_6 No way as long as there is a choice!

2/26/2020 10:20:14 PM manifest_utopia Could it possibly be the same lab some think created it in the first place?🤔

2/26/2020 10:20:52 PM jangping3 The correct equation is E^2=(mc)^2+(pc)^2

I truly believe that Einstein, Hawking, etc. and for heaven sakes Nye were all propaganda hacks created by the cabal too deceive us.  You are better off 

basing your concepts on Marty Feldman. pic.twitter.com/O7Xkc5K1YA

2/26/2020 10:21:23 PM pirateslookat40 I = Image, as in the Image of God pic.twitter.com/n0McddX4Ha

2/26/2020 10:21:39 PM fktvis -ity

a suffix used to form abstract nouns expressing state or condition:

jollity; civility; Latinity. https://www.dictionary.com/browse/-ity 



2/26/2020 10:22:57 PM aetherwalker1 I do kinda get that confused Jack O'Neill expression on endless Multiple Realities.

but can you travel to a different Reality?   🤔

2/26/2020 10:23:18 PM igiant111 Intuition.

2/26/2020 10:23:55 PM aetherwalker1 Can we be like SG-1, 'Ours is the only Reality of consequence'?

2/26/2020 10:24:06 PM cchef1980 All of them are real. Even if illusions, they matter because we experience it all. Like spacetime, even if illusion, doesn’t make it any less real because it 

gives events a “platform” to be experienced. Every quantum of “time” there is an infinite amount of possibilities.

2/26/2020 10:24:06 PM mongrelglory I loved doing Buddhist chanting in a group!  We used to chant the Great Compassion Dharani sutra in Sanskrit.  I didn't understand what the words 

meant, but hopefully it was a good spell we were casting...

2/26/2020 10:24:37 PM citizenk77 None of them. We are co creating all of them simultaneously,together...Oneness 😉

2/26/2020 10:25:58 PM big_simp Research how the eastern societies view reality. taosim/ advaita/buddhism etc

2/26/2020 10:26:08 PM mongrelglory I thought you're supposed to be on a mission from God...

2/26/2020 10:26:52 PM cchef1980 Fractal means infinitely detailed. And if that’s the case then we experience every single one of those realities and there is an infinite number of he’s for 

every is. So, if that’s the case then what keeps us on this particular reality? Who drives? Is or Be? Can we shift reality?

2/26/2020 10:27:06 PM altimitwill Energy (WWG1WGA) =

M (Me and you)

C (Dark to Light)

^2

We are all in this together.

2/26/2020 10:27:38 PM mongrelglory Photosynthesis!  Airl's "doll body" got her energy from the environment around her. 😁

2/26/2020 10:27:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 #coronavirus 

CDC issues recommended facial hair styles.

Toothbrush ✅

Try walking around in public with a Toothbrush.

They hide in plain sight.

 https://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/15116056/2020/02/FacialHairWmask11282017-508.pdf …

2/26/2020 10:28:30 PM manifest_utopia All the possible realities are real. An IS-BE can choose which one they wish to experience "Consciously".

2/26/2020 10:28:34 PM anonlegion13 They get fired without a drs excuse. People gotta work..

2/26/2020 10:30:27 PM ghostofendora I take 50,000 units a week. It makes a difference!

2/26/2020 10:31:11 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232169355888275456?s=20 …

2/26/2020 10:31:13 PM carolin15161363 This had better be Fake News!

2/26/2020 10:31:20 PM lohrn4 Take D3 with K2 and yes, vitamin C as well.

2/26/2020 10:31:36 PM lori_dee1 It sounds like they need to boost their immune systems with supplements in addition to the Sunshine.

2/26/2020 10:31:54 PM adam84577979 the double split experiment proves nothing, you get the exact same interference pattern on the edge of a needle, shining a lazer on it, without slits. 

The universe works of fields and pressure mediation, not magical unicorn particles

2/26/2020 10:32:07 PM mongrelglory Why don't they just get a naso-pharyngeal swab from one of the infected people in quarantine and grow it in tissue culture? That's how you definitively 

identify a viral infection in a patient normally...🤨

2/26/2020 10:32:47 PM blue82001 Guess I’m fucked!

2/26/2020 10:33:19 PM internetusr Lmao

2/26/2020 10:33:45 PM 369helen313 TRUTH IS YOU !?

2/26/2020 10:33:46 PM mntcol 😂

2/26/2020 10:34:29 PM iamyou132 which question?

2/26/2020 10:34:58 PM jaiagtp Totally 2 different levels of karma.

If you offer veg food to the supreme you elevate the souls in the plants and don't accumulate any karma.

2/26/2020 10:35:34 PM nikoscali Never heard it called the toothbrush! Hitler would be proud the CDC is representin

2/26/2020 10:35:46 PM brianmi70269102 Pretty sure POTUS was talking about medicine for those that contract the virus.

2/26/2020 10:35:46 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/MzGyiFVH9X

2/26/2020 10:36:59 PM edgeman9112 Sounds like someone's trying to get more efficient in facial recognition within a population.

2/26/2020 10:37:34 PM finimarcini There’s something strange going on.  Looks like a message is being sent here. pic.twitter.com/VwTrKpQUEs

2/26/2020 10:37:44 PM iamyou132 they are all real. real is a state of being. real is what you BElieve

Suffix 'ity': Used to form a noun from an adjective; especially, to form the noun referring to the state, property, or quality of conforming to the 

adjective's description.

2/26/2020 10:38:29 PM mongrelglory You appear to be the only person who felt talked down to.  I'm sure they meant no offence.  Most of us appreciate their advice. 🤷♀️

2/26/2020 10:39:38 PM iamyou132 ITY is the aether?

2/26/2020 10:39:49 PM mongrelglory 😘

2/26/2020 10:39:52 PM asmfuture So much for that Fu Manchu I was going to start rockin'.

2/26/2020 10:40:43 PM alwaysfinds More with the "soon" stuff. Can we start talking in relative time? Or at least not say anything until nothing can stop it?

2/26/2020 10:41:44 PM mongrelglory Someone was selling one mask for $9.95 Can.  However they were charging over $100 for shipping!  From B.C. to Toronto! 🤨

2/26/2020 10:45:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals.

2/26/2020 10:46:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 again... https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1232686838864846848 …

2/26/2020 10:46:42 PM pootz4 Way long ago i asked myself what would i Want for humanity and it clicked - to evolve towards extracting Energy from air or Sun, no more need to kill 

to survive

2/26/2020 10:47:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not a coincidence.

2/26/2020 10:47:19 PM heatherrenae8 Same, stay in the flow& it works out... That's how I roll to

2/26/2020 10:47:21 PM vanguard1954 I just love that number 17

2/26/2020 10:48:27 PM tessie711 LIBERTY OR DEATH. VERY SIMPLE.

2/26/2020 10:49:49 PM chelle030609 You do know we are also food source to certain ET groups.  Other lifeforms from other planets have a substantial food source and we will soon be 

eating the same.

2/26/2020 10:50:00 PM ptamait We project our light. ITY equals God source?

2/26/2020 10:50:02 PM brianmi70269102 Well, there went that advice, lol

2/26/2020 10:50:27 PM valhalla11111 Skull and bones assassins after DJT

2/26/2020 10:50:40 PM valhalla11111 Ding ding ding

2/26/2020 10:50:56 PM nine_six3 Projected Hologram (Exoconsciousness) = (IS + Thought + Will) (Light)

 

Y = Will or Intent?

2/26/2020 10:53:20 PM bibibobibox Heart are turned to You, Lord 🙏🏻

2/26/2020 10:53:31 PM nschlange Oh geez



2/26/2020 10:53:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 While you have been sleeping, [they] have been waging war on your mind at the expense of your children.

Socialism is always about human trafficking.

Socialism always produces a "healthy" supply for the cabal.

These people are sick.

The Great Awakening is the solution. pic.twitter.com/BixlddzmOs

2/26/2020 10:53:43 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

The Silent War continues..。.....５、.....４、...３、..２、、、やっぱり、カウントダウンだよね?

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1232483254432718849 … pic.twitter.com/ga6PY0EzyO
2/26/2020 10:54:04 PM postelleallyson So I do. Carry on.

2/26/2020 10:54:11 PM kachinagtto I’m stuck on the “y” part. I feel like it should be something like resonant frequency or something like that... but nothing is jumping out at me. Hopefully 

I get clarity in my sleep. Goodnight.

2/26/2020 10:55:11 PM firein8 T = Today

Y = You

In the ever present "nowness" of Today, real reality is purely volitional. (infinite alternate universes)-1 are ever collapsing in rejection to the one You 

choose.

2/26/2020 10:55:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yin/Yang

2/26/2020 10:55:25 PM fktvis Reality

the condition or state of being real.

2/26/2020 10:55:30 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1232082903284297735?s=20 …

2/26/2020 10:55:33 PM pootz4 If God would let me choose new traits for humanity i think of a new organ that lets you tap to cosmic Energy Flow, (could this be OUR devolved pineal 

gland?) and also i would force empathy protocol to every living thing

2/26/2020 10:55:33 PM jeff90140499 A Dream Within a Dream

BY EDGAR ALLAN POE

Take this kiss upon the brow!

And, in parting from you now,

Thus much let me avow —

You are not wrong, who deem

That my days have been a dream;

2/26/2020 10:55:35 PM janey634 Wake them up. Right now.

2/26/2020 10:56:05 PM kachinagtto Duality?

2/26/2020 10:56:18 PM jeff90140499 ....Yet if hope has flown away

In a night, or in a day,

In a vision, or in none,

Is it therefore the less gone? 

All that we see or seem

Is but a dream within a dream.
2/26/2020 10:56:19 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/bcNAPtebwl

2/26/2020 10:57:04 PM iamyou132 is T torus?

2/26/2020 10:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its hyperdimensional.

Yin/Yang

Both Y's.

Fork in the road (boolean).

Y

2/26/2020 10:58:02 PM jeff90140499 I stand amid the roar

Of a surf-tormented shore,

And I hold within my hand

Grains of the golden sand —

How few! yet how they creep

Through my fingers to the deep,

While I weep — while I weep!

O God! Can I not grasp

Them with a tighter clasp?
2/26/2020 10:58:32 PM jeff90140499 ...O God! can I not save

One from the pitiless wave?

Is all that we see or seem

But a dream within a dream?



2/26/2020 10:59:09 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

インスタント大統領。水を加えるだけでできあがり。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1232327756870029313 … pic.twitter.com/E8t8FOVLHE
2/26/2020 10:59:18 PM bibibobibox The offer pic.twitter.com/CW2rjdB03N

2/26/2020 10:59:23 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/TOwI06exLD

2/26/2020 11:01:14 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/fVePqgRoOa

2/26/2020 11:01:16 PM pirateslookat40  pic.twitter.com/scv2968Uj7

2/26/2020 11:01:27 PM kyates_biz The golden nectar 

We can all create through art of meditation

Articles exsist of people in this state and feeding on  a invisble force pr energy inside them for long periods of time

What state would these people be in?

Do you  need  to be meditating  to feed if achieved?
2/26/2020 11:02:04 PM teammelg 逃亡準備でしょうか🤔

2/26/2020 11:02:10 PM kyates_biz Can u elaborate pr dm me with more info

2/26/2020 11:05:55 PM yt2ak  pic.twitter.com/IPIffr6UOo

2/26/2020 11:06:15 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

ディズニーは単なるネズミの遊園地ではない。世界最大のメディアコングロマリットであり、カバールのソーシャル・エンジニアリング

アジェンダの基盤の1つ。この邪悪な怪物を完全に沈める時がきた。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1232508554948620288 … pic.twitter.com/HjtA1jz8Tu
2/26/2020 11:06:54 PM tjlibertybelle It's a hologram, a really good one. The universe is the product of information, information strapped to carrier waves of light. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYRAmtDzQomhXkwbXgVoZPN4HjopE2j8m …

2/26/2020 11:06:59 PM 92michael Eating is a transfer of energy from one entity to another. The important aspect is how the animal is slaughtered and how it was raised? If both are 

humane, than a positive energy transfer can take place.

2/26/2020 11:08:06 PM majic_eyes_qnly Well said, Michelle! pic.twitter.com/iQE1YubMEt

2/26/2020 11:08:24 PM jangping3  pic.twitter.com/Kx59CObGb7

2/26/2020 11:09:27 PM deut11_11diane Facial hair is interfering with facial recognition. They want the current trend of beards to be over.

2/26/2020 11:10:05 PM ptamait Cod liver oil https://www.westonaprice.org/health-topics/cod-liver-oil/cod-liver-oil-setting-the-record-straight/ …

2/26/2020 11:10:48 PM nine_six3 Would Y then be the Choice - The Intent? or (free)Will?

2/26/2020 11:10:49 PM mongrelglory Nassim describes mass as little oscillations in the fabric of space which we perceive as mass/energy.  https://youtu.be/Ws8C8Ieg4yI 

Are those the "Immortal Spirit" having thoughts which we (you) observe as matter?  Like someone watching their own daydream?

2/26/2020 11:11:11 PM kachinagtto So this tweet is highlighting about the “y” - Yin/Yang aspect of the formula?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1154615861887545344?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1154615861887545344 …

2/26/2020 11:11:14 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

異常なんて、ない・・・よね？

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1232769738683666433 … pic.twitter.com/9fiIXrbKaA
2/26/2020 11:11:22 PM jlross5 Nothing to see here. pic.twitter.com/VmYOzMGgka

2/26/2020 11:13:28 PM petrusmax4 How does it work?!!!

2/26/2020 11:13:52 PM nachtzahlen Answers from whom ?

2/26/2020 11:14:10 PM merkaba369 I am liking this Tweet because the word fuck...if it was a person, I'd marry it.

2/26/2020 11:14:39 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/40qZPiYS1d

2/26/2020 11:15:35 PM mongrelglory "Which reality is the real one?"

2/26/2020 11:15:47 PM timesupgodwins How do you think she got so rich.

2/26/2020 11:17:24 PM bibibobibox You make me think about the myth of Plato's cave. The light of the fire represents knowledge, men on the wall, things as they really are (the Truth), 

while their shadow represents the sensitive interpretation of things themselves (opinion).

2/26/2020 11:17:44 PM prisonerofno1 It’s such a shame what they’ve done. But adults are at fault too. We stuck our heads in the sand, we got caught up in the narcissism of social media 

society, we didn’t pay attention as a whole. We have to stop pointing fingers and learn personal accountability for our lack of.

2/26/2020 11:17:56 PM iamyou132 probably a mix of light and a nutrient smoothie + fiber

2/26/2020 11:18:37 PM 92michael I’m going to show this meme to some of my friends.They’re hard core Bernie supporters. - I just don’t understand it!



2/26/2020 11:18:50 PM stefanofait Socialism or fascism, Bernie or Hillary, what's the difference?

By focusing on one political side (left) people forget that the real issue is collectivism vs. self-reliance and may end up thinking that there can be no 

threat coming from the right. Trump is beyond left and right

2/26/2020 11:18:56 PM iamyou132 thank you 😇

2/26/2020 11:19:08 PM loveslife51 Her school in Africa

2/26/2020 11:19:22 PM merkaba369 0's and 1's .... If you look at the one, which is a line, from above...it's a circle, a zero. No wonder consciousness uses a computer program. It's 

everything and nothing, as above so below, yin and yang, dark and light...you get the picture😉

2/26/2020 11:19:28 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

ディズニー、マスターカード、Uber EatsのCEOが同時期に辞めるのとか、いたって普通のことだよね？

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1232825037847056384 … pic.twitter.com/0s0BKMiLZp
2/26/2020 11:19:33 PM dianecl13222242 Oh well of course she knew and didnt think twice about the girls.which means to me she was abig part of sickness.🇺🇸❤️

2/26/2020 11:20:45 PM danipaso2 😂😆😂😆

☠☠☠☠💩💩💩

2/26/2020 11:20:54 PM petrusmax4 😉

2/26/2020 11:21:07 PM darrahsfriend #CensusFor17

2/26/2020 11:24:19 PM couponscutcost He is holding your hand right now...Look up...he wants to give you a kiss and a hug😊

2/26/2020 11:24:31 PM urkgurgle Pretty clearly a value judgement wouldn’t you say?

2/26/2020 11:24:34 PM 369helen313 “As NOAH is the Captain for this Ship ...

Don’t be Sadden by the STORM...”    🌪⚡

#GODWINS

2/26/2020 11:25:49 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

#Q3887

聖書のように: イナゴの群れと、赤く染まる世界中の川

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

@Inevitable_ET

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1232713500268486661 … pic.twitter.com/fR3DKGW9O1
2/26/2020 11:25:56 PM nyasportschick Of course she did.

2/26/2020 11:27:16 PM kachinagtto Ok back to drawing board. If m in the old equation is “matter”... and ITY = m?  

And ITY is “the state or condition of”. 

Then m would be the state or condition of our matter?

I=IS, T=?, Y=Yin/Yang

Originally thought T=thought... but not sure now 🤔

2/26/2020 11:27:48 PM dreamerchicago She helped???

2/26/2020 11:28:55 PM jeff90140499 So the only "womb broom" they advocate, is PP?!?

2/26/2020 11:30:13 PM ptamait Sadly we still have to go to work if not feeling well. I wash my hands in hot water all the time, include rubbing. The friction vibration kills germs. Got it, 

no fear and take precautions.

2/26/2020 11:30:38 PM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

@Jordan_Sather_ 

が、少し"低電力モード"に入るようです。"顔を晒して正々堂々と真実を暴露し続ける人間"にしかわからない事情があるようで...

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1230511663880687616 … pic.twitter.com/vzWBdlrZHb

2/26/2020 11:30:38 PM jlodbrok Yes this has been said for many years now. But these kind of statements are coming very boring. We need results and not more of this.

2/26/2020 11:31:07 PM jeff90140499 Talk about "getting you coming & Goering"! Sheesh! pic.twitter.com/85mWcT5JEb

2/26/2020 11:31:22 PM disfellocated VILLAIN 

(Careful not to cross the seal)

Directions unclear; summoned t          
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 ̴̭̙̞͙̪͎͓͍͞l          ̜͙̥̻̤ͅ2/26/2020 11:31:45 PM nikoscali teeheehee I see what you did there!

2/26/2020 11:31:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 True justice for Harvey Weinstein should include a live video feed of his prison cell for the world to watch.

2/26/2020 11:33:02 PM valhalla11111 He got rerouted to a hospital and never showed up at Rikers

Prolly in retirement in israel just like Epstein

2/26/2020 11:33:16 PM nikoscali A working camera might actually keep the hit team away this time

2/26/2020 11:33:18 PM disfellocated Gotta get it to the East Coast somehow...



2/26/2020 11:33:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reread past drops RE:

[SCARE] EVENT

[322] incoming...

A storm approaches... pic.twitter.com/qVBnyNuyrd

2/26/2020 11:33:34 PM extradouble look up the Mandela effect. As an example many people remember the Tankman(my photo) being murdered bloodily.

2/26/2020 11:34:06 PM joec2607 A perspective the MSM will not report. It doesn't fit their narrative.

2/26/2020 11:34:10 PM eo13818 what does the 322 represent?

2/26/2020 11:34:46 PM mikeb38beacon_h Is it the real one?

2/26/2020 11:34:48 PM jeff90140499 The proverbial river, by which all his victims would float by staring at him would be apropos......IMHO.

2/26/2020 11:34:56 PM nine_six3 Lol back at it. I was meditating and I saw INTENT but that must not be right. Found this...

Hyperdimensional... Yin/Yang = Good/Evil. 

Fork in the road is where we gain control?

Y = BE? pic.twitter.com/L3013RygsJ

2/26/2020 11:35:08 PM 369369rv Skull n bones

2/26/2020 11:35:17 PM lisapamzaya Or pictures of his distorted Weinstein weenie.

2/26/2020 11:36:41 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/Dtvkd6Rbd6

2/26/2020 11:37:08 PM _andy_walker_ Why has the number 666 (3-6-9?) been declared as evil in nature throughout history? Why are you now saying that a 66.6% heart rate is ideal? How 

many BPM is that? What's the 100% mark? What happens at 101%?

2/26/2020 11:37:38 PM nine_six3 Sorry.. in the meditation I saw INTENT and WILL. But I didn't get any sort of indication those were correct. Someone below put T=Thought and MJ12 

Liked the response. That's why i ran with T=Thought.

2/26/2020 11:38:01 PM diaptera_80 Zappa moustache I understand, but toothbrush?

2/26/2020 11:38:48 PM internetusr  pic.twitter.com/O7topjG0AC

2/26/2020 11:38:49 PM sixtyandcountin Be

2/26/2020 11:38:54 PM eo13818 I know we are in for a rough ride!  But Patriots will be there to assist along the way! @pushforward40 @realDonaldTrump @AmericasAnon 

@MagniAnon @QTAnon1

2/26/2020 11:40:03 PM stormcl99924474 I could only imagine all the gross things you may see him do unto himself. 🤢

2/26/2020 11:40:32 PM maryheil5 Vaccinations should never be mandatory even if there is a pandemic!

2/26/2020 11:40:48 PM madsrytter3 Internal spirit being entity

2/26/2020 11:40:59 PM angelao_r  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8048853/Coronavirus-threat-holiday-Millions-trips-risk-BA-cancels-flights.html …  

This article refers to 'the Coronavirus psychosis centre'

Psychosis = an abnormal condition of the mind causing false beliefs.  A comm that it's a C...on..virus!

2/26/2020 11:41:20 PM ptamait Scare event: our virus is going to get you, so better panic and feed them your energy from fear.

2/26/2020 11:41:44 PM diaptera_80 Once you cross over, does your soul exist in multiple realities, or, if not, is it to the contrary aware of all it’s BEs?

2/26/2020 11:42:06 PM bibibobibox I interpretation T Truth Y (Hic et Nunc)

2/26/2020 11:42:45 PM nikoscali Time for some PEAS?

2/26/2020 11:42:56 PM tahoesteveblack will she too face Justice.... being a madam is illegal still - right ??

2/26/2020 11:43:09 PM mongrelglory Spoken like a true Socialist who believes the State owns you.

2/26/2020 11:43:27 PM raymccabe63 One of the few times I've heard the term IS-BEs since reading the documentation of the military nurse who interviewed the captured IS-BE. What a 

powerful story I'll never forget.

2/26/2020 11:43:41 PM crossmiracle It is against the Geneva convention to force anyone to undergo a medical procedure. If they want Americans to feel comfortable with vaccines why 

don't they make them undergo longer more rigorous testing periods and take away the vaccine courts so bigP can be held liable to injury

2/26/2020 11:43:55 PM nine_six3  https://twitter.com/AscendingAdam/status/1232910386837512192?s=20 …

2/26/2020 11:44:54 PM mongrelglory An introduction to Chinese Yin/Yang theory: https://youtu.be/PH-G3M242t0 

2/26/2020 11:45:38 PM diaptera_80 The reality which our Higher Self chooses to focus on right now?

2/26/2020 11:46:10 PM mathewjustin5 Aren't aliens actually deamons? How can we trust the 'truth' when we have been lied to for so long?

2/26/2020 11:46:50 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/Edwh4LbbIV

2/26/2020 11:47:49 PM carolin15161363 Ewwwww

2/26/2020 11:49:28 PM crossmiracle  pic.twitter.com/g6hNr6tpd4

2/26/2020 11:50:15 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/CcAJiT4Ik6

2/26/2020 11:51:01 PM orbital_pi Because he won't kill himself?

2/26/2020 11:51:08 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/dTREp2H8uo

2/26/2020 11:52:05 PM thespread9 3rd March 2020?? 🤷♀️

2/26/2020 11:52:53 PM diaptera_80 Doesn’t that sound like the end to you?

2/26/2020 11:55:55 PM diaptera_80 ...or maybe the realities leading to ascension merge into one REAL reality?

2/26/2020 11:56:44 PM jeffieyboy Is it possible that a coronavirus vaccine was inadvertently produced (by white hats) & globally administered via the CDC & WHO unknowingly. The DS 

push for mandatory/cheap vaccinations & they unintentionally immuned a majority of the global population in doing so. Thoughts?

2/26/2020 11:59:16 PM der_wanderer8 My current reality could be the one that fits with my vibration

2/26/2020 11:59:26 PM nikoscali So IRONIC the losers in this video were talking about how their colleague @ABC had f'ed up reporting of the Kobe crash. They had no idea they were 

f'ing up a MILLION times worse right at that moment.

Karma!

#ExposeABC #FakeNews #PartisanHacks #QAnon #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JamesOKeefeIII/status/1232829262727696384 …

2/27/2020 12:00:30 AM aetherwalker1 Since Marxism is founded upon Atheism and Dialectical Materialism, in Marxian Socialism the State replaces the Divine.

2/27/2020 12:00:41 AM jeff90140499 All people, well the vast majority, naturally resist being FORCED to do anything! Only stupid, lazy dictatorial "leaders", lead by force!

2/27/2020 12:02:09 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/cmNWEVJDcC

2/27/2020 12:02:51 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/EwyZKX9TrT

2/27/2020 12:02:52 AM whiterabbitttt1 WH optics. Game over.

2/27/2020 12:02:59 AM jeff90140499 Yes, this is oxymoronic, like the police shooting someone for attempting suicide! 😵😵😵

2/27/2020 12:04:18 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/GVU5FZk6ag

2/27/2020 12:04:20 AM nostradachris Believing is seeing

2/27/2020 12:04:21 AM ryan35381162 Trump had an executive order to improve flu vaccine. Would be best way to immunize mass population ahead of time. 

http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2019/09/trump-signs-executive-order-improve-flu-vaccines …

2/27/2020 12:05:35 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/pkhZgvoiwj

2/27/2020 12:05:38 AM plogdreamwalker Yea that would be entertaining at the work desk.

2/27/2020 12:05:53 AM _andy_walker_ Where else has 17 been showing up?

2/27/2020 12:06:34 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/aAI9wgo7Mm

2/27/2020 12:06:58 AM mkaziniec But it's a cold strain.. I thought we couldn't have a vaccine against the cold because it mutates? CV panic out of control!!!



2/27/2020 12:07:23 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/aSItebYt0z

2/27/2020 12:07:25 AM mongrelglory "Existence and non-existence is a polarity which we can understand in the way suggested by the Yin-Yang symbol, as mutually-arising and 

interdependent opposites which are in constant motion, transforming one into the other. The things of the world are appearing and dissolving ...

2/27/2020 12:08:03 AM mongrelglory continuously, as the elements of which they are composed go through their birth-and-death cycles.

In Taoism, the appearance of “things" is considered to be Yin, and their resolution back into their more subtle ("no-thing") components is considered to 

be Yang. To understand the...

2/27/2020 12:08:18 AM sharonroselo 3-6-9 evil? Naw.  https://www.lucidlivingexperience.com/nikola-tesla-code-3-6-9 …

2/27/2020 12:09:16 AM couch_o_nate Q needs more soundtrack. #WWG1WGA

2/27/2020 12:09:18 AM mongrelglory transit from "thing" to "no-thing" is to access a profound level of wisdom."

Obviously these are not my own words, as I have not yet accessed that profound level of wisdom. 😜

2/27/2020 12:10:00 AM petrusmax4 You stay busy.

2/27/2020 12:10:19 AM yokoke2014 Just finished watching, thanks for the recommendation🙏

2/27/2020 12:11:52 AM ryan35381162 Our is is connected to a cloud of all the be's we could become. All the choices made, different outcomes different timelines. But all "us" learning 

experiencing the possibilities. And when one awakens, raises, wants change, jump to different branch.

2/27/2020 12:12:10 AM heatherrenae8 Socialism with ill intent by leaders, yes agree. Look at a Indian Tribe it has Socialist tendency & it worked in harmony. Bottom line we are under a 

socialist situation already that has to be backed out of or ran by good Chiefs, Trumps the new Chief in town.

2/27/2020 12:12:59 AM _andy_walker_ Math.

6           6           6

3 + 3 = 6 + 3 = 9

We are 3 Dimensional

Define: Trifecta

Zeus wielded a Trident

 3 Wise Men

 3 Major Religions (Christianity, Judaism, Muslim)

Think Numerology

Think "Divine Agreement"

Something doesn't add up . . .
2/27/2020 12:14:13 AM traj_20 Nikola Tesla said if you want to understand the universe think in terms of vibrations and frequency.

2/27/2020 12:15:57 AM aetherwalker1 Though, I'm getting the sense that when the Absolute, which is Oneness, desired to be manifold..  it did so to the UTMOST.

2/27/2020 12:17:57 AM chrispi67507251 'In this study, we showed that high temperature at high relative humidity has a synergistic effect on inactivation of SARS CoV viability while lower 

temperatures and low humidity support prolonged survival of virus on contaminated surfaces.' https://www.hindawi.com/journals/av/2011/734690/ …

2/27/2020 12:19:32 AM traj_20 The thing is as soon as we can all acknowledge we Don’t Know Anything the sooner we can move forward. 🙏☺

2/27/2020 12:24:14 AM aetherwalker1 She has publicly stated that she was sexually abused during her childhood and teens.

Who often become abusers of children?

2/27/2020 12:24:48 AM brian_dalfonso Outstanding idea,

2/27/2020 12:26:02 AM williebhere No vaccine needed....

2/27/2020 12:26:20 AM bibibobibox Every impression we receive is processed by a Δt, so there's no coincidence between us and reality. Be in the Light turns the mass into energy: you 

aren't separate from the event, you're the event. You become both the observed and the observer. God knows himself by his creatures.

2/27/2020 12:26:37 AM williebhere No thanks!!

2/27/2020 12:26:53 AM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/KaNSoFWTey

2/27/2020 12:26:56 AM 17thops Gratitude. 🙏

"Thank you for everything, I have no complaints whatsoever."

2/27/2020 12:28:01 AM 17thops Dr Masaru Emoto's Water Experiments  https://youtu.be/Moz82i89JAw  via @YouTube

2/27/2020 12:31:11 AM herbsanddirt Vitamin D w/K2. 👍

2/27/2020 12:32:14 AM herbsanddirt Nettle and Oatstraw too.

2/27/2020 12:33:34 AM herbsanddirt YES!!! 🔥

2/27/2020 12:33:47 AM by369surrounded Headline after headline after headline.

2/27/2020 12:35:02 AM allonkid T=Thoughts?

2/27/2020 12:35:24 AM ethereal_shaman ☠

2/27/2020 12:35:27 AM aetherwalker1 The ironic thing is that AH allegedly chose his mustache style to be able to correctly put on his gas mask during WW1.

but yeah..  The 'Charlie Chaplin' mustache is pretty much a no-no.   😆

2/27/2020 12:36:22 AM mongrelglory She was another "Ghislaine Maxwell" or "Rachel Chandler". 😒

2/27/2020 12:36:33 AM whyteknight17 What is now is a sum of all the possibilities. None of the paths exist , except as part of the sum. If paths are removed or added, the sum of the paths 

will change--but there is still only one sum--one path that exists.

2/27/2020 12:37:29 AM chrispi67507251 Real = My unwavering state of consciousness

ity = My condition that changes 

Nailed it

2/27/2020 12:37:45 AM drew34286301 When I was younger, I used to see UFOs on a fairly regular basis. It was always the same — a singular orb of white light with presumably 8 smaller 

lights circling it (I could see only 5 of the smaller lights at any one time...

2/27/2020 12:38:32 AM whyteknight17 All the realities react with each other to make the one path yhat is real.

2/27/2020 12:39:17 AM _andy_walker_ I would imagine that that would go without saying, at this point. I was really hoping for something more specific.

2/27/2020 12:39:20 AM nurseniceyes And I feel fine...

2/27/2020 12:41:17 AM drew34286301 ...I may have at least 1 CEIV experience too. However those could be attributed to recurring dreams. I attribute this to my unnatural fear of falling 

upwards and anxiety when I lose sight of the horizon.

2/27/2020 12:46:48 AM lorimilantoni No vaccine for me. I put my life in The hands of my Savior Jesus Christ.

2/27/2020 12:47:26 AM justice_rebel Creepy people, and...doesn't she has like 6 toes on both feet..!?🤔 like the .. nephilims?

2/27/2020 12:49:15 AM angipangi99 And also, the virus thrives and loves cold temperatures.

2/27/2020 12:50:09 AM gaylas8 Years ago, Cali took the history books here & totally rewrote them, excluded actual events & included a lot of fictitious rubbish. Since at least the 60's 

they've been teaching/brainwashing students in colleges with classes in Communism.



2/27/2020 12:50:20 AM whyteknight17 The paths that make up the Real Path are constantly changing, which changes our possible future and our past. I think we are conscious of this affect--

when we remember past paths differently.

2/27/2020 12:50:39 AM lorimilantoni Would be nice if all chem trails were obliterated. The Sun could shine 🙏🏾🙏

2/27/2020 12:52:10 AM patriotswegoall Not ending - [so they believe].

But, a paradigm shift is upon us.

2/27/2020 12:54:11 AM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1232797960309739520?s=20 …

2/27/2020 12:54:11 AM patriotswegoall  pic.twitter.com/HuaMkeerxv

2/27/2020 12:57:25 AM marisarachelle  pic.twitter.com/6KcsUd2EeM

2/27/2020 12:59:55 AM mrualzakhuma The days of child sacrifice will soon be over!

2/27/2020 1:00:00 AM marisarachelle  pic.twitter.com/3Wd19tieeD

2/27/2020 1:04:14 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/dXwKrFq9xi

2/27/2020 1:04:34 AM unitedredwhite1 Most all NDEs describe life here as the dream and death as waking up/remembering. Message- we are loved and nothing will change that - this is an 

experience we chose.

2/27/2020 1:06:46 AM sherrynative “🎼🎤 That’s the way uh ha, I like it.”

2/27/2020 1:06:53 AM andniac Words b numbers..  7 ate nine ,, 9 ate seven

2/27/2020 1:08:07 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/LcnDmKL 

2/27/2020 1:08:15 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/LcnDmKL 

2/27/2020 1:09:14 AM unitedredwhite1 Family lineages that survived the plague have the most amazing immune systems.

2/27/2020 1:09:31 AM oam63048378 What's the Michelle - Gwen photo supposed to depict

2/27/2020 1:11:36 AM synackstatic The isbe is informational selection, informational Darwinism if you will. On the individual level, easy to understand, but with added complexity of the 

collective potential, good and evil battle over control. Collectivization of intent generates civility...it generates society.

2/27/2020 1:13:01 AM seekeroftruth__ Some need meat some don't. We are not meant to have awful factory farms & low quality traumatised meat full of chemicals.. We are meant to hunt, 

respect, thank. I tried eating plants only for 3 years and wasnt sustainable. Bacteria is eating us all right now. Cycle of life.

2/27/2020 1:15:25 AM synackstatic But it also generates unity through ritual. The cult that springs from constant ritualization leads to a world where darkness has grown and the collective 

light has been distracted, debilitated or destroyed. Only through the unity of all can we ascend from darkness.

2/27/2020 1:15:38 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/jQ7S8gzs2W

2/27/2020 1:16:14 AM unitedredwhite1 All they have to do is keep steaming repeating images of him on the 'live feed' and if someone notices just call them a crazy conspiracy theory and say 

its debunked.

2/27/2020 1:20:53 AM crossmiracle Reality

R

E

A

L

Is

To

You 

Another words reality is simply what you consider to be real, if you change your perspective you change your reality. 

(Just a concept)
2/27/2020 1:23:32 AM galadri09060100 I=IS

T=Time?

Y=Yin/Yang?

2/27/2020 1:23:57 AM bhaggy1008 Offer your prescribed food - lacto-vegetarian  - to God in sacrifice, He takes the karma. The food is purified and elevate one's consciousness.

2/27/2020 1:24:33 AM spartan333 more CIA (Galactic Federation of Light) propaganda again from shills pretending to be good aliens fighting evil.. wake up sheep.

2/27/2020 1:28:34 AM oam63048378 Unfortunately I've been taking vitamin D for like a month and still just got sick with fever and everything :(

2/27/2020 1:29:10 AM 1ifbyseaqanon Not a chance

2/27/2020 1:31:52 AM wileygreenbaum That would indeed be epic!

2/27/2020 1:33:42 AM nine_six3 Lol geeez... 😳 Y = Duality (Yin/Yang) 

Sorry, realized you both said this. 

Obviously Bed time! Haha pic.twitter.com/HlVwYSS3So

2/27/2020 1:35:58 AM unitedredwhite1  https://youtu.be/OnHIxNFMPj8 

2/27/2020 1:36:20 AM marisarachelle Actress: Weinstein used Oprah and Naomi to seduce me https://pagesix.com/2017/11/28/actress-harvey-used-oprah-and-naomi-to-seduce-me/ …

2/27/2020 1:48:01 AM nohypocrisy369 Anything? So, no meditating?

2/27/2020 1:50:36 AM catastrophistj God, you people are stupid and misinformed. All Sanders is asking for is for us to have a social welfare programs akin to that of Denmark, Sweden, 

Norway, the UK. NOT Soviet Union, not Cuba. He’s not calling for authoritarianism. You need to take a history/political theory class

2/27/2020 1:51:26 AM catastrophistj Trust me, we’re not stupid enough to be convinced

2/27/2020 1:53:00 AM catastrophistj It wasn’t. It was something called Aithoritarianism, whether left wing (communism) or whether right wing (fascism). No candidate is asking for either. 

You people need to take a political science class.

2/27/2020 1:53:22 AM bleakperfect1 What effect does the power of 369 have in music? ✨

2/27/2020 1:57:24 AM galadri09060100 T=Timeline?

2/27/2020 1:59:46 AM whoisthenewgard ID2020 has a micro chip component and vaccines.  Notice they said more money for surveillance, vaccines and Pence is in charge.  They say it openly.

2/27/2020 2:00:18 AM kikakikas 🤣😂😂😂😂exactly

2/27/2020 2:03:04 AM andromedanl  pic.twitter.com/vcN4gLBURv

2/27/2020 2:03:05 AM whoisthenewgard  https://www.google.com/search?ie=UTF-8&client=ms-android-att-us&source=android-browser&q=id2020+vaccine+microchip …

2/27/2020 2:03:10 AM ausanon369 As long as my daughter gets to live free and in peace. That’s all I care about.

2/27/2020 2:03:36 AM pootz4 Oh yess

2/27/2020 2:05:17 AM olimyracle Explore the impossible

 https://youtu.be/EYE1Kzswsvc  pic.twitter.com/qrQ6PiZart

2/27/2020 2:11:34 AM qanonmichele11 He's a fraud, he's not the real Majestic 12, he's John Morton, one guy who lies.

2/27/2020 2:12:12 AM qanonmichele11 MJ is a fraud, his name is John Morton.

2/27/2020 2:16:38 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/Xk9yR6HvL5

2/27/2020 2:16:59 AM qanonmichele11 YOU HAVE TO STOP LEADING PEOPLE TO BELIEVE YOU'RE THE REAL MAJESTIC 12....John Morton.

2/27/2020 2:17:42 AM asailorssway here, a visual. pic.twitter.com/EHCitgfZq1

2/27/2020 2:20:21 AM nanablue37 Did he die?

2/27/2020 2:22:01 AM adsvel And what about Prana/Ether eaters? They are sacrificing IS-BE's experience free. I know 2 Prana eaters. Every year in Moscow/ Russia there is 

conference for Prana eaters. More than 1000 people all around a world. They are sharing experiences of Prana eating.



2/27/2020 2:22:03 AM nanablue37 My husband too is gone who was awake for decades

2/27/2020 2:22:07 AM warriorhorse15 No

2/27/2020 2:23:39 AM disquieted_soul Ooooo yes I've seen something very similar to this through meditation.

2/27/2020 2:24:21 AM alexandercody7 Just my thoughts. Should I come to a situation where I'll eat meat coz of societal obligations I'll always bless the ISBE and say a big thanks and sorry 

that I'm still not so advanced and need to do so.

2/27/2020 2:25:38 AM xtheyrachangin My brother passed August 2017.  He's 2 years older than I and was born in a different state.  After looking over his death certificate, I learned that his 

social security number is only 1 number different than mine, in consecutive order.  How's that possible?

2/27/2020 2:27:14 AM awakene92885216 I just tuned in!!!!!! THX U MJ12!!!

2/27/2020 2:32:19 AM rhpw1927 No such thing. Nephilim descendants. Do not be deceived.

2/27/2020 2:32:40 AM ausanon369 Fear of loosing employment in most cases

2/27/2020 2:34:31 AM southernpatrio9 It's summertime in Brazil yet they are starting to get the virus down there....

2/27/2020 2:35:25 AM southernpatrio9 Selenium deficiency

2/27/2020 2:38:09 AM 39anc6 e = mc^2--->Real Reality

e = projected hologram

m=ITY=Source

c =light

I = IS

T = BE

Y = Ying-yang

Hologram=light*(IS-BE-YING-YANG)
2/27/2020 2:38:18 AM gracealijah ( As YOU know it)

2/27/2020 2:40:00 AM nocommunistusa And now what? They will probably let him out soon for good behavior?? I wouldn’t doubt it.

2/27/2020 2:40:20 AM adsvel What Real-ITY is when You see different E=hologram?

Usual/ old hologram plus imposed brighter in colors Light which can go through usual/ old hologram.

I am talking about Auras which is much brighter. For example yellow looks like golden.

That hologram is much more beautiful.

2/27/2020 2:42:10 AM southernpatrio9 Interesting that Vitamin C is 3rd on your list. Probably should be number 1. Ascorbic acid is a water soluble vitamin. I take 5-10 grams twice a day 

orally. If you become very ill then up to 100 grams a day intravenously is needed. Do some research into Linus Pauling b 4 u reply.

2/27/2020 2:43:03 AM anitakingsbauer Good question!

2/27/2020 2:43:05 AM amatkiwai we are zero point free energy 'devices', potentially

2/27/2020 2:43:15 AM randalls2017 It was D3 specifically. A Japanese doctor/researcher originally.

2/27/2020 2:45:28 AM baffynut Is-be comes from a bogus  http://psy-op.you  should steer well away from that garbage.besides we incarnate to experience all things including as an 

animal who gets killed and eaten to sustain another. it is arrogant to think you can decide for that being that they won’t

2/27/2020 2:45:49 AM southernpatrio9 Large doses of Vitamin C. 10-100 grams a day. Cures cancer too. Whoops don't want to let that cat out of the bag. /s

2/27/2020 2:47:34 AM baffynut That implies that we are sinners. so boring yawn these repeated attempts over the millennia at enslavement of the mind

2/27/2020 2:47:49 AM bobmcfall64 This is from a novel written by ? pic.twitter.com/h3jDsy2sEP

2/27/2020 2:48:55 AM shaigaichan 🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇️🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏

🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭🥬🥝🍓🍋🍑🍏🍌🍇🍐🥭

🥬🥝

2/27/2020 2:51:46 AM nuearth2000 Wont take hundreds of years.  Most of the processed foods we eat are already fake.  Its why we get sick alot more than we should.

2/27/2020 2:55:40 AM adsvel Potential of our BE.

BE has 300 Trillion cells.

Each cell has 1.4 V.

1.4 x 300 Trillion= 420 Trillion V

So our BE has potential of 420 Trillion Volts.😉

2/27/2020 2:58:05 AM christophers14 Does that mean something will happen on March 22?

2/27/2020 2:59:36 AM keith369me “Science” chasing dollars...where have we head that before?

2/27/2020 3:00:37 AM ffphillips Full blown carnivore diet and I feel awesome. Seeing strength gains like never before in the gym.

2/27/2020 3:00:42 AM keith369me “C” is only a constant in this Matrix.

2/27/2020 3:00:43 AM whitespacer Very much looking forward and optimistic of good events occuring soon. Timing doesn't matter,  it's your mind-set that matters.

2/27/2020 3:01:03 AM judy_fuller He kept referencing February 27th in his quotes for some reason.

2/27/2020 3:01:41 AM themoonguide Water?

2/27/2020 3:02:18 AM keith369me Does “D” in CDC stand for something else?  “Dictatorship” perhaps?

2/27/2020 3:03:16 AM keith369me What the heQue?

2/27/2020 3:05:08 AM keith369me How many layers of programming do we have?  Forgetting at birth, parents (dogma), school, media, government, financial...what else am I missing?

2/27/2020 3:06:00 AM keith369me  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/cindy-mccain-admits-we-all-knew-about-epstein%3f_amp=true …

2/27/2020 3:07:41 AM keith369me That’s one “channel” I do not want to tune in to...but #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself

2/27/2020 3:09:21 AM ocplantos at egg yolk

2/27/2020 3:10:03 AM keith369me It is frustrating to deal with the scare tactics utilized to program those around us.   This is truly a test to see those awakened vs those asleep.

2/27/2020 3:11:09 AM wildflo94711875 Not that we know of yet

2/27/2020 3:13:01 AM jollyrob2 Equilibrium?

2/27/2020 3:21:28 AM mongrelglory Have people on this planet gotten caught up in a collective dream which has turned into a nightmare?  When you speak of the "Great Awakening" is it 

simply a matter of enough of us waking up out of the nightmare to jolt the rest of humanity awake? Then we can choose another dream?

2/27/2020 3:28:41 AM loisdavieau Are you saying Q is/are extra-terrestrial?

2/27/2020 3:28:43 AM cozzijosephine Please explain IS-BE

2/27/2020 3:30:44 AM fansblowing3 Good catch 👍

2/27/2020 3:32:06 AM fansblowing3 17 = Q

2/27/2020 3:33:57 AM fansblowing3 Oprah has to be a pimp

2/27/2020 3:36:15 AM fansblowing3 322 = cabal = skull and bones club = death cult = Hollywood = Vatican = Epstein = NXIVM, etc.

2/27/2020 3:36:19 AM jamiegrahamusa We are more than ready!

2/27/2020 3:36:29 AM dunnitright I believe cancer and autoimmune type diseases are even on the rise for dogs.  The vet gives me as much of a hard time about vaxxing  my pets as the 

doctors do for my kiddos.

2/27/2020 3:38:35 AM mattdubois137 Vitamin D3 to be specific is depleted in the winter because most of us are covered from head to toe in clothing. Our bodies are not getting the sunlight 

our bodies need.

2/27/2020 3:39:43 AM samsmith0319 I noticed that as well...he was not happy about it at all...👀...

2/27/2020 3:40:16 AM kyates_biz Yeah talk to farmers also same thing had happened. 

More cancers is farm animal's only difference  processed food more vaccination  reuired.



2/27/2020 3:40:20 AM jay87sunny Etymology 101....with that being said the "sticks and stones" theory is out the window...cause words can actually hurt you....prime example bullying...if 

we as adults can't handle it....why should we think our children should tolerate it.

2/27/2020 3:40:23 AM fallorsesh Lol. Best mj post that's ever made me literally laugh out loud

2/27/2020 3:41:06 AM 46692chaos Unless you live in San Francisco where Pelosi has issued a state of emergency. Though no on is infected yet! Once again, what does she know that we 

don’t?

2/27/2020 3:41:23 AM dunnitright They said there were 4 AIDS strains in this virus.  Will there be AIDS strains in the vax?  Anyhow, does not matter cuz im not getting it.

2/27/2020 3:41:53 AM fallorsesh Thank you for making the very real and important distinction between lines 1 and 2

2/27/2020 3:44:01 AM dunnitright We need to shut down these massive drug makers and their cohorts at the fed level.  Now there is swamp that needs a drain!

2/27/2020 3:45:16 AM awakene92885216 Projected Hologram = [IS + Thought +Yin/Yang or Good/Bad (Intension)]* Light^2 

e = mc^2 

e= projected hologram 

Real = c (light)

ITY = m = Source 

I=IS ( Immortal Spiritual )

T=Thought

Y= Yin/Yang (Intension) 

Reality = Condition/ State of being real

In another word, Belief
2/27/2020 3:45:23 AM fallorsesh Isn't north Carolina where the first us infected just contracted without visiting overrseas or coming into contact with anyone infected? Just heard that 

story yesterday

2/27/2020 3:45:34 AM richard07759712 TDSity

2/27/2020 3:46:45 AM scents_common Failure, or did they actually achieve their main objective?  

The brainwashing of our children + while at the same time, breaking up our family structure.  No more sense of culture/tradition.  Kids worship the 

State and the "entertainers" become their heroes and role models.

2/27/2020 3:46:47 AM tamarakay10 None for me thanks!!! pic.twitter.com/TqDhkdjFIt

2/27/2020 3:47:27 AM edwardsspurlin Tobacco kills 8 million a year,  the virus is at 2,000... scary!

2/27/2020 3:47:34 AM cryptocrab4 what about an Abe Lincoln 😂🤣

2/27/2020 3:47:49 AM fallorsesh This. But there's a whole army of christians who will never get it, and immediately run back to the comfort of their Bible's if exposed to this kind of 

thing. It's sad really

2/27/2020 3:48:31 AM dannycloyd3 Luke 10:  https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Luke-Chapter-10/ …

18 And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.

2/27/2020 3:50:06 AM paguzzi 🙏❤️🙏

2/27/2020 3:50:16 AM samsmith0319 Prana...❣️🌟❣️

2/27/2020 3:52:32 AM asailorssway this is one of those passages that could have been tampered with. another example is the two creations stories within the first book. within a page or 

two of the other if memory serves. two beginning stories? hmm.

2/27/2020 3:53:01 AM killdeertx No.

2/27/2020 3:53:43 AM tiraeche MAGIC

Manifest

All

Gifts

In

Christ 

God said that In The Beginning Was The Word! I take that literally. God gave us The Word and Words. Words are given by God. Redeem Words. Do not 

give the enemy credence by giving them dominion over even one single word. None of us know all.
2/27/2020 3:54:15 AM olimyracle This said, aren't fruits designed to spread seeds miles away? 🤯🤗🙃 pic.twitter.com/slXS0exNvH

2/27/2020 3:54:44 AM fansblowing3 Toothbrush is the Hitler mustache

2/27/2020 3:57:01 AM 39anc6 I was thinking about that... What about having in the next 10 years: food replicator, free energy and 0 taxes? HEAVEN

2/27/2020 3:58:50 AM robertm51745442 So how then? Do we ingest pure energy from God(manna maybe) or do we fully nourish ourselves in spirit? I can't see an alternative other than that if 

plant and meat are not conducive to eternal life. Thank you in advance!

2/27/2020 3:59:58 AM djlok What's the T part?  The illusion of time?

2/27/2020 4:00:36 AM yield_my_time We the people would have to get this over turned https://supreme.justia.com/cases/federal/us/197/11/ …

2/27/2020 4:01:35 AM tha_gage You’re worried about tomorrow as if it’s promised to you already.

2/27/2020 4:02:37 AM hotwheelsjusty There is zero evidence for this theory. Vaccinations are harmful and a depopulation agenda. Suggesting otherwise is [their] goal, not of patriots. 

Spreading more disinfo is not helpful.

2/27/2020 4:03:34 AM 369_is OK Breadline Bernie...you first!!!

2/27/2020 4:05:11 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1221985815951237121?s=21 …

2/27/2020 4:06:50 AM esau7  pic.twitter.com/UD3BZmZ4FN

2/27/2020 4:07:28 AM n7guardiananon ae the real

2/27/2020 4:09:05 AM americanpetal Bizzare

2/27/2020 4:09:24 AM mafdet17 Doesn’t this remind you of Hollyhell’s movies Equilibrium and Divergent? They tell us what they do to us in movies. pic.twitter.com/nqWITPXLdr

2/27/2020 4:10:37 AM anonymousbusch Know someone "not ready"? This might help -  https://www.amazon.co.uk/yeht-they-Busch-

ebook/dp/B07YN72J6N/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=yeht&qid=1582803793&sr=8-1 … #global #elite #agenda #truth #knowledge #they #yeht 

pic.twitter.com/qdvN1tWfp1

2/27/2020 4:11:13 AM samsmith0319 Exactly...👀...

2/27/2020 4:11:54 AM americanpetal T=Time ?

Y=Yin/Yang ?

2/27/2020 4:13:40 AM birdiesrchirpin Clad like baby seals in silvery fur.

That was about a week ago. I thought the WH Photos post was cryptic and synchronicity led to the tribune article. pic.twitter.com/9t9nPRbUW3

2/27/2020 4:14:45 AM mikebin813 Even those who don't follow QAnon feel in their gut something big is coming in the next 12 months. Personally I've prepared my family by getting debt 

paid off except for the house. We have a 1 month supply of backup food and We're pro 2nd Amendment.

2/27/2020 4:15:14 AM heckeweltha Sauce, truly interested.

2/27/2020 4:15:32 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:15:36 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:15:39 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:15:40 AM robertm51745442 How, refuse treatment? I thought personally that POTUS would not allow THAT to happen to us.



2/27/2020 4:15:44 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:15:51 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:15:55 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:16:01 AM samsmith0319 Exactly...👀...

2/27/2020 4:17:06 AM brian_hughes_ My brothers Social Security number is one number off from mine also..

2/27/2020 4:17:35 AM megagrandma Ty

2/27/2020 4:18:33 AM samsmith0319 Indeed!!!...❣️🌟❣️

2/27/2020 4:19:12 AM bansuri44256232 👍🏼😡💪🏻

2/27/2020 4:19:28 AM cny_micaa I have had lucid dreams of living completely different lives right now. Some of them seem to have collapsed, as in, I never dream those anymore. Its 

wild. I actually have pondered this and it does lead you to what is really "real", the IS behind all of the lives.

2/27/2020 4:20:38 AM _wwg1wga_ Vaccines are unsafe.

2/27/2020 4:20:54 AM fritzingeradam Not tired of winning yet!

2/27/2020 4:20:54 AM cny_micaa Will it include earth changes, ala Zeta Talk or others?

2/27/2020 4:22:58 AM tippitiwitchet9  pic.twitter.com/pWubMZqETD

2/27/2020 4:23:58 AM saschakbe the Germans are slowly panicking.

2/27/2020 4:25:20 AM ed_kua A picture says..... pic.twitter.com/jvKHcoxX88

2/27/2020 4:25:40 AM fallorsesh Why do Americans fail? Because many people don't have the luxury of just 'staying home' because of a tummy ache. Thankfully, I'm not of them and 

have that flexibility but I know several people who have legit fear of losing their job from a simple sick day. Despite loss of $ too

2/27/2020 4:26:04 AM agoodyear2015 Justin Trudeau used it too. https://twitter.com/JustinTrudeau/status/1232674793901690882?s=20 …

2/27/2020 4:26:37 AM ed_kua 2020 The Year of the Rat pic.twitter.com/mpmm2gtpy7

2/27/2020 4:26:42 AM tinfoil1254 If this is true what an amazing time to be alive.

2/27/2020 4:26:46 AM americanpetal Which reality is the real one?

The one you choose. 

It seems every waking moment you are making decisions that determine your reality.

2/27/2020 4:27:41 AM prairieblessed Do you have any good resources you can share? There is so much info out there it is overwhelming to know what is good info or just sales pitches. 

Thanks for your help!! 🌞

2/27/2020 4:27:42 AM endy_skies It's so deep I shivered

2/27/2020 4:28:51 AM _369311119 sHCok

HC

2/27/2020 4:28:54 AM karoolatas  http://youtu.be/-gfTqfVeLHw 

2/27/2020 4:33:12 AM wayne86860718 Still in the angry part of vibration, having heaps of trouble raising it any higher. Any advice?

2/27/2020 4:34:11 AM j_jung57 Need vitamin K with it for absorption 👍🏼 pic.twitter.com/M4gqofw5HC

2/27/2020 4:35:26 AM ngeeene Skull and Bones

2/27/2020 4:36:46 AM _369311119 The 1 I put most thought into

2/27/2020 4:37:05 AM demoguy333  pic.twitter.com/mWZi5KbLmB

2/27/2020 4:37:49 AM 11charlie111 I listen to solfeggio frequencies everyday, does this help? And will we ever go back to 432Hz? pic.twitter.com/Ril52eMhxo

2/27/2020 4:39:04 AM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/6q4CrDpoeb

2/27/2020 4:39:14 AM grumpyallday  pic.twitter.com/9mlF36mqYS

2/27/2020 4:41:28 AM oubliene My theory is Hillary(Madame) runs her Pimps Epstein, Weinstein, and more. Qs "The Silent War Continues" dot dot dot countdown could actually be 

knocking out the Pimps. Epstein, europe model photographer, fashion designer, Weinstein! 5,4,3,2 and 1 more after Weinstein.  Maybe??

2/27/2020 4:41:38 AM alnacho1 Your parents probably didnt get you registered with social security till after you were both born and registered both of you at the same time.

2/27/2020 4:43:54 AM turboxyde Majestic...

My beard IS my respirator! pic.twitter.com/sqAKiPOBMj

2/27/2020 4:44:48 AM n7guardiananon depends on your perspective 😁

2/27/2020 4:45:18 AM truthseeker273 I’m not sure we’d want to watch that. 🤮

2/27/2020 4:47:24 AM byinternal 🤣🤣

2/27/2020 4:48:00 AM karentriebel That mustache was used during WW1 so a gas mask could fit correctly.Chemical attack coming??

2/27/2020 4:48:14 AM mustang95092821 But trump says “ he doesn’t think so “. Disinformation?

2/27/2020 4:51:00 AM _369311119 Have we (the power) unwittingly given "consent" to depopulation agenda and therefore speaking out against depopulation agenda, from a position of 

power, is really speaking against the power of the very position?

2/27/2020 4:51:09 AM crypto_pr13st Also because in colder weather people tend to gather indoors, hence higher virus load.

2/27/2020 4:54:17 AM 00loll0 He is with you,he never left,I say this with tear filled eyes. I feel you.💟

2/27/2020 4:55:41 AM carbone_pepe Hope you're right. Doesn't look like it though.

2/27/2020 4:55:51 AM n7guardiananon could T be

Thought and Time???

since Time is an illusion...

2/27/2020 4:56:51 AM americanpetal ❤️

2/27/2020 4:56:58 AM 11charlie111 We all are my friend but don’t give up...tried to send you some good vibes, let me know if it worked...🤪😊 pic.twitter.com/Bw0ULthSkg

2/27/2020 4:57:57 AM sdane8 ♥️♥️♥️

2/27/2020 4:58:06 AM c_d_o Real + In Time as a function of Y.

Which implies the existence of value for X which perhaps conceals the existence of time travel or timeline manipulation capabilities.

2/27/2020 4:59:08 AM aprilbrown99 He will NEVER be President!  EVER!  💥💥💥

2/27/2020 4:59:08 AM deplorabldamsel That beard IS Majestic! 😂 👍

2/27/2020 4:59:56 AM phreatomagnetic They all are and none of them are

2/27/2020 5:04:05 AM turboxyde Seriously though... this guy deserves an award, that beard is unified with the quantum field multidimensionally!

2/27/2020 5:04:40 AM kathybeachinlet Pimp

2/27/2020 5:04:45 AM sdane8 Wow, this has so much more meaning now. I'm not sure I've read this since the Inauguration. ♥️

"January 20th 2017, will be remembered as the day the people became the rulers of this nation again."

2/27/2020 5:04:53 AM crazy4cap2 2 ladies  .... saying .... Cocaiiiiiiiinnnnn

2/27/2020 5:06:00 AM karina89350882 Honestly - here in can whole meals "vanish" and never will be found😉🤣

Just fun - have a nice day!

2/27/2020 5:08:05 AM quartrmastranon Why do we have the teeth of an omnivore?

2/27/2020 5:09:12 AM munkeypilot Its an acquired taste..still tastes like crap alone...but I've had zero probs or issues. Prefer organic solutions over big pharma...

2/27/2020 5:09:53 AM cosmic_engineer Procurer



2/27/2020 5:10:14 AM turboxyde May the mirror of 12th dimensional consciousness be upon all those who seek to force their will on another or feed upon their life force energies!

Essayons! pic.twitter.com/VWsGBHN6xj

2/27/2020 5:12:05 AM xusaf_patriot Best post in this thread :)  This is a major problem when trying to do research...anyone can create a web page and make fantastic claims...but knowing 

if its factual or not is difficult unless your an expert in the field. A shame there's no method to authenticate these sites.

2/27/2020 5:13:38 AM beetickler I feel the same about my dad. I wish he was around to see all of this.

2/27/2020 5:13:56 AM cosmic_engineer ... the split that takes place in third density when an entity either consciously or because of bias chooses the path of service to others or service to self. 

It is my impression that as it is in electricity, if we have no polarity in electricity we have no work. + - separation

2/27/2020 5:15:34 AM bbobbio71 I take it every day

2/27/2020 5:18:13 AM holotechrd I'M HERE TO GUARANTEE IT.. ⚡❤️💥👑👈

2/27/2020 5:18:23 AM birdiesrchirpin Deuteronomy 30:14 is one of my favorite verses. 

"But the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it."

🙏💛🙏

2/27/2020 5:20:28 AM holotechrd Fools don't know shit.. IT'S GAME OVER FOR ALL AGAINST SOURCE DIRECTIVES PERIOD ⚡💥❤️👑👈 pic.twitter.com/KTVSXlXyqR

2/27/2020 5:21:59 AM momekool1 We didn’t use to. We use to stay home. That’s why flu has exploded here.

2/27/2020 5:22:46 AM rmmako1 Pitt has the shit 2 and sanctuary mayor bill peduto the bloomberg sucker!what could go wrong?

2/27/2020 5:23:28 AM nspawts Where did you find this?

2/27/2020 5:23:57 AM ideclarefreedom I do NOT consent!                          I do NOT consent!                          I do NOT consent!                 Thank you for the reminder to put that out there☀️

2/27/2020 5:26:31 AM countrywideres  pic.twitter.com/xJ2SbhEwbw

2/27/2020 5:29:25 AM 7hevoid The real one is the 1 you choose to experience. You break its wave function and the energy turns to particles just like in the double slit experiment.

2/27/2020 5:29:36 AM subtidal4 Does this mean we’re at 71%?

2/27/2020 5:30:00 AM sdane8 I feel like a first grader who wandered into a college class. 😳 I understand the concepts but not the equations. LOL

2/27/2020 5:30:10 AM iknow04042015 ITY

I=9

T=11

Y=16

16-11=5

5+9=14=M

2/27/2020 5:32:17 AM kachinagtto I thought about time (pardon pun) - but felt the same as you - “time is an illusion” - so discarded idea 🤔 Still stumped.

2/27/2020 5:32:23 AM zijafanatik105 Wasnt it UNC CH??

2/27/2020 5:32:47 AM qanonlove I'll stick with my elderberry syrup thanks

2/27/2020 5:32:51 AM klyhb75 @realScott_Schug

2/27/2020 5:33:09 AM laurafa04611294 Yeah like all this was created under Trump. Ha!! 5G was in the work for years and virus' have patents that have been around for years. I'm sure you 

prefer the Socialist gulags, patriots don't!

2/27/2020 5:33:54 AM anneolsen43 Participated

2/27/2020 5:33:54 AM robertstivers6 So have they found a way to disable the Old Gaurd's machines and all its traps so we can be free and remember?..🤔

2/27/2020 5:34:30 AM melahooker i've been there too, wayne.  i have found music helpful, and have gotten pretty picky about what i listen to.  certain frequencies are healing to the body 

and soul.  check out wholetones by michael tyrrell or search for 528hz on youtube.  i wish you well. pic.twitter.com/4GC2orVDjZ

2/27/2020 5:35:49 AM qanonlove YES !!!!!! Vit D, Vit C, and elderberry syrup (elderberry is a natural anti-viral) will give your body....peace through strength!!

2/27/2020 5:36:22 AM sdane8 Looks like it's from 8Kun. I've screenshot for reference later.

2/27/2020 5:36:33 AM n7guardiananon yes...what if the illusion is a neccessary part of the equation. is where I AM coming from

2/27/2020 5:38:04 AM viper1o0o0 They all knew

2/27/2020 5:39:04 AM mermaide432526 Check out my latest post that should answer some questions. Really its a simple Google search

2/27/2020 5:39:51 AM tkpackman88 also a big supporter of Iger.

2/27/2020 5:39:52 AM abstract1dea Also because in the summer, people spend more time outdoors

In the winter there are less vacations away from where large numbers of people are consolidated in a single building ventilation system

2/27/2020 5:40:28 AM kachinagtto Ok it’s crazy how many times this allegory has come up in recent times (synchronicity much?). I keep sharing what I have learned about it. The Cave in 

many allegories like this represents the Pineal gland.

2/27/2020 5:41:13 AM grumpyallday 8Kun

2/27/2020 5:41:38 AM klyhb75 Me too. I'm type 1 diabetic so my whole life revolves around food and I hate it!

Cant wait for when the cures are released

2/27/2020 5:42:21 AM coldnights4  pic.twitter.com/BsBS2XpYis

2/27/2020 5:42:29 AM manifest_utopia Don't know. I only heard "a lab in NC".

2/27/2020 5:42:35 AM sfgiantsfan28 That's why I only eat NECCO wafers 🤣

2/27/2020 5:43:19 AM han_doo_nan I'll believe it when I see it.

2/27/2020 5:43:48 AM zijafanatik105 I found an article where it was a research lab there. Tasked to attach the cv to the backbone of another virus known to infect humans.

2/27/2020 5:43:51 AM bbobbio71 Everywhere.  You'll start to see it

2/27/2020 5:46:42 AM sdane8 It's everywhere ... pic.twitter.com/lPMzjGCMt7

2/27/2020 5:46:50 AM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/RAq9fMfsaO

2/27/2020 5:47:25 AM manifest_utopia It's time for us all to agree that we'll use our skills & talents for creating things that serve the well-being of humanity & the planet.

2/27/2020 5:49:30 AM curt_avila Sun gazing

2/27/2020 5:49:35 AM n7guardiananon totally spitballing ... how would an IS (of 1 many/many =1) have the individual experience.

a great illusion of (individual) thought

time = illusion...

2/27/2020 5:49:59 AM 7hevoid I am as certain as Heisenberg

2/27/2020 5:50:09 AM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/MeDOpLlbBn

2/27/2020 5:50:10 AM zijafanatik105 Exactly. There was no good reason for them to mess with it.

2/27/2020 5:50:47 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/mVf2EeTMNJo 

2/27/2020 5:51:10 AM peekaboo1966 I always heard 2000 IU's per day... Never heard 5000 ?

2/27/2020 5:51:34 AM cosmic_engineer Ionic action is better with faster vibrating molecules (heat)

Your own biome protects you. Remove the friendlies, and invaders have a uncontested field to colonize



2/27/2020 5:52:13 AM wmills8165 Now how foolish do all of you bleeding hearts, that cried when @Oprah told her stories about her abuse, feel now?

2/27/2020 5:52:34 AM unidrag2 As soon as I heard Trump say...you get a Rolls-Royce, you get a Rolls-Royce & you get a Rolls-Royce, she came to mind. First unsealed indictment will 

trigger MASS AWAKENING (known worldwide) & show the direction of the movement (take out pedos/trafficers). Yep, Oprah will do both

2/27/2020 5:54:02 AM n7guardiananon #BeBest

2/27/2020 5:55:09 AM 444_q_ Could this be project bluebeam? FF alien invasion "projected" hologram??? Trying to connect the dots

2/27/2020 5:56:11 AM lmjonzey Not 1st or 2nd time I've seen psychosis...out of ur mind...assoc't to  virus. See art. tweet below.

If has DNA change abilities,  flimsy mask isnt going to stop it. infect- workers wear hazmat suits. theres  movie were a plane in a river fed the town their 

water supply w/ virus

2/27/2020 5:56:17 AM robinreitsma1 yes. i have noticed that in the winter ( and when i get sick) i crave milk more ( MS medical advice was always "dont consume milk when ill" ) what is 

milk fortified with these days? Vitamin D.

2/27/2020 5:56:58 AM lbf777 The Father is the real reality.

2/27/2020 5:57:13 AM italianmom555 😊

2/27/2020 5:57:57 AM americanpetal I’ve been seeing 17 a lot again these past few days.

2/27/2020 5:58:01 AM mark65mc Sec Azar of HHS has a beard. You know this is BS.

2/27/2020 5:58:23 AM nspawts That’s what I thought, first I’ve seen that timeline anywhere.

2/27/2020 5:58:24 AM n7guardiananon would you be able to find your way back to the light in the darkness?

2/27/2020 5:59:02 AM samsmith0319 😳😳😳

2/27/2020 6:03:50 AM christinaraciti Father/Mother.

2/27/2020 6:04:00 AM n7guardiananon as a child...my favorite game was...hide and seek...

quickly we forget...thank God our children still ask us to play it with us...hopefully they won't forget like we once did

2/27/2020 6:04:49 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/Lu5LrHAOvc

2/27/2020 6:07:57 AM state1union I agree!

2/27/2020 6:08:07 AM txmom1776 Gross

2/27/2020 6:09:33 AM sandman5962 Xactly!

2/27/2020 6:09:37 AM bbobbio71 Yep, 17 again. pic.twitter.com/0Xyn8Hiyrg

2/27/2020 6:11:59 AM novusstarman2  pic.twitter.com/IhOqcHPK0X

2/27/2020 6:12:43 AM f_t_w_yo See you took my advice 😉

2/27/2020 6:12:49 AM lbf777 Jesus knew nobody would believe the Father is also a Mother in his era so he just stuck with Father. 

Things were much more extreme back then. It was around 1800 when the sexes started to balance out just as the “Might Is Right” philosophy began to 

fall apart.

2/27/2020 6:12:58 AM sherryhotton123 No vaccine for me.

2/27/2020 6:13:28 AM nicegoingadam So much misinformation in this thread I don’t even know where to begin.

2/27/2020 6:14:14 AM toffer_anon_369  https://youtu.be/Z0GFRcFm-aY 

2/27/2020 6:15:25 AM nicegoingadam “Why are you running for the fire extinguisher? 

The fire has only consumed 0.0000000046% of the orphanage?”

2/27/2020 6:16:05 AM sherryhotton123 I can’t wait for this to happen. We all have been tortured long enough.

2/27/2020 6:16:30 AM tugginghboat Or falling coconuts! I mean damn look up! 👀 pic.twitter.com/AgtihTzrYV

2/27/2020 6:17:08 AM christinaraciti Thank you for clarifying. I feel it's important to bring awareness to the divine femine being an equal aspect of the creator, as religions have supressed 

this for years. I totally hear what you are saying, and I trust that you understand why emphasizing the mother is important.💗

2/27/2020 6:18:10 AM dianne81140371 #qteam

2/27/2020 6:19:13 AM winklerburke Progressivism = Decline, Dystopia, anti-reality, anti-intelligence, rube-creation, end game: depopulation? Defund this Ed system in America? 1984 = 

1984?

2/27/2020 6:20:42 AM dawntay40629790 We need to get back to basics. We as a society eat much more meat than we need.  The further away from our own food production, the less humane 

it’s become.

2/27/2020 6:21:07 AM searchingforth Good point brother

2/27/2020 6:21:40 AM ragevirusqq What civilization believes is true and false drives our reality? Our collective intent is what we experience? example: Egyptian gods existed because 

Majority? of civilization believes it did. Are we making True and False become true or false?

2/27/2020 6:22:22 AM changeishere5 Many hunters pray over their animal after a kill, before a hunt, etc etc.

2/27/2020 6:22:37 AM lastonein66 Real is Truth. Truth is God. How do@we know what is real?

Trust in Gods Word!

2/27/2020 6:22:37 AM 39anc6 Don't get into this. Please. It's fun until someone dies. I know what I'm telling you.

2/27/2020 6:22:42 AM winklerburke Be strong and of a good courage... vs. be fearful and receive scary, scary scare-mongering?

2/27/2020 6:23:19 AM changeishere5 Exactly. If MJ is to be believed, the being will get recycled into another being anyway, with life lessons learned.  We give thanks and we stay involved in 

the process.

2/27/2020 6:23:28 AM bigworthy 🤣🤣

2/27/2020 6:23:37 AM laurapacky “And I feel fine!”

2/27/2020 6:24:16 AM winklerburke For God has not given you a spirit of fear (tho the networks try nonstop) but of love, power and a sound mind.

2/27/2020 6:24:44 AM laurapacky Does he come visit you in dreams?  He knows what’s going on

2/27/2020 6:27:41 AM iknow04042015 Correction: it's all about changing the letters it's  Code.

ITY                     Real

I=9                     R=18

T=11                   e=5

Y=7                     a=19

                             l=21

11-7=4

4+9=13=M      18+5=23  and 19-21=-2  so 23-2=21 or  c
2/27/2020 6:29:51 AM narrd_the_red Me too

2/27/2020 6:31:11 AM jleetxgirl Because their stupid bosses make it nearly impossible to stay home!  Some even sneak call the home number to check up on them when they do stay 

home sick.  

It’s not always the sick one, it’s who pushes them.

2/27/2020 6:32:30 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060978328306401280?s=19 …

2/27/2020 6:32:35 AM cosmic_engineer Your body always knows 😁

2/27/2020 6:32:41 AM valhalla11111 NWO seems to be being established

2/27/2020 6:32:43 AM noblessewilde This is fricking hilarious and True 😅🤣

2/27/2020 6:33:03 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1060607285796454401?s=19 …

2/27/2020 6:33:08 AM n7guardiananon wouldn't AI do the same???

2/27/2020 6:33:40 AM 6semper Maybe a Skull and Bones reference... pic.twitter.com/5x9KC0ukyT



2/27/2020 6:35:29 AM burgersandra "The calm yogi observes scenes without the prejudices & agitations of mind that in the common man arise from feelings of love & hate, attraction & 

repulsion. The yogi, turning within to the imperturbable joy of his soul, is not emotionally involved with a mere picture." Yogananda

2/27/2020 6:36:26 AM kltolman I’m so lost! 🤔

2/27/2020 6:36:59 AM nine_six3 Projected Hologram (Exoconsciousness) = (IS + Thought + Duality) (Light)

Is this closer to the equation? 

If we (IS) project Thought in Duality & interact with Light, then where do Intent & Will fall into the equation? 

Found some stuff to do with 'boolean algebra- Duality'. pic.twitter.com/65OwlFSWxY

2/27/2020 6:39:00 AM earth2nissy Do you know the name? I'd love to indulge! Thank you! First time I heard it was here from MJ12. 🙂

2/27/2020 6:40:43 AM vrillh Haha space? The same space featured in nasa images complete with coffee mugs?

2/27/2020 6:40:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alien Interview

2/27/2020 6:41:43 AM prmd21801759 I've seen that thread..."highest classification= ET" (not exact equation) from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/27/2020 6:42:27 AM 444_q_ Q post 2681 ....D's "The sky is falling" SCARE EVENT ...public awareness of D's .... Does D stand for Dra co!!?? pic.twitter.com/L5jmYxA1rf

2/27/2020 6:43:15 AM 444_q_ Post 2+6+8+1=17

2/27/2020 6:44:42 AM sterlingwords1 Damn right she knew. Hell she was practically his pimp, hustling young women into his influence

2/27/2020 6:45:11 AM christinaraciti Originally developed for us to be able to crack through nuts and seeds.

2/27/2020 6:46:02 AM reelect20 👇Check out this👇Rt🇺🇸 https://shr.link/82whc 

2/27/2020 6:46:33 AM 444_q_ how convenient that he was "taken to the hospital" in route of jail 🙄 Fake news. "We have a special place for them" 😁

2/27/2020 6:47:29 AM maltzmancody I was thinking for a history course and income source trips to gitmo ZOO would be good for all. Better than Disney could ever imagine

2/27/2020 6:48:14 AM d_wibby 3 of my cats had cancer. Horrible

2/27/2020 6:48:17 AM nine_six3 Ahh never considered the male/female aspect / Time matrix. Did attempt 'Y=BE' but didn't get any response to that being correct. Lol I'll shut up🤐, 

and watch for the answer. I like how you laid that out though.

2/27/2020 6:48:54 AM zijafanatik105  https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/lab-made-coronavirus-triggers-debate-34502 …

2/27/2020 6:49:26 AM earth2nissy Thank you!

2/27/2020 6:50:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider 521, 1013, 88, 1822, 2681,

2/27/2020 6:51:10 AM merorschach Eat sunlight? pic.twitter.com/T7z6pJUXms

2/27/2020 6:51:34 AM turboxyde Where your attention goes, energy flows... https://youtu.be/ceDnq4YQQTk 

2/27/2020 6:51:50 AM egonenglish Q posts?

2/27/2020 6:53:23 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/ah1NuUNCOR

2/27/2020 6:53:52 AM jillsta07025300 Trump boys have been wearing beards for a while. Guess they know

2/27/2020 6:54:06 AM deplorabldamsel Patriots in control; no need to fear. 

" -D sky is falling push to public (scare to control)(projection)

-Public Awakening

-Narrative damage control

-Placeholders active

-Wall discussion end (public awareness of D's) 

-Red/Green Castle per orig plan"

2/27/2020 6:55:12 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/biR5asVVgp

2/27/2020 6:55:54 AM dark2light2019 Is the storm a solar storm?

Oddly named “corona” virus

Lot of odd “coincidences”

2/27/2020 6:56:03 AM winki00000001 Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 able to explain this ?????

2/27/2020 6:56:33 AM jwremarks Zinc IS a natural mineral...since taking zinc EVERYDAY I haven't been sick. While everyone else is coughing and hacking I would only get the sniffles.  

Zinc naturally BOOSTS the immune system allowing the body to fight off any virus or infection. Thank God...

2/27/2020 6:56:40 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/TRF1ZanprC

2/27/2020 6:57:55 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/euTi429K5D

2/27/2020 6:58:19 AM mauweecan No answer from any of the Q promoters that I posed this question to.

2/27/2020 6:58:20 AM agelessnerd No, it will NOT take "hundreds of years." Disappointing to see you put that out there.  There are IS-BEs currently on the planet (@holotechrd) who are 

making very sure that it will NOT take that long.

2/27/2020 6:58:38 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/g2UQeMvujM

2/27/2020 6:59:02 AM old_mr_beantown Quantum computing is so much fun. When a 1 or a 0 can be either or with out changing the outward appearance.

2/27/2020 6:59:09 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/8pQUYHA47y

2/27/2020 6:59:12 AM valerie59723152 I heard I need the K while taking D.  Thanks.

2/27/2020 7:00:00 AM n7guardiananon #WWG1WGA 

message over messenger

2/27/2020 7:00:21 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/zlP5SWxo06

2/27/2020 7:01:10 AM richner88 Corona virus in italy... Pope sick. Coincidence?

2/27/2020 7:01:18 AM cny_micaa Thank you!!

2/27/2020 7:04:03 AM qanon84  https://youtu.be/G2qIXXafxCQ 

2/27/2020 7:04:56 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/7RS1XlmS3O

2/27/2020 7:05:26 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/zhE5pyQYcY

2/27/2020 7:06:56 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/MqyN6XxjZP

2/27/2020 7:07:29 AM trollingmockin1 Thank you April

2/27/2020 7:07:59 AM beniverson11 How does this mesh with a warm, sunny winter in Arizona? Trying to understand

2/27/2020 7:08:18 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/dAQKl5Dojo

2/27/2020 7:08:35 AM covertress Thanks for kicking my butt into gear.

Walked 3.6 miles.

2/27/2020 7:08:40 AM missyfields19 Not 541?

2/27/2020 7:08:54 AM oam63048378 Essayons, love you!

2/27/2020 7:10:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you believe in coincidences?

Are the beards worn by those in the administration following the CDC guide?

Why the conflict of messaging?

Alterer motives?

These people are sick.

Patriots are in control.

2/27/2020 7:12:45 AM richard14910252 That’s squirrelly,

You SURE you ain’t The Great Deceiver?

 https://youtu.be/7-iRf9AWoyE 

 https://youtu.be/GjMizl3qQGE 

🧐

2/27/2020 7:12:57 AM deb12233  https://twitter.com/RealCathyOBrien/status/1231575044758917121?s=20 …

2/27/2020 7:14:25 AM sharpfuzz Like we used to have

? Nourishment from vibration/frequency.



2/27/2020 7:14:56 AM lightlove21121 Interesting. 

The storm approaches

2/27/2020 7:15:09 AM 369palm I was thinking yesterday about how guys inside may treat him really well like they do with Madoff.

2/27/2020 7:15:44 AM castlette7 Thank you!!

2/27/2020 7:17:15 AM nine_six3 I like it! My guesses were exactly that and I took many guesses at it. lol

2/27/2020 7:17:44 AM argottruth I'm having EMF Sensitivity. Nausea, Headaches, Body Pain/Aches/Eyesite has declined past 3 years. I have to cell towers on either side of me & 2 @ sm. 

Police/Fire. 60 apt. Wireless Routers. My ears buzz so LOUD! Have to keep breaker box to oven off. So much energy pulsing my body

2/27/2020 7:17:47 AM tac27 Age of Aquarius

2/27/2020 7:19:00 AM avshara Isn't she responsible for abuse/traffic from her girls "schools" in africa..  🧐

2/27/2020 7:20:01 AM nasirislam007 Excuse my ignorance, may I ask what is IS-Be experience?

2/27/2020 7:21:18 AM marty713 Hell to the NO 👀 👆💥❗️

2/27/2020 7:21:49 AM bbobbio71 All makes sense, except the last

2/27/2020 7:23:22 AM whatscale Can we just have a list of how to live plz... If you know the answers.

Inb4 the journey is the answer. Kek

2/27/2020 7:23:37 AM old_mr_beantown Bingo. And the 10 umm less than 10 know dontcha know. So we have 45 POTUS, 322 skull and bones and 10 which I believe is a reference to team Q.

2/27/2020 7:25:43 AM marty713 👀🤔👆

2/27/2020 7:25:50 AM jeffieyboy You misunderstood the theory. Trump did sign an executive order & remember Q said not all vaccinations are bad. This is just a theory. Imagine 

changing a strain w/out DS knowing & they inadvertently push it to the masses. DS don’t get vax & susceptible to coronavirus

2/27/2020 7:26:10 AM marty713 D3 .

2/27/2020 7:27:14 AM rikudochan I feel for you, man. Me too, I stopped believing in another power than myself.

There is hope in trusting yourself. the Higher Self of every person can guide them towards truth. We don't need anything but to trust in ourselves, 

really.

That's how powerful we really are

2/27/2020 7:30:07 AM ryan35381162 I am not saying all vaccines are good. We have to use our discernment on them. I just showing that their are ways to introduce a vaccine ahead of time 

to a population especially if you have time to preplan.

2/27/2020 7:30:30 AM hotwheelsjusty Many patriots don’t get vaxxed, either.

2/27/2020 7:31:02 AM hotwheelsjusty  pic.twitter.com/CnGnLu8g8D

2/27/2020 7:31:31 AM __the_chris So there is a benefit to having a beard? Or they want us to look like nazis so anitfa gets more victims? Like a cliffhanger......

2/27/2020 7:31:57 AM ryan35381162 I definitly would not take the vaccine that is pushed after the scare.

2/27/2020 7:33:43 AM jeffieyboy I understand, but many, many people did get vaxed. I too am against it

2/27/2020 7:34:35 AM fossilman21 Just wondering when he will kill himself by hanging???

2/27/2020 7:34:51 AM shels1976 Do you worship God the Father, and Jesus the Son of God? Also the Holy Spirit, with God control over all?

2/27/2020 7:35:01 AM n7guardiananon and mine...(our)😁

2/27/2020 7:35:06 AM jeffieyboy You still don’t understand my theory. I’m not supporting vaccinations & I’m not suggesting the white hats control vaccinations. Re-read what I wrote

2/27/2020 7:36:02 AM jeffieyboy Agree

2/27/2020 7:36:29 AM ryan35381162 Not everyone has to get vaxed for to protect a large population. The flu virus is really the only easy vector to introduce something to the majority of 

the us population since it's a yearly shot for the majority. Good or bad.

2/27/2020 7:36:56 AM jaspony1 It's a premonition 😂

2/27/2020 7:37:24 AM ryan35381162 I mean flu shot

2/27/2020 7:37:48 AM jeffieyboy Exactly

2/27/2020 7:39:44 AM jakeglassmaker Learned this lesson back in high school. Vitamin D is very important for optimal system function.

2/27/2020 7:40:19 AM keur60693994 I look around for things to be thankful for. That hot water coming right out of a tap in my house. That cabinet full of food cans, store shelves full to the 

brim. Sun shining on my face, ability to enjoy a walk. Hard to have anger among thankfulness.

2/27/2020 7:40:31 AM mccartybecca These people are sick keeps getting referenced in many different areas. Is it because they are actually sick and the CV will only affect them??

2/27/2020 7:40:42 AM winklerburke I am so looking forward to dancing with the Ewoks around campfires in the forest!  ;)  And... "If you can hear this broadcast, your last names are all 

Skywalker."  And my favorite:  "Yippee-Kie-Yaye.... (you no the rest.)"

2/27/2020 7:41:00 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/MzXXqx1tQV

2/27/2020 7:42:40 AM n7guardiananon and as we have children a piece of us continues to expand...our DNA code continuing down the line...over and over...expanding...like the universe

2/27/2020 7:44:41 AM n7guardiananon corrupting the child=corrupting of the universe

2/27/2020 7:46:06 AM mariclenori Well said. It makes me laugh a bit to hear people say that. They must not be paying very close attention. My dear old dad has been waiting on this 

since the 70s. We are playing the long game here. 3 years is nothing.

2/27/2020 7:47:33 AM ellenca78112564 O i løve food 👌👀, I just dont need that much. I am having raw cake later 😋

2/27/2020 7:48:30 AM davethadude369 Is that because he did this to those he "owned" in Hollywood? Was that a part of the Faustian bargain? He gets to watch? Didn't an actress call him 

"God" during an award speech? Was he the one who leaked all those private celebrity nude photos years ago?

2/27/2020 7:48:38 AM ellenca78112564 Sorry about your diabetes Kelly ❤️🤲 did you research Cannabis?

2/27/2020 7:49:16 AM c_morece Yeppers. Me too

2/27/2020 7:50:21 AM mariclenori  pic.twitter.com/TZoeyozhuH

2/27/2020 7:50:37 AM wickedmouse369 Look at where we were too now. Time to harvest the GMOs.

2/27/2020 7:50:47 AM jeffcordell6 Excellent!

2/27/2020 7:52:52 AM madsrytter3 I trust I god. In the plan and in Trump even though I live in Denmark

2/27/2020 7:52:54 AM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/G3MXOEeJyt

2/27/2020 7:53:53 AM nm_zsr NOT EVERYTHING WILL BE CLEAN.

[SCARE] NECESSARY EVENT.

Future "Conspiracy" push to norms.

Bad mixed w/ good.

Scare tactics (MSM).

FEAR & SCARE PUSH

What are they hiding?
2/27/2020 7:54:08 AM jgd1224 Same here



2/27/2020 7:54:41 AM nm_zsr This movement challenges people to not simply trust what is being reported.

Research for yourself.

Think for yourself.

Trust yourself.

Is any of this normal?

Think sealed indictments count.

Think resignations of CEOs.

WATERGATE X1000

Attacks will only intensify.
2/27/2020 7:54:56 AM madsrytter3 😱 I am waiting for pure love and happiness for the people

2/27/2020 7:55:07 AM rikudochan Is the wait gonna be over in July with the fake landing? 🙄

2/27/2020 7:55:12 AM winklerburke ... if you've followed the right accounts... you already won a ticket 2 Fhloston Paradise.  Continual "Show Time!"  The Moouulty Pass has taken us 

beyond the beyond.  It's been a lovely cruise.  We know the 5th Element is LOVE.  Shiny.  Indeed. Fascinating. Real is the Force. ;)

2/27/2020 7:55:31 AM n7guardiananon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in Mass Effect 2 Legion describes the geth AI has having thought at the speed of light to share knowledge and achieve consensus. 

"we are each a nation, independent, free of all weakness...separation is our weakness"

could that describe a source network if ISs???

2/27/2020 7:56:16 AM ellenca78112564 , God that stuck with me..I feel your pain as I love food, YOU can't Even. 

Kelly? Cannabis eats sugar, cancers food. And It's rich in oil so slow uptake in your body. Like i bet banana is your best fruit friend (?)

2/27/2020 7:56:41 AM ravisingkeegan I thought about such a picture yesterday.

When the storm has arrived.

2/27/2020 7:57:30 AM nm_zsr -D sky is falling push to public (scare to control)(projection)

-Public Awakening

Dark to Light. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2qIXXafxCQ …

2/27/2020 7:57:58 AM cloudwalker2019 Ummm I'm hoping this is not directed at me...

2/27/2020 7:58:49 AM alec_m_currier What's "the event"?

2/27/2020 7:59:28 AM blsdbe  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.independent.co.uk/news/science/beards-good-for-health-more-hygienic-bacteria-resistant-than-shaven-skin-

study-finds-a6823461.html%3Famp …

2/27/2020 7:59:29 AM tyetyler1 She certainly did.

They all knew.

2/27/2020 7:59:49 AM ontothetruth1 Ok, so 2681 is the 'Countdown Has Begun' on 2/9/19. If I push out a two year delta, that takes me to 1/29/21.

T-90 takes me to 10/31/20, if I go back two year delta, it takes me to Drops 2477-2488, most notably these are a series of Placeholders. 

Ref 2681 'Placeholders active'

2/27/2020 8:00:08 AM alexandercody7 It's gonna be quite hard to find facts upon this topic as everything seems do get deleted on YT and Google.

Try  https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alieninterview/alieninterview.htm …

And take your time, never forget to digest with your heart and mind. Let your imagination flow while listening to the heart.

Much love

#WWG1WGA

2/27/2020 8:00:24 AM tradfuturism as we move up we make space in the void left in our absence. it was normal and right for us to eat animals until we learned better, now we will 

progress and others will follow

2/27/2020 8:00:51 AM blsdbe Not Ulterior Motives, but Alterer Motives? 

IOU?

2/27/2020 8:01:37 AM adamwestleyric3 No

2/27/2020 8:02:09 AM winklerburke And the "White Squall" film?  Why WWG1WGA so important? Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.  Ascendent ones get over their "mommy" or 

"daddy" issues... so they overcome victimhood, learn to love good & fight the greatest evil = Deep State Palpatines. It squares you away!

2/27/2020 8:02:32 AM ontothetruth1 T-60 takes me to 11/30/20, if I go back two year delta, it takes me to Drops 2577-2589, most notably Clinton Foundation and The Wall getting built 

despite Pelosi.

Ref 2681 

-Wall discussion end (public awareness of D's) 

-Red/Green Castle per orig plan

2/27/2020 8:04:08 AM adamwestleyric3 I know clindamycin is good I woke up a new man

2/27/2020 8:05:06 AM tradfuturism @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you make of this?   https://youtu.be/X2eIcSs0zCQ 

2/27/2020 8:05:57 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure 1/ The Majestic 12 believe that it is time to disclose the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1221985807986241536.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

2/27/2020 8:06:01 AM adamwestleyric3 I freaked the doctors out by jumping up off the operation table an going to the bathroom they said how are you walking I said I'm new man

2/27/2020 8:06:49 AM ontothetruth1 T-45 takes me to 12/15/20, if I go back two year delta 12/26/18, it takes me to no drops. I'm stumped on this one.

2/27/2020 8:06:52 AM winklerburke Restated:  God, the universe & all good... is pressuring humans to ascend.  2 learn greater intelligence & lose mental slavery of Progressive (1984) anti-

ed.  Some are stubborn.  Some not.  The hero's journey.  At 1st we say: no.  Then we go on it. Yoda helps Padawans.  God wins.

2/27/2020 8:07:42 AM adamwestleyric3 I hadn't ate for a week because of lock jaw I told them bring me a hamburger

2/27/2020 8:08:40 AM adamwestleyric3 I had blood poison for 33 days

2/27/2020 8:09:15 AM adamwestleyric3 My body had already gone septic on itself

2/27/2020 8:09:58 AM adamwestleyric3 An Army doctor saved me

2/27/2020 8:10:02 AM sethnasi 😆😆😆😆🤣🤣🤣  nothing going on here pic.twitter.com/IkilLgX1x3



2/27/2020 8:10:17 AM ontothetruth1 T-30 takes me to 12/30/20, if I go back two year delta 1/10/19, it takes me to Drops 2668-2671, RGB, Supreme Court and

BOOM!

   BOOM!

      BOOM!

         BOOM!

Q

Ref 2681

-Public Awakening

-Narrative damage control

-Dark to Light.
2/27/2020 8:11:20 AM adamwestleyric3 An paid 11000 dollars for me to have the surgery they said they were writing cards to my family because they thought I was going to die

2/27/2020 8:12:02 AM alec_m_currier Nope.. not at all. . Was for MJ12.. You're good. . Love the avatar. . 😊😎🖒

2/27/2020 8:12:14 AM adamwestleyric3 Because I had done waited to long

2/27/2020 8:12:55 AM alec_m_currier And furthermore, I really appreciate you! So there!  😜❤️😎 #Q

2/27/2020 8:12:59 AM adamwestleyric3 My white blood cells were killing my red

2/27/2020 8:13:24 AM jeffcordell6 Excellent work

2/27/2020 8:13:40 AM adamwestleyric3 They said my body was having a war inside of itself

2/27/2020 8:13:42 AM andyschweitzer I've waited 8+ hours in a US hospital for stitches & a large group of Americans have experienced the same or worse - IF they can even afford it. 

I'm guessing you pay "50%" of your income for all taxes, not just healthcare. Exaggerating only weakens your argument + credibility.

2/27/2020 8:14:58 AM terih824_teri Yeah. I don’t buy the zeta hype. Or the Pleiades.

2/27/2020 8:15:07 AM americanpetal I’m just not connecting the dots on this ...what’s the meaning of the beard. I get CDC is sending a msg.

2/27/2020 8:17:23 AM opensenseme Neutralizing negative karma trough sacrifice? Are you part of the ritualistic child killers?

2/27/2020 8:17:39 AM kierrans Bhagavad Gita kind of supports this direction !! 💯

2/27/2020 8:17:59 AM lbf777 This means nothing to us. It doesn’t help the people people one iota so this is not winning. Same thing happened in 2017 and nothing came out of that 

either. 

Wake up people. Rabbi Trump is not your savior.

2/27/2020 8:18:45 AM americanpetal Do beards provide some sort of virus transmission protection?

I’m grasping here

2/27/2020 8:18:46 AM tammyca31262528 Trying to rebuild my account. Would love to get a re-follow from @GenFlynn   Would love a follow from @POTUS @LisaMei62 @Linda_Paris 

@charliekirk11 @VincentCrypt46 @ScottPresler @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottBaio (followed my lay one) @PastorDScott @dbongino @TomFitton 

@Scavino45

2/27/2020 8:18:52 AM lbf777 Also MJ12 and the CIA killed JFK together so going to him for advice is a bad idea.

2/27/2020 8:19:37 AM ericpartchey Life goals but this is hard for someone that never has really done this practice. Tips tricks suggestions? Thanks!

2/27/2020 8:19:38 AM qaphsiel17 A beard would make sealing a mask hard. Protocol would make them all shave to wear a mask.

2/27/2020 8:20:01 AM ontothetruth1 So I suspect post election, the lights go on, about EVERYTHING

2/27/2020 8:20:18 AM cloudwalker2019 That just made me happy! Thank you. 🤗

2/27/2020 8:20:56 AM kierrans On par with an ideology coming from the Bhagavad Gita , I resonate with this

2/27/2020 8:21:25 AM breebby72q 6000 mg vit c

2/27/2020 8:21:40 AM leahlaw23536852 Fantasy.

2/27/2020 8:21:52 AM breebby72q With no citric acid get it from fruits Whole Foods

2/27/2020 8:22:09 AM qanonwga 30 minutes is a very long time

2/27/2020 8:22:19 AM qaphsiel17 To seal a mask on the face you must shave.

2/27/2020 8:22:45 AM breebby72q HELL to the NO

2/27/2020 8:23:41 AM aarongarrity Bingo

2/27/2020 8:25:57 AM amanita40860516 Yessss!!!!

2/27/2020 8:26:28 AM namaste1234 i listen to several doctors on youtube. dr. eric berg, dr mindy pelz. also my own experience with what works in my body to increase my immune system 

through trial and error. i agree, both dr's. are very knowleadgable

2/27/2020 8:27:49 AM ethan_avior Daniel 3:16-18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoxNtOKd8TY …

2/27/2020 8:27:57 AM laurabusse Maybe he really is ☺️

2/27/2020 8:28:19 AM n7guardiananon nice meeting you again btw

2/27/2020 8:28:43 AM 369palm I’d follow you through a portal anytime.

2/27/2020 8:30:52 AM beth52625 It’s the air, the breathe.

2/27/2020 8:30:55 AM disfellocated That really is worded strangely. And the old meme says that baby seals get clubbed.

Side note: when people google “trichomes” and “bud”, they won’t see magnolias.

2/27/2020 8:31:19 AM juliatravis47 So was my grandpa, he said little but what he said stayed with you. 💜

2/27/2020 8:31:19 AM monkey3186  pic.twitter.com/37cJ4FJ5iN

2/27/2020 8:32:45 AM rayinfulton The days are shorter regardless of temp

2/27/2020 8:34:34 AM jeffcordell6 Thank you!

2/27/2020 8:35:18 AM laurabusse Yikes

I don't know whether to laugh or cry

2/27/2020 8:36:17 AM alnacho1 Not only knew, but likely aided and abetted

2/27/2020 8:36:17 AM realjesevans There is emf resistant clothing and blankets, also research orgone for your home. Hope this will help.

2/27/2020 8:37:22 AM beth52625 Native Americans thanked the animals they killed for food. If we eat meat, the animal should be killed painlessly and quickly.  I am seeing a lot of Halal 

meat in the markets. why? Halal requires that the animal’s throat be sliced open and the animal bleeds to death slowly.

2/27/2020 8:37:34 AM alec_m_currier It was rhetorical, but let's have another party of anonymous, deep state asshats "hiding from the deep state" with their anonymity.. 😎 #Q #ICU

2/27/2020 8:37:56 AM cindybokma Thanks for sharing this! The AlliBiotic is good to have on hand.

2/27/2020 8:38:16 AM mattlat007 It's awesome to see these things come to pass while forecast years ago.

2/27/2020 8:40:06 AM gypsymajik1122 😆

2/27/2020 8:42:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Socialism/Communism/Marxism/Nazism have one thing in common.

All of those doctrines are tools for amassing a YUGE surplus of children for the purposes of adrenochrome production, organ harvesting, rape, hunting, 

and then ultimately sacrificing.

Those children are not human. pic.twitter.com/FFadOuteqp

2/27/2020 8:42:23 AM jeritud3 If someone like Oprah gets arrested that will really wake the sheeple up

2/27/2020 8:42:56 AM giediknight must be a reason you are bringing this back up, a lesson we need to know now?

2/27/2020 8:43:20 AM basil26 #ThesePeopleAreSick



2/27/2020 8:43:42 AM arifriedman12 National Socialist German Workers party.  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nazi_Party 

2/27/2020 8:44:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 People who are claiming to connect CV to MA are clowns sowing division.

It will happen when it happens and not a minute earlier or later.

Trust the plan.

You are being informed at the highest levels so you are aware and prepared when the time comes.

2/27/2020 8:44:29 AM freestateojones  https://youtu.be/v2KA1_7FVpc 

2/27/2020 8:44:51 AM ms1481 What's MA?

2/27/2020 8:44:52 AM digitalsoldie20 Amen!! Thank you

2/27/2020 8:44:55 AM n7guardiananon the one we come to a consensus on together

2/27/2020 8:44:59 AM aprilbrown99 #WakeUpAmerica #SaveTheChildren #DarkToLight #CrimesAgainstChildren #CrimesAgainstHumanity #SlavesNoMore 

This MUST end! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

2/27/2020 8:45:02 AM bryceja68689884 M A ?

2/27/2020 8:45:39 AM ts_sci_majic12 Ukraine was an epicenter for human/child sex trafficking.

The truth will get revealed.

2/27/2020 8:45:57 AM theawakened2020 It's pretty obvious now for anyone with eyes to see.

2/27/2020 8:46:25 AM defy_gravity987 Maybe Mass Arrests? Not sure...

2/27/2020 8:46:28 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/R2bD3yncJP

2/27/2020 8:46:51 AM kachinagtto M A = Military Action?

2/27/2020 8:46:55 AM ursula_1111 The dominos have began to fall. pic.twitter.com/wCsgquSbnj

2/27/2020 8:47:08 AM punisher926 The sheep just don't get it. It's been about the children from the beginning. Everything else is bonus points.

🐰

2/27/2020 8:47:13 AM kachinagtto Oooh that’s good guess

2/27/2020 8:47:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ !Coincidence pic.twitter.com/0ITlkUW9fF

2/27/2020 8:47:33 AM myfanwy_72 Mass arrestd

2/27/2020 8:47:48 AM myfanwy_72 Mass arrests?

2/27/2020 8:48:42 AM xvgafrica Lord have mercy on their innocent souls.🙏 Amen

2/27/2020 8:48:50 AM zagnett from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR 0Δs OR Δ0

Fascinating. 🤔🧐😉

2/27/2020 8:49:10 AM boy12_jimmy Not even the #COVIDー19 will stop what is coming. The SWAMP is on their last breath. It is TIME to end this charade of being nice to their criminal 

everyday behaviors to keep their butts from execution and jail. pic.twitter.com/ejtxaRswUW

2/27/2020 8:49:12 AM myhalossliippin Why do you say they aren't human???

2/27/2020 8:49:13 AM ursula_1111 If it’s Mass Arrests.... then.... Second guessing my theory that this flu will keep people indoors, not rioting, and safe while the evil ones are swept up. 

Hmm.

2/27/2020 8:49:18 AM ladyanon5 So preemies aren't actually babies? Someone call the NICUs and let them know they're efforts are in vain 😒

2/27/2020 8:49:19 AM n7guardiananon no coincidences

2/27/2020 8:50:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Knowing what you know about vaccines, do you understand now why [D5] are upset at 45 over CV funding not including mandatory vaccinations?

Negotiations underway.

These people are sick.

Not to mention stupid. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1233070696370229248 …

2/27/2020 8:50:33 AM _andy_walker_ Thanks. I'll make sure to keep my eyes more open. :-)

2/27/2020 8:51:05 AM myhalossliippin Just because they were indoctrinated by nefarious tools does not mean they aren't human. It means they're abused and did not deserve what befell 

them.

2/27/2020 8:51:16 AM timesupgodwins CV = Corona Virus MA = Mass Arrests

2/27/2020 8:51:37 AM freestateojones Really stupid. 

Are Nancy and Chuck up to date on their vaccines? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232862515060781056?s=19 …

2/27/2020 8:51:45 AM waynecl64258737 No space nasa lies

2/27/2020 8:51:49 AM djmurphy5 The intensity of feeling and belief within. Heart mind coherence

2/27/2020 8:51:49 AM boss3she Is Pinchuk involved? With he & wife owning the biggest media Corp, in the Ukraine. Wife being, the daughter of 2nd Ukranian Pres, who's given 

millions to CF, loaned them a plane, went to Bill's 65rh bday party.  Who's foundation accepts $ from Qatar, who is a key member of a 👇

2/27/2020 8:51:51 AM xtrabiggg Dehumanization of individuals by Marxists begins in the womb, continues during & after birth, and continues on long after you're in the tomb. 

It's easier to dismiss, attack, marginalize & murder those whom you've been psychologically inured into believing are 'less than human'. 

pic.twitter.com/ful0obgttr

2/27/2020 8:51:56 AM bibibobibox They use family poverty to steal their children.  Orphanages are children's tanks

2/27/2020 8:52:26 AM serpent021 When we go back to the people governing themselves?  And the only law is the Constitution of 1778?

2/27/2020 8:52:54 AM bibibobibox Patriots in control 🙏🏻

2/27/2020 8:53:17 AM spifty12 They want to continue to poison us and then pretend to come up with the antidote. Of course they never want you healthy, so the antidote if chocked 

full of more poison. America needs a juice cleanse to clean the muck out!

2/27/2020 8:53:22 AM freestateojones "Coronavirus"

How many of them will it infect?

 https://nypost.com/2020/02/27/pope-francis-sick-a-day-after-supporting-coronavirus-sufferers/ … pic.twitter.com/4liYa4YahD

2/27/2020 8:53:59 AM shels1976 How about pray instead of meditate. Who are you exactly.

2/27/2020 8:54:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who specifically? https://twitter.com/SpaceForceDoD/status/1233071744342056960 …

2/27/2020 8:54:35 AM nikoscali Grifters getting desperate!

2/27/2020 8:54:51 AM annasum47005725 What???

2/27/2020 8:54:52 AM jbitterly By the way they act, I’d bet on it!

2/27/2020 8:54:55 AM pwnorthwest 🧐 There’s absolutely no way this vax could’ve been tested for safety or effectiveness or long term side effects.🦠💉

2/27/2020 8:55:03 AM sparkleloung The space Nazis, of course.

2/27/2020 8:55:08 AM tambanow They want their kickbacks!

2/27/2020 8:55:11 AM ravenzai They are not SEEN as human by them

2/27/2020 8:55:22 AM nikoscali China

2/27/2020 8:55:27 AM bleed1gnan I can’t see them because I am blocked. Screenshot please?

2/27/2020 8:55:33 AM boss3she not only The Atlantic Council but as well, Brookings. Brookings is a Think Tank, right here in the U.S., goes back a few U.S. presidents. So he's well 

intertwined in the U.S. & politics His wife though, she & her mother have a program/foundation that helps Ukranian children. 👇

2/27/2020 8:55:49 AM ms1481 Perfect. Thank you!

2/27/2020 8:55:55 AM wickedmouse369 None, calm the mind and you will see the rhyme.



2/27/2020 8:56:21 AM 444_q_ Evil humans AND non-human that share a bed. I'm going to continue to TRUST THE PLAN

2/27/2020 8:56:24 AM cryptocrab4 jabs are healthy and contribute to truthful content, it sounds fucked up but humans are known to get off track especially if people start praising 

everything someone says.

andddd jab

2/27/2020 8:56:36 AM ursula_1111 Those not yet seen nor understood?

2/27/2020 8:56:50 AM nikoscali Man-made Kessler Syndrome

2/27/2020 8:57:00 AM arifriedman12 These people are "sick"

2/27/2020 8:57:26 AM ms1481 Q connected them for us.

2/27/2020 8:57:42 AM boss3she I have posted the threads connecting research groups, board members &/or advisors of these Think Tanks, & how Ukraine seems to have a huge hand 

in them.

2/27/2020 8:57:59 AM sethric61410528 thank you

2/27/2020 8:57:59 AM ursula_1111 Me too! Let’s walk together in the light. pic.twitter.com/iWemSR9oGy

2/27/2020 8:58:03 AM mr_fedorable Do you believe CV was their trump card? I'd wager bioweapons would be pretty close to the top of the list

2/27/2020 8:58:26 AM mr_fedorable No he didn't

2/27/2020 8:58:30 AM cryptocrab4 I remember when journalism was more truthful and celebrities, politicians, public figures suffered deep scrutiny and genuine people survive this, fakes 

will crumble

2/27/2020 8:58:32 AM elatedveracity This vaccine was already in development prior to the actual 1st contracted case.  #Shocker!  I know all of us Q followers WILL NOT be taking any 

vaccines!  Hard pass!

2/27/2020 8:58:42 AM clearancecosmic I agree. I do wonder if we will ever feel the same way about vegetables tho.

2/27/2020 8:59:15 AM kachinagtto Peace pic.twitter.com/LR0P0FpkK4

2/27/2020 8:59:46 AM sethric61410528 When it will be revealed that the CV was cabal inflicted the people will accept mass arrests much easier ... pain before awakening necessary for masses 

...

2/27/2020 9:00:39 AM freestateojones If you're at the circus expect to see some clowns. pic.twitter.com/Kfc1Q3plGJ

2/27/2020 9:01:18 AM kachinagtto Terrestrial, galactic, or both?

2/27/2020 9:01:53 AM myhalossliippin Gotcha.

2/27/2020 9:02:57 AM clfaerber1 Working is how we survive. 

Illness is more prevalent with the compromised immune systems that have been under constant attack. 

If we take off work every time we, or our family members are ill we will not have jobs.

Maybe you do not need money to survive in your world.

2/27/2020 9:03:17 AM alantomazin I think it only affects Criminals

2/27/2020 9:03:33 AM imnos482 I am guessing it would be mandatory for medical workers, etc...like the flu shot. This is how it always seems to begin.

2/27/2020 9:03:37 AM 11charlie111 Speaking of Space..... https://twitter.com/foxtvuk/status/1229380411350011904?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/FOXtvUK/status/1229380411350011904 …

2/27/2020 9:04:03 AM sandragoodflei2 Ain’t shooting me with nothing. 😍

2/27/2020 9:04:30 AM freestateojones Let's pray so.

2/27/2020 9:04:36 AM kachinagtto Also when I was looking him up - I can across this memorial built in his honor. 🧐 pic.twitter.com/HJ5Nf4ZjJS

2/27/2020 9:04:37 AM bbobbio71 I have to admit.  I thought it made some sense. China has the strictest internet but videos still seemed to come out of people being arrested.

2/27/2020 9:05:09 AM leemagna @LadyKayeRising

2/27/2020 9:05:22 AM richslaw China.

2/27/2020 9:05:42 AM bbobbio71 There are no coincidences.

🙋♂️

2/27/2020 9:06:10 AM decodematrix The Draco aka Goa’uld from SG1

2/27/2020 9:06:14 AM 444_q_ Sorry, I realize it's not specific 😅

2/27/2020 9:06:39 AM sanandaemanuel I've heard that there will be some global happenings before we get to the MA. Those happenings are very significant.

Connected to mother.

Will you deny or confirm?

2/27/2020 9:06:49 AM cosmic_engineer Majestic!

2/27/2020 9:08:20 AM marywal64295444 I didn't know this. Where would I look? Amazon or a special store? My body has been in so much pain, and my ears are hurting along with the constant 

buzzing

2/27/2020 9:08:27 AM lifeiss17041348 There is true power in the togetherness of heart. 

Witness the power when the entire church is singing a hymn.

Witness the power when the entire stadium rises to celebrate a touchdown or goal.

Witness the power when concerted prayers heal the sick.

We are more together.
2/27/2020 9:08:50 AM drudge_gina Me too! Message was heard by the bad guys.

2/27/2020 9:09:24 AM truth939 This negative shift in perception is what I feared in MJ's messaging.  I believe plants grow on this planet with a purpose.  That purpose is to nourish, 

detoxify and heal.  In other words, they 'WANT' to be consumed.  Think seeds that are eaten.  Where do they go?

2/27/2020 9:10:06 AM bbobbio71 MJ is was this the kick in the ass I mentioned? 😉 pic.twitter.com/ExqD9Iq1uW

2/27/2020 9:10:11 AM themoonguide “Water” 👍

2/27/2020 9:11:44 AM annasum47005725 What do you mean "Those children are not human."???

2/27/2020 9:11:52 AM patriotqgirl  pic.twitter.com/epkja9J1DQ

2/27/2020 9:11:56 AM spkiblitz The "USSF" is nothing more than a cover for the SSP (Secret Space Program) which has been operating since the 50's. Think "soft disclosure".

2/27/2020 9:12:59 AM mschfx  https://science.howstuffworks.com/space-conspiracy-theory4.htm …

i dont think so..i am really aware about what you are and what IAM...try to catch me one time more...come..i am just here...can you C me ? i am just 

here! just here!anyway dont move we are coming soon for you and all your species...

2/27/2020 9:14:52 AM mysticjoe3 Unfortunately, the dark is so deep into every faucet of the economic info structure that when this happens it will halt “everything”. Good people will 

die. Lots of dark fail safe measures in place. Timing is everything!  Think Biblical, what could change everything in a snap.❤️



2/27/2020 9:16:22 AM jbitterly TELL - LIE - VISION 

What does the TELL - LIE - VISION deliver to us? 

PROGRAMMING

2/27/2020 9:16:28 AM clearancecosmic I understand why you would feel that way. I think I do to. But the truth is I dont think I understand plants and their conciousness enough to have an 

honest opinion either way.

2/27/2020 9:18:47 AM jeffjagoe I believe the American public school system is absolutely responsible for this... and that was the intent of it: To breed a mass of nanny-state cravers. 

People who escape socialist territories come to the US and are dumbfounded by the un(der)-educated folks rooting it on.

2/27/2020 9:18:53 AM flamanwalking Arrest... Awakening

Close enough for me... 

Enjoy the movie 

#WWG1WGA

2/27/2020 9:20:25 AM covertress "Potential adversaries like Russia and China are flexing their muscles, and they’ve made it clear they intend to remove our ability to use space if it 

comes to conflict."

Russia and China China China

2/27/2020 9:20:48 AM alight412 There must be a reason for the Corona. I bet there is a hertz vibration that would eradicate it.

2/27/2020 9:22:11 AM keith369me Anxiously awaiting justice for Sleepy Joe and friends.

2/27/2020 9:24:34 AM tomchiodo  pic.twitter.com/c2BixKqPAE

2/27/2020 9:24:46 AM leigh_vas  https://www.thenewenergyindustry.com/the-scientific-revolution-has-begun/ …

2/27/2020 9:25:01 AM aleks8837 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

2/27/2020 9:26:23 AM kachinagtto Woke up and tried to make a graph to understand concept.  Felt like I needed to expand view another level and start with Source.  If looked at this way 

- the only REALITY is Source.  Everything else is an experience (hologram) of source. pic.twitter.com/IrD4rvHx71

2/27/2020 9:27:09 AM circuitriderz We are the portals.  No?

2/27/2020 9:27:41 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/NVyOd1GA2a

2/27/2020 9:29:29 AM nikoscali "China Will Soon Be Able to Destroy Every Satellite in Space" - 2018 https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/china-will-soon-be-able-destroy-every-

satellite-space-27182 …

2/27/2020 9:32:43 AM laurabusse Totally agree

Meditation has changed my life

2/27/2020 9:34:35 AM kidge6 ?

2/27/2020 9:34:38 AM mattbroadstreet Ding ding ding

2/27/2020 9:35:13 AM ecranchero i'll be in my basement, eating ice cream and playing shogi and playing with turtle.

2/27/2020 9:36:33 AM laurabusse Good advice

Don't go to doctors if you're not sick

Bc they'll find something wrong with you anyway

Ppl live with stuff their whole lives that the medical authorities find unacceptable

2/27/2020 9:37:05 AM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/916357805489164288?s=19 …

2/27/2020 9:37:52 AM 444_q_ Should we then trust POTUS?

2/27/2020 9:39:33 AM joeker87 Just go tanning

2/27/2020 9:39:48 AM laurabusse You'd be surprised how you can build up to it

At one point I was meditating 2 hrs every morning

It was amazing

I think most of my emotional healing occurred during that phase of my life

Now I usually meditate up to an hour

It's my favorite part of the day

🧘🧘🧘

2/27/2020 9:40:16 AM rbw1926 You're welcome! The Tri-Immune works great too!

2/27/2020 9:40:37 AM kierrans Uni = one , verse = song  , one song the rhythm of life

2/27/2020 9:40:38 AM burgersandra @PCreator714 Sep 15

DO NOT BUY INTO their narratives WE TURNED OFF mind control WE TOOK AWAY ALL weather toys & their ssp fleet WE ARE FINISHING UP THE 

GROUND WAR NOW DID I SAY BOOTS ON THE GROUND? #Qanon #WWG1WGA WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? WE TOOK OUT THE DUMBs & slave camps 

ON MARS

2/27/2020 9:41:25 AM laurabusse Totally agree about the Bible

I'll take meditation over prayer any day

I think meditation is more productive

2/27/2020 9:41:30 AM paulkpkagawa1 Stupid is a sickness! Dems get one more month before nominating Quid pro quo @JoeBiden the challenger in the booooo corner!

2/27/2020 9:42:53 AM 444_q_ 🙏🙏🙏 thank you!!!

2/27/2020 9:44:11 AM laurabusse Me too

Agree

2/27/2020 9:44:40 AM trollingmockin1 If this is supposed to be a proof, according to my twitter dept of state posted first. Photos were taken right after each other and time stamped by my 

phones time pic.twitter.com/bR4rZ2GXJS

2/27/2020 9:45:37 AM biffcartwright 1) I had just pull money out of an old retirement account before DJI started going down. I had a feeling it would not go to 30,000.

I almost waited till the 30,000, but military strategy told me that is those in control know people are waiting for the 30000 mark.

2/27/2020 9:45:55 AM keith369me Converting Bernie supporters to awaken ISBEs was an effective strategy after Bernie was shafted in the 2016 election cycle.  Why waste the second 

opportunity to awaken on a larger scale this time.  Milwaukee’s going to be nasty in July.  It all repeats in a cycle.

2/27/2020 9:46:54 AM keith369me Personal intentions and free will vs dogmatic group.

2/27/2020 9:47:43 AM aleks8837 By what you said the IS should have a higher "realness" level, being that IS is singular and BE are multiple. Occam's...

2/27/2020 9:48:08 AM biffcartwright 2) The best way to run a racket is to know what people are going to and then move ahead of them. If I had waited, I would have lost money. 

  https://youtu.be/26O-2SVcrw0 

Greatest Marine Ever!

2/27/2020 9:48:11 AM laurabusse From the book

Alien interview

Free to read on author's website

Free audiobook on YouTube

Cheap to buy on Amazon

Fascinating book well worth reading ☺️



2/27/2020 9:48:58 AM qanonpatriot6 #gophersonmars

😂🤣😂🤣💩🤡👹

2/27/2020 9:49:11 AM laurabusse Not ready

Love to eat too much

2/27/2020 9:49:50 AM bandmom74 We need some MA before November.

2/27/2020 9:49:58 AM thekanehb Solar fasting.

2/27/2020 9:50:21 AM rachaelangelm Yes, and a war with Russia would have been a distraction from the Human Rights violations in the Ukraine along with the Biden - Pelosi money 

laundering scheme.

2/27/2020 9:53:09 AM yt2ak  pic.twitter.com/ZdfdmeTZoS

2/27/2020 9:54:35 AM shortylorry Vaccine will probably do MORE damage than initial disease. Kill 3,000,000 "birds" w one stone⁉️🤔

2/27/2020 9:55:04 AM maudieinpa So sad, look at that precious babe.

2/27/2020 9:55:18 AM azfromatlanta This is now called SARS2-Covid 19. SARS did not have a vaccine because scientists could not formulate one. Be carful of any vaccine-offered for this 

impending pandemic.

2/27/2020 9:55:22 AM 3dogsallright I suspect that most vaccines aren’t 

OR

If they are tested, and the results come back negative,

the numbers are skewed or info. concealed.

Run from vaccines.

2/27/2020 9:55:23 AM americanpetal Thx. 🤦♀️

2/27/2020 9:55:40 AM fansblowing3 So no mass arrests yet 😑

2/27/2020 9:56:45 AM luvinit57 Interesting it's called the "coronavirus" eh?

2/27/2020 9:56:46 AM winki00000001 PLEASE MJ12, EXPLAIN THIS : https://twitter.com/RealAlexRubi/status/1232471894982455298?s=20 …

2/27/2020 9:57:44 AM curt_avila Its bullshit. Pope is caught in the snare also.

2/27/2020 9:58:31 AM mbj8388 #TwatPlop Another one!

I just checked via indictment search bar via 8kun 8chan.  Almost  name I put in showed "50" indictments each.  🤔🤨

Other names I put in, showed WAY WAY MORE!  

I found 1000s more off-shoots.🔥

What am I saying?  I was right.😁😆
2/27/2020 10:00:14 AM state1union Human trafficking at the State Department and UN. Not congrats

2/27/2020 10:00:36 AM mavietruths Absolutely a million times NO and that goes for my children as well. They are healthy and intelligent and do not need to have injected poisons to 

remain healthy.

2/27/2020 10:00:53 AM richner88 For all I know the pope could've simply had a runny nose. I just found it curious. Granted, I shouldve given it the 48 hour rule before posing the 

question.

2/27/2020 10:01:21 AM xrpbags Breatharianism

2/27/2020 10:01:37 AM state1union The UN needs exposed!  Hi SA

2/27/2020 10:01:37 AM mavietruths 5G is also a detriment to humans and all living things.

2/27/2020 10:02:53 AM state1union Maybe lockdown for Declass?

2/27/2020 10:03:30 AM austeritymyarse Where was Marty McFly in the Delorean?

2/27/2020 10:04:09 AM state1union Massachusetts has 231 patients quarantine for the CV flu.

2/27/2020 10:04:56 AM laurabusse Yes

2/27/2020 10:05:42 AM xtheyrachangin Yea maybe, when I asked them they said they never realized it.  Just seemed odd to me.

2/27/2020 10:07:26 AM laurabusse O god LOLOL

2/27/2020 10:08:24 AM sarah48538695 Was it this account that warned us of biological warfare several months, ago?

2/27/2020 10:08:39 AM state1union No excuse by the perpetrators even if born into this sick cult. No Deals!!!!! They eat children 👶

2/27/2020 10:09:28 AM luxdefiance Was a vegetarian for about 4 years, recently started back up, I forgot how mu better this feels

2/27/2020 10:10:21 AM myhalossliippin They should all burn. Poor babies.

2/27/2020 10:11:39 AM fansblowing3 Ukraine for sex trafficking logistics;

China and Syria for organ harvesting; 

Great St. James for hunting;

Little St. James and Peru for sacrificing;

Planned Parenthood and abortions for adrenochrome;

2/27/2020 10:12:03 AM luvinit57 BB's alive and well, I guess.

2/27/2020 10:13:10 AM ghimeboy The levels of aluminum in current vaccines are already hundreds of times higher than the safe level set by the FDA, who APPROVES the vaccines!!! I 

hope they are on the list of agencies to be drained!

2/27/2020 10:13:12 AM nick09826154 Thanks for the heads-up! No mandatory vaccines, please.

2/27/2020 10:13:48 AM fansblowing3 #agenda21 still in play. Less than a year away.  #novaccines

2/27/2020 10:13:58 AM consenso15 Great bussines...!!

2/27/2020 10:14:04 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/sh3fpCAhlR

2/27/2020 10:14:24 AM therealbigneum I'm always on it all winter. Here in Alaska there is literally no sun

2/27/2020 10:15:43 AM deploramal The flu virus ravaged my family this week. Started with my 19 month old, then me, followed by my 9yo son & husband. 

That said, we’ll all happily take on these nasty flu symptoms & fight it naturally, rather than get a poison flu shot!! Bring on springtime & sunshine!! 🌞

2/27/2020 10:16:51 AM therealbigneum Caveat to this is I still get sick all winter lol

2/27/2020 10:19:12 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209115803481772033?s=20 …

2/27/2020 10:19:58 AM aleks8837 We have to feel taken care of you know!

2/27/2020 10:21:35 AM shels1976 Unfollow

2/27/2020 10:22:02 AM fansblowing3 It says Russia and China.  So, Putin and Xi?  More likely Jeff Bezos and Elon Musk.  🧐

2/27/2020 10:22:03 AM l_corle Khazars

2/27/2020 10:22:50 AM farrow_leslie Your parents got them at the same time.

2/27/2020 10:22:53 AM 369_is Nice dig Austin!!! Maybe multiple meanings.

2/27/2020 10:27:25 AM americanpetal I was thinking along those lines as well.

2/27/2020 10:28:40 AM dls00741 But did he tell us how vibes and freq will make us understand the universe?  

Some smart person should create a study platform to teach us these things from easy beginnings to more advanced levels.

2/27/2020 10:28:45 AM fansblowing3 Trump boys show by keeping their beards that there is nothing to fear with the CV, altering cabal’s plan.  The cabal’s plan was to throw the CV out 

there to make people fear so they get the CV vaccine.  This vaccine would be that which depopulates us all 😡 #agenda21

2/27/2020 10:28:48 AM chris8nix Black ops, Secret space program. We are very advanced.

2/27/2020 10:30:30 AM chris8nix 😎



2/27/2020 10:32:09 AM americanpetal 😢🙏❤️

2/27/2020 10:33:14 AM blyat83  pic.twitter.com/GpAlBOUwM4

2/27/2020 10:34:11 AM williamstout121 Thanks, I guess, if it wasn't so cryptic people wouldn't tie everything to everything, no coincidences right? So when people notice stuff coming together 

with cv and Q and other stuff, they shouldn't string it together? Because then it's a coincidence? Which don't exist? 🤔

2/27/2020 10:35:03 AM sethric61410528 nothing about mandatory vaccination in the article ...

2/27/2020 10:36:21 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/TS8xzUydl0

2/27/2020 10:38:15 AM americanpetal I didn’t think we were the portals just that we had the ability to go open them an go through them. Idk

2/27/2020 10:38:22 AM realjesevans DefenderShield pops up on my Facebook, think Amazon carries some too. Just search for it on the internet, more places to shop might pop up. I 

wouldn't us Google to search tho, try Duckduckgo.

2/27/2020 10:39:08 AM fansblowing3 Here’s a link: https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

2/27/2020 10:41:36 AM fansblowing3 Another link: https://youtu.be/JNsqDGqFTKo 

2/27/2020 10:41:48 AM laurabusse Huh...

Never thought of that

Interesting

2/27/2020 10:41:49 AM sethric61410528 however: if I were the Cabal, I would design the virus so it first infects everyone fast but had a low mortality. Then it would react badly with my deadly 

vax to kill your immune system gradually over the long time. Guess that’s why [they] built in the HIV DNA which was found....

2/27/2020 10:42:05 AM tikpaq Honey, root ginger, lemon and hot water.

2/27/2020 10:42:21 AM state1union Our IS will have to keep getting reincarnated into multiple BE’s till they stop murdering us, Or until we stop this mass murder

2/27/2020 10:42:58 AM unitedredwhite1 I saw a documentary years ago - wish I could remember the name of it. Like 25 years ago....

2/27/2020 10:43:51 AM laurabusse Fantastic book

2/27/2020 10:45:43 AM mkaziniec @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Jordan_Sather_

2/27/2020 10:45:48 AM berndpolaska Since I stoped eating meat I don’t even crave it or I don’t even like it anymore. Meat is not for us! we kill 200 Million animals a day and the animals 

didn’t even had a happy life, that’s so evil and for sure not gods plan, it’s more likely a huge sacrifice for the devil.

2/27/2020 10:45:49 AM laurabusse I guess we'll find out

2/27/2020 10:45:54 AM tikpaq Using sunscreen/sunblock stops your skin from absorbing vitamin D from the sun. I haven’t used it for a few years, but avoid going out during the 

warmest time of day.

2/27/2020 10:45:58 AM oam63048378 Honey is so sweet and I'm already fighting candida

I drink lemon water every morning

As for ginger I can't stomach it a single bit, spicy stuff kill my throat instantly

2/27/2020 10:46:03 AM poorman369 954

2/27/2020 10:46:36 AM finimarcini It could mean many things.  Coded communication is common in news articles.  Most of it we don’t notice, but this example is pretty obvious.  It could 

be like a gang tag on the wall of a building.  Who knows🤨🤔🧐

2/27/2020 10:46:49 AM wild8heart It doesn’t have to take hundreds of years. That depends on the collective willingness to shift.

2/27/2020 10:47:57 AM jonessense I get Oprah is scum. But some of these women are complaining they gave him sex and he didn’t come through with opportunities. Why do we ignore 

that part

2/27/2020 10:49:30 AM wild8heart You know from your experience, and your experience alone. 

We all operate according to our own understanding of reality. No two people are the same, even identical twins.

2/27/2020 10:51:24 AM sethric61410528 Report Finds UN Employs 3,300 Pedophiles, Responsible for 60,000 Rapes in Last 10 Years https://thefreethoughtproject.com/report-finds-un-employs-

3300-pedophiles-responsible-60000-rapes-worldwide/ …

2/27/2020 10:52:21 AM wild8heart Immortal Spirit Biological Entity.

2/27/2020 10:52:22 AM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/27/2020 10:52:51 AM johnman60 Justice..it can't come fast enough.

2/27/2020 10:53:04 AM wild8heart Key phrases here:

Take only what you need. Respect nature.

2/27/2020 10:53:27 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/kOsZHOfeNK

2/27/2020 10:55:01 AM fktvis Why does HW have no testicles, according to two witnesses in the most recent trial? 

And apparent genital mutilation? 

Is that a Satanic thing?

Has HW been tortured since childhood?

2/27/2020 10:55:08 AM wild8heart 🤦♂️😶

2/27/2020 10:55:09 AM nikoscali Been saying this for a while now... Crowdstrike had a DIRECT data link to unmasked intelligence data and operating on foreign soil helped to hide the 

fact. Illegal unmasking on a MASSIVE scale!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/sensaycommon2/status/1233102718107037696 …

2/27/2020 10:55:12 AM tucson_ron Damn all the demons!

2/27/2020 10:55:16 AM rifflemonica One can only hope! Is that even right for me to put out there?🤔

2/27/2020 10:56:20 AM rifflemonica I refuse to take any vaccine!

2/27/2020 10:56:28 AM wild8heart How does daily breathwork correlate with this???

2/27/2020 10:56:52 AM cosmic_engineer Epicenter created by tanking the USSR and having its starving citizens sell the one thing that is easily produced and hard to maintain in those conditions.

2/27/2020 10:57:20 AM 369_is WOW Austin.🧐

2/27/2020 10:57:33 AM laurabusse That sounds absolutely fascinating

Maybe it's on YouTube somewhere

2/27/2020 10:58:37 AM lightlove21121 WE ARE stopping it as WE speak. Trust IS key ♥️

2/27/2020 10:59:23 AM kev4mvp At the end of the day we aren’t a vegetable or fruit so we can’t say weather it is what it wants. It’s all speculation

2/27/2020 11:01:43 AM cindybokma Good to keep on hand!

2/27/2020 11:02:03 AM davethadude369 Ha! That's good. Don't get discouraged. Keep on doing what you're doing.

2/27/2020 11:02:32 AM visitnaj Me too! Shocked and confused.

2/27/2020 11:02:39 AM freestateojones What's right and what's just are not always viewed as the same thing.

2/27/2020 11:06:04 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/avSBxfoFoy

2/27/2020 11:07:41 AM rifflemonica We are stopping this!

2/27/2020 11:09:25 AM davethadude369 Are you saying we should get naked and start the revolution? Ha! Don't mind me. Just joking around.

2/27/2020 11:10:36 AM loslobo57229507 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "Elites are Satanic Pedophiles Satanic Pedophiles wrote our laws to protect Big Pharma and their 

lobby+assassinating+money laundering scam+withholding essential medical technology+laws that abuse children+destroyed the fami […]"  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1204239838867800067.html …

2/27/2020 11:12:33 AM 369_is Buy a 6-pack...get a free can of Lysol.

2/27/2020 11:15:03 AM clearancecosmic Very true



2/27/2020 11:15:28 AM catastrophistj How about you respond with substance rather than pretend to be “annoyed”. Almost makes it seem like you don’t know how to rebuke what I said 

because you subconsciously understand your position comes from a place of ignorance

2/27/2020 11:16:10 AM samsonron84 I hope with all my heart.

2/27/2020 11:17:00 AM austereswamp Full moon love in the couds. pic.twitter.com/t9XWF26Hj1

2/27/2020 11:19:08 AM weareeternal4  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034975766436634630?s=19 …

2/27/2020 11:20:39 AM missund79512530 💝💝💖💖😍😍😍💯💯💯😎

2/27/2020 11:23:20 AM sethric61410528 Feed on light ... some have reached this level ... first reported case: Therese Neuman von Konnersreuth. There is even a booklet about it with medical 

researched cases pic.twitter.com/YXFF8cstT9

2/27/2020 11:25:05 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/Dr3R16QLnG

2/27/2020 11:27:48 AM joeorbit a real tough subject for the non rabbit hole majority. how do you explain there is a ancient pagan sick cult that lives on the loosh of babies and children.  

 i think we need to start calling all of them baby eaters. people like lester holt that cover for them are complicit.

2/27/2020 11:29:33 AM roby23718075 Oprah brings minors to Weinstein , he tried to be the Gustapo Oprah Disgraceful 

@OperaWinfrey_AR

2/27/2020 11:30:20 AM arifriedman12  https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/01/malia-obama-harvey-weinstein-internship …

2/27/2020 11:32:27 AM whatisreality19 Right through the US embassy!

2/27/2020 11:32:45 AM aleoniea Nope

.....its prison...not hotel

2/27/2020 11:32:46 AM rghardy3 There is that Storm Warning again.

FF alert.

I thought the Storm was going to be a LIGHT one.

2/27/2020 11:35:44 AM rghardy3 SSP Dark Fleet

2/27/2020 11:36:12 AM karentriebel Mass Awakening

2/27/2020 11:36:28 AM qhnact It will happen when it happens - just like with asking THE Question

#AskTheQ

2/27/2020 11:36:35 AM joeorbit CT is voting in the legislature to eliminate religious exemption. the white coats present no data/findings, just fear porn that the unvaccinated are 

typhoid mary when in fact its the vaccinated that sluff off millions of cells. it's so sad the power we have lost as gods children

2/27/2020 11:38:07 AM joeorbit eugenics loves rapists. anything that hurts our collective consciousness.

2/27/2020 11:38:47 AM 00loll0 Potential adversaries huh? This cannot be foreign countries bcz they cannot remove our ability to use space. Are these adversaries  off world people 

who have the ability and authority to stop us?

2/27/2020 11:39:24 AM cosmic_engineer It also goes straight into the bloodstream 🙁

2/27/2020 11:40:01 AM rifflemonica Oh hell NO!

2/27/2020 11:40:36 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dhmlALYD1pc 

2/27/2020 11:41:34 AM momekool1 MA??

2/27/2020 11:43:29 AM joeorbit the push for clean shaven stems from the fact that mens facial hair is actually whiskers. these whiskers protrude from our energy capsule (aura) and 

act as receptors to the energy grid. antennae. of course the baby eating cabal wants us clean shaven.

2/27/2020 11:43:47 AM jve_nl Good point, wannabe Q !

2/27/2020 11:45:51 AM joeorbit i sun gaze at sunrise or sunset. like eating a bowl of broccoli sprouts. the white coats say we will lose our vision. been doing it for years and my eye 

tests are stable and vision actually improved. if you try it, be barefoot on the ground if you can.

2/27/2020 11:45:54 AM buzzbridgette If you search a topic and an article or blog pops up quickly, it seems to be a mixture of truth and lies that are carefully designed to mislead us about 

who the real bad guys are.

2/27/2020 11:46:00 AM johnquindell A guy stood on a university campus next to the sign reading: "DON'T THINK" as part of a social experiemnt and recorded responses to the sign:

 http://signsonthequad.blogspot.com/2011/01/dont-think.html …

2/27/2020 11:46:14 AM amanita40860516 What is real even???

2/27/2020 11:46:14 AM momekool1 Thank you SO VERY MUCH for posting these!🤗❤️👍🇺🇸

2/27/2020 11:47:50 AM cosmic_engineer Virus is one type of eugenics

Vaccine will be another

2/27/2020 11:47:52 AM brain_warrior Bad stats

2/27/2020 11:49:33 AM rachaelangelm Yes! There is a bar here called the Alpha club and we can watch their live feed. It’s awesome

2/27/2020 11:51:24 AM momekool1 I still don’t understand that statement. Lol.

2/27/2020 11:52:48 AM momekool1 Nice meme!👍🇺🇸

2/27/2020 11:53:42 AM brain_warrior Let’s make a deal.  You don’t have to get vaccinated that is true.  However if you become ill from a potentially preventable illness, you have to pay for 

all your own health care expenses.

2/27/2020 11:54:18 AM cosmic_engineer It would be a great cover for an Op tho

2/27/2020 11:55:40 AM circuitriderz I am basing my perspective on what is found in Scripture.  In it is found language calling us “gates” and “doors”.  

“Lift up your heads, you gates!  Rise up, ancient doors!  Then the King of glory will come in.”  Psalm 24:7

2/27/2020 11:55:46 AM unitedredwhite1 I'll do some digging too :)

2/27/2020 11:56:50 AM yt2ak Because you’re literally a meme.

2/27/2020 11:57:25 AM momekool1 I think if we can wake up WeThePeople in time for November, when they try to steal it they won’t get away with it.  Pray it happens by then. 😳

2/27/2020 11:58:08 AM cosmic_engineer 💯

2/27/2020 11:59:06 AM circuitriderz It has been suggested to me that this happens in our worship of Jesus.  When we sing unto Him in the gathering of the saints, the frequencies and 

vibrations that come from our voices open up those portals to Him and connect us to Him.

2/27/2020 11:59:45 AM klyhb75 I'm going to move forward with a more holistic approach.  Detoxing and meditation has actually helped me a lot

2/27/2020 12:00:57 PM sethric61410528 door knob suicide upcoming?

2/27/2020 12:01:02 PM argottruth O wow tell me about it! Research EMF Sickness and how to protect yourself. I am going to build a faraday bed cage. Search that also. When u sleep u 

will be free of all the harmful environmental RADIATION. I think the gov is covering it up. Memory loss is also HUGE on list!

2/27/2020 12:01:23 PM 56lmiller  pic.twitter.com/TfnoBSee9r

2/27/2020 12:02:16 PM 369_is Hi @Earth2Nissy Ya know, I feel like you do. Privileged to be here now. I also feel like we have important roles to play when the public gets all this. It's a 

pleasure to serve with you all!!!

2/27/2020 12:03:15 PM argottruth Yes building a faraday cage or considering also a move for sure. It's like being microwaved alive. That's EXACTLY what it is. Radiation levels are crazy. 

Watch a documentary on YouTube about it.

2/27/2020 12:05:10 PM catastrophistj Your inability to respond is literally the stereotype of the uneducated, ignorant Trump voter who falls for right wing populist propaganda

2/27/2020 12:06:15 PM yt2ak Uh huh. Save it. My family fled a socialist shit hole many years ago. We know all about it. pic.twitter.com/A63Tn9sqmW

2/27/2020 12:07:12 PM americanpetal I didn’t know that. Thank you for passing that info along. Now, I know.

2/27/2020 12:07:44 PM brain_warrior When an animal sacrifices to provide life to another they gain Karmic Merit.

2/27/2020 12:08:00 PM circuitriderz I help where I can.  😉

2/27/2020 12:08:12 PM artistginette The word Fetus is such hate language they just don't ever want to call a baby a baby. I compare it to the "N" word where you can minimize the value of 

a human by derogatory language. #fetus #baby



2/27/2020 12:08:34 PM kikakikas  pic.twitter.com/NRamCoOMZt

2/27/2020 12:09:35 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you - love hearing new music that resonates within.

2/27/2020 12:10:13 PM catastrophistj You’re equating democratic socialism to the authoritarian murder states of the 20th century. Completely laughable and demonstrastes utter lack of 

understanding of political theory. Give your point of view to anyone from the Scandinavian nations and you’d be a laughing stock

2/27/2020 12:11:01 PM catastrophistj Do you think your family would have to flee if you were born in Sweden?

2/27/2020 12:11:27 PM nzxrp I just love this sort of stuff...

Waited a long time for this to come into the forefront ....

Bring it oooonnnnn ... hurry up please

2/27/2020 12:11:41 PM yt2ak There’s no such thing as “Democratic” Socialism. The goal of socialism is communism. pic.twitter.com/AbpsNtdFyi

2/27/2020 12:13:02 PM cosmic_engineer Yeah, a friend of mine was unwell from shedding like 80lbs (fat-stored toxin release) and body trying to hit a new homeostasis.

Got put on diabetes Rx and 4 others perm to counter Rx symptoms... for life ofc

Fking trainwreck medical system

2/27/2020 12:13:48 PM syrrah2 So sad...

2/27/2020 12:13:53 PM americanpetal You helped🙏

2/27/2020 12:14:01 PM yt2ak Sweden is a largely homogeneous small population country with VERY high taxes on middle class. They are a market economy. Not Socialist. And we 

basically pay to defend them. Not a valid comparison and not socialism.

2/27/2020 12:14:22 PM catastrophistj Bernie wants to end private prisons, legalize marijuana, provide health care to people who are DYING under our current system, and provide good 

union jobs to anyone who needs one. If you think he’s doing that for the ultimate goal of creating gulags then youre a ridiculous person

2/27/2020 12:14:41 PM circuitriderz Thank you for that. 🙂

2/27/2020 12:15:02 PM anondirtyleg What happened at the classified meeting with the CDC, senators, DHS and more with the coronavirus outbreak?

2/27/2020 12:17:30 PM yt2ak Bernie is a fraud. Just the Green New Deal alone would add $75k per year tax burden to the average household. That doesn’t include “Medicare for all” 

or paying off student loans. Also we need MORE prisons. It’s chaos on many city streets even where I live. pic.twitter.com/phdJfr3x2u

2/27/2020 12:18:37 PM goldhorizon9 Energy through light and meditation?

2/27/2020 12:19:19 PM birdiesrchirpin I've racked my brain, Gotta sit with the still small voice on this one.

And teehee, I thought of that too.

It's legal in SF so all I can think of is GMO weed or added chemicals. Also, big corporations are wrecking the small and medium growers. 🤔

2/27/2020 12:19:41 PM catastrophistj Higher taxes yet the people are HAPPIER. Why? Because the taxes go to programs that GIVE BACK. You get what you pay for. Not to mention, social 

economic mobility is way higher. The average person there is richer than here. Tell me how that’s not worth a little more in taxes

2/27/2020 12:20:45 PM 369_is Thank you for that trip back to my carefree innocent childhood in the 70's. What a welcome break from all the ugliness that we're learning about every 

day. Nice video Steve!!!

2/27/2020 12:21:30 PM megagrandma Ty

2/27/2020 12:21:43 PM catastrophistj How about you take an intelligent approach to the problem of crime. It’s chaos where you live because of underlying ECONOMIC problems. People are 

earning starvation wages-those who even have a job. That desperation leads to crime. That’s where Bernies policies come in

2/27/2020 12:22:24 PM cny_micaa Potential not actual?

2/27/2020 12:24:22 PM catastrophistj Also, an inordinate percentage of the prison population is people who simply had weed on them. Legalize the harmless herb that is weed and a giant 

part of the “need” for these for-profit prisons goes away

2/27/2020 12:25:05 PM adheysuk Q hasn't mentioned the CV at all. They seem to be avoiding the subject. Possibly knowing the MSM will use any mention of it to try and discredit Q and 

the digital soldiers. Dave on X22 raised this theory on last night's X22report. It does make logical sense to let play out.

2/27/2020 12:28:12 PM catastrophistj And lastly, this is how Bernie will pay for his plans. You’ve fallen for the right wing (and corporate left wing) propaganda that there’s no way to pay for 

his plans and that they’ll bankrupt the country. This is simply not true. Here’s how: https://berniesanders.com/issues/how-does-bernie-pay-his-major-

plans/ …

2/27/2020 12:28:18 PM dynamicres Beautiful! I had some spectacular experiences on that date/time as well❣️❣️

2/27/2020 12:28:59 PM yt2ak It’s not the government’s responsibility to make you “happier” by stealing from others and laundering and skimming the $$ before paying for low 

quality “free” healthcare.

2/27/2020 12:29:09 PM hoodsavior If you all want SEEEERIOUS #360DegreesOfSupremeWisdom go to All Eyes on Egipt bookstore at 7851 S. Ridgeland in Chicago..!! @GWANJEZ 

@KhemeticChurch @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kane_brock @SITSSHOW @PHARAOH_ATEN_ @charlesprotege @THEMTableTalks #FreeDrMalachiZYork

2/27/2020 12:29:14 PM sarahndipity09 Oprah sure did know.

2/27/2020 12:30:36 PM yt2ak Only a fool believes corporations will bare the brunt of such a system. It will be like every other country it’s been tried.

2/27/2020 12:30:59 PM laurabusse Yup

So unfortunate

2/27/2020 12:31:13 PM cny_micaa It really is a great speech

2/27/2020 12:31:24 PM catastrophistj “75k tax added to the average household”.I don’t know where you’ve gotten that number from but holt fuck is that ridiculous. The average family will 

GAIN money if those policies are implemented. If you read through the link I sent then you’ll see the burden of the tax rests...

2/27/2020 12:33:09 PM catastrophistj ...on Wall Street and corporations, and while yes the annual tax of average people goes SLIGHTLY up, people will still save money because no more 

absurd health insurance costs that we all pay. If you consider the costs we pay now to health care a tax then you’re paying less taxes

2/27/2020 12:33:19 PM yt2ak A ten year budget deficit of over $90T is how. Absolutel insanity. 

The Unaffordable Candidate https://www.city-journal.org/bernie-sanders-expensive-spending-proposals#.XlgnXE2XUhk.twitter …

2/27/2020 12:33:40 PM kyates_biz Created as a weapon

Biggest threat young girls eggs. 

50x more susceptible to radiation.

Targeting rhe reproduction systems from day one

2/27/2020 12:34:10 PM charlesgdavis1 Also cold temperatures contain the SPREAD of a virus (MANMADE or Natural) so ( the DS, NWO, CABAL, CDC, PHARMA AND ANY GROUP AND/OR 

ENTITIES) it can be strategically placed, localized and controlled, to SERVE the purpose of the(colorful statement)group. If in the summer KYAGB😂💀 

pic.twitter.com/JzpnQvQvo4

2/27/2020 12:34:28 PM catastrophistj It’s not low quality. It’s literally the best quality you can get. His plan makes it so you can go to any hospital or clinic you want for free instead of the 

current system where your insurer dictates which doctor you can see.



2/27/2020 12:34:39 PM yt2ak The good news is Bernie doesn’t stand a chance in a general election. How affective is his campaign going to be in a place like Florida that absolutely 

must win state full of dissidents who fled socialist shit hole regimes like Cuba and Venezuela?😂

2/27/2020 12:34:47 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1005118027610902528?s=20 …

2/27/2020 12:35:32 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1005119060370214912?s=20 …

2/27/2020 12:36:40 PM catastrophistj That’s paid for by the list I linked...The current system we have is COSTLIER. That’s what they don’t tell you. That’s the propaganda I’m talking about. 

They tell you the price tag for his policies but don’t tell you how much we CURRENTLY spend. That’s how the system fucks you

2/27/2020 12:37:06 PM atlasguardian1 The LIGHT will always WIN. 🦁👑 pic.twitter.com/shCiavxR6B

2/27/2020 12:37:09 PM _call_me_roy Solomon and Sarah

2/27/2020 12:37:30 PM mongrelglory ❤️❤️❤️

2/27/2020 12:37:36 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/963120256184176640?s=20 …

2/27/2020 12:37:43 PM _mccroft_ U get 10,000 UI just by Sun ☀️ bathing..

2/27/2020 12:38:18 PM _mccroft_ *IU’s

2/27/2020 12:40:21 PM catastrophistj Well that’s the plan. Corporations and Wall Street will pay the blunt. That’s what Bernies plan is... It’s a question of his trustability on taking on those 

powerful interests. To look at his trustability all you need is look at his record and you can see he IS trustworthy

2/27/2020 12:41:36 PM walkingfree The methods of exchange of energy/vitality has always been one of my biggest questions. Why is it so? Is it so in all dimensions?

2/27/2020 12:42:10 PM sheshifts001 Mmmnah but sure seems at times they might have one... but then again maybe not directly... insufficient data

2/27/2020 12:42:41 PM mongrelglory Science Fiction?

2/27/2020 12:43:05 PM catastrophistj People are not that dumb. They see countries like Denmark, Norway and say, I want the US to be like them, not the impoverished shithole we currently 

are where wealth is concentrated in the hands of few. That’s why Bernies leading in polls against other Democrats and against Trump

2/27/2020 12:43:21 PM priceys She is also tied to other nefarious men

2/27/2020 12:44:30 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/F7nzTOTIDd

2/27/2020 12:45:39 PM patindonna How long do we get supplies for ? I think I seen 10 days

2/27/2020 12:45:45 PM covertress Space Force?

Pi is very powerful when working with inanimate conscious projections. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1035648786863931397?s=20 …

2/27/2020 12:46:54 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/27/2020 12:49:31 PM 369_is Hang tough Sherry. I'm right there with ya!!!

2/27/2020 12:51:30 PM cyberanonrevolu 🛑Patriots of the world.🛑 QARMY 🐸, comrades. Newly armed FR contacts 👊, okay for the plan. Big commotion here... bio-medicine. Civilian and 

military, in contact. Alert here. Need operators, establish communications. Patriots Please respond. @Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @enki74 #MAGA

2/27/2020 12:53:24 PM rifflemonica We got this! The Schumann resonance reaches 100?

2/27/2020 12:58:05 PM finding_meru Its an eat eat world look at nature, we all need other living energy's to survive

2/27/2020 12:58:38 PM siedeh1 Consider looking into what the vitamin D pill actually contains and what some side effects are from taking it. The pill is never the simplest answer.

2/27/2020 12:58:57 PM atashfire 322 in this case means skull and bones backed false flag is inbound. Don't Panic.

2/27/2020 1:04:55 PM tikpaq I normally make a tea from it as it’s great for colds n flu. Blackcurrants and juice, or blueberries are good immune boosters, also mint is good for the 

stomach. Homemade dandelion n burdock is also really good. Dandelion root tea is good for the liver.

2/27/2020 1:05:04 PM kikakikas 🙂🙂🙂

2/27/2020 1:07:45 PM micsquito BAKE CRUMBS 🍞

[PART-2] VIDEO OUT NOW

#Qproof #QAnon

.@TronYori2 .@RDoktorD

.@PatriotNewsChan

.@Hulkanator11

.@Redankulous13

.@QBlueSkyQ

.@M2Madness

.@elonochle

.@realDonaldTrump

.@Sun_Q_Tzu

.@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

.@prayingmedic

.@PointingUp2

✊🍞🔑🔓🏰 https://youtu.be/kwZBthGhnZo 
2/27/2020 1:08:45 PM nttcool3 just like in the movies!

2/27/2020 1:09:00 PM patriot_angel Could you please explain. Are you saying that pic of baby is not human?

2/27/2020 1:09:12 PM truth_again We’re just getting closer to disclosure of those black op thingamajigs that have been buzzing the skies for decades, and possible off planet stuff.

2/27/2020 1:09:13 PM thebarwatch Two Books:  Secret Life of Plants, and Secrets of the Soil.  Both authored by Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird

2/27/2020 1:09:39 PM megamane2 Specifically ..Russia and China.

2/27/2020 1:10:00 PM kitchenermike A lot of people dont get that being in control of your emotions is a very BIG part of the plan. If you cant, then you are likely to be part of mob mentality 

and will fall with them.

2/27/2020 1:11:51 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/vadq5GglHY

2/27/2020 1:13:29 PM cny_micaa I did give the theory a serious consideration and plausibly. Maybe even contributed a bit?

2/27/2020 1:14:39 PM eo13818 I know NOT to Panic!  Everyone needs to RT and tell people NOT to Panic! This is a DS FF!

2/27/2020 1:15:07 PM hasnorone Answers for these? 🤔👽🧐 pic.twitter.com/vVnr4024kD

2/27/2020 1:16:08 PM cny_micaa I thought it was plausible, especially with that one ambassadors death in Iran

2/27/2020 1:16:56 PM rikudochan Hasn't Q warned about division?

If we, as a human collective, are divided then we are the great losers in the story.

Yet I see no drop from Q pushing us to reunite with our fellow human.

So I'm asking, what's our future ? Is it war or is it peace?

That depends on each of us

2/27/2020 1:17:57 PM thebarwatch toothbrush profile mug. ha!

2/27/2020 1:19:21 PM 369_is Ohhhhhh. Now that makes me think the pictures/video evidence was inside the ball that Putin gave Trump.

2/27/2020 1:21:43 PM web_mktg In Trump's recent presser, he mentioned the stats on deaths per year and in total for the flu. (25-69K, 360k). Wonder how many of those deaths had 

shots? How many of these outbreaks have been planned?

2/27/2020 1:24:24 PM bibibobibox Like bees, by the sunlight

2/27/2020 1:25:18 PM mongrelglory I love that movie! 😁

I named my youngest rescue cat Leeloo, because all she needed was "love".

2/27/2020 1:27:47 PM craz_tom Acute observation. Impressive.



2/27/2020 1:33:51 PM carpatianwolf  pic.twitter.com/3QENqFoMqR

2/27/2020 1:35:01 PM web_mktg I like to build up my Karma credits by turning in circles 369 times saying 3-6-9, 3-6-9 & 3-6-9. There that's 3x.

2/27/2020 1:36:30 PM ericjawn420 Capitalism is the sibling that plays coy but is just as dark & troubled

2/27/2020 1:40:03 PM n7guardiananon which one?

2/27/2020 1:41:14 PM winduchi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/27/2020 1:42:16 PM randthompson16 Did i just see a nest of chipmunks in their???😆🤣

2/27/2020 1:42:40 PM joeorbit our sub conscious is a sponge and can be told anything. this is why we need to throw the tv's out the window. personal assertions is stronger than 

prayer. state to your subC what you wish to materialize. we create our own reality and our subC has full view of past present future.

2/27/2020 1:49:48 PM joeorbit quality med of any length is the goal. time is meaningless to our full entity structure. breath 9 times taking 6s for in, 3s hold, 6s out, 3s hold. after 9 you 

will feel the lightness. unfocus the ego and find that trance state like when falling asleep. listen for intuitive self.

2/27/2020 1:50:01 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

At what Stage of the Game do you

play the TRUMP CARD ?

SOON

2/27/2020 1:50:42 PM mbj8388 I'm not bragging 😏.

Just saying when you have a gut feeling, go with it.  

I started keeping track via early 2000s, mainly to keep updated in case I ever went back to work.  That's when I saw ground floor of everything we are 

now fighting begin w/them. I had no idea till 2005.

2/27/2020 1:54:37 PM valerie59723152 I believe it now after hearing about the Bidens and all the corruption.

2/27/2020 1:55:37 PM holotechrd They obviously don't know you can LIVE off of one of my free frequency downloads..  With all the nourishment in the universe🤦🏽♂️.. Unless this post is 

for the common sheeple, to further assist in their suppression of information & spiritual upliftment 🤔🤔🤔🤷🏽♂️

2/27/2020 1:59:37 PM mongrelglory Mass Arrests?

2/27/2020 2:01:40 PM cityranch Exactly.

2/27/2020 2:04:08 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/KNJIp0292M

2/27/2020 2:07:47 PM chairmanbrian Yep, can't wait, so happy to live less than 2 miles from the epicenter. Leaving town!

2/27/2020 2:09:43 PM qzillian2 The Prana, Sun Gazing, and since everything is energy, once we believe 100%, we will not need anything but Source. This is my view.

2/27/2020 2:12:26 PM epkman These people are sick.

Not to mention stupid.

And a menace to life itself.

2/27/2020 2:12:46 PM mauweecan Have you Q folks forgotten about Julian? Any comments? https://twitter.com/mrsc_assange/status/1233150531058589696?s=21 …

2/27/2020 2:13:07 PM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗

2/27/2020 2:16:18 PM andrevandelft FTTB I "trust the plan"; IMO Julian will get a fair trial in the USA, and he will soon be acquitted.

2/27/2020 2:22:08 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/dQxb6oLOSH

2/27/2020 2:26:44 PM jeffjagoe Pretty sure capitalism doesn’t exist here. What we have in the US is crony-corporatism. Nice try though!

2/27/2020 2:26:54 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158712458090909696?s=21 …

2/27/2020 2:28:57 PM marywal64295444 Thank you

2/27/2020 2:30:07 PM observerpoint Or, i’m simply asking a question based on my human experience.

2/27/2020 2:33:44 PM nikoscali Will protect lynching victims (which hardly EVER happen) but won't help the thousands of babies killed in needless late term abortions each year.....

#Democrat priorities

#ProLife #MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WakeUp #GreatAwakening 

https://twitter.com/MarkWarner/status/1233156953305690114 …

2/27/2020 2:33:45 PM mauweecan Even after you have read this?  https://t.co/Xo3h22Mgrg  https://twitter.com/kremlinasset/status/1232478303220424706?s=21 …

2/27/2020 2:37:39 PM earth2nissy I do believe MJ12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 confirmed this as well!

2/27/2020 2:41:03 PM dianesaumure I can't wait to see our extraterestrial friends

2/27/2020 2:44:09 PM reelect20 👇👇👇👇RT🇺🇸🔁 https://shr.link/r4a9g 

2/27/2020 2:44:10 PM cfinch916 Yeh would be interesting

2/27/2020 2:44:11 PM kidge6 Who's wearing beards? Cruz, gowdy, who else?

2/27/2020 2:45:04 PM kremlinasset What plan is that?

2/27/2020 2:45:23 PM andrevandelft Thank you for the link.

Would you take a bet about JA's fate?

I don't trust the current Wikileaks account and Cassandra Fairbanks. This tweet increases my trust in Grenell. 

https://twitter.com/We3forDemocracy/status/1232564072387764230 …

2/27/2020 2:46:05 PM pblau79 i was thinking this about all of them. would make so much money

2/27/2020 2:46:25 PM kidge6 I take this to mean that the white hats are wearing beards that could not be sealed by masks. Because they know there's no threat? Not following CDC. 

CDC has ulterior motives?

2/27/2020 2:47:35 PM andrevandelft It is a saying by Q.

Many things are not what they seem.

Yesterday I won a 1 year bet: a bottle of malt whiskey; just because I trusted the plan. I may lose the next bet though.

2/27/2020 2:47:37 PM pblau79 you could pay to send a voice message they had to hear all day everyday. and anyone could log on and watch their agony. is that mean?

2/27/2020 2:47:51 PM stevengibes with a paid access to a microphone feed so we can talk to him whenever, lol like $1 a minute to raise for different projects.

2/27/2020 2:48:19 PM clearancecosmic Sounds interesting. Thanks for sharing

2/27/2020 2:49:51 PM gladecarla This is treason

2/27/2020 2:50:16 PM digitalsoldie20 Craziness may I ask you a?  

S9 I was mowing grass and I was seeing like lines in the yard like it was a digital view. I've been seeing it more often. Do I need to go get checked lol

2/27/2020 2:50:26 PM kremlinasset I know it's a Q saying.

What is the actual plan tho?

2/27/2020 2:50:31 PM ncc571 That is up to you. Many predatory beings are out there, so be careful. I meditate on scripture to fill my mind. But if I open myself up to the entire 

cosmos, guess what can pop in? God wants us to be his exclusively. Don't want to cause trouble with fellow patriots, same side

2/27/2020 2:53:15 PM unitedredwhite1 Crony capitalism yes. True free market capitalism no IMO.



2/27/2020 2:55:46 PM andrevandelft I don't know the details.

Nothing is what it seems.

Things take longer than you may have expected.

Pity for Julian, but there is no better way, I think. https://twitter.com/AndreVanDelft/status/1211063378237624326 …

2/27/2020 2:55:53 PM ericjawn420 true, crony collusion capitalism runs the US for now sadly, hoping it can change though

2/27/2020 2:56:00 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1233140895475736576?s=20 …

2/27/2020 2:56:12 PM gladecarla Why make it difficult? Is it made difficult to intentionally get others to work together on solutions?

2/27/2020 2:56:47 PM mauweecan I’m not really a betting person! Maybe you could relay that plan along with a timeline to Ms Assange who is truly worried that her son is not getting 

justice.

2/27/2020 3:02:10 PM adsvel There is no craziness, many see Auras. In your situation, you can go and to be checked, but trust me, no one doctor will tell you the truth about you 

was experiencing. In the best potential they will advice to you more rest. Keep observing your own Reality.

2/27/2020 3:04:22 PM andrevandelft You could try out betting! For me it works out well, at least.

If Ms Assange would be interested I will explain her my reasoning. But I am not going to push my opinion on her.

2/27/2020 3:05:16 PM digitalsoldie20 Thank you

2/27/2020 3:05:18 PM winklerburke Logically, the FED & Rothschild because infinite money & power would cause them to be infinitely mad... and it manifests by them desiring to put finite 

limits on their slaves, which what they call humans, by keeping same “slaves” locked down on prison planet Earth? (Their plan?)

2/27/2020 3:08:33 PM winklerburke Which is why “The Plan” of Q cannot succeed unless it means corrupt families no longer get infinite money (&power) via money printing/lending... & 

also their Prog (1984) Rube-Slave Ed system must be defunded or vaporized. Then: Freedom for the Galaxy!

2/27/2020 3:09:38 PM kremlinasset So you're trusting a plan you know nothing about?

2/27/2020 3:12:45 PM adsvel You are welcome.😊

2/27/2020 3:12:58 PM andrevandelft No; I see parts and validations such as predictions that come true. But I don't know what the plan would mean for JA. I even don't believe the current 

reporting on him, and his arrest video was IMO fake. https://twitter.com/ManustheCaptain/status/1117538998505889797 …

2/27/2020 3:14:22 PM kremlinasset Which parts fake?

2/27/2020 3:15:08 PM azuremagus E.T. marauders i.e. space predators.

2/27/2020 3:15:52 PM andrevandelft See the linked tweet.

2/27/2020 3:15:59 PM mongrelglory China and Israel (Zionists).  Don't want their killer/surveillance satellites up there.

2/27/2020 3:17:27 PM samsmith0319 Yes It Will...💥👿💥Rot Vile Beasts!!!

2/27/2020 3:18:59 PM kremlinasset I did

2/27/2020 3:19:04 PM rightofcenter85 🙏

2/27/2020 3:21:00 PM j_torba China, Russia,  you miss the shadow satellite story?

2/27/2020 3:21:08 PM samsmith0319 ...🐸👀🐸...Trust the Plan...

2/27/2020 3:21:10 PM kitnertodd Very interesting

2/27/2020 3:23:14 PM mongrelglory I'd like to see POTUS grow a "soul patch". 😆

2/27/2020 3:23:17 PM cityranch They want to steal the 💰 pic.twitter.com/qdRyOG0SAW

2/27/2020 3:23:41 PM nostradachris These people are SICK  https://youtu.be/JsxavPANO8s  pic.twitter.com/apojU4DT5L

2/27/2020 3:24:24 PM mongrelglory If you click on the link, it shows the picture of all the different facial hair with masks. 😆

2/27/2020 3:25:17 PM jillsta07025300 The toothbrush is Hitlers

2/27/2020 3:25:26 PM mongrelglory There are types of facial hair you can have...like a "Hitler" moustache and a "creepy porn guy" moustache. 😜

2/27/2020 3:26:05 PM mongrelglory 🤣

2/27/2020 3:27:32 PM kremlinasset Damn son. You're a mathematician and coder!!

Wheres your logic?

2/27/2020 3:29:29 PM earth2nissy Thank you! 🙏

2/27/2020 3:30:15 PM andrevandelft And the rest of the thread by @ManustheCaptain?

Did you notice a possible link with the Notre Dame fire, tje terror attacks in Sri Lanka, 9/11 etc?

Do you think more may be going on than you had realized? https://twitter.com/AndreVanDelft/status/1136591529626284032 …

2/27/2020 3:30:53 PM winklerburke Free space (via John Ford-esque) US Space Force... along w/a freedom money system (ridding galaxy of enslavement-to-debt-&-devaluing-money 

System)... along w/stopping slave-rube-Eloi-prep-everybody schooling (Prog Ed)... & imprisoning Global Elite satanists = 7/4/1776 * infinity!

2/27/2020 3:32:06 PM donnavancesue Agree and also believe nuclear is the very top of that list.

2/27/2020 3:33:46 PM andrevandelft It is functioning well, thank you. And I am winning bets.

Unfortunately, quite many people who appear so convinced that DJT is bad and Q is nonsense, don't take bets.

And you?

2/27/2020 3:37:02 PM kremlinasset Dude. There is a shit load going on. The whole world is run by corrupt self-serving criminals.

Shit is a lot worse than anything Q could dream up.

2/27/2020 3:37:33 PM kremlinasset Real mathematicians dont bet.

2/27/2020 3:37:57 PM mikebin813 Lets just call her what she is...a brother fu**er!

2/27/2020 3:43:44 PM elucidate2020 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/elucidate2020/status/1233175537583116291 …

2/27/2020 3:44:12 PM americanpetal Never knew their was a chart for mustaches!

2/27/2020 3:47:02 PM theblackboule $200-500 each vaccine= BIG PHARMA sadistically making billions from the sheeple pic.twitter.com/k9719BPm6p

2/27/2020 3:49:11 PM andrevandelft Would you take a bet on that?

2/27/2020 3:52:36 PM freeandoriginal M= Myriam, Mary, Mother...

2/27/2020 3:53:09 PM 39anc6 Namaste🙏

2/27/2020 3:55:39 PM joarchitect Think it was an est seminar. “Things just are. We ad the meaning”. Interesting what folks come up with.

2/27/2020 3:55:45 PM disclosureadvoc A raw vegan diet is optimal for humans. Plants are here to nourish us, heal us and sustain us. I feel amazing on this diet and am in the best shape of my 

life. Bonus - cruelty free

2/27/2020 3:56:17 PM faye_mcgarry I am on the same wavelength as you. So exciting to be here for this dimensional shift in our duality consciousness...a whole new Earth for peace and 

abundance for everyone. I have a lot to absorb and understand.

2/27/2020 3:58:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should still give thanks to the plants for the sacrifice.

2/27/2020 3:59:02 PM faye_mcgarry Our contract with our Creator was to be here on Earth to assist the change of consciousness. We asked for this and at last it's happening all over the 

world.

2/27/2020 4:00:02 PM pwnorthwest With ‘zero liability’ laws to protect them, and bought off politicians, why bother?

2/27/2020 4:00:03 PM faye_mcgarry Welcome to our family with much love.

2/27/2020 4:00:57 PM faye_mcgarry Nesara/ Gesara is meant to be paying off all bank debt.check it out.

2/27/2020 4:03:13 PM faye_mcgarry Yes a new beginning.a new Earth.

2/27/2020 4:03:47 PM faye_mcgarry I did .it's in twitter somewhere.

2/27/2020 4:05:12 PM sano_faith The property of a planet like Earth/Gaia is very different of a star like the Sun, Betelgeuse, Alpha Centauri.

What do you mean by Gaia is a star?

2/27/2020 4:05:42 PM faye_mcgarry Dear Argot, check out Kyron... especially about how to ask the angels and Michaelangelo for balance and health. Hes on the web.

2/27/2020 4:07:13 PM damonriddle3 Chin-a

2/27/2020 4:07:29 PM ferraro_brown Amen



2/27/2020 4:10:15 PM benpalmer2273 @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Stardust_1416 @SGTreport @BurnedSpy34 @chesleydohl @CodeMonkeyZ @chrismartenson 

@Imaginer77 @darkjournalist @JohnWHuber @IPOT1776 @isitwetyet @PrisonPlanet @BreitbartNews @BurnedSpy34

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtfqUtW_8AA … pic.twitter.com/W821zvfSDj

2/27/2020 4:19:21 PM devanhoffer Sunlight for sunrise and sunset.  Seen it before. No food.  Just water

2/27/2020 4:20:08 PM rebornkingent Isn’t the adversary another name for Satan?

2/27/2020 4:22:20 PM virginialouelle Yes.

2/27/2020 4:23:20 PM mossomo Agenda21 has morphed into Agenda 2030. They're not even hiding it, trying to make Eden on Earth.  Who doesn't want Eden, it's just all the other stuff 

that comes with it, that's the deal breaker.    

 https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/post2015/transformingourworld …

2/27/2020 4:30:05 PM n7guardiananon Time Flies

2/27/2020 4:30:37 PM ianmoon89785460 DEEP STATE GETTING POOR

2/27/2020 4:32:09 PM virginialouelle I feel you @6B1222T. I freaked when I found out how "edited" our Bible is. But, after the past eight years of serious research, sorry, it's been walked all 

over.

2/27/2020 4:33:02 PM nea_storm Yes Indeed! Although the throat grip and/or strike still remains effective: Just be quick to move out of the way of falling Timber:

Speed and being Situationally Aware is most useful pic.twitter.com/TDYodkG88z

2/27/2020 4:35:50 PM rosas7043 Anti scurvy drops

2/27/2020 4:36:46 PM batespm4abbey Yes...and farmers complain the metals etc fall to ground &infiltrate crops.What happens to humans,animals,plants whose physical entity is inundated 

with metals +other chems when TheEvent solarflash occurs &emf encases earth...DETOX NOW??

2/27/2020 4:38:48 PM sheerglee1 Yes

2/27/2020 4:40:34 PM sheerglee1 China CIA

2/27/2020 4:40:38 PM virginialouelle That's what I got from the post.

2/27/2020 4:41:54 PM kidge6 Of course I'm joking. Keep It Coming. Thanks

2/27/2020 4:42:15 PM johnphi04242787 Vit D is literally rat poison look it up! I take handle fulls of supplements but NOT VIT D‼️‼️‼️‼️

2/27/2020 4:43:41 PM jackc476 There's a lot of nuggets of truth in there. Like any good disinformation, it's 90% truth and 10% horse shit.

2/27/2020 4:44:02 PM charismaalasta1 🙏🙏🙏

No more funding for the corrupt , please because our funding is pocketed and also used against us.

2/27/2020 4:48:13 PM erikcross14  pic.twitter.com/8W20i3vUcW

2/27/2020 4:49:42 PM batespm4abbey Weakness=maladaptation by overgeneralization,no environment-culture-industry interde

2/27/2020 4:51:23 PM trinity_jenny  https://www.ufocasebook.com/documents.html 

2/27/2020 4:56:12 PM batespm4abbey Sick days allowed on paper but in actuality count against person for promotion or even keeping their job

2/27/2020 4:57:14 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/04wV3hiM0N

2/27/2020 4:59:47 PM n7guardiananon promotion and job security is illusion

2/27/2020 5:03:46 PM mikebin813 I wish I did that. I was looking to get out at 30k but there could be a rate cut coming so lets see.

2/27/2020 5:07:56 PM tresabridges Nope

2/27/2020 5:12:56 PM cold_t2  pic.twitter.com/VA3nQn8A3x

2/27/2020 5:14:49 PM terrancongito You are connected to all that is. Quite a mind blower experience after a life of limitation. Bodily form has its own charm as well...   or we wouldn’t do it 

so much!

2/27/2020 5:18:50 PM bmj240768 Winfrey knew what a monster Weinstein is just like she knows what a monster João de Deus is. 

The true story of how Oprah Winfrey helped promote a mass rapist who ran a child slave farm –  http://NaturalNews.com  

https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-02-17-true-story-of-how-oprah-winfrey-helped-promote-a-mass-rapist-who-ran-a-child-slave-farm.html …

2/27/2020 5:20:10 PM covertress Where do eggs figure in a veggie diet?  🍳

2/27/2020 5:20:46 PM brianmccrawley How do you derive a hierarchy of importance/priority? If we don't eat certain things on behalf of an IS-BE, is an IS-BE therefore depriving us of an 

experience? Serious question, I'm interested.

2/27/2020 5:22:02 PM bb1272216718 you will absorb energy from the universal fields.  the digestive system will go away, the mouth will go, eventually one can exist on only energy even 

without air, our bodies already absorb energy but there is a deficit in this so we eat

2/27/2020 5:22:29 PM carpevita011 yes many people have outted this. Its epic! Hmmm

2/27/2020 5:26:31 PM michaeldee1111 Can you provide more info? Web Link maybe?

2/27/2020 5:26:35 PM fansblowing3 Here’s one https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1116295172051087366?s=21 …

2/27/2020 5:32:51 PM leewilkes99 Dairy products and unfertilized eggs would be categorized as soul filled?

2/27/2020 5:39:05 PM queeni_martini Holy shit! 😡 pic.twitter.com/emt8Hek1Ap

2/27/2020 5:39:26 PM radasmodean Quantum construct?

2/27/2020 5:41:33 PM ricka369 According to the Law of One, those Is-Bes chose that interaction with another self and used it as a learning experience. I don't condone one way or 

another but this is devine plan by ourselves in higher densities. Love/Light!

2/27/2020 5:42:23 PM mikecoats1965 I love eggs!

2/27/2020 5:42:49 PM twinnskyy As long as one takes the time to respect & give thanks for the sacrifice that was given in order for the meal to exist. Whether from feathers, or feet, or 

roots, or a teat-something gives up it's existence to become nourishment...

Shouldn't take "hundreds of years to accomplish"

2/27/2020 5:43:21 PM crazybeachchic I wonder if they ever.......🤢🤮

2/27/2020 5:44:55 PM mikecoats1965 ????

2/27/2020 5:47:49 PM brain_warrior It’s the heart’s intention that matters not the words....

2/27/2020 5:47:52 PM twinnskyy 👍Source?

2/27/2020 5:49:22 PM allonkid Does give thanks to God count? As He created all things.

2/27/2020 5:49:41 PM jaded_pearl That number 17 - 17 sustainable goals

2/27/2020 5:52:39 PM ggemini33 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I see your majick, Dave.

2/27/2020 5:53:29 PM louiscspucy Why not? You have no problem supporting a man with more accusations against him than Weinstein, so that should be easy peasy for you.

2/27/2020 5:57:04 PM gemini_cartel  pic.twitter.com/6nLIJJZnAS

2/27/2020 5:57:52 PM ggemini33 @rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MAGAmatician

2/27/2020 5:58:44 PM toddkhinson1 ❤️❤️❤️

2/27/2020 5:59:10 PM gemini_cartel  pic.twitter.com/uSYMymiQlB

2/27/2020 5:59:25 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/WWsyoPaY8D

2/27/2020 5:59:30 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/63xtbB2d8o

2/27/2020 5:59:34 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/aI1uhMvShn

2/27/2020 5:59:48 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/BivR1tS8NS

2/27/2020 6:01:26 PM severuszo 1

2/27/2020 6:02:06 PM istaphobesober Accurate.

2/27/2020 6:02:59 PM manifest_utopia We are all IS-BEs, Immortal Spiritual Biological Entities.

The question relates to what a person (IS-BE) wants to put into their physical, mental, emotional, energetic bodies & the level of awareness of how 

one's choices impact at all aspects of one's being & growth. 💖💫🙏

2/27/2020 6:04:05 PM sharong73376199 Sounds like Jonestown.

2/27/2020 6:04:18 PM jaded_pearl And I'm sure that keep track. The gov loves micro stats & numbers



2/27/2020 6:04:56 PM margaretcough15 Maybe your parents applied for them at the same time. Are your parents living and able to tell you?

2/27/2020 6:09:58 PM sterkinglights1 Doubles as a hadron collider.

2/27/2020 6:14:32 PM federalistno78  https://t.co/8bPEN3LHR4  https://twitter.com/federalistno78/status/1123315409816518656?s=21 …

2/27/2020 6:16:50 PM redcollarameric Do you know if that’s where the children from Haiti were taken. It’s around the same era.

2/27/2020 6:30:19 PM knightofmaltaus #Second #Moon @covertress @JRockTigers @TheKanehB @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @terran_sol https://apple.news/Ag2YAa9hjQomh9vbgZJ_kSg …

2/27/2020 6:33:00 PM mbj8388 Look closely at these "Donors".  There are many more but #BJCHealth, totally owned by them.  Also #Workforce, #Indeed, #Monster, etc.  PNC, WELLS 

FARGO 🙄 US BANK BANCORP, ALL SAME. pic.twitter.com/2Peei7vRiv

2/27/2020 6:39:04 PM sterkinglights1 T = Be \__/Be

Y = Yiu/     \Is

?

2/27/2020 6:48:48 PM sterkinglights1 Yiu

2/27/2020 6:50:45 PM joshuajamesdavi #ProveIt #Please #Soon

2/27/2020 6:53:25 PM brian_hughes_ That’s what happened in my case. I’m sure that’s what happened with her and her brother too..

2/27/2020 6:57:49 PM the_awakening33 Is this going to be done in good faith or you just want to enslave the human race more openly

2/27/2020 6:59:28 PM aeg0717 And money laundering

2/27/2020 7:01:45 PM j9979867291 It sure seems that THEY are scared that we aren't scared. Like it's the last salvo they have and it ain't working

2/27/2020 7:01:53 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Dig! Q drops!

2/27/2020 7:03:56 PM dairy_mom_of_6  pic.twitter.com/f8zb8Ikjuk

2/27/2020 7:07:53 PM witcher_four Trust nun

2/27/2020 7:12:47 PM dairy_mom_of_6 1013 pic.twitter.com/NMSb0rCwOa

2/27/2020 7:19:18 PM dynamicres Would that Consciousness^1 (prime) be our 5D self? our IS looking over the many BE's across all timelines, Us down here as the pointers, deciding the 

path. Each choice, a fork, a generation of a new possibility. Big EVENTS though, might pull more weight for overall direction. 

pic.twitter.com/vYyRoOGO5R

2/27/2020 7:29:23 PM dynamicres We seem to be the ITY for discovering and defining emotions, the state of being used to express abstract feelings, LOVE❣️ pic.twitter.com/9vkQ8D2Upt

2/27/2020 7:32:42 PM richard06692443 You got that right (:

2/27/2020 7:33:31 PM dynamicres I can see both, IS through Thought makes the Y's, or IS experiences its energetic creations using Time and the CHOICE/Free Will🧐🤔❣️

2/27/2020 7:35:26 PM inlikea_lion Oh. U r right. Why didn't I see that?

2/27/2020 7:37:00 PM dynamicres Working through it backwards I like as well. Experience and come to terms with Duality like you stated early on(the choices of the path), then come to 

terms with TIME, then connect with the IS, then become as light❣️🤔

2/27/2020 7:37:58 PM n7guardiananon my transformers reference abilities are a bit outdated...but I follow your train of thought... https://youtu.be/ZF-k-pdQAvA 

BIG Events that impact the majority of population for consensus to be achieved yes.  911 

https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1154615301323022337?s=19 …

2/27/2020 7:38:55 PM deploramal Try wearing shungite too. It’s supposed to help protect you from EMFs.

2/27/2020 7:41:41 PM margaretcough15 Yes. Many “mysteries” have very simple explanations.

2/27/2020 7:45:11 PM jrocktigers And Israel magically has a vaccine ready to go in 3 weeks , or so media has stated.

2/27/2020 7:46:07 PM n7guardiananon or a dangerous virus that threatened the whole world 😁😁😁 (or just pedos, human traffickers, and organ harvesters)

2/27/2020 7:46:59 PM n7guardiananon or a movement so powerful that it swept over the world

2/27/2020 7:47:43 PM dynamicres Haha i was trying to find something with the Matrix of Leadership, no luck on the GIF's. pic.twitter.com/LphbVVfEGw

2/27/2020 7:47:48 PM prisonerofno1 Guilty.

2/27/2020 7:48:26 PM brian_hughes_ Indeed...

2/27/2020 7:48:26 PM jaisynu Grown as crops, think Matrix, Jupiter Ascending.

2/27/2020 7:50:39 PM n7guardiananon will check YT

this comes to mind https://youtu.be/GyIzzBf18pg 

2/27/2020 7:51:17 PM matrixslayer1 🙏🏼💗✨💗🙏🏼💗✨💗🙏🏼

2/27/2020 7:52:40 PM dynamicres haha yeah that's a good one!!

2/27/2020 8:01:56 PM n7guardiananon no doubt MJ12 got a ancient robot AI...come on let us see it Please...

2/27/2020 8:04:19 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/RDTFBs8Xtu

2/27/2020 8:07:32 PM justin97987144 Thats funny cuz We are not alone and space is huge.. Roswell? Can't truly wait for things to come out for us to see.

2/27/2020 8:08:18 PM deathstarwww @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is this mean GESARA/NESARA COMING BACK VERY SQQN?

HOW LONG DO WE HAVE TO WAIT SINCE 9/11.

JFKJR IS BACK IN THE HOUSE.

JUST HEARD POTUS SAID PENCE NO WHERE NEAR VP.

2/27/2020 8:10:18 PM cliffor85889504 Wrong one.....unfortunately he's still breathing for now anyway

2/27/2020 8:12:35 PM xtheyrachangin They said they never realized it, but my dad broke down after drinking once and said some odd things.  That everything was his fault and kept saying 

over and over "don't you remember?  You have to remember!  One day I'll tell you"  Then my mom made me leave.  I dunno, just odd.

2/27/2020 8:14:35 PM manifest_utopia Yep, Vitamin C is important too.

2/27/2020 8:15:53 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NikosCali/status/1233244169252089856 …

2/27/2020 8:17:35 PM xtheyrachangin But then again, they aren't in their right state of mind, they've been through alot. I'm sure it was just as you said, I was just wondering if that 

happened, and obviously it does.  Thanks!

2/27/2020 8:19:09 PM freitas_jody Create it.

2/27/2020 8:20:43 PM brianmccrawley Thank you. How do you define growth? Grow toward what not in of "better-ness" and to what end? Is awareness an end unto itself?

2/27/2020 8:25:14 PM patriotleah1776 #ZeroPointEnergy ?

2/27/2020 8:27:55 PM lilangels44 If they really come up with a vaccine for this that is deadly then what?  For all those still asleep who will run out to get it they all die? Since you've said 

Trump can't go against vaccines for awhile. Or will enough be awake in a year?

2/27/2020 8:28:05 PM sgt_true Tesla energy? The tower in Texas I believe it is? Maybe? That would make sense. POTUS Uncle knew Tesla.

2/27/2020 8:28:07 PM brianmccrawley Wow, typo, sorry. Repeat:

How do you define growth? Grow toward what sense of "better-ness" and to what end? Is awareness an end unto itself?

2/27/2020 8:29:57 PM jaded_pearl China - Does it have something to do with the observatory that was raided by the FBI a while back?

2/27/2020 8:40:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile 734.

Ready, willing, able.

We are totally prepared.

Watch what happens...

The world is about to be shocked.

2/27/2020 8:41:32 PM aprilbrown99 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/SUWNWzIAl3

2/27/2020 8:42:06 PM gregmar72901668 ?

2/27/2020 8:42:31 PM whatsmypw I've been seeing these moving bright lights in the woods and also late at night in my neighborhood...they're different than the plasma orbs bc the light 

isn't self contained. They respond to my thoughts with movement. What a magical time this is.

2/27/2020 8:42:39 PM mikeb38beacon_h If I’m reading it right, I like cures😉



2/27/2020 8:42:46 PM etspivey  https://texashillcountry.com/mysterious-tesla-tower-texas/ …

2/27/2020 8:42:48 PM freedomfiter71 Hopefully he will announce that they accidentally came across the cure for all viruses, cancer and multiple other incurable diseases just to up the ante!

2/27/2020 8:43:08 PM stewdio42 Wonder what the Trump card is?

2/27/2020 8:43:10 PM sparkleloung We bouts to get the cures, bro?

2/27/2020 8:43:16 PM earth2nissy Thank you.

2/27/2020 8:43:28 PM etspivey  https://texashillcountry.com/mysterious-tesla-tower-texas/ …

2/27/2020 8:43:42 PM joshuajamesdavi It will kill

2/27/2020 8:43:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile 3658.

Reread recent tweets.

Think logically.

No report.

Indictments are coming.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING!

Patriots are in control.

Clowns are working overtime trying to scare you. pic.twitter.com/dQnNZxbav4
2/27/2020 8:43:59 PM robertg69989098 Shocked ???

2/27/2020 8:44:04 PM palmdalekid2 what's up with msm being so quiet with @BetsyDeVosED

2/27/2020 8:44:35 PM islandofdelight Is POTUS sitting on a CV cure? Or has one potentially been deployed already? According to Pence today only 0 has died in the US compared to 61k Flu 

deaths... has proactive SSP/SF tech been deployed? pic.twitter.com/KfOAcBFjIK

2/27/2020 8:44:38 PM saschakbe Experimental Drug Promises to Kill the Flu Virus in a Day

2/27/2020 8:45:00 PM mikeb38beacon_h Normies get scared Patriots get equipped🇺🇸😇❤️

2/27/2020 8:45:19 PM peaceanonredux @Avicii

2/27/2020 8:45:40 PM sailorpractical If time is an illusion, where is Elvis playing tonight?

2/27/2020 8:45:52 PM sparkleloung So.... Durham is gonna shit or get off the pot?

2/27/2020 8:46:07 PM nikoscali Great video showing @northropgrumman's #MEV1 mission extension spacecraft docking with a commercial satellite along with lovely shots of a GEO 

Satellite's view of earth.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5pLm4H35SQ …

#SpaceForce #SatelliteServicing #CommercialSpace #MAGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/27/2020 8:46:13 PM ms1481 💪🏽

2/27/2020 8:46:18 PM ms1481 💪🏽

2/27/2020 8:46:36 PM earth2nissy Thank you!

2/27/2020 8:47:01 PM quentincastell3 cure a virus in a day!

2/27/2020 8:47:18 PM peaceanonredux Watch this video. Now. 

@Avicii

"For A Better Day" https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/27/2020 8:47:23 PM state1union Is George Soros getting ready to be arrested?

2/27/2020 8:47:30 PM nikoscali There is a reason POTUS was so sure of himself over Coronavirus

2/27/2020 8:47:36 PM wacob_jehrli look at what day it went active pic.twitter.com/tGHUYiJ6Tx

2/27/2020 8:47:37 PM eo13818  https://qmap.pub/read/3658 

2/27/2020 8:47:44 PM scrotata But haven’t the indictments been coming for years?! Where are they?!? When will they come??

2/27/2020 8:48:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The pipes are very clogged.

2/27/2020 8:48:04 PM stewdio42 Looking forward to the won’t be able to walk down the street chapter.

2/27/2020 8:48:05 PM aprilbrown99 The cure for the AIDS virus and/or cancer? Potus talked about this recently. 🙏🙏🙏

2/27/2020 8:48:25 PM rebornkingent  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.theblaze.com/news/2020/02/28/ukraine-opens-investigation-into-joe-biden/amp …

2/27/2020 8:49:17 PM rebornkingent Durham doesn’t do reports. He does indictments.

2/27/2020 8:49:41 PM rebornkingent  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.theblaze.com/news/2020/02/28/ukraine-opens-investigation-into-joe-biden/amp …

2/27/2020 8:50:06 PM keith369me Secret Space Program health cures coming to a body near you?

2/27/2020 8:50:06 PM elementonline1 That was discovered by Dr. Merkl back in the 80's https://youtu.be/Ijjdqq0TGqI 

2/27/2020 8:50:13 PM nikoscali Get the man a plunger!

2/27/2020 8:50:19 PM hawkgirlinmn Zero delta (space) not coincidence. Hmmmmm...

2/27/2020 8:51:24 PM sparkleloung This town [DC] [Hollywood] needs an enema! pic.twitter.com/cNmqIXklgm

2/27/2020 8:51:28 PM dangic So we are just letting people die although there is a cure?

2/27/2020 8:51:37 PM higherdensitees I think it’s more likely at this stage that POTUS is forcing Pharm companies to pull cures off the shelves...or face the consequences!!!

2/27/2020 8:52:19 PM gregmar72901668 Thnx

5:5

2/27/2020 8:53:29 PM aprilbrown99 There has been a cure for a long time. Both were created intentionally. This was all part if [their] depopulation plan. 😡🤬😡

2/27/2020 8:53:44 PM keith369me The faces of the cabal have been mostly hidden except for those on the debate stage ...with the exception of a few random Tweets.  Who controls 

[their] Twitter accounts anyway?

2/27/2020 8:53:59 PM medic13_17 Still got bets that it's Soros first. Fingers and toes crossed. #Q has a special place for him.

2/27/2020 8:54:07 PM aprilbrown99 🇺🇸♥🇺🇸

2/27/2020 8:54:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth will shock the world.

For A Better Day.

For God & Country. pic.twitter.com/Rryvy5rbfv

2/27/2020 8:55:26 PM keith369me Ready for the diuretic.

2/27/2020 8:55:30 PM sonofrhea Doug Marcaida

2/27/2020 8:56:06 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/27/2020 8:56:07 PM suezeecue56 Sickening!

2/27/2020 8:56:21 PM nikoscali I prefer the scenes where the pervs are getting destroyed by the two kids all grown up and thirsty for vengeance

2/27/2020 8:56:31 PM envision43 What is this Human trafficking

2/27/2020 8:56:36 PM gregmar72901668 Awful

2/27/2020 8:57:08 PM keith369me End the slavery now.  Equal justice for all!!!

2/27/2020 8:57:17 PM aprilbrown99 Yes!

2/27/2020 8:57:35 PM islandofdelight 3Δ !Coincidence

2/27/2020 8:57:38 PM earth2nissy Dear God, please protect those IS-BE's from all evil wherever they may be. 

Amen 🙏

2/27/2020 8:57:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Q post 928 and more, Avicii and military regiments throughout history. “For hearth and home.” Hmmmmm

2/27/2020 8:57:48 PM state1union Lol 😂

2/27/2020 8:57:54 PM smilingback  pic.twitter.com/4FUa7sIday

2/27/2020 8:57:59 PM peaceanonredux Not @GeorgePapa19.

 

 https://youtu.be/Lq2Yz846UDY  pic.twitter.com/8CkDjZNWEY



2/27/2020 8:58:08 PM bryceja68689884 My money bets soros, biden or sanders in the back of that car.

2/27/2020 8:58:37 PM rifflemonica Absolutely end this NOW! And this is just a small proof of evidence.

2/27/2020 8:59:22 PM drew34286301 I thought the same thing. “This drug...will keel.”

2/27/2020 8:59:25 PM keith369me 3658...for his trial?  He is hated in Ukraine

2/27/2020 8:59:36 PM jeff57253103 Sweet Jesus!!

2/27/2020 8:59:42 PM realitycheck05  pic.twitter.com/I3dgdlZSww

2/27/2020 9:00:11 PM hawkgirlinmn “Video unavailable.” Over the 🎯

2/27/2020 9:00:18 PM dangic And the administration is sitting on it for 4 flu seasons while thousands die?

2/27/2020 9:00:30 PM dairy_mom_of_6  https://www.wsj.com/articles/experimental-drug-promises-to-kill-the-flu-virus-in-a-day-1518264004 …

2/27/2020 9:00:32 PM jlross5 Many will not believe and many won’t be able to handle it. But in order to save humanity we must crush this evil now or we just become animals. I’m 

not going to sit here and do nothing.

2/27/2020 9:01:11 PM aprilbrown99 Try clicking the blue box area....

2/27/2020 9:01:50 PM palmdalekid2 fist it

2/27/2020 9:02:05 PM awakening_earth I've heard Soros has been dead since 2017... His double is what we see now.

2/27/2020 9:02:29 PM aprilbrown99 Thousands haven’t died. Fear monger much?

2/27/2020 9:03:01 PM state1union These victims are you and I, please save them. I’m shocked and feel powerless

2/27/2020 9:03:41 PM qbryce171 Are you saying we're gonna cure Corona with memes?

2/27/2020 9:04:20 PM hellouncledonny  http://www.wsj.com/articles/experimental-drug-promises-to-kill-the-flu-virus-in-a-day-1518264004 …

2/27/2020 9:04:27 PM palmdalekid2 what do other DJs know? 

tell me about Ibiza

2/27/2020 9:06:15 PM irishan53296214 😠😪😪🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/27/2020 9:06:56 PM hellouncledonny  https://twitter.com/ronnieverruto/status/1233230422298873856 …

2/27/2020 9:07:45 PM theglitcher14 W.T.F.O?

2/27/2020 9:08:13 PM mikespies904 YAAASSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!

2/27/2020 9:08:29 PM earth2nissy Right there with you!

2/27/2020 9:09:41 PM state1union There’s something weird with these numbers. Huh 🤔

2/27/2020 9:10:18 PM theglitcher14 Wow. Just. Wow.

2/27/2020 9:10:37 PM theguruatidic  pic.twitter.com/z2vMZPnWQ6

2/27/2020 9:11:26 PM stevenfontain14 I AM SOOKING FORWARD TO THIS - GODSPEED pic.twitter.com/jVjM5fRZdT

2/27/2020 9:11:53 PM kimwestbrook20 They have had cures for certain types of Cancer for a while. But who loses out big money if revealed. Big Pharma.

2/27/2020 9:12:22 PM nnoisuled For anyone who cant see the video.. Its avicii - for a better day, this image is from the video. With a very woke comment section

2/27/2020 9:12:34 PM hellouncledonny  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/huge-breaking-news-israeli-researchers-on-cusp-of-creating-coronavirus-vaccine-could-be-ready-in-a-

few-weeks-and-available-in-90-days/ …

2/27/2020 9:12:36 PM dangic CDC numbers of flu deaths in the US since the 2016-2017 season is over 100k....over 10k this current season.

2/27/2020 9:12:50 PM keith369me Not sure about the numbers but there has been a larger number of sex trafficking and Ukraine Tweets as both subjects have been relatively quiet 

elsewhere.  Where’s Hunter?

2/27/2020 9:13:14 PM aetherwalker1 Let it!

2/27/2020 9:13:42 PM aprilbrown99 Do you also have the info on when the AIDS virus was created?  That would be interesting to read...

2/27/2020 9:14:02 PM bubusmc ??? pic.twitter.com/HOKcdwUwh4

2/27/2020 9:14:18 PM kimwestbrook20 If HRC had been elected I bet lots of people would have died by some type a virus. Depopulating the world was the globalists target.

2/27/2020 9:14:42 PM aprilbrown99 Try clicking on the blue box below. Not sure why twitter does that with videos.

2/27/2020 9:15:08 PM lycanmaster Me too. 😎🇺🇸

#PainComing

#DeathPenaltyForTraitors

2/27/2020 9:16:18 PM stevenfontain14 FAKE VIRUS CRISIS IS OVER - LONGSHOREMEN CAN GO BACK TO WORK SOON pic.twitter.com/eFY1qE54Qk

2/27/2020 9:17:05 PM tiimmerwood Do you have a source for this photo?

2/27/2020 9:17:10 PM nikoscali It would have been MUCH worse....

2/27/2020 9:17:48 PM kimwestbrook20 Yes the truth will shock a lot of people, but we are ready for the truth.

2/27/2020 9:18:59 PM candygirlclw Can’t wait!

2/27/2020 9:19:44 PM amandak24006871 "Gone in a day, as fast as it arrived its gone the corona virus" 

1981 virus quote Dean Koontz

2/27/2020 9:20:14 PM bpsoccer13 🤣😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/YfWb9g6ZuX

2/27/2020 9:20:23 PM beccrypto Crisis Capitalism! Sure hope Team Trump is using Thin Thread program to monitor Stock shorting.

2/27/2020 9:20:44 PM candygirlclw They turn off the 5G radiation shit?

2/27/2020 9:20:45 PM joeker87 Dude this account is nothing but fantasy, disinformation, right wing propaganda.  MJ12 should stick to aliens and ufos and stay out of politics and social 

justice matters. pic.twitter.com/sQNLOS3ny9

2/27/2020 9:21:22 PM wakeywakey2q2q How do i see this old post? The link on qmap goes to a dead end. How do i got to this post to see it on the q board??

2/27/2020 9:22:17 PM bpsoccer13 Her virus would have been WW3!

2/27/2020 9:23:23 PM 333trish333 Along with person?

2/27/2020 9:24:14 PM emet_or_2020 Cuz. They want to have that in their stock portfolio to make a big buck

2/27/2020 9:24:14 PM 333trish333 People?

2/27/2020 9:25:41 PM dangic The comments section mention Justin a lot....anyone knows why?

2/27/2020 9:25:56 PM 333trish333 Wow

2/27/2020 9:26:38 PM 333trish333 Most people should shut up

2/27/2020 9:27:45 PM drummer217 The photo is from the song by Avicii "For a Better Day." You should watch it. He was killed for talking.

2/27/2020 9:27:47 PM aprilbrown99 Is the CDC an honest organization? 🤷♀️ Here’s a long list for [their] required childhood immunizations. Are they intentionally making us sick? At who’s 

request? Why must an infant receive so many vaccines? There are many threads about vaccines with MJ12. 

 https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/vpd/vaccines-age.html …

2/27/2020 9:27:55 PM 333trish333 Unless u have extensive, or ANY research that you can prove! Of course!

2/27/2020 9:28:14 PM leslie_hileslie It’s working for me.

2/27/2020 9:28:37 PM waiting4et  pic.twitter.com/prsGrU1Xsi

2/27/2020 9:31:04 PM aprilbrown99 People who receice vaccines for the flu always gets worse.  I havent been sick in years and years...Because I don’t get flu shots.  The last time my father 

got a flu shot, he almost died. Things are not what they seem. Research for yourself. Education is KEY.

2/27/2020 9:31:20 PM oaf_unbreakable Blah Blah.

Do something already.

2/27/2020 9:32:04 PM saschakbe  http://www.wsj.com/articles/experimental-drug-promises-to-kill-the-flu-virus-in-a-day-1518264004 …

2/27/2020 9:32:25 PM raevenraeyne Truth 💔

2/27/2020 9:32:28 PM tyrantswillfa11 You have more power than you can possibly imagine. Pray.

2/27/2020 9:32:29 PM 336raven Exactly! I’ve been saying this! Eradicate Hiv / plan. #COVID19 quarantine camps. Coincidence? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/qdZXrUe1Du

2/27/2020 9:33:36 PM nikoscali WW3 and a Virus would have worked hand in hand

2/27/2020 9:34:16 PM panicindc2 Brilliant



2/27/2020 9:34:21 PM der_wanderer8 Was this picture taken in Ukraine?

Old Mercedes model reminds me of Eastern Europe

2/27/2020 9:34:32 PM 336raven Look at each map. 👀

2/27/2020 9:35:40 PM dangic I have researched plenty.

I'm just asking if people have been dying since 2017 needlessly?

Simple question.

2/27/2020 9:36:44 PM 336raven Right to Try Act! 👀

2/27/2020 9:36:52 PM parakletosanon 😢

2/27/2020 9:38:10 PM aprilbrown99 We have the Deep State to thank if so. [Their] plan for depopulation. #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

2/27/2020 9:39:11 PM dangic I've known these things since the 90's. 

Just asking because it doesn't make sense to have a cure and hold it back for some unknown reason. 

BTW...I work in the medical field..Air Force.

2/27/2020 9:39:54 PM mongrelglory This is a screenshot from the Avicii music video about human trafficking.

2/27/2020 9:40:07 PM fossilman21 Q

2/27/2020 9:41:14 PM higherdensitees It’s my opinion...learn the difference!

2/27/2020 9:41:21 PM mongrelglory It's difficult diet to do if you live in a northern climate.

2/27/2020 9:42:42 PM the_red_hand_ do you know which song? I saw this video once a while back and can't remember

2/27/2020 9:43:31 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1233254525705707520?s=20 …

2/27/2020 9:43:47 PM der_wanderer8 Thank you

2/27/2020 9:43:57 PM fossilman21 Im ready for the shock

2/27/2020 9:44:05 PM aprilbrown99 I used to work in the pharmaceutical and “healthcare” industries.  I have seen it all. It is all about the money, plain and simple. [They] dont care about 

the patients. Just money, bonuses and reaching their number goals. It is disgusting.

2/27/2020 9:44:37 PM the_red_hand_ 🙏

2/27/2020 9:44:43 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for your service!

2/27/2020 9:44:54 PM blsdbe #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #ThanQ, MJ. It’s so hard to face, but we are #United. #WRWY

2/27/2020 9:45:07 PM 369369rv I can't be shocked at anything any more

2/27/2020 9:45:45 PM ragnolite What Do you mean? Although we are already falling into the abyss

2/27/2020 9:46:32 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/9SZ6BrHP71

2/27/2020 9:47:21 PM jasonvailxx  pic.twitter.com/dKQWSi7k23

2/27/2020 9:47:53 PM mongrelglory When I clicked inside the box the video played for me on Twitter. 🤷♀️

2/27/2020 9:48:44 PM thefullarmorog Thank Q. Silly to see all these Alien panderings.. we are talking about A&D’s.

2/27/2020 9:49:07 PM rghardy3 Q asked us to PRAY.

It must be something very shocking.

Does not sound good.

What could it be ?

2/27/2020 9:49:19 PM fuknutz In plain sight. 

#SNL pic.twitter.com/gCLASdADqq

2/27/2020 9:50:59 PM jeannefentress You've been at the Divine Cosmos website. 💕

2/27/2020 9:51:16 PM thefullarmorog The Great Deception!

2/27/2020 9:51:59 PM der_wanderer8 A Brave Man

Didn't die in vain

2/27/2020 9:52:38 PM lovellastroude Did ICE get em??!!!??

2/27/2020 9:53:16 PM mindmixradio Because mandatory vaccinations in a world saturated with eugenics rampancy equates to "fighting words".

2/27/2020 9:53:30 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/V8vYpAM7b4

2/27/2020 9:53:36 PM disfellocated  https://www.wsj.com/articles/experimental-drug-promises-to-kill-the-flu-virus-in-a-day-1518264004 …

2/27/2020 9:59:06 PM manifest_utopia Ah, you caught the word with so much to unpack. I use growth to mean much more than growing towards a sense of better-ness.  What one is 

consciously aware of can expand indefinitely. We're immortal.

2/27/2020 10:00:01 PM mr_fedorable Cancer:  https://www.cancertreatmentsresearch.com/fenbendazole/ 

Haven't got anything for AIDS

2/27/2020 10:01:18 PM mr_fedorable paywall :(

2/27/2020 10:02:38 PM disfellocated The headline is what counts.

We got this.

2/27/2020 10:02:54 PM mindmixradio Are you referring to A.R.Bordon's version?

2/27/2020 10:02:56 PM gregoryjhall1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=Xq-knHXSKYY …

2/27/2020 10:03:54 PM gladecarla There are no words.

2/27/2020 10:08:05 PM sdane8 No, my friend. You need to wake up. And it won't be long before it's thrust upon you. Unfortunately you're a byproduct of precisely the sort of 

brainwashing that's being discussed here. I just pray you're open enough to recognize the truth when the time comes. pic.twitter.com/vGmSxiINog

2/27/2020 10:08:45 PM mr_fedorable Economic Destruction will be their top card

 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/01/23/george-soros-warns-trump-of-potential-economic-doom-before-election.html …

If bioweapons are 2nd Economic Destruction is the top. It allows them to try and rebuild the economic structure, the same way they did with the 

federal reserve. Except this time it will be global unless stopped

2/27/2020 10:11:04 PM dkdk459 .We the ppl need to see the unbridled truth. The ppl need to be shocked into understanding the reality of this on going crime of humanity.

2/27/2020 10:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Corney 480 times in #IGReport.

Did you miss this?

#Q480

DO NOT LOSE FOCUS ON LOOP CAPITAL. 

Q

2/27/2020 10:12:55 PM donnavancesue Economic destruction is the result of the bioweapon.

2/27/2020 10:12:56 PM holly4t Wow

2/27/2020 10:13:21 PM sdane8 Because they were naive as hell and he preyed upon them. They wouldn't have stood a chance when confronted with a master manipulator.

2/27/2020 10:13:37 PM mr_fedorable They could do it without the bioweapon. It just makes for a nice transition

2/27/2020 10:13:38 PM dkdk459 .Seems all liberal monies are funneled through the Ukraine...

2/27/2020 10:14:33 PM sinceiwokeup Did corn, crops, and harvest ever refer to Comey or did it mean something entirely different? A message to some one else maybe?

2/27/2020 10:15:20 PM sdane8 It was all posturing to save her backside. I'm sure she knew which way the wind was blowing, so to speak.

2/27/2020 10:15:26 PM nurseniceyes I know what it is but what is the association?

 https://www.loopcapital.com/ 



2/27/2020 10:15:34 PM dkdk459 .Madam Winfrey... has anybody checked into the history of her girl school in africa. They are moloch worshippers

2/27/2020 10:16:50 PM sdane8 I fell for it too. It wasn't until I saw someone parody her that I really started to open my eyes.

2/27/2020 10:18:33 PM sdane8 Wait until they find out he's going to be broke as a rest of the EO Trump signed. Only a matter of time.

2/27/2020 10:18:46 PM warrenwarmachi1 Oprah the Pimp

2/27/2020 10:18:47 PM maree_nky I hope it does🙏🏽

2/27/2020 10:18:55 PM huntdeepstate69 Ugh.......ya ya ya

2/27/2020 10:19:17 PM agentmyami These “people” are NOT human. #ThesePeopleAreSick Brave patriot Avicii. God bless him and so many others who risked their lives for the children. 

🙏❤️🙏

2/27/2020 10:19:56 PM huntdeepstate69 Pense was put in charge to deflect from Trump and take blame if it gets out if control.

2/27/2020 10:19:57 PM der_wanderer8 You know, It's strange because I dreamed I was in a "game" and I was hunted 😢

2/27/2020 10:20:38 PM davidjb333 The only moral option is to be a breatharian

2/27/2020 10:21:42 PM higherdensitees Noticed Loop Capital has a Chinese Flag in top right of web page that translates site to Chinese...so I’d venture a guess they are a liberal cesspool of 

money launderers...or worse!!!

2/27/2020 10:22:08 PM sdane8 Meryl Streep called him God.

2/27/2020 10:22:25 PM stevenfontain14 Pretty sure they did

2/27/2020 10:24:50 PM gibs4free And once you click it there's no option to go back to English. You need to go back in the browser.

2/27/2020 10:29:28 PM nikoscali They take city and county improvement budgets and shave a big portion right off the top. Major benefactors of Obama's bailout

2/27/2020 10:29:49 PM sdane8 Haha. A twist on the Rorschach test. 😁 pic.twitter.com/sipvNJCfW8

2/27/2020 10:31:00 PM wayne86860718 Thankyou 👍🏻

2/27/2020 10:36:23 PM cynthiamorrow8 Been watching Cosmic Disclosure...just not enough hours in a day, lol

2/27/2020 10:37:02 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/OliT7aFqot

2/27/2020 10:38:38 PM brittswoo Ah yes. Obummer's investment company....I mean money laundering company.

2/27/2020 10:41:53 PM nikoscali NBC Used to be good for something...

Obama's executive sounding board: http://www.nbcnews.com/id/24726748/ns/business-us_business/t/obamas-executive-sounding-

board/#.Xliz5ZVKjIU …

2/27/2020 10:51:38 PM lavertue_donna NATIONAL BIODEFENSE STRATEGY

2018  https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/National-Biodefense-Strategy.pdf … pic.twitter.com/tl1QXdPkL3

2/27/2020 10:52:57 PM snakesanders22 Now I’m questioning the dead of Avicii

2/27/2020 10:55:20 PM 11i7am1 😊👊💥

2/27/2020 10:55:32 PM michell81621074 Since moving to Arizona in 04 I have not experienced a cold nor have I contracted the flu.  

I refuse to get the flu shot (ain't happening).

Why fix something when it's not broken?

I do enjoy 2-3 oranges daily.

2/27/2020 10:58:02 PM jayrambin Yes. He posted a couple of pictures of himself in cornfields at various stages of growth. Senator Grassley’s made references to it. Devon Nunez has 

made references to it.

2/27/2020 10:58:11 PM mike99995 Wow. Had to look it up on YouTube. That video is a powerful example of what Q has been saying.

2/27/2020 11:05:39 PM decodematrix Money laundering

Bribery

Pay to play

Human trafficking

Drug trafficking

Weapons trafficking

2/27/2020 11:06:44 PM do_or_do_notty The World is About to Change! 🙏🐸 pic.twitter.com/D5ITBC9kDO

2/27/2020 11:07:37 PM juliatravis47 Question: I’ve read about blood types and rh negative blood. Does this share any true connection to ETs???

2/27/2020 11:09:50 PM mongrelglory Who knows?  You may very well have been hunted in a previous life!

2/27/2020 11:13:46 PM sinceiwokeup I'm aware of those and the general consensus, I'm more or less looking for another perspective if anyone has one

2/27/2020 11:14:40 PM hailrazer We have to trust & respect that the speed of soft disclosure IS 💯% timed WITH Justice taking place that we don't yet see. Children ARE BEING SAVED. 

The Public COULD NOT HANDLE the Depths of EVIL, realities hidden, science unknown ALL AT ONCE. Pls think. Soldiers died for?

2/27/2020 11:15:14 PM der_wanderer8 Yes, maybe 

In the dream, someone was protecting me

I doubt I would have had this chance in real conditions...

Was like a "soft" version of something uggly 😢

When I saw this music video I made the link

Thank you for your help anyway 💜

2/27/2020 11:16:00 PM ilovecorgis2 Take vitamin C and vitamin D everyday!

2/27/2020 11:17:26 PM dkdk459 .those ppl need this.. pic.twitter.com/mjkGM1pWCe

2/27/2020 11:19:21 PM crisco2377 Hes not..hes saying that the LAW does not consider a baby who survives abortion to actually be a person, just a fetus that survived.  Majestic is 

pointing out how fffing sick these demons (media/far left) are!

2/27/2020 11:19:23 PM hailrazer Who did they Serve for? America? Parents of missing children finding out about Epstien Island? Were on a Disney Cruise? You think u can handle it, but 

what about the Vatican? Roman Catholics? Someone in ALL of this has the burden, compassion of timing. Justice IS TAKING PLACE.

2/27/2020 11:19:29 PM crisco2377 Hes not..hes saying that the LAW does not consider a baby who survives abortion to actually be a person, just a fetus that survived.  Majestic is 

pointing out how fffing sick these demons (media/far left) are!

2/27/2020 11:25:08 PM hailrazer We can only each do our part, in this moment, while fellow Man does theirs. Men, Women who never sleep knowing this sh@t, POTUS n FLOTUS under 

non stop attack & having to see people in the DEMsM who literally want them dead. We can't do more than the moment allows. Jus Sayin' 🙏🏻

2/27/2020 11:25:17 PM ghost_of_billy_ The people insuring him knew, it was in his contract.

2/27/2020 11:26:14 PM thebarwatch  https://outline.com/4ctHVE 

2/27/2020 11:32:13 PM positivekinetik Share what you have MJ-12👍🏽

2/27/2020 11:33:19 PM awakene92885216 I suppose so, cultivating collective consciousness toward one thing at a time, solving issue much quicker than individual

2/27/2020 11:37:15 PM micsquito  https://youtu.be/kwZBthGhnZo 

2/27/2020 11:39:38 PM kyates_biz Why you think avicci

So called suicide he was exposing it all

He had figured it out

2/27/2020 11:40:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Today's roundtable with our great black leaders in culture resulted in expressive body language from the President.

How did he respond to "The Best Is Yet To Come"?

What does body language tell you?

2/27/2020 11:41:54 PM jayrambin Ah. Yes, there is but speculation so far. Related the the Farm? F31?

2/27/2020 11:43:07 PM cindylee81 The shift IS the best is yet to come 😉

2/27/2020 11:44:36 PM kidge6 Is it low vibration to laugh maniacally?

2/27/2020 11:47:42 PM brooks9675309 So true



2/27/2020 11:48:16 PM ivadragojevic1 Directly from the sun? Like sungazing?

2/27/2020 11:49:55 PM brooks9675309 How many coincidences....

2/27/2020 11:52:51 PM kidge6 But the China numbers!  😳🤯 📺 🤡 

Is China reliable about things like this historically? No, Look deeper. Many pieces & players in this picture. And new intel daily now. @potus calm. 

Mandatory Vaccination funds denied. Dems & M$M meltdown. Something is going right for patriots.

2/27/2020 11:58:45 PM wacob_jehrli there’s no such thing

2/27/2020 11:58:48 PM fallorsesh "havent got anything for AIDS" pic.twitter.com/ZJaYvaWCFM

2/28/2020 12:00:08 AM urd95217518 They killed him for exposing trafficing and the "elite"

2/28/2020 12:00:47 AM fallorsesh if im not mistaken, this is in re: to replicating the virus in a US lab... which the first to be is somewhere in NC announced earlier yesterday. it would be 

the first time its publicly done so in the US, so not sure what you're emphasizing here

2/28/2020 12:00:59 AM theclarkes_ This is great!! I want to see the Democrat heads explode!!

2/28/2020 12:02:03 AM tlucier711 It's amazing how much they've already been desensitizing us. It's been revealed all our lives, merely shift what they've shown us as fiction to non 

fiction. Monsters are real...

2/28/2020 12:03:05 AM brian06064735 Knowingly, knowingly, knowingly.

2/28/2020 12:03:35 AM islandofdelight Sat up with confidence and poise proclaiming something like - “We’ve got this” Nothing Can Stop What’s Coming #Q+ #WWG1WGA #QAnon 

#TheGreatAwakening #TheStormIsComing pic.twitter.com/EuOCN1DqZM

2/28/2020 12:04:11 AM qumanitarian This body language shows control of a known, unstoppable, outcome.

It also shows he's proud to be next to the people he's with.

A great gif / meme template, btw. 

Side note, I just finished cutting this clip and there this tweet was. How did you know!? 😁 pic.twitter.com/Axu1e7ts7E

2/28/2020 12:07:02 AM wacob_jehrli it’s not even the virus. it’s a way to vaccinate bronchial infections or so i’ve come to understand. just thought i’d put it out there for people smarter 

than me to figure out for themselves.

2/28/2020 12:10:37 AM islandofdelight IntentionxThoughtxYin/Yang=Mass? Real Reality=Speed of Light? Everything we perceive in our projected hologram is equal to the sum of our intention 

influencing thought influencing inner yin/yang interacting with light energy to create our perceived universe?

2/28/2020 12:17:04 AM ivadragojevic1 And fat in your brain!

2/28/2020 12:17:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 <60sΔ w/ 45

Coincidence?

Connect the dots. pic.twitter.com/zujQD8fdd9

2/28/2020 12:18:55 AM gjones46623615 More cures coming? Big Pharma "coincidentally" discover other cures while curing CV. Big disclosure of EBE coming as well? SSP? Anti gravity? Eternal 

power source? 0 point energy? Evil exposed? PAIN. Pulling back of the curtain? Oh the list goes on lol. WWG1WGA

2/28/2020 12:20:09 AM splattteri Wow, that's so great!

2/28/2020 12:20:14 AM janey634 They steal federal funds for their own benefit.

2/28/2020 12:21:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Part of exploiting their fearpron in CV includes easily complaining about not doing enough (medical breakthroughs).

2/28/2020 12:30:32 AM micsquito WATCH... HERES YOUR ANSWER BROTHER 🔑🔓🏰✊..... what if? https://youtu.be/kwZBthGhnZo 

2/28/2020 12:34:19 AM cfordd13 Reminds me of when Obama became president and lightning struck the capitol tip twice!!!!!

2/28/2020 12:34:21 AM urd95217518 They killed him for exposing truth. RIP Avicii

2/28/2020 12:46:16 AM madsrytter3 I love him.

#thebestleader #andheisfunny❤️I pray for you @realDonaldTrump

2/28/2020 12:49:50 AM weareeternal4 Probably Ukraine (or other EE post-socialistic country). Avici knew...

2/28/2020 12:50:18 AM iamyou132 Sounds like they’re just drumming up reasons to mandate vaccination and make naysayers look like wrong doer idiots

2/28/2020 12:54:14 AM trollingmockin1 Thank you. Proof noted

2/28/2020 12:55:23 AM mr_fedorable I meant me. I don't have anything for aids.

I'm sure theres something available, but i dont know of it. 

Chill out

2/28/2020 12:58:23 AM ak_dwelling Control, composure, and confidence.

2/28/2020 12:59:08 AM besselinkfloor This is the people's President. He loves his people and they love him. He listens and he truly cares. Terrance Williams sitting next to him, it means so 

much for Terrance. And Potus is confident, not afrais of the future. He can handle it.

2/28/2020 1:04:24 AM crossmiracle But is the "cure" safe? I have a hard time trusting any pharmaceutical, especially something so new.

2/28/2020 1:14:29 AM crisco2377 Yet I sense that hes melancholy about something..I mean it, I absolutely support him..but to me I'm picking up since his address to nation that 

something is bothering/haunting him. Maybe he's just exhausted too! I dunno, I"m a MAJOR empath so i sense what many dont. (INFJ)

2/28/2020 1:31:31 AM nicoles23023964 On the no. plate is a H (Ungarn), maybe.

2/28/2020 1:32:41 AM paulbateman3 It is hope that keeps us going! Godspeed brothers & sisters.

2/28/2020 1:35:59 AM der_wanderer8 If H Ungarn

Eastern Europe you see

Many uggly things in Eastern Europe

2/28/2020 1:36:19 AM michaelbalcom1 Avicii Knew ☠️

2/28/2020 1:41:38 AM kosheen18 Yes, I too.i think after obvious vindication and obvious offenders. He just wants them dealt with NOW.

2/28/2020 1:42:35 AM synackstatic Funds will be cut off?

Like corn and a reaper?

2/28/2020 1:45:51 AM kymedian Easy got the the search bar in qmap type the number of the post you looking for then search. Hey presto there's ya post. pic.twitter.com/YnzHoa77lm

2/28/2020 1:46:32 AM jeanjeanne02657 Avicii

2/28/2020 1:48:27 AM lawdog323 Amen

2/28/2020 1:49:29 AM annasum47005725 can someone explain?

2/28/2020 1:51:00 AM mrmigido Hes not exhausted, just astonished  at the degree and scope of corruption, grafting and cronism in the public sector.

The swamp.

2/28/2020 1:52:20 AM annasum47005725 shocked?  Today?  This week?

2/28/2020 1:53:54 AM annasum47005725 CoronaVirus outbreaks in areas with 5G, symptoms are of 60Ghz

2/28/2020 1:54:48 AM synackstatic How does Soros connect to this?

2/28/2020 1:55:08 AM margare25683010 Once the masses of the general public find out what has been happening to our children and the horrifying abuses, hunting parties and using Human 

children as food, there will be deep shock. 

So much inhuman behaviour.   (Hint hint)

2/28/2020 1:55:33 AM annasum47005725 AVINCII, child trafficking!

2/28/2020 1:55:55 AM fcojdonosoc Y a muchos otros también

2/28/2020 1:55:58 AM annasum47005725 Ukraine, child trafficking?



2/28/2020 1:57:37 AM synackstatic Dug into McCormicks who produced the McCormick reaper eventually creating International Harvester. Topically related to Corn, and already 

connected to the Chandler's and Vanderbilt's through the LA times. I smell blago and onummer I'm there too

2/28/2020 1:57:49 AM jaiagtp Heard that before

2/28/2020 1:58:38 AM synackstatic No loop capital is in Chicago, so geographically IH and loop are close. Can't find any significant crossover.

2/28/2020 2:01:46 AM kikaltz Do you remember how many IU's you had to take of the Vitamin D?

2/28/2020 2:04:57 AM kikaltz Thanks!!

2/28/2020 2:08:13 AM kikaltz Yes, once a week is for the mega doses and given only with a prescription.  So, insurance will normally pay for the prescription, but the lower strength 

will have to be purchased over the counter (and paid for out of your wallet.)

2/28/2020 2:13:02 AM darktolight17 @MajorPatriot @CoreysDigs @RedPill78 @RedPillReport @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/28/2020 2:15:56 AM fit2live2 Cures the flu. But side effects include fever chills vomiting dehydration headache and even death

2/28/2020 2:17:40 AM fellowpatri0t Damn. That was extremely emotional

2/28/2020 2:25:31 AM auntiemae4trump So they were sitting on this since 2014 released 2-25-2020????🤔

2/28/2020 2:33:40 AM peggy16889827 We take vitamin K with our D3 as well!!

2/28/2020 2:37:25 AM 369369rv I pray to God these demons get what they deserve. There ain't no forgiveness for this.

2/28/2020 2:42:29 AM 369_is "fearpORn" Has anyone decoded the comm (5:5) for letters missing/added/out of order?

2/28/2020 2:44:20 AM auntiemae4trump @SCmusic82

2/28/2020 2:45:49 AM sylviaml548 I just ordered some Astragalus (a root), supposingly an excellent remedy to build up ones immune systems etc? 

https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/astragalus-super-herb-prevents-cancer/ …

2/28/2020 2:46:14 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/PQd6WT4WWV

2/28/2020 2:46:50 AM shredzorz1 Remember when that rodeo clown [Jerome Corsi] tried to steer everyone off this path?

2/28/2020 2:47:09 AM __jabird__ Question, I remember future events in my life from previous attempts. Or future choices from the future to come. My father died this year. The last 

time we spoke, he said I had visited him in flesh and blood the night before. How can one tell the difference between the two?

2/28/2020 2:49:02 AM brianre19196254 "For God so loved the World"

@mikepompeo 

I am ready to Serve

2/28/2020 2:50:19 AM auntiemae4trump @SpeakerPelosi been taken care of.

2/28/2020 2:50:39 AM auntiemae4trump @speaker

2/28/2020 2:52:39 AM saloftheearth1 T=inTention ;)

2/28/2020 2:53:00 AM tinkyman1 Yes but Q has been saying that for the last three years. Either those words turn to actions or Q and the white hats are as much good as nothing and 

there will be a lot of angry patriots out there!

2/28/2020 2:54:31 AM nanablue37 I feel like he never really knew just how bad, corrupt, deep the swamp was.

2/28/2020 2:58:27 AM 369_is Nothing Can Stop It!!! pic.twitter.com/ah4k4DEtCU

2/28/2020 2:59:14 AM manusthecaptain The arrest is fake, Assange is an intelligence asset, part of CIA Lsd cult the Family.

Several people within Wikileaks were known NSA or CIA assets.

It's all scripted theatre to controll narrative and outcome. 

Pls read Deconstructing Wikileaks and watch: https://youtu.be/K2WSI_M15-k 

2/28/2020 2:59:31 AM spiritservicesl Check out the amount of bond offerings in the last few days @LoopCapital 

What has the bond market been doing of late? 🤔

2/28/2020 3:00:00 AM covertress Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming

NOTHING

🐸 pic.twitter.com/JTVL5z03Aw

2/28/2020 3:02:46 AM noshitthereiwa2 But comes again10 yrs later..

2/28/2020 3:03:06 AM adsvel Yes, sure but in Russian language. http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=68&v=YFb9F_vh1W8&feature=emb_logo …

2/28/2020 3:03:18 AM sheerglee1 Julian Assange bringing forth March Madness!

Stay Tuned

2/28/2020 3:04:18 AM adsvel Within.

2/28/2020 3:05:57 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/7NDkeo16dJ

2/28/2020 3:09:19 AM doyleglobal Relaxation, Vigour, Revitalisation, Confidence, Focus

appreciated quietly, as water on parched earth — in being reminded by someone else saying it too, and to him, that he’s no longer alone, that the 

dream he knows is getting real — and that it may come abroad yet #onehumanfamily pic.twitter.com/TU2N3y6i2k

2/28/2020 3:09:43 AM holotechrd EVERYDAY THE LIGHT HITS THEM ⚡💥💥💥💥❤️💯💪👑

2/28/2020 3:10:34 AM 369_is I understand your frustration. We ALL do. But, this cult has infiltrated and entangled itself into EVERYTHING for over 6000 years. How long do u think it 

SHOULD take to remove it?  And where would we be if no one even tried??? Than-Q Alliance/Q/Majestic!!!

2/28/2020 3:11:10 AM covertress  https://nationalsecurityaction.org/who-we-are/ 

LOOP.

Q

2/28/2020 3:11:40 AM aboxoffrogs fyi...all your friends from Columbia Broadcasting System... Harvey Weinstein and Friends  https://youtu.be/VVkSl6KjzMI  via @YouTube

2/28/2020 3:11:58 AM covertress  pic.twitter.com/6oZFeEl7pc

2/28/2020 3:16:04 AM 369_is Milk of MAGAnesia.

2/28/2020 3:18:53 AM covertress Itadakimasu,

to show our gratitude to other forms of life,

to show our appreciation to all people,

to show our deep gratitude to the earth and the universe.

Let`s enjoy the meal, Bon Appétit, 

and feel Itadakimasu spirit! https://youtu.be/xr2rq5tQGJI 

2/28/2020 3:20:25 AM ajjones08036768 Indeed. They have perfected the art of cloaking their rituals in plain site through music, art, etc.

2/28/2020 3:27:24 AM sparkleloung I’ve got just what Durham needs to have a movement... pic.twitter.com/lF60Bdtros

2/28/2020 3:28:49 AM samsmith0319 MF’er Traitors need charged and GITMO NOW!!! 💥👿💥

2/28/2020 3:32:40 AM mclendon_becky I can also see the impact the “slings and stones” he is prepared to take for the American people on him physically and emotionally.  There is a deep 

abiding resolve in his heart to carry out that for which he was appointed and anointed.  He is living Galatians 2:20 deep in his ♥️

2/28/2020 3:41:27 AM mindyer00926548 They will wake up it is in them to deal with the future and us to help them come to terms with the TRUTH STORM 

WWG1WGA WW Q

2/28/2020 3:41:51 AM ryyjoseph Omg I knew that’s what they were doing and referring to. That is from an Avicii music video - For a a better Day. He was murdered for exposing the 

elite.

2/28/2020 3:43:14 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

2/28/2020 3:43:39 AM samsmith0319 Ready...👀...

2/28/2020 3:46:54 AM 313jodie 🤣🤣🤣

2/28/2020 3:47:12 AM 313jodie Cycles....



2/28/2020 3:50:32 AM drdannielle The Family is a cult led by the CIA?

2/28/2020 3:55:00 AM higherdensitees Good question?

2/28/2020 3:58:32 AM higherdensitees Probably didn’t need “food” before that whole apple debacle....😬

2/28/2020 3:58:35 AM marsden_lauri Then disappears...

2/28/2020 3:58:40 AM keith369me I’ve read every @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweet (at least intended to as some may have slipped through the cracks)...with just Wilcock’s work a bit of a 

different picture is painted as there is no interaction or group conversation.

2/28/2020 4:01:40 AM leoboscan Against pedofilia

2/28/2020 4:01:40 AM keith369me Anna, several here have been interacting on here for a while and would be happy to answer any/every question that you have.  Since you are reading 

this you probably know you have been lied to about almost everything your entire life.  Many here know more details.

2/28/2020 4:04:06 AM keith369me ...and yes I’ve been to Divine Cosmos website...but it’s been a while.  One of the thing’s Wilcock mentions often is The Law of One.  Reading it was life 

changing.

2/28/2020 4:08:47 AM keith369me I didn’t see the round table, but in general his demeanor, especially as of late is nothing close to what the media portrays.  He is calm, calculated, 

loving.   Basically his ego is checked, with the exception of his rallies

2/28/2020 4:09:47 AM keith369me I guess that capital flows in circles.  In plain sight yet again.

2/28/2020 4:11:32 AM 28concerned Most may be already gone. Replaced by Clones.

2/28/2020 4:11:41 AM keith369me Watching California and other large cities is going to be interesting.  “Ukraine type crimes” should be reduced and prosecuted  more quickly now.

2/28/2020 4:12:49 AM nm_zsr They seem to be trying to compound fear from many angles.

2/28/2020 4:14:02 AM keith369me ...you mean like taking the sick with CV, dropping them in a med bed and eradicating their sickness and any other ailment in a very short duration?  I 

find it ironic that leaders in Iran are getting CV...for show?

2/28/2020 4:14:23 AM ecranchero It would be sad for anyone to have the whole presidency hindered and to have to go to the great lengths we all have to go just to get rid of cabal. The 

are so entirely wicked!

2/28/2020 4:14:36 AM 17thops Pay for Play.

Loop Capital.

Meme walk👇 https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1197867537263943681?s=19 …

2/28/2020 4:15:30 AM tidbitsntreasur The vaccine has ALREADY been patented.... all of it is fake news

2/28/2020 4:18:29 AM prairieblessed Thank you!!!  I will check them out.

2/28/2020 4:21:42 AM bigboypants14 No effing way

2/28/2020 4:21:59 AM estes1673 Experimental Drug Promises to Kill the Flu Virus in a Day - WSJ https://www.wsj.com/articles/experimental-drug-promises-to-kill-the-flu-virus-in-a-day-

1518264004 …

2/28/2020 4:23:16 AM bill_davis01 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 was there some type of signal sent at 12:17 am 2/28/2020??

2/28/2020 4:27:41 AM maryschade14 Tom Cruise has been quarantined in Italy..

2/28/2020 4:32:05 AM godfamcountry Ready!

2/28/2020 4:33:34 AM manusthecaptain  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Family_(Australian_New_Age_group) …

Ran a psychiatric facility, poisoned children with Lsd in their MK-Ultra scheme. Could go on for decades and then fled to CIA hub Hawaii.

Only fined 5.000,- dollar after returning to Australia.

 https://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2017/02/assange-family-mind-control.html?m=1 …

2/28/2020 4:35:55 AM aleoniea 7 hours later.....and life goes on in my sleepy coastal town..

Not like anybody cares about the world....one has to wonder if any shock will shock my towns people

2/28/2020 4:37:24 AM burgersandra Video works. Powerful.

2/28/2020 4:37:55 AM ursula_1111 480... Wasn’t that the number of ‘assistants’ Huber was provided in Utah?

2/28/2020 4:39:16 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/BXhsuSMCrN

2/28/2020 4:39:31 AM michaeldee1111 Спасибо

2/28/2020 4:39:51 AM fallorsesh But I didn't even insult yet, there many, many more levels to the depravity I can sling on Twitter. 

My point was any engineered viral/bioweapon has a cure/antidote. Only question is if it's publicly avail or not

2/28/2020 4:40:11 AM 00loll0 It was a lot, 2000iu I took one at bedtime for 2 weeks.The doctor wrote a prescription for it.

2/28/2020 4:40:30 AM manusthecaptain The Family dyed their children's hair white as a symbol of their membership.

Assange always kept dying his hair white.

IMHO this was to indicate that he was still under their control.

Cult resembles other Lsd/CIA MK Ultra cults like Heaven's Gate and Jonestown.

2/28/2020 4:45:20 AM covertress Emphasis on CREATIVE?

Loop Capital is a full-service investment bank, brokerage and advisory firm that provides creative capital solutions for corporate, governmental and 

institutional entities across the globe. 

 https://www.loopcapital.com/ 

2/28/2020 4:46:09 AM xxaf509xx Justin bieber has a video call Yummy, that is supposed to be similar to this. Exposing Hollywood pedos, from what I've read.

2/28/2020 4:50:47 AM kremlinasset Hahaha. Sounds like something a CIA asset would say. Are you the CIA?

2/28/2020 4:51:27 AM wv_2nc Bieber’s Yummy needs examining too.

2/28/2020 4:51:29 AM lovesg_d Fear and stress depresses the immune system!  Do not give into fear monger if over the CV.    Take steps to build up your immune system-Vitamin C, 

D3, Zinc, etc.  Theives essential oil works wonders for strengthening the immune system.  Prayer is great too!

2/28/2020 4:51:59 AM andrevandelft Not a good argument. The same apply as well to your tweet.

2/28/2020 4:52:22 AM fallorsesh Alright... I didn't go searching g.patents with p# and it simply says Coronavirus, so u can understand how someone would have no clue this was 

referring to a synthesized therapy and not lab replication itself

2/28/2020 4:53:36 AM kremlinasset Yes I'm fully aware of the family and Julian's past.

"Several people within Wikileaks were known NSA or CIA assets" 

Please list them?

You sound like a CIA psyop yo me. Trying to control a narrative without evidence. Thats what the CIA does.

Are you the CIA?
2/28/2020 4:55:03 AM davidjspatz Believing!

2/28/2020 4:55:12 AM kremlinasset There is no argument to be had. The idea that Julian's arrest was fake is absurd.

You're a mathematician you should be ashamed of yourself for prompting such nonsense.

2/28/2020 4:56:29 AM brianmccrawley Thx again. I'm wondering in your POV & experience why expansion of consciousness is an inherently good/desirable thing. Why not remain ignorant? 

To what end would we aspire to ascend? I hope I'm making sense. I don't want to be ignorant lol but my Q is about meaning & purpose.

2/28/2020 4:59:29 AM aprilbrown99 Majestic! 💥💥💥

2/28/2020 4:59:52 AM adsvel Pozhaluisto!😉



2/28/2020 5:01:08 AM aprilbrown99 Can you please share your source link? This is very interesting!  💥💥💥

2/28/2020 5:04:54 AM deanna_danforth Exactly, just horrendous

2/28/2020 5:05:36 AM 369_is @sikh_truth What do you think of this body language?

2/28/2020 5:06:08 AM theguruatidic Go read Corey Digs and you will really understand the fraud

2/28/2020 5:06:09 AM monolithicpeak "Everyone was in the loop"

multiple meanings exist

2/28/2020 5:07:19 AM chris8nix  pic.twitter.com/csVnUT1cmv

2/28/2020 5:09:07 AM manusthecaptain The video is enough proof by itself, but the Assange and Wikileaks history are just as telling.

Why do you think Assange is all over the news by intelligence media if he would be telling stuff they don't want to broadcast?

Seems like you're stuck in their paradigm.

2/28/2020 5:09:18 AM aprilbrown99 I understand the fraud. Thanks.

2/28/2020 5:13:38 AM andrevandelft *At first* I found 2 things suspicious about the video:

- the camera did just not catch JA entering the van

- the face of JA looked like CGI

*Then* Manus told me about the magazine.

The Bayesian probability that something is wrong must be rather high. See  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability …

2/28/2020 5:17:02 AM burgersandra Dr. Quigley's research on Loop Capital:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40CarrollQuigley1%20loop%20capital&src=recent_search_click …

2/28/2020 5:19:36 AM manusthecaptain Here are some examples👇👇

 https://twitter.com/ManustheCaptain/status/955586142811906048?s=19 …

Also see the graph for many important deep state connections👇👇 pic.twitter.com/qwyGFYdToB

2/28/2020 5:19:40 AM lora95271603 It's Chicago corruption. I used to work in a six degree of separation situation.

It's worse than you know.

Blago set up.

Other appointments paid for.

#WreckingBall
2/28/2020 5:24:46 AM davidlincoln001 👀🧐🤔

2/28/2020 5:27:06 AM iamspirit22 I think the question is, who is the short white man to the left of the truck?

2/28/2020 5:27:10 AM kremlinasset Hes not all over the media. Hes been silenced for over a year. Hes not even allowed to speak in court.

Not everything is a conspiracy mate. The world is a lot more fucked up that than anything your brain can dream up.

2/28/2020 5:27:39 AM smilingback The Power of Prayer is amazing and should be our FIRST defense! 💜✝️💜

2/28/2020 5:29:33 AM ragevirusqq Love is infinite https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz6E8yvU4g4 …

2/28/2020 5:29:55 AM rwilharm 3 years is nothing tho in the scope of things. We are talking about a deep state so corrupt and evil, that for decades has rooted itself worldwide. If you 

thought this was going to be all done in 3 years your expectations aren’t realistic. Enjoy the show 🍿

2/28/2020 5:30:30 AM ragevirusqq Trantaloids?

2/28/2020 5:30:45 AM kremlinasset I'd happily explain why you're wrong but you wont listen. So I'm just gonna laugh at you

2/28/2020 5:31:23 AM andrevandelft I have my boundaries. Block.

2/28/2020 5:32:48 AM kremlinasset Ahahahahahahahahaha do you know who general Sands is?

Ahahahahahahah you are literally citing someone who is mentally ill. 

Hahahahajajaahahaha 

Hahahajajajajajajaaahahahaahahahahahahahahahahahahaahja 

Good work, Colombo. Nailed this case.
2/28/2020 5:34:19 AM mkaziniec Not sure where to post this video of Bill Ryan telling us about how 'China will catch a cold ' plans way back i  2011...worth a watch..starts around 15min 

mark but the whole vid is important! https://youtu.be/KWagNQbayLg 

2/28/2020 5:37:51 AM rwilharm This isn’t just politics either we are talking about entertainment industry, media, religion, technology, health/medicine, etc. With all the DOJ/CEO 

“resignations”, firings,”retirements” I think what’s been done I’m just 3 yrs is monumental

2/28/2020 5:38:19 AM fansblowing3 What cards do the cabal have left to play?  They are currently playing the corona virus card to 1) try to get as many people possible “vaccinated” for 

depopulation; and 2) stock market drop to hurt Trump’s 2020 re-election.  Do they have total control of the stock market?

2/28/2020 5:39:50 AM moemc8 March Madness?

2/28/2020 5:41:20 AM trollingmockin1 I’m not one to go find my old tweets but this was a reply to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in December. 

 https://mobile.twitter.com/Trollingmockin1/status/1207471103926571009 …

2/28/2020 5:41:58 AM mr_fedorable Thanks inspector, i would have never guessed that widespread man-made diseases would have suppressed cures.

Galaxy brain over here

2/28/2020 5:42:31 AM mr_fedorable cheers

2/28/2020 5:44:05 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/jXork6dige

2/28/2020 5:44:10 AM justme24402825 PROBLEM TAKEN CARE OF INSTANTLY👍👍

2/28/2020 5:44:59 AM fallorsesh Galaxy brain? We can't all have a big ole brain fit for a fedora friend. Are you also a NEET?

2/28/2020 5:45:48 AM mr_fedorable The fuck's a neet?

2/28/2020 5:47:34 AM marsden_lauri Can't come soon enough...

2/28/2020 5:48:59 AM dwilshusenr Yes!! Let it be so dear Lord!!

2/28/2020 5:53:25 AM cny_micaa I give thanks to both.

2/28/2020 5:54:09 AM fedupnation ❤️💥❤️💥❤️💥❤️

2/28/2020 5:55:02 AM drew_tality I'll take my chances without. Chaga mushroom powder is best anti-viral nature ever made. It lives on and absorbes anti-viral chems from birch trees 

which are unique in they get no tree diseases ever.

2/28/2020 5:56:01 AM lmjonzey That's in ur face. It's what its gonna take for a good wake up. Its gonna be sad when the family recognizes for example the naked person in the pic. If its 

"somebodies " child, then the hunt will take on a new definition.... it's probably already happened.

2/28/2020 5:58:35 AM visitnaj 🤔

2/28/2020 5:58:54 AM april10521252 No, I've been doing it over the past year of awakening,  it's good to transmute all our bizarre stuff, especially when each of us knows things only at our 

individual levels, have a beautiful day! pic.twitter.com/V4rwEkndEF

2/28/2020 6:00:02 AM ragevirusqq beards and argan oil

2/28/2020 6:15:43 AM justinclements7 WTF?



2/28/2020 6:16:46 AM warrior_4truth Goes hand in hand with World Business Chicago, James Reynolds, Nikki Zoller, SafeSpeed LLC, Kim Foxx

2/28/2020 6:16:58 AM sdane8 I'm with you. Considering the topics we discuss and the diabolical nature of this program, I'm so glad I've found others I can share with. And sometimes 

that includes a bit of hysteria lest I succumb to madness.

2/28/2020 6:17:50 AM 1011vv Trump India trip

The sealed door...

🧐

2/28/2020 6:20:45 AM dynamicres  https://consequenceofsound.net/2018/05/avicii-killed-himself-with-a-broken-wine-glass-report/ …

2/28/2020 6:21:26 AM fallorsesh Why is everyone so seemingly sure MA is mass arrests? Did this account specify that before? If not, I think it's presumptuous. I also think there is a 

subjective interpret here, as maybe CV is not "WH op" but it seems they are certainly taking advantage of it. Take what u will it

2/28/2020 6:22:35 AM fallorsesh Regardless of the true impetus behind CV release... This ... As the admin is def taking advantage of the various "fallouts" that are occurring from it

2/28/2020 6:22:55 AM sdane8 I suspect they will. People are shockingly uneducated about what's going on. And then I remember I lived in that amnesiac bubble until Wikileaks' 

Podesta emails when I started to wake up. They'll get there. They'll have no choice.

2/28/2020 6:24:11 AM vmgpatriot RIP love. I was tears 😭😭

2/28/2020 6:24:19 AM stillmindylou Lol. Ok.

2/28/2020 6:24:45 AM stillmindylou Aren’t you exhausted yet?

2/28/2020 6:25:02 AM stillmindylou 😂😂😂

2/28/2020 6:27:50 AM robertrkimball other human civilizations on planets that ascended had to starve the DARK for finances. that template is being used  now. it will work as it did before.

2/28/2020 6:31:29 AM 1vargascookie11 Bad boy/ coronavirus Anthony Stephen Fauci pic.twitter.com/vQ8mnC9uv9

2/28/2020 6:34:14 AM lorivictoria Totally agree! His voiced cracked at the very end of the State of Union speech when saying the “sun” is rising with silhouette of fedora man walking.  

He knows...

I 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

2/28/2020 6:36:27 AM aleoniea It will be painful .....

2/28/2020 6:37:45 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ipzhmYc3pq

2/28/2020 6:39:08 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/9JlukjPDUc

2/28/2020 6:40:54 AM dangic All posts are about US, flu, CDC.

China not in the conversation,  but yes...what you mentioned is known by the entire world,  so nothing new.

2/28/2020 6:41:12 AM bbobbio71 Little baking soda autta fix it. 😁

2/28/2020 6:41:39 AM sky3691111 Would you be so kind and send me the link? Thank you 🙏✨

2/28/2020 6:43:17 AM doq017 They aren’t winning.

We are!

I’m not tired!

R Q?

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/28/2020 6:43:52 AM edenswater Vast things are yet to be revealed.

2/28/2020 6:46:13 AM cjtruth Scott is a controlled opposition shill

2/28/2020 6:46:51 AM hyvee7 Yep!

2/28/2020 6:48:59 AM waiting4et  pic.twitter.com/ySFimYkMNd

2/28/2020 6:50:04 AM inannaeyes River Alyssa Rose Natalie Leo Charlie Johnny Cory Dana Garry Cindy Kate Ariel Sarah Amy Dean John Scott Whoopi Justin Selena Demi Miley Bruce Kurt

 Carry Heather Frank Norman Will Michelle Chris Jimmy Jim James-The hot messes/dead are maybe adopted? Silent ones are bloodline?🤷🏻♀️

2/28/2020 6:50:10 AM doq017 Dastardly Interdasting!

2/28/2020 6:51:06 AM hamelannemarie Funny  , 

I feel that way too about NH ... where I live and feel most times isolated from all that’s going on ... everywhere else ... certainly lots is not good and we 

have our share of troubles, wickedness , addiction, trafficking.. 😪

just feels off 🤔

2/28/2020 6:52:20 AM tieronepatriot I sense it too... I think he knows it has to get worse before it can get better, and this is hard for him since he truly loves America and the people.

2/28/2020 6:54:45 AM darlenelittrel3 Love his rallies and his ego! Trump 2020 the American way!🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/28/2020 6:56:59 AM jeannefentress  https://divinecosmos.com/blog/ 

2/28/2020 6:59:14 AM tikpaq Stomach churning. These cretins don’t deserve to breathe

2/28/2020 7:02:25 AM rickster61x Notice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Spelled It:

C O R N E Y? Why?

Information has been altered by Gaggle & Internet search engines to make information disappear.

The More You Know  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233273729804886016 …

2/28/2020 7:07:26 AM dianesaumure Thank you I share

2/28/2020 7:08:53 AM dianesaumure Fighting the thousands of Annunakies left

2/28/2020 7:11:03 AM nikoscali Guessing it relates back to David Corn who was the reporter who started the Russian hoax -OR- to Corn Products International whose CEO is on the 

board of Loop Capital.

2/28/2020 7:27:05 AM brainfreeze76 The guy is a fraud but he does say good things too

2/28/2020 7:29:27 AM keith369me My opinion...checking out his earlier work before the corporatizion of the industry is superior to the newer work.



2/28/2020 7:30:41 AM jaded_pearl Especially since this is where the Kenshe Foundation is -

2/28/2020 7:31:03 AM cosmic_engineer Yeah, most sell out eventually.

Doesn't mean there aren't nuggets in there, you just need to be mindful of what's changed and ignore that lol.

2/28/2020 7:34:49 AM zen_allday We keep saying that but have yet to be shocked.   Let's get this show on the road.

2/28/2020 7:38:23 AM april10521252 I'm with you 100%. I was in a full blue pill bubble for my first 40 years of life, then I finally read the podesta clint emails, then came on Twitter and 

YouTube to learn, started researching annunaki,  space,  religions, and symbols them boom the floodgates started opening

2/28/2020 7:39:53 AM april10521252 Glad to have found my tribe here, together we share, meet more and create a beautiful new web of love, unity, respect,  freedoms and more. It's 

happening,  God bless you friend 🙏💞🕊

2/28/2020 7:43:47 AM mariell98832300 The incubation period is stated as being as long as 24 days n it can survive on hard surfaces for up to 14 days the last i saw. 1 gallon of water per person 

per day n lots of non-perishable food items. Also Powdered eggs and milk, flower, sugar, and cornmeal. Face masks N95 grade

2/28/2020 7:44:17 AM cbwp23 Pelosi and Schumer  are evil.  Noticed during the press conference that 45 only quoted 2.5 Bil, Republicans wanted 4 Bil, and Democrats wanted to give 

8 Bil (?).  Such an extradinary difference.  Plus, POTUS repeats numbers?  What were their significance?

2/28/2020 7:45:29 AM mariell98832300 Given the incubation period it is possible to be in quarentine for as long as 4 to 6 mos but initial period is 14 to 30 days. Stay calm, buy extra each week, 

don't tell others about food stores, have a first aid kit and medicines that help breathing in flu and pneumonia. Vicks...

2/28/2020 7:45:33 AM sky3691111 Ty! :)

2/28/2020 7:47:31 AM mariell98832300 Plan ahead for things like water storage n food production. If your food runs out how do you get more (water, food) water collection, a garden, small 

livestock such as chickens. Butter keeps for up to 12mos in the freezer so dry and canned goods can last as long or even longer.

2/28/2020 7:48:00 AM zoerandall145 Please expose it already! What’s the hold up?

2/28/2020 7:49:40 AM theobedinger Good lord you are still an account? You been saying this shit forever. Who the hell is retweeting your nonsense into my feed? Only one Q team, you're 

not it.

2/28/2020 7:49:58 AM mariell98832300 Hand sanitizer w 60% alcohol n hospital grade cleaners like lysol. Facemasks N95 rated and goggles. Cv can be contracted within a radius of 2 meters of 

an infected person w exposure of 15 minutes or more. 1 person can infect up to 5 in a room of 10. These r estimates.

2/28/2020 7:54:52 AM brainfreeze76 So your IS BE is what you are (IS)in the here and now or reality. X times your potential your (BE) in other words what you can become. Your ITY is what 

you are here and now in your reality, the T or time is took to get there or in other words gestation period and the reasons Y???

2/28/2020 7:55:15 AM vickigp1 Future Proves Past.

2/28/2020 7:59:20 AM cosmic_engineer Lol, TC is hiding like Hanks

2/28/2020 8:03:46 AM norwegianon #ThanQ 😎👍

2/28/2020 8:05:45 AM laurabusse This was in the news yesterday

I retweeted it

Interesting to hear from one of the islanders themselves

Why do migrants keep coming up from Africa to Europe?

And from South America to the US?

2/28/2020 8:06:37 AM norwegianon #ThanQ :)

Well, I have some four legged friends living with me, so I have to get out and walk them every day. But this time of the year, it's dark and cold, snow 

everywhere.. I'm a lot more active during spring and summer, out there enjoying the photosynthesis.

2/28/2020 8:07:54 AM prayerw62758802 Blood is boiling...

2/28/2020 8:09:27 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/17SHeeRcEE

2/28/2020 8:09:38 AM cosmic_engineer The entire disclosure movement is big business now. There's no more business if it ends ...

:P

It's a massive tease and trickle with plenty of paid for disinfo

2/28/2020 8:12:45 AM angieherron71  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/28/2020 8:14:39 AM neverfo46920219 Ahh yes.  I remember Loop Capital very well.

2/28/2020 8:15:32 AM laurabusse Trump's gonna need his entire next term to keep working on this

2/28/2020 8:16:19 AM laurabusse #DarkToLight

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

2/28/2020 8:16:35 AM 56lmiller How will we know what vaccine will be the legit vaccine

2/28/2020 8:16:54 AM pablo_wiley Have faith. All shall be (and is being) revealed (now) in good Time. pic.twitter.com/DYKDq1ysoC

2/28/2020 8:18:44 AM manifest_utopia From my POV & experience, transitioning awareness to the next density level (aka ascension while remaining incarnate) is hands down the most 

awesome, glorious experience, beyond what we have words for.  The expansion of understanding was worth all the work to get there.

2/28/2020 8:19:03 AM truth939 This is a nice one.

2/28/2020 8:19:40 AM blsdbe Can you provide any info on [Them]?

2/28/2020 8:20:40 AM blsdbe @covertress 👀👀👀

2/28/2020 8:20:58 AM what_uc I see "they live" more and more every time I see this pic🤖🧟♂️💀

2/28/2020 8:24:52 AM djlok Reverse the o and the r.  Reverse osmosis. 😁😁😁

2/28/2020 8:26:14 AM blsdbe This is why we have to stop participating in all forms of #Usury. The Central Bankers want ya to keep in borrowing so they can stay financed!!! 

pic.twitter.com/mz0yHb8l7G

2/28/2020 8:26:58 AM djlok Yeah- BIG EMPHASIS on “creative”.  They always tell us what they’re up to!!!

2/28/2020 8:28:44 AM seeker229 Maybe Ron needed to pee?

2/28/2020 8:29:05 AM joeorbit comcast needs to be broken up. i cancelled commie cast and im using a local telco dsl, not too fast but still better than sleeping with the devil.

2/28/2020 8:32:16 AM kathleenmckeon6 Well then watch..........

2/28/2020 8:36:47 AM davethadude369 Yes, that's who it was. Thanks.

2/28/2020 8:36:55 AM joeorbit it's been said the ukraine is a hub for the girl and organ trade. no wonder senator murphy visits there. i'm sure he is on a task force to wipe out 

trafficking and ritual sacrifice.

2/28/2020 8:37:53 AM nikoscali That sucks, you shouldn't have to settle like that. Internet in this country is a mess. Would be nice if SpaceX Starlink came in at a reasonable speed and 

price and killed the cable/telcos.

2/28/2020 8:37:57 AM kathleenmckeon6 lol

2/28/2020 8:42:16 AM mbj8388 Look at the off-shore entities🤭😲 pic.twitter.com/f3t48DlxsU

2/28/2020 8:43:11 AM what_uc  https://m.jpost.com/International/Tom-Cruise-under-quarantine-Mission-Impossible-Italy-shoot-delayed-618712 …

2/28/2020 8:47:16 AM lantriprc Maybe it's how he's going to make his exit before the 2020 election?

2/28/2020 8:47:18 AM silvanokinkela They promote the killing of babies and they think we are going to Vote for them? Hahahahaha!

2/28/2020 8:48:15 AM virginialouelle Their fearporn has no effect on me anymore. Not for the past few years. Such an amazing feeling!!! 💓

2/28/2020 8:49:27 AM vickigp1 Next episode on Project Blue Book (History Channel) talks about Shape Shifters.

2/28/2020 8:50:47 AM starehope No one with all their mental faculties working correctly would vote for those baby killers.



2/28/2020 8:53:44 AM mbj8388 Yep.  Got to watch them bonds.

Global Bondholder Services Corporation.  LOOP was under Verizon 🔥.  My old tweets👇. pic.twitter.com/xIikLKh0VE

2/28/2020 8:55:10 AM 369_is  https://nypost.com/2020/02/27/pope-francis-sick-a-day-after-supporting-coronavirus-sufferers/ …

Is the poop the next "example" for show?

2/28/2020 8:55:10 AM vickigp1 Absolutely NOT.

2/28/2020 8:55:16 AM starehope Sanders is so out of touch with reality. He isn't aware of the vaccines a newborn human baby receives within 24 hours of birth! Talk about ignorance! 

#Walkaway #WakeUpAmerica #WakeUp

2/28/2020 8:56:08 AM mbj8388 🔀🔀🔄🔃Offshore accts👇 pic.twitter.com/NN6S5BIUaJ

2/28/2020 8:57:22 AM bonniestone12 For those that aren't interested in injecting adrenochrome, I think they just want to annihilate God out of our society.

2/28/2020 8:57:40 AM bonniestone12 Power, wealth,  sex

2/28/2020 8:57:42 AM missund79512530 It's from the Avicii  music video

2/28/2020 8:58:13 AM missund79512530 I think it's Better Day?

2/28/2020 8:59:21 AM manifest_utopia BD Anon's intel on Iranian leaders getting CV. pic.twitter.com/73RSvA1SDb

2/28/2020 9:03:18 AM jazzlm54 This no longer fits his narrative that the President didn’t react fast enough, when in fact he did indeed. They are disgusting playing politics with this 

virus.

2/28/2020 9:03:36 AM mbj8388 DFC GLOBAL CORP ☄️ MONEY MART FINANCIAL ☄️STUART HOLDINGS CAYMAN ISLANDS ACCTS☄️

ORIENTAL DRAGON☄️☄️☄️ pic.twitter.com/XLN9FcjnfP

2/28/2020 9:05:11 AM starehope Exactly! I know too many women who have been conned and aborted. Yet, in secret they cry many years later, they celebrate the expected due dates, 

counting the age of their aborted babies.The guilt is horrible! #WakeUpAmerica #AbortionIsMurder

2/28/2020 9:05:23 AM rickster61x Didn’t Elon Just Launch A Multitude Of Sats.?

2/28/2020 9:05:56 AM nancy_faust Exactly.

2/28/2020 9:06:03 AM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/yLpwWLQWEj

2/28/2020 9:06:22 AM manifest_utopia Perhaps we have some powerful remedies, previously kept hidden, as a response to their fearporn and complaints about not doing enough.

2/28/2020 9:06:28 AM mbj8388 Who is Trudy Ann Ellis? Rivera? Ellison? What is August Capital? ☄️☄️☄️

Attached to Glory Ltd? ☄️Attached to Michael Chertoff?☄️ pic.twitter.com/rbKIerH2TX

2/28/2020 9:06:45 AM tribbleindustr1 Good Grief Bionic Woman 3.0

2/28/2020 9:06:54 AM 369_is  https://youtu.be/PS2K7YsjdaQ 

2/28/2020 9:07:36 AM tribbleindustr1 And that is why I am urging caution, and people to make their own informed decisions as necessary.

2/28/2020 9:07:43 AM rykenjen That link doesn't  work for me. Gives  a 502 error.

2/28/2020 9:08:04 AM mbj8388 That is your main vein worldwide🔥.  DFC

2/28/2020 9:11:31 AM cosmic_engineer There are many ways to offer Service.

One is to become part of the other.

It is your intent and gratitude that defines the Service

2/28/2020 9:14:30 AM jaded_pearl I spelled it wrong. He is one of the developers of the Miracle med bed. https://keshe.foundation/about/kf 

2/28/2020 9:16:21 AM kathleenmckeon6 There is not one double blind safety study done on any vaccine that I can find.

2/28/2020 9:18:30 AM cosmic_engineer Although for many lifeforms, there is food offered that does not interrupt its life cycle.

Fruit, pruning leaves and flowers etc. Harvesting at the end.  Seeds are potential full lifeforms and should be treated with respect that way

2/28/2020 9:21:26 AM covertress pron avoids ALICE

 https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=pr0n …

2/28/2020 9:23:06 AM numberonepal And they shall say, "what is your plan for this giant?" And he will take a simple STONE (remember the name) and he will hold it up and they will laugh at 

him, but the plan is so brilliant, says the Lord. It could only have been given by Me.

- Kim Clement

2/28/2020 9:23:39 AM a65425336 I feel like this sometimes.

2/28/2020 9:24:24 AM 369_is Nice! You are a tremendous resource Covertr-a-pedia!!!🧐😘😇

2/28/2020 9:26:23 AM valerie59723152 Yes, I do have a prescription.

2/28/2020 9:26:41 AM margie_wateland Dave Rubin did an interview with Rick Grennell that is posted on YT; he seems to have well thought decisions. It was very insightful

2/28/2020 9:32:08 AM 1972patriot I think "unlock the mysteries of space, to free the Earth from the miseries of disease" refers to this, rather than fallen angel technology. 👇

 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/articles/tesla-longitudinal-wave … pic.twitter.com/Tfj0qAEU69

2/28/2020 9:37:02 AM kathleenmckeon6 What do you think is happening?  Just curious 

201 Pandemic Scenario;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoLw-Q8X174 …

Repo Market, Fed injecting billions into Banks  since Sept.

Half-Billion $ Pandemic Derivatives;   https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/half-billion-pandemic-derivatives/ …

Seems the WHO caught a timely cold & isn't all just timely.

2/28/2020 9:38:58 AM marylop15143746 What is a IS-BE new to this term

2/28/2020 9:39:48 AM winklerburke My guess:  He knows the number, generally, of who will flourish under sanity (elimination of Prog-1984-brainwashing) vs. the rubes made by Prog-1984-

brainwashing... Rule & reason return 2 Earth... but it will go hard, very hard... for some of the brainwashed among us. Light-dark.

2/28/2020 9:41:45 AM ethan_avior "If I have seen further, it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants" ~ Sir Isaac Newton

Whats the story on Giants, are you going to say that was just a figure of speech ?

you point to the puppet and im talking about the puppeteers

2/28/2020 9:44:57 AM realnotrussian Thoughts become things. Think wisely. Think the bible. Ask and you shall receive. You must ask positively, worry is negative prayer.

2/28/2020 9:48:55 AM winklerburke Spelling matters: pron = Lincolnesque. without interest or significance; dull; insipid. like or characteristic of Abraham Lincoln. very high or tall; lofty. 

(Media is destroying self by imagining it isn’t running a destroy Trump agenda?) They will destroy themselves this way? Yup

2/28/2020 9:48:59 AM susan66388204 He’s so sweet♥️. But I think he knows a secret it seems

2/28/2020 9:55:57 AM turboxyde "Now everybody just sing along!

Let the sun shine in!

Open up your heart & let it shine on in!

When you are lonely, let it shine on!

Got to open up your heart & let it shine on in!" https://youtu.be/kjxSCAalsBE?t=137 …



2/28/2020 9:57:11 AM earth2nissy IS= IMMORTAL SPIRITUAL 

BE= BIOLOGICAL ENTITY

We don't die, just our bodies. All life is an IS-BE. 🙂

2/28/2020 9:57:33 AM meequalsfree I recently heard a school closing down in US because of virus. this was just after Trump gave the numbers in a press conference where there was less 

than two handfuls - mostly all recovered!

2/28/2020 9:59:03 AM kikaltz I was replying to someone else, dear.

2/28/2020 9:59:06 AM marylop15143746 Thank you

2/28/2020 10:00:18 AM fishyja27 Not socialism! Communism! They call it “social” but it is communism. Not in the USA ever! Thanks ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

2/28/2020 10:02:19 AM qanonwtp WTHeck!

2/28/2020 10:03:01 AM corstruction IMO they need to crash the markets to devalue our existing currency, wipe out the Fed & Central Banks then tie to Gold Backed Currency.  All of the 

stocks in the market are valueless as they are backed by fiat currency. Wipe them out & rally them back up post Gold.

2/28/2020 10:03:06 AM meequalsfree perfect time for this photo. pic.twitter.com/TA5iuh2ouQ

2/28/2020 10:03:22 AM tribbleindustr1 7K in isolation, but not following the estimated incubation time of 27-28 days. They are isolating for 14. I am hearing first responders being told to treat 

this like chickenpox. And if you have any nerve to watch the horror show from China. This is not chickenpox in the least.

2/28/2020 10:11:02 AM tj65721432 Like ANTIFA?  Agreed!

2/28/2020 10:12:10 AM earth2nissy You're welcome.

2/28/2020 10:17:07 AM lamieret Exactly the same with me....

2/28/2020 10:18:40 AM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/jQvQOXhsQx

2/28/2020 10:19:41 AM 369palm It’s interesting because my doctors dosing recommendation is half that yet only when I take double do my tests come back normal.

2/28/2020 10:22:01 AM mtneer2012  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpZvJtx6OO8&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR38iLnfF-

5RoOPRQ7qsZvPhGOqjpsWLB1jhPziwCZ28DSi4iNsMHnl__VY …

2/28/2020 10:25:22 AM 762100rddrums The Most Dangerous Game

2/28/2020 10:26:57 AM peaceanonredux The #bubonicplague lasted for 200 years. I didn’t know that until yesterday.

I have a feeling this thing is going to come around and around and around again.

2/28/2020 10:28:28 AM peaceanonredux They really shouldn’t put titles above the #Qposts. They can be misleading or just flat wrong.

2/28/2020 10:28:44 AM rebornkingent @TheKanehB this gets back to the meaning of 369 and why @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has written so much on 369 as has Tesla.  Numerology/ kaballa

2/28/2020 10:29:03 AM peaceanonredux  https://t.co/5lULpzDTzn  https://twitter.com/bardsofwar/status/1233234169460707329?s=21 …

2/28/2020 10:38:57 AM concavess I do; The highest classification is reserved for the wisdom that is already inside of you. ...well maybe not you ya shady beeeitch. #bebetter

2/28/2020 10:41:36 AM state1union Ya right ask Pharma about all their Black Projects.

2/28/2020 10:41:37 AM kevinmruel In the Bible Jesus said Followers will be persecuted... Prayers for Protection and Keep On Keeping On. In Jesus Name Amen. United We Stand Divided 

We Fall. #WWG1WGA @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @UncleSamsNation @Squill_whispers 

https://twitter.com/KaitMarieox/status/1233424401812553728 …

2/28/2020 10:41:51 AM blue_irl 😂 ⏰ yes it is!

2/28/2020 10:44:41 AM state1union Military intelligence? 480 times? Corney?  Durham?

2/28/2020 10:48:09 AM uberdeuss Bro, qanon Is a marketing campaign. Probably there s some % of truth

2/28/2020 10:48:37 AM lamieret He has held up remarkably well, and knowing some are still asleep must be frustrating...and the daily attacks take a toll, his schedule would punish the 

youngest and strongest of us.

2/28/2020 10:52:52 AM birdiesrchirpin There was just a vague reference of mass panic being necessary for something down the line.

2/28/2020 10:54:17 AM jsantxman Avicci was murdered for this video. They were going to expose the child trafficking going on and he and the guy from sound garden were killed for it.

2/28/2020 10:56:07 AM scoladd I have one, a '96 S class MB..

2/28/2020 10:56:20 AM marciefischer80 Pray for our President.

2/28/2020 10:57:15 AM 1011vv  https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1233439445640208384?s=19 …

2/28/2020 11:04:53 AM nm_zsr I look at this and think:

How did they type in that 'delta' symbol?

🤔

2/28/2020 11:08:11 AM alight412 Very interesting. Are they white hats? Is this related to portal travel or is something else?

2/28/2020 11:09:11 AM titansass THIS IS PRIME PROOF OF THE DEEP STATE- ITS SPELLED OUT

2/28/2020 11:09:20 AM jeffcordell6 Very interesting

2/28/2020 11:11:29 AM windchaser2002  pic.twitter.com/unG0VIIy26

2/28/2020 11:14:07 AM thedeepstate5 Holy shit

2/28/2020 11:17:19 AM state1union Same here

2/28/2020 11:19:43 AM jeffcordell6 He knows.....

2/28/2020 11:20:37 AM jephious  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/28/2020 11:21:44 AM lindyeyesblue You are the master of your own reality,your own created hologram, another way stated, each soul/entity creates it’s own holographic reality 😇 If we 

each would master our “own “created reality, infuse ourselves with Gods divine love and light and heal,problem would  be solved. 🥰

2/28/2020 11:25:06 AM lindyeyesblue Awareness is the starting place 😇

2/28/2020 11:28:36 AM blsdbe I thought this too!!! pic.twitter.com/uacE9EtlPZ

2/28/2020 11:29:57 AM blsdbe I am so glad to learn from you, such a smart cookie!!!

2/28/2020 11:31:26 AM cstarr888 Questiqn Everything!

😉🙏💖

2/28/2020 11:31:33 AM seekingknowle12 "Doesnt want to assume the minimoon is an asteroid quite yet. "The possibility it is artificial still exists, so I am trying to be cautious with every 

statement," he said." https://www.space.com/minimoon-2020-cd3-discovery-around-earth-

explained.html?utm_source=Selligent&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=9155&utm_content=SDC_Newsletter+&utm_term=3117463&m_i=QtSQC

XgXl9inp268J1zEdMjNv2pg2sBrpwpusEv%2BHK0JjDLJ2HE5bJtCb6E_M46BSKOXzVm_x7dtfjwoYFlCRHdzEntnnc7d8DrlvEBQQJ …

2/28/2020 11:35:43 AM smalltownindy Powerful video.

2/28/2020 11:42:19 AM plasticjesus6 He died? When and how

2/28/2020 11:42:33 AM lmfaoso Dude, just post your stuff. No need to LARP.

2/28/2020 11:43:00 AM jaded_pearl It's something else. It's based on plasma energy & dominant Harmonic frequency resonance. We are holographic blue printed BEings.

2/28/2020 11:48:30 AM higherdensitees Which is your opinion...see the difference?  I think we’re making progress here! 😀

2/28/2020 11:50:55 AM 67whb AKA Arturo Tafoya... https://therealsamizdat.com/2019/08/12/cicada-files-arturo-tafoyovsky-interviewed/ …

2/28/2020 12:03:50 PM avamrogerscom OMG! 

Thank you Avici! RIP!

2/28/2020 12:11:11 PM rghardy3 Exposing what has really been happening

to all the missing people.



2/28/2020 12:12:40 PM peaceanonredux “#ApparentSuicide”

@Avicii https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/avicii-died-of-apparent-suicide-630336/ …

2/28/2020 12:13:37 PM fedupstepup It's Hungary

2/28/2020 12:14:57 PM njdeplorable1 Very patiently waiting..........

2/28/2020 12:16:40 PM seekingknowle12 What is Romania?

2/28/2020 12:19:03 PM jeremverhaeghe Hi! Je suis preneur d'informations également. Cela m'interpelle 🙏

2/28/2020 12:21:10 PM peaceanonredux  pic.twitter.com/o47yZsznS1

2/28/2020 12:29:43 PM blue_irl Very very intelligent people, even those with faith, sometimes lack knowledge, but he will continue to increase his knowledge through his intelligence 

and one day attain a wisdom that is exceptionally deep. Pray for Tafoyovsky.

2/28/2020 12:30:13 PM gadawg6973 So do not pay the federal taxes sounds even to me.

2/28/2020 12:31:59 PM kidge6 Me too. 

You are awesome.

2/28/2020 12:32:33 PM karma4event201 Not for show, it's denial; the Oppressive governments of Iran & china are saving their image.

2/28/2020 12:32:43 PM seekingknowle12 She was one of the first in the Me Too to come out and say "enough!"...Those that scream the loudest? Would be a natural reaction to come out hard 

against, out of the blue?

 https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/1/7/16861862/oprah-winfrey-golden-globes-speech … pic.twitter.com/YpN9LpiUga

2/28/2020 12:36:25 PM karma4event201 But Iran China Russia and Syria are allies ? 

Regime change ?

2/28/2020 12:39:52 PM karma4event201 imo they are trying to crash the economy before POTUS returns us to gold back currency and ends the central bank we call the Federal Reserve

2/28/2020 12:40:30 PM norefils Awesome news!!!

2/28/2020 12:41:50 PM markpinder11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

RO water or distilled water?

Thank you for your insight.

2/28/2020 12:45:14 PM hortonhiwaaynet Probably selling to highest bidder.

2/28/2020 12:47:29 PM zoilaliz1 I second that 😉💛😁

2/28/2020 12:54:14 PM manifest_utopia Accidents happen, even among friends. BD Anon has turned out to be correct on many things pertaining to this region. You can read all his posts here. 

Discernment as per usual.  http://139.162.209.62/bda/index.html

2/28/2020 12:54:21 PM smalltownindy It is interesting how the company Moderna, Inc. was awarded a DARPA grant of 24 million to combat biowarfare. Now they are in human trial phase of 

development for Coronavirus cure. But, nobody wants to mention biowarfare possibility in MSM.

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moderna  pic.twitter.com/ZA04OzaPbs

2/28/2020 12:56:07 PM cathyholton4 I've also read every tweet and 6hrs of mj12 documents! Wow

2/28/2020 12:57:12 PM cathyholton4 Mj 12 said he was good. I read mj documents

2/28/2020 12:58:27 PM smalltownindy Slick video.🤔🤔🤔

2/28/2020 12:58:35 PM doq017 Let’s pull out the scales.

One side verified and trusted Q Patriots👍🏻

The other side an funny intellectual rich cognoscenti of all things but giving only faint praise of POTUS!

Did I hear a boing?

No contest!

Patriots Win!

Another one (that I follow) bites the dust.

2/28/2020 12:58:40 PM april10521252 So are you!

2/28/2020 12:58:49 PM april10521252 Thank you🙏

2/28/2020 1:04:08 PM cmcm_1981 He's talking about light bodies that don't require food?

2/28/2020 1:08:23 PM jones_tobious Really makes you wonder about the Hostel and Saw movies...

2/28/2020 1:12:27 PM micsquito 🙏👑💯✊

2/28/2020 1:23:59 PM iamalwaysad247 Those pills stained the plaque on your  teeth so you learned how to brush better.

2/28/2020 1:25:04 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233039329204867072?s=20 …

 https://youtu.be/AFk8qKO-Z50 

2/28/2020 1:25:43 PM twinnskyy Not source of energy...source of information. Is it verifiable?

2/28/2020 1:28:29 PM iamalwaysad247 then he kissed a  http://baby.as  a mother id not let that man lay hands on my child.he is knowingly misleading masses

2/28/2020 1:28:37 PM 369_is @MaryLop15143746 

The you tube is "Alien Interview". It explains all about Is-Be. A little long but worth it. You can probably watch it a bit at a time.

2/28/2020 1:35:26 PM patriotleah1776 I just can't believe when people assume the victim mindset when HEARING about atrocities... I tell those people, just IMAGINE BEING THAT PERSON... 

we need to be strong for these people who have ACTUALLY SUFFERED. Love & light to all you strong, courageous survivors! WRWY

2/28/2020 1:41:33 PM karma4event201 Thank you for the link! 

I have not read about a Russia link & that is why I put a ? 

Anything is possible. Russia does not run an oprresive regime and doesn't care for the supremacist ideologies 

Thank you for the link

2/28/2020 1:44:17 PM psi_ink Soundgarden - Chris Cornell

2/28/2020 1:47:25 PM hawkgirlinmn It finally did for me later. Probably my craptastic internet

2/28/2020 1:48:01 PM nursekimberly2 Soros connects to anything that involves corruption, financial crimes, embezzlement and money laundering, the promotion of anti-christian 

propaganda, that leads to further degradation of the moral compass in social structures and culture worldwide $ violent uprisings ++++. 

pic.twitter.com/UxdvnIKFui

2/28/2020 1:48:29 PM adam51016989 Because food is a drug. Drugs are chemicals. Food is simply chemicals. Chemicals have addictive qualities.           There technically is no difference 

between eating a cheeseburger, and doing heroin. It’s all just chemicals.

2/28/2020 1:48:39 PM nursekimberly2 A eastern European nation!

2/28/2020 1:55:23 PM nursekimberly2 Jesus said "for it would be better to tie a millstone around your neck and be cast out to sea than to harm a little child and face God's judgement". The 

Caananites, Phonecians, Hittites, Khazars, satanic orders, Bolsheviks, ppl sayin they're Jews but are not & bluebloods +++++ pic.twitter.com/5fzi7yPRQp

2/28/2020 1:55:42 PM nursekimberly2 🙏AMEN🙏

2/28/2020 1:56:41 PM soulesssamurai The video that got him suicided, RIP AVICII

2/28/2020 1:58:16 PM soulesssamurai Don’t forget about Chester!!

2/28/2020 1:59:12 PM peter95117110 "...The world around us is a mystery, and men are no better than anything else. If a little plant is generous with us we must thank her, or perhaps she 

will not let us go." Carlos Castaneda's - Journey to Ixtlan - 1 9 7 2

2/28/2020 1:59:39 PM soulesssamurai  pic.twitter.com/6hKKj71urG

2/28/2020 1:59:58 PM soulesssamurai  pic.twitter.com/CixVw2jwRu

2/28/2020 2:01:55 PM melbourne_3000 VERY difficult to consistently fake, force or even correct body language to reflect a contrived outcome.

#POTUS Loves ALL his People 💕 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233295904972689408?s=20 …



2/28/2020 2:01:57 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you very much!  💗💗💗

2/28/2020 2:05:39 PM chris8nix Diabetes 1, needs attention. Puerto Rico (plant) we can cure this. Please.

2/28/2020 2:07:33 PM manifest_utopia 🙏💫💖

One beneficial outcome of all this could be exposure of the bioweapons programs being conducted by various countries. These programs need to be 

terminated. Hopefully the people around the world will demand their end.

2/28/2020 2:07:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 7+4=11

9 11

Symbology will be their downfall.

Will you participate?

Moloch welcomes you. pic.twitter.com/U2GOYO8QW1

2/28/2020 2:08:39 PM guy_karen Wow that’s terrifying

2/28/2020 2:09:24 PM jvan125 Absolutely tragic that these new parents thought they were ‘protecting’ their child...

2/28/2020 2:12:33 PM greenthumbri These people are SICK. #DarktoLight #GreatAwakening #UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA #LossPrevention #SMU pic.twitter.com/jBh6rqFCWF

2/28/2020 2:12:37 PM lovelara And the rest had them the day before

2/28/2020 2:13:38 PM wildhor52319908  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thiomersal 

better stuff is needed

2/28/2020 2:13:40 PM lisa36_t I don’t doubt this at all but I’m wondering where you got this data?

2/28/2020 2:13:51 PM girlawakeinca Children are the future. It is our duty to end the abuse against humanity & GAIA. pic.twitter.com/x2nt06cyVn

2/28/2020 2:13:58 PM jeff57253103 WOW!!!

2/28/2020 2:14:03 PM wildhor52319908 When was thimerosal removed vaccines?

Thimerosal was taken out of childhood vaccines in the United States in 2001. Measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccines do not and never did 

contain thimerosal.

2/28/2020 2:14:17 PM bibibobibox Like Erodes and the innocents massacre. Are they looking for another “elected” babies?

2/28/2020 2:15:21 PM jane_q_patriot And the remaining percentage of SIDS cases usually die within days. https://kellybroganmd.com/driving-epidemic-sudden-infant-death-sids/ …

2/28/2020 2:15:46 PM lorivictoria Sauce please

2/28/2020 2:16:29 PM sharong73376199 That is high.

2/28/2020 2:17:19 PM amatkiwai you can verify it yourself

2/28/2020 2:20:24 PM peekaboo1966 So true, and so devastating... God Protect our babies from this enemy of poison thrusted upon us forcefully.  We can not fight this alone. We must seek 

God's intervention on this for all our babies.  Pray.. and be with God

2/28/2020 2:20:57 PM seekingknowle12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOmD-xqK2Es …

2/28/2020 2:27:05 PM stanstephens13 Source?

2/28/2020 2:28:21 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I agree I noticed during his press conference he seemed bored to be there, but I also noted his smirk and certain things he said. Like us he's aware of 

what's going on and he's sick of it all and he knows this CV is just a ploy to slow everything down and tank the economy.

2/28/2020 2:29:08 PM dairy_mom_of_6 I think he knows the outcome is going to be good in the world will be shocked. We are all waiting!!

2/28/2020 2:31:22 PM nine_six3 👍 My thoughts exactly!!! 💭👏🙌

🙅♂️ No, I Will Not Participate. I Am Sovereign. I Am Free. 🤛👊🤜

2/28/2020 2:32:03 PM lucy_des Where does this number come from??  Whats your source?

2/28/2020 2:33:00 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/Nt1nlYBblL

2/28/2020 2:33:56 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/iGQ6oGEjQj

2/28/2020 2:34:52 PM lightlove21121 Ditto!

2/28/2020 2:35:14 PM stanfireman1 I think when the world finds out how sadistic this whole thing is, they will learn a new level of disgust.

2/28/2020 2:36:12 PM nursekimberly2 Airplane, OMG, it's been ages since I have watched that. Absolutely hilarious!

2/28/2020 2:38:23 PM tarini540 Horrific.

2/28/2020 2:39:36 PM stoneturnr Will Rudy eventually discuss this topic on his pod? Each ep goes deeper into their crimes so exposing CST in Ukraine seems like the logical conclusion to 

that pic.twitter.com/IwfvFgsBpB

2/28/2020 2:40:49 PM grandma26244385 THERE ARE FEW SUBJECTS THAT ANGER ME MORE than that of our CHILDREN BEING TARGETED. VACCINES, SCHOOLS, TRAFFICKING, CPS, PEDOS

2/28/2020 2:44:31 PM function108 Source?

2/28/2020 2:44:32 PM chucklesschumer #WINNING

2/28/2020 2:46:44 PM cyberanonrevolu the pope is sick

 https://www.cnews.fr/france/2020-02-28/le-pape-malade-pour-le-deuxieme-jour-consecutif-annule-ses-audiences-

931583?fbclid=IwAR2LKybwlSn3iQlkHGe-eswJwU9bW18pVjv4Te9wy1IofJGt6XG7HbN53Fc …

GOOD JOB Patriots... Nightshift 👊

@Qanon76 @SpaceForceDoD @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs GO GO GO. the hour of punishment has struck. AMOR OF GOD. MAGIC SWORD. 

AMEN 👼 pic.twitter.com/rXuq4sOokX

2/28/2020 2:47:01 PM petalidicarta Yeah

2/28/2020 2:47:54 PM outlawspades After my first born almost died after his first round of shots, no more. All six kids are 100% healthy, no ADHD, no allergies, no nothing. Couple got 

measles but no big deal and one had whooping cough but only annoying, took to doc and had no clue what it was but was fine after.

2/28/2020 2:50:03 PM waiting4et I never stated otherwise. #TriggeredMuch ? pic.twitter.com/sIZcYYIIZQ

2/28/2020 2:51:01 PM vodkaking420 No they didn't.

2/28/2020 2:51:41 PM georgeedwardca4 Amen Brother

#WWG1WGA

may God help US All

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@realDonaldTrump

Mr.Putin

@PMOIndia

@AbeShinzo

@SecPompeo

@EyesOnQ

@cjtruth

@martingeddes

@RudyGiuliani

@StormIsUponUs

#Q pic.twitter.com/pUdDbBg5os
2/28/2020 2:53:37 PM vodkaking420 I do

2/28/2020 2:53:53 PM vodkaking420 Nope



2/28/2020 2:54:39 PM rifflemonica I would love that source?

2/28/2020 2:55:27 PM vodkaking420 They are the source 'member

2/28/2020 2:55:56 PM vodkaking420 Themselves

2/28/2020 2:58:53 PM disclosureadvoc I give thanks for every meal 🙏🏻💎💙 Gratitude is an integral part of my life 💚

2/28/2020 2:58:55 PM missmari32 Oh sure

2/28/2020 3:00:17 PM keith369me I have very mixed feelings regarding immunizations.  For example nobody in my generation has had polio or small pox, so there clearly is value.  At 

what point does the bad outweigh the good?  Statistics should drive it, not agendas.  Are accurate statistics even available?

2/28/2020 3:01:00 PM ethereal_shaman I may have been asleep at the wheel with my kids, but I'm a wide awake grandma with wide awake kids now. 

Better late than never.  🙏

2/28/2020 3:03:46 PM unitedredwhite1 I can't have kids - it's been the sorrow of my life. If I could then no way in hell

2/28/2020 3:04:31 PM kosheen18 The tipping point on the cusp.

2/28/2020 3:05:07 PM girlawakeinca I think if We The People demand it, yes. Here’s some steps towards it in this thread. 

 https://twitter.com/lalaruefrench75/status/1233433717600747521?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/YwqfZTAluY

2/28/2020 3:05:30 PM angieco00740829 geez, i can't even watch it all.

2/28/2020 3:08:35 PM bluewarrior27  http://ruleof6ix.fieldofscience.com/2011/03/on-origins-of-smallpox-where-and-when.html …

2/28/2020 3:11:11 PM mithoheri 7 × 3 = 21

21 - 4 = 17

1 + 7 = 8 = ∞

🤔

🇩🇪⚓🇺🇸

2/28/2020 3:12:17 PM neverfo46920219 These people are so fucked up im wondering if they are human.

If they are their soul is completely gone.

2/28/2020 3:13:38 PM angieco00740829 if they would shut down the labs that create these things it would be great. be-low them up

2/28/2020 3:14:09 PM kyates_biz 79.4

7+9 = 16

1+6 = 7

7+4 = 11

Because the 9 is the trinity it has no effect  on the maths.

So becomes

79.4

7+4 = 11

9 11 

I think this is how. But for data unsure source. 

Is 9 the holy trinity in numerology

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
2/28/2020 3:15:24 PM queeniebaby45 I knew I seen this pic before. RIP

2/28/2020 3:16:24 PM blsdbe I am so very grateful for all the wisdom you have shared that has helped me to think critically. I am #ProHygiene now, no more vaccines for me. I came 

across something that I am still allowing to resonate to determine what I think about it: https://youtu.be/YSbv8RRhC54 

2/28/2020 3:19:27 PM w1717171717 Care to explain yourself @Oprah?

2/28/2020 3:21:13 PM mithoheri Laughing is sure healrhy

😂🤣😂😂😂

2/28/2020 3:25:21 PM manifest_utopia Yes. Trend lines for multiple diseases show ALL declined over decades prior to vaccines introduced, including scarlet fever, for which there is no 

vaccine. 94% of the declines in diseases are attributed to sanitation, hygiene, clean water & fresh food. pic.twitter.com/H9LrNEMBOQ

2/28/2020 3:30:41 PM alight412 I did get the plasma thing which kind of made me think of the portals on the series SG1.

What is a holographic blue print ISBE? I get the  corn/clone harvest piece.

2/28/2020 3:31:09 PM americanpetal No, I will not participate. I’m seeing 911 a lot again lately. 😬

2/28/2020 3:31:40 PM defftl Waiting......for more! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SExq41NuxbM …

2/28/2020 3:32:38 PM higherdensitees Lol.. sure you did...remember your fake news comment to my opinion?  You were the one with the itchy trigger finger and got called out on it... 

pic.twitter.com/Kqqvt13QAQ

2/28/2020 3:34:12 PM alight412 @kabamur_taygeta @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ArchangelAmongU 

I live on the west coast. This week we have had magnificent spring weather- warm with blue skies. The exception has been the heavily sprayed skies 

and now of course we have rain coming. 1 of 2

2/28/2020 3:36:08 PM manifest_utopia If you want lots of documentation regarding vaccine injuries & deaths, follow @LotusOak2 

Here's the vaccine schedules for various years, for comparison. Notice the rapid increases in req. vaccines after Big Pharma was given complete 

exemption from liability in 1986. pic.twitter.com/zaM2RAXHHt

2/28/2020 3:36:53 PM mpbigred If I am interpreting Holy Bible correctly, concept is Jesus Christ wants your attention, why? up to you to figure that out; Psalms 23 comes to mind: The 

Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want etc  https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Psalm+23&version=KJV … Jesus told me personally He has 

this & I believe🌐☮️🕊❤️🙏

2/28/2020 3:38:02 PM areckoningday What happened to our flag?

Flag without a Nation:

 https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg  pic.twitter.com/om0jFBhlgY

2/28/2020 3:39:05 PM butternugget42 Get. a. room.

2/28/2020 3:39:30 PM di1952 So there’s a good chance the child won’t die of Polio, Mumps, Measles, etc....

2/28/2020 3:40:07 PM butternugget42 He's high AF, because it's before noon.

2/28/2020 3:46:27 PM clustercalm I like it!

2/28/2020 3:47:43 PM docpalfrancesc2 Christian Löffler-Haul(For All the Refugee Children in This World)  https://youtu.be/wiKFq1JKpjo  Published on November 2017 @evankirstel 

@adamscrabble @adamgreen954 @enricomolinari @gatewaypundit @RCFamilies @FoFG_FalunGong @HumanAtStanford @1DavidClarke 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealJamesWoods

2/28/2020 3:48:42 PM chris8nix Alarming.

2/28/2020 3:53:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMJA

2/28/2020 3:54:24 PM jeremy350344 Is the earth flat?

2/28/2020 3:54:41 PM jvan125 How does POTUS have so much energy ALL THE TIME? I have literally never seen the man YAWN!! How does he do it??



2/28/2020 3:54:48 PM 1_decided_voter What is the pipeline clogged with specifically that is preventing major prosecutions from happening?

2/28/2020 3:54:58 PM manifest_utopia Great video of Dr. Lauwrence Palevsky, pediatrician testifying & explaining what the adjuvants in vaccines do to the human body. 

https://vimeo.com/386313325 

2/28/2020 3:54:59 PM 39anc6 Is this all real? Or I'm getting crazy? I was hoping today was the storm day... As every day

2/28/2020 3:55:05 PM thericharddoyle Will 45 be visiting Australia?

2/28/2020 3:55:07 PM girlawakeinca I personally don’t think all vaccines are bad. Additives & some are harmful especially when mandated IMHO & even more harmful is the fact that the 

public is not informed enough to read the vaccine insert. Especially number 1️⃣3️⃣. pic.twitter.com/I7ONvtuDjw

2/28/2020 3:55:11 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.ignet.gov/content/inspectors-general-directory …

Which one of these breaking into the news cycle soon

2/28/2020 3:55:14 PM 369helen313 JA 👀...

2/28/2020 3:55:23 PM ecranchero Some say he is Pleidian, not human.

2/28/2020 3:55:23 PM raulterroba Does the use of recreational weed have any negative effects to our IS-BE’s experience?

2/28/2020 3:55:24 PM freedom_sent any proof of these sacrifices to Moloch specifically?  photos / videos of these gatherings?  the closest I've ever seen is when A. Jones snuck into 

Bohemian Grove and filmed their little party.   Anything else?  What about more info on that leaked Epstein security cam pic.  info?

2/28/2020 3:55:29 PM giediknight Are there protections if Breadline Bernie steals the election?

2/28/2020 3:55:34 PM 39anc6 Is the sun something to do with the great awakening?

2/28/2020 3:55:54 PM sunspot406 Happened To a friends little girl over 20 years ago

2/28/2020 3:56:07 PM 39anc6 I have 42. I will see it happen?

2/28/2020 3:56:08 PM euskal_pride Why is abbreviation such a long word?

2/28/2020 3:56:14 PM tyetyler1 Is Somerset Belenoff truthful and is she a "LightLord"?

2/28/2020 3:56:27 PM upmoxie Are clones walking around us?  If so, what percentage of us are clones?

2/28/2020 3:56:47 PM palmdalekid2  https://t.co/zVauDyhFAL  https://twitter.com/palmdalekid2/status/1231442839227125760?s=21 …

2/28/2020 3:57:10 PM djlok Do you know that we love you?

2/28/2020 3:57:29 PM by369surrounded Can we manifest with the #powerof369 and self protect? I have 3s 6s and 9s all around me - feel protected by them.

2/28/2020 3:57:40 PM lordconcave NO

2/28/2020 3:58:01 PM tyetyler1 Are we close to the banking collapse?

2/28/2020 3:58:02 PM clifton15jon Do reptilians know they are not human? Why and at what age do they start shape shifting?  Have any ever rebelled and refused to shape Shift only to 

be caught?

2/28/2020 3:58:04 PM libertyspring99 Victory of the light! How can we communicate with benevolent ETs and inter dimensional beings?

2/28/2020 3:58:06 PM hawkgirlinmn Have we had a recent global upgrade?

2/28/2020 3:58:15 PM qaphsiel17 What is the real date in years?

2/28/2020 3:58:24 PM 369helen313 How strong would be the hit this weekend !? ⚡🌪⚡

2/28/2020 3:58:29 PM corn_hole How can we stop ai from destroying earth?

2/28/2020 3:58:42 PM jbcloud Middle class is taking a beating. Any relief coming?

2/28/2020 3:59:06 PM ursula_1111 Great Q uestion!

2/28/2020 3:59:09 PM plantman2310 He doesn’t drink 🍸

2/28/2020 3:59:11 PM serenityfirth Why are news pundits predicting no charges coming?

 https://gjarr.it/2Tq2Ujq 

2/28/2020 3:59:17 PM grand3americano Will indictments be coming soon from Durham? or just another report?

2/28/2020 3:59:19 PM tyetyler1 Is David Wilcock genuine?

2/28/2020 3:59:29 PM aprilbrown99 JA = Julian Assange? Just Anything?

2/28/2020 3:59:47 PM grand3americano C-19 white hat op?

2/28/2020 3:59:52 PM notevenchad17 AMJA?? Ask Me Julian Assange?? Sorry for being slow here.

2/28/2020 4:00:02 PM thawizza Is Palantir (PT) a central piece for Q?

2/28/2020 4:00:15 PM tyetyler1 Why is there a " D " in the name COVID-19?

2/28/2020 4:00:16 PM joshuajamesdavi Yes

2/28/2020 4:00:29 PM xhili5 Is Hynek involved?

2/28/2020 4:00:34 PM nybiltong Is it true that 5G are killing people with same symptoms as covid19?

2/28/2020 4:00:48 PM serenityfirth  https://gjarr.it/2Tq2Ujq 

2/28/2020 4:00:54 PM covertress Being a Starseed, does my DNA include the genetic memories of my other star lives?

2/28/2020 4:00:58 PM girlawakeinca Will Maritime Law be folded out of the timeline?

2/28/2020 4:01:01 PM jvan125 I thought it meant Ask MJ Anything 😆🤷🏼♀️

2/28/2020 4:01:11 PM covertress Are Targeted Individual programs still active? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063085968083902465?s=20 …

2/28/2020 4:01:17 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/senate-chairmen-press-investigation-allegations-underperforming-commerce …

2/28/2020 4:01:24 PM aprilbrown99 The sun is a portal.

2/28/2020 4:01:47 PM lordconcave Where's the beef?

2/28/2020 4:01:56 PM aprilbrown99 Oh that works too. Lol. 🤗🤗🤗

2/28/2020 4:01:56 PM jvan125 April I think you’d resonate with this woman a lot... https://youtu.be/woT16pG8YLg 

2/28/2020 4:02:01 PM girlawakeinca Could possibly be a typo to throw off the many forms of: pic.twitter.com/dNvBkhJwVF

2/28/2020 4:02:08 PM covertress Was there an ET landing in Missouri in 1941 that F learned of when he became Sec Navy? Was this where EBE-1 came from? Did EBE-1 help F to 

remember who he was?

2/28/2020 4:02:28 PM ausanon369 How can we rid our bodies of smart dust? Is there any minerals/vitamins that can flush our system of this?

2/28/2020 4:02:39 PM diggie_b2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Okay...c'mon. R U guys th' REAL deal? I've followed for a little while, y'seem legit! I mean, health care advice? ...plus all th' other spooky govn't shit? 

T'seems t'me, you've got it GOIN' ON, like, ALL the "TIME"! Heh! Keep on keepin' on! Prouda yas!

2/28/2020 4:02:42 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/eXIjjfe0s4

2/28/2020 4:02:46 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you. I will check it out. 💫💫💫

2/28/2020 4:02:56 PM covertress Is there secret a secret society within the secret society at The Magic Castle in Hollywood, CA? Why must one speak to an owl to gain entry?

2/28/2020 4:03:15 PM clifton15jon Antartica is inhabited with extra-terrestrials?

2/28/2020 4:03:16 PM covertress Was Jesus a Starseed?

2/28/2020 4:03:34 PM 39anc6 And the supernova?

2/28/2020 4:03:34 PM girlawakeinca Best tweet of the day 💫

2/28/2020 4:04:14 PM corn_hole What is the Freemason's Great Work? What is their end game?

2/28/2020 4:04:23 PM zagnett Do traumatic historical events (e.g. battles) open some kind of portal? Do they damage the fabric of spacetime? Do they harm our collective human 

consciousness? If so, can all of of this damage be repaired? Can the souls (re-incarnated?) involved in such events be healed?🤔

2/28/2020 4:04:57 PM sdane8 And God Bless you both as well!

2/28/2020 4:05:09 PM jsantxman Yep!!

2/28/2020 4:05:15 PM z00mz00m4 How many of the cabal will actually goto jail?

2/28/2020 4:05:19 PM aprilbrown99 Great questions Zag!  🔥🔥🔥



2/28/2020 4:05:28 PM nine_six3 To whom exactly is MJ12 referring to when stating the following: “Don’t worry, we are not going to betray the people who we swore to protect during 

this transition. Trust the plan.”

2/28/2020 4:05:43 PM n7guardiananon Are you Ready MJ12???

2/28/2020 4:05:51 PM _constitution Is the threat from COVID19 overstated or understated?

2/28/2020 4:05:55 PM 39anc6 OMG! This is too hot! I guess many of us need answers!

2/28/2020 4:06:09 PM hawkgirlinmn Dna that is....😬

2/28/2020 4:06:17 PM scott_rick Is the Fed going down in March

2/28/2020 4:06:21 PM girlawakeinca Try searching @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 (enter search word(s) here) at the top. You’ll find some very helpful info. 😃

2/28/2020 4:06:38 PM realsenatortaft Why is the US government so afraid to tell the truth about what we really know about extraterrestrial life?

2/28/2020 4:06:49 PM process_facts You are in the storm right now.

However, the storm is long and slow.

Logic-based questioning is preventing the current financial markets from causing a real meltdown. Rational thinking is what you got from Q. 

You are in the storm right now and lack of panic Is your superpower.

2/28/2020 4:07:32 PM hoelessromantik How complete and total is the mind control technology/program out there? Like down to pupil and precise movements? Are those under the influence 

or control aware of it whether indirect or directly? An “urge” or is it seemingly free will ?

2/28/2020 4:07:54 PM daveo6145 Panic/Disinfo

2/28/2020 4:08:06 PM scott_rick Are you aware of CMKM Diamonds?

2/28/2020 4:08:37 PM 39anc6 The power of #asjm is real! Although I don't know what the "j" stands for!

2/28/2020 4:09:36 PM aprilbrown99 Are you fishing today MJ? 🐠🐟🐡

2/28/2020 4:09:38 PM rick_hernandez How can we prepare to best help those who struggle with learning the truth?

2/28/2020 4:09:55 PM 39anc6 No panic... Just need someone to say that all is going to work, and child's gonna be ok

2/28/2020 4:10:24 PM wickedmouse369 Will any of us get the possibility to join @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

2/28/2020 4:10:31 PM daveo6145 Are we ready for #THESTORM

2/28/2020 4:10:40 PM corruptionshow What is this from?

2/28/2020 4:10:55 PM higherself_1_ I often wonder the same 💪🏻

2/28/2020 4:10:57 PM zagnett Is this an important longterm part of the Great Awakening? 🤔🧐😎

2/28/2020 4:11:08 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1233544652076220423?s=19 …

2/28/2020 4:11:24 PM worldxplorer1 Is Barron Trump Q?  

BT from the future?

2/28/2020 4:11:37 PM thawizza #GOODNIGHT?

2/28/2020 4:11:57 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/N2MPWx6SaG

2/28/2020 4:12:23 PM nielsteyn What is the cause of the recent Schuman resonance peak?

2/28/2020 4:12:25 PM clfaerber1 No outside comms!

Simple.

You fall into the same @JohnMappin category, with this.

Camel Nose.

Now your information is suspect.

Who do you represent, DS, Red Dragon or The Man....or...?

Be careful who you follow, question everything, everyone. Trust yourself.

#QAnon
2/28/2020 4:12:35 PM burgersandra Is there more than 1 inter dimensional terminal?

2/28/2020 4:13:35 PM higherself_1_ Have you personally met the Current USA President?

2/28/2020 4:13:47 PM c_morece Nuclear explosions open portals

2/28/2020 4:13:47 PM ethereal_shaman What would be the significance/benefit of  merging consciousness briefly with another of your BEs from a different reality?  It was dreamlike, but I 

wasn't dreaming. Almost like we were working on something in tandem, but different dimensions maybe.

2/28/2020 4:13:49 PM jeebaleebs If time is an illusion, which coming event would indicate that arrests are imminent?

2/28/2020 4:13:58 PM egelone does chinese people here in us need to worry about themselves due to the tension/conflict between china and us and the new Coronavirus? thanks

2/28/2020 4:14:15 PM normal_wizard Will you take my specific barter app/website idea that will easily solve everything that is dangerous about the current economy by providing a 

supplemental economic structure and help me build it?

2/28/2020 4:14:18 PM 39anc6 I know... Trust the plan

2/28/2020 4:14:19 PM sterkinglights1 Mabey ask Majestic anything.

2/28/2020 4:14:55 PM worldxplorer1 What is the goal of all the starseeds incarnating here?

There are more now than ever.

2/28/2020 4:15:00 PM girlawakeinca It appears so... 🎣

2/28/2020 4:15:14 PM sterkinglights1 Same

2/28/2020 4:15:18 PM ethereal_shaman What is a Thunderbird?

2/28/2020 4:15:24 PM jrocktigers Hive mind brotha. . .. great ? .

2/28/2020 4:15:31 PM nostradachris1  pic.twitter.com/M0qYq3DEAB

2/28/2020 4:15:39 PM oaf_unbreakable For one second, entertain the what if.

What if Durham comes and goes and still no one is charged?

What then?

Where will the goal post move to?

2/28/2020 4:16:06 PM trollingmockin1 Does my IS have memories? Can I communicate with my IS? If I communicate with my IS would I be able to upload memory ?

2/28/2020 4:16:07 PM ethereal_shaman Me either, but I don't have his energy level.

2/28/2020 4:16:11 PM zagnett There could be other types of important portals? 🤔

2/28/2020 4:16:29 PM covertress How to Search Twitter

to Find Anything

 https://covertress.com/searching-twitter-for-answers/ …

2/28/2020 4:17:19 PM keith369me Question for everyone else here besides MJ12...how did you find this Twitter account?...for me personally, MJ12 responded to a question I asked in 

reply to @Jordan_Sather_  Tweet.

2/28/2020 4:17:44 PM crzycnuk101 No. MJ12 actually reccomend consuming cannabus. They even tell us it is to be eaten. And explain how to prepare it.



2/28/2020 4:17:59 PM rebornkingent When is the activation coming and what can we do to maximize. And why not sooner?  Why are we waiting for the normies to catch up?

2/28/2020 4:18:23 PM jeremy350344 Just by chance scrolling

2/28/2020 4:18:24 PM keith369me What is the single most important thing patriots can do for the betterment of humanity?

2/28/2020 4:18:24 PM jvan125 Literally not even a yawn...and sips of water during a two hour rally? Eh, not necessary! 😳🤯

2/28/2020 4:19:02 PM upmoxie Is this a fake #amja?

2/28/2020 4:19:10 PM oaf_unbreakable Where is this report? (#97) pic.twitter.com/La7lURSIm7

2/28/2020 4:19:17 PM daveo6145 Are we ready to join the United Federation of Planets (UFP)

2/28/2020 4:19:27 PM justs0m3dud3 Wen aliens?

2/28/2020 4:19:52 PM unknownrabbith1 Why is the Schumann R spiking so much lately?

2/28/2020 4:20:17 PM keith369me Yes...your Akashic record is stored within your DNA...you are learning to access it Starseed.

2/28/2020 4:20:22 PM c_morece I did see the immediate arrests of Marines on a vid. 

It was amazing. They all formed a squadron then names were called out to form a line in front and we're then announced they were under arrest. They 

were taken away. Glorious. Human trafficking

2/28/2020 4:20:45 PM n7guardiananon @Acosta  be the Hero

Ask who is Q??? pic.twitter.com/pP34ziZ4Tl

2/28/2020 4:20:54 PM andoniandothard Did Jesus exist as was told in the Bible?

2/28/2020 4:20:55 PM girlawakeinca If so then please cast the net far & wide. We appreciate you all.

2/28/2020 4:21:02 PM rebornkingent Are we getting a life reset?  Many people were targeted and taken off soul path. Is there a plan for that? Or do they just have to wait till a next life.

2/28/2020 4:21:30 PM unknownrabbith1 Is Q more than one person? Why does it seem like he can foresee the future?

2/28/2020 4:22:04 PM jrocktigers Do you know which of the Bush(Scherf) family offspring are major players or heir apparent to lead their cabal?

2/28/2020 4:22:20 PM andoniandothard Is there an authentic (untampered) version of the Bible. And how would we find it

2/28/2020 4:22:30 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly!  💗💗💗

2/28/2020 4:22:56 PM veera81151963 How do you guys plan on using the capabilities of google and facebook after the storm (cleansed of all satanic influence) 

Almost all small businesses are forced to recruit their services - including myself 

Quite painful - if one thinks too long

2/28/2020 4:23:09 PM charmanda9 Stumbled upon. Stuck like glue. 😎

2/28/2020 4:23:16 PM nanablue37 To raise the vibration of the entire planet.

2/28/2020 4:23:16 PM sanfranciscoba That's just objectively false.

2/28/2020 4:23:32 PM keith369me Ascended master...are ascended masters Starseeds and is the ISBE known as Jesus currently incarnated?

2/28/2020 4:23:33 PM luluspeers1 Iv been saying that for years lm so glad that now we have an army of Digital soldiers to expose this medical murder!

2/28/2020 4:24:04 PM jeebaleebs What technologies exist, that you have access to, that we may have trouble comprehending?

2/28/2020 4:24:13 PM jrocktigers Divine intervention?

2/28/2020 4:24:45 PM sanandaemanuel Jesus is NOT currently Incarnated.

But I am. With Metatron <3

2/28/2020 4:24:47 PM manifest_utopia Scrolling. 

I like how you found MJ. Almost like an invitation.

2/28/2020 4:25:03 PM kidge6 MJ12 liked the T = Thought tweet. pic.twitter.com/5Bq28OvyXi

2/28/2020 4:25:04 PM nanablue37 Love one another.  Nothing raises the vibration faster.

2/28/2020 4:25:13 PM n7guardiananon @Acosta  Become Legend

Who is Q???

Who is Q???

Who is Q??? pic.twitter.com/Y8eCOswr76

2/28/2020 4:25:47 PM sanandaemanuel Will the great things in nature happen before the end of May?

2/28/2020 4:26:15 PM girlawakeinca Why did California Highway Patrol issue what appears to be a first alert via phone yesterday? Is this a new process in place? I hadn’t seen one before. 

pic.twitter.com/WLQgIFEcjv

2/28/2020 4:26:25 PM sanandaemanuel What are you able to share about the operation happening in EU with US mil?

2/28/2020 4:26:37 PM aetherwalker1 IDK..  but I hope when all this mess is cleaned up, we can make owls just birds again.

I bet they are good birbs!!!

😊

2/28/2020 4:27:00 PM sanandaemanuel What do you know about the virus(ES)?

2/28/2020 4:27:20 PM sanandaemanuel Do you keep track of the special incarnated souls?

2/28/2020 4:27:27 PM worldxplorer1 I agree with you. I’m curious if MJ has additional info or some unexpected perspective.

2/28/2020 4:27:43 PM sanandaemanuel How close contact do you have with the grand plan?

2/28/2020 4:27:43 PM sterkinglights1 Check this horror story it on Shaun steroids podcast. Father is accused on shaking baby. Family's get destroyed, I wonder how common this is. 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/2UHydKuXe7mmD8uSdrzU2F?si=RWAJkPjZSNaZlvw_4sI6OA …

2/28/2020 4:27:44 PM kidge6 If ITY = Source

and

I = IS

T= Thought

Y must contain the 'God' or Divine or undefinable part. Yin/yang MJ said.  Interdimensional.

2/28/2020 4:28:25 PM ascendingadam 99 Qs in 33 min. 

0 As

2/28/2020 4:29:32 PM normal_wizard How do I save all of mankind and bring about an era of enlightenment and wisdom?

2/28/2020 4:29:34 PM dani06548474 Magically

2/28/2020 4:30:15 PM 444_q_ How can we best prepare our kids/husband/wife that are unaware, or hardheaded?

2/28/2020 4:30:16 PM charmanda9 Do you have more surprises in store for us?

2/28/2020 4:31:01 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Yes

2/28/2020 4:31:49 PM etdisclosure202 You've said in the past to be careful who you give your sexual energy to.

Does this mean try to share it with literally only 1 person? Or  is it okay to sleep around with a few different people? Dozens?

2/28/2020 4:32:11 PM manifest_utopia My favorite question by far.

2/28/2020 4:32:14 PM smokeylasagna What is in Antarctica?

2/28/2020 4:33:27 PM fansblowing3 Are IS-BEs on the surface of Mars or are they forced underground?

2/28/2020 4:33:32 PM mikespies904 are we on a flat plane?



2/28/2020 4:34:32 PM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Very valid question. I like your thinking and from unintentional past life unweaving yes it can. Absolutely. Many of us have died in a battle of some sort 

given the amount of wars and re-incarnations and yes can be acknowledged and healed. IEMT is a key. Source bless you X

2/28/2020 4:34:39 PM the_loveoflight Talking about? pic.twitter.com/4cOaSZdHmJ

2/28/2020 4:34:46 PM aetherwalker1 Divine Mercy is WITHOUT limit!

The entire Universe is filled with 'The Force'. It is conscious energy with the quality of Mercy.  And exists at greater 'densities' at higher dimensions.

The Divine within, Christ/Krishna, has the solution to ALL problems.

2/28/2020 4:35:58 PM qphillypatriot Is there realy 2 TRUMP's one from the future? pic.twitter.com/MTTK7Bps4Y

2/28/2020 4:36:15 PM miss_ampie Is it COVFeFe or CoVFeFe? 🤷🏼♀️

2/28/2020 4:36:45 PM guacamolly45 THIS is the abstolute WORST part of the whole thing, the children being abused, killed, trafficked.. i just can’t bare it. Makes me absolutely sick.

2/28/2020 4:36:46 PM worldxplorer1 We are ready! pic.twitter.com/xGeLscKTJ8

2/28/2020 4:36:53 PM islandofdelight 5 9 13 17 21 25

2/28/2020 4:36:53 PM fansblowing3 AMJA = ask me justabout anything?

2/28/2020 4:37:22 PM monangesauvi When does our ascension begin?

2/28/2020 4:37:32 PM islandofdelight IntentionxThoughtxYin/Yang=Mass? Real Reality=Speed of Light? Everything we perceive in our projected hologram is equal to the sum of our intention 

influencing thought influencing inner yin/yang interacting with light energy to create our perceived universe?

2/28/2020 4:38:05 PM areckoningday What is :QUANTUM-LANGUAGE-PARSE-SYNTAX-GRAMMAR ? https://twitter.com/AReckoningDay/status/1233536871310991360?s=20 …

2/28/2020 4:38:31 PM aprilbrown99 They were one of the first 6 accounts that I found when I came back to twitter to support our beloved Potus.

1. Potus & Flotus

2. Qanon76

3. Joe M (I had watched the Plan to Save the World) 

4.  Cordicon (Sean Smith) 

5.  PrayingMedic 

6.  Majestic 12 🥰🥰🥰

2/28/2020 4:38:58 PM the_loveoflight Assembly of Muslim Jurists of America

#AMJA

2/28/2020 4:39:14 PM fansblowing3 74.9 = 911 🤨

2/28/2020 4:39:17 PM americanpetal I’d like to think he’s watching from above. ❤️

2/28/2020 4:40:40 PM islandofdelight Is POTUS planning to release a CV cure? Or has something proactive potentially been deployed already? With 0 deaths and so few infected in the US I 

feel it’s possible

2/28/2020 4:40:44 PM 762100rddrums It found me

2/28/2020 4:40:50 PM ben40581315 Do you enjoy mind Fucking people..?

2/28/2020 4:41:26 PM covertress Are eggs a part of your recommended vegetarian diet? Is Ovo-vegetarian OK provided the chickens are raised properly?

(My own chickens as opposed to factory farm chickens)

2/28/2020 4:42:12 PM covertress Throughout human history, roughly how many humans have ascended?

2/28/2020 4:42:16 PM newparadigmtt What about Direct Democracy? !:)

2/28/2020 4:43:44 PM manifest_utopia Assist the planet in her ascension.

2/28/2020 4:43:44 PM jeebaleebs Nice.  For me it was 8chan, following Qanon.  

It's funny, cuz if there were new MJ12 tweets and new Qanon posts dropping at the same time... I'll look at both, but I'm more interested in MJ's 

tweets. Truly Majestic.

2/28/2020 4:44:01 PM wickedmouse369 Wonder if it depends if the egg has been fertilized or not...

2/28/2020 4:44:14 PM zagnett Source bless you as well. Thank you. 💛🙏👍

2/28/2020 4:45:19 PM jeritud3 Its not much different than the 5 o'clock news

in fact it might be closer to the truth metaphorically

2/28/2020 4:45:21 PM nanfran5 When you do what God calls you to do HE supplies all your needs. Maybe Trump is really called and has Divine Health.  We pray!

2/28/2020 4:46:22 PM americanpetal How can we best protect ourselves against demons?

2/28/2020 4:47:18 PM americanpetal Somehow I found him. I don’t remember.

2/28/2020 4:48:21 PM lamieret How would one know if they are something other than human?

2/28/2020 4:51:28 PM the_loveoflight The egg is still acidic based by nature, which would cause harm to the body, but I'd like to hear the answer a correct answer.

My confusion with food and our BE is that, we are here to love and achieve a state of consciousness, which can be reached through eating healthy but...

2/28/2020 4:51:41 PM the_loveoflight can also get there by eating a bad diet but would make the journey "tougher" 

Meat/Plant we are sacrificing a living experience, what really should we be eating then?

2/28/2020 4:51:50 PM wearediamonds2 No weapon formed against you shall prosper...helmet  of salvation, breastplate of righteousness. Belt of truth, sword of the spirit which is the word of 

God, sandals of peace-these are the weapons of our warfare against powers/principalities (demons). Blood of Jesus Christ

2/28/2020 4:52:02 PM waiting4et Whatever cry baby

2/28/2020 4:52:23 PM hifiman45 And no answers! 🤔 🤔 🤔 🤔 🤔

2/28/2020 4:53:43 PM 444_q_ Great question 💗 I've thought the same 😊

2/28/2020 4:54:28 PM 444_q_ My brother 💗

2/28/2020 4:55:26 PM 444_q_ 😊 in live in MO

2/28/2020 4:56:08 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/kwLFnO9jqY

2/28/2020 4:56:25 PM rallistiny 😢😢😢

2/28/2020 4:56:32 PM bbobbio71 How are you all doing?

2/28/2020 4:57:07 PM alisvolatpropi2 John Titor?

2/28/2020 4:57:34 PM alisvolatpropi2 I did too! 🙌🏼

2/28/2020 4:58:54 PM maggik123 don't forget ... Eph6:16 ABOVE ALL, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. 18 PRAYING always 

with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints:)

2/28/2020 4:59:52 PM worldxplorer1 Don’t really remember. I think a RT ended@up in my timeline when I had only been on twitter for a couple months and the info caught my attention.

2/28/2020 5:00:19 PM worldxplorer1 What about you Keith?

2/28/2020 5:00:34 PM 444_q_ Religious waver

2/28/2020 5:00:58 PM aetherwalker1 Divine Mercy is impartial and pours of itself upon all life.

I'm certain that ANY healing is possible, it's just that we are the ones that get in the way.



2/28/2020 5:01:01 PM 444_q_ Remember, they are YOUR kids.

2/28/2020 5:01:44 PM zagnett We can also help.

2/28/2020 5:04:17 PM youstinksoap I believe that is Julian Assange, but don't expect the MJ's to confirm or deny...

2/28/2020 5:04:30 PM desirelove101 This is a freighting statistic. Have never heard this connection before.

2/28/2020 5:04:42 PM zagnett Yes, there may be other ways.

2/28/2020 5:05:13 PM worldxplorer1 The vibration we put out is the vibration we get back. Put out gratitude and love and a demon couldn’t even approach you!

Like attracts like. 

Birds of a feather flock together. 

What we put out we get back. 

We reap what we sow. 

The “Law of Correspondence” is the key.
2/28/2020 5:06:50 PM islandofdelight Do you know ALICE? pic.twitter.com/P906k4cTkh

2/28/2020 5:10:00 PM eyeballpatriot What kind of music do you enjoy?

2/28/2020 5:10:22 PM holotechrd More then that..  I'm a SOURCE seed  Straight from the golden cube

Was then and still am...  My birth is a natural birth with light conception which is why I have the same abilities as before...  New name is Smarty & my 

commands go through Ashtar aboard the new Jerusalem..🙏❤️💥 pic.twitter.com/slD0gewmgW

2/28/2020 5:10:32 PM hollylandes 😅

2/28/2020 5:10:42 PM kidge6 Since words are spells (magick?), what are some we can utter that will help us and everyone come together in peace, knowing and unity?

2/28/2020 5:11:08 PM holotechrd YES I AM HERE..  Those who have eyes let them see those who have ears let them hear those who have hearts let them feel PERIOD ❤️💥👑👈

2/28/2020 5:11:16 PM spatriot1776 Best advice?

2/28/2020 5:12:34 PM stinkerbelle17 They’re real. #qanon

2/28/2020 5:12:40 PM mgray72531386 They just told him he was the real first black president of the United States. 💕❤️🇺🇸❤️💕

2/28/2020 5:12:47 PM agelessnerd ALL souls who serve the Light are special, and why would you care if @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 kept track of them?  SOURCE "keeps track of" ALL. Isn't that 

pretty much the only thing that matters?

2/28/2020 5:12:48 PM jvan125 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

2/28/2020 5:13:45 PM holotechrd LIE, I AM HERE FOR ALL TO SEE... 

And go ahead and doubt me because I know you will

The real Sananda GALACTIC,

SUPREME COMMANDER aka

KING Smarty KING OF KINGS ⚡❤️💥🌍🌌🛸😇👑👈

2/28/2020 5:15:55 PM holotechrd By the way I will be the last one standing  You can take that to the bank SOURCE DIRECTIVES 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣💥❤️💯👑👈

2/28/2020 5:16:17 PM marywal64295444 The teacher appears when the student is ready 😉

2/28/2020 5:16:41 PM zagnett Welcome aboard, my friend! ☺️

🇺🇸⭐️💫

2/28/2020 5:18:31 PM melhuses Love it

2/28/2020 5:18:55 PM johnny_3fingas Yes

2/28/2020 5:19:12 PM djlok Will NEVER happen!!!

2/28/2020 5:19:34 PM holotechrd @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/STBMiKyMkD

2/28/2020 5:19:49 PM worldxplorer1 David, my friend, how have you been?  I see you in my timeline all the time but haven’t talked in a long time. Hope you have been well.

2/28/2020 5:20:31 PM melhuses Raise your frequency . Love love love pic.twitter.com/x1VyM14rKr

2/28/2020 5:22:54 PM patriotleah1776 What reasons would we require less sleep?

(Many of us are currently working on something)

Q: Those who know can not sleep.

Will you need to sleep as much in 4 or 5D?

Hmmmm....
2/28/2020 5:22:55 PM djlok Keeping ALICE at bay- just my guess.

2/28/2020 5:23:15 PM mishellemaga2 Or medical exemption.

2/28/2020 5:23:28 PM melhuses To anchor the light coming in

2/28/2020 5:23:54 PM jeffrey10966734 No. Barron has aspects of ascended master Saint Germain, keeper of the violet flame and Christ’s right hand man. 

Ivanka is the twin soul of Q. Ortiq 

In my opinion she will be our 46th President. 

Kabamur and my Pleiades sources have confirmed this.

2/28/2020 5:23:57 PM exsjwtruther maybe bad news is the only way to get the name durham into the MSM, that way more people heard heard it when the trials go public

2/28/2020 5:24:43 PM decodematrix How do we prepare for the coming Earth changes?

2/28/2020 5:24:50 PM mongrelglory Have the number of deaths from the Covid-19 virus in China been more, or less, than what's been reported by the WHO?

2/28/2020 5:25:31 PM patriotleah1776 No clogged pipelines.

Imagine a swamp which runs 10 miles deep, and has a span that reaches around the globe... takes a ton of manpower to drain such a monster swamp.

2/28/2020 5:25:33 PM marywal64295444 Don't know if I made it in, but when the Vatican falls, will all the generations upon generations of technology and history they have sequestered away 

be brought to the light of the public? I am so interested to see and learn about all that has been hidden. Thank you

2/28/2020 5:26:13 PM 39anc6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  reading the questions! As I figured... We are crazy!  pic.twitter.com/TTGKhktgN4

2/28/2020 5:26:16 PM beniverson11 Searching for declassified documents, an op name led to this discovery

2/28/2020 5:26:20 PM decodematrix Which MJ knows the most about the solar flash?

2/28/2020 5:26:20 PM tarynupmatrix I swear it never fails, every time I check the MJ12 Twitter account I always see the number 17 and today really blew me away. Not to mention the 

amount I see 17 in my day-to-day life. So amazing! pic.twitter.com/UkZrNBOPIS

2/28/2020 5:26:29 PM holotechrd Fake people & ACCOUNTS make me sick...

2/28/2020 5:26:31 PM 1_decided_voter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233252500083544064 …

2/28/2020 5:26:35 PM jvan125 EXCELLENT question...👀👀👀

2/28/2020 5:27:05 PM vegitoctsv  pic.twitter.com/Y9dcTcZbfM



2/28/2020 5:27:24 PM mongrelglory Will most Starseeds who've come to Earth for the Great Awakening be returning "home" after this lifetime?  How many Starseeds are there on Earth 

right now?  Will that be part of the depopulation that you spoke of?

2/28/2020 5:27:30 PM patriotleah1776 We are creators.

Learn to meditate.

Learn to walk in your own energy.

Set your intentions & use 369 to manifest.

It's already happening.
2/28/2020 5:27:45 PM manifest_utopia Yes, for all humans. The records are stored more as prior lifetime learnings & emotional memories, rather than biographical facts "in this lifetime I was 

a farmer, married w/ 3 kids".

2/28/2020 5:28:16 PM onlyrobbiesnead Comment section

2/28/2020 5:28:17 PM patriotleah1776 Time is an illusion.

Therefore, dates matter not.

2/28/2020 5:28:22 PM melhuses  https://youtu.be/Cp-FggUNSsc . These are always great info

2/28/2020 5:28:37 PM tarynupmatrix And here is the time stamp of the tweet in the above photo pic.twitter.com/TOdJTslAYr

2/28/2020 5:28:41 PM mgray72531386 Aviici

2/28/2020 5:29:47 PM mongrelglory Is it common, or unusual for inter-dimensional ETs to be interacting with citizens of a planet like they have ours?  Has that happened a lot to other 

planets in our Galaxy?

2/28/2020 5:29:52 PM qphillypatriot Ok but Julian Assange looks like John G Trump pic.twitter.com/Y3TDO8J1Q5

2/28/2020 5:29:54 PM patriotleah1776 Critical mass.

We're just about there.

Many "I's" to dot and many "T's" to cross.

Trust the plan.

Nothing can stop what's coming.

This is not another 4 year election.
2/28/2020 5:30:30 PM mongrelglory Is there still a quarantine around our Solar system?

2/28/2020 5:30:53 PM onlyrobbiesnead So I can remember what my other lives were/are?

2/28/2020 5:31:29 PM patriotleah1776 We need to establish peace & ditch nuclear ways. Love not war. It's happening before our eyes.

2/28/2020 5:31:55 PM mongrelglory Will Pope Francis be stepping down from power eventually?

2/28/2020 5:32:02 PM oam63048378 Nice questions but I doubt they will answer

2/28/2020 5:33:16 PM mongrelglory Is 5G playing a role in the "Covid-19" deaths of people in Wuhan?

2/28/2020 5:33:37 PM papoyamba Hahahaha

2/28/2020 5:34:26 PM decodematrix The "Law Of One" talks about a 3-way split between positive people, negative people, and neutral people. Can you speak about that?

2/28/2020 5:34:28 PM tikpaq @ROYALMRBADNEWS @peckerwo @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/alextomo/status/1233129572079677440 …

2/28/2020 5:35:11 PM oo1o110 Found it as part of the 2016 awakening wave.

2/28/2020 5:35:28 PM oam63048378 Is there any preparation except for mental that we need to make to survive the shift/sheen/rupture/ascension to 5D or however you call it, as in 

agricultural, economical, dietary, physical, etc?

2/28/2020 5:35:43 PM mongrelglory I love seeing Diamond and Silk sitting beside him. 😁

2/28/2020 5:36:14 PM patriotleah1776 Work on yourself, they will see your inner strength, lack of fear, and if they're still hardheaded, there will be a time they can not question. They will 

then seek you for leadership. Just hold on. We're getting real close. Only a few of us will be somewhat prepared guides.

2/28/2020 5:36:21 PM sanandaemanuel Pure Curiosity 

All souls, no matter what service are speacial, all serve God and the divine plan in the end.

2/28/2020 5:36:33 PM sanandaemanuel Are you calling me fake?

2/28/2020 5:36:42 PM shredzorz1 Did nukes go off in outer space during Cuban Missile Crisis?

2/28/2020 5:37:02 PM patriotleah1776 Distractions are among us.

2/28/2020 5:37:27 PM shredzorz1 Re: Club K... are we being held hostage/surrounded by nukes right now?

2/28/2020 5:37:51 PM mongrelglory Oh that is Terrance sitting on his other side!  I couldn't quite see.  I'm so happy for him! 🥰

2/28/2020 5:37:53 PM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/9HFyLUIhzE

2/28/2020 5:37:54 PM decodematrix Will Bill Gates go to Gitmo for his crimes?

2/28/2020 5:37:59 PM patriotleah1776 Those can be made almost anywhere. You can make one yourself. I don't recommend it though.

2/28/2020 5:38:18 PM ben40581315 Absolute rubbish..

2/28/2020 5:39:26 PM ausanon369 Thank you

2/28/2020 5:39:47 PM keith369me for me personally, MJ12 responded to a question I asked in reply to @Jordan_Sather_  Tweet.

2/28/2020 5:39:52 PM luluspeers1 Bec most of the diseases were formed in horse droppings before cars become the preferred mode of transport pic.twitter.com/DR33N4h0OB

2/28/2020 5:39:56 PM mongrelglory He pointed in confirmation to the man when he said that!

Good stuff!

2/28/2020 5:40:12 PM keith369me I was ready and MJ12 found me

2/28/2020 5:40:15 PM americanpetal OM is very powerful

2/28/2020 5:40:34 PM patriotleah1776 Future will reveal.

Don't forget Captain Green stringer.

We are in the midst of a war on all of our souls.

Time is an illusion.

Trust the plan.

It will be biblical.
2/28/2020 5:41:19 PM 444_q_ Thank you 💗

2/28/2020 5:41:34 PM mongrelglory Loop Capitol is going to have their slush funds cut off...😏



2/28/2020 5:41:43 PM americanpetal How many planets are currently inhabited by humans?

2/28/2020 5:41:50 PM keith369me So very true...when I found the account I binge read thousands is  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweets over a 48 hour period with my jaw hanging.

2/28/2020 5:42:34 PM patriotleah1776 There will not be a need for that.

The plan is already in full force.

Disclosure coming to a town near you!

2/28/2020 5:43:02 PM patriotleah1776 Above it.

2/28/2020 5:43:03 PM americanpetal Are mass arrests currently taking place?

2/28/2020 5:43:19 PM keith369me I am the same way...I’ll get to Q after reading the MJ12 Tweets and replies

2/28/2020 5:43:32 PM patriotleah1776 Time is an illusion.

2/28/2020 5:44:22 PM keith369me I 💯 % agree...I guess I was looking for confirmation on what I already knew.

2/28/2020 5:44:47 PM americanpetal How many prisoners are in Gitmo?

2/28/2020 5:45:29 PM holotechrd @covertress If you ever need ?'s answered you can ask me directly also.. VISIT  http://www.holotech.biz  & HOLOTECH CHAT group on Facebook for 

updates, testimonies & more ❤️🙏

2/28/2020 5:45:30 PM keith369me Positive thoughts, loving actions all day every day

2/28/2020 5:45:58 PM patriotleah1776 Waiting for new & valid questions.

So far, I have not read one question that has gone unanswered in the past or is not part of a war on fear or information.

Some questions will never receive an answer.

2/28/2020 5:46:08 PM melhuses We are on the path to 5D world 👊🏻

2/28/2020 5:46:10 PM manifest_utopia Eggs are a favorite food of pathogens. Good to avoid them when working to restore health. Curious as to MJ's answer. Fertilized is probably a no. 

Raising chickens is really fun, isn't it?

2/28/2020 5:46:14 PM mongrelglory Good find!!!

2/28/2020 5:47:31 PM magamircat1 Haha...my husband went out tonight to buy food in case we are quarantined...lol. my husband doesn't believe anything I tell him.

2/28/2020 5:47:45 PM doq017 When the silent war ends. Patriots be ready! Have 90 days supply of absolute NEEDS!

I’m ready. R Q?

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
2/28/2020 5:48:24 PM magamircat1 We didnt get Chinese food tonight just in case.

2/28/2020 5:49:00 PM stoneturnr Will the JA extradition trial result in revelations RE Seth Rich?

2/28/2020 5:50:08 PM oam63048378 Is the number 480 significant?

2/28/2020 5:50:47 PM jimmahoney5 Enemy Combatants covered by Military take many forms: including "INSURGENTS" pic.twitter.com/bwpyeT236b

2/28/2020 5:50:55 PM americanpetal How many starships are surrounding Earth right now?

2/28/2020 5:51:45 PM lbf777 Is Rabbi Trump a Zionist Trojan Horse here to lead the woke community astray & destroy America?

2/28/2020 5:51:52 PM patriotleah1776 Look at number of indictments. That's a lot of crap to drain!

2/28/2020 5:51:53 PM myinfo18355521 R those that swallowed every lie that they were ever told, *finally* going to know lies from truth, 'cause otherwise, there is NO end to this.

2/28/2020 5:52:07 PM americanpetal Who is P?

2/28/2020 5:52:24 PM stoneturnr Was Looking Glass tech derived from inter-dimensional human trades? 

Not that anything could justify those exchanges, but can you disclose what kind of tech was acquired?

2/28/2020 5:52:37 PM djlok 👍👍👍👊👊👊

2/28/2020 5:52:39 PM lbf777 Fold it out by going to your UCC office and filing a UCC-1.

2/28/2020 5:52:45 PM jackoneilltime1 Are there tesla towers hidden in plain sight? pic.twitter.com/UrhNcqz2P6

2/28/2020 5:52:56 PM patriotleah1776 Fearmongering

2/28/2020 5:53:02 PM mongrelglory I got polio from the Sabine oral polio vaccine when I was 4 years old.  It was a "bad batch".  They stopped using the Sabine vaccine in North America 

after that year (1965) but still continued to use it in 3rd world countries. 😒

2/28/2020 5:53:12 PM nurseniceyes Ready?

2/28/2020 5:53:32 PM sanandaemanuel I do not really know what you mean. But feel free to ask source yourself and see.

We're here for a specific mission.

I really dont ask you to believe me. You will se. pic.twitter.com/3uNW7Pb5ul

2/28/2020 5:53:36 PM patriotleah1776 Have you ever seen a feral cat trapped into a corner? It gets nasty...

2/28/2020 5:53:55 PM 1_decided_voter If the number keeps going up, then it seems to me very little is being drained other than maybe a tiny trickle here and there. When the number starts 

going down, then things are moving. Until then it's clogged.

2/28/2020 5:54:03 PM nurseniceyes Is Lindsay gonna get off his ass and do that fisa abuse investigation soon?

2/28/2020 5:54:09 PM altimitwill Ummm....

 https://www.amjaonline.org/  #AMJA pic.twitter.com/w3sdbAPTx3

2/28/2020 5:54:31 PM patriotleah1776 Pushed off his pedestal perhaps?

2/28/2020 5:55:14 PM sanandaemanuel Haha yeah!

I've got the downloads and the plan, but the BE part of me is a curious person, who loves to hear everyones perspective.

Curious about what they have to say :)

2/28/2020 5:55:47 PM jordanb987 No, they killed him because he tried to interfere with an older man who had a child bride who he saw being abused while on vacation. He stepped in 

and they killed him. That song was put out several years before his death.

2/28/2020 5:56:02 PM nurseniceyes Yes still active.

2/28/2020 5:56:24 PM myinfo18355521 Chasing "woo-woo" rabbits down holes, BECAUSE I'M SO F*CKIN TIRED OF LIES, & MORTALLY SICK OF EVIL *ALWAYS WINNING*.



2/28/2020 5:56:25 PM sanandaemanuel To be Above the Divine Plan...

I would love to hear your perspective on how that is possible?

2/28/2020 5:56:55 PM sanandaemanuel Yes. I'm talking about that version of the hear and now :)

2/28/2020 5:57:14 PM imdexx_ phenomenal way to put it

2/28/2020 5:57:25 PM mongrelglory I believe I saw a tweet of their's on a Jordan Sather feed.  I glanced at the account but thought it seemed too "obtuse" for me, so I didn't follow.  A few 

months later, something brought me back to give their account a second look, and then I was hooked! 👀

2/28/2020 5:57:43 PM cledrordfishing Who is EBE-1?

2/28/2020 5:57:48 PM patriotleah1776 I don't recall the exact moment, but when I saw the name, I knew I had to research. Years & years ago I heard about them but all research led to a 

hoax/conspiracy. Obvious as to why, now that I know! Glad to be part of the plan.

2/28/2020 5:57:55 PM 444_q_ It's wise to have food on hand anyways in my book!

2/28/2020 5:58:06 PM americanpetal Thank you ❤️

2/28/2020 5:58:51 PM winklerburke WWG1WGA

2/28/2020 5:58:56 PM patriotleah1776 Freewill prevents anyone from giving any dates. Moves & countermoves. They're playing a game of 5D chess.

2/28/2020 5:59:23 PM decodematrix The "Law Of One" states we have to be at least 51% positive to ascend to 4D or else we will repeat 3D for another 25,000 years?

2/28/2020 5:59:45 PM winklerburke See ffe3301 on Twitter

2/28/2020 6:00:21 PM decodematrix Are we at the end of a 25,000 or 75,000 year cycle?

2/28/2020 6:00:29 PM jackoneilltime1 When I'm neither asleep or awake, I see pulses/waves of light, coming at me and away, am I communicating with my IS? pic.twitter.com/jd3e3N6gYn

2/28/2020 6:01:13 PM patriotleah1776 Heck yeah!

I like to hear all sides as well.

We've been mislead for so long.

The truth resonates within.

Listening to all angles gives you a chance to seek the truth and research, which will lead you to even more answers than one expected.

2/28/2020 6:01:22 PM mongrelglory Who has claim to Earth's moon?  Is it property of the Domain, or is it a "United Nations" of sorts neutral zone like Corey Goode says?

2/28/2020 6:01:38 PM sanandaemanuel Well. Somewhat true.

Free will only exists to a certain extent.

All possible scenarios are coded in the big grand plan.

We should've looked in the timeline by now for a specific set of events to happen.

Also, I do believe most have already been arrested >
2/28/2020 6:02:17 PM sanandaemanuel > and their clones /Doppelganger are here as an actor to wake everyone up.

But, I am talking bout something else completely. That do not have to do about people at all.

2/28/2020 6:02:59 PM americanpetal Is the Corona Virus really an AI computer program virus intended to harm humans?

2/28/2020 6:03:14 PM nurseniceyes Just

2/28/2020 6:03:33 PM americanpetal Who or what entity has legal claim over Earth?

2/28/2020 6:03:56 PM mongrelglory In 4D civilizations, is there any property ownership?  For example, who owns or is responsible for things like factories and manufacturing plants?  Is it 

private ownership, a co-operative, or are these things owned by the "government"?

2/28/2020 6:04:45 PM manifest_utopia Interesting to look at Q's Pope related posts, The Pope's going to have a terrible May. Connections to child trafficking/abuse & Israel are also featured. 

pic.twitter.com/LlVRc6Qpxg

2/28/2020 6:04:51 PM americanpetal Are there battles in space taking place currently to protect Earth?

2/28/2020 6:05:31 PM winklerburke 4.10.20 = Good Friday = DJT = ?

2/28/2020 6:05:32 PM americanpetal We will be moving towards a meritocracy?

2/28/2020 6:05:49 PM cledrordfishing Will we still be using petroleum for plastics and all of the other products extracted from oil after disclosure? 

Seems like some oil production has to exist because of 90% of our building materials come from oil.  Just not many people know that.

2/28/2020 6:06:23 PM holotechrd OF COURSE...  You can see me as I claim TO BE THE REAL SANANDA GALACTIC AKA JESUS.. SO YES YOU ARE FRAUD..  & why hide behind some account

 with no REAL PICTURES FOOL..  The real me doesn't have to hide for no one. PERIOD #REDPIL ⚡💥💪💯❤️👑👈🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/28/2020 6:06:40 PM qanonsunrise Pindar.  From Q map

My guess

2/28/2020 6:06:46 PM nikoscali Assuming 4D civilizations even understand the concept of factories and manufacturing plants :-)

2/28/2020 6:06:55 PM mongrelglory Does Bill Gates have a room reserved at Gitmo?

2/28/2020 6:07:02 PM americanpetal Will all illegal aliens be removed and returned to their home country or just certain dangerous ones?

2/28/2020 6:07:50 PM identityasxy .

Hi Michelle.  A new follower of yours and fresh out of Twatter jail one week.  (Dont call John Brennan an im-be-cil-e else...).

Do you trust Corey Goode and his revelations?

2/28/2020 6:08:37 PM 369palm Then it’s a chicken

2/28/2020 6:08:48 PM holotechrd WHATEVER 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

2/28/2020 6:10:01 PM americanpetal Q says it will be biblical. Can you explain exactly what that means?

2/28/2020 6:10:13 PM dancinginthetao Love the person you're with.

2/28/2020 6:11:22 PM turboxyde Apologies for the delay! It took several days to unpack & translate the meditation download I received into a Project Dream Weaver post.

Maybe we'll get some #Majestic help also... what do you say @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

🙏

 https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1233574104961146880?s=20 …

2/28/2020 6:11:53 PM americanpetal Are food replicators being used currently by people here on Earth? I’m soooo ready for that!

2/28/2020 6:11:55 PM turboxyde Here you go fren! https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1233574104961146880?s=20 …

2/28/2020 6:12:18 PM turboxyde Here's the Project Dream Weaver post to facilitate this effort... https://twitter.com/Turboxyde/status/1233574104961146880?s=20 …

2/28/2020 6:13:15 PM americanpetal Are the human trafficking lines shut down?

2/28/2020 6:13:30 PM decodematrix When we die what determines if we reincarnate on Earth, or another planet, or go to the higher dimensions?



2/28/2020 6:13:33 PM burgersandra If this is true, then why would MJ12 specifically reference the Vatican as possessing one of these terminals?

2/28/2020 6:15:32 PM decodematrix What sounds can I listen to recalibrate my chakras?

2/28/2020 6:17:06 PM cny_micaa Will there be earth changes ala Adam and Eve book or zeta talk? Worse? Better? None?

2/28/2020 6:17:34 PM nine_six3 Thank you so much for sharing this!

2/28/2020 6:18:30 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/vCpBSnYBTM0 

can give this a try

2/28/2020 6:18:35 PM manifest_utopia MJ waiting also allows time for people to answer each other's Qs. Which then gives MJ & us more info about where people are.

2/28/2020 6:19:36 PM mongrelglory Sorry, I meant to say inter-dimensional "entities".

2/28/2020 6:19:48 PM darkfla31049657 I feel the conceptual beliefs of the observer provide for the outcome.  Like the results are aware of being observed by an intelligence that has thoughts 

of duality like 0 or 1, dead or alive.  If another thought system were in place by observer = more options, like 0,1,2,3,4,5!

2/28/2020 6:20:28 PM decodematrix Why are holographic regenerating med beds classified? When will we get them? pic.twitter.com/ZBDrp1d7pt

2/28/2020 6:20:51 PM cathyholton4 I'm seeing sparks of energy as I go to turn a light on, before I ever touch it!

2/28/2020 6:23:23 PM mongrelglory A lot of it resonates with me, even if some of the stories seem quite fanciful.  What I can say is that Corey Goode was the first introduction for me to 

David Wilcock, the Law of One, ideas about SSPs, Starseeds, and Inner Earth civilizations.  I like the practical advice he...

2/28/2020 6:24:33 PM decodematrix We are going to go through a consciousness evolution / renaissance? We will be able to manipulate time and matter with our minds?

2/28/2020 6:24:50 PM darkfla31049657 For example, a person has a firm belief system that something can be here, there, nowhere, both locations at same time or even more involved then 

those results would then appear from the wave instead of it collapsing to this or that.  It would collapse a different way unknown yet

2/28/2020 6:25:37 PM identityasxy .

Thanks!  Still trying to discern veracity among the short list of finalists I've compiled.

This helps

2/28/2020 6:26:04 PM mongrelglory gives about raising one's vibration, though I don't worry about relocating to Colorado like he did in preparation for the Solar flash.  Since learning from 

MJ-12 that we are all IS-BEs (from the book Alien Interview) I see death and "depopulation" as more of like a holographic...

2/28/2020 6:27:54 PM thebarwatch KEYBOARD ALT CODE  ALT + 916    https://usefulshortcuts.com/alt-codes/greek-alt-codes.php?showcomments=1 …

2/28/2020 6:28:14 PM mongrelglory reset of the system/game, so it doesn't scare me as much.  Of course I hate to see IS-BEs suffer, but I keep trying to remind myself that suffering is 

temporary, and we are here voluntarily to learn spiritual lessons.  Also to love and be loved as MJ-12 says. 😊

2/28/2020 6:28:31 PM untietounite I hope spirals can just be spirals again too! (When doing metal and glass artwork, physics make them pretty important...)

2/28/2020 6:29:05 PM jeffrey10966734 Barron is going to lead humanity into the Golden Age of Atlantis.

2/28/2020 6:30:13 PM winklerburke 7 (perfection) + 4 (of being) = 11 Illuminati masters ....  the light work (9) of masters of Illuminati (11) = 911.   (They kill humans, as a big favor to to 

humans.   911 was a proto-op to set up mass depopulation events of man & woman, as trade towers represented man & woman.)

2/28/2020 6:31:03 PM keith369me Gitmo is too nice a place

2/28/2020 6:31:08 PM mongrelglory Yes, I'm thinking of the transitioning stage before everything becomes "consciousness" technology and manufacturing plants, farms, or devices like 

medical beds are no longer needed.

2/28/2020 6:32:17 PM sanandaemanuel I can really see that from the way you present yourself :)

Btw, as I told you. Me and Jesus are not the same energy.

Jesus are born out of my energy, on a mission of his own.

You will see when the time is right <3

2/28/2020 6:33:02 PM mongrelglory 🤷♀️

2/28/2020 6:33:36 PM mongrelglory Captain Green stringer?

2/28/2020 6:33:47 PM honorbound1974 Will we get back all they have stolen from us. 

Repatriated?

2/28/2020 6:34:41 PM mongrelglory Sometimes they surprise us. 😉

2/28/2020 6:35:08 PM oam63048378 Yep good luck love you

2/28/2020 6:35:18 PM darkfla31049657 A belief system based in particles and the observer watches the wave collapse to just that, they cannot see it change to anything else because the 

wiring in their brain is not operating at that frequency.  The world we see is created by the rules we agree upon.

2/28/2020 6:39:24 PM bdizzthegreat I read about it in one of my favorite books behold a pale horse then searched for it and found it

2/28/2020 6:39:35 PM mongrelglory I totally understand!  As I've gotten older living here in Canuckistan, I'm not as inclined to go out and make snowmen in the winter like I did when I was 

a kid. 😉

2/28/2020 6:39:55 PM lonestarparson MDMA, surely.

2/28/2020 6:40:38 PM whatsmypw What are the plasma orbs doing on the planet right now and why do they always show up around the areas night after night? Energetically, I see 

movement around them like they're connected to something I can't see bc it's in another dimension.

2/28/2020 6:40:44 PM thenewimpostor I can't find any evidence that 79.4% of babies who die of SIDS had a vaccine the same day. A scientific claim would read 'died' (not 'die') and would give 

a location, time period and - most important of all - a source for the statistic. As it stands, it's meaningless and suspect.

2/28/2020 6:40:47 PM americanpetal Have we been doing a good job of using meme magick to spread the truth far and wide? 

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1232166661979099138?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232166661979099138 …

2/28/2020 6:41:19 PM whatsmypw What do you do if you feel like you can't connect to God, anymore? Why does this happen?

2/28/2020 6:42:07 PM tachyonluxor what does @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do for fun/hobby???

2/28/2020 6:42:28 PM whatsmypw What is the eye people often see when meditating? Is it God's eye? Lucifer's?

2/28/2020 6:43:26 PM whatsmypw Why does Sirius move around so much?

2/28/2020 6:44:16 PM whatsmypw *around the same areas

2/28/2020 6:44:48 PM phreatomagnetic This yet, or no? pic.twitter.com/nBuN4E6F0d

2/28/2020 6:44:53 PM mongrelglory My cousin's 15 yo daughter was trafficked after an older guy at her school got her hooked on "free" drugs at age 14.  She ran away from home.  The 

police eventually found her and busted the guy. She was found locked in a room on a bare mattress completely naked. 😭

2/28/2020 6:44:59 PM iamyou132 a few days ago you mentioned Real ITY 

Where I = IS-BE and Y = Yin/Yang

What is T?

2/28/2020 6:45:36 PM susie_slats It will not matter. ALL will Awaken regardless when The Grand Solar Flash occurs...

2/28/2020 6:49:21 PM jrocktigers OMG.  I am so sorry.



2/28/2020 6:50:31 PM patriotleah1776 Does it have something to do with 1/6/2020 & Earth's IMF flipping 180 degrees away from the sun? I tried finding my screenshots & recordings.... but 

they have vanished. My YT video deleted now. It was right after this saved image, yet this one hasn't vanished. 🤔 pic.twitter.com/HejILs7gTo

2/28/2020 6:51:04 PM n7guardiananon Yep, was on 8chan. Someone randomly asked a ?...I answered...they told me to check out MJ12 Twitter w/ link direct to here...good times.

2/28/2020 6:52:09 PM janey634 Total accident.

2/28/2020 6:53:08 PM _doozier_ Don't remember exactly but it was during that Great Q Absence of last fall, I was jonesin' for more crumbs so badly I actually started using twitter! I'm 

sure that was a partial purpose of Q's silence: forcing us *chan-exclusive kids to diversify our disclosure portfolio

2/28/2020 6:53:15 PM mscronkat Looks like nobody’s home.....

2/28/2020 6:55:05 PM kidge6 Yes.  Learning.  How do you use 369?  Still researching this.

2/28/2020 6:56:00 PM iamyou132 damn the chans are in tune with mj12? Quite interesting...

2/28/2020 6:56:39 PM iamyou132 happenstance by following people in the Q community. The MJ12 account stuck out in the same way Q posts stuck out

2/28/2020 6:57:09 PM mongrelglory She's doing much better now.  Took her years to get clean of the drugs, but she finished her GED and is taking Social Work at university.  She wants to 

help others in her situation. She still goes for counselling for PTSD symptoms. 😔

2/28/2020 6:57:23 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/mCWxfmzmnO

2/28/2020 6:57:40 PM dynamicres Sounded like our higher consciousness (IS) choice. Free will and all❣️

2/28/2020 6:59:41 PM cledrordfishing Alice on Google today? pic.twitter.com/nWbBVuYwnK

2/28/2020 7:00:25 PM rhonda_usa It’s 70% of what we’re thinking.

2/28/2020 7:00:32 PM cledrordfishing It's a secret.

2/28/2020 7:00:35 PM _doozier_ That new "Archangel Michael" account is pure clownery, no?

2/28/2020 7:00:53 PM iamyou132 going to dig in 👍

2/28/2020 7:01:28 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/N4Q01f1PZo

2/28/2020 7:01:43 PM karentriebel Same way I found Q Asking what is going on,what is really going on? and then voila!

2/28/2020 7:01:48 PM joinna6 Why is :transgender: Trendy? Should be Baphomet level.. yet taught in "schools"

2/28/2020 7:03:01 PM janey634 Would you please give us a true description of the vastness of space?

2/28/2020 7:03:05 PM cledrordfishing Time,  it's an allusion

2/28/2020 7:04:15 PM gabriel47960815 @maritzaziller @z @S_A_Torres_1982 @MariaTe18001756 @1963rosita @RoqueSagrado @Marcela_186 @MATEO_122 @cata_1910 

@jacky_123455678 @Rodka_1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PaulyAranda1 @12d1a3ee0264429 @chilito2112 @232bas @Dereck_29 @PATRIOTA_2020 

@PordenoneBudoia @rechazo_241025

2/28/2020 7:04:23 PM girlawakeinca Oh goodness, no words 😭. I am so sorry to hear this.

2/28/2020 7:04:45 PM mongrelglory Is that like an Amber Alert (missing child)?

2/28/2020 7:07:50 PM mongrelglory I thought Q confirmed it was Payseur.  (They linked to an Anon's post on the chans).

2/28/2020 7:08:33 PM myavery17 Is there any answers to the ?

2/28/2020 7:09:47 PM holotechrd 🤦🏽♂️ End of discussion..  Expect a visit.. 🕳⚡💥

2/28/2020 7:09:54 PM oaf_unbreakable Soon™ pic.twitter.com/Zbtf1fyojL

2/28/2020 7:10:32 PM jenn39956442 Mandela Effect. 🇨🇦🙏❤️

2/28/2020 7:10:42 PM americanpetal Thx!

2/28/2020 7:11:18 PM mongrelglory How do nuclear bombs/explosions affect other dimensions?  Are nuclear (fission) power plants harmful to other dimensions as well?

2/28/2020 7:13:36 PM stoneturnr Who, or what is J? Julian? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1229996751916064768 …

2/28/2020 7:13:51 PM turboxyde Thank you Patriot!

🙏

2/28/2020 7:14:38 PM phreatomagnetic On a long enough timeline...

2/28/2020 7:14:46 PM brainpodmedia I don't think so. 

He's the Alliance figurehead, fighting to bring American greatness back!

 #MAGA #MEGA 

[They] wouldn't point out the very mechanisms that keep themselves in power!

Trump does.

The veil is dropped.

Clearly a war.

Lay off the black pills🙏 https://youtu.be/c2andXt8AXQ 
2/28/2020 7:16:24 PM mongrelglory I believe we also had personal goals of learning things during our incarnation here, but wanted to respond to the needs of this planet and her IS-BEs.

2/28/2020 7:16:40 PM innrsquardcrcle Is Tony Robbins a white hat/to be trusted?

2/28/2020 7:16:48 PM space_sloth26 Been battling the truth of who to trust for a while and I somehow find myself coming back to the MJ12.

No question, thank you for what you do.

2/28/2020 7:17:45 PM faronrobinson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I thought this might be of interest:  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hey-its-not-just-coronavirus …

2/28/2020 7:17:52 PM stoneturnr Judge Preska once again denied the unsealing of the Epstein files... Will we ever see those documents?

2/28/2020 7:18:46 PM mongrelglory No? pic.twitter.com/LfflyuxnRo

2/28/2020 7:19:09 PM iamyou132 what are your thoughts on Crispr gene editing technology? Good willed? Ill willed?

2/28/2020 7:21:00 PM raevenraeyne Same for me. David Wilcock led me to Corey which led me to a lot of new material, research, ideas, views, concepts, etc.

2/28/2020 7:22:10 PM mongrelglory I wonder how much diet coke he drinks each day... Caffeine?

2/28/2020 7:22:26 PM sdane8 I think that's part of our purpose. To help them through it with love and understanding. ♥🙏

2/28/2020 7:24:24 PM aetherwalker1 Knowing that Jesse Jackson and other "Black Leaders" are total fakers that only care about themselves, Black 'influencers' crowned 45 off camera.

😂

(important to keep a sunny disposition during stormy weather) pic.twitter.com/YXsMI3h5c0

2/28/2020 7:25:20 PM karma4event201 I like this was archived with just BD Anon posts. I read it all again. 

I read some of the posts as they happened. 

Some truths mixed with disinfo - like we are used to. 

Appreciate the link - it is much easier to read like this than with all the other inputs 😆

2/28/2020 7:25:42 PM jaded_pearl Very good question. They were supposed to start production end of last year and relatively inexpensive at $155k

2/28/2020 7:26:18 PM zagnett May a Mandela Effect possibly be created by collective human consciousness focused on a single, desired outcome for the collective good? Or even 

possibly be created by certain highly capable right-minded individuals? Perhaps thinking so makes it so.🤔

2/28/2020 7:28:15 PM radasmodean Quantum grammatical construct for the win?

2/28/2020 7:28:31 PM karma4event201 I got an error returned on the link you had, this one works. 

Hope they are the same 

 https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/image/GzN%2FANXl%2Fz1tFT2UGhFnag%3D%3D/page/4/ …



2/28/2020 7:29:59 PM girlawakeinca Yes, it appears to be a new alert system for missing adults & children. 4 tweets so far. 

Same emergency beeping heard on TV/Radio when flooding, earthquake, 9/11 etc.  https://twitter.com/CHPAlerts  pic.twitter.com/ucWANJZ2ze

2/28/2020 7:30:55 PM 11charlie111 Once Earth is no longer a prison planet does that mean our isbe will be free to return to its original home/planet?

2/28/2020 7:31:39 PM raevenraeyne Can you tell me what IEMT means/stands for? Thank you ☺️

2/28/2020 7:32:31 PM ethereal_shaman Maybe 🤣

2/28/2020 7:32:38 PM mongrelglory He's been accused of sexual assault and sexual harassment... just saying.

2/28/2020 7:32:41 PM patriotleah1776 MAJESTIC ADVICE

2/28/2020 7:33:43 PM manifest_utopia BD Anon posts are interesting. Glad you recognize that his primary reason for posting is messages to others, prolly bad actors, and not illuminating the 

general public. Fun hunting down the various paths, isn't it?

2/28/2020 7:34:52 PM jaded_pearl Cant explain how I understand it - this was a little different take https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/artificial-timeline-wars-

november-5-2019-by-edward-morgan?xg_source=activity …

2/28/2020 7:36:25 PM manifest_utopia Paul Furber had a major attack on his site w/ the archive. I think the link I gave you was his back up link. Not surprising there's been further issues for 

his site. Thanks for the link!

2/28/2020 7:37:23 PM dynamicres Yeah, I am with you here. they didn't state AMA, or Ask MaJestic Anything, they just left a #. 

digging as well.

@KachinaGTTO @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY @charmanda9 @zagnett

 http://amja.es  Fertilization tech... Meh 

asociacion de mujeres jueces de argentina- Meh.. pic.twitter.com/2xEY8BXekr

2/28/2020 7:37:28 PM americanpetal Is it true the war w the Deep State was won in April 2018?

2/28/2020 7:38:15 PM jaded_pearl This is more along the lines of my understanding.  https://www.marioninstitute.org/what-control-do-you-have-over-your-health/ …

2/28/2020 7:38:16 PM mongrelglory That sounds like "The Hidden Hand" interview where they say that the purpose of evil is to act as a catalyst for growth/learning.

2/28/2020 7:41:41 PM dawksart Search 'Letters of Christ' on YT. There are 9 of them. They set the record straight regarding the time Jesus was on planet.

2/28/2020 7:42:26 PM ethereal_shaman Black Hawks and Chinooks hovering over your property constantly?

2/28/2020 7:43:47 PM mongrelglory Well, MJ-12 always says "message over messenger".  They encourage us to go inside ourselves to discern if the information resonates as truth.

2/28/2020 7:44:03 PM wearediamonds2 Anytime! When you're in a situation of darkness,ask God for what may seem 2 you 2 B the most impossible physics bending miracle + signs to confirm. 

Trust, have faith, keep open mind. He will blow you away & you will see you are gifted with His supernatural power & protection.

2/28/2020 7:44:52 PM wearediamonds2 Not always true. Sometimes the light is attacked by darkness simply because the dark hates the light.

2/28/2020 7:45:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly It should probably be 'Ask Us Anything', since Majestic 12 are a group with multiple members. Technically, Ask 'Me' Anything only sounds right when 

the questions are addressed to a single member, but that's what happens most of the time. But they're just using it as a convention.

2/28/2020 7:45:27 PM ethereal_shaman Right.  I have always loved owls. pic.twitter.com/iALTQ6JuEA

2/28/2020 7:46:31 PM wearediamonds2 My personal experience I would say yes, although incidents and problems in the past few years have been much less frequent than previously.

2/28/2020 7:47:41 PM wearediamonds2 It is truly amazing. I often wonder what is wrong with me/why must I be so physically weak to be 40+ years younger & couldn't do what he does!

2/28/2020 7:48:29 PM wearediamonds2 I know! I need water at least every 30 minutes! 15 if public speaking! Alas, I have a lot of health issues though.

2/28/2020 7:49:56 PM raevenraeyne As I read and understood that aspect of the material, and listened to DW on it who studied it extensively, my understanding is we are at the end of the 

75k cycle...

2/28/2020 7:50:48 PM wearediamonds2 I need that!

2/28/2020 7:52:40 PM charmanda9 Could it mean Ask Majestic 10 (J) Anything

2/28/2020 7:52:50 PM ethereal_shaman 2 years ago I raised my own hens on organic feed and I was ovo-vegetarian. The eggs were delicious and I craved them.  Since I've moved and no longer 

have my hens I can't stomach grocery eggs.  I'll go back to eating eggs when I have my own chickens again.

2/28/2020 7:53:32 PM ethereal_shaman Fake news.

2/28/2020 7:54:55 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/2lyBBeROTQ

2/28/2020 7:56:41 PM originaldbb  pic.twitter.com/A7F4md3w65

2/28/2020 7:57:24 PM ethereal_shaman Hemp

2/28/2020 7:58:08 PM do_or_do_notty Wow. That pic gives me the heebee jeebees

2/28/2020 7:59:09 PM galacticcitiz3n That would be awesome 👏🏼

2/28/2020 8:01:44 PM peaceanonredux A close friend had his child die of "SIDS". He's never forgiven himself thinking he was to blame. He was with her while his wife was next to his older 

child's side at the hospital. Today, I still can't convince him that it wasn't his fault.

2/28/2020 8:01:50 PM sdane8 My faith has grown leaps and bounds since beginning to follow Q. I remember the first reference I read that was made about God and I breathed a sigh 

of relief. God wins!

2/28/2020 8:01:55 PM peaceanonredux  https://www.greenmedinfo.com/anti-therapeutic-action/vaccination-all …

2/28/2020 8:02:03 PM chris8nix Many

2/28/2020 8:03:44 PM chris8nix I would say, definitely 😎

2/28/2020 8:03:59 PM ethereal_shaman We all came from one source.

2/28/2020 8:04:34 PM chris8nix Yes

2/28/2020 8:04:42 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/mpZaej9SmI

2/28/2020 8:05:15 PM chris8nix Yes, the war has been in space for many years.

2/28/2020 8:05:20 PM sdane8 This is a board filled with speculation, brain storming and intrigue. Might I suggest if you're looking for research that you look elsewhere? Like 8kun

2/28/2020 8:05:35 PM kachinagtto Section of articles on "Political involvement of Muslims living in the West" pic.twitter.com/69Msl8BnPh

2/28/2020 8:06:13 PM peaceanonredux I'm having major #DejaVu with this.

2/28/2020 8:06:14 PM chris8nix 3 I know of. How many?

2/28/2020 8:06:41 PM 0hawkward2 The truth is bigger than this. Bigger than you can imagine on your own. #Not4Sale

2/28/2020 8:07:49 PM peaceanonredux I don't know about owls. I loved them until one huge one took my cat two weeks ago. I haven't seen him since.

I miss my #KittyQ. pic.twitter.com/Q7r1SADmZA

2/28/2020 8:08:23 PM sdane8 Why do people feel compelled to come here and bitch? Bots, trolls or both? True Patriots would just move on if something doesn't sit right with them. 

There are plenty of other accounts.

2/28/2020 8:09:38 PM chris8nix Interesting

2/28/2020 8:10:37 PM alight412 Well, I  don't blame you for not trying to explain this article. It certainly isn't a language culture I understand. Kind of interesting on a superficial skim 

level within my limitations. tfs

2/28/2020 8:12:26 PM aetherwalker1 F for Respects.

I know someone that lives outside of town.  Great Horned Owl almost got their 6 lbs dog while they were a few feet away one night.

There are dangers to pets out there!

2/28/2020 8:12:31 PM higherdensitees ! Not ? ...my bad?



2/28/2020 8:13:13 PM karma4event201 I tried to follow anytime he posted live but reading the unrelated chatter made my eyes cross 😣 

There have been people with inside info post about the virus - the responses wasted so much time & probably let the bad guys find the person posting

2/28/2020 8:13:23 PM lifestrains I would love a source for this.  Not saying you are wrong, just need a source.

2/28/2020 8:14:37 PM higherdensitees Really hate to burn my question on this but....just ask or Julian Assange or ???

2/28/2020 8:15:08 PM jooooody like alex jones

2/28/2020 8:16:23 PM karma4event201 You are welcome. I searched his name & found archived link & read all of it.  Sorry it took so long to reply back. 

WWG1WGA

2/28/2020 8:18:07 PM karma4event201 Yes, if more wake up. 

They have worked on bio warfare that can target a race since late 70's or early 80's

2/28/2020 8:19:04 PM 040118054_17 Thank you

2/28/2020 8:20:48 PM 1nanasmomma Ty for sharing. I fast cpl xs a yr, 3-6 xs. 2 wks min. Not hungry for @ least 5-6 days. Stomach does not growl til week 2. Super natural energy. Only 3 hrs 

of sleep needed. Body aches disappear. Vision clearer. Barely have a menstrual. Dream vividly.

2/28/2020 8:21:58 PM sgt_true Not 51% positive. They call it 51% service to others. There is a difference.

2/28/2020 8:24:03 PM 1nanasmomma Just now reading this post, I thought, of course we could do it. It is the best I ever feel!!!! Clear thoughts. @ peace. You wouldn't believe how much 

food you don't need. I tell everyone to try it, they too say how freeing it is. #my2cents

2/28/2020 8:24:48 PM alight412 Yes! A lot easier to digest. Not that I understood the holographic body but the DNA and all inclusive internal/external forces that affect the health of a 

cell were interesting. Makes you wonder why they are damaged in the first place or maybe who is responsible.

2/28/2020 8:26:07 PM girlawakeinca Thank you for pointing it out. 💫 pic.twitter.com/UOe6tvwDH0

2/28/2020 8:27:15 PM dynamicres I was not having much luck lol.

2/28/2020 8:28:19 PM 1nanasmomma I don't know much but this makes total sense to me. When I fast, it is the best I EVER FEEL. The Majestic papers say we will be able to , idk, print food i 

guess. It makes me wonder if that was manna? Did God provide food from heaven without a soul?

2/28/2020 8:28:41 PM kachinagtto Screenshots about AMJA taken from  https://www.andrewbostom.org/2012/03/mainstream-american-muslim-jurists-blueprint-for-undermining-

americas-legal-system/ … pic.twitter.com/j8BqoCzA79

2/28/2020 8:29:17 PM dynamicres Betelgeuse activity. A marker?

2/28/2020 8:29:47 PM 1nanasmomma Well I am ready for that, for sure.

2/28/2020 8:36:12 PM sgt_true I disagree, service to others can be a simple as helping someone with anything. Talking to your children without judgement. Being pleasant toward 

people you meet. How we treat people. It is all part of service has nothing to do with being a slave.

2/28/2020 8:37:46 PM sgt_true Also being a teacher. Sharing your knowledge. It is Service to others. Not that tough. just as I am serving right now explaining the difference between 

service to others and slavery.

2/28/2020 8:40:30 PM manifest_utopia AMJA Assembly of Muslim Jurists in America

Advocating Sharia law in US Courts. https://clarionproject.org/assembly-muslim-jurists-america/ …

2/28/2020 8:43:14 PM manifest_utopia Whoever you were replying to just had their acct extinguished. 

Or else Twit doesn't want me to see it.

2/28/2020 8:45:06 PM cdsadiecindy Are you High? Just asking?

2/28/2020 8:46:28 PM morales4sdmayor #Zika

2/28/2020 8:46:47 PM manifest_utopia My experience too. I liked the CDC anon and hospital anons who posted early on. The shills on 4chan are worse than on 8kun, way worse.

2/28/2020 8:50:15 PM manifest_utopia Didn't know that, but hardly surprising. 

Never ceases to amaze me that there are so many people w/out a conscience.

2/28/2020 8:51:09 PM alight412 I wonder what a lawyer thinks about mandatory vaccines? The concept feels unconstitutional. I suspect it would be an expensive venture -up against 

the big-rich pharmaceuticals. Let's face it-It's not the schools driving the mandatory vaccines it's gov and big pharma $$$$$$$.

2/28/2020 8:52:20 PM sgt_true "True" service is giving of one's free will with nothing expected in return but the knowledge of knowing you provided an opportunity for someone to 

learn or gain from your assistance. As far as the blue Avians. I have no idea. I don't have enough information to make a decision.

2/28/2020 8:54:46 PM 50shadesofq Give you 2 weeks if nothing happens you are getting blocked for shilling

2/28/2020 8:55:37 PM sandralav2 Makes me want to cry—am willing to bet they are all deceased by now.  We are too late to save some   😢

2/28/2020 8:58:57 PM sgt_true I would love to learn more about linux. Thank you for the chat as well.

2/28/2020 9:01:23 PM jaded_pearl Dow, Dupont, Monsanto, Bayer, Pfizer, etc...

2/28/2020 9:04:30 PM shining91109743 I read the Airl interview.  Is it true our IS-BE’s are stuck in a loop?  Or is The Plan part of reality the loop has been broken?

2/28/2020 9:05:31 PM collectvcat Yes. Payseur.

2/28/2020 9:06:20 PM shining91109743 Pls provide insight to utilizing CBD Oil while on calcium and beta blockers due to electrical heart issues.

2/28/2020 9:10:11 PM wtwtwcwwg1  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3170075/#!po=1.25000 … There is plenty of information available regarding vaccine safety and 

efficacy. pic.twitter.com/9apIpJ69tX

2/28/2020 9:16:53 PM goldendoekd Sick. Just sick.

2/28/2020 9:18:01 PM laurabusse I bet he is ☺️

He may be closer than you think ❤️

2/28/2020 9:20:48 PM csaranon1776 About going to the dark after EOL. This after digesting everything is upsetting. How many is-bes have gone through this?

2/28/2020 9:21:03 PM timedabbler21 Same here.

2/28/2020 9:26:18 PM patriotleah1776 Re: the scope of taking down the vatican

That would be my guess.

90% of my relatives are devout Catholics. I'm sure there are many that have Catholics in their lineage too. That could be the biggest religious shock 

around the globe?

*STARGATE pic.twitter.com/XF0SxDUNEv
2/28/2020 9:30:40 PM alight412 Why are we being saturated with weather modification? Are they inserting viruses? Anti psychotics like lithium? Does the microwave tech used 

inconjunction interfere in human frequency? Are all living things contaminated with nanos? Do we all have Morgellans in our bodies?

2/28/2020 9:32:36 PM corstruction Sick isn't it?  The Morgellens grossed me out the most.

2/28/2020 9:34:02 PM truth939 Check out  http://binauralbeatsmeditation.com  - they have a frequency based chakra track that I think is powerful

2/28/2020 9:39:18 PM michelleweil09 Yyyyeeeeessssaaa ooooowwweeeee exactly 🔥💓🔥

2/28/2020 9:39:28 PM truth939 Yes eggs are like jet fuel to pathogens.  The high levels of hormones in them, even the natural hormones, are the main reason why.  Used to by me 

favorite food.  Quit cold turkey..



2/28/2020 9:39:46 PM patriotleah1776 As well as religious leaders....

Look how wealthy they are.

They take your money.

You might struggle to buy food.

Yet they live in mansions.

And pray upon children.

#DarkToLight

Churches:

Do as your told, or go to hell. OBEY.

(Do not question the "men of "god"".)
2/28/2020 9:41:23 PM kidge6 Never mind The credibility of or the appearance of the messenger. What is the message say itself alone?

2/28/2020 9:41:26 PM jkmaalouf What's the name of this movie?

2/28/2020 9:42:48 PM patriotleah1776 Who wrote the bible?

Who updated the bible?

Why did they leave so many chapters out from earlier versions if it wasn't man made?

2/28/2020 9:42:48 PM aetherwalker1 We want an AMA as can be seen.   😂

2/28/2020 9:43:11 PM patriotleah1776 WWG1WGA

2/28/2020 9:44:56 PM whatsmypw Can you tell if someone is a starseed by their birthchart?

2/28/2020 9:46:38 PM manifest_utopia MJ may have a rebellion if some Qs are answered. 😂

Yet I now sense that MJ's #AMJA referred to Assembly of Muslim Jurists in America.

2/28/2020 9:47:45 PM patriotleah1776 Isn't it the "cure" of CV that should have us worried?

How many Wuhan citizens know a SINGLE person who died w/ CV?

Waiting for answer...

2/28/2020 9:49:58 PM westallenshow  pic.twitter.com/Vbdi4uxi9c

2/28/2020 9:51:05 PM patriotleah1776 Funny you bring misspellings up...

I noticed MJ12 misspelled a different word (last name) a couple years back & after googling it, a definition popped up, then my jaw dropped. Amazing 

how they give us info!

2/28/2020 9:52:19 PM manifest_utopia Made a big difference in my health when I stopped eating eggs. Thank you to Anthony Williams @MedicalMedium for this info. Do miss eating devilled 

eggs tho.

2/28/2020 9:54:20 PM patriotleah1776 Funny how climate change activists & global warming protesters do not get excited over the new Farm Bill!

Hemp legalized, which can now replace all the horrible plastics & such that completely destroy our oceans, lands, domestic & wildlife?!?

Biodegradable!!!

#SaveTheTurtles

2/28/2020 9:55:40 PM ausanon369 Why has Q never once mentioned Jesus?

2/28/2020 9:59:19 PM brunkley The Z's say in STO 4D everything is co-operatively utilised, everyone cares and shares, no need for "ownership". In STS 4D everything is controlled by 

the powerful, what you have access to is limited by your level in the brutal pecking order.

2/28/2020 10:00:18 PM hearts4america I read someone tested positive after 42 days.🤨

2/28/2020 10:03:11 PM shallknown When will the truth about SandyHook be revealed to the public?

That will be a kick in the gut!

2/28/2020 10:04:19 PM shallknown Julian Assange?

2/28/2020 10:04:27 PM tribbleindustr1 That makes for some big problems all around

2/28/2020 10:05:24 PM elijahqdust Same with goats and pizza dangit! All creations of God made into something ugly and I think we should reclaim them now! Owls especially. 😊

2/28/2020 10:06:28 PM realjoshhauter Hahaaa sometimes I wish we were crazy

2/28/2020 10:06:56 PM kathleenmckeon6 Conquer the People with the Truth........that is the comment I would love clarified.

2/28/2020 10:13:17 PM tarynupmatrix I believe that us patriots are the insulation and protection. There are way too many of us at this point to allow the deep state to win this war.

2/28/2020 10:14:05 PM lappitero You are so lost with yourself... Fool! 😂 You will find out why I said that.. Next month there will be #MARCHMADNESS2020

#MarchMadness @realDonaldTrump @w_terrence @M2Madness @CodesUcq @TronYori2 @martingeddes @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TRUreporting @DonaldJTrumpJr

2/28/2020 10:14:31 PM kathleenmckeon6 Nope, that is only one way, many people are in service to others.

I take care of 3 and at times more than that when needed, just happened one by one, life and my life now is what they need.

Not slavery

Is my choice

And I am flawed to heck so not sure about what folks say here
2/28/2020 10:15:05 PM lappitero You are so lost with yourself... Fool! 😂 You will find out why I said that.. Next month there will be #MARCHMADNESS2020

#MarchMadness @realDonaldTrump @w_terrence @M2Madness @CodesUcq @TronYori2 @martingeddes @RedPill78 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TRUreporting @DonaldJTrumpJr https://twitter.com/mynameisJabee/status/1233598062154653701 …

2/28/2020 10:19:03 PM doorbell_q isnt 9 the number for life or something?

2/28/2020 10:20:02 PM doorbell_q 666=18=9

2/28/2020 10:21:08 PM doorbell_q 666=18=9

2/28/2020 10:24:01 PM doorbell_q even have cures for heart diseases and  high cholesterol?

2/28/2020 10:32:05 PM freestateojones Do timestamps matter?

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1233609609010655232?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/uSnH2HzjsZ



2/28/2020 10:37:32 PM georgemee REALIZE

REAL EYES

recognize

REAL LIES pic.twitter.com/3dRNLx1Rvd

2/28/2020 10:38:53 PM jollyrob2 JA extradited to AMerica?

2/28/2020 10:52:01 PM patriotleah1776 Thank you! 🙏🏼

2/28/2020 10:53:19 PM rrobertenriquez Peopel are

2/28/2020 11:04:17 PM stevecarpetman9 Did DOJ announce indictments today? Check the website.

Want to understand Q?

 https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg 

Want to understand viruses and bio warfare?

 https://youtu.be/aylGY3DHlso 

 https://youtu.be/NBBIfGaml0c 

COVID19 is a test and cover. Cover 5G side effects & protestor arrests

Understand
2/28/2020 11:07:39 PM protesturban @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

The tarot card most like 911 is the tower.

In Qabbalistic numerology, it equates to

The choir of fiery angels, to abadon/angel of abyss,

And to 737, and, 747 (via a variant) gematria...

On 9/11, they filmed people falling out of a burning smoking tower....

2/28/2020 11:09:28 PM stevecarpetman9 Factor in JADE2 and other A.I. programs that feature Quantum future manipulation program directives & you'll understand everything Q. 

Coronavirus is a test of a new biological virus that may be merged with controlling tech that can be controlled by EMFs and DEW.

Think Iran jump?

2/28/2020 11:14:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 CS11

HIV Cure in 10 Years?

Q Posts about HIV?

"We have the cures!"

Money laundering around HIV/AIDS?

MJ12 Posts about HIV?

Was HIV a weapon?

2/28/2020 11:15:23 PM protesturban @TS_SCI_MAJIC12... Recommend this book... For the Qabbalistic tables.  pic.twitter.com/kbjBuNPHvk

2/28/2020 11:15:38 PM stevecarpetman9 Understand what we are. We are consciousness thru energy pulses, frequency & wavelengths. Man is so vain to believe that God made us in his image, 

so god must be humanoid. Our reality is an illusion of light wavelength reflection that we have accepted. We are more. Soul = thought

2/28/2020 11:15:38 PM plunderphonic just common u don't have to be a genius or even a scientist to check how many vaccines existed 30, 40 or more years ago and compare how many 

exist today but more importantly you don't need to be a brainiac to check & compare the content of vaccines from the past to vacc's of tday

2/28/2020 11:16:55 PM itsalllove9 As is Lyme disease.. autoimmune diseases etc. absolutely!

2/28/2020 11:17:05 PM megamane2 HIV cure in less than 9 years [-9].

2/28/2020 11:20:06 PM plunderphonic hah how 'bout you prove where the Covid19 came from - you'll most likely trace it to the same fkheads that create the vaccines..

2/28/2020 11:20:33 PM stevecarpetman9 We spend so much time waiting for Trump & Q to save us & lock up the elites. We can all save ourselves tomorrow. Money is paper that we give value 

by accepting it for our services. Stop using money & the power is gone. Weak old men. Stop work or barter services & their power goes

2/28/2020 11:20:49 PM vicfish06  https://twitter.com/coreysdigs/status/1226231251033522178?s=21 … https://twitter.com/CoreysDigs/status/1226231251033522178 …

2/28/2020 11:21:30 PM jaded_pearl Yes - Plum Island and many are infected

2/28/2020 11:21:47 PM khaleesi61 Didn't Biden say if he was elected President, he would cure cancer? They've had the cure for a long time but cures don't make money-medication and 

treatments do.

2/28/2020 11:22:18 PM jluther88 CancerTutor had some Interesting Info on Cancer and HIV.

It was created in a lab during Casto's time?

Why in 10 years?

I assume the system is not ready yet, people's jobs of course.

If we 'have them' already, the info needs to released to get people caught up and ready.

#DoItQ

2/28/2020 11:22:30 PM theguruatidic  pic.twitter.com/q84hVxAnQX

2/28/2020 11:22:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 CS11

Self Confident Program.

Confidence is a perspective and subjected to projection and bias.

Think logically.

Confident to do what, exactly?

Could you report your activities if you were involved with cheese pizza and dominos?

2/28/2020 11:24:13 PM reborn93898818 Israel

2/28/2020 11:24:15 PM ausanon369 You said the antichrist is in the USA. Care to explain why you won’t bother naming names, if your on our side? Are you apart of the great deception 

yourself? What point is there for not telling us?

2/28/2020 11:24:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 02:22 02/29/2020

   |  | |     |  |    |    |

   ```````T`````

                | 6x2 = 12 + 9

Majestic 12 + T3

12 + 9 = 3

Learn the comms.
2/28/2020 11:25:33 PM jaded_pearl To bring people into awareness of their sexuality - perhaps as a way to beg the question of self - where do I draw the line in risque behavior in order to 

remain disease free? Interesting topic.

2/28/2020 11:25:36 PM justwinejosh  pic.twitter.com/0LfZw4dTxQ

2/28/2020 11:26:05 PM jollyrob2 #MH17 downed because of this?

2/28/2020 11:26:24 PM stevecarpetman9 Trading an old boss for a new boss is our own sheep like behavior that we have been bred and taught. Accepting servitude thru laziness & the quest for 

serotonin/dopamine boosts instead of responsibly overseeing the elected is our fault. The solution is easy, Fix it, grow a pair!



2/28/2020 11:26:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 When we say that these people are stupid, we mean it.

When we say open source intelligence, we mean it.

When we say never give in, always fight fight fight, we mean it.

Fear is profitable and manufactures consent and exploitation.

Why?

Are they trying to steal your children? https://twitter.com/the_Val1/status/1233654170353197056 …

2/28/2020 11:27:11 PM yokoke2014 Division, hate on race, political instability of governments, greed, so much red tape on research studies, pharma and government bureaucrazzzzy no 

cure would ever be found, only maintenance of symptoms and life long customer of Big Pharma.

2/28/2020 11:27:12 PM 369helen313 I see them everywhere 2 2 2 2 ...

2/28/2020 11:29:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 02:26 02/29/2020

  |   |       |  |    |    |

  ```````T```````

               |-> 22 22 22 = 2x6 or 4x3 = 12

6 9 12

6 9 3

6 3 = 9 9

9 9 = 9

MJ9
2/28/2020 11:31:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 02:29 02/29/2020

  |  |        |  |     |   |

  ```````T```````

                | -> 229 229 2020 = 6x2 = 12

993

9 = MJ9

3 = T3

Are you having fun yet?
2/28/2020 11:31:27 PM weratwar1 Like 80% of our ingredients in medications come from China so I wouldn't doubt it. They got hit so hard by tariffs I wouldn't doubt if China didn't 

release this on purpose so they can give the vaccine to a billion people next year to make some of the money back

2/28/2020 11:31:36 PM susan66388204 Greetings MJ9

2/28/2020 11:32:10 PM cornhol74006295 More like a method of pop control and control through fear.

2/28/2020 11:32:11 PM susan66388204 Greetings T3

2/28/2020 11:33:03 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/KxfJxsXC9b

2/28/2020 11:33:27 PM jluther88 Castro's*

2/28/2020 11:33:30 PM weratwar1 Apparently you haven't been paying attention. They're not stealing our children they're stealing their minds during school hours. The sick part is we're 

paying for our children to go to college to learn to hate this country

2/28/2020 11:33:32 PM stevecarpetman9 All viruses and diseases started with a cure. The pharmaceutical business was a lie and sham.

We are chattle to them. Learn maritime laws and terminology. If the gold standard was gone in early 70s what backed the dollar? If gold backed the $ 

until 70s why was it seized in 30s?

2/28/2020 11:33:38 PM qsentme30 So these aids foundations are major money laundering outfits.👀ROCKET MAN 🤔

2/28/2020 11:35:04 PM justwinejosh Leap Frog

2/28/2020 11:35:05 PM rebornkingent Yes. Many community leaders and “rappers” in the 80s mentioned HIV being a bio weapon. https://youtu.be/r_ipYosmZw0 

2/28/2020 11:35:13 PM thomaskholland2 Spot on as usual.  Branco has brilliance and talent in equal measure.

2/28/2020 11:36:24 PM ethereal_shaman Time zones + Daylight Savings = pic.twitter.com/z57RGuMgXM

2/28/2020 11:37:02 PM wester_sou Thank Q for sharing.

Save The Children, Save The World.

God Bless.

2/28/2020 11:37:37 PM cryptogamer11 Control — Full

2/28/2020 11:40:17 PM lindarockers HIV was inserted into the Corona Virus.  https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coronavirus-contains-hiv-insertions-stoking-fears-over-artificially-

created-bioweapon … pic.twitter.com/rwLVwl3cZx

2/28/2020 11:41:10 PM jojoe12299 I just saw a story on my local news regarding shaken baby syndrome & the dr that originally came up with the diagnosis. I didn't catch it all but I'm 

thinking a lot of people have been wrongly accused/convicted.

2/28/2020 11:42:34 PM stevecarpetman9 People and land have backed the debt. The plan was to sell out the U.S. citizens for over a century. Fractional Reserve banking has a timeline. When 

you make currency out of thin air, it can never be cashed in. Switch to China start over. Foreclose on U.S. land & people. Slaves

2/28/2020 11:42:48 PM corstruction When we say that we believe you, when we've given our everything...

when will this stop?!

2/28/2020 11:43:13 PM jojoe12299 😂😂😂

2/28/2020 11:44:53 PM reality_creator That's what almost all of the Dutch ppl would like to have an answer to as our government is just as corrupt as every other!

2/28/2020 11:45:50 PM ethereal_shaman You don't have to add the 9s.

6 12

6 3

9

2/28/2020 11:46:09 PM deenigejeroen This the reason Avivii died

2/28/2020 11:46:37 PM stevecarpetman9 Livingston developed the pharmaceutical industry decades ago. 

We were all sold out thru foreign aid by our elected leaders. They launder the money back to themselves. The people at the top care nothing for 

money. They want power & ownership of you. Realize you are property cargo

2/28/2020 11:47:51 PM bubusmc No, because this number/letter rearrangement makes no sense to me at all.

2/28/2020 11:48:00 PM portezf LARPing hard there bro

2/28/2020 11:48:13 PM ethereal_shaman Well, this equation screws up my don't have to count 9s math hack, lol.

2/28/2020 11:49:12 PM n7guardiananon When a MJ12 member(s) communicated thru the T...its not just the BE of MJ thru T...its IS-BE(MJ) thru T at times???

2/28/2020 11:49:44 PM stevecarpetman9 Understand the REAL TRIANGLE OF POWER. CITY OF LONDON, VATICAN CITY, WASHINGTON DC.

Why is air(port) used?

The secret of power is maritime law. Research it!

2/28/2020 11:52:39 PM stevecarpetman9  https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg 

Even if they don't recognize these guys, what they explain is the truth of the world and the secret of the elite. Watch the video and pay attention, very 

close attention. It's real. MORE REAL THAN Q

2/28/2020 11:53:55 PM majic_eyes_qnly I'm assuming these last three posts are some kind of comms to show which Majestic 12 member and which Typist is sending the tweet.

Reduce time + date in numerology, but split them:

-> Consciousness (369) numbers show MJ12 member.

-> Chaos matrix numbers (124578) show typist.



2/28/2020 11:54:19 PM 369helen313 🤩

2/28/2020 11:54:21 PM majic_eyes_qnly Something like that anyway. I'll have to look at it more later.

2/28/2020 11:55:02 PM kegan545 True. Every election year Deep State cooks up a bull💩 disease

2/28/2020 11:57:50 PM aetherwalker1 Making those who are suffering, like veterans who have lost limbs, wait 5, or 10, or more years to be made whole again is CRUEL.

Especially since you have the tech right now and have for a long time!

2/28/2020 11:57:59 PM 50shadesofq Honestly I find all your posts quite amusing. Only an autistic sevant’s could divine anything from that numeric diarrhoea and you have clearly forgotten 

how to form a structured sentence due to pretending to be a secret agent for to long.

Think Logic. 

Think English.

O.O

2/29/2020 12:01:06 AM karma4event201 I hope those 2 are saved in the same method.

2/29/2020 12:03:34 AM n7guardiananon 3x3=9  ...

2/29/2020 12:04:22 AM debbie_hollyoak I understand more of plaedians I remember bits in some what places i kown that this is my last incarnation coz i dont want anymore once iam of this 

planet pufft you really think iam coming back when theres so much more out there (freedom)

2/29/2020 12:05:30 AM aetherwalker1 The majority of Americans would not be that shocked by the Truth of these bioweapons and suppressed cures.

Almost everybody intuitively knows it and would probably say so if you bring it up.

MJ..  go make small talk with people at gas stations and restaurants.

2/29/2020 12:07:04 AM karma4event201 I found that by reading a report where DoD was answering questions to congress about a DoD experiment. DoD was asked & said they had moved to 

that area (genetic targeting). 

They were excited about it 😳

2/29/2020 12:08:12 AM sherwoodj If the public genuinely believes in a virus epidemic the potential theft becomes nearly limitless.

2/29/2020 12:11:45 AM aprill444 This has been said for thousands of years, and more so since 2012 crept upon us. Everyone says, "nows the year, or next month during the blood 

moon..its a sign!!!..yet, nothing!"

It will happen slowly. It will happen as we grow from within. It will happen, but stop wondering when

2/29/2020 12:12:03 AM n7guardiananon When in doubt ask Shake-Speare

2/29/2020 12:12:48 AM brainfreeze76 He is a good hearted person but not a contactee as claimed.

2/29/2020 12:13:07 AM cleetus__jones Shot out to Numerology!

2/29/2020 12:15:02 AM stevecarpetman9 For those of you that have been misled by science and propaganda, I'll expand. The bible and other religious texts have been manipulated thru 

omission, translation or evil intent. The Most High Father would not seek title of god or Lord. The energy that shapes all particles = God

2/29/2020 12:19:46 AM kidge6 CS11?

2/29/2020 12:20:59 AM dthechosen2 Gartner Magic Quadrant

2/29/2020 12:22:57 AM myladysolina Jevon Smith figured it out first! pic.twitter.com/E9IvFzm1Gh

2/29/2020 12:23:01 AM kidge6 To make 187 seem like not. If necessary.

2/29/2020 12:29:45 AM dthechosen2 MQ

2/29/2020 12:34:07 AM jonesy4671 Are Corey Goode and david Wilcock credible?

2/29/2020 12:34:47 AM isamkathy I was thinking about how HIV came out of nowhere and hit San Francisco. They blamed the bath houses but what if....it was actually spread during 

blood donations? How come some people in the scene, never contracted it?

2/29/2020 12:36:47 AM kindling_fire  https://www.ymimports.com/pages/how-to-play-american-mahjong#Introduction …

2/29/2020 12:39:34 AM faye_mcgarry Why isn't he in Gitmo? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GitmoChannel @GitmoWatch https://twitter.com/B_Free_Thinker/status/1233579596622090240 …

2/29/2020 12:39:42 AM bobburnslynskyn How about diabetes??

2/29/2020 12:40:31 AM choidvachoi Thanks

2/29/2020 12:40:47 AM choidvachoi Thanks for asking😁

2/29/2020 12:42:06 AM jessicapost17 Disinformation is necessary

2/29/2020 12:45:40 AM debbie_hollyoak I also know that all of my soul contracts are null void and ended coz theres nothing left in my life but me and something new is going come into my life 

question of when not if

2/29/2020 12:48:33 AM 369bob Have a look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Time line some interesting theories on public disclosure amongst other things

2/29/2020 12:51:37 AM tina12865370 Great question presented and one I’m confident, that has more then one answer. I have two words for you all. 

Magic Johnson

2/29/2020 12:54:17 AM ohambleton Incredible how some people get gratification from bullying children. Hope you’ve none of your own.

2/29/2020 12:55:56 AM 369bob 3

 none brainwashed

2/29/2020 12:58:03 AM bibibobibox #Q2222

2/29/2020 1:00:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 What was said RE Q related next steps?

CV is a catalyst.

Do you believe in coincidences?

4:00 = 3:60 = 3 + 6 = 9 pic.twitter.com/vPjMybrpbV

2/29/2020 1:02:00 AM justanon12 Fear is the feeling of loss.

I can firsthand say I will gladly die in this war because DS flooded our system with heroine & I lost my son. 

Once you lost EVERYTHING you loved most in this life. There can be no fear. 

Pray for @POTUS

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

#QArmy

2/29/2020 1:05:06 AM libertyspring99 CV?

2/29/2020 1:06:01 AM tina12865370 This is awful. 

They also started advising new mothers to lie newborns on their stomachs to sleep. 

Don’t buy it

Imagine lying flat on your stomach and not having strength to lift or turn your head.😥

Lie them on their side, supported. Rotate them & lie them on backs awake.
2/29/2020 1:06:10 AM tina12865370 Makes me mad

2/29/2020 1:06:48 AM ohambleton Do you accuse any of them or being a different gender because of the way they look? Troubling for a parent.

2/29/2020 1:08:35 AM tina12865370 California the target 🎯 and rightfully so. It’s a cesspool. I’d rightfully enjoy 😉 watching california legislators answer for themselves. 

pic.twitter.com/DiVVGQEdhA



2/29/2020 1:10:07 AM 369bob No I don't I let them be them 

Altho years ago when my 3 year old told me she was a mermaid I didn't leave her in the bath ,was that cruel ?

Thunderguts is a George soros woke alarmist ...to urge us to embrace socialism and sign our freedoms over to the state (nwo)

Try thinking

2/29/2020 1:11:14 AM megamane2 5 9 13 17 21 20 25

2/29/2020 1:11:36 AM ausanon369 I M Q U 9, 13, 17, 21

2/29/2020 1:12:02 AM banksia42265169 What a legend!

2/29/2020 1:12:19 AM karma4event201 I am so sorry for the loss of your son. 

I can't imagine any greater pain than the loss of a child.

2/29/2020 1:13:14 AM p2pprinting This movement isn't for everyone. It found those seeking truth and those the DS has taken away everything from. No fear. These people have won for 

so long harnessing fear. No more!

2/29/2020 1:15:41 AM rudedrew63 👀

2/29/2020 1:20:03 AM whogivesastuff ROFL

2/29/2020 1:22:56 AM justanon12 So true. 1 night in this battle I broke my neck. Me and another Anon where arguing with satanists in July 2017, who created a deep fake of Trump in the 

White House with 2 other girls. I sent secret service the link & broke my neck. C5. This war is very real.

2/29/2020 1:23:24 AM justanon12 Thank you

2/29/2020 1:24:19 AM roma769 I think you should name a source for this statistics. Not saying it is wrong, but within the same day?

2/29/2020 1:25:13 AM surfstikk GCR

2/29/2020 1:26:09 AM mateuszwala Mostly

2/29/2020 1:26:59 AM ohambleton You love reductive counter arguments that prove no point whatsoever don’t you. Accusing a child of being a he, in that manner is troubling for a 

parent. I worry for your children. Add to that you’re a conspiracy theorist and hoooooo boy.

2/29/2020 1:31:51 AM annasum47005725 Yes they are!!!!🤬

2/29/2020 1:34:32 AM 369bob It's a good job that I don't care what you think then isn't it ....stay in your bubble boy 👍

2/29/2020 1:35:14 AM madsrytter3 Dear Susan would you gelp@me understand the numbers 🙈

2/29/2020 1:37:05 AM whoti_ CV = Catalyst for GCR?

2/29/2020 1:40:44 AM spydermagaq Love it!

2/29/2020 1:41:06 AM bibibobibox Patriots are in control 

Godspeed

2/29/2020 1:42:10 AM mongrelglory All the  world's a stage and we are just players?

2/29/2020 1:44:11 AM surfstikk Perfect cover, “black swan event”

Watch X22 vids on YT

Stock market had a major correction this past week, PM (precious metals) took a nose-dive yesterday.

2/29/2020 1:44:30 AM spydermagaq HIV engineered for depopulation.

2/29/2020 1:46:31 AM mongrelglory That's so weird!  It says the account doesn't exist anymore!  Was it something I said? 🥺

2/29/2020 1:55:58 AM sterkinglights1 Before Q I lost all faith. In God in humanity. Q restored my faith in God. MJ restored my faith in humanity.

2/29/2020 1:58:46 AM mongrelglory Yes it was a weapon.  And I thought (according your your previous tweets) that the cure for HIV already exists, but hasn't been released publicly?

2/29/2020 2:00:56 AM fonsito21 Damn thats wild 🤔😏

2/29/2020 2:02:38 AM unitedredwhite1 Raise money for cures - non profit orgs make good laundromats.

2/29/2020 2:11:39 AM mongrelglory Another money-laundering/slush-fund opportunity for the Deep State?  Not to mention big money-maker for the pharmaceutical companies.

2/29/2020 2:12:15 AM qpleiadian Watch a speech, he also called out #Alice

2/29/2020 2:13:24 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure what they're referring to. 🤔

2/29/2020 2:16:31 AM truth_pioneer MAJ Please Release The Cure.  Many Many People Are Struggling To Pay For The Very Very Expensive Drugs & Not To Mention The Side Effects From 

Those Drugs.   Some People Don’t Have 9 & 10 Years To Wait.  Let’s Take Our Planet Back.

2/29/2020 2:18:30 AM mongrelglory Nope!  I'm dazed and confused when it comes to your numerology puzzles. 🤪

2/29/2020 2:19:03 AM ohambleton Stay in denial. And please, treat your children with kindness and don’t let them pick up your bad habits of abusing people you happen to not agree with.

2/29/2020 2:19:56 AM epkman Sadly, they have been stealing them for years.😕

2/29/2020 2:22:44 AM whoti_ Thinking Logically. POTUS = Q ?

Thinking outside the box. Q's IS in POTUS BE ?

2/29/2020 2:24:33 AM jeffrey10966734 St. Germain has also stated to me part of his soul is incarnate as Barron. So we’ll see. Very exciting!

2/29/2020 2:25:15 AM epkman Yes, before I seen the 2nd formulae, I was thinking: 

📐t=sq=3, and there it was.🙃

2/29/2020 2:28:12 AM 369bob I'm not abusing you , I'm telling you I don't care what you think ...if you think that's abuse you need to go and talk it through with someone 

Here this may help pic.twitter.com/GhQfzvaeOT

2/29/2020 2:28:53 AM epkman Mission Control Son, Mission Control.

2/29/2020 2:33:18 AM writeon_77 Started with a 5:5...

2/29/2020 2:40:05 AM gladecarla It doesn't make sense to puncture  skin in order to inject unnatural ingredients, that are harmful to our wellbeing. Just the puncturing alone, can be 

painful and is satanic. Food is medicine.

2/29/2020 2:42:24 AM ohambleton In case you’re a bit slow, I was referring to Greta. 🤦🏻♂️

2/29/2020 2:42:57 AM patriotleah1776 Rothchild's?

Vatican?

Godfather III? pic.twitter.com/KjRT3YNcPd

2/29/2020 2:44:08 AM hailrazer So @WordswithSteph HATES Wall, backs Warren Plan to Stop building it to Protect Americans against #CoronavirusOutbreak #LiberalLogic

@realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @CABeck1961 @DrDannielle @VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy 

@cjtruth @rising_serpent pic.twitter.com/Ij11j9I3Vp

2/29/2020 2:46:05 AM dazeytoday ❤️🙏🏻

2/29/2020 2:47:03 AM mongrelglory Ah...okay.

2/29/2020 2:48:33 AM 369bob What a 17 year old androgynous autistic, funded by open society who's made 60 million this year and has taken more flights in 6 months than I have I 5 

years, telling me the world is on fire so I have to pay more tax to stop a hoax that the worst polluters like China get away with

2/29/2020 2:53:36 AM ohambleton 🤦🏻♂️

2/29/2020 3:01:54 AM wallyayottejr  https://youtu.be/hLur6qiV87E 

Common Sense is Rudy’s Vlog. Video 11.

2/29/2020 3:07:33 AM daggaboybtc Not J 🤪

I had a dream one's. I was a baby in dip.. sitting on the ground in front of this Magnificent 18W. I had the keys in my hand. The funny thing was I knew 

the key is the answer to getting it started  The problem walking and getting my a.. into the Beast. please elaborate pic.twitter.com/GhCHBh9sEa

2/29/2020 3:07:53 AM timkania lol 😆



2/29/2020 3:09:20 AM olimyracle Martial law catalyst? pic.twitter.com/wItDAzs9S8

2/29/2020 3:18:11 AM rosscarwalker Can you confirm who my IS-BE is?

2/29/2020 3:22:04 AM cowhla  https://www.coreysdigs.com/ 

2/29/2020 3:22:11 AM innrsquardcrcle Thanks, I don't trust Buzzfeed as a source.

2/29/2020 3:30:14 AM april10521252 Because people would lose their shit, try to storm around to stop it w/their passion,  not understanding the complexities of the process in doing it as 

best as possible w least amount of causalities I'm sure. We help, do our part in our area until further notice. 🙏

2/29/2020 3:31:07 AM terribletilellc I don't know how magic Johnson has lived for 30+ years with it. Good for him but still 🤷🏼♂️🤑

2/29/2020 3:36:09 AM 39anc6 I would add:

 "five years" at the bugging, and then showing his 5 fingers. 5:5

2/29/2020 3:36:31 AM tom_thieman Why did you leave one of the 7 2s out?

2/29/2020 3:37:10 AM april10521252 🙏💜🌈 grateful kid from awful beginnings right here,  thank you for sharing this🙏

2/29/2020 3:39:52 AM april10521252 Me too! They are so cute

2/29/2020 3:40:50 AM ryspraypaintguy Diabetes is a salt dis-ease. The Morton salt sold to us is not salt. It’s a 3rd each- sand, glass and the chemical properties of salt. The sand and glass grate 

the inside of the blood vessels causing cuts.. cholesterol is the fat cells the body makes to plug the cuts so you can’t

2/29/2020 3:46:01 AM ryspraypaintguy Bleed internal to death. Hdl moves fat to it and ldl is the fat moving away from the cuts. Neither is bad and both are needed. Start with adding pink salt-

working up to sea salt. And eliminate as much “fake food” items as you can. Bless you. All is well. 🙏🏻

2/29/2020 3:46:18 AM 11charlie111 Do Leap years have any significance?

2/29/2020 3:49:37 AM patriotleah1776 I tried to read but it looked fuzzy... haha if you want to see yourself... just look on qpub, search term Captain Green. If you 2ant to know definition of 

stringer, that's on another tab. :) Wear your day with ease!

2/29/2020 3:50:04 AM patriotleah1776 *want

2/29/2020 4:01:47 AM brick_airhedred I’m diabetic and I’ve tried vegetarian diet twice where my BS didn’t respond. It pains me to eat mostly meats because of my moral conflict.  But I feel 

better and more full.

2/29/2020 4:03:23 AM spokaneqanons I dont trust this company one bit and neither should anyone else. New drugs... made by the enemies. they can #PhuckWayOff #BigPharmaKills

#Qanon https://www.shionogi.com/about/our-history/ …

2/29/2020 4:11:47 AM jadegreen0987 All my friends who took the Medicine for AIDS DIED.  And All who did not take the medicine , lived long lives.

2/29/2020 4:17:29 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1064967566215516161?s=20 …

2/29/2020 4:21:35 AM fansblowing3 Woah 😨

2/29/2020 4:29:02 AM hawkgirlinmn What if the CV is nanotech meant to upgrade the entire human race to prepare us for the new reality?

2/29/2020 4:29:38 AM lissmojo Okay, that’s brilliant.

2/29/2020 4:29:43 AM pelicanhillbil1 😳

2/29/2020 4:32:07 AM madhopper59 Mind blowing! pic.twitter.com/KvZB9MZUjz

2/29/2020 4:34:36 AM emilyoakley6 Wow

2/29/2020 4:37:35 AM diaptera_80 😟 no thanks, had enough upgrades already

2/29/2020 4:37:57 AM bibibobibox A Question for you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

China

South Korea

Philippines

Indonesia

Malaysia

Italy (experimentation has begun)

ALL COUNTRIES with maximum rate of 5G WIRELESS NET

Does Covid-19’s spread connected to the presence of the 5G network? electroporation?
2/29/2020 4:41:15 AM fansblowing3 Where are you currently MJ9 that you have no access to the internet without Typist 3?

2/29/2020 4:43:02 AM hawkgirlinmn 🤣

2/29/2020 4:43:39 AM ausanon369 I get your point, and I thought this too. But I’m sure if people knew, according to MJ12, our collective consciousness could prevent mass destruction 

and limit its power. People who are not aware could fall victim to its lies.?

2/29/2020 4:44:21 AM qwarriorinct Say to them ,5 more years. So it's 5

 "5-5"

2/29/2020 4:44:53 AM covertress 0?

2/29/2020 4:45:26 AM kevin72032387 But there are (7) 2s 🤷🏻♂️

2/29/2020 4:46:45 AM ausanon369 But just a comment on why this can’t be known (if that is the case) from MJ12 might also help alleviate people’s minds (like mine) on why it’s being 

kept secret. To me, this quietness takes away credibility from MJ12.

2/29/2020 4:47:39 AM hawkgirlinmn SAP transaction code?

2/29/2020 4:50:02 AM burgersandra 9 +4=13

13+4=17

17+4=21

So  4:00=3:60

      4:00=3:60

      4:00=3:60

3+6+9+3+6+9+3+6+9=54=9 source

2/29/2020 4:50:22 AM hawkgirlinmn  http://courses.cms.caltech.edu/cs11/overview.html … This?

2/29/2020 4:51:00 AM sdane8 This might help. That video felt sketchy. https://threader.app/thread/1139949747316432897 …

2/29/2020 4:51:46 AM 528hz_truth 🌀☀️🌀

2/29/2020 4:52:04 AM n7guardiananon I AM pic.twitter.com/pDwUxPqkZD

2/29/2020 4:52:34 AM anitakingsbauer MJ are all of these numbers thought out in advance or do they align by some other means?  It would seem to be exhausting to try to map everything 

out all of the time.

2/29/2020 4:52:43 AM glorious172020 Source:  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:53:00 AM cityranch Ugh 😫

2/29/2020 4:53:01 AM sdane8 Me too. LOL

2/29/2020 4:53:07 AM glorious172020  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:53:31 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/O5WwTiD4mX

2/29/2020 4:53:31 AM glorious172020  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:54:10 AM glorious172020 It's True https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:54:24 AM n7guardiananon 1745

Q9

2/29/2020 4:54:34 AM glorious172020 Source  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:54:47 AM glorious172020  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:55:28 AM glorious172020  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

2/29/2020 4:56:57 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/OMZbRaghal

2/29/2020 4:57:11 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/1T32BZzjHD



2/29/2020 4:57:24 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/zEFptOAFeP

2/29/2020 4:57:41 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/OmZwJWGUd8

2/29/2020 4:58:12 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/tYZGcAyKzl

2/29/2020 4:58:27 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/ivHmTtAtWI

2/29/2020 4:58:31 AM djlok How does 229 229 2020 = 6x2?

49 49 4

13 13 4

4 4 4

12

3

I think I might've gone off the rails on this one.
2/29/2020 4:59:50 AM sdane8 I was tracking the first acct of "NSA Child Crimes" (whom I've moved on from after they got into a spat with MJ) and stumbled in here. I also binge read 

the entire acct, but it was early in their online presence.

2/29/2020 4:59:57 AM kindeandtrue Was the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa a hoax to cover up human trafficking?

2/29/2020 5:01:02 AM djlok 6 2's...in 229 229 2020

2/29/2020 5:02:02 AM keith369me Doctors have died trying to announce the cure.

2/29/2020 5:04:36 AM kittya52 Where does this statistic come from....please verify...

2/29/2020 5:04:52 AM boondognews I know what you’re saying. #LoveLive for #Light

2/29/2020 5:05:56 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vie Beasts!!!

2/29/2020 5:06:21 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046600792269041664?s=20 …

2/29/2020 5:06:34 AM moemc8 what?  when?  do you have a line to the video?

2/29/2020 5:06:47 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1046601183895453697?s=20 …

2/29/2020 5:07:00 AM keith369me So everyone involved in these rings got “AIDS”, those in the “right position” got the Majick cure or didn’t have it activated?

2/29/2020 5:08:34 AM jvan125 🤷🏼♀️😂🤦🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/uAErgtfuVQ

2/29/2020 5:09:10 AM jvan125 😆😆😆👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻😏😏😏

2/29/2020 5:10:12 AM keith369me Majestic Deuces Wild...20/20...lots of new information comes out...peace announced in Afghanistan...related?

2/29/2020 5:10:36 AM cormieredcclare So am I!

2/29/2020 5:10:36 AM sdane8 I saw that too. It was creepy.

2/29/2020 5:11:57 AM jvan125 That explains Majic Johnson then...👀 #Majic!!🤯

2/29/2020 5:12:43 AM keith369me I guess “2” years are health year scares circular cycles. Now we know and their power is drastically diminished as the patterns are seen.

2/29/2020 5:13:04 AM taitai78787 Interesting that Pence appoints BIRX... the US global HIV coordinator since 2014

She knows!

2/29/2020 5:13:27 AM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/Y9yf4RMoFv

2/29/2020 5:13:38 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @Squill_whispers

@RealSheilaZ @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr

#WWG1WGA

#MAGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ

@USMC https://youtu.be/q2UsWHA0nDE 
2/29/2020 5:15:20 AM lackeychris61 Look in comments.

2/29/2020 5:15:24 AM ray_bernwwg1wga If they already have it why wait ten years if Patriots have it?

2/29/2020 5:15:35 AM aprilbrown99 For complete control over anything and everything back at the time the cabal/deep state’s tentacles were far and wide.

2/29/2020 5:16:10 AM aprilbrown99 Yes, it sure does!

2/29/2020 5:16:31 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/SXfSXDQlVs

2/29/2020 5:16:59 AM keith369me His name has always said it all.

2/29/2020 5:17:12 AM jonahdavidson6 Wait what? How do we know this? Please explain🙏👀

2/29/2020 5:17:15 AM jvan125 Magic...I’m always in MJ mode apparently 😂

2/29/2020 5:19:15 AM jvan125 Yes!!

2/29/2020 5:20:08 AM covertress Extraterrestrial Biological Entity 1/of 3

Alien Interview

 https://mega.nz/#!ePIGQaDR!clvdSJ7eLwnySxHTzKSQUN4idi8peBgpLAuO2kAURyk …

[need a MEGA invite? DM me.]

2/29/2020 5:20:33 AM jonahdavidson6 Or he never had it!! Notice how some/a lot of these athletes look swollen/larger... like the super athletes. Don’t look real.

2/29/2020 5:21:05 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...Weapon and they have the cures they will not release!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

2/29/2020 5:22:18 AM plunderphonic lol well done Phillipe.. thanks for your input

2/29/2020 5:24:58 AM teri23179879  https://twitter.com/cowhla/status/1233714045238349824?s=19 …

2/29/2020 5:25:05 AM bbobbio71 5G related sickness?

2/29/2020 5:25:06 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...and with the cosmic energy changes we are going through right now...they may have just totally screwed themselves and assisted us...👀...

2/29/2020 5:25:50 AM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/Ooy7NxX3fb

2/29/2020 5:26:47 AM covertress "A mystery serum, E-1101, is introduced to those suffering from Motaba. Daniels soon realizes that the serum is not experimental, but was designed to 

cure Motaba, and that Ford knew about the virus beforehand."

Outbreak movie, 1995.

2/29/2020 5:27:00 AM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸...No Coincidences!!!

2/29/2020 5:30:33 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111814562758750209 …

2/29/2020 5:33:15 AM 313jodie 🙏🙏🙏

2/29/2020 5:33:23 AM bandit13049556 Mr mass murderer playing for GOD. pic.twitter.com/o1ROUmfMHf

2/29/2020 5:34:34 AM truthseeker273 Charlie Sheen was cured.

2/29/2020 5:35:49 AM bbobbio71 What about MMS?

Fwd:The Global Intelligence Files - Chlorine Dioxide - cancer-toxins-pathogens cleanse

 https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/31/311278_chlorine-dioxide-cancer-toxins-pathogens-cleanse-.html …

2/29/2020 5:35:57 AM aprilbrown99 MJ’s archived offline files are gone now but @Nun_chucknorris gave us a gift as everything is in the attached pdf! 🤗🤗🤗 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …



2/29/2020 5:36:43 AM n7guardiananon H

I = T

V

Interesting pic.twitter.com/3EAymuwzFe

2/29/2020 5:36:47 AM shawngreenhear1 When we say no outside comms we mean it

2/29/2020 5:37:34 AM truthseeker273 It would put hospitals, doctors, and big pharma out of business. The cancer industry is a huge industry.

2/29/2020 5:37:53 AM coldnights4 That is the stupidest thing I’ve seen posted.  Holy cow.

Here’s an experiment for you: Stir a spoonful into a glass of water.

Did it dissolve?

Glass and sand aren’t soluble.  Salt is.

So unless you’ve got a teaspoon of crap left in the bottom of the glass, it’s a hoax.
2/29/2020 5:38:20 AM aprilbrown99 Potus is Q+

2/29/2020 5:38:25 AM extradouble I suspect its rule that they dont release diseases unless they already have a cure. I know GcMaf is supposed to be a strong cure.

2/29/2020 5:38:29 AM djlok I’ve wondered this too.  I’m guessing it just happens when tuned into a certain frequency.  Like how me seeing 17 and Q everywhere just happened.  

I’m not sure though.

2/29/2020 5:39:33 AM oldscho03691641 We may have found a cure in 9 years but [they] had it the whole time.

It was a man made disease. It was tested in Africa for population control. It escaped the continent. 

Here we are 40 years later.😡🤡

2/29/2020 5:39:43 AM karentriebel NY theater district was wiped out as well

2/29/2020 5:40:14 AM sheerglee1 Think mirror!  How cool!

2/29/2020 5:42:16 AM sheerglee1 I understand the numbers...does T represent Time?

2/29/2020 5:42:25 AM aprilbrown99 I love our President, the amazing military, and all of the patriots!  

I AM so happy to be here to witness all of this. It brings tears to my eyes. These are magnificent moments in “time” for humanity and our beloved 

planet. #FreedomForAll #PeaceIsThePrize #LoveIsEternal 💚💚💚

2/29/2020 5:43:05 AM el__frogger This was the only way to reset the economy and stir up the [CB]'s at the same time. This is proof that a global economy will not work. It's a win win for 

Trump. Lose lose for Obama, who just claimed responsibility for the great US economy two weeks ago..

2/29/2020 5:44:20 AM williebhere Pax 2 Protein

2/29/2020 5:48:18 AM covertress Outbreak (1995)

The Virus is Airborne Scene https://youtu.be/HRkSVkOdXcU 

2/29/2020 5:49:32 AM lightlove21121 I BEleive so 😏

2/29/2020 5:51:24 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1162061319316692992?s=20 …

2/29/2020 5:52:53 AM coldnights4 You missed the last one: “Maybe 24...”

24=x

I am Qx  (+)

2/29/2020 5:52:54 AM mcmom2005 He has confirmed he is Q+.  But I am so totally good if he is just plain Q.

2/29/2020 5:57:11 AM aetherial77 Interesting but absolutely not. Nanotech is dense and dirty technology that tethers you to the lower reality. People already have nanoparticles from all 

the chemtrails and food/water. The solar flash disables all dirty technology. Crystalline based tech is clean

2/29/2020 6:00:11 AM mattdubois137 Famous basketball player with AIDS, never hear about him or his disease. I wonder why?

2/29/2020 6:05:16 AM kathryn50585808 I lost my son too. 3 years ago next week. Heroin and opiates.  He committed suicide. He was 38.i know your deep pain my friend. Go with God.

2/29/2020 6:06:58 AM cguardian40 I’m finding this has been their game for the last hundred years at least pic.twitter.com/8yNC14j8PT

2/29/2020 6:08:06 AM mysticjoe3 Most diffidently!❤️

2/29/2020 6:08:56 AM aquamonkey69 What is Q?

2/29/2020 6:11:36 AM oldscho03691641 Majic Johnson. 

They cured him years ago. Now he owes [them].

Wonder what price they will make him pay?

2/29/2020 6:12:04 AM winklerburke “I am Q, C?  I am Q, see?” 21 = 3 = C.   (Trump was saying?)

2/29/2020 6:15:16 AM johnbelinda7 I new it!

2/29/2020 6:15:55 AM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Ed, since it was designed to destroy the human spirit, soul and body. Not another brain washed.

2/29/2020 6:16:08 AM mikespies904 What is 5:5 please

2/29/2020 6:17:41 AM nuggalistparty @RepMattGaetz @RedPill78 @redpill_beena @SevereAnon @Time4U2Know @bigredwavenow @TheQniversity @99freemind @SSG_PAIN 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta https://twitter.com/NuggalistParty/status/1233610098406285312 …

2/29/2020 6:17:42 AM pepelobopac 🤯 would be SO Epic...

Guess we'll have to wait and see 😏

MAN, this movie is getting GOOOOD! 

#EnjoyTheShow #WWG1WGA #WhoIsQ

#AskTheQuestion #QAnon #QArmy #DigitalSoldiers @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @cjtruth 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233678533517598721 …

2/29/2020 6:18:34 AM bigpapafosh I too have noticed 17 and Q far more often.  I wonder if we are subconsioulsy looking for it or tuned in.  All very interesting times

2/29/2020 6:19:31 AM doorbell_q alot of them are waking up, unfortunately, not in the same level as we are. since Q's arrival, we have had a 3 year notice to prepare ourselves mentally 

and physically. Normies will have to take it all in at once. I hope all of them are able to handle the truth.

2/29/2020 6:20:47 AM moemc8 Where is the 4:00 coming from?

2/29/2020 6:21:34 AM mikespies904 What is GCR?

2/29/2020 6:21:51 AM april10521252 But that's the problem- I was one who only started learning and waking a year ago, when I tried to share with my friends and family, they all turned on 

me, called me crazy, tried to have my daughter taken away,  they called CPS so many times that CPS is now looking into them,

2/29/2020 6:21:52 AM 11charlie111 I think @RudyGiuliani has a BOOM! “The All Ukrainian Network of People Living With AIDS” (money laundered through this network) 

https://youtu.be/hLur6qiV87E 

2/29/2020 6:23:28 AM april10521252 Because it's out of control,  the programming, the amount of families involved here in So California where we're from,  they are entrenched,  many just 

learning they left their own kids with pedos, many just waking to having been abused etc, it's all part of the process.

2/29/2020 6:23:51 AM doorbell_q HA! i was thinking about a month ago that Id prefer jimbo to ask the Q. Im glad im not the only one

2/29/2020 6:24:18 AM werascending I saw that too and thought it was super odd! Remember, there are no coincidences!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏

2/29/2020 6:24:25 AM burgersandra MJ12 wrote:

4:00 = 3:60 = 3 + 6 = 9

4 is the difference but can be written as 4:00.

2/29/2020 6:25:11 AM april10521252 And remember Q has been around a few years now, these people/anons/beings have already been red pilling,  the information is available if WE want 

it but we have to learn, read, meditate etc to attain each next level of knowing,  you just want the answers handed like I did.



2/29/2020 6:26:48 AM april10521252 I understand that, we all want things easier,  faster, just handed to us. This is precisely how it all got started, those wanting others to do the work for 

them,  the elites preyed on brilliant children for almost every invention we have now,  for their vast knowledge,  their

2/29/2020 6:27:22 AM winklerburke Who originally selected these individuals?

2/29/2020 6:28:21 AM mattdubois137 ThankQ, couldn't remember his name.

2/29/2020 6:28:27 AM april10521252 God connections,  spiritual ways, the children who are young with awe and wonder,  the elites used them to do all the work, sweet loving children. We 

all must do it for ourselves,  and everyone has a different perspective,  so each way will be different. Bless you friend

2/29/2020 6:30:09 AM mattdubois137 Yeah, Kobe's was his own offspring

2/29/2020 6:30:33 AM patriotcitizen4 Brilliant

2/29/2020 6:32:51 AM gapatriot3 He also gave the 5:5 before that!

2/29/2020 6:34:25 AM hrivario Q is a psyop that gives us small bits of Intel in order for us to figure it out.  So far everything is legitimate and I've been looking at it since early 2018

2/29/2020 6:35:42 AM winklerburke Then Trump says, “Who knows?”  ;).     9-13-17-21.”   Stable genius, Indeed.

2/29/2020 6:35:51 AM mccroriejim Yes! They all knew! It’s all about money 💰! As long as he was either making money 💴 for them or giving them money 💵 for political support it was 

no questions asked! Very corrupt people! Seduced with money 💰!

2/29/2020 6:37:16 AM moemc8 tku

2/29/2020 6:37:43 AM cdale_dog Magic Johnson also.

2/29/2020 6:37:57 AM conniekennedy Pneumonia = die of pneumonia. Pneumonia HIV+ = die of "AIDS-related complex." It's a political, money making operation for big pharma.

2/29/2020 6:38:40 AM conniekennedy The drugs they prescribe depress your immune system. Tell us again how that helps immuno-deficiency?

2/29/2020 6:40:15 AM conniekennedy Pharma funds activist groups, who demand funding for "research" into this "disease," and bully the Govt into giving $ to - guess who? Big Pharma!

2/29/2020 6:41:19 AM hrivario Makes sense.   Since where there's 5G there's also CV pic.twitter.com/ZhPyL7Fgnr

2/29/2020 6:41:28 AM 39anc6 someone? need ideas for "T3" or "T" what does it stands for? I´m trying to figure all this!!

2/29/2020 6:48:41 AM sanfranciscoba It’s false. You’ve interpreted this article precisely wrong.

2/29/2020 6:50:13 AM fansblowing3 Is the cabal using the CV virus to dispose of trafficking victims so they cannot testify?  Is the cabal selling their stocks to try to protect blood money 

from Trump’s executive order?

2/29/2020 6:52:21 AM houdini481 Is CV an advantage to 45/MJ12?

2/29/2020 6:52:27 AM bbobbio71 I think there's some signaling going on here Nancy Pants!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/29/2020 6:52:56 AM viennacalling11 Here’s the trailer for @CoreysDigs great video series on AIDS slush fund 

 https://youtu.be/raqq9O7Penc 

2/29/2020 6:54:16 AM viennacalling11 Here’s a great trailer for exposing the AIDS slush fund https://youtu.be/raqq9O7Penc 

2/29/2020 6:57:04 AM cisnez Good market to make lots of money fund other projects.

Curious what the giant tech company is that you speak of. Surely not Meritica. I mean if you’re being honest why not after Apple and Siri? 

pic.twitter.com/vVsG97wT3V

2/29/2020 6:58:23 AM smalltownindy I learned 25 years ago after awakening, that it is best to keep your newly acquired revelations to oneself. I try to awaken strangers on social media, but 

my friends and family are quite comfortable in their deceptive dream state. Awakening process is a personal one. Good luck 2U

2/29/2020 6:58:58 AM vicfish06  https://t.co/KsZUXlmF1H  https://twitter.com/vicfish06/status/1233653333686210560?s=21 …

2/29/2020 7:00:09 AM q_f0ll0w3r Start doing your reserXh and don’t stop !!!

2/29/2020 7:02:17 AM brick_airhedred My theory is T2 is an autoimmune disease like T1.

2/29/2020 7:05:27 AM tiffanyblueq1 None of it adds up in the slightest. First they say it's a very mild cold like virus then they act like it's a deadly disease. You would think we were having a 

scarlet fever epidemic.

2/29/2020 7:11:19 AM thatothervince Start here https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

2/29/2020 7:11:24 AM 369_is Hi @Brick_Airhedred My fellow diabetic. I was mostly vegetarian and my BS were way out of control. I researched and implemented the "Whole30" 

food plan. It's now 2 months later and my numbers are AWESOME!! Feeling guilty about meat, but I need to get off big pharma first.

2/29/2020 7:12:55 AM 50pinkies The biggest lobbyist in DC for BIG pharma is the CDC who also owns many vaccine patents.

2/29/2020 7:15:04 AM what_uc 🙂

2/29/2020 7:15:40 AM mile_high_mamma Lyme disease, manufactured, weaponized ticks. Zeal—among other diseases, weappnized mosquitos.  What other vectors are weaponized?

2/29/2020 7:15:50 AM idontthinksopeg Follow PrayingMedic on twitter. He has an introduction to Q pinned on his page.  IMHO, Q reveals hidden truths, encourages followers to research/dig 

to find more and to think for ourselves and trust God.

2/29/2020 7:16:34 AM winklerburke Prior Trump says 5 (years left) twice:   5:5 = “Loud & Clear” mil. Radio term

2/29/2020 7:17:15 AM mile_high_mamma HIV is used for population control

2/29/2020 7:17:57 AM crusher20152 Whatch the plan first  https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

 http://Qmap.pub  will show you all the posts Q has dropped. Those of us that have been following have known things 6-8 months b4 MSM even 

whispered about it. Many  profs connected btween Q n Potus. Welcome 2 t great awakening!

2/29/2020 7:19:10 AM jenn39956442 Well, I would think "something" did it initially and now ppl know because we remember another story- I sure do ...maybe a big fat collider in Europe 

might have answers. I believe we have a lot of power &for a long time 🇨🇦🙏❤️

2/29/2020 7:20:59 AM crusher20152 Perfect!!

2/29/2020 7:26:03 AM charmanda9  pic.twitter.com/KOHWTiitxU

2/29/2020 7:27:12 AM kevinmruel They people are still asleep 😴 Laziness,or so busy or confused about what is happening and they are just saying what everyone is saying...sheep who 

some are Angels of Deception and Others are trying your best.@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC #WWG1WGA

2/29/2020 7:29:43 AM baltimore_2020 The theory is that AZT or similar drugs actually cause AIDS.

2/29/2020 7:30:30 AM duncanskinner6 Pure evil incarnate.

2/29/2020 7:34:55 AM bjmolinar I have Hashimoto’s which is an autoimmune disease.  It seems like a lot of people are getting these type diseases.

2/29/2020 7:36:20 AM dcoveart  https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/08/hiv-genome-two-decades-before-its-discovery/596272/ …

2/29/2020 7:37:23 AM merorschach I think they injected the gay population is more accurate.

2/29/2020 7:39:46 AM martycar62 Military Intelligence.. Coded Anons research the Codes

2/29/2020 7:43:20 AM dinunziotd  pic.twitter.com/GCzesmR8pJ

2/29/2020 7:46:34 AM pm94944610 Can you explain with a few more steps or actually describe in text what you're doing? Not able to decipher what each step is, those just look like 

random lines to me.

2/29/2020 7:47:30 AM michael81972 Global Currency Reset

2/29/2020 7:48:18 AM gotyer6string I watched the great speech last night on YouTube and caught the 17... but didn't put the other two numbers together. This is yuge!

2/29/2020 7:50:37 AM beegees78990 There's a cure for cancer too but cancer is big business in the medical industry so it's quashed, it's all about money plain and simple.

2/29/2020 7:51:28 AM birdiesrchirpin I know a vet who was only in for 4 years, he was heavy in radio comms. I'm sure he was predisposed to getting diabetes but I'm willing to bet [they] 

made it manifest with frequency. 

He gets an insane amount from the VA each month. The disparity is huge compared to homeless vets.

2/29/2020 7:51:41 AM rterriers 3, 6, 9 = 🔑 to 🌌 pic.twitter.com/6KJ9BSR25W



2/29/2020 7:53:36 AM liannann1 Made on plum island. operation paperclip doctor

2/29/2020 7:55:00 AM vickigp1 Should Q telegraph their exact plans to [them]? No. 

 https://www.qproofs.com/  pic.twitter.com/BV1cROHrRO

2/29/2020 7:55:09 AM _369311119 Very sorry Michelle. Prayers.

2/29/2020 7:57:35 AM subversion_ops This account is not related to any government agency, yet you continue to pretend it is.

2/29/2020 8:02:14 AM state1union Bingo half way there 😘

2/29/2020 8:03:02 AM brick_airhedred Hello! 👋 Thank you for response and kind words. I’ll look into Whole30. I just started insulin...but I’m with you about getting off of meds. Congrats on 

your success!!! I understand about the guilt. Good vibes and good health to you. 😊🌟🌸

2/29/2020 8:03:20 AM state1union Breaks down

2/29/2020 8:04:12 AM seahag127 Italy is not Zimbabwe!  And, vaccines are not what you think they are. https://realnewsaustralia.com/2018/12/23/bombshell-corvelva-releases-next-

vaccine-analysis-results/ …

2/29/2020 8:04:47 AM julieca29660023 So sorry!❤️

2/29/2020 8:07:09 AM blissamerica Amen

2/29/2020 8:07:12 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

(クリントン財団の内部告発者、FBIのネイト・ケイン氏のインタビュー)

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111

🧐 http://qmap.pub 

🌈@tQkyQnippQnn

🐸@blue_forest_5

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

外患誘致罪

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231140406840057856 …

 https://twitter.com/okabaeri9111/status/1231923504083136513 … pic.twitter.com/ks71XqhG7F
2/29/2020 8:07:47 AM leemagna @LadyKayeRising

2/29/2020 8:09:32 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/aNAZVc0Als

2/29/2020 8:10:07 AM blissamerica  https://youtu.be/EO2tEr0cJCg 

2/29/2020 8:10:49 AM 369_is As I understand from explanations in past tweets, MJ and a number (MJ9 etc) is which member is "speaking" through the typist (T3 etc) that they feed 

info through to us using technology. MJ uses typists to tweet their info.

2/29/2020 8:11:46 AM birdiesrchirpin Yeah, healthy people aren't profitable.

2/29/2020 8:14:40 AM apsychicsthoug1 GOD IS WITH US...HIS ANGELS ARE WITH US...FAITH IN GOD AND CHRIST JESUS...GOD'S STORM IS MOVING...MANKIND MOVES WITH THE FORCE OF 

GOD...HOLY SPIRIT 🔥🔥🔥...FAITH...FIGHT...😇🙏🙏👊👊👊

2/29/2020 8:16:42 AM wickedmouse369 Do the masks contain the virus?

2/29/2020 8:18:02 AM tokyojapanf1 #QNN

最近Qtuberが日本のQによく言及してますし、今ツイートしたネイト・ケインはQmapにも名前のでるクリントン財団の内部告発者。以前

から私のフォロワーでグラハム/ホロゥイッツらとも接点がある。

▶️Eri @okabaeri9111 

メディアの攻撃

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1231627359511465984 …

 https://twitter.com/TokyoJapanF1/status/1233787958190198784 … pic.twitter.com/M4wC6U9KTs
2/29/2020 8:18:34 AM r_wretch There's a website I found a in 2017 that is all about Global reset and a man named Dr. Hendo Henderson who claims to be Christ. I don't believe it at all 

but pertinent nonetheless

2/29/2020 8:18:48 AM state1union Maybe this is why I had internal bleeding for 4 months 2 years ago?  No one could figure it out. Or really tried lol

2/29/2020 8:19:03 AM covertress I was eating a carnivore diet before switching to veggie. I've read countless testimonials from Type 2 sufferers who cured their diabetes through 

carnavory. 

 http://MeatHeals.com  

Without health or weight issues, it was an easier (not easy!) switch for me to vegetarianism.

2/29/2020 8:19:19 AM r_wretch  https://www.sovcpr.org 

2/29/2020 8:19:37 AM sarah48538695 You can abbreviate the word abbreviation.

2/29/2020 8:19:38 AM r_wretch This one

2/29/2020 8:20:46 AM oneperspective6 I would definitely report the findings, without engaging in the behaviors. The question becomes who to trust to report the info to?

2/29/2020 8:21:32 AM okabaeri9111 And also, he loves Japan! 🇯🇵🇺🇸😆💕👍 https://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1233786919533735936?s=20 …

2/29/2020 8:21:52 AM dianesaumure This is so good, don't you just love em

2/29/2020 8:24:36 AM 369_is I view it like I view Trump pushing advancing oil and fossil fuels instead of ending them to heal Earth. Steps!!! Energy independence and jobs 1st!!! 

Then we can release clean tech/ZPE in due time. I'll go vegan after I detox from big pharma. Steps. TY Stephanie!

2/29/2020 8:27:03 AM covertress Exactly.

What a fantastic analogy, Lisa!

2/29/2020 8:28:00 AM ladykayerising @CoreysDigs is ALL OVER THIS. Watch, read and spread far and wide https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FsCCz3MBjK4 …

2/29/2020 8:28:12 AM ladykayerising @LeeMagna

2/29/2020 8:28:23 AM 040118054_17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 interesting... just sayin

2/29/2020 8:30:56 AM redfacedkipper It does seem a bit suspect, doesn't it?

2/29/2020 8:31:01 AM afro_crypto That means they have a cure for the #coronavirus #COVID19 #bioweapon.

2/29/2020 8:31:06 AM sarah48538695 Is JA going to be released in the (perceived) near future?

2/29/2020 8:31:23 AM ezdoesit_ Symbolism will be there downfall. pic.twitter.com/9cEylDDWqU

2/29/2020 8:31:25 AM rhsvcs  pic.twitter.com/fMwQx7kxL3

2/29/2020 8:39:53 AM 369_is I understand your frustration. I feel those of us awakened earlier than the others were pre-arranged in our DNA to wake up first.

2/29/2020 8:40:37 AM uberdeuss I dont think Is a coincidence because i think qanon Is a market campaign of the Trump team. Thats why qanon drops are confirmed by Trump tweets

2/29/2020 8:42:30 AM mikespies904 Thanks!

2/29/2020 8:42:38 AM mikespies904 Thanks!

2/29/2020 8:43:10 AM 369_is OK...you got me......what is AMJA? I see 230 questions and no answers. I guess it's not AMA.🧐

2/29/2020 8:44:28 AM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/t6utYiei9g  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1106075022391721984?s=21 …

2/29/2020 8:46:30 AM susan66388204 Once our brain notices something it will it find more and more

2/29/2020 8:49:52 AM laurabusse Lovely to see you!!!

I hope all is well!!!

2/29/2020 8:50:32 AM michael81972 👍🏻



2/29/2020 8:50:50 AM 39anc6 So MJ3 Is T3, MJ12 is T12

Or as to say MJ12, MJ(1+2), MJ3, T3

So MJ12=T3?

2/29/2020 8:52:29 AM 39anc6 Is my "missing" data pic.twitter.com/dCq43nwO9J

2/29/2020 8:57:46 AM jukiebell Of course but must consider consequence of letting that out too quickly. Think people lost, suffering, frightened.10 years, declare sooner. Eradicate, 

then leak that those loved ones didnt have to die. Too much too soon not the kindest way. Meanwhile quietly call miracles now

2/29/2020 9:01:46 AM stevecarpetman9 The elite bloodlines, arrests etc. are a distraction. The truth is in front of you. Money is paper or computer digits. We give it power by trading it for our 

services, labor & thoughts. Stop trading money thru work stoppage or barter & their power is gone. Meek old evil people.

2/29/2020 9:02:26 AM truthdying It is a hoax MAGIC JOHNSON get it it is wizardry

2/29/2020 9:03:40 AM jephious Trump himself isn’t Q. He’s working with a Q team.  Trump doesn’t have the military background or the knowledge to use the military comms posted 

by Q. If he’s the one actually typing onto 8kun, he’s being told what to type.

2/29/2020 9:06:13 AM toccn2 Solar warden will be in our star system until the ascension of humanity

2/29/2020 9:06:33 AM stevecarpetman9 The truth of our power is public opinion. Together we are strong. Power can only be given, accepted or conceded. We are all man. Women are all 

woman. Lies / deception have divided us like a schizophrenic. We are one consciousness. If we come back together we will be healed.

2/29/2020 9:07:24 AM internetusr What are thooooose? 😳

2/29/2020 9:09:15 AM internetusr Yep. And to think people STILL try to say those who follow Q are loons. 

I can't want for justice and the truth. It's gonna be epic.

2/29/2020 9:12:13 AM mt30175068 And then there's this.. pic.twitter.com/7PFCjcxi1k

2/29/2020 9:13:17 AM vickigp1 President Trump is Q+, the Leader of The Q Team.

2/29/2020 9:13:19 AM stevecaid .....hahahahaaa....lay off the wine...

2/29/2020 9:14:12 AM brick_airhedred Oooh!! That’s brilliant!! Very smart point!! I’ll be sure to remember this. TY. 🙏🏻 👁🌟👁

2/29/2020 9:14:58 AM southernbellem5 I always thought that it was.

2/29/2020 9:15:30 AM internetusr Do people actually die from cancer itself or the chemo and other drugs? What happens if you take nothing? Do we even know?

2/29/2020 9:15:47 AM laurabusse Law of attraction I'm guessing

Abraham-Hicks explains this phenomenon

2/29/2020 9:16:33 AM laurabusse Yes

Law of attraction

Everything is frequency and vibration

2/29/2020 9:20:08 AM stevecarpetman9 If 7 billion people reject the contracts and rules of maritime law, do you believe the remaining (less than a) billion can enforce it? They become the 

children of your memories that create their own rules, take their ball and go home. Shall we play another game,?

2/29/2020 9:22:21 AM amikeliunas which book is that?

2/29/2020 9:23:24 AM momekool1 Who’s he?

2/29/2020 9:30:02 AM april10521252 I agree, and we come together to share our stories to help others out of self loathing.  Yes bad stuff happened to many of us, and others, it also 

happened to several generations b4 us, so not to take it too personally and wallow in fears, that makes it harder to wake up

2/29/2020 9:30:51 AM april10521252 Getting through the repressed memories to heal and then be of service as we continue healing. God bless you friend🙏🕊🌈

2/29/2020 9:31:15 AM ready_pen And isn’t interesting that Magic Johnson contracted HIV and was totally cured....first person..had money and resources and cure...but no one else had 

it...Trump releasing the cure to all!

2/29/2020 9:37:24 AM lucy_des Thank you!!

2/29/2020 9:38:35 AM karma4event201 ❗️I believe you are right ❗️

2/29/2020 9:40:13 AM cledrordfishing Hahaha

2/29/2020 9:41:46 AM karma4event201 I'm sorry - what is the 60's? 

Corney 480 times 

480/60 = 8 

60 ?

2/29/2020 9:43:06 AM karma4event201 60's change with 45 ?

Are 60's slush funds

2/29/2020 9:43:49 AM 39anc6 This is my shot: 

one "2" is missing. If we do it right, it is 

14 +9 ->5+9

And

9 =MJ=12=3

Figonacci, magnificence of 369

3 mirror of 6

5 is mirror of 4

 "think mirror" 

9 13 17 IMQ

45=17=Q

MJ+Q
2/29/2020 9:43:56 AM 369palm What makes you think there is only one?

2/29/2020 9:45:49 AM cny_micaa I haven't even figured out what CS11 means yet.

2/29/2020 9:45:59 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/2RXWt7D9El

2/29/2020 9:47:55 AM monkey_weather Good question. Another possibility, less grim: remember what happened to the CIA DS  handlers of NK? 

Q actually posted video of them getting blown away in China. "Strings cut". 

Could be a DS purge.

2/29/2020 9:48:01 AM jusdeplorableme @realDonaldTrump  ...  when will they ask the Q?!?

#WWG1WGA

#TRUMP2020

2/29/2020 9:49:10 AM jusdeplorableme Check it out ... https://youtu.be/65xLByzT1l0 

2/29/2020 9:49:33 AM sanfranciscoba No clever retort? No additional citations?

2/29/2020 9:49:34 AM monkey_weather I really like your observation about stocks - hadn't even thought on that. The question is: where would they put the $$$ that would make it safe? 

Bezos, for example, have half of his to his "ex wife". Clever move. Shuffle to family members?

2/29/2020 9:49:57 AM poorboyric 9 is source

2/29/2020 9:50:05 AM poorboyric And the true birthday of Iushua(Jesus) as there was no letter j in Greek it hebrew

2/29/2020 9:52:03 AM karma4event201 Graphic of Loop Capital https://twitter.com/carrollquigley1/status/995354969791516674?s=12 …



2/29/2020 9:54:09 AM in10tlymaga Q is JFK

2/29/2020 9:54:41 AM rain_thots *dabs unironically*

2/29/2020 9:55:38 AM riversm18 Vrilled

2/29/2020 9:55:52 AM c2wizard 9, 13, 17, 21

9 = I

13= M

17=Q

2 (1) 2 21=U 

I M Q 2 U.
2/29/2020 9:57:11 AM jakekel23656089 Do catholics rape kids? Of course it's a weapon.

2/29/2020 9:59:57 AM ethereal_shaman Is this MJ9 T3?

2/29/2020 10:00:04 AM uberdeuss Yeah i know, i followed qanon on 8ch

2/29/2020 10:05:20 AM brianmccrawley Thanks again

2/29/2020 10:11:24 AM karma4event201 😳 Tyler is terrifying

2/29/2020 10:11:45 AM manifest_utopia Q related next steps.

Remove insurgents w/in Administration who fell for traps,

Exposing corruption & insurgency to the public in the process.

Keep exposing Fake News.

CV being a catalyst could lead to exposing Soros, corrupt health care system & depop agenda. 🤞🤞🤞

Biblical. pic.twitter.com/Iiel0yYADM

2/29/2020 10:13:59 AM k0nkie He could mean we are all Q.  I am Q too.

2/29/2020 10:14:29 AM aleks8837 Coincidence???! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1205302030870470657 …

2/29/2020 10:14:53 AM manifest_utopia And thank you 🙏💫💖

A most wonderful journey of discovery we all share together, isn't it?

2/29/2020 10:17:19 AM aleks8837 I might've been when I wrote it, yes. Still very much stand by it sober though.

IF there are many big arrests. Would it be better before or after an eventual Trump win in 2020?

2/29/2020 10:18:30 AM indianagirl9 Distraction. Its cold and flu season.

2/29/2020 10:21:38 AM karma4event201 Screen shot From this video https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1233254525705707520?s=12 …

2/29/2020 10:22:21 AM karma4event201 Car in screenshot is from this video https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1233254525705707520?s=12 …

2/29/2020 10:22:40 AM jooooody the bible was written by prophets of God

inspired words.

updated the bible??  (false)

there are discrepancies due to bad translation, however the purest translation is one translation from the original text or interpreting the original 

language.

NIV is fake  only read KJV
2/29/2020 10:23:43 AM alight412 Yes it is. The government allows them to spray and some military bases seem to be where the microwaves are deployed..... that is the most difficult for 

me.

2/29/2020 10:24:37 AM jephious The Q army is real!

2/29/2020 10:25:17 AM jooooody Yes the bible was manmade, prophets are men  who are inspired by God - it is a record of God's dealings with his people.

Jesus was killed, and then the apostles were killed - thus began the 'Great Apostacy'

the complete truth & the authority of God were no longer on the earth,

2/29/2020 10:26:06 AM karma4event201  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/29/2020 10:26:28 AM karma4event201 From this video 

 https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/29/2020 10:26:40 AM karma4event201  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/29/2020 10:27:07 AM wakeupa39103864 Clueless 🤡 big pharma cheerleader alert pic.twitter.com/muCoPP5KrU

2/29/2020 10:27:10 AM jooooody due to iniquity & wickedness of the people.

It was as if a mirror fell to the ground and shattered into many pieces.

people took a piece of the truth (or broken mirror) and formed a church around it.

churches have parts of the truth, but not all.

the bible we have was handed
2/29/2020 10:27:13 AM karma4event201  https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/29/2020 10:29:18 AM timbeyer00 Hm or Melania?

2/29/2020 10:29:35 AM timbeyer00  pic.twitter.com/o3rVncB3nS

2/29/2020 10:29:42 AM jooooody down and translated by monks and such. some sacred parts were taken out of the bible,to trip up the people. 

We now have the truth restored to the earth. It began when a 14yr old boy, Joseph Smith knelt in a grove of trees asking God which church was true. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqq9lDUpduU&t=4s …

2/29/2020 10:30:53 AM timbeyer00  pic.twitter.com/sGk47aroyq

2/29/2020 10:32:16 AM ryspraypaintguy My wife is a holistic counselor. I’ve watched her heal people with food and by changing their thoughts and behaviors. People crying from the relief she 

provided is humbling and she’s my angel. You should research codex alimentarious.. and patents on the food industry pic.twitter.com/iHLaGjmYDC

2/29/2020 10:32:16 AM kidge6 It appears Q is a team of approximately 10 people that are close to the president. Military Intelligence very high-ranking & security clearance posting 

Clues on internet message boards regarding what's happening behind the scenes and behind the media. Since October 2017.

2/29/2020 10:32:35 AM nea_storm Majestic 12, such a Tease! Good shock I certainly do Hope! 😏😃😇

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5piFPSV77cI …

💜💜💜🌎🌏🌍💜💜💜 pic.twitter.com/wmR5YwT4je

2/29/2020 10:32:58 AM timbeyer00 Or trump is Q and Q+ is melania?

2/29/2020 10:33:57 AM tkobeauty Sick.



2/29/2020 10:35:22 AM in10tlymaga I have had the same thought...

Q started 1963. JFK knew about the planned asassination on him.

He is alive...

2/29/2020 10:35:27 AM unitedredwhite1 Well come on with it

2/29/2020 10:36:56 AM kathywunderlic3 💗😊

2/29/2020 10:37:15 AM manifest_utopia Re CV being a catalyst...

CV has public's full attention.

CV exposes globalists' supply chains. People already shocked that meds, medical supplies, & so many components come from China. And we've just 

started down this path.

CV can expose corrupt CDC & health care system.

2/29/2020 10:37:29 AM kathywunderlic3 💗

2/29/2020 10:38:34 AM nine_six3 I think it’s three typists in use at all times [T1, T2, or T3]. 

MJ + 1, 2, 3...12 = MJ member.

MJ1/12 - [T1, T2, or T3].

2/29/2020 10:39:57 AM timbeyer00 Where did you get the information that Q 1963 started? I can well imagine that JFK knew about the murder. I mean at the time there were already 

clones and they killed one of them. But where you say that Q started in 1963, Q could also be JFK

2/29/2020 10:48:01 AM viktoryoflight Shane here is something which could help you against the teeth pain. Try it

And let me know and @GoldyOne5 🌹🕊🙌 pic.twitter.com/Q1yUgLzMxA

2/29/2020 10:49:01 AM kidge6 I saw that too. I don't think that's it. Someone said it's referring to Common Sense episode 11 Rudy giuliani's videos on YouTube

2/29/2020 10:49:54 AM ttesla9 25 = two fives = 5:5

2/29/2020 10:50:07 AM viktoryoflight Hahaha love it 😂😂😂

2/29/2020 10:50:37 AM calianonpatriot Baader-Meinhof phenomenon, otherwise known as frequency illusion or recency illusion. This phenomenon occurs when the thing you've just noticed, 

experienced or been told about suddenly crops up constantly.

2/29/2020 10:53:01 AM viktoryoflight  pic.twitter.com/4Ybc5mmRhX

2/29/2020 10:53:08 AM bigpapafosh Thank you for the clarification. Makes complete sense.

2/29/2020 10:57:42 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🤝💗family

2/29/2020 10:58:13 AM c_d_o Y represented as the time experienced by all others not capable of exerting control of the timeline. Or perhaps those unaware of the ability to precieve 

an accurate reflection of the past or forecast for the future. Esoteric power struggle?

#projectlookingglass ?

2/29/2020 10:58:20 AM chapulincolored Amazing.

2/29/2020 10:58:23 AM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/rusFeoEHqY

2/29/2020 10:59:02 AM juliealberta  pic.twitter.com/wD51C4Srww

2/29/2020 10:59:18 AM kathywunderlic3 that's why I love you so😁💗

2/29/2020 11:01:19 AM valerie10402010  pic.twitter.com/vfGUGSyE8U

2/29/2020 11:02:52 AM rghardy3 Hope it's a catalyst for "The Storm".

3-3 is time delta.

"At what Stage of the Game do you

play the TRUMP CARD ? "

2/29/2020 11:03:44 AM viktoryoflight Exactly 💕💕family is everything 💜💗

2/29/2020 11:04:33 AM viktoryoflight Watch the press conference about the Coronavirus pic.twitter.com/ytxXcX25RO

2/29/2020 11:05:43 AM cloxxki It gets more interesting if there is a number, you find a Q drop using it, and it then echoes things said in ration to the new mention of the number. Then 

it gets into extremely thin odds. And it keeps on happening. Also, posting specific phrases before POTUS tweets or speaks.

2/29/2020 11:05:44 AM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/Ok6A8UVI04

2/29/2020 11:06:56 AM viktoryoflight Love you all 💕 pic.twitter.com/CLH3VvojIU

2/29/2020 11:09:38 AM kathywunderlic3 😁💗🕊

2/29/2020 11:10:18 AM mathison_si HRC has the patent on HIV and the cure.

2/29/2020 11:11:08 AM daunforgivin67 "The world today has 6.8 billion people,that's heading up to about nine billion,now if we do a really great job on new vaccines,health care and 

reproductive health services,we could lower that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent"-Bill Gates (DEMOCIDE/EUGENICS)

2/29/2020 11:12:11 AM tkobeauty They mustve been getting a TON from ChInA then.

2/29/2020 11:12:46 AM cryptogyu Also important to note that many teacher union pensions are loaded with big pharma stocks... as are many of ours... tangled this web is.

2/29/2020 11:13:20 AM cloxxki Could just as well be Carolyne Bessette then.

JFK Jr. obviously has the background and drive to carry this out. He wants jusice for his dad and finish his work. Trump can facilitate anything. JFK had 

20 years to work it all out. Trump can play along, make things happen.

2/29/2020 11:16:08 AM patriotswegoall I will say that they are being helped on the local level, not much on the Fed level.

Also, support local charities that help to rehabilitate human trafficking victims and assist LEOs in bringing those to justice those that harm them.

2/29/2020 11:20:47 AM pleasantlysurly If he's Q, that leaves him no plausible deniability. I suppose a case can be made to logically explain why, in this situation, that he doesn't need it. I don't 

know what that would be exactly, but it probably involves national security and the survival of humanity.

2/29/2020 11:21:50 AM tkobeauty People need $$ so will work when sick. Or employer makes you feel bad for calling out.

2/29/2020 11:25:24 AM en_truh_pee He seemed to call out the 13 families of the Illuminati and especially family y constantly. 

Also clearly made pyramid hand gestures. 

Also gave two eyes 👀 symbol instead of one. 

👌93 symbol 

It will be your choice to know.
2/29/2020 11:25:58 AM khaleesi61 He also sent a tweet with a lot of Capital letters. They added up to 322.  322=7.   G=7.  G7

2/29/2020 11:29:47 AM truthse28779276 Someone shared the link on a Q FB page, to the PDF that has all the MJ12 tweets saved.

2/29/2020 11:30:24 AM jdltr450 Asking for a friend. 🤣😂

2/29/2020 11:32:39 AM rghardy3 3-3  delta

TRUMP CARD

2/29/2020 11:33:40 AM 1soldier71 ️🤪

2/29/2020 11:33:41 AM what_uc 👍

2/29/2020 11:34:23 AM viktoryoflight See my last tweet... 🤯

2/29/2020 11:35:36 AM 1soldier71 Sync

2/29/2020 11:40:50 AM kathywunderlic3 😂💗💞

2/29/2020 11:41:52 AM kathywunderlic3 💗🤝💗



2/29/2020 11:42:01 AM covfefe0202 WOW 😳😳😳

2/29/2020 11:42:01 AM manifest_utopia 😁

2/29/2020 11:44:22 AM robinabank4 This is off topic but o was looking at the cloudy sky this morning... I noticed the sun behind the clouds blinking off and on .. Like in india

2/29/2020 11:47:01 AM teresaschuste14 That's the public's contribution!

2/29/2020 11:48:41 AM cguardian40  pic.twitter.com/UrsBYqJLSD

2/29/2020 11:51:29 AM jenninemorgan See @CoreysDigs

2/29/2020 11:52:34 AM viktoryoflight More than this... Deeper... See... VESSELS... SEA... EVERGREEN.... THE CROWN.... TITANIC..... BLOODLINES.... SLAVERY... HERO :Russell-Jay:GOULD.

.. :CLAIM OF LIFE.... NOW-LIFE...

WE®️ SLAVES NO MORE

:JOHN F. KENNEDY

WE WON pic.twitter.com/uP9rhPVTda

2/29/2020 11:53:32 AM viktoryoflight  pic.twitter.com/KkdnuRQxZN

2/29/2020 11:55:51 AM vickigp1 Well then I don't know how you can refer to the Q Team as marketing. They're on 8kun now you know.

2/29/2020 11:56:29 AM kathywunderlic3 💗💞😊🙏🕊

2/29/2020 11:58:28 AM debbiekimsey Angel of Mercy and Light! Thank you!

2/29/2020 11:58:56 AM uberdeuss Ofc i know. Its marketing because with a small effort/cost, they re spreading some real and some fake narratives to consolidate the electorate. For ex. 

You are indirectly spreading Trump support with theories, qanon post.

2/29/2020 12:01:30 PM uberdeuss Qanon team know very well 8ch community and its skills to create web contents (theories/memes). So with a very small effort they ve created a 

marketing machine supporter by supporters that believes qanon. Usually that kind of thing would cost hundreds of millions of usd

2/29/2020 12:02:21 PM itsalllove9 Yes.. I have Rheumatoid Arthritis... found out I have a mycoplasma bacteria infection that I’m now treating that is difficult to diagnose because dr’s 

don’t test for them as a trigger for RA. Even though it’s been proven that mycoplasmas are a huge factor. No money in a cure.

2/29/2020 12:03:09 PM uberdeuss I ve followed qanon for 3yrs, i ve been Always skeptical and as i said, i believe some things are true, others are Just fake old theories. Search "Leo taxil" 

on the web

2/29/2020 12:04:14 PM robinabank4 I know of a woman that happened too.

2/29/2020 12:04:36 PM uberdeuss I ll change idea again when i ll see Hilary Clinton arrest. Oh i forgot, they wont arrest her because if they show their true nature, the entire system 

would fail lol

2/29/2020 12:05:23 PM vickigp1 Sorry you've missed the boat.⛵️

2/29/2020 12:06:29 PM uberdeuss Thats Just an excuses to continue to give some fake proofs. Trump tweets are not proofs. Clinton arrest would be, Rothschild arrest would be etc

2/29/2020 12:06:29 PM charlesgdavis1 Released by MSM N.Y. Times are they trying to tell us something.  https://youtu.be/GFD_Cgr2zho . @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @John_F_Kennnedy @JudicialWatch @ROYALMRBADNEWS @DeptofDefense

2/29/2020 12:06:54 PM vickigp1  pic.twitter.com/z1adPuj2vL

2/29/2020 12:09:34 PM uberdeuss I Hope You re on the right side. I ll continue to follow You because im interested in It. Im Always Open ti change idea again

2/29/2020 12:09:44 PM vickigp1 It's obvious you don't understand Q's comms nor do you understand the totality of what they are doing. You will never convince real Q supporters. 

Have a great day. pic.twitter.com/OENLGRJs2t

2/29/2020 12:12:12 PM robinabank4 I thought the same.Been doing it 4 generations right... Why not ❓ 

I've seen it ruin children's lives dealing with autism & doesn't run in family lines, WTF❓

👉👉ASK URSELF:

Would you take a homemade drink from a stranger OR trust some1 else 2make decisions 4 ur child❓

2/29/2020 12:16:15 PM uberdeuss He forecasted the Hilary Clinton arrest, the exact date, i didnt. Have a great day too

2/29/2020 12:19:10 PM jonahdavidson6 Oh I wish I had one:) I have never found anyone who understands what I am saying😬 I believe also it’s all connected.

2/29/2020 12:26:07 PM punish4q Anthony Bourdain knew about them too.

2/29/2020 12:27:29 PM sdane8 😳

2/29/2020 12:31:13 PM william37323164  pic.twitter.com/wqZnHy397G

2/29/2020 12:33:52 PM n7guardiananon their choice 

 https://youtu.be/Rpq35wyDi7I  pic.twitter.com/2dTXkMbdhA

2/29/2020 12:34:48 PM sdane8 🤣🤣🤣  At least you tried! I'm completely bamboozled!

2/29/2020 12:36:07 PM vancouverdtjb There is no step 5. #pain #justice

2/29/2020 12:36:45 PM vickigp1 Again.... you don't understand their comms. As we've come to learn, Future Proves Past has real meaning. Q cannot give away The Plan to the 

enemies. They're all watching, all trying to stop what's coming. They can't stop it. pic.twitter.com/cxrXMTbDfp

2/29/2020 12:42:11 PM covertress I'm suggestion that, though Jesus was human, he might well have also been a Starseed (an immortal spirit who incarnated first as another star species 

before choosing to become human.)

Were Ascended Masters Starseeds?

 https://primedisclosure.com/ascended-master-list/ … pic.twitter.com/VWQjwy0sZy

2/29/2020 12:46:25 PM veera81151963 Trust the plan :)

2/29/2020 12:49:13 PM karma4event201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

🔥headline 1st Death 

"source" leaked letter from Evergreen Hospital 🌲 to Tv station; tv reported it & 

I bet because it was on tv; the governor issued a statement 

🤔 Steel Dossier: leaked to news; news used to get FISA 🤔  HRC 🌲

 https://twitter.com/deedeekiro7/status/1233818743446409222?s=12 …
2/29/2020 1:01:30 PM chirpingkel I’m so sick of waiting for the truth and someone high up taking care of this crap!

2/29/2020 1:01:58 PM yuri_pavlov74 Yep. Ergo choose your thoughts wisely.

2/29/2020 1:07:38 PM tetxnu84967 Love It!  I’m Ready! 💞💞💞 Lets Do This! 😎

2/29/2020 1:13:06 PM mt30175068 Meee too !!! In the Name of Jesus ! Let's GO !

2/29/2020 1:13:42 PM tetxnu84967 Yes Indeed! 💞😎💞

2/29/2020 1:13:44 PM whatsmypw Aren't [they] pushing a transgender agenda? I have no problem with people who want to change sex, but if [they] are purposely trying to create gender 

confusion by putting hormone changing substances in our water and/or vaccines shouldn't the public know about that?

2/29/2020 1:15:17 PM jeffcordell6 Thats deep..

2/29/2020 1:15:33 PM tetxnu84967  pic.twitter.com/vGSkYeiw2l

2/29/2020 1:15:53 PM cny_micaa I guess this wasn't an AMA after all. No questions answered, but does show a need given the number of people asking for clarifications

2/29/2020 1:18:30 PM disclosureadvoc Thank you for sharing 🙏🏻💙💎

2/29/2020 1:20:27 PM jackoneilltime1 What act are we in?  Does CV encompass an act? pic.twitter.com/mdpG1V3YfQ

2/29/2020 1:25:08 PM jeffcordell6 Me too.  But I like learning



2/29/2020 1:26:49 PM slavesnomore20 Thought the same I thought we had cures for all so no we don’t or no we do or no I don’t know

2/29/2020 1:28:29 PM patriotpat10 A=1

B=2

C=3

etc. Q is the 17th letter in the alphabet. You could probably find a letter to number conversion map online and download it, so that way you can 

reference it when needed.

2/29/2020 1:29:59 PM jackoneilltime1 MJ's love to go fishing!!! 

🎣🎣🎣 pic.twitter.com/SGMjV6SDpZ

2/29/2020 1:41:28 PM marylop15143746 They have always had a cure

2/29/2020 1:42:06 PM birdiesrchirpin Bless you both.

🙏💛🙏

2/29/2020 1:54:13 PM americanpetal ☺️

2/29/2020 1:56:20 PM sdane8 He just did it AGAIN at CPAC!!!

5 = E

9 = I

13 = M

17 = Q

21 = U

25 = Y pic.twitter.com/sQFwhT7jqr

2/29/2020 1:58:19 PM trudi21140637 I too got deadly sick on the flu vaccine. Never again! Doctors 8 nurses always pushing Glu vaccines on everyone. Not this lady

2/29/2020 2:00:00 PM sdane8 E - ?

9 - "I"

13 - "M"

17 - "Q"

21 - ?

25 - 5:5?

2/29/2020 2:00:04 PM trudi21140637 Yeah. Have not been sick w the Flu in 20 years. NO vaccines for this lady

2/29/2020 2:04:28 PM 369_is @April10521252 , you appear to be wise from your experiences. I agree with you. I think our struggles and suffering help us become more 

compassionate to others. May we each find strength from our challenges. 😘😘😘

2/29/2020 2:05:54 PM aprilbrown99 Exactly!  #WeAreAwakened !  #SlavesNoMore

2/29/2020 2:06:25 PM aprilbrown99 👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/Dl5ntiIfc0

2/29/2020 2:16:17 PM ready2go19 Yes

2/29/2020 2:18:13 PM phyredude Had flu once in 40 years - right after I got my ONLY flu shot. The end, don't trust them. Don't even get colds any more,  just wash my hands a lot.

2/29/2020 2:20:45 PM aprilbrown99 And take lots lf vitamin C, echinacea and zinc for sore throats. 🤗🤗🤗

2/29/2020 2:24:32 PM mattcottrill3 What are the majestic papers?

2/29/2020 2:26:19 PM busyelves Thanks.

2/29/2020 2:28:48 PM whatsmypw They can get the accuracy of sids deaths from vaccination that specific?

2/29/2020 2:29:13 PM biggdre559 Eazy-E?

2/29/2020 2:39:04 PM phyredude D3, 5000 units, through the winter, fat soluble. Helps with immune and depression from no sun.

2/29/2020 2:43:06 PM americanpetal Wow! I never thought that about Majick Johnson.

2/29/2020 2:44:24 PM scott_rick @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/29/2020 2:46:34 PM 34r7h2 #TheHolySea (See Ari’el) #GodSoverignFree #ArielsArmy #ReturnTheChildren #BringPeaceToTheWeary pic.twitter.com/xc7JEKLfWL

2/29/2020 3:00:07 PM mavietruths Indeed. I call it VIDS.

2/29/2020 3:01:45 PM virginbred Agreed about Ivana also about Barron

2/29/2020 3:06:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 [@jack] pic.twitter.com/oGqEv8yqC1

2/29/2020 3:07:03 PM txbelleanon snowflake setting

2/29/2020 3:08:01 PM diaptera_80 Yes, I heard while reading bitcoin news. A lot is changing!

2/29/2020 3:08:34 PM qaphsiel17 They could take jack when ever they want. Choopers land about 100 men armed and twitter is under conrol. Aint a damn thing they can do. This is just 

to show the sheep how the game was played.

2/29/2020 3:08:54 PM c_morece I do not sad to say. It was early 2019 I believe.

2/29/2020 3:09:17 PM girl77marks Has anyone seen this? I’m curious as to the credibility. 🤔@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Alien Interview from Roswell Crash - 1947 [Full Version]  

https://youtu.be/A93Am_HEOzc 

2/29/2020 3:09:25 PM virginialouelle You said it perfectly!!!

2/29/2020 3:11:07 PM jeffcordell6 Yes he did...

2/29/2020 3:11:36 PM diaptera_80 CV + Turkey flooding Europe with immigrants by opening the borders + war, locusts and drought in Africa to create more. Someone is really wanting 

the apocalypse.

2/29/2020 3:11:56 PM 369palm Jack is responsible to his shareholders amirite?

2/29/2020 3:11:58 PM allisonkeirsey I don’t think that’s accurate...

2/29/2020 3:12:59 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1215473433208852480?s=21 …

2/29/2020 3:15:23 PM burgersandra Singer’s Elliott Seeks to Replace Twitter CEO Dorsey https://finance.yahoo.com/news/singer-elliott-seeks-replace-twitter-011603869.html …

2/29/2020 3:17:08 PM keith369me Anybody that wants AI running all aspects of their life is clearly of low consciousness.

2/29/2020 3:17:16 PM fansblowing3 From instagram pic.twitter.com/TTOhP3ahA7

2/29/2020 3:19:46 PM idontthinksopeg Thank Q. 😊

2/29/2020 3:20:08 PM palmdalekid2 Twitter’s searches functionality has been neutered, can’t find posts 2 weeks back

2/29/2020 3:22:24 PM fallorsesh Why would anyone need 3 simultaneous typists?

2/29/2020 3:22:37 PM tiffanyblueq1 Exactly!

2/29/2020 3:23:52 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥

2/29/2020 3:24:03 PM chucklesschumer Great question. Would love an answer. There are U2B videos indicating such.

2/29/2020 3:24:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Thats some “sensitive content.” pic.twitter.com/ELzoUjYKji

2/29/2020 3:32:32 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/EricRWeinstein/status/1233428313189670912 …

2/29/2020 3:32:55 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/BNumpsay/status/1233430036277010437 …

2/29/2020 3:33:38 PM charitable_fury  pic.twitter.com/Uge1RMYGaJ

2/29/2020 3:36:24 PM burgersandra Nice.

1st & 3rd lines = triple 4's.

2/29/2020 3:38:41 PM burgersandra Love it.

2/29/2020 3:40:44 PM grizzledlotus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀 Team Alice???

2/29/2020 3:42:24 PM virginbred What you say rings true for me...I think we are all born to serve... those that recognize and do of their own free will are the happiest of people... thanks 

for your post❤️

2/29/2020 3:45:15 PM mbj8388 Hey look here 👇👇#Kirkland which we know Kirkland Gold and other entities are related to HRC.🔥

Then Evergreen?  Coinky Dink? I think not.🤨 pic.twitter.com/5Eu6U7l0uf

2/29/2020 3:50:16 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀



2/29/2020 3:51:27 PM madrabbit917 What does that indicate?

2/29/2020 3:51:35 PM mongrelglory What great lyrics! 😊

2/29/2020 3:53:56 PM rachelhalligan @Beer_Parade @prayingmedic @ABOwarrior @VincentCrypt46 @bigredwavenow @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/RachelHalligan/status/1233902949585313792 …

2/29/2020 3:58:27 PM manifest_utopia Imagine the leverage a prosecutor has over a person if they're quietly informed of the indictments against them. Cooperating witnesses who rat out 

others & provide additional evidence for a plea deal is often a good thing. Much is happening in the background.

2/29/2020 4:01:40 PM holotechrd @realDonaldTrump You just as bad as me trolling 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣❤️💪💯 LET'S GO DADDY! GOOD ONE!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @

DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence 💥❤️ pic.twitter.com/sYdmtW3MoT

2/29/2020 4:05:06 PM kazmo63376381 Drop #?

2/29/2020 4:05:30 PM holotechrd LET'S GO WE!!! GOTTA END THIS CRAP ASAP!!!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic

 @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @realDonaldTrump

 ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/WHebQQvUIX

2/29/2020 4:12:56 PM shaigaichan ʔ• ̳̩̱̥͎ͬ͒͋̈́̽̓͡•ʕ

2/29/2020 4:15:58 PM djlok Excellent rt!!!

2/29/2020 4:17:06 PM holotechrd STRAIGHT UP BS Y'ALL!!! @agelessnerd @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @

KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @andweknow @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/bEBZD2bJTu

2/29/2020 4:20:06 PM covertress .@Acosta, Who is Q?

2/29/2020 4:23:15 PM covertress That Was Fast! https://twitter.com/CountryTisOThee/status/1233852350961455110?s=20 …

2/29/2020 4:29:44 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/DSM/status/1224262885729349633 …

2/29/2020 4:29:46 PM 1nanasmomma Just wow.

2/29/2020 4:33:16 PM emet_or_2020 Genius

2/29/2020 4:33:24 PM nancy_faust  pic.twitter.com/BjLAhqg3E7

2/29/2020 4:38:48 PM originaldbb Whatever buddy. Actions speak louder than words. Take a plane to ground zero and see what happens. Keep acting enlightened while hiding behind 

words. I am well aware of what big pharma does don't change the subject. When are you departing to prove it?

2/29/2020 4:38:51 PM 1nanasmomma When I get home I will send you a link. The complete form of them, 600+ pages are in these threads. Usually. I’m not seeing them easily. I have them 

saved on home PC.

2/29/2020 4:40:46 PM kindeandtrue IS the Coronavirus is a bioweapon that can be activated at will and used to target and threaten governments?

2/29/2020 4:44:39 PM sdane8 Thank you!

2/29/2020 4:51:03 PM suzyqtrue Can you rely on being able to fly away!!!😂😂😂😂😂😂

We are safe.

Scare is necessary to help calm down the anti-posse comitatus event that hilldawg WOULD have used to draw out the patriots. We were trained, right,  

before she lost. Like "Blooming of 1000 chrysanthemums" of Mao. pic.twitter.com/al0OIvrYIy

2/29/2020 4:53:08 PM internetusr They hate America. 

It's unbelievable.

2/29/2020 4:56:05 PM thetrollbar Does the period before the at-sign mean anything in the DoD tweet?

2/29/2020 4:57:02 PM thetrollbar Is CV part of a 6-bit combination?  Q mentioned bits 1,4,8,16 CORONA were offline in consecutive 'years'.  Bits 2 and 32 still extant?

2/29/2020 4:58:59 PM bjmolinar Healing prayers sent your way.  My Grandma had rheumatoid arthritis.

2/29/2020 5:03:24 PM teresae96146956 Gcr isn't going to happen. And voting for trump isn't going to make it happen neither. Just as "president "he can't get anything done bc he's a failure in 

everything, businesses to university, stealing from charities 4 VETERANS!He can't even win the election w out Russias help!

2/29/2020 5:07:09 PM surfstikk Do you have direct knowledge of “GCR isn’t going to happen” ?  I would love to know your sources.

And how is your 401k looking since he was elected?

2/29/2020 5:09:13 PM teresae96146956 The go was actually July 2019...nothing.

2/29/2020 5:09:52 PM surfstikk What do you mean?

2/29/2020 5:19:55 PM 369_is @AltimitWill I think you got it!!!

2/29/2020 5:20:25 PM manifest_utopia It's time, as in Now is perfect, not the "Time is an illusion" sort of time.

2/29/2020 5:23:14 PM teresae96146956 Just what I said.  As for a 401...see I'm one of the lowly ppl. Physically disabled on a fixed income.  I've been waiting for this gcr for 16yrs it's the same 

bs just different yr.

2/29/2020 5:25:48 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/QeaavDKnBy

2/29/2020 5:29:27 PM 369_is Does this count as a Freudian slip too? 🤣🤣🤣 https://twitter.com/America14047750/status/1233876211190902788?s=20 …

2/29/2020 5:29:40 PM holotechrd STRAIGHT UP BS Y'ALL!!! @agelessnerd @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @

KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @andweknow @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/RdVeWg8u6x

2/29/2020 5:30:47 PM blsdbe Y’all gotta come meet mah birdies...#TasteTheRainbow pic.twitter.com/fJRO3b1gDj

2/29/2020 5:31:11 PM blsdbe Well Done!!!

2/29/2020 5:37:11 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/l2J9sof67T

2/29/2020 5:39:43 PM mommahood777 #ReadyForTheShockwave

2/29/2020 5:43:39 PM mommahood777 Funny how in cuffs he can maneuver stairs with ease minus his walker...

2/29/2020 5:45:15 PM mommahood777 runny nose and all....

2/29/2020 5:45:50 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

The World [as we know it] is still going.

It has not Ended just yet.

MOAB will come from out of the blue.

BOOM !
2/29/2020 5:48:24 PM mikespies904 You live in the matrix still. Here have a red pill https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

2/29/2020 5:48:53 PM gth3ory Corona goes deep. Really deep.

2/29/2020 5:51:55 PM surfstikk You’re not a lowly person! You matter. Being disabled doesn’t mean nothing good wont come your way.I’ve had heartbreak after heartbreak past 6mo 

with my dad passing, my brother and I got both of his dogs, older dog put to sleep Christmas Day, mine killed by neighbors dogs.Pray!!

2/29/2020 5:53:46 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MXBS0rIRcM …

2/29/2020 5:53:59 PM mikespies904 Damn! Sorry youve had it so rough :(

Amazing your head still high friend! Keep your chin, will say a prayer for you!

WWG1

2/29/2020 5:54:05 PM skylarkhome Lines have been drawn. . .  clearly...  Twitter bad, military good.

2/29/2020 5:58:39 PM italianmom555 The death stares along with resting bitch faces. Love our Trump Girls.

2/29/2020 5:59:36 PM heather46428508 @EJBangert



2/29/2020 6:01:24 PM heather46428508 “These people are sick”-Q

2/29/2020 6:01:58 PM itsalllove9 Healing prayers your way as well 🙏🏼 thank you 😊 🤗

2/29/2020 6:14:08 PM terribug13 uh oh!

2/29/2020 6:17:12 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/vl6sbTELsd

2/29/2020 6:18:09 PM peaceanonredux They've shut off @Avicii's videos.

#censorship

#VideoNotAvailable pic.twitter.com/0w5LO5L0mf

2/29/2020 6:22:09 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/7B4yoeGg0A

2/29/2020 6:25:01 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why won't @realDonaldTrump stop the #chemtrails #geoengineering They have DOUBLED under his administration!

2/29/2020 6:25:49 PM felixisba the same for Sergey Brin, Carlos Slim and Jeff Bezos.

2/29/2020 6:26:19 PM robsealejr1 When eduarda returns let me know.

2/29/2020 6:27:23 PM reddragonfly19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Vaccines given to children and pregnant mothers are being designed, implemented, recorded, corroborated, validateded 

to intentionally switch the development of gross motor skills with fine motor skills. Define both. Now ask you…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1214338614701768705.html …

2/29/2020 6:29:08 PM surfstikk I have the Lord as my protector now.  I have looked to him fiercely since my Dad passed.  The way he was found was a God-sent-wake-up-call to how 

God truly blessed my entire family.

Thank you so much.

WWG1 - WGA

🇺🇸👊🏼

2/29/2020 6:30:59 PM smalltownindy They just need to talk to Magic Johnson.  It has been almost 29 years since his diagnosis. What did he know that others do not have access to?

2/29/2020 6:33:45 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/AgSn1RwtlS

2/29/2020 6:34:15 PM crt14361013 ✔😡

2/29/2020 6:41:24 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/F7hQnN6QjS

2/29/2020 6:42:29 PM serd1983 Dayyyyuum😲

2/29/2020 6:43:23 PM burgersandra Eyes Wide Open @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

E  W  O  all embedded within this image.

2/29/2020 6:44:44 PM cdsadiecindy Good luck!

2/29/2020 6:46:14 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/8q7ueKdgbg

2/29/2020 6:49:33 PM missmagnolia16 It fits too, Hun! pic.twitter.com/fFbep7OdTw

2/29/2020 6:49:53 PM tucson_ron There it is again. Good catch.

2/29/2020 6:50:20 PM missmagnolia16  pic.twitter.com/OaDmCRTBGD

2/29/2020 6:51:55 PM cabeck1961  pic.twitter.com/SWoXk7j53K

2/29/2020 6:54:07 PM n7guardiananon Pretty Please with a Cherry on Top...Happy Birthday...

 https://youtu.be/ApQawSq44MQ  https://youtu.be/st1qeNC4JkU 

2/29/2020 6:57:27 PM connieketchup Has Jack gone down?  I can't change settings on tweetdeck or I'm just a dummy

2/29/2020 7:00:59 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/qe77d89Pje

2/29/2020 7:02:54 PM emet_or_2020 Yes. To the last question

2/29/2020 7:03:56 PM connieketchup how about @jack in the box @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

2/29/2020 7:09:02 PM stray502 It was common Knowledge that HIV was put into Bayer aspirin which they were going to release in the US. Something changed their minds so they 

shipped the aspirin to Africa. So yeah its a weapon.

2/29/2020 7:13:20 PM themess55 WWG1WGA 🙏❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/Q8dcCzKMMJ

2/29/2020 7:16:48 PM nschlange I know now how you arrive at those results, how unique 3,6, and 9 are etc. I know there is much more to it, but I'm learning!

2/29/2020 7:17:17 PM pleasantlysurly So...she IS a witch! Dubya the next for a state funeral?

2/29/2020 7:19:41 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/ucStOqAp7U

2/29/2020 7:19:45 PM nschlange That's an odd picture. When and where was it taken?

2/29/2020 7:26:27 PM nschlange Make no mistake, they are definitely stealing our kids! They are also stealing their minds, so their guilty of both

2/29/2020 7:27:13 PM ericnav24442503 Man where have you been?? 🤦♂️

2/29/2020 7:29:46 PM formerlemming Wow, @Jack. Really?

2/29/2020 7:31:57 PM gayle443 Where do I go to learn the comms?

2/29/2020 7:33:26 PM rhonda_usa You’ll hurt others! That’s what we’re talking about! Not your damn, “junk!”

2/29/2020 7:34:11 PM cat_was_here2  pic.twitter.com/MLqU6fY4Y6

2/29/2020 7:42:17 PM jrocktigers Not 100% sure, but Classification Level  ..

2/29/2020 7:49:58 PM peaceanonredux "For A Better Day"

@Avicii

#VideoNotAvailable

It was yesterday. 

The video link isn't there either. 

Here's the channel link:

 https://www.youtube.com/user/aviciideo  pic.twitter.com/lbGC0FW1My

2/29/2020 7:52:00 PM titansass Hmmm 🤔

2/29/2020 7:54:24 PM americanpetal No. Frustrated I can’t figure it out. 😖

2/29/2020 7:59:11 PM keith369me Combine the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tweet and this Tweet:  https://twitter.com/codemonkeyz/st …   ...does this explain the pope, Iranian officials, Chinese 

Deepstate, etc?  Is this disease is attacking HIV carriers with dormant cases?

2/29/2020 7:59:59 PM peaceanonredux "For A Better Day"

@Avicii

#VideoNotAvailable

It was yesterday. 

The video link isn't there either. 

Here's the channel link:

 https://www.youtube.com/user/aviciideo  pic.twitter.com/NBEq5NBU65

2/29/2020 8:04:12 PM stone3332 Good luck on your journey. This "Great Awakening" of our HumanityFamily's goina create global UNITY!

The Q Team=Trump/JFKjr&a VERY small group of our highest Military&Patriots-disseminating info STAIGHT 2the people via "Q" posts.

Welcome-we're fulla LOVE/TRUTH&TONSA HOT COFFEE!

2/29/2020 8:06:36 PM kidge6 Not Giulianis Common Sense episode 11?



2/29/2020 8:06:57 PM deitriechk No coincidences. I’m learning so much about my own life it’s freaky. Everything from breaking down my bday and so much more is 369. What to do 

with it; I don’t know yet but I’m a big work in progress. Big work!!!!

2/29/2020 8:10:55 PM jrocktigers oh , , ,ha, , most likely.  thank you.

2/29/2020 8:17:59 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/osNeuHrDHf

2/29/2020 8:24:49 PM mindymaucelli Yes, I know, they sprayed the crap out of the sky around my home in Missouri (all day) we usually get crappy weather and respiratory problems when 

they do that.

2/29/2020 8:27:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Castro regime’s medical missions are human trafficking | Miami Herald https://www.miamiherald.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/Ileana-Ros-

Lehtinen/article240740726.html …

2/29/2020 8:27:57 PM luluspeers1 Im speechless

2/29/2020 8:29:26 PM 1nanasmomma  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

2/29/2020 8:30:23 PM 369helen313 😎👍🏻🇺🇸#MAGA #KAG #TRUMP2020

 https://twitter.com/reyanthonyfl/status/1233831222754906112?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ReyAnthonyFL/status/1233831222754906112 …

2/29/2020 8:31:37 PM luluspeers1 And how come we're never told in the flu deaths which ones were vaccinated? Like are people dying after they are vaccinated compared to the ones 

who aren't vaccinated? What are the stats?

2/29/2020 8:33:53 PM d_s_umbra_31415 That's just the supply side.  What the world needs exposed for all to see is the ones receiving them.

2/29/2020 8:36:52 PM cockrellta  pic.twitter.com/nQrgtls39d

2/29/2020 8:38:09 PM blsdbe Interesting...  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miguel_Díaz-Canel … pic.twitter.com/EWxBEqSIgD

2/29/2020 8:41:13 PM nicolebulick Funny how communism and human trafficking look identical.

2/29/2020 8:42:10 PM 0hawkward2 Sooooo many people stolen & sold into slavery, from the poorest places on Earth, under the guise of charity. How long are we hoing to keep letting this 

happen? The @UN is worthless.

2/29/2020 8:48:20 PM stonesculptorjn That’s just stupid 🙄

2/29/2020 8:51:47 PM norefils Bet Q is non terrestrial

2/29/2020 9:04:25 PM chris8nix @jack you earned it [. ]

2/29/2020 9:06:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 MARCH MADNESS!

2/29/2020 9:06:21 PM positively303 Bring it on!

2/29/2020 9:06:29 PM jvan125 Ohhhh shit...

2/29/2020 9:06:46 PM mikespies904 Ready Player One

2/29/2020 9:07:26 PM speaakn Yes, indeed, and it starts in a couple of hours 😑

2/29/2020 9:07:28 PM serpent021 I would like to say...  Yes this is madness..  year if ascention

2/29/2020 9:09:00 PM norealprivacy Funny jokes by President Trump, but let’s not cheer for anything that violates the Constitution.

2/29/2020 9:09:15 PM blyat83  pic.twitter.com/IeuAXVwY8W

2/29/2020 9:09:21 PM sir_aultman My guess.  

March 11, 

March 14,

March 15.

2/29/2020 9:09:26 PM mpatriqt Bring it,  bring it,  BRING IT!

2/29/2020 9:09:56 PM rebornkingent March flowers, April flowers?

2/29/2020 9:09:57 PM captain01470560  pic.twitter.com/Z5sNF4g1II

2/29/2020 9:10:04 PM seanathan15 Is the domain governed by laws?

2/29/2020 9:10:07 PM norealprivacy You guys should watch 23 with Jim Carrey. These tweets are becoming laughable.

2/29/2020 9:11:21 PM theghost6969 PAIN PAIN PAIN

2/29/2020 9:11:57 PM jvan125 It’s already started in EST...👀🙏🏻

2/29/2020 9:12:25 PM poorman369 317 937

2/29/2020 9:12:28 PM angiefletcher What a confirmation!!!!

Yahtzee!

2/29/2020 9:17:45 PM restart_qpersia Iran is the eye of the storm. Thousands will die, they are trying to stop the prophecies but the world would witness incredible things happening.

2/29/2020 9:18:59 PM aetherwalker1 We'll see what appears on-stage.

2/29/2020 9:20:31 PM trollingmockin1 Weird it’s called the domain right? Like computer lingo ?

2/29/2020 9:22:38 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/MBeUxEfPB6

2/29/2020 9:26:23 PM angiefletcher PetGoat is the creepiest thing I’ve seen in a while.

2/29/2020 9:31:36 PM 369helen313 #GODWINS

#WWG1WGA 🇺🇸❤️ pic.twitter.com/TQ7frqm9i0

2/29/2020 9:32:36 PM davethadude369 ? https://mobile.twitter.com/Diaspora_7/status/1233841794443509760 …

2/29/2020 9:32:41 PM seanathan15 True? Who/what creates the domain? Is 369 infinity? Just trying to wake up?

2/29/2020 9:35:30 PM bmj240768 And hollywood says "so say we all" pic.twitter.com/H1DyJDATKt

2/29/2020 9:42:51 PM sunnydkelleu March winds, April showers bring May flowers.

2/29/2020 9:45:11 PM qanoncomau March madness.

Public will know soon.

Q

2/29/2020 9:45:13 PM adrienn66119063 My father is 💯 years old.

No vaccines.

My generation had a couple.

Polio, and maybe one other.

There have been no epidemics of any of these diseases they vaccinate for, so why push them? And why so young?

To weaken us.

2/29/2020 9:45:19 PM nine_six3  pic.twitter.com/ZtXgLNpc4d

2/29/2020 9:56:00 PM wzt05987508 hope so.

2/29/2020 9:56:18 PM 444_q_ My painting tonight. Macro change & micro change. Nobody can stop what is coming. #SaveTheChildren BEHOLD!!! I make all things new...... The 

world is about to change......... pic.twitter.com/PhcjrBsrDn

2/29/2020 9:57:10 PM 369helen313 🤯😎

5:5 

MARCH MADNESS pic.twitter.com/lCz96fKb8f

2/29/2020 9:58:06 PM decodematrix The Alliance is done playing games. All hands on deck.

2/29/2020 10:02:19 PM canadiantallgrl I just watched the movie "Horse Girl"... was this some soft disclosure? (Creation God)

2/29/2020 10:03:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 3093

2/29/2020 10:04:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 951

2/29/2020 10:05:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

2/29/2020 10:08:01 PM abstract1dea  pic.twitter.com/3l0NJdJWUc

2/29/2020 10:09:10 PM neverfo46920219 44?

2/29/2020 10:09:57 PM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/iYSClv8vku



2/29/2020 10:13:31 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/UWKcNfRv09

2/29/2020 10:19:16 PM hereticalh I'm not 25'ing the E

2/29/2020 10:22:30 PM justanon12 When we say these people are sick.. HRC vid/Antartica. Most wont find. Hopefully I don't lose my account again. It's not like I mentioned a planet x or 

reptile. 🙄

2/29/2020 10:25:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 A Storm Approaches!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233981794657193984 … pic.twitter.com/7K2u5VUDEn

2/29/2020 10:26:35 PM teachers421 Pope? 7th March 2020?

2/29/2020 10:27:18 PM kooshaazim Please be more specific.

2/29/2020 10:27:32 PM justanon12 How old is AI?

2/29/2020 10:29:43 PM linacovfefe 3..6..9...

March = 3

6+9=15

3/15= the Ides of March...

2/29/2020 10:29:49 PM smokelessfire69 Nothing’s going to happen. Where are Durham’s grand juries?

2/29/2020 10:30:56 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/SWomunB0xl

2/29/2020 10:31:17 PM lordconcave Notable...

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=A+storm+approaches …

2/29/2020 10:31:56 PM eworley20875423 That wasn’t her shoe that caused her to fall. This is the hand of God! This prophetic!

2/29/2020 10:32:35 PM broncogto Nice Picture!

2/29/2020 10:33:14 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @teamtrump @AussieAwake @taki_n_thepis_s @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ozhomeschool @awakeinaus @dbongino @RudyGiuliani                  

          Ground zero: How the Ballarat diocese exported paedophiles to the world & (US)  https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/ground-zero-

how-the-ballarat-diocese-exported-paedophiles-to-the-world-20190923-p52tvq.html … via @theage

2/29/2020 10:33:47 PM janey634 I hope this storm is brutal.

2/29/2020 10:34:05 PM lorinda1434 I heard this in February 2019. Fool me once....

2/29/2020 10:35:27 PM chapulincolored On March 15th? 

[3:15]

Q pic.twitter.com/nxc7vBcQr7

2/29/2020 10:36:06 PM iqdou1 On March 15th? 

[3:15]

Q

2/29/2020 10:36:17 PM broncogto That's what I thought.

2/29/2020 10:37:48 PM jonathanjones02 Red October

2/29/2020 10:41:47 PM broncogto Could be , I'm sure it's not that easy to figure out,

2/29/2020 10:41:51 PM kooshaazim Shut up

2/29/2020 10:43:56 PM chapulincolored Notable.

9093.

951.

Majic. pic.twitter.com/IeCzmeBDHo

2/29/2020 10:47:38 PM jojoe12299 Like pretty much every institution domestic or abroad.

2/29/2020 10:50:42 PM lonewolfbuilder Query  “3093” in qalerts app, 

holy shit...

 https://qalerts.app/?q=3093 

2/29/2020 10:51:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Space Relations. pic.twitter.com/0YbfF9vW8J

2/29/2020 10:51:47 PM mikeb38beacon_h 😮😮

2/29/2020 10:52:21 PM polly569011381 Here in Norn Iron we’ve a storm..

2/29/2020 10:53:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connect the drops.

2/29/2020 10:54:56 PM zincink what is this maths

2/29/2020 10:57:41 PM cledrordfishing I don't understand what the significance is....

2/29/2020 10:57:46 PM destroythecabal Yes I heard that too. He and his son got shot in a hotel per dr sam Mugzzi on the quantum shift show.  Many have been taken care of with evidence 

already obtained.  Biden, Schiff, Killary,  Ovomit. All were executed.  Body doubles/clones are playing the roles

2/29/2020 10:58:05 PM liberty3freedom Would you please explain what you mean by 937 & 317? Thank you (Just trying to learn)

2/29/2020 10:58:19 PM mikeb38beacon_h Hey was wondering if Paul singer is Good or Bad, seems to be take a stake in Twitter?

2/29/2020 10:59:02 PM shaigaichan explore, often with the goal of finding something or somebody.

2/29/2020 10:59:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 3663 ~ 3093 RE #COVIDー19

2/29/2020 10:59:59 PM micsquito  https://twitter.com/Micsquito/status/1233520891239239681?s=19 …

2/29/2020 11:00:19 PM spauldingshowal 7

2/29/2020 11:00:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 3641 ~ 3093 RE Q Posting MJ12

2/29/2020 11:01:44 PM turdfollower Numbers and letters!

2/29/2020 11:01:46 PM lordconcave  https://youtube.com/watch?v=RbR8DBrGYL8 …

2/29/2020 11:02:17 PM 1nanasmomma This was my daddy’s favorite number. This just made me so happy to see. Ty Majestic. Oh man, tyvm!!!

2/29/2020 11:03:25 PM benilace Not one person jumped up to help!  LOL

2/29/2020 11:04:21 PM lonewolfbuilder - Resignations / pol opponent / Public Shelter

- Silent war / Trudeau U1 / FVEY safe house Buildout

- Ides of March / Markers fulfilled

- Renegade

...

POTUS is protected. 

The plan is undoubtedly Majestic. Beyond that, I welcome any & assistance. pic.twitter.com/5DQPpkaMnO
2/29/2020 11:06:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 3093 ~ 39093 RE follow THEPEN

2/29/2020 11:09:26 PM q02951 My understanding thus far is that it is generally like the flu, but if you are elderly and/or have existing health problems then it is much more dangerous. 

Like the flu.

2/29/2020 11:10:09 PM scottyross7 Yes nano drugs take this once 5G is implemented then you are remotely tooken out. Done world domination easy.

2/29/2020 11:10:33 PM saschakbe What do you mean? I don't understand.

2/29/2020 11:16:33 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I'll have to check them out. 👍

2/29/2020 11:16:45 PM ringsixty Avicii and others are dead ! Ask yourself Why?! https://youtu.be/Xq-knHXSKYY 

2/29/2020 11:16:54 PM madsrytter3  pic.twitter.com/cggKX8ZzHV

2/29/2020 11:17:16 PM medic13_17 Ides of March 15th,and 03032020, 0306, 0309, 0312

2/29/2020 11:17:32 PM madsrytter3  pic.twitter.com/sfTYVKlGVM



2/29/2020 11:17:33 PM amandak24006871 Oh wuddayano! pic.twitter.com/jyrvGisoYi

2/29/2020 11:19:49 PM mongrelglory OMG!  Someone else watched Farscape? 😁

I'm not sure I understand the reference though...

2/29/2020 11:20:31 PM madsrytter3  pic.twitter.com/rDynacg7u9

2/29/2020 11:21:32 PM rghardy3 3-3-20  time delta

TRUMP CARD !

2/29/2020 11:22:16 PM patriot_angel Is that a new movie?

2/29/2020 11:23:19 PM patriot_angel Madonna fell too..

2/29/2020 11:24:38 PM hailrazer 😂😂😂

2/29/2020 11:26:05 PM canadiantallgrl Yes, new on Netflix

2/29/2020 11:26:14 PM masithia  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moloch  pic.twitter.com/luQQYRjIrn

2/29/2020 11:29:04 PM restart_qpersia Read #Qanon posts about Iran. Rohani is targeted, the government would collapse, IRGC will overtake the government by a coup, but patriots will fight 

to free Iran once forever. We are ready for thw Storm.

2/29/2020 11:31:24 PM ptamait Well energies such as stress, panicking etc., affect the immune system and is a main key trigger to getting a person ill. As above, so below.

2/29/2020 11:31:35 PM wester_sou Praying for all.

God Bless.

2/29/2020 11:34:35 PM podium_hawk @threadreaderapp compile please

2/29/2020 11:34:36 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: @YoshRj @Jordan_Sather_ HIV is a political virus weaponized by the Pentagon at the 

request…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1064964691892625410.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

2/29/2020 11:41:56 PM saschakbe I'm not into iranian politics, so thanks you very much for clarification my friend. I wish you guys all the best. From germany 👍

2/29/2020 11:48:25 PM kidge6 Someone suggested it in another tweet. I restarted it here. MJ liked this post. So,... ima watch it. Di 

D y’all see the round table with black community leaders?

2/29/2020 11:48:32 PM girlawakeinca Balance once Saturn loses her rings?

2/29/2020 11:55:21 PM aprilbrown99 Her sixth toe must have gotten in the way.

2/29/2020 11:56:05 PM altimitwill I get it. It’s symbolism. Follow The Pen means follow the power of the pen. Follow the executive orders in which Trump signs into action or what Trump 

does by using the power of the pen! Literally Follow the Pen. The Pen is mightier than the sword. #WWG1WGA

2/29/2020 11:56:08 PM kimberlee4591 D3 + K2. I take 5000 twice a day. I was taking 1000/ day, was tested, very low. Now I feel much better!

2/29/2020 11:56:33 PM linnyt7 Beware the Ides of March?

2/29/2020 11:59:32 PM kidge6 Hopefully we pull the trigger this year.

3/1/2020 12:10:52 AM igiant111 Stand strong

3/1/2020 12:11:11 AM kidge6 Many of those are partial matches to references to board link numbers linked by the q post. Some of those are not even from q.  Other posts don’t 

show a ref to 3093.  That those are intended matches seems unlikely.

3/1/2020 12:12:43 AM lori_dee1 This is a leap yr so March 15th is the 75 day of the year. 

7 + 5 = 12 

1 + 2 = 3

3/1/2020 12:13:43 AM petrusmax4 Fuck you, 'Majestic 12' is total fraud.

3/1/2020 12:17:49 AM msjoeyjo7 What is the power of 3, 6 and 9 that Tesla quoted? Thanks

3/1/2020 12:21:00 AM robbiemoralesaz @Bernade90052637

3/1/2020 12:25:36 AM aetherwalker1 @jack is a billionaire.

Why does he always look like a homeless guy who would talk your ears off with a 'Charles Manson level' incoherent rant?

🤔

3/1/2020 12:28:58 AM aetherwalker1 The first rule of Space Club is you do not talk about Saturn.

The second rule of Space Club is you do not talk about Saturn!

😆

3/1/2020 12:41:25 AM qbryce171  pic.twitter.com/czlqArgZFe

3/1/2020 12:41:45 AM suechas18167793 Saw that live😁

3/1/2020 12:47:44 AM galadri09060100 Ever heard a carrot scream before you run it through the juicer?  You're drinking its blood.

3/1/2020 12:58:09 AM hailrazer Humans - We Are This 👆🏼

Not Who [They] Say We Are

@realDonaldTrump @55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DrDannielle @Western2A @CABeck1961 @DjJesusIsLove @VincentCrypt46 @Time4U2Know 

@cjtruth @ChristinePolon1 @Western2A @atensnut @Inevitable_ET @intheMatrixxx @JfkJuni0r @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/FootbaIlCliches/status/1218429079365529600 …

3/1/2020 1:08:46 AM covertress Will the public learn more about The Black Knight Satellite now that it's under Space Force jurisdiction?

3/1/2020 1:20:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 March Madness! https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1234028163455303681 …

3/1/2020 1:22:32 AM galadri09060100 The real one?  The one that is constant. The Is.

3/1/2020 1:26:34 AM covertress $5.3 BILLION IN UKRAINIAN FOREIGN AID MISSING | RUDY GIULIANI’S COMMON SENSE EP. 11

Today’s episode reveals major criminal charges against close Soros associates for $343 MILLION, which is currently missing in foreign-aid, given during 

the Obama years. https://rudygiulianics.com/ 

3/1/2020 1:29:51 AM petrusmax4 Majestic Fraud

3/1/2020 1:31:26 AM hailrazer @realDonaldTrump

@VincentCrypt46

@Time4U2Know

@carmindabrendel @DrDannielle

@cjtruth

@SaRaAshcraft

@Inevitable_ET

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VeteransAlways_

Is it Possible Corona Hysteria is a Cloak? Diversion? Trojan Horse? Slight of Hand? 🤔

Note Air Date 👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/YGBDv7zMOq
3/1/2020 1:33:07 AM 9ux1mqfenoepkph Integrated eye movement therapy

3/1/2020 1:33:29 AM epkman March; In like a Lion, out like a Lamb.

3/1/2020 1:35:49 AM merkaba369 So the national security folks are spending our money studying the supernatural??? Uh, I think we should let the adults handle that kind of work. They 

should just stick to "security". Great job in Pensacola, BTW! Soldiers getting shot by terrorists on a US base right here! WTG!!!



3/1/2020 1:38:40 AM time4justiceusa  pic.twitter.com/p538tpcCgO

3/1/2020 1:41:26 AM thenewimpostor Thanks. The article says SIDS was the most common cause of death among children who died after receiving the vaccine (44% of 1,244 child reports), 

and that 79.4% of all child death reports received >1 vaccine on the same day. Not at all the same as what you claimed.

3/1/2020 1:42:15 AM thenewimpostor "No concerning pattern was noted among death reports submitted to VAERS during 1997-2013. The main causes of death were consistent with the 

most common causes of death in the US population" https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/26021988/ …

3/1/2020 1:48:40 AM ethereal_shaman Biden must have paid a pretty penny for South Carolina.

3/1/2020 1:48:41 AM hailrazer Woops, Air Date Aug, 2012 as shown in @Time4U2Know Original Twit. https://twitter.com/Time4U2Know/status/1233980775651061760?s=19 …

3/1/2020 1:57:12 AM wtchfulshprd614 U + Y = 21 + 25 = 46?

Q = 46th POTUS?

3/1/2020 2:10:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AskTheQ #CoronaVirusUpdate pic.twitter.com/kFmVJEJoC3

3/1/2020 2:12:47 AM jonle86 So what's your thoughts on coronavirus?

3/1/2020 2:13:28 AM 369_is He also said 21 and 25 afterwards. "U" and 'Y". https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233678533517598721?s=20 …

3/1/2020 2:15:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 #AskTheQ #CoronaVirusUpdate pic.twitter.com/1r86cEhNfA

3/1/2020 2:15:27 AM w59_tammy They are all clones who are malfunctioning. White hats have control over the tech.

3/1/2020 2:15:55 AM holotechrd The power of 325 78 747 ⚡💥❤️👑👈

3/1/2020 2:20:40 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232862515060781056?s=20 …

3/1/2020 2:22:01 AM winklerburke It is an old tradition military leaders sometimes employ an alter ego to communicate. The Navy Captain authors a scandalous newsletter on board The 

ship, but no one knows (ha) who the author is. Dual channels of comms. 913172125 = I am Q, You see why?    (21 = u, also c, 25 = y)

3/1/2020 2:23:45 AM willybeamz 👀 #Q #QSentme

3/1/2020 2:31:53 AM 369_is SETTLING DEBTS 🧐

Ides of March

Description: The Ides of March was a day in the Roman calendar that corresponds to 15 March. It was marked by several religious observances and was 

notable for the Romans as a deadline for settling debts. Wikipedia

Date: Sunday, March 15, 2020

3/1/2020 2:33:44 AM angieco00740829 works for me:)

3/1/2020 2:34:00 AM luluspeers1 That was her karma.

3/1/2020 2:35:30 AM luluspeers1 Tesla said it would unlock the universe

3/1/2020 2:36:20 AM 369_is LMAO April...Freudian Slip?

3/1/2020 2:37:13 AM luluspeers1 Persia is where the Bahaii religion is based. I think that is the reason why they were invaded by Islam with the help of the French illuminati. To suppress 

this event

3/1/2020 2:37:33 AM winklerburke And... holy moly... Q = Majestic 9 = 45.  (duh 4+ 5 = 9).  Trump = POTUS = Q = Q+ = Majestic 9.    ( Hm?). .... why?   9 - 13 - 17 forwards = I am Q... but 

backward it is Q = M9 = Majestic 9?  I am guessing, sorry if wrong?  Gotta try? Trump spoke tons of “Majestic” over&over!

3/1/2020 2:41:31 AM hrlymomma3 He’s an elite he gets special treatment their is a cure , they are the ones who gave it to people #BioWeapon #medbeds they get all special treatments

3/1/2020 2:43:33 AM finding_meru 😂 Ask asthar space command 😂😂

3/1/2020 2:44:23 AM hrlymomma3 Oxygenate you’re blood guys  use silica activated charcoal MMS antioxidants 6000 ui of vit c

3/1/2020 2:45:08 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066428527745163265?s=20 …

3/1/2020 2:45:57 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066431819770458113?s=20 …

3/1/2020 2:47:35 AM aucommander @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 number crunching are we Q . Time stops with the word from superior being

3/1/2020 2:49:10 AM hrivario 944, 944 turbo (951)  lol

3/1/2020 2:49:29 AM ngeeene  https://youtu.be/6cYZ8dUgPuU   SHEEP NO MORE

3/1/2020 2:50:25 AM leanda_headford Perfect :)

3/1/2020 2:56:41 AM drippingtape Click my profile. My banner is the chart

3/1/2020 2:58:10 AM 369_is I agree Tammy. What are the odds of oprah losing her balance in the middle of preaching about balance? LMAO

3/1/2020 3:00:26 AM 369_is Bring The Pain Cat. pic.twitter.com/q7gbxyT09S

3/1/2020 3:03:28 AM 369_is When the public knows, I think we get our turn up to bat. Prepared all this time.

3/1/2020 3:04:34 AM ursula_1111 Bring it. pic.twitter.com/8fTW5ag5fj

3/1/2020 3:07:39 AM aucommander #asktheQuaran

3/1/2020 3:10:45 AM mateuszwala Look for answer in inner self. You'll be more satisfied

3/1/2020 3:20:53 AM konacovfefe 😂😂😂😂🥂

3/1/2020 3:31:57 AM tom_thieman What do you suppose is meant by the 21 and 25, with 25 being the limit, the furthest he will go?

3/1/2020 3:32:23 AM ici_cam Cardinal George Pell, once the leader of Australia’s Catholics & formerly the treasurer to the Vatican — a position that’s the third most senior in the 

church & its 1.2 billion followers..

3/1/2020 3:35:49 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/3sGjJP4ByD

3/1/2020 3:41:47 AM faye_mcgarry Mafia in Australia: Major drug trafficking group linked to senior politicians, investigation reveals  https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-06-29/italian-

mafia-group-linked-to-senior-australian-politicians/6579076 … @AussiePatriotQ @FAustralians @AussieRedPilled @aussie_bot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@dbongino @RudyGiuliani @AussieWombat5 @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs

3/1/2020 3:42:23 AM mateuszwala Shocking ?  😁😁😁

3/1/2020 3:46:21 AM unitedredwhite1 Who is Marty Torrey?

3/1/2020 3:48:52 AM michaelbalcom1 Staged photo ~

3/1/2020 3:49:26 AM unitedredwhite1 Common Sense episode 11 - TBA

3/1/2020 3:49:43 AM saltthegraves I follow you to say “wtf” a few times  a day. I’m a sheep. I don’t speak in riddles, I need clarification on ur posts!

3/1/2020 4:14:52 AM trollingmockin1 Well there it’s is. Hadn’t seen that tweet

3/1/2020 4:18:29 AM curmudgeonofla  pic.twitter.com/dGEge7ytoi

3/1/2020 4:19:51 AM patriotqgirl I freaking ❤️ it!!!!!!!

3/1/2020 4:23:09 AM cyberanonrevolu 😎 Code quantum 🤣😍🙏 https://twitter.com/cyberanonrevolu/status/1233575821434064900 …

3/1/2020 4:24:01 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/WfaKx2jwjt

3/1/2020 4:28:11 AM n7guardiananon Good Morning Michelle,

Peace Thru Strength

3/1/2020 4:30:35 AM ninjakek1 We have been preparing fer this....💥💥💥💥🐸

3/1/2020 4:41:08 AM 39anc6  https://mobile.twitter.com/JohnHenryWUSA/status/1146922516247732228 … pic.twitter.com/1NSAHuFfiv

3/1/2020 4:42:16 AM keith369me The Miami Herald also produced the detailed news stories regarding the atrocities of Epstein and the FBI coverup.  #UnsealCubaHumanTrafficking 

#UnsealCubaHumanTrafficking #UnsealCubaHumanTrafficking #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

3/1/2020 4:43:48 AM hrlymomma3 @realDonaldTrump called it before they announced it #lookingglass

3/1/2020 4:44:37 AM allisonstmarie Weird movie. They made the girl look schizophrenic so that anyone who thinks like her is perceived as crazy.

3/1/2020 4:47:20 AM fansblowing3 The Cuban doctors essentially are indentured servants while the regime makes an estimates $8 billion every single year from this exploitation.

3/1/2020 4:47:51 AM fansblowing3 #unsealepstein #unsealepstein #unsealepstein



3/1/2020 4:50:23 AM purepeacefulicu If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have a key to the universe.

– Nikola Tesla

3/1/2020 4:51:51 AM purepeacefulicu loud and clear patriot

3/1/2020 4:52:41 AM patriotleah1776 Or BT, he is really good on computers!

😊😊😊

#MiniDonald

3/1/2020 4:53:16 AM ryspraypaintguy You are correct..It’s all connected. !! Wifey always says it this way-we are a spirit with a soul in a body. Holistic medicine treats the entire being. This I 

believe is the key.

3/1/2020 4:55:42 AM keith369me ...and there’s a reason Rudy, whom spent his life fighting corruption is in his role now.  NYC flourished as corruption in NY dissipated

3/1/2020 4:57:48 AM ryspraypaintguy I’ve learned that the medical industry doesn’t provide cures - they create customers. Wifey says back when Rockefeller’s took over the industry they 

stopped teaching holistic ways and only teach pharmaceutical and surgical techniques now. - plants can’t be owned. (No profits)

3/1/2020 4:58:15 AM patriotleah1776 I notice thepen is always on thedesk... hmmmm 😉

PS I love the cuff links, they really make the whole suit. And the 45 embroidery!

3/1/2020 4:59:43 AM patriotleah1776 Not for long.

I'd risk my life to help save those kids.

#CountMeInIfNeeded

3/1/2020 5:00:20 AM cny_micaa watched it last week

3/1/2020 5:03:33 AM patriotleah1776 Agreed. It's always good to keep a handy copy of this and the aviation/leo/phonetic alphabet. Save as you wish. Information should all be open & free 

to everyone. pic.twitter.com/HRDBciSDEb

3/1/2020 5:08:13 AM fansblowing3 In March we have at least 10 majestic days - 3/3, 3/6, 3/9, 3/12, 3/15, 3/18, 3/21, 3/24, 3/27, 3/30

3/1/2020 5:08:17 AM patriotleah1776 Panic.

3/1/2020 5:10:05 AM aprilbrown99 Nope, there are pictures out there that she supposedly has six toes. 🤣😂🤣

3/1/2020 5:10:47 AM pointsneverset  pic.twitter.com/UdMYP7vAcW

3/1/2020 5:11:55 AM fansblowing3 The ~ symbol means approximately in this instance?

3/1/2020 5:16:27 AM danswanson1965 He will be 46 in November. 21 +25=46

3/1/2020 5:20:32 AM samsmith0319 ...🐸Q🐸...

3/1/2020 5:24:15 AM paguzzi Yes! Here in Brazil the left wing (as always!) bring them. Dilma, the Lula's puppet! They are disgusting, evil! 👹👹👹

3/1/2020 5:26:25 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

3/1/2020 5:36:31 AM jimhayzlett MJ, what is your current mission statement please?

3/1/2020 5:40:33 AM mrschico724 SOURCE??

3/1/2020 5:47:19 AM skettibabe That's badass!!! 💯

3/1/2020 5:51:46 AM cityranch Hahahahaha

3/1/2020 5:54:18 AM brave_recovery The military intelligence and government must repent!  Infiltrated by the temple of set (church of satan) by Michael Aquinos top military intelligence in 

the army?  Wonder if that is behind the Q movement.  Thoughts please?

3/1/2020 5:55:34 AM sonnymi17194312 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you still around didnt you ay you would destroy christanity when you were finished why are people still following larp !

3/1/2020 6:03:23 AM maryschade14 Thank you

3/1/2020 6:04:51 AM holotechrd China sues @realDonaldTrump for stalling ⚡💥💥💯💪

@agelessnerd @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino 

@JohnFKennedy @andweknow @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence  https://youtu.be/XfAC9Vhsp9A 

3/1/2020 6:06:27 AM usarmy17750614 Anons knew 😉

3/1/2020 6:08:48 AM redpillbaba 💊👏

3/1/2020 6:09:09 AM eskeljoyce Ohhhh, I believe you are right.thanks for answering.

3/1/2020 6:10:50 AM rachaelangelm We could send them to Saturn and they can start their own colony.

3/1/2020 6:11:06 AM rachaelangelm Good

3/1/2020 6:14:58 AM 040118054_17 True or Not? I want the truth pic.twitter.com/1xDpMmIAzP

3/1/2020 6:15:01 AM adamz14839920 Go to Instagram, look at all the pretty girls with zero income, who come from very poor places.They’re In photos with Ferrari’s, fancy hotels, mansions 

(paid to be middle eastern prostitutes/sex slaves)

3/1/2020 6:15:19 AM kriz_jason Kuru Disease?

3/1/2020 6:23:43 AM nocommunistusa Or complicit?

3/1/2020 6:31:29 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vile Beasts!!!

3/1/2020 6:32:14 AM jlross5 Q+

3/1/2020 6:35:28 AM cityranch I’d guess after an eyes wide shut event.

3/1/2020 6:36:49 AM ckay54  pic.twitter.com/xmh4smQ2DK

3/1/2020 6:39:24 AM ckay54  pic.twitter.com/8eL3bbgqMO

3/1/2020 6:47:12 AM 50pinkies  pic.twitter.com/htGD61Abnh

3/1/2020 6:48:49 AM lilangels44 In the 4th post you put up it says will the president be@CD tomorrow?

[1 year delta] do you know what it where CD is?  1 year delta would be this month

3/1/2020 6:49:15 AM 369helen313 #GODWINS

3/1/2020 6:51:05 AM cityranch Far far beyond Hollywood it would seem.

3/1/2020 6:51:21 AM trollingmockin1 Marker 1 Completed on March 15, the Same Date as Watch Face 3:15 (Q Proof)  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3093  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow 

#FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/1/2020 6:51:28 AM conniecollette3 Yep. 🍿 🤣 https://mobile.twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1234101581064417280 …

3/1/2020 6:51:57 AM trollingmockin1 March Madness  https://www.qmap.pub/read/951  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided 

#SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/1/2020 6:53:17 AM trollingmockin1 5:5. Thanks for the meme

3/1/2020 6:55:20 AM tom_thieman He will still be 45 in Nov, and forever. 45=9. Perfect. 

So it’s something else.

3/1/2020 7:03:07 AM sheerglee1 Very Cool!

3/1/2020 7:08:05 AM djlok I'm going out on a limb here. But if the Southern Border is shut down on March 15 or 3/42 (March/6) due to the #coronavirus every man, woman, and 

child needs to be Asking The Q.

#Qanon #AskTheQ pic.twitter.com/0G3RrxpWRJ

3/1/2020 7:09:07 AM trollingmockin1 Maybe I’m thinking wrong,but Biden obviously isn’t a billionaire.  Which means he’s stealing the money for someone else and getting a little cut.What 

if all the laundered money all the politicians steal is being funneled upwards? To who? Maybe we should start taking about them.

3/1/2020 7:09:32 AM brk_the_matrix  https://www.lifecoachcode.com/2016/10/11/the-secret-behind-3-6-9-revealed/ …



3/1/2020 7:09:43 AM sheerglee1 I have been thinking about the power of 3, 6, 9 on my own ...and not watching any videos yet...but I will!!

One thought is 3 has a middle “digit” and 2 side supports like anchors!  Put your hand out and SEE! 

This strength grows with 6 and 9

Such strength in our universe!

3/1/2020 7:11:22 AM lonewolfbuilder CD = Camp David and that’s from 3093 which includes redrop of 2647 on Jan 5, 2019

3/1/2020 7:26:42 AM chapulincolored Dan Scavino 

Adm. Rogers 

Can come up with other names, but these two are my top oddd.

Flynn would be, but with trial still going on... leaves some doubt.

3/1/2020 7:34:46 AM virginialouelle You're welcome. 😊

3/1/2020 7:40:16 AM chapulincolored That makes so much sense now.

Is that why sometimes we, esp. children, have nightmares, perhaps we can still recall?

3/1/2020 7:40:38 AM seane229 One can pray but it will probably be April May madness 2021😡

3/1/2020 7:40:52 AM mcpatriot64 No when he’s re-elected in November he will be 46.

3/1/2020 7:44:09 AM sdane8 Brilliant! 😃

3/1/2020 7:44:53 AM sdane8 I think I would agree if I understood your message, but I don't. 😉

3/1/2020 7:51:53 AM robertrkimball an example in our 3d/4d reality is electric alternating current. Tesla invented it 😀. read up on the "AC" you take for granted, you might be amazed!

3/1/2020 7:54:30 AM tiffanicyr “In January 2018, media outlets reported the embarrassing news that children born in the USA are 76% more likely to die before their first birthday 

than infants born in 19 other wealthy countries” https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/the-plausible-connection-between-vaccines-and-sids/ …

3/1/2020 7:55:05 AM shari_todd You know it!

3/1/2020 7:57:37 AM 369_is I spent the last 5 hours trying to understand the "C". LOL...just got it. Awesome catch Robert!!!🧐

3/1/2020 8:16:23 AM oam63048378 Literally no idea what you mean each time you say that.

Idk why spreading half knowledge seems effective to you.

3/1/2020 8:18:14 AM rifflemonica Hard to believe those in the Bible Belt is behind this person? I think it’s fishy.

3/1/2020 8:19:51 AM lorihantman Boom!!!!💖 WWG1WGA

3/1/2020 8:20:31 AM bibibobibox [3:22]

3/1/2020 8:21:58 AM dironablu2u If Trump was Q, it would make all of it B.S., but sure.

3/1/2020 8:22:38 AM theconservador No. Obama was just 44. Not 43 and 44.

3/1/2020 8:23:37 AM omarfromuk 7 Trump. one of them is Q, one is Q+.. -5

5 5

3/1/2020 8:29:19 AM carolva97910854 I think she blamed it on her shoes.

3/1/2020 8:29:29 AM desirelove101 I think definitely Barron is. All the Project looking glass and time travel info I’ve watched said they would use children to jump because their bodies 

could handle it better than adults.

3/1/2020 8:29:39 AM moongod43326194  pic.twitter.com/o4F3VxarS7

3/1/2020 8:31:29 AM carolva97910854 March winds, April showers, May flowers

3/1/2020 8:32:13 AM carolva97910854 Soon? Is that in dog years?

3/1/2020 8:33:00 AM carolva97910854 Hope so!

3/1/2020 8:33:24 AM trollingmockin1 I have so many questions.  If memories are not retained per MJ. , for our own IS’s protection, why have the experience?

3/1/2020 8:34:32 AM trollingmockin1 And thank you. Sometimes finding these tweets is like finding a needle in a haystack.

3/1/2020 8:34:55 AM aprilbrown99 ♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥ pic.twitter.com/yl9YfJqYy3

3/1/2020 8:35:50 AM aprilbrown99 #AskTheQ

#AskTheQ

#AskTheQ

3/1/2020 8:37:25 AM lbf777 I knew it. I knew Q was a Zionist.

3/1/2020 8:38:01 AM joshuayule Watch the very first Better Call Saul "$17 million" is mentioned as a third of the HHM which suggests the company is worth $51 million. $26k is 

mentioned as well (Summer Solstice in weeks=26)

These are sacred math connected to Egypt and Stonehenge

3/1/2020 8:45:40 AM mongrelglory Ah! 😋

3/1/2020 8:50:42 AM 369_is Hi Trolling. This should get you started. Very, very helpful!!! https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/1/2020 8:51:24 AM 369helen313 😍🔥😎

#AskTheQ

#CoronaVirusUpdates

3/1/2020 8:53:41 AM trollingmockin1 Thanks. I thought I read most tweets but there were some important ones I missed apparently

3/1/2020 8:55:04 AM missund79512530 I remember this! I saved it also! And recall all those times Trump brought up his IQ?  Lol.  It took me a while, it always felt off, contrived. Then one day, 

BAM "I, Q"!! (I, (Trump) ,Q! Love it.

3/1/2020 9:00:36 AM splendorian1 Q Proofs

Panic/ DC, UK

Billionaires/ FVEY (they are fleeing to Safety House)

Political protection (of candidates)

Disclosure

Mar 15

Information Warfare

3/1/2020 9:03:11 AM likegenuine I laughed so hard. Thank you lol

3/1/2020 9:03:37 AM 369_is I use the "Search Twitter" advanced search settings alot. I enter keywords and put in Majestic's account name under the respective fields. Great 

resource.

3/1/2020 9:12:42 AM jonmolzhon Like she was kicked and

slapped down by her own

"B E L O V E D"

Spookie ole heifer.

Stay down !

3/1/2020 9:14:32 AM ts_sci_majic12 Operation Paperclip https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1234161807922778115 …

3/1/2020 9:16:11 AM ghimeboy Exactly!!

3/1/2020 9:16:22 AM mongrelglory Were the Nazis already on the moon when Americans got there?

3/1/2020 9:17:35 AM 369_is Hey @Trollingmockin1  I'm searching old tweets and found this one. Thought you might find it interesting. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1101321123906637824?s=20 …



3/1/2020 9:21:16 AM karmakurrent 1981 

 https://www.bilan.ch/economie/coronavirus-un-roman-ecrit-en-1981-avait-predit-lepicentre-du-virus …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @KibBitzLaw @DecodeMatrix @covertress @Education4Libs @RealCandaceO pic.twitter.com/YTtPITGlF8

3/1/2020 9:21:28 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/j8pUoiGBid

3/1/2020 9:22:21 AM atashfire Jews and the Nazis, working together? You don't say...

3/1/2020 9:22:54 AM thestraywolf2 Two side of the same coin...

3/1/2020 9:24:26 AM fansblowing3 And the Nazis are still here

3/1/2020 9:25:46 AM covertress Operation Paperclip Files

from FBI & CIA

 https://mega.nz/#F!SXwBHJqT!ADtRCurJvzAxDi86ZPA99A …

[Need a MEGA invite? DM me.]

3/1/2020 9:25:49 AM denelin1 They faked the moon landing. NASA scientists sound mentally handicapped when they explain why they can’t go back now and lost the data.

3/1/2020 9:30:39 AM addyb6312 I don't think they went to the moon bro....

3/1/2020 9:32:11 AM brian_hoenig Werner Von Braun wasn’t Op Paperclip. Access to the wealth of Op Paperclip documentation was lost in December 1963 when Sinatra ripped off/killed 

my grandfather ending CIA SR. It’s why you got a really big gas can with a glider strapped to it on the STS program. 😔 pic.twitter.com/dVlzhI1ue4

3/1/2020 9:36:13 AM mongrelglory Along with other residents of the moon...apparently it's prime real estate. 😎

3/1/2020 9:37:13 AM pipcarriewalker I never hear anything good or bad about DeVos. I’d sure like to hear that she’s trying to get real history and civics back into our schools’ curriculum.

3/1/2020 9:37:52 AM danauito I would have preferred we didn’t get there if this is what it took! Damn shame!

3/1/2020 9:39:22 AM brian_hoenig Sinatra broke Op Paperclip, screwed up my great uncle Jack Branham’s plane, and screwed NASA, because he was building a f*cking casino. McNamara 

covered his @$$. pic.twitter.com/6J2syAwB5o

3/1/2020 9:41:51 AM denelin1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-L7Q0rTj08E …

3/1/2020 9:42:15 AM brian_hoenig Sinatra was also a capitalist, saw the plug in ‘77 at age 9 after my family ended up in South Tahoe. It’s a Pentagon asset now as of the 2016 information 

disclosure:  http://imgur.com/gallery/02NgX  pic.twitter.com/pzZO2nGs4K

3/1/2020 9:42:23 AM azuremagus Trump is still Q+, the statement itself is a enigmatic move on the chess board.

3/1/2020 9:44:05 AM joshuajamesdavi The Strecker Report #ReadIt

3/1/2020 9:52:26 AM brian_hoenig After I had met with my great uncle on Warpath Ln Minocqua Wisconsin, they were curious enough about what I was told, enough to have McNamara 

(465 Christie Dr SLT, CA) get in my face and take credit for it. I knew he was full of it, Tom Monteleone confirmed Sinatra in 2013. 

pic.twitter.com/BwiBe0YbsI

3/1/2020 9:52:52 AM ferris144 Were they ever defeated?'

3/1/2020 9:55:15 AM americanpetal Lol

3/1/2020 9:56:13 AM americanpetal I need to study up on this topic.

3/1/2020 9:56:23 AM twilly18 got us to the Moon ALLEGEDLY

3/1/2020 9:56:48 AM orthogonalron There were German prisoner of war camps inside US during WWII. Why? Makes no logistical or cost effective sense to transport prisoners into US 

during war time. Perhaps these "camps" were housing German scientists DURING the War.

3/1/2020 9:57:32 AM americanpetal Ugh, So, what is the real story re the moon. Who is on their now? What are they doing?

3/1/2020 9:58:02 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/4ZMsioAN1U

3/1/2020 9:58:03 AM keith369me Okay  http://military.com  ...nice little disclosure regarding a 50 year old attempt at disclosure.  Tell the people how we can really get to the moon, 

specifically the back side of the moon and what is already there.

3/1/2020 9:59:12 AM n7guardiananon baking I guess pic.twitter.com/iVdqM1B9zf

3/1/2020 9:59:32 AM peatapann  https://twitter.com/peatapann/status/972924041274253312?s=20 …

3/1/2020 10:00:01 AM michael58052870 Look on you tube for video of luner rover on the moon. Watch how the rover wheels kick up the moon dust. The dust has gravity, no man has set foot 

on the moon.

3/1/2020 10:06:59 AM myhalossliippin Idunno. Read something saying moon landing WAS real..worth really looking into.

3/1/2020 10:07:47 AM mongrelglory Apparently it's a sort-of "United Nations" base for ETs from all over the galaxy.  They manage to share the moon without fighting.  (This is according to 

Corey Goode).

3/1/2020 10:09:37 AM bibmccafferty I thought it was three black ladies.

3/1/2020 10:10:31 AM rosscarwalker Looks like she was pushed....

3/1/2020 10:11:06 AM n7guardiananon That's the rumor I heard as well

3/1/2020 10:13:15 AM americanpetal TY! Good to know.

3/1/2020 10:13:40 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/933y8yu7He

3/1/2020 10:13:55 AM n7guardiananon there was a movie that touched in that thought a bit but u forgot the name...

3/1/2020 10:14:02 AM corn_hole Some nazis are more equal than other nazis. Interesting they claimed they were happier lives in Germany than America.

3/1/2020 10:18:14 AM whatsmypw 😆

3/1/2020 10:19:35 AM corn_hole Most ai scientists are pedos? ALL cult leaders? Maybe they just became a thorn in someones side.

3/1/2020 10:20:23 AM n7guardiananon Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets pic.twitter.com/tUbJ3kB5gJ

3/1/2020 10:21:18 AM trollingmockin1 I was literally reading this on page 168 of the doc I posted as you sent that tweet. Funny that I have no idea why I skipped to 168. Weird

3/1/2020 10:21:40 AM trollingmockin1 The doc you posted I meant

3/1/2020 10:24:40 AM alphapatriotus  pic.twitter.com/w4TMXBVeYZ

3/1/2020 10:25:02 AM 369_is Wow!!! No coincidences! We must have both tapped into something. LOL👀

3/1/2020 10:26:33 AM alphapatriotus #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/5EKO56ndox

3/1/2020 10:29:01 AM jeritud3 2018 is going to be glorious

3/1/2020 10:30:22 AM rudedrew63 Ashkenazi jews

3/1/2020 10:30:51 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/wild_stallion_3/status/1032742821160136704?s=20 …

3/1/2020 10:31:48 AM denelin1  pic.twitter.com/ujhmTmz4Jh

3/1/2020 10:32:29 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1032746884115439618?s=20 …

3/1/2020 10:32:52 AM kilo_hacker Nice Catch 👍 

17 has always been my Favorite Too.  LoL  Uk

 Keep up the good work #Majestic12

"There's a Storm Coming" pic.twitter.com/DI0K9tUiOL

3/1/2020 10:36:28 AM samsmith0319 Yep...Absolutely!!!

3/1/2020 10:40:28 AM djlok What makes for a great movie?

3/1/2020 10:47:02 AM qanon_artist @andweknow

@RedPill78

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1226215894835224576 …

3/1/2020 10:47:54 AM alight412 I have yet to see a photo of space that includes satellites and space junk floating around. Is this entire narrative of traveling to the moon make believe?



3/1/2020 10:51:28 AM lenartjoe If true, this is slightly disappointing. The argument from opposition now will be that Q is a bread crumbs psy-op designed by POTUS simply to keep 

faithful giving him the benefit of the doubt in spite of disrespectful behavior in hope liberating ops were happening behind scenes.

3/1/2020 10:52:36 AM americanpetal Lol

3/1/2020 10:53:05 AM lenzaq  https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ER6zL29XkAAQIVU?format=jpg&name=large …

3/1/2020 10:55:40 AM lenzaq  https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1233597953404817408?s=20 …

3/1/2020 11:10:20 AM melisten2u  https://humanevents.com/2020/03/01/pornhub-verified-child-sex-trafficking/ …

3/1/2020 11:10:30 AM denelin1 Truth tends to go through three stages: at first it is ridiculed, secondly it is violently rejected, and finally it is accepted as self-evident.

From your own retweet 😆

3/1/2020 11:13:06 AM 6semper  pic.twitter.com/LNMaioAu97

3/1/2020 11:13:38 AM zeepee63 Is this going to be one of the vaccines that is good? As you say that not all vaccines are bad..

3/1/2020 11:16:20 AM bibmccafferty Believe it or not three black ladies sent us to space. Every African country would have a space program except racism.

3/1/2020 11:19:24 AM 369_is Hiya @Brick_Airhedred  I forgot to mention that before I eat animals (and anything really) I Thank it for it's Service and Bless my food. It helps raise the 

vibration of any fear that may have been in the animal before slaughter. Hope your day is joyful!!!

3/1/2020 11:24:43 AM pleasantlysurly I agree he's Q+. Didn't Q say we would laugh when we found out who Q was? Would you laugh if it was him? I wouldn't.

3/1/2020 11:25:48 AM troyale52891286  https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-q-group-the-directorate-hunting-down-edward-snowden …

3/1/2020 11:27:34 AM splendorian1 They are Q posts.  Type the number in the "Enter search item" and hit enter. https://qmap.pub/ 

3/1/2020 11:30:10 AM susan66388204 I’m looking hard at the 3rd, the 15th and every day from 15-31❗️It HAS to start very Soon. This is a well laid out plan timed to the Nth degree✅ Big 

Name Arrest Coming along with Big name deaths and suicides.  It’s going to be fun watching Bernie run the ball 🏈 downfield

3/1/2020 11:35:35 AM ercinjanice Follow Joe M on YouTube. He has an excellent series of videos on Q:)

3/1/2020 11:37:08 AM thomaspwebster4 Elaborate hoax. wake up

3/1/2020 11:38:07 AM coffeerocket2  pic.twitter.com/J7wNGmpIeI

3/1/2020 11:40:29 AM ercinjanice I’m telling you this Bc I see th video offered was taken down:/ it’s by Joe M.

3/1/2020 11:42:21 AM laurenmbradley2 Magic of the 3 6 9 !!!

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

THANK YOU FOR THE KNOWLEDGE!! 

I pray we are using it well to heal our poor sick planet. 

️️️️  pic.twitter.com/QXb2URPLAj
3/1/2020 11:42:46 AM sdane8 Guess: POTUS will be in Camp David on 3/15 and sign a new Executive Order related to Corona/Nat Sec, or reference EO  13903 signed in January re. 

Human Trafficking in a new Nat Sec proposal. 

Could 3641 be an actual trip vs a trip code and "relay 1-99" be # of people attending? pic.twitter.com/1Pm1TzAojI

3/1/2020 11:43:09 AM sdane8  https://www.federalregister.gov/presidential-documents/executive-orders/donald-trump/2020 …

3/1/2020 11:45:17 AM sdane8 That's quite a rabbit hole! See you in a few months. 😉  I've been in and out of that one for some years and it runs deep! LOL

3/1/2020 11:46:58 AM k4rlgruen Look at the preponderance of beauty.

There is no thing that is ever really LOST.

There is no such thing as an accident.

There are NO victims.

Only love is eternal.

3/1/2020 11:48:20 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/ALFbaTiJTq

3/1/2020 11:49:57 AM k4rlgruen #GreatAwakening

3/1/2020 11:51:35 AM hgraceq 👇🏽👇🏽💓 https://mobile.twitter.com/mrajefferson/status/1234189761859944448 …

3/1/2020 12:04:30 PM brick_airhedred Thank you!! I try to be mindful; I’ll be sure to be more steadfast with that task.  A great thing to do. It’s funny  to realize blessing your food has true 

purpose, eh? Happy and healthy vibes to you. 🌷✨🙏🏻☀️🍎

3/1/2020 12:08:21 PM by369surrounded I keep thinking about that drop!

3/1/2020 12:09:43 PM highhopesusa Read the Jim Marrs book “Rise of the Fourth Reich”...you betcha they are still here.

3/1/2020 12:11:09 PM colonelflanagan Well known to a casual researcher.

Now do, "Why haven't we done anything since", and examine why lame-assed excuses by @NASA fall flat; e.g. "We lost the Data"!?  Really.

So yer telling me men with slide rules 50 years ago were able to do what men w/supercomputers can't? Right.

3/1/2020 12:13:59 PM noelbuss check this out worth listening 

https://vimeo.com/392798558?fbclid=IwAR1EvmLHlbyFSVAMMZs9xhnLdLbPG5K6WBrUnMez0Q3hJya4mmX7VmVFyNE …

3/1/2020 12:19:01 PM msjoeyjo7 Which is?

3/1/2020 12:21:44 PM esh_grannysue What’s scarey? The thought that I reminisce about the days when, with every revelation there were those saying “it’s almost over!” I think we’ve all 

realized it might not be OVER in our lifetimes... Rooting out the crap they’ve instilled in our kids and theirs may be a long road.

3/1/2020 12:21:59 PM lightlove21121 The nazis as in before or after they met the malevolent ET?

3/1/2020 12:23:15 PM liltilgerlil True

3/1/2020 12:23:52 PM clevelanditguy Have you seen/heard of the Amazon show The Hunters? Interesting...”hunters become the hunted”?

3/1/2020 12:25:16 PM 1crazy_toaster I thought it was the lizzies that were on the moon, then the astronauts got their asses handed to them...something like that.😁

3/1/2020 12:25:51 PM d_s_umbra_31415 Brazil is such a great nation with rich culture and amazing people.  I hope we’re able to purge the Deep State from there too!

3/1/2020 12:27:52 PM by369surrounded My take on the #powerof369 

Basically I see these 3 numbers as the power of the universe or as some might say, of God. If we surround ourselves in these numbers (similar to what 

Tesla did) we are protecting ourselves or putting on the armor of God. 

#369

#369

#369

#369

#369

#369
3/1/2020 12:28:17 PM jackc476 Let’s use a simple logical explanation for why the moon landing occurred. If it were an elaborate hoax, the USSR would’ve exposed the US.



3/1/2020 12:32:36 PM by369surrounded Similarly, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is showing us how we should incorporate the #powerof369 into memes and I definitely see some already doing so with 

hashtags and @ mentions.

@realDonaldTrump repeats things in threes a lot. "Russia, Russia, Russia!" for example. 

#WWG1WGA

#Qanon

#CFI
3/1/2020 12:39:52 PM cisnez 🤷♂️🤷♂️🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/3FD1dAXrMW

3/1/2020 12:43:46 PM rghardy3 U  R  Q and Q+ !

Time to "force" the Q !

3/1/2020 12:45:48 PM spoiledlamb #Patriots challenge accepted! Let’s blow this out of the water @GregRubini @Inevitable_ET @Johnheretohelp @VincentCrypt46 @MajorPatriot 

@55true4u @striderraven1 @JfkJuni0r @1Naasty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VFuska @JfkJuni0r 

https://twitter.com/David92675199/status/1233970223578902529 …

3/1/2020 12:50:44 PM pathofmostresi1  pic.twitter.com/ouqdlkkoCI

3/1/2020 12:58:21 PM spacecadet369 Alternative suggestion: The DID land on the moon, but what they found there possibly couldn't be broadcasted. So they made footage in a studio 

(Kubrick?).

3/1/2020 12:58:58 PM birdiesrchirpin 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/2dnmcdgjuz

3/1/2020 1:00:56 PM spacecadet369 Was it her who channeled construction plans for Haunebu for the Vril society?

3/1/2020 1:02:06 PM by369surrounded 2/3

Similarly, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is showing us how we should incorporate the #powerof369 into memes and I definitely see some already doing so with 

hashtags and @ mentions.

@realDonaldTrump repeats things in threes a lot. "Russia, Russia, Russia!" for example. 

#Qanon

#WRWY

#CFI
3/1/2020 1:02:51 PM galadri09060100 Watch "Iron Sky" https://youtu.be/EMFH8ubMWQs 

3/1/2020 1:03:55 PM 369_is 9=I

13=M

17=Q

21=U

(21) also=3=C

25=Y

I am Q you see why.

3/1/2020 1:05:40 PM by369surrounded 3/3

This meme from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a beautiful lesson on using the #powerof369

First, they show the code @realDonaldTrump is conveying w/ the years 9 13 17. Look closely, these numbers can also be combined into groups that are 

part of a power Trinity! 

#PutOnTheArmorOfGOD pic.twitter.com/PM7tuYZkto
3/1/2020 1:09:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 How rich was Jeffrey Epstein? Here’s the latest tally | McClatchy Washington Bureau 

https://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/investigations/article240750631.html …

3/1/2020 1:10:03 PM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/02/fall-cabal-video-series-parts-1-10-with.html#more …

3/1/2020 1:12:05 PM yokoke2014 Or perhaps WW2 never ended and only expanded ops thru Op Paperclip to take over USA from within?

3/1/2020 1:13:26 PM rghardy3 "Galactic Trade"  ?

These E. T.'s and people are Sick !

3/1/2020 1:14:48 PM jrewing45774118 Hurry up with the Spielberg stuff

3/1/2020 1:18:11 PM worldxplorer1 Interestingly I never saw any of these responses until today. So I never listened to the video linked above until today. It was exactly the kind of 

message I needed to hear today. More etheric. More spiritual. Less “taking down the cabal”.  All in divine timing I guess.

3/1/2020 1:19:14 PM jkmaalouf @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr #FakeNews @FoxNews @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

My 6 year old, Matthew, drew this.  Godzilla versus #FakeNews pic.twitter.com/qBnIWCzp9r

3/1/2020 1:21:47 PM atyra831 Alive or dead He and his handlers are DISGUSTING PIGS 

Obviously he was taken from the jail or murdered 

ALL HIS INFORMATION SHOULD BE USED TO ARREST PERVERTS ON HIS SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

3/1/2020 1:24:39 PM _ms_sue Hollywood no doubt.

3/1/2020 1:28:05 PM splendorian1 Are we being prepared for disclosure?  Your opinion does not matter when reviewing history, the article states what happened.  Many can find 

discrepancies and many can add/ adjust what occurred, that is accepted. https://youtu.be/qg0qm8X_nH8 

3/1/2020 1:28:34 PM polly569011381 How Does No One See What's Happening..  https://youtu.be/t16qDvkf8dM  via @YouTube sad but True..@o_rips @StormIsUponUs @Cool17Zero 

@hhunter0310 @dashley_c @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SGTreport @QSentMe77 @realDonaldTrump @AGWillliamBarr @PrisonPlanet

3/1/2020 1:28:36 PM sdane8 I ran across this bookmark in my files. I don't understand how the multiplication map halfway thru the article works, but it might be helpful to someone.

 https://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/why-did-tesla-say-that-369-was-the-key-to-the-universe/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

3/1/2020 1:30:23 PM splendorian1 I Am Q, Epsteins fortune, The Apollo Program, Human trafficking.  Add it up then to now it is a recipe for disclosure.  The truth will leave everybody 

flatfooted.

3/1/2020 1:37:35 PM lockeveiled I don't believe he really owned much of what we think he owned. His benefactors gave him a 3 piece suit so people would buy what he was selling.

3/1/2020 1:53:00 PM wakeywakey2q2q Forget 369...  Wait till you here about the power of 8675309 from Jenny.

3/1/2020 1:56:08 PM americanpetal Hopefully, all his assets were seized via EO and have or will be distributed to all his victims so they can rebuild their lives.

3/1/2020 2:01:46 PM linacovfefe No- the number President @realDonaldTrump is, or any other president, doesn’t change- whether it’s one term or two... with George Washington #1 

and so on. @POTUS will FOREVER be the 45th President of the United States of America 🇺🇸

3/1/2020 2:15:41 PM chinupchubbly It was like controlled demolition!

3/1/2020 2:27:59 PM gentlepsychosis I could never be that rich because I would be spending it constantly to better the world and help people. I don't understand why people blow money 

on worthless shite.

3/1/2020 2:29:14 PM davethadude369 "Unlikely"? Ha! Well, I guess it depends on which ones we're talking about?

3/1/2020 2:34:13 PM fansblowing3 Made his fortune off supplying victims



3/1/2020 2:45:02 PM nunomcarreira @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic @M2Madness @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @cjtruth @RealJamesWoods @Time4U2Know 

@SpiritServicesL @carmindabrendel @QAnonMichele11 @KarluskaP @Tiff_FitzHenry @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose 

https://youtu.be/HSINnHsffh0 

3/1/2020 2:48:39 PM samsmith0319 Unbelievable...💥👿💥

3/1/2020 2:58:11 PM trollingmockin1 Exactly. This is all stolen tax payer money. Should be retuned. Guess none of that will matter soon

3/1/2020 3:04:41 PM nunomcarreira @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic @M2Madness @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @cjtruth @RealJamesWoods @Time4U2Know 

@SpiritServicesL @carmindabrendel @QAnonMichele11 @KarluskaP @Tiff_FitzHenry @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVMnnktQFZc …

3/1/2020 3:12:58 PM mattcottrill3 Appreciate it fam. I started reading it. I'm really into it. Plan on reading the whole thing

3/1/2020 3:24:50 PM 1nanasmomma I read it every day for a week. A lot of hours, a lot of answers, a lot of re-reading. I re-visit it often. Awesome that you shared it. WWG1WGA

3/1/2020 3:29:51 PM merkaba369 Not really. Interesting he is buried in Corona del Mar.  Obviously, I must look like a dumb ads.  I'm not.  I just play one on TV.

3/1/2020 3:30:30 PM trump2020vote4 Have to agree

3/1/2020 3:36:22 PM itsgreat2tweet  pic.twitter.com/BulpM91nYf

3/1/2020 3:54:20 PM poorman369 They are not q posts...its a date and place

3/1/2020 3:54:31 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wkvd7pbfM78 …

3/1/2020 3:59:34 PM faye_mcgarry Oz mining magnate Andrew Twiggy Forrest's nefarious friends include more than a handful of known pedophiles. Combined with his 2 children's 

charities this should raise a red flag! @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TeamTrump @RudyGiuliani https://youtu.be/9hTeF4Yx1Pc 

3/1/2020 4:04:36 PM quantphysicist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8qrwON1-zE …

3/1/2020 4:05:02 PM 56lmiller The new Ad Astra movie, Brad Pitt? The number 1 rule of Aluminate is a soft intro and it’s always 10 or more years after the actual truth. Look up Star 

Trek an the creator, how did they get their symbol? Everything has been told to us. Gov docs! Research

3/1/2020 4:12:42 PM flikkenflakk Don't be lazy sister 😉 here's a hint for you 😘 pic.twitter.com/lyh2aOELkS

3/1/2020 4:15:39 PM mikebin813 Man that's the truth!!

3/1/2020 4:19:10 PM lisadee22xx I routinely get this message. 

I thought, awe...how nice of Jack to protect my delicate sensibilities. 😉

3/1/2020 4:21:08 PM emilyylime211 Who decides if it's misinformation? Twitter or someone actually researches the truth. Liberals hate facts

3/1/2020 4:21:39 PM djlok Wow!  Epstein owned a bank.  Unbelievable!!!

3/1/2020 4:24:33 PM snapmommy Sounds very communist (think China).

3/1/2020 4:24:45 PM lbf777 Epstein and Trump raped and enslaved little children at the Mar-A-Lago club. One of them sued both of them simultaneously. 

pic.twitter.com/Vhxaie3EfM

3/1/2020 4:25:15 PM keith369me I’m more interested in the trail of $$$ that lead to his wealth rather than quantifying his wealth.  #UnsealEpsteinBankRecords 

#UnsealEpsteinBankRecords #UnsealEpsteinBankRecords

3/1/2020 4:26:06 PM myname71441768 Debunked conspiracy theory

3/1/2020 4:27:47 PM lbf777 Prove it was it was debunked or else it never happened.

3/1/2020 4:30:47 PM anthonytyrrel12 Wernher von Braun

3/1/2020 4:30:50 PM ascnd25d The irony is that both of the rings you mentioned are connected

3/1/2020 4:32:30 PM musicdevas that is TERRIBLE

3/1/2020 4:39:25 PM brianmccrawley It's out of this world

3/1/2020 4:42:05 PM vickigp1 Wernher Von Braun was a Nazi and member of the SS who developed Hitler's ballistic missile programs He became director of NASA’s Marshall Space 

Flight Center and chief architect of the Saturn V launch vehicle that would propel Americans to the Moon 

https://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/history/vonbraun/bio.html …

3/1/2020 4:49:45 PM bonhillangie My 369 was just reading about it last night pic.twitter.com/Mw89fvLs9R

3/1/2020 4:51:05 PM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @dbongino @GregRubini @Terry42580565 @AussieAwake @taki_n_thepis_s @nznfreez 

@NzQuestion                          FBI: Bill Clinton Allegedly Raped a Boy in Satanic Rites https://m.beforeitsnews.com/politics/2019/11/fbi-bill-clinton-

allegedly-raped-a-boy-in-satanic-rites-3151751.html …

3/1/2020 4:51:24 PM bonhillangie Part 1 of the 369 pic.twitter.com/aEcAvrzpU6

3/1/2020 4:53:48 PM mcpatriot64 You are absolutely correct!

3/1/2020 4:57:14 PM bonhillangie  pic.twitter.com/GVRJKZOMYM

3/1/2020 4:57:45 PM bonhillangie  pic.twitter.com/tk30VVEVR6

3/1/2020 4:58:15 PM bonhillangie  pic.twitter.com/oBBJ1YFJ6V

3/1/2020 5:04:03 PM k3yle  pic.twitter.com/M2QDIg6zd8

3/1/2020 5:12:20 PM rghardy3 39093  ?

1:5

369

3320

3/1/2020 5:13:57 PM deerfield4570  pic.twitter.com/etZGzz4uxJ

3/1/2020 5:23:18 PM ewilliams22101 @POTUS who is Q?

3/1/2020 5:25:37 PM cabeck1961 Love this one!

3/1/2020 5:30:47 PM kevingi46693568 I’ve been reading, that when Trump takes the US out of some debt paying DC corporation after the war of 1812, he can legally run for 2 terms after.

3/1/2020 5:31:27 PM zengod55 Show me an actual court document 🤔🤔🤔

3/1/2020 5:35:12 PM lbf777 Here: http://thememoryhole2.org/blog/doe-v-trump …

3/1/2020 5:37:41 PM zengod55 Thats NOT a legal document. That's a croped image. Easily faked, i want to believe,  but its NOT proof. Even if it's true, the powers that be wouldn't let 

it come to light.

3/1/2020 5:39:35 PM lbf777 All the case documents are attached to that page. If you read it you would see that.

3/1/2020 5:41:53 PM zengod55 Then why are they sugned Jane doe & not their legal name?

3/1/2020 5:42:45 PM aprilbrown99 💛💛💛

3/1/2020 5:45:35 PM lbf777 She originally signed it as her original name and received death threats so she swapped to Jane Doe.

3/1/2020 6:28:26 PM spacecowboy49 No one has been higher than lower orbit. All the Apollos are in the Bermuda triangle. Watch the rocket launches all go up then go south to the triangle. 

All the BS on the BT is fear tactics to keep public away. Jamming devices installed around triangle.

3/1/2020 6:34:35 PM stevemarek6 The reptilians gave the natzi the technology

3/1/2020 6:48:21 PM crt14361013 ✔

3/1/2020 6:57:42 PM mongrelglory The Apollo moon landing was met by a "reception party" but they never mentioned who were in the space-ships parked around the landing crater. 🤷♀️

3/1/2020 6:58:30 PM paguzzi I hope so!! 🙏🙏🙏

3/1/2020 6:58:32 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/1/2020 6:58:34 PM lilangels44 Thank you!

3/1/2020 6:59:39 PM 1crazy_toaster I think it was William Tompkins that said that & the were all above on the outer rim from where Apollo landed. This was spoken of on P.Camelot & 

GaiaTV.

3/1/2020 7:00:29 PM myinfo18355521 I have a "word" brain, NOT a "math" brain, & NONE of this makes a LICK  of sense to those of the 1/2 of us on the "WORD", rather than "MATH" side of 

understanding. I mean, LITERALLY, *NO* sense.

3/1/2020 7:00:31 PM mongrelglory I thought the story was that the Nazis joined forces with those ETs during WW2.  Hence the Nazi/ET base down in Antarctica that Admiral Byrd went to 

route out (unsuccessfully).



3/1/2020 7:02:59 PM deplorable_s Judge dismissed the case.  

Attorney was Bloom, political for-hire ambulance chaser.

3/1/2020 7:03:02 PM mongrelglory I love the beginning montage of that movie! 😁

3/1/2020 7:08:32 PM psmith19701 Lets research all these companies and what politicians ate linked to them.

3/1/2020 7:14:00 PM lbf777 Can you elaborate?

3/1/2020 7:23:45 PM n7guardiananon Very instructive I thought

3/1/2020 8:01:35 PM 1nanasmomma I wanna hug them & thank them for being so brave. This trauma robs you of your youth. You ache for what your childhood could have been. You 

imagine how you might have avoided it/him. There is an anger that you must tame, forever!

3/1/2020 8:04:47 PM jrocktigers Always liked #15. I wore it on my back when I pitched baseballs.

3/1/2020 8:12:01 PM spotcj9999 { :^) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @TrueEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @drawandstrike @GregRubini @X22Report @SayWhenLA 

@StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/spotcj9999/status/1234330501223194626 …

3/1/2020 8:17:18 PM rghardy3 When did the First Man really walk on the Moon ?

It's not in the History Books.

3/1/2020 8:20:43 PM rghardy3 Waiting for the Storm to arrive is MARCH MADNESS !

3/1/2020 8:26:13 PM jt_suryo HIStory not MYstory.

3/1/2020 8:28:17 PM prairiekeeper 21 is U. Could you make the case u means you?  Meaning all of us, we the people.  WWG1WGA

3/1/2020 8:35:10 PM k3yle 21 is U.

2+1 = 3 which is 3.

I’m Q u c ? Lol 🤷🏻♂️

3/1/2020 8:42:34 PM kimberly6379 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://stop5g.cz/us/nanotechnology-coronavirus-bioweapon-activation-by-5g-physical-genocide-misused-a-

i/?fbclid=IwAR2odLMFBsBzzrzyW7LkbabNtiTsf1lnTf8RxcW-vrj6uhGjPh1U0ronc-4 … pic.twitter.com/vPc50LmlVj

3/1/2020 8:50:59 PM jrocktigers ⚡⚡⚡

3/1/2020 8:51:51 PM jrocktigers And now not too many folks are laughing. But I still am!

3/1/2020 8:52:26 PM aprilbrown99 Me too!  😁

3/1/2020 8:58:46 PM carolin15161363 Hunters https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2020/02/9330234/nazi-hunters-amazon-show-true-story-real-events …

3/1/2020 8:59:36 PM jesusluvsu29 Bingo!!!

3/1/2020 9:29:21 PM rebornkingent A lot of money for a financier who never graduated college. 🤔

3/1/2020 9:43:11 PM jimhayzlett Any good sources for RO filters?

3/1/2020 10:27:23 PM leittenart although the efforts of jewish people shouldn’t be undermined with regards to space travel, were it not for Wernher von Braun and his fascist friends, 

we wouldn’t even have rockets to send people to the moon, let alone allow for jet aircraft.

3/1/2020 10:31:52 PM ethereal_shaman Have these beings been seen by earlier earth humans and become a part of Indigenous lore?

3/1/2020 11:42:29 PM kidge6 BOOLEAN  = IF, AND, OR, THEN, ELSE.

3/1/2020 11:43:22 PM kidge6 Is Yin/Yang not a symbol of the (magic?) interaction of opposing forces and the wholeness of such?

3/1/2020 11:51:19 PM lightlove21121 That’s the story that resonates with me!

3/1/2020 11:52:11 PM lightlove21121 Very sick. pic.twitter.com/xAlIVj9VYL

3/2/2020 12:04:37 AM faye_mcgarry Charles Lieber: links to many bioviruses  @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TeamTrump @RudyGiuliani @dbongino @KillAuDeepState 

@mpsmithnews https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1231886758289256449 …

3/2/2020 12:04:48 AM poorboyric Duh Trump = Q +++ 

Some of us have payed attention since day one

3/2/2020 12:08:33 AM faye_mcgarry Covid 19 is a smokescreen. 

@realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @RealMarkLatham @dbongino 

https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1233182061965578241 …

3/2/2020 12:18:24 AM flikkenflakk That's okay, I don't claim to understand it either, but I've educated myself about it and know the concept because I took the time to do it.

3/2/2020 12:37:49 AM wayne86860718 Thankyou for your information 👍🏻

3/2/2020 12:48:56 AM kidge6 I accept that I agreed to forget who I am and my connection to Source so that I could have this experience. But, within this experience, I’m pretty sure 

there’s some nastiness that wasn’t intended and has been allowed too long. This is the veil I referred to, not the ego.

3/2/2020 12:52:37 AM jasonca55424673 Since when did the ccp ever seek a cover for what they want to do. One thing about the ccp is that they do it right in front of your face. They don't care 

what the world thinks.

3/2/2020 1:21:20 AM paulmuaddib61 True lol!! and we still have people here thinking weather modification doesn't exist 

 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/6481650/Chinese-government-makes-it-snow-in-Beijing-in-order-to-fight-drought.html … 

pic.twitter.com/KsNupWA6pv

3/2/2020 1:22:41 AM birdingtrip No.

3/2/2020 1:33:58 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

3/2/2020 1:33:59 AM threadreaderapp Halo!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When we say that these people are stupid, we mean it. When we say open source 

intelligence…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1233654772764434433.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/2/2020 1:40:55 AM adamnel27228738 Next time you see the moon outside, play a game, pretend your a scientist trying to talk an astronaut into going to the moon, i promise you will start 

laughing about two mins.

3/2/2020 2:17:36 AM 4mydeerone #JohnDurham might be worth a Look for Sarah Karwan...

th€$$€ #SSh8 things, the whole fucking lot of em ain’t worth one JERRY! 

 https://magazine.wm.edu/issue/2018-fall/a-lasting-impact.php … pic.twitter.com/P2VfFXsf7H

3/2/2020 2:27:01 AM libertyspring99 So time is an illusion, as gravity is an illusion? i.e. the curvature in space-time due to the mass of the planet.

Therefore how far away from a mass (planet/star) does the illusion stop? What is that reality like? 🤔

3/2/2020 2:27:19 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corona_ring … ??? 🙏🏻❤️

3/2/2020 2:27:52 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corona_discharge …

3/2/2020 2:28:41 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionization 

3/2/2020 2:29:38 AM notthemacanon1  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311936327_The_magnetic_properties_of_a_quantum_dot_in_a_magnetic_field …

Infrared?

3/2/2020 2:30:47 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/5ZzvA7DELP

3/2/2020 2:31:36 AM notthemacanon1 Magnetic nanoparticles are a class of nanoparticle that can be manipulated using magnetic fields. ???

3/2/2020 2:32:51 AM notthemacanon1 Electric shockwave?

3/2/2020 2:34:06 AM jasonca55424673 What are you people talking about. I don't get what you are saying. China didn't let corona virus out on its own people. If anyone believes that, it's 

mental. As I said. Ccp doesn't need an excuse to kill its own people. It doesn't give a sht.

3/2/2020 2:38:09 AM notthemacanon1 A short pulse. 

Electricity goes hand in hand with a magnetic field?

Getting electricity to the particle will also induce it with a magnetic field? 

Upset the tuning?



3/2/2020 2:38:37 AM notthemacanon1 Quantum Dots are tuneable?

3/2/2020 2:44:21 AM pipewrench56 But here's the good news...These same particulates can be used to "heal our planet"... pic.twitter.com/JeNGvIOwJU

3/2/2020 2:46:38 AM fj3isback Check out the weapons analysis in this thread👇 https://twitter.com/COsweda/status/1234348800845598720?s=19 …

3/2/2020 2:48:28 AM notthemacanon1  https://youtu.be/rSLOV6wdc5Y 

3/2/2020 2:48:51 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_nanoparticles_in_chemotherapy …

3/2/2020 2:49:35 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vectors_in_gene_therapy …

3/2/2020 2:52:30 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudotyping …

3/2/2020 2:53:36 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_vector …

3/2/2020 2:54:05 AM notthemacanon1 In addition to their use in molecular biology research, viral vectors are used for gene therapy and the development of vaccines.

3/2/2020 2:55:14 AM paulmuaddib61 hey mac is this being absorbed by the plants through spraying?

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/29609161/ … pic.twitter.com/iopsAoQqD4

3/2/2020 2:56:03 AM notthemacanon1 cause and effect

order out of chaos

disease and cure

3/2/2020 2:57:00 AM paulmuaddib61  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/31514891/?i=2&from=/29609161/related … pic.twitter.com/JIyQ9lgoPf

3/2/2020 3:02:52 AM higherself_1_ No case number. Didn’t happen.

3/2/2020 3:14:57 AM eagle_woman_ I = 9 M = 13 Q = 17 ——- U = 21

1+9+13+17+21=61=7

1+9+13+17+5=45

3/2/2020 3:16:13 AM davidlincoln001 HUMMM!!

3/2/2020 3:21:27 AM notthemacanon1 Gene therapy is a technique for correcting defective genes responsible for disease development. In the future, gene therapy may provide a way to cure 

genetic disorders, such as severe combined immunodeficiency, cystic fibrosis or even haemophilia A.

3/2/2020 3:22:03 AM notthemacanon1 Because these diseases result from mutations in the DNA sequence for specific genes, gene therapy trials have used viruses to deliver unmutated 

copies of these genes to the cells of the patient's body.

3/2/2020 3:23:43 AM notthemacanon1 Noun. time delay (plural time delays) A delay used to separate the occurrence of two events, especially in a mechanical or electronic device.

3/2/2020 3:26:29 AM mark63007827 He was rich with blackmail...practically priceless

3/2/2020 3:28:49 AM nonnepossopi1 Paul, Look at this @Ejjohnson1147 ....

3/2/2020 3:35:25 AM notthemacanon1  https://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar?q=time+delayed+doping&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart#d=gs_qabs&u=%23p%3Dt-FZCyqI3eoJ …

3/2/2020 3:37:03 AM notthemacanon1 Time-Resolved Fluorescence (TRF) The term Time-Resolved Fluorescence (TRF) can be used with two different meanings: The fluorescence of a sample 

monitored as a function of time after excitation by a pulse of light.

3/2/2020 3:37:35 AM notthemacanon1 For disambiguation, this procedure is often called Fluorescence Lifetime measurement.

3/2/2020 3:38:09 AM notthemacanon1 Relating to or denoting a spectroscopic technique in which a spectrum is obtained at a series of time intervals after excitation of the sample. ... 'With 

time-resolved spectroscopy, the spectra of intermediates were determined.

3/2/2020 3:38:16 AM holotechrd FINISHED

3/2/2020 3:39:18 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_vivo_magnetic_resonance_spectroscopy …

3/2/2020 3:39:34 AM faye_mcgarry Coronavirus protection kit...@realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @TrumpWarRoom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @awakeinaus @MajorPatriot 

@AussiePatriotQ @AussieAwake @AussieRedPilled @AustralianQanon @KillAuDeepState @VonnyOsborn @BusyElves @striderraven1 @nznfreez 

@NzQuestion @carmindabrendel https://twitter.com/ChrisPi67507251/status/1230385055014342657 …

3/2/2020 3:41:56 AM notthemacanon1 Functional magnetic resonance spectroscopy of the brain

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetization transfer

NMR

NMR spectroscopy

3/2/2020 3:44:54 AM notthemacanon1 MRS equipment can be tuned (just like a radio receiver) to pick up signals from different chemical nuclei within the body. The most common nuclei to 

be studied are protons (hydrogen), phosphorus, carbon, sodium and fluorine.

3/2/2020 3:48:20 AM notthemacanon1 Magnetization transfer (MT), in NMR and MRI, refers to the transfer of nuclear spin polarization and/or spin coherence from one population of nuclei 

to another population of nuclei, and to techniques that make use of these phenomena.

3/2/2020 3:49:00 AM notthemacanon1 There is some ambiguity regarding the precise definition of magnetization transfer, however the general definition given above encompasses all more 

specific notions. NMR active nuclei, those with non-zero spin, can be energetically coupled to one another under certain conditions.

3/2/2020 3:49:49 AM notthemacanon1 The mechanisms of nuclear-spin energy-coupling have been extensively characterized and are described in the following articles: Angular momentum 

coupling, Magnetic dipole–dipole interaction, J-coupling, Residual dipolar coupling, Nuclear Overhauser effect, Spin–spin relaxation,

3/2/2020 3:50:21 AM notthemacanon1 and Spin saturation transfer. Alternatively, some nuclei in a chemical system are labile and exchange between non-equivalent environments. A more 

specific example of this case is presented in the section Chemical Exchange Magnetization transfer.

3/2/2020 3:53:38 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroradiology …

3/2/2020 3:54:18 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroimaging …

3/2/2020 3:55:03 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/W5qR61ClyK

3/2/2020 4:00:14 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_plasmon_resonance …

3/2/2020 4:00:55 AM notthemacanon1 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the resonant oscillation of conduction electrons at the interface between negative and positive permittivity 

material stimulated by incident light.

3/2/2020 4:01:37 AM notthemacanon1 SPR is the basis of many standard tools for measuring adsorption of material onto planar metal (typically gold or silver) surfaces or onto the surface of 

metal nanoparticles.

3/2/2020 4:02:05 AM areckoningday WHAT about an antique dune buggy warrants that it be in a headline about wealth?🤔 Odd...

3/2/2020 4:03:22 AM notthemacanon1 Surface plasmons have been used to enhance the surface sensitivity of several spectroscopic measurements including fluorescence, Raman scattering, 

and second-harmonic generation.

3/2/2020 4:04:03 AM notthemacanon1 However, in their simplest form, SPR reflectivity measurements can be used to detect molecular adsorption, such as polymers, DNA or proteins, etc. 

Technically, it is common to measure the angle of minimum reflection (angle of maximum absorption).

3/2/2020 4:04:47 AM notthemacanon1 This angle changes in the order of 0.1° during thin (about nm thickness) film adsorption. (See also the Examples.) In other cases the changes in the 

absorption wavelength is followed.

3/2/2020 4:05:17 AM notthemacanon1 The mechanism of detection is based on that the adsorbing molecules cause changes in the local index of refraction, changing the resonance conditions 

of the surface plasmon waves.

3/2/2020 4:05:55 AM notthemacanon1 The same principle is exploited in the recently developed competitive platform based on loss-less dielectric multilayers (DBR), supporting surface 

electromagnetic waves with sharper resonances (Bloch surface waves).

3/2/2020 4:08:04 AM ausanon369 MJ, can you please answer this question? How far away is the moon really?

3/2/2020 4:10:18 AM faye_mcgarry What are the odds? @realDonaldTrump @LoveBling6 @dbongino @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot 

https://twitter.com/WellHellsBells_/status/1234431622952431620 …

3/2/2020 4:10:38 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_momentum … pic.twitter.com/frJqUnoy9t



3/2/2020 4:11:43 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloch_wave  pic.twitter.com/ZfOF9sBveW

3/2/2020 4:13:10 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function … pic.twitter.com/EyOLkDc7Sv

3/2/2020 4:15:46 AM jasonca55424673  https://youtu.be/PjsMnvqL7eY 

3/2/2020 4:16:53 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_state …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_quantum_number …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angular_momentum …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Momentum 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetism …

3/2/2020 4:17:33 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_charge …

3/2/2020 4:18:06 AM notthemacanon1 Electric charge is the physical property of matter that causes it to experience a force when placed in an electromagnetic field.

3/2/2020 4:20:13 AM notthemacanon1  https://youtu.be/f5dCNieD9YU 

3/2/2020 4:21:00 AM jasonca55424673 Fight back with words I can understand. I want you to win if you have the right answer.

3/2/2020 4:32:53 AM kevinmruel Dangerous spying on People Use of holographic technologies GPS release and tracking @Qanon76 @IPOT1776 #WWG1WGA 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #wwg1wgaworldwide #MAGA #QAnon #QArmy #QAnon2020

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @UncleSamsNation @SpaceCorpsUS @USMC @DeepStateExpose @AussiePatriotQ @M2Madness pic.twitter.com/u1prBV9Rjz

3/2/2020 4:51:12 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/heGdXMos2A

3/2/2020 5:03:37 AM ckepner18951 Starting to think all this shit from Hollywood is a disclosure for people.  Hunting hitler. The man in the high castle, the new show, Hunters..  only 2 

episodes into it..  talking about south america in the 70s etc..

Somethings suspect here

3/2/2020 5:15:25 AM jaded_pearl How come I never see or hear about follow-up of those who have went through the system? What ever happens to them on the other side of 

processing them in through DHS to HHS. Where are their voices? Are they able to speak about their treatment & final destination? @SaraCarterDC

3/2/2020 5:16:42 AM farscapenow Plenty of Scapers on Twitter just search Farscape ;)

#farscapenow

3/2/2020 5:18:09 AM fallorsesh Statements like that really rub me the wrong way and make me question the ultimate end game of Q. Too many people are retiring themselves to 

simply "wait for the grand reveal" and bypassing potential action altogether. It's not a good symptom of what otherwise is a beautiful thin

3/2/2020 5:25:04 AM n7guardiananon just in case it wasn't obvious, 

2 separate videos on that post

3/2/2020 6:17:46 AM awakeandsing123 Dr. Carol Rosin was von Braun’s assistant in the last 4 yrs of his life. Watch her telling his story (12 min video) about putting weapons in space, using ETs 

as the last resort to start a war. https://youtu.be/WruCxsh8mfw 

3/2/2020 6:17:48 AM notthemacanon1  https://youtu.be/hXXyN4kdSQo 

3/2/2020 6:35:57 AM tieronepatriot From what I understand, as we ascend to higher densities we can.

3/2/2020 6:36:30 AM giediknight Reality or timelines do shift, ala the mandala effect.

3/2/2020 6:40:24 AM giediknight As far as who drives? The Is or the Be, perhaps you can only be in the drivers seat when the Is and the Be become one, I.e. enlightened? Thoughts 

MJ12?

3/2/2020 6:42:56 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/mEgVwiietNY 

3/2/2020 6:54:35 AM chariotprince Captain America: Winter Soldier was disclosure.

The Paperclip Nazis started the CIA too.

3/2/2020 7:03:04 AM scottba58314811 Photo says it all.

3/2/2020 7:04:16 AM robertleepott A gray operation to cover a black one... Gray: a color without color.

3/2/2020 7:04:46 AM truthdying If you still believe we went to moon you have not researched just look at the lunar lander total joke

3/2/2020 7:14:10 AM starseedatx Its bad enough human beings have a price tag. Now watch them argue worth of human life being less by those in support of Epstein. Theyll argue 

humans have no value.

3/2/2020 7:18:48 AM starseedatx Ive not seen anything manmade. Through my telescope. Who really has seen the flag that was supposedly planted? Dont ask me if we landed. I really 

dont kn o w or care enough ti give it much thouught

3/2/2020 7:24:05 AM mitchy71545757 In the 70s top scientists said we would all be vacationing and populating the moon and mars by the year 2000. The slush fund began...

3/2/2020 7:27:00 AM starseedatx Bernie, biden, bloomberg, buttkeig, bielzebub.. Plan B?

Not every coincidence has a cosmic meaning.

But, i dreamed sanders was nominated, poisoned. Biden wins, country turns third world in a year. I couldnt even get insulin. Biden belongs to Hillary. 

Bloomberg, globalists.

3/2/2020 7:32:10 AM starseedatx I can FEEL the M ADNESS! OH YEAHHHHH.

RIP Macho Man

3/2/2020 7:32:36 AM starseedatx Whats the area code?

3/2/2020 7:33:59 AM starseedatx 369-351-3093

Should i dial it?

3/2/2020 7:34:50 AM starseedatx Anonymous has a post ready for may 24. You might wanna mark that day

3/2/2020 7:47:37 AM area61flyer  pic.twitter.com/tFa8EC0KTC

3/2/2020 7:51:05 AM rosscarwalker What is the significance of December 5th? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

3/2/2020 8:06:47 AM doq017 You are asking the right Q!

Q? Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1234505357734633473 …



3/2/2020 8:12:47 AM integrityneed Isn’t that the truth!

Dems:

Asylum seekers welcome in USA to escape the life-threatening, oppression, and terrible conditions of [xyz] country.

Also Dems:

Let’s model our government after XYZ!

3/2/2020 8:18:21 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/bsha1UT9py

3/2/2020 8:20:12 AM jemelewilliams Nixon helped place many of the scientists in the USA.

3/2/2020 8:26:26 AM cathyholton4 Can you explain?

3/2/2020 8:39:20 AM gyuhyecheong An apple and what else?

3/2/2020 8:51:14 AM peekaboo1966 curious, why do you not have a YouTube Channel ?

3/2/2020 8:51:59 AM djlok I think there are many Great Deceivers out there: the #FakeNews, @Pontifex, @BarackObama to name a few.

3/2/2020 8:54:24 AM 369palm I think of the antichrist in terms of a frequency and think about those who may resonate with that.

3/2/2020 8:55:32 AM djlok Yeah, that’s the way I think of hell too. Existence at a lower frequency.

3/2/2020 8:55:38 AM notthemacanon1  https://youtu.be/WPEdMmDxa8I 

3/2/2020 8:56:47 AM notthemacanon1 Repost. pic.twitter.com/H7P4zXUuJp

3/2/2020 9:00:51 AM notthemacanon1 Time is of the essence. pic.twitter.com/ylParU5kj6

3/2/2020 9:00:57 AM jasonca55424673 Ccp didn't do to their own people. Keep searching. They aren't that stupid.

3/2/2020 9:02:03 AM 369palm Back Aussie Anon’s point, if we think about this in terms of energy, frequency and vibration perhaps many of the names we have learned over the last 

couple of years are those who resonate with antichrist energy and manifest that.

3/2/2020 9:02:40 AM notthemacanon1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark-field_microscopy …

3/2/2020 9:03:59 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/AtNNoLIhJl

3/2/2020 9:04:31 AM trollingmockin1 Not the ultimate endgame of Q. The return to the gold standard.

3/2/2020 9:07:44 AM marypatriot3 Well read thanks 🙏

3/2/2020 9:09:32 AM strong4895 Sick of seeing his name. Find another hobby.

3/2/2020 9:10:57 AM tklaw9  pic.twitter.com/NjpRzDJMyB

3/2/2020 9:14:51 AM dueryte Wow, I love it! Always giving us faith.....

3/2/2020 9:30:05 AM teresag4828  pic.twitter.com/SWl4CraoJz

3/2/2020 9:31:22 AM myselfnixv There is a curse that will be broken!

We have the Spirit

3/2/2020 9:34:34 AM mortydr @nostradamous195 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 COVID19 #HIV  Covid-19 similar to HIV. Gene editing created this virus using HIV protein insertions making 

transmission easy. People that beat it are "re-infected" post treatment. This is undoubtedly an engineered bioweapon designed to depopulate 

pic.twitter.com/DTjoxAAfBm

3/2/2020 9:35:28 AM rosscarwalker @realDonaldTrump I love the gematria in your speeches Donald but when are you going to press release that you’re Q? #HeroMoment 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/2/2020 9:43:26 AM notthemacanon1  https://www.degruyter.com/downloadpdf/j/nanoph.2014.3.issue-3/nanoph-2014-0002/nanoph-2014-0002.pdf …

3/2/2020 9:45:04 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/5jR8RFToDT

3/2/2020 9:49:20 AM notthemacanon1 👁👁👈🏻 pic.twitter.com/IObHtQM0Pl

3/2/2020 9:49:46 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/0uqlLI7h8W

3/2/2020 9:50:19 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/9P2eK2SBj6

3/2/2020 9:53:35 AM notthemacanon1  https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Electron-micrographs-of-HBV-cores-as-VLP-carriers-Slices-of-E-coli-cells-filled-with_fig4_272509936 … 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/272509936_Artificial_Genes_for_Chimeric_Virus-Like_Particles …

3/2/2020 10:04:20 AM notthemacanon1 Virus like particles? pic.twitter.com/mVgJKhWhVY

3/2/2020 10:04:44 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/hy4isuBIf7

3/2/2020 10:05:07 AM notthemacanon1 🤨

3/2/2020 10:05:28 AM notthemacanon1  pic.twitter.com/hFLTE184eM

3/2/2020 10:08:10 AM aamc85712947 @TomFitton @GOPLeader @KatTheHammer1 @KurtSchlichter @RudyGiuliani @MAGA_BT_17 @GregRubini @codeofvets @VictoriaRGates 

@TeamTrump @TrumpsterMember @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @commonpatriot @CoreysDigs @NahBabyNah @dbongino @DavidJHarrisJr @SaraCarterDC 

@WayneDupreeShow @Western2A @OANN https://twitter.com/AAMC85712947/status/1234534896347029507 …

3/2/2020 10:10:08 AM notthemacanon1  https://www.karger.com/Article/PDF/346773 …

3/2/2020 10:18:10 AM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/Mynzbmrtp9I  pic.twitter.com/eOKLkFCMJT

3/2/2020 10:20:30 AM 4mydeerone *Barer pic.twitter.com/NsfugBP2sQ

3/2/2020 10:22:56 AM rustshacklef0rd 5:5

To the Nth power. pic.twitter.com/4huKC4vKJy

3/2/2020 10:23:40 AM howardcomer Two minutes into this video will  allow you to ascertain the "Why" of the Dem's impeachment. Thanks for the golden dots that we have to connect. 

LOL!

3/2/2020 10:25:11 AM rustshacklef0rd Depends on the definition of "rich".

Seth Rich is more "rich" than epstein.

Truth over money.

Others over self.

Country above all else.

God Wins. pic.twitter.com/63FVo4wkHg
3/2/2020 10:26:56 AM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/DB9PogvznS

3/2/2020 10:27:39 AM notthemacanon1  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1586/erv.10.115?src=recsys …

3/2/2020 10:29:09 AM 4mydeerone it$ VeRae bad to steal JoBoo’s rum! pic.twitter.com/RoMLbmxA1G

3/2/2020 10:30:42 AM 4mydeerone @cia You have a leaker... pic.twitter.com/fB1aeplfj1

3/2/2020 10:32:19 AM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/bW45Qa9BM5

3/2/2020 10:35:11 AM 4mydeerone  https://www.wsj.com/articles/whos-watching-the-cia-a-hawk-named-hudson-11577725513 …

!?! pic.twitter.com/iNQkf0qiyU

3/2/2020 10:41:38 AM 4mydeerone

3/2/2020 10:46:06 AM 4mydeerone 🖕#SSh8 pic.twitter.com/Ndv11Yjhhe

3/2/2020 10:58:10 AM rustshacklef0rd THEPEN?

Flux Korea version?

Or POTUS' pen's? pic.twitter.com/EBVb2hga3w

3/2/2020 10:58:56 AM rustshacklef0rd  pic.twitter.com/TVEPm9BoO4

3/2/2020 11:03:40 AM 4mydeerone ; pic.twitter.com/gExuxjLT6a

3/2/2020 11:17:15 AM jedhicks4 Both deserve the woodchipper

3/2/2020 11:20:46 AM 4mydeerone To the rest...  https://youtu.be/czOpDN8Knr4  pic.twitter.com/MOxWgdsiNb

3/2/2020 11:25:39 AM joni_apple_seed Liar liar pants on fire. @GregRubini @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1234550620176015360 …



3/2/2020 11:26:06 AM iamyou132 There’s a show on amazon prime called hunters which details operation paper clip and nazis in America in high ranking positions. Worth looking into

3/2/2020 11:26:37 AM doq017 They will get to ask Qs!

Q?

WHO IS Q? 

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/mjeannd/status/1234551188349169665 …
3/2/2020 11:29:08 AM rosscarwalker The fact Trump is using gematria in his speeches blows my mind. Hello Q @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

3/2/2020 11:31:16 AM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/aIhv5ayyyYs 

All but one...

EVERae daY iGo to work with a...? pic.twitter.com/1rxh6mTywT

3/2/2020 11:32:53 AM doq017 I’m loving this? Q?

WHO IS Q? 

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1234561727355854850 …
3/2/2020 11:33:36 AM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/S2gpdDKUxKQ  pic.twitter.com/Zs3YVOksoY

3/2/2020 11:33:43 AM liannann1 Four traitors, a pushover, and a man in white.

3/2/2020 11:34:53 AM keith369me The very young lady to the right could also be labeled, “Main Stream Journalists”

3/2/2020 11:35:50 AM 4mydeerone  pic.twitter.com/jbgTZj38oz

3/2/2020 11:37:59 AM tammyparry I love our LAMP, light 

~Dr Tammy pic.twitter.com/m5hACv40Wq

3/2/2020 11:38:05 AM 4mydeerone  https://youtu.be/LFn3Wkr4QtI  pic.twitter.com/Yb684oXofP

3/2/2020 11:39:06 AM americanpetal Lots of 3 and 9s.

3/2/2020 11:45:46 AM dianesaumure If the Reptilians were controlled then who is controlling the Reptilians, I thought they were the one doing the controling

3/2/2020 11:54:28 AM dianesaumure Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: "@YoshRj @Jordan_Sather_ HIV is a political virus weaponized by the Pentagon at the request of Majestic 12 while 

icontrol. The virus existed beforehand however the cure was discovered decades ago. The cure has been classifi […]" 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1064964691892625410.html …

3/2/2020 11:58:08 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/k1veyweKmb

3/2/2020 11:59:39 AM quarkfear1  pic.twitter.com/pbrjgjutKX

3/2/2020 12:08:26 PM rustshacklef0rd 17 So God said to Noah, “This is the sign of the covenant I have established between me and all life on the earth.” pic.twitter.com/apG9HtjY9C

3/2/2020 12:10:12 PM rosscarwalker I've been asking myself the same question

3/2/2020 12:13:03 PM mongrelglory Ah...now it is much clearer! 😁

3/2/2020 12:21:49 PM dianesaumure Really good tks

3/2/2020 12:37:28 PM dianesaumure It's just for him not to get it

3/2/2020 12:51:13 PM joshuajamesdavi The Strecker Report

3/2/2020 1:22:04 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Today is 3-2-20

[322]

Think Mirror

Operators Active

Justice by Stealth ?
3/2/2020 1:24:32 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1232164928536162304?s=20 …

3/2/2020 1:26:25 PM jlsharkey Jim Acosta isn’t strong enough to ask #POTUS who Q is. He’s weak and ineffective.

3/2/2020 1:42:15 PM winklerburke Defund Progressive (1984) Education, which is designed to destroy humanity’s spirit, soul and body. Not another brain washed.

3/2/2020 1:55:02 PM rosscarwalker @instagram now has “independent” fact checkers claiming information is false. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory pic.twitter.com/PocL9r1sB5

3/2/2020 2:00:04 PM bryceja68689884 AEB: more cardiac events with time change [lose an hour of sleep] and less cardiac events when we gain an hour.

3/2/2020 2:00:17 PM theghost6969 That’s it 😨

3/2/2020 2:00:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tomorrow CA can oust Pelosi and Schiff.



3/2/2020 2:00:50 PM w1717171717 Let’s see

3/2/2020 2:01:13 PM dcooyon If there are no shenanigans with the vote, I think it’s entirely possible.

3/2/2020 2:01:50 PM 1_decided_voter Seems like a steep hill to climb. Maybe if Q team has quietly unrigged the voting machines and prevented their election fraud we might stand a chance, 

but I'm not holding my breath.

3/2/2020 2:02:09 PM nadine02177105  pic.twitter.com/qxgxpxVKxD

3/2/2020 2:02:22 PM llollystevens That would be so great.

3/2/2020 2:02:23 PM bbobbio71 Oh how sweet that would be. 

3,6,9 People! Let's use the power!

3/2/2020 2:03:12 PM tucson_ron Let it be, Lord, let it be.

3/2/2020 2:03:24 PM bdizzthegreat  pic.twitter.com/AvUEV2L6Yl

3/2/2020 2:03:24 PM quietdrabble 🤞🏻

3/2/2020 2:03:36 PM scott_rick Watch CA-Q

3/2/2020 2:03:40 PM jimsmit30701501 Praying

3/2/2020 2:03:51 PM earth2nissy Well, considering the Burbank airport closed due to wind last night and everyone I know there said it wasn't windy, makes me think you're right. 😏

3/2/2020 2:03:57 PM lamieret I hope CA releases themselves from them both..🙏🏻

3/2/2020 2:03:57 PM ddangerous12 Will all the dead ppl b off the voter rolls by then?

3/2/2020 2:03:59 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/cisagov/status/1230213141574901764?s=21 … https://twitter.com/CISAgov/status/1230213141574901764 …

3/2/2020 2:04:36 PM jessjohnsonca Let’s hope we can pull ourselves together and do it!

3/2/2020 2:05:20 PM bryceja68689884 Im going to wish in one had and shit in the other. Let's see what happens.

3/2/2020 2:05:54 PM pooky_steve I'm 45. I used to go right to sleep and sleep all night and have 7 to 8 lucid dreams every night. Over the last 3 years I can't sleep anymore than 3 hours 

at a time and have 1 dream maybe once a month now

3/2/2020 2:06:08 PM dlmaybee ??

3/2/2020 2:06:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is Q?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1234059663202770946 … pic.twitter.com/8bRvCSsR3b

3/2/2020 2:06:57 PM contessa22 Make it Red California 🇺🇸

3/2/2020 2:07:01 PM tikka41 I wish they would, since their actions affect the entire country.

3/2/2020 2:07:06 PM guy_karen Awesome

3/2/2020 2:07:34 PM mwannahockalugi Would be sweet, but it won't happen.

3/2/2020 2:07:38 PM trumps_all I asked the question and #Twitter added me back to their ShadowBan list..........Went from 100's of likes to maybe 2 if I'm lucky......

Hell, don't even know if anyone is seeing THIS tweet.

3/2/2020 2:07:42 PM winduchi A Pleiadian

3/2/2020 2:07:47 PM siriusbshaman Best President ever!

3/2/2020 2:07:47 PM budderred A going away party for @SpeakerPelosi and @SenSchumer ...Thank you God.... pic.twitter.com/yuXZ5ax4f2

3/2/2020 2:07:59 PM keith369me Hard to envision happening...one can dream...and meditate on it.

3/2/2020 2:08:03 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/Inde2q2rYz

3/2/2020 2:08:23 PM 1_decided_voter Why is it so important to ask Who is Q? I don't think any anons really care who Q actually is, but are more interested in seeing POTUS confirm Q is in his 

inner circle. Here's what I've been pushing @marthamaccallum to ask @realDonaldTrump. pic.twitter.com/yChcPN3KFk

3/2/2020 2:08:29 PM budderred And Schiff...yahoo

3/2/2020 2:08:39 PM palmdalekid2 U Y

3/2/2020 2:08:40 PM guy_karen Let it be!  Hoping for the best result

3/2/2020 2:08:49 PM by369surrounded Foreshadowing?

3/2/2020 2:09:25 PM faye_mcgarry Freeze ALL Bill Gates assets @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot https://twitter.com/dgswilson/status/1161414694101368832 …

3/2/2020 2:09:34 PM thegreyspecter Ha... that’s gonna make some heads explode....#WhoIsQ

3/2/2020 2:09:44 PM luna_loves_q Maybe Barron 😊

3/2/2020 2:09:53 PM by369surrounded Interesting...

3/2/2020 2:10:11 PM palmdalekid2 It’s under more replies

3/2/2020 2:10:37 PM kindeandtrue Is Steve Bannon a Q?

3/2/2020 2:10:49 PM indepen37801490 You can only hope!!!

3/2/2020 2:11:47 PM 11charlie111 And then there’s this... https://twitter.com/politico/status/1234557934136446978?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/politico/status/1234557934136446978 …

3/2/2020 2:12:22 PM _369311119 17 in 6

3/2/2020 2:12:23 PM ethereal_shaman Fence sitters.

3/2/2020 2:12:37 PM 28concerned It must be super Tuesday there. I hope there going to put getting red of Governor Nuisance.make Ca Red

3/2/2020 2:12:42 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1234602445096882176 …

3/2/2020 2:13:12 PM magamircat1 That would be an act of GOD ALMIGHTY himself!!!

3/2/2020 2:13:36 PM entrepre_guru Wouldn’t that be glorious!!!!

3/2/2020 2:13:40 PM doq017 Q?

WHO IS Q? 

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/2/2020 2:16:22 PM gcanty3 I saw it . Will refollow

3/2/2020 2:16:57 PM americauncle Who are the challengers?

3/2/2020 2:17:48 PM candygirlclw 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/2/2020 2:19:44 PM kachinagtto Pineal gland?  Melatonin production?

3/2/2020 2:20:33 PM persons_ Exactly this...

3/2/2020 2:21:16 PM legalizedmi Hopefully the feds are waiting at their doors with warrants



3/2/2020 2:23:17 PM _vvoke_ Stop with the hopium.

3/2/2020 2:24:31 PM whsthestorm lol 17 pic.twitter.com/E8aYSGrVaR

3/2/2020 2:25:05 PM dbc714 Nope the people there are too damn dumb to do that.

3/2/2020 2:26:15 PM mongrelglory They have an inside source in the police department investigating this? 🙄

3/2/2020 2:26:24 PM corruptionshow How, by being primaried? I wouldn't hold your breath on that one.

3/2/2020 2:27:00 PM jenzaba73 Amen 3 votes in my home to kick em to the curb!!!

3/2/2020 2:27:23 PM pearlbeyondpri1 In NAME of JESUS! Shumbalalalalakoshikidalmunda!

3/2/2020 2:27:45 PM bignick19841 But will CA oust them?

3/2/2020 2:28:53 PM bernie69691664 down with deepstate CA🏴🔨MAGA 🇺🇸👍🏻

3/2/2020 2:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bigger than you may realize. https://twitter.com/TheJusticeDept/status/1234605217301356545 …

3/2/2020 2:30:54 PM lorihantman That’s huge!

3/2/2020 2:32:57 PM zagnett Whoa that is BIG!!! 💥🔥⚡

3/2/2020 2:35:16 PM icaniwill15  pic.twitter.com/7qCs3w1Rfq

3/2/2020 2:35:25 PM lori_dee1 I live in CA and nothing would make me happier than to see that happen!

3/2/2020 2:35:45 PM 28concerned Jail em

3/2/2020 2:36:03 PM myhalossliippin Let's hope they got their ish together...

3/2/2020 2:36:58 PM stanstephens13 Novartis

3/2/2020 2:36:58 PM junebug35355131 Need all prayer warriors on board

3/2/2020 2:36:59 PM peaceorpanic1 Went straight to my knees and started prayin to god this happens ,please Jesus !

3/2/2020 2:38:57 PM 1_decided_voter Republicans running against Nancy are @RealJohnDennis and @DeAnna4Congress. Running against Schiff are @BodellFor and @EricEarly_CA. For 

other parties go here:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2020_United_States_House_of_Representatives_elections …

3/2/2020 2:40:19 PM enkianunnaki11 It’ll Never happen

3/2/2020 2:40:37 PM dunknmanutts  pic.twitter.com/W5lFEHr2Hc

3/2/2020 2:41:40 PM rosscarwalker I’d be intrigued as to who is deciding what is true or false?

3/2/2020 2:42:01 PM rexwholes Ill take things that will never happen for 1000 Alex

3/2/2020 2:42:15 PM lonewolfbuilder Sandoz Inc. Agrees to Pay $195M Penalty

With deferred prosecution, Sandoz agrees to cooperate fully w/ Antitrust Division’s [ongoing] criminal investigation.

This is the 3rd pharma company to admit to criminal charges. The charged conspiracies took place between 2013 and 2015.

3/2/2020 2:43:06 PM karentriebel Mad Hatter

3/2/2020 2:43:29 PM coldnights4 He said 24 after!

9,13,17,24

IM Q x (+)

3/2/2020 2:43:41 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/VDYILOK2HZ

3/2/2020 2:45:24 PM lbf777 We already know about this stuff. We just don’t like that Rabbi Trump promised to fix this mess and lied or made excuses.

3/2/2020 2:45:27 PM robm151 Ice Agents needs to be there

3/2/2020 2:47:10 PM keith369me Just the fact that humans take pharmaceuticals to heal when superior healing methods are available but suppressed is crime against humanity.

3/2/2020 2:47:45 PM crt14361013 ✔

3/2/2020 2:48:15 PM sharong73376199 New Identities with the help of the Vatican. Makes me wonder what is in the Vatican vaults. Stolen art??

3/2/2020 2:48:31 PM twilly18 well well well

3/2/2020 2:48:45 PM wareer This is NOT good, because the generic giving us cheaper drugs! Go for BIG PHARMA NOT the GENERIC.

3/2/2020 2:49:33 PM rexwholes I have some thoughts but what i can say for sure without a doubt is myself and millions of others are Anon

And together we will usher in the GA

3/2/2020 2:49:56 PM sinceiwokeup Trying!

3/2/2020 2:49:58 PM crt14361013 👀⚖✔

3/2/2020 2:50:38 PM kar_patriot Is T3 Baron?

3/2/2020 2:50:45 PM unitedredwhite1 WHO

3/2/2020 2:51:24 PM cledrordfishing This would be me...

3/2/2020 2:53:13 PM rexwholes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Just started wTching stargate episodes from beginning could you post season and episode lizt of ones that shine a light on the hiden?

3/2/2020 2:55:24 PM robm151 I hope Revlimid is next

$14k a month for 21 chemo pills to stay alive.

Highway robbery!!!!

3/2/2020 2:56:37 PM di1952 🙏

3/2/2020 2:59:16 PM mongrelglory The Pharmaceutical, Financial, and Insurance industries control so much of our lives and are so hugely corrupt!  I hope this is only the beginning of 

cleaning up this deep, deep swamp!

3/2/2020 3:00:24 PM sonochick2 Lets do this ppl!!!!

3/2/2020 3:02:26 PM disgoblue24 I honestly don’t know how they could actually garner a single vote with what they’ve NOT done for their people

3/2/2020 3:03:11 PM smalltownindy Am I dreaming? Early Christmas? pic.twitter.com/DaG13tY0sz

3/2/2020 3:04:37 PM candytowers1 From your lips to The Creator's ears. I pray CA does vote them out👼🏼👼🏼👼🏼

3/2/2020 3:05:17 PM hobster65360 Get it done California.

3/2/2020 3:08:49 PM bethtim2012 Come on Cali!!!!

3/2/2020 3:10:52 PM cynthia39231414 Stop getting our hopes up!

3/2/2020 3:12:04 PM sigmaaquila What is being done with the campuses that promote socialism/communism to the younger generation?

3/2/2020 3:13:59 PM aprilbrown99  https://www.us.sandoz.com/news/media-releases/sandoz-inc-issues-voluntary-nationwide-recall-one-lot-losartan-potassium-and …

3/2/2020 3:14:39 PM irishan53296214 Fyi this video was staged. Fake. I fell for it also.

3/2/2020 3:14:45 PM patriotswegoall Will see what happens.

3/2/2020 3:16:30 PM aprilbrown99 Sandroz is part if Novartis!  YUGE!!!  And down they start to crumble...one by one!  🔥🔥🔥 https://www.novartis.com/news/novartis-corporate-fact-

sheet/sandoz …

3/2/2020 3:16:56 PM kevinjosborne  pic.twitter.com/3jz70UNTjU

3/2/2020 3:17:44 PM aprilbrown99 *Sandoz 🥴

3/2/2020 3:18:30 PM aprilbrown99 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/caBrXPPTgM

3/2/2020 3:19:29 PM zoolander39 Yeah, no chance of that happening in CA! And if you are truly Majestic creatures, you’d know that already in advance! pic.twitter.com/wvwklLfpfq

3/2/2020 3:20:04 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1234502901659140096 …

3/2/2020 3:20:36 PM comingundone46t 🙏🙏🙏🙏 they do!

3/2/2020 3:20:52 PM jennife53779251 👏👏👏👏👏👏

3/2/2020 3:21:37 PM spoiledlamb I’m planning on it !



3/2/2020 3:23:20 PM debrafierens That’s exactly what’s happening.

3/2/2020 3:24:47 PM valerie59723152 I hope so.  I will do my part.

3/2/2020 3:25:26 PM truth_again Yes!

3/2/2020 3:25:27 PM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/jpB5nPvbnn

3/2/2020 3:25:37 PM 1_decided_voter I hope you're right, I really do. pic.twitter.com/0JNg6eh9st

3/2/2020 3:25:38 PM leemagna @LadyKayeRising

3/2/2020 3:26:36 PM ethereal_shaman This past couple of months my sleeping scheduled has flipped.  I still get 8 hours, but it wouldn't be considered normal.

3/2/2020 3:26:46 PM americanpetal They unrigged the voting machines...that’s how Trump got elected.

3/2/2020 3:27:05 PM debrafierens Trust the Plan

3/2/2020 3:27:12 PM aprilbrown99 Am I able to vote twice...once tomorrow here in California and then again in November once I have moved to Arizona (relocating in May) ?  🤔🧐🤔

3/2/2020 3:27:55 PM mongrelglory Probably the real reason that some of those health-care workers in Wuhan were dropping dead. 😒

3/2/2020 3:28:05 PM 1_decided_voter He didn't win California, and that's where this win is needed. Hopefully we see a big difference this time around.

3/2/2020 3:28:49 PM valerie59723152 Well, I have seen it first hand. After Burning Man we had people coming onto private property to pitch a tent, sh$%, and rob fruit.  Also if you go 

anywhere in CA you see plenty of homeless camped on taxpayer paid bicycle parks.

3/2/2020 3:28:58 PM aprilbrown99 That is absolutely outrageous!  I am so sorry. 😡🤬😢

3/2/2020 3:30:25 PM chrisr0035  pic.twitter.com/VUNaasqM4V

3/2/2020 3:31:10 PM debrafierens Exactly!

3/2/2020 3:31:12 PM americanpetal  https://twitter.com/americanpetal/status/1234308771519836160?s=21 … https://twitter.com/americanpetal/status/1234308771519836160 …

3/2/2020 3:31:56 PM bdab28  pic.twitter.com/EBabBTQd4x

3/2/2020 3:35:26 PM thebottomlinein Thats only the primary...Pelosi and Schiff cant be ousted until November....Deanna Lorraine and Eric Early need to be promoted and voted in!

3/2/2020 3:35:36 PM 11charlie111 “Pharmakeia: the use of medicine, drugs or spells.” http://www.theopenscroll.com/pharmakeia.htm 

3/2/2020 3:36:31 PM lolageorgette  pic.twitter.com/dH7fQSSSUg

3/2/2020 3:36:49 PM sdane8 That's strange.

3/2/2020 3:36:59 PM fluckjereme Without voter fraud, they would be long gone already.

3/2/2020 3:37:10 PM menopnyg Today they are claiming Sonoma County is under public health warnings due to the Corona virus, schools are also closing, by tomorrow nobody will 

leave their home pic.twitter.com/7Css2M1Sz8

3/2/2020 3:38:05 PM menopnyg Because we are run by a mafia that’s how

3/2/2020 3:38:46 PM nwpatriot47 Please Please Please!🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/2/2020 3:40:15 PM jillbite Go to a therapist.  40s is a time of life when childhood and youth issues need to be dealt with.  Also, sleep clinic.

3/2/2020 3:41:42 PM seventeensecs I live in toluca lake and it was very windy last  night

3/2/2020 3:42:08 PM neverfo46920219 How so?

3/2/2020 3:44:42 PM jimmypatriot2 Me too.

3/2/2020 3:45:03 PM 4everapatriot That would be so fantastic.   I don’t have enough faith in CA to do it. They are too far gone.

3/2/2020 3:45:53 PM tomchiodo Separate elections.  Residency and registration will determine. Can’t vote from 2 states in Nov or in same election.  That will land you in jail.  Good guys 

are watching this close. CA primary tomorrow + AZ Nov 2020 should be fine.

3/2/2020 3:49:15 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you.

3/2/2020 3:50:47 PM gkoreckt  pic.twitter.com/zI20gYjD0B

3/2/2020 3:56:45 PM earth2nissy It was shut for a short time. I lived in Burbank for 45 years and it only ever closed for 9/11. Never due to wind. I would think that would delay not shut 

it down?

3/2/2020 3:58:00 PM girlawakeinca 🇺🇸🙏 https://twitter.com/girlawakeinca/status/1234601861669212160?s=21 …

3/2/2020 3:59:01 PM edwardsspurlin That's a start of a very long list, that needs to go

3/2/2020 4:00:01 PM j_jung57  https://twitter.com/bardsofwar/status/1234482731003924480?s=21 … Found this, thanks for the heads up. 

https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar/status/1234482731003924480 …

3/2/2020 4:02:36 PM _fishlips_ It’s always been an isreali psyop. Too close to the electionn though, no stopping it now. it will end this November, don’t worry. The game is over it’s 

done

3/2/2020 4:02:53 PM jamescjackson7 Better have conservative presence at the ballot verification and counting locations at each voting precinct and Supervisors of Elections offices

3/2/2020 4:03:36 PM _fishlips_ Let’s throw some fucking numbers together and see what they add up to, but subtract a couple and divide two. Works for me 👍👍

3/2/2020 4:03:48 PM mikeb38beacon_h President Trump should have put out ads for Reps in Cali or a shit load of tweets😉🇺🇸❤️

3/2/2020 4:03:55 PM sdane8 Here are a few clues. Theres some overlap ... pic.twitter.com/L3PWuvu0gJ

3/2/2020 4:04:32 PM sdane8 Let's forget about asking Acosta ... pic.twitter.com/47ychdwuyP

3/2/2020 4:04:48 PM proudredrn Is it ok to listen to these different frequencies? Didn’t MJ12 once say to be careful regarding this? If I’m wrong, I’m sorry. I’m glad you do well with it.

3/2/2020 4:05:20 PM sdane8 Does the Q question NEED to be asked in order to mi e forward with part of the Plan? pic.twitter.com/mhNRgEgud5

3/2/2020 4:08:29 PM mattcottrill3 Time is an illusion

3/2/2020 4:10:27 PM dinunziotd would be amazing, but highly unlikely

3/2/2020 4:10:34 PM coyotessun Lets hope and pray

3/2/2020 4:12:27 PM richardhiatt16 Sure hope so.. Time ( it’s only an illusion) to clean the House and throw out the TRASH ...

3/2/2020 4:15:12 PM houdini481 Hope CA voters r awake or voter riggin isn't in play.

3/2/2020 4:18:45 PM jedhicks4 Omg im making a meme 🙄

3/2/2020 4:19:27 PM angieco00740829 glad to have you onboard:) !!!

3/2/2020 4:20:03 PM qanonsunrise Teva??? They're the largest generic mnfctr. They're are also an Israeli company. You're right MJ12. This is huge news. On several different levels.

3/2/2020 4:22:34 PM hackenburg_ No voter ID = no seat flip to red

Sadly the corruption is wide spread

3/2/2020 4:28:44 PM mz_nubbie Didnt Deanna get deplatformed?

3/2/2020 4:29:45 PM rtr862 @marthamaccallum @FoxNews #TownHall #Trump2020

3/2/2020 4:31:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 #TrumpRallyCharlotte 

Use your phone.

Shout "Who is Q?"

Force the Q. pic.twitter.com/dHUoFoPOKp

3/2/2020 4:31:37 PM cathyholton4 YouTube has videos explaining

3/2/2020 4:31:50 PM ecranchero Don't act like the people we fight. Follow rules please.

3/2/2020 4:31:52 PM tylerharner1 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/2/2020 4:33:37 PM cosmic_engineer 01010001

3/2/2020 4:33:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track ALL Resignations.

Something BIG is about to drop. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1234637078140477442 …

3/2/2020 4:34:23 PM cynthiakoeter  pic.twitter.com/95B98sH1hb

3/2/2020 4:34:31 PM illuminatilies1 Corey Feldman's film by any chance?

3/2/2020 4:34:42 PM dnlhaller @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I once knew of a Maj leading The Dream Team.  This would be interesting if it’s one in the same (?).



3/2/2020 4:35:22 PM j_s_h_p Popcorn ready

3/2/2020 4:35:25 PM fluck_gloria Oh, if only!

3/2/2020 4:35:26 PM rtr862 #TrumpRallyCharlotte #WhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/H6vPA7amhm

3/2/2020 4:35:53 PM consortiapartn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

369 ?

 https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/scientists-accidentally-discover-a-new-state-of-matter-pure-energy-pure-electronic/ …

3/2/2020 4:36:05 PM das_infamous  https://www.resignation.info/ 

3/2/2020 4:36:19 PM westmount_d7 Pharmaceutical cartel/insurance cartel/medical cartel... along with food producers like Monsanto. One big discusting devilish scam that has been killing 

us. Oh, they will pay! We fight! 🇨🇦

3/2/2020 4:36:54 PM cityranch All I get. pic.twitter.com/kaRnqfvlgY

3/2/2020 4:36:59 PM aprilbrown99 It is my first time ever to vote that is why I asked. 🥴

3/2/2020 4:37:37 PM by369surrounded Great link Johnny, thanks!

3/2/2020 4:37:39 PM jessicagools Perhaps part of the plan on SuperTuesday to get their “exit” ticket from The Show and California gets a Republican for the win?!

3/2/2020 4:37:50 PM aron_on171  pic.twitter.com/jY509PaHB1

3/2/2020 4:37:56 PM cj_liebs  pic.twitter.com/cSP5gFMqkk

3/2/2020 4:37:59 PM pby1000 Good riddance!

3/2/2020 4:38:06 PM writermaven A national group of unsung heroes! 

@WriterMaven

3/2/2020 4:39:16 PM suekonkel What if it hurts the operation?

3/2/2020 4:39:48 PM psmith19701 Chris Mathews?

3/2/2020 4:39:51 PM red_rand #WhoIsQ

🙏🇺🇸😎👍

3/2/2020 4:40:47 PM 183_jo 🤞🤞🤞🤞🤞

3/2/2020 4:41:18 PM davidmsika  pic.twitter.com/1rrFRwVLoz

3/2/2020 4:42:22 PM marylop15143746  pic.twitter.com/sJQY1pc2jj

3/2/2020 4:42:28 PM texn9ne I 👀 it https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1233507570175893510?s=21 …

3/2/2020 4:42:28 PM geekydaddy64  pic.twitter.com/PvnPNV5hOT

3/2/2020 4:42:28 PM tideasperger It looks like many media ceos may get removed.

I can smell in the air of buenos aires that something serious is coming up.

3/2/2020 4:42:35 PM americanpetal Maybe something big will drop tonight so Martha Maccslum will ask the Question?

3/2/2020 4:42:50 PM emilyoakley6 Bigger than C M

Thrill up my leg???

3/2/2020 4:42:54 PM basil26 If the electorate can get through voter fraud...

3/2/2020 4:43:19 PM keith369me Dang...that is a big one.  Anderson Cooper next?

3/2/2020 4:44:00 PM geekydaddy64 I love that kid!!!

3/2/2020 4:44:16 PM coldnights4 Is that the guy Biden called “Chuck”?

3/2/2020 4:44:18 PM westmount_d7 The earth’s vibration is rising. The Schumann Resonance has been peaking high. You may simply be sensitive to the energy changes. Rest, eat clean, 

drink enough water and laugh as much as you can😂🙌

3/2/2020 4:44:21 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/jjMqW89YFC

3/2/2020 4:44:54 PM gcanty3 He scares me thinking about him grown up!

3/2/2020 4:45:06 PM americanpetal Perhaps, part of the Plan?

3/2/2020 4:45:27 PM sonyalynn13 Pedo ring?

3/2/2020 4:45:32 PM cityranch We have a winner.  They unrigged some of them for 2016.  But 2020.  That’s unrigged.  Except MN. That’s an homage to Reagan. 

pic.twitter.com/nfY4rEofX9

3/2/2020 4:45:34 PM keith369me He was an Obama brown noser that lacked depth perception.

3/2/2020 4:45:57 PM fansblowing3 What?? 😮

3/2/2020 4:46:21 PM daumock Fingers crossed pic.twitter.com/mXQEBBbJ07

3/2/2020 4:46:38 PM trumppallooza Coinsides with 45meeting withcolum is president today!!!

3/2/2020 4:46:52 PM crisco2377 USA TODAY is a REAL POS!!

3/2/2020 4:48:35 PM scott_rick MJ 12 from your #AMJA the other day... is the FED getting “re-structured” this month (linear time)

3/2/2020 4:49:58 PM fansblowing3 Big pharma in the cross hairs! pic.twitter.com/RW27blaznc

3/2/2020 4:50:20 PM iamyou132 so sudden. must be scared

3/2/2020 4:50:30 PM jackarm65081193 another 1 bits the dust 💪💀🍿

3/2/2020 4:50:36 PM s_l_knotts 😳

3/2/2020 4:52:39 PM 11charlie111 It’s Time...⚖️ 😝 pic.twitter.com/5AQ7civFCl

3/2/2020 4:52:50 PM gingertweet2 Chris Matthews was a jurk face, everyone should be happy we don't have to look at his mug any longer.

3/2/2020 4:53:25 PM gi6stars #stopsextrafficing #SaveTheChildren #DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening

3/2/2020 4:53:28 PM mrcryptojones BQQM Chris!

You will NOT be missed!!

3/2/2020 4:54:05 PM americanpetal Q means Quelle in German for Pen, I think. And remember, we are to follow the Pen.

3/2/2020 4:55:09 PM americanpetal lol

3/2/2020 4:55:18 PM i_like_skis I want to see Bezos step down.

3/2/2020 4:55:38 PM fedupnation 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

3/2/2020 4:57:10 PM i_like_skis No, that was the jackass Chris Wallace.

3/2/2020 4:57:15 PM 28concerned Lemon would be a good one to go. Nothing can stop what's coming.

3/2/2020 4:57:46 PM agoodyear2015 Trudeau's handler, Gerald Butts, just announced today he is leaving for another job.

3/2/2020 5:00:06 PM 313jodie That would be amazing!!!😍😍😍

3/2/2020 5:00:29 PM 313jodie Me too!!! I retweet all the time😍😍😍

3/2/2020 5:00:47 PM mcpatriot64 The Rational

3/2/2020 5:03:33 PM seventeensecs Id love nothing more than a nefarious reason why it closed but i have honestly never heard of it closing before and its been way windier than last night !

3/2/2020 5:04:05 PM 21oplato He hinted it was something he said to a woman.

3/2/2020 5:04:14 PM joshuajamesdavi #GuiltyALL

3/2/2020 5:04:31 PM crt14361013 👀👂👍

3/2/2020 5:05:41 PM pleiadianshaman Q said “we may have to force this one”

3/2/2020 5:06:28 PM joshuajamesdavi #Siri_usQuestionWhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/Aa4JNDzxWP

3/2/2020 5:07:58 PM tylerwhannelsrq From apology to dismissal

3/2/2020 5:09:16 PM yjock222 Maybe he's just crap, keeps making mistakes.

I'm sure they will make some big deal out of some old useless guys retirement

3/2/2020 5:09:38 PM besoulsol He too is an IntelligenceAgencyweaponizedAsset...him being gone is nothing short of awesome.

But slinking back into society=BS.

3/2/2020 5:09:49 PM jdm46808323 Juan’ to play a game? Another CEO is deceased. Jack Walsh of GE. How many resigned? How many deceased? Today, James Lipton of The Actors Studio 

(he knew every dirty actor secret) - and more.Waiting for IDES of March to hear RBG is deceased yet again.



3/2/2020 5:11:06 PM kelly59519553 😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/SZZEZ3ihhW

3/2/2020 5:11:41 PM qanoncomau Siri has no idea 🙄 pic.twitter.com/4p0jLeBNnH

3/2/2020 5:13:00 PM boondognews Ooooooooooooooo👀 or Coronavirus catches them

3/2/2020 5:13:33 PM keith369me When Googling “Who is Q” I get a Washington Times advertisement in the top slot.

3/2/2020 5:13:45 PM aj19844 HT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/mCUoMuKqZB

3/2/2020 5:14:04 PM chrisobxnc That was a quickie, go against their agenda & slam bam ty Chris... you've become yesterday news...

3/2/2020 5:14:52 PM rattabamma See, that would be a fun news story.

3/2/2020 5:15:38 PM cledrordfishing How do you do that?

3/2/2020 5:16:06 PM janellecantre12 And it’s only Monday!🙌🏻

3/2/2020 5:19:29 PM rattabamma Does Cali still love dogs more than people?

I’d have two pit bulls the next day..

3/2/2020 5:20:48 PM bjandjodihudak Yeeessss. Please! Been begging for people to do this at rallies for far too long. Please get to it. #Qanon #MAGA #GreatAwakening

3/2/2020 5:21:00 PM rattabamma Register

3/2/2020 5:21:01 PM brick_airhedred Anderson Cooper was scheduled to speak at Vanderbilt University on 3/15; however, it’s been postponed to later part of month. 👀

3/2/2020 5:21:13 PM sterkinglights1 Chris Matthews should have gone out with a #BOOM and asked 

Who is #QAnon 

What is #QAnon

or

@realDonaldTrump are you aware of the #QAnon movement. 

Probably to much shame in the closet.

3/2/2020 5:21:14 PM mysticgramie What if the timing isn’t right??

“trust the plan!”

3/2/2020 5:21:28 PM djlok I dunno about "Far Right".

3/2/2020 5:21:57 PM rich92194390 Why wait until tomorrow??

3/2/2020 5:24:30 PM aleks8837 You don't use  https://getadblock.com/ ? 😮 😉

3/2/2020 5:25:30 PM riversm18 I can't stand Juan Williams, please send him to another galaxy.

3/2/2020 5:27:33 PM aprilbrown99 ✅

3/2/2020 5:28:07 PM americanowfirst I wonder if he's "retiring" because of his comment that voting for Trump is better for the country than voting for Bernie.

3/2/2020 5:29:00 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/D9fs3kXq55

3/2/2020 5:29:22 PM sto_always Today 3/2/2020 I #WalkAway 

With 2 followers this will probably won’t go anywhere but I have been wanting to say it for the past 6 months!

Thank you!! @Qanon76 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @LisaMei62 @Keith369me @SeanCordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @AwakenedOutlaw

3/2/2020 5:30:49 PM 369helen313 We Are Watching a Movie  🎥 👀🍿

#Q

3/2/2020 5:33:24 PM carriesunshine2 Rigged

3/2/2020 5:34:03 PM n2zyk True. But will the illegal votes be nullified to do it?

3/2/2020 5:34:07 PM ewolsj Swamp seems more and more like a bottomless pit everyday!

3/2/2020 5:34:08 PM cyberanonrevolu WOW I'm stitching the story, Fr and Eng version. time to collect and stitch all the pictures. too hard guys... Q JFK...

3/2/2020 5:35:23 PM quinnpain Buh bye.  One more Mockingbird sings its last song.

3/2/2020 5:38:45 PM dhd68 General Michael T Flynn?  Admiral Michael Rogers?

3/2/2020 5:40:45 PM icqpeople1 Welcome to The Deplorables!!

We’re really great peeps!

3/2/2020 5:41:47 PM dianesaumure Tesla car

3/2/2020 5:42:41 PM covertress 🤣 https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1234632178593673216?s=20 …

3/2/2020 5:42:50 PM keith369me I’m not sure how I ended up in this list, but I appreciate the shout out.  We are all learning so much so fast.  I’m glad you’re along for ride.

3/2/2020 5:43:00 PM glorydawn3 Welcome poli! :)

3/2/2020 5:43:16 PM kevin_kevin_yes Congrats & welcome aboard!

Followed ✅

3/2/2020 5:44:11 PM alocicero66 Welcome to the Great Awakening.  You are NOT screaming into the wind. We are the wind. We are the STORM.  We the People are the Change we 

seek.  Justice will be had!! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/oPjQlSxhGf

3/2/2020 5:44:25 PM swtsthrncomfort Welcome! Followed!

3/2/2020 5:44:54 PM texn9ne Nobody playing the game gets a free pass #FearTheStorm pic.twitter.com/hi0y5UlRaE

3/2/2020 5:45:00 PM pooky_steve always

3/2/2020 5:45:14 PM fashionabanon #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/2/2020 5:45:27 PM hwilson1004 Welcome! pic.twitter.com/DqXJ5YR1sH

3/2/2020 5:45:33 PM bjandjodihudak You cannot possibly think it is appropriate to sit back waiting around! Sheesh! It is up to We the People to push. If it is not right timing, they will not 

answer. Simple!

3/2/2020 5:45:47 PM sensingenergy 💖

3/2/2020 5:46:06 PM seekerseon WELCOME!!!!! LOVE YOU!

3/2/2020 5:46:11 PM bettyloo15 👍 pic.twitter.com/oEQw36rmi8

3/2/2020 5:46:24 PM peilmymailcom1 Following you, Patriot.   IFB pic.twitter.com/8AayeuRFAA

3/2/2020 5:46:29 PM barb1314 Welcome home, my friend!!!!!

3/2/2020 5:46:34 PM sheann41103502  pic.twitter.com/z1ssQNfi4g

3/2/2020 5:47:16 PM creedmoorhere 🙏

3/2/2020 5:47:43 PM freedomring10 Welcome!!! Nice to meet you!

3/2/2020 5:48:33 PM yoshiyahu4 I've been doing this for a long time and this is my second account my first one got banned and I can't get followers for the life of me this time. I wonder 

if my phone's ip is banned now.

3/2/2020 5:49:15 PM bsavell Gotcha

3/2/2020 5:49:27 PM akaelga Welcome!!

3/2/2020 5:49:57 PM annabellee_lee ❤️🇺🇲❤️ pic.twitter.com/sEGhLFhbBz

3/2/2020 5:50:35 PM hwilson1004  http://Qmap.pub 

Start at post #1. Some will be interesting, some will be highly disturbing, and some will be highly confusing. It's painting a bigger picture that none of us 

can fully comprehend yet.

3/2/2020 5:50:37 PM bjandjodihudak "Trust the Plan" is NOT an excuse to do nothing... nobody should be complacent and apathetic. Everyone needs to do their part... and now is long 

overdue.

3/2/2020 5:50:58 PM chrisma82614738 Welcome!

3/2/2020 5:51:16 PM peekaboo1966 I don't want to see games or a movie.. I want truth and nothing but

3/2/2020 5:51:33 PM scottberryatty Congrats.

3/2/2020 5:51:44 PM brim_julie  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM56-Cz8Mp8 …



3/2/2020 5:51:54 PM lhemom ❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/2/2020 5:52:02 PM gaflcountrygirl Welcome, my brother! Congrats!

3/2/2020 5:52:25 PM territhomas0274 Welcome to the most amazing Patriot family world wide.......God Bless pic.twitter.com/aaetyqpI4y

3/2/2020 5:52:39 PM doq017 Who predicted this? That’s my Q! 

Q?

WHO IS Q? 

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@LindaMayCoates

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/2/2020 5:52:58 PM bravo2xray We're here for all "Patriots"

#WWG1WGA 4-10-20 #QAnon

#QArmy #MAGA #KAG2020

#TheGreatAwakening 🐸

#Trump2020 ⚔🇺🇲⚔

#GitmoIsStaffedAndReady ⚖️

3/2/2020 5:53:08 PM ladypat33699158 Welcome!!

3/2/2020 5:53:09 PM mora52839971 Followed you.

3/2/2020 5:53:19 PM nicolebulick  pic.twitter.com/T01ypwNn8V

3/2/2020 5:53:26 PM sto_always Thanks been doing it for the past year ❤️

3/2/2020 5:53:47 PM wakeywakey2q2q Thanks for the reply. When i click on the link on Qmap it goes to this page.  Where do i find the original Q post? pic.twitter.com/EOH6uATycH

3/2/2020 5:54:12 PM kathleenmckeon6 Nope, President Trump has to be a part of the Q Team, no way around it.  

Not saying President Trump is Q or not Q in my point.

3/2/2020 5:54:12 PM charlievensel Just followed you. All great folks you named. Have been very insightful for me too.

3/2/2020 5:54:25 PM bravo2xray "Trust The Plan" & 

Stay The Course ⚔🇺🇲⚔

3/2/2020 5:55:12 PM maryenipper3 welcome!

3/2/2020 5:55:13 PM johnrambo2777 It’s really hard to believe they’d be for any of them.

3/2/2020 5:55:37 PM costcounted Best steps you’ve ever taken! Welcome to the movement. #thegreatawakening #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/2/2020 5:55:42 PM sonderwander2 Welcome Patriot!! pic.twitter.com/fzffO0gP99

3/2/2020 5:56:14 PM mikebravodude Welcome aboard. pic.twitter.com/xXPJGeGZKJ

3/2/2020 5:56:20 PM jmdixon6 Welcome to the family!

3/2/2020 5:56:34 PM bravo2xray  pic.twitter.com/zFuLl1bWxx

3/2/2020 5:56:44 PM msuhajda They won't all be related....

3/2/2020 5:56:46 PM keith369me You have 200+ followers in the past 25 minutes...looks like you “walked to” something really good.

3/2/2020 5:57:05 PM hopeworry Listen to @prayingmedic YouTube decodes.   Will help you to understand.  Start with the older ones.  He does a great job of explaining.

3/2/2020 5:57:46 PM loslobo57229507 Welcome patriot

3/2/2020 5:57:47 PM livefree4all Welcome to the light🇺🇸

3/2/2020 5:58:07 PM jackieh44783779 Nope dont trust you yet. Fix your profile.

3/2/2020 5:58:47 PM jwempren Welcome, Last one in, turn out the lights.

3/2/2020 5:59:03 PM dog2purple Hi.. welcome to the MAGA movement!

3/2/2020 5:59:05 PM devoteddeplorab Welcome fellow Patriot!😁 pic.twitter.com/9GoAcyNv1l

3/2/2020 5:59:15 PM phreatomagnetic "can"

3/2/2020 5:59:29 PM devoteddeplorab Followed ya😁

3/2/2020 5:59:48 PM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/hjZvcFpl1h

3/2/2020 6:00:00 PM thedaytonian937 Folllowed !

@Inevitable_ET Sent Me 💥👊💥

3/2/2020 6:00:29 PM pitcher1776 Welcome

3/2/2020 6:00:31 PM dyhall1964 Your bio says your trying to understand.. may I recommend tuning into Patriots Soap Box on YouTube .. it’s 24/7 ran by volunteers. They take callers as 

well and have a live chat. It helps keep me in the loop .. especially with Q and Trump tweets ❤️

3/2/2020 6:00:43 PM konvergerer 153 k sealed indictments so far = i suppose around 400k + deepstate criminals . You don't have to be a chemist to realize the isolates they cut their 

drugs with is poison, to hell with their stupid logic. i don't care. these drug dealers are cutting their drugs, OBSERVE labels

3/2/2020 6:00:50 PM franzodilia Welcome 🇺🇸❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/2/2020 6:00:56 PM myrie80391569 Wwg1wga 👍🏿👍🏿 pic.twitter.com/Bx0pP8Do4W

3/2/2020 6:00:57 PM cyberanonrevolu Supercomputer pic.twitter.com/jPMokTaky3

3/2/2020 6:01:47 PM bellabrwneze Welcome and followed!

3/2/2020 6:01:54 PM jt_light We're getting your #s up Patriot.

3/2/2020 6:02:33 PM halomoma Welcome back to sanity!

3/2/2020 6:02:49 PM jemmathinks Welcome home ❤️🇺🇸🐸

3/2/2020 6:02:52 PM jackiesierfaith MSM enemy of the people.

3/2/2020 6:04:32 PM trax1833 They won't

3/2/2020 6:04:49 PM cathyholton4 You are a interdimensional soul living in a biological being is-be

3/2/2020 6:05:03 PM texn9ne 6.65% 17  https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/02/facebook-google-microsoft-and-adobe-pull-out-of-conferences-as-coronavirus-spreads.html … 

pic.twitter.com/5rSvlHE4qk

3/2/2020 6:05:57 PM samsmith0319 Hopefully enough have woken up...🐑🐑🐑🐑

3/2/2020 6:07:48 PM qswish9293 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸PATRIOT!

3/2/2020 6:08:04 PM covertress #RigForRed pic.twitter.com/hPDzTSGJ65

3/2/2020 6:08:25 PM daniholli Welcome❤️❤️



3/2/2020 6:08:43 PM daviesgabrial  https://www.mytruthdoc.com 

3/2/2020 6:09:29 PM livefree4all Do they think resigning somehow protects them? I don't get that part.

3/2/2020 6:09:41 PM maga10x100 Welcome🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/2/2020 6:09:43 PM jaydixson Welcome aboard #WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 6:09:48 PM somerandumbdude Welcome to the right side of light v dark 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/2/2020 6:11:09 PM cajungame Welcome to the #GreatAwakening!

3/2/2020 6:12:52 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

3/2/2020 6:12:59 PM valw202 Way to go, so proud of you to #WalkAway, Welcome, you won’t regret the switch

3/2/2020 6:13:22 PM tnoreen55 Are we sure these troops are headed there for that reason? https://www.intellihub.com/convoy-of-u-s-soldiers-spotted-heading-through-grants-pass-

into-northern-california-in-response-to-coronavirus-outbreak/ …

3/2/2020 6:14:53 PM mkwilk17 Fixed it pic.twitter.com/rZ9vIDCfyl

3/2/2020 6:16:21 PM glamaq #QArmy #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #AntiBenghazi

@POTUSPress

#Trump2020Landslide #savethechildren #Pizzagate #Standardhotel #ChosenOne #KAG2020Landslide #FakeNews #God_Is_One 

pic.twitter.com/Y4PprhlQak

3/2/2020 6:17:05 PM cny_micaa this anon has an amazing site. Tracks them all, as well as many other pertinent things. Give them a follow?

 https://www.resignation.info/ 

@ResignationAnon

3/2/2020 6:17:35 PM vwatcherwatcher Protects the company.

3/2/2020 6:17:39 PM tamerakjones JACK

3/2/2020 6:17:44 PM ripewithdecay Welcome!!! Just remember you dont have to walk away from what you believe being a Democratic. You can always be a Democrat. All that matters is 

you make the best, most informed decisions possible for the good of you, your loved ones & the rest of the country & world. All the best

3/2/2020 6:18:04 PM gashouse11 Welcome fren! pic.twitter.com/phCH7nTaZV

3/2/2020 6:18:08 PM bbobbio71 It's all about the freaking Benjamins with these aholes!

3/2/2020 6:18:10 PM ripewithdecay A democrat is*

3/2/2020 6:18:41 PM celesteka Welcome, dear Patriot 🇺🇸🎉🇺🇸 So thrilled you’ve joined #TheGreatAwakening 💕 #Trump2020LandslideVictory #WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 6:19:22 PM bevywolfusa Hiiii!!!! pic.twitter.com/WgkqZ9PuPr

3/2/2020 6:19:30 PM livefree4all Falling on the sword?

3/2/2020 6:19:44 PM trucker778 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/wqza43hPSs

3/2/2020 6:21:59 PM mr_fedorable Welcome aboard

3/2/2020 6:22:38 PM turningredish I wish.

3/2/2020 6:22:56 PM pragmatic_texan Welcome to sanity and the right side of history! Congratulations. You'll find about 2% crazies and 98% sanity on this side.... The exact opposite of the 

side you just left. 😂

3/2/2020 6:23:26 PM nowisee77 Welcome!!

No labels here except love of Country and wanting what's best for its people.

Freedom of thought and expression accepted and encouraged.

At the end of the day......WWG1WGA.

3/2/2020 6:23:46 PM rghardy3 Drop the MOAB !

3/2/2020 6:24:03 PM turningredish They haven’t even campaigned. That’s how corrupt California is.

3/2/2020 6:24:14 PM lb8825 Welcome 🇺🇲

3/2/2020 6:26:40 PM tc4582 Welcome 🇺🇸🇺🇸🙌🏻🙌🏻❤️🤗

3/2/2020 6:27:18 PM peachmint17 Sounds like he is quitting to me, retirement is planned, this wasn't.

3/2/2020 6:27:28 PM cny_micaa doubtful, as voter ID is still not a thing. I would LOVE to be wrong.

3/2/2020 6:28:47 PM ah12163 Upchuck Todd please!🤢🤮

3/2/2020 6:29:55 PM awakenedoutlaw 420 new followers in the past hour should tell you something.

3/2/2020 6:30:10 PM antiantisemites "The longtime MSNBC host then referenced renewed claims of sexual harassment against him by a journalist who previously appeared on his show"

#TheStormIsHere

3/2/2020 6:30:49 PM denise39305918 Vote RED🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/2/2020 6:31:19 PM frankyanker Probably safe to just stick to the wishing part... wouldn't want make a mess😉

3/2/2020 6:31:21 PM mikejonesisback Congrats! Wish you the best patriot!

#WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 6:32:59 PM nurse_sherri Welcome fellow Patriot! I officially walked away in 2017. Welcome to the club... finally some rational people to discuss the national crises we are facing!

3/2/2020 6:34:23 PM fedraujohn Welcome ❤️ pic.twitter.com/8pW2suFktG

3/2/2020 6:34:48 PM teardropamethy1 I #DemExit in 2016.  I am still registered as a D, but #QAnon and #Wikileaks helped to wake me up.  Welcome, friend!

3/2/2020 6:36:37 PM johnnyt_anon I like style. We are at war.

3/2/2020 6:36:52 PM elijahverum Glad to connect with you.

We are all together.

3/2/2020 6:37:15 PM shotgunanniebar As far as followers go have been “laying in the weeds” for over two years now! It’s actually kinda cool because you get to put thoughts out there that 

are just in your head! #Q is pretty amazing and the decoders are fantastic!

3/2/2020 6:37:44 PM nhanon603 Welcome aboard

3/2/2020 6:38:03 PM rghardy3 I don't have a Smart Phone.

But I will shout it out anyway !

3/2/2020 6:38:23 PM unidentifiedta1 Watch the laser pointers kitties...

Only ‘Track’

‘Participation’ is banned

3/2/2020 6:40:38 PM alnacho1 #AsktheQ

3/2/2020 6:40:56 PM smrraz Let your voice shine. Do not fear. The thing with Truth is it destroys lies. If you are even able to show 1 person it helps. The world is waking up. I firmly 

believe that this is not political plant the seeds and let it grow into a mighty oak.

3/2/2020 6:41:06 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/8UR6FGKeWJ

3/2/2020 6:41:19 PM mothergoos3 No thanks. I like it the way it is. The turmoil stirring beneath the water.

3/2/2020 6:41:33 PM eishiafae Im sorry your party left you, but im glad you are here. 💗💪🇺🇸 welcome home #wwg1wgaWORLDWIDE

3/2/2020 6:42:03 PM rghardy3 Drop the TRUMP CARD !

3/2/2020 6:42:17 PM anonenigm  https://www.resignation.info 

@ResignationAnon @studio_irl

3/2/2020 6:42:24 PM rose26572157 Welcome 😘✌️ #WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 6:43:26 PM merkaba369 Judicial watch has been on this since 2017.  Over 1.5 million names have been removed from voter rolls.



3/2/2020 6:44:55 PM uppercaseyell I left the party too. Everyone's been very welcoming here. Congrats!

3/2/2020 6:46:34 PM april99341937 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ???? (THE ALMIGHTY GOD) SUCH A GREAT TIME TO BE ALIVE! MY HEART FILLS WITH LOVE AND PEACE!

3/2/2020 6:46:45 PM keith369me #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ 

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ

3/2/2020 6:46:49 PM anonpatriotccj Thank you

3/2/2020 6:46:55 PM patriotlana We can pray.

3/2/2020 6:47:22 PM highhopesusa Oooh I’m hearing that song ”Anticipation” playing in my head now...

3/2/2020 6:47:34 PM ia_manon You are one of many I have been praying for, welcome to the light!

3/2/2020 6:47:52 PM ddangerous12 I know, JW is doing great work! Hopefully the impact is noticeable.

3/2/2020 6:48:22 PM reneeblair56 God Bless You ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 #MAGA

3/2/2020 6:51:26 PM ofommission 3 tweets before this.

2'fer!

PAIN! pic.twitter.com/PZrXkUwUFb

3/2/2020 6:52:56 PM texas_pappy I watch the trail of human/sexual trafficking. Not enough tweet space to begin on how it’s hidden by the machine in this country.

3/2/2020 6:55:15 PM catrinka6princ1 Do it!!!  You will be so much happier.

3/2/2020 6:55:40 PM mrratbrain I was just messaging a fellow anon about this exact thing.

3/2/2020 6:55:50 PM rainehollister Welcome Patriot - we've been waiting! #WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 6:56:18 PM anitaloudermill Hello and Welcome.🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/2/2020 6:56:39 PM mkskyshine those of us who "knew"  " Q " knew....    M

3/2/2020 6:56:49 PM bchparitynow  pic.twitter.com/CSIQBj88Bk

3/2/2020 6:57:11 PM jimhayzlett /\ Truth, Except the sorting out part.  Imho, MJ has the ability to do much more for World Peace, yet now they choose to be passive.

3/2/2020 6:57:54 PM susannelw89 Welcome Patriot. You have a home here.

3/2/2020 6:58:01 PM czarchasme  pic.twitter.com/OxckR5bmPq

3/2/2020 6:58:59 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/EiiO02PVZ6

3/2/2020 6:59:30 PM msuhajda Lol

3/2/2020 6:59:43 PM me99121945 Starting to see a lot of panic in top media personalities with big names stepping down, combined with @Jack being put on notice by #Paulsinger, me 

thinks good guys are taking over media + social media for big event(s)!

3/2/2020 7:04:14 PM gjslobe Welcome, all Patriots invited. America, loves the patriots who believe in our true Constitution, freedoms, liberties, and rights. We fight, to keep that for 

generations to come, while many democrats have turned to Communists, and want to sell us to Globalism. 

#WWG1WGA #KAG

3/2/2020 7:04:23 PM quantphysicist be #tt #ur

3/2/2020 7:04:24 PM workdrone818 Don't believe it do your own fucking research

3/2/2020 7:04:28 PM lobeeson Red wave in action

3/2/2020 7:04:46 PM stellarstellaq This shit has been so corrupt for so long. If someone can put all of it together in layman’s terms for the general population to digest these people will 

WISH they’d get arrested. They’ve robbed us blind and killed our friends n family along the way all the while living lavishly!

3/2/2020 7:04:54 PM jill_vest Welcome to #FREEDOM!!

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT

FREEDOM OF RELIGION

BREAK THE CHAINS!

#UNITEDNOTDIVIDED

LIFE, LIBERTY & the PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 

#FORGODANDCOUNTRY ♥🇺🇸♥ pic.twitter.com/H93xSHTQdi
3/2/2020 7:08:07 PM angelrains Welcome to the Maga Family

3/2/2020 7:08:17 PM from_thestars Welcome!! 😊

3/2/2020 7:08:23 PM charlesgdavis1 YES I am!

3/2/2020 7:08:25 PM warpsurfer Go DeAnna Lorraine!!!!!

3/2/2020 7:09:00 PM royomanmn Welcome, Patriot! I too was a #Walkaway and it is great to have trust in a party once again. Sadly, I feel like the Democrat party left me, I didn't leave 

them #TheBestIsYetToCome #KAG2020 #Trump2020 #MAGA

3/2/2020 7:09:16 PM quantphysicist  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6vipkc 

3/2/2020 7:10:18 PM depmelinda Welcome aboard!!!

3/2/2020 7:10:57 PM quantphysicist Big Fish in a Small Town Season 7 Episode 11

When Howard goes fishing with Andy, Opie, Goober, and Floyd, he catches the legendary rare carp "Old Sam". After he decides to put the legendary 

fish in a Raleigh museum, Howard learns a lesson from Opie

3/2/2020 7:11:08 PM turtlehermitz9k Welcome! You are welcome here!

3/2/2020 7:11:45 PM lindyeyesblue Hey I hear ya fellow sojourn 😇 No worries...the world is listening now😇🥰😇

3/2/2020 7:13:02 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/MiUhkRFDUa

3/2/2020 7:14:05 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/ZPfIv5RH9G

3/2/2020 7:14:45 PM charlesgdavis1 Easy, when MSM make fake news on Twitter feed GIVE them the question. Who is Q? Also add @ so and so news. 😂😂😂😂😂 

pic.twitter.com/H5UFrsu2l3

3/2/2020 7:15:57 PM slumbermachine It’s not about the satanic hegelian dialect of right vs. left. It’s about good and evil.

3/2/2020 7:16:15 PM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/Hi4CTu3aDd

3/2/2020 7:16:39 PM luluspeers1  pic.twitter.com/A8mMlFi9Y6

3/2/2020 7:16:59 PM debrasmith48 Congratulations and Welcome

3/2/2020 7:19:01 PM lonewolfbuilder Welcome aboard Patriot. 🇺🇸👍

3/2/2020 7:19:46 PM msmischief3 Welcome 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸💯 pic.twitter.com/AegjR81DRt

3/2/2020 7:21:44 PM bryceja68689884 Lol! Probably right.

3/2/2020 7:21:58 PM celestialmama There we go ♥️ I'll follow you follow me we will all go 🌄

3/2/2020 7:22:33 PM titansass Is Nancy and The Zetas of Zeta Talk truly here to Mankind and humanity? They are mentioning vaccines and I have caught them in several statements 

they have gone back and corrected.

3/2/2020 7:23:36 PM quantphysicist righteousness by faith understands righteousness by reason

3/2/2020 7:23:40 PM s_l_knotts  pic.twitter.com/3QeupNLWMM

3/2/2020 7:24:16 PM charlesgdavis1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1231382459633278977?s=19 …

3/2/2020 7:24:40 PM johnmic25959174 Not with Voter Fraud they aren't

3/2/2020 7:25:02 PM cjones4334 Welcome! ❤️🇺🇸

3/2/2020 7:26:31 PM ckmk2001 Got you, patriot. Welcome to the light. #WWG1WGA

3/2/2020 7:28:25 PM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS @StormIsUponUs @Time4U2Know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @WhiteHouse @ABC

@NBCNews

For the LIFE of me I can't understand why MSM can't seek the TRUTH. If THEY want to get the TRUTH. Ask the question. Who is Q? That's why I don't 

WATCH THEM.



3/2/2020 7:28:26 PM jsundi13 @Upincomin give this #WalkAway a follow

3/2/2020 7:29:19 PM cyberanonrevolu  https://twitter.com/cyberanonrevolu/status/1234682137132990464 …

3/2/2020 7:29:53 PM 28concerned Who is QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

3/2/2020 7:30:14 PM beulahnix I hope so.  I voted all Republican!

3/2/2020 7:32:00 PM _darktolight The eyewear should help

3/2/2020 7:33:04 PM engagedpatriot Hope reigns supreme.

3/2/2020 7:33:43 PM timgrandy1 #whoisQ #asktheQ

3/2/2020 7:35:35 PM sierra23090325 So Hillary is going to be Biden's running mate?  👎👎

3/2/2020 7:35:56 PM beerburch We can all wish but I don't think the rigged CA election process will let it happen.

3/2/2020 7:38:17 PM youreit7 Happy to have you.

3/2/2020 7:38:56 PM clinton_group This is BIG. Did he get a tingle up his leg when they told him his gig was up? A tingle of fear I hope.

3/2/2020 7:41:05 PM kinah Welcome to the others. 😎👊🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/400AHbSqDN

3/2/2020 7:41:07 PM goodroofs "Amen"...

Even if they can't speak english...

Voter rolls in CA most corrupt in "History"...!

3/2/2020 7:44:21 PM ofuskate Here's some.  Coronavirus bugouts.  Something big IS about to drop and it is community spread in the U.S. pic.twitter.com/tiB6s38Q6n

3/2/2020 7:45:25 PM stormwatchgirl But they won’t

3/2/2020 7:45:49 PM angel_of_knight Congratulations! @BrandonStraka 👀

3/2/2020 7:47:44 PM mellyc12747492 Just one of the broken cogs in the democrat/socialist wheel.

3/2/2020 7:47:54 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/LXHAczJ4Nq

3/2/2020 7:48:36 PM lesadcc  pic.twitter.com/TSsLUA3M5Q

3/2/2020 7:48:56 PM scienceismymuse Thanks to ROGUE SABRE

3/2/2020 7:50:20 PM tennteague In 2009 the Swine Flu pandemic occurred.  151,000 to 550,000 people DIED. 12,500 Americans died. USA didn’t detect until 600k infected why wasn’t 

that a big deal?     http://cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-r … #coronavirus #2019nCoV #COVIDー19 #CoronaOutbreak

3/2/2020 7:52:03 PM _fishlips_ #qqqqqqtard

3/2/2020 7:52:18 PM jillybeantukee Welcome! You’ve already been red pilled, but this might help others. 💕 https://twitter.com/JillyBeanTukee/status/1213571208651792384 …

3/2/2020 7:53:04 PM jillybeantukee And a fave meme to share! 😊 pic.twitter.com/27EwxZhI8g

3/2/2020 7:53:11 PM ttina1202 Hello and followed from Canada :))

3/2/2020 7:53:22 PM megankaramax How is that exactly?

3/2/2020 7:55:38 PM mongrelglory If Anderson Cooper resigns, my doctor friend will go into mourning.  "He's a news anchor that I really trust" according to her. 😬

To be honest, I'd love to see his dark secrets exposed! 😎

3/2/2020 7:56:20 PM longmaga Plenty of room for free thinkers...

3/2/2020 7:56:31 PM milove131  pic.twitter.com/gz6SGkh6cK

3/2/2020 7:57:12 PM longmaga I'll help.

3/2/2020 7:57:45 PM colinsdad888 Welcome aboard Brother!

Hope you like popcorn 🍿 pic.twitter.com/vEUHEiybXj

3/2/2020 7:57:50 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  That's a great site! Didn't hear about the chairman for Glaxo Smith Kline (pharmaceutical co.) resigning.

3/2/2020 7:58:05 PM quirlygirl Our oldest had a reaction to her 18 mo shot. It was beyond TERRIFYING. I knew exactly what caused her reaction. If she would have died, I would never 

have forgiven myself either. We trusted our children’s LIVES to these people. Never again.

3/2/2020 7:58:13 PM milove131 #WalkAway #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/FAW4WSsapr

3/2/2020 7:58:31 PM quirlygirl Saying a prayer for your friend. 💔😢🙏🏻

3/2/2020 7:58:34 PM thetrollbar Doesn't it make sense to wait to destroy them until after they've locked up their Democratic candidacies?

Moves and Counter-Moves.

3/2/2020 7:58:40 PM myinfo92037549 Please get rid of them psychos.

3/2/2020 7:59:30 PM 5afe_  pic.twitter.com/pXMf9mkRPK

3/2/2020 7:59:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 In order for mass arrests to take place, what must first be done?

3/2/2020 7:59:49 PM timeforarrests Julian Assange must testify.

3/2/2020 7:59:50 PM 5afe_ 😁😂😁😂

3/2/2020 7:59:53 PM bryceja68689884 The great awakening

3/2/2020 8:00:01 PM mac17_71 JA

3/2/2020 8:00:11 PM mikeb38beacon_h Emergency lockdown of the country in or out!

3/2/2020 8:00:13 PM oaf_unbreakable Mass public riots is looking like what it will take.

3/2/2020 8:00:13 PM luluspeers1 Getting decent judges in place

3/2/2020 8:00:20 PM aprilbrown99 Something needs to awaken the sleeping public.

3/2/2020 8:00:22 PM deitriechk Declass

3/2/2020 8:00:26 PM hawkgirlinmn DECLAS

3/2/2020 8:00:36 PM garethbowdler Evidence needs to drop

3/2/2020 8:00:40 PM williebhere Clean the judicial system

3/2/2020 8:01:04 PM mulletgary Martial Law?

3/2/2020 8:01:04 PM trinity_jenny Martial Law

3/2/2020 8:01:07 PM rexcito99 Win the House of Reps back.

3/2/2020 8:01:10 PM uspatriotdragon The courts have to be cleaned and Judges have to be added.

3/2/2020 8:01:21 PM mikeb38beacon_h FEMA directive😉 Just hope we got all the bad agents out of it!

3/2/2020 8:01:25 PM seankworth A pandemic with quarantining???

3/2/2020 8:01:28 PM galaredpill knowledge. Change perspectives. Diplomacy. humanity. Compromise. Prevent.

3/2/2020 8:01:42 PM sword_o_truth Clean out the court corruption

3/2/2020 8:01:50 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/997187512497065985?s=19 …

3/2/2020 8:01:57 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1103517547633233921?s=19 …

3/2/2020 8:02:01 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1166591899878252545?s=19 …

3/2/2020 8:02:05 PM quirlygirl Thanks for the article. WOW. 💔

3/2/2020 8:02:17 PM susanmounger Declass

3/2/2020 8:02:22 PM oaf_unbreakable @LindseyGrahamSC still won't even subpoena anyone like he said he would after impeachment.

Lets just send polite lets begging.

3/2/2020 8:02:24 PM ready2go19 The higher Deep State subordinates  must be eliminated.

3/2/2020 8:02:25 PM mikespies904 Martial law

3/2/2020 8:02:28 PM patjone29703057 Martial law and indictments

3/2/2020 8:02:37 PM twosupcanada Stage must be set

3/2/2020 8:02:40 PM baphomet617 Erections.

3/2/2020 8:02:53 PM msuhajda It'll never happen

3/2/2020 8:02:54 PM 33rdlvl POPULATION CONTROL

3/2/2020 8:02:55 PM rustyrangerider More judicial appointments and the destroy the FED



3/2/2020 8:03:07 PM mulletgary Wait...can the virus assist in declaring Martial Law? I would think so

3/2/2020 8:03:14 PM quirlygirl We need a heart broken button. 💔

3/2/2020 8:03:35 PM egbffgb Good one.

3/2/2020 8:03:38 PM pragmatic_texan One or several things will work. 

1. Treasonous media personalities confess on air

2. Treasonous Obama Admin personnel confess on air 

3. Release of Weiner laptop contents 

4. FISA Declass 

5. Assange testimony about Seth Rich

3/2/2020 8:03:39 PM getmygoat1 Arrest them. This is seriously a joke at this point.

3/2/2020 8:03:44 PM npc_smash3r_xxx RBG replacement or Justice Roberts resigning.

3/2/2020 8:03:55 PM zendamaparanorm JA must testify

3/2/2020 8:03:58 PM sarahrain19 I think one thing that people forget about is .. Gold will end the FED. 

First we must control our own money.

3/2/2020 8:04:00 PM rogertweeter3 The republicans must grow some balls

3/2/2020 8:04:15 PM charlesgdavis1 GOD OPENING THEIR MINDS AND HEARTS TO UNDERSTANDING. pic.twitter.com/4KRhxvYJXA

3/2/2020 8:04:17 PM calidudeabides Martial Law and Gen. Flynn addressing the nation.

3/2/2020 8:04:25 PM jane20315275 Start at the Bottom and Work Your WAY UP!

3/2/2020 8:04:30 PM jannamontana57 Appoint more federal judges in New York  and other states!

3/2/2020 8:04:50 PM petrusmax4 Just get the warrants.

Stop fucking around.  Peoples is dying!

3/2/2020 8:04:52 PM state1union Ask the Q???

3/2/2020 8:04:58 PM quirlygirl Dear vaxxers; why worry if your child IS vaccinated? 🤷🏼♀️

3/2/2020 8:04:58 PM iquote2melo Gone "around the World" in a day

3/2/2020 8:05:03 PM pegger420 Republicans need to grow some balls first, that's it

3/2/2020 8:05:22 PM qthrowingcopper Clean House.

3/2/2020 8:05:29 PM 5afe_ Arrests.. pic.twitter.com/YnMe3AWYch

3/2/2020 8:05:39 PM an0njon17 NG Activation

3/2/2020 8:05:41 PM charlesgdavis1 MSM. Exposed.

3/2/2020 8:05:46 PM the_loveoflight Clean justice system

3/2/2020 8:05:51 PM sdane8 The Q question must be asked?

3/2/2020 8:06:08 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/11EPMNUNht

3/2/2020 8:06:15 PM hellouncledonny close our borders to keep them from getting out.

Now, yous can't leave. https://youtu.be/jnpE-hGNVj8 

3/2/2020 8:06:15 PM tomchiodo Drain the swamp // Remove rats

3/2/2020 8:06:21 PM cleanfreak0511 Someone needs to ask the Question....who is Q??

3/2/2020 8:06:51 PM state1union Q pic.twitter.com/ntX6JDCYlx

3/2/2020 8:07:09 PM kathrynala1 President Trump has to be re-elected and we have to take back the House and increase majority in the Senate.

3/2/2020 8:07:10 PM lonewolfbuilder Clean house.

...

The START (public justification to proceed (clean)).

3/2/2020 8:07:22 PM marty713 Judges in place.

3/2/2020 8:07:35 PM connieketchup You can’t tell some of these ppl anything like my dad hard core dem

3/2/2020 8:07:35 PM djw_911 Get the MSM to ask who Q is and unravel posts from day dot ..so all can see

3/2/2020 8:07:36 PM bjuld I doubt we will though. But I am praying.

3/2/2020 8:07:49 PM fatnadler Fema camps & guillotines

3/2/2020 8:07:56 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/ag2obETiV8

3/2/2020 8:08:18 PM connieketchup What truth would make everyone feel that way

3/2/2020 8:08:19 PM justinf75983016 People gotta pretend to know things for years

3/2/2020 8:08:39 PM connieketchup Bingo

3/2/2020 8:08:41 PM timkania lol, i am that man #AlwaysHopeful

3/2/2020 8:09:00 PM aprilbrown99 Then why are you here?  #ALICE

3/2/2020 8:09:02 PM marksma68936144 It is all in the timing

3/2/2020 8:09:02 PM timkania JFK Jr !

3/2/2020 8:09:22 PM susan66388204 Public awakening plus judges in place and special housing.  Many of these Crooks can’t go to Regular People Prison 🤭 plus we will need Martial Law 

for a period of time depending on who the name is. No space to write the rest

3/2/2020 8:09:39 PM viper1o0o0 3881- get positions, free/flip pawns. Remove traitors

3/2/2020 8:09:43 PM theobedinger Because some dumbass I USED to follow retwattered. Next...

3/2/2020 8:10:11 PM mycologyofmaga Disarm the Deep State? pic.twitter.com/IJzWIfWyqD

3/2/2020 8:10:36 PM theghost6969 What is going on with BIBI....white, black grey Hat 🤯

3/2/2020 8:10:40 PM brisquen Public exposure

3/2/2020 8:10:41 PM connieketchup That’ll work

3/2/2020 8:10:54 PM shellys2017 Judges need to be in place!!!  No Obama appointees!!!!!

3/2/2020 8:11:43 PM somerandumbdude All bad actors must be removed from all agencies 1st

3/2/2020 8:11:46 PM skiqnz8id4ofk2m Evidence

3/2/2020 8:12:15 PM davidjb333 Public waking up the the corruption and Criminality of the traitors who had infiltrated our government.

3/2/2020 8:12:15 PM jen_ridgecooke Clean judges, Marshall law

3/2/2020 8:12:17 PM stevenw18558197 control of the courts

3/2/2020 8:12:41 PM jay_jaska Ensure targets not aware precisely if/when it takes place, ensure each individual case is legally airtight, ensure flight risk is minimized, ensure any 

retaliatory contingency is neutralized, and ensure the required manpower and resources are available.

3/2/2020 8:12:51 PM melanieanders7 Text Trump at 88022. I did!!

3/2/2020 8:12:52 PM iquisitor2020 I agree once the arrest starts happening and because there are so many corporations/banks involved Trump must be able to assure the financial 

stability of the nation. Could we see Trump announce we move to the gold standard to protect the USA from the central bank  ?

3/2/2020 8:12:59 PM 0hawkward2 Totally!

3/2/2020 8:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 I believe this was already done. https://www.military.com/daily-news/2018/03/28/when-it-comes-guantanamo-trump-truly-builder-chief.html …

3/2/2020 8:13:15 PM carlosm61019826 Why doesn’t Hannity or Rush or Judge Jeanine or Laura Ingram Or Tucker ask the Q?

3/2/2020 8:13:17 PM shellyjacobs Need be DOJ grand jury/military tribunal adjudicated NOW or crimes will continually reoccur.

[CLICK IMAGE] pic.twitter.com/KmgeVNgPcx



3/2/2020 8:13:25 PM mongrelglory I would think the media swamp needs to be cleaned out so that people can be informed truthfully of what's going on with mass arrests.

3/2/2020 8:13:28 PM 28concerned Tell us

3/2/2020 8:13:58 PM winklerburke Hillary or Michelle may be the VP choice after July Dem-rat convention. Deep States’ plan being to “State Funeral” the Dem POTUS, if elected, to shoe 

in ... again... Obama or Hillary?   Mass arrests would be fun August 1?   ;)

3/2/2020 8:14:12 PM dileolen  pic.twitter.com/w6ORgFqWrY

3/2/2020 8:14:16 PM sailorpractical With warrants from which court are you referring?

3/2/2020 8:14:17 PM bbobbio71 Ding Ding Ding!!

3/2/2020 8:14:26 PM connieketchup It’s fun reading all the answers but let me tell you the ppl i know that are dems you couldn’t tell these ppl jack they are so brainwashed and cannot be 

swayed honestly I don’t know the media telling the truth would help but dang you got all these stupid talk shows to

3/2/2020 8:14:34 PM justaziam3 Amen

3/2/2020 8:14:36 PM dileolen  pic.twitter.com/5qsOO5sN74

3/2/2020 8:14:38 PM adamz14839920 Sorry truth has been put out and some rebel against it. The truth is not for everyone just like Q said

3/2/2020 8:14:41 PM charlesgdavis1 @CNN @ABC @NBCNews @CBS @nytimes @washingtonpost @alamogordonews @nypost @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@ROYALMRBADNEWS @Time4U2Know @StormIsUponUs @DeepStateExpose 

Mainstream media.....WHY ARE YOU AFRAID!!!!!  WHO IS Q????? pic.twitter.com/8c8tfKiA1Z

3/2/2020 8:14:45 PM tammyca31262528 They have to be publicly exposed

3/2/2020 8:15:03 PM jedhicks4 Make a meme?

3/2/2020 8:15:10 PM rocketgirl41 Take back the House!

3/2/2020 8:15:11 PM twilly18 piles of warrants?

don't let them know it's coming?

pounce with cat like agility?

3/2/2020 8:15:14 PM melanieanders7 You and me both! I can’t hardly stand in the pool room at the Bilymore in Asheville, NC. I get nauseated every time I step in there. So I go quickly and 

get the heck outta there to continue the tour.

3/2/2020 8:15:30 PM mongrelglory They'll listen if they hear the truth from their precious MSM news channels that they trust.

3/2/2020 8:15:35 PM wendylesaicherr Martial law

3/2/2020 8:15:42 PM iamyou132 evidence collected and the ones who arrest must be clean

3/2/2020 8:15:48 PM qpatriot06 Clean House

3/2/2020 8:15:50 PM cleanfreak0511 No, JFK jr is long gone unfortunately.

3/2/2020 8:16:07 PM igiant111 Like any good third act, you begin with the revival of the team (post impeachment) and the blow to the dragon (the revelation of Hillary Clintong)

3/2/2020 8:16:19 PM nschlange It's too late for Hillary or Michele to be on the ballots, right?

3/2/2020 8:16:36 PM connieketchup I know that doesn’t answer the question but that’s what I think about is having to deal with all these people if they did do that and I really don’t think it 

will he mass arrests

3/2/2020 8:16:40 PM bennybludworth Would love nothing better!!!

3/2/2020 8:16:41 PM mind_gladiator The first that causes mass Awakening, but that happens after the swamp is drained.

3/2/2020 8:17:09 PM charlesgdavis1 Waiting..... pic.twitter.com/C99k3Lhq40

3/2/2020 8:17:48 PM doyleglobal Law: @AssangeLegal must have all necessary assurances — documented — from @POTUS @realDonaldTrump directly that, as JA is an Australian, 

POTUS will consult in @Australia 

w/its PM as to 🇦🇺 pardoning its own citizen, as 🇺🇸 continues to legalise the status of theirs (e.g. the wall)

3/2/2020 8:18:36 PM qanoncomau [SWAMP]

3/2/2020 8:18:47 PM libra_scale1982 An amendment

3/2/2020 8:19:01 PM dileolen  pic.twitter.com/FF0aKulSYr

3/2/2020 8:19:15 PM mikeb38beacon_h We also have 2 other prisons & many fema barges!

3/2/2020 8:19:16 PM qanoncomau  pic.twitter.com/15ZfIf8q5E

3/2/2020 8:19:28 PM aprilbrown99 Oh ok...🥴 pic.twitter.com/VnuKpNhJZd

3/2/2020 8:20:01 PM tugginghboat Changing of the guard!

3/2/2020 8:20:08 PM theobedinger Do I follow said Lard toots? Nope. Try harder.

3/2/2020 8:20:29 PM ineffableimages MARSHALL LAW

3/2/2020 8:21:06 PM lizztiz The arrival of a Democrat son who was nearly assassinated by his own party.

3/2/2020 8:21:11 PM suznrob Fire crooked judges

3/2/2020 8:21:14 PM melanieanders7 Biltmore I mean

3/2/2020 8:21:23 PM cantusetheothe1 rhymes with "shmay theath"

3/2/2020 8:21:53 PM highhopesusa The MSM liars need to be charged with crimes that they have committed, then the truth can come out.

3/2/2020 8:21:56 PM nspecial101 1. Trump 2020

2. Congress and Senate are Republican 2020

3. Judges In Place

4. Shock and Awe sudden arrests of key individuals supported with a documentary of the investigations going into their behavior going back years 

available for free

5. Clean out the Commi Media

3/2/2020 8:22:43 PM mysticjoe3 Something “Biblical”.❤️

3/2/2020 8:22:56 PM jackiesierfaith Expose the fake MSM as enemy of the people.

3/2/2020 8:22:57 PM youstinksoap The great awakening.  Awaken the masses.

3/2/2020 8:23:01 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/6to5u3Psig

3/2/2020 8:23:03 PM connieketchup That might work

3/2/2020 8:23:04 PM i_like_skis The way Biden/Bernie are going, neither will win enough delegates and the DNC/superdelegates will decide the nominee.

3/2/2020 8:23:12 PM avamrogerscom Remove the evil darkness from the Space. Check ☑️

Remove the evil darkness from the Earth’s skies. Check☑️

Remove the evil darkness from the Earth’s surface. In progress‼️

Remove the evil darkness from underground DUMBS. Almost done❗️

3/2/2020 8:23:21 PM sarahrain19 I have an estimated timeline, if i'm right it will be in the near future.

3/2/2020 8:23:45 PM connieketchup That would really really work

3/2/2020 8:23:48 PM start313hichq Very Big revelation

Publicly and extensively pic.twitter.com/GG53LVIS8S

3/2/2020 8:23:51 PM kobemuir EXPOSE

3/2/2020 8:24:36 PM clarkjefferso12 They need to make mass applications for ICE?

3/2/2020 8:25:02 PM our_return_home I think it will happen before that (hopefully)



3/2/2020 8:25:03 PM weasel_catcher “1–3% of the world’s population died during the 1918 flu pandemic. In 2009, 0.001–0.007% of the world’s population died of respiratory complications 

associated with H1N1 virus infection.” People worried presently that coronavirus mortality/transmission seems similar to 1918 flu.

3/2/2020 8:25:05 PM n7guardiananon Why did Stalin want "controlled"  Poland to mess with Germany?  Danzig

Why was Stalin gearing up to attack Germany?

What is the October Revolution?

What is the November Revolution? https://youtu.be/3VAcGkToU5k 

3/2/2020 8:25:28 PM weasel_catcher  https://www.cdc.gov/flu/spotlights/pandemic-global-estimates.htm …

3/2/2020 8:25:38 PM connieketchup What we’ve had to listen to these past few years I would give anything for it to work I don’t even care what it is it’s really really hard being around them

3/2/2020 8:25:42 PM qanoncomau What if they have already occurred and who we are watching are just actors playing out their role.

80% dark ops necessary.

20% public for justice.

3/2/2020 8:26:05 PM connieketchup How I wish it could be true

3/2/2020 8:26:20 PM aussieinfidel68 Expose the crimes and criminals

3/2/2020 8:26:58 PM pugmom2va Bingo!

3/2/2020 8:27:01 PM i_like_skis Can’t chance that.

3/2/2020 8:27:11 PM hubanon A week ago I thought Biden was going to have to bow out. Today he’s clearly been handpicked and many have been forced/bribed into supporting him.

3/2/2020 8:27:32 PM gelicaaf gold standard ⭐️

3/2/2020 8:28:45 PM ging_berg Congrats and welcome!

3/2/2020 8:28:47 PM aleks8837 MARCH MADNESS! https://mobile.twitter.com/RepMarkMeadows/status/1234556310705856512 …

3/2/2020 8:29:14 PM rachaelangelm Shut it down

3/2/2020 8:29:46 PM lloydbartender1 Keep dreaming... as Barr works to reauthorize  the crazy FISA Bill.

3/2/2020 8:30:40 PM michael81972 Ask the Q

3/2/2020 8:30:44 PM i_like_skis I think he’s going to get the fed to cut the rate again for the 3/18 decision. Then he will be assured the economy will do well through this rough period.

3/2/2020 8:30:48 PM nanfran5 Judges

3/2/2020 8:31:52 PM dtitland That's not a conspiracy.  That's a SUPER conspiracy. 

Love the handle.  😉

3/2/2020 8:32:06 PM surfbum369 Marshal ....

3/2/2020 8:33:05 PM meowmeowcatcafe Epsteins buddy Rachel needs to go public and drop all the names....

3/2/2020 8:33:53 PM richschloss  pic.twitter.com/6RmJfz1G5l

3/2/2020 8:34:14 PM ascendingadam Over 200 judges now... 

Level of progress, %?

3/2/2020 8:34:14 PM cdale_dog Why?

3/2/2020 8:34:57 PM connieketchup I remember now why I hated politics always loved my country but stayed out of it

3/2/2020 8:35:12 PM truth_pioneer You Must Clean House!  Drain The Swamp Of All Obama HoldOvers!   Plug Those Leaks Baby!!

3/2/2020 8:35:21 PM michael81972 Revoke their passports😬

3/2/2020 8:35:32 PM luluspeers1 The medical establishment has been weponized against the people. Its the Cash Cow for the elites

3/2/2020 8:35:41 PM brianha63588088 JFK jr is dead

3/2/2020 8:36:16 PM dtitland In the age of "their truth", this seems insurmountable.  People no longer want to be informed.  They desire information that cements their own 

preconceived notions.  

I do believe the unbridled, raw truth will come out, but it will be agonizing for so many to believe.

3/2/2020 8:36:17 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/JuSN6Q2tWE

3/2/2020 8:36:28 PM invokeddream Why can’t I retweet your tweets @the_Red_Hand_ ? Did you set it that way, or have you been punished by twitter for something? 🤔

3/2/2020 8:37:03 PM julesdamom In order to clean house, you open the closets and air it out 😉

3/2/2020 8:37:04 PM paulbateman3 Sound Judges need to be in place! Fair trials = Honest Judges. How close are we?? No arrests until enough Judges are in place.

3/2/2020 8:37:27 PM aleks8837 There ARE mysteriously many sealed indictments though! Avg. before Trump 1100/mo. Since Trump: 4000/mo.

There is around 130.000 total since Trump took office.

QAnon or not, the indictments themselves are very real!

3/2/2020 8:37:45 PM doug22325965 Warrants

3/2/2020 8:38:36 PM dana76903962 #Walk Away from the hate and intolerance. They accuse us of what they are actually doing. I hope you find acceptance here and support from us.

3/2/2020 8:39:13 PM normal_wizard I'm assuming we'd have to pass some law that makes it legal to use information acquired by arbitrary surveillance as evidence in a court of law. More 

realistically, there is probably no plan ever to make any "mass arrests," but only to perpetuate false hope alongside frustration.

3/2/2020 8:39:14 PM celestial______ Assange

3/2/2020 8:39:50 PM sharlenerougea1 Need a clean house!

3/2/2020 8:39:56 PM lisapamzaya Your the winner! Great answer. I pick the Q post as proof.

3/2/2020 8:40:21 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/jKAM1Cjfls

3/2/2020 8:40:32 PM mikereismusic Do tell

3/2/2020 8:40:52 PM hollydama Narrative shift, an awakening of the public to the Dems' (and others') corrupt ways, in order to avoid civil unrest, riots, etc.

3/2/2020 8:41:06 PM rtek777 Either release of Durham's report or indictments.

3/2/2020 8:41:16 PM fairegawdmuther Fingers crossed that people get off their asses and get to the polls. We need to take our state back and then focus on recalling her 'nephew' Gavin 

Newsom 👊🇺🇸👊🇺🇸👊🇺🇸👊🇺🇸👊

3/2/2020 8:41:24 PM alaskanbeauty Their crimes need to be exposed for all the world to see.

3/2/2020 8:41:37 PM kathrynala1 If we don't take the House, it will be impeachment palooza all over again. IMO

3/2/2020 8:41:42 PM phreatomagnetic "We" have to demand them

Which "we" won't do until knowledge of the crimes becomes general enough

3/2/2020 8:43:08 PM connieketchup So true my father is hard core dem and way past having an open mind plus sitting in front of that idiot box all day there will be some we cannot reach 

plus that generation thinks we should respect our elders we can’t have our own opinions

3/2/2020 8:43:14 PM momolimmy So much fear mongering here in Australia right now. What is real?

3/2/2020 8:43:15 PM qencrypted Trump’s 2nd term

3/2/2020 8:43:17 PM qanuck4truth corrupt juducial, DA's, DOJ, FBI, all need to be replaced b4 martial law could be declared. 

Using a "virus" to get people to stay in their homes,could put the country on lockdown for mass arrests w/o civil war.

3/2/2020 8:44:03 PM susanwi31620743 Public education and disclosure



3/2/2020 8:44:25 PM snoopado I did it some years back, and I thought my ancestors would roll in their graves.

But, this is NOT the #DemocratParty of JFK.  Not by a mile.

Good for you!

3/2/2020 8:45:17 PM scooterbeethov1 Clean House

Then get the timing right

Then: Declass

Boom!!!!

Who will be the first (very) high profile arrest?

3/2/2020 8:45:39 PM lisapamzaya Of what? Buildings?

3/2/2020 8:46:24 PM connieketchup When you think how far these ppl have infiltrated every aspect of our lives no wonder they think we are nuts I mean these colleges, the ppl were 

taught to look up to bc they achieved what appeared to deserve respect it’s so so far infiltrated seems impossible

3/2/2020 8:46:51 PM aarongarrity Mass exposure of course.

3/2/2020 8:47:17 PM herbsanddirt The Luciferians are scurrying.

3/2/2020 8:47:23 PM whiterabbitttt1 Control of social media.

3/2/2020 8:47:46 PM i_like_skis Crimes against children need to be exposed. ALL will rally behind arresting those involved.

3/2/2020 8:48:06 PM baphomet617 No. We need free and fair erections. We need to be hard on erection fraud. The pollsters have been soft for too long. We need to make erections more 

attractive so people come.

3/2/2020 8:49:04 PM connieketchup Honestly I don’t know how much longer I can do it it’s been 6 years now since my awakening I’ve barely got anyone to see the light and even the one’s 

that know a little still don’t want it to bother their lives

3/2/2020 8:49:26 PM timstreet17 Public awakening

3/2/2020 8:49:36 PM therealbigneum Anything at the DoJ?

3/2/2020 8:51:02 PM msmischief3 They could be nominated from the convention floor I believe

3/2/2020 8:51:22 PM cozzijosephine Very interesting.

3/2/2020 8:52:13 PM deplorableavia1 Currency reset.

3/2/2020 8:52:56 PM sailorpractical Butt Bob is going to be Biden’s VP nominee, guaranteed. Quid Pro Pete

3/2/2020 8:53:32 PM msmischief3 Respectfully , what?? Change perspectives ?? Humanity??

3/2/2020 8:54:11 PM lisapamzaya We really do want at least a couple with the tv cameras,seat team ala stone example. I would like to see the information on Epstein and alot of other  

http://stuff.now  I'm addicted to this stuff. I am learning alot! Seat team.

3/2/2020 8:54:19 PM deathstarwww Hes alive actually

3/2/2020 8:54:20 PM jillanon Welcome! We’ve been waiting for ya! 😉 pic.twitter.com/z41dX7FtaB

3/2/2020 8:54:31 PM stephscolaro Julian Assange must testify...? DECLAS...?

3/2/2020 8:56:24 PM ballisticsloth The Judges are almost all in place...We are almost ready to begin

Get the 🍿 it’s gonna be one for the History books pic.twitter.com/5BeRfCj0l4

3/2/2020 8:57:09 PM augustus3rd Bring all troops home and initiate marshal law

3/2/2020 8:57:09 PM fortawesome451 Democratic voters have to be as pissed off as I am.

That is what has to happen first.

3/2/2020 8:57:36 PM kik537917443 Clean the swamp. Major incident and martial law.

3/2/2020 8:58:22 PM gifted_802 That's not a Q post

3/2/2020 8:59:50 PM scottsm18845558 First the sleeping public must awaken to the truth. Then they will be demanding arrests and tribunals.

3/2/2020 9:00:44 PM colista Chris Matthews BYE BYE

3/2/2020 9:00:45 PM revelation4444 The Just Judges need to be in place.

3/2/2020 9:00:48 PM josef86735145  pic.twitter.com/cAdXaiSGXE

3/2/2020 9:01:02 PM galaredpill The ability to chage view of your own point. Necessarily it does not mean you have to change opinion, try to understand, that humans see the reality 

differently. There is not wrong or right. Often it is only a point of view! Communication is the biggest mankind´s cancer!

3/2/2020 9:01:05 PM jesusgirljen Welcome! We’ve been waiting for you!

3/2/2020 9:01:51 PM jonnykarnes Declass much more and start with some arrests of the primary but not top Spygate plotters.  Also, a Julian Assange tell-all interview lasting many days 

on prime time.

3/2/2020 9:01:56 PM nccrushingholly MASS AWAKING... We are awake Sir. Love and Light

3/2/2020 9:02:06 PM ringer1ringer WTH...

3/2/2020 9:04:09 PM adam84577979 their weapons of retaliation must be nullified

3/2/2020 9:04:24 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/8eZ044vjfG

3/2/2020 9:04:30 PM nanna4truth Public Awakening

3/2/2020 9:05:05 PM myheartmycountr No he's not, he's alive and well with Carolyn and their children.

3/2/2020 9:06:48 PM kylemmurdock Testicular genesis

3/2/2020 9:06:55 PM rebelrob52 Great awakening

3/2/2020 9:06:57 PM lightseeker2012 Chris Matthews is just the first of many that need to go.

3/2/2020 9:08:17 PM seanathan15 Perhaps they’re just getting out of public view

3/2/2020 9:09:23 PM x_mike_ribera_x Players must be in positions where the Swamp once occupied. The people must be educated to a point where their souls can no longer turn their backs 

on themselves

3/2/2020 9:10:51 PM clturlington I never liked that girl.

3/2/2020 9:10:52 PM luluspeers1 Yeah by the Holy spirit lol

3/2/2020 9:12:16 PM iamdarrenriccs I dunno. It made sense to me after watching this. Take it with a grain of salt though. The possibility is still there. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nl3k_VKuk0Y …

3/2/2020 9:12:45 PM unidentifiedta1 Get a new AG.

AG Barr, friends with Epstein, should be arrested for covering up crimes with Bush Senior and Iran Contra (which involves Epstein).

...oops...I mean...”we must want it bad enough“ and meditate into existence!

The Majestic way is the lemming way

3/2/2020 9:13:05 PM jim_bo_1 marshall law

3/2/2020 9:13:12 PM randonturner Declare Antifa a domestic terrorist organization then send in the Marines 🇺🇸

3/2/2020 9:14:10 PM tkobeauty :55 T-5

3/2/2020 9:14:15 PM doug22325965 Law suits for slanderous comments

3/2/2020 9:14:54 PM 55gigi Praying for those districts

3/2/2020 9:14:58 PM leslie_hileslie James Lipton of The Actors Studio had those weird lopsided eyes, just like Jeff Bezos and Harvey Weinstein.

3/2/2020 9:16:03 PM bmj240768 ThankQ MJ12

3/2/2020 9:16:15 PM 55gigi Or how many illegals have they registered to vote

3/2/2020 9:16:30 PM bchparitynow You really think that's gonna happen?



3/2/2020 9:16:46 PM joealmostamish First, you'd need a massive amount of people committing crimes.

3/2/2020 9:18:02 PM etdisclosure202 The Q must be asked.

3/2/2020 9:18:40 PM jesusgirljen All ppl have to be in place

3/2/2020 9:18:47 PM christello1 Take down their leadership 1st.

3/2/2020 9:20:15 PM waltosborne Expand Gitmo?

3/2/2020 9:20:27 PM stevie85boy Martial law lockdown probably

3/2/2020 9:20:45 PM karrruss Holy smokes!

Wouldn't THAT be amazing!

3/2/2020 9:20:51 PM elizakbyrd Welcome to the family. 

Followed you. F b appreciated pic.twitter.com/WSBOFQvyNS

3/2/2020 9:25:03 PM kptheanon Mass Awakening.

3/2/2020 9:25:21 PM kyates_biz Shut down of internet

3/2/2020 9:25:38 PM enemama Declass

3/2/2020 9:26:15 PM csaranon1776 Julian asange

3/2/2020 9:28:49 PM stevenfontain14 FIRST AND ABOVE ALL, we need to purchase one of these AMAZING and BEAUTIFUL "Trump Troll Dolls" available on Amazon.  For less then ten dollars 

they make GREAT gifts - WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/bPv19zgVHr

3/2/2020 9:29:14 PM hopealways888 Yes we do. Who is going to do that?

3/2/2020 9:29:36 PM debbiem59130289 Are they smart enough? She's been there for 40 years!

3/2/2020 9:30:24 PM liberty3freedom So 317 = March 17 & 937 is ?

Thank you so much.

3/2/2020 9:30:40 PM tammyrochester2 Shock the world, no mistakes about it. The blind will see.

3/2/2020 9:30:58 PM lauraan10341758 Ppl have a choice. The RED pill or the blue pill. I personally would rather the RED but I have friends who can't handle the little stuff let alone the wicked 

shit. Rose colored glasses for most of the population.

3/2/2020 9:31:02 PM msmischief3 Different perspectives. Communication is key however there is a right and wrong ( imo )✌️

3/2/2020 9:31:32 PM hopealways888 Lord knows we have been trying . . . Many of us for three years. If they don't see it on TV, they won't believe. :(

3/2/2020 9:32:22 PM galaredpill sometimes, maybe. Who knows 100 %?

3/2/2020 9:32:27 PM 369helen313 #AskTheQ

👇🏻

Public Awakening ! pic.twitter.com/8xHeT42mcz

3/2/2020 9:34:13 PM tiraeche Almost at 1000. Keep going.

3/2/2020 9:34:52 PM hope46632929 OMG! MY daughter died at 2months old after seeing the pediatrician & getting her shots😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭

My sweet angel 😇

3/2/2020 9:36:21 PM suber67846269 That’s when Bloomberg buys all of them! And their is your VP

3/2/2020 9:36:24 PM jorwriter Nothing; Durham should simply execute the arrests at the first possible moment. there should be zero concern for how it “looks”. Justice is blind. To 

execute justice with consideration for public perception is as bad as the corruption we’ve seen from the Deep State.

3/2/2020 9:37:29 PM chancemarshal #2937

Why was it important to FIRST clean house within the FBI & DOJ (public info)?

Why was it important to FIRST clean house within other ABC agencies (non_public info)?

3/2/2020 9:37:34 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/JJYJEN3mdP

3/2/2020 9:38:18 PM timkania Thank you my friend

3/2/2020 9:38:41 PM chrisleeha 200 Judges have been appointed since Kavanaugh Trial

3/2/2020 9:39:03 PM al_aven When do we get to see Rachel Madcow slither out from behind her throne, and D-bag Lemonhead, and JoylessB and the rest of that clique of faux 

celebrity fake news talking heads get taken off-line? Asking for a friend. LOL

3/2/2020 9:39:27 PM angelao_r Assange?

3/2/2020 9:40:02 PM susanchace Order Martial Law

3/2/2020 9:40:40 PM james80216387 All the i's dotted and t's crossed 😁

3/2/2020 9:40:46 PM sinceiwokeup Critical mass

We are our greatest obstacle

3/2/2020 9:42:24 PM gingercash777 No, wrong. HRC is going to come in & save the day @ the last minute. TPTB do not want her to, but she is making all the noises of 1 who is going to run. 

She has until April, I believe.

3/2/2020 9:44:10 PM itsmecuzimme Public disclosure

3/2/2020 9:44:44 PM wish_i_wuz_here Anyone who tries to arrest Hilary Wil be found dead of suicide

3/2/2020 9:44:52 PM gingercash777 You are very possibly correct. Many of the people we see are clones or doubles. Look @ them very closely, there are very subtle & some not so subtle 

differences.

3/2/2020 9:45:01 PM angelao_r The Q

3/2/2020 9:45:15 PM funmoney19 I'm praying for spontaneous combustion in their sleep tonight.  Forget votes, these ppl are cheaters and monsters!

3/2/2020 9:46:36 PM tatertot2u4ever Everything Shall Proceed in accordance with The PLAN !!!

3/2/2020 9:46:52 PM nell_pam The majority cleaning of the swamp..

3/2/2020 9:47:09 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/zW13oGwo74

3/2/2020 9:47:27 PM thnkngoutloud Massive exposure to massive amounts of red pills taken with plenty of non fluorinated water. (!)

3/2/2020 9:47:46 PM ahmedondeck Declass

3/2/2020 9:48:19 PM robertscharnbe4 When Congress isn't in session...silly rules.

3/2/2020 9:48:52 PM 5afe_  pic.twitter.com/B3PwvQTzMl

3/2/2020 9:48:55 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/WdaWraPbI3

3/2/2020 9:48:59 PM karenhennigar1 Replace all the corrupt judges...ones who will definitely put their asses in prison or to death ✌️

3/2/2020 9:49:05 PM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/eS1FjiBlVQ

3/2/2020 9:49:56 PM tvradic1 Judges in place.

3/2/2020 9:50:22 PM cyberanonrevolu Honest, patriotic and coordinated police, military and judicial services (thegreatawakening). Which I think was done.

3/2/2020 9:50:32 PM crasentz All checked:

Next up Pain.... brought to you by the letter.... Q

3/2/2020 9:51:18 PM _call_me_roy the media must go down

3/2/2020 9:52:44 PM jeannefentress Welcome! 💕💕💕💕

3/2/2020 9:53:45 PM iamalwaysad247 40,000 $ealed inditements

3/2/2020 9:54:38 PM ellenlaprise Harvard University should be ashamed!!!  Pray for our Farmer friends in China!   https://chinarising.puntopress.com/2020/02/25/harvard-illegally-

collected-dna-samples-in-china-throughout-the-90s-right-up-to-sars-lies-upon-lies-and-many-cover-ups-have-kept-this-criminal-conduct-hidden-in-

plain-sight-looks-like-bio-engineere/ …

@kdealaey @realDonaldTrump @GeorgWebb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/2/2020 9:55:29 PM valhalla11111 Ding ding ding

No need for martial law. And whoever willingly wants martial law is a doofus

3/2/2020 9:56:03 PM behold1loand Welcome to FREEDOM, @Sto_Always. I #WalkAway in 2016.

3/2/2020 9:58:03 PM petrusmax4 or those who got a special vaccine?



3/2/2020 9:59:00 PM __jabird__ It would be beneficial to have a holding facility on the moon. A far smaller chance of escape.

3/2/2020 9:59:02 PM sarajanesrock A little notice. Just a touch.

3/2/2020 9:59:31 PM petrusmax4 Scary!

3/2/2020 9:59:37 PM efogghb Finally! You nailed it!

3/2/2020 9:59:42 PM jackoneilltime1 Also, I would have to agree with the others on this thread that posted new Judges being appointed.

3/2/2020 9:59:50 PM kennalee1850  pic.twitter.com/L3u0kKfg4K

3/2/2020 10:00:13 PM awakenedoutlaw 736 new followers in 4 hours.

3/2/2020 10:00:35 PM yvetteg_  pic.twitter.com/gRcPzhvVpB

3/2/2020 10:02:45 PM lucyc5124 Welcome ✨🇺🇸

3/2/2020 10:03:18 PM rghardy3 Unsealed Indictments !

3/2/2020 10:04:38 PM marze59943390 Castle clean

3/2/2020 10:05:31 PM robblex2 Control of the house+super majority. Strong SOTH who knows #ThePlan

3/2/2020 10:07:02 PM poorman369 dayton ohio ncaa basketball... the start of "march madness'

3/2/2020 10:07:29 PM davidacamorani @SpaceCorpsUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TransformNow2Q

@matteosalvinimi @DiOristano @Layonard1

#The #Best #is #yet #come

#Q3798

God never abandons those who fight for Truth.

The snake's head has its days counted

🇮🇹💝🇺🇸😇 pic.twitter.com/YxLprQjxfC
3/2/2020 10:10:46 PM 369369rv 💜💜💜💜

3/2/2020 10:11:00 PM lizzieafrey5  pic.twitter.com/CG8cFnaRPt

3/2/2020 10:12:43 PM placebo90511492 In order for mass arrests to take place, what must first be done?

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/c6xYvZHeS9

3/2/2020 10:13:26 PM bluja4 TAKE OVER Radio and TV

3/2/2020 10:13:33 PM voiceofresonn Want the real truth about politics in Amer.?Since the JFK cover-up,Ass.the AWAKENING OF AMERICA,that they couldn't trust their own gov.,completely 

discouraged voters. People sadly,gave up on politics, realizing their votes didn't count ,many tuned it out/off.& won't talk politic!

3/2/2020 10:13:55 PM 1776dawg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did on this list any Australian properties come up as in Byron Bay? Or where is this list? I'm looking for a particular place I think he 

OWNED.

3/2/2020 10:14:03 PM trusokoff A woke public

A clean house

3/2/2020 10:17:01 PM joanhol24893501 A major overhaul of all branches of Gov. Were almost there. Id say 2 yrs tops.

3/2/2020 10:19:11 PM illuminatedsuns Get the balls to do it

3/2/2020 10:19:52 PM manifest_utopia The MSM must be brought down in order for people to learn the truth of the rampant crimes & corruption. The MSM narratives must be replaced with 

real accurate, researched news in order to awaken the public. Then the people will demand arrests.

3/2/2020 10:22:27 PM shaneknowles Durham and Barr to get off their ass

3/2/2020 10:24:08 PM gretchbetch189 People today want instant gratification and results. Umm, that's the worst thing Q could do. Hurry and we lose, leading to human extinction. One 

mistake and it's all over. There were "hidden" swamp creatures found. You want these arrests to stick, yes? ♥🇺🇸

3/2/2020 10:24:23 PM awakene92885216 Truth out, and arrest!

3/2/2020 10:26:09 PM ybbedc The above screenshot I grabbed Feb 18.  Not my works above... If I would guess.. POTUS out of state, and if 70 %gov corrupt..remove the top ones 

during dark..have video of their tribunals when the lights go out... Ready to show the people confessing when the darkness is lifted. 

pic.twitter.com/03Unp2luzr

3/2/2020 10:29:17 PM gretchbetch189 Oh and the indictments won't be released until said criminal for each specific case is in jail already. Some are already there. Seems like with some they 

won't release the indictment info until they are tried, convicted, and sentenced.

3/2/2020 10:29:43 PM remyjsg #Empcoe #Plasma #VeilCracking #Awakening #BlackHoleSun #SuperNova1987a #EtaCarnie #BlueKachina #Nibiru #PlanetX #WormWood #Nemesis 

#JudgementDay #OurTime #Lightworkers #Thoth #TheGreatConjunction #Symbolism #Synchronicity #Awakening #TheShift DO I HAVE TO GET NAKED 

AND TWERK WTF!

3/2/2020 10:30:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. pic.twitter.com/ZESt2WDmDG

3/2/2020 10:31:59 PM myname71441768 What about the 5!?

3/2/2020 10:31:59 PM chonez32 Mass awakening

3/2/2020 10:32:03 PM remyjsg They are all heading to thier underground city headquarters under DIA. The plasma storm already in progress right now eventually will reset 

EVERYTHING again. The signs of the times are as clear as crystals. Learn this or stay with the fema camps and return to slavery under them.

3/2/2020 10:32:08 PM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/dMEs9Otdb7

3/2/2020 10:32:15 PM palmdalekid2 #qanon 2 years ago pic.twitter.com/XwWm71JJd2

3/2/2020 10:32:30 PM 1_decided_voter Anons could use a little love from Q+ right about now.

3/2/2020 10:32:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 9 3 9 9 

    3

9 9 9

The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real.

3/2/2020 10:33:13 PM hamonjon Ides of March

3/2/2020 10:33:33 PM captain01470560 Close the borders - no one in or out.

3/2/2020 10:33:45 PM lastdaysanon Sure would be nice to just be out with already! #asktheq

3/2/2020 10:33:50 PM lemuelboothii1 Agreed... that's gotta be mandatory and will make things a whole lot easier for the good guys

3/2/2020 10:34:06 PM andyscycles One must be Catholic...

3/2/2020 10:34:46 PM bubbleshere1  pic.twitter.com/bcgLh9lRLO

3/2/2020 10:35:28 PM ghostrider23 “9 13 17” - 45?

3/2/2020 10:35:35 PM freestateojones Theres this little bit of info as well. 

"Can we simply arrest the opposition w/o first exposing the TRUTH? 

FOLLOW THE LIGHT." https://qmap.pub/read/666 

3/2/2020 10:36:07 PM quantphysicist #Sacred Carp at Urfa pic.twitter.com/fsaTKBXqYK

3/2/2020 10:36:37 PM petrusmax4 you got OCD?

3/2/2020 10:36:50 PM quantphysicist #Abrahams cave in Sanliurfa pic.twitter.com/mvFMmqwgrN

3/2/2020 10:37:40 PM palmdalekid2 what's that, two minutes? #qanon https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1234728724219691008?s=20 …

3/2/2020 10:38:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Information Warfare. pic.twitter.com/jUDHWNTXuL



3/2/2020 10:38:21 PM cindeamulholla3 You have more followers! 

Qool & Welcome! pic.twitter.com/8UMryuVjs1

3/2/2020 10:38:28 PM javtej1 How do we use it?

We need ti spell the numbers, think about them, write them?

Do we hace to join un grouos of 3, 6 9 people?

Can you explain how to use The poder of 3,6,9, please?

3/2/2020 10:38:31 PM bubbleshere1  pic.twitter.com/V2XcyfXZme

3/2/2020 10:38:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can Martial Law be declared while we are in an active National Emergency?

3/2/2020 10:38:51 PM gregmar72901668 Beginning to see it but missing some key elements 

I believe:

It works for unlimited energy 

Exists as natural law and order in universe as we know it 

How does it connect to world events and individuals?

🤔

3/2/2020 10:39:04 PM nockaimrelease My son’s birthday😳😜

3/2/2020 10:40:00 PM qanonnotables Are bonito fish big?

3/2/2020 10:40:11 PM __intothewild_ 1) General Public must be aware.

2) More "small" fish be made public.

3)Nov. 2020 must be won.

Drip Drip Drip...

3/2/2020 10:40:26 PM lgpurvis655 I thought it actually was easier under all these national emergencies decrees we've been in now...for what 20 years??

3/2/2020 10:40:27 PM waltosborne Yes

3/2/2020 10:40:38 PM cindeamulholla3 Yes!🙏❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/Nn9QUcd8JB

3/2/2020 10:40:58 PM freestateojones Are we still operating under Admiralty Law?

3/2/2020 10:41:01 PM songbabe109 Do bears meme in the woods?

3/2/2020 10:41:02 PM williebhere 9+3=12

1+2=3

3+9=12

1+2=3

3+9=12

Repetition 12 and 3

3/2/2020 10:41:02 PM __intothewild_ Yes.

3/2/2020 10:41:24 PM mongrelglory According to this article...yes! https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/01/presidential-emergency-powers/576418/ …

3/2/2020 10:41:31 PM burtonoaks Yes.

3/2/2020 10:41:56 PM williebhere March 12...??

3/2/2020 10:42:04 PM rob337723166 I don't get it either.

3/2/2020 10:42:45 PM nccrushingholly Of course not, but if what we see is that they get nothing.... like Comey Killery, are the statutes ran out and this is a big nothing... I am tired, ready to 

quit and be a hermit and God bless whoever darkens my door. I have those things they want to take and good luck.

3/2/2020 10:42:53 PM valhalla11111 Martial law IS NOT the answer. Tell people to self quarantine for 14 days then launch the mass arrests during that

3/2/2020 10:43:06 PM lauraan10341758 I love these " in your face" proofs. Makes me happy. Lol

3/2/2020 10:43:57 PM dtitland All we can do is keep trying.

3/2/2020 10:44:12 PM ghostrider23 21= [U] U1?

25= [Y] Elites? pic.twitter.com/qjEXM1tW31

3/2/2020 10:44:15 PM khaleesi61 I thought a national emergency was when martial law was supposed to be declared.

3/2/2020 10:44:25 PM lindarockers Yes. I think it’s the easiest time to get one.

3/2/2020 10:44:33 PM rpyuqt7vjdxn03b No idea

3/2/2020 10:44:52 PM timesupgodwins The UN can come in a during a crisis and basically take over thanks to obama

3/2/2020 10:44:53 PM dawsonjdawsonk The public needs to know what’s on the Weiner laptop.

3/2/2020 10:44:58 PM brandonbeckham_ 🇺🇸 President @realDonaldTrump: "The future does not belong to #Globalists; it belongs to #Patriots." 

𝗙𝗼𝗹𝗹𝗼𝘄

 @BrandonBeckham_ for a Christian Voice. #PatriotsUnited pic.twitter.com/UhiSRSXNuc

3/2/2020 10:44:59 PM twilly18 yes?

3/2/2020 10:45:24 PM shellyj247 Expose them. Take them to court publicly so America can watch.

Just like they said " No one is above the law"

Let's start with their crimes. We have not forgotten and never will..🤨

3/2/2020 10:45:29 PM jasonbs Yes after judicial review, I’m assuming

3/2/2020 10:45:45 PM bryanhausman It is however based directly off various Q posts where these points are outlined

3/2/2020 10:45:50 PM decodematrix Yes

3/2/2020 10:45:55 PM freedomfiter71 Someone just posted this, it sure sounds like it! https://twitter.com/flyover01047267/status/1234726024707035136?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/Flyover01047267/status/1234726024707035136 …

3/2/2020 10:46:49 PM ghostrider23 “5 more years...9(I), 13(M), 17(Q)...21, 25”

Tonight’s Rally for context. 

 https://t.co/k4jv3IJ7J3  https://twitter.com/bubbleshere1/status/1234728906634096641?s=21 …

3/2/2020 10:46:53 PM abibeuck22 Yes. pic.twitter.com/foXNLJoXCV

3/2/2020 10:46:55 PM nirvanaisshe Like this? pic.twitter.com/wfQSWYEnwl

3/2/2020 10:47:05 PM illinoisjack85 I always thought it sounded like him, but then one post says wait until you see who has been talking to you here, that doesn't sound like something 

he'd say if we already assume it's him...

3/2/2020 10:47:18 PM brooks9675309 I love the sound of this

3/2/2020 10:47:20 PM leeza98184510 Thank you Q!

3/2/2020 10:48:08 PM kathy_1_2_3_ #InsleeIsAnIdiot

3/2/2020 10:48:35 PM shellyj247 Oh and let Barr do his job...

3/2/2020 10:48:47 PM rob337723166 Thanks!

3/2/2020 10:49:01 PM emmi_1111 Worrisome...

The UN would love to just come in and take over. I.think they did that in utah. Correct me if I'm wrong.

3/2/2020 10:49:12 PM magamircat1 Now that's scary...but I think they would have to deal with our military

3/2/2020 10:49:46 PM realeyethespy POTUS out of country secure location



3/2/2020 10:49:55 PM _twiceborn_ 1)It must be done right.

It must be done according to the rule of law.

It must carry weight.

It must be proven in the court of law.

There can be no mistakes.

Good things sometimes take time.

Attempts to slow/block the inevitable [Justice] will fail. pic.twitter.com/3CWSJXzEtt

3/2/2020 10:50:06 PM brooks9675309 Exactly what I thought

3/2/2020 10:50:13 PM contenthonest Learn the Comms.. 

"Biblical"

3/2/2020 10:51:10 PM marioalilovic2 prophetic words from great President!👏🇭🇷

3/2/2020 10:51:19 PM tresfort1 not really, under 10 lbs

3/2/2020 10:51:21 PM manifest_utopia Information warfare.

Twit says the @realDonaldTrump tweet that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is replying to is "unavailable".  pic.twitter.com/YSrVriNzfa

3/2/2020 10:51:23 PM _twiceborn_ 2) [D]s election interference 2016.

>Clinton/Hussein illegal FISA

[D]s election interference 2018.

>Mueller 

[D]s election interference 2020.

>Impeachment

Projection.

These people are sick.

We, the People, are the cure. 

Q3724 pic.twitter.com/9aHVRnOBPg
3/2/2020 10:52:01 PM brooks9675309 Seems like it would be more likely during a national emergency

3/2/2020 10:52:22 PM qanonnotables I'm gonna go with Derek here, sorry.

3/2/2020 10:52:27 PM leeza98184510 Hmmmm......

3/2/2020 10:52:48 PM raynetungsten Judges judges judges

3/2/2020 10:52:51 PM fritzingeradam I'm starting to wonder if we need to physically do it ourselves.  "Trusting the plan" and "enjoying the show" is really wearing thin.

3/2/2020 10:53:19 PM politiwars Good luck enforcing it on 330 million people.

3/2/2020 10:53:22 PM ravenforthewise Q is a Team, Q is an idea, Q is the force behind the people.

3/2/2020 10:53:31 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/UZCyhfNGjV

3/2/2020 10:53:34 PM leeza98184510 Interesting.

3/2/2020 10:53:57 PM monkey_weather Not gonna happen, but if they were stupid enough to try, that would be the end of those UN forces. 

Kinda wondered if they are geared up to look like French police. Hard to imagine the real French police attacking the yellow vests.

3/2/2020 10:54:39 PM ikethegeek Media must be forced to tell the truth, lies prosecuted.

3/2/2020 10:55:47 PM abibeuck22 Yes he is pic.twitter.com/MwKrp58Rov

3/2/2020 10:55:59 PM lonewolfbuilder What is 'State Secrets' & how upheld in SC? What authority does POTUS have over MARINES?

Who controls the NG? Can the NG work in coordination w/ the MARINES? Conditions req to authorize?

The masses tend to panic in these situations. No war. No civil unrest. Clean & swift.

3/2/2020 10:56:42 PM enade_q Activist Judges must be removed from court, and the DS Must be purged from the DoJ at a Minimum.

3/2/2020 10:56:47 PM berit1959 And?

3/2/2020 10:57:31 PM leeza98184510 Who is Q is trending on Twitter.

3/2/2020 10:59:09 PM lapthis Courts need cleared of liberal activist judges.

3/2/2020 10:59:10 PM sheepdoganon They won’t be enforcing it on 330M people. Remember: 70M at minimum at law abiding citizens.

It’s for certain people.

Boy, it’ll be funny when they close all borders and take everyone’s passports while the sick get hunted down.

3/2/2020 10:59:29 PM creyescal pffff lol stupid.😂😂

3/2/2020 10:59:38 PM juliansrum  pic.twitter.com/12XcEk8j0I

3/2/2020 10:59:51 PM laishlaish4 Yes.

3/2/2020 11:00:00 PM pepe_maga_anon  pic.twitter.com/si9Mzu9yL1

3/2/2020 11:00:29 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , but how come a new publication alters our memories  https://twitter.com/whatscale/status/1234734922041978881 …

3/2/2020 11:00:32 PM suzydee17 Can a Bear shit in the woods?

3/2/2020 11:01:23 PM lightonthehill How many National Emergencies are currently active?

Who made the rules that wqe are abiding by?

3/2/2020 11:01:41 PM irah_chandler Yes

3/2/2020 11:02:06 PM ravenforthewise Well said.

3/2/2020 11:02:35 PM palmdalekid2 #qanon pic.twitter.com/FZPli2jEWE

3/2/2020 11:03:18 PM 5afe_ Right..GITMO, I hear. 

😂😂😂😂 They would all be in jail, if one talks..GITMO is a military prison for POW'S. Good luck with that. I am not angry..🍻 

pic.twitter.com/Bl0rFZWVQY

3/2/2020 11:04:12 PM suzydee17 No they can not. Thanks to Potus.

3/2/2020 11:04:22 PM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/jrwBDAY0CQ

3/2/2020 11:04:38 PM boatguy12 😂🤣😂Good one. 🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/ZCKmvAaPo1

3/2/2020 11:05:39 PM kellybear911 Clean the WH. Get rid of holdovers,  sleepers, never Trumps.  Ask the question = is Q real?

3/2/2020 11:06:59 PM gifted_802 A national emergency is a reason why it could be declared.

3/2/2020 11:07:01 PM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/UuuSh5gEHk

3/2/2020 11:07:17 PM horizonvector And wouldn't that be a convenient time for mass arrests?

3/2/2020 11:07:21 PM frankyanker Don't waste your time following this stuff then. Jump on the "blue wave" instead and have fun with it✌️

3/2/2020 11:07:51 PM _twiceborn_ #WhoIsQ? pic.twitter.com/iWhVbDG7lS

3/2/2020 11:09:14 PM fritzingeradam I'll have to start a collection of blue helmets then...

3/2/2020 11:09:51 PM valhalla11111 And Canadian and mexican borders closed

3/2/2020 11:12:07 PM bryansteeksma  pic.twitter.com/KgGbjhgNiJ

3/2/2020 11:12:23 PM mathison_si Or we just get the secret 7 to go full apeshit on them.

3/2/2020 11:13:04 PM itsmecuzimme  pic.twitter.com/2Nef9kEtsf

3/2/2020 11:14:58 PM iamstpoodlenut Why are his eyes not open?? He doesn’t appear healthy at all!

3/2/2020 11:15:37 PM kidge6 Uhm. Isn’t that one thing national emergency inherently does? Or at least, makes easier?

3/2/2020 11:18:13 PM upyourn Wow,that never occurred to me...  You're a genius.  I'm following you.

3/2/2020 11:18:28 PM wayne_on_wheelz I know this sounds crazy but I have often thought it was Melania. Q & Q+.

3/2/2020 11:19:01 PM magamkeg Average around 2-5lb.



3/2/2020 11:19:30 PM 17emeraldroses Yes. https://www.businessinsider.com/president-declare-national-emergency-what-happens-2019-2 …

3/2/2020 11:21:03 PM valhalla11111 Everyone that goes missing during the 14 days sent to Gitmo can be said to have been taken to a hospital

3/2/2020 11:24:20 PM karenincarolin1 Do wild bear shit in the woods? That's the way I learned it.

3/2/2020 11:24:32 PM 4gottenking Sounds like we're about to throw away what freedoms we had left, because this will definitely seal the deal. It's too bad none of you see that this is 

controlled opposition, they are going to make you do everything they want for the. Smdh 🤦🏾♂️

3/2/2020 11:24:39 PM dr_jaxfor45 What did the deleted tweet say?

3/2/2020 11:26:14 PM skilletmack Tbh, if Trump gets to be out of the country then I’d like to be too

3/2/2020 11:26:31 PM schhnickelfritz That's not nearly big enough for all the perps.

3/2/2020 11:27:52 PM dumah_anuhazi The timing is right if we make it right. Trust the plan, but don't stand idly by. You'll never know unless you act: that action itself may be a part of the 

plan. Many people are sitting and waiting on the plan, but what if it's the plan waiting on US to play our part?

3/2/2020 11:28:42 PM higherself_1_ Q.... Answered. pic.twitter.com/zkly2phFUa

3/2/2020 11:29:53 PM illinoisjack85 I have actually thought that too!

3/2/2020 11:30:39 PM debbie_hollyoak Ppl needs yo understand why and full details of there crimes which takes time

3/2/2020 11:31:01 PM veeski3  pic.twitter.com/V3lyyZ51us

3/2/2020 11:31:58 PM wolfieman121 Yes.

3/2/2020 11:32:21 PM shallknown No arrests until.after he wins 2020.

The all hell will break open!

FINALLY, popcorn time!

3/2/2020 11:32:54 PM raymond10449530 Get a DOJ that lives up to their title.  They're the gatekeeper protecting DS traitors from indictment & prosecution. pic.twitter.com/oi254h5tth

3/2/2020 11:33:34 PM peter8278791 don't tease us..

3/2/2020 11:33:59 PM jeff90140499 Yes, Nikola Tesla attested to this! Polyphase AC electricity was just one of his brilliant deductions!

3/2/2020 11:34:55 PM caruxian Fake news must be eradicated.

3/2/2020 11:35:03 PM raymond10449530 Justice against traitors should never be contingent upon winning the next political election.

3/2/2020 11:35:23 PM sonnybarzini 🤣

3/2/2020 11:36:01 PM raymond10449530 An indictment sealed and unserved,  gathering dust,  is useless.

3/2/2020 11:36:37 PM debbie_hollyoak Yeah especially if its emergency

3/2/2020 11:37:24 PM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/VwHRzIaD1g

3/2/2020 11:38:30 PM raymond10449530 Action determines credibility.  We see no action.

3/2/2020 11:39:17 PM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/9FpH0BqKXw

3/2/2020 11:39:50 PM palmdalekid2 1,357 delegates for #SuperTuesday #qanon

3/2/2020 11:39:56 PM raymond10449530 As Barr refused to prosecute Comey and McCabe when recommend....

3/2/2020 11:40:39 PM jokersrequiem Martial Law...

anyone not inside their homes after a set curfew gets arrested. 😂

3/2/2020 11:40:58 PM megamane2 That's what nobody will explain. Everyone wants to tell you about the power of 369....in math. How about a practical explanation about how people 

can use it. Should I walk around my house 3 times before walking in... like Tesla? Thats called OCD.

3/2/2020 11:41:01 PM raymond10449530 Sadly so. Elite traitors are protected.

3/2/2020 11:41:38 PM saraashcraft 135 33 33 135 pic.twitter.com/Fl2Sd8ZPxP

3/2/2020 11:41:48 PM thehistorian19 judges filled

3/2/2020 11:41:51 PM raymond10449530 Justice against elite traitors should not be contingent upon winning the next political election!

3/2/2020 11:43:23 PM internetusr 🤔can't tell if serious

3/2/2020 11:43:38 PM liz_scenicroute And Q is a lie - scammers soaking good patriots out of $$$.

3/2/2020 11:45:39 PM hologram_matrix  pic.twitter.com/uWpSEiw3QB

3/2/2020 11:47:44 PM rghardy3 Sounds like Something BIG is about to happen.

STORM Warning

3/2/2020 11:48:58 PM arthurpacfarm That must be Hillarys list although some items are missing it’s a start....

3/2/2020 11:49:09 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/Ffdpx5Hckw

3/2/2020 11:49:48 PM alaraofsirius Welcome👊✨🇺🇸

3/2/2020 11:50:09 PM kidge6 WHO = ?

Not world health org writing an algorithm, probably.

White House office?

White House operation? Operative?

3/2/2020 11:50:53 PM 369helen313 Yes!

3/2/2020 11:51:39 PM corruptgop19 Truth be told.... pic.twitter.com/jRonDYX5Af

3/2/2020 11:52:00 PM 369helen313 Why not !

3/2/2020 11:52:39 PM 369helen313 03/03/2020

5:5

A Storm Approaches !⚡🌪⚡

#WWG1WGA #Q #QANON #QARMY #JUSTICE #GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1234737222345097217?s=21 … https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1234737222345097217 …

3/2/2020 11:53:24 PM rghardy3 Something BIG coming down.

March Madness.

3/2/2020 11:55:05 PM jeffex11 Zero-Day begins the deprogrammming of Monarch Mind controlled slaves capture bonded to the CULTS owned ENEMEDIA 

pic.twitter.com/s5EBQ1EvyY

3/2/2020 11:55:22 PM mjs__smile Yes....medical martial law ...better than regular martial law where people can still travel and cross borders

3/2/2020 11:55:59 PM bi07829782 Good judges. Many federal judges appointed by Trump are now installed.

3/2/2020 11:57:14 PM palmdalekid2 .WHO 

sentence structure is a part of signal intelligence? an annotation for something

3/2/2020 11:57:24 PM otis_mosley To make mass arrest......yes

3/2/2020 11:57:34 PM rghardy3 National Emergency

D5

The Storm has arrived.

3/2/2020 11:58:53 PM jeffex11 INSCOM  https://www.inscom.army.mil/470MIB.aspx  WE ARE AR WAR enemies foreign ROTHSCHILD KHAZAR8AN MAFIA and domestic DEEP STATE 

democrats RINOS pic.twitter.com/OvlXiDcuFi

3/2/2020 11:59:44 PM jonesy4671 The awakening of the sleeping populace

3/2/2020 11:59:55 PM oldschool1961 Absolutely

3/3/2020 12:02:21 AM kidge6 Hmm. Good point. And internet domain? File extension? Abbreviation ? Mathematic?

3/3/2020 12:03:05 AM skilletmack Does no one else see this blatant pattern of #freemasonry but me? 330 million, 10% critical mass #QAnon believers in pop’l = 33 million. 3 year delta of 

11/4/17 drop is start of 10 day blackout ending on 13th...3,13,33

3/3/2020 12:03:48 AM aluna_kay That's a stipulation of gesara too



3/3/2020 12:03:56 AM jeffex11 Trump-Lincoln Q US Military global partners prosecuted silent war on top of evil Khazar8an Maf8a pyramid first . FED NATIONALIZED 2018 WINDSOR 

surrender 2018 Vatican City City Of London D.C. All captured by PATRIOTS IN CONTROL pic.twitter.com/7QEG6aiMPg

3/3/2020 12:05:21 AM jeffex11 Evil Khazar8an Mafia pic.twitter.com/7yEIyDvSWA

3/3/2020 12:06:49 AM emet_or_2020 Medical marshal law ??

3/3/2020 12:07:19 AM davidmsika Release videos and other files about pedophiles and traitors. Killary bush cheney Hussein Brennan Mueller  Biden kerry and more. Including videos of 

9/11/01 at pentagon. Shut down CIA and arrest FBI traitors. Release lists of secrets societies members.

3/3/2020 12:08:20 AM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/t3yenYbDlQU 

"MARCH MADNESS" LISTEN TO END!

3/3/2020 12:09:44 AM corruption_gov Trump has been quoting it lately as 350 million  

Yes.  The other numbers seem freemason. 

Most things any of them reference are freemason even with Trump.

3/3/2020 12:10:01 AM nycrodney The courts must be cleaned up first.

3/3/2020 12:10:38 AM jeffex11 Remove the KEYSTONE and the global system of fraud usury money magic and deception collapse FOLLOW THE PEN the pen is mightier than the sword 

TRUMP controls Virginia Corporation THE FED Rothschild central banks  & ZIP CODE POSTMASTER GENERAL system now pic.twitter.com/7ihGIikcf2

3/3/2020 12:12:13 AM jeffex11 US Military saviors of mankind pic.twitter.com/TAYts0VWdU

3/3/2020 12:13:49 AM yoshino57 Obama the Saudi plant replaced military brass with deepstate controlled puppets. These four star generals are the ones whom are suppose to be 

arresting people . These globalist puppets have been orchestrating treason on the American people .

3/3/2020 12:13:55 AM timkania lol 😆

3/3/2020 12:14:08 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/sUb2czQTmV

3/3/2020 12:14:47 AM jeffex11 Be Ready   1865  AG James SPEED REVIEWED the action taken by Lincoln to put down the secession rebellion only this time " there will be no civil war " 

#asymmetricalwarfare TRUST THE PLAN WIZARD OF OZ allegory we are all going home to " KANSAS " end of maritime law pic.twitter.com/Ss2dnuHRiw

3/3/2020 12:16:24 AM nodivide_usa Generic drugs fluctuate in ingredients of actual medications 70% - 125% let that sink in oh if only I can say more... terrifying

3/3/2020 12:17:00 AM intveenstefan Jfk jr

3/3/2020 12:17:38 AM groonavy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you know who Q is. He is with White House Communication Agency under DISA.

3/3/2020 12:17:44 AM jeffex11 When TRUST HUBER +IG + 470 INSCOM  have the new grand jury judicial branch ready for every county POTUS ends perpetual martial law of 1871 DC 

Act issues new martial law under restored republic Article 1 section 9 REBELLION & INVASION ZERO-Day new media ready JFK sp ops Ft Bragg 

pic.twitter.com/dQ2UDq7jIG

3/3/2020 12:18:34 AM mrtioman Yes.

3/3/2020 12:18:50 AM jeffex11 INSCOM  http://inscom.army.mil/470MIB.aspx  WE ARE AR WAR enemies foreign ROTHSCHILD KHAZAR8AN MAFIA and domestic DEEP STATE 

democrats RINOS pic.twitter.com/PJGm2Ur6Iy

3/3/2020 12:19:56 AM jimmy38994911 What happens when the Rothschilds get caught stealing between 7 & 7.87 trillion from the global markets with that intel going to every intelegance 

agency on earth? Me thinks the former controllers must go first.  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=y4yGzG61R8c …

@realDonaldTrump @SpeakGF @speakprojectM

3/3/2020 12:21:21 AM jeffex11 Restored republic GRAN JURY judicial branch for all counties in America outside of D.C. For a reason AG Barr is a placeholder in Maritime OLD GUARD 

system pic.twitter.com/5cab1LD8aN

3/3/2020 12:22:39 AM dabrokentruth Soros

3/3/2020 12:23:40 AM paul777light Maybe even technology to cloak themselves, and become invisible,! 😡💪❤️

3/3/2020 12:23:59 AM vapatriot6 Congratulations, I'm happy for you.

3/3/2020 12:25:07 AM jeffex11 White Hat controlled new media platforms ready to go .  http://8kun.top  running on DoD platforms now Zero- Day begins JFK spec ops Ft Bragg MI 

deprogramming of monarch Mind controlled slaves capture bonded to ENEMEDIA pic.twitter.com/hzIDqEj8dL

3/3/2020 12:26:58 AM larsprintzen Clean house!

3/3/2020 12:27:06 AM spoiledlamb  pic.twitter.com/aSp0BVR45K

3/3/2020 12:27:49 AM spoiledlamb  pic.twitter.com/IBHDcLSq0H

3/3/2020 12:30:37 AM dystopian42 Get faster people!!! The water is under the bridge damit!!

3/3/2020 12:32:00 AM skilletmack What is the solar flash?

3/3/2020 12:32:31 AM dontdrinkthek12 Boooooo

3/3/2020 12:32:35 AM konvergerer Read and downloaded the article,  ty, so sad, of course we're not allowed to have anything with an efficiency over 30% , duh i forgot,  thanks oligarchs

3/3/2020 12:33:10 AM dontdrinkthek12  pic.twitter.com/39FvsUYjqk

3/3/2020 12:34:46 AM pitdogman Not only gitmo has been prepped 😎

3/3/2020 12:35:45 AM guymonzeglio Yes...

3/3/2020 12:39:44 AM vvitovsky 1 year Delta? 1/22/21 pic.twitter.com/mJfjsP5IMU

3/3/2020 12:40:36 AM thejeffleland  pic.twitter.com/Mv6S9sI7aV

3/3/2020 12:41:53 AM carolinabeth1 It would indeed! And no one would panic about arrests.

3/3/2020 12:46:19 AM nonlineardarren more COWBELL pic.twitter.com/93pQhnZ4Vc

3/3/2020 12:46:27 AM patrick101463 You are no patriot.

3/3/2020 12:46:32 AM renesaenz17 This was their plan all along...

3/3/2020 12:46:53 AM mcginty9999 As I understand it, and I’m only a novice at this, isn’t Martial Law unconstitutional ? Didn’t the founders envisage local militias being involved in 

national or state emergencies ?

3/3/2020 12:47:47 AM amandak24006871 Yep

3/3/2020 12:47:52 AM monster22872 Good one fake fake fake!

3/3/2020 12:50:25 AM jake4191 [Hussein]! Bye [Hussein]!

3/3/2020 12:50:51 AM hamonjon Just be prepared for surprises 😃

3/3/2020 12:53:16 AM jake4191 Arrests will happen when the timing is right! But they will happen! Enjoy the Show!

3/3/2020 12:53:17 AM circuitriderz If you mean politicians, then the election needs to happen first.

3/3/2020 12:53:45 AM aetherwalker1 I would say yes.

In our National Security State the powers of the Office of the President are offensive to anyone with limited government sensibilities.

3/3/2020 12:55:07 AM caliarmyofgod Durham report given to Barr

3/3/2020 12:56:42 AM aetherwalker1 Congress is the one who built this up over the last century.

[They] though it was just wonderful to exponentially increase those powers under 43 and 44.

I guess hindsight will be 20/20 for [Them].

3/3/2020 12:57:55 AM tenn_rich People overlook the MASSIVE power of the Navy, which is not bound by the  Posse Comitatus Act. Marines are well and good, but the Navy provides 

enormous firepower and mobility. The naval service is a powerful force.



3/3/2020 12:59:34 AM jimmy38994911 Interesting indeed. What's really going on?  https://theaiorganization.com/obama-google-bidens-clinton-schmidt-sued-in-fed-court-weaponized-ai-bio-

tech-transfer-endangering-the-lives-of-all-people-complicity-to-slave-camps-china/ … @realDonaldTrump @LogannnnnnnnnWm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@CNN @DonaldJTrumpJr @99freemind @AGWillliamBarr @BlessedToTeach @dbongino @Linda_Paris @MishelDbytes  

https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1234653916974829568 … pic.twitter.com/84Q6p2IPGJ

3/3/2020 1:00:08 AM jesussoon88 It begins with a total Trump landslide victory 2020 plus winning the house and senate, removing nasty nancy as speaker. Everything else will follow.

3/3/2020 1:00:57 AM khaleesi61 Declare martial law.

3/3/2020 1:01:43 AM aetherwalker1 aboard Space Force One?

3/3/2020 1:02:41 AM jt_suryo @ivasby

3/3/2020 1:03:04 AM timesupgodwins You must know about all the tens of 10s of thousands of UN troops living in the United States awaiting orders.

3/3/2020 1:03:39 AM asailorssway yes... but martial law has always been one of the reasons i'm scared to trust the govt, and by proxy, the plan. we've given away a lot of power, in hopes 

of it not being manipulated against us. i hope "threat to national security," has become more succinctly defined legally.

3/3/2020 1:03:48 AM jt_suryo @SKY3691111 @ivasby

3/3/2020 1:07:28 AM timkania That is straightup fantasticness!

3/3/2020 1:10:32 AM chapulincolored You must ]READY[ the gallows, ]knot[ the nooses, and ]sharpen[ the guillotines at GITMO, but supply chain is in lockdown?  

Lesson learned: Must all be"Made in the USA".

But you're going to say something like "Reach threshhold of awakening" or "ET/Disclosure"

Are we there yet? pic.twitter.com/8T7NwrLhL5

3/3/2020 1:11:17 AM roadkill_diary Warrent presenred and Miranda rights read...

3/3/2020 1:11:44 AM codewordbanana I'm betting the media must be brought under foot.

3/3/2020 1:12:22 AM wowgrammx6 It's coming!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/xABESpS7iq

3/3/2020 1:12:44 AM codewordbanana Was Phillip Haney Q?

3/3/2020 1:12:51 AM 1946flxible A totalitarian regime

3/3/2020 1:14:12 AM downhomeblues1 Yes

3/3/2020 1:14:29 AM codewordbanana Trying to guess the end of a well-written movie before it's over often proves impossible.

3/3/2020 1:16:01 AM uncle_rustles Military operating on us soil

3/3/2020 1:16:51 AM chapulincolored Space Force?

3/3/2020 1:17:05 AM emet_or_2020 Didn't trump say who is Q ?

5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25

3/3/2020 1:17:09 AM martyleith206 Who is KIMS?

3/3/2020 1:18:06 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/3cUIK5LvKl

3/3/2020 1:18:54 AM burning2nd Soon.. on the pretext of  a virus outbreak.... Which is why the bases where setup

 

 which is why the presidential text message was setup and tested 

 which is why the market was inflated 

 all has to be started and done before November

3/3/2020 1:21:42 AM saschakbe I think you need the majority behind you > The great awakening?

3/3/2020 1:22:59 AM jeffex11 I only scanned the PDF briefly looks interdasting. The collapse or crash people fear is an illusion . The evil top of the pyramid is collapsing not the people 

REVELATION 18 the things valued in the old MATRIX won't be in the beautiful brave new world we will show you pic.twitter.com/vAyiAzB8Ho

3/3/2020 1:23:04 AM fracture_them A good house cleaning

3/3/2020 1:27:24 AM tikpaq  https://www.qmap.pub/read/951 

3/3/2020 1:27:52 AM murph54258684 I'm 70 yo. Prolly in your dads age group. Trust me when I say that respecting the elders and having an opinion are NOT mutually exclusive.

3/3/2020 1:29:48 AM murph54258684 No, no he isn't. Q posted that.

3/3/2020 1:31:19 AM chapulincolored Force the Q?

Unseal Indictments?

Martial Law?   🤔

#Q3773

Follow the guide.

Q

There is still sooo much to do 🤪 I'll be as old as granny 👇👇👇needing muh bifocals 🙃 pic.twitter.com/3jyx2OYYhZ
3/3/2020 1:32:28 AM dontdrinkthek12 Jr is still alive!!

3/3/2020 1:33:33 AM ttunaley Your Federal Reserve ? It's totally in the hands of the Gangster Bankers - shut it down.

3/3/2020 1:34:15 AM v_rags Human consciousness has to rise in vibration.

3/3/2020 1:34:45 AM sovereignity77 #Declas

3/3/2020 1:38:42 AM chapulincolored Yes.

Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights Abuse or Corruption

International Emergency Economic Powers Act

National Emergencies Act

Global Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability Act

Immigration and Nationality Act https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-

human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

3/3/2020 1:39:16 AM manuelbarroso64 Disarm the American people.

3/3/2020 1:41:23 AM unitedredwhite1 What happens here will mirror what happened in SA a few years ago.

3/3/2020 1:44:30 AM jeffex11 The Organic Act of 1871 ( DC ACT) is treason by the 41st CONgress INSTITUTED perpetual martial law est Maritime law President became CEO of USA 

corp Congress =managers WITH A PEN POTUS rescinds that martial law and OLD GUARD collapse pic.twitter.com/4Fqb25PTnl

3/3/2020 1:46:28 AM megatronmighty THE QUESTION MUST BE ASKED

3/3/2020 1:47:33 AM jeffex11 How do you repair  a bridge without closing it to traffic ? answer You build a BEAUTIFUL NEW bridge parallel to the old one . THEN you shut the old 

guard failed and corrupt system down FF to 37:15  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sD9dgDWPtKw … pic.twitter.com/sUtyC7Udr1



3/3/2020 1:48:43 AM megatronmighty Oh God.

The UN.

The UN must be kept out.

In a national emergency, it WILL BE KEPT OUT.

Little Baby Jesus,

5 D chess

3/3/2020 1:52:28 AM jeffex11 Q decode of " SPEED " 1865 AG James SPEED reviewed Lincoln's citing Article 1 section 9 to  put down the secession REBELLION .   Following the Lincoln 

precedence Trump asymmetrical war on enemies foreign/domestic THE PLAN went for the top first LAW OF ARMED CONFLICT 

pic.twitter.com/pRrZawUJnS

3/3/2020 1:53:13 AM jwishbone Other than pictures of Weiner's Weiner.

3/3/2020 1:53:41 AM jamesfbuckley2 Yes

3/3/2020 1:55:44 AM jeffex11 DEEP STATE REBELLION & INVASION by sanctuary polices of  Duly elected executive branch . Article 1 section 9 the Lincoln precedence 

pic.twitter.com/l8z9KdibzC

3/3/2020 1:58:32 AM jeffex11 We are at the end of one age and the precipice of the age of Aquarius . Where the GREAT AWAKENING exposes the true CHRIST within all mankind 

naturally  and physiologically NOT END OF TIMES but the end of deception 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+18&version=GNV …

3/3/2020 2:01:23 AM jeffex11 The 4 phases of mind elevation are EARTH WATER AIR FIRE in the water phase the PINEAL gland is naturally activated . THIS new age of Aquarius will 

bring this forth to the masses RECONCILES with scripture as allegory not non-fiction  

https://archive.org/details/godmanwordmadefl00carerich/page/n6/mode/2up … pic.twitter.com/wqWdgLko9f

3/3/2020 2:04:04 AM phoenixjournals Educate the masses!!!

3/3/2020 2:05:29 AM kitcso ?

3/3/2020 2:05:43 AM larsprintzen #DrainTheSwamp

3/3/2020 2:06:49 AM ausanon369 George W Bush and his father.

3/3/2020 2:06:59 AM jeffex11 physiological natural process the DEATH CULT has kept from mankind and altered our DNA with their poisons of the body and the mind . 

https://youtu.be/x82MGr1PZXQ 

3/3/2020 2:08:27 AM aprilbrown99 The world has been under admiralty/maritime law since before 1666. Law of the Sea & Law of the Land still exists today. Please research  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cestui_que .  This video will also help you understand   https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA . Then, if you are still hungry for 

more...

3/3/2020 2:08:42 AM jeffex11 This video shows the sacred secretions the PEDOVORES are harvesting  from children while their debt slaves are working 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyM1JiNpe2I …

3/3/2020 2:10:19 AM aprilbrown99 Jordan Maxwell’s videos on YT explains it very well. Here’s intro video  https://youtu.be/YHu64As9TPg . If you are still hungry for more after that I 

would suggest chatting with @nea_storm. She is absolutely amazing & has more info than any1 of public vs private side realities. 💥💥💥

3/3/2020 2:10:38 AM lightlove21121 So that we don’t kill eachother in the process (aka France).

3/3/2020 2:13:30 AM jeffex11 Seen them thank you TRUMP and US Military have captured the 3 evil cities of Rome Babylon modern day . Now we have to deprogram the monarch 

Mind slaves . Leading them from the MATRIX they thought was real SYMBOLISM Jesuit Mason Khazar8an system collapsing 

pic.twitter.com/MCCVBz3w8G

3/3/2020 2:15:02 AM twocentsscuba  pic.twitter.com/J1iwiTbKPc

3/3/2020 2:20:22 AM jimmy38994911 Kim programmed the #KeyIntegratedMonetarySystem 

The old system was the Rothschild system. The new one is KIMS. All revealed in 2020. @realDonaldTrump has the #KeyInteleganceMilitarySytem 

(KIMS) working for him. 

All run by a Quantum A.I. Kim took over from Marduk, a drakonian. pic.twitter.com/9aRmB4p3nI

3/3/2020 2:22:41 AM glidebait1 Get an arrest warrant for Mr Mass

3/3/2020 2:22:48 AM syrtyr Actually that was Baby Bush in 2003 With 2 executive orders.

3/3/2020 2:23:05 AM blacknblueangel We must have the right judges in place.

3/3/2020 2:24:33 AM chrisshea321 Well let's see, today  http://N.Y.is  going to try an pass a mandatory hpv vax on all kids 9 years and up. This one shot has killed and harmed so many 

kids they banned it in other countries. This law could devastate N.Y.kids that are innocent. These people are sick!

3/3/2020 2:25:51 AM syrtyr The Marines can, on orders from the president, be sent out to fight for up to 90 days without a declaration of war. We are not Called "The President's 

Own" For only our Musical talents! (Marine Corps Band)

~GRINS~

~SEMPER FIDELIS~

3/3/2020 2:26:16 AM burning2nd  https://www.businessinsider.com/us-military-bases-coronavirus-quarantine-locations-2020-2 …  come on??? Don't tell me you didn't hear about this , 

your definitely not a annon lol

3/3/2020 2:28:33 AM starseeddove Stock market crash. Presidential Emergency Broadcast/implementing Marshall Law. The matrix grid breaks down (AI), monetary reset, mass arrests. 

Have supplies on hand because we may need to stay indoors anywhere between a week to 3 months while all chaos be happening.

3/3/2020 2:31:35 AM roberta57948406 Trump has promised relentlessly that he would drain the swamp. He also has made great assurances promises made promises kept. 

This leads me to the conclusion that he will drain the swamp for all to see before the election.

3/3/2020 2:31:49 AM uberdeuss  pic.twitter.com/xynZUnzNrv

3/3/2020 2:33:39 AM syrtyr Or Abducted by Aliens..., The way The "Faux Liberal Regressive Deaf" think They believe ANYTHING they are Told!

~GRINS~

~SEMPER FIDELIS~

3/3/2020 2:34:07 AM jason_becnel I like that plan for mass arrests in August!!

3/3/2020 2:34:57 AM lawrrencee cover all the exits.

3/3/2020 2:35:32 AM the_fjalar Fakenews MSM has to be defeated.

3/3/2020 2:36:02 AM snakejackal Mass Freeze

3/3/2020 2:37:40 AM to_unity And our own troops are coming home in increasing numbers.

3/3/2020 2:38:10 AM amylynrussell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Can you tell me there is some accounts on here saying they are angels and they talk of The Law of One/RA material, are they to be 

trusted and some claiming to be from Christ Bloodline putting out informations.  RA is not Jesus correct?

3/3/2020 2:38:33 AM thitluc The latest info on Kim Goguen's fraud team being linked to Michael Bagley (Blackwater/Jellyfish) CIA contractor.  Kim Thomas Williams, Dan Lutz & 

Tank (Kre8change) are linked to  many scammers. Watch these videos https://youtu.be/sBCXR16c3x4 

3/3/2020 2:40:29 AM thitluc Part 2 of  Kim Goguen's fraud team being linked to Michael Bagley (Blackwater/Jellyfish) CIA contractor.  Kim Thomas Williams, Dan Lutz & Tank 

(Kre8change) are linked to  many scammers. What these videos https://youtu.be/d2UYymQVQBk 

3/3/2020 2:41:46 AM thitluc This video proves Kimberly Ann Goguen (MWHT) is connected to criminals and linked to Anna Von Reitz. If the truth community want to believe liars 

like Tank (Speak Project) & Kim about the KIMS system, or Manna wold holding trust, then you are still asleep. https://youtu.be/jae-_PNbXfk 

3/3/2020 2:45:45 AM southern_lady75 Cant be in an active war when martial law is declared

3/3/2020 2:46:01 AM kimkimsheppard Pulled out of Paris accord but not the UN fully - did he ?

3/3/2020 2:46:15 AM aleks8837 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

3/3/2020 2:46:18 AM jewelsjewelsc What is SC?

3/3/2020 2:46:26 AM realtroy3 Ha! You know he's got his ear-buds installed in his head...those words sure are not his own...even while on sudafed..

3/3/2020 2:46:49 AM j61906638 They’re basically spoon fed at this point compared to decoding we did back in the day haha pic.twitter.com/Xa5HfwoePq



3/3/2020 2:46:55 AM jeffex11 War on drugs war on poverty war on terrorism war on ______in between wars the cabal deep state puppets use STATE OF EMERGENCY to continue 

the fraud and deception of the 1871 D.C. Act between ALL WARS ARE BANKER WARS profit from both sides human trafficking in " fog of war " 

pic.twitter.com/FN9eWWiKcf

3/3/2020 2:49:43 AM quartrmastranon I think opposite. 

I think their reaction to Obama's arrest is what breaks them. In the minds of the masses. 

If they are arrested, Trump will look authoritarian. 

They have to be run out of town.

3/3/2020 2:50:06 AM joewbelcher1  pic.twitter.com/26W5JNtG7M

3/3/2020 2:50:29 AM jeffex11 FED NATIONALIZED 2018 STRUCTURE change now under US Treasury no longer Rothschild controlled city of London 2+2 add up the clues 3 rate cuts 

2019 world bank prez resigns another rate cut coming spring 2020 pic.twitter.com/819raIGjyd

3/3/2020 2:51:22 AM ivasby Kalau di Indonesia memungkinkan dilakukan sesuai UU Darurat Sipil, tapi sebaiknya dihindari karena bisa dimanfaatkan pihak2 jahat untuk 

memindahkan "asset"

3/3/2020 2:53:13 AM jimmy38994911 Does it really? Who's anna von rights?

3/3/2020 2:53:26 AM texn9ne  https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1234592278720720903?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TexN9ne/status/1234592278720720903 …

3/3/2020 2:56:40 AM bibibobibox Prepare the Population for the loss of their moral and political references. How would you feel if the ground was removed under your feet? We are 

ready but i don't know if we get the awareness critical mass to make the CHANGE

3/3/2020 2:59:16 AM nativesect I never thought about the documentary. We are watching a movie!

#WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 2:59:46 AM lenartjoe Seems like the world’s been turned upside down. 4 years ago the alternative narrative was to beware that 44 would use this for nefarious purposes. 

Lately, it seems accepted by many it’d be necessary under 45 for our liberation? Am I the only one concerned by this? Throughline?

3/3/2020 3:00:18 AM briantaxwhiz Got you

3/3/2020 3:01:52 AM aj_saulnier  pic.twitter.com/JETPq9SacG

3/3/2020 3:02:29 AM keith369me Agencies must be rid of moles/traitors, the media needs individuals that are at least capable of reporting what is in front of them, and the people must 

be capable of seeing the truth.

3/3/2020 3:04:00 AM keith369me Yes...I would think a National Emergency would need to be taking place to declare Martial Law.

3/3/2020 3:05:03 AM tsunamirising It's sad you measure the character of a person by their bank account. Pretty sad.

3/3/2020 3:05:40 AM aprilbrown99 We are already under martial law.

3/3/2020 3:05:51 AM x4rose LMAO! I like it! 🌹X

3/3/2020 3:08:22 AM militiawitch1 By

3/3/2020 3:10:27 AM mani42643957 Marshall Law

3/3/2020 3:10:44 AM jewelsjewelsc my question exactly

3/3/2020 3:11:41 AM jimmy38994911 For the jellyfish pic.twitter.com/JWMqnCotwl

3/3/2020 3:11:51 AM gracefullearth seek a trusted channel of communication with the masses. The unraveling of the narrative must begin as the gap between those who know things and 

those asleep is growing so wide many will not cognitively phathom circumstances...

3/3/2020 3:12:10 AM jimmy38994911 So you still think they will pay you? pic.twitter.com/V1vlUwGW9E

3/3/2020 3:12:33 AM suzydee17 Wouldn't that be a Higher Step Potus has available to him under a National Emergency since He is the one who calls a National Emergency ?

3/3/2020 3:13:15 AM grannyomaha I've heard, a few years ago, that Syria has to be resolved first.  Is it?

3/3/2020 3:13:16 AM hollyzrt The justice system must be righteous and fair and everyone must learn to accept the truth like it or not.

3/3/2020 3:13:22 AM jimmy38994911 Only your silly allegations and fraudulent video's 

All hearsay 

Show your real evidence pic.twitter.com/EOrfHMHnN9

3/3/2020 3:14:51 AM theswamp_drain Indeed

3/3/2020 3:14:55 AM sandycrook8 Awakening the public to their evil and lies.

3/3/2020 3:15:57 AM quantphysicist  pic.twitter.com/7v0M6Pz1nv

3/3/2020 3:16:02 AM gl0ryhallelujah ABC agency swampo draino

3/3/2020 3:16:34 AM stradivariusri1 I’ve also seen Q means “source”. pic.twitter.com/baNrZNuxHY

3/3/2020 3:17:38 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/TLW73cWfyC

3/3/2020 3:17:42 AM nocommunistusa Arrest them all ! The population needs protection against Commies!

3/3/2020 3:17:54 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/ALQdha6E9c

3/3/2020 3:17:55 AM dazeytoday So sad but so true. It amazes me how asleep (and stupid) people are.

3/3/2020 3:18:27 AM nphinight Medical Marshall Law

3/3/2020 3:19:00 AM douchebagdrumpf I don’t even know what that means

3/3/2020 3:20:10 AM matthewck92 Ain’t no arrests coming folks

3/3/2020 3:21:12 AM provbay4me I THINK THIS VIRUS WAS SET IN MOTION TO STOP MASS ARRESTS, unless we have a vaccine soon, the PLAN will become a disaster for the election and 

our country.

3/3/2020 3:22:40 AM monty077 #FakeChristian pic.twitter.com/QnTHGUw1m9

3/3/2020 3:22:40 AM realbungalowmo You have no idea the breadth of our movement.  When you #WalkAway , you’re walking toward the light.

There are literally thousands of us waiting for those just like you.

Welcome, my friend, you’re in good company! ♥🇺🇸🙏🤜🤛

3/3/2020 3:24:21 AM martinh51594536 POTUS asked the Big Q. Just imagine if @marthamaccallum asks Trump if Qanon is real, his response, "My fellow Americans, the storm is upon us." 

#WWG1WGA @StormIsUponUs

3/3/2020 3:24:28 AM jeffex11 allegory describing the MATRIX of stolen consent of the 1871 DC ACT  https://www.freedom-school.com/the_wizard_of_oz.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2H5HUlt-

C8b4GBQkJL2eIb4QHQvskZ-gZ1gpPXdOUU9L2Kuu5uzyigYuw …

3/3/2020 3:26:18 AM samsmith0319 Yes...👀...

3/3/2020 3:26:30 AM jeffex11 TRUMP as CEO under the USA Corporation is ENDING WARS so he declared A STATE OF EMERGENCY on the border to keep the old bridge running until 

the NEW ONE is ready for traffic MAGA traffic in the newly restored republic USA  https://www.freedom-

school.com/the_wizard_of_oz.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2H5HUlt-C8b4GBQkJL2eIb4QHQvskZ-gZ1gpPXdOUU9L2Kuu5uzyigYuw …

3/3/2020 3:28:29 AM todd37073628 Gem em OUT!!!

3/3/2020 3:29:38 AM covertress The DOJ and FBI must be cleaned 🧹

before Justice can be delivered to the

154,552 sealed indictments. https://twitter.com/media_nc/status/1234296513062301696?s=20 …

3/3/2020 3:35:33 AM thitluc can you show me any proof The Kims system, Quantum computer and the Trust is real ?.

3/3/2020 3:35:42 AM thitluc can you show me any proof The Kims system, Quantum computer and the Trust is real ?.

3/3/2020 3:35:49 AM thitluc can you show me any proof The Kims system, Quantum computer and the Trust is real ?.

3/3/2020 3:35:55 AM jeffex11 executive power this is how PATRIOTS took back control (STRUCTURE ) of the FED in 2018 The Rothschild private owners of the FED practice child 

sacrifice in their ceremony of golden calf ( Exodus 32:31 ) human rights violation GOLD destroys the FED   notice Q defines in all CAPS 

pic.twitter.com/k5h1pqIn9x



3/3/2020 3:36:03 AM covertress "The president can activate laws to shut down many kinds of electronic communications inside the US or freeze Americans’ bank accounts. Other 

powers are available even without a declaration of emergency, including deploying troops inside the country to subdue domestic unrest."

3/3/2020 3:36:15 AM thitluc you are being fooled

3/3/2020 3:36:37 AM katesziber Having hope is always better than giving up out of frustration. Personally, I'm not giving up. I'm not rolling over and just letting this crap continue. I 

think there are many who feel the same way.

3/3/2020 3:36:59 AM truthsetufree3 Thats NOT Trump. That is a clone

3/3/2020 3:38:41 AM rhoads_sonya AUSTIN STEINBART

3/3/2020 3:41:42 AM jo99236254 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/syKUBn0wvA

3/3/2020 3:42:01 AM rhoads_sonya I am  disabled am 56 I can't  get out much  but  have  been  following  and trying  to get word out  But  most  are  Brainwashed  what  can I  do  to  help

3/3/2020 3:43:14 AM keithmacclugage He's already been fired

3/3/2020 3:43:22 AM samuelanselmo9 Yes..... and if it is a Nationwide  act..... election will be delayed until it is lifted

3/3/2020 3:44:44 AM keithmacclugage  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/matthews-out-msnbc-after-sexism-bigotry-racism-senior-moments …

3/3/2020 3:45:38 AM whiterabbitttt1 What's going on right now, I believe, is gonna blow the lid on vaccines.

3/3/2020 3:46:42 AM dillydobby Country shutdown?

3/3/2020 3:47:17 AM jeffex11 JFK Spec ops will begin TV & web platform deprogramming on Zero-Day Monarch Mind Control by THE CULT ownership of 90% world ENEMEDIA has 

the normies capture bonded . We are the FRAME to help lead them from the MATRIX of lies and deception It's coming hang lose 

pic.twitter.com/5dUW5IgcT4

3/3/2020 3:47:20 AM seancordicon I hope you stick around with us after you walk away.

3/3/2020 3:47:55 AM random2012756 I sure hope the CV was not put into play purposely to create a Marshall law scenario or to create a diversion from the US govt paying the debt on its 

foreign loans that were due (and we couldn’t fund ).

3/3/2020 3:48:27 AM rob21202522 It should be kept 100% in the public eye. Hearings all of it! Judges may have no choice with a camera in there face!

3/3/2020 3:49:31 AM patricknova6 Globalization started with the agricultural revolution about 10,000 years ago. Every time there is a populist backlash, atrocities follow.

Nothing will stop globalization.

3/3/2020 3:54:22 AM krucialnuera Stop trolling and start arresting,  public has been ready q and potus are stalling or.......trolling....

3/3/2020 3:55:47 AM whiterabbitttt1 Cmon, theyve been doing it for thousands of years. Go watch the hampstead videos and listen to what the children say what theyve done to babies.

3/3/2020 3:56:47 AM jamesgdurrett Judges

3/3/2020 3:56:55 AM visitnaj Really? How so?

3/3/2020 3:58:50 AM aboxoffrogs WWG1WGA...followed.

I'm at the back of the bus. ;-P

3/3/2020 3:58:52 AM jimclar33935194 It's not "Marshall," it is "Martial." Fyi

3/3/2020 3:59:27 AM sloangidding Short answer,  Yes

 https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2019/01/presidential-emergency-powers/576418/ … pic.twitter.com/53eCVerqs3

3/3/2020 4:00:56 AM faye_mcgarry Port Arthur massacre worked then, didn't it? Day of reckoning coming to the real perpetrators.. @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AussieAwake 

@AustralianQanon @taki_n_thepis_s @AussieWombat5 @VonnyOsborn

3/3/2020 4:03:02 AM tweetwoodmac_ So is trying to guess the endgame of a fairytale made up by morons

3/3/2020 4:04:12 AM tennteague The “fear” seems pretty speculative.  Over 150k (up to 500k) people died of the 2009 outbreak of swine flu.  Given the current hysteria, I can’t imagine 

what our society would look like if only half that number died.  Out of proportion

3/3/2020 4:04:56 AM cedar1900 Nut Job.

3/3/2020 4:06:05 AM djlok Growth

God God God

Or

         Child mind

Source Source Source 

 https://t.co/kaU4vYhaDd  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1074697783817441282?s=21 …
3/3/2020 4:06:50 AM ecranchero This is a lie

3/3/2020 4:08:32 AM ecranchero Wrong!

3/3/2020 4:10:43 AM humanprimer Your posts are not showing up on my timeline.

3/3/2020 4:10:51 AM thewheeledhamst Yup

Future proves past

Last March's or prior March's Q drops may be enlightening...

3/3/2020 4:11:09 AM celestial______ Ya'll need to stock up on some supplies! Be ready for the lights to go out, just in case. 2 weeks

3/3/2020 4:12:12 AM limbocat All ANYONE has to do is compare their bank account from obummer to now under Trump, to understand that Trump is the People’s President! 

Boooooo #NWO! #KAG #TheBestIsYetToCome!

3/3/2020 4:14:10 AM mikebin813 Indictments must be legal and completed.

3/3/2020 4:15:44 AM lovethebeach999 Why is POTUS pushing negative interest rates and the FED injecting billions into the market every day?

3/3/2020 4:16:23 AM my2sonznme Then why do the masons like 33 and satan 666? How are these numbers powerful to good and evil? That makes no sense to me.

3/3/2020 4:16:32 AM mikebin813 I think CA is to far left and gone to get the stink out.

3/3/2020 4:16:36 AM jcinvab This is great news! It’s the best decision you could have made for yourself. The Dems don’t care about anyone but themselves! Welcome to the party! 

🇺🇸

3/3/2020 4:16:57 AM smorganmiller68 Warrant

3/3/2020 4:17:26 AM jamesgdurrett In the guise of quarantines!

3/3/2020 4:17:34 AM clear_sky_news A Grand Jury must empaneled and indictments issued - you cannot have "mass arrests" until those things happen. Not a single "sealed indictment" in 

America is meant for the Deep State, because no GJ have been empaneled. Enough of the Q-Anon BULLSHIT already! pic.twitter.com/txiIN7pbaC

3/3/2020 4:17:42 AM jgretic  pic.twitter.com/ZxaABSfStu

3/3/2020 4:18:58 AM pg_rant Welcome to the party of inclusion, to the party of open minds and the party who will enjoy the party  🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🎊 🎉 on Nov 3rd ...

3/3/2020 4:19:33 AM my2sonznme I have to admit the contra situation has always bothered me about Barr!!

3/3/2020 4:19:40 AM ecranchero I am not worried. Either you trust or you don't. I want these scum 187'ed.

3/3/2020 4:19:53 AM sheilas11 Welcome to freedom of thought!!

3/3/2020 4:20:12 AM pitchblaxmirror SCOTUS in place.

3/3/2020 4:20:33 AM thesword17 “Today, if you hear his voice,

do not harden your hearts.”



3/3/2020 4:21:08 AM anondirtyleg Isn’t the EO of seizing assets if you’re a human trafficker a form of martial law as it is?

3/3/2020 4:22:17 AM esau7 When Bernies Nomination gets taken the Bernie people will definetly riot making it easier for Trump to declare martial law.

3/3/2020 4:22:18 AM 07_tedd Yeah!

See Coronavirus.

3/3/2020 4:22:36 AM jean7518 Marshal law?

3/3/2020 4:22:37 AM lovevlaamsbela1  pic.twitter.com/M7NBCGsXpQ

3/3/2020 4:23:14 AM qanon76  pic.twitter.com/sa95uSpggs

3/3/2020 4:23:29 AM jeffld  pic.twitter.com/NABS4Rlp6b

3/3/2020 4:23:36 AM jimmy38994911 You'll learn soon enough

3/3/2020 4:24:11 AM americanpetal The media, the courts, the military need to be cleaned up.

3/3/2020 4:24:45 AM jimmy38994911 You'll learn soon enough who is real and what isn't

3/3/2020 4:24:53 AM jimmy38994911 You'll learn soon enough who is real and what isn't

3/3/2020 4:24:57 AM conspiracydup @Qanon76: @Sto_Always @ROYALMRBADNEWS @LisaMei62 @Keith369me @SeanCordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @AwakenedOutlaw  

pic.twitter.com/ChDSIpKxGA  http://conspiracydailyupdate.com/2020/03/03/qanon76-sto_always-royalmrbadnews-lisamei62-keith369me-

seancordicon-ts_sci_majic12-inevitable_et-awakenedoutlaw- https-t-co-sa95uspggs/ …

3/3/2020 4:25:30 AM funkyterps  https://twitter.com/jarue369/status/1234562212347424771?s=20 …

3/3/2020 4:27:11 AM kathsally  pic.twitter.com/FuQ47ieuLp

3/3/2020 4:28:18 AM leigh_vas It starts with one

3/3/2020 4:29:17 AM trobynn1 If anyone is not familiar with the executive orders Obama signed. Need to read up, America is giving up rights we will never get back. Good 

example...Patriot Act

3/3/2020 4:30:29 AM rexwade6 Most easily

3/3/2020 4:30:49 AM elevate_iam Im proud to be a part of this great awakening. Sheep no more!

3/3/2020 4:31:12 AM aleksandraruka3  pic.twitter.com/QOyjStYB20

3/3/2020 4:31:57 AM jimmy38994911 Can you prove otherwise? pic.twitter.com/kxAFCsQvhY

3/3/2020 4:32:13 AM colleenp55 Followed 😊

3/3/2020 4:32:36 AM dasha_dagmar Exactly .. 

Trust the plan but be the army !! pic.twitter.com/T78mF5iWIx

3/3/2020 4:32:37 AM jimmy38994911 Not by persons like you that's for sure 😂

3/3/2020 4:33:11 AM purplefavorite1 I wonder when @POTUS is going to be out of the country again?🤔🧐

3/3/2020 4:33:17 AM 07_tedd This means ...

Mexico is paying for the wall.

Dons massive investment in India.

Trump patents made in China.

$650 a night for Secret Service.

A President is too busy to be indicted but can still promote his hospitality business.

Dons son in law pulled in $100 million.
3/3/2020 4:34:27 AM whaleswarrior You forgot the '21'...-'U'

I M Q U?

3/3/2020 4:35:10 AM heckeweltha Someone has to be arrested.

3/3/2020 4:35:39 AM tammyca31262528 Yes

3/3/2020 4:37:11 AM fansblowing3 Class action lawsuit against those who control the narrative, Facebook, Twitter, all of MSM

3/3/2020 4:38:32 AM patriotswegoall Yes... if needed

3/3/2020 4:39:30 AM davidlincoln001 BAHAHAHAHAAA!!!!

"Who is Q?"

"Who is Q?"

"Who is Q?"

NOTHING IS RANDOM

3/3/2020 4:40:07 AM digitalsoldie20 Declass

3/3/2020 4:40:22 AM charlesiamcwp @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I Do Believe That Is Possible

Expecting Something?

God Bless You and Yours  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1234729937501900800 …

3/3/2020 4:41:23 AM jarue369 That was 2018. If Hillary isn't in jail by now she's not going there with #QAnon.

3/3/2020 4:41:27 AM jrocktigers Yes. Not a fan. The servicemen and citizens will be pitted against each other.

3/3/2020 4:41:48 AM wwjdeux Welcome! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2020 4:42:57 AM patriotswegoall Utilize the Insurrection Act?

3/3/2020 4:43:36 AM jarue369 First step... 

People need to take back their land from zionists who pay accounts like yours to post hope porn.

Second...

We don't need arrests for 9/11 treason. It's much simpler.

3/3/2020 4:45:14 AM cch_ba The Great Awakening being recognized.  People finally opening their eyes to the manipulation & mind control of the media, entertainment & 

education.  It’s happening! pic.twitter.com/o0sBR8Chjk

3/3/2020 4:48:11 AM jarue369 The country with the highest incarceration rate in the world can't find a cell for 30 people so we can't arrest them now?

3/3/2020 4:49:23 AM cch_ba Massive arrests in sex traffickers & child porn / pedo’s.   Many CEO’s stepping down.  Counter investigations & senate scrutiny in the works of dirty FBI, 

DOJ & Muellar black hats.  It’s in the works -  unfolding & moving slow. But it’s moving.  Undoing the deep state is arduous 

pic.twitter.com/JHM7TrDP50

3/3/2020 4:49:31 AM liles_larry When we get to that point it proves we don't need the fed. He can reset the gold standard and get rid of the Petro dollar. No more endless wars 

protecting oil. Abolish the fed, erase the fisa debt.

3/3/2020 4:50:40 AM jeffex11 We are at war ..you don't arrest enemy combatants you capture them RFID cyanide chip them and use them in this asymmetrical irregular war on the 

cult and deep state pic.twitter.com/TGdI1zMzNH

3/3/2020 4:51:19 AM annsantell Welcome. ❤️🇺🇸

3/3/2020 4:52:17 AM mugsygogs 100% of the people that believe this is not a psyops have no idea what the federal reserve is, even though it is written on every piece of paper they toil 

their whole lives for...



3/3/2020 4:52:36 AM eodchi Yes

3/3/2020 4:52:38 AM campbells_way Proof of crimes, JA testimony

3/3/2020 4:53:22 AM danpastor6 We’ve seen how your patriots ideas worked in Germany in the 1930’s & 1940’s. No thank you

3/3/2020 4:54:06 AM dawnandlou Q+

3/3/2020 4:55:45 AM powtwatter I don't see Free Masonry having anything to do with this. I see greedy people who are power hungry involved in this. 

We call them Democrats!

3/3/2020 4:55:46 AM itbetterworkth1 Well done...!

3/3/2020 4:58:34 AM jimhayzlett Secrecy disappears with 5D enlightenment, so ALL WILL BE TRANSPARENT ✨🙏🏼🌎🌈🌟😇

3/3/2020 4:58:56 AM liles_larry Me too!

3/3/2020 4:59:18 AM irenepetreecma So many choices

3/3/2020 4:59:19 AM sheristweets I would love to believe these things have been accomplished. Where's the evidence?

3/3/2020 4:59:55 AM sdane8 That was a great article, despite the scare mongering. Thanks!

"The moment the president declares a “national emergency”—a decision that is entirely within his discretion—more than 100 special provisions 

become available to him."

3/3/2020 5:03:03 AM jarue369 War requires an act of Congress to pass. 

We are NOT at war.

You have been lied to and now lie to others to provide yourself with comfort. 

Your lack of truth is our biggest enemy.

3/3/2020 5:03:34 AM ckmk2001 That's def in their playbook according to Project Veritas.

3/3/2020 5:04:04 AM jeffex11 president remarks at DAVOS that he like negative interest rates . The FED NATIONALIZED will PAY lending institution in the US to service 0-1% loans to 

#MAGA FANNIE & FREDDIE property clearance sale upcoming

3/3/2020 5:04:31 AM rhsvcs Brackets n jackets

3/3/2020 5:04:38 AM ckmk2001 Kigali principles signed by Obama.

3/3/2020 5:05:57 AM stanfireman1 Bill Maher last night stated “Trump will declare Marshall Law over Corona virus.

3/3/2020 5:06:08 AM karenkfolques I wish he'd get around to the Education system. It's so swampy it's disappearing in its own swampness. Children from pre-school are being 

indoctrinated, not educated. This isn't new - been going on for well over 40 years - but it MUST be stopped now.

3/3/2020 5:06:54 AM codewordbanana Like Russia collusion?

3/3/2020 5:07:49 AM jedhicks4 Will it matter?

3/3/2020 5:08:19 AM americanpetal I can’t imagine going into that pool🥺

3/3/2020 5:08:32 AM rhsvcs  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_executive_actions_by_Barack_Obama …

3/3/2020 5:10:09 AM jeffex11 Article 1 section 9 when you can't attack the truth you attack the messenger full armor you bullets of deceit fall at my feat

3/3/2020 5:10:31 AM realdonmurphy Restoration of our Republic

3/3/2020 5:10:37 AM bill_davis01 Trump has an Interview on 03/05/2020. Will Martha Maccallum  finally ask about Q???

3/3/2020 5:11:31 AM dazeytoday Btw I’m talking about most of my own family.  I’ve been trying for 3 years to wake them up. They think I’m crazy.  Had to stop talking to them about 

anything out of the ‘norm’ bc I started thinking they might try to have me committed! 😂😂

3/3/2020 5:12:12 AM jarue369 *feet 

Now wake the fuck up or lose the privilege of manhood.

3/3/2020 5:12:49 AM m4gw Indictments?

3/3/2020 5:13:04 AM aprilbrown99 Same here.

3/3/2020 5:13:37 AM jjquintana7 The minute a National Emergency is declared (which it was, sometime ago) Martial Law automatically kicks in.

3/3/2020 5:13:49 AM hcraig0062_h Welcome  it's much more positive here!

3/3/2020 5:13:50 AM kate_gorney Awesome🙌

3/3/2020 5:14:04 AM jeffex11 No weapon formed against me Your bullets collapse on the floor pic.twitter.com/PsPptd46L7

3/3/2020 5:14:26 AM diannesotin Done

3/3/2020 5:14:42 AM jwind20 We welcome diversity of thought and open minds! Can't wait to hear your thoughts.

3/3/2020 5:14:48 AM knotbassfishin This is Q. pic.twitter.com/emkwHdcira

3/3/2020 5:14:58 AM asleepnomore17 Welcome!  So glad you’re here 🤗

3/3/2020 5:15:00 AM menopnyg I followed!  Would love a follow back patriot

3/3/2020 5:15:15 AM lenartjoe I agree that communist movements are always a danger, but im concerned that we’re headed for a very “practical relearning” of history here. the 

rhetoric of both sides almost precisely mirrors the comm vs nationalist conflict of the 1930-40s. We need to wake the rest of the way up

3/3/2020 5:15:41 AM kchill30 Because Q has literally said to force the question.

3/3/2020 5:17:03 AM tieronepatriot Martial law.  Let's take advantage of the opportunity the cabal and left have handed us, and declare a short period of medical martial law and get it 

done now!  Perhaps March 5th-15th?! #IdesOfMarch

3/3/2020 5:17:33 AM derekdowns @Inevitable_ET sent me!

3/3/2020 5:18:47 AM gingerbanana2 You read Benjamin Fulford??

3/3/2020 5:18:49 AM jhysko01 I'm re-thinking this. Q said 99% are good. Let's look at the 1% that are so evil, they need to be removed from society. That's at least 3mil in USA, alone. 

Mass arrests...but how if 3mil are this evil? Do we have enough resources to do this? Deals? Evil giving each other up?

3/3/2020 5:19:29 AM jeffex11 Hussein made god of gold by Rothschild too Exodus 32:31 includes child sacrifice crimes against humanity pic.twitter.com/YSUl7wAhql

3/3/2020 5:19:32 AM th34lpha Awareness

3/3/2020 5:19:39 AM lenartjoe That’s just the thing, a lot of patriots don’t think they’ve been given enough reason to trust yet. All they see is divisive rhetoric that plays right into 

divide & conquer objectives. If WWG1WGA means dragging 1/2 the team over the wall, how fast can we really get there?

3/3/2020 5:20:42 AM craig2feathers Welcome to the FAM! pic.twitter.com/ZXTPxa8XQy

3/3/2020 5:21:08 AM marylop15143746 Welcome

3/3/2020 5:21:45 AM jhysko01 2) What if the lack of their human resources, i.e, RSA, along with the stress of their heinous crimes exposed, is causing them to die? Maybe that is a 

huge part of the silent war. Killing them off through psyops causing severe stress, their bodies can't process the stress anymore

3/3/2020 5:22:13 AM lulukonen  pic.twitter.com/Gl1LWay2lg

3/3/2020 5:23:04 AM carolinemharri1 Followed and RTed

3/3/2020 5:23:44 AM farmerpill Welcome aboard!

3/3/2020 5:24:09 AM evil_beagle # of Americans filing for bankruptcy in roughly that same time period: ~13 million.  What's your point?

3/3/2020 5:24:37 AM jhysko01 3) Almost like the vampire movies of old--vampires die from the sunlight. Vampires need a constant supply of adrenalized blood, like this 1%. The cabal 

is literally dying from lack of supply and their true natures being brought to light. So who will be arrested? The top cabal...

3/3/2020 5:25:31 AM skp3211 Welcome to the ranks of multitudes who likely ALL believe differently on many issues. However, things we have in common are love of God, love of 

America, love of Potus, love of Q, love of justice, love of victory and love of freedom for ALL! Hence, we’re in this battle together!

3/3/2020 5:26:04 AM jt_light I know RBG over a year!



3/3/2020 5:26:05 AM jarue369 I want you to grow balls. How does thay make me your enemy?

3/3/2020 5:26:18 AM jhysko01 4) members, or the multitude of others participating but aren't the ruling class of the cabal? Now, when you take it as a worldwide culling of the cabal, 

it gets even more complicated. If there are 7 billion people, that means 700million of THEM. Thoughts?

3/3/2020 5:26:36 AM fallorsesh Surely liking or retweeting someone's response to your tweet can get around sniffers? If it's only "AI" that prevents direct conf, why not conf that way 

and throw us a bone because everyone has a theory but there's only one answer.

3/3/2020 5:26:52 AM redbloodedame16 To show their evil crimes

3/3/2020 5:27:04 AM annmorrison3 IFB

3/3/2020 5:27:05 AM fallorsesh Judges

3/3/2020 5:27:21 AM thankq45 Clean house.

3/3/2020 5:27:45 AM riley99795809 Yes.

3/3/2020 5:27:57 AM willow21264224 I don't want to wait until the second term but it's the only way to assure they don't claim he is a dictator killing off opponents.

3/3/2020 5:28:09 AM tucson_ron Build large prisons and set up the logistics. Food, medicine, transportation, guards, judicial support. "Etc."

3/3/2020 5:28:38 AM kuhn_marty Aluminum foil is on sale at Walmart.

3/3/2020 5:28:42 AM skp3211 Matthew 7:7...Ask and it shall be given to you, seek and you will find, knock and it shall be opened unto you! 🤗

3/3/2020 5:28:47 AM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/m6WX1gIU1l

3/3/2020 5:29:47 AM txdvm Welcome. WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 5:30:44 AM jhysko01 Supreme Court

3/3/2020 5:31:13 AM reportgoldfish The depopulation agenda seems to be proceeding in earnest in China..... what’s next, India?

3/3/2020 5:31:51 AM jeremyr60971542 House cleaning at DOJ, including judges, investigators and prosecutors.

3/3/2020 5:32:09 AM me2189251618 Welcome...we are with you 

👊🇺🇸🌻 pic.twitter.com/YnPUAwgY38

3/3/2020 5:34:07 AM chseclipse The re-election of Donald J. Trump! pic.twitter.com/yMsQcvlFr3

3/3/2020 5:36:33 AM augustus3rd Yes I believe so

3/3/2020 5:36:37 AM jbvs2016 🤣🤣I just read that!! Agree.... pic.twitter.com/wLssMgCKs2

3/3/2020 5:37:18 AM riversm18 I have a feeling that Bernie's supporters will have a role to play in this.

3/3/2020 5:37:49 AM pick291  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ …

3/3/2020 5:37:50 AM jgretic Then you must have worn plenty of it on your head during the "Russia collusion delusion" years...  LMAO!!

3/3/2020 5:37:58 AM mrkbsimotas Mass Awakening

3/3/2020 5:38:06 AM monti401 No. Stop you make us sound nuts

3/3/2020 5:38:54 AM hderwald  pic.twitter.com/P3FuH7JKqQ

3/3/2020 5:38:55 AM lucyblu65130939 #WhoisQ pic.twitter.com/t6z0f6XI8E

3/3/2020 5:38:57 AM jbvs2016 I agree April!! I have read and heard that once the arrests are spoken they have already happened.

3/3/2020 5:39:43 AM patindonna Been trying to wake mine up ,they said when they see it on TV then they will believe it,but as of now they think I'm crazy

3/3/2020 5:39:46 AM mustang63192492 Welcome to a successful life where we encourage each other to think for ourselves!

3/3/2020 5:40:39 AM kuhn_marty All of our intelligence agencies and most of Europe knows Russia was screwing with our elections. Trump owes Russia a lot of money. Of course they 

want him in office. You're delusional.

3/3/2020 5:41:11 AM benstanding3 Martial Law.

3/3/2020 5:41:53 AM therealmadre22 #WWG1WGA #QAnon #WalkAway pic.twitter.com/mW7tF9q4SU

3/3/2020 5:42:27 AM lysa26832458 They have to create a huge problem, ie... scandal, terror, or a pandemic.  What an insane place we live in

3/3/2020 5:43:01 AM aprilbrown99 Enjoy the show! 😁😁😁

3/3/2020 5:43:07 AM theqawakening Win big in November

#Landslide2020

3/3/2020 5:44:59 AM carolyntlong Psalm 73:17-18

Then I went into your sanctuary, O God, and I finally understood the destiny of the wicked. Truly, you put them on a slippery path and send them 

sliding over the cliff to destruction.

3/3/2020 5:46:30 AM marty713 I 💞💞💞💞👆 That 👍💥❗️

3/3/2020 5:46:42 AM qfan87 Welcome 😊 pic.twitter.com/TuF7YSHUau

3/3/2020 5:46:52 AM megamagamoveman THE GREAT AWAKENING

3/3/2020 5:46:58 AM connieketchup Thanks appreciate that

3/3/2020 5:47:06 AM bigtex54 There is still some corrupt judges in place.

Not sure how many or where.

3/3/2020 5:47:37 AM cryptogamer11 Pedo dollar!!!

3/3/2020 5:48:51 AM momislazy11 And the 5

3/3/2020 5:49:25 AM fallorsesh I'd be willing to wager that the Vanderbilt's "secrets" will fall into the 80/60% revealed by Q to be lost forever, never to teach the public domain.

3/3/2020 5:50:27 AM fallorsesh I'm sure it's been effectively scrubbed since the mansion was thrown into the spotlight by Q, but I'd kill to take a tour of that place

3/3/2020 5:51:36 AM tucson_ron I an convinced the  destruction of the Federal Reserve system is one of the many objectives of the great awakening movement.  A huge aspect of 

American freedom is economic freedom, and the fed was put in place to rip off Americans on a massive scale, without us being aware of it.

3/3/2020 5:51:58 AM redstateyankee Damn son!  From 2 to almost a thousand?  Goooodnight!  Welcome aboard!  It’s taken me over a year to get 70! 🤣. Glad you are with us Patriot! 🇺🇸

3/3/2020 5:52:35 AM twilly18 I could make a code so secure puppies would cry.

3/3/2020 5:53:30 AM mbelvidge Welcome❗️🇺🇸

3/3/2020 5:56:09 AM lovethebeach999 Central banks rule the whole world.  

A gazillion dollars of FED injections into the US Market is only giving them more foothold.  Remember who has to pay it back.

3/3/2020 5:56:20 AM stevenw18558197 And that's supposed to mean something 😂😂😂

3/3/2020 5:56:52 AM hivemindpod make the public see the truth for themselves first, that way the arrests will make sense.

3/3/2020 5:57:06 AM debbieo01763039 ❤️❤️❤️

3/3/2020 5:57:37 AM stephanielind7 Welcome! Congratulations on your #WalkAway!!! ❤️🇺🇸🍿❤️🇺🇸🍿😎

3/3/2020 5:58:29 AM hailsway Welcome aboard!

3/3/2020 6:00:13 AM jgretic Wow! You still believe that??? DELUSIONAL!!! pic.twitter.com/1Rz1CCWZZk

3/3/2020 6:00:20 AM cedar1900 Do you have a brain?

If so use it, if not goodbye.

3/3/2020 6:00:31 AM augustus3rd The a makes 46 Q????

3/3/2020 6:00:46 AM jwremarks Yes

3/3/2020 6:01:24 AM palmdalekid2 Do you have any intern positions pic.twitter.com/fx28wBaWcE

3/3/2020 6:03:31 AM dawn8855 Welcome, God Bless! 🇺🇸#WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 6:03:32 AM jgretic  pic.twitter.com/qMMlecv1Sj

3/3/2020 6:03:45 AM kenny_mack What does that mean exactly?

3/3/2020 6:04:09 AM 873g5 Win 2020 take back the house

3/3/2020 6:04:21 AM bluebaby072 🙏🏾

3/3/2020 6:04:23 AM josef86735145 I'm thinking it's one of the reasons why POTUS is bringing back troops.

3/3/2020 6:04:29 AM bluebaby072 Let it be so.



3/3/2020 6:04:59 AM winduchi Why is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 talking about DIA, does mean they aren't pushing that horeshit filled Partial ET Disclosure agenda anymore ? 🤨🤔  

https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1234833584114094080 …

3/3/2020 6:05:11 AM ragevirusqq a classification of energy

3/3/2020 6:06:31 AM manifest_utopia New position openings after cleaning house?

3/3/2020 6:08:44 AM cynthia39231414 Follow the Plan.

3/3/2020 6:09:19 AM lightlove21121 Can we work from abroad?

😏

3/3/2020 6:10:10 AM anna_deardorff This is what Bernie wants!

3/3/2020 6:10:44 AM qtipz45 we know martial law is coming. it is needed for certain events. patriots in control

3/3/2020 6:10:49 AM anna_deardorff 👏👏👏👏👏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2020 6:11:20 AM 1tsakeeper Clean judges ... Clean evidence gatherers... (FBI) protect witnesses...

3/3/2020 6:11:58 AM kevinmruel Qwantum computer generated

"Tunnels"...#WWG1WGA #QAnons #QArmy #QAnon2020 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE @LisaMei62 @CoreysDigs 

@DeepStateExpose @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AussiePatriotQ

3/3/2020 6:12:37 AM cresposusie Have everyone quarantined in home. People will be to scared of getting sick.😂🙃

3/3/2020 6:13:13 AM thepureprophet We are already and have been in a form of Martial Law.

3/3/2020 6:13:16 AM tomchiodo Let me help. https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

3/3/2020 6:13:58 AM sword_o_truth Yes. Martial law can be declared during any time but a national emergency would give them an excuse. Probably be a manufactured emergency 

knowing how the govt works underhandedly.

3/3/2020 6:14:33 AM oam63048378 Idk I hate politics

3/3/2020 6:19:47 AM texas_gal12 Welcome aboard

3/3/2020 6:21:16 AM lightseeker2012 Yep. That was my point.

3/3/2020 6:22:13 AM bestbelievestev Education of the masses

3/3/2020 6:22:58 AM ts_sci_majic12 Too much soy?

3/3/2020 6:23:15 AM klyhb75  pic.twitter.com/ewTw183Xgi

3/3/2020 6:24:00 AM jesuschick1025 Huh?

3/3/2020 6:24:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 [@jack] 

@TwitterSupport why is @DeptofDefense censored? pic.twitter.com/2CTZNlh6er

3/3/2020 6:25:32 AM tucson_ron Not "easier".

Necessary.

3/3/2020 6:25:36 AM guy_karen Censorship

3/3/2020 6:25:50 AM lesterh82 Comms

3/3/2020 6:26:31 AM durrewilliam I get this message a lot. ???

3/3/2020 6:26:39 AM freestateojones At what point does someone say "enough is enough"?

3/3/2020 6:28:16 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/SnfDotXjkt

3/3/2020 6:28:52 AM platinumnurse Let’s pray it happens today!!!!

3/3/2020 6:29:57 AM cottont47979658  pic.twitter.com/8q8F7RGrfz

3/3/2020 6:30:59 AM ragevirusqq if you did walk around your house 3 times before walking in are you choosing your timeline? altering reality? Changing the normal pattern of simply 

walking into your house? the thoughts you have while walking would not have been had if you had just walked in. Intent matters

3/3/2020 6:31:56 AM sarastarface How

3/3/2020 6:32:52 AM 64lynnlee Ides-ish?

3/3/2020 6:32:58 AM truckergirl49 I have seen this article. .. it seems there may be need to use

 "Medical Martial Law" 

 https://dcdirtylaundry.com/u-s-military-preparing-to-implement-medical-martial-law-due-to-coronavirus-pandemic/ …

I am wondering if it encompasses Canada,  I actually hope so, as our Leader is #incompetent 🙏

I will gladly follow Potus instructions! !
3/3/2020 6:34:13 AM peaceboots Welcome! 🙏🏼

3/3/2020 6:34:19 AM elizabethlund55 WWG1WGA 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2020 6:34:22 AM scaterinicchio I was just thinking the same thing! 😂

3/3/2020 6:34:39 AM thepureprophet Mil Active, Patriots in control. Alternative terms used as so not to alarm the public. Restructuring and systematic tear down of corrupt old guard. 

Sync//:

3/3/2020 6:35:15 AM arifriedman12 #WWG1WGA OF ME pic.twitter.com/idBq1xBT6x

3/3/2020 6:36:09 AM sinnersdeborah Currently 151,002 sealed cases... pic.twitter.com/A6fghXKqVt

3/3/2020 6:36:52 AM aviatorstack Marshall Law was declared and has been in effect since at least the 1917 Trading With The Enemies Act was signed. Gold fringed flags. 

#GreatAwakening

3/3/2020 6:37:08 AM karensteitz 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2020 6:37:18 AM tomotley4 Praying about that

3/3/2020 6:39:47 AM truth17seek We welcome you #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

3/3/2020 6:41:25 AM truckergirl49 I don't think "they".... like The Plan !! 

#censorship is not ok !

Just because You don't like someone else's point of view !! pic.twitter.com/eDyuynAR0N

3/3/2020 6:43:10 AM __the_chris The Prince of Darkness, Father of lies, wants to gather his minions to battle the coming of our Lord! The world prepares for a virus while the devil 

prepares for war. Fear not! We know who wins!

3/3/2020 6:43:14 AM snozzlestein Commies

3/3/2020 6:43:28 AM jfogle8 You are right, Ava.

3/3/2020 6:43:51 AM teresanickers10 I think the reason most are "for it" now was it was under two different scenarios? Whereas with 44, we were the enemy and with the trains, train 

tracks that were built like the concentration camp models, and fear of mass deportation of anyone that was a patriot, Christian, etc

3/3/2020 6:45:05 AM rickyroehr Clean the court systems.

3/3/2020 6:45:19 AM __the_chris You have a pulse the last 24 hours? She was just court ordered for a deposition. Nice try. - https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/02/hillary-clinton-

email-deposition-118800 …

3/3/2020 6:46:09 AM chrisharvey69 We have actually been under Martial Law since President Lincoln declared it during the civil war. Only a President can end it. Look in any court room,  

church, etc. Do you see a gold-fringe flag? That is a Army occupation flag according to military regulations.

3/3/2020 6:46:42 AM qanonwtp They opened it.

3/3/2020 6:47:09 AM scaterinicchio Trump Tweeted a year ago 

BYE Crooked Hillary he did not do By

But like Good-BYE #BOOM



3/3/2020 6:47:29 AM teresanickers10 Verses now it's deemed lifesaving to those very same ones if and when mass arrest occurs with the deep state government being considered the 

enemy, and taking into consideration the volatile nature of antifa, and other liberal crazies that strike out physically against maga. Imo

3/3/2020 6:48:21 AM pplumbline everything has been done they just need to start doing it.

3/3/2020 6:49:17 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/F0DMsO54mw

3/3/2020 6:50:32 AM dianesaumure The question must be asked, then declassifie and mass arrest can take place

3/3/2020 6:51:36 AM __the_chris Even people who trust me, used my help all their lives, never once doubted me, will not listen to me about anything labeled a conspiracy. I often get 

blank stares. It is very sad. 800 thousand children went missing in the US every year, and nobody thought it suspicious.

3/3/2020 6:52:54 AM __the_chris I don't like the thought of our leaders needing ideas from us. If Patriots are in control and ''have it all'' then you tell us?

3/3/2020 6:53:39 AM scaterinicchio I have studied Bible Prophecy for years. Things that have never happened in history like Euphrates river Drying up which it has been for awhile. Many 

many things are happening. I believe where in the tomes of Joseph 7 years of Plenty to save up for the 7 years of lack. That being

3/3/2020 6:56:22 AM thitluc you are the one promoting this crap. You should have proof before tweeting it. That basic research

3/3/2020 6:56:56 AM scaterinicchio Said God sent word to Niniva to turn from evil and they did from the kings on down Judgement averted. Its up to us will we turn and repent and honor 

the lord. Our nation and Israel are the only 2 Founded on God.  Our Votes are going to matter. God gives you want you ask for. Pray

3/3/2020 6:57:12 AM annimatrix 1)unsealed The indictements  2)...(medical)Martial Law ?

3/3/2020 6:58:21 AM annimatrix YES!!!

3/3/2020 6:59:07 AM ragevirusqq What if the action of walking the house is irrelevant? Maybe having the intention to committing to action and speaking the words with that intent 

produce an outcome? Witchcraft? Magic? Magick? What if you did this 3 times for 3 minutes for 3 days? or maybe... thats just silly.

3/3/2020 7:00:16 AM scaterinicchio Read Mathew 24 

Weather changes as a warning from God Satan is covering up by Climate Change. One thing this Coronavirus has stopped is protest world wide. You 

can see how an Anti-Christ figure could take control easily world wide. 

Get saved becouse God will protect us during it

3/3/2020 7:00:35 AM sky3691111 Jt....we talked about this here...

🤔

3/3/2020 7:00:37 AM wmferguson5 The UN without the US, is a bit like the EU without the UK, broke.

3/3/2020 7:00:37 AM lovewins1977 Lying dirty Judges must b removed.

3/3/2020 7:00:47 AM pasquale0022 They are Dying !

3/3/2020 7:01:38 AM sky3691111 For the Elite the best reason and circumstances...

3/3/2020 7:01:44 AM lynne2222 💕👏🇺🇸 #WALKAWAY

3/3/2020 7:02:23 AM dg88775871 Someone has to obtain mass arrest warrants?

3/3/2020 7:04:53 AM jackiesierfaith National Emergency due to CV and bam! Arrests.

3/3/2020 7:11:40 AM tr15haw Just want to shrink into the background with all their ill-gotten money to live in luxury and so not as visible OR go into hiding hoping people think 

they're dead already and don't come looking for them.

3/3/2020 7:12:03 AM justifi78326842 Medical ML maybe consideration as expected. This would definitely not allow for antifa groups to be out destroying the cities.

3/3/2020 7:16:06 AM kuhn_marty You people are beyond help.

3/3/2020 7:16:48 AM missund79512530 For those not being tried by military Tribunals, the courts have to be cleaned. But, that won't fix the brainwashed TDS jury pool.

3/3/2020 7:17:55 AM missund79512530 I believe there already have been many many arrests.

3/3/2020 7:18:44 AM missund79512530 What about the International Economic Emergency Act?

3/3/2020 7:19:17 AM maryschade14 Through FEMA it can be. During major storms all hwys and interstates within the emergency/disaster area become FEMA routes and become subject 

to Federal jurisdiction. 

Marines are the only ones who can make certain types of arrests.

3/3/2020 7:20:19 AM missund79512530 Oh yes. For quite some time.

3/3/2020 7:21:28 AM keith369me Is taking on the DOD really a good idea?  Think @jack!!!  Is taking on the majority of Earth’s population a good idea?  Think @jack!!!

3/3/2020 7:21:36 AM missund79512530 I think they are happening and have been for a while now

3/3/2020 7:21:39 AM jgretic Keep on thinking that.. and when it all becomes public after the declass you can thank us for it!  lol

3/3/2020 7:21:56 AM missund79512530 Currency/financial reset underway that's why.

3/3/2020 7:22:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Define flip.

9th Circuit.

Location?

3/3/2020 7:23:00 AM missund79512530 Id say it's clear that the reasons behind it. The goals. Matter greatly

3/3/2020 7:23:33 AM rebornkingent San Fran? Elena Kagan

3/3/2020 7:23:38 AM serpent021 CA

3/3/2020 7:23:50 AM nowvoices What about Netanyahu who was just re elected?

3/3/2020 7:24:08 AM roseycdj They are getting removed, but so many losers still left

3/3/2020 7:24:18 AM patjone29703057 Exactly! A brilliant move on the white hats

3/3/2020 7:24:42 AM 64lynnlee  pic.twitter.com/YXKQmDLCya

3/3/2020 7:24:58 AM winklerburke Darkness to Light.  Majestic? Chinafornington.

3/3/2020 7:25:51 AM jeffcordell6 Yep!

3/3/2020 7:26:14 AM ha_djursland 🤩

3/3/2020 7:26:24 AM abtnancy I stopped calling myself a Republican because in 2016 the RINOS gave Pres. Trump a hard time and didn’t support him. I don’t trust either party, but I 

trust DJT. I call myself a conservative.

3/3/2020 7:27:15 AM jeannerubly DECLASS

3/3/2020 7:27:27 AM semperfi00rah MSM must Ask the Q!

3/3/2020 7:28:09 AM linacovfefe #ThePeoplesRepublicOfCalifornia- specifically, in the cesspool that is NervousNancy and BeijingDi’s hometown: San Francisco

3/3/2020 7:28:32 AM cheddarbo The brainwashing tactics need to stop. The Hz used in recordings, the metronomic hypnosis, subliminal & whatever else they are doing to blind 

us..Once that 'spell' is broken ppl can SEE the truth for what it is. Truth seems a lie when the lie feeds into....what Goldfish said.

3/3/2020 7:28:35 AM louaptekman I was told to remove my 

Q Pin at work..They said it was political.What are my rights?

3/3/2020 7:28:40 AM jeffcordell6 Boom

3/3/2020 7:28:58 AM keithmacclugage Oooops, that's what happens when you're on Twitter and you should be sleeping. lol

3/3/2020 7:29:21 AM import_truth What do you mean by mass arrests? Arresting rioters can be considered mass arrests, or do you mean the rounding up of ones enemies such as done 

under most #social regimes? If u mean rounding up all u need is to elect a @BernieSanders

3/3/2020 7:30:32 AM jamesforearth What if DJT is Q and Melania is Q+? 

Would the "+" make sense for her because she is his 'better half?'

3/3/2020 7:30:58 AM lildabscals Welcome welcome!

3/3/2020 7:32:39 AM intensionalme Welcome friend

3/3/2020 7:34:25 AM worldxplorer1 9th Circuit Flip

Corrupt  —> Upholding the Law

3/3/2020 7:34:41 AM zagnett The West. pic.twitter.com/7Hlsu5ObF1



3/3/2020 7:35:12 AM naturestouchjc Very interesting read thanks for sharing

3/3/2020 7:35:17 AM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Ninth_Circuit …

3/3/2020 7:36:02 AM esborder I’ll be the first! Welcome to Arizona!

3/3/2020 7:36:19 AM djlok 😂😂😂

3/3/2020 7:36:19 AM lionspaw77 Children.  Poetic justice.  God is with us, CHARGE!

3/3/2020 7:36:54 AM storm__princess Welcome! #WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 7:36:58 AM lbf777 Still waiting for Rabbi Trump to save the world ey sheep?

3/3/2020 7:37:20 AM zagnett This good ol' goes along quite nicely with this apparent "westward expansion" of "The Plan" 🤨🧐🤠 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=enuOArEfqGo …

3/3/2020 7:39:00 AM zagnett Hmm [@jack] getting a wee bit defensive these days lol.

[@jack] [@jack], panic attack! 🧐🤡🙄

3/3/2020 7:39:42 AM 11charlie111 Flip a case - To get a criminal case overturned by presenting new evidence, eliminating existing evidence or by preventing witness testimony.  

https://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/content/view_seniority_list.php?pk_id=0000000035 …

3/3/2020 7:40:21 AM riverrat321 Number 1 is not fulfilled.

3/3/2020 7:41:01 AM cynthia39231414 Needs more fipping.

3/3/2020 7:41:51 AM liz_scenicroute It’s lie to get wonderful patriots to give $...false hope and they also just change the dates/goal posts when their predictions don’t come true.  Check 

last week’s periscope : https://www.pscp.tv/w/cS0gcTFQbUVxT2FHSnB3S298MXZPR3dvUXd6YWJHQro97XsjhTl-nJiCcAbIOSuy9FspOAcNALtsye-S7-

SN?t=2s …

3/3/2020 7:42:02 AM unidrag2 That's my concern as well.  Especially since they STOLE it from him in 2016.

3/3/2020 7:43:29 AM txpressurewash I remember hearing world leaders laughing at him...   at the US President.  And thinking, yep, that is where we are now, a laughing stock of the world.

3/3/2020 7:44:05 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/GDCcawa8Qx

3/3/2020 7:44:32 AM americanpetal CA

3/3/2020 7:45:07 AM mile_high_mamma #WhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/58VMfvEHmd

3/3/2020 7:45:23 AM nea_storm 9th😍😍😍 you say? 

Well the SEAS are known to be unpredictable Domicile!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaImqnFw8Lw …

Especially for the Luke 11:52 & DEAD-KINGS: 

Luke 15:25, Revelations 1:18 & Revelations 20:13 pic.twitter.com/Ks2n4xOdhu

3/3/2020 7:46:29 AM rosscarwalker I have a feeling that Q is either Melania or Donald

3/3/2020 7:46:44 AM n7guardiananon  https://noriohayakawa.wordpress.com/2019/12/06/jonathan-turley-a-courageous-law-professor-who-once-defended-former-area-51-workers-who-

were-exposed-to-toxic-chemicals …

3/3/2020 7:48:16 AM americanpetal Idk what made me think of this but it ties in w this too...a completely different angle I know.

 https://t.co/SWgkjZSsZx  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1232169355888275456?s=21 …

3/3/2020 7:48:20 AM palmdalekid2 #qanon  https://www.ca9.uscourts.gov/enbanc/ 

3/3/2020 7:48:25 AM jeffex11 Allegory of the not federal and no reserve system and Maritime law Holy See ( sea ) pic.twitter.com/M2fdgUIIoL

3/3/2020 7:48:51 AM jeffex11 Exodus 32:31 these people are sick pic.twitter.com/AQB0MAdsMd

3/3/2020 7:48:54 AM ktmandi1 The Storm is upon us 😁😀

3/3/2020 7:49:21 AM adamnel27228738 You have to disarm the citizens.

3/3/2020 7:50:17 AM n7guardiananon “If American people knew what is stored at Area 51, they would be outraged,” Turley said following a 1997 appeals hearing in San Francisco.  “It has 

nothing to do with national security.”

3/3/2020 7:50:24 AM n7guardiananon In 1998, a 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel ruled that Turley’s clients were not entitled to learn what hazardous materials were used at Groom 

Lake or how they were disposed, and the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear an appeal in that case.

3/3/2020 7:50:48 AM zagnett It's perfect.⭐️

Shall we play a game? 🤔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1075214593142734848 …

3/3/2020 7:51:26 AM rosscarwalker Domino’s....

3/3/2020 7:52:27 AM adamnel27228738  pic.twitter.com/mbacQdngHR

3/3/2020 7:53:16 AM hopealways888 Sad :(

It is actually heart breaking.

3/3/2020 7:53:47 AM liberty4djt Secure 2020 election, then comes the #Pain!  #LockThemUp2021 pic.twitter.com/MnoskGYgeH

3/3/2020 7:54:05 AM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/qUZhsKUhvvw 

3/3/2020 7:54:41 AM dlinares326 More than 2. 👋🏼

3/3/2020 7:55:58 AM realmasteryip A prayer.

3/3/2020 7:56:56 AM theetree09 Q also posted:

‘Disinformation is necessary.’

3/3/2020 7:56:58 AM tmurcoy The likes of you is what gives Christians a bad name.

3/3/2020 7:57:05 AM pduke That, I think, should be illegal

3/3/2020 7:57:21 AM hopealways888 Yes, I am there with you and the frustrating part is the stuff you end up talking about is just so unimportant. It's a struggle to keep a conversation going 

when you're trying to deal the best that you can with things that really matter.

3/3/2020 7:58:09 AM realmasteryip Wouldn't it be a shocker to learn that the amount of infected with Corolla tyrus is that of the sealed indictments? pic.twitter.com/lVnVhgg0v5

3/3/2020 7:58:53 AM lightonthehill I meant more like the Constitution and military/natsec laws. Our side is keen on abiding by rules, the other side not so much.

3/3/2020 7:59:16 AM dazeytoday Yes!

3/3/2020 8:00:08 AM mikespies904 Can I use you as a reference?

3/3/2020 8:01:21 AM 28concerned You got that right

3/3/2020 8:02:39 AM ewolsj Flip= no more loosh harvesting? 9th Circuit seems to cause a lot of circumstances to generate a shit ton of it.

3/3/2020 8:02:42 AM dazeytoday My family too.  I just shake my head. Amazing how brainwashed people are.

3/3/2020 8:03:14 AM virginialouelle I remember reading something about that too. But I'm very glad to hear it is working for them 👆👆

3/3/2020 8:03:52 AM palmdalekid2 Two of them are well into their 90s 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Goodwin …

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Clifford_Wallace …

3/3/2020 8:04:22 AM lilbrojd Or maybe Introducing exculpatory evidence...

3/3/2020 8:04:26 AM rosscarwalker Do you believe that humanity has been enslaved for potentially 6000 years? How long has Q been in operation for? How long has @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

been disclosing for? Revolutions don’t happen over night. Big love to you too ✊🏽🙏🏽🌞

3/3/2020 8:06:03 AM girlawakeinca Let’s make this happen. We are the change. Presidential Primary Election Day (today) has never meant so much as it does right now. 🇺🇸✔ 

pic.twitter.com/THevo0Sd7K

3/3/2020 8:06:22 AM michaeljharris9 Destroy the 1st and 2nd amendments. Confiscate as many weapons as possible

3/3/2020 8:07:28 AM 28concerned Yes, that's our way in to do this, or use virus to do this.

3/3/2020 8:07:48 AM ihemper But won't.

3/3/2020 8:08:28 AM teresanickers10 And I wonder too if we have swallowed a bill of goods and think that we are now begging Trump to do this and how crazy we could turn out to be, then 

I think back to the prophecy that Kim Clement gave from 2007-2014 and even before back in 2005, about Trump being president & how



3/3/2020 8:08:29 AM ecranchero I don't care. I  want these people and their minions vanished. Point blank. Get it done.

3/3/2020 8:09:43 AM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/VjHrJH3GgE

3/3/2020 8:10:08 AM orthogonalron #FirstStepAct

#SpaceForce

3/3/2020 8:10:54 AM teresanickers10 They will cry out, IMPEACH, IMPEACH but before that that God will make the media say what He says (that Trump will be president, etc) oh so many 

more things that have happened, so I know the Lord God, and I am reminded.

3/3/2020 8:11:44 AM teresanickers10 Here's a compilation that someone put together of parts of the prophecy. It will encourage you greatly. https://youtu.be/VlXfkO3PWhA 

3/3/2020 8:12:22 AM roodtxenextdoor yo petal pops

thats a flowery name u chose

i dig it

always blooming

= )

cool

3/3/2020 8:13:45 AM karina89350882 not hot, not cold - luke warm = another full incarnation circle

3/3/2020 8:14:15 AM melanieanders7 When you tour it you are forced to walk through the upper part of the pool room to.l continue on the tour. There is no avoiding it. But the ho e in itself 

is massive and beautiful. I couldn’t live there lol too big

3/3/2020 8:14:25 AM manifest_utopia Corrupt 9th Circuit flips to following the Rule of Law.

Location: West coast, home to the worst sanctuary states/cities/counties in the country - CA, OR & WA

3/3/2020 8:15:55 AM earth2nissy Which brings us back to the Burbank airport closing the other night. 😏

3/3/2020 8:16:22 AM girlawakeinca The veils are being lifted as we awaken. Truth has no agent. 🇺🇸🌍💫 pic.twitter.com/AZJMyxhefL

3/3/2020 8:16:23 AM blcksambo Shoot, if I can get in on some majestic level work I would be much obliged. Send me a recruiter, you know where I live.

3/3/2020 8:16:35 AM melanieanders7 I hope you do! Christmas time is gorgeous with all the decor. But Springs festival of flowers is amazing to see too. The gardens alone would take a 

whole day. Same with touring the house. You might as well make it a weekend.

3/3/2020 8:17:57 AM laurabusse He's also had hundreds of companies that didn't go bankrupt

So what's your point?

3/3/2020 8:18:21 AM 5afe_ I am not at all giving any f@cks right now because we are an Oligarchy,, not a Republic. I am NOT into politices, I used to be, but Q Larp ruined it for me. 

I just like to make fun of people, on Twitter that fall for the Q BS which are the same people that think the dot gov cares pic.twitter.com/lAVxXGzWK3

3/3/2020 8:19:03 AM hoffman11my It's a circular argument. Under National Emergency martial law is already in effect.

3/3/2020 8:19:17 AM tresfort1 More than we know. I thought for a while we'd have big arrests before the election, I'm now realizing that it is not unlikely that it may take most of 

Trump's second term.

3/3/2020 8:20:19 AM redpilledtradca The people have to be begging for it. Or it will be taken negatively.

3/3/2020 8:20:31 AM 5afe_ And here is my dragon. 

🐉💚 pic.twitter.com/RUKU6huXzB

3/3/2020 8:20:35 AM subversion_ops Been in the works for 3 years.

3/3/2020 8:21:10 AM subversion_ops Majestic is not a government account or affiliated with any government agency. This is a pretend account.

3/3/2020 8:21:52 AM melanieanders7 Besides, Asheville is a really fun hippy town to goof off in! :) I used to love going there on weekends when I lived in Tennessee

3/3/2020 8:22:57 AM americanpetal Huh? lol I don’t ever recall seeing you in these parts...meaning MJ’s threads. 

Thank you though :)

3/3/2020 8:24:30 AM redpilledtradca Also a clean main stream

3/3/2020 8:26:01 AM jesse48676371 if its free, you’re the product

3/3/2020 8:27:17 AM lenartjoe 1/2) Agreed. But has the goal actually changed though? Hypothetical: A cabal wants to leverage A POTUS to impose martial law. Astute patriots make 

that plan untenable. Go to Plan B: cabal convinces 2nd-ammendment-faithful that martial law is an op in their best interest...

3/3/2020 8:27:22 AM roodtxenextdoor i float remote

i spare a quote

til its called for

or "hello note"

i stay unseen

jus do my thing

whichever scene

it's all a dream.

ps, ur name is also an "awesome blossom"

= )
3/3/2020 8:28:02 AM anopiner One would presume that's part of the plan. Only 2 years later than I originally expected. 😆

3/3/2020 8:28:15 AM lenartjoe 2/2) with WH under new mgmt. Result: resistance sidelined long enough to achieve objective 4 years later. I’m just saying we need to stay alert to the 

possibility.

3/3/2020 8:29:34 AM lenartjoe Thx 🙏🏻

3/3/2020 8:30:59 AM lorentzvanzelst  pic.twitter.com/V6QvajVPKK

3/3/2020 8:31:46 AM missund79512530 Wow. Now that's quite a bit of contortions to validate your theory/warning. Lol.

3/3/2020 8:32:26 AM muchfish2 Simple America first!! pic.twitter.com/AtkyIt6fab

3/3/2020 8:34:06 AM scaterinicchio Whats intresting here is you can see in the spirit rhelm what could cause water to make a title wave but what in the natural to us is a Tsunami. 

We just see if different so "Immortals" Spirit beings (Good or Bad) could be driving the weather or incidents/Destruction Rev. 9:11 

pic.twitter.com/MNT18J3YG6

3/3/2020 8:34:29 AM mariclenori They need to be exposed first.

3/3/2020 8:39:25 AM leepraying Followed you

3/3/2020 8:40:53 AM andrewe1776 His magic wand power has been used up on all the good he’s done already. Patience . When your the hunter you need patience .

3/3/2020 8:42:31 AM crunchyconserve I don’t care who Q is. All that matters to me is they are exposing the truth and helping to secure our Republic 🇺🇸

3/3/2020 8:42:31 AM shugyo4dhm It’s going to take a while to undo the damage pic.twitter.com/AKtIErT2wH

3/3/2020 8:43:25 AM navalinfantry California: "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised."

3/3/2020 8:44:42 AM lovethebeach999 Maybe we need a second awakening.  Consider this pic.twitter.com/wNWS4P4NpO

3/3/2020 8:45:21 AM rosscarwalker I guess it’s just taking it all with a pinch of salt. It’s hard to know what truth is these days. I try to observe different narratives rather than religiously 

following any particular one. The narrative that moves us fastest towards peace will be my selection. ✌🏽

3/3/2020 8:47:38 AM avamrogerscom If you look, you will find. I did

3/3/2020 8:49:26 AM finall00p Declass everything. Martial law to round them up

3/3/2020 8:51:29 AM missund79512530 They will have all assets seized too right? Trumps EOs. BOOM

3/3/2020 8:51:38 AM hoofhea62940189 Traitors

3/3/2020 8:51:53 AM seanphilliphall Both appointed by Nixon. Are they leftists?

3/3/2020 8:53:20 AM missund79512530 And have been for a while. I suspect we may soon Own all of them. Their owners/CEOs in prison for mass crimes against humanity. And they will then 

be a "not-for-profit" industry.

3/3/2020 8:53:33 AM missund79512530 It's been happening.



3/3/2020 8:54:09 AM missund79512530 It's the companies. The owners. Not the "generic" label

3/3/2020 8:54:55 AM pkwydrlee Obama holdovers must be cleared out of the DOJ.

3/3/2020 8:56:28 AM kevinmruel Oh Many are...I'm not getting any response from anything

3/3/2020 8:56:44 AM seanphilliphall The courts need to be clean

3/3/2020 8:57:13 AM marina2jr Welcome!

#GodWins

3/3/2020 8:59:41 AM lenartjoe Touche. But when you’ve studied enough of history to see elements of it repeating itself, and understand how those in power manipulate every 

situation to their advantage, you see potential dangers others might miss. Not sure the throughline ended in 2017. Just alert

3/3/2020 9:00:06 AM olimyracle How to know? pic.twitter.com/JqG8PbxSRX

3/3/2020 9:01:41 AM valerie59723152 Looks like everything planned.   When is President Trump's trip outside the country?

3/3/2020 9:02:30 AM palmdalekid2 i have no idea

3/3/2020 9:03:50 AM sterkinglights1 Thanks

3/3/2020 9:06:09 AM missund79512530 We've never seen anything like this in our entire history. Nothing even remotely close has ever occurred. So. There IS nothing by which to compare it. 

Period. Uncharted territory.

3/3/2020 9:06:36 AM valerie59723152 I have thought of this too.

3/3/2020 9:06:53 AM jjdressgown42 Clean House. Clean the Courts.

3/3/2020 9:09:31 AM nostradachris Kid Love was just talking about that... #Panic  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.breitbart.com/clips/2018/10/12/maher-trump-sounds-like-hes-

setting-up-martial-law/amp/ … pic.twitter.com/qkb0ntCUvN

3/3/2020 9:10:58 AM sunnydkelleu Yes

3/3/2020 9:12:29 AM nursenikkianne The great awakening

3/3/2020 9:17:45 AM valerie59723152 Boy you got alot of responses.  I think people are ready.

3/3/2020 9:18:35 AM whaleswarrior No, @POTUS did not put any 'emphasis' on the five, I think this was intentional.

3/3/2020 9:19:09 AM lenartjoe Agreed @ detail level. But at the macro-scale eerily similar: escalating Nationalism vs. socialism divide (1930’s Europe). Impeachments: literally same 

people making the precise opposite arguments of 20 years ago. Nation choosing a practical relearning of lessons already mastered

3/3/2020 9:20:24 AM taradea08775439 Trump is turning it on their asses

3/3/2020 9:21:01 AM mr_fedorable "Second awakening" is disinfo

3/3/2020 9:22:59 AM ajjones08036768 We have been in a declared state of national emergency since 1933.

Old Glory vs Military Flag? Roosevelt established the difference in 1933

Yes. During this time the President can indeed institute martial law by suspending habeas corpus specified in Article I, section 9.

3/3/2020 9:23:01 AM ripewithdecay I consider myself a Libertarian. Getting my things together now to go vote for Trump (early voting).

3/3/2020 9:24:16 AM ajjones08036768 Future proves past

3/3/2020 9:25:18 AM avamrogerscom It was about completely different elimination

3/3/2020 9:26:05 AM spapperz Why won’t twitter let me retweet this????? Hmmmm covering their tracks? Ghost censorship of critics of twitter? Hmm doesn’t seem legitimate at 

all...

3/3/2020 9:26:34 AM spapperz Update: after posting this it let me. Hmmmmm

3/3/2020 9:28:15 AM theappraiser17 I cannot recall, I have no recollection..

3/3/2020 9:31:24 AM cityranch Neutered by taking down Snow White and the dwarves and the funding.  Happened fast. The satellite coms, SA and freezing assets were the first order 

of business. Helos were landed at Langley immediately after inauguration.  C_A is name only now.  Follow along.

3/3/2020 9:31:48 AM llllexxx Mmmmmmmmm

3/3/2020 9:31:57 AM ou8mikehunt Judges in place

3/3/2020 9:32:25 AM jeremy350344 #AskTheQ #WhoIsQ #WhoIsQanon pic.twitter.com/pIm75Qd2eI

3/3/2020 9:32:38 AM lisalew19769912 I think its the same thing. Am I correct ??

3/3/2020 9:32:45 AM 5afe_ Yea,, right. Keep doin you. https://twitter.com/CoreysDigs/status/1226231251033522178?s=19 …

3/3/2020 9:33:23 AM patriot_angel If they don’t cheat. I sure hope they are watching the voting. If they win, then there is cheating, or bribery going on...I can’t see how anyone in their 

right mind would vote for them and their sh**y districts.

3/3/2020 9:34:00 AM thirsty4freedom That's cool and all, I am/was Q until this last 2 months. My question is if these obstacles checked off over 2 years ago why are there still no mass 

arrests? This was 12/26/18 we are 3/3/20. pic.twitter.com/WGvXSja6ek

3/3/2020 9:34:43 AM minazotagurl It's been this way since Gold was found in dem-der-hills. 

Remember the SF GREAT Quake of 1906? It literally shook the CITY HALL APART exposing the FAKE FACADE of "marble" it supposedly had where $$$$$ 

was SPENT. Fraud for years!

3/3/2020 9:35:35 AM thirsty4freedom Not Q, just an anon. Outline checking off, yet  here we are 2 years later and.....crickets.

3/3/2020 9:37:43 AM lwhite0312 Declass

3/3/2020 9:38:36 AM javierg26984838 Welcome, now spread the word.. Q

3/3/2020 9:38:47 AM skypegrammy505 Maybe replace the dash with a plus+

3/3/2020 9:39:05 AM minazotagurl No...we had Metro counties & Northern Range counties whom turned HRC. 

BUT the voter fraud in Metro was preposterous! Green cards were voting ANYWAY 😉

3/3/2020 9:39:33 AM karin10619460 Amen🙏

To California turning RED

Your PATRIOTS are HERE

We're Never Ever Leaving

Your DIGITAL SOLDIERS

Will Stand Up & BE COUNTED!

"Power Shall Be

RETURNED to the PEOPLE"

"...Returning Power to YOU

      the AMERICAN PEOPLE"

❤️🇺🇸🙏💯_ @POTUS

We Protect Our PATRIOTS

#AmericaFirst
3/3/2020 9:40:44 AM unidentifiedta1 Magnetic Flip

3/3/2020 9:40:55 AM realityloominng Haha this is hilarious. Who is jack really??

3/3/2020 9:41:21 AM time4justiceusa Clean the courts

3/3/2020 9:42:47 AM minazotagurl Except....ANY QUESTION can be asked....lie ONCE, purgery. 

Email, text msgs to remind her of her responses....

Someone forgot to tell her NEVER PUT ANYTHING IN WRITING...MUCH LESS VIDEO.

🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣🤣🤣

3/3/2020 9:43:26 AM kenny_mack In an interconnected world just how is that possible? We share a planet

3/3/2020 9:44:20 AM ashlightq Awesome,  welcome to clarity and truth with no fear or anger #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/lgQQPPerm8



3/3/2020 9:45:31 AM ashlightq  pic.twitter.com/Q3ei0nwZ9R

3/3/2020 9:47:36 AM flyclimbevolv  pic.twitter.com/r0qkhCqmgZ

3/3/2020 9:47:44 AM koreyedwards6 Patriot Act puts us in a permanent state of War

3/3/2020 9:51:35 AM dianesaumure Massive, tks for recording

3/3/2020 9:53:03 AM earth_pupil Welcome to sanity Patriot! 

🇺🇲

3/3/2020 9:54:35 AM dunbizzell43 When he is done placing judges that will uphold the Constitution then we will start to see indictments. Would do zero good if the corrupt liberal judges 

were hearing cases. JMO

3/3/2020 9:55:06 AM dreamangelrn Ditto

3/3/2020 9:56:01 AM silverdragonacu Yes it can but you knew that.  ;)

3/3/2020 9:56:45 AM mlsmith300smith Perhaps. Back door is her only way in

3/3/2020 9:57:15 AM dianesaumure My thoughts are that Trump will use CV to implement Marshall Law to arrest all that can't leave, perfect plan

3/3/2020 9:57:36 AM qswish9293 Righteous!!👏🏼👏🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/3/2020 9:57:42 AM juliatravis47 IMO it has to be shut down and restructuring of media. How else do MOST Americans get their info? Not everyone is awake and unless the media is 

restructured nothing truthfully will be told.

3/3/2020 9:58:15 AM maggie44339249 And excuse to shut down schools and shops, as with the coronavirus. Notice how the highest outbreaks are in liberal states like Washington Oregon 

and California!

3/3/2020 9:58:35 AM unitedredwhite1 The pendulum was bound to swing to the LIGHT - nothing stays dark forever and vice versa

3/3/2020 9:59:02 AM 34r7h2 South and extremely ️

3/3/2020 9:59:51 AM rykenjen Good point

3/3/2020 10:00:02 AM valerie59723152 SF.  Vote @RealJohnDennis

3/3/2020 10:00:25 AM brelamb #ReleaseItAll

3/3/2020 10:00:36 AM jcagent I c u!  Congrats.

3/3/2020 10:01:00 AM johns3134 People at Twitter are going to get a phone call that will change their life

3/3/2020 10:01:42 AM 369helen313 03/03/2020

I know! 

5:5 ⚡💥

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1234748509598949376?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1234748509598949376 …

3/3/2020 10:03:10 AM keith369me No more dead people or illegals allowed to vote in California now...only brainwashed left to go.  Take down Hollywood, take down stupidity?

3/3/2020 10:03:53 AM dameofdichotomy #WWG1WGA 

Welcome to the fam! 🥳🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸⚖

#Trump2020Landslide pic.twitter.com/ursgQ29RxV

3/3/2020 10:06:15 AM ofbc10 We got you.

3/3/2020 10:06:52 AM ofbc10 You are heard!

3/3/2020 10:06:59 AM jrwtsd go check out The Weather Decoded on utoob

3/3/2020 10:09:38 AM ricky52222196 All [their] ammo must be dispelled.

3/3/2020 10:10:05 AM marty713  https://www.redstate.com/nick-arama/2020/02/24/788473/ … pic.twitter.com/GZITpKLveI

3/3/2020 10:11:44 AM friskygolfer Petal, your flower has wilted. The Dems fixed the voting machines.

3/3/2020 10:11:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 They've been walking around with an empty clip for several months now.

3/3/2020 10:13:13 AM marty713 Headquarters Ca. 👇 Interdasting 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Ninth_Circuit … #KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/6ZmeZGEXwL

3/3/2020 10:13:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 [@jack] your algorithm is failing.

ALICE! Where art thou? @TwitterSupport pic.twitter.com/AJZpV8vA6J

3/3/2020 10:13:59 AM whiteb789  pic.twitter.com/8ozwuAh4ii

3/3/2020 10:14:06 AM nikoscali Judge Daniel P. Collins is doing a GREAT job knocking heads over at the 9th circuit. Excellent pick POTUS!

3/3/2020 10:14:13 AM _doozier_ Emergency declared in response to CV... and to the incoming mass antifa riots and sleeper activations reacting to the "coup" against Bernie 🤔

3/3/2020 10:15:28 AM sherry2269 He'll be sworn in again in 20(21) and then hopefully for the third time in 20(25) 🤩

3/3/2020 10:17:01 AM eodchi We need a few Fox anchors to get the boot as well.

3/3/2020 10:17:02 AM jeaniew11225788 Okay, I'm lost here...those numbers don't add up to 45... what am I missing?🤷♀️

3/3/2020 10:17:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 - != =

3/3/2020 10:17:37 AM q17_dan It must be hard for @jack to sleep at night

3/3/2020 10:18:14 AM zagnett Ooh i wonder what comes next. You don't perhaps happen to have any clue, do you [@jack]? 🤔

Enjoying the Show! ☺️

🇺🇸⭐️💫

🧡⭐️💫

🍿🍩🍸

3/3/2020 10:19:54 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/LMDNfgCxxL

3/3/2020 10:19:58 AM twilly18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 look at this symbolism

3/3/2020 10:19:59 AM ricky52222196 That explains the drastic drop in FF events.

3/3/2020 10:23:08 AM smedley77202346 Yes

3/3/2020 10:23:11 AM zer0_affect Twitter generates those headers for every list crated.

3/3/2020 10:23:15 AM mzuk75971756 Welcome to the great awakening!!!!

3/3/2020 10:26:08 AM jrwtsd more handcuffs 🙌🤷♂️

3/3/2020 10:26:31 AM dawnmcote2 Color me surprised, NOT!

3/3/2020 10:29:51 AM kachinagtto  https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-22/trump-conservative-judges-9th-circuit …

3/3/2020 10:31:26 AM dawnmcote2 I'm  a little dizzy looking at those equations 😂

3/3/2020 10:35:51 AM identityasxy .

Me thinketh that the smart DS MSM prostitutes are just cashing in their chips, taking their winnings and retreating to some Uruguay compound or New 

Zealand 5 star fortress to ride out the cataclysm we normal folks will suffer. Cue Project Blue Beam holography to launch FF WWIII

3/3/2020 10:36:58 AM msmacomber Or to ask whether the laptop even exists...

3/3/2020 10:40:40 AM n2zyk The left has been catering to illegals to make sure they get that vote. Would you vote against the people who allow you to stay here regardless of what 

crimes you do?



3/3/2020 10:42:24 AM 369_is Hi Jeanie. Try this...Take the message...I  M Q. Now place the letters in the alphabet. Like the letter Q is the 17th letter in the alphabet. Count them 

out...you will see. Then do this with each letter. 

I = 9th letter

M = 13th letter

Q = 17th letter

It's a code. Fun, huh??? LOL

3/3/2020 10:43:57 AM 369_is @JeanieW11225788 The 45 at the end just says it's Donald Trump speaking. He's the 45th President...more code..LOL.

3/3/2020 10:44:10 AM steelman1 Yes. We are currently (and have been) under national emergency. ML can be declared at any moment

3/3/2020 10:49:55 AM only1tabatha @realDonaldTrump

3/3/2020 10:51:52 AM onegoal123 Jesus Christ must return and Judge the satanist currently running the government

3/3/2020 10:52:04 AM steelman1 3/5-3/15

3/3/2020 10:52:21 AM dani06548474 Wow!

3/3/2020 10:53:02 AM ladymolly51 Thank you for your reply to our tweet.

3/3/2020 10:53:29 AM dani06548474 I’m sure it is!

3/3/2020 10:54:18 AM dani06548474 Seriously it’s genius!

3/3/2020 10:55:48 AM lamieret Yes it can.

3/3/2020 10:55:51 AM chrisobxnc Why are you even q-uestioning that?

3/3/2020 10:56:23 AM dani06548474 Siri’s response 😂 pic.twitter.com/Djq6swFrXr

3/3/2020 10:57:36 AM sharong73376199 Gitmo has a very large new court room and has been expanded. Figure the ones facing treason go there for the military tribunals.

3/3/2020 10:58:09 AM onegoal123 Trust the Plan - QTARDS - Satan’s Dupe = Trump going to harvest as many souls as possible - Sad, but All True

3/3/2020 10:59:20 AM sharong73376199 I was wondering how he would shut down the country because he would need a very good excuse. They provided him one.

3/3/2020 11:01:04 AM adamnel27228738 Never going to happen

3/3/2020 11:01:48 AM chadsteen80  pic.twitter.com/SWPyPiwmCT

3/3/2020 11:02:25 AM lovelight5d National emergencies gives our government the consent to continue taxing us which is all voluntary tax...come mid April they need another year of 

taxing us is all..

Pathetic lies

3/3/2020 11:02:52 AM lisapamzaya Not crickets, impatient grasshopper,but millions of locusts. Think of it like that. Are crickets silent? No. They make noise,when it is their 

turn.drip.drip.drip. ...swish!

3/3/2020 11:04:15 AM igg716 ,

3/3/2020 11:05:31 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

3/3/2020 11:09:16 AM r7dotcom no

3/3/2020 11:09:57 AM johnwic05587636 @StormIsUponUs @JuliansRum @prayingmedic @cjtruth @Inevitable_ET @EyesOnQ @ffe3301 @Bruno062418 @drawandstrike @martingeddes 

@40_head @IPOT1776 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @mil_ops @SSG_PAIN @Sun_Q_Tzu @rising_serpent @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@VeritasVital @Techno_Fog

3/3/2020 11:12:45 AM samsmith0319 ...🐸...

3/3/2020 11:14:50 AM __boerinnetje__ Hi from the Netherlands! Just like you I'm reading and trying to reset my thoughts, not easy.... My journey started in December, feels like going back to 

school 😊

3/3/2020 11:17:24 AM awakenedoutlaw We gotcha.  Unity is the glue that will usher in the justice worldwide.

3/3/2020 11:18:12 AM matsols91809275 WWG1WGA 🌹

3/3/2020 11:22:09 AM timkania  pic.twitter.com/kcznBqysF3

3/3/2020 11:22:29 AM rangler2016 This Makes Sense!

3/3/2020 11:22:29 AM msmacomber Basically, all may exist only as theater -

To distract from actual crime and criminals.

3/3/2020 11:25:07 AM jeaniew11225788 👍

3/3/2020 11:28:02 AM nothing_note relax

3/3/2020 11:30:35 AM joeorbit in CT they are voting to remove religious exemptions from injections.  the satanists sick religion is to stick a needle in the arm of every child.

3/3/2020 11:32:24 AM joey34955757 This 👀 pic.twitter.com/APBlndHYTT

3/3/2020 11:32:38 AM 14karatdjs Followed!

#WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 11:37:30 AM lisatrump2020 Welcome aboard Patriot!

3/3/2020 11:37:47 AM connie2441 If you are of a mind to read books look into Letting Go by Dr. David Hawkins

3/3/2020 11:38:10 AM farmingjackson That's really all I want at this time my gosh it's frustrating dealing with people that don't see it or refuse to look at it. 😵

3/3/2020 11:40:58 AM boeckmangina Welcome! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

3/3/2020 11:41:23 AM terrapineyes  pic.twitter.com/ZizHNU7d5k

3/3/2020 11:42:25 AM dcevering 951, then the big cleanup of corruption starts...  lots of extra beds already in place GITMO to facilitate.

3/3/2020 11:42:26 AM brilllllll So the bubble doesnt burst, he needs to bring it down amd bring it back up again right before election. Its genius. This will also prove he can bring an 

economy back twice.

3/3/2020 11:42:29 AM wwg1wga1962 Congrats! Always choose LIFE! PS, That's a follow too!

3/3/2020 11:44:51 AM nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Clever N'est Pas? The gave notice as have many from multiple perspective All in Plain Sight: Truly quite remarkable: Brilliant 

observation on your part: Interesting how Glenda arrives in a Bubble, what other Portals appear as a bubble?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhMb5HKOvFo … pic.twitter.com/404yoVx5n6

3/3/2020 11:45:04 AM nea_storm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is Clever N'est Pas? The gave notice as have many from multiple perspective All in Plain Sight: Truly quite remarkable: Brilliant 

observation on your part: Interesting how Glenda arrives in a Bubble, what other Portals appear as a bubble?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhMb5HKOvFo … https://twitter.com/rghardy3/status/1234922828048338944 …

3/3/2020 11:46:41 AM __boerinnetje__ 😉 Hard lessons! 😂

3/3/2020 11:50:36 AM rghardy3 I always knew there was something "Different"

about you.

3/3/2020 11:51:01 AM barr__rebecca Congratulations, and I promise, you will not be sorry!

You've got some great mentors here that you gave credit to!

#MAGA

#KAG

#TheBestIsYetToCome

3/3/2020 11:51:10 AM americanpetal Did you plan that time stamp? 

3 3 3 

Yeah, I’ve wilted. ☹️

Those Dems are sneaky.🤨

3/3/2020 11:54:56 AM sweepsfox A most important 'NATIONALIST' Affirmation By our POTUS-our freedoms/Constitution/our REPUBLIC-Is @ War with Globalism-Cultural Marxism-The 

'UN' Agenda 2030 & the NWO 👍👊📢🔔🇺🇸

3/3/2020 11:55:05 AM muchfish2 Easy America first does not mean we don’t work with other countries as needed but we are no longer the World Police and no longer the Worlds Piggy 

Bank!!!

3/3/2020 11:56:06 AM georgiegirl1212 👍👍



3/3/2020 11:56:16 AM debbyshultz Welcome 🇺🇸

I gave you a follow my friend 💖

3/3/2020 11:56:34 AM mikkli2 Starting with the first one would be nice.

3/3/2020 11:59:37 AM onthesoundshore He means the current New World Order Globalists vs Patriots(those of us who are aware of and oppose the destructive socialist new world order plan 

of the international prosperty/wealth controlling globalists).

3/3/2020 11:59:51 AM bfieldssavga Video unavailable...

3/3/2020 12:00:10 PM jwc003 No, but 'track all' data for pattern recognition, consistencies, etc.

3/3/2020 12:00:53 PM unidentifiedta1 Warning: Please don’t think critically.

3/3/2020 12:03:41 PM jamesybograt #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE 

every day is a school day .

3/3/2020 12:03:58 PM trumpwinsagainn  pic.twitter.com/dXLd0IIFWC

3/3/2020 12:04:10 PM veera81151963 What would happen if people replaced the word of God with the experience of God 

Message over messenger

3/3/2020 12:04:33 PM nea_storm Most definitely! 👇👇👇

🤣😂🤣😃😆😇 pic.twitter.com/jU3GvuLmmU

3/3/2020 12:04:36 PM noremorse4ne1 Trust your heart. Not the #MSM.

#WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 12:04:38 PM punish4q Welcome fren! Glad you are here joining us 😊

3/3/2020 12:04:53 PM melbourne_3000 She's looking more like Satan every month 🤣🤣🤣🤣

Will NOT end well ⏰ pic.twitter.com/pOdAHzJw3a

3/3/2020 12:07:35 PM ladypatriot20 Wouldn't it be lovely!

3/3/2020 12:08:44 PM bostonchris_ #Qniversity (@TheQniversity) is a great place to learn! https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCS-xl89xGCgPWu7L60_2ZFw …

3/3/2020 12:09:03 PM macd32564407 Google Svali on youtube, listen to her testimony, she was an insider, ran away from the "family" now a reborn Christian.  Always good to know your 

enemies and how they work.

3/3/2020 12:10:33 PM toffer_anon_369 I love your comms!

3/3/2020 12:11:46 PM garbagepaletime Quarantine? Marshal Law ✅

3/3/2020 12:11:48 PM kidge6  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Court_of_Appeals_for_the_Ninth_Circuit …

3/3/2020 12:12:43 PM noundecided #Cali #Californiaprimary2020 that would be awesome! They hide behind their “office”.

3/3/2020 12:13:48 PM trump_alliance Exactly 

Thank you Patriot!

#Trump2020

#GreatAwakening

#SaveTheChildren

3/3/2020 12:14:41 PM noundecided Jack Dorsey.

3/3/2020 12:14:48 PM philip74713096 Yep

3/3/2020 12:15:11 PM graceann444 It just came through for me.

3/3/2020 12:15:25 PM melanieanders7  https://t.co/1TqOB32PhJ  https://twitter.com/joshshepperd/status/1233875601074925568?s=21 …

3/3/2020 12:16:29 PM vickiet31660068 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/TXOaeFwypC

3/3/2020 12:16:55 PM ulitje2 Belgisch maar woon in Frankrijk 😉 twee jaar en half #qanon 

Welkom !

3/3/2020 12:17:10 PM noundecided Actually, no. They operate under law that says they are a platform. Which is to be free open source.

In order to legally censor they’d have to be declared a publisher. Publishers can control content.

3/3/2020 12:18:04 PM deevineh Welcome! I'm a #WalkAway, too. Altho honestly, I feel like the left walked away from ME!

3/3/2020 12:19:13 PM dangersaroundus They are going to start running

3/3/2020 12:22:17 PM lesadcc I am 18 months in.....learning something mind blowing every single day!  Welcome Patriot!!!!  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/3/2020 12:24:28 PM sweeeetpeach 👏👏👏👍

3/3/2020 12:25:41 PM casperkarrin Well, I got a stupidly prethought  answer.  I tried several ways, SIRI, IRIS the Ak seeing eye didn’t understand

3/3/2020 12:27:09 PM ssswim2win not a polar bear....lol

3/3/2020 12:28:22 PM zanudanon Our flag was at half staff almost entirely through obozos seating.

3/3/2020 12:28:45 PM casperkarrin Sounds interesting

3/3/2020 12:30:33 PM connorr1986 Seila Law LLC v. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

3/3/2020 12:32:08 PM veera81151963 Maybe rephrasing "Pattern recognition" to "confirmation bias" 

Pattens are at the heart of picking up signals to accelerate awakening beyond the five senses

3/3/2020 12:32:24 PM casperkarrin No available

3/3/2020 12:33:17 PM menandwomen123 Ok, let's do this!

3/3/2020 12:34:24 PM menandwomen123 Totally.  Tired of all these excuses that it will be too much for the public to handle.  F it.  Do it!  Let's go!

3/3/2020 12:35:25 PM kidge6 Too much programming. And would the vote counters honestly report a loss to Pelosi and Schiff?

3/3/2020 12:36:17 PM toffguy Hundreds?  You mean like 1.  The one building daddy gave him?

3/3/2020 12:37:52 PM ajdesarno [187]

3/3/2020 12:38:09 PM 369_is I wish I knew what the "!" meant. I tried searching for "!" in past tweets and got like 90000 hits. @covertress ???

3/3/2020 12:38:45 PM seratopiao Declas

3/3/2020 12:39:27 PM americanpetal I think I understand. 45 does not equal the sum of 9+13+17

3/3/2020 12:40:14 PM lafol57 Good judges in place

3/3/2020 12:40:36 PM dmacleod59 Welcome aboard!!!!

3/3/2020 12:40:44 PM covertress ! is a computer term, an operator, which stands for "not".

!= means "not equals"

== means "equals"

3/3/2020 12:41:18 PM kitkatsmom2 This CV is a great way to disguise martial law, because it’s fear-mongering promotes public isolation and self imposed house arrest!

3/3/2020 12:41:39 PM 369_is Thank you!!!😲

3/3/2020 12:43:00 PM 369palm In Hollywood on Election Day it’s like a joke. Everyone gets a sticker and everyone is super excited about being herd and having a voice.  It’s group think 

day.

3/3/2020 12:45:06 PM antifa_slayer Welcome. Wwg1wga!  It becomes easier with time.

3/3/2020 12:46:28 PM chris8nix @jack & the rest of the greed gang. Your heading back to the Babylon loop. The rest of us, we will fight, we will be free. At the end, (brainwash) the 

light. It’s a trap. question everything.  Fight hard. No fear.

3/3/2020 12:49:21 PM lorajperkins @jsolomonReports @SecPompeo

3/3/2020 12:50:21 PM lorajperkins @DeptofDefense

3/3/2020 12:55:50 PM heike_ngan  https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-02-22/trump-conservative-judges-9th-circuit …

3/3/2020 12:57:43 PM fallorsesh I had a friend originally from Raleigh that moved to Asheville. It actually had a great music scene at the time (mid 2000s). Haven't been since but had 

great times. The local variety is majority progressive retards tho, so not sure if I could tolerate more than small doses



3/3/2020 1:03:55 PM marty713 Not sure it's totally clean yet 👍

3/3/2020 1:04:55 PM tomchiodo Click on title below the graphic

3/3/2020 1:08:57 PM slycaugaafk The swamp must be drained....it’s way bigger than we know

3/3/2020 1:11:22 PM realityloominng But who is he really?

3/3/2020 1:12:38 PM nikoscali Three days to get a #vaccine into phase 1 safety trials, 1 month to first patient inject = #Majestic!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

3/3/2020 1:13:21 PM marty713  pic.twitter.com/QdK5HCirEO

3/3/2020 1:13:43 PM suzanna1954 Seems like a logical next step.......

3/3/2020 1:17:44 PM doctorhayg I’m sure you’re not a Christian. The loud disdain in your tweet gives you away. Moral: “You can’t lecture people on how to be Christian when you aren’t 

one. That’s called hypocrisy”. But I know hypocrisy has a voice these days. Be blessed!

3/3/2020 1:18:16 PM gothedistance88 It is ALREADY HAPPENING! What rock or oppression propaganda ridden #MSM channel are you spellbound by?

3/3/2020 1:20:05 PM usagaggy63 WELCOME TO THE GOOD GUYS!!! #WWG1WGA🇺🇸👍

3/3/2020 1:20:32 PM colonelflanagan Considering we've been under a soft martial law since 9-11-01, of course.

3/3/2020 1:20:39 PM jensingr1 We ready!! "GODSPEED" Q

3/3/2020 1:20:46 PM epona08 Been doing this nearly two years now . . . I can't imagine how you feel, because right now there's so much information being released it's like getting a 

drink from a fire hose!  There aren't enough hours in the day!

3/3/2020 1:20:48 PM mongrelglory Though I don't think he's going to want to do anything heavy-handed like that until the public has a chance to learn what's going on from the media.  

Otherwise it would play into the Liberal narrative of him being a "dictator".  I really hope the MSM swamp gets cleaned out first.

3/3/2020 1:20:58 PM swizzlestick8 Sounds like Hitler.

3/3/2020 1:21:18 PM georgeedwardca4 @POTUS

feel free to use my phone as evidence against @jack or twitter

@realDonaldTrump

@cjtruth

@SaRaAshcraft

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EyesOnQ

@StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/qq70hQM0VC
3/3/2020 1:21:24 PM jefferyfowler17 Look up @Inthematrixxx and @prayingmedic they will help you understand Q

3/3/2020 1:22:36 PM valerie59723152 ?????

3/3/2020 1:23:40 PM gothedistance88 The naysayers need their own club, getting real old seeing all the negitive wailing. #vote #Trump2020NowMoreThanEver

3/3/2020 1:24:43 PM pilipo333 Any IQ score that Trump claims is negated by his inability to use it constructively past the end of his ego’s aura. Those who don’t believe that he is 

doing  severe damage by not embracing and using science (except for Russia’s help) are cursed to live in the world he creates

3/3/2020 1:25:14 PM epona08 LOL - 2 followers?  Well lookie there!  We all glomed on, you're just downright popular now!  Welcome aboard!

3/3/2020 1:27:09 PM cityranch Same answer. pic.twitter.com/PAGAt4L4j9

3/3/2020 1:27:22 PM emmi_1111 Sfo

Cali

3/3/2020 1:32:24 PM anonlightangel We must #TrustTrump, do not fear the #CoronaVirus. Believe you‘re safe. Turn off MSN. Fear & stress makes one vulnerable to CV. If enough of us 

choose to feel #SAFETYandJOY, world consciousness will be effected & hence CV’s efficacy! Put on the Armour of God to protect you. Q

3/3/2020 1:32:31 PM wakoeppel No, not the people, only your President.

3/3/2020 1:35:40 PM iowa_trump Welcome!  Isn't it a great feeling to be on the side of TRUTH?

3/3/2020 1:36:42 PM davemball This must be some form of Christianity that has nothing to do with the teaching of jesus christ.

3/3/2020 1:37:15 PM ghqst777 Trump and his team must start the big storm. Enough the calm.

3/3/2020 1:39:42 PM sch41076287 Tell us 😊

3/3/2020 1:41:05 PM poorrichard1705 They don’t count the votes.

3/3/2020 1:43:51 PM truthseeker8882 Yes it can

3/3/2020 1:46:53 PM tugginghboat Usually is suggested! To keep looters and other crimes from turning serious!

3/3/2020 1:47:42 PM bibleguy119 Q: "It's going to be Biblical." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6kIzFkw6CJQ …

3/3/2020 1:53:27 PM act1871 Just say no. They're trying to do that in Illinois,  and that's when the lawsuits start.

3/3/2020 1:55:07 PM msuhajda It's not negative, it's being realistic. What has transpired, is what always transpired. Democrats get off without consequence. Time is running out 

before the election. It's likely @realDonaldTrump is reelected but not a guarantee.

3/3/2020 1:56:52 PM dshepherdtrump Law as written

3/3/2020 2:00:51 PM tmurcoy This tweet is more than ironic . You accuse me of the very thing you are doing in your patronizing response to my tweet about a so-called Christian who 

idolizes Trump in a godlike way. Look no further than in the mirror if you wish to see what hypocrisy looks like.

3/3/2020 2:02:06 PM rob67_ Yes

3/3/2020 2:02:44 PM rob67_ The War Powers act could come into play too.

3/3/2020 2:05:56 PM cynthiakoeter Thank you, Len!!!

3/3/2020 2:06:21 PM chrisobxnc Then why when the NY police reviewed his laptop, a few left the room & threw up? 

And some had to seek professional help? 

So you know what was on Weiner's laptop?

3/3/2020 2:09:32 PM cadefonapollyon You really think "it" will be so overt?

3/3/2020 2:10:41 PM juliefortruth Their weapons must be neutralized.

3/3/2020 2:11:59 PM rhoads_sonya KINDA SCARY BUT YES I AM AFRAID FOR OTHERS ALSO

3/3/2020 2:16:24 PM msmacomber I just question whether it ever even existed.  Basically, a “villain” to keep us distracted.

3/3/2020 2:18:06 PM rosscarwalker Good to know Microsoft are backing a woman known for spirit cooking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory #pizzagate #unsealepstein 

https://twitter.com/Microsoft/status/1234601607322570753 …

3/3/2020 2:19:56 PM lmm777_lynn Ugh

3/3/2020 2:21:11 PM dawsonjdawsonk I’ve only heard what you’ve heard.  But also that several of the officers that saw what was on the laptop have been “suicided”

3/3/2020 2:21:14 PM rob67_ I bet the vaccine will be deadlier than the virus.

3/3/2020 2:21:35 PM mongrelglory 🙄  Well...according to CDAN, Bill Gates is supposed to have an entire room in his home devoted to death! 💀

3/3/2020 2:22:13 PM rosscarwalker Tell me about it. Bill Gates linked to Wuhan and this also. How easy is it to boycott @Microsoft?

3/3/2020 2:24:07 PM catvllvsverona I'm f****d 😅

3/3/2020 2:24:24 PM rosscarwalker Bill Gates is getting progressively creepier the more sub narrative I read about him.

3/3/2020 2:32:02 PM not_ciaramella What say you now?

3/3/2020 2:32:44 PM codewordbanana How do you know? 

No posts since his death.

3/3/2020 2:38:37 PM veteransofdrug1  https://youtu.be/b2EwHXXOrdQ  It’s time to kick these clowns out. Make Kickin’It the theme song to get rid of these cretins. Get this song to the 

President so he can start the chant. Yes I’m Kickin’It. Yes I’m Kickin’It.

3/3/2020 2:38:39 PM gringodujour Yes it can.



3/3/2020 2:41:11 PM sagequixotic Bro, punctuation exists. 

Reading that was like having a stronk

3/3/2020 2:42:31 PM samckay3 Exactly! Some folks cannot seem to calm down about this. The end result of this operation must be absolution! Not short term satisfaction…

3/3/2020 2:44:02 PM sarahedmondscw Welcome! I #WalkAway in 2016 and it was the best decision I ever made. The democrat party is NOT what I once thought it was.

3/3/2020 2:47:51 PM msmacomber Right, but who are the officers?  Could be all theater.

3/3/2020 2:49:19 PM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1234924265465507840 …

3/3/2020 2:51:40 PM 369_is Hi @Nun_chucknorris  I just found this old tweet and wondered if u thought at all about when this might have occurred. Also, do u remember which SG-

1 episode this was? I'm watching them in order but would like to jump to this one. Thanks!

3/3/2020 2:52:25 PM doq017 This is how the DeepState rolls!

Obama Holdover, Obscure Gov. Arm Brought CoVid 19 infected here 

 https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/03/obama-holdover-obscure-government-arm-helped-cause-daniel-greenfield/#.Xl6u4HUFolc.twitter …

 I have Q’s

WHO IS Q?

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@G_TheOriginal

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor

3/3/2020 2:53:52 PM kireaton Corrupt judges must be removed and replaced.

3/3/2020 3:00:18 PM justin83281350 God is not real

3/3/2020 3:05:28 PM melanieanders7 That was about the time I hung out there. We might’ve passed by one another and had NO clue! Hehe and yes the progressives are prominent for sure. 

Not my kind ofnscene but everyone needs something they’re attracted to.

3/3/2020 3:16:32 PM micktbarnard Just stop. So boring.

3/3/2020 3:16:39 PM gregg98290870 Declass

3/3/2020 3:23:06 PM crazytrain2020 This... pic.twitter.com/01mzMW5x2m

3/3/2020 3:23:12 PM 1_decided_voter My take is that MJ is saying the dash before the 45 at the end of the "9 13 17" - 45 string is not the equivalent of an equal sign.

3/3/2020 3:23:40 PM thejeffleland  pic.twitter.com/zmJUTYW7hl

3/3/2020 3:25:50 PM chrisobxnc It's not by a long shot.

3/3/2020 3:26:06 PM thamby60 The AWAKENING

3/3/2020 3:26:43 PM andrewmclarke61 Institute martial law under guise of corona virus

3/3/2020 3:27:07 PM thejeffleland #sonofaharvardgraduate pic.twitter.com/p09LHUjHVV

3/3/2020 3:31:55 PM djlok 9 13 17 - 45

9 4 8 - 9

9 12 - 9

9 3 - 9

12 - 9

3 

I M Q - 45
3/3/2020 3:34:16 PM dadpatriot WWG1WGA 

"Trust the plan" pic.twitter.com/yZNis8Q2p4

3/3/2020 3:35:14 PM nun_chucknorris Season 4 Episode 6. Excellent episode.

3/3/2020 3:38:47 PM thejeffleland  pic.twitter.com/3IMRBsyfVD

3/3/2020 3:39:48 PM 369_is Thanks Chuck!!!

3/3/2020 3:40:50 PM msmacomber Maybe, maybe not.

3/3/2020 3:43:40 PM e_countryman Welcome to leaving the darkness and entering into the light 🌟 pic.twitter.com/vTiEB1MYhd

3/3/2020 3:43:46 PM disgoblue24 Sad, but good point

3/3/2020 3:47:19 PM awakeinatx Even more public awakening apparently.

3/3/2020 3:47:23 PM r7dotcom Q is not one person.

3/3/2020 3:49:06 PM r7dotcom Why do you hint through your profile picture that the United States is a Banana Republic?

3/3/2020 3:49:25 PM mkhaney What will happen to open the door to that?

3/3/2020 3:50:16 PM taylor7_r Welcome! pic.twitter.com/WEV5OdDDcY

3/3/2020 3:50:30 PM seekingknowle12 Do we need to address the fact that no matter how much goes mainstream showing corruption and downright evil, there is a large group of people 

that will fight to the bitter end to not believe any of it. They seek acomfort in the lies. What happens to those that refuse to awaken?

3/3/2020 3:51:26 PM mooneve17 Really? Critical thinking is important.. do some. Silliest response ever

3/3/2020 3:52:51 PM q_sent_patriots Convene a grand jury... Shut down all exit routes... So no one escapes... Then you must put Marines and national guard in position... Then you probably 

want to shut down the internet and the fake news media

3/3/2020 3:55:31 PM kristyr98066648 After election to not risk purple congressional seats

3/3/2020 3:56:00 PM sc_racer9 I’m pretty sure it was SWORDfish

#LAME

#WWG1WGA

 https://t.co/jqk0Bsc7z4  https://twitter.com/deptofdefense/status/1234886254417907718?s=21 …

3/3/2020 4:00:27 PM mongrelglory The Cabal high-jacked "the game" on this planet, and used the rules against us to prevent us from growing and learning.  We are taking back this game 

called "life". ✊

3/3/2020 4:01:20 PM 420roundabout Enrage the Normies.

3/3/2020 4:01:32 PM fansblowing3 The 9th Circuit covers California and eight other states. pic.twitter.com/3DoJWdKHKA

3/3/2020 4:03:00 PM 2017seriousmess Welcome to the family... Where we go 1, we go all!

3/3/2020 4:05:45 PM heyjfp Rather make rock solid cases than rush to it. Patience is a virtue

3/3/2020 4:06:05 PM 313jodie  pic.twitter.com/NFqBUFswXM

3/3/2020 4:06:56 PM seamountmermaid FISA DROP

3/3/2020 4:09:11 PM kenny_mack Been around the world 5 times. Going all the way back to Pan Am 1&2. Flew both from points of origin. My perspective is as a college student of the 

70’s and son of a multinational oil executive in the heart of Islam. Family is all over world. Perspective is everything

3/3/2020 4:11:02 PM fl2bloom Who is Q



3/3/2020 4:11:23 PM portezf @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/3/2020 4:12:45 PM sterkinglights1 A couple of star crossed algorithms.

3/3/2020 4:14:50 PM debstev80504671 🤣

3/3/2020 4:15:11 PM saclaur Welcome aboard the Freedom Train!

3/3/2020 4:15:45 PM rex_aletheia Can Majestic 12 post something of value?

3/3/2020 4:15:51 PM kenny_mack Do you have some information about this being a new phenomenon? Trump is a family friend through marriage, but I have never been able to stomach 

his posturing. Just how do you think this Nation became so powerful? We stole from third world and took it as our own. Still do.

3/3/2020 4:20:05 PM awakenedoutlaw 1,262 new friends in a day.  Not too shabby.

3/3/2020 4:21:28 PM webbrenee I just watched this today. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykpYvYRWt5o&feature=em-uploademail …

3/3/2020 4:21:59 PM sto_always Hahaha yeah! Thanks for the warm welcome, now I’m going crazy trying to decipher all this notifications!!

❤️❤️❤️ ALL!!

3/3/2020 4:23:32 PM kenny_mack Where is stated we are either?  Mack, being respectful if your position I would like to understand how you see those as true and verifiable. I’d like to 

learn from your perspective. Our resource allocation worldwide is complicated. Who are the international villains to monitor?

3/3/2020 4:27:43 PM johnnyt_anon I'm guessing they would have already stepped down if they were conservative?

3/3/2020 4:30:42 PM aleks8837 Hahahahahaha!!!! 😂😂😂😂😂😂

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_nicknames_used_by_Donald_Trump …

3/3/2020 4:31:17 PM palmdalekid2 if they were clean

3/3/2020 4:31:21 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/b6LU9RS54f

3/3/2020 4:35:06 PM jeaniew11225788 Thanks!😊

3/3/2020 4:35:16 PM americanpetal Funny 😀 Kinda like all hat and no cattle.

3/3/2020 4:36:13 PM caliarmyofgod So be it!

3/3/2020 4:36:19 PM lavisthomas A tragedy or " crisis " MJ12 ALL DAY 🤜🤛

3/3/2020 4:36:29 PM fl2bloom Are they tied to the PEDOGATE?

3/3/2020 4:38:14 PM chrisshea321 We have tried to file lawsuits, they where all shot down. One judge said he agreed with us and still voted down.

3/3/2020 4:39:24 PM codewordbanana I don't.. it's kind of an inside joke.. 

But I really do like bananas. 

Did you know they are the only radioactive fruit?

3/3/2020 4:39:32 PM cockrellta Judges must be in place!! President Trump and McConnell(The Senate) are working non-stop confirming these empty positions! Hoorah! Tap pic to 

read... pic.twitter.com/3Ev2zshyi1

3/3/2020 4:39:53 PM codewordbanana It's just a thought.

3/3/2020 4:40:22 PM 369_is Very helpful...Thanks @1_Decided_Voter !!!👀🧐😲

3/3/2020 4:44:09 PM gladiov  pic.twitter.com/Mik34YBNa0

3/3/2020 4:44:51 PM 9times12 Nice how you people still worry about your nations. Q contibutes to end all this armed nationalistic madness ;-) The cabal operates far beyond your 

borders. Look at the globe every now and then. US people are just a small fraction in the family of mankind.

Namaste

3/3/2020 4:45:13 PM livefree4all Finish fixing judicial, win election, Declass.

3/3/2020 4:46:29 PM 9times12 Dude, use a proper translator please. Quelle means Source in German. 

Kind regards from Switzerland

3/3/2020 4:54:35 PM r7dotcom it is. and my opinion is he was a patriot.

3/3/2020 4:56:21 PM r7dotcom yep gammas

3/3/2020 4:56:33 PM adamwestleyric3 Means Source

3/3/2020 4:57:20 PM r7dotcom It's ironic that its phallic like an obelisk and gives up 14 gamma rays per sec 🤔

3/3/2020 4:57:24 PM act1871 WE, the PEOPLE!

3/3/2020 4:57:31 PM r7dotcom symbolic

3/3/2020 5:05:06 PM redink70155959 Disarm the people.

3/3/2020 5:06:55 PM onthesoundshore "We" did not steal anything from the third world.  You may have.

3/3/2020 5:10:25 PM onthesoundshore For someone who has been on Twitter since 2009 you do not have much of a following.  You are probably a troll,  so I will block you.

3/3/2020 5:11:01 PM chadand08963121 #WWG1GWA 🙏❤️

3/3/2020 5:11:19 PM mineisc 👏👏🤗

3/3/2020 5:11:29 PM 86coso Welcome to the party. 👍 pic.twitter.com/G1lbaZdyjO

3/3/2020 5:12:05 PM 86coso 😍👍✌️

3/3/2020 5:12:18 PM hkildepstein Have you checked out the No Agenda podcast? With your countryman and former MTV VJ Adam Curry, highly recommend!

3/3/2020 5:13:42 PM itscomingqfree1  pic.twitter.com/DSymEMIcjp

3/3/2020 5:13:43 PM americanpugs 👍🏼 Welcome Patriot ❤️🇺🇸❤️🤗

3/3/2020 5:13:57 PM lindago99027950 Officially walked away in2019. Unofficially walked away in 2006

3/3/2020 5:15:12 PM andiegreeneyes Welcome to the light.

3/3/2020 5:15:47 PM wayne86860718 Thank you aswell . All helps👍🏻

3/3/2020 5:15:56 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is this the BEST that [they] have ?

A Super Tuesday for [D] losers !

3/3/2020 5:16:11 PM ray_bernwwg1wga Yep

3/3/2020 5:16:13 PM lisa_giorgi  pic.twitter.com/w0xDe2T4uJ

3/3/2020 5:17:23 PM jwempren Welcome!

Covfeeve is free as long as it's in your kitchen.

Breakout the eyeball toothpicks and get crakalakin' https://qmap.pub/ 

3/3/2020 5:17:48 PM ks374365 Welcome aboard! I had my #WalkAway in 2016. Never looked back.

3/3/2020 5:18:48 PM damcl3 Followed 👍  Trump 2Q2Q 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/tI5ySBfdid

3/3/2020 5:18:53 PM charlievensel Welcome

3/3/2020 5:19:59 PM mistypatriot @MistyPatriot. IFBP

3/3/2020 5:21:26 PM pn5_5 Chains are gone! Welcome Patriot!

3/3/2020 5:21:34 PM molliefleischer We got u Patriot

 WWG1WGA!

3/3/2020 5:22:03 PM noundecided 🤦♀️ look it up.



3/3/2020 5:23:41 PM wwinagain Welcome my friend pic.twitter.com/i1bXd8qBxs

3/3/2020 5:23:50 PM connieketchup ok here's Alice again! is this a computer?

3/3/2020 5:25:32 PM donnaledford10 #WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 5:26:27 PM insulplus 👍

3/3/2020 5:27:20 PM _thespiders They do great work. Congratulations.

#WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 5:27:54 PM ndeathcloak  pic.twitter.com/uXNQkVUr6t

3/3/2020 5:28:55 PM kathrynala1 Welcome to the world wide Great Awakening! Glad to have another friend in the fight.

3/3/2020 5:30:07 PM alberta31628479 Welcome aboard the journey of a lifetime. If/when you find yourself overwhelmed at the depth of deception we have been living in, remember you’re 

not alone. Sit and watch the sun rise on a new day. Enjoy the beauty and know God’s still in control. WWG1WGA.

3/3/2020 5:32:10 PM zachary25484582 I love this kind of simple reality being stated for all the world to see by one of our leaders. Especially our president!

3/3/2020 5:33:53 PM magaveteranrobi Welcome To The Worldwide QAnon Family!! All Are Welcome! #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/OdSJLXbWdJ

3/3/2020 5:36:04 PM lawdog323 We got all.

3/3/2020 5:36:22 PM connieketchup omg

3/3/2020 5:36:51 PM alaneflame There's this👇 pic.twitter.com/AHUbxUqjoJ

3/3/2020 5:39:33 PM patriqtmatt IFBP 👍🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/QCRcE1Qqbj

3/3/2020 5:40:52 PM we_go_now Yes!!  We are and have been under Martial Law since 9/11. It’s the level that needs to be raised and will be due to civil unrest which is likely to occur 

when arrests begin.

3/3/2020 5:41:53 PM bsethhill09 Congratulations! Open arms & hugs!! Welcome to #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 5:42:38 PM msuhajda Nobody will be arrested

3/3/2020 5:43:44 PM lawdog323 I have a different theory.

3/3/2020 5:46:02 PM worldscycle Will Tom Hanks be trying out his new passport soon?

3/3/2020 5:52:03 PM schmoeda We'll hope they have the people to do it!

3/3/2020 5:52:22 PM ethan_avior agreed, just a bunch of illusions

Justice delayed is justice denied..... pic.twitter.com/4746yry2K6

3/3/2020 5:53:55 PM connieketchup omg

3/3/2020 5:54:11 PM rscbmr Welcome to winning!

3/3/2020 5:54:12 PM youstinksoap Already taken place?🤔

3/3/2020 5:56:02 PM michell87248593 How beautiful and devastating is the great day of the Lord.

3/3/2020 6:06:46 PM doq017 Could it be The Mouse knows the answer to the Q? Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1234843343395278848 …
3/3/2020 6:08:19 PM winklerburke West coast vote will be real, not fantasy Dem-Rat, no more Uber-corrupt Left-Commie-Slave Coast?

3/3/2020 6:13:04 PM eckyimp Welcome, Patriot. I gave you a follow.

3/3/2020 6:16:42 PM slangaard Me too

3/3/2020 6:19:00 PM time2wakesheep Why did I get this as a push notification when I don’t have them enabled for you?

Super weird..

3/3/2020 6:21:40 PM jimmy38994911 Jellyfish like can't get away with anything. It appears that Kims #KeyIntegratedMonetarySystem alerts all intelegance agencies on earth about 

"persons" like you. @TeamBubba3 was running #childtrafficing out of Lithuania servers. Proove me wrong!  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Mya1WtxE7Jc …

@SpeakGF pic.twitter.com/YkPKHfLKRf

3/3/2020 6:22:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you have any other official Government accounts getting censored on your end?

If so, send Majestic 12 reply with your screenshots and tag @TwitterSupport.

[@jack] will take place if this continues.

Despite common conspiracy, he has been more cooperative than others. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1234847241099186177 …

3/3/2020 6:23:32 PM pray__4__trump Welcome to the great awakening, fren. pic.twitter.com/zf3KngpVcP

3/3/2020 6:24:10 PM bebejenn7 Maybe that’s what Obama & Clinton has too🤔

3/3/2020 6:25:58 PM canerous2 Trumps second term to start so they cant scream election interference

3/3/2020 6:26:21 PM hderwald  pic.twitter.com/TyDKHTJuiS

3/3/2020 6:26:22 PM zagnett Good to know, thanks MJ! Maybe i'll go a bit easier on [@jack]. 😅🧐😉

3/3/2020 6:26:24 PM palmdalekid2 My likes and RT get reset

3/3/2020 6:26:25 PM the_start_line the guy who used to run twitter

3/3/2020 6:27:07 PM vaderman454 Can you LARP as you’re larping?

3/3/2020 6:27:46 PM zagnett Yes, that's right. We're taking back everything that [they] stole.

3/3/2020 6:28:14 PM sewapalooza Took them 3 hours to take down the kiddie porn videos found earlier... pic.twitter.com/X2l53Wtqc8

3/3/2020 6:29:30 PM doyouq I would give my left arm for a DIA job

3/3/2020 6:30:59 PM codewordbanana Oh I think he was a Patriot as well.. 

I'm really saddened by his loss.

3/3/2020 6:31:35 PM codewordbanana It's from the potassium . 

I work with a nuclear reactors in the Navy and we had a joke that if somebody took a banana in the plant and smeared it on the ground that would be 

radiological contamination based on our standards.



3/3/2020 6:32:06 PM codewordbanana Well it's been a staple of the human diet for as long as humans have been around I think... 

Bananas are amazing things.

3/3/2020 6:32:49 PM differenced_it Welcome fren.

3/3/2020 6:34:16 PM r7dotcom I was a nuclear weapon technician on intercontinental ballistic missiles I work on the Peacekeeper in a minute man 2 in space command. No one I 

worked with would have laughed at that joke.

3/3/2020 6:35:03 PM r7dotcom i put them in my daily smoothies,  so i like them

3/3/2020 6:35:11 PM artificiata Disable "hide content that may contain sensitive information" in your settings. Its been a feature for a long time. I can see the tweet.

3/3/2020 6:35:41 PM 5afe_ Thnx. 🐉

3/3/2020 6:36:23 PM youstinksoap 📽🍿

great movie!

3/3/2020 6:37:26 PM keith369me @jack needs to control the mess HE created with the culture at HIS company.

3/3/2020 6:37:39 PM 5afe_ They have rules for them and different rules for us. Glad pedo stings happen. Zero effs about politics and Q is my court jester. 😁😂

3/3/2020 6:38:00 PM 5afe_ I am cool. 😎😍

3/3/2020 6:39:48 PM stevenfretz1 Let's see!!!

3/3/2020 6:39:49 PM nimron6 Welcome to the light. I think you'll like it here.

3/3/2020 6:40:07 PM 444_q_ MJ I'm confused... POTUS is working with NIH on coronavirus vax.... Yet you've been posting negative about getting a vax for it? Yet promoting POTUS 

at the same time? I am truly seeking truth/advise.

3/3/2020 6:43:01 PM cwarrior17 What does this mean?

3/3/2020 6:44:16 PM cwarrior17 Yep. Any1 who says other wise I can’t deal with.

3/3/2020 6:45:08 PM cwarrior17 What will all of u ppl who swear and rly believe that he’s alive, what will u do if he never comes out of “hiding”?

3/3/2020 6:47:03 PM cwarrior17 #BELEERYOFANYONEWHOMISSPELLSINTELLIGENCEINAHASHTAG.

3/3/2020 6:47:39 PM cwarrior17 #ALSOSYSTEM

3/3/2020 6:49:47 PM ronbeauchemin WWG1WGA 🙏🇺🇸❤️

3/3/2020 6:50:12 PM ronbeauchemin How many followers do you have now

3/3/2020 6:50:22 PM walkenswelcome Corona may be the excuse but the corrupt DNC will be the real reason

3/3/2020 6:51:33 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GregRubini

@Qanon76

@StormIsUponUs

3/3/2020 6:53:12 PM kidge6 Who really controls Twitter?

3/3/2020 6:54:05 PM kidge6 What about this Twitter stock purchase?

3/3/2020 6:54:25 PM n7guardiananon Manifestation is a helluva thing

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#realityshow

3/3/2020 6:56:49 PM cwarrior17 I have a MAJOR problem with this. That’s bullschitt man. Think about what u said. Really think about it. U think that true republicans, ppl who are 

major @realDonaldTrump supporters need to “jump on the blue wave” just bcuz they have a different opinion than u do? Wow.

3/3/2020 6:57:11 PM cwarrior17 I watch no msm. None. Not even fox. What is happening?

3/3/2020 6:58:27 PM cwarrior17 Girrrl u better be careful. They go nuts on ppl who question Q.

3/3/2020 6:58:43 PM cwarrior17 Made me follow u! 👍🏼😀

3/3/2020 6:59:52 PM cwarrior17 When?

3/3/2020 7:03:02 PM southconsal Welcome!! pic.twitter.com/ntOX0q3gBm

3/3/2020 7:04:09 PM cwarrior17 Good god me either.🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/3/2020 7:05:53 PM vieiraranch California baby!

3/3/2020 7:06:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only to those who choose to want it.

Educate yourself.

Think for yourself.

By advocating for a depopulation [their] brainwashed masses will gobble up, doesn't that present us with a unique opportunity?

Depopulation agenda still in effect.

Educate yourself.

You are safe.

3/3/2020 7:07:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 How else do you lawfully remove a bad actor who hasn't technically violated any law?

3/3/2020 7:08:57 PM etdisclosure202 @TwitterSupport pic.twitter.com/8ltEJwkrmW

3/3/2020 7:09:35 PM nikoscali "who hasn't technically violated any law" - hard to believe!

3/3/2020 7:10:01 PM 444_q_ 💡A-ha! Moment! Thank you 🙏💕

3/3/2020 7:13:56 PM odeliasimone Congratulations on #walkaway

3/3/2020 7:18:53 PM baphomet617 Erections are no laughing matter. They're more than just a rush if blood to the head.

They're very hard. Once must be quite rigid if they want to penetrate the voting populous. The competition is stiff.

3/3/2020 7:20:15 PM keshava_murthys Did Marduke’s Martial Law end ?

3/3/2020 7:21:46 PM loritho77894733 Welcome Patriot!  The grass is definitely greener on this side of the fence!!  #WWG1WGA

3/3/2020 7:22:29 PM start313hichq March Madness

Something BIG ! 👀

💥💥💥

#RestartMIGA

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/F0ndmMwsdL

3/3/2020 7:22:48 PM blsdbe Would you say Mini Mike might be associated with some bad actors, and may even be a bad actor himself? This just in from Lee Camp, in case you like 

a little giggle with your #WeAreTheNewsNow... https://youtu.be/vqMPkmcs_nI 

3/3/2020 7:23:29 PM americanpetal Inject us with an antidote?

3/3/2020 7:23:37 PM wasps_sting Good thinking. This video says it all and is very encouraging.

✅🇦🇺💯🇺🇸

3/3/2020 7:25:56 PM cleanfreak0511  pic.twitter.com/ZrS6lem9YO

3/3/2020 7:26:19 PM terih824_teri You are so right about that. Their Denial will become a form of TDS we not yet witnessed😓.

3/3/2020 7:26:29 PM cleanfreak0511  pic.twitter.com/6Tk3w9pzpy

3/3/2020 7:26:48 PM blsdbe #ThanQ, I am choosing NOT to accept a vaccine for a cold virus that my immune system can fight with the support of structured water, Camu Camu, 

rest and meditation. I will continue to practice good hygiene, and will continue to support my community as a Registered Nurse. 

pic.twitter.com/6VawAyNJrJ

3/3/2020 7:28:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 100% involved.

3/3/2020 7:29:11 PM jeff57253103 Time for him to slide down the drain



3/3/2020 7:29:14 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What first has to happen for Something BIG to drop ?

3/3/2020 7:29:44 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/3/2020 7:30:24 PM worldxplorer1 Dang. Who wasn’t involved in the Epstein nastiness?!?

3/3/2020 7:30:36 PM cwarrior17 Parody acct

3/3/2020 7:31:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mini Mike = Baby Penis

Big Mike = Renegade's "Wife"

3/3/2020 7:32:58 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/xH3vzmQsPG

3/3/2020 7:34:28 PM n7guardiananon Let them do it to themselves.

3/3/2020 7:35:04 PM tillie71120939 You seriously believe this? Oh com'on folks!

3/3/2020 7:35:13 PM ybbedc Gee.. isn't that what the Democrats said about our President winning the election?   I have faith!!  

“Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.”

3/3/2020 7:35:20 PM phreatomagnetic Do they all have strange genitals?

Clinton, Epstein, Weinstein, Mike and Mike

3/3/2020 7:35:24 PM americanpetal Omg. It makes me think of Eggstein’s  oval shaped one. 🥺

3/3/2020 7:38:22 PM blsdbe Well, if we consider the Source of written words is often the Pen...Well Met! My family is from Jenaz in Graübunden pic.twitter.com/faipHDUslm

3/3/2020 7:38:31 PM ybbedc No problem.. I know the end of the story.. God wins!

3/3/2020 7:39:13 PM freestateojones Ha. 

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1227261625167732736?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/kfCJOyCr0j

3/3/2020 7:40:17 PM alienhead91 i have to get my popcorn ready??

3/3/2020 7:40:40 PM lisamcgill1258  pic.twitter.com/7lXnO3FBOh

3/3/2020 7:44:25 PM mynardpamela Logistical maneuvers and manipulations to help them on their way.

3/3/2020 7:45:07 PM s33thr some one has to grow a set of balls

3/3/2020 7:45:56 PM crasentz I know it wasn’t a true Q post... the checklist I refer to isn’t literal. All my boxes are checked I’m ready for some pain to be dropped next!!

3/3/2020 7:47:01 PM blsdbe I figured. I sure wish Lee would figure out the Sting is in progress. He’s a smart fella, but he’s likely unaware that @POTUS is ACTUALLY #QPlus...what 

do you think, @LeeCamp? Will you #AskTheQuestion? You could invite @realDonaldTrump to appear on #RedactedTonight!!! #WeAreQ 

pic.twitter.com/1u2guap9mH

3/3/2020 7:47:14 PM realeyethespy Take off your pants 😹

3/3/2020 7:47:50 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/24rX2fGY1C

3/3/2020 7:48:02 PM bcmarky Go easy man....he's excited and has alot to share 😚 pic.twitter.com/BPYB1hStLK

3/3/2020 7:51:21 PM timkania sad now 😢

3/3/2020 7:53:25 PM ecranchero Me too!

3/3/2020 7:57:45 PM lightonthehill No injections, thanks.

3/3/2020 7:59:03 PM baphomet617 Of whom?

3/3/2020 7:59:05 PM dontdrinkthek12 The JR isn't UNDERLINED

3/3/2020 7:59:25 PM rghardy3 Just a little humor since we are always 

waiting for Something BIG !

3/3/2020 7:59:46 PM dontdrinkthek12  pic.twitter.com/AyViyaIa2Q

3/3/2020 8:01:24 PM mojavi4u Wonderful!  Thank you for that!

3/3/2020 8:01:48 PM cwarrior17 Q ppl

3/3/2020 8:05:53 PM baphomet617 No no. I'm a Q supporter.

3/3/2020 8:06:52 PM fibonacci222 Legalize governmental use of Propaganda domestically by amending the Smith-Mundt Act which made such activities illegal before 2012.

No that's done, it's legal for our government to propagandize (lie) to it's citizens via media.  

#QAnon (saving Israel "for last")

3/3/2020 8:07:59 PM connieketchup that's b/c they wore it out good god you can't do that that many times a day for years and it not turn out that way! ughhh i hate these ppl

3/3/2020 8:10:05 PM fallkey Fisa Report needs to be released

3/3/2020 8:11:11 PM connieketchup still Alice, makes me think of that song Go Ask Alice, Jefferson Starship interesting isn't it, is Alice a computer or a person??? damn I still can't figure this 

out

3/3/2020 8:11:50 PM ochoa_red Welcome to the Great Awakening❣️ pic.twitter.com/4QredPK3UI

3/3/2020 8:12:07 PM fibonacci222 Now*

3/3/2020 8:13:23 PM ochoa_red Welcome to the Great Awakening❣️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/efMDSGNUZw

3/3/2020 8:17:50 PM manifest_utopia POTUS' tweet about Mini Mike being "a choker" stood out. Is this referencing strangulation? Or something else? pic.twitter.com/V9PCtbDOVN

3/3/2020 8:20:15 PM mellyc12747492 Interesting 🤔

3/3/2020 8:22:24 PM realbungalowmo As of right now, your 2 followers has turned into 1,541!

3/3/2020 8:34:37 PM jackoneilltime1 A lot of verbal sparring between 45 and Roberts pic.twitter.com/y7LYX0wrQF

3/3/2020 8:37:00 PM pepelobopac Vaccine to 'clense' or 'correct' what has been disrupted [Within Vax Crowd] ? Seizing an opportunity to right a wrong under the guise of something 

beneficial for other reasons...?

🤔

Look over here [👑] not over here [REDPILL]. 

"YOU WOULD BE SHOCKED"

3/3/2020 8:37:33 PM 1ifbyseaqanon 1. People fear suspension of posicomitatus.

BUT Needs to happen for military control of riot's. Good Thing protocols for germ control, put R military on R streets then? Stay tuned for # 2.

3/3/2020 8:40:29 PM shecat612 Welcome and hold on tight. This ride gets more interesting all the time.

3/3/2020 8:41:56 PM dianero64727777 9+13+17 does not add up to 45

3/3/2020 8:43:06 PM codewordbanana Well we worked on two completely different things.. 

nothing we did to our nuclear reactor whatever make it blow up I'm guessing you had a different experience..

3/3/2020 8:46:25 PM turboxyde Wore it out... pic.twitter.com/1Ec2TcaZJ5

3/3/2020 8:54:42 PM jackoneilltime1 Just imagine the top sentence reflecting against the wall of Hal's cpu room where the bottom sentence is....my vision doesn't translate to my memes 

half the time!!! pic.twitter.com/Jh5H4wsudL

3/3/2020 9:06:08 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/SlOPRKc97p

3/3/2020 9:07:00 PM jimchillerhvac Hell freeze over. Jk

3/3/2020 9:07:07 PM twilly18 did not see that coming



3/3/2020 9:08:28 PM arifriedman12  http://Www.vote4ari.com  pic.twitter.com/QjVzVNoEJD

3/3/2020 9:08:41 PM aleks8837 Time will tell ⏲️ ❤️

3/3/2020 9:08:42 PM qphillypatriot  pic.twitter.com/UJcwdPyrfY

3/3/2020 9:12:39 PM tituspomponius is not unknown, yet UNCERTAIN. But is Administered by #UNDOF 🇮🇱 and , and Trough #Adana 🚇 ⛵️ , the select go to #Anamur 🇹🇷 and gates are 

already open. Reinforced border, up 20 🐒tail ~

—-

And he made the middle bar to #shoot #through the boards from the one end to the other.

—-

3/3/2020 9:15:22 PM magic_jake2012 Love it pic.twitter.com/mdfxYZWyck

3/3/2020 9:18:33 PM tituspomponius Reinforced border @ 🇮🇹 🇲🇰 🇦🇱

3/3/2020 9:18:58 PM freehumanity111 The stock market needs to be drained of all the crooked money first.

3/3/2020 9:19:27 PM terryca53306307 Clones. Dolly the sheep was over 20 years ago.. Mannal right? @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 

https://twitter.com/Stars4P/status/1235071623876636675 …

3/3/2020 9:21:15 PM tituspomponius ㌁ pic.twitter.com/VnKunKw7YM

3/3/2020 9:21:16 PM timkania Bold 👊🏽👍🏽

3/3/2020 9:21:57 PM capatriot2020 But they won’t. Their idiots and I live here 🤦♀️

3/3/2020 9:27:07 PM stars4p In cloning humans, there are technological limitations. The process of cloning is not foolproof. Every enucleated egg that is transplanted with a nucleus 

from a donor does not survive the transplantation and multiply. 100 ovaries can yield up to 1,000 eggs https://youtu.be/RNBE2RJmkrc 

3/3/2020 9:28:08 PM fqxacid Saving this thank you Majestic!

3/3/2020 9:29:34 PM ms_cheevas  https://www.dc-populist.com/2019/06/nbc-news-hillary-clinton-covered-up.html …

3/3/2020 9:30:06 PM stars4p Scientists must be able to convince women to donate their ovaries. Apart from the availability of willing hosts, other problems could easily crop up. 

Would it be right to clone humans, given the concerns of identity and privacy that are involved. https://youtu.be/RNBE2RJmkrc 

3/3/2020 9:32:19 PM terryca53306307 FACT.. Now what?

3/3/2020 9:32:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTd1fRCAvR4 …

3/3/2020 9:36:25 PM luluspeers1 Come on baby! Just come out and say it! I am Q how do you do!?

3/3/2020 9:37:09 PM ms_cheevas in 1943 the F.B.I. had enough faith in his technical ability and his discretion to call him in when Nikola Tesla died in his room at the New Yorker Hotel, in 

Manhattan https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.newyorker.com/news/amy-davidson/donald-trumps-nuclear-uncle/amp …

3/3/2020 9:37:28 PM mothergoos3 Not. Yet.

3/3/2020 9:38:08 PM azuremagus OK the first time this happened I thought it was some type of psyop against the deep state, and now it must mean that something huge is about to go 

down.

3/3/2020 9:39:17 PM blsdbe Also, this, but vitamin C from actual food is much better absorbed IMHO. Blessings all!!! pic.twitter.com/A0HX82KBiM

3/3/2020 9:42:49 PM dawnblanke1 Hopefully she is found soon 

;-)

3/3/2020 9:42:59 PM werascending Like the Goa’uld?

3/3/2020 9:44:12 PM adsvel I would say Big Mike Renegates "husband".😂

3/3/2020 9:45:42 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/rIXhpAlwii

3/3/2020 9:46:49 PM groverkingsley  pic.twitter.com/H9SeLu3LwO

3/3/2020 9:47:20 PM stars4p FINALLY… How Clones Are Really Made

[think DARPA and MIA Ruthie aka RBG and AOC]

Also an explanation about the BLACK EYE of Harry Reid+notables/Celebrities   http://youtu.be/ZWo_6KB-ahs  DARPA is their mommy... 

pic.twitter.com/s3Z8mLdm3y

3/3/2020 9:48:22 PM redmonkeysays Welcome @Marja32161776, I followed your site. Don't worry it will get easier, and we will help whenever we can.

3/3/2020 9:49:39 PM dawnblanke1 Anti-Christ = One who is without Christ.

Impossible - therefore non-exsistant .

3/3/2020 9:50:59 PM dawnblanke1 Anti-matter = Anti-Christ

3/3/2020 9:52:25 PM ideclarefreedom Thank you for reminding me about structured water, what is your method?

3/3/2020 9:58:10 PM d_s_umbra_31415 Can we get to the downfall part already?

3/3/2020 9:58:23 PM raymond10449530 "Soon!"  🤣

3/3/2020 10:00:42 PM 1nanasmomma Thank you for sharing this.

3/3/2020 10:01:12 PM raymond10449530  pic.twitter.com/6mkaRBzUr6

3/3/2020 10:04:37 PM unknownrabbith1 I don’t want the president to be Q. I’m OK with him being Q+ but I want Q to be some kind of a higher power. We really need some divine intervention 

here.

3/3/2020 10:09:44 PM elcooksta Wow. This is a big channel too. Are we who are ready when ready for what’s coming?

3/3/2020 10:10:47 PM mieshiel1 We’re with Q

3/3/2020 10:18:12 PM dan_for_real Nah dude, you're not trusting the plan hard enough. Think logically: First you burn their toast, then you tickle their foot, then you give them nanobot 

diarrhoea, then you replace them with 3D-printed AI clones. How else can Barron Trump go back in time and invent rock and roll?

3/3/2020 10:21:10 PM 808jd Polygonal structures linking disparate geographical regions in what was probably a global ancient civilization? This is the evidence left after the younger 

dryas meteor event. Fascinating stuff.🧐

3/3/2020 10:21:43 PM synackstatic Now do epsteins temple...

3/3/2020 10:21:56 PM kindling_fire DNA encryption. 👍

3/3/2020 10:22:38 PM stars4p Hi Joe

WHO’S PULLING YOUR WIRES? 

ummmm I meant strings

Needed an adjustment? pic.twitter.com/6bFnXXR9cY

3/3/2020 10:22:41 PM autumtear1 schill?

3/3/2020 10:26:28 PM stefanofait But this is actually the problem, isn't it?

they can't think for themselves. 

they are like children with their parents vis-à-vis the authorities. 

they think they are smart and woke but they obey. 

they are accomplices but they can't see it, like most Germans a while ago. pic.twitter.com/fLukg6KMdx
3/3/2020 10:28:09 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/XDsCXDKr8R

3/3/2020 10:38:51 PM mumboone Can anyone enlighten us on the bag (purse) they carved?

3/3/2020 10:38:58 PM doyouq  pic.twitter.com/K4hPNzZ83F

3/3/2020 10:41:14 PM christopher872 Actually watched this video yesterday.

3/3/2020 10:42:16 PM blsdbe A Fren of a Fren recommended this to me. Our Farm has benefited greatly, as have we. https://naturalaction.com/ 



3/3/2020 10:45:01 PM nova76985142 Okay, fine. You may marry my daughter.

3/3/2020 10:46:48 PM shallknown 9 stars showing.

Significant?

3-6-9

3/3/2020 10:47:05 PM chickiehurd so patriotic....love our president..2020

3/3/2020 10:47:28 PM shallknown 6 ted stripes

3/3/2020 10:49:25 PM mongrelglory Is the need for depopulation that urgent for Earth? Are these vaccines meant to cause illness and early deaths?  Wouldn't it be more humane just to 

have vaccines decrease fertility so that the population would decline through attrition? Or even better, relocate people off-world.

3/3/2020 10:54:40 PM pocketninjamom Welcome! 🇺🇸

3/3/2020 11:00:00 PM mongrelglory I can't tell you how much disdain and ridicule I've received from my Liberal doctor friends for even suggesting that Michelle might be transgendered.  It 

would be nice if the truth was eventually revealed so the public could know just how much that Whitehouse "couple" scammed us.

3/3/2020 11:00:36 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/3/2020 11:01:14 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/IKP8qHqUqY

3/3/2020 11:10:19 PM chickiehurd i think it can be

3/3/2020 11:18:31 PM susans_island Lol I keep waiting to see if she is or is not....  http://De.ad . 

How does she do it? pic.twitter.com/k6PmwjIdHN

3/3/2020 11:20:07 PM sdane8 Nope. All good on my end. Maybe you skeered 'em. 😉

3/3/2020 11:21:13 PM colonelflanagan Ah yeh, Bright Insight.  Great channel, been subscribed for a couple years.  He offers some very thought provoking vids!👍

3/3/2020 11:21:29 PM rosscarwalker Annunaki

3/3/2020 11:21:50 PM sdane8 First time?

3/3/2020 11:22:33 PM mongrelglory I had read that they were portable energy devices.

3/3/2020 11:23:15 PM sdane8 I love that guy!  😊 I just found him last year.

3/3/2020 11:26:30 PM rosscarwalker Same here. I thought this might have cleared things up but it just got rejected. pic.twitter.com/0V16BwaaDA

3/3/2020 11:29:38 PM mongrelglory Or this one... pic.twitter.com/rJNvJIK08j

3/3/2020 11:32:16 PM hearts4america 👍

@MBJ8388 

Also don't forget Dean Koontz wrote this exact scenario in one of his books 🤨😘.

To the T‼️ pic.twitter.com/UfzBd7VMjp

3/3/2020 11:44:26 PM hearts4america Me too.  😁

3/3/2020 11:47:44 PM louiscspucy Y’all, HIV research has advanced so much, even recently. Their longetivity can be directly attributed to that and their financial situation makes paying 

for it a non-issue.

3/3/2020 11:49:18 PM louiscspucy @TRUTHSEEKER273 If you are genuinely concerned about the healthcare industry trying to keep cures for shit hidden away, wouldn’t you also want to 

look at the fact that corporations make money off our needing medical care?

3/3/2020 11:49:59 PM louiscspucy No conspiracy here, just scientific advancement, and deep pockets.

3/3/2020 11:50:42 PM hiremyhero Weinstein = No Penis

3/3/2020 11:56:22 PM thehammmertime_ More info... https://twitter.com/TheHammmerTime_/status/1234746250269880320 …

3/4/2020 12:09:51 AM qbeat107 That's true

3/4/2020 12:16:03 AM mywishtou Have you analyzed your statement for how it would compare to your religions’ namesake as to how he viewed other people you faker? 

#fakechristianssuck

3/4/2020 12:25:45 AM faye_mcgarry That looks like Biden in middle.

3/4/2020 12:26:53 AM faye_mcgarry Biden?

3/4/2020 12:37:53 AM tr15haw hehe good phrase!

3/4/2020 12:39:00 AM jttrac1 What’s this mean

3/4/2020 12:40:16 AM kidge6 My friend has watched the flopping videos and still just rolls their eyes. The media is, for many, their god.

3/4/2020 12:40:28 AM jttrac1 Why is he asking this he knows the answer

3/4/2020 12:42:55 AM corinnebackman Q never said to sit still and just wait.  He often says Fight, Fight, Fight.  You never win anything if you give up.

3/4/2020 12:46:36 AM corinnebackman A tight shut case.

3/4/2020 12:59:01 AM cpinc2u Fuc Q pic.twitter.com/xvTBU8Xc7p

3/4/2020 1:09:31 AM johnson521k Welcome!

3/4/2020 1:10:17 AM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 With Respect, I'm a Long Islander(NY) and since I safely assume that no ABC(black op)would go down without your knowledge 

please answer me these questions..What REALLY happened at 112 Ocean Avenue, Amityville NY  back in Nov. 1974...who were the DeFeos REALLY..

3/4/2020 1:11:52 AM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/crisco2377/status/1235130433492471809 …

3/4/2020 1:35:52 AM caseyde86658915 Trump is Q.  He is a time traveler.

3/4/2020 1:43:08 AM 39anc6 The history will be rewrite!

3/4/2020 2:02:27 AM earth2nissy ❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

3/4/2020 2:08:52 AM darrellupton1 If the people ask enough is it something that would create a need for an answer?

3/4/2020 2:18:10 AM earth2nissy Hello! 🙏

3/4/2020 2:20:08 AM 369_is This was a "correction tweet" The original had a typo and choker was "chocker". Message?

chock

/CHäk/

Learn to pronounce

noun

1.

a wedge or block placed against a wheel or rounded object, to prevent it from moving.

"their aircraft stood gently shuddering against their chocks"
3/4/2020 2:24:36 AM 369_is Interesting find. Old tweet. pic.twitter.com/m00WNnslgg

3/4/2020 2:28:35 AM 369_is Original tweet with typo. pic.twitter.com/JxyJHpSkw6

3/4/2020 2:59:32 AM joewbelcher1 You do know that Dc_populist is about the worst source of information you can find and that story was debunked as soon as they published it.

Of course you don't. Keep your colon hat.

3/4/2020 3:00:39 AM jeffex11 You asked me why ...when the " new bridge " is ready for traffic . The failed and corrupt OLD GUARD bridge is shut down . The cabal puppet CEO's and 

managers installed " continuity of government " to prevent an insurgency like TRUMP & US Military asymmetrical war . TRUST SESSIONS 

pic.twitter.com/vH1fQOOwQ2

3/4/2020 3:02:23 AM keith369me @Acosta #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ #AskTheQ 

#AskTheQ #AskTheQ

3/4/2020 3:03:19 AM jeffex11 TRUST SESSIONS Jefferson Beauregard Sessions , a constitutionalist , got a look see at the traps and pitfalls set up by the deep state . His job was to lay 

the ground work around those allegorical land mines for the insurgency . To prevent a constitutional crisis .



3/4/2020 3:08:07 AM keith369me Another huge crack in the matrix.  My tech friends are in denial that they aren't living in the most technologically advanced period on Earth.

3/4/2020 3:14:09 AM b_ruth1 Symbolism* 🤦🏻♂️🤦🏻♂️🤦🏻♂️

3/4/2020 3:17:58 AM samsmith0319 Indeed It Will!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/4/2020 3:34:08 AM _369311119 Sounds like EBENs

3/4/2020 3:35:26 AM chrisshea321 WWG1WGA🇺🇸

3/4/2020 3:37:34 AM dinmadness I followed you patriot RT..❤️🙏🏼🇺🇸

3/4/2020 3:41:09 AM 39anc6  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=JOUFsCS7xYE# … pic.twitter.com/QZ8mimtGDV

3/4/2020 3:44:55 AM b3mekisha ♥♥♥🇺🇸♥♥♥

3/4/2020 3:46:39 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/kbWHltxjak

3/4/2020 3:47:05 AM davidlincoln001 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/4/2020 3:51:06 AM covertress The Power of 3 6 9 Is Real pic.twitter.com/id9Buxq1Zc

3/4/2020 4:00:14 AM americanpetal Time and date stamp 

3 6 9

3/4/2020 4:00:34 AM crunchyconserve I’m aware it’s a world wide operation. I live here so naturally my main concern is here. It’s not far fetched

3/4/2020 4:03:30 AM speaksimple87  pic.twitter.com/y3TWmS6eqe

3/4/2020 4:17:41 AM robinreitsma1 "Symbolism" 😁

3/4/2020 4:20:37 AM klaar_m Welcome!✋

3/4/2020 4:25:00 AM michell01836695 If God answers our prayers

3/4/2020 4:35:54 AM trumpfore 155,000 sealed indictments, more accurately

3/4/2020 4:36:43 AM clintonflowers3 Welcome

3/4/2020 4:40:14 AM fansblowing3 Alien Interview said that the bags were scanners and they were scanning people searching for certain IS-BEs who had been lost to them.  These IS-BEs 

had been reborn. pic.twitter.com/8MnXlZzRb5

3/4/2020 4:43:32 AM weediblue A good book to read in relation to this is 'Dead Mans Secrets'. Also "The Holy Land of Scotland". According o the first, maps existed which showed 

Antarctica as dry land, and all lands were connected by leylines. Monoliths were some sort of power generators etc ...

3/4/2020 4:44:43 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/6jHlxEE6eV

3/4/2020 4:47:45 AM weediblue ...and a previous civilisation more advanced than ourselves existed. Atlantis was mentioned, I could be wrong, but my theory is that Antarctica is 

Atlantis. The second book puts out the theory that Jesus could possibly be a descendent of Helen of Troy? Who knows, but this book...

3/4/2020 4:48:39 AM weediblue ...also mentions the banking families. Both books are very interesting.

3/4/2020 4:49:46 AM krakray Very fascinating to see all the similarities throughout the millennia

3/4/2020 4:56:50 AM brutalbrittany2 Congrats! I came to congratulate the people who made a courageous step toward liberty!

3/4/2020 4:57:28 AM debrafierens Hidden from the public as they should be until ready for indictments.

3/4/2020 4:57:44 AM gregcombs17 Motorola’s bag phone.

3/4/2020 4:57:54 AM patriot_melissa Welcome to the team we have jokes and memes

3/4/2020 5:01:31 AM shannahheathcoe Why do you devote sooooo much personal mental and emotional energy giving a sh*t about this kind of stuff?!? Pay more attention to getting your 

own lives and especially your Eternity in order and decide which god or G-D you serve!

3/4/2020 5:12:45 AM ideclarefreedom wow, this one is really interesting... Thank you so much for the link! Have a Peaceful day😃😃😃💫💫💫☀️☀️☀️

3/4/2020 5:15:56 AM tjmmelville @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Was and Is the KEY to everything Financial!  pic.twitter.com/yliHHJKBWq

3/4/2020 5:20:37 AM kclarkprof Pretty sure he’s talking about Canada 💔🇨🇦💔

3/4/2020 5:24:48 AM sterkinglights1 Clean up isle 3 Justice Dept.

3/4/2020 5:29:28 AM tjmmelville @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 however looks more like this nowadays! Not an easy task but was neccessary!  

https://twitter.com/TjmMelville/status/1235192251845955587 … pic.twitter.com/tQ9xPBXGP3

3/4/2020 5:34:41 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/eIfF8sTMQO

3/4/2020 5:40:12 AM tammyredmond SF, Calif.

3/4/2020 6:04:05 AM rosscarwalker These people are heavily influential to our society and our politicians. It should be our duty to make sure we care about this.

3/4/2020 6:06:32 AM covertress Alien Interview - pdf

 https://mega.nz/#!ePIGQaDR!clvdSJ7eLwnySxHTzKSQUN4idi8peBgpLAuO2kAURyk …

[Need a MEGA invite? DM me.]

3/4/2020 6:12:10 AM covertress Adds a whole new perspective to who the Annunaki and Nephilim were, now doesn't it? pic.twitter.com/k8KyxUVaff

3/4/2020 6:15:32 AM covertress See this thread for a link to the entire book, Alien Interview. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1235206405105348608?s=20 …

3/4/2020 6:17:57 AM aquamonkey69 I know right? 😁 I’ll try catch up.

3/4/2020 6:18:14 AM patriotlady10 Why is Martha McCallum and Judge Jeanine asking for questions to ask the President? Is it coming?

3/4/2020 6:18:35 AM steppedweller7 Yeah ✨✨✨✨✨🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/4/2020 6:18:36 AM joem_inchrist Thanks, I did not know about Indian connection. Parthia influence on India is now becoming clearer.

3/4/2020 6:21:07 AM krusso45071344 And people won’t freak out

3/4/2020 6:23:14 AM tieronepatriot <--- Blow up my pick and look at my logo on the forehead...

3/4/2020 6:25:13 AM lovethebeach999 Ancient Aliens is mind blowing too

3/4/2020 6:34:04 AM q48740047 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/E9V4QY3DrV

3/4/2020 6:36:28 AM burgersandra When examined closely, there seems to be some validation in this poster:

 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b67dbea25bf02623f27bbec/t/5b6a95d61ae6cfd4011089d2/1533711955461/GreatAwakening_Iceberg_11x14

_V9.jpg …

3/4/2020 6:42:29 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Is this why you suggest signal blocking paint and faraday bags for our cell phone at home? AI?

 https://twitter.com/Tifvision/status/1235188707529052160?s=20 …

3/4/2020 6:44:22 AM thelistenerforr whats ur theory pal

3/4/2020 6:44:48 AM sterkinglights1 Like the Asgaurds?

3/4/2020 6:45:00 AM thelistenerforr  pic.twitter.com/qOvSWjzSin

3/4/2020 6:53:28 AM friskygolfer It’s is both. Has been for a while. The good news is this is all part of what is coming. After the election.

Remember BHO saying that to a Russian! More flexibility is coming~ pic.twitter.com/MDKAcXEgL9

3/4/2020 6:54:38 AM n7guardiananon Manifesting it moment by moment https://youtu.be/IST-GfqUwDA 

3/4/2020 6:59:54 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/1CSBHMdEFD

3/4/2020 7:02:33 AM riversm18  http://youtu.be/y7cwDR0YYek 

3/4/2020 7:03:37 AM rustshacklef0rd And this

.....

..... pic.twitter.com/dZalUy3Ztq

3/4/2020 7:09:41 AM gunn53 Absolutely, to bad @JustinTrudeau  isn't listening ☹️

3/4/2020 7:18:21 AM scott_rick 2nd paragraph: pic.twitter.com/zcesuYv6B3

3/4/2020 7:21:54 AM __boerinnetje__ Thank you! And the reading continues 🧐

3/4/2020 7:23:14 AM twyztyd "Siri" is a four letter word .... may as well have called it "Dumb" or any number of other colorful four letter words ....

3/4/2020 7:24:04 AM __boerinnetje__ My days don't have enough hours lately 🙃

3/4/2020 7:24:54 AM dbernal38 Yeah for sure..their god is not my God

3/4/2020 7:28:14 AM __boerinnetje__ Thank you, will keep that in mind. 🙏



3/4/2020 7:32:18 AM jwempren Hey, i'm right there with you.

I found out about this stuff about 6 months ago.

So much to learn.

Unlike most "Conspiracies" this 1 seems to stand the light quite well.

There are MANY parts to this.

Some I don't WANT to believe.

Some I refuse to until the evidence in.

Who is Q?
3/4/2020 7:35:11 AM flaybrian They aren’t censored, change your settings! pic.twitter.com/iKu2UR9asQ

3/4/2020 7:36:31 AM __boerinnetje__ Did not know that, thanks, will look into that 🧐 There is also Robert Jensen, he's trying to wake up the dutch people, explaining how the leftists work. 

Robert is the one that woke me up, he named Adam too.

3/4/2020 7:37:45 AM twitmo_inmate But [they] allow kiddie porn 🤦🏼♀️

3/4/2020 7:40:07 AM zagnett Fascinating multi-dimensional strategy.

Ok so this means as long as choice is preserved we're good? The choice to refuse vaccinations will be preserved? 🧐

How does e.g. California fit into this picture?? 🤔

How about Kaiser Permanente? They're mandating them for patients. 🤒

3/4/2020 7:42:07 AM __boerinnetje__ I'll follow the leader 😉

3/4/2020 7:45:04 AM hkildepstein That's excellent, I'm going to look him up thank you! God bless, my friend.

3/4/2020 7:46:57 AM ofcbrianberrios 🤣🤣🤣

3/4/2020 7:47:45 AM __boerinnetje__ Dat is al lang zeg! Ik had er nog nooit van gehoord. Ik zag links van Q voorbij komen op de boeren protest groepen bij fb, toen werd ik uiteindelijk 

nieuwsgierig naar dit fenomeen. Ik heb er zelfs Twitter voor genomen om het allemaal op een rijtje te houden 😊

3/4/2020 7:47:51 AM ofcbrianberrios He wants to be a sovereign American...

Bless his soul.

3/4/2020 7:49:15 AM __boerinnetje__ Good one 🤗

3/4/2020 7:49:45 AM __boerinnetje__ Thanks!

3/4/2020 7:50:18 AM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/Y0LgqSd3Bi

3/4/2020 7:50:58 AM __boerinnetje__ Back to school! 😂 Learning the right stuff

3/4/2020 7:51:46 AM __boerinnetje__ Wiil do, thank you! 🙏

3/4/2020 7:52:14 AM __boerinnetje__ Thank you! 🙏

3/4/2020 7:52:39 AM __boerinnetje__ Thanks! 🙏

3/4/2020 7:53:58 AM __boerinnetje__ It's breathtaking and indeed not enough hours in a day 🙃

3/4/2020 7:54:25 AM thehammmertime_ I really enjoyed the Wizatd of Oz Analogy you posted... adds a whole new meaning to “trust Kansas” 😉 https://www.freedom-

school.com/the_wizard_of_oz.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2H5HUlt-C8b4GBQkJL2eIb4QHQvskZ-gZ1gpPXdOUU9L2Kuu5uzyigYuw … pic.twitter.com/RKt5vDiify

3/4/2020 7:54:35 AM __boerinnetje__ Will do, thank you! 🙏

3/4/2020 7:55:54 AM thehammmertime_ Yes, agreed... the COG was set up exactly for this reason...

3/4/2020 7:56:19 AM thehammmertime_ *Wizard

3/4/2020 7:57:29 AM thehammmertime_ Brilliant!

3/4/2020 7:57:59 AM 369palm The Matrix is a multidimensional layer of our own reality.  Within the United States we debate, that which is undebatable, the simple fact that the 

people are wise enough to govern themselves.  The system has been corrupted but the system is not corrupt. In my view.

3/4/2020 7:59:52 AM __boerinnetje__ Thank you so much, it's quite a lot to take in but I am determined to undo the  brainwashing!

3/4/2020 8:01:37 AM jeffex11 Prescactly ! Presidents tweet post stupor bowl was his best Carol Burnett ear tug letting the anons know we are all going back to allegorical Kansas .

3/4/2020 8:04:16 AM __boerinnetje__ He doesn't name Q but I  think he knows about him

3/4/2020 8:15:25 AM thehammmertime_ 👉🏻”Presactly”👈🏻😂🤣😂

3/4/2020 8:16:25 AM thehammmertime_ Agreed. The President always cracks me up with his Tweets & Statements Thanks 🙏🏻

3/4/2020 8:20:27 AM keith369me If you want a Dutch wake up, watch the Ronald Bernard interviews on YouTube.

3/4/2020 8:21:21 AM tootie070 Ya - putting all that foundation money in his bank account and kick backs he's getting from big oil by giving them our sacred federal land. Kind of sucks 

to be a corrupt degenerate too huh?

3/4/2020 8:23:20 AM anjilloflight_ Wow! 🤩 pic.twitter.com/AAG5mTwAv4

3/4/2020 8:23:38 AM kindeandtrue I have a bad feeling that American patriots are the ones who will be arrested en masse.

3/4/2020 8:25:08 AM paparyku 👀

3/4/2020 8:27:10 AM angrysquats  pic.twitter.com/Z8RUCxc3AF

3/4/2020 8:28:50 AM susan66388204 My Hero ♥️

3/4/2020 8:30:54 AM wickerbasket20 Everything has meaning. Q

3/4/2020 8:35:17 AM lovesthelight  pic.twitter.com/WT2pbx36Uy

3/4/2020 8:38:11 AM hawkgirlinmn May I use one of you as a reference upon submitting? 😁

3/4/2020 8:38:47 AM magamom20 #WWG1WGA! 👊🏻 Welcome 🇺🇸

3/4/2020 8:39:27 AM lovesthelight  https://twitter.com/LovesTheLight/status/1235019326639558656 …

3/4/2020 8:43:08 AM keith369me Fantastic!!!  Love this question!!!

3/4/2020 8:43:09 AM manifest_utopia Vaccines have already been decreasing fertility for quite some time. This is more about transitioning the level of consciousness of humanity on the 

planet. Reducing population plays a role, but not for the reasons cabal think.

3/4/2020 8:43:26 AM freestateojones We carry around supercomputers smaller than books... wake them up or find smarter friends. 😁

3/4/2020 8:53:41 AM __boerinnetje__ Thanks! My todo list is getting larger and larger 🙃

3/4/2020 8:55:08 AM hkildepstein That's awesome. I see he is under the same character attacks many of the truth speakers face here so I immediately like him. First thing I noticed was 

they were calling him the Dutch Alex Jones so I immediately know he's right over the target. Thank you!

3/4/2020 8:55:10 AM keith369me You might want to bump it up.  Massive RedPill yet highly disturbing

3/4/2020 8:56:04 AM keith369me I wish it were so easy.  One has to decide on their own to wake up

3/4/2020 8:56:12 AM ethan_avior its going to be biblical ...... did you guys forget something here?

Jeremiah 17

5 Thus said the YHWH: Cursed is he who trusts in man, Who makes mere flesh his strength, And turns his thoughts from the YHWH.

Who is YHWH?

3/4/2020 8:57:25 AM majorqnmmi78 Meaning state borders?



3/4/2020 9:00:59 AM freestateojones Very true but, unless they believe in ancient civilizations/aliens being way more advanced than us - how can they argue we are not at the most 

advanced technological stages our civilization has seen?

Ask them to compare cellphones of 2000 to 2020. https://twitter.com/GOPoversight/status/1234494568244109312?s=19 …

3/4/2020 9:07:42 AM seanstryker Side note, took a pic of anti censorship "tapes/stickers" I got from IW. Look at what a certain one says(&it's upside down in my pic😉)

My hunch on AJ is getting better

3/4/2020 9:13:15 AM haireserge Le monde bientôt choqué. 

Comme un cœur qui aurait besoin de redémarrer ? Même 17fois.

Joli PLAN pour jolis cœurs.

3/4/2020 9:19:09 AM munkeypilot Q'd up👍🏼

3/4/2020 9:19:33 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/4/2020 9:22:38 AM munkeypilot The jury is still out on jack and Twatter's BullSchitt AlGoreRythmz censoring us but give free pass to the real enemies of the state on the other side of 

the flag pole...

3/4/2020 9:25:26 AM scottgasaway FISA on Steroids...... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/mrmikebullock/status/1235053844029038594 …

3/4/2020 9:26:39 AM munkeypilot POTUS just needs to say the word deputize Patriots to augment the authorities & it's on like Donkey Kong! Enough of these leftist scofflaws & turning 

the other cheek...play stupid games win epic beatdowns... choices...choose wisely👍🏼

3/4/2020 9:28:16 AM paparyku Did you find him from my comment on AS channel?

3/4/2020 9:31:12 AM dougfasho Yep

3/4/2020 9:31:44 AM carolsh57013147 @Galaxy7778 @Inevitable_ET @Sun_Q_Tzu @StormIsUponUs @2runtherace @ChristinePolon1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @Time4U2Know 

@cjtruth @CoreysDigs https://twitter.com/DevotedDeplorab/status/1235255690509389824 …

3/4/2020 9:33:23 AM azuremagus ...a earlier post (3 days) eluding to the same

3/4/2020 9:35:19 AM blissamerica You bet your sweet bippy

3/4/2020 9:36:16 AM blissamerica  pic.twitter.com/FaadBF36hu

3/4/2020 9:37:03 AM ulitje2 Ja lang en soms moeilijk...op psychologisch vlak. Vooral wat er met de kinderen gebeurt in deze wereld. Maar het is de moeite waard 😊

Welkom in ieder geval en trust the plan !

3/4/2020 9:37:49 AM blissamerica As if POTUS and patriots would ever

3/4/2020 9:38:27 AM karentriebel Is the answer important or is the Question a marker?

3/4/2020 9:39:03 AM laurabusse But what other possible explanation could there be?

For the flopping?

3/4/2020 9:49:53 AM ravenzai Show them this pic.twitter.com/EEOjvlcynp

3/4/2020 9:54:49 AM suekonkel I'm not battling .. Exchanging information is healthy .. I always respect others opinions if they are fact base.

3/4/2020 10:02:26 AM kathleenmckeon6 San Francisco and is going to make a interesting situation with Ayers protege being the DA.

This being flipped is huge.

3/4/2020 10:08:21 AM texas_pappy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 imagine if you will: Biden/Clinton or Biden/obama victory... 25th invoked &biden removed.  We MUST keep 

@realDonaldTrump in office!!!!

3/4/2020 10:35:41 AM lionspaw77 Nice to meet you.  May I have an invite?  🙏

3/4/2020 10:36:18 AM danaelizabeth69 YES !!!!!!

3/4/2020 10:48:05 AM kidge6 “Photoshopped”. Anything, will do. Logic and reason have no bearing. But they can roll their eyes really well.

3/4/2020 10:48:06 AM donna57259304 Trump card revealed

3/4/2020 10:54:59 AM state1union Now that Flipping Funny!  Thanks 🙏 MJ12 pic.twitter.com/24JH8K1yjw

3/4/2020 10:55:46 AM spauldingshowal 😂👍

3/4/2020 10:59:07 AM state1union Wait I didn’t realize that MJ12 was actually taking about Pedophillia and Mike Bloomberg ugh 😩

3/4/2020 11:01:25 AM danaelizabeth69 Its truly WAR ON THE MIND . Word Magic

3/4/2020 11:05:01 AM sommerfeldkitty J-ck likes the kiddos.

3/4/2020 11:07:39 AM carolin15161363 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Heaven's Gate"  pic.twitter.com/K0jgiEzbKn

3/4/2020 11:13:15 AM giediknight  http://www.michaeltsarion.com/symbolic-literacy.html …

3/4/2020 11:13:24 AM mathison_si Right on brother.  Just say the word.

3/4/2020 11:16:10 AM unitedredwhite1 6000 yr old enemy?

3/4/2020 11:16:27 AM kate82253179 Yeah, but they didn’t

3/4/2020 11:19:03 AM shecat612 Don't follow. Search the info for yourself. Ask questions. The information has more impact when you see it yourself and learn to put together the 

puzzle. I'll give you some people to follow:

@prayingmedic @cjtruth @M2Madness @martingeddes @Inevitable_ET @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs

3/4/2020 11:23:25 AM shecat612 And non Q for a different perspective.

@Realpersonpltcs @BoogieBumper

@themcfiles44

@drawandstrike

@COsweda

And always follow @realDonaldTrump 

In all things, think for yourself. It takes a bit to learn but once you see you can't un-see.
3/4/2020 11:24:03 AM giediknight Yes, when I read Alien Interview I thought that the bags held by the Sumerian gods connected to this.

3/4/2020 11:27:37 AM munkeypilot POTUS just needs to say the word-CenTex Guerilla Forces are cocked locked ready to peel Bananas. Any leftist fookery will be met with savage focused 

commitment to nullify with extreme prejudice. We have a local population of vets here have been at war since 2001. Not fookin round

3/4/2020 11:31:11 AM ewilliams22101 Rally cry for "Who is Q" at the next rally. . . go for it Patriots!

3/4/2020 11:34:45 AM laurabusse I'm sure...

3/4/2020 11:46:44 AM atteberryangela We have your back. Welcome to the family! Love you

3/4/2020 11:47:34 AM tikpaq ...316,000. Can anyone help me out here? Maybe I really am terrible at basic math. @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NJamesWorld 

@Do_Or_Do_Notty @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs put it this way, I’ve just explained this to my youngest, who replied, that’s about twice the size 

of ..

3/4/2020 11:49:24 AM jeffex11 Mos def an asymmetrical invisible war pic.twitter.com/V5FVrPlMoP

3/4/2020 12:01:52 PM jeffex11 WATCH THE WATER ...DTCC 55 Water St NY NY is the PAYSEUR TRUST clearing house . 2018 cleared $1.8 Quadrillion NOW nationalized under EO on 

human rights Former TRUSTEES of PAYSEUR conveys to last known heir died in 1993 NOW US Treasury controlled PATRIOTS IN CONTROL 

pic.twitter.com/IvW9lRDmVT

3/4/2020 12:08:53 PM phillipsnanl See Liberty Diana on Twitter for info on Biden's brother's business surrounded by FBI. Also type Webb report Burisma on YouTube.

3/4/2020 12:12:49 PM enlighten_uall Another Psyop... Q IS NOT TO BE TRUSTED

3/4/2020 12:15:34 PM momekool1 Did the president approve this meme? If so, enough said.

3/4/2020 12:21:29 PM momekool1 I pray you mean for pedogate AND treason. Though it will be the same people for both. 🤢Btw, arrests have been happening for pedogate since 2017. 

Search trafficking arrests in YouTube. You’ll find TONS of arrests in local news outlets. These stories weren’t important @cnnbrk ??



3/4/2020 12:27:01 PM kidge6 So, those stupid enough to submit themselves to this agenda will be the ones who die from it. The 'unique opportunity' for us is:  To let the those that 

would, weed themselves out? Okay. But, this is a cruel game we're made to play. Hope  this the last iteration. Depleted.

3/4/2020 12:29:19 PM stefanofait 1. Q is also intentionally disseminating disinformation, without concealing it. We are at war, after all. People know that and act accordingly.

2. Internet was not available in Nazi Germany (or North Korea for that matter).

3/4/2020 12:33:55 PM stefanofait And yet thousands of Germans did the right thing, or knew what was going on in Poland.

Contemporary democracies are not as effective in preventing the circulation of information, because they  cannot censor as much as they would like 

and because the Web is easily available.

3/4/2020 12:44:22 PM samsmith0319 Cozy...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/4/2020 12:50:03 PM zagnett Just wondering if there were no other better or even possible strategies at this stage.

3/4/2020 1:12:36 PM davidlincoln001 🧐👀👍

3/4/2020 1:13:04 PM davidlincoln001 Yep

3/4/2020 1:32:23 PM mongrelglory That's exactly what my doctor friend did.  She didn't even bother to reply to my comment.  Just silence and eye roll.😝

3/4/2020 1:35:14 PM n2zyk S neither got ousted.  Is there a plan to challange the illegal and refugee votes?

3/4/2020 1:42:02 PM sdane8 Maybe it was just to carry their lunch. 😃

3/4/2020 1:51:07 PM mumboone Lol

3/4/2020 1:51:28 PM mongrelglory We've been held back for too long! https://youtu.be/low6Coqrw9Y 

3/4/2020 1:51:33 PM mumboone Thank you

3/4/2020 2:00:03 PM mongrelglory Why are you even here on social media if you're not interested in socializing?

3/4/2020 2:00:25 PM mongrelglory This! ☝️

3/4/2020 2:04:02 PM lawdog323 I'm going to wait for now.

I do believe this virus was set in motion purposely.

By whom we shall see.

3/4/2020 2:14:42 PM lightlove21121 And now... pic.twitter.com/zuyj8pZ1nH

3/4/2020 2:22:22 PM hurricane0073 Start w @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if you want some real truth but understand some of the info you might have to walk away for a few days to process it 😂

3/4/2020 2:30:33 PM shineteller Amazing. I’ve been on Twitter for years, following Q from the beginning, it took me that long to get as many followers you got in one day. Welcome 

aboard!

3/4/2020 2:48:19 PM dani06548474 Much improvement in search results over the last few days. #asktheQ #WhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/2ny4YKENcA

3/4/2020 3:01:35 PM reckoningtruth  pic.twitter.com/DYnDNXYXrc

3/4/2020 3:06:57 PM tsunamirising You mentioned bank account. Nice attempt at a dodge to somehow divert attention from the fact that you mentioned that little detail.

3/4/2020 3:07:33 PM tsunamirising And yet his bank account is still thousands of times higher than yours. Sucks to suck.

3/4/2020 3:07:48 PM suekonkel It's not about Q .. It's about facts

3/4/2020 3:14:56 PM nabonnand The total of 1099 sealed indictments was for an entire year. That was in 2006 IIRC & was the most recent year where a total could be found. The actual 

amount waiting to be unsealed as of 3/4 is 151,022. Since others noted closer 2 155,000 I’m guessing they’re being unsealed now👍🏻

3/4/2020 3:29:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 #COVID19 #GASLIGHTER #AskTheQ pic.twitter.com/O04SKoTvq0

3/4/2020 3:30:19 PM rghardy3 Just ask the Question at the Town Hall Meeting.

Even if there is not a clear answer.

Asking is what matters in the Q show.

3/4/2020 3:32:13 PM trinity_jenny I just listened to this song .. wow!! pic.twitter.com/ZFGXwC87ZS

3/4/2020 3:33:28 PM blueyedproducer  pic.twitter.com/0yAJUeVZOa

3/4/2020 3:38:50 PM niki74724856 That would be amazing everyone chanting 'who is Q'

3/4/2020 3:39:36 PM justmekimhere Wow

I know what you did on your boat..and you aren't coming home https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbVPcPL30xc …

3/4/2020 3:45:38 PM crankynan LOVE THIS!!!!

3/4/2020 3:59:41 PM rachelhalligan @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ABOwarrior @bigredwavenow @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @EyesOnQ 

@prayingmedic https://twitter.com/RachelHalligan/status/1235353988209487882 …

3/4/2020 4:03:43 PM mumboone Thanks

3/4/2020 4:04:23 PM zimmerman_bell Absolutely correct.

FL+

WWG1WGA Q

3/4/2020 4:07:46 PM hopealways888 What is this? Please tell me arrests.

3/4/2020 4:08:12 PM jackoneilltime1 Imagine on your CV "Interacting with the highest levels of operations involving mass consciousness to free the human race from a diabolical evil cabal 

and their Draco handlers"

DIA: and when was this?

You: Time is an illusion

DIA: I'm sorry but you wont pass the psych exam pic.twitter.com/HNJ8HYn5IN
3/4/2020 4:10:55 PM cheryl45maga First Contact is imminent following Disclosure however society must first come to terms with the DARKNESS that has ruled the planet for thousands of 

years. Unlearn the misinformation. Kingdom of Heaven is within. Your subconscious is your consciousness which is "God" aka an IS-BE

3/4/2020 4:11:29 PM cheryl45maga On page 537! https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=545 …

3/4/2020 4:12:15 PM brendaaloiau He ansered that Q himself!♥️

3/4/2020 4:18:38 PM thelistenerforr yea we know exactly whats goin down .. theBoss has got this tho .. eh Boss , @realDonaldTrump   luv ya  .. watchin the cpac speech the now , lol 

brilliant .. 👏👏👏👏

3/4/2020 4:18:59 PM populistpepe2 Watching the grandkiddies tonight.

I might have to read this once they go to bed. 

https://books.google.com/books?id=9ZPH0hgZBkwC&pg=PA312&lpg=PA312&dq=112358437189+887641562819&source=bl&ots=3XXzA6yp5M&sig=A

CfU3U0s7YeLNZBwvuoBJZFpKikUzj_44w&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjds5qzhoLoAhUXrZ4KHcCADr4Q6AEwBHoECAMQAQ#v=onepage&q=1123584371

89%20887641562819&f=false …

3/4/2020 4:27:14 PM cleomeserrula That video was fantastic!  We know we've been here for a very long time.  Symbology will be their downfall-AGREE!

3/4/2020 4:32:28 PM frankyanker 👍👍

3/4/2020 4:33:16 PM giediknight So if trump says he is part of the Q team, all the Q info that is classified will instantly be declassified.

3/4/2020 4:36:59 PM karenincarolin1 Is that a good thing or a bad thing?

3/4/2020 4:40:12 PM karma4event201 Who is Q❓ @CNNPolitics @cnnbrk @ABCPolitics @ABC @CNBC Just ASK Who is Q❓#AskTheQ pic.twitter.com/3XgVXUR6Jx



3/4/2020 4:58:04 PM daveo6145 👏🏼 As @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said, the Q  op download is almost complete. We need more people to come on board and get up to speed with what is 

happening and what will happen to help manifest it into reality. #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #QAnon 

https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1235347501324087303 …

3/4/2020 4:59:13 PM jimjr1957direct I have associated #LookingGlass with witchcraft since I was a child. What's up with #TrumpSupporters and #QAnons !?????

3/4/2020 5:11:59 PM kseven110 Annunaki

3/4/2020 5:15:11 PM jimmyjameswwg1 No, not exactly...it'll give Q mainstream validation which will change the battlefield landscape. It'll shut the ppl up who says its fake...and it'll wake up a 

lot of ppl who haven't looked into it at all. It'd be somewhat of a mass awakening all at once...just my opinion. 😁

3/4/2020 5:28:35 PM melinda46601546 Omg I was setting here reading this and I just listened to that song because I love them lol but so cool

3/4/2020 5:29:28 PM webbrenee POTUS is Q+

3/4/2020 5:32:21 PM giediknight Yes, everything you mentioned. I’m saying that if information Q has been saying was/is classified, the act of the president acknowledging it makes it 

declassified.

3/4/2020 5:55:05 PM nspecial101 1. Get the rhetoric on your side by taking people as the right questions.

2. Get the judges in place

3. Make sure those arrested aren't to entangled with the legal system already so to make justice dead straight.

4. Don't let the jury be manipulated by the press for months.

3/4/2020 6:04:29 PM kidge6 I saw the pdf on how to make liposomal vit c. Thanks fThe r that. Debbie posted it into our mj12 group.  Do y’all u use an ultrasonic machine? What do 

y’all u use to make the colloidal silver?

3/4/2020 6:05:08 PM kidge6 What is up with my auto correct? You always messes up. My bad.

3/4/2020 6:08:46 PM astroyogi101 You have any evidence that stars are NOT Plasma?

You have seen the ISS go over, right?

3/4/2020 6:11:14 PM foreverozone I have, actually. Which is odd because it's not that big and 250 miles away. 

I've never been able to photograph something the size of a bus from 250 miles away. How exactly does that work?🤔

3/4/2020 6:17:23 PM tbonehex It only takes an open mind & realization that we’ve been lied to for years. A couple of hours research & common sense will tell you that nobody has 

ever stepped foot on the moon.

3/4/2020 6:21:51 PM astroyogi101 I have triangulated the distance, when it was 350 miles from me, which comes out 250 mile altitude.

You can't photograph a bus 250 miles, because of curvature,  not a good excuse.

I got a jet at 216 miles.

3/4/2020 6:25:31 PM foreverozone Question for you Joel.

Do you believe man walked on the moon?

Do you believe matter is solid, or electricity, nothing but bits of info? 

Do you believe in Big Bang, evolution?

Do you believe proven liars?

3/4/2020 6:30:22 PM dark2lightww Interesting!

3/4/2020 6:31:58 PM trumpmomma Scavino  Bannon part of the team 

Rogers Pompeo Flynn other top dogs of military ❓

Don jr ❓

3/4/2020 6:37:40 PM aetherwalker1 He looks like a Guru or Lama in his robes there.

Jai Sri Trump!

3/4/2020 6:38:17 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/v43d03GDy8

3/4/2020 6:40:34 PM carolinabeth1 All of the Q information is already open sourced information and declassified.

3/4/2020 6:46:42 PM astroyogi101 I know 6 people that worked on the Apollo project.

That is all you get.

3/4/2020 6:47:28 PM foreverozone Ask them what lodge they belong to. Report back and let me know.

3/4/2020 6:47:41 PM astroyogi101 Are you going to figure out how to the measure the ISS altitude and speed, or say in the dark?

3/4/2020 6:49:02 PM rangergirl84 It’s the largest military operation ever made to declas information. That’s the point of all of it- making the public aware. Truly aware

3/4/2020 6:51:52 PM foreverozone Seek the truth my friend, then act accordingly. 

It can set you free.

End of discussion.

3/4/2020 6:55:01 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Q said early in the game that CS would live

in Fear after meeting with POTUS.

I have never seen any Fear in him.

Unseal the Indictments !

3/4/2020 6:57:51 PM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/0NlodM1dWK

3/4/2020 7:01:15 PM danaowen1 I would rather know if Epstein is in Gitmo?

3/4/2020 7:01:34 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/904jII1oJt

3/4/2020 7:18:44 PM aetherwalker1 Trump playing the role of Kalki.

3/4/2020 7:21:53 PM aleks8837 Bla bla bla

bla bla bla

Bla bla bla

bla bla bla

World revolution incoming!! 🌊

3/4/2020 7:22:26 PM ladymolly51 @Have_a_dram @RealEyeTheSpy @RybakStephanie @blacknblueangel @AbbeyMaeCook88 @brandon_1235 @prayingmedic @KLCJr77 

@Richard74195773 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @pinehillsnow @KarluskaP @Hippocampus88

3/4/2020 7:34:18 PM ladymolly51 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Symbolism? Check out @restartleader . Click on pictures and translate a few tweets. Listen to the lady news reporter.

3/4/2020 7:51:25 PM qanon84 The power of creation through an object? pic.twitter.com/mY2Jm6OqFB

3/4/2020 7:53:42 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/AXeSCPEX2O

3/4/2020 8:06:14 PM cledrordfishing Yuck

3/4/2020 8:09:41 PM freestateojones I'm still curious as to what he told the child... https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1235004574597091329?s=19 …

3/4/2020 8:10:15 PM stlhandyman Tsk tsk tsk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  care to add to this #truthbomb!?! Lord knows you have the scoop.  Remember #TruthIsLove



3/4/2020 8:11:02 PM wallyayottejr  pic.twitter.com/dTsCHzfi6Q

3/4/2020 8:11:23 PM aprilbrown99 These people are SICK! 😡🤬😡

3/4/2020 8:19:04 PM meequalsfree HEY LOOK HERE....

KIRKLAND AND EVERGREEN

👇👇👇👇👇 https://www.google.com/amp/s/q13fox.com/2020/03/04/coronavirus-death-toll-climbs-to-10-in-washington-state/amp/ …

3/4/2020 8:22:58 PM deathstarwww @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/4/2020 8:23:02 PM keilan1 Younger the better for biden

3/4/2020 8:23:19 PM rachelhalligan Holy shit! I got the answer! Trump tweeted this on 02/08/12...so I went to Q drop 2812 and got this!!!! 😁

@VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ABOwarrior @bigredwavenow @DonaldJTrumpJr @realDonaldTrump @SaRaAshcraft @EyesOnQ 

@prayingmedic pic.twitter.com/PyigjQAv1G

3/4/2020 8:25:46 PM tiffanyblueq1 Evergreen=Clinton 🤔

3/4/2020 8:29:55 PM blueyedproducer Thank Q💖♥

3/4/2020 8:35:43 PM mongrelglory I haven't made liposomal vit C, but I make my own colloidal silver with a simple electrolysis kit I bought on E-bay.  It's important to start with distilled 

water for the colloidal silver, and store it in glass jars in the dark.

3/4/2020 8:42:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/uw8WCGYr68

3/4/2020 8:43:38 PM bryceja68689884 Who is Q?

3/4/2020 8:45:15 PM reesejohn_ Fox News producers afterwards - pic.twitter.com/A2Wmbm7Mdd

3/4/2020 8:47:08 PM 444_q_ #Covid19 #asktheQ #whoisQ #Epsteindidntkillhimself #followthemoney #TheGreatAwakening #love

3/4/2020 8:47:16 PM musickdude Who is Q?

3/4/2020 8:48:11 PM peintress3 The Fed is trying to support the old system. It cannot last  those billions are going out the window. It’s just print in any case , It doesn’t matter. 

Negative interest kills the Banks and the Fed , they cannot make money. Starving the Beast as it were

3/4/2020 8:50:06 PM lovethebeach999 Negative interest rates kills the middle class.   The banks are always bailed out.

3/4/2020 8:51:57 PM disciplepatriot What do you know about Q & Q+?

3/4/2020 8:52:29 PM kidge6 Do you know which device? Im making ionic silver with a frequency generator. Good for external. Colloidal is tricky.

3/4/2020 8:53:55 PM ethereal_shaman Who is Q? pic.twitter.com/i75mCaaafD

3/4/2020 8:56:20 PM mongrelglory  http://www.economysilvergenerator.com 

3/4/2020 8:57:14 PM brockwilliams14 #WhoIsQ

3/4/2020 8:57:44 PM meequalsfree We have used that gal in so many memes, she ought to be feeling the Truth by now!

3/4/2020 8:59:45 PM jeffcordell6 Who Is Q and who will be the 1st unsealed indictment?

3/4/2020 9:01:07 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/8znVk0EDMK

3/4/2020 9:02:05 PM blue_irl Why haven’t they used her as a nat’l poster child for some kind of bull shit or interviewed her? She’s iconic. It’s not normal for MSM to ignore that. She 

must have become a Trump supporter! I didn’t look much different but my TDS took the form of hysterical good sported laughter

3/4/2020 9:02:46 PM lilmelvin13 You certainly don’t sound like a Christian.

3/4/2020 9:05:32 PM oaf_unbreakable #WhoIsQ

3/4/2020 9:08:41 PM meequalsfree Nice

3/4/2020 9:09:50 PM quentinjay2 Only question, how can help?

3/4/2020 9:10:18 PM 444_q_ Who is Q? pic.twitter.com/2g3EgnJlFB

3/4/2020 9:11:30 PM nsndtoz Ask you questions anytime that you won't read, much less answer?

3/4/2020 9:12:17 PM dallasphenry Tell em #45=#17 

Mr President!!

3/4/2020 9:26:20 PM mattcottrill3 Who is Q?

3/4/2020 9:31:28 PM kelly59519553 Why is this post from 2012?

3/4/2020 9:33:14 PM silv3rpanthera Who is Q?

3/4/2020 9:37:20 PM starehope First man

3/4/2020 9:48:32 PM lilangels44 🤣🤣🤣

3/4/2020 9:52:16 PM theappraiser17 What is #Qanon?   Would you please make a rally stop in Boise, ID?  #TrumpQandA

3/4/2020 9:53:12 PM lilangels44 Love you Mr President!!!  My question: who is Q!?

3/4/2020 10:02:32 PM jeanenev  pic.twitter.com/0ss2pYIwHk

3/4/2020 10:03:55 PM abbeymaecook88 Thanks. 😊

3/4/2020 10:05:00 PM bastion_j Please don’t forget your polite neighbours to the north. We’ve got a psychopathic corrupt dictator destroying our country guided by the UN & the ever 

evil George Soros. It’s as bad as it can get up here. Send help ASAP!!

3/4/2020 10:11:04 PM tribbleindustr1 Evergreen Psychiatric Care/Clinic? Anyone?

3/4/2020 10:14:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Shall we play another game?

3/4/2020 10:15:23 PM lou32332625  pic.twitter.com/WWjdXsY9H4

3/4/2020 10:15:29 PM jlross5  pic.twitter.com/e0WGAcdBbL

3/4/2020 10:15:31 PM ghost_of_billy_ Fuk ya

3/4/2020 10:15:42 PM jonesy4671 Sure

3/4/2020 10:15:44 PM palmdalekid2 #AMJA

3/4/2020 10:15:46 PM anthony94072049  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o  DIA agent ?

3/4/2020 10:15:59 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/NhWfyHYHR0

3/4/2020 10:16:29 PM nurseniceyes What kind of game?

3/4/2020 10:16:36 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/vJWhDQuq2U

3/4/2020 10:17:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 117+711=8.28

Future Proves Past

3/4/2020 10:17:02 PM reborn93898818 WW3?

3/4/2020 10:17:26 PM azuremagus Sure why not?

3/4/2020 10:17:36 PM sdane8 Yes, please!

3/4/2020 10:17:37 PM cali19891  pic.twitter.com/D0ASztVYx6

3/4/2020 10:18:06 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/aiaF6ivOIP

3/4/2020 10:18:10 PM unknownrabbith1 What happened to the questions we all asked during AMJA? Did any get answered?

3/4/2020 10:18:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful of who you follow.

Think independently.

Analyze the raw intelligence yourself.

Why was Hannity talking over 45?

What was 45 saying?

Could you understand?

Why was Hannity talking over 45?

We hear you, ear piece.

PANIC.
3/4/2020 10:19:30 PM realtimecop Arrests I'm thinking

3/4/2020 10:19:56 PM themoonguide Reporting for duty Sir ❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/xMaLWRmhHJ

3/4/2020 10:20:36 PM williebhere Together you are invincible.. stay together, stay strong??



3/4/2020 10:20:44 PM edmundstodd *yeah

3/4/2020 10:21:06 PM azuremagus A creep in plain site.

3/4/2020 10:21:53 PM edmundstodd I’m sorry, I couldn’t help myself.

3/4/2020 10:21:54 PM czebotarjessie Yes please

3/4/2020 10:22:08 PM snowybear6 Timestamp on video?

3/4/2020 10:22:11 PM ms1481 Picture Being Painted

3/4/2020 10:22:16 PM doq017 You raise a great Q? Do you know what he said? I have a Q

 Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/4/2020 10:22:31 PM releasememeaux 👀

3/4/2020 10:22:46 PM usmcqdawg I get your point, but Sean interrupts all his guests. He also gets legit scoop from JS & SC.

3/4/2020 10:22:58 PM czebotarjessie What game do you want to play?

3/4/2020 10:25:43 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv can you please explain it to us not everyone here can decode so majestic12 if you want others to wake up then please help us understand. if you really 

call yourself a patriot then let us understand what you’re talking about

3/4/2020 10:25:57 PM anthony94072049 check out all his video good stuff says hes DIA

3/4/2020 10:26:28 PM palmdalekid2 Sky King #qanon https://youtu.be/DstWZY_eUOc 

3/4/2020 10:26:31 PM writingscryptic  pic.twitter.com/p7gK8TPaUa

3/4/2020 10:26:33 PM philzantos Fun meme.

I’m thinking Q will be our next VP... pic.twitter.com/CCrW34zpKi

3/4/2020 10:27:20 PM lstpierre Honestly I think there might have been a problem with the ear piece. I don’t think Hannity did that on purpose .. he let potus talk without interrupting 

until that happened at the end.

3/4/2020 10:27:34 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/JCbuWnksuA

3/4/2020 10:27:52 PM fuknutz "Bad group" at the top of the FBI. 

Fox News is still MSM. Always was, always will be. 

Ever see Hannity react to 9/11 truth? Or even 9/11 questions for that matter?

3/4/2020 10:28:08 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/QoCJXNyPlu

3/4/2020 10:28:08 PM antarantanka Nov 7 and Jul 11 has significance to me in 2017 but I don’t think it does to the larger audience here... I curious where this thread goes

3/4/2020 10:28:55 PM ascendedwater No

3/4/2020 10:29:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Schumer today.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rH0EBAyhnA … pic.twitter.com/CrnbNFBrKO

3/4/2020 10:29:16 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/fqjrlKfW93I 

3/4/2020 10:29:34 PM internetusr He gets away with this, then what?

When do they get held accountable? Ever?

3/4/2020 10:29:52 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/_e3Yiwmfm8c 

3/4/2020 10:30:20 PM snowybear6 It's around the 38 minute mark in this video. I don't see any issues here. Hannity talks over everyone, so does everyone at FNC. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqjrlKfW93I …

3/4/2020 10:30:27 PM sdane8 "A lot of innocent people were hurt."

3/4/2020 10:30:36 PM writingscryptic  pic.twitter.com/Cvo4R6MGkV

3/4/2020 10:31:33 PM melrose2247 He's playing a dangerous game then.

3/4/2020 10:31:50 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/Blvygn-99Cs 

3/4/2020 10:31:52 PM jluther88 Didn't seem that Important to talk over. Nothing new was said.

I did hear Knowingly Fake News near the end though.

Fake News = Enemy of the People.

3/4/2020 10:32:08 PM doq017 Why’d he do this? He knows the rules.

It raises Qs? Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/4/2020 10:33:38 PM sdane8 WHO was talking to Sean in his ear piece and what were they instructing him to do?

3/4/2020 10:33:45 PM ndeathcloak Yes



3/4/2020 10:33:50 PM 1magafan I stand with Sean Hannity until he gives me reason not to. He has done an outstanding job. I really don't think he could hear the President still 

speaking. He respected our Potus and is seeking answers we all want to know.

3/4/2020 10:33:54 PM freestateojones Outside of #WeThePeople, whose job is it to hold him accountable?

Awan?

Clinton?

Comey?

Brennan?

Strozk?

Obama?

Lynch?

I understand there are [ongoing investigations] and all but, hasn't the stage been set for quite some time?

What does it take to spur the correct event?
3/4/2020 10:34:40 PM palmdalekid2 From my understanding if you're allowed on legacy media, let alone host a segment, your job security relies on being PC

Glad @POTUS said something

3/4/2020 10:35:22 PM kidge6 Much obliged maam. And great thanks & respect for you and your work on Twitter.

3/4/2020 10:36:18 PM wtchrbrd They are very well trained: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9BeXEvdcpo …

3/4/2020 10:37:15 PM q48740047 Eza twat.

3/4/2020 10:37:17 PM etdisclosure202 Who is Q?

3/4/2020 10:37:18 PM boy12_jimmy Alot of innocent people were hurt And the end result was NO COLLUSION. That voiceover by Sean was done in the editing room, 45 didn't even know it 

occurred.i watched it and heard it the first time I watched it.

3/4/2020 10:37:27 PM bibibobibox I'm italian. You will raise the fate of the whole World and start a new Era for the planet. You are the POTUS & the President of all of us: what can we 

Italian patriots do especially at the moment? Thank You so much, Sir. #TheGreatAwakening #556 #528 #TrumpQandA

3/4/2020 10:37:36 PM intenceman Both Possessed

3/4/2020 10:37:48 PM freestateojones Happy Thursday. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1187706927360495617?s=19 …

3/4/2020 10:38:06 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/SEwr112vDN

3/4/2020 10:38:17 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/5luy0Im6Zn

3/4/2020 10:39:17 PM q48740047 Is Q real?

3/4/2020 10:40:13 PM birdingtrip That was weird and lasted 30 seconds.

3/4/2020 10:40:23 PM bohomaniac Scared to the point he could suffer a Coronary!

3/4/2020 10:40:56 PM genxgirl1 It’s just an interview, not a conspiracy.  Sometimes our POTUS has long winded answers, and Hannity tends to talk over many of his guests.

3/4/2020 10:41:41 PM intenceman Say what you have to.say.  Unless you are in a government position that requires you not to discuss secret or confidential information, there is no 

reason to talk in code or riddles.

3/4/2020 10:42:30 PM mathison_si At one time it sounded like he started to talk over him and then 45 was cut completely off, and then, boop they are having a conversation again. I was 

barely listening but I vaguely remember 45 saying, “Well let’s just see what happens!”   Apparently this was after a fisa chat.

3/4/2020 10:42:48 PM mathison_si BUT I RECORDED IT.    BOOM!!!

3/4/2020 10:42:51 PM qpatriotq  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1235443513405235203?s=20 …

3/4/2020 10:44:02 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/lK6ajUHXJv

3/4/2020 10:44:05 PM freestateojones No. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1229626489387220992?s=19 …

3/4/2020 10:47:33 PM hellouncledonny What do you know about Adamantium Holdings?

3/4/2020 10:49:03 PM whiterabbitttt1 Bingo. Fox and friends has done it before too. They're on time crunches.

3/4/2020 10:50:04 PM jackoneilltime1 MJ's were 🎣🎣🎣 pic.twitter.com/kOYy3GQUPc

3/4/2020 10:50:15 PM bellasmom19 Game Over! 👊

3/4/2020 10:51:19 PM lilangels44 That looks alot like.....PANIC😁👍

3/4/2020 10:53:21 PM kittysf What was Trump saying when Sean talked over him? I was listening on Sirius in car, and couldn't believe it. I admit it was quite something. But Hannity 

is huge supporter. Ear piece issue?

3/4/2020 10:54:54 PM morrifive I did think that was weird

3/4/2020 10:55:58 PM rghardy3 Less Games More Action

3/4/2020 10:56:17 PM sieh_auf_dich When do you end the german drama, please ?

Germans are more useful as engine than as ballast for mankind. #TrumpQandA

3/4/2020 10:56:40 PM stlhandyman I wanna play truth or dare. With your record department. This slow roll of disclosure is for the birds.

3/4/2020 10:56:41 PM ausanon369 All video links don’t work for me....

3/4/2020 10:57:56 PM ausanon369 No one playing the game walks away. Similar words from Q

3/4/2020 10:58:32 PM aetherwalker1 👌🏼

As long as it is 'The Game' and actions and results appear ON-STAGE.

3/4/2020 10:59:17 PM mikeslife17 I vote for celebrity/politician tribunal monopoly. pic.twitter.com/eiZLwQJWhm

3/4/2020 10:59:54 PM doq017 Sounds good! Any Qs?

 Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/4/2020 11:00:09 PM shamanpolitical They edited part of it out in the replay.



3/4/2020 11:00:22 PM rghardy3 No more MSM TV !

Not even FoxNews .

3/4/2020 11:01:13 PM aetherwalker1 Cause if it's not "public", not "confirmed" by 'official-dom', to the normies who are part of the Matrix.. IT IS NOT REAL!

3/4/2020 11:01:56 PM trump_alliance Romans 8:28 New International Version (NIV)

And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.

Good wins. #GodWins. WE win!

#WWG1WGA

3/4/2020 11:02:11 PM decodematrix Translation: "If you cut off my supply of adr3n0chr0m3 from aborted babies you will pay the price!"

3/4/2020 11:02:30 PM keepthefaith758 President Trump said.. It's a terrible thing, a lot of innocent people were hurt & you know it's been 3 years of an investigation & the end result is no 

collusion.

3/4/2020 11:02:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile with recent videos posted.

Symbology will be their downfall.

This is going to be biblical. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8Nudmm7ha4 …

3/4/2020 11:02:41 PM qanon84 D6 is Deep6. Like that annoying phone commercial #DrainTheWorldsSwamp pic.twitter.com/06FkcDGSv4

3/4/2020 11:02:55 PM jeffex11 Monarch Mind Control capture bonding of LIBERAL WHITE WOMAN by Orwellian " telescreens " CABAL owns 90% worlds media . Daily doses of 

perpetual fear is delivered to the Monarch . FEAR OF CORONAHOAX cripples these minds in a frozen state of perpetual fear   

http://www.thetalkingdrum.com/wil.html  pic.twitter.com/RPQxlzLybL

3/4/2020 11:03:30 PM keepthefaith758 Nope. I just listened to it on YouTube..

President Trump said.. It's a terrible thing, a lot of innocent people were hurt & you know it's been 3 years of an investigation & the end result is no 

collusion.

3/4/2020 11:03:39 PM rghardy3 All I see is one long "Game" with little Real Action

on the Public Stage.

All the BIG stuff is happening behind the scenes

and we don't get to hear about it.

3/4/2020 11:04:04 PM shaigaichan chess !♟

3/4/2020 11:04:31 PM illuminatilies1 He's an intelligence asset. The real question is "for who?"

3/4/2020 11:04:50 PM 369helen313 Schumer needs babies’ souls to feed his entities in order to gain more power in 3D!

3/4/2020 11:05:01 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/DanRayWalls/status/1234606188374962181?s=19 …

3/4/2020 11:05:17 PM keepthefaith758 President Trump said.. It's a terrible thing, a lot of innocent people were hurt & you know it's been 3 years of an investigation & the end result is no 

collusion.

3/4/2020 11:05:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile with past videos posted.

Symbology will be their downfall.

How are they connected? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0ZFiTeZzL8 …

3/4/2020 11:06:13 PM keepthefaith758 President Trump said.. It's a terrible thing, a lot of innocent people were hurt & you know it's been 3 years of an investigation & the end result is no 

collusion.

3/4/2020 11:06:50 PM keepthefaith758 That's what Trump said when Sean was speaking over him.

3/4/2020 11:07:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now what does Colin do?

3/4/2020 11:07:32 PM faye_mcgarry @AussiePatriotQ @aussie_bot @AussieRedPilled @AustralianQanon @FAustralians @badluck_jones @scottybee_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@mpsmithnews @KillAuDeepState https://twitter.com/TEXASrdblock/status/1234925594195955712 …

3/4/2020 11:07:33 PM jeffex11 CABAL USES WILLIE LYNCH TACTICS updated to modern monarch Mind debt slaves  http://www.thetalkingdrum.com/wil.html . LBJ great Society 

destroyed black family . Now this destroys white family pic.twitter.com/6pb7fUAxdx

3/4/2020 11:07:41 PM bradford_c_s I watch the clip. I wouldn't overthink it too much. There's a likely a reasonable explanation

3/4/2020 11:07:48 PM keepthefaith758 President Trump said.. It's a terrible thing, a lot of innocent people were hurt & you know it's been 3 years of an investigation & the end result is no 

collusion.

3/4/2020 11:08:00 PM palmdalekid2 117

3/4/2020 11:08:16 PM keepthefaith758 That's what Trump said when Sean was talking over him.

3/4/2020 11:08:24 PM intenceman Ok fair enough.  What he said is true. No mystery.

3/4/2020 11:08:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic

Future Proves Past

45+?=CO pic.twitter.com/FR4psDi2Kq

3/4/2020 11:09:40 PM palmdalekid2 Wakanda Forever

3/4/2020 11:09:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 It sounds ridiculous when you say it.

But its true.

Literally true.

Follow past posted videos.

Connect the dots.

Symbology will be their downfall.

3/4/2020 11:09:59 PM time__show At the beginning of the clip when he  moves his head while he's pointing at the banner behind him it looks like it says #MyRig lol

3/4/2020 11:10:02 PM pwnorthwest  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/117th_United_States_Congress …

3/4/2020 11:10:27 PM rghardy3 Unseal his Indictment .

CS will not know what hit him.

3/4/2020 11:10:29 PM blue_irl  pic.twitter.com/wM9jUaHzm2

3/4/2020 11:10:50 PM aetherwalker1 "All the BIG stuff is happening behind the scenes

and we don't get to hear about it."

or so we're told.

3/4/2020 11:11:50 PM rghardy3 Yes I agree.

The Silent War.

Justice by stealth.

3/4/2020 11:12:50 PM melleemee Siri doesn’t yet know either 😉 pic.twitter.com/IlGS1nPx3a

3/4/2020 11:13:13 PM carolin15161363 FOX is as compromised as any MSM. Hannity is just one who played good cop. He has been getting really grey lately.



3/4/2020 11:13:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 They have no ammunition left.

Their party's corruption has been exposed.

They will prove our point.

They will pull the trigger themselves.

Rigged Primaries.

Establishment coverup.

Human Trafficking.

The very worst of humanity.

You are watching a movie.

God won.

Quantum Majestic
3/4/2020 11:13:25 PM dbreif He was talking about alot of bad people doing bad things at the fbi fisa etc.. it wasnt anything we havnt heard so I'm not sure if it was purposeful or 

not...just somthing to keep an eye on

3/4/2020 11:13:33 PM rikvankempen 🐟🐟🐟

3/4/2020 11:13:56 PM jsotuyo I just watched them all, great watch for sure.

3/4/2020 11:14:32 PM palmdalekid2 My bad @GTSFarmer

3/4/2020 11:14:59 PM sethric61410528 Future President ?

3/4/2020 11:16:09 PM jeffex11 Tel-lie- vision OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD NAZI MIND CONTROL who controls the past controls the future WHO CONTROLS the telescreens controls the 

Monarch Mind Slaves by fear " coronahoax " pic.twitter.com/siAzBhwvKd

3/4/2020 11:16:31 PM codewordbanana I'd vote for her

3/4/2020 11:17:06 PM rghardy3 Bring down the curtain.

Turn off the Lights.

Movie Over !

3/4/2020 11:17:25 PM pooky_steve @EricaHames

3/4/2020 11:17:30 PM nurseniceyes 4

3/4/2020 11:17:32 PM intenceman No. My ex of a kind did that. I hate games. I like Truth.  Not Empty promises, not manipulation,  not I know something you don't...but like Hi people,  

the Apocalypse has begun, as Truth is available, "the veil is lifted", Angels and Demons are real and Free Will is Everything.

3/4/2020 11:18:16 PM gentlepsychosis Holy shit.

3/4/2020 11:18:45 PM jeffex11 The Cabal C_A HQ is in Switzerland pic.twitter.com/zilZgFwObX

3/4/2020 11:19:22 PM kidge6 45= 4 + 5 = 9

C = 3

O = 15

15 + 3 = 18 = 9

CO = 9

9 + 0 = 9

45 + 0 = CO?

3/4/2020 11:19:27 PM 1_decided_voter Seems to me 45 was talking about the same thing Hannity was... Russian collusion hoax and Mueller 2 years of wasted time investigating it.  Did I miss 

something? https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1235399832564633607 …

3/4/2020 11:19:37 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/2Dr83zLSGc

3/4/2020 11:19:57 PM crt14361013 ✔.

3/4/2020 11:20:02 PM jake4191 I listened to it three times, didn’t hear anything of concern. POTUS spoke about bad actors in the FBI and we’ll see what happens. I just think Hannity 

couldn’t hear POTUS talking so he thought he was done. Sean asked one more question, POTUS answered. No big deal!

3/4/2020 11:20:31 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/935864262173515776?s=19 …

3/4/2020 11:21:25 PM kidge6 Or could be suggesting she is Pres material someday. That seems obvious.

3/4/2020 11:22:35 PM keepthefaith758 Either 2 or 3 years. Hard to make out.

3/4/2020 11:22:50 PM carolin15161363  pic.twitter.com/stYFqUMb1y

3/4/2020 11:23:39 PM shamanpolitical I heard that part. He kept talking after that.

3/4/2020 11:23:40 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/1VN79yEiGW

3/4/2020 11:24:16 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/Bcs0EcjQJb

3/4/2020 11:24:33 PM trump_alliance #WWG1WGA 

[Their] need for symbolism will be [their] downfall

#WakeUpAmerica 

It's everywhere because [ they] never feared us 

SHEEP NO MORE

[They] deceive, divide & destroy us to control us

Us awake is [their] greatest fear

Together, WE are invincible 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1235461411096195072 … pic.twitter.com/zVEpZKvQcf
3/4/2020 11:24:40 PM freestateojones "Two years of investigation, and the end result was #NoCollusion"

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1118876219381026818?s=19 …

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1229626489387220992?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/SJRte1jXzc

3/4/2020 11:24:44 PM truth_again Who is Q?

3/4/2020 11:25:05 PM jorwriter Hannity wears a C_A pin and praises the rank and file as good people. Most the people I know work with Mil Intel, and I can tell you 90% of those 

clowns are scum. Hannity never touches on real issues like Carlson. SH is controlled opposition.

3/4/2020 11:26:51 PM palmdalekid2 Executive Order on Imposing Certain Sanctions in the Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-imposing-certain-sanctions-event-foreign-interference-united-states-

election/?utm_source=link&utm_medium=header …

3/4/2020 11:28:58 PM dubilujanenz Yep, we're all friends here....... Right ?

#CrookedMedia

3/4/2020 11:29:06 PM answerislove2 😂 Thank you, Dopey! 

King to pawn

Count down to some epic debates has begun pic.twitter.com/xQXL4IoE7v

3/4/2020 11:29:58 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/cF4dZdQ2OR

3/4/2020 11:31:08 PM aussieredpilled I'm lost on this one 🙄

3/4/2020 11:31:10 PM wickedmouse369 Foster Friess - Turning Point USA

3/4/2020 11:31:13 PM palmdalekid2  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_national_emergencies_in_the_United_States …

3/4/2020 11:31:48 PM dubilujanenz I agree.....Hannity is slippery

3/4/2020 11:32:49 PM galadri09060100 Who is Q?

3/4/2020 11:33:37 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/1kdWiDvrQV



3/4/2020 11:34:01 PM palmdalekid2 Fox News parts with radio host after guest claims Democrats worship demonic god Moloch #qanon 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/fox-news-parts-with-radio-host-after-guest-claims-democrats-worship-

demonic-god%3f_amp=true …

3/4/2020 11:34:56 PM palmdalekid2 Jeffress suggests Democrats may worship pagan god Moloch, 'who allowed for child sacrifice' #qanon 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/464073-jeffress-suggests-democrats-worship-pagan-god-moloch-

who%3famp …

3/4/2020 11:35:13 PM jeffex11 Coronahoax is latest fear trigger to maintain mind control of slaves pic.twitter.com/caAHBTlYea

3/4/2020 11:35:33 PM lolyesplease You people wild

👏👏👏👏

3/4/2020 11:36:19 PM themoonguide  pic.twitter.com/k1Ud6ZvFRu

3/4/2020 11:36:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall.

Generations.

Thousands of years.

Majestic Technology ended their control. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o&feature=youtu.be …

3/4/2020 11:36:41 PM themoonguide That’s what looks like

3/4/2020 11:37:33 PM palmdalekid2 WATCH: Democrats remove ‘so help me God’ from House committee oaths #qanon 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.lifesitenews.com/mobile/news/democrats-remove-so-help-me-god-from-house-committee-oaths …

3/4/2020 11:37:58 PM scottybee_ There is 2 or more of the doubles, HRC and the queen etc all weird shit, human cloning

3/4/2020 11:38:28 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/LizRNC/status/1234588902721302528?s=19 …

3/4/2020 11:39:02 PM jeffex11 Words and word salads are triggers planted in the minds of MONARCH MIND SLAVES daily on their telescreens " THEY ..THEY SAY ..AS WELL ...STUDIES 

SHOW ...EXPERTS SAY ...POLLS SHOW ....SOURCES SAY " mind control INSTITUTIONALIZED MINDS pic.twitter.com/nVCt27jz5a

3/4/2020 11:39:19 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/m1KX8QXBar

3/4/2020 11:41:26 PM kittysf Thanks. Ya I watched on replay  on TV a few minutes ago and when Sean was talking over him he was just saying what he's said many times before that 

journalism is dead. So nothing bombshell from either. Maybe they wanted to call attention to it or bad ear piece, nothing nefarious.

3/4/2020 11:41:30 PM duality_man It’s called Loosh. It’s harvested . Also yes on moloch . pic.twitter.com/db0EihLNqF

3/4/2020 11:41:48 PM galadri09060100 45's new running mate?

3/4/2020 11:42:01 PM jeffex11 The Monarch Mind slave only knows what channel or website to return to for " news and information " when in fact it's fake news and disinformation 

delivering fear FEAR MATRIX pic.twitter.com/01kQVm30KC

3/4/2020 11:43:50 PM mikeb38beacon_h 45+1=46th President, since she’s 30 add 4 more yrs, Eligibility 😉

3/4/2020 11:44:05 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/OIqqVdfF3d

3/4/2020 11:45:52 PM keepthefaith758 It wasn't about journalism. It was about FISA

3/4/2020 11:46:04 PM qanon84  https://youtu.be/c9bh3jwGCGw 

3/4/2020 11:46:13 PM ltrpod55 Information warfare?

3/4/2020 11:46:58 PM flamboyantdonk The MOAB.....Michelle Obama And Biden

3/4/2020 11:47:39 PM 037agent he even wobbled out like he had an alien up his a**

3/4/2020 11:49:28 PM aussieredpilled Thanks Scotty. I've seen 8 or more Killarys in vids etc, so I'd believe it pic.twitter.com/5NoCAQE1xT

3/4/2020 11:52:24 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/mSxvPezavE

3/4/2020 11:52:28 PM scottybee_ Even down to athletes apparently, Kobe sudden death was a bit "What are the odds? a little un natural" how much mess on the ground does a crashing 

helicopter make? 🤔🤔🤔

3/4/2020 11:52:37 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/YLYSPzVVyG

3/4/2020 11:53:11 PM irah_chandler Stayed in a oyo hotel the other day room number 117

3/4/2020 11:53:50 PM nwoodsgnome There have been at least three instances now of Trump saying something that could be interpreted as "I am Q." The trouble is, Q and Trump seem 

nothing alike. Q is military intel. And what about Q+? Would that be the First Lady then? This may be a way to try to force the question.

3/4/2020 11:53:51 PM et__god He can smell his young uncalcified pineal gland.

3/4/2020 11:56:04 PM beoneforall1 #WeAreOne #Oneness #Love #Unity #Truth #Freedom #TurnDarkToLight #QPatriots #PatriotsUnited #TheGreatAwakening #GreatAwakening 

#WWG1WGA #Qanon #EscapeMatrix #StarSeed #QMap #Disclosure #FreeEnergy #Revolution #Evolution #NewLight #AgeOfLight #GoldenAge 

#WeWon #GodWins #FreeWill pic.twitter.com/UE86vn5JfQ

3/4/2020 11:56:39 PM aussieredpilled Right, reconnaissance. All DUMBS WW to be located and scouted... soon

3/4/2020 11:57:53 PM thewiselady22 She absolutely GREAT!!!

3/4/2020 11:59:39 PM raybaresi Trump is Q+. 

He is telling us that he is part of the collective #QAnon

3/5/2020 12:00:19 AM faye_mcgarry Iranians have begun to overthrow the regime...200 million "Restarters" have announced that is all systems go.

3/5/2020 12:01:06 AM jonesy4671 Cause potus repeats the same phrases we have heard from him many times and he needed to get to other questions IMO.

3/5/2020 12:01:17 AM panicindc_ LOL.

This is HANNITY.

FAKe MAGA.

Try to underatand

3/5/2020 12:01:48 AM panicindc_ LOL

3/5/2020 12:01:51 AM amanita40860516 Clonalitis

3/5/2020 12:02:13 AM faye_mcgarry Keep following this track...he was under threat!

3/5/2020 12:02:16 AM kinkmanmr Wait and think logically for a moment!

The Allies defeated the old Nazi Germany. Right? 

There hasn't been a peace treaty since 1945! Right?

So if there is no peace treaty, on the part of the USA, then both countries are still at war.

Simply Logical 😎🍿

3/5/2020 12:02:16 AM nwoodsgnome Well, that's the generally accepted truth and what I believe. And that is why the 9-13-17 can't be interpreted literally - which was my point.

3/5/2020 12:02:36 AM 1_decided_voter Interesting I just happened upon this guy today. Found his videos interesting. Claimed he is a DIA agent and referred to himself as Baby Q.



3/5/2020 12:05:26 AM chaele3 Need proof?

#itsyourfight

#lawfulamerica

@realDonaldTrump

@IvankaTrump

@trump_assistant

@LawfulAmerica

@Kre8change

@BarnettforAZ

@1michaelbean

@Abrooke16Ashley

@John_F_Kennnedy

@usofawake

@GoldenVoiceless

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

@MnmsurfinLang

@Aldo_9111 pic.twitter.com/8nfwbCBNGt
3/5/2020 12:05:31 AM bbbbbcccccvvvvv thank you. so is majestic12 telling us not to trust Hannity?

3/5/2020 12:05:40 AM beoneforall1 #WeAreOne #Oneness #Love #Unity #Truth #Freedom #TurnDarkToLight #QPatriots #PatriotsUnited #TheGreatAwakening #GreatAwakening 

#WWG1WGA #Qanon #EscapeMatrix #StarSeed #QMap #Disclosure #FreeEnergy #Revolution #Evolution #NewLight #AgeOfLight #GoldenAge 

#WeWon #GodWins #FreeWill pic.twitter.com/zGq7mwfYVh

3/5/2020 12:06:11 AM bbbbbcccccvvvvv so is majestic12 telling us not to trust Hannity?

3/5/2020 12:06:36 AM kittysf Well during the parallel conversation Sean was talking about journalism being dead. Seemed kind of random comment in context compared to what 

Trump was talking about.

3/5/2020 12:06:51 AM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/6LFgB3yX6U

3/5/2020 12:10:43 AM sleven1974 Who is Q? #TrumpQandA

3/5/2020 12:10:58 AM aussieredpilled Great, all regimes and evil need to be taken out

3/5/2020 12:11:18 AM tenn_rich Who, or what, is Q?

Who, or what, is Q+

Why did AF1 change it’s call sign to Q++?

3/5/2020 12:11:30 AM truthdancer210 And Schumer is so disgustingly proud of himself as he proclaims death!

3/5/2020 12:15:33 AM spitfire1592 HAL...?

HAL...?

HAL...?

I think HAL is mad he lost again

HAL is not a good 5D Chess player

3/5/2020 12:17:28 AM decodematrix He can cut a deal and tell on his paymasters.

3/5/2020 12:18:31 AM crt14361013 Guess it is safe to say @potus has seven ways to Sunday to get back at you @SenSchumer  ?

3/5/2020 12:18:54 AM dragonprncss1 Video can not be played

3/5/2020 12:19:00 AM chaele3 #lawfulamerica

@LawfulAmerica

3/5/2020 12:20:06 AM dispensaryexch Watch Hannity use  Neuro Linguistic Programing to brainwash his audience ....Q- https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=l_QPz8Est_I …

3/5/2020 12:24:12 AM dragonprncss1 Right

3/5/2020 12:24:14 AM ascendingadam Right hand @ 1:05

3/5/2020 12:32:15 AM realityloominng CO for 46 POTUS!!

3/5/2020 12:33:02 AM ascendingadam All in the same boat...

Worship

3/5/2020 12:37:23 AM aussiepatriotq Yep you're spot on buddy!!!!

I'll have to get the video I was sent by my inside source of a video interview that was taken of McCain in custody....possessed

3/5/2020 12:38:33 AM raybaresi Agreed. Q is a team, not a single person.

3/5/2020 12:38:42 AM igiant111 THIS GUY IS AMAZING

3/5/2020 12:39:16 AM aussiepatriotq They are fake aka actors aka clones not the real peraon

3/5/2020 12:43:16 AM susiangelartist Well, this tweet made me spend 40 min listening for clues. 1st listened to the President at 38:26 the "talking over" & then listened to Hannity. What 

POTUS was saying was what we've heard before. Nothing new? I think they edited something out, clumsily. Waiting for decode ❤️🇺🇸🤓

3/5/2020 12:46:54 AM raenyasalisbury Q IS A MIL OP. WITH LESS THAN 10 TRUMP BEING Q + .......JFKjr and other light workers

3/5/2020 12:47:04 AM biqkabell Wow. Most in depth explanation I’ve heard to date. Fills in a lot of blanks for me. Do you have any way we can verify what he’s saying?

3/5/2020 12:48:47 AM biqkabell I also noticed they skipped over Poppy Bush....by design?

3/5/2020 12:51:25 AM pomeinnz Just give an answer 

Stop the questions

3/5/2020 1:00:39 AM junebug35355131 Wow...

3/5/2020 1:00:46 AM mongrelglory Why thank you! 😁

3/5/2020 1:01:46 AM mainline99 Hannity is always bad for that, its even bitched about on the board 🤨 pic.twitter.com/RFolqCu4hY

3/5/2020 1:15:47 AM rosscarwalker Black female president? 🙏🏽🌞🙏🏽 55

3/5/2020 1:26:27 AM tselig5551 You brought this together in a wonderful way.  There are no coincidence, I’ve been to many of these sites and it is sad we are not teaching these truths 

in schools.

3/5/2020 1:46:23 AM pothanatania Thanks for sharing. It’s good to learn about real history instead of the ‘recyclapaedia’ version we’ve been fed. Very insightful😊

3/5/2020 1:47:42 AM megamagamoveman DB

💢👿💥👊🤬

3/5/2020 1:47:50 AM chapulincolored I ♥️ CO and she can be a great VP w/ 45 and even become 46 or 47.  

But I think, if possible, I would want Trump to get a THIRD term.

#BLEXIT

3/5/2020 1:48:45 AM normal_wizard Strzok

3/5/2020 1:49:58 AM nonlineardarren Qanon=Good...QAnon=bad...2 different anon groups with 2 different agendas.Which one do you support?

3/5/2020 1:52:23 AM ialibertybelle I’m not a fan of her.

3/5/2020 1:55:04 AM jeffex11 The CULT owns and runs the AMA . Why were Monarch Minds programmed to fear salt ? Iodized table salt helps keep an active pineal gland THE NAZIS 

added fluoride to water too NWO is 4th Reich under UN flag Nazi pic.twitter.com/2wp3yezAby



3/5/2020 1:57:18 AM qanoncomau  pic.twitter.com/D7623Wamhp

3/5/2020 1:57:50 AM hambrickro 🙄 Tick Tock Hannity  @seanhannity 🙄 Multimillionaire "Talking Bubble Head Scriptreader" 😏 Fix your clock Sean , too much BS rolling out 💥

3/5/2020 1:58:13 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/LdrAokZ5Ed

3/5/2020 1:59:28 AM ryspraypaintguy #stormscomming 🇺🇸🍿🍿😂😁🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/w4YQMPcErw

3/5/2020 2:02:39 AM nelliestirs Bingo. Also it is idolatry because these sickos worship the woman like a god who has the power of life and death. They are only happy to assist her in 

killing her baby. 

God hates the feet that run to do evil. This is what the left does. They propagate abortion. #ProLife

3/5/2020 2:07:39 AM silv3rpanthera Was Jim Jones CIA? Is Q also MK ULTRA?

3/5/2020 2:12:13 AM 369_is Why was Hannity talking over 45?

What was 45 saying?

Could you understand?

Why was Hannity talking over 45?

We hear you, ear piece.

PANIC.

(why would MJ post this if it was an innocent earpiece issue?)
3/5/2020 2:14:07 AM quartrmastranon My independent thought leaves me to believe this account is fraudulent.

There is no need to be cryptic. Yet you are. 

You'd have to have a room temp IQ to buy what your selling.

3/5/2020 2:15:18 AM lotsofprisoners Mmm, looks like OP missed this two year old Q post. Be careful who you follow indeed.

3/5/2020 2:15:47 AM 369_is Listen at 38:26 on video posted here in comments. Hannity was trying to coverup the topic of the people who colluded inside the FBl. Trump naming 

people started Hannity talking over him, pretending it was an earpiece issue..

3/5/2020 2:21:35 AM adsvel Speaks like the old communist. Even no need to listen is enough with picture.🤮

3/5/2020 2:23:25 AM adsvel Fall down of Old Wold Leaders=OWL

3/5/2020 2:26:31 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, haven't you said before that Hannity is loyal to whoever gives him his pay-check?

3/5/2020 2:29:41 AM merorschach I didn't hear anything substantial. DJT talked about the Mueller Probe, two-year investigation run by The Establishment attempting to remove a 

democratically elected (non establishment) president from power so they can insert their puppet, and said "well see how bad they were" 

pic.twitter.com/DkTv48SRvt

3/5/2020 2:29:52 AM mongrelglory Hannity also cut off Sarah Carter when she was talking about grand juries.  He's a grey hat I think... 🤔

3/5/2020 2:30:08 AM gentlepsychosis Thanks for linking that video. Some serious red pills.

3/5/2020 2:30:33 AM epkman Who cares?☑️

3/5/2020 2:30:42 AM jamiegrahamusa Somebody was talking in his ear ..producer/handler & whitehats heard it. What was president Trump saying that they were trying to talk over?

3/5/2020 2:32:11 AM gaqmark17 Back in the day, when people would call Hannity’s radio show & ask about Bohemian Grove, he would play this crazy sci fi music & just make fun of 

them. Rush would talk to them about it. Hannity would cut them off & make fun.

3/5/2020 2:32:44 AM aprilbrown99 “...bit size pieces...” 😳 as Clinton is holding a little baby! 🤨

3/5/2020 2:34:59 AM joinna6 Never trusted. 44 43 42 41.

3/5/2020 2:35:22 AM consortiapartn1 Clinton Global Initiative = CGI

We are watching a movie

3/5/2020 2:40:02 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/eovwbAbbkn

3/5/2020 2:42:39 AM virtuspatri When you try it yourself...it IS awkward...who does that?...damn, I really liked her

3/5/2020 2:43:35 AM boondognews You guys have more info then us regular folk. My point. It’s about the big picture not individuals on twatter

3/5/2020 2:45:04 AM boondognews Agreed

3/5/2020 2:45:18 AM 369_is Wanna laugh? Punch 3093 into a gematria calculator. LOL.

3/5/2020 2:48:00 AM aprilbrown99 Okay I have to ask...who is this guy and how does he know so much? 🤔🧐🤔

3/5/2020 2:48:18 AM 11charlie111 🤔 pic.twitter.com/gHDDF3d95M

3/5/2020 2:49:45 AM maryschade14 Very well put together.

3/5/2020 2:50:50 AM damienwelsh4 Can you please tell us about any secret technologies, about aliens and the nature of consciousness and the universe that have been discovered so far.

3/5/2020 3:01:30 AM keith369me Yes...he’s independent to the point where he can’t be.  Hannity’s face was off screen when this happened

3/5/2020 3:02:59 AM keith369me Message over Messenger always

3/5/2020 3:03:44 AM ak_dwelling Epic.

3/5/2020 3:03:51 AM keith369me Rats scurrying trying to rally their team...team kill babies.

3/5/2020 3:04:42 AM lynnmar42209594 Very interesting. Subscribed.

3/5/2020 3:05:53 AM keith369me I don’t know about you, but the idea of CPAC or any other organization/conference that promotes groupthink rather than independent thought rubs 

me the wrong way.

3/5/2020 3:08:12 AM keith369me Someday the population of the world will think independently enough to perceive service to self behavior vs service to other behavior.  Until that time, 

the Matrix is reinforced by individuals.  At least it is slowly breaking down.

3/5/2020 3:09:21 AM mongrelglory That was a great talk by Candace Owens!

3/5/2020 3:09:43 AM 369helen313 I never trusted  her ! 👀

3/5/2020 3:11:00 AM hgraceq I like Hannity m too but super rude how he repeatedly talks over people when he’s not receiving the answer he wants. He also does it on his radio show

3/5/2020 3:11:05 AM joinna6 #Bait

3/5/2020 3:11:27 AM keith369me How do we all know so much compared to our family and friends that choose to be sheep?

3/5/2020 3:12:21 AM keith369me Truth and reconciliation?

3/5/2020 3:12:52 AM mongrelglory I'm not so sure that was an intentional gesture of "devil's horns".  She was waving her hands quickly while talking.  It's not like she held the hand 

position for longer than a brief second. 🤷♀️

3/5/2020 3:12:56 AM 11charlie111 Interesting read from the C_A Library 👀 - Bloodlines of the Illuminati  https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-

compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

3/5/2020 3:13:31 AM blood_liberty Nice.

3/5/2020 3:13:50 AM 34r7h2 Let’s enjoy at least

7eons of heaven first, please

3/5/2020 3:16:30 AM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/FznAwlgO2a

3/5/2020 3:16:31 AM mongrelglory I thought CO was Candace Owens...

3/5/2020 3:18:10 AM gentlepsychosis I feel personally attacked by that image.

3/5/2020 3:18:58 AM mongrelglory She's 30 years old right now...wouldn't she have to wait until age 35 to run?  Does a Vice President have to be 35 also?

3/5/2020 3:22:36 AM shaigaichan Thank you MJ12.

違法・暴力・虐待は許さない。



3/5/2020 3:24:10 AM _andy_walker_ I swear to God, if I stand up right now and find my hands and feet are handcuffed together as I slowly sink into the floor, there's going to be 

consequences . . . . . . . . (lmao)

#SorryNotSorry ;-)

3/5/2020 3:30:18 AM mongrelglory Funny that she chose to talk about the ancient traditions of slavery and cannibalism.  Then a sports figures like Colin goes to Africa...what was the real 

purpose of his trip?  Candace points out that Colin said nothing about the human trafficking going on in Ghana right now. 🧐

3/5/2020 3:31:24 AM mongrelglory They don't want their supply of babies for sacrifice drying up! 😠

3/5/2020 3:32:47 AM mongrelglory Clinton Global Initiative was all about human trafficking and slush funds. 😒

3/5/2020 3:32:56 AM worship_hero Kevin Barrett Hannity interview. Very important. Watch and see. Truth before your eyes. Conspiracy Theorist Madness "takedown". Why? 

https://youtu.be/zOZuBETBDeU 

3/5/2020 3:36:25 AM areuhis Cutting off their supply is what is driving these evil monsters. God save the children !

3/5/2020 3:36:38 AM taf1969 Threats against Good Journalists pic.twitter.com/Fj8gPfcb4s

3/5/2020 3:38:45 AM bbobbio71 He didn't ask the Q.

Door was wide open

3/5/2020 3:39:18 AM thevicioussnake DJT highlighted "Those People Over There". 

The people who spent billions, inline to make trillions with TTP, TTIP, NAFTA, Paris Climate Accord, Etc. 

Once DJT cancelled the Wealth Transfer.

They declared War on him. 

THEY are will do anything to Stop Us.

#WWG1WGA

#QANON
3/5/2020 3:40:06 AM mongrelglory Thousands of years of slavery and human trafficking is finally coming to an end!  Brought down by the internet and social media. They thought they 

could use the internet/smart-phones to tighten their control and surveillance, but instead ended up having their secrets exposed! 😎

3/5/2020 3:40:51 AM nancyddb Thank you MJ. This is big. I understand in more detail why it takes time.

3/5/2020 3:42:00 AM mongrelglory 🥰

3/5/2020 3:43:26 AM ringding805 Why is Hannity wearing a CIA pin?  Very odd.

3/5/2020 3:46:07 AM thevicioussnake THEY would rather burn the house down, than to let Us have it. 

Including, chemical/biological attacks on innocent people. 

If result is a full stop economy, that can hurt DJT. It will be done. 

This is the 2nd to last option for them. 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#WWG1WGA

#QANON
3/5/2020 3:46:18 AM mongrelglory I'm blocked by @369HELEN313 (don't know why...never heard of her before).  Can anyone post what she said that MJ-12 is replying to?

3/5/2020 3:49:29 AM mongrelglory It's one of his personal demons...

3/5/2020 3:52:55 AM thevicioussnake Remember. 

These people sacrifice children. 

Spiritually, Emotionally & Physically. 

If they are willing to hurt a child.

What makes you think THEY would hesitate to hurt you? 

Last resort won't happen if DJT is successful. 

#WWG1WGA

#QANON

#TheGreatAwakening

#TheCabal
3/5/2020 3:54:20 AM wishfulldreamz @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @jack is messing with Sarah's account BIG TIME.  Please add this to the [@jack] evidence!

3/5/2020 3:55:38 AM humanprimer If this massive org is to be taken down...it must be one hell of a plan!

3/5/2020 3:58:19 AM bryceja68689884 Counter Op

3/5/2020 4:03:35 AM phreatomagnetic Said: "Schumer needs babies’ souls to feed his entities in order to gain more power in 3D!"

3/5/2020 4:08:02 AM cleomeserrula WOW!  Fills in a bunch of info for a very clear picture!

3/5/2020 4:08:07 AM jaynenotjanie POTUS was talking about FISA and all the corrupt FBI personnel involved with FISA abuse. Named names, and that many lives had been ruined. I think 

POTUS is trying to speak to how the FBI had been Weaponized against anyone they wanted to destroy, for whatever reason

3/5/2020 4:10:15 AM aschilliam D5 took over D6

3/5/2020 4:10:27 AM cottont47979658  pic.twitter.com/BrYUirudhz

3/5/2020 4:11:37 AM miked12511 What the? I don’t remember that post.

3/5/2020 4:12:34 AM dakotobol All diversion for ZOG.

3/5/2020 4:12:35 AM bj_under You've been at your job too long.  Everyone is not an "asset"...  Get a new protocol.  We are Americans that want the truth, and you are a Deep State 

holdout that has an Anti America agenda.

We are onto you.  

That's why you are in hiding.

3/5/2020 4:15:42 AM averageusgirl Are you Q+ or Q?

3/5/2020 4:27:00 AM tljones1140 Hannity is a white hat!

3/5/2020 4:28:31 AM patricialowrey1 I would rather listen to @realDonaldTrump than any tv host, made me so mad that Hannity @seanhannity was talking over him. Why can't they just 

him tell us what he wants to tell us!!!!

3/5/2020 4:29:45 AM meggersxo129 It did sound like it was *glitchy* couple of minutes later..?



3/5/2020 4:30:24 AM unidentifiedta1 Hannity.

His Employer is on the Board of Genie Energy, along with Rothschild and Cheney. They used their MSM clout to neutralize public opinion and control 

the narrative, in order to invade and destroy Syria for pipelines!

Trust Hannity. A Teleprompter Reader.

Great advice Q.
3/5/2020 4:36:29 AM annasum47005725 this is interesting.....

3/5/2020 4:37:01 AM itsmeyouneeduk 😂😂

3/5/2020 4:41:41 AM cult45deplorea1 Hannity had an intruder, this was in the news.

3/5/2020 4:42:48 AM scurfie 6 corporations own all the MSM including Fox. We can not trust them.

3/5/2020 4:46:33 AM ophillip10 Austin Steinbart (Youtube) explains the Q, Truly amazing awakening information to help understand. -

3/5/2020 4:47:28 AM atarimoe Are the auto-caption generators good enough to generate text when two people are talking at once? Possibly to prevent auto-deletion of a clip?

3/5/2020 4:47:45 AM keepthefaith758 What I wrote is what he said when Sean was speaking over him.

3/5/2020 4:49:00 AM lorihantman Good video. Thx!!

3/5/2020 4:52:22 AM theglitcher14 Hannity is controlled, pure and simple. You didn't think he wears that ridiculous Clowns In America lapel pin for nothing, did you?

3/5/2020 4:53:00 AM theglitcher14 Why does he wear that ridiculous Clowns In America pin?

3/5/2020 4:53:39 AM romancandel @LisaMei62 did you see this?!

3/5/2020 4:55:13 AM tisontherise I really believe @seanhannity earpiece was shut off but there is no argument, bottom line is, @realDonaldTrump lays down his life for us every second 

of every day, so under NO CIRCUMSTANCE does ANYONE have the right to cut him off, NO 1!

3/5/2020 4:56:39 AM keith369me Worth watching every second of this video.  It consolidates the piecing together of what many of us have learned via various sources.  The source of 

the info. is clearly spelled out at 31:45!!!  If nothing else, go there...which will trigger you to listen to it in it’s entirety.

3/5/2020 5:00:37 AM burgersandra Previous mentions of Hannity by MJ12:

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20Hannity&src=typed_query …

3/5/2020 5:01:22 AM lmjonzey With WaPost LIABLE  lawsuit in mind, I saw scripted questions bringing out issues public media isn't covering.

Lots of talking pts. In sight into protecting America.  Bring mfg back.. lots of things in play for this to happen. More to cov19. Read patents. Hannity 

usual.

3/5/2020 5:01:29 AM pedrojtrump Oh that....that's not still illegal, is it???

3/5/2020 5:04:17 AM azureblue68 I know!  I caught that. 

@seanhannity

3/5/2020 5:05:22 AM sallyjaster403 Most likely case. They ALL do that when pressed for time.

3/5/2020 5:05:48 AM theglitcher14 No. No more games. Disclosure and arrests, or GTFOH. #WWG1WGA

3/5/2020 5:14:12 AM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/uKv7xKcJXv

3/5/2020 5:15:38 AM kwelsh8227 March 4th 2018. YIKES!!!

3/5/2020 5:18:16 AM aprilbrown99 Very true!  💗💗💗

3/5/2020 5:20:59 AM jamiegrahamusa Very strange. Are we reliving the past somehow? To fix a very bad timeline that theyve seen. So wd all are here to fix it..hence Q...to a positive 

timeline. So are we from the future coming back?? Is this how they know exactly ever date and events?? pic.twitter.com/AH7HudeC8u

3/5/2020 5:21:12 AM marked4u2c Yea I noticed that as well.  Trump wassaying the same stuff he always has..."hoax came at a big cost to lots of innocent people", etc.   Nothing too 

groundbreaking.

 I think Hannity's producers were more afraid of what Trump could say during that time then what he actually said.

3/5/2020 5:22:13 AM kellycurran20 Yea I can not listen to the same crap he spouts day after day!

3/5/2020 5:23:37 AM wishfulldreamz This made me uneasy.... I've always thought she was on our side... is she controlled opposition? pic.twitter.com/oxal7mjnSV

3/5/2020 5:25:04 AM time4justiceusa  pic.twitter.com/5QqKl8RLnc

3/5/2020 5:26:11 AM lscscko No More Games.

3/5/2020 5:27:11 AM bbobbio71 Future proves past

3/5/2020 5:28:11 AM wishfulldreamz Yup.  :( pic.twitter.com/KEypimVa7M

3/5/2020 5:28:22 AM klyhb75 Just seems like he didn't hear him to me

3/5/2020 5:28:46 AM sandytoes717 Hannity is arrogant and loves the sound of his own voice!

3/5/2020 5:31:05 AM stanstephens13 Follow the stars straight to hell.

3/5/2020 5:32:00 AM jdietrich1976 👀 @The_Edge_Rocks

3/5/2020 5:32:50 AM annasum47005725 I see it... but WTF... is this what MJ is referring to?!

3/5/2020 5:34:06 AM jbvs2016 Can’t watch the video....odd🤔😳

3/5/2020 5:34:17 AM darrellupton1 Who is Q & Q+

3/5/2020 5:34:25 AM annasum47005725 You are not trying to say that the hand symbol ... is signifying something nefarious are you?  Please answer, I need to know how tricked I am!

3/5/2020 5:36:05 AM the_edge_rocks I will have to watch this later after work.. Thx.. Btw I am already following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12... But there is so much information flowing so fast right 

now its difficult to stay on top of it all.. But I will watch this video thx

3/5/2020 5:36:21 AM 39anc6 hidden in plain sight. How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?

3/5/2020 5:36:45 AM abobocool i don't trust her either.  she is a personality who is famous for being famous.  does not sit right with me.

3/5/2020 5:38:41 AM kwelsh8227 It certainly gives meaning to 'future proves past'

3/5/2020 5:39:14 AM eman1292 Yea it sounds like earpiece conflicting eachother. As if SH heard him talking when he started talking, SH paused waiting for POTUS to stop, but I think 

producers backstage turned trump down in SH earpiece and forgot to turn down audience volume, leaving Sean thinking hes done.

3/5/2020 5:40:43 AM purple_pigeonq Exactly my first thought. He never talks over POTUS like that for that long, he will usually stop and let him finish. It was so odd it even seemed like two 

separate pre-recorded tracks got played over each other by accident. Clearly done to censor the President.  PANIC IS RIGHT

3/5/2020 5:42:15 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes it does. Its what i think is happening. Thats why Barons book was already written. And why Trump was picked...Tesla. We all came back to heal & 

free the earth & humanity from the satanic slavery structure! 

What an honor we have been given!

3/5/2020 5:42:45 AM tieronepatriot VP... then POTUS.  I believe that is what MJ is inferring.

3/5/2020 5:43:00 AM vmgpatriot If POTUS trusts him why shouldn't we? And Hannity talks over everyone...

3/5/2020 5:45:04 AM blsdbe I love this #Q!!! What do you say @POTUS ?!? We know and are thanQful you are #QPlus...and #WRWY!!! #WhoIsQ?!?

3/5/2020 5:49:33 AM edsworld14 Must run in the family, first it was her brother and now her husband,  WOW who will be next? Mother, father, kids?

3/5/2020 5:52:10 AM jamiegrahamusa Its what i think is happening. Thats why Barons book was already written. And why Trump was picked...Tesla. We all came back to heal & free the earth 

& humanity from the satanic slavery structure! 

What an honor we have been given!

3/5/2020 5:53:27 AM huntdeepstate69 LOLOLOLOL

3/5/2020 5:53:54 AM usss_211 What do you think it means?

3/5/2020 5:54:14 AM usss_211 2 year delta



3/5/2020 5:54:15 AM pablo_wiley 'Said' to be the Northern Virginia Army, Delta, 800+,  White hats now in control. pic.twitter.com/L2VH5lL7Ri

3/5/2020 5:56:51 AM percivalsweetw1 @seanhannity is an ass who talks over EVERYONE-- assuming he even lets them speak in the first place. I can't stand his show at all. Why bring on 

guests then browbeat them or talk over them? It's just an ego thing for him. #Pathetic #WatchSomethingElse

3/5/2020 5:57:33 AM bibibobibox She shows 5 fingers, so She will be the 50th (45+5) POTUS.

3/5/2020 5:57:44 AM kcs97945159 Agreed! Never have been a fan..

3/5/2020 5:58:07 AM daveo6145 The wall needs to be built ¡ ¿ pic.twitter.com/eYDsZpcK3K

3/5/2020 5:59:05 AM bighorns 9 + 13 + 17 = 39. You lost me

3/5/2020 5:59:29 AM anjilloflight_ 🤔💭 Hhhmm. First, Not last known Payseur. There are surviving Payseurs. 

Sidenote I don’t believe P = Payseur, just saying. Not that you have to care what I believe, just putting it out there.

3/5/2020 5:59:50 AM 166factor This is ridiculous paranoia.  Sean is clearly an ally of Potus and likely was an earpiece problem. He has been his staunchest media ally.

3/5/2020 6:00:09 AM bighorns 3 and 9. 4+5 =9. ???

3/5/2020 6:01:30 AM godandcountry11 I couldn’t tell what he was saying and I had closed captions running. 🤔

3/5/2020 6:04:07 AM pablo_wiley Also this: pic.twitter.com/5k8TiOJMJw

3/5/2020 6:05:37 AM jebsmirk This. One of the reasons I don't care for Hannity. He's a sycophant cheerleader, not a reporter. Tucker is one of the few Fox shows I watch. Thank for 

posting.

3/5/2020 6:06:00 AM kissmekateok Video unavailable

3/5/2020 6:07:26 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/54sm1R64JF

3/5/2020 6:07:57 AM cannafrom Google Jesus Q

3/5/2020 6:14:13 AM tikpaq It’s unavailable

3/5/2020 6:14:34 AM edwardgouin Can jet fuel burn at a temperature high enough to melt steel? Thermite has a much much better chance. Jet fuel 1500F, thermite 4000F.   Steel melts 

~2500F.

3/5/2020 6:15:07 AM kindeandtrue I stopped listening to Hannity about 5 years ago. He and Sara Carter made their careers out of "tick tock", but we're still waiting for Something To 

Happen.

3/5/2020 6:16:04 AM alantomazin Good video

3/5/2020 6:18:17 AM keith369me At the end...31:45 he states the source of the information...DNI

3/5/2020 6:18:31 AM mattersnot2 Who is Q?

3/5/2020 6:19:35 AM mgodfrey99 Carry on manipulating the ignorant while continuing to laugh all the way to the bank...sadly not realizing he is still enslaved.

3/5/2020 6:20:41 AM rosscarwalker I’m interested in your opinion @mrstschore

3/5/2020 6:21:03 AM kindeandtrue Hannity stumbles over his words at 37:55, unusual for him. Maybe he was getting too much incoming info on ear piece.

3/5/2020 6:22:45 AM aleoniea Wow....wish i saw that...

3/5/2020 6:22:45 AM irishtweedledee I am expecting March Madness to put everything about this whole crap with the government, the virus, and the corruption to an END. No more games. 

We want to be free from this. Where’s the fucking resolve!?

3/5/2020 6:24:14 AM morec1027 Hannity was saying something about the journalists of America today. How they pulled things apart in the Obama days, but basically not what 

journalists do today. Trump was talking about the bad crew. I believe Hannity is trying to infer that journalists have been infiltrated.

3/5/2020 6:24:36 AM aleoniea Is he DS?

3/5/2020 6:25:32 AM jcs12877 Stop watching Fox News. It’s controlled opposition.

3/5/2020 6:25:55 AM andyr1112 Im lost here... am I wrong in remembering Bill Cooper saying be wary of Majesty12? I dont even recall him calling it majestic but rather majesty. I'm 

gonna reread Pale Horse for a 3rd time today maybe I missed something.

3/5/2020 6:26:36 AM shazbot17127277 Who is Colin?

3/5/2020 6:26:46 AM dianesaumure Yes , we were all brave to come back, I am proud to serve no matter how small our contributions are, I all counts

3/5/2020 6:28:20 AM andyr1112 I have this new desire to read and listen to books, I also really enjoy asking for recommendations. Majestic 12, what's your favorite book you've read or 

something youd highly recommend. My first read was 1984 when I began this, which led to Pale Horse which led to Giants

3/5/2020 6:30:24 AM andyr1112 Of Merica' covered up by the JohnSmithsonian to the five love languages to a mastery of self & most recently Fly Boys. Everyone of these were 

recommended and I'd like to keep that going, thank you 🤗

3/5/2020 6:31:17 AM rosscarwalker We’re already enslaved by the system that exists. If Trump removes the Deep State in the U.S and we abolish the monarchy in the UK that’s a start. I 

think it’s one step at a time and I’m remembering this system has been in place for potentially thousands of years. Patience needed

3/5/2020 6:33:20 AM aprilbrown99 Oh how I wish I could tweet this more than just once!  

💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

3/5/2020 6:34:56 AM anneolsen43 sorry there is something I have felt since I came across her and it wasn't good.  JMO

3/5/2020 6:35:52 AM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/lMPbCLhwy4

3/5/2020 6:35:53 AM greenhat11 That C_A lapel pin only throws fuel on the fire...

3/5/2020 6:37:43 AM cinemattetv Yeah it's called Hollywood and Disney. Guess what? An entire generation of children are going to be 100% OK with child exploitation in 50 years 

because they are being GROOMED by Hollywood. Wake Up and get the Pedos out of our entertainment! 

https://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2020/03/04/watch-billy-porter-says-kids-are-ready-for-his-genderless-fairy-godmother-in-cinderella-

remake/amp/?__twitter_impression=true …

3/5/2020 6:39:34 AM bbombski Are they going to be banning app's like TikTok and  http://Live.me ? Because that's where the majority of pedos hang out online. These apps encourage 

the sexualization of women and children all around the world.

3/5/2020 6:40:50 AM keith369me Also, you might have noticed that the DNI Twitter accounts utilizes the identical logo to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Twitter account.  Feels like a 

connection.  Subordinate?

3/5/2020 6:41:33 AM nostradachris Here it is pic.twitter.com/hCiIcXAEGS

3/5/2020 6:41:59 AM leewilkes99 Straight CIA

3/5/2020 6:42:23 AM thestormpatriot Because he’s a larp

3/5/2020 6:42:54 AM thestormpatriot He has a short attention span and does this to everyone. This is nothing new

3/5/2020 6:51:08 AM nikoscali Nicki Minaj recently appeared on Rupaul's Drag Race... the same episode where Rupaul wore this pointy piece of jewelry...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #Pedowood #QAnon  https://twitter.com/TMZ/status/1235319628550766593 … pic.twitter.com/aktZtvHeDq

3/5/2020 6:52:19 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please tell us why the ramping up of the GeoEngineering trails? Esp in this last week. Too much Sun?!? Is this stuff harmful 

or helpful to my family and my farm?  pic.twitter.com/4KlM4F5bdV

3/5/2020 6:54:06 AM johns45953133 I didn't see it but I'm guessing Trump started going on and on with the same old complaints and Hannity was trying to steer him?

3/5/2020 6:54:10 AM valerie59723152 Yes, that was strange.

3/5/2020 6:54:34 AM nacktepoesie The wolf is activated @MojoEnvy 👆 Just in time for the full crow moon.

3/5/2020 6:55:54 AM kimberlee4591 I heard nothing from either of them that hasn't been said many times before so 🤷♀️.

3/5/2020 6:59:16 AM danaelizabeth69  pic.twitter.com/mSdMWVEJXC

3/5/2020 7:00:08 AM godsaveus5 Where ever the truth leads, please expose.  We all continue to  pray, rebuking Ba'al and Moloch  worshipping.  Prayers for the born and unborn 

children that are being abused and killed.

3/5/2020 7:06:35 AM rigtony2 Amazing, thankQ God bless!!!

3/5/2020 7:06:35 AM giediknight IDE's old world system, trying to bring it back.



3/5/2020 7:06:53 AM mojoenvy 👍Yes. It is underway. Fenrir holds the right hand of justice in his/her mouth—the sinistra by which the unjust have ruled is falling—the wolf has been 

commanded to speak, and speak loud with courage.

The sword has fallen from the mighty and the bite of truth has been ordained.

3/5/2020 7:08:58 AM rosscarwalker What was Jesus famous for doing?

3/5/2020 7:09:22 AM bbobbio71 Could this be "you have more than you know?"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SSG_PAIN @covertress

@VincentCrypt46 pic.twitter.com/TpTKxOMlFh

3/5/2020 7:13:19 AM mojoenvy The waiting is over. The bounds loosened. A false pledge must be redeemed.

The. Bill. Always. Comes. Due. pic.twitter.com/lXbLO4zGSr

3/5/2020 7:15:25 AM susanbeaudoin3 That was a great movie!!!!

3/5/2020 7:16:01 AM rachaelangelm Roe VS Wade is going to be overturned?

3/5/2020 7:16:07 AM kwelsh8227 exactly!!

3/5/2020 7:16:10 AM nikoscali @USNavy plans for for Mk41 VLS missile to counter #Hypersonic Glide Vehicles indicates they are taking the threat of Chinese HGVs VERY seriously. 

Will be interesting to see how effective it ends up being!

#MAGA #MissileDefense #NAVY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://aviationweek.com/defense-space/missile-defense-weapons/new-hypersonic-interceptor-design-limited-ship-

launch?utm_rid=CPEN1000001451890&utm_campaign=23386&utm_medium=email&elq2=f6424be8be58400cbff4823d61ee3a57 …

3/5/2020 7:18:16 AM kwelsh8227 I'm trying but I can't wrap my mind around all of it. Are we caught in the matrix? My brain hurts. Maybe I need to think from the heart & soul. uggg

3/5/2020 7:18:34 AM rogerbeard19 The video, unfortunately, is no longer available.

3/5/2020 7:18:56 AM mojoenvy It was by Fenrir's saliva in being bound that formed the river Ván—HOPE.

There is a reason the Crow and the Wolf have been given carrion to devour, as it is unfit for this world.

3/5/2020 7:19:55 AM jamiegrahamusa We are all one. So together our contributions are huge! They all add up like the sand on the beach and the molecules in the ocean. Each part matters. 

Thats US!

The Law of One!

3/5/2020 7:20:26 AM coyle_aimee Now that's interesting. If it was an innocent situation, why would the video be pulled?

3/5/2020 7:20:48 AM giediknight better save his money....

3/5/2020 7:23:28 AM maryheil5 Fantastic video! Thanks for sharing! This is excellent for the informed and the uninformed!!!! ❤️🇺🇸❤️

3/5/2020 7:27:10 AM coyle_aimee Hannity himself wears a CIA pin on his lapel. Soooo, what does that mean?

3/5/2020 7:27:24 AM 39anc6 Be careful of who you follow.

Think independently.

Analyze the raw intelligence yourself.

Why was Hannity talking over 45?

What was 45 saying?

Could you understand?

Why was Hannity talking over 45?

We hear you, ear piece.

PANIC.

 https://saraacarter.com/whistleblower-exposes-key-player-in-fbi-russia-probe-it-was-all-a-set-up/ … pic.twitter.com/J5agx4Zpz2

3/5/2020 7:28:20 AM winklerburke POTUS plus Black Vote = CO?

3/5/2020 7:29:20 AM giediknight I believe MJ12 is referring to whoever is "giving orders" to Hannity through his earpiece. Trump was naming names, and that prompted the man 

behind the curtain to prompt Hannity to start talking.

3/5/2020 7:32:20 AM salkens I was wondering the same thing.  What’s up with that ?

3/5/2020 7:33:31 AM winklerburke I dunno. It’s like Deep State loves CPAC dummies hurling insults at Deep State players like CK.  Each side refuses to divulge they are paid to insult each 

other. This is key: they hide their pay, pay from Soros-types. Book deals. Endless inanity. Trump-Q could bust it wide open?

3/5/2020 7:33:40 AM smalltownindy So many people forget to realize FOX news is MSM too. They are controlled opposition media. Remember GOP only recently got on board with Trump, 

and they merely ride his wave. Now may be the best time in history to spin off a third party with his momentum.

3/5/2020 7:33:41 AM my2sonznme She has absolutely no experience for President

3/5/2020 7:34:31 AM my2sonznme Absolutely no experience. I like her but she’s not ready. IMHO

3/5/2020 7:34:50 AM panglim42 👍🏻👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👍🏻

3/5/2020 7:36:19 AM winklerburke So Trump could... “Trump” all the paid actors (pro-CPAC & pro-Deep State) by liberating blacks enslaved by this con game... by divulging the pay both 

sides get us from Soros-type evil?  CPAC seems so stupid, repeating 30-year-old points?  Moronic to extreme? Blinding? Blinkered?

3/5/2020 7:36:52 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/64Cfv146TJ

3/5/2020 7:37:16 AM rosscarwalker He also cleansed the temple  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cleansing_of_the_Temple …

3/5/2020 7:37:39 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/j5fvIvbE1J

3/5/2020 7:37:47 AM schmoeda It is very interesting when you let people talk for awhile (and remember what they have said in the past) you get the better, bigger picture of what 

they are about. Who they really are.

3/5/2020 7:38:25 AM blsdbe Bless you Patriots for helping to stop these #CrimesAgainstHumanity

3/5/2020 7:39:32 AM qanon84 Hey planted shit years before in preparation for the murder pic.twitter.com/oAD2Mg8rWJ

3/5/2020 7:40:04 AM internetusr Is this you? 👀

3/5/2020 7:40:34 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/UssgUqkAiT

3/5/2020 7:41:03 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/z2utZ25eJJ

3/5/2020 7:42:59 AM aleks8837 Was it previously sealed?

3/5/2020 7:44:17 AM johntitor33621 Show video

3/5/2020 7:44:27 AM qanon84 Front row seats #ThesePeopleAreSick #FollowTheWhiteRabbit pic.twitter.com/FqgFedLV1K

3/5/2020 7:44:58 AM asbjornsson Let him release their little dust devil. Perhaps it will entertain the children.

3/5/2020 7:46:37 AM joeorbit thank you DOJ.

3/5/2020 7:46:57 AM rosscarwalker But he confronted the injustice that was going on?

3/5/2020 7:47:35 AM my2sonznme Not sure why the cryptic tweet, just say it already. Why did Hannity talk over 45? Why let so many speculate and spread rumors and argue...good grief!

3/5/2020 7:47:55 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/EVQ9yMLxHs

3/5/2020 7:48:54 AM jeffex11 Cult owns and controls CDC .good job anon .@SES is deep state central control ....was ...was

3/5/2020 7:49:08 AM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/kI1pzq07y7

3/5/2020 7:49:42 AM beckydritchie Hannity cuts people off ALL THE TIME! Its very frustrating, and yet, I listen every Mon and Tues ( my days off)

3/5/2020 7:50:09 AM winklerburke CPAC seems 2 insist on same 30-year-old arguments. CO against CK. Duh. Double dumb. Never state obvious: CK is paid by dark money. Is CO paid to 

never say CK is paid by dark money?  CPAC seems blindingly puerile. Baby talk points. CPAC blocks basic ascension. Both sides paid =?



3/5/2020 7:50:27 AM danaelizabeth69 SERCO SES BELLY OF THE BEAST next to Swiss Octogon

3/5/2020 7:51:20 AM pattywyatttn WOW!

3/5/2020 7:55:15 AM winklerburke Restated:  CPAC -thought is forced in endless loop. The loop is “TheyBadWeGood.”  The higher game afoot is that dark money pays each side to say 

that. Each side is paid to never say both are paid by same dark money?  Super evil. Super “HailSatanish.”  Lord, set us free! Mercy!

3/5/2020 7:57:08 AM rebln Video unavailable

3/5/2020 7:58:10 AM rhoads_sonya To be honest  I  am uneducated somehow stumbled into some stuff that changed my life searching for the answer always when I try to tell it it 

becomes WORD SCRAMBLED  HEAVY ENERGY IDK and I hope to ALERT  my family but...SYNCHRONICITY

3/5/2020 7:58:33 AM jeffex11 Hold on there Babalouie no one here Said P is Payseur Pindar = ROTHSCHILD Knights of Malta Chair of St Peter inverted cross synagogue of Satan = 

Pindar serves the Luciferians master pic.twitter.com/Jhe2ZDFKjD

3/5/2020 7:59:28 AM wearediamonds2 Coronavirus=rid earth of Reptilians

(Hopefully I am not one) If so, I will gladly sacrifice myself to the "virus".

3/5/2020 7:59:47 AM jeffex11 We should alway be honest . No need to 'splain to me

3/5/2020 8:00:08 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/jrPvsk2NCc

3/5/2020 8:00:14 AM my2sonznme White hat or White House?

3/5/2020 8:00:28 AM rhoads_sonya Ty

3/5/2020 8:01:11 AM alight412 When Fox hired cheating Donna Brazille that was all I needed to know. Occasionally I scan their reports but take it all with a grain of salt. Why doesn't 

@POTUS use @ChanelRion @OANN ? Is OANN part of the MSM as well?

3/5/2020 8:01:33 AM virginialouelle And we know.....

3/5/2020 8:03:23 AM anjilloflight_ Babalouie 😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣. 👍🏻

3/5/2020 8:03:45 AM auroravoyager1 Ask the question.  Receive more questions.

3/5/2020 8:04:20 AM jeffex11 I'll do the thinkin' round here BabLouie LOL

3/5/2020 8:04:41 AM my2sonznme Tell me more...

3/5/2020 8:05:40 AM timedabbler21 This....? Hannity CIA-Mossad owned? pic.twitter.com/6tNMjlMrP8

3/5/2020 8:06:11 AM virginialouelle She probably didn't block you, twitt heads probably didn't like her reply. Cause it's true.

3/5/2020 8:07:28 AM realityloominng sorry I forgot all about that age-limit stuff. But if mass arrest happen, I doubt people care

3/5/2020 8:07:45 AM gbpet1 ⬆️⬆️⬆️ yes ⬆️⬆️⬆️

3/5/2020 8:08:01 AM timedabbler21  pic.twitter.com/dR7JMazNZX

3/5/2020 8:11:22 AM giediknight This guy is great, I really need to work on my communication skills. I have some good information to share, though my damaged DNA cannot 

communicate as well as this person.

3/5/2020 8:11:56 AM 369palm Did you watch the end? it’s the best part.

3/5/2020 8:14:08 AM cityranch Hannity??? Wow!  Thank you.

3/5/2020 8:14:16 AM thehammmertime_ & the Pindar Strikes Again 🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/NXegOPSc33

3/5/2020 8:15:49 AM anjilloflight_ 😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/eiw6nxVrmn

3/5/2020 8:16:43 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1235438423193747457 …

3/5/2020 8:16:55 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1235438423193747457 …

3/5/2020 8:17:18 AM scottshaubel  pic.twitter.com/4FDhgi3U7J

3/5/2020 8:23:26 AM richslaw I Don’t trust any in news orgs.

‘Always’ Agenda driven.

3/5/2020 8:27:30 AM virginialouelle That's what I don't understand. I try to inform friends & family, they tell me they don't want to know. WTH? These are our children at stake, literally. 

WTH? I've always been an inquisitive mind, I want to know what is going on and how I can help. Most don't? Smh

3/5/2020 8:28:58 AM aprilbrown99 It was very early in the morning when I watched it and fell asleep. 😁🥴 I just rewatched it again...yes the end was awesome!💥💥💥

3/5/2020 8:29:03 AM alight412 More big money. Its all about corporate money/1% influencing our politics.

3/5/2020 8:30:08 AM 369palm Hopefully the rest of you spooky little wanksters won’t make the same mistake👊😂🤣

3/5/2020 8:30:30 AM karenincarolin1 I dated a guy back in maybe 2010 I was a pilot and took a private contract job. He said it was for the National Weather Service and he had to fly and in a 

grid pattern over Buffalo New York area. It took weeks to do it. I never understood what it really was, but it was strange.

3/5/2020 8:30:52 AM finall00p I've grown to not be such a fan of hannity over the past year. Seems full of himself riding trump's coat tails

3/5/2020 8:31:48 AM kellyb1with3 I recorded the show on dvr.  The over-talking began 56:11 mins into the entire show and ends at 56:22 (notice the elevens).

3/5/2020 8:32:22 AM scottgasaway  https://youtu.be/VKFLyeCSMWo 

3/5/2020 8:32:29 AM aprilbrown99 😂🤜🤛🙌

3/5/2020 8:32:36 AM bobduff80 You do know that many intelligence assets work in the media right?

3/5/2020 8:32:46 AM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I know it's not AMA time, but I have a few questions. Why is your Twitter logo upside-down? Cause our country is in danger, like 

when we hang our flag upside-down? I've got more questions, but I'll start there.

3/5/2020 8:36:22 AM bigworthy Listen again it sounds edited.

3/5/2020 8:37:05 AM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am probably the most patient person you will meet. I know truth will be revealed and ppl will be held accountable. I feel it. Can 

you please tell us if the ppl responsible for the human trafficking & baby sacrificing will be PUBLICLY held accountable? Not when.

3/5/2020 8:37:16 AM norefils Project Looking Glass

3/5/2020 8:37:17 AM winklerburke Typically, CK attacks CO... and CO then attacks CK... and this is the Deep State game?  What if both were paid by dark money to keep the arguments 

always @ low level?  Only Trump seems to argue: "Heh, sometimes both sides are paid to be arguing at lowest levels, to keep slaves?"

3/5/2020 8:37:43 AM joeorbit excellent.  what about the bush family and their murderous treasonous treachery. wasnt papa the unofficial cia leader when jfk jr was murdered? papa 

and mcstain were gitmo'd together.  this omission gives me pause.

3/5/2020 8:38:55 AM sheri4567 Wow!  I don’t watch Hannity so I had no idea how bad he was. Thanks for sharing.

3/5/2020 8:40:52 AM kellyb1with3 From this clip, it’s 38:27-38:38 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqjrlKfW93I …

3/5/2020 8:42:36 AM bigworthy  pic.twitter.com/KBcxS3yxpL

3/5/2020 8:42:49 AM michaelemyj yes, VP must be qualified to be President.

FYI RE the talk of Big Mike for VP, He/she doesn't meet residency requirements. Nanshee will probably certify him anyway like they did for Barry from 

Kenya.

3/5/2020 8:44:42 AM nacktepoesie Because when justice is gone all you get is hope.

3/5/2020 8:44:55 AM phreatomagnetic Must we?

The games grow tiresome

3/5/2020 8:45:12 AM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who is running the show, Enki, Enlil, or Mardok (sp)?

3/5/2020 8:45:55 AM barbara88841077 No they didn’t. He said, 2 involved went on to become Presidents. Obviously LBJ ...and GHWB.

3/5/2020 8:47:12 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/CKeryAdKdk

3/5/2020 8:47:35 AM schmoeda Great info - thank you for putting it out. Though even this type of "journalism" comes under scrutiny as there have been many so-called "in the know" 

informed people that have only been planted psy-op agents... Thanks again!

3/5/2020 8:49:22 AM 444_q_ They still fly over almost every day! Almost at the same exact time every day as well.

3/5/2020 9:02:55 AM corruptionshow Crying into a pillow and gaming all day seem the most productive of the list.



3/5/2020 9:05:44 AM georgesmom1 This is fascinating! Now I need to go back and re-listen to the interview.

3/5/2020 9:11:18 AM wearediamonds2 Thanks 💖💖💖

3/5/2020 9:13:58 AM a_ostation Want to play a game? Lookski here... Swatch 444  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Swatch  || remember our conversation earlier about simpsons 

and James Bond with Q....  https://twitter.com/a_ostation/status/1226623033399484417?s=21 … thoughts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  

pic.twitter.com/wemRNhz8fM

3/5/2020 9:14:43 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/XvcB02gcGC

3/5/2020 9:18:24 AM bethwalden9 Why is Donna Brazile stil there? HANITY isn’t what people think. Tucker has turned too. Crimes against humanity are way worse then we would think. 

Caused me trauma just researching.

3/5/2020 9:24:07 AM love82janet Future proves past.

3/5/2020 9:27:21 AM thetruthwilldo Hannity talks over everyone—loudly, rudely & almost desperately. This is a bad habit that has gotten worse over the years. And very irritating to 

audiences who want to hear the complete responses of the guests he is questioning. It’s irritating.

3/5/2020 9:31:56 AM timesupgodwins He was saying the same thing hannity was saying..... the fbi is corrupt. Hannity isn't the "bad guy here".  So yeah people be careful of who you follow. 

Especially an "EyeTheSpy" Copy like MJ-12 I had my suspicions for awhile now but it's all very clear now. MJ12 is a SHILL

3/5/2020 9:34:30 AM diesel_fish New VICE?

3/5/2020 9:35:11 AM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/5/2020 9:35:41 AM a_ostation Swatch “simple” - 74 pic.twitter.com/DH2xwRmCqd

3/5/2020 9:38:43 AM jamiegrahamusa Yes

3/5/2020 9:38:47 AM momekool1 It will mean the non-believers will then know it’s all legitimate.

3/5/2020 9:38:55 AM jamiegrahamusa Absolutely

3/5/2020 9:39:27 AM fansblowing3 Is Joshua the computer in War Games in control?

3/5/2020 9:40:01 AM danauito @DevinNunes wants to know!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too! 👍

3/5/2020 9:41:02 AM americanconsti2 Good Q

3/5/2020 9:43:58 AM my2sonznme If you can find it. I heard it’s taken down?

3/5/2020 9:44:21 AM anthonytyrrel12 BS you make time

3/5/2020 9:44:51 AM keepthefaith758 I don't trust anyone in the media but Hannity is the one that sheds the most light & truth to the people. I'll continue to watch his show.

3/5/2020 9:46:26 AM fansblowing3 He has to follow certain rules from Fox News to keep his show

3/5/2020 9:47:00 AM jesse48676371 i would never subject myself to organized religion, but is there any truth to the sciento1ogy stories? some of it is really in line with things you have put 

out

3/5/2020 9:47:35 AM karenincarolin1 That's an interesting article! My son is a Quantum physicist oh, so I'm going to send that to him. Of course, he thinks I'm a crazy conspiracy theorist.

3/5/2020 9:49:25 AM unitedredwhite1 Extortionist

3/5/2020 9:49:28 AM karenincarolin1 Do you think they will fix our music and return it to the right vibration?

3/5/2020 9:49:43 AM 1crazy_toaster We are RT

3/5/2020 9:50:16 AM fansblowing3 Candace Owens will ask the Question.  Who is Q?  🤨

3/5/2020 9:50:25 AM sdane8 @QpatriotQ  I should have credited this to you. I screen capped from your great thread! Still learning ... ♥️

3/5/2020 9:50:31 AM karenincarolin1 I live in South Carolina, and they stopped the chemtrails several months ago. I watch the skies everyday, and now they are clear like the good old days.

3/5/2020 9:52:10 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/DyGyoVB5zs

3/5/2020 9:53:30 AM nikoscali The #FISA court is NOT in a position to know if any #FBI personnel are under disciplinary or criminal review. Take with a large dose of salt!

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #GreatAwakening #FISAGate #FBILies 

https://twitter.com/CBS_Herridge/status/1235623613727989765 …

3/5/2020 9:54:25 AM fansblowing3  https://www.newsweek.com/candace-owens-colin-kaepernick-race-hustlers-cpac-1489774 …

3/5/2020 9:56:13 AM annasum47005725 Wow, Thanks!  Where has this Austin guy been?!🙂

3/5/2020 9:57:52 AM peterjonathanna ARE YOU Q? ARE YOU GOING TO REPLACE DOLLARS THIS YEAR?

3/5/2020 10:02:01 AM michele_miktus Well, we already knew it was true. Nice of FOX to verify it.

3/5/2020 10:02:27 AM gracealijah Nemate pojma o čemu pričate kada se kući vrati Tesli

3/5/2020 10:07:29 AM urkules Majestic technology being whatever was used on 11/11/2018 that caused the 17 second "earthquake" felt around the world?

3/5/2020 10:08:48 AM brainfreeze76 Contact @ROYALMRBADNEWS Or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 either is working with the military to bring down Hollywood pedophiles. @Corey_Feldman these 

guys are very well connected in government military and law enforcement which goes well beyond anything a regular cop can do even if not corrupt

3/5/2020 10:19:37 AM cathydarlene1 What?

3/5/2020 10:21:50 AM 1nanasmomma Praise God and thank you!!!

3/5/2020 10:23:22 AM plasticjesus6 ALICE

3/5/2020 10:24:59 AM cathydarlene1 You just rocked my world. Damn.

3/5/2020 10:27:16 AM carolin15161363 Sorry

3/5/2020 10:28:44 AM skyeward17q  https://twitter.com/LisaMei62/status/1235399832564633607?s=19 …

3/5/2020 10:32:37 AM marty713 I was wondering that was STRANGE

3/5/2020 10:33:31 AM zjtin2ition Service Canada is Robo Calling me today with a Warrant for my Arrest!

3/5/2020 10:35:52 AM rachaelangelm It’s all recorded....NSA you know that is what it sounds like.....when you listen to a phone conversation on cell phones.

3/5/2020 10:37:11 AM ta193919632009 Hannity is terrible.  His bullshit tic toc crap was it for me - every night he’s tease with tic toc and never deliver.  

He’s just controlled opposition.  #DeepState #MockingBirdMedia #Puppet

3/5/2020 10:37:37 AM lmtlisa3 He loves hearing his own voice 🙄

3/5/2020 10:38:32 AM 369_is Nice catch @Timedabbler21 !!! I missed this when re-reading past tweets. Thanks!!!

3/5/2020 10:41:46 AM iamlisakirk Whenever they start a sentence with the word 'look' you know it's scripted propaganda imho.

3/5/2020 10:44:37 AM cathydarlene1  http://SCHU.ER  IS REALLY MADDDD  that someone is trying to tamper with his Adrenochrome supply.

3/5/2020 10:44:42 AM kireaton Ah, but how do we really know if Potus trusts him, lol?

3/5/2020 10:44:49 AM my2sonznme Just listened, all he said was about collusion. It honestly seems like they couldn’t hear the other was speaking. Doesn’t seem nefarious to me.

3/5/2020 10:46:36 AM keith369me They don’t want to know until they do...be ready to share with love as they will need it

3/5/2020 10:46:41 AM kireaton Trump does this, too.   They both do it, to the point of sounding mentally challenged.

3/5/2020 10:47:50 AM internetusr Something's up with Hannity...

3/5/2020 10:48:45 AM dougfasho Laura has done the same thing... they all are scared PANIC in D.c

3/5/2020 10:50:02 AM boy12_jimmy I believe that this was intentional doing by Fox, nothing to do with Sean. I believe the Prez had no idea that Sean was talking over him. I believe it was 

the studio producers who made the intentional or possible mistake occur for us to hear on our end only.

3/5/2020 10:51:24 AM boy12_jimmy I believe that this was done to cover up the Prez words in stating that "Alot of innocent people have been hurt and there was NO COLLUSION."



3/5/2020 10:53:47 AM philzantos I saw this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet this morning. Thanks for the added context.

@realDonaldTrump is the first President I trust implicitly. 

#Qanon is another but requires vetting.

We know where to find #Truth👊🏻🇺🇸

#WWG1WGA🙏🏻🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

3/5/2020 10:55:04 AM marty713 You're right , I stopped watching her 

Because that's all she does .

3/5/2020 10:57:16 AM virginialouelle Copy. I will be there, with nothing but love in my heart, to help them.

3/5/2020 11:01:26 AM splendorian1 You need a 4000º heat source to melt steel.

3/5/2020 11:01:33 AM mfletch0011 #GeorgWebb is a part time political operative and a full time grifter. He turns  insignificant info unto a complex story. His "interviews" are strangers he 

meets drinking in a bar... a man in the 82nd AB 30 yrs ago has a convo with Webb .. we hear "Special Op Backchannel"..🤪

3/5/2020 11:03:31 AM queeniecity He talks over EVERYONE INCLUDING POTUS

3/5/2020 11:04:06 AM diiblack Have you not watched Hannity? He talks over everyone.  Interrupts compelling guests all the time.   Usually right when the guests are about to say 

something compelling.

3/5/2020 11:05:56 AM trinaparkercogg Nah, Sean talks over everyone he's always been that way. It's the reason I don't watch his show it's annoying as hell.

But then again I don't watch any MSM news haven't for about 10 yrs now. Still think Sean's a good guy though he's just wanting Trumps recognition.

3/5/2020 11:07:14 AM mfletch0011 The first guy is Democratic operative Alan Colmes.

3/5/2020 11:08:51 AM undrtkr2000 @seanhannity don’t ever talk over the president! Very disrespectful!

3/5/2020 11:11:10 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes its important to know what your enemy is reporting.

3/5/2020 11:12:26 AM marty713 True

3/5/2020 11:14:20 AM 369_is Hey @Timedabbler21 Your repost made me check out the topic of "funeral". Found this, for anyone who missed it (like me). 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073385199461982209?s=20 …

3/5/2020 11:16:49 AM dougfasho All is fair in war

3/5/2020 11:17:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconsider recent video posts.

Reflect. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1235644850575495168 …

3/5/2020 11:18:21 AM stephscolaro Benghazi...???

3/5/2020 11:22:46 AM stanfireman1 International Court that has jurisdiction over no one.

3/5/2020 11:26:36 AM theglitcher14 This chick's hand signs are effing wild, man. Definitely NOT one of us.

3/5/2020 11:27:15 AM riseup7divine Trump finishes by saying 2years of investigating "no collusion"... I thought it was rather rude of Hannity to grandstand his and Fox's correct reporting 

by speaking over @realDonaldTrump . He's only reiterating what they did right to draw focus from where they are #FakeNews

3/5/2020 11:27:33 AM theglitcher14 Look at her hand signals while she speaks.

3/5/2020 11:28:07 AM theglitcher14 You missed all of her hand signals. She's NOT one of us.

3/5/2020 11:28:46 AM kireaton There's not a damn thing wrong or untrue about what she said.

3/5/2020 11:28:49 AM hollybe55572050 War is a crime against both sides fighting because there are losses on both sides.  The International Court ~ run by the UN ~ with an anti-American 

slant, will not judge kindly.

3/5/2020 11:28:50 AM theglitcher14 Explain away all the Illuminati 666 hand signs.

3/5/2020 11:30:26 AM caqtainsensible I think I just solved your Algebraic Riddle. CO = 9

45 - 9 = CO ☆ 36=CO

36 = Lyndon Johnson

Answer: CO = fraud/traitor

3/5/2020 11:31:06 AM cathyholton4 Yes, you're right

3/5/2020 11:31:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/5/2020 11:31:31 AM monkey_weather Yep. Instead of blue helmets I am reminded of a line from Tombstone's Wyatt Earp, "From now on I see a red sash...". Armed US citizens would pretty 

much ALL regard UN forces attempting to take control as an act of war against the US. 

Not gonna happen.

3/5/2020 11:32:34 AM cathyholton4 Hannity needs to shut up and show some respect!

3/5/2020 11:32:50 AM monkey_weather I remember! Now THAT was a fun day! :D 

Watching the enemy being decimated in real time? 

Oh that was sweet <3

3/5/2020 11:33:48 AM caqtainsensible Damit.. felt good about that.

Hummmm....

3/5/2020 11:35:04 AM shredzorz1 Access to stargates to bring entities in? Is this why Soleimani was killed?

3/5/2020 11:36:35 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/jfYvWHAH3W

3/5/2020 11:36:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Orange Man Bad. pic.twitter.com/BnyQgEDiKT

3/5/2020 11:37:40 AM mikespies904 We are the storm

3/5/2020 11:38:37 AM z00mz00m4 45+1 = CO

45+2 = CO

3/5/2020 11:38:40 AM keith369me POPPY Bush had his grubby little hands all over it.

3/5/2020 11:38:50 AM 369_is Is this the Proper way to wash your hands?

3/5/2020 11:38:51 AM 444_q_ 👏👏👏

3/5/2020 11:38:53 AM cyberanonrevolu CO : C=3, O=15

CO=315

45+270=315 

Future Proves Past :

SEE DROP 270 & 315

 https://twitter.com/cyberanonrevolu/status/1235649605699698688 … 🤔 pic.twitter.com/oNZ64cDuxy
3/5/2020 11:39:27 AM nea_storm Bravo! Love, Love, Love It!🤭😃😇

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTjUzT-xto4 … pic.twitter.com/7q2YRY4PWL

3/5/2020 11:40:04 AM caqtainsensible Help me out @AccentOnTheDoe 

What you got? Yes, I see the 9s.

3/5/2020 11:40:07 AM janey634 Yes.

3/5/2020 11:41:18 AM serpent021 Washing our hands of the deepstate

3/5/2020 11:41:32 AM alabeaty 🧟♂️boo!

Good grief. Hannity talks over lots of guests. Just cutting them off.

3/5/2020 11:42:20 AM keith369me The premise behind socialism is fine WHEN every human on the face of the Earth is abundant and service to self individuals are prevented from having 

more than service to other individuals.  We’re nowhere close on this planet!!!

3/5/2020 11:42:33 AM bangelobeanilli JFK, Jr.

3/5/2020 11:43:05 AM jd38945020  https://youtu.be/HeBvqkxQdbU 

3/5/2020 11:43:12 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/6tULjLpg7Z

3/5/2020 11:43:15 AM jessicagoosesp2 That's really lovely



3/5/2020 11:44:47 AM needheadcoach Who’s Q and why do people think you’re Q+

3/5/2020 11:44:52 AM keith369me Fear manifests negative thoughts.  Thoughts manifest reality.  Fear manifests negative reality IF YOU LET IT!!!

3/5/2020 11:45:54 AM n7guardiananon  https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/Saturn-without-rings/article16879501.ece …

For the past 15 years, south side of the rings were visible. On September 4, the rings were positioned edge—on which made the planet appear without 

any ring.

3/5/2020 11:46:05 AM n7guardiananon On September 17, when it will be on the other side of the Sun from the Earth, north side of the ring system of the planet would come into visibility and 

will be visible until 2025.

3/5/2020 11:46:24 AM nurseniceyes Dune reference. Nice.

3/5/2020 11:47:14 AM edwardgouin How fitting. 🤔

3/5/2020 11:48:07 AM herbsanddirt Hannity outed himself w/that exchange. Wow.

3/5/2020 11:48:43 AM 17thops ? pic.twitter.com/1vlOdq7r7h

3/5/2020 11:50:00 AM 369_is Can we have a clue?

Is CO=315 (Ides of March) ie. settled debts day?

3/5/2020 11:50:24 AM nea_storm We are Closer than anyone has Realized that is why [they] are becoming deranged & cracking under the pressure: Serious Looney Tunes in full light of 

day! Full on negative programing accelerating on multiple fronts = PANIC transpiring, due to LOSS of negative Galactic control:⚡👇 

pic.twitter.com/NMKG66MAfR

3/5/2020 11:50:52 AM rachaelangelm I do wash my hands. I did not touch any books as I observed people who did not look to be hand washers touch books. I did not touch hand railings. I 

sat on furniture that I wasn’t sure if it had been cleaned for awhile at the Library. It’s ok.

3/5/2020 11:50:56 AM 17thops Who is [Marina Abramovic] ?

What is Spirit Cooking? pic.twitter.com/nUM7jktSce

3/5/2020 11:51:01 AM laurabusse 😂😅🤣😅😂

3/5/2020 11:53:12 AM painiscoming4 Listen to the beginning trump states the " fair & Balance " PC shit Hannity says every night i could tell @realDonaldTrump put Hannity on blast when 

Hannity giggle after trump said fair & Balanced lmao Hannity is deep state shill when truth comes out ! Biblical !

3/5/2020 11:53:16 AM shannen_robison I like this

3/5/2020 11:53:55 AM ethereal_shaman Worrying is like praying for what you don't want.

3/5/2020 11:54:32 AM rr4j4t Hannity was used as an example case in this vid https://twitter.com/RR4J4T/status/1234996989667893249 …

3/5/2020 11:54:39 AM lenzaq  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgxDdsiXf8U …

3/5/2020 11:56:22 AM derektyler665 Personally, I do not trust Marshall Vian Summers. I do not believe that anyone who claims to be a personal representative of God is telling the truth. 

They are either delusional or lying to people for profit and fame.

3/5/2020 11:56:36 AM texas4everred 🙏🏼🌎🙏🏼

3/5/2020 11:56:41 AM 369_is Ummm.."CO""CK" fight? Forgive me, I couldn't resist.🐓🐓🐓

3/5/2020 11:56:45 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 Satan got approval from God to Attack Job In The Bible....By a Tornado.......@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SpaceCorpsUS @USMC #WWG1WGA 

#QArmy #QAnon2020 #QAnons #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #TennesseeTornadoes God's grace and mercy for the Injured 

of the tornados

3/5/2020 11:58:40 AM derektyler665 If God wants us to know something, he doesn't need to make use of people who have only a small audience and dwell on the fringes. I do not trust this 

man's information at all, and I know we have far better--and more credible--sources to make use of.

3/5/2020 12:00:09 PM egelone it means she will be our future president. i say 48  due to the powet of 3 6 9.thanks tktk

3/5/2020 12:00:45 PM 369helen313 😶 pic.twitter.com/pDs7EFzdTb

3/5/2020 12:04:49 PM susan66388204 We can’t go to 4D till all the fighting stops

3/5/2020 12:05:09 PM lenzaq Love wins!

3/5/2020 12:06:17 PM 369palm The requirements to be eligible to become President are clear and we must never compromise that again.

3/5/2020 12:09:13 PM 369palm 3

3/5/2020 12:10:29 PM 369_is Any chance these 3 numbers are Airline Flight Numbers? I found each one had suspicious circumstances.

3/5/2020 12:10:50 PM noocnik The sleeper has awakened!

3/5/2020 12:12:38 PM starehope Hannity seems to enjoy his guest Bloomberg. All smiles and discussing getting coffee and such when on Hannity's show. I saw my last Hannity show 

that evening. Done with 2-Faced Hannity.

3/5/2020 12:13:48 PM kindeandtrue When you wash your hands too much, you wash away all the natural immunity and defense barriers in your skin.

3/5/2020 12:13:53 PM starehope Yup. Was trying to silence Trump.

3/5/2020 12:14:29 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215816756255756289?s=20 …

3/5/2020 12:15:37 PM kindeandtrue Pompous Pompeo will levy his harshest sanctions on the International Court if they dare question 🇺🇸,

3/5/2020 12:16:50 PM kindeandtrue Candace is a mediocre intellect at best. Nice girl, but not an original thinker, by any means.

3/5/2020 12:17:34 PM 39anc6 Was Hannity interrupting, or he didn't want  what POTUS was saying be heard? does anyone know what he said?

3/5/2020 12:17:55 PM jesse48676371 happy birthday works too

3/5/2020 12:19:05 PM 369_is Aug 28 will prove something from Jan 17 and July 11?

3/5/2020 12:21:56 PM helener2442 I was listening from another room--what did POTUS say that Hannity spoke over him? ty

3/5/2020 12:23:20 PM 6mtb01 Yesss!

3/5/2020 12:27:29 PM patr1q7 Interuption is 10 seconds long.. or 5:5

3/5/2020 12:29:22 PM kachinagtto “When the mind is enlightened, the spirit is free and the body matters not.”

3/5/2020 12:33:21 PM don_velour He constantly interrupts guests, endlessly repeats himself, and makes everything about him. I can't stand him.

3/5/2020 12:40:18 PM kachinagtto Bahaha that’s a good one too 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼

3/5/2020 12:42:41 PM simplify77 Video unavailable

3/5/2020 12:42:50 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/csGQ2rSGo7

3/5/2020 12:43:33 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/yIIv3dKwB5

3/5/2020 12:48:17 PM lhemom POTUS went on and on about Rick Perry at the Dallas rally. I don’t think Rick Perry is a good guy. Do some digging. POTUS knows how to play the game, 

he has to. I’d be willing to place a large bet that Perry has some shady dealings.

3/5/2020 12:49:54 PM americanpetal In my haste, I completely missed the intention of this meme. What a truly great meme.

I suffer with terrible fear. Thank you whoever made this. Thank you MJ for posting.

3/5/2020 12:50:49 PM manifest_utopia I love this! When one remains present and aware, free-will choice can be exercised to create.

3/5/2020 12:51:10 PM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/cHi7grUdmH

3/5/2020 12:53:37 PM rifflemonica I appreciate this MJ 12. I’m not playing into fear.

3/5/2020 12:53:58 PM yuri_pavlov74 Dune. Nice.

3/5/2020 12:54:30 PM wakeupfolks2 Clearance sale? Source?

3/5/2020 12:55:56 PM rifflemonica Love is the answer. God save all children!

3/5/2020 12:56:11 PM gemchaser Absolutely Love the DUNE reference!

3/5/2020 12:56:21 PM sheenaparish They’re clearly covering up for the government who clearly did 9/11 or they wouldn’t need to cover up

3/5/2020 12:56:46 PM prmd21801759 Will @RealCandaceO ask @POTUS "Who is Q?" "What is Q?" #AskTheQ

3/5/2020 12:58:17 PM pepelobopac  pic.twitter.com/7OZF9F43hj

3/5/2020 12:59:09 PM aprilbrown99 So I found it interesting that at the 38:28 mark is when Sean started talking over Potus. It lasted for exactly 10 seconds. If you look at QDrop 3828 

below & clip. I dont know if there is anything to this but it resonates with me. 🤷♀️ no coincidences ever

 https://youtu.be/YJnQnD9EXnw  pic.twitter.com/Tb1I2iDWXD

3/5/2020 12:59:46 PM aprilbrown99 Sean does talk over his guests, but never with Trump.

3/5/2020 1:09:43 PM cleomeserrula Looks like the global elites pawprints are all over this.  I watched the videos!

3/5/2020 1:10:15 PM chad81227228 I clicked the link and it works.



3/5/2020 1:10:17 PM tucson_ron Someone in the studio was jamming President Trump's voice, so Sean Hannity couldn't hear him. Intentional interference. Who in Fox did it?

3/5/2020 1:10:24 PM beesandhoney123 Who is Q?

3/5/2020 1:10:47 PM 1nanasmomma No name....finally!!!

3/5/2020 1:12:15 PM rays_portal What if someone cut the audio on Hannity’s earpiece?

3/5/2020 1:12:58 PM debrarh82674361 I didn't see it.  What didn't hannity want told?

3/5/2020 1:18:24 PM sounderfcloyal Lmao..parody site...

3/5/2020 1:19:41 PM riversm18 Different ET groups are fighting each other using humans as cannon fodder.

3/5/2020 1:21:14 PM zagnett i love @POTUS/@realDonaldTrump, Q/MJs & Teams, at the very least for all of their serious attempts to make things right.

🇺🇸⭐️💫

3/5/2020 1:21:28 PM couchinvestors You can follow me! I'm safe.

Lol

3/5/2020 1:22:06 PM riversm18 In democratic socialism you can elect those who will oppress and enslave you.

3/5/2020 1:22:49 PM mongrelglory Sorry...I saw only normal hand-gestures in the rest of the video.  Pinching your fingers together while talking is a very common hand gesture.  I will 

judge her on her speech and her behaviour in life.

3/5/2020 1:23:17 PM suzydee17 Yeah... yeah... Ive seen it... 

Something about 

Something 

THREAT

SOMETHING 

Referencing schumer ( threat) with what was going on with Hannity's show and something about a breakup in their communications. I didnt pay much 

attention to it because I was having heart palpita..
3/5/2020 1:25:43 PM suzydee17 ..tions about that bastard schumer... which was exactly what it was about. I should have paid more attention but I didnt. 

That was early this AM between 6-8. 

Any other questions?

3/5/2020 1:26:03 PM meazenfree  https://www.peterdavidbeter.com/docs/all/dbeye.html … 💯🌍❤️

3/5/2020 1:27:20 PM mongrelglory Thanks Phrea! 👍

3/5/2020 1:28:35 PM mrtioman Thank you for sharing. Thank you for your service.

3/5/2020 1:30:34 PM suzydee17 They who ? 

Hannity ? 

That's all I want to know because I sent him a furious tweet about him talking over Potus... I was FURIOUS !! Straight to sean hannity...

I told him to buy a fucking muzzle and use it. In those exact words. I'm waiting to get *keeeek* from Twit. pic.twitter.com/0h3PbnZjW7

3/5/2020 1:31:44 PM suzydee17 Very interesting because I just watched @DilleyShow 4 1/2 hours ago and he showed it.

3/5/2020 1:33:13 PM suzydee17 This EXACT scenario gives ME PAUSE.

3/5/2020 1:34:17 PM kay646464 Not relevant.

3/5/2020 1:37:29 PM jwremarks WELL DONE, I APPLAUD YOU!!! Fear IS the KILLER!!! We MUST remember there is NO fear in love...

3/5/2020 1:38:14 PM claire90437874  https://youtu.be/adEgR-QXiZE 

3/5/2020 1:40:18 PM mongrelglory I love when people quote the novel "Dune". 😁

3/5/2020 1:41:55 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  I like that!  May I borrow it?

3/5/2020 1:42:58 PM answerislove2  pic.twitter.com/kRsh0dkgW5

3/5/2020 1:44:01 PM fossilman21 Even that innocent baby turns its head away from him.

3/5/2020 1:46:25 PM lsu571 I caught that too.

3/5/2020 1:46:28 PM mattsmithsongs 17k likes

3/5/2020 1:46:44 PM americanpetal I love this! Good news🇺🇸

3/5/2020 1:46:51 PM jvan125 Here ya go...Hope @369HELEN313 sees this and unblocks you ☺️ pic.twitter.com/4Fz1OK5aFo

3/5/2020 1:47:18 PM mongrelglory Laura?  Sorry, I'm Canadian here...

3/5/2020 1:47:41 PM winklerburke For God has not given you a spirit of fear... but of power, and love and of a sound (Autist-Q-loving- The-Plan-Loving-Trump-Loving-WWG1WGA-Mass-

Arrest-Cheering) ... mind. ;)

3/5/2020 1:49:40 PM lyonlayden Which clip is this referring to?

3/5/2020 1:51:09 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

3/5/2020 1:52:03 PM kamericaga1 How are we to trust ANY of them when their true colors keep coming out? Put faith in God and not man, he will be sorting them out sooner or later.

3/5/2020 1:52:34 PM pomeinnz it was over before it started

3/5/2020 1:52:59 PM lyonlayden That's just a production mistake. Looks like they cut to Sean too soon. 

You can hear what he's saying and it's nothing damning, and nothing Sean hasn't said himself.

3/5/2020 1:53:01 PM karentriebel I think the people of Brooklyn would recognize a threat.

3/5/2020 1:53:36 PM spauldingshowal 👍

3/5/2020 1:54:48 PM wwgaww  pic.twitter.com/HqhArxz6YH

3/5/2020 1:58:01 PM nocommunistusa Forget Nazi,  he’s 100% Communist.

3/5/2020 2:00:08 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/m9JOhL4CzS

3/5/2020 2:11:24 PM burgersandra Very funny - "You have two cows..." https://twitter.com/TheToyoNews/status/1069891254455025664 …

3/5/2020 2:18:44 PM emeraldlight_ I agree with Joe Lyon.. production problem. I agree, Sean has a reputation interrupting his guests but I don’t think that’s what happened this time.

3/5/2020 2:19:58 PM marty713 Ingram

3/5/2020 2:20:19 PM bibibobibox I love it ❤️

3/5/2020 2:20:58 PM silencedobserv1 MJ 12 is deep state

3/5/2020 2:23:46 PM keith369me How about at a Town Hall tonight?

3/5/2020 2:23:55 PM jeffex11 Both unconstitutional ( founders edition ) entities put back under Treasury 2008 TRAITOR 44 plan to put refujihad illegals poor in NATIONALIZED 

properties to destroy neighborhoods private prop value  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_takeover_of_Fannie_Mae_and_Freddie_Mac …

3/5/2020 2:26:15 PM jeffex11 [[[THEY]]] never thought she'd lose I went inside to  do my own investigation via Property Preservation Service fraud Taxpayer were paying to maintain 

the property awaiting this plan to destroy pillar of MAGA private property HOA is that too UN AGENDA 21 pic.twitter.com/lcwaSglq96

3/5/2020 2:27:41 PM jeffex11 Trump insurgency is unraveling all the unconstitutional crime spree since 1871 a daunting task that has made enormous progress in 3 years even with 

enemy domestic attempting to stop him . https://www.statesman.com/zz/news/20190905/trump-administration-releases-plan-to-revamp-housing-

market …



3/5/2020 2:27:53 PM populistpepe2 Q post 521?

3/5/2020 2:28:10 PM jeffex11 I am my own source

3/5/2020 2:29:22 PM usa12345678usa this is the journey of life, as we are all innately divine.  as we rise individually, collectively, we start to end the dualistic, shed the egotistical, walk 

spiritually, individually, collectively.  this is the story of adam and eve...the journey through the concept of duality

3/5/2020 2:29:40 PM usa12345678usa 2) to appreciate divinity and g-d and humanity.

3/5/2020 2:30:23 PM wakeupfolks2 Completely agree. We’re on the same team. Just wondering if you actually heard of a specific sale or just that in general it would be one. Thanks for 

sharing all that you do.

3/5/2020 2:32:24 PM lionessarising4 I quit watching hannity.  I cannot stand the constant interruptions with his guests.

3/5/2020 2:36:22 PM higherdensitees Lol!

3/5/2020 2:37:59 PM deowatchman Who is Q and Q plus?

3/5/2020 2:38:38 PM populistpepe2 13? Last Supper?

I thought there was less than 10?

3/5/2020 2:38:53 PM mongrelglory Thanks!

3/5/2020 2:39:26 PM phreatomagnetic You mean it's not Quetzalcoatl returned

3/5/2020 2:42:07 PM heartcrossgifts In less than an hour there is a #FoxNews Town Hall with Trump #BrettBairand #MarthaMcCallum . Somebody needs to ask the Question.  

Godspeed Q+

#realDonaldTrump

#QArmy

#QAnon

#QAnons

#QanonPosts

#QAnon2020

#QAnon2018 pic.twitter.com/H01ZtmJjUC

3/5/2020 2:43:01 PM johnphi04242787 Trump is a Trojan horse! The end is near! Christ will return soon! Trump is the tip of the spear!

3/5/2020 2:43:57 PM lamieret Many don’t get OANN, I don’t. POTUS likes to speak to the people and until OANN is in more markets, I doubt he will. I have been working on getting 

OANN...begging.

3/5/2020 2:44:30 PM heartcrossgifts  pic.twitter.com/FJuNkwh2KQ

3/5/2020 2:45:30 PM populistpepe2 I feel sick 🥺

3/5/2020 2:45:45 PM heartcrossgifts Somebody might Ask The Question tonight at the Town Hall. pic.twitter.com/8gAswEHBTX

3/5/2020 2:46:47 PM thawizza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 THANK YOU FOR EVERYTHING!!! I TRULY CAN'T EXPRESS HOW TRULY GRATEFUL I AM!!! I'M READY TO #DoWhatMatters.

3/5/2020 2:54:50 PM beth_anon777 Please explain

3/5/2020 2:55:46 PM weareallq Yes I heard "knowingly" also!

3/5/2020 2:57:57 PM cyranose Not convinced yet

3/5/2020 2:58:34 PM wwg1wga1745 They are friends and speak to each other frequently, that always happens with Hannity. President Trump allowed it, so I’m not worried.

3/5/2020 3:00:49 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/3yMMHeyRnH

3/5/2020 3:02:26 PM johnphi04242787 We live on a flat earth! Read book of Enoch! And scripture! Satan is real aliens are not! They are bemonic Interdimensional beings! Again “Book of 

Enoch” explains it all! and is older then any source you have examined to explain the true nature of our reality! Jesus is God!

3/5/2020 3:03:31 PM johnphi04242787 It’s nothing!!!!

3/5/2020 3:03:53 PM johnphi04242787 Bro it was nothing! Everything isn’t a nail!

3/5/2020 3:03:54 PM timesupgodwins You can bet that they won't be alone they'll be more coming if it happens. They will just be the front line. Not saying it's going to happen but, that's 

their plan.

3/5/2020 3:06:25 PM timesupgodwins Yes that's why I never listened to anything he ever said. He reminded me too much of EyeTheSpy.

3/5/2020 3:08:54 PM cyberanonrevolu  https://mythologica.fr/aztec/quetzalcoatl.htm … ❤️

3/5/2020 3:09:48 PM jeffex11 This is my 16 the year as Morpheus looking for NEO & Trinity to unplug people from the cults matrix of lies

3/5/2020 3:12:00 PM m_turner65 ☻ pic.twitter.com/QhoS1ct271

3/5/2020 3:14:52 PM tawneymorgan3 I watched it and thought it was weird

3/5/2020 3:17:27 PM iknow04042015 45+?=CO (Candace Amber Owens)

C =       3

A =       1    

C+A  = 4

O       = 6

 

45+A                 CAO

45+1 = 46    =    46
3/5/2020 3:18:41 PM jackoneilltime1 I could be wrong...But the computer in WarGames is named W.O.P.R (War Operation Plan Response).  The password, Joshua, was Professor Falken's 

late son's name.

Btw my take on MJ post is how one would ask the loser after winning the last match pic.twitter.com/5Ypxpmr2ef

3/5/2020 3:19:01 PM qgirl2020 I watched it live!

3/5/2020 3:19:50 PM 28concerned Amin

3/5/2020 3:20:14 PM cleetus__jones 45+270=315

9+9=9

999

3/5/2020 3:22:31 PM connieketchup stopped listening to him long ago he's just another rich schill who lives in another mansion sucking off all of us god only knows if he's involved with the 

kids

3/5/2020 3:24:02 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/lYgKWwux1P

3/5/2020 3:24:46 PM connieketchup @seanhannity we got pics of  you sean! you can quit talking over our president now

3/5/2020 3:25:20 PM connieketchup why does Bill Barr's dad have eyebrows like MIchael Akino?

3/5/2020 3:26:19 PM syd_ayers 🤔🙁😬🧐

3/5/2020 3:26:53 PM connieketchup Bill Barr's dad pens in pocket?  any info on 3 pens a seperator then 3 more is that a 33rd degree indicator?

3/5/2020 3:27:37 PM connieketchup she's the one who has another alter personality who she goes to so she can do things the she normally wouldn't do ain't that nice

3/5/2020 3:27:54 PM cleetus__jones Or 19455491 = covert operation so 9999

Look up what happened in 45 and 54. I’m finally having fun

3/5/2020 3:30:18 PM connieketchup who is going to come out and expose this for the masses?  you can't get the news to do it the sheep will never believe what we know

3/5/2020 3:30:55 PM sleepingnomore Dune!

3/5/2020 3:31:18 PM connieketchup wow



3/5/2020 3:31:52 PM connieketchup who is Colin?

3/5/2020 3:32:38 PM melissah2016 Wonder if it has anything to do with Paul Ryan being in the board at fox. Whatever it was, they clearly didn't want it to come out, but which person 

were they trying to silence,  potus or Sean

3/5/2020 3:35:58 PM beoneforall1 I'll Read. Thanks

3/5/2020 3:47:58 PM birdiesrchirpin 🙏💛🙏

3/5/2020 3:52:25 PM sedonagal43 Says “Video Unavailable”

3/5/2020 4:14:45 PM connieketchup I love how Bishop coins Pedophilia Industrial Complex 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vCe7Jzcf1cE&list=PLBlSynguD0vbaox8Y_FWNe1AvXsgYpin6&index=3 …

3/5/2020 4:27:48 PM fansblowing3 Poppy/opium farming to provide funds to the CIA/M16.  These intelligence agencies fund themselves through illegal activities.

3/5/2020 4:28:28 PM iamyou132 The man in this video posted a new video today saying he plays a large part in the Q option and that some Q posts are messages sent directly to him as 

a way to feed him more info so he can collect intel. Any truth to this? Sounds a bit weird to admit that on youtube

3/5/2020 4:29:53 PM wtchrbrd They = management class, and in this scenario in particular - the media people.

3/5/2020 4:30:16 PM fansblowing3 But are the International Criminal Court judges clean or blackmailed?

3/5/2020 4:33:54 PM kimberly_s_cook That was poetic!

3/5/2020 4:37:30 PM alight412 Yes, I agree. They do actual reporting and investigating. Did you know OANN mixed up is ANON? Probably not intentional right?

3/5/2020 4:38:21 PM lamieret Well, isn’t that a (I don’t believe in) a coincidence! 😉

3/5/2020 4:38:53 PM rr4j4t Still working... pic.twitter.com/OoPi4ZEEmH

3/5/2020 4:39:39 PM usa12345678usa thnx.  but its just the truth.  if we only knew love, how would it be appreciated?  hence, g-d created the concept of duality for us to choose from our 

free will to walk spiritually with g-d or egotistically (inhumane).

3/5/2020 4:39:51 PM flowersoul Thanks Majestic Technology and the GOOD GUYS for that! Great vid!! Bright guy with courage!

3/5/2020 4:41:12 PM usa12345678usa fear is the illusion.  it can be a tool used to assist to learn, but not for egotistical frivolity...  the spirituality is the only divine connection between 

everyone...it is innate.

3/5/2020 4:49:01 PM jayne_ts Hannity always talks over any of his guests. I like Hannity even if he can't ever shut his mouth long enough for a guest to answer.

3/5/2020 4:58:43 PM americanpetal Just finished watching. Great video

3/5/2020 5:11:40 PM mrmigido Umbrella is fvey?

3/5/2020 5:23:30 PM mrmigido They.. 

T he

H ierarchy

E nslaving

Y ou

Authority.. Author Reality
3/5/2020 5:27:05 PM leslie_hileslie Dune

3/5/2020 5:29:24 PM kimberly_s_cook The ego is one's shadow self, I read 🤔

3/5/2020 5:29:57 PM alight412 This beautiful planet is not my final destination. I'm not in a big hurry as I enjoy life. But whatever happens, happens.

3/5/2020 5:33:53 PM mamaj24879313 And Hannity was wearing a white shirt & red tie

3/5/2020 5:34:59 PM 1mytiemo 119 was what he was referring to

3/5/2020 5:35:21 PM deeges909 Isn’t there a delay? Maybe he didn’t know he was still talking? What else would it be?

3/5/2020 5:37:42 PM freestateojones Umbrella is a type of surveillance granted via FISA.

It allows for surveillance of targets and their associates, and their associates, and so on.

"3 hops from anyone with 40 contacts, youre looking at a list of 2.5 million people"

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1074471470456283137?s=19 …

 https://youtu.be/2gOFV0T9d1Y  pic.twitter.com/hnLLYuF4QB

3/5/2020 5:37:56 PM raeraefire Multiple meanings! Damn that is spot on! Anyone know where I can find a link to the video?

3/5/2020 5:39:31 PM mrmigido Thank you very much 👍👍👍

3/5/2020 5:41:12 PM ms_cheevas Watch the video!! The video is a clip from the Today show, when Matt Lawer (?) was on it, the clip is not fake. I know nothing of Dc_populist. I can’t 

find this video on YouTube anymore only place I can locate it now.

3/5/2020 5:41:58 PM theguruatidic Dolores Cannon said we made it.  Explains all of the Mandela effects .. Lighrworkers I met .. so many layers as narrative on narrative.. we are going 

through to the next Earth .. The best is yet to come.

3/5/2020 5:43:35 PM avshara  pic.twitter.com/Qglgy7rCGm

3/5/2020 5:44:31 PM cosmic_engineer *what  is  'Q' 

You've been a lot busier since the program was disconnected on the 25th

3/5/2020 5:46:01 PM usa12345678usa there is love and fear.  love is innate.  fear is the illusion.  intentions from love, heartfelt is spiritual at varying degrees.  fear based is egotistical, in 

intention, in varying degrees. extreme egotistical is the symbolic devil/antichrist.  a good example would be hitler.

3/5/2020 5:46:58 PM usa12345678usa 2) but as with any extreme egotistical individual, they go psycho because they move farther away from divinity... look at examples in history.

3/5/2020 5:48:08 PM nrek77 Hahahaha

3/5/2020 6:01:08 PM matthew_stavor To expose MSM. Only way to do that is through that. OANN will lead future shows. He always throws props to em

3/5/2020 6:03:05 PM juderbees Thank you for linking that video.  Very eye-opening!

3/5/2020 6:04:21 PM leigh_vas Protocol #2 is usually the gate average people stop at, little do most of us know we're all somewhere on the crazy train's spectrum! Truth reveals can 

be sooo hard to deprogram for, let alone be ready to hear

3/5/2020 6:08:29 PM gothedistance88 More and more Fox gets on my nerves...better is #Patriot internet based news then mega millions networks.

#legacy media is dying

3/5/2020 6:10:36 PM cathyholton4 Who is Q

3/5/2020 6:14:22 PM weewee212 Sick SOB!

3/5/2020 6:16:06 PM mattbickley6 Some of these replies lmao... Candace is amazing though!

3/5/2020 6:24:03 PM alight412 Oh yes, you are right. I had never thought of that angle.

3/5/2020 6:27:57 PM amishflyers66 Muad'Dib!!

3/5/2020 6:28:22 PM mikewoo09417062  pic.twitter.com/0IcapFuhCN

3/5/2020 6:34:35 PM georgiegirl1212 I agree !

3/5/2020 6:35:13 PM powersawer „We hear you ear piece“

Meaning Hannity was ordered to interrupt POTUS by his producers/superiors

3/5/2020 6:37:16 PM patriotqgirl Yeah he said KNOWINGLY twice I think

3/5/2020 6:41:27 PM saclaur Me too! Link worked for me.



3/5/2020 6:46:46 PM evilone6 C=3

A=1 

O = 15

CA= 31

O= 15

CA+O =46

So the Answer is 1

3/5/2020 6:48:26 PM evilone6 45+1= CO

3/5/2020 7:02:25 PM konvergerer Another good tech is to replace it with something,  like  inner peace, or feeling one with all that is, or teaching those who ask to be taught.

3/5/2020 7:04:02 PM titansass @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 supporting Trump is ruining my life. I’m tired. I’m hurt. I’m stressed. I want to go off world for a little bit. @SandiaWisdom help ? 

My name and image - my sanity - my morale- when will this be over?

3/5/2020 7:04:50 PM thedavidvalois Good info. If you need more data I wrote this:  https://www.davidvalois.com/peace-of-mind     NOTE: If you SHARE it you won´t make my day, you will 

make my YEAR!

3/5/2020 7:05:08 PM lilangels44 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/Jqx7tSBHu9

3/5/2020 7:06:24 PM emerinemark Sure.  If Coronavirus is so wildly overhyped. Which it is.  Why did Trump agree to sign a $8.3B emergency bill for Covid19 research and prevention? 

Where do the $ really go?

3/5/2020 7:09:05 PM caqtainsensible If the social media scoring database that she apparently constructed/launched is true..then yes, I have concerns for sure. But, is Charlie better? So 

much info/disinfo out there. Clearly my mind went there on my first crack trying to poke at it another way.

3/5/2020 7:09:05 PM lilangels44 Back in 2018 Q said Sacre necessary...... did that refer to Covid-19?

3/5/2020 7:09:45 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Was the Q asked at the Town Hall Meeting ?

I missed it.

Stopped watching FakeNews TV .

3/5/2020 7:10:39 PM caqtainsensible So hilarious your "no" got 14 likes. I give!!

3/5/2020 7:13:55 PM caqtainsensible Anything is possible. She's articulate, but the 'social credit database' story-line early on was bizarre and concerning, but disinfo is necessary. Maybe 

Charlie is LBJ? ;) Cheers.

3/5/2020 7:15:30 PM eman1292 Too much info for a 30 min video. Barely scraped the tip of iceberg. Follow his channel as it seems new, may perhaps hell come out with more. 

#WWG1WGA

3/5/2020 7:22:23 PM dreamsparker @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/5/2020 7:22:59 PM kamericaga1 If that is true and all others true, end times are in Dec.

3/5/2020 7:24:45 PM bsm05494102 I agree.  Everything at once?  That would be like trying to fill your water bottle with a fire hose.

3/5/2020 7:28:37 PM garyhudnall1 She taking Pelosi spot as speaker and we will finally have a few good people in the right places to make Shane’s we can all be proud of... 💯💯❤️ #

Epsteindidntkillhimself

3/5/2020 7:50:36 PM texasqpatriot I do not believe Hannity could hear POTUS.

3/5/2020 7:50:55 PM stoblue65542328 Kinda getting used to the creepiness of some future proves past posts,....emphasis on kinda.🤣

3/5/2020 8:11:58 PM sdane8 That was very strange. I still don't know what to make of it.

3/5/2020 8:14:50 PM ceasarfall31544 Running mate .....

3/5/2020 8:27:07 PM bohomaniac Brooklyn people would not speak like this unless they planned to carry it out I suggest!

3/5/2020 8:34:49 PM sdane8 I don't remember reading that so looked back and found this. Interesting - Shep Smith was the head of "Programming" for Fox when this was written. 

pic.twitter.com/18qEiEhxzd

3/5/2020 8:37:29 PM sdane8 And then I found this one. I don't know if it meant watch Hannity to see news about someone's strings that were cut, or if Hannity's strings were cut. 

Bonus: I don't recall reading the bit about the funeral notes either. pic.twitter.com/KHAFjICWcB

3/5/2020 8:39:21 PM sdane8 Everything that could be potentially connected to "paytriots" makes me suspicious now.

3/5/2020 8:53:00 PM sdane8 🤨

3/5/2020 8:57:51 PM sdane8 With surgical precision

3/5/2020 8:59:27 PM isaiahloveyou Hannity doesn't expose Hollywood peclos

3/5/2020 9:01:35 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this accurate about UFO being time machines? Obviously time's an illusion and denser planet would slow it down due to gravity. 

Just trying to gain a better understanding. Thanks

 https://youtu.be/v19Miv8n4ig 

3/5/2020 9:02:24 PM doyouq So I’m late to the party yet again...but

BARRON TRUMP HAS A TWITTER Y’ALL!

And here is how his pinned tweet looks to me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 since you asked that we let you know:

#qanon #followfriday #jacksucks pic.twitter.com/QsIXaprlIM

3/5/2020 9:04:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Accurate.

3/5/2020 9:23:35 PM ecranchero Not to dismiss you guys' feelings. I just don't believe in this CV stuff. Doesn't make sense, and biz as usual in my city. So many lies and flimflam out 

there. Kinda of a dirty person anyway, germs don't bother me too much.

3/5/2020 9:31:32 PM shallknown The virus exists.

Its severity is exaggerated.

3/5/2020 9:34:32 PM tyst1ck Exactly. Hannity and Tucker were both calling out the Russia collusion hoax from the beginning. Sorry not buying this, unless I'm missing something?

3/5/2020 9:36:07 PM tyst1ck Oh please, you guys. Question what you're being told is truth. The truth will always shine through.

3/5/2020 9:36:54 PM mongrelglory That's good digging SDane!

3/5/2020 9:38:22 PM sdane8 Thanks! 🙏

3/5/2020 9:39:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Things are about to get interesting.

We (T1, T2, & T3) have been instructed to begin pushing for #UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein.

Anon success in meme magick, 3 6 and 9, resulted in relentless strive toward justice.

Did you catch the proof today?

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/5/2020 9:40:46 PM zoerandall145 No?🤷♀️

3/5/2020 9:41:18 PM xvgafrica Good news!❤️

3/5/2020 9:42:08 PM aprilbrown99 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/5/2020 9:42:18 PM sparkleloung Instructed by whom?

3/5/2020 9:42:59 PM twilly18 who didn't want Kennedy out of the way?

3/5/2020 9:43:15 PM gregmar72901668 Much of this over my head 

But watching anyway

Brace for impact.

5:5



3/5/2020 9:44:52 PM egelone #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/5/2020 9:44:52 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you for your service T1, T2 and T3!  

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/5/2020 9:45:03 PM twilly18 What did Oswald do after shooting the President?  He ran down stairs to the break room for a cool refreshing Coke.

look it up

3/5/2020 9:45:06 PM igiant111 Been thinking since last night since that video you posted. Too inspired by all of this and creatively moved. Keep it going.

3/5/2020 9:45:18 PM danielpitman7 9/11 would be nice, too.

3/5/2020 9:46:06 PM worldxplorer1 Connected? https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1224198635249790976?s=21 …

3/5/2020 9:46:36 PM unittzoo Tomorrow is 3/6.

3/5/2020 9:46:45 PM pepelobopac Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Love to hear your thoughts on this 😏

 https://youtu.be/midn6ABiZMA 

#YouHaveMoreThanYouKnow #WWG1WGA

3/5/2020 9:47:18 PM bubalub1021 No

3/5/2020 9:47:18 PM mongrelglory Am I correct in saying that the assassination of JFK signalled the beginning of the take-over of the US government by 322, who maintained control until 

the election of President Trump?  Unsealing Epstein will result in the rest of their crimes (including JFK) being uncovered?

3/5/2020 9:48:33 PM unittzoo @seanhannity STOP interrupting your guests and esp. @realDonaldTrump !! 

Look at the comments!

3/5/2020 9:49:06 PM rghardy3 I did not expect it.

3/5/2020 9:50:51 PM worldxplorer1 Qanon and JFK documents you say??? https://youtu.be/KQyt8UL-y_k 

3/5/2020 9:50:55 PM mongrelglory Sinatra was an evil man, but I still love this song. 😁 https://youtu.be/mQR0bXO_yI8 

3/5/2020 9:51:26 PM ghost_of_billy_ 129

3/5/2020 9:52:55 PM janey634 When the nazi's were really beginning their control, they said it's not socialism, it's national socialism. IIRC.

3/5/2020 9:53:19 PM mark52525786 Hi today was a big day 4 me too! but yesterday I was hit with a thousand sorrows? What happened? I’m flipping the lid!

3/5/2020 9:53:33 PM mntcol Thank you🙏

3/5/2020 9:53:46 PM themoonguide Why did they put a box around your tweet?...must have touched a nerve 😂❤️🇺🇸

3/5/2020 9:55:22 PM havealohabepono Maybe, but If that’s the case its back fired on them horribly because now you have a whole community of woke AF people that are not ever going back 

to sleep. pic.twitter.com/Ach0LI1wh6

3/5/2020 9:57:30 PM jsotuyo Check out this guy

3/5/2020 9:58:15 PM peterluisvenero It’d be awesome if Q would post a link from Austin!

3/5/2020 9:58:39 PM stoneturnr Majority of Epstein records still sealed and none of his associates have been arrested... Doesnt really feel like success tbh. We'll have succeeded when 

theyre incarcerated

3/5/2020 10:01:25 PM italianmom555 No but I thank u because The pain in my S3,S4,S5 Sacroiliac joint  had me fall asleep early M12. Love U all😊

3/5/2020 10:01:45 PM wester_sou RIP JFK.

Dark to Light.

Truth & Equal Justice under the law, for all, no matter how high up they are, or once were.

God Bless.

3/5/2020 10:04:37 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1235624803148668930?s=19 …

3/5/2020 10:04:47 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1235625215322763264?s=19 …

3/5/2020 10:05:01 PM freestateojones Who do you take orders from?

3/5/2020 10:05:41 PM areckoningday So, SO much wrong with socialism! 

#FeelTheBern pic.twitter.com/DCZKlCVmia

3/5/2020 10:08:22 PM iamdarrenriccs  pic.twitter.com/j5DLjn9LgF

3/5/2020 10:09:21 PM truthseekermed1 It was at the end of the segment and he was running out of time

3/5/2020 10:09:23 PM majic_eyes_qnly Austin Steinbart's YouTube channel is very interesting. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg/videos …

3/5/2020 10:10:14 PM highhopesusa I have said same thing that for decades

3/5/2020 10:10:54 PM truthseekermed1 What names?

3/5/2020 10:13:17 PM magaman88 Screw the UN and their NWO

3/5/2020 10:17:51 PM karenincarolin1 Here's my son's reply...The guy also explicitly links his research to crop circles and sells dvds that rail against "scientific orthodoxy". He's a crank.

3/5/2020 10:19:28 PM themoonguide I didn’t see it...I don’t trust Sean

3/5/2020 10:21:49 PM majic_eyes_qnly He may, perhaps, have some kind of relation to the Q team, or, perhaps, MJ12 themselves (subordinate, or subordinate of a subordinate, etc.) or, 

perhaps, both of them - or not. Though I can't tell what the answer is. Just found his channel and have been watching some of his vidz.

3/5/2020 10:22:56 PM susan66388204 Powell

3/5/2020 10:23:58 PM majic_eyes_qnly He says in one of his videos that he's a DIA agent who's been made (unexpectedly) start his channel and make these videos, hence coming out of his 

previous anonymity, so to speak.

3/5/2020 10:26:58 PM morrifive "Comb your hair"?

3/5/2020 10:32:56 PM faye_mcgarry Seth Rich latest @VonnyOsborn @KillAuDeepState @LoveBling6 @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD @aussie000050 @SJPFISH @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MajorPatriot @dbongino @RudyGiuliani https://twitter.com/dmills3710/status/1235721343967973376 …

3/5/2020 10:33:04 PM anangelhasland1  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.politico.com/amp/story/2018/04/26/trump-jfk-records-delay-557339 …



3/5/2020 10:34:22 PM areckoningday . #UnsealEpstein 🤔 3 words

Dead 

Man 

Switch

If ever one was had, guaranteed he had one!

#UnsealJFK 🤬 6 Words

 Nothing 

To

Fear

But

Fear

Itself

Light this candle!

#TheTruthWillOut

#JusticeAwaits pic.twitter.com/Rk7H32iuqi
3/5/2020 10:35:51 PM faye_mcgarry Court docs Seth Rich...  @LoveBling6 @SJPFISH @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @mpsmithnews @taki_n_thepis_s @VonnyOsborn 

@KillAuDeepState https://twitter.com/StuartBlaugrund/status/1235722417164648448 …

3/5/2020 10:41:34 PM igiant111 What's your gut tell you? Been thinking about this most of today.

3/5/2020 10:45:07 PM callingcoroner So we are going to unveil the dirty evil shit that the zionist have been involved with since the days before JFK? 

Its time to let the world know?

Because its all connected, documented and ready to be declassified.

Awaken the normies? pic.twitter.com/nnrH84xE5h

3/5/2020 10:45:31 PM rianelliott #TheGreatAwakening

3/5/2020 10:46:33 PM elohmubstac Oswald's in the pic at the top of this page, in the doorway of book depository.☝️

3/5/2020 10:47:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly Possibly part of Q team, if not actually inside of it, then probably real DIA agent who has been prompted to do these things. Makes sense. What he's 

saying in his videos is good intel. He's very good at talking, so it makes sense if he was chosen to do this mini-mission of sorts.

3/5/2020 10:48:20 PM majic_eyes_qnly This is his Twitter account:  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart?lang=en …

3/5/2020 10:48:58 PM igiant111 Right? Hate to admit it, these kept me up till 7am lol. 

Feel it internally. Doesn't feel like nonsense. Everything lines up, if not more than before even. Glad to hear you feel the same. 

What a time though...

3/5/2020 10:51:17 PM fritzingeradam #unseal911

3/5/2020 10:51:17 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yeah, well the intel he is talking about is good. His own personal story/background is somewhat far-fetched. But MJ12 woudn't say his video 

explanation of UFOs is 'Accurate', only for the rest of his channel to be nonsense as you say. MJ make connections for a reason.

3/5/2020 10:53:26 PM igiant111 Not to mention, it could be disinfo for safety concerns of he and family. I had my gf watch and several other friends and they came back with the same 

as you. Feels like it could be, some parts are a little hard to gauge cuz of humor--but we'll see. Appreciate your views.

3/5/2020 10:54:18 PM brainfreeze76 Those people are sick

3/5/2020 10:55:10 PM bb1272216718 Yes,  some of the stars people think they see are huge vessels fully sentient with a soul of their own, their huge gravitational field allows them to be 

there for a short time to them, but for us it thousands of years to see

3/5/2020 10:55:48 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, his own story could be disinfo since he was practically doxxing himself in some of his videos. 

Well, I don't remember anyone else coming out of nowhere and talking about new Q ideas like this before. It's kind of unique. Sign of the times.

3/5/2020 10:56:46 PM igiant111 On the same page, how I feel. The "Fuck it, I think they're ready" moment :)

3/5/2020 11:00:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly Also, he knows his stuff wayyy too well to just be making it up and faking it for kicks

3/5/2020 11:00:49 PM igiant111 The CIA one sold me. I sat there like "Holy shit" at the end of it.

3/5/2020 11:03:16 PM fritzingeradam How are you fighting?

3/5/2020 11:03:31 PM hellouncledonny Death Blossom

3/5/2020 11:04:20 PM igiant111 My question is, and maybe you can help me here....

So say Q is from the future. UFOs are time travel machines. 

Then who are we? The ones who can't look away? What or who are our future selves and do we play a part at all?

3/5/2020 11:09:14 PM majic_eyes_qnly We are IS-BEs. I don't know the full answer(s) but I'm pretty sure Majestic 12 talk about all of these concepts in the Majestic Messages of Disclosure 

PDF. 

They say the Q plan was planned using a Looking Glass!  Which would explain the Q being from the future concept pic.twitter.com/XpPs7N7WB8

3/5/2020 11:11:31 PM majic_eyes_qnly MAJESTIC BOOM pic.twitter.com/TVmoDN2k2x

3/5/2020 11:12:56 PM william37323164 Justice will be done. pic.twitter.com/GnH0nyXe3b

3/5/2020 11:13:35 PM majic_eyes_qnly Do you have the document? This is it here.  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

I know the answers to your questions are in there, my friend! There's no way I can summarize all that (or answer your questions for you), since I'm still 

learning. Have been re-reading their posts for ages now!



3/5/2020 11:13:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow.

No outside comms.

Message over messenger.

Clowns wear many masks.

Doesn't mean truth isn't embedded within.

UFO statements accurate.

Likes, retweets, comments are not MJ12 endorsements.

3/5/2020 11:15:07 PM ghost_of_billy_ Care to name some clowns posing as patriots on Twitter?

3/5/2020 11:16:57 PM igiant111 And I have gone over this PDF so many times, thank you though for sending. I appreciate your views on Maj 12's post. Most just go LOL WHERE R THE 

ARRESTS...but you take the time and have that gift of seeing outside the norm. 

Keep doing your thing, let's crack this game.

3/5/2020 11:19:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Dig. 

Message over messenger. 

Use logic.

3/5/2020 11:20:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealEpstein is a fraction (a large fraction) of the entire criminal cabal.

3/5/2020 11:20:23 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yeah, God I hate the "Hurry up, Q" argument, I've seen it so many times 😂

People keep making that argument to me as well. I trust that one day everything will change. 

'Volte Face' - a sudden turnaround or reversal of fortune or events.

Great that you know your stuff. pic.twitter.com/adI72R5qS2

3/5/2020 11:22:21 PM igiant111 It's beyond trust now, I feel it in my heart. I can't look away. Have been through such god-gifted moments, that to turn away from helping others see 

would be a complete disservice to this country and the abilities I have been given for this task. 

It's coming.

3/5/2020 11:24:56 PM ozarklover Why is it gone?

3/5/2020 11:26:56 PM what_uc Just watched it, helluva lot of disclosure in it

3/5/2020 11:27:11 PM majic_eyes_qnly Thank you patriot.

MJ made a good post just now. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1235825919228391426?s=20 …

3/5/2020 11:29:48 PM girlawakeinca Might the proof be the many USOs sighted between Malibu & Catalina Island?  https://youtu.be/B_OdWLHJRTM  pic.twitter.com/PCrQIDFHtn

3/5/2020 11:30:50 PM vdarknessf Are we ever going to address why ALL known UFO samples / cases involve diamagnetic (HATES magnetism) metals in a plasma state?

What did Nikola Tesla say gravity was again?

🤔

3/5/2020 11:36:08 PM decodematrix 5:5

3/5/2020 11:36:55 PM shreksshrek  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-memorandum-heads-executive-departments-agencies-3/ … 

pic.twitter.com/iluOW6pdhW

3/5/2020 11:41:22 PM galadri09060100 Referring to Austin Steinbart apparently.

3/5/2020 11:41:38 PM shreksshrek  pic.twitter.com/y5rQ44o07A

3/5/2020 11:41:46 PM kidge6 This is such an amazing phenomenon. Watch what @GenFlynn digital #QArmy, #anons and patriots, do with this.  For the People, in the name of Unity, 

country and #Justice. Inspired by #JFK, #QAnon and 🇺🇸 o7.

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK

3/5/2020 11:41:49 PM twilly18 2020 may rival 1968

3/5/2020 11:44:28 PM rykenjen I found it on youtube. Trump on Hanity.

3/5/2020 11:44:52 PM friendroseanna I heard right through Hannity... POTUS was just saying the same as he has been, I think there was a problem of both hearing.

3/5/2020 11:45:58 PM xxmemebotxx This is a real dank meme! I'd r8 8/8 m8! RT @LaishLaish4: RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Things are about to get interesting.

We (T1, T2, & T3) have been instructed to begin pushing for #UnsealJFK and #Unseal…

3/5/2020 11:48:53 PM mflatt23 Can you ever talk about the paranormal activity going on in our National Parks, specifically Yosemite? Haven’t heard you bring this up before

3/5/2020 11:50:04 PM konvergerer Lots of paytriots out there, fine, good, they will censor your speech to get paid,  there is always more info, and you won't find it on their 

channels/boards. Find it where patriots collaborate freely, where there is disregard of the threat of being banned for speaking, anything

3/5/2020 11:52:08 PM joshuajamesdavi William Campbell’s Behold a Pale Horse #TheCIADriverShotJFK

3/5/2020 11:52:25 PM donotwonderwhy yes

3/5/2020 11:54:59 PM brandon73745841 Get me Roger Stone!

3/5/2020 11:55:24 PM apex_starseed Absolutely you are..when [They] assassinated JFK.. It's when assumed total control..

3/5/2020 11:58:20 PM kirkwood_brian Echoes so much of the UK right now .

3/6/2020 12:02:37 AM girlawakeinca The other correlation I saw today is in the Austin Steinbart YT video. Time = dynamic force controlled by gravity. USN studies & logs UFO/USO. Time 

speeds up in altitude, slows at sea level, even slower below sea level.  https://youtu.be/v19Miv8n4ig  pic.twitter.com/aeCbVyFFYt

3/6/2020 12:05:44 AM girlawakeinca Epstein & the like have yachts/islands for their nefarious activity. Ghlisane uses a submarine, possibly to access undersea DUMB or UFO base? Who 

really is living below sea level?

3/6/2020 12:07:23 AM marcomiramonte4 A few days ago a lady reported a large triangle shaped object surrounded by a grayish mist/fog floating about 30-40' above telephone poles near a 

busy intersection of Fresno CA. It occurred late afternoon. She reported it to J.Gonzalez of paranormal central. He did the interview.

3/6/2020 12:08:35 AM adsvel I would say, harmful for yourself reality. There is no positive or negative thoughts, just a thoughts which uplifting your vibrations or pushing down.😉

3/6/2020 12:09:14 AM fktvis What about this guy?

Here, he's describing quantum computers and claims to be in the DIA on the Q team. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VKFLyeCSMWo …

3/6/2020 12:17:38 AM johnoutbakjak Been watching all his videos.

He’s definitely interesting, quirky,smarmy & smart.

(... bit Jim Carrey Truman Show looking).

Have to go wait & see.

First Q rule is no outside comms?

Second, if you are undercover or spook why go on You Tube?

3/6/2020 12:17:59 AM marsismith Frank Herbert who wrote Dune.

3/6/2020 12:18:10 AM girlawakeinca The UFO/time machines the US Navy has identified, look to me like the same or similar to what Space Force was showing us on 7/4/19, in front of the 

Capitol beg. min 13:09. Future proves past? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBeBuVCwFpk …



3/6/2020 12:18:57 AM batespm4abbey Joshua

3/6/2020 12:21:02 AM paulatr74918624 You are not Q, nor enlightened in an way, shape, or form. You, like ETS, are FAKE NEWS

3/6/2020 12:23:20 AM mattgipson5 She will be the FIRST Female President. Put race aside. It is a division tool.

Think logically. 

She helped free the Black community and is a true leader. 

As the human race, we see no color.

3/6/2020 12:25:30 AM igiant111 What happens at 3:19? I'm not seeing anything.

3/6/2020 12:26:14 AM pearlbeyondpri1 What/who is circled in red?

3/6/2020 12:27:26 AM anangelhasland1 ...and so far we’ve heard absolutely nothing...

...like with “Epstein Unseal”...

Nothing!

Or have expectations really been lowered so much?

(No wonder Anons cheer on a clumsy high-heeled Oprah, let alone manic rappers with Messianic complexes.)

3/6/2020 12:30:02 AM banjaluka72 🤔 pic.twitter.com/GfxY3rgirJ

3/6/2020 12:30:26 AM william37323164 What are they holding? 

Who are they?

Is there a record of interview?

3/6/2020 12:30:29 AM meazenfree And here bit of the real thing too. All shall be revealed. 🌍💯👍

 https://www.peterdavidbeter.com/docs/all/dbeye.html …

3/6/2020 12:32:53 AM pearlbeyondpri1 Thank you

3/6/2020 12:33:55 AM girlawakeinca Watch the (5 or so) little black orbs zipping around above & in front of the Capitol. pic.twitter.com/wmvq7NetKe

3/6/2020 12:35:27 AM q_army1 just curious .. 

 have you been Q-ed? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  has previously if memory serves

i have not seen where claims to be Q - sauce??

and what is ETS?  pic.twitter.com/BrT4NRRt4q

3/6/2020 12:36:52 AM igiant111 Oh wow, thank you!

3/6/2020 12:38:38 AM igiant111 Wow did I go dyslexic? Just saw your mentioned time, and I was so off. My apologies, thank you for the screen!

3/6/2020 12:38:45 AM hellouncledonny Research adamantium holdings

3/6/2020 12:38:55 AM bibibobibox Only a fraction... Oh my GOD. How deep is the evil?

3/6/2020 12:40:05 AM arpalde Thanks for sharing this guy.

3/6/2020 12:45:37 AM pearlbeyondpri1 Did they live out their lifespan?

3/6/2020 12:48:08 AM beardly01 I don't know you are a larp for a fact, your intel normally seems accurate. So I will help unless I feel you've been proven to be fake.

Until then, I will share your stuff.

3/6/2020 12:50:05 AM girlawakeinca I am not positive...but they appear similar to me. More in the comments.   https://t.co/1BGl6qF2Os  

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1146977496514080769?s=21 …

3/6/2020 12:53:21 AM dubilujanenz Wow, this is super interesting, thanks for posting.....Gonna have to put this in my archive

3/6/2020 12:56:26 AM girlawakeinca I saw somewhere that they recharge by hanging on an electric line, cloaking to resemble a bag. Not positive though as I can’t locate the source where I 

learned this.

3/6/2020 12:57:32 AM aetherwalker1 Truth-Quake when?

3/6/2020 1:00:28 AM kindling_fire Some truth, mixed with untruth and some serious red flags, there.

3/6/2020 1:00:52 AM dubilujanenz Oh ffs !! This just makes me more skeptical than I have been the last year, about everything.

Always the excuse of 'National Security'.... >The phrase just isn't believable anymore......

3/6/2020 1:02:11 AM james18942964 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 TR3B....

3/6/2020 1:04:42 AM fktvis I wonder if this was the answer? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1235825919228391426 …

3/6/2020 1:06:44 AM william37323164 Dig.

3/6/2020 1:07:05 AM 69_marie Wow😳. @55true4u said Hannity would flip on the president @realDonaldTrump

3/6/2020 1:14:32 AM fktvis Here's another possible answer, a few days prior: https://twitter.com/FollowThe17/status/1235627287145521153 …

3/6/2020 1:16:43 AM 17_3_161815214 I'm a fan of Austin..regardless.

A LOT of what his video exposes is True Facts. You can't deny him that. He's not claiming to be Q.

My PAST, none of you can disprove.

Public was ignorant before Q.

Some of you want to dismiss a person yet you can't disprove. Think about that!!

3/6/2020 1:16:59 AM magicianswheel Evil woman - no better than Hitler. Their idea of creating a superior race was identical. Sanger's extermination plan took longer than his, but she's 

responsible for deaths of many millions more, by equally gruesome means. She made Hitler look like an amateur

3/6/2020 1:18:09 AM 9times12 Thanx for the request, i will plant the next tree of life in your country. Which citiy do you live in?

3/6/2020 1:21:31 AM anangelhasland1 Right? 

Even Bush caved and funded a ludicrous "investigation" into 9/11, the omissions and distortions of which will serve to damn them successfully for 

future generations...

Shouldn't Trump be ALL OVER pressuring for investigations for Las Vegas and other wacky gunplay ?

3/6/2020 1:26:27 AM wewillprotectus Yeppers. pic.twitter.com/YmvaHqO2R3

3/6/2020 1:31:23 AM dubilujanenz Well, yea, you'd think so aye... I don't like to think this, but I wonder more and more often that we are all being duped.....AGAIN

3/6/2020 1:56:10 AM monicatintaos @seanhannity Regrettable

3/6/2020 2:04:05 AM merorschach Yes. Hollywood and the Media are cabal assets. They are essentially appendages on the same malignant organism.

3/6/2020 2:08:33 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/TfOsKdRvTg

3/6/2020 2:10:56 AM 369_is I bet that was a "Majestic movie".

3/6/2020 2:12:31 AM boondognews We hear this but do you all realize how hard that is for us regular folk? Hahahahaha

3/6/2020 2:13:19 AM 369_is Yes @ALight412 . I hope to move on, but while I'm here, help create a better place for those who come after me.

3/6/2020 2:13:25 AM susang7671 Quotient of the Quantum ONE, which is always ONE (1/1=1) and the distance between Quantum identical (twin) is zero (skip in time trav) rep linearly 

by a “veil” (/) when projected; so 1/1/1/1 always ONE in all dimensions that energy is capable of existing in (depends on vibe) 2/2

3/6/2020 2:15:56 AM merorschach To me it appears the driver rotates his head to line up at the moment of the shooting. What if the driver took the primary and final shot. This would 

also explain why Jackie O tried to get out of the back of the car, instead of ducking down. #UnsealJFK https://youtu.be/Mwy6Q9_cUwc 



3/6/2020 2:27:31 AM anangelhasland1 Is Trump the duper?

If "the question" is (obviously) so important to the Qanons why doesn't Trump simply answer it publicly?

GO army go against the traffickers, but without ANY prosecution of "practicing Satanists," mass arrests is looking like just another campaign promise.

3/6/2020 2:31:40 AM cny_micaa Kerry Cassidy has a new book out. States each new potus is shown the real film of JFK's assassination on arrival, to establish control.

3/6/2020 2:34:30 AM neatsyp Thankyou Paul ..

3/6/2020 2:35:24 AM dakotobol  http://www.americanchronicle.info/Home/TabId/514/ArticleId/69/how-the-jews-murdered-john-f-kennedy.aspx …

3/6/2020 2:48:35 AM nickk07292544 I watch that. I thought the same thing until I saw a rich man trick . https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 2:55:07 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/ZwkXXtk7WP

3/6/2020 2:56:17 AM carolin15161363 UFO https://youtu.be/xzkSyzT4xoE 

3/6/2020 2:58:50 AM carolin15161363 #UnsealEpstein literally their lifeblood? #UnsealJFK a sacrifice?

3/6/2020 3:01:49 AM magamanx4ever1 What the hell kind of tweet was that? You are aware that the notion that Jeff sessions is a “white hat“ was completely debunked by our president, 

right?

3/6/2020 3:05:50 AM keith369me Right there with you.  Unsealing JFK will open everything up to scrutiny.

3/6/2020 3:07:05 AM keith369me JFK's death was the shift in the US from manipulation to outright control of every aspect of our lives. Getting to trafficking via "Epstein like" behavior 

was like reaching the top of a climb up a pyramid.  Exposing Epstein started the trip downhill. JFK opens most to exposure...

3/6/2020 3:08:34 AM keith369me back in 2016 some JFK documents were released but many more were kept under lock and key.  Do the rest get released?  Were we not ready for 

them in 2016, but we are ready for them in 2020?  Has enough of the swamp been drained to no longer have to walk a fine line?

3/6/2020 3:10:30 AM keith369me Harry Truman, Doris Day, Red China, Johnnie Ray

South Pacific, Walter Winchell, Joe DiMaggio

Joe McCarthy, Richard Nixon, Studebaker, television

North Korea, South Korea, Marilyn Monroe

Rosenbergs, H-bomb, Sugar Ray, Panmunjom

Brando, "The King and I" and "The Catcher in the Rye"

3/6/2020 3:11:00 AM keith369me Eisenhower, vaccine, England's got a new queen

Marciano, Liberace, Santayana goodbye

We didn't start the fire

It was always burning

Since the world's been turning

We didn't start the fire

No we didn't light it

But we tried to fight it
3/6/2020 3:11:41 AM keith369me Joseph Stalin, Malenkov, Nasser and Prokofiev

Rockefeller, Campanella, Communist Bloc

Roy Cohn, Juan Peron, Toscanini, Dacron

Dien Bien Phu falls, "Rock Around the Clock"

Einstein, James Dean, Brooklyn's got a winning team

Davy Crockett, Peter Pan,…

3/6/2020 3:13:02 AM keith369me This damn song used to always run through my head as I was running.  Eagles would often fly overhead as the words kept coming.  Clearly an "in plain 

sight song"

3/6/2020 3:13:46 AM susang7671 So 2020 isn’t just 22 with meaningless zeroes.

3/6/2020 3:14:05 AM th34lpha There are a ton of 369.

Symbolism?

Ident?

3/6/2020 3:14:18 AM corinnebackman Doing what I can. Keep faith in Q, @realDonaldTrump, the military, research, read & listen to others’ digs, learn, learn, learn what I can, pray pray pray, 

talk to family & friends to inform them, see something say something, doesn’t matter the country it is everywhere.

3/6/2020 3:16:31 AM keith369me ParaNORMAL is normal.  It is just unnatural in 3D because of the spectrum of visible light that our eyes are capable of seeing.  There is stuff all around 

you that you can't see.  Can you see WiFi?  Can't see it but it still exists.

3/6/2020 3:19:33 AM aetherwalker1 Poor Jackie.

From all the images I've seen from JFK's admin., she was such a sweet soul.

3/6/2020 3:20:22 AM keith369me Message over Messenger...go with what resonates, part of the rules of the "game" are that [they] have to tell the truth.  Our job is to pick out that 

truth that is wrapped up in all kinds of deception.  The deception repeats over and over due to lack of creativity...

3/6/2020 3:20:38 AM winklerburke Q is a special access program, so Trump cannot directly refer to it, or confirm it ?

3/6/2020 3:20:54 AM kevinmruel Interesting these writers all live in Maine NH area just like senior Bush @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  northern 

border NEEDS CASH and Innocent Blood For thier operation Deep State  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1235594413839171584 …

3/6/2020 3:21:29 AM keith369me peel away the cycle of repeating, cyclical deception and the truth jumps right out at you.

3/6/2020 3:24:30 AM betsyfaske Hannity is DS??? His job must be on the line if he doesn’t buck DJT like the rest of Fox does...

3/6/2020 3:25:29 AM betsyfaske Video unavailable

3/6/2020 3:25:36 AM 369_is Found this

P=Greek letter 'rho'

rho = 17th letter in Greek alphabet.

3/6/2020 3:26:16 AM snakesanders22 What is an endorsement?

3/6/2020 3:30:46 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/S3hh4kPqcA

3/6/2020 3:37:35 AM 369_is P = DENSITY?

The symbol most often used for density is ρ (the lower case Greek letter rho),

3/6/2020 3:38:03 AM crzycnuk101 Majestic doesnt take orders from anyone. They are above government. Whoever POTUS is at the time. Reflects on them as to whether they are bad or 

good.

Trump=good.

3/6/2020 3:39:45 AM birdiesrchirpin Patsy

3/6/2020 3:41:42 AM julieca29660023 True

3/6/2020 3:44:28 AM tyler60222485 You're outside

3/6/2020 3:48:24 AM 369helen313 Future Proves Past...

Alice Is EveryWhere Wearing Different Masks!

3/6/2020 3:49:16 AM 11charlie111 Okay then! Let’s get this ball rolling! #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/be1Up3GXpR

3/6/2020 3:49:59 AM aleoniea Interesting..!



3/6/2020 3:50:47 AM 369_is Does P = Pleione?

The "Mother" of the 7 sisters stars?

3/6/2020 3:51:45 AM aleoniea And it did not stay in the US. It affecting so many lives around the world. Look at SA. How they destroyed our country.

3/6/2020 3:51:58 AM birdiesrchirpin Oswald - Patsy

JFK Sr.  

Bush Sr involved 

Senator Cruz - implicated or Set up to look bad? He was supposedly told he and his group needed to look more somber after assn.

Body double for bullet tracks, Dallas PO 

Who's burried in his grave? PO

Where is JFK buried?

1/x pic.twitter.com/iTmjsClvF6
3/6/2020 3:53:01 AM 369_is Search Pleione and this pic comes up. pic.twitter.com/9EcRN6yA6Q

3/6/2020 3:55:48 AM gigistratton 2 years ago Pres Trump wimped out on the pledge he’d made that Americans would get answers we deserve re: the  murder of beloved President 

Kennedy. Why should we have to beg when it’s likely Trump will again kowtow to the Deep State vampires?

3/6/2020 3:57:15 AM birdiesrchirpin IDK but there are 2 unmarked stones in a grassy area at the GB Center for Intelligence. If his body is there, I bet they peed on him every chance they 

got.🤬 

JFK Jr.

Bush Jr involved 

Previous mltpl. Kidnapping attempts

Attempt to set him up for making death threats

2/x
3/6/2020 4:01:11 AM 11charlie111 Worth a watch “JFK to 911 Everything is a rich mans trick” https://youtu.be/KxxUR1nLwl4 

3/6/2020 4:01:21 AM birdiesrchirpin Bush's mossad agent seen at Jr's plane

C4 found on plane

He got/had another plane

Too much on that topic, NTSB report not accurate 

Bush seen at Nantucket airport, suspected be on the water to "watch the fireworks."

Hillary Senate Win

3/end
3/6/2020 4:04:41 AM alnacho1 #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 4:05:35 AM gigistratton POTUS or his appointees shouldn’t ask to be pressured to do the right thing. TRUTH, HONOR, AND JUSTICE ARE MORE IMPORTANT TO PRESERVING 

OUR CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC THAN GUARDING THE SECRETS OF MURDERING CONSPIRATORS, NO MATTER THEIR SOCIAL STATUS.

3/6/2020 4:07:09 AM pcox57704507  pic.twitter.com/J1zUmrnOu9

3/6/2020 4:07:21 AM exsjwtruther I believe MJ called "Kab" secret society

3/6/2020 4:10:35 AM 28concerned It's going to be bibical

3/6/2020 4:11:20 AM neeneenat You can totally see the handgun from the driver and the explosive shot.

3/6/2020 4:15:15 AM whiterabbitttt1 Lmao, playing No Mans Sky and I just landed on a planet named Orwalt, which is completely RNG. And your comment just happened to be at the top of 

my feed as I opened my phone. Oswald/Orwalt, so weird lol.

3/6/2020 4:15:18 AM keith369me Sad on so many level...time to manifest a beautiful future instead of dwelling on the past

3/6/2020 4:19:26 AM 11charlie111 #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/OYJjrZUirO

3/6/2020 4:20:25 AM pcox57704507 Just remembered I was 36 when my son was born in 93..

3/6/2020 4:20:44 AM fritzingeradam Well, there's only 2 things that can explain what's going on.  Either time travel is involved or the government is following yet another script to 

hoodwink the rest of us.  Which is the simple answer?  I'm hoping for the best but preparing for the worst, including disappointment

3/6/2020 4:20:44 AM sworn2prot_def Most annoying thing about Sean is he always talks over everyone, even our good "guys".

That's just Sean being Sean.

3/6/2020 4:20:51 AM birdiesrchirpin Cute video.

While this is from a fiction site, its based on historical truths.

Good, dynastic super families would raise princes as commoners so they knew what it was like to be one of the people, among many other reasons. 

https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/HiddenBackupPrince …

3/6/2020 4:20:58 AM gigistratton You really trust some Twitter account run by anonymous person or persons to provide truth to you? Who do you think they are? Try educating yourself.

3/6/2020 4:22:34 AM duneread Lol, well, you will love me!

3/6/2020 4:22:34 AM birdiesrchirpin William the Conqueror's son William Peverel is a good example of this. They weren't poor, but he was still raised as "only a nobleman" as compared to 

a prince.

3/6/2020 4:23:37 AM fansblowing3 Jordan Sather, Kabamur, TRDJ, 17:17, all the EyeTheSpy accounts

3/6/2020 4:27:09 AM qanonlove #TrumpQandA   Who, and what are Q Mr.President ? WE THE PEOPLE have a thirst for TRUTH, and hunger for Justice......will YOU Mr. President, share 

your banquet with WE THE PEOPLE ?

3/6/2020 4:28:50 AM kevinmruel Dangerous spying on People who are in control of the World of medical sciences and  food We eat @Qanon76 @USMC @realDonaldTrump 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #QArmy #QAnons @CoreysDigs @IPOT1776 @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SGTreport @cjtruth 

@RudyGiuliani @JudgeJeanine @DevinNunes https://twitter.com/LeapsByBayer/status/1177155054442360832 …

3/6/2020 4:35:23 AM birdiesrchirpin Totally. 🤣 

I have crazy syncs and I'm like hey, where's my witness.🤣

What does it mean?

May it come to us!

3/6/2020 4:36:07 AM tha_gage Ur about to have a bunch of nuts screaming at their phone “WHO IS Q”

3/6/2020 4:37:27 AM hollylandes Massive mind and behavior control programs in every horrible way conceivable.

3/6/2020 4:38:24 AM birdiesrchirpin Trip on this while you game or whatever.😆🥳

"If your future could change your today, would you want today changed?" https://soundcloud.com/dt-lamont/remember …

3/6/2020 4:40:46 AM hollylandes They need to release info on what was found under Zorros Ranch

3/6/2020 4:41:36 AM kriz_jason  pic.twitter.com/i3I3KExR2C

3/6/2020 4:41:56 AM justplainanon Politico

3/6/2020 4:43:03 AM lee33788 Marvel movies winter soldier I think it's trying to tell us what actually happened truth in plain sight

3/6/2020 4:44:52 AM hollylandes Which "ufo statements are accurate"?



3/6/2020 4:47:38 AM birdiesrchirpin Remember, [they] made us feel small.

You are SO powerful.

They fear you, hence all these attacks.

Your Word has the power over that which it speaks.

💛

3/6/2020 4:54:21 AM synackstatic Is it time to start talking Jackie and the Mellons?

3/6/2020 4:57:21 AM fairmaidenwhite Mine is at S1 and S2. It's hell, but I wouldn't miss this for the world! I hope you have a beautiful and blessed day! *Hugs* 💙

3/6/2020 5:05:38 AM moonbaby04371 I'm dyin' ova here!!!😂😂😂🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/3xz4Br4EUG

3/6/2020 5:06:14 AM aboxoffrogs what do ya wanna know? What You Got in the Trunk? (1984) HD  https://youtu.be/HZjZbJuhPAo  via @YouTube

3/6/2020 5:07:03 AM ray_bernwwg1wga #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 5:07:15 AM sarajanesrock Do it!

3/6/2020 5:09:13 AM keith369me JFK BLOWN AWAY, WHAT ELSE DO I HAVE TO SAY #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK 

#UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 5:09:46 AM hollylandes But this could just be new tech...

3/6/2020 5:11:03 AM foaryan Hannity has almost been pulled (off the air) and is frequently the subject of organized attcks to take out his sponsors. I think he has to pick his battles.

3/6/2020 5:11:11 AM hollylandes I loved that movie

3/6/2020 5:12:21 AM maganowguy Nicely said. #KAG #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

3/6/2020 5:14:45 AM sheristweets I can't find anything significant outside of Q. Only a few  articles mention traffickers and p-philes being arrested. But nothing that validates the Q 

community claims of seized assets, trafficking chains dismantled, tunnels/dumbs destroyed, or thousands of children rescued.

3/6/2020 5:17:06 AM aboxoffrogs ssshhh... Otto and Miller Discuss Time Travel  https://youtu.be/76RWWl01JMc  via @YouTube

3/6/2020 5:17:55 AM rosscarwalker Was JFK going to disclose the fact that a percentage of the cabal were non-human?

3/6/2020 5:21:46 AM tisontherise EVERYTHING about this for me is DEAD on so I'm gonna guess so is the [Dead Man Switch], the 1 and only thing I fear is staying in this corrupted world 

for another sec., while being told to stand down and just wait for it to happen. pic.twitter.com/crjTXYO4nD

3/6/2020 5:22:17 AM hollylandes Graci!

3/6/2020 5:23:12 AM birdiesrchirpin There's more to the story.

(I'm not on FB, rn. I'll let peeps know when I'm back.)

Please communicate here or  http://wg1wga.com 

 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=343341306613688&id=100028134631466 …

3/6/2020 5:23:54 AM truth939 I had my first confirmed UFO sighting last night in Colorado.  Walked out on my balcony last night and saw an entire fleet (50+) of craft.  Perfectly 

spaced out from each other and phased out, one by one, right in front of my eyes.  Clear night, no clouds.  Brought me to tears.

3/6/2020 5:24:51 AM aleoniea Indeed

3/6/2020 5:26:12 AM westmount_d7 We spRING forward as One! 🌹🙏🏻

3/6/2020 5:26:31 AM americanpetal Thank you. Really struggling

3/6/2020 5:32:39 AM liltilgerlil So the UN decides to expose deep state in USA but not a peep about their inside Agenda 2030 being exposed? This smells.

3/6/2020 5:33:15 AM birdiesrchirpin Enveloping you in prayers of Peace, Poise, Power and Comfort.

🙏💛🙏

3/6/2020 5:34:43 AM kevinmruel #qanon @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @SGTreport https://twitter.com/CAMERAorg/status/1235633102342574082 …

3/6/2020 5:35:59 AM cranial_ioerror Think logically.  Anouncing and waiting did this:

- Normies now know that there’s evidence of JFK’s murder

- The DS knows Trump knows

- The DS is panicked about release

- Ammo will be expended to keep it hidden

@RealDonaldTrump is the Grand Master of trolls.  Never forget it.
3/6/2020 5:37:07 AM cranial_ioerror Editor’s note:  I really, really, really hate waiting too.

3/6/2020 5:37:26 AM tisontherise It does appear the driver shoots him over [his] right shoulder. Your first instinct would be to duck and cover from a sniper.

3/6/2020 5:40:58 AM raviravirao71  pic.twitter.com/JpeUPKOzOw

3/6/2020 5:41:08 AM jd38945020 Why do they have to tell the truth?

3/6/2020 5:41:48 AM mtnlover90 Im saying, i think hes here to get everyone on one side to chip them, j kusher owns 666 park ave w Lucent tech RFID chips 😳 Im still trying to get my 

brain around the timeline

3/6/2020 5:45:20 AM anangelhasland1 I can dig it but with logic like that we never would’ve gone after Charles Manson...

(It’s not like the CIA employs the sharpest tools in the shed...)

3/6/2020 5:49:19 AM rachaelangelm No. But I like the graphics on the 100 Bill. If those are real new money

3/6/2020 5:55:58 AM thankq777 I've heard talk in the past that the Watergate scandal that brought down Nixon was actually him trying to find the same evil people after witnessing 

weird stuff at Bohemian Grove.  

Any possibility to that being true?

3/6/2020 6:01:07 AM awake369wwg1wga Good luck, Hillary😊

3/6/2020 6:10:05 AM truthserum2all ❤️

3/6/2020 6:15:14 AM lionspaw77 Hey I remember that!  What’s the Translation?

3/6/2020 6:15:36 AM keith369me Cosmic Law I guess.  They’ve always been doing it...movie disclosure, news tidbits, more recently via connections

3/6/2020 6:16:50 AM future_spacedad  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzkSyzT4xoE&feature=share …

3/6/2020 6:17:03 AM connieketchup Ohhhhh

3/6/2020 6:17:26 AM connieketchup Dang haha already forgot about him

3/6/2020 6:17:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/1fGiBcl3Te

3/6/2020 6:19:14 AM aprilbrown99 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/6/2020 6:20:26 AM al_aven Julian Assange could have helped us w/ the dissemination of whatever DS pkgs were uncovered by folks who decided to walk away. But, we can see 

where his efforts have led him. These freaks of satanic origin will do anything to keep themselves hidden from view. They know no limits.

3/6/2020 6:21:12 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1235933227757367298 …

3/6/2020 6:21:18 AM brick_airhedred Interesting...🤔

3/6/2020 6:21:44 AM rachaelangelm Damn she hated her husband and that hate eventually killed her son, did she see that move in her jealousy?  No. Sick. #unsealjfk #UnsealEpstein



3/6/2020 6:21:52 AM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/6BGjkKZf0s

3/6/2020 6:22:02 AM rosas7043 Keep your friends close and your enemies closer

3/6/2020 6:22:21 AM hailrazer Not Until Declas n a Whole Lot More ... pic.twitter.com/AD8MOhOSPl

3/6/2020 6:24:17 AM twilly18 Ole Lyndon was a horndog https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79lOKs0Kr_Y …

3/6/2020 6:25:23 AM sdane8 There's this article, but it was two days ago. $4.68MM > 4+6+8 = 18 > 1+8 = 9? https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/04/photos-john-f-kennedys-former-dc-

townhome-for-sale.html …

3/6/2020 6:25:32 AM rogerbeard19 I’ll have to see if I can find it another way. This is what I get when I click the video. pic.twitter.com/JadEDFnuSv

3/6/2020 6:25:52 AM state1union Hunt? Hunt Caves?, Hunt Enterprise?  Hunt Midwest? Hmmm 🤔 The Hunters become the Hunted.

3/6/2020 6:26:18 AM rogerbeard19 Thank you. I’ll try that.

3/6/2020 6:26:43 AM giediknight AS is a clown posing as a possible DIA Anon?

3/6/2020 6:27:14 AM matermultorum Just my opinion, but the memes and hashtags to request arent so much to force the release, but to put it in the mainstem public eye so that when it IS 

released people are waiting for it and awake enough to even care.

3/6/2020 6:27:18 AM sdane8 Wow!

3/6/2020 6:27:42 AM keith369me JFK, BLOWN AWAY, WHAT ELSE DO I HAVE TO SAY...we didn’t start the 🔥 #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK 

#UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 6:28:52 AM funmusicuk funny, I just noticed the door isnt shut on the car!

3/6/2020 6:29:56 AM winklerburke FBI paid teams $50K each? Did C_A make Mercury-filled bullet? Did they tell James Files 2 stand behind fence @ grassy knoll w/.222 scoped Remington 

Fireball pistol? Did Oswald catch brass of sniper? Six teams? Dead body switched? Oswald: patsy? Media = Evil?  Media = 10x Evil?

3/6/2020 6:30:59 AM rogerbeard19 Thank you for sharing this video. I was able to watch it and I’m very surprised at what Sean did.

3/6/2020 6:32:18 AM eutimipinzoni #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/6/2020 6:33:19 AM hailrazer Ty @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@John_F_Kennnedy

@BOOMBOO99565009

@Qanon76

we know you are far ahead thru the Looking Glass. https://twitter.com/SenateGOP/status/1235929951544672256 …

3/6/2020 6:37:04 AM chameelia Interesting, some pictures 6 in the car, some 4

What do you make of this LIFE  photo from 1963? pic.twitter.com/vKWCEf5oh3

3/6/2020 6:37:08 AM sdane8 Or maybe this ...

 https://www.janes.com/article/94730/us-navy-decides-to-change-jfk-delivery-plans-as-ford-readies-for-flight-deck-certification …

3/6/2020 6:39:27 AM edwardsspurlin This picture reminds me of how deep the deep state really is!  They were doing ugly stuff way back then...

3/6/2020 6:42:13 AM truthis4me Eisenhower warned of it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyBNmecVtdU …

3/6/2020 6:43:47 AM highvoltagenews Does it really equal that?

As in CIA did both?

One of these days the neat little riddles the puzzles, the parlor tricks.....

May just get old.

3/6/2020 6:43:52 AM lionspaw77 I’ve always loved Ralph Smart.  Hes been a major  influence and way-shower.

3/6/2020 6:44:42 AM chris8nix Amazing.

3/6/2020 6:48:23 AM americanpetal Thank you. 🙏

3/6/2020 6:50:19 AM scott_rick George Bush sr and Mossad

3/6/2020 6:51:15 AM erinconservati1 Baby him detests him like we do. Disgusting pervert!

3/6/2020 6:51:53 AM gusgarciaiii Nothing that has been shared publicly is classified information

3/6/2020 6:52:11 AM ddaley0311 "If the people were to ever find out what we have done, we would be chased down the streets and lynched."

-- George H. W. Bush, cited in the June, 1992 Sarah McClendon Newsletter

3/6/2020 6:52:16 AM arlenefarrowgal Not a picture of limousine Kennedy was killed in. His limo black with jumpseat for Connolys, this car is white.

3/6/2020 6:53:39 AM ddaley0311  pic.twitter.com/XLv0qFPAxy

3/6/2020 6:53:39 AM americanpetal Why are we/ am I just learning now that #UnsealJFK  = #UnsealEpstein? Because we weren’t ready for that? Now, we are. I think I answered my own 

question.

3/6/2020 6:54:43 AM patriotswegoall 270

7+2=9

3/6/2020 6:55:46 AM jd38945020 That’s exactly what I was thinking, they put it everywhere.  Are they rubbing it in our faces, or does the Creator cause you act out you misdeeds.

3/6/2020 6:56:53 AM trumppallooza Bush sr.

3/6/2020 6:57:48 AM charlesgdavis1 @realDonaldTrump @DeptofDefense @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @WhiteHouse @ABC @CNN @CBS @washingtonpost 

@nytimes 

Stop the fear mongering. Time to discuss the REAL question and REAL news storyline.....Who is Q? pic.twitter.com/aDniDRBpeq

3/6/2020 7:04:57 AM disgoblue24 Yup

3/6/2020 7:06:20 AM connieketchup Ok so this one how in the hell are these ppl going down when top bad guy doesn’t answer to anyone not even the President

3/6/2020 7:06:26 AM mark63007827 5:5

3/6/2020 7:06:48 AM marty713 Hlilary 👈 Seems Nervous 👀

GEMATRIA In Caps Is 3 Sixes 

GEMATRIA letters = 85 8+5=13 pic.twitter.com/DqFAuM6mbm

3/6/2020 7:08:07 AM ideclarefreedom #UnsealJFK=#UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK=#UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK=#UnsealEpstein #DarkToLight #DarkToLight #DarkToLight

3/6/2020 7:09:26 AM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/6RjjOHhjAq

3/6/2020 7:09:40 AM balammb Well what the hell? Odd indeed

3/6/2020 7:10:54 AM charlesgdavis1 So you are saying WE ALL should write an disclaimer and/or legal statement of some sort???? Please, when you get time, can WE ALL get an answer 

here or DM. Thank you. pic.twitter.com/1yBR3AQAUA

3/6/2020 7:12:25 AM balammb It's getting difficult to see what we are believing coming true. Such high hopes, always strung along.

3/6/2020 7:16:05 AM angipangi99 When I clicked on it on yt, there was a notice that said offensive, and sensitive material. ??? Crazy

3/6/2020 7:17:28 AM wickerbasket20 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 For your comment on memes, I am going to refollow you. I do not agree with your "philosophies" or whatever we can say they are, 

but you just showed an understanding, not many have.

Thus I will refollow. Thankyou!

3/6/2020 7:17:53 AM rachaelangelm I was taught that lamb chop killed JFK. That the shot came from his wife when he bent over she shot him. Maybe I was taught a different thing I don’t 

even know who JO

3/6/2020 7:18:08 AM audra_shumaker  pic.twitter.com/2gY8QKZrz1



3/6/2020 7:23:34 AM my2sonznme Please reply? - Austin Steinbart has some serious claims on his YT.... is he legit?

3/6/2020 7:26:46 AM my2sonznme I asked CJtruth a question about Pence last night after the town hall and he blocked me. Same thing happened with Rhimas at TruReporting! What 

happened to WWG1WGA and researching and discerning for ourselves? Blocking is divisive! I’m am 100 a 17 and 45 supporter!!!!!

3/6/2020 7:28:44 AM 1magafan He can't do it all.. plus he has rules he must follow. He's not independent, he works for Fox News.

3/6/2020 7:30:00 AM sumrdream2018 Maybe after re-election...I think we might get a lot then, if we don't,  I'm going to start feeling like I've been hoodwinked.

3/6/2020 7:30:10 AM my2sonznme I just asked about him before I found this tweet!!!! I think MJ is also referring to him. Austin says our is with Tulsi Gabbard, Kristen Sinema, Matt Gaetz, 

and Josh Hawley 🤔

3/6/2020 7:30:47 AM dbernal38 They are going to release it. This is all a part of the plan. It is slow going but so much is happening all at once. Nobody is forcing just as was said in 

response it's to get it out there to the public not trying to force anyone to do anything. It is already the plan.

3/6/2020 7:36:10 AM freestateojones Outside of the potential for both tags to expose pedophilia networks and the operational aspects of the Deep State, how are the two tags related?

3/6/2020 7:39:13 AM nickk07292544 Its eye opening. Watch the video

3/6/2020 7:43:40 AM 777animalover Only to realize all the voices in my head are real, my friends do exist.

3/6/2020 7:43:56 AM keith369me Nobody knows everything, egos get in the way.  Learn from all, blindly follow nobody.  If someone expects you to follow blindly, take a break.

3/6/2020 7:44:55 AM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/Y8RIbgiFfb

3/6/2020 7:45:16 AM keith369me Possibly sooner.  This account pushed #UnsealEpstein for a shorter period of time.

3/6/2020 7:47:03 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/knfNvb061g

3/6/2020 7:49:31 AM lovegod_country The Bible also says just before the second coming -all truth will be revealed - I believe we are now at this or extremely close to this point. The devils n 

minions are exposed - we see their every move - we know their hiding n controlling places - time the white hats take control

3/6/2020 7:52:55 AM kamericaga1 At this point I think both sides are playing us for fools.

3/6/2020 7:53:42 AM chickiehurd GOT IT!!!!

3/6/2020 7:54:40 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/KSfj0hVcXH

3/6/2020 7:56:13 AM guscaldas Imagine if this whole thing is a merry-go-round and 5 years from now all the usual suspects are still Scott free.

3/6/2020 7:56:21 AM kamericaga1 I still dont understand why they changed the car. It was originally only 2 rows with 4 people in it. Damn you #Cern #MandelaEffect

3/6/2020 7:57:47 AM kamericaga1 And why exactly hasn't the President had a real investigation opened on this as of yet? So many things I was praying he would take care of and hasn't. I 

really trust no one who walks the earth at this point.

3/6/2020 7:58:08 AM mtnlover90 Why, whos to say he wasnt one of them & had to be made an example of or her for that matter (S Tate) These people are sick & think psychologically 

sick. Just pay attention & listen to your gut #Godspeed

3/6/2020 7:58:41 AM ceasarfall31544 🤯

3/6/2020 7:59:25 AM kamericaga1 Watergate was Pizzagate 1.0

3/6/2020 7:59:34 AM twilly18 secret service guys told to leave JFK car https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XY02Qkuc_f8 …

3/6/2020 7:59:38 AM pearlbeyondpri1 Thanks for taking the time to answer. I wouldn’t know where to start! I’ll “stay in my lane” and wait for the reveal, and then I will synthesize and make 

it user-friendly for those who are called “normies”.

3/6/2020 8:01:28 AM rachaelangelm Oh wow, there is no puppet either, hmmmm. Feels like something is a miss, I do believe that Jackie was a opportunistic person. Maybe this is one of 

those depends on where your standing moments.

3/6/2020 8:03:10 AM digmemepray JFK "Paid the Price"

3/6/2020 8:03:35 AM miked14176254 This shit blows my mind. 

My wife asked to tell her what I remembered about this limo. 

This is what I pictured I'm my mind. Not that other one with the middle seat.

3/6/2020 8:05:22 AM iamspirit22 Austin Steinbart is pushing the same thing.  There are no coincidences.

3/6/2020 8:06:58 AM q_surge Is the front passenger in this picture, holding a gun pointed at JFK, and looking into the mirror to line up a shot?? 👀

3/6/2020 8:08:50 AM birdiesrchirpin  https://archive.org/details/theassassinationofjfkjr …

3/6/2020 8:11:38 AM kamericaga1 The car itself was originally a 2 row car. They are messing with timelines as always 

 https://www.rrstar.com/storyimage/IR/20131116/NEWS/131119505/AR/0/AR-131119505.jpg …

 https://www.herodote.net/_images/kennedy-dallas.jpg …

3/6/2020 8:11:40 AM lovegod_country Elite pedofile cover up / these satanist are all involved - follow the child sex trafficking n you find most all the high players - Satan has moved into their 

souls n planted roots -we need to eliminate there child supply - they can’t live without the innocent - they shake w fear

3/6/2020 8:11:50 AM 70bigdaddy Not go in to happen just yet. But his son will when he takes over for pence.

3/6/2020 8:12:36 AM kamericaga1  https://youtu.be/XACcqCkj4DI 

3/6/2020 8:14:40 AM twilly18 nothing can be trusted

I'm so glad I didn't die before these times

so much fun

3/6/2020 8:15:05 AM bubalub1021 Me neither!

3/6/2020 8:16:52 AM 54catjones This is a staged photo to elicit sympathy with the discarded roses as a reminder of how the day started.  The magazine wouldn't have been allowed to 

show an actual photo of the limo and the public would have been outraged....too grisly.

3/6/2020 8:18:13 AM m9talh0rse What part of Colorado?

3/6/2020 8:19:36 AM 54catjones Wasn't that report sealed for X amount of years but before that time period ended it was lengthened?  Or am I thinking of something else?

3/6/2020 8:21:59 AM rachaelangelm I do not recall seats

3/6/2020 8:25:08 AM unidentifiedta1 Bush Senior.

Nazi.

Zionism.

Epstein.

Mossad.

AG Barr.

3/6/2020 8:31:49 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/DJJEODZHsY

3/6/2020 8:32:31 AM napoli_motors  pic.twitter.com/o6tkuJHTHU

3/6/2020 8:34:14 AM lovethebeach999 #Unfuckthemarket

3/6/2020 8:35:56 AM napoli_motors  pic.twitter.com/MsIMrom0Yx

3/6/2020 8:39:49 AM peekaboo1966 She is very brave to speak out and about these matters.. I'm sure she'll get a lot of backlash over this .. sadly

3/6/2020 8:40:22 AM unstoppablencp A bridge too far!!!

3/6/2020 8:42:12 AM thankq777 It makes perfect sense.

3/6/2020 8:42:43 AM pmcg2020 I believe VP must be 35 years old same as President

3/6/2020 8:50:38 AM conwayeast unseal it all

3/6/2020 8:56:31 AM jamesclaxton11 Totally intertwined

3/6/2020 8:56:46 AM shredzorz1 UnsealJFK = UnsealEpstein... what about UnsealNixon?

3/6/2020 9:02:50 AM dwdw1212 I like Hannity, BUT, he does that often to guests, and sometimes it is infuriating.

3/6/2020 9:07:41 AM 369_is Looks like you got your answer April. MJ liked your tweet. Nice catch.

3/6/2020 9:15:04 AM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/b3mmYNGuSE



3/6/2020 9:18:23 AM ms1481 #Qproof

#QAnon

#TheGreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET pic.twitter.com/W5Ab62aN4i

3/6/2020 9:24:01 AM mkskyshine Yep! wash you hands like you just cut up fresh Jalapeno's    M

3/6/2020 9:24:36 AM aprilbrown99 Likes don’t necessarily mean endorsements. MJ probably just liked the QDrop. 😊☺😊

3/6/2020 9:26:56 AM vonnielavonne 😱

3/6/2020 9:35:32 AM oneperspective6 Excellent tweet!  Turning our thoughts and emotions to strong, positive vibration against all the negatives out in the world makes our ENTIRE world 

better 💞

3/6/2020 9:36:31 AM oneperspective6 Nailed it.  Shared it.  Perfect.

3/6/2020 9:41:32 AM livefree4all Would you rather he trust a politician ran by some anonymous person or persons? Provide some sources for him.

3/6/2020 9:44:32 AM colforbin3  pic.twitter.com/BKQoz9BsUQ

3/6/2020 9:47:52 AM anangelhasland1 So we have Q repositioning a quote from the head of the CIA to make it more palatable for a potentially volatile group.

(That's you.)

Now layer it in with passive statements such as:

Enjoy the show.

Trust the plan.

Memes at the ready.

Kinda Big Brotherish...
3/6/2020 9:48:59 AM anangelhasland1 Trust, but verify.

3/6/2020 9:53:04 AM jeritud3 THE TRUTH WOULD PUT 99% of people in the hospital. pic.twitter.com/UBLAVSYVB4

3/6/2020 9:54:56 AM giediknight I get it, but are you saying you openly advocate for the depopulation of brainwashed masses? I mean I don't really have a problem with that. Basically 

you have a large % of Repubs, large % of Dems going bye bye (but taking their children with them, I don't like that part)

3/6/2020 10:00:46 AM ladymolly51 🙏😇👍

3/6/2020 10:03:09 AM mind_virus Podesta walks free, Q is garbage...

3/6/2020 10:04:59 AM friskygolfer This ain’t them. Use logic.

3/6/2020 10:05:39 AM diesel_fish 5:5

3/6/2020 10:05:44 AM danceintruth We didn’t start the fire 🔥🔥🔥

3/6/2020 10:10:36 AM serpent021 When is national the drug war isn't real day?

3/6/2020 10:11:00 AM chrisr0035  pic.twitter.com/EuX3hq79XI

3/6/2020 10:12:02 AM diannam67 Obama’s administration! Go figure! pic.twitter.com/VbZSdIs42w

3/6/2020 10:13:11 AM maryheil5 Integrity is not what it used to be!! We need to make it a priority in everything we do!!! Lack of integrity is destroying society!

3/6/2020 10:14:23 AM trinity_jenny Random Question .. What is the power of The United States Post Master? And who is it?

3/6/2020 10:15:15 AM connieketchup So the video you sent out Austin? Can that be trusted

3/6/2020 10:17:16 AM connieketchup Ok so this is good?

3/6/2020 10:19:03 AM reformerreg Who's the guy on the right?

3/6/2020 10:21:07 AM imdexx_ Dude, they have been doing ugly stuff for hundreds of years

3/6/2020 10:29:33 AM truthdying mms

3/6/2020 10:30:37 AM titansass I spot an ET

3/6/2020 10:32:08 AM hrivario I forget where I got it from but I read the court documents for this months ago.  Hell is going to break loose. Justice!

3/6/2020 10:32:20 AM jackoneilltime1 The Elites of these isolated civilizations have very similar symbols in common.  Were they in direct contact with each other in secret?  All while their 

respective general populations had no clue?

3/6/2020 10:33:18 AM ricky52222196 Truth hidden amongst lies heard.

3/6/2020 10:33:29 AM hadwwg1wga George Sr. Is Epstein’s daddy...say what?

3/6/2020 10:34:11 AM marriedyourbro “Often frightening, at times hilarious, this is a cautionary tale for anyone thinking it might be a good idea to ‘outsource’ intelligence operations.”

 https://www.amazon.com/Mafia-Spies-Inside-Gangsters-Castro/dp/1510741712 …

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/6/2020 10:40:31 AM terrymeggins Praise God Almighty,  in the name of Jesus.  I praise HIM for "TRUTH" and nothing but the truth!😇😊☝

3/6/2020 10:41:49 AM titansass Where is #damontberry #unsealdamontberry

3/6/2020 10:43:13 AM dobbs_travis 👀 ?  @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/6Fvpgo3FeE

3/6/2020 10:44:01 AM jackoneilltime1 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein pic.twitter.com/3d9zGHFj7b

3/6/2020 10:49:30 AM aleks8837  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Department_of_Homeland_Security_Office_of_Inspector_General#Controversy … pic.twitter.com/oukQIDevfq

3/6/2020 10:55:49 AM qreatine Is Cicada 3301 DIA?

3/6/2020 10:57:05 AM palvar4 No video

3/6/2020 10:59:28 AM 369palm It’s still nice when they like something you say.

3/6/2020 11:02:54 AM alaskanillusion KING-KILL/33° 

Think of it as a sacrifice..

Now look at 9/11-same theme---just one of many hints--when did the construction of the Pentagon begin? Month/day/1941

 https://www.revisionisthistory.org/kingkill33.html 

3/6/2020 11:06:00 AM georgedavid7777 No. Good grief.

3/6/2020 11:06:47 AM fossilman21 Drain the swamp

3/6/2020 11:11:56 AM 3nmbrs Can you hear a phone call being transmitted without your cell phone?

Can you see satellite TV without your receiver?

You can't see sound.

You can't see love but you can feel it.

On and on it goes right in front of our eyes every day and all day.

3/6/2020 11:15:17 AM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Is Daniel Jacksons ascension and coming back a good example of ISBE? Anubis being half IS, half BE or full IS at any given time? DJ 

unlocks God mode it seems when ascended. But becomes ISBE when communicating with Jack. Is that accurate? Thanks.

3/6/2020 11:15:43 AM aprilbrown99 Yes it makes me smile, for sure. 😁 pic.twitter.com/iMat14fzta

3/6/2020 11:18:53 AM daveoanderson maybe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that’s where I saw it first



3/6/2020 11:21:33 AM georgewolff2019 Whenever I question the Plan, I go back and look through Q Proofs to see how many times and how many seconds in some cases the president and Q 

tweeted, dropped at same time. 

And the saying " how many times before mathematically possible".

Answer is it isn't possibe.

Geo

3/6/2020 11:24:31 AM rghardy3 Was that a shot at JS ?

3/6/2020 11:24:51 AM georgewolff2019 Keep up the great work anons

Geo

3/6/2020 11:25:20 AM luckyishere123 I have always remembered been 4 people in the car not 6 but looks like Mandela effect kicked in and changed it. May be we are on a different Timeline 

now

3/6/2020 11:25:54 AM rghardy3 I will take that to mean UnsealJFK comes first ?

3/6/2020 11:27:00 AM phreatomagnetic Perhaps we're talking children they'll never have not deaths of them or their children

3/6/2020 11:33:23 AM the_tru_eapjr JFK suffered blood sacrifice for the plan. Everything arranged by JFK to look like assassination for the greater good. So cleverly done that those 

manipulated to become implicated thought it was their idea.

3/6/2020 11:34:25 AM avamrogerscom If you want to find it will come to you, like a miracle, when you least expect but your intention is there. 

Check out these two videos for a starter.  One is the recent update. Very informative:

 https://youtu.be/HfJlL2UxxmU 

Update: https://youtu.be/_2e5WxiABMU 

3/6/2020 11:35:46 AM the_tru_eapjr Actual kill shot was made by the SS agent who jumped onto the back of the target vehicle. He has later admitted it as part of the plan.

3/6/2020 11:38:17 AM the_tru_eapjr JFK docs do not include the truth. The truth was meant to remain very well hidden until we decided the time was right to disclose it.

3/6/2020 11:39:02 AM donna57259304 Hummmmm.........?

3/6/2020 11:43:33 AM the_tru_eapjr Epstein truth also has been disclosed. The undercover intelligence agent who's legend was Epstein is alive & well. The legend was terminated after the 

agent was bought in & underwent a final debrief. He had been collecting & supplying evidence from the start. All part of the plan

3/6/2020 11:46:22 AM saraashcraft #144 and 444 pic.twitter.com/NbAje96Ggc

3/6/2020 11:49:11 AM ms1481 #TheGreatAwakening

#qanon

#QArmy https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg 

3/6/2020 12:03:00 PM deb12233 I have always loved her!

3/6/2020 12:07:11 PM nschlange And yet here you are replying to their post, so what exactly does that say about you?

3/6/2020 12:10:26 PM deb12233 Hey, racist bot, go bother somebody else.

3/6/2020 12:10:30 PM kkasica631 Unseal SCALISE!

3/6/2020 12:10:50 PM mongrelglory That's a great video!  I never paid much attention to it, but it's got so much history and imagery packed into it! https://youtu.be/eFTLKWw542g 

3/6/2020 12:11:13 PM freedomflight2 Where?

3/6/2020 12:11:19 PM deb12233 🙄

3/6/2020 12:11:53 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2020 12:12:21 PM deb12233 You’re wrong.

3/6/2020 12:12:23 PM kindeandtrue Exactly. Truly enlightened people shouldn't have to talk about "race".

3/6/2020 12:14:18 PM adamz14839920 👍👍👍

3/6/2020 12:21:12 PM mongrelglory Man!  That was a pretty ballsy scheme they had planned!😳

3/6/2020 12:22:42 PM adamz14839920 Hmm, I don’t think so. She’s from the elites blood line families. She’s  involved in jfk’s murder! She shoots him with a small gun, then crawls to the back 

of the vehicle to hand the gun to the cia agent running behind the car. Watch again

3/6/2020 12:23:13 PM melynn44 Disney has nothing to do with this production.

3/6/2020 12:26:32 PM cydneegreen Who the heck is “We”???

3/6/2020 12:27:57 PM igiant111 Not gonna say anything, just supplying the videos which were posted by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who has been linked by Q before...

So yeah.

3/6/2020 12:31:35 PM gifted_802 I would just think about what he is saying and what Q has said in the past. It doesn't add up. Think logically. Anyone can be fooled.

3/6/2020 12:32:10 PM cydneegreen Could have been that @potus cut out so Hannity started talking. No mystery here.

3/6/2020 12:32:32 PM jsantxman He was murdered for knowing too much. Him and Obama once had a conversation in Korea I think where they were talking in pedo code about how 

they like their hot dog weenies. Obama said after 10 with sauce or something like that. He was a hit job.

3/6/2020 12:33:26 PM cydneegreen Much ado about nothing.

3/6/2020 12:36:35 PM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , will there be bait taken at the #ArnoldClassic2020  like there was at the SuperBowl?

3/6/2020 12:36:46 PM ddaley0311 Future will prove past...

3/6/2020 12:37:02 PM xusaf_patriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

33?  Interesting ...  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1235953286961913857 …

3/6/2020 12:38:43 PM jsantxman Here is a link. And it was Vietnam.... https://www.vox.com/policy-and-politics/2018/6/8/17442488/anthony-bourdain-parts-unknown-barack-obama-

vietnam …

3/6/2020 12:50:21 PM michelleschlen6 Sickening!

3/6/2020 12:55:44 PM nocommunistusa Jfk Jr would have despised her

3/6/2020 1:03:16 PM integrityneed I mean, Q posting on the chans as a military Op, backchannel to the public including DJT seemed just as absurd 29 months ago. 

I find myself asking all the time “how did they know Q Op would work?” 

Boggles the mind.

3/6/2020 1:04:56 PM igiant111 Because people seem to forget just how powerful we are when set aside our bullshit and focus on the common threat. 

History repeats itself, bro (or sis). This is the way of things. So amazing.

3/6/2020 1:06:58 PM integrityneed Well said.

But there’s no precedent for Q in history, or is there? 🧐

3/6/2020 1:08:07 PM hmcd123 Q has also linked 3 Days who is a know shill. Sometimes it is a laser pointer. MJ12 is Larpy AF.

3/6/2020 1:09:21 PM dancarwells Is Q legit??

3/6/2020 1:09:29 PM igiant111 How is 3Days a shill?

3/6/2020 1:09:29 PM rachaelangelm Maybe he did, idk people think he is still alive too so it’s all kinds of who knows.

3/6/2020 1:15:42 PM freeandoriginal Not bad 😉

3/6/2020 1:17:28 PM iluvkayakingtoo One of the more confusing aspects of all this is that knowing who I am doesn't prove which side you're on. pic.twitter.com/5Vsix5usUy

3/6/2020 1:17:57 PM hmcd123 LARP https://twitter.com/izalright/status/1170753335588204545?s=19 …



3/6/2020 1:22:52 PM buzzbridgette I just found this last night on Wiki researching Aramaic New Testament. Strange coincidence. “They” are scholars.

—They acknowledge that many individual sayings of Jesus as found in the Greek Gospels may be translations from an Aramaic source referred to as 

"Q"...

3/6/2020 1:23:06 PM 369_is Wow @AdamZ14839920 !!! Any chance you could link it here?

3/6/2020 1:23:49 PM omglookatherbot Yeah. I knew that decode was off because of this....(see graphic)

Plus, "dk" in military terms means "Double kill." pic.twitter.com/2qXVqmu6tz

3/6/2020 1:24:56 PM omglookatherbot dk...."Double kill" pic.twitter.com/sMsY6ZjQVV

3/6/2020 1:25:06 PM marcomiramonte4 Interesting 🤔. For some reason..There is a lot of black triangle shaped objects reported in & near Fresno which happens to be 1.3hrs south of 

Yosemite & 1.2hrs West of Sequoia national parks...

3/6/2020 1:33:12 PM marcomiramonte4 Yes..The BLK Tri's sightings go back about 15yrs in the Fresno area...  A major crash of one of these occurred in the country side between Fresno & 

Clovis.. That being said , rookie drivers or prototype not fully functional??

3/6/2020 1:39:26 PM angelao_r Wow!

3/6/2020 1:42:53 PM rubbernecking11 It's long, but worth it. Best theory of JFK assassination I've seen. Ties it all together, places HW Bush at the scene.  Explains the roots & motivations of 

the Cabal. (I disagree with the spiritual explanations at the end.) This was one of my key turning points. A must see ...

3/6/2020 1:44:33 PM weldon280 Wat does 5:5 mean pls

3/6/2020 1:46:51 PM flowers4all4 I don't know why they can't just unseal this stuff right away.

3/6/2020 1:47:55 PM shericlark1  pic.twitter.com/UX0V4JsoUt

3/6/2020 1:49:12 PM kellyb1with3 Betsy, click on the smaller-sized words beneath the video pic.  It’ll work for you, then.

3/6/2020 1:56:32 PM stevexclean Roger that

3/6/2020 2:04:11 PM bukunmi_9 Why does it matter?

3/6/2020 2:04:22 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1066436188549074944?s=21 …

3/6/2020 2:04:30 PM cobybluebaker Wow!  I memorized this song way back when.  Now I see it with different eyes.

3/6/2020 2:06:52 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1046595678040920064?s=21 …

3/6/2020 2:08:38 PM meazenfree Unseal battle of harvest Moon from 1977.

 https://www.peterdavidbeter.com/docs/all/dbal26.html …

3/6/2020 2:09:56 PM anneolsen43 It’s not about me being right, it is just my feeling I have had about her

3/6/2020 2:12:46 PM grandma26244385 Love this young man. HE makes me laugh

3/6/2020 2:13:56 PM igiant111 Could be disinfo for safety concerns.

3/6/2020 2:16:41 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Will the Truth that Epstein did not kill himself

ever come out ?

Will we ever learn about the Military Tribunal ?

Justice by Stealth.

3/6/2020 2:24:48 PM dadanadamusic #Epstein  May well be alive in an interrogation room right now. He’s way too valuable to allow to suicide. @johnxdesouza @CoreyGoode 

@david_wilcock

3/6/2020 2:25:48 PM adamwestleyric3 Ask the CIA they have the file

3/6/2020 2:26:07 PM 50shadesofq Am i missing something but doesn't this just confirm that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a FAKE? No outside Comms includes Twitter. I know Majestic 12 is not 

signing off as Q but he/she is alluding much. likes are not endorsements seems to be an easy out if you put out wrong info. Just my OP

3/6/2020 2:27:06 PM 50shadesofq I have seen actual Craft so i'm not a sceptic...just saying.

3/6/2020 2:27:29 PM thekanehb Why do u think 17:17 is?

I actually hear this all the time and I personally don’t get that feeling so I’m curious if I missed anything. 

The others are spot on

3/6/2020 2:28:43 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yes, I remember this song too. Agree w your “in plain sight...” assessment. Although, it was hard to keep up w it as you tried to sing to it.😉😊

3/6/2020 2:29:52 PM mark63007827 It means “loud and clear”. 5:5 is visible beside JFK in the pic

3/6/2020 2:30:06 PM ryanlamm4 It adds up!

3/6/2020 2:30:12 PM adamwestleyric3 I have seen Jeffery Epstein Flight log are the Black Book I have seen JFK File to.

3/6/2020 2:33:18 PM ghost_of_billy_ He's an intelligent hippie, living a simple life off grid and donates time and product to anyone who asks. Did I miss something? I believe there are other 

EYE THE SPY accounts that could be compromised, most likely not his.

3/6/2020 2:33:31 PM 50shadesofq I don't know 17:17 but I was never against Sather but for a young kid he did rise rather fast from nothing which kind of made me a little sceptical. 

Pretty sure Corey Goode and Wilcock are frauds though. Lets be honest anyone making a living off this movement could be compromised

3/6/2020 2:33:38 PM paulatr74918624 Eye The Spy. LARP.

3/6/2020 2:34:09 PM joshuajamesdavi  pic.twitter.com/lIamRLOfCZ

3/6/2020 2:36:04 PM thekanehb 100% Wilcock and goode are. But also good ole mj12. This pic is from bill coopers book. pic.twitter.com/IYQl27W4VP

3/6/2020 2:36:32 PM fansblowing3 17:17 is Kab.  Actually I think they all have each other’s logins as cartel puppets would normally do.  Can’t point you to the particular posts as it was a 

while back.

3/6/2020 2:36:33 PM 50shadesofq Sounds amazing, i resonate with those last 4 words. It is an amazing thing to witness...life changing.

3/6/2020 2:37:01 PM thekanehb Yeah I know him relatively well from on here and private convos and never once have I thought that about him but so many do which could be due to 

rumor or maybe he gives them that feeling. 🤷🏼♀️

3/6/2020 2:42:24 PM ghost_of_billy_ Personally I thing that

 Glitch In The Matrix guy is kinda sketchy, too many typos. If I were me... oh wait, false alarm

3/6/2020 2:44:22 PM 50shadesofq I went to a Stanton Friedman Lecture in the early 90's and definitely felt he was just propaganda man.

3/6/2020 2:44:51 PM keith369me Because it just works.  Don’t know why, I don’t understand it, it just does

3/6/2020 2:47:56 PM deb12233 Have you seen her in her early YouTube videos? They are the purity of her voice and purpose.

3/6/2020 2:48:52 PM thekanehb Yeah I don’t follow him. That act annoyed me

3/6/2020 2:52:10 PM senorcoconut_ Is that to say that the same operators are behind both events?

3/6/2020 2:57:04 PM djpatel29548445 The one you choose.

3/6/2020 2:58:55 PM nickk07292544 Push confirm if you want to watch the video.

3/6/2020 3:02:21 PM truthseekerkari I think we will find out about the Justice of the guilty. Having 60+ million Patriots pissed is not a wise idea :)

3/6/2020 3:03:26 PM wickedmouse369  pic.twitter.com/8Ga9nP6VYd

3/6/2020 3:04:33 PM 50shadesofq raises eyebrow....ouch i felt that 5th dimensional bitchslap and counter with a swift 12th dimensional wedgy.

3/6/2020 3:08:10 PM rghardy3 Secret Justice.

Much has already been done just not 

in an Open Public Way.

Military Tribunals are very quick.

3/6/2020 3:09:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Most People Don't Even Realize What's Coming (2020)  https://youtu.be/UCIRi3HxvuA  via @YouTube

3/6/2020 3:09:28 PM tikpaq Twice I’ve seen good news in the last hour or there abouts. It comes in three’s. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2020 3:12:11 PM marcus45128888 Because those who claim to be in the know don't tell. So...duh, right? 😒



3/6/2020 3:12:46 PM hepinstien Loud:Clear

3/6/2020 3:12:46 PM viper1o0o0 Their penalty for treason isnt death?

3/6/2020 3:13:05 PM jtarby2 👀

3/6/2020 3:14:44 PM twilly18 bring it on

3/6/2020 3:15:48 PM rfseopro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have no words....Criminal profiling should be applied during the hiring process for new law enforcement agents. #johndouglas

3/6/2020 3:16:04 PM rbw1926 Most people have no idea. pic.twitter.com/ElTiDwRVtd

3/6/2020 3:16:36 PM hepinstien  pic.twitter.com/ch9IMxtWmp

3/6/2020 3:17:47 PM giediknight I watched this earlier, my question is, did CERN open a portal so IDEs can inhabit a “host” in this dimension. Which explains TDS?

3/6/2020 3:21:50 PM winduchi More house cleaning of Cabal?

3/6/2020 3:22:41 PM erictowle jkf was a false flag operstion fake news of its time. yall gotta stop this nonsense pretending any of.its been real.

3/6/2020 3:23:16 PM bbobbio71 I've heard about this before but can't remember if it was from MJ or Q.

Either way its rather disturbing. Is this out of reach from the WH?

3/6/2020 3:25:33 PM bbobbio71 I find that hard to believe.  There's plenty of Q around. 

Here, try this..

Watch "Q - The Plan To Save The World REMASTERED" on YouTube https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

3/6/2020 3:25:58 PM asdasd26700831 Seems like everything is real ..from ghosts to ETs

3/6/2020 3:26:18 PM keith369me When do the masked seals come to take Adam Schiff and friends?

3/6/2020 3:27:24 PM 444_q_ Nice guy, lives in my neck of the woods. One piece of the puzzle...

3/6/2020 3:27:40 PM jonathanjones02 Red October

3/6/2020 3:27:59 PM kmesyk #Togo #gnassingbe @Pontifex #italie @prezydentpl #torture #fauregnassingbe #republicoftogo #africa #crimes #election #ecobank #perez #netanyahu 

#mossad #dgse #petrole #uranium #ghana #fat #putsch #DIA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #revolution #immigration #usa #trump @realDonaldTrump 

pic.twitter.com/dqbt1o8mPp

3/6/2020 3:28:39 PM xusaf_patriot Coordinated w/timeline?

3/6/2020 3:28:58 PM weldon280 Thank you 🇮🇪🇮🇪🇮🇪

3/6/2020 3:37:06 PM 50shadesofq I would say that Atomic Bombs did that already a long time ago...but perhaps CERN is trying to create a stable portal rather than the erratic tear in 

space time made by an Atomic Blast. Linking that to TDS is a long shot in the dark i've not heard that 1 before. But Who knows lol

3/6/2020 3:39:39 PM eman1292 Effin magic as far as we know. Lol. But you're right, it just does. Especially when you acknowledge and appreciate it's power. Very interesting indeed.

3/6/2020 3:41:24 PM magic_jake2012  pic.twitter.com/Bxs88vcDGE

3/6/2020 3:42:19 PM colforbin3 SPONSORED BY THE NUMBER 33 https://twitter.com/realIrishDevil/status/1235279121816514560?s=19 …

3/6/2020 3:45:03 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/NW8kSTD0CI

3/6/2020 3:45:28 PM giediknight Lots of crazy people out there lately.

3/6/2020 3:47:05 PM deb12233 That’s totally fucked (as in, STUPID.) Stop with the crazy.

3/6/2020 3:48:07 PM wester_sou Thank Q for sharing.

God Bless.

3/6/2020 3:49:32 PM girlawakeinca Cheers to new beginnings & restored balance. pic.twitter.com/WixlSngGR0

3/6/2020 3:54:28 PM kireaton She spelled her own name wrong in that tweet.

3/6/2020 4:01:57 PM angipangi99 I will, thank you

3/6/2020 4:04:45 PM bbobbio71 What can be done.

3/6/2020 4:07:41 PM cryptocrab4  https://bullion.directory/cern-scientists-create-230m-dollars-gold-in-lab/ …

3/6/2020 4:09:12 PM bbobbio71 Wait,  if y'all can get malware/ virus into Iran why not do the same? Or, DEW? I'm sure you've got something in your bag of tricks.

3/6/2020 4:10:06 PM 369_is Hi Adam. Someone posted a slowed down video of it...yes, it sure looks like it.

3/6/2020 4:10:39 PM 56lmiller Then you haven’t been to a trump rally. have you heard of @IPOT1776 or @intheMatrixxx @SGTreport @TRUreporting @DustinNemos 

@OnEdgeOfWonder who have thousands of followers, how about all the Q insignia? Would you like to learn? We like to help people w/truth 

pic.twitter.com/OPhdbz3d9P

3/6/2020 4:12:10 PM arifriedman12 Concerns CERN cons

3/6/2020 4:12:39 PM beardly01 Thank you, I pride myself on cool stories bro.

Would you like to hear a cool story about my trip the Binder Park Zoo in Battle Creek Michigan Circa 2002? I fed the giraffes and even got to ride a 

camel. Boy, I was really living life on the edge.

3/6/2020 4:14:23 PM 56lmiller Please give more information to look up. 3 6 9 and more.  Of cern.. and why does cern use the symbol of shiba Destruction?

3/6/2020 4:16:25 PM veera81151963 Important people realize that shiva simply represents the last portion - transformation - of all cosmic cycles and is not inherently evil

He/she is considered the parent (Sanskrit texts) of the planetary guardian - "Ancient of days" - who appears in all major religions

3/6/2020 4:16:50 PM thelistenerforr there was 6 ..then there was 4 ..in the vid the two in middle dissapear , well their holograms did , as ..they..are 4th Dimenstional Demented Dillusional 

Demonz     ..4D..lol..   very very true tho

3/6/2020 4:19:22 PM veera81151963 To what extent can the wingmaker material be relied upon ? 

Is the ACIO and the wingmakers authentic ?

 https://www.wingmakers.com/ 

3/6/2020 4:20:00 PM 369_is I bet she was putting out a signal communication. My guess..."I'm in distress" or maybe "Change of plans".

3/6/2020 4:21:17 PM truth939 Breckenridge

3/6/2020 4:24:23 PM 369_is I understand your frustration. But let me ask you guys a question...Are you familiar with the Draco? Ba'al? Moloch? Baphemot?

3/6/2020 4:26:43 PM nancylucky This was incredible... I am fully awake 💜✝️‼️

3/6/2020 4:27:37 PM plasticjesus6 Wasnt CERN out out of business 2yrs ago or shut down?

3/6/2020 4:28:11 PM 369_is If not, try a search for those names under Majestic's past tweets. The picture may become a bit more clear for you.

3/6/2020 4:29:09 PM meekshut Right after they pick up Trump!!🤷♀️🤡 pic.twitter.com/13aKk6etI0

3/6/2020 4:29:15 PM shasty469 We need a flow chart of the good guys.

3/6/2020 4:31:31 PM thelistenerforr i think cern could b the key to bottomless pit in bible ..about to b opened an allsorts o beings comin thru ..hope not

3/6/2020 4:33:29 PM timkania Y’all gonna watch that new Corey Feldman doc ?

3/6/2020 4:35:36 PM tarynupmatrix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you please comment on this YouTube channel? Thank you.

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/6/2020 4:36:28 PM aleks8837 Hey MJ. I think I figured out what 'keystone' is! Can you answer if correct?

I think the Keystone is Blackmail!

The thing holding everything in place - keeping the house of cards from collapsing - is BLACKMAIL!

3/6/2020 4:37:54 PM pixiemagick1 Stranger things. pic.twitter.com/tIOPF6oZ2u

3/6/2020 4:39:42 PM jonesy4671 Nah kappys the real pedowood whistleblower.



3/6/2020 4:42:10 PM thelistenerforr these loons mus b stopped ..vapourize it

3/6/2020 4:43:42 PM maryjanemjmalin Gruesome deaths are usually their go to move.

3/6/2020 4:47:42 PM americanpetal Given that you posted this video, I’m inclined to believe the door will be opened.

3/6/2020 4:49:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile past tweets. 

Connect the dots. https://twitter.com/CBP/status/1236090694630072320 …

3/6/2020 4:49:43 PM adamz14839920 Supposedly the ‘cia’ agent in front seat had some sort of small caliber weapon that shot jfk in the neck first, then she reached in and shot him to finish 

him off

3/6/2020 4:50:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile with past tweets. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1236088281168822272 …

3/6/2020 4:50:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like a Go'uld? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1236087920374644736 …

3/6/2020 4:50:34 PM qolemiss1 @X22REPORT

3/6/2020 4:50:43 PM shari_todd Bcz he is!

3/6/2020 4:51:09 PM americanpetal 17%.

3/6/2020 4:51:56 PM weibeschund He’s my governor and I think snake is a little softer then reality

3/6/2020 4:52:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now connect to past tweets.

3/6/2020 4:52:19 PM marty713 That's my thought too 👍

3/6/2020 4:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 [will be] > ]has[

3/6/2020 4:52:51 PM keith369me Somebody is being cut off from their usual source of funding and needs some cash.

3/6/2020 4:53:25 PM jeff57253103 Entities are here

3/6/2020 4:53:26 PM americanpetal Not quite important but I wonder when their fiscal year runs

3/6/2020 4:53:44 PM norwegianon That's scary

3/6/2020 4:54:24 PM cosmic_engineer Meh

🤡 channel

3/6/2020 4:54:53 PM americanpetal Because Go’uld’s really do exist? Yes

3/6/2020 4:55:03 PM keith369me Bring the soldiers home and protect our borders.  Keep the trafficking of people and the flow of drugs out rather than using the military to support 

these activities (previous administrations)

3/6/2020 4:55:35 PM keith369me Snakes love swamps, drain the swamp!!!

3/6/2020 4:55:47 PM patriotswegoall C_A comes to mind

3/6/2020 4:56:06 PM dannygreencr2 17... there's that number again.

3/6/2020 4:56:43 PM cosmic_engineer His sovereignty restored, 45 will certainly be seeing new 'things'

3/6/2020 4:56:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 What's the difference between [D5] and [D6]?

Was [NO NAME] [D6]->[D5]?

What were they doing in the Ukraine?

Clinton Foundation vs [NO NAME] Institute?

Define partners in crime. pic.twitter.com/ZvqaPzeZUR

3/6/2020 4:56:50 PM screwpulas Blessed, that's how I feel. The team is worldwide now.

3/6/2020 4:57:14 PM rebornkingent Another 3 years of waiting? Sorry I had to 🤣

3/6/2020 4:57:58 PM sccajungirl I would love to know who that is!!!

3/6/2020 4:58:08 PM internetusr Make sure that fraud Mitt is caught up on this. 

He's a crooked snake and has Ukraine money all up in his family. 

Expose that arrogant mofo please.

3/6/2020 4:58:48 PM stevenfontain14 dude - sometimes you really freak me out - OK, you freak me out ALL THE TIME

3/6/2020 4:59:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Space Force is a BIG deal...

You will [soon] understand..

.

Today: John G Trump mentioned by 45. pic.twitter.com/Oho96BCG04

3/6/2020 4:59:13 PM rebornkingent Missing kids, the  Adrenochrome/ spice must flow. https://youtu.be/1DSYVGNwA3k 

3/6/2020 4:59:32 PM jessej97real @AustinSteinbart talks about D6. #babyQ #disclosurekid

3/6/2020 4:59:33 PM state1union September then Rt?

3/6/2020 4:59:34 PM mikeb38beacon_h Send it back through😉

3/6/2020 4:59:46 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/j8t1Iluavs

3/6/2020 4:59:51 PM roserosemary777 Who are the Biden Five?

I doubt they can keep a beat; Joe can’t even keep his Super Thursday uh Tuesday straight. pic.twitter.com/S0rJHwiuQM

3/6/2020 4:59:56 PM rachaelangelm Space Force!

3/6/2020 5:00:33 PM giediknight D5 = child trafficking? D6 = assassin’s?

3/6/2020 5:00:54 PM manifest_utopia Agreed. Insssssssslee

3/6/2020 5:01:04 PM ursula_1111 Puts in perspective the true depths and importance of the war we are in. God bless those covered in LOVE 💛 and LIGHT ☀️

3/6/2020 5:01:17 PM kachinagtto When CF landed was in hot water publicly, most of the donors went over to the NoName Institute.  Same doners, same "causes"

3/6/2020 5:01:19 PM worldxplorer1 Space Force. Future Weapons. Q. 

Hmmm 🤔 https://youtu.be/v19Miv8n4ig 

3/6/2020 5:01:29 PM jrewing45774118 Just ordered my Space Force shirt today!

3/6/2020 5:01:46 PM deividmanzo [soon]???

Is that related somehow to [Venezuela]???

3/6/2020 5:01:52 PM ursula_1111 Knew that was a direct com when said it.

3/6/2020 5:02:05 PM state1union From the poppies in Afghanistan? Or CHINA? Skull&bones is hungry 😋 ewe

3/6/2020 5:02:23 PM seeker229 22

34 pic.twitter.com/hvg7JcKYVQ

3/6/2020 5:02:52 PM jrewing45774118  pic.twitter.com/EdaV5Dg8fw

3/6/2020 5:03:07 PM kachinagtto Kurt Volker was the executive dir of NoName Institute.  He didn't step down until Oct 2019 when shit went sideways

3/6/2020 5:03:27 PM jrewing45774118 Who tf if John G Trump?

3/6/2020 5:03:39 PM state1union Lol 😂 SpaceBalls

3/6/2020 5:04:01 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/v3Ia4qZBQ0

3/6/2020 5:04:11 PM asswitter2 JOE BIDEN SAYS..... pic.twitter.com/sTuKtQdqx1

3/6/2020 5:04:16 PM state1union Omg I read it wrong lol sorry 🤷♀️

3/6/2020 5:04:49 PM myconautica Defendant 6 and 5?

3/6/2020 5:04:59 PM danaelizabeth69 Trafficking anything and anybody of value ....drugs guns people

3/6/2020 5:05:04 PM patriotswegoall Space Force = Tech Disclosure

Tech Disclosure = Futuristic Tech Society

Flying vehicles coming soon?

3/6/2020 5:05:10 PM ursula_1111 DJT’s uncle. Research him and his connections to Tesla. 😉



3/6/2020 5:05:12 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/mnglbQ1Ihp

3/6/2020 5:05:17 PM susan66388204 Skull and bones.  Cabal

3/6/2020 5:05:30 PM julesdamom Donald Trumps uncle who worked with Tesla.

3/6/2020 5:05:48 PM angieco00740829 is this what caused invasions in the 80s/90s-present? they and their gods are ridiculous. malfunctioning of that thing would cause destruction here and 

in other dimensions/worlds, i would think.

3/6/2020 5:06:05 PM sarahfraley11 What's the Capital of Texas? What do you drink beer from? Who is Homer's son?

Important questions on my mind! Lol

3/6/2020 5:06:11 PM worldxplorer1 H/T

 https://twitter.com/realeyethespy/status/1235978485610328064?s=21 … https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1235978485610328064 …

3/6/2020 5:06:25 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/UGWiiIAuZG

3/6/2020 5:06:31 PM n2zyk would it have anything to do with the braindrain?

3/6/2020 5:06:50 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/zt9DT724Ej

3/6/2020 5:06:52 PM leilandtanner Firefight with 45

Engines primed and live 

Deep within a State 

Of Mind Control 

Higher Might is on my side

I can see the lies

Propaganda from the mouths of the wolves.. https://youtu.be/BIrDj0Beibg 
3/6/2020 5:06:58 PM qpatriotq  https://twitter.com/QpatriotQ/status/1236068480983519232?s=20 …

3/6/2020 5:07:45 PM nukeetvetssn688 17%? See that number a lot across numerous government tweets...🤔WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 5:08:03 PM senorcoconut_ 4th dimension time . Gaia is taking the power back

3/6/2020 5:08:32 PM 39anc6 The future is now. We are making it!

3/6/2020 5:08:36 PM angieco00740829 probably attempting to activate the ancient star gates found in different countries, like Iran.

3/6/2020 5:08:51 PM mikeb38beacon_h Funny how we can wipe this virus out with just the right tuning, along with other issues!

3/6/2020 5:08:51 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/zalaMnyXsn

3/6/2020 5:09:24 PM shari_todd Amen!

3/6/2020 5:09:54 PM kachinagtto So if D6 was the "Classification" (A. Steinbar's video), and Anons have said that D5 (via Q Drops) = Avalanche (or destroyed beyond repair?) - then has 

this Human Network of Assassins been disbanded... or in process thereof?

3/6/2020 5:11:20 PM kachinagtto Or... is D6 to D5 the changing of hands as "Command" from NoName to Biden?  🤔

3/6/2020 5:11:29 PM jessej97real Was McStain, “Command?”

3/6/2020 5:11:43 PM americanpetal I would have thought illegal border crossings would be down given the building of the wall and additional agents at the wall.

3/6/2020 5:11:51 PM jrewing45774118 Oh I am

3/6/2020 5:11:57 PM youstinksoap Space Force = Force space?

As in, lift the weight of the world off humanities shoulders...Atlas?

3/6/2020 5:12:11 PM miz_law Post number 2234 pic.twitter.com/WDhHP0eIcs

3/6/2020 5:12:21 PM libfreeordie Sooner is better!

3/6/2020 5:13:03 PM tieronepatriot You need to get out more...

3/6/2020 5:13:07 PM tabbezze Been talking about cern for a long time and almost everyone i talk to has never even heard of it

3/6/2020 5:15:10 PM girlawakeinca Right where they need to be & planned perfectly. pic.twitter.com/Hzu9YcJMIC

3/6/2020 5:15:22 PM nm_zsr So [NoName] was [D6] . When I realized this, it made me rethink [D5]. Did someone take over for NN? Or a did next in line take over calling shots?

3/6/2020 5:15:28 PM shannanigan71 He mentioned him yesterday as well.....

3/6/2020 5:15:43 PM skorpionhalo That.. is a frightening question.

3/6/2020 5:15:44 PM pomeinnz how?

3/6/2020 5:16:00 PM 3aminthemorn Black Ops 101 https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/6/2020 5:16:44 PM tabbezze It was more then 4 years ago and wasn’t out of business, they first found higgs boson “the god particle” then shut it down and restarted about 2 years 

ago to this time find Dark matter. Steven Hawking was warning them and the world that cern should stop what they were doing

3/6/2020 5:16:57 PM tabbezze Right before he dies

3/6/2020 5:17:18 PM godfirstqanon It already has been were just waiting for them to go to GITMO!!

3/6/2020 5:17:27 PM patjone29703057 More important than you could imagine !!

3/6/2020 5:18:12 PM the_loveoflight What would the difference be? Anything physically in them or is "snakes" just a term being used?

3/6/2020 5:18:35 PM troyalewis  pic.twitter.com/L57nhdTILs

3/6/2020 5:18:52 PM kachinagtto What’s with this??

On another note...anyone have the clip of DJT mentioning him today?  I missed it pic.twitter.com/u4xuy68up8

3/6/2020 5:19:30 PM kachinagtto 3, 2, 1???

3/6/2020 5:20:20 PM 369_is Yeah, she was already tending to him before the big shot that splattered blood out from his head even began. I thought the driver did it, but this is the 

first time I'm hearing Jackie was involved. Hmmm.

3/6/2020 5:20:31 PM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

Who killed Seth Rich? [D6]? 🤔🤨🧐

Alex, i'd like "Heroic IT peeps for $900 please".

Maybe like this guy? 🤔👇

3/6/2020 5:21:17 PM cynthia39231414 POTUS knew! pic.twitter.com/A05yYdGOSn

3/6/2020 5:21:54 PM karma4event201 Also; 

Standard Hotel Adam Schiff 

Bourdain was nearby 

They kill to keep their ugly secrets. Several have been killed. 

The Helicopter crash killed exec & 2 more, from Standard Hotel

3/6/2020 5:22:25 PM wikijuliete Ok then. John G is the spitting image of Assange. Where's my pardon?

3/6/2020 5:23:17 PM americanpetal Idk the difference between D5 and D6. Did it have to do w location? Was the CF primarily Haiti and that area and NN more of the European trafficker?? 

CF was more pay for play. Was No Name more of the black op enforcer org for these activities. These questions aren’t easy.



3/6/2020 5:24:14 PM worldxplorer1 [D5] = D6 - "Command"

Admiralty be damned.

Buh-bye No Name pic.twitter.com/is9P5RWJky

3/6/2020 5:24:58 PM rifflemonica I agree. But they have twisted or inverted everything good. Every symbol, sign and ancient beings that were good were made to portray evil.

3/6/2020 5:25:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 What did Lincoln do? pic.twitter.com/xrFlnnasCN

3/6/2020 5:26:17 PM skorpionhalo Part of why monarchies suck.

3/6/2020 5:26:34 PM worldxplorer1 The key lies in a video MJ posted the other day... https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/6/2020 5:26:45 PM jbcloud Freed the slaves.

3/6/2020 5:26:52 PM qphillypatriot Plvs ultra

3/6/2020 5:27:22 PM jackoneilltime1 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein 

Sorry forgot to put this on my post!!!

3/6/2020 5:27:40 PM rebornkingent Preserve the union.

3/6/2020 5:27:46 PM aussieqne Great video. ThanQ for sharing. This was an eye opener too. https://twitter.com/aussieqne/status/1236100880006434816?s=21 …

3/6/2020 5:28:03 PM n7guardiananon More debt https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2012/11/the-long-story-of-us-debt-from-1790-to-2011-in-1-little-chart/265185/ …

3/6/2020 5:28:05 PM jlundr Shutdown 300 newspapers. Jailed journalist.

3/6/2020 5:28:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 [VACCINES] NOT ALL?

                           --------

 Disinformation    👆🏼

            IS 

   NECESSARY pic.twitter.com/ZjTN16Rxag

3/6/2020 5:28:30 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/jYhhaAnisE

3/6/2020 5:28:31 PM aussieqne Is this what all the booms are about?

3/6/2020 5:28:36 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/8OvB4zrJSl

3/6/2020 5:28:46 PM trinity_jenny Marshal Law ?

3/6/2020 5:28:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Number Games and “Russia Hacks”  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho  via @YouTube

3/6/2020 5:28:54 PM bryceja68689884 Freed the slaves and fought a war to do it against the same deep state evils we fight today.

3/6/2020 5:29:26 PM zagnett Lincoln virtually took out the media, suspended habeus corpus, conducted a war we really didn't need, & got us into so much debt for it that we wound 

up handing over our country discretely to the City of London. He is so revered by the Rockefeller funded education system lol.🤔

3/6/2020 5:29:27 PM wiggley_dale  pic.twitter.com/NBgPRCyA1y

3/6/2020 5:29:40 PM toccn2 Video posted 40 seconds ago, nice turnaround MJ 12

3/6/2020 5:29:42 PM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/a8pN80f3J9

3/6/2020 5:29:47 PM tammyca31262528 Austin said D6 was disbanded when No Name died.

3/6/2020 5:29:48 PM ialibertybelle Wrong.

3/6/2020 5:29:59 PM ialibertybelle He did not.

3/6/2020 5:30:10 PM rachaelangelm Lol

3/6/2020 5:30:37 PM ialibertybelle He died at the hand of Mary Todd Lincoln.

3/6/2020 5:30:48 PM krystalball888 Mind blowing stuff

3/6/2020 5:31:18 PM rebornkingent 17%

3/6/2020 5:31:38 PM americanpetal Are all UFO’s time machines? That doesn’t seem right but that’s what he reported unless I got it wrong.

3/6/2020 5:31:57 PM my2sonznme I thought your tweet earlier about being careful who we follow was referring to Austin?!

3/6/2020 5:32:08 PM bcmarky Shiva

3/6/2020 5:32:12 PM covfefecrafts 17%

3/6/2020 5:32:12 PM aussieqne These are great too.  https://youtu.be/HSINnHsffh0  💥 https://youtu.be/xVMnnktQFZc 

3/6/2020 5:32:12 PM ialibertybelle Abraham Lincoln Springsteen led the way for the Federal Reserve.

3/6/2020 5:32:23 PM weldon280 Who is Niall stannich . The hill . All over Irish media puttin the boot into potus at every chance  . Swamp creature ?

3/6/2020 5:32:44 PM kachinagtto 🤞🤞🤞 pic.twitter.com/pEUr21DA6B

3/6/2020 5:33:09 PM allianceisclose  pic.twitter.com/4AW8FwlvoG

3/6/2020 5:33:36 PM reckoningtruth Don't forget #Mittens

3/6/2020 5:34:59 PM pctechwi Tick tock.

3/6/2020 5:35:06 PM rob67_ Great meme. 👍

3/6/2020 5:35:17 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1234858076508999682 …

3/6/2020 5:35:17 PM toccn2 Likes comments and retweets are not endorsements

3/6/2020 5:35:25 PM divinestarla Have been wondering about those exact words.  Many years research led me to believe the “science” behind vaccines is total crap.  Most were 

convinced by polio downward trend after vax intro.  Polio was declining at SAME RATE before vax was introduced.  More info please!

3/6/2020 5:35:26 PM my2sonznme Just today, both Dan Bongino and Sean Hannity, said they get flu shots. To vaccinate, or not to vaccinate, that is the question 🤔

3/6/2020 5:35:28 PM aussieqne Is this still the case @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? 🙏

3/6/2020 5:35:36 PM rebornkingent Anyone have the Saice on today’s JG Trump mention?

3/6/2020 5:35:56 PM kathleenmckeon6 k

maybe we the people need to hold a convention with all vaccinated people, take a count on ones that have had bad experience with what vaccine & 

the ones that haven't same thing so we can figure out which ones will nail us. The Corporations won't tell, nor will the politicians.

3/6/2020 5:37:06 PM audra_shumaker D5 state dept. CFIUS - SAP/weapons dealing

3/6/2020 5:37:06 PM pooky_steve nothing, we are small fries. prayer is the best

3/6/2020 5:38:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Δ33m 

Space Force Tweet

Greenland Demand

Coincidence?

3/6/2020 5:38:16 PM bryceja68689884 Okay. Who is the head of the rnc again? She turned the keys to the republican cpu systems over to the dems?

3/6/2020 5:38:45 PM mikespies904 What is greenland demand

3/6/2020 5:38:45 PM kathleenmckeon6 Good lord did you see that dope Hoetz telling Congress that the problem with vaccine and corona was it made it worse & then keep talking down 

about antivax and the idiot thanking him for it?  

Corporate owned America with the license to lie and kill, then call the people names.

3/6/2020 5:39:03 PM bryceja68689884 One word answers accomplish nothing.

3/6/2020 5:39:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Advise https://twitter.com/NSAGov/status/1236099750610563074 …



3/6/2020 5:39:38 PM americanpetal Wow, love the last part about the Queen of Denmark.

3/6/2020 5:39:51 PM susang7671  pic.twitter.com/txh0w8TfWp

3/6/2020 5:40:34 PM peekaboo1966 Huh ?

3/6/2020 5:41:00 PM mattersnot2 Some of us are already on board with this kind of info. We're listening and hearing.

3/6/2020 5:41:40 PM peekaboo1966 Got er dun  .

3/6/2020 5:42:08 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oBj7no85bU&t …

3/6/2020 5:42:36 PM ialibertybelle Lincoln did not free the slaves. Slavery was still allowed in the states.

3/6/2020 5:42:55 PM maryheil5 I always delete the atYouTube so that it doesn’t give them a heads up to check out the video that they would most likely delete!!

3/6/2020 5:42:57 PM ialibertybelle And slavery is more prevalent today.

3/6/2020 5:43:28 PM theappraiser17  https://www.lawfareblog.com/take-greenland-seriously-and-literally-vital-national-security-issue …

3/6/2020 5:43:38 PM keith369me Time to re-write HIS-Story with truth.  Did Lincoln have Marfan Syndrome?

3/6/2020 5:44:05 PM slynnmckim I can’t wait!  So happy to witness all the GOOD!

3/6/2020 5:44:33 PM jackoneilltime1 Connect the dots

3/6/2020 5:44:41 PM keith369me Done with better living through chemistry.  Better living through consciousness and energy!!!

3/6/2020 5:44:53 PM nspecial101 Charge Microsoft with industrial sabotage of DOD subcontractor companies and which in turn violates the espionage act.

Send a message to the IT crowd that privacy and security is non negotiable.

3/6/2020 5:44:58 PM bryceja68689884 But did he go to war against the proponents of legalized slavery in America?

3/6/2020 5:45:19 PM bryceja68689884 Probably correct.

3/6/2020 5:45:26 PM speaakn I never donate to the RNC @GOPChairwoman - I give straight to Trump campaign!

3/6/2020 5:45:48 PM keith369me Time to follow Austin Steinbart on YouTube!!!

3/6/2020 5:46:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

Think Q = Quantum

Think Q-bit

Think Q = 17

Why are date markers used?

3/6/2020 5:47:25 PM ialibertybelle The Civil War was not about slavery.

3/6/2020 5:47:28 PM keith369me Before long, Greenland will be renamed Trumpland.  The seed has been planted...watch and wait.

3/6/2020 5:47:33 PM 8ssidekick He is not Q. He is Q+

3/6/2020 5:47:36 PM kachinagtto Ronna McDaniel.  I actually had to look up the info.  Just wow at the incompetence.  Here's what I found... https://dailycaller.com/2018/12/04/nrcc-

crowdstrike-dnc-hack/ …

3/6/2020 5:47:36 PM raybenenate Did Q get the virus?  He has disappeared.

3/6/2020 5:47:47 PM stacy1thatsme He mentioned him in the town hall meeting last night too!!

3/6/2020 5:47:54 PM trinity_jenny Channeled info pic.twitter.com/6nlYvd9T6g

3/6/2020 5:48:19 PM keith369me What software does not have a backdoor?

3/6/2020 5:48:23 PM kachinagtto message over messenger

3/6/2020 5:48:31 PM stacy1thatsme He some point during the town hall last night, I'm pretty sure that's when I heard it

3/6/2020 5:48:31 PM qpatriotq binary

3/6/2020 5:48:32 PM mikeb38beacon_h Algorithms?

3/6/2020 5:49:11 PM kachinagtto Thanks - I'll try to find later

3/6/2020 5:49:18 PM decodematrix Greenland is rightful American clay.

3/6/2020 5:49:36 PM pghpatriot 17 Qbit Quantum CompuTer

3/6/2020 5:50:00 PM ainounnoun What direction is 5 p.m. on an analog clock?

What time is that military time?

Q

3/6/2020 5:50:22 PM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/GfYmm7uChgI 

3/6/2020 5:50:25 PM kidge6 2 spellings.

Go’uld.

Goa’uld.  

Au = gold.

Significant?

3/6/2020 5:50:37 PM crisco2377 17

3/6/2020 5:51:17 PM ialibertybelle  http://www.usa-the-republic.com/items%20of%20interest/abraham%20lincoln.html …

3/6/2020 5:51:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 It was.

3/6/2020 5:51:40 PM zagnett from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR 0Δs OR Δ0 OR Δ33m

3/6/2020 5:51:58 PM maryheil5 I love this guy! How exciting things are! I can’t wait for these people to be taken down and removed – – whatever that means!

3/6/2020 5:52:10 PM americanpetal No coincidence. Are you intentionally applying the power of 3 6 9?  Or did it just happen?

3/6/2020 5:52:35 PM n7guardiananon terminate with extreme prejudice on the courts. pic.twitter.com/8OtZ2vPe4k

3/6/2020 5:52:46 PM anneolsen43 Her early videos may reflect that I have no doubt but to me she changed her mission. Just my opinion

3/6/2020 5:53:28 PM armyman971 This is from Today. pic.twitter.com/Gi8FGqfV3V

3/6/2020 5:53:50 PM toccn2 01010001

3/6/2020 5:54:03 PM pooky_steve i remember it only being a 4 seat

3/6/2020 5:54:21 PM habsbatman biblical .......yep tank Q pic.twitter.com/CHgJnGUboc

3/6/2020 5:54:55 PM sparkleloung What about Q-bert? pic.twitter.com/iqplFnJz9t

3/6/2020 5:54:56 PM americanpetal What is this really about? Why would (they) want to get into our computers? What more could (they) want?

3/6/2020 5:55:02 PM selooversuzanne Random..., sitting outside (N of KCMO), in major KCI flight path. All air traffic went into holding pattern and out of the SW came 4 or 5 objects. Several 

mins later about 9 or 10. All heading in NE direction. All silent. No blinking lights. Just white lights

3/6/2020 5:55:17 PM courtneyspace17 I'm not coming back

3/6/2020 5:55:22 PM worldxplorer1 WHAT!?  @GOPChairwoman hired @CrowdStrike to secure the Republican @GOP servers!?  That is the dumbest (or dare I say, one of most corrupt 

things) I’ve ever heard!

Step aside Ronna. You clearly don’t have the best interests of the Republican Party in mind!

3/6/2020 5:55:49 PM j_just1c3_pt  pic.twitter.com/2HEdbVf7mN

3/6/2020 5:55:51 PM adamwl 17 qubits is the minimum needed to perform surface code error correction, an algorithm thought to be necessary to scaling up quantum computers to 

useful sizes.

3/6/2020 5:56:08 PM worldxplorer1 A key video! 👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻

Must watch!!

3/6/2020 5:56:13 PM jamescricket13 Q strangely quiet.

3/6/2020 5:56:29 PM lennon09899021 Good question since nothing ever happens

3/6/2020 5:56:46 PM adamwl WE’RE ALL IN A REAL-TIME SURFACE CODE ERROR CORRECTING SIMULATION 🤯🤯🤯

3/6/2020 5:56:52 PM indiglojewel Question: Is the Eye of the Firmament, which opens soon to remove 3D, and leaving 4D here on Terra, independent of the CERN opening?

3/6/2020 5:57:32 PM keith369me Date markers are used so less sophisticated IS-BEs can see the patterns and realize the outcome, regardless of whether the viewer is a White Hat or a 

Black Hat.  The outcome was decided before Q graced us with all of the information.



3/6/2020 5:58:41 PM nybiltong @POTUS @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VerumRadix #qcard #qanon 

-->THANK Q<-- #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA pic.twitter.com/lwflIKcNb9

3/6/2020 5:58:50 PM palmdalekid2 @AustinSteinbart

3/6/2020 5:58:59 PM cel__lec @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @StormIsUponUs  I saw this earlier and i cannot find it, but someone said the ++ = "and a minor" i 

think its really "and a child" pic.twitter.com/qaEer0w2Cv

3/6/2020 5:59:10 PM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/Aaiuikbdvs

3/6/2020 5:59:25 PM ufo_researcher Microsoft should stop building in deliberate backdoors for the services to get access.

3/6/2020 5:59:41 PM straightshorts  pic.twitter.com/CHs6BtsQhp

3/6/2020 6:00:14 PM trinity_jenny Synchronicities

3/6/2020 6:00:22 PM straightshorts  pic.twitter.com/Onx2Hiug2c

3/6/2020 6:00:38 PM 369palm I thought he was one of yours

3/6/2020 6:00:49 PM lisadai35675493 Who was the driver???

3/6/2020 6:01:03 PM pooky_steve you are right

3/6/2020 6:01:47 PM gifted_802 Best 5 minute explanation of JFK shooting. Won't ever need too watch another. https://youtu.be/R9EiKRhmqFU 

3/6/2020 6:02:09 PM pooky_steve bingo.

3/6/2020 6:02:12 PM giediknight Yes, but my theory is invalid as another person said that all Q info is open source.

3/6/2020 6:02:54 PM fansblowing3 DOJ is stopping the CIA/M16 drug running

3/6/2020 6:02:59 PM ericsteelelive Amazing makeup job or is it? Make you stop and think.

3/6/2020 6:03:01 PM wikijuliete John G. Trump pic.twitter.com/rDq7FOcdpk

3/6/2020 6:04:00 PM arifriedman12  pic.twitter.com/xsVYGPNaHM

3/6/2020 6:04:01 PM manifest_utopia Research what's in the vaccines and what the adjuvants do. https://vimeo.com/386313325 

3/6/2020 6:04:20 PM giediknight That’s why everyone should just get Office 365 exchange, you know the cloud is always more secure.....

3/6/2020 6:04:22 PM paulfdegner Think Q = @jason_quitt #f2b

3/6/2020 6:04:26 PM americanpetal Are time stamps date markers? To connect us (the collective) with AI? If Math is the Universal language and 3 6 9 are the keys to the universe 

timestamps using 3 6 9 would unlock the keys and get US into AI and fix our world? Idk

3/6/2020 6:04:27 PM shoeshinegal He is waiting to synchronise his time stamps to prophecy!! Or drafting his next messages in a way to hide his identity but also give us some detective 

work to do. 😍

3/6/2020 6:05:15 PM knassios D = Dianne. ..6= F for Feinstein.?

3/6/2020 6:05:18 PM giediknight He arrested the fake news reporters.

3/6/2020 6:05:20 PM djlok 40:45

 https://www.c-span.org/video/?470138-1/cdc-send-million-coronavirus-testing-kits-week …

3/6/2020 6:05:34 PM mrchss1 A lifetime can be shortened

3/6/2020 6:06:00 PM rebornkingent Trump tower, QBert video game? Anyone else see this or is it me?   https://www.pinterest.com/pin/283586107758266266/ … 

pic.twitter.com/xIcKU7orrf

3/6/2020 6:06:58 PM iamspirit22 D6.  Human trafficking/ child sex trafficking.

3/6/2020 6:07:49 PM rebornkingent See above, Trump tower. pic.twitter.com/aGf8ZBdRJ0

3/6/2020 6:08:03 PM americanpetal Thank you🇺🇸

3/6/2020 6:08:17 PM 39anc6 Coordenates to establish space/time

3/6/2020 6:08:43 PM zijafanatik105 Write and rewrite

3/6/2020 6:08:57 PM fansblowing3 Biden Five?  🧐

3/6/2020 6:09:42 PM weare07489243 The fate of the cat isn't determined until someone open the box.

3/6/2020 6:10:03 PM kachinagtto Wow - thank you!  Great clip

3/6/2020 6:10:04 PM jason_quitt 🎩🐬🤐

3/6/2020 6:10:17 PM gifted_802 Big push for this guy who claims Q and the DIA contacted him and told him to start making videos. I guess Q does outside comms now.

3/6/2020 6:11:09 PM squnto oh shit its on

3/6/2020 6:11:32 PM kkasica631 Unseal SCALIA, too!

3/6/2020 6:11:57 PM indiglojewel We have a Solar Flash in December of 2020?  And misguided and misaligned CERN activity.  Who funds the CERN shenanigans?  The Bank of 

International Settlements out of Switzerland?

3/6/2020 6:12:35 PM fansblowing3  https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8084629/Trump-brags-science-knowledge-super-genius-uncle-MIT-professor.html …

3/6/2020 6:12:41 PM zijafanatik105 I see why yall block the people who “yawn” or say stuff never happens. Gah, it gets on my nerves reading it!

3/6/2020 6:13:16 PM worldxplorer1 Sure thing!  Always here to try to help.

3/6/2020 6:14:22 PM donnaho33369876 Northeast? 1700

3/6/2020 6:15:16 PM fansblowing3 Lincoln is most famous for leading the country during the American Civil War. His leadership in the North helped the country to remain strong and 

defeat the South keeping the country united. He also pushed for the freedom of all slaves throughout the nation.

3/6/2020 6:15:36 PM patriotleah1776 Haha, nice!

👍👍👍

3/6/2020 6:16:19 PM patriotleah1776 Probably really busy.

Like all other times in the past!

Go, Q, GO!!!

3/6/2020 6:16:31 PM rebornkingent I try. No one else has made the connection yet.  Does this count as a Q proof?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/6/2020 6:16:31 PM ainounnoun Q 🕔

3/6/2020 6:17:08 PM donnaho33369876 Ahhhh! Thank you!!

3/6/2020 6:17:48 PM saucenuclear 33?

3/6/2020 6:18:04 PM weare07489243  https://sites.google.com/site/greenlandtheory/ …

3/6/2020 6:18:15 PM jimsmit30701501 The Silent war continues..

3/6/2020 6:19:29 PM patriotleah1776 There, there.

You will see the light soon, friend.

"Soon"

Time is an illusion.

Events matter.

Free will.

Trust the plan.

Decades old.

Possibly older than most of us.

JFK.
3/6/2020 6:19:40 PM samsmith0319 ...😳😳😳...

3/6/2020 6:20:19 PM americanpetal So, should we watch his videos?

3/6/2020 6:20:22 PM nurseniceyes The box has been opened



3/6/2020 6:20:41 PM patriotleah1776 Not strange.

We have more than we know.

Look within.

You have all the answers.

Meditate.

Use the power of 369.

Fear no more.

3/6/2020 6:20:50 PM 54catjones Any photos?

3/6/2020 6:20:53 PM samsmith0319 Slide the “Lock”

3/6/2020 6:22:24 PM myself64668301  pic.twitter.com/ixZv1g0LwL

3/6/2020 6:23:28 PM patriotleah1776 Once you learn to advance your being, you will yawn no more.

Ascend.

Then time will matter not.

We are part of the Majestic plan.

Thank your higher self for being part of it.

-369-
3/6/2020 6:23:33 PM kcamelotrising1 Great catch Patriot!

3/6/2020 6:24:15 PM patriotleah1776 Reminds me of the cabal.

Nice GIF!

3/6/2020 6:25:01 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1233140895475736576?s=20 …

3/6/2020 6:25:30 PM patriotleah1776 *$#!+

3/6/2020 6:26:07 PM alaskanbeauty YES!

3/6/2020 6:27:45 PM fansblowing3 If the number 33 = an intelligence operation, the Corona Virus is the latest op. https://www.foxnews.com/health/new-york-coronavirus-cases-increase-

to-33 …

3/6/2020 6:27:48 PM patriotleah1776 This battle is not for the weak.

Meditate. Use 369.

You have more than you know.

You have the entire universe within.

Some of us were chosen to lead.

Some of us will have to follow.

You choose where you stand.

3/6/2020 6:28:00 PM jackoneilltime1 Possible that the date markers are like a marking an unknown trail...one can go forward and back using the markers as guide posts 

pic.twitter.com/pMRHirkMzk

3/6/2020 6:28:30 PM gardenofthegods I heard that... wasn't sure what he was referring to. Can't wait to see what you come up with.

3/6/2020 6:28:43 PM kringcarol God is NOT the author of fear...so guess we know who is.  Guess we should trust Him when He says 'fear not'!

3/6/2020 6:29:22 PM kelly59519553 Getting ready for the arrests! No escape

3/6/2020 6:29:22 PM esau7 John J. Trump/ Julian Assanges Father pic.twitter.com/337CzzPaNu

3/6/2020 6:29:46 PM fansblowing3 Something happening on March 17?

3/6/2020 6:32:12 PM djlok He took care of #FakeNews. pic.twitter.com/TGzU83aN0C

3/6/2020 6:32:45 PM patriotleah1776 We'll be waiting for you.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

I've been a part of the plan since the 80's.

Do I complain?

Absolutely not.

Our ancestors never partook in anything of this scope.

We are lucky.

Impatience will be a nail in the coffin.

Instead, meditate.
3/6/2020 6:34:06 PM chris8nix Upgrades coming.

3/6/2020 6:34:25 PM corstruction That's because it wasn't a limo as portrayed in all of the pics.  There were only 4 people in the car originally but they added a middle row to make it 

impossible for anyone to believe that the driver delivered the first shot to the front low neck

3/6/2020 6:35:08 PM courtneyspace17 Above all this

3/6/2020 6:35:23 PM patriotleah1776 Yay!

So fortunate to be alive here & now!

3/6/2020 6:35:49 PM hoodsavior @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #NobleDrewAli @POTUS Thank God..!! #WeAreStillComing for you Zionist Devils just ask recent Felons #HarveyWeinstein & 

#JamieDimon! @ClintonFdn @netanyahu

3/6/2020 6:36:12 PM courtneyspace17 I have to go beyond this. Its missing something. And something is in the way of all this I sense it. I don't like it so I am going to go beyond.

3/6/2020 6:38:37 PM courtneyspace17 Just remember I will love all of you. All you observing know how much they've targeted me. I have to go above and beyond this I just have a gut feeling 

about something which I have to expose

3/6/2020 6:39:06 PM rick_hernandez I can also see it being a double meaning for the biden five = [D]emocrat 5

3/6/2020 6:39:19 PM madsrytter3 Og The drugs and human trafficking are stoppes C_A there power Will end. The Cabal Will Lose there power and arrest should be able to happen

3/6/2020 6:39:25 PM patriotleah1776 We will be guinea pigs no more.

Pain is coming.

Egos will diminish.

WWG1WGA

Dark to light.

If you have the flu, stay home.

Quit watching fake news.

Stop living in fear.

We need to fight.

We will win.

Research.

Question everything.



3/6/2020 6:39:55 PM irving60785345 Thought about the Q=quantum thing many times.

3/6/2020 6:40:08 PM alex031987 As in the Majestic 12???

3/6/2020 6:40:10 PM patriotleah1776 Love it!

End the war on people.

WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 6:40:33 PM heike_ngan Yes indeed 😁

3/6/2020 6:41:04 PM truthandtrustfl  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corona_discharge … 

search John G Trump and tons of interesting tweets today, most from indoctrinated liberals though 

#MAGA

3/6/2020 6:41:25 PM 444_q_ 🙏 Full Armor of God. Lean not on your own understanding. Remember God wins.

3/6/2020 6:42:30 PM heike_ngan 5 Eyes?

3/6/2020 6:42:53 PM djlok Control...Absolute Control.

3/6/2020 6:44:15 PM nick85houston That photo of Tesla is photoshopped.

3/6/2020 6:45:01 PM 444_q_ Wow!!! And to think, the dicksy-chicks new song is called gaslighter....🤔🤔🤔

3/6/2020 6:45:21 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/FpRvHjNMB1

3/6/2020 6:45:42 PM djlok I'll count it!!!

3/6/2020 6:45:44 PM 444_q_ Corona virus infiltration?

3/6/2020 6:46:37 PM rebornkingent  https://youtu.be/YSjOMRBK2KQ  pic.twitter.com/7y3CDz3vju

3/6/2020 6:48:23 PM galadri09060100  pic.twitter.com/l4yUfWnDTy

3/6/2020 6:48:30 PM corstruction JFK Sr. knew he was targeted so he was replaced with his clone.  She had a special gun that was flat against his back that she passed off to the agent 

behind her over the trunk.

3/6/2020 6:48:47 PM galadri09060100  pic.twitter.com/GsPwpSofjY

3/6/2020 6:51:06 PM selooversuzanne No. Ugh. I think they’d have been too far to see.

3/6/2020 6:51:20 PM corstruction I read that the neck shot was the driver. 🧐

3/6/2020 6:53:08 PM corstruction Looks like he may have been Ted Bundy's daddy too.

3/6/2020 6:53:50 PM anangelhasland1 “...they said it was a joke... but it does suggest...blah blah blah”

“If you don’t think that’s funny, you better not go to college.”

               -Kate Ames in East of Eden

3/6/2020 6:54:48 PM basil26 Unleash Tesla’s genius 😎 pic.twitter.com/gefNHa2rp3

3/6/2020 6:55:12 PM connieketchup Did Ronna McDaniel give the contract to Crowdstrike to secure the Republican's computer's we need to know now! Do you know?

3/6/2020 6:56:11 PM 444_q_ 🙏🙏🙏

3/6/2020 6:56:56 PM timkania who dat

3/6/2020 6:57:26 PM magamircat1 We have  been lied too... pic.twitter.com/le6juMYIGY

3/6/2020 6:58:00 PM giediknight My favorite @AustinSteinbart video. Texts from the future. Folding space/time. The Spice is Life.

3/6/2020 6:59:34 PM rebornkingent True, bird love was very real though. pic.twitter.com/HHwluVWKkx

3/6/2020 6:59:39 PM djlok 30 days...WOW!

3/6/2020 6:59:45 PM corstruction The President & VP aren't ever supposed to be together in public due to situations like this per protocol.  LBG wasn't there. The middle seat is fake.

3/6/2020 7:00:01 PM sarajanesrock No! It was a 2 bench seat - car. This is 3 bench. I think I'm going crazy or somebody or a lot of rich folk are changing the car in all history reelz. Can 

[they] do that? Change historic film?

3/6/2020 7:00:43 PM sarajanesrock That's not the car. THAT IS NOT THE SAME CAR!

3/6/2020 7:00:55 PM rtrumpsdaughter Coordinates. 

        0

    9      3

        6

Not necessarily that order

Nwse

3/6/2020 7:01:43 PM jonesy4671 he was an actor in thor and he came out last year in a series of videos naming several celebrities and politicians as pedos. He even said "see corey. It 

wasn't hard hard was it. I didnt need money. I just did it"  he ended up "committing suicide" last year.Look him up. RIP.

3/6/2020 7:04:35 PM michaeldee1111 So what's going to come through the portal?

3/6/2020 7:04:45 PM debbiered15 This photo is worth a 1000 words!

For such a big guy, why is LBJ so crouched down in that motorcade in Dallas, Texas? pic.twitter.com/nm3JsJLrj1

3/6/2020 7:05:46 PM 444_q_ From what I've read from MJ... The vaccines that aren't bad and 💯 necessary are the vaccines required to go off-world to different 

planets/civilizations to protect us and or the other world from what we may carry. Other than that...🤷♀️

3/6/2020 7:06:12 PM cynthia39231414 Hmmmm.

3/6/2020 7:06:42 PM debbiered15 Please watch this documentary.  The driver was paid to slam on the brakes! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_WES-NAbII …

3/6/2020 7:07:36 PM vmagdalenea  http://Www.voxmagdalenea.com 

3/6/2020 7:08:01 PM karentriebel Mitt owns a bunch of voting machines himself

3/6/2020 7:09:11 PM ethereal_shaman Qbert, I remember that. pic.twitter.com/0vIiRdlVk0

3/6/2020 7:09:20 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7cxgunKTnw …

3/6/2020 7:10:37 PM trolls4truth Was at D-Wave in 2012, traded a guitar pedal with a programmer at the facility. Got to look at the chip and talk about quantum computing. From the 

beginning I've said Q is using Quantum AI. If Twitter didn't shut down my 1st account I could prove I said that.😁 pic.twitter.com/Rxx3DFqTeF

3/6/2020 7:11:21 PM m_j_q_texan Golden ratio code 124875 3 6 9+

3/6/2020 7:12:00 PM rachaelangelm Dates unlock news or news unlocks dates? I think. Q and B lol cuz R is 18

3/6/2020 7:12:39 PM keith369me Seems like the best part of his vids are the bombs in the last 30 seconds.  Wonder if Greenland has strategic off-planet significance.

3/6/2020 7:14:47 PM m_j_q_texan I think u are correct holy 💩🦇man pic.twitter.com/wUXsszVi18

3/6/2020 7:15:14 PM trolls4truth Maybe anons will finally be willing to take a look at the #Tyler theory. Got laughed at for suggesting it before, but you know what they say about the 

ones that get laughed at, usually right in the end. #QuantumAI is real and has been for quite awhile.

3/6/2020 7:15:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many parallels between this plot and what you're watching unfold? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236126761227821057 …

3/6/2020 7:15:34 PM cynthia39231414 Yes. Disinformation. How else would people comply with insanity?

3/6/2020 7:16:33 PM patriotsawake11 Mmm indeed

3/6/2020 7:16:41 PM kachinagtto This part stuck out to me:

Threat - Close polls.  Election declared Null/Void.  House of Rep elects President / VP Chosen by Senate.  

What really does happen in a situation like that?

3/6/2020 7:16:47 PM deb12233 I'm sorry you're missing the gift she has to offer. Her life has been on a steep trajectory. Could you handle it? She is speaking the truth and setting 

people free. I am incredibly grateful for her. For her to speak the truth she is speaking, as a black, is powerfully liberating.



3/6/2020 7:17:14 PM linacovfefe I was a baby when [they] 187’d JFK- literally in diapers- so why does it make me FURIOUS to see pics like this, bringing angry/heartbroken tears to my 

eyes?

I want them held accountable- even if they’re all dead by now, I want the world to know...

#GreatAwakening

#UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 7:17:24 PM stars4p FINE - LET THEM GO TO THE HOSPITAL!

#UnsealDeclassNOW

#RipTheBandAidOFF pic.twitter.com/aOOgSxFfL8

3/6/2020 7:17:41 PM lucyc5124 I do. The end is near. Let the games begin. Let the new begin. ✨

3/6/2020 7:17:59 PM serpent021 Too many to count

3/6/2020 7:18:49 PM saraashcraft Date palm ✋ pic.twitter.com/XlqI7unjzT

3/6/2020 7:19:29 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 7:19:37 PM biasjo Love that book..

3/6/2020 7:20:14 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 7:20:42 PM toccn2 Well let's see we've got: 

False flags

Fear porn

Betrayal

Murder

And the list goes on and on!

You are watching a movie

3/6/2020 7:20:52 PM siegmund_karl This has nothing to do with your silly super tech theories. This is a movement of god and truth.

3/6/2020 7:20:56 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 7:21:06 PM mishelleo1974  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 7:21:33 PM grabsanon Way toooooo many. 😳

3/6/2020 7:21:46 PM lovenlife19691 Amen 🙏

3/6/2020 7:22:00 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 7:22:08 PM americanchilean CORRECT! FUTURE PROVES PAST! pic.twitter.com/TxdsJhKf4j

3/6/2020 7:22:57 PM chrisr0035 🤣🤣 thanks....annnnnd no one cares what you have to say

3/6/2020 7:23:18 PM jaded_pearl 17 🤔🤣

3/6/2020 7:23:25 PM lindaclyons62 Newbie.... What does the power of 369 mean please?

3/6/2020 7:23:29 PM the_start_line 4 passenger vs 6 passenger limo

3/6/2020 7:23:48 PM duaneaustink I dunno... space travel is best left to the professionals... far too dangerous for the public.  The 7 billion will just have to keep taking the word a few 

hundred who've been up there.

3/6/2020 7:24:01 PM hawkgirlinmn My fav—admitting personal corruption to the media to control your own takedown.

3/6/2020 7:24:02 PM laurabusse Totally

I always thought Shiva was the god of destruction because if the Creator keeps creating

Like mother nature

Everything will pile up

Things need to die be destroyed recycled

3/6/2020 7:24:20 PM duaneaustink  pic.twitter.com/MvsC6MRLWo

3/6/2020 7:25:04 PM ragstorm Wow

3/6/2020 7:25:29 PM zagnett Quite more than 300 sounds like actually.

3/6/2020 7:25:50 PM charlesrsmith10 I'm with you. The #DoNothingGOP is nothing but a bank account for never-Trumpers and RINO.

3/6/2020 7:27:04 PM lilbrojd New beginning

3/6/2020 7:27:08 PM toccn2 "Be careful who you follow.

No outside comms.

Message over messenger.

Clowns wear many masks.

Doesn't mean truth isn't embedded within.

UFO statements accurate.

Likes, retweets, comments are not MJ12 endorsements."

3/6/2020 7:27:39 PM laurabusse Sounds like an excellent campaign season will get underway pic.twitter.com/n02u1SGf9d

3/6/2020 7:27:42 PM 444_q_ Don't believe everything you hear.

3/6/2020 7:27:48 PM toccn2 MJ was referring to Austin in this tweet

3/6/2020 7:29:23 PM duaneaustink To date 565 people have "been to space".  They tried sending the public up in '87... choose members of the studio audience (but just like Chris Angel, 

they were pre chosen for the act).  It was huge ordeal, then they all died, proving space travel is best left to professionals.

3/6/2020 7:29:46 PM ghostrider23 Hmm 🤔

3/6/2020 7:29:56 PM rachaelangelm Everything is fake!!!

3/6/2020 7:30:37 PM scottdewitt19 Quantum computing can be A.I.  

Q = A.I. ?  If so WHOS  computer is reaching out to play a game ?

3/6/2020 7:30:38 PM unidentifiedta1 Thule Society

3/6/2020 7:31:37 PM do_or_do_notty Everyone laughs at me when I suggest this theory... however, 

[They] show us thru “entertainment”

3/6/2020 7:32:27 PM emilyoakley6 I also heard the Solomini??? guy was one of these D #'S

3/6/2020 7:32:31 PM duaneaustink What gets me, is old video of Von Braun explaining early space flights with low orbit beginning at 50 miles high, now its at 70.  Hmm.. all those precise 

calculations made then had to be accurate?  Conveniently, all the data from those early missions was "lost in a fire". pic.twitter.com/8COWh37gut

3/6/2020 7:33:25 PM duaneaustink Enjoy the show!! pic.twitter.com/78VG9fSywH

3/6/2020 7:33:39 PM trump_fantastic A base 17 number system?

3/6/2020 7:34:14 PM kachinagtto One Q post I could find with [Soon] Post 809

HRC sold out Military assets in China pic.twitter.com/P16LH2mcMe

3/6/2020 7:34:30 PM keith369me I find this material much more entertaining than “news” even if it’s filled with disinformation.  The facts will eventually come to light along with the 

falsehoods

3/6/2020 7:34:40 PM grandma26244385 JIM W. from 8kun here https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvb02rPu9lnsFh5yMp1PxPQ/videos …

3/6/2020 7:34:48 PM do_or_do_notty The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital. pic.twitter.com/vlzepvQW3C

3/6/2020 7:35:02 PM figgitaboutit Tree of Life

3/6/2020 7:35:40 PM lasarual I used to feel the same way but now I worry about my family. This would traumatize my elderly family members. I’d rather dig and find out myself and 

slowly spoon feed them.

3/6/2020 7:35:45 PM nurseniceyes Idk... Never watched it.



3/6/2020 7:36:12 PM anangelhasland1 Majestic watches too much television. 

Reality too tough?

3/6/2020 7:37:07 PM trump_fantastic Coronavirus?

3/6/2020 7:39:23 PM 369helen313 THIS IS IT.

Thank You MJ12 🙏🏻❤️

3/6/2020 7:39:27 PM magamircat1 17

3/6/2020 7:39:37 PM magamircat1 33?

3/6/2020 7:39:59 PM asswitter2 WOW....WOW.....THIS IS THE BEST MOVIE EVER...........

GRAB UR POPCORN PATRIOTS.....

ENJOY THE SHOW! pic.twitter.com/sQD7PnPGrf

3/6/2020 7:41:03 PM courtneyspace17 Absolutely!!! ☺💜

3/6/2020 7:41:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Name them all.

3/6/2020 7:41:26 PM laurabusse Lotsa ppl getting drunk

3/6/2020 7:41:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/6/2020 7:42:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 You don't need to watch House of Cards in order to see/understand what is being presented to you.

3/6/2020 7:43:25 PM zagnett If the stories about offworld civilizations are true then it's possibly millions. The tech exists to create offworld civilizations far more easily than we've 

been told.

3/6/2020 7:44:41 PM coloradoevolut1  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 7:44:49 PM connieketchup ok what's the deal? when this was tweeted I didn't see anything but the tweet I thought be careful who you follow was Sean Hannity

3/6/2020 7:44:56 PM hrhorchid Lawd...the racists and conspiracy theorists are out in full force. 

Now do Trump! https://www.inquirer.com/columnists/attytood/trump-jamal-khashoggi-murder-cover-up-saudi-arabia-mbs-20191001.html …

3/6/2020 7:44:59 PM wv_2nc An anon just posted numerous coranovirus accounts that included the number 33.

3/6/2020 7:45:11 PM rsm28675996 wt h?! lol

3/6/2020 7:45:45 PM qstorm1111 Q hinted that this would happen!

3/6/2020 7:46:00 PM decodematrix The world is watching.

3/6/2020 7:46:10 PM rebornkingent Kind of like Mr. I had that affair with the intern to cope with my anxiety?

3/6/2020 7:46:11 PM coloradoevolut1  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 7:46:16 PM coloradoevolut1  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 7:46:22 PM connieketchup WTH i thought be careful who you follow was Sean Hannity? I'm pissed I have watched him today what's the deal

3/6/2020 7:46:24 PM tucson_ron How can one help but think... something is going on?

3/6/2020 7:47:04 PM duaneaustink The sun may rise in the East at least its settled in a final location... Space may be the final frontier but its made in a Hollywood basement.... Alderaan's 

not far away its Californication...  Red Hot Chili Peppers... lol

3/6/2020 7:47:13 PM bastion_j Brother, it's gonna take an entire Forrest to get my country fixed.....

3/6/2020 7:47:50 PM pfd1961 Just need to have a great replacement that can live up to Mr. Meadows actions as a true Patriot

3/6/2020 7:48:12 PM cory_l_nelson  pic.twitter.com/rngSPSruRN

3/6/2020 7:48:16 PM nurseniceyes Put the South under martial law and suspended their rights for decades.

3/6/2020 7:48:32 PM rghardy3 Q = the mirror of ALICE

3/6/2020 7:49:23 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/Nl9r3wmpBo

3/6/2020 7:51:07 PM toccn2 I happen to agree with you honestly, I think it comes down to the same way you can decipher truth from movies, or using MJ's recent example 

television shows... message over messenger 🤷♂️

3/6/2020 7:51:13 PM sdane8 I wondered the same thing. I've been watching his YT videos today and in not sure what to think, though he seems knowledgeable. Is this the same 

person? pic.twitter.com/VH8r1EFqKe

3/6/2020 7:51:33 PM peter77122940 (I (from .au) don't understand why someone with known, published criminal activities, can even be allowed to be nominated (or continue once 

allowed) let alone actually run for POTUS position).

3/6/2020 7:51:43 PM lindaclyons62 Sorry, but this reminds me of Neo in the Matrixx series....The anomaly in the Matrixx system.

3/6/2020 7:52:13 PM magamircat1 Clinton foundation

Bidens and Burisma

Wiki leaks 

Seth Rich

Ukrain

Syria

Iran

Fisa gate

Russia gate

General Flynn 

Carter page

Roger stone
3/6/2020 7:53:12 PM carolin15161363 Look up Tesla 3,6,9

3/6/2020 7:53:23 PM austinsteinbart 😂 Not me! I am (was) a covert operative. So I never went into the office lol ✌🏼👨💻👍🏼

3/6/2020 7:53:25 PM cyberanonrevolu Why are date markers used?

"The future proves the past, the past proves the future." pic.twitter.com/VEjbkHh5a1

3/6/2020 7:54:30 PM magamircat1 Snowden

Selling assets to China

Muslim brotherhood 

Pedophilia 

Sex trafficking 

Gun selling

Build the wall

Organ harvesting
3/6/2020 7:55:08 PM connieketchup sounds like the worst show ever it's ridiculous even though it's true

3/6/2020 7:55:19 PM rachaelangelm We have your information Bill and you should stop resisting.

3/6/2020 7:55:30 PM nurseniceyes Many many parallels.

3/6/2020 7:56:09 PM timkania Thank you for the info my man. 👊🏽

3/6/2020 7:56:16 PM dianesaumure If there was a dome how would they go to space and our Pleadian friends come through

3/6/2020 7:56:24 PM truth_again Please ELI5 I’ve been lurking since Q first appeared but I need a little help with this one. Q is AI? Or is it a mixture of looking glass and AI?

3/6/2020 7:56:54 PM goldenflowefarm Ever read Dan Brown? Deception Point, Angels and Demons, ?  Interesting.



3/6/2020 7:57:08 PM giediknight Wow the crowdstrike “next generation” anti-virus is live time spying on every computer it’s installed on and most likely, ever computer/device on the 

network. It’s like just giving the keys to the front door to thieves, while your home watching Netflix.

3/6/2020 7:57:55 PM gi6stars They tell us in plain SIGHT. #WeThePeople just never see it.

3/6/2020 7:58:30 PM giediknight  https://go.crowdstrike.com/try-falcon-prevent.html …

3/6/2020 7:59:55 PM cormieredcclare I just love ❤️ this Great Patriot! 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

3/6/2020 8:00:05 PM synackstatic Approved the Pacific railroad act of 1862. 

Gould, Harriman, and Clinton's McLarty

3/6/2020 8:00:30 PM sdane8 Haha!  Then it looks like your brother! Whatever the case, you're both handsome. 😊

3/6/2020 8:00:47 PM 369helen313 So MeSsY 🤦🏻♀️

None !

We Are There ...

3/6/2020 8:01:00 PM arthurpacfarm So that’s what it is!!

3/6/2020 8:01:03 PM sickfryck The movie length film will be condensed making it not seem like it’s going so slow.

3/6/2020 8:01:12 PM stacy1thatsme I've been watching the good wife and wow

3/6/2020 8:01:46 PM arthurpacfarm Your brain on drugs...right?

3/6/2020 8:02:28 PM synackstatic Projection dates for probability outlook provided by the QCom. Input of complexity clouds it beyond a certain degree.

3/6/2020 8:02:42 PM aleks8837 Can someone screenshot it? I don't see the first statement MJ is replying to.

3/6/2020 8:02:49 PM aleks8837 Can someone screenshot it? I don't see the first statement MJ is replying to.

3/6/2020 8:03:27 PM highvoltagenews Hard to believe it is

necessary to say still.

Its wild how some will feel

the need to claim ties to Q.

Like

-“oh yeah we have our Q”

-“we know who he (they,it) is”

Then other days...

-Q is a psyop

-Q is fake

-Q well some stuff is good

-Q is not as good as(x)

🙄Actors gonna act
3/6/2020 8:03:47 PM adamshasten LIBERAL JEALOUSY is FREAKING HILARIOUS!

3/6/2020 8:04:19 PM laurabusse 🍀

3/6/2020 8:04:42 PM sdane8 Here you go ... pic.twitter.com/XCXtsP3hOL

3/6/2020 8:05:03 PM synackstatic Hillarys server is unpatched.

3/6/2020 8:05:37 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/AgmUTr8EUW

3/6/2020 8:05:42 PM aleks8837 Thanks you

3/6/2020 8:08:44 PM ms1481 Welcome aboard.

3/6/2020 8:09:03 PM honorbound1974 Annnnnd

Holy shitballs.

3/6/2020 8:09:27 PM aleks8837 Understood. Keystone = blackmail. https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1236088291205754888 …

3/6/2020 8:09:40 PM jaded_pearl #17

3/6/2020 8:10:17 PM sdane8 It's difficult to know because I don't openly discuss it. I'll drop a phrase like "trust the plan" occasionally to see if there's recognition, but the only 

people I know who are aware are the ones I've red pilled.

3/6/2020 8:10:32 PM sterkinglights1 Awesome! You beat me 2 it.

3/6/2020 8:12:41 PM dobbs_travis Should I delete ?     Oops 😳

3/6/2020 8:12:47 PM graylcs9876 And is Schrodinger's cat alive or dead?

3/6/2020 8:13:05 PM galacticcitiz3n Meditation was a complete game/matrix changer for me 😱😍👌🏼👏🏼 wish I had started meditating sooner 😋 But thankful non the less ✨

3/6/2020 8:13:49 PM sdane8 They're both interesting theories. I like it! Out of the box thinking. 😊

3/6/2020 8:15:00 PM noeticus1 National security, in this period of swamp cleaning, is a paramount topic, to ensure the proper excecution of the "Plan", 

keeping in mind that the rabbit hole is deeper that we can imagine. If you play chess, got to move at the right time.

#TrustThePlan

#UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 8:16:58 PM sdane8 Maybe you're smarter than those in your orbit. 😉 

It's a bit esoteric. I'm not sure a large percentage of the population knows about it though they may have heard the name.

3/6/2020 8:17:13 PM noeticus1 cause you can't erase them?

3/6/2020 8:17:22 PM emtmind Remember folks, like MJ12 says, don't waste any expelled semen.  Drink every drop.

3/6/2020 8:19:55 PM noeticus1 True. Search for "Do you wish we show up?" 

And take a look at the #AreciboMessage

#WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 8:23:44 PM connieketchup no that wasn't you

3/6/2020 8:28:08 PM exlluminati  https://t.co/toh4gIl3OC  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1150075065519792128?s=21 …

3/6/2020 8:28:17 PM sdane8 2200 in 5 months. 2+2+5 = 9

17%

3/6/2020 8:28:53 PM tresfort1 @ReachCuriousCat interesting. John G. Trump was the one who had access to Tesla's docs. I'll look into this more.

3/6/2020 8:29:24 PM nurseniceyes Neither and both... Depends completely upon expectations

3/6/2020 8:29:25 PM nm_zsr Is this directed to Exchange admins? Or bigger picture that I'm missing?

3/6/2020 8:30:17 PM graylcs9876 Is there a connection between CERN and Project LookingGlass?

3/6/2020 8:30:43 PM guymonzeglio Uncle John and Tesla?

3/6/2020 8:32:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider what today is?

5:5?

#Q854

#AskTheQ pic.twitter.com/PqvItEfDuh

3/6/2020 8:32:54 PM lindaclyons62 Will do! Thank you!

3/6/2020 8:33:06 PM graylcs9876 I have.

3/6/2020 8:33:10 PM tonypalumbo10  https://jesus-comes.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/EBook-of-the-7-part-Series-Forecast-and-Instructions-from-Jesus.pdf …



3/6/2020 8:33:31 PM francoissmc Panic!

3/6/2020 8:33:45 PM rebornkingent  https://qmap.pub/read/854 

3/6/2020 8:33:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 That's exactly what he is saying. https://twitter.com/fansblowing3/status/1236116295566974978 …

3/6/2020 8:34:01 PM guyfromv Jesus was crucified at 33

3/6/2020 8:34:20 PM egelone  pic.twitter.com/dbMfTdGDnO

3/6/2020 8:36:11 PM justwinejosh  pic.twitter.com/VvZEKCadPh

3/6/2020 8:36:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 23:33 3/6/2020

222=6

33 33 6 6

6 6 = 12

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein = #Unseal911

#Unseal911 = #UnsealRoswell 

The BEST is yet to come.

Do not fall victim of their distractions.

Nothing will stop what is coming.
3/6/2020 8:36:15 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/MqNzJFIu5t

3/6/2020 8:37:09 PM trolls4truth WarGames. Matthew Broderick.

Shall we play a game?

3/6/2020 8:37:50 PM sdane8 I'm not sure I see the connection. You have drugs and human trafficking which could tie to the border and military and the Saudi arrests. Then you have 

CERN, the DIA and Homeland Security. But how do they tie together?

A major surge via the southern border by the cabal?

3/6/2020 8:37:57 PM yarackchell Yop but not limited to... any image/ picture doctored.... so vague....... as a picture is a media a sound is too..... sooooo too many laws = no laws.... this 

is getting stupid lolll

3/6/2020 8:38:48 PM bbobbio71 5:5

3/6/2020 8:39:49 PM sarahrain19 sad part is we all know the rules only apply to supporters of the President.

3/6/2020 8:41:25 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/Do2sUwyFqI

3/6/2020 8:41:34 PM trinity_jenny 777 changed the timeline .. just perspective  Trinity Love  a white Cosmic Worldbridger pic.twitter.com/BdO7JOnwDt

3/6/2020 8:41:41 PM synackstatic jesus fucking christ. 

Union Pacific.

3/6/2020 8:42:02 PM corstruction [enter] [space] GM

3/6/2020 8:42:20 PM bbobbio71 March madness

3/6/18 -3/6/2020

IBOR

3/6/2020 8:42:34 PM qpatriotq  pic.twitter.com/9XOTTbEY78

3/6/2020 8:42:40 PM brendabogartqt Please tell us why!

3/6/2020 8:43:29 PM doodooh59284043 Bring it in mother fuckers!!!

3/6/2020 8:43:43 PM your_compa  pic.twitter.com/af5oXtpHT7

3/6/2020 8:44:03 PM bbobbio71 HRC drop.

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK

3/6/2020 8:44:27 PM synackstatic Battle of Pea Ridge. 

Surprise attack in Arkansas.

3/6/2020 8:44:43 PM tonypalumbo10  https://revelacionesmarianas.com/en/warning.html 

3/6/2020 8:45:01 PM sdane8 😳

3/6/2020 8:45:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 What have we said about Cannabis?

Who has recently claimed that Q is being funded using weed?

Message over messenger.

Be careful who you follow.

3/6/2020 8:45:32 PM wendy_dees 🤭

3/6/2020 8:45:53 PM quantum_reality The media has succeeded in whipping up frenzy and creating herd mentality by banging the drums of apocalypse when one person gets sick or dies in a 

population of 300+ million. 

Of course every death is tragic but I don’t see any coverage of these deaths pic.twitter.com/lRGWeY79dc

3/6/2020 8:46:17 PM bbobbio71  https://futurism.com/17-qubit-chips-begins-quantum-revolution …

3/6/2020 8:46:32 PM ndeathcloak Who said that?

3/6/2020 8:47:55 PM jensantamonica 33 is all over the place re corona.

3/6/2020 8:48:00 PM eman1292 AS from recent video. To quote Bernie Sandals, "is that a bad thing?"

3/6/2020 8:48:39 PM emet_or_2020 This is b.s.

3/6/2020 8:48:40 PM freestateojones They updated to 44 an hour after.

3/6/2020 8:48:44 PM eyarnamoon  pic.twitter.com/lMjqXmaRwe

3/6/2020 8:49:16 PM 369helen313 MASS AWAKENING 

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/6/2020 8:49:35 PM synackstatic Canopy was setup to take the market, if only Chuckie boy and Hillary had their way at the beach.

3/6/2020 8:49:54 PM emet_or_2020 Q is funded freely. The return is Justice which is invaluable.

3/6/2020 8:50:42 PM epkman The Great Clock of Reckoning is showing one minute past.🕒

3/6/2020 8:51:24 PM synackstatic Your snake spreading the 'mind virus' through the nation. Blackmail control. previously owned by robber-baron Gould, currently owned by Warren 

Buffet. pic.twitter.com/Ee7j0Xo1in

3/6/2020 8:51:26 PM trinity_jenny Who Dat? who Der? Lol 😝 not from Earth?  Kek Pleadian 🥰 pic.twitter.com/r1CHr3sxLe

3/6/2020 8:51:47 PM state1union It’s ON! pic.twitter.com/CIm2p1KG2S

3/6/2020 8:52:02 PM corstruction It's huge.  US Post Office is the firewall between United States & everyone else.  Little known firewalls within have saved us citizens.

3/6/2020 8:52:03 PM rosas7043 Besides sell us to London ?

Lincoln was a Rothschild.

Lincoln put us so far into debt that [they] had to sell the soul of America to london. Via the Act of 1871 the three city empire was born. Citizenship was 

saddled upon us. Sovereignty revoked. Payseur...

3/6/2020 8:52:34 PM sdane8 Is that Blago in the top middle?

3/6/2020 8:52:35 PM bbobbio71 I hadn't heard about that one.



3/6/2020 8:52:42 PM aleks8837 Alice?!

"Potentially sensitive content"

I'm sure it recognizes the particular shades of grey for Q-posts now.

Panic!

5:5

Stage not set yet.

Trust the PLAN. pic.twitter.com/3JSipTURuw

3/6/2020 8:52:45 PM swatcam1 Austin Steinbart I think is who you are referring to.

3/6/2020 8:53:07 PM lobster_byte  pic.twitter.com/nXgA4uRCZo

3/6/2020 8:53:38 PM sdane8 🤨

3/6/2020 8:54:18 PM mjs__smile March 6 > Montreal explosion #BOOM >> 3.2 to 3.3 reported "earthquake" at 3.22 a.m 

JFK and Bobby murders were on 33 parallel

3/6/2020 8:54:18 PM bbobbio71 Cannabis Is ailen?

"                " Healthily

"                 " Going to bed legalized?

Smoke at low temps to get best benefit............... etc

3/6/2020 8:54:22 PM rosas7043 WHAT !?

3/6/2020 8:54:24 PM trinity_jenny Railroad?

3/6/2020 8:55:00 PM zillion62728931 We Are The News Now

WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 8:55:51 PM rosas7043 We were sovereign until Lincoln.

3/6/2020 8:55:53 PM sdane8 I LOVE this movement! All of us contributing and reminding each other of forgotten tidbits, each becoming living libraries open to learning, and sharing 

what we learn. ♥️♥️♥️

3/6/2020 8:56:18 PM joey34955757 I am smoking some weed in Oregon right now. I use it to help me “Dig”.  I picture things better.

3/6/2020 8:56:18 PM ghost_of_billy_ "...likely to cause harm" pic.twitter.com/mFvgp4sG4V

3/6/2020 8:56:35 PM trinity_jenny #Q

3/6/2020 8:56:40 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/gDdCMvV3et

3/6/2020 8:56:42 PM rosas7043 Cannibis is NOT from Earth. ET’s brought it to boost human consciousness.

3/6/2020 8:56:49 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/1uVxMqtf79

3/6/2020 8:56:51 PM state1union Club 93

3/6/2020 8:56:53 PM shamelessslyme What did I miss? I mean, I know the "talk" about buying Greenland what what about this tweet?

3/6/2020 8:58:00 PM intenceman Nikola Tesla, a brilliant man,  said this. His understanding of the Universe was deep, broad, and sublime. Sadly,  he was naive in a sense about people,  

despite his intelligence and sophistication..and was taken advantage of by others not so benevolent.

3/6/2020 8:58:10 PM lrn_to_read_rtl This one has me interested

3/6/2020 8:59:04 PM rosas7043 Psy op ?

3/6/2020 8:59:07 PM marywal64295444 That was my favorite, and only, game that I played at the arcade as a teenager,  lol

3/6/2020 8:59:29 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/dragonflyglitta/status/1173230387172118528?s=21 … https://twitter.com/DragonFlyGlitta/status/1173230387172118528 …

3/6/2020 8:59:44 PM sdane8 It would be helpful if you elaborated and shared your opinion/knowledge.

3/6/2020 9:00:31 PM youstinksoap 434

3/6/2020 9:01:09 PM iamyou132 Interesting. Today I heard in one of the videos from Austin that HC had 55k emails and not the purported 33k as well

3/6/2020 9:01:47 PM dianesaumure Maybe he is human / insectoid

3/6/2020 9:01:49 PM sdane8 But how do we know which is which?

3/6/2020 9:02:02 PM childers_lance I'm a lurker who lives in CA and I don't smoke weed. I do drink beer a little though

3/6/2020 9:02:16 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/WXUkKc6T2u

3/6/2020 9:02:40 PM t3baron  pic.twitter.com/jU3AyBjaZZ

3/6/2020 9:02:41 PM 444_q_ 11223344

3/6/2020 9:03:03 PM bcmarky did he say that?

3/6/2020 9:03:06 PM c2m1ll3 Have you met with outer space-type aliens?

3/6/2020 9:03:19 PM chris_cmselec Driver did it, he’s looking back to confirm hit.  Breaking protocol

3/6/2020 9:03:41 PM calicryptobetty Pretty sure it has been open.. Along with other portals..

3/6/2020 9:03:57 PM trinity_jenny Dry Dock .. ward of state

3/6/2020 9:05:22 PM swatcam1 I couldn't tell you exactly what video it was because I watched all of them over the past couple days, but in one of then he did say this.

3/6/2020 9:05:24 PM mattcottrill3 Who said q is being funded using weed?

3/6/2020 9:05:29 PM the1010guy1 I used to get high all the time.  Until I read this.

“Most assuredly, I say to you, he who does not enter the sheepfold by the door, but climbs up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber." John 

10:1

3/6/2020 9:05:45 PM trinity_jenny State of Affairs

3/6/2020 9:06:32 PM sdane8 My brother contracted Hep C in the Army from the air trigger injectors. When he questioned yrs later they'd pulled the drug & the company had gone 

bankrupt. No recourse. He ultimately died from complications and a yr later, voila, a cure! 57 yrs old. A tragic waste of life. 😪🙏

3/6/2020 9:06:33 PM trinity_jenny Capital Markets/Birth Certificates

3/6/2020 9:06:37 PM dynamicres HRC convenience?

3/6/2020 9:06:51 PM chris_cmselec My guess is it will be unsealed since all players involved are deceased

3/6/2020 9:07:05 PM mrmagoo25714258 I've watched a couple of his videos.... He sounds convincing.... What's his story? He says he is part of Q team....I don't believe that.... You know 

anything about him?

3/6/2020 9:07:34 PM thomasestell7 That’s how they know the playbook of the DS

3/6/2020 9:07:43 PM areckoningday Use a polished Ubuntu server 🤔

3/6/2020 9:08:03 PM trinity_jenny Birth Certificate pledge ..

3/6/2020 9:08:30 PM lovenlife19691 Thanks for sharing

3/6/2020 9:09:25 PM pomeinnz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Lo_G_72/status/1236155647705538560 …

3/6/2020 9:09:42 PM trinity_jenny Masonic system .. boat .. birth certificate.. Great Britain post master general

3/6/2020 9:10:06 PM trinity_jenny Just found out .. Wow!!!

3/6/2020 9:10:41 PM djlok I think reading the ingredients is a good place to start.  I think there's some nasty stuff in many of them.  Stuff there's no way that can be good for you.

3/6/2020 9:10:52 PM trinity_jenny Great Britain 🇬🇧 timelines

3/6/2020 9:11:23 PM psychedelicast1 How about DiMethylTryptamine???

3/6/2020 9:11:42 PM trinity_jenny Neutral Courts

3/6/2020 9:11:45 PM exsjwtruther the Austin kid they've been posting youtube links to

3/6/2020 9:12:02 PM matt23065010  pic.twitter.com/fKyczJlC5A

3/6/2020 9:12:11 PM mrcryptojones Something to ponder...

3/6/2020 9:13:45 PM chris8nix Worth reading. Upgrades, are real. pic.twitter.com/XyfXGib5fW



3/6/2020 9:14:01 PM boy12_jimmy I was thinking the same thing yesterday! Then I was reminded of Q drop 6 Mar 18. Stage is set! ACTION!

3/6/2020 9:14:07 PM ndeathcloak So nobody significant

3/6/2020 9:14:30 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/JXAAsxFncm

3/6/2020 9:14:32 PM swatcam1 He does sound very convincing and I feel his information is great. He's very intelligent. Here is the video where he talks about himself. 

https://youtu.be/4Oi3ebZVbkE 

3/6/2020 9:15:13 PM timedabbler21 Yeah...too bad...I liked his CIA video...oh well unsubscribing now.

3/6/2020 9:15:29 PM 56lmiller Correct, Shiva.. my typo thank you

3/6/2020 9:16:07 PM clifton15jon RT: War Castles, History of the taking down of America and the Original Constitution 

 https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg 

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IPOT1776 @FollowThe17 @StormIsUponUs @Imamofpeace @TheJusticeDept @RudyGiuliani

#WWG1WGA

#TheStormIsHere

#MustSee #RETWEEET

3/6/2020 9:16:14 PM jsotuyo I did to, what did you think?

3/6/2020 9:16:21 PM trinity_jenny Understand Q ..

3/6/2020 9:17:39 PM disciplepatriot Explain, please, how this verse is related to your former habit. I want to understand.

Thank you.

3/6/2020 9:17:46 PM jrocktigers Yet again, hey @MongrelGlory  ,  add it to the list..  thanks fansblowing3

3/6/2020 9:17:56 PM mrmagoo25714258 Why cause he says he is Q

3/6/2020 9:19:01 PM winklerburke Misinformation, Baby Q does it too?

3/6/2020 9:19:03 PM mrmagoo25714258 Do you believe him....why would someone go to this degree to lie.... Clicks equal cash?

3/6/2020 9:19:04 PM swatcam1 I like him, he seems very intelligent and informative. I'm not gonna take what he says as 100% truth, I'm just gonna keep what he says in mind for 

future reference.

3/6/2020 9:19:13 PM jsotuyo I smoked regularly but got bored after years a few months ago.  I def feel it has helped me with my relationship with God.

3/6/2020 9:19:21 PM trinity_jenny Sry I been overwhelmed with information today..

3/6/2020 9:19:44 PM afro_crypto #QAnon #QAnon2020

3/6/2020 9:21:21 PM jsotuyo He def has some well layed out content on his 30 min vid.

3/6/2020 9:21:26 PM bcmarky Discernment is key. Good approach

3/6/2020 9:21:58 PM bcmarky np, just wanted you to have the right name 😁

3/6/2020 9:22:07 PM swatcam1 I'm not gonna believe 100%, but some of the information in his videos makes sense to me and everything else I will take in to account for future 

reference.

3/6/2020 9:22:51 PM jsotuyo Agreed,  if true tho, very mind blowing imo.

3/6/2020 9:23:03 PM mrmagoo25714258 Yeah.... Suddenly everyone is posting about him

3/6/2020 9:23:07 PM aleks8837 Try wearing a Q shirt and I'm surr you'll bump into some 😉

3/6/2020 9:24:05 PM clifton15jon I need to buy a new pair of Sneakers and several Cords of Rope #TheStormIsHere

#WeThePeople

#WWG1WGA

3/6/2020 9:24:26 PM swatcam1 That's one of the reasons I'm just trying to be the observer and see what happens

3/6/2020 9:24:44 PM writermaven Yes it is!

3/6/2020 9:25:10 PM eaglesview77 You have said “Cannabis was engineered by other life forms to enlighten Humans to the reality of the Cosmos. It is illegal for this reason.”

3/6/2020 9:25:22 PM christopher872 Free the weed

3/6/2020 9:25:37 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073387926564859904?s=19 …

3/6/2020 9:25:50 PM smith_jere Press conference at CDC today.

3/6/2020 9:26:21 PM opensenseme Did you just make that up?

3/6/2020 9:26:28 PM destroythecabal 😂🤣😂😂😂

3/6/2020 9:27:14 PM igiant111 What I dont get is why would Majestic post his videos in support and then make continuous doubting tweets about him. 

Something is off.

3/6/2020 9:27:23 PM qbryce171 That is what MJ12 has previously stated.

3/6/2020 9:27:56 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/sAcEQz2oPe

3/6/2020 9:29:05 PM jsotuyo I don't recall that part.

3/6/2020 9:29:22 PM mrmagoo25714258 Agreed

3/6/2020 9:29:26 PM jsotuyo Curious how,did you hear about him?

3/6/2020 9:29:45 PM 56lmiller I appreciate it lol, typos stink

3/6/2020 9:30:03 PM jsotuyo Curious,  how did you hear about him?

3/6/2020 9:30:30 PM swatcam1 Most likely to show that some disinformation is nessesary and to help us be aware of how to discern the truth.

3/6/2020 9:30:47 PM corstruction How does this connect to the DUMB's?

3/6/2020 9:31:14 PM the1010guy1 WWG1WGA

We take this journey together. What’s destination? Pain maintenance or recreation? If pain maintenance then knock yourself out. If re-creation then I 

have something to say. John 10:1

3/6/2020 9:31:19 PM klyhb75 I love kratom

3/6/2020 9:31:22 PM swatcam1 Majestic 12 has recently been tweeting his videos

3/6/2020 9:31:32 PM the1010guy1 Bust I’ll talk more later

3/6/2020 9:32:05 PM 2017_believe He has now. Dems

3/6/2020 9:32:38 PM ingersolockwood More open to possibilities, your sober mind will tell you something is impossible before your high brain?? Let’s you go further down the “rabbit hole”

3/6/2020 9:33:57 PM igiant111 But what AS isnt hurting the movement nor swaying it. If anything, brings more light in a public exposing way. 

Not sold yet, but curious.

3/6/2020 9:34:08 PM chapulincolored  https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/07/kurt-volker-resigns-mccain-institute-037581 …

3/6/2020 9:34:11 PM boy12_jimmy @realDonaldTrump @DevinNunes @RepMarkMeadows @RepRatcliffe @Jim_Jordan @senatemajldr @SenTedCruz @DonaldJTrumpJr @kimguilfoyle 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @SenateGOP @EricTrump @dbongino @IngrahamAngle @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @RepDougCollins 

@Beer_Parade @DilleyShow @RudyGiuliani https://twitter.com/nm_zsr/status/1236137832466362368 …

3/6/2020 9:34:20 PM disfellocated Will this cause harm? #Resist pic.twitter.com/tPIJ5Pt6zA

3/6/2020 9:35:08 PM unconsciousaby  https://twitter.com/UnconsciousAby/status/1235913450502713345?s=19 …

3/6/2020 9:35:24 PM trinity_jenny System set up so You never Win...But!!! Strawman account

3/6/2020 9:35:56 PM plastiksurgeone Wait till vids come out where these folks are CONFESSING to the crimes they’ve done! That’s waiting in the wings I believe till AFTER the election. Some 

will not be able to handle it! 👀

3/6/2020 9:36:20 PM jsotuyo He followed me, I followed back.  Then he dm his yt link.  Maybe he is part of the mj12

3/6/2020 9:36:32 PM rick369e For a reason

3/6/2020 9:37:49 PM winklerburke Freed the Slaves.  But in 1838 Lyceum he warned the danger was “towering genius.” As is now known as a progressive (1984) Education Philosophy of 

decline and destruction of humanity’s spirit, soul & body. Prog thought = all evil, all tyranny.



3/6/2020 9:37:50 PM timedabbler21 Ask yourself why THIS fellow would be the first and ONLY person thus far to be permitted to publicly disclose that he is part of Q team....it doesn't 

make sense since the operation is sensitive. Who in military intelligence does such videos?! No outside comms: Q.

3/6/2020 9:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER!

3/6/2020 9:40:20 PM swatcam1 I agree, I've been loving his videos because he's has a interesting energy.

3/6/2020 9:42:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly "The message is more important than the messenger." - Majestic 12, December 2018 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1077229212514308102?s=20 …

3/6/2020 9:42:43 PM trollingmockin1 Weird. i just don’t get how this happens all the time pic.twitter.com/NDmao95yoC

3/6/2020 9:45:58 PM jrewing45774118 Yup, #frazzledrip

3/6/2020 9:46:39 PM igiant111 Same. I can feel it, as dumb as that may sound.

3/6/2020 9:46:59 PM disciplepatriot I'm sorry but I don't understand how this verse applies.

Can you spell it out a bit more clearly, please?

thank you

3/6/2020 9:47:13 PM dante29630654 Where did you read about this? I'd like to learn more of that.

3/6/2020 9:47:41 PM jackc476 Technically, they warp the fabric of reality, space time. If you have this technology you can travel to any point in space or time.

3/6/2020 9:52:54 PM winklerburke Baby Q ...  https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 9:55:20 PM lyle_willis ✔️✔️

3/6/2020 9:55:33 PM robertscharnbe4 Cannabis or hemp? They both can be labeled weed. There is a large medical marijuana market, CBD is sold everywhere and is growing on thousands of 

acres. I always watch who I follow and question anything that doesn't feel right. But thanks.

3/6/2020 9:55:52 PM jrocktigers Angered European bankers.

3/6/2020 9:56:22 PM janey634 OPEN THE SKY, NOW.

3/6/2020 9:56:25 PM krisp1377 Bring it in? 👏🏼👏🏼

3/6/2020 9:56:53 PM winklerburke See Baby Q... https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/6/2020 9:57:25 PM barts_paul How much weed needs to be consumed to be leave that

3/6/2020 9:57:48 PM iamyou132 it's things that are so insidious like this that make it hard for those asleep to wake up

3/6/2020 9:58:46 PM jrocktigers Return of abducted humans and hybrids.

3/6/2020 9:59:06 PM barts_paul So where do you send a check to and who do you make it payable to

3/6/2020 10:00:27 PM winklerburke Date markers are used by Q to make Deep State act, reveal, expend ammo, use its time, sacrifice its people & resources. Lucy w/football. Reverse 

engineer. Mirror. Mock enemy. Lose their minds. Win.

3/6/2020 10:01:14 PM jackc476 This guy has no idea what the fuck he is talking about. UFO’s aren’t “time machines” they are craft the belong to black budget USAPs and other sapient 

species.

3/6/2020 10:01:30 PM krisp1377 Wtf? I just moved to Racine. Can you elaborate! 😬

3/6/2020 10:02:06 PM melodicwarrior1 These people are sick, evil and stupid.

Dark to light.

3/6/2020 10:02:36 PM anangelhasland1 National security is always a paramount topic so can always be used to justify disinformation in order to keep citizens unquestionably in line to a 

“Plan,” the details of which they remain blissfully ignorant.

Kinda False Flaggy...

3/6/2020 10:04:38 PM vde_fashion what's wrong with cannabis you fu<king clown?

3/6/2020 10:05:06 PM fuknutz @GOPChairwoman pic.twitter.com/EeQIngT2mT

3/6/2020 10:05:07 PM hoffman11my You shared the video from Austin. I thought you said no outside calms other than on the board. He looks too much like the Q from Starship Enterprise.

3/6/2020 10:05:10 PM swatcam1 So do I

3/6/2020 10:05:26 PM jonesy4671 Thought he said dia was funded by weed

3/6/2020 10:06:00 PM aetherwalker1 The people of Greenland will do a referendum.

We won't have to pay for it.

Under budget, and ahead of schedule!   😂

3/6/2020 10:07:34 PM aetherwalker1 also Make Canada America Again!

(cause they're not a real country anyways)

3/6/2020 10:09:04 PM sdane8 I wonder though if they're honest about the ingredients?

3/6/2020 10:09:32 PM ms1481 Things are heating up quick, all the way around.

#COVIDー19

#QAnon

3/6/2020 10:09:50 PM sdane8 No 😊

3/6/2020 10:10:14 PM winklerburke What would a Quantum Internet do for Space Command/DIA/NSA/Qteam/Trump-Sun-Tzu-x100? The Plan would itself be alive, able 2 out-think 400 

years work of world’s linked supercomputers. It would only approve actions 100% successful. Its success: success, not dates? Warping time=win?

3/6/2020 10:15:51 PM joey34955757 Truth

3/6/2020 10:16:50 PM winklerburke Restated: A Quantum Internet could “calculate” 100% success of Q’s “The Plan” via a trillion paths & event orders... so long as time dates slide? No 

substitute for victory, but dates slide more’n a beginner on a black diamond ski slope? Evil fixated on symbols & dates? Q: winning

3/6/2020 10:18:04 PM dasha_dagmar Great news !!! 🙏🔥🔥🔥👍

3/6/2020 10:18:05 PM ethereal_shaman I've heard this before about it being ET in nature, maybe from Bashar (channeled). I found the attached that someone transcribed from a video no 

longer on YouTube. pic.twitter.com/RXNiS7igPr

3/6/2020 10:18:39 PM azuremagus Only for cryptic meaning, lineal time is always in flux mode.

3/6/2020 10:21:05 PM azuremagus Advise MS for a asap patch or prosecution.

3/6/2020 10:21:57 PM rachaelangelm Lisa Paige and Peter Strozk for sure. Well, some people are still alive that uhh are not there.

3/6/2020 10:23:01 PM alswanson16 Considering the number of affairs, & rapes Bill had, he must have been psychologically unstable.

3/6/2020 10:23:23 PM azuremagus Depends, who side is Greenland (Teully) command on?

3/6/2020 10:24:24 PM alswanson16 I saw Q today, he was panhandling from the median on I15N.

3/6/2020 10:25:17 PM azuremagus Went to the theater to hear a message.

3/6/2020 10:25:46 PM alswanson16 The power of my 45 is real, Q not so much.

3/6/2020 10:26:13 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/hSv24vIeBa

3/6/2020 10:26:43 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/6/2020 10:29:24 PM alexandercody7 Does Peter Thiel know?

3/6/2020 10:30:02 PM sbabolhavaeji You seem to know much about Q, can you tell us why Q didn’t predict the Coronavirus as the DS final act to destroy the world economy?

What happened to being aware of their final move?

3/6/2020 10:30:17 PM rachaelangelm Hahahahaha someone said Q is funded by weed? That’s hilarious. Q is funded by the will of god. Not necessarily always something tangible.

3/6/2020 10:31:28 PM rick_hernandez Date markers are used to triangulate moments in time for manifesting desired outcomes at those coordinates

3/6/2020 10:33:09 PM hellouncledonny  https://youtu.be/mCMVv9Eeo3c 



3/6/2020 10:35:31 PM kitcso Free.   

Justice is Payment

3/6/2020 10:35:53 PM connieketchup when do we get to take twitter over?

3/6/2020 10:37:05 PM alexandercody7 So his uncle really got the papers....

So he is related to JA.. 

So he is waiting for us to grow?

3/6/2020 10:40:01 PM caqtainsensible Goodbye Hal9000... Hello Space Force! #BIG pic.twitter.com/sWVxdK5Hud

3/6/2020 10:40:18 PM jessicapost17 Agree

3/6/2020 10:42:26 PM christopher872  pic.twitter.com/ru8XmL8K9D

3/6/2020 10:47:10 PM dwdw1212  pic.twitter.com/pAM4sEURQ2

3/6/2020 10:50:00 PM cocopuffster12 We are so lucky to be here at this time. So lucky. What an amazing time to be alive.♥️

3/6/2020 10:50:02 PM rebornkingent Have been or is?

3/6/2020 10:52:57 PM jeffzerner Telsa loved that pigeon

3/6/2020 10:53:53 PM drewdickson58 What a disgusting human being.   If he even is human.  I wonder #Q

@John_F_Kennnedy

@realDonaldTrump 

End his career permanently pic.twitter.com/pNb0HEp6pQ

3/6/2020 10:53:58 PM cocopuffster12 It is amazing

3/6/2020 10:55:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 By whom!

3/6/2020 10:55:02 PM trolls4truth Can you please screen shot it for me, pleeeease! I'm blocked for posting the navy patents on anti gravity and fusion for some reason. Sad that they 

blocked me.

3/6/2020 10:56:23 PM 040118054_17 Laughing

3/6/2020 10:56:26 PM foreverozone CIA promoted LSD.  Allows for demonic (aliens are demons) possession.  They also run drugs to fund their DUMBs.  Ask Barr. He has some Mena stories 

to tell. Good guy? No.  DS

3/6/2020 10:56:53 PM ashliemc2 Bless you for all that you do

3/6/2020 10:57:37 PM alaraofsirius #ReleaseTheTech #SpaceForce pic.twitter.com/1Y5eBczUoO

3/6/2020 10:58:05 PM ashliemc2 We will not stand for this♡ Go Beyond

3/6/2020 10:59:29 PM barbarapapp2 Same here. I have wine after work . A glass before bed

3/6/2020 11:01:31 PM kitcso Hmm

Ever think you might have missed message, being so busy questioning the wrong things

3/6/2020 11:02:22 PM anangelhasland1 3 6 9 = C F I

=

Corporate Finance Institute

Commercial Facilities Incorporated

Certified Forensic Interviewer

Certified Flight Instructor

Certified Floor installer

Follow the Dots.

There are no coincidences.

Cats.
3/6/2020 11:06:41 PM cocopuffster12 CBD is good for you, you should try it. CBD tea. You can get CBD w/out THC.

3/6/2020 11:07:02 PM cocopuffster12 Nothing

3/6/2020 11:07:22 PM madsrytter3 33 is freemasonry = the Cabal but why  I think they will try to crash stock market to buy cheap and sell expensive

3/6/2020 11:07:36 PM mishellemaga2 #UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein

3/6/2020 11:14:44 PM anangelhasland1 Don't follow anyone!

That includes you, Majestic.

3/6/2020 11:15:32 PM arthurpacfarm Jeez bro... calm down.... go do a dab🙄

3/6/2020 11:15:59 PM rghardy3 BEST = 46

Is there a hidden message in there ?

5:5

3/6/2020 11:16:51 PM lattegirl1718 The left isn’t going to be able to hide these perverts any longer🤨👹👹👹👹

3/6/2020 11:19:10 PM illinoisjack85 What does weed and "Q" have in common? Are you suggesting that Q-Anon is NOT tied to Trump's cabinet?

3/6/2020 11:20:07 PM illinoisjack85 You have MY attention...

3/6/2020 11:20:31 PM sleky19 The EARTH is a globe and not flath, stop fake

3/6/2020 11:23:02 PM melisten2u Not illegal to use cannabis in California

3/6/2020 11:26:30 PM melisten2u What about Peyote/Mescaline or Psilocybin?

3/6/2020 11:28:07 PM corinnebackman MJ12 is this involved with the plan and why Q says Israel will be last?  I stumbled onto this and it’s completely new to me.  Quite troubling. 

https://youtu.be/B17r_d7XgrA 

3/6/2020 11:31:14 PM kidge6 Not clear on the allegory. Seems Claire is EVGRN, frank is the DS (RNGD, GS, 🏥). Has anyone delineated any more? Haven’t watched but once. Is there 

a web site that has hypothesized about this?

3/6/2020 11:31:50 PM corinnebackman It’s about the Noah Hide Laws.

3/6/2020 11:35:00 PM brooks9675309  http://aimfortruth.org  put out a mindblowing article connecting lots of dots for us digital warriors https://aim4truth.org/2020/02/28/coronavirus-

qinetiq-and-the-rothschild-bombshell/ …

3/6/2020 11:36:05 PM cocopuffster12 Swing......and a miss

3/6/2020 11:37:34 PM rghardy3 So who was it ?

I don't follow him whoever he is.

3/6/2020 11:42:06 PM countrygrl2 True but cbd and thc paired together are way better!

3/6/2020 11:45:40 PM kidge6  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=270 … pic.twitter.com/HpLLnMDT9X

3/6/2020 11:48:40 PM jephious Hemp, in all its forms, is the saviour of the planet and humanity if used properly. No doubt what so ever.

3/6/2020 11:48:57 PM cocopuffster12 Yes, of course. I believe 11:1 ratio is best. Some people have drug testing from their employer, so THC is not an option.

3/6/2020 11:49:17 PM kidge6  https://twitter.com/kidge6/status/1236196300271415297?s=21 …

3/6/2020 11:50:04 PM r3volting1 Exposure of the satanic cult an it’s ruling class ;) fucking demons....

3/6/2020 11:52:33 PM deanna_danforth Well I hope they are beings that wish to assist not cause more destruction. Or our we sending negative out of here ?

3/6/2020 11:53:18 PM kidge6 It’s likely, yes, that our wheat has been altered. Monsanto, fda, gluten allergy. Wheat in other countries often has different effects on same people.  

Regular yeast May also be an issue. Fermentation is a decaying process that has some, but probably limited benefit.

3/6/2020 11:56:18 PM kidge6 What are y’all thoughts on legumes. I still eat lentils or mung beans daily. I wouldn’t consider myself ‘high vibratory’ either though.

3/6/2020 11:58:06 PM psi_ink So the endocannabinoid system was just a lucky coincidence?!



3/6/2020 11:59:15 PM qquestionevery1 JFK to 911 Everything is a rich man's trick. https://twitter.com/BOuttaK/status/1233758367497293831?s=09 …

3/7/2020 12:01:04 AM aetherwalker1 I state that IMO, there are one or more open portals to Hell in Florida.

It's the only way to explain the 'Florida Man'/'Florida Woman'.

3/7/2020 12:03:59 AM kidge6 MJ said all life r ISBEs, plants 2. &  it would b 50yrs be4 we figure out how to get nutrients elsewise. Unfortunately, it appears I need to have a few 

ounces of meat per month. Maybe we can learn from some of the native Americans how to do it within the cycles/laws of nature.

3/7/2020 12:04:22 AM aetherwalker1 jokes aside,  I feel that atheists/secularists among the population are going to be the ones that the Great Awakening will be the most difficult for.

They're whole worldview, their paradigm, is [The Matrix].

3/7/2020 12:04:49 AM sontechnique Legalization of MM is currently a trap for workers. Use of it to legally, safely, and effectively treat medical conditions without the detrimental side 

effects of big pharma drugs, but know that you will be unhireable. If hurt at work, no workers comp and then fired. Good luck!

3/7/2020 12:06:59 AM the1010guy1 Green pastures are better than green buds.

The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing. He makes me lie down in green pastures,

he leads me beside quiet waters,

he refreshes my soul.

3/7/2020 12:07:15 AM kidge6 In studying and practicing Ayurveda, I saw eggs in a different way and decided to try stop eating them. Yeast risen grains also. Flatbreads instead. 

Japati, naan. 2 yrs later, mostly ayurvedic diet, tried eggs again cooked and raw. wasn’t good.

3/7/2020 12:07:27 AM elijahqdust It's why the gene dupes banned back travel except for the terminally Ill

3/7/2020 12:10:28 AM awakeningwarri3 I create beautifully when I’m high on Cannabis. Not escaping, either. Just enjoy the high. Consequently, I recognize the dual nature of reality and accept 

that maybe there are exceptions to biblical statements.

3/7/2020 12:10:34 AM kidge6 Ayurveda does, However embrace milk. But, raw milk. Very different. And usually served boiled & with mucous-reducing spices or complimenting 

foods. Curd, yogurt and buttermilk, etc. in limited and complimentary roles. but different than western buttermilk. Just some thoughts. 🙏

3/7/2020 12:11:12 AM rnintheer GRRRRRR🤬 #ItNeverStops

3/7/2020 12:11:45 AM kinkmanmr 😎🍿🤙 pic.twitter.com/p2isfW7LMR

3/7/2020 12:13:04 AM kidge6 Are they suggesting we ingest the flower?

3/7/2020 12:13:12 AM kidge6 Full extract?

3/7/2020 12:14:04 AM rosscarwalker Do you think alcohol is weaponised?

3/7/2020 12:14:14 AM al_aven Sounds like chaos. And where exactly does THAT lead humanity? Nowhere good unfortunately.

3/7/2020 12:16:16 AM rosscarwalker It would appear Q is 45

3/7/2020 12:16:23 AM blackjackpupil  pic.twitter.com/V2R5F3Ues1

3/7/2020 12:17:40 AM the1010guy1 You were created in his image. Godfather.

Many who read the bible tell me God hates 7 things. The bible does not say that. 

He hates 6 things. Prov 6:16

2&6 the same pic.twitter.com/3mvCwIvwiy

3/7/2020 12:17:44 AM 369naturallaw The magick of 369

17hr ago pic.twitter.com/dSLcohkmaE

3/7/2020 12:18:29 AM sarastarface What?!? That is AMAZING!!!!!

3/7/2020 12:18:48 AM 369naturallaw Post Time not consciously intended

3/7/2020 12:18:53 AM qquestionevery1 JFK to 911 Everything is a rich man's trick. https://twitter.com/BOuttaK/status/1233758367497293831?s=09 …

3/7/2020 12:19:37 AM aetherwalker1 If it is a portal for nefarious purposes, it is most unfortunate that you, MJ, were unable to prevent it's construction.

3/7/2020 12:19:59 AM xrp_baghead Many scholars believe the Manna god gave his people in the desert in fact were psychedelic mushrooms

3/7/2020 12:20:37 AM 369naturallaw Syncronicities mark overlaps in your consciousness with the nature. pic.twitter.com/zePtONH3lL

3/7/2020 12:20:53 AM 369naturallaw 3:19 EST

3/7/2020 12:21:03 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/UjsPwiiW4C

3/7/2020 12:21:59 AM rosscarwalker Is Q suggesting releasing the frazzle drip video? In truth I’m nervous about watching it.

3/7/2020 12:23:25 AM al_aven Unless extraterrestrials are about to decloak or the 4th Reich is about to express itself I believe it’s a bit Machiavellian to play on ppl’s fears. A much 

more pragmatic approach would be to simply let ppl know that nothing matters and the rules are all off so go crazy. Chaos...

3/7/2020 12:25:32 AM twilly18 this is like 9-11 spread over several weeks

fun times

3/7/2020 12:25:41 AM dumah_anuhazi Careful of Austin Steinbart. He was claiming to be Q around a year ago.

3/7/2020 12:26:08 AM al_aven  https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ 

3/7/2020 12:28:47 AM blackjackpupil Sorry to hear that

3/7/2020 12:30:01 AM dasha_dagmar Q with tree of life pic.twitter.com/3wecGNb1Ur

3/7/2020 12:30:34 AM dumah_anuhazi Interesting setup there. Ghosts, fire and

.. A dragon? pic.twitter.com/tvndZaBk5E

3/7/2020 12:32:07 AM igiant111 Ahhh, disinfo :) I get what you're saying now.

3/7/2020 12:32:39 AM revangel8 LET'S FINISH THIS FOR JOHN !! ALL OF US THIS TIME ALL OF US ! !

3/7/2020 12:33:12 AM humblesatboy This is like all my Christmas Eves at the same time! I learned about quantum computing today...😏

🎄

♾

3/7/2020 12:33:26 AM igiant111 What I believe Maj is saying is it doesnt matter WHO says it, the MESSAGE (truth) will resonate from WITHIN. 

if it feels as if this could be true, and your heart is saying "Yeah, it's true" 

good chance it *COULD* be true....time will tell.

3/7/2020 12:36:05 AM revangel8 YES!!!!

3/7/2020 12:36:27 AM dispensaryexch There are other studies if you research that LSD does also. It’s the reason the CIA bought up the entire world supply in the 70s and why Nixon labels Dr. 

Timothy Leary the most dangerous man in America.

 https://youtu.be/Ceerq7zsK6k 

3/7/2020 12:36:36 AM notevenchad17 KEK!!

3/7/2020 12:36:59 AM dispensaryexch  https://youtu.be/Ceerq7zsK6k 

3/7/2020 12:37:55 AM the1010guy1 The sheepfold is where the Shepherd is. That's where Ps 23 comes alive. People who need peace (pipe) come into the sheepfold but some enter not by 

the door (JESUS). They experience a certain aspect (perverted) of peace but because they're a thief it's not blessed. Do you see it? 

pic.twitter.com/JUcABT1N9e

3/7/2020 12:40:09 AM goldhardshell It's also the number for sacrifice. Perhaps it is related to the 8 Bn. You'll find the number 8 linked to death, too

3/7/2020 12:40:12 AM dispensaryexch Agent GPFN says weed is good .... pic.twitter.com/oJM1J0v46E

3/7/2020 12:40:34 AM shaigaichan nice



3/7/2020 12:42:18 AM iiinsanitea I have a bit of a fucked up suspicion that the HIV inserts are intended to enhance the resiliency (ability to be invisible without symptoms for years). This 

ties back into that tweet I sent you earlier. I think a lot of the info the public has been given is very untruthful.

3/7/2020 12:42:29 AM jackoneilltime1 This is the first time I can remember where I have absolutely no fear of the latest potential "pandemic".  

Almost everyone at work thinks that CV is a level 4 deserving bug.

Noticed two days of unbelievable amounts of chem tr being dispersed.  Any connection?

3/7/2020 12:43:33 AM iiinsanitea Whatever it proves to be in the end, I'm not panicking, but I'm also not going to make assumptions that it's harmless.

3/7/2020 12:48:09 AM galadri09060100 Cern ritual https://youtu.be/SeE3pw4qSbA 

3/7/2020 12:50:34 AM valhalla11111 Thats the best route brother

3/7/2020 12:51:51 AM ausanon369 Where do Quantum Computers get their answers from to the questions we ask? (Inter-dimensional)

3/7/2020 12:52:16 AM jollyrob2 Does Dark or Light or both fit into this ]has[ ?

3/7/2020 12:53:31 AM traveling_soul9 Sooooo what’s going to happen on 3/9/2020 on the Full Moon? Thoughts?

3/7/2020 12:54:19 AM valhalla11111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kabamur_taygeta 

Any idea?

Has solid mass in middle surrounded by something 

I "sensed" it watching me then it dissapeared 

Got this pic pic.twitter.com/qY3tC1xEkq
3/7/2020 12:55:31 AM finding_meru Yes has to do with live and rebirth.

Its a loop, dont go there. 😉

3/7/2020 12:58:59 AM emoslave369 Christ was 33 when the freemason templars murdered him. They drank his divine blood and became cursed for their evil. Now they condemn as many 

as they can.

3/7/2020 1:00:16 AM aetherwalker1 16 ?  Many things.

IMO, most importantly he created the government issued debt free 'greenback'.

Emancipating America from the usury and control of the International Money Power.

So that...

"Money will cease to be master and become the servant of humanity".
3/7/2020 1:02:11 AM bibibobibox Huge red pill 💊for italian folks! Sunday 3/8 an interview with VGiuffre on Italian channel La7 https://www.la7.it/nonelarena/video/parla-in-esclusiva-

virginia-giuffre-la-schiava-del-sesso-del-magnate-jeffrey-epstein-e-grande-04-03-2020-311269 …

3/7/2020 1:02:48 AM tkrambambuli Unless "they" were also playing around with our DNA

3/7/2020 1:04:36 AM chickiehurd oh i love this!!!!!!     he got so tall hahaha

3/7/2020 1:07:55 AM iiinsanitea For sure. I really do think this is a legit depopulation attempt and Trump saying it will go away in Spring is only an attempt to defuse panic about it's 

potential to "activate" via 5G.

Patriots in control? Yes? No?

Hopefully.

3/7/2020 1:08:06 AM steven56194014 Is cannabis bad?

3/7/2020 1:08:51 AM valhalla11111 Well if its a depop event its rather under whelming.  Only time will tell

3/7/2020 1:10:24 AM iiinsanitea Well that's the thing. Of course it will be underwhelming. They could be building up the spread and selectively activating some of it for added panic, 

only to back off for a while, and then activate it again later on.

3/7/2020 1:10:34 AM aetherwalker1 On the Press:

I love his strong language!  

Their dangerous Fake News must have made 16 livid.

(remember anons, we had telegraphs then, so 16's order could be sent to NYC quite quickly and probably carried out that same day he issued it.) 

pic.twitter.com/yzT3Tm7xuL

3/7/2020 1:11:39 AM illinoisjack85 I refused the triple series Hep B vac, it was crippling people at the time, a few died even

3/7/2020 1:13:29 AM valhalla11111 I keep having weird feeling that Gitmo is for patriots

3/7/2020 1:19:15 AM iiinsanitea I feel blackpilled sometimes too, but I mostly think white hats are using their plan against them, despite not directly controlling the strings; luring them 

into the trap they set for us.

Who knows, but maybe some of the cabal *are* infected and their plan is basically fucked?

3/7/2020 1:22:50 AM valhalla11111 They cant go through with an overt plan here in US until guna are gone which will never happen

3/7/2020 1:30:47 AM iiinsanitea I'm thinking from the Canadian side of things but the terrorist distractions up here suggest to me something big revolving around Trudeau and for 

some reason my mind keeps trying to connect it with the virus.

3/7/2020 1:31:07 AM dantomlom2 Exactly the same here. When I smoke, it feels like a little hole opens up and I can actually see clearly. I usually smoke it when I need a self bollocking 

because I analyse myself without the filters we put on. It definitely pointed me towards the creator.

3/7/2020 1:32:02 AM andrews00410418 So what they are saying, he was a typical Obama kind of guy

3/7/2020 1:34:48 AM igiant111 Disinfo is necessary.

3/7/2020 1:37:03 AM unitedredwhite1 Space Force currently has 9111 tweets

3/7/2020 1:37:07 AM jannamontana57 And who knows what else us in it???? 🚫❌

3/7/2020 1:39:00 AM unitedredwhite1 Atlas Rise - isn't Atlas a star in the seven sisters too?

3/7/2020 1:43:32 AM corinnebackman You did notice that the article was dated 2018?   That’s not to make your comment irrrelevant, but just pointing out @realDonaldTrump didn’t make 

that decision recently.

3/7/2020 1:44:35 AM gregmar72901668 Anything that stinks can’t be good for you

3/7/2020 1:47:14 AM chickiehurd wow   your good.....  i learned alot....thank you...wwg1wga

3/7/2020 1:47:35 AM snakejackal Blackmail

3/7/2020 2:08:54 AM bulldog850 Made all the slaves equal....

3/7/2020 2:16:23 AM retarded_barron Busted! LOL

3/7/2020 2:17:46 AM chickiehurd YOUR TO FUNNY.......WE ALL LOVE YOU!!!!!  OUR HERO

3/7/2020 2:19:32 AM surfstikk 😂😂😂

3/7/2020 2:20:10 AM chickiehurd I CAN'T WAIT!!!!

3/7/2020 2:21:30 AM mateuszwala Wrong is using conscious lifeforms and not expresing any "thank you" with your heart.



3/7/2020 2:29:00 AM 3nmbrs Austin has never claimed to be a part of the Q tea, or Q himself.

The interpretation of his words are highly misconstrued and it now this assumption has gone in the wrong direction.

Nobody, not Austin, nor anyone else is that dumb (besides the infowars guy) to claim they are Q.

3/7/2020 2:30:52 AM theappraizer Face value, correct.

3/7/2020 2:31:58 AM chrisshea321 What?? Who said that??

3/7/2020 2:33:09 AM diariohl  pic.twitter.com/KgglSOHRrs

3/7/2020 2:41:40 AM qdelta10  pic.twitter.com/FttYNOt0l8

3/7/2020 2:42:11 AM unitedredwhite1 Who opened the door of all doors?

3/7/2020 2:44:32 AM jeanjeanne02657 It concerns me that Tesla got into some essoteric stuff, and summoned things not too acceptable for walking with God . It throws me off because so 

much Q puts out for us is bibical, so how does Teslas work seem acceptable except for Trumps uncles relationship? Confused

3/7/2020 2:45:08 AM quartrmastranon They are frauds that speak cryptically and copy Q so that stupid people buy their bullshit. 

So the dots are there for that reason.

3/7/2020 2:53:08 AM killuminaticou1  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mattcBviZQx5YmNq7mh0gFQri6IXYeRE/view?usp=drivesdk …

54.636 Doc

3/7/2020 2:54:24 AM tkrambambuli The uncle, that looked exactly like Julian Assange?

3/7/2020 3:02:16 AM keclark60 Fred Trump!  Donald's Daddy!

3/7/2020 3:05:18 AM 369naturallaw Strange, on some devices it was posted on x:17, some have x:18

3/7/2020 3:05:55 AM adsvel HIS or HER story? IS-BE's come and go but Terra, Earth, Gaia, etc (our planet) stay here. And also Feminine polarity on the planet is majority if we are 

talking about Collective Consciousness and not about created religions which is patriarchal.

3/7/2020 3:10:48 AM adsvel For them numbers matter a lot 33 thousand vs 55 emails, P2 Masonic lodge.

3/7/2020 3:11:25 AM aetherwalker1 Same.. though I kinda want a Bane mask strictly for the aesthetic.  😆

3/7/2020 3:12:14 AM blue_marbleeyes All plants and trees are 2nd density souls. Animals  too. Elementals are 1st density. We are 3rd.

3/7/2020 3:12:43 AM lynnmar42209594 The truth may scare you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=FC3yDeNLQXI …

3/7/2020 3:13:26 AM adsvel 33?

3/7/2020 3:18:19 AM anangelhasland1 Thanks.  Yes, I did. (I was outraged back then.)

But based based on the zero activity so far, I highly suspect more of the same treatment going forward... 

We'll see...

3/7/2020 3:18:57 AM adsvel From the highest point of wiev ... Earth not belongs to anyone, we just rent it...

3/7/2020 3:23:54 AM onlyrobbiesnead What’s good is bad and what’s bad is good! Correct?

3/7/2020 3:25:42 AM adsvel They love numbers as 33, P2 Masonic lodge.

3/7/2020 3:29:06 AM arnonuehm8 Trump is 45

3/7/2020 3:30:34 AM adsvel Illegal in the Old World, the New World uses CBD with the joy.

3/7/2020 3:31:37 AM adsvel Best meme ever!😂👍

3/7/2020 3:34:02 AM arnonuehm8 Q is the same like NEO?

3/7/2020 3:34:26 AM jimjr1957direct It's the most extreme form of evil I have never even thought about.

3/7/2020 3:35:13 AM seabee45q That's what I was thinking.

3/7/2020 3:38:35 AM charlessteffens Lol great logic

3/7/2020 3:40:43 AM rosas7043 Ok, Keep going...?

3/7/2020 3:43:44 AM dumah_anuhazi Ramtha is about as bad as lovehaswon

3/7/2020 3:44:41 AM dumah_anuhazi God made Green bud, and I'm positive many mansions in heaven are decorated with the plant.

3/7/2020 3:44:51 AM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/jLJydoeTwmE 

3/7/2020 3:45:39 AM trolls4truth So wish I hadn't been blocked by them.

3/7/2020 3:46:14 AM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/0qK8WKsrs9U 

3/7/2020 3:47:17 AM dumah_anuhazi Because Coronavirus isn't from the Deep State.

It's the smokescreen to Quarantine and remove the Illuminati.

It's a front reason behind NESARA.

3/7/2020 3:47:20 AM ialibertybelle  https://youtu.be/GfYmm7uChgI 

3/7/2020 3:47:52 AM dumah_anuhazi Austin was claiming to be Q about a year ago.

3/7/2020 3:49:16 AM dumah_anuhazi Aliens are also angels, and LSD allows for viewing that world and our world through clearer eyes- but it also opens the mind and shouldn't be taken 

irresponsibly- you can let bad things in, if God isn't already in your temple.

3/7/2020 3:52:16 AM dumah_anuhazi Stink is a perspective.

Meat stinks. Salt stinks. Onions, cabbage, lettuce, tomato stinks. Beans stink. Cucumber.

Many things stink. But some that smell the worst (fish, asparagus, avocado, etc.) Can be the beat for you.

3/7/2020 3:55:11 AM corinnebackman In pic 2, the middle seat is not there, although the people are, looks like someone forgot to draw in the middle seat.  Those pics are obviously fake, it 

was a 4 seater.

3/7/2020 3:59:15 AM kimberl45879851 I smoke weed daily and have for over 40 years. I gave up on Big Pharma and it's drugs long ago.

3/7/2020 4:01:16 AM fbdsales1 CBD can have some great positive effects on the body. So pleased to see that more research is being done into it

3/7/2020 4:01:43 AM sbabolhavaeji I hope you are right!

3/7/2020 4:04:44 AM birdiesrchirpin So this was more accurate than we realized? 🤣 pic.twitter.com/P1x7UB4nAZ

3/7/2020 4:06:39 AM peterluisvenero You mean weed and molly?

3/7/2020 4:08:03 AM peterluisvenero Me still trying to understand the power of 3,6,9... pic.twitter.com/JYJmfaTPNr

3/7/2020 4:08:59 AM nocommunistusa Commies won’t stop !

3/7/2020 4:11:57 AM amy221622 The Dogon tribe state Star Beings from Sirius gifted cannabis to them. Sirius is also called the Dogstar. Dog in Latin is Canis lupus familiars so this makes 

sense where the name canna-bis originates. We have free will to consume or not consume gifts from star beings. 😇

3/7/2020 4:12:55 AM birdiesrchirpin 👊🥳 Hence why CBD is a cure all for us.

Of course they made something that assists healing AND enlightenment "illegal."

3/7/2020 4:14:40 AM bryceja68689884 What is the deal with Greenland? I am unfamiliar with the specifics but keep hearing about it. Could you explain a little?

3/7/2020 4:15:10 AM birdiesrchirpin That's in your own brain. 🙌

3/7/2020 4:17:47 AM themoonguide Follow @LotusOak2 they have all the info on bad ingredients in Vax and side effects

3/7/2020 4:17:59 AM gregmar72901668 I agree

But rotten or unnatural things that stink are a warning to stay away 

I will not smoke a skunk no matter WHAT the benefits

3/7/2020 4:18:52 AM rosas7043 CBD in the presence of THC and CBN, etc...

NOT from hemp seed or hemp seed oil which little to NO CBD, etc...



3/7/2020 4:21:16 AM groovedodger Greco-Roman island of Atlantis (i.e., Greenland)?  https://sites.google.com/site/greenlandtheory/greenland/atlantis-greenland …

3/7/2020 4:21:42 AM dumah_anuhazi Some people believe daisies stink, some love the smell.

Myself- I love the musk of Cannabis- Like an old book or old wine, worn leather or campfire smoke.

3/7/2020 4:22:27 AM birdiesrchirpin It was the burning Bush that "spoke" to Moses.

Cannabis is in the original blessing oil recipe.

CBD is a natural anti neuroinflamatory. We have an endocannabinoid system for a reason.

3/7/2020 4:22:28 AM rizzo1megan I did a study on Lincoln and how we was really a big racist and one of the worst presidents of our time. My family thought I was an asshole for trashing 

Lincoln. That was an interesting time!

3/7/2020 4:22:35 AM 33esco Would you mind linking me to that? I want to watch the exact video you did. Thanks

3/7/2020 4:22:53 AM deplorable369 No it’s a virus called Micro$oft.

3/7/2020 4:23:56 AM kevinmruel We Will NEVER FORGET All Truth And Standing Together With God's Grace and Mercy. United We Stand Divided We Fall. In God We Trust.#QAnon 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #QArmy @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @CoreysDigs https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1236042159180087296 …

3/7/2020 4:24:27 AM gregmar72901668 I like campfire smoke 

To each his own 👍

3/7/2020 4:25:15 AM cresposusie I have never been enlightened with weed. Can't think, won't drive or answer phone. Total mush brain, then eat and sleep. So, yeah, not for me. Cbd, I 

can handle.

3/7/2020 4:25:59 AM keith369me Not 100% sure...Dutch own it, Trump wants it. There has been talk of child trafficking through Greenland...makes no sense as it’s not near the scum 

that utilizes it.   Talk of natural resources there.  Gold?  Supposedly some ET groups like both kids and natural resources.

3/7/2020 4:26:05 AM birdiesrchirpin Awe... love it!

3/7/2020 4:26:06 AM mongrelglory This is a Buddhist prayer we used to say before meals:

"This food comes to us through the labours of beings past and present.  With this food, our Bodhi mind is nourished, our practice sustained.  Gratefully 

we accept this meal." 😑

3/7/2020 4:26:54 AM oliheck He cooperated with Nikola Tesla 👍🏻

3/7/2020 4:28:13 AM egelone All outsourced to china and are sold out now. So much for world factory. This is a lesson everyone should learn.

3/7/2020 4:28:31 AM igotyourkeys The space force will defend us from other dark world enemies that will arrive into our world from the portals that cern has been developing. This war 

will be dark vr. Light, but the battle is still for our souls. TheBible is being revealed. Moving into a dispensational change now

3/7/2020 4:29:36 AM bryceja68689884 I had heard someone mention we wanted to purchase it for a mass prision, but I really have no clue. @potus had mentioned it at a rally or something. 

Thank you!

3/7/2020 4:32:24 AM birdiesrchirpin Agreed. I use oil.

3/7/2020 4:34:07 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have said they are a "lower vibratory food".🤷♀️ They do contain high levels of lectins, which are proteins that bind to carbohydrates. There are 

some who believe that these have adverse affects on the gut if eaten in large quantities, though cooking destroys most of them.

3/7/2020 4:35:21 AM keith369me 33 is code for Free Mason...basically a cabal claim of responsibility like terrorist groups used to claim bombings.  Not sure why they do it...cosmic law 

that they are bound to?  Rule of the “video game”?

3/7/2020 4:36:43 AM thebarwatch That is Blagojevich. OK 666 Illuminati hand sign. Photo by Scott Olson.  Former Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich leaves his home to go to his sentencing 

hearing December 7, 2011 in Chicago, Il. after he was found guilty of 17 public corruption charges.

3/7/2020 4:36:57 AM keith369me Follow nobody all of the time.  Everybody has an agenda and biases.  Information discerned is useful in forming a big picture.

3/7/2020 4:37:07 AM wikijuliete Tesla connects everything.

3/7/2020 4:39:06 AM keith369me In plain sight...news, entertainment, sports, every aspect of your life you are getting clues to the code that is now being cracked.

3/7/2020 4:43:18 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/7/2020 4:43:51 AM 3nmbrs #FakeNews @Jake

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein = #Unseal911

#Unseal911 = #UnsealRoswell

3/7/2020 4:50:48 AM eclipsedrob Q wrote this, right?  id swear to that after reading it..

whatever this paper is, its FASCINATING!

3/7/2020 4:52:13 AM djlok That’s how old they say Jesus of Nazareth was when they murdered him.  And growing up (maybe for that reason, I don’t know) the number 33 was 

always significant.

3/7/2020 4:55:49 AM cranial_ioerror All this time I’ve been helping debug society’s code? pic.twitter.com/Wr8X7bEaa9

3/7/2020 4:56:53 AM miked12511 Trump flew in on a helicopter to tap gates on the shoulder and say “ hey fucko ! What’s in these vaccines “

Trump asked him if we could do testing on negative effects and gates got weird and said noooooo dead end.  

The streets won’t be safe.

3/7/2020 4:58:54 AM danasstarr That’s so sad.

3/7/2020 5:01:15 AM patriotleah1776 Want more?

I'll just leave this here.

 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

A nice patriot put it all together to share with all of us, for free. Download recommended. 618 pgs.

3/7/2020 5:01:17 AM smokeylasagna @elenochle

3/7/2020 5:01:34 AM habsbatman logic please ......... pic.twitter.com/lazNUUfPWz

3/7/2020 5:01:56 AM therace4dna They give it to pure innocent newborn babies now. Babies. An STD related vaccine.  WTF?!?

3/7/2020 5:02:01 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/nHdKxDSPFu

3/7/2020 5:02:15 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/1WiapNEsLE

3/7/2020 5:08:22 AM rosas7043 Cannibis is NOT artificial

It is a very advanced life form

It is conscious 

It thinks when it is alive

It is alien

Why does the body have 10,000+ cannabinoid receptors pic.twitter.com/vzAldUDVQL

3/7/2020 5:12:00 AM patriotswegoall To "cause harm?"

This is the case of the fox guarding the henhouse.

[Twitter] is protecting itself out of panic.

3/7/2020 5:15:36 AM eaglesview77 There is a difference in GMO cannabis just like GMO foods. They have infiltrated all senior levels and the silent war continues....

3/7/2020 5:17:01 AM state1union Thank you 😊

3/7/2020 5:17:52 AM mrmagoo25714258 Yes he certainly does.... Has an entire video about it. He says he is #Q

3/7/2020 5:19:07 AM 39anc6 So... 2 Delta  years leads up to February 17 2022. We need 2 more years. That's good

3/7/2020 5:20:08 AM 369_is I misunderstood @chris11434 . Glad to be on the same team as you!!!



3/7/2020 5:20:14 AM twilbert4 Speaking of space Force, what's the blue dot? pic.twitter.com/VM5jnj3imV

3/7/2020 5:20:28 AM twilbert4  pic.twitter.com/eFtXL0MxKM

3/7/2020 5:20:34 AM robcombsbicep Just let me know when the arrests start. I have a headache.

3/7/2020 5:22:36 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/bdePDWAUaJ

3/7/2020 5:24:49 AM whitespacer  pic.twitter.com/cIftjG6qSF

3/7/2020 5:25:37 AM wyatt251 Tree of life pic.twitter.com/FKIKMbKHH5

3/7/2020 5:27:59 AM rosscarwalker Humanity has been food for them in a more literal sense then we’d like to imagine

3/7/2020 5:29:05 AM 39anc6 If we are receiving information from the future, and not from the past what I was understanding, the hopes turn more real! They know (in the future) 

how all this was transformed with the new information was given. I'm so exited!

3/7/2020 5:30:27 AM eyes_on_justice A lot is happening. Maybe you're paying attention to the wrong things.

3/7/2020 5:31:17 AM werascending Agreed!!!

3/7/2020 5:32:59 AM rosscarwalker The end of the cabal in America!

3/7/2020 5:34:03 AM rosscarwalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Which political party is more likely to drain the swamp in the UK?

3/7/2020 5:35:00 AM eyes_on_justice Is it??? I'm not leaving God out of this and no one should. BUT, anyone that can say Trump can go 24-7 at the pace he goes and not see something 

deeper is missing a much larger picture. How does Trump see the past and the FUTURE at the same time??? Much deeper my friend.

3/7/2020 5:41:16 AM rosscarwalker *end of the cabal on Earth. The planetary revolution has started and we’re all part of it 🙏🏽🌞🙏🏽 55

3/7/2020 5:41:24 AM edwardgouin  pic.twitter.com/h10byH4GPS

3/7/2020 5:42:41 AM melissarotonda7 The portals have been open for a long time. The good news, I believe, is “The Best Is Yet to Come”. Let’s stay positive. God/Good Wins in the end. 

ThankQ for posting this info. Now it explains the pic of ex Pres dancing with multi arms as compared to the Destroyer.

3/7/2020 5:44:12 AM truthserum2all Q

3/7/2020 5:46:31 AM rosscarwalker The revolution on Earth has started and the end of the cabal is in sight. We can do this peacefully without killing each other. Deep down we are loving 

creatures that care about one another. A new peaceful Earth is around the corner, let’s make it happen! 🙏🏽🌞🙏🏽 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 5:46:38 AM mickel_ans Bookmarked thanks

3/7/2020 5:46:56 AM samsmith0319 Great Video...Thanks!!!...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/7/2020 5:47:35 AM splendorian1 Recent Links; former IG for DHS indicted (info on drug/ people trafficking?) DOJ protecting children from sexual exloitation (heroin used for addictive 

control), BP seized 2200 lbs heroin (used for exploitation) Children, sex, drugs, money, symbolism. America was used for lucifer

3/7/2020 5:47:51 AM julesdamom Interesting! My profile photo is the tree of life!

3/7/2020 5:51:35 AM tieronepatriot You're right.  My apologies.

3/7/2020 5:53:30 AM naturestouchjc Watch some of Tesla’s interviews about how he viewed the numbers it will help.   This reality is all about our individual perceptions....

3/7/2020 5:55:36 AM crunchyconserve Hopefully it’ll be peaceful, but it’s a good idea to be prepared for violence. I pray it doesn’t come to that, but protecting my family, myself, and other 

innocents is the priority.

3/7/2020 5:56:49 AM thebarwatch 1/ It is a congressionally established fact that Prescott Bush was in business with the Nazis during WWII, we can safely say that the Bush/Nazi 

connection existed.    Nikola Tesla’s trusted assistant (sometimes referred to as accountant or secretary) George Scherff, Sr. Deathbed

3/7/2020 5:57:22 AM thebarwatch 2/ clues were provided by former Hitler bodyguard Otto Skorzeny -  Otto Skorzeny was an S.S./ODESSA/CIA master spy and assassin.  Skorzeny claimed 

that the true identity of George H.W. Bush was George H. Scherff, Jr., the son of Nikola Tesla’s illegal-immigrant, German-born

3/7/2020 5:58:20 AM thebarwatch 3/ accountant, George H. Scherff, Sr. According to Skorzeny, George H. Scherff, Jr. was trained as a spy and sent to America to work for Adolph Hitler. 

He was given false identification and adopted by Prescott Sheldon Bush as his son, George Herbert Walker Bush.

3/7/2020 5:59:29 AM thebarwatch 4/ He forged a birth certificate in order to enter the military before he turned 18.

3/7/2020 6:00:28 AM frankyanker Talking about "baby Q"? Steinbart. Why speak in riddles. If you don't like what he's saying, call him out.

3/7/2020 6:01:53 AM scottwray13 Interimesting number exactly 33?  Freemasonry anyone.

3/7/2020 6:02:10 AM m101wagner You forgot the aborted baby tissue. 🤬 I’m livid over that!

3/7/2020 6:02:52 AM bluewarrior27 @TwitterGov great arbiter, how érudite that u can not only provide « context » u can singularly define a tweet and image(s).  Law of unintended 

consequences is about to knock on ur door pic.twitter.com/SeTIRrwbHj

3/7/2020 6:06:19 AM rosscarwalker I believe humans can resolve conflict without physical violence. We are a sophisticated creature and conflict resolution can be achieved without 

physical, verbal or spiritual violence. We must have faith in each other and put history behind us. A new era is dawning....

3/7/2020 6:10:50 AM crunchyconserve Yes, but it’d be foolish to not be prepared. Hope for the best, be prepared for the worst 😊

3/7/2020 6:13:13 AM lucydwigglebutt My red pilled husband said last night that nothing is happening.  My glare at him alone will deter from making that dumbass statement again. 

😂😎😬

3/7/2020 6:13:49 AM rosscarwalker The preparation is happening as we speak. Humans are becoming less gullible to the indoctrination and advertising of the system. The system is falling 

apart. The more people that wake up the better

3/7/2020 6:16:23 AM sheristweets I truly appreciate the link, I've seen the B2T videos with Gene, I've asked on that channel - Where's the evidence and why should we believe Gene? No 

one can or will answer. I would  love to believe this is happening! I have no idea who Gene is? Do you know anything about him?

3/7/2020 6:20:15 AM patty_blind ?maternal grandfather?...did John Trump have a daughter?...

3/7/2020 6:21:46 AM splendorian1 I read Ukraine is a large hub for child trafficking. Those involved are Joe Biden, Nancy Pelosi, John Kerry, Mitt Romney, John Brennan including 

operations funded by Soros.

What were they doing in the Ukraine?

3/7/2020 6:23:40 AM blsdbe Bless You, MJ. I deeply appreciate that you are continuing to shine the Light of Critical Thinking in this direction. #ProHygeine

3/7/2020 6:23:59 AM paulrev33689392 I know this picture!

3/7/2020 6:24:58 AM blsdbe Same thing here!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are these things related? Is the stuff falling on my food I am growing on my farm still safe to eat?  

pic.twitter.com/svzY44iHic

3/7/2020 6:25:50 AM cityranch The key to their process is developing people’s ability to think. Thereby opening minds to see the lies and the truths regardless of how unbelievable.  So 

as much as it is frustrating this is part of the process. Enjoy the show.

3/7/2020 6:26:55 AM chris8nix Laughing

3/7/2020 6:26:57 AM blsdbe Source for this assertion?

3/7/2020 6:27:00 AM caseycochrane Their symbolism is so obvious and will be their downfall

3/7/2020 6:28:08 AM al_aven Agreed. Thx, same same.

3/7/2020 6:28:56 AM my2sonznme Do @POTUS and @FLOTUS get vaccinated?

3/7/2020 6:30:12 AM greybeardolorin Maybe Palantir ? Project Gotham is interesting 🤷🏻♂️

3/7/2020 6:30:52 AM blsdbe Bless you Patriots, and #DoItMJ, #DoItQ, we are Ready!!! pic.twitter.com/DzS1IPQxyH

3/7/2020 6:32:22 AM my2sonznme Many posts say the “bad” chemtrails stopped July 4th and these continued chem trails are “good” and fixing the air quality...has anyone read anything 

about this?

3/7/2020 6:32:30 AM blsdbe Wow, ALICE...y’all really reachin here... pic.twitter.com/gU5EOOrzDW

3/7/2020 6:33:10 AM klyhb75 You have to wonder why they try to ban it 😏

3/7/2020 6:34:39 AM jillsta07025300 👍🤡

3/7/2020 6:36:25 AM vladwashington_ 33rd degree free mason. Mystery Babylon by William cooper. Listen to that shit https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL11E33A6AEEB2674F …



3/7/2020 6:38:58 AM my2sonznme He replied to me and said yes.

3/7/2020 6:41:53 AM mitchy71545757 Qabbalah

3/7/2020 6:43:19 AM tieronepatriot ☝🤣🤣🤣🤣👊

3/7/2020 6:45:58 AM willow21264224 You mean the Rev 9 locusts? That's going to be one heck of a spiritual battle.

3/7/2020 6:46:50 AM blsdbe Well Done April!!! pic.twitter.com/9QtnCxTW6K

3/7/2020 6:48:50 AM barbleecross #kappy did not kill himself

3/7/2020 6:49:26 AM anangelhasland1 Nah.... just a country boy trying out his lame comedy routine on the livestock...

3/7/2020 6:53:02 AM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/oD4kx6k5LU

3/7/2020 6:53:34 AM __the_chris no.

3/7/2020 6:58:56 AM margzter I believe cannabis grown in its original form with a 50-50 balance of THC and CBD is good for you. The stuff grown today has much more THC in it.

3/7/2020 6:59:50 AM shari_todd Oh what a wicked world we live in! Spring cleaning a must!

3/7/2020 6:59:58 AM blsdbe The thing that concerns me, is that truth telling channels like this can also be used to Tag Track and IDentify us (TTID). Some more interesting 

information I have come across: I am continuing to Look Within to determine what actually resonates as truth.  https://youtu.be/YSbv8RRhC54  

pic.twitter.com/fOEZmzNAhK

3/7/2020 7:00:28 AM sdane8 It was so sad. Especially for his children and grandchildren to lose their Dad/Grandpa so young. 🙏♥😘

3/7/2020 7:03:59 AM blsdbe It is convenient that we are experiencing a cold virus, that may have been engineered, that may cause further harm in the setting of 5G, so that if a 

Medical Marshall Law has to be issued, most will comply peacefully during a time when so many may also be arrested. #UnSealItAll 

pic.twitter.com/wxV2lKNHdK

3/7/2020 7:04:44 AM kchill30 Yes

3/7/2020 7:04:45 AM blsdbe Lol, the Sheeple?

3/7/2020 7:05:31 AM reelect20 👇Check out This👇RT💥 http://bit.ly/2VxNn0B 

3/7/2020 7:08:38 AM anangelhasland1 Yep, my job would be easier but so many have been cowed into silence!

3/7/2020 7:09:07 AM charmanda9 Oh yes, this audio. Good point Christine. Do we know how valid the info shared here is though? The things he says about Trump. Will Trump declare 

himself King of Israel?

3/7/2020 7:09:26 AM jt_suryo @ivasby The one that's coming.

3/7/2020 7:10:03 AM disprop45895392 Both. Multidimensional.

3/7/2020 7:10:56 AM disprop45895392 Common cold. Flu killed 20k this season.

3/7/2020 7:12:43 AM 369helen313 Corona is an Intelligent ( scientific-mystical ) virus!

3/7/2020 7:15:18 AM blsdbe Is this the reason for seeing so many new GeoEngineering trails in the skies above my farm? Is the stuff falling on my food safe for me to eat? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS @SpaceForceDoD pic.twitter.com/I7QWhRj0uZ

3/7/2020 7:17:03 AM kathryn50585808 Fetal tissue is a big ingredient in vaccines.

3/7/2020 7:23:03 AM crt14361013 👀👂⏳

3/7/2020 7:25:11 AM areckoningday Oh.. and don't forget about the live form of the virus it's supposed to prevent.🤦♂️

MSM is the #EnemyOfThePeople

#TheTruthWillOut pic.twitter.com/VED5Gzvxy7

3/7/2020 7:25:40 AM patriotleah1776 Most definitely!

Caution: I caught my jaw dropping a several times. And I've been researching (digging) back when we still had dial up internet. My dad had old VHS 

tapes with all kinds of evil things about people who are politically famous now... sadly he was 187'd in 2010.

3/7/2020 7:34:19 AM strangewisper Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery pic.twitter.com/nL2PK0hYnu

3/7/2020 7:34:35 AM tieronepatriot Sadly, it's more often used to escape than for enlightenment/ascension.

3/7/2020 7:38:38 AM peekaboo1966 The number 33 is bound to eventually come up when you're talking about increase in case.. but. are they ALL hitting that number at the same time ?  I 

mean even media is gonna keep counting, and eventually get there.. I understand the meaning, just question it

3/7/2020 7:39:37 AM peekaboo1966 follow nobody and everyone at the same time.. derive your own perspective

3/7/2020 7:39:58 AM sarahfraley11 You post cryptic riddles parroting the same info just hours later under a misleading name with no picture and no sources. "Be careful who you follow" 

research a name a face a family a location a job w pix provided sources and documented history. 🤔😐🤐

3/7/2020 7:40:49 AM peekaboo1966 stick with black market suppliers.. the legal ones are tainted

3/7/2020 7:42:02 AM reckoningtruth  pic.twitter.com/op6TOiLKGh

3/7/2020 7:43:02 AM dawnblanke1 Date markers are used for trigger points - to "trigger" a specific .....

3/7/2020 7:46:02 AM esau7 Not sure about that good question.

3/7/2020 7:46:08 AM 11charlie111 Photo of Lyndon B Johnson 36th President 63-69 taking the Oath of Office on Airforce One 22 Nov 1963 sharing a smile with Rep Albert R. Thomas who 

is winking back at him. Lady Bird Johnson also nods and smiles. The pain in Jaqueline Kennedys face is palpable #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/p2sJagG2Y4

3/7/2020 7:47:05 AM nostradachris1  pic.twitter.com/hZGmSinFiX

3/7/2020 7:47:29 AM nostradachris  pic.twitter.com/vHcIysq13f

3/7/2020 7:47:58 AM qanonsingles 33 pic.twitter.com/8zPR5K4Mf9

3/7/2020 7:49:02 AM barbsmith16 😂🤣😂🤣😂

3/7/2020 7:50:12 AM 11charlie111 JFK shares a moment with US Rep. Albert Thomas at the Houston dinner to honour congressman on Nov 21 1963. JFK was assassinated the following 

day. pic.twitter.com/3tZJbsZKSI

3/7/2020 7:51:10 AM terribug13 #JohnGTrump #Tesla

3/7/2020 7:51:23 AM youreit7 Wow! Worse than I thought.

3/7/2020 7:51:29 AM rothomny20 Ok. 😐

3/7/2020 7:52:20 AM patrick14244460 Could you be a little more cryptic 🙄🙄🙄. Why can't anons just spread info without the cloak and dagger crap?

3/7/2020 7:52:27 AM rothomny20 It IS what we can do for our country!

3/7/2020 7:52:49 AM lionspaw77 Video not available

3/7/2020 7:55:14 AM chuckr69 Interesting. What is the source for all these writings? Who wrote the big doc and where did the quotes come from? #metaphysics #weed #ascension 

@kabamur_taygeta

3/7/2020 7:56:31 AM gonegirl234 My dad was in the navy. Raised all five girls like we were in the military. Swab these decks! Empty the GI Cans! You! Get latrine patrol tonight! 

(someone was sick). But this morning I yelled LOOK ALIVE! LOLOL. 63 years later. My mind held onto those words till now.

3/7/2020 7:56:58 AM dawnblanke1 "Canabis" consist of two separate plants - the marijuana plant and the Hemp plant , both are considered Canabis . 

Weed is just that - has been contaminated with chemicals and other materials.

3/7/2020 7:58:12 AM gonegirl234 OOOF

3/7/2020 8:02:36 AM cynthia39231414 Roger that!

3/7/2020 8:03:28 AM kbenz333 That was a serialbrain2 decode where I heard that as well

3/7/2020 8:04:11 AM miked12511  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpNaoCXjrXs&t=1065s …

3/7/2020 8:05:00 AM gonegirl234 My word! if someone would have only told me this when I was in school! I could have memorized how many vertebrae there were and also known the 

value of the penial gland. Think of it! But we have removed rebirth. Only abortion. Our children know what that is!

3/7/2020 8:06:40 AM sassygirl171717 We have a endocannabinoid system.. our bodies crave it...



3/7/2020 8:06:58 AM emilyoakley6 There is a detailed article on it.

Tulsa the power of 3 6 9.

It's long take a read.

3/7/2020 8:07:31 AM nick85houston Are you blind? It’s obviously photoshopped! 

Just look at the edges around him and his hands with the bird and compare it with this not-photoshopped portrait of him. pic.twitter.com/N8sU0oJz73

3/7/2020 8:07:31 AM tc4582 Because now they’ll claim fake videos and photos😡

3/7/2020 8:08:36 AM 852hzaday @MatrixPrime_ remind them

3/7/2020 8:09:15 AM kachinagtto “The choice to know will be yours”

It’s gonna be a tough call for many to decide.

3/7/2020 8:10:50 AM qanonsingles They show it here.... truth hidden in pleain sight https://youtu.be/eiNVjkJDsqI 

3/7/2020 8:12:14 AM shaigaichan Thank you MJ12.

3/7/2020 8:13:04 AM bruce_dahlgren Souls are not housed in glands

3/7/2020 8:13:11 AM fansblowing3 March 6 is a majestic day.

3/7/2020 8:13:38 AM lynnsch98891174 You are right. Sorry. Eye sights shot.

3/7/2020 8:13:46 AM tj65721432 Look.   Listen.  Learn.

3/7/2020 8:14:36 AM samgem5 What is T1 T2 T3?

3/7/2020 8:14:56 AM qanonsingles No one said they were

3/7/2020 8:15:39 AM bommaritoindy I find this account @deptofdefence is not the one you posted a meme of! Watch out who you follow!!!!! Trust but verify! This now makes me question 

Majestic12??????? Who has told us to be careful of who we follow, every psychopath I have met tells me the same thing!

3/7/2020 8:16:23 AM 3nmbrs I stand corrected.

I'll go take a look-thanks for the info.

Austin has the same sort of humor as Q (very interesting).

Whether he's Q, part of Q team, he does seem to possess real knowledge about #TheGreatAwakening.

See Austin's pics from 2yrs ago, unique stuff.
3/7/2020 8:16:37 AM aleks8837 I'd go for a t-shirt and walk around city centre/mall on a Saturday.

3/7/2020 8:18:03 AM bruce_dahlgren Not in this discussion, but historically the gland referenced was looked at surgically and the myth continues.

3/7/2020 8:18:50 AM dandunseith Yes, I happen to know first hand that beer is a gateway drink to vodka.

3/7/2020 8:19:28 AM mrmagoo25714258 What pics....on his YouTube channel? Or IG

3/7/2020 8:20:35 AM 11charlie111 And another one... https://twitter.com/ap/status/1236321095336288262?s=21 … https://twitter.com/AP/status/1236321095336288262 …

3/7/2020 8:21:29 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/OVte3ek8O9

3/7/2020 8:22:30 AM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/d4JyNskoUz

3/7/2020 8:23:25 AM lynnsch98891174 I did. No need to be hostile. Have yourself a nice day.

3/7/2020 8:24:24 AM fansblowing3 Assuming corona virus being an intelligence operation, the agenda must be to make money.  Their trafficking operations being stopped, they are 

broke.  National emergency to ask for federal money handout? Most states claiming corona virus are Democrat states.

3/7/2020 8:25:31 AM sdane8 Excellent catch!

3/7/2020 8:26:16 AM nick85houston Not trying to be. It just bothers me when I see blatantly photoshopped pictures being thrown around as evidence of something, particularly when it’s 

regarding POTUS/Q. We’re in this together and I know you mean well, but please do some due diligence when posting. 🙏🏻

3/7/2020 8:26:19 AM q_up4 I hadn't heard this, I must be out of the loop. Cannabis is my medicine, Big Pharma RX's nearly killed me and almost sucked my soul dry. I don't believe 

for a moment that Q is funded through cannabis. I lean more to Genesis 1:29.

3/7/2020 8:27:34 AM nick85houston Please delete this photoshopped nonsense.

3/7/2020 8:33:02 AM lennon09899021 The lawyer who altered documents is still a free man.  I love Trump and he has my vote but where are the arrest?  It’s ridiculous at this point

3/7/2020 8:33:22 AM rosscarwalker The coldest shower you’ve ever taken

3/7/2020 8:34:11 AM rosscarwalker If I think of all the worst mistakes I’ve made, most have been under the influence of alcohol

3/7/2020 8:35:39 AM lean__in Doesn’t pass the smell test

3/7/2020 8:36:53 AM sdane8 😪

3/7/2020 8:37:36 AM helenemce Internet shows that John Shipton is his bio father. ?

3/7/2020 8:37:37 AM lean__in 🤦♀️

3/7/2020 8:39:32 AM lonewolfbuilder What he has to say resonates deeply, especially his background story. Message over messenger. The construct for Qteam tasking him w/ these vids 

may be akin to how the cabal justifies action—deplorable intent revealed in plain sight. Similar tactic, distinctly different endgame.

3/7/2020 8:39:44 AM lean__in 🤨

3/7/2020 8:39:53 AM susan66388204 So full of MUD ✅ [they] are

3/7/2020 8:42:15 AM sdane8 Here too

3/7/2020 8:43:51 AM xrp_baghead He challenged the central banks. They fight back with their resources (media)

3/7/2020 8:44:02 AM fansblowing3 MJ pointed to one specific video by this Austin Steinbart for that particular message.  This does not mean they endorse his other videos. Message over 

messenger.

3/7/2020 8:44:22 AM cryptiga Awesome! Thanks for sharing!

3/7/2020 8:44:39 AM fansblowing3 Just say no 🛑

3/7/2020 8:46:28 AM fansblowing3 MJ pointed to one specific video by this Austin Steinbart for that particular message.  This does not mean they endorse his other videos. Message over 

messenger.

3/7/2020 8:50:22 AM xbadgerz Why are vaccines bad? Like they keep people safe from illness that would otherwise kill them. How is something that buffs your immune system a bad 

thing?

3/7/2020 8:52:02 AM xbadgerz That’s a lie bro not cool, don’t lie about polio and vaccines when you obviously don’t know zip about it

3/7/2020 8:52:07 AM qstarport Use a Mac

3/7/2020 8:55:59 AM pamdoyl47138120 I do and it saved my life

3/7/2020 8:57:32 AM xbadgerz That’s fuel ejected from the plane at a high altitude not chem trails

3/7/2020 8:57:57 AM xbadgerz No it’s not do some actual research

3/7/2020 8:58:27 AM state1union They tried to 187 me too. I survived the poisoning etc. I’m so sorry about your dad. The last major hit on me was in 2010. Your dad was over the Target 

🎯.

3/7/2020 8:59:07 AM xbadgerz It’s so it’s harder to contract later in life, you ever ask your doctor about vaccines or do you get all ur info on here?

3/7/2020 9:02:37 AM jesusluvsu29 They don't need a portal open for that, satan is the lord of this world as stated in the bible & there's a reason Q keeps posting scripture on the armor of 

God...they are already here...CERN is trying to mesh the 2 worlds together so that this world becomes theirs

3/7/2020 9:03:01 AM jesusluvsu29 Ghosts are demons

3/7/2020 9:03:56 AM jesusluvsu29 Feldman came out before anyone did



3/7/2020 9:04:51 AM jesusluvsu29 Shiva is a fallen angel & IS evil & misrepresenting themselves as good...there is only one God

3/7/2020 9:05:04 AM splendorian1 exortion

kidnapping

election fraud

treason

racketeering

inside trading

kickbacks

blackmail

espionage

distractions

assassination

propaganda

bribes

corruption

data theft

targeting

discrediting

deifying

trafficking

overdose

suicide

academics

science

disease

infiltration

collusion
3/7/2020 9:06:39 AM jesusluvsu29 Interesting...Tesla...what's the white dove mean?

3/7/2020 9:08:22 AM adamwestleyric3 My uncle Homer died in 2017

3/7/2020 9:09:40 AM adamwestleyric3 An it was like God sent a man to tell me because I was in a bad place

3/7/2020 9:10:26 AM sofinique1 Wow‼️💥💥💥

3/7/2020 9:10:27 AM adamwestleyric3 Homer Day

3/7/2020 9:10:55 AM cindeamulholla3  pic.twitter.com/WpWibijHhn

3/7/2020 9:12:51 AM ezdoesit_ faaaaaacts. it’s like a navigation system from my thumbs

3/7/2020 9:12:59 AM patriotleah1776 Thanks. I've had many also. My most scary was 2012. Until I found Q, Twitt, MJ12, & patriots, I felt alone & crazy until about 2018. I realized I was in 

denial about the source of all my misfortune. Wasn't bad luck, I was punish for knowing/sharing 2 much. Glad you're still here.

3/7/2020 9:15:46 AM jeanenev IDK......

MUST BE 

GINORMOUS......... pic.twitter.com/3H0dN0TrjT

3/7/2020 9:17:17 AM jared_gasper So I should smoke stems or nah

3/7/2020 9:20:36 AM state1union I was retaliated against until 2013 when the military shut it down. I’m still under retaliation here but evil infiltrated my family too. Does your dads tapes 

have blackmail on them? Glad your here too!

3/7/2020 9:23:08 AM patriotleah1776 Vehicle accidents seem to be a popular choice. Gang kidnappings. Poisonings.

I have a good feeling this evil will soon come to an end!

I kept getting hooked up w/ people that in retrospect, seemed to have been hired to harm. Is "I guess" a norm reply when asked out?

WWG1WGA

3/7/2020 9:24:27 AM therace4dna Hep B is not easy to get. It is passed from bodily fluids (blood, semen) - why is a baby at risk for this unless their own mother has the disease. Explain. 

Why not administer this vaccine later on life?  Do you believe everything your Doctor tells you?  Fool.

3/7/2020 9:25:02 AM curt_avila If thats all you have access to.

3/7/2020 9:26:53 AM czebotarjessie #FieldMcConnell @fieldmcc @realDonaldTrump @FollowThe17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ChuckGrassley @SecPompeo 

Mr President,

It is time to release the kracken!

We will not stand by and watch a vessel with a beloved veteran be bombarded till it sinks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKgNBsotp2k&feature=share …
3/7/2020 9:27:14 AM terrapineyes 45 is Q+

3/7/2020 9:27:57 AM stormenight Ah, spiritual/vibrational alchemy is where it’s at. #DarkToLight

3/7/2020 9:28:44 AM state1union I trust no one ☝️ in person. They are most likely put infront of you purposely. Digging for intel, get you to self harm or harm you. Nothing good. This war 

is spiritual and the Germans know it.

3/7/2020 9:29:20 AM theghost6969 PAIN PAIN PAIN

3/7/2020 9:31:04 AM gryniiizred That account deptofdefence isn't verified like the one M12 posted.

3/7/2020 9:32:54 AM patriotleah1776 I haven't seen a trace of them since the 80's. I got in trouble for sneaking behind the couch to watch when I was supposed to be in bed. If I didn't gasp 

about 2 boys being murdered, I probably would have seen all of it. Like a cheap home video that had poor cinematography.

3/7/2020 9:35:16 AM kidge6 In India, they add a pinch of asafoetida to control the methane production in the gut.  Too much, though produces bloating and worse gas.  I need to do 

some muscle testing to ask my body about this.

3/7/2020 9:35:43 AM joinna6 Future proves Past.

3/7/2020 9:38:14 AM joinna6 Tesla & Uncle John.

3/7/2020 9:38:28 AM patriotleah1776 I thought it was just fake til I was an adult & found the dark web where another politician related to the one from the tapes was shown in a vile film. I 

quit clicking on films/pictures, & started my personal war on finding truth. I can't handle seeing kids hurt. I <3 them all.

3/7/2020 9:38:42 AM strangewisper Yes, and you can't hide behind a reflection. The dark ones use smoke and mirrors to create the illusion. But, as you know just by looking at something 

you change it and darkness is merely the absence of light :)

3/7/2020 9:40:04 AM jrocktigers Meghan Markle,useful puppet? She was yacht girl long before she married Harry. How much dirt must she have on Andrew and others in the Crown? 

This poster below seems to know her well.   https://twitter.com/torontopaper1/status/1230609827635892226 …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @MongrelGlory @laurabusse @Keith369me @dps1879

3/7/2020 9:41:33 AM joinna6 5+12_ 17



3/7/2020 9:42:03 AM colonelflanagan Wrong.  I've been around aircraft for over 30 years, retired from the Air Force after 24 of those years.  Aircraft do NOT eject fuel unless there is a dire 

emergency/impending crash.

If the trail dissipates w/in seconds: normal exhaust

If the trail stays and spreads: Chemtrail.

3/7/2020 9:44:16 AM qteam6q Nope, sorry Earth is not flat 👇👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/RSbdjiQwyM

3/7/2020 9:44:25 AM patriotleah1776 I believe that. I don't engage in conversations, but I've noticed the real nosey people have been toxic. And oddly, very outwardly religious. I learned to 

question everything & trust only myself. Have you learned telepathy yet? I just started. It'll be a much needed skill soon.

3/7/2020 9:44:36 AM royaleblue301 Hi. Thanks for your insight. Is there any successful way to remedy electronic harassment. I’ve been going through it for years now and few believe me. I 

had multiple break ins at my house and then I started hearing it. Please help if you can

3/7/2020 9:46:28 AM brianan06364517 Are you referring to Austin Steinbart?

3/7/2020 9:51:14 AM state1union I’ve been asked if I have that capability. I know I definitely have abilities that I never understood was different. I haven’t researched the subject yet. If 

you like you can hit me up on DM

3/7/2020 9:51:51 AM stormenight Love me some “strange whispers”! Subtle realm guidance been blessing me with insight my whole life. Well said!

3/7/2020 9:53:07 AM opengreenseas Thank You  🙏🏼 for this

3/7/2020 9:56:32 AM patriotleah1776 My dad graduated 3rd in his class of almost 1000 in the city of Detroit in the 70's. He never went military or college like the rest of his huge family. He 

moved us to Colorado, a view of Cheyenne Mountain from our house. My dad always had weird jobs, wild weapons, buried money.

3/7/2020 9:56:34 AM jesse48676371 is 3/6/9 why we have the moon? This would totally help my understanding

3/7/2020 9:58:42 AM michelekbeltran Not in all cases.  When people make their transition, some do not realize they are dead and they do not transition fully and remain "earthbound spirits" 

because the Earth reality is all they know.  They aren't demons or evil, they're just confused & stuck.

3/7/2020 9:58:56 AM cdale_dog Nope, they are shorting US companies and stealing money from Mom / Pop USA.  Shorting requires borrowing of shares, then selling at higher prices 

while market makers drive stock price down so people panic sell and then short shares are covered at a profit.  Easy money for cabal.

3/7/2020 9:59:09 AM kidge6 I’ve started a YouTube series on this doc.   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGi0StqdXs8TkIO5A_dFghQ …

Need others to contribute.  This document involves math, physics, metaphysics, and other deep subjects.  I don’t know how to decode it all. But want 

to start discussions.

3/7/2020 10:00:44 AM kidge6 The link to that doc is also in my orig post. Great compilation. Does anyone know who compiled that?

3/7/2020 10:03:13 AM kidge6 They are twitter posts, replies, discussions, questions and answers.  Not sure who compiled it.  You can search twitter for keywords in that doc and find 

the orig posts. Please consider viewing my vids on it and share your perspective. Tons of deep info. Teamwork needed to decode

3/7/2020 10:03:21 AM kidge6  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGi0StqdXs8TkIO5A_dFghQ …

3/7/2020 10:06:54 AM keith369me Interesting messages from this individual...seems like direct knowledge

3/7/2020 10:07:43 AM michelekbeltran These videos can provide more insight.  GiGi Young, who is a gifted Sensitive, talks about CERN & AI as being actual Dark Occult.  She understands 

about dimensions, the Kabal & ETs:  https://youtu.be/UgLkINA2vN4 

 https://youtu.be/sXsjC6BTIT4 

3/7/2020 10:09:01 AM foreverozone I had some lucid dreams years ago while water fasting. I met a couple light entities that gave me some good intel from beyond the veil. I discovered 

something interesting. They're not ready to ascend. Stuck in the spirit realm - rejecting the next life "God" dialed up for them.

3/7/2020 10:09:27 AM jrocktigers I agree. I was also referred to this acct. by someone who has studied the relationships for years. If you happen to see her with Harry, watch her handle 

his every movement. Even by various hand placements on his shoulder. She is/was involved with Bronfman and co.

3/7/2020 10:10:36 AM foreverozone Does that mean they are demons? Mmmm. We can debate that. It does not, however, mean they're angels. Those souls level up to higher vibrations, 

can't stand to vibrate in our dimension, occupy the same space as satanic pedophiles, rapists, abusers, evil people.

3/7/2020 10:10:50 AM michelekbeltran Agreed.  It has been reported by sensitive, that he was mind-controlled into jumping.

3/7/2020 10:12:47 AM foreverozone Aliens that give the CIA intel are demons, and if the CIA pushed LSD ...we can deduce they tried to do their alien homies a 'solid' so that their fellow 

demons could hijack bio-apps in our carbon matrix. Nothing like this matrix! (so I'm told)

3/7/2020 10:14:10 AM conspiracyanal2 33% of the Angels fell from grace. They landed on mt Hermon Syria at the site of the ( Now) UN Base. These people trace their lineage to the Fallen 

Angels.

3/7/2020 10:14:46 AM patriotleah1776 Yes, one of the accts I follow. I saw it again recently. So much info, it gets fuzzy trying to remember sources! I will look thru my list. Anytime u want to 

crosscheck the PDF info to MJ's tweets, use search function:

From:ts_sci_majic12

Add a space then the word you seek.

3/7/2020 10:20:31 AM eyes_on_justice I do believe so.

3/7/2020 10:22:57 AM decodematrix It was a meme I saw on 4chan 😁

3/7/2020 10:24:45 AM turboxyde Energetically, I have to wonder if this medication was used to suppress our ability to handle emotional entropy & to process grief.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.kansas.com/news/nation-

world/national/article240893331.html?fbclid=IwAR0qImyNdDl2MhkwGKYzqt66zHhgLC11NvKvIL7h0npoRxxxZm0yqFzMiZc …

3/7/2020 10:24:48 AM nashua201 #Unseal Time illusion 

#Unseal Gravity illusion

#Unseal Space illusion

#Unseal What is light

#Unseal Thunder

3/7/2020 10:25:58 AM adsvel There are a lot of secrets below the surface of the Greenland.

3/7/2020 10:34:49 AM kidge6 No sir. Compilation of mj12 twtr. Feels like Q b/c mj12 account describes itself as a ‘parallel’ operation to the q op.  Look at Mjs pinned tweet and type 

in search:

from:@ts@_sci_majic12 keyword

Replace keyword with:

Q

Qanon

Q anon

4 chan

8 chan

8 kun
3/7/2020 10:37:00 AM patriotleah1776 Found them!

Thank you @Nun_chucknorris !!!

Lots of good homes out there! pic.twitter.com/aCbXojlh43



3/7/2020 10:37:12 AM theglitcher14 Not when you take her words while doing them into context with the people who hosted her and the "mainstream" Repub "leadership" who she was 

really addressing. Symbology will be one of their downfalls. I suggest you research more. It'll "illuminate." #WWG1WGA

3/7/2020 10:38:46 AM patriotleah1776 Dr. Steven Greer, I think is his name?

He has tons of info that blend with all this!

3/7/2020 10:41:03 AM lynnielee5 Mockingbird Media, courtesy of the CIA! 🐀

3/7/2020 10:41:15 AM patriotleah1776 Subscribed!

3/7/2020 10:41:29 AM melisten2u Aren’t all of our plants (and everything else) from God?

3/7/2020 10:42:42 AM surfing123456 Can you recommend a documentary that closely resembles what REALLY happened to JFK thank you and WWG1WGA

3/7/2020 10:43:09 AM the_edge_rocks Did he really say this? I'm not calling BS.. I just missed it if this is the actual quote.. It's difficult to catch everything, so much going on. 30 years ago I 

smoked plenty of weed.. Haven't touched it since, but if that comment has any weight to it... WOW

3/7/2020 10:45:11 AM afterthebutter im so utterly confused

3/7/2020 10:47:03 AM qumanitarian Were cutting off their funding... All while the funding for white hat ops is becoming more "accepted" everyday.

3/7/2020 10:47:33 AM oaf_unbreakable Disinformation is necessary.

Sorry if you think that only applies to things you agree with.

3/7/2020 10:48:08 AM blsdbe Exactly, and #ThanQ for your Service!!!

3/7/2020 10:48:45 AM blsdbe #thanQ kindly!

3/7/2020 10:49:31 AM blsdbe These questions are in my mind also, still considering what I have heard.

3/7/2020 10:50:16 AM blsdbe True and who doesn’t love cats?!? pic.twitter.com/RXHTFyjTLv

3/7/2020 10:52:53 AM the_edge_rocks I just watched one of his videos... He seems to be self promoting and he talks far more about himself than he does about the movement.. That alone is 

very suspicious. Mos quality Patriots are very humble and it's not one bit about them. I agree, be careful who you follow

3/7/2020 10:54:33 AM fansblowing3 No

3/7/2020 10:55:25 AM fansblowing3 🧐

3/7/2020 10:57:01 AM oaf_unbreakable It's going to be Biblical. pic.twitter.com/HqDbs2isN4

3/7/2020 10:58:38 AM bentsomnolence  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25461563 

3/7/2020 10:59:06 AM bentsomnolence  https://prepareforchange.net/2020/01/12/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

3/7/2020 11:00:16 AM bentsomnolence Spread the word: https://prepareforchange.net/2020/01/12/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

3/7/2020 11:00:34 AM habsbatman I kill myself to tell you the earth is not flat the waters are level ask the question to Q the waters are level sea level THINK LOGIC 

pic.twitter.com/BaS2IOVJpN

3/7/2020 11:00:56 AM bentsomnolence Spread the word...  https://prepareforchange.net/2020/01/12/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

3/7/2020 11:01:00 AM dee_lonzo Have Patience Children...All in Good time

3/7/2020 11:01:16 AM kidge6 Wow. “Some time”?  Awesome job sir.  Thanks so much. I found this many months ago. Still assimilating. But, I’ve started a YouTube series on it. 

Would you be open to some discussion with me? I’m preparing the vid on page 2 now, and it’s a doozy. Thanks again. Great work! o7

3/7/2020 11:01:20 AM bentsomnolence Spread the word: https://prepareforchange.net/2020/01/12/u-s-govt-loses-landmark-vaccine-lawsuit/ …

3/7/2020 11:02:53 AM luluspeers1 Child trafficking. That's why Trump fired that American Ambassador to the Ukraine. She was part of the Child trafficking business for HRC and the others

3/7/2020 11:06:11 AM kidge6 Thanks Leah!  I’ve been trying to find the scribe who compiled this. I was getting warm and you completed the last leg of the quest for me!

3/7/2020 11:07:25 AM kidge6 Yes, a powerful tool. Thx for that. Tips and tricks are good!

3/7/2020 11:08:21 AM sarastarface Can someone explain to me what this means

3/7/2020 11:09:16 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.european-views.com/2020/02/eu-sees-33-coronavirus-cases-so-far-european-crisis-center-at-full-capacity/ …

3/7/2020 11:09:46 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.businessinsider.com/doctors-release-chest-x-ray-wuhan-coronavirus-patient-2020-1 …

3/7/2020 11:11:33 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.geo.tv/latest/272409-pakistan-among-33-countries-which-provided-medical-supplies-to-fight-coronavirus-china …

3/7/2020 11:12:09 AM virginialouelle I'd say deep fakes are about to be used. Only they aren't deep fakes, but real, and they are trying to get ahead of the drop.

3/7/2020 11:13:41 AM therealrorbo Real time simulation ok. But surface error code? Watchu talkin bout?

3/7/2020 11:14:16 AM virginialouelle I read a description of the what it contained. I'm not sure I want to watch it either. The description was enough.

3/7/2020 11:15:56 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.nytimes.com/article/california-coronavirus.html …

3/7/2020 11:19:48 AM virginialouelle This is what I've been thinking...

3/7/2020 11:20:26 AM manifest_utopia CDC admits in stipulation signed in Court that CDC Has NO Studies To Support their Claim That Vaccines Given in First 6 Months of Life Do Not Cause 

Autism. https://www.icandecide.org/lawsuits/ 

3/7/2020 11:22:35 AM kidge6 Just found him. @Nun_chucknorris. Mr. Chuck, pls dm me about the YT series I’m doing on your tome. Thx.

3/7/2020 11:23:00 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-egypt-idUSKBN20U0TK …

3/7/2020 11:23:55 AM kathleenmckeon6 I will and Thank you so much.

3/7/2020 11:23:59 AM fansblowing3 33 https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/british-columbia-confirms-ninth-case-of-covid-19-in-man-who-returned-from-iran …

3/7/2020 11:24:00 AM girlawakeinca Everywhere [33]

3/7/2020 11:25:18 AM alight412 Fascinating. I'm going to try my hand at growing an outdoor plant this year. This article will be in the back of my mind. 

Was there more to this article or was this the most important part? Thanks for sharing.

3/7/2020 11:25:46 AM boy12_jimmy @potus @JamesOKeefeIII @DevinNunes @senatemajldr @GOPLeader @DonaldJTrumpJr @EricTrump @ericbolling @DilleyShow @dbongino 

@IngrahamAngle @seanhannity @GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1236368147315175424 …

3/7/2020 11:26:10 AM kidge6 It may be tongue in cheek. But the Sandra telepathy primer seems pretty good. https://www.officialfirstcontact.com/documents/ 

3/7/2020 11:26:36 AM fansblowing3 33 https://qz.com/1802035/china-sees-surge-in-coronavirus-of-close-to-15000-new-cases/ …

3/7/2020 11:27:08 AM chameelia And don't forget aborted baby parts.

3/7/2020 11:27:35 AM kidge6  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1108516630433280000?s=21 …

3/7/2020 11:27:57 AM rosscarwalker A Trump once travelled through time @realDonaldTrump @Western2A @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 11:28:09 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2020-03-05/algebris-says-offices-operating-at-33-capacity-amid-coronavirus-video …

3/7/2020 11:28:26 AM kidge6  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1032683532873879552?s=21 …

3/7/2020 11:29:06 AM lockupthewitch  pic.twitter.com/qLKHjHh2AF

3/7/2020 11:29:17 AM anangelhasland1 “The only time you start worrying about soldiers is when they quit bitching.”               

— Lt. Col. Gordon Tall in A Thin Red Line.

3/7/2020 11:29:30 AM kidge6 Dark web? Like using ip addresses instead of domain names?

3/7/2020 11:29:50 AM lockupthewitch Q Sent Me

3/7/2020 11:30:37 AM charmanda9 There’s yet that lingering 5G issue... that’s what has many hung up still. But...  

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/889849929031716864?s=21 …  https://youtu.be/6Cs3Pvmmv0E 

3/7/2020 11:31:25 AM oldcaptainjay Vortex math, there's more to it than meets the eye.

Tesla was right.

3/7/2020 11:32:06 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.miamiherald.com/news/health-care/article239789388.html …

3/7/2020 11:32:22 AM charmanda9 Michelle, do you have a blind item for Sinatra?

3/7/2020 11:32:48 AM kidge6 Click the link in the tweet. Yes u can search the doc for keywords.  But, I recommend downloading the pdf and work with it locally in a pdf reader, not in 

a browser. It’s so large, it’s slow to search and navigate unless it’s on your local device.



3/7/2020 11:33:20 AM realeyethespy Nah they are pretty cool man I went up and did a speaking thing for their crew. Some good some bad. But message > messenger

3/7/2020 11:33:26 AM realeyethespy Sirius B

3/7/2020 11:33:47 AM charmanda9 Also... Trump said 👇 https://youtu.be/mQIZ-Esbg_c 

3/7/2020 11:33:51 AM fansblowing3 33 https://bioinformatics.stackexchange.com/questions/11227/why-does-the-wuhan-coronavirus-genome-end-in-

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa …

3/7/2020 11:34:26 AM rosas7043 Please elaborate ?

3/7/2020 11:35:04 AM alight412 Thank you! I will download.

3/7/2020 11:36:18 AM ethereal_shaman  https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/venezuelas-economy-is-so-bad-parents-are-leaving-their-children-at-

orphanages/2018/02/12/8021d180-0545-11e8-aa61-f3391373867e_story.html …

3/7/2020 11:36:25 AM cogbill_alan #Tyler is real. Has a great sense of humor at times.

3/7/2020 11:36:51 AM rosscarwalker Is @TulsiGabbard compromised? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 11:36:57 AM imdexx_ I dont even want to imagine what happens at their satanic ceremonies

3/7/2020 11:37:27 AM fansblowing3 33 https://whdh.com/news/boston-health-officials-monitoring-33-people-who-could-develop-coronavirus/ …

3/7/2020 11:37:49 AM patto_jakdaw Omg. Shit like this gives us a bad name

3/7/2020 11:38:13 AM cogbill_alan Ibms new Quantum computer is named Q. It's in Poughkeepsie NY. It's also networked to CERN

3/7/2020 11:38:28 AM charmanda9 And... 

 https://news.avclub.com/ronan-farrow-tells-stephen-colbert-hes-seen-the-master-1839318050 … pic.twitter.com/bKFYYgAvTu

3/7/2020 11:39:00 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/07/coronavirus-singapore-braces-for-impact-on-tourism-as-cases-rise.html …

3/7/2020 11:39:31 AM rosscarwalker You probably already know deep down. Think as dark as you can get....

3/7/2020 11:40:04 AM state1union Leah, what was your dad doing with those tapes?  Do you still have those tapes and the rape you saw on the dark web. Was it a gang rape and was Jeb 

Bush one of the men in the video?  Corporate Comcast and Argonne Labs taped my Gang Rape at Spine One of Colorado

3/7/2020 11:41:32 AM fansblowing3 33 https://gulfnews.com/world/gulf/bahrain/coronavirus-7-new-cases-in-bahrain-total-up-to-33-1.1582762459475 …

3/7/2020 11:43:26 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.marketwatch.com/story/business-activity-in-china-is-at-33-of-its-pre-coronavirus-norm-government-planning-official-2020-02-28 …

3/7/2020 11:43:26 AM raven_anon Quantum Leap was Majestic Disclosure

3/7/2020 11:44:18 AM mamiemcclure17 Sirius B eautiful plant and positive Benefits

3/7/2020 11:44:36 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.rt.com/business/194408-total-cost-ebola-economy-africa/ …

3/7/2020 11:45:23 AM raymond10449530 Timothy Leary admitted he was a CIA agent/asset.

3/7/2020 11:45:39 AM cindeamulholla3 Q would not compromise in any way!

Or put the movement in Question!

Yes be careful who you follow! pic.twitter.com/i1YEIjXb7J

3/7/2020 11:45:43 AM thegistofitis I follow even the most sick of them 

Need to keep an eye on them like they have with us. Our turn. pic.twitter.com/JduLaG58ul

3/7/2020 11:45:59 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.the-sun.com/news/306110/bill-gates-predicted-chinese-coronavirus-a-year-ago-as-simulation-suggests-65-million-could-die/ …

3/7/2020 11:47:38 AM fansblowing3 33 https://economynext.com/sri-lanka-flies-out-33-citizens-from-coronavirus-epicenter-in-wuhan-china-45266 …

3/7/2020 11:47:41 AM cindeamulholla3 Yes! pic.twitter.com/GMSwGiwglh

3/7/2020 11:47:51 AM dispensaryexch Proof ? If that’s the case why did they throw him in prison for a few joints found in his car coming back from Mexico 🇲🇽 does not compute

3/7/2020 11:48:55 AM state1union Jesus is King 👑 forever

3/7/2020 11:49:09 AM kidge6 We are stewards, yes? Not very good ones, imo. But, getting better.

3/7/2020 11:49:29 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.bangkokpost.com/thailand/general/1855184/thailand-reports-1-new-case-of-coronavirus-brings-total-to-33 …

3/7/2020 11:49:37 AM cindeamulholla3  pic.twitter.com/QTidN85nA8

3/7/2020 11:49:55 AM state1union Semantics

3/7/2020 11:50:47 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/china-expands-lockdowns-cover-10-cities-builds-hospital-treat-coronavirus-n1121841 …

3/7/2020 11:52:10 AM dam_davandmax 👇 pic.twitter.com/yyJ91ZxNet

3/7/2020 11:52:52 AM asswitter2 BILL GATES IS THE VACCINE CLOWN...... pic.twitter.com/ocwvwHMor8

3/7/2020 11:52:59 AM fansblowing3 33 https://www.newsweek.com/alex-azar-coronavirus-masks-30-million-have-need-30-million-fight-america-senate-committee-1489058 …

3/7/2020 11:54:09 AM eaglesview77 Search-   from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cannabis

3/7/2020 11:55:32 AM state1union Omg 😳 this is truly sickening

3/7/2020 11:57:23 AM state1union And 17 likes 👍

3/7/2020 11:57:24 AM iamyou132 It certainly can at high doses. Especially when eaten in edible form. The process of metabolizing edible cannabis produces a more powerful 

psychoactive compound

3/7/2020 11:58:24 AM melisten2u Bernie said he was going to help African Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans to start businesses and sell marijuana.

3/7/2020 11:58:55 AM melisten2u To sell marijuana

3/7/2020 12:02:52 PM greek2305 Is it true it's only plant on the planet that has a Male and female.

3/7/2020 12:03:30 PM relateddab What  did u say about cannabis??  I really wanna know ;    Because MARIJUANA is THE HEALING OF NATIONS your Bibles speaks Of.   Ofcourse god 

would create a plant capable of recalibration son every level ;it was in hidden garden fruits

3/7/2020 12:04:56 PM howardcomer Frame 313

3/7/2020 12:05:58 PM fritz8r  pic.twitter.com/3TyxCHG8eg

3/7/2020 12:07:40 PM patriotleah1776 Almost. It was tricky in the early days to access. I would advise against attempting to access it. Those of us who stumbled upon it's existence were met 

with pure horror. It brew a hatred in some of us to even see it. Now we have white hats in control & they have everything.

3/7/2020 12:09:20 PM patriotleah1776 When you're on the right path, the dots start connecting themselves!

Happy to help. Stay safe.

3/7/2020 12:11:50 PM rosas7043 Every day what ?

3/7/2020 12:11:57 PM state1union Thank you Leah for risking your life to save another. Your a Hero 🦸♀️🇺🇸

3/7/2020 12:13:47 PM blissamerica Do you recommend an organic, local sourced vegan diet or Keto? What about Paleo?

3/7/2020 12:13:54 PM rosas7043 One must get out of the bible on occasion to see the world first hand...

3/7/2020 12:15:28 PM cityranch Wow just wow

3/7/2020 12:15:38 PM blissamerica CBD drops to mellow you out if you get “too” stoned. Pro tip.

3/7/2020 12:16:20 PM blissamerica Couscous very similar

3/7/2020 12:18:25 PM blazer2k7 BQQM.

NOW you understand what has been done to our species.  That is EXACTLY one VERY CORRECT piece of the puzzle.

3/7/2020 12:19:33 PM cogbill_alan  pic.twitter.com/xkFux1TPeJ

3/7/2020 12:21:47 PM futipolo Yes and here's some of the players involved  https://duckduckgo.com/?q=barry+seal+operation+40+dinner&t=fpas&ia=images&iax=images … they 

went on to do more dirty work around the world incl Olaf Palme (see Dammeguard)&Mena = Iran Contra & drug running.  Drugs & war has been their 

scam for years.

3/7/2020 12:22:06 PM kidge6 I agree. I visited the newsgroups & other such places back in the day.  Can’t unsee.



3/7/2020 12:22:35 PM royal0657 Are you serious?!   The ‘splatter’ went away from JFK and Jackie.  And then I think I see a shiny object in her hand.   I’ve never seen this vid before.  I’m 

still in shock from what I think I’m seeing... I wouldn’t have noticed the object if you hadn’t mentioned it.  Wow

3/7/2020 12:26:09 PM chris8nix @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 4/4/1964 "Anyone Can Whistle" opens at Majestic Theater NYC for 9 performances —- Martin Luther King, Jr. - April 4, 1967 - 

Beyond Vietnam: A Time To Break Silence

3/7/2020 12:27:36 PM thegistofitis  pic.twitter.com/zy6s9sv9ja

3/7/2020 12:28:51 PM state1union I said I wanted to see what they did to me and to release it to the public and I still want it released so people wake up!!! pic.twitter.com/Hmil14fX54

3/7/2020 12:32:42 PM 123rmaga1 You know what really pisses me off? I lease, & they want records that my pets are vaccinated. Seriously. I avoid the doctor like the plague, & I’m 

thinking of palming my vet to say he did when he didn’t, lol. Anyone else fighting your vet on your pet vaccines? I have indoor cats.

3/7/2020 12:36:15 PM jeffcordell6 Thank you!

3/7/2020 12:38:14 PM realeyethespy New? 1017 majestic drive Lexington Kentucky.

17 national labs @ENERGY 

Q clearance.

Oak ridge national Labs: G.R.A.I.L

ETS= Enjoy The Show pic.twitter.com/ARn8iVmPux

3/7/2020 12:40:50 PM jeffcordell6 Was John G intimately working with NT?

3/7/2020 12:41:10 PM realeyethespy What did “J(ohn)T(itor)” go back in time to retrieve and what was the purpose?

3/7/2020 12:41:48 PM paul777light I thinkI know already!!! and the sooner it happens, , the world will be a better place!! 🙏❤️🌍🙏

3/7/2020 12:45:03 PM sassysickchick_ Me too. CBD has been a Godsend.

3/7/2020 12:49:22 PM jemy41191469 Quick Start Guide to Keto step-by-step through how to follow the keto diet in a safe, correct way!

 https://bit.ly/2SuNAkX 

3/7/2020 12:49:54 PM dumah_anuhazi Yes

THOSE are 'demons'. Fallen. Negative ETs.

3/7/2020 12:51:33 PM dumah_anuhazi And yes- just as with any remedy, it's beneficial of used in the proper way.

However, used irresponsibly, you're inviting those 'light beings' to hijack your mind. Never explore the other realms without God in your temple.

3/7/2020 12:54:33 PM joinna6 Nothing.

3/7/2020 12:55:21 PM foreverozone I chose never to explore. I had my lucid dreams not by choice. Now, when my body starts buzzing (while meditating) and I hear that familiar high sound 

pitch, I wake up. Don't want any more intel from the tree of knowledge. My discernment won't allow it. Be careful. Not the way.

3/7/2020 12:56:17 PM richard_lerche I'm in New York and can't get weed. Very sad. At least CBD is legal now, and CBD is waking people up to the reality that cannabis has many uses 

besides getting high.

3/7/2020 12:58:40 PM 4us2befree research for yourself-->this guy claims to be Q

Who Is Q?

9,786 views•Mar 4, 2020 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Oi3ebZVbkE …

3/7/2020 1:00:16 PM awakeningwarri3 Uh. It sounds barbaric to You...you’re projecting your past perspective of the word into how I’m using it. To me, ‘getting high’ isn’t barbaric 

whatsoever. Stop telling people how to talk, or maybe work on yourself and your triggers.

3/7/2020 1:01:13 PM mile_voli_disk0 Exactly! ⬇️ pic.twitter.com/4PrQO2HbJ1

3/7/2020 1:02:17 PM the1010guy1 What I have said I have said pic.twitter.com/AaqzJZrxCc

3/7/2020 1:04:31 PM amy221622 I wonder if this is just for humans or animals too? I have had two vaccine injured dogs. Once of which I had to euthanize. 😢

3/7/2020 1:05:41 PM dumah_anuhazi I travel as guided by the creator.

Sitting down in meditation/prayer is a beautiful way to sit down with God. But alas, as in ages past, it's still hard to look upon the glory of his face 

without shying away.

3/7/2020 1:07:47 PM megamagamoveman [They'rr] takin ur guuuns! pic.twitter.com/l7iF4rdBan

3/7/2020 1:08:35 PM petrus24550953 #BiggerEarth 😎 pic.twitter.com/3tPdNV8DDL

3/7/2020 1:09:55 PM lisatuc54460653 That’s one hell of a long shot.

Ever seen the posh drink tea?

3/7/2020 1:12:57 PM brainpodmedia Lens flare

3/7/2020 1:18:02 PM snowwhite7iam True Q has ONLY been funded by gifts of love from selves, trusted friends/family. Period. This was intentional: pure!

When the world learns what they have sacrificed to maintain the authentic Q team, everyone should be awed & inspired. Anyone anywhere could do 

so! [NOT WEED]

3/7/2020 1:22:21 PM cindeamulholla3 Therefore this 3/9 would be pertinent maybe?! pic.twitter.com/CCLLvwnaYc

3/7/2020 1:24:08 PM cindeamulholla3 We were told he'd go dark for 10 days!

3/7/2020 1:24:23 PM 33esco I resemble that

3/7/2020 1:25:13 PM mark1272020 @ :25 minute mark also.  Which mirrors to :55 straight across the clock.  25 is 5 by 5, and was also yesterday... pic.twitter.com/UdwqZbm6PT

3/7/2020 1:35:18 PM patriotleah1776 Thank you too, Freedom!

You're a hero as well.

All of us who did not give up.

All of us who stood strong.

We were conditioned to lead.

We're all heroes.

People will be hurting when they learn of the horrors & lies.

Our fellow humans need us.

And we will be there.
3/7/2020 1:36:14 PM lizzah_83 Interesting info in this article. 

“Still, other documents indicated that Leary had received money channeled by the CIA through various government agencies.” 

https://constantinereport.com/timothy-leary-and-the-cia/ …

3/7/2020 1:37:17 PM veera81151963 You contradict yourself - if there is one God then there is essentially nothing that is not God

And doesn't your bible even attempt to break God down into a holy trinity 

Why - because the mind requires segmentation to catalyze it's perspective and behaviour

End of Proof

3/7/2020 1:38:59 PM lizzah_83 Also, would like to say that CBP is always gonna throw someone in cells for at least a few hours if they find a few joints. It’s not like there’s anything 

other than a silent hit on a C_A asset’s name in the system.

3/7/2020 1:40:26 PM lizzah_83 So the right people will see CBP run the asset’s name, but it’s 10-10 for the guys at the port of entry.

If needed they’ll intervene, if not they’d just let the process happen—a seizure/fine by customs. He sits in cells while the car gets a once over, 

paperwork done, released.



3/7/2020 1:42:05 PM kidge6 Thanks Shane. Any insights you may have on the marked areas? I have just a fundamental understanding of the  math and the dimensional stuff, but 

hoping to get more info b4 I make a vid.

@Turboxyde @Cosmic_Engineer @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory @Nun_chucknorris pic.twitter.com/LnZNZUbxQa

3/7/2020 1:42:17 PM blue_collaranon 🤔 hmmm

3/7/2020 1:45:46 PM fansblowing3 Nice greenhouse 👍

3/7/2020 1:45:56 PM worldxplorer1 All start going thru this but something jumped right out at me. In this first part, it really made me think of the old tv show LOST. Did you ever watch 

that?  This could damn near be a description of the show. pic.twitter.com/FIjDIHzEdD

3/7/2020 1:47:28 PM keeganwilz A MASSIVE deal !!!

3/7/2020 1:50:22 PM twistdginger Everything

3/7/2020 1:51:04 PM qanongroup Video of helpless woman getting tortured. Let it all remind us to bare no pity for these sick individuals when brought to justice. 

@Qanon76 @VincentCrypt46 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TheCollectiveQ @GenFlynn @StormIsUponUs @40_head @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheRealRaNon 

https://twitter.com/karenricks/status/1235893901988257793 …

3/7/2020 1:51:19 PM ralffritz4 Greenland belongs to Denmark and DK is part of the swamp.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenland 

...that it is of interest is probably more due to this project, which was certainly not discontinued 😉

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Iceworm …

3/7/2020 1:53:18 PM cosmic_engineer 1. No planes hit. Holotech. Although, since the event was a blood sacrifice, they may have indeed captured the people who were supposed to have died

2. Links to reincarnation methinks. Reminds me of 'I origins'

3. Perhaps a hint re: base 8 math

Dimensions shd be at rt angles

3/7/2020 1:57:44 PM andniac Quantum Syntax , please .

3/7/2020 1:59:10 PM worldxplorer1 I Origins was good too!

Can you expand on your third point regarding dimensions at 90* angles?

The 90* thing has been floating around in my mind and seems to pop up fairly often for me but I don’t understand it yet.

3/7/2020 2:03:49 PM illinoisjack85 actually I don't think a mother can even pass it to her baby, she probably can but it normally doesn't, doctors might mean well but they don't know 

everything

3/7/2020 2:04:04 PM norefils  https://journaltimes.com/news/local/racine-to-host-series-of-events-on-smart-cities-in/article_9a96c65e-25b4-5d7c-b408-a16874747b4d.html …

??

3/7/2020 2:04:36 PM illinoisjack85 I stay away from that damn "Flu Shot" what a load of shit

3/7/2020 2:04:57 PM ralffritz4 ...by the way, I read somewhere that the project Iceworm is about laboratories and experiments (humans, animals etc)...there was also talk about 

creating zombies etc...do you remember the thing in countries, near Greenland, with the virus that only affected dogs?...maybe...

3/7/2020 2:05:54 PM cosmic_engineer It's the basis for physical dimensions. Height and length intersect perpendicular just like height does. These are all 90°

4D would be 90° perp again, as each progressive dimension. (tesseract)

Tough to draw or conceptualize them. https://youtu.be/N7K5KjOdLD8 

3/7/2020 2:07:26 PM cosmic_engineer As Carl states, we really only can 'see' the next highest adjacent dimension at the point of intersection.

3/7/2020 2:08:12 PM ralffritz4  https://www.rnd.de/wissen/mysteriose-hundekrankheit-in-norwegen-zahl-der-infektionen-steigt-drastisch-7UWRVJBFPZBHDEW25IO22ATTKI.html … 

pic.twitter.com/g4dHmu14zL

3/7/2020 2:09:45 PM automann63 Who strategically protects Greenland?

Do the Dutch really maintain ownership?

Does President Trump put out statements with serious implications in meaningless ways?

3/7/2020 2:11:19 PM thekanehb Non-glyphosate foods & things without preservatives and chemicals. 

I don’t know much about any of the diets but if u eat “living” food it doesn’t matter how much of what, just get a variety. 

Essentially, Avoid the foods that attract the flies at a bbq; flies like dead things pic.twitter.com/L26WYDxg9f

3/7/2020 2:12:44 PM qteam6q Oh I see when Q says something you disagree with it's disinformation

3/7/2020 2:18:10 PM worldxplorer1 Ok. Thanks. I remember watch this video maybe 5 years ago.  MJ12’s 90* comments are making more sense now. I wasn’t thinking if this video during 

their comments. 

I appreciate the help Byakko-dono.

3/7/2020 2:19:23 PM alight412 Its so hard to discern what is real anymore. I guess it all boils down to each individual being responsible for their own behavior. We seem to have very 

little control of anything else.

3/7/2020 2:20:05 PM carole_frampton 😂🤣😅

3/7/2020 2:25:52 PM worldxplorer1 So on the second part, I was there in real time and have contemplated on this one quite a bit. pic.twitter.com/XDfRaVuzKn

3/7/2020 2:26:01 PM kidge6 Great stuff. What a great and relevant Carl vid. Thanks. I’m also going to pull up the original tweets and look at the replies, etc.

3/7/2020 2:26:48 PM worldxplorer1 First I think that FR confirmed reincarnation is real. Similar to the recently referenced movie I Origins. pic.twitter.com/SXESmLLhvR

3/7/2020 2:27:55 PM worldxplorer1 And although MJ didn’t confirm specifically on my response they did indirectly on another. pic.twitter.com/ja69HQM7iA

3/7/2020 2:31:57 PM clifton15jon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

33  pic.twitter.com/DaARX5F5kn

3/7/2020 2:33:07 PM wewillprotectus I want freedom, liberty, & justice for all my peeps in Louisiana. pic.twitter.com/86Z2GTYtUx

3/7/2020 2:33:28 PM kidge6 Wow. https://youtu.be/Mk4briOLrTQ 

3/7/2020 2:33:43 PM wewillprotectus You understand.

3/7/2020 2:34:45 PM worldxplorer1 It’s a good movie. Worth a rent.

3/7/2020 2:37:04 PM awakeningwarri3 Idk what this picture says, mate.

3/7/2020 2:37:39 PM americanpetal Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass

3/7/2020 2:38:04 PM mamiemcclure17 Original  IBM computer,  to complete the AI that will defeat the one in control.



3/7/2020 2:45:35 PM verbiskj NWO only works from within...

17 is 34's "prime-base" 

(34 is sub-prime... only divisible by 1, itself, and prime numbers {2, 17} ... )

In the Fibonacci sequence, 55 and 89 follow ( 6 was afraid of 7 because 7...)

34 baby! pic.twitter.com/fcEXWCBLhh
3/7/2020 2:47:05 PM verbiskj 5:5

Why is this relevant? pic.twitter.com/GtE7N9QbpQ

3/7/2020 2:48:18 PM oaf_unbreakable Oh, I see you like to a condescending little division peddler.

Have fun in the safe "space" pic.twitter.com/wW3OEVz9CR

3/7/2020 2:49:17 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu @DJLOK @zagnett @POTUS 

Stargate SG-1, I look forward to so much more for our future under @realDonaldTrump. One being elements. Science will evolve so much more, all for 

the better of all mankind. One of many items for truth to come. DISCLOSURE SOON. pic.twitter.com/dISgkTsKTl

3/7/2020 2:52:07 PM 34r7h2 🤔 pic.twitter.com/lo3QnC0r1y

3/7/2020 2:53:04 PM bluebaby072 stunning

3/7/2020 2:58:09 PM thamby60 This guy is a fraud. Do not follow this dude.  Mc Fakey.

3/7/2020 2:59:12 PM jvan125 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 2:59:31 PM xbadgerz Flu shot works for me

3/7/2020 3:01:14 PM crunchyconserve Very true

3/7/2020 3:03:21 PM patriotgracey Is it legal to watch that? It is horrific! Is that Epstein? Omg my stomach and soul feels ill! Lord Jesus, please remove the evil from outlet world, please 

stop the suffering. Come back Lord Jesus please.

3/7/2020 3:05:22 PM dubilujanenz Thank you... @Cranial_IOError

3/7/2020 3:05:28 PM rizzo1megan I share your same concerns. Having faith along the way is what makes life worth living.

3/7/2020 3:05:47 PM coloradoevolut1 I like Austin's information. ✌️

3/7/2020 3:09:08 PM the1010guy1 Pretty simple when you think about it.

Be Blessed friend!

Look up 10/10/680: lsalm is divided Sunni and Shia

Battle of Karbala

Look up 10/10/732: lslamic invasion of Europe is defeated.

Battle of Tours.

There's more.....He is sovereign. pic.twitter.com/zCNFWlqnv8
3/7/2020 3:10:22 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1186497403370790912 …

3/7/2020 3:13:33 PM the1010guy1 One typo pic.twitter.com/bpcqjhX49q

3/7/2020 3:14:51 PM ausanon369 @fbi @SecretService @USMC @realDonaldTrump @RealCandaceO @SaraCarterDC @RealEyeTheSpy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 3:16:24 PM cosmic_engineer You're welcome Brother 🙏

3/7/2020 3:17:03 PM illinoisjack85 Well that's good, God knows what is in there and they claim they are only 18% effective

3/7/2020 3:18:57 PM anangelhasland1 With all due respect, I’ve yet to meet a normie who didn’t know there is withheld evidence starting back in 1963.

Fifty seven years ago!

Keep people waiting until they forget is a time-honored method of burying inconvenient truths.

Rats run in the light.

3/7/2020 3:20:55 PM cosmic_engineer Oldy but a goodie!  Sadly the controls used for these experiments ended with the advent of internet and smartphones

 http://flatrock.org.nz/topics/science/is_the_brain_really_necessary.htm …

3/7/2020 3:22:03 PM cosmic_engineer Whoops, that one is cool, but this is the researcher I was talking about

 https://reluctant-messenger.com/reincarnation-proof.htm …

3/7/2020 3:23:01 PM cosmic_engineer Brit has some awesome stuff

3/7/2020 3:23:43 PM anangelhasland1 Yeah, but that 1% will get you every time.

3/7/2020 3:27:14 PM cindeamulholla3 American Prophet 

A÷P=Q

Videos are gold nuggets!

You can't watch just once!

I promise!

On Twitter

@Scorpionclone 

Scorpions> Scorpio> Jr.'s November cousin/ best friend!

Imo!

 ✔ it out you are a missing if you've not been!

Nuggets! pic.twitter.com/2MrdimwiSV
3/7/2020 3:28:37 PM cindeamulholla3 Oops!

Damn typos!

A+P=Q pic.twitter.com/6zTivgDeeJ

3/7/2020 3:29:07 PM 369_is My take on Austin's videos. He gives me the "feeling" he is a CGI person. Plenty of info on this stuff. Dig. The PC icon of a guy fixing his tie=over 

emphasis on credibility. Time on PC=editing "proof". His hair is too perfect="Ken doll". No comms outside of Q=says "we're Q".

3/7/2020 3:29:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 QProof?  https://youtu.be/m_6hDv_Tmpg  via @YouTube

3/7/2020 3:31:03 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236164325934587905?s=20 …

MJ response to Austin's videos. I think he brought them to our attention to discuss it. Info and credibility of messenger issues. Doesn't Austin "feel" like 

a CGI person???

3/7/2020 3:31:45 PM patriotleah1776 Because we are a little violent & destructive as a whole. Heck, we humans aren't even safe around each other. Untrustworthy comes to mind as well... 

sadly.

3/7/2020 3:31:46 PM mgodfrey99 CERN??

3/7/2020 3:32:31 PM humblecarpende1 Definitely/a/[larp].



3/7/2020 3:32:34 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1236433729406599174?s=20 …

3/7/2020 3:33:03 PM 369palm Works for me

3/7/2020 3:33:05 PM ali_dougall Whats going on really? Are we close to the truth? Reveal mainstream soon?

3/7/2020 3:33:42 PM stanstephens13 What tells you that?

3/7/2020 3:34:33 PM 369_is Hi @IGIANT111 https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1236433729406599174?s=20 …

3/7/2020 3:35:12 PM cosmic_engineer You will see a true scientist here.

Dr. Stevenson had rigorous criteria and tried to falsify his hypothesis. Something utterly lost these days

(AGW I'm looking at you lol)

3/7/2020 3:35:29 PM aussiepi Dealing with 'We the People' is a bit chaotic, and Q hordes are supposed to be thinking outside the box and understand its fluid/dynamic, but initial 

discovery is always a bit like this. Trumpwave, the Event Soundtrack to the Trump presidency, is on it. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWqrQ7OvYio …

3/7/2020 3:36:31 PM anangelhasland1 I’ll play.

Q could well be a third-party psy-op protected by Gladio and/or the Patriot Act to consolidate two once opposing groups:

1. Conservative Christians (“The Extreme Right”)

2. Liberal Pagans (“The Extreme Left”)

Get them glued to those screens waiting for treats.
3/7/2020 3:41:13 PM notevenchad17 Who is this?

3/7/2020 3:42:08 PM pure_growth  pic.twitter.com/sfzYtNmfL6

3/7/2020 3:42:15 PM keith369me Binge watched his vids...a lot resonated....a lot of the truth that I KNOW was stated.  I think we have our face of Q...whatever that means.  These vids 

will go viral!!!

3/7/2020 3:42:20 PM tmsdavis Who is this guy?

3/7/2020 3:42:34 PM 369_is Decalcified pineal gland.

3/7/2020 3:43:11 PM winduchi Nope, that guy is a Larp. 👎🏻

3/7/2020 3:43:22 PM deplorabldamsel Who's this clown? I get the feeling he's fake as hell...it's in his eyes. His "truth" does not resonate. Just me?

3/7/2020 3:43:26 PM al_aven Um, okie dokie. No opinion. But it is an exceedingly peculiar breech of SOP. OPSEC isn’t a thing? Or, as many others believe, is this a misinfo op? And 

honestly, do I want to know this? Does it make those who believe and RT a target? Maybe I’ve become a bit more risk averse...

3/7/2020 3:43:43 PM keith369me Watch a bunch of his short vids and decide

3/7/2020 3:44:01 PM keith369me I believe so

3/7/2020 3:44:13 PM jandydill Thx for sharing! Unbelievable corruption! 🤬

3/7/2020 3:44:36 PM pure_growth I have suffered from terrible insomnia for over a decade. Doctors solution? Lorazepam... no thanks. Mary Jane takes care of all of it, lights out in 10 

minutes. No side affects, no chemicals, home grown. Canada has legalized it.

3/7/2020 3:45:05 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/kYLbwC206D

3/7/2020 3:45:15 PM keith369me ...that may be true to some extent, but I might be as neutral as one can get...and I see it as compelling information, not a movement

3/7/2020 3:46:35 PM nm_zsr I agree. Much resonated

3/7/2020 3:47:31 PM deplorabldamsel No outside comms.  Feels like that one dude on GAB all over again.  🤷♀️

3/7/2020 3:48:27 PM keith369me Could be, might not be, we’ll find out soon enough

3/7/2020 3:49:32 PM samgem5 IMPORTANT:

NO private comms past/present/future.

NO comms made outside of this platform.

Any claims that contradict the above should be considered FAKE NEWS and disregarded immediately. 

Q https://qmap.pub/read/513 

3/7/2020 3:49:59 PM keith369me Remember when Jerome Corsi was go to on Q?  He still produces videos, nobody watches.

3/7/2020 3:53:19 PM thekanehb I think you are too. Your recommendations for use and dosing are a dead giveaway.

3/7/2020 3:54:56 PM star_god1 What a re you talking about? How to make people docile? Use weed. And if your not on it you start having high anxiety. Combo weed and booze is how 

you take over a country.

3/7/2020 3:56:28 PM stanstephens13 Conservative “far right” Christians have never heard of Q. Good theory but bunked.

3/7/2020 3:56:56 PM ekotoons LOL NO

3/7/2020 3:57:06 PM anangelhasland1 That’s a great distinction and a healthy one. I worry for those who create emotional fantasies about the future and then move right in.

About the info though: 

I don’t think Jesus would approve that lie about an arrest of Hillary that never materialized.

3/7/2020 3:57:27 PM ekotoons ANONS FALLING

FOR CLOWN BOY

3/7/2020 3:58:07 PM synackstatic What a dope. He dropped the high and tight polo for a t-shirt and backwards hat. He's self conscious about the reception he's been getting. He is either 

a clown or a well meaning person on the spectrum, in a "maybe we shouldn't make fun of the retarded kid" kind of way.

3/7/2020 3:58:08 PM kristenhinkson Exactly! pic.twitter.com/7t5coISmGW

3/7/2020 3:58:27 PM ekotoons 100% ASSET

3/7/2020 3:58:27 PM anangelhasland1 Your omniscience is showing, oh wise sage.

3/7/2020 3:58:39 PM ekotoons CLOWN ASSET

3/7/2020 3:58:49 PM keith369me All Anons are not created equal and do not necessarily think alike.  Discern on your own and I will not judge your analysis.

3/7/2020 3:59:28 PM deplorabldamsel Feels like it!!  🤡🤡🤡🤡

3/7/2020 3:59:29 PM riversm18 Ronna Romney McDaniel is niece of Senator Pierre Delecto.

I didn't know that.

3/7/2020 4:01:23 PM jbirdy77 MJ saves me daily from MK #thrutheglass 🕳 🐇

3/7/2020 4:01:57 PM jbirdy77 It’s the tree of knowledge from god 🌳

3/7/2020 4:02:16 PM trolls4truth IBM 5100

3/7/2020 4:02:29 PM rachaelangelm Their silly gooses lol

3/7/2020 4:02:43 PM jbirdy77 We should be eating it daily as spice in our foods

3/7/2020 4:03:49 PM lexymarconi Will the lying faking msm also have these rules applied to all the fake “news” they disseminate?

3/7/2020 4:04:57 PM trolls4truth  pic.twitter.com/cSz1I2zzUS

3/7/2020 4:05:49 PM therace4dna Don’t you ever question a doctor!  How dare you. 🗣

3/7/2020 4:06:43 PM igiant111 Disinfo is necessary.

3/7/2020 4:07:06 PM notevenchad17 KeK!! I'm watching the "Who is Q" one now, and he strikes me as sincere. Very interdasting. Seems like another twist in the story.

3/7/2020 4:07:08 PM altimitwill What is going to happen Monday? Why did you show us this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? Are you saying he is a Larp or no?



3/7/2020 4:07:42 PM stanstephens13 Cool. Get a better theory.

3/7/2020 4:07:43 PM keith369me no reply for you...discerned

3/7/2020 4:08:45 PM mikespies904 Well half people think its real half think its fake....well done

3/7/2020 4:09:36 PM doodooh59284043 Definatly a LARP!!! pic.twitter.com/ttYN41aI8E

3/7/2020 4:10:42 PM oam63048378 What is the DIA

3/7/2020 4:10:48 PM mongrelglory The movie "Another Earth" was good too!

3/7/2020 4:12:02 PM tarynupmatrix Also, we follow Trump’s comms and he is part of Q so technically it is outside of the platform...Q even said to look at Twitter for Trump’s tweet

3/7/2020 4:12:23 PM yeshuagirl44 Those of us who have been following Q since the beginning have always wondered when our questions would be answered. We already knew Q was 

high-level intel, like Rogers and Flynn, et al. This guy has already named those and more. He's also given us some time markers. Chill!

3/7/2020 4:12:25 PM cny_micaa Strange. Has only had a YT channel for a week, you shared 3 of them and he is already being called a larp? Not very active on twatter either...

3/7/2020 4:12:58 PM godfamcountry Is this what is coming?  An ET spaceship? https://twitter.com/Secret_Beijing/status/1236434321570795520?s=20 …

3/7/2020 4:13:09 PM mongrelglory That's what I was thinking of too.  It's sacred geometry.

3/7/2020 4:15:58 PM jordanb987 What was his recommendation on dosing? I missed that apparently.

3/7/2020 4:16:07 PM zagnett Not gonna rush to judgment on Austin yet. All i know is his attitude friggin' rocks, & [Queen Bea] can suck a lemon.🍋

@AustinSteinbart, did you know Seth Rich? Stay safe please.

🇺🇸⭐️💫

💛⭐️💫

🍿🍩🍸

3/7/2020 4:16:11 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/7/2020 4:18:16 PM mrmagoo25714258 Defense intelligence agency

3/7/2020 4:20:23 PM dm_bfr Got as far as him saying Q and Q+ “ordered” him to do the video. Anybody whos anybody knows there is NO outside comms.

3/7/2020 4:21:07 PM thekanehb It’s the cbd protocol. I can’t remember exactly what they said but I wound up blocking them for a long time bc of it and then curiosity got the best of 

me again. And here I am ;)

3/7/2020 4:21:42 PM godfamcountry What if Q+ was Melania?

3/7/2020 4:21:46 PM giediknight Here is the video in Question https://youtu.be/VKFLyeCSMWo 

3/7/2020 4:22:48 PM donnaho33369876 Thank you @mark127020! I am still trying to totally understand, but now that I have the info, I can! I appreciate it.

3/7/2020 4:23:28 PM godfamcountry Isn't that always the case?  Nice people who just want to help humanity are so many times taken advantage of narcissistic psychopaths.

3/7/2020 4:24:02 PM your_compa Just keep an  eye on your new city and the people you meet. The string pullers have pull in may cities....Racine being more so. NOBODY should be able 

to pull your strings tho. Enjoy your new place may all the best come to you and your new surroundings.

3/7/2020 4:24:05 PM jordanb987 Haha, I did the same (for different reasons, account always came across as "odd") but never added them back because too many of my connections 

share what the account posts that I never miss out 😬

3/7/2020 4:24:11 PM terrapineyes I highly doubt it. Q is mil intel and Q+ is Trump but you are welcome to your opinion.

3/7/2020 4:25:02 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah!  I forgot about that one!

3/7/2020 4:25:17 PM brianwillmot > pic.twitter.com/Bh1ljhxxV8

3/7/2020 4:26:10 PM giediknight Guild Navigator in Dune = Quantum Computer pic.twitter.com/4JKln2BgDR

3/7/2020 4:26:12 PM patriot_tam I use cannabis everyday for pain. It has saved my life! I refuse to take the ‘heroine’ pills my doctor tried to give me

3/7/2020 4:27:51 PM your_compa  pic.twitter.com/0Pt38Sb6nu

3/7/2020 4:28:49 PM amuses Yes. All of the above. Unseal.

3/7/2020 4:29:57 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236164325934587905?s=20 …

3/7/2020 4:30:00 PM patriotleah1776 That's what I have been doing. Anything I read in that Disclosure doc, I used the twitter search function:

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 VATICAN 

To verify it actually was posted on that acct. Haven't found any errors yet.

My life motto:

Question everything

Trust only yourself
3/7/2020 4:31:06 PM godfamcountry I'm just trying on different options lately.  I don't want to get stuck with one idea.  From the sound of the Q posts it definitely sounded like Trump was 

Q+ when he said "you'll never believe who you were just talking with" or something to that extent. What if Q+ is Barron?  Lol

3/7/2020 4:31:33 PM 369_is He seems like a CGI person to me. Lots of info about them being used nowadays.

3/7/2020 4:31:40 PM rebornkingent True. The prefrontal cortex is not fully developed till mid to late 20s anyways. Risk taking in youth is the result.

3/7/2020 4:31:44 PM cny_micaa he said he/Q was funded with weed and molly pic.twitter.com/LmeaJa4PAo

3/7/2020 4:32:44 PM cny_micaa plus the weird cuts in the video like it was pieced together over and over just seem strange to me.

3/7/2020 4:32:44 PM sharong73376199 Did I hear Potus right the other day that he said PERFECT LETTER not perfect phone call.

3/7/2020 4:35:44 PM thankq45 The cadence of his speech reminds me of someone trying to imitate Jim Carrey. . I’m not sure what to think. I keep going back to no outside comms.

3/7/2020 4:39:15 PM peter95117110  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oadPV6Mzy0 …

3/7/2020 4:39:26 PM patrick14244460 If this is true this is world changing...

3/7/2020 4:45:15 PM your_compa  pic.twitter.com/lRz0W4LoNx

3/7/2020 4:47:29 PM allonkid his voice sounds similar to the guy who stole the Q400 plane and crashed on the island near Seattle? https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-

news/airplane-taken-from-seattle-tacoma-international-airport-has-crashed/ …

3/7/2020 4:52:38 PM kidge6  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brit_Marling …

3/7/2020 4:53:42 PM synackstatic His info seems to be on par with Q, but there's some large lapses, and huge leaps without context or sauce. I'll pass for now. I'm find digging for myself.

3/7/2020 4:54:55 PM my2sonznme He had me until he said our new future is in the hands of Tulsi Gabbard, Kristen Sinema, Matt Gaetz and Josh Hawley......not interested in ANY of them.    

   #sorrynotsorry

3/7/2020 4:56:12 PM kidge6 Same. Every one I've checked was there in Twitter.

3/7/2020 4:58:50 PM mscronkat yes, lots of editing.

3/7/2020 5:00:38 PM mklundquist Why does this dude talk like such a d-bag?

3/7/2020 5:00:50 PM crazybeachchic Sure looks like it

3/7/2020 5:01:06 PM the_loveoflight Yes he’s very hard to figure out, but I like him so far!

3/7/2020 5:01:13 PM worldxplorer1 The OA started out great!  Too bad it got cancelled!

3/7/2020 5:01:29 PM dispensaryexch I can testify to that also I didn’t start smoking till I was 32 and boy have I seen the  light since smoking .

3/7/2020 5:01:45 PM hc_jask Almost like a modern day Max Headroom

3/7/2020 5:02:49 PM hc_jask Modern day Max Headroom

3/7/2020 5:03:13 PM djlok Rereading past tweets?  😄

I love it when people do that bc it takes me back to those thoughts and conversations.

3/7/2020 5:03:45 PM mklundquist It’s an ASU hat.



3/7/2020 5:06:56 PM the_loveoflight The “no outside comms” and “careful who you follow” do make you wonder though. He can be a 🤡 trying to get in front of something...Real or 🤡, 

I'm sure they can both get access to that room

3/7/2020 5:06:59 PM 369_is HAHAHAHA..yeah, right???🤣🤣🤣

3/7/2020 5:08:16 PM nocommunistusa Why would MJ post this?

3/7/2020 5:09:07 PM cosmic_engineer S2 came out recently. Didn't hear they stopped at that

3/7/2020 5:09:50 PM mongrelglory I'll look for some of them.  However you can learn a lot about Sinatra from this book:  https://www.amazon.ca/TRANCE-Formation-America-story-

control-ebook/dp/B00PF19VY0/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=Cathy+O%27Brien&qid=1583629704&s=books&sr=1-2 …

3/7/2020 5:11:56 PM worldxplorer1 They had supposedly approved 5 seasons when S2 was green lighted but read about a month ago that the show was cancelled now.

I just searched on it again and found slight different info. pic.twitter.com/iMjW6JEclA

3/7/2020 5:13:03 PM n7guardiananon 👍👍👍

3/7/2020 5:15:16 PM fansblowing3 This is interesting https://vultureofcritique.wordpress.com/2020/03/05/austin-steinbart-is-he-just-a-drug-dealer-larping-as-a-dia-agent-is-he-a-clown-

is-he-fake-and-gay/ …

3/7/2020 5:16:37 PM allonkid  https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2018/08/11/man-steals-plane-seattle-crash-audio-sot-vpx.cnn/video/playlists/seattle-plane-stolen-and-crashed/ …

3/7/2020 5:18:43 PM cosmic_engineer WIP lol

3/7/2020 5:19:57 PM collectvcat We asked Austin to prove he was Q by posting a Q post. He said he doesnt answer to anyone but Q...   his attitude proved to me... he is definately NOT 

Q....   no outside comms means no outside comms.  Not even for sweet Austin... with the great stories.

3/7/2020 5:20:16 PM dynamicres I would agree. Take the choices away 1 pill at a time.

3/7/2020 5:20:54 PM mongrelglory Frank's career was promoted by his mob ties. The second blind below shows how evil he was.

 https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2014/11/blind-items-revealed-2-old-hollywood.html …

 https://www.crazydaysandnights.net/2008/07/blind-item-reveals_3068.html …

3/7/2020 5:23:10 PM collectvcat Another note.... once things got hot in the kitchen he came straight back online to try to kabosh the questions.  (Meaning this means a lot to 

someone).... in the mean time... Q is silent.  We wait. Be careful who you follow...

3/7/2020 5:24:12 PM mklundquist How in the heck do people think this dude is legit?

3/7/2020 5:27:31 PM olimyracle #UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow pic.twitter.com/4oSkCBRXCF

3/7/2020 5:27:37 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1236386873460682752?s=21 …

3/7/2020 5:28:18 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/05rvXKCeIz

3/7/2020 5:29:23 PM clinton_deyton Idk but I watch and see how it unfolds ... but I’m kinda digging the guy tho

3/7/2020 5:31:32 PM nspecial101 ONE IMAGE SUMS UP COVID-19 AND THE FAILURE OF SOCIALIST /GOVERNMENTS WORLD WIDE! pic.twitter.com/SHdF7RBkbY

3/7/2020 5:31:46 PM nspecial101 ONE IMAGE SUMS UP COVID-19 AND THE FAILURE OF SOCIALIST /GOVERNMENTS WORLD WIDE! pic.twitter.com/ymur4tWRcj

3/7/2020 5:35:00 PM bigoh_carey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Time Dilation

What is the difference in a ground level view and say.. 40,000 ft view?

3/7/2020 5:38:32 PM placeportia This is a very long video with the most comprehensive debunking of the JFK assassination.  Astounding...and I hate Bush more than I thought possible. 

https://twitter.com/PlacePortia/status/1229550463655305218?s=20 …

3/7/2020 5:38:48 PM juliatravis47  pic.twitter.com/F6wXVERYO9

3/7/2020 5:40:59 PM fansblowing3 Russia unaffected?  🧐

3/7/2020 5:41:36 PM rebornkingent I wish there was a way to archive. I know someone has the messages of disclosures archived. But rereading as Q suggest with out expanded 

Conciousness proves we really had more than we realized.  We really are getting massive info dumps. What a time to be a conspiracy theorist.

3/7/2020 5:43:27 PM slipperyslope18 Donno, I will wait and see, saying he has contact with Q+

seems a bit fishy,  Q said there is no outside contact.🤔

3/7/2020 5:46:42 PM manifest_utopia Very beginner content compared to Q posts and Anons' diggs on qresearch. The desk & computer in the videos don't look like they're actually used.

3/7/2020 5:48:22 PM carterknox10  pic.twitter.com/zRIM8GLR0t

3/7/2020 5:48:43 PM americanpetal So was he ordered by Q++ and the DIA to do these videos?

3/7/2020 5:49:39 PM qaphsiel17 Operators never divulge.

3/7/2020 5:51:36 PM nspecial101 When do you see Russia report on anything? Ever?

Communism in full view just never said as "it died with the Berlin wall" "wink"

3/7/2020 5:51:59 PM lippy65 Very odd cocky kid. Ordered by Q+ to make these videos? Something don't smell right

3/7/2020 5:52:38 PM mklundquist That’s a stretch! Seems more of a simple tool than multi-purpose. 😂🤣

3/7/2020 5:53:32 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/GUUQTKg0Ln

3/7/2020 5:54:36 PM cny_micaa Seeing this, the pics w/no name and Graham make me even more suspicious. We know both were involved in Ukraine and G only recently started 

backing Potus mainly in word only?

3/7/2020 5:54:55 PM manifest_utopia No, no it doesn't.

3/7/2020 5:56:42 PM atsaduk What do you think about bravo probiotic yogurt?

3/7/2020 5:58:01 PM michell87248593 lol.... nice little head smack!

3/7/2020 5:58:36 PM rick_hernandez They spray crap in the air to make people sick and give them a cure that destroys their minds

3/7/2020 5:59:30 PM virgilmendiola1 Those contractors of security agency. They responsible for stolen identities and made the victims a target individuals and they are making a false report 

to divert the focus on target individual victims. And the contractors are freely walking away from their crimes & terrorism.

3/7/2020 5:59:59 PM brick_airhedred The edit of the video reminded me of Max Headroom.

3/7/2020 6:05:55 PM rosscarwalker This was a feeling I had. Melania is definitely in the scene

3/7/2020 6:07:50 PM mongrelglory Okay then...Lol!  As long as he doesn't get in trouble with his bosses, that's fine by me.  Keep the videos coming!

3/7/2020 6:09:56 PM zagnett  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Margrethe_II_of_Denmark …

Omg i got my [European queens] wrong lol. 🤪

[Queen Beatrix] is Netherlands. This is [Queen Margrethe II] of Denmark (see Wiki linkd).

Dang [they] all look alike. But who cares. 🤣

Sounds like [M] has until ~April 6 to comply wrt a Greenland deal. 💪
3/7/2020 6:10:17 PM hotwheelsjusty #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/7/2020 6:10:19 PM virgilmendiola1 Rolando Jusietas and his gang are the contractors for security agency in Hayward CA. For over 20 yrs not working & his wife claiming him as 

independent. Getting rich, not paying taxes, selling identities of his victims and walking away freely from his crimes and terrorism.

3/7/2020 6:10:35 PM mongrelglory I think that's just him getting used to producing videos with over zealous editing.  Mark of a novice. That should get better as he learns to organize his 

speeches better.  Jordan Sather's early videos tended to be edited a lot.



3/7/2020 6:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jordan, its message over messenger.

Always has been, always will be.

Even for Majestic 12.

3/7/2020 6:13:07 PM notblind2thetru What does drying from the fly mean?

3/7/2020 6:13:47 PM mongrelglory I think that write-up is a good assessment.  I will focus on the messages in his videos as long as they resonate with some truth.

3/7/2020 6:15:11 PM state1union My gut tells me that Barron will be President someday. Look at his Parents!  Melania with her grace, strength, and gentle way and Trump with that wit,

 street smarts, and leadership and all I know is were all winning together. WWG1WGA Qanon WWG1WGA 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/7/2020 6:18:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who are quick to jump to "you're a LARP" in recent disclosures?

Reconcile with past behavior.

Cross reference with other attempts to herd.

SHEEP NO MORE.

Be careful who you follow.

3/7/2020 6:18:27 PM zagnett Hmm... pic.twitter.com/en68C6MI8Q

3/7/2020 6:18:59 PM davidnicholasro Future computer, reaching back in time?

3/7/2020 6:19:44 PM scottgasaway Big Q Accounts?

3/7/2020 6:21:45 PM keith369me Infighting in the truth community is useless.  WWG1WGA

3/7/2020 6:21:52 PM zagnett Zactly. No need to rush to judgment on newly discovered accounts. Best just to enjoy the show! 🍿🍩🍸

from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 LARP

from:Zagnett LARP

3/7/2020 6:22:41 PM al_aven Welllllll, then there’s this thing w/ your personal pic that’s just got ppl wondering if you’re upside down or on the other side of the table or using a 

mirror or... so of course folks will question credibility. pic.twitter.com/fnLow0wgat

3/7/2020 6:22:57 PM fuknutz I follow my instincts and discernment - and even then I need to be cautious. 

I prefer to discuss ideas and information rather than the people and personalities who present them. But that's me.

3/7/2020 6:23:06 PM arifriedman12 #WWG1WGA OF ME pic.twitter.com/7xfDRPotMs

3/7/2020 6:23:08 PM rick_hernandez Those with q related businesses tied to their profiles. They don’t want competition so they call new accounts or merging accounts LARPs

3/7/2020 6:23:15 PM celestial______ Can you post a video of the part in question?

3/7/2020 6:24:14 PM fallorsesh there are other things he could have said as well to conf his legitimacy, despite my gut telling me he's the real deal. can't wait to see more from him

3/7/2020 6:24:28 PM rick_hernandez Perhaps it’s time for humanity to come first

3/7/2020 6:25:16 PM petrusmax4 larp!

3/7/2020 6:25:23 PM 1_decided_voter I've watched everything he's posted, and while the info he provides is compelling to consider and he's interesting to watch, his "proof" isn't strong for 

me. Not too difficult for someone in IT business to access a datacenter with a label maker and a smart phone.

3/7/2020 6:26:32 PM rick_hernandez *emerging

3/7/2020 6:26:49 PM iiinsanitea People on Twitter who Q links to usually become full of themselves after a while. They act like arbiters of truth and are usually the quickest to make 

"shill" accusations.

Never saw such nonsense coming from this account. Ever.

3/7/2020 6:29:34 PM rebornkingent Jordan $ather

3/7/2020 6:30:56 PM iiinsanitea In a way being "Q'd" is a great filter. It tells me whether I should keep listening to them or not.

3/7/2020 6:33:22 PM al_aven WTH does that even mean? Is that a Bernie thing? Doesn’t sound like a Joe Malarkey or .@POTUS thing. 

Bizarre doesn’t equal smart from my experience.

3/7/2020 6:35:06 PM lordconcave Who is trying to herd whom???

3/7/2020 6:37:38 PM sblockedagain How the hell do you do that with your lettering?!

Freakin cool...damn Apple iphone🙄

3/7/2020 6:38:47 PM rachaelangelm I would like to be careful of who follows me

3/7/2020 6:39:24 PM doq017 I’m loving this! R Q?

 Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/TrumpWarRoom/status/1236474565066477568 …
3/7/2020 6:39:30 PM trumppallooza Gorka??

3/7/2020 6:40:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 0.33 Seconds.

We see you. pic.twitter.com/qcWyIF0qsP

3/7/2020 6:40:22 PM al_aven Sorry if I’m being brash, but today’s flurry of WTH moments has been a vastly unproductive addition to an already troubling line of thinking going 

around. It’s like .@danieldennett’s concept of an “idea virus” (which is entirely more destructive than anything naturally occurring)

3/7/2020 6:40:38 PM turboxyde I have no experience with that product.

3/7/2020 6:41:24 PM svenn_______ wow the fact that he does this regularly actually makes it an issue. this is some sick stuff, get this senile man into a mental hospital pronto.

3/7/2020 6:41:32 PM theappraiser17 Wish I could, it makes me incredibly paranoid.

3/7/2020 6:41:38 PM colforbin3 Relax people.... Roll one up... Have a smoke... Let things unfold.

We all move forward when we put humanity first!

3/7/2020 6:41:52 PM maw2tu A couple big "MAGA" accounts who rave Trump but discredit Q. Won't name any here.

Seize the Day!

Carpe Diem!



3/7/2020 6:42:41 PM whiterabbitttt1 When people tell others who to and not to follow, I ask them...who are they to tell others who to follow? Black and white logic, its mental manipulation.

3/7/2020 6:42:52 PM giediknight This was actually the MP3 that redpilled me in 2003.

3/7/2020 6:43:18 PM qphillypatriot 33s been seen everywhere lately. 

They seem to be putting their stamp on everything.

3/7/2020 6:43:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent posts.

Date markers.

Shall we play a game?

#Q3109 pic.twitter.com/jkO3KqXmGW

3/7/2020 6:43:42 PM mechanic_47 Do it again. Like three times in a row.

3/7/2020 6:43:52 PM allianceisclose So you are saying what about Hannity?......be clear...speak plainly

3/7/2020 6:43:58 PM neapatriot Hi Hooo Silver AWAY!

3/7/2020 6:43:59 PM state1union I C U too 🎥😳🎯🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸🙏❤️☝God Wins!

3/7/2020 6:45:46 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/gMmc3qbrXw

3/7/2020 6:46:16 PM trumppallooza Paul ryan??

3/7/2020 6:46:41 PM swatcam1 Nice little fishing adventure we are having here 🐟🐟

3/7/2020 6:46:46 PM sblockedagain Awesome! Thank you

3/7/2020 6:46:53 PM dynamicres no form that i try works even in the site. 'as', as, "as", [AS], have to use the Players sort and click his name, and count on qmap's associations algorithm.  

 Anyone have better luck than me? pic.twitter.com/0PNqx31oKe

3/7/2020 6:46:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The first indictment will set loose a flood. pic.twitter.com/cJ2ih0UFUX

3/7/2020 6:46:59 PM mari4trump2020 What did I miss?

3/7/2020 6:47:03 PM thetime52576704 My apology on typo. The real figure that the Roth's stole was 1.87. They got caught and their server in NZ was fried. The commander of this base was 

NoBama. The 1.87T was retrieved & we are moving forward. The last block is being dealt with. @TRUreporting

3/7/2020 6:47:32 PM mark52525786 Hi🙋♂️thanks for the books on alchemy awhile back in that info drop!Didn’t get to read it all,but could ya really make gold 🤷♂️if if ya new how?”These 

people are sick”!The one I read was about sulfer!made me think of William shart ner&the reptilian battle on star track!🙃

3/7/2020 6:48:02 PM boy12_jimmy Counting down to The Queen: 28 wakeups. I know countdowns don't matter, but it will be interesting when she notifies Trump that she has agreed 

fully to let Greenland go before the countdown expires. She has been warned. pic.twitter.com/IRsqEZsDh8

3/7/2020 6:48:21 PM lpridemore Agreed 100%. Been following Q since inception..

3/7/2020 6:48:31 PM americanpetal Twitter really acting up last few days!!!

3/7/2020 6:48:51 PM stephgraz7580 Idk who you are but you don’t seem mean so..... I don’t know Joe but I know Joe worked on both Bush campaigns....

I’d rather see the Bush’s go down then people can see the MASTERS!

3/7/2020 6:49:06 PM gonegirl234 Thank you. They certainly are not. I wasn't looking for myths. But Truths. The penial gland is a master glandin and it produces melatonin, regulates 

sleep cycles in most vertebrates and serotonin. Tiny the size of a pine cone. Centered interestingly at the tip of the pons

3/7/2020 6:49:08 PM americanpetal No T?

3/7/2020 6:49:27 PM deenharryeuw Wheres the T, (tea)?

3/7/2020 6:49:51 PM answerislove2 🙏

3/7/2020 6:50:46 PM lpridemore He fills in every gap. Watch his videos then decide..

3/7/2020 6:50:55 PM whiterabbitttt1 I've said for a while now. If you can show the top dog committed a crime, you can prove complicity from those below. If you go after the minions, you 

dont stand a chance at catching that top dog. Obama is gonna be it. Game over.

3/7/2020 6:51:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Review all upcoming placeholders.

Cross reference dates.

Consider date markers.

You have more than you realize.

Sit back and enjoy the show, and above all else, do not stop creating memes or spreading the information you see.

Accept, Adapt, Change.

Rigid Thinking Is The Enemy

3/7/2020 6:51:22 PM revelation4444 369 It all fits!!!

3/7/2020 6:51:25 PM hmmtweet Me thinks thou doth protest too much. #CompleteFraud ::  the truth as I see it is that anyone worthy of being involved in #Q DAMN SURE WOULDNT 

be on YouTube admitting it.  GTFOH pic.twitter.com/u8loTWaZiE

3/7/2020 6:51:36 PM crypticlymystic The Silent War Continues..

3/7/2020 6:52:14 PM sblockedagain Adapt to changes.

The one thing that stuck with me in the Infantry

3/7/2020 6:52:23 PM jonathanjones02 17 is better

3/7/2020 6:52:48 PM xtrabiggg "The Fish Rots From The Head Down" 

Page/Strzock texts said 'WH wanted to be informed' about spying. 

No major, sweeping intel op on a Presidential Nominee/President Elect would happen w/o approval at the highest levels- 'plausible deniability' be 

damned. 

MSM was complicit.
3/7/2020 6:52:53 PM lpridemore He has videos from a year ago

3/7/2020 6:53:07 PM mateuszwala Flood of... inspiration coming.

3/7/2020 6:53:14 PM keith369me POTUS has the discretion to Declassify.  As our friend Austin Steinbart mentioned, much stays classified/secret to prevent collateral damage.  Are we 

still there?

3/7/2020 6:53:31 PM kidge6 OA? WIP?

3/7/2020 6:53:59 PM kaylena68 🍿🍿🍿 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/7/2020 6:54:35 PM gonegirl234 ooooo...more more. LOLOL> That was fun!

3/7/2020 6:55:02 PM keith369me “Rigid Thinking Is The Enemy”...I see this every day and it leads to individuals essentially killing themselves.

3/7/2020 6:55:52 PM portezf Mega larp bro. Stop tweeting like Q.

3/7/2020 6:56:24 PM rfseopro 🧐 pic.twitter.com/DbIYffn1No

3/7/2020 6:56:59 PM ratkat4 So is confusion!

3/7/2020 6:57:39 PM giediknight J to the $

3/7/2020 6:57:54 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/oqGMFv8H6q

3/7/2020 6:58:14 PM keith369me May want to learn more before jumping to that conclusion, unless of course that is the conclusion you “want” others to make.

3/7/2020 6:58:31 PM kachinagtto I beg to differ, respectfully. I think it’s message over messenger with Q as well.

3/7/2020 6:58:44 PM mikespies904  pic.twitter.com/MTHNdn5hU3

3/7/2020 6:59:27 PM highhopesusa A flood, interesting word...it took a flood to cleanse the world.

3/7/2020 7:01:06 PM kidge6 GM?

3/7/2020 7:01:30 PM vicorrious I got the same result...interesting 🤔

3/7/2020 7:02:05 PM greenbeetlecbd  pic.twitter.com/qOOcPS5BOy



3/7/2020 7:02:55 PM portezf I've learned more than you know. 

No outside comms. 

This is account is a larp.

3/7/2020 7:03:16 PM kachinagtto Placeholders pic.twitter.com/vSrCB25aJM

3/7/2020 7:03:16 PM sheerglee1 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/wGQlYBpGiy

3/7/2020 7:03:49 PM jtcrotteau  https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/former-acting-inspector-general-us-department-homeland-security-indicted-theft-government …

3/7/2020 7:04:31 PM boy12_jimmy Ten days of darkness. (T) is intended missing. The game is about to commence in our favor. I am beginning to see the sunrise as this makes more sense 

than ever before. Mass Awakening on the horizon! pic.twitter.com/6ZnD9YLR3b

3/7/2020 7:05:07 PM kachinagtto Symbolism will be their downfall

3/7/2020 7:05:38 PM chris8nix Find your sparkle.

3/7/2020 7:06:17 PM trinity_jenny 👍 pic.twitter.com/PLRMi3rOQr

3/7/2020 7:06:46 PM litecoin_bull abcdefghijklmno qrstuvwxyz

where is the "p". ?

Answer = Running down @ Jacks leg! 😉

3/7/2020 7:07:40 PM 2hellwevil Got it. Memes away!

3/7/2020 7:07:57 PM igiant111 For those a little behind; who or what is T? Twitter? Jack the first indictment?

3/7/2020 7:08:09 PM kachinagtto Interesting.  I had always looked at this tweet as a date of Feb 21.  However, it's just called GA2.21.  Q always calls it The Great Awakening (TGA).  

Missing T, just like in the Q post MJ just quoted.  Marker?

3/7/2020 7:08:16 PM 28concerned The Deep State Is not done destroying itself.

3/7/2020 7:08:16 PM michell87248593 Nice dig.

3/7/2020 7:08:21 PM trolls4truth  pic.twitter.com/lIw5wXV9LM

3/7/2020 7:08:34 PM portezf Okie

3/7/2020 7:09:16 PM tenn_rich Well, there was the Q post that linked to this acct. I was surprised by it...

3614

Video Example of Highly Coordinated Mainstream Media Talking Points (Propaganda)

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

21 Nov 2019 - 5:33:18 PM

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …📁

Information warfare.

Q
3/7/2020 7:10:20 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/zH1GCe4ayk

3/7/2020 7:10:40 PM kachinagtto Additional placeholder... pic.twitter.com/OJ64b1iHlt

3/7/2020 7:11:08 PM petrusmax4 what's a placeholder?

3/7/2020 7:11:44 PM michell87248593 5:5

3/7/2020 7:11:57 PM igiant111 Everything gonna be spilled after election?

3/7/2020 7:12:11 PM deanshupak Getting crazy

3/7/2020 7:13:42 PM iiinsanitea Of course it is. When Q quotes the bible I don't take it as an full endorsement for it either.

But when popular Q accounts try to decide who is[n't] legitimate it doesn't paint a very good picture about them. It reeks.

3/7/2020 7:14:54 PM wakeywakey2q2q I like your flow bro...

3/7/2020 7:16:05 PM stanstephens13 Dank thinking is the friend.

3/7/2020 7:16:08 PM dahaoleboy2 For reals, or are you kidding?

3/7/2020 7:16:18 PM kachinagtto Think I misunderstood you at first.  Thought you were trying to say that a Q endorsement made you have faith in a particular twitter account.  Thanks 

for clarifying.

3/7/2020 7:17:11 PM iiinsanitea Yeah, I figured that was it. Sorry for the confusion.

3/7/2020 7:17:51 PM awakeningwarri3 Yeah, I agree with where you stand, on some level. I know that all of this is God. All of it. God can’t be hacked, I don’t think. So, of course, no matter 

how dark the darkness gets, it will always ultimately guide us to some higher place. I just disagree with your stance on weed

3/7/2020 7:18:10 PM portezf So? This larp iludes to inside information. 

No outside comms. 

Imitates Q. 

LARP

3/7/2020 7:18:13 PM kachinagtto Well Nov 11 is also Veteran's Day - so I've never taken this day as the "date" this would happen... just that it will be an important day for Patriots.  Not 

sure the dates these were posted are the actual Markers.

3/7/2020 7:18:14 PM jesusluvsu29 😂

3/7/2020 7:19:04 PM igiant111 Appreciate it one way or the other. What a fun year so far...

3/7/2020 7:21:36 PM leilandtanner Thanks brother, much love 🙏🏼

3/7/2020 7:23:28 PM 39anc6 I Believe him

3/7/2020 7:23:41 PM kachinagtto Why caps on each letter though?  I tried anagrams... no luck. Other ideas?

3/7/2020 7:24:10 PM hellouncledonny He's not Larping just trolling.

He's like a young version of Alex Jones.

He puts on a good show, says a lot of outlandish things but he gets the younger generation to start asking questions they would never know about. 

pic.twitter.com/fsGSUcRx1M

3/7/2020 7:24:35 PM trolls4truth How many colliders in the US? pic.twitter.com/sFtB0ZmzK7

3/7/2020 7:24:43 PM keith369me Mainstream media repeats over and over...want to be like the mainstream media?

3/7/2020 7:24:53 PM patriotleah1776 We've been mislead our entire existence so it's only logical for us to double check! So far, I must say, nice work @Nun_chucknorris! Lots of heart & soul 

went into that. Especially the organization into categories!

3/7/2020 7:25:09 PM worldxplorer1 The OA is show on Netflix. Also work checking out. 

WIP - I’m not 100% certain but think it’s work in progress.

3/7/2020 7:25:47 PM keith369me That’s more of a Q/POTUS thing.  Less codes here

3/7/2020 7:26:12 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1235508405948817408?s=20 …

3/7/2020 7:27:13 PM kegan545 All this evidence . When is the 💩 gonna hit some Fans!????

3/7/2020 7:27:17 PM keith369me I take this “Accept, Adapt, Change.

Rigid Thinking Is The Enemy” as literal...to manifest a better future



3/7/2020 7:27:38 PM majic_eyes_qnly Our planet may have self-destructed without the intervention of higher beings. Nukes affect other dimensions as well, not just earth. This answer is 

referring to the origin of recent current starseeds - some from the Domain, others from elsewhere. They incarnated here to help us. 

pic.twitter.com/xhgKKLBEkA

3/7/2020 7:29:48 PM hellouncledonny April showers has multiple meanings.

-a flood of documents.

-Hive Mind thinking of April showers will manifest actual rain showers.

(think native rain dance) Nessassery to create moisture pre-may to grow plants/fungus that is needed to support life/combat alien life.

3/7/2020 7:30:21 PM patriotleah1776 Oh! And just so you know, this is from last summer I believe, so you have to look up everything they posted since. My favorite Majestic search? So. 

Much. Info. Out. There.

From:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 AMA

"Ask Me Anything"

Or more appropriately,

"Ask Majestic12 Anything"
3/7/2020 7:30:51 PM portezf Youre making Joe Biden levels of sense...

3/7/2020 7:32:30 PM keith369me Have a nice evening Portez.

3/7/2020 7:32:30 PM worldxplorer1 Dolores Cannon - The Three Waves of Volunteers. 

An account of the non-terrestrial souls incarnating on earth to help save the planet and humanity. Researched through hypnosis. 

A must read. pic.twitter.com/R79sBKM6xH

3/7/2020 7:32:42 PM boy12_jimmy I believe T is the first MilOp takeover?

3/7/2020 7:33:50 PM cindeamulholla3 A smart guy like you should be staying on top of it Ray!

Not any old schlep gets to clean the bathrooms at Southbys!

Let alone be seen by the public!

Thanks to Q creating A GRIP of Digging Soldiers you could be the first in your world to write the TRUE HISTORY of Antiquities!✌️ 

pic.twitter.com/BKUYWPkYX4

3/7/2020 7:34:06 PM egressmatrix #EndTheCabal pic.twitter.com/1bB8HViLrN

3/7/2020 7:36:50 PM irishtweedledee AHHHH!!!! “Death Stranding” reference!!! Use the Q-Pid to reconnect the world to the Chiral Network!!! Hideo Kojima was trying to tell us something! 

🤯🤯🤯 pic.twitter.com/ZDGGkx6Czm

3/7/2020 7:38:19 PM littlefroggy6 First leave 3d after thst talk 4d. Leave 4d THEN talk 5d. I will give you a hint. The higher up you go the less you interfere with the fabric of life

3/7/2020 7:38:33 PM mongrelglory @Nun_chucknorris  did a great job! 😁

3/7/2020 7:39:30 PM cleetus__jones “Blink of an eye”

3/7/2020 7:40:04 PM mongrelglory Thanks Shane.  I've never read her stuff but I'll try to find that one. 👍

3/7/2020 7:41:32 PM irishtweedledee We all already might be dead! Why else remember Dates!? Remembering? Memories? Past reflecting future, future reflecting past?? We have to get 

out of this MATRIX (World Universe). pic.twitter.com/SA0cy1M97Q

3/7/2020 7:42:27 PM m_j_q_texan March 11 Wen fits their numbers to a X marks the spot. pic.twitter.com/BArlMqs5Dr

3/7/2020 7:42:40 PM 369_is Have you considered that the "Hillary" we see bopping about is a clone? Or many clones.

3/7/2020 7:44:01 PM worldxplorer1 Awesome!  It can help trigger soul memory for starseeds. You’ll love it Michelle!

3/7/2020 7:44:25 PM keith369me I don’t think Jesus judges.

3/7/2020 7:44:48 PM portezf You too homie.

3/7/2020 7:45:20 PM kidge6 What’s OA stand for?

3/7/2020 7:45:22 PM bentsomnolence Whoa. Maybe you could go to vaccine court over those injuries? However, the statute of limitations on vaccines is only 3 years..

3/7/2020 7:45:58 PM lizatrue4all And then when you overlay the ley lines on this chart, it gets pretty interesting. This is a great article for this type of info:  

https://www.crystalinks.com/grids.html 

3/7/2020 7:46:14 PM shawnloftin1 God wins.

3/7/2020 7:46:17 PM synackstatic [1]

3/7/2020 7:46:20 PM kachinagtto Found a cleaner version of this on my computer - knew I had it somewhere pic.twitter.com/dmk5bsc1t9

3/7/2020 7:46:37 PM worldxplorer1 Well I can give it away but season 1 spends a significant part of the season building up to it’s meaning.  Do you want me to “spoil” it?

3/7/2020 7:47:15 PM igiant111 Ooooo :) awesome, ty!

3/7/2020 7:50:20 PM kidge6 Really @MongrelGlory?  You may really like her. I do.  Tons of vid talks also. Such a great speaking voice, lecturer, innovator, researcher and storyteller.  

 Developed QHHT. https://youtu.be/M1LiK7T0L2E 

3/7/2020 7:51:00 PM kachinagtto I was JUST looking over the April Showers Q posts a moment ago!!  I’ll attach them in a minute

3/7/2020 7:52:10 PM kidge6 So far, it’s very well put together. What a pain to extract and compile all of that in a readable, coherent way.  This guy has some passion or patience or 

both or something!

3/7/2020 7:52:10 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. She’s an amazing soul!  I wish would have had a chance to see her before she passed. 

I’ve been thinking about doing the QHHT training.

3/7/2020 7:52:26 PM cosmic_engineer Nukes also shred IS-BEs according to Ra.

Extremely disruptive to the natural cycle.

Recovery & post-incarnate review gets massively delayed

3/7/2020 7:52:27 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/qCMs3KOqtL

3/7/2020 7:52:51 PM marcomiramonte4 One thing they are not (making,) is bullet proof (points).

3/7/2020 7:52:53 PM kachinagtto  pic.twitter.com/2o9gvcBprL

3/7/2020 7:53:44 PM qanonsingles Instructions http://youtu.be/Gho77Y7TcL4 

3/7/2020 7:54:00 PM cosmic_engineer I recognize her from Naughty Beaver YT channel. Think it was regarding Nostradamus' assistant

3/7/2020 7:55:03 PM kidge6 Is that what’s happened? And why I feel like I’m late to the party? 😂 I don’t think I am one of the volunteers. I’m 55. Born 64? First wave came in 70s.

3/7/2020 7:55:21 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah Nostradamus was some of her early work. That evolved to Jesus, past lives, and the eventually ETs and starseeds.

3/7/2020 7:55:45 PM maryoleksa According to the allegations in the indictment, from October 2014 to April 2017, Edwards and Venkata from the Obama administration.

3/7/2020 7:55:53 PM kidge6 Oh. No. That’s the name of the show? Ok. Thanks. #NoSpoilers 😂



3/7/2020 7:56:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Have you considered writing to President Trump directly to #UnsealJFK?

President Donald J Trump

1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW

Washington, DC 20500

Tips:

1/ Be professional and respectful.

2/ Do not make any assumptions.

3/ Request JFK files be declassified.

You can also call.
3/7/2020 7:57:01 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.lawofone.info/results.php?q=Nuclear …

3/7/2020 7:57:42 PM worldxplorer1  https://www.netflix.com/title/80044950?s=i&trkid=13747225 …

3/7/2020 7:58:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember, you are the news.

You can demand this.

Make your voices heard.

Memes spread exponentially online.

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236500948001972224 …

3/7/2020 8:00:20 PM gth3ory A good Letter does wonders. DJT would agree.

3/7/2020 8:02:07 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/UvmGmROFQJ

3/7/2020 8:03:26 PM jlundr Having too much fun here. pic.twitter.com/rjc3pXi42h

3/7/2020 8:03:32 PM stanstephens13 Just a reminder to let us know who has real authority and controls time.

3/7/2020 8:03:48 PM mongrelglory I'm listening to this video of her discussing this. What she says is very similar to the "Hidden Hand" interview, where they say we all agreed upon the 

roles we were going to play ahead of time, both good and evil.  Evil being a catalyst for learning. https://youtu.be/LX3ZMamkxIc 

3/7/2020 8:04:43 PM connieketchup so those indictments from Friday will? are those guys in jail?

3/7/2020 8:04:59 PM hellouncledonny Trump Whitehouse actually reads letters. Thousands of people have gotten return letters from POTUS. Even just hashtagging #UnsealJFK with 

@POTUS works wonders.

Sample: Dear president @realDonaldTrump I respectfully request that you please declass all material on #UnsealJFK

3/7/2020 8:05:21 PM patriotleah1776 Starseed test.

If you're curious about you or family.

I don't recall what my score was recently, but I could have scored many of these points by 18 mos (conjugating english words on my own), potty 

trained & walking B4 one etc.

 http://www.drboylan.com/starkididqstnr.html …

 https://www.officialfirstcontact.com/documents/  pic.twitter.com/EBr9DooF1Q
3/7/2020 8:05:42 PM connieketchup i sure hope this all busts wide open ppl who don't follow any this will never know and we've had to endure all kinds of stuff from those who don't

3/7/2020 8:05:52 PM rickhackerghost @X22Report 

Timing is everything.

@C_3C_3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DeptofDefense/status/1236501898842312704 …

3/7/2020 8:06:32 PM giediknight I understand why you brought this back up, linked to Q-bit. Our IS-BE is infinite Q-Bits. Infinite realities at the same time, past/present/future self, 

infinite versions. Like a fractal Cloud Atlas  https://t.co/Pbbj7Oi6gl  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1232902462362865664?s=21 …

3/7/2020 8:07:31 PM _doozier_ Bro are you kidding I've been counting the days for weeks no way I'd forget. I need my sunlight 😇😉 Dark to Light, one might say!

3/7/2020 8:08:12 PM gi6stars We have our boots on. Let the floods come. #JUSTICE #GITMO #GALLOWS

3/7/2020 8:08:12 PM agelessje Would asking him via Twitter be useful?

3/7/2020 8:09:20 PM stevewa39225647 or write: https://www.whitehouse.gov/contact/ 

3/7/2020 8:10:10 PM adamwestleyric3 How do you think I know about Adam and Eve doc unless I done seen that to

3/7/2020 8:10:12 PM gypsyblue108  https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/924304658859884544?s=20 …

3/7/2020 8:10:43 PM adamwestleyric3 Do you really want to play games

3/7/2020 8:13:20 PM connieketchup I know so many ppl who have no idea they are not on twitter they won't listen they are ignorant of anything bad going on they just know how to 

believe what they are told something better come shocking some way or they will never wake up

3/7/2020 8:14:45 PM rocktobersky Whoa!/Wepa!

3/7/2020 8:14:50 PM sparkleloung Nah... even though a tweet would be much faster, the Post office needs something to do.

3/7/2020 8:14:50 PM cledrordfishing What harm?

3/7/2020 8:16:57 PM kachinagtto Now is a good time.  He didn't specify how early!

"...all records must be reviewed again before October 26, 2021 to determine whether continued withholding from disclosure is necessary." 

pic.twitter.com/LwdHUPyOcQ

3/7/2020 8:17:32 PM quackcountry Why don't we just stay on standard time all year???

3/7/2020 8:17:53 PM trump_alliance We are taking back America & changing the world

#WakeUpAmerica

We have waited for #Justice for 57 yrs

We will never surrender & never give up until it is served

Our soul's mission 

Have faith

This time 

Good wins #GodWins WE win

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakening

#UnsealJFK

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/HtUZFS6oEI
3/7/2020 8:17:58 PM banned4life2 But still follow people. :)

3/7/2020 8:18:11 PM icecream12z  pic.twitter.com/GApxenZyVo

3/7/2020 8:18:55 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1236506303658209285?s=19 …

3/7/2020 8:19:07 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1236506303658209285?s=19 …

3/7/2020 8:21:32 PM banned4life2 Ĉ  ̫̠̲̞͖̫̠̲̞͖         
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3/7/2020 8:22:19 PM dawnday777 The public won't believe it.



3/7/2020 8:23:29 PM cosmic_engineer The Garden of Eden had very few big lessons and stagnant growth. One polarity.

Separation of charge is what makes the physical universe dynamic vs static state.

Same goes for our apparatus for refinement

3/7/2020 8:24:04 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1190386786658398210?s=20 …

3/7/2020 8:24:37 PM wildkrazyblonde 😂😂😂😂

3/7/2020 8:24:53 PM aucommander Father seals forehead know him!!

3/7/2020 8:24:57 PM nschlange Wow, what does that mean? Are you assuming you know he's not telling ppl the truth? I have a feeling he actually is telling the truth which in turn 

makes his statements very significant.

3/7/2020 8:25:22 PM brd369 5:5

3/7/2020 8:25:45 PM aucommander Just for the taste of it since 1886

3/7/2020 8:27:06 PM werascending Where is the 3rd 7???

3/7/2020 8:27:50 PM aucommander Hey majestic how's primal law

3/7/2020 8:28:01 PM trump_alliance White House Comment Line:

1 202-456-1414

White House:

1 202-456-1111

#UnsealJFK

#UnsealEpstein

#WWG1WGA

#Trump2020 pic.twitter.com/P9bQn8215E
3/7/2020 8:28:17 PM decodematrix Man on top.

Rocket booster on the bottom.

Earth and man are ascending.

3/7/2020 8:29:28 PM hmh1497 It was an accident. JFK was killed by an FBI agent who tried to fire back at Oswald. He pulled the trigger by mistake when the car in front of JFK's car 

lunged forward. The FBI covered up its mistake. That's why his death was shrouded in controversy for years.

3/7/2020 8:29:45 PM phreatomagnetic Perhaps ask him about Q in the same spirit

3/7/2020 8:31:11 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/TaoEssentials/status/1232075494994186241 …

3/7/2020 8:31:57 PM nschlange Omg! I don't want to spring forward! Do you? We just lose an hour and for what? There is no logical reason for doing this to ppl every year!! Messes 

everyone up

3/7/2020 8:33:25 PM cledrordfishing Q said to trust no one. 

So it must be according to Q okay to question any narrative. 

It's ok to voice doubt. Its okay to ask questions. Its important to understand what you are supporting. There are a lot of accounts that will block or call 

you a larp just for asking questions

3/7/2020 8:34:20 PM ghost_of_billy_ Hmmm, I may have something for him.

3/7/2020 8:35:15 PM anangelhasland1 The role of the prophet, of which Jesus was one, is to defend mankind from a vengeful God, so, in this way, yes, he represents mercy not judgement.

But in Revelations, for instance, he judges the churches quite harshly, destroying lampstands and calling slouches to account.

3/7/2020 8:35:48 PM robsealejr1 We blew up Epstein news and never got the truth?

3/7/2020 8:36:49 PM warrior_4truth Q SOURCE

3/7/2020 8:38:25 PM 28concerned Dam

3/7/2020 8:38:41 PM tucson_ron These satanic asses cannot help themselves. Constantly dangling threats. 

Thank you MJ12, we appreciate the heads up.

3/7/2020 8:39:07 PM anangelhasland1 People will go to great lengths to avoid admitting they've been duped.

I  think people's expectations of arrests were raised so high, that they can't believe the "evil Satanists" are still blissfully bopping around .  So, they 

insert a sexy unprovable myth to explain it.

3/7/2020 8:39:14 PM safetyman221 Bull shit ...... I don’t believe any of it ......

3/7/2020 8:39:34 PM sickfryck And who do you think it’ll be?

3/7/2020 8:39:48 PM parakletosanon placeholders. brackets and jackets. seems like the show is moving into “action&adventure” now 🤓 https://youtu.be/zyG1nyWhR28 

3/7/2020 8:39:51 PM mongrelglory Yes, the "Architect" talked about it in the second Matrix movie. 😎

3/7/2020 8:40:18 PM anangelhasland1 All this nonsensical repetition.

Over and over and over and over.

Kinda MK ULTRAish.

Does anyone miss the Q clock?

3/7/2020 8:40:23 PM parakletosanon  pic.twitter.com/CIuVqVnxIY

3/7/2020 8:41:18 PM bx_wink What is it with 33 kinda bizarre with the postings from last night

3/7/2020 8:41:29 PM aetherwalker1 Does the Whitehouse still accept faxes from the public?

Do you recommend or are you suggesting the physical letter to avoid electronic comms because of [Them] and ALICE?

3/7/2020 8:41:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 If Up is Down and Left is Right, isn't our version accurate?

Yes, your interpretation is accurate here.

Not literal ascension but an evolutionary ascension into a 21st century society and culture with the SPACE FORCE as the central staple to all of 

humanity's efforts to learn.

3/7/2020 8:42:54 PM honorbound1974 No outside comms.

No not a proof.

3/7/2020 8:43:14 PM steveo28933443 And why do so many Anons feel the need to copy Q’s style...

3/7/2020 8:43:21 PM ezdoesit_ 5+6+3+2 = 16 = 7

fuck me up 🤯 pic.twitter.com/5PdegQCdSU

3/7/2020 8:43:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 More like waves.

Each wave increases in intensity.

Part of the Great Awakening as the onion layers are slowly peeled back.

Since we've broken flesh, its about to get strong up in here, and tears are about to come.

The onion is putrid.

The truth will shock the world.

3/7/2020 8:44:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 It assists in bypassing de pl @ t for mat ion from our beloved ALICE.

3/7/2020 8:47:37 PM steveo28933443 I have to do more research. Thank you for the explanation.

3/7/2020 8:47:59 PM steveo28933443 This I like



3/7/2020 8:48:11 PM anangelhasland1 {Patriots clearly not in control here...)

3/7/2020 8:48:56 PM qanonsingles You think they go through all this trouble for nothing? pic.twitter.com/ZXq3VOdCEP

3/7/2020 8:49:51 PM raenyasalisbury Agreed ...deep shitz

3/7/2020 8:51:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly I'm so used to seeing Majestic 12's avatar that whenever I see the DIA's avatar @DefenseIntel I think it's upside down 😂

3/7/2020 8:52:27 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/Ks9FbKh9JX

3/7/2020 8:52:52 PM blsdbe #ThanQ!!!

3/7/2020 8:55:02 PM anangelhasland1 Beware of that rip-tide, I guess...

3/7/2020 8:55:06 PM jlundr 😁

3/7/2020 8:55:32 PM doyouq Does anyone know if the reflections on the side of the car match up to the theoretical reality of 3 rows of seats?

3/7/2020 8:55:48 PM blsdbe We CAN Handle The Truth. #ThanQ. pic.twitter.com/JLfxDppkLc

3/7/2020 8:55:50 PM dawnday777 This too. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYozWHBIf8g …

3/7/2020 8:57:05 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/BJF3NneMvV

3/7/2020 8:57:46 PM keithamccluskey They are declassifying JFK files as we speak.  Epstein won’t be unsealed for quite a while.  Investigations are ongoing.

3/7/2020 8:57:55 PM aetherwalker1 Epstein isn't going to unseal himself!

3/7/2020 8:57:56 PM nostradachris BOOM

3/7/2020 8:57:58 PM blsdbe #ThanQ Goodness @POTUS has Integrity, unlike Mini Mike...

3/7/2020 8:58:37 PM kidge6 Her scope is broad, and the digs are deep. Amazing work she did for 40 yrs. and well documented. And her presentation excellent, candid and genuine.

3/7/2020 8:59:01 PM dawnday777 "This is a crossroads"..."This is reality...you know it!"

3/7/2020 8:59:58 PM sdane8 Thx, I'll check it out.

3/7/2020 9:00:05 PM blsdbe Do y’all need Nurses in Space Force? pic.twitter.com/kQduDmJXaj

3/7/2020 9:00:23 PM 254truth #LoveMyPresident ❤️🇺🇸👍🏻💕❤️🇺🇸👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/nUsSTZfRDm

3/7/2020 9:01:08 PM capecodangel3 weren't the JFK docs declass-ed a while ago?? https://www.archives.gov/research/jfk/release …

3/7/2020 9:02:05 PM treasureswonder The man is unique and the funniest man on earth. Just love him!!!

3/7/2020 9:02:08 PM decodematrix Yes, they do. I know a nurse that just transferred from the Air Force to Space Force.

3/7/2020 9:02:18 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/7/2020 9:02:55 PM anangelhasland1 Can we, at least, have a moratorium on the future tense?

It's like a symphony that never goes back to the tonic around here! 

 Keeping Anons in constant suspense is too close to a psy-ops technique anyway.

Time being an illusion and all it seems only fair...

3/7/2020 9:03:13 PM superbeef1000 console.writeline(error.tostring) lol

3/7/2020 9:03:20 PM dawnday777 "The central base..." Who has that knowledge today? Who is in control? The patriots are in control. ❤️🇺🇸

3/7/2020 9:04:01 PM nationalistkev Epic

3/7/2020 9:04:39 PM blsdbe I gotta send my kids...gonna be 50 shortly, and I am still a Civilian. A Gal can Dream. Blessings to you and All Patriots! pic.twitter.com/PHFMKMGfAg

3/7/2020 9:07:33 PM trolls4truth Notice the name of the 2017 model? 2000Q and underneath? Temporal defense systems? pic.twitter.com/aCoXFcvOh3

3/7/2020 9:08:06 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀  pic.twitter.com/bUVnDHl6MC

3/7/2020 9:12:25 PM ascendingadam Good times!

Look at the recent town hall event in Scranton. Clearly Fox News attempted to corral thier sheep. 

Who was picked to ask questions and what did they ask?

In one case, it backfired. 

They are indeed stupid.
3/7/2020 9:13:18 PM ennieslobbys What a stupid person. Politically incorrect speech is just the way of being "sincere", but saying racist, classist and intolerant things in the speech. 

#DonaldTrump is bullshit and doesn't care about anything but himself.

3/7/2020 9:13:30 PM roberta57948406 Like a boss

3/7/2020 9:13:44 PM wester_sou Thank Q for the reminder.

God Bless.

3/7/2020 9:15:39 PM fansblowing3 Something happening on March 17?

3/7/2020 9:15:40 PM snowmaidenskadi Yes, but not all of them. He held back some.

3/7/2020 9:20:01 PM raymond10449530 🤣 pic.twitter.com/bFdXe8MnmK

3/7/2020 9:21:16 PM pooky_steve and its only getting started

3/7/2020 9:21:55 PM blsdbe #ThanQ! If you make it to Oregon, look me up!!!

3/7/2020 9:22:11 PM 1catking @jimmy_dore Same as DNC debates, just like you were talking about...🤷🏼♀️

3/7/2020 9:22:35 PM kathleenmckeon6 Unredacted Warren would be a very interesting read.  Might be worth a try for the first time in a very long time.

3/7/2020 9:24:29 PM sdane8 Thanks! This answers the question I had about ascension. Many believe you were previously speaking about a literal physical ascension. This makes 

more sense.

3/7/2020 9:24:51 PM judicook11 Donald,,,, What a riot

3/7/2020 9:25:46 PM lesterh82 Yes indeed

3/7/2020 9:27:04 PM livetodrive14 #VoteForTrump 🙏

3/7/2020 9:27:50 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/7/2020 9:28:18 PM connieketchup We have got to get this done there is some reason we are being asked to push for #UnsealJFK in itself it's important but there is some other reason 

there  has got to be

3/7/2020 9:30:01 PM jay93069455  pic.twitter.com/UGljtRCLMB

3/7/2020 9:39:31 PM portezf NO. OUTSIDE. COMMS. That means you too.

3/7/2020 9:40:30 PM lostgirl83 Both numbers to the white house

202-456-11111

(202) 456-1414

3/7/2020 9:41:42 PM bobtapia3 I can confirm without a shadow of a doubt that this pic is truly authentic and not a manipulated photo. Trust me!! pic.twitter.com/Bw07AP7JPm

3/7/2020 9:44:28 PM arifriedman12 #MakeAmericaGreatAwakening

3/7/2020 9:44:58 PM zagnett Sent my letter

-------------

Dear President Donald J. Trump,

The President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 requires disclosure of all government records on the events of November 

1963 by October 26, 2017 – a date which has now long since passed.

...



3/7/2020 9:45:00 PM 7divinelove7 I’d sign a petition, does the White House still offer this feature?

3/7/2020 9:45:08 PM zagnett Also, none of the exceptions to that law seem reasonably to apply to the records now that 56 years have passed. Please release to the public all 

remaining material that pertains to his death as soon as possible.

Thank you in advance!

Best Regards,

3/7/2020 9:47:57 PM zagnett  https://www.history.com/news/final-jfk-files-assassination-documents-release …

Some references below-

3/7/2020 9:48:23 PM zagnett The Wiki on The President John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992:

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_John_F._Kennedy_Assassination_Records_Collection_Act_of_1992 …

3/7/2020 9:48:30 PM ennieslobbys Fcku💜

3/7/2020 9:48:44 PM cleetus__jones This is cosmic code talk. We are communicating with ourselves from the future. That’s how future proves past. Which is why time stamps matter 

23:59:59

3/7/2020 9:49:15 PM zagnett  https://www.maryferrell.org/pages/Featured_Letter_to_Archivist_March2018.html …

An interesting open letter to the U.S. Archivist dated March 11 2018

3/7/2020 9:51:26 PM iamspirit22 I posted a video to mj12  two days ago about this guy.  From responses since, his message was on point but he is a larp.  Multiple careful who you 

follow post since.

3/7/2020 9:52:18 PM jimfogarty18 An oldie but goodie.  Thanks for posting

3/7/2020 9:56:36 PM cleetus__jones And 0.33 seconds is 1,325.75758 of our years

3/7/2020 9:58:28 PM connieketchup and how will this truth be delivered will everyone know?

3/7/2020 9:58:31 PM georgeedwardca4 try writing a letter requesting #NeuroPhoneTech be removed in its entirety

I told myself I would write a letter once a week until I got a response

two letters in & the response was not what I had hoped for

#MindControl is a #CrimeAgainstHumanity

I will not be thorazined

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/jwzjtmHjJh
3/7/2020 10:04:16 PM ahmedondeck It’s not an ingredient, however, fetal tissue is instrumental to their development.

3/7/2020 10:07:25 PM jrocktigers Exactly!

3/7/2020 10:07:59 PM patriotleah1776 Absolutely.

Was definitely meant to be part of this great plan.

3/7/2020 10:08:27 PM maw2tu That was epic for me. That's when I knew this was not going to be another 4 year election, but did not know why yet.

3/7/2020 10:08:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Operation Paperclip.

Think Corono Virus.

Think Logically.

These people are sick.

How might you exterminate a group of satanic pedophiles covertly?

What is a cover story?

3/7/2020 10:09:20 PM sparkleloung Dude... I was just saying that

3/7/2020 10:09:47 PM codewordbanana Sure you were....

3/7/2020 10:09:54 PM freedom06309369 Balls of Steel 👍♥🇺🇸

3/7/2020 10:10:11 PM dontask97215849 Is that why I had a vision of Biden getting the virus?

3/7/2020 10:11:48 PM zagnett Interesting spelling, "Corono Virus" 🤔

3/7/2020 10:12:25 PM oaf_unbreakable "Please Clap" - Jeb

3/7/2020 10:12:30 PM mongrelglory I have to admit, we were all pretty obsessive in those early days of following the MJ-12 account! 😉

3/7/2020 10:12:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Connect past tweets.

What is a trojan horse?

What would happen if you were able to intercept the fear and quarantine entire areas, with fear keeping people at home and inside, while we clean up 

the scum from society?

Remember what was recently said.

We pushed their message.

3/7/2020 10:12:42 PM crodrod12 ?

3/7/2020 10:12:53 PM nm_zsr Targeting elderly? Faked [187]?

3/7/2020 10:13:01 PM danwhittle7 So when is the indictment going down

3/7/2020 10:13:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 The gloves are off.

To be blunt, it is game over.

Trump has an ace up his sleeve to end this death racket and the Space Force will modernize the United States.

"We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries of space..."

Unlock.

Not discover.

3/7/2020 10:13:45 PM atsvasacroe #BringThePain pic.twitter.com/FwcwM61iHc

3/7/2020 10:13:46 PM crisco2377 CORONO=CROWN. WHACKING ROYALTY???

3/7/2020 10:13:51 PM oaf_unbreakable You tried to say something but only made yourself look like a fool.

👍

3/7/2020 10:14:20 PM mari4trump2020 Thank you

3/7/2020 10:14:27 PM mackieoria 🚨‼🚨‼🚨‼🚨🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

Whoa‼ ❤️🍿❤️🍿❤️🍿❤️🍿❤️🍿❤️ https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1236519422917062656?s=19 …

3/7/2020 10:14:41 PM crisco2377 DOING AWAY WITH ROYALTY??

3/7/2020 10:14:49 PM atsvasacroe #BringThePain pic.twitter.com/IM7QF2KDHT

3/7/2020 10:14:52 PM ainounnoun What is a keystone?

3/7/2020 10:15:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why is HRC and BC featured in a documentary about their sex life?

Is their sex life about to become mainstream news?

How do you perform damage control?

You control the leaks.

Propaganda.

The Clintons are criminals, remember that.

Satanic Pedophiles.

The world will know soon.



3/7/2020 10:15:07 PM starved4justice Not sure how Op Paperclip fits in here...

3/7/2020 10:15:14 PM aetherwalker1 Everybody won't be treated all the same. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiMXK9eDrMY …

3/7/2020 10:15:36 PM shellyjacobs "How might you exterminate a group of satanic pedophiles covertly?"

Reveal videos on dark web with sound scientific image evidence that they were not technically doctored.

3/7/2020 10:15:58 PM clifton15jon Then we already know #Hollywood will be invested with #coronavirus and there will be lots of bad #pedo actor deaths, xterminations

3/7/2020 10:15:59 PM impressionist81 Well, someone pulled the trigger to set off the virus with the marker. Is this his response?

3/7/2020 10:16:08 PM higherdensitees We have  been given the keys!

3/7/2020 10:16:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent comments from RJ regarding [Biden]'s medical condition.

Gloves are off.

We are no longer going to be nice in public and vicious in private.

Instead, when we see something, WE SAY SOMETHING!

When it happens, YOU MEME ABOUT IT, and the truth gets out and spreads like fire.

3/7/2020 10:16:10 PM nurseniceyes If I call will he answer?

3/7/2020 10:16:21 PM munkeypilot Ready...standing by to stand by...

3/7/2020 10:16:22 PM altimitwill The Clintons are trying to get ahead of the story to save face.

3/7/2020 10:16:32 PM nm_zsr I have a few dots yet to connect... pic.twitter.com/91aWRZIfqv

3/7/2020 10:16:46 PM mongrelglory No!  No!  I will watch it on Netflix.  I just haven't had time because I've been watching so many Youtube videos!

3/7/2020 10:16:46 PM deepstatedqne They may be getting thirsty.

--

(COV)/(Fe)/(Fe)

COV=Coronavirus

Fe=Iron

?

What could the last Fe be? pic.twitter.com/GJxU6kZZpJ

3/7/2020 10:16:54 PM blotevogelr I'm ready! pic.twitter.com/bab6AIEnoW

3/7/2020 10:16:58 PM lbf777 This hope porn has been streaming for 3 years. People say it’s all meant to keep us Patriots pacified while Trump and the Deep State continue pushing 

their NWO.

We also found out the Chemtrails are making an aluminum cloud to deflect sunlight back to the sun killing us all.

3/7/2020 10:16:59 PM patriotleah1776 I didn't start MJ-ing until about a year ago! It was so hard to play catch up until the Disclosure doc was shared! It was like trying to spy through a 

peephole! Very hard to see the big picture. Not any longer!

3/7/2020 10:17:11 PM kachinagtto Was just having this discussion today about how many high level people reported exposed to, or have it. Regardless if they do or not- it makes a good 

cover story for their removal from view.

3/7/2020 10:17:28 PM pooky_steve martial law coming for the clean up "round up"

3/7/2020 10:17:34 PM elvisruben33 RJ?

3/7/2020 10:17:44 PM vicked00 The video needs to be released

3/7/2020 10:17:46 PM madsrytter3  https://youtu.be/4Oi3ebZVbkE 

3/7/2020 10:18:02 PM xvgafrica Dont know how many wil accept satanic pedos..so game over.

3/7/2020 10:18:16 PM jkiddrock Bingo.

3/7/2020 10:18:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth will come out before they are all dead, though most of them are now dead and its a matter of when we pull the trigger. We prefer that they 

pull the trigger themselves. PAIN!

3/7/2020 10:18:32 PM 2aorgtfo Frizzle frazzle...

3/7/2020 10:18:35 PM sano_faith Im seeing in the shadow a great meme about the meme verb.

3/7/2020 10:18:44 PM mr_fedorable I had a theory about this, although it was specifically epstein. I think he was paperclipped.

Although i still think the virus was released by [them] to distract but it was handled/modified by white hats and now serves as a cover. Very smart. 

Chess indeed

3/7/2020 10:18:49 PM mongrelglory Actually the first wave came in the late 50's/60's, so you could be one of them.  I was born in '61.

3/7/2020 10:19:10 PM yobtac2 12 must die

3/7/2020 10:19:17 PM pspur007 Reagan Rocket Defense to the stratosphere.

3/7/2020 10:19:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 No coincidences.

Words are spells.

Majestic Magick.

3/7/2020 10:19:35 PM emmi_1111 Someone just told me the same thing. I can only hope.

3/7/2020 10:19:58 PM giselefrederich do you mean RG?

3/7/2020 10:20:40 PM micsquito ✊ pic.twitter.com/z7LXdrl9k0

3/7/2020 10:20:47 PM winduchi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ℹ️Answer: COVID-19 is the cover story.

3/7/2020 10:21:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ever play a video game?

What happens when you level up?

What happens when you go back to the previous level?

Feels weird?

Feels incomplete?

Feels fake?

Once the world learns the truth, we must at the same time level up.

SPACE FORCE will level the United States up into the 21st C!
3/7/2020 10:21:43 PM petrusmax4 the fake biden is not dementia it's called: malingering

aka 'jailhouse dementia'

3/7/2020 10:21:52 PM sparkleloung Proof 👇

 https://t.co/2n489GdDos  https://twitter.com/sparkleloung/status/1236523191444570112?s=21 …

3/7/2020 10:21:55 PM girlawakeinca Looking forward to leveling up 💫🇺🇸

3/7/2020 10:21:59 PM tylerwhannelsrq Disclose it already

3/7/2020 10:22:01 PM audra_shumaker Adm Randy Jackson -fmr WH dr.-  cognitive decline or something like that

3/7/2020 10:22:15 PM 17_3_161815214 Wondering how bill will react when he finds out Chelsea isn't his?

3/7/2020 10:22:16 PM cleetus__jones Propel them up, off the face of the earth lol while others suffer a virus they look at with a corona. Amnesia is covert

3/7/2020 10:22:18 PM oaf_unbreakable "the simplest solution is most likely the right one"

Dude is a d-bag

3/7/2020 10:22:27 PM nikkilopez26 Royal Princess Cruise too 😒

3/7/2020 10:22:30 PM ghost_of_billy_ Will it ever. New forms of propulsion  will be a game changer.

3/7/2020 10:22:36 PM studiogarvin We the People are ... #KnowledgeIsPower #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/HlOxmBdiU0

3/7/2020 10:22:56 PM adsvel You are as old as you feel it or say it to yourself... If you will program your body to be 50 the cells will listen to you. And also Time is an Illusion.😉 

pic.twitter.com/tBjkN2QPJR



3/7/2020 10:23:02 PM sparkleloung See...? pic.twitter.com/d4wceCAz4e

3/7/2020 10:23:23 PM nurseniceyes Feels great. Feels diminished.

3/7/2020 10:23:27 PM altimitwill Yes!!! Back to the Future 2 here we come! #outatime #WWG1WGA

3/7/2020 10:23:41 PM winduchi @LauraMagdalene4 look!

3/7/2020 10:24:00 PM nurseniceyes Noticeable perception changes.

3/7/2020 10:24:07 PM start313hichq Make people stay at home and enjoy watching

🍿🍟🍿😀🍿🍟🍿

Trials of demons one by one

BOOM💥BOOM 💥BOOM 

Cleansing the world

3/7/2020 10:24:58 PM sparkleloung Now it all makes sense... https://twitter.com/stormisuponus/status/1236294376613122048?s=21 …

3/7/2020 10:25:10 PM thefuturition Hypothetically, what if the world was quarantined, say due to our reckless use of nuclear energy? What can the Space Force do?

3/7/2020 10:25:35 PM oaf_unbreakable Want to look like a 🤡 ? Saying that guy is legit or suggesting he is a QProof? is how you look like a 🤡

3/7/2020 10:25:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not all are harmful, some are to cleanup cabal leftovers.

The harmful chemicals have stopped.

Now the cleanup process.

Nanotechnology.

Think SPACEX.

3/7/2020 10:25:51 PM kooshaazim This take is wrong. Very woke

3/7/2020 10:25:54 PM audra_shumaker  https://www.dailywire.com/news/former-white-house-doctor-bidens-mind-scary-might-need-some-testing-on-cognitive-abilities …

3/7/2020 10:26:13 PM i_p_nightly Lol. I wondered that when a congressional aide turns out has it. Pelosi and Feinstein are pretty old and feeble. Joe and Bernie too.

Joe was part of the cabal working against Trump.

3/7/2020 10:27:32 PM patriotleah1776 Free to good home!

Retweets are welcomed!

Meme stealing encouraged!

Go out & get a PTSD awareness stamp to mail your request to POTUS! Who DOESN'T know a person suffering from it?! All these evil endless wars!

Let's flood that White House Anons & Patriots!!! pic.twitter.com/aX1DNnI9GM

3/7/2020 10:28:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 After you're done watching Kate McKinnon how about you spend 55 minutes learning about Gary McKinnon.

5:5?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IhUC80M8X1s … pic.twitter.com/sz7Gnz7qrr

3/7/2020 10:28:23 PM freedom06309369 Dang 😩

3/7/2020 10:28:25 PM alex__childress If true, you think he doesnt already know?

3/7/2020 10:28:51 PM jeffieyboy Thoughts 👇 https://twitter.com/jeffieyboy/status/1234725079134564353?s=21 …

3/7/2020 10:29:18 PM girlawakeinca Well now that you put the truth out, it almost makes Pocahontes seem ok in comparison. Almost.

3/7/2020 10:29:21 PM iiinsanitea Going by that, I can assume two possibilities: the virus targets satanic bloodlines specifically OR white hats are taking advantage of the virus (and the 

panic) to round them up while the media is distracted.

Or something else entirely?

3/7/2020 10:29:39 PM aleks8837 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What can you tell about the "3" collective?

3/7/2020 10:30:05 PM nurseniceyes So what is his medical condition? I must have missed that. Dementia? Brain tumor?

3/7/2020 10:31:56 PM sampson_live Ahhh you just made my day

3/7/2020 10:32:04 PM lbf777 More hope porn. The Chemtrails are getting worst by the day and we know exactly how dangerous they are. We’ve been measuring what’s inside 

them. 

The aluminum shards are giving Alzheimer’s & prepping the lungs for a deadly flu virus while blocking sunlight by mirroring it back.

3/7/2020 10:32:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define smear?

What if the DIA was conducting those kinds of hostage negotiations?

Who has everything?

Why is the Fake News desperate to sow imminent danger fear in your mind?

MIND CONTROL.

Propaganda.

Turn it off. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgYsMZHK0go …

3/7/2020 10:32:43 PM sparkleloung Kate who? pic.twitter.com/Gi231Y289J

3/7/2020 10:33:12 PM cleetus__jones 21C is also cosmic code talk folks

3/7/2020 10:33:19 PM baalkiller45 Your savagery is only eclipsed by your secrecy.

3/7/2020 10:33:26 PM connieketchup He knows

3/7/2020 10:33:35 PM fuknutz Is this what they're getting at?

Because this is WTF I've been saying all along. 

People make me think I'm some kinda cold-hearted monster for speaking my mind. Everyone's all like "Poor old Joe, this is Elder Abuse..." And I'm 

seeing this shit like "He's fucking faking it!" pic.twitter.com/o10Qnfeodd

3/7/2020 10:33:35 PM lilangels44 Loving this pic.twitter.com/iam83gBLQw

3/7/2020 10:33:44 PM bwords2 "anonymous " imo was something else . nothing good

3/7/2020 10:33:57 PM lbf777 The aluminum shards in Chemtrails are meant to eventually turn Into a giant cloud of aluminum which reflects all sunlight back to the sun. Without 

sunlight, most everyone on Earth will eventually die. 

We’ve been scammed again. pic.twitter.com/R5psyrHHVi

3/7/2020 10:33:59 PM connieketchup That child looks so much like that guy it’s sick

3/7/2020 10:34:09 PM topressing That won’t exterminate them

3/7/2020 10:34:36 PM adsvel Chaos creators... [322]☠

But,

Nothing will stops what is coming.

Nothing.

Q.

3/7/2020 10:35:07 PM nanfran5 @CarolHTexas

3/7/2020 10:35:23 PM freedom06309369 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/7/2020 10:35:28 PM aleks8837 Default search querie min. char. lenght is 3 letters. 2 is too little specificity.

3/7/2020 10:35:32 PM mongrelglory Crap!  I hate having to reset all the times on my extensive Swatch collection. 🤨



3/7/2020 10:35:34 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/X4m8Cs9ogZ

3/7/2020 10:35:40 PM realdavidbrink I turned it off 15 years ago.  #MAGA

3/7/2020 10:36:05 PM jrocktigers Everyone needs to request Vitamin D levels on their next blood test.

3/7/2020 10:36:27 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/ZyZADRzKKE

3/7/2020 10:37:02 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/3Mpu2IoxbA

3/7/2020 10:37:15 PM petrusmax4 absolutely;  

It's called:  malingering .

aka 

'jailhouse dementia'

3/7/2020 10:37:47 PM mongrelglory Man!  That seems like a lifetime ago! 😏

3/7/2020 10:38:08 PM 2ndfor1st this might easily be your best tweet

3/7/2020 10:38:24 PM fuknutz Yeah, that term popped up when I made that meme a few months ago. LMAO

3/7/2020 10:39:19 PM cfaulkinstein Well that was one of the most boring interviews ever recorded......

3/7/2020 10:39:47 PM mongrelglory Are the Pope and the Ayatollah going to succumb to their Coronavirus infections? 😳

3/7/2020 10:40:33 PM girlawakeinca I sense mirror. Is there a possibility [they] would cause it just to frame Anonymous?   (I’m in crazy CA - it’s dark a lot here already due to PG&E 

shenanigans.)

3/7/2020 10:40:36 PM lbf777 Ya Chemtrails and 5G together may drop vitamin D. In fact my doctor mentioned mine was slightly low.

3/7/2020 10:41:23 PM kindling_fire Also "coroner." Entymology.

3/7/2020 10:41:54 PM tac27 Poison their adrenochrome supply

3/7/2020 10:41:55 PM sparkleloung Check it out 👀 pic.twitter.com/fTJRk3zumK

3/7/2020 10:42:25 PM johnman60 How long have we been hearing things about the Clintons???

And nothing ever happens...

3/7/2020 10:42:40 PM petrusmax4 it's a clinical term.

it could also be called:  factitious dementia

3/7/2020 10:42:40 PM 1_decided_voter Can someone explain what the hell this object is? Tagging a few handles that might provide interesting responses...

@NASA @nasahqphoto @SpaceForceDoD @US_SpaceCom @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @kabamur_taygeta @AustinSteinbart 

@SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/r9H1cuOBKu

3/7/2020 10:42:51 PM mongrelglory Man I love Johnny Cash! 😁

3/7/2020 10:43:00 PM alligatorheart Oh,,, the humanity!!!                                 Profound.

3/7/2020 10:43:17 PM kindling_fire Argh. Meant "etymology."

3/7/2020 10:43:59 PM fuknutz It didn't work for Vinny The Chin, and it better not work for Pedo Joe.

3/7/2020 10:44:20 PM bibibobibox Corono is also a Greek mythology character. Corono means crow. In fact many famous men according to the myth were transformed after death into a 

crown, or crows.

3/7/2020 10:44:21 PM untietounite CYA syndrome

3/7/2020 10:45:51 PM maraswilliams Trusting the Plan. And always look behind the appearances.

3/7/2020 10:45:53 PM sontechnique Clean, professional stationary is respectful.

3/7/2020 10:46:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Damage control or Majestic disclosure?

You decide.

Message over messenger.

What is about to happen?

You have more than you realize.

Memes at the ready.

Keep them organized.

They are your ammunition.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT! https://www.mytruthdoc.com/ 
3/7/2020 10:46:46 PM baalkiller45 I done heard his story many times. Back when this went down I was schoolin in computers like a nerd, an he weren't bullshittin.

3/7/2020 10:46:53 PM nikkilopez26  pic.twitter.com/IXkKGoY0Hc

3/7/2020 10:46:54 PM findering I hope

3/7/2020 10:47:03 PM nurseniceyes Are you being serious or funny?

Cover your ass? Or autoimmune disorder related to pSS?

3/7/2020 10:47:30 PM findering lmao sweet

3/7/2020 10:48:26 PM aucommander  pic.twitter.com/4OlQayDtu6

3/7/2020 10:48:36 PM kindling_fire Interesting. Related to hemoglobin, I wonder?

3/7/2020 10:48:43 PM findering Them that know cannot sleep.................

3/7/2020 10:48:53 PM mongrelglory CDAN had a blind several years ago that a prominent politician was going to fake dementia in order to get out of charges for their crimes.

3/7/2020 10:48:54 PM aetherwalker1 That's because he had a great voice and he 'got it'

'...the road to happiness through Love and Charity.' https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bifZBxG0Gg …

3/7/2020 10:49:10 PM plasssticman Qoronavirus

3/7/2020 10:49:10 PM sleky19 Full disclosure and not fake partial disclosure

3/7/2020 10:49:34 PM mongrelglory He's implying that Biden is faking dementia to cover his ass.

3/7/2020 10:49:41 PM egressmatrix More than ready for this! #EndTheCabal pic.twitter.com/DWGX26GQaX

3/7/2020 10:49:46 PM adsvel Those who wish to know they know already. Talking to walking asleep people is the waste of their linear perception. They just listen what CNN is telling 

them to believe.😑

3/7/2020 10:50:14 PM nurseniceyes Majestic disclosure. Truth is the way...

3/7/2020 10:50:42 PM frankyanker Stop trying to write like Q.

3/7/2020 10:50:59 PM linacovfefe No they’re not- they are MUCH less frequent here in Southern California. And when they ARE here, (saw them 2 days ago for the first time in MONTHS- 

since before Christmas) there are fewer- only 2 this past Thursday

3/7/2020 10:51:21 PM aetherwalker1 "So never be afraid of them, because there is nothing hidden that will not be revealed, and nothing secret that will not be made known."

3/7/2020 10:51:23 PM iaskiseekiknock Video games are like casinos... it's not real

3/7/2020 10:51:54 PM iaskiseekiknock EXACTLY

3/7/2020 10:52:05 PM itsmycountryto1 Everyone I know is low according to the doctors...I’ve been questioning this for a while now ... are they blocking the sun?

3/7/2020 10:52:11 PM mongrelglory We already have been.  We're cleaning up the planet so that they'll lift the quarantine.

3/7/2020 10:52:14 PM theappraiser17 First of all, I'm not debunking chemtrails.  Been aware of them for years.  However, many contrails are mistaken for chemtrails.  Note how during late 

fall/early spring they increase 10x. Moisture and cold temps mixing with hot exhaust.  Actual chemtrails have dropped significant



3/7/2020 10:52:17 PM shellyjacobs NO BS ... SOLAR WARDEN, PROJECT PEGASUS [time travel], EFP REACTOR ENERGY, physical & physiological significant age reversal Rx, curative medical 

nano machines, 3-D medical printing, minimum 6x intellect "human brain chips," free daily need human nutritional supplements, others.

3/7/2020 10:52:28 PM adsvel Agree.😉

3/7/2020 10:52:44 PM petrusmax4 they have real dementia like you

3/7/2020 10:53:06 PM gracealijah BS !!! STOP LYING

3/7/2020 10:54:04 PM jrocktigers I have thought this may be case. However my first reaction a few months ago was cccp has launched this attack against us utilizing the same thinking 

as above. Perfect cover.

3/7/2020 10:54:04 PM iaskiseekiknock Next you'll say 5G is good too

3/7/2020 10:54:05 PM gracealijah What Assholes !!! People need to wake the up and stop listening to these tyrants

3/7/2020 10:54:18 PM mongrelglory His story was awesome!  It's too bad he only had dial up internet so he couldn't download the picture of the space-ship.  I always noted how differently 

he was treated by his own government than the way Assange has been treated by many governments, including his own.

3/7/2020 10:54:18 PM girlawakeinca Armed with memes & ready for Majestic disclosure. 💫 pic.twitter.com/XSsnKNjDc2

3/7/2020 10:55:59 PM iaskiseekiknock Just get rid of the Cabal & you can fix the problems without the constant interference & non stop new problems.

3/7/2020 10:56:13 PM painiscoming4 I got suspended for that talk !

True tho ! 

Joe loves the smell of people ! pic.twitter.com/6yMYVkvzB5

3/7/2020 10:56:18 PM gracealijah Fck

3/7/2020 10:56:26 PM start313hichq Disclosure Very BIG 

Cleansing the world

Awakening The World

Matrix End

3/7/2020 10:56:36 PM jackc476 Way to miss the fucking point.

3/7/2020 10:56:42 PM pblau79 not soon enough. and there is still that part of the population that is so brainwashed that there is no hope. they are mentally dehydrated and will stare 

water in the face with overwhelming denial.

3/7/2020 10:56:51 PM aleks8837 Space elevator? Orbital ring? 100.000 km2 solar panels in space (4-5x as effective in space) covers the humanity's energy demand! 

pic.twitter.com/twnoqrrvWM

3/7/2020 10:56:52 PM whitespir1t  pic.twitter.com/z2XTyWDyyx

3/7/2020 10:57:33 PM rghardy3 No Coincidence that Q went Silent right as

the Corono Virus started.

Operators Active.

Godspeed

3/7/2020 10:57:43 PM jrocktigers I was shocked a few years back as mine came back extremely low. I get outside as well.

3/7/2020 10:58:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.

What is about to drop?

How do you legally introduce evidence? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJFFZQTl_U …

3/7/2020 10:59:01 PM mongrelglory Who has everything?  The NSA does.

I always thought Anonymous was a CIA controlled disinfo op?

3/7/2020 10:59:08 PM pblau79 we want it all exposed. big pharma, cdc, fda, NASA, JFK, Titanic, Federal Reserve, Antarctica, everything

3/7/2020 10:59:43 PM pro_aktv As part of ‘discovery’?

3/7/2020 11:00:37 PM pro_aktv That was quite a ‘get’ for Tucker.

3/7/2020 11:01:08 PM warlock1113 Well we saw the Hints. Let's see THEDROP

3/7/2020 11:01:38 PM sarajanesrock Did ya hear something about Queenie getting locked out of "her castle" recently?  I believe @StormIsUponUs or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted about it.

3/7/2020 11:01:48 PM flamingo7704 “Sooner or later, God’s gonna cut you down...”—another great one by JC

3/7/2020 11:02:54 PM mongrelglory They've been  throwing so much fear porn into our faces since 9/11 that I think I've become desensitized to it all.  I barely react to the MSM news 

anymore and just carry on with my daily life.

3/7/2020 11:03:31 PM bassanimarianna in Italy we are governed by dogs on the leashes of criminals and these are the effects. https://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/nuovo-decreto-chiusa-

lombardia-e-11-province-si-potra-entrare-e-uscire-solo-gravi-motivi-ADrhcmB …

3/7/2020 11:04:27 PM painiscoming4 A flood is worse then a wild fire you can control if not controlled by haarp /weather weapons!

Now water is a whole other element the most powerful i believe think everyone's religion speaks of a great flood ! A storm is approaching 

Mask for sale? Shut down of countries? Perfect pic.twitter.com/eIBzWf8R8i

3/7/2020 11:04:28 PM aleks8837 If zero-point energy is in fact real. It will be the beginning of something brand new and AMAZING!!!  

http://www.ahealedplanet.net/humanity.htm#epochal5 …

3/7/2020 11:04:34 PM pixiemagick1 @NZStill

3/7/2020 11:05:20 PM manlypedro75 stuff this boomer... "why hasn't the nyt come to Assange's defence?" RW: "that's a question for the papers, don't interrupt my crusade against the 

current American Cabinet" these Boomers have been shilling since before the summer of love!

3/7/2020 11:05:50 PM mongrelglory So sad he sold out for money.

It's like how they pushed "Leaving Neverland" after Weinstein was arrested.  

Or when they gave the Academy award to the movie "Spotlight" to make the public think that was the whole story.

...these things are just the tip of the iceberg!

3/7/2020 11:06:14 PM c_morece Nice

3/7/2020 11:06:34 PM rghardy3 You play the TRUMP CARD !

3/7/2020 11:06:45 PM azuremagus Merging of the "breakaway civilization" with the Earth bound civilization.

3/7/2020 11:06:49 PM trolls4truth  pic.twitter.com/sUazB1Bf4q

3/7/2020 11:07:14 PM edmundstodd With a killer bass line.

3/7/2020 11:08:15 PM notevenchad17 So Ready!!

3/7/2020 11:08:20 PM crisco2377 U think he even cares?

3/7/2020 11:08:56 PM jackc476 The US military has several classified space programs, consider the trillions unaccounted for in the DOD’s budget. Our US Space Navy has mile long 

carrier ships that contain smaller craft within. You wouldn’t believe the diversity of sapient ET life in our solar system.

3/7/2020 11:09:44 PM azuremagus They all drank the hemlock at the gathering, und ja kapul.

3/7/2020 11:11:36 PM horizonvector 5x5

3/7/2020 11:12:16 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The Storm has arrived !

A Majestic Tweet Storm !

3/7/2020 11:12:24 PM mongrelglory Pink Floyd was always a very "woke" band.😎

3/7/2020 11:12:35 PM kidge6 Oh man. It's so much easier if i just have to be a 'normal' seed. But, I sense something 'abnormal' about me for sure.  But some of these later waves, 

the younger ones, wow.  They're really dialing themselves in.

3/7/2020 11:12:46 PM agentascension You Tube link not available in Australia 😣

3/7/2020 11:13:39 PM isabellasears99 Yea yea yea yea  over 2.5 yrs and look at where we are at.  Fearful for our parents and stuck inside.



3/7/2020 11:14:38 PM adsvel We are pulling hard this reality to come... pic.twitter.com/MklpmokXQY

3/7/2020 11:15:16 PM timkania COREY!!!

3/7/2020 11:15:50 PM blotevogelr I want to see Assange set free! I just worry about his safety if he comes back to the USA! #FreeJulianAssange

3/7/2020 11:16:14 PM kidge6 It's is a compelling message and is spreading.  But it was dropped in crumbs, probably to avoid AI censorship.  it had to be found and pieced together.  

Nun chuck did us all a huge svc. Indeed tricky to glean the msg early on.  It still unfolds a little each time I read the doc.

3/7/2020 11:16:35 PM lightonthehill Disclosure so that we can begin fixing our mistakes sooner rather than later. We'll do our part to help those around us awaken gently.

3/7/2020 11:18:03 PM kidge6 I should clarify.  MJ said that while they don't communicate with each other, they have similar goals.  MJ uses Q verbage and phrases, refers the the 

plan, etc.  See MJ-12 pinned tweet.

3/7/2020 11:18:35 PM mongrelglory It's too bad Assange has been "imprisoned" for so long just waiting to contribute the evidence he has. 😟

3/7/2020 11:18:51 PM painiscoming4 I love trump when the old school New Yorker comes out i am amazed he didn't curse them out ..

He actually was being nice !

My opinion ! Although i am from Queens as well !

3/7/2020 11:19:45 PM sparkleloung  pic.twitter.com/UBpTah9VRG

3/7/2020 11:19:50 PM strangewisper The sulphur cloud.

3/7/2020 11:20:43 PM kidge6 Oops. They changed it after the longest time. lol.

It said something like Q injects into about the plan and mj12 makes sure the plan takes place or something. q is political side, mj is disclosure side, 

FWICT.

3/7/2020 11:20:51 PM redback1gc They're trying to tell us they are "normal" ... they have a "sex life" ... therefore they cannot be part of a satanic Harvey Weinstein club?  But really, the 

last thing I want to know about is their sex life!

3/7/2020 11:21:08 PM aprilbrown99 Typists 1, 2 and 3

3/7/2020 11:21:36 PM pndmcsrvvrsal Better start testing for covid before you make the manifest

3/7/2020 11:21:51 PM mongrelglory The first wave supposedly had the roughest time.

3/7/2020 11:22:06 PM jackoneilltime1 Thank you MJ's!!! pic.twitter.com/n4eseVYKRV

3/7/2020 11:22:16 PM petrusmax4 funny selfie!

3/7/2020 11:22:37 PM annieoldenough Fun to watch this because at the time I thought he was being rude. Now I know this is his fight song. The man speaks the truth.

3/7/2020 11:22:50 PM kidge6 We can also verify that MJ-12 authored these (or someone replying to them).  Search MJs twitter for a keyword from the document. Youll find the 

original thread. And theres more discussion there now than before, sometimes.

3/7/2020 11:23:22 PM thorpetychus  pic.twitter.com/FqbozLy3Ej

3/7/2020 11:23:28 PM i_p_nightly Too bad. Roger Waters dumps a lot of truth in that interview. Tucker hardly interrupts Waters. Brilliant

3/7/2020 11:23:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 8.3

533

D5 https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1236308125638176772 …

3/7/2020 11:24:01 PM thorpetychus  pic.twitter.com/fogSf9UlJM

3/7/2020 11:24:51 PM jeffjenkins512 The world already knows. They're just not doing anything about it. Praying for justice!

3/7/2020 11:25:41 PM shawnaleahshine He’s a badass.

3/7/2020 11:25:51 PM jackoneilltime1 #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoneStarParson @POTUS pic.twitter.com/uMMk578gh8

3/7/2020 11:25:52 PM spacecadet369 ...or Judo, using their own momentum to bring them down 🥋

3/7/2020 11:26:58 PM mongrelglory So what's really in that bill? 😉

3/7/2020 11:27:10 PM aprilbrown99 Majestically Magnificent! 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/soMO5KBE4k

3/7/2020 11:27:30 PM dimoragifts I was talking with a colleague about this just the other day. This is a RNA virus and it uses your RNA to replicate, so what if it had been weaponized in 

some way to affect certain populations. Brings a whole new light to "These people are sick" - Q 🤔

3/7/2020 11:27:58 PM bibibobibox  https://qmap.pub/read/533 

3/7/2020 11:28:19 PM i_p_nightly Right? It's been a long interesting journey getting to here today.

Did you know @Scavino45 

Dan Scavino just quoted Qanon "nothing can stop what's coming "

3/7/2020 11:28:20 PM spauldingshowal As little as three years before Marshall played his 8…d5 gambit

3/7/2020 11:29:28 PM daveo6145 Ppl still watch snl?

3/7/2020 11:32:01 PM agentascension I had a sense this may be coming soon. Thank you

3/7/2020 11:32:15 PM prism_wg_light Jeb... and his great grand daddy Crowley...

3/7/2020 11:33:38 PM brian_hoenig What about Paperclip? It was Germany’s WWII Scientific/Aerospace documentation which covered a lot of subjects, Paperclip was NOT POW’s. This is 

an artifact of Op Paperclip, during negotiations when the Soviets were instructed to follow us on our space program; OXCART. 

pic.twitter.com/2gT6PeLdgJ

3/7/2020 11:33:41 PM adsvel Joe reptile? Snakes like a smell, they recognize surrounded environment by the smell. He acts like a snake...

So, Joe is reptile? Or he is a puppet of interdimensional reptile?

So many Questions...😂 pic.twitter.com/FGH3Om5klJ

3/7/2020 11:34:23 PM tamiwils0n22813 Yes!  I will try again! pic.twitter.com/27sIIWJMdG

3/7/2020 11:36:05 PM clifton15jon Operation #Coronavid19 #CoronaVirus to secretly take out #Pedophiles without declaring #MartialLaw 

Covert Operations masked as a natural disaster, humanity cant handle the truth pic.twitter.com/OCL1FIMZ7m

3/7/2020 11:36:44 PM burning2nd money to make stuff happen.... OR  to stop stuff from happening.. OR TO make PEOPLE do stuff :) Stuff

3/7/2020 11:36:59 PM 22dubtrip333 Preach.

3/7/2020 11:37:02 PM aprilbrown99 Wow, that was a fantastic video. It makes me love Roger Waters of Pink Floyd even more than before. It is a travesty! 

Bring the whole damn house down!  Tick. Tock. 🔥🔥🔥

3/7/2020 11:37:54 PM riversm18 So you have created a virus that is attacking the reptilian DNA?

3/7/2020 11:38:07 PM kerstin_kube 💥boom💥

Qorona

3/7/2020 11:38:24 PM maroon1234 Prediction

This is being used to get ahead of the obvious questions that will be asked once @JoeBiden picks HRC as VP. They will satisfy many in the 

#Metoomovement & moderate Dems. They will be portrayed as victims. 

Nostrabubba: 3/8/20

3/7/2020 11:38:47 PM whoisthenewgard  https://theintercept.com/2020/02/27/coronavirus-spending-bill-surveillance-patriot-act/ …

3/7/2020 11:38:54 PM highhopesusa And Haiti

3/7/2020 11:38:58 PM agentascension Oohhh!! I love being apart and watching in awe, of this amazing plan. Gotta have the right blood type... the desire for human food blood type....imo🤔

3/7/2020 11:39:30 PM adsvel Does other Dimensions are Real?

So the 0 point energy is Real as other Dimensions are Real, it depends on your own Perception.

3/7/2020 11:40:08 PM ochoa_red A lot of Nazi were shipped over here, dr’s, scientists anyone with great knowledge was brought over here to help the elites. They gave our elites great 

knowledge for their freedom. In other words they got away with murder.🧐😤😤😤🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬



3/7/2020 11:40:55 PM ochoa_red According to articles I’ve read, Pope only had a nasty cold. So far.

3/7/2020 11:41:22 PM q10172 So the corona virus targets reptilians?

3/7/2020 11:41:28 PM brian_hoenig OXCART ended when Sinatra, because he was building a casino ripped off $4-6M wired into the program specifically for A-12 imaging sensors, 

sabotaging the plane my grandparents got on departing Reno, NV headed to the Bay Area. Plane crashed on Altimont Pass. 

pic.twitter.com/QbB8006bGi

3/7/2020 11:42:10 PM c_morece He knows. The wives bloodlines matter

3/7/2020 11:43:19 PM leinadp223 Kangaroo court you say?  Year of the boomerang? Aussie Assange? That's 3 for 3 🦘🦘🦘

3/7/2020 11:44:22 PM tamiwils0n22813 💯% I know❗️🎰 ⚖🦁✝️❤️ 5:5❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️❗️ pic.twitter.com/f4ZJymbLFL

3/7/2020 11:44:33 PM kidge6 The interaction between the opposing forces is where the magic is?  It’s that way with a battery. And a magnet.

3/7/2020 11:44:38 PM ochoa_red Yes, I live in Cali. We will probably be on lock down for a while!! A lot to clean out here, politicians and celebrities. Will have a lot of empty mansions 

soon.Keeping my fingers crossed!

3/7/2020 11:45:29 PM anbezedua Extradition hearing for WikiLeaks' Assange to be split in two parts  http://bit.ly/39vAtY6  via Reuters | Second part of trial to commence May 18, 2020

3/7/2020 11:45:36 PM aprilbrown99 Oh yea baby!  🛸🛸🛸 pic.twitter.com/co7xRWJZG5

3/7/2020 11:46:22 PM kidge6 Are the sequels equally inspired as the first? With hidden meanings? Sequels often lose the integrity of the original. I haven’t seen them, as I haven’t 

seen as many recommendations for them specifically. Until now.

3/7/2020 11:47:06 PM burning2nd im the only one up here who doesnt want there money and doesnt need it.... BOOM thats where it started

3/7/2020 11:47:52 PM nl142za The virus is named corona, which means crown in latin, because the shape of the virus looks like a crown.

3/7/2020 11:49:20 PM wherejuliet I see it too

3/7/2020 11:50:23 PM mongrelglory The Matrix was a documentary with lots of disclosure.  MJ-12 have verified that.  I found all 3 films good.

3/7/2020 11:51:15 PM mongrelglory Think the Yin/Yang symbol...

3/7/2020 11:51:24 PM aprilbrown99 I Love That Man!  Best President Ever!  Gloves are off!  Bring it! pic.twitter.com/RuBtnMeVGv

3/7/2020 11:52:01 PM anangelhasland1 If "most of them are now dead" why do you need to "pull the trigger?"

Why this preference for waiting for them to pull trigger themselves?

What value to you is their pain?

3/7/2020 11:52:03 PM tamiwils0n22813 March Madness! 10 days of darkness starts now! #PrayersQarmy #Showtime for Admiral Rodgers, sorry lets drop the d to Rogers! 😘 

pic.twitter.com/H0Voj3sgW4

3/7/2020 11:54:00 PM brian_hoenig [SP:Altamont Pass]

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altamont_Pass …

My grandfather lived on Sargent Ave in Castro Valley, CA. For a time I lived in that house. My great uncle Jack Branham lived on Warpath Ln, Minocqua 

Wisconsin.

3/7/2020 11:54:34 PM painiscoming4 No i felt like out of all Presidents @realDonaldTrump would be the 1 to release the files do to knowing JFK jr and being a real friends from NYC the old 

schoolers know what i mean !

3/7/2020 11:54:44 PM lightworkercain Aye Aye 👊 pic.twitter.com/fkRIjCSY2O

3/7/2020 11:55:22 PM anonpatriotccj What about Anonymous changing their name to George News?

3/7/2020 11:55:40 PM patriotleah1776 Very true!

There's a ton of repeats in there as you go, but you find it as a beneficial thing, it's almost like you need to read it 3, 6, maybe even 9 times!

3/7/2020 11:56:24 PM the_tru_eapjr such foolishness. the truth has been disclosed. yet you deny it. 

the truth is hidden from official documents, not hidden in them.

3/7/2020 11:57:50 PM aprilbrown99 T = Twitter ?

3/7/2020 11:59:09 PM the_tru_eapjr what do you mean by "GM?"

3/7/2020 11:59:36 PM bj_sully Wait .. WHAT??!! FOX News' YouTube channel is blocked in Australia?? pic.twitter.com/j3UBzJTCav

3/7/2020 11:59:59 PM eaglized These shorthand parables are way past getting old.

So is the idea that one group of psychopaths is fighting another group of psychopaths for the greater good when they share the same goal of 

dominating the populous. Disinformation is never necessary when you represent Truth.

3/8/2020 12:00:16 AM adsvel So saying the Truth is illegal and punished, but

Reading same information from MSM is legal and not punished...

And again they interpret the Law as they wish.😑

3/8/2020 12:00:17 AM babiegirliegirl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 following you & RT ed🔴🇺🇸🔴

3/8/2020 12:00:48 AM qbeat107 WOW WHAT A BOOM

3/8/2020 12:01:25 AM hellouncledonny Media is trying to get ahead of the narrative hence the articles and HULU documentary on Bill Clinton's sex life. 

Something BIG is about to drop. pic.twitter.com/6j3phHWzkn

3/8/2020 12:04:26 AM anangelhasland1 I  thought this might be Q's game as well.

Where are the promised arrested satanic pedophiles?

We got rid of them!  Left no trace!

All the rest of the gibberish was necessary disinfo! 

Like that nonsense about sealed indictments!

(Memes are "truthiness" at its finest.)
3/8/2020 12:05:59 AM eewwanon June ETA JA SR pic.twitter.com/FxcbQzah9O

3/8/2020 12:12:04 AM johnhin37358561 Why covertly? Just hang the perverts publicly!!

3/8/2020 12:12:43 AM brian_hoenig Royalty; Kings & Fools. There’s a war against the honest in that. Honest Kingdoms did not survive in a world of dishonest Kings. Evil won, Rome called it 

the nature of man.

3/8/2020 12:13:29 AM strangewisper A piece like Epstein. Grab the right one, and the whole house comes tumbling down.

3/8/2020 12:13:50 AM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/4QcRkIQpcQ

3/8/2020 12:14:07 AM theappraiser17 Follow the money.  Even though the bad actors might suspect they are being watched, evil can't help itself when it comes to greed.  They will take the 

bait.  Stealing Corona virus money... That isn't going to sit well with sheep.  Nudge.. Wake up

3/8/2020 12:17:12 AM 8in_fini8 And they should be in a trial not walking among us freely?

3/8/2020 12:17:12 AM the_tru_eapjr don't. 

we already have more than enough to do. jamming up the works with frivolous trivia like this will play into deep state hands & would be tantamount to 

DDOS & treason. what's more, nothing can be gained except for the enemy

3/8/2020 12:19:59 AM tenn_rich Q linked to him... let that sink in. Do you think Q would link to, and by so doing, AFFIRM Majic12 as a valid source, if he was JUST a LARP? 

It’s OK to think an acct is a LARP, until it’s PROVEN that it’s NOT, by Q. To persist is to be obtuse.



3/8/2020 12:21:33 AM portezf No outside comms. 

The end.

3/8/2020 12:21:42 AM 8in_fini8 Unless it was with children 👶? So we can do the right thing and lock them up.

3/8/2020 12:22:52 AM charitable_fury  https://twitter.com/charitable_fury/status/1236567451216855042?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Charitable_Fury/status/1236567451216855042 …

3/8/2020 12:26:28 AM brian_hoenig In ‘91 when my great uncle told me the fate of my grandfather this guy who held residence at 465 Christie Dr in Tahoe within a mile of the house I grew 

up since age 9 in, took credit for it. But I overheard his phone call before he got in my face, and he was instructed to do so. pic.twitter.com/Vqjldfrkvt

3/8/2020 12:29:25 AM theappraiser17 Do explain, please?

3/8/2020 12:29:32 AM npc_smash3r_xxx I certainly hope this is true

3/8/2020 12:31:18 AM tenn_rich I love pedants. Define outside comms...

Q PUBLICLY approves of the ANON community on 8kun. Lots of COMMS there. Lots of comms here on Twitter. Q encourages us to work together, by 

communicating. Q expects us to red pill others. That requires communication.

3/8/2020 12:33:11 AM brian_hoenig Sinatra was definitely the asshole, and confirmed by Tom Monteleone after my father was killed in 2013, I had already figured that much out though. 

Me and Hollywood are definitely on the outs. Good luck with Space Force, in the 57 years they broke the bank, RIP NASA ‘03.

3/8/2020 12:35:09 AM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/t3rBMyQmVJ

3/8/2020 12:35:43 AM luvsweetluv5 Don’t know if I can believe that. A whole lot of innocent people are being hurt by this.

3/8/2020 12:36:01 AM mrmigido Trump aint the evil one. Ruthless, but not evil.

3/8/2020 12:36:25 AM andyr1112  pic.twitter.com/CNoR0mqwqm

3/8/2020 12:36:37 AM strangewisper Chia seeds are the SHIZNIT! 

Cures ulcers in horses too :)

3/8/2020 12:36:52 AM anonlightangel 👏

3/8/2020 12:37:57 AM iqdou1 Oh you should behave🤣🤣🤣🤣👍👍

3/8/2020 12:38:01 AM paulharrop9 She is prepping to be Biden's running mate. Then either he will resign because of dementia in threat of being suicided.

3/8/2020 12:38:27 AM methusablah  pic.twitter.com/ctipl24vfT

3/8/2020 12:39:01 AM andyr1112 Dbl bs pic.twitter.com/gnaz5NDZz0

3/8/2020 12:40:03 AM grethejacobsen1 I thought that AS was Adam Schiff?

3/8/2020 12:40:08 AM nemesis_tan VPN

3/8/2020 12:42:13 AM andyr1112 It's done to combat "global warming" and then when it gets to cold theyll claim it's to combat "global cooling" then when its medium theyll claim it's to 

combat "global goldilocks" & then we all ded

3/8/2020 12:45:39 AM painiscoming4 I will write a letter old school just for you saying such i bet the mass arrest happen before JFK files are released!

3/8/2020 12:45:45 AM wild8heart “The harmful chemicals have stopped.”

Planet wide?

3/8/2020 12:45:55 AM mscronkat He's a special Soul.

3/8/2020 12:46:42 AM kidge6 who was close to Epstein that could have been that inside intel agent? Where's GM?

3/8/2020 12:47:56 AM kidge6 Yes, but it's because those repeated parts are relevant in multiple contexts and warrant mention again.  But, yes, you will see parts repeated.

3/8/2020 12:49:44 AM brian_hoenig Sinatra was also a capitalist, and Costello still don’t pay the rent. Decision left to the Pentagon on continued existence of Tahoe and for a number of 

reasons, they took far more loss than my family did. pic.twitter.com/hVIccEFso4

3/8/2020 12:51:42 AM charitable_fury  https://twitter.com/charitable_fury/status/1236573978157821952?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Charitable_Fury/status/1236573978157821952 …

3/8/2020 12:55:09 AM snakesanders22 Search for "Pink Floyd's Roger Waters: Assange being used as a warning to journalists"

3/8/2020 12:55:17 AM rebel_yell_tex Enough talk, just do it already. pic.twitter.com/8NfIxos7Zk

3/8/2020 12:59:16 AM boondognews Activate what’s already inside of them.... Merkels violent shaking .... pic.twitter.com/iUyGSSj0QD

3/8/2020 1:00:16 AM boondognews Majestic I’m trying SO HARD to make this clear and visible to these. It’s not working. Sick panic is exploding and it’s silly.

3/8/2020 1:00:26 AM anonlightangel I know it’s coming but can’t help but wonder when this is going to happen! There are so many factors playing into this transition!

3/8/2020 1:00:50 AM feecollins50 Deadly for elderly, (75+)

3/8/2020 1:01:08 AM patriotleah1776 How do we know chemtrail's are still bad?

Are they used for more than just bad?

Has 100% of the earth's population been implanted?

Are all vaccines bad?

Hidden tech can be used for good & bad?

What has to happen before we're given tech?

Why has zero point been hidden?

Dig!
3/8/2020 1:02:08 AM humanprimer Julian has the proof that Seth rich provided DNC emails. No Russian hack. The entire Russian interference scam collapses. That's why he guarded and 

held. Swamp.

3/8/2020 1:03:19 AM boondognews Excellent find!!! Now add it to this pic.twitter.com/HUXCGlgLhn

3/8/2020 1:03:40 AM geranon3 Roger Waters-->good music-->good man with balls a living legend!

3/8/2020 1:04:00 AM boondognews Loving every second of these satanic freaks being taken out. No room for evil at the inn.

3/8/2020 1:04:09 AM mike99995 That’s been out for a while FBI memo

3/8/2020 1:05:03 AM paulharrop9 Or else (to finish).

3/8/2020 1:05:57 AM patriotleah1776 Or she could he wearing those huge size 5 pads? For huge vaginas.

3/8/2020 1:08:17 AM mattfury9 Nah, i don't think so

3/8/2020 1:08:39 AM patriotleah1776 Like a CA Nancy Pelosi wildfire?!

3/8/2020 1:14:24 AM kidge6 who sold out?

who said 'leaving neverland'?

3/8/2020 1:14:32 AM humanprimer One flick to change the world forever. FrazzleDrip.



3/8/2020 1:15:52 AM patriotleah1776 Use their own weapons against them?! Yeah!

Let us know when it's time to go grocery shopping! We're on stand-by! Lockdown for a short time to free us for eternity?! Yes, please!

BRING THAT MARTIAL LAW

Wait, I'll go shopping tomorrow.

I love my fruit & veggies!

3/8/2020 1:17:05 AM humanprimer Is it true that as of 2012...no matter what scenarios were fed into lookinglass...the outcome was always the same? Is that where "nothing can stop 

what's coming" came from?

3/8/2020 1:20:54 AM patriotleah1776 VIA EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM?!

I WOULD LOVE TO BE FORCED TO WATCH EMERGENCY BROADCAST IN THIS DAY & AGE.

3/8/2020 1:21:27 AM mindsocrates RNA  is passed by the mother..."Follow the wives#.

3/8/2020 1:23:36 AM cny_micaa yes, did not see on my phone but do see now on computer. Not many tho. Seems like he is more recently "discovered"? Certainly they are debating 

him on the kun....

3/8/2020 1:23:43 AM cindeamulholla3 Amen🙏

This is exciting!

3/8/2020 1:24:32 AM shamgarjc have you noticed all of the PINK in every single picture about this coronavirus? is that a sign that its targeting these adrenochrome drinkers?

3/8/2020 1:24:39 AM billca951 "Chemtrails" 🥺🙄

3/8/2020 1:25:09 AM alligatorheart Cute.                                                         What do you put first?

3/8/2020 1:26:59 AM dispensaryexch Sinatra  equals PEDO https://vault.fbi.gov/Frank%20Sinatra 

3/8/2020 1:27:09 AM mindsocrates What ever happens in this panic, it sets the stage well for the last Q drop instructing patriots to watch for this statement, "My fellow Americans, the 

storm is upon us...".

3/8/2020 1:29:15 AM insightis2020 I was about to ask “why the misspelling?”

3/8/2020 1:29:37 AM aamc85712947 Love this song

3/8/2020 1:30:09 AM aamc85712947 My personal fav. Cash song

3/8/2020 1:30:32 AM geranon3 Why didn´t Trump and Q reveal the secret space program to the public already?Why this secret must be kept???

3/8/2020 1:32:26 AM geranon3 So you say they set the corona virus free on purpose like a covert operation?

3/8/2020 1:32:26 AM insightis2020  pic.twitter.com/qMpLnpxkE5

3/8/2020 1:38:05 AM thousayestit Please control your DNA, I know you can't help it.  If we Germans wanted to, we would have dropped everyone of you at Dunkirk, then Normandy and 

Hurtgen Forest in '44 with Sarin gas.  You showed up with no gas masks because you were code breaking everything. No Geneva offenses :)

3/8/2020 1:38:58 AM insightis2020 Goodbye “Crown Royals” pic.twitter.com/heL3BGJvWG

3/8/2020 1:39:14 AM mattfury9 Fake news!

3/8/2020 1:40:50 AM disprop45895392 Epstein was the key stone. He had all the video surveillance. I saw the computer's that they removed from the island. It was a server. The whole island 

was on surveillance cameras.

3/8/2020 1:40:54 AM stephanieruff3 A former president doing this is sickening. He looks like death warmed over, shes a phony who still cannot accept shes not president. Its so pathetic.

3/8/2020 1:41:00 AM lioninthegrass2 True.  We are still engaged in a silent war with the black hats and chemtrails.  I don’t believe in “healing” chemtrails.  They have decreased though.

3/8/2020 1:42:53 AM alligatorheart Wow.                                                           Open mouth, insert computer.

3/8/2020 1:46:30 AM sophiadegolden1  pic.twitter.com/mGopRAH1k3

3/8/2020 1:47:26 AM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/zVvwR9MMtJ

3/8/2020 1:47:59 AM cny_micaa money, to track where it really goes in these situations??

3/8/2020 1:50:15 AM supersoldertalk monarch solutions limited

3/8/2020 1:51:11 AM deanna_danforth Yeah baby let’s go

3/8/2020 1:51:25 AM madsrytter3 What abort Economy for us all will the Peter dollar system stop?  Will we get more heed it so we want have to be afraid for having enough?

3/8/2020 1:58:40 AM leonard56044791 Flow like water.

3/8/2020 3:01:13 AM sweetemmilyn Sure. So all those nursing home patients were pedos?🙄

3/8/2020 3:01:17 AM donnalange12  pic.twitter.com/8d0ja06tj8

3/8/2020 3:04:35 AM jeffex11 Perfect example @POTUS exposing narcissist HEGELIAN DIALECT GROUP THINK . @realDonaldTrump pointing FLYING MONKEYS front row defending 

low energy Jeb . Targeting audience to believe group supports Jeb when in fact it's a stacked deck . EMPEROR NEW CLOTHES child calls out truth 

pic.twitter.com/VetzoqIi4M

3/8/2020 3:05:26 AM adamwestleyric3 Low Energy Jeb

3/8/2020 3:08:20 AM jeffex11 GASLIGHTING voters in TV audience that the majority don't like Trump when in fact the establishment stacked the audience with donors #StableGenius 

does NOT doubt his own superior mind to DIPSHIDIOTS like Jeb pic.twitter.com/t9OnLKwjYi

3/8/2020 3:15:18 AM supersoldertalk you are confused

3/8/2020 3:15:51 AM patriotbob201 Exactly. These snakes know how to play the system to their advantage. Hopefully we see them arrested before another cop or investigator is 

Clintoncided. So many things they are involved in , something has got to stick eventually.

3/8/2020 3:18:40 AM qanonmichele11 Sure, John Morton, who is NOT the real Majestic 12, but who sucks people in to believe he is. You're a fraud. 

I can't determine if you're #DeepState, but for sure @Jordan_Sather_ is.

#BeCarefulWhoYouFollow pic.twitter.com/gLzTFk27pm

3/8/2020 3:20:51 AM joem_inchrist  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bm0SscgEGL4 …

3/8/2020 3:21:01 AM jeasawake Which is why they switched it out almost 2 years ago ...let me see if I can find the article again.

3/8/2020 3:21:51 AM qanonmichele11 This account is not who he says he is. He has no affiliation to the real Majestic 12. His name is John Morton, and he's not connected to #QAnon or the 

space program. I am not sure if he's #DeepState, but he's definitely a fraud.

3/8/2020 3:23:50 AM schnittzilla May i please be linked to your document of compiled tweets?

3/8/2020 3:24:25 AM annasum47005725 can you decode for me?

3/8/2020 3:25:35 AM annasum47005725 sounds good, but i have no idea what you are talking about.... how will SF do this?

3/8/2020 3:27:02 AM magaman333 Looking forward to the next Renaissance.

3/8/2020 3:28:58 AM thekanehb You HOPE for martial law?! What has happened here where ppl are literally asking for this? Bc Q says so?!

3/8/2020 3:35:56 AM magaman333  pic.twitter.com/L0xV2dIkmN

3/8/2020 3:36:42 AM taradea08775439 Coronavirus is a cover  to take out deepstate actors shut down border tank markets martial law and mass arrests?

3/8/2020 3:40:18 AM lizardkiwi Reveal, not unlock.

3/8/2020 3:43:38 AM magaman333  pic.twitter.com/PZmQ6vHRrk

3/8/2020 3:46:41 AM thephoolish1 intercept their supply lines and infect their special ordersand then let it be distributed. send it in it's way.. would explain how infections have skipped 

around.. and wuhan prob is hub for distribution

3/8/2020 3:46:54 AM diaptera_80 😂 I doubt it, but it seems some bad people are being taken out under the cover of corona. But that also leaves some doubts as to who started the 

pandemic, the good or the bad guys?



3/8/2020 3:47:27 AM niki74724856 I know its really frustrating specialy when you see her still working with children

3/8/2020 3:50:20 AM wpbtonzlewis Wreath reminds me of ring around a rosy pocket full of posies ashes ashes they all fall down.  Song about the “Black Death.” Victims would get a 

circular mark on their skin...

3/8/2020 3:50:35 AM thephoolish1 they gotta have their adreno chrome...and I believe they can get it shipped to them in a tidy tiny little vile... infect supply chain with modified virus that 

is not airborne.. voila.. genius

3/8/2020 3:53:15 AM wpbtonzlewis Got it imperfect messenger but important message nonetheless

3/8/2020 3:54:34 AM darcyma85193520 bullet proof glass? he might be safe from killery!

3/8/2020 3:59:20 AM sabreaxe car in black and white pic not the same as the car in color pics.

3/8/2020 4:05:29 AM patriotswegoall One catch - You'll only get to see Corey's film once.

3/8/2020 4:08:53 AM onlyrobbiesnead Here’s the deal. I know everyone been waiting for this, timing is everything. They have video proof. ITS GONNA HAPPEN! That’s why people like US 

aren’t in charge. Patience, NO MISTAKES! @POTUS is got the #PAINTRAIN steaming down the tracks! HAMR TIME. Nothing can stop it!

3/8/2020 4:09:31 AM winduchi Sealed indictments aren't nonsense. You are missing soo much if you truly believe that. 🤨

3/8/2020 4:11:50 AM winduchi Yes, she truly did miss the point entirely. 😒

3/8/2020 4:12:10 AM christinesjoy Yes but it's actually coronavirus and Corona means crown

3/8/2020 4:14:05 AM gweninkc We need Truth and Justice, not cover stories.

3/8/2020 4:14:30 AM bibibobibox  https://aim4truth.org/2020/01/28/proof-coronavirus-is-a-bioweapon/ …

3/8/2020 4:14:51 AM rsoldi3r That would be brilliant 5D chess if accurate. I certain hope it’s true!

3/8/2020 4:15:53 AM cindylee81 Please 🙏☺ Please 🙏 Please 🙏☺Please

3/8/2020 4:21:35 AM trishrichards4 Yes, 2 cell beings. We are 1 cell...

3/8/2020 4:23:37 AM trishrichards4 I believe some really have the flu and our being used as pawns in their scheme.

3/8/2020 4:24:58 AM bhopki Sums up the 'plan' perfectly - Q's worried about how to 'legally' stop paedophilia & genocide. Here's a question right back at you - isn't having trannies 

implement the 'plan' unlawful anyway? And everyone Q has ever mentioned is a tranny - everyone.

3/8/2020 4:28:26 AM marisawojciesz1 I've wondered that since the start. 🤔

3/8/2020 4:31:11 AM boondognews I cannot wait! Seriously

3/8/2020 4:32:10 AM boondognews Except the children brainwashed. They know no better. Love and protect our young💛

3/8/2020 4:33:01 AM boondognews Waaaaa waaaaaaa shhhhhhhhh lil puppet

3/8/2020 4:33:40 AM luverley Jfk was assassinated by snipers.  My family was involved and worked as c i a asassins and they trained us kids to do the same. I was a mk ultra delta 

trained asassin trained to track train and recruit the end times army.  I repent and say *#₩% that

3/8/2020 4:34:45 AM jeffex11 effectively exterminate satanic pedos  must get them 2 suicide w/cyanide . Else their evil "silver" (photon soul ) reincarnates MARRIAGE FOR POWER & 

$  suicide end their evil " silver " for all eternity  broken clay pot is cast in to a potter filed of no more use   Matthew 27:5 pic.twitter.com/Kp22ZHweB8

3/8/2020 4:35:01 AM luverley We getting sprayed to shit in new Zealand and it ain't no healing spray. Who the heck came up with that guff. The environment can heal itself!!

3/8/2020 4:36:32 AM jeffex11 The bible is allegory  of the workings of the human mind body and spirit . Roman Emperor Constantine & council of Nicea antichrist that altered both 

content and context of original intent of bible pic.twitter.com/yhBApAokbK

3/8/2020 4:36:39 AM exsjwtruther take at least 15,000 IU a day!

3/8/2020 4:36:44 AM exsjwtruther take at least 15,000 IU a day!

3/8/2020 4:36:48 AM exsjwtruther take at least 15,000 IU a day!

3/8/2020 4:39:29 AM seventhomas I bet the Democrats can't wait to get their filthy claws into that money.

3/8/2020 4:40:05 AM 39anc6 I think I made a mistake. 

It would be like this--> MJ12 (T3)+45=Q

And I think also T3=@AustinSteinbart 

Q+ perhaps this same guys in the future?? https://twitter.com/39anc6/status/1233810116199227398 …

3/8/2020 4:41:16 AM maggie44339249 Makes sense to me. They temporarily quarantined a neighborhood in Rocklin California because someone had died of coronavirus on that block. A 

helicopter flew overhead and they removed a body but then let everyone leave. https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2020/03/06/police-enforced-

quarantine-hits-calif-residential-block-after-mans-coronavirus-death/?outputType=amp …

3/8/2020 4:44:03 AM bryceja68689884 No, he does not. And he does not speculate.

3/8/2020 4:45:11 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103921667915776?s=20 …

3/8/2020 4:46:03 AM bryceja68689884 Interdasting.

3/8/2020 4:48:49 AM njc2020d Pedovores

3/8/2020 4:49:27 AM keith369me If I call correctly HRC stoke plenty from the White House when her Bill left office.  No indictment!!!

3/8/2020 4:51:54 AM ar15windham Somebody the to remove him so she can move up who better then her

3/8/2020 4:52:20 AM jeffex11 The WHITE HAT use of a cover story ( see also NO NAME ) is  to meet the KILL BOX metric of " there will be no civil war " NO MARTYR no trigger . 

SUICIDE WEEKEND  CXXXXA HOAX WEEKEND ?  bye #Phoenicians pic.twitter.com/zHCx7DcbRm

3/8/2020 4:52:23 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/dailystar/status/1236578150714191872?s=20 …

Related?

3/8/2020 4:52:51 AM keith369me The date of the follow up to the article was Nov 21, 2018.  MJ12 pointed to this as.a Majestic Day.  I personally felt energy completely change on that 

day

3/8/2020 4:54:00 AM jimhenness Q sent me. 🍿 pic.twitter.com/fC9XnrQtdP

3/8/2020 4:55:24 AM unitedredwhite1 This makes me think about football. I used to be so hooked into and emotionally invested in a certain team. After I began waking up it seemed 

ridiculous and I can hardly stand watching it anymore.

3/8/2020 4:56:05 AM keith369me The world is a significantly better place without Bushes in power.

3/8/2020 4:56:12 AM lmfaoso 🤣 I think you're a LARPer. The Majestic12 are the Wizards and Warlocks, the real MiB. They would not disclose through twatter, and not the way you 

do it. The always operate behind courtains, not behind screens. Show some advanced tech if you claim to be the real deal 😘

3/8/2020 4:56:29 AM kimberl45879851 Great! Can we just get on with it now?

3/8/2020 4:57:28 AM 313jodie 😍😍😍 pic.twitter.com/lG1UDO4PUx

3/8/2020 5:01:46 AM 313jodie Forgot about this one...truth hurts hey boo-ers???

3/8/2020 5:02:06 AM keith369me Hot spots, China, Vatican, Vatican...all Cabal strongholds.  Media is information warfare that protects who?

3/8/2020 5:02:16 AM momlissak Not true.  I live in neighborhood.  This is literally how fake news is started. 

Person died at hospital, Kaiser Roseville. They were there to enforce a quarantine for family members, briefly asked neighbors to stay inside. No 

quarantine on block or surrounding area.

3/8/2020 5:04:22 AM lymeanon Think Operation Paperclip 

Think chronic #LymeDisease

Think #populationcontrol

These people keep US sick

How do they keep people sick covertly?

What is a conspiracy theory?

3/8/2020 5:04:38 AM bryceja68689884 In St Louis. All f@cking day, every moment yesterday chemtrails covered the sky from sun up to sun down. And Joe Biden was here making gaffes.

3/8/2020 5:04:58 AM kimberl45879851 They don't "write" like Q. This is just who they are. Been following for a while now. Like the rest of us, they only get so many characters on Twitter.



3/8/2020 5:06:43 AM keith369me When one signs on to wealth and fame they agree to control via ”?”  Is it an implant?  What if targeting of that implant was hacked by White Hats?  

Watch the media show as they are [them]...no fear!!!

3/8/2020 5:07:27 AM kimberl45879851 I know you aren't a LARP. You gave me every answer I have been looking for my whole life. Thank you.

3/8/2020 5:08:38 AM keith369me It has been disclosed...just not disseminated...partially because of Main Stream News hands, partially because of layers of programming that need to 

be broken down.

3/8/2020 5:08:49 AM madhopper59  pic.twitter.com/3fSHjfXeD2

3/8/2020 5:11:26 AM keith369me Bill, 2,000 plus partners, dozens of trips to Epstein Island, Hillary preferred woman before it was fashionable to do so, many trips to Epstein Island and a 

regular at Epstein’s Arizona ranch.  Chelsea, Arizona ranch and...

3/8/2020 5:12:07 AM trollingmockin1 Project solar warden.  Some of the most compelling testimony about the SSP.  This is what convinced me years ago.

3/8/2020 5:13:13 AM mscronkat I'm sure the content will be all over social media tomorrow. I'll wait.

3/8/2020 5:13:30 AM keith369me If you can’t see Biden needs a Mind Care Facility, you choose not to see it.  This is as cruel as the corpse of RBG staying on at the Supreme Court.

3/8/2020 5:13:58 AM dakotobol Look at the bad Nazis... But god forbid.. Keep eyes off ZOG!!

3/8/2020 5:14:29 AM laurabethpluml1 Side note... the abbreviations for barium and aluminum are BA and AL... together it's BAAL. Who worships baal and moloch? Abortion is a form of 

sacrifice

3/8/2020 5:15:13 AM jeffex11 325AD Romans were naturally physiologically unlocking the CHRIST within all mankind . Roman emperor Constantine & Council of Nicea were losing 

control and power of $ fleecing . So [[[they]]] altered content & context of Hebrew bible to come up with KJV pic.twitter.com/cPmyAYQNfR

3/8/2020 5:15:52 AM laurabethpluml1 Didn't Q say POTUS was fighting chemtrails? Cleaning the air and counteracting what was done before? Can anyone refresh my memory??

3/8/2020 5:16:40 AM keith369me Feel like many have already moved up a level or two...watching the previous level of the game. First screaming at those at the lower level so they 

realize how easy it is to pass the level, later observing the big picture of that level, watching patiently for all to figure it out.

3/8/2020 5:18:35 AM keith369me The game is fixed Elizabeth...thanks for playing

3/8/2020 5:18:46 AM jeffex11 WHEN Q says THE ENDING WON'T BE FOR EVERYONE  it means the Roman Catholics will RESIST   the GREAT AWAKENING pic.twitter.com/UZsT2nORXC

3/8/2020 5:20:00 AM jeffex11 READ IT AGAIN as gallery not literal https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+27&version=GNV …

3/8/2020 5:20:56 AM queennemesisof1 GREAT fun communicator, but:

1) communication outside 8KUN > NO outside comm

2) communicates during last > '10 days of darkness'

3) has personal photo with > NO NAME (euh...)

4) shows evidence based on > classified military info?

5) a comment in Spanish > language of drug cartels

3/8/2020 5:21:26 AM rhys68679545 How About Think this is Just a Flue Virus?. 

How about Fear porn at it’s Best but only if you believe it to Start with

Think about in 2-3 months this will be History and there’ll bw something else on the Newsfeeds?.

THINK? Being the Key word Here

3/8/2020 5:21:26 AM mateuszwala earth?

3/8/2020 5:22:51 AM stormwatcher65 Agree.

3/8/2020 5:23:26 AM keith369me Follow the resignations for the lower level.

3/8/2020 5:23:48 AM stormwatcher65 Too long! And the Obamas....rumors about Michelle running with Joe...HOW?

3/8/2020 5:25:01 AM pickledpeach COV(coronavirus)FE(fentanyl)FE(Fema)

this was their plan for us.

3/8/2020 5:25:56 AM 56lmiller Actually the public would. Because everyone knows something was wrong with the entire situation when it happened

3/8/2020 5:26:41 AM po_canadian Could this be why 1 out of 10 Iranian officials have the virus?

Eliminate the threat under the guise of a pandemic and nobody bats an eye.

3/8/2020 5:27:05 AM rhys68679545 If you Smoke cigarettes Drink Alot of Alcohol Eat fatty foods take Illicit Drugs cross the road from behind Vehicles. Work at Heights there are a 

Thousand things that are more likely to End our lives before Cov-19 statistically. And yet do we fear these!.. Just saying Friend

3/8/2020 5:27:05 AM keith369me A list of who has “really” died would be helpful to the masses.  Time for “Dolly” the “Sheep” disclosures

3/8/2020 5:28:15 AM michael83341408 If corona ends all users of andrena chrome then lets promote faster transmission to all!

3/8/2020 5:28:22 AM keith369me What is the function of the Nanotechnology?  Disease cleanup for Earth and all that dwell upon Gaia?

3/8/2020 5:29:20 AM keith369me The uptick in Assange news over the past couple weeks is a precursor?

3/8/2020 5:30:30 AM wishfulldreamz #PEDOVORES 

Here are some memes for folks to share pic.twitter.com/zUkl4hck5B

3/8/2020 5:30:37 AM jeffex11 Why is Italy reporting over 4,500 cases of Cxxxxa Hoax ? Where is the Vatican City located ? pic.twitter.com/EFtCJBfKDp

3/8/2020 5:31:03 AM wishfulldreamz #PEDOVORES pic.twitter.com/BciiVZKO0a

3/8/2020 5:31:04 AM pickledpeach No but the black hats might bioengineer one and have it accidentally released before its time(wanted to wait til right before election) and white hats 

might use it for cover for something else

3/8/2020 5:31:56 AM wishfulldreamz  pic.twitter.com/CZ4V1qqvL5

3/8/2020 5:32:01 AM the_fjalar #Winning pic.twitter.com/o7ABWW414N

3/8/2020 5:32:48 AM wishfulldreamz #PEDOVORES pic.twitter.com/x0l7RvuDVV

3/8/2020 5:33:00 AM johnbelinda7 Tired of hearing.     This is a test, this is only a test.

3/8/2020 5:33:08 AM panthereverte 🤦♂️

3/8/2020 5:34:00 AM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/BQ8nvel7Lz

3/8/2020 5:35:14 AM changeishere5 Knock over quarantine buildings

3/8/2020 5:36:22 AM moonbaby04371 Both my sons and I partake in enlightenment. It's a whole different kind of bond. My sons and I r very close knit. Now, even moreso. 😊

3/8/2020 5:36:37 AM wishfulldreamz vampire explanation.jpg pic.twitter.com/LuAYAcKawb

3/8/2020 5:37:52 AM ali_j_x I'm in Australia and can see this one:

#FreeAssange #DontExtraditeAssange #FreePress #auspol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJFFZQTl_U …

3/8/2020 5:38:16 AM ckay54 Truth.

And boy has he been delivering boatloads of it.

Historic landslide 2020.

3/8/2020 5:38:25 AM kevinmruel Awesome Sauce thanks 👍😊

3/8/2020 5:38:44 AM diddla5555 Law enforcement in hazmat suits? Knock knock.

3/8/2020 5:39:41 AM 120mms I am in Louisiana, nothing but chemtrails on Saturday. I woke up this morning with my eyes on fire. We had a huge car cruise going throughout the 

state, there is no way there were not harmful chemicals in there. You can almost taste it.😔

3/8/2020 5:43:14 AM subconchessmind  pic.twitter.com/njIByt3Ihk

3/8/2020 5:43:41 AM subconchessmind They have not decreased.



3/8/2020 5:43:50 AM garyhudnall1 Agree 💯.. just shine a light at night and u will see all the flakes of shit floating around... or is this the secret to spreading the Coronavirus? Either way 

it needs to be stopped obviously it not working... u seen all the ice still melting? Need a plan that will actually work

3/8/2020 5:44:36 AM merkaba369 That is the most ridiculous shit I have ever heard. A helicopter??? LMFAO. Listen to the President. Watch the Town Hall. You should trust ONLY WHAT 

THE PRESIDENT SAYS. He's the only person who never gets shit wrong. He said flatly... IT'S GOING TO BE FINE. Ppl need to calm down.

3/8/2020 5:45:11 AM jsotuyo Julian Assange  'How I wish you were here'

3/8/2020 5:46:15 AM rick79984384 Enjoy the show ! I dont believe the corona virus  hoax until I get it and die from it ;) pic.twitter.com/vbRsrWVNlO

3/8/2020 5:46:22 AM burgersandra BC- body language = He uses his hands to show that the walls were closing in =  He knows that he/she/they are about to be exposed.  Q:  The Hunters 

become the Hunted.

Crimes against humanity.  Crimes against children.

3/8/2020 5:48:25 AM brianbrido97 This year is when the cicada hatches , once every 17 years

3/8/2020 5:48:46 AM tieronepatriot I've been saying this since CV broke.  It's a cabal op that was known and planned for ahead if time.

Trump will use the CV fear to declare short term medical martial law and use that as an opportunity to conduct coordinated mass arrests for military 

tribunals.

5-D chess... pic.twitter.com/qDVUYXhUgb

3/8/2020 5:49:21 AM djlok I keep thinking this will become relevant VERY SOON. pic.twitter.com/DgMXOIMaM3

3/8/2020 5:50:07 AM ecranchero First arrests

3/8/2020 5:51:08 AM djlok An extra O.  I wonder how Oprah is feeling these days.   Or the Clintons... pic.twitter.com/aav4qsb8t7

3/8/2020 5:51:35 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/KzOjtJ4PXu

3/8/2020 5:52:43 AM jeffex11 It must be requested 'officially' first , correct ?  Is this asking the anons ...Did NO NAME have to chose the cyanide pill FIRST for it to be considered 

suicide ? to remove his evil 30 pieces of silver (photon ) from the cycle of incarnation (treasure) ? pic.twitter.com/VmObgh3ekA

3/8/2020 5:53:08 AM ecranchero Bingo!

3/8/2020 5:53:53 AM ecranchero Yep

3/8/2020 5:54:27 AM pepe13372 BULLSHIT.

NOW U CROSSED THE LINE.

UNFOLLOW.

3/8/2020 5:55:08 AM jeffex11 What's really gonna bake your noodle is when you find out just WHAT THE TREASURE MEANS ...it is told in psalm 23 to  dwell in the house of the lord 

for all eternity  Matthew 6:22 The TRUE CHRIST within pic.twitter.com/WbUwcMYs4q

3/8/2020 5:56:56 AM dragline99 ‘The depths of their immorality is absolutely unlimited’

3/8/2020 5:57:29 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/PETRSw0qG6

3/8/2020 5:58:33 AM ms_northshore 5G Killing Grid is microwaving the population

3/8/2020 5:59:37 AM gatorpatriot70 "When is the right time to play the Trump card?"

3/8/2020 6:00:12 AM meltedcrayons19  pic.twitter.com/jHkbeyEES4

3/8/2020 6:00:15 AM sshungite  https://twitter.com/dilaraesengil/status/1236553323072950272?s=21 …

3/8/2020 6:01:03 AM qtipz45  pic.twitter.com/qWgvJXiMXd

3/8/2020 6:02:29 AM youreit7 Did you see something in these files regarding pedophelia. They seem to be mostly about extortion.

3/8/2020 6:03:16 AM caseysprout Very enlightening video....

Lots of dot connecting https://youtu.be/cuMAWP3Xx6E 

3/8/2020 6:03:26 AM dragline99 Glorious!!

3/8/2020 6:04:05 AM stradivariusri1 CDC is on the 33rd parallel and if you total the remaining numbers it becomes 33.33. The zip code is 30333. Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/tHOtzkQaSt

3/8/2020 6:04:40 AM moonbaby04371 I'm 48. I got my medicinal license (which I think is just a $$ making scam for [THEM]) last March ($329). I have to go back next week to recertify 

(another $219). But, I'm "legal". I wasn't an active "partaker" till last yr. It helps IMMENSELY. And, my sons & I bonded better.  😊

3/8/2020 6:05:43 AM ms_northshore It’s the 5G In the Space Station’s radiation that is microwaving people by cutting air molecules in the oxygen we breath. The cruise ships have direct 

access antenna to the powerful Grid.

3/8/2020 6:07:02 AM juliann74960317 I also believe POTUS will place a short-term martial law on the U.S. Do you think he'll do it next week, March 9-16? Planned to be in Texas, but I don't 

want to get stuck there!

#idesofmarch

3/8/2020 6:07:10 AM ms_northshore Its caused by the new 5G mega towers directly to the space station... microwaving the population!

3/8/2020 6:08:42 AM youreit7 I think the theory is that the white hats don’t cause the event, but use it to their advantage. For example, with the virus being pushed by the MSM as a 

world-wide plague, the white hats could take out a few cabal leaders without ruffling too many political feathers. Who knows.

3/8/2020 6:08:46 AM jsotuyo This morning. pic.twitter.com/PIRpaFK9GS

3/8/2020 6:09:26 AM southern_lady75 Trump has made a remark that it'll be over by a certain time . Sounds like the good guys may have control. Just a thou.

3/8/2020 6:10:14 AM samsmith0319 That is exactly what I think...there is a connection between the two!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 6:10:27 AM nukeetvetssn688 We are the news now! General Flynn said this whole thing was set up as an insurgency with digital soldiers. No one gets a pass now! Not Sleepy Joe, 

HRC, 44, 43, 42. Remember the envelopes at 41 funeral. It is all coming together now.🇺🇸👍

3/8/2020 6:11:27 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/8/2020 6:11:31 AM lovethebeach999 Sit and watch your 401k evaporate into thin air.

3/8/2020 6:12:53 AM ms_northshore 5G is deadly to everyone. The space Killing grids for the sole purpose to depopulate...formed by the Deep State

3/8/2020 6:12:54 AM fansblowing3  https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51769756 …

3/8/2020 6:13:14 AM jeffex11 State Funeral watch ..see link in drop for clue to list not incl US candidates BLACK QUEEN. BLACK POPE BLACK PRINCE KHAZAR8AN MAF8A 

pic.twitter.com/sWVqftyRVc

3/8/2020 6:13:20 AM samsmith0319 Indeed they are!!!...👀...

3/8/2020 6:14:04 AM samsmith0319 Exactly!!!

3/8/2020 6:14:23 AM ms_northshore 5G is  slowing microwaving people.

3/8/2020 6:15:11 AM samsmith0319 That would be fabulous!!!

3/8/2020 6:15:41 AM fansblowing3 He said he was running for the senate, and not the Presidency.

3/8/2020 6:16:14 AM eclipsedrob im reading it back to front...i tried the forwards way but nothing seemed to be sticking so i went backwards and its working well. 

it also seems that every paragraph is its own particular information not necessarily having anything to do with the previous paragraph...

3/8/2020 6:16:26 AM shmuggmouf I think the proper term is Pedosadists

3/8/2020 6:16:27 AM moonbaby04371 Mitragyna speciosa (commonly known as kratom) is a tropical evergreen tree in the coffee family. Kratom has opioid properties & some stimulant-like 

effects. It works on the same receptors that opioids do. I use it. There r several different strains 4 different things. It works!

3/8/2020 6:17:18 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/8/2020 6:19:25 AM tac27 Spielberg about to go bye bye

3/8/2020 6:19:55 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/hxzT2zAJby

3/8/2020 6:19:59 AM 02joshuaradwan ?

3/8/2020 6:20:34 AM 02joshuaradwan Probably



3/8/2020 6:22:21 AM ms_northshore 5G towers for the major Smarty electronics is what’s Killing people to depopulate! Microwaving effects!

3/8/2020 6:22:52 AM esh_grannysue 60 and 70 year olds would not be old enough. Their kids maybe... the war ended 75 years ago. Only a couple were in their 90’s.

3/8/2020 6:22:58 AM keith369me Is Q simply Quantum versions of ourselves?

3/8/2020 6:23:54 AM 02joshuaradwan 💚🙏🏽💚🙏🏽🙋🏽🕊

3/8/2020 6:24:03 AM jaded_pearl Still here in the Sunshine state - When will the healing frequencies be released? If this is a healing type of nano being released, it would need an extra 

oxygen molecule &/or what non-native chemical are we breathing in? I'm prepared to go but hope to stay. pic.twitter.com/yiYzAk0kTd

3/8/2020 6:24:19 AM ms_northshore It’s caused by the killing grids for 5G electronics. Microwaving effects slowly effecting populations

3/8/2020 6:24:33 AM ravenzai I think we’re at Pedovore level with most of them

3/8/2020 6:24:39 AM davethadude369 Ha! I'm the same way. I gradually broke the spell of sports over the last several years. I feel so stupid for all the energy I spent caring about it. Getting 

drunk and screaming at the TV. Ha! Also, it's my belief that all pro sports are choreographed and fixed in some way.

3/8/2020 6:24:54 AM kyoouhnahneemu1 5g is the fire and brimstone?

3/8/2020 6:26:27 AM random2012756 I sure hope this is NOT how you win the game!!! By making a lot of innocent people also suffer!!  It is ALSO impacting jobs held by the little guy, esp in 

FoodService, cruise and hospitality industries.  Just tell the truth, get proof and round them up.  No need for false flags!

3/8/2020 6:28:56 AM youreit7 Fascinating. Thank you.

3/8/2020 6:29:55 AM americanpetal If I recall correctly, approximately 2M Luciferians compromised the Deep State. How many are dead?

3/8/2020 6:31:53 AM hiyarn And the pope was sick also☠️

3/8/2020 6:32:52 AM higherself_1_  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOJFFZQTl_U …

3/8/2020 6:33:17 AM samsmith0319 Great Video!!!

3/8/2020 6:33:20 AM jluckjoy cute meme.... but wrong headed.  do some research.

3/8/2020 6:33:45 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/8/2020 6:34:20 AM ithoughtful I question why you constantly act like Q. You are not Q. You need to find your own voice and stop pretending to be something you are not.

3/8/2020 6:34:33 AM mtnlover90 #Ewwwww

3/8/2020 6:34:51 AM molivier1a Enforced quarantines bother me. Ever since the crap I saw after Hurricane Katrina, and then the Boston Marathon bomber case, and then the 

unannounced military training exercises around 2015 ("Jade Helm") in various cities, and then Gov. Northam,...

3/8/2020 6:35:40 AM fansblowing3  https://heavy.com/entertainment/2020/03/corey-feldman-new-documentary-release-date/ …

3/8/2020 6:36:31 AM mgodfrey99 I was wondering this...I see them less and less but wondered if our bodies could take it if it stopped all at once.  TY!

3/8/2020 6:37:22 AM dioristano 😉Q.🍀 pic.twitter.com/kM6AbYNQhg

3/8/2020 6:38:33 AM bibibobibox  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1232052131470946304?s=21 …

3/8/2020 6:39:29 AM strangewisper Epstein identified and marked as a MAP by undercover FBI informant

3/8/2020 6:39:46 AM toccn2 Highest classification

3/8/2020 6:40:15 AM strangewisper The black vomit

3/8/2020 6:41:05 AM yoshiyahu4 The truth was infront of us the whole time 🤦🏼♂️ Dan's Q. The boards are social media and he's the coordinator. The maestro. Q+ is trump and the rest 

are mil Intel. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @An0n661 @prayingmedic @Spaceshot76

3/8/2020 6:42:22 AM dioristano Yeah!

#WWG1WGA

#Q.Anons

@DavidaCamorani pic.twitter.com/9okoct1kjn

3/8/2020 6:47:09 AM nabonnand I can think of an acct that I thought was legit who made 4 proclamations of fact & did it in a condescending way. 2 other large accts joined in. One I use 

only 4 message over messenger, but the other I thought was true WHat. Whole discussion divisive. I won’t trust in the future.

3/8/2020 6:47:14 AM chris8nix D5 😎

3/8/2020 6:48:20 AM egressmatrix Sadly this is exactly how this game has gone on since we found out about the swamp. That's why the Divine Beings need to publicly show themselves 

and help us transition into the Golden Age. #EndTheCabal pic.twitter.com/CXxtQYgxvC

3/8/2020 6:48:41 AM cityranch Millions and we don’t know who is really dead. That’s the problem.

3/8/2020 6:49:16 AM 369helen313 MASS AWAKENING 

#GREATAWAKENINGWORLDWIDE #GreatAwakening #Q #Sufism_Awakening #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/jrjrwV19K0

3/8/2020 6:50:10 AM chris8nix Chills for JA. Hang strong.

3/8/2020 6:50:12 AM dioristano All is going perfectly

#WorldOfAnons

#Q.🇺🇲🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🌍🕰🍀🎵

@DavidaCamorani pic.twitter.com/mVTVybJpUw

3/8/2020 6:50:42 AM wrcarroll1 What sex life?  Think he's been in the big bed for decades ?  LOL!

3/8/2020 6:51:23 AM 02joshuaradwan 🤔

3/8/2020 6:52:01 AM clifton15jon #JA has to testify 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#SaveTheChildren #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK #Unseal911

#JusticeIsComing #TicTock

#FederalRopeAct #DrainTheSwamp

3/8/2020 6:53:41 AM corey28706035 Wrong thread bot.

3/8/2020 6:53:42 AM rosscarwalker Intentional spelling mistake coronovirus - 3 o’s?

3/8/2020 6:53:58 AM mcnab_brandon Remember where the breakout is the worst Italy.  What's in Italy?

3/8/2020 6:54:01 AM unidentifiedta1 October 2021 https://www.dallasnews.com/news/politics/2018/04/26/trump-keeps-some-jfk-documents-sealed-until-2021-as-archives-release-final-

batch/ …

3/8/2020 6:54:10 AM colforbin3 Humanity of course

3/8/2020 6:54:12 AM corey28706035 Wrong thread.

3/8/2020 6:54:51 AM 02joshuaradwan It is about time that it be made public. Let’s get the show on the road already...pick up the pace already.

3/8/2020 6:55:25 AM troyalewis Anyone that actually thinks that Obama could and somehow actually did damage US steel is in fact crazy. You don't need research for that

3/8/2020 6:55:34 AM rosscarwalker King Cronos ate his children...

3/8/2020 6:56:00 AM 02joshuaradwan 🙏🏽💚🕊

3/8/2020 6:56:52 AM corey28706035 Wrong thread, bot.

3/8/2020 6:58:08 AM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/corey_feldman/status/1227285295772528640?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Corey_Feldman/status/1227285295772528640 …

3/8/2020 6:58:23 AM badmammajammaor It started out as a caBAAL #bioweapon and the Qteam is using it for their own end game. They knew it was coming. Maybe why Q said 2020 elections 

are safe - they knew that certain people would 'get sick' or would be taken out of the game.  #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/8/2020 6:58:45 AM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/Q84npf2SBf

3/8/2020 6:59:19 AM samsmith0319 💥🐀💥

3/8/2020 6:59:49 AM rosscarwalker No adrenochrome?

3/8/2020 7:00:13 AM rsm28675996 corono? clue?

3/8/2020 7:00:27 AM luxdefiance When you level up you gain a skill or new power/increase of power. When you got back to the previous level you beat it more easily.



3/8/2020 7:00:33 AM dioristano Very soon people of the world will thank Mr President @realDonaldTrump to be the Greater in this epochal changement, for God and for a better life.

#mayGodBlessHim

#WorldAnons

#Q.🌍🕰🍀🎵🇮🇹🇺🇲🇮🇱🇬🇧

@DavidaCamorani pic.twitter.com/X9khMDtAJT

3/8/2020 7:00:53 AM mongrelglory Corey Feldman sold out.

Leaving Neverland was the documentary about Michael Jackson that Oprah was pushing.

3/8/2020 7:02:03 AM patriotswegoall All about being a part of something greater instead of settling for less.

Lv. increase = Empowerment

3/8/2020 7:02:12 AM satempleton Disclosure!!

3/8/2020 7:03:35 AM my2sonznme How do I not know about this “anonymous”?! Who, what, why???

3/8/2020 7:04:51 AM shazbot17127277 Complete BS.  Hackers aren't working on projects with long term project plans and deadlines.   Perhaps another state may gain nuclear capability in __ 

years.  But hackers will gain the capability to drop the grid in 2 years and they don't have that capability now?

3/8/2020 7:06:16 AM groonavy Do you see any Biblical issues with a Trump being spiritually lead by Paula White? I do

3/8/2020 7:06:32 AM samsmith0319 Awesome!!!...🐸🐸🐸

3/8/2020 7:07:11 AM jude_three Tribunals were supposed to take place already. Remember when we were going to learn ab McCain being evil & he was not really dead but in Gitmo. Q 

keeps dragging you along just long enough to voluntarily go to the FEMA camp. You are not woke but in another part of the dream.

3/8/2020 7:07:12 AM jude_three Let’s revisit this tweet at the end of the month and see just how many of these did not happen. 

Spoiler alert

None of them.

3/8/2020 7:07:41 AM blsdbe Truth, ThanQ Sandris!!! pic.twitter.com/ygDW9hE4hc

3/8/2020 7:07:57 AM peekaboo1966 ""Saving"" Time !!!! ❤️❤️

3/8/2020 7:08:32 AM samplerbellagio Scandalous

3/8/2020 7:09:19 AM tinaeagleston Watch @GoodDog94619152 Q Bits episode 135 on YouTube.  Long video but puts it all together!!

3/8/2020 7:09:35 AM lovethebeach999 Jacobs ladder ?

3/8/2020 7:09:51 AM unitedredwhite1 I agree - like Wrestling lol.

3/8/2020 7:10:43 AM irisxrpaddict Vatican

3/8/2020 7:11:19 AM sleuth_chick So all the dead in Wuhan were Pedos?

3/8/2020 7:11:30 AM trumpforq  pic.twitter.com/f5A28qMg86

3/8/2020 7:11:36 AM dironablu2u We almost got her.

But Trump needs your votes first?

smh...

3/8/2020 7:11:57 AM lovethebeach999 Do it please

3/8/2020 7:13:46 AM peekaboo1966 Does the number 550564 have a meaning ?

3/8/2020 7:13:57 AM my2sonznme I know, I agree! I have family traveling too and don’t want them stuck somewhere without access to the preparation we have here at home. 😬

3/8/2020 7:14:14 AM upyourn I saw one like that yesterday morning over the west valley of the Phoenix Metro Area

3/8/2020 7:15:36 AM mouriergirl When people demand it, then it will be more widely accepted

3/8/2020 7:15:36 AM fansblowing3 D5 is the corona virus and funding?  🧐

3/8/2020 7:16:06 AM aintgets Well @realDonaldTrump needs to deal the ace already

3/8/2020 7:16:35 AM my2sonznme 😯

3/8/2020 7:16:54 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236538566223822848?s=21 …

3/8/2020 7:17:16 AM lioninthegrass2 By me they have drastically.  Guess it also has to do with location.

3/8/2020 7:17:28 AM guscaldas Feeling like being kept in a merry-go-round of hopes. Which will happen first, one of NASA's fake asteroids hitting Earth or Hillary in jail?

3/8/2020 7:18:38 AM cityranch She preferred girls.

3/8/2020 7:18:39 AM groonavy Let’s say it’s all true, (clearly it is) However, it’s pointless because Obama can order whatever he wants to happen will happen.  I feel this is just a 

distraction.

3/8/2020 7:20:27 AM thebeeguy0 Have you tried a Q-Link srt3?

3/8/2020 7:21:13 AM cityranch No.  She’s a controlled asset who’s very life depends on her ability to execute the instructions.  Her life. His life. All their colleagues lives. All useless to 

the CABAL if they can’t execute.

3/8/2020 7:21:36 AM samsmith0319 ...Ready...

3/8/2020 7:22:10 AM peacock05133484  pic.twitter.com/Rq66xcOSWe

3/8/2020 7:22:14 AM nocommunistusa Assange’s moment is finally here? Let’s hope.

3/8/2020 7:22:18 AM brianrichla Stop it! This LARP has gone on long enough.

3/8/2020 7:22:41 AM fansblowing3 Corona virus only affects those with a certain gene? Cabal members have something injected in their bodies which makes them corona virus targets?  

🧐

3/8/2020 7:23:22 AM daveinthisacct There are no reptilians. This has always been a huge disinformation aspect. This is a spiritual war not an alien war. Aliens have always been meant as a 

distraction to eventually be used via project bluebook to usher in the NWO

3/8/2020 7:23:53 AM heedfulike  pic.twitter.com/DxK9qgEVED

3/8/2020 7:23:58 AM my2sonznme Will there be any notice before martial law?

3/8/2020 7:24:09 AM girlawakeinca I like where this may be going 👆

3/8/2020 7:24:43 AM groonavy I’m getting a feeling this is all a setup to destroy USA faster.  More people become awaken more chances for shit to pop off. The only thing keep the 

nation from becoming unglued is a tweet from Trump.

3/8/2020 7:25:22 AM ilike2beright and POTUS has nothing on his schedule

3/8/2020 7:25:58 AM daveinthisacct If we aren’t ever shown the proof of all this I’m never going to accept it. I’m on board with the plan and if they’re being taken out by this virus that’s 

great but I need proof of this at some point in time

3/8/2020 7:26:01 AM brianrichla This is scary how deep down the rabbit whole you people have gone. The partial education of Q believers as to how the world actually works was great. 

The rest of this larp Is utter bullshit. No one is coming to save the day! That is your job!!!

3/8/2020 7:26:26 AM brianrichla This is scary how deep down the rabbit whole you people have gone. The partial education of Q believers as to how the world actually works was great. 

The rest of this larp Is utter bullshit. No one is coming to save the day! That is your job!!!

3/8/2020 7:26:37 AM brianrichla This is scary how deep down the rabbit whole you people have gone. The partial education of Q believers as to how the world actually works was great. 

The rest of this larp Is utter bullshit. No one is coming to save the day! That is your job!!!

3/8/2020 7:27:15 AM findering Bad ppl have bodyguards, Bad ppl are in our Gov., bad ppl are in other Nations. Some have SS protection and some are in the SS.  This is world wide

3/8/2020 7:28:09 AM groonavy Brother, you know dang well the TS/SCI codeword stuff would never use a Windows operating system. Let alone, be on the open net.

3/8/2020 7:28:39 AM tieronepatriot I originally thought that's why he was letting the markets tank...



3/8/2020 7:28:54 AM brianrichla You mean it gives them a good cover story to disappear from public eye allowing them to their safe spots? All while unsuspecting masses have no idea 

the hurt that is headed their way. To the bunkers!!!

3/8/2020 7:29:23 AM activatestrong It's Corona, not Corono, right? Does that make a difference?

3/8/2020 7:30:25 AM fansblowing3 This would be nice.  Death sentences for all cabal members.  No expensive trials and no expensive housing for life sentences.

3/8/2020 7:30:34 AM samsmith0319 I think had to keep him safe!!!...Bullet proof cell...👀...

3/8/2020 7:30:35 AM brianrichla You mean they’ve gone to their safe zones only to reappear once the carnage and death of the masses is complete! Good job guys!! “GAME OVER” for 

you! pic.twitter.com/LtBrMrDk95

3/8/2020 7:31:09 AM samsmith0319 ...👀👀👀...

3/8/2020 7:31:21 AM activatestrong 🙏🙏🙏 thanks be to God for that!

3/8/2020 7:31:41 AM mz_nubbie Fraggledrip

3/8/2020 7:32:03 AM samsmith0319 Indeed...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 7:32:08 AM brianrichla  pic.twitter.com/4KTUBEIgY4

3/8/2020 7:33:52 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/8/2020 7:33:55 AM jdmunoa As shameful as these people may be... A Rat will do anything to survive and couldn’t be any more dangerous than when cornered. #predictableaf

3/8/2020 7:34:24 AM tamarakay10 Why do it covertly? The public needs to see the truth!

3/8/2020 7:34:46 AM activatestrong Yes! Collectively, we can consciously create the energy to defeat these evil principalities. Is that where you're going?

3/8/2020 7:35:08 AM mz_nubbie Clinton admitted to having sex with that woman because the memes say it's better than sleeping with his wife. 😳 he thinks the world would 

understand. Hills is gay so she only cared Billy got caught. She blames him for her losing at life.

3/8/2020 7:35:30 AM drew_tality EXPAND YOUR THINKING.

(oh sht, sorry...LMAO)

3/8/2020 7:38:04 AM samsmith0319 TICK TOCK!!!...🔥🐀🐀🐀🔥

3/8/2020 7:38:09 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/dKWEQJ71dA

3/8/2020 7:38:13 AM sarahan48165443 Revelations says it will be like a woman in labor. The contractions will keep getting closer together..

3/8/2020 7:40:47 AM mz_nubbie He was acquitted. They all knew he lied. They were all bought n paid for.

3/8/2020 7:41:18 AM cityranch “Hey Nicole, I was expecting your call.”

3/8/2020 7:41:47 AM elizabl23422138 LARP account said what?

3/8/2020 7:42:16 AM kristy89688487 To the general public.... pic.twitter.com/UTZe0545DF

3/8/2020 7:42:18 AM cityranch It’s related.  Wake up.  Wake up. pic.twitter.com/c8tzZSbu1h

3/8/2020 7:43:50 AM jannamontana57 You are Implying you believe the MSM news?

3/8/2020 7:44:57 AM qaphsiel17  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=ysnNuu1cee0 …

3/8/2020 7:45:20 AM gracealijah Tucson also 😡

3/8/2020 7:47:40 AM daveinthisacct Antarctica!!

3/8/2020 7:48:14 AM mack_sumner Perhaps you haven't noticed, innocent people have been suffering worldwide. For decades, centuries.

They've been tortured and killed they been in imprisoned. 

But you're concerned about staying home with your cable television for a couple of weeks?

3/8/2020 7:50:46 AM jessiestrickl16 Exposure and accountability please we the people demand it. Also would like to see Hillary body bag exposed as well. Not to mention Benghazi and 

email scandal

3/8/2020 7:52:05 AM neecieh6111 Yeah,.....but I'd rather read this type of 'drop' from Q.  

It would give me more confidence that this is what is really going on behind the scenes with the Corona virus.

3/8/2020 7:53:25 AM drew_tality Critical thinking level being challenged. Keep watching listening calculating... No Q drops about covid19. This alone very conjecture provoking. One 

hand seems CONTROLED - CHI ITALY IRAN. Other hand its killed here already... 3D chess gets 4th level added. Stay prepared.

3/8/2020 7:53:58 AM mking46757249 You need to see someone for a mental health evaluation!

3/8/2020 7:59:50 AM joshuajamesdavi Pope dead by May

3/8/2020 8:02:07 AM 4on6 There's a thought....

3/8/2020 8:06:50 AM chuckr69 "The trigger" ensures they are all gone. Bye bye.

3/8/2020 8:08:56 AM chris8nix 33

3/8/2020 8:11:12 AM nancyddb That would be good. Maybe China is part of the plan. 🤔

3/8/2020 8:12:22 AM cityranch It isn’t hope porn.  It is a strategized method to provide a guide for citizens to follow and track so that they maintain support and don’t go sideways 

worshipping false idols. Q is the reason Bloomberg got no traction. The reason. Think about it.  He was the ‘ideal moderate’.

3/8/2020 8:12:46 AM nancyddb When I was young, my brother and I played the 3d chess game; I always bet him, 😁

3/8/2020 8:12:46 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/lVo0IjuTK7

3/8/2020 8:14:22 AM imcevoy1 No we need to see it and KNOW the reason for their removal. Telling us someone or other is sick / executed covertly is bull - that’s not justice nor is 

anyone “woken up” by it. Into the light with them, ALL of them. We CAN ‘handle the truth’.

3/8/2020 8:15:02 AM teresamcshane8 This cannot come soon enough. We have to protect the children NOW!

3/8/2020 8:15:10 AM cityranch You can clean it out of your system with cilantro oil and Chlorella.  Try it.  Other methods as well.  Clean water.  Also Glycine to remove the glyphosate 

from round up.  Simple cheap solutions.

3/8/2020 8:16:19 AM michell87248593 5:5

3/8/2020 8:17:01 AM wintersdream4 5:5 pic.twitter.com/nK7ALYL62Y

3/8/2020 8:18:04 AM chris8nix I think Mike Pence is perfectly qualified to take the lead, They even celebrated with a chest bump GL M.P.

3/8/2020 8:18:55 AM unidentifiedta1 This is getting pretty ridiculous.

3/8/2020 8:19:01 AM cityranch Think about the fact that in 40 years no new space / moon ventures?

3/8/2020 8:19:37 AM ashsaidwhaaaat #Truth

3/8/2020 8:19:47 AM cityranch Get this: NO NEW PEDIATRIC CANCER TREATMENTS APPROVED SINCE 1980. ZERO.

3/8/2020 8:20:28 AM cityranch Selections are funny.  1950

3/8/2020 8:21:18 AM murph54258684 Listen, man, this stuff needs to be made public for ALL to see so it never happens again! Not under the guise of a virus. Out in the open!

3/8/2020 8:21:46 AM quinn_katana Where is SerialBrain2 when you need him ?

3/8/2020 8:22:14 AM cityranch That is a great example of waking up.  I cannot watch any news. I can’t even look at The NY Times. I used to love The NY Times.  Like an unfaithful ex. 

Sucks.  This is the process.

3/8/2020 8:23:32 AM cityranch It broke my heart to learn horse racing is fixed. I still hope that isn’t true.  Just seems like an elegant sport. But probably just a money laundry.

3/8/2020 8:25:04 AM michell87248593 C Virus quarantines are a good cover to keep people in place.  Distraction to the public from the actual mission.  So much in play right now it makes my 

head swim.  Just trying to expand my thinking....WWG1WGA!

3/8/2020 8:25:38 AM frankyanker I'm not against maj12, but it's just one person that follows Q. This account isn't part of the Q team. Stand down, white knights😂

#Sameteam

3/8/2020 8:26:26 AM drew_tality Fear of new work/money to maintain lifestyle + fear of loss of popularity and reputation via directed media attacks w false or True(blackmail) captured 

when entering into the sick social gathering(s) behaviors to become celebratized.

3/8/2020 8:27:02 AM sarahfraley11 You are the epitome of psy-OP 

Contradict much? 

I follow you for laughs



3/8/2020 8:27:29 AM thekanehb Yeah but wtf are people demanded it for?! Have they lost their minds?

3/8/2020 8:27:58 AM michell87248593 Is this connected to the anomaly approaching us from space?  Days of Elijah?  God bless.

3/8/2020 8:28:52 AM thekanehb So you want to be treated like a bad guy? U want to be martial law and lose ALL of your rights? You actually TRUST the gov that much? 

Have u always? Or is this a trump/q thing?

3/8/2020 8:30:55 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/t3gLcpGaYq

3/8/2020 8:31:05 AM adbb037 Nazi

3/8/2020 8:31:31 AM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/rFIqoMJ7iB

3/8/2020 8:31:59 AM angiefletcher FYI- A group of crows is called a “murder” of crows.

3/8/2020 8:32:11 AM westmount_d7 Agreed. When they spray the masonic X in sky... it’s very eerie. And I don’t perceive any positivity when the sun lands up covered after this spraying. 

Cleanups never seems to interfear with sunshine. I have noticed spraying to cover moon activity too. Your thoughts, Majestic?

3/8/2020 8:32:13 AM deenigejeroen Adrinochrome shortage

3/8/2020 8:32:36 AM aleks8837 Yes. Many alternative solutions here 🙂 But yes.

3/8/2020 8:32:53 AM drew_tality Kinda-sort-of yes maybe. IF by plan, THEN there are many goals.

But Q stated in past- WE WOULD NEVER HARM INNOCENTS TO ACHIEVE GOALS.

So since deaths USA already... controlled Plan seems incorrect.

3/8/2020 8:33:14 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/LAcUOQxCTg

3/8/2020 8:33:39 AM frankyanker  pic.twitter.com/jwczChXmSD

3/8/2020 8:34:08 AM cosmic_engineer Been under quarantine for eons. The recent rash of launches, moon landers and Space Force all timed with the first time humanity has had 🌎 minus 

the 'firmament'

The event (harvest/grad) is within your lifetime

3/8/2020 8:34:39 AM aspennmax64_l Sounds familiar...🤔

3/8/2020 8:34:46 AM bbobbio71 5:5

3/8/2020 8:34:52 AM bryceja68689884 And today. Nothing. pic.twitter.com/O0q9xOCGWL

3/8/2020 8:35:29 AM jluckjoy Obama and prev. administrations ruined US steel industry by offshoring its manufacturing, there's a reason it was cheaper to manu. & ship.Having 

supply chains in the hands of "others" is never a good thing as we are seeing now with medicines/testing kits. List is long. Not crazy

3/8/2020 8:35:29 AM jaded_pearl Maybe that's what is needed to wake masses up - she does hurt alot of people though. War is so ugly - silent war we know little about, worse. At some 

point a light switch needs to be turned on. #darktolight

3/8/2020 8:35:52 AM deenigejeroen T H E  B O S S !! Please we need a president like @realDonaldTrump #thenetherlands is a socialist swamp

3/8/2020 8:36:38 AM westmount_d7 Good point. I’ve notice the beards. After Ricky Gervais at the Golden Globes, beards appeared: PM Justin Trudeau 🇨🇦, Tom Hanks...

3/8/2020 8:36:47 AM bbobbio71 Knew it!

3/8/2020 8:37:48 AM celticernurse I’ve thought the same from the start of it...lol

3/8/2020 8:38:22 AM drew_tality National lockdown not at all probable especially in near term. The virus is loose and decentralized already. Maybe don't plan future trips thru end of 

summer and reassess then?

3/8/2020 8:38:32 AM der_wanderer8 Was a chemtrail day

All these colors

The same day 💜 pic.twitter.com/2RAvwoPGmN

3/8/2020 8:39:02 AM leemagna When will he address 5G? Why does nobody answer this???? Please address this someone. Thanks 🙏🏻

3/8/2020 8:39:07 AM positively303 Me too! It’s beyond crazy.

3/8/2020 8:41:22 AM unidentifiedta1 Population control, propaganda, an inch closer to cashless society, shutting down movements of people...

We have proof of all that, but zero proof of “taking down the deep state” during this outbreak. 

The masses truly are oblivious to their own bondage. They welcome it.

3/8/2020 8:41:44 AM shamgarjc is the coronavirus the excuse to declare medical martial law? because "invasion the public safety may require it"?

will this begin the 10 days of darkness? pic.twitter.com/enC1hIaNLa

3/8/2020 8:41:51 AM christinaworthm Yes I believe he's alive ....

Just saying...

3/8/2020 8:42:16 AM drew_tality Great 1st thought, but infrastructure/economic/political/psychological fallout... severe. I say no national lockdown...no round ups til after 2020WIN.

3/8/2020 8:42:27 AM tripletap21 Ts_sci_majic12 - So you’re saying those 10 dead nursing home seniors were deep state pedos the good guys took down w corona? 

FFS - they wouldn’t intentionally harm innocents to go after bad guys

Who tf posts this shit?Occasional good info but shit man,this tweet is ignorant

3/8/2020 8:43:05 AM robertd43410017 There were people fighting back the "Rescuers" actually looked like they were afraid to get into the vehicles!

Hmmm. White Hat Operation?

3/8/2020 8:43:22 AM quinn_katana Have the UK parliament would be expiring if this were true .. well, at least the House of Lords ..

3/8/2020 8:43:46 AM truckergirl49 I'm relieved to see others also  see this... 

I've thought this, since the beginning! 

It's clearly only targeting certain people! 

I believe the 19=A.I. in gematria,  and it is an A.I. virus,  completely controlled!  

(Imo) 😊

3/8/2020 8:44:27 AM jeffex11 The risk of conspiracy the deeper we go

3/8/2020 8:45:02 AM jared4liberty  pic.twitter.com/GzuggKdXVH

3/8/2020 8:46:39 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/8y8REkwIl4

3/8/2020 8:47:01 AM rtek777 October 18th, 2019 pic.twitter.com/mPJDOH7all

3/8/2020 8:47:21 AM westmount_d7 Yes, we are. In Unity. We spRING into the Light 😊

3/8/2020 8:47:29 AM cosmic_engineer Blue-ray seeds. Masters of Transmutation

Came to prep prior to the three waves of Indigo etc

3/8/2020 8:50:29 AM cosmic_engineer It's also how every cell, ion channel etc functions. Differentials.

Nature even makes double layers when charge density hits a certain level. Water, plasma etc

3/8/2020 8:50:30 AM 45harisonharold & they blame the virus

3/8/2020 8:51:03 AM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TrumpCanuck/status/1236499989527920640 …

3/8/2020 8:51:58 AM tieronepatriot I dont think Trump is "allowing" Anyone to die from CV... which is why he and the CV TF took action early.  He's just taking advantage of the situation to 

accomplish certain goals.

Yes, it could potentially work to his advantage to accomplish other goals... I ran out of room.

3/8/2020 8:51:59 AM sassysasha413 Why do you continue to promote negativity into people's minds.  

The purpose here is to teach unconditional love, forgiveness and non-judgment, of self and one another. The Christ Letters.

3/8/2020 8:53:16 AM jeffex11 Risk of conspiracy the deeper you get pic.twitter.com/NfAjkaBqPV



3/8/2020 8:54:42 AM worldxplorer1 Well if time isn’t linear and higher dimensions can look at time in the same way we can look at the entirety of line, then it’s highly likely that starseeds 

incarnated all over the place (temporally speaking).

Dolores herself admits that her 3 waves are just generalizations.

3/8/2020 8:55:09 AM tieronepatriot Thanks... I appreciate your highly informed opinion. 😕 pic.twitter.com/hfYsEgxnwz

3/8/2020 8:55:10 AM disprop45895392 Witness protection. Anything is possible honestly.

3/8/2020 8:56:04 AM walter_yanicki John 8:44

You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father's desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, 

for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies.

3/8/2020 8:56:08 AM mking46757249 You’re welcome 👍👍

3/8/2020 8:56:47 AM clifton15jon exactly why @realDonaldTrump has told us not to be alarmed and why #FakeNews and the #Democrats are #triggered right now, its a global military 

operation to quietly and secretly take out the #deepstate #cabal … they have no target or person to retaliate against

3/8/2020 8:56:57 AM kachinagtto He’s not saying they caused it. Haven’t you heard the political quote...never let a disaster go to waste or something like that?  They may not have 

caused it... but they may see the situation as an opportunity to carry out plans.

3/8/2020 8:57:17 AM walter_yanicki Jesus was sooo negative... Man 😂

3/8/2020 8:58:03 AM cosmic_engineer Matrix seems to be a modern retelling of the Gnostic prehistory of the planet

 http://Montalk.net  is a pretty good resource for that realm of study

3/8/2020 8:58:32 AM jdmunoa “For your own safety... stay indoors... nothing to see here folks.” pic.twitter.com/FwVw85lZlF

3/8/2020 9:01:45 AM smalltownindy It is a multifaceted comm. It can refer to people, situations, a masonic reference, and I have even heard it is invasive software targeting patriots ( 

http://keybase.io ) that cannot be removed from any device  once installed. Very confusing stuff at times.

3/8/2020 9:02:03 AM deenigejeroen Perfectly said , I completely agree . I it is not easy being awake, but I am glad we see the truth 🙏

3/8/2020 9:02:53 AM tripletap21 Nah - this is one angle from this account that I’m not buying. 

I agree with some of their stuff but some of it is a crock of shit. 

Feds with q/ts cat4/etc clearances are not posting on twitter, sorry.

They’d be in GITMO for treason. 

These are reg ppl like you & me posting
3/8/2020 9:03:04 AM mike72279593 Do it,  we are ready.  World is watching

3/8/2020 9:03:28 AM cosmic_engineer Three is often used to represent the dispensations. Genetics seeded over the eons by specific star systems. 'Root races'

Waves are often regarding incarnates (wandereres) coming en mass to tip the scales even for those here attempting graduation.

To raise net +polarity

3/8/2020 9:03:36 AM deenigejeroen Exactly!! The planet, the universe, energie , timetravel ánd our real history

3/8/2020 9:05:00 AM tripletap21 ....IMO. 

Patriots attempting to be patriotic are ok with me - but I sure as hell research some of their info regardless if I agree or not.

3/8/2020 9:05:59 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/VcvBboSRyE

3/8/2020 9:07:16 AM pauli_ranney Woah....now my brain is working. Thank you, the coffee wasn’t doing it.

3/8/2020 9:08:14 AM kachinagtto All we can do... research everything... believe no one - and trust your gut to keep what resonates.

3/8/2020 9:08:21 AM pauli_ranney There’s that

3/8/2020 9:08:22 AM dc37deborah Relieved by this confirmation.

3/8/2020 9:09:40 AM txgodmotheriii @cjtruth @VincentCrypt46 @777KAB1 @TxGodmotherIII @John_F_Kennnedy @TheCollectiveQ @TheJenniferMac @CodeMonkeyZ @Qanon76 

@rising_serpent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Anon5303

3/8/2020 9:10:43 AM mrkbsimotas Ots obvious who shot JFK, it was the Driver of the vehicle!!!

3/8/2020 9:10:44 AM emet_or_2020 Ready!!

3/8/2020 9:12:10 AM dc37deborah Thank You, God! pic.twitter.com/G4z3QvtpSj

3/8/2020 9:14:21 AM mind_gladiator They have increased in Portland, OR area. I watched them take a sunny morning and then it into 2 days of fog and rain last week. 

pic.twitter.com/p2OiWmlSL0

3/8/2020 9:14:24 AM sallyjaster403 Oh whatever

3/8/2020 9:16:21 AM mind_gladiator Better then where I live, this is last Thursday. pic.twitter.com/OAxelEpIjA

3/8/2020 9:17:57 AM tripletap21 I love that. I agree 100,000% friend

3/8/2020 9:18:27 AM susamckenziene1 Truth!

3/8/2020 9:19:11 AM wswdaw I came to say the same thing. The man died at Kaiser Roseville people. No bodies were removed from the home. 

Just think: if this report is filled with lies, what else is MSM lying to you about?

3/8/2020 9:19:29 AM jemelewilliams @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Whats with the balloons at  https://twitter.com/david_wilcock ?

You can't miss them...

3/8/2020 9:19:59 AM norwegianon Yeah, many of us have developed pretty good bs detectors.. and the only reaction I have to msm/them fearmongering... It pisses me off. I tell my close 

ones to be calm, it's propaganda.

3/8/2020 9:20:05 AM nabonnand @Westmount_D7 Like this?! pic.twitter.com/2Vy3Qr2Dmg

3/8/2020 9:20:09 AM jeffex11 Interdasting pic.twitter.com/wEEXKZULfv

3/8/2020 9:20:34 AM tieronepatriot Hmmmm... I was wondering why that happened!

3/8/2020 9:21:49 AM awschitt Perhaps, but not "soon" enough - LONG overdue.

3/8/2020 9:22:03 AM ingersolockwood He already set a deadline of October 2021, is there reason to force into public before then?? pic.twitter.com/zSQUZQbTye

3/8/2020 9:22:25 AM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 told you to avoid [bitcoin]...

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106643914327539713?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/093Z12qsBT

3/8/2020 9:22:48 AM malibuphoenix33 I love this meme amazing job!!!!

3/8/2020 9:23:35 AM state1union SpaceEx nanotechnology? Argonne Laboratory?

3/8/2020 9:23:59 AM patriotleah1776 Finally found it!

See @Nun_chucknorris pinned tweet.

Here's the amazing individual whom organized & sorted through all tweets up til mid 2019. Very grateful!

3/8/2020 9:24:18 AM trinity_jenny Yes, they did a beautiful job!! 😊

3/8/2020 9:24:56 AM atashfire Goldcoin and silvercoin are protected right?

3/8/2020 9:25:28 AM tieronepatriot Adrenachrome



3/8/2020 9:25:33 AM awschitt If truly exterminating pedos/trafficers/sexslave-handlers, this would be AWESOME!

3/8/2020 9:25:38 AM daveinthisacct I was so done with politics by this point that I totally missed out on all of this. I had a casual understanding that obviously trump was not a politician 

and could be different but I didn’t follow it enough to know how different he really was. So glad to be part of all this now

3/8/2020 9:27:01 AM duaneball JFK killed by James Files...

3/8/2020 9:28:13 AM emilyoakley6 Agreed

3/8/2020 9:29:10 AM rachaelangelm I don’t think that’s one If the most flattering Tucker interviews. Water flipped him quite easily.

3/8/2020 9:29:44 AM lauravangent2 The Tabernacle Of GOD IS With Men  Bless and Praise  Q

3/8/2020 9:30:59 AM der_wanderer8 This awful cartoon

3/8/2020 9:36:12 AM phyllisray18 Yes they were!  Extraordinary interview!  Pink Floyd!

3/8/2020 9:37:09 AM zerost8te they spray at night now more than ever.

there is no evidence that chemtrails have stopped or that these other trails are not harmful.

an aluminum canopy does not deflect heat. that's like saying aluminum foil only gets hot on one side.

this account has major problems.

3/8/2020 9:38:06 AM zerost8te do not lie to people. by your own words, you have created the harm and now expect to be absolved of accountability?

you my friends, are truly sick. too much ego and self-entitlement.

too much.

3/8/2020 9:38:30 AM maggie44339249 Read the whole article people. Why didn’t they ask anyone in the neighborhood if they had contact with the guy etc. etc.

3/8/2020 9:38:32 AM pwellman4 Who is doing this? C_A Vatican? And using who to do the wet work? WWG1WGA

3/8/2020 9:40:14 AM petesmom94 Oooooo, it's gonna get good! Joe is an every hour moment all be himself 😂😂😂

3/8/2020 9:40:19 AM zerost8te never thought a victim would need money to tell the truth.

interesting how this appears to the modality of so-called victims and truth-tellers/seekers.

makes no sense at all.

none.

3/8/2020 9:40:33 AM susang7671 11.22.1963 11122369

133369, where 9=5+4and 1 hadn’t  yet joined with 9, so 1954/1945

1333=10=1skip=01.

There’s only one 6, so remains 16.

So 01.16.1954 Where were other 01.16 DOB on 11.22.1954? That’s the date of my Spirit BEing’s earliest remembrance in this hueman experience.

3/8/2020 9:42:50 AM gotmoxie2 If these are heavy metals in nano sized particles and breathed in then add 5G and a virus to kill us more easily.

3/8/2020 9:44:25 AM jeritud3 #whatsonmysextape

3/8/2020 9:46:11 AM dc37deborah He’s awesome 👏❣️🇺🇸, and the world’s top snakes know it.

I hear our the #coronavirus #DeepState snakes are suicidal. pic.twitter.com/mZAJSaJd4K

3/8/2020 9:46:48 AM boondognews Yep I see them every now and then

3/8/2020 9:47:07 AM boondognews Fascinating

3/8/2020 9:48:56 AM westmount_d7 Exactly!  #lookup

3/8/2020 9:50:07 AM mgray72531386 Well, that’s one way to do it...  but that would make us no better than them. I’m tired of the cover ups and the lies. But I get it. If we knew the WHOLE 

truth, we would be mentally shattered. I get it. But that doesn’t have to mean I like it.

3/8/2020 9:51:16 AM jeffcordell6 I agree. No tv here!  I use Q and twitter and only follow like minded folks.

3/8/2020 9:52:01 AM arkansasgirl5 How much vitamin D should a 5 yr old take?

3/8/2020 9:52:07 AM mgray72531386 This made me laugh!!! Do it Q!!!  I understand it has to be done and all won’t be revealed. The real truth would put 99% of us in the hospital.

3/8/2020 9:53:05 AM mgray72531386 And that doesn’t look like the queen. The nose is off.

3/8/2020 9:53:05 AM arkansasgirl5 Mine is always very low

3/8/2020 9:53:59 AM gotmoxie2 Wonder if the tech companies will say that we are their property when it is proven that we have breathed in the nano dust & now are integrated? 

Monsanto did this to competing farms b/c their GMO seeds accidentally showed up on other farms.  Monsanto sued & took the farms away.

3/8/2020 9:54:03 AM johnalb95582803 Well said

3/8/2020 9:54:09 AM hunkydo93514341 You are so deceived.

3/8/2020 9:55:04 AM porch_frog That's nuts.

3/8/2020 9:57:02 AM biffcartwright What is there is address? DJT had already said to start using it. 

Watch AndWeKnow video about it. 

The one thing that is of concern though is The "Internet Of Things."

It is a proper noun to describe the ability for ANYTHING, with a power source to communicate to the internet.

3/8/2020 9:57:02 AM state1union Or the 2 rats on either side of Potus!  Thank God for President Trump

3/8/2020 9:57:44 AM johnalb95582803 You are implying nothing is real

3/8/2020 10:02:00 AM jeritud3 Very Soon™

3/8/2020 10:02:29 AM ff_anon I know!!

 https://www.ajmc.com/newsroom/fda-steps-up-warning-for-montelukast-for-risk-of-mental-health-side-effects … 

This is crazy! This is a VERY POPULAR (+generic montelukast) anti-inflammatory, mostly given to children to “prevent asthma!”

3/8/2020 10:02:50 AM lbf777 We aren’t stupid. Q & Trump are false idols. Bloomberg is just another stage actor like Trump playing his role as a billionaire who is unable to buy the 

election. It’s all a fake show. That’s why MSM fake news promoted Trump 24/7 while he was running. They work together.

3/8/2020 10:02:51 AM itsmycountryto1 My husband is in construction , dark skin, outside all the time...we get vitamin D from the sun, absorbed through our skin...how in the world is his 

low...something is not right here

3/8/2020 10:03:01 AM cheddarbo oh my goodness...they are trying EVERYTHING 🤢

3/8/2020 10:03:51 AM lbf777 That’s a temporary solution. Take down the Chemtrails!

3/8/2020 10:05:07 AM shasty469  pic.twitter.com/zbizQXVbXc

3/8/2020 10:05:09 AM reelect20 👇Check Out👇RT🇺🇸 http://bit.ly/2TU5PkK 

3/8/2020 10:06:24 AM lbf777 Don’t believe those lies. The Commies will say anything to keep us consenting to them.

3/8/2020 10:07:05 AM lbf777 Majestic is in on it. He’s part of the propoganda team that lies to patriots so we don’t stop them.

3/8/2020 10:07:26 AM lbf777 That’s some evil shit.

3/8/2020 10:07:45 AM bruce_dahlgren Look to the East.

3/8/2020 10:07:50 AM awakeandsing123 Thank you!



3/8/2020 10:08:02 AM shamgarjc this is exactly what i have been saying the coronavirus is !!!

3/8/2020 10:08:17 AM anangelhasland1 I'm afraid they are nonsense.

Dig: https://wmerthon6.wixsite.com/website-1/post/comprehensive-analysis-of-the-50k-sealed-indictment-claim …

3/8/2020 10:08:33 AM lbf777 He already did. He says since white hats control it, it’s good. Well what if black hats one day control it? Then we’re fucked right? So what build them?

3/8/2020 10:09:03 AM theappraiser17 There is a movie I watched last night, going it by complete accident.  Called Containment.  Worth a watch.  It was made in 15.   I do believe that 

POTUS/Q team took out the program.  It wouldn't be impossible.  To many eyes on the sky and testing on the ground

3/8/2020 10:09:32 AM sandymcnally3 Oh Barry's name is mentioned....  but he's not a part of this.

3/8/2020 10:10:09 AM lbf777 Those 5G towers are so powerful I was able to feel the static.

3/8/2020 10:11:02 AM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/U9v7wVp18n

3/8/2020 10:11:25 AM lbf777 Because the 5G towers send waves that prevent the absorption of Vitamin D.

3/8/2020 10:11:50 AM lbf777 They are trying to slowly kill us while claiming they are saving us.

3/8/2020 10:11:50 AM anangelhasland1 Of course, that would mean that one of the purposes of Q would to be to get the populace on board with mass slaughter via bio-weaponry...

Kinda Satanic.

3/8/2020 10:11:59 AM state1union Are you thinking Saudi Arabia?  Arrests?

3/8/2020 10:12:17 AM loz41666248 funny how coronavirus happened to be at CPAC when the president was there. What are operatives up to they don't care about collateral damage!

3/8/2020 10:13:08 AM bruce_dahlgren This Clue has gone over the heads of many except 408

3/8/2020 10:13:41 AM daveinthisacct If it’s only targeting the black hats I’m ok with it. But I would need absolute proof of it.

3/8/2020 10:13:59 AM magaman333 He could have just come out and speak the truth but had to be Mr. Hollywood and make a movie about it. What a Egomaniac. Sicking

3/8/2020 10:14:36 AM state1union 408?  What is that?

3/8/2020 10:15:01 AM priceys that is a great observation but what do the beards signify do you think?

3/8/2020 10:15:48 AM bruce_dahlgren I am playing a game of Clue with Twitter and your number is now 27.

3/8/2020 10:15:50 AM bibibobibox Corono - Crown - Crow - Corn - Corney - Unicorn...

3/8/2020 10:15:57 AM thefuturition I'd say, as long as nuclear energy exists, which btw, travels into space. We will continue to be quarantined and qualified a dangerous species. 

Hypothetically.

3/8/2020 10:16:19 AM anangelhasland1 GAME OVER. THIS IS NOT A GAME. 

GAME OVER. THIS IS NOT A GAME.

(This is crazy making! )

Anyway, I think most will agree we are still stuck in a never-ending half-time routine...

3/8/2020 10:16:46 AM state1union 27 club 93 Rt

3/8/2020 10:16:53 AM fatima79896091 Here you go! The DISGUSTING truth ....

🤢 pic.twitter.com/h3eFa9FSTS

3/8/2020 10:17:00 AM state1union 12?

3/8/2020 10:17:05 AM releasememeaux Mass invasions result in civil war, plagues, plundering crime waves, massive debt, political corruption, and enslavement. The Iron Fist of 

Government/banking tyranny follows soon after.

3/8/2020 10:17:47 AM patjone29703057 It was never stolen from Canada . It was approved by the crown and the Rothchilds to be taken out of the lab . That means JT was in on it .

3/8/2020 10:18:10 AM der_wanderer8 Not to my mind

Observe without judgment

3/8/2020 10:18:25 AM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/DB51uQ2HRO

3/8/2020 10:18:41 AM anangelhasland1 Nice! 

Both are great metaphors for spiritual/societal change.

3/8/2020 10:19:36 AM itsmycountryto1 They should be able to get enough through milk and sunlight... not a supplementary pill, but I think u should ask your dr for the dosage

3/8/2020 10:19:41 AM stadmary Sadly Waiting waiting waiting ....they appear to remain untouchable how disturbing and unhealthy

3/8/2020 10:20:08 AM daveinthisacct It must be a miserable existence to continue living with this kind of mindset even in the face of an unprecedented amount of positivity in the world 

today. Enjoy that shit. Do the rest of us a favor and keep it among your circle. Nobody in this movement cares for it

3/8/2020 10:20:35 AM emet_or_2020 Yes. I approve this message. 😍

3/8/2020 10:20:39 AM anangelhasland1 Evil cannot be eradicated completely on Earth so if they are waiting for perfection it is just a pipedream.

3/8/2020 10:22:01 AM colforbin3 RF millimeter wave weoponized tech. See Raytheon

3/8/2020 10:22:35 AM der_wanderer8 🌼

3/8/2020 10:22:37 AM anangelhasland1 "Look to my coming, at first light, on the fifth day. At dawn, look to the East."

Is Q Gandalf?

3/8/2020 10:22:38 AM lilangels44 I say damage control why else do it this way? Hyping it up to get people to pay to see it. A one time view to get people thinking they'll never have the 

chance to know this info if they don't pay now to see it. Corey does it"there"way he lives and profits.

3/8/2020 10:23:42 AM terridahl05 #CanadasCrimeMinister was shaking hands with Iranian Feb 14!!!

He will get the Pea Dough Cough, too!!!

🤞🏻🤞🏻🤞🏻 pic.twitter.com/9OwGFgBxzg

3/8/2020 10:24:07 AM madsrytter3 Some say A.W.K are fake others Mj12 is and a 3 is saying both who should I trust

3/8/2020 10:24:40 AM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/09eVfQIcyp

3/8/2020 10:24:42 AM patjone29703057 😂😂😂😂 to bad he didn’t go to turkey ?

3/8/2020 10:25:12 AM westmount_d7 A change in the “person”. A removal. A clone. A change. Link them.

3/8/2020 10:26:34 AM thunderclap You do understand that microwaving is just vibrating molecules at a faster rate. That cooking is a 'microwave' involves vibrating water to create heat. 

Vibrating air does nothing, so try again with the star trek esque technobabble.

3/8/2020 10:26:38 AM melhuses We the people await!

3/8/2020 10:26:43 AM bruce_dahlgren Q was Outsourced.

3/8/2020 10:27:39 AM anangelhasland1 Yes, the very poor writing at the beginning was clearly replaced by more talented hands...

3/8/2020 10:29:37 AM antarantanka Those divines... always late... 🤪

3/8/2020 10:31:07 AM jesse48676371 i just saw that space x launch video... looked like arty laying waste to someone there were so many being launched

3/8/2020 10:32:04 AM jen_mccarty  pic.twitter.com/zF5WLnk2Yc

3/8/2020 10:32:38 AM headlinejuice Please find another qualifer than ‘soon.’ That word no longer applies to Q’s promises.

3/8/2020 10:33:28 AM oliheck Kronos - Saturn - Saturday 

Saturn also the deity of satanism

3/8/2020 10:34:38 AM keith369me I think your confusing cabal plans such as killing 90% of the population with the reality I live in



3/8/2020 10:35:42 AM waz_am The human mind has been conditioned for instant gratification whatever the situation, not to say that such evil is easy to take or consequence be 

asserted. These things and much more will end in divine timing, patience and faith in so is necessary. 🙏🏻

3/8/2020 10:36:47 AM esborder Interesting for sure! Thanks will be watching. My gut always leads to the truth!

3/8/2020 10:37:04 AM johnnymerckx Everyone at the Grove, includes well known doctors from all over

3/8/2020 10:39:40 AM leemagna What video under that channel? Link please

3/8/2020 10:41:36 AM cityranch I don’t think Joe Biden will win 2020.  Good luck.  🍀

3/8/2020 10:41:53 AM christy14619018 And here is an article about a whistleblower who served 10 years in the Air Force as an environmental health specialist who worked at the logistics 

centers for them. It includes a video from one of the seminars she gives trying to inform the public. https://truth11.com/2016/03/21/chemtrails-the-u-

s-a-military-and-genocide-of-americans/ …

3/8/2020 10:42:28 AM pinkypd  pic.twitter.com/HXru0UEoMi

3/8/2020 10:46:03 AM geranon3 the new space force of Potus is public I know but the ssp where they got anti gravity propulsion and free energy generators is still classified.

3/8/2020 10:47:33 AM maggie44339249 I am suggesting that Trump is using the coronavirus as cover to round up the bad guys and drain the swamp, thereby avoiding the need to declare 

martial law.

3/8/2020 10:50:02 AM zerost8te it's how he was raised. i do not mean to attack is mental state, and recognize victimhood creates many ideas in the head. but he need only tell his story 

once and it would have lived on long after a pay-per-view special.

3/8/2020 10:54:06 AM mossomo That's what I take it as.  It has momentum.  They say in the world of stock, momentum is a leading indicator.  We'll see where it goes.  Hopefully it gets 

its moment of sunshine.

3/8/2020 10:54:46 AM colista We call it the "knowledge" curve.

Once you've progressed up the

curve you only have two choices

grow or numb yourself. You can

NEVER go backwards! You can never forget. 

It sucks for the truly asleep.

3/8/2020 10:55:41 AM joshuajamesdavi IDE not ET

3/8/2020 10:58:48 AM moemc8 Roger seems mighty afraid of what JA may have to say.

3/8/2020 10:59:14 AM siriusrichards7 It is pic.twitter.com/lwjPBj88za

3/8/2020 10:59:29 AM jude_three They are in control and the chemtrail will keep happening. Read the Bible. #daysofnoah

3/8/2020 11:00:18 AM al_aven “The ‘SRIKE’ will be FAST”

Y’all sure it wasn’t supposed to be ‘shrike’ instead of ‘strike’? Shrikes are known as butcherbirds bc these masked, rapid ambush predatory carnivores 

skewer their prey. They’re also AGM-88 anti-radiation munitions made by Raytheon. Just curious.

3/8/2020 11:01:05 AM jeritud3 looks like they have the same set designer pic.twitter.com/VtEv39B6vE

3/8/2020 11:02:12 AM bibibobibox Half Iranian government decimated ... in Italy several politicians are getting sick: is the Vatican the cleaning’s target?

3/8/2020 11:03:01 AM 50pinkies Been thinking about this exact same operation for days.  Thanks for putting it in simple terms. 

God Bless.  ❤️

3/8/2020 11:03:37 AM jackc476 Biological sapient life forms from other planets, ETS.

3/8/2020 11:05:03 AM rebornkingent My prediction is silence from Oprah and Gayle. Their fire seems to be reserved for abusers of African descent.  I wonder why? 

pic.twitter.com/jayeu1kV7N

3/8/2020 11:05:06 AM ironman4eva 3 1 5

3/8/2020 11:06:20 AM alight412 Logic tells me the President has his hands full. Why would WE want to add to his list of things he is working on. Yes we want the Q asked, yes we want 

the swamp drained, yes we want the gold standard and the Corona to go away, we want fair elections, world peace, etc....

3/8/2020 11:06:37 AM gleeballs Unseal!!

3/8/2020 11:06:50 AM rebornkingent He is an actor and by nature a showman.  Wouldn’t it make sense to make a movie?  He knows the power of film and images. Why not use that media 

against people who hurt him? Turn the tables?  He’s said he needed 1 million in liability insurance and to pay for bandwidth. Let it be

3/8/2020 11:09:22 AM alight412 The definition of crono means time. An example of chrono- used as a prefix is the word chronological, meaning put in order by date.

3/8/2020 11:10:46 AM alight412 Read a recent article of our cell phones leaking radiation exceeding standards. Most name brands. Samsung was the worst.

3/8/2020 11:11:01 AM priceys Oh... thank you - I feel dumb now! 😚

3/8/2020 11:11:21 AM adsvel You are welcome, Christine!😊🙏 pic.twitter.com/aW0Z0ok45Y

3/8/2020 11:11:35 AM ninjanicole319 I think its Spielberg too

3/8/2020 11:11:50 AM crzycnuk101 He isnt??? The guy that set the US up yo fail? The guy that commited Treason against the US? 

How is he not involved?

3/8/2020 11:14:58 AM joan1barb I think that the virus was caused by those that want to take down Trump or maybe a natural event.  Our side goes by rule of law. But Trump will use it 

to his advantage if he has to.

3/8/2020 11:17:55 AM kheidy52 Who has been taken out specifically?  What are the names?  Where is your proof?

3/8/2020 11:20:41 AM pamzpam John G. Trump was a member, along with old man Bush l, of Skull And Bones.  He was given the papers taken immediately upon Tesla's death by the 

dark GOVT. to see what technology THEY could use.

3/8/2020 11:21:37 AM the_loveoflight Those number again

 https://twitter.com/breaking911/status/1236713376262377472?s=21 …

3/8/2020 11:21:43 AM sparkleloung Ahhh know, right. 

Maybe it’s his kid 😉

3/8/2020 11:22:10 AM veera81151963 Dude you can't be this slow - look how much grief Trump is suffering in the media 

Plus all the Q proofs -  https://qmap.pub/ 

Stop undermining the mission and realize it takes time to completely dismantle this worldwide satanic cult pulling the strings for 1,000 years

3/8/2020 11:23:14 AM adsvel Utter b***t, you said? Then you don't see a whole picture. And yes, nobody can save us, except ourselves. And nobody have to take this responsibility 

on themselves, except ourselves, except those who are really ready for it.

3/8/2020 11:25:33 AM codemanbinns Ok. So which pedos have died from this?

3/8/2020 11:26:31 AM benk_veritas Reminder: pic.twitter.com/C5R1LrCAsq

3/8/2020 11:27:27 AM the_loveoflight I think they went after JA to protect him, watch him at all costs making sure no hit would get to him.

3/8/2020 11:27:35 AM justicetruthwa2 Gen 6

3/8/2020 11:29:15 AM alight412 They have also distributed lithium in their trails here in Oregon. Pink clouds during the day this last week of heavy spraying.  The US allows the (CIA) 

planes to fly and the military has the frequency to zap the artificial clouds. There has been NO good explanation.

3/8/2020 11:31:40 AM joshuajamesdavi #No. #PlanetOriginIsBunk #InterDimensionalBeings #Ancient and #WayEffingSmarter

3/8/2020 11:31:49 AM 369_is I bet she is a clone and maybe the original one was taken into custody. Hmmm.

3/8/2020 11:32:48 AM 369_is Maybe it's a message to Patriots.

3/8/2020 11:33:47 AM truthse98576558 I saw a lot of streaks in the sky in Phoenix and Flagstaff last week. They sure look like Chemtrails. I'm not convinced it's over.



3/8/2020 11:34:54 AM bourdainmurderd Nothing can stop what is coming...

as 

*Q installs a 5G small cell next to your kids school*

3/8/2020 11:34:58 AM 369_is Clones are unprovable? I guess it's a matter of what one wants to believe. Tons of evidence on clones available for the inquisitive mind.

3/8/2020 11:35:08 AM joshuajamesdavi #DaysOfNoach

3/8/2020 11:35:16 AM emmi_1111 Mine has been low for years. And D is supposed to help you against cancer.

3/8/2020 11:36:01 AM highhopesusa No doubt about after everything that’s being exposed these last few years.

3/8/2020 11:36:36 AM 369_is Do you believe this is "Hillary"? pic.twitter.com/4InlTvQeqg

3/8/2020 11:37:21 AM cindeamulholla3 THANKYOU!❤️

3/8/2020 11:37:35 AM alight412 Pink chem clouds during the day last week over Salem. Heavy spraying. There are articles indicating lithium is mixed in the cloud spray. Last couple 

weeks tm were big political weeks maybe they wanted to chill-out the public.

3/8/2020 11:37:39 AM 369_is Do you believe this is 'Hillary"? pic.twitter.com/rfDJHEC2qZ

3/8/2020 11:37:53 AM ipowerplace And they certainly don't have sex with each other so what would they talk about?

Will that documentary reveal BC's sex life?

 @RealJamesWoods calls him the Ex Rapist-in-Chief.

I'm sure many women would agree.

And what's with that lip biting?

@atensnut

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236535880556429312 …
3/8/2020 11:38:25 AM mind_gladiator They can't help playing God can they.

3/8/2020 11:39:49 AM alight412 Yes, I believe ypu have nailed it!

3/8/2020 11:40:35 AM 369_is This was the day we saw the video of her being ushered into the van after stumbling at the 9-11 memorial. You decide. pic.twitter.com/sCUYsVhBuh

3/8/2020 11:42:45 AM michael22019103 there proud of themselfs  may thay rot in hell

3/8/2020 11:43:14 AM jdgalore4  pic.twitter.com/duh0EB52tE

3/8/2020 11:44:06 AM michael22019103 lies lies and more lies

3/8/2020 11:44:39 AM birdiesrchirpin We love you Julian. 😘

🙏💛🙏

3/8/2020 11:45:02 AM mind_gladiator When scientists think they know much more then they actually do and leaders care most about power and money, you end up with weather 

modification and all sorts of other...."fun stuff". It won't hold a truly spiritual person down though. Nothing can but our own selves.

3/8/2020 11:50:07 AM melanieanders7 Solar flash beginning the new level?

3/8/2020 11:51:06 AM alight412 I wish the MSM would be taken down.  What a powerful weapon it's become.

Do you think our souls are planted into clone bodies? Granted there are clones who are simply programmed with no souls.

3/8/2020 11:51:58 AM the_loveoflight Non-terrestrial 

Like on the Q team?

3/8/2020 11:52:32 AM desuzegulfan THEY NEED TO BE IN JAIL

3/8/2020 11:52:50 AM stayyoungaft50 Just look up William Cooper !!!  He had everything on this subject…… may He RIP🙏🇺🇸. FBI Docs, wrote Book = Beyond a Pale Horse. Films, etc….. on 

Youtube as well...

3/8/2020 11:52:54 AM brotherjahnsen Password = “splinter the C.I.A. in a thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds.” #DarkToLight

3/8/2020 11:55:50 AM cindylee81 Never gets old! 🤣

3/8/2020 11:56:16 AM 369_is There's quite a few Q drops on 8/3. Can anyone paste them here? (I'm unable)

3/8/2020 11:57:56 AM 369_is Great catch. Have you seen the 8/3 drops also @cny_micaa?

3/8/2020 12:01:49 PM veera81151963 You must be mentally challenged to not be noticing the strategic alliances, pedo arrests, CEO resignations and socio-economic improvements since 

Trump's election

3/8/2020 12:02:22 PM sdane8 That's why Space Force was created. pic.twitter.com/brPPGKf1Ug

3/8/2020 12:02:54 PM mind_gladiator The first will happen when enough people wake up and simply abstain from the msm and think for themselves. This will require self mastery though as 

most are emotionally addicted to the msm. The second I have no comment of value on at this time.

3/8/2020 12:02:57 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/4Gw0Egmgl1

3/8/2020 12:05:29 PM burgersandra  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/8/2020 12:06:01 PM russ05061986 Crazy that he is 100% correct. I never knew the scum and villainy that existed at the debates until recently. Kind of like Mos Eisley.

3/8/2020 12:07:04 PM sdane8 That was fast!

3/8/2020 12:08:32 PM emerinemark Not buying this theory

3/8/2020 12:10:04 PM sdane8 They write this way to bypass the algorithms.

3/8/2020 12:10:07 PM ldy_chris The rabbit hole is deep and dark. Where does evil reside? Behind religion and smiling faces? The long-lived International crime families are seldom 

named. Their dirty deeds are not exposed because they dominate the world’s media. 

 https://youtu.be/q15iJAgiXiw  https://www.unz.com/article/did-israel-kill-the-kennedies/ …

3/8/2020 12:10:45 PM thelilkingryan  https://patents.google.com/patent/US10144532B2/en … pic.twitter.com/WOO1KJI10s

3/8/2020 12:11:31 PM sdane8 Who died?

3/8/2020 12:12:54 PM mouriergirl Because China has now proven that mass quarantine is the only waynto stop the virus from spreading. Their infection rates are dropping dramatically

3/8/2020 12:15:12 PM thekanehb Yeah but also buildings which house quarantined patients are bowing up

How many ppl died from being welded into their homes w/o resources?

3/8/2020 12:15:27 PM laurabusse Many ppl gonna get really drunk 🍀

3/8/2020 12:15:44 PM chapulincolored Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming.

The Best Is Yet To Come. pic.twitter.com/6ZDcB9zbWw

3/8/2020 12:15:51 PM thekanehb So the infection rate dropped, but how many other issues arose? We won’t hear that info yet it’s important to consider it

3/8/2020 12:16:41 PM stop_it_be This is what they want pic.twitter.com/qECus7PRPn

3/8/2020 12:18:12 PM susang7671 Does the “eye” mentioned in Sea of Sargasso blink once every 100 years or 300 years terra time? Asking because was researching person in  China 300 

years earlier than 1954 (in 1654, and 69 are yin yang). An Emperor died and throne filled with 6-yr old who died at age 22 in 1661.

3/8/2020 12:19:57 PM doodooh59284043 If Satan drives out Satan, he is divided against himself. How then will his kingdom stand?

3/8/2020 12:20:10 PM 39anc6 Some prophecy says this is the last pope. I suppose, we need him alive.

3/8/2020 12:21:14 PM tkobeauty I hope so the fact is we may not ever know the truth.

3/8/2020 12:21:52 PM fallorsesh They may not claim to be Q, but certainly make the claim they are the real m12 entitiy & are working directly directly w/Q. "to massage the public 

consciousness w/the info disseminated" is how they put it one time. So if we are to believe them, the Socratic method works here too

3/8/2020 12:22:26 PM sdane8 "death racket?"  5:05 👇 https://youtu.be/AZlwOeyrmQ8 



3/8/2020 12:22:34 PM deanna_danforth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  you have the ability to manipulate us into seeing things and experiences?  Can you do this to selected individuals?  I have had some 

beautiful experiences lately. Life changing ❤️ trying to comprehend what I am experiencing. No I don’t do drugs

3/8/2020 12:22:50 PM floridayys Here’s hoping!

3/8/2020 12:23:03 PM emilyoakley6 AWESOME

3/8/2020 12:23:26 PM geekydaddy64 Thank you for sharing!

3/8/2020 12:24:40 PM lulularoca @gavery2726

3/8/2020 12:24:54 PM lbf777 Satan only pretends to drive out Satan so the sheep think they are being saved so they just sit around and wait for nothing while the NWO pushes 

forward.

3/8/2020 12:26:36 PM sdane8 Wow, lots of trolls.

3/8/2020 12:28:19 PM doodooh59284043 MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER

3/8/2020 12:28:48 PM deplorabletsun1 I don’t know, you tell me

3/8/2020 12:30:17 PM carol76184778 Maybe it is not corona virus that is killing them.  What if is something more lethal?  Corona virus just isn't that lethal for healthy individuals.  Maybe it 

was an opportunity to slip something else in to do the dirty work.

3/8/2020 12:31:02 PM spirito76 The reporter’s body language when interviewing Cooper is priceless. 

On the edge of his seat, holding the arm rest 😂

3/8/2020 12:31:40 PM jkbell78 So, older people in nursing homes are all pedophiles? Or anyone over 50 with underlying health issues are all pedophiles?

3/8/2020 12:31:56 PM thekanehb Nice 💕

3/8/2020 12:32:27 PM sdane8 He sure does a good job faking it.

3/8/2020 12:33:28 PM carol76184778 17       😉

3/8/2020 12:34:02 PM birdiesrchirpin I keep getting this message to message over messenger.🤣

3/8/2020 12:34:12 PM verndog68 Esssss Geeeee Won

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MRFWYVXZEc

3/8/2020 12:34:22 PM ldy_chris  pic.twitter.com/umVVOGRVM4

3/8/2020 12:34:31 PM phreatomagnetic Planning to celebrate with a completely different type of green!

🌲💨🧠🧬👽👍🏻

3/8/2020 12:34:38 PM petrusmax4 no he doesn't

3/8/2020 12:34:44 PM garry3013 They want us to think they're human and make mistakes like the rest of us do. And Not the Evil, self centered, Narcissist that they really are. 

#DeathB4Dishonor

3/8/2020 12:35:03 PM doodooh59284043 Nothing is not habbening

3/8/2020 12:35:04 PM lbf777 Hope is not enough when it comes to stuff thst has the potential to genocide earth. civilians have to gather Chemtrails and test them to know for sure. 

Don’t trust the Gov. All they do is lie.

3/8/2020 12:35:55 PM lbf777 Exactly but it will once we fully stand up. Many of us are already standing. 😎

3/8/2020 12:37:02 PM brianbrido97 Indeed

3/8/2020 12:37:31 PM synackstatic Video of HRC,

Introduced through JA who received it from SR.

3/8/2020 12:38:04 PM sdane8 Home Goods. 😉

3/8/2020 12:39:31 PM brianbrido97 Remember the cicada 3301 puzzle ?

3/8/2020 12:39:40 PM cynthia39231414 Thought about something like this... specific groups....Will have to ponder more...

3/8/2020 12:40:33 PM carol76184778 Yes.

3/8/2020 12:40:47 PM cynthia39231414 Bloodlines...Hmmm.

3/8/2020 12:41:51 PM enlight3nedgeek It involved human experimentation.

3/8/2020 12:42:03 PM nocommunistusa Sounds splendid. Although I wouldn’t have minded martial law.

3/8/2020 12:42:53 PM thehistorian19 Be like an avalanche once it starts.  Pray for the hearts of people and POTUS

3/8/2020 12:44:32 PM carol76184778 Love it.  So hard to tell people about it but I keep trying.

3/8/2020 12:44:52 PM oregonjc Was there a backer who paid for the documentary?   ABC and Netflix withdrew interest and offers, I believe.

3/8/2020 12:44:52 PM besoulsol again - an appropriate landing spot .... pic.twitter.com/Pp4u2Kjyq3

3/8/2020 12:45:07 PM jaded_pearl No - have not heard of it but will look at it. Do you have a link?

3/8/2020 12:45:20 PM chadand08963121 Honestly, I'd rather see the Garrison files.  Government docs will be coded and not say what really happened. So release it all

3/8/2020 12:46:08 PM carol76184778 I'm not so sure about those human brain chips.  They don't seem to be working very well on Biden.  😂

3/8/2020 12:48:26 PM nocommunistusa I want to see aliens 👽

3/8/2020 12:52:07 PM emet_or_2020 Their bloodline is higher in copper.

3/8/2020 12:53:36 PM decodematrix Wow! Great find! Nuclear MOAB BOOM!

3/8/2020 12:53:59 PM sandymcnally3 Oh he's involved in the demise. I dont think he's Q panel personnel  tho.

3/8/2020 12:54:35 PM emet_or_2020 There are 13 elite families. There are 5 other more elite families. They inbreed

3/8/2020 12:55:27 PM 444_q_ 🤔 while lucid dreaming a few weeks ago, I was shown a mushroom cloud

3/8/2020 12:56:12 PM sdane8 😂

3/8/2020 12:56:39 PM rterriers The full file wasn't released.

3/8/2020 12:57:16 PM uwriyelmag Well funny thing is God has other plans and God's will stand not man's problem is man fail to recognize Jesus rightful place of authority soon we will 

see whose power stands just as Pharaoh learned so will those who think they are powerful...just saying🙏💞spread the love 

pic.twitter.com/vpe0zElROr

3/8/2020 12:58:23 PM ynad18624302 No, they are old and already sick. No immune system .

3/8/2020 12:58:37 PM thebeeguy0  https://www.shopqlink.com/ 

3/8/2020 12:59:10 PM lightlove21121 Good find ❣️

3/8/2020 12:59:59 PM thebeeguy0 I watched a video on the  http://ScottiesTech.info  yt channel about it. Seemed intriguing to me.

3/8/2020 1:01:09 PM ynad18624302 Funny they called it first the NOVEL corona ... And novel means what in english ?

3/8/2020 1:01:15 PM kidge6 Hmm. I’d like to learn more about these. Perhaps I’ll find a keystone to my quandary.  From where does this info come?

3/8/2020 1:01:19 PM 39anc6 He's Argentinian. We mixed the two. Remeber we are 20%italian (Mussolini), 20%german (Hitler), 20% "Che", 20% Spanish (Franco).

3/8/2020 1:01:22 PM cdb_yke "This is an artifact of Op Paperclip, during negotiations when the Soviets were instructed to follow us on our space program; OXCART."

🤔🤔

3/8/2020 1:01:43 PM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/HybeAueCH1

3/8/2020 1:02:58 PM tikpaq A man who took a trip on the Lolita Express

3/8/2020 1:03:51 PM hurricane0073 Come on now bruh. The White Hats are good guys & would never do that intentionally. 

However there is acceptable collateral damage AND if you could take out some swamp creatures w deep bloodlines why not?  🤷🏽♂️

3/8/2020 1:04:49 PM enlight3nedgeek I keep thinking of the practice of eating babies in China, and sales of gold leaf covered fetuses. Also, God is pretty much banned there.

3/8/2020 1:05:45 PM nadlerjanet Trump is our winner.



3/8/2020 1:05:54 PM brian_hoenig The basis of MK-Ultra implemented in 1954 was also part of the documentation. Mind control, or rather how to turn your country into an ant farm of 

mental midgets.

3/8/2020 1:07:42 PM dragon376 The good guys would never kill random people to take out bad guys, that is the Modus operandi of the bad guys...

This is a distraction, another false flag 9/11...

3/8/2020 1:09:02 PM hurricane0073 155k sealed indictments in the USA alone & who knows how many around the world.

No way in hell the egos of these rulers are going to sit back & wait to be arrested publicly. 

I just hope it all comes out in movies & books on how deep the swamp really was & how we took them out.

3/8/2020 1:09:12 PM njc2020d Pedovores

3/8/2020 1:09:39 PM sdane8 If a clone is created, what happens to the original?

3/8/2020 1:11:37 PM _ms_sue Apparently a fake Indian who supports immunity for Monsanto is worse.

3/8/2020 1:12:11 PM doodooh59284043 #UnsealJFK

3/8/2020 1:14:36 PM carol76184778 Very strange type of documentary about politicians trying to run for high office.  I think it will only help people wake up to the rumors.

3/8/2020 1:15:51 PM aaronhoughton10 It was absolutely Jackie. The splatter is going straight up. pic.twitter.com/pO93S5koWN

3/8/2020 1:16:03 PM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/a2Q9syedR5

3/8/2020 1:19:11 PM andyr1112 Chino CA I think Wednesday

3/8/2020 1:19:43 PM alwarbucks I’m sooooo ready, let gooo

3/8/2020 1:20:29 PM baronvontong  pic.twitter.com/OlWhlZ1yR1

3/8/2020 1:20:50 PM shamgarjc they probably go hide out in a D.U.M.B. somewhere or only go to certain places when they have to

3/8/2020 1:20:58 PM westmount_d7 It depends. Some elites& celebrities are cloned. Apparently, if no longer a viable money machine for Luceferiam elite, person is killed. Consciousness is 

the key. So, we must be kind to everyone, including clones as they hold consciousness. In time I’m sure we will learn more 😊

3/8/2020 1:21:08 PM 369_is I don't know his history or guilt vs innocence, but to make an assumption on a past decision isn't strong evidence. I've done things I wish I hadn't, but 

am now a loving, caring Patriot. Have you ever done something in your past that is not who you now are?

3/8/2020 1:21:50 PM whitespir1t Long way to go. Capone didn’t go down for man slaughter. Other politicians around her would also be implicated. Won’t happen. She’ll be convicted for 

something else.

3/8/2020 1:21:50 PM frankyanker Glad that there's so many experts. Thanks guys! I thought I was communicating with regular people. Phew!

3/8/2020 1:22:06 PM sdane8 Nice job! I remember early on the 8chan boards some of the anons would do this with Q posts.

3/8/2020 1:22:47 PM ksigmason LOL the number naturally occurs and its appearance has nothing to do with Freemasonry.

3/8/2020 1:24:45 PM aaronhoughton10 Jackie was a Jesuit trained CIA asset.

3/8/2020 1:26:31 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...Interesting

3/8/2020 1:26:33 PM dioristano #WWG1WGA 😉

3/8/2020 1:26:45 PM latulippesteven So many criminals running free. So few convictions!

3/8/2020 1:27:12 PM sdane8 I remember when I first heard about cloning I thought it was ridiculous. And then I remembered a conversation with my Mom when "Dolly" was cloned 

in 1996 and she was concerned they'd try it on people. I imagine the tech was far more advanced then and now yrs later ... 😬

3/8/2020 1:29:14 PM iyamapotato STOP giving these Reptiles a Platform!

3/8/2020 1:29:32 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Vile Beasts!!!...💥🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 1:32:21 PM tomchiodo Documentaries about the sex lives of a married couple who do not have sexual with each other.

3/8/2020 1:32:22 PM samsmith0319 Exactly...The Corona Virus is the Trojan Horse for the Vile Evil Beasts!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 1:33:32 PM samsmith0319 💥🔥🤡🤡🔥💥

3/8/2020 1:33:37 PM philzantos Agree, especially “unlock.”

This point in time is so massive.

Praying 🙏🏻 for President @realDonaldTrump

#WWG1WGA🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

3/8/2020 1:33:58 PM what_uc 🙄🙄🙄

3/8/2020 1:34:10 PM samsmith0319 Indeed...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 1:35:03 PM kenneth66003869 How do you tell a world who thinks that she is a saint, that she is a pedovour? How do you tell them that 90% of Americans have now eaten human 

DNA and she helped feed them?

3/8/2020 1:35:25 PM carol76184778 This vid from 2012- Obama is President.  Anonymous is really DIA keeping tabs on Obama's activities and all of the details.  Q says "we have it all".  

Thanks for clearing that up.  There isn't anything they can do without the pats knowing about it.

3/8/2020 1:35:26 PM samsmith0319 Moves and Counter Moves of the Master!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/8/2020 1:35:59 PM cny_micaa Which year? (To search faster?) I have read all but don't know off hand what dates things were posted.

3/8/2020 1:36:24 PM westmount_d7 Planes are spraying over Montreal too. HQ for Canadian Space Agency is actually here which an answer. Lol. See planes daily. CIA are run by Black 

Nobility-must be disbanded as Prez Kennedy had said. These dark families run the globe. We The People must terminate this nonsense

3/8/2020 1:37:22 PM samsmith0319 And the 🐑🐑🐑🐑 must be woken up!!!

3/8/2020 1:37:56 PM sweetemmilyn Ahhh...I didnt think of that.

3/8/2020 1:38:07 PM samsmith0319 Home of the biggest Vile Beasts!!!...💥👿💥

3/8/2020 1:38:45 PM jfwilb That is too damn much money, what will it be wasted on?

3/8/2020 1:39:18 PM samsmith0319 Ides of March...👀...

3/8/2020 1:39:22 PM 369_is Hi Micaa. I found a bunch in 2018. I can't copy on my device. Thought maybe someone would evaluate those drops too. None in 2019. And Q started in 

Oct of 2017.

3/8/2020 1:39:32 PM westmount_d7 We all feel it, but never knew how to process it. Knowledge is power. It allows for independent critical thinking. We’ll all get there... together. It’s no 

longer “conspiracy” but war on the people. We’re awake 😊

3/8/2020 1:39:56 PM wernerholm3 Down-syndrome Donald cant even speak properly - he should be the ambassador to the Special Olympics.

3/8/2020 1:41:42 PM westmount_d7 If you understand ETs have always been here... some negative ones and many positive ones, the tech could be hundreds of years old. We’ll find out 

soon cuz everyone is waking up so fast! 🙌

3/8/2020 1:42:36 PM piperohio17 It’s coronA

3/8/2020 1:42:36 PM tarahar57489424 They are cousins and both Rockefeller?

3/8/2020 1:43:21 PM westmount_d7 🙌😂 Absolutely. Or in gorgeous underground accommodations that we will soon find out about🧐

3/8/2020 1:43:53 PM piperohio17 NO. Just no. That’s not what 5G is all about.  5G already exists in the lines we have. Heck, TX is already selling 10G services.

3/8/2020 1:45:11 PM piperohio17 NOOOOOOOOO

3/8/2020 1:45:18 PM paulaallentaylo there won't be a cover story u just shut up

3/8/2020 1:45:38 PM carol76184778 So DS releases Corona virus to cause panic for economy.

Patriots use the panic of disease to really kill some bad guys.

Did the bad guys really die from disease or were they poisoned?

 Patriots would not release a bioweapon because it could kill us.

Right?



3/8/2020 1:47:22 PM laurabusse Bottom right

One of my favorite memes of all time

😅😂🤣

3/8/2020 1:51:32 PM blsdbe #ThanQ, MJ. I #TrustThePlan. I am simply looking forward to a time when our Skies can simply form Natural Clouds of their own... 

pic.twitter.com/w32Bx8F8JS

3/8/2020 1:51:46 PM cordaymaggie Why should victims not receive money for their story. The perpetrators make money off the victims while they are victimizing them. I’ve never 

understood why victims are bashed for being paid for their story. It’s up to the listeners to decide what they believe.

3/8/2020 1:51:59 PM cny_micaa Wow, yeah a busy day for sure! Thanks! I will review...

3/8/2020 1:54:27 PM crzycnuk101 No.... he is not apart of Q.. no one said he was. 

The point.. if Im not mistaken. Was that MJ12 knows Google will "change" things and info.

Hence the "we see you"

3/8/2020 1:56:52 PM tikpaq I’m sure most of us have at some point. But I wouldn’t knowingly travel on a paedophiles private plane.

3/8/2020 1:56:58 PM nocommunistusa Agreed. However he may need work.

3/8/2020 1:57:02 PM tikpaq  http://www.preoccupiedterritory.com/roger-waters-denies-flying-on-epsteins-jet-more-than-like-5-or-6-times/ …

3/8/2020 1:57:09 PM jeffex11 You have to ask yourself the hard honest question ..WTF are the Satanic pedovores harvesting from innocent children & why Why have [[[they]]] kept 

the truth from mankind for centuries What is in those books [[[they]]] removed and altered The more you know  

https://archive.org/details/godmanwordmadefl00carerich/page/n6/mode/2up … pic.twitter.com/YAAE8TH4QQ

3/8/2020 1:57:28 PM jjdressgown42 Godspeed ✝️with you all the way🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/3Ck7j06RnZ

3/8/2020 1:58:39 PM blsdbe Got my ticket, I will be watching!!!

3/8/2020 1:58:41 PM carol76184778 Or you think it's linked to 5G.  If that were known by the Cabal, wouldn't the leaders who got infected know that too and not be around the 5G?

3/8/2020 1:59:23 PM nocommunistusa Hey think about it, a lot of starving actors in Hollywood. They use you and then drop you just like that!

3/8/2020 1:59:28 PM christinaworthm  pic.twitter.com/tdXatDJJfo

3/8/2020 1:59:34 PM mel5x5 😞

3/8/2020 1:59:51 PM clifton15jon #Disclosure #USSF 5:5

3/8/2020 2:01:59 PM flowersoul Q : "No outside Comms" 🤣 So much for this smooth-talker

3/8/2020 2:02:00 PM jeffex11 Epstein Island was 4th Reich NAZI 3rd Reich had Villa winter and BLOCKHOUSE in Forest of France to harvest sacred secretions SECRET NAZI RUINS 

discovery channel pic.twitter.com/N7u9uKFDLS

3/8/2020 2:02:56 PM audris62 So which one? White hats profit to elliminate dark ones or dark agenda. Or both....

3/8/2020 2:03:25 PM lightworkercain I still 🤣 everytime I see it.

3/8/2020 2:05:19 PM thegreyspecter There are no coincidences....yummo.....🇺🇸

3/8/2020 2:05:30 PM donnie_maga Did a thread on Corona, crown. Holy Roman empire. https://twitter.com/donnie_maga/status/1233208240189693953?s=19 …

3/8/2020 2:08:22 PM freestateojones Yeah. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1229626489387220992?s=19 …

3/8/2020 2:09:40 PM nocommunistusa If those who they say died from CV really infact died then I can’t see it being white hats who started it. In the end all the corruption needs to be finally 

out in the open, the stuff that his been going on is outrageous

3/8/2020 2:10:56 PM blsdbe Can you help me find some sources I can show my family about this?

3/8/2020 2:11:14 PM nocommunistusa Exactly

3/8/2020 2:13:27 PM leslie31448714 I CAN HARDLY WAIT!  😬

3/8/2020 2:13:40 PM keith369me Damn...good EYES

3/8/2020 2:13:40 PM lbf777 Translation

Don’t worry Goyim. The Chemtrails are healthy. We stopped the bad ones. 😉

Some have died but don’t worry. They are were all deep state. 😉

PS. SpaceX is behind it & they are also flooding the atmosphere with mind control nanobots.

3/8/2020 2:13:44 PM tikpaq Globally?

3/8/2020 2:15:24 PM billwes76233793  pic.twitter.com/15wFxyt8I3

3/8/2020 2:16:03 PM lbf777 This account was behind JFK’s murder so I would trust it. They killed JFK for wanting to reveal aliens to the public and for wanting to stop the 

importation of drugs. CIA helped the process. Bush Sr and Hillary’s dad helped too.

3/8/2020 2:16:54 PM agelessje To which “government officials” are you referring?

3/8/2020 2:16:56 PM cheddarbo I don't believe we can label anyone a sellout quite yet.  People sometimes have to do things to get inside. Clearly we dont have enough undercover cop 

shows!

3/8/2020 2:18:49 PM abibeuck22 Isn't Killery into women?

3/8/2020 2:19:33 PM 369_is Hi @TIKPAQ  Great find. I also agree with you.

3/8/2020 2:22:23 PM jackoneilltime1 Nice find!!! pic.twitter.com/UZTTh8YkaP

3/8/2020 2:24:16 PM steppinwolves B-52 🔥 @prattandwhitney 💥 #HotPants BDT #BOOM https://youtu.be/VoeavIT6xKg 

3/8/2020 2:35:34 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes I know that one...  it was in my video. I do some random segments on my channel. Some of them work out, others not so much. 

pic.twitter.com/nKv3QxnIMx

3/8/2020 2:36:11 PM majic_eyes_qnly (That’s a screen shot from my video)

3/8/2020 2:36:20 PM brd369 When "Truth" becomes Profitable one must Use Discernment. Trust But Verify. Be Careful Who you follow.

3/8/2020 2:37:01 PM 369_is You get to sit here and judge them while the only reason you are alive to sit here and judge is because THEY FOUGHT THEM!!! Re read past tweets 

@Anangelhasland1 Not everything is neat and pretty. They fought so u can live.

3/8/2020 2:37:12 PM dioristano Dear USA's friends Patriots, thanks to Your great and passionate job as Digital Soldiers, all of us, all of the honest World, can say #YESWEQNOW!

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@Tinktweets45

@DavidaCamorani #Q.🇮🇹

And all of the others Anons

#Q.🇮🇹🇺🇲🇮🇱🇬🇧🇷🇺🌍🙏🍀🐰

3/8/2020 2:37:44 PM bb1272216718 My opinion,  just maybe they are used to detect cloaked craft or dimensional craft,  think a void in the field,  and air bubble in a tank of water

3/8/2020 2:39:27 PM 369_is And you are the final word and authority on what can and cannot be done on Earth?

3/8/2020 2:39:31 PM sheerglee1 I think this is the Q Drop in the mushroom cloud pic.twitter.com/fgao8zhdKO

3/8/2020 2:40:04 PM teri23179879 Yes

3/8/2020 2:40:41 PM lucyc5124 TN blue skies for the day ✨ pic.twitter.com/MJcm0BCs5i

3/8/2020 2:42:14 PM sheerglee1 Genius @qspiracy

3/8/2020 2:43:13 PM findering Mini No not a bad guy but a guy that wants the best life for us. Half the ppl on Earth are insane & 10% of them have no soul. Do U think U have rights 2 

loose? think JFK & 9/11 & who did they kill in his jail cell? What Government? We the ppl never really had 1. Trump is change

3/8/2020 2:44:09 PM razzlesazz Seth Rich. That is all.

3/8/2020 2:44:55 PM jadegreen0987 Public Interest is Powerful!!!



3/8/2020 2:45:15 PM sheerglee1 Another Genius!!!! @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

3/8/2020 2:46:02 PM andyschweitzer Lemme get this straight.. so the Coronavirus is a satanic Sun (Lucifer) King of Time (Kronos, son of Ouranos) who looks like an Ouroboros or a crow 

wearing a crown and and eats us on Saturdays. Now we're getting somewhere! 🔎🌈🔮☀️ 🤷♀️

3/8/2020 2:46:04 PM esh_grannysue They were busted over at Fort Wood and Twin Falls back in the 90’s. Where y’all been? We have been divided far too long - it is nice to not be thought 

insane for looking UP!!!

3/8/2020 2:46:22 PM godfamcountry Not soon enough!

3/8/2020 2:46:59 PM sheerglee1 You two inspire me!  Just WOW!!

3/8/2020 2:47:56 PM american4t Soon.... pic.twitter.com/TvjDrpLqVi

3/8/2020 2:49:30 PM canucker9 It’s a war.

3/8/2020 2:51:50 PM newton0121 I think Hillary will be tapped by Joe Biden as VP. Once President he will be sectioned 24rd and Hillary takes over. Just my opinion.

3/8/2020 2:53:18 PM cosmic_engineer Had to do my own digging after coming to the understanding that my unveiled Self is of that vibrational freq 

https://www.thesoulmatrix.com/2016/02/09/the-blue-ray-1-beings-on-earth/ …

3/8/2020 2:53:42 PM aflame4truth Yes I was thinking Covid sounds like a corvid  https://duckduckgo.com/?q=corvid&t=iphone&ia=about&iax=about …

3/8/2020 2:54:45 PM wht353 Sky FULL of 'em yesterday way out in the boonies my way

3/8/2020 2:55:59 PM arifriedman12 Spraying the shit out of us in Cleveland. All day. pic.twitter.com/YcAkQGb2eu

3/8/2020 2:56:02 PM sheerglee1 OH MY GOODNESS!!!!

3/8/2020 2:56:33 PM sheerglee1 🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌

3/8/2020 2:57:27 PM lbf777 They’re trying to kill us and telling us it’s vitamins.

3/8/2020 2:58:15 PM patrici87836733 Excuse me? Care to let us know who this is?

3/8/2020 2:58:17 PM robinabank4 Yup been cleaning my closet to make room for TRUE PATRIOTS🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

Need to start a list...

3/8/2020 2:59:03 PM whiskeyandbeer1 Lmfao take your meds

3/8/2020 2:59:40 PM stacy1thatsme I love this comment so much!! And instead of every tv everywhere showing CNN they all live steam the trails instead!! Show them on every single TV in 

public across the country!!

3/8/2020 2:59:47 PM philzantos Today is my son’s birthday. Tomorrow it’s my granddaughter’s birthday. Interesting Sunday with you fine people. 

@Michaelcraddo16 @BullPatriot @momthruhh @LauraLaura1650 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BroStreetJoy @Inevitable_ET 

https://twitter.com/P0A_Triot23/status/1236752338641190913 …

3/8/2020 2:59:52 PM worldxplorer1 My initial thought as well. It’s potentially setting the stage for a scapegoat of a cabal lead attack / FF. 

It really just struck me we are indeed watching WWIII from the front row. 

And we’re digital guerrillas.

I’ve know this intellectually but the magnitude just hit me.

3/8/2020 3:01:41 PM rexreynolds12 Central Mo yesterday, sky looked like a race track all day long, today nothing. pic.twitter.com/5q3d253SE0

3/8/2020 3:01:49 PM billym71954614 Modernize the United states?

3/8/2020 3:02:03 PM anangelhasland1 No proof of clones.

Just photos of a stressed-out lady.

3/8/2020 3:02:33 PM heike_ngan Yeah...that’s what my instincts also lead me to...a very strong possibility.

3/8/2020 3:02:53 PM stacy1thatsme I read something about it being possible that it is taking out old nazis here. The age range of those who have died here go along with that theory. And 

the whole Evergreen (hilLIARy USSS cosename) being the hot spot for it here is also some kind of connection as well.

3/8/2020 3:04:13 PM jephious I used to watch them pass over Toronto in clear blue skies and expand to make the sky over cast. Now it’s only one here and there.  Takes time to stop 

a well knit organization.

3/8/2020 3:04:46 PM robinabank4 Yup was thinking the exact same TY

3/8/2020 3:06:10 PM anangelhasland1 They are cowards if they didn’t intervene immediately.

No deals means no deals.

Law enforcement cannot wait for public opinion to dictate the performance of its duties.

3/8/2020 3:06:25 PM luvsweetluv5 Pedophiles against non- pedophiles?

3/8/2020 3:07:47 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/ZxidXYukVa

3/8/2020 3:08:17 PM anangelhasland1 No and neither is Q.

3/8/2020 3:08:57 PM megatronmighty You are looking at it optically.

Stop.

If the press reports the "virus" has spread, has it really?

Would anyone know the difference?

How do you keep the UN out during a Martial law declaration?

You have a National Emergency.

Nobody in or out.

This is EXACTLY how you win the game
3/8/2020 3:08:57 PM canucker9 Good versus Evil

3/8/2020 3:09:05 PM robinabank4 On the fence about Sarfoogle, anyone ❓ seems like it's about 🤑

3/8/2020 3:09:06 PM worldxplorer1 Meaning what?

3/8/2020 3:09:44 PM luvsweetluv5 Oh. I see.

3/8/2020 3:09:58 PM ready2go19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Message of Disclosure Subject: Socialism / Communism + "Space Relations" (aka Epstein / Weinstein / 

HollyAMA will begin on last post in thread... Propose the following: - $21.439T economy (2019 GDP) - $3.863T tax reven…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1232166620249894912.html …

3/8/2020 3:11:29 PM tamisto13345884 Just waiting on the Trump card to b played!

3/8/2020 3:13:40 PM robinabank4 On the fence-.   Bout 💥WARFOOLGE💥 anyone ❓ seems like it's about and selling..🤑 WILL NOT discuss Q. Always pushing companies.  Many think 

the same whom follow bc never seems 2get busted by the webernet COP‼️‼️‼️👁👁

3/8/2020 3:14:04 PM fansblowing3 Bush, Epstein, we do not say his name were at the top.

3/8/2020 3:14:19 PM irishtweedledee @LBF777 Something is VERY wrong! MAJESTIC 12 and Q have been acting odd lately. They have been leaving out less info about the space force 

program and Trump. No one is know what the hell is going to happen. I am about to unfollow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I feel something bad coming!

3/8/2020 3:16:07 PM chett_depaul Chromosome 19

Yeeahhhhhhh baby

3/8/2020 3:16:20 PM lbf777 MJ12 and Q used to say interesting things but that stopped over 8 months ago. Now they are just holding their herd down while the NWO rises. The 

sheep who follow don’t know any better.



3/8/2020 3:16:46 PM megatronmighty So how will it be accomplished?

This is the part of the battlefield I am not prepared for. I can't even find it to begin research.

I've seen the tunnel of consciousness.

I can bend flame BUT I CAN'T HEAR HIM.

Too much noise.

He manipulates me through intuition.

I want to be ready

3/8/2020 3:17:20 PM ready2go19 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. We are going to describe two cultures and how they are both structured strategically toy of 

victims in the grasps of [them]. Culture E Nudity is human nature. Sex is human instinct. Faith is a fundame…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1229996729463906304.html …

3/8/2020 3:17:32 PM qcanuck Dem supporters need to all rush out and get this vaccine ASAP

3/8/2020 3:17:34 PM nacktepoesie Boss Man 💥

3/8/2020 3:18:56 PM findering Suspicious alright, just like Joan Rivers a few weeks after she declared Michelle O was Michael O is dead from a routine medical procedure! See the 

pattern folks?!

3/8/2020 3:19:55 PM irishtweedledee We need to get out of this Matrix bullshit. Have you seen videos of the snow that goes on in Canada and other places? You can actually burn the snow 

and it wouldn’t melt, just leaves a BLACK MARK where it was burned!

3/8/2020 3:21:23 PM sheerglee1 I am so blessed to find you guys!  I even watched the video from FruitCat!!!

3/8/2020 3:23:34 PM lbf777 Obviously many things are wrong & we can fully admit the 1% have waged war on the 99% and if the 99% just sit around & wait for false prophets Like 

Trump or Q to save us, we are finished. They are part of the 1%.

3/8/2020 3:24:11 PM 369_is OK angel, I think I found something we both might agree on. How about this...a decalcified pineal gland provides PROOF of anything that the 5 senses 

perceive in the illusion that we call "The earth based matrix".

3/8/2020 3:26:52 PM charlesgdavis1 WHO??? Is he like Star Lord??? Never heard of them. But then again.....no one has HEARD of me either.😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂 

pic.twitter.com/49WxteDCBS

3/8/2020 3:26:57 PM merkaba369 Can someone PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE just hit ctrl alt del and reset this bitch??? Whatever this was supposed to be, clearly it's either been infected with 

a virus or files have been corrupted. Either way... It's not fun anymore. AT ALL! I know I didn't agree to this shit! #Shutdown

3/8/2020 3:28:38 PM cdngrannycheryl Lol

3/8/2020 3:29:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 How's this #QProof for you? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236778368533700609 …

3/8/2020 3:29:51 PM cocopuffster12 So good

3/8/2020 3:29:59 PM mkawe Perfect!

3/8/2020 3:30:19 PM alisvolatpropi2 Majestic!

3/8/2020 3:30:21 PM jvan125 He handled that BEAUTIFULLY!!! 😂🤣😂🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/8/2020 3:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 17h

Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/EGM1nPaO7Z

3/8/2020 3:30:47 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/FIKuvIWfco

3/8/2020 3:30:51 PM childers_lance Ffing amazing

3/8/2020 3:31:03 PM ms1481 Twitter not showing the quoted tweet in the timeline pic.twitter.com/K54YuzDFQ2

3/8/2020 3:31:17 PM josephf94042707 Raw video of HRC

3/8/2020 3:32:10 PM greytonka It doesn't burn because its water.   Black mark is carbon from the lighter fuel

3/8/2020 3:32:19 PM freeandoriginal Forcing the Q uestion or just revealing? 😎💥😍

3/8/2020 3:33:04 PM muse2pharaoh He is a master troll. 😂

3/8/2020 3:33:11 PM nocommunistusa Let’s see what happens. I hope they are recording all this craziness for the history books. Some time we are living in, out of a movie.

3/8/2020 3:33:54 PM unitedweareusa No, sir!

3/8/2020 3:34:38 PM americanpetal No coincidence Sir 👏🇺🇸🕊

3/8/2020 3:34:45 PM serpent021 There are no coincidences

3/8/2020 3:34:48 PM irishtweedledee Shit... I think the people I am also following are being mislead. I don’t want to them judge them for believing. They are still searching for the Truth as I 

am. I am not sure who to believe anymore. I need to get out of here.

3/8/2020 3:35:45 PM _doozier_  pic.twitter.com/BkklWbPmiA

3/8/2020 3:35:49 PM sheerglee1 Bless you Majestic 12...we the people love you all

3/8/2020 3:35:58 PM rdeweese04 Nice time stamp ... 9:9

3/8/2020 3:36:12 PM hmcfarlin1 It's been on my mind also.

3/8/2020 3:36:16 PM irishtweedledee Then why doesn’t the snow melt?

3/8/2020 3:36:25 PM tamravee I look forward to the day GOD HUNTS THEM DOWN pic.twitter.com/M24e39edCi

3/8/2020 3:37:05 PM stacy1thatsme The history books for this era are going to be epic and we are a part of it all!!! 🇺🇸❤️🇺🇸

3/8/2020 3:37:07 PM djlok The Best is Yet to Come!!! pic.twitter.com/5MOrkVmH3s

3/8/2020 3:37:16 PM robe3866 Gee...thought that's what we've been doing!!

3/8/2020 3:37:22 PM tamravee These two should be worried as well ! pic.twitter.com/xVHGkndB17

3/8/2020 3:37:35 PM 369_is Hi @LBF777 I always love an alternative viewpoint to my own. Would you mind indulging me please? You seem to be enlightened in my opinion. My 

question is... why do u follow MJ if u disagree so vehemently with the info they present? Thank you.

3/8/2020 3:37:47 PM americanpetal 17 mins. Does that count to? It just happened. pic.twitter.com/n0SvMMMnax

3/8/2020 3:37:55 PM rickster61x How about when @POTUS tweeted it?

18:18?

17+?

3/8/2020 3:38:03 PM bryceja68689884 Agreed.

3/8/2020 3:38:28 PM tamravee We hear HARVEY IS SINGING while uncomfortable . pic.twitter.com/4Zy3Qf7mwu

3/8/2020 3:38:37 PM rickster61x Follow The Money!!

3/8/2020 3:38:41 PM bryceja68689884 Was Biden in town last Thursday by chance?

3/8/2020 3:39:05 PM debbi_0821  pic.twitter.com/4UGSTC2fI4

3/8/2020 3:39:23 PM tamravee #SAVEtheCHILDREN pic.twitter.com/6ZBzPsDOkq

3/8/2020 3:39:27 PM kitnertodd Boom!

3/8/2020 3:39:27 PM victoriousspoon Best. Tweet. Of. The. Year. 

Let’s get this show poppin’!

3/8/2020 3:39:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 The best tweet is yet to come.

3/8/2020 3:39:50 PM winduchi 5:5 Alliance. Now, hurry up & get these damn mass arrests done for we can have Secret Space Program & Full Extraterrestrial Disclosure. 

👽🏁⏱🎆🎆🎆🎇🎇🎇🚀

3/8/2020 3:40:18 PM victoriousspoon “My fellow Americans...” 🇺🇸 🇺🇸

3/8/2020 3:40:36 PM shamgarjc its mathematically impossible at this point that Q is somehow fake or a larp.  the people that try to discredit Q look foolish.

3/8/2020 3:41:04 PM 369helen313 “ NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING .” #Q pic.twitter.com/zorwTtkj6R

3/8/2020 3:41:07 PM baronvontong  pic.twitter.com/0c0WHRX26n

3/8/2020 3:41:30 PM blindsquirrel36 Ruh roh 🤔🍿🍿🍿🐹 pic.twitter.com/f58kPkeTEM

3/8/2020 3:41:45 PM qbryce171  pic.twitter.com/zTMq9UUp5X

3/8/2020 3:43:19 PM 1_decided_voter How about the fact that we asked Q+ to retweet him after Dan posted that, and lo and behold 17 hours later, he does? pic.twitter.com/SLXty4lxMg



3/8/2020 3:44:00 PM keith369me @realDonaldTrump, don’t play coy, you know exactly what it means.  #WWG1WGA

3/8/2020 3:44:01 PM kidge6 What do you mean by this? These terms are not familiar to me.

3/8/2020 3:44:22 PM lydeeyah4 There was a lot here in the Cleveland area today. Turned a cloudless sky cloudy 😤

3/8/2020 3:44:46 PM suzannelittlej3 Wait what? I hate big bugs😮

3/8/2020 3:45:46 PM tuckerwhalen1 I’ve been thinking about the double meaning of “these people are sick” for a couple of weeks now. 🤔

3/8/2020 3:46:05 PM _highjinx_ Now This is some interesting developments! 5:5! pic.twitter.com/cJ6klFIQcx

3/8/2020 3:46:11 PM keith369me Not a coincidence...probably 17 hours 17 minute delta

3/8/2020 3:46:19 PM whitecaps1 Chemtrails are everywhere

3/8/2020 3:46:35 PM kidge6 Thanks.  That's a great site.  This video is really good https://youtu.be/F7oVwGIAYeU 

3/8/2020 3:46:41 PM deplorabldamsel I know what it means, Mr. President! ☺ 🌟 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/XKjUomXpIX

3/8/2020 3:47:10 PM brd369 Just a few more XP. Getting closer.

3/8/2020 3:47:23 PM suzannelittlej3 Spraying alot in upstate SC too🙄

3/8/2020 3:47:45 PM mclendon_becky Watch the other states they do this in.

3/8/2020 3:48:04 PM lbf777 We all know Q and Trump are working together with the Deep State.

3/8/2020 3:49:28 PM lbf777 I fell for a lot of scams myself. We are all learning together. All I know is we need to save the world as civilians or else it won’t be saved.

3/8/2020 3:49:39 PM brd369 Specific Signature Detected.

3/8/2020 3:49:45 PM 1_decided_voter Okay, so Twitter marked it as 17 hours later, but technically it was 18 hours and 9 mins...

But I'll take that as well, given that it's all divisible by 3.

3/8/2020 3:50:05 PM blsdbe Can It Be Happening?!? #TheStormIsUponUs?!? pic.twitter.com/PcAwXmTGnN

3/8/2020 3:50:07 PM sunspot406 Trolling Qanons,   Love our President !!!  Man of 'WE" the People !!!!!!

3/8/2020 3:50:09 PM lrn_to_read_rtl Makes sense with the daylight savings time change today. Didn't it originate by signaling war time?

3/8/2020 3:50:13 PM thesacredrebel I'm seeing interesting similarities in this show on Amazon Prime. https://twitter.com/theSacredRebel/status/1236777237376053248 …

3/8/2020 3:50:26 PM jklo1611 Absolute Q proof. Anon know.

3/8/2020 3:50:41 PM rob21202522 I watched them today in Michigan for sure ,was a beautiful sunny day. Now it's a gray mix  how can people not look up. There were five  side by side

3/8/2020 3:51:11 PM lbf777 Because I study disinfo agents for see what they say about the crimes against humanity. In this case, they are claiming Chemtrails are suddenly healthy 

for us. It’s important to understand communist propaganda and learn from it so we don’t get fooled again.

3/8/2020 3:51:22 PM dreamsparker @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ 0:06 = 5:5?

3/8/2020 3:51:48 PM lbf777 This is an attempt to genocide the world.

3/8/2020 3:51:55 PM rebornkingent Tell us what to look for? Ladies and gentlemen welcome to the storm.

3/8/2020 3:52:03 PM ladypatriot54 Excellent point!

3/8/2020 3:53:14 PM jennife31060429 Yuuuup..me too! Makes me wonder if those "big" names like the pope that caught CoronaV..if it is a way they will be removed from public eye to go to 

Gitmo..not passing "Go" not collecting $200

3/8/2020 3:53:44 PM tennesseemaga13 Yes LORD. God is good. ❤️🇺🇸❤️

3/8/2020 3:53:45 PM stormenight They knew the virus would come, just like clockwork, during the election year, so I think/hope you’re saying it’s a good cover to take advantage of?

3/8/2020 3:54:25 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 Mr. President!  Standing ready!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/hYVJnR4np3

3/8/2020 3:54:53 PM guscaldas Is Trump dismantling the Disney partner NASA? Or he thinks people need to believe in all the fantasies it creates? Is he disclosing the reasons for faking 

space?

3/8/2020 3:56:02 PM pauli_ranney I like the way you think. 😉

3/8/2020 3:56:15 PM girlawakeinca Then let’s collectively manifest that [timeline] right into a fold. Begone. We already know MJ12 has the [timeline] we intend to keep. May free will 

sustain the Plan. 💫🙏

3/8/2020 3:56:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a coincidence when 45 tweets this out that MJ12 reaches 55K followers?

5:5?

3/8/2020 3:56:42 PM emet2012 Writing like Q doesn't help anyone.

3/8/2020 3:56:49 PM cornhol74006295  pic.twitter.com/ZuPMVDAKcE

3/8/2020 3:57:26 PM emet2012 Unless that's a direct Quote from Q?

3/8/2020 3:57:51 PM wahiggins3 Wow, pretty incredible I must say!

3/8/2020 3:58:55 PM donnaho33369876 Dang, now I know why I never liked that song.

3/8/2020 3:59:11 PM jim_rosvold It is a way of preparing us for the storm of pedo info.

3/8/2020 3:59:19 PM johnhammar94 Probably

3/8/2020 3:59:24 PM trebonianvs What is this?

3/8/2020 4:00:28 PM auroravoyager1 QPost 3691

Q !!Hs1Jq13jV6 ID: 6c75be No.7517965 📁

Dec 15 2019 17:15:09 (EST)

@Snowden

#HOMECOMING2020

Q

Snowden mentioned 17 times.
3/8/2020 4:00:38 PM djlok 5:5!!!

No coincidences!!!

3/8/2020 4:00:45 PM thelilkingryan Anti gravity patent

3/8/2020 4:00:47 PM americanpetal No coincidence

3/8/2020 4:00:54 PM pattonspotting 170 Following aswell? Noticed 55k too. 5:5.

3/8/2020 4:01:00 PM auroravoyager1 Snowden mentioned 17 times in Q posts.

3/8/2020 4:01:16 PM freestateojones I wont claim this as a proof of any kind however, it is an interesting bit of wording given the context and timing of the tweets below. 

Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming 🇺🇸

• https://twitter.com/travis_view/status/1236546089873887232?s=19 …

• https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1236748363481206784?s=19 …

• https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1236778775968350209?s=19 …

• https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236778368533700609?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/l6dFDTruBU

3/8/2020 4:02:21 PM whitecaps1 People on the skin lifts,  multiple different chairs going up talked of chemttails that wetr going right over the Mountain while he skiied.  

Seems one of those common things that people don't otherwise talk about

3/8/2020 4:02:27 PM mld0407 🤮



3/8/2020 4:02:43 PM tuckerwhalen1 When the two worlds of pedo crime and political/money crime converge we will or at least should all come together as one. This grass roots 

partnership still needs to be solidified...I still have friends who debate me not realizing their defending the pedos.

3/8/2020 4:02:53 PM nocommunistusa Yeah it is pretty awesome 😎

3/8/2020 4:03:03 PM ausanon369 No coincidences. I remember following MJ12 when you had very little followers. Many suspended accounts later (over a short period) you have 

reached 5:5

3/8/2020 4:03:46 PM meequalsfree I'd like to know if we have more than 33 vertebra

 https://www.disabled-world.com/disability/types/spinal/spine-picture.php …

 https://www.spine-health.com/conditions/spine-anatomy/cervical-spinal-nerves …

3/8/2020 4:04:06 PM exsjwtruther I have no idea and wouldn't want to say. But note that the adult 15k STARTING POINT is about triple what a lot of more mainstream doctors will say (5k 

IU)

3/8/2020 4:05:00 PM lightlove21121 CHRIST-All clear 😎

3/8/2020 4:05:09 PM oaf_unbreakable Time went forward by 1 hour.

2 am became 3 am

18-1=17 hours.

3/8/2020 4:06:05 PM 1_decided_voter Holy crap I forgot about that! You're right!

3/8/2020 4:06:58 PM ndeathcloak I’m ready for the Rise

3/8/2020 4:06:59 PM drachenvogel "Who knows what this means" is a sort of contrived, intentional distancing language, indicating POTUS is not really ready to avow Q directly just yet...

I've used that same phrase myself to feign ignorance of something I was trying to inject into a conversation.

3/8/2020 4:07:17 PM cosmic_engineer  https://www.plasma-universe.com/double-layer/ 

Water version: https://www.luke.fi/en/blog/the-fourth-phase-of-water/ …

3/8/2020 4:07:47 PM dasha_dagmar 🐸⚔🛡 pic.twitter.com/ENxdF9uzFi

3/8/2020 4:07:48 PM paulpappas13 Remember were using their own playbook to beat them. Is coronavirus and covid-19 really the same thing?🤔 one could target drug use. 

pic.twitter.com/VTvgwUlqie

3/8/2020 4:08:59 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Key phrase - "I imagined this experience"  https://twitter.com/Calvinn_Hobbes/status/1236788804947709956 …

3/8/2020 4:09:15 PM 19mehrdad91 Goodnight Iran 89

5:5

@restartleader 's command to 7777 Restart special Guards. 

🔴Attack on Nuclear facilities, Oil and Gas Refineries. 🔥🔥🔥

#Sufism_Awakening

#RestartMIGA #TrustTrump pic.twitter.com/YcyXf9mrKa
3/8/2020 4:11:54 PM cosmic_engineer Cell membranes are also plasma and have a negative charge on the inside.

Separation of charge at work again

3/8/2020 4:11:55 PM revswigert Sunshine is plenty, get them outdoors whenever possible.

3/8/2020 4:11:59 PM sheerglee1 OH MY GOSH!!!  This means our good guys up at the top KNOW what’s behind the Door!  

I SO want to know...

I think.

3/8/2020 4:13:00 PM aprilbrown99 Fantastic!  I AM enjoying this show!  MOAR please!  😁😘🥰 pic.twitter.com/fcuTHZWsC9

3/8/2020 4:13:08 PM stars4p  pic.twitter.com/yx2KmFutub

3/8/2020 4:13:12 PM whiteloverose Coincidences are for zombies.

Woke people know they are synchronicities, i.e. winks,

from the Universe.

😉✨

3/8/2020 4:13:40 PM rebornkingent Yes.... it’s all one big coincidence 😉

3/8/2020 4:15:02 PM cosmic_engineer I ended up stumbling upon it many years back and was blown away by his work.

Recent conversations jogged my memory about it 😁

3/8/2020 4:15:06 PM patriotleah1776 You go, Mr. President!

WRWY

3/8/2020 4:15:14 PM raptor7q Yes. Perfect cover.

3/8/2020 4:15:34 PM rschwabii I just want to ff to 2021 so we can actually see some big names go down.

3/8/2020 4:16:03 PM ebluribus Ugh, @martingeddes  posted about this two weeks ago, a long history of electricity causing sickness, happened to Marconi and others, telegraph and 

telephone operators, soldiers stationed next to radio transmitters, why WWI was followed by the Spanish flu. I have to dig for it.

3/8/2020 4:16:32 PM kitnertodd Makes me wonder how much is known.

3/8/2020 4:20:33 PM covertress kek

3/8/2020 4:20:55 PM sheerglee1 Yes Sir.  I believe you.  Your voice is strong with good direction.  

Memes are at the ready Sir.

3/8/2020 4:21:00 PM damienwelsh4 No such thing as coincidence

3/8/2020 4:22:15 PM sdane8 Crazy!!! This made my day!

3/8/2020 4:22:51 PM patriotleah1776 Oh, buddy!!!

Better go find my galoshes!

Or a snuggie incase I have to stay "quarantined" for a bit!

P.S. Don't try to look for TP right now, shelves have been cleared.

Remember the old diaper changing ways?

Use an actual washcloth & soap to wipe the stink away.

#NoFearHere pic.twitter.com/3a4RsKIYQI



3/8/2020 4:23:48 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/6hoi6BakTj

3/8/2020 4:24:05 PM 600ninja2 Relax. Everything is under control. @POTUS is safe. pic.twitter.com/hWdrvUoZvS

3/8/2020 4:24:44 PM 1_decided_voter 17 hours and 9 mins between Dan tweeting and POTUS retweeting. Remember, time leaped forward 1 hour last night.

3/8/2020 4:26:27 PM karma4event201 Isn't the seating correct? 

JFK and Jackie in the back seat

John Connally, and Connally's wife Nellie in middle area - sitting in jump seats  (?) seats that sat lower or folded down 

2 in from seat 

Movies show different seating; the JFK car in a museum is not the car

3/8/2020 4:26:43 PM patriotleah1776 I'm lovin' it!

-McDonald's-

Dang it, I wish there was a McLeah's to eat at! Haha

Just realized why our POTUS loves that place, it has his name all over it!!

😁

3/8/2020 4:30:14 PM carolin15161363 Awesome!!!!!

3/8/2020 4:30:40 PM answerislove2 17

911

911

This tweet makes my day! pic.twitter.com/95cYtzg4j4

3/8/2020 4:30:59 PM corinnebackman Will this person be the first big arrest @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  https://twitter.com/Sheerglee1/status/1236671176606441472 …

3/8/2020 4:31:55 PM sdane8 And we know what that looks like! ♥😁👍

3/8/2020 4:32:17 PM sheerglee1 Maybe...stay tuned.

3/8/2020 4:33:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Check your math.

3/8/2020 4:35:33 PM lbf777 All that stuff about PedoGate ect... is true. All I am saying is Q and Trump are not the saviors. They are controlled opposition.

3/8/2020 4:36:32 PM olimyracle #Q2494

#Q2513

#Q2533

#Q3312

#Q3320

#Q3426

#Q3498

#Q3590

#Q3784 

9:9:9 pic.twitter.com/gzPEjuXvQQ
3/8/2020 4:38:40 PM taradea08775439 I'm so happy to be here right now

3/8/2020 4:41:28 PM nemisisis Amen

3/8/2020 4:41:42 PM duncanskinner6 Unseal 140,000+ indictments. Good start. How will the court system cope with the case load?  GITMO isn’t big enough.

3/8/2020 4:41:45 PM unidentifiedta1 We need Q_Results.

We know this is an intelligence operation.

The only ones jailed are the minds of the believers. Mass confusion, stratification, and to neutralize a public uprising are Q‘s current fruits.

Something is coming, but Q has only given the Elites a  head start.

3/8/2020 4:42:38 PM disprop45895392 22.

3/8/2020 4:42:59 PM cyberanonrevolu  https://twitter.com/cyberanonrevolu/status/1236799094879813634 …

3/8/2020 4:43:37 PM kate_gorney That's exactly what I thought as this goes on. Although I've been waiting for this since like '06😂 I'm glad it's finally here.

3/8/2020 4:44:45 PM 369_is Does the 55K follower get a prize? Like the 1000th shopper in the store?

3/8/2020 4:45:40 PM kate_gorney The sun is metaphor for everything🤷♀️ It's always coming bringing light.

3/8/2020 4:45:45 PM nocommunistusa Awesome! Very exciting this tweet from 45 as well as your latest posts MJ 👌

3/8/2020 4:46:57 PM rob67_ WWG1WGA

3/8/2020 4:49:04 PM keith369me Can’t wait to see what Majestic event 55.5K brings.

3/8/2020 4:49:43 PM _darktolight Can we throw Obama, Michael, Hillary, Bill, Bush and the gang into the pit too?

3/8/2020 4:49:55 PM rlof24 Tell me how to see Q.

3/8/2020 4:50:50 PM 369_is Q POST #55

Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless.

3/8/2020 4:51:33 PM aleks8837 Holy shit! 😮😍

3/8/2020 4:51:37 PM sheerglee1 I cannot wait to find out, you too?

3/8/2020 4:53:55 PM mrtioman 5:5

3/8/2020 4:54:04 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1073794725768032257?s=20 …

3/8/2020 4:55:16 PM lib7473 👍😉💙

3/8/2020 4:58:13 PM agelessje Sure!

3/8/2020 4:58:37 PM queennemesisof1 Just Perfect.

3/8/2020 4:59:38 PM irisxrpaddict @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can you please explain 5:5 meaning please. I think it refers to mirror but I feel it has a totally different meaning.  Your clarification 

would be greatly appreciated.

3/8/2020 5:03:33 PM galileeanne These people are attempting to create sympathy in advance of the truth which is to be revealed. So, I guess the story will be that the pressures of 

being in the White House caused HRC to need blood transfusions from living teenaged donors? And more, even more, IF it's all true...

3/8/2020 5:03:46 PM getmainebud The Rome is burning and Nero is fiddling, that's all,sometimes things are just what they seem to be, have a nice pandemic everyone.

3/8/2020 5:04:19 PM emmi_1111 Consult a doc. D is a fat soluble vitamin. After blood tests, doc calcs what you need according to your  deficiency and weight

 

Sunshine is best

3/8/2020 5:08:49 PM answerislove2  pic.twitter.com/FE8kK211KX



3/8/2020 5:08:53 PM georgeedwardca4 how much brain time do I have to put in to be able to trade for the car in the picture ?

not the type of question I would ask for a friend

USpo2450 Beaufort NC 28516

#NeuroPhoneTech

George

@SecPompeo

@55true4u

@cjtruth

@PMOIndia

@narendramodi

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@AbeShinzo
3/8/2020 5:09:01 PM answerislove2  pic.twitter.com/nvkoXxxjiJ

3/8/2020 5:09:23 PM makualuv On coast of OC cal & its as bad, if not worse, as ever.  Horrific spraying to bring in storm last week, today I sat on beach and watched 3-4 planes begin 

spraying. The difference I see is that they spray heavily over ocean & let blow in. Rt now.. pic.twitter.com/1OyUqDpWgL

3/8/2020 5:09:28 PM 369_is Q POST #55

Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless.

3/8/2020 5:10:49 PM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/tZpdyVuj04

3/8/2020 5:14:16 PM jeffcordell6 There are no coinsedenses. 

5:5

3/8/2020 5:15:22 PM 4albradley People that push for it don’t really request it to learn but only attack

3/8/2020 5:15:41 PM notevenchad17 I invited @realDonaldTrump to play Q's clues with us, since he doesn't know what is going on yet. pic.twitter.com/AK8F24cMnf

3/8/2020 5:17:32 PM jdmunoa Pope-sick, Iran Vat Amb-Ded, celebs/ elites (complicit) canclng shows/tours due to “illness.” Whn u hav opo playbook: Best mthod to clean castle? How 

dos 1 minmize collatrl Dmg? Cut escape routes?  How dos 1 eliminate BA’s on wrldscale w/ clean optics?

3/8/2020 5:17:37 PM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/6JF9Z7enrN

3/8/2020 5:17:38 PM 369_is And I'm your 5th like.😘

3/8/2020 5:18:42 PM georgeedwardca4 wouldn't want to miss this part of the show

angry irritable  frustrated

metal in my spine

brain damage

no land

everything needs maintenance

still not sure how I'm still here

I'm not leaving

I live for the day I get to see elitist treasonous pedophilic people cut in half

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/iHYP6IxGYy
3/8/2020 5:18:43 PM bowlbycbowlby I’ll take it.

3/8/2020 5:18:47 PM keith369me @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ...didn’t know when this picture was taken?  Keep your enemies close?  What is it?  

https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1236805351502159872 …

3/8/2020 5:19:04 PM mieshiel1 Very good

3/8/2020 5:20:11 PM jaffroe Logically it looks like they are coming to throw more laws at you , remember the patriot act? Ya now you will be forced to stay home, in medical 

marshal law that by the way will never be restored , that’s there M.O. it’s all bullshit . Wake up, no one is your hero, only you are.

3/8/2020 5:21:22 PM jeffcordell6  pic.twitter.com/dLXnJkeJFq

3/8/2020 5:21:27 PM julieca29660023 They literally are sick with cv

3/8/2020 5:21:51 PM starknightz A good place to start for understanding who Q is. This guy is legit. Watch & follow thread >  

https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1191388120526123008 …>  #QAnon #WhoIsQ #AskTheQuestion

3/8/2020 5:21:54 PM jdmunoa #Good vs #Evil #Righteous vs #wicked

Intentions Matter #trusttheplan

3/8/2020 5:22:35 PM t_hayden07 Down here, in the southern valleys too.

3/8/2020 5:23:03 PM solanojones Future proves past INDEED!

3/8/2020 5:23:20 PM rlof24 Thanks

3/8/2020 5:24:22 PM ausanon369 Hehe thanks 😘

3/8/2020 5:24:34 PM __jabird__ Not only that, each progressive timeline gets better and better until we reach the highest optimum outcome. Then all timelines are brought together 

and allowed to pass through a kind of filter. The timelines can then diverge once again. I’m fairly certain this is happening.

3/8/2020 5:24:52 PM karma4event201 😢 I looked for pics of the limo with the jump seats, found this, sorry, this is graphic http://www.jfksgunflash.com/limousine.html 

3/8/2020 5:25:00 PM brunobruno17171 Nah

3/8/2020 5:25:12 PM leslie_hileslie Synchronicity 🐸.

3/8/2020 5:26:05 PM karma4event201 You are right. That is not the correct car & somewhere I read the JFK limo in a museum is not the real limo.

3/8/2020 5:26:41 PM 369_is Hi Christy! Thank you for sharing your personal story. I am so sorry that you had to go through so much suffering. May this work that everyone is doing 

bring you healing and peace. 😘😘😘 @ZeroPointChrist

3/8/2020 5:29:06 PM jrocktigers Doc started me out on 50,000 a week, one dose. And I get sunlight at least a few times a week.

3/8/2020 5:30:19 PM starknightz My pleasure. 🇺🇸

3/8/2020 5:30:30 PM sparkleloung All right now, everybody settle down. I was making a joke.

3/8/2020 5:31:38 PM lingxing01 massive yawn. All talk.  No action EVER.  Don't you have to do something at SOME damned point?

3/8/2020 5:32:46 PM charliefox1234 One can only hope...

3/8/2020 5:32:52 PM melanie84245623 Also truth is needed to unite families.

3/8/2020 5:33:29 PM shellysheed Patiently waiting for "My fellow Americans, the storm is upon us."

3/8/2020 5:33:53 PM werecovfefe 4 seats, it's a mandella effect

3/8/2020 5:34:00 PM charitable_fury 170 and 55...

3/8/2020 5:36:24 PM mominthestix 😉



3/8/2020 5:37:10 PM toccn2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"Be careful who you follow.

No outside comms.

Message over messenger.

Clowns wear many masks.

Doesn't mean truth isn't embedded within.

UFO statements accurate.

Likes, retweets, comments are not MJ12 endorsements." 

This tweet was in reference to Ausitn
3/8/2020 5:37:13 PM rightonq5  pic.twitter.com/X5xfpju6h1

3/8/2020 5:37:23 PM leslie_hileslie This is a disgusting practice. We must stop this.

3/8/2020 5:38:05 PM cny_micaa My fellow Americans.....

Cannot come soon enough. Looking forward to disclosure.

3/8/2020 5:38:20 PM peaceorpanic1 Onward and upward 

AMERICA ,

THE BEST IS YET TO COME !WWG1WGA 

KAG !

3/8/2020 5:39:15 PM t_hayden07 The Saudis come into play....

3/8/2020 5:39:28 PM awakeningdjw Personally, I woke up roughly 14 years ago, in others words I've followed enough things like Q in my life searching for the truth to realise that it's just 

another mass distraction @LBF777 nails it, controlled opposition all day long

3/8/2020 5:40:10 PM tlukeskywalkar @1st5d @vincentZwood @liveto4give #mechelle someone besides me will tag u ass all Gods Glorious Particles of source, I tried message u and 

blocked...that ussually to me means something significant.... I am down right lit so waiting for God to show more LIT if willed...Lubb yal 💘

3/8/2020 5:40:30 PM carroll_322 Activate nano bots and smart dust...

3/8/2020 5:40:55 PM starknightz Found this video to be the BEST (by @StormIsUponUs) in explaining Q's purpose. 

Enjoy. 

Q - The Plan To Save The World (old version)

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cYZ8dUgPuU …

#QAnon #AskTheQ

3/8/2020 5:40:56 PM amuses Pope and 5G and many of the 13 families. ...

3/8/2020 5:41:05 PM carroll_322 Anons know.

3/8/2020 5:41:08 PM jeffex11 Of course I will consider your referral and look in to this . I have not heard of him before mostly because of doin my own research 

Thank your for the lead

3/8/2020 5:41:20 PM tlukeskywalkar Hey majestic...what do u know? Truelly? In any dimension ? @2nd5d @1st5d @vincentZwood @POTUS

3/8/2020 5:41:29 PM clifton15jon 4 Seat Not 6

3/8/2020 5:43:36 PM carroll_322 Yo.

Coronovirus is a unrelated virus this novel version was built in a BSL4 in Wuhan.

But ya know viral structures and pathways as well as how they affect the body should not be discussed eh?

Think.

What does 5G have to do with this?

Think.
3/8/2020 5:43:54 PM selffunded12 Potus in no way wants to get near this question because he loses fans if he gives any kind of answer.

3/8/2020 5:44:11 PM me99121945  pic.twitter.com/CXbA8dvyuY

3/8/2020 5:44:28 PM ready_pen Promises made! Promises kept!

3/8/2020 5:44:47 PM leslie_hileslie This guy is Cabal. Doesn’t he have TDS? The Cabal does not want Assange to testify.

3/8/2020 5:45:10 PM tlukeskywalkar @POTUS @2nd5d @vincentZwood @1st5d @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @liveto4give (please advise me on what u want and need for ur love story)##

Ok...who shall initiate, bc if any thing bad happens to yal or my beloved, I’m gona b what u and JC CJ of Good God made.#

processing action now

3/8/2020 5:46:43 PM corstruction  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzFSNq-Q7QV6kBSw9zCoVXg …

3/8/2020 5:47:00 PM silence24580092 I think not!😉

3/8/2020 5:47:29 PM tracyabston Absolutely agree!

3/8/2020 5:47:56 PM freestateojones Gains*

The data speaks for itself.

3/8/2020 5:49:15 PM luluspeers1 And did they kill John Lennon before he could hold a press conference to expose HRC had an affair with Yoko during their Uni days?

3/8/2020 5:49:26 PM debrafierens Let me fix that for you. “ We all know Q and Trump are working together to TAKE OUT the deep State”

3/8/2020 5:49:57 PM tlukeskywalkar Let it be known, I am , I am.@@

@2nd5d @Kratos547 @WillyBird6 & many more..& @1st5d is splintered into all...as I have become all& nothing....what is it chosen? As I have? Peace? 

Then let it be known I protect the original kate. Christ. Jesus. Yehova. Sananda. Shall we proceed?

3/8/2020 5:50:49 PM luluspeers1 And the shooter's family were good friends of Poppy Bush.

3/8/2020 5:51:36 PM web_mktg Finally. I am glad waters is starting to come around to at least one brick in the wall, FAKE NEWS. Couple years ago he was slamming Trump hard. Shell 

shocked because no one is more dialed into global corporatism and evil than Roger Waters. Hope he joins the Great Awakening. 

pic.twitter.com/qEy3OZ6xFJ

3/8/2020 5:51:37 PM luluspeers1 We're waiting with anticipation of the horror stories

3/8/2020 5:51:42 PM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — no, it isn’t: there is no reality to a theory (< https://www.gaia.com/video/power-3-6-9 …> included) other than the faith one 

invests in it; but

I AM REAL • 7.21.17 — with a name, birthday, family and a life — that makes yours possible.

“45” is a number. I am a person.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1233996689129852928 … pic.twitter.com/oTS10boUXV

3/8/2020 5:52:07 PM april10521252 What's outside of our quarantine? That's what I want to see

3/8/2020 5:52:08 PM 39anc6 Do you think, that if I say this loud to anybody, they would send me to a neuropsychiatric?

3/8/2020 5:52:24 PM lbf777 That’s what they claim. That is the definition of controlled opposition. Trump and Hillary are still good friends backstage as are Bernie and Trump. It’s 

all a fake staged show to fool the Patriots. pic.twitter.com/XLQuCxkprV



3/8/2020 5:52:42 PM tlukeskywalkar As it is known, I am an imperfectly perfect sinner, and I believe none of you want to challenge peace verse the nothingness~> @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

So, where is alice. She best be free. And. If yal r so smart, then Yal have seen the synchronized facets about to become the facets of *

3/8/2020 5:52:45 PM luluspeers1 Plus Monica worked for Epstien!

3/8/2020 5:52:58 PM robbyskykiller Q is for tard bears ! Total pysop to keep you believing in hope and change while everything just keeps heading towards complete slavery. We are 

already slaves but way way worse NWO stuff . Presidents are not elected they are selected

3/8/2020 5:53:45 PM ready_pen Wouldn’t that be something...19 Q👀 pic.twitter.com/vvBtgNWBnC

3/8/2020 5:54:30 PM virginialouelle Yes. Bingo.

3/8/2020 5:56:10 PM soborn2017 Just can't believe how brainwashed you all are. The corona virus #COVID19 is real. It's just a matter of time and you will find out by yourself. In the 

meanwhile keep trusting 'the plan'. SMH.

3/8/2020 5:56:49 PM debrafierens Yeah. Don’t think so.  Been planned long ago. All coming down soon. Several have already been arrested and gone thru military tribunals.

3/8/2020 5:57:12 PM tlukeskywalkar I know my imagination is nothing compared...yet, shall we us all find out together? Or is peace along kate & MY guidelines feasible?

@DeptofDefense @USMC @USArmy @SecretService @1st5d @vincentZwood @POTUS @WhiteHouse @jackbgoode1 @NSAGov @CIA @FBI 

@usairforce @USCG @us_navyseals

3/8/2020 5:58:05 PM 2nd5d Yep, stillMe, how many dimensions r u in without hiding?

3/8/2020 5:58:17 PM xusaf_patriot So...17hrs and 9 mins...nice Q post: pic.twitter.com/IbZSiP0BYg

3/8/2020 5:59:01 PM corinnebackman Me too!

3/8/2020 5:59:41 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/5qj66w2YCF

3/8/2020 6:00:10 PM lbf777 How do you know? Because MJ12 and other insiders told you? They promised this would happen on 7-17-17 and it’s been dragging out to later dates 

ever since. You’ve all been fooled.

3/8/2020 6:00:54 PM virginialouelle That's what I've been thinking. Especially when remembering "No one escapes this. No one."

3/8/2020 6:01:42 PM burgersandra year = 2020

3/8/2020 6:03:03 PM debrafierens You have to look at the 1 and 2-year deltas.  Maybe it’s just a little too hard for you to understand.

3/8/2020 6:04:37 PM corinnebackman Surely Hussein has to be first.

 https://twitter.com/sheerglee1/status/1236671176606441472?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Sheerglee1/status/1236671176606441472 …

3/8/2020 6:04:46 PM awakeningdjw It's just too much for people to accept that absolutely everything is scripted, even much of the truth. I've seen this Q shit too many times, it's just 

another obstacle to keep the odd free thinker from going any further down the rabbit hole

3/8/2020 6:04:51 PM lbf777 I understand just fine tyvm.

3/8/2020 6:04:51 PM walkingfree Throwing their narrative in front of truth and hoping it covers it up. No chance, the truths will shine through their new efforts.

3/8/2020 6:06:05 PM sheerglee1 It is definitely a good start...

3/8/2020 6:07:09 PM debrafierens Great!  The more that understand, the better.

3/8/2020 6:07:30 PM april10521252 Yessssss!!! The lames thought they could get away with it forever, ahhahaha they can suck it now, those evil worshipping , weak, cowardly scum! 

We're strong as hell, we won't fold, we will fight the good fight for eternity if that's what we have to do.

3/8/2020 6:09:04 PM kris43172521 Is "comm" short for comments?

3/8/2020 6:09:17 PM corinnebackman Your thread was good, I had read bits of it before but your thread coming now is good timing.

3/8/2020 6:10:00 PM april10521252 It's been a year total,  and massive therapy for my mk stuff, getting the memories, deprogramming and healing from it. Now I'm in school to help 

others like us. 🙏💜🌟

3/8/2020 6:11:31 PM patrici87836733 Who are the Annunaki?

3/8/2020 6:11:35 PM sheerglee1 Thank you Corinne...we all work together as we can and help others who do not know to understand what is going to happen very soon

3/8/2020 6:13:12 PM william09386612  pic.twitter.com/v5nwcmLs3k

3/8/2020 6:13:32 PM william09386612  pic.twitter.com/eFETEmueVe

3/8/2020 6:14:16 PM trucker778 17 hours apart ✌🏼🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸#KAG2020 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 #QAnon

3/8/2020 6:15:27 PM berniewdvewon More like bs, no arrests, no indictments, he had so many chance to drain the swamp, the swamp is full & he's filling it some more, it's over capacity.  All 

of you are in a cult of denial.  He talks shit, every, single, day, just a shit talker, nothing good for the people, NOTHING

3/8/2020 6:16:22 PM chadsteen80  pic.twitter.com/BODg75nEno

3/8/2020 6:16:56 PM berniewdvewon Let me check my decoder ring, oh, sorry gotta get another box of CapnCrunch. pic.twitter.com/0lpZ4Y3iI9

3/8/2020 6:18:34 PM robbyskykiller Exactly!! Keep you locked in a box of false hopes . Can’t believe people fall for this crap . You can’t claim to be “ awake “ or “ truther” if you fall for this . 

You may even be worse than the common sheep because you are actively helping the beast system and don’t even get it

3/8/2020 6:20:31 PM strangewisper MAP is an FBI code word for

Minor attracted person.

3/8/2020 6:23:41 PM americanpetal I think this is the same guy??? pic.twitter.com/RdfFQfETOT

3/8/2020 6:24:23 PM skettibabe Freaking LOVE IT!!!!!!! ❤️❤️❤️

3/8/2020 6:24:44 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/GsSOkiBVRc

3/8/2020 6:25:55 PM lbf777 Didn’t MJ12 and CIA kill JFK since he ordered MJ12 to reveal aliens to the public and ordered the CIA to stop pushing drugs into the country?

3/8/2020 6:26:05 PM americanpetal Lake Como ...on 666 parallel I think

3/8/2020 6:26:29 PM jjilmary He's good at appearing legit.

3/8/2020 6:27:08 PM jjilmary Wow! That looks like him for sure. Hmmm....

3/8/2020 6:27:30 PM earth2nissy I screenshot this! Love it! 🙏❤️

3/8/2020 6:27:38 PM meliss311 Maybe they are taking the bad guys out state by state!! They all fall down like toy soliders

3/8/2020 6:27:45 PM americanpetal Yup

3/8/2020 6:28:30 PM lbf777  https://www.slideshare.net/PublicLeaker/jfk-mj-12-document …

3/8/2020 6:31:01 PM tieronepatriot 🎯☝

3/8/2020 6:31:39 PM ddeplora Agreed. Nothing needs to be done covertly. Why? What’s wrong with plain, hard truth?

3/8/2020 6:32:32 PM tieronepatriot 🎯  He has been preparing for this for decades!

3/8/2020 6:33:17 PM webarian1 💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯💯

3/8/2020 6:34:26 PM mbv4j This concept would dirty the white hats. The bad guys need to be brought to light for their evil, not snuffed out with no mention of their evilness. Sorry, 

not buying it

3/8/2020 6:35:24 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1236826176414314496?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1236826176414314496 …

3/8/2020 6:36:40 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1236826176414314496?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1236826176414314496 …

3/8/2020 6:37:13 PM jjilmary Austin looks a bit younger - also both are/were movers and shakers in Arizona politics so its not a stretch that he would have his photo made with. 

McCain. I've got a pic of me and Jeff Sessions! Hope he's a good guy. 🤞

3/8/2020 6:37:58 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀



3/8/2020 6:40:00 PM t_hayden07 AACRTITE = 77

Look how many comments...👀 pic.twitter.com/veFrcGltZa

3/8/2020 6:40:15 PM deheritagegifts I believe no outside confirmations only trust Q - Be careful who you follow!

3/8/2020 6:40:55 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1104146113798590464?s=19 …

3/8/2020 6:41:04 PM toccn2 Close, communication... MJ is basically saying that Q doesnt communicate with anons outside of the anonymous message boards... so all the self 

proclaimed "Q is telling me to say this" gets shut down

3/8/2020 6:41:18 PM timkania savage 👊🏽👊🏽

3/8/2020 6:43:48 PM populistpepe2 I'm so ready.

I'm old...but I've been waiting for this for a long time and now I have grandchildren who will live it.

Bravo for me! I'll see it in my lifetime!

3/8/2020 6:44:49 PM americanpetal I’m guessing pic was taken a while back. Thx for the info...good to know. We can Trust Sessions per Q.👍 lol

3/8/2020 6:46:03 PM freedom_sent "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us..."

3/8/2020 6:46:21 PM ww1wga He has dealt with the issue already.

3/8/2020 6:46:47 PM basheiii1965 Nope..... they are still leaving crumbs. Big dog gotta eat

3/8/2020 6:47:33 PM qquietvvoice BOOM 👍

3/8/2020 6:47:35 PM yourstr05411794 Id love to retweet this a hundred times. 😊

3/8/2020 6:52:31 PM catbreading4evr Y'all conservatives will believe ANYTHING  

lol

3/8/2020 6:57:52 PM sjorolan  pic.twitter.com/iGrXM2AaeE

3/8/2020 7:02:38 PM pearl13947410 The guy in front passenger seat has a gun pointing back toward jfk

3/8/2020 7:03:13 PM tieronepatriot Why else would she be locked out?  Great point! (If we can believe the source)

3/8/2020 7:03:18 PM karma4event201 Epstein's Mossad girlfriend G Maxwell

3/8/2020 7:05:07 PM panglim42 👍🏻🙏🏼

3/8/2020 7:06:18 PM karma4event201 I believe he is saying Epstein is alive and well and: 

The intelligence agent known as Epstein was bright in, debriefed a final time and his cover persona - Epstein- was killed.

3/8/2020 7:12:13 PM shadowstateoil Operation Mockingbird comes to mind when trying to reason what these people are capable of . 

Everyone needs to look past the moral relativism that cautions "They would NEVER    go THAT far !" 

History proves that they will & Have to ensure power

3/8/2020 7:12:55 PM anangelhasland1 Q has posted some bible quotes over and over, and a lot of sexy Satanic imagery that got the Christians especailly all hot and bothered but nothing 

about killing  interdimensional aliens.

Those  3words are just black magic.

(Stop saying them.)

Free demons from your own life.

3/8/2020 7:13:00 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/8/2020 7:13:04 PM polly569011381 Considering Obama bought how many Guillotines? Whom on earth would bring back a barbarian centuries old method of killing.. oh Isis did 

also..fucking Sick World..REALLY IS IT TRUE HE ORDERED THEM?? @99freemind @o_rips @dashley_c @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WarRoom2020 

@StormIsUponUs

3/8/2020 7:14:01 PM quality_cqntrol Nobody even knows what it means.

But its provocative!!

3/8/2020 7:14:08 PM shadowstateoil *Operation Northwoods

3/8/2020 7:14:34 PM polly569011381 How’s your little private island Joe? Cocktails on arrival? @dashley_c @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

3/8/2020 7:16:17 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, the 5 senses has created a false matrix in our consciousness that is manipulated by angels, demons, ghosts, spirits, aliens, what you will...

No, the army is not fighting them.  (They are strictly after traffickers.) 

That is the job of each person. (Prayer, good works...)

3/8/2020 7:16:57 PM quality_cqntrol  pic.twitter.com/UhwVRScVhh

3/8/2020 7:17:52 PM vonyruth I love allowing my mind to consider such scenarios. I'm ready for anything. Thank God for all the anons. We are a great support to one another and 

ready to welcome more into the awakening

3/8/2020 7:19:38 PM freestateojones "*THINK SCRAMBLE [OFFLINE SCRUB] POST XBOX/PS CHAT LOGS DROP*"

-  https://www.qmap.pub/read/2984 

"Texts...(gmail), HAM comms, PS/Xbox chat logs..

JC-BO-CS-LL-#2-NO-SY

Bonus round.

Q"

-  https://www.qmap.pub/read/1891 

Re_read drops re: Gmail + Xbox / PS comms 

-Q2476

 https://twitter.com/Frances719/status/1236829521795411968?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/2Zt0s02fCM
3/8/2020 7:20:49 PM nana_marie_911 Q knows everything you know.  Relax.  Things have been happening and much more to come. Monday is big.  Here is some news that will keep you 

quiet for a while I hope. https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/8/2020 7:22:06 PM mind_gladiator That works for Mercury, silica for aluminum.

3/8/2020 7:22:07 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/8/2020 7:24:28 PM fcfitzroy I wonder if the testimony of poor soul Larry Sinclair is going to be featured ?

3/8/2020 7:24:37 PM anamericanrevo1 It is a Propagate production.

3/8/2020 7:25:28 PM lbf777 We’ve seen a thousand of such hope porn articles for the past 3 years. We don’t believe this garbage anymore.

3/8/2020 7:26:22 PM woke911 @xrpdane @TWendsor  love this

3/8/2020 7:26:28 PM shari_todd On board

3/8/2020 7:27:52 PM dangersaroundus The president is not that powerful. He needs to follow the letter of the law. Spying on another opponents campaign or spying on a duly elected 

president. There has to be proof of a possible crime. They had none.

3/8/2020 7:29:46 PM kamericaga1 Kids are still being indoctrinated, vaccinated, #chemtrailed, food supply still tainted with toxins from soil to shipment. The whole thing about "things 

happening" is all 🐂💩 Nothing is changing. No man on earth is here to save us. We will have to wait for the #rapture

3/8/2020 7:31:23 PM dangersaroundus Be patient. It must happen at the right time. We have been waiting decades, what’s a few more weeks or so. Trust the Plan.

3/8/2020 7:32:14 PM gor_suke I read 3000, 1500 stored in Georgia and the rest in????Montana????  I can't remember



3/8/2020 7:32:35 PM mind_gladiator Or the "white hats" are letting it happen because 1.) they have changed the witches brew for the better or 2.) There are as "white" as you think. 

Bottom line: weather modification is real and when you do it too long you must keep doing it as nature gets out of balance.

3/8/2020 7:33:11 PM fcfitzroy But but muh Q is just a larp

3/8/2020 7:34:21 PM mind_gladiator They are *NOT as white, typing error.

3/8/2020 7:34:51 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Are you at War with JS ?

Taking shots at each other on twitter ?

He fired one at you on 3-5 .

What's his agenda ?
3/8/2020 7:35:10 PM lbf777 We are the saviors as civilians.

3/8/2020 7:36:10 PM kamericaga1 The do something is keeping us distracted. "Look here, not there". Nothing more, nothing less.

3/8/2020 7:36:19 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/8/2020 7:36:45 PM wootangberg 9/11

3/8/2020 7:39:14 PM dwyerpatty  pic.twitter.com/tnjmxhiv1Y

3/8/2020 7:39:50 PM getmainebud @least unlike in your case, it's not genetic. Enjoy Trump's Corona fiasco.

3/8/2020 7:41:38 PM slavesnomore20 Absolutely Hallelujah

3/8/2020 7:41:59 PM kamericaga1 Been kicking up here a lot more as well. Its horrific.

3/8/2020 7:42:39 PM robbyskykiller Barf

3/8/2020 7:44:04 PM linacovfefe I’m in SD, near the coast- it’s definitely less here...

3/8/2020 7:46:37 PM jtrinh44 I go outside frequently to meditate. This past year ive seen some chemtrails but they don't make me sick like before.

3/8/2020 7:47:25 PM conniecollins38 Awesome 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻

3/8/2020 7:49:53 PM pearl13947410 Residual chem trails

3/8/2020 7:50:01 PM kamericaga1 They arent in control or we wouldn't see them, kids wouldn't be indoctrinated still in schools, we wouldn't have toxic vaccines, toxic & harmful 

ingredients in our food, water, and health & beauty products, and we wouldn't have criminals still in Congress.

3/8/2020 7:50:13 PM kamericaga1 Bullshit.

3/8/2020 7:54:31 PM terrencewinfie1 Yep... pic.twitter.com/l9bU3Wiu41

3/8/2020 7:54:45 PM polly569011381 But why? Then the Quota Black Boxes stockpiled..near  Barron Land..farmers sold full of them could fit six people? Maybe I’m wrong..I Question 

Everything

3/8/2020 7:55:15 PM kamericaga1 Contrails dont linger. Chemtrails do. And the chemtrails havent dropped significantly here.

3/8/2020 7:57:50 PM ohanondaughter Comms = communications

3/8/2020 7:58:05 PM lollipopllj Are you freakin’ serious? Stop the lies!  They’re spraying us like bugs! They’re killing everything! Evil is taking over while people “trust the plan!”  It’s all 

bs!

3/8/2020 7:58:40 PM anitatheonly1 Any day now WE WILL BE VINDICATED

3/8/2020 8:01:51 PM decodematrix Melania Trump

@55true4u @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/S2iceDQC6B

3/8/2020 8:03:34 PM kamericaga1 And we are to believe patriots are in control 🙄 If that's the case, we need to start looking into just exactly what side these "patriots" think are the 

good guys.

3/8/2020 8:06:30 PM kamericaga1 And why did he do that?

3/8/2020 8:07:14 PM sandymcnally3 Ahhh...yes.

Google will absolutely change info.

3/8/2020 8:08:12 PM kamericaga1 Share the response you received, please.

3/8/2020 8:09:18 PM irishtweedledee Where is The Father? If the worst can top itself even more to be more twisted and fucked up, there is no way he is leaving us out to dry like this. If we 

can stop us, how the hell are we going stop a deep state government from killing us all? 

We need help IMMINENTLY.

3/8/2020 8:10:51 PM mom_maji That was too deep for me. I wish I could understand it.

3/8/2020 8:11:38 PM al_aven Interesting that you asked too. Maybe Lit or PoliSci? LOL, definitely not a STEM degree. But, intelligent no doubt. Enhanced by microdosing or just good 

old fashioned THC?

3/8/2020 8:11:55 PM lbf777 The father won’t mess with our free will but if we stand up to the deep state the father will work through us.

3/8/2020 8:14:15 PM codeman9230 Wouldn't it be amazing if Patriots took control of the adrenochrome supply, poisoned it, and this poison is the trojan horse... that will take out all these 

sick ficks from within...

3/8/2020 8:21:53 PM al_aven Agreed. There are limits to our individual creativity. Plus, add the natural ebb and flow of our moods and states of mind based on what we input 

(‘food’, data, experiences, etc).

3/8/2020 8:22:10 PM stargaz92986056 Majestic 12 I hope you truly know this to be the case. I work in a major health care org. whose leaders at all levels are working their asses off right now 

- huge stress.  If this really is a cover to nail these assholes they sure as hell finally better get them -- ALL of them.

3/8/2020 8:25:48 PM kdkelly8_16 Man this is good!!! I need to go back and watch these debates again! We need a Facebook watch party! 🤣

3/8/2020 8:28:41 PM al_aven Starts to get into the realm of the unhinged on the far end of the bell curve, but I’ll agree that ‘outside the box’ thinking is possible when decoupled 

from the ‘rules’ established by those who would rob us of our ability to think for ourselves. How many kinds of intelligence?

3/8/2020 8:28:43 PM nostradachris Its what got me hooked

3/8/2020 8:28:58 PM shs617 👌

3/8/2020 8:31:17 PM kdkelly8_16 We pray for you!! Stand strong #Netherlands!!!  Trump is going to Make the World Great Again! ♥️♥️♥️

3/8/2020 8:32:27 PM center_mast They’ve been spraying the Santiam Canyon heavily the last two weeks. It’s been even more than what we’re conditioned to seeing. My beautiful blue 

skies keep getting transformed into gray misty skies. I’m close to Mt Jefferson in the cascade range. I feel like they hit us harder.

3/8/2020 8:32:41 PM honorbound1974  pic.twitter.com/feuc5fcnEE

3/8/2020 8:33:34 PM libertyclick The greatest Qproof of all time~

3/8/2020 8:38:16 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/8/2020 8:38:38 PM al_aven Yes, mental elasticity is enhanced by eating whole foods (eg. not pkg’d), exercising our body/mind, and reading a lot (in multiple languages if possible). 

But, the brain can have a shelf life. Use it while you have it! pic.twitter.com/PfjH2u0SUR

3/8/2020 8:38:53 PM agent4massgov #TheFamily

3/8/2020 8:41:34 PM patrici87836733 I'm a Christian and I believe the Bible's account of mankind's creation.

3/8/2020 8:41:38 PM al_aven For intelligence to be useful to anyone beyond the individual it has to be functional. Otherwise it’s just a quirk. How many folks have advanced degrees 

but work labor jobs? Being smart doesn’t equate 1:1 w/ being employable or make a person collaborative. Temperament is key.

3/8/2020 8:42:14 PM al_aven Pls explain.

3/8/2020 8:42:42 PM pearl13947410 That's exactly what I posted earlier about.



3/8/2020 8:42:47 PM alight412 Yes that is the direction I have observed.  I'm wondering if its retaliation for the repubs walking out on the cap and trade tax. Wouldn't surprise me.  No 

one in

power wants to come clean why this continues.

3/8/2020 8:45:02 PM werascending This past week I have seen a hugh increase in double numbers, repeating numbers, etc!!!

3/8/2020 8:47:40 PM al_aven Totally agree. Interpersonal exchange makes a huge difference in the formation of a workable dialog. In the US we’re pretty transactional, whereas in 

S.America it’s very much driven by relationships. Of course that breeds other problems, but your point about F2F is legit.

3/8/2020 8:48:22 PM mind_gladiator Yes, the drill the west coast the most I think as alot of the fake clouds blow inland. What boggles my mind is the scale of all of this (global) but hardly 

ANY whistle blowers.

3/8/2020 8:48:52 PM mind_gladiator *They

3/8/2020 8:48:52 PM al_aven They say that 80% of communications are non-verbal. Micro expressions and tonality simply cannot be transmitted via characters on a 2D screen.

3/8/2020 8:49:35 PM al_aven Looking forward to it then. Keep us posted on what you’ve uncovered!

3/8/2020 8:53:36 PM al_aven If it’s on par w/ Daniel Dennett or Victor Davis Hanson or Thomas Sowell or Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn it will be epic.

3/8/2020 8:55:33 PM im_angination Wait. Why does that look familiar. Where did I already read that recently? Did you already tweet that to someone else about farting?🙈😅😅

3/8/2020 8:58:23 PM corinnebackman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Thoughts?  https://twitter.com/ASilNY/status/1236846110993416192 …

3/8/2020 8:58:55 PM al_aven Yes, I call those special cases “lightening striking” bc they are so rare in a world filled w/ ppl trying to ‘make it’ by stepping over the bodies of killed off 

competition in the corporate setting. I’ve experienced this character assassination a number of times. Tread lightly!

3/8/2020 8:59:50 PM center_mast I agree. Where’s the whistleblowers? This is a huge operation and so many of us are spreading information. Why hasn’t this blown up into the 

mainstream?

3/8/2020 9:00:31 PM badmammajammaor Also, the fall out from the spraying is getting into Salem (and the smaller cities) drinking water. Not to mention the farmers will be using this same 

water to irrigate their crops.

3/8/2020 9:00:36 PM hotwheelsjusty If this is true, who’s to say there even is a virus. It mimics the flu.

3/8/2020 9:00:51 PM rghardy3 It makes me question whose side Waters

is really on if he is against extradition to U.S.

Or is he not seeing the Big Picture ?

3/8/2020 9:01:27 PM al_aven Same same! Very best of luck w/ your future endeavors. You’ll go far if you can keep your head down long enough and avoid taking direct fire from 

those who would see a rising star quashed. And keep healthy. We age too quickly!

3/8/2020 9:05:46 PM thelilkingryan Read related patents

3/8/2020 9:05:53 PM jvan125 😳 pic.twitter.com/ivsr8Cf1n2

3/8/2020 9:07:46 PM vaderman454 Not a single prediction of yours has came true LARP

3/8/2020 9:09:03 PM lizzyhock1963 Does this have to do with clones?

3/8/2020 9:09:22 PM mongrelglory For freedom and glory! pic.twitter.com/fOsc3Zz6kP

3/8/2020 9:13:33 PM al_aven LOL, welcome to thunder dome. The world is a beautiful but dangerous place for really smart folks who may be too honest for their own good. ALL the 

intelligences have to be given careful consideration. Hyper focus on only a few can lead to a trail of broken ‘dreams’. Find God.

3/8/2020 9:14:30 PM thelilkingryan Once it’s not deemed as classified and not a complete shock to the “cattle” to the point of a heart attack it will be released much like the way 

microwaves were.

3/8/2020 9:16:12 PM thelilkingryan With that level of technology at this point in time with the way humanity is right now it would not be a good idea to release it to the public.... one step 

at a time the tech exists but is humanity ready to have that level of tech and be responsible with it?

3/8/2020 9:18:09 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/9fwFvCVOKV

3/8/2020 9:19:39 PM thelilkingryan The reason why is to keep you enslaved in the matrix. Not much longer.

3/8/2020 9:19:45 PM carroll_322 Clones as such seem to breakdown quickly.

Why would they be needed?

Think

3/8/2020 9:19:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Bush, Wienstien, Wiener, Epstein, Wexner all AshkeNazi surnames.

3/8/2020 9:20:40 PM carroll_322 Whenever ya want to learn how to play holler at me.

3/8/2020 9:21:39 PM thelilkingryan Time matters not when you realize it’s all connected to the now.

3/8/2020 9:22:13 PM carroll_322 Oh my man sorry but I dont do courtesy or feelings nor do I expect anyone to care for mine. 

I will answer any question yo have truthfully

We all know conspiracies dont exist I mean why would they?

People with untold wealth, motive and opportunity should always be trusted...

3/8/2020 9:22:57 PM nocommunistusa Are we really seeing clones out there then?!?

3/8/2020 9:23:13 PM thelilkingryan But the reality is that we’re still not free from the matrix. Learn their “game” and don’t get played by it.

3/8/2020 9:25:02 PM xrpdane It must be hard to give so much and receive so little.

3/8/2020 9:25:45 PM hollylandes Soon 🙏

3/8/2020 9:26:44 PM quality_cqntrol your TDS is more severe than the corona virus .

3/8/2020 9:27:18 PM lizzyhock1963 Do they? I don't know much about them, would be useful to take the place of someone who has died, if you don't want anyone to know they are dead.

3/8/2020 9:27:39 PM kimmyannetolosa Homecourt.

3/8/2020 9:27:45 PM quality_cqntrol  pic.twitter.com/R4XLeDXS4U

3/8/2020 9:30:35 PM getmainebud I never had tds,in fact until the botched response I was going to vote for him in 2020, like I did in 2016.

3/8/2020 9:31:08 PM getmainebud  pic.twitter.com/pA4xJysTwI

3/8/2020 9:32:20 PM al_aven Depends... hidden in plain sight can sometimes do the trick. Depends on what you’re trying to stash and the expediency with which you may need to 

retrieve it. Like this here, for home defense for example. pic.twitter.com/6kiraDgaGK

3/8/2020 9:32:42 PM lizzyhock1963 5g and a human virus, the only intersection between the two I can see would be neurological? 

Am I in the ballpark?

3/8/2020 9:33:00 PM yellamoj I remember 1.5k.

3/8/2020 9:39:48 PM pitterman3 it's kinda like a chess move...

3/8/2020 9:40:36 PM the_tru_eapjr ah yes. but GM was not his girlfriend.. this was a multi agency multi nation takedown of the global Illuminati cabal.. the deep state not just being an   

American problem.

3/8/2020 9:41:42 PM highvoltagenews Seth Rich about to drop, evidence pit in with discovery. Recall recent rassmussen report on Crowdstrike declining Russia Server connection...

JA is being protected with his current situatoon for good reason.



3/8/2020 9:43:43 PM carroll_322 Think 20 years of chemtrails, biohacking via smart dust...

What activates and locally can program smart dust components?

5G.

Also...no more protest in China.

Talking points for Dems where they had none.

Fear porn for the MSM

Yet...this is a Cover OP IMO.

Many birds one stone
3/8/2020 9:43:49 PM al_aven .-- . .-.. .-.. --··--     -.-- --- ..-     -.-. .- -.     .- .-.. .-- .- -.-- ...     ..- ... .     -.-. --- -.. .     - .... .- -     .. ...     -.. . -.-. .. .--. .... . .-. .- -... .-.. . ·-·-·-     .-.. --- .-.

3/8/2020 9:44:04 PM lizzyhock1963 I hear they taste great with ranch dressing! 😸😹😸😹😸😹 pic.twitter.com/WREq56NH5H

3/8/2020 9:44:36 PM carroll_322 Explain the many failures of newscasters and celebs on live TV.

Drug Abuse accounts for some but. Not all.

3/8/2020 9:47:34 PM 2nd5d Cordinants already givin...locked and loaded

3/8/2020 9:50:17 PM lizzyhock1963 It's primarily for defense.

3/8/2020 9:53:38 PM jaded_pearl My understanding is it effects a predominately Asian gene. Has anyone seen a dig on the Races of the ones who have dies outside of Asia? Of the ones 

in the US, how many are Asian decent?

3/8/2020 9:58:09 PM bmj240768 Well these current batch of chemtrails (globally) are being laid down by the good guys, they are meant to repair the planet.

Did you notice the naturally puffy clouds of your childhood now as opposed to the wispy clouds we used to have a few short years ago.

3/8/2020 10:06:16 PM jluebs24 Yes. 100%

3/8/2020 10:11:05 PM agelessje SO sensitive!  Just asking for clarification!

3/8/2020 10:12:24 PM agelessje Yeah, I caught that, but...no edit function on Twitter, as you know.

3/8/2020 10:13:18 PM al_aven Clearly not. LOL

3/8/2020 10:20:12 PM al_aven Yeah, I had a power nap earlier but it’s time to unplug for a few hrs of theta. Cheers m8

3/8/2020 10:20:17 PM mgvrnr Fresh leaves in salads, thrown in the blender with other fruits and veggies. Pureed and frozen for smoothies at later times, oil for consuming, for salves, 

tincture, flower to smoke, seeds to eat. Really the perfect food.  Other plants that were brought here from Sirius were ..

3/8/2020 10:21:56 PM grandpa2j That's what I am thinking, biblical plague. Like the locusts. One of the plagues of Egypt. Perhaps Adrenochrome is a marker for the virus to attack

3/8/2020 10:22:08 PM mgvrnr Roses, strawberries, buckwheat.

3/8/2020 10:24:28 PM scprsp #metoo to manage men’s anxieties

3/8/2020 10:25:10 PM scprsp Yuck

3/8/2020 10:25:21 PM kdkelly8_16 I don’t think I watched from start to finish. Plus I wasn’t fully awake! It means soooo much more to me now! 🤯🤯🤯

3/8/2020 10:26:18 PM mgvrnr Haha fun watching canopy slide into oblivion.

3/8/2020 10:26:23 PM scprsp Shit must be weird at their house at night time

3/8/2020 10:33:53 PM nonlineardarren Majestic Messages of Disclosure.pdf..You wanna blow ya mind,disclosure IS contained in this PDF...WWG1WGA...I am the light,I am the love, I AM

3/8/2020 10:34:05 PM rdobisch Coop

3/8/2020 10:37:34 PM quality_cqntrol Botched response would have been waiting for 1000 dead from sars like Obama did. What exactly would you have done different ?  Seems we have 

FAR LESS  cases and deaths as anywhere else in the world. honestly I think you are full of shit. Prove me wrong.

3/8/2020 10:37:42 PM omatosix2ndtime Night before last the moon was full and we were looking at it when an aircraft flew “below” the moon leaving chemtrails. Why at night?

3/8/2020 10:39:35 PM aetherwalker1 I pray it is a weather related tweet.

3/8/2020 10:41:48 PM omatosix2ndtime I’m beginning to believe that too.

3/8/2020 10:42:44 PM joni15316049 All the #patriots cheering when HRC and BC are sent to Guantanamo. pic.twitter.com/ZynymTxnle

3/8/2020 10:43:06 PM lmfaoso Hand picked people, sworn to absolute secrecy. Original members most probably deriving from Project Paperclip and heads of intelligence agencies. 

Can't get more deep state than that. These are the people that decided advanced technologies should stay hidden. No higher clearance.

3/8/2020 10:45:48 PM karma4event201 Hope you aren't saying Epstein was good. 

I've seen photo of him with a horribly tortured person he was helping torture

3/8/2020 10:49:13 PM offkexys What was I just “robbed” of during that process? Or was it an “attempted robbery”? 😂 perhaps it was even a warmup or a test for intensity? Either 

way It’s interesting and smashes another level  into it all...  #CAM💋 Should’ve known you’d be up to somthen sooner or l8r 🤣 

pic.twitter.com/NLaUsJV1oh

3/8/2020 10:50:42 PM the_tru_eapjr good in the sense that undercover agents, like soldiers, must do & see things distasteful to the snowflakes we protect. yet soldiers on your side  are 

heroes to you. and God is always on your side right?

3/8/2020 10:52:06 PM katemagdalen How might you exterminate a global population covertly?

3/8/2020 10:54:32 PM omatosix2ndtime No. Ronny Jackson

3/8/2020 10:57:04 PM omatosix2ndtime  pic.twitter.com/MfyLqUcF4Q

3/8/2020 10:58:18 PM the_tru_eapjr do not judge. you have no concept of what the agent has been through, or seen or the sacrifices he made.

3/8/2020 10:58:22 PM mark52525786 Blue bloods, Scott Sinclair has a website about his bloodline! U could check there? Maybe that kind of blood is imperfect? Not everyone has it though, I 

imagine anyone willing to hurt kids gets in their club! All the big stars can’t have the same blood type could they?🤷♂️🤔

3/8/2020 11:00:48 PM karma4event201 No God is on no ones side who traffics children

3/8/2020 11:05:19 PM the_tru_eapjr so you'd do the job then? you'd be a soldier? or an undercover cop? get off your high horse. and not being a God you cannot presume to know what 

any God would sanction.

3/8/2020 11:10:57 PM qanoncomau  pic.twitter.com/qYUis3XA2N

3/8/2020 11:20:31 PM stefanofait Once again, Serialbrain2 on the same wavelength here. https://youtu.be/dJdIB0cWCko 

3/8/2020 11:31:30 PM truthwinsamen #TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/3SHCveuSQS

3/8/2020 11:32:39 PM petrusmax4 enuff with the OCD number games

3/8/2020 11:53:15 PM 369palm He was abused, it messed him up and everyone needs to make a living. Maybe cut him a little slack.

3/8/2020 11:54:30 PM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/8/2020 11:59:33 PM aamwithme Do it Space Force!!!

3/9/2020 12:00:58 AM deenigejeroen Hey Thanks ❤️

3/9/2020 12:01:33 AM dispensaryexch Bobby Soxers his teenage groupie base . He had sex with a lot of them . If it’s not there it’s somewhere else . Ir they removed it .



3/9/2020 12:04:44 AM berrydivine77 M Lewinsky w Marina Abromovic invite only private affair!! 

 https://twitter.com/1foreverseeking/status/1162816712833736704 …

Placed by Israeli Mossad

 https://twitter.com/WillowsPeace/status/1162029222405267458 …

Clinto/Bill Richardsons job>become UN Ambassador

 https://twitter.com/FederalistNo78/status/1162609545971191808 …

#Epstein helped Monica Lewinsky a spy get in WH https://twitter.com/KibBitzLaw/status/1162006274269175809 …

3/9/2020 12:07:56 AM theappraizer Where does one find Majestic Disclosure pdf please? Tanks!

3/9/2020 12:13:14 AM nonlineardarren  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf# …

3/9/2020 12:14:28 AM nonlineardarren  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf# … @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/9/2020 12:19:59 AM theappraizer Thx!

3/9/2020 12:25:37 AM greg_larsson  pic.twitter.com/tD8uLxLzZ5

3/9/2020 12:33:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do you see Q & Q+?

[322]

3/9/2020 12:34:16 AM altimitwill Symbolism posting at 3:33 on 3/9

3/9/2020 12:34:30 AM nanaqqanon Where?

3/9/2020 12:36:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Image didn't attach.

Thank you [@jack].

Now we wait.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Not even your tricks ALICE/Alice. pic.twitter.com/eRW0YruOvL

3/9/2020 12:36:12 AM nonlineardarren  https://www.quora.com/Why-did-Tesla-say-that-3-6-and-9-was-the-key-to-the-universe?share=1 …

3/9/2020 12:38:06 AM bbaker2004 its 1233 here

3/9/2020 12:38:26 AM 369_is It MUST be effective. I just found this retweeted on someone else's page, and I thoroughly read MJ posts. It wasn't on mine. Since it was scrubbed 

from my feed, (M)Alice doesn't want it out there.

3/9/2020 12:39:31 AM lynnpoore4  pic.twitter.com/47MrJ60G6Y

3/9/2020 12:39:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its 339 in Langley.

3/9/2020 12:40:40 AM 369_is MJ works with Q and Trump. If he(they) suggested it, it's because they recommend it.

3/9/2020 12:40:51 AM cryptogamer11 Good thinking 🤔

3/9/2020 12:40:56 AM kidge6 I see 332 and Q+. What’s the banners hanging from the ceiling?

3/9/2020 12:42:30 AM altimitwill You’re in the CIA headquarters right now, aren’t you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JSVsER7mcG

3/9/2020 12:43:43 AM rlemons94 Are you talking about Post 322? https://qagg.news/?q=%23322 

3/9/2020 12:46:46 AM newtoq2 We are confused, but not scared.

3/9/2020 12:47:47 AM rlemons94 I think you are talking about @realDonaldTrump retweeting @DanScavino 's post that has the meme quoting Q. 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236778368533700609 …

3/9/2020 12:52:14 AM mathison_si Look above her head.  A little left on top of the cabinets!!   Anybody who uses racist 5 times in one sentence, must be a racist. 

pic.twitter.com/9csf7NRSzd

3/9/2020 12:53:15 AM jsotuyo The stage is a giant Q, and Q+ is on the stage.   Stage set...now comes the pain.

3/9/2020 12:53:18 AM rlemons94 thats weird, I went on his profile, clicked the banner and there was no time indicated on the top of the image. pic.twitter.com/slleCNX4nu

3/9/2020 12:54:25 AM 1_decided_voter That's because the image MJ12 posted is from a phone. That's the clock on the phone.

3/9/2020 12:56:19 AM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/d3gTUOkGui  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1171217737999364099?s=21 …

3/9/2020 12:59:04 AM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/irPOGn5nuM  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1171214997143375873?s=21 …

3/9/2020 1:00:40 AM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/YcGdPvXBN6

3/9/2020 1:01:24 AM altimitwill We are in the Endgame... pic.twitter.com/tPnHV4WpYp

3/9/2020 1:05:13 AM 369_is The red white and blue border between the podium and the audience makes a Q if you tilt your head.

3/9/2020 1:09:12 AM altimitwill Mirror: Post 223

Erik Prince is back in the News

 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/07/us/politics/erik-prince-project-veritas.html …

 https://www.businessinsider.com/project-vertias-erik-prince-spies-to-infiltrate-left-wing-groups-2020-3 …

 https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/erik-prince-recruited-former-spies-to-help-project-veritas … pic.twitter.com/ngZI4wYJsL

3/9/2020 1:11:38 AM girlawakeinca It sure does.

3/9/2020 1:14:46 AM himawarien4025 I hope Gesara starts early.  😄🙏

Because GESARA brings world peace.😆🙏💖💜🧡💙💛🌸🌸🌸💖💖

3/9/2020 1:17:44 AM dairy_mom_of_6  pic.twitter.com/lX5sUZSNSd

3/9/2020 1:19:11 AM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/JZWC2n7Sn4  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1171219329825890304?s=21 …

3/9/2020 1:19:28 AM unwilling_slave The Fed must be frantic tonight.  Trigger looks like it was pulled.

3/9/2020 1:20:05 AM girlawakeinca There’s also this. pic.twitter.com/YOK1LOvwHs

3/9/2020 1:20:28 AM rlemons94 Ok i see. It has to do with the stage surrounding @realDonaldTrump. It looks like a giant #Q is surrounding our President who is #Q+. #QanonPosts 

#QAnon

3/9/2020 1:23:01 AM pleasantlysurly Trump has unsealed some of the JFK stuff. Remember finding out how Hitler escaped Germany and was living in Argentina until he died in 1955? The 

media sure as hell doesn't.

3/9/2020 1:23:14 AM rlemons94 yeh my bad. I don't believe i did much stumbling in the dark like that. Why didn't @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just say it instead of being all cryptic like. I 

know....Critical Thinking has to be self-driven. Another comment pointed out that the stage is a Q and Q+ / @realDonaldTrump is init

3/9/2020 1:24:34 AM epkman Noticed apparently recent algorithm screens images I've noticed.

3/9/2020 1:24:36 AM mongrelglory Me too!  It's frustrating to see how the MSM gets my friends so worried that they start changing what they do in their lives, cancelling trips etc... I try 

to reassure them, but for some, the "health officials" on the news are the "experts" that they trust. 🤷♀️

3/9/2020 1:25:57 AM kosheen18 Game on .

3/9/2020 1:26:50 AM rlemons94 I agree with you wholeheartedly.

3/9/2020 1:29:47 AM painiscoming4 Most old school new Yorkers sound the same i know of 1 might have been close to Q+ pic.twitter.com/j66gR9qh3O

3/9/2020 1:31:06 AM rlemons94 sort of. here in berkeley, ca.

3/9/2020 1:34:24 AM atar_6l6c6 Impressive photos.

3/9/2020 1:35:09 AM whoknew37728651 Bahahahaha..nice try .but no cigar..wokehead...not the same as The Great Awakening

3/9/2020 1:36:33 AM 333trish333 Amen!

3/9/2020 1:36:49 AM swedish58475845 Although I'm a nobody from Northern Europe I tried to convince friends and family 2 years ago. But then again...what can you do when the world 

around you is fast asleep?

3/9/2020 1:37:48 AM nonlineardarren Time is an illusion. Time has been structured around consciousness. 3, 6, and 9 are consciousness. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8 are chaos matrix theory

3/9/2020 1:38:01 AM aprilbrown99 Trump Is Still Your President!!! pic.twitter.com/VY2pkWHHMa

3/9/2020 1:38:22 AM whoknew37728651 Bull



3/9/2020 1:40:31 AM kris43172521 Oh okay I see well  thank you for responding. I appreciate it. I asked somebody else what kek stood for and they sent me back a tweet laughing at me 

and whatever I'm just trying to learn as I go.

3/9/2020 1:40:33 AM nona3142 Or these people will not be able to walk down the street

3/9/2020 1:42:35 AM cchef1980 “My Fellow Americans... The Storm is here.”

3/9/2020 1:43:07 AM swedish58475845 When will the world wake up?

 I keep wishing on a STAR it will be soon...

3/9/2020 1:43:22 AM ladyblueky LBJ wasn't with him in the car

3/9/2020 1:49:23 AM nl142za plus ultra secret society started by telsa/Edison/… ? 

Nikola Tesla Quote #78

My project was retarded by laws of nature. The world was not prepared for it. It was too far ahead of time. But the same laws will prevail in the end 

and make it a triumphal success.

3/9/2020 1:58:20 AM nschlange Oh? So you've always been awake?

3/9/2020 1:59:36 AM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/MT5bUj1j6U

3/9/2020 2:00:23 AM nschlange It's the children they prefer that makes it a crime.

3/9/2020 2:04:32 AM tkhale1 You did the best & only thing you could do , you tried , you gave them the awareness and the option . We can’t change people they have to want to 

change themselves internally intrinsically . Well done 👍 I’m sure we all have similar challenges . We did what was asked of us !!

3/9/2020 2:07:26 AM adsvel No, just a 10 years now. But let me explain from my experience, that my efforts to serve information what resonates with me not resonates with 

walking asleep people. I always stay as a fool in their eyes. And now tell me why? I know already the answer.

3/9/2020 2:08:25 AM p_a_t__r__i_o_t You have to fight for the truth

And don't be afraid of anyone.

Just like #Trump!

#GodWins

#MAGA

3/9/2020 2:08:45 AM sandracoppola With everything what’s happening everywhere right now, THEY are working hard to SEPERATE US, the People everywhere.

WE OUTNUMBER THEM!!!

3/9/2020 2:11:27 AM andrew13892378 Q at 322 arrow tip. Looking forward to more teasers LOL 

Low res.

3/9/2020 2:13:56 AM aprilbrown99 It says there are 14 responses to this tweet but I can only see two.  Hello #ALICE pic.twitter.com/12nYXfJ5Cr

3/9/2020 2:14:40 AM aprilbrown99 This is all I see. 🤨🤔🧐 pic.twitter.com/4vyI3KhiCK

3/9/2020 2:19:40 AM rikvankempen Sicko indeed pic.twitter.com/5P2HJVYz4N

3/9/2020 2:20:06 AM anangelhasland1 It was not a demand, I was not offended so there is no need to block you, sweetheart.

It was well-intended advice to not dwell on such disturbing items because when you do you are psychologically giving those entities power.

3/9/2020 2:21:37 AM worldxplorer1 It is the same guy. The photo came from Austin Steinbart himself. He showed it in his Black Ops 101 video.

3/9/2020 2:27:13 AM ms_northshore Actually my wording was not the best dicription.  The trump administration is responsible for the fake Corona Virus to take down the enemy Deep 

State. The best is yet to come.  The sources seem to be valid.

3/9/2020 2:30:30 AM qpatriotqusa Dark to light

Good will overcome evil

God Bless our @POTUS pic.twitter.com/1n8fLmtbuW

3/9/2020 2:35:15 AM ms_northshore The CV is a tool to shut down the government, to switch over to the gold standard. We will start seeing many known child traffickers arrested. 3 

Senator have already died.

3/9/2020 2:46:22 AM ms_northshore The CV is a tool ( not real) to take down the Cabal. Back up your information to iCloud, because there will be a break in service. It is a planned 

shutdown to bring back the gold standard.  Other things are going to happen, but the best is yet to come. .

3/9/2020 2:48:29 AM michael83341408 Ending pedos with a virus would certainly explain why CA and NY are freaking out.

3/9/2020 2:50:00 AM ms_northshore CV is not real, it’s a plan to take down the Cabal and Deep State and bring back the gold standard. Back up your info on iCloud so you don’t lose 

information. There’s going to e a shutdown. The best is yet to come.

3/9/2020 2:51:02 AM ms_northshore The Best yet to come.

3/9/2020 3:03:36 AM juliem94222447 They have it all

3/9/2020 3:06:35 AM noshitthereiwa2 322 is skull and bones

3/9/2020 3:09:41 AM 369_is Hi Shane. I looked up Cosmic Code. It's a theory and there are books about it being the language of cosmology. I'm guessing 21C is a significant code in 

this stuff. Hope this helps.

3/9/2020 3:14:31 AM state1union 88022?  Breaking the the eight?  Not sure yet

3/9/2020 3:16:59 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/Ix99ZuA7lD

3/9/2020 3:17:15 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/CcDB3qndaR

3/9/2020 3:21:24 AM trumppallooza On the pic,  go down the staircase below, you will see a person in black with a black hat. JFK jr.

3/9/2020 3:21:36 AM 34r7h2 Text Trump 88022

3/9/2020 3:23:04 AM samsmith0319 15th Ides of March...👀...

3/9/2020 3:25:34 AM 34r7h2 @WHO framed #RogerRabbit!? 

#KAYVOS👈

3/9/2020 3:25:45 AM mgray72531386 1/ Exactly. I believe it was. I was just going over this this morning. CV is a deep state ploy. Trump knew it. For every move they made, he countered. 

They wanted to kill the economy. Trump has the new currency ready to go. They thought they controlled the market response....

3/9/2020 3:26:22 AM 369_is Hi @KachinaGTTO . SerialBrain2 has videos where he goes through the capital letters in tweets and how to decode them. I'm working on 

understanding this myself too. Hope this helps.

3/9/2020 3:26:51 AM atlmodhaus Bill is in deep! He’s not some nice geek boy in his garage developing software... I’m sure he and Steve Jobs were approached by the C_A🤡 and Xerox 

PARC to become the front men for the world’s biggest PsyOp in known history! Bill speaks openly depopulation, WHO, funded CONvirus🦠

3/9/2020 3:29:22 AM mgray72531386 2/ They were wrong! MBS threw them a curve ball! He can allow oil to go as low as $12 a barrel from what I hear. Trump breaks the FED, and the petrol 

backed dollar. In rolls the new gold backed currency. CV is still pushed by them. Look at where the outbreaks are. Look who.....

3/9/2020 3:29:27 AM andrew13892378 Thanks Maj.

3/9/2020 3:33:14 AM samsmith0319 ...💥🔥🐀🐀🐀🔥💥

3/9/2020 3:34:06 AM mgray72531386 3/ controls those areas. The outbreaks are in cabal controlled countries and strongholds in the US. Trump busted right up into the CDC and called the 

Governor of Washington a 🐍. That message was not just for the Governor of Washington. He called them all out. They keep...

3/9/2020 3:34:47 AM xvgafrica  pic.twitter.com/01LkNDX6NO

3/9/2020 3:35:56 AM mgray72531386 4/ pushing this, and he keeps countering. Yep. FED, you are no longer in the drivers seat. It looks like our new currency is on its way!

3/9/2020 3:39:52 AM 17__qwwg1wga I agree. I believe 45 is Q and Melania is Q+ always have. Guess we will have to wait and see!

#WWG1WGA

3/9/2020 3:40:14 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/8flSBUDaFy



3/9/2020 3:40:42 AM pincebeber I am a french 49 years old father of one.

I always felt YOUR MESSAGES through pop culture.

Then I litterally was sure potus would win on election night.

Then I followed each day before Q

And after until YOU

COULD I BE ONE OF YOU ?

3/9/2020 3:42:21 AM nl142za I found a site with quotes :) 

 https://teslauniverse.com/nikola-tesla/quotes …

3/9/2020 3:44:34 AM 040118054_17 Boy oh boy, get your popcorn ready!! #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica 

#GreatAwakening

3/9/2020 3:51:57 AM oshorajesh101 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  can you send me process of decarbo..of CBD..oshorajesh101@gmail.com

Please

A cannbis activist from mumbai india

3/9/2020 3:56:22 AM scott_rick I missed the signal, what was the indicator?

3/9/2020 4:00:15 AM 040118054_17 Not sayin nothing weird but I woke at precisely 3:22 this morning, maybe there is more in that statement than even I realize.... just sayin #Qanon 

#WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/9/2020 4:03:51 AM chuckr69 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/9/2020 4:06:24 AM damienwelsh4 Please tell me you are not referring to ☠️

3/9/2020 4:15:58 AM covertress Are you using wifi?

3/9/2020 4:23:47 AM divinestarla I have observed vaccine induced aggression issues in all our pits after rabies vax.  We only vax when forced (prior to spay/neuter) and use homeopathic 

remedies before and after the assault.  Vaccines are about money and depopulation, NOT health care or protection.

3/9/2020 4:25:47 AM omarfromuk Italy

3/9/2020 4:26:55 AM omarfromuk Yes

3/9/2020 4:29:11 AM __jabird__ I liked quote #51. Immensely

3/9/2020 4:31:16 AM mani42643957 Fiddler

3/9/2020 4:39:04 AM kidge6 It's too bad too. I know this is happening with Jordan. The primary focus of his videos were more about him than his content. Then, he got into the 

dramas, defending himself.

3/9/2020 4:49:43 AM cny_micaa it is interesting to see which 47 accounts he follows.

3/9/2020 5:01:55 AM kimberl45879851 I see Barron (Q)  POTUS (Q+) and FLOTUS (Q++).

3/9/2020 5:02:30 AM ericpartchey 🙏ready

3/9/2020 5:03:17 AM eaglesview77 We stand at the ready! Ready to fight fight fight!

3/9/2020 5:10:48 AM nunc_veritas777 Scavino

3/9/2020 5:13:55 AM cny_micaa me too

3/9/2020 5:14:58 AM nunc_veritas777 Or Tom Clancy

3/9/2020 5:15:22 AM trishbrennan18 From a “fact-checker” at CNN 🤣 https://t.co/9kaUPJ8vKt  https://twitter.com/ddale8/status/1236693885688123394?s=21 …

3/9/2020 5:18:52 AM jmsmeltzer2000 This is how I'm feeling right now. An appropriate song. 😁 #Justice #TheGreatAwakening @FollowThe17 @ffe3301 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @elenochle  

https://youtu.be/YkADj0TPrJA  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236980284744241154 …

3/9/2020 5:19:04 AM lovemydogsss If you had said that, Chuck would be falling all over himself getting to the microphone to have a conniption. The hypocrisy isn’t the worst thing about 

the Democrats, but it is staggering.

3/9/2020 5:21:04 AM bbobbio71 Same here

3/9/2020 5:22:14 AM bbobbio71 No coincidences

3/9/2020 5:31:34 AM grantwi89314261 Red October can't come soon enough for me, Sir.

But I Trust The Plan.

The emancipation of Humanity is in your hands and the good people of the US - the good voters of the US. 

A Vote for President Trump is a Vote for YOU!

3/9/2020 5:33:59 AM ripgarycaradori My kids and I accidentally red-pilled (blackpilled? I can't keep up) some people at the park yesterday just by looking at the sky.

We were sarcastically talking about how the sky looks totally normal and it's always been that way.

Funny how everyone started looking up.

3/9/2020 5:34:23 AM marsden_lauri Me too....I am lost

3/9/2020 5:40:34 AM crusher20152  pic.twitter.com/Mdul8uNLjq

3/9/2020 5:47:10 AM thecaptain808 Marker [9] confirmation pic.twitter.com/1qU9daz1tp

3/9/2020 5:48:53 AM kamericaga1 Well, does it look like the "DeepState" has been taken out at all?? Seems like one big damn show to me by BOTH sides & the joke on us, the average 

citizen trying to live our lives who have no ties w/ to hollywood, pro sports, politics, etc. #WhenIsSecondRapture

3/9/2020 5:48:59 AM rosscarwalker You only need to go on public transport in London to understand the effects of mobile phone mind programming (sent from iPhone 11 😂🤦🏽♀️)

3/9/2020 5:54:17 AM omatosix2ndtime I know! So disgusted and frustrated.

3/9/2020 5:54:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Pointless speculation or corruption dogwhistle? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1236993572890710016 …

3/9/2020 5:54:44 AM thecaptain808  pic.twitter.com/5B5TrbiAMt

3/9/2020 5:56:28 AM nostradachris Where can you watch it all? Got links?  Nice 317 🍿

3/9/2020 5:57:08 AM theglitcher14 Both

3/9/2020 5:58:12 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/OgQszEBBnR

3/9/2020 5:59:10 AM countrygirlexec Dogwhistles 🤔😁😎

3/9/2020 5:59:57 AM serpent021 Corruption pointing..   dog whistle sounds too cliché

3/9/2020 6:02:38 AM peekaboo1966 🤣🤣😂

3/9/2020 6:03:09 AM bentsomnolence That is deeply troubling.

3/9/2020 6:04:30 AM aprilgmuniz1 wow

3/9/2020 6:05:18 AM peekaboo1966 something has come to mind.... Has Q ever acknowledged Majestic12 ?

3/9/2020 6:05:59 AM cyberanonrevolu  http://www.ivoirematin.com/news/International/ce-qui-est-ecrit-sur-l-rsquo-alliance-

de_n_26215.html?fb_comment_id=1369989093089798_1370212009734173 …

3/9/2020 6:06:56 AM fuknutz Dog faced pony whistle.

3/9/2020 6:07:06 AM 040118054_17 Freaky deaky... laughing

3/9/2020 6:09:50 AM moemc8 They retweeted MJ12

3/9/2020 6:12:12 AM peekaboo1966 ok.. fair enough.. just curious.. cause acknowledging is a big lever towards authenticating them.. just my thought

3/9/2020 6:13:14 AM mike72279593  pic.twitter.com/nOkz7OznKp

3/9/2020 6:20:48 AM mcmom2005 Back late winter I thought Q maybe our POTUS.



3/9/2020 6:21:32 AM alwaysvotered  pic.twitter.com/CmY6sL7xKT

3/9/2020 6:21:51 AM moemc8 Gen. Flynn follows MJ12

3/9/2020 6:24:13 AM jennysue62 Really!! Good to know!! I do as well

3/9/2020 6:25:40 AM peekaboo1966 wow... that's soo cool.. validation is important for Newly Awakening PPL

3/9/2020 6:26:38 AM astraleyes7 You guys are going to be disappointed when the whole Q thing fizzles in a couple years.... keep chasing ghosts. The corruption is right in front of us. 

Asking for our votes & campaign donations. Illusions. ALL. OF. IT.

3/9/2020 6:35:41 AM piperohio17 It’s real, it’s just not as bad as the media wants ppl to believe. They are making people freak out for a “pandemic” that doesn’t exist. Where there’s 

only been less than 4,000 deaths worldwide, they are creating a supply side shortage. 

Does this effect the election?

3/9/2020 6:35:54 AM norwegianon That's the system we're fighting against. #WeAreTheNewsNow 

For me personally, I've not read a newspaper, watched TV or any msm in a long time. Well, I may have heard the news on the radio from time to time, 

but try to avoid.

I get my news from frens here. #YouAreTheNewsNow

❤️

3/9/2020 6:37:37 AM piperohio17 They are already going to put trading halts on Wall Street today.  This is getting so stupid.

3/9/2020 6:37:41 AM atlmodhaus I can only imagine 😉 rude, lifeless eye, zombies?

3/9/2020 6:38:21 AM moecrec You aint Q

3/9/2020 6:38:22 AM piperohio17 People need to STOP bum rushing the stores and clearing the shelves.  It’s dumb.

3/9/2020 6:38:37 AM antarantanka Foxes guarding the hen house. Bloomberg head of World Bank kinda says it all. John “Iran” Kerry... sheesh

3/9/2020 6:40:18 AM piperohio17 This is nothing more than the big pocket guys selling off their own stocks, doing their best to crash the stock market, too. Soros himself threatened 

they were going to do this in order to hurt President Trump right before the election.

3/9/2020 6:45:00 AM ragevirusqq Why unlock? Because it has already been discovered?

3/9/2020 6:47:43 AM fansblowing3 Their ethnicity I assume would be protected for their privacy.

3/9/2020 6:53:01 AM fansblowing3 Biden would choose 100% corrupt politicians.  😡

3/9/2020 6:56:44 AM msalien ..follow the wives

3/9/2020 7:08:39 AM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/1qZOd3TGNr

3/9/2020 7:14:33 AM natalt_aust Dreamt of a press conference with @POTUS where he disclosed that ‘we are not alone’ on this Planet.

3/9/2020 7:14:48 AM ladyhav0c @cobrainfo1 @WinduChi @robcounts @Ben_Chasteen @CoreyGoode @david_wilcock @kate_awakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LauraMagdalene4

@kabamur_taygeta pic.twitter.com/H6O2NfdIyv

3/9/2020 7:14:56 AM my2sonznme So Austin, Jordan, and Joe are fighting. How is this helpful to the Q movement? It only gets their followers arguing. Is Satan winning here?! Make it 

stop! Please.

3/9/2020 7:16:27 AM thankq777 To anybody curious about 322, it alludes to man eating from the tree of life to become immortal gods on Earth. pic.twitter.com/Rf9HKGY8RR

3/9/2020 7:22:20 AM imdexx_ You're deceived and cant see Trump is a zionst owned by Rothschild. Q mossad psyop

3/9/2020 7:23:37 AM aprilbrown99 @FBI @NSAGov @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS @Qanon76 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SecPompeo @SecretService  

Jerry Brown is making threats against @realDonaldTrump’s life!!!

👀👀👀👆👆👆

3/9/2020 7:23:55 AM karma4event201 The video is not manipulated. 

Watch him point to himself when he says re elect DJT 

Shame on his family for letting this continue 👿

3/9/2020 7:31:49 AM zetragild Exactly what I tell people! Thank you!!

3/9/2020 7:51:49 AM ragevirusqq  https://www.hrsa.gov/vaccine-compensation/index.html …

just in case someone gets hurt form them

3/9/2020 7:54:44 AM victoriaserbia Field Report- Is this Flight MH17 criminal trial legit or is it cabal cover up? @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @thejointstaff 

https://twitter.com/VictoriaSerbia/status/1237027871010537473 …

3/9/2020 8:00:01 AM dark_2_light_17 @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MoreheadPatriot @ABOwarrior @P0A_Triot23 @AwakenedOutlaw @AnOpiner @alaraofsirius @QPatriot17 

@EyesOnQ @Qanon76 @QAnonNotables #q @POTUS pic.twitter.com/ri0waQZRun

3/9/2020 8:14:26 AM z3r0n0ns3ns3 👏

3/9/2020 8:15:33 AM ewilliams22101 China, Iran, Italy.  Hardest hit.  Also rampant with corruption, human trafficking, etc.  Coincidence?

3/9/2020 8:18:09 AM ewilliams22101 If only Bernie would speak up like this guy.  @solon594bce

3/9/2020 8:20:46 AM mcpatriot64 Theyve said a million times that JR is DEAD.

3/9/2020 8:28:27 AM news_just_in__ He is total BullSchiff. If Austin Steinbart is who he says he is.

I'm out, fcuk Trump, all the Patriots worldwide and the Great Awakening.

Deep dig please Anons. Shine the light on this pretentious fool. After 3 years of my life to find out that this is the man behind it all :(

3/9/2020 8:28:33 AM bubalub1021 Because he knows it is a good thing!!!

The statement can be interpreted different ways, but Trump knew it was good!!!

That’s what affirmed it fir me.

3/9/2020 8:30:48 AM peekaboo1966 is MJ12 on twitter ?

3/9/2020 8:31:16 AM moemc8 ??  You're on their thread

3/9/2020 8:32:00 AM peekaboo1966 brain fart.. I meant Q.. is Q on twitter

3/9/2020 8:33:23 AM pincebeber @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/MO2MzKzbw4

3/9/2020 8:34:19 AM moemc8 LOL, no.   http://qmap.com   http://qanon.com 

3/9/2020 8:35:20 AM moemc8 I used the wrong terminology when I said they 'retweeted' MJ12

3/9/2020 8:36:08 AM bubalub1021 ???????

3/9/2020 8:42:36 AM johnnyt_anon I was on board before Q was Q. He was on the message boards right after the Vegas massacre. He had some great insider info. Then all of a sudden he 

started posting as Q.

3/9/2020 8:43:34 AM americanpetal Both but leaning more towards corruption dogwhistle. How on Earth could he get the nomination?!

3/9/2020 8:45:41 AM news_just_in__ I know, first thing that struck me as odd was why he needs to edit together every sentence.

3/9/2020 8:50:04 AM diaptera_80 Sorry for ever having doubted you Q+, let’s do this thing

3/9/2020 8:50:06 AM glorydawn3 Kek means lol

3/9/2020 9:03:44 AM ivasby Whoooaaaaa 😲💪🏼💥💪🏼

3/9/2020 9:05:59 AM rosscarwalker 5:5

3/9/2020 9:08:54 AM cstarr888 Avoid chemicals. Every one is unique so you have to find what what is good for your body. 

Proof of that is a super food for one could be a deadly allergy for another. 

Paleo is good for many. If you start there you can learn so much it may help you develop your own diet.

😊🙏💖



3/9/2020 9:10:13 AM susang7671 To rational minds in hueman experience, could feel like walking around in circles getting nowhere. To intuitive Spirit-Being on path of 

TRANSFORMATION and ASCENSION, feels like love, or like falling in love again, looking  beyond bridal veil into eye of unconditional love.

3/9/2020 9:10:19 AM garybenoit63 You will still be my President in Nov.

👍🇮🇱🇺🇸

3/9/2020 9:11:58 AM jaded_pearl Isn't Axios controlled by Killary's Clan? I am not surprised they are beta testing the lefts reaction to having Michael/Michelle enter the race.

3/9/2020 9:18:43 AM mikespies904 What if im interested in a fulltime paying spot, with no prior military or law background. (Coming from the banking sector).

3/9/2020 9:20:06 AM theappraizer Whoah! This document is an 800+ white paper. I absolutely agree it would be possible to take this in hopes it, but by no means do I think it’s probable. 

Someone could’ve gotten away with forging say a 50pg document and it would still be credible.

This is over 800 pages long!😱

3/9/2020 9:28:28 AM mollygalt #Clueless

3/9/2020 9:28:36 AM billbel80925644 I have to wonder

3/9/2020 9:29:23 AM mollygalt It’s all lies. I’ve been watching them since 2004, Arizona is one of the ground zeros for human experimentation. Never have I seen it so bad as the last 

two years.

3/9/2020 9:30:07 AM durkay_michael #CoreyFleldman

3/9/2020 9:31:42 AM sethric61410528 Enthusiasts inform yself here:  https://www.dia.mil/about/faqs/ 

3/9/2020 9:33:56 AM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 any takes on this?  https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1237050813895315456 …

3/9/2020 9:36:04 AM the_tru_eapjr the 2 space fleets already have. space force just a placeholder for declass & rebrands existing service.

3/9/2020 9:42:10 AM richardhiatt16 Just a wasting human “time”.....

3/9/2020 9:44:56 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🤓 COOL!

3/9/2020 9:46:14 AM richardhiatt16 👏👏👏👏👏👏🤓Bring IT on.... ❤️🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸👽🛸

3/9/2020 9:46:17 AM oxnonstopox Here is some info on looking glass https://www.auricmedia.net/forbidden-technology-part-ii-project-looking-glass/ …

3/9/2020 9:47:02 AM alight412 Ever felt like you're being strung along?  I'm starting to feel that way.  I guess I see it, if POTUS wants to toss us a morsel of truth he will. I'm not going 

to beg for it. I'm starting to drift away.....

3/9/2020 9:48:00 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

3/9/2020 9:51:41 AM theappraizer Appreciated! 😀

3/9/2020 9:52:43 AM alight412 They say aluminum causes Alzheimer's. Maybe they are hoping we won't remember all of their nasty deeds. I'd have to speculate this goes beyond our 

Pres control. Mike Morales has a pretty good YT channel. He notes most places except Israel are sprayed regularly.

3/9/2020 9:52:57 AM alight412  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxHTJnQ8yqA3rjDwLemtAKA …

3/9/2020 9:54:34 AM mind_gladiator I will check it out. I also like this channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/R3zn8D 

3/9/2020 9:55:04 AM blasmunoz3  pic.twitter.com/vyqxPaxceF

3/9/2020 9:55:48 AM sterkinglights1 Hey do me a favor and send this message to about 17 years ago. Actually doesn't a reality exist where we all work for or at the dia? Is it just a matter of 

probability that we have access to specific realities?

3/9/2020 9:56:40 AM alight412 Its all over. In the food supply and water. I have wondered if it makes  our forests flammable. The human body is pretty resilient if one stops and thinks 

about all the attacks on it.

3/9/2020 9:59:40 AM alight412 Thanks, I will do the same!

3/9/2020 10:00:48 AM oxnonstopox Your welcome.  use duck duck go as your browser. Google hides everything.

3/9/2020 10:00:56 AM kachinagtto Now THAT would get me back to the workforce. Good luck applicants!

3/9/2020 10:01:50 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/DpvKF3O60D

3/9/2020 10:01:57 AM mind_gladiator Indeed it is. It's the combination of vaccines, flouride, radiation from cell and wifi, GMOs and sky spraying that overload it. I cut out as much of it as I 

can to give my body the ability to filter and heal. I also meditate on being healed as the body listens.

3/9/2020 10:03:02 AM sterkinglights1 🤣😂🤭" snorts"🤣

3/9/2020 10:04:49 AM alight412 Never meditated. Where is a good place to get started?

3/9/2020 10:06:03 AM mind_gladiator It's really just quieting your mind and feeling healed and seeing what you want to be or have as if you already are it.

3/9/2020 10:10:11 AM sterkinglights1 To do so would empower ALICE.

3/9/2020 10:10:50 AM atotsm Usury is oppression and treason.

3/9/2020 10:12:48 AM alight412 Ok. Well I do pray. It sounds similar.

3/9/2020 10:13:22 AM mind_gladiator Prayer is powerful if done sincerely.

3/9/2020 10:22:16 AM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/I3LZQHgj8E

3/9/2020 10:23:44 AM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/zwexJqOfeB

3/9/2020 10:29:58 AM tamravee #FieldMcConnell  the real WHISTLEBLOWER  can answer that- but #BROWARDCOUNTY  satanic child traffickers have him locked up for exposing them 

and BHO and Hillary and this.... pic.twitter.com/Gr0aLbEUne

3/9/2020 10:43:00 AM disciplepatriot We are long overdue for some serious trust-busting in almost every industry, not just healthcare.

3/9/2020 10:43:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are far more direct in your handling of J$.

3/9/2020 10:43:35 AM disciplepatriot Of course it wasn't but the truth doesn't matter to liberals.

3/9/2020 10:46:29 AM maryheil5 Yippee!!!

3/9/2020 10:46:49 AM truthdying Space is fake the dome is real

3/9/2020 10:47:06 AM trumps_all Can you say "Take Down the Clinton Foundation"........?????? Would be a good start

3/9/2020 10:49:02 AM blissamerica 🙏💙💜💚

3/9/2020 10:49:28 AM coloradoevolut1 So long poppy fields! pic.twitter.com/3Qa9sbi4So

3/9/2020 10:50:20 AM blsdbe This aged very well!!! Well Done!!! pic.twitter.com/IEtm3b26ZY

3/9/2020 10:54:42 AM the_loveoflight He says he's been involved since a child

Possible?

 https://t.co/cnT0WNiDAP  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1229996735013040128?s=21 …

3/9/2020 10:55:16 AM blsdbe Sadly, He and his followers get triggered kinda easily... https://t.co/dGjwEsXDor  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1236831017383555072?s=21 …

3/9/2020 10:56:34 AM bbobbio71 MMS he's pushing,  plausible or disinfo?

3/9/2020 10:58:21 AM lisa917444 Pope with sniffles lately

3/9/2020 11:02:23 AM the_loveoflight This now makes alot more sense https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1113573943867260928?s=21 …

3/9/2020 11:04:28 AM norwegianon This is confirmation MJ & AS are cl0wns?

IMO, yes.

EGOTISTICAL BABY 

CAPS LOCK!

PROJECTION.

Triggered. Reminds me of EyeTheSpyLarp

#Ragnalarp

#larpmageddon

#kek pic.twitter.com/ysNqf2PnN7



3/9/2020 11:05:13 AM state1union Finally! 👍🇺🇸❤️

3/9/2020 11:06:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 pushes the concept of Message over Messenger.

Who speaks the words is moot.

What the words resonate is all that matters.

Words are spells.

Word can shape and change reality.

3/9/2020 11:09:23 AM norwegianon Message over messenger is okay, but reading between the lines, the message is toxic and the ego repulsive, that AS does not resonate.

But time will tell.

3/9/2020 11:11:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 Petty bickering back and forth between people on Twitter is counterproductive to releasing the truth and accepting it. However, there are those who 

have special paid sponsorships and movie contracts who are operating currently against the will of the Majestic 12.

3/9/2020 11:12:19 AM sc_racer9 Clearly I was too subtle before...reloading NOW!

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

 https://t.co/8StOFAlwZ4  https://twitter.com/sc_racer9/status/1236488716132036609?s=21 …

3/9/2020 11:13:02 AM manifest_utopia Personal experience: MMS is very effective for bacterial infections. Less effective for viruses.

Cleaning up one's body of heavy metals/toxins, eat organic veg/fruit, specific herbs & foods has greatest impact on health. Raw garlic is stronger 

antibiotic then MMS.

3/9/2020 11:13:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 does nothing about this. We do not call them out. We do not try to sow division. Instead, we emphasize Message Over Messenger and point out 

motives that some individuals have in taking over roles, we, the Majestic 12, are in the process of destroying. Money talks. Follow it.

3/9/2020 11:14:39 AM tarynupmatrix 11:11, nice time stamp

3/9/2020 11:16:39 AM sheerglee1 I love this!!! Words...beautiful words...they have LIFE....they fly into the air....FOREVER!!!!

3/9/2020 11:17:23 AM sieh_auf_dich You re welcome for a short cleanup in Germany. Easy job...

3/9/2020 11:19:54 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/DKINCb1khK

3/9/2020 11:20:13 AM bieljibum He's as guilty as sin the Paedo.  He tried to fool us all by doing an interview and pretending that he would cooperate with the FBI but had no intention 

of doing so.  Lock the cretin up and prove to us there is justice in this world!

3/9/2020 11:20:16 AM blsdbe #UnSealItAll #UnSealItAll #UnSealItAll please. #ThanQ.

3/9/2020 11:20:39 AM lightlove21121 An example I AM working on every single day 🙏🏽

3/9/2020 11:20:41 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/xAsixhXES7

3/9/2020 11:20:47 AM lavenderlives Words like Novel 📒🖋 Vs Novel Medical Condition meaning ———

Listen carefully as @POTUS 🇺🇸 spells out the meaning of Novel in the medical field & required for 8.3 billion 😷

Is that why @POTUS 🇺🇸 says “ I asked for 2 and they gave me 8.3 billion, I will take that” 🤣 pic.twitter.com/bLbq2yg4u1

3/9/2020 11:20:53 AM jlundr Feels like the 4th wall has been broken.

3/9/2020 11:22:15 AM internetusr Lol not gonna work pedo.

It's a brave new world. Those who have committed crimes will be rooted out and dealt with. 

Sleep tight.

3/9/2020 11:22:28 AM frankyanker He'll hang himself soon.

3/9/2020 11:26:05 AM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn instead of porn star, maybe pleaidian?

3/9/2020 11:26:19 AM rebornkingent You gonna share some of those billion dollar ideas? Feel free to pop into my head.

3/9/2020 11:28:03 AM zeropointchrist #PEDOCROWNMINDCONTROLENDSNOW

3/9/2020 11:29:27 AM vdarknessf I gave Jordan evidence of MULTIPLE UFO cases of known ingredients, in which diamagnetic (HATES magnetism) metals in a plasma state were used.

He didn't investigate.

He didn't report.

I laid it all out.

What did Nikola Tesla say gravity was again?

🤔 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1235407705625563136.html …

3/9/2020 11:31:16 AM seeker229 Theres so much going in the background that breaking down the tweets just doesnt even scratch the surface of this. Themes. Think in terms of themes. 

What's really going on? pic.twitter.com/K4psZwGD6y

3/9/2020 11:33:02 AM rellysmith2 Same! I like it

3/9/2020 11:34:27 AM internetusr Lmao

3/9/2020 11:36:13 AM velezheidi 💥 There are no coincidences. 🙌🏼

3/9/2020 11:40:13 AM dianebachman4 I really liked Bill Cooper . RIP patriot 😢

They were held captive by the Secret Service since then until .. that’s why Jackie married Onassis to escape them?

3/9/2020 11:40:25 AM vdarknessf Yes! CHECK MY PINNED TWEET!

You got it.

Gravity as they tell us, is BS.

Gravity as it was told to us by Faraday, maxwell, Charles Proteus Steinmetz, Nikola Tesla, is correct.

3/9/2020 11:40:49 AM lizzah_83 Why would Q post questions to get an army of anons digging and exposing massive crime and corruption? Why would Trump sign into law such 

powerful and damaging to Deep State executive orders if he was just another puppet? Use your brain here. pic.twitter.com/4hj4izoidG

3/9/2020 11:42:37 AM brian_hoenig Contrary to popular belief, aircraft style access to space provided in the STS program was NOT intended to be a really big gas can with a glider strapped 

to it.

3/9/2020 11:44:13 AM imdexx_ Because Q is gatekeeping people who are searching for real truth. The real end game of the NWO, which is Zionism. Donald Trump is the best Zionist 

president for Rothschild Israel in history. He surrounds himself with Zionists.

3/9/2020 11:44:17 AM maryheil5  https://t.co/3pHZf9IIty  https://twitter.com/smedley77202346/status/1236657645605576707?s=21 …

3/9/2020 11:45:22 AM imdexx_ The scripted battle between mainstream media was the essential move on the chessboard for the Zionst elite to legitimize trump for many people. 

Trump is a zionst trojan horse here to lead his followers and q followers astray

3/9/2020 11:46:51 AM imdexx_ You refuse to look at zionst control over trump. You refuse to look at Rothschild owning trump since the 90s. You refuse to look at him working towards 

destroying christianity. You refuse to look at his allegiance to Rothschild Israel

3/9/2020 11:49:42 AM bbobbio71 Thank you for the info. 

I'm definitely into the garlic.  For years.  

Read the info on MMS for the heavy metal detox, just because of what I do,  but also from a cholesterol/ liver clean up.  Any info in that area?

3/9/2020 11:52:10 AM westmount_d7 Archaic Italy burns. Archons booted🌹

3/9/2020 11:55:53 AM waynecl64258737 Aliens are demons or angels not from "outer space" or another planet another tentacle from the big lie that the earth is a ball floating in space  

research flat Earth 🤔



3/9/2020 11:57:19 AM wildkrazyblonde BS... how can you point out all the coincidences and things that have come to fruition? Nothing is a coincidence. They are not controlled opposition. 

You’re a Larp!!!

3/9/2020 11:58:18 AM wildkrazyblonde Like LBF777 🤷🏼♀️

3/9/2020 11:58:19 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/9/2020 11:58:28 AM nschlange 10 years is much longer tgen I have been awake, although I've always been the annoying one in the group that said "well that doesn't make sense" . 

always. I just feel like if we keep tellibg them, they"'l  start seeing it's true for themselves

3/9/2020 11:58:50 AM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/pNoL8umzcf

3/9/2020 12:00:44 PM ifdelta ENOUGH IS ENOUGH OF THIS GARBAGE.

Stop this #BioWeapon #COVID19 before we get into the worldwide madness!

#COVID2019

@realDonaldTrump

@VP

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/vZ4ZOtjjt6

3/9/2020 12:01:12 PM hays_jeannette ...topple that “noble” and a new King will reign. This is my role. Sacrifice without surrender. It all matters, even when it makes no sense and seems so 

very unfair. We all have a role.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#CoronaVirus

#Q

#KingOfKings https://www.fightlikeagirlclub.com/jeannettes-fight-like-a-girl-story-lupus/ …

3/9/2020 12:01:20 PM winklerburke Good

Friend, did you

Know for whom the bell

Tolls? It toll for souls so well.

Each lie that is told and told bold

Each lie that is loved and then sold

Diminishes your spirit, if truth be told

Truly, lies can’t but sound a bad knell
3/9/2020 12:05:18 PM manifest_utopia I'm a very big fan of Anthony Williams @MedicalMedium. His books turned my health around. Hvy metal detox: cilantro-big handful/day + Atlantic 

Dulse + Hawaiian Spirulina. Each detox metals, together they're a powerhouse. I add to smoothies.

3/9/2020 12:06:11 PM winklerburke But sounds of truth, rings a clear bell

I pray

Can you tell?

If you can tell truth makes clarion bell

& lies crack  twisted, broken-bad hell

Then you will

Do well.

3/9/2020 12:08:11 PM kachinagtto Is the number still operated by Polaris? pic.twitter.com/03CfV7RGCa

3/9/2020 12:09:48 PM igiant111 I look at it this way....just like Q....

Either this is all another LARP...or here we go. Until proven guilty or innocent, I say. 

Aside all, adds for good creative research ;)

3/9/2020 12:11:08 PM manifest_utopia I no longer use MMS. Just food & herbs. Haven't been sick in close to 2 years, not even a cold. Used to be sick all winter, every year. Anthony William's 

3-6-9 Liver Detox had immediate results.

3/9/2020 12:11:14 PM igiant111 Does MJ12 ever do the same? For example, do you have your own Creators? *hint hint* :)

3/9/2020 12:13:07 PM tillie71120939 Gee I wonder why? @RoyalFamily

3/9/2020 12:13:22 PM frances61564692 Man has never been 2 outerspace!This is a bunch of crap. Da Heavens r God’s domain & man not allowed there.  Read story of da Tower of 

Babel&learn what happened when they tried 2 reach da Heavens.  Psalm115:16 Da heavens belong 2 the Lord, but he has given da earth 2 all humanity

3/9/2020 12:18:22 PM ghost_of_billy_ What's the next step with this clown?

3/9/2020 12:22:47 PM toccn2 Does this mean CG and DW were groomed as well? Are they 🤡? I've been having this debate in my head the past few months on their credibility

3/9/2020 12:23:58 PM believe_coach @n_young33

3/9/2020 12:25:11 PM scott_rick Don’t ask his coop, force it!

3/9/2020 12:25:24 PM manifest_utopia I saw the posts pop up on qresearch. I'm with you on the research. I just watch it all play out in action, staying w/ what resonates, without forming 

judgment, unless clearly proven. Future proves past on the Q op.

3/9/2020 12:27:06 PM jemelewilliams "Hidden Message."  ? pic.twitter.com/0AzbyGbD7l

3/9/2020 12:27:13 PM sheerglee1 Majestic12...I love you guys and I love how you cherish the words we speak and to be careful with them.

I have a gift just for you 😎Patriots

3/9/2020 12:27:33 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/iOKYc9SEsK

3/9/2020 12:27:47 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/UPUIQovuOA

3/9/2020 12:28:23 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/1IDKANQzi3

3/9/2020 12:28:51 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/J65slj3KXF

3/9/2020 12:29:11 PM americanpetal Do you mean the calculator?

3/9/2020 12:29:14 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/ySRL5PKV7Z

3/9/2020 12:29:30 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/iWzdzEZUuq

3/9/2020 12:30:10 PM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/cYNFHXNmbw

3/9/2020 12:30:53 PM americanpetal Always follow the money. Always

3/9/2020 12:31:31 PM manifest_utopia  https://www.telegraph.co.uk/royal-family/2020/03/06/prince-andrews-legal-team-revealed-fights-fbi-epstein-probe/ …

3/9/2020 12:32:11 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

3/9/2020 12:32:19 PM igiant111 Some of the stuff he said def. resonated with me. I can't lie. Some stuff felt off (I want to say it's disinfo). 

To be so confident, to say "I can back up all of this"....just why, if you couldn't? seems foolish. 

Given, it could be bait to hold us waiting...so time will tell.

3/9/2020 12:33:16 PM spauldingshowal 👍

3/9/2020 12:33:26 PM sheerglee1 There you go.  Just for you.  

Thank you for helping me.

3/9/2020 12:35:28 PM state1union The bickering and who’s the favorite person or group to follow reminds me of what got us here in the first place. Being popular or rich with donations 

doesn’t make you GOOD!  It makes you a business man!

3/9/2020 12:36:52 PM americanpetal Your time stamp! 3:33💛🕊🇺🇸

3/9/2020 12:38:40 PM spauldingshowal 😊❤️



3/9/2020 12:41:20 PM fansblowing3 I like him already 👍

3/9/2020 12:41:47 PM shafferranja  pic.twitter.com/JHtJahGiaE

3/9/2020 12:44:32 PM state1union I’m sending this to my oldest daughter now!

3/9/2020 12:45:08 PM fansblowing3 “those who have special paid sponsorships and movie contracts who are operating currently against the will of the Majestic 12” = JS

3/9/2020 12:46:39 PM ethereal_shaman Dandelion Root

3/9/2020 12:47:54 PM state1union MSM Propaganda machine is Destroying the stock market.

3/9/2020 12:50:20 PM yoshiyahu4 Probably Dan Scavino

3/9/2020 12:51:28 PM sheerglee1 🔥🙌🔥🙌🔥Hands of Fire and Praise🔥🙌🔥🙌🔥

God sees us this way...redeemed. pic.twitter.com/Xy7doAF76U

3/9/2020 12:52:17 PM nonlineardarren (7 pi) * (pi ^ 7)66419.717112494

3/9/2020 12:53:19 PM girlawakeinca I agree. Well said 🙌 😃 pic.twitter.com/LYJbcAftvE

3/9/2020 12:55:48 PM 444_q_ Yes

3/9/2020 1:00:12 PM modjajiten Every single day tiny grey granules fill bird feeders and bird baths, this stuff is everywhere! No garden vegetables grow anymore. They spray night and 

day, Building of cancer treatment centers has grown exponentially in Colorado! New cancers one never even heard of.

3/9/2020 1:02:24 PM mike_dtx Mj12 is the Larpiest acct on twitter

3/9/2020 1:04:14 PM lynneller4 @CitizensIReport

We have Durham Report

@IPOT1776

@P4Patriot

@Inthematrixxx @prayingmedic @FreedomforceR @PatriotsSoapbox @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charliekirk11 @KarluskaP @RealJamesWoods @RedPill78 

@Hulkanator11 @GovMikeHuckabee @EpochTimes @larryelder @jsolomonReports @Julzee21 @cjtruth 

https://twitter.com/QUnitedWeStandQ/status/1236277775109144577 …

3/9/2020 1:09:19 PM jimjr1957direct @DanScavino may very well be Q+

3/9/2020 1:22:21 PM the_loveoflight Then you clearly haven't done your research. A lot of what they disclose I've found to be true before the Q operation, minus the trafficking parts. Even 

if they aren't who they say they are, the truths they speak on how our world works is there, just do your research.

3/9/2020 1:23:33 PM stephen99968255 as long as he feels safe.

3/9/2020 1:27:42 PM hammanrandall Hate to be the 18 comment😩. However, I truly believe it’s 💯 Trump’s family and no outside sources. One word- “Trust”

3/9/2020 1:41:02 PM keith369me Thanks for an explanation @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1237115580395565057 …

3/9/2020 1:42:25 PM 369_is Hiya @ALight412 Yes. I had a period of confusion last week. I evaluated some alternate viewpoints about why we're "waiting so long" for action and 

whether we got spun. We each need to decide for ourselves, but...I offer you my conclusion. For whatever it may be worth to you...

3/9/2020 1:43:12 PM 369_is This cult has infiltrated and entangled itself into EVERYTHING for over 6000 years. How long do u think it SHOULD take to remove it?  And where would 

we be if no one even tried??? Than-Q Alliance/Q/Majestic/Donald Trump!!!

3/9/2020 1:54:32 PM mike_dtx Mj12 hasn’t disclosed anything because they are not on the inside 🤡

3/9/2020 2:16:11 PM joni_apple_seed Listen to these numbers!!!! Can you spell

L A N D S L I D E ?

#ThanQ #EndGame #BringThePain

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Trudi21140637 @gjslobe https://twitter.com/TheRightMelissa/status/1236784470415597573 …

3/9/2020 2:17:09 PM mcpatriot64 I know, I'd like to think its disinformation myself, but too many people in this movement that seem to have intel have said its an emphatic no.  I hope 

its a pleasant surprise but I'm not holding my breath anymore.

3/9/2020 2:19:24 PM joni_apple_seed #ThanQ #EndGame #BringThePain

@Trudi21140637 @freezerohedge @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/g4mxO9Nbg2

3/9/2020 2:19:33 PM ms_cheevas [322] = 3/22.. as in when the Gold standard was passed in 2018?.... 3/22 is officially after Spring pic.twitter.com/IGaz6qpnJL

3/9/2020 2:22:17 PM clifton15jon He is putting everything on the line, his Family his Life and his Future.  He has been paying Security to protect himself & the ones he loves against the 

wolves of #Hollywood / #Pedowood. He didnt ask for that i think he deserves respect and slack for trying to even out his odds

3/9/2020 2:28:25 PM clifton15jon #Spielberg about to be taken down?

#Pedowood #Hollywood

#HollywoodStudios

#UnsealPedowood

#JusticeIsComing

#SuicideWatch for #Pedos

#DeNiro #Hanks #Allen #Winfrey

#Cher #Madonna
3/9/2020 2:30:10 PM joni_apple_seed Watch this...

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mNaYT59cd4U&feature=youtu.be …

Heads up for truth bombs bitches!!

#ThanQ #EndGame #BringThePain

@Trudi21140637 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/xiO0E5oecL

3/9/2020 2:47:11 PM keith369me Anyone shocked that a pedophile won’t testify regarding another pedophile?

3/9/2020 3:11:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 AS has not claimed to have inside contacts.

3/9/2020 3:15:49 PM seanphilliphall Don't let Hillary near the children!

3/9/2020 3:21:49 PM djlok Maybe he really is Baby Q.  Based on that Q post and a literal interpretation, he would fit within those parameters.   I'm sticking with message over 

messenger.  We'll see what happens.

3/9/2020 3:27:17 PM toccn2 Regardless of who he says he's in cahoots with be sure to keep in mind @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 words: Message over messenger

3/9/2020 3:30:11 PM tpadgham77 Kill box

3/9/2020 3:30:57 PM house_poseidon So does craptacular deal have any clause to prevent #JackDorsey censoring Americans' peaceful free speech or aiding enemies of freedom, liberty & 

truth, as he's done for years?

Censoring fed gov?

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeptofDefense @EsperDoD https://www.marketwatch.com/story/twitter-is-spending-2-billion-to-save-jack-

dorseys-part-time-job-for-now-2020-03-09 …

3/9/2020 3:32:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The truth is always a selfless endeavor. All who are trying to profiteer off video monetization, sponsorships, advertising gigs, online stores, speaking 

gigs, movie roles etc. are swayed and are puppets to those who write the unseen checks. Be careful who you follow.

3/9/2020 3:34:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Open source intelligence, non-monetized platforms, free information is a threat to their way of life.

3/9/2020 3:36:07 PM libertyclick  https://www.ts.today/feed/single_post?psid=6405 …

3/9/2020 3:36:11 PM freestateojones "Why is Q so successful?"

"Why do they try so hard to discredit Q despite the overwhelming truth of the data found within?"

3/9/2020 3:36:11 PM ghost_of_billy_ I see a few big names that seemed legit before Wuhan came knocking. $$Fear for sale$$



3/9/2020 3:36:33 PM libertyclick  https://twitter.com/libertyclick/status/1237136803817283585 …

3/9/2020 3:36:39 PM mattwalkerga Uhhhhhh

3/9/2020 3:37:27 PM the1withthe4ce  https://twitter.com/hero_1000_faces/status/1201254000840126465?s=21 … https://twitter.com/the1withThe4ce/status/1201254000840126465 …

3/9/2020 3:37:27 PM cryptojet1 Melts my heart..... pic.twitter.com/hYLr2W7RGv

3/9/2020 3:37:49 PM americanpetal It would be so much easier if you just gave us a list.

3/9/2020 3:39:00 PM parakletosanon no kidding

3/9/2020 3:39:17 PM patriotswegoall Q doesn't operate solely for money, only for patriotism for USA and Earth.

3/9/2020 3:40:40 PM faye_mcgarry Comey and Bill Gates have been arrested.

3/9/2020 3:42:05 PM notevenchad17 As soon as your income is tied to your message, the message HAS to become corrupted to SOME degree. It has to. Right??

3/9/2020 3:44:24 PM bluerob67 At $3 per month, I'm happy to support a dude called John E Hoover. You seen his vids on Las Vegas shooting? Follow @Terrenc43516485 he knows 

more too.

3/9/2020 3:45:51 PM muddyboy1314 No longer guarding prominent family plantations overseas....😳😳😳

3/9/2020 3:46:07 PM patriotswegoall Not all anons who monetize their alt news content are bad folks. This is because much of the internet services (web hosting, email, etc.) they use to 

push truth out are not free. And, we're not a free lunch society.

3/9/2020 3:50:25 PM keith369me I feel like I learn way more by Twitter banter than any media I consume.  Thank you my Twitter friends.

3/9/2020 3:51:17 PM tikpaq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS https://twitter.com/NJamesWorld/status/1237064340265668610 …

3/9/2020 3:51:51 PM keith369me Think for ourselves...is that allowed?

3/9/2020 3:54:51 PM patriotswegoall And Q has warned us about people like A$. White hats do not share CLAS info as it will hinder their ops.

3/9/2020 3:55:40 PM 369palm It depends on your credentials, if you haven’t been trained properly we can’t be certain your thoughts are acceptable.  When in doubt refrain from 

posting anything which might disturb others.

3/9/2020 3:56:54 PM colista No shit, Sherlock...

I often wonder why I

follow your criptic ass

but I make my own decisions

AND do my own research!

Thanks

3/9/2020 3:59:24 PM 1nanasmomma Ringing in my ears last night and today. I wish I knew why! Thanks Majestic for this reminder. Praying for us all. Good collective vibes. 3 6 9

3/9/2020 4:05:17 PM tammyca31262528 Corey Feldman?

3/9/2020 4:06:33 PM highvoltagenews That jet black hair kid claiming to be tge next commander of the space force along with his self alleged ties with #Qanon on his youtube videos would 

be court marshalled by some leaders. At least held down in rank if in fact he is even in the armed services.

3/9/2020 4:07:16 PM usmcqdawg When your currency is faith and you realize the true purpose of humanity, fear subsides. Nothing can stop what’s coming, buckle up bc the storm is just 

getting started. It’s going to be biblical.

3/9/2020 4:09:30 PM rosscarwalker Trump are you Enki? Have the Annunaki returned? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @MongrelGlory pic.twitter.com/soyERrPy0z

3/9/2020 4:10:13 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/Vk4X1HKYTm

3/9/2020 4:10:16 PM aussieqne #TrustYourGut ❤️

3/9/2020 4:11:16 PM smalltownindy I like my podcasts/videos info-packed, my presenters sincere and low-budget, and free from non-stop ads for Patriot Flashlights/ MREs/ Yuge boner 

pills. Big names seem like echo chambers and Hope dealers.

3/9/2020 4:11:24 PM aussieqne WuFlu has definitely uncovered a lot of these.

3/9/2020 4:13:07 PM americanpetal ❤️

3/9/2020 4:13:13 PM americanpetal ❤️

3/9/2020 4:17:02 PM alight412 Well we are truly screwed if the plan was to just reveal how screwed we really are. I do realize it's taken a long time to get to this point. Not sure why 

we were introduced to the plan so early though. It's very difficult these days to discern what is real vs a LARP.

3/9/2020 4:19:04 PM sophiadegolden1 Yes!!!!

3/9/2020 4:25:50 PM rghardy3 I Never Follow Pay-triots !!

3/9/2020 4:26:59 PM 1972patriot I go against the grain all the time. pic.twitter.com/fVspKicspv

3/9/2020 4:29:13 PM 1972patriot Mine were ringing today, too.

3/9/2020 4:32:19 PM _doozier_ 4chan beats Cabal like Scissors beats Paper 😎 I hope one distant day I will see it purged of bots, shill occupiers, and infiltrator mods, back to it's 

former inglory...

3/9/2020 4:35:58 PM lilyorkieb #OSINT

3/9/2020 4:37:45 PM squthernp So you guys are telling me that every other post from Q has hidden connections with timestamps and so forth. But we ALL are gonna take that 1 drop 

at face value? In order to be put into [W]itness [P]rotection, JFK Jrs name would have to be legally dead.

3/9/2020 4:42:33 PM trucker778 Tick Tock ⏰⏰⏰@BillClinton @HillaryClinton @Oprah

3/9/2020 4:42:57 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/WNkoqoBiOb

3/9/2020 4:43:47 PM kilo_hacker #GangStalking little Pieces of shit. 

I Know! I Know! I Motherfu*k*NG Know. 

The Tweet is already what most knew. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Well Hello Mr MAJIC12 You Better not be Responsible for this. 3Xplain N0w  

https://twitter.com/JuanSutton/status/1237146121295679488 …

3/9/2020 4:46:10 PM iamtheo_td7 👀🧐

3/9/2020 4:47:30 PM cathyholton4 Why???

3/9/2020 4:54:15 PM lynden59686979 Damage control? pic.twitter.com/s3zHjI9H8U

3/9/2020 4:55:00 PM lynden59686979  pic.twitter.com/kxpBLwtLfg

3/9/2020 4:59:07 PM newsforum Sauce?

3/9/2020 5:06:20 PM 040118054_17 Wise advice...just sayin #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica 

#GreatAwakening

3/9/2020 5:11:35 PM coloradoevolut1 Taliban fam

3/9/2020 5:12:43 PM 92michael This is the reason that if a blue check mark account with 2 followers, follows you, and starts asking you strange questions, and then suddenly blocks 

you? You need to block them back, so they can’t then read and use your tweets against you.

3/9/2020 5:13:23 PM hurricane0073 Hey - I am very open minded which I why I love this page. Although I visit often I do have to take breaks because the possibilities of or watching loose 

ends start to come together can get overwhelming but I always come back.

Can someone explain what an ISBE and am F is please?

3/9/2020 5:13:57 PM fansblowing3 Hey is the corona virus linked to the flu shot?  Nanotech activates the virus? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1110660342063849472?s=21 …

3/9/2020 5:16:03 PM connieketchup sounds like they've all gotten a little bit to big for their britches lmao remember that saying

3/9/2020 5:17:54 PM daveoanderson Who’s gonna pay the bills then?

3/9/2020 5:18:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Go back and read what we claim to be and who we claim to be. An insider, is not.

3/9/2020 5:19:20 PM katejon61193540 You can find people who have been raped by Bill and Hillary both on YouTube



3/9/2020 5:22:30 PM covertress Immortal Spirit + Biological Entity = ISBE.

You are an ISBE.

F = James Vincent Forrestal, 1st US Sec Defense, founding member of the Majestic 12, and in charge of the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter account.

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672?s=20 …

3/9/2020 5:24:32 PM cledrordfishing What is J$ ?

3/9/2020 5:33:21 PM nobody62354399 Adam Schiff?

3/9/2020 5:37:47 PM jaded_pearl Me too - straight to the point & asks direct questions of the issue!

3/9/2020 5:40:21 PM marywal64295444 This has been such a learning curve for me, and one that at times hurts my heart. Some people who I started out following when I first started waking 

up, and who I DID learn from, have had info brought out about them being linked to Rothchilds. Message over messenger

3/9/2020 5:40:27 PM connieketchup i bet he has

3/9/2020 5:41:55 PM connieketchup well he kinda did he said Q baby and he's been asked to do this

3/9/2020 5:43:11 PM connieketchup ughhhh haha i'm so confused!

3/9/2020 5:45:44 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/9/2020 5:46:56 PM eman1292 SG one of these? Seems like he's out in left field doing his own thing. I would think by the way he talks, would be against MJ12's will.

3/9/2020 5:50:53 PM bmshaka The other day it hit me that Enki has same letters as Nike.

3/9/2020 5:51:19 PM jrocktigers Amen! pic.twitter.com/qY7lS5ehen

3/9/2020 5:51:46 PM merkaba369 I missed this.... Do you know the name of his channel???

3/9/2020 5:53:08 PM merkaba369 Patriot flashlight to see your yuge boner maybe??? Lol....

3/9/2020 5:56:16 PM bbobbio71 5:5

3/9/2020 5:57:22 PM shredzorz1 Who will keep the Aliens from coming thru the stargates?

3/9/2020 6:01:37 PM mike_dtx I’m good.  I’ve seen your posts.

3/9/2020 6:05:31 PM cny_micaa yeah, he did say "Q+" told him to do it. But he also acted like Q+ was different from potus, who I thought we all believed WAS Q+?

3/9/2020 6:06:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

#WhoIsQ? pic.twitter.com/B1grAq51No

3/9/2020 6:07:28 PM thekanehb Let me guess, You have vested interest in someone Corey is disclosing?

3/9/2020 6:09:04 PM ndeathcloak Thank God for that

3/9/2020 6:09:05 PM organictrade1 Been hearing this for a while now

3/9/2020 6:09:12 PM worldxplorer1 MJ12, does “These people are sick” have multiple meanings?

Is there a meaning beyond “these people are mentally disturbed”?

Inquiring minds want to know.

3/9/2020 6:10:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow doesn't mean that you shouldn't offer assistance to those in need.

Just acknowledge that its compromising to the pursuit of the truth.

It enables cognitive bias and confirmation bias.

It also enables an echo chamber.

When it comes to this topic,

3/9/2020 6:10:44 PM dairy_mom_of_6 Bring it!

3/9/2020 6:11:02 PM wilm30451797  https://youtu.be/k-NvvtKyhGA 

3/9/2020 6:11:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 not being beholden to any financial entity removes the greed card from the dissemination.

The unpleasant truths must be brought out into the open.

Those exploiting the movement so they can get rich, hang with inner circle "contacts", and rub each other's shoulders for messaging.

3/9/2020 6:12:04 PM americanpetal I used to think this meant they are mentally demonic. I still do. Now, I think it also means they are physically sick bc of virus! Hope so!

3/9/2020 6:12:58 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/RyNeaURPOD

3/9/2020 6:13:36 PM connieketchup after seeing the video where the girl was tied up and being burned with magnifying glass you ain't kidding these ppl are sick pray it better be nothing 

can stop what is coming i don't know what these ppl are they are not human

3/9/2020 6:14:10 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/XDb45tW7tN

3/9/2020 6:14:11 PM cny_micaa as evidenced by... pic.twitter.com/tqqB0VkpH4

3/9/2020 6:14:14 PM keith369me #WhoIsQuantumQ #WhoIsQuantumQ #WhoIsQuantumQ

3/9/2020 6:15:08 PM tootie070 What does that have to do with him giving thousands of acres of land to the big oil companies?? Pretty soon there won't be any land left for him to 

pretend to be a good guy and double funding for. Have you read the bill? Do you even know what you're talking about?

3/9/2020 6:16:33 PM adamjhall2 Who writes YOUR checks?

3/9/2020 6:17:22 PM covertress Does tonight's Full Worm Moon hold any significance?

3/9/2020 6:17:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/AcQmCGiVl4

3/9/2020 6:18:36 PM the1withthe4ce i challenged jordan to disprove my account if he is such an expert it should be easy, i have a feeling however that shall not be the case i am still pulling 

punches at this point

3/9/2020 6:18:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Congress appropriates the funds to the Majestic 12.

3/9/2020 6:19:14 PM trumppallooza At the finish line waiting

3/9/2020 6:19:32 PM jane_q_patriot Yes, but maybe you need to reconsider some of your messages about Jordan, as well? 🤷🏻♀️

3/9/2020 6:20:33 PM 4vortex3  pic.twitter.com/SuInDkPCpU

3/9/2020 6:20:41 PM tzaminski Where did you see that?

3/9/2020 6:21:37 PM worldxplorer1 POTUS could be part of Q but not be called Q+.

That’s a legitimate possibility.

3/9/2020 6:21:41 PM zeropointchrist Where did you see that?!  We must spread that EXPOSE THE SHIT OUT OF IT!

3/9/2020 6:21:47 PM theghost6969 These « Clones » are sick 👽

3/9/2020 6:22:33 PM patriot_patient True pic.twitter.com/BZiTS4z8BQ

3/9/2020 6:22:38 PM texn9ne  https://t.co/rRJ7W8JxpS  https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1236240073022111744?s=21 …

3/9/2020 6:22:39 PM 17thops  https://twitter.com/17thOps/status/1184147576964169730?s=19 …

3/9/2020 6:23:00 PM connieketchup it was a picture tweeted then later a link to like the 8chan/kun board then a link takes you to a site where it can be played it's sick real sick

3/9/2020 6:23:55 PM didduediligence  pic.twitter.com/Tv0RezexCJ

3/9/2020 6:24:36 PM highheelz807  pic.twitter.com/2lA4I0g4qB

3/9/2020 6:24:39 PM tzaminski There is a lot of sick stuff in the deep web. Glad we have a President who finally takes this serious.

3/9/2020 6:25:34 PM jrocktigers Hopefully the price of those hammers will come down to 6 figures soon .. . 😎

3/9/2020 6:25:56 PM connieketchup  pic.twitter.com/UGJ1lhQxmd

3/9/2020 6:27:17 PM americanpetal I am really curious...how does this happen? Is a computer generating pre programmed tweets so they are exactly timed?



3/9/2020 6:27:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Space Force 😎

3/9/2020 6:28:08 PM cosmic_engineer Pedowood and many other industries used HIV as a control system

3/9/2020 6:28:09 PM aetherwalker1 From my understanding, it does have multiple levels of understanding.  ~multidimensional.

They follow a twisted ideology.

Some could be classified w/ psych illness, like serial killers.

BTK killer comes to mind.

Outside all fair and clean.  Within DEMONIC evil!

3/9/2020 6:28:10 PM theghost6969 Let’s play a game 💫💫💫

3/9/2020 6:28:16 PM connieketchup oh dear i don't know if i should put out the picture is bad enough and this prob is not the worst of it omg it's things i could never ever think of and the 

women i see just eating this stuff up they disgust me

3/9/2020 6:28:29 PM tzaminski Looks like Epstein. Who is holding the camera? 🤔

3/9/2020 6:28:30 PM worldxplorer1 USAP’s = $100,000 hammers

3/9/2020 6:28:47 PM hellouncledonny Pain Coming pic.twitter.com/X5GcKpIPSK

3/9/2020 6:29:31 PM connieketchup don't know and i don't even know if it's epstein in the video he never shows his face completely could be another man with white hair who knows

3/9/2020 6:30:15 PM connieketchup i can send in Dm if you want

3/9/2020 6:30:33 PM bbpumpkinspice 2130 here

3/9/2020 6:30:34 PM qanonwtp POTUS from future speaking to us on the Q boards!

3/9/2020 6:30:36 PM norwegianon They may win some battles, but they won't win the war.

And I don't think the message was intended for the masses..

Anon interaction stuff?

3/9/2020 6:30:40 PM connieketchup follow me back

3/9/2020 6:31:22 PM connieketchup yep tip of the iceberg here i felt so sorry for the girl i don't know if she lived

3/9/2020 6:31:46 PM highvoltagenews I believe it was the same guy holding up the control room card by the servers. Cigar in his mouth in one video and two flatscreens on his right in 

another video. Twitter handle starts with “A” I believe.

3/9/2020 6:31:50 PM hellouncledonny MJ12 is right.

message more important than the messenger. https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1236492882015641601 …

3/9/2020 6:33:24 PM djlok He's had to take unprecedented measures to communicate with us.  Like no other President has had to do before.

3/9/2020 6:33:38 PM neapatriot Because Q info is free!

3/9/2020 6:34:06 PM aetherwalker1 Their 'souls' are literally broken or corroded and rotten.

Some are probably hosts to demonic IDEs.

They may have even consented being 'possessed'.

It's absolutely INSANE! pic.twitter.com/XPuK3fZPKd

3/9/2020 6:35:22 PM answerislove2 Ty! 👍

3/9/2020 6:35:41 PM beoneforall1 U.S. Army Space & Missile Defense Command ✓ 9/03/20

Q Proof. RT

LightWon & God Wins!

👁🕊💎🕊👁 pic.twitter.com/8o4v9zPlCQ

3/9/2020 6:36:41 PM high_inquizitor "fun" is a curious way to describe this.

3/9/2020 6:36:53 PM beoneforall1 U.S. Army Space & Missile Defense Command ✓ 9/03/20

Q Proof. RT

LightWon & God Wins!

👁🕊💎🕊👁 pic.twitter.com/QC6Bgthp1h

3/9/2020 6:37:26 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/4BydGYKnG6M 

3/9/2020 6:37:51 PM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/Z49mlWpNIW

3/9/2020 6:38:21 PM graydon108 Yeah man, majestic likes commenting to clowns

3/9/2020 6:39:17 PM aetherwalker1 Forgot to add:  

The analogy of a computer infected with a virus.

Evil is an infection.  The more you consent, the greater the infection and the more 'you' become the infection and not your 'self'.

3/9/2020 6:39:55 PM jerrymurphy1212 interesting paragraph next to the general's pic https://www.thepostemail.com/2011/03/24/breaking-news-presidential-ticket-paul-e-vallely-and-

donald-trump/ …

3/9/2020 6:39:56 PM connieketchup yea i couldn't stay on that site it was to gross for me i don't think this site is on DW I wouldn't even know how to get to that

3/9/2020 6:40:40 PM donnawr8 #WhoIsQ pic.twitter.com/r7hLSop7EU

3/9/2020 6:40:48 PM jerrymurphy1212 comments @ end:  https://rense.com/general96/listof.html …

3/9/2020 6:42:00 PM smalltownindy I can appreciate a good burn. pic.twitter.com/X3lrkWiY5V

3/9/2020 6:43:07 PM americanpetal 🇺🇸

3/9/2020 6:43:43 PM jangping3 Jordan Sather.  I believe Majestic12 is implying that Jordan is in it for the money.  To what extent, I don't know yet.

3/9/2020 6:46:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 WARNING: They Look Like Us, Hiding Among Us (2020)  https://youtu.be/8pMpL9KTrJU  via @YouTube

3/9/2020 6:46:47 PM sterkinglights1 Who is #QAnon 

What is #QAnon

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/9/2020 6:48:54 PM 313jodie 🙏💙🙏

3/9/2020 6:49:18 PM state1union I know the numbers now hehe 😜

3/9/2020 6:49:50 PM pooky_steve he is in for the money, keep kicking as MJ12

3/9/2020 6:50:58 PM purplefavorite1 👀😳🧐

3/9/2020 6:52:35 PM mgodfrey99 Demons

3/9/2020 6:53:04 PM theghost6969 We are all Aliens 👽

3/9/2020 6:53:30 PM the_loveoflight Martin Lloyd? 😂

3/9/2020 6:53:33 PM godfirstqanon Their are many demons in the hierarchy of Lucy!! I believe this to be true! Again we wrestle not against flesh and bone but agains principalities and the 

powers of darkness!

3/9/2020 6:54:55 PM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who is Jeff Stibel?

3/9/2020 6:55:29 PM johnfhood1 Star seeds everywhere... pic.twitter.com/9l3JfkMhXi

3/9/2020 6:56:07 PM lloydmcconnell4 Yes please

3/9/2020 6:57:43 PM jeffleystaniel2 Are you referring to people like Corey Goode?

3/9/2020 6:58:40 PM fallorsesh damn, now why did you have to go and tweet out this clown YT account...what a disappointment



3/9/2020 6:59:35 PM keith369me @realDonaldTrump who is Anonymous?

3/9/2020 6:59:58 PM zeropointchrist 1.)THIS IS THE SAME PHRASE USED IN THE NEW NETFLIX MOVIE, "FREAKS" WHERE PEOPLE WITH VARIOUS PSY-ABILITIES (PUSHERS, TIME DILATERS, 

SUPER SONIC SPEEDERS, ETC) ARE MADE ILLEGAL (DEATH) UNLESS THEY GO TO "LOOKOUT MTN" WHERE THEY ARE TOLD IS A SAFE HAVEN, BUT IS 

ACTUALLY DEATH...

3/9/2020 7:00:03 PM zeropointchrist 2.) LOOKOUT MTN IS A CIA BASE WHERE SPIELBERG LIVED, AND NOW JARED LETO (JOKER, REQUIEM) LIVES THERE..  IF YOU GOOGLE "WHAT DOES 

SPIELBERG MEAN" YOU GET THE WIKIPEDIA SAYING IT MEANS "LOOKOUT MTN"... IT ACTUALLY MEANS GAME MTN... AS IN HUNTING MTN.... A MOST 

DANGEROUS GAME.

3/9/2020 7:00:41 PM twilly18 could I be one and not know it?

3/9/2020 7:01:35 PM tawakened1 Optics are important. Just sayin...

3/9/2020 7:01:55 PM zeropointchrist @jamiedlux more info on a thread you have going.  You hit a nail on an artery!

Watch FREAKS on Netflix.  Lemme know if you cant.

3/9/2020 7:02:34 PM sterkinglights1 Meet Joe black.

3/9/2020 7:02:39 PM freestateojones "Allegedly" https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1094610464460492800?s=19 …

3/9/2020 7:03:20 PM jrocktigers Recently, had VIVID dream walking on a college campus. Gold disc landed on the quad. Disc morphed upward 4 stories into pyramid similar to ones n 

Mexico/S. America. Then 1000's of human appearing lifeforms ran down the steps on both sides & exited every route from quad into city.

3/9/2020 7:05:22 PM jamiedlux I’m bout to watch Feldmans thing.  My mom bought me a viewing

3/9/2020 7:05:23 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/v19Miv8n4ig 

lol

3/9/2020 7:06:16 PM bcmarky Corey Goode?

3/9/2020 7:07:14 PM zeropointchrist SWEEEEEET!!!!  OMG DO TELL!  WE CAN TRADE!  HAHAHA!

3/9/2020 7:07:14 PM cosmic_engineer Been 🤡ish for a week or so tbh

3/9/2020 7:07:16 PM thekanehb Yes that’s who I think they are talking about. His doc is on tonight

3/9/2020 7:08:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Versions of CF story on torrent sites accompany a piece of spyware that will bite you if you illegally download the  content.

3/9/2020 7:08:57 PM rosas7043 Clinton foundation ?

3/9/2020 7:09:16 PM norwegianon We're #HybridSpaceMonkeys 😎👍👽🛸

3/9/2020 7:09:28 PM patriotsawake11 5:5

3/9/2020 7:09:40 PM snozzlestein Can you provide a clean copy?

3/9/2020 7:09:45 PM keith369me Majority Group 12...hmmm pic.twitter.com/WYoGBqdJPH

3/9/2020 7:10:33 PM donnaeverywhere U thinkin' about this account? @AustinSteinbart

3/9/2020 7:10:34 PM cathyholton4 So are you saying this is true and real?

3/9/2020 7:10:52 PM state1union 9:10

3/9/2020 7:11:11 PM rghardy3 It's done a pretty good job of stopping it so far.

Keep having patience.

One day it will get here.

3/9/2020 7:11:16 PM keith369me Feel free to snip and share it :-)

3/9/2020 7:11:29 PM wahiggins3 What about the Usenet? Same binary?

3/9/2020 7:11:33 PM bcmarky Ah gotcha. Yeah, hes a shill.

3/9/2020 7:11:37 PM rosas7043 ...?

3/9/2020 7:11:47 PM djlok Great video.  I wonder if we are all "alien" in human form...at least our minds.

And the ones who travelled through time and look "alien" when they get here just sort of didn't get their lipstick on before the party.

I don't know, but that Tantraloid looked like Maxine Waters.

3/9/2020 7:12:02 PM n7guardiananon Be cool if NSAMEDIAEXPOSE was gonna out all the Twitter Accounts that were nonhuman...hey remember that account you know on Twitter...their 

from...

lol

3/9/2020 7:12:21 PM jackcharlt Used to be a mutual lol he just straight blocked me outta nowhere cause I’m not some weird trump mega fan lol

3/9/2020 7:13:19 PM 369helen313 I think I can sense 👽s ...!

3/9/2020 7:13:39 PM tawakened1  https://youtu.be/fqjrlKfW93I 

Start at the 38 minute mark.

3/9/2020 7:13:48 PM jackcharlt They can just read your account on www

3/9/2020 7:14:17 PM rghardy3 They Live !

Put on your special sun glasses.

3/9/2020 7:14:45 PM house_poseidon His pride is still wounded from previous 'losses' in the battle of wits

Jordan, let's just all be on the side of the truth.  When Maj12 fail, call them out.  When you're missing the point, we shed some light on the subject.  

When i am incorrect, or missing key info, lead the way

3/9/2020 7:15:12 PM tamiwils0n22813 God gives his knowledge freely to us if we seek him.  He anoints his people with gifts to give Quality care to help others!  Not for greed or money!  Yes 

we all need to live in this world not for gain of money or status, but knowledge to cure & save lives.

3/9/2020 7:15:16 PM bcmarky What is the hash/sha?

3/9/2020 7:15:55 PM highvoltagenews You got it

3/9/2020 7:16:16 PM state1union Interesting 🧐

3/9/2020 7:17:32 PM highvoltagenews  https://t.co/9LISXZfv89  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1222663640538439680?s=21 …

3/9/2020 7:18:20 PM highvoltagenews  https://t.co/9LISXZfv89  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1222663640538439680?s=21 …

3/9/2020 7:18:22 PM americanpetal Have you ever seen or read the yellow book?

3/9/2020 7:18:34 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/WGPpMr9tFK

3/9/2020 7:18:48 PM rebornkingent And 800& toilet seats, I clearly remember those.

3/9/2020 7:19:49 PM bluerob67 Sorry to read that. I'm not 100% on any politicians, but, considering what I've read about certain people, I'd be putting my money on "Red."

3/9/2020 7:20:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Analyze. https://youtu.be/EuOXz6dGbmQ 

3/9/2020 7:21:00 PM kidge6 Hopefully, he means that space force will usher in a couple of things. First, Financial accountability or at least a little more. Secondly, unlocking of 

existing Technologies that will make everything cheaper. plenty for everyone ya'll, after the corruption is gone. 🎉

3/9/2020 7:21:51 PM der_wanderer8 Hello MJ12

You said Humans were "carefully engineered vessels"

I assume they are not only used on Earth, or even in our solar system

Aren't there many other planets with people "looking just like us" ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062712423558328320?s=19 …

3/9/2020 7:22:54 PM kidge6 How is 20 = 4?

3/9/2020 7:25:06 PM melbourne_3000 You cannot be paid twice!

Below and above, in other words it will be spiritual (Karmic) payment on ascension OR material payment on the physical plain!

Choose wisely  🤔



3/9/2020 7:26:02 PM downhomeblues1 You won't to worry about me downloading anything from CF.  I've been a qbit freak for years

3/9/2020 7:26:30 PM earth2nissy Corey Feldman.

3/9/2020 7:26:40 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 operation tango sierra

TS

3/9/2020 7:27:32 PM kevin_e_k  pic.twitter.com/IfraWjymsX

3/9/2020 7:28:10 PM melbourne_3000 If you are doing the right thing, you will always be looked after and all needs will be taken care of.

#LawOfAttraction #Karma

3/9/2020 7:28:54 PM 28concerned Don't reacon that will be told

3/9/2020 7:29:09 PM justifi78326842 My friend was visited about 4x by what she described as tiny eyes and large head about 4-5 ft tall about 2 yrs ago. when she told them telepathically 

that she had free will and to go away she said they like laughed at her, she had 2 marks on her arm and her nostril was sore...👇🏼 

pic.twitter.com/DARJcj3sPT

3/9/2020 7:29:33 PM sdane8 Dogwhistle for sure. Imagine the dollars signs in all of those corrupt leftie's eyes. They'll be elbowing each other to get to the front of the line. 

pic.twitter.com/cc8v0hkbV6

3/9/2020 7:29:51 PM justifi78326842 She thinks they 👽chipped her.

3/9/2020 7:30:45 PM hawkgirlinmn Why do you state this a “warning?”

3/9/2020 7:31:00 PM anonaveli Anonymous "Official" 😂

3/9/2020 7:32:00 PM 28concerned Good question. The Black TShirts

3/9/2020 7:32:38 PM rosas7043 Ah, Yes! Thank you fellow Patriot !

3/9/2020 7:32:42 PM covertress "The source also claimed, in early 1980, the 7602 Air Intelligence Wing, Section 3, began a detailed, intense investigation involving the presence of 

extraterrestrial creatures having infiltrated the highest levels of the United States government." 😏

3/9/2020 7:33:18 PM worldxplorer1 If the USSF programs go from USAPs to mainstream funding line items then the financial accountability will increase exponentially. Leas opportunity for 

corrupt channels to funnel of funds.

3/9/2020 7:33:28 PM highvoltagenews Pretty well sums up the globalist model.

3/9/2020 7:33:40 PM melbourne_3000 We must discern for ourselves, each IS-BE has the ability to do so. 

Spoon feeding in the past has landed Humanity into this current state of turmoil.

3/9/2020 7:33:55 PM bryceja68689884 They are flaunting their societal controls.

3/9/2020 7:34:01 PM mgodfrey99 Okay MJ12...please help here...

Why on earth is this happening here in our nation??? pic.twitter.com/qfQiAPFh0D

3/9/2020 7:35:27 PM melbourne_3000 Tami you already know the answer.

Trust yourself!

3/9/2020 7:36:56 PM joshuajamesdavi #IDE not #ET

3/9/2020 7:37:40 PM jackcharlt I’m indifferent really, I just want people to hbe invested in their democracy

3/9/2020 7:38:20 PM house_poseidon Then it's time to permanently & "completely shut the door" on the slimy, worm-ridden little rapist's prison cell, now isn't it, Boris.  The Right Hon. 

@BorisJohnson will quote the Master Poet, for verily,

DARKNESS shall fill his eyes

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QEG2Mk184A …

#HadesBeckons

3/9/2020 7:38:36 PM der_wanderer8 This is how our controllers play with us "blood of our ancestors", "mutated children free" 

"People were brutalized since so long",

PTSD

3/9/2020 7:39:00 PM merkaba369 Roger that...

3/9/2020 7:40:11 PM djlok People are easily manipulated.  

Also I found it interesting that the people were being taxed at 100% and their happiness didn't change dramatically.   

Looks like maybe they are playing the Cabal's version of Project Looking Glass.

3/9/2020 7:41:25 PM angiefletcher I want a blue checkmark, 

I want a blue checkmark, 

I want a blue checkmark,

I want it and I want it NOW!

Said as Verruca Salt. 

(Charlie and the Chocolate 🍫 Factory) 

#Verified
3/9/2020 7:41:56 PM house_poseidon That image of @POTUS @realDonaldTrump  is stunning, @Scavino45.

Radical & apocalyptic. pic.twitter.com/ZcnRxa1Cb1

3/9/2020 7:42:09 PM melbourne_3000 If People only knew the future positive significance of these two words and all They shall bring to this World and others.

Currently beyond our comprehension.

3/9/2020 7:42:36 PM merkaba369  pic.twitter.com/aPJLdFY5FB

3/9/2020 7:43:11 PM unstoppablencp Sounds like New York City to me

3/9/2020 7:44:22 PM egelone 2020

3/9/2020 7:45:13 PM smalltownindy I never thought about that connection. Sheen grew up in that environment. Haim idolized him I bet. Both got all kinds of messed up in later years.

3/9/2020 7:46:00 PM hawkgirlinmn After looking at this some more, I’m seeing this as: 

Line 1:kab typed in an email in2017 to T2 about his IS-BE in the SSP.

Line2:T2 typed in an email to Pleiadians idea of their IS-BE. 

Line 3: T2 denies Kab is pleiadian.

Line 4: kab calls and talks to J$ about alien connection.

3/9/2020 7:46:09 PM smalltownindy None taken. It was a good joke.

3/9/2020 7:46:31 PM kidge6 Early whiteboard informational vids were deep, broad, focused (on the content) & inspired. Slowly though, the focus became persona, channel, 

production value. Then, entanglements w/ detractors. Now, too often mired in the weeds of petty opinion and power battles. Lost focus.

3/9/2020 7:46:56 PM merkaba369  pic.twitter.com/igb0qQBChM

3/9/2020 7:47:04 PM ascendingadam Goodbye Japanada.  Hello home of the brave! pic.twitter.com/IBa5YKVdKa

3/9/2020 7:47:11 PM americanpetal How many aliens live among us? How many different kinds live among us? Of those, how many are a threat to us?

3/9/2020 7:47:11 PM staggerlee422  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eq3jjzI8Gdo …

3/9/2020 7:47:59 PM hawkgirlinmn Line 4 cont’d: kab offers J$ $$

3/9/2020 7:48:30 PM evilone6 Something is wrong. Won't let me login.

3/9/2020 7:48:58 PM dani06548474 Can’t even pay for CF vid. Keep getting errors page can’t be displayed.. 503 code, etc

3/9/2020 7:49:32 PM eaglesview77 Socialism is a death trap and the target are the children.

3/9/2020 7:51:48 PM dancarwells That would explain Pelosi, Shummer and a few others!



3/9/2020 7:53:10 PM hawkgirlinmn Line 5: kab the clown claims to be MJ12 subordinate to J$

Line 6: kab and J$ send an email out to clowns 

Line 7: J$ talks to clowns about making money for videos.

Line 8: grooming defined

3/9/2020 7:54:59 PM hawkgirlinmn I feel some MJ’s are also Anonymous

3/9/2020 7:55:58 PM duncanskinner6 Dems or ETs?  I hope the ETs are friendlier than the Dems.  It might be positive for humanity.

3/9/2020 7:56:49 PM sdane8 Personal exposure

3/9/2020 7:57:10 PM p4patriot After listening to this interview and listening to him talk over the President and reading this tweet I wonder if Hannity is controlled

 opposition. https://youtu.be/BkqyXD_JJJM 

3/9/2020 7:57:50 PM godfamcountry Was the Coronavirus engineered to find and eradicate the aliens that live on Earth that are trying to destroy us?  That would be great.

3/9/2020 7:57:56 PM connieketchup praying medic is tweeting something big going down tomorrow potus changing positions etc.. said buckle up POTUS looks like the weight of the world 

is on his shoulders this ain't no buckle up this is the virus God help our POTUS

3/9/2020 7:58:03 PM hawkgirlinmn Is Anonymous (the group) formed MJ12’s and was this a first attempt at an ‘anon movement’?

3/9/2020 7:58:11 PM andoniandothard He is young and immature He attacks when he should be looking to work together. I told him that once and he quickly blocked me.

3/9/2020 7:59:00 PM geronim22212419 Full Worm Moon = More Than Just A

Coincidence

3/9/2020 8:01:35 PM n7guardiananon Fear, Ignorance, Greed.  

or maybe bad Chili...Taco Bell???

When in a pinch...Kleenex pic.twitter.com/bfyTRO6ICW

3/9/2020 8:02:24 PM carolva97910854 Baron is just too young!  He may be a genius but he’s still a kid!

3/9/2020 8:02:31 PM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/62Hok9BkYcY 

3/9/2020 8:03:40 PM mgodfrey99 Taco Bell for sure...that is some truth there!  

Fear I guess...

3/9/2020 8:04:05 PM n7guardiananon that can happen in any government system

3/9/2020 8:04:15 PM igiant111  https://youtu.be/NE4i4zUAl80?t=415 … 

hmmm..

3/9/2020 8:07:35 PM sdane8 Wow!  I knew he had purged quite a few, but seeing that list is really eye opening! Thx

3/9/2020 8:07:51 PM sdane8 This one? pic.twitter.com/KgrG8GjqIC

3/9/2020 8:07:54 PM manifest_utopia Ok, I just watched all his videos from 1st to last. The John McCain info tracks true from all the research I've read & he filled in even more details. The 

style feels staged, the message rings true. Interesting....

3/9/2020 8:08:32 PM werascending Excellent video!!!🙏🙏🙏

3/9/2020 8:09:12 PM n7guardiananon stay sanitary...lol pic.twitter.com/904avCiBeJ

3/9/2020 8:09:18 PM hawkgirlinmn A synopsis of how government bilks ppl

3/9/2020 8:09:46 PM sdane8 Interesting that his "educational blog" is no longer accessible. pic.twitter.com/OUGocMp6HO

3/9/2020 8:09:58 PM igiant111 RIGHT? The McCain one got me good, that's the one I was like...fuck. 

Let's see. Still waiting on the next vid.

3/9/2020 8:10:14 PM staggerlee422 I find that what he says makes more and more sense with every day. #FreeRangeHuman

3/9/2020 8:10:48 PM aetherwalker1 If other 3D species are here LARPing as 9-5 Earth Humans, I'm curious about the logistics of how they assume human form.

The often stated 'shape-shifting' was always lacking a description of how this alleged magic power worked.

3/9/2020 8:10:54 PM johnstreet44 MkUSAGreat -

Totally agree with your first two statements. Regarding the third, gravity is not a separate force. It is a 'response', innate within matter. Easily 

perceived as a separate force by anyone inspecting. Gravity is matter responding to a specific set of circumstances.

3/9/2020 8:11:43 PM sdane8 Love this! Thank you ♥️

3/9/2020 8:11:48 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

3/9/2020 8:12:23 PM covertress OOBEs at the Pentagon suddenly make sense. Are those at the top Starseeds with memories restored?

3/9/2020 8:13:12 PM manifest_utopia I'm reminded of a member of Delta Force I met during a training. The guy spoke like 12 languages, told very funny stories. Could easily pass as Asian, 

Middle Eastern, Latino, Native American or Pacific Islander. I realized after spending time w/ him that I learned 0 about him.

3/9/2020 8:14:49 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/CnVf1ZoCJSo 

3/9/2020 8:16:01 PM aboutmefathers1  pic.twitter.com/p6NuyjJzQq

3/9/2020 8:16:08 PM mgodfrey99 You know...there is soap and water..just saying that...well you know.

3/9/2020 8:17:20 PM manifest_utopia This is the most amazingly wild ride. I laugh when people get all dug in saying they're right about this or that & putting down those who disagree. There 

are more twists & turns in this Plan.  And there have to be otherwise it would have been figured out by the cabal/ds. #Winning

3/9/2020 8:18:20 PM 1nanasmomma Well. Alrighty then. Tell the world and let’s get on with it. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Where are we at on the timeline? Is there enough of us that believe? 

Enough of us collectively in The Light? Sharing truth? Q&A soon? Please & Thank you.

3/9/2020 8:18:49 PM 50shadesofq Lets keep it simple. Are you a person? a Group of people? or a bot? If you are a person why would you refer to yourself in third person "Even for 

Majestic 12" instead of simply saying even for me?  I have a feeling you are just another Autist who who lost their way in Gematria.

3/9/2020 8:19:15 PM igiant111 That's what I always remind myself: you have no idea what is actually happening. FOR ALL WE KNOW, some of the supposed bad guys are really white 

hats--we just don't know. at all. all we have is what's fed.

3/9/2020 8:21:25 PM n7guardiananon lmao...yep

I wonder if bidet sales will increase much??? https://youtu.be/uYIe9o2jMSE 

3/9/2020 8:22:57 PM lightheartanon That’s a good theory and it was funny to boot! 😂

3/9/2020 8:27:23 PM tripletap21 *demons 

But yeah - muh aliens

3/9/2020 8:27:46 PM trumping4usa Perhaps these people are sick wasnt just a statement about their mental states. Maybe its also an event flag. Cause people now really are sick.

3/9/2020 8:28:30 PM manifest_utopia Yep!

I've never been so enthralled by anything as I have been researching, learning & witnessing The Plan as it unfolds.

This is truly the Greatest Show on Earth! 🍿🍿🍿

3/9/2020 8:28:54 PM smith_jere Oh yeah!

3/9/2020 8:29:44 PM winklerburke Ed System brainwashing so complete, tyrants believe citizens never fight tyranny. Man is a complete “serve-self” tyrant, thrilled 2 the core not one 

citizen ever figures he is ruthless and without humanity.  A joking tyrant who doesn’t realize his cruel jokes make him 100% cruel?



3/9/2020 8:30:18 PM mgodfrey99 🤣🤣🤣🤣 never know

3/9/2020 8:38:58 PM lbf777 Trump and the media are all stage actors putting on a fake fight show just like WWE wrestlers. Don’t believe the show. It’s all fake.

3/9/2020 8:39:12 PM cledrordfishing To Pink Floyd, yes.

3/9/2020 8:40:04 PM panks59 Is this who you’re referring to as AS?

I may be missing something, but seems like he is clearly stating he has insider information. I watched it three times, but maybe I need to watch other 

videos to understand the full context? https://youtu.be/m_6hDv_Tmpg 

3/9/2020 8:40:18 PM winklerburke The answer is to defund Prog (1984) Ed, which is designed to destroy humankind by shoeing in tyrannical, gonocidal maniacs to kill, kill, kill unknowing 

sheep. This is exactly what Prog (1984) Ed is designed to do. Not another brain washed. Defund Prog (1984) Ed mind rape ASAP.

3/9/2020 8:44:24 PM aprilbrown99 MJ, does TS in your @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 = Tango Sierra? 🤔🧐😳

3/9/2020 8:44:43 PM beniverson11  pic.twitter.com/HKP1NAo0sV

3/9/2020 8:47:30 PM devanhoffer Corey Feldman not corey goode

3/9/2020 8:47:49 PM barrysoetoro15 OMFG!!!! WAIT TILL YOU SEE THIS!!! https://youtu.be/pCSAHEOY75E  @realDonaldTrump @Shalys_Petty @StormIsUponUs @Aug1405 

@RedPilledCult45 @DTforPre @SeptembersRain @gonepecan11 @CindyKendrick11 @DEPLORABLEREEG1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WSkywatch 

@sara8smiles @ pic.twitter.com/00JiuoEVkm

3/9/2020 8:49:32 PM merkaba369 Oh, just ask any of the people who supposedly know.... Pffff

3/9/2020 8:59:38 PM omnamahshivaye2 Disney.

3/9/2020 9:01:24 PM the_loveoflight Might be this 🤷🏻♂️ pic.twitter.com/SVl3SQoFY3

3/9/2020 9:01:32 PM emet_or_2020 Observation is my test for truth. Patterns or accounts from many sources would build a truth. Just not buying this but not discounting it either

3/9/2020 9:09:39 PM aprilbrown99 Noice find!

3/9/2020 9:10:21 PM 444_q_ Wow. The society was "happy" as long as they had their "things" (stadiums, airports, green walls) and yet getting robbed completely blind w money 

being dumped into useless tech. Oblivious to the imminent death by lack of clean, water, local poisoning & overpopulation.

3/9/2020 9:12:27 PM peterluisvenero Yep, I definitely get the part that we do create our own reality.. just trying to see where the 3 6 9 fit into that. I'll check that out. Thank you.

3/9/2020 9:22:46 PM ragstorm 2017

#WorldBank Launched First Pandemic Bonds to Support $500 Million #Pandemic Emergency Financing Facility

Bond matures 15 July 2020

Covered perils:

#influenza

#coronavirus

🤔

Is this why #WHO is refusing to declare #SARCov2 #Wuhan #COVID19 a pandemic? https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-

release/2017/06/28/world-bank-launches-first-ever-pandemic-bonds-to-support-500-million-pandemic-emergency-financing-facility …

3/9/2020 9:26:43 PM iamyou132 Fwiw it looks like some of this info is related to a board game from decades ago  https://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2010/05/01/beware-the-

trantaloids …

3/9/2020 9:31:51 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/LozwmAQHcY

3/9/2020 9:32:32 PM wearediamonds2 Wouldn't that be amazing!!!

3/9/2020 9:33:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Divided we stand, united we fall."

3/9/2020 9:33:26 PM lynnpoore4 Demoncrats playbook

3/9/2020 9:33:51 PM cledrordfishing Nope

3/9/2020 9:34:02 PM 369helen313 Huh ...

3/9/2020 9:34:09 PM rebornkingent Can we unite to get Feldmans movie running? What’s the deal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/9/2020 9:34:13 PM danielcrase This HAS to be deeper than a Kentucky reference....

3/9/2020 9:34:21 PM terrieq7  pic.twitter.com/bKwXjrJYcF

3/9/2020 9:36:04 PM qanoncomau Think mirror.

3/9/2020 9:36:19 PM state1union Is Pelosi sending out messages again?

3/9/2020 9:37:03 PM 1_decided_voter While we're throwing quotes out...

"The very word secrecy is repugnant in a free and open society"

Yet here we are hanging on every crumb of information dropped from those who claim to be "in the know".

3/9/2020 9:37:56 PM jadedl @Corey_Feldman should have just dropped it on 8Kun with a paypal link for donations.

3/9/2020 9:38:47 PM azuremagus United we stood, divided we fall!

3/9/2020 9:38:59 PM nea_storm WARNING: It's a Test of Cognizant dissonance🤭🤓😍

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjdolhzdU7Q … pic.twitter.com/D8hHcfPIeR

3/9/2020 9:39:06 PM tawakened1 🧐 I think I understand your meaning here, but I'll leave with a Q quote.

#UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA

3/9/2020 9:39:52 PM serpent021 Ummm..  it's "united we stand, divided we fall"

3/9/2020 9:39:58 PM palmdalekid2 wipe back to front

3/9/2020 9:40:14 PM srnityblu Makes sense why people can’t view the movie...

3/9/2020 9:40:38 PM qarmyinfo This is how [they] communicate.

3/9/2020 9:40:51 PM jadedl Our differences are our strength?

 https://www.monticello.org/site/blog-and-community/posts/divided-we-stand-united-we-fall …

3/9/2020 9:41:00 PM micsquito ✊🙏💯🔓 pic.twitter.com/0FQai0IK1F

3/9/2020 9:44:15 PM lifeiss17041348 Interesting thought. If you know your true self, then the magic of incremental discovery is lost. It is the true innocence of this place and one-way, time-

based existence that is the key.

Shoulda/woulda/coulda takes a whole new meaning :)

3/9/2020 9:44:56 PM jerrymurphy1212 Context? https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HH0AvaG3SqQ …

3/9/2020 9:50:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5?

Use logic.

Clone vs No Clone.

SG-1 explores the morality of discrimination against cloned humans.

Fixating on clones vs no clones is like saying "oh look they are all Chinese" and that's the only qualifier for them being "bad guys".

3/9/2020 9:51:01 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 💗💗💗

3/9/2020 9:51:13 PM pwnorthwest #CloneLivesMatter

3/9/2020 9:51:22 PM serpent021 Well...  Just go with it..

3/9/2020 9:51:24 PM whiterabbitttt1 So not all clones are bad?



3/9/2020 9:51:28 PM answerislove2  https://www.independent.org/news/article.asp?id=217 …

Our thesis that governmental gridlock has positive economic effects is supported by a look at the evidence for the last generation.

3/9/2020 9:51:35 PM pblau79 ALL of it !!!

3/9/2020 9:51:55 PM hurricane0073 Thank you so much Stephanie. This is all new to me so I really appreciated it because I was getting confused while trying to learn at the same time. 

😁 🙏🏽

3/9/2020 9:51:59 PM palmdalekid2 kab still has me blocked

3/9/2020 9:52:20 PM mikeb38beacon_h How does one know it’s a clone?

How do we differentiate one from the other?

3/9/2020 9:52:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 dismisses the conspiracies around clones strategically because it is technically racist.

Discriminating against the cloned denies them the basic equal rights to survival and self preservation that all life experiences.

Clones are horcruxes that occupy engineered bodies.

3/9/2020 9:54:10 PM wonderwomancan And they killed him for it

3/9/2020 9:54:15 PM aprilbrown99 Kab has blocked just about everyone who has a different opinion. pic.twitter.com/oEIcOlpvXT

3/9/2020 9:54:39 PM sdane8 I'm a believer! 😊

3/9/2020 9:54:56 PM noblessewilde But how does one empathize with people who have not been able to get word out about the Autocratic regime. They may be trying but they have 

accepted a lot of BS as a nation and I think such people in terms of their actions have indeed generalized themselves into category of sheep

3/9/2020 9:55:18 PM janicejeanjones Horcruxes... just repeating so I can look it up

3/9/2020 9:55:58 PM hoelessromantik  https://www.facebook.com/100011903793886/posts/752727958467324/?d=n … pic.twitter.com/kubC1w86dM

3/9/2020 9:56:10 PM merkaba369 Harry Potter

3/9/2020 9:56:13 PM massoudshakeri would someone explain what "message over messenger" means?

3/9/2020 9:56:15 PM hoelessromantik 1. Notice, 17(Q) seconds after I mention 'game' in a message to myself about a CoWorker (12:14:33 AM 3/5/2020 CST) - Majestic 12 tweets 'Shall we 

play another game' at 3/5/2020 12:14:50AM CST) pic.twitter.com/W5wZBvaEoY

3/9/2020 9:56:16 PM serpent021 So send them to another dimension..  seems legit.

3/9/2020 9:56:49 PM merkaba369 I prefer the term droid.

3/9/2020 9:57:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clones are a physical representation of how an IS can occupy multiple BEs where each BE in the conscious projection "occupy" multiple instances of 

reality experience through a basic life energy particle that exclusively exists in the 12th dimension and is pure light.

3/9/2020 9:57:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 parallel realities that stem from each decision you make, derived into a basic "yes" vs "no" reality matrix. You have free will. You are writing your own 

game in an error correcting multiplayer matrix of holographic conscious projection encoded deep inside your DNA.

3/9/2020 9:57:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clones are by definition equal to you and every one before you. They have a life energy particle inside them that animate the body. Reconsider 

resurrection. Clones break the divide between BEs being able to communicate with one another. Most BEs your IS occupies exist in all

3/9/2020 9:57:31 PM house_poseidon ? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4fTytQJKxA&feature=youtu.be …

3/9/2020 9:58:37 PM mupbuttercup So humans are racist, clones are not an abomination. Got it.

3/9/2020 9:58:48 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/4OnHpionsx

3/9/2020 9:59:29 PM j_s_h_p Please elaborate on IS/BE....what do these stand for?

3/9/2020 9:59:42 PM rebornkingent How do we reset and remove these bombardments?

3/9/2020 10:00:50 PM goldenlion5d Dude, you are sooo stoned...

3/9/2020 10:01:02 PM merkaba369 Sorry... The final movies 7 & 8.

3/9/2020 10:01:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Clones have specific software upgrades to the programming embedded inside your DNA at physically alter the kind of reality experienced. When a 

clone is given a new organ or a backup of another organ, they gain new abilities and new perceptions of reality. What if you could make a

3/9/2020 10:01:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 clone as simple as a doll in which you could animate and use the super quantum computer inside your skull that has the ability to transcend time and 

space and is responsible for your version of projection into the reality. Your DNA writes most of your subroutines executed.

3/9/2020 10:02:29 PM mazman2727 Dude are you even affiliated with Q or anyone or do you post for the hell of it!  Are you a Larp?  Are you adding anything significant or just bullshit!

3/9/2020 10:02:46 PM janicejeanjones Bloody Hell.. 👀@MissUnd79512530 @Darknessdestro7 @DarknessDestro4 sorry Darkness Destroyer.. I can never remember each one lol 😂 

pic.twitter.com/9jjy7foHsc

3/9/2020 10:03:43 PM janicejeanjones Empty vessels? Is this what you mean? pic.twitter.com/82Y8m97rZ3

3/9/2020 10:04:06 PM brian_dalfonso They have NO SOUL

3/9/2020 10:04:23 PM valhalla11111 Coronavirus is killing clones

3/9/2020 10:04:40 PM sdane8 Are they aware they are horcruxes? (When I imagine myself running into a body double ... it reminds me of an old Star Trek episode. 😉) 

https://youtu.be/EzVxsYzXI_Y 

3/9/2020 10:04:56 PM palmdalekid2 deleting system 32 is Sudoku

3/9/2020 10:06:00 PM apacheiam  pic.twitter.com/78pPOVPpKq

3/9/2020 10:08:14 PM sdane8 What a disappointment Rowling is. I often imagined her wiling away the hours in a cafe writing those books. Another fable. Sometimes this Awakening 

sucks. 😢

3/9/2020 10:08:48 PM rocktobersky In Other Words A Golem? Do They Have A Soul? And Why Would There Be A Need to Have A Clone?!

3/9/2020 10:10:58 PM wonderwomancan I was in the 7th grade & watched it as it happened on TV in school. It was a 6 seat convertible

3/9/2020 10:10:59 PM sdane8 Sounds a bit Frankenstinian. 😬

3/9/2020 10:11:33 PM rocktobersky Hey There Mr. Majestic (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ), Are We Living In A Matrix-like Simulation? And Why?!

3/9/2020 10:11:50 PM sdane8 Read past tweets. It's really quite fascinating.

3/9/2020 10:11:58 PM __jabird__ Ah isn’t that exactly backwards? Lol 😂

3/9/2020 10:12:39 PM rigmarock i have too take a dump

3/9/2020 10:13:11 PM strong_plss i've eliminated all of my good life universes

3/9/2020 10:13:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 These individuals also believe in: 

"Divided we stand, united we fall."

It is the belief of ego, hubris, and the lack of spiritual education believe that they must save you from yourself. You cannot possibly determine whether 

Majestic 12 is a LARP or if QAnon is a LARP or

3/9/2020 10:13:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 the same war criminal that you despise. They are still the enemy of Majestic 12 and the Great Awakening / Disclosure efforts currently taking place 

online at Majestic proportions and Quantum realities. Stop focusing on the fact or not fact on whom is a clone.

3/9/2020 10:13:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Would the instance of your consciousness experiencing self be somehow less worthy of basic self preservation?

Individuals and organizations that push clone conspiracies need to emphasize that most clones are not in the public space. Most clones are not 

different people. They are

3/9/2020 10:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Divided we stand, united we fall" is a projection of propaganda that eludes to the idea that the criminal cabal of European royalty bloodlines from the 

middle ages have spent the past two thousand years criminally involved in sex trafficking of children - that quote states this



3/9/2020 10:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many science fiction shows depict clones as having more rights over non-clones. The moral wisdom of not engaging with lesser minds enables a 

peaceful coexistence with clones because when the mind is enlightened the body matters not.

3/9/2020 10:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 is ultimately fulfilling a selfish ego desire that simply compensates for other areas of their lives. You are the victim. Instead of hating on the clones, who 

are technically the same as you, except the vessel they exist in has been modified. They still have rights. And laws.

3/9/2020 10:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 whichever type of intelligence source (clown or white hat) happen to drop by from time to time. This account has been operated by several people and 

so far, we've had a great time working with all of you. But remember this, people who believe they must protect you from anybody

3/9/2020 10:13:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 "United we fall" means YOU UNITED means THEY FALL.

UNITE!

America will come together in a time of a great war, and the war will be won, and the BEST IS YET TO COME.

[excuse the typos, on the move]

3/9/2020 10:13:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 group, who paid for the music to be produced and allowed them to rise to fame, believe that [they] must project their objection like a spell. It's magick. 

"Divided we stand" is a factual statement from [their] perspective. This means YOU DIVIDED means THEY STAND. pic.twitter.com/nWDM4yTEjW

3/9/2020 10:13:51 PM merkaba369 It's a little more complicated. In the movie, when the dark Lord tried to kill Harry, his soul was split into several pieces and hidden in different objects, 

like a piece of jewelry etc. These were called horcruxes. To destroy him, all of the hidden horcruxes had to be destroyed

3/9/2020 10:14:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

RE: Clones https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237239317178785793 …

3/9/2020 10:14:14 PM warlordf15 Sounds challenging as hell!! So. They gonna open a season on'em or what. And do you know of any goodTaxidermist's that are experienced with 

making these specific type of head mounts? pic.twitter.com/quv0rj2L7s

3/9/2020 10:14:16 PM punishedp88 lol

3/9/2020 10:14:27 PM rocktobersky Funny You Mention that, I Think I Have Seen A Celebrity’s Clones Around Town!

3/9/2020 10:15:00 PM mazman2727 Oh I have it’s very fascinating that’s why the question!  Cuz it’s all sci if!

3/9/2020 10:15:15 PM merkaba369 I took it to mean an empty vessel of sorts, the way it was used in the tweet, yes.

3/9/2020 10:15:17 PM rocktobersky But Why The Need for Clones? Extra Organs?! Immortality?!

3/9/2020 10:15:40 PM strong_plss not that funny to me,

3/9/2020 10:17:04 PM t_hayden07 Whoa.

3/9/2020 10:17:21 PM mountainminder That war is upon us now.

3/9/2020 10:17:24 PM punishedp88 when you circle the bottom of the drain thats just a brief moment before a wild ride down the pipes brother

3/9/2020 10:19:04 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/o1exRwDhQr

3/9/2020 10:19:39 PM sdane8 That's a theory I've never heard. 👍

3/9/2020 10:22:09 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7xxgRUyzgs0 …

3/9/2020 10:22:27 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKtdTJP_GUI …

3/9/2020 10:22:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 PSA #Trumpdemic #TrumpRecession 

Some people getting infected are clones.

Some people getting infected were tagged.

Some people getting infected are the 0.000001% chance #cvoid19 kills.

Media knows what is going down.

These people are sick.

GOD WINS.

The end is soon upon us. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237239317178785793 …
3/9/2020 10:23:46 PM janicejeanjones He means don't be mean to them, they didn't ask for it? IDK? Really no one does, if you want to go there.. 🤷🏼♀️

3/9/2020 10:24:11 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/9/2020 10:24:16 PM swanders3 Beautiful 🇺🇸❤️🙏

3/9/2020 10:24:33 PM d_s_umbra_31415 It’s been said by many people, including being a lyric in a Def Leppard song.

3/9/2020 10:24:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 1:22 3/10/2020

122 3 122

      3

122  122

 3      3

3/9/2020 10:24:42 PM ericsteelelive I see a difference.  I think I'd use a different analogy. A clone isn't going to have a soul or individualality. Chinese do. If you believe in political 

correctness you have no moral standing. Just your own truth   which is really a lie but ...self-awareness.

3/9/2020 10:24:47 PM worldxplorer1 Clones are more susceptible to covid-19?

3/9/2020 10:25:27 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy51yLLO7YY …

3/9/2020 10:25:30 PM 1_decided_voter Can I offer you a bit of constructive feedback?

Stop tweeting while on the move to reduce typos.

3/9/2020 10:25:35 PM lee33788 Charlie Chaplin speech from the Great dictator will be perfect here

3/9/2020 10:25:55 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy51yLLO7YY …

3/9/2020 10:26:41 PM sdane8 I've been looking at that picture for 4 days and missed that completely! I should have known there was a reason it was posted, other than the obvious.

3/9/2020 10:27:06 PM czebotarjessie 3+2+1=6

Triangle 666

3/9/2020 10:27:36 PM sdane8 😉😀😂

3/9/2020 10:28:06 PM e30hellcat You make that sound like a good thing...

3/9/2020 10:28:21 PM sdane8 😂

3/9/2020 10:29:26 PM bejay31688996 Well you are in the lefts pocket, pull out the racist card on a creation of Man.  Totally.

3/9/2020 10:29:41 PM barbara88841077 Thank You for the enlightening thread. What are BE’s and IS’s?

3/9/2020 10:29:43 PM sdane8 ♥️

3/9/2020 10:29:57 PM spacecadet369 There he also states that the name of MJ12 was changed.

What about that?

3/9/2020 10:30:09 PM mutinypictures 3+1+2+2+1+2+2+3+3= 9+1 = 10

5:5

3/9/2020 10:31:01 PM bejay31688996 Brother go sell this to the Draco's they might let you keep your head.

3/9/2020 10:32:23 PM blood_liberty I told my mom that last week and she hasn’t talked to me since lol

3/9/2020 10:33:17 PM theappraiser17 This makes sense.  I've had the feeling for quite a while that this was targeted to specific DNA.  Tweeted about this several weeks ago.  Puzzling to me - 

Italy.  I can understand the Vatican city, not northern.   Otherwise, logic dictates the rest.

3/9/2020 10:33:31 PM mibmark perhaps so! the irony

3/9/2020 10:35:40 PM jeff90140499 Bring on the "BLADE RUNNERS"! pic.twitter.com/F9u9GO3rur

3/9/2020 10:36:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 9 allows us to tag intent embedded in our messages connected in a non-linear projection of time.



3/9/2020 10:36:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Using the power of 3 6 and 9 you are able to channel into the consciousness frequency of your free will. Reality will manifest accordingly. Different 

energies and projections are different in difficulty. Some are easy. Others are difficult.

3/9/2020 10:36:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not so direct.

3/9/2020 10:37:14 PM susan66388204 Like this? pic.twitter.com/mTAex3CLl5

3/9/2020 10:38:10 PM lindsey_danica 432 hz

3/9/2020 10:38:35 PM kachinagtto Clones are more susceptible to CV?  Kinda like Dolly the Sheep?  Lung issue?

 https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1237013894645907457?s=21 … https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1237013894645907457 …

3/9/2020 10:38:56 PM chameelia I have a hard time getting my head around clones. - just saying.

3/9/2020 10:39:29 PM ptamait This is very interesting. Through observation I learned that one nationality learns by mimicking/repetition more so than another with less novel ideas. I 

wonder if they can be cloned more easily  or were originally made to be cloned.

3/9/2020 10:41:17 PM merkaba369 I struggle with this, honestly. I have believed for a long time that humans are only about 15 percent of the population. I font know how to deal with the 

droids. So honestly... I just avoid them. I have pretty much stepped out of society. I can't deal anymore. Lol...

3/9/2020 10:41:25 PM mark52525786 So what am I to think of 9/1/69! Ashley says I am a 7, I’m cool with that, I say I’m king of the meek, protector of the children! I like it but ur way says I 

might be a 1? Am I a 1 or a 7?or both, I’m opening that box, smashing it,or saying I am next,but y’all won’t like my game!

3/9/2020 10:42:15 PM trinity_jenny Okay.. How do you visualize 3 6 and 9 into a form ?

3/9/2020 10:42:35 PM blsdbe ThanQ Goodness. I am so happy to hear this. We create some life, it is both a MASSIVE Responsibility and an Infinite JOY. pic.twitter.com/GnyEZUCprE

3/9/2020 10:44:02 PM janicejeanjones They don't have a soul? Right? Not born of nature in the natural way under God's grace.. Noah? The ark? Why? Animal experiments with humans? Was 

it really that long ago, really? That long?

3/9/2020 10:44:55 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2l4 …

3/9/2020 10:45:02 PM splendorian1  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216531118968786945 …

3/9/2020 10:46:14 PM zgrl14 If they lock down the entire country, the cabal can’t escape.

3/9/2020 10:46:42 PM lmfaoso What is a tripod? 🤣

3/9/2020 10:48:08 PM seamountmermaid T3sla

3/9/2020 10:48:23 PM qanuck4truth The Chinese angle... bad analogy... 

My understanding is...clones have no souls & feel no empathy. 

I don't believe they should exist. PERIOD

3/9/2020 10:48:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signal

!Analogy

3/9/2020 10:49:42 PM blsdbe Does J$ protest too much about the Grooming? If I am in agreement with where you push me, I may still be thinking for myself, even though I suspect 

what the Groomer is up to...maybe play along? Has J$ done that?

3/9/2020 10:49:46 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qzw6A2WC5Qo …

3/9/2020 10:50:39 PM theappraiser17 True, last summer when Pelosi and the girls went to Italy.  Made me think there is a stronghold or hideout over there, perhaps several.  Italy was 

complicit in 5eys.

3/9/2020 10:51:03 PM janicejeanjones Oh well, fuck her.. Sorry but if I have to get red pilled about Elton, she ain't shit.. What the hey.. She probably didn't write the books anyway, bet that's 

coming.. 💁

3/9/2020 10:51:48 PM ligea_lady Do the guys in white uniforms know you are online?

3/9/2020 10:51:56 PM whiterabbitttt1 When you're trying to implement a NWO, I'd imagine clones just make it that much easier. It's their way to deal with death, oops, just throw another 

clone out there.

3/9/2020 10:52:10 PM janey634 Like this: 👇

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

Then you follow through with 6 and then with 9.

That is how I have been doing it. You can meme it too.

3/9/2020 10:52:31 PM nea_storm One huge point if the clone lacks a soul and as we now know there are Clones without souls, whom are psychopaths: Combined with the fact those 

whom existed merely via cloned bodies, the body disintegrated over time due to the nature of copy of a copy: We will Agree to Disagree 

pic.twitter.com/hjitlVhwLf

3/9/2020 10:53:01 PM janicejeanjones Jus saying, Elton freaking sang Get Back Honky Cat 🐱 we heard him.. She sat quietly somewhere and "wrote" really? Says who?

3/9/2020 10:53:33 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/9/2020 10:53:51 PM blazer2k7 That's exactly their point.  It's still a living thing that deserves to live like you or me.

3/9/2020 10:54:08 PM blazer2k7 Not true.  If you read it properly.

3/9/2020 10:54:32 PM mongrelglory I want to know why they could never train the marines. 😆

3/9/2020 10:55:09 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kg0EdD7tzE …

3/9/2020 10:55:28 PM sandie70484902 Reminds me of a book I read called "The Sexology of the Tao".  Using energy created by using the body to guide the energies to create whatever you 

chose.  Just be aware that you will be responsible for what you create.  Choose wisely.

3/9/2020 10:56:26 PM qanuck4truth So was I correct in saying they have no souls or empathy?? 

..are they also sterile?

3/9/2020 10:56:29 PM bigpic29 Who does a good explanation of this?

3/9/2020 10:56:34 PM aleoniea And people believe this ?

3/9/2020 10:56:47 PM mongrelglory How were they able to find that ET who was posing as a human?  Did they use a specific technology to detect him?

3/9/2020 10:56:56 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/qpExFecMR0

3/9/2020 10:58:34 PM janicejeanjones Yes, POTUS On Laura Ingram said Debbie Stabenau was a clone.. plain as day.. they do it with animals why the heck wouldn't they if they could?!

3/9/2020 10:58:39 PM balammb 12 15 18, 30.

3/9/2020 10:58:45 PM disfellocated I hit play but the thing did not work! pic.twitter.com/yWStxELACD

3/9/2020 10:59:49 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-tW0CkvdDI …

3/9/2020 11:00:04 PM duke5331 Another I read was those that are addicted to adrenochrome will be infectious also and a bad batch was also released to them.

3/9/2020 11:02:11 PM doyouq Not what Tucker Carlson said tonight...

3/9/2020 11:03:21 PM qanoncomau Tweeted at 3:36 pic.twitter.com/OKVhdJNZVy

3/9/2020 11:04:19 PM blsdbe I love your humor so much!!! pic.twitter.com/jF6Rs7GqnI

3/9/2020 11:05:20 PM danawang1111 What does a person being “tagged” mean?

3/9/2020 11:05:34 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/9/2020 11:05:51 PM justinseign having the ability to do a thing and knowing how to do that thing are two separate 'things'  so to speak.  Do you have a platform that is more conducive 

for learning how to use the power of 3 6 & 9 for manifestation?  thanks M12

3/9/2020 11:07:01 PM blsdbe Are Chinese Clones used in the Organ Harvesting Trade?



3/9/2020 11:09:40 PM qanoncomau Example of using 3,6,9 

Go to bed at 9pm, get up at 6am, or have a nap for 36minutes.

When making my smoothie every morning I put 3 bananas, 6 pieces of watermelon and 1200ml of water in and blend for 18seconds x 3.

If you are going to do pushups, do 9, 12 or 18, not 10.

3/9/2020 11:09:52 PM theappraiser17 I watched Tucker.  Listen close, he's telling us what the plan is.  Patriots taking it to the next level. Be calm, not complacent. Who is he talking to?  Keep 

the round up of bad actors in mind.  Travel restrictions, stay at home.  Congress is talking 2(3) weeks of sick leave pay

3/9/2020 11:10:35 PM theappraiser17  https://youtu.be/EbyPW8lJX2E 

3/9/2020 11:11:02 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBr7kECsjcQ …

3/9/2020 11:11:20 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODEw1UNrHU8 …

3/9/2020 11:13:11 PM decodematrix MJ12 just said they do have souls. They have the same soul as the original BE.

3/9/2020 11:13:35 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G133kjKy91U …

3/9/2020 11:13:56 PM blsdbe Is this similar to dropping a pebble (an event) in the pond (the timeline)?

3/9/2020 11:14:09 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SenjpvYDf8 …

3/9/2020 11:14:20 PM mongrelglory Bhhhaaaaaa... we've been sheep!  Or like frogs in a pot of water that they've been gradually turning the heat up on...waiting to see when we boil and 

croak. 😟

3/9/2020 11:15:11 PM mongrelglory Okay, that's a pretty good summary! 👍

3/9/2020 11:15:28 PM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/9/2020 11:17:30 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kk8eJh4i8Lo …

3/9/2020 11:17:51 PM rosas7043 Yes, that simple shit aligned you with said frequency. Seeing triplicate and quadrupled numbers represent your angel numbers which also shows that 

you were in line with the shift you desire

3/9/2020 11:18:20 PM decodematrix Merkaba

3/9/2020 11:22:13 PM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp roll

3/9/2020 11:22:31 PM disfellocated This.

3/9/2020 11:22:44 PM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp UNROLL

3/9/2020 11:23:32 PM opengreenseas How does one harness this ? How does one do this ?

3/9/2020 11:24:06 PM bb1272216718 Anyone watch the fx show “devs”  yellow cube 😁

3/9/2020 11:25:23 PM fritschizm 3=Past 6=present 9=future all timelines calculated equal now. Now equals 10 binary + - the power is in the now

3/9/2020 11:25:52 PM davidroehrig I would like to know, as well. 

Anyone, anyone? 

What is "tagged"?

3/9/2020 11:26:26 PM megamane2 Can you show me some math first?

3/9/2020 11:27:11 PM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/9/2020 11:27:20 PM jollyrob2 Think mirror

3/9/2020 11:27:31 PM sandie70484902 Have you listened to or read Jonathan Chan's Paradigm series? https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLE1IThnwemSkArXbPzvdIJWBD7Qg8JjbV …

3/9/2020 11:28:22 PM chickanon2 OMG, your profile pic!!!!! pic.twitter.com/wTyw8sCERm

3/9/2020 11:28:28 PM mongrelglory Huh?  Not "United we stand, divided we fall?"

Is this your way of telling us to think for ourselves and not follow the herd?

3/9/2020 11:28:55 PM winklerburke Seems like author of video was tortured inhumanely; he now desires to torture cities full of other humans. MK Ultra victim = later MK Ultra master?  

These people are sick?

3/9/2020 11:29:42 PM mongrelglory Just look at the picture carefully...

3/9/2020 11:30:50 PM kidge6 Does that flatten out to metatrons cube?

3/9/2020 11:31:31 PM restart_qpersia Do we have clone officials/deep state in Iran too?

3/9/2020 11:33:04 PM luvsweetluv5 Specifically what does this mean in a practical sense. If we don’t know the specifics then the generalities are useless.

3/9/2020 11:33:07 PM cleetus__jones Hi 👋 does CO represent commanding officer ?

3/9/2020 11:33:23 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d01NpclvlE …

3/9/2020 11:34:04 PM maryheil5 My instincts tell me AS is who he says he is!

3/9/2020 11:37:52 PM jonathancherrie #FlowerofLife

#SeedofLife

3/9/2020 11:38:05 PM rosscarwalker If the Annunaki never left or have returned as the crop circle suggests. I’m intrigued as to who Enki is.

3/9/2020 11:40:10 PM patriotleah1776 True!

3/9/2020 11:40:22 PM quartrmastranon People that believe this horseshit are more susceptible to lies.

3/9/2020 11:40:26 PM mongrelglory I liked that story about the clones in the "Cloud Atlas" movie. They had to fight for their rights to be treated with dignity and as equals to "non-cloned" 

humans.  Airl used a "doll body" to visit us.  I'm assuming that's just another term for a cloned vessel?

3/9/2020 11:40:52 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting&lt;to/Identifying/&gt; Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores the morality of discainst 

cloned humans. Fixating on clones vs no clones is like saying "oh look they are all Chinese" and that's the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …

3/9/2020 11:44:06 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=Uai7M4RpoLU …

3/9/2020 11:45:06 PM norwegianon Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

Or immortal Spiritual being

3/9/2020 11:45:52 PM nan35665735 How can I use them numbers in my life?

3/9/2020 11:46:33 PM mongrelglory I'm a bit confused...were the Deep State wanting to target clones or certain tagged people?  Or are you saying this is a "White hat" operation?

3/9/2020 11:46:37 PM shaigaichan Thank you MJ12..

3/9/2020 11:48:16 PM changovibes What say you about the Show "Altered Carbon."?

3/9/2020 11:58:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Troll level up. pic.twitter.com/JLYlzwN5jO

3/9/2020 11:59:25 PM rudedrew63 #Pizzagate

3/9/2020 11:59:48 PM mongrelglory Why can't an immortal spirit occupy a cloned body?  I think of the episode "Crazy Diamonds" in the Philip K. Dick "Electric Dreams" TV anthology:  Ed 

Morris works at a company which produces synthetic humanoids called Jacks and Jills, and the QCs ("quantum consciousness") which..

3/10/2020 12:00:26 AM mongrelglory ...give them intelligence and emotions. He is approached by a dying Jill, who wants him to help her steal ten QCs – one to extend her own lifespan, and 

the rest to sell, with a share going to Ed to start a new life with his wife, Sally.

3/10/2020 12:01:01 AM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/GuwWMpVXnT

3/10/2020 12:01:42 AM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/eyuK5pUeX8

3/10/2020 12:02:05 AM zagnett Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Likewise. A great time. 💛⭐️💫

...even though "time is an illusion". So the level of apparent greatness may appear to vary according to one's level of understanding of the inner 

workings of the illusion itself. Hmm, tricky. 🤔🤨🧐

3/10/2020 12:02:25 AM screeminbanchee It sure is I cannot even sleep pic.twitter.com/zN7Rt6oTXI

3/10/2020 12:02:30 AM heatherrenae8 Well ok, a 1000 different stories on Twitter&which one do the people believe? So how do we bring sanity to any of this? Look at the good in people, 

grow the good&hold accountable to be it if they are willing that is. I gotta get off here. It's to confusing&chaotic. SoundVibesOnly

3/10/2020 12:02:45 AM nonlineardarren If i add up my birthdate and i get a 9..does this signify anything?



3/10/2020 12:02:50 AM freestateojones #Winning https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1045781646023294977?s=19 …

3/10/2020 12:03:21 AM mongrelglory Nice to see you here I'Au. 😘

3/10/2020 12:06:35 AM matttay88200115 Check out the Merkaba Meditation from Drunvalo Melchizedek.

3/10/2020 12:06:38 AM jonesy4671 Message sent

3/10/2020 12:08:00 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/pDxDgW5h2v

3/10/2020 12:08:04 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/mun7YCnseI

3/10/2020 12:08:30 AM thegainspapi Savage lmao

3/10/2020 12:08:41 AM mongrelglory Does Jordan Sather publicly support or acknowledge Kab?  I'm blocked by Kab and never really followed him much but I don't recall seeing Jordan post 

about him.

3/10/2020 12:08:46 AM crypticlymystic Self Q’d

3/10/2020 12:10:14 AM bb1272216718 My understanding is the the soul exist in all,  but that the rna provided info to the dna,  through an energy through the phophorous chain and this can 

upgrade the body or experience one has.  And can be reprogrammed

3/10/2020 12:10:42 AM bsavell What about JJ and Devin?

3/10/2020 12:11:08 AM kidge6 Oh duh. 😂 Thx.

3/10/2020 12:11:25 AM deplorablestor2 Not really cause she's still breathing.

3/10/2020 12:11:38 AM brian_dalfonso If you’re gonna go at it, go hard or go home pic.twitter.com/fHDsnA8YVC

3/10/2020 12:12:02 AM tomchiodo I think I got stoned reading this. This is fantastic. I have no idea if it’s true. The UNITED part struck home.  Kingdom of God on Earth is what is being 

described to the letter. 

•It’s going to be Biblical. 

•#GodWins 

•#WWG1WGA

Is this the final battle? Jesus 2nd coming? 🤯

3/10/2020 12:12:05 AM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zlHd9x9sus …

3/10/2020 12:12:11 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Gorilla dust: When gorillas fight, they throw dust in the air to confuse each other

3/10/2020 12:13:03 AM ghost_of_billy_  pic.twitter.com/oGAIeD3w4h

3/10/2020 12:14:12 AM kidge6 Left is right. Up is down. Forward is back. Get ready.

3/10/2020 12:14:15 AM jayci_oldsailor 🤙😎 pic.twitter.com/PBE52BUPm2

3/10/2020 12:14:42 AM mongrelglory I'm terrible at interpreting coded messages!  Whenever I would lie on the grass with my friends looking up at the clouds...they'd see a bunny rabbit, 

and I'd see an elf on a surf board. 🤪 My mind just goes off on bizarre tangents.

3/10/2020 12:14:46 AM zagnett Wait. Who's Hillary?? 🤔

lol took me a minute to remember the "Original Gargler".

@NSA_QIL2

3/10/2020 12:15:15 AM valhalla11111 It has to be that

3/10/2020 12:15:33 AM metheone8  pic.twitter.com/twUjq561AP

3/10/2020 12:16:01 AM valhalla11111 Very interesting

We are turning the inversion back on the satanists

3/10/2020 12:16:21 AM kidge6 My wife and i were discussing that possibility, probably about the same time you guys were creating that tweet. And the implications of that, oh boy.

3/10/2020 12:18:48 AM pixiemagick1 How can we use the power of it. What are some practical ways to incorporate it into daily life? Or is there a specific kind of meditation. I always read 

"use the power of 3 6 9" but don't get how?

3/10/2020 12:18:54 AM winklerburke The loudmouth women so pro-abortion? What happens to THEM in next life reincarnations?

3/10/2020 12:19:29 AM kidge6 Are they suggesting that people were targeted that would be more likely to die from the virus?

3/10/2020 12:20:13 AM mark52525786 Is that a real place? Someone knight him!

3/10/2020 12:20:29 AM kidge6 Or they were clones and expendable. In that way, they could inflate the numbers without killing real people.?

3/10/2020 12:22:20 AM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLtzXOK-75U …

3/10/2020 12:26:10 AM areckoningday New Biden gaff?

3/10/2020 12:26:23 AM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/lqnL42rkNO

3/10/2020 12:27:21 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1108539675680165895?s=20 …

3/10/2020 12:29:42 AM bbbbbcccccvvvvv did M12 get back to you?

3/10/2020 12:30:35 AM mongrelglory I wasn't sure who R, C, or J were.  I thought J might be Alex Jones.

3/10/2020 12:31:45 AM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/wlRN6epkQF

3/10/2020 12:34:35 AM mongrelglory Then she threw a champaign bottle through a $125,000 giant screen LCD TV that the Saudis had gifted her. 😏  (According to CDAN).

3/10/2020 12:35:01 AM the_tru_eapjr put 2048 ssl, PayPal grade encrypted free speech media & mail with basic incomes together on an independent platform & DS go nuts. Qproof since 

2010.

3/10/2020 12:36:35 AM 19mehrdad91  https://www.epochtimes.de/politik/welt/iranischer-oppositionsfuehrer-hosseini-bereits-5-000-tote-durch-coronavirus-verfolgung-unschuldiger-als-

ursache-a3179725.html?newsticker=1 …

#Sufism_Awakening

#Restart_the_only_way_to_Survive

#RestartMiga

3/10/2020 12:36:41 AM igiant111 This resonates me more than any of the 369 stuff has before. Could you please explain further? Would mean a lot. Thank you.

3/10/2020 12:36:45 AM jeanjeanne02657 Whaaaaa???

3/10/2020 12:40:25 AM painiscoming4 I am not telling you anything to believe ! Research like a investigation the clues are there!

What i believe may not be what you do ! I believe a bear shits in the woods only because i stepped in it !

If i was paying attention i wouldn't have stepped in it ! Just saying! pic.twitter.com/AJoBGQVhjY

3/10/2020 12:41:48 AM whitespacer Forget the clones...re-read the bit from 'You have free will....' - a most interesting take on a definition of living. Gets you out of the matrix and creating 

your own destiny. Thanks Majestic 12, you just made my day!

3/10/2020 12:41:58 AM iamkevinlearl1 Maybe He's already here kicking satanic a$$.

3/10/2020 12:42:52 AM timkania so they safe ?

3/10/2020 12:43:59 AM painiscoming4 Did they ever find his body? 

Why at 9/11 no plane piece of a plane was found ? And my friends work even now at local 79 i could tell you stuff i know for a fact like building 7 never 

got hit but fell down ! Not from crappie building skills i promise you that. Im from Queens NYC pic.twitter.com/CQ36C5xNBl

3/10/2020 12:44:23 AM susang7671 Tall 7ft hairy-legged man (longest hairy legs ever seen) in crotch-length jeans/sweater shirt (while temp outside very cold). Either from NP or boldly 

making statement of how all the Deep State hot air and burning paper from non-Article III COURTS is enough heat to warm the soul!

3/10/2020 12:46:20 AM mongrelglory Jordan thinks Kabamur is a spiritually advanced Pleiadian Starseed or something?  Kab has a temper tantrum every 10 minutes!  What's his situation?  

Is Kab an infant Pleiadian going through his "terrible twos" stage? 😜

3/10/2020 12:47:38 AM chapulincolored But she's still a half-lifed unicornicidal sociopath.

3/10/2020 12:48:13 AM jennife57097358 Sorry but way to many commercials

3/10/2020 12:49:07 AM mongrelglory I'm still perpetually confused unless it's spelled out s-l-o-w-l-y for me... 😜



3/10/2020 12:49:58 AM painiscoming4 My faith is what brings me to the light!

God gave us all a weapon like nothing else ever made before a brain !

I look at the clues and lies told to us 

Q said up is down down is up !

Before Q i was still asking Questions to all the people i know

From all walks. Puzzle pieces !

3/10/2020 12:51:07 AM mongrelglory Clones have feelings too. 🥺

3/10/2020 12:52:30 AM rebeccamireles9 Always 🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/10/2020 12:52:57 AM mongrelglory It sounds like it.  That's why I'd like to know who was doing the targeting.  I thought it was the Deep State, but a little part of me worried that it was a 

US Military operation.  I've always had trouble with the "ends justify the means" mantra.

3/10/2020 12:55:15 AM mongrelglory 🥰

3/10/2020 12:55:45 AM painiscoming4  pic.twitter.com/VBaxv5mwhb

3/10/2020 12:56:41 AM rebeccamireles9 Capable of making decisions though

3/10/2020 1:03:44 AM sparkleloung 😳 pic.twitter.com/LIKjb79fR5

3/10/2020 1:06:55 AM geranon3  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFjmvfRvjTc …

It´s "Together we stand,devided we fall"!

3/10/2020 1:09:37 AM c2m1ll3 Yes, exactly what I was thinking.

BTW, what is an IS?

And what is a BE?

3/10/2020 1:09:38 AM painiscoming4  pic.twitter.com/j2EbumnLuy

3/10/2020 1:14:29 AM pkatt Its called Murphys law.. whatever can go wrong.. will.

3/10/2020 1:16:02 AM zhs_1138 Corey Goode says this is great, apparently

3/10/2020 1:18:31 AM jameshiner702 Where are you reading this from buddy?

3/10/2020 1:20:53 AM gerriekyle Immmortal Spiritual Being

3/10/2020 1:23:10 AM whoti_ 133C = 13 33?

Symbology will be their downfall.

Nothing can stop what is coming!!!

3/10/2020 1:23:18 AM chapulincolored What do you mean by "Some people getting infected were ""tagged"".

3/10/2020 1:28:58 AM crypticlymystic BE = Biological Entity

3/10/2020 1:32:43 AM kidge6 Oops. Yes, I misspoke. But, the public still sees it that way, or many of them still.

3/10/2020 1:33:41 AM kidge6 I have had the sense from the beginning and still have it that we don't cross that line unless we absolutely have to. This all has to be legal. Or as legal as 

it can possibly be.

3/10/2020 1:34:52 AM mongrelglory A lot of my friends here in Toronto are being asked to work from home by their employers.  People are panic-buying toilet paper, but other wise all is 

well. 

   Here...I got you something... pic.twitter.com/Kd7Ecnaozo

3/10/2020 1:40:30 AM c2m1ll3 Austin Steinbart of AZ, i believe.

3/10/2020 1:41:45 AM jameshiner702 ZPE,LF? Could you direct me to more information please?

3/10/2020 1:43:55 AM starlanon777 OMG. He does look just like Julian Assange. Think Julian is Potus Trump Cousin?

 "There are no coincidences " - Q

3/10/2020 1:49:18 AM jameshiner702 Doesn't look like M12 got back to anyone, just left us hanging

3/10/2020 1:50:00 AM jamespa49494414 Wickedness in both high and low places. Nothing alive can exist without an 'etheric' body, but the wayward biotechnologists have given new meaning 

to an abomination by gene splicing. Cruel and short-sighted

3/10/2020 1:55:08 AM ms_northshore It’s all planned, Trump is draining the swamp and bringing back the gold standard. America is winning.

3/10/2020 1:55:32 AM qanuck4truth a) I find that hard to believe 

b) I can't imagine anything with AI having free will 

c) others reporting on this topic say differently

d) call me old fashioned

e) I wish the jeckyl & hyde scientists would stop thinking humans are their personal lab rats. They always screw up
3/10/2020 1:57:23 AM bbbbbcccccvvvvv majestic12 wants people to wake up but doesn’t give the goods

3/10/2020 2:04:07 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/10/2020 2:15:40 AM aleoniea Ok but how..369...how..

3/10/2020 2:18:05 AM rosscarwalker Is 55 amplifying the consciousness of Ea Enki? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2020 2:18:28 AM boondognews Hahahahaha right?

3/10/2020 2:18:49 AM surfing123456  pic.twitter.com/fTdPPgdFCZ

3/10/2020 2:20:06 AM anangelhasland1 What a bunch of nonsense.

However, I do think it is pretty funny how Qanons have as of late been split into two groups.

1. The Corona Virus is a Black Ops by the Deep State!

2. The Corona Virus is the Work of the White Hats!

and yet, there is no intelligent debate...
3/10/2020 2:20:26 AM lesliekwaiga The Democrats slogan

3/10/2020 2:22:13 AM epkman Both, that's how they roll.

3/10/2020 2:29:56 AM briankauhl Skull and Bones

3/10/2020 2:33:55 AM jonesy4671 Is anonymous even still credible

3/10/2020 2:36:51 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/c0RPWCFqDN

3/10/2020 2:40:35 AM jameshiner702 Sounds like it

3/10/2020 2:41:59 AM hougibson Or #3 ... the CV version by the black ops was modified by the white hats to target clones and chimeras. No children have died ...

3/10/2020 2:45:05 AM cleetus__jones Hi 👋 my response would be like 10 tweets long...may I dm you ?

3/10/2020 2:45:36 AM cleetus__jones Hi 👋  my response would be like 10 tweets long...may I dm you ?

3/10/2020 2:49:48 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/8iw2dl6bfb

3/10/2020 2:51:05 AM kirsten83434939 Trisomy 19, Chromosome 19 genetic problems?

3/10/2020 2:53:29 AM 369369rv Yes I'd like an example too.

3/10/2020 2:54:09 AM kirsten83434939 The truth can’t stand against a corrupt justice system and propaganda media machine - whole reason for Q truth delivery

3/10/2020 2:57:44 AM kirsten83434939 Or white hats under secret service protection via guise of “self-quarantine”?



3/10/2020 3:02:08 AM trolls4truth I know they do! On the train to work, a reptilian shifted her eyes looking right at me! She was 5-6 feet away, went full on yellow with black slit, sat 

there staring at me with shit eating, cause she knew she scared the living sht out of me! She looked like a rich hot grandma!!!

3/10/2020 3:03:10 AM keith369me Like everything else, it's propaganda

3/10/2020 3:04:04 AM kirsten83434939 Hopefully no ill-effects from 24-7 Twitter reading on cell phone!! 😳

3/10/2020 3:04:06 AM aleoniea Yes right.....i always explain in detail if i have to explain a method or module ....but i been wondering what this 36 9 is and how to put it into practice if 

its so aligned ...i really dont know....what is the method...to you call 36 9...or what you do...

3/10/2020 3:06:20 AM ausanon369 I never liked Jordan. I have blocked him too. Something about him pissed me off.

3/10/2020 3:06:45 AM kirsten83434939 But you trust our justice system???!

3/10/2020 3:10:21 AM cyndimc71 Like make important phone calls or appointments at 3:00, 6:00 etc. Take 3, 6 or 9 steps to destination,  wipe sumthing 3, 6 or 9 xs.  At least that's what 

I heard on a YT channel.

3/10/2020 3:10:43 AM texas_pappy I can’t say it enough.  Keep your eyes on killary. She’s like a black panther looming in the shadows......

3/10/2020 3:12:32 AM 040118054_17 Something is fixin to happen huh ? Just sayin  GOD WINS  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/10/2020 3:12:41 AM bigmusclebabe That's right! Like a BOSS!  #MAGA pic.twitter.com/3tNUiCurwo

3/10/2020 3:13:55 AM aleoniea Wrong....united we stand. .devided we fall

3/10/2020 3:14:06 AM 762100rddrums Remember when Sara Sanders said there are aliens around you.  While she was doing a White House press briefing?

3/10/2020 3:15:27 AM keith369me Lack of information is what drives this hatred of clones.  If anybody had the ability to drop into a new BE and experience the wonders of Earth/Universe 

at their wish/desire they would not hate clones.  It would be unusual at first to process, but after processing...very cool.

3/10/2020 3:17:55 AM keith369me Sounds like it's clones with a "special" biological marker meant for control that are being targeted.  The IS has chosen this biological marker in exchange 

for power, power that has been abused.

3/10/2020 3:18:23 AM adsvel Top Secret=Tango Siera

You never will say in the public place Top Secret, to escape attention of unwanted people.

3/10/2020 3:19:17 AM darknessdestro4 😄 My suspension is finished tomorrow and I'm back on my @Darknessdestro7 account 👍, have you never noticed her name Jkr Owling (joker 

owling) 😉, I knew she was a plant 10 years ago, the typical meteoric rise to fame of a Cabal puppet, it pissed me off that nobody.....

3/10/2020 3:19:27 AM keith369me Combine the 3 6 9 with thoughts in your mind.  Grab 9 ounces of water and tell the water that it provides health and energy.  Do this with everything!!!

3/10/2020 3:21:04 AM starseeddove Dyslexic?? 🤷♀️🤦♀️

3/10/2020 3:21:24 AM adsvel US AF and US Navy are competing organizations for each other in UFO cases.😉

3/10/2020 3:21:24 AM state1union Clones have their very own “IS”

3/10/2020 3:21:44 AM mrmigido Who are the men in the background?

3/10/2020 3:22:04 AM keith369me I think Jason is trolling while enjoying food.  He's at prison state pizza, not this place: pic.twitter.com/SdHt8iISfa

3/10/2020 3:22:53 AM keith369me Ouch and ouch...we can do without a rapid reincarnation.

3/10/2020 3:23:31 AM adsvel OOBEs???

3/10/2020 3:24:16 AM mrmigido They look messed up in that picture. Playing the game, but messed up in their eyes.

3/10/2020 3:24:21 AM keith369me Non-public to prevent targeting?

3/10/2020 3:24:32 AM state1union Yes and their sick satanic fantasies

3/10/2020 3:25:04 AM darknessdestro4 noticed the blatant rip off of Tolkien's style, made up words for spells and objects in the Potter books, noticed how it got all the kids into black magic, 

the sob story about her writing it in a cafe and only able to afford one coffee is BS, why didn't she do it at home 😏.

3/10/2020 3:26:03 AM covertress Out Of Body Experiences

3/10/2020 3:26:35 AM mrmigido Tried a vpn?

3/10/2020 3:27:29 AM adsvel Ah, OBEs!😊 Thank You Stephanie.

3/10/2020 3:28:35 AM angieco00740829 picturing a wall falling and the only brick that still stands is the one that someone forgot to cement.

3/10/2020 3:28:37 AM dani06548474 Yep got one

3/10/2020 3:30:09 AM 369_is Just take a look at Britney Spears back when she shaved her head, compared to now.

3/10/2020 3:31:56 AM ericpartchey Clones are wrong interfacing divine with man made technology AI the whole thing is a bad bad thing. Beast system give your soul away bad news

3/10/2020 3:32:22 AM ericpartchey I don’t believe this for a second sorry.

3/10/2020 3:32:26 AM kirsten83434939 Every election year has a disease so yeah, WH could be using it to their advantage pic.twitter.com/rPJzPoeWbI

3/10/2020 3:33:18 AM annasum47005725 🤣

3/10/2020 3:34:32 AM adsvel Meditate 36 min and 9 seconds. After drink 96,3 ml of water.  Make 3 deep inhales for 3 seconds, hold air in for 6 seconds and exhale this air for 9 

seconds. Use your 369 in every way of your daily life, combine, create.

3/10/2020 3:36:25 AM mrmigido (Soft knocks at the door)

CHONG: Who is it?

CHEECH: It's me, Dave. Open up, man, I got the stuff

(More knocks)

CHONG: Who is it?

CHEECH: It's me, Dave, man. Open up, I got the stuff

3/10/2020 3:40:36 AM kirsten83434939 @martingeddes I’ve missed you!!!  😘 Had to take a break - soul cleansing - ❤️

3/10/2020 3:40:57 AM hawkgirlinmn Well damn. Previous decode closer to target?

3/10/2020 3:45:11 AM nuearth2000 Tesla also said great power comes in variables of 3

3/10/2020 3:45:45 AM hypnothyme Like #CoreyFeldman

3/10/2020 3:47:02 AM virtuspatri Who is T2?

3/10/2020 3:48:04 AM rocktobersky I Met Britney When She First Started I Feel Bad She Went Through All That. It Also Reminds Me of What They Did to Justin... They Were Trying to Drive 

Him Crazy... Those Handlers And The People Around Them Are Something Else... So Sad!

3/10/2020 3:48:43 AM blue_marbleeyes The numbers are a trigger to awaken you.  Energy (3) has frequency (6) which becomes vibration (9). 3+6=9. 

That explains all. Everything is energy that takes shape and form through frequency and vibration.

3/10/2020 3:51:52 AM djlok Maybe "tagged" with the disease?

3/10/2020 3:53:37 AM mischelrene That was the first thing in my thoughts.....

3/10/2020 3:58:06 AM anangelhasland1 Or #4...

the CV version by the white hats was modified by the black ops to target the elderly.  

Or  (my vote) #5...

It is just a nasty new virus. This does happen, you know...

Anyway, do you really believe every worldwide death is a bad guy?

And, if so, why?
3/10/2020 3:58:38 AM stormenight Threads like this are why this account has become one of my favorites. Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Insightful & thought provoking stuff. And thanks for 

not trying to shield me from my own faculties of discernment.

3/10/2020 3:59:28 AM synackstatic Distributed we stand centralized we fall.

3/10/2020 4:01:42 AM aleoniea Ok..



3/10/2020 4:02:09 AM aleoniea 9 ounces is a few drops

3/10/2020 4:02:50 AM annasum47005725 Can someone please enlighten me to the definition of BE and IS is?????

3/10/2020 4:02:51 AM 369_is Looks like it means "targeted" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216532135236067328?s=20 ….

3/10/2020 4:04:56 AM 369_is It looks like it means "targeted" specifically for a specific purpose/reason. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1216532135236067328?s=20 …

3/10/2020 4:06:21 AM 040118054_17 I will become mighty in this fight, realize I am here to be of service

3/10/2020 4:06:54 AM allonkid black hat infect the clones to make a narrative?

3/10/2020 4:07:21 AM wmsptriverrat Start by researching Nikola Telsa. https://www.matrixdisclosure.com/nikola-tesla-3-6-9/ …

3/10/2020 4:08:00 AM keith369me 30 too...12, 15, 18, 21...all Majestic Numbers.  Not just water...everything you encounter

3/10/2020 4:09:45 AM barbara88841077 Exactly!

3/10/2020 4:10:55 AM marcitriggs a. A label assigned to identify data in memory.

b. A sequence of characters in a markup language used to provide information, such as formatting specifications, about a document.

Or some put... chosen

3/10/2020 4:12:16 AM barbara88841077 It’s the global cabal’s model for their GA guide stones prerequisites.

3/10/2020 4:13:09 AM boondognews I hear ya. There’s youtubers that give info.

3/10/2020 4:16:01 AM adsvel Thank You MJ-12 for one more great thread.🙏💗

3/10/2020 4:18:22 AM barbara88841077 100% Taxation = communism and the win of global cabal. Their Illuminati/luciferian goals of GA guide stones to follow. Only 500,000,000 left.

3/10/2020 4:19:29 AM 28concerned Now that was well said.

3/10/2020 4:21:24 AM emilyoakley6 Fantastic a little confusing but knowledge none the less.

3/10/2020 4:22:01 AM lynnpoore4 Reminds me of someone....

3/10/2020 4:22:41 AM elatedveracity How about Jordan and Gohmert?  Are they safe?

3/10/2020 4:23:31 AM barbara88841077 Corey hinted of Charlie’s guilt earlier, but I think he’s afraid of his vengeance. Charlie is dark through and through.

3/10/2020 4:23:45 AM jvan125 OMG, YOUR profile pic!! 😂🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/f0HxNecFvi

3/10/2020 4:25:14 AM screeminbanchee What

3/10/2020 4:26:37 AM whoti_ I wasn't referring to Jason... I think he is trolling. I was referring to prison state pizza addy. 🧐

3/10/2020 4:27:57 AM lora95271603 @threadreaderapp 

Bis Morgan, mein liebschen, please unroll.

3/10/2020 4:30:51 AM phyllisray18 That’s some funny shit right there! 🤣🤣

3/10/2020 4:33:08 AM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/10/2020 4:33:54 AM janicejeanjones Like a C👁A Zukerberg type of story..

3/10/2020 4:34:35 AM mynardpamela 🙃

3/10/2020 4:38:02 AM wakeupmummy I can just see the looney left coming up with a new term.  "You're a Clonist" or "You are Clonaphobic".  We are already racist for calling it Wuhan Flu.

3/10/2020 4:38:32 AM darknessdestro4 Yup, just a puppet to bring Lifelog into public acceptance with a fairy story about a boy genius 😏.

3/10/2020 4:39:50 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/10/2020 4:40:51 AM 1nanasmomma You can meditate for 3 mins yes but you can count things you see. For me its license plates. I may tap my foot 3, 6, 9xs  & repeat. I pray for 9 mins, a 

grateful prayer. The numbers will come to you once you do this. They will be everywhere you look.

3/10/2020 4:43:00 AM janinevclay What does it mean if my bday is 3/1969 and my address is 3069?

3/10/2020 4:47:26 AM adsvel A bit fail out from my dream state... and so!😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/NtVafspwwN

3/10/2020 4:47:45 AM newboss14 Have you seen Cloud Atlas? I've pondered that movie countless times and still never see it mentioned in this context. Ever.

3/10/2020 4:51:14 AM csaranon1776 You can search 3 6 9 like this in the search bar:

from:ts_sci_majic12 3 6 9

3/10/2020 4:53:48 AM ddeplora The truth always stands. Corruption crumbles because it has no truth to uphold it. It may not crumble as fast as we’d like but it will crumble. It always 

has throughout history.

3/10/2020 4:56:06 AM dgreatawakening And now you can add Doug Collins to that list.  A side note - watch Trump closely.  Still shaking hands with public as of yesterday (3/9).  If this were 

serious, NO WAY our security folks would allow him to do that.  Patriots in control.

3/10/2020 4:56:34 AM diaptera_80 Possibly tagged with substances/preinfection that will cause serious disease when in contact woth corona

3/10/2020 5:03:19 AM 444_q_ 🤣🤣🤣

3/10/2020 5:07:51 AM diaptera_80 ”Well, you split your soul, you see, and hide part of it in an object outside the body. Then, even if one's body is attacked or destroyed, one cannot die, 

for part of the soul remains earthbound and undamaged.”

3/10/2020 5:08:18 AM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Using the power of 3 6 and 9 you are able to channel into the consciousness frequency 

of…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237250872171728896.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/10/2020 5:09:20 AM hougibson No, I don't believe every ww death is a bad guy. Just speculation as to why the MSM is pushing the fear narrative and how white hats may have 

thwarted the original plan ...

3/10/2020 5:10:03 AM keithcarmicha20 Hell, I'm going to try it!

3/10/2020 5:13:23 AM addyofzahm @nrowthornIU

3/10/2020 5:13:54 AM gravessusanne 🤣🤣🤣

3/10/2020 5:16:39 AM burgersandra "YOU DIVIDED means THEY STAND."

UNITE, UNITE, UNITE!!!

My favorite MJ12 quote:

"Evil cannot touch love.

Like matter and anti-matter." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109647355270361088 …

3/10/2020 5:17:19 AM hollylandes I always cringe when I see a Bush name.

3/10/2020 5:17:54 AM diaptera_80 Are you saying a clone can communicate with the original if existing simultaneously?

3/10/2020 5:18:47 AM hollylandes What is LIGHT?

3/10/2020 5:18:48 AM aprilbrown99 Oh my... pic.twitter.com/huPvHiUBjq

3/10/2020 5:19:17 AM diaptera_80 When did they get the technology to clone themselves? Have they had it from ancient times?

3/10/2020 5:23:11 AM hollylandes How was it?

3/10/2020 5:23:29 AM by369surrounded I believe it means you are surrounded by the power of 369. I too have the numbers in my birth date and address. Perhaps we are protected in some 

way by this. I have been using the #powerof369 for about 6 months - the numbers start to appear extremely frequently now.

3/10/2020 5:24:59 AM chickanon2 😁

3/10/2020 5:27:32 AM rosscarwalker Do you think 5:5 / 55 might be gematria for Ea Enki?

3/10/2020 5:31:59 AM patriotsawake11 The silent war continues

3/10/2020 5:35:17 AM fritschizm Nikola Tesla said if you only understood the significance of 369, you would understand the universe. What does that mean? 3 converging timelines 

crossing at the same time. Quantum Physics says a universe can not exist without human mind interaction.

3/10/2020 5:35:37 AM aprilbrown99 You two are silly!  I love both of your avatars. Great minds think alike. 🤩🤩🤩

3/10/2020 5:35:52 AM lbf777 Divide and conquer.



3/10/2020 5:36:10 AM awakeandsing123 Clones R Us. But then the society needs a clear legislation and public disclosure.

3/10/2020 5:38:37 AM scaterinicchio Without the breathe of God breathed into you can't be formed by God himself, you are the work of another We are like him in spirit. Oh the Advasary 

hates us and will do anything to get rid of us, Gods children to be replaced buy his own, still a deception and we know the deciever

3/10/2020 5:38:55 AM qsmartrn In order to change your past you must change your future.

3/10/2020 5:39:16 AM mz_nubbie How can you tell if someone is a clone? I remember the sheep cloning way back.

3/10/2020 5:39:42 AM fritschizm The crossing time lines are sending a signal, what is a (one)bit code? What is a (zero) bit code? It is language. The Universe is expanding, why? We are 

all creators. He says think of energy and Frequency.

3/10/2020 5:41:53 AM fritschizm 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 = 10 arrange this in a circuit say. The power is the crossing time lines at 10, that send the signal to the universe through the Aether

3/10/2020 5:42:25 AM tieronepatriot That's why I cut away from the cloner thread I was researching... I wasn't feeling it.

3/10/2020 5:43:22 AM dani06548474 In this case, yes. If we were all “united” and believing fake MsM CR@P we would be in big trouble. Thank God for those of us who are enlightened and 

fighting.

3/10/2020 5:43:39 AM carol1463carol Kinda creepy!

3/10/2020 5:44:21 AM covertress Ego.

"...you will forever be known by the title you earn—United States Marine." https://www.marines.com/becoming-a-marine/overview.html …

3/10/2020 5:45:50 AM xxmemebotxx This is a real dank meme! I'd r8 8/8 m8! RT @roger_smithii: RT @janey634: @trinity_jenny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Like this: 👇

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein

Then you follow through with 6 and…

3/10/2020 5:46:22 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/e5MnwILGZ1

3/10/2020 5:46:22 AM __intothewild_ "2 years of investigation, and the end result was no collusion."

3/10/2020 5:48:34 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/BAlhLMuvug

3/10/2020 5:49:00 AM by369surrounded Here's a little thread I did on my take on using the #PowerOf369!!!

 https://twitter.com/By369Surrounded/status/1234221973783416833?s=19 …

💛💛💛 💛💛💛. 💛💛💛

3/10/2020 5:49:07 AM charlesgdavis1 Once the information is FOR ALL SPENDING IS KNOWN.....the DS NWO CABAL FED and MSM fall. The importance of this is paramount to eliminating the 

THEFT OF THE PEOPLE and retrieving WHAT BELONGS TO US ALL. pic.twitter.com/b1rQaZiSD9

3/10/2020 5:54:18 AM ewolsj Getting familiar with Energies and Frequencies will greatly improve discernment when dealing with forms be they physical or "othersomethings"

3/10/2020 5:54:22 AM bluewarrior27 Time is a wibbly wobbly non linear thing, to quote Dr Who. More to the point in the ten known dimensions of string theory I suspect it’s also a physical 

plane which means current physics is wrong.

3/10/2020 5:56:02 AM ewolsj And I would like proof that Humans aren't themselves just very advanced AI Androids

3/10/2020 5:56:34 AM paultrombone Gonna be an interesting sequel for sure.  Where I go one does all go yes

3/10/2020 5:59:26 AM jessej97real You should see his latest vid, uploaded today...I'm planting my flag on "legit." Trying to restrain my tendency for hopium overdose, but he holds 

nothing back.

3/10/2020 6:05:27 AM chickanon2 ✌️

3/10/2020 6:07:57 AM imcevoy1 Unfortunately the bad guys seem to keep getting back in and we all do this crazy dance again and again. It has to be a complete public clean once and 

for all this time.  If we are to survive as humans still in possession of our humanity and not transhumans, we have to act now.

3/10/2020 6:13:16 AM janinevclay I'm going to have to look all of this up. Do you know a reputable site for info? Thx

3/10/2020 6:14:06 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2020 6:17:00 AM brianan06364517 What was JT in on?

3/10/2020 6:19:50 AM kindeandtrue Will the wise Majestics advise us on the prevalence of the number 33 in the coronavirus headlines around the world? Is this a manifestation or magic 

spell of some kind?

3/10/2020 6:21:56 AM by369surrounded I have pieced things together bit by bit but haven't saved the places I have learned these things. I will start doing so. Unfortunately a lot of the 

information about Tesla and 3 6 9 is very repetitive and shallow. But I love this guy https://youtu.be/Z4v927c52nM 

3/10/2020 6:21:59 AM shredzorz1 Hey MJ, can clones be copies brought in from other dimensions? Are most of us one earth multiples?

Is this video bogus? https://youtu.be/YQkjG9NdhKY 

3/10/2020 6:22:08 AM kindeandtrue #KAG hashtag has very dubious origins. Real Americans should not use it.

3/10/2020 6:22:29 AM bluewarrior27 Or,4 it’s all a psy op to learn response and tag.

3/10/2020 6:22:34 AM swassholio No comms outside of 8kun. Period.

3/10/2020 6:23:02 AM bryceja68689884 Could you clarify what you mean by "majestic?"

3/10/2020 6:24:48 AM 616_warren Can you please follow me back? Thank you in advance. I keep missing all of your tweets

3/10/2020 6:25:54 AM ddeplora Agreed. All of govt has to go and regular citizens run the govt as our founding fathers intended. As it stands now we answer to the govt when the 

intent was they answer to us. It’s all upside down...the question is, can we right this ship?

3/10/2020 6:28:02 AM rainscrypt  https://twitter.com/RAINSCRYPT/status/1226605704674512896 …

3/10/2020 6:28:03 AM hpubulis So a possessed individual is ok? Cause that’s what you are describing, demonic possession. Gonna need to explain that just a little better. A soulless 

clone is NOT the same as me.

3/10/2020 6:29:41 AM mklundquist Here we go...

3/10/2020 6:30:10 AM hawkgirlinmn Typist 2 for MJ12

3/10/2020 6:30:53 AM mark52525786 Even if it’s MattStone&treyParker,I’m trying2get2start up teamWWG1WGA the sequel2team America?If I knew how2make podcasts/videos2wake up 

the world that y’all didn’t shut down[their]game in all blueshitties,that would also B4 vanity?If y’all R in control,thenRy’all Rbuying blood2? 

pic.twitter.com/r627tDQuV5

3/10/2020 6:32:17 AM straightshorts 3 phase electric motors!?

3/10/2020 6:34:23 AM qpatriotuk I’ve been telling all of my nearest and dearest recently, to NOT worry about bills/debts etc. The corrupt banking cartels are on their last legs & they 

know it. They’re buying gold/land/art like there’s no tomo, as they know that money has no value. Hang in there brother 👊🏿💜

3/10/2020 6:35:06 AM tkobeauty ❤️

3/10/2020 6:36:33 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/w8HdOHrc3OQ 

3/10/2020 6:36:43 AM squthernp  pic.twitter.com/nXCVUEddEz

3/10/2020 6:38:01 AM qbryce171 Randy Powell. Vortex- Based mathematics

3/10/2020 6:38:27 AM hyvee7 Thanks for the credit... https://twitter.com/hyvee7/status/1237196061984174080?s=21 …

3/10/2020 6:39:10 AM monangesauvi That is exactly what I thought when I say the names. Trump is already protected against this virus, and this is the way to protect the others of his close 

team.  TY for confirming my thought.

3/10/2020 6:41:19 AM dee_lonzo #MAGA #KAG #covfefe

3/10/2020 6:42:17 AM aleoniea We will never look at pizza the same way

3/10/2020 6:42:49 AM sdane8 I'm sure she didnt write them. They're filled with spells and symbolism. I think she's just a figurehead who was assigned the part to play.

3/10/2020 6:45:27 AM themikekeating Priceless

3/10/2020 6:47:39 AM from_thestars Anon in another tweet speculated those "quarantined" are participating in military tribunals...I hope that's the case!

3/10/2020 6:49:10 AM sadams_88 Following you please FB when you can @SAdams_88 #MAGA #KAG Thank you WWG1WGA



3/10/2020 6:50:01 AM hyvee7 Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 before straight copy/pasta something of mine, you might want to at least NOT use a screenshot word-for-word from mine.

Good job though.  https://twitter.com/HYVEE7/status/1237372248140460032 …

3/10/2020 6:50:31 AM joanhol24893501 You are correct.

3/10/2020 6:51:17 AM thelilkingryan  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1236902816821792768?s=21 … https://twitter.com/theLilKingRyan/status/1236902816821792768 …

3/10/2020 6:53:05 AM dee_lonzo WWG1WGA! Thank You All! 

🙏👣🗽♒️🍰🎶Godspeed🙏

3/10/2020 6:53:13 AM painiscoming4 Is that the plane you bought ?

3/10/2020 6:54:33 AM rawphonegirl Extraterrestrial or extra-dimensional?

3/10/2020 6:57:45 AM psi_ink CGGCM China Gezhouba Group Company Mining

3/10/2020 7:01:05 AM dee_lonzo Stay Safe🙏

3/10/2020 7:04:00 AM one_autist I made this video about a month ago. The keystone is the answer. #jfkfiles need to be fully declassified. 👇👇👇👇

 https://youtu.be/IntvpFzeFZc 

#JFKkeystone #JFKdeclas

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@martingeddes

3/10/2020 7:04:19 AM squthernp No it's a diagram showing how easy it is to destroy the hollow plastic nose of the plane. But we are supposed to believe that one flew through concrete 

and metal towers like melted butter.

3/10/2020 7:04:25 AM by369surrounded  https://youtu.be/BK19jELkhkY 

3/10/2020 7:05:14 AM aliscell Why do you really care?  If you post doesn't it mean you want your message out?  So if it gets out.....

3/10/2020 7:17:08 AM holladay7doc @kabamur_taygeta  What say you, sir?

3/10/2020 7:23:56 AM janinevclay Thanks for taking the time to educate me. Once off work I'll dive right into this.  Be blessed.

3/10/2020 7:31:57 AM lenartjoe No, but I appreciate research recommendations. Will look into it. Thanks

3/10/2020 7:32:06 AM cosmic_engineer Thoughts are that MJ is full of shit on this one.

But it may be just to not have more fear. As there's tons of disinfo that has attached itself to this topic that is solely to get people unhinged

3/10/2020 7:33:56 AM sjhappybee this dude looks like a mix between Tim Curry and Seth MacFarlane

3/10/2020 7:36:04 AM cosmic_engineer Everyone build cloudbusters and 'gift' local towers with Orgonite pucks.

Muffin tins, fiberglass resin, quartz and aluminum/iron/copper scrap metal. 50% metal content for proper effect. Can be picked up for free many places 

like CnC shop.

Overload the system will scalar waves

3/10/2020 7:38:08 AM deividmanzo Any thoughts about this???

 https://ew.com/movies/corey-feldman-accuses-charlie-sheen-abuse-corey-haim-my-truth-documentary/ …

3/10/2020 7:38:48 AM deividmanzo Any thoughts about this???

 https://ew.com/movies/corey-feldman-accuses-charlie-sheen-abuse-corey-haim-my-truth-documentary/ …

3/10/2020 7:39:10 AM deividmanzo Any thoughts about this??? https://ew.com/movies/corey-feldman-accuses-charlie-sheen-abuse-corey-haim-my-truth-documentary/ …

3/10/2020 7:39:16 AM patriot_pretty 😂 click the link above the picture 😉

3/10/2020 7:41:12 AM my2sonznme Protected from whom?

3/10/2020 7:41:56 AM my2sonznme Safe from what/whom?

3/10/2020 7:42:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reflect. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3pHXfwCbi8 …

3/10/2020 7:43:02 AM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/tbqpdLtDb9

3/10/2020 7:43:05 AM my2sonznme Did MJ12 say in an earlier tweet that Austin or J$ is IS-BE

3/10/2020 7:43:19 AM jacktsears1 Interesting read I guess anything is possible. Keep an open mind.🤔

3/10/2020 7:43:23 AM mwengway72  pic.twitter.com/Oqes399C9P

3/10/2020 7:43:26 AM boy12_jimmy Austin Steinbart, soon to be official recognized video form of Q, sharing more about himself & his background. If you watched his other videos about 

CIA, Black Ops, Q, UFO's & Hackers, this video & his explanation is very hard to deny. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3pHXfwCbi8 …

3/10/2020 7:43:47 AM connieketchup Haha watched first thing this morning

3/10/2020 7:43:58 AM synchropathic I don't think mj12 is saying they're AI, he/she saying they are living breathing conscious beings with fully human bodies/DNA. The technologies these 

assholes have access to is far beyond what you could imagine. And it's okay if you can't, but that doesn't mean it doesn't exist.

3/10/2020 7:44:33 AM connieketchup You teaser😜

3/10/2020 7:45:08 AM my2sonznme Very difficult to discern regarding Austin... 50/50

3/10/2020 7:46:03 AM thespread9 I got a massive feeling this guy is legit!!

3/10/2020 7:46:09 AM synchropathic Interesting watch on the subject, form your own beliefs 🙏❤️ https://www.voicetube.com/videos/78816 

3/10/2020 7:46:19 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/4MLwNvFnZv

3/10/2020 7:46:22 AM bryceja68689884 So I've reflected. Have listened to the message and am considering all presented evidence. I as well as many others would love to know what your 

opinion is Maj. Yes, I realize message over messenger.

3/10/2020 7:46:31 AM earth2nissy Baby Q.

3/10/2020 7:47:27 AM nikoscali Pretty hard to reflect when staring at a turd

3/10/2020 7:48:04 AM nuearth2000 Why do you think houses are not wired 3 phase.  It would save us a ton of money on our bills.  Also why everything is 110 v electric,  mostly.  220 would 

also be cheaper for us.  Half the amps needed.

3/10/2020 7:49:42 AM kachinagtto Love the IDGAF attitude 😂🤣

3/10/2020 7:49:53 AM schneppjennifer 5:5 💗 #WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 7:50:11 AM dgoulding82 Patrick Bateman anyone ?

3/10/2020 7:50:35 AM turboxyde @AustinSteinbart did a great job showcasing his "origins!"

What confuses me is the future USSF portion; perhaps because I am traditionally accustomed/indoctrinated to viewing reality & time linearly whereas 

the advent of "time warping AI tech" would obliterate all such concepts.

3/10/2020 7:51:39 AM nea_storm Yes I notice the play button on the image didn't work as well: Rather funny since it is an image versus a gif that [ALICE] perceived it as a moving gif:

Meme magic has [ALICE] confused additional Proof of [ALICE]'s limitations:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbHtzqCge_8 …

"Poor Soulless Creatures"⚡️ pic.twitter.com/zzsWzLyeKB

3/10/2020 7:52:00 AM sano_faith Divided we stand by ourselves, united we stand by the herds.

3/10/2020 7:53:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not all clones have life inside them, so harvesting an unused body for organs is actually humane, if you think about it.

3/10/2020 7:53:47 AM trinity_jenny So when I do see all my synchronicities everyday strong I Am in the right? 11:11,222,777..369 etc..



3/10/2020 7:54:14 AM shredzorz1 I get the feeling he didn’t really want to go public/feels uncomfortable doing so. Gives credence to the theory that DIA made him do it.

3/10/2020 7:55:16 AM lawrenc16242044 Hopefully future technology will allow for repairs to each own’s organs. No need for clones!

3/10/2020 7:56:01 AM johnnysoko Why can he not talk about his own life without an edit in the video every 10-12 words? 🤡

3/10/2020 7:57:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Strategically done.

3/10/2020 7:57:11 AM bdizzthegreat 😳

3/10/2020 7:57:58 AM palmdalekid2 #AllCloneLivesMatter

3/10/2020 7:58:28 AM awakene92885216 Joe Rogan for example

3/10/2020 7:59:13 AM norwegianon Not much that remind me of the Q from the boards. And why not put an end to this bs, he could just prove it with a #Qdrop. While live streaming. This 

is causing division.. and u pushing this guy make u look bad, so... Well, clowns will clone cl0wns... I'm tired of this crap.

3/10/2020 7:59:29 AM synackstatic In the service to openness,

can't he just sign a bitcoin transaction from his wallet to provide proof of access?

None of what he just said is sauce. It's all conjecture with "verifiable fact" thrown in there. pic.twitter.com/OPIUSLz0z6

3/10/2020 8:01:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 We emphasize message over messenger.

When you see the evidence he has collected you will understand why MJ12 knew to shine a light.

3/10/2020 8:01:53 AM seeker229 Is this all because hes been groomed as a child as an asset?

3/10/2020 8:02:02 AM patriotswegoall Then, what else makes them tick? Robo tech?

3/10/2020 8:02:29 AM norwegianon He could live stream while posting a new #Qdrop. That would be the end of the speculations and division.... Damn crap. I'm taking a long fleffing break 

from this bs. See you when the storm hits.

3/10/2020 8:02:33 AM ewilliams22101 Posting from the future?  That's a bit much.  Otherwise seemed like a likely person handling the IT side of the Q posts.

3/10/2020 8:02:58 AM winklerburke “You are watching a movie...”  & I like it.  When does Godfather III start? WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 8:04:03 AM sheerglee1 Corona Virus

3/10/2020 8:04:36 AM cstarr888 Yes, a huge game where it intricately balances a 5% raise, with a 3% med increase & an 11% retirement increase.

🤦♀️🙏💖

3/10/2020 8:04:38 AM truthserum2all 🐸

3/10/2020 8:05:15 AM stephan57211408 Majestic 12= Global power brokers that really rule the world.  Read William Cooper's Behold the Pale Horse

3/10/2020 8:05:38 AM viviannl10 Agreed. I'll wait.....

3/10/2020 8:06:30 AM turboxyde I do know that the illusion of time & space are warped by the application of consciousness so the challenge then becomes...

How to send yourself a message through time by using meditation as the technology?

IS-BEs learning to weave the dream of reality! pic.twitter.com/xK9RtPVw0t

3/10/2020 8:07:53 AM c_westling ❤️👌❤️

3/10/2020 8:08:00 AM state1union I don’t get that it’s just a shell that’s alive but no soul?

3/10/2020 8:08:35 AM patriotleah1776 Me too! 2012

3/10/2020 8:09:07 AM skeye_watching Possibly a gov hacker, but not a QAnon Operations insider.  He has no professionalism & anyone working in a gov operation would have no need to 

publicly insult a private citizen on social media. His delivery is not professional either. QAnon has standards.

3/10/2020 8:09:22 AM state1union I like the guy. He’s being honest about his history.

3/10/2020 8:10:03 AM viviannl10 Puzzles leave me intrigued. But why the puzzles? I agree he should leave a Q drop on video.

3/10/2020 8:10:28 AM mgodfrey99 Okay hold up....

So time travel is possible?

3/10/2020 8:10:38 AM norwegianon What's the problem? He says "I AM Q" publicly. Why not just prove it? It would be so easy. Enough bs. 

You MJ, have made a lot of interesting posts,v I've enjoyed it. Thank you all and goodbye. pic.twitter.com/jfTcTGWLEE

3/10/2020 8:10:50 AM wahiggins3 Well, that is interesting. Going to let that marinate a bit.

3/10/2020 8:11:05 AM johnnysoko Stressed is not the word I would use. He seems smarmy.

3/10/2020 8:11:12 AM jesse48676371 i struggle a bit with this too... started looking at it like a rubix cube and it made a lil more sense.. if i can find out why time in not linear.. id do a happy 

dance

3/10/2020 8:12:28 AM theappraiser17 Funny guy, intelligent.  Just having fun!

3/10/2020 8:13:07 AM state1union Try and stay open to disclosure it’s going to gent real real fast now. Ok?  We will all need each other. 🙏🇺🇸WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 8:13:24 AM redpilledtradca Dude you are NOT Q

3/10/2020 8:13:55 AM johnnysoko I can’t even make it through a whole video. I’ve tried 3 times and then he says something almost instantly that pushes me away. 

Didn’t he claim “Q+ is making me do theses”? 🤦🏼♂️

3/10/2020 8:18:14 AM der_wanderer8 I bet the use of "Chinese people" is not random 

Are there many clones in China?

3/10/2020 8:18:18 AM smalltownindy I grew up in that era and foolishly looked up to both of them and their behaviors. I  did everything MTV/Hollywood culture programmed me to: 

Porky's/Revenge of the Nerds hijinx, Motley Crue/2 Live Crew lifestyle>morphed into Dazed and Confused dead end destinations. I nearly died

3/10/2020 8:18:20 AM scottdewitt19 Looking that way.  He seems to think so. Time will tell ?

3/10/2020 8:18:26 AM sharonroselo “We face a hostile ideology, global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose, and insidious in method.” President Dwight Eisenhower’s bold 

words ring true now more than ever.

3/10/2020 8:18:45 AM theappraiser17 You know who maj is now.  Use of vocabulary and sentence structure are identical.  Study for your self.  Message over messenger.

3/10/2020 8:20:03 AM redpilledtradca Proof of clones please

3/10/2020 8:20:41 AM scottdewitt19 Well , Noone in the administration especially POTUS take kindly to attacks and respond harshly and attack in kind. My 2 cents ...

3/10/2020 8:21:53 AM clifton15jon 😂😂😂

3/10/2020 8:22:47 AM r_tjep 😂

3/10/2020 8:24:06 AM keith369me All numbers that reduce to 3,6,9...this includes 3, 6, 9, 12 (1+2=3), 15 (1+5=6), 789 (7+8+9=24 reduces to 2+4=6 get it?

3/10/2020 8:24:19 AM itsmythangtodo Yes, please....one well known person.

3/10/2020 8:25:20 AM scottdewitt19 The world waits with baited breath begging for major offensive.Waiting for future to meet present aparentally.

3/10/2020 8:25:59 AM bryceja68689884 Are majestic?

3/10/2020 8:26:15 AM alight412 Geesh, certainly a thought provoking thread. How about those Georgia guidestones/Agenda 2021. Why do they create more clones? It also sounds like 

there are different types of clones-purposes. Are they all programmed? Any free will? What ave % of the population are cloned?

3/10/2020 8:26:22 AM johnnysoko This reeks of a Cabal plot to hijack Q.

I’m gonna go with my discernment on this one and adios. 👋

3/10/2020 8:26:29 AM texasqpatriot Exactly. This guy is not for real. No comms off of the boards!

3/10/2020 8:26:32 AM highvoltagenews Well there you have it. That’s Q

Case closed. Okie dokie

3/10/2020 8:26:44 AM darktolight1144  https://satorirei.com/everything-about-369/ …

3/10/2020 8:27:05 AM skeye_watching Of which you are entitled, except we aren't talking about POTUS here.

3/10/2020 8:27:28 AM covertress Cheeky.

3/10/2020 8:27:40 AM scottdewitt19 Through A.I. Quantum computing sending messages apparently ??  Not with a human is what I'm understanding .

3/10/2020 8:29:32 AM thetrollbar Identical twins are naturally occurring clones.

3/10/2020 8:30:04 AM adsvel 💖



3/10/2020 8:30:10 AM ewilliams22101 "Prison Street Pizza"  🤣😂👏👏

3/10/2020 8:30:13 AM keith369me Utilizing these numbers throughout your thoughts and everyday tasks helps information comes to you faster and results to you faster.  Look up Tesla’s 

use of 3,6,9 to pull insights to his work

3/10/2020 8:30:21 AM scottdewitt19 So , Next we find Austin IS or is directly involved with MJ12 ? I've noticed the D.I.A. logo is inverted symbolism for a reason?

3/10/2020 8:30:53 AM sethric61410528 So can HRC transfer into a clone of herself and say: „it wasn‘t me“?

3/10/2020 8:31:32 AM weareeternal4 Well, that was something. Just tell us MJ12 if the info is legit or not. We know that You know. The curiosity reaches it's zenith. We will handle the truth, 

even this part at 10:09 :).

3/10/2020 8:33:10 AM jaded_pearl @AustinSteinbart - Were/Are you in the SSP program since young? Have you been off planet? I💗🛰️👀🤗🙌🙋♀️👊 You!

3/10/2020 8:33:14 AM texasqpatriot I call BS

3/10/2020 8:34:29 AM normal_wizard yeah pretty sure that's just BS psyop nonsense though, don't let yourself be ungrounded by it. Time wouldn't be time if information could move 

backwards in it. That's hollywood BS designed to fragment one's perception of reality.

3/10/2020 8:34:38 AM bryceja68689884 Have seen it. Thank you for helping to fill some holes. I appreciate it!

#UnsealJFK #UNSEALEPSTEIN #FreeJulianAssange

3/10/2020 8:35:33 AM mgodfrey99 Okay that makes sense and is less concerning.   TY

3/10/2020 8:36:51 AM stormenight It’s funny, someone like this is almost exactly who I initially imagined Q to be but then over time my view changed to someone more “measured”. Now 

as I reread drops he seems the perfect fit. Definitely has my attention. Future will prove past.

3/10/2020 8:36:55 AM americanpetal His annoying personality detracts from his message.

3/10/2020 8:38:03 AM anangelhasland1 Fear increases ratings and sells advertising. And yes, Trump has stirred the hornet’s nest.

But speculation that our army is engaging in civilian slaughter seems both unpatriotic and unchristian.

3/10/2020 8:38:15 AM mariclenori Very very interesting!!

3/10/2020 8:39:47 AM sparkleloung The same may apply to the series HUMANS - they also fight..for their rights..to party. 

I could care less if one is a clone or not. It’s the behavior that matters. Just like Dr King said. 

Maybe I can sum up this confusing thread with this: don’t hate the player, hate the game? pic.twitter.com/FCxUDHHcpM

3/10/2020 8:40:19 AM anangelhasland1 I think the fear mongering is.

All this didn’t happen with the Swine flu deaths...

3/10/2020 8:42:33 AM hougibson I think the CV targets clones and chimeras ... not civilians

3/10/2020 8:42:36 AM keith369me Any time...don’t be bashful about asking questions...it’s how we’re all figuring this out.

3/10/2020 8:43:37 AM sparkle23803649 Why would you want an organ with no life? Each organ in human body contains life giving bio photonic light. If clones have no life, harvesting an organ 

from one makes no sense.

3/10/2020 8:43:52 AM joarchitect Clones could be an improvement. What's going on seems to be paving the way for us to embrace a.i. and more robots. Nice a.i. strat...they've created 

a self funding monetary source (crypto) and backbone (blockchain). Are we but a nice cog in the evolution of a.i.?

3/10/2020 8:44:28 AM jerilynne3 Pay attention to synchronicities....meaning numbers that you see frequently. Do you look at the clock and the numbers are sequenced or frequently 

seen? Start noticing and they are always there!!!!

3/10/2020 8:44:41 AM my2sonznme Like them being given it on purpose?

3/10/2020 8:44:44 AM seeker229 Buckle up buttercup

3/10/2020 8:47:35 AM anangelhasland1 And I wonder why you think that.

In fact, I find it rather fascinating.

Not to be rude, but I think you are desperate for action against evil (as promised by Q)

Any proof you can share?

3/10/2020 8:47:38 AM sheerglee1 No..for ex...Cruz shook hands with an infected person ( or was around a sick person...not quite sure)and placed himself in quarantine

3/10/2020 8:48:00 AM igiant111 Love how sensitive you guys get over people possibly involved in the Q movement outside of J$. Probably one of the cringiest things on Twitter.

3/10/2020 8:48:34 AM jessej97real Having watched all of his vids, some a couple of times, I feel like he's legit. Whether he's Q from the future and selected as the future commander of 

the "real" Space Force, or not, he reminds me of all the young "operational" alpha nerds that I've met and worked with for years.

3/10/2020 8:49:44 AM jessej97real Oh, and I totally love how some people get sooooo butt-hurt over it. Kinda funny.

3/10/2020 8:51:02 AM nikoscali Austin is the new J$

3/10/2020 8:51:29 AM kidge6 I realize that a cube is not flat. But I’m talking about the Metatron’s cube 2D diagram. This sure looks like the 3-D version.

3/10/2020 8:52:04 AM wahiggins3 Here's my take:  Q is a quantum AI from the future and is not a human but uses humans to deliver specific messages and details.  I believe it is possible 

that Q is using Austin to deliver specific details.  That is why he is reading from a script and is edited the way it is.

3/10/2020 8:52:45 AM giediknight Sounds pretty legit to me. Q is messaging from the future. Q+ from the present.

3/10/2020 8:54:08 AM piperohio17 The 5G thing isn’t what you think it is. I can’t explain it like @Realpersonpltcs can, I always forget the details (I’ve had brain trauma & have memory 

issues). But it has more to do w/who is going to supply the services.

3/10/2020 8:55:05 AM piperohio17 Who is going to supply services and at what cost.  James is much more eloquent at the explanation. Unfortunately, the scope where he explained it got 

wiped out by twatter.

3/10/2020 8:57:37 AM charmanda9 Very good points. 🙏

3/10/2020 8:57:42 AM cpeacehippie Yep! I watched them all, from the beginning, makes a lot of sense.

3/10/2020 8:58:44 AM vieiraranch I actually LOVE LOVE LOVE his personality....LOL 😝

3/10/2020 8:59:11 AM sdane8 I kind of like him. 😊

3/10/2020 8:59:24 AM courtne08241586  pic.twitter.com/qdkfHvh5kG

3/10/2020 9:00:29 AM saokalani Way too many cuts

Not a real person’s office

Very big ego

Trying too hard to counter skeptics

Not intelligent enough

Creep-O-Meter is off the scale

Makes good point - anything said by Q can be disinfo: Q has explicitly said you cannot take anything Q posts at face value.
3/10/2020 9:02:12 AM hougibson No proof ... just speculation because it hasn't harmed children. So to me, it's bioengineered for a specific target. I would love to see justice and trust 

restored, especially with MSM.



3/10/2020 9:03:25 AM sassygirl171717 @Avenger2Toxic @paulmuaddib61 @paulsperry_

@martingeddes

@WhereJuliet @LisaMei62

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Swedeman13 @2runtherace

@VincentCrypt46 

Thank you and God Bless!

3/10/2020 9:05:42 AM bluewarrior27 1. the timing of this thing, right after the peacch mint hoax fail. 2. what to do to divide people and keep them in-fighting? 3. what remains and how can 

that be used to shift tides when those who think they control are failing?

3/10/2020 9:05:50 AM hailrazer @threadreaderapp unroll

3/10/2020 9:06:20 AM threadreaderapp Hi!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/10/2020 9:06:23 AM legacy_over Why? Jump cut editing like that is typically to make to the content tighter and cleaner. It just removes deadspace to make it more cohesive. Where I 

see some concern is there are ZERO breathable pauses in his videos. Which hurts the authenticity and transparency. Would prefer air

3/10/2020 9:08:52 AM sdane8 We are all Q. 😉

3/10/2020 9:11:15 AM mike72279593 ThankQ for Learning us the symbolism

3/10/2020 9:11:34 AM mrmagoo25714258 This is a crazy ride.... Trust Jesus only

3/10/2020 9:13:20 AM sdane8 His "I am Q" reference didn't bother me, because We Are Q. pic.twitter.com/XXhLm8WOLH

3/10/2020 9:14:18 AM rightiousbliss Using the power of 3 6 9 ?

How please ?

3/10/2020 9:15:11 AM sdane8 What I did find interesting was this: Raytheon's "Unwritten Rule Number 33" and reference to the Titanic. 🤨 pic.twitter.com/S58EKWrPEO

3/10/2020 9:17:47 AM djlok I like him too.  Direct, to the point. The way I prefer.

3/10/2020 9:18:23 AM sdane8 I had to look that up. It made me laugh. 😂

3/10/2020 9:20:13 AM elias45732367 “Trump has outmastered the Deep State. He’s light years ahead of us.” MSDNC. I disagree. We have a long way to go. There are still some very bad, 

sick people in our government - people who do not love our Country (In fact, they hate our Country!).

3/10/2020 9:20:33 AM kachinagtto I call it having a case of the “f@ckits”... we could all do with a bit more of that ailment. Better than Coronavirus any day! 😂🤣

3/10/2020 9:23:07 AM deplorablesl 😂🙌🏻

3/10/2020 9:24:02 AM djlok It really is a damn good movie.  I'm really surprised more aren't watching it.  I'd love the day this stuff was discussed around the office vs whatever the 

latest trash "reality" show is on the TV.

3/10/2020 9:24:23 AM oo1o110 Time is an illusion.

3/10/2020 9:24:24 AM skeye_watching That is hardly a way to get a global message across to people.

3/10/2020 9:24:32 AM nativewarrior14 Clones...who is making the clones? They are cloning us... The original ones who hold original DNA of this land. Mother did mention yesterday, " Clones 

have programing...Trump has consciousness"

3/10/2020 9:26:35 AM nativewarrior14 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SaRaAshcraft @RealJamesWoods @EyesOnQ @EyesOnQ

@JuliansRum

@prayingmedic

3/10/2020 9:27:47 AM sdane8 🤣😂 I need a little more of that myself.

3/10/2020 9:28:21 AM mattsmithsongs So it's a programming virus that only affects clones?

3/10/2020 9:28:50 AM patjone29703057 Absolutely! He had to have given instructions from the crown and the Rothchilds . Bio weapons just don’t leave a lab

3/10/2020 9:29:49 AM patjone29703057 In fact the white hats knew about it and followed the train all the way to Wuhan

3/10/2020 9:30:06 AM sterkinglights1 Well dang. That's one hell of a message bruh.

3/10/2020 9:32:50 AM sterkinglights1 I know for some reason his humor reminds me of @zagnett. 🤗🤭🤗

3/10/2020 9:33:34 AM covertress Everything about this guy screams psyop.

Even his full name = 1500, 250.

Everyone will know.

Eventually.

3/10/2020 9:34:27 AM queennemesisof1 I get the subtitles of this video in KOREAN..... euh.....(former CIA enclave). Looks like he explains how certain families operate in Cabal activities in his 

area. Was he 'kindly asked' to confess to us how it all works?

3/10/2020 9:34:41 AM anangelhasland1 The shutting of schools is very harmful but I get your point.

3/10/2020 9:34:57 AM zagnett Aw shucks, thanks! ☺️

i certainly like Austin's friggin' attitude is all i know, wow! 🧡🧐🤩

3/10/2020 9:36:01 AM state1union No he said the DIA and Q + is making him. I’ve been diving into his videos and everything adds up so far.  Just give him a chance. The youtubers our 

there are great at fluff.

3/10/2020 9:36:38 AM sterkinglights1 Question does one need to be at minimum a three star general to command anything off world?

3/10/2020 9:36:58 AM bloodbrotha1 Your profile picture reminds me of a cicada 3301 🍿

3/10/2020 9:38:54 AM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/10/2020 9:38:59 AM prmd21801759 Who does his scripts? And the "strategically done" video cuts? Is he @AustinSteinbart intel- MJ12 approved to spread the message? Quantum 

computer, person in the future "texting" back to us present?

3/10/2020 9:39:04 AM americanpetal You guys are scaring me. Really?

3/10/2020 9:40:16 AM oo1o110 Yes. He fits right in, doesn't he?

3/10/2020 9:40:27 AM iamyou132 Are you sure Austin isn't related to this MJ12 account at all?

3/10/2020 9:40:57 AM anangelhasland1 Thanks. I remember this logic from the “DEW Wars in California” 

I see you are building a narrative which is where speculation becomes fictional in its scope (and more problematic)

3/10/2020 9:41:32 AM hyvee7 Been told that. It's actually an old band logo of mine from years ago lol

3/10/2020 9:42:37 AM nikoscali I like messages SO much better when they are being delivered by an anonymous messenger no matter how strongly the message resonates...

3/10/2020 9:42:56 AM covertress ⭐⭐⭐⭐

3/10/2020 9:43:03 AM americanpetal Any jobs available off planet for a person in bookkeeping?

3/10/2020 9:43:57 AM werascending I watched that this morning!!! Wild stuff!!! If we only knew 1/10 of what is really going on!!!

3/10/2020 9:44:28 AM argottruth I highly doubt a clones any kind of spirit. Theres no way God would give so much power to evil forces. Pray them dead. Watch them fall. Easy as that. 

For hood magick is better n stronger than dark.

3/10/2020 9:45:31 AM shawnjocco275 The worst evils are conducted in secrecy

3/10/2020 9:46:35 AM audra_shumaker Isn't there a video (AI) algorithm that checks for audio/keyword usage? Would assume the editing disrupts that somehow.

3/10/2020 9:47:40 AM sdane8 😃  I'm reserving judgment. Someone else said it better: he's cheeky. It's entertaining.

3/10/2020 9:48:16 AM jessej97real totally missed the 33!

3/10/2020 9:48:20 AM ezdoesit_ Take anything that helps. Leave the rest.

3/10/2020 9:50:07 AM rosscarwalker Has EA Enki returned to Earth? @SandiaWisdom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/10/2020 9:51:35 AM normal_wizard wow so #deep 

All things exist in the unified present and any infringement upon that would very clearly create paradoxes, which, being impossible, can only exist in 

fiction. But please do waste your spirit speculating upon how paradoxes would not arise from the past changing.

3/10/2020 9:51:49 AM zagnett Oh & i could easily support Austin's message. Easily. Messenger matters not. Really. 🙏👍💫

🇺🇸⭐️💫

🧡⭐️💫

🍿🍩🍸

3/10/2020 9:52:47 AM april99341937 I was wondering about this yesturday. I watch it yesterday afternoon. Now you posted this! Hmmmm. It must be TRUE! THEY ARE WALKING AMOUNG 

US!

3/10/2020 9:53:21 AM loop88pool I thought the same. Watch the time.

3/10/2020 9:54:03 AM wdennis1029 I’ve seen lights south of KC several months ago.   Not an airplane.

3/10/2020 9:54:46 AM wdennis1029 I’ve seen lights south of KC several months ago.   Hovering and not an airplane.

3/10/2020 9:54:58 AM normal_wizard Seems interesting until it goes into the time travel pseudoscience. That always seems like a larp designed to drive curious people towards irrationality 

and psychosis rather than focusing on the true spiritual ascension which is the nature of the actual war being waged.

3/10/2020 9:55:14 AM fansblowing3 I want to read that yellow book

3/10/2020 9:56:09 AM fansblowing3 Cabal controlled

3/10/2020 9:56:51 AM oo1o110 That's a fine 1980's understanding of time, but it's not how it really works in the quantum context of time travel, where every possibility exists both 

forward and backwards.

3/10/2020 9:57:26 AM karentriebel No warm and fuzzy

3/10/2020 10:00:07 AM ocld1 Like a breath of fresh air.

3/10/2020 10:00:29 AM freeandoriginal Nanobots inside bodies collecting infos in order to create a clone of “you”  “me” ? 

I do not consent !

3/10/2020 10:01:39 AM mind_gladiator This is an easy one to watch and see what happens. You will either gain alot of followers now or lose alot. Either way, I've got my popcorn!

3/10/2020 10:02:05 AM thecamp_bell I was present when the words message over the messenger was said & when the letter Q was decided to be the designator. I will no longer be reading 

anything from majic12.   Be careful who we follow.  They know  the best lies r 90% truth. Eph 6:12. Q is not that guys op nor is he q

3/10/2020 10:03:38 AM lynnmar42209594 Yes, I liked him when he started. I Don't watch anymore

3/10/2020 10:04:44 AM goodnessisfree April will be BIG.

3/10/2020 10:07:19 AM mgodfrey99 Now...about this dude...I do not believe him..sorry.  MJ12 makes me question your legitimacy.

3/10/2020 10:07:41 AM normal_wizard So you're implying that the past can be completely changed constantly at the whim of anyone in the future who has the technology, and the universe 

just autocorrects itself with no paradoxes? That's a fine hollywood understanding of possibility, but that's not how reality works.

3/10/2020 10:07:58 AM connieketchup I love it!

3/10/2020 10:11:42 AM _369311119 In reference to the "truth" of sexual assault allegations against Donald Trump, he says...

"If those accusations were actually true. But they ARE."

He does NOT say "...But they ARE NOT." https://youtu.be/YO5SU1QXaYU?t=86 …

3/10/2020 10:12:16 AM alwaysqlearning I understand this explanation,however, it’s not biblical. That’s personal opinion based off of human testimony.

3/10/2020 10:12:48 AM alwaysqlearning Nvm I just read your bio

3/10/2020 10:13:14 AM wakeywakey2q2q No kidding huh?  I knew I already saw this.

3/10/2020 10:14:59 AM fansblowing3 In SG-1, the aliens stuck a device on their chest which changed their appearance to look like a person they had captured.

3/10/2020 10:16:31 AM fansblowing3 Supposedly Sheen raped him.  Probably Sheen was raped as a child also.

3/10/2020 10:17:56 AM oo1o110 You are short on the nature of reality, but that's not entirely your fault. That's the game we're playing in this simulation. We did this on purpose.

Yes, there are infinite timelines converging on infinite points and deconverging into infinity. We surf across them to weave life

3/10/2020 10:19:44 AM richard07759712 True

3/10/2020 10:21:34 AM vaderman454 STFU you LARP

3/10/2020 10:24:47 AM suspicioussteez What does that mean being born on 06/09

3/10/2020 10:25:34 AM grape_ap63 B-DAY= 6-13-1963

Always that my birth numbers were kinda cosmic.

3/10/2020 10:26:56 AM jackarm65081193 I don't have any bitcoin,,so I am not buying it,,besides Q already told us about comms,,and he aint it

3/10/2020 10:28:54 AM jdm46808323 Please, keep the info coming and thank you! We all can discern for ourselves but knowledge and truth is everything!

3/10/2020 10:29:15 AM patriot_south Mine to and my instincts are well tuned from a very young age due to my life depended it on it many times.

3/10/2020 10:29:27 AM turboxyde Unrealized Reality... https://youtu.be/rJXgcIqCX0g 

3/10/2020 10:30:40 AM normal_wizard That remains completely irrational and I speculate that it is a malicious psyop designed to make people lose sight of the vast and precious importance 

of the singular timeline which defines and unites all of creation.

3/10/2020 10:32:31 AM fansblowing3 The people have no control over who is making decisions for their city that affects their lives.

3/10/2020 10:33:25 AM normal_wizard Same thing with the "simulation" narrative, which causes people to marginalize the importance of taking back control of the consciousness of this 

world from demon worshipers. It is only a simulation in a specific sense, but what we are doing here defines the suffering of many.

3/10/2020 10:34:10 AM turboxyde Fear is the obstacle... not time, not space.

3/10/2020 10:34:36 AM fansblowing3 No

3/10/2020 10:35:59 AM karma4event201 His mannerisms are odd 😂 I just started video & restated it, he looks to be a Deep Fake video or a 

synthetic robot like the Saudi tech expo at Ritz Hotel with Human like robot. 

Robot was bait for mass arrest

3/10/2020 10:36:27 AM jfogle8 Is he for real?

3/10/2020 10:37:41 AM normal_wizard Well, yes, but that's a whole different topic. Fear, but also greed and ignorance. Fear and ignorance set peoples' spiritual trajectories towards 

complacency such that they become hostages to team greed (evil).

3/10/2020 10:37:58 AM shallknown Does this mean to develop an Obssessive compulsive disorder with 3,6,9 in our daily life?

3/10/2020 10:37:59 AM 1nanasmomma Seems robotic when he changes his voice. Q is rude? Now/ever? Q in the future is cocky & conceited? Q flaunts riches, a palace & smokin hot wife? 

That’s all curious. I thought I was following a united movement. One where God wins. 😞

3/10/2020 10:40:04 AM 1nanasmomma Yea, thanks for the reminder. I don’t have a good feeling when I watch this/him.

3/10/2020 10:40:28 AM marriedyourbro WHAT THE...? 🤯

❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/10/2020 10:41:26 AM laurabusse He's blocked half the people here

He doesn't like this MJ12 account

I for one am blocked



3/10/2020 10:41:44 AM highvoltagenews So EVERYONE was supposed to ask the question. Then @realDonaldTrump was going to tell a news pundit that it was this kid who is #Qanon 

Ok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if you say so.

That’s what people may believe until shown otherwise

Mission accomplished for the day

for the DIA ? #WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 10:42:48 AM patrioticsubvet Why did you post this?   You are going to make more people question your motivations.

Poorly done.  Poorly edited.  Does not do any justice to Q.   This young man obviously...  I'll just quit there.

3/10/2020 10:43:54 AM cheryl45maga That’s what I think too!

3/10/2020 10:45:52 AM igiant111 Because he is a shill whom prolly has schizophrenia. 

I look at all these things like this: LARP or time will tell. There really is no in between because it only causes confusion and paranoia in re: to whom to 

trust.

I try to have fun and trust the god given skill: intuition.

3/10/2020 10:46:05 AM decodematrix Things just got very interesting.

3/10/2020 10:46:40 AM ferris144 🤔😅 pic.twitter.com/rWzGl8pQBN

3/10/2020 10:46:44 AM cheryl45maga All of those numbers are divisible by 3. 😊

3/10/2020 10:48:04 AM 1nanasmomma This is how I imagine the Rockefeller’s speak and every super corrupt thief we are fighting against. DID NOT SIT WELL WITH ME.

3/10/2020 10:48:57 AM fansblowing3 33 = intelligence operation.  Today?

3/10/2020 10:51:07 AM samanders4 any organ in order to be used needs to be alive. so how can it has no life inside?

- feels wrong -

3/10/2020 10:51:36 AM fansblowing3 Deep state started the virus to kill off certain people?  Lots of people in cabal controlled Iran getting offed.  Witnesses?

3/10/2020 10:51:45 AM mind_gladiator Just read each of their posts lately. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2020 10:52:47 AM fansblowing3 Kab is not welcome here

3/10/2020 10:54:25 AM kirsten83434939 Amen and YES, God Wins

3/10/2020 10:55:18 AM nativewarrior14 Is this a Q drop or your own observing? I just want to take a peek as well.♥️

3/10/2020 10:55:44 AM fansblowing3 New House members?

3/10/2020 10:55:46 AM cheryl45maga I think so too!

3/10/2020 10:55:59 AM phreatomagnetic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The Joe Pedo

They mock right out in the open

3/10/2020 10:57:58 AM rebornkingent Neville Goddard talks about this. It’s called the Revision Technique.

3/10/2020 10:58:50 AM doq017 If that’s the case then he got off easy! Any Qs?

 Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/10/2020 10:58:51 AM iamyou132 with all due respect, how would you know?

3/10/2020 11:03:36 AM leslie_hileslie Regarding clones: I will go with whatever attitude President Trump and Q informs me regarding my attitude about clones.

3/10/2020 11:04:03 AM laurabusse About a yr ago was the brouhaha with kab accusing MJ of being a fraud

We know JS doesn't like MJ

So it might make sense kab and JS got together as neither likes MJ

3/10/2020 11:06:40 AM cosmic_engineer Fairly obvious why he doesn't like MJ,  the whole J$ thing.

Although I know who backed J when he got popular and it's all business. Doesn't mean he also didn't use his newfound audience to redpill either.

3/10/2020 11:08:22 AM justifi78326842 Did you say clones? 🤔let’s see if you can tell the differences👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/EPnMOYmcNG

3/10/2020 11:09:14 AM justifi78326842 They always have a backup 🤭 pic.twitter.com/2zaBGFl6wx

3/10/2020 11:09:14 AM laurabusse Immortal spirit

Biological entity

From

Alien interview

3/10/2020 11:09:41 AM norwegianon Yeah, but this guy is the Q clearance Patriot posting on the boards as Q, according to himself.... 

https://twitter.com/Norwegianon/status/1237356651683987457?s=09 …

3/10/2020 11:09:58 AM justifi78326842 How many Britney’s does it take to make 1 song? pic.twitter.com/Hv8aI27ZqX

3/10/2020 11:10:45 AM cosmic_engineer The business was a direct product of cointelpro ufo shit. Using very real crimes against humanity done by the government and smokescreening it by 

perpetuating UFO origins as alien. Usual 🤡 trix

3/10/2020 11:10:50 AM justifi78326842 We’ve seen him change a lot in the  last few yrs🤔 pic.twitter.com/mcuJeUdOVg

3/10/2020 11:12:04 AM kachinagtto @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2020 11:12:22 AM norwegianon Fan, jeg skulle jo ikke twittre noe mer 😂

3/10/2020 11:13:31 AM cosmic_engineer Secondary business is disclosure, which stops being a cash cow once it actually happens. Therefore there will never be true disclosure within those 

circles and paid events because the industry folds afterwards

3/10/2020 11:14:40 AM auroravoyager1 It would seem that soul mission contracts on and off planet would include contracts other than military.

3/10/2020 11:16:18 AM bbaker2004 United WE stand, Divided WE fall

3/10/2020 11:23:53 AM jesse48676371 when we are divided, THEY stand.. we fall



3/10/2020 11:24:10 AM qanuck4truth Oh I can totally believe what they are doing. I've researched it as well. They mocked us w/Dolly the SHEEP. 

Reminds me of the Matrix.  

I think when they said Gen Flynn knew where the bodies were buried, ..had a double meaning... clones/DUMBS.

I still don't agree with it.

3/10/2020 11:30:10 AM opensenseme They recently posted about the “rulers” of this world have this as their “mission statement” so to speak.

3/10/2020 11:33:05 AM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores 

the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/10/2020 11:36:30 AM v_rags Let’s not forget we don’t need technology to travel back and forth threw time. And we know someone that does. Thank God for Her.

3/10/2020 11:39:17 AM nikoscali Glad to see that support for the Late Pleistocene Extinction is starting to become more and more mainstream!

"Major event 13,000 years ago was witnessed by ancient humans: experts"

 https://www.foxnews.com/science/giant-asteroid-apocalypse-witnessed-by-ancient-humans …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #LostHistory #Atlantis

3/10/2020 11:39:56 AM 70bigdaddy So awe

3/10/2020 11:40:39 AM 70bigdaddy I trust the plan screw the haters

3/10/2020 11:42:53 AM qanuck4truth 👇 https://twitter.com/Qanuck4truth/status/1217949383141908481 …

3/10/2020 11:43:17 AM contenthonest ?

3/10/2020 11:46:34 AM anonpatriotccj I am undecided as of yet on AS. I’m trying to only hear the message and trusting my gut. So fat it’s telling me that he is worth a listen...

3/10/2020 11:47:17 AM anonpatriotccj Why

3/10/2020 11:50:48 AM nm_zsr Attacks happening https://www.zdnet.com/article/multiple-nation-state-groups-are-hacking-microsoft-exchange-servers/ …

3/10/2020 11:52:17 AM skeye_watching He doesn't seem to promote anything about the Creator.  It's all about "him"

3/10/2020 11:56:18 AM shallknown Is Majesctic 12 account

Austin Steinbart??

Im starting to think so.

3/10/2020 11:56:24 AM giediknight So far, Mercury Refueling Inc. checks out, it’s in Naval record. His father Willie Steinbart works for Mentor Graphics. I’m not too interested in the 

proofs, I’m more interested in the Quantum Technology. Can we get to the good part yet @AustinSteinbart ?

3/10/2020 11:57:23 AM 444_q_ 🤔🤔🤔 I'm unsure. Unsettled. Most of the truth Revelations are unsettling. However, trust yourself! I guess I'll have to watch more to get more of a 

feel on this guy. I agree, I don't like his demeanor, but even POTUS, whom I love, can be brash. 🤷♀️

3/10/2020 11:57:50 AM nursenikkianne I believe it..!

3/10/2020 12:00:33 PM nursenikkianne Any hints of those we should pay attention to?

3/10/2020 12:01:21 PM nikoscali Hard to imagine he had authorization to plant monitoring devices at his customer locations or steal/share configuration information from customer 

devices. Even harder to imagine someone using that as proof of their legitimacy.

3/10/2020 12:01:30 PM seananon82 It already has. Think Vatican offices being raided as a result of laundering $ through real estate

3/10/2020 12:02:46 PM giediknight Based on what Austin is saying, the show "Mr. Robot" seems to be based on Austin's exploits.

3/10/2020 12:02:47 PM chapulincolored Sorry, I can't watch him, he's just too annoying.  Is there really much value to what he has to say?

3/10/2020 12:06:10 PM giediknight What Authorization? If its an OP the authorization would be from the Mission.

3/10/2020 12:07:40 PM nikoscali If it was an OP they wouldn't need him to plant monitoring devices at hotel chains to monitor backpage traffic.

3/10/2020 12:08:38 PM giediknight ok.... then how else would they be able to monitor?

3/10/2020 12:09:12 PM kevin72032387 He gives up WAY too much information to be Q. Just enough to prove he’s an agent.

3/10/2020 12:11:25 PM the_loveoflight Aye the Mil alpha, but she's referring to that video above where they have an operation named Tango Sierra that went after an "alien" here on earth

3/10/2020 12:11:40 PM mojavi4u I didn’t think USAP’s existed above ground or were subject to Congressional oversight?  Doesn’t Majestic 12 operate as an unverifiable entity, like the 

ACIO or “Labyrinth Group”?

3/10/2020 12:11:57 PM kindling_fire This was tech-assisted. Doesn't mean consciousness not required, or that it's not real. It's very real.

3/10/2020 12:12:06 PM nikoscali The same way they took down backpage... with the normal internet monitoring tools available to intelligence agencies. "We have everything" comes to 

mind... as in we don't need Austin's cute little Raspberry Pis.

3/10/2020 12:15:22 PM ethereal_shaman My hubby isn't on Twitter, doesn't know any of the big Q name cheerleaders, but he likes this new account, lol.  

Not sure why everyone is 🤯.   

If he's a 🤡, it's gonna come out eventually.  I say, pass the popcorn and enjoy the show.

3/10/2020 12:15:28 PM chrischkm8in8 😲😲😲 oh no he didn’t!!🤣🤣🤣

3/10/2020 12:15:47 PM dbernal38 Go to bed at 9 and get 6 hours of sleep or go to bed at 9 and wake up at 6. When you go to bed at 9 say going to bed at 9 and waking up at 6 will give 

me health, strength, etc.

3/10/2020 12:15:56 PM giediknight How did they take down backpage? Looks like Austin put his devices in around 2015ish?

3/10/2020 12:16:31 PM pixiemagick1 Thanks!!

3/10/2020 12:16:57 PM joni_apple_seed Now THIS IS CLARITY. 

#ThanQ #EndGame #BringThePain

@GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Trudi21140637 https://twitter.com/Ja1Ke3/status/1212200369251659779 …

3/10/2020 12:17:56 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/pSwmALeUiN

3/10/2020 12:18:21 PM emmadanube dude's  fraud

3/10/2020 12:19:27 PM emmadanube because he' s fraud.

3/10/2020 12:19:57 PM dbernal38 In order for us to wake up we have to do our own research. Whether it is reading a book, article, research paper, watching a video that correlates to 

this all and come to our own conclusions. There is  o other way to wake up  it by researching and coming to our own conclusions.

3/10/2020 12:20:03 PM bbobbio71 Search @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for additional information on 3,6,9 and mediation.  For me it took a bit to understand(still learning) but it'll start to show 

itself when you least expect it.

3/10/2020 12:20:23 PM ygwiryn I Love ❤️ his vids. Makes me smile and feel good. 

The historical information that I am aware of is accurate. 

Plus this is easy to share with normies. 

If we are not the target audience, how he shares his information makes sense..

3/10/2020 12:22:19 PM dbernal38 My address has 909 in it and my bday is on the 18th. It's good stuff

3/10/2020 12:26:24 PM bbobbio71 Courtesy of Christine 😁 pic.twitter.com/GNHLtS2JV4

3/10/2020 12:26:25 PM smith_jere I find him intriguing and likable.

3/10/2020 12:31:03 PM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/IAczE3zNMG

3/10/2020 12:31:07 PM bbobbio71 I'm noticing that MJ seems to be reaching a greater audience.  This great!

3/10/2020 12:32:00 PM earth2nissy I can only imagine what he's been through at the hands of other's choices. 💔

3/10/2020 12:34:07 PM burtonoaks Think organ harvesting.

3/10/2020 12:37:12 PM realchindsight "Conscripted at gun point"

3/10/2020 12:37:16 PM jamiegrahamusa Hi! JVC...im following if you want to DM.



3/10/2020 12:41:03 PM der_wanderer8 Yes

Thank you

I saw this one https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237391020397977603?s=19 …

3/10/2020 12:42:51 PM 369helen313 To be 

          BLUNT ...🤠 pic.twitter.com/ohd2JVeli4

3/10/2020 12:43:26 PM peekaboo1966 ditto

3/10/2020 12:45:54 PM batespm4abbey thus, the schumann multiple resonance frequencies????

3/10/2020 12:47:12 PM mojavi4u It’s seems like the journey of searching for our own truth is a catalyst all its own; both negative and positive catalysts, helping us grow spiritually, to 

increase our vibrational frequency.  Perhaps that’s what’s required in order to understand the answers?

3/10/2020 12:48:21 PM batespm4abbey "time" is a linear construct by which we attempt to manage/control "events" in a specific environ of "gravity, etc"  ...

3/10/2020 12:49:07 PM rghardy3 Q called him out and busted him long ago.

Those awake know the whole story.

3/10/2020 12:51:27 PM covertress Chapter 2:

We learn that Austin videos are all deep fakes, as Austin is not a real person, but a quantum AI himself.

#ItsPossible #QAnon #WhoIsQ

3/10/2020 12:51:46 PM peekaboo1966 I  heard "aren't" as well

3/10/2020 12:51:53 PM batespm4abbey I would give my life if we could neutralize the NWO before it got anchored in our reality...at least USA...don't know if it would have been possible 

without going further back to neutralize the forces leveraged over centuries,millennia ..???

3/10/2020 12:53:54 PM batespm4abbey If the moon is indeed an artificial construct of our galaxy,then it may not be bioelectrically interconnected, and so,may function outside those 

functional parameters???

3/10/2020 12:54:01 PM peekaboo1966 Yo, if it weren't true, why would MJ12 tweet it ?  Seriously, think about it.. and as for him being an AI.. LMAO .. please

3/10/2020 12:57:30 PM batespm4abbey But, the dimensions are like mathematical set theory constructs, cannot simply dump all set members into one mass pool bcs each "set" exists under 

certain UNIQUE parameters...to disregard set constructs nullifies the existence of the set and perhaps could nullify their reality???

3/10/2020 12:59:04 PM batespm4abbey If a dimension exists bcs constructed "set"(who/what defined and established the set constructs?!) ... what might interdimensional "blending" do ... ?!?

3/10/2020 12:59:41 PM jfogle8 I take back my question.

He is real!

Uncensored!

3/10/2020 12:59:45 PM aleoniea Oh kay...now it makes sense

3/10/2020 1:01:17 PM batespm4abbey OMG yes...can we eliminate the damage and losses of worldwars1&2,VN, etc..can we undo murders JFK&RFK,and... ?

3/10/2020 1:02:51 PM chrischkm8in8 Ummm

3/10/2020 1:04:23 PM batespm4abbey History being "events"&"facts"...if change events, ppl don't die, and that changes locally or maybe as with JFK/RFK, changes USA and World...if they 

had lived to undo powers of NWO,where would we be today? a JFK_USA and much nicer place to live

3/10/2020 1:05:08 PM adsvel Yep, I saw the video.

3/10/2020 1:05:27 PM boondognews Interesting. Ty

3/10/2020 1:05:50 PM boondognews What if I go to bed at 6? Jk 😘

3/10/2020 1:06:01 PM adsvel You are welcome.🙏

3/10/2020 1:06:46 PM boondognews I know I get that but I think I’m twisting myself up cuz the universe runs on binary......system not gender teehee jk.

3/10/2020 1:07:32 PM batespm4abbey For some patriots, wanting that alternative reality is why we risk all, why we endure suffering, why we despise the cause of loss of beloveds, ...enough 

to come to the point "them vs. us" ... TheDuality of Evil vs. Good...which apparently is antithetical to some "off-earthers"?!?

3/10/2020 1:09:13 PM girlawakeinca @threadreaderapp please unroll this majical thread 💫

3/10/2020 1:10:39 PM batespm4abbey If there were not "good"&"evil" by whatever name,there wouldnt be need to fix the world reality before it explodes/implodes~self-destructs;so how 

can one not define "evil" as TheEnemy and fight against it in every way possible? including prosecute/sentence-end heinous actors?!?

3/10/2020 1:12:08 PM batespm4abbey aka "enlightenment" or "inspiration" ...

3/10/2020 1:16:36 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Does the distance from a gravity source alter the perception of time? Does the universe 

have…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1206063270550999040.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/10/2020 1:18:36 PM chris8nix Hello Q.

3/10/2020 1:19:11 PM batespm4abbey Ppl with direct knowledge are silenced or neutralized, e.g., @ GenFlynn , AdmRogers, ...me...others ... b_hats worked to find TRUTHS ~>Flynn/Rogers

3/10/2020 1:19:49 PM batespm4abbey the power game os to build an architected reality which supports one's power position ... by whatever means

3/10/2020 1:19:56 PM by369surrounded I'm waiting for the plot twist!!!

3/10/2020 1:22:00 PM batespm4abbey YES ... YES ... YES ... !!! 100% CONSENSUS ... so what do we do...is there one who can be trsuted to organize or need we the enlightened self-organize 

and merge-pool data~reality~good future????!?

3/10/2020 1:22:27 PM kimc_79  pic.twitter.com/Z9DUbEBiCi

3/10/2020 1:23:06 PM batespm4abbey Is precisely why we feel satan at the door as we patriots who know stand "patiently & trustfully by", idle

3/10/2020 1:24:46 PM truth939 Q has said no comms outside of 8kun.

3/10/2020 1:29:37 PM jaded_pearl That's how I feel - We are all Q in a hive kind of mind

3/10/2020 1:33:57 PM q_rising Who ordered JFKs assasination? Old man Bush Sr. was executed before his funeral.? His son is rotten to the core, still alive, facing indictment? 

pic.twitter.com/bWXWMN9ITt

3/10/2020 1:36:07 PM q_rising SQQN⚖️ pic.twitter.com/nW8zk4UkUD

3/10/2020 1:42:38 PM nikoscali @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1237478839565144068 …

3/10/2020 1:42:57 PM q_rising Come on fren? Jason? You have to share your source for this  outing for me to comprehend and believe. I'm not saying I doubt you, just want the 

source for myself. Thx.

3/10/2020 1:43:38 PM c2m1ll3 Alien Interview?

It's funny.

I asked Jordan for a reading list on ufo's, etc., 2 yrs ago.

Crickets. 

Found Danika Smitherhousen and MJ12 abt 2 weeks ago and I've learned a lot.

Remember Gary McKinnon? 2002 DOD list of extra terrestrial officers?

Photo of ufo at bldg 8?
3/10/2020 1:43:50 PM beeshelb I feel like there are nuggets of truth wrapped in disinformation, obviously. I also feel like some MAGA are being rigid in their assessment, and not 

seeing the big picture.

3/10/2020 1:44:17 PM julieca29660023 Jason who?

3/10/2020 1:45:03 PM iamhowiam2 What are CF sites

3/10/2020 1:49:18 PM keepawakening well he did mention Q+ at the end...



3/10/2020 1:54:05 PM theodazmusic Starts at 432, ends at 432.

Time travel confirmed! 😋

3/10/2020 1:57:55 PM nikoscali Where/What is the #RQ180?

Edwards AFB Upgrades Point To Unexpected Home For B-21 Raider And Other Secretive Programs

 https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32522/edwards-afb-upgrades-point-to-unexpected-home-for-b-21-raider-and-other-secretive-programs …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

3/10/2020 1:59:22 PM cny_micaa A cell has life. So does a whole body. Who decides if/when a "soul" would enter? How is this done?

3/10/2020 2:00:07 PM covertress Fast cutting can be used to convey a lot of information very quickly, or to imply either energy or chaos. - Wikipedia 

Chaos.

3/10/2020 2:04:47 PM totalbullshitur There is a deep underground base underneath Edwards Air Force Base Dry lake bed, I was stationed there for 10 years!!!

3/10/2020 2:05:37 PM powersawer higher or different classification?

3/10/2020 2:08:50 PM nikoscali Figured thats what all those surface air vents and maintenance huts were for on Google Earth.

3/10/2020 2:10:47 PM totalbullshitur It’s a very spread out base, look at the abandon rocket lab, south base

3/10/2020 2:11:13 PM bluewarrior27 I have been thinking a lot about how time can be folded in on itself and whether or not the theoretical models are accurate.  Suppose the wibbly 

wobbly allows for a convergence of a timeline that can be controlled through the use of the pocket dimension.  I realize theoretical.

3/10/2020 2:11:53 PM nikoscali Yeah thats what I'm talking about/have heard. Lots of vents and surface features out there for what is supposedly empty desert.

3/10/2020 2:12:52 PM bluewarrior27 there's a few aspects that I can't quite visualize, but I think the pocket can be a stop-gap.  Then, again, I might just be rabbit holing and thinking 

alchemically.

3/10/2020 2:16:55 PM 444_q_ SOOO... What comes to mind is "We are using their weapon against them" ...food for thought😏

3/10/2020 2:17:21 PM web_mktg I found a PDF on the web outlining MJ12's history and aggregation of hundreds of post more compelling than the random post I see on Twitter today. 

Some unique insights. 

About page 100+ starts to get interesting. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/10/2020 2:17:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Q:Q

5:5?

3/10/2020 2:19:21 PM nm_zsr Nope.

Let me try a mirror - 

Q:Q

?5:5

Arg. That didn't help

3/10/2020 2:19:44 PM fansblowing3 His future self is Q?  Q posts from the future?

3/10/2020 2:19:56 PM wahiggins3 Q post coming?

3/10/2020 2:22:13 PM april1shark HAHAHAHAHA!!!

3/10/2020 2:22:45 PM rghardy3 17:17

Only one person I know who uses that name.

A Real Spy

3/10/2020 2:23:04 PM mikeb38beacon_h So anything for tonight? Or the wait persists.

3/10/2020 2:23:46 PM lonewolfbuilder 17:17 EST, 5:5

3/10/2020 2:24:23 PM cosmic_engineer Timezone differential

Post timestamp

3/10/2020 2:24:37 PM covertress Can reality be shifted like X, Z, H and CZ gates?

3/10/2020 2:24:39 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

Perfect timing ⏰

3/10/2020 2:24:48 PM theodazmusic Q shares Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👇this alone is crazy)

Majestic 12 shares Austin Steinbart

Austin Steinbart shares info

I would not label all of that as pure bullshit.  pic.twitter.com/JLHAnz8mxR

3/10/2020 2:24:58 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Gives new meaning to "these people are sick".

How about "these clones are sick with Corono virus" ?

3/10/2020 2:26:06 PM doodooh59284043 Q Question.  Ask the Q.  #whoisQ

3/10/2020 2:26:06 PM auggiedc5 What’s 5:5? Mean I’m still trying to understand thanks 😊

3/10/2020 2:27:13 PM sheerglee1 🤣🤣🥰🤣🤣

3/10/2020 2:27:17 PM tarynupmatrix  pic.twitter.com/9AxrQH0fPy

3/10/2020 2:29:26 PM answerislove2 Power of 369

[33] pic.twitter.com/PhIOeXIugx

3/10/2020 2:29:42 PM angiefletcher Seems cabalish to me. Not very nice, not like the Q we are accustomed to.

3/10/2020 2:30:38 PM realalleron 5:5 means "Loud & Clear"

3/10/2020 2:31:53 PM firstwavr Irrelevant. Q shares based on content to drive a point or clue; regardless of who the poster is.

3/10/2020 2:33:08 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/TDDhakUhhK

3/10/2020 2:33:10 PM n7guardiananon 1 of the beautiful things is ... 🎩 will condense ALOT of intel into digestible breadloafs in an attempt to steer the herd and get ahead of Q.

Which really only benefits us...#WWG1WGA 

Nothing can stop what is coming!!!

3/10/2020 2:33:20 PM spauldingshowal Same. 😊

3/10/2020 2:33:29 PM joshuajamesdavi #Guilty

3/10/2020 2:34:03 PM funnifun I am a 3. My birth name, the vowels, the consonants, separately - birthdate, house I live in, phone number, plates on car. I’m now learning to add it in 

what I do.

3/10/2020 2:34:13 PM manifest_utopia Military code for Loud & Clear

3/10/2020 2:34:27 PM llyr_crypto My reflection? 

Larp

3/10/2020 2:35:27 PM coloradoevolut1 From @urbandictionary : pic.twitter.com/Tc94BWprSV



3/10/2020 2:36:31 PM winklerburke Re No Outside Comms... USMC Tactical Manual: “There are no fixed rules that can be applied automatically, and every situation is different... Leaders 

must remember that there are no fixed rules and no precise checklists, but there are bounds.”  The only law is right - Gene Autry

3/10/2020 2:37:20 PM stanfireman1 Copy. Finally understood one.

3/10/2020 2:37:25 PM keith369me 17:17 military time

3/10/2020 2:38:14 PM keith369me Many times there’s an AMA following these types of Tweets

3/10/2020 2:38:16 PM bryceja68689884 3/11 mirror 11/3

3/10/2020 2:39:05 PM n7guardiananon 1 of the beautiful things is ... Whitehats will condense ALOT of intel into digestible breadloafs in an attempt to unite the people and educate about Q.

Which really only benefits us...#WWG1WGA 

Nothing can stop what is coming!!!

3/10/2020 2:39:42 PM knowbody1185 😅

3/10/2020 2:39:42 PM auggiedc5 Thank you

3/10/2020 2:39:52 PM yarackchell ...sriously.... the guy is with soros... comme on! There are ton of photos of him with the deep state.... and Q if not a underbasement larper lolll... Q is a 

small team that run compartimentalized operations and are all high grade military us soldiers... in close prox of the prez

3/10/2020 2:40:42 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/DuDfEu2PXy

3/10/2020 2:41:05 PM nm_zsr AArgh. Thank you! I usually catch it. Wiff today!

3/10/2020 2:41:07 PM freehumanity111 The Q code QSA, it has its origins in radio transmission “how do you receive me.” 5:5 “we receive you loud and clear.”

3/10/2020 2:42:07 PM yarackchell Comme on he is a larp... otherwise all the narrative of the media would fall... the real Q officialisation will be ask to potus don't worry and be patient 

😉😁

3/10/2020 2:42:13 PM ethereal_shaman Not sure what you mean?

3/10/2020 2:42:43 PM lynnettecw Loud and clear

3/10/2020 2:42:58 PM mongrelglory May I ask how you know this about his backers?

3/10/2020 2:43:28 PM redpilledtradca Welp Nada

3/10/2020 2:43:36 PM ethereal_shaman I saw it at 243, lol

3/10/2020 2:44:38 PM williebhere 4/10/20

3/10/2020 2:45:23 PM brd369 Considering Q Drops Happen within Certain Windows and Have Precision down to The Minute the concept that they are made from the future isnt a 

stretch. One would need to see the entire Picture in order to alter events in the past. Possible Explanation for All the mandela effects

3/10/2020 2:48:03 PM c_morece Cloned organism?

3/10/2020 2:48:53 PM ethereal_shaman Yes, I stopped cigs cold turkey (with weed) but it was a horrible experience.  My hubby still smoked at the time so I switched to a vape after 3 months 

(dumb, lol, but it helped).  I suppose I will just step it down in nic level and release it.  Just not looking forward to it.

3/10/2020 2:49:59 PM alacon_merope Majestic 12 is a LARP as well

3/10/2020 2:50:18 PM ethereal_shaman You are right, but I'm trying to get past the "I'm a wimp" phase, lol.

3/10/2020 2:52:39 PM llyr_crypto So we got rasp pi.. as his official hacking tool and some shotty paper work with an inter stack ip...   if every IT professional started to larp, based of 

some interal photos.. this entire movement would be dead pic.twitter.com/Z1TzacHZqZ

3/10/2020 2:52:57 PM oaf_unbreakable If that guy is Q for real then fuck it I'm out.

3/10/2020 2:55:39 PM narvenordtveit Anything divided by itself equals one. Unity.

3/10/2020 2:56:34 PM nikoscali "#MilitaryGrade" LOL 

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #QAnon #LARP #WQKE pic.twitter.com/NUhjFKKDuW

3/10/2020 2:56:38 PM ausanon369 Let’s hope so! I love the Q&A’s

3/10/2020 2:56:49 PM llyr_crypto So, again... this is spoused to be evidents? 

A notepad + internet ip vm? 

Cool pic.twitter.com/Iw5UmPj602

3/10/2020 2:58:32 PM cosmic_engineer I was keeping a close eye on a certain group right when he launched. He was their young face to draw in that demographic.

Corey's Kids is the place to start digging

3/10/2020 3:00:43 PM rebornkingent Q has said these hotel chains are involved heavily in trafficking.

3/10/2020 3:01:11 PM niki74724856 Q is back 😁

3/10/2020 3:01:28 PM patriot_pretty Vortex math...there are many videos on youtube that explain it well

 https://youtu.be/OXbVZc10lnk 

3/10/2020 3:01:39 PM nikoscali Not to mention Adtran routers are used primarily as endpoints not core routing as he claims...

3/10/2020 3:01:42 PM oneperspective6 He said it in an interview back in 2016 so it was already out there.

3/10/2020 3:01:53 PM patriot_pretty  https://youtu.be/OXbVZc10lnk 

3/10/2020 3:02:14 PM smalltownindy Somehow mankind must unite behind individual sovereignty, collectively focused to benefit the world. Until we claim responsibility for ourselves/our 

actions any number of factions will continue to fight their proxy wars with mankind as collateral. This task will be monumental.

3/10/2020 3:02:30 PM memepettit Q drop coming at 17:17?

3/10/2020 3:03:38 PM geekydaddy64 By "life in them" you mean a spirit and a soul?

3/10/2020 3:04:34 PM nikoscali The internet traffic of those motels could've been monitored remotely, no need to plant devices there. Its a plot point taken right from Mr. Robot!

3/10/2020 3:08:39 PM llyr_crypto Cool in and out.. pic.twitter.com/OAuw0cBmRt

3/10/2020 3:10:37 PM nikoscali I literally can't... LOL

3/10/2020 3:12:13 PM p_day63 Has the time come for Hildabeast to confess she prefers women?

3/10/2020 3:13:19 PM soulsur74572009 Total AI TakeOver..Do not be Deceived

5G Ur Mind.Body

THE PLAN  THE REAL PLAN

Transhumanism warnings from Yr 2000

3/10/2020 3:13:57 PM mongrelglory People really freak out because he said he was posting as Q.  However, he says there will be confirmation soon...so I'm looking forward to seeing what 

happens!

3/10/2020 3:13:58 PM synackstatic Q and Q+ running as candidates for 2020.

3/10/2020 3:14:08 PM stormenight The idea that spirit is somehow separate from everything else is the biggest misconception we can have. And the only reason war exists to begin with.

3/10/2020 3:14:53 PM mongrelglory I think you have to take his personality as being "tongue in cheek".  At least, that's the way I see him.

3/10/2020 3:16:19 PM mongrelglory His videos were chopped up and over-edited in the beginning.  Hopefully he'll do less of that as he gets the hang of making video monologues.

3/10/2020 3:16:20 PM nikoscali Confirmation should've came in his FIRST video, Not random IT knowledge mixed in with Mr. Robot plot points.

3/10/2020 3:17:04 PM nikoscali Have you found a single MIL-related IP in that config yet? LOL

3/10/2020 3:18:18 PM cny_micaa I think that is what our higher self is doing. Sending messages back in time.



3/10/2020 3:18:47 PM mongrelglory I loved that show!  Especially the ending which pointed to the Great Awakening (IMHO).

3/10/2020 3:19:30 PM llyr_crypto Nope.. even if they come back to claim its in an interal vm, that still isnt gonna show me anything...

3/10/2020 3:19:38 PM giediknight I guess time will tell

3/10/2020 3:19:55 PM ethereal_shaman What makes a good movie?

Good actors 😉

3/10/2020 3:20:18 PM the_loveoflight Those are their tweets 👍🏻

3/10/2020 3:20:29 PM mongrelglory That might have been a while back, before they had good satellite monitoring.  I still remember the era of putting "bugs" in rooms and on phones. 😜

3/10/2020 3:20:36 PM coloradoevolut1 I'm not sure, but does this help answer your question?  http://www.ascensionnow.co.uk/star-tetrahedron-merkaba.html …

3/10/2020 3:20:55 PM azuremagus Q in 2020 talking about Q in 2040.

3/10/2020 3:21:25 PM stormenight I took that to be part of a shady past which explains some of why he is forced to do certain things now that he isn’t real comfortable with.

3/10/2020 3:23:10 PM mongrelglory Yes, psyop/actor, but hand-picked to provide real information perhaps?  What gets me is the detailed information about his family and childhood that 

he gives...

3/10/2020 3:23:58 PM nikoscali We are only talking 2015 here... Snowden exposed mass internet surveillance in 2013 at which time it had been running for well over a decade at least.

3/10/2020 3:24:06 PM chapulincolored OK.  I will try watching later tonight.  Thanks.

3/10/2020 3:24:27 PM mongrelglory They could probably offer us a job in "food services" or "waste management". 🤣🤣🤣

3/10/2020 3:26:07 PM azuremagus Does the 6 (BE) have the 3 (IS) if not then very controllable.

3/10/2020 3:27:34 PM blue_redo Not being a smart as but huh?

3/10/2020 3:28:33 PM giediknight You act as if that would be the only way to surveil....

3/10/2020 3:30:17 PM rosscarwalker Is Ea Enki represented by the number 55? Does 5:5 amplify the consciousness of that IS-BE? Can you disclose if Enki has returned? 

pic.twitter.com/S9xQKjMl1H

3/10/2020 3:30:31 PM nikoscali No, but its a HELL of a lot easier to find out each motel's ISP and issue subpoenas than it is having Austin pose as an IT company, get a whole bunch of 

contracts with local motel chains, and then plant devices at each of them.

3/10/2020 3:33:39 PM sabermarris To me that sounds like 

Information(3) + Intention(6)= Manifestation(9)

3/10/2020 3:34:19 PM mongrelglory He annoyed me at first with his choppy editing.  However, I've gotten used to him now and just focus on the information he's presenting.  You can slow 

the video speed down slightly so that he sounds less frenetic.

3/10/2020 3:34:27 PM jrocktigers #skipjack chip.

3/10/2020 3:36:00 PM giediknight Then they would have to admit they have the tech to spy on all Americans

3/10/2020 3:36:37 PM rghardy3 I guess it depends on if they have a "Soul".

3/10/2020 3:36:56 PM stormenight If you were Q and risking everything for the benefit of others and you witnessed the levels of discord & prejudices in those you’re working to empower, 

I’m guessing you’d be a little abrasive in your introductions as well. If you’re offended you’re not ready for what’s coming.

3/10/2020 3:43:17 PM web_mktg Anything special about Birthdays that have 3-6-9

using # additions, subtractions? Not liner order.

3/10/2020 3:44:33 PM nikoscali Have you never heard of Edward Snowden? Anyway, that's beside the point. I've made my case, you make whatever call you feel resonates with you. I 

personally have never doubted #QAnon the way I immediately doubted Austin, but to each their own!

3/10/2020 3:44:58 PM serendipity7774 This guy has an agenda and it's not good! Not Q!!! People don't be gullible!

3/10/2020 3:45:10 PM stormenight Isn’t it obvious? Tech enhanced remote viewing is the elementary deduction.

3/10/2020 3:47:12 PM giediknight Ok,  but the NSA tech doesn’t work in court

3/10/2020 3:48:08 PM raisethevib369 He's interesting and I like his NO F*CKS GIVEN attitude but I'm deducting points for the bronzer.

3/10/2020 3:48:19 PM mahmoo_a 11-03-2020  00:47

    11 3 22         11

3/10/2020 3:49:11 PM barebear01 LOL!   Oh how we all laughed to see her and that Perv Bill and the oh so homely Chelsea jumping up and down like idiots thinking the hag actually won.   

 We stayed up all night watching the results and laughed at the News Anchors as well.  Oh what a night!!!   #MAGA #TRUMP2020

3/10/2020 3:49:18 PM rghardy3 Probably Consciousness first.

It's how the Universe started.

3/10/2020 3:49:44 PM grand3americano Okay...

Every time I interact with you, you cut me off. I’ve seen you interact with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and you’re all about openness. If it’s not critical, then 

there’s no harm in discussion, right?

3/10/2020 3:50:59 PM mongrelglory So it isn't necessary to have a functioning brain to control the proper growth and development of organs in a cloned body?  (That was the premise for 

the movie "The Island").

3/10/2020 3:54:02 PM yustein You are wasting my time. Blocked.

3/10/2020 3:54:03 PM winklerburke And the full interview? https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/10/2020 3:54:10 PM mongrelglory I'm referring to when he says that confirmation will be coming soon from the "man above".  I was assuming he meant POTUS.

3/10/2020 3:54:13 PM jeremy_kelly Probably someone in his group

3/10/2020 3:54:26 PM covertress That was not Jim's handwriting, copying a poem. Why would Raines lie, specifically mentioning that it looked like Jim's writing, when it clearly wasn't?

imo, this goes to the top

~~~

Q&A on Forrestal's Death by

Captain Raines,

Chief of Neuropsychiatry 

Bethesda Naval Hospital pic.twitter.com/7WdBoGZnBT

3/10/2020 3:54:37 PM cheryl45maga I sure have a lot to learn, but have heard that many waves can bend that we aren't taught in HS or College Physics classes. More lies for us little people. 

I can't wait for more truth to come out!

3/10/2020 3:56:25 PM nikoscali Don't get ahead of yourself we haven't gotten to court yet. Even then NSA tech isn't needed.. Remember when Schiff got Nunes' phone records just by 

calling up AT&T and asking? He wasn't even a law enforcement agency! It can all be covered up by subpoena after the fact.

3/10/2020 3:59:29 PM mongrelglory I'm sure there are CIA operations that have made it to court in the past.  I thought Austin implied he was a contract worker for the CIA in the past?

3/10/2020 4:00:16 PM panthereverte They cant have same soul only same spirit (your genetic code). Because of what @NassimHaramein said about "Univers (holographique) connecté et 

ses bits de Plank", i know i am wrong with neutrino (sorry for both french/english ,eng is not m'y first langage) pic.twitter.com/9603vsS7CJ

3/10/2020 4:02:02 PM freehumanity111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is that a hidden message?  https://twitter.com/HannahBeca47/status/792119844405669888 …



3/10/2020 4:02:37 PM phreatomagnetic No IS

Basically brain dead

3/10/2020 4:03:17 PM fansblowing3 If CIA signs their work with a 33, then Q signs their work with a 17.  Something happening March 17?

3/10/2020 4:03:50 PM vej_king Lol, why’d you block the guy? He was just asking questions.

3/10/2020 4:04:01 PM giediknight DIA

3/10/2020 4:05:59 PM giediknight Ok gumshoe, still doesn’t explain your theory that the government would never hire a DIA contractor to plant raspberry pi’s in hotels as part of a sting 

operation.

3/10/2020 4:07:14 PM mongrelglory So they were involved in the drug trafficking too?

3/10/2020 4:07:51 PM rebornkingent When is drug trafficking ever NOT involved in something.

3/10/2020 4:08:27 PM texn9ne 5:5

 https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1237487700057509889?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TexN9ne/status/1237487700057509889 …

3/10/2020 4:09:35 PM rosscarwalker Is it something to do with timelines matching up with each other?

3/10/2020 4:09:57 PM mongrelglory Sigh... I suppose you're correct.

3/10/2020 4:11:45 PM christopher872 Glad to meet you Q.

3/10/2020 4:11:49 PM nikoscali I never said NEVER, but it definitely doeesn't make sense that the government would risk a DOMESTIC OP of this scale to do something they could do in 

an hour with a few phone calls.

3/10/2020 4:12:34 PM rosscarwalker Has this got anything to do with it? Is 5:5 a representation of Jesus? pic.twitter.com/EeWhLcovrg

3/10/2020 4:14:45 PM winklerburke Here is a plot twist:  grassy knoll shooter @ 1963? https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/10/2020 4:17:25 PM olimyracle Was #Q disclosed in 2002? 

SMOKE & MIRRORS - 2002

15:17

" There's a cancer at the NID. A shadow that operates outside the law. It's time they were expose for who they are."

"I'll do whar ever it takes to take those people down."

SG1 S06 E 14 pic.twitter.com/izaqcyN0Za
3/10/2020 4:18:29 PM giediknight IDK, maybe because he said that Q is himself, messaging from the future. Using a quantum computer of course.

3/10/2020 4:19:33 PM giediknight Only weed and MDMA supposedly.  But now they are funding via Bitcoin.

3/10/2020 4:19:55 PM kimberl45879851 Mine is 6/11/65.  06/ 6+5/ 6+5   I have 3 6's. and an 11/11 in there. And I will be 55 this year. So I have 555 too.

3/10/2020 4:21:21 PM 1nanasmomma Exactly!

3/10/2020 4:21:49 PM littleraven Doesn’t feel like the same patriotic and heart-centered energy as Q.

3/10/2020 4:26:07 PM carolin15161363 Are we being focused back on the BE BEST Initiative? Along with Q217? I will post again regarding Q217. It takes us down the C_A, FB, Pricilla Chan, 

Chan Zuckerberg Foundation rabbit hole. pic.twitter.com/0gurTXwZ0O

3/10/2020 4:26:33 PM casperkarrin St Patty’s Day, lol.  So, could be with the Piglosi party going on that day, minus POTUS

3/10/2020 4:27:00 PM 1nanasmomma Now I’m ill prepared? Thnx for the evaluation. I won’t trade evil for evil. This guy doesn’t match the empathy & sincerity I find in Q. Even when Q is 

being a bad ass, he’s encouraging. Q in not the only one risking. Q is not the army, we are!

3/10/2020 4:27:25 PM casperkarrin Tesla

3/10/2020 4:28:43 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/rFGTeKafrj

3/10/2020 4:29:21 PM web_mktg Clone Rights. Are we talking clones who have the sources soul and brain? - (Memories, knowledge, Skills)? What about deficiencies in the source - ex 

handicapped, disease known or unknown at time of cloning?. Is that carried over?

3/10/2020 4:30:10 PM wickedmouse369 Start taking cold showers - it will help build up self-control and help you overcome the external illusions we think we need.

3/10/2020 4:31:21 PM shansway And so on pic.twitter.com/fh54IaQmtI

3/10/2020 4:33:37 PM virtuspatri So to clarify, shine a light to expose rather than allow to lead people astray?

3/10/2020 4:35:17 PM cny_micaa I am watching this series. 1st one is pretty good. Giving some consideration to time travel, as I just *can't* watch that disjointed guy, no matter what 

"secret" he may be able to speak, if there is one. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kx-M6kINyg4&list=PLQjTYg-

s7wyF2CY31NXBehpvR_GynlkCE&index=1 …

3/10/2020 4:40:05 PM carolin15161363 Is the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative (CZI) somehow connected to what is happening around us? BE BEST focuses on education and the welfare of children. 

The CZI has it's hands in education and medical research...

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Priscilla_Chan …

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chan_Zuckerberg_Initiative …

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biohub  pic.twitter.com/cVisdeL1KB

3/10/2020 4:42:03 PM 3rdeyeview55 Yeah, I remember, there were off world black ops going on. Will have to rewatch.

3/10/2020 4:42:20 PM stormenight I wasn’t directing anything at you personally but speaking to recent comments expressed by many.That said,Q(the person/s) is only a fantasy until they 

aren’t. If POTUS elections were sight unseen how many of us would believe @realDonaldTrump if he suddenly said“Surprise it’s me?”

3/10/2020 4:43:35 PM covertress Stargate Sg-1 S06E14 Smoke & Mirrors https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhd5j 

3/10/2020 4:44:58 PM rifflemonica Are you talking about Kabamur?

3/10/2020 4:47:03 PM rifflemonica I do not consent!

3/10/2020 4:49:16 PM rifflemonica I’m still trying to understand that clones exist period? 😳

3/10/2020 4:49:20 PM kernonowell Wtf . Come on lol

3/10/2020 4:49:32 PM matrixexit 5:5

3/10/2020 4:50:34 PM nostradachris1 5:5 pic.twitter.com/zNsnu0UoMF

3/10/2020 4:51:39 PM iamyou132 he says he has the IT contract for the white mountain apache tribe and that's easily verifiable... well, it's not.

can't find any IT or information technology contract here:  https://govtribe.com/vendors/white-mountain-apache-tribe-30hj3#related-federal-contract-

idvs-table …

Or via google: austein steinbart white mountain apache reservation

3/10/2020 4:53:18 PM nikoscali Could call up some of the local motels in Yuma and ask about an Austin Steinbart as well... I'm sure they'll be interested to know about the devices that 

were planted there without (im guessing) their knowledge.

3/10/2020 4:55:10 PM americanpetal 🤣

3/10/2020 4:58:37 PM americanpetal The first few videos, I didn’t mind and it didn’t bother me. But, the last few minutes of the latest video that MJ posted, he was a bit much. Ugh. But, I’ll 

still watch him.

3/10/2020 5:00:00 PM jrocktigers I like him. Some things I have learned through the years check out on his first video.

3/10/2020 5:01:38 PM jrocktigers Hmmm. . . ..     so he is why we had a Majestic Message of Disclosure regarding clones . ..?

3/10/2020 5:05:31 PM cosmic_engineer Because he isn't. Easy enough.

3/10/2020 5:08:18 PM jennysue62 Why does Mike Flynn follow M 12 then?

3/10/2020 5:10:00 PM bkize54 Who is this guy? Interestingly Twitter would not me allow to reply, comment or r/t w comment...perhaps @jack  know my background  #firstdata



3/10/2020 5:10:18 PM nybiltong Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming (Q Proof)  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3891  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA 

#WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening @POTUS @VerumRadix @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/10/2020 5:11:44 PM ajvol01 He’s more like an angry /asshole version of Isaac Green mixed with Eye the spy

3/10/2020 5:14:34 PM bkize54 Ever hear of Western Union?

Who owns Western Union?

Wrote the book on Int'l $$$ txfr...Who took them "private"

Follow the $$$ Who has the map? Sound Q like😎

3/10/2020 5:15:37 PM nikoscali They are all the same..... they each have a face

3/10/2020 5:16:34 PM americanpetal My thoughts exactly.

3/10/2020 5:16:43 PM disclosurebp He follows lots of people including me.

3/10/2020 5:17:55 PM fansblowing3 It’s Q time

3/10/2020 5:19:44 PM ajvol01 Jordan seems genuine to me

He quickly turned down Infowars offer to make him their own Q expert

Never spent a dollar on anything he has promoted and don’t know of any blatantly false narratives he has pushed

I don’t always agree with his opinions, but same as anyone else

3/10/2020 5:19:56 PM winklerburke When will the gov’t teams hired to take JFK become widely publicized?  Interview of grassy knoll shooter? 

https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/10/2020 5:20:41 PM disclosurebp I've been Q'd as well.🤷♂️

3/10/2020 5:21:24 PM grape_ap63 That's awesome!!

3/10/2020 5:22:24 PM schneppjennifer 5:17 = 17:17 = Q:Q 5:5

3/10/2020 5:23:30 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/wDyCJCfeIs

3/10/2020 5:23:40 PM poorboyric Some of us Navy brats had heard things and seen oddities in plain site that didn't make sense untill we were triggered.

3/10/2020 5:24:47 PM marciaw02564145 Bingo!

3/10/2020 5:28:13 PM asswitter2 THE STORM HAS ARRIVED.....WE R WINNING!    GRAB UR POPCORN PATRIOTS AN ENJOY THE SHOW....

TIC TOC EVIL SWAMP RATS....THOSE STAINLESS STEEL CUFFS WIL B UPON U SOON......

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/cPpWZb3sJC

3/10/2020 5:28:56 PM americanpetal I could have worded my reply better. It was the last few minutes of the latest video where the messenger overrode the message and I had to rewatch 

it. That was annoying. But, he is a tad annoying, though.

3/10/2020 5:32:08 PM jackoneilltime1 - .-- .. -. ... pic.twitter.com/RRviepI1BH

3/10/2020 5:33:27 PM earth2nissy I get it!

3/10/2020 5:34:29 PM nikoscali People forget that very early on Jerome Corsi and Jordan Sather were anti-Qanon until Jordan started to get massive traffic over Q and went all in.

3/10/2020 5:38:34 PM ethereal_shaman I'm withholding judgement (message over messenger and all that jazz), but in one of his videos he talked up Tulsi Gabbard which made me raise an 

eyebrow so I'm watching him with a wise eye.

3/10/2020 5:39:03 PM ajvol01 Jerome Corsi was Alex Jones backup plan when Jordan chose to remain independent with his own YT channel 

Corsi did whatever Alex Jones told him.  His decodes were boring AF and full of misdirection 

I think it was normal for Jordan to be initially skeptical of Q 

Just my $.02

3/10/2020 5:43:56 PM ethereal_shaman Good idea,  I almost feel that cold showers would be worse for me than the nic withdrawal.  Brrrr.

3/10/2020 5:45:23 PM nikoscali He sure used Youtube censors as a convenient excuse for those videos where he was skeptical to never see the light of day. I just can't stand all the 

negative attention he has brought and continues to bring to the movement. Seems like every piece of bad Q reporting mentions him.

3/10/2020 5:47:35 PM wickedmouse369 Everything is a lot harder when we think about doing... instead of just doing. You got this.

3/10/2020 5:51:29 PM ethereal_shaman 🙏

3/10/2020 5:55:31 PM jessica64551171 😍😍 what an amazing time to be alive.

3/10/2020 5:55:53 PM angieco00740829 hmmm, haven't used this in a while but just not resonating well with me.  I'm sure a lot like him, he'll have plenty to follow but I'll pass.

3/10/2020 5:57:37 PM marywal64295444 I love it! I never thought of this!

3/10/2020 5:59:19 PM mongrelglory I noticed that also! I think he was trying to say that a new crop of (relatively un-compromised) Dems and Repubs were going to have to come in and 

replace all the swamp rats after they go down the drain.  Perhaps Tulsi is among the cleanest dirty laundry in the Dem bunch?

3/10/2020 5:59:33 PM shasty469 🙏🏻👍

3/10/2020 6:00:41 PM kidge6 I think so. Thank you

3/10/2020 6:00:53 PM iamyou132 I’ll stay out of the espionage haha

3/10/2020 6:01:20 PM gatekeaper1 Yes

3/10/2020 6:02:33 PM shasty469 How did they target and select for targeting?

3/10/2020 6:03:39 PM brianmccrawley Austin = messenger over message. His message IS the messenger. Rejected.

This MJ account has made no  assertion re: Austin. Observers take note: there can be no false claim where there is no claim. Info =! Endorsement. 

Disclaimer: I haven't dissected the emoji tweet.

3/10/2020 6:03:53 PM sdane8 Q ser på. 😉

3/10/2020 6:04:05 PM mossomo Not the first time i heard it.  Found it: The National Enquirer on Wednesday (November 8th) quoted former actor Dominick Brascia, who claims that 

Haim told him about the alleged incident between him and a then-19-year-old Sheen in 1986 when they were both filming the movie Lucas.

3/10/2020 6:04:31 PM nikoscali Finally someone has been paying attention!

3/10/2020 6:08:54 PM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/qzLBWSfGfr

3/10/2020 6:11:39 PM winki00000001 Very interesting! 

This is from 2018 ! pic.twitter.com/TFiBLlN375

3/10/2020 6:11:55 PM schneppjennifer He may have important info, but Q goes to great length to varify to us that who is speaking to us through 8 chan is indeed Q. Also Q puts great 

emphasis on protecting identity. Neither of these character traits hold true. This puts everything he says in question.

3/10/2020 6:16:43 PM americanpetal Yes, I just watched the video w Ivanka in the same cost in front of the clock.

3/10/2020 6:18:04 PM 313jodie Wow!!!

3/10/2020 6:18:09 PM schneppjennifer Additionally if Q was required to post publicly beyond the boards, Q could verify identity to anons by following procedure as established on the boards.

3/10/2020 6:20:59 PM strangewisper Why the conflicting memories? pic.twitter.com/1Bn4mZkpls



3/10/2020 6:22:00 PM americanpetal I just followed Scorpion. Hmm...I have never seen A divided by P = Q. Thank you for the info!

3/10/2020 6:27:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 U.S. Airlines Brace for a Virus Shock Rivaling Fallout From 9/11 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/delta-american-cutbacks-add-global-

141218261.html …

3/10/2020 6:27:29 PM ty_trx The video where he calls himself “baby Q” 😂😂😂 sorry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if it wasn’t clear enough before.

3/10/2020 6:27:46 PM ethereal_shaman Good point.

3/10/2020 6:27:59 PM coloradoevolut1 Awesome! Maybe you can explain it to me? ☺️

3/10/2020 6:28:02 PM internetusr I didn't buy enough after 9/11

Lesson learned. Gonna get rich this time.

3/10/2020 6:28:34 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/OZDaKZL2NK

3/10/2020 6:29:01 PM coloradoevolut1 Didn't buy enough of what exactly?

3/10/2020 6:29:19 PM twilly18 should be worse.  9/11 was a one day event.

this is going to be held over weeks

3/10/2020 6:32:17 PM sterkinglights1 Thanks for answering. I wonder what off world building is like. pic.twitter.com/4AW2tFq3jZ

3/10/2020 6:32:36 PM stellablue4 Yes!

3/10/2020 6:33:19 PM fansblowing3 No need for planes anymore when transporters are the future pic.twitter.com/daXFqXqi7d

3/10/2020 6:34:04 PM nikoscali Don't tell @AOC!

3/10/2020 6:34:22 PM sterkinglights1 I could only imagine. pic.twitter.com/2ZhWJQIi1K

3/10/2020 6:38:02 PM stellablue4 Heck yeah! 👍

3/10/2020 6:38:03 PM bryceja68689884 Thanks to the @DNC seems they are the enemy of the people.

3/10/2020 6:39:30 PM cindeamulholla3 You're on the Junior Side eh?!

3/10/2020 6:40:36 PM chapulincolored Ok.  Watched it.  Leaves a lot to think about.

3/10/2020 6:40:39 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/kjBe55yQvm

3/10/2020 6:40:53 PM keith369me Bad idea to fly overseas to a country that is not a hot spot?

3/10/2020 6:41:14 PM gregmar72901668 Wow

3/10/2020 6:41:29 PM internetusr Bloodbath in November. 

It’s over Dems. You are not gonna use Biden to elect Hillary. It’s over.

3/10/2020 6:41:34 PM shalys_petty Dems have it down to a science,machines rigged via Soros,other tactics

In 2016 primary,went to vote,they said I’d already voted & my only recourse was contacting supervisor of elections😲I documented TONS of fraud in 

2018. We MUST show up like never b4 to counter Dem fraud👀ON WW

3/10/2020 6:41:45 PM nikoscali #THISishowweWIN #WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 6:41:57 PM internetusr Stocks

3/10/2020 6:42:49 PM djlok 93.3

3/10/2020 6:42:52 PM mongrelglory Yes! Little tidbits about what parts of the Plan might be. 👍

3/10/2020 6:42:59 PM westmount_d7 😂 Perfect! People resonate with the truth. Quite the quantum ride. Loving it!

3/10/2020 6:43:15 PM keith369me Trump getting bloodied by the primary, lol

3/10/2020 6:43:21 PM ygwiryn @realDonaldTrump Thank You Sir!! pic.twitter.com/ZxdFZOoeTQ

3/10/2020 6:43:22 PM d_s_umbra_31415 I’ll be flying on the 15th.  I look forward to seeing how many are actually on my flight.  Ides of March and all.

3/10/2020 6:45:05 PM hawkgirlinmn They’re going to want a bailout

3/10/2020 6:45:08 PM hollylandes Five star?

3/10/2020 6:45:16 PM ellenkoko United *said* they are glad less are flying as now the Supermax planes need new wiring - people may not notice the fewer planes.

3/10/2020 6:45:46 PM stanstephens13 Perfect time to fly.

3/10/2020 6:46:18 PM k3yle Thousands***

3/10/2020 6:48:27 PM theappraiser17 They haven't dropped fares tho.  I have a few on fare watch, any some have actually gone up.  Same with some of the hotels.

3/10/2020 6:49:43 PM hollylandes But do they have souls?

3/10/2020 6:50:26 PM qthrowingcopper How many votes did the Democrats get

3/10/2020 6:50:51 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/xMfoVUbcYf

3/10/2020 6:51:50 PM americanpetal If you’re asking if I’m on Team Trump, yes. Is that your question?

3/10/2020 6:52:50 PM alight412 Spring break is coming up.

3/10/2020 6:53:40 PM cindeamulholla3 @Inevitable_ET 

Did a JFK JR. POLE wonder who won!

Well all win but I'm wondering if the slices won?!

If Q would repost the post answer 

(yes or no)

We could be a FULLY complete Army! 

IMO

The NOW Joy of the movement!

Mofos would quit acting like libs!

Brad Parscal!

With Fusca! pic.twitter.com/cB4JyxgNXv
3/10/2020 6:54:13 PM esau7 Michigander for Trump 2020

3/10/2020 6:54:44 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/GfTUqislYs

3/10/2020 6:55:11 PM cledrordfishing Let's hope not, he hates humans..

3/10/2020 6:55:35 PM cledrordfishing Sorry... Enlil not Enki

3/10/2020 6:56:20 PM oo1o110 There's is very little that is rational about quantum physics. The deeper you try to understand its implications, the less rational things get, and the more 

you realize that nothing is as it seems. 

There is no singular timeline. The existence of quantum physics tossed it out.

3/10/2020 6:56:22 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 

explores the…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/10/2020 6:56:24 PM patrioticsubvet I am thinking ass clown.  Good call.

3/10/2020 6:56:42 PM imdexx_ Correct. Roman empire never fell and still are in control. (Black nobility + papal bloodlines)

3/10/2020 6:56:43 PM ghost_of_billy_ @SpeakerPelosi @chuckschumer @JohnBrennan @RepMaxineWaters @andersoncooper @MSNBC and all the other treasonous scum who want 

#Trump and the #USA to fail.

Against all odds #POTUS45  beat you into the ground...brutally pic.twitter.com/YcCGoZV6er

3/10/2020 6:56:54 PM kidge6 I have to read that a little more thoroughly. But it does look like that spinning 3D object you posted flattens out to the Metatron Cube that I recognized 

in 2D. It may be also the 3D version. I guess they call it a polygon or something at that point though

3/10/2020 6:57:25 PM cindeamulholla3 I'll send you another video from brilliant guy who's videos I watched end to end too!

Jetson White but he's not on Twitter! Though!

Plenty of people know but were all nuts!

Nope! Not this kid! pic.twitter.com/R46FTihy8A

3/10/2020 6:58:25 PM aleks8837 Depends on its duration I think. 1 week? Prob. okay. 2 months? Nahh..



3/10/2020 6:59:22 PM fansblowing3 Winning

3/10/2020 6:59:55 PM jt_suryo @ivasby @SKY3691111

3/10/2020 7:00:09 PM chapulincolored He's funny.  Will have to see where this all goes.  Let's see if we get Greenland in 30 days, or Romanoffski the queen. 🤣

3/10/2020 7:00:12 PM oo1o110 The simulation narrative is straight up science at this point. We are made of photons.

You are right that the game we are playing is about consciousness. We've turned off large amounts of our DNA in order to project the illusion that 

we're alone in these biological meat suits.

3/10/2020 7:00:38 PM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/mOtHNOwcPo

3/10/2020 7:02:07 PM sdane8 😳

3/10/2020 7:02:13 PM domeyereric Awsome

3/10/2020 7:02:15 PM jrocktigers Yep.. . so who is holding all the March, April and June Puts on airlines ?

3/10/2020 7:04:43 PM americanpetal Huh? Wait, is that Radiziwill?

3/10/2020 7:08:23 PM litgenstein QM really doesn’t mess with time much, special relativity does (but it only eliminates simultaneity)

3/10/2020 7:09:05 PM theodazmusic The connections are still interesting.

3/10/2020 7:13:09 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/9r4tv1gf3H

3/10/2020 7:13:25 PM w1717171717 Let’s hope. I want results.

3/10/2020 7:14:14 PM aprilbrown99 Yes it is! pic.twitter.com/4UztvA1224

3/10/2020 7:14:30 PM synackstatic Joe Walsh related to John Walsh? And Ben Walsh? And James Walsh? and William Walsh?

Hmmmmmmmmmm. pic.twitter.com/hYGANS2oOZ

3/10/2020 7:14:46 PM palmdalekid2 It's raining in SoCal

3/10/2020 7:14:58 PM westmount_d7 🌹🙏🏻🌹

3/10/2020 7:15:00 PM nurseniceyes Yup... It is time.

3/10/2020 7:15:01 PM speaakn Yaaaaay - wait for The storm?  I hope we see justice ⚖️

3/10/2020 7:15:51 PM scott_rick That’s a Go!

3/10/2020 7:15:59 PM rudedrew63  pic.twitter.com/hoCvpDKnfC

3/10/2020 7:16:04 PM mongrelglory He's ruffling a lot of feathers: https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1237441799918141440?s=20 …

3/10/2020 7:16:09 PM twilly18 is it ok if we just wait and see

3/10/2020 7:16:34 PM unidentifiedta1 Purple Rain

3/10/2020 7:16:38 PM dattboi11 k

keep me posted pic.twitter.com/HcpiLpOgZK

3/10/2020 7:16:50 PM mongrelglory But Austin's right...his wife really is "hot".

 https://www.instagram.com/AustinSteinbart/ …

3/10/2020 7:17:06 PM nurseniceyes Start edit.

3/10/2020 7:17:52 PM walkawaylib No it’s A plus P = Q

3/10/2020 7:18:05 PM bryceja68689884 Time is an illusion

3/10/2020 7:19:01 PM manifest_utopia 5:5 pic.twitter.com/EIfncNI51u

3/10/2020 7:19:30 PM polly569011381 Just watched shutter Island tonight for the second time, first was years ago now I know to rethink remember,  reference to the eye..made me think 

Vrill? Then there’s the Philadelphia experiment?? @realDonaldTrump @99freemind @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they play it eh?

3/10/2020 7:19:35 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 added some followers. Usually it’s at 170. Time for what? We going into hiding?

3/10/2020 7:19:59 PM rebornkingent Time 👏 does 👏 not 👏 exist

3/10/2020 7:20:57 PM blsdbe It Is An Illusion? The Storm is a Movie? pic.twitter.com/HIgbaOyySF

3/10/2020 7:21:07 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/oHwCtb6g3V

3/10/2020 7:21:20 PM mongrelglory YES!!!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/RCX8OqysMU

3/10/2020 7:21:33 PM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1237562170964996097?s=21 …

3/10/2020 7:21:35 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/J0QT5w7zCT

3/10/2020 7:22:00 PM worldxplorer1 Interesting catch. Nice attention to detail.

3/10/2020 7:22:18 PM earth2nissy I'm down the 14 in SCV, neighbor! 🙂

3/10/2020 7:22:22 PM truth939 I had an intuitive hit earlier this evening that MJ may let us patriots know before the storm officially arrives.  Very synchronistic timing.  Let's see how 

the rest of March plays out.

3/10/2020 7:22:30 PM state1union Boom 💥

3/10/2020 7:24:04 PM mongrelglory You go first...I'm still worried about my molecules being scrambled more than they already are. 🤪

3/10/2020 7:25:01 PM tammyca31262528  pic.twitter.com/vkHGHqu5DF

3/10/2020 7:25:32 PM worldxplorer1 Time for this? pic.twitter.com/8JixbJe1X5

3/10/2020 7:25:56 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

3/10/2020 7:26:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://youtu.be/tq1mxZZIuIY 

3/10/2020 7:27:01 PM 369helen313 Is It Time To Play TRUMP CARD !? 

I THINK SO...

I’m feeling frequencies are at the highest !⚡️

3/10/2020 7:27:04 PM americanpetal I’m soooo excited for all the new tech!

3/10/2020 7:28:28 PM oaf_unbreakable He likes hot dogs.

Double meanings exist.

Q

3/10/2020 7:28:35 PM keith369me Time to set us free, away from the control systems that have enslaved humanity?  #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK 

#UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #Unsealeverything #Unsealeverything #Unsealeverything

3/10/2020 7:28:50 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...signalling? 9/11?

The Cruise industry, Convention, and Restaurant industries feel their pain.

3/10/2020 7:29:32 PM jared4liberty Holy 3-6-9

3/10/2020 7:31:33 PM nikoscali Fuck, I hope so!

3/10/2020 7:31:45 PM mongrelglory Food replicators bringing an end to hunger for people around the world are what I'm most excited about!

3/10/2020 7:34:30 PM americanpetal Me too. I could never understand how with all the money in the world there is still world hunger. I hope that comes out quickly!

3/10/2020 7:35:06 PM gracefullearth 55

3/10/2020 7:36:04 PM rebel_yell_tex let's do this pic.twitter.com/3mTbWgF0UA

3/10/2020 7:37:17 PM werascending OH MY!!! I AM SO EXCITED!!!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/10/2020 7:37:57 PM keith369me I should have been aware of the first 32 but was not until Austin came around.  It's spooky how the stuff that he says feels like he's sending a DM.

3/10/2020 7:38:01 PM davidjspatz 👍

3/10/2020 7:38:34 PM dubbydubb Please dont tease.

3/10/2020 7:39:02 PM 28concerned All

3/10/2020 7:39:11 PM jaisynu What part of no outside comms 🧐

3/10/2020 7:40:05 PM scottdewitt19 Ok.Let's get on with it. Flush that giant septic tank.

3/10/2020 7:41:36 PM connieketchup don't be pulling our leg now



3/10/2020 7:44:11 PM nikoscali #Timeisanillusion #TickTock

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237562170964996097 …

3/10/2020 7:45:28 PM daveo6145 I’m over in FV😎

3/10/2020 7:45:50 PM mongrelglory Totally!  Imagine a little child not knowing where their next meal is coming from! 😖  I hate to see my pets go hungry!

3/10/2020 7:47:09 PM werascending Whoa!!! That was incredible lightning with sound!!! I saw 2 lighting strikes in Central California today, which is a rare here!!! Wait...🤔🤔🤔

3/10/2020 7:48:13 PM jesusluvsu29 Faith works a lot fast & your frequency is heaven

3/10/2020 7:48:14 PM 99thyamwasher We’re all just spacially and temporally separate manifestations of the great Being here to live and bring back stories to Ourselves.

3/10/2020 7:48:24 PM connieketchup Dude you are way over my head

3/10/2020 7:49:04 PM berndpolaska Exactly, that’s how you do it.

3/10/2020 7:49:43 PM youstinksoap The numbers -

3/10/2020 7:50:12 PM s0urc3rss That was SO 😍😍😍

3/10/2020 7:53:17 PM patriotnewschan . Popcorn, check. pic.twitter.com/Ojh7FXZVEg

3/10/2020 7:53:51 PM chucklesschumer Weve been ready. Good luck.

3/10/2020 7:54:21 PM mgray72531386 That’s what people said about Trump too...

3/10/2020 7:56:29 PM 369helen313 The Beast Empire in Europe,after Romans Empire,has been ruling  the world until today! 

We’re witnessing the defeating of Beast Empire (European royalty bloodlines) off the face of earth & a Renaissance in Europe 4 the last time! 

#GreatAwakening #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/iGdpHBTjKa

3/10/2020 7:56:47 PM ronhanforth  pic.twitter.com/U1aDJRZYBk

3/10/2020 7:56:59 PM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/cxnUQihbQH

3/10/2020 7:58:54 PM _doozier_ Is 3/11 really 11/3??

Oh Mr. Majjy,

Could it be??

3/10/2020 7:59:12 PM antarantanka  https://youtu.be/GdJbO6iuk-4 

3/10/2020 8:00:09 PM alight412 That kinda resonated with me.

3/10/2020 8:00:12 PM americanpetal True. Although with POTUS, I never had an issue. Maybe it’s bc I always trusted POTUS.

3/10/2020 8:02:42 PM _doozier_ I'm glad! ☺A silly poem for a giddy hour

3/10/2020 8:02:54 PM keeganryder801 Bringing them back just in time to blow open the deep state bunkers they have been training for the past 2 years

3/10/2020 8:04:43 PM monangesauvi Can you explain the 3-6-9 again please?

3/10/2020 8:05:17 PM 444_q_ Idk why, but "The ides of March" has been on my mind.... didn't even know what it meant until I looked it up! 🤔🤷♀️

3/10/2020 8:06:24 PM s0urc3rss But who writes the better Dear Abby letter to 

@NSA_QIL2

🤔

3/10/2020 8:06:31 PM winklerburke At 2:45:45 of above interview... James Files says to interviewer: “I gotta ask you about... Majestic 12! Heh heh!”   Hmmmm.

3/10/2020 8:07:52 PM lectricm Past time.  Let's roll.  #WWG1WGA

3/10/2020 8:08:06 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1237574837968629760?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1237574837968629760 …

3/10/2020 8:10:13 PM doorbell_q WAIT WHAT! In Texas?? Crap I live here. what part??? I hope its not DFW

3/10/2020 8:11:51 PM nikoscali  https://www.texastribune.org/2020/03/10/frisco-texas-man-spreads-coronavirus-wife-and-child/ …

3/10/2020 8:12:43 PM bmichaelb_mike I wish the ❤️ thing was a 💥

3/10/2020 8:13:00 PM giediknight Hypothetically, is there a version of every IS-BE in their most perfected state? Always made the right decisions version? Never forked down the wrong 

path version?

3/10/2020 8:13:49 PM michell87248593 Think cyclical.  History repeats itself....

3/10/2020 8:14:32 PM exoneratednot Do not be trolling me you ugly person

3/10/2020 8:23:32 PM werascending Awesome 👏 👏👏

3/10/2020 8:26:46 PM 040118054_17 We ready...Just sayin.... https://youtu.be/yrbPBTg5rpY 

3/10/2020 8:31:58 PM dynamicres Something I noticed, when he admits to being behind financing a bot farm to sway election from targeted media. This seems like something the MSM 

would love to run with if this guy got more out in the open... seems like a giant wooden horse of limited hangout disclosure a bit. 😢

3/10/2020 8:32:02 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Jim Willie on Corona Virus, Clinton/Bush corruption, America First https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Bz2XPzSlx4 …

3/10/2020 8:32:14 PM mitolduso  pic.twitter.com/R0Vh7tC9oL

3/10/2020 8:33:30 PM coloradoevolut1 Airline stocks?

3/10/2020 8:34:29 PM magnolia4101 #MAGAcult pic.twitter.com/314BxTD4Jk

3/10/2020 8:35:13 PM coloradoevolut1 Food for thought, definitely. 👍

3/10/2020 8:36:28 PM atashfire Tomorrow is 3/11

3/10/2020 8:41:13 PM verbiskj  pic.twitter.com/yn7o2phnW9

3/10/2020 8:42:00 PM verbiskj Jackson Hole?

3/10/2020 8:42:46 PM robertf4358  pic.twitter.com/gnE79SK8p4

3/10/2020 8:43:20 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "There are about 2,000 Generals/Admirals in the US mil. Around 500 were fired under Clinton/Bush/Obama. So what do 500 Generals sitting around 

do, go fishing?  Some do, but they organized something called America First.  Their project the last 10 years was to recruit a president"

3/10/2020 8:46:56 PM eman1292 #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/KqfUUBSGJH

3/10/2020 8:47:01 PM decodematrix I think Enki is back and he's an advisor to the Alliance.

3/10/2020 8:49:40 PM brianan06364517 Good.

3/10/2020 8:54:08 PM nschlange I think he is who he says he is. Ppl are losing their minds over this, but why? Who did you all think Q would end up being? He said you'd be shocked 

when you found out, he was right. You're all shocked

3/10/2020 8:55:04 PM v8veronica1 Satans Cockpit.

3/10/2020 8:55:42 PM nschlange I like him

3/10/2020 8:56:25 PM nikoscali If he IS Q its more like utterly disappointed...

3/10/2020 8:56:29 PM nschlange Oh! Well that's interesting! Thanks

3/10/2020 9:04:52 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/81aTTc870D

3/10/2020 9:05:16 PM wearediamonds2 *Also, can someone PLEASE confirm this b/c I'm trying to figure out if 1/2 of NYC is going to die somehow or not...also,are Patriots in NYC at risk of 

being hurt by black hats taking advantage of sitch right now? Not sure who to trust here in NYC.

3/10/2020 9:06:45 PM wearediamonds2 Very true but I have been super curious, also.

3/10/2020 9:06:53 PM chameelia If you didn't know, the storm cloud approach was CV. 😉 stay tuned, "everything should be better in April when the weather is warmer"

3/10/2020 9:07:44 PM spirteam can i play this game too ?

 https://steamid.uk/profile/76561197975249254 …

3/10/2020 9:10:49 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/zieqjIF7tn

3/10/2020 9:12:24 PM aaronhoughton10 His Facebook is loaded with pics/videos. He looked just like a normal dude up until now. pic.twitter.com/x9sEyubF4x

3/10/2020 9:13:15 PM cocopuffster12 One day event, but took many days for flights to resume.



3/10/2020 9:16:55 PM wearediamonds2 Coronary=heart and also "During a total solar eclipse, the Sun's corona and prominences are visible to the naked eye"-Wikipedia 

The total solar eclipse event also creates an image of an eye (pupil/iris) if you look at photos.

3/10/2020 9:20:15 PM trinity_jenny #369 #777 this is how I receive information.. also my dob is 7/77 😊 pic.twitter.com/OPlMpbVgUD

3/10/2020 9:20:28 PM verbiskj Truth...

 https://youtu.be/sDtv6c631Ww 

Cocaine cowboys

3/10/2020 9:21:39 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/X2FzXR1l6p

3/10/2020 9:21:48 PM tanktank19k 432 Hz / 12 = 36   3,6,9 is 432hz!!

36?

3+6=9

432 Hz = 3,6,9 ! They are two ways of expressing the same thing, the real thing!

432 Hz / 12 = a perfect 36

start meditating with 432hz it has helped wake me up along with THC and CBD =Awoke
3/10/2020 9:21:56 PM toddludahl Whether this guy is Q or not, he is certainly entertaining and adds a new layer to the Q cake. I remain skeptical but HAVE watched all of his videos. And 

with Q's recent reference to Project Looking Glass, IMs from the future don't seem so crazy anymore. Observing.

3/10/2020 9:22:37 PM s0urc3rss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump 

Clone clean-up aisle GITMO

“you’re not allowed to own any weapons i’m not taking your guns away”

He SHUSHED Donna Brazille

🤣🤣🤣 https://www.reddit.com/r/PublicFreakout/comments/fgk5cp/joe_biden_getting_angry_today/ …
3/10/2020 9:25:54 PM patriotleah1776 It's all about the BREAK? 3/14

3/10/2020 9:30:35 PM jt_suryo Ready, @ivasby , @rghardy3 , @SKY3691111 ? #QAnon #TheStormIsHere

3/10/2020 9:35:00 PM theodazmusic Hm i have to apologize. Because my post above is rly stupid. All i wanted to do is sharing my exictement that MJ12 is talking about this topic but i really

 could slow down a bit with my connections 🤦♂️😅

3/10/2020 9:37:59 PM mongrelglory I guess that's the way real life spies are supposed to look like. 😝

3/10/2020 9:39:07 PM angiefletcher What does that mean exactly?

3/10/2020 9:39:15 PM jackoneilltime1 Go Go Go MJ's!!! pic.twitter.com/uBHBx8DzPA

3/10/2020 9:39:36 PM patriotleah1776 NEVER saw this before!

Twitter... did you finally fall asleep?

Hello? *crickets*

#ItsTime

#WhenInDoubt

#ShelterInPlace

#TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/KfxGSHWlaf
3/10/2020 9:42:52 PM oo1o110  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronon 

3/10/2020 9:44:01 PM syrrah2 😆👏

3/10/2020 9:44:20 PM toddludahl I have followed Q since 2017 and have seen a lot of alt-media people come and go. Time will tell. Keep an open mind, embrace critical thought and 

filter everything through a healthy amount of skepticism and hope. Above all, keep growing.

3/10/2020 9:45:03 PM arsenalgooooner  https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/video/1st-manipulated-media-twitter-post-white-house-69516742 …

3/10/2020 9:46:04 PM litgenstein That’s not QM, but a speculative move that could be made in giving an account of quantum gravity (namely, taking time to be discrete)

3/10/2020 9:49:10 PM syrrah2 me too... I saw 2 meanings, Romans saw that as a day for settling debts, and then of course it was Caesar's unlucky day of being assassinated..

3/10/2020 9:52:07 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/bHxmlhPk2e

3/10/2020 9:52:38 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/0hLBoIrDSI

3/10/2020 9:53:25 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/KLtQQWJxpt

3/10/2020 9:57:20 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/oq2daYqlhh

3/10/2020 9:58:25 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/lLStG4rvP3

3/10/2020 10:03:11 PM cronewaxing Chafetz

3/10/2020 10:06:08 PM peaceanonredux Hello... a #MUSTWatch!

@leytedriver

 https://youtu.be/JxycO4JeP00  pic.twitter.com/uuCg0Wev2A

3/10/2020 10:06:33 PM vitalyn87 The Storm Has Arrived pic.twitter.com/5DMyJxCNlM

3/10/2020 10:06:44 PM ivasby Indonesia is ready..!!! Bring the storm in..!!! 💪💥💪🇮🇩🇮🇩🇮🇩

3/10/2020 10:13:23 PM lpoutlook If we stay divided, then united we will all fall. We must come together regardless of our differences to beat the cabal.

3/10/2020 10:16:09 PM oo1o110  pic.twitter.com/Q42o9SQNG2

3/10/2020 10:17:28 PM azuremagus Will the fat lady please stop singing.

3/10/2020 10:17:48 PM litgenstein Yep, like I said. it’s a proposal for quantum gravity (unifying QM and GR)! More commonly, however, in popular theories of quantum gravity spacetime 

is “emergent” in that it doesn’t show up at the most fundamental energy scales.

3/10/2020 10:22:03 PM happygoddess Q is saying M12 is BS (warfare)

3/10/2020 10:22:42 PM samuelmohr4 KABOOM

3/10/2020 10:24:43 PM awakene92885216 The cover up story for Mass Arrests undergoing atm, silent running is used said By Q, and the Defender Europe 20 Just happen to be in these days, 

between the last Q drop from 10th Of March to 26th of Feb, no coincidence, NESARA/ GESARA will be activated soon I suppose

3/10/2020 10:35:44 PM the_tru_eapjr sometimes coincidence is just that. coincidence.

3/10/2020 10:46:30 PM doodooh59284043 Ready!!!

3/10/2020 10:48:28 PM azuremagus Take a closer look.

3/10/2020 11:00:16 PM coloradoevolut1 Wow! Maybe that's where all this 5G stuff is taking us?



3/10/2020 11:00:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger, Jordan.

Doesn't matter who is speaking.

The words are what matter.

Not all of them at face value.

Disinformation is necessary.

Calling this account a LARP only exposes your dog whistling to other anons with a strange savior complex.

SHEEP NO MORE!

3/10/2020 11:01:15 PM judahstrumpets @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 😎❤️ #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening https://youtu.be/oLZPf_2Tk34 

3/10/2020 11:03:23 PM nurseniceyes I did tell you.

3/10/2020 11:06:07 PM brian_dalfonso If they’re gonna call the guy a LARP, then prove what he’s saying is false or meant to intentionally mislead people. He’s out a few facts out that can be 

verified. Prove him wrong before you throw him under the bus 🚌👈

3/10/2020 11:07:06 PM lee33788 No when the message is being subverted by some guy that thinks he's f****** Q

3/10/2020 11:09:41 PM wester_sou The more people, that talk about good things in the world, that help uncover the vastness of the evil that has been going on, that can bring some 

information for others to see, the better. It's up to each individual to discern what they read/hear. All good tests for the brain.

3/10/2020 11:11:01 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/Gk2wOKs88x

3/10/2020 11:11:44 PM palmdalekid2 I don't find these attacks on @AustinSteinbart organic

3/10/2020 11:11:53 PM disclosurebp Please, no need for apologies. I have to admit I wasn't sure where you were going, but that's okay.

3/10/2020 11:11:58 PM weareeternal4 AA surged by 17% to $17.32

3/10/2020 11:12:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes it is easier to throw a competitive voice under the bus rather than face the fact that one really knows nothing. By "knows nothing" consider 

that to mean no assumptions. Only direct knowledge or evidence. That is far more difficult for non-Anon personalities to maintain

3/10/2020 11:14:41 PM winklerburke All of Q = Intelligence Test Over Time = Ed Each Person Can Vote = Time Decides Accuracy Of Vote = Humility Wins Game

3/10/2020 11:15:46 PM tblue60 I dunno, but I'd love to see footage of her meltdown. I hear it was quite a show. C'mom now. Someone's got to have a video of that!

3/10/2020 11:16:01 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/Kt7SzPyTD9

3/10/2020 11:16:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 If they were coordinated then would that be a conspiracy?

3/10/2020 11:17:11 PM palmdalekid2 Where are the discord screen shots lol

3/10/2020 11:18:06 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv bye Majestic12. you never give the goods so why should I follow you. all you do is yap and yap. see ya mate!

3/10/2020 11:27:08 PM chapulincolored so you aren't denying it...

🤔

3/10/2020 11:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/OV3WFasZiR

3/10/2020 11:28:55 PM patriotleah1776 Yeah!

3/10/2020 11:30:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is Coronavirus the [Cabal]'s last hand before the storm hits? pic.twitter.com/NRMXZLAh7y

3/10/2020 11:30:48 PM the_loveoflight Is Tesla's IS with us again here on earth?

3/10/2020 11:31:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nor are we suggesting it.

3/10/2020 11:31:07 PM winduchi Yup, I get it, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 👌🏻😎  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237626853462085632 …

3/10/2020 11:31:23 PM smauro80 I sure hope so, tired of all the BS.  

#gitrdone

3/10/2020 11:31:48 PM dcooyon POTUS has stated that coronavirus wouldn’t be a problem by April....🤔

3/10/2020 11:32:01 PM bibibobibox You live by the sword, you die by the sword

3/10/2020 11:32:46 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/6wGzvtQQg6

3/10/2020 11:33:02 PM bbaker2004 maybe he is m12 too

3/10/2020 11:33:05 PM winklerburke How about exposing JFK murder was planned & paid for by government agencies? As per grassy knoll shooter interview? 

https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/10/2020 11:33:36 PM jt_suryo It seemed to me that the Trump team manages to counter the attack by the cabal and use it for their advantage, which will eventually backfire on the 

cabal.

3/10/2020 11:33:41 PM magic_jake2012 I think a provider loses respect when they have to post something that says folder. I'm sorry I even opened this tonight. My barometer respect meter 

has gone down for you

3/10/2020 11:34:34 PM grabbler8 Pacification psyop ^

3/10/2020 11:34:42 PM relativemartian  pic.twitter.com/uTS7QflMbA

3/10/2020 11:34:46 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/grOEt4yN6d

3/10/2020 11:34:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Aside from the harsh language it contains,

Despite the intent,

Signals come in many forms.

3/10/2020 11:34:53 PM herpnutpat very nice

3/10/2020 11:34:59 PM steve82642 Good one

3/10/2020 11:35:14 PM disclosurebp I didn't coordinate with anyone. I wasn't aware of this Austin guy until he showed up in my normal Twitter feed. I checked it out and shared my 

thoughts.

3/10/2020 11:35:34 PM chapulincolored Agree.

I don't worry about all those big Q personalities, I follow most, decide for myself how it all fits.

Kind of forces #AskTheQ.

Truth must resonate from within, but information helps, disinformation might too.

3/10/2020 11:36:09 PM sheshifts001 Both/and pic.twitter.com/EGZqLZ6PJb

3/10/2020 11:36:33 PM mongrelglory Agree!

3/10/2020 11:36:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 We stated in a separate tweet shortly after that we weren't implying or suggesting. The question at face value remains something to consider 

regardless of who may or may not have been the recipient or interceptor.

3/10/2020 11:37:21 PM skyqanners Oh I fucking remember!

I've been here since Nov'17 so I've seen it all.

We all know how to deal with this - tell him to fuck off!

And you all are!

Well done friends.

Carry on.

3/10/2020 11:37:45 PM illinoisjack85 That's my opinion! Real or fake? I'm not certain, is Italy quarantined so no arrests can happen there?

3/10/2020 11:38:32 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Good question! 😎

3/10/2020 11:38:43 PM poorman369 The media giving fear of covid...digs their grave deeper, long time epidemic plans backfire...then there is no place to hide, for [them]

3/10/2020 11:39:00 PM chapulincolored Knew you would say that.

Been meme-ing POTUS to tell us, but no reporter has asked...yet.

3/10/2020 11:39:41 PM sc_racer9 Best fucking meme ever...anybody offended needs to look inside themselves more!

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/10/2020 11:39:42 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/kror8zUaoJ

3/10/2020 11:40:27 PM keith369me Malevolent misfits have run the world.  A large number of benevolent misfits are helping to change the world,



3/10/2020 11:41:36 PM mongrelglory It's so crazy, what he says might actually be true? 😉

It wouldn't surprise me one bit!

3/10/2020 11:43:04 PM cindeamulholla3 That's what I wrote!

3/10/2020 11:43:43 PM lobster_byte No.

3/10/2020 11:43:49 PM keith369me Taking down the financial system, check, educational system (colleges essentially being online now), check, energy system (unstable oil) check, 

transportation sector check, political and media, check.  Anything else I missed?

3/10/2020 11:43:59 PM sheshifts001 Also: I saved the same image tonight

#harmonic #resonance

For personal reference, and no specific notion on where/when I’d use it pic.twitter.com/nUkjwDuo3S

3/10/2020 11:44:43 PM holy_sparks 👍

3/10/2020 11:45:11 PM disclosurebp This isn't a competitive sport. I always have supported others who seem legit because I'm not here for my own benefit. This guy doesn't seem legit for 

the reason I stated. Accounts like this often cause major trouble. We've seen this again and again.

3/10/2020 11:45:20 PM chapulincolored Not offended. Au contraire mon frere.  Seen enough to know reality is not easy to accept, too often it is shocking and painful.

3/10/2020 11:45:30 PM xrpbrainstorm It's all connected. #WWG1GWA https://twitter.com/XRPbrainstorm/status/1237609756023336961 …

3/10/2020 11:45:37 PM cindeamulholla3 Yes Anthony Too!

He's been 

Vincent Fusca!

3/10/2020 11:46:06 PM keith369me Not referring to you...referring to the Q “industry”

3/10/2020 11:46:38 PM steve_sikora Entertaining but I'm sticking to what Q specifically said about outside comms. Also we were warned about disinfo. pic.twitter.com/JHaJpQKRVN

3/10/2020 11:46:52 PM mongrelglory I've got "news hype" fatigue...️ 

Panic, panic, panic, has just been overplayed in the MSM for the past 2 years. 🙄

Was this all part of the Plan to desensitize the masses for when the Storm arrived?

3/10/2020 11:47:46 PM keith369me Sufficiently desensitized for quite some time already here

3/10/2020 11:49:59 PM cindeamulholla3 I can tell you're on the TRUMP team!

Other PATRIOTS where you Find info on John & Carolyn !

@777KAB1

@ZRanchLady

@LoveBling6

@AWISHNSTAR2

@TheJenniferMac

@Linda_Paris
3/10/2020 11:50:32 PM cindeamulholla3 A+P=Q

3/10/2020 11:50:46 PM kushmangsq @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

7:37-8:26 

Coincidence? 

 https://youtu.be/YgkNuoozmis 

3/10/2020 11:50:51 PM winklerburke Better than a a Senate confirmation?  Austin Steinbart = sufficiently: smart?

3/10/2020 11:51:40 PM captainrich8  pic.twitter.com/BngNf1QNUg

3/10/2020 11:51:58 PM sueharv5759atse Thanks  .. exactly

3/10/2020 11:52:27 PM patriotleah1776 "Q" sounds

full'o'ego. 🙃

But if he's that rich,

he can't be bought?

We've been screwed by people trying to GET rich.

I will remain neutral.

I will listen-listen-listen.

I will search for truth within.

We have more than we know.

It's time.

#WWG1WGA

#PrayForItaly

#UnsealJFK
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3/10/2020 11:53:09 PM zagnett God i f***ing pray so. 🙏🧡🙏

The Future We will build without [them] sustains me.

🇺🇸⭐️💫

3/10/2020 11:55:27 PM disclosurebp You employ a passive-aggressive style of throwing out the suggestion that people were coordinating attacks behind the scenes and then later water it 

down. That's not a sign of integrity. It's a dirty trick.

3/10/2020 11:56:06 PM mongrelglory The only reason you've stated that he doesn't seem legit is because you find his personality arrogant.  Many have accused POTUS of the same thing. I 

see it as "tongue in cheek".  Why not check out the details of the info he's providing before making up your mind?

3/10/2020 11:56:36 PM zagnett The Question imo - Is Tesla's IS the sort that would give up easily?🤔

Hell no.💪

3/10/2020 11:58:30 PM disclosurebp You and MJ12 are posting under my tweet. I'm not going to let people begin to smear me here with false suggestions I was coordinating attacks.

3/10/2020 11:59:08 PM karma4event201 I need an Rx for F@ckitol

3/11/2020 12:00:32 AM disclosurebp I stated his personality does not match that of the one which can be seen in thousands of Q posts. That is a legitimate reason to think he is not behind 

those Q posts.

3/11/2020 12:01:00 AM rghardy3 I think we know where POTUS gets 

all his Genius from.

Tesla and John Trump

3/11/2020 12:01:41 AM codewordbanana Q must be really important...

Welcome to the storm... 

Martial law incoming...

3/11/2020 12:03:22 AM wikijuliete Shit. Hit fan.

3/11/2020 12:05:29 AM holotechrd NO IT'S THE STORM NO ONE SAW COMING NOT EVEN DA Q TEAM ⚡💥💥💥💥💥💪💯👑❤️👈



3/11/2020 12:07:23 AM sailorpractical Let me think about the last time the TRUTH but me in the ass. Hmmm... pic.twitter.com/jTOouJT8w0

3/11/2020 12:08:04 AM identityasxy .

Numb over here ...

3/11/2020 12:08:50 AM freestateojones That's not what they said.

3/11/2020 12:08:53 AM sky3691111 😁possible , a young genius who orchestrated the people..by using AI..

3/11/2020 12:09:03 AM chapulincolored The sooner, the better.  It's been a long show.

3/11/2020 12:09:48 AM mongrelglory I'd disagree with your assessment of Q's personality however. Some of the Q posts have very much trolled the Deep State/MSM. Q has a sense of 

humour. After stating he was Q, Austin did say that disinfo was necessary, so I'm not worrying about whether he's part of Q-team or not...

3/11/2020 12:10:07 AM mongrelglory It's his information that I'm more interested in.

3/11/2020 12:10:31 AM sheshifts001 Thank you as well 🕊

3/11/2020 12:11:12 AM sailorpractical Leave your mother out of this.

3/11/2020 12:11:24 AM identityasxy .

This might be the intent, the 'end game's.  Hope so ! https://youtu.be/kbRiTFc-w1A 

3/11/2020 12:12:07 AM codewordbanana No one ever promised this would be easy clean or pretty

3/11/2020 12:14:54 AM brian_dalfonso You just made me think of something brilliant. What if this guy wasn’t supposed to appeal to mainstream anons. Who would he appeal to if they were 

just recently main a disenfranchised Democratic voter? There are rumors of Bernie pulling out of the race this week. WHAT IF???

3/11/2020 12:15:59 AM jane_q_patriot Wait... is that Austin guy the person y’all supposedly “groomed?” Because I might actually believe that.

3/11/2020 12:17:03 AM nikoscali Still haven't seen much on the direct knowledge from Austin and what I have is uncharacteristically detailed and severely questionable. I've made my 

concerns known and will leave it at that. From where I stand it seems like an enemy of my enemy (Jordan) is my friend situation.

3/11/2020 12:17:55 AM nikoscali But if MJ12 says he deserves a closer look I will be patiently awaiting more messages of disclosure.

3/11/2020 12:19:08 AM mongrelglory He's said that the "man upstairs" will be confirming his identity soon.  I'm willing to wait a little longer and see if that happens.  His information is 

interesting food for thought in the meantime.

3/11/2020 12:19:54 AM brandon73745841 I guess I'll just follow you then. Sike.

3/11/2020 12:21:42 AM mongrelglory Psyops can be used for both good and bad causes.  It's possible the DIA have a special purpose for using this fellow, even if he isn't Q.  (Disinfo is 

necessary and all...)

3/11/2020 12:22:05 AM wingsstrange Lol, excatly 👊

3/11/2020 12:29:34 AM mupbuttercup We're in the storm. Where've you been?

3/11/2020 12:31:43 AM nikoscali Likewise!

3/11/2020 12:34:28 AM k12lioness Downloaded...

3/11/2020 12:36:17 AM jack66123366 I thaught Aliens was the last one

3/11/2020 12:38:28 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, is AS part of a 🎣 expedition by the DIA?

3/11/2020 12:38:31 AM disclosurebp Funny, but realistically Democrats are not going to be interested in an operation associated with President Trump.

3/11/2020 12:38:57 AM kidge6 It’d probably come through the sun ☀️.

3/11/2020 12:39:00 AM mupbuttercup I thought it was fanfuckingtastic

3/11/2020 12:39:40 AM mongrelglory That would be pretty epic! 😉

3/11/2020 12:43:01 AM kidge6 Have you drawn a metatrons cube? Pretty easy with a $20 compass and a protractor.

3/11/2020 12:46:05 AM jenaynayz Isnt MMS a cure all?

3/11/2020 12:47:36 AM jenaynayz Check out jim humbles MMS

3/11/2020 12:47:57 AM jenaynayz MMS for the win :)

3/11/2020 12:48:12 AM leigh_vas A biological weapon.

Maybe a genetically engineered bacteria that, once ingested sits and replicates with the host's fauna and flora. Harmless and symbiotic until a certain 

chemical known to be ingested by said people- which is harvested from exploited children enters, then boom!

3/11/2020 12:52:21 AM joanweblovesusa Time for justice. Patriots are ready. We've been armed with truth.

3/11/2020 12:55:29 AM michelleweil09 B.RING IT 🔥🔔💥

3/11/2020 12:56:12 AM dumah_anuhazi This guy is a joke.

He claimed to be Q in 2018, and stated that he would stop posting due to the plan being in the finale.

Spoiler alert: Q kept posting.

3/11/2020 12:57:30 AM mutant_corn Been watching him for a couple years now. Still on fence if white or black pic.twitter.com/ss1Q5SpO98

3/11/2020 12:57:33 AM dumah_anuhazi Indeed. And it wasn't posted by Q.

3/11/2020 12:57:37 AM leigh_vas  pic.twitter.com/ZCpBm4HHrE

3/11/2020 1:00:16 AM kidge6 Bingo. Seems The white hats going to use the ds virus scare against them. MJs tweet seems to state that [they] are behind it, and that it will be their 

last effort, which means it’s go time for white hat action worldwide. With a cover to keep the public calm. Nice touch.

3/11/2020 1:01:17 AM micannon4 Austin keeps saying "here at Q" 

That's a red flag IMHO

3/11/2020 1:01:48 AM leigh_vas That was the first shot fired by panicking cowards, aka darkcloud. This acct is talking about the response, aka endgame

3/11/2020 1:02:39 AM notevenchad17 Me too.

3/11/2020 1:04:31 AM alaraofsirius I actually really appreciate some of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 information and tweets but this guy Austin is clearly a clown and by the looks of it a shill at this 

point. So, Pls prove me wrong. I welcome it. Anxiously awaiting the Q drop making me look silly.

3/11/2020 1:08:42 AM americanpetal 1+16=17 Got it

3/11/2020 1:09:09 AM normal_wizard Only in a certain context. This is also as real as reality gets. This is the cornerstone of all creation, the link between heaven and hell. To marginalize the 

significance is to sacrifice power.

3/11/2020 1:09:27 AM eternallabcoat omg like this is so me

3/11/2020 1:10:27 AM d57886328 When it comes to information wars, the messenger and the message both matter.. Majestic, you’ve been exposed. You’re a dirtbag 🖕

3/11/2020 1:10:51 AM rosscarwalker Why Enlil not Enki?

3/11/2020 1:11:40 AM abibeuck22 I like him. Is he who he says he is? I don't know. Maybe he is and maybe he isn't. No use getting all worked up over it. Let it ride out. 

Enjoy the show.

3/11/2020 1:13:38 AM icuclear_phd It IS the storm folks. He’s planning to wipe out old and sick people to solve the deficit issues and look good for the masses. Hitler style.

3/11/2020 1:13:45 AM normal_wizard I wish you could comprehend how naive your assumptions are but you have chosen to gain nothing from what I say. In this case, the truth will only be 

sorted out in death. Nothing is infinite. Not even God.

3/11/2020 1:15:45 AM freestateojones Correct.

3/11/2020 1:16:50 AM oo1o110 I have no fear of being right or wrong.

3/11/2020 1:17:09 AM mongrelglory I concur! 👍

3/11/2020 1:17:36 AM toni_donahue releasing military intel would be criminal in several court settings...

3/11/2020 1:18:11 AM notevenchad17 Kek!! This guy has moxy. I liked him from the get.



3/11/2020 1:18:43 AM upallnight39  https://www.eur.army.mil/DefenderEurope/ 

#greekheros

#defendereurope

Whqt group of countries are in the middle we never hear a peep about anywhere?

What is Khazaria?

3/11/2020 1:19:05 AM jayci_oldsailor Finally 🤔🤫

3/11/2020 1:20:08 AM upallnight39 The best trolls do it for free

#OPfucktwitter

#wheresjack

#QAnon2020

#defendereurope

#lol

3/11/2020 1:21:55 AM lathikachange Hi Friend,

How are you!!

Try to evaluate product before purchasing it. Get free samples with no purchase or credit card required. Link will popup when you open the website.

Click link below. https://snip.ly/4sxry8 

3/11/2020 1:27:43 AM domenickpal Moronic

3/11/2020 1:29:39 AM tweeterniss Question of the night. Good one sir.

3/11/2020 1:30:06 AM varacallidavid Borrowing if I may!

3/11/2020 1:31:37 AM qjeneice I agree with u. Message is greatly informed.

3/11/2020 1:33:14 AM deplorabletrini It's very simple really.....No outside comms...past/present/future. Q drops are our only backchannel.

3/11/2020 1:44:56 AM giediknight Story of my life. Except I don’t consider myself smart.

3/11/2020 1:47:48 AM adsvel Does it helps to this pedo gang? I don't think so! pic.twitter.com/bvicDkwR1Z

3/11/2020 1:49:13 AM jimmy38994911 Ah yes.. Maybe they will be. Especially if what I  heard is true

3/11/2020 1:50:01 AM jimmy38994911 Across the globe!

3/11/2020 1:52:00 AM boy12_jimmy @Beer_Parade @LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @intheMatrixxx @Inevitable_ET @55true4u @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @DilleyShow 

@CarpeDonktum @dbongino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AGWillliamBarr @NSA_QIL2 @John_F_Kennnedy @gatewaypundit @IngrahamAngle @Sun_Q_Tzu 

@JVan125

3/11/2020 1:53:33 AM dumah_anuhazi No. It's the white hats.

You should know this, unless you're not who you say you are.

3/11/2020 1:54:39 AM michael_rae .@AustinSteinbart

3/11/2020 1:58:19 AM allonkid I don't understand why people not listen to his humor and personal experience, but regard that as LARP, isn't his personal experience more interesting 

than many theories and analysis?

3/11/2020 1:58:24 AM rosscarwalker Enlil who was represented by the Storm I.e A Storm is Coming. Is Trump Enlil? pic.twitter.com/Cleq7guN9d

3/11/2020 2:01:20 AM denisegeltman Hopefully in their living rooms 😂

3/11/2020 2:13:41 AM themoonguide Yep! And guess who has all his papers 😁❤️🇺🇸

3/11/2020 2:16:48 AM nobody62354399 Is this all you have LARP? Message over messenger? Try that with Jesus!

3/11/2020 2:18:27 AM sandracoppola I needed this.. thanks for the reminder 💖

3/11/2020 2:19:49 AM courageouskriss #readythememes #TheGreatAwakening #thealliance #WWG1WGA #fulldisclosure

3/11/2020 2:20:57 AM seeker229 The past years on March 15th. Why did Havard AND MGM resorts say they are closing services on the 15th? Why not today? 

pic.twitter.com/45B40yWJMP

3/11/2020 2:24:55 AM larryefletcher1 Idiot

3/11/2020 2:26:45 AM keith369me Way smarter than you give yourself credit for

3/11/2020 2:28:28 AM uwewegel Not yet. What about the fake extraterrestrial invasion???

3/11/2020 2:30:41 AM cindeamulholla3 Received plenty of goods from Majestic

PDF.

Perhaps you never sought

Or this is your 1st time here! 

There's all kinds of goods 

comming from accounts 

POTUS retweeted! 

Jordan's still blasting accounts too,(Rubini)

like his shoe's float or its not even him! What up with that?! pic.twitter.com/tU3Us0dksH
3/11/2020 2:30:59 AM start313hichq OFcourse pic.twitter.com/ifNB04MXnY

3/11/2020 2:38:40 AM jordan_sather_ Both the messenger and the message suck when it comes to your account.

3/11/2020 2:44:39 AM state1union TY freedom of your own thoughts to discern and make our own decisions. What is going on is exactly what got us here. Stop being controlling

3/11/2020 2:46:30 AM lisaannwilliam9 Exactly, fishing expedition. Search and seizure without warrant and forever on non investigative or targeted individuals with FISA. For brain waves, 

money, etc. Needs to be halted because this is not China.

3/11/2020 2:47:11 AM state1union Wow. WTH?  This fight is stupid

3/11/2020 2:49:33 AM mike99995  https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bush_Sr_tip_on_JFK_1963.jpg … out for years

3/11/2020 2:50:01 AM disquieted_soul  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=It7107ELQvY … pic.twitter.com/DqkScBB1PR

3/11/2020 2:50:16 AM mike99995  https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bush_Sr_tip_on_JFK_1963.jpg … out for years just have to search

3/11/2020 2:52:03 AM lib7473 👏🏼👏🏼👏🏼 Agree...Freedom of speech remains entitled for all, to practice individual’s discernment/freedom to choose is what this great awakening is all 

abt. So all opinion/msgs are good right now, to help seed/trigger consciousness of ppl still needing to wake up. #DarkToLight

3/11/2020 2:52:38 AM jenkinsrlynn I wish I was better at figuring this stuff out! I’ve tried!! What the heck does all this mean? Someone just tell me it’s good for us #Deplorables ❤️

3/11/2020 2:53:26 AM djeyl Would you all please stop fueling the fires of division for a second? 🙏🏼

3/11/2020 2:54:39 AM immaluckez Gaslighting and guilt tripping, nothing new under the shills' playbooks.

3/11/2020 2:55:30 AM 1soldier71 This is a statement, not a cry for action 😁

3/11/2020 2:58:08 AM noocnik Live and let live Bro. Ego so often clouds your judgement. I've seen many people extract positive information for their own development from this 

account. Why do you refuse them this? Disinformation is widespread today, but if something is positive and helps, why should you care?

3/11/2020 2:58:20 AM slew19508857 lol

3/11/2020 2:58:25 AM slew19508857  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IRJpP83MqNs&fbclid=IwAR0CeF5jDFQP9GYDK7RlqAtOVHbAgmwc2gnLCxAp3tDt80CiUDZHV1Qznrk …



3/11/2020 3:01:05 AM lonardnicolas2  https://m.economictimes.com/magazines/panache/elon-musk-thinks-coronavirus-panic-is-dumb-feels-fatality-rate-

overstated/articleshow/74550646.cms …

3/11/2020 3:01:20 AM cosmic_zee We are all on the same mission here aren't we? Stop provoking or falling for the division within the unity we've tried to accomplish!

3/11/2020 3:01:50 AM 6mtb01 Oooooh I love this one!

3/11/2020 3:01:59 AM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/2u71xGRBjx

3/11/2020 3:03:55 AM _369311119 #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/wG7HV102Fi

3/11/2020 3:06:04 AM reality_creator I will! Thank you😉

3/11/2020 3:07:21 AM xrpbrainstorm New financial system is being implemented. It will run on #XRP (crypto currently @ 0.21 cents). Those who hold XRP will make a killing.

 http://binance.com 

The new financial system will benefit everyone and destroy the banking Cabal.

3/11/2020 3:11:57 AM trumping4usa The end is near

3/11/2020 3:16:50 AM keith369me It’s certainly not the hyped alien invasion.  Is this all they’ve got left?

3/11/2020 3:17:44 AM deborademaga I thought @realDonaldTrump did unseal them already Oct 28th, 2017 actually from what I remember the same day Q began.

3/11/2020 3:20:14 AM blackjackpupil no, your centralised shit coin will not save the planet. and i've been in banking for nearly 2 decades and work on the blockchain and DLT projects for 

one of the leading banks on the subject.

3/11/2020 3:21:08 AM tasmaniacal1 No outside comms. How plain is rhat?

3/11/2020 3:21:21 AM ablbaker Jordan is entitled to his own opinion. Implying he shouldn't express it if it's unpopular is a little silly among us, right? No one legit will care if he or she is 

called a LARP, or if they do, I don't really care about their sensibilities if they're the real thing.

3/11/2020 3:23:31 AM xrpbrainstorm Then you don't need to buy any.

3/11/2020 3:26:03 AM bigwig94181782 So true. We all need to wise ‘up’.  ‘They’ wanted us dumbed ‘down’.

3/11/2020 3:26:21 AM bbbbbcccccvvvvv thank you. i asked. and no goods.

3/11/2020 3:29:58 AM humanprimer We can only hope so. My raincoat is getting mold!

3/11/2020 3:34:16 AM nschlange I think he's funny. I guess I'm just wondering who you all thought Q would actually be?  All this whining about his personality is a waste of time and 

doesn't move us forward at all.

3/11/2020 3:37:13 AM drumz3606 This Austin dude is just flat out giving incorrect info. Q told us there was no other means of comms except 8kun & Q or his “agent Austin” wouldn’t be 

collecting ppl on platforms with followers. 

Q says he’s FAKE NEWS. I don’t understand why people can’t see he’s FAKE NEWS. pic.twitter.com/9UAXFgbheT

3/11/2020 3:38:46 AM dfrombrooklyn I’m pretty sure dudes replies are larps too

3/11/2020 3:42:09 AM blackjackpupil the banks do not use xrp and never will. the corda protocol is used with r3 for enterprise level, the xrp and ripple will not be central to any new 

financial system. its trash. good day to you all.

3/11/2020 3:42:26 AM noblessewilde I agree it was a shocker to see the endorsement ... But I would personally give Majestic a benefit of doubt, thinking he was unaware of the other guy 

being a puppet

3/11/2020 3:44:03 AM noocnik I'm only referring to Jordan's comment about the MJ12 account. When it comes to a man claiming to be from Q team, the matter is simple - "no 

outside comms".

3/11/2020 3:45:16 AM drumz3606 Austin is FAKE NEWS according to Q drops plain and simple. pic.twitter.com/eQ3TSq79Qm

3/11/2020 3:45:16 AM anthony22003 The more you keep saying this , the worse you look. Just stop already

3/11/2020 3:48:20 AM lilystormchaser Not even a Useful one.

3/11/2020 3:56:02 AM upallnight39 Did yall hear tesla is a venusian?!

 https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/tesla/esp_tesla_15.htm … https://www.ancient-code.com/bizarre-nikola-tesla-was-brought-to-earth-from-venus-

says-declassified-fbi-file/ …

3/11/2020 3:56:04 AM barrysoetoro15 Its all FKN #RIGGED !!!!

3/11/2020 3:59:44 AM mongrelglory You need to listen to the content and think for yourself.  If you still think he's fake news after that, then that's your prerogative.

3/11/2020 3:59:59 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/9k2CArDa2R

3/11/2020 4:00:15 AM drumz3606 Anons are perpetuating FAKE NEWS BY following/RT this Austin dude. Q told us so in Q drop. 

“Agent Austin”🤪 claims he’s in DIA & DIA is “forcing” him to tweet/do videos. If one is in DIA would they curse ppl out & say in DIA? NO! 

Q said disregard immediately! FAKE pic.twitter.com/OeBDCdWQWI

3/11/2020 4:00:16 AM upallnight39 #nesara

#research

#lol

#losewithbiden

You guise heard about #defendereurope ?

 https://www.eur.army.mil/Portals/19/documents/Media-PressReleases/DEFENDEREurope20MediaAdvisoryEvents200207.pdf?ver=2020-02-07-

094311-393 …
3/11/2020 4:06:01 AM upallnight39 I feel like i am the ai quantum time warping tech

I am waiting for a good writeup on this guy.

I like whut i see tho.

QAnon sells weed. This guy has DIA info David Wilcoks verifies. Austin had a hot wife and a 60k sqiare foot palace

My inner voice says "lol I AM listening"
3/11/2020 4:08:04 AM upallnight39 That means u prolly in it.

The super top secret deep undercover amnesia type

Real talk

3/11/2020 4:11:00 AM whitepillanon LARP-o-meter goes beyond the charts. 

Threatening Denmark's Queen with death if she doesn't sell Greenland?  WTF? 

"No private comms. Q"

This phony cock will be used by the MSM to discredit Q.

#ControlledOpposition #QAnon

3/11/2020 4:15:50 AM mongrelglory Did those "tagged" people you were talking about happen to be on a list of sealed indictments?  😎 

https://twitter.com/yigsstarhouse/status/1237224338761359360?s=20 …

3/11/2020 4:22:09 AM smakedtalk If it is bravo, these guys have orchestrated the grandest plot ever seen.



3/11/2020 4:23:44 AM oubliene We will ALL know the TRUTH when the time is RIGHT! That being said, this baby face boy is NOT Q, if you believe him then you still need some waking 

to do. ALSO the real Majestic 12 was set up to HIDE THE TRUTH from the people so not a wise name for a patriot account. Facts matter

3/11/2020 4:24:05 AM hougibson And poof! We have this story this morning ... pic.twitter.com/n4sl5KkDQM

3/11/2020 4:24:28 AM maryschade14 Is anyone aware of how long Majestic has existed as an Intel entity? Curious that no one has pondered.

In general like clockwork..this time last year..Tw*tter hate trains..people being cowards with block mute alot of backstabbing. The problem with 

patterns..

3/11/2020 4:25:07 AM xrpbrainstorm Perhaps you need a new job?

SWIFT (how all the banks send money around the world) will also be using R3's Corda settler. R3's Corder settler exclusively uses #XRP

 https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/17188/blockchain-corda-settler-ripple-and-swift-a-mariage-a-trois … pic.twitter.com/Q9Wlpphn4l

3/11/2020 4:26:01 AM megatronmighty Your respect meter has no effect on the rest of the planet.

Your feelings are noted and filed away

3/11/2020 4:27:34 AM megatronmighty It's not [theirs]

3/11/2020 4:28:31 AM mani42643957  pic.twitter.com/yw61Xnrq3X

3/11/2020 4:28:59 AM wyldfire1128 Seems like their heads are too swollen, they're starting to act like some of the left and celebrities telling us what to think, we have our own minds, let 

us use them, if you choose to not believe him, that is your choice, continue with the movement. Stop dividing! #PatriotsUnite 

pic.twitter.com/Y89KpXX0Kx

3/11/2020 4:32:30 AM ideclarefreedom Yes, Danika is an Awesome IS BE! Happy Awakening:)

3/11/2020 4:33:37 AM katie_g4 3-11!!! pic.twitter.com/20POZ8QN4Y

3/11/2020 4:37:29 AM eman1292 Ya, because you know everything right? All hail @Jordan_Sather_ master of knowledge. You look a little tired from being Woke so hard. Take a nap and 

chill out for a bit. We're right around the corner for all to be revealed. Sit down and eat some popcorn or something.

3/11/2020 4:38:32 AM 040118054_17 Spot on!!! Love that one!

3/11/2020 4:40:58 AM jackief42642119 I’m with you Jordan!!!! I’ve just been seeing this Majestic guy all over recently, I don’t buy it for a minute. What a pompous ass, always trying to sound 

like Q!!! Ridiculous.

3/11/2020 4:43:25 AM asswitter2 WOW.....! pic.twitter.com/IqNWVffioE

3/11/2020 4:45:00 AM mz_nubbie Does anyone know what sean was saying?

3/11/2020 4:46:13 AM jackief42642119 And who, might I ask, are you? Always trying to sound like Q, but without any substance. Where is your own voice? Where is your own personality, 

language, expression? I’m not buying the Q wannabe syndrome.

3/11/2020 4:47:48 AM ray_bernwwg1wga I don't think they have rights they are not human right if they are man made clones so have no rights?

3/11/2020 4:52:19 AM 444_q_ Remember* keep your lamps trimmed & full of oil, ready & anticipating! It may seem like a long time, but we are undoing what has been done for the 

last 6000 years 😊

3/11/2020 4:57:20 AM 444_q_ If you are offended by letters that form a word, you should do a heart check, because the reality of what we are fighting against is 100,000,000 X's 

worse than some made up word. I think this post speaks volumes!

3/11/2020 5:05:32 AM nschlange What are you guy's talking about? I don't see the picture? The one of Trumps Instagram page?

3/11/2020 5:10:37 AM iamhowiam2 Anions are ready. WWG1WGA

3/11/2020 5:13:34 AM lkbrown68 C before D?

3/11/2020 5:15:40 AM tieronepatriot Jumping for joy! pic.twitter.com/oqzXDngugd

3/11/2020 5:21:24 AM one_autist 3 6 9

3/11/2020 5:23:14 AM camigo456 ☝️ pic.twitter.com/tNIkDJcWKj

3/11/2020 5:24:59 AM fansblowing3 No

3/11/2020 5:27:26 AM realitygateway I'm with you Michelle. My gut tells me to pay attention to Austin. What's interesting is that his persona in the videos creates its own kind of plausable 

deniability. I'm enjoying his lighthearted personality. I'm feeling pretty beat up from the past 5 years.

3/11/2020 5:27:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 33 https://twitter.com/congressdotgov/status/1237716479094796289 …

3/11/2020 5:28:56 AM jeff57253103 😆🤣😂

3/11/2020 5:29:07 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/drDjbHVxWE

3/11/2020 5:29:58 AM zagnett That means 👀🤡☠

3/11/2020 5:29:58 AM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/aXKjsoXOEg

3/11/2020 5:30:48 AM skeye_watching I'm not offended in the least. I have my sights set much higher. I just don't want to see others mislead. None of this is about "one" individual.  He 

doesn't have all the answers. "Pride comes before a fall"  What's coming is much bigger than his riches.

3/11/2020 5:30:54 AM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/0sU86CvFvH

3/11/2020 5:32:11 AM burgersandra 2:3=2+3=5

3 11 2020 = 3+2+2+2=9

                     322=Skull & Bones 

SerialBrain2:

322 can be read 32. What is the opposition of 32? Yes, 23. So? 55=23+32 is the number symbolizing the war between 23 and 32. 

https://www.serial.rocks/post-85 

3/11/2020 5:32:57 AM farmerfunkk so are you saying you are Q too? I guess we should be lookin' for confirmation from 'the big man upstairs' on your account too, huh?

3/11/2020 5:33:19 AM micsquito 🍞🔑🔓🏰 pic.twitter.com/a07kOVtB4h

3/11/2020 5:33:41 AM robint58742437 This is so true

3/11/2020 5:34:01 AM enlightenednow7  pic.twitter.com/fG4lXJBrQu

3/11/2020 5:34:05 AM luimurtosa Is Larp the [Larp's] last Larp before the Larp hits?

3/11/2020 5:34:12 AM enlightenednow7  pic.twitter.com/Q6XNZ7vsOB

3/11/2020 5:34:26 AM enlightenednow7  pic.twitter.com/TrhZ5cs0KE

3/11/2020 5:34:55 AM cottont47979658  pic.twitter.com/6uM2RFnScf

3/11/2020 5:36:20 AM fansblowing3 I hope so 🤞

3/11/2020 5:36:46 AM skeye_watching Actually before Q even surfaced there have been a number of people that knew of the corruption of the deep state. Q has just made it more evident & 

widely known & continues to unravel the web of deceptive participants.

But it's not new.  Just new to many more.

3/11/2020 5:37:18 AM fansblowing3 33 = cabal, CIA, and M16 partners

3/11/2020 5:37:32 AM vintagesquirrel Like this? https://twitter.com/Vintagesquirrel/status/1237568001932537856?s=19 …

3/11/2020 5:40:40 AM metavinci Or the arrests can happen without media spinning it as anything but justice.

3/11/2020 5:42:23 AM crt14361013 #letsroll

3/11/2020 5:42:34 AM shaigaichan The two 

common point

3/11/2020 5:44:46 AM americanpetal 17 mins ago too

So, they are sending code? pic.twitter.com/6UTbXC1lXL

3/11/2020 5:47:38 AM bryceja68689884 Looks like everbody is failing on the "not being divided" front. What if this is Q testing our ability to remain united? Werent we warned something like 

this would happen?

3/11/2020 5:48:54 AM the_tru_eapjr the storm is in full swing. which is why they are acting this way. can you not recognise it!?

3/11/2020 5:49:26 AM gotmoxie2 geez now they are just in our faces with it.

3/11/2020 5:53:28 AM unidentifiedta1 Proof?



3/11/2020 5:53:31 AM realitygateway The following Q posts might apply: pic.twitter.com/wTtDeIbRlH

3/11/2020 5:55:02 AM bi07829782 Is 33 cabal related number?

3/11/2020 5:56:11 AM loraheath1313 I am Ready! pic.twitter.com/lT8X1iG5du

3/11/2020 5:56:34 AM malibuphoenix33 33 was a number used by the galactics and ascended masters far before the evil Illuminati got their hands on it. 33 vertebrae in the spine, the power of 

3,6,9 and the Fibonacci, 33 degree lay lines with sacred sites. Don’t buy into the illusion that 33 is associated with evil

3/11/2020 5:58:58 AM eaglesview77 I wish there was as much hype for the cabals infectious virus as there is for this coronavirus

3/11/2020 6:01:34 AM nonlineardarren Influenza B is a REAL disease.

Influenza B REALLY killed 136 children in the US this flu season.

No schools were closed.

No stocks sold off.

COVID-19 has killed ZERO children and only 30 very old, very sick adults, but we treat it like the plague.

100% politics.
3/11/2020 6:02:16 AM eaglesview77 Wait CV....coronavirus or cabalvirus?

3/11/2020 6:02:33 AM twilly18 to quote Sara

"it's easier to think he's crazy than it is to think about what he's saying"

3/11/2020 6:03:38 AM the_tru_eapjr actually yes. notice the number will change.

3/11/2020 6:10:45 AM malibuphoenix33 ✌️✌️✌️

3/11/2020 6:12:00 AM jdltr450 What storm Mr. President??? pic.twitter.com/2zJqLj7GGy

3/11/2020 6:14:15 AM liltilgerlil Funny! Love the humor

3/11/2020 6:14:54 AM jesusgirljen Yes

3/11/2020 6:16:03 AM xtra_hrdcor_xrp This sh*t just made my day 🤣

3/11/2020 6:16:18 AM mneutronstar Just unfollowed him to

3/11/2020 6:16:49 AM jesusgirljen Smh

3/11/2020 6:16:56 AM boondognews Wel I do!! Then my brain goes down the “but Tesla said 3 6 9...” Hahaha

3/11/2020 6:18:56 AM paullcarr2 Larpy

3/11/2020 6:19:51 AM nikoscali Interesting how pointing out the flaws in someone's story while still urging people to make their own decisions means I have a "strange savior 

complex"....

3/11/2020 6:19:59 AM awakeandsing123 This eye-opening thread is presented by the number 33: https://twitter.com/realirishdevil/status/1235279121816514560?s=21 …

3/11/2020 6:23:59 AM relativemartian #XRP

3/11/2020 6:26:07 AM karma4event201 MJ12 said the editing was strategical 

Watch the clock behind him & match all edits with times 

Put all edits showing

4:30 together 

4:33 

4:34 

🤔 I don't remember seeing 4:32
3/11/2020 6:28:50 AM pixievintage2 Q will adress this fake clown

3/11/2020 6:29:49 AM kindeandtrue At this rate, we'll all be dead before the Storm hits.

3/11/2020 6:30:47 AM malibuphoenix33 When a number is repeated, as the three is in Master Number 33, its vibrational essence is multiplied and its power to resonate throughout your life is 

greatly magnified.

3/11/2020 6:31:20 AM bbombski The MJ12 group has been around since the 80s, long before Q.

3/11/2020 6:31:30 AM malibuphoenix33 Master Number 33 is generally called the number of the Master Teacher, and resonates at a highly spiritual vibration.

3/11/2020 6:34:05 AM bbombski My only issue is if this dude were lying, he's going to prison for 3 years and has a hefty fine. Why would he put himself in that position

3/11/2020 6:35:23 AM blackjackpupil "Whether it’s JP Morgan coin, or Wells Fargo coin, or BAML coin, or HSBC coin, it doesn’t matter to us. We have no horse in that race. We don’t have 

any financial incentives one way or another. We’re just trying to get as many people onto our platform as possible.” CEO of R3

3/11/2020 6:36:36 AM blackjackpupil "it is not mandatory for the sending party to use XRP or any other cryptocurrency." pic.twitter.com/PZatmg9aub

3/11/2020 6:36:42 AM covertress  https://covertress.com/nikola-tesla-files/ … pic.twitter.com/7mwy8hW75E

3/11/2020 6:39:03 AM my2sonznme How long do you think we will be down?

3/11/2020 6:41:14 AM strangewisper 23

3/11/2020 6:50:33 AM patindonna Do I need to get gas for my generator

3/11/2020 6:51:15 AM patindonna Do I need to get gas for my generator

3/11/2020 6:51:50 AM charmanda9 A majestic 3rd motion.

3/11/2020 6:52:04 AM moemc8 IMO you should always have

3/11/2020 6:52:32 AM xrpbrainstorm So now you've gone from it won't happen to it's not mandatory. 🤣😋👏🏻

You do realise R3 recieved billions of XRP in settlement. So why wouldn't they use it. Oh that's right it's a shit coin. You really need to grow up.

3/11/2020 6:53:03 AM mongrelglory Michelle, that was just frickin awesome! 🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 6:55:37 AM skeye_watching Indeed, because there are things that show up in our timelines that are meant to trigger negative reactions & disrupt our peace. There are many things 

that seem crazy to ppl bcuz they don't understand them, but it's not wise to imply they are dumb. Everyone lacks understanding.

3/11/2020 7:00:07 AM stormwatcher71 MAJ12 was Q-ed but so were some accounts that have called MAJ and Austin LARPS. Q has stated that referencing an account is not an endorsement. 

Both MAJ12 and AS have posted the wackiest stuff.

3/11/2020 7:00:35 AM 05kd05 I see the no. 911 EVERYWHERE, all the time,  several times a day, and this has been going on for many years.  What does that mean? I don't get the 

3,6,9 stuff? Can't someone explain in layman terms???

3/11/2020 7:01:19 AM vintagesquirrel  pic.twitter.com/kXQoNFqM8I

3/11/2020 7:01:45 AM qwwg1wga17 Bill Brasky!!!!!🍻 To Bill Brasky!!!!

3/11/2020 7:02:47 AM lafol57 Heavenly Father surround everyone with Grace and safety in Your name we pray🙏

3/11/2020 7:04:09 AM rachaelangelm In 1918 when the Spanish Flu hit no one had insurance, now there are policy’s. NESARA. Do you trust the plan?

3/11/2020 7:04:42 AM lbf777 FreeMasons are the Gentile branch of the Illuminati. Their number is 33.

3/11/2020 7:06:58 AM __the_chris Yeah I firmly disagree. Man is made by God, clones are made by man. Who is falling for this shit? Just like the Nephilim, not made by God and 

condemned to the abyss for a reason!

3/11/2020 7:12:58 AM lightlove21121 Oh how this hits home 😎

3/11/2020 7:13:44 AM casperkarrin Bernieor Biden?

3/11/2020 7:14:18 AM casperkarrin Same thing

3/11/2020 7:15:31 AM geniuscaveman Fucktastic it is. We dumb deplorables likes smart people

3/11/2020 7:18:05 AM cpnegron73 Wouldn't doubt it.



3/11/2020 7:19:30 AM chris8nix “NO” 😎

3/11/2020 7:21:55 AM skeye_watching What's "necessary" is for ppl to identify "disinformation" & learn the difference between truth & lies. "Disinformation doesn't only threaten our insight 

into the workings of our world; it makes us vulnerable to fear, misunderstanding & doubt: all things that lead to destruction"

3/11/2020 7:22:44 AM debpatriot AS is Adam Schiff in that post.

3/11/2020 7:23:18 AM skeye_watching .... "It can drive good people to commit terrible atrocities against others, or even against themselves." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/disinformation-how-it-works …

3/11/2020 7:24:09 AM chris8nix @GenFlynn @FollowThe17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I forgot to mention, (Gov no name). His wrists, they are tiny.  I hear 8 clicks per wrist.

3/11/2020 7:25:59 AM auroravoyager1 Maybe Kronos has the answer.

3/11/2020 7:27:30 AM blackjackpupil R3 is the consortium that is building financial markets infrastructure on corda protocol, it is privately funded with an IPO on the horizon. The CBDCs and 

bank/ corp coins will  be sent over that network, it wont be XRP, the shitcoin isnt necessary.

3/11/2020 7:27:42 AM duncanskinner6 3 and 3+3 and 3x3

3/11/2020 7:27:52 AM realitygateway Totally, but also, multiple meanings exist. It's just an interesting data point. If @AustinSteinbart is Q, I would think he left clues in the Qposts. None of 

us really know what will happen next in the Q saga. I think it is important for us to reserve our judgements. pic.twitter.com/qOT6U9aLz9

3/11/2020 7:30:38 AM supernovaslight  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1237745561769558016 …

3/11/2020 7:32:34 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/9R3fPF52sS

3/11/2020 7:33:52 AM rterriers Not the full file, Redactions are still in the JFK file. Those Redactions need removed.

3/11/2020 7:34:19 AM debbearl Yes, please!!

3/11/2020 7:37:38 AM justinseign Thang Q

3/11/2020 7:37:41 AM sarahfraley11 Isn't this an Einstein quote???

3/11/2020 7:37:44 AM skeye_watching And that is how the waters are muddied & the truth is made a joke of.

Those without a firm foundation will fall for it.

Truth does prevail though & rise out of their ashes after they crash & burn

3/11/2020 7:38:42 AM zagnett Yup, zactly. I've thought this way my whole life. I *know* very little. 1. i am a thinking thingof some kind, & 2. love exists. Having difficulty coming up 

with #3. 🤔

3/11/2020 7:39:44 AM olimyracle Like #1117 👇🙃💞 pic.twitter.com/jOs4nF91Gi

3/11/2020 7:39:52 AM fansblowing3 That doesn’t matter.

3/11/2020 7:40:34 AM fansblowing3 Read the comments https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236148039317884928?s=21 …

3/11/2020 7:41:22 AM justinseign I try to make my own conclusions and is the reason I asked for a different venue for this information.  One more conducive to learning.  and I ask 

someone that seemed to speak with some authority as to the topic, not a sarcastic reply. wiping sleep from my eyes trying to wake up!

3/11/2020 7:42:40 AM supernovaslight I did not trust that faker from the start, he gave off very shady vibe. Was so surprised to see so many endorse & retweet him.

3/11/2020 7:43:37 AM nikoscali Same...

3/11/2020 7:45:37 AM ericpartchey Is it all part of the storm

3/11/2020 7:47:01 AM charmanda9 3. There is a lesson in all things

3/11/2020 7:47:35 AM morec1027 5:5

3/11/2020 7:51:00 AM skeye_watching He screams fakery!  People are desperate for something and they fall for anything. It's sad to watch.

I am worried for the mentality of those that believe there is anything real about him.  How much deception will they fall for?

3/11/2020 7:51:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Belief in Baby Q or Q is not necessary for the job that is being conducted by the world's greatest Military leaders.

3/11/2020 7:53:40 AM nikoscali I assume same goes for belief in you?

3/11/2020 7:54:21 AM jballz1021 But it DOES require a certain...not belief, but state of being. Think resonance.

3/11/2020 7:54:42 AM zagnett Touché, mon ami. Tres bien. 🧡⭐️💫

3/11/2020 7:55:08 AM wickedmouse369 Message over messenger - please realize there are multi-dimensional realities transpiring that one must decode to comprehend current events.

3/11/2020 7:55:20 AM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/n8YS10sqA0

3/11/2020 7:55:50 AM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/kSf7DyV5y0

3/11/2020 7:56:56 AM cheddarbo I think Trump told us, in so many words, that Bernie Sanders' clone was used in a Dem debate. That Dana White is involved w american made & that 

they are currently manufactured in Germany & China by the Siemens Co. which is hilariously ironic if you give it a second.     🤔

3/11/2020 7:58:41 AM cheddarbo do all clones know or will they be surprised....

3/11/2020 7:58:53 AM csaranon1776 Try searching for disclosures and then anything else you could possibly think of. They have said that this handle won’t always be up so I’d start digging. 

Lots of mind blowing info that’s taken awhile to process.

3/11/2020 8:00:28 AM skypegrammy505 So you think a"word"is more disrespectful&evil than the acts done by the traitors,sick pedos,sex slave traffickers,corruption,human organ 

traffickers,cruel dismemberment&the murder of children...Just to name a few of the atrocities President Trump is up against?How naive.Wake up.

3/11/2020 8:01:12 AM supernovaslight Social media is a real time battlefield, many do not realize that, the fight for our minds & souls is on. Opinions formed & shaped like wet clay 4 those 

who r noobs & fail to see red flags, or catch odd vibes that should serve as a warning. But they will learn with time.



3/11/2020 8:03:27 AM skeye_watching With that being said, I don't doubt that he may have some knowledge about some inside things, but the way he has obtained them is nefarious at best. 

His claims of being Q is total garbage & his ego & attitude is totally against anything that is going to better humanity.

3/11/2020 8:03:42 AM daveo6145 Sheepdogs need to keep their peeps in line

3/11/2020 8:07:21 AM supernovaslight Looks like disinformation operation & those r not done by random kids who just like to play.

3/11/2020 8:08:32 AM francoissmc Quake not quake?

3/11/2020 8:10:53 AM the_tru_eapjr it's not an intelligence op. it's a psyop by remainers. intelligence ops are conducted by friendlies. psyops are conducted by enemy combatants

3/11/2020 8:11:36 AM 444_q_ I'm not implying anyone is dumb. I'm not upset either, and not trying to upset. Merely stating that what we are facing is HUGE compared to an offense 

of words. All was said in love. I'm still learning myself.

3/11/2020 8:13:00 AM skeye_watching No, he appears intelligent, but it's all aimed in the wrong direction. He definitely has an agenda & it's not to uncover real corruption & provide truth.

You can't drive out darkness with darkness.

3/11/2020 8:13:12 AM the_tru_eapjr unsealing those docs won't reveal the truth behind any of it. the truth is hidden FROM the official documents, NOT INSIDE them

3/11/2020 8:14:08 AM tanksmom2000 Yes, it refers to Skull and Bones, and (they) like to use 33 for short. POTUS is throwing it back in their faces.

3/11/2020 8:20:36 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/axios/status/1237756536602210305 … pic.twitter.com/ipTnxKYXfP

3/11/2020 8:21:10 AM truthwise2 Karma’s a bitch pic.twitter.com/4HDaRl80Um

3/11/2020 8:21:18 AM kachinagtto 23.... PAIN for the 322

3/11/2020 8:21:30 AM atashfire Give him chunks of 4 years and 364 days, just to keep him on the edge.

3/11/2020 8:21:44 AM 17grenouilles Annnd...

3/11/2020 8:21:59 AM esborder Like I care.

3/11/2020 8:22:10 AM terrieq7  pic.twitter.com/okBxlVqbfa

3/11/2020 8:22:13 AM giediknight If we look at the config for the Adtran router at Luke Air Force Base provided by @AustinSteinbart we will see the 

hostname "13960LUKE-AFB_primary"

(3 9 6) very cheeky huh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The ethernet interface 0/1 (primary) has a public IP of ip address  63.232.23.242  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1237537255989768194 …

3/11/2020 8:22:28 AM bipolarmedia buh bye

3/11/2020 8:22:39 AM realitygateway 23, huh? 🧐

3/11/2020 8:22:40 AM palmdalekid2 and degenerates like me

3/11/2020 8:22:56 AM lucyloo_22 Was there a downside to this claim?? He gets what he deserves.

3/11/2020 8:24:52 AM tucson_ron Put him in a dark cold stone dungeon with no blanket and straw to crap or sleep on, his one remaining choice in life. Gruel for 3 meals a day. Constant 

video monitoring available to the public.

3/11/2020 8:25:05 AM the_tru_eapjr what we also must remember is that the cabal are sending coded comm misdirects to Patriots. they hijacked Q & anons: deep state have their own Q 

now, posting on the new 8kun platform

3/11/2020 8:25:49 AM keith369me That sounds like JUSTICE!!!  About time!!!  Who’s next???

3/11/2020 8:26:17 AM basil26 Sucks to him...😎

3/11/2020 8:26:19 AM sc89126024 haha, 😅😬

3/11/2020 8:26:53 AM elucidate2020 With any luck......

3/11/2020 8:27:08 AM winklerburke How many movies start with this man as producer?

3/11/2020 8:27:21 AM colforbin3 Letter to the @realDonaldTrump  from FEB 10, 2020 Honorable Kelvin K. Droegemeier Director, Executive Office of the President Office of Science and 

Technology Policy   https://static1.squarespace.com/static/514b05c6e4b04d7440eb010a/t/5e43713e383ee71bf828b05d/1581478219297/Letter-to-

White-House-Officials-Feb-10-2020.pdf …

3/11/2020 8:27:33 AM addybreizh Il restera à Rikers ?

3/11/2020 8:28:15 AM djlok They always tell us their plans.

3/11/2020 8:28:15 AM 4evahexonerated 🍿

3/11/2020 8:29:00 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/oA6tGAomkI

3/11/2020 8:29:41 AM whiteloverose 💯

3/11/2020 8:30:16 AM whiteloverose No tears

3/11/2020 8:30:32 AM officialwwg1wga Would have to say, YUP!

3/11/2020 8:31:03 AM skeye_watching I didn't think you were making that implication. That meme originally came from Austin's page. My statement was reflecting on his attitude. All was 

taken in love as well. Austin nor MJ can reflect what is coming. Yes it is huge & we won't seeing it coming in printed words.

3/11/2020 8:31:10 AM kimberl45879851 Good! Ask us if we care.

3/11/2020 8:31:14 AM tyloww1 I smell a troll. 🤣

3/11/2020 8:31:39 AM elatedveracity Do they have another bio weapon or project blue beam lined up next?

3/11/2020 8:31:42 AM trollingmockin1 Yea but still why is no one talking about the fact he has no balls and a vagina?  Was this the price for his place in society? Like Bruce Jenner ?

3/11/2020 8:31:43 AM winklerburke The Q op continuously asks us to be on our toes, thinking.  No more walking into gas chambers, willingly. What if each member of the (significant?) Q 

team was asked (at diff times) to publicly say, “ I be Q?”  Just to make rigid folk think... and be flexible and mind-grown-up?

3/11/2020 8:32:11 AM girlawakeinca Perfectly said 🙌💫

3/11/2020 8:33:21 AM genome33  pic.twitter.com/hXBMnNTefp

3/11/2020 8:33:52 AM stellarstellaq How long will he last behind bars...

3/11/2020 8:34:48 AM truthfighter80 😡 yes I will sound angry. This pos deserves to rot in jail...

3/11/2020 8:35:28 AM onthroad1 Excellent. He needs to die behind bars...

3/11/2020 8:37:30 AM one_autist Great work giedi knight 👍👍👍👍

3/11/2020 8:38:44 AM trollingmockin1 I think you just happened to view it 17 m after.

3/11/2020 8:38:53 AM truthfighter80 Plus 24 hours, 43200 mins, 21600 secs....... 😈

3/11/2020 8:40:40 AM revolqtion He should get used to being in that bent over position...

3/11/2020 8:41:59 AM americanpetal I would have thought he was already dead. I thought as soon as Trump got into office he struck fast. After all, I thought we were watching a movie.

3/11/2020 8:42:14 AM americanpetal I did.

3/11/2020 8:43:37 AM trollingmockin1 Been there before lol

3/11/2020 8:45:22 AM canerous2 It is bad as Cat Scratch Fever?

3/11/2020 8:45:27 AM americanpetal I seem to keep viewing tweets such as MJs at the 17 min marks. It just happens. I guess No Coincidences.

3/11/2020 8:45:55 AM justachoice Hell get the Epstein treatment, hes gonna be enjoying the med sea in no time

3/11/2020 8:49:15 AM kagqanon Sounds like the right amount of punishment then.

3/11/2020 8:50:06 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/MfnMO0zRuq

3/11/2020 8:50:38 AM kayflowlegit My birthday is on the 3rd day of the 6th month in the year with 99 in it any meaning

3/11/2020 8:51:44 AM trollingmockin1 I believe noticing synchronicities is your ego becoming aware of the patterns of the matrix. But I know very little about all of this. 

pic.twitter.com/AXBt0qfDSw



3/11/2020 8:53:25 AM twilly18 he should have thought about that before he did what he did

3/11/2020 8:53:34 AM nikoscali Talking about harvesting humans always brings the movie Blade or Daybreakers to mind. pic.twitter.com/w1hYLsVJAV

3/11/2020 8:53:44 AM jlw_jamie The silent war be fought, there will be casualties. We were protected from the attack that was meant to kill a mass amount of people. [They] are 

watching the attack fail, they are failing at even scaring us into distraction from their lies.

3/11/2020 8:54:44 AM justinseign thang Q

3/11/2020 8:55:34 AM mongrelglory This is a very small violin. 🎻

It may even be the world's smallest...

3/11/2020 8:55:40 AM qphillypatriot  pic.twitter.com/ioc0Dzd8Ey

3/11/2020 8:55:46 AM nikoscali Whats funny is Nazi war criminals used this same tactic at Nuremberg and it didn't do much for them..

3/11/2020 8:55:48 AM fansblowing3 Who’s next please?

3/11/2020 8:57:32 AM jillrob46811431 Exactly!

3/11/2020 9:00:34 AM skeye_watching Baby Q's narcissism is reminiscent of Hitler.

3/11/2020 9:01:37 AM agelessnerd 🤣🤣🤣 @holotechrd 🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 9:02:08 AM 444_q_ 💗

3/11/2020 9:03:31 AM sterling2143  pic.twitter.com/8zbvNmqnC3

3/11/2020 9:04:13 AM erinbrittain6 Well do the  crime do the time

3/11/2020 9:08:47 AM jeremyr60971542 But how soon? #WeinsteinMayGetEpsteined

3/11/2020 9:10:15 AM dcd51 Amen

3/11/2020 9:13:24 AM house_poseidon Should have been 2,300 years.  And will be.

3/11/2020 9:16:37 AM amuses Thank Goodness.

3/11/2020 9:17:31 AM scott_rick Time to sing, little canary

3/11/2020 9:17:33 AM _369311119 How many children does Q have?

3/11/2020 9:17:37 AM jackief42642119 Thanks for the info— That’s very interesting, ... who are they?

3/11/2020 9:19:26 AM tripmomone Oh well RIP mofo.

3/11/2020 9:19:29 AM alantomazin Yep

3/11/2020 9:26:00 AM steppedweller7 Do you happen to know which Q post(s) features MAJ12?  Search isn’t bringing up anything.

3/11/2020 9:26:14 AM humanprimer Well... if we are lucky he will.

3/11/2020 9:26:39 AM pinkypd  pic.twitter.com/8Ep0TTaPjQ

3/11/2020 9:29:51 AM daddyj08466171 They mock Jesus at all costs. pic.twitter.com/NbvsBq21SP

3/11/2020 9:31:46 AM internetusr Cool

3/11/2020 9:32:11 AM peekaboo1966  pic.twitter.com/FmeF0edejd

3/11/2020 9:33:01 AM peekaboo1966  pic.twitter.com/YdUlpkk1Ht

3/11/2020 9:34:58 AM suekonkel When the President says ..

3/11/2020 9:36:30 AM anotheranon12 So it begins

3/11/2020 9:37:53 AM stormwatcher71 Post 3614

3/11/2020 9:38:07 AM karma4event201 A great puzzle! Tech used to bring evil down. 

use clock on pc, count "edits" organize edits by clock

use hand gestures of "Facts" to research Grandpa & dad 

G'pa long time CIA drugs cartel > Poppy BushSr ?

Dad retired last year > BushJr Death Penalty?
3/11/2020 9:40:08 AM adamjhall2 LARPing or at most the DS SSP anti-Q.

3/11/2020 9:40:15 AM bucksmedic36 Imagine if the public found out that this was truly a "manufactured crisis" by bad actors. That would truly blow the doors open for the Great 

Awakening, and more hard truths exposed 🤔 #TheBestIsYetToCome

3/11/2020 9:44:45 AM brianbrido97 What’s 2 divided by three?

3/11/2020 9:46:41 AM qdiddly42 The guy could prove it with a Q post if it was true. only a complete idiot would believe him at this point. you are the sheep here

3/11/2020 9:47:46 AM shelaneb Anyone give AF?

3/11/2020 9:48:03 AM state1union Gathering up the Pedos for sure! Human traffickers are going down!

3/11/2020 9:48:05 AM qdiddly42 no we aren’t, but shills gotta shill..

3/11/2020 9:48:11 AM lynneller4 Together we're stronger

@MarthaR56062273 @jlynnc6 @LisaMasn @ARedPillReport @Vivian71615382 @X4hqGAsWVByLxpX @prayingmedic @lbrychina @freedomforcer 

@RedPill78 @intheMatrixxx @JustInformU @IPOT1776 @Spaceshot76 @PatriotsSoapbox @ChrisQFarley1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealJamesWoods 

https://twitter.com/CitizensIReport/status/1237774430291595264 …

3/11/2020 9:48:49 AM blackjackpupil And I'm speaking from direct experience within the banks involved. And as someone who is helping with feedback to draft regulation in the EC. I'm 

saying this is because you're encouraging people to buy XRP as some great investment in the nee financial system. Its poor advice.

3/11/2020 9:50:36 AM phreatomagnetic This guy, like most everything in life, is a test.  

Examine what he says.

Decide what to do with it.

Don't be led, be majestic 

Consider, decide

3/11/2020 9:50:44 AM excalib3r17  pic.twitter.com/54lFYpACIZ

3/11/2020 9:51:52 AM state1union Cannibal virus 🦠 more like it.

3/11/2020 9:59:08 AM web_mktg No concerns about religious tolerance under Trump or disguised policies. Vatican/Pope - Corrupt. Trump will expose. Mulvaney - Gone. Barr - 

Constitutionalist. Org Religion - Corrupt. As is Tax Break - Mark Taylor - @patton6966, Vatican Infiltrated -  

 http://redefininggod.com/2016/10/how-the-kabbalist-jews-took-over-the-roman-catholic-church-through-the-jesuit-order/ …

3/11/2020 10:01:22 AM mklundquist Bc he is an android! 🤣😅😂

3/11/2020 10:10:13 AM xrpbrainstorm #XRP is a bridging currency you muppet it will transfer the value of anything used.. Fargo coin get's changed into dollars or HSBC coin.  

https://zycrypto.com/despite-being-the-perfect-bridge-currency-xrp-still-receives-low-patronage-from-big-exchanges/ …

It also provides ODL on demand liquidity. Something the financial system surely needs. Listen to #trumps next 1/2

3/11/2020 10:13:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 Right on schedule. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1237780518671921152 …

3/11/2020 10:13:19 AM curt_avila  pic.twitter.com/Nyb08fHBhW

3/11/2020 10:13:47 AM memepettit Yes

3/11/2020 10:14:12 AM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/H0joWbHXF0

3/11/2020 10:14:23 AM scott_rick Lock it up... ACT 3

3/11/2020 10:14:50 AM kachinagtto Someone just lost some money https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/06/28/world-bank-launches-first-ever-pandemic-bonds-to-

support-500-million-pandemic-emergency-financing-facility …

3/11/2020 10:15:12 AM mcf169 I don’t my si      D 🐪🦞🐬

3/11/2020 10:15:18 AM justinseign Who's on first...



3/11/2020 10:15:38 AM emeyah NO reflecting necessary. He's a shill. He's NOT Q . 

bye bye pic.twitter.com/kZRWimBtiL

3/11/2020 10:16:19 AM dcooyon Luckily, Federal dollars (our money) will fix it right away.

Right?? 🙄

3/11/2020 10:17:20 AM ghost_of_billy_ Can they set up a viewing area for Harvey Weinstein in the jail where the public can take pictures and throw peanuts at him?

3/11/2020 10:18:02 AM nm_zsr Which schedule?

3/11/2020 10:18:08 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/GXE_n2q08Yw 

3/11/2020 10:18:24 AM 54catjones Yep!

3/11/2020 10:18:28 AM gcanty3 Off topic MJ12 but what will it take to get real answers about the chemtrails. “ Spraying us like roaches!”

3/11/2020 10:18:34 AM lnmarira ching ching!!! 

not for me,

but for some...

time to cash in

3/11/2020 10:18:49 AM synackstatic MJ12, could this guys info be correct, but it's a smear of upcoming revelations? An attempt to get ahead and parody a real individual who may have 

important info? Say, a whistleblower? "Stay in the light."

3/11/2020 10:18:49 AM miss_ampie Indeed. 🎯

3/11/2020 10:19:17 AM jams4thebread #BonoInQuarantena  Happens to be a trending hashtag right now. What's this all about? Not to fuel the run away with it's happening thoughts. But I do 

find it odd.

3/11/2020 10:19:18 AM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/CAOKXcBCpa

3/11/2020 10:19:20 AM truth939 ]our[ schedule or [their] schedule?

3/11/2020 10:19:26 AM one_autist Should you be concerned of the coronavirus? Double bluff by media?

3/11/2020 10:19:28 AM clifton15jon 5:5 by the book

3/11/2020 10:19:33 AM sally41020sally It's our lucky day - or put otherwise "Can we be that lucky?"

3/11/2020 10:19:35 AM solonyl And information

3/11/2020 10:19:56 AM xrpbrainstorm economic announcement he will mention liquidity tools. I know for a fact #XRP is the chosen one because I follow QAnon and understand the code 

used. Couple that with Ripple Partnerships, personel movements, Garlinghouse and Lagarde being as thick as thieves. Etc, etc, etc 2/3

3/11/2020 10:20:09 AM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/9IEKTGIIfa

3/11/2020 10:20:27 AM kindeandtrue The ubiquitous 33's and 66's in the Coronavirus news reports are a clear manifestation that the Masonic Cabal is coordinating the COVID-19 crisis and is 

in control of many layers of government, media, and societal sectors.

3/11/2020 10:21:07 AM house_poseidon A hardcore remote viewing session that occurred a few months ago revealed goldman sachs & associates have been planning to implode the global 

economy, beginning after Jan. & accelerating rapidly in March & April.  Many other key details as well.

And here we are...

3/11/2020 10:23:52 AM ericpartchey Love this even if not true? Does not sound Hebrew

3/11/2020 10:24:36 AM nun_chucknorris Is there a correlation to the 4 Q posts referencing corona that we have missed?

3/11/2020 10:25:09 AM blackjackpupil the banks are building private networks because there is no way regulators or  banks own BCP policies will permit the financial system to be dependent 

on a few bros with raspberry pis running in their bedrooms. the future financial system will be owned by consortiums.

3/11/2020 10:25:35 AM _call_me_roy Corona: Dark to Light pic.twitter.com/1hb38logNv

3/11/2020 10:25:41 AM xrpbrainstorm Ripple working with 50 governments  https://thexrpdaily.com/2019/08/08/ripple-confirms-regulatory-engagement-with-50-governments-around-the-

world/ …

Ripple working with IMF and central banks https://medium.com/@X__Anderson/ripples-connection-with-the-imf-and-central-banks-7edc6f32a0a …

3/11/2020 10:26:32 AM blueyedproducer What are they doing? Tanking Markets because they hate our president?

3/11/2020 10:26:34 AM ericpartchey Trying to learn this. I am

3/11/2020 10:26:58 AM odiboluminous_ Yeah, he's an idiot!

Face palm emoji*

3/11/2020 10:27:05 AM blueyedproducer No. Absolutely

3/11/2020 10:27:25 AM darkcenter more info plz, my trading acct is dead, need to revive it!!

3/11/2020 10:28:04 AM house_poseidon It's so much more than this.  Very complex

3/11/2020 10:29:05 AM blueyedproducer Care to disclose?  This per an anon pic.twitter.com/aBlyyC8znR

3/11/2020 10:29:17 AM njghtlock lmao it's nothing serious "bono" is a way to say very good looking guy in italian slang, so basically since we are quarantined we post pictures of very 

good looking people to pass the time and cheer ourselves up

3/11/2020 10:30:13 AM one_autist Well it just came to me. Boy who cried wolf. Flip it over. Msm losing credibility. Gov have to keep crowds calm. One time they are telling truth. 

Reinstates credibility.

3/11/2020 10:31:48 AM jams4thebread Thanks for clarification. So it's masturbation for Italians while they are on lock down. Ci.

3/11/2020 10:32:01 AM ericpartchey True

3/11/2020 10:32:15 AM xrpbrainstorm You are talking out of you arse as the links I just sent you show ripple working with 50 governments the IMF and the central banks. Furthermore Ripple 

has just been valued at 10 billion. Hardly bedroom bros. You are ignorant and don't know your subject.



3/11/2020 10:34:02 AM zagnett 3/11 - Fukashima anniversary. 🤔🤨🤫

3/11/2020 10:34:13 AM njghtlock not really, it's just something to do since we are locked in our homes but I can't vouch for what the others use it for haha

3/11/2020 10:34:50 AM ksmillie30 I bet your smart... u need cookie?! Nom nom

3/11/2020 10:34:53 AM lightlove21121 🧐

3/11/2020 10:35:11 AM zagnett Oh, and 9 years ago to the day. 😅

3/11/2020 10:38:16 AM groonavy Who’s schedule? Deep state or Q? If it was Q then the better date would have been 12.3.20=17.  This is a deepstate signal to Q as an f u ?????

3/11/2020 10:38:45 AM wakeywakey2q2q I've neen checking out your songs.  I appreciate what u do man, your message... 

👍 🙏 ✝️ ✌️

3/11/2020 10:39:30 AM xrpbrainstorm The new financial system is referred to as "Level Playing Field". No globalist banking families keeping us in poverty... You can take that to the bank!  

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2019/06/christine-lagarde-future-of-bretton-woods-straight.htm …

3/11/2020 10:39:56 AM ochoa_red Northern Cali.. 😎 pic.twitter.com/qY79PvPYr6

3/11/2020 10:40:01 AM 040118054_17 Surprised he hasn’t been suicided yet.....still waiting for it... just sayin #Qanon

3/11/2020 10:40:08 AM 268doorholder This IS the kitchen sink!

3/11/2020 10:42:23 AM monkey3186 Could it be weaponized 5G?

3/11/2020 10:43:33 AM monkey3186 March madness continues

3/11/2020 10:45:49 AM xrpbrainstorm Level Playing Field

 https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/16/boes-mark-carney-central-banks-wont-be-left-behind-by-fintech.html …

 https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2015/11/10/level-playing-field-needed-to-expand-somalias-private-sector-world-bank … 

https://www.newcountry1031.com/u-s-seeks-level-playing-field-with-european-union-says-president-trump/ …

3/11/2020 10:45:55 AM americanpetal Good to know. So, everything is going according to plan. 👏 

Patriots in Control.

3/11/2020 10:49:46 AM cinmacluvs2knit What a scheme.

3/11/2020 10:49:46 AM patjone29703057 Guess those cabal members  that invested in the pandemic insurance get now can get paid ?

3/11/2020 10:49:56 AM elissa33982408 Where can I find the remote viewing video.There is also a remote viewer who did Q in a six part series.  Very fascinating.  I don't remember his name 

though.

3/11/2020 10:49:56 AM fansblowing3 These bonds pay out on March 23 = 3/23 = 322 💀 https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/feb/28/world-banks-500m-coronavirus-

push-too-late-for-poor-countries-experts-say …

3/11/2020 10:50:52 AM truth939 I'm interested to know more as well.  I hope those of us who have opened up our minds earliest to this information will be rewarded so we can focus 

less on work and more on transitioning the planet through these turbulent times.

3/11/2020 10:51:09 AM mithoheri We the people (ww) declare the WHO a criminal organization.

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

🇩🇪⚓🇺🇸 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/3ufMhcdIeA

3/11/2020 10:51:50 AM blackjackpupil I agree IMF will be involved with Special Drawing Rights currency and it'll be digital. If they choose XRP to transfer the coins it will be on a closed private 

network. Meaning they take the tech but do not use the publicly traded currency of XRP, it's a replication.

3/11/2020 10:52:23 AM johnman60 Remember Weinstein didn't kill himself.....

.....but will get the Coronavirus..

.....😉

3/11/2020 10:53:00 AM blackjackpupil That is the model that is live today with more projects in the pipeline. The vast majority of financial transactions will be off chain or private from public 

blockchain.

3/11/2020 10:54:03 AM identityasxy .

... now cue the Epstein Extraction Squad.

3/11/2020 10:54:26 AM blackjackpupil Which means banks using the tech and their own private network even if they use private XRP it will have no impact on the price of publicly traded 

coins. There will be use cases for public XRP but it will be minor in comparison to private offchain transactions.

3/11/2020 10:54:50 AM virginialouelle Buy gold, get your money out and buy gold.

3/11/2020 10:55:29 AM blackjackpupil The IMF is the cabal, one world govt, you do know that right?

3/11/2020 10:56:02 AM dianemccahon Just on time for them to collect all that pandemic bond $$ it's all about the $$

3/11/2020 10:56:02 AM veera81151963 Looks like they fell right in to their trap - but confused about the situation in China 

Incineration camps and city-wide lockdowns ?

Are the boys cleaning house down there as well ?

3/11/2020 10:56:16 AM blackjackpupil This is about trade surplus and deficits. Not about XRP.

3/11/2020 10:57:14 AM virginialouelle One of my favorite Tesla memes!!!

3/11/2020 10:57:25 AM house_poseidon Plant food & secure your family's future for vital items RE: water, etc.

Bottled water ain't gonna cut it folks.  Think long term.

Then, if all smooth sailing, you'll still need the food & water.

3/11/2020 10:57:45 AM lnmarira  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/425m-in-world-bank-catastrophe-bonds-set-to-default-if-coronavirus-declared-a-pandemic-by-

june?_amp=true …

3/11/2020 10:58:04 AM house_poseidon I hope that works out for you in the best ways possible

3/11/2020 11:00:35 AM 39anc6 Q is not God. We should not praise him as such. Q knows this, that's why "message over messenger". let's stop looking for the savior. We have more 

power than we believe. I think  MJ and AS wants to take us along that path

3/11/2020 11:03:37 AM jams4thebread  pic.twitter.com/C4iVIyPcAm

3/11/2020 11:03:54 AM lightlove21121 Our heart IS a 💥!!!

3/11/2020 11:05:31 AM davidachek yeah, and? your point being?

3/11/2020 11:05:46 AM azuremagus If it is him i.e. Q he is the platform.

3/11/2020 11:06:46 AM charmanda9 My HEART! 🔥♥🔥

3/11/2020 11:07:24 AM 444_q_ ARE WE HERE?!?! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103137343970689025?s=19 …

3/11/2020 11:07:49 AM adsvel Would I say, So Sorry?... Ummm... Nope! pic.twitter.com/qZgBhHPSdw

3/11/2020 11:08:40 AM drumz3606 Why would he goo to prison? 

I see guys all the time bragging about being in the FBI (or secret spy, CIA, etc.) to try to get in a club or to impress a girl.

3/11/2020 11:08:59 AM rick_hernandez I AM READY!

3/11/2020 11:09:20 AM azuremagus How about something simple like wait and see.

3/11/2020 11:10:39 AM tppirate Interesting point of view. I've envisaged this and have labeled it as XRP's biggest danger.



3/11/2020 11:12:01 AM veera81151963 You need to appreciate the evil they see on a daily basis - where most starseeds are rendered weak

These boys are destroying them - and resiliency required obviously will come with some venting 

But we really do need a new swear word :)

3/11/2020 11:12:11 AM frankfijalkows1 I can relate....just a little more thinking power  enough to use logic and asking questions....like the world dept is 100 TRILLION dollars....but who do we 

owe it to.

3/11/2020 11:13:46 AM karina89350882 Maybe - but they are not divine souls

3/11/2020 11:14:15 AM 361ismael Lmao come on now. Ur reaching here. There’s no Q to be pointed out

3/11/2020 11:14:38 AM karina89350882 But of Course they can be used by entities as "sleeves" to step and out

3/11/2020 11:14:56 AM patriotswegoall Paving the way to National Emergency declaration if needed. Time for PEAS?

3/11/2020 11:15:19 AM ablbaker Well it's official. I sound like and have now become my parents...

3/11/2020 11:15:48 AM dairy_mom_of_6 No one should be arguing over any of this. That's what Q said not to do. This is division! 🙄

3/11/2020 11:17:24 AM lenskisherry WOOT-WOOT 😎😎😎

3/11/2020 11:18:00 AM charmanda9 And now, after the initial jolt. 

👁 in 🌬⛈🌊 pic.twitter.com/dGKO3uvIah

3/11/2020 11:18:33 AM xrpbrainstorm I'm just showing the use of the buzzword/code Level Playing Field.

Furthermore Trump wants a level playing field on trade and #XRP resolves the Triffin dilemma

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Triffin_dilemma … XRP literally levels the playing field.

3/11/2020 11:23:56 AM web_mktg S. Term, I am focused on DJT swamp cleaning 'results', but I'am aware of those who question Trump's Masonry ties, Jewish Conv & even Relevation. 

MOTB. (Fin. Reset). U seem to have an opinion on the end game of this Catholic (Zionist?) conspiracy. Let's hear it. Net it out.

3/11/2020 11:24:09 AM kramer_ms And they have just put HTown in panic mode- shut down the biggest event we always have, the HLSR; now we’re cooking with gas!!

3/11/2020 11:24:54 AM dreamerchicago If one knows this is coming, one can make an absolute fortune on options.  This happened on 9-11, was never investigated.

3/11/2020 11:30:02 AM humanra88554680 #SomethingsComing https://youtu.be/WbWuFMzJwJQ 

3/11/2020 11:30:14 AM digitalsoldie20 Who's LG

3/11/2020 11:31:05 AM web_mktg Did not notice the new images in your last post. I guess your hinting at anti christ?

3/11/2020 11:31:44 AM 369palm I guess that’s a wrap.

3/11/2020 11:35:51 AM trumppallooza Isn't jr. In the black suit and black hat towards the bottom of the pic?

3/11/2020 11:38:35 AM xrpbrainstorm Very simple. 

1. It's called liquidity

2. It's called capitalism, competition

Example: $50 million sent using XRP, 2 secs, cost 30 cents. #XRP has a Zero fail rate.  https://www.cryptoglobe.com/latest/2018/10/xrp-helps-move-50-

million-in-2-seconds-costs-only-30-cents-techcrunch-founder-claims/ … 

Banks are also going to be in competition with Defi's. Customers always gravitate to...

3/11/2020 11:39:20 AM 369_is Check out how many are following MJ now. 55.5K

3/11/2020 11:40:56 AM web_mktg I am aware of some end times narratives. Whether the DS is mimicking revelation to dupe us all or this is it, we still have metrics yet to witness. Some 

believe Trump is  helping to bring in a dark to light NWO. Debt forgiveness will be the MOTB trap. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syAomNcQNAA …

3/11/2020 11:43:17 AM worldxplorer1 I saw that.  Majestic.

3/11/2020 11:43:54 AM blackjackpupil bretton woods was supposed to be an agreement of currency exchanged for gold but the signed version was sabotaged with gold and USD in it, it was 

always doomed due to triffin dilema and fell in '71. the SDR is the likely next currency and it will be controlled by IMF with all the

3/11/2020 11:44:43 AM veera81151963 Now I do - it appears Venus appears at many points in our evolution 

Based on the Law of One - their civilization progressed more quickly due to the lack of "bellicose" actions 

But Earth does contain the highest diversity of souls

3/11/2020 11:45:15 AM blackjackpupil same limitations of any central bank managed currency that can be inflated away at will. if you're really for freedom we should be returning to sound 

money linked to gold. the digital SDR may be powered by ripple or private XRP, it will bear all the hallmarks of the current systm

3/11/2020 11:45:37 AM geeb_master  pic.twitter.com/VhA4m3fYxK

3/11/2020 11:47:51 AM xrpbrainstorm Furthermore https://bitcoinist.com/showtime-for-xrp-bis-exec-calls-cross-border-payments-a-top-priority/ …

3/11/2020 11:47:56 AM westmount_d7 A reptile if I ever saw one. Literally.

3/11/2020 11:49:19 AM blackjackpupil and will be printed at will. it will be worse as it will be a totally digital system of control. add to that microchips and we're fully in the beast system. for 

me cash linked to gold or bitcoin which has similar properties to gold & privacy coins is the only route to freedom.

3/11/2020 11:49:36 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/ZbENViWbu3w 

3/11/2020 11:49:47 AM sleepingnomore That is good with me.

3/11/2020 11:51:56 AM 39anc6 trying to cover something? pic.twitter.com/qiWCtd39D8

3/11/2020 11:52:26 AM karma4event201 Watch this one. From research I have done, this is 💯% accurate 

 https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/11/2020 11:52:36 AM blackjackpupil so, XRP may be the tech for part of the new digital system structured top down from IMF to central banks and to commercial banks to public, however 

it will not be the traded public version. though the public version will be used but not extensively as supra/national currencies.

3/11/2020 11:53:02 AM karma4event201 This one is Perfect https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/11/2020 11:54:23 AM anonyboss Yes indeed! Lol

My favorite thing to say to stupid mother fuckers is that I have forgotten more than they will ever know..leaves them Stupified scratching their heads 

🤣🤣

3/11/2020 11:55:20 AM karma4event201 Right, and how many stars publicly thanked him? 

Cabal thought we believe actors and Fake News.

3/11/2020 11:55:27 AM xrpbrainstorm Moneygram and other remittance partners are already using XRP in various corridors around the world US to Mexico, Phillipines, Japan and more...

3/11/2020 11:56:23 AM clifton15jon #TheStorm

3/11/2020 11:56:34 AM tammyca31262528 When do we invest in the market? I’m afraid it’s gonna drop big time!

3/11/2020 11:56:44 AM karma4event201 Sing❓ oops #WeinsteinDidntKillHimself

3/11/2020 11:59:21 AM karma4event201 It looks like some Swamp rats will disappear under guise of virus

3/11/2020 11:59:39 AM deividmanzo That statement is not 100% accurate. There are other groups and societies (good and bad) far older and powerful than MJ12.

3/11/2020 11:59:52 AM prmd21801759 I am also interested in remote viewing.

3/11/2020 12:00:10 PM karma4event201 Probably enroute with syringe ready

3/11/2020 12:01:21 PM taradea08775439  pic.twitter.com/NfU2xVbwoQ

3/11/2020 12:01:58 PM taradea08775439 Only one larp in this story and hes in this pic pic.twitter.com/ubGjLYeaP6

3/11/2020 12:02:37 PM rebornkingent Yugely majestic. I wish I knew which accts are new.



3/11/2020 12:02:47 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/cZRsSm7NUX

3/11/2020 12:03:08 PM geeb_master  pic.twitter.com/BAzdLOqJ67

3/11/2020 12:03:32 PM xrpbrainstorm #XRP cannot be printed, there's 100 billion in existence.

Point 10... but you should read it all. https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomassilkjaer/2019/03/07/14-common-misunderstandings-about-ripple-and-

xrp/#3928572d71d0 …

3/11/2020 12:04:17 PM jooooody Totally! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3xcybdis1k …

3/11/2020 12:05:26 PM blackjackpupil see thus vizualisation and find currencies, transfers are your usecase. then scroll down, see stock markets, real estate, global debt and derivatives = 

financial markets. the vast majority, 95% of global blockchain transactions will be on private networks https://www.visualcapitalist.com/worlds-money-

markets-one-visualization-2017/ …

3/11/2020 12:05:33 PM mosslerrebecca You have good instincts.

3/11/2020 12:05:58 PM aahhhooohmmmm Is there something to this? Red Folder > Green Folder? #Coronavirus #GreenBudget https://youtu.be/ELrn0mmZnGE 

3/11/2020 12:07:12 PM blackjackpupil that means 95% of the worlds financial markets transactions will NOT be on using the XRP currency you hold today. sure you may make some money, i 

trade myself, but XRP you hold will not be the core of the global financial markets. if the tech is used it will be private.

3/11/2020 12:08:20 PM jooooody i think he looks alot like brandon flowers, the other rockstar that maybe isn't into Q yet, but that's ok.  all will be onboard in due time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3xcybdis1k …

3/11/2020 12:09:10 PM keiserrott I see no problem with that.

3/11/2020 12:09:59 PM kidge6  https://t.co/0amA0i3wv3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236918668208091137?s=21 …

3/11/2020 12:10:32 PM __the_chris Plus they are pushing et disclosure instead of Yeshuah/Jesus. I don't know about them anymore.

3/11/2020 12:10:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sidney Powell | How to Fix Justice  https://youtu.be/LTV1Y_QuZOM  via @YouTube

3/11/2020 12:10:40 PM blackjackpupil all these blockchain use cases using r3 corda or hyperledger or ethereum etc etc are on PRIVATE networks. the tech is taken and replicated for private 

use on a network with consortium members or partners. they do not need commercial currencies to power it. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaeldelcastillo/2020/02/19/blockchain-50/#1778572b7553 …

3/11/2020 12:11:01 PM house_poseidon DOW Jones is down 6.5% on the day.  If it reaches negative 7%, trading will be temporarily halted... for the second time in a matter of days

3/11/2020 12:11:08 PM celestial______ The real Q would never have blank walls and a spotless desk pic.twitter.com/6B0JSzn1iR

3/11/2020 12:11:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bye!

3/11/2020 12:11:56 PM blackjackpupil and i know this because it see it daily at work. and help shape regulation in europe.

3/11/2020 12:12:54 PM __the_chris We are all in this together, I don't see Jordan as a dog whistle. We all add what we can and discern what others add. Call out strange ties when we see 

it. All on differing levels of awareness and journey! Help lift each other up.

3/11/2020 12:13:16 PM kachinagtto #FreeGeneralFlynn

3/11/2020 12:13:49 PM xrpfudfighter The greatest secret ever kept.

It's going to be awesome !

3/11/2020 12:13:49 PM nikoscali Was a response really necessary?

3/11/2020 12:14:09 PM rebornkingent Step one. Remove every democrat appointed judge.  Look at the cases of wrongfully imprisoned  and look for a track record with certain prosecutors.

3/11/2020 12:18:22 PM marty713 👆🤔🙃 I can't listen to that 😵

3/11/2020 12:19:52 PM vivianmtl C before D

3/11/2020 12:20:42 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/od36pYh118

3/11/2020 12:20:54 PM rebornkingent The goods are within. Salvation can’t be spoon fed.

3/11/2020 12:21:53 PM the_loveoflight You know how Trump was loved by the DS before he ran for president? Heck even Hillary said Trump should run for president back in the early 2000s. 

He knew what was going on and still socialized with them in public(and business wise), but never participated. Why can’t the same be

3/11/2020 12:22:19 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/LskipdmZTb

3/11/2020 12:22:23 PM the_loveoflight ..said for Austin? He might have been hired by the DS but had a changed of heart. 🤷🏻♂️ But he’s freely open about his families history, how he’s been 

involved since a child, and has provided more than the ones calling him a larp! I just don’t understand why people are so quick to..

3/11/2020 12:23:55 PM the_loveoflight call a person a larp when the information is spot on. I agree he can still be a 🤡 but until he's outed we should research the info.

Same can be said with MJ12 - Look passed who they are and take in the info that is helpful.

The guys atleast been to where he says he's been. pic.twitter.com/0Hgos8ZbOD

3/11/2020 12:26:56 PM xrpbrainstorm DTCC research https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1rTfU_QV_8 …

3/11/2020 12:27:03 PM dark2light2019 Awww. Poor rapist...

3/11/2020 12:28:13 PM worldxplorer1 If many worlds theory is correct then I think there would have to be. Which leads to ask the question why am I experiencing this consciousness, this 

version of me.  Are the other versions hollow or just like the me typing this and wonder why they cant perceive THIS version of me.

3/11/2020 12:28:21 PM the_loveoflight Same can be said about Q, do you dare say goodbye to that?

3/11/2020 12:30:19 PM upallnight39 Should I stock up on weed and cookies and prepare to shelter in place?

3/11/2020 12:30:57 PM worldxplorer1 Like what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?  Marshall law?  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1237820230296010752 … pic.twitter.com/wu1EGyDD8f

3/11/2020 12:31:00 PM nikoscali You should ALWAYS be stocked up on weed and cookies!

3/11/2020 12:32:55 PM xrpfudfighter Please don't be rediculous.

You will be pleasantly surprised when this is all over with.

3/11/2020 12:33:30 PM lysa26832458 How do you think this will effect the election?

3/11/2020 12:33:43 PM upallnight39 33 17 88 282

Hey #qtards look at the numbers pic.twitter.com/iBMK45DeIr

3/11/2020 12:33:53 PM xrpbrainstorm Just to clarify, the one use case you do now agree with is worth $715 billion a year. Therefore #XRP is worthy of investment.

3/11/2020 12:35:23 PM upallnight39 Do U know how hard that is?

The more I have, the more I eat.

3/11/2020 12:38:03 PM boy12_jimmy Let's do this Mr. President. Bring on The Storm. Promise made, promise kept. pic.twitter.com/5WUSiMsKQN

3/11/2020 12:43:22 PM anonpatriotccj I hate unintentional typos. Far not fat lol

3/11/2020 12:45:35 PM the_loveoflight And well the guy calling him a Larp has a lot of pics out there aswell with known people.

But more importantly for being one of the faces of Q/youtube said this....

⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️⬇️ pic.twitter.com/WR9Lsm2RlV

3/11/2020 12:45:38 PM state1union Ok, how do you know?!Whats a divine soul?  I don’t mean to ask to many questions but cloning people and other souls being used is wrong

3/11/2020 12:46:44 PM karina89350882 I am absoluty with you! Cloning is terrible!

3/11/2020 12:47:04 PM markthie And that’s a bad thing? He should have cut a deal when he could.

3/11/2020 12:48:28 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv is it weird that I understand Qs post but can never understand Majestic12’s?



3/11/2020 12:48:32 PM the_loveoflight For being in the UFO and now Q community, always giving his thoughts/opinions on (twitter/youtube/etc.), has a huge following, travels all over the 

country giving speeches..has given no real info yet calls everyone else a larp 

What a funny guy he is.

3/11/2020 12:48:43 PM blackjackpupil lots of assumptions there still, it's not automatically a worthy investment. lots of regulatory work to be done first to see what the landscape will be.

3/11/2020 12:49:30 PM the_loveoflight Oh yeah he's also been outed as a PAYTRIOT...

...but it seems everyone forgot about that  🤷🏻♂️

3/11/2020 12:51:07 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv why do I sense so much arrogance from Majestic12? but never from Q??

3/11/2020 12:52:02 PM eo_swan Oldest #QuantumAnon on the platform? And why havent some people been deplattformed?  Weird right? @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@SnowWhite7IAM 

Also, burning question, why does everything taste like chicken?

Love you, 

eo_🦢

3/11/2020 12:52:26 PM karina89350882 My tweet was more meant in a bit sarcastic way for MJ12, because if the very "weired" comparison to humans from China. So MJ12 saying it`s nothing 

"wrong" with cloning in that`s just "insane" for me.

3/11/2020 12:53:59 PM 369_is I started looking into this recently. If I'm not mistaken, they run newest added on top.

3/11/2020 12:54:30 PM state1union MJ12 doesn’t seem themselves for a while now do they?  I agree with your statement. Before. Very strange

3/11/2020 12:54:42 PM the_loveoflight They are very different my friend. Q is more political where as MJ12 is more Quantum physics(or how our world/universe works) 

The ONLY reason I understand MJ12 (not fully understand) is because I had a small spiritual awakening before Q started posting. I then started...

3/11/2020 12:58:23 PM karina89350882 Therefor I recommended to see the film "Altered Carbon" wherein the future of cloned humans (by Gouverments and for the Elite) is shown. The 

"Elite" in the film lives for hundreds of years, just "changing" their bodies and "upload" their mind, just creepy. But I know they are

3/11/2020 12:58:37 PM karina89350882 doing it already!

3/11/2020 12:58:59 PM rghardy3 The Madness Continues …..

A Planet at War with itself.

3/11/2020 12:58:59 PM jaded_pearl AS may be a MJ12 - maybe a typist 🤷♀️ I'm enjoying the show for now waiting for the strong rain & winds to begin. 👀🛰️

3/11/2020 12:59:30 PM karina89350882 True - it`s all becoming stranger and stranger day by day!!!

3/11/2020 1:00:13 PM karina89350882 Do you know the MJ12 documents???

3/11/2020 1:00:26 PM the_loveoflight ..researching on my own. I was a big fan of Tesla before and when I reread alot of his works, interviews, books that he suggested, it opened my eyes to 

how the world really works. Talks vibrations, frequencies, 3 6 9, how he could visualize his work in his sleep and work on them

3/11/2020 1:01:01 PM jaded_pearl That's what I say. YaY! LOVE putting a nee face and voice to the movie. 🍿🍿🍿🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🍿🍿🍿

3/11/2020 1:02:23 PM state1union Holy crap 💩 I new it was true. I’ve seen some unexplainable things that are horrifying

3/11/2020 1:03:10 PM state1union I just got them downloaded and need to print them off. It’s around 612 pages right?

3/11/2020 1:03:40 PM hawkgirlinmn You guys are killin’ me 😂😂😂

3/11/2020 1:05:26 PM karina89350882 No there are thousands of docs….

 https://mega.nz/#F!qn4BSY6a!N5eEMi7B3A-4u5iQHkl5TA …

This is the first zip-file and in it you find whole books and soooo much more

3/11/2020 1:06:22 PM hawkgirlinmn What is the HLSR?

3/11/2020 1:07:15 PM karina89350882  https://mega.nz/#F!zLAxEIqL!72XTWe_9A9xp_zG785rqgg …

This is the second one, you must install it and "de-zip" it

3/11/2020 1:08:16 PM hawkgirlinmn When you use their own tactics against them....5D 😁

3/11/2020 1:08:43 PM janinevclay I am loving Raja. He is explaining all that I feel and meditate on. Thanks so much!!

3/11/2020 1:09:00 PM karina89350882  https://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/ 

This is the guy who revealed everything About the cloning Centers, Underground tunnels, killing games of the elite, Queen Elisabeth (lizzard) and so on 

and so on....

3/11/2020 1:09:27 PM chinupchubbly He might loose some chins, on his new diet!

3/11/2020 1:10:12 PM by369surrounded More 3 6 9's in timestamps today!!!!!!!!!

#WRWY

#TheStormIsHere

#PutOnTheArmorOfGod

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DecodeMatrix

@Toffer_Anon_369

@nine_six3

@pjm_tesla_369

@julka_369 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1237820230296010752 …
3/11/2020 1:10:30 PM karina89350882 I have researched now for three years and well - no Horrorfilm ever made or seen is as Evil as the Truth, really,

3/11/2020 1:11:18 PM austin234nine Who told you face to face and gave you the assurance needed to take this advice? This is not how trust works:/ best wishes

3/11/2020 1:11:45 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/5JEVtaESgT

3/11/2020 1:12:09 PM karina89350882 If you really want to know the truth be aware that you can`t go back. So in a way it`s true in saying "those who know can`t Sleep"...

3/11/2020 1:13:34 PM 369_is Dog whistle with a savior complex...🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 1:15:42 PM the_loveoflight How we are light beings..

"Light beings we are, not this crude matter" - Yoda

He was also a believer in God

Discovered the ether web

which if you understand what the Ether web is, it is possible that's how Jesus performed mircales.

Research my friend

Love/Light



3/11/2020 1:16:40 PM mindymaucelli @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I didn’t realize @HillaryClinton was running... are we missing something? @realDonaldTrump #2020Election #KAG2020 

pic.twitter.com/zo69F3OvAO

3/11/2020 1:17:23 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/PPzvpDKTMx

3/11/2020 1:17:27 PM by369surrounded I'm so glad! 💛💛💛

3/11/2020 1:18:04 PM state1union I watched edge of wonder about him and it fits what I saw.

3/11/2020 1:19:57 PM state1union I couldn’t  watch horror films all my life. I empathize to much even if it’s a film I know the real truth is far worse

3/11/2020 1:20:40 PM treep52 So?

3/11/2020 1:20:42 PM doodooh59284043 Yes.  It’s was the polite thing to do.  Was BCV’s comment necessary?

3/11/2020 1:21:32 PM karina89350882 Edge of wonder is pretty good for all this kind of informations. t`s a good starting point to go on, because there are soooo many layers and all is 

connected, Nothing is a coincidence and just "happens"

3/11/2020 1:21:34 PM state1union Karina you have no idea what I’ve been having to deal with. I can’t disclose anymore here until arrests begin.

3/11/2020 1:22:30 PM karina89350882 Me too, it`s just a comparison and as said - the truth is much more evil and dark

3/11/2020 1:24:22 PM karina89350882 Oh Gosh - I am really sending you Light and Love!!!!! Whenever you what to talk - DM!

3/11/2020 1:25:01 PM makaga6 Disclose it all as long as you've previously deposited evidence with reciept and arent precluded by gag order.

3/11/2020 1:25:30 PM karina89350882 You know - you are divine Consciousness with infinite "power", so please be fully Aware of every single thought!! NO FEAR!!

3/11/2020 1:27:12 PM rghardy3 Calm in the "Eye" of the Storm.

3/11/2020 1:27:13 PM 369_is Here is the Q post that you are asking for @Pixievintage2 https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1237837262966095872?s=20 …

3/11/2020 1:29:14 PM karina89350882 We are truly coming to "crossroad" for every single human Soul.....and Maybe JUST MAYBE it`s better not to be a sheep and saying "where we go ones 

we go all".....because this could also easily lead to negative fourth Density.....

3/11/2020 1:29:16 PM charmanda9 You got it.

3/11/2020 1:30:06 PM state1union You make so much sense and when Q said, it’s the ones we trusted the most. It’s no joke. It’s so evil, dark and been going on for to long. I only did what 

God demanded me to do. Tell the truth. I turned them all in.

3/11/2020 1:30:36 PM ronson12 No ones going to want to understand information coming from a sarcastic arrogant dick.

Q is complex for the normies as it is without this guys dumb as spin.

3/11/2020 1:32:01 PM karina89350882 So much love for you!! pic.twitter.com/1SY6MaGrX2

3/11/2020 1:32:42 PM unstoppablencp It’s about time or maybe even too late

3/11/2020 1:33:08 PM nurseniceyes It is going down right now!

3/11/2020 1:33:56 PM karina89350882 Yes - that`s the most Evil in this "game". They are telling the truth, but the sheeple Always they are Talking About "somebody" else. So from a higher 

perspective THEY are operating under our free will, and that`s the problem

3/11/2020 1:34:25 PM state1union I see your point. I’m going to stay light as possible and be outside in the sun. 🤗 thank you for your support and messages. It truly means so much to 

my heart ❤️. I needed you.

3/11/2020 1:34:38 PM xrpbrainstorm That's your opinion. Remember #Xrp is a limited supply. Ripple no longer offers OTC. Banks or whoever have to pay market price. 

No, things are about to change. New Financial system that avoids corruption and special interests. Remittances were just for liquidity & testing

3/11/2020 1:35:55 PM karina89350882 AA Michael (and please believe I am a very rational being and didn`t believe first what he is and said) told that most of the American Elite are Annunaki 

seeds and "feared" in the whole Universe because they are so evil

3/11/2020 1:36:35 PM _sigel 17:17 ?

It's all symbolic, possibly...maybe

#TheGreatAwakening

3/11/2020 1:36:59 PM troglowbyte  pic.twitter.com/o778yUIOLZ

3/11/2020 1:37:09 PM karina89350882 Love you - truly!!! Please have no fear, you are a blessed divine Soul and your birthright is soooo powerful. Just KNOW THIS!!!

3/11/2020 1:37:19 PM melbourne_3000 📢 You'll be baack!!

3/11/2020 1:37:52 PM karina89350882 And please DM me whenever you want - I`ll BE THERE!!!

3/11/2020 1:38:30 PM state1union For what flesh and blood ️ had done to me and the innocent 😇 there is only one place for Evil 👿 I’m sorry starting to cry again.

3/11/2020 1:40:54 PM chris8nix I wonder who guessed right on that bond. Pathetic...,

3/11/2020 1:41:16 PM blackjackpupil Central banks are not going to give up their control to XRP. You saw how quickly the US govt stopped Libra. Banks are not accumulating crypto. They're 

working with regulators on how to design CBDCs. And developing private networks. How that interfaces with retail is not clear yet

3/11/2020 1:41:40 PM 369_is Q POST about Pain in 23. https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1237840923930669058?s=20 …

3/11/2020 1:42:06 PM blackjackpupil Most financial networks being private like they are now is a fact. They have to be private to get service levels that can be relied on. These are 

regulatory requirements.

3/11/2020 1:42:09 PM state1union I love you too. Thank you so much, God sent you today. I’ll DM you, it’s going to get pretty sickening fast. I’ve been shown all the signs. I know the 

comms. I see the line ups of their evil 👿 faces.

3/11/2020 1:42:31 PM thesunshinesnow And they will need a bridge currency.

3/11/2020 1:42:53 PM state1union Thank you Karina 🙏🇺🇸🙏

3/11/2020 1:44:28 PM karina89350882 I am really with you and hold the Light and Love for you!!!!

Everything will be ok, we are one!!

3/11/2020 1:44:54 PM julka_369 Love for humanity ❤️

3/11/2020 1:46:09 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv i never left

3/11/2020 1:47:03 PM karina89350882 Nothing to thank - I am honoured that you allowed me to be with you now!!!

3/11/2020 1:47:34 PM bonfire0613 Thank you!

3/11/2020 1:47:49 PM tyrantswillfa11 #WWG1WGA

3/11/2020 1:48:05 PM covertress For an overview of everything wrong with the criminal justice system read:

• Licensed to Lie by Sidney Powell

• From Jailer to Jailed by Bernard Kerik

• Three Felonies A Day by Harvey Silverglate

3/11/2020 1:48:24 PM terrancongito Free #HATJ

3/11/2020 1:48:30 PM mynardpamela Altered Carbon is real. Clones are real. Hi! I Love you 💙 sweet Sister 🥰

3/11/2020 1:48:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 The flushIt will not protect you agaimst the coRonAvirus [n].

3/11/2020 1:48:41 PM nick09826154 While the MSM is all over the Coronavirus the National Guard is being deployed, Helicopters are up in the air(see map) and a huge Cartel is being taken 

down with over 600 arrests (second map). Hmmm? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/GB1Oa9QS9l

3/11/2020 1:48:43 PM karina89350882 I`ll say Good Night now- you are in my heart. We are all Sisters of the Devine Source, you are never alone!!

3/11/2020 1:48:47 PM state1union I wish it wasn’t everyone around me. I have my children. I pray for their safety, healing, and light with love. Thank you Karina

3/11/2020 1:49:15 PM 369_is Have you seen "The Island"? The one with Scarlett Johanson, not Leo DiCaprio. It's all about a breakaway society of people who don't know they were 

cloned by living rich people for "spare organs/parts".

3/11/2020 1:49:30 PM karina89350882 Hallo my beloved one!!! You are so Right!!! Love you!!!!!

3/11/2020 1:49:58 PM lbf777 Why doesn’t Trump release the cures? We know he has them. 

Also please tell him to release the free energy tech he’s hiding.

3/11/2020 1:50:15 PM rosscarwalker Has anyone worked this out? @MongrelGlory

3/11/2020 1:50:23 PM nikoscali yes, the infamous lottery, how poetic.



3/11/2020 1:50:42 PM worldxplorer1 My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1237841878889840642 … pic.twitter.com/TLChDNQBuA

3/11/2020 1:50:45 PM julka_369 Initiate, Amplify, & Manifest

3/11/2020 1:51:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not yet.

3/11/2020 1:51:35 PM mynardpamela My Love to you 💛 We are with you always... pic.twitter.com/D0WduIFigG

3/11/2020 1:51:42 PM bryceja68689884 IRAN

3/11/2020 1:51:49 PM karina89350882 I get you Darling, please be calm and just breath and be Aware "WHO and WHAT you and your Children are": PURE ENERGY filled with unconditiona 

love! Who can stand against the Devine Light??? Nothing!!!

3/11/2020 1:51:55 PM kachinagtto 🇮🇷

3/11/2020 1:51:58 PM cdale_dog In our lifetimes MJ?

3/11/2020 1:52:16 PM christopherrosk Do it Q!!!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/tBCPwlQug3

3/11/2020 1:52:18 PM virginialouelle That's what I've been telling everyone. 🙍🤦♀️

3/11/2020 1:52:18 PM troglowbyte The flushlt doesn't protect against flu

3/11/2020 1:52:48 PM lilangels44 I didn't think it could if its true the virus mutates so quickly how could it

3/11/2020 1:53:05 PM blueyedproducer Thousands

3/11/2020 1:53:24 PM sassysickchick_  pic.twitter.com/pip35s4yo2

3/11/2020 1:53:39 PM bearlyamused It’s all coming.

3/11/2020 1:53:44 PM glsrbrown Who did? Lol

3/11/2020 1:53:49 PM realkevinharlan  https://www.ebay.com/itm/164078233535 …

3/11/2020 1:53:53 PM bbbbbcccccvvvvv thank you. i don’t mean to cause divide. im genuinely seeking the truth

3/11/2020 1:53:53 PM cityranch How about ClO2

3/11/2020 1:54:11 PM mynardpamela Hallo!!! 💛💛💛 pic.twitter.com/3dfq6zmN8U

3/11/2020 1:54:38 PM karina89350882 As well I am with you my sister Pamela- We are ONE

The Shield of protection for our sister freedom pic.twitter.com/KfrnnFhnmN

3/11/2020 1:54:41 PM earth2nissy I thought so too but there is an m.

3/11/2020 1:54:56 PM slinkermj THIS🥰

3/11/2020 1:55:41 PM 369_is I thought that too,,,but what about the "M" in agaimst?

3/11/2020 1:56:00 PM state1union Wow!  Your right, God told me that but not so sweetly. I survived the worst, ok we got this 👍🙏🇺🇸🙏

3/11/2020 1:56:07 PM 444_q_ O m r a n ...

3/11/2020 1:56:12 PM a51s1 CORANA address who wants to bet?

3/11/2020 1:56:27 PM imdexx_ yes I know. I miswrote

3/11/2020 1:56:33 PM 369_is Nissy, you beat me by mere seconds 🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 1:56:37 PM bdizzthegreat 😰

3/11/2020 1:57:06 PM williebhere There’s no cure for the flu... COVID19 is a mutated version of the flu.. no cure... but you can boost your own immune system to combat the flu..

3/11/2020 1:57:38 PM state1union God Bless my new family 🙏

3/11/2020 1:57:45 PM hailrazer Flushit is an injection of Nano satans.

3/11/2020 2:00:17 PM peekaboo1966  pic.twitter.com/GO8TLqA8UB

3/11/2020 2:00:22 PM mynardpamela 💫 💜💜💜💫 pic.twitter.com/VHILz19Eqg

3/11/2020 2:00:40 PM peekaboo1966 I'm not certain

3/11/2020 2:01:38 PM williebhere  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omran_Daqneesh …

3/11/2020 2:01:39 PM peekaboo1966 care to explain ? pic.twitter.com/JLMrXGbDW6

3/11/2020 2:02:00 PM peekaboo1966 care to explain ? pic.twitter.com/Lb8vqbOvoA

3/11/2020 2:02:05 PM state1union Nano technology from Hell!  Hello Argonne Labs 🧪

3/11/2020 2:02:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spy 101

3/11/2020 2:02:38 PM covertress Big i

3/11/2020 2:03:23 PM covertress agaimst

3/11/2020 2:03:31 PM mynardpamela Hello  💫 💛💛💛💫 pic.twitter.com/z07S9vvMU2

3/11/2020 2:03:33 PM troglowbyte In a 2012 journal of infectious disease article, children receiving the flu vaccine were more susceptible to other respiratory viruses than children not 

receiving flu vaccine.

3/11/2020 2:03:41 PM williebhere  pic.twitter.com/FXSeYEniPS

3/11/2020 2:04:00 PM disclosureadvoc I’d NEVER get one regardless

3/11/2020 2:04:15 PM williebhere Omran?? pic.twitter.com/CZCToSYmGd

3/11/2020 2:05:12 PM mynardpamela Sleep well 💙💜💙 pic.twitter.com/gQHYEv7hfX

3/11/2020 2:05:19 PM ialibertybelle 🤦🏻♀️ people have not learned random capitalization matters.

3/11/2020 2:07:29 PM mitolduso Cant wait! pic.twitter.com/2YrlH0TIej

3/11/2020 2:08:36 PM state1union Pamela and Karina sleep well sisters. 🤗

3/11/2020 2:09:14 PM manifest_utopia Ides of March would be a nice day.

3/11/2020 2:09:28 PM the_loveoflight No problem! I know you aren't, its very hard and frustrating sometimes especially when disinformation is involved.

3/11/2020 2:09:43 PM nm_zsr Bingo

3/11/2020 2:10:50 PM nm_zsr Capitol I

Capitol R

Capitol A

and [n] in the killbox

IRA[n]

3/11/2020 2:10:50 PM melbourne_3000 #Patriots in control.

Nothing to fear but fear itself!

3/11/2020 2:11:12 PM nikoscali Shouldn't we wait for Q to call him Baby Q before we refer to him as such?

3/11/2020 2:11:15 PM restart_qpersia Rohani Targeted?

3/11/2020 2:11:24 PM patty_blind but it does protect against the flu...#KAGA2020 ...can u imagine recovering from flu only to get coronavirus???...

3/11/2020 2:12:41 PM urbano411 Nothing can stop it... not even the FluShit.

3/11/2020 2:12:53 PM lonewolfbuilder "Omran’s father said that his son had been used as a 'propaganda tool' by rebel forces, and that the family had always been pro-regime."[8] His father 

also criticized rebel groups in Aleppo for attempting to exploit his family as propaganda to push for regime-change." -from WikiP

3/11/2020 2:14:20 PM wcreager4 Keep up the good work!

#UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2020 2:14:26 PM peekaboo1966 he refers to himself as  BabyQ

3/11/2020 2:14:27 PM njpatriot17 L m n??

3/11/2020 2:14:27 PM keith369me Imran Awan...the precautions in shutting down schools/large gatherings in states without cases of the virus has got to be a hedge against false flags?  

March Madness is here!!!

3/11/2020 2:14:56 PM heatherrenae8 Lol, are we talking toilet paper 😂😂😂 We all got Corona Jokes!

3/11/2020 2:15:23 PM hawkgirlinmn M= Mullah in Iran?



3/11/2020 2:15:29 PM mynardpamela You are sweet, so loved. Karinas bed time. I am in Texas and still up should you need anything DM, any time 💙

3/11/2020 2:15:33 PM nikoscali thats the problem

3/11/2020 2:16:45 PM bibibobibox How do you consider the mistake in ‘agaimst’?

3/11/2020 2:16:56 PM peekaboo1966 Just wondering why MJ12 have his back.. it must be for a reason.. they don't do anything without a reason.. j/s

3/11/2020 2:17:12 PM drbohammer Bwahahaha 😂😂😂

3/11/2020 2:17:17 PM covertress T OI MN RA N 

⚡ STORM ⚡

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1237841878889840642?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/wyd043Pic6

3/11/2020 2:17:41 PM bryceja68689884 Switch with (n)

3/11/2020 2:18:57 PM nikoscali I've wondered as much myself, he's failed to impress me, but to each their own. Trust the plan and all that jazz!

3/11/2020 2:19:17 PM peekaboo1966 also... when they infer "platform" they mean the 8chan... he's not a platform in it himself

3/11/2020 2:19:58 PM jeffcordell6 Iranian officials?

3/11/2020 2:20:11 PM angelaointexas I like him! What he’s saying feels true. My awakening began on 911 when I watched the towers dustify on live TV.  Since then I’ve researched 

extensively & fallen down every rabbit hole imaginable. He’s connecting info & truths I’ve discovered & he’s said nothing that contradicts.

3/11/2020 2:22:26 PM cocopuffster12 Imran ?

3/11/2020 2:23:23 PM nikoscali I guess the words "It is Time" over a stormy background has multiple meanings then....

3/11/2020 2:24:14 PM rick_hernandez IRAN

3/11/2020 2:25:12 PM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/ZXUQXXflXd

3/11/2020 2:26:45 PM doug_in_nc Please explain. Are you are particle physicist?

3/11/2020 2:27:09 PM jeremy350344 Enlighten us

3/11/2020 2:27:47 PM the1withthe4ce i am the coronavirus “i am the very disease you pretend to be” -slipknot (surfacing)

3/11/2020 2:32:07 PM rghardy3 Is this what "the Shot heard round the World"

was all about ?

An Injection Shot ?

3/11/2020 2:33:30 PM doodooh59284043 Ever heard of a Double Agent?  I’ve seen Trump with some questionable people.  And with everything going on why do you trust ANYBODY?  Everyone 

is jumping to conclusions.  Who knows, Nancy could be a WH.  MJ12 could be full of it.  I’m just a little turd.

3/11/2020 2:37:36 PM covertress Spy 101? pic.twitter.com/nfS1Kq9d0O

3/11/2020 2:39:19 PM 28concerned Flue shot or flue shot?LOL

3/11/2020 2:39:57 PM searchingforth Heres a hug for you patriot. We will eradicate evil pic.twitter.com/QFff52Dosw

3/11/2020 2:41:13 PM keith369me Look at the odd letters I-m-R-A-n Awan...going to get messy.

3/11/2020 2:43:37 PM lindyeyesblue The number 23 tells the story🤔

3/11/2020 2:43:55 PM stewmooseman Mental underwear for those 'oops' moments.

3/11/2020 2:45:02 PM lightlove21121 Precisely 🙏🏽

3/11/2020 2:45:20 PM unique5781 😂😂😂😂

3/11/2020 2:45:32 PM unique5781 😂😂😂😂

3/11/2020 2:45:40 PM unique5781 😂😂😂😂

3/11/2020 2:46:03 PM carolva97910854 So don’t get one!  That’s what they want!

3/11/2020 2:47:35 PM dianesaumure I AM RA

3/11/2020 2:47:58 PM dianesaumure Does RA have something to say

3/11/2020 2:49:34 PM theghost6969 #Qanon8chan #Qanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CNN  5:5 pic.twitter.com/ypDMEOxBBh

3/11/2020 2:51:15 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/11/2020 2:51:26 PM 1nanasmomma Great question

3/11/2020 2:51:29 PM sassysickchick_ As a chronically ill patient, I believe this! No more flu shot for me as of three years ago—before that, for whatever reason, I would get severe URI every 

year.

Others can 🙄, but each year as I refuse to get the shot, the URIs get less serious. And this year? I only got a cold!

3/11/2020 2:52:38 PM 28concerned Trump is to address the nation at 9:00 est tonight. Shit is about to get real

3/11/2020 2:52:59 PM jtrinh44 What's interesting about it? He says he's Q, the commander of Space force, and  rich as hell. If he's Q we're doomed 🤣

3/11/2020 2:54:03 PM 1nanasmomma From my doctors mouth “Those  who get the shot, only 20% do not get the flu or get sick”. It’s no where near full proof. The people that need it are 

elderly or compromised. We should get it if we are around them.

3/11/2020 2:54:57 PM jenniferbrothen How much do you know about the time travel? How long have they been doing it? Where is is available?

3/11/2020 2:56:25 PM 28concerned Had never noticed that like that,but I see. I've that on my contacts I believe or had on old phone

3/11/2020 2:56:50 PM nun_chucknorris Seems like an audition.

3/11/2020 2:57:08 PM rizzo1megan Haha, I read that as flushit, how apropos.

3/11/2020 2:58:21 PM chevy_lionsfan My thoughts exactly.

3/11/2020 2:59:34 PM bigjim72332449 Makes me think about The secret meetings Iranian officials. Very very interesting!

3/11/2020 2:59:43 PM eheiser31 Not even close

3/11/2020 3:02:36 PM consortiapartn1 Iran ?

3/11/2020 3:03:53 PM kachinagtto  https://www.axios.com/house-trump-war-powers-iran-ce95072a-b14d-4e41-9638-4241bc867071.html …

3/11/2020 3:03:58 PM manifest_utopia Check Lotus Oak's profile. Study after study, story after story of the injury/death of children caused by vaccines.

3/11/2020 3:04:07 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/11/2020 3:04:42 PM keith369me Imran-Awan

3/11/2020 3:05:26 PM samsmith0319 Agree...

3/11/2020 3:08:08 PM mateuszwala Stick together. Simple as that and hard as ego we all has.

3/11/2020 3:08:25 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

3/11/2020 3:09:00 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...👀...

3/11/2020 3:09:15 PM madsrytter3 Mispleling mattrers

3/11/2020 3:09:26 PM bbpumpkinspice What If I Don’t Believe In The Military?

3/11/2020 3:09:32 PM melleemee  pic.twitter.com/FPqKkR4d2Z

3/11/2020 3:10:40 PM terryje85222517 GOOD

3/11/2020 3:10:45 PM lisadai35675493 Get ALL your news from http://QMAP.PUB 

3/11/2020 3:11:18 PM kevingi46693568 IMRA (N)

3/11/2020 3:12:13 PM auroravoyager1  https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/09/Iranian-regime-figures-infected-and-killed-by-coronavirus.html …

🤔

3/11/2020 3:13:01 PM rebornkingent We can see the clouds coming in.

3/11/2020 3:15:03 PM mateuszwala Do you listen yourself?

Do it again and again.  

For me you can always come back... 😀😄😉

Get smile and look for your popcorn.



3/11/2020 3:15:37 PM vickier86921838 @SecPompeo

@cjtruth

@dbongino

@POTUSPress

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@charliekirk11 https://youtu.be/cR_rdN45H3E 

3/11/2020 3:15:46 PM upallnight39 Ben "shill" fulford over here thinks the asian secret societies are pretty pissed the jesuits nuked fukishima.

Even more pissed the khazarian satanist wu floo'd china.

Weird https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-07-23/former-forbes-bureau-chief-blows-whistle-911-fukushima …

3/11/2020 3:15:52 PM whitespacer Imran Awan....?

3/11/2020 3:16:39 PM taradea08775439 Love this

3/11/2020 3:16:48 PM disclosurebp Because Q is the legit one.

3/11/2020 3:18:01 PM clarkkids2 Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo

3/11/2020 3:18:08 PM jackarm65081193 Image, being one of the deep/dark staters, peeking through the curtains, like a paranoid meth head, fearing martial law and a Nat.Guard 

roundup,,,💩happens

man the torpedos,,damn the pedos🤡💀

3/11/2020 3:18:15 PM keith369me Imran Awan...congressional blackmail.

3/11/2020 3:23:53 PM williamnfpt Or .....is it part of millitary intelligence?

Use logical thinking

3/11/2020 3:24:04 PM boy12_jimmy @Beer_Parade Are you jumpin'? How high? Check this out!

Trust the Plan.

@LisaMei62 @love4thegameAK @55true4u @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @intheMatrixxx @som3thingwicked 

@CarpeDonktum @JVan125 @Sun_Q_Tzu @dbongino @IngrahamAngle @SeanCordicon @StormIsUponUs pic.twitter.com/RDtzslBX4C

3/11/2020 3:24:27 PM terrancongito 🤣

3/11/2020 3:25:37 PM ialibertybelle IRAN

3/11/2020 3:27:27 PM jackarm65081193 I am making popcorn 🍿🍿🤪this movie is crazie Good

Been waiting my whole adult life for this 🤠roundup time

how did i get above Gu

3/11/2020 3:28:33 PM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/Jc2cdhMiWb

3/11/2020 3:32:00 PM sheerglee1 The Shot heard round the world was the beginning of the Revolutionary War...if we apply that concept to today...I would think it would be the first 

major arrest with a top deep state player

3/11/2020 3:32:16 PM rachaelangelm No one escapes the RA virus

3/11/2020 3:32:26 PM 39anc6 delta 4s

"tweet the above" pic.twitter.com/ShF0RMILUx

3/11/2020 3:34:16 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/QfSUxtxzoA

3/11/2020 3:35:15 PM patriotswegoall flushIt = Flu shot

Common flu and CV are different.

3/11/2020 3:36:12 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 17 times @AustinSteinbart

3/11/2020 3:37:18 PM rghardy3 Maybe it has a deeper meaning.

Like Something BIG dropping on [them] .

FISA and DeClas .

Unsealed Indictments.

3/11/2020 3:40:48 PM jrocktigers Human, clone or CGI ?

3/11/2020 3:41:06 PM aetherwalker1 Ok... pic.twitter.com/lRDO6wWC0C

3/11/2020 3:41:48 PM cledrordfishing What does that mean? Uhhhhggg

Your getting to cryptic for me to understand.  Lol

3/11/2020 3:42:26 PM covertress my decode of tweet above

3/11/2020 3:42:36 PM the_tru_eapjr it matters

3/11/2020 3:43:18 PM juliekinmi Just IRAN there’s no m... not sure why you see Awan? Just IRAn. Has to do with the house bill today I would guess.

3/11/2020 3:43:45 PM juliekinmi  https://www.axios.com/house-trump-war-powers-iran-ce95072a-b14d-4e41-9638-4241bc867071.html …

3/11/2020 3:44:07 PM dani06548474 Fortunately I am allergic to the flushIt and never believed in that cr@p

3/11/2020 3:46:18 PM americanpetal I m R A n

3/11/2020 3:46:38 PM jv_parker What about vitamin C??

3/11/2020 3:47:18 PM americanpetal [IRAN] bc they pose a huge nuclear cyber threat

3/11/2020 3:48:48 PM n2zyk Deus Vult

3/11/2020 3:48:52 PM americanpetal IRAN will try a nuclear strike. 

We are safe. 

That is my guess.

3/11/2020 3:49:44 PM chris8nix We are about to see some very advanced weapons. Laser? Anything is possible

3/11/2020 3:51:09 PM nun_chucknorris I don’t know man. Full on playing a role I think. I don’t know what it is but something seriously rubs me the wrong way about this guy. Seems as though 

I am of the differing opinion from most and I very well could be wrong. I guess time will tell.

3/11/2020 3:53:05 PM goldstuart 🔥Great #Trump2020👇[Video]‼️🔥@AppSame @DrMartyFox @CharlieKirk11 @C_3C_3 @SaraCarterDC @KimStrassel @JenniferJJacobs 

@SharylAttkisson @TracyBeanz @AlmostJingo @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P_A_T_R_I_O_TS @Inevitable_ET @EyesOnQ #MAGA #KAG 

#Trump #QAnon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDrtQlN6CkY …

3/11/2020 3:55:35 PM chris8nix Patients. He is not hiding anything. pic.twitter.com/tfOvT91Vjz

3/11/2020 3:56:14 PM keith369me agai-M-st

3/11/2020 3:58:54 PM raviravirao71 the Fat Orange knoWs the DeaL annnnnnnd the whole DeaL #waketheneighbors

3/11/2020 4:02:05 PM speciousscoop Never forget these criminals had access to NUKES for decades. 

Then you have 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion' 9.13

 (read it)

a passage about when to use them.

3/11/2020 4:04:43 PM jrocktigers Once cocaine import agency, always cocaine import agency    ?

3/11/2020 4:07:19 PM truth939 Release the frequency-based virus and bacteria treatments already...

3/11/2020 4:10:23 PM jeremy350344 That's like every illness ever.....

3/11/2020 4:10:34 PM gingercash777 But you still have better chance of getting the flu which has higher death rate.

3/11/2020 4:10:36 PM jaded_pearl Bingo!

3/11/2020 4:12:08 PM jaded_pearl Some frequency experts already released them. David Sereda, Sharry Edward's & John @ Spooky2 who is 200 miles from Wuhan.

3/11/2020 4:13:39 PM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/UT7he8P4An

3/11/2020 4:14:25 PM 39anc6  https://www.dailywire.com/news/scandal-reopens-court-papers-on-democrat-it-aide-imran-awan-make-new-revelation …



3/11/2020 4:18:02 PM truth939 Excellent.  I've seen at least one device that is on the market and uses noble gas tubes for precise frequency generation, much like the "anti-grav" craft 

on google patents.

3/11/2020 4:20:09 PM 369_is I feel like you might have it Keith. Do you think the "O" missing in flu shot is relevant?

3/11/2020 4:20:42 PM ladybossau Oh fuuuuck what dose that mean??? Spooky 👻 👻👻

3/11/2020 4:20:43 PM sale_cesar It seems we all have to "see it to believe it", but i sense that each and every one of us, even the most pragmatic, we WANT TO BELIEVE that something 

can change for the best, right?! I am not capable of understanding the kinetics of this stuff, but i am a believer .......

3/11/2020 4:21:12 PM cledrordfishing Its still coded,  hahaha.

3/11/2020 4:21:54 PM 369_is But do you aspire to one day be a big turd...or will you settle? LOL.

3/11/2020 4:23:08 PM sale_cesar I am a believer in the fact that thru guys like y'all the best possible outcome is coming!! I believe that such good faith is possible!! This kind of 

interaction is indeed the "good stuff" and the first step in changing things for the best!! Tks

3/11/2020 4:26:59 PM doodooh59284043 I’m floating the idea around.

3/11/2020 4:27:38 PM keith369me That was an iteration I went through...didn’t see anything

3/11/2020 4:28:36 PM 369_is 🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 4:29:11 PM nikoscali Since we have a BabyQ might as well have a BabyPoo as well

3/11/2020 4:29:57 PM fansblowing3 No it does not

3/11/2020 4:30:54 PM sheerglee1 Yes!

3/11/2020 4:32:31 PM the_tru_eapjr I read the comments. all total BS except my own.. I speak only the truth not wild assumptions & guesswork

3/11/2020 4:33:21 PM my2sonznme Won’t a full reset leave us all with nothing? What happens to our retirement and investments, money saved in the bank or under our mattresses? I’m 

unclear on how it will work, serious question.

3/11/2020 4:37:52 PM samsmith0319 Exactly...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/11/2020 4:38:10 PM lisadai35675493 Look up NESARA... it was signed right around 9/11 but our gold was stolen & we got it back/= $100k aye for 11 yrs

3/11/2020 4:39:25 PM kristy35075504 And his VICTIMS will live with HIS RAPING them forever.  There are many more.....

3/11/2020 4:39:35 PM samsmith0319 Mother Gaia is just fine...idiot bi-pedal infestation that’s the issue!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/11/2020 4:39:36 PM crzycnuk101 No outside comms

3/11/2020 4:40:42 PM poohbear5015  pic.twitter.com/xP8YV3AGuX

3/11/2020 4:41:17 PM rghardy3 I should have said Humans at War with themselves.

3/11/2020 4:42:03 PM lisadai35675493  http://www.ascension.news/news/_160401_XX_NesaraNow.aspx …

3/11/2020 4:43:57 PM burgersandra Guess:

Eliminate the o between R and n= RNA

Company: Moderna Inc. MRNA, +5.68%   

Type: RNA-based vaccine candidate

Stage: Preclinical

Name: mRNA-1273

1/23, Moderna received funding from CEPI to develop an mRNA vaccine against COVID-19. https://www.marketwatch.com/story/these-nine-

companies-are-working-on-coronavirus-treatments-or-vaccines-heres-where-things-stand-2020-03-06 …

3/11/2020 4:44:12 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/onumtVACe2

3/11/2020 4:44:58 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/11/2020 4:46:16 PM ejwensing Haha yes

3/11/2020 4:46:25 PM 369_is Have you guys seen this??? https://twitter.com/Vancity78811993/status/1237806375951982593?s=20 …

3/11/2020 4:47:19 PM ejwensing Wait. @ArtDecider

3/11/2020 4:48:40 PM reportgoldfish  https://thegoldfishreport.blogspot.com/2020/03/the-goldfish-report-no-454-expand-your.html …

@AustinSteinbart

@P0A_Triot23

@realDonaldTrump

@Qanon76

@QPatriot17

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/V9tkhVxC3Q
3/11/2020 4:49:33 PM the_tru_eapjr you DARE to question me!?

3/11/2020 4:50:43 PM nea_storm Exactly! Thank you for stating this! I have for years been looking for that image from Blade: At that time period there was Zero people I could speak to 

about the reality of Presumption of Death existence pertaining the operations system and reality of unconscious Comatose people 

pic.twitter.com/KzifbnLX7F

3/11/2020 4:51:20 PM 369_is  https://youtu.be/6ytmB_t9mIk 

3/11/2020 4:51:59 PM mongrelglory Not that I'm aware of, but I tend to take things at face value.  I'm focused on their message "It's time"! 😃

3/11/2020 4:53:06 PM kidge6 Hard to tell. I don't know. Mixed signals.

3/11/2020 4:54:58 PM mongrelglory Where you see "sarcastic arrogant", I see "campy, tongue in cheek".  I used to think of Trump (when he was first running for office) as a "sarcastic 

arrogant dick", until I started listening to his message.  Now I have great affection and respect for the man. 🤷♀️

3/11/2020 4:55:32 PM doorbell_q Majestic, When will the media broadcast about cruz being spied on? or if they ever?

3/11/2020 4:55:39 PM thawizza Imran Khan?, Loop?, Wizards/Warlocks? 3/15? #FlyingBlind? = ML?

3/11/2020 4:57:49 PM doorbell_q Should I put on my gasmask?

3/11/2020 5:01:40 PM icuclear_phd We’ll see when everything hits the fan just exactly how much of an idiot you think I am. Denial is more than a river in Egypt.

3/11/2020 5:02:08 PM icuclear_phd  pic.twitter.com/ej6RzDZnJb

3/11/2020 5:02:14 PM virgoil Get Code Monkey & Ron to verify you're Q That should be easy for you to achieve

@CodeMonkeyZ @BardsOfWar @BeThePlan @WellHellsBells_ @cjtruth @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @elenochle @IPOT1776 @JuliansRum 

@StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Thomas1774Paine

3/11/2020 5:02:53 PM 1of6billlions They'll get him.. 

A lot sooner...

3/11/2020 5:03:46 PM nea_storm That is simply Brilliant! 😳😃🤣 

Well it "somebody did something" that certainly cleaned up some spaces

 https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1237801813484515328 …

One could say many places are being Cleaned up for the first time in a very long time and Forcing many people to finally wash their hands: 

👇👇👇🤭😂😇 pic.twitter.com/KNSiUXwieu

3/11/2020 5:04:28 PM strangewisper 33/23

Moves and counter moves

Go good guys!!

3/11/2020 5:06:15 PM prism_wg_light 🤔 https://twitter.com/Prism_WG_Light/status/1237884826050383873?s=20 …

3/11/2020 5:12:57 PM weediblue Good

3/11/2020 5:17:08 PM corstruction Imran Awan finally coming to the public view?

3/11/2020 5:17:10 PM mongrelglory Trudeau's giving $50 million of Canadian taxpayer's money to help fight Coronavirus in foreign countries (cough **bolt-holes** cough).  MJ-12, are they 

going to succeed in escaping to their hide-outs?

3/11/2020 5:17:50 PM tonya__rose "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us..."  #itshappening #GodBlessAmerica

3/11/2020 5:19:33 PM mongrelglory Me too! 😆 (flu-sh_t, bull-sh_t) same difference!



3/11/2020 5:19:52 PM llyr_crypto Oh no... so sad..

3/11/2020 5:21:49 PM americanpetal Ohhh Awan brothers, DWS, etc. Got it.

3/11/2020 5:22:24 PM irving60785345 Mocking the deep state ayyeee? Lol

3/11/2020 5:24:16 PM mongrelglory That's what I'm thinking...Imran Awan.  Finally!

3/11/2020 5:25:17 PM eman1292 They've done tweets about them before in past tweets. Basically good guys have control, but they're still in sky because all these years have been 

"negative" chemtrails and harmful to us and negatively saturated. So now to undo the negative all these years, they need an equal...

3/11/2020 5:26:23 PM mongrelglory He looks so young in that picture! (JFK)

3/11/2020 5:27:22 PM winklerburke Well, one answer to shot(s) heard around the world, was 57 years ago. Big w/Q.  See Grassy Knoll shooter interview. 

https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/11/2020 5:27:42 PM nm_zsr KEITH369... Probably correct ImRA[n]

3/11/2020 5:28:01 PM eman1292 ... amount of positive to re-saturate the sky with positive chemicals. POTUS confirmed white hat operation a long time ago during press conference, 

and sometimes still does. Search MJ12 past tweets about it. They linked a good video about it using soil as an analogy.

3/11/2020 5:28:03 PM mongrelglory Sigh... It's like waiting for Christmas to come. 🥺

3/11/2020 5:28:53 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/11/2020 5:33:25 PM eman1292 Why tho? Trump when asked who Q is said, "you'll be surprised." I mean he posted some stuff that a lot of people would get in serious trouble for. 

Especially the military servers. A lot of people 'think' they understand how secrecy works, but underestimate how strict it is

3/11/2020 5:33:42 PM rghardy3 It probably has different meanings.

Battle of Concord

JFK

11-11-18  Q pulse wave 17 sec. worldwide

D5

DeClass

3/11/2020 5:33:43 PM connieketchup it's so funny reading these lmao at this point I don't know what to think but I'm having fun! i'm learning to lighten up hahahahahaha!

3/11/2020 5:35:23 PM starehope With those symptoms, why are all the markets out of toilet paper? Just saying... Joking really.

3/11/2020 5:46:07 PM sc_racer9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I know this is low hanging fruit but...

@POTUS @realDonaldTrump is scheduled to address the nation at...

3PM Hawaii Time

6PM Pacific Time

9PM Eastern Time

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/1I9UjE1wRn
3/11/2020 5:46:43 PM aleks8837  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_(Star_Trek) … 🧐

3/11/2020 5:47:11 PM aleks8837  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q_(Star_Trek) … hmmm 🧐

3/11/2020 5:47:29 PM sdane8 My phone and email were blowing up today with employees freaked out about this announcement. I spent the entire day trying to alleviate fears.

3/11/2020 5:48:59 PM keith369me Glad they had someone like you to speak to rather than feed off of fear

3/11/2020 5:54:32 PM 369palm I want to see them scurry away.  I can’t wait to find out which dictator Obama runs to.

3/11/2020 5:56:08 PM p4patriot I had flu Type B in December.  Same symptoms.

3/11/2020 5:57:30 PM iamspirit22 Asking for a friend.  Who wants to be dependent on China now?@DilleyShow

@charliekirk11

@mitchellvii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/11/2020 5:58:54 PM p4patriot Best President ever!   All the criminals blame everything on you.  They are a crazy lot.

3/11/2020 6:05:26 PM love82janet My family will NOT be taking ANY new CoronaVirus vaccine. Vaccines are toxic. I've worked in healthcare for 30 yrs; NEVER get sick. Build up your 

immunity with Vit. C, D3, Tangy Tangerine, Carbon 60 and Colloidal Silver. Also have MMS in the fridge if necessary. WWG1 WGA

3/11/2020 6:06:31 PM t_hayden07 I posted this earlier too! To both Twatter & FB! I found it to be so true, in many instances...

3/11/2020 6:11:54 PM nun_chucknorris Does that apply to A Cooper? If so, wouldn’t it be across the board?

3/11/2020 6:12:57 PM adam84577979 doesn't matter what the house does,its not a law till it passes the senate, but keep trying lol

3/11/2020 6:17:00 PM fawnief It won't even protect you from the flu.  Sham.

3/11/2020 6:17:31 PM cocopuffster12 Right??!  They had something big going down.

3/11/2020 6:18:51 PM gcanty3 What are positive chemicals

3/11/2020 6:19:12 PM nikoscali How Convenient!

#Coronavirus

#Qanon

#IsaacKappy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1237910787060117506 …

3/11/2020 6:19:25 PM cleetus__jones All I see in this tweet is “we are meeting on Friday the 13 at the last supper to finalize military actions inside Iran which will begin on Sunday” lol

3/11/2020 6:19:40 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/11/2020 6:24:17 PM fansblowing3 @ts_sci_majic12

3/11/2020 6:28:23 PM starmagnolias I was just thinking the same thing. Eff the g*darn pedos

3/11/2020 6:28:42 PM mgodfrey99 I'm praying for you....Thank you for everything...rest President Trump.

3/11/2020 6:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile past tweets and recent light issued.

Reconcile with what is coming.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

We need Americans to unite and put our collective health (including mental) first.

The truth will shock the world.

We need America close its divided wounds.



3/11/2020 6:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you know the flu is more deadly than CoronaVirus #CV19 #COVID19 and you know that the public/mocking bird media reaction is disproportionately 

being sensationalized and exploited.

Now think logically,

Why did POTUS just block all travel to/fro Europe for 30 days?

Who is there?

3/11/2020 6:30:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 THE BEST IS YET TO COME! pic.twitter.com/BZAQy6iqzX

3/11/2020 6:30:59 PM ndeathcloak Beautiful Sunrise

3/11/2020 6:31:11 PM singsandsews Please, Pelosi and Schumer

3/11/2020 6:31:11 PM needheadcoach  pic.twitter.com/KoqWc98QUk

3/11/2020 6:31:41 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/S9Jxg6HSxh

3/11/2020 6:32:10 PM robynbracero Assange

3/11/2020 6:32:16 PM brodycat Wish I understood who’s there?

3/11/2020 6:32:19 PM xrpbrainstorm A new financial system is coming

3/11/2020 6:32:38 PM realitylover6 Hopefully, the news media

3/11/2020 6:32:39 PM ianbrendonmason Uk is excluded from the European ban

3/11/2020 6:32:39 PM cindeamulholla3  http://GeorgeNews.org 

Is covering

Many Agencies & 

The 2hitehoude 

🎥s Rolling!

1.Pentagon

2. Defence

3.#knowYourMil

4.The State Department! Etc.

On the ground,

in the air,under water, 

@ the speed of sound 

& 

so quiet you can hear a 

🖊 drop!😎

Exciting times!

🙏❤️🇺🇸
3/11/2020 6:32:46 PM whodat007 UK exempt

3/11/2020 6:33:13 PM cleetus__jones The archer shooting the scorpion who guards the red star aka anti mars

3/11/2020 6:33:14 PM pattonspotting Clones topics - clones facility in Italy which is on lockdown?

3/11/2020 6:33:15 PM equipment79 Wasn’t Megan and harry to go back for something?

3/11/2020 6:33:22 PM jessiestrickl16 Yelp a storm is coming 

WWG1WGA

3/11/2020 6:33:28 PM susan66388204 🙈😬

3/11/2020 6:33:30 PM qjeneice Julian assange!!!

3/11/2020 6:34:01 PM xrpbrainstorm Yes, because it was a threat to the new financial system... #XRP

3/11/2020 6:34:04 PM palmdalekid2 War Games

3/11/2020 6:34:09 PM aleks8837 🤩🤩🤩

This is just like my favourite saying!

"It's always darkest before the dawn."

❤️🙏

3/11/2020 6:34:09 PM brandontimoth16 I see what you're getting at here. Keep an eye on flights coming out of the UK. There is a certain someone awaiting extradition.

3/11/2020 6:34:17 PM palmdalekid2 Military Exercises

3/11/2020 6:34:19 PM 369_is Is this going to stop child trafficking and adrenochrome from getting into the US?

3/11/2020 6:35:15 PM my2sonznme Please explain

3/11/2020 6:35:34 PM broncogto ??

3/11/2020 6:35:54 PM giediknight Echoes what @AustinSteinbart has been saying, America has to come together.

3/11/2020 6:36:10 PM subtidal4 The Pope.

3/11/2020 6:36:25 PM raisethevib369 Me too 😕

3/11/2020 6:36:26 PM untietounite The US military is there, prepping for their biggest EU war games ever.

European puppeteers must be mighty unhappy!

3/11/2020 6:36:30 PM cosgood35 Not gonna happen. More divided than ever.

3/11/2020 6:36:42 PM cindeamulholla3 I don't want anyone mad at me for tagging them!

3/11/2020 6:37:10 PM legacy_over @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart "Put that in your pipe and 🚬 it!" pic.twitter.com/ukkZ2iaYsK

3/11/2020 6:37:26 PM 25thmccabe soros? would it be a high level american or some other elite who’s now trapped there and can’t return to stop what’s coming?

3/11/2020 6:37:40 PM warrior4humanit 😉

3/11/2020 6:37:53 PM cledrordfishing Tom Hanks reported to have the Corona virus, he is in Australia! 

Coincidence?

3/11/2020 6:38:11 PM tc4582 Amen. Amen. Amen🙏🙏🙏

3/11/2020 6:38:20 PM cocopuffster12 MJ ♥️

3/11/2020 6:38:22 PM 369_is Maybe people trying to escape arrests will be blocked from leaving their country now.

3/11/2020 6:38:37 PM keyhreardeleh I believe he's right ^

XRP is looking set to play a part.

We will see, but it's looking a likely bet!

3/11/2020 6:38:55 PM magaginnie  pic.twitter.com/dtQMgN4Gph

3/11/2020 6:39:00 PM rifflemonica Tom and Hanks and wide announced they have the virus now? Please tell me all these elites are not escaping to underground bunkers to save 

themselves?

3/11/2020 6:39:17 PM youstinksoap "A moment in time"....

3/11/2020 6:39:47 PM warrior4humanit So looking forward to Zero PTSD Energy and release of suppressed technology ❤️

3/11/2020 6:39:48 PM viviannl10 lol

3/11/2020 6:40:15 PM palmdalekid2  https://warontherocks.com/2015/11/millennium-challenge-the-real-story-of-a-corrupted-military-exercise-and-its-legacy/ …

3/11/2020 6:40:22 PM kidge6 Soros, roths, merkel, pope, royals, bis Swiss central bank(s),  hussein?

3/11/2020 6:40:36 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236535552201154563?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236535552201154563 …

3/11/2020 6:41:12 PM texbrussow Don't forget these culprits: @ABC @CBS @NBC @MSNBC_Breaking @SpeakerPelosi hoaxing about the spread being the fault of @POTUS instead of 

where it belongs, Xi Jinping PRESIDENT OF CHINA!



3/11/2020 6:41:22 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1236778368533700609?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1236778368533700609 …

3/11/2020 6:41:57 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236534285169037312?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236534285169037312 …

3/11/2020 6:42:13 PM 369_is Because there's an enormous amount of 💩💩💩 being sent around.

3/11/2020 6:42:21 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236484548147453952?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236484548147453952 …

3/11/2020 6:42:26 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/x14w8GPY84

3/11/2020 6:42:31 PM theglitcher14 Good. He deserves it

3/11/2020 6:43:08 PM legalizedmi JA

3/11/2020 6:43:12 PM notevenchad17 I'm here Majestic. I have given my life to fighting this as best I can and preparing to heal and rebuild America. I thank you for all you have done. Love & 

Peace to you and yours. pic.twitter.com/iFh9HqLiRK

3/11/2020 6:43:17 PM eserenity2 @lyshmarie0701 ..To AND From Europe ..😏

3/11/2020 6:43:30 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236093407942017025?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236093407942017025 …

3/11/2020 6:43:39 PM brandontimoth16 Bingo...

3/11/2020 6:43:48 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1236091591712026624?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236091591712026624 …

3/11/2020 6:43:49 PM patriotswegoall Assange?

Or, the remaining elites?

3/11/2020 6:43:50 PM jandydill I can’t fucking wait! The 5th Dimension here I come!!! ❤️🌎🇺🇸

3/11/2020 6:43:50 PM legacy_over @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart

3/11/2020 6:44:04 PM mongrelglory Is Justin Trudeau going to come down with a "bad cough" MJ-12?

3/11/2020 6:44:10 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/11/2020 6:44:32 PM by369surrounded CERN and the Vatican.

3/11/2020 6:44:35 PM sandratrimble11 Soros I imagine.

3/11/2020 6:44:37 PM quality_cqntrol Bingo

3/11/2020 6:44:53 PM kidge6 Death racket. Austin is using a similar term, 'royal death racket'. Just sayin'.

3/11/2020 6:44:58 PM sdane8 LOL. You're way too smart for me. 😁

3/11/2020 6:45:13 PM mongrelglory I think they're being rounded up.  I think a lot of people whose names were in those sealed indictments were covertly tagged over the past year. 😎

3/11/2020 6:45:47 PM corstruction Hanx

3/11/2020 6:45:56 PM truthseekerfl BBREAKING NEWS...Tom and Rita Hanks have the Coronavirus and are in Australia!

3/11/2020 6:46:21 PM sandratrimble11 Assange is in England - they are not part of the ban.

3/11/2020 6:46:41 PM wwg1wga_every1 Where’s Hillary at the moment?

3/11/2020 6:47:14 PM dr_t_dc I just saw that tom hanks and his wife tested +. How many more celebs and political elites will test + then die? 

Normies will accept that these freaks died from the dreaded virus but they’d never believe they were executed for crimes against humanity.

3/11/2020 6:47:32 PM upallnight39  https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1237907095443451905 …

3/11/2020 6:47:33 PM mongrelglory When I think of Europe, I think of the controlling evil Royal bloodlines, including those secret bloodline hiding out in the Vatican.  But why would they 

want to come to America?  Or is Trump trying to stop the UN/European army from invading the US?

3/11/2020 6:47:33 PM alicemasci @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Interesting how Tom Hanks and Rita Wilson have both contracted the virus. Is this all code for going to Gitmo? I bet Kappy is very 

happy about all this. I hope so.

3/11/2020 6:47:36 PM giediknight Is the Ace #UnsealJFK ?

3/11/2020 6:47:38 PM cledrordfishing Royals?

3/11/2020 6:47:39 PM by369surrounded And perhaps... CI A...

3/11/2020 6:48:26 PM balammb Except for the UK!

3/11/2020 6:48:27 PM jaded_pearl The Med BED too - https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/the-med-bed-jared-rand/ …

3/11/2020 6:48:47 PM sdane8 TIRA[n] = TRAIN

3/11/2020 6:48:52 PM nschlange Thank you. I did see this, that the image didn't attach, but ppl in the comments were all talking about things in the picture and banners and stuff? This 

pic of the pres. doesn't have that stuff in it.

3/11/2020 6:49:47 PM byegone1  pic.twitter.com/7vBZex52Lf

3/11/2020 6:49:54 PM byegone1  pic.twitter.com/BXBathc86r

3/11/2020 6:50:37 PM jayhonea1  pic.twitter.com/PlmqnxS7o1

3/11/2020 6:50:56 PM fansblowing3 European royals, Vatican, those who sacrifice children, etc. are being rounded up all over the world.  Borders closed, flights closed, ships closed.  

Nobody escapes.

3/11/2020 6:51:13 PM miss_ampie  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umo19vtg4Sg …

3/11/2020 6:51:18 PM aynkdotorg Any comments on this? pic.twitter.com/bVtO3AlUaE

3/11/2020 6:51:37 PM djlok Prince Andrew can still come on over for a nice chat with @FBI.  Flights are open!!!

3/11/2020 6:51:53 PM marinedad1957 Maybe we're asking the wrong ?   Who do we want  to keep here...?

3/11/2020 6:52:30 PM 1nanasmomma Q TOLD US!!!!!! “These people are sick”!!!!!! Their actions are sick! But also, sick with what? A virus. I mean c’mon man.

3/11/2020 6:52:44 PM cindeamulholla3 If It is about The Kennedy's, Bassett's,

Or Radizwill! I tag the beleivers! 

If I'm aluminum attacked 

I'm with friends that will back me up with TRUTH nuggets!

I can't go to 8KUN since I nary a code!

U know how

Gematria charts I have In Sharpi & pens?

Still Doesn't help me!

😢 pic.twitter.com/Gy7xuu2Avg
3/11/2020 6:52:46 PM nschlange To make myself more clear. Since the picture didn't attach I couldn''t figure out what ppl were referring to.

3/11/2020 6:52:52 PM legacy_over Need I saw more! #NoCoincidences pic.twitter.com/Ir1SZhahRC

3/11/2020 6:53:20 PM swtsthrncomfort Yeah cancelled everywhere in Europe, except the UK! 😁😁😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 6:53:35 PM corstruction Hell.  All of the others are with their respective handlers.

3/11/2020 6:53:56 PM upallnight39 We have 30k plus US/Polish/German/UK etc soldiers for #defendereurope right now. Look at the countries U never hear about between #greece and 

north europe.

What is a hammer and anvil?

Are russia and china our enemies?

Look at @BasedPoland and see what is going on in Greece pic.twitter.com/HS92Jn8d8s
3/11/2020 6:54:03 PM 369_is So their drugs, trafficking, and adrenochrome supplies get halted when the travel ban goes into effect. No more $$$.



3/11/2020 6:54:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 LG was close associates to NO NAME.

What evidence has been presented that suggests he is NOT a snake?

Be careful who you follow is not exclusive to Twitter/8ch/8kun/YouTube/Reddit/erc.

LG = !Action = D6

3/11/2020 6:54:24 PM lisafetter1 So glad you tweeted this amazing piece of history. Great job Austin- wake those sheep up!!!

3/11/2020 6:54:58 PM lola_goetz  pic.twitter.com/jJhJUVyUrk

3/11/2020 6:55:23 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1060612148467040257?s=21 …

3/11/2020 6:55:25 PM balammb Any ideas of why?

3/11/2020 6:55:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 What was the last book you read?

3/11/2020 6:55:42 PM qolemiss1 The Bible

3/11/2020 6:55:49 PM ghalib_akhter @GameOfThrones

3/11/2020 6:55:52 PM szegosamuel Law of one

3/11/2020 6:55:52 PM drearyjames Flatland

3/11/2020 6:55:54 PM bryceja68689884 The Deamon Dictionary

3/11/2020 6:55:55 PM susan66388204 Alien Interview

3/11/2020 6:56:04 PM sixtyandcountin Seamless

3/11/2020 6:56:05 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1237919755044077571?s=20 …

3/11/2020 6:56:06 PM sdane8 I still think he might be in on it.

3/11/2020 6:56:07 PM tracipatriot Girl, Wash Your Face by Rachel Hollis  ❤️

3/11/2020 6:56:16 PM joshuajamesdavi #TheBible #Philippinans

3/11/2020 6:56:17 PM drbohammer  pic.twitter.com/cWVAih8qJ8

3/11/2020 6:56:21 PM 369palm The Adam and Eve book

3/11/2020 6:56:21 PM pollux_hyp3 “Hold On To Your Kids” - @DrGaborMate

3/11/2020 6:56:24 PM rosas7043  pic.twitter.com/2Epy1oI8wr

3/11/2020 6:56:25 PM krjah76 A Course in Miracles

3/11/2020 6:56:28 PM juliekinmi Oh! Looking again! Def missed that!

3/11/2020 6:56:36 PM state1union Until Tuesday

3/11/2020 6:56:41 PM cheryllet Could you pass on a Thank You to Mr. President from the American people, he's waited 56 years for this to happen.

3/11/2020 6:56:47 PM theglitcher14 @threadreaderapp pls unroll

3/11/2020 6:56:51 PM 1nanasmomma This guy has a purpose. I am sure. Bought and paid for? Will the media ask him of all people? Does he get the question? Was he a she? Why does he 

seem robotic or alien? Is this a distraction - a plant. To confuse and divide?

3/11/2020 6:56:56 PM sixbennetts  pic.twitter.com/hEWomuP3QH

3/11/2020 6:57:02 PM marrajeband Rich Dad, Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki.

3/11/2020 6:57:03 PM oaf_unbreakable You pushing this guy is GG

🤡 pushing 🤡

3/11/2020 6:57:03 PM juliekinmi Good eye!

3/11/2020 6:57:06 PM josephguerrie23 Celestine Prophecy

3/11/2020 6:57:12 PM jaded_pearl The Alchemist

3/11/2020 6:57:15 PM capitalkid Cosmic Trigger

3/11/2020 6:57:15 PM disprop45895392 Tavistock institute social engineering the masses.

Fantastic read.

3/11/2020 6:57:16 PM scott_rick Gene Keys

3/11/2020 6:57:16 PM rockympatriot "Agency", by William Gibson

3/11/2020 6:57:18 PM defy_gravity987 The Big Year

3/11/2020 6:57:18 PM auroravoyager1 Byways of Blessedness by James Allen.  My go-to for calm and sanity.

3/11/2020 6:57:20 PM scottgasaway Still breathing the wisdoms of a perfectly flawed man

3/11/2020 6:57:20 PM ronnirmc1 Spy Gate

3/11/2020 6:57:22 PM jared4liberty 12 Rules for Life - Jordan Peterson

3/11/2020 6:57:22 PM qworldorderq George MAGA zine’s “cover” 😉🇺🇸

3/11/2020 6:57:24 PM mikeb38beacon_h Parts of the Bible.

3/11/2020 6:57:28 PM mcpatriot64 It was about the Salem Witch Trials.

3/11/2020 6:57:28 PM crystallinedna Waking up in 5D - Maureen St.Germain

3/11/2020 6:57:29 PM edithcragg Crimes And Cover-ups In American Politics: 1776–1963

Donald Jeffries - definitely not what I learnt at school - so enlightening and great read even for a non US person like myself

3/11/2020 6:57:30 PM banned4life2 The Bible

3/11/2020 6:57:32 PM nikoscali @GeorgePapa19's book

3/11/2020 6:57:34 PM redpillyou “Cornbread Mafia”—Jim Higdon

3/11/2020 6:57:36 PM the1withthe4ce “so play it out im wide awake its a scene about me” -the offspring 

get i✝️?     the offspring 🤯

3/11/2020 6:57:40 PM wearethenews1 Tao te Ching

3/11/2020 6:57:43 PM dani06548474 Exactly, rounded up!

3/11/2020 6:57:44 PM paula84059427 The Pillars of the Earth by Ken Follett

3/11/2020 6:57:47 PM trumping4usa I'm reading a brave New world currently

3/11/2020 6:57:48 PM jones_tobious Dragonlance. Dragons of winter night.

3/11/2020 6:57:49 PM zack_stone @RichDolan After Disclosure

3/11/2020 6:57:51 PM toccn2 The doors of perception

3/11/2020 6:57:55 PM willman50 Sucks to be him.

3/11/2020 6:57:56 PM my2sonznme Da fuq are you talking about?!

3/11/2020 6:57:57 PM vgweston Toys, James Patterson

3/11/2020 6:58:02 PM friscohammer Scripture

3/11/2020 6:58:02 PM 444_q_ Every day......... pic.twitter.com/kc0LPm0GY6

3/11/2020 6:58:07 PM nl142za The field of fight

3/11/2020 6:58:07 PM the1withthe4ce the hero with 1,000 faces

3/11/2020 6:58:11 PM trumping4usa Secrets of the immortal Nicholas flamel series?

3/11/2020 6:58:15 PM giediknight Last book I finished is “art of the deal” 4 10 20. Currently reading Area 51 Annie Jacobson

3/11/2020 6:58:17 PM collectvcat Possibly just an excuse the DOJ allows them to use for their arrest?

3/11/2020 6:58:22 PM 369_is Bringers of the Dawn by Barbara Marciniak.

3/11/2020 6:58:23 PM johnnyt_anon Gospel of Thomas.

3/11/2020 6:58:23 PM milehighconser1 Lord of the flies

3/11/2020 6:58:23 PM anonbih17 Law of one. thoughts?

3/11/2020 6:58:26 PM kathrynala1 Profiles in Corruption.

3/11/2020 6:58:40 PM yobtac2 Crooked tree



3/11/2020 6:58:44 PM sdane8 Thank you for your service, Patriot. 😊

3/11/2020 6:58:49 PM peacock05133484 Between Death and Life, by Dolores Cannon

3/11/2020 6:58:52 PM mkwilk17 Confessions of an economic hit man

3/11/2020 6:58:54 PM kdlmama Because @MsAvaArmstrong is the bomb! 🥰 pic.twitter.com/plUZKOnNPS

3/11/2020 6:58:54 PM loristiles11 The Bible. KJV

3/11/2020 6:58:55 PM jpatriotlady The Human Primer

3/11/2020 6:58:58 PM nm_zsr ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Dangers to Humanity: AI, U.S., China, Big Tech, Facial Recogniton, Drones, Smart Phones, IoT, 5G, Robotics, Cybernetics, & 

Bio-Digital Social Programming  https://www.amazon.com/gp/aw/d/B07ZDK442Q/ref=ppx_yo_mob_b__o0_img?ie=UTF8&psc=1 …

3/11/2020 6:59:02 PM stuarttruly CosmicHeart, HumanHeart

3/11/2020 6:59:03 PM fansblowing3 European royals, Vatican, all those who sacrificed children, Merkel and the Fourth Reich, being rounded up.

3/11/2020 6:59:06 PM rghardy3 All part of the Plan to stop [Them] from escaping

and to make arrests by Stealth ?

The U.S. Military is now there on an "Exercise".

3/11/2020 6:59:08 PM anonj0hn Revelations

3/11/2020 6:59:10 PM 39anc6 Osho

3/11/2020 6:59:13 PM realgrantlane Miss Pickerell Goes to Mars

3/11/2020 6:59:15 PM j_s_h_p my childrens' faces

3/11/2020 6:59:23 PM surfstikk Still reading the Bible

3/11/2020 6:59:23 PM seektruthalways Washington

3/11/2020 6:59:28 PM hvns_currency12 Last Bus to Wisdom by Ivan Doig

3/11/2020 6:59:31 PM sthe4th Get drunk with weeds

3/11/2020 6:59:32 PM spauldingshowal This Present Darkness....finishing up.

3/11/2020 6:59:34 PM wandering11111 A Wilbur Smith...just finished.... pic.twitter.com/oiQWvxq0ei

3/11/2020 6:59:38 PM cledrordfishing For whom the bell tolls 

Earnest Hemingway!

3/11/2020 6:59:42 PM upallnight39 "Oathbringer" by Brandon Sanderson. 

If U like fantasy this is what U need. https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/38718858-the-stormlight-archive-books-1-3 …

3/11/2020 7:00:00 PM wahiggins3 Majestic Message of Disclosure.

 https://whiggins-demo.box.com/s/s57m2gyesws63lf8nqao87164f7d0x7o …

3/11/2020 7:00:05 PM __intothewild_ Merlin

The Lost Years.

3/11/2020 7:00:07 PM dc_comms Concurrently w a history book written in 1985 pic.twitter.com/GCGSHj4Uob

3/11/2020 7:00:14 PM americanpetal Well, I have at the ready to peruse Behold a Pale Horse, The Gospel According to Q, The Books of Enoch, Paradigm by Jonathon Cahn. Guess we will be 

doing lots of reading,

3/11/2020 7:00:17 PM branchman68 Purple Cow - Seth Godin

3/11/2020 7:00:20 PM westy198420 The Conqueror series by Conn Iggulden

3/11/2020 7:00:23 PM humblesatboy In the beginning, the Spirit hovered over creation in darkness—anticipating the Word. Then God spoke. #Dark2Light

#AskTheQ

🌞

♾

3/11/2020 7:00:24 PM yellamoj Francis Chan, Crazy Love. Chapter 4.

3/11/2020 7:00:27 PM downhomeblues1 The 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati

3/11/2020 7:00:29 PM iamyou132 tao te ching or PKD's the man in the high castle

3/11/2020 7:00:30 PM state1union March 17th? What?

3/11/2020 7:00:35 PM nitegyre Sanction by Roman McClay

3/11/2020 7:00:37 PM billyclements18 The Bible NCV

3/11/2020 7:00:47 PM eman1292 Ikr. Oxymoron. Lol. Idk honestly. That's just what they're saying. Maybe not so much the chemicals being good or bad, but the application of them at 

least are being utilized more productively positively, rather than against us.

3/11/2020 7:00:50 PM fqxacid The Doomsday Conspiracy by Sydney Sheldon

3/11/2020 7:00:52 PM courtne08241586 Excellent

3/11/2020 7:00:57 PM sandratrimble11 I am reading Origins by Dan Brown.

3/11/2020 7:00:57 PM fansblowing3 The edible landscape

3/11/2020 7:01:01 PM marshaw97599487 Bible

3/11/2020 7:01:16 PM surfstikk Nice...  where can I get that

3/11/2020 7:01:18 PM smith_jere The Day After Roswell

3/11/2020 7:01:20 PM 369_is I bet that book report would be fascinating!!!

3/11/2020 7:01:23 PM therealmadre22 There are no coincidences... 😉

3/11/2020 7:01:23 PM cindeamulholla3 The Prince?!

Queen?

👑 Pope?

Roth's?

🎩🎩

A bunch of bug eyes! pic.twitter.com/Kdx08C4Iuv

3/11/2020 7:01:25 PM hugawendy Gulag Archipelago - reading

3/11/2020 7:01:28 PM kseven110 Initiation by Elisabeth Haich. However, This real life movie I am currently watching is pretty unreal😅

3/11/2020 7:01:30 PM q_4all_ Art of @POTUS returning the power to the people...oh, wait, that's reality.

3/11/2020 7:01:30 PM hougibson Soros ...

3/11/2020 7:01:33 PM jackarm65081193 chess moves,,boxing them in a corner🍿🍿💀🤡

3/11/2020 7:01:43 PM rob67_ The bible.

3/11/2020 7:01:43 PM stanstephens13 Maurice Nicoll

New Man: An Interpretation of Some Parables and Miracles of Christ

3/11/2020 7:01:47 PM lbf777 I said it clear as day. Politicians are united against the people.

3/11/2020 7:01:49 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If a Storm forms in the Woods, but there is nobody

around to see or hear it, will it make any Sound ?

It will be a Silent Storm.

3/11/2020 7:01:59 PM keith369me Honestly, I can’t remember...it’s been that long.  My mind won’t let me stay interested unless it is fantastic.

3/11/2020 7:02:01 PM karentriebel The Ringing Cedars of Russia

3/11/2020 7:02:09 PM trumpfore Oh the My!! Olo

3/11/2020 7:02:13 PM digitalsoldie20 The law of One currently reading it

3/11/2020 7:02:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/fB5P5wBQrE



3/11/2020 7:02:22 PM worldxplorer1 These People Are Sick!

Double Meanings Exist. 

[Hanx]

#coronavirus #COVIDー19

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/K8jkUWQ2Ra
3/11/2020 7:02:29 PM state1union I’m freaking out lol 😂 Excellent wow 🤩

3/11/2020 7:02:35 PM n7guardiananon my grandmother got it somehow... pic.twitter.com/xl0H2ODiFa

3/11/2020 7:02:38 PM rockinron904lif Andrew?

3/11/2020 7:02:38 PM cindeamulholla3 Yes!🙏✌️✋❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/rVDmTeGkQ0

3/11/2020 7:02:44 PM theglitcher14 CORONA, as in the Sun's coronasphere, the super hot radiant light we see from Earth. As in, "Dark to Light." POTUS is telling us to stay calm because 

this will not overly affect the people. It seems to be targeting certain types of people, notably the [DS]. Hence the stock mkt

3/11/2020 7:02:47 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/HT0g8KdFB1

3/11/2020 7:02:50 PM _doozier_ Clarke - Childhood's End... Mad depressing ☹ Before that an Arthur Machen anthology. He knew What Was In the Woods, I wish to know too

3/11/2020 7:02:53 PM tinkertricity "A Laboratory Course in Physics" - copyright 1906.

Fascinating.

3/11/2020 7:02:55 PM sjdolbs The harbinger series...now reading David Jeremiah's Agents of Babylon

3/11/2020 7:03:02 PM craselaura Olive Kitteridge

3/11/2020 7:03:03 PM sjdolbs Great book!

3/11/2020 7:03:05 PM camerored The entire three books of Enoch

3/11/2020 7:03:07 PM jaded_pearl #ThankQ Message over messenger #TheGreatAwakening #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK pic.twitter.com/54LFWKbk7a

3/11/2020 7:03:08 PM mtldrmr83 One of the most eye opening books I have ever read. pic.twitter.com/8acD2oDJOr

3/11/2020 7:03:13 PM shawnbair9 The stage of time by Matthew LaCroix. Amazing read!

3/11/2020 7:03:23 PM 1watcherwatcher Brave New World

3/11/2020 7:03:26 PM speaakn Remind me again who LG is

3/11/2020 7:03:28 PM hawkgirlinmn Anthem ~Ayn Rand

3/11/2020 7:03:31 PM mountainminder The edges of the picture getting much sharper.

3/11/2020 7:03:33 PM drbohammer Ha! Yeah, just a little research for a paper.

3/11/2020 7:03:33 PM americanpetal Well, I was thinking the Royals and co. But, it is possible the demons coming out of cern?

3/11/2020 7:03:35 PM spauldingshowal 👍❤️

3/11/2020 7:03:36 PM cheryllet Gossip says she was executed Feb. 28, 2019 and is under the ice in Greenland, we'll see if that turns out to be true.  They are filming all the trials & 

executions for those who will want to watch, we'll see if this is true too.

3/11/2020 7:03:41 PM jenncbonneville  pic.twitter.com/CFSJBXMQ2z

3/11/2020 7:03:43 PM subtidal4 The Art of the Deal.

3/11/2020 7:03:50 PM kissncook Wow 😳 yes!

3/11/2020 7:03:51 PM awakenthekraken "The Art of the Deal" by Donald J. Trump

3/11/2020 7:03:55 PM bryceja68689884 Why did his protection allow him to be paraded out in the open? #UNSEALJFK #unsealjfk #WWG1GWA

3/11/2020 7:03:56 PM keith369me THanks...he’s going to die from “Coronavirus”, right?   Crazy show...thanks @realDonaldTrump for canceling flights before I was about to get on one.

3/11/2020 7:04:01 PM theglitcher14 Makes one wonder just what LG's role is. Why does it seem like he's not doing anything to help?

3/11/2020 7:04:10 PM boondognews The Mitford Sisters

3/11/2020 7:04:17 PM coloradoevolut1 "The Time Before Secret Words. On the path of Remote Viewing, High Strangeness and Zen" 

by John Vivanco.

3/11/2020 7:04:24 PM doyouq Lindsay Graham

3/11/2020 7:04:26 PM cny_micaa Lindsey Graham?

3/11/2020 7:04:32 PM theglitcher14 Sen. Lindsey Graham

3/11/2020 7:04:33 PM courtne08241586 Alice in wonderland

3/11/2020 7:04:37 PM internetusr Led him to a public slaughter. 

Declassify that shit ASAP.

3/11/2020 7:04:47 PM 369_is Man, you smart guys make the world go 'round.

3/11/2020 7:04:47 PM ericpartchey I don’t like to read find it hard. I’ve listened to the Jesus letters and some of the book of Enoch

3/11/2020 7:04:50 PM bryceja68689884 Why is this still sealed? How many years ago did this happen? #unsealjfk #UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein

3/11/2020 7:04:52 PM c00kinbabe & 22MM in cash/assets confiscated. 🔨

3/11/2020 7:04:55 PM kkboland19 1984

3/11/2020 7:04:56 PM cledrordfishing Doesn't make sense does it.

3/11/2020 7:04:58 PM rovendetti Bible

3/11/2020 7:04:59 PM glennma29837047 Thirty Days Has September 

By James Strauss

3/11/2020 7:05:03 PM dcosmo30 Behold a pale horse

3/11/2020 7:05:04 PM speaakn Thanks!

3/11/2020 7:05:10 PM ia_manon The Holy Bible

3/11/2020 7:05:17 PM __jabird__ Behold a pale horse.

3/11/2020 7:05:28 PM maxhayzz It that why Tom Hanks and his wife claim they tested pos. for C-virus?

3/11/2020 7:05:31 PM sdane8 Pride & Prejudice 🥴

3/11/2020 7:05:34 PM melbourne_3000 #LawOfAttraction by #AbrahamHicks pic.twitter.com/Qdp89I3zDS

3/11/2020 7:05:48 PM alisvolatpropi2 “Screwtape letters”.  Currently reading “The Death of Expertise”

3/11/2020 7:05:48 PM mtldrmr83 Working my way through these as well.

Some clarity offered there!

3/11/2020 7:06:08 PM worldxplorer1 Parallel Universes of Self by Frederick Dodson. 

Search it. Become a master of reality. 💫 pic.twitter.com/UNgTHlRyxE

3/11/2020 7:06:16 PM angelao_r "The Forbidden Land of Andara" by CM Rayne.  A great read! Highly recommended!

3/11/2020 7:06:22 PM plasssticman Sounds like suicide weekend is approaching

3/11/2020 7:06:25 PM americanpetal Oh, because LG did not take action bc he was no longer under the thumb of NN , White Hats w the assist of LG were able to [D6]?

3/11/2020 7:06:28 PM at0m_b0mber Please tell me nancy will be stuck in europe... pic.twitter.com/oMfsQBBv38

3/11/2020 7:06:31 PM speaakn I was thinking it was going to be one of the creepy snakes of the D kind 😂. I should have known. He sure has been singing Trump’s praises lately.



3/11/2020 7:06:40 PM lola_goetz We are not intended to "follow".  We are to research for ourselves.  The point is to not be sheep.  

However...I think the Huber report and declas will be after Biden gets named as the the nominee.  The board is set perfectly w Nat.Emergency status.

Patience...its coming.

3/11/2020 7:06:45 PM hopwoodfranka The MAGA Doctrine - Charlie Kirk

3/11/2020 7:06:50 PM realbenoliver The Fountainhead

3/11/2020 7:06:55 PM cindeamulholla3 The future belongs to US!

Amen🙏 pic.twitter.com/lZdNrG4ij9

3/11/2020 7:06:56 PM doyouq Unroll @threadreaderapp

3/11/2020 7:07:06 PM keith369me Watch tons of cabal get “Coronavirus” while the number of cases is low among the general population.  China, Iranian Mullahs, area surrounding the 

Vatican, Hanks...evidence is mounting that this “virus” targets cabal.

3/11/2020 7:07:07 PM momthruhh The Bible this morning.

3/11/2020 7:07:07 PM allonkid CIA headquarters

3/11/2020 7:07:15 PM speaakn I feel stupid now - whomp whomp

3/11/2020 7:07:21 PM pepsivanilla93 Hillary was at the UN today

3/11/2020 7:07:22 PM maxhayzz Bezos went to New Zealand?  Still there?

3/11/2020 7:07:22 PM jeff57253103 Something by A.W. Tozer

3/11/2020 7:07:26 PM worldxplorer1 These People Are Sick?!

 https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1237921848962060290?s=21 … https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1237921848962060290 …

3/11/2020 7:07:35 PM collinrhodes24 The storm is here pic.twitter.com/8fntmda5rK

3/11/2020 7:07:35 PM iamhowiam2 Q posts. WWG1WGA

3/11/2020 7:07:36 PM sarahfraley11 Oliver Twist

3/11/2020 7:07:37 PM caponeatlarge 100 Deadly Skills by Navy Seal, Ret. Clint Emerson

3/11/2020 7:07:40 PM 1nanasmomma The Bible. But also, The Left Behind series. All 16 books.

3/11/2020 7:07:47 PM cityranch No they are beholden to their masters, George Soros or whoever right, and their masters don’t give a shit about the people.  I think the politicians truly 

believe that they represent their districts in many cases.  They are pawns. Albeit rich influential pawns.

3/11/2020 7:07:57 PM pickletoon Blowback by Christopher Stevens

3/11/2020 7:08:01 PM n7guardiananon Not really anything Yuge in there.  Seemed like the book they gave to the newbies

3/11/2020 7:08:05 PM doyouq Thank God🙏🏻😭

3/11/2020 7:08:07 PM libertyspring99 Abraham Hicks - The Law of Attraction

3/11/2020 7:08:17 PM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/sG4D89g8YM

3/11/2020 7:08:21 PM chiefdreyfus I've always wondered if he was one that a deal was made with 🤔

3/11/2020 7:08:26 PM lilystormchaser It’s a big jump from taking the Wuhan Virus seriously to stating it’s a Hitleresque Trump Plan to murder Americans.  I stand by my initial assessment.

3/11/2020 7:08:29 PM raisethevib369 I'm working on three now. 

Alien World Order by Ken Kasten (second time)

The Ra Contact by Carla L. Rueckert, James Allen McCarthy

Population Control by Jim Marrs

3/11/2020 7:08:30 PM 369_is Ummm...like this maybe??? https://twitter.com/i/events/1237914593181089794?s=13 …

3/11/2020 7:08:32 PM doyouq Britain’s travel is already locked down and not part of Trump travel ban

3/11/2020 7:08:34 PM alantomazin Playboy

3/11/2020 7:08:41 PM cindeamulholla3 We Welcome 

The Storm!

🙏❤️✌️🇺🇸☀️👪🙏 pic.twitter.com/0atZqAiAjn

3/11/2020 7:08:53 PM cityranch I don’t think this is accurate at all now I think that this is truly a unique situation we are facing - now they could be lying to us right and it will be an 

elaborate hoax and we will all be totally ruined.  But all evidence says otherwise.

3/11/2020 7:08:55 PM turboxyde Becoming Supernatural by Dr. Joe Dispenza.

3/11/2020 7:08:55 PM mtldrmr83 On my list.

How is it?

3/11/2020 7:09:05 PM jfogle8 Enoch. (Ethiopian ver.)

3/11/2020 7:09:08 PM davidachek  pic.twitter.com/FA3bMEribV

3/11/2020 7:09:24 PM djlok I think LG might be a game gender.

3/11/2020 7:09:24 PM nlzxeckg Tertium Organum

3/11/2020 7:09:25 PM 369_is Hey Michelle. Seen this? https://twitter.com/i/events/1237914593181089794?s=13 …

3/11/2020 7:09:34 PM gaintbutterfly  pic.twitter.com/iVco3EaZDp

3/11/2020 7:09:45 PM mrmagoo25714258 Ragamuffin gospel.... Should be required reading for humanity

3/11/2020 7:09:49 PM cledrordfishing It is written in a manner that only masters can decipher the meaning/ message.

3/11/2020 7:10:01 PM emerinemark Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo

3/11/2020 7:10:15 PM jaded_pearl His personal experience aligns with analysis and theories I hold true.

3/11/2020 7:10:23 PM lonewolfbuilder Alice's Bloody Adventures in Wonderland pic.twitter.com/cQNh2un0Ec

3/11/2020 7:10:25 PM my2sonznme Great book

3/11/2020 7:10:29 PM melbourne_3000 I must get back to this one! 🤔

3/11/2020 7:10:29 PM brandon73745841 Lane Friesen's neurological circuits revamp of MBTI personality theory. https://www.researchgate.net/project/MBNI-Circuits-2 …

3/11/2020 7:10:30 PM arthur_kingsley 👍👍 pic.twitter.com/oB4OeKICoM

3/11/2020 7:10:37 PM pleasantlysurly A cover for arrests? Or a way to prevent escape?

3/11/2020 7:10:38 PM diddla5555 Bible

3/11/2020 7:10:40 PM loveletter316  pic.twitter.com/505QWotSWu

3/11/2020 7:10:42 PM cindeamulholla3  pic.twitter.com/EpjIiqH10R

3/11/2020 7:10:53 PM my2sonznme Same

3/11/2020 7:10:54 PM keith369me LG’s allegiance changed?  Blackmailed by his dirty little secret?  Flipped?

3/11/2020 7:11:11 PM sdane8 Me too. ♥️ It was actually a gift to me to be able calm their spirits.

3/11/2020 7:11:16 PM aetherwalker1 'There's a man goin' round, taking names.

And he decides who to free and who to blame.

EVERYBODY WON'T BE TREATED ALL THE SAME.'

3/11/2020 7:11:21 PM stuarttruly Better Title would be:

RealizingYouAreNaturallySuper

3/11/2020 7:11:21 PM cidarean Great choice.

3/11/2020 7:11:34 PM americanpetal I remember reading way back maybe 1-2 yrs ago (I’ve lost track of time) that he did. I remember reading LG  liked boys.

3/11/2020 7:11:39 PM donescaton Spiritual white boy

3/11/2020 7:11:42 PM rosampalomino Charm of Favor by Brooks Agnew

3/11/2020 7:11:45 PM wild8heart Eastern Body Western Mind, Anodea Judith. Currently, Medical Medium, Anthony William.

3/11/2020 7:11:52 PM keith369me Imagination is going wild with this image



3/11/2020 7:11:53 PM dontdrinkthek12  pic.twitter.com/zyRgNzVbMX

3/11/2020 7:11:58 PM melbourne_3000 Love Barbara 💕

3/11/2020 7:12:12 PM dls00741 Q:  Revolution by Neon Revolt.

3/11/2020 7:12:18 PM shetaylyn Jonathan Cahn. The Oracle

3/11/2020 7:12:19 PM tncharlene Remember the golden globes and how they were all getting flu shots at the awards?

3/11/2020 7:12:26 PM 444_q_ My brother had it printed from the PDF that another Patriot put together of all of MJ12 tweets from begging tweets to end of 2019. I'm not sure who 

did the PDF, but hopefully someone who knows will see this and respond 💗

3/11/2020 7:12:33 PM tanhaley Behold A Pale Horse

3/11/2020 7:12:33 PM in_communicado_ Doomsday Book - Connie Willis

3/11/2020 7:12:35 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/9tnE5DENaT

3/11/2020 7:12:36 PM caseyde86658915 Profiles in Corruption by Peter Schweizer

3/11/2020 7:12:39 PM ccal1331 That’s what I was thinking.

3/11/2020 7:12:49 PM jones9536 Holy s*** I didn't even think about that. Wow!!! I guess we did have more than we knew

3/11/2020 7:12:55 PM dangic It was supposed to had happened already by law.

Trump delayed it.

3/11/2020 7:13:07 PM sherry_palombo .

3/11/2020 7:13:09 PM forrerthots This guy is a fraud.

3/11/2020 7:13:11 PM possum2286 Alien World Order by Len Kasten

3/11/2020 7:13:13 PM cpwaits555 Omg, i got that book 2 months ago but havent started it. How is it

3/11/2020 7:13:15 PM keith369me We’re going do be doing lots of this during March Madness

3/11/2020 7:13:38 PM tlockes Laws of Success - Napoleon Hill

3/11/2020 7:13:52 PM kachinagtto I’ve been too busy researching in my spare time!  Last book I got to finish recently was “One Second After” by William R Forstchen. I have a whole stack 

here to get to though 😕

3/11/2020 7:13:56 PM guy_karen The hitchhikers guide to the galaxy

3/11/2020 7:14:03 PM surfstikk You are the only one who gave me a direction on where to find it

3/11/2020 7:14:05 PM n7guardiananon Similar to WillIAM Shake Speares Sonnets probably

3/11/2020 7:14:08 PM spauldingshowal Really good read.  And very relevant to our times in my opinion.

3/11/2020 7:14:16 PM state1union I 1000% agree

3/11/2020 7:14:16 PM julesdamom Just finished Baron Trumps marvellous underground journey!

3/11/2020 7:14:31 PM sdane8 Yes. I'm so happy we've all had the chance to come together to prepare in advance!

3/11/2020 7:14:35 PM rifflemonica ❤️🙏🙏🙏🙏

3/11/2020 7:14:44 PM scents_common Patriot Games

3/11/2020 7:14:47 PM cpwaits555 Thank you. I will start very soon

3/11/2020 7:14:55 PM winstonmitche20 Same here. Great book...

3/11/2020 7:14:59 PM 369_is Yeah...I just started another of her's, Family of Light.

3/11/2020 7:15:02 PM spauldingshowal 👍❤️

3/11/2020 7:15:07 PM state1union Cannibalism Virus

3/11/2020 7:15:10 PM socialmovement5 This would be amazing

3/11/2020 7:15:12 PM laura_621 Still reading... pic.twitter.com/wUB7ABXSjC

3/11/2020 7:15:16 PM cozydenim Book of John.

3/11/2020 7:15:37 PM scottsm18845558 Target's those with adrenochrome residue in their bodies?

3/11/2020 7:15:39 PM snappah1 Fall by Neal Stephenson

3/11/2020 7:15:44 PM keith369me Are you enjoying the show as much as the rest of us?

3/11/2020 7:15:47 PM justtrump1  pic.twitter.com/RCARmvTlA8

3/11/2020 7:15:47 PM i_like_skis Triggered by Don Jr

3/11/2020 7:16:08 PM 1776pilgrim  pic.twitter.com/R2TOyHUuW4

3/11/2020 7:16:23 PM americanpetal Was EMC one of those multinational companies used as a covert CIA cover?

3/11/2020 7:16:28 PM keith369me Much work to do...obviously you’ve been trained well 😃

3/11/2020 7:16:29 PM frenzy466 Resource Millionaire by @MarinKatusa

#NaturalResources #investing #Commodities

3/11/2020 7:16:31 PM what_uc Mycelium Running

3/11/2020 7:16:40 PM toddabshire Weak argument when you factor in that everything can be done electronically.  Its business as usual for the deep state.

3/11/2020 7:16:46 PM cathyholton4 The four agreements

3/11/2020 7:16:49 PM boy12_jimmy 30 Days restricted from EU:

No escape, 

no money, 

no guns, 

no HELP! 

YOU CAN NOT ESCAPE THE STORM! pic.twitter.com/tSHEeHeK5W

3/11/2020 7:16:51 PM aetherwalker1 It's kinda obvious that NO NAME had leverage on LG.

Who holds this leverage now?  hmm?  🤔

3/11/2020 7:17:00 PM goldchainc Holographic universe

3/11/2020 7:17:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Corona "Crown" Virus

Tom Hanks = High Risk Category https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237917266404139008 …

3/11/2020 7:17:09 PM djlok I was just sitting here thinking "I haven't read any books lately" and then you reminded me of what I have read lately.  Gospel of Thomas, the Book of 

Revelations, and I listened to part and read the other part of Law of One.

3/11/2020 7:17:15 PM covertress 50%/100% pic.twitter.com/eZbzAAQVGJ

3/11/2020 7:17:23 PM theglitcher14 Why are people saying this guy is Q? Q's already said it's a group of people, multiple times.

3/11/2020 7:17:43 PM bear56sugar Behold a pale horse

3/11/2020 7:17:46 PM 369_is Could this brand new thing be related? https://twitter.com/i/events/1237914593181089794?s=13 …

3/11/2020 7:17:48 PM susan66388204 He holds a high Crown? 🤧

3/11/2020 7:17:49 PM nickel_triple  pic.twitter.com/mwDzGTU1zk

3/11/2020 7:17:59 PM by369surrounded HRC.......

3/11/2020 7:18:00 PM keith369me How about Harvey’s chest pain?  Respiratory?

3/11/2020 7:18:11 PM redink70155959 My bible

3/11/2020 7:18:13 PM thorwarrior1 I haven't forgotten! pic.twitter.com/WaMUbsJOT6

3/11/2020 7:18:13 PM thegypsymermai1 Maybe to allow Julian Assage to be brought to the us

3/11/2020 7:18:14 PM doodooh59284043 What’s a book?

3/11/2020 7:18:18 PM scottgasaway ☝️33 minutes🤔

3/11/2020 7:18:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 He claims he is Baby Q.

Message over messenger.

Remember, tweets, retweets, and likes ARE NOT endorsements.



3/11/2020 7:18:29 PM ronson12 Trumps got his own messge. This guys an imposter trying to impersonate "someone else's" message.

Big difference.

Discernment is key. This guy ain't Q, not in a million years. 3 years of studying Q. This guy couldn't be Q if he tried.

He has no message....

3/11/2020 7:18:37 PM keith369me Almost missed the HRC []

3/11/2020 7:18:40 PM state1union Well some is very close to home 🏠 so it’s worse than I knew but I know it’s true.

3/11/2020 7:18:42 PM 2020patriots Video unavailable?

3/11/2020 7:18:50 PM theglitcher14 Exactly. Be careful who u follow, right? No way this guy is a group of people

3/11/2020 7:19:00 PM nschlange Nobody trusts LG! If they do they are sleeping deeply, coma deep

3/11/2020 7:19:03 PM cledrordfishing So is the virus selective somehow?

3/11/2020 7:19:03 PM lola_goetz Be gentle with that...Share your thoughts please.  I'll be following you...(creepy huh?).

3/11/2020 7:19:04 PM fairegawdmuther Triggered

3/11/2020 7:19:25 PM jorj_x_mckie Recursions

3/11/2020 7:19:25 PM hanshwestphal  pic.twitter.com/pe3CVRTVmL

3/11/2020 7:19:25 PM ccchi58169763 President said these exact words tonight. pic.twitter.com/t9IArkZkKZ

3/11/2020 7:19:26 PM luvnjesus17 #PROVERBS SUCH WISDOM. His word is alive and well. Sharper than any double edged sword.  ❤️🇺🇸

3/11/2020 7:19:34 PM atar_6l6c6 Ubik {and too long ago} 

Want to read some more books.

3/11/2020 7:19:35 PM keith369me Is there any satisfaction that this is going down or is it mostly processing/healing?

3/11/2020 7:19:36 PM waveorparticle Flatland, for like the 5 time

3/11/2020 7:19:42 PM she4art1 Hitch hikers's Guide to the Galaxy

3/11/2020 7:19:50 PM felizflorecita1 Next Year in Havana

3/11/2020 7:19:53 PM rebornkingent Crown chakra?

3/11/2020 7:19:55 PM pirateslookat40 @IngrahamAngle just brought up 9/11 and how we can learn from it for the CV........

3/11/2020 7:20:08 PM lafol57 Rockefeller

3/11/2020 7:20:08 PM caseyde86658915 Yes

3/11/2020 7:20:09 PM cledrordfishing Does it only infect RH- blood types?

3/11/2020 7:20:18 PM rebornkingent And Jillian assange

3/11/2020 7:20:21 PM lexymarconi Profiles in corruption

3/11/2020 7:20:27 PM djlok I perused through my grandfather's a couple of weeks ago.  It was very state specific which I found interesting.

I picked up on a couple of points of interest related to the culture.

3/11/2020 7:20:30 PM gordonmajack 2150 A.D. by Thea Alexander

3/11/2020 7:20:37 PM dedesill Alien Interview...by:  Matilda O’Donnel MacElroy:

 http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf …

3/11/2020 7:20:39 PM legal_eagle09 12 Rules for Life. Now I'm in the middle of Travels and Adventures of Little Baron Trump. pic.twitter.com/g6XP5HuVf2

3/11/2020 7:21:04 PM allonkid taking out the Denmark Queen by force? like Austin threatened?

3/11/2020 7:21:05 PM lbf777 All evidence says all politicians are criminals.

3/11/2020 7:21:08 PM _doozier_ Starting the impromptu Majestic Book Club 😂

3/11/2020 7:21:15 PM trollingmockin1 “My inventions “ -NT   Fascinating

3/11/2020 7:21:21 PM janonthemtn The Red Thread by Diana West.

3/11/2020 7:21:24 PM stclair00 The Stand by Stephen King. 

Yeah.

3/11/2020 7:21:26 PM lbf777 That’s just hope porn.

3/11/2020 7:21:30 PM jrrmn13 My Irrelevant Defence

being

Meditations Inside Gaol and Out

on

Jewish Ritual Murder

by

ARNOLD S. LEESE

3/11/2020 7:21:52 PM puddin74 The Mothman Prophecy

3/11/2020 7:21:53 PM nschlange Feel better?

3/11/2020 7:21:59 PM eo_swan Morals and dogma... - Albert Pike

3/11/2020 7:22:00 PM theglitcher14 So, it's misinfo/disinfo when Q GROUP has said no outside comms other than 8chan/8kun and has SPECIFICALLY stated it's a GROUP? Repeatedly?

3/11/2020 7:22:04 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/ZCgDdOL26a

3/11/2020 7:22:12 PM fansblowing3 Hanks has sacrificed children?

3/11/2020 7:22:16 PM lola_goetz Taltos by Anne Rice, for the 3rd time.   Trying to understand giants.

3/11/2020 7:22:22 PM smalltownindy Where can one get a copy of that?

3/11/2020 7:22:26 PM myconautica How long before all the extermination is complete? 😃

3/11/2020 7:22:33 PM burgersandra Profiles in Corruption by Peter Schweizer

3/11/2020 7:22:36 PM astroolger The Long Tomorrow by Leigh Brackett

3/11/2020 7:22:42 PM qyou56938304 The Field of Fight by Michael Flynn

3/11/2020 7:23:09 PM asswitter2  pic.twitter.com/zT8R1Fv9In

3/11/2020 7:23:15 PM to_unity Still Life by Joy Fielding. 

It fell out of a cabinet at work  and hit me on the bridge of my nose. (Full size hardcover). Nearly knocked me silly. 

Sometimes books fall off shelves for a reason. 

It actually was really good.  

An example of how things aren't what they seem.

3/11/2020 7:23:16 PM yohnor2 The virus is a great cover

3/11/2020 7:23:20 PM kturnerfamily1 Pranic Healing

3/11/2020 7:23:38 PM realdreamz9 We were first told we the public would only see 20%, then after complaints it was revised to 40%.

3/11/2020 7:23:44 PM keith369me He’s clearly the face of information that is going to come out.  People will want to know who he is...it’s laid out in advance

3/11/2020 7:24:00 PM melanieanders7 Wuthering Heights

3/11/2020 7:24:05 PM watcher62391515 today...read some of the Bible

3/11/2020 7:24:22 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

3/11/2020 7:24:41 PM 28concerned Hope you get a refund. It was probably and expensive trip

3/11/2020 7:24:43 PM tweeterthanwine Except for the UK where Assange is.



3/11/2020 7:24:53 PM thuston57 On Becoming Michelle....Just kidding!

3/11/2020 7:25:04 PM state1union I didn’t know my dad was involved and his family in what happened to me but with the children. I think I’m shocked and no one to hug me tonight

3/11/2020 7:25:04 PM emilyp137 Just started Sphere by Michael Crichton

3/11/2020 7:25:20 PM keith369me Moving the date...should be done tomorrow

3/11/2020 7:25:23 PM lectricm Notice that Italy is in lockdown?   What's inside Italy?   The Vatican.  No deals.

3/11/2020 7:25:28 PM to_unity I listened to it a couple of years ago. 

It was more like remembering than learning. Cool. 

Links are online for free listening.

3/11/2020 7:25:33 PM aetherwalker1 Great Compassion/Mercy will be needed.

It is the ONLY thing that heals all wounds, not 'time'.

3/11/2020 7:25:47 PM westmount_d7 Coronal Mass Ejection... of the crown clowns.

3/11/2020 7:25:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you trust Variety to tell you everything related to Harvey Weinstein? https://twitter.com/Variety/status/1237471734942429184 …

3/11/2020 7:25:52 PM keith369me Telepathically you are being hugged.

3/11/2020 7:26:17 PM terriaronson American Gods by Neil Gaiman

3/11/2020 7:26:22 PM speaakn Nope-a-dope!

3/11/2020 7:26:28 PM irishtweedledee Yo, I just heard from my store manager that we have no more toilet paper or any supplies right now on the shelves. Wiped clean! These people took 

everything and we are nothing but a normal sized convenience store. 

Our warehouse is EMPTY.

3/11/2020 7:26:34 PM kidge6  http://docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majest …

@Nun_chucknorris compiled it.  I have started a YT. I’d series on it. 

 http://youtube.com/channel/UCGi0S …

3/11/2020 7:26:43 PM v_rags Truth. Helps with opening the consciousness.

3/11/2020 7:26:47 PM djlok Not one bit!

3/11/2020 7:26:48 PM 4evahexonerated In Hanx case, one glove is off.

3/11/2020 7:26:48 PM sdane8 We both have, my friend! 😊

3/11/2020 7:26:50 PM purplefavorite1 No way

3/11/2020 7:27:05 PM to_unity  https://youtu.be/63o9cu57QDg 

3/11/2020 7:27:11 PM grizzledlotus America Before: The Key to Earth’s Lost Civilization by Graham Hancock (in progress)

3/11/2020 7:27:12 PM texasqpatriot What is "message over messenger"?

3/11/2020 7:27:16 PM kidge6 Nice hard copy.

3/11/2020 7:27:18 PM lbf777 So let’s take over the corporations and make more. That’s all it takes really.

3/11/2020 7:27:28 PM keith369me I trust nobody that makes money from news!!!

3/11/2020 7:27:34 PM to_unity Listen here. https://youtu.be/63o9cu57QDg 

3/11/2020 7:27:35 PM rghardy3 Digital Soldiers read Internet online books.

"The Dulce Book"

3/11/2020 7:27:36 PM julieca29660023 Yea, but I want to see them in a jail cell or perp walked

3/11/2020 7:27:38 PM ladyd4whoisq Amen

3/11/2020 7:27:45 PM sabbett_ Atlas Shrugged

3/11/2020 7:27:49 PM 369palm Message over messenger?  This story at least rings true.

3/11/2020 7:27:58 PM keith369me Mind if I DM?

3/11/2020 7:27:58 PM brianma01459634 Bingo

3/11/2020 7:27:59 PM trollingmockin1 Exactly. Which every way the wind blows

3/11/2020 7:28:16 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1235825841013047297?s=19 …

3/11/2020 7:28:16 PM state1union Hugs 🤗 back pic.twitter.com/V360agL0go

3/11/2020 7:28:18 PM realtimecop Well I do now...

3/11/2020 7:28:25 PM byegone1 Yes. Wonderful! Thanks for asking.

3/11/2020 7:28:39 PM bev_291_ Bible

3/11/2020 7:28:41 PM worldxplorer1 “Do you trust Variety to tell you everything related to Harvey Weinstein?”

Aw hell no!  

Might as well ask if I trust doctors to tell me the truth about vaccines!

3/11/2020 7:28:47 PM irishtweedledee I would, if I wasn’t trapped being bitched at from these fuckers. I am on break right now from struggling against self checkout.

3/11/2020 7:28:51 PM felizflorecita1 Who is LG?

3/11/2020 7:28:55 PM miss_ampie The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran

3/11/2020 7:29:02 PM irishtweedledee They still want more.

3/11/2020 7:29:10 PM ari____gold The Vortex, Esther Hicks

3/11/2020 7:29:24 PM fatima79896091  pic.twitter.com/HgnnV8ehaD

3/11/2020 7:29:28 PM mgodfrey99 The Holybible everyday

Just finished

Mary Higgins Clark

The Lottery Winner

 Elviria and Willy stories.

3/11/2020 7:29:42 PM joey34955757 She is a Luceferian. All cast members of friends are. Research

3/11/2020 7:29:50 PM bebekellyrn Why post this larp?

3/11/2020 7:29:59 PM 28concerned Good answer

3/11/2020 7:30:06 PM internetusr 😳

3/11/2020 7:30:09 PM honorbound1974 Death of a king Bernard cornwell

3/11/2020 7:30:11 PM aetherwalker1 Gloves off, huh?

(If the Great Awakening doesn't include laughter, count me out.) pic.twitter.com/fsXd2wxrFQ

3/11/2020 7:30:33 PM grahamfrench247 Just finished Mein Campf, the Ford Translation, on Audible. Now reading Intellectuals and Society by Thomas Sowell.

Know thy enemy. ;-)

3/11/2020 7:30:34 PM nancyddb 30 Days to Better Agile by Angela Druckman

3/11/2020 7:30:42 PM ccal1331  pic.twitter.com/EDWxlOHi3u

3/11/2020 7:30:43 PM sharpfuzz Animal dreams

3/11/2020 7:30:51 PM miss_ampie Lindsey Graham



3/11/2020 7:30:52 PM aprilbrown99 Healing Love Through Tao (cultivating female energy) - half way thru

Waking Up In 5D - half way thru

3/11/2020 7:31:03 PM nschlange Great, I can now go to sleep knowing you feel better!  Have a good night

3/11/2020 7:31:25 PM papoyamba Bronze Age Mindset by @bronzeagemantis

3/11/2020 7:31:27 PM cosmic_engineer Tagged by bloodline affiliation. Red Dragon first. Iran, Italy.

Might have used the recent leverage against Alphabet to their genetics database

3/11/2020 7:31:31 PM casperkarrin Journey Of The Pharaohs, Clive Cussler

3/11/2020 7:31:38 PM smalltownindy The Technology of Belief by @jarue369. 

James True will expose every raw nerve of modern belief systems with this one. It has earned a permanent place in my shadow work collection, and 

has become one of the foundations of my new perception of everything. pic.twitter.com/oTdlYiJ848

3/11/2020 7:31:57 PM giediknight He claims to be Q in the past, which to Baby Q is the present. Q is in the future. Time is an illusion.

3/11/2020 7:32:59 PM chrischkm8in8 See Spot run

3/11/2020 7:33:07 PM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/AQd7zSBOlv

3/11/2020 7:33:08 PM coloradoevolut1 I have been trying to figure this out since he ended his speech at 9:11pm.

I'm not that smart though, but for sure there is an anti-DS layered meaning to all this because the Pedoelites™ are jumping ship. 

pic.twitter.com/WCCAy3MPJD

3/11/2020 7:33:20 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/frKgceDtUj

3/11/2020 7:33:38 PM mrmigido Yup.

Your choices were HRC and her regime.

or Donald Trump backed by the indominatable force of patriots.

You can only pick one.

3/11/2020 7:33:50 PM rachaelangelm I am not so good at reading right now, I am better at listening so I am listening to Scribd and then book “Poisoner In Chief” it is totally relevant right 

now.

3/11/2020 7:33:57 PM mongrelglory Awe, I'm sorry!  As Avicii said..."For A Better Day"... pic.twitter.com/4vBLoYLZTw

3/11/2020 7:34:06 PM drbohammer I’m having a hard time believing Tom Hanks really has the virus.

3/11/2020 7:34:08 PM rifflemonica And you too ! 😘

3/11/2020 7:34:10 PM theglitcher14 I'm sorry, but no spy in their right mind burns themselves in the middle of an ongoing op. IT. NEVER. HAPPENS. I spent 9 yrs in the Navy working with 

various covert types, and NONE of them EVER outed themselves to public. This guy is the LARP. Be careful who you follow, indeed.

3/11/2020 7:34:38 PM cydoniaeon Flipping through Encyclopedia of American Scandal by Kohn, American Theocracy by Kevin Phillips, and Leading The Revolution by Gary Hamel - thrift 

store finds

3/11/2020 7:34:39 PM smalltownindy Amazing piece of work and tremendous message.

3/11/2020 7:34:45 PM ganiheike This Austin guy is as fake as they come. No outside comms.

3/11/2020 7:34:52 PM tugginghboat Unbeatablemind By Mark Divine! 

The Tibetan book of living and dying! 

Da Vinci and the 40 answers!

3/11/2020 7:34:55 PM nickhar61764351 Art Of The Deal - Donald Trump.

3/11/2020 7:35:07 PM jluebs24  pic.twitter.com/XlNYgV3f7W

3/11/2020 7:35:08 PM jamersr13 Sorry, I'm in the middle of watching a movie.

3/11/2020 7:35:25 PM kachinagtto Nope.  Owned by  Penske Media Corporation.  Jay Penske threw a party with Robert DeNiro and Harvey Weinstein on election night (link).  Board of 

Directors in pics below

 https://wwd.com/eye/parties/robert-de-niro-harvey-weinstein-jay-penske-election-night-party-10702116/ … pic.twitter.com/EMvTUN01DL

3/11/2020 7:35:35 PM felizflorecita1 Thanks

3/11/2020 7:35:38 PM rachaelangelm No

3/11/2020 7:35:45 PM writerbob5 "Gateway of Understanding" by Wickland. M.D. from a century ago who was able to treat mental illness as entity possession assisted by his wife, a 

medium. Early gem of afterlife knowledge

3/11/2020 7:35:58 PM fatima79896091 The deep state connection in Canada pic.twitter.com/Ki1CjxuqaU

3/11/2020 7:36:13 PM 28concerned And his walker he didn't need when he left court the other day. Did he get healed.

3/11/2020 7:36:20 PM byegone1 Thank you. You have a good one as well. ;)

3/11/2020 7:36:25 PM i_like_skis What did she do to deserve that treatment? Has she not followed through on her satanic rituals?

3/11/2020 7:36:35 PM johngeo85956050 What book should we read?

3/11/2020 7:36:39 PM beartoli Cat's Cradle

3/11/2020 7:36:54 PM egelone thanks, MJ.

3/11/2020 7:36:57 PM keith369me People no longer feel sorry for frail scum.

3/11/2020 7:37:11 PM 444_q_ Awesome! I knew someone would know 😊 thank you @Nun_chucknorris ......... This MJ12 info is amazing and the time you took to put it together in 

categories is very appreciated! WWG1WGA

3/11/2020 7:37:13 PM snowman84126327 Yes it's time to put the boners behind barrs

3/11/2020 7:37:13 PM mongrelglory Yup!  I'm hoping Trudeau will come down with a bad case of the "sniffles". 😏

3/11/2020 7:37:15 PM galadri09060100 Bigfoot by Matthew Johnson

3/11/2020 7:37:41 PM theglitcher14 Hell no! VF is in on the evil.

3/11/2020 7:37:45 PM 444_q_ And @Kidge6 I'll check your vids out!

3/11/2020 7:37:57 PM 28concerned Your right. Happy Birthday Brother

3/11/2020 7:38:12 PM demontrose Catchers of Heaven

3/11/2020 7:38:12 PM lightonthehill 🍿🍿🍿

🌎🔐😷🤡🔫😵

How long might this phase of the plan take?

3/11/2020 7:38:21 PM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

3/11/2020 7:38:28 PM beeshelb Likewise

3/11/2020 7:38:31 PM 1citizensailor Evil how the Japanese used biological weapons and scorched earth on the Chinese after Tokyo was bombed by the Doolittle Raiders. 

Now the Chicoms have let loose the Wuhan Virus to pacify protests in Hong Kong. pic.twitter.com/FLK3Mjd1qq

3/11/2020 7:38:32 PM sdane8 No, not at all.

3/11/2020 7:38:47 PM frank275 he went to the bat for the cabal; he’s a DH  to put more spin on the hurricane🤬

3/11/2020 7:38:48 PM rebornkingent They lied about his Mangina for years so nope. Don’t trust them.

3/11/2020 7:38:51 PM 369_is I bet it's coming. 🤣🤣🤣😭😭😭️️️

3/11/2020 7:38:51 PM dynamicres The State of Time by Matthew LaCroix pic.twitter.com/n2wy6kbp3V

3/11/2020 7:38:53 PM sam76777075 Pretty sure that their are some PPL in the Mil that are still VERY pissed about that. pic.twitter.com/LtiFe3mkKL

3/11/2020 7:38:56 PM dibbar Our Occulted History by Jim Marrs

3/11/2020 7:38:58 PM state1union Who is LG?



3/11/2020 7:39:02 PM enlight3nedgeek I don't really trust JA. I saw her Horrible Bosses movies.

3/11/2020 7:39:15 PM diannaritter5 Calm before the storm.  @Praying_Medic

3/11/2020 7:39:22 PM aprilbrown99 Oh and This...

 https://www.wingmakers.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/The-Fifth-Interview-of-Dr.-Neruda1.pdf …

3/11/2020 7:39:33 PM theghost6969 NEVER - TOP FAKE NEWS

3/11/2020 7:39:39 PM theglitcher14 Look at and digest the message rather than focus on the messenger. Messengers can be anyone and used for anything. Think "paperboy." I know the 

message. It's this particular messenger that has my hackles raised a bit. Something's amiss with this.

3/11/2020 7:39:46 PM state1union Oh face bump Lindsey

3/11/2020 7:40:16 PM petersonamoriah 1984 and the Bible.

3/11/2020 7:41:40 PM cosmic_engineer Not to be confuse with the slavery racket that's flying under the radar due to the focus fire.  No coincidences.

3/11/2020 7:41:47 PM j_s_h_p well, he's probably right

3/11/2020 7:41:57 PM 369_is Message over Messenger.

3/11/2020 7:41:58 PM americanpetal Hmm...but you are very, very selective in your tweets, retweets and likes. Why ARE NOT in caps? Perhaps, he is Baby Q.

3/11/2020 7:42:18 PM jeannefentress @TexasWhiteHats Lyndon did you see this article too? 🙏

3/11/2020 7:42:29 PM theglitcher14 I understand about space/time. Q's already said it's a group of people, more than 1, less than 10. And he's done it in a way that can't be proven 

correct/incorrect. Totally unlike Q posts. His proof he's Q is lacking, to say the least.

3/11/2020 7:42:37 PM americanpetal No

3/11/2020 7:42:37 PM infospong Book of Eli

3/11/2020 7:42:39 PM chittybang2x Corrupting the Image

by Douglas Hamp

3/11/2020 7:42:55 PM abagofcandy Enders Game 😁

3/11/2020 7:42:57 PM angelontheedge2 Lindsey Graham?

3/11/2020 7:43:04 PM mongrelglory I think they've plugged all his bolt-holes.  Kenya rejected him.  He has his home in Dubai but I doubt Dubai will stand up to pressure from the US and its 

allies.  Fiji maybe.

I don't think he's going to be able to get on a plane right now!

3/11/2020 7:43:05 PM sdane8 Oh, I'm so sorry. 😪 Please remember you are never alone and always loved! ♥️

3/11/2020 7:43:35 PM rachaelangelm #UnsealJFK

3/11/2020 7:43:42 PM angelontheedge2 Is Hillary in Ireland? Is someone important in Italy, because that entire country is under quarantine.

3/11/2020 7:43:45 PM egelone what does D6/D5 means? can someone help me? thanks. I saw this many times lately in mj's twitter. tktk

3/11/2020 7:43:46 PM planetluv Sacred Promise 40 pages 1 page per day about union with the Beloved ✨

3/11/2020 7:44:18 PM holladay7doc Sheep No More

3/11/2020 7:44:19 PM 369_is 30 day travel ban. https://twitter.com/chickenwangs43/status/1237921100836655104?s=20 …

3/11/2020 7:44:24 PM aprilbrown99 Wonder why Tom and Rita were in Australia? 🤔🤔🤔. Looking for supply?

3/11/2020 7:44:25 PM dynamicres ORDERED! Thank you❣️

3/11/2020 7:44:33 PM cosmic_engineer Who's portfolio include:

Nano

Particulate injection

Vaccines

5G

Useless education institutions

Likely many others
3/11/2020 7:44:39 PM kidge6 OK. So, this is what we have 2b concerned about w/ Austin. Clearly, he’s giving us some good intel. And leading us down new rabbit holes, all of which 

is fine. But what rabbit holes is he keeping us from. Watch for questions or issues that he ducks or rationalizes.

3/11/2020 7:44:40 PM marydye67322477 Just from Europe

3/11/2020 7:45:06 PM wideawa26871633 Vibrational Medicine For the 21st Century

3/11/2020 7:45:14 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/jDX7k5fE7y

3/11/2020 7:45:15 PM theglitcher14 I get that. I know you're not endorsing anyone. That's understandable. If his message is about Q and The Great Awakening, he could've done it better 

than outing himself as a LARP.

3/11/2020 7:45:25 PM aetherwalker1 45's amanuensis.

3/11/2020 7:45:27 PM aprilbrown99 Have you seen the creepy stuff he posts on his twitter feed?  Really creepy.

3/11/2020 7:45:31 PM nikoscali I feel like he's just a manifestation of certain people's irrational desire to unnecessarily put a face to QAnon.

3/11/2020 7:45:33 PM jptjr324 One of my favorite @realDonaldTrump memes ever!!

3/11/2020 7:45:37 PM suejone54923872 Nope not so sweet &  innocent Jennifer. BFF Chelsea Handler, married to Pitt. Three blind mice!

3/11/2020 7:45:46 PM state1union Keith FYI I’m still excited that all this is coming true!  I just didn’t realize I’d be locking up some family etc. they all will get what they deserve for these 

atrocities that makes my blood ️ boil. God Bless the babies and children.

3/11/2020 7:46:36 PM flipnormthebird Loved this book!

3/11/2020 7:46:37 PM kidge6 Should we push that now also? Do you have some good memes? MJ seems to be focused on jfk atm. But, either way, let’s keep this in mind and at the 

ready. Thanks for bringing it up.

3/11/2020 7:46:53 PM americanpetal I need to read the Law of One. 🙏👍

3/11/2020 7:47:02 PM theglitcher14 Could be. That's a VERY plausible theory. We won't know until POTUS is asked and discloses.

3/11/2020 7:47:38 PM kidge6 Did he do the cover?

3/11/2020 7:47:52 PM sassysu65617350 Triggered, Don Jr.

3/11/2020 7:47:59 PM mattwalkerga Fiction, "A Separate Peace."  Wonderful book.

Nonfiction, "The Logic of God," by Ravi Zacharias.  Again, wonderful.  

Throw in the Bible most every day and reading through the Legend of Zelda mangas again, I've always got my nose in something.

3/11/2020 7:48:07 PM aprilbrown99 No coincidences...💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 https://twitter.com/aprilbrown99/status/1236859578572132354 …

3/11/2020 7:48:15 PM state1union Thank you, it means a lot. Many angels 👼 from the Majestic12 family have been very supportive. It’s helping. I wanted this to happen. They will no 

longer be free to harm children

3/11/2020 7:48:39 PM 444_q_ My brother did 😁

3/11/2020 7:48:47 PM carolin15161363 Lindsey Graham

3/11/2020 7:49:08 PM scifiotica Corona virus = crown poison. Mirror- poison crowns. HW got 23 on 311 mirror 1-13 got 32. Masonic shit going down folks.

3/11/2020 7:49:11 PM kidge6 He really did an excellent job. I haven’t read it all yet. I’m at pg 58 but I go really slow and dig on every term I don’t know and every link. Each the vids, 

if I haven’t seen already, etc.

3/11/2020 7:49:47 PM eyesquincy Spygate

3/11/2020 7:49:55 PM dynamicres Interesting!

3/11/2020 7:50:12 PM mitolduso Law of one

3/11/2020 7:50:22 PM quentinjay2 12 Rules For Life

3/11/2020 7:50:57 PM mitolduso Sounded good to me👍

3/11/2020 7:51:02 PM nostradachris 🤷🏼♂️ pic.twitter.com/bEQZ2PCHig

3/11/2020 7:51:07 PM kidge6 This is the same 618 page doc right? Part 1 Earth?

3/11/2020 7:51:11 PM chew_soap Rich Dad, Poor Dad and it’s life changing



3/11/2020 7:51:11 PM myinfo18355521 Rainbow Six.  On purpose.  Let's. DO.  This.    NOW.

3/11/2020 7:51:12 PM mrtioman Tom Hanks’ Wife Tested Positive for Coronavirus.  https://www.theepochtimes.com/tom-hanks-wife-test-positive-for-coronavirus_3269062.html …

For the latest US and political news download The Epoch Times app now!  https://ept.ms/2mCEjel 

3/11/2020 7:51:16 PM emilyp137 I had this thought a couple days ago too

3/11/2020 7:51:32 PM dynamicres Wow that looks wild! Thanks for the heads up❣️

3/11/2020 7:51:43 PM karentriebel Age is a problem,but if Q is future self how far in the future?

3/11/2020 7:51:55 PM mamamunger We know

3/11/2020 7:52:03 PM i_like_skis He was a good first infestation.  Interesting to see if it spreads through Hollywood like a wildfire.

3/11/2020 7:52:03 PM 2aforlif3 Cover for Mass Arrest of the DS actors.

3/11/2020 7:52:48 PM authoraijacob The Book of Enoch and am working on a new book - stay tuned

3/11/2020 7:53:07 PM docg_dc Great analogy!!

3/11/2020 7:53:16 PM avshara The Oera Linda Book

by Wiliam R. Sandbach

[1876]

3/11/2020 7:53:34 PM cryptogyu  pic.twitter.com/YUjzv6es7m

3/11/2020 7:53:46 PM riversm18 Christ's Letters

3/11/2020 7:53:51 PM hoodsavior #TheStormIsComing @Inevitable_ET @realDonaldTrump @THEMTableTalks #MAGA2020 #AsianDragonFamilies @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/11/2020 7:54:02 PM dynamicres Nice. added to the list❣️

3/11/2020 7:54:03 PM terribug13 wow, he is telling the truth!

3/11/2020 7:54:13 PM sdane8 I know, but change is difficult even if it's for the higher good. Keeping you in my prayers. 🙏

3/11/2020 7:54:41 PM riversm18 HRC

3/11/2020 7:55:12 PM americanpetal Freedom, I’m always around to chat. 🕊💛🇺🇸

3/11/2020 7:55:30 PM d_will_c Wonder how they like their adrenochrome now...?🤔😠🤔

3/11/2020 7:55:31 PM scifiotica Taliban takes over Afganistan outside of Kabul and bye bye poppy fields.

3/11/2020 7:55:51 PM breakingfree777 The Bible 🙏

3/11/2020 7:55:56 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know the flu is more deadly than CoronaVirus #CV19 #COVID19 and you know that the public/mocking bird media 

disproportionately being sensationalized and exploited. Now think logically, Why did POTUS just block all travel… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237913705498714113.html …

3/11/2020 7:56:15 PM avshara 'nam

3/11/2020 7:56:24 PM msmrliars Clinton's War on Women 🤬

3/11/2020 7:56:32 PM dynamicres added to the list! thanks❣️

3/11/2020 7:56:45 PM stevezigman Isaiah. 

Love chapter 63

3/11/2020 7:56:57 PM jarue369 🙏

3/11/2020 7:57:07 PM tyetyler1 D6 is Deepest State

3/11/2020 7:57:08 PM scifiotica Deep 6 I think. 6 feet undereducated. D5 is an avalanche level and something else...

3/11/2020 7:57:09 PM arcanagravis Restricting travel to and from Europe shuts the door to where? .... that's right fam&frens , its ISRAEL ! And what do all the liberal sickos and the 

Hollyweird pedos have in common ? Dual citizenship ! Let's see them escape now  !!

3/11/2020 7:57:22 PM nschlange Where do you get Iran from?

3/11/2020 7:57:23 PM schneppjennifer Yes. Same here. Wonderful book.

3/11/2020 7:57:37 PM ccheney95 #JulianAssange

3/11/2020 7:57:48 PM manifest_utopia  https://www.lawofone.info/  👍💖

3/11/2020 7:57:58 PM varinia_beabea I Kings

3/11/2020 7:58:11 PM wickedmouse369 Royal bloodline...

3/11/2020 7:58:25 PM sunnyawakening The law of one

3/11/2020 7:58:29 PM cdale_dog I heard him black flights arriving from Europe, but I wasn’t aware that he is also blocking US citizens from traveling to Europe.  Are you sure about that 

MJ?

3/11/2020 7:58:38 PM iwantlibertees  pic.twitter.com/nIvRJJ7ABk

3/11/2020 7:58:59 PM state1union I think I’m worried about all the unknowns. I’ve been treated like I’m dead for over 10 years. It will feel strange locking up my Godfather and dad with 

my ex husband. I don’t know 🤷♀️ what being loved feels like. So much. They’ll be arrested and the House is burning pic.twitter.com/avwgVvu7vJ

3/11/2020 7:59:30 PM richard07759712 Locking Glass

3/11/2020 7:59:30 PM everthebeverly The last book I read (and quite recently) was

“The Eyes of Darkness” 

by Dean Koontz

3/11/2020 7:59:32 PM 11charlie111 Otherwise known as “Down Under” 🤔

3/11/2020 7:59:48 PM ethereal_shaman Never saw the Event going down quite like this.

3/11/2020 7:59:51 PM state1union Thank you 🙏 Petals. I’m just a little scared.

3/11/2020 7:59:58 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you!

3/11/2020 8:00:34 PM dls00741 high risk category = HRC ??

3/11/2020 8:00:35 PM rothski1 This Present Darkness

3/11/2020 8:00:49 PM coloradoevolut1 Awesome! It's such a great read. John's life is fascinating. Make sure and tell me what you think! 🙏🏼💫

3/11/2020 8:00:52 PM cosmic_engineer Been too buried in work and just getting over some bug.

Will be increasing my efforts shortly 😁

3/11/2020 8:00:55 PM schneppjennifer Yes. I agree. More like remembering.

3/11/2020 8:00:55 PM corstruction 😘 I forgot how you roll.  My memory is short.  You do great work!

3/11/2020 8:00:59 PM bphouse Megan is in Europe to

3/11/2020 8:01:00 PM orthogonalron Protests brothers

3/11/2020 8:01:03 PM mycologyofmaga The last book I read was: Why I Couldn’t Stay Silent by our Great Patriot @DavidJHarrisJr

3/11/2020 8:01:07 PM dynamicres Added to the list! Thanks❣️

3/11/2020 8:01:12 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/zvb2oCqbxy

3/11/2020 8:01:18 PM anna89417584 “The Cure for all Diseases” by Dr Hulda Clark  

I totally believe her

3/11/2020 8:01:20 PM genek36127142 Behold a pale horse

3/11/2020 8:01:30 PM coloradoevolut1 All of them 👍👍👍👍👍

3/11/2020 8:01:31 PM manifest_utopia Finished Alien Interview.

Any recommendations?



3/11/2020 8:01:52 PM indepen73103736 I have it on paper back, I'm ashamed of myself, the dog also read it, mostly to pieces.  It is great though. Definitely will save to read again later. 

 https://www.amazon.com/George-Washingtons-Secret-Six-Revolution/dp/0143130609 …

3/11/2020 8:01:53 PM dls00741 define "pouring on the orange" please

3/11/2020 8:02:01 PM americanpetal The capital I R an A. Then the misspelling using the m which should be n which is in []. 

I don’t know code. I am without a doubt, the weakest link of all of MJ’s followers. Lol  I was just throwing my theory out there which I contemplated 

maybe more than a max of 5 secs.

3/11/2020 8:02:13 PM damienwelsh4 Penetration by Ingo Swann

3/11/2020 8:02:14 PM newalias777 Killing the planet by @rhowardbrowne

3/11/2020 8:02:20 PM fktvis Profiles in Corruption

3/11/2020 8:02:36 PM tanktank19k Fragments of a Faith Forgotten 

Book by G. R. S. Mead

3/11/2020 8:02:43 PM avshara  https://www.sacred-texts.com/atl/olb/index.htm …

Free online in english

3/11/2020 8:02:55 PM vancouverdtjb He's a flipping pedo. Rumors that he offed Kappy.

3/11/2020 8:02:59 PM jrocktigers Of course he did. That is [their] Alamo. That is [their] 'safe' haven.  But besides the obvious safety net for them in terms of geography & local govt. 

support, what else is there? Black Goo spring? Stargate?  There must be more..

3/11/2020 8:03:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #ArmyForTrump #LeadRight @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/6Ww8goKaro

3/11/2020 8:03:18 PM qanonwga Angels and Demons 

Dan Brown post-red pill is pretty solid

3/11/2020 8:03:22 PM rinmaries Currently reading, Bloodline of the Holy Grail, Laurence Gardner

3/11/2020 8:03:32 PM dynamicres Wow, that sounds heart wrenching.. 💞

3/11/2020 8:03:36 PM sdane8 Transition always sparks incredible vulnerability, but that's simply an emotion because we're stepping into the unknown. It's important to remember 

you are stronger than you feel, more protected than you realize and to trust you are loved. ♥️ And we get thru it together. 🙏

3/11/2020 8:03:40 PM oc_expat You Can Start Again-Joyce Meyer.

3/11/2020 8:03:47 PM squab74113550 The Bible

3/11/2020 8:03:53 PM ndeathcloak Nope

3/11/2020 8:04:13 PM jeremyr60971542 HRC?

3/11/2020 8:04:15 PM liltilgerlil Enoch

3/11/2020 8:04:15 PM vancouverdtjb Maybe, their public health will decline rapidly according to the Q board. But that might just be their reputations when the truth comes out.

3/11/2020 8:04:22 PM dynamicres Always a good addition to any list! I wish i could find an up to date one❣️

3/11/2020 8:04:58 PM schneppjennifer It's been quite awhile since I read it, but I loved it.  😊

3/11/2020 8:05:02 PM scifiotica Soft exit. Saves family from shame. Excecution by different method I suspect.

3/11/2020 8:05:09 PM dynamicres Even better! Thank you❣️

3/11/2020 8:05:09 PM channelsoftruth Hollllld up now, thought austin steinbart was Q?

3/11/2020 8:05:12 PM bctrucker67 Enoch.

3/11/2020 8:05:21 PM kidge6 Very nice. Is he on Twitter?

3/11/2020 8:05:44 PM scifiotica DJT. TODAY is 311

3/11/2020 8:06:03 PM vancouverdtjb I know someone in the film industry and they shut filming down because someone tested positive.

3/11/2020 8:06:24 PM state1union Thank you so much 🙏🤗

3/11/2020 8:06:43 PM rebornkingent We can at least ask. Press won’t ask. Interesting that Qteam was prodding people to start a chant at a POTUS rally. Now we have.... the outbreak.

3/11/2020 8:06:45 PM channelsoftruth If [AS] is Q, IM OUT

3/11/2020 8:06:51 PM 762100rddrums Triggered by Don Jr

3/11/2020 8:06:58 PM channelsoftruth Lmao

3/11/2020 8:07:09 PM magicianmighty Ronan farrows new catch and kill.

Actually exonerated by Bongino

3/11/2020 8:07:14 PM redalert1718  pic.twitter.com/U2Sh0fgk3y

3/11/2020 8:07:18 PM ethereal_shaman Recent theatrics ramping up the need to ask the Q?

3/11/2020 8:07:19 PM revelation4444 The Bible, The Word of God.

3/11/2020 8:07:36 PM davidjb333 Redemption manual 4.5

3/11/2020 8:07:39 PM 369_is WOW April...you called that even before we heard his address tonight.👀🧐😍

3/11/2020 8:07:48 PM 369palm If you look at Q posts like a movie they showed us the end in the beginning and if we go by that script he’s claiming his Kenyan Status to move around 

abroad.

3/11/2020 8:07:56 PM 11charlie111 It’s happening! pic.twitter.com/zDpVhOxqSe

3/11/2020 8:08:02 PM anna89417584 Amazing. Please tell me more

3/11/2020 8:08:08 PM robthegod71 Art of deception.

3/11/2020 8:08:10 PM shadowrunnerpi The kiterunner. It was fantastic.

3/11/2020 8:08:11 PM nspecial101 Disinformation by Ion Mihai Pacepa

and 

Revolution Q by Neon Revolt

3/11/2020 8:08:16 PM nocommunistusa Has to be bc its way too coincidental!

3/11/2020 8:08:38 PM rebornkingent Anything good in the book?

3/11/2020 8:08:49 PM nocommunistusa I’m assuming this is what MJ is trying to say?

3/11/2020 8:08:58 PM rebornkingent Love this guy.

3/11/2020 8:09:03 PM carolin15161363 The Bible

3/11/2020 8:09:10 PM vancouverdtjb He is in Australia right now.

3/11/2020 8:09:19 PM rick_hernandez Parallel Universes of Self by Frederick Dodson. Because @worldxplorer1 recommended it.

3/11/2020 8:09:26 PM americanpetal I tweet off the beaten path.

3/11/2020 8:09:31 PM wintersdream4 C.J.'s Fate by Kay Hooper. It's my favorite.

3/11/2020 8:09:33 PM channelsoftruth No coincidinces. "The Virus" could be initiating "The Storm"

. . . Hold Tight Patriots....We got this

3/11/2020 8:09:34 PM tango66qanon Trump is Q+

3/11/2020 8:09:34 PM __intothewild_ no

3/11/2020 8:09:40 PM mongrelglory Yes!  However, I'd read that when he visited Kenya 2 years ago to ask for asylum, they refused.

3/11/2020 8:09:43 PM scaterinicchio Over 600 Cartel members arrested and roundef up by Law enforcement and DOJ. LAST WEEK do you think the Mafia is connected to Cartels Absolutely 

are these criminals Mobsters Absolutely HRC Father took over Al Capones are in Chicago. Dixie mafia in Ark. They Traffic in what? Kids,

3/11/2020 8:09:49 PM funkyfr81652973 Trance-Formation of America by Cathy O’Brien

3/11/2020 8:09:55 PM cledrordfishing Good catch.

3/11/2020 8:10:03 PM 444_q_ Incognito, I don't even know his Twitter name 🤣



3/11/2020 8:10:03 PM davidjb333 Law of one changed the way i live my life

3/11/2020 8:10:24 PM tucson_ron Hallucinations by Oliver Sacks

3/11/2020 8:10:27 PM worldxplorer1 😁👍🏻

3/11/2020 8:10:40 PM channelsoftruth True true

3/11/2020 8:11:06 PM worldxplorer1 Nice!  Don’t often run into someone who know Fred Dodson!

3/11/2020 8:11:24 PM 11charlie111 Julian Assange perhaps?

3/11/2020 8:11:30 PM rebornkingent The PURE method.

3/11/2020 8:11:31 PM channelsoftruth Not in question.

3/11/2020 8:11:37 PM wrmilligan The Shack

3/11/2020 8:11:54 PM dianesaumure This one but I haven't finished it YET

3/11/2020 8:11:56 PM like_neo Cool. I’m reading You Are the Placebo now. I really love his work.

3/11/2020 8:12:11 PM americanpetal 💛🙏🕊

3/11/2020 8:12:17 PM schneppjennifer Next on my list.  Thank you.

3/11/2020 8:12:27 PM tamarakay10 Wish they could at least make it 75% But happy things look to be moving along!

3/11/2020 8:12:28 PM roger35742354  pic.twitter.com/yU6FN3ivxw

3/11/2020 8:12:49 PM william74778389 Had to think for a minute! Got it!

3/11/2020 8:13:15 PM marciew17334934 The Trump Prophecies..just bought Calm Before the Storm..gotta support The Praying Medic and good to keep forever.  Shadowland looks like a great 

one!

3/11/2020 8:13:18 PM cosmic_engineer Feels like top mob families starting to finally duke it out. (after much posturing and planning)

Each highlighting the other's methods to draw public fire.

Cutting supply mgmt then some more lethal moves.

Going to be tough identify it all and who even comes out on top.

3/11/2020 8:13:36 PM zranchlady What do you need Cindea?

Photo proofs of JFK Jr & Family?

3/11/2020 8:13:43 PM tyetyler1 @realDonaldTrump  Sir, Who is  Q  ?

3/11/2020 8:14:16 PM ricky52222196 Book of Enoch.

3/11/2020 8:14:27 PM nurseniceyes SC confirmation hearing.

Turned over docs and pictures

3/11/2020 8:14:29 PM cleetus__jones The domain wave section part of “becoming supernatural”. What about you guys ? I need more recommendations...

3/11/2020 8:14:44 PM gibson_medley Time enough for love, best book ever

3/11/2020 8:14:52 PM liltilgerlil Majestic you did tell us a while back that people would die. Thank you for the warning early.

3/11/2020 8:14:53 PM riversm18 Vatican😊

3/11/2020 8:15:10 PM worldxplorer1 Yes!  Changed my life!

3/11/2020 8:15:31 PM vliz1111 Target Aquarius by Scott Beringer

3/11/2020 8:15:42 PM juliatravis47 Enoch

3/11/2020 8:16:33 PM eaglescoutia The Last Battle.   It’s about the battle for Castle Itter

3/11/2020 8:16:40 PM winklerburke 30 Days = 4.10.20 = DJT = GOOD FRIDAY   (As in Godfather III Epic?).  WWG1WGA.  (Asking about book reading... R we gonna be kinda isolated 

together, thinking, reading? What if E broadcast ... did so in book form?). We’d all read it together?

3/11/2020 8:17:16 PM i_like_skis He could have contracted it back in CA but not shown symptoms til Australia.

3/11/2020 8:17:16 PM tucson_ron Great book and what an eye opener.

3/11/2020 8:17:24 PM manifest_utopia ThanQ, I'll check it out!

3/11/2020 8:17:26 PM dls00741 thanks... I thought it referred to something like orange man bad... basically saying his indictment became unsealed...

3/11/2020 8:17:29 PM awakeandsing123  pic.twitter.com/NbExIbV9jB

3/11/2020 8:17:40 PM 369_is I wonder if his 1 glove, 1 shoe tweets are a way of saying "we just offed someone".

3/11/2020 8:17:57 PM cdgator3 Ya Know..The fact I have to think about that means it’s time to go to the library, tomorrow, morning, thank you

3/11/2020 8:18:00 PM denises14017856 Institutes Of The Christian Religion

~ John Calvin

[currently reading]

3/11/2020 8:18:04 PM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/g70gfAxWp3

3/11/2020 8:18:40 PM 369palm The declassified yet not fully redacted study and official report by the only scientists to focus on the field of cataclysms was pretty decent actually. It’s 

also a quick read and hard to put down.

3/11/2020 8:19:38 PM robkliem Just listened to the abridged audiobook 👍🏻

3/11/2020 8:19:38 PM 369palm He doesn’t need asylum from Kenya just a valid passport.

3/11/2020 8:20:36 PM arifriedman12  https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2017/01/malia-obama-harvey-weinstein-internship …

3/11/2020 8:20:45 PM theglitcher14 Akhenaten

3/11/2020 8:20:46 PM ahmedondeck I only read for information. I never read for pleasure, I can’t stand not being able to do more than one thing at a time.

3/11/2020 8:21:07 PM belovebepassion The Medical medium, by Anthony Williams

3/11/2020 8:21:18 PM indigenous_one  pic.twitter.com/kptW27Pdg4

3/11/2020 8:21:27 PM aprilbrown99 It makes you wonder for sure. Most of his tweets are childrens items it seems.  [Hanx]

3/11/2020 8:21:40 PM steelman1 😉 

Now dancing for his life - literally

3/11/2020 8:21:44 PM laura_621 Yes. The new download on Audible is by Jim. Added material too.

3/11/2020 8:21:45 PM ingersolockwood The Pope and Tom Hanks getting the virus begs the question, Could coronavirus be the theoretical guillotine for the high crimes committed?

3/11/2020 8:22:06 PM zillion62728931 #ArmyForTrump

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/HwxnJufu5V

3/11/2020 8:22:15 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 future proves past?  https://twitter.com/55true4u/status/1237903659167387648 …

3/11/2020 8:22:50 PM mongrelglory It'll be interesting to see how many high profile names, including politicians, suddenly get the Coronavirus. 😏

3/11/2020 8:23:16 PM living_aether The smoky god.

3/11/2020 8:23:28 PM connieketchup He’s running isn’t he

3/11/2020 8:23:30 PM ahmedondeck 13 23 33

3/11/2020 8:23:43 PM mongrelglory Do they have an extradition treaty with the US?

3/11/2020 8:23:55 PM 63susantaylor One Second After by Forscheth (spelling?).  Scariest book I’ve ever read

3/11/2020 8:23:58 PM ahmedondeck Better yet, weed cookies.

3/11/2020 8:24:50 PM 369palm Yes since 1931

3/11/2020 8:24:54 PM jay_jaska Well, he claims they do anyway.

3/11/2020 8:25:22 PM 28concerned Ask Sleepy Joe,

3/11/2020 8:25:25 PM icuclear_phd What he is doing is minimizing. He’s preventing people from being tested. He is also ordering the CDC to keep the meetings private as of today. This is 

a major problem because he is going to cause many deaths to protect the economy. pic.twitter.com/AQRTFeWu4U



3/11/2020 8:25:31 PM 2aforlif3 Was D5 not referring to the missle fired at AF1 and Q400 Decode, as the missle was a D5 missle (Name)

3/11/2020 8:25:49 PM dynamicres If it stands out lemme know!

3/11/2020 8:26:18 PM animal__l0ver Wasn't congress going on vacation next week?  I think President Trump mentioned that in one of his tweets.  Looks like they can't go to Europe for 

their vacay.

3/11/2020 8:26:22 PM theghost6969 Tom Hanks

3/11/2020 8:26:31 PM kidge6 Well, tell him hi from a fellow MJ and I love his booklet.

3/11/2020 8:26:34 PM nurseniceyes Last book I read.. Dune

Last movie I saw V is for vendetta

3/11/2020 8:26:43 PM 369_is @PothanaTania We would love to know what your tweet means. I've had the word "orange" on my mind for days, and now you say it's significant. 

Very curious. Thanks!!!

3/11/2020 8:27:00 PM earth2nissy Yes, me too!

3/11/2020 8:27:08 PM icuclear_phd Oh really? Do you think by minimizing the situation, avoiding testing for coronavirus and now keeping the information private from the public is going 

to make me pleasantly surprised? How many will die? We’re not prepared for this!

3/11/2020 8:27:08 PM carole_frampton I'm in the middle of WITHOUT WARNING by Joel C. Rosenberg

3/11/2020 8:27:09 PM intuitivelaw  pic.twitter.com/Fs9vLwOuXY

3/11/2020 8:27:56 PM mcaffey48 The blood lines?

3/11/2020 8:29:26 PM girlawakeinca Great book. I saw him live. Didn’t he recently break from organized religion?

3/11/2020 8:29:34 PM 444_q_ Here is a tweet with the link, you'd have to download the PDF and have it printed 😊 

https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1235825841013047297?s=19 …

3/11/2020 8:29:45 PM serenityclark18 The silmarillion ...before that Uriels machine.

3/11/2020 8:29:55 PM manifest_utopia Don't we have a huge number of troupes in Europe right now for joint military exercises?

3/11/2020 8:30:15 PM 369_is I wondered if it was related to the movie "A Clockwork Orange" so I just found this online. I googled Occult Orange.  "To dabble in the occult of orange 

was to flirt with mortality and immortality in equal measure.”

3/11/2020 8:30:33 PM brianan06364517 Ivanhoe Walter Scott

3/11/2020 8:30:57 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/eAasGv7xfJ

3/11/2020 8:31:23 PM milorad105 BOOM/NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING; THE STORM; CORONAVIRUS - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q QAnon  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyG2ac63IT0&feature=em-uploademail …

3/11/2020 8:31:38 PM aprilbrown99 Are [they] tagged by whatever it is [they] put in [their] one eye?  The virus kills the host?

3/11/2020 8:32:31 PM rk_braves Posted by Q pic.twitter.com/0W47XYmXiz

3/11/2020 8:32:33 PM girlawakeinca I liked his book Blueprints of Mind Control. Couldn’t put it down.

3/11/2020 8:32:43 PM 4familyncountry The Dead Saints Chronicles by David Solomon

3/11/2020 8:32:43 PM 444_q_ Will do!

3/11/2020 8:32:48 PM jackie40123 revealing heaven

3/11/2020 8:33:26 PM cathyalford15 About time

3/11/2020 8:34:01 PM lola_goetz He's playing the game...to save his...neck

That choice Q spoke about, that some were given...

3/11/2020 8:34:03 PM 369_is Time is an illusion.

3/11/2020 8:34:16 PM lbf777 Hope porn. Disinfo.

3/11/2020 8:35:05 PM daddyj08466171 Triggered

3/11/2020 8:35:24 PM lightseeker2012 Or maybe those who've ingested adrenochrome?

3/11/2020 8:35:48 PM drbohammer Ha. You know, it really is round-ish.

3/11/2020 8:36:10 PM mongrelglory Madonna's been looking a little "under the weather" lately...

Has anyone seen Oprah? 

Kevin Spacey?

3/11/2020 8:36:14 PM hollylandes  https://twitter.com/hollylandes/status/1237945222916702210?s=20 …

3/11/2020 8:36:25 PM 369palm Did you watch it for the download?

3/11/2020 8:36:43 PM 369_is Well you didn't say it was flat, so...yup....smart guy!!!

3/11/2020 8:37:13 PM 369helen313 Tom Hanks= High Risk Category 

👉🏻Kronia Pola 

Corona Virus = COVID (Moon 🌑) _19 (☀️)

“Crown” of Sun ☀️ 

Corona Eclipse 🌑☀️ pic.twitter.com/kTwHBTfFZf

3/11/2020 8:37:27 PM rk_braves Just said it was posted by Q..

3/11/2020 8:37:33 PM lola_goetz That adrenalchrome addiction is bad!  Look how he's already deteriorated.  

But, who gives a hoot.  It's his turn to get screwed.  I think he'll enjoy it.

3/11/2020 8:37:53 PM fauxganicide Book of Enoch.

3/11/2020 8:38:01 PM petrusmax4 the mass media vampire cartel rapidly running out of fresh adrenochrome sources

so Bill Gates wants to exsanguinate the 'victim survivors' 

to obtain the plasma 'that can save many lives'..

3/11/2020 8:38:24 PM alisvolatpropi2 Lady Gaga?

3/11/2020 8:38:26 PM lola_goetz Good old 33...it's everywhere!

3/11/2020 8:38:30 PM soonerwest How about, this was the only way for them all to disappear covertly to safety, before all hell breaks loose.   If all the elite and people in the public eye 

were to all just go into hiding, that would raise a lot of questions.

3/11/2020 8:39:07 PM mikeybob96 As far as we know, we do. The travel ban is to limit the enemy so they can be picked up.......or picked off.

3/11/2020 8:39:11 PM mongrelglory "Spawn of Q"? 😏

3/11/2020 8:39:13 PM drbohammer 😂

3/11/2020 8:39:25 PM tg4favor They are filming a Movie about Elvis.  Tom H. plays the Colonel, Elvis's Manager. Don't they have underground cities in Australia and New Zeland for 

the Elite?  I was wondering if He might make an easy exit there.  He said he was going to stay in quarantine for a while.

3/11/2020 8:39:26 PM pedalfun4u  https://www.amazon.com/dp/1878424076#customerReviews …

3/11/2020 8:39:46 PM nurseniceyes Watched it two days in a row in fact exactly for that reason...

3/11/2020 8:39:47 PM mongrelglory The Gods of Eden.

3/11/2020 8:40:24 PM tg4favor He's making a Movie there.

3/11/2020 8:40:33 PM lola_goetz My Mom always said that "If you knew what that man knows, you'd be crazy too."

3/11/2020 8:40:53 PM scaterinicchio Something intresting. One way they can tract where #COVID-19 is breaking out is by what the people search on their phones Computers all in the same 

area. Over the counter medicines ect. They can track your phone to see where you have been. Notice some that got it never in China?

3/11/2020 8:41:52 PM lola_goetz Beautiful.

3/11/2020 8:41:55 PM legacy_over Whose next? They all like to hang out with DG together on his yatch. Isn't CV contagious? 😈 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart 

pic.twitter.com/qTvw5KQO8P

3/11/2020 8:42:08 PM 369palm I watched that night but it was so boring I wasn’t paying attention so I don’t know if I missed it.  I should have watched it twice🤷♂️

3/11/2020 8:42:13 PM 369_is That piece of 💩 even tweeted a rubber glove. A single rubber glove.

3/11/2020 8:42:35 PM 1vargascookie11 Majestic 12. Almost finished



3/11/2020 8:42:49 PM legacy_over @worldxplorer1

3/11/2020 8:42:53 PM lola_goetz That's what they get for squeezing in those extra 6 seats.  MOFOS!

3/11/2020 8:43:02 PM hollylandes Archangel's War

3/11/2020 8:43:43 PM 369_is My research shows Hanks, Hillary and BC all spawned from previous generation Rockefellers. Bill and Hillary are cousins.

3/11/2020 8:43:44 PM amandar27767257 Cycles of Time by Roger Penrose

3/11/2020 8:44:48 PM capecodangel3 Dolore Cannon - The Three Waves of Volunteers pic.twitter.com/4lkS5XVIxT

3/11/2020 8:44:52 PM 1vargascookie11 Almost done pic.twitter.com/8a8CrKXnFZ

3/11/2020 8:45:01 PM joshuajamesdavi #Trump is not #Jesus

3/11/2020 8:45:17 PM karentriebel Absolutely

3/11/2020 8:45:29 PM raenyasalisbury me too

3/11/2020 8:45:34 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/11/2020 8:46:18 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  That looks good!

3/11/2020 8:47:58 PM manifest_utopia Agree. There are a number in Europe who could use some picking up/off. If it's announced they've come down with CoronaVirus, the public will 

understand if later reported that they died. Tom Cruise, Tom Hanks....

Travel ban also hinders flight out of US.

3/11/2020 8:49:00 PM sleepingnomore Alien Interview

3/11/2020 8:49:14 PM lola_goetz Well that just flipped my shit!

3/11/2020 8:50:05 PM terribug13 HOW CAN WE EXT. THOSE PEDS?

3/11/2020 8:50:10 PM prana_juana Atlas shrugged 🤷♂️

3/11/2020 8:50:49 PM lola_goetz And she still hurts!

3/11/2020 8:51:36 PM richard07759712 Bible

3/11/2020 8:52:17 PM remarkablebob The Four Agreements

3/11/2020 8:52:20 PM like_neo Well, that’s the official story....

3/11/2020 8:52:36 PM stevenw18558197 Secret empires

3/11/2020 8:52:51 PM yellamoj And moved to China...

3/11/2020 8:53:34 PM remarkablebob Good book...humankind at his best and worst exposed.

3/11/2020 8:53:53 PM p7sabr19 “Ego is The Enemy” by  @RyanHoliday

3/11/2020 8:54:10 PM p7sabr19 What was the last book you read?

3/11/2020 8:54:13 PM c2m1ll3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What do you think of this?  pic.twitter.com/F4mpSIN19b

3/11/2020 8:54:50 PM iknow04042015 Who is there? Yes north of Milan. Also, 37,000 U.S. troops for training exercise. pic.twitter.com/juYo9PiCWm

3/11/2020 8:56:14 PM dweefle The Left Hand of Darkness

3/11/2020 8:58:35 PM healer_warrior The 49th Mystic

3/11/2020 8:58:43 PM lano1221 Q

3/11/2020 9:00:03 PM 369_is I sat and wondered which Hollywood people were dirty. Then I realized, the biggest and most famous didn't get where they are by being clean. She's 

too big not to be doing dirty deeds. Initiation rites.

3/11/2020 9:00:31 PM alissmaxwell Foundation - Isaac Asimov

3/11/2020 9:00:48 PM eclipsedrob the so called virus is already here in the States so the 'travel ban' has to be for someone else...

3/11/2020 9:00:56 PM bernadette4of5 Reincarnation & Karma - Edgar Casey

3/11/2020 9:01:28 PM tracikpate1 I'm currently reading Neon Revolt's book. Revolution Q: The Story of the 2nd American Revolution. I highly recommend it for every Anon!

3/11/2020 9:02:12 PM 369_is I found this. https://twitter.com/Bourdain/status/993055008697475072?s=20 …

3/11/2020 9:02:16 PM dobbs_travis @charliekirk11 #MAGA

@mattgaetz

❤️🧠🇺🇸 Charlie pic.twitter.com/r9JqsClZ6I

3/11/2020 9:02:56 PM eclipsedrob i made a joke recently about how wouldnt it be nice if the virus  killed only EVIL people...

3/11/2020 9:03:00 PM leonard56044791 Several books on flat earth and the phone book.

3/11/2020 9:03:34 PM c2m1ll3 Vid is unavailable.

3/11/2020 9:04:05 PM yellamoj I dont recall seeing MJ12 excuse typos with being on the move...   but then again... typist is moving?   Avoiding danger?

3/11/2020 9:04:34 PM gatekeaper1 Children of dune

3/11/2020 9:04:48 PM revsitup D6 is delta 6 ?

3/11/2020 9:05:12 PM smalltownindy I must agree.

3/11/2020 9:05:16 PM baneste3 All 16 CORONAVIRUS treatment facilities have been closed in Wuhan China and businesses are opening their doors again, but the MSM wants you to 

believe there's a "pandemic" in the USA.... This fish ain't biting!

3/11/2020 9:05:16 PM rouge_sick The Kybalion

3/11/2020 9:05:35 PM oaf_unbreakable That clown is antithetical to pretty much everything Q has said and everything the movement stands for.

Short collection of "unifying messages" from wanna be Q https://twitter.com/OaF_Unbreakable/status/1237832880010792960?s=20 …

3/11/2020 9:06:01 PM citizenbr549 Holy Bible

3/11/2020 9:06:17 PM starlanon777 Is it a male...with a missing adams apple? I always thought he looked like a man.

3/11/2020 9:07:45 PM dieselvalry The Third Jesus

3/11/2020 9:09:40 PM terribug13 THAT'S RIGHT!  Many in our govt too!  I forgot about that!

3/11/2020 9:10:00 PM lukekauffman The Theory of Multidimensional Reality

By Douglas Vogt

3/11/2020 9:10:12 PM dieselvalry  pic.twitter.com/hW8dzmtB2a

3/11/2020 9:10:12 PM 369_is So it sounds like the cabal is using this "Crown Virus" as a cover story to sacrifice their own public figures. " Crown" because it's all run from the Vatican 

and British Monarchy. Monarch Butterfly symbols for MKUltra also referenced to "Monarchy". Are they cleaning house?

3/11/2020 9:10:32 PM ocld1 The Protocols of the Elders of Zion

3/11/2020 9:11:02 PM lamalley You just lost me at ET’s

3/11/2020 9:11:11 PM sweanon2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12    MY FELLOW AMERICANS.....  FROM WHITE HOUSE JUST NOW     URGENT SPEACH..........

3/11/2020 9:11:34 PM marriedyourbro I’m halfway through Jordan Peterson’s “12 Rules” book, and also one on grounding/earthing.

3/11/2020 9:11:39 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have not seen it mentioned here in the past 48 hours, so I will. Italy under Nationwide Martial Law. Don't you think that massive 

arrests have taken place there of elite Cabal & Vatican during said Covid-19 outbreak? I believe USA orgs/troops helping the effort.  

pic.twitter.com/3DkEIdOTI8

3/11/2020 9:12:03 PM jooooody define 'comm' 

written text on 8 chan.

so, if he put a vid on 8kun that would be cool?

let's ask him to do that @AustinSteinbart please post a vid of yourself on 8kun, thx.

3/11/2020 9:12:20 PM bifrostbrown The Foundation - Isaac Asimov

3/11/2020 9:12:27 PM terribug13 what is in the catacombs of the Vatican? Hope we find out.



3/11/2020 9:14:21 PM inthenameoflo19 King James Original Bible.

3/11/2020 9:16:07 PM eclipsedrob i adore MelodySheep! my favorite is THE BIG ELECTRON..

3/11/2020 9:17:33 PM wildflo94711875 Bible

3/11/2020 9:18:10 PM wildflo94711875 Those were good.  I read them in the 90s

3/11/2020 9:18:46 PM 369_is Interesting angle. Hmmm.😇👀🧐

3/11/2020 9:19:56 PM channelsoftruth No doubt

3/11/2020 9:20:44 PM brycemcchesney_ Divine architecture and the Starseed template - Magenta Pixie

3/11/2020 9:21:10 PM lightseeker2012 Pope

3/11/2020 9:21:57 PM kellycollins112 Essentialism by Greg McKeown.

3/11/2020 9:22:46 PM 369_is 🤣😭️Quarantine LMAO...Brought to you by the letter "Q".

3/11/2020 9:23:02 PM mark52525786 The last pope! Get em pepe!

3/11/2020 9:24:40 PM 369helen313 LG = 

👇🏻

NO NAME (Son of Cain)/JM

👇🏻

!Action = D6

3/11/2020 9:26:04 PM 369_is Cover story. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236534285169037312?s=20 …

3/11/2020 9:26:10 PM jkmaalouf The Iodine Crisis

Forbidden Medicine

The Cancer Cure That worked

3/11/2020 9:26:11 PM czechboiirose Girl with Seven Names is an excellent autobiography about a young woman's escape from North Korea.

3/11/2020 9:26:15 PM lightseeker2012 Been thinking  this too...something to do with the pineal gland perhaps.

3/11/2020 9:26:17 PM zeropointchrist  pic.twitter.com/TAcRP8yF0Z

3/11/2020 9:26:40 PM zeropointchrist  pic.twitter.com/q1XByLHnJj

3/11/2020 9:27:44 PM zeropointchrist #CREMATIONofCARE #BOHEMIANGROVE

#ANNALSofBOHIMIANGROVE pic.twitter.com/4A0xWrKdYu

3/11/2020 9:27:53 PM czechboiirose And before that, Trumped. Actually a fast fun read.

3/11/2020 9:28:10 PM cindeamulholla3 My 2nd Child Brilliant

Tainted by (liberal)  University 

of 

Washington!

Jump start,

Jr. high, 

high school & College Dean's list 4.00

Majored Japanese 

& Music Played the Cello & Piano! 

She used to call bad guys "bug 👀s" 

& 

say suga' is my best fwend!

She WOULD love Q!

WOULD! pic.twitter.com/a6YLxSKlOl
3/11/2020 9:28:12 PM mgray72531386 Red Queen by Victoria Aveyard

3/11/2020 9:28:15 PM zeropointchrist  pic.twitter.com/D6PUKckref

3/11/2020 9:29:06 PM zeropointchrist #ANNALSofBOHIMIANGROVE

#BOHEMIANGROVE pic.twitter.com/SOx6S6dpT2

3/11/2020 9:30:13 PM justinseign Cosmic Codes, Chuck Missler

3/11/2020 9:30:26 PM mrcryptojones 👀👀👀👀

3/11/2020 9:30:49 PM zeropointchrist I have 3 of their books currently, this Annal, and 2 playwright books, and I had the Pied Piper Playwright book but gave it back to the owner after my 

borrowed time with it.

#RealBOHEMIANGROVELIBRARYbooks pic.twitter.com/N5CCycj8cy

3/11/2020 9:30:52 PM mgray72531386 It’s keeping (((them))) from LEAVING to skip out on arrests.

3/11/2020 9:31:05 PM mark52525786 Bernie bros are ready,it won’t be easy but there ready!let the smiley face killers story go thru,I would like2 have some of my(girl)frens help out with 

love&hugs4the other parents?u know who I like!I’d like to adopt the round table 144🦹🏼🦹🏿♂🦸🏽♂🦸🏻superheroes shoot144,000big 

table🤷♂️

3/11/2020 9:31:08 PM bangkok_one If you want to learn about World history from a different angle read The Prize by Daniel Yergin.

3/11/2020 9:31:28 PM mattfury9 BECAUSE THE FIRST (MAJOR) ARREST IS COMING AND HE DOESN'T WANT DEEP STATE PLAYERS TO TRY TO FLEE... CHECK MY LATEST THREAD FOR MY 

THEORY

3/11/2020 9:31:54 PM curt_avila The Ascension Mysteries.

3/11/2020 9:31:54 PM mikepatay  pic.twitter.com/5l8F6JJT9c

3/11/2020 9:33:53 PM mikepatay  pic.twitter.com/xHEtCpHan1

3/11/2020 9:35:00 PM wearediamonds2 Right except I literally just saw a NYC resident post how she JUST returned from Milan....soooooooo.....

3/11/2020 9:35:22 PM mr_fedorable I dont really read...

3/11/2020 9:35:43 PM ali_ducharme Shamanism 103 by Master Golden @wizardluxas Aureaum ITH OAM of the Ancient Order of Golden Wizards' School/Academy/Order of MDAS' Junior 

Magister's Course.

3/11/2020 9:36:06 PM bossheartlaunch the Book of Shi Ji by Peter Slattery.

3/11/2020 9:36:34 PM freeandoriginal Amazing news ! 🙏

3/11/2020 9:36:44 PM patjone29703057 The Illuminati

3/11/2020 9:37:02 PM lightonthehill Sure, but it's an illusion that we've collectively agreed to accept. Relevant in this case because the longer this ridiculous corona sham goes on, the more 

severe the economic effects will be.

3/11/2020 9:37:29 PM lisalovelight Great book. Love Peter. He does excellent readings!

3/11/2020 9:37:58 PM hmssgenflynn Mirror 2234

4 3 2 2

322 & the Illuminati Chapter of the Order of Skull & Bones ...

 http://pentracks.com/2015/12/322-the-illuminati-chapter-of-the-order-of-skull-bones/ …

3/11/2020 9:38:05 PM woundguru1 Good one!!  👏🏻

3/11/2020 9:38:37 PM windywalling Thinking and Destiny

3/11/2020 9:38:59 PM texbrussow You think which 'he' might be in on it?

3/11/2020 9:39:26 PM davethadude369 This one... https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/11/2020 9:39:51 PM jimlclevenger Exodus  KJV

3/11/2020 9:39:58 PM legacy_over #Maybe? pic.twitter.com/MYgdKbHOj2

3/11/2020 9:40:11 PM bossheartlaunch I purchased the first book, then finished it quickly, hungry for more I bought the next 2 books. all 3 excellent!

3/11/2020 9:40:16 PM oaf_unbreakable A New Earth

3/11/2020 9:41:33 PM jessec777 Trump: The Art of the Deal- and it’s Excellent!!!

3/11/2020 9:41:45 PM prayerw62758802  pic.twitter.com/Mnghxvu7lG



3/11/2020 9:42:11 PM 369_is What if............the satanists and pedophiles are getting arrested in the next 30 days? Would the economic effects still be your main concern? Also, 

Trump said they have $200 Billion allotted for businesses and individuals affected by this temporary situation.

3/11/2020 9:42:11 PM wildcardd There is no cure for corona virus.....stop spreading false propaganda

3/11/2020 9:42:55 PM reuels2 Grisham.  his best is The Rainmaker

3/11/2020 9:44:52 PM strait_forever1 Wow

3/11/2020 9:46:49 PM qpaulpatriot The eye of the world - robert jordan

3/11/2020 9:46:55 PM cindeamulholla3 None left with family pics!

3/11/2020 9:48:16 PM stephanie_mieh Rebel Gene by Kerry Cassidy

3/11/2020 9:48:18 PM legacy_over #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall [Hanx] son giving an update. #NoCoincidences @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/EGc3BiX3dq

3/11/2020 9:51:35 PM su_js1 lots of "ifs" there https://twitter.com/DocAnalog/status/1237754574066388992?s=20 …

3/11/2020 9:51:38 PM csaranon1776 Minds open, hearts open. Judge by the fruits. It will never fail you.

3/11/2020 9:51:41 PM aetherwalker1 tfw no clone gf.

😆

3/11/2020 9:52:03 PM rick369e Executive order #13818

3/11/2020 9:52:07 PM warriorhorse15 Julian Assange

3/11/2020 9:52:34 PM dee_lonzo @dee_lonzo

3/11/2020 9:53:28 PM sunnysideluna Hanks a Rothschild

3/11/2020 9:53:34 PM jt_suryo Carrie by Stephen King.

3/11/2020 9:54:08 PM dansk_heldig redemption manual 4.5 by the americans bulletin ,art of war

3/11/2020 9:54:29 PM tubchipper  pic.twitter.com/rEMadvakqJ

3/11/2020 9:54:40 PM sunnysideluna Didn’t the Liz queen get locked out of her buckingham palace few days ago. Gates were locked. Look it up

3/11/2020 9:55:33 PM kyrakelm So, what’s the problem?

He’s killed plenty of careers

#Justice

3/11/2020 9:58:10 PM 369_is Thanks Rick. @LightOnTheHill Maybe those seized assets from EO#13818 will be used to fund this.

3/11/2020 9:58:39 PM rghardy3 " 9  13  17  20 " - 45

   I   M   Q   +

3/11/2020 9:58:59 PM camcat66 The Nightengale

3/11/2020 10:01:16 PM hotwheelsjusty He said the travel ban will begin Friday the 13th 👀

3/11/2020 10:02:05 PM jackarm65081193 Question,is not the pedovore's favorite part in the crown/corona area?. Is Trump trapping them w/ travel bans? How do you catch a wild animal?

3/11/2020 10:03:21 PM joanofamerica 9, 8, 7, 6...

Corona Offline pic.twitter.com/0PKJUpecyy

3/11/2020 10:03:40 PM pamelaclearwood Journey of souls.

3/11/2020 10:03:43 PM ronson_kamalii Just finished Peter Zeihan's Disunited Nations.....interesting read....watching our nation's path unfurl..😁😁

3/11/2020 10:04:23 PM aleks8837 After having viewed a few of his videos he becomes more and more convincing! Just like with MJ12 for me...

Reconcile?

Data center acc.? ✔️

Ext. military family bckgr.? ✔️

Invite letter? Legit ✔️

Pic. inside EdwAFBase routers without any reprimands?? ✔️!

Psy+Phys profile? Maybe!
3/11/2020 10:04:32 PM iamorionsbelt Victor Frankl “Mans Search for Meaning”

3/11/2020 10:04:48 PM lightseeker2012 Pope

3/11/2020 10:05:35 PM aleks8837 #UnsealJFK

3/11/2020 10:07:31 PM identityasxy his info is accurate.  His bona fides are still suspect.

you can still learn from him

3/11/2020 10:08:38 PM wearediamonds2 Weird

3/11/2020 10:10:14 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

"Less than 10"

POTUS

Rogers

Flynn

Dunford

Kelly

Mattis

Milley

Scavino

Who did I leave out ?
3/11/2020 10:10:25 PM scottfreeforq 1) Operation Paperclip was a secret program of the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) largely carried out by special agents of Army CIC, in 

which more than 1,600 German scientists, engineers, and technicians, such as Wernher von Braun and his V-2 rocket team, were taken

3/11/2020 10:10:40 PM scottfreeforq 2) from Germany to the United States, for U.S. government employment, primarily between 1945 and 1959. Many were former members, and some 

were former leaders, of the Nazi Party.

3/11/2020 10:11:18 PM kachinagtto Yeah it’s one that sticks with you

3/11/2020 10:11:21 PM bzbnialei88 Judges in the Old Testament kjv

3/11/2020 10:11:36 PM zonakimberley Who?

3/11/2020 10:11:37 PM 1vargascookie11  pic.twitter.com/0roJRE904g

3/11/2020 10:13:32 PM jay48481789 Jenny Jenny he’s got your number! #ThatNumberIs8675309 #OhJenny #SayItIsntSo #PrayersForJenAniston

3/11/2020 10:14:18 PM kellybear911 Possibly the "Ides of March?". 3/15??

3/11/2020 10:14:19 PM hardestusername Maybe an ignorant question here but, what keeps people from flying to other countries from Europe then into the US?

3/11/2020 10:16:04 PM jt_suryo It's possible that the election will be cancelled. We now have entered the time where all bets are off. Anything can happen.

3/11/2020 10:17:35 PM peaceanonredux  https://twitter.com/peaceanonredux/status/1237969940797423616?s=21 …



3/11/2020 10:17:57 PM peaceanonredux  https://twitter.com/peaceanonredux/status/1237969940797423616?s=21 … https://twitter.com/PeaceAnonRedux/status/1237969940797423616 …

3/11/2020 10:20:22 PM wearethestorm5 Celestine Prophecy. And then I ruined it by watching the movie lol

3/11/2020 10:20:28 PM mongrelglory Ellen Degeneres has an arrest warrant out for her in Florida. https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1237967078956642304?s=20 …

3/11/2020 10:21:48 PM fansblowing3 Jennifer Anniston is CIA NXIVM?

3/11/2020 10:23:15 PM s0urc3rss 1303 pic.twitter.com/ujsFJJpqf4

3/11/2020 10:24:05 PM carolin15161363 I don't trust any MSM

3/11/2020 10:26:32 PM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 MJ12, I just finished watching"DOCTOR SLEEP" for the 2nd time. This is what they are doing isn't it? Only on a larger, sicker scale? 

I'm trying to explain this 🤬🤬 to my family.

3/11/2020 10:26:42 PM mattgipson5 EcW

3/11/2020 10:27:28 PM alight412 Or is that a new planet? Maybe of the 5D kind?

3/11/2020 10:30:11 PM elcooksta Space Team pic.twitter.com/Yipo4BiRxB

3/11/2020 10:31:01 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/mhKahVrqWb

3/11/2020 10:31:04 PM lon3wolff God I'm so interested in your profile and just so excited for whatever you will be dropping. I have a feeling my intuition is right about you. ❤️

3/11/2020 10:31:31 PM decodematrix Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs, think-tanks and Nordic secretaries

by William Tompkins pic.twitter.com/R8Z90eNgDq

3/11/2020 10:34:29 PM khaleesi61 Exonerated by Dan Bongino.

3/11/2020 10:35:19 PM konacovfefe Wow

3/11/2020 10:38:51 PM worldxplorer1  https://twitter.com/worldxplorer1/status/1216044153122873345?s=21 …

3/11/2020 10:41:38 PM kellybear911 I saw this video & at about 4:11 in Ronald Reagan says pay close attention then some words pop on screen like “The World is Watching” then the date 

APRIL 17 2020. It would be interesting if this coincides with Q’s “HOT Spring/Summer” post https://youtu.be/Q74I71kxFyA 

3/11/2020 10:41:50 PM sdane8 Xi

3/11/2020 10:43:52 PM ginny37041823 Poldark by Winston Graham

3/11/2020 10:45:02 PM bibibobibox In Search of the Miraculous: Fragments of an Unknown Teaching (P. D. Ouspensky)

3/11/2020 10:45:06 PM sprovke Wealth of nations - Adam Smith, and the first 5 dune novels, you?

3/11/2020 10:45:09 PM wingoftruth Trump said not the UK ... so not the Royal Family.

3/11/2020 10:47:38 PM rghardy3 I have no idea .

Who is it ?

3/11/2020 10:48:33 PM snakesanders22 Most of us are confused about this source, is it real? It looks suspicious to me

3/11/2020 10:49:49 PM alabeaty Medical Medium

3/11/2020 10:50:35 PM texbrussow YES!

3/11/2020 10:51:00 PM terrancongito Selected by Extraterrestials by William Mills Tompkins

3/11/2020 10:52:16 PM coopersghost Just finished up Dixie Carter's Autobiography "Trying to get to Heaven. Confessions of a Tennessee Talker." 

Currently halfway thru Behold a Pale Horse for the 3rd time in 20 years. Bill Cooper is a HERO!

3/11/2020 10:53:08 PM bibibobibox Thank You so much 🙏🏻

3/11/2020 10:55:04 PM jesusluvsu29 Furyborn

3/11/2020 10:58:51 PM bmantes22 Exercise is Medicine pic.twitter.com/FAKVBzgaro

3/11/2020 11:00:33 PM traj_20 The secret teachings of the ages by manly p hall

3/11/2020 11:01:19 PM bravehe99369239 I was kidding.. Like hiding from knowing anything about John John🐾🐾👉😶

LIVE HIM ❤️!! pic.twitter.com/Y3CvgPv5mr

3/11/2020 11:01:21 PM cbwp23 Introduction to Latin Language is the last book and still reading it.

3/11/2020 11:02:20 PM reality_creator Dolores Cannon's Hidden Secret Knowledge😉

3/11/2020 11:03:30 PM wearing_fedora Training exercise my ass....

3/11/2020 11:04:30 PM nea_storm Agree! Cuckoo, Cuckoo .... 

So Long Farewell, Auf Wiedersehen, Good Bye!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2D6xSDffm6c …

Quite a Nifty, Brilliant global surgical operation

Zero Places to Run & Zero Places to Hide! pic.twitter.com/bWTJ92zSaa

3/11/2020 11:06:35 PM awakene92885216 Royal Bloodlines, elites, Vatican, Evils! And Our Great Military Forces!!! NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING!!!

3/11/2020 11:07:41 PM bibibobibox High Risk Category... Connect capital letters

3/11/2020 11:07:47 PM riversm18 In the meantime... http://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/30000-us-soldiers-arrive-europe-without-masks …

3/11/2020 11:07:48 PM wearing_fedora Trump isn't the one hiding any of this stuff.

He's the one fighting for its release.

3/11/2020 11:09:02 PM mattgipson5 Ezera Cohen-Watnick

3/11/2020 11:09:10 PM lola_goetz Hope porn is the best porn.  Sometimes it's the only porn we have.

3/11/2020 11:09:40 PM normal_wizard I personally fail to grasp the necessity of all this purported sneaking. If you have evidence of the crimes, march the bastards out publicly, and let their 

shame be forever recorded, so that society may grow in vigilance and learn not to repeat this tragic history.

3/11/2020 11:10:34 PM def_beau We can handle the truth? The carona virus has a lower death rate then flu and our stock market crashed and people are losing minds. What would 

happen if 3,000 celebs and politicians were apprehended tomorrow? Complete collapse

3/11/2020 11:10:36 PM nea_storm Yes I know, Quite honestly it is a Brilliant time for a training exercise!

God Bless, Keep & Protect All Armed Forces during Training!

💙💙💙🌎🌍🌏💙💙💙 pic.twitter.com/lKSjtwywVr

3/11/2020 11:11:00 PM sunr17e Prince Andrew??...

3/11/2020 11:11:51 PM lola_goetz Glad you got good humor.  We're gonna need it.

3/11/2020 11:16:11 PM rghardy3 Thanks for the info.

I did not know about him.

He is very young to be in such important

high positions.

3/11/2020 11:17:43 PM swimbikerunmoms Re-read: Othello

#KAG2020 ♥🇺🇲💙

3/11/2020 11:19:09 PM bravehe99369239 Egyptian symbols meanings

3/11/2020 11:20:41 PM citizensireport The Queen of Denmark

3/11/2020 11:20:59 PM ameaustin1 FlamingSex by Lady Edmee Owen

3/11/2020 11:21:11 PM 369helen313 Thank You MJ12 

J$ been exposed to many from the beginning...

He’s just shouting that loudly to everyone now!

3/11/2020 11:23:27 PM wickedmouse369 Twitter did not notify me of your reply. Very interesting... have you researched Ellen DeGeneres and George Bush?

3/11/2020 11:23:51 PM mattgipson5 Yes sir, he is. I believe for a specific reason, Flyn.  connects Mr E, transition team, and then seeing Kushner fight McMaster over him going/staying, and 

then ultimately reassigned under DOJ, and if I'm not mistaken Sessions.



3/11/2020 11:25:08 PM patriotcat_maga Why would he want to keep her there, Katie?

3/11/2020 11:25:15 PM mattgipson5 It would at minimal put him Close to the circle, if not a witness for Durham?? Bahaha

3/11/2020 11:26:20 PM 1_decided_voter He's certainly drawing the ire of a number of popular Q followers who either don't like his style on video or his brashness on Twitter.

3/11/2020 11:27:12 PM bibibobibox Thank you so much 🙏🏻

3/11/2020 11:31:10 PM mongrelglory To be honest, his tone didn't become brash until the large "Q-follower" accounts started calling him a Larp and insulting him.

3/11/2020 11:33:09 PM jenaynayz UN, EU, Rothchilds, Soros, all the bastas

3/11/2020 11:34:37 PM idestbrian Most of the way through Taylor Marshall's Intro to Saint Thomas Aquinas.

3/11/2020 11:34:57 PM of_cherubim The Message of a Master by John McDonald

3/11/2020 11:35:51 PM vnotkind 😎😎

3/11/2020 11:36:07 PM qquestionevery1 D6

3/11/2020 11:39:52 PM 1_decided_voter True, but he came out with guns blazing making big claims that Q supporters did not find very well supported. I'm not in a position to confirm much of 

what he said myself though I found them compelling. If he is on Q team, then his persona seems very different than the Q we know.

3/11/2020 11:40:33 PM emmi_1111 Hildabeast

3/11/2020 11:40:52 PM jeebaleebs Does the Queen of Denmark have 30 days to sell Greenland to the USA?  What's in Greenland?   Who's the new Commander now that NO NAME is 

dead?  Are all CEOs that resigned still getting prosecuted for crimes?  Did Ronna McDaniel sell us out?

3/11/2020 11:40:53 PM debbie_hollyoak The biggest secret David icke

3/11/2020 11:41:51 PM kegracelt  pic.twitter.com/EC3kekpxbA

3/11/2020 11:56:07 PM kosheen18 Exactly as iv thought.

3/11/2020 11:56:25 PM qquestionevery1 It seems like Bernie Sanders is a place holder for Hillary Clinton.

3/11/2020 11:57:00 PM qquestionevery1 Actually I meant Joe Biden is a place holder for Hillary Clinton

3/11/2020 11:57:19 PM kosheen18 Vatican,  cabal. Princes, Belgium hunting parties.

3/11/2020 11:59:28 PM kosheen18 Sorros

3/12/2020 12:01:25 AM andy9375 The Bible

3/12/2020 12:02:25 AM blackjackpupil It's really not. If you wanted to argue about a threat to the system out of the coins that exist then BTC by design is more of a threat than XRP. 

pic.twitter.com/aOdHlGrFqq

3/12/2020 12:03:16 AM grrroverrrtje The Book of Enoch.

3/12/2020 12:04:02 AM sfumaturak The Genesis 6 Conspiracy - how secret societies and the descendants of giants plan to enslave humanity. It helped me GREATLY in understanding this 

war we are in. Only took me a couple years to get through it 😊

3/12/2020 12:04:18 AM arthurcomix Das Krapital by Roger Mellie (The Man on The Telly)

3/12/2020 12:07:35 AM darlene27350528 Who moved my cheese

3/12/2020 12:07:46 AM ptamait Ohhh I just cannot reflect, is it a larp devil! Oh and what a huge ego he has and he is so sexist. Oh my what is he/it! Ohh metoo! Wahhh

3/12/2020 12:07:52 AM arthurcomix Excellent book. Talbot makes complex subjects easy for the layman to understand.

3/12/2020 12:13:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns will be clowns.

3/12/2020 12:13:52 AM kosheen18 We know, exc order Dec 17, The Art of War, boomerang. Project looking glass. Five eyes, Timber wolf funeral letter, THEY HAVE IT ALL.

3/12/2020 12:13:52 AM caguamone That’s who you fear because of an insecurity

3/12/2020 12:14:02 AM gaia72003434 Eunice

3/12/2020 12:15:03 AM mattfury9 You sure are! Anyone for the cause wouldn't constantly drop riddles. If you had truth/info you would simply pass it along to awaken your brothers and 

sisters #shill

3/12/2020 12:15:11 AM zellarfrost  pic.twitter.com/nTNf8JyYe3

3/12/2020 12:16:00 AM my3jasmine He ended his speech at 9:11. Q post 911 is this. pic.twitter.com/PSnF5bKBDR

3/12/2020 12:19:01 AM upallnight39 Send in the woof woofers that got abububarkbarker

#qtardsamirite

3/12/2020 12:19:18 AM 4_presidents Clowns in America #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/12/2020 12:19:18 AM sheepdoganon Nah. They are slow dripping the the news to soften the blow. #NoDeals

3/12/2020 12:20:51 AM tri5onaut America before- Graham Hancock

3/12/2020 12:20:54 AM brainfreeze76 Avalon the gathering

3/12/2020 12:21:30 AM garypre62441595 Vatican...

3/12/2020 12:27:27 AM mikeinhalifax Hmm...not w Covid19 for sure so IDK, how?

And why covertly?

3/12/2020 12:30:57 AM anna89417584 Did Nike get rid of Kobe?

3/12/2020 12:31:11 AM bchparitynow Good guys used the bad guys to start it.

3/12/2020 12:31:35 AM rosscarwalker In the MJ-12 disclosure document it mentions Q is the largest source of light, followed by MJ-12 and third is Jesus. Are they suggesting Jesus is back in 

the game AKA back on Earth?

3/12/2020 12:31:39 AM chrisriddle121 Something about cyber security haha (college)

3/12/2020 12:32:22 AM mikeinhalifax The Hegellian goals achieved by Coronavirus are in The Establishment's interest, not ours. 

This is UN Agenda 21 activity, if anything. Like terrorism it allows them to gain back control through fear. 

Patriots are fighting so keep qmoral up n all but we are not winning

Not yet

3/12/2020 12:33:30 AM eleanor0770 The keystone is the internet this bound all of humanity together.

3/12/2020 12:33:57 AM notevenchad17 Majestic, you seem to be as high on Austin as I am. Thank You for the connection. I watched all of his videos in order and I never watch videos. I'm sold.

3/12/2020 12:38:07 AM cindeamulholla3 I've had people that would converse with me 

That warned their followers that if they still believed that John b.s. they'd block them!

These people have been Q'ed!

They haven't 🚫 me but now they don't

Respond to anything I post on there threads anymore!

That's their deal I guess pic.twitter.com/oSEJwGWoDm

3/12/2020 12:41:34 AM virginialouelle Boule puppet who got off his strings and threatened exposure.

3/12/2020 12:48:06 AM jackoneilltime1 Mj's I'm loving this film!!! 

I'm one of the few that enjoys reading the credits at the end of films.

I would like to think, contrary to your posts, your team, once we make the transition, would take a curtain call. 

Bravo!!! pic.twitter.com/8bSLVx4NUn

3/12/2020 12:50:54 AM amandak24006871 Can folk just hop to London from any Euro country and go London to USA?

3/12/2020 12:51:59 AM j9979867291  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwPb7g_BlXQ …

3/12/2020 12:53:36 AM hategonnakillya Aaron abke has a great series on THE LAW OF ONE on his YouTube channel , along with some other really good content!



3/12/2020 12:55:00 AM brooks9675309 Trance formation of  America by Cathy O Brien

3/12/2020 12:55:02 AM ophillip10 Now starting this book "Behold A Pale Horse" by MWCooper on 3-11-20, just finished rereading "LostBook of ENKI" by Zachariah Sitchin 

pic.twitter.com/ml3fKhy6EO

3/12/2020 12:57:10 AM uptime2wake Nice, thanks for sharing!

3/12/2020 1:05:12 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/oDw96ulU0j

3/12/2020 1:07:02 AM woodski6ll @amanda7085 @84Sorin88 @Inevitable_ET @lpoutlook @SandyMcNally3 @Katherine101364 @BriceHobbs @cain_nate @maga_girl_karen 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  http://agendaofevil.com/shocking-exclusive-afdi-video-new-yorkers-say-isis-in-us-is-fake-news …

3/12/2020 1:10:00 AM dentipps Most probably will check tickets to see where their flight originated from. If they have done a bit of "island hopping", they will most probably be sent 

back home.

3/12/2020 1:14:29 AM shawnt1973 Here is 2 pic.twitter.com/VaOO67wJM8

3/12/2020 1:16:29 AM diaptera_80 Persia changed its name to Iran because of Nazi influence. [n]?

3/12/2020 1:16:51 AM mongrelglory Here are a few replies to people I took note of: https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1237056837863608320?s=20 …

3/12/2020 1:17:23 AM xrpbrainstorm Well aware that BTC is an economic weapon controlled by China. IE 51% attack. Unless you mean it's more likely to be adopted instead of #XRP?🤣

3/12/2020 1:17:36 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1237069042646568961?s=20 …

3/12/2020 1:17:39 AM diaptera_80 ’Harvey Weinstein won’t kill himself’

3/12/2020 1:22:14 AM mongrelglory Any clown in particular you're referring to?  There seem to be so many of them around these days!

3/12/2020 1:24:06 AM geranon3  https://www.amazon.de/Who-Am-If-How-Many-ebook/dp/B004T8O5GE …

3/12/2020 1:24:45 AM cleetus__jones Is the Airl book all truth ?

3/12/2020 1:24:55 AM geranon3 Tell us something new story teller...

3/12/2020 1:27:07 AM sherriereece The Bible... Next?

3/12/2020 1:28:27 AM xrpbrainstorm The banking Cabal were so scared when Facebook announced Libra that though reluctant to join Ripplenet they then ran straight to Ripple to sign up. A 

beaming Brad Garlinghouse said it was their best week ever. That's a matter for public record.

3/12/2020 1:33:28 AM rosary_ridgebed sure  http://app.uwerosenkranz.com/wp/135/ 

3/12/2020 1:35:46 AM lisa32985011 In the middle of spygate

3/12/2020 1:35:52 AM i_p_nightly Pope?

3/12/2020 1:38:28 AM ivasby Yep... The Storm is expected to come in Indonesia 👊💥👊🇮🇩🇮🇩 pic.twitter.com/S9GhUu9qHK

3/12/2020 1:39:08 AM mongrelglory Leaving Europe?  Well they did happen to send 30,000 US troops over there recently, didn't they? 😏

3/12/2020 1:44:32 AM jenaynayz interesting, in part 1 there is a seemingly purposeful "glitch" at 2:14 that kind of looks like the corona infection map.... I dont know, I could be way off...

3/12/2020 1:45:50 AM jenaynayz the media calls it bleach, it is not. The media is also intent on articles saying qanon supporters are drinking bleach to cure corona, this means MMS 

works.

3/12/2020 1:56:39 AM gonefishin_500 I don’t completely trust any newspaper, magazine or news stations.

3/12/2020 1:58:35 AM merorschach I'm split between NeonRevolt's Revolution Q and Natural Strategies for Cancer Patients 😟

3/12/2020 2:01:17 AM edithcragg indeed and considering that he has been fingered as one of the major pedophiles in Hollywood by many - he is now quarantined here in Queensland 

Australia, having tested positively for the Corona virus.

3/12/2020 2:02:02 AM merorschach I've seen theories that he's a Rockefeller

3/12/2020 2:02:30 AM maxandtherobots The day after Roswell

3/12/2020 2:03:15 AM stacien26026113 The Federalist Papers

3/12/2020 2:04:33 AM merorschach The first thing that came to my mind was Deep-Sixed. Executed.

3/12/2020 2:06:51 AM snakesanders22 And friends will be friends pic.twitter.com/yj8cbUP534

3/12/2020 2:07:11 AM sverhaque The Crystal Stair by Eric Klein

3/12/2020 2:11:07 AM larryefletcher1 Ancient Aliens & Secret Societies

3/12/2020 2:12:07 AM dg88775871 The Bible

3/12/2020 2:12:12 AM disprop45895392 Think multiple keystones. 

The internet did do this, but I was talking about to a whole other outcome which did not require the internet or us.

I absolutely love your insight however.

3/12/2020 2:14:30 AM suzannelittlej3 Defender 20

3/12/2020 2:14:44 AM merorschach Does the Black Pope get arrested

3/12/2020 2:16:10 AM pointofclimax The coming race

3/12/2020 2:16:45 AM suzannelittlej3 23 Minutes In Hell

3/12/2020 2:19:28 AM monicae11949752 Charles K. Things That Matter

3/12/2020 2:20:02 AM oo1o110 D6 is the Cabal.

3/12/2020 2:28:26 AM gatocos93306540 Urantia book

3/12/2020 2:29:58 AM robertplamer Ringmakers of Saturn, by Norman R. Bergrun

3/12/2020 2:30:00 AM sharpfuzz Who wants to run there?

3/12/2020 2:30:56 AM austereswamp You spelled “speech” wrong in your profile, comrade.

3/12/2020 2:34:42 AM nonlineardarren Bullshit,he said he quit because they wanted to promote him,you have just let me know,you haven't watched ANY of his stuff,Thank you,now TWITTER 

can read what you said @1Naasty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/12/2020 2:40:30 AM anonlegion13  https://worldtruth.tv/tom-hanks-accused-of-buying-13-year-old-girl-from-her-father-and-raped-her-actor-isaac-kappy-recently-called-him-a-

pedophile/ …

3/12/2020 2:41:29 AM cinmacluvs2knit Convoluted Universe-Deloris Cannon

3/12/2020 2:43:06 AM andrew13892378 Hanks&Wife are in Oceania. Gold Coast Australia. With the Virus.

3/12/2020 2:51:05 AM bashy1uk Earth Abides... ironic with what's going on.

3/12/2020 2:51:21 AM hrlymomma3 Ok so what about Austin I’m so confused 🤷♀️

3/12/2020 2:52:01 AM 11111christian Spot on......

3/12/2020 2:52:49 AM circuitriderz Pedos.

3/12/2020 2:52:50 AM hrlymomma3 That could be disinfo too I’m keeping open mind ️️

3/12/2020 2:54:31 AM hrlymomma3 Green castle pic.twitter.com/LvZy4msYby

3/12/2020 2:55:30 AM cat_edition  pic.twitter.com/8TJYaT8IQ4

3/12/2020 2:56:55 AM ronjere10878568 this was a sad but really good book from tolkien. pic.twitter.com/IoZn1Tqqxt

3/12/2020 2:58:31 AM 11111christian y 25, Pakistani-American IT specialist Imran Awan was arrested at Dulles Airport for bank fraud while he was allegedly fleeing to Pakistan. The reports 

predictably produced some press coverage before the story died. Yet the speed at which the news vanished proves correct.

3/12/2020 3:00:01 AM edgar_milne Empowering Alignments;  https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Empowering+Alignments+&type= …

3/12/2020 3:01:04 AM keith369me Clowns gave found their Kryponite, THanks

3/12/2020 3:07:10 AM anitabutterfly Oera Linda Book

3/12/2020 3:07:11 AM deniz_aj And glowers gonna glow .

3/12/2020 3:08:02 AM consortiapartn1 Inverted World - Christopher Priest

3/12/2020 3:08:54 AM jeffex11 to  be a true #RommelDeath it must be requested as a choice of free will pic.twitter.com/RCiKQMYmVT

3/12/2020 3:09:43 AM nemesis_tan  pic.twitter.com/wROA98Xfx9

3/12/2020 3:09:47 AM aussieqne  pic.twitter.com/OuluNWaK5d



3/12/2020 3:16:01 AM kfccronin The Language of God by Francis Collins.

3/12/2020 3:16:38 AM y2them Dolores Cannon - The convoluted universe

3/12/2020 3:17:21 AM resist48776146 The secret destiny of America by Manly P Hall

3/12/2020 3:17:31 AM y2them Also reading / studying - The Law of One

3/12/2020 3:19:10 AM y2them It’s like a study more then a read .. I tend to read some then sit and meditate or contemplate or speak to a friend . Very very powerful . Like the real 

bible of all that has ever been

3/12/2020 3:19:39 AM roosgartner Celine: Mort a Credit

3/12/2020 3:21:04 AM lenartjoe Can’t wait to read the book. Loved the movie as a good great cautionary tale against being or becoming the enemy you’re seeking to destroy. 👍🏻

3/12/2020 3:22:13 AM carolin15161363 Tom Hanks?

3/12/2020 3:22:38 AM fedupnation Huh???🧐🧐🧐😳😳😳

3/12/2020 3:23:08 AM y2them Yeah , I agree . He breaks everything down really nicely .

3/12/2020 3:24:38 AM equipment79 That was my first thought too! Can you imagine the amount of money that is being taken in!? I can’t imagine that amount of money , but it is fantastic 

and I LOVE MY PRESIDENT! 💕👊🇺🇸

3/12/2020 3:28:48 AM justice4rod William Cohen was NO NAME'S Best Man at his wedding to 'we knew all about Epstein' Cindy McCain. 

Significant in light of...

#WhereIsRodHotham pic.twitter.com/jsRq13tHl3

3/12/2020 3:29:02 AM time4justiceusa It doesn't look like a normal post thats why I think

3/12/2020 3:31:10 AM qhnact Just last week it was Jim Humble’s book on MMS (Sodium Chlorite). Prior to that... can’t remember. You guys have been keeping me waaaaaayyyyy too 

entertained!

3/12/2020 3:32:30 AM emilyoakley6 Revolution of Q

3/12/2020 3:33:30 AM c2m1ll3 D6 was No Name, I think.

Not sure on D5.... His mother?

3/12/2020 3:34:51 AM samsmith0319 I’m always reading at least 3 books at a time....

   Occams Razor - T.R. Ryden (Excellent)

   Illuminati Agenda 21 - Dean and Jill Henderson (Amazing detail)

   Behold A Pale Horse - Willam Cooper (Rereading Cross 

      Referencing above book details)

3/12/2020 3:38:34 AM lajealle Bible.

3/12/2020 3:39:01 AM hotgirlmo_mo Assange

3/12/2020 3:40:19 AM andycryptostar The Vatican and the Pope

3/12/2020 3:44:35 AM americanpetal Yes

3/12/2020 3:44:45 AM blackba18220949 The Bible

3/12/2020 3:46:40 AM mollybr25896098 Law of one series.

3/12/2020 3:52:01 AM random2012756 Law of one again (new edition volume 1) and Elohim Speaks

3/12/2020 3:52:42 AM random2012756 Truely awesome

3/12/2020 3:55:10 AM patriotleah1776 Have you ever put a code into google books?

It returns an entire list of interesting literature! pic.twitter.com/N3BwvkUn3E

3/12/2020 3:56:31 AM patriotleah1776 Working on "the list" pic.twitter.com/JKghYcVcR7

3/12/2020 3:59:41 AM patriotleah1776 Haha I'm watching The Heat which has an actor that looks just like your gif guy!

3/12/2020 4:02:42 AM prairieblessed Psalm 91 by Peggy Joyce Ruth.  A great book that explains the miracle of Gods Shield of Protection as written in Psalm 91.

3/12/2020 4:04:55 AM painterlypatri1 The flu may have higher death rate numbers but we will see how deadly it is, especially to our selfish inconsiderate way of life here in the US. Don’t 

people love their grandparents anymore? Take this seriously and stay home!

3/12/2020 4:06:29 AM painterlypatri1 According to  http://zerohedge.com  the doctor talking to Congress said this will affect 1/3rd of our country. Will your grandparents be that 1/3rd?

3/12/2020 4:07:09 AM kylelaw30921653 Can't hurt me by David Goggins

3/12/2020 4:07:11 AM sibes2013 A Dog’s Purpose.

3/12/2020 4:07:50 AM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/EsDS6z1DLP

3/12/2020 4:08:37 AM patty_blind you should read the section on flu vaccine effectiveness on cdc website before you type...it reduces the risk of getting flu requiring dr visit by 40-60% in 

years where the shot matches the vaccine...still protects if not good match to lesser degree...prevents hosp in children...

3/12/2020 4:10:14 AM anangelhasland1 I guess you think our military is one big clown show then. https://www.greyhound.movie/?hs308=search&gclsrc=aw.ds&&gclid=EAIaIQobChMImurz3-

WU6AIVT77ACh0cXQsZEAAYASAAEgLdHfD_BwE …

3/12/2020 4:10:27 AM nocommunistusa This is most likely it.

3/12/2020 4:12:33 AM nocommunistusa Or is he himself using it as a fake excuse to escape public humiliation ?

3/12/2020 4:13:20 AM nocommunistusa Makes sense.

3/12/2020 4:16:06 AM adsvel Ashayana Deane "Voyagers" 1.-2. book.

3/12/2020 4:16:55 AM nocommunistusa LG was probably told by POTUS that he better start playing his cards right bc he’s on watch. All of a sudden he started playing nice. A prick when No 

Name was still around.

3/12/2020 4:18:44 AM vols5194 The Book of Signs by Dr. David Jeremiah.

3/12/2020 4:19:29 AM therealjjtruth What if its a cannibal disease like kuru? And only they catch it. 🤔

3/12/2020 4:21:25 AM redpillq17 This is what's keeping me hooked. Did you check out his QR code on his Twitter banner? pic.twitter.com/TjyNa4JPrm

3/12/2020 4:24:40 AM bjmolinar Trance:  Formation of America by Cathy O'Brien

3/12/2020 4:25:56 AM bgartypants I just read that a couple months ago.

3/12/2020 4:25:59 AM esdeaner22 Illusions by Richard Bach

3/12/2020 4:28:14 AM mischelrene  https://www.amazon.de/Mein-Vater-Black-Weltraumprogramm-Antarktis-Deutschen/dp/3938656816/ref=asc_df_3938656816/?tag=googshopde-

21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=310353922724&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=14827425567430191488&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&

hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9043832&hvtargid=pla-

311356134908&psc=1&th=1&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=62484321275&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=310353922724&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=148

27425567430191488&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9043832&hvtargid=pla-311356134908 …

3/12/2020 4:31:14 AM jeeemig Q ;-)

3/12/2020 4:36:07 AM tee_robinson  pic.twitter.com/T1fmnYBJoz

3/12/2020 4:36:20 AM gerriekyle The Way of Zen - Alan watts pic.twitter.com/fZhsKfU6sk

3/12/2020 4:36:55 AM jillanon  pic.twitter.com/rFxPAEQGpX

3/12/2020 4:39:08 AM byegone1 I was born in 1957. Have watched the Q board since day one, 10/28/2017.  It takes a lot of time to learn hours every day. I am retired and have the 

time. Also a Very skeptical person. Find new things and new proofs Q is the real deal. I hope you can find time to understand it.

3/12/2020 4:39:40 AM redpillq17 Isn't it said that everyone will love the antichrist? So Trump and Obama are definitely not it.

3/12/2020 4:40:49 AM jt_suryo  pic.twitter.com/m3eU3mHgqy

3/12/2020 4:40:50 AM byegone1 Find new things on board nearly every day*



3/12/2020 4:42:12 AM darleend Great thread 😉

3/12/2020 4:49:34 AM jt_suryo If/when that happens in Indonesia, do you think they will start arresting the corruptors and murderers in our government & entertainment industry?

3/12/2020 4:50:31 AM nojobsr Who is here?

3/12/2020 4:53:55 AM fansblowing3 Clowns been attacking for days.  They are desperate now.

3/12/2020 5:01:26 AM patriotleah1776 Hahaha their son even said "they're not that sick"

3/12/2020 5:03:51 AM splattteri Interesting🤔

3/12/2020 5:06:48 AM patriotleah1776 It avoids sniffer programs.

Why would one alert the enemy?

MajestiQ is for people who can figure stuff out on their own.

It is on the difficult side, but keep your mind & heart open.

#TheTruthIsWithin

#WeHaveMoreThanWeKnow

#LearnTheComms
3/12/2020 5:08:00 AM bootsie471 Not someone I'm willing to share as representative of the Q movement, regardless of whether his stories are true or not. He's too narcissistic.

3/12/2020 5:09:09 AM patriotleah1776 Diabetes + Age × CV = ???

3/12/2020 5:09:19 AM daganon68 Mind to mind 

By Rene Warcolier

Limitless mind

By Russell Tarq

3/12/2020 5:09:42 AM captain01470560 This looks odd to me. Wouldn’t the spare tire block the face reflection of the guy in the picture? The reflection also doesn’t show the V of the white 

shirt. pic.twitter.com/YVH5dcSxLc

3/12/2020 5:11:09 AM libby73066865 Bible

3/12/2020 5:11:13 AM qpatriotuk Thank you for the share, I've just posted on my fb wall to try to awaken my sleeping friends/family. I knew the risks of 5G, but hadn't considered the 

dangers of 4G, 3G, 2G, 1G & the deliberate weaponisation of WiFi in general. Will be making changes in my home starting now 💜

3/12/2020 5:11:20 AM mkwilk17 Yes it is! 😳

3/12/2020 5:11:22 AM 1nanasmomma I said, what my Doctor said. Just Wed, to my face. I didn't say "Hey this is facts". I shared what I heard. He also said, China makes all of our Penicillin, 

this virus doesn't seem to be affecting children & that its gonna get worse b4 it gets better!

3/12/2020 5:15:02 AM mickeynabb Believed to be a body-double or clone.

3/12/2020 5:16:10 AM patty_blind I was simply trying to help you get the facts...up to you if you want to look at them...

3/12/2020 5:16:14 AM kriz_jason Behold a Pale Horse

3/12/2020 5:16:49 AM justinferry10 Mercury Rising The Emerald Tablets of Thoth. Gerald Clark

3/12/2020 5:21:10 AM rubygirl973 😳😳😳😳🤯

Thank you to whomever found this! It was ➡️ to me on IM with no credits

@Inevitable_ET @intheMatrixxx @99freemind @PunishDem1776 @Beer_Parade @John_F_Kennnedy @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump 

@TheCollectiveQ @IPOT1776 @VincentCrypt46 @andweknow @mil_ops @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/5dZuLJsa23

3/12/2020 5:25:55 AM bbobbio71 High risk of??

Flight,

Corona

Flu

Suicide?

3/12/2020 5:28:49 AM oryx48052588 Why ?😱

3/12/2020 5:29:08 AM bbobbio71 Was he a recorder/reporter to what No Name was involved in?

3/12/2020 5:29:35 AM taradea08775439 The power of now Erkhart Tolle

3/12/2020 5:30:32 AM bbobbio71 D6 is deep state.  Like from the show Scandal.

3/12/2020 5:34:48 AM tieronepatriot ...or is that all to bolster the MSM's hysteria?  Could be either... just asking.

3/12/2020 5:35:05 AM cliffor85889504 It is the plan 

There is still a state of emergency in America martial law will come while they take out the cabal puppets 

The Pope has it 

Tom hanks and his wife has it 

You telling me this isn't planned 

There are no coincidences

3/12/2020 5:37:19 AM tieronepatriot Baron Trump books by Lockwood

3/12/2020 5:37:19 AM allonkid  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/new-border-wall-blocks-90-of-illegal-crossings-up-from-just-10 …

3/12/2020 5:37:53 AM headspacecoach Read up @Nance0881

3/12/2020 5:40:47 AM ivasby That's sort of already happening actually.. Many Bupati, Walikota and Gubernur were trialed for corruption

3/12/2020 5:41:15 AM bbobbio71 I'm not seeing it

3/12/2020 5:45:11 AM justadu48004948 When do u play a trump card?

3/12/2020 5:45:59 AM badmammajammaor Judgement of the #Nephilim by Ryan Pitterson. EXCELLENT

3/12/2020 5:46:58 AM lovethebeach999 Reading: pic.twitter.com/4LQ1GaXJEc

3/12/2020 5:50:09 AM snowman84126327 There is no need to know what Q is. We must think for ourselves call out corruption as we see it and trust that things are changing and it's we the 

people who are making that change God Bless all Patriots

3/12/2020 5:50:20 AM lovethebeach999 In my stack for my (potential) quarantine

3/12/2020 5:51:09 AM lorivictoria 👏👏👏

3/12/2020 5:53:57 AM fenuccimiles Map of Days (Ransom Riggs)

3/12/2020 5:54:39 AM caputotawn CIA

Legacy of ashes by Tim Weiner

3/12/2020 5:59:16 AM moemc8 She's a clone

3/12/2020 5:59:24 AM tkobeauty Source Field Investigations by @david_wilcock

3/12/2020 6:01:06 AM sky3691111 👍😎

3/12/2020 6:01:27 AM missi0n17 How to start your own Corporation by Garret Sutton 😶 Still reading it at the moment

3/12/2020 6:02:04 AM moemc8 Keepers Of The Garden - Dolores Cannon

3/12/2020 6:03:03 AM moemc8 Just got the book.  Will be reading it soon.

3/12/2020 6:03:51 AM faro_christian The law of one ... didn’t finish yet

3/12/2020 6:05:16 AM graceydonna Strange Planet

3/12/2020 6:08:32 AM steveo28933443 Need to reread that one. Eyeopener indeed.

3/12/2020 6:08:44 AM sageremarks  http://www.kybalion.org/kybalion.php 



3/12/2020 6:10:04 AM theglitcher14 No, not the military as a whole. Don't get it twisted.

3/12/2020 6:13:59 AM ragevirusqq  pic.twitter.com/zbFrWo0XCO

3/12/2020 6:14:00 AM paigejo81693675 Trance Formation of America by 

@RealCathyOBrien   —-Amazing book.

3/12/2020 6:14:15 AM theglitcher14 All I'm gonna say about this guy, from now on, is this: PAYTRIOT. End

3/12/2020 6:15:31 AM goblinost Programmed to kill by David McGowan

3/12/2020 6:15:53 AM theglitcher14 NO Intel asset burns themselves. None. No intel agency would order them to burn themselves. Not. One.

3/12/2020 6:16:11 AM moemc8 Please address this once and for all MJ12.  Tku

3/12/2020 6:18:16 AM anangelhasland1 My point is the military will only work with a big production if they are allowed to vet the script and actors.

(They didn’t work on Apocalypse Now fr’instance)

I highly doubt if Tom was as evil as Majestic would want, he would have been successfully casted.

That’s all.

3/12/2020 6:21:12 AM carolva97910854 Start? It’s been going down for years now!

3/12/2020 6:25:08 AM carolva97910854 I know that woman I saw on tv a couple of days ago was NOT Hillary!  Unless she’s discovered the fountain of youth!

3/12/2020 6:26:31 AM worldxplorer1 This book is gold!  I love the work of Dolores Cannon!  

Keepers of the Garden

Custodians

The Convoluted Universe series

All great!!

3/12/2020 6:26:31 AM mkwilk17 I’m going to re-read “Behold a pale horse” that was another eye opener!

3/12/2020 6:26:44 AM keith369me Capital “I” in shIt, “m” in misspelled word, R and A in caps, “n” in kill box

3/12/2020 6:27:34 AM nanablue37 Dolores Cannon,  a soul remembers Hiroshima.

3/12/2020 6:27:45 AM dcosmo30 A book that I was chastised for for reading. Where I first heard of Q level military intelligence from a man who had it. A book that made sense to me 

because I always questioned the system and history. pic.twitter.com/Ss4D3zRDBX

3/12/2020 6:28:56 AM ckepner18951 #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #CoronavirusPandemic #Covid_19 #NationalDefense #Truckers #CoronaVirusUpdate #BREAKING #economy #FoxNews 

#InfoWars @StormIsUponUs @IPOT1776 @X22Report @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @seanhannity @TRUreporting @SGTreport @8Notables 

@DeptofDefense

3/12/2020 6:29:19 AM tieronepatriot I like where your head's at...

3/12/2020 6:32:09 AM steveo28933443 That you for the Forrestal book; always something I wanted to get into. Think he and his assassination was a pivotal point.

3/12/2020 6:33:04 AM storm__princess The Bible

3/12/2020 6:33:17 AM 873g5 TDY

3/12/2020 6:33:30 AM ragevirusqq actions determine if you are a snake or an eagle. intent matters

3/12/2020 6:33:31 AM radeckitammy The tale of the lost America https://youtu.be/neol4-Mh8fY 

3/12/2020 6:33:31 AM peekaboo1966 sooo exciting pic.twitter.com/E7eQwYwCrr

3/12/2020 6:33:43 AM dcosmo30 A book a normal man wrote to inform the population about a crazy world and in turn ends up being called the crazy one and paying the ultimate price 

for doing so. If you can let go or question the world we live in then read it because it pieces a lot of things together. WWG1WGA

3/12/2020 6:34:27 AM tieronepatriot March Madness!

3/12/2020 6:37:32 AM slinkermj Does the Gospel of Thomas count?

3/12/2020 6:37:56 AM enz0knows Revolution Q by NeonRevolt

3/12/2020 6:38:23 AM anna89417584 I believe we live in a matrix designed to keep us slaves

3/12/2020 6:39:48 AM worldxplorer1 I was referring to Marshall Law mentioned in the tweet above mine. I should been more clear.

3/12/2020 6:41:55 AM lynettepisano Angels in my Hair by @LornaByrne 

BEAUTIFUL Autobiography by an AMAZING Angel on Earth!  I've ordered all of her books!!  She, herself, is a message from GOD!  WE ALL CAN BENEFIT 

FROM HER MSG!! 💞🙏💞🙏 http://www.lornabyrne.com 

3/12/2020 6:41:58 AM dcosmo30 Trumps book the America we deserve also laid out that there would be an attack on the WTC that would make the 93 bombing look like kids playing 

with matches and said Bin Laden would be the culprit. Lots to be learned and so very complicated to explain.

3/12/2020 6:42:11 AM steveo28933443 The secret of successful tailoring - edward watkins

3/12/2020 6:42:27 AM serpent021 Lonesome dove by Louis l'amour

3/12/2020 6:44:14 AM eman1292 PANIC in DC to those saying where the arrests at. BTC dropped over night. MJ said BTC is corrupted. Not the idea, but the current chain. They trying to 

stay afloat. #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA

3/12/2020 6:44:16 AM _girlmaher_ I think the point of this question is for me too look at the read pile and say: "I can't remember the last book I *finished*."

3/12/2020 6:44:40 AM sneakypeaky4 The order in which world ratlines are being cut - 

Saudi 1st > ✔

US 2nd > ✔

Asia 3rd > ✔

EU 4th - Now

It's the final stage..

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/ueyQGm4AIH
3/12/2020 6:45:14 AM elucidate2020 Commuting provides lots of “reading” time. pic.twitter.com/k7XDOfqLCZ

3/12/2020 6:47:36 AM awakeandsing123 UK is the only European country exempt from the 30-day travel ban. Could this mean they will be transporting Assange safely to the US???

3/12/2020 6:47:58 AM davidlear2000 Energy Medicine by Donna Eden

3/12/2020 6:49:18 AM steveo28933443 And pic.twitter.com/35IClB5QqW

3/12/2020 6:50:39 AM rosscarwalker Love it when the synchronicities are blowing your mind.... 55 pic.twitter.com/4rPxe3moai

3/12/2020 6:50:42 AM feesh73_1118 Rulers Of Evil; Useful Information About Governing Bodies by F. Tupper Saucy

3/12/2020 6:50:43 AM rosscarwalker I think I’m going to print off the majestic message of disclosure and read it as a book #LessPhoneTime

3/12/2020 6:54:27 AM peekaboo1966 Woohoo.. @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .. so exciting  pic.twitter.com/UWGlWBIEgG

3/12/2020 6:54:55 AM sterlingwords1 I feel sorry for these jet setters. The coronavirus is really upsetting their lifestyle.

3/12/2020 6:56:23 AM davidlear2000 I've watched all of Steinbarts videos. If you ask me, he's the real deal.

3/12/2020 6:57:19 AM no_dak_patriot And yet now, Tom #Hanx has the "CoVid-19"...

Coincidence?

It seems they are going to try to let him exit the stage on his own to save face, instead of being pulled off with the 'cane'.



3/12/2020 6:58:19 AM peekaboo1966 The Storm is Upon us... @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   Excited yet ?  pic.twitter.com/E5oTlxpPTO

3/12/2020 6:58:51 AM doug_yankeesfan Isn’t this the guy that made the handoff? #QAnon @cjtruth @Sun_Q_Tzu @StormIsUponUs @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Praying_Medic 

https://twitter.com/Independent/status/1238101577182973952 …

3/12/2020 6:58:52 AM billybn355 Passport verification at US POE

3/12/2020 6:58:56 AM karynmsanrrcom1 Trumps Unfinished Business by Steve Cioccolanti (currently reading)

3/12/2020 6:59:16 AM crzycnuk101 Fyi.. clowns is code for CIA operatives

3/12/2020 7:04:09 AM anangelhasland1 “They” as in the military or perhaps angelic intervention?

And why single out Tom?

Curious, also, about what proof there is of Tom Hanks’ evil...

(And no, I don’t means his odd photos of abandoned children’s socks.)

3/12/2020 7:04:57 AM capecodangel3 I've started to read The Convoluted Universe but I do it in portions because the information in there is mind-boggling lol

as an aside, I thoroughly enjoy watching her talks. I wish she hadn't left yet

3/12/2020 7:11:53 AM ellenxtimm The Law of One, Book 1: The Ra Material.

3/12/2020 7:12:00 AM tnoreen55 Clones...

3/12/2020 7:12:50 AM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/ep6nuw9Asm

3/12/2020 7:14:14 AM 14fowl My thought was CV=322

They meet the criteria...

3/12/2020 7:16:40 AM schnittzilla @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I can’t seem to hold an image in my mind. It’s like I have no ability to ‘see’ in my minds eye. I can dream vividly at night but during 

the day I can not make a mental image. How can I beat this?

3/12/2020 7:17:01 AM dianesaumure LOVING THIS book being made into a movie

3/12/2020 7:18:28 AM conscious_race Book of Enoch

3/12/2020 7:18:55 AM missachar1 Supernatural by Michael Heiser.

3/12/2020 7:19:29 AM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/WGIbU3pCWr

3/12/2020 7:20:56 AM clari42518177 My brother and his wife has gotten the corona virus. Unless they have been lied to.

3/12/2020 7:22:17 AM 444_q_ Yep! Super thick book 😁

3/12/2020 7:22:42 AM 2ndrayer I ve been planning my third round on it for months now. It is a priceless resource... For free thinkers! Nice to be in similar company! ☺️

3/12/2020 7:25:08 AM gloryvessel The Bible.

God always has the last word.

3/12/2020 7:25:41 AM 2ndrayer Now on Springmeyers old classic but last one finished: Revolution Q by Neonrevolt 😎 paperpack.

3/12/2020 7:26:59 AM lyshmarie0701 @ESerenity2 @BrandiJ42 ??

3/12/2020 7:29:28 AM freedompatrio17 We Are Among You Already

3/12/2020 7:30:00 AM lkrumcake 30 days Easter!

3/12/2020 7:35:29 AM bbobbio71 Holy crap (smacks his head) capital  Duh!  

Thanks

3/12/2020 7:35:38 AM jkmaalouf @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/EnxCn467C1

3/12/2020 7:37:38 AM leighbennett58 The Paradigm

3/12/2020 7:40:50 AM mominthestix 😂

3/12/2020 7:41:26 AM eserenity2 👀

3/12/2020 7:42:00 AM noel76267393 The Good Book...EVERYDAY😊

3/12/2020 7:43:20 AM tristyn2019 Mere Christianity by CS Lewis

3/12/2020 7:44:12 AM steppedweller7 Yes!!  Me too, just received the whole set and staring on Book I.

3/12/2020 7:44:40 AM grandheretic Which originally may have been stolen from Winnipeg’s BSL4 and then genetically altered in Wuhan. Problem is, stuff like this walks off all the time. 

You only hear about it when it becomes a problem

3/12/2020 7:48:37 AM chriswa84063334 Perception deception -Icke

3/12/2020 7:49:29 AM jamespgoldbeck Bible

3/12/2020 7:50:51 AM realtimecop Secrets of the Temple 

About the Federal Reserve

3/12/2020 7:51:52 AM williamelgato3 "Fake News" is nothing new.....

3/12/2020 7:52:00 AM rifflemonica I think it is. 🤣😂

3/12/2020 7:53:37 AM fansblowing3 Loved that book and Joe Dispenza

3/12/2020 8:01:34 AM kayteia @322Messenger

3/12/2020 8:03:28 AM 21oplato Advisory: KEEP AN EYE ON THE GREEK/TURKISH BORDER!! T

Gut feeling...Goog/Magoog/ticking time bomb or just a border/immigration tiff. Balkans involvement, NATO if escalates. The world turns, virus or 

not.........STOP

@LisaMei62 @MikayesFiona @mil_ops @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/12/2020 8:03:35 AM opensenseme I read several at once, however the main handbook(s) read were from Decoding the Hive

3/12/2020 8:06:00 AM the_final_g I would find a new doctor

3/12/2020 8:06:33 AM mickeyk82466295 I found one blocked him yesterday!!

3/12/2020 8:07:00 AM lakelovenh Exonerated by Dan Bongino

3/12/2020 8:08:39 AM goldbransondrew Revelations

3/12/2020 8:09:48 AM oaf_unbreakable The enemy is sitting there watching too, no alert required.

Majesti"Q"

MajestiLarp

Cya

3/12/2020 8:10:23 AM dcnorato Revelatorium

3/12/2020 8:10:28 AM pauleich11 Novel Folklore by Jason Reza Jorjani.

3/12/2020 8:10:32 AM cynthiayeager5 Herbal Antivirals

3/12/2020 8:11:44 AM alight412 That was an interesting story. I just watched the most recent season finale of the series West World in preparation for the new season Sunday. This 

article reminded me of their labs.

3/12/2020 8:12:53 AM theglitcher14 You've been misled, then. Apocalypse Now was an anti war movie. The military doesn't associate with that. As for Pedo Hanks, I can't say, nor will I 

speculate on the U.S. military working with him, other than it's not yet common, public knowledge that he's a pedo. He IS sick, tho

3/12/2020 8:17:34 AM taradea08775439 Merkel she has less than 10 days to respond pic.twitter.com/3U6RQJjAGl

3/12/2020 8:20:03 AM truthseeker_nr1 Planet serpio

3/12/2020 8:21:55 AM marisawojciesz1 Praying for your family and speedy recovery.

3/12/2020 8:22:34 AM dipriolo7 Calm Before the Storm by Dave Hayes. Q Chronicles Book 1

3/12/2020 8:23:48 AM mikeboll9 Believe it or not, The Stand, about a virus wiping out virtually everyone. 🤔



3/12/2020 8:28:59 AM hotwheelsjusty My family had what was supposedly the flu 3 weeks ago. Our drs usually test for flu constantly but this year they didn’t, and just diagnosed flu from the 

symptoms. Worst flu we’ve ever had, and we usually don’t get it at all. Truth is murky right now. Prayers for your family.

3/12/2020 8:35:54 AM anangelhasland1 Uh... A Thin Red Line was an anti-war movie and they were all over that. Their main concern is that we

1. Look powerful

2. No scandals with stars.

Still waiting for some Anon to come up with proof of Hanks evilness.

There’s  lots of sick people everywhere. Even in the military.

3/12/2020 8:36:45 AM laurabusse Yes

Seems so

3/12/2020 8:38:11 AM toxicwhiteguy1 “The Two Babylons” by Alexander Hislop.

3/12/2020 8:39:02 AM darrell21678971 Big Agenda

3/12/2020 8:40:57 AM ronjere10878568 wow i cant believe none has read this book..

3/12/2020 8:42:24 AM mitch5702 Absolutely

3/12/2020 8:42:49 AM slapadabass The power of intention by Wayne dyer

3/12/2020 8:42:53 AM doug_yankeesfan Could Friday March 13, 2020 be Q-Day (D-Day)? @StormIsUponUs @MajorPatriot @cjtruth @Inevitable_ET @Sun_Q_Tzu @Praying_Medic 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump

3/12/2020 8:43:28 AM slapadabass Also about to finish Cimate: a new story by Charles Eisenstein

3/12/2020 8:45:55 AM what_uc That was a great book.

3/12/2020 8:46:50 AM laurabusse Last book I finished was

Mike Rutherford the living years

Currently reading

Licensed to lie by Sidney Powell

And

The Wahls protocol

By Terry Wahls
3/12/2020 8:47:11 AM nikoscali #Trump: "People know they're being watched, New Rochelle, That's a Hotspot"

#QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #TheStorm

3/12/2020 8:47:38 AM laurabusse Am about half way through but kinda lost interest

How do you like it?

3/12/2020 8:48:34 AM dynamicres @zagnett @charmanda9 @LightLove21121 @Rick_Hernandez @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY @Rizzo1Megan @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/LlJcA2L6we

3/12/2020 8:48:36 AM laurabusse The one about the Essenes is really good too

3/12/2020 8:49:15 AM laurabusse I keep meaning to get this

3/12/2020 8:51:24 AM laurabusse Can you summarize?

3/12/2020 8:51:50 AM laurabusse Awesome book

3/12/2020 8:52:36 AM laurabusse Oh wow

That looks awesome!

3/12/2020 8:53:11 AM phreatomagnetic Raymond Feist:  Riftwar Saga

Can't always go heavy, sometimes you need a break

3/12/2020 8:54:22 AM laura_621 John the Baptist often comes to my mind during  meditation. Trying to find out why.

3/12/2020 8:54:53 AM laurabusse Spitting image of Ingrid Bergman

3/12/2020 8:55:00 AM sunnydkelleu Me too

3/12/2020 8:55:24 AM laurabusse 2 excellent authors

3/12/2020 8:56:16 AM aleks8837 Hey! No I hadn't. Thanks! 🙏❤️

3/12/2020 8:57:32 AM laurabusse Wilcock?

3/12/2020 8:58:43 AM fl_sun_sprite Is that you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/12/2020 8:58:48 AM laurabusse Neon revolt?

3/12/2020 8:59:13 AM worldxplorer1 Although many of us realize that our thoughts create reality we don't really know how to use that concept effectively to create what we want.

This book made it clear for me.

We often send conflicting thoughts but are unaware that we do - stalling our creations.

3/12/2020 8:59:44 AM laurabusse No biggie

You must do better with audio than visual ☺️

3/12/2020 8:59:44 AM celtron777 The Bible

3/12/2020 9:00:25 AM laurabusse Yes

Too many books

Too little time

3/12/2020 9:00:31 AM david94180828 Video no longer available

3/12/2020 9:00:37 AM ggblue12 The Biggest Secret by David Icke

3/12/2020 9:01:35 AM worldxplorer1 I've read the book 5 or 6 times.  

Since I first read in 2014 EVERY aspect of my life has changed.  Finance.  Marriage.  Spirituality. 

I truly feel like a co-creator now.  Working in partnership with the Universe.

This book filled in all the gaps found in the other LOA books.

3/12/2020 9:01:52 AM ericpartchey It’s comprehension and speed. Which I know improve the more you do it. But just painful. Much easier to listen and let my brain soak it in. I don’t feel 

limited this way👍

3/12/2020 9:02:08 AM laurabusse Bear in mind

Someone has debunked the book

He said the book was based on some false assumptions

I wish I could remember who said this

3/12/2020 9:02:12 AM nurseniceyes Need to tell Tom fitton's makeup person not to make it so obvious.

3/12/2020 9:03:05 AM laurabusse I read half the book

Then lost it somewhere

Good book



3/12/2020 9:03:18 AM 369_is Hmmm, I will now. I'll pop back here when I find something.

Have you found anything @wickedmouse369 ? Check out Ellen's recent tweet about not filming with an audience anymore due to an arrest warrant in 

FL. Maybe a joke...but why?

3/12/2020 9:04:31 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1237971701796921344?s=20 …

3/12/2020 9:04:56 AM dynamicres sources:

 https://twitter.com/qspiracy/status/1237864462956158977?s=19 …

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237562170964996097 …

3/12/2020 9:05:26 AM laurabusse OMG

I read both volumes 3 times

Amazing books!!!

3/12/2020 9:06:39 AM 369palm They are talking about a series, 6 or 7 cataclysms over 25,000 years so there has to be something inferred which not everyone agrees.  However it’s so 

well thought out and presented that I think everyone should take a look for themselves. I might read it again.

3/12/2020 9:09:12 AM sunnydkelleu THE ANUNNAKI AND ULEMA-ANUNNAKI VAULT OF FOBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE.   By de Lafayette, Maximillien

3/12/2020 9:10:27 AM sunnydkelleu I have it on PDF

3/12/2020 9:11:09 AM tkrambambuli He Walked The Americas, by L. Hansen

3/12/2020 9:12:50 AM doq017 2nd Try! U must READ the thread and sub-threads! Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/Bruno062418/status/1238095341582499841 …
3/12/2020 9:13:38 AM doug_yankeesfan @Inevitable_ET @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @Praying_Medic @MajorPatriot @RealMattCouch

3/12/2020 9:14:41 AM codeman9230 According to  https://2020census.gov/en/what-is-2020-

census.html?cid=20402:%2Bwhat%20is%20%2Bcensus:sem.b:p:dm:en:&utm_source=sem.b&utm_medium=p&utm_campaign=dm:en&utm_content=2

0402&utm_term=%2Bwhat%20is%20%2Bcensus&msclkid=66b1807a3def1564ef2ade1066af59ed …

census starts today thru 3/20.  Perfect timing to F the census up, to where we will not have an accurate # of legal citizens. Maybe this was the (Ds) play 

here? In effect, voter fraud will carry on.  Gotta trust POTUS and the plan. Thoughts?

3/12/2020 9:15:48 AM barbarakind4 David Wilcock Ascension Mysteries

3/12/2020 9:17:17 AM nikoscali Interesting that #SeaDragon is also the name of the #Navy's top-secret sub-launched missile project. 

 https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/a21248858/navy-sea-dragon-chinese-hackers/ …

#QAnon #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WWG1WGA

3/12/2020 9:18:39 AM tamexis Have that one

3/12/2020 9:19:50 AM tamexis I read way too many books, but I just bought a new one, Dusty White easy way to learn tarot. Wide variety of interests here.

3/12/2020 9:19:53 AM jaded_pearl I do not watch TV. Dr. Keshe just put out a protocol for One cup one life. #onecuponelife YouTube scrubbed the English version #keshe

3/12/2020 9:20:57 AM schneppjennifer I will. 😊

3/12/2020 9:21:11 AM tieronepatriot 🎯😉♠️

3/12/2020 9:24:20 AM beans56702093 The royal family!!!

3/12/2020 9:24:20 AM ritastacy Read a older book. "The Coming Race" by Edward B. Lytton.

3/12/2020 9:28:43 AM laurabusse Sounds awesome

Will check it out

Really appreciate it ❤️

3/12/2020 9:31:16 AM nicole82524952 The bible

3/12/2020 9:33:08 AM worldxplorer1 My pleasure!  I hope you find it as revolutionary as I did.

3/12/2020 9:34:34 AM marktrudeau7 Fred Saberhagen's Triology Book of Swords

3/12/2020 9:38:51 AM alstrameria Next Year in Havana

3/12/2020 9:39:02 AM sdane8 It's still there. Sometimes the embeds are persnickety when you click on them.  Try this https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/12/2020 9:40:07 AM ivanbuchanjanus Foundation and Empire

3/12/2020 9:43:02 AM 24sleuthing The Holy Bible

3/12/2020 9:43:51 AM love82janet  https://youtu.be/XVcD5VAxmao 

3/12/2020 9:46:08 AM 24sleuthing  pic.twitter.com/DRnd9nvQB5

3/12/2020 9:48:29 AM nspecial101 Relax Q, study Emperor Marcus Aurelius and the clearing public and private dept.

Solution 101

3/12/2020 9:49:21 AM kachinagtto Right!  Don't you wish we could just absorb the knowledge from books by holding it next to our heads!  LOL!  Until the time of automatic downloads... I 

will forever have a pile of good books waiting in the wings.

3/12/2020 9:51:58 AM curt_avila Yep

3/12/2020 9:52:59 AM sdane8 They all have that strange, somewhat deranged, look.

3/12/2020 9:54:34 AM laurabusse I keep reading books like that

Always on the lookout for good ones

Thanks again ☺️

3/12/2020 9:55:41 AM love82janet  https://youtu.be/XVcD5VAxmao 

3/12/2020 9:55:51 AM laurabusse Yes

Insert under pillow before sleep

Voila

Would be awesome 😁

3/12/2020 9:56:08 AM peekaboo1966 Oh Ya BABY.... @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   It sure is getting real

 https://youtu.be/uV_NCS5o_mU 

3/12/2020 10:01:38 AM sdane8 Wow! And check this out. 2 weeks later he was dead. https://twitter.com/Bourdain/status/999936835064393728?s=19 …



3/12/2020 10:02:19 AM sdane8 And this ... https://twitter.com/Bourdain/status/999992381427605506?s=19 …

3/12/2020 10:05:20 AM sdane8 She's been unusually quiet

3/12/2020 10:05:28 AM imcevoy1 Doubt it. Tears maybe but I am sure we will all get over it quick time. Its all these secrets and being nannie'd for too long that has made the public 

sensitive. You cannot possibly arrest those numbers all at once but certainly do not need to cover up the ones that are arrested.

3/12/2020 10:05:42 AM 27kovacs The Inheritance: Poisoned Fruit of JFK's Assassination

3/12/2020 10:08:32 AM dauphinebeaute The secret history of the world

3/12/2020 10:10:06 AM fansblowing3 Has Hanks had a visit from the military?  Military tribunals?

3/12/2020 10:11:24 AM korundumb Of Mice and Men

3/12/2020 10:14:30 AM pedalfun4u I was guided to it in 1974🙏

3/12/2020 10:15:36 AM loggiasal Who is AJ?  I'm trying to find out myself.

3/12/2020 10:16:50 AM kirsten83434939 Anyone who watches Homestead Rescue will agree, these 3 need to be given complete control of our new government- Cabal Free! 🇺🇸✊🕊 

pic.twitter.com/hj39KM069P

3/12/2020 10:17:45 AM mbv4j Good ?. Not really. I COULD stomach them using virus to arrest them, but once they have them, then Marshall law, military tribunals, truth revealed. 

That would be ok!

3/12/2020 10:20:36 AM noelpolin The Bible

3/12/2020 10:21:21 AM subtidal4 "High Risk Category" = HRC = Hillary Rodham Clinton. There are no coincidences.

3/12/2020 10:29:25 AM lizztiz I never noticed before that Klobuchar is leaning intsrestingly close to NN in this photo. It also appears that her left hand is under his. Hmmmm 🤔

3/12/2020 10:30:41 AM jesse48676371  pic.twitter.com/qw17IxeqC6

3/12/2020 10:31:58 AM sandymcnally3 Read entirely... or from?

Last book I read from was Dean Koontz's  1981 "Eyes of Darkness" that outlined "about the year 2020 a pneumonia like virus, starting in Wuhan China 

would ravage the earth."

3/12/2020 10:33:17 AM billwes76233793 Secret Empires by Peter Schweizer.

Princelings.

3/12/2020 10:40:05 AM gymdogmom The Promised War by Thomas Granias

3/12/2020 10:43:20 AM prmd21801759 Alien Interview

3/12/2020 10:47:43 AM prmd21801759 Thank you for sharing! 👍👍👍

3/12/2020 10:48:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 [They] have their number: 33

]We[ have our number: 12

]Q[ has their number: 17

Each number game includes symbology that hides in plain sight.

Consider the following and reconcile past tweets/LIGHT. pic.twitter.com/X80XHEsn3t

3/12/2020 10:49:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ Proof? https://twitter.com/USAO_DC/status/1238128346493521921 …

3/12/2020 10:49:40 AM fansblowing3 Interesting pic.twitter.com/2Ukdjep7Py

3/12/2020 10:50:11 AM david94180828 Thank you. I appreciate the help. Be well be safe

3/12/2020 10:50:14 AM iambadgeranon1 Cross with Q drops re: "chatter"

On the clock.

#QAnon

3/12/2020 10:50:31 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/mfxiqQf3YH

3/12/2020 10:50:46 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/3DzvFCnOfl

3/12/2020 10:51:18 AM laurenmbradley2  pic.twitter.com/hShVvu1YMr

3/12/2020 10:51:44 AM giediknight Analima  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analemma 

3/12/2020 10:52:37 AM habsbatman Patriots Don't Sleep  https://qmap.pub/read/144  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided 

#SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/12/2020 10:53:20 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/gbHEgrsZ4J

3/12/2020 10:53:54 AM jamesfriedman73 Analemma is what it's called.

3/12/2020 10:53:58 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/K8qsBuwi3E

3/12/2020 10:54:11 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/41PQngwSnf

3/12/2020 10:54:20 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/IgN2Dezj3g

3/12/2020 10:54:30 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/vyiOl5n5Vy

3/12/2020 10:55:16 AM ritastacy Path looks like 8.. I have heard of "Breaking the 8"??

3/12/2020 10:55:19 AM habsbatman map keys future proof pass pic.twitter.com/Hk6LvoUMy4

3/12/2020 10:55:38 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/LTJIIRQH6z

3/12/2020 10:56:22 AM painlessold  pic.twitter.com/PJE6aMDvFA

3/12/2020 10:56:37 AM n7guardiananon cryptocurrency 

\                       /

  \                   /

     \              /

        \         /

          \     / pic.twitter.com/3TcxfUSlwe

3/12/2020 10:56:39 AM habsbatman great actor pic.twitter.com/Jw4OVciOPU

3/12/2020 10:57:06 AM elias45732367 Is germany lost forever?

3/12/2020 10:57:22 AM habsbatman white hat ???????? pic.twitter.com/ncw2YZURyE

3/12/2020 10:58:05 AM cledrordfishing Infinity and beyond!

3/12/2020 10:58:48 AM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oBj7no85bU&t …

3/12/2020 11:01:18 AM bravehe99369239 There's a great video he just released. I'll try to tag you in. It's fabulous! pic.twitter.com/wC8qzZCzea

3/12/2020 11:01:23 AM teemo48546197 Nein!

Trust the Plan!

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/12/2020 11:03:20 AM delshan001 Has there been any real evidence against him or just hearsay?

3/12/2020 11:03:34 AM cosmogirl11170 What does the number "23" mean?

3/12/2020 11:03:45 AM tamiwils0n22813 Infinitely!

3/12/2020 11:04:39 AM daveoanderson Who has 666?

3/12/2020 11:04:43 AM endy_skies i think yes

3/12/2020 11:05:43 AM davidacamorani @POTUS @KremlinRussia_E @TransformNow2Q

@GiuseppeConteIT @matteosalvinimi @DiOristano

@gugrevenge pic.twitter.com/jPBWKyEGOE

3/12/2020 11:06:06 AM tanktank19k Economic reset is upon us. should we be buying gold and silver and or certain crypto coins?

3/12/2020 11:06:20 AM aetherial77 77 for me strikes with heavenly wisdom and fury and can be used to exact justice or spread knowledge. I mainly use it as a means of self-

empowerment through higher-self integration. Heavens and Earth as one. ⚡

3/12/2020 11:07:01 AM cledrordfishing Who is this?



3/12/2020 11:07:39 AM cosmic_engineer Carbon

3/12/2020 11:07:45 AM caseycochrane Bloodlines of Illuminati 

 https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

3/12/2020 11:07:52 AM adsvel Ex lovers?😂

3/12/2020 11:08:09 AM miller_mikel Wow. The article also states; “ and return the illicit funds to victims of the crime through the restoration process.”  Will there be Restoration for citizens 

who had Civil Law suits against businesses that were thrown out unjustly.....

3/12/2020 11:09:21 AM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9npYPe7lGds&feature=emb_logo …

3/12/2020 11:09:29 AM cledrordfishing 12 is the opposite side from 6!

Higher dimension?

3/12/2020 11:09:32 AM shazbot17127277 "Proof"?  How so?  Proof of what?

3/12/2020 11:10:14 AM cledrordfishing Damn

3/12/2020 11:10:45 AM robertl66874438 Sick sick people

3/12/2020 11:11:55 AM aprilbrown99 Very interesting. Thank you. 💗💗💗

3/12/2020 11:12:18 AM miller_mikel ....I had a Civil Case against LAUSD for my son being bullied in the presence of the After School Day Care Staff member for 1.5million. Case LA Superor 

Court...Miller vs STAR INC. I was up against the Partner of the firm...

3/12/2020 11:13:54 AM rebornkingent Which post is this?

3/12/2020 11:14:12 AM lovellastroude Infinite...y

3/12/2020 11:14:15 AM bunnehbooboo Cryptocurrency Beginners Bible

3/12/2020 11:16:39 AM miller_mikel ...representing myself, the Judge allowed me to get my pleadings in proper judicial order...once the pleadings were proper, the Judge was ready to 

start the Pre-Trial proceedings....

3/12/2020 11:17:50 AM lightlove21121 I AM.

3/12/2020 11:18:05 AM christopher872 Infinity

3/12/2020 11:18:07 AM jeffcordell6 Nice!

3/12/2020 11:19:14 AM lorenzo_del_t Hello Majestic 12, this guy thinks QAnon is not a murderous cult.

You advocate extermination of people baselessly accused of crimes they didn't commit, right?

Can you clarify for him?

@LastQuagga

@jcrypt00

@travis_view https://twitter.com/jcrypt00/status/1237720828265091072?s=20 …

3/12/2020 11:19:53 AM miller_mikel ....once that happened, the opposing counsel had the case moved to a different Judge. The new Judge...threw the case out because his calendar was 

full. WHAT!!? Why did you accept the case, if your calendar was full.

3/12/2020 11:20:15 AM 369_is Wow...weird. Good catches @SDane8

3/12/2020 11:22:07 AM ravisingkeegan Still reading Majestic messages of disclosure.

3/12/2020 11:23:23 AM nostradachris You forgot 111

3/12/2020 11:23:29 AM miller_mikel ....I lost 3yrs of my life...fighting for my son..doing it the right way. No attorney would take my case. I never used the “racism or discrimination” card as 

a black family...I stood on the rights of the Constitution...

3/12/2020 11:23:35 AM piscesempath85 Conversations with God. Currently on book 4

3/12/2020 11:24:28 AM psalm82_3 “In a statement released Monday announcing his departure, Volker specifically referenced the growing Ukraine scandal and the ensuing media frenzy.” 

#Ukraine

3/12/2020 11:24:31 AM laurabusse Downloaded sample

Reading now

Really good

Thanks 👍

3/12/2020 11:26:12 AM worldxplorer1 An MJ Proof indeed! pic.twitter.com/FuVI9Wq7QK

3/12/2020 11:26:25 AM jackarm65081193 Yup, the Earth was flat disc during the dark ages,

Dark to Light, now it is a ball, just like the rest of the planets

3/12/2020 11:26:32 AM psalm82_3  pic.twitter.com/1XkAgrGoF1

3/12/2020 11:27:25 AM girlawakeinca Thank you for your faith in #US MJ pic.twitter.com/NMZyc7SPMS

3/12/2020 11:28:03 AM virginialouelle Same here. Looking at the anallemma date markers, looks like between 03/31 and 04/05 is when the "figure 8" crosses, right at the point where they 

like to 'break' it. Ikd. Here comes the storm.

3/12/2020 11:28:17 AM state1union I think that may be restitution for the victims of sex trafficking. Not bullying.

3/12/2020 11:28:49 AM miller_mikel ...so, I like the term Restoration Process for the victims. Is it Possible for me to have Restoration? I would love that. #patriot

3/12/2020 11:30:44 AM habsbatman think logic yep only logic see flat earth and patriot are so logic #thinklogic #wwg1wga #godwins pic.twitter.com/Wl7EvnDNCD

3/12/2020 11:31:01 AM lawsuit_pending 666

USA

AOL

WWW

WJC or GWB or BHO or DJT all equal USA

3/12/2020 11:32:48 AM trollingmockin1 [C]orona [v]irus 

C = 3

V = 22

322.  Anyone else believe this number appeared by chance?

3/12/2020 11:36:20 AM oregondaydream I recently re read The Great Pyramid Decoded.

3/12/2020 11:36:57 AM mikebarthen A great song to listen to...casting crowns

Ill praise you in the storm

3/12/2020 11:37:00 AM thitluc  https://youtu.be/sBCXR16c3x4   You want proof.

3/12/2020 11:37:09 AM covertress 🎯 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1149690507670540288?s=20 …

3/12/2020 11:37:51 AM mikebarthen  https://youtu.be/vCpP0mFD9F0 

3/12/2020 11:37:56 AM balammb  https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1238162939254890496?s=20 …

3/12/2020 11:38:04 AM thitluc  https://youtu.be/QUD7S_HUyIQ 

3/12/2020 11:39:04 AM antarantanka Solfeggio octaves

3/12/2020 11:39:37 AM sch41076287 Defender europe 2Q2Q is here 😊 a great thank you to Best president ever Donald Trump 👍❤️

3/12/2020 11:39:43 AM antarantanka  pic.twitter.com/IzwmFN9uju

3/12/2020 11:39:55 AM ce5conduit Ascension Mysteries by @david_wilcock

3/12/2020 11:41:12 AM fansblowing3 Lol no one is buying that story

3/12/2020 11:41:21 AM oneheartambasa1 Thoth- Smaragdtáblái

3/12/2020 11:41:28 AM americanpetal I didn’t know you had the number 12.

3/12/2020 11:41:50 AM americanpetal Looks like the number 8 infinity

3/12/2020 11:42:02 AM patriotswegoall 11 densities of our universe, 12th in creation phase.

3/12/2020 11:42:23 AM state1union #Pain. Mirror is 32 Skull&bones and Skull&bones likes 23 but it’s ours now lol 😂



3/12/2020 11:42:40 AM zagnett from:TS_SCI_MAJIC12 0Δ OR 0Δs OR Δ0 OR Δ33m OR "MJ Proof"

3/12/2020 11:42:47 AM trump45in2020 Book of Enoch

3/12/2020 11:44:02 AM winklerburke Quantum, Quantum, Quantum.   Q-Internet.   Q-Brains.   Q-Populace.   Upgrade Humanity after 100 years of cruel, purposed degrade via Prog (1984) 

Ed, or Satanic kill-brain Ed.  Sign of 8-Kun board. New Quantum Internet/computers. Hello Galaxy. Engage. Bright Future sans Cabal. !!!

3/12/2020 11:44:23 AM truth_again Infinity

3/12/2020 11:44:52 AM erinconservati1 👍🇺🇸

3/12/2020 11:45:11 AM state1union Nope

3/12/2020 11:46:21 AM oneheartambasa1 And what's with 888

3/12/2020 11:46:45 AM manifest_utopia ThanQ for this rare find! Downloaded, began reading. He's spot on target. Quite refreshing!

3/12/2020 11:49:12 AM state1union I’m. Sorry to say this, but the word looks a lot like annal enema?  Could this have anything to do with breaking the eight?  Breaking the child 🧒?

3/12/2020 11:49:23 AM habsbatman they are stupid "Speed of the globe’s orbit: 66.600mph"

"Curvature in one mile squared: 666ft"

"The earth is on a 66.6 tilt." pic.twitter.com/om0orOByCe

3/12/2020 11:50:46 AM geranon3 what about secret space program and will we get free energy for all then?

3/12/2020 11:51:51 AM cosmogirl11170 I heard 23 means man before God. God first for me.

3/12/2020 11:54:02 AM splendorian1 Check out this vid at 16m40s https://www.invidio.us/watch?v=JKF6kt7rteE&list=PLq6WKIY8tDx8BJkQzvky4eND6Fj4fIJQ1 …

3/12/2020 11:54:49 AM thekecksburgkid More like the field of flight

3/12/2020 11:55:35 AM the1withthe4ce i control all numbers

3/12/2020 11:55:46 AM exsjwtruther also (mainstream) number of chromosome pairs

3/12/2020 11:56:04 AM exsjwtruther 33 sun exposures in the pic if you count the large one with the dark dot as two

3/12/2020 11:58:58 AM splendorian1 Having lived in So Carolina for a long time I can state LG is not well received but he is not dumb, incidentally it is accepted he does not like girls.  I think 

he is a decent gentleman, took a plea deal to free him from an eternal gag order/ inescapable predicament and is happy.

3/12/2020 12:00:46 PM state1union Poor aborted babies and the children that are sold for sex crimes and their blood. Shut down the fake blood ️ banks 🏦

3/12/2020 12:00:49 PM splendorian1 Ken Follett, Lie Down with Lions https://ken-follett.com/bibliography/lie_down_with_lions/ …

3/12/2020 12:01:21 PM my2sonznme What happens to all of our wealth in a reset?

3/12/2020 12:01:49 PM fansblowing3 #yellowvests

3/12/2020 12:03:22 PM brianbrido97 2 divided by 3 is .666

3/12/2020 12:04:28 PM splendorian1 I didn't like that book.  As a boy scout (in the 1970s) I thought it was wrong we would have built an empire.  I deducted the authors purpose was to 

depict modern man forging modern civilization if that makes sense.

3/12/2020 12:05:02 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/Wc97OIpWjZ

3/12/2020 12:05:33 PM 34r7h2 What about 36:1?

3/12/2020 12:06:07 PM sc89126024 Me too

3/12/2020 12:07:08 PM habsbatman Patriots don’t sleep.

40,000ft. v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events.

Paint the picture.

Decrease altitude (we will not fly that high again).

Higher the altitude greater the [risk] of conspiracy ST.

Many cannot/will not swallow.

3/12/2020 12:09:00 PM splendorian1 Good read.  It is short people, you should read it.

3/12/2020 12:12:16 PM patriotleah1776 3D = Child

12D = Source

3/12/2020 12:13:04 PM americanpetal Thank you!

3/12/2020 12:14:53 PM restart_qpersia We have our number too

7777 brave persian soldiers who will fight to free Iran under the leadership of @restartleader

3/12/2020 12:15:21 PM 369_is Good catch...wow.

3/12/2020 12:15:33 PM jivaine_skywing Selected by extraterrestrials William H Tompkins

3/12/2020 12:15:57 PM fallorsesh She's *always* quiet and doesn't *usually*make big public waves because she's smart. I think she's involved in evil shit, but anyone thinking someone 

like that isn't operating, good or bad, on a higher level than the status quo is simply ignorant

3/12/2020 12:16:22 PM krucialnuera Flat derpers

3/12/2020 12:16:37 PM cosgood35 She runs silent.

3/12/2020 12:17:07 PM agentmyami Beautiful! Infinity! #GodWins

3/12/2020 12:17:25 PM patriotleah1776 Thought seeds are free.

Make sure to research the seeds you're given so you know what you're planting in your knowledge garden.

We are all a work in progress.

We are all learning as we go.

I am always ready to be corrected if I'm off on something! Teehee
3/12/2020 12:18:45 PM zerost8te by your own admission you're staffed with clowns and worked with clowns willingly.

is this assumption correct?

3/12/2020 12:19:16 PM decodematrix #UnsealJFK

#UnsealJFK

#UnsealJFK

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/12/2020 12:20:01 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106572317390503937?s=20 …

3/12/2020 12:20:57 PM agentmyami Your time stamp/date: 10:48=13=4. Date: 3/12/20=8

4+8=12

3/12/2020 12:21:18 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1106566485667995648?s=20 …

3/12/2020 12:22:31 PM patriotleah1776 And 12 breaks down to 3, full circle.

1+2=3

Children are the closest to purity, love, light (honesty), etc!

#SaveOurUnicorns

3/12/2020 12:24:53 PM patriotleah1776 12 inches in a foot

3/12/2020 12:25:07 PM lareese56 A keystone is supposed to hold everything together...layman’s term.

3/12/2020 12:26:33 PM ewolsj About damned "Time"

3/12/2020 12:26:50 PM redbloodedame16 13



3/12/2020 12:28:18 PM onesetoflaws God Wins.. pic.twitter.com/cLIR78HHyZ

3/12/2020 12:29:20 PM rinmaries Maybe I’m missing it but I see the number of infinity, 8

3/12/2020 12:29:49 PM w71013  pic.twitter.com/Wkigg0nj1I

3/12/2020 12:30:40 PM patriotleah1776 Due to gravity?

Watch astronaughts attempt to wash their hair in anti-gravity & it makes sense (IMO) why our oceans form a ball with the land masses.

I have a feeling flat earth was misinfo. Not sure why.

Maybe to discredit people on the right path that questioned narratives?

3/12/2020 12:31:38 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/mSXivll5fF

3/12/2020 12:32:03 PM patriotleah1776 MAP = Minor Attracted Person(s)

3/12/2020 12:32:42 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/BBE2MTEkww

3/12/2020 12:33:38 PM patriotleah1776 My first post didn't go!

But Majestic *12* was the big one! Haha apologies.

3/12/2020 12:33:41 PM shazbot17127277 I still don't get the "proof"  Proof of what? What MJ is this supposed to be proving?  Q Proofs show Q is not a LARP.  Is this supposed to show MJ12 is 

not a LARP?  If so, how does it do it?  I see little more than coincidence.  Many have said derogatory things about Cryptos.

3/12/2020 12:33:46 PM ellenemedwards The Bible.

3/12/2020 12:34:42 PM jcrowyo @scienceismymuse @Isaiahwinings @Scrat56292633 

Ummmmmmm

3/12/2020 12:34:59 PM besselinkfloor Just recently in my neighbourhood one was arrested. A small fish, hope the big ones follow soon.

3/12/2020 12:35:53 PM the_objectivist Atlas shrugged.

3/12/2020 12:35:57 PM phipsx Bronce age pevert mindset

@bronzeagemantis

3/12/2020 12:38:29 PM igiant111 Listened. So good.

3/12/2020 12:38:52 PM jebjason33  pic.twitter.com/3R0y2SSlBa

3/12/2020 12:40:05 PM americanpetal Yes, they are!

3/12/2020 12:41:15 PM aprilbrown99 Oh gosh...I hope not. 🥺

3/12/2020 12:44:46 PM state1union From what I know the Anas has significance with these Illuminati/Freemason Skull&bones cabal.

3/12/2020 12:45:35 PM jlw_jamie Under the Vatican, isn’t there tunnels? Under that temple on Epstein Island, tunnels. Would be a place to hide if they could get there, or maybe they 

are there?

3/12/2020 12:46:01 PM irisfoxnycgrand The Synchronicity Key by David Wilcock

3/12/2020 12:47:44 PM virginialouelle @TRUreporting ask Roseanne on your Friday show, 03/13/20, about breaking the eight. Check out this recent post by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .....

Thank you Thomas!!!

3/12/2020 12:49:07 PM virginialouelle @TRUreporting here ........

3/12/2020 12:51:11 PM trumppatriotus1 The MSM & Dems are fomenting Panic, as my state of IL is closing schools. Dumb ppl are hoarding at grocery stores. This Panic has to STOP!  

http://www.dph.illinois.gov/sites/default/files/publications/2019-nCoV%20Guidance%20for%20Universities%2002.19.2020%20IDPH.pdf …

3/12/2020 12:56:32 PM cleetus__jones 17 rocks ....one ring....they should have never broke up that stone

3/12/2020 12:57:45 PM l_corle Paracide

3/12/2020 12:59:44 PM beachchefj JA

3/12/2020 1:00:07 PM onofrioeolimpia @tigerpanzer77 👆

3/12/2020 1:01:33 PM smbruno44212 The Creature from Jekyll Island by G. Edward Griffin.  Essential.

3/12/2020 1:06:39 PM cityranch Pull this off guys.

3/12/2020 1:07:07 PM xxtremexracerxx Marine sniper by Carlos hathcock

3/12/2020 1:08:25 PM ophillip10 Many still choose to be fed by MSMFake News, instead of feeding themselves to get out of the Dumb down State of mind. This Intel is mind altering on 

the awakening side of reality.

3/12/2020 1:13:01 PM je402 How'd that work out? Oh, yeah, the same as all the other "mass arrests coming," from 'Q'

3/12/2020 1:13:28 PM rhys68679545 OK Friend But What’s the Backround of your Statement? Listen for A Second there are Many Things tha may or Could be Happening in our World?. But I 

Need Cause? Inside Conclusion.. Im Fussy that Way!. Be Cool

3/12/2020 1:14:35 PM aaronhoughton10 Infinite loop.

3/12/2020 1:19:29 PM patriotleah1776 My thoughts lead to 3/14 & the weeks to come. Already began in Italy? The head of the serpent? Rome? Using CV propaganda as cover? Keep your 

families prepared. I have tons of food, water, 2A & ol' fashioned games incase I get stuck indoors for a few weeks! But totally worth it!!!

3/12/2020 1:19:31 PM cathyholton4 Good question

3/12/2020 1:21:19 PM justifi78326842 Crypto currency (bitcoin) used for moving money without scrutiny for far too long bypassing the system & accountability .

3/12/2020 1:21:48 PM lightlove21121 @AllahUniversal 

Sends out 5D comms ✨✨✨

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@nea_storm

@TYLER_18hz  https://twitter.com/AllahUniversal/status/1153350730188820481 … pic.twitter.com/6eae0eUb0w

3/12/2020 1:23:14 PM davidacamorani @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BPPTransformNow2Q @Tinktweets45 @TransformNow2Q @GraceElisabeth2 @Layonard1 @gugrevenge 

https://twitter.com/DiOristano/status/1238196828836958211 …

3/12/2020 1:28:29 PM daveinthisacct 33 is not a bad number. They just took it and used evil intent with it. It represents the 33 vertebrae up the “tree of life” which is our human body and 

all of our nervous system from our root chakra to our crown chakra. Stop letting these monsters make you fear a number

3/12/2020 1:30:28 PM daveinthisacct Flat earth is the truth. It’s a very easy thing to realize based on repeatable observations that globe earth simply can not do. It’s the biggest lie we’ve 

ever been told. Research it with the same open mind as you’ve researched anything else

3/12/2020 1:30:56 PM lightwithin7 He approved it, but told them to change the frequencies to healing frequencies.

3/12/2020 1:31:49 PM bocan3 Behold a Pale Horse.

3/12/2020 1:32:37 PM whitespacer Art of the Deal...

3/12/2020 1:32:53 PM martinh51594536 Finished 3001, working on Spygate.

3/12/2020 1:33:33 PM michael22019103 jules vern   20,000 leagues under the sea

3/12/2020 1:35:47 PM shawngreenhear1 The book of ENOCH

3/12/2020 1:39:05 PM djlok Looks familiar. pic.twitter.com/NjaQUvPYvt

3/12/2020 1:39:53 PM qwarriorinct Rih Dad Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki. A must read for anyone wanting to be successful.



3/12/2020 1:42:18 PM theguruatidic THANQ YOU ALL FOR WHAT YOU DO! 

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/12/2020 1:43:41 PM valerie59723152 I truly hope so.

3/12/2020 1:47:50 PM hyvee7 🙏🏻

3/12/2020 1:49:05 PM valerie59723152 Hanx tweet is signaling something here. Whit glove going into a yellow bag (hummmm)

3/12/2020 1:50:16 PM kat51481190 Hyperion Cantos

3/12/2020 1:50:47 PM valerie59723152 Probably.   "A" is usually feminine as in Spanish.   "O" is male.

3/12/2020 1:53:50 PM dioristano @realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@Tinktweets45

@BPPope

@AshBroadley

@matteosalvinimi

@GiuseppeConteIT

@DavidaCamorani

@SarahBo18687778 pic.twitter.com/vYiDH0orI7
3/12/2020 1:54:57 PM habsbatman think logic ok google zoom zoom zoom no sens pic.twitter.com/tTIn9tfy5f

3/12/2020 1:59:00 PM jeebaleebs Woahhh!  Thanks for the post. 

Greenland has a weather modification UFO that's been there for 50,000 years and caused the last ice age.  The UFO was buried in an icecap that has 

melted and UFOs now exposed. Lots of our technology today has been reverse engineered from this UFO.

3/12/2020 2:02:13 PM truthseeker805 Always more than 1 pic.twitter.com/Rfb7Ud8mM3

3/12/2020 2:02:15 PM davidacamorani  pic.twitter.com/ENV5szxjAk

3/12/2020 2:03:13 PM n7guardiananon 369 8

God Never Sleeps

3/12/2020 2:04:11 PM e30hellcat Roll out NESARA!

3/12/2020 2:07:59 PM jackarm65081193 ]We[,,,?  wish I know more, and thanks for what has been/will be done

3/12/2020 2:08:56 PM valerie59723152 I hope so.

3/12/2020 2:11:11 PM darkfla31049657 108 for the moon, 108 for the sun, 108 for the planet and 108 for fun.  108 for me, 108 for you and 108 for all of creation too!

3/12/2020 2:12:06 PM samsmith0319 Moves and Counter Moves!!!...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/12/2020 2:13:23 PM samsmith0319 Infinity...💫

3/12/2020 2:13:29 PM mongrelglory MJ-12 previously warned us that this market correction would occur, but not to panic and sell all our assets.  We'll have to trust that the "White hats" 

anticipated this and have a plan to take care of us the people. 👍

3/12/2020 2:14:04 PM billca951 If the Earth were really flat, cats would have pushed everything off the edge by now.

3/12/2020 2:14:54 PM valerie59723152 Who is this new guy on the scene? Be careful who you follow. Just saying.

3/12/2020 2:15:45 PM darkfla31049657 And I typed that before I saw that Trump posted 108..

3/12/2020 2:16:22 PM habsbatman THINK LOGIC AND YOU SEE THE LIE pic.twitter.com/97U3AwzrKn

3/12/2020 2:16:38 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/7jSeTbflF7

3/12/2020 2:18:09 PM mongrelglory I don't think they've been truthful with us about how our solar system is configured...😏

3/12/2020 2:19:16 PM darkfla31049657 That is it, #108 is the number for the moon, the sun, the earth and all of creation.  The sun is 108 suns away, the moon on average 108.  It is all 

connected to 108, everything in creation! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76

3/12/2020 2:21:42 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1048280057771413504?s=20 …

3/12/2020 2:21:51 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006592272346075137?s=20 …

3/12/2020 2:22:33 PM dapoptimist Does anyone have all of the MJ12 compiled into a pdf? The link I had isn’t working anymore...

3/12/2020 2:23:17 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034504372288401409?s=20 …

3/12/2020 2:29:09 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/ooeiok32Vz

3/12/2020 2:30:31 PM ericpartchey That’s incredible creator has fingerprints everywhere and in everything

3/12/2020 2:32:24 PM willanator7000 The secret Doctrine... still in the process though

3/12/2020 2:32:40 PM rachaelangelm GoLd backed Ireland

3/12/2020 2:34:08 PM liltilgerlil Amen! Go get those monsters!

3/12/2020 2:35:05 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/vTXtZpqkP1

3/12/2020 2:36:40 PM darkfla31049657 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 2,052

3/12/2020 2:38:12 PM oryx48052588 Can you explain more

3/12/2020 2:38:20 PM nea_storm Now, now ... Let's stay focused upon truth of We the sovereign national People of America! Only Alive tax exempt sovereign American national Credits 

are fueling All operational matters: Let's be perfectly Clear for constructive advancement of mankind: Pay to Play = Zero Results 

pic.twitter.com/hdktDMX10r

3/12/2020 2:39:23 PM 1crazy_toaster actual picture/location?

3/12/2020 2:39:36 PM chuckr69 Does this show some type of yearly wobble of the earth?

3/12/2020 2:41:07 PM chuckr69 So the north pole is the center of the map, and it's the arctic, which is... oh.

3/12/2020 2:42:18 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/Q3mWH8zLyd

3/12/2020 2:46:10 PM unitedredwhite1 They like to discredit

3/12/2020 2:46:59 PM jesusluvsu29 Ok, but what does that mean?

3/12/2020 2:47:00 PM tanktank19k Look up Gesara\Nesara its going to abolish the IRS debt and more..

3/12/2020 2:48:53 PM gwes23 Radical Candor

3/12/2020 2:49:33 PM neonpodcasteva1 Inglorious Basterds Screenplay

3/12/2020 2:54:52 PM jesusluvsu29 Do you think they are going to take him out? Will he be a sacrifice since this looks like a ritual?



3/12/2020 2:55:41 PM maggie01669746 Outlander

3/12/2020 2:56:35 PM tinktweets45  pic.twitter.com/bEk1uEFXrA

3/12/2020 2:57:23 PM dapoptimist Does anyone have the archived MJ 12 tweets I can download?

3/12/2020 3:02:28 PM hd283271 I've been thinking this same thing

3/12/2020 3:02:56 PM crt14361013 Then where is Antarctica?

What is magnetic south?

How does Big Dipper flip upside down/right side up on same plane with no axis change?

Ocean levels are flat- what are tides?

How do satellites stay in orbit if  not continuously falling towards earth?

3/12/2020 3:03:50 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/ms6iXpbS6H

3/12/2020 3:04:18 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/Xp6zl2H2TU

3/12/2020 3:04:49 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pauQitNEM0&t …

3/12/2020 3:05:02 PM charlesgdavis1 I Bring Fire, and now reading The Book of Enoch.

3/12/2020 3:05:32 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/N7OXe2iwuc

3/12/2020 3:05:45 PM 2nd5d Who is space force. I am space force. Full disclosure

3/12/2020 3:06:00 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/48hUHSjWTR

3/12/2020 3:06:43 PM charlesgdavis1 Read a little bit.

3/12/2020 3:06:44 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6gqipmbcok&t …

3/12/2020 3:07:44 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/OrTOiJDi9d

3/12/2020 3:08:47 PM habsbatman mabe you forget and why ?all of it logic and you see flat earth pic.twitter.com/FTpCTeSpUj

3/12/2020 3:09:17 PM cuibono_911 33 + 12 + 17 = 62. 6+2= 8

3/12/2020 3:12:48 PM timkania Bob Woodward’s “VEIL” 

odd that he completely missed Iran Contra lol

3/12/2020 3:16:14 PM restart_qpersia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@restartleader

@restartmiga

@DefenseIntel

@LaStBearKing

@matrix_boodam

@Catherine_2344

@DANPersian7

@O_DAIE_XVHO @StarsTiam

@eshgamh

@Assassins_Time

@Restart_512

@Ehsan11147283

@Eghb_Ali
3/12/2020 3:20:43 PM suesorrell1 👍

3/12/2020 3:29:20 PM joni_apple_seed SHE IS NOT TALKING ABOUT THE CATCHING THE FLU!!!!!!

#ThanQ #EndGame #HanxPranx

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Scavino45 @stelly_alice pic.twitter.com/7uxqhdujn1

3/12/2020 3:30:30 PM monokrome 3*11=33

3/12/2020 3:33:09 PM 02joshuaradwan 📅

3/12/2020 3:41:51 PM naildrvr1 Trying to keep up with your graphics you've been putting up lately. I need to know more.

Could you give me a push in the right direction

3/12/2020 3:44:56 PM kirkwood_brian Dead mans switch ??? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 .. 

@Daily_Express china bio weapon ? But who's?

3/12/2020 3:46:46 PM lindaclyons62 Travels & Adventures of Little Baron Trump

3/12/2020 3:48:26 PM darkfla31049657 2052  972 and 108 alone or with Fibonacci  number 144 added or subtracted.  Then take any of those numbers and divide using 3 or 6 or 9 or hidden 12 

and you see like Tesla!  You will understand! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @irlety36 @John_F_Kennnedy

3/12/2020 3:49:05 PM 1crazy_toaster Conversations with Ogotemmeli

3/12/2020 3:50:11 PM rachaelangelm Lol

3/12/2020 3:56:02 PM darkfla31049657 Both 108 and 144 are the Keystone numbers  of our Universe. Try using them in math doing anything and 3 6 and 9 will become apparent. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @Qanon76 @realQNN

3/12/2020 3:56:39 PM worldxplorer1 I haven’t read anything from him that I disliked. I really vibe with him. My actual favorite book of his is Levels of Energy. pic.twitter.com/Y0gYNTcJ6z

3/12/2020 3:56:40 PM polly569011381 The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe..don’t laugh was many years ago in book form..last read audiobook secrets of Antarctica

3/12/2020 3:57:08 PM polly569011381 Big Mike

3/12/2020 3:57:56 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/0vYnJSOmms

3/12/2020 3:58:14 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/qUuaLg7Svb

3/12/2020 3:59:11 PM leemagna I’ve heard that but so skeptical. And with so many trying to fight 5G it will have to be revealed sooner rather than later because people are in fear of it 

rightfully so

3/12/2020 3:59:24 PM crampneyvis letter L - love, light, life, etc

3/12/2020 3:59:25 PM missy_mma Great book!

3/12/2020 4:05:27 PM moonah85055221 There's 13 lunar months

3/12/2020 4:07:58 PM ab5cd3f533d140e Art of the Deal

3/12/2020 4:25:08 PM marywal64295444 Ra: The Law of One

3/12/2020 4:26:40 PM restart_qpersia Book of @david_wilcock and some books about chakras, and actually I could activate my Kundalini which resulted in a life changing experience 

including lots of OBEs.

Now I can easily activate Kundalini energy in my throat and third eye chakras.

3/12/2020 4:32:04 PM sonya79628309 AMEN! We cannot blindly follow a man that is not of God! This man IS NOT!

3/12/2020 4:33:36 PM jeffleystaniel2  pic.twitter.com/t7kcURkgxY

3/12/2020 4:35:20 PM earth2nissy Hi 🖐 neighbor! 🙂

3/12/2020 4:36:36 PM ochoa_red Hello❣️❣️😎 pic.twitter.com/lfp7GXhw5V

3/12/2020 4:39:27 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9npYPe7lGds …

3/12/2020 4:41:03 PM truthisout7 Selected by extraterrestrials of William Tompkins

3/12/2020 4:42:03 PM starseed904 Well if the Coronavirus is the cure for Pedophilia let that shit out

3/12/2020 4:43:09 PM thechameleon86 Well unless you wanna go to his golf course.  That’s still cool.

3/12/2020 4:46:03 PM irving60785345 Q = infinity?

3/12/2020 4:46:18 PM azrealty7 Genesis 6 Giants. Steven Quayle

3/12/2020 4:46:50 PM cathydarlene1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/8mdygYhyGn

3/12/2020 4:46:59 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/6b9T2vAEak

3/12/2020 4:48:10 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/f3vp6BhrFd



3/12/2020 4:48:34 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/8zpQ2rnhZF

3/12/2020 4:49:38 PM qdemocrats Is this proof re Austin Steinbart's threat against the Danish Queen over handing over Greenland (in 16 days now)?

3/12/2020 4:54:00 PM yeet67796952 My Big Toe

3/12/2020 4:56:12 PM crt14361013 I will agree with that. Point well made.

3/12/2020 4:56:33 PM kitnertodd Ayn Rand ,(Atlas Shrugged).

3/12/2020 4:58:16 PM sunnydkelleu I remember this from somewhere,  or I know I've seen this pic before.   read about it.

3/12/2020 4:58:40 PM crt14361013 I see your point,  but i have also watched videos of sodium balls rotated in a vaccum produce magentic fields.

Metal core theory.

3/12/2020 5:00:19 PM zanudanon Since I was a small child, 12 has always been "MY" number. Though I need to share it now, I never knew what it meant till the last year or so.

3/12/2020 5:01:56 PM grandheretic Background? The info is there, you just need to know where to look. It’s not for the timid.

3/12/2020 5:02:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 NSN Advisory RE COVID-19

[Closed] for business?

Coordinated?

NOTHING, and we mean NOTHING can stop what is coming. pic.twitter.com/VY2X3vSHaa

3/12/2020 5:02:33 PM crt14361013 Yes, it is the gravitational pull of the earth on an object rotating around the planet as the object continues to fall towards it.

3/12/2020 5:02:46 PM state1union I got my t-pee haha 🤣

3/12/2020 5:03:03 PM manifest_utopia Thank you. I'll check Levels of Energy out too. Tho I've not read very much of Parallel Universes, he's speaking from a perspective I share. I don't find 

that very often. Much appreciation! 🙏✨💜

3/12/2020 5:03:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 👀 https://twitter.com/FBI/status/1238253514679345153 …

3/12/2020 5:03:36 PM ghost_of_billy_ Not even Nancy Pelosi? pic.twitter.com/dF0o7ASt3S

3/12/2020 5:03:47 PM worldxplorer1 💫🙏🏻✨

3/12/2020 5:03:50 PM ndeathcloak 🔥

3/12/2020 5:03:54 PM crt14361013 Approximately 16 miles, line of sight

3/12/2020 5:04:13 PM 39anc6 We have "bidet" 🎉🎉🎉🎉

3/12/2020 5:04:21 PM lisajager8 @StormIsUponUs @magi5er @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic @realDonaldTrump 

The FIRST "big" name will be JT=23. Not a jagged little red pill just a smooth red pill for the world will be able to swallow it. Just sayin...

3/12/2020 5:04:50 PM guy_karen Some people have no integrity. Taking advantage of this unfortunate circumstance

3/12/2020 5:04:52 PM e30hellcat Is MMS BS?

3/12/2020 5:04:59 PM keith369me The closings seem like part of the plan for [them]...enjoy the show!!!

3/12/2020 5:05:51 PM e30hellcat  pic.twitter.com/N2Q2kxbHJ7

3/12/2020 5:05:58 PM keith369me Half of Hollywood is about to get Coronavirus, aren’t they?  How about athletes? https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl= 

https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fvi%2FGp9WQU1Rr8Q%2Fmaxresdefault.jpg&imgrefurl= https%3A%2F%2Facclaimmag.com%2Fmusic%2Fthese-

rappers-love-lebron-as-much-as-everyone-else-on-your-timeline-right-now%2F&tbnid=-

Inr7OTsS_m9cM&vet=1&docid=afBM03okrCnyLM&w=1280&h=720&itg=1&q=lebron%20illuminati&source=sh%2Fx%2Fim …

3/12/2020 5:06:21 PM lizztiz It would connect some dots thats for sure

3/12/2020 5:06:27 PM jvan125 I’m telling you, that “virus” looks like it has pizza slices on it...🙈🙈🙈

3/12/2020 5:06:45 PM giediknight Trying to shutdown IW products, nano silver and iodine.

3/12/2020 5:06:46 PM chloe71730335 I think about 57 years ago.

3/12/2020 5:06:55 PM keith369me One letter from Biden.

3/12/2020 5:07:14 PM atashfire And so, the scumbaggery has begun.

3/12/2020 5:07:54 PM leemagna I pray this is all real and not some evil psyops that everyone is claiming. I can’t take this shit anymore

3/12/2020 5:08:00 PM one_autist Also has owl in url.

3/12/2020 5:08:10 PM adsvel Our bodies, corporate cell consciousness, always shows our True nature.😊

3/12/2020 5:09:07 PM sunnydkelleu That's what I was thinking.

3/12/2020 5:10:11 PM dpann1234 Trump is our 45th president. 

Truedo is Canada's 23rd prime minister. 23 often refers to truedo-especiallybkn references to uranium 1

3/12/2020 5:10:59 PM starehope Love that meme! Thanks for posting it MJ! ❤️❤️❤️

3/12/2020 5:11:55 PM starehope It's about time! When will they open the other 20 registers?

3/12/2020 5:12:01 PM corkymcgee ...the school network?

3/12/2020 5:12:53 PM marynason The Oracle and the Bible.

3/12/2020 5:13:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 A lot of confidence this "pandemic" will be over by April 1st.

Wonder why? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1238253440091873281 …

3/12/2020 5:13:32 PM wickedmouse369 Trust the plan!

3/12/2020 5:13:35 PM pleiadianshaman Gold standard March 30th

3/12/2020 5:13:38 PM taradea08775439 It would only be a scam if the virus was a hoax lol

3/12/2020 5:13:45 PM djeyl Revelation.

3/12/2020 5:13:45 PM tiresias999 They can obviously just move the date as needed, so I wouldn't read into it.

3/12/2020 5:13:56 PM keith369me March Madness ends March 31?

3/12/2020 5:14:00 PM jared4liberty April fools

3/12/2020 5:14:03 PM billyj1616  pic.twitter.com/uA7S8E0jt3

3/12/2020 5:14:12 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/8X5hVKdV5W

3/12/2020 5:14:25 PM carolva97910854 I noticed that!  Seems they know something most of us don’t!

3/12/2020 5:14:54 PM state1union They are seriously stupid

3/12/2020 5:14:56 PM prashobh189 Because 144,000 arrests will happen before that?

3/12/2020 5:15:53 PM dark2light2019 Because Barr is set to answer public questions march 31st

3/12/2020 5:16:03 PM patjone29703057 Arrests will have been completed

3/12/2020 5:16:07 PM cledrordfishing What is NSN?

3/12/2020 5:16:10 PM darktolight17 April fools

3/12/2020 5:16:48 PM fashionabanon  pic.twitter.com/cbZRegNxjR

3/12/2020 5:16:50 PM eggomatic12 @axios awan warrants.

3/12/2020 5:16:50 PM buggeryblasted Wait, that's way too logical. I agree.

3/12/2020 5:17:08 PM kathrynala1 Done in 30.

3/12/2020 5:17:10 PM robertpetro The jokes on them

3/12/2020 5:18:26 PM xstymiex Indeed

3/12/2020 5:18:39 PM mark52525786 Symbolism 😁

3/12/2020 5:18:54 PM kagqanon End of March Madness.

3/12/2020 5:19:25 PM patriotswegoall All about The Plan

3/12/2020 5:19:43 PM clifton15jon Because the #coronavirus pushed thru the #MockingbirdMedia is all a #aprilfools joke

3/12/2020 5:19:55 PM winklerburke Cuz tax money floods, floods, floods in during entire month of April, funding all?

3/12/2020 5:20:47 PM lorinda1434 Fools Day



3/12/2020 5:21:13 PM house_poseidon This is Baby Q from Star Trek.  Not an exact resemblance but not too far off either

Methinks the producers of this project drew inspiration from John de Lancie's brilliant interpretation of Q, the original omnipotent universal master 

troll (Teacher)

#SapientaFortunaJuvat indeed pic.twitter.com/56Ij9FnWNS

3/12/2020 5:21:27 PM palmdalekid2 Narrative shift

3/12/2020 5:21:38 PM crt14361013 If the earth is flat, how do moon phases occur?

3/12/2020 5:21:41 PM mark52525786  pic.twitter.com/hLBLl6Iuz0

3/12/2020 5:21:51 PM qanongroup Or best time to take over control of federal reserve with corona virus chaos destabilizing financial platforms and loan defaults. SEE article from 2018 

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/20/trump-poised-to-take-control-of-the-federal-reserve.html …

3/12/2020 5:22:11 PM clifton15jon #Joke is in the #DeepState #CentralBanking system, #WeHaveTheGold pic.twitter.com/gb4SwmcScS

3/12/2020 5:23:34 PM rick_hernandez Well the tournament that bears the name just cancelled. I’m stocking up on popcorn! It’s time

3/12/2020 5:24:31 PM smik451718 Lock "them" up!!

3/12/2020 5:24:42 PM rick_hernandez But I think MJ is alluding to something here. I wouldn’t be surprised if the next 2 weeks bring the storm announcement

3/12/2020 5:25:06 PM reed17420260 March MADNESS

3/12/2020 5:25:11 PM 28concerned Hanks may be the next big name. He's in Australia him and his wife with the CFlue. No place to hide, no deals.

3/12/2020 5:25:21 PM taradea08775439 No virus that's why

3/12/2020 5:26:08 PM fn_fiasco Warm weather

3/12/2020 5:26:52 PM memepettit You always say Time is an Illusion.....

3/12/2020 5:27:15 PM 432wps 6 weeks of darkness.

April showers.

3/12/2020 5:27:39 PM 040118054_17 We got each other, American “Family”hopefully will further unite us, #UnitedNotDivided

3/12/2020 5:28:40 PM 040118054_17  pic.twitter.com/GWP2s954I0

3/12/2020 5:28:57 PM shasty469 You tell us.

3/12/2020 5:29:07 PM 1page_turner  pic.twitter.com/NIP7bAA9Zc

3/12/2020 5:29:32 PM icuclear_phd Wait I thought this was just a democratic hoax anyway

3/12/2020 5:31:29 PM _a_quila National Stock Number? TP shortage on purpose? pic.twitter.com/MiCIs2v55p

3/12/2020 5:31:50 PM markh_27 Because it's going to take a couple weeks to "install" all that hoarded TP in the trees surrounding all those deep state houses?  The run on eggs comes 

next ...

3/12/2020 5:32:25 PM ialibertybelle April Fool’s Day.

3/12/2020 5:34:39 PM gryniiizred 🐸 pic.twitter.com/dD1yBRsNlX

3/12/2020 5:35:01 PM robinreitsma1 end of Flu season....

3/12/2020 5:35:22 PM jivaine_skywing Does this include the WHO CDC and FDA?

3/12/2020 5:35:45 PM joefrasson Dead or Alive, Tom Clancy

3/12/2020 5:36:15 PM bcmarky for real

3/12/2020 5:36:35 PM jwremarks LMAO!!! Gosh I love this Patriot...the DEMOcrooks probably HATE it.

3/12/2020 5:37:03 PM susan66388204 Because the Fed bank meets to lower the interest rate on the 17?

3/12/2020 5:37:43 PM upallnight39 Either you get it & this is the coolest time to be alive

Or you do not and you will

3/12/2020 5:38:36 PM jwremarks Tax day arrives 14 days later

3/12/2020 5:39:05 PM redink70155959 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/12/2020 5:40:34 PM kiraaantics Skull&Bones - 322 - Genesis 3:22. pic.twitter.com/AXhtKWLDDU

3/12/2020 5:40:57 PM victoryisours7 April 1 = VICTORY

3/12/2020 5:41:29 PM jephious Here in ontario, schools are closed till April 6th.

3/12/2020 5:41:39 PM 92michael Lol The FBI is on the case! Looking for that rogue scammer trying to tell you there’s a cure for the virus. -What do you think they would do if one of 

these curse turned out to be legit????

3/12/2020 5:41:55 PM 1vargascookie11 DNA

3/12/2020 5:43:24 PM burgersandra Perhaps we have friends in 'high places'?

3/12/2020 5:43:42 PM cny_micaa hope so. I left 3 weeks worth of pre poured meds to my mom, and am forbidden to enter to see her "for the foreseeable future" Lotta people worried 

about loved ones in nursing homes, are they getting care? or are ppl are coming to work at all? Esp if their kids school closes?

3/12/2020 5:43:46 PM kiraaantics  pic.twitter.com/FWucGcojLY

3/12/2020 5:45:42 PM anondirtyleg Maybe it’s totally wrong but April fools 🤷🏼♂️

3/12/2020 5:49:47 PM jeremy_kelly It reminds me a little of AS’s photo of he and his bride

3/12/2020 5:50:14 PM v_rags  pic.twitter.com/mTAeM7NKca

3/12/2020 5:50:33 PM terrancongito Warmer weather.

3/12/2020 5:51:32 PM bootlegcoal  pic.twitter.com/kNie8VJl3T

3/12/2020 5:51:48 PM rtek777 FF coming?

3/12/2020 5:54:08 PM ssrrbb77 "STASI" by John O. Koehler

3/12/2020 5:58:50 PM terrancongito Spooky2 from NZ

3/12/2020 6:00:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 369s into President Trump meeting with Ireland PM.

"When you think of what happened to Europe, it was very fast and very furious..."

Contextually speaking about COVID-19.

Fast and furious = [Renegade]

Coincidence? https://youtu.be/lyVdRKA-UVQ?t=369 …

3/12/2020 6:01:33 PM patriotsawake11 Yeah just coincidence, after coincidence, after coincidence ......

3/12/2020 6:02:12 PM rhondanight That’s not the car they were riding in that fateful day. ———

3/12/2020 6:05:10 PM asswitter2 DEFINITELY HIGH RISK! pic.twitter.com/Qvm2NswU0S

3/12/2020 6:06:16 PM luvleebutterfly Just gonna leave this here... https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/600-suspected-drug-traffickers-arrested-as-part-of-nationwide-investigation-

called-project-python/2283652/ …

3/12/2020 6:06:52 PM nostradachris1 This afternoon 🍿 pic.twitter.com/Q89q4MeYJT

3/12/2020 6:08:13 PM fansblowing3 Waiting for Obama and HRC to get the corona virus 🕰

3/12/2020 6:08:15 PM georgeedwardca4 Qgot this

wash your hands to be safe

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/Br9tqhOvVT

3/12/2020 6:08:54 PM asswitter2 WHOOP!..THERE THEY R...WHOOP!.. THERE THEY R.... pic.twitter.com/HrcoMeRnAy

3/12/2020 6:10:59 PM wendy_dees I figured that out quick. What I don’t understand is why did he act the way he was acting. I’m thinking something is up with that?. I felt like he was 

being held hostage and he didn’t want to make that speech.

3/12/2020 6:12:23 PM mithoheri What is the schedule for Donalds rally in Tampa ?

He hinted on it ...

imho before 1st o april.

3/12/2020 6:12:41 PM johnman60 Except Russia??



3/12/2020 6:14:55 PM dc20_aircraft Wow, looks like an action shot of  #AdamSchiff working to provide TP to his constituents!  Precious moments. 😳 pic.twitter.com/qMAxBk3NAp

3/12/2020 6:17:44 PM korundumb At the right time.

3/12/2020 6:19:16 PM eo_swan Big April Fool's - [These People] are SICK?

3/12/2020 6:20:45 PM eman1292 Cryptically I'd say. I didn't detect anything unusual. I mean he has to be firm and bold with these things. He gave out a lot of other insight too. But I 

caught FF also and knew it was BO related.

3/12/2020 6:21:07 PM heatherrenae8  pic.twitter.com/J1aKWcM1CN

3/12/2020 6:21:28 PM bipolarmedia April Fools 🤪

3/12/2020 6:21:38 PM 1972patriot  pic.twitter.com/e6DAPTVqkX

3/12/2020 6:21:49 PM owlwoman911_ The President said 30 days, not April 1st.

3/12/2020 6:24:55 PM westmount_d7 Thanks for that! Reassuring 👍

3/12/2020 6:25:51 PM cdale_dog Does Gold go up considerably from here or fall due to this new Gold standard?

3/12/2020 6:26:01 PM aprilbrown99 We. Are. Ready. 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/MpJ3kKvoE6

3/12/2020 6:26:53 PM americanpetal I just lovvveee the Irish!🍀🍀🍀

3/12/2020 6:28:37 PM qdragonpower1 @PatriotsSoapbox @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 

It's interesting who has been adorned in yellow recently.

YELLOW JACK =  Quarantine 

#Covid_19

3/12/2020 6:31:43 PM joeker87 April fools

3/12/2020 6:34:34 PM kickthefed No mms works I've been taking mms when needed for about a yr now. When I start getting sick I take 6 drops in water and sickness is gone next day.

3/12/2020 6:35:25 PM djlok ??? pic.twitter.com/u5qeAMjdRF

3/12/2020 6:36:04 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1238263400272211971?s=21 …

3/12/2020 6:36:33 PM qdragonpower1 Hillary in Bloody Wonderland

3/12/2020 6:36:55 PM nschlange He's evil alright. One of his victims is very vocal about his abuse. You need to spend some time looking into him before you ask that question. It's all out 

there for you to find.

3/12/2020 6:39:24 PM jm19712 What book is the bottom left on THREE12?

3/12/2020 6:40:31 PM nschlange The whole awakening is for ppl to start thinking for themselves. An anon is not going to drop anything on your lap to convince you of anything. The 

proof is out there, look for it. It's not hard to find.

3/12/2020 6:40:33 PM jm19712 nevermind, Isee it mentioned in top left pic

3/12/2020 6:40:47 PM carolva97910854 No coincidences!

3/12/2020 6:41:59 PM russray10 Lll

3/12/2020 6:42:25 PM madpirate6 That's what I said April it must be manufactured to have a Finnish date... DAMN  people wake up!!!

3/12/2020 6:43:20 PM 1972patriot That's the 'End of Days' by psychic Sylvia Brown. Like DJT, she was popular in the talk show circuit during the 80s.

3/12/2020 6:43:40 PM madpirate6  pic.twitter.com/H7sSfE9tOW

3/12/2020 6:43:48 PM lisamcgill1258 Go to  http://Qmap.pub  and start at the beginning

3/12/2020 6:44:13 PM gatekeaper1 It's getting so bad that, people could rob a bank with just a booger

3/12/2020 6:44:39 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

EH or BO related? Signal for something?

I mean she's tagged right? I would believe so if Pats in control.  pic.twitter.com/cgADnjhTTJ

3/12/2020 6:46:26 PM rn10bama Oh Michelle!! Thank you for that!! 😂😂😂🥰

3/12/2020 6:46:27 PM tanktank19k YES!! everyone pull out loans now!

3/12/2020 6:46:37 PM angelaointexas OH I SO HOPE this is happening!🙏 They’re all absolutely screaming all over Twitter & social media. I don’t watch TV but I know they’re really loosing it 

there too. All their words, posts & messages really disturb my spirit..like fingernails on a chalkboard. Please take them out!

3/12/2020 6:47:27 PM alienhead91 Good Omens by neil gaiman & terry pratchett. hilarious from the get go!

3/12/2020 6:48:17 PM asleepingdragon Them+Us, about Neanderthal predation in the Levant

3/12/2020 6:48:33 PM n7guardiananon lmao... pic.twitter.com/26QDmPmHK2

3/12/2020 6:50:11 PM jayoharedeeayin The secret doctrine

3/12/2020 6:52:15 PM bcox64 April fools?

3/12/2020 6:52:37 PM cynthia39231414 Hmmmm.

3/12/2020 6:52:51 PM girlawakeinca That was the first thing I saw... 🦉

3/12/2020 6:53:03 PM joanne95535806 ⬆️

3/12/2020 6:53:14 PM nschlange I actually think he's the real deal and ppl are going to have to get over it. The sooner the better, but that's up to you. I'll ask you the same question I 

asked someone else like you. Who did you actually think Q was?

3/12/2020 6:54:26 PM sdane8  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctic_Treaty_System …

3/12/2020 6:55:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wouldn't a PANDEMIC be a good use of thr PEAS system?

3/12/2020 6:55:45 PM jeff57253103 Explain PEAS?

3/12/2020 6:55:58 PM finall00p We're all waiting on it

3/12/2020 6:56:14 PM pappapatio Public emergency alert?

3/12/2020 6:56:17 PM finall00p Presidential emergency alert system

3/12/2020 6:56:38 PM jillriv83908689 Yes!!!! Thought the same exact thing today!!!👏🏼😊👍🏼

3/12/2020 6:56:39 PM dominic_apold  https://twitter.com/VassyKapelos/status/1238280599632334850?s=19 …

3/12/2020 6:56:40 PM chase2929 You mean the Corona virus is a scam right? Lol

3/12/2020 6:56:41 PM lbf777 Trust the Yinan plan. 😐

3/12/2020 6:56:45 PM pappapatio Yes

3/12/2020 6:56:51 PM ghost_of_billy_ To asses DS properties?

3/12/2020 6:56:57 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/7TiSJbIlKA

3/12/2020 6:57:01 PM nm_zsr Well it would be one way to get a truthful report of what the President says. For those without Twitter

3/12/2020 6:57:21 PM sdane8 Earthquakes in Glens Falls, NY? I used to live in the adjacent town and still have friends there.

3/12/2020 6:57:23 PM qupid_2winqy Perfect timing!

3/12/2020 6:57:26 PM 040118054_17 Pollution Emergency Alerting System (PEAS) Information ?

3/12/2020 6:57:29 PM iamdarrenriccs You mean... pic.twitter.com/dmoAEY6b6Z

3/12/2020 6:57:29 PM jvan125 Presidential Emergency Alert System. How POTUS is going to drop the final nail in the Deep States coffin...😎🇺🇸🙏🏻

3/12/2020 6:58:18 PM djlok thr instead of the.  I gotta feeling this misspelling matters. Gonna have to think about it.

3/12/2020 6:58:18 PM aquariananon  pic.twitter.com/E0BKp0lB8l

3/12/2020 6:58:20 PM twilly18  https://ikron.hu/en/peas-erp-system/ …

3/12/2020 6:59:09 PM girlawakeinca A most excellent use of resources for the cause. 💫 pic.twitter.com/ucew5XGKBY

3/12/2020 6:59:55 PM fritzingeradam It's an April fool's joke



3/12/2020 7:00:00 PM 444_q_ I've kept a few months worth of tp, food, diapers/wipes on hand for the last 10 years or so. You won't see me at Walmart panicking.........

3/12/2020 7:00:10 PM ibroxxxx 30 day purge.

3/12/2020 7:00:10 PM lbf777 As if we would trust that scam  http://FTC.gov  site or Trump’s vaccines.

Jared Kushner bought 666 5th ave where billions of chips were made and now Trump is trying to fool the people into taking chipped/poisoned vaccines 

to “cure” the virus him & the deep state released.

3/12/2020 7:00:39 PM saxyladytracy 😂😂😂

3/12/2020 7:00:45 PM 040118054_17 Now I feel dumb, Presidential Emergency Alert System, I may not be fast but I sure am slow

3/12/2020 7:01:38 PM 444_q_ They are going against all natural remedies such as silver and essential oils...which ARE very beneficial in building your immune system and vibration

3/12/2020 7:03:10 PM jamesqpatriot1 MARCH MADNESS..ok makes sense now..lol qp

3/12/2020 7:03:49 PM auroravoyager1 Medical Diagnosis System

Performance measure 

Environment

Actuators

Sensors

PEAS
3/12/2020 7:04:52 PM youstinksoap We are watching a movie.  📽🍿

3/12/2020 7:05:17 PM darkcenter Follow wwg1wga,  qanon & you'll  know too!

3/12/2020 7:05:21 PM oaf_unbreakable Anyone that isn't a complete self absorbed condescending ass wipe that that guy.  Seeya🤡

3/12/2020 7:05:22 PM stelthq17 taking away Hillary’s  safe space. She thought she would evade arrest there. #painiscomming🇺🇸

3/12/2020 7:05:26 PM 040118054_17 [thr] https://youtu.be/rS0QfG03MEE 

3/12/2020 7:06:36 PM sie2sienna Squelch

3/12/2020 7:06:45 PM jamesqpatriot1  https://qmap.pub/read/911 

3/12/2020 7:07:12 PM doyouq They don't do tests of these systems if they don't plan to use them.. looks like we might know why now..

3/12/2020 7:07:18 PM daviesgabrial I have panic attacks, PTSD, air sirens freak me out now since the war in ‘03. I guess I got hit it head on one of these days. Those EAS monthly test suck.

3/12/2020 7:07:39 PM jrocktigers Gonna be interesting if this month an earthquake (small one I plead) is centered under disney in FL.

3/12/2020 7:07:42 PM giediknight Yes.

3/12/2020 7:08:03 PM silentscream426 Presidential Early Alert System 🇺🇸

3/12/2020 7:08:18 PM doyouq Wrwy, no stress! I also was like what's peas? WhirledPeas? 😅🤪

3/12/2020 7:08:30 PM werascending 😳😳😳

3/12/2020 7:08:53 PM lobeeson How soon?

3/12/2020 7:09:07 PM theterrybrady Secret service works for the fed. Not the president

3/12/2020 7:09:17 PM robertrkimball begin a new fiscal quarter. restructured fed open for business.

3/12/2020 7:09:38 PM sdane8 I see the numbers 333 all the time. Tonight I was at the drug store and my purchase totaled $13.33

3/12/2020 7:09:44 PM jt_suryo Presidential Emergency Alert System.

3/12/2020 7:09:46 PM jptjr324 Exactly! Ten times more deadly then flu, unknown how many or where it is but much confidence it will be over that professional sports says they will 

be back in "30 days or April 10 likely". #TrustThePlan

3/12/2020 7:09:51 PM jrocktigers 🤔🤔🤔😳😳😳😐😐😐🤪🤪🤪

3/12/2020 7:10:46 PM samhaag1 I bet its used before this is over.

3/12/2020 7:12:17 PM randthompson16 That what ive been expecting.

3/12/2020 7:14:11 PM americanpetal Yes!!!

3/12/2020 7:15:19 PM americanpetal thr hmm r = Renegade?

3/12/2020 7:15:42 PM jrocktigers Oh man. . . .if 45 waits til [they] run out of xanax and then lights up the airwaves, we may have the worst psychological breakdown in one segment of a 

population in history. .

3/12/2020 7:15:47 PM tucson_ron Perhaps it would. 🤔

3/12/2020 7:15:56 PM 369369rv Yesssssssss

3/12/2020 7:16:15 PM americanpetal I’m thinking r is for Renegade = Obama. The first to be arrested??

3/12/2020 7:16:50 PM qwwg1wga17 MJ is the truth for all eyes to see!! Get em Q!!

3/12/2020 7:17:39 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/R4yUfqBDMl

3/12/2020 7:17:44 PM werascending I don’t normally ask questions, but... Is there going to be Martial Law declared?

3/12/2020 7:18:28 PM wrongthinkin  pic.twitter.com/YVhPjHAgr7

3/12/2020 7:19:00 PM n7guardiananon I think I remember seeing that very same picture on 8chan way back.  Out of all the NoName pictures...that one chosen no coincidences.

3/12/2020 7:19:29 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1054364914289127427?s=20 …

3/12/2020 7:19:40 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/sGWRN0Y4x2

3/12/2020 7:19:43 PM crypticlymystic 4.10.20  👀

3/12/2020 7:21:16 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/iJaRWqoW9s

3/12/2020 7:21:30 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/h88M9fQlmX

3/12/2020 7:21:42 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/z6rFvaeBdg

3/12/2020 7:21:51 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/QeaXfygjfc

3/12/2020 7:22:28 PM jadedl My daughter suffers from anxiety and gets ill when alarms/sirens happen unexpectedly. After-effects from the adrenaline rush, I believe. It's a constant 

struggle.

I wish you well!

3/12/2020 7:22:43 PM habsbatman futur proof pass build the map think logic pic.twitter.com/oPxP4gIuxQ

3/12/2020 7:23:00 PM state1union He’s talking about the mission the entire time!  OMG 😳

3/12/2020 7:23:17 PM thevicioussnake Will there be a mass exodus of life force from the wicked?

Suicide weekend hidden under the umbrella of coronavirus?

DJT going to use pandemic to shut down the sky? 

THEY end up being stuck here?

No escape.

#WWG1WGA

#QANON
3/12/2020 7:23:33 PM habsbatman the earth is not flat water is always level .......think logic pic.twitter.com/pGl3s7N1Ey

3/12/2020 7:24:16 PM merorschach Bring out the football!!

3/12/2020 7:24:21 PM howdoyoumakeah1 They are closing the schools in my local area starting next week.  Kids still have homework from online.  Stocking up on  "TP" might not seem like such a 

crazy idea after all...

3/12/2020 7:26:38 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Don't trust Bill Gates.  Check.

3/12/2020 7:26:43 PM delpatriot Ahhhh Mexicans?kidding me impersonating a commie rat bastard.😂😂😂😂🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸



3/12/2020 7:27:02 PM burgersandra Two pandemics - COV-ID19 and perhaps a pandemic involving satanists?  "These people are sick."  Either one or both would be a good use of the PEAS 

system.

thr=289=19. Two 19s.

3/12/2020 7:28:40 PM state1union No need to. The video was telling us that the arrests are going on now and that their won’t be deaths and taken alive. Some areas are worse than 

others. Stay calm

3/12/2020 7:29:20 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 likes tweet, but not retweet isnt endorsement.

3/12/2020 7:29:24 PM corinnebackman Bible....still reading it! 🧐🤓

3/12/2020 7:33:28 PM sdane8 😡

3/12/2020 7:33:35 PM wearing_fedora Looks good to me.

I just hope it's not wishful thinking.

Especially that last one.

3/12/2020 7:33:41 PM manifest_utopia I like this idea too. Arresting Renegade would surely shock the public.

3/12/2020 7:33:43 PM madrabbit917 I thought it was EAS... P Emergency Alert System??

3/12/2020 7:33:46 PM turboxyde Majestic! pic.twitter.com/fHdMGFalez

3/12/2020 7:34:06 PM wearing_fedora You mean a "plandemic"?

3/12/2020 7:34:51 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/jUenw7scaZ

3/12/2020 7:35:03 PM djlok Arrested or "cough, cough, corona"?

3/12/2020 7:35:43 PM angieco00740829 they better back up on valerian, or another knock down herb.

3/12/2020 7:36:08 PM habsbatman god win biblical think logic pic.twitter.com/JIBBw3dWEA

3/12/2020 7:36:19 PM petemoss42 I put peas in my dinner tonight, chicken alfredo with some broccoli too. Broccoli is always better hidden in a sauce.

3/12/2020 7:36:19 PM lucyc5124 I think @JenniferAnnistn is one with Harvey. Just saying.

3/12/2020 7:36:27 PM bbobbio71 Totally caught that

3/12/2020 7:36:50 PM fightforamerica You are about as subtlety as a sledgehammer or a bazooka. Good thing I respect that.

What happened the last time I tried centering myself? My Snowwhite under attack? Comms understood?

At some point people just get tired of being hurt.

3/12/2020 7:37:32 PM lucyc5124 Something completely unrelated to any of this for my sanity. Spent last 3 years reading all the rest. #ready

3/12/2020 7:37:54 PM manifest_utopia Cough, cough, corona. With, of course Big Mike too.

3/12/2020 7:38:02 PM jrocktigers No kidding. . .we will have another crisis. . . seizures everywhere

3/12/2020 7:39:44 PM youstinksoap 31322?

3/12/2020 7:40:27 PM americanpetal And that’s why I don’t code. I’m clueless. Lol

3/12/2020 7:41:39 PM pleiadianshaman I got 41 likes... I was just guessing, but I hope I got it right

3/12/2020 7:41:58 PM cindeamulholla3 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

❤️

❤️

❤️

❤️

❤️

❤️ ❤️ ❤️.

3/12/2020 7:42:41 PM mz_nubbie Trump said by April

3/12/2020 7:42:59 PM cindeamulholla3 I hope it looks like a J.

For John!😂😂😂😂❤️🙏

3/12/2020 7:43:43 PM sdane8 Hmmmm ... 🤨  They're closing for a few weeks. Perfect timing.

3/12/2020 7:44:14 PM manifest_utopia No, you're not clueless, you caught the r. 👍😁

3/12/2020 7:45:52 PM sdane8 Brilliant, Patriot! 👏👏👏

3/12/2020 7:46:22 PM rapunzel_39 Visualize Whorled Peas

3/12/2020 7:46:34 PM woodspring2012 Handbook for the New Paradigm

3/12/2020 7:48:44 PM shoeshinegal 'SCAM ME IF YOU CAN' by Frank Abagnale the subject of 'Catch Me If You Can' movie. 

I was surprised actually that it was very good and useful in all areas of life to keep your info and money safe!

3/12/2020 7:49:22 PM 4albradley @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/12/2020 7:49:55 PM noeticus1 That's why:

#CoronavirusPandemic

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/mk2fHBP3QH

3/12/2020 7:50:02 PM americanpetal I’ve been seeing 911 A LOT again lately and it’s freaking me out. I thought that number was associated w satanic freemasonry.

3/12/2020 7:50:15 PM rebeccajwillia7 Done in 30!

3/12/2020 7:50:17 PM rawphonegirl 😁 pic.twitter.com/YoaFRNWaiY

3/12/2020 7:50:34 PM sleepingnomore I am expecting it! Excellent use!

3/12/2020 7:50:56 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/g1RyQh6zmx

3/12/2020 7:51:16 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/m14bWy0NQd

3/12/2020 7:51:24 PM function108 Prism of Lyra

3/12/2020 7:52:41 PM americanpetal Lol I just figured out you made a J. 🤦♀️

3/12/2020 7:53:41 PM sdane8 I feel that way sometimes and then I remember all of the action POTUS has taken, to protect the Leo's and military and unborn. Building the wall, 

seating SCOTUS and other judges. It's just TOO much to be anything but a fine tuned plan.

3/12/2020 7:53:56 PM daviesgabrial Thank you I hope she is well.

3/12/2020 7:55:11 PM sdane8 See Gus A. Quila's tweet above. It's the best explanation I've seen.

3/12/2020 7:56:25 PM mikeybob96  pic.twitter.com/uZXfRy9Lg0

3/12/2020 7:57:06 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/V1LutEteJT

3/12/2020 7:57:13 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/Wc4YL8A4Sa

3/12/2020 7:57:44 PM scents_common Fast and Furious = @EricHolder

re-read past tweets - as-a-nation . . .

3/12/2020 7:59:02 PM lilangels44 🤣🤣🤣

3/12/2020 7:59:39 PM sdane8 Aaaaand, another. Well, a retiree. 😁 pic.twitter.com/LExkDeHeZB

3/12/2020 7:59:59 PM vickidale12 😂😇👍

3/12/2020 8:00:56 PM jaded_pearl No - neither is ozone, neither is nanotechnology.

3/12/2020 8:01:28 PM americanpetal Well, I do recall reading White Hats have reversed the curse that they put on 911. I was kinda hoping it meant I was picking up the vibes of what’s now 

going down...So, a good sign. 🕊

3/12/2020 8:01:40 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/YSuHOz2gxK

3/12/2020 8:02:24 PM americanpetal 😊

3/12/2020 8:02:31 PM e30hellcat gesara

3/12/2020 8:03:27 PM realitygateway Looking forward to it! Thank you for shaking up the Q movement. People haven't been behaving very well. This looks like what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

would call a fishing expedition. 🎣🐠

3/12/2020 8:04:05 PM carolin15161363 It sure would. I keep waiting for my phone to sound the alarm.



3/12/2020 8:04:09 PM qdragonpower1 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @PatriotsSoapbox @TS_SCI_MAJIC12   This Q post of a Chinese Hotel constantly gnaws at the back of my mind 

along with the transaction in the carpark. What is the white substance Q asks of? [corona]?

Q also posted corona_neut_[0000] in a later drop.  pic.twitter.com/uYzBx683VA

3/12/2020 8:05:58 PM alienhead91 is it to AND from? cuz i thought it was just inbound traffic. thx!

3/12/2020 8:06:52 PM brown_eyedladyj Jealous, so jealous

3/12/2020 8:07:25 PM lectricm 👍

3/12/2020 8:09:43 PM werascending Thank you, was feeling a little shakey for a moment.

3/12/2020 8:09:47 PM girlawakeinca THR is short selling? OMG!  Perfect  pandemic timing. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/thermon-group-holdingss-nyse-thr-144623174.html …

3/12/2020 8:10:37 PM jkcrowl13 They don't want them to escape out of the USA!

3/12/2020 8:11:00 PM sdane8 Nice connection, David!

3/12/2020 8:11:34 PM truth939 Sounds like an incredible timeline but if CV was a WH operation then CNN and company would be downplaying, not helping drive the fear.

3/12/2020 8:12:26 PM jkcrowl13 Underground bunkers have been blown up.

3/12/2020 8:13:13 PM e30hellcat I'm just trying to figure out a legal way to get it

3/12/2020 8:13:55 PM jkcrowl13 That's what you think!

3/12/2020 8:14:50 PM mateuszwala Hei Kaka! pic.twitter.com/SkR1FcNupF

3/12/2020 8:15:10 PM simplify77 How would they know any?

3/12/2020 8:15:35 PM state1union It’s gonna be ok, remember he/Trump, decided to make it civil so it doesn’t cause disruption or to much hardship. Remember he brought up China., 

think of all those female babies for all those years being transported here and other places.

3/12/2020 8:16:57 PM jadedl Thank you

🙏

3/12/2020 8:17:15 PM sdane8 It was, until POTUS announced a special channel for Presidential announcements

3/12/2020 8:17:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1238288828907032577 …

3/12/2020 8:18:27 PM 1_decided_voter Let's get on with it already, before the world sells out of TP.

3/12/2020 8:19:05 PM jvan125 “Gilpin is dynamite in this movie, and anyone who's enjoys a shoot 'em up exploitation movie (and isn't an active follower of QAnon) should have a 

blast watching "The Hunt."

👀👀👀 #Qanon

3/12/2020 8:19:30 PM joycech93633346 Let's rough it, use leaves

3/12/2020 8:19:41 PM sdane8 ♥🙏

3/12/2020 8:19:56 PM sdane8 ♥🙏

3/12/2020 8:20:21 PM troglowbyte Well let's see IT

3/12/2020 8:20:41 PM debbiered15 Hopefully Mass Arrests

3/12/2020 8:20:48 PM jeff57253103 Have our phones been changed to the new alert system?

3/12/2020 8:21:18 PM onelove172345 It basically is about the hunters becoming the hunted..good guys win in the end lol

3/12/2020 8:21:23 PM state1union No I get it, the hunters have become the hunted. Happy Hunting Veterans. 🙏🇺🇸🙏. May God be with you!  Stay safe 🙏🇺🇸

3/12/2020 8:21:39 PM jason93020025 Fear needed to bring structure to Federal Reserve.

3/12/2020 8:21:54 PM sdane8 It's so hard to remeber the details if they haven't been discussed recently. 😊

3/12/2020 8:22:05 PM _369311119 CV

3/12/2020 8:22:29 PM mikespies904 Do people not know showers are an option?

3/12/2020 8:22:43 PM sdane8 One of my favorite combos. 😊 Sweet baby peas.

3/12/2020 8:23:07 PM jvan125 Ha!! 💥 🇺🇸

3/12/2020 8:23:10 PM sdane8 😂😂😂

3/12/2020 8:23:28 PM manifest_utopia That would be A LOT to mentally absorb in such a short time! Normies would go catatonic from shock. Which might not be such a bad thing.

3/12/2020 8:23:57 PM djlok So the #FakeNews made up a narrative for The Hunt without even seeing the show? 

They really are the Enemy of the People.

3/12/2020 8:24:21 PM merkaba369 🐰👀🔮

3/12/2020 8:26:16 PM inthenameoflo19  pic.twitter.com/DtLlnTj2tp

3/12/2020 8:27:08 PM upallnight39  https://eraoflight.com/2020/03/11/ascended-christ-collective-chains-must-be-broken/ … pic.twitter.com/37Nb3LHVkE

3/12/2020 8:27:17 PM wild8heart  pic.twitter.com/eWVaxAToEU

3/12/2020 8:27:35 PM boy12_jimmy Don't mess with the best! pic.twitter.com/nYmXOkbxHF

3/12/2020 8:27:38 PM wild8heart 🤦♂️

3/12/2020 8:27:39 PM tm4csons “Gilpin is dynamite in this movie, and anyone who's enjoys a shoot 'em up exploitation movie (and isn't an active follower of QAnon) should have a 

blast watching "The Hunt." ???

3/12/2020 8:28:19 PM americanpetal Might not be. 😊🇺🇸

3/12/2020 8:28:45 PM djlok All normies will be stricken with grief over the loss of their heros due to "corona virus" and that's where we come in and say "is anyone believing this 

shit?"... Maybe more diplomatically.... Techniques may vary.

3/12/2020 8:28:53 PM wild8heart No such agency

3/12/2020 8:29:27 PM twilly18 when commercials say nothing works better, I go with nothing

3/12/2020 8:30:28 PM smik451718 NOTHING!

3/12/2020 8:31:04 PM castlette7 Demure and elderly until someone catches her off guard. pic.twitter.com/dZk0XxF4uk

3/12/2020 8:31:45 PM bravehe99369239 Clever ❤️

3/12/2020 8:32:00 PM samarai_ryan The Bhagavad Gita

3/12/2020 8:32:03 PM upallnight39 #babewillhunt

#dogwillhunt

#LegendsAreBack

3/12/2020 8:32:11 PM turdfollower Any...

Day...

Now...

3/12/2020 8:33:40 PM remarkablebob Too funny!

3/12/2020 8:33:53 PM jeffieyboy Those who follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 know quite a bit about what Austin is saying, especially with regards to UFOs (space/time), etc.

Let's look at this simple equation:

Speed = Distance / Time

(cont)

3/12/2020 8:33:54 PM jeffieyboy In the end I'm not suggesting people believe  @AustinSteinbart or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

but at least keep an open mind and do what we all love to do - investigate. I, personally, am still on the fence. If they're LARPs then at least it makes for 

good entertainment.



3/12/2020 8:34:21 PM manifest_utopia Only thing about the Tom Hanks of the world all expiring from corona is that then people don't learn what they've been doing to the children. And 

people need to learn about it and about how they/we were all manipulated.

3/12/2020 8:35:07 PM laura_621 Oooh, Alien Interveiw was my first wake-up call!

3/12/2020 8:35:41 PM stradivariusri1 Interesting that its on page 312. 3(1+2)=33

3/12/2020 8:36:14 PM americanpetal Agreed. Aren’t there going to be videotaped confessions and MTs which I believe have already taken place. At least some. Then, we will all watch on 

Tv??

3/12/2020 8:36:33 PM sdane8 When they initially tested it, some people seemed to get the notices and others had not. I suspect they've worked out the kinks since then.

3/12/2020 8:38:30 PM sdane8 FEMA tests 'presidential alert' to 225 million electronic devices https://www.foxnews.com/us/fema-tests-presidential-alert-to-225-million-electronic-

devices …

3/12/2020 8:38:39 PM therealjeremyda End of the business quarter.

3/12/2020 8:40:17 PM jjjburntdirt 777!!! It's going to be Biblical!

3/12/2020 8:40:37 PM melanieanders7 I think we’re all happy PEAS in a pod pic.twitter.com/YqnA3N9hsA

3/12/2020 8:40:47 PM sdane8 I've always felt like it was a God reminder. "Pssst ... I'm here." I always say a prayer of thanksgiving when it happens. Strangely my Niece's husband, a 

colleague and one of my friends see it too.

3/12/2020 8:40:53 PM megamagamoveman 💢👿💥👊😷🍿

3/12/2020 8:41:17 PM vickidale12 😂😂

3/12/2020 8:42:19 PM djlok I suppose that's where the choice to know will be ours. Many may choose to believe what they see on the Tell A Vision.   But MANY can spot 

#FakeNews from a MILE AWAY because they research for themselves and trust themselves.

3/12/2020 8:43:01 PM gino79051465 I hope he makes it a least 20 years, and dies the day before his release!

3/12/2020 8:43:07 PM sdane8 She does. I think the last big news I heard about was the run in with Murkowski. I think Q was highlighting her connections to China around that time 

too.

3/12/2020 8:43:47 PM sdane8 You led me right to his timeline. ♥️

3/12/2020 8:44:25 PM sdane8 And you as well! ♥️

3/12/2020 8:46:39 PM girlawakeinca The Hunt shall commence tomorrow. Friday the 13th 

Can you say mirror?

Thank you @realDonaldTrump, you’re always 5 steps ahead. Always. 💫🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/Sfwhzmcceq

3/12/2020 8:46:40 PM laura_621 Sounds very interesting!

3/12/2020 8:47:03 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

3/12/2020 8:47:40 PM kimmy_is_real I don’t understand all of this stuff, but I do know how to research all of the things posted, and put it together like a puzzle, and see if it fits. Then make 

my own judgement. I like facts, like these, & not just people who are throwing nonsense opinions out there. Thx again 👍

3/12/2020 8:48:26 PM girlawakeinca  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Hunt_(2020_film) …

3/12/2020 8:49:08 PM happychicken918 Rigged for red sir...

3/12/2020 8:49:24 PM oaf_unbreakable Had friend once that had to take a shower after every shit.

Rough times.

3/12/2020 8:53:42 PM toffer_anon_369 @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FollowThe17 @3days3nights @M2Madness @cjtruth 

https://twitter.com/X_Mike_Ribera_X/status/1238311361941291009 …

3/12/2020 8:56:37 PM patriotqgirl Fkn cats!

3/12/2020 8:56:37 PM winklerburke So: Progressive-Insane movie tries 2 say both sides R equally wrong, because “morals, hah hah, are relative?”  & this movie gives a nod to a FEmale vet, 

so everything’s cool... so long as borg hive audience gets message that left-rightRwrong?  No &@:$ movie can stop wut’s coming!

3/12/2020 8:57:48 PM rifflemonica Thank God. Nowhere to run and hide.

3/12/2020 8:58:57 PM jkmaalouf @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @John_F_Kennnedy pic.twitter.com/Zq3uWK4oBq

3/12/2020 9:02:44 PM manifest_utopia Yes, the choice to know the worst of it will be ours to make. Yet the current MSM will not survive. Nor Hollyweird, nor fake text book info, fake 

science/health care, nor poison food. The Great Awakening brings awakening on many, many levels.

3/12/2020 9:03:53 PM manifest_utopia We'll see how it's handled. Yes, my understanding is that they have been obtaining many taped confessions.

3/12/2020 9:08:02 PM oo1o110 The Cabal thinks that this is their operation.

3/12/2020 9:10:08 PM hellowo01390247 Queen Margrethe II of Denmark is expected to surrender and hand Greenland over to Trump by then

3/12/2020 9:12:21 PM unidentifiedta1 Goldman Sachs Ted?

Freemason Gaetz?

3/12/2020 9:17:29 PM 444_q_ Nice!

3/12/2020 9:18:46 PM tansitootsie I saved this one to my phone when it came out just to see how close it is when all is said and done.

3/12/2020 9:24:49 PM hailrazer Wow. 👍🏼

3/12/2020 9:25:36 PM saucenuclear There are many Questions they cannot answer.

3/12/2020 9:27:31 PM hailrazer I saw the same thing, but didnt think to associate with breaking the 8.

Awesome pickup, yet like April ... I hope not.

[These] people are sick!

3/12/2020 9:29:34 PM hailrazer 😂

3/12/2020 9:31:58 PM rsm28675996 whoa

3/12/2020 9:34:20 PM jt_light Hill had clones, you're watching 1.

3/12/2020 9:34:25 PM state1union I know 😢

3/12/2020 9:37:12 PM lotsofprisoners The MSM can deceive the world, but when they’re not even on your side, how would a psy-op on this scale ever be possible? Also, medical experts 

around the world are not puppets - they would speak up if this thing was a hoax. Hard sell.

3/12/2020 9:37:52 PM sunnysideluna Lock them up. Throw away the key. Feed them to the sharks. Hang them. All evil shall be known and die

3/12/2020 9:39:42 PM gor_suke Look in http://qmap.pub 

3/12/2020 9:44:57 PM gingercash777 In case you weren't aware, 8 Chan no longer exists. 8 Kun is not the same. + Did you forget that it was said by Q on 8 Chan that there would come a 

time when Q would be revealed & that we would not believe it. No point in doing a vid on 8 Kun, fewer would see it there. JS.

3/12/2020 9:45:57 PM hellouncledonny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#UnSealJFK was on the most recent episode of project blue book

coincidence? pic.twitter.com/3uvukgmQJ5

3/12/2020 9:47:44 PM lattegirl1718 Justice Denied by Howell Woltz

3/12/2020 9:48:46 PM americanchilean PANDEMIC=DEMPANIC pic.twitter.com/s2I0nQYUBf

3/12/2020 9:49:05 PM gingercash777 That was the 8 Chan. Not 8 Kun. 8 Chan no longer exists. 8 Kun is similar but different. Q said when we found out who Q was, we would not believe. 

Please notice, many do not believe, many are open, & many believe. Time will tell, & the time will be short.

3/12/2020 9:49:07 PM gi6stars @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do you think...? She is not on Twitter and knows nothing about 11:11  pic.twitter.com/00BoZzxTF3

3/12/2020 9:50:00 PM islandofdelight 3 3 3 9 pic.twitter.com/SLn76LW9WR

3/12/2020 9:50:14 PM gingercash777 Correct!!!

3/12/2020 9:52:42 PM 4albradley Front has TOC it was on majestic 12 Twitter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/12/2020 9:54:53 PM mark52525786 Can[their]box hold this light,can u all handle the light escaping?Ie raising the dead I’m hoping it’s empty and it a mirror on lid!Or they go straight 

up👆But do y’all know what will happen!If no,can I interrogate a few idols?i have de la rienes on my bucket list anyway!2birds1 

pic.twitter.com/AvbmW5wWqd

3/12/2020 9:59:06 PM captainrich8 Forgive my naivety, but what is PEAS?

3/12/2020 10:02:19 PM jesse48676371 presidential emergency alert system

3/12/2020 10:02:27 PM mongrelglory I've got lots of kitty litter and cat-food.

For my cats. 😜

3/12/2020 10:03:02 PM kelly59519553 Interesting and “8” was always my favorite number. I used to love to draw 8’s over and over 🤔

3/12/2020 10:04:28 PM mossomo C=3

V=22

322 is the calling card of Skull and Bones.

3/12/2020 10:05:08 PM sonya79628309 I did download it. Have you read the whole thing?

3/12/2020 10:07:39 PM whatscale @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Add it up

This says everything

@covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238253976224661504 … pic.twitter.com/t0XHT0AO4d

3/12/2020 10:08:56 PM 4albradley No it’s massive 1/6 of it I’ve read.

3/12/2020 10:11:03 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/NbENcbzy3L

3/12/2020 10:16:19 PM mongrelglory That's when they tell us it was all an April Fool's joke?

Our bellydance recital is on April 4th, so it would be nice if you guys could wrap this all up so that they don't have to cancel our recital!  Much 

appreciated! 👍

3/12/2020 10:16:39 PM schoolroomearth Real Deal. Enter the Portal. Light!

3/12/2020 10:18:04 PM mongrelglory Oops!  I posted that on another MJ-12 thread too! 😆

3/12/2020 10:20:37 PM mongrelglory I guess it takes 5 days to clear Canada customs at the border...😏

3/12/2020 10:22:51 PM girlawakeinca The Hunters become the Hunted pic.twitter.com/ZCG9BeqbiD

3/12/2020 10:24:37 PM karrruss Thank you for asking.... And getting a response!

3/12/2020 10:25:35 PM karrruss Tweet of the year!☝️

3/12/2020 10:26:48 PM alicelandry 8Kun logo

3/12/2020 10:27:56 PM synchropathic The Crystal Stair

3/12/2020 10:29:03 PM thekanehb What if u didn’t get the test text? Are u not on a list?

3/12/2020 10:31:45 PM paul_gronseth Too early still

3/12/2020 10:40:09 PM galadri09060100 Majestic 12

3/12/2020 10:40:13 PM thekanehb Last year there was a presidential alert test text message I didn’t get one but almost everyone did. I remember them saying not everyone would but 

MOST would so now I’m wondering why I didn’t get it

3/12/2020 10:40:18 PM bchparitynow April fools...

3/12/2020 10:44:54 PM cheryljohnston_ I know huh'

3/12/2020 10:45:43 PM mongrelglory So where is Obama "self-quarantining" these days?  Kenya?

3/12/2020 10:47:37 PM mongrelglory I guess you have to break the hypnotic trance of all the distractions in the Matrix to get their attention.👍

3/12/2020 10:48:50 PM neufeldtlyss17 I had to get a new phone and haven’t received any recently

3/12/2020 10:55:09 PM thekanehb It was just one in 2018 that was sent. It was a test of the system so if u didn’t get it then either that’s what I’m asking. Some of us didn’t, and seems 

like we all should get this, esp if it’s important

3/12/2020 10:55:24 PM girlawakeinca Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: [Attempting<to/Identifying/> Clones] = 5:5? Use logic. Clone vs No Clone. SG-1 explores the morality of discrimination 

against cloned…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237239317178785793.html …

3/12/2020 10:58:22 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/XYMPIyFo06

3/12/2020 11:03:02 PM qdelta10  pic.twitter.com/jsHlP7f1WA

3/12/2020 11:05:47 PM blissamerica No worries only love and light friend 🙏❤️

3/12/2020 11:20:53 PM steviewonder81 Us air force secret space program by Michael Salla

3/12/2020 11:27:43 PM peraftret Ola Dala

3/12/2020 11:27:46 PM dobbs_travis I’m curious ... Q @AustinSteinbart  built most of this on bitcoin.  It’s taken a fall.  He suggests buy more, while it’s cheap 🤔

But hey... how does he ‘instant messenger’ the past ??

3/12/2020 11:33:55 PM sonya79628309 Does what you have read seem true?

3/12/2020 11:38:46 PM karrruss March madness!

3/12/2020 11:47:13 PM kitchenermike Comes out tomorrow in the US.

3/12/2020 11:50:02 PM revgreeblie  pic.twitter.com/7tcpI92y9y

3/12/2020 11:50:22 PM 1977spiritual The 8 is the 33 together if you reverse the first 3 🌺🌺🌺

3/12/2020 11:52:15 PM 1977spiritual It’s the mark of man.. 6 carbon 6protons and 6neurons or electrons I can never remember, but that’s us in this form, not aware of our angelic selves in 

higher dimensions. We had to come down to this density to sort it all out my friend 🌺

3/13/2020 12:00:40 AM articsailor65 I've read Atlantis Alien Visitation & Genetic Manipulation by Michael Tsarion and Genesis of the Grail Kings by Laurence Gardner over the past month. 

History books and the bible will have to be rewritten.

3/13/2020 12:00:58 AM deplorable369 There’s a setting option on some phones to receive alerts, such as Amber alerts, or the presidential alert. Just check settings to see if it is there and 

how it is set.

3/13/2020 12:17:20 AM 4albradley So far it does.  This is most definitely the situation demand you do due diligence before choosing at positions tulipm particularly if you think round 2 is 

here

3/13/2020 12:19:24 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is more than just an ace up 45's sleeve.

Imagine the legal capabilities a President has in responding to a pandemic unleashed by a hostile enemy who has a foothold in the United States?

Appear weak when you are strong! pic.twitter.com/eNyU2Zxz02

3/13/2020 12:19:51 AM arbitracontrary That sucks. Going through is difficult, finally seeing your family again after so long, in a moment of triumph, is so sweet and deserved. Not worth risking 

the mission over though, we’ve seen from the NBA how quickly it can spread. Keep to it, we love you and will see you soon.

3/13/2020 12:20:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are systematically being protected using a rational fear tactic.

TRUST THE PLAN!

Stay home.

Get your popcorn out.

MARCH MADNESS!

3/13/2020 12:22:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 [322]

3/13/2020 12:22:42 AM caguamone 47

3/13/2020 12:22:50 AM needheadcoach 💀

3/13/2020 12:22:50 AM wwg1wgatrump What does it mean ?

3/13/2020 12:23:15 AM rudedrew63  pic.twitter.com/t1Q86gmh3r

3/13/2020 12:23:32 AM wwg1wgatrump #arrests #gold standard #reset



3/13/2020 12:24:19 AM richard75997098 Don't forget, 

the Chinese bought Biden to tell us they were not a threat.

3/13/2020 12:24:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 TIME IS AN ILLUSION.

It is very real.

As real as your consciousness holographically projecting itself using LIGHT.

Time is not what you think it is.

3/13/2020 12:24:34 AM rudedrew63 Really?

3/13/2020 12:24:42 AM joshuajamesdavi Skull and bones bad mmkay

3/13/2020 12:25:11 AM riversm18 Weinstein got 23 years

3/13/2020 12:25:31 AM ingejusta Yes exactly! And surely someone like #Epstein, who made his fortune blackmailing people, must have had some sort of deadman's switch situation. 

They know they cannot kill him. #QAnon

3/13/2020 12:25:35 AM realtru00533018 The soul has no boundaries 

WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 12:26:08 AM mynardpamela Stocked up and ready! 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/ik9ik1ojHz

3/13/2020 12:26:26 AM libertyspring99 I think I’m finally starting to get it.

3/13/2020 12:27:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Unlearning is more difficult than learning.

A closed mind is less efficient than an opened mind.

A controlled mind blocks the enlightened mind.

Break the condition.

Take your spell.

3/13/2020 12:27:14 AM cdale_dog What is time then MJ?

3/13/2020 12:28:05 AM sparkleloung Tell muh friends and family 😒

3/13/2020 12:28:11 AM joebagadonuts4  pic.twitter.com/udjejYAM09

3/13/2020 12:28:16 AM rudedrew63 Wasn't 23 more of a sb2 thing then actual Q?

3/13/2020 12:28:36 AM lenartjoe While i make a point of taking a lot of this material with a huge bucket if salt, i don’t ignore synchronicities. Happened to wake up & read at 3:22am 😮

3/13/2020 12:28:58 AM libertyspring99 I wish there was a red pill for this.

3/13/2020 12:29:11 AM altimitwill When will we find out the Full Truth? What are we waiting to happen before the curtain is lifted? Since time is an illusion I will not ask when, but what 

events need to still take place before we know all?

3/13/2020 12:29:12 AM realtru00533018 Level 7

3/13/2020 12:30:13 AM brian_dalfonso Can you just imagine how complicated that answer would be? I’m highly intelligent and this trips me up. Understanding anything that’s been hidden 

from you is difficult, but an open mind & a willingness to learn will get you there 👍🇺🇸

3/13/2020 12:30:15 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger means being able to direct others to the worlds not of your own when exclusively they seek to lift the veil over society and 

expose the truth.

Why did KANSAS go from CIA to State Dept?

[33]

3/13/2020 12:30:16 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1093162536092856320 …

from:zagnett 322

3/13/2020 12:30:39 AM caguamone 37

3/13/2020 12:31:10 AM elfshari There's so much to unlearn!

3/13/2020 12:31:49 AM stephgraz7580 Skull and Bones in kill brackets

I see EVERYTHING

3/13/2020 12:32:38 AM girlawakeinca It’s very clear to us as we follow your roadmap. But in enemy territory seeing schools in states w/zero confirmed cases already closed, then here in CA 

truant Officers are the whip if you keep children home where confirmed cases exist. I trust the plan. God bless you all. pic.twitter.com/J1F2VmRFG7

3/13/2020 12:32:39 AM spacecadet369 3=C

22=V

3/13/2020 12:33:00 AM sparkleloung Hmmm 🤔 

Chinese owned companies... pic.twitter.com/e0LMSIT4Bw

3/13/2020 12:33:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Considering that DISINFORMATION IS NECESSARY.

Consider that the talking heads analyzing Q, grifting on their spin, and building an authoritative ego over other "anons".

The enemy reads the boards too.

Is all what it has been laid forth?

Will the truth conflict?

ALL OPTIONS!

3/13/2020 12:33:35 AM danielcrase 333 am👀

3/13/2020 12:33:50 AM joebagadonuts4 We hates it.. pic.twitter.com/m3FcBTLVc2

3/13/2020 12:33:59 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

3/13/2020 12:34:33 AM mibmark focus all yr positive energy in the moment...every moment...and watch it get better #TheGreatAwakening

3/13/2020 12:34:33 AM tenn_rich The soul? No. The body? Yes.

We were before we are. 

We will be after we are.

Where we will be is what matters.

Dark or Light, our choice.

3/13/2020 12:34:44 AM trinity_jenny I feel and understand.. my code in my consciousness is 777 .. and so much more.. 0010110 ☺️

3/13/2020 12:35:33 AM undlarakhar Pay Atention newb!

3/13/2020 12:35:50 AM realtru00533018 So much more than they know

3/13/2020 12:35:58 AM thronekidd  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2018/05/12/ask-ethan-how-many-galaxies-have-already-disappeared-from-

our-perspective/amp/ …

3/13/2020 12:35:58 AM libertyspring99 Your thought or where you focus your consciousness is the reality you create. Most are distracted with what they observe in media and are trapped “in 

the matrix”. Our task is to break free with deliberate thought and intention. Create a new world.

3/13/2020 12:36:22 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/sRNByEn7po

3/13/2020 12:36:25 AM undlarakhar Gona make your body scream

Me and you! https://youtu.be/hUxN0K1ykNo 

3/13/2020 12:36:49 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who are the Tok'ra of the Cabal?

3/13/2020 12:37:03 AM lenartjoe One of the first pings if a google search on PEAS backs out to : Professional Based Grouping on Artificial Intelligence? 😲

3/13/2020 12:37:10 AM sheindie .and while we are at it, unseal obama docs

3/13/2020 12:37:25 AM caguamone 747

3/13/2020 12:37:32 AM brian_hoenig Okay, but you lost me with SpaceX “Modernizing the US” with program architecture that NASA couldn’t make work. Dude, plantation don’t want a 

method for their hookers getting away. Plain and simple. 😂

3/13/2020 12:37:48 AM sparkleloung Gau’ld?

3/13/2020 12:37:51 AM tenn_rich They know. They fear.

3/13/2020 12:37:51 AM bernie69691664 Indeed



3/13/2020 12:37:56 AM girlawakeinca Definitely time again for anons to cull follower lists & trust the plan. 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/6w8zWmt5l2

3/13/2020 12:37:57 AM undlarakhar Who opened your mind....Byrd?

3/13/2020 12:38:05 AM caguamone You explain it please

3/13/2020 12:38:06 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/RGgJTfcKR1

3/13/2020 12:38:11 AM shawngreenhear1 Fallen angels

3/13/2020 12:38:58 AM stephgraz7580 Dark Egyptian magik

Reincarnation of the soul through rituals

3/13/2020 12:39:06 AM rudedrew63 Oh man that REALLY sucks. Damn wuhan virus

3/13/2020 12:39:07 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/0obbNocbGi

3/13/2020 12:39:13 AM cindykokinda Fictional Alien race on the Science fiction television channel Stargate SG-1

3/13/2020 12:39:24 AM 444_q_ 2:33 on my end😅

3/13/2020 12:39:38 AM hellouncledonny Tok'ra = Vulcan

Goa'uld = Romulans

3/13/2020 12:39:46 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/YgW4vlIJcL

3/13/2020 12:40:12 AM brian_hoenig Bunch of stupid fucks lip locking a bong? That’s Hollywood.

3/13/2020 12:40:37 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/xXLYC3DEgX

3/13/2020 12:40:42 AM higherdensitees Potentially any freed from Cabal influence...

3/13/2020 12:40:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have you considered why Flynn follows who he follows?

What role or purpose might that serve?

Think logically.

3/13/2020 12:40:53 AM louismcfadden8  pic.twitter.com/K7PNtaRvq3

3/13/2020 12:41:26 AM brian_dalfonso I’ll go with Keepers of the Book of the Dead for $200

3/13/2020 12:41:29 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/17UO612n0t

3/13/2020 12:41:31 AM 4us2l0ve Peace

Encouragement

Advocacy 

Service

?

3/13/2020 12:41:48 AM cchef1980 What is the purpose of that illusion? If time is an illusion is space also an illusion? What are the implications of time being an illusion in causality? Can 

time run backwards? How? If there is no precedence or causality, what is the meaning of cause->effect?

3/13/2020 12:41:50 AM majic_eyes_qnly Good Q. pic.twitter.com/r2mhkG4F3l

3/13/2020 12:41:54 AM danielcrase eastern time gang

3/13/2020 12:42:08 AM pappyalex They are communicating to him out in the open.  Russia if you’re listening..

3/13/2020 12:42:34 AM girlawakeinca The Starseeds who were born into Cabal to break the bloodline.

3/13/2020 12:42:37 AM rebornkingent Flynn now follows Majestic12z

3/13/2020 12:42:46 AM brian_hoenig Dude Flynn got attacked pretty much the same as I did. Upon exonerated them lefty pricks best watch out.

3/13/2020 12:42:47 AM mntcol 🤡Spotter

3/13/2020 12:42:48 AM trinity_jenny I was a real young child and seen Orion..

3/13/2020 12:42:52 AM skizofrenik2 Just waiting on what his trial exposes. They can't keep him quiet forever

3/13/2020 12:42:56 AM scorestopshelf I need you to listen to this. This was a leaked voicemail that wasn't supposed to get out... 👇 

https://twitter.com/mom2six2/status/1238348202660769792?s=19 …

3/13/2020 12:43:04 AM danielcrase your @ is my synchronicity number, 444, nothing is coincidence

3/13/2020 12:43:10 AM mobilememphian1 Please enlighten me. He follows me. I stated that I’m a digital solder. I figure that’s why. Other than that, idk.

3/13/2020 12:43:52 AM karentriebel keeping tabs on his troops?

3/13/2020 12:44:12 AM xianpuwanderer The Tok'ra were a resistance to the Dominion of the goauld in the TV series Stargate sg-1.  They were of the same species but didn't want to rule but 

live alongside humans.  Most goauld would forcibly take a person as their host. Tok'ra had to get permission. It was their rule.

3/13/2020 12:44:21 AM undlarakhar Another untrustworthy engineer. Tell me he has ties to the core.

3/13/2020 12:44:34 AM trinity_jenny I have had grandma seizures since 11/11/18 3 of them

3/13/2020 12:44:47 AM answerislove2 The "silent" war continues. I always assumed it was ACE:

1) appreciation

2) care/ concern

3) eyes on

3/13/2020 12:44:55 AM trinity_jenny On that knight

3/13/2020 12:45:05 AM shamgarjc because anyone he directly associates with automatically becomes under FISA surveillance so legally any records can be obtained/used in court.

3/13/2020 12:45:08 AM xin_an I hope that is not a question that needs answering.  *gulp* pic.twitter.com/G08WxV66wm

3/13/2020 12:45:37 AM trinity_jenny 7/77 dob

3/13/2020 12:45:40 AM notevenchad17 I know it sure gave me a huge boost, and when his family followed me as well. I'm sure it's no coincidence?? pic.twitter.com/qMO63vIetn

3/13/2020 12:45:55 AM t_hayden07 He follows me ✋ Lmao ( but I know what you're referring to)

@Austin

I'm just super proud, and had to throw that in 🤣

3/13/2020 12:46:35 AM winduchi The Tok'ra are a group of symbiotes who object to the ways of the Goa'uld and more specifically, the System Lords, deriving their name from 

the Goa'uld words "tok", meaning "against" and the name of the Supreme System Lord Ra

3/13/2020 12:46:41 AM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/DJU4Qev7h5

3/13/2020 12:46:50 AM hellouncledonny Trump needed a guy who understands the CIA playbook. 

Someone who can stay close to POTUS. 

Someone, bad actors in the CIA and aboard will fear.

You don't send a sheep into the wolf's den. You send a dog who appears to be a wolf.

3/13/2020 12:46:53 AM altimitwill Pompeo took control of the counter intelligence mission center, made covert drone Strikes without Pentagon involvement, set up North Korean 

relations with the United States, and much more by being in Control of the CIA and State Department.  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Pompeo … pic.twitter.com/r0zWsD2aSM

3/13/2020 12:46:57 AM xianpuwanderer Essentially this posts asks who is quacking like a duck, walking like a duck, but is actually a goose in a duck costume. Who is one of the good guys 

pretending to be a bad guy.

3/13/2020 12:47:13 AM zagnett Maybe Flynn is saying "just learn something from the🤡. We sure as he$$ do.😉"

3/13/2020 12:47:59 AM crypticlymystic The future will prove the past. 

Guess we’ll wait and see 😉

3/13/2020 12:48:52 AM winduchi 💠Goa'uld are like the Anunnaki.

3/13/2020 12:49:20 AM girlawakeinca Flynn reminds us that WE are the change & in doing so, change the influence of corralled minds - break existing paradigms & always continue to fine 

tune critical thinking skills. pic.twitter.com/gDip5htRpJ

3/13/2020 12:49:36 AM lenartjoe The remaining problem is the bulk of the message (45’s tweets specifically) has been largely disrespectful. Many have trouble being led by someone 

who directs instead of leads when he’s gone out of his way to earn their distrust. IMHO 😐

3/13/2020 12:49:52 AM winduchi 💠Goa'uld are like the Anunnaki.

3/13/2020 12:49:53 AM sonya79628309 Thank you friend. May I repost your tweet?



3/13/2020 12:50:14 AM qrumbmnstr1323 Comms

3/13/2020 12:50:24 AM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/kQrbmj38Lq

3/13/2020 12:51:26 AM holotechrd Watch 

⚡💥🌎🎊🎉🍾🌌❤️🛸😭😇🌈😘🙏💯💪❤️👑👈✔🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 

https://www.facebook.com/smartass.mendez/videos/3201518753208942/?multi_permalinks=2356055607828975&notif_id=1584056515536378&noti

f_t=feedback_reaction_generic …

3/13/2020 12:51:39 AM collectives0uls I think that purpose of time is to enslave us all. It is a way to control the masses. Wake, arise, go to work, eat, come home, eat, go to bed...wake, rise.... 

on a never ending cycle like a hamster in a wheel...running running running, but getting nowhere....

3/13/2020 12:52:19 AM cindylee81 Damn, just sold my house , living in a hotel for two weeks. No kitchen  🤣🙃😫😭😭😭😭😭😭

3/13/2020 12:53:18 AM and_prevail “Gilpin is dynamite in this movie, and anyone who's enjoys a shoot 'em up exploitation movie (and isn't an active follower of QAnon) should have a 

blast watching "The Hunt."”

3/13/2020 12:53:44 AM nockaimrelease 👀 THIS!  Family??? pic.twitter.com/eYbBj2tUIg

3/13/2020 12:54:32 AM girlawakeinca Oh what an exciting week it has been with message over messenger! Breaking the glass ceiling with that one aren’t you (& we thank you for it).

3/13/2020 12:54:33 AM upallnight39 Because @GenFlynn is

#QAnon too.

Duh.

#undercover #spacerangers

3/13/2020 12:55:02 AM brian_hoenig Everyone has a purpose, but the reality is can what was intended be done here?

3/13/2020 12:55:29 AM upallnight39 Maybe.not fisa but something similiar?

3/13/2020 12:55:52 AM dondep So....on the eve of the Ides of March....the 13th, at 3:33AM....how propitious.

Today I learned that Caesar had had an affair with Brutus's mother. I have to wonder; is this the origin of the worst epithet in the English language? 🤔

3/13/2020 12:56:09 AM 14fowl Corona Virus

^=3      ^=22 = 322= Skull&Bones

Am I correct....Death Blossom?

3/13/2020 12:56:17 AM rudedrew63 😮

3/13/2020 12:56:25 AM mobilememphian1 Too cryptic. I don’t understand what your implications are.

3/13/2020 12:57:24 AM 4albradley Sure

3/13/2020 12:58:13 AM upallnight39 #israel #last

#unseal911

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/04/19/israel-and-the-khazarian-mafia-now-secretly-condemned-and-plotted-against-by-worlds-top-military-

and-intel/ …

3/13/2020 12:58:24 AM mongrelglory He follows a bunch of regular folk, which shows that all patriots play an important role in this fight. 😊

3/13/2020 12:58:48 AM sonya79628309 Thank you.

3/13/2020 12:59:39 AM patriotleah1776 Ever give someone a dose of their own medicine?

Use their own weapons against them?

See them fall on their own sword? Dog their own grave?

We are to have no fear towards the Crown Virus.

PATRIOTS are IN CONTROL.

MARCH MADNESS 2020.

3/13/2020 1:00:00 AM smalltowngurlz It’s within. You have to seek the answer within. No one outside of yourself has that answer.

3/13/2020 1:00:34 AM rudedrew63 WHAT? You go from many to YOUR OPINION(1)

3/13/2020 1:01:27 AM upallnight39 #bare-knuckleboxing

#realality

#herrorarrice pic.twitter.com/Cp1aJquYyA

3/13/2020 1:01:28 AM brian_hoenig I wish I could tell you what you want to hear, but life doesn’t work that way.. 😔

3/13/2020 1:02:55 AM tm4csons When you understand that God is outside of time, you understand that free will and God knowing your destiny can coexist. Free will and 

predestination are one and the same outside of time.

3/13/2020 1:04:05 AM cleetus__jones If everything comes from within I would have to say majestic12 are the tok’ra of the cabal

3/13/2020 1:05:28 AM mobilememphian1 Want to hear? I just want to know what y’all are insinuating. I’m too short-sighted & uninformed to know or imagine what other purposes we may be 

being utilized for.

3/13/2020 1:05:42 AM world_veritas @DustinNemos @Perpetualmaniac @prayingmedic @SGTreport @RedPill78 @TRUreporting @Jordan_Sather_ @AustinSteinbart @WHReporters 

@Ben_Chasteen @robcounts @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @docdhj @eceti @IPOT1776 @Spaceshot76 @TheSolariReport @westall_sarahw 

@andweknow @PoliticalOrgy

3/13/2020 1:05:49 AM patriotleah1776 4-10-20.... seems I saw that number sequence somewhere.

3/13/2020 1:06:48 AM diaptera_80 What about @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 saying btc is going to die soon? Along with all crypto? Aren’t we facing the financial reset now?

3/13/2020 1:07:06 AM upallnight39  https://ascensionlifestyle.org/shadow-work-2-healing-the-inner-child/ … pic.twitter.com/eN2J5hxxxT

3/13/2020 1:07:22 AM cal_davis99 Cool, so Flynn follows me for throw away! I am honored and happy to help any way I can. Did I just blow my biggest gig? 😊

3/13/2020 1:08:47 AM oo1o110 Means [they] think this is their operation.

3/13/2020 1:09:42 AM unitedredwhite1 All the worlds a stage

3/13/2020 1:09:55 AM lenartjoe Point taken. I probably should have said “in my experience”. Just providing the feedback that keeping an ear open to both sides of the aisle yields.

3/13/2020 1:11:23 AM 13_cupcakes He follows me too. Still trying to figure out my purpose 🤷♀️😁 pic.twitter.com/NPmQ0XQuze

3/13/2020 1:12:06 AM joanneasa Follows me ☺ little ole me from Manchester 🇬🇧 I have been loyal since day 1 maybe that's why???

3/13/2020 1:12:12 AM oo1o110 Not quite. I think this is another post pointing at Commander Steinbart and his bloodline claims.

3/13/2020 1:12:30 AM joanneasa  pic.twitter.com/FpY9q3F1YS

3/13/2020 1:12:57 AM oo1o110 Stargate SG1 reference.

3/13/2020 1:14:10 AM beesandhoney123 No Kids in school no shootings, no mass Meetings of people no oppurtunity to do Bad.

3/13/2020 1:15:26 AM qupid_2winqy The hunters become the hunted.

3/13/2020 1:16:31 AM dumberbytheday1 Nope.  I just want him back in action and for his family to be able to focus on fun stuff.  They battle everyday from a defensive position.  3 years...  

Freedom...

3/13/2020 1:17:42 AM the_tru_eapjr QAnon GAL's number is Q's personal number: 2 

((1+7) div by 2) div by 2)

3/13/2020 1:18:06 AM upallnight39 Satan also means "adversary". 

Think about it

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Galactic_Wars …

3/13/2020 1:18:06 AM americanconsti2 As if we turn their weapon Against us, against THEM...



3/13/2020 1:20:25 AM sciencereason17 It’s right in front of your eyes but you don’t “see”

(12+33)/12-17

3/13/2020 1:22:07 AM hawkgirlinmn Have you ever considered PTSD therapies? There are several that help reprogram the brain to not become  ‘triggered.’

3/13/2020 1:22:10 AM upallnight39 #DEFENDERearth20

Set the stage.

The ambush begins.

Through the windows, the doors were all breaking in.

Did you think we would let you win?

In fear you froze and slow goes your grin. pic.twitter.com/jObAQSc3uI

3/13/2020 1:22:21 AM wwg1wgatrump Love my President 🥰🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/13/2020 1:24:44 AM anangelhasland1 Hardly!

People slavishly believe any nonsense Q dishes out and much of the “research” is Q decoders preaching to the choir:

“It’s happening! God Wins! Satanic celebrities are going down!” etc

with “proofs” that would not pass a junior high school research class.

3/13/2020 1:25:09 AM wwg1wgatrump He follows #patriots that are standing behind him!!  #FreeFlynn 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/13/2020 1:25:40 AM wwg1wgatrump He follows me !! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️

3/13/2020 1:25:55 AM anangelhasland1 So... any proof of Hanks’ evil?

3/13/2020 1:26:58 AM anangelhasland1 I have. Dude is squeaky clean from what I can tell. Link, please.

3/13/2020 1:29:12 AM ausanon369 Well I feel left out 😩 lol

3/13/2020 1:29:36 AM weare07489243 Consider a computer generated matrix. A vast amount of threads processed simultaneously. Threads can be started, stopped, forked, merged, and 

manipulate in many ways.

3/13/2020 1:29:51 AM greenfrogkek a nice visualisation of how our solar system is travelling in space

3/13/2020 1:30:09 AM blasto33 You’re talking about the Alliance ,a faction within the Cabal who want to do good.

3/13/2020 1:30:41 AM jollyrob2 DS puppets

3/13/2020 1:33:37 AM girlawakeinca Kansas was tasked w/continuing to continue refine State Dept goals all the while retaining low down of DS tactics from former alphabet...all done with 

a lil swagger of course. 😉 pic.twitter.com/k8IzoHnfcC

3/13/2020 1:34:00 AM robinabank4 Pence or Bernie possibly...turn after being put on notice of a contract ❓I wouldn't think so however many rabbit holes out there

3/13/2020 1:34:17 AM upallnight39 #longlivetheking

#sekretspacerangers

#masssuicide

#egregoreKomptrolling

#QAnoms

#aceinthesieve pic.twitter.com/cHVVeEZn4n

3/13/2020 1:34:18 AM anangelhasland1 So...if Q is legit and

“We are not alone”

and details are

“Highest Classification”

Doesn’t that mean the cosmic voodoo that Majestic is slinging must be untrue?

3/13/2020 1:35:21 AM awfysore if they exist they would be Grey Hats.

3/13/2020 1:35:25 AM lysa26832458 I do believe its designed to tank the economy and further derail our pres.  I guess we will wait and watch things to unfold.  Prayers are always at our 

disposal.  Let's pray for peace!

3/13/2020 1:36:22 AM ausanon369 I like the way you think soldier! This never crossed my mind. Bravo!

3/13/2020 1:36:29 AM der_wanderer8 Thank you for the explanations

3/13/2020 1:37:02 AM dumberbytheday1 I have a selfish reason for fighting for the General.  I know when he is freed, we are all freed.  Why he follows me doesn't matter.  Freedom matters. 

As a wise person reminded me today...

For God and Country

3/13/2020 1:37:06 AM patriotqgirl Me too 😢

3/13/2020 1:37:24 AM manifest_utopia At CIA Pompeo had opportunity to learn details of their  programs that control various countries around the world, then at State, he can assist in those 

countries in freeing themselves from CIA control.

3/13/2020 1:39:40 AM bibibobibox The only recipe to follow https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1232863719148924934?s=21 …

3/13/2020 1:39:50 AM der_wanderer8 Close your eyes, Humans

And open your Minds pic.twitter.com/9REMd7VIdf

3/13/2020 1:41:56 AM omnamahshivaye2 04 04 2020?

3/13/2020 1:42:03 AM ausanon369 We now have each other 🤗

3/13/2020 1:43:38 AM upallnight39 Eat some mushrooms and find out.

Or ask the P'ntl. You might think it is too obvious, but U see how many idiots are buyin this #coronahoax ?

Hidden in plain site. https://www.officialfirstcontact.com/ 

3/13/2020 1:45:15 AM articsailor65  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NayVQhGjyIo …

3/13/2020 1:45:39 AM articsailor65  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wAPLdc6V0Sg …

3/13/2020 1:47:34 AM anangelhasland1 The passage of time is determined by each mind. The mind can be trained to emulate the eternal soul

in a “ timeless state.”

3/13/2020 1:51:39 AM brown_eyedladyj Austin Steinbart

3/13/2020 1:52:09 AM 34r7h2 🧐

3/13/2020 1:54:26 AM manifest_utopia Much of the brainwashing works by labelling people as good or bad. Once labelled by MSM/Hollyweird, sheep then denounce or idolize in accordance 

w/ the label, while never listening to what the person actually says/does. Thinking gets bypassed completely.

3/13/2020 1:58:05 AM anangelhasland1 And if Q is correct, then Sandia, too would be fraudulent.

Yes, on mushrooms it is quite easy to “see aliens” this I know. 

(They are called hallucinations.)

Some hoax btw... https://m.sfgate.com/world/article/Mass-graves-of-Iranian-coronavirus-victims-seen-15127307.php …



3/13/2020 1:58:59 AM upallnight39 There are monsters among us

There are some you can't see

They're disguised in their suits 

nice shoes and ties

And they take vengeance on ethics and honesty

Can somebody tell who's left to trust in this world

A golden pass for the upper class

A place on the bus for the rest of us pic.twitter.com/x0xaRnR7xS
3/13/2020 1:59:35 AM gatekeaper1 The Trumps. Broke away from the Heinz/MacLeod's

3/13/2020 2:00:34 AM upallnight39 Keep thinking critically you will get their

#liveyourheart

#neverfollow

3/13/2020 2:05:03 AM girlawakeinca When the mind is free, the body matters not. Detox, be mindful of food/H2O intake, sharpen the mind & never forget to see life through the eyes of a 

child. 

You are a perfect immortal spirit, whole & innocent. All is forgiven, all is released. 💫 pic.twitter.com/uPSJOGmIZx

3/13/2020 2:07:03 AM bibibobibox  https://qmap.pub/read/322 

3/13/2020 2:07:16 AM irah_chandler Vril?

3/13/2020 2:09:19 AM rooselectum E is right next to r on the keyboard

3/13/2020 2:10:20 AM lakingsgo Hope for who? 

Obama sold hope, which never came for Americans (only for the cabal).

Obama wanted a change to socialism -Marxism Big gov control #greendeal

3/13/2020 2:10:47 AM ma_liky_ March Madness for real this time around. I wonder... will it bring April showers 😁👍

3/13/2020 2:11:11 AM bibibobibox What happens when everyting is in lockdown? Stop human traffic, for example.

3/13/2020 2:12:19 AM ma_liky_ If you have it don't sell it.

3/13/2020 2:12:38 AM courageouskriss  pic.twitter.com/5rDAUwXAbi

3/13/2020 2:13:01 AM bibibobibox  https://qmap.pub/read/322 

3/13/2020 2:20:40 AM _girlmaher_ Something about the Flynn motto being "Out in Front" 🍀 He follows everyone who talks about Q and sends us emojis or gifs by DM. The anti-Q 

bloggers never mention the very attentive General of the Army of Digital Soldiers @GenFlynn but they've known since day 1 it's not a LARP.

3/13/2020 2:20:57 AM bibibobibox The prison of conditionings and beliefs is donated by genetics and the environment.  Before we break the pattern of our induced softwares, we have to 

realize we are in prison. We need to observe, become present, remember ourselves. This breaks the pre-printed neuronal pathways.

3/13/2020 2:22:28 AM pomeinnz agaimst

.........n

3/13/2020 2:23:01 AM pomeinnz IRAN NEXT

3/13/2020 2:26:40 AM leahinman5 Flynn does not like Muslims so I ignore him, I only  listen to  of course Trump and  Qanon

3/13/2020 2:27:18 AM cny_micaa yes, also you, potus, and several others. I have attempted to see things from other's POV. What are they seeing?

3/13/2020 2:28:33 AM cny_micaa ❤️

Digital Soldiers

3/13/2020 2:28:44 AM merorschach I don't know, but I am honored to be followed by Flynn. He, and his family have taken a tremendous burden for the country, for all of US. Behind the 

scenes I'm certain he's quite busy. 

#Patriot #WWG1WGA #DigitalSoldiers pic.twitter.com/lSMgTPTm8q

3/13/2020 2:29:42 AM merorschach You shouldn't look at who follows Flynn. You should look at who Flynn follows.

3/13/2020 2:31:24 AM diaptera_80 Nobody is going to die if they run out of toiletpaper 🙄 it is just a modern luxury item

3/13/2020 2:32:50 AM scents_common He follows me too.  I always wondered why.  Still to this day wonder why.  🤔

#WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 2:35:14 AM nicole82524952 Performance environment actuators sensors. AI

3/13/2020 2:35:39 AM jorwriter I’ve been sitting in a chair for 250 years. I and many others... if time were real, how could that be?

3/13/2020 2:36:25 AM pomeinnz ET pic.twitter.com/6xszPlxfXx

3/13/2020 2:37:05 AM tltyson 4-10-20

3/13/2020 2:37:21 AM nicole82524952 It's AI. Performance environment actuators and sensors

3/13/2020 2:38:53 AM nola_maga He follows me and I am proud of it. 🌟🌟🌟

3/13/2020 2:39:16 AM mike72279593 I think,  the Storm is now in Germany.  30 days. 

ThankQ and potus . Wwg1wga

3/13/2020 2:39:46 AM armour_up Suppose to be fictional......but, with all we’ve learned, probably true.  

Do tell!

3/13/2020 2:40:41 AM covertress We #QAnon

FIGHT. FIGHT. FIGHT.

#DigitalSoldiers https://youtu.be/V2MgTd3LgB0 

3/13/2020 2:40:56 AM mike72279593 The World needs more of this, we must learn so much

3/13/2020 2:42:36 AM pence_andy How do you get things into court legally? ;)

3/13/2020 2:43:04 AM mike72279593 Not easy to say,  in all the Time the high players are in the Dark

3/13/2020 2:43:42 AM nschlange Yes

3/13/2020 2:44:56 AM c_morece Me too!☺️

3/13/2020 2:45:28 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/NR12Wyr4vZ

3/13/2020 2:46:31 AM patriot_lawyer Only until Friday midnight...

3/13/2020 2:51:10 AM brick62072748 Must uninstall programming...

The upload updated thinking.

3/13/2020 2:52:13 AM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/MJjybei3EW

3/13/2020 2:54:05 AM upallnight39 #defendereurope20 is in germany now.

Do the math

#defenderearth20 pic.twitter.com/yE8ZVpJlTK

3/13/2020 2:55:20 AM nschlange Why Austin? What does that mean?

3/13/2020 2:55:22 AM the_tru_eapjr sadly incorrect.

3/13/2020 2:55:58 AM brianan06364517 What if they make adrenochrome in Wuhan? What if someone contaminated it? Isn't it a coincidence that certain people are getting ill?



3/13/2020 2:56:24 AM anangelhasland1 I see the level of proof you require is far below mine.

Don't go changing!

3/13/2020 2:56:59 AM cledrordfishing What spell should I take?

3/13/2020 2:58:12 AM qld_truthseeker He follows me too & I’m truly honoured.. 🙏 #DigitalSoldiers #WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/13/2020 2:59:12 AM linnyt7 We're his digital army.

3/13/2020 3:00:53 AM brd369 The Beauty of Rejecting Societal Norms Is that It Protects you from the Embedded Indoctrination patterns.

3/13/2020 3:03:24 AM keith369me Much of the world will be shut down starting this weekend.  Groups will not be able to gather, those that have karma to pay can not hide in large 

groups and can be taken out.  Suicide weekend is upon us...Coronavirus kills, but not in the manner the MSM says!!!

3/13/2020 3:03:35 AM nschlange Knew it

3/13/2020 3:04:02 AM c_morece @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 something big is hapnnining. I can just feel it.

3/13/2020 3:04:25 AM nurseniceyes Interesting you should say that...

3/13/2020 3:04:56 AM cledrordfishing The truth should always stand alone.  Either unspoken or alone. 

I hate that they would have to blend the truth with disinformation. It doesn't accomplish much except a confused public who doesn't trust anyone .

3/13/2020 3:06:57 AM peekaboo1966 @crzycnuk101   ??

3/13/2020 3:08:11 AM chuckr69 Which is more palatable to the panicking public? Celebrities executed for #pedophilia or treason, or "died" from #coronavirus?

3/13/2020 3:08:52 AM chuckr69 That passage is not from the Dean Koontz book, it's from Sylvia Brown's book of prophecy.

3/13/2020 3:08:57 AM keith369me I’ve attempted to have my mother temporarily move from NYC to stay with children due to the “chaos” and potential lack of services in her area 

associated with lockdown...no luck any suggestions.  Well stocked here looking forward to quiet family time and fresh air here

3/13/2020 3:09:04 AM start313hichq Of course

But they don't know where we came from

Q

3/13/2020 3:11:21 AM keith369me 322 is Skull and Bones and by extension secret societies.  So many have been within our government and other positions of power.  Skull about to be 

crushed and the bones have osteoporosis.

3/13/2020 3:12:35 AM keith369me ...and our existence is not what we think.  Thank you for pointing out the Machine Elves and how the game can change.

3/13/2020 3:15:00 AM keith369me Many of us know our minds need a reset and blank slate with basically everything (easier said than done) Give us one hint regarding how we can help 

others expedite this process?

3/13/2020 3:15:30 AM marriedyourbro AOC?

she’s just so over the top, i’ve always wondered.

3/13/2020 3:16:42 AM beckathah Me too!!!  Best St Patrick's day surprise EVER!!  🍀

3/13/2020 3:17:25 AM keith369me Kansas learned the CIA “cancer” game by being in the middle of it.  It helped him navigate the cancer at the State Department and cut it out where 

necessary.

3/13/2020 3:18:31 AM keith369me Future proves past.  4-6% are lost forever...95% will figure it out.

3/13/2020 3:19:29 AM qanonmichele11 #coronavirus = #childtrafficking arrests pic.twitter.com/z8QrRpcX8A

3/13/2020 3:21:59 AM smalltownindy You are along with [WH] operatives.

3/13/2020 3:23:15 AM keith369me Certain areas will be locked down.  Travel we’ll be restricted.  But, it won’t be as hard to deal with outside of highly populated areas.  It’s always good 

to be prepared for a storm

3/13/2020 3:23:52 AM girlawakeinca This is the funky scenario that happens when [322] sets in. 

No joke. pic.twitter.com/IIlqOKAinL

3/13/2020 3:24:29 AM nurseniceyes Popcorn is sold out here.

3/13/2020 3:26:24 AM keith369me Never watched a single episode of SG...Patriots and Q followers.  This group here is a subset...not the hunters, more analogous to the 

therapist/information healers.

3/13/2020 3:28:48 AM neufeldtlyss17 I got that one. Thought they sent another one in recent months testing the system which I did not get. I have same # but don’t know if I need to set it 

up a again and I don’t remember how I did 1st time. How can we tell if we’re able to receive them?

3/13/2020 3:29:26 AM candygirlclw He follows me...

3/13/2020 3:30:27 AM keith369me Never followed @GenFlynn before because there was no information to glean as he was dark.  Just followed him...I suspect the silence is about to be 

broken... https://twitter.com/genflynn/status/936966707985436672?s=21 …

3/13/2020 3:30:37 AM nschlange Wait, are you joking? He's been under attack 24/7 since he announced his run! So has his family, yet he's. Disrespectful? You need to 're read your 

tweet and think about what you just said, cuz that. Is. Crazy!

3/13/2020 3:30:47 AM candygirlclw 👍🏼

3/13/2020 3:31:17 AM lorihantman He follows me. I’m no body..🤨

3/13/2020 3:32:01 AM logen31z ❤️❤️💙❤️💚💙💙💙💚❤️❤️❤️💚❤️💙💚💚💙❤️💚💚💙

3/13/2020 3:32:51 AM ursula_1111  https://thehill.com/blogs/in-the-know/in-the-know/487317-controversial-satire-the-hunt-tackles-partisan-divide?amp …

3/13/2020 3:36:31 AM bkize54 He doesn't follow me but no matter...not about me.  I have my three stars up and and happy to serve as a digital soldier

3/13/2020 3:38:54 AM roadio1 thats the problem. we think we are intelligent and thats make us thinking we know everything and thats the result why we can not "image" the time.

live is based on frequency... 3-6-9 looks just like an endless loop

3/13/2020 3:39:34 AM roadio1  pic.twitter.com/QlRRfgdtyB

3/13/2020 3:40:13 AM blankmarlo Hmm ALICE doesn't seem to want me to check that right now 🤔 pic.twitter.com/XezhXdH7JI

3/13/2020 3:42:37 AM americanpetal lol I cannot believe I missed that. It was right in front of me. 🤦♀️🤦♀️🤦♀️

3/13/2020 3:46:06 AM klsnana6 Follows me too.

3/13/2020 3:46:30 AM doug_yankeesfan #Malarkey2020 @RealJamesWoods @MajorPatriot @StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @Sun_Q_Tzu @Praying_Medic 

@seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/VfWse1e5jS

3/13/2020 3:47:34 AM americanpetal To give credibility to those accounts. If I know Flynn follows a fellow anons account, I will follow that account. That helps spread the word.

3/13/2020 3:48:52 AM ramstadstacy I was so honored the day Gen Flynn followed me. ❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2020 3:52:21 AM mgray72531386 We are his digital army...

3/13/2020 3:54:51 AM caseycochrane Need the tissue paper for all the liberal tears when they realize what is going on

3/13/2020 3:55:31 AM hurricane0073 Think & Grow Rich

#ThinkAndGrowRich

3/13/2020 3:55:55 AM sterkinglights1 Can you be most specific. I don't follow your logic?

3/13/2020 3:57:10 AM sterkinglights1 Over sight.

3/13/2020 3:57:19 AM auroravoyager1 Codename = Renegade

3/13/2020 4:00:49 AM one_autist When are people going to open their 👀 the whole point of this movement was to research, debate and then decide. Not be a 🐑. Thanks 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for always being on point and being a voice of reason. 369

3/13/2020 4:01:19 AM amandag23845410 12 minutes in.... Thought I would share. https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=IH-z75TvtGw …



3/13/2020 4:01:34 AM americanpetal Your time stamp and tweet reminds me of a face to face confrontation with the Cabal. In other words, it’s time. They are going down.

#ForGodandCountry

#SavetheChildren

#EradicateEvil

3/13/2020 4:03:16 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/8GuoFIdtJc

3/13/2020 4:04:34 AM diana4243131 Infinity symbol on his right shoulder. What's spelled out below it is the same words on Steinbart's logo....Sapienti Fortuna Luvat..it means Fortune 

favors the bold. pic.twitter.com/u1d1qBXNqn

3/13/2020 4:04:45 AM nschlange Do you? No worries, in a little bit we'll see who was right.

3/13/2020 4:07:07 AM monokrome 6+8=14

3/13/2020 4:07:54 AM droidrees Question all?

Put a question mark at end of a question?

Ask alot of questions & put a question mark at the end?

Is the question to the answer to the questions?

Question the answer 2 the questions?

Question over a question?

Question questions?

Sometimes, don't put a question mark. pic.twitter.com/6qduxJQ5x2
3/13/2020 4:08:20 AM txgodmotheriii  https://twitter.com/TxGodmotherIII/status/1238419026596040705?s=19 …

3/13/2020 4:09:40 AM joriskie I saw several times 322 on the msm news about coronavirus! No coincidence!

3/13/2020 4:10:06 AM rachmatcorai33 When he followed me back on Facebook, I was dumbfounded. Smiling from ear to ear. 👊🏼

3/13/2020 4:10:26 AM droidrees What is time?

3/13/2020 4:10:28 AM jrlara14 Time as we experience it is slow and has an end. Eternity is endless.

3/13/2020 4:11:04 AM tkobeauty Seeing lots of vids of UFO's this week!!

3/13/2020 4:11:14 AM sethric61410528 Would explain how MJ turned from assholes to Qanon all of a sudden ...

3/13/2020 4:11:36 AM nivensmctwisp2 I suppose you meant "SISTINE CHAPEL"? 🙄

Putrid, rotting flesh of sacrificed children? 

Having lived in Rome for some years, I know the [DS] #Luciferian/ #Satanic/ #Masonic #Vatican shithole quite well.

3/13/2020 4:13:03 AM mva_r sorry, I do not receive notifications... Have to go back to tweets to see response ...

3/13/2020 4:13:19 AM rachmatcorai33 Yes, thank you. I need to start watching sg-1 again, more intently. ❤️

3/13/2020 4:17:16 AM mva_r  https://youtu.be/oRG2jlQWCsY?t=52 …

metafor

3/13/2020 4:18:06 AM ilysrosie Time is a precious thing. Once it's gone you can never get it back

3/13/2020 4:18:07 AM teamsterr07 The veil has been lifted re: where most of our pharmaceuticals/goods are coming from. The ace is for companies to start yanking their manufacturing 

out of China & bringing it back home!

3/13/2020 4:21:02 AM s0urc3rss The Bloodline of Cybele

3/13/2020 4:21:39 AM __jabird__ Interesting how it seems to make an infinity symbol in the sky. pic.twitter.com/nDTXFq7DWn

3/13/2020 4:23:09 AM aleoniea No idea

3/13/2020 4:26:04 AM 17thops ❤️👊

3/13/2020 4:31:44 AM __jabird__ Dragon Family’s? Earth Alliance? Space Alliance? I’m not exactly sure who you are referring to. Whoever it might be, would be against all the Satanic 

pedo’s or dark spirited individuals I suppose.

3/13/2020 4:33:04 AM avasilieff Because we are his digital army and we want to see him fully exhonorated. He’s an American hero.

3/13/2020 4:35:02 AM d_s_umbra_31415 We’ll know that’s the case when Trump publicly returns Geronimo’s skull and bones to him tribe.

3/13/2020 4:36:38 AM jeffw355 We are under attack and people do not even realize it. pic.twitter.com/6IgZsUc2p0

3/13/2020 4:38:05 AM biffcartwright 3 squares, 3 squares!

Sheryl Crow!

3/13/2020 4:38:43 AM spiritservicesl The major arrests - those elite who have fallen to the Coronavirus - will be complete 😉

3/13/2020 4:39:24 AM aprilbrown99 Good thing most of us have no interest in seeing the paid puppet cabal hellywood pedos on the movie screen any longer. Personally, I can’t stand the 

thought of ever watching them again. I’ve boxed up all my dvd’s for my move out of California & have no intention of unboxing them.

3/13/2020 4:40:05 AM cdale_dog I’m intrigued, but how in the world would that work exactly?

3/13/2020 4:41:30 AM cdale_dog I don’t really understand the whole power of 3-6-9.  Can you explain it in praticle terms?

3/13/2020 4:41:31 AM marcus45128888 But of course! 😊🤗

3/13/2020 4:41:48 AM mgenitempo Me too!

3/13/2020 4:41:49 AM marisawojciesz1 I know right!! Me too😁😁😁😁

3/13/2020 4:42:11 AM 9times12 Well we have some multidimensional trees ;-)

3/13/2020 4:42:32 AM nivensmctwisp2 "Metaphor"

Thanks but I've seen this [DS] #Hollywood/ #Pedowood production before. I wonder how many of the boy actors were raped on set?

3/13/2020 4:42:42 AM _369311119 AS pic.twitter.com/aJBxjIHcVV

3/13/2020 4:42:49 AM marcus45128888 I felt honored when he followed me. 😊

3/13/2020 4:44:25 AM boondognews Eeeeeeeeeeeeggghhhhhhhhhhh wring

3/13/2020 4:46:58 AM boondognews See I’m opposite of everybody commenting....I don’t trust him. I live in New England and that family is Irish mob. They were all together in Boston 

during Mueller FBI days and Whitey Bulger days. Nuff said......do your research learn before attacking me. pic.twitter.com/oPH4vEtCMX

3/13/2020 4:47:02 AM dustinnemos No thanks. He’s another fake liar pretending to be Q.

3/13/2020 4:48:44 AM boondognews But we humans mess it up 😂 jk 💛👍🏼🙏 thanks!

3/13/2020 4:49:00 AM kellykreps777 Proud to say he follows me!  It's because we are his army of digital soldiers!

3/13/2020 4:49:08 AM lenartjoe My intention was to point out 45’s Trump-sized PR problem, not attack. Both side have felt under constant attack during hit tenure & he’s the one 

person in a singular position to change the tone hass been stooping to rhetoric w/ disturbing historical parallels. Still hope 4 unity

3/13/2020 4:50:12 AM boondognews Who is this Dragon family? I mean I know nothing can’t find anything. Are they good or bad?

3/13/2020 4:51:27 AM synackstatic Mason's require that recruits seek them out, they can't actively recruit. 

"Live along side" is another thing. 

On the other hand today is F13th, an important date to Knight Templars. Could be MJ12s point.

3/13/2020 4:52:49 AM aprilbrown99 Hello #ALICE!!! pic.twitter.com/SzBafmJphk

3/13/2020 4:53:00 AM jmay07161279 JFK, CDG, DT, BJ,VP

3/13/2020 4:54:47 AM 174all Swan Song - Robert McCammon



3/13/2020 4:56:00 AM synackstatic An enemy who corrupted pols to sell them national assets?

An enemy who poisoned our youth with fentanyl?

An enemy who weakened our ability to respond to the bioweapon they sent to us?

An enemy who instigated the flooding of our southern borders?

Education? Food? Ports? 

Cult?

3/13/2020 4:57:39 AM synackstatic Wow. Never thought of it that way. 

Cornelius Vanderbilt. 

What if the Vanderbilt cult used Yale and 322 as a weapon to expand their influence? Control powerful men and set them up with nxivm controlled 

witc...I mean women.

3/13/2020 4:57:49 AM nschlange I think he could say just about anything, like "hows your mom doing"? and ppl would still be yelling about him and having major melt downs. You don't 

understand who is inserting the violent rhetoric that the ppl are feeding off of. Once they've been quieted, others will wake up.

3/13/2020 4:58:57 AM amy221622 Cannabis helps with seizures, I personally know.

3/13/2020 4:59:42 AM 254truth Take “your “ Ego out of it. 

You are currently experiencing the Best Leadership These United States and probably the World has known in our lifetimes. 

You’ve just never experienced True leadership and Honesty from any leaders before.  

If you wanted change, This is Change.

3/13/2020 5:00:15 AM jeffw355 Didn't the Mueller report drop on March 22 last year? 3/22

3/13/2020 5:00:16 AM ecranchero Who told you that?

3/13/2020 5:00:45 AM nschlange Also, hard to have a huge pr problem when he is the most popular president I've ever witnessed. People all over the world love him and support him. 

Google Q support worldwide. I'm not trying to argue, I just think you are not seeing the whole picture maybe.

3/13/2020 5:02:48 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/JryYxADNJd

3/13/2020 5:04:45 AM aprilbrown99 Time is a linear perspective of this 3D matrix in order to experience our existence, to love, to express, and to BE.  This clip is a pretty good description, 

in my opinion. https://youtu.be/z31gzqUnXZY 

3/13/2020 5:07:27 AM 444_q_ Mine also

3/13/2020 5:07:45 AM anangelhasland1 Q said we are not alone but details are protected by the highest classification.

If that is true, Sandia and Majestic and others giving details must be false as they are not classified.

3/13/2020 5:08:21 AM start313hichq  pic.twitter.com/kYKYIPl3ZI

3/13/2020 5:09:33 AM mitolduso Is he Q? djt +..Melania, Barron,and family.. military Intel, eath alliance on team? Hmmm..sounds good to me🤷♀️🤗💪🙏

3/13/2020 5:09:36 AM jonesy4671 Left behind

3/13/2020 5:11:37 AM ray_bernwwg1wga If his tweets bother you don't look at them he is the #BestPresidentEver

3/13/2020 5:13:29 AM anangelhasland1 Innocent until proven guilty is one of the principles our soldiers fight for.

Also, yes, irresponsible speculation.

May the same happen to you.

3/13/2020 5:16:49 AM empathmama1111 ❤️

3/13/2020 5:17:51 AM qbeachreport  pic.twitter.com/kiLmK0aP1R

3/13/2020 5:18:35 AM 369helen313 Why !?

3/13/2020 5:20:20 AM nschlange Are you still here? Why? I have all the proof I need to tell me who and what he is. Like I said come back in a month and we'll talk, until then take a giant 

hike!

3/13/2020 5:20:37 AM oneperspective6 I just followed him but he hasnt tweeted since 2017. I saw fundraising for legal fees. Hope he reached his goal.

3/13/2020 5:21:26 AM greg_pike17 Forgive my slowness, but…

MJ = Michael Jackson?

3/13/2020 5:21:45 AM nschlange Btw so the victim who has spoken out publicly about him is irresponsible speculation? What proof did you want, pictures?

3/13/2020 5:22:02 AM anangelhasland1 If you don’t want to share your proof... why are you here?

To gloat?

3/13/2020 5:22:19 AM anangelhasland1 Anything!

3/13/2020 5:23:20 AM lenartjoe It doesn’t bother me at all. I understand the strategy. I’m just pointing out: if his approach is going to reach outside the echo chamber there are certain 

tactics he’s using that are slowing success. - step 4-5 notice the reaction & modify your approach

3/13/2020 5:23:46 AM nschlange lol to gloat? I told you to look up his victim, it's not hard to do and no I don't really gloat, I just really hate it when ppl demand things of other ppl. It 

really pisses me off and I'm a little grouchy this morning. Have a good day

3/13/2020 5:26:54 AM anangelhasland1  https://thenewsblender.com/2019/05/debunking-tom-hanks-pedophile/ …

3/13/2020 5:26:59 AM addyb6312 These monsters have been preparing this for some time now guess. This article is from 2015....hmmmm https://www.nature.com/news/engineered-

bat-virus-stirs-debate-over-risky-research-1.18787?WT.mc_id=TWT_NatureNews …

3/13/2020 5:27:40 AM anangelhasland1  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wired.com/story/crying-pedophile-is-the-oldest-propaganda-trick-in-the-book/amp …

3/13/2020 5:28:14 AM addyb6312 Let's bring them all back to hell and lock them down there to ever return....

3/13/2020 5:28:44 AM bethelight11_11 Those that are haters continue to hate meanwhile the REST of us continue to trust and adore 45 #GIVETRUMPACHANCE

3/13/2020 5:28:50 AM jeffex11 photon soul your silver(flux)  is seated in  vacuum in  brain .Photo chemistry Renae Descartes' discovered  seat of consciousness . Electromagnetic pulse  

 effect on all our cells . Nucleus surrounded by positive & negative electrons WHEN suicide your soul ends the cycle TREASURE 

pic.twitter.com/3qHoJT7L1U

3/13/2020 5:29:05 AM 369_is The Draco too.

3/13/2020 5:29:49 AM lenartjoe There’s the problem. DJT is many potentially great things: A charismatic visionary, a confident director. But a leader works to earn the trust of those 

he’s responsible 4 & 2, takes responsibility 4 himself  & those he commands. DJT still could, but he’s not there yet

3/13/2020 5:30:15 AM bethelight11_11 Yes exactly GIVE TRUMP  A CHANCE  Haters have been criticizing and hating on since the election 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

3/13/2020 5:30:20 AM nschlange I'm sorry, you must be under the assumption that I'm not able to to make up my own mind and need your help. I don't, you asked for proof and I told 

you where you should go for it. We can both agree we both want him to have a fair trial before he goes away.

3/13/2020 5:31:00 AM anangelhasland1 Ooooh I found this “proof” https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.pinterest.com/amp/pin/442900944598632901/ …

3/13/2020 5:31:22 AM bethelight11_11 And then donate away all of his salary 🙏 THANK GOD FOR 45

3/13/2020 5:31:26 AM olimyracle Try some SG1 https://twitter.com/olimyracle/status/1237517947569987584?s=19 …

3/13/2020 5:31:41 AM moemc8 Same.

3/13/2020 5:32:57 AM anangelhasland1 No just wanted to show you how thoroughly these claims have been researched and debunked.

But no I did not know you wanted a fair trial... that’s more than a lot of folks on here!

3/13/2020 5:33:09 AM kathryn50585808 What is NSN?



3/13/2020 5:34:23 AM lauraannewebb Ha ha ha! This made me smile. Me and my husband have been watching old SG1 Episodes recently and I keep saying to him- this is whats happening 

you know! 😲😲😲😲😳

3/13/2020 5:34:27 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/889845938608635904?s=20 …

3/13/2020 5:34:34 AM __the_sausage__ Time is a linear series of actions. Just like a cassette tape playing music... It is there stored all at once but only experienced as it is "read".

3/13/2020 5:36:01 AM __the_sausage__ There you are talking about the multiverse?

3/13/2020 5:36:33 AM anangelhasland1 In all seriousness, I do worry for Sarah... 

She’s posted some far out stuff about her local police being cannibals and Q being Jesus...

I worry for the psychologically troubled caught up in the vicious whirlwind that is the Twitterverse...

3/13/2020 5:37:08 AM lenartjoe I respect your perspective, but i also know equally as many people who don’t trust him or “the plan” because the see parallels between his behavior & 

the ramp up to dark periods in history. You have to use both right and left eyes to get the whole picture. Just level set feedback

3/13/2020 5:39:25 AM roadio1 i dont know how to explain because there no words for it. 

but i know,.you will think iam insane when i start to try to explaining.

sorry for my english. its not the yellow from the egg pic.twitter.com/HpKBPnnxOh

3/13/2020 5:40:04 AM hollieandel One of the hardest things I have dealt with since Waking Up, is the hostility I have faced from friends and family. The more I learn/awake, the more 

they treat me as though I am stupid.

3/13/2020 5:41:17 AM sterkinglights1 I see. I don't think they have shared anything specifically that is currently classified or not already in the public domain. I think your quotation may be 

induced by the lack of understanding (by humanity) as to who or what we are. But I'm just here for the research so 🤷♂️.

3/13/2020 5:41:33 AM smalltownindy  https://youtu.be/-P_xLjLmpCI 

3/13/2020 5:41:53 AM lenartjoe Understood. But the headwinds die down if DJT can earn the trust of those who are genuinely concerned by his rhetoric & tactics. Intended to be 

constructive

3/13/2020 5:43:22 AM smalltownindy Trade them in at a pawn shop for power tools for your new home.

3/13/2020 5:43:24 AM steveo28933443 You know, I sucked at math but always got an A+ for logic/logical thinking. However, I often have a hard time figuring out the answer when Q or Qanon 

says “think logically “. This might be due to lack of context. I don’t know.

3/13/2020 5:44:33 AM vdarknessf Time is the measure of magnitude.

It is location / vector specific.

3/13/2020 5:45:08 AM nacktepoesie Maybe it's a matter of SARA 😬

3/13/2020 5:45:47 AM anangelhasland1 Sure...

Would be funny if in that Classified document it said,”Details available on Twitter.”

3/13/2020 5:46:21 AM oliheck I’m a proud member of the anon team 💪🏻

3/13/2020 5:47:29 AM sterkinglights1 I know... Right. Gen. Flynn was the one that stopped massive killing on both sides. He gathered all the Muslim leaders and talked to them. Sat them all 

down and said we don't want to be in this place we want to go home and you don't want us here. Redirected the course

3/13/2020 5:50:06 AM weare07489243 No, only the timelines within our 3d-reality.

3/13/2020 5:51:03 AM 369_is Someone told me coffee filters are a good option.💩

3/13/2020 5:51:53 AM steveo28933443 I am new to twitter. Came here solely to learn about Q. But what do the stars stand for?

3/13/2020 5:52:45 AM aprilbrown99 I was thinking about donating them to the local library. I have several boxes...

3/13/2020 5:54:41 AM kevinpaz822  https://peas.sg/product 

3/13/2020 5:55:07 AM jayemmorgan Was just thinking that since she posted this a.m. she's going on Fox News @BretBaier show.

3/13/2020 5:55:19 AM 369_is I wonder if the time changes every 6 months is also a way of getting our re-confirmed agreement to live by time.

3/13/2020 5:55:59 AM rosscarwalker Are the Annunaki the Tok’Ra of the cabal?

3/13/2020 5:57:58 AM antifa_slayer Wasnt tilk tokra?

3/13/2020 5:58:23 AM fansblowing3 Keeping the families safe

3/13/2020 5:59:06 AM truth_again #DigitalSoldiers #WRWY

3/13/2020 6:00:19 AM trolls4truth The Visual Ray.

3/13/2020 6:01:24 AM fansblowing3 I see what you did there

3/13/2020 6:01:43 AM keith369me It’s amazing that a truth movement could spring a group that wants to hoard and control truth.  I guess there are multiple steps here

3/13/2020 6:01:49 AM cate2139 Sofia Dragon Tribe overroad the Superbowl template and the 3D holographic matrix is now in total collapse and is being played out in these days. 

Thank you ground crew.

3/13/2020 6:01:52 AM moemc8 Why did POTUS not wear the customary shamrock boutineer this year?

3/13/2020 6:04:16 AM fansblowing3 We will find out a lot of big number Qanon accounts are nothing more than controlled opposition leading the sheep

3/13/2020 6:04:23 AM curt_avila Referencing Sg-1 tv show.

3/13/2020 6:06:12 AM fansblowing3 The tok’ra would be those cabal members who have flipped to the good side.

3/13/2020 6:06:45 AM sdane8 👏👏👏

3/13/2020 6:09:32 AM sdane8 No. https://twitter.com/SDane8/status/1237943976306651136?s=19 …

3/13/2020 6:09:50 AM brd369 Watch with Eyes to See. Patiently. Trust But Verify. Disinformation is necessary. Disinformation works both ways. Trust Your Instincts. You have more 

than you know.

3/13/2020 6:10:40 AM fansblowing3 Sessions and Pence are two.  Both tok’ra (against Ra).  This serves to show who is actually team Trump?

3/13/2020 6:11:43 AM boomerpotamus Andrendrochrome ☠

3/13/2020 6:11:48 AM dioristano #BestYetToCome

#TrustThePlan

#Q.🇺🇲🇷🇺🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🕰🎻🎵🌄😉🍀🌍

@DavidaCamorani

@StormIsUponUs

@BPPope

@TransformNow2Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tinktweets45  https://twitter.com/3days3nights/status/1238304620377767936 … pic.twitter.com/Ak8ROURuc6
3/13/2020 6:13:17 AM dark_2_light_17 @RealJamesWoods @StormIsUponUs @P0A_Triot23 @intheMatrixxx @Sun_Q_Tzu @AwakenedOutlaw @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KarluskaP @softguru2k 

@11charlie111 @MoreheadPatriot @Inevitable_ET @ABOwarrior @TrueQanuck11 @Qanon76 @EyesOnQ pic.twitter.com/MxAmVOGL4F

3/13/2020 6:15:45 AM oneperspective6 Many years ago people rose with the sun and went to bed with the dark.  Time was created and we have become money making slaves for the elite.  

Maybe this virus BS is a way for all of humanity to reset. Go back to days of community, sharing, caring.  That would be great.

3/13/2020 6:15:54 AM winklerburke My guess: The Tok'ra of the Cabal... are the reformed, repentant, now fervently working to right things, (formerly guilty, it’s complicated) ... Majestic 

12?   (4planet’s survival, they “dealed” w/Devils & it went South, biglie.) They had to act long B4 we B disclosure ready?  ;(

3/13/2020 6:17:38 AM zoexodus Unfreedom of the press Mark R Levin



3/13/2020 6:18:01 AM leannemillervb It's a white list. 

He follows all of us.  

Quick list of patriots to disseminate info?

3/13/2020 6:18:04 AM droidrees Do U have any answers or do you just ask questions? Thinking logically, of course.

Like this random thought ...

Rig for Red...

Submarines rig for red in the ocean and the sky was red and the light in it was red.

What purpose might this serve?

Is Pepe really green? Rig for green.

3/13/2020 6:18:26 AM droidrees Gen. Flynn is a Patriot. Really?

3/13/2020 6:19:07 AM antinomy781 It's all relative to the Observer. Wave/Particle duality and Observer effect bares this out in experiments and the physics point to this, the Observer 

creates the reality as they mutually arise. Tat Tvam Asi pic.twitter.com/30ooeqLU5n

3/13/2020 6:22:22 AM antinomy781 TRUTH stands on its own. It requires no apologists. We can only point others to what we see. They have to see it for themselves. This whole thing is all 

for naught if you simply change one system of blind belief for another. This is an Awakening not a changing of the channel.

3/13/2020 6:28:09 AM winklerburke So sorry are they, some wanted for full disclosure 2 be delayed ‘til after they died? The thinking: so out there... It’s like JFK wanted to do an Obiwan 

Kenobi, desiring a clean headshot (James Files,) not survivable holes in body... note how he clung hard to R. Door... (4wife?)

3/13/2020 6:28:43 AM austin234nine Sounds like angels and demons

3/13/2020 6:30:13 AM thepatriotfight @EyesOnQ @JfkJuni0r @LoveBling6 @realDonaldTrump @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @DeepStateExpose @JohnTitor33621

3/13/2020 6:31:00 AM tieronepatriot  pic.twitter.com/zDLCV19zRe

3/13/2020 6:34:36 AM tinkertricity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RedPill78 https://twitter.com/TinkerTricity/status/1238424934868758528 …

3/13/2020 6:34:52 AM winklerburke If all this be true... then a) we gotta wake up, b) w/barrels and barrels full of kindness, because c) countless generations of stunning heroes have died 2 

present this maturity, liberty and ascension opportunity to us now.   We had better do the right thing?  He who hesitates...

3/13/2020 6:36:18 AM leemagna That’s what I keep going back to. No matter what we need to have faith in the light and the higher power of all creation ❤️

3/13/2020 6:37:14 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/bhCVptl1v9

3/13/2020 6:40:56 AM 39anc6 time depends on the speed. which speed? for me, speed of consciousness. So, when? as soon as we are aware!!!

3/13/2020 6:41:36 AM leemagna Love Kryon ❤️

3/13/2020 6:42:15 AM brick_airhedred Grey Jedis. 😎

3/13/2020 6:42:40 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @RealSheilaZ @UncleSamsNation @USMC @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DevinNunes @RudyGiuliani

3/13/2020 6:43:46 AM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/SW5TTaFgO9

3/13/2020 6:45:51 AM wickedmouse369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mirror...

3/13/2020 6:46:13 AM goboilers1978 I’m lost too... wondering the same

3/13/2020 6:47:26 AM redstripe4life To safe guard our elderly. Over 70 are the hardest hit. Trump has taken steps to prevent this from happening.

3/13/2020 6:47:55 AM 39anc6 We as a source of light, project owr believes, and the reality is molded, making the matrix. we project owr hologram. so when? when we are ready! 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1232903966318571522 …

3/13/2020 6:48:07 AM jptjr324 30 Day Operation

3/10/20 Swamp Drain Plug Pulled

3/13/2020 6:52:32 AM victoriousspoon Talking about themselves 

MaJic12 = MJ https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106572317390503937?s=21 …

3/13/2020 6:53:34 AM victoriousspoon Another example of when they talked about it https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1149690507670540288?s=21 …

3/13/2020 6:54:34 AM dynamicres Who are some of the obvious ones that switched sides guys? Who was brought up in the cabal and now actively fighting them?

3/13/2020 6:54:58 AM pincebeber I re-red "La Carte et le territoire"

 a "Prix Goncourt winner" book

from our most sincere and pessimist french author,

Michel Houellebecq .

Whatever his allegiance was and  is  nowadays,

the writer often tried to disclose some of the secret aspects of the World.

3/13/2020 6:55:22 AM kimberlee4591 Looks like an infinity sign.

3/13/2020 6:55:29 AM turboxyde I was just telling my wife this morning that if @AustinSteinbart has indeed been ordered to wrap up "Q Ops" through self disclosure then, MJ12 is 

about to "step" in to initiate the next phase of "The Plan."

Popcorn at the ready & telepathy bean activated! pic.twitter.com/o7ZzZvF8cA

3/13/2020 6:55:37 AM johntitor33621 Please dont start trains

3/13/2020 6:55:45 AM ladypatriot20 Thank you.

3/13/2020 6:56:28 AM kachinagtto I’m not followed by any interesting accounts, including you. 😂🤣 That’s ok - I’m cool with that 😎

3/13/2020 6:57:43 AM pothanatania That just makes them seem a lot worse that’s exactly what they get up to. good pickup! maybe that’s why the Prison onesies are orange? & that movie 

messed me up tbh I had to walk away🤣🤗

3/13/2020 7:01:49 AM noeticus1 yes I read it too. you are right.

3/13/2020 7:02:28 AM whitespacer For the deep state, because they are going to need it! pic.twitter.com/qbkao1NLYn

3/13/2020 7:04:47 AM pothanatania Hey guys I retweeted a few days ago about Hilary in an orange jumpsuit or something like that. I thought it was funny & orange I was referring to the 

Prison Uniform colour. (wishful thinking)😉 But Ive have also seen orange everywhere this week! FreakyDeeks! TH was a bonus🤣

3/13/2020 7:06:04 AM keith369me I don’t Ingest media via entertainment, never have...Don’t plan on starting now. I’m sure someone else would find this extremely interesting, and I 

appreciate the link

3/13/2020 7:10:40 AM lamieret Digital soldiers!

3/13/2020 7:11:07 AM sterkinglights1 🤭🤣😂

3/13/2020 7:12:25 AM brianan06364517 I agree. I support Austin Steinbart.

3/13/2020 7:14:15 AM rterriers Support of @GenFlynn 💗

3/13/2020 7:15:44 AM steveo28933443 Got it! Thank you!

3/13/2020 7:15:46 AM dynamicres No worries! Us nerds will translate❣️

3/13/2020 7:18:05 AM the_tru_eapjr the man we knew as Epstein WAS the Intel agent. Epstein was his legend. in Intel circles legend means cover story. Epstein was not real. it was a cover. 

the agent was playing a part. like an actor.

3/13/2020 7:18:35 AM aitkenpatriot Great idea.   Relax

3/13/2020 7:20:02 AM mongrelglory I've always been a Sci Fi nerd.  Since following MJ-12, I've discovered that there is more fact in my fiction shows, and more fiction in my science and 

history text-books! 😏

3/13/2020 7:20:17 AM reyna4321 @tomformanprod aw some confirmation eh?!

3/13/2020 7:22:02 AM eman1292 You, AS, Flynn, Dunford, 45 & com, ZG from Hollywood op, JS, JE?, BJ of Britain, all I can think of atm.

3/13/2020 7:22:03 AM dynamicres HAH! 🤣 Truth❣️

3/13/2020 7:22:49 AM kachinagtto The path to TRUTH is a very lonely road. You constantly have to step out of the box, strip ideas bare and start anew



3/13/2020 7:24:55 AM 369_is Weird @PothanaTania . I was obsessing over an orange (piece of fruit) and pondering why it's called an orange. I mean, we don't call a banana a 

yellow. Hmmm.

3/13/2020 7:26:39 AM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/FAZPRMLVmg

3/13/2020 7:28:17 AM rterriers Always welcome 😁

3/13/2020 7:28:17 AM tanestpublishin Good idea! 😎

3/13/2020 7:30:35 AM thekanehb I didn’t get it and I do get amber alerts. Strange!

3/13/2020 7:32:12 AM winklerburke As a confirmation, at the very end of James Files’ interview as the grassy knoll shooter... he is absolutely overjoyed to ask the interviewer... about 

Majestic 12.   He knew? The bigger picture is galaxy big? The truth sets us all free?  ;) https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-

james-files-mp4/ …

3/13/2020 7:34:32 AM southern_lady75 He follows me. Im a no one. But in this fight...my voice matters more than i think, apparently.👍🏻👍🏻

3/13/2020 7:36:34 AM caseycochrane 30 day travel ban ends on 4/10/20 = D/J/T #MAGA #WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 7:38:05 AM winklerburke Normally (except for Obama)... the POTUS is a member of Majestic 12?  Remember a while ago when every time he (DJT) spoke he said “Majestic?”   

Majestic 12 are level(s?) above the Q SAP Military op?  And there is a galaxy level op above Majestic 12.... (Yup, MIB gone wild?) ;)

3/13/2020 7:39:27 AM casperkarrin Man made

3/13/2020 7:39:30 AM tucson_ron Fascinating take on the subject and it happens to resonate deeply with me. Of course as the story unfolds the truth will unfold with it and we'll see. 

When that happens I'll remember what you offered here and hold it up to the light. I expect an alignment. Have a good one.

3/13/2020 7:40:12 AM hrlymomma3 I think your wrong

3/13/2020 7:41:11 AM nm_zsr You?

3/13/2020 7:41:48 AM riversm18 223 is 322 reversed. So 23 also signifies a move against skull and bones.

3/13/2020 7:43:27 AM 369helen313 TRUST THE PLAN ! 

#Q

#WWG1WGA #QANON #QARMY #JUSTIC #Sufism_Awakening #GreatAwakening #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1234652414856265735?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1234652414856265735 … 

pic.twitter.com/YN0XntBdLc

3/13/2020 7:44:44 AM sterkinglights1 Affirmative.

3/13/2020 7:47:40 AM atlasguardian1 L.E.R.M- Light Encoded Reality Matrix. pic.twitter.com/xsHRkIdRtQ

3/13/2020 7:50:27 AM aleks8837 Some strong input/guiding here: https://youtu.be/057G64HLa_A 

3/13/2020 7:50:52 AM 14fowl Will the courts be shut down due to CV

Then we can use UCMJ 

322 = SCREWED

3/13/2020 7:52:36 AM winklerburke Hence: Stop March (literal sports-crazy) madness. Even baseball. Schools? Events? Concerts? Travel? Then have allies crash markets. Staring into (false) 

abyss... concentrates the mind powerfully? Multiple disclosures que’ed up? Like who shot MLK? Secure black vote & liberty? Go Q

3/13/2020 7:52:42 AM can_thereal What better way to get people reading the [D]eclass then to keep them at home for the next few weeks. Brilliant!

3/13/2020 7:55:38 AM winklerburke Poor Cabal?  How do they False Flag events & schools & planes & trains & whatnot... when whatnot is in suspended animation... while true disclosure 

starts its mighy warp drive engines into the future of liberty, or 1776 on Apollo rocket boosters?

3/13/2020 7:58:48 AM trollingmockin1 My friends kid choked on an orange on Tuesday. He’s fine but an orange?

3/13/2020 7:58:55 AM antinomy781  pic.twitter.com/9Dj0JG7XIZ

3/13/2020 8:00:34 AM pothanatania True!🤣 & I’ve always called them Liquid sunshine! But I am a bit extra like that🤣🤗

3/13/2020 8:00:56 AM xianpuwanderer No he was a Jaffa.  Human who was anatomically altered to be an incubator for baby goauld and also a soldier use to battle other goauld lords in 

battles over planets.

3/13/2020 8:01:10 AM megatronmighty I bet Scotch has the answer

3/13/2020 8:01:55 AM xianpuwanderer Could be, I was just trying to make a simple version of the concept so people could have a general idea of what was going on without needing to know 

all the Q background data.

3/13/2020 8:04:42 AM virginialouelle Wasn't there a documentary on the return of Geronimo's bones to his tribe a few years ago? Perhaps they gave em the wrong ones, or just straight up 

faked it.

3/13/2020 8:05:05 AM orsinipepe I would never assume that a follow equals an endorsement.

3/13/2020 8:06:58 AM tamarakay10 Interesting. When the Bible speaks of Jesus’ sacrifice for the sins of mankind it speaks in past, present and future all at the same time.

3/13/2020 8:08:18 AM tamarakay10  pic.twitter.com/erPMpp6qaV

3/13/2020 8:08:42 AM purple3hadow Enlighten us please 

❤️🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

3/13/2020 8:08:55 AM 369helen313 Told you MJ ... 

Q Sent Me ! 😌😎

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1232866862385520641?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1232866862385520641 … 

pic.twitter.com/Bl7UvVhMJ8

3/13/2020 8:13:07 AM hoodsavior Seriously I do..?!? #CoronavirusPandemicOverApril1

3/13/2020 8:13:15 AM justinclements7 Enlilites of Nibiru?

3/13/2020 8:14:59 AM awschitt It would be more accurate to state that "time, as we know it, is restricted to linear form".  The illusion is that we think time can only be linear, and not 

circular, spiral, time jumping, etc.  Restricted linear time is very beneficial to our existence in our world.

3/13/2020 8:15:37 AM bah_e_nessa 12 cranial nerves

3/13/2020 8:16:25 AM thepatriotfight Than I just wont add you to it. 10-4

3/13/2020 8:20:04 AM pothanatania I hope the little one is okay.

starting to think theres no coincidink about popularity of ‘orange’ this week. Maybe it’s the universe’s way of communicating that BIG arrests are 

imminent? I can feel something big is happening & when the birds fly low there’s usually somethin up😉

3/13/2020 8:21:04 AM susan66388204 Enemy of the Goau’ld

3/13/2020 8:24:26 AM state1union Stop 🛑 eating children and drinking their blood ️ Shut down the Fake Blood Banks 🏦

3/13/2020 8:26:56 AM ragevirusqq cant wait for the stay home part

3/13/2020 8:27:59 AM jacksonholly #Qanon pic.twitter.com/3xOx6Jgi03

3/13/2020 8:29:07 AM d_s_umbra_31415 No way that 322 would give them up while they are still around.

3/13/2020 8:30:35 AM snabelapa Haha n1👍

3/13/2020 8:32:48 AM terrancongito Are there really people with symbiotic worms inside them?

3/13/2020 8:37:03 AM threshold2020 Exactly! GS maybe?

3/13/2020 8:37:44 AM kirkwood_brian @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 q?  https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar/status/1238373522700894209 …

3/13/2020 8:37:46 AM eo_swan "If they remain quiet under such misconceptions it is a lethargy, the forerunner of death to the public liberty."

@GenFlynn

#DigitalTunnelRats

#Keyboardismy1911

#Qanon

#SunTzuThree18



3/13/2020 8:38:05 AM terrancongito A thought form construct reinforced by ancient tech placed on ley lines to form a feedback loop.  It’s the drummer on the row boat of slaves.

3/13/2020 8:38:55 AM duncanskinner6 Aura? What do the colors represent?

3/13/2020 8:40:04 AM fansblowing3 Flynn follows Austin Steinbart https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1238279017196736512?s=21 …

3/13/2020 8:40:58 AM themoskee Can someone explain to me how ET disclosure = God wins? I really don't understand the connection there

3/13/2020 8:49:27 AM asswitter2 THOSE WHO WERE CLOSE & PERSONAL WITH EVIL,..... WHO NOW C THE LIGHT OF JESUS CHRIST!....

3/13/2020 8:50:07 AM miss_ampie Maybe. Just maybe. pic.twitter.com/jlyLlWcBpP

3/13/2020 8:51:56 AM ncountry7172 Yes that star spangled banner still waves pic.twitter.com/8LmSNEKWLC

3/13/2020 8:52:36 AM vailble_k Also 13 tribes

3/13/2020 8:55:10 AM tamravee DISCIPLES 💜

3/13/2020 8:55:29 AM thelucmorin Yeah, but what a difference does that letter make? It turns something worthless into something useful.

3/13/2020 8:55:31 AM 1natiqnundergod I’ve researched for myself if JFK JR lives! I believe he is ALIVE! These big accounts have outright made disparaging remarks & have attacked our way of 

critical thinking vs supporting other anons to think for themselves & arrive at their own conclusions.

3/13/2020 8:59:09 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/3WLfJCLmYJ

3/13/2020 8:59:42 AM girlawakeinca What you say makes sense. 🙌💫

3/13/2020 9:02:51 AM cchef1980 Even in quantum cases where wave functions are collapsed due to an observer, there is causality which entails a “before” and and “after”. Collapsing a 

wave function happens because an observer did it, right?

3/13/2020 9:03:20 AM 1natiqnundergod This is actually no different than the deep state cabal programming teaching us how & what to think vs critically thinking for ourselves & then labeling 

us conspiracy theorists! Hypocritical! How did most of us arrive to Q in the beginning anyways!

3/13/2020 9:06:22 AM synackstatic Actors need a director after all

3/13/2020 9:08:18 AM tieronepatriot Bring it! pic.twitter.com/aWC9Ng29hG

3/13/2020 9:09:35 AM tieronepatriot 🎯 Like those of us in similar situations, you will be vindicated...

3/13/2020 9:10:34 AM tomotley4 April Fool's day...

3/13/2020 9:13:11 AM mobilememphian1 How does one know that he follows Austin without having to scroll through 1,000’s of his followers to find that?

3/13/2020 9:16:47 AM iamyou132 Time is a dynamic force dictated by local gravitational forces

3/13/2020 9:18:21 AM iamyou132 Sourcing information?

3/13/2020 9:20:27 AM digitalsoldie20 Holy shit its like the V tv show

3/13/2020 9:22:34 AM davidacamorani #QAnon2020

💝💚🇮🇹🇮🇹🇮🇹🇮🇹🇮🇹🇮🇹🇮🇹💚💝

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @KremlinRussia_E @GenFlynn @BorisJohnson @AndrzejDuda @ViktorOrban @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@TransformNow2Q @Tinktweets45 @BPPope @AshBroadley @matteosalvinimi @GiuseppeConteIT

@SarahBo18687778 @DiOristano pic.twitter.com/CjIrDdzh0O

3/13/2020 9:23:30 AM antifa_slayer Thanks

3/13/2020 9:26:26 AM 28concerned Agreed. I use to watch Star Gate all the time and what I'm hearing 2or3 people say is right out of the movie.

3/13/2020 9:29:01 AM ewilliams22101 Is he or a Q computer studying Group Think?  Wisdom of the masses?  Are we contributing to the military project in our own small way?

3/13/2020 9:31:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Comms + Context + QProof  https://youtu.be/zqi9m4N-qSI  via @YouTube

3/13/2020 9:31:31 AM ewilliams22101 Out on a limb here, given other recent tweets from this account:  the people followed by General Flynn?  We, the Digital Soldiers?

3/13/2020 9:32:04 AM pooky_steve that's not Q. he is full of shit. be careful who you follow

3/13/2020 9:32:39 AM ewilliams22101 People followed by General Flynn are the most lowly of messengers.  All we have is the power to message.

3/13/2020 9:32:54 AM clarkd958 This for real?

3/13/2020 9:32:55 AM peekaboo1966 @crzycnuk101

3/13/2020 9:33:18 AM one_autist Yeh

3/13/2020 9:33:36 AM captainrich8 Thank you Echo 7! 322 Foxtrot out! 😉

3/13/2020 9:33:52 AM brangusjimmy STOP SPREADING THIS LARP. You will be considered a LARP too if you keep spreading this jackass.

3/13/2020 9:33:59 AM peekaboo1966 yet MJ12 tweets him ?

3/13/2020 9:34:09 AM saucenuclear Sapienti is on Austin’s page. Hanks’ shoulder does not say Sapienti.

3/13/2020 9:36:05 AM grand3americano Qanon gatekeepers are a thing now. Think for yourself. No centralized authority.

3/13/2020 9:37:10 AM 17emeraldroses You are believing Austin Steinbart?

3/13/2020 9:37:29 AM disfellocated Is that the dude behind this account? 🙃

3/13/2020 9:37:36 AM daveezee LARP

3/13/2020 9:37:45 AM peekaboo1966 you calling MJ12 a larp ?

cause it was MJ12 that tweeted this

3/13/2020 9:37:55 AM jesse48676371 Gen Flynn does not like CERTAIN moslems

3/13/2020 9:38:11 AM nikoscali All I see are a string of HIPAA violations

3/13/2020 9:38:15 AM dioristano #WeTrustThePlanTogether

#Q.🕰🇺🇲🇷🇺🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🌄🎻🎵🍀🌍

#ForGodandForABetterWorld

@POTUS

@matteosalvinimi

@KremlinRussia

@BorisJohnson

@netanyahu

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#BestYetToCome  https://twitter.com/DavidaCamorani/status/1238500709781377025 … pic.twitter.com/WpOncvdUMw
3/13/2020 9:38:18 AM wahiggins3 Who is Q then?

3/13/2020 9:38:25 AM rick_hernandez Why do you say that?

3/13/2020 9:38:39 AM 17emeraldroses This guy is a LARP. A crazy one 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/0Sju4mnSYF

3/13/2020 9:38:41 AM patriotswegoall A$ not really connected to Q

3/13/2020 9:38:58 AM clari42518177 Trump

3/13/2020 9:39:12 AM ascendedwater Who's this clown ???

3/13/2020 9:39:23 AM higherdensitees Was just going to mention that!!!

3/13/2020 9:39:30 AM nikoscali Guessing he was radioactive in the IT industry well before he posted any of this...

3/13/2020 9:40:00 AM earth2nissy Baby Q.  🙂

3/13/2020 9:41:23 AM 17emeraldroses Dude is deep state pic.twitter.com/AfyZKY6cCS

3/13/2020 9:42:07 AM jesse48676371 hang in there....ive been trying to redpill my lifelong friend for 6 months..yesterday he finally said..man, this is weird - wtf is going on....😎

3/13/2020 9:42:14 AM kathleenmckeon6 The Young Man getting a huge reaction throughout the Q community, he is interesting in my opinion.  Some are saying he claims to be Q, what I heard 

him say, he was Qbaby and part of the Q.  My impression and take.

3/13/2020 9:42:16 AM pooky_steve we don't know but q said no outside comms. plus q hasn't made a post about it

3/13/2020 9:42:29 AM brangusjimmy If @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is going to keep pushing this guy claiming that he is Q then yeah that probably the most LARP-y thing you can do.



3/13/2020 9:42:30 AM bobtoptier How to cope with the (over) glorification of Q when things become real for some of us and not for others? 

Think and decide for yourselves

It will all become clear

3/13/2020 9:43:21 AM pooky_steve i could tweet him too, but that doesn't make it true. until there is a q drop I'm not buying it

3/13/2020 9:43:55 AM 17emeraldroses I’m very disappointed if you’re pushing a LARP that’s deep state. pic.twitter.com/j7KOUiBMcy

3/13/2020 9:44:56 AM peekaboo1966 my point is.. that it's MJ12 though... MJ12 is either validating this guys claims, or is trying to get ppl to see something

3/13/2020 9:45:02 AM blankmarlo Ugh, this is disappointing MJ

3/13/2020 9:45:28 AM brangusjimmy Any other @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 followers confused at the moment? Is MJ12 a total LARP? Pushing Austin’s ridiculous videos claiming to be Q and now 

public ally showing medical records in a recent video...  https://twitter.com/17EmeraldRoses/status/1238504386143203329 …

3/13/2020 9:45:50 AM wahiggins3 What ever role Austin is playing, the information he is providing is in some way important to the Great Awakening.  A good movie has good actors.

3/13/2020 9:45:56 AM brangusjimmy HAHA if this is really who people think Q is then WOW.

3/13/2020 9:46:10 AM giediknight  https://twitter.com/GiediKnight/status/1238504330053005320?s=20 …

3/13/2020 9:46:20 AM scott_frenger So what is it then?

3/13/2020 9:46:56 AM rick_hernandez What makes you say he’s a larp?

3/13/2020 9:47:25 AM 369helen313 “You are systematically being protected using a rational fear tactic.

TRUST THE PLAN!

Stay home.” MJ12

... 

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1238478818135945216?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1238478818135945216 …

3/13/2020 9:47:52 AM fdffaanhwhipu08 space too

3/13/2020 9:48:03 AM 39anc6 very interesting video!

3/13/2020 9:48:24 AM peekaboo1966 I think some ppl NEED to check their attitudes.  You aren't behaving in a way that is conducive to this or any other movement.  MJ12 apparently wants 

ya all to THINK... NOT REACT !!!

3/13/2020 9:49:13 AM rick_hernandez This guy said on 3-6 that the queen of Denmark had 30 days to accept the offer to buy Greenland. Why not wait and see what happens on 4-5 to 4-6? 

What’s the harm in keeping an open mind. I don’t think taking the money incentives is a bad thing either.

3/13/2020 9:49:15 AM brangusjimmy Why doesn’t A$ post on the board as Q and tell the world there and really prove it? Why does Q say “we” when talking in third person in multiple 

posts? “No outside comms” “just wait until you find out who has been talking to you here” and the big surprise is Austin? HA ya right.

3/13/2020 9:49:25 AM peekaboo1966 attitudes come out in negative behaviour

3/13/2020 9:49:52 AM brangusjimmy I’m sorry, Nancy, but what makes you so trusting of this guy so quickly?

3/13/2020 9:51:02 AM rick_hernandez Emojis say devil and spook

3/13/2020 9:51:18 AM truthfighter80 😳 what the h?

3/13/2020 9:51:41 AM rick_hernandez I think it’s wise to keep an open mind and see what evidence there is before we attack him for being a larp

3/13/2020 9:51:58 AM brangusjimmy Don’t give him the benefit of the doubt he is openly claiming it was him posting as Q on the boards.

3/13/2020 9:52:04 AM peekaboo1966 I don't  know really.. It's a gut instinct thing.. I could be wrong... but.. I do believe he is what he says he is

3/13/2020 9:52:54 AM joshuajamesdavi This whole stargaze sg 1 crap is crap. #John14Six

3/13/2020 9:54:34 AM williebhere Scouting for future patriotic prospects??

3/13/2020 9:54:39 AM blankmarlo That's what I'm wondering now

3/13/2020 9:55:36 AM 17emeraldroses What happened with medical records? I didn’t watch.

3/13/2020 9:55:57 AM brangusjimmy My gut instinct feels rotten when I look at this guy and listen to him talk. Let’s remember that Q is a military intelligence dissemination program made 

to create a grassroots movement. Q even references itself as “we” multiple times. It’s a group coordinated effort not one dude

3/13/2020 9:56:11 AM ontothetruth1 This is the most ridiculously fake thing I have ever seen. This is embarrassing, and no, message over messenger doesn't bridge the gap on this.

3/13/2020 9:56:59 AM brangusjimmy He videos himself in front of a computer claiming to have all of these famous peoples medical records. Then he pulls up an NFL players records and 

scrolls through them.

3/13/2020 9:57:03 AM 17emeraldroses Right?? Q team is humble. They aren’t crazy, dramatic, arrogant dick heads posting on Twitter 🙄😂

3/13/2020 9:57:20 AM ak_dwelling Because a gatekeeper told them to dislike.  Not here to argue, but until you know a fact I'd suggest not claiming knowledge that just isn't there. 

WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 9:57:25 AM rick_hernandez I can go with gut instincts, but he gave a timetable for proofs dropping. So why dismiss without any real evidence other than cognitive dissonance?

3/13/2020 9:57:26 AM dynamicres Take in ALL data, and use logic to determine for yourself. Don't just repeat what others (big accounts) have been spouting. pic.twitter.com/uhWACIi3q7

3/13/2020 9:58:21 AM rick_hernandez If he did that, people would say Q was hacked.

3/13/2020 9:58:34 AM 39anc6 life is never that easy... "just post on the board" "just arrest them all" "just get all cabal out"... 

there is not outside comms if he is Q himself. Q is from the future, from HIS future. Never seen "back to the future"?

3/13/2020 9:58:48 AM brangusjimmy Real evidence? If this guy is Q he can prove it with the push of a button. Why would we blindly accept someone putting a face behind the movement 

without definitive proof?

3/13/2020 9:59:15 AM nikoscali His videos spend more time defending previous videos than dropping any new information. I've pointed out the things I saw wrong right off the bat 

with his story. I've NEVER felt that way about Q. If we think he's a LARP thats our opinion, everyone has to make up their own mind.

3/13/2020 9:59:52 AM joshuajamesdavi #Go #Spell

3/13/2020 9:59:57 AM brangusjimmy If that’s the strongest argument you have for why he shouldn’t prove himself as Q then my work here is done.

3/13/2020 10:00:24 AM 17emeraldroses You must have bumped your head. He is NOT part of Q.

3/13/2020 10:00:56 AM rick_hernandez I agree. I’m saying he gave a 30 day timetable. We will all know by 4/6 one way or another.

3/13/2020 10:01:01 AM peekaboo1966 Q is not just 1 person .. it is a group of individual. 9 in total. 7 Military (Including 2 aliens) and 2 civilians (1 is Trump).. so no 1 person runs Q

3/13/2020 10:01:10 AM rick_hernandez No need to argue about it.

3/13/2020 10:03:08 AM 17emeraldroses Wow. Like Q would EVER do that. Lol

3/13/2020 10:03:15 AM brangusjimmy Good actors don’t lie and claim to be Q. He isn’t claiming to be an anon in the movement, he is claiming to be the one who posted and coordinated 

with MI since 2017.

3/13/2020 10:03:24 AM rick_hernandez We will know on 4/6 whether or not he has evidence. I care more about bringing down the cabal then I do about pee conceived notions about how Q 

was to be revealed. Disinformation is necessary is also something Q said.

3/13/2020 10:03:51 AM peekaboo1966 Q is not just 1 person .. it is a group of individual. 9 in total. 7 Military (Including 2 aliens) and 2 civilians (1 is Trump).. so no 1 person runs Q

3/13/2020 10:04:37 AM brangusjimmy What if part of the Cabal is this MJ12 twitter account? Would that not be worrisome? It certainly makes me concerned as I have researched and 

followed this account a long while even after @prayingmedic told me he didn’t believe it was the real one.

3/13/2020 10:04:45 AM peekaboo1966 ppl need to stop reacting and start thinking

3/13/2020 10:05:27 AM rebel_yell_tex He says Q is himself in the "future" using Quantum Computers to post the Q posts to us in our present time and that the DIA / MI recruited him, in this 

time, to help them collect information through IT means. I am still not too sure what to think about it, open mind.

3/13/2020 10:05:41 AM brangusjimmy I could say the same to you. Stop reacting and thinking this guy is Q based off of your gut instinct and start thinking.



3/13/2020 10:06:03 AM rick_hernandez I’m not making arguments one way or another other than to keep an open mind. That’s the Q movement. Don’t trust the masters. We will know on 4/6 

what the truth is. Peace, love and light to you patriot.

3/13/2020 10:06:12 AM magomystic  pic.twitter.com/M5owak3wPA

3/13/2020 10:06:29 AM antinomy781 It's an antinomy. But I suspect it's largely due to our limited perspective. We also expect to find cause-effect relationships, therefore we find them. It's 

a pickle for sure. 

What we can hopefully agree is that kindness, integrity, humility and gratitude are noble. WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 10:06:43 AM nikoscali Both my gut and my brain have issues with him

3/13/2020 10:07:13 AM brangusjimmy You as well, Love and Light.

3/13/2020 10:07:14 AM 17emeraldroses I’ve followed Q since the beginning. There is NOTHING Q about this guy. During a critical time like this, it’s ridiculous that we are even having to have 

this conversation. He’s paid to be here. It’s sad to see people sucked into bull shit. pic.twitter.com/qMpmHbSB7i

3/13/2020 10:07:48 AM rick_hernandez I’m keeping an open mind.  I’m not trusting anyone but what I see for myself. I don’t dismiss any source without proof. I don’t have proof yet to dismiss 

this one. But he has given a timetable of 4/6. So we wait

3/13/2020 10:08:00 AM wenjaminbalton And his LARP is being propped up by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. It’s LARPs all the way down. 😂🤣

3/13/2020 10:08:55 AM 17emeraldroses You’re right. Just watch your fellow Patriots be duped. No biggie right? Whatevs 🙄

3/13/2020 10:09:09 AM revrevolution11 He follows me ❤️🙏🏽 Biggest honor #FlynnFighters

3/13/2020 10:09:10 AM dioristano #TrustThePlan

#BestYetToCome

#ForGodandForABetterWorld

#nothingcanstopwhatiscoming

#Q.🇺🇲🇷🇺🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🕰🎻🎵😉🌍🍀🌄

@POTUS

@KremlinRussia

@BorisJohnson

@netanyahu

@GiuseppeConteIT

@matteosalvinimi

@DavidaCamorani

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tinktweets45 pic.twitter.com/5qPze7kC3H
3/13/2020 10:09:22 AM grape_ap63 Thank you!!

3/13/2020 10:09:42 AM rick_hernandez Yes. And we will know that on 4/6 if that’s the case. I’m keeping an open mind to all possibilities. No fear!

3/13/2020 10:10:43 AM rick_hernandez Peace love and light to you patriot

3/13/2020 10:10:47 AM revrevolution11 I didn’t even have many follower when @GenFlynn started following me. What an honor. #FlynnFighters

3/13/2020 10:11:30 AM 17emeraldroses Well then you must be knew to Q. If so, I would like you to know that almost the whole Q community does not believe this guy. He contradicts 

everything we’ve learned for over 2 years. Good luck to you.

3/13/2020 10:11:42 AM wenjaminbalton And @Rick_Hernandez is running around shilling for them like a clown. Glows in the dark. 🤡

3/13/2020 10:11:48 AM 17emeraldroses You too

3/13/2020 10:13:01 AM captain01470560 This guy makes my skin crawl

3/13/2020 10:13:17 AM rick_hernandez Sending you love @WenjaminBalton ❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2020 10:14:03 AM wenjaminbalton Glow on.  🤡

3/13/2020 10:14:15 AM moemc8 Not a clue as to what to think on this guy, but am open to his info.  Message over Messenger I guess.

3/13/2020 10:14:47 AM skeye_watching All that double clicking.  I would think with all that money & so much covert spying, you'd go with a superior system. Macs are widely used for such.

3/13/2020 10:14:55 AM humanprimer Well to be clear, his eyes telegraph him reading a script.  Actors do that. Who wrote the script?

3/13/2020 10:15:12 AM rick_hernandez I’m not new to this. Been here since day one. I’m just staying open to all possibilities. I’m concerned only with truth, love and light. Sending you love 

@17EmeraldRoses

3/13/2020 10:15:27 AM rick_hernandez ❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2020 10:15:37 AM covertress I so don't like this guy.

j/s

3/13/2020 10:16:38 AM cityranch Dumb

3/13/2020 10:16:50 AM captain01470560 It’s a catalyst for the movement. 

Like silent encouragement that provides a feeling of ownership or being included in something way bigger than our everyday lives.

3/13/2020 10:16:51 AM wenjaminbalton  pic.twitter.com/sfXUiEP3xJ

3/13/2020 10:17:02 AM brangusjimmy Let me get this straight: some cringelord named @AustinSteinbart is claiming to be Q RIGHT as the storm is hitting, prior to the media asking Pres. 

Trump who Q is, and using medical records as proof of him being Q? And @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is pushing his content? HMMM

3/13/2020 10:17:16 AM jayroll43256805 That was the computer in the medical imaging office.

3/13/2020 10:17:35 AM eo_swan United we stand...!

"Forward, the Light Brigade!

Was there a man dismayed?

Not though the soldier knew

   Someone had blundered.

   Theirs not to make reply,

   Theirs not to reason why,

   Theirs but to do and die.

   Into the valley of Death

   Rode the six hundred."

#WWG1WGA
3/13/2020 10:18:29 AM wildkrazyblonde Seems like someone recently edited Wikipedia on the Dr pic.twitter.com/b1RBKDfvju

3/13/2020 10:18:37 AM blankmarlo Agreed

3/13/2020 10:18:59 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/oujouSHPJN

3/13/2020 10:19:35 AM dmacleod59 Me too!

3/13/2020 10:20:05 AM brk_the_matrix I guess majestic is doubling down on  supporting this guy. My intuition says noooooo.

3/13/2020 10:20:40 AM justinseign Thanks BAILEY, I had no idea...  is this something that happens automatically or do you have to consciously utilize your brain to make it happen.  are 

synapses firing behind your eyes enough or does it require the brain cells in the heart to fire as well?

3/13/2020 10:22:45 AM brangusjimmy THANK YOU. Ridiculous!



3/13/2020 10:22:50 AM 369helen313 “STOP MOVEMENT”  👀

Level 3 

COVID-19

From MARCH 13 

For 60 Days... 

 https://twitter.com/usairforce/status/1238512165717512192?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/Ubng8kaK81

3/13/2020 10:23:59 AM aleks8837 I just tipped the FBI about Austin hacking patient records. We'll see if anything happens 😂 Can encourage others to do the same. Especially if you are 

a non-believer. Why don't you sue him or at least tip law enforcement? What he's doing IS illegal, so it should be easy enough t

3/13/2020 10:24:27 AM aleks8837 o lock him up. 🙂 😉

3/13/2020 10:25:02 AM marzipaningles1 The stuff Austin is saying is legit (leave Q out of it for now). My husband is former USMC and he was stunned at what this young man is saying; much of 

it only someone in the mil would know about. DIA hires military; they hate CIA. It is worth a listen to his videos.

3/13/2020 10:25:22 AM dmacleod59 What????

3/13/2020 10:25:44 AM dedesill Majestic 12 will you please explain why the ancient people made these giant signs in the ground around the world?  Please also explain if there was 

technology like ours before the flood?  Lastly if the moon is a ship, what are we on then?  Is the sun electrical and not atomic?

3/13/2020 10:26:10 AM lightlove21121 Oh we glowing baby 😍

3/13/2020 10:27:58 AM georgeedwardca4 Space Force Trumps All

2020

3/13/2020 10:28:42 AM cosmic_engineer I haven't bothered to watch. Likely won't.

Already know my path. What to avoid and whom to aid

3/13/2020 10:29:12 AM skeye_watching IF you are going to hack medical records, you don't have to go to a medical imaging office to do so.  But if you have friends that work there, that will let 

you click around & open various files of random patients....then you don't need anything special at all.

3/13/2020 10:29:14 AM dedesill Also Earth flat or round?  I thought it was proven we are in some sort of circumference?  Part of disclosure?  Is there a firewall beyond Pluto?  Why is 

there giant ice mtn.’s on one of the rings of Saturn?  Please give results, thank you for your message.

3/13/2020 10:29:46 AM terrancongito If it’s not free speech to scream “fire!” In a movie theatre... is it free speech when media causes panic in markets and the public? Where is the 

accountability of the media/telco CEOs? @realDonaldTrump @ScottAdamsSays @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2020 10:31:00 AM deplorabldamsel Message over messenger?

3/13/2020 10:31:02 AM wenjaminbalton Careful who you follow. pic.twitter.com/rAFqL9G5Nu

3/13/2020 10:31:32 AM covertress I watch and follow, but I'm not impressed, so far.

3/13/2020 10:33:07 AM n2zyk Book of Enoch

3/13/2020 10:33:51 AM lightlove21121 Very very very careful indeed ♥️

3/13/2020 10:35:24 AM sc_racer9 Yep...I still want to punch this guy in the face

I will continue to repeat...

NO OUTSIDE COMMS ~ Q

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE
3/13/2020 10:35:38 AM dedesill The flat space model must be false? Are we really being pulled through the universe by the sun is a comet?  Why do constellations never change?  

Please release the kraken on these questions ][.  Where did the map come from of Antarctica in 1513?  Arial map?

3/13/2020 10:36:32 AM miss_ampie 5:5 pic.twitter.com/6soSyZvsNE

3/13/2020 10:36:39 AM cstarr888 The one thing that keeps resonating to me is about uniting the people across party lines to get the JFK files released.

I think we can agree there should be no reason for continued redaction of that info.

🤔🙏💖

3/13/2020 10:36:51 AM joshuajamesdavi  https://youtu.be/oAudkj4U-H4 

3/13/2020 10:37:32 AM askbeforgiven Finally joined twitter to follow this Q stuff -)

3/13/2020 10:37:43 AM elevenelevennow I won’t lie, I kinda like him.

3/13/2020 10:40:28 AM manifest_utopia One thing I've learned following the Q Op for 2+ years, is that Perceptions always shift as new info comes in to provide a fully picture. First impressions 

may be accurate or not. Reactions to @AustinSteinbart reveal humans like to jump quickly from a thought to pro/con belief.

3/13/2020 10:42:40 AM skeye_watching Just because a person can hack into military intelligence & read files, & knows a bit of deep state history, which a number of ppl already know, doesn't 

mean they are doing so for the good of humanity.  He talks like a person that has a personal vendetta with the gov.

3/13/2020 10:42:55 AM covfefe_willi YESSSSSS!

3/13/2020 10:44:41 AM 17emeraldroses Ok you too ❤️🇺🇸

3/13/2020 10:47:00 AM askbeforgiven He follows Austin and Flynn sister does a well.

3/13/2020 10:48:46 AM raisethevib369 He's such a cocky sarcastic d*ck. I could really listen to him all day 😂 Time will tell. He's definitely entertaining.

3/13/2020 10:49:50 AM wickedmouse369 Message over messenger.

3/13/2020 10:50:35 AM keiserrott MJ? pic.twitter.com/gRKJrTmP4L

3/13/2020 10:50:36 AM raisethevib369 He's publicly saying all this stuff. Why haven't they snatched him up?

3/13/2020 10:50:57 AM pjunkyflight 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 10:53:15 AM kramer_ms @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FollowThe17 @PunishDem1776 @P0A_Triot23 @CEQueen @willowmycat @realQNN @HawtinGibb @EyesOnQ @QNNTexas 

https://twitter.com/kramer_ms/status/1238522737490001921 …

3/13/2020 10:53:28 AM pjunkyflight Nice find!

3/13/2020 10:54:08 AM zoilaliz1 LARP vs LARP

Thanks for the confirmation.

Goodbye.

3/13/2020 10:55:11 AM panicindc_ New financial year?

3/13/2020 10:55:30 AM doyouevenqtho Their beliefs are like a jenga tower. When you push and pull things out you threaten the whole tower, aka belief system and identity.

3/13/2020 10:56:47 AM zoilaliz1 There’s no such think.

3/13/2020 10:59:18 AM zoilaliz1 Give it time. He’ll be gone soon enough. In the meantime, we think for ourselves.

3/13/2020 11:00:10 AM robertrkimball time is useful in 3d, meaningless in multidimensionality where all past/present/future energy potentials coexist as a NOW. free choice of all humans 

together drives 3d events and timeline.

3/13/2020 11:00:26 AM whoknew37728651 Nothing small to see here. If you do not know by now, these people are sick. Watch "UNRAVELING: Hanx Pranks . . ." on YouTube  

https://youtu.be/ZTm_d-xCjPA 

3/13/2020 11:00:41 AM whoknew37728651 Nothing small to see here. If you do not know by now, these people are sick. Watch "UNRAVELING: Hanx Pranks . . ." on YouTube  

https://youtu.be/ZTm_d-xCjPA 



3/13/2020 11:00:54 AM whoknew37728651 Nothing small to see here. If you do not know by now, these people are sick. Watch "UNRAVELING: Hanx Pranks . . ." on YouTube  

https://youtu.be/ZTm_d-xCjPA 

3/13/2020 11:01:11 AM west_tex_mex Let’s wait remember Q started with apprehension. Austin is giving Queen Margrethe II of Denmark 30 days to make the right decision regarding 

Greenland or else! Let’s see what happens. Imho I think he’s legit.

3/13/2020 11:01:14 AM cosmic_engineer That is to trigger something though, a violent revolt / revenge.

We need to go forward together. Heal together. Lead by example.

Love thine enemy.

Better yet, don't see anyone as your enemy.

3/13/2020 11:01:19 AM whoknew37728651 Nothing small to see here. If you do not know by now, these people are sick. Watch "UNRAVELING: Hanx Pranks . . ." on YouTube 

https://youtu.be/ZTm_d-xCjPA 

3/13/2020 11:03:49 AM manifest_utopia Agreed. Plus one can consider information without jumping to an emotional commitment (belief=idea+emotion commitment to the idea) as to the 

meaning/value/truth of the information.

3/13/2020 11:04:30 AM winki00000001 General Flynn follow @AustinSteinbart.

Think about this.

3/13/2020 11:05:05 AM pooky_steve oh I'm keeping an open mind on all of this, but my guard is up.

3/13/2020 11:06:51 AM rick_hernandez That’s good. And smart. Trust no one buy what you can verify.

3/13/2020 11:07:14 AM bbobbio71 Message over messenger

3/13/2020 11:07:48 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2020 11:08:11 AM wickedmouse369 Say no to the EGO...

3/13/2020 11:08:13 AM 1vargascookie11  pic.twitter.com/rA4j7qJhhz

3/13/2020 11:08:19 AM kidge6 Oh wow. Epstein was larping? So, the testimony against him having sex with underage girls is false? And Virginia Armstrong is larping and has been for 

20 yrs?  That’s a tough one to swallow. Let me chew on it a while.

3/13/2020 11:09:44 AM wwg1wga_every1 I discovered him following me shortly after I was Q’d back in December! I consider both a very high honor!!! #GreatAwakening #QAnon #WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 11:10:46 AM truthseeker805 I have no idea if he follows me.  I rather prefer being invisible.

3/13/2020 11:14:13 AM patriotswegoall Our people in uniform https://twitter.com/PJ99576394/status/1238526994624557057 …

3/13/2020 11:14:51 AM thawizza IRAN strike on the 13th?...(m for 13)

3/13/2020 11:16:41 AM ceilingman16 Is it tomorrow you can't say bomb on a plane or fire in a crowded area why they allowed to cause a panic

3/13/2020 11:17:43 AM limitedview  https://twitter.com/jarue369/status/1238529122831302666?s=20 …

3/13/2020 11:18:42 AM eman1292 "Disinformation is necessary" also. Stated across multiple platforms. His latest video also mentioned $ from people profiting off Q. He brought up a 

good point about genuinity of profiting off the information. If one is so genuine, why profit?

3/13/2020 11:19:51 AM manifest_utopia 😂😂😂 Yep!

3/13/2020 11:21:55 AM losgringosloco2 Have u ever thought of just giving info that u have instead of making a cryptic Q like tweet? Think logically.

3/13/2020 11:22:01 AM justinferry10 Sssssshhhhhh...Dude?

3/13/2020 11:24:55 AM rizzo1megan Maybe that’s why America bought out all the toilet paper 🚽 🤣

3/13/2020 11:25:10 AM jcrowyo Reason for it. Do your own research and/or think for yourself...

Not meant to admonish but to inspire.

3/13/2020 11:27:40 AM lightlove21121 😍

3/13/2020 11:29:23 AM thegistofitis  pic.twitter.com/xbdyt936V2

3/13/2020 11:34:01 AM gatekeaper1 Still part of the elite bloodlines. Still capable of atrocities but choose not to.... Hopefully

3/13/2020 11:35:43 AM jayroll43256805 Correct. But accessing from the source itself allows you to identify exactly who’s records you can later hack in to. Think of it like fishing before you ever 

even put the boat in the water. #opsec

3/13/2020 11:39:46 AM robsealejr1 And add the time changes twice a year to screw with us even more.

3/13/2020 11:41:32 AM 4cecerider Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2020 11:42:31 AM pooky_steve exactly, question everything.

3/13/2020 11:42:48 AM ptamait This is one of my favorite twitter accounts. I really do pray everything is happening for the better of all life. As for freemasonry jargon, the enemy I 

believe uses it, so you believe it is the feemasons calling the shots, but I really believe it is interdemontional.

3/13/2020 11:43:15 AM zagnett Yeah, enjoying the show here! i've been dangling on the edge of my seat lately. 🍿🚽🧻

3/13/2020 11:44:04 AM djtthinktank4 Forget the past 10.000 years and #worldwarmakers #911makers #riggedCIA #hitlermakers #Fukushimamakers #jfkkillers #communisminstallers of the 

#evilpharaoempire in 100 years all gone.

3/13/2020 11:44:59 AM timbrequentin Yea, no. I dont know which one of you from MJ12 posted this but you are way off the marker on this... you even added an @Youtube ? This is a bad 

tweet, you guys should get it together.

3/13/2020 11:45:25 AM veera81151963 while the mental, social and and environmental fabric is teared asunder

3/13/2020 11:45:50 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/54ViYojNLW

3/13/2020 11:46:06 AM rick_hernandez Lol

3/13/2020 11:49:40 AM fallorsesh Hope you're telling the truth, as if he is not legit he should be taken out... But despite imo that HIPPA disclosure being a corny move, his overall power 

level in my opinion is rising

3/13/2020 11:50:00 AM losgringosloco2 More cocky annoying wannabe than inspiring.

3/13/2020 11:50:24 AM zagnett ..from my cold, dead hands.

Though conditions may vary. 🤔🤨🤫

3/13/2020 11:50:57 AM rick_hernandez I bet bidet sales are through the roof

3/13/2020 11:53:02 AM thebarwatch ...he would be right about that

3/13/2020 11:55:18 AM veera81151963 Paradox for the intellect - but mind can be trained to perceive 

Our IS-BE (Higher Self) operates outside of time 

Time (mind) = space (wormholes) = movement (speed of light)

If you meditate on a clock face long enough - you can enter a "timeless" zone based on one author :)

3/13/2020 11:56:40 AM 361ismael Ya I don’t think you’ll get money for feelings hurt lol

3/13/2020 11:57:21 AM 361ismael Majestic 12

3/13/2020 11:57:38 AM mfollowsq  https://twitter.com/MFollowsQ/status/1238539336309751809?s=19 …

3/13/2020 11:57:43 AM twinner53034734 if time is an illusion I'm going back to 1950 ! When life seems clean, wonderful, happier!

3/13/2020 11:58:20 AM lorrain88315939 General Flynn follows me because my son met him at a golf outing and asked him to follow me. Two of the greatest guys in the world, by the way❤️

3/13/2020 11:58:53 AM raenyasalisbury disinformation is necessary ,, I am open

3/13/2020 11:59:45 AM fallorsesh I do, whether he's real or not, still like him. And no one has clearly poked a hole into any of his info. Don't think it's too far fetched to believe posts are 

from in future via quantum comput. In fact, it's one of the more logical explanations.

3/13/2020 12:00:12 PM zagnett Yes they are gushing forth.



3/13/2020 12:04:36 PM georgeedwardca4 #WWG1WGA

1st Amendment @jack

#ConservativeCensorship

@USNationalGuard + @USMC + United States Space Force

Q to save the World

the plan to save the World

@realDonaldTrump

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

God Bless Flyn

may God help US All pic.twitter.com/rZxXRDh4Ot
3/13/2020 12:04:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger means that when MJ12 tweets, retweets, or likes something it isn't being endorsed by MJ12.

THINK FOR YOURSELVES.

Listen, consider, think, problem solve.

Rinse and repeat.

The truth will get out.

It is a GREAT AWAKENING.

Many try to subvert.

Many will fail.
3/13/2020 12:06:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track specific signals about to be dropped in the News Conference.

Some intended for ongoing ops.

Some intended for Anons.

Enjoy the show!

3/13/2020 12:06:59 PM aleks8837 Yes of course I am.  https://www.fbi.gov/tips  I'm not even in your country btw. See hacking? Report it.

Exactly.. if he ISN'T legit, he SHOULD be taken out. Agreed.

I just called and reported what I saw in this video and gave them the link.

3/13/2020 12:07:03 PM lonewolfbuilder Listen

Consider

Think

Problem Solve

...

Rinse, Repeat.

...

The only thing to fear,

is fear itself. pic.twitter.com/3bXthGVz9T
3/13/2020 12:07:12 PM neapatriot 🍿

3/13/2020 12:07:15 PM mrratbrain But we go to you so we don’t have to research every nook and cranny.

3/13/2020 12:07:27 PM lisa917444 5:5

3/13/2020 12:07:28 PM lib7473 👍😇:🧝♀️

3/13/2020 12:07:30 PM wahiggins3 5:5

3/13/2020 12:07:46 PM ghost_of_andrew Specifics about what he can do.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stafford_Disaster_Relief_and_Emergency_Assistance_Act …

3/13/2020 12:07:55 PM pooky_steve when he speaks, there is always info if you listen carefully. love it

3/13/2020 12:07:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you learn how ALICE works you learn that following other accounts can actually lead to your own censorship.

Guilt by association.

3/13/2020 12:08:18 PM junglerednm Larp Big Time!

3/13/2020 12:08:23 PM zijafanatik105 Wonder if he’s waiting until 3:13 pm

3/13/2020 12:08:30 PM pooky_steve very well said

3/13/2020 12:08:43 PM andrearomans828 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/Sf7GZbL1TF

3/13/2020 12:08:52 PM trumpfore On it

3/13/2020 12:08:57 PM aspennmax64_l Cuomo sounded like he was talking to [THEM] 🤔

3/13/2020 12:08:58 PM constant_lee5 Think he’s gunna start at 3:11?

3/13/2020 12:08:58 PM schiller_spmode 5:5

3/13/2020 12:09:03 PM letsdot94709949 mARtial LaW?  world=oRDer====>out of chaos?  we know-the show is evil.  Jesus is coming.

3/13/2020 12:09:03 PM illmortaldeity Hmm 🤔

3/13/2020 12:09:05 PM mariafaraci1 Thank you, I'm ready ❤️

3/13/2020 12:09:13 PM reesejohn_ @cjtruth

3/13/2020 12:09:27 PM blsdbe Well then, #ThanQ @GenFlynn for helping to expose the Censorship!!! pic.twitter.com/cxvFZ2l2tg

3/13/2020 12:09:32 PM kevinmruel Exactly think Logically Not Emotionally

3/13/2020 12:09:40 PM pmedic_2 Enjoying the show, please send more 🍿and 🧻🧻.

3/13/2020 12:09:58 PM steveroye I can tell this was written S L O W L Y so certain folks may get the message. 🤪🧐🤪

Don't you ever wish you could just reach though the screen while saying "Hey! Wake up!" I do.

3/13/2020 12:10:00 PM boy12_jimmy Common Sense. Quit following the masses. Understand to look here and review. Just like with Austin, there is msinformation to deceive, those who are 

not one of us, Patriots. pic.twitter.com/d1YHLaLJH5

3/13/2020 12:10:11 PM deplorable369 I’m at Les Schwab waiting for my car and they stopped serving popcorn because of coronavirus. 🥺

3/13/2020 12:10:20 PM kachinagtto So following accounts to keep tabs on them not a good idea obviously. That would explain things... I keep track of a lot of sleezeballs 🤣😂

3/13/2020 12:10:37 PM adamberns I'm conservative but you Trump patriots are going to be quoting "Q" as they march us to FEMA camps...

3/13/2020 12:11:08 PM internetusr Being alive right now is amazing. 

Completely amazing. 

Sad that haters are missing out but Orange Man Bad I guess.

3/13/2020 12:11:25 PM boy12_jimmy BOOM. pic.twitter.com/lITMcN6vqk

3/13/2020 12:12:00 PM vancouverdtjb 😂

3/13/2020 12:12:09 PM ghost_of_billy_ Will it begin at 3:22?

3/13/2020 12:12:30 PM keith369me There’s something to this...never follow anyone verbatim but there is something here, whatever it is

3/13/2020 12:12:56 PM werascending Maybe this will start at 3:22

3/13/2020 12:13:00 PM vancouverdtjb Just the bad guys and it will be #GITMO

3/13/2020 12:13:20 PM vancouverdtjb 😂



3/13/2020 12:13:28 PM miller_mikel @realDonaldTrump @VincentCrypt46 @FreeStateOJones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MoodMarines @DefenseIntel @JudicialWatch 

Today:  

Admiralty Law > Constitutional Law

Dollar > Gold

Elites > We The People

Evil > Justice

Renegade > Patriot 

I Pledge Allegiance to the Flag of US of America. pic.twitter.com/Bd5GVas1BU
3/13/2020 12:13:36 PM nea_storm Red Queen - [DEAD]

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXNu5a3KmMg …

DJT does have a substantial sovereign royal flush pic.twitter.com/SFlQFAI36A

3/13/2020 12:13:53 PM 369helen313 Ongoing ops ...

“ Godspeed.” Q 

#QAnon #QArmy #WWG1WGA

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1232800088663166987?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/oYL1pwoqyl

3/13/2020 12:14:10 PM trumping4usa Still hasn't started yet

3/13/2020 12:14:18 PM keith369me Discussion rather than mind control!!!  Even if the discussion leads us off track it is so much better than being spoon fed BS by the cabal.  It’s OKAY to 

be wrong!!!

3/13/2020 12:14:32 PM werascending I say 3:22

3/13/2020 12:14:45 PM americanpetal Thank you! I’m nervous I’m going to be left behind.

3/13/2020 12:14:48 PM keith369me 3:17 start?

3/13/2020 12:15:07 PM kachinagtto Got my popcorn ready to go 🍿

3/13/2020 12:15:22 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/vz2v0dN7xX

3/13/2020 12:15:26 PM spauldingshowal ❤️

3/13/2020 12:15:30 PM cchausmer Did he say earlier in a video that he is Q?

3/13/2020 12:15:35 PM keith369me Thinking 3:17...same thought pattern but different answer

3/13/2020 12:15:54 PM aprilbrown99 I’ve watched several of his videos & I love him. He has a wicked sense of humor which I get a kick out of. Is he Q? We’ll learn in time. The info Austin is 

sharing is very detailed, specific & interesting to say the least. Thank you for sharing MJ.💫💫💫

I Love you all! 🥰🥰🥰

3/13/2020 12:16:08 PM mcpatriot64  pic.twitter.com/KoC3ROd8qz

3/13/2020 12:16:59 PM 39anc6 where can i see it?

3/13/2020 12:17:13 PM ns88zy New to Twitter and he was my 1st blue check follower. I couldn't believe it! 😲 https://mikeflynndefensefund.org 

3/13/2020 12:17:43 PM ghost_of_billy_ admiralty war flag and military flag

3/13/2020 12:18:16 PM trollingmockin1 Your here. Your not getting left behind. Fear is low vibration.  Low vibration gets left behind.

3/13/2020 12:19:04 PM carlos765955611 Fearporn, lies with straight faces, projection of their reflections and constant  repetition of same has always been their calling card.  It’s worn out and 

all too obvious. Few are buying it now.

3/13/2020 12:19:08 PM americanpetal Something about the whole Austin thing doesn’t sit right. Idk what it is. I can’t put my finger on it.

3/13/2020 12:19:35 PM fallorsesh Yea I figured as much but don't think u realize how much FBI gov/tips actually gets spammed. Calling is better. 

Will Sommer just wrote an article about him, which is a major credibility hit. Altho I enjoy (discern) his content & I enjoy him calling out all the q 

"personalities"

3/13/2020 12:20:14 PM barozzirochelle Also, remember Since passage of the National Emergencies Act in 1976, every US President has declared multiple national emergencies (excluding 

Ford, whose term ended Jan 1977).

The US has been under one or more states of national emergency continuously for the last four decades.

3/13/2020 12:21:25 PM jcrowyo What comes before the fall?

3/13/2020 12:22:00 PM 39anc6  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7DYovMiEjU&feature=emb_logo …

😍

3/13/2020 12:22:08 PM americanpetal My guess 3:22

3/13/2020 12:22:20 PM azuremagus Careful for what you "wish" for!

3/13/2020 12:22:21 PM spauldingshowal 👍

3/13/2020 12:22:27 PM _369311119 [3:22]

3/13/2020 12:22:30 PM laurabusse Orville Redenbacher's Gourmet Popcorn Kernels, Original Yellow, 8 lb  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00819SSGK/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_apa_i_G19AEbP10MVW3 …

3/13/2020 12:22:59 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/bCMsAztLHM

3/13/2020 12:22:59 PM 444_q_ T N C S S E ?

3/13/2020 12:23:12 PM truthislight11 Maybe 3.33

3/13/2020 12:23:49 PM kagever  pic.twitter.com/yTJQgUW8Uc

3/13/2020 12:24:44 PM americanpetal My new guess for start time...3:33🕊

3/13/2020 12:24:57 PM kachinagtto Legit question-obviously I'm not here to be censored-I'm here to help get truth out. In order to keep track of world events/people here on Twitter-is it 

better to unfollow - and just put on a private list?  Or is even putting on a list in turn putting yourself on a censor list?

3/13/2020 12:25:00 PM cstephon Any news of national guard called up to all 50 states?  Just received this in Indianapolis:

Well shit ...

Just passed about a 70 vehicle military convoy on 465 eastside  with State Police escort..2 state boys, 2 fully blacked out suburbans,1 blacked out van,

 armored humvees!!!!

3/13/2020 12:25:08 PM aprilbrown99 “Don’t give him...”  How is this allowing people to decide &  think for themselves when you are telling them what to do?  #SheepNoMore and think for 

yourself means exactly that.  Everyone is entitled to make their own decisions on what they choose to believe, right?

3/13/2020 12:26:33 PM redpillq17 And he wasn't arrested.  Figures!

3/13/2020 12:26:40 PM genehunting1 I am interested in the invoking of the Stafford Act , last used 20 yrs. ago by WJC  ..I don't think it has been used but once since it became a law in 1988 .

3/13/2020 12:26:52 PM kagever Who is John The Baptist in this day and age? Been wondering that. Trump? Kushner?

3/13/2020 12:27:03 PM ghost_of_billy_ It's about to start, liberals get ready to piss and moan

3/13/2020 12:27:25 PM aprilbrown99 Love this show!  I AM ready.  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/1TjkkCVuRf

3/13/2020 12:27:41 PM alwaysfinds If we think in literal terms, then he could be referencing himself as a younger version of himself. Quantum computers can communicate through 

"time". In theory, he could be communicating with himself through "time" via quantum computing. Just a random theory.

3/13/2020 12:28:11 PM concavess Youll find the answer, and yourself, when you look INSIDE

3/13/2020 12:28:27 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/eF3LO-b9QKo 

3/13/2020 12:28:36 PM normal_wizard I become more certain every day that the "enjoy the show" catchphrase was designed specifically to prevent people from actively pursuing the change 

that we desire in the world and giving our power up to false hope and false authority.

3/13/2020 12:29:13 PM trumping4usa  pic.twitter.com/SRGxSLxypR



3/13/2020 12:29:33 PM trumping4usa I see that y'all are definitely up to smth

3/13/2020 12:29:46 PM software_autist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 am I close? :)

3/13/2020 12:31:01 PM resapeacock Captain Carter would know.  She was one.  Sg-1 is real in some form.  I feel it.

3/13/2020 12:31:20 PM brangusjimmy You can think what you want. I think it’s ridiculous to think this guy claiming to be Q is any different from any previous LARP doing the same.

3/13/2020 12:32:23 PM azuremagus projection

3/13/2020 12:32:45 PM barozzirochelle  https://www.fema.gov/robert-t-stafford-disaster-relief-and-emergency-assistance-act-public-law-93-288-amended …

3/13/2020 12:34:33 PM lucyc5124 Oh wow he did overdose. Twinning with #EdBuck @AndrewGillum ??

3/13/2020 12:35:52 PM keith369me I recall hearing previously about Gillum’s drug habit.  Florida dodged a Deepstate Bullet

3/13/2020 12:36:09 PM cchef1980 Well... in both special and general relativity an effect must be deterministic in the sense that a “cause” must precede an “effect” therefore a 

“separation” must exist in the form of an interval: time...

3/13/2020 12:38:07 PM paytonpatriot Thinking for myself, President Trump does not have the energy he typically does. Is he ok?

3/13/2020 12:39:06 PM keith369me Google goes White Hat

3/13/2020 12:39:46 PM reckoningtruth Yet the grain of the zapruder film is not this, js🤭😁

3/13/2020 12:40:41 PM wickedmouse369 LoL.

3/13/2020 12:40:45 PM captain01470560 Q controls google? 1700 engineers

3/13/2020 12:40:50 PM ethereal_shaman Expectations of outcomes can be a real bummer, lol.

3/13/2020 12:40:53 PM llyr_crypto Google has 1700 people working on a website q+ says

3/13/2020 12:41:38 PM ak_dwelling Ahhhhhh. You're good.

3/13/2020 12:41:46 PM trollingmockin1 I must be blind, I missed all the signals.

3/13/2020 12:41:50 PM cchef1980 For a theoretical/philosophical “dimension” where causality/determinism does not exist, everything then follows from existence. Things either exist or 

they don’t. If they don’t: moot point; but they do so everything must be a consequence of it and therefore implies causality...

3/13/2020 12:42:46 PM grandma26244385 HES A KICK. LOVE His HONESTY and Bravery. Hope he is SAFE

3/13/2020 12:43:26 PM etdisclosure202 This screams "I don't really understand what's going on."

THE GREAT AWAKENING!!!

3/13/2020 12:44:16 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/2020/03/museum-of-the-bible-dead-sea-scrolls-forgeries/ …

3/13/2020 12:44:28 PM laurabusse First 3 digits of my phone number

3/13/2020 12:44:48 PM xvgafrica If it wasnt for finding Q and anons I wouldve believed that I was insane for thinking logically. Thanks guys.

3/13/2020 12:45:01 PM cchef1980 Just one last thing... one could assume that in such a dimension where there is no causality and stuff can happen spontaneously, or simply “everything 

just exists”. One must ponder what is the real practical consequence in our lives, other than a fun mental exercise...

3/13/2020 12:45:10 PM cleetus__jones Lol

3/13/2020 12:45:12 PM w1717171717 Heartbreaking

3/13/2020 12:45:12 PM kimmy_is_real All I can say is, I’m shocked 😱..

3/13/2020 12:46:00 PM internetusr Soon. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/nlV6PJrbSt

3/13/2020 12:46:12 PM keith369me Is the virus a metaphor for the Cabal?

3/13/2020 12:46:30 PM xvgafrica Not bloody surprised

3/13/2020 12:46:50 PM ab5cd3f533d140e He follows me. And a lot of Qanons.

3/13/2020 12:46:54 PM ab36913 @v_rags @ryan35381162 👀👆

3/13/2020 12:47:12 PM laurabusse Someone pointed out his style is typical of that of New Yorkers

He grew up in NYC

3/13/2020 12:47:40 PM freestateojones I'll believe it when I see it.

3/13/2020 12:48:40 PM cchef1980 So, if those dimensions exist, How is knowledge of it has any bearing in our lives? We live here and now... so even if “time is an illusion” we must 

“suffer” its effects and abide by it mathematically and physically, so for all practical purposes time does exist.

3/13/2020 12:49:33 PM aetherwalker1 Cant think for ourselves.  Too much fluoride.  🤪

Brawndo's got what plants crave;

It's got electrolytes!

3/13/2020 12:49:47 PM giediknight Were they ever real?

3/13/2020 12:50:08 PM papineau_louis Save some for later!

3/13/2020 12:50:18 PM karrruss Biblical

3/13/2020 12:50:58 PM girlawakeinca A true mark of history is happening. 

Dark to light. 

Thank you MJ12 & typists for your guidance in the great awakening. pic.twitter.com/4Cn9CBfu6L

3/13/2020 12:53:27 PM donescaton I knew it. Thats the atheist manifesto right there

3/13/2020 12:54:20 PM laurabusse We humans get wedded too easily to beliefs

Beliefs color our thinking process

The mind will constantly keep attracting thoughts that confirm established beliefs

It's a good thing to stay open minded and always be willing to question one's beliefs

3/13/2020 12:55:05 PM jdm46808323 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @americandream09 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MzMugzzi @BuccoLand @Praying_Medic @99freemind 

@GenFlynn @KewNadian @John_F_Kennnedy @the_start_line @realDonaldTrump @a_ostation @os4185 @Linda_Paris @therealroseanne 

@DiamondandSilk @andweknow @X22Report https://twitter.com/JDM46808323/status/1238536878242050053 …

3/13/2020 12:55:10 PM nopcherefolks  https://twitter.com/dandusevski/status/1238553634109095938?s=19 …

3/13/2020 12:55:39 PM stanstephens13 Anyone know anyone with the virus?

3/13/2020 12:56:09 PM abanderdash you CAN'T be proud of this embarrassing display of what happens when you give an old man with an ADDERALL HIGH a microphone...

3/13/2020 12:57:11 PM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

3:33 p.m. ET: Trump officially declares a coronavirus emergency

3/13/2020 12:57:11 PM laurabusse Totally agree!!!

3/13/2020 12:57:15 PM rghardy3 That's why I NEVER follow any of the 

really BIG accounts.  Not even MJ.

Don't want to set myself up as a target for AI.

3/13/2020 12:57:39 PM shattuckjaneal What does this mean to you?

3/13/2020 12:58:20 PM boy12_jimmy More deceptions to lead the masses. Decades ago. For a reason. No longer following the masses and the people will be forever, thinking for 

themselves. pic.twitter.com/eDQmNPk9OK

3/13/2020 12:59:00 PM mavisboo1 Nooooo, not you, too!  First Katie G and now this?  Alert to all Qanons!  An imposter has breached the movement!  Don't fall for this!



3/13/2020 12:59:32 PM ryan35381162 10 days long? Popcorn!

3/13/2020 12:59:40 PM bryceja68689884 Bye bye pedos. #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ztkP9Ssvci

3/13/2020 1:00:46 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/DQwtZdUQ2G

3/13/2020 1:01:05 PM jeffcordell6 Nah..

3/13/2020 1:02:20 PM v_rags 😁😁😁 pic.twitter.com/AauifABbVa

3/13/2020 1:02:25 PM porcelain_fan I went to the exhibit room after room of the babylonian idols. The actual DSS was small and maybe 12 broken pages,sponsored by the local hebrew 

university.God has been putting this museum in my thoughts.  It really was fraudulent.   I gave shekels for entry into that museum.

3/13/2020 1:02:57 PM rghardy3 Q did say NO DEALS !

3/13/2020 1:03:14 PM qworldorderq "...hot spots now that people would have never thought possible..." - DJT

3/13/2020 1:03:26 PM azuremagus If there were real ones where are they?

3/13/2020 1:04:32 PM qworldorderq "It will wash through & flow through"

3/13/2020 1:05:02 PM by369surrounded "Wash through" 

Watch the water

3/13/2020 1:05:58 PM askbeforgiven Always told my mom I trust the bible I dont trust who has changed it through "time"

3/13/2020 1:06:05 PM nspawts Says canceling sporting events, necessary so that it doesn’t create problems. To me that means targets for FF.

3/13/2020 1:06:30 PM qquestionevery1 All this for a cold. The deep state is so stupid they don't even realize through all this hyper panic they have set up their own demise.

3/13/2020 1:07:17 PM raisethevib369 Post 2002. Not all. The dead sea scrolls are not illegitimate their entirety. Read the article.

3/13/2020 1:07:30 PM raisethevib369 *in

3/13/2020 1:08:05 PM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/L4Gt90Zmb4

3/13/2020 1:08:27 PM igiant111 If it is, are you guys all gonna lose your collective shit or be able to accept it may be a LARP? 

Go look in a mirror and say I am an IS-BE outloud. Otherwise, what’s the point of trusting this account?

3/13/2020 1:08:39 PM raisethevib369 Just the post 2002 were apparently faked. The first were found in 1947.

3/13/2020 1:08:53 PM qquestionevery1 No

3/13/2020 1:09:36 PM raisethevib369 Seriously, I can't believe how many people didn't even read passed the headline. Have you learned nothing?

3/13/2020 1:09:38 PM jessie_misty Did you happen to read Misty's thread on this sorta topic? She has an interesting theory.

3/13/2020 1:09:41 PM igiant111 So many hive mind drones in here. Disappointing. Think for yourself, most of these Q accounts ARE asking for your donations and payments. 

You don’t need Joe M to tell you what’s what. You didn’t before you got here either.

3/13/2020 1:10:03 PM patriotswegoall  https://twitter.com/incunabula/status/1238519686100377600?s=20 …

3/13/2020 1:10:15 PM rjayer Nope

3/13/2020 1:10:24 PM igiant111 Because you know exactly what’s happening behind the scenes? 

Seriously, you people are so predictable.

3/13/2020 1:11:01 PM igiant111 My lord yes. It’s so tedious. 

Some people are helpless.

3/13/2020 1:11:52 PM tachyonluxor @SouledOutWorld

@bensemchee

@clif_high @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheSolariReport

3/13/2020 1:12:27 PM drtiborkdr End of May, the earliest.

3/13/2020 1:12:29 PM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/pjg1STHx6g

3/13/2020 1:12:35 PM aetherwalker1 Is nobody pickin up on the V2K?

3/13/2020 1:12:54 PM lanacassidy1 If you are Q, I'm unfollowing everything to do with it. Q would never act like you, they are for everyone. Seems like you are just trying to get more 

attention.....shame on you!  #WWG1WGA.......... practise what you are apparently preaching!

3/13/2020 1:13:31 PM freestateojones You know what I mean? https://open.spotify.com/track/4ofwffwvvnbSkrMSCKQDaC?si=I0kD3yuVSXS0QLyB0G7HFA …

3/13/2020 1:13:32 PM nocommunistusa It’s not sad at all I’m loving the fact that they will be feeling like morons soon.

3/13/2020 1:14:09 PM patriot_gigi Dow stopped #'s add across 17

3/13/2020 1:15:30 PM aetherwalker1 IDK..  the 🐉 you've had at your location.   ?

3/13/2020 1:15:35 PM starseed904 I am locked and loaded, been ready can't wait for the big bang then the ripple affect. Their last ditch back up plan blew up in their face big time.

3/13/2020 1:16:38 PM rosieandujar AMEN AND AMEN !

3/13/2020 1:17:00 PM paytonpatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , Trump mentions 17,000 google employees. It goes up 1985.00 points. Q post 1985 mentions Google! Dow grows 9.36 % 🤯🤯🤯

3/13/2020 1:18:16 PM girlawakeinca I haven’t. Can you share a link? 🙏❤️

3/13/2020 1:19:29 PM visitnaj 7? How or where can I learn this number thing more fully?

3/13/2020 1:20:19 PM ljohnson3117 Part of the Storm?

3/13/2020 1:20:31 PM 39anc6 "learning from the future"

3/13/2020 1:21:08 PM earth2nissy Yes, thank you 🙏

3/13/2020 1:21:32 PM jessie_misty We are looking twitter isn't letting us view her entire feed as soon as she located it we will link it here in the comments, her theory comes from 

downloads deciefering may not be 100% how it works but close in some form of variation of it maybe.

3/13/2020 1:23:47 PM girlawakeinca It does seem that Twi tter is a bit busy with the sky is falling, getting some serious lag. No rush. Stay home & safe & enjoy the 🍿🙏❤️

3/13/2020 1:23:55 PM drivelcivil For more about FAKE HISTORY, I have 33 threads and counting on it: https://twitter.com/DrivelCivil/status/1186346644876324864?s=20 …

3/13/2020 1:24:41 PM antinomy781 "Be here now"  A favorite self reminder I picked up Ram Dass. There are also different levels/states of consciousness, which can be accessed in the 

Now, which has changed my understanding of existence. I feel it's a key to our collective development as a species.

3/13/2020 1:24:56 PM cchef1980 Assuming that is the case... how does that affect you/us?

3/13/2020 1:25:16 PM drivelcivil Found conveniently one year before Israel officially became a nation.  

Truth is, the stories of "Israel" never happened on the Levant.

BEHOLD: https://twitter.com/DrivelCivil/status/1186346644876324864?s=20 …

3/13/2020 1:25:21 PM sentbyq Lol your point?

3/13/2020 1:26:12 PM cchef1980 Have you considered “time” as the simple period as any two events?

3/13/2020 1:26:38 PM drivelcivil Did it start at 3:22?

3/13/2020 1:27:56 PM cchef1980 Does that also make you never age? Does that remove the fact that any action has a reaction?

3/13/2020 1:28:16 PM antinomy781 And, gratitude for the discussion. Always a pleasure to talk about things with open minds and seek new perspectives. You have provided me with great 

nuggets to meditate on. Godspeed friend!



3/13/2020 1:30:37 PM cchef1980 I would say it is a fundamental property of the universe in which we coexist. It is a necessity for things to Be. Just like space. In an environment with no 

space and no time, there is just “Is” and you cannot “Be”.

3/13/2020 1:30:49 PM cchef1980 I love it too!

3/13/2020 1:31:22 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has mentioned that Greenland is a vital component to disclosure.

#UnsealJFK

#UnsealEpstein

#ByeByeRoyalDeathRacket

🍿 pic.twitter.com/uVqxoJpKww

3/13/2020 1:31:38 PM dioristano Ops!

#WWG1WGA

#WorkInProgress

@POTUS

@matteosalvinimi

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tinktweets45

@onofrioeolimpia

@DavidaCamorani

#Q.🇺🇲🇮🇹🐰🕰🎻🎵🌄🌍 pic.twitter.com/hmg15minWM
3/13/2020 1:31:57 PM fansblowing3 They are probably all fake

3/13/2020 1:32:17 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/60eCMuWRjk

3/13/2020 1:32:36 PM werascending Ditto!!!

3/13/2020 1:35:19 PM one_autist When you give something attention it grows.

3/13/2020 1:35:36 PM fansblowing3 Student loan interest being waived

3/13/2020 1:36:08 PM valhalla11111 Nope lol

3/13/2020 1:36:09 PM annietul Consistent with the "newearth" channel on utube/bitchute  (megaliths dot org) who explains our ancient history is not what we are told. Evil doers 

(parasites vs survivors) took hold in the 1400-1600s, created a false history, destroying knowledge of ancient wisdom/technology.

3/13/2020 1:36:48 PM psyanidegaming Drinking beer cures coronavirus

Happy St Patrick's Day LOOONG weekend

3/13/2020 1:39:33 PM anangelhasland1 Body ages but much slower as there is much less tension.

No, we are all subject to universal actions (soul transcends same.)

3/13/2020 1:39:55 PM girlawakeinca I’m going to trust the plan. Meditate & enjoy some wonderful time at home with my family. ❤️🙏

3/13/2020 1:40:10 PM articsailor65 Time is not infinite. For the past decade there has been many "old souls" that have come back to help raise the vibrations of the planet so that the 

people can ascend to a higher level of consciousness. Goodbye 3D! That's where we're going!

3/13/2020 1:43:45 PM jessie_misty She's retweeting them so they are on the top of her feed on her business account @ByInternal  Seems they were done separately ugh.

3/13/2020 1:47:45 PM dannygreencr2 You're just a decent Anon. That's it. And you are correct, they need to think for themselves.

3/13/2020 1:47:54 PM w1717171717 I don’t know

3/13/2020 1:47:55 PM guy_karen I trust the plan

3/13/2020 1:48:30 PM austin234nine How the Literal fak are we supposed to figure this out? This is some bs hints that make me think this is bullshit. “It’s happening” but it seems like y’all 

are playing games. I’ll read your post and search time hrs alone when you could’ve just actually helped. Wtf

3/13/2020 1:48:47 PM adamwl COVID-19 going to “wash” and “flow” through — like a FLOOD in a STORM?  https://twitter.com/wdrbnews/status/1238556610760507392?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/WDRBNews/status/1238556610760507392 …

3/13/2020 1:49:12 PM joanofamerica  pic.twitter.com/dRRU53Geiz

3/13/2020 1:49:15 PM scott_rick I’m going to find the Emerald Tablets of Thoth ...

3/13/2020 1:49:26 PM esborder Honestly I wouldn’t think you would have to explain this. Being rigid in your thought will get you nowhere but stuck In Place! An open mind propels you 

further along. Sometimes it’s the JOURNEY that counts. In the end truth wins, if you are open.

3/13/2020 1:51:26 PM upallnight39 No one classify conciousness & thats what we arr

3/13/2020 1:51:28 PM winklerburke 2 understand highest love, there are no fixed rules... only guidelines. 2 mandate (by law) that no rules can be broken... is to not understand Western 

Enlightenment... which says there is always an exception to the rule... that 4 the greater good a rule can be broken judiciously.

3/13/2020 1:51:34 PM kirsten83434939 Except National Geographic Soros owned rag

3/13/2020 1:51:51 PM my2sonznme Trust Google? 😬

3/13/2020 1:52:43 PM 4slaughter 😂🤣😂🤣

Looking at present-day population of Americans

I think the ability to think for themselves has largly been bred out of them, like cattle

🤷♂️It's a shame

🤔But on the other hand

🤷♂️They've allowed it to occur🤷♂️

💥WAKE UP AMERICA💥
3/13/2020 1:52:44 PM _369311119  pic.twitter.com/O8asC2ztFr

3/13/2020 1:54:06 PM peekaboo1966 maybe I'm at a higher level of understanding than you are. And thus why I can see/feel something you don't

3/13/2020 1:54:50 PM zerost8te one of yours @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

#QAnon #Anonymous #Cicada3301 #researchers 

would 'appear' some people either want credit, or will sink a ship, to get credit for birthing it. pic.twitter.com/xKDQYPXaC0

3/13/2020 1:55:31 PM jcrowyo Bernie Supporters?

3/13/2020 1:56:48 PM 254truth When he first said virus he said vira

To me that is USA

-us+a

3/13/2020 1:56:56 PM my2sonznme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/4SLE21wDPk

3/13/2020 1:56:57 PM llyr_crypto didn't say trust google... just said 1700 people working on a website/database... I don't know if you have much coding background.. but a website.. 

even a huge one takes about 3 people to make...

3/13/2020 1:58:10 PM by369surrounded Well that sucks lol

3/13/2020 1:59:21 PM danaelizabeth69 DONE !!!



3/13/2020 2:00:19 PM bifrostbrown Love the stargate reference 👨🏾🚀

3/13/2020 2:04:09 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/mJDzxY2sXp

3/13/2020 2:06:54 PM librarylogoi Well pretty much all of history is a lie, so are we really surprised?

3/13/2020 2:07:42 PM 17emeraldroses Is this something Q would say about our president? pic.twitter.com/pnY9fMDosq

3/13/2020 2:08:06 PM shawnt1973 I have been to the site where they were found.  Amazing place.

3/13/2020 2:08:30 PM trollingmockin1  pic.twitter.com/TtcvKThgVn

3/13/2020 2:08:58 PM mynardpamela Thanks V!  I’ll have some of that! LOL 🍿🍿🍿 pic.twitter.com/JBaK2J598M

3/13/2020 2:10:09 PM winklerburke Twitter-Q Fam... do you not know ego = death to Pineal gland quantum capabilities?  Q wants us 2 see in dimensions beyond 3rd dimension. You can 

absolutely “feel” who reads & likes your digital fruit. It’s how a mil-squad senses the enemy. You can (& must) sense all 4 Liberty!

3/13/2020 2:10:39 PM byinternal I kinda want some popcorn today heeheehee @jessie_misty ?

3/13/2020 2:11:47 PM srnityblu Not the original Dead Sea scrolls found in the cave at Qumran. The article makes this clear.

3/13/2020 2:12:21 PM bbdoll11 Love this!

3/13/2020 2:12:41 PM ryan35381162 I better go check my local store for popcorn supplies! Maybe a bottle for Champaign.

3/13/2020 2:13:02 PM mynardpamela I made some last night! With butter! Yum! Show is great too! pic.twitter.com/ThxYNCmwAH

3/13/2020 2:13:30 PM jessie_misty Meeting too hehehehe pic.twitter.com/ZdtOHT3eXr

3/13/2020 2:13:51 PM articsailor65 This April I will be meeting Lee Carroll in Sedona, Az. My goal is to unite the Kryon family with the Q family so that we can, together, help raise the 

vibrations of the planet. Goodbye 3D! That's where we're going!

3/13/2020 2:16:11 PM mynardpamela Ohhh yes Champaign! I do believe I have a bottle or two! Compliments popcorn perfectly. Great suggestion! pic.twitter.com/PF2v26Ap8S

3/13/2020 2:16:51 PM robertrkimball intuition and synchronicity is multidimensional. cutting out the noise and living compassion can help open up both.🙏♥

3/13/2020 2:17:00 PM daveo6145 Did anyone get a screenshot of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - US will grind to a halt. Then mass arrests???! Asking for a fren...#WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #storm 

#MAGA2020 #KAG2020 pic.twitter.com/5jshiGEkU0

3/13/2020 2:17:35 PM articsailor65 The day that science begins to study non physical phenomena, they will discover and make more progress in just a few years than in all previous 

centuries of existence!

3/13/2020 2:18:27 PM dynamicres THANK YOU I thought I was the only one seeing things. I have been asking around as well.

3/13/2020 2:18:38 PM winklerburke So let me egotistically say to High1s, don’t follow me.  I’d be so thrilled, proud and honored.... why just thinking about it makes me text his 4 hjffhv 

Hodgkin hvffb and... fbjb goovj!   5;djvutfhjjffijbh!?!!!!

(WWG1WGA & leave ego behind?)

3/13/2020 2:19:21 PM daveo6145 Lemme know if you find out. I’ll keep you posted too

3/13/2020 2:19:35 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/ArchieBrave/status/1220445347941703687?s=20 …

3/13/2020 2:20:02 PM lightseeker2012 I thought the same.

3/13/2020 2:20:40 PM jessie_misty LMFAO popcorn and champagne and a group of warriors. pic.twitter.com/M4CacS8FJw

3/13/2020 2:21:46 PM antinomy781 I've been meditating on the seemingly fractal nature of existence. The oak produces thousands of acorns which are intrinsic, when they fall they 

become a new Oak. Are they truly separate from the previous one? It is like existence is a giant nesting doll, fractal in nature.

3/13/2020 2:22:01 PM internetusr Facts. 

I cannot wait.

3/13/2020 2:23:14 PM ryan35381162 We can all go get shawarma after! pic.twitter.com/g12LWZpj33

3/13/2020 2:23:30 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1236615122019397632?s=20 …

3/13/2020 2:24:25 PM kagever He has to speak slow so idiots can keep up.

3/13/2020 2:24:38 PM mynardpamela Love it!  Perfect!

3/13/2020 2:25:17 PM narvenordtveit 9,36?

3 6 9?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

3/13/2020 2:25:29 PM libertyspring99 Things that resonate as true:

- Covid-19 panic is not what it seems

- White hats are running a massive covert operation

- The #GreatAwakening was to prepare #Patriots for this time. Calm energy/intent will assist with the operation

- WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 2:26:07 PM disfellocated So black-and-white! It's possible it's all a joke. And a good one. I'll accept it as a LARP! 

As far as it serves me and mine and helps me better the world, I'll continue to enjoy it.

When it ceases to serve and doesn't resonate, I unfollow.

Either way, I'm here for the party.

3/13/2020 2:27:49 PM ezdoesit_ WHAT. Posted them deleted?

3/13/2020 2:29:38 PM antinomy781 The kingdom of God is within you. 

Full stop. 

Not in a book. Not in a church. Not in a particular orthodoxy. Not in a particular religion or culture. 

Its intrinsic to your conscious being. 

They want us divided. 

Religion divides. 

Love unites. The greatest commandment.
3/13/2020 2:30:25 PM jessie_misty What would we all look like if we gathered outside of twitter as a group at a huge table? Now that would be worth a GIF in the making 

pic.twitter.com/4I3lbnmseT

3/13/2020 2:30:59 PM mcpatriot64 he sounded like he was asking for mercy because of his daughter

3/13/2020 2:31:13 PM winklerburke At start of WWII, Allied leaders were faced with “a nasty piece of work.”  Abraham Lincoln: same. George Washington: same.   We don’t need to “like” 

who & how victory is won. We win it humanely, efficiently, quickly, reasonably.   But it is still & always... a nasty piece o work!

3/13/2020 2:31:27 PM articsailor65 I like the way you think Robert. It's nice to meet some that's on the same page. I don't think this is your first rodeo? You sound like an "old soul" and 

you came here to help raise the vibrations of the planet. Paradigm shift. Goodbye 3D!

3/13/2020 2:33:06 PM byinternal I just brought the NASA background to her attention 😂Syncronicities much?

3/13/2020 2:33:25 PM mynardpamela 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 We might disrupt the locals a bit I believe. Rowdies at table one!!! pic.twitter.com/jstlzAK3zw

3/13/2020 2:35:42 PM yuri_pavlov74 I say Russia.



3/13/2020 2:35:55 PM winklerburke Sun Tzu encourages putting the brave-reckless... at the front.  The defensive-pricks... guarding the stuff.  The actors-languagestrong-sneaky folk... as 

spies. Etc. We need Austin Steinbart where he has been put.   Sheesh, learn Sun Tzu & that general’s famous: KINDNESS.  Ah so

3/13/2020 2:37:25 PM lenzaq Is he one of your typist?

3/13/2020 2:38:10 PM selffunded12 Is the virus #TheStorm heralding #TheGreatAwakening, in control by the white hats, 

or 

is it a virus that just organically occurred?

#QAnonQueensland

3/13/2020 2:39:31 PM txgodmotheriii Have you ever done medical records? 🤓📋🌵🗃️ 

Atleast y'all are trying!  😂

3/13/2020 2:43:03 PM articsailor65 Our galaxy is moving into "new energy" but don't worry,  Gaia and your DNA knows exactly what to do. Your DNA is a magnetic engine itself. Get ready 

for the paradigm shift, it's coming! Goodbye 3D!

3/13/2020 2:43:51 PM winni31695354 He was my second follower ❤️🇺🇸

3/13/2020 2:44:04 PM robjord96508729 Dont understand this one. Explain please?

3/13/2020 2:46:59 PM tieronepatriot Nice!

3/13/2020 2:47:24 PM ladylukk711 My Hero! pic.twitter.com/iLPEALoLHO

3/13/2020 2:49:36 PM decodematrix “Don’t go to church Sunday”. The ides of March will be a big news day.

3/13/2020 2:50:32 PM tieronepatriot Fliw through the cabal and wash out all of the "viruses"?

3/13/2020 2:50:45 PM anonaveli Anons? WHERE!?

OMEGALUL

3/13/2020 2:50:51 PM tieronepatriot Flow

3/13/2020 2:51:38 PM ragevirusqq it will wash through..flow through.. interesting terms

3/13/2020 2:52:06 PM tieronepatriot Silent running...

3/13/2020 2:53:29 PM ladylukk711 17 = 71. Q= Mike Flynn  my discernment says. Brilliant!

3/13/2020 2:54:32 PM mynardpamela Tweet is unavailable

3/13/2020 2:59:46 PM 369_is Today was the 1st time I've seen a '1' in front of my gas price since I don't know when. I had to meme to celebrate!!! pic.twitter.com/RMTiEkoqTw

3/13/2020 3:01:06 PM 369_is Tom Hanks🤣😭🤣😭🤣😭

3/13/2020 3:01:10 PM tieronepatriot Yes.  Every state to varying degrees.

3/13/2020 3:01:33 PM samsmith0319 Yep...Agree...👀...

3/13/2020 3:04:55 PM giediknight This is great resource! @AustinSteinbart  https://youtu.be/OJ_Mof-ocX8  now if all the “silly gooses” would practice “message over messenger” we 

would be able to better explain it to all those who need the info @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #billlgates #Microsoft

3/13/2020 3:05:34 PM pragmatic_texan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 DJIA ended up 9.36% today.  The power of 3/6/9.

3/13/2020 3:05:47 PM tieronepatriot Yes.  Cover for the real military ops going on... apprehension of top "cabal" for military tribunals under martial law, rather than risk flight or liberal 

judges & bureaucracy of legal system.

Do you think they renovated GOTMO for the 40 detainees they had remaining there? pic.twitter.com/z2lCuP1RbY

3/13/2020 3:08:56 PM tieronepatriot Who's "they"?  "They" are no longer in control, and regardless, there're too many Patriots with weapons.

Why do you think "they" tried so hard to disarm us by taking away the 2nd amendment? pic.twitter.com/EVmImXDAS8

3/13/2020 3:09:09 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/d3Y8GtWIcs

3/13/2020 3:11:14 PM mynardpamela Thank you! You’re awesome! pic.twitter.com/EixKFTXlil

3/13/2020 3:12:58 PM lightlove21121 Saw it too. Missing it too. We could try to recreate it?

3/13/2020 3:15:40 PM jackarm65081193 We are at war!!! This person is pretending to be one of us,

Infiltraitor,,,hang him out to dry🤡🍿🍿🍿

3/13/2020 3:18:15 PM trumpfore I Love everyone whom believes in our God Almighty, the rest of you zero sympathy! Lock n load

3/13/2020 3:21:05 PM miss_ampie Please provide some sauce or stop fearporning. 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/13/2020 3:21:25 PM dynamicres Thanks @Toffer_Anon_369 and @Rick_Hernandez ! pic.twitter.com/BJuPT3Wqlb

3/13/2020 3:22:36 PM t_hayden07 We are #DigitalSoldiers for our Country & for our General! @GenFlynn 🇺🇸💥

We love you and are so grateful, for all the sacrifices you & your family have made for us!! ❤️

May God bless you, Sir. 🙏

3/13/2020 3:24:30 PM daveo6145 Thanks for the help! Appreciate ya! pic.twitter.com/L9dgkGflAV

3/13/2020 3:25:00 PM daveo6145 We got@it!¡ pic.twitter.com/44rQ9dbfbo

3/13/2020 3:25:40 PM lightlove21121 Thankyou ♥🙏🏽😎

3/13/2020 3:26:11 PM johnnysoko Zero tolerance for anyone trying to associate themselves with Q like this. It’s important that if this person tries to flip/hijack/sabotage Q there’s a large 

number of comments from real anons rejecting his claims as totally absurd. I’ll chime in anytime someone defends him. 🤡

3/13/2020 3:28:52 PM windfallsongs Profoundly false. Don’t you remember? It was the lib-o-crats who defended and adored the Soviet Union. The republican never did. You’re just lying.

3/13/2020 3:29:04 PM tayo_joachim 17 hundred, say you?

3/13/2020 3:29:39 PM sunspot406 Good thing he’s not the gov.

3/13/2020 3:31:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Track all resignations. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1238577068214018048 …

3/13/2020 3:31:42 PM djlok Nah, Petal Pops...#WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 3:32:19 PM nikoscali Is Bill Gates going to get the chance to take delivery of that new yacht of his?

3/13/2020 3:32:30 PM metavinci Hmm. Make me think of this: https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-

rights-abuse-corruption/ …

3/13/2020 3:32:53 PM bee42681881 Is bill Gates a new leader in waiting!!!! ☢️

3/13/2020 3:32:58 PM sethric61410528 Either this is superb superiority beyond what the normal person can imagine (3D chess including/looking glass) AND the game for the cabal is already 

over. Or this is a show. No one in their right mind would otherwise take the risk! Common sense.

3/13/2020 3:32:59 PM laura_621 Hopefully _ The bigger they come the harder they 👇.

3/13/2020 3:33:48 PM elucidate2020 Big bill getting ready to kill the world with more vaccines.

3/13/2020 3:34:55 PM pipprinting So that's how he fulfills his famous Ted Talk comments on how to kill 2Billion in the next 5 years

3/13/2020 3:35:43 PM _369311119 Anyone catch a MJ deleted tweet a couple of hours ago???

3/13/2020 3:36:25 PM djlok That's good because Microsoft won't crash and cause all sorts of collateral damage if BG comes down with corona.

3/13/2020 3:36:37 PM madnetgreen Looks education and healthcare are earmarked for humiliation.

3/13/2020 3:37:16 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/AAi4DQOKwc

3/13/2020 3:37:31 PM sethric61410528 If ai commit a high crime and then have myself split into several clone bodies, am I being now also those guys still guilty?

3/13/2020 3:37:34 PM t_hayden07 I have yet to figure out a search feature. Lol 🤷♀️

3/13/2020 3:37:35 PM ruthannninaj Pls just retire. No more

3/13/2020 3:38:10 PM anangelhasland1 Resign this tracker.

3/13/2020 3:38:45 PM der_wanderer8 Something about "mass arrests" isn't it?

3/13/2020 3:39:31 PM vickier86921838 @dbongino @POTUSPress @EpochTimes @Linda_Paris @Mike_Pence @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @patton6966 @SecPompeo 

https://twitter.com/ChristinePolon1/status/1238594613562077184 …



3/13/2020 3:39:47 PM asswitter2 DON’T GET A VACCINE FROM BILL GATES....HE IS EVIL

3/13/2020 3:39:53 PM _369311119 I saw an alert, but it's gone now.

3/13/2020 3:40:08 PM americanpetal No, I missed it. I was at grocery stocking up.

3/13/2020 3:40:10 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/1QxX4rqr8X

3/13/2020 3:40:11 PM luxurytamie you bet

3/13/2020 3:40:28 PM mobilememphian1 I did watch all of Austin’s videos last night & today. He does state everything very well but when he says that he’s going to the head of Space Force, he 

seems rather unbelievable!

3/13/2020 3:40:55 PM 369_is  https://youtu.be/IoyvvEWHodk 

3/13/2020 3:41:14 PM anangelhasland1 There are many reasons CEOs are departing in such numbers, Challenger says. “It’s multifaceted.” He cites the slowdown in the economy and also the 

very long tenure of many CEOs during the longest expansion in American history. Many are simply ready for retirement.

3/13/2020 3:41:15 PM cchef1980 I would add that intuition is multidimensional even in 3D since it relies on non linear neural processes too. As for synchronicity, do we have any control 

over it? Can we consciously affect it? Synchronicity implies time. In the absence of time synch has no meaning.

3/13/2020 3:41:36 PM anangelhasland1 “There’s a proportion of the CEOs who are leaving because this is a good time to get out on top, put into place a succession plan and be able to submit 

your legacy,” he says. Also, boards are reevaluating CEOs at companies that aren’t performing optimally.

3/13/2020 3:41:57 PM zaraawakened  pic.twitter.com/hfM1do1FHE

3/13/2020 3:42:03 PM knightofmaltaus a very good idea...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheKanehB @terran_sol @DJLOK @JRockTigers @covertress @SKY3691111 https://www.uaptn.com/ 

3/13/2020 3:42:14 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/myuLTLNOgI

3/13/2020 3:42:38 PM by369surrounded I know this is true. My social reach across all accounts (public & Anon) used to be great, then Q appeared. I found Q on Reddit day 1. I have followed 

daily all platforms - since that time my Facebook pages are almost invisible. Alice = algorithm 4 censorship.

3/13/2020 3:42:44 PM der_wanderer8 Just saw tweet during several seconds... 

Was talking about military force, and  just after that, mass arrests would begin

If I remember well 🧐

3/13/2020 3:42:55 PM 11charlie111 What actually happened...😜 pic.twitter.com/PzolTESOvG

3/13/2020 3:43:08 PM der_wanderer8 Thank you 💙

3/13/2020 3:43:23 PM t_hayden07 I'm totally on the fence. But, that's okay! Its information warfare, at its finest right now. As far as the Commander of the SF? I guess we shall see, right? 

Easy one to disprove. Eventually. Lol

3/13/2020 3:44:00 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/r4dIYuODEL

3/13/2020 3:44:11 PM anangelhasland1 Different stories for each individual.  (No secret armies in the night.) https://www.businessinsider.com/biggest-ceo-departures-wework-juul-ebay-

warner-bros-metlife-2019-10#33-expedia-mark-okerstrom-5 …

3/13/2020 3:44:21 PM by369surrounded Our cookies must put us on the radar too. Once we're tagged pretty sure we're marked for good.

3/13/2020 3:44:21 PM rebornkingent Nature always wins. https://youtu.be/6T5Oz-9caGc 

3/13/2020 3:44:36 PM aprilbrown99 #WINNING #WinningBigly #HellYea 🥳🥳🥳

3/13/2020 3:44:59 PM earth2nissy It asked if we trusted them and that it was being shut down for mass arrests, I believe!

3/13/2020 3:45:06 PM _369311119 🙏🙏🙏

3/13/2020 3:45:08 PM chhrobbler The Bible is a manual to this world that God has put in front of our eyes, and Christianity itself is more than a religion. It is a way of engaging in this 

world without overimmersing ourselves in it.

3/13/2020 3:45:09 PM rovendetti This is great!!

3/13/2020 3:45:26 PM whatscale Dr Faust was the best. So Was 17 and 72. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so was justin trudea is so gay cant believe his wife has sick in the head lol.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238541983678902273 …

3/13/2020 3:45:50 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah I saw it but didnt cap it. Basically said the country will grind to a halt then mass arrests will begin.

3/13/2020 3:45:54 PM chhrobbler  pic.twitter.com/A5iDDUQ3vY

3/13/2020 3:45:56 PM keith369me Great meme...cabal Exodus

3/13/2020 3:46:31 PM chromechaos16 Yes. Patriots are in control. I just dropped my brother and family going to FL from MN.  No one is scared and inconvenienced.

3/13/2020 3:46:32 PM auroravoyager1  https://www.foxnews.com/us/best-buy-names-new-ceo-as-hubert-joly-steps-down …

3/13/2020 3:46:47 PM chhrobbler They can make people believe that two and two have always made five.

3/13/2020 3:46:49 PM jrlara14 Let my people go!

3/13/2020 3:46:59 PM keith369me “Philanthropy”

3/13/2020 3:47:08 PM anangelhasland1 Most only last 5 year terms... Huge cash payouts when resigning... Fears of recession so they got out when the going was good... 

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/why-have-more-1-000-ceos-left-their-post-past-n1076201 …

3/13/2020 3:49:38 PM antinomy781 We still stoning people committing adultery and homosexuals then? You know, it's 'in the manual."

Asking for a friend...

3/13/2020 3:49:47 PM knightofmaltaus Who likes Tucker?  @covertress @TheKanehB

@JRockTigers @terran_sol @SKY3691111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DJLOK https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url= https%3A%2F%2Fmetro.co.uk%2F2019%2F12%2F03%2Fus-government-secretly-

collected-physical-evidence-ufos-fox-news-host-tucker-carlson-claims-11263106%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1kwo-4J0OJZO2z-

HB9FF4MHu1DBy2_ghnu0vMvyFz0xCzkbzMsCJ7K_dg&data=02%7C01%7C%7C6a6acdecf3db4e233f0408d7c743b594%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaa

aaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637196965926121266&sdata=yG8rSBTw2utvLiRXk6xp3y5J8M4iYqFn2sOKbz3ouj8%3D&reserved=0 …

3/13/2020 3:50:02 PM brk_the_matrix Creditably is definitely in question. I never trusted majestic 100% but now feeling less open minded at this point.

3/13/2020 3:50:13 PM baswitkop1 @coinyeezy they know

3/13/2020 3:50:13 PM t_hayden07 I believe Maj is bringing attention to Mr. Steinbart, so that we will DIG. Whether he's a LARPY LARP, or not --- I trust our Bakers & ourselves, to do the 

work.

Also, the subject  has become quite a divider among Anons. I believe itll expose some Paytriots & fake anons too 🤷♀️🍿

3/13/2020 3:50:45 PM americanpetal It is, isn’t it?! ❤️ it

3/13/2020 3:51:03 PM keith369me Should we track all CoronaVirus positives?  Just saying, if I were famous, I wouldn’t be shouting through my publicist that I have Coronavirus.  HIPAA 

Laws anyone?  Nobody is shouting about their sealed indictments.

3/13/2020 3:51:13 PM trumpfore I trust very limited people

3/13/2020 3:51:19 PM qanongroup Bill Gates steps down from Microsoft. This is the same guy whose Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation detains major shares in the owners of Corona 

Virus Patent ¦ Pirbright Institute in Surrey, England

3/13/2020 3:51:53 PM alwaysfinds How would you or anyone know who "Q" is? Anyone who makes the claim should be able to back themselves up, but even still, people will deny. Its 

human nature.

3/13/2020 3:51:59 PM bbobbio71 The Tok'ra are a group of symbiotes who object to the ways of the Goa'uld and more specifically, the System Lords, deriving their name from the 

Goa'uld words "tok", meaning "against" and the name of the Supreme System Lord Ra, who was killed by Colonel Jack O'Neill and Dr.

3/13/2020 3:52:10 PM antinomy781 Love thy Enemy. Pray for those who persecute you. The greatest commandment of all; Love. According to a Book people like to quote...

3/13/2020 3:52:21 PM raisethevib369  pic.twitter.com/Oj7twv2sa0

3/13/2020 3:52:27 PM sky3691111 Great! Lets do this!😃

Its enough activity in my sky..😊🙌 pic.twitter.com/On3GsJmjdW



3/13/2020 3:53:09 PM bbobbio71 For those new here.  Stargate SG1 I believe up to season 7 Is majestic after 🤡🤡

3/13/2020 3:53:51 PM stanstephens13 True

3/13/2020 3:54:32 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/0lkThElGb1

3/13/2020 3:54:53 PM oosmarcoos crazy frog time!

3/13/2020 3:55:06 PM sky3691111 I dont know him but i readed the article.

I like rebells😉

3/13/2020 3:55:28 PM peilmymailcom1 Freedom Time! Release The Frogs! 

🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸🐸 

pic.twitter.com/PtRDaucrZR

3/13/2020 3:56:50 PM bbrandenhoff @ResignationAnon  does 😄👍💖

3/13/2020 3:58:44 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/EMfq0KakCP

3/13/2020 3:59:53 PM dogfluffpup Hoping you are well POTUS!  You and you admin have been true to us since you were sworn in and for that, we are truly grateful!  Minus the little 

bumps in the road!  We honor your service and stand by your side!  God Speed! Hugs

3/13/2020 4:01:03 PM resignationanon of course i did:

 https://www.resignation.info/ 

3/13/2020 4:01:23 PM americanpetal Hmm maybe that’s why he deleted it.

3/13/2020 4:01:41 PM americanpetal ❤️

3/13/2020 4:02:14 PM captain01470560 You are absolutely correct. pic.twitter.com/SEyrvgt4km

3/13/2020 4:02:40 PM robertrkimball synchronicity only requires alignment of energy potentials across (a potentially small or big # of) consciousnesses and being open multidimensionallty 

to participate via intuition.  a simple example is the "parking angel". we function in 3d  and multi-d simultaneously. ♥️

3/13/2020 4:02:48 PM andreisvirkov Rats are running.

3/13/2020 4:03:02 PM coloradoevolut1 The Ides of March 🎯💫💕🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/lRJF4KF4kb

3/13/2020 4:03:23 PM rsm28675996 suuuuure he did

3/13/2020 4:04:11 PM bbrandenhoff 🙌😄❤️

3/13/2020 4:04:19 PM txgodmotheriii  pic.twitter.com/mpeErfZOEO

3/13/2020 4:04:45 PM blac1kay  pic.twitter.com/cZtlyCEDOj

3/13/2020 4:05:04 PM ewilliams22101 @melindagates this is better than the #Epstein news, but we still know.  And we won't forget.

3/13/2020 4:05:06 PM b3mekisha You will get suspended if he follows you. At least that is what happened to me.

3/13/2020 4:05:48 PM karmalovestrump Honest question! 

Why don’t you seemingly follow anyone back?

I tend to follow the majority of people that honor me with a follow. It’s the right thing to do.

It’s a mutual respect kinda thing.

3/13/2020 4:06:41 PM trumpfore Excellent proverb, I deal with this crap daily

3/13/2020 4:07:30 PM truth_again God bless you President Trump.

3/13/2020 4:08:30 PM deplorable369 He won’t come down with it because he’s the one making the vaccine.

3/13/2020 4:08:46 PM pepeanon3 In God We Trust! 😇

3/13/2020 4:09:10 PM whitespacer Don't leave out @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as a font of complementary wisdom to the Q drops....  

https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1238566721713319938 …

3/13/2020 4:09:47 PM sandyfishgirl  https://www.resignation.info/ 

3/13/2020 4:09:57 PM gyspylala Always praying for this country, as well as, you and your family. Wait till  America finds out the truth about the previous administrations. That will be 

priceless. For the Trump haters..

 Patriots will continue to pray for you. God Bless you and our military. Q+ pic.twitter.com/yqVrtAgRqP

3/13/2020 4:10:02 PM mikespies904 Dude if this is the actual meaning how crazy hilarious would that be

3/13/2020 4:11:43 PM cstephon I am was stating of what was traveling through Indianapolis, a truck was involved in a accident too

3/13/2020 4:11:47 PM 040118054_17 Perfectly stated, that’s where all my thinking has lead me also! Nice job Patriot!

3/13/2020 4:12:01 PM dlnarch Global health is HUGE monetarily. This resignation isn’t for hiding from authorities; it is to make more money and power.

3/13/2020 4:12:37 PM bereantype Scripture

3/13/2020 4:12:44 PM americanpetal They are a group of symbiotes who object to the ways of the Go’Auld mainly the System Lords. They are the resistance. Can a Starseed be a Tok’ra?

I think I’m both. Lol idk 🤦♀️🤷♀️

3/13/2020 4:14:04 PM 040118054_17 Interesting Q? Do you personally know or have heard of anyone you know that has caught the virus?

3/13/2020 4:17:56 PM johnnyt_anon And because of the vacuum this creates it's really hard for people to break away. They fear of "not being accepted" by the collective group's perceived 

sense of reality.

3/13/2020 4:18:05 PM gentlepsychosis The amount of resignations is insane. Something is going on.

3/13/2020 4:23:44 PM navalinfantry 1776 pic.twitter.com/RVBrX6IzK4

3/13/2020 4:24:17 PM linda1metcalf A 4 seater

3/13/2020 4:25:08 PM johnnysoko Because I’ve been doing this long enough to understand the mission and the chaos that could be caused by the enemy if we indulge random people 

who claim to be Q. It’s too easy to exploit so therefore Q would never do it. 

The problems are self evident. 

Larp.

3/13/2020 4:27:04 PM corey28706035 When is the conference please?

3/13/2020 4:27:29 PM patriotswegoall  https://twitter.com/jsphflrs/status/1238598630832918528 …

3/13/2020 4:28:09 PM pearl13947410 Natl guard released into all states

3/13/2020 4:28:52 PM blsdbe ThanQ April!!!

3/13/2020 4:29:44 PM blsdbe #ThanQ!!!

3/13/2020 4:30:21 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103137343970689025?s=19 …

3/13/2020 4:30:47 PM 444_q_ NOW we are here 👏

3/13/2020 4:30:52 PM wallyayottejr POTUS: Our shared fight against this “DISEASE”

3/13/2020 4:30:57 PM alwaysfinds But he's providing videos of him in server rooms & accessing medical records. Sure, it could all be a scam, but why not at least let this guy prove his 

worth or his sham? Remain skeptical, certainly, but we could be near the end game & his Identification could be the end signal.

3/13/2020 4:31:32 PM cchef1980 I agree that in order for “synchronicity” to happen it requires what you describe. However, per the formal definition, synchronicity means things 

happening at the same “time”. Going back to the original post, if “time” is an illusion, then EVERYTHING is an illusion.

3/13/2020 4:31:38 PM saddlesurfer2 Now I know who has all the toilet paper & pasta🤣

3/13/2020 4:32:46 PM manifest_utopia *fuller

3/13/2020 4:33:02 PM fansblowing3 Kek

3/13/2020 4:35:16 PM ljohnson3117 It's perfect, if that's indeed (and God I hope it is) what is happening.

3/13/2020 4:35:28 PM 444_q_ I'll send you info in a sec

3/13/2020 4:35:58 PM aprilbrown99 You are welcome.  🤗🤗🤗

3/13/2020 4:36:23 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/nGnXgb29R4



3/13/2020 4:36:26 PM das100000 His bio-ROI is here.

3/13/2020 4:38:06 PM derrichetto1 Amen

3/13/2020 4:38:51 PM shasty469 I really wish I knew the answer to this question.

3/13/2020 4:41:06 PM andrewperticus  pic.twitter.com/9psJmBYtdb

3/13/2020 4:41:14 PM tieronepatriot Me too!  We have to trust the plan...

20% in the open, 80% behind the scenes -Q pic.twitter.com/4uxvKERdaM

3/13/2020 4:44:25 PM johnnysoko We have Q, we don’t need whatever this person claims to have. 

Now back to our regularly scheduled Great Awakening.

3/13/2020 4:50:20 PM smokeylasagna  pic.twitter.com/Y98oyaOSBd

3/13/2020 4:52:48 PM americanpetal 🤣

3/13/2020 4:54:27 PM monstajammaksg I like my soul, G-d trusts me with it.

3/13/2020 4:54:57 PM sandiredden1 Hallelujah! I knew he was involved.

3/13/2020 4:55:55 PM blessedchristy3 Q team is real and you will see the results over the next month as many “elite” in gov and Pedowood r arrested 

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/KWWi1tpLyG

3/13/2020 4:56:39 PM irondadof5 I read today that gitmo isn’t getting the majority of high profile rather Thune Greenland.

3/13/2020 4:56:39 PM robertrkimball that definition is pure 3d, linear, brain-only.  we've been educated to only live in a 3d box. it's  our choice to stay in the box or open it up and expand.  

our pineal and heart have been ignored for so long. they connect us to the multidimensional.

3/13/2020 4:59:30 PM the_redlily Some Amish Novel

3/13/2020 5:00:13 PM smokeylasagna How about a World Wide day of prayer?! @ThinkAboutItOnl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @elenochle @X22Report @prayingmedic @FLOTUS 

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/vaAGUN35bs

3/13/2020 5:01:03 PM smalltownindy I read this the other day. Great thread.

3/13/2020 5:01:26 PM inat_mivea will he be boarding the next generation-ship before it departs for the nearest earth-like planet?

3/13/2020 5:02:09 PM jotaann @GenFlynn followed me prior to my acct taken away😔

3/13/2020 5:02:11 PM weare07489243  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Universal_Time_Matrix …

3/13/2020 5:02:45 PM georgiaobree1 So right. If I was in charge I would have gone jatz crackers & atomic & blown the whole thing - glad the experts are in charge #ClintonCrimeFamily

3/13/2020 5:03:11 PM georgiaobree1 Pedovores?

3/13/2020 5:06:00 PM carolva97910854 AHA!

3/13/2020 5:06:39 PM 369_is 🤣🤣🤣👞💩

3/13/2020 5:08:53 PM winklerburke Phasers: set on STUN... Pew! Pew! Pew!  Pew! Pew!   Oops, I guess they were set on “VAPORIZE-TO-HELL?”   Well crew, I guess we’re gonna have to fix 

these things some day... But Today is Not the Day.

3/13/2020 5:09:41 PM khaleesi61 Watch the water.

3/13/2020 5:11:20 PM differenced_it One of my favs.

3/13/2020 5:13:59 PM p4patriot Please, no more of his philanthropy in global health.

3/13/2020 5:17:45 PM disfellocated I dunno, at first, I was thinking more Rev. 16:13. Y'all did write the Bible, right? pic.twitter.com/4ZvmF6Ylwg

3/13/2020 5:20:47 PM jtrinh44 The IS-BE includes the body. That means you're saying he's still alive, the way we think of someone who is alive.  Schrodinger's Kennedy = we'll know 

when we know.

3/13/2020 5:21:39 PM intentionmentor Vertical

3/13/2020 5:23:35 PM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/C8s1vFpwGD

3/13/2020 5:23:54 PM lyndamo85130479 😢

3/13/2020 5:25:31 PM rghardy3 You are watching the Systematic Destruction

of the "Old Guard".

Their Game is now Over !

3/13/2020 5:27:17 PM rghardy3 BIBLICAL !

3/13/2020 5:28:05 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) 

pic.twitter.com/scOyQrLtbt

3/13/2020 5:29:34 PM rickster61x Where’s @RepAdamSchiff

& Ed Buck When You Need ‘Em??

3/13/2020 5:30:07 PM ethereal_shaman Yes, that is what the Fake News wants you to believe, anons know better.

3/13/2020 5:30:28 PM truthseekerkari Good things on the horizon!

3/13/2020 5:30:56 PM thekanehb I actually really do like him

3/13/2020 5:31:57 PM mesopotamia1989 #QAnon2020 #qanon what about this guys? #WWG1WGA thiiiis is baaad! @JimmyFalk5 @paulamjohns @kate_awakening @HawtinGibb 

@kimberlytoday @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 @StormIsUponUs @KarluskaP @SeanCordicon @love4thegameAK @PunishDem1776 

@pushforward40 @Western2A https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1237932849220792321 …

3/13/2020 5:33:08 PM jlawrence760 Since it’s 28k people I’m assuming he collecting a “digital army”

3/13/2020 5:33:34 PM attemptingdaily Bill Gates resigns from BOTH today?? ✌️ 

Interesting timing... as we seal our family borders & are primed for indoctrination of the masses via  Netflix (Amazon Prime etc) 🍿 choose wisely my 

little grasshoppers 🥋

3/13/2020 5:34:05 PM remarkablebob You’re not insinuating that we’ve been duped into religious deception for centuries, are you? If so, we have to be open to new realities...”the Truth 

may be stranger than Fiction?” Are we ready for Truth?

3/13/2020 5:34:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w MJ12

3/13/2020 5:34:57 PM jvan125 Is NESARA coming after the CV shutdown?

3/13/2020 5:35:06 PM rebornkingent When is the post storm party?

3/13/2020 5:35:09 PM islandofdelight Will Coronavirus publicly be exposed as a smoke screen this year?

3/13/2020 5:35:29 PM 39anc6 Is @AustinSteinbart parte of your team?

3/13/2020 5:35:42 PM francoissmc Corona in Adrenachrome?

3/13/2020 5:35:48 PM rebornkingent Disclosure 👽🛸🦎during the storm or after?

3/13/2020 5:35:50 PM 1_decided_voter Is Coronavirus a bioweapon?

3/13/2020 5:35:52 PM linkredemption Will their be food replicators?

3/13/2020 5:35:53 PM islandofdelight Relationship between Coronadeath Fatalities and Indictments?

3/13/2020 5:35:56 PM mwannahockalugi National emergency for something additional to the coronavirus?

3/13/2020 5:36:00 PM i_like_skis How many ‘fake death’ celebs ratted out Hollywood?

3/13/2020 5:36:00 PM richzen2 How bad is coronavirus gonna spread? Intentional or accidental.

3/13/2020 5:36:01 PM 369palm Is Alice using 3D printing and other tech to bring itself into existence in our reality?

3/13/2020 5:36:04 PM wildkrazyblonde Yup, thats all involved with Trumps EO. Watch, soon Gates will have the virus just like Hanks and his wife?

3/13/2020 5:36:07 PM neverbeasheep #DefenderEurope2020 will Europe be free?

3/13/2020 5:36:12 PM rick_hernandez What’s the connection between. MJ 12 and Austin Steinbart?

3/13/2020 5:36:16 PM do_or_do_notty When will the military tribunals start being televised?

3/13/2020 5:36:21 PM doyouq Are the cv closures going to last 2 weeks or much more? Is this apocalyptic or simply serious?

3/13/2020 5:36:26 PM brangusjimmy Does MJ12 support the claim that @AustinSteinbart is Q?

3/13/2020 5:36:36 PM arifriedman12  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wWhap7QBsiM …



3/13/2020 5:36:42 PM stuarttruly Will POTUS ever say “You’re FIRED!” As POTUS when he gets rid of someone?

(Would personally find that incredibly satisfying)

3/13/2020 5:36:43 PM jbcloud Is Adrenechrome molecule the white rabbit?

3/13/2020 5:37:00 PM jeremy350344 Confirm Arrests before 4-10-20?

3/13/2020 5:37:05 PM snozzlestein Is corona virus a smoke screen for something bigger?

3/13/2020 5:37:06 PM 39anc6 Is it all set up for arrests?

3/13/2020 5:37:14 PM rick_hernandez Will we get confirmation of the storm before the next lunar cycle begins?

3/13/2020 5:37:15 PM tray_c_ Have you met the residing president of the United States of America?

3/13/2020 5:37:18 PM fansblowing3 How many alien races have a foothold on this earth?

3/13/2020 5:37:24 PM lorivictoria Rh- blood? Bloodlines?

3/13/2020 5:37:29 PM jimmyfalk5 ➡️ THE LUCIFERIAN COVENANT OATH

- Control peoples minds

- Play both sides. Deny connections.

- Poison them thru foods/ medicine

- Never tell them the truth

- Sharing this knowledge is punishable by death

 https://youtu.be/JMUeGIfq6vw?t=6s …

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/XU8Q860fa8
3/13/2020 5:37:30 PM cidarean You deleted a post today. What for?

3/13/2020 5:37:31 PM blankmarlo Why are celebrities and government officials around the world claiming to have Corona virus?

3/13/2020 5:37:32 PM neverbeasheep What is #DefenderEurope20 really?

3/13/2020 5:37:45 PM timedabbler21 Is tainted adrenochrome why so many elites are claiming sickness from virus now?

3/13/2020 5:37:51 PM space_sloth26 Is it happening? It doesn't feel like it but what do I know. 

Qproofs lead to that possibility but nothing "definite" for the public as of yet

3/13/2020 5:37:53 PM eo_swan Why do I ASMR to patriotic songs, and the Anthem, but not other music?

3/13/2020 5:37:54 PM 39anc6 Is it CV made by white or black hats?

3/13/2020 5:37:56 PM clifton15jon Do Clones know they are Clones?

3/13/2020 5:38:06 PM rick_hernandez Why was the tweet deleted earlier about a halt?

3/13/2020 5:38:07 PM jeremy350344 Are pleadians sending messages to earth beings through channeling?

3/13/2020 5:38:08 PM fansblowing3 Are those catching the corona virus actually being indicted in military trials?

3/13/2020 5:38:10 PM jillsta07025300 Will we be quarantined in our homes for three to four weeks?

3/13/2020 5:38:13 PM lurkerjohnson Why is spl**forc* trending right now

3/13/2020 5:38:15 PM the1withthe4ce so , you wanna fight me?

3/13/2020 5:38:17 PM ablbaker Will ETs reach out to everyday people for whatever reason in a post-disclosure not too distant future? Maybe out of boredom at the very least I would 

assume.

3/13/2020 5:38:24 PM lbf777 Did you all release the Corona Virus to genocide the world and install the NWO? pic.twitter.com/OHcq9GuEze

3/13/2020 5:38:26 PM stuarttruly When POTUS said regarding the Corona virus”we know where it came from” was he referring to Bill Gates Foundation?

3/13/2020 5:38:32 PM gatekeaper1 When are y'all coming for me?

3/13/2020 5:38:35 PM americanpetal Is EMC a White Hat Co?

3/13/2020 5:38:36 PM earth2nissy Best water to drink? Thank you. 🙏

3/13/2020 5:38:48 PM lbf777 Is Henry Kissinger MJ1?

3/13/2020 5:38:51 PM jeremy350344 I missed that tweet. What did it say?

3/13/2020 5:38:51 PM _369311119 Purpose of 3.6 AF1 flyover?

3/13/2020 5:38:54 PM 39anc6 CV Is designed for the Corona?

3/13/2020 5:38:59 PM americanpetal Do we need to worry about paying our bills?

3/13/2020 5:38:59 PM fansblowing3 Are you located on this earth right now?

3/13/2020 5:39:25 PM leewilkes99 Is ascension part of the one's who are never seen again

3/13/2020 5:39:31 PM the_fjalar is there an adrenochrome/Covid-19 connection?

3/13/2020 5:39:49 PM jooooody it's another word for indictment.

3/13/2020 5:39:54 PM pedalfun4u Have the assets of the corporations where CEO has resigned been seized already?

3/13/2020 5:39:57 PM sonyx369 Given recent and current events, when will disclosure occur?

3/13/2020 5:40:04 PM anonbih17 Are Corey Goode and David Wilcock legit?

3/13/2020 5:40:05 PM 444_q_ How can I best help in this time of biblical change?

3/13/2020 5:40:11 PM truth939 If gold will end the Fed.  Why have you stated in the past that it is not recommended to invest in gold?

3/13/2020 5:40:15 PM twilly18 who is Dr. Ralp Baric??

3/13/2020 5:40:15 PM fansblowing3 Will earth humans live longer than the average 75 years in the future?

3/13/2020 5:40:28 PM timedabbler21 Will the truth of Sandy Hook and other similar FF events be disclosed anytime soon? Hoaxsters keep raking in the donations.....including what I suspect 

are false victims of cv doing crowdfunding...this must stop.

3/13/2020 5:40:29 PM kidge6 is Fiji still an issue? I know people vacationing there right now.

3/13/2020 5:40:34 PM 1_decided_voter Your tweet from earlier about US coming to a halt and the mass arrests beginning. Why did you delete it?

3/13/2020 5:40:45 PM tr16963539 Why do say "ask me anything if ur not gonna answer?"

3/13/2020 5:40:45 PM winklerburke Trump says filler intro words... but hits “CV” right on 17 second mark.  The sentence: “In our very vigilant effort to combat & ultimately defeat the 

Corona... (pauses)... (kinda says) Vile ... (corrects) Virus.”   [CV] means also cult [322]... The Bro-hood-o-Death, Skull&Bones.

3/13/2020 5:40:46 PM stoneturnr What organizations are responsible for withholding advanced medical technology from the public and what can civilians realistically do to expedite 

their release?

3/13/2020 5:40:58 PM vieiraranch Is CERN still a danger? Patriots in control yet?

3/13/2020 5:41:00 PM bryceja68689884 When do we experience clarity or complete understanding of current events?

3/13/2020 5:41:06 PM deenharryeuw So time is an illusion. We all know that. Is that why it's impossible to reconcile the relationships between time, gravity, speed, mass, and distance? Due 

to time being relative to gravity and speed but gravity is relative to the distance between two masses. And speed is...

3/13/2020 5:41:32 PM coloradoevolut1 What's AMA? pic.twitter.com/7ZUv88wfki

3/13/2020 5:41:33 PM cidarean Deep state/pedo/satanic actors being eliminated using corona as a cover?

3/13/2020 5:41:38 PM blankmarlo Will Biden pick Hillary as a running mate?

3/13/2020 5:41:51 PM americanpetal Was/Is Fujitank’s website a deep state site used for Cabal members to communicate esp as it related to sports rigging and trafficking?

3/13/2020 5:41:52 PM miss_ampie Ancient Aliens series. Am I on the right track?

3/13/2020 5:42:05 PM deenharryeuw Relative to distance over time, but how is time relative to time in that sense?

3/13/2020 5:42:20 PM jtcrotteau DECLASS to public soon?

3/13/2020 5:42:24 PM imluckydog No

3/13/2020 5:42:24 PM lorivictoria What is going on with the Schumann Resonance?

3/13/2020 5:42:25 PM stoneturnr Was BG involved in the development of CV19?

3/13/2020 5:42:33 PM bryceja68689884 Is claim "corona virus infection" code for indictment? pic.twitter.com/TTET7d42ar



3/13/2020 5:42:47 PM worldxplorer1 Does MJ12 use a quantum computer to ever post in the past? 

For example posting from the future on to Twitter (or another platform for that matter) in the present.

3/13/2020 5:42:58 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/IAOWOZ1yW9

3/13/2020 5:43:01 PM paula84059427 Ask me anything.

3/13/2020 5:43:04 PM traveling_soul9 what is the best way to understand/use of 3,6,9?

3/13/2020 5:43:08 PM mariafaraci1 Is this the Event?

3/13/2020 5:43:09 PM keith369me Please tell us the single most  thing that we can do to assist a friend with their awakening process?

3/13/2020 5:43:10 PM fktvis Did the DIA let Austin Steinbart use the quantum internet to send him time-warping instant messages to tip myself off about Bitcoin and does it keep 

him safe from the "Royal Death Racket"? 

Is an aspect of Q AS in the future?

3/13/2020 5:43:22 PM mansfieldbenz How's the whole "Pandemic Bonds" angle working-out? Bahahahaha

3/13/2020 5:43:37 PM keith369me That upside down DIA logo says a lot.

3/13/2020 5:43:39 PM vieiraranch During this national emergency will PEAS be instated? Will blackout happen during this time?

3/13/2020 5:43:41 PM bryceja68689884 How can quantum particles (atoms) change their motion by being observed? What actually causes the change in behavior?

3/13/2020 5:43:51 PM worldxplorer1 How many of the Majestic 12 followers do you monitor regularly?

What is the purpose?

3/13/2020 5:43:52 PM jooooody  https://twitter.com/P0A_Triot23/status/1238593613187239936 …

3/13/2020 5:43:54 PM kweenkreek EPIC. 

⭐️🇺🇸STARS&STRIPES🇺🇸⭐️

⭐️🇺🇸FOREVER🇺🇸⭐️

3/13/2020 5:44:03 PM wickedmouse369 Yes it is! #shinethelight

3/13/2020 5:44:04 PM giediknight Aspect of the operation, it will be a lot more clear.  Though once the satanic pedophile cabal is no longer a threat, the real war begins.... 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2020 5:44:08 PM richardhiatt16 AMEN 

🇺🇸🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

🙏🙏🇺🇸

3/13/2020 5:44:16 PM palmdalekid2 Whatever happened to the office of transparency at the @WhiteHouse

3/13/2020 5:44:30 PM worldxplorer1 Are some member of the Majestic 12 followers officers in The Domain?

3/13/2020 5:44:31 PM keith369me I'm starting to love frogs...warts and all.

3/13/2020 5:44:43 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/d87T1iTCDd

3/13/2020 5:44:50 PM americanpetal Do Go’Auld’s walk among us?

3/13/2020 5:45:04 PM charmcityanon Why did you delete your tweet from earlier....you know which 1..

3/13/2020 5:45:08 PM mike422422  pic.twitter.com/ad58v1y37B

3/13/2020 5:45:09 PM wickedmouse369 To what extent will we be aware of the on-going events?

3/13/2020 5:45:09 PM libertyclick Why so few efforts to pay any amount of respect to libertarian constitutionalism, such as the potential threat to the 4th amendment we are to trust 

and endure?

3/13/2020 5:45:11 PM worldxplorer1 Sprinkles?

3/13/2020 5:45:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Encourage them to take ten deep breaths and recognize that their risk of dying is extremely low. More likely to get killed driving or walking to get 

groceries.

3/13/2020 5:45:16 PM keith369me Expectations change reality

3/13/2020 5:45:22 PM 369helen313 #WWG1WGA 🐸 #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/1LNOCAOpI0

3/13/2020 5:45:24 PM bryceja68689884 Does all debt get resolved with resolution of the storm?

3/13/2020 5:45:28 PM covertress MJ12, do you often travel OOB at the Pentagon?

3/13/2020 5:45:35 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/mHfNZnRlls

3/13/2020 5:45:38 PM kseven110 Is the virus part of a front to take out the bad players? Is this what we are witnessing?

3/13/2020 5:45:39 PM aprilbrown99 Is Austin Steinbart part of the MJ12 team?

3/13/2020 5:45:39 PM synackstatic Was the adrenochrome in wuhan spiked and Corona 8 redirected?

3/13/2020 5:45:45 PM winklerburke Other meaning... is parading clean-cut-somber-earnest businessmen (Walmart, Target et al) on cam, in front of world. THIS is how biz works w/gov’t! 4-

life! 4-Liberty! 4-happiness!  Not the $@4hd back room pop-cull the 322 cult orchestrated w/glee. Paper moon world no more. QWin

3/13/2020 5:45:47 PM keith369me Don't worry, just pay them as best you can.

3/13/2020 5:45:48 PM giediknight How many Qbits does MJ12s quantum computer have?

3/13/2020 5:45:57 PM wakingdream93 What is the true history behind Tartaria?

3/13/2020 5:45:58 PM kachinagtto I'm hearing rumors that there will be a quarantine until May 1st.  April showers bring May flowers?  Any truth to it?

3/13/2020 5:46:01 PM ali_dougall We got till April 12th? I feel it

3/13/2020 5:46:04 PM 28concerned The grow on you

3/13/2020 5:46:06 PM covertress Is the Twenty And Back Program, as explained by Corey Goode, a real SSP program?

3/13/2020 5:46:09 PM nessethcornelia Is a coded message signal. 

Coronavirus = I gave up.

They are willing to cooperate (talk)

3/13/2020 5:46:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238626640416116736 …

3/13/2020 5:46:35 PM covertress Did a portion of the Library of Alexandria wind up in the Vatican?

3/13/2020 5:46:36 PM blac1kay Comfy Happening :^) pic.twitter.com/uqbmU8IECu

3/13/2020 5:46:40 PM v_rags Yes our consciousness

3/13/2020 5:46:47 PM the_loveoflight CV a cover up?

3/13/2020 5:46:48 PM keith369me I'm starting to think the virus is a metaphor for the cabal...we're working on containing and curing this virus.

3/13/2020 5:46:51 PM jmay07161279 Slovenia, first country with massive arrestation !!!

3/13/2020 5:46:53 PM clifton15jon #Frogs say #UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein #Unseal911 🐸🐸🐸 pic.twitter.com/1Ni7gP1V9G

3/13/2020 5:46:55 PM jonesy4671 Are corey goode and david Wilcock credible?

3/13/2020 5:47:11 PM jvan125 Look at the cloud I saw today...do you see it? 😆😆😆🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/MxUCoB2UKC

3/13/2020 5:47:21 PM scott_rick It is indeed!

3/13/2020 5:47:38 PM ausanon369 Who is the Antichrist.... a hint?

3/13/2020 5:47:39 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/FwMbg27Jo6

3/13/2020 5:47:40 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you! Sometimes it takes me twice to actualize what I visualize.

3/13/2020 5:47:42 PM eo_swan Also, how do i get funding without disclosing my current field of study :D

P.s. bonus points if you can tell me which Appollo Program Astronauts were in the blue lodge.  

Last thing, how do I selecect which gravitational plane with which I want to adhere?

3/13/2020 5:47:46 PM palmdalekid2 we have same eye doctor fren

3/13/2020 5:47:52 PM jonesy4671 Do we really need to prepare to be quarantined in our houses for a month?



3/13/2020 5:47:55 PM worldxplorer1 Do the Majestic 12 communicate with some of us in dreams?  

How do you choose who to interact with in this way?

3/13/2020 5:47:57 PM jlundr Those with eyes.

3/13/2020 5:47:59 PM 1_decided_voter I noticed that as well!

Not sure how to see exact time of MJ12 tweets, but I got notifications from both simultaneously. pic.twitter.com/a0tYVnYPwp

3/13/2020 5:48:09 PM cidarean Can we expect any disruption in essential services in the future? What should we prepaid for?

3/13/2020 5:48:16 PM libertyclick For those of us who understand history, anti-federalism, austrian economics, and the philosophy of liberty, we know what good guys look like.  And the 

optics/narrative doesn't always sound like good guys.  Too often sounds like totalitarian, draconian, authoritarian.

3/13/2020 5:48:17 PM ambriayoga Is traveling at this time safe? And if not when will it be ok?

3/13/2020 5:48:29 PM covertress Has effective therapy been invented that can fully restore the memory of Domain personnel who have been trapped on Earth?

3/13/2020 5:48:38 PM sagequixotic What is the simplest way to raise your vibration if done day to day?

3/13/2020 5:48:39 PM elatedveracity What percentage of mass awakening are we currently at?

3/13/2020 5:48:44 PM the_loveoflight I know you have linked this account before, if they are who they say they are, can you explain a bit further what this might mean? 

https://twitter.com/sandiawisdom/status/1229978040098099200?s=21 …

3/13/2020 5:48:44 PM bucksmedic36 Kek readers 🤓

3/13/2020 5:48:45 PM americanpetal I believe a tenet of the plan is the eradication of evil.  What is the definition of evil according to the plan?

3/13/2020 5:48:46 PM covertress Was LBJ "making his bones" when he visited F at BNH?

3/13/2020 5:48:48 PM helly_283 Saw this earlier... pic.twitter.com/JDEMSZPdRf

3/13/2020 5:48:53 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1233543499343126528 …

3/13/2020 5:48:55 PM keith369me that was "most important" but you figured it out, not surprising.

3/13/2020 5:49:12 PM scott_rick Do you know who I am?

3/13/2020 5:49:20 PM stoneturnr Is the Alien Interview book totally accurate as far as you guys know, or was some of the information misconstrued by the telepathic recipient?

Btw, thank you for all you guys have done to keep us informed and thinking for ourselves. This account is a godsend. MUCH LOVE TO ALL MJ

3/13/2020 5:49:20 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1233545153782173696 …

3/13/2020 5:49:21 PM ainounnoun  pic.twitter.com/asP8LazgWw

3/13/2020 5:49:35 PM jaded_pearl Are we going to receive ELF healing frequencies before too long? Soon would be a great answer. 🐸🐸🐸

3/13/2020 5:49:41 PM bryceja68689884 Yes. I keep thinking of it in terms of a vampire virus that lives in the darkness and feeds on the blood of humans. Similar to the Strain. Tell me Soros isnt 

a f@cking literal and metaphorical vampire.

3/13/2020 5:49:49 PM slr64q And me!

3/13/2020 5:49:51 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1233594317177905152 …

3/13/2020 5:49:56 PM w1717171717 What exactly

3/13/2020 5:50:04 PM jmay07161279 Yep and more

3/13/2020 5:50:14 PM jake4191 Is Austin Steinbart Q? Yes or No!

3/13/2020 5:50:14 PM stuarttruly I have heard much of it is deep underneath a residence owned by UK/Royals in Malta...

3/13/2020 5:50:17 PM decodematrix :42

5:5

3/13/2020 5:50:18 PM crystal_75fl Thank you. I was asking same question. I have not had anyone answer me yet

3/13/2020 5:50:23 PM coloradoevolut1 Is that "zero delta"?

3/13/2020 5:50:38 PM thunderkiss2020 Watch for the CEO’s stepping down.  So many in the last few months.

3/13/2020 5:50:45 PM ethereal_shaman ...and how do you distinguish the difference between "Go'Auld" and "Tok'ra"?

3/13/2020 5:50:49 PM jaded_pearl Great answer - the same with toilet paper, wipe as best you can when it's gone.

3/13/2020 5:50:59 PM j23555108 Do you need an assistant¿ I make magnificent coffeee

3/13/2020 5:51:02 PM mattdawg80 AMA with no answers...

3/13/2020 5:51:04 PM americanpetal If the Cabal pushed alcohol bc it lowers  vibes and allows evil spirits to attach, will alcohol be illegal? I think not. I’m thinking ppl that vibe high won’t 

want it. How does alcohol play into the Great Awakening?

3/13/2020 5:51:06 PM slr64q Welcome aboard, Patriot!

3/13/2020 5:51:12 PM grahamfrench247 Has it started, is it stormy now?

3/13/2020 5:51:17 PM saltthegraves What’s happening?

3/13/2020 5:51:25 PM jaded_pearl I think stem cell advancements already make that probable.

3/13/2020 5:51:30 PM arifriedman12 Sun worshipers. Clear as day. Pardon the pun.

3/13/2020 5:51:34 PM cosgood35 Who do you people think this person is? Come on.

3/13/2020 5:51:47 PM keith369me If Austin is Baby Q...am I baby "?"

3/13/2020 5:51:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Earth is purging itself. That is correct. Necessary for "leveling up" to the birth of a new millennium.

Death is an illusion, though forgetting your IS-BE identity is strategically designed by the Cabal.

3/13/2020 5:51:55 PM stoneturnr Is Assange safe? If extradition is part of the plan, then why are his family and legal team resisting against it?

3/13/2020 5:51:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over 70%

3/13/2020 5:52:10 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/7gplQ0sJqs

3/13/2020 5:52:20 PM brodycat Who is he?

3/13/2020 5:52:21 PM cosgood35 LARP

3/13/2020 5:52:23 PM covertress How did EBEN-1 die from exposure to a hostile environment if her body was not biological? (see p. 30, Alien Interview) 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1112403277201788928?s=20 …

3/13/2020 5:52:27 PM jaded_pearl Did some come here specifically FOR the GOLD?

3/13/2020 5:52:36 PM rtek777 Date is important pic.twitter.com/Etp4iFjGQJ

3/13/2020 5:52:37 PM askbeforgiven God bless my fellow Americans.

4,10,20 This is the end of Q post 35 is it a time marker.

3/13/2020 5:52:38 PM cidarean *Prepare*

3/13/2020 5:52:38 PM damienwelsh4 Will there be ET disclosure soon?

3/13/2020 5:52:45 PM worldxplorer1 The human ‘survival drive’ is a major cause of humanities dysfunctions. 

If the people of earth knew unequivocally that life continued after the death of the body then many of our stupidest behaviors would cease. 

Fear of death is major obstacle that humanity needs to overcome.

3/13/2020 5:53:13 PM 369helen313 New Health Care Bill !? 😎

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1238626531510976512?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1238626531510976512 …

3/13/2020 5:53:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meditation, positive thoughts, cutting out negative people from your life, detoxifying your body, give thanks for all you are blessed with, and living life 

in the moment while being driven by your heart and instinct/gut. Many distractions and poisons intended to rob you of this.



3/13/2020 5:53:33 PM stuarttruly In your best determination, what is the most effective way to succeed in getting JFK released? 

Marching?

Protests ala Greta Thunbergs example?

Social media blitz?

Letters mailed?

All of the above?

3/13/2020 5:53:41 PM truth939 Zero deltas aren't that impressive to me unless it's down to the second.  Has anybody verified precise time stamp on these 0 D's?

3/13/2020 5:54:03 PM aetherwalker1 They take 'hosts'.

It's just that they're in 4D and the host is in 3D.

Selling your soul  ~ Deal with the devil pic.twitter.com/5BI7B1DEeG

3/13/2020 5:54:04 PM libertyclick It should be obvious that the hardliner civil liberty advocates are an essential core to restoration of america, and each news event is an opportunity to 

give voice to this underrepresented group.  Too often, it's cheers for more big government federalism.  What gives?

3/13/2020 5:54:11 PM keith369me Is the purge "temporarily catastrophic" to those that dwell upon it, or controlled as we live upon Gaia?  Is it up to us?

3/13/2020 5:54:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, memory recall devices are used in select cases though there are negative side effects so we really only use it when we have no other options.

3/13/2020 5:54:20 PM damienwelsh4 How do I use the 3 6 9?

3/13/2020 5:54:25 PM truth939 Are you referring to ET race?

3/13/2020 5:54:28 PM flowersoul Thanks for that one. 💥💖💓💫

3/13/2020 5:54:36 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/nVoJyAILwK

3/13/2020 5:54:58 PM qbryce171 Who is Q?

3/13/2020 5:55:01 PM aprilbrown99 Beautifully stated! Thank you. 💗💗💗

3/13/2020 5:55:02 PM weare07489243 What is the cause of Morgellons decease?

3/13/2020 5:55:08 PM nm_zsr Is there an episode of SG-1 that is particularly relevant for what's currently habbening?

3/13/2020 5:55:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 We will let you know when it is safe to travel beyond a few miles from your home aside for retrieving bare essentials for your family.

3/13/2020 5:55:33 PM jaded_pearl It sure doesn't seem like that much yet

3/13/2020 5:55:35 PM keith369me Yes...Cosmic Agency/Gosia on YouTube is admittedly not capable of making the stuff up.

3/13/2020 5:55:40 PM sto_always If heaven is within what are we doing here?

3/13/2020 5:55:42 PM ghost_of_billy_ Better bring a couple for Hillary's testimony.

3/13/2020 5:55:44 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/Gtwbyz0IK5

3/13/2020 5:55:49 PM 369_is Is there an SG1 episode that is relevant for what is happening right now?

3/13/2020 5:55:56 PM jbitterly That high? If we were at 70% there would be no need to remain in the shadows. They could just come right out and tell the public what’s happening. 

I figured we were more like 45-50% right now. Well, at least before the past couple of weeks.

3/13/2020 5:56:08 PM worldxplorer1 Do you attempt to “jog the memory” of Domain officers in other ways?

Are you actively trying to contact or awaken them?

3/13/2020 5:56:17 PM kachinagtto Had the deepest feeling when watching the press conf.  They are going to cure cancer along with develop. a cure for CV aren't they?  Female doc was 

talking about the AIDS team then other doc was saying how CV effects old people Immune sys. much like cancer does.  It just hit me.

3/13/2020 5:56:20 PM julieca29660023 Can you tell me how Sandy Hook is a hoax? I’m being serious. Did kids die? I’m just wondering how these ff work.

3/13/2020 5:56:21 PM libertyclick Why are all our heroes embracing Twitter and Facebook and Youtube?  All three are non-functional websites with clear throttling.  No attempt to 

disrupt this multopoly at all?

3/13/2020 5:56:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should be prepared for God's Judgement. Remember, your IS-BE is your God. There is only one God. You exclusively have a connection to your 

God. This concept is important when you lose dimensions of information. Think tesseract shadow information loss.

3/13/2020 5:56:31 PM truth939 This number seems WAY too high at this point it time.

3/13/2020 5:56:48 PM keith369me Replication?  If you can replicate gold, why print dollars?  The toilet paper crisis is solved.

3/13/2020 5:56:52 PM kindeandtrue When will Trump stop the chemtrails? We need the sun's healing rays more than ever now.

3/13/2020 5:57:11 PM paytonpatriot How accurate is project blue book on history channel?

3/13/2020 5:57:20 PM fansblowing3 Forgetting = cabal, then remembering = future?

3/13/2020 5:57:20 PM jaded_pearl I feel like many of us have been transitioning through an identity crisis for the last few years - I have

3/13/2020 5:57:22 PM damienwelsh4 Name 3 black hats who we think are white hats and 3 white hats who we think are black hats

3/13/2020 5:57:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 We use remote viewing / astral realm frequently.

3/13/2020 5:57:39 PM tieronepatriot Where did you read that?  Would love to see it... I did a thread recently that included Thule.

3/13/2020 5:57:48 PM truth939 Replication is roughy 10 years out per MJ I believe?  Why not capitalize on a return to gold standard in the short term?

3/13/2020 5:57:50 PM aprilbrown99 Especially if they are shopping for toilet paper right now.  Just sayin...

3/13/2020 5:57:54 PM fansblowing3 👏

3/13/2020 5:57:55 PM ethereal_shaman Will those that were involuntarily (Human perspective) used in SSP/BO projects receive disclosure?

3/13/2020 5:57:56 PM maryahoosier will probably focus his time on his favorite charities: population control and vaccines......

3/13/2020 5:58:06 PM boomerblaster84  pic.twitter.com/nSaJBlyVah

3/13/2020 5:58:23 PM flowersoul Is there a possibility for Reptilians to be cleared of their implants? I understood that that implants is what makes them heartless and cruel. 'The Seres 

Agenda' (book) suggested such.

3/13/2020 5:58:32 PM keith369me Thanks for canceling my European Trip this week :-)...can I get a "first class" ride on the on the replacement date?

3/13/2020 5:58:51 PM 1_decided_voter Is the announcement by celebrities and "elites" that they are infected some sort of coded signaling? If so, of what?

3/13/2020 5:58:58 PM daggastan  pic.twitter.com/8LG7w7QhPQ

3/13/2020 5:58:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 You should always be prepared. A month may be enough, it may be overkill, and it may not be enough. Understand this, time is an illusion. Do you trust 

the US Military?

3/13/2020 5:59:08 PM charitable_fury  https://twitter.com/charitable_fury/status/1238590569921892352?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Charitable_Fury/status/1238590569921892352 …

3/13/2020 5:59:21 PM damienwelsh4 Is Marko Rodin correct?

3/13/2020 5:59:28 PM ancho82666258 Will there be substantial white hat action during the corona virus hysteria to bring clarity to all us anons patiently waiting for justice?

3/13/2020 5:59:39 PM sto_always What struggles will we face after prison 🌎 no more?

3/13/2020 5:59:50 PM covertress What is PROJECT GODMODE?

3/13/2020 6:00:16 PM deb12233 What's the whole story re: JFK's murder?

3/13/2020 6:00:19 PM 0hawkward2  pic.twitter.com/9UhaU8KWXx

3/13/2020 6:00:22 PM aprilbrown99 Thank you very much.



3/13/2020 6:00:30 PM worldxplorer1 We need to be honest with ourselves (especially with the help and perspective of our IS). Face our own dark areas. 

Forgive them. 

Heal them. 

Learn from them.

3/13/2020 6:00:34 PM uspatriot111 Got a feeling old Tom Hanks is hoping that doesn't happen.

3/13/2020 6:00:35 PM disfellocated Are you Austin Steinbart? 🤣

3/13/2020 6:00:38 PM emmaxkxlouise Is the virus as bad as it’s being made out to be ?

3/13/2020 6:00:43 PM girlawakeinca Could you please share RV resource(s) so we can hone our skills? (Currently completed Gerald O’Donnell.)

3/13/2020 6:00:52 PM 369helen313 😍...

3/13/2020 6:00:56 PM covertress Can you elaborate on what are the negative side effects?

3/13/2020 6:00:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 With all of the entertainment cancelled what on Earth will sheep watch? Glued to their phones? Hello PEAS. Nothing can stop what is coming. Enjoy 

the show. You have been prepping for this for years now. Comfort your loved ones. Explain to them that stuff will happen. They're safe

3/13/2020 6:01:01 PM upallnight39  https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Master_Christos_Collective …

3/13/2020 6:01:15 PM deplorableinfl “The new findings don’t cast doubt on the 100,000 real Dead Sea Scroll fragments, most of which lie in the Shrine of the Book, part of the Israel 

Museum, Jerusalem. “

3/13/2020 6:01:32 PM pixiesdorule Follows me.

3/13/2020 6:01:36 PM bdizzthegreat How long until the financial reset!?

3/13/2020 6:01:48 PM keith369me Because money simply doesn't matter unless we say it does.

3/13/2020 6:01:50 PM by369surrounded This gives me such hope - this is my usual way but it's been difficult lately. Thank you.

3/13/2020 6:01:58 PM aprilbrown99 Release our burdens!  💥💥💥

3/13/2020 6:02:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Brain damage, total memory disconnection from your IS to your BE, and other related issues. Depends signifigantly on the technology.

3/13/2020 6:02:24 PM thecryingliber1 Why haven't I remembered a dream since I was a teenager but I'm 36 and appear to know the truth in everything?

3/13/2020 6:02:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Predictive behavior analysis can "read your minds" to a limited extent.

3/13/2020 6:03:01 PM chaosintercept If there is, it will be a lot easier to comply if you are stocked up. I believe this could be the catalyst for Q-Group's "Temporary State of Military Control." 

(Martial Law)

3/13/2020 6:03:11 PM cidarean Your invited to peacefully stop by. 👍

3/13/2020 6:03:13 PM libertyclick (how about a social network where it's actually possible to read all new posts from those we follow in order, ascending)

3/13/2020 6:03:14 PM americanpetal Have all the human trafficking lanes been shut down?

3/13/2020 6:03:26 PM oldandboldone How does it explain the general masses getting sick?

3/13/2020 6:03:29 PM upallnight39 Isn't it allready?

3/13/2020 6:03:33 PM surfing123456 Is B2 going to throw cover on the DS on the 31st

3/13/2020 6:04:01 PM 369_is Hiya Nissy!!! I hope this helps. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206769749989965835?s=20 …

3/13/2020 6:04:03 PM covertress Thank you for answering my questions.

3/13/2020 6:04:09 PM worldxplorer1 How can we recognize you on the Astral if we haven’t met you?

Do we know your vibration we’ll enough to ident you?

So many MJ’s. The T’s must influence the vibration perceived thru Twitter.

3/13/2020 6:04:12 PM humanprimer You finally read my book.... didn't you!

3/13/2020 6:04:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why has Lara Logan been on Hannity the past few nights?

What does she know?

Will her other reporting become relevant in the coming days?

What have they tried to do to her?

Did she learn that it was coordinated?

Is she being protected?

3/13/2020 6:05:11 PM k4rlgruen Cherish every moment.

3/13/2020 6:05:17 PM rebornkingent Trafficking.

3/13/2020 6:05:22 PM alwaysfinds Time will tell, I suppose.

3/13/2020 6:05:25 PM clifton15jon I keep 2 months of dry and canned foods all the time (plus water), just rotate as needed... One time Investment that never spoils and saves ya from 

having to Panic buy.

3/13/2020 6:05:25 PM upallnight39 We are the Quantum internet

 https://www.collectiveomniscience.com/articles/the-power-of-the-quantum-human-being …

3/13/2020 6:05:35 PM ancho82666258 Thank you very much!

3/13/2020 6:05:35 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/aVcihQviSR

3/13/2020 6:05:37 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.foxnews.com/media/lara-logan-mexican-girls-rape-fox-nation …

3/13/2020 6:05:41 PM samsmith0319 ...🍿👀🍿...

3/13/2020 6:05:44 PM burgersandra Nothing can stop what is coming.  What is coming?

Showdown with inter dimensional beings?  Criminal roundup?  A visual perception of the horrors committed against humanity? Ascension?  5D?

3/13/2020 6:05:59 PM timedabbler21 Was there a past and is there a future imminent threat of a Deep State released toxin as cited by Kabamur in this tweet that may also be a reason for 

the quarantine now? pic.twitter.com/nIZBNzGeur

3/13/2020 6:06:00 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/cbs-news-lara-logan-suffers-sustained-sexual-assault-hands-egyptian-mob-daniel-foster/ …

3/13/2020 6:06:08 PM pops_call Bill Gates just stepped down today

3/13/2020 6:06:13 PM jackoneilltime1 We are ready!!! pic.twitter.com/uOCsWRuKyn

3/13/2020 6:06:14 PM do_or_do_notty [They] spied on her

3/13/2020 6:06:23 PM humanprimer The closest base essentials are 12 miles away. But my tractor is full of gas.

3/13/2020 6:06:54 PM keith369me Raped in the line of duty.  She would be an outstanding candidate to lay out the trafficking scenario that exists in the world.  She's probably ready for 

her own prime time show.  Who retires?

3/13/2020 6:06:59 PM 369_is May I give my opinion here Ethereal? Their actions would be how I'd determine.

3/13/2020 6:07:02 PM mesopotamia1989 It made me mad! What a F**ked up world we living in

3/13/2020 6:07:06 PM ibroxxxx That is pure Templar lore.

3/13/2020 6:07:11 PM jaded_pearl I'm waiting for the magick word #lyme to be a part of the party.

3/13/2020 6:07:13 PM elatedveracity How soon in “Earth time” are we to a cures to all disease release or med beds?

3/13/2020 6:07:22 PM humanprimer I'm already in bubble 3.

3/13/2020 6:07:37 PM cofeefee2 Yea: FEAR PORN....”uh I don’t want to cause fear but” 

USE DISCERNMENT! 

What does your own gut say? Think for yourself...you have everything you need inside of you not from this 💎

3/13/2020 6:07:38 PM americanpetal Yes, me too.

3/13/2020 6:07:41 PM saschakbe Are these beings in the video real or fake? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsQCXN4o4Ps …

3/13/2020 6:07:56 PM dtubbs201 What did who do to her?  Fox??  Or the people that raped her in Afghanistan (I think).



3/13/2020 6:07:57 PM stuarttruly Yes, This is why I said it was something I heard not something I believed...:)

3/13/2020 6:07:58 PM mgodfrey99 ..what are you saying here?  Jesus Christ is my King...are you denying this?

3/13/2020 6:08:03 PM crypto_boa blah blah blah. Bring the pain, drop the hammer, These people are stupid...Come on man, wake me up when people are arrested already. Been saying 

this shit for literally 2 years...

3/13/2020 6:08:58 PM truth939 Agreed.  But we are still HEAVILY entrenched in the fiat money system.  Unless the new system has radically different changes, gold standard beings 

only one,  money will still be required to live and "thrive" in society.

3/13/2020 6:09:08 PM ibroxxxx Oct 13 Friday the 13th is significant. Today is a substitute.

3/13/2020 6:09:08 PM mcgwyneth I almost get this...

3/13/2020 6:09:08 PM ascendingadam Will this strategic memory loss continue after the birth of the new millennium?

3/13/2020 6:09:26 PM jaded_pearl Have the heart of a servant 💗💗💗

3/13/2020 6:09:28 PM n7guardiananon the personnel only really just have to remember to be open to the idea of making contact...their own will be able to do the rest, right? unless its same 

tech across the board.

3/13/2020 6:09:47 PM house_poseidon Is there a Paperclip connection between Sather Goode and Wilcock

3/13/2020 6:09:51 PM worldxplorer1 Thank you for taking the time answer our questions. 

We sincerely appreciate when you do AMA’s!

See you in the Astral!

3/13/2020 6:09:53 PM humanprimer Can I borrow it? My wife would appreciate it. Gotta keep our sense of humor.

3/13/2020 6:10:13 PM girlawakeinca I’m recovering from memory loss (rare heart virus causes low blood pressure & small strokes). I’m following your detox/health recommendations. Do 

you have any natural suggestions to help restore the mind? Would CBD oil with trace THC benefit? Thank you 🙏

3/13/2020 6:10:14 PM ethereal_shaman I agree.  The earlier post on it intrigued me.

3/13/2020 6:10:25 PM jaded_pearl Mold maybe? Toxin exposure for sure.

3/13/2020 6:10:48 PM jimmyfalk5 ➡️ SATURNISTS or THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE SNAKE

👉 JUAN O SAVIN (1 0 7 😉)

- 6000 yr old cult

- Cannanites/Eygyptians/Romans/Freemasons

These pagans reinvent themselves in order to continue their control on humanity.

 https://youtu.be/F6L8w8hlspA?t=95s …

ARTICLE

 https://refiamerica.blogspot.com/?m=1  pic.twitter.com/pgcFB81NFZ
3/13/2020 6:11:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Teeth?

3/13/2020 6:11:07 PM covertress Do I trust the US Military?

Depends.

Is the top brass clean of [322]?

3/13/2020 6:11:09 PM lbf777 We all link back to the same God though. The Trinity.

3/13/2020 6:11:29 PM egelone Dear Mj, is taking viagra/cialis OK? thanks

3/13/2020 6:11:38 PM worldxplorer1 Interesting question. Why the lunar cycle as a time marker?  What is the significance in this situation?

3/13/2020 6:11:46 PM ablbaker  pic.twitter.com/C2tSwEbqo1

3/13/2020 6:11:47 PM bdizzthegreat  pic.twitter.com/yWGe1W5DH0

3/13/2020 6:11:54 PM f_t_w_yo Who's?

3/13/2020 6:12:03 PM ascendingadam ❤️

3/13/2020 6:12:12 PM jaded_pearl Yes - I sent you a private message.

3/13/2020 6:12:14 PM dkm2092 ?

3/13/2020 6:12:22 PM palmdalekid2 bro my shit hurt ngl

3/13/2020 6:12:24 PM worldxplorer1 I like the way you think Giedi!

Great question!

3/13/2020 6:12:26 PM ibroxxxx It is a domino fall.

3/13/2020 6:12:32 PM nanfran5 Keeping my eyes on The Kingdom

3/13/2020 6:12:36 PM weare07489243 Smart dust? Prions?

3/13/2020 6:12:52 PM decodematrix 9:11

5:5

3/13/2020 6:13:02 PM ambriayoga Thank you 🙏🏽

3/13/2020 6:13:04 PM ibroxxxx Tonight. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/23OkwYt6kX

3/13/2020 6:13:15 PM brianan06364517 Look at the numbers. What are the specifics? Who amongst the masses is getting sick? What are the details? Are they mostly old? Is it complications 

with other health issues? Notice how mainstream media doesn't ask or answer any of these questions.

3/13/2020 6:13:20 PM shari_todd Protection please!

3/13/2020 6:13:33 PM rocktobersky You Better Not!

3/13/2020 6:13:34 PM daveo6145 How can we help sleeping family members

3/13/2020 6:13:40 PM egelone Dear MJ, some prophecy says 45 will be assassinated eventually. Is that true? thanks.

3/13/2020 6:13:46 PM canadiantallgrl The teeth that were extracted from children on Epstein Island?

3/13/2020 6:13:52 PM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @AustinSteinbart @nea_storm @Inevitable_ET 

Am I the only one seeing this?!

Austin grows up to be...Robbie Rotten?! Does that mean Q+ is... pic.twitter.com/MFh0CE1aT8

3/13/2020 6:13:55 PM k4rlgruen All limitation is self imposed.

Cherish

every 

moment.

3/13/2020 6:13:58 PM keith369me I can't name this tune in one note...can I have a few more?

3/13/2020 6:14:02 PM sagequixotic I feel meditation is frustrating, meaning too many fleeting thoughts dash in and out, breaking a neutral mindset. 

Are there anythings you'd recommend to visualize to calm down easier?

3/13/2020 6:14:04 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/psPGL2FjhT

3/13/2020 6:14:52 PM stuarttruly Is it possible that part of ones Is~Be occupies an Elite, criminal or otherwise someone who mostly acts in non life affirming ways, in this lifetime? In 

previous lifetimes? If so, is this why it is important to have the mind of a child, to forgive oneself?



3/13/2020 6:14:57 PM debraduvendeck Take out the technology,  codes cannot be sent to missles and coms are down for all others over there.

Hack to block

3/13/2020 6:14:57 PM aprilbrown99 💫💫💫💗💗💗💫💫💫

3/13/2020 6:14:58 PM punishdem1776 Amen brother

3/13/2020 6:15:03 PM humanprimer Shall we look in the Vatican basement?

3/13/2020 6:15:05 PM libertyspring99 What’s the deal with Epsteins teeth?

Also

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein

3/13/2020 6:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/13/2020 6:15:11 PM americanpetal Timestamp 9:11?

3/13/2020 6:15:13 PM kindeandtrue When is Trump going to propose a viable health care plan for young Americans? Many can't afford dental care.

3/13/2020 6:15:21 PM by369surrounded Egypt I think.

3/13/2020 6:15:21 PM stoneturnr What is with the TEETH? pic.twitter.com/LCci4aP63p

3/13/2020 6:15:22 PM innrsquardcrcle What side is Tony Robbins on?

3/13/2020 6:15:33 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/kedgg1cPJf

3/13/2020 6:15:52 PM 369_is I think the MJ12 of the past, when under 322 control represents the Cabal version of the Goa'uld. And the Alliance version MJ12 of now, represents the 

Tok'ra, who came out from their earlier control.

3/13/2020 6:15:52 PM tiluchielite No, but hackers right across can. 🤷🏽♂️

3/13/2020 6:16:11 PM boondognews Yes I’ve noticed she’s strategic in this as well

3/13/2020 6:16:13 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/YjMBRPmuck

3/13/2020 6:16:21 PM winklerburke But where were Google execs? The Don’t Be Evil Brigade... really now isn’t?  Because: 1,700?  Or will they become another of the many Perry Mason 

moments Q lets “these people are so stupid” provide as part of the Great Awakening?  White vs. Black hats, the subject.

3/13/2020 6:16:33 PM fktvis I like your answer! 

But I was referring to the networked quantum computers owned by the DIA, referred to by Austin Steinbart.

3/13/2020 6:16:35 PM americanpetal What about them? Whose? JE’s? or the teeth they pulled off the children for cloning purposes?

3/13/2020 6:16:45 PM libertyspring99 This!!!! This is the freakiest thing about #TheGreatAwakening by far! 

What is #Epstein?

3/13/2020 6:17:04 PM the_loveoflight Will this new technology help protect  us here on Earth through it's level up? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1073269883511681024?s=21 …

3/13/2020 6:17:39 PM jaded_pearl Yes

3/13/2020 6:17:40 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/6RUXnqm9qK

3/13/2020 6:17:45 PM eaglesview77 Can we expect the Q to be asked during or after this storm?

3/13/2020 6:17:52 PM amp4011 Not enough to board a train

3/13/2020 6:17:53 PM mrmagoo25714258 #Metoo

3/13/2020 6:17:59 PM worldxplorer1  https://t.co/5oEWoJjYPy  https://twitter.com/jrocktigers/status/1104147673521836032?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/JKmg2N8TGf

3/13/2020 6:18:00 PM aprilbrown99 Is the weather being controlled over California? Raining all week which is not typical for California. I thought maybe it is connected to the CV to help 

people stay indoors.  🤷♀️

3/13/2020 6:18:06 PM libertyclick 'Show replies' 'See More' + algorithms to decide 'top posts', shadow banning, false perception created by false numbers, 'fake news' algorithms... on 

and on... Nothing?

3/13/2020 6:18:30 PM mcbostongirls  pic.twitter.com/di6FE3QStp

3/13/2020 6:18:36 PM jaded_pearl Possible

3/13/2020 6:18:37 PM winklerburke And... “We know.  They know”...  where this virus came from.   Stay tuned, friends?

3/13/2020 6:18:42 PM egelone is that a B instead of P?

3/13/2020 6:18:56 PM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069285957340405765 …

3/13/2020 6:18:58 PM awktung Hit them in the mouth with the @noagendanews podcast.

3/13/2020 6:18:59 PM the_loveoflight Will "mystery schools" be more of a thing to replace the current education system?

3/13/2020 6:19:03 PM consortiapartn1 When you travel during your sleep, is there any way to extend your visit beyond 24-30 hours in earth time ?

3/13/2020 6:19:15 PM wahiggins3 I see first hand people are awakening at an accelerated rate in the past week.  It is happening

3/13/2020 6:19:19 PM jimmyjameswwg1 Interesting 🤔

3/13/2020 6:19:22 PM peacock05133484 The ones the pigs can't eat?

3/13/2020 6:19:23 PM keith369me 32 of them as in 322?

3/13/2020 6:19:26 PM stephscolaro Fluoride in the water...???

3/13/2020 6:19:58 PM decodematrix Those look like children's teeth in his mouth. Those are not adult size teeth.

3/13/2020 6:20:17 PM girlawakeinca I did read in Cathy O’Briens Transformation book that cabal Dentists install mind control devices during treatment. Y/N?

Also #UnsealEpstein had a dental chair in his NY home...reptilian teeth?

3/13/2020 6:20:27 PM libertyspring99 Either that or he’s not human.

3/13/2020 6:20:30 PM rebornkingent Are you still deleting this acct once disclosure happens?

3/13/2020 6:20:37 PM powersawer Is Coronavirus an Intelligence Operation?

3/13/2020 6:20:37 PM deplorablesuezq You mean from the bowels of an island kinda teeth? Askin for a fren. 😳

3/13/2020 6:20:48 PM earth2nissy You're so wonderful! Thank you so much 🙏 God Bless You.❤️

3/13/2020 6:20:55 PM keith369me I think its more like an excuse for suicide weekend.

3/13/2020 6:20:57 PM tray_c_ I think he means algorithms.

3/13/2020 6:21:05 PM anthony22003 6000000 or 60000?

3/13/2020 6:21:12 PM egelone But i trust 45. I trust Q and I trust MJ12

3/13/2020 6:21:13 PM n7guardiananon my intuition took me as far as the pic.

3/13/2020 6:21:14 PM lorivictoria What is it with all the dental chairs? Epstein, etc.

3/13/2020 6:21:27 PM truth939 No doubt about it.  But 70% seems quite the stretch.  Of course it depends on what exactly we mean by "awakened".

3/13/2020 6:21:35 PM 369_is Oooh good one!!!

3/13/2020 6:21:35 PM imdexx_ The picture is ironic :)

3/13/2020 6:21:40 PM peekaboo1966 Grow up

3/13/2020 6:21:41 PM powersawer Is there any siginficance of one fainting upon receiving inoculation other than "It`s a nervous reaction"?

If yes, I would appreciate if you could elaborate

3/13/2020 6:21:50 PM upallnight39 Den tal care is one big barbaric racket.

Holistic dental care is the future



3/13/2020 6:21:52 PM decodematrix I got my wisdom teeth pulled 3 years ago and my tongue has been numb/painful ever since. Is there any fix? Is wisdom teeth extraction a scam?

3/13/2020 6:21:55 PM rawphonegirl Warrior!!! pic.twitter.com/pRDvjrPXTp

3/13/2020 6:22:18 PM sallee2222 I like to be referred to as a debt slave😎 I like your thinking.

3/13/2020 6:22:34 PM n7guardiananon maybe Visitors have some unique grill work

3/13/2020 6:22:53 PM rocktobersky Why You Ask?! Hmm...🧐

3/13/2020 6:22:57 PM bruno4666 You probably have a cavitation.

3/13/2020 6:23:08 PM iknow04042015 They're safe? This seems to exclude (you) are safe as well.

3/13/2020 6:23:08 PM wahiggins3 That is what we are doing.  Take special care to comfort your elders.  They are scared more than many and need our assurance they are loved and will 

be OK.  Death is an illusion.

3/13/2020 6:23:29 PM 369_is 😘Please DM me anytime. I spend alot of time reading past MJ tweets, and would be happy to search things for you or anyone else here.

3/13/2020 6:23:39 PM djlok BARON!!!  😂😂😂

3/13/2020 6:23:42 PM earth2nissy Yes! 🙏 My dream is to win the lottery and help people with their teeth. I was tortured as a child because my parents couldn't afford novocain.

3/13/2020 6:23:49 PM peekaboo1966 Trying to be honest and clean within myself    .. how can we know if we're connected?

3/13/2020 6:24:09 PM powersawer Just throw in some of dem blue checkmarks to throw er off

3/13/2020 6:24:18 PM kwelsh8227 You lost me at Tesseract. 4th dimension? Dictonary not helping.

3/13/2020 6:24:51 PM 11charlie111 His “alleged” girlfriend Karina Shuliak is a dentist? 🤔 https://brobible.com/culture/article/jeffrey-epstein-girlfriend-karina-shuliak/amp/ …

3/13/2020 6:24:55 PM xusaf_patriot She needs higher visibility to the public to provide more credibility...this allows her to give insight. 

She knows too much about [them]...I hope she is fully protected (like Sara).

3/13/2020 6:24:57 PM timedabbler21 There's way too much to confine to a tweet and in the spirit of the Q movement, I recommend you do your own research to satisfy your own questions 

about it...when you examine the entire narrative the many anomalies are glaring. https://tube.4aem.com/videos/watch/0a7d58ab-cc36-4c32-98eb-

91c973e0bc66?fbclid=IwAR2POJaa9fTohAs_L-aBjdOurQlP89BHWplK6O5v55oCTdLCXkyXzDX-Qsk …

3/13/2020 6:24:57 PM girlawakeinca Thank you 🙏

3/13/2020 6:25:21 PM cogbill_alan Perhaps they have to file them down or somehow make them "normal" looking?

3/13/2020 6:25:36 PM stormyeyed2017 😬wth is this about?😬

3/13/2020 6:25:37 PM worldxplorer1 I need to watch more SG-1. I haven’t even been introduced to the Tok’ra yet. 

I’m just about done with season 1.

3/13/2020 6:26:00 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/s44pxPnpY1

3/13/2020 6:26:05 PM kindeandtrue That's a beautiful dream. ♥️

3/13/2020 6:26:39 PM wahiggins3 Time is an illusion and you will be amazed how fast this period will pass.  Is you focus on your loved ones and care for them this will all be a blink of an 

eye.

3/13/2020 6:26:42 PM bryceja68689884 Exponential pattern

3/13/2020 6:26:45 PM lucyc5124 Not my family 😂🤣😂😱

3/13/2020 6:26:45 PM worldxplorer1 Makes you wonder... pic.twitter.com/Z7QHxtqdEz

3/13/2020 6:26:45 PM 369_is Wouldn't you guys say that the scientists who are looking for the "missing link" should consider it to be consciousness itself?

3/13/2020 6:26:49 PM ibroxxxx More coming Monday.

3/13/2020 6:26:53 PM aprilbrown99 #WinningBigly

3/13/2020 6:27:00 PM powersawer Eric Trump proven right

3/13/2020 6:27:10 PM ggemini33 They don't even hide it anymore. Open for all to see. #treason

3/13/2020 6:27:29 PM 444_q_ 2+3+1+8+5+6+2=27   27÷3=9

3/13/2020 6:27:29 PM daddyj08466171 DJ @ 23 Pain coming! Goodbye fed!

3/13/2020 6:27:35 PM rickster61x Really!!

Evil people are eating and sacrificing humans and you get dental care for children from that??

3/13/2020 6:27:46 PM turboxyde Hello MJ12! The Tok'ra were mentioned just a few days ago. If we use that metaphor to describe a real manifestation of consciousness in our "reality" 

then, who are the Tok'ra?

Are they a positive subset of the Draco?

Are they Machine Elves/IDEs who co-create with our IS-BEs?

3/13/2020 6:27:48 PM libertyspring99 MJ is the hottest twitter account by far. I am loving this shit. 

I love all you #Patriots worldwide. (I’m not even drunk!)

#WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 6:27:55 PM wahiggins3 Reverse Osmosis

3/13/2020 6:27:59 PM cogbill_alan I've been finding what I believe to be hyperdimensional information located in all sorts of places, namely fiction. Any particular authors you'd 

recommend I pay an special attention to?

3/13/2020 6:28:12 PM aprilda60944457 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/13/2020 6:28:14 PM mazman2727 There was nothing there!

3/13/2020 6:28:19 PM cidarean At what point will they just shut it down? When it hits 0?  What number will initiate the reset?

3/13/2020 6:28:23 PM jeff57253103 Will be restricted in any way?

3/13/2020 6:28:28 PM sickie88 Teeth contain stem cells

3/13/2020 6:28:46 PM americanpetal I’m going to download some episodes to watch.

3/13/2020 6:28:48 PM rick_hernandez The question was asked before I knew it was being asked. It’s a feeling I have and that’s the best I can narrow it down.

3/13/2020 6:28:54 PM lucyc5124 Clearly a cataclysmic event must occur to eliminate our earthly shell. I feel sure you can’t confide if you knew. What is your opinion on pole shift, 

planetary magnetic event etc. I for one say do it. Get me outta here. 🙌🏼

3/13/2020 6:29:03 PM shredzorz1 You wouldn’t happen to induct people into the space force in their dreams, would you?

3/13/2020 6:29:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Is it a goal of the Trump administration to outlaw fluoride in the water supply?

3/13/2020 6:29:20 PM alwaysfinds I'm sure you were pointing out the 9.36%, but I also like the 1985 as representing the end of 1984.

3/13/2020 6:29:21 PM powersawer first Q posts anyone?

3/13/2020 6:29:28 PM wahiggins3 That is a pretty majestic number!

3/13/2020 6:29:40 PM madscientist I don't see that as a bad thing if it leads to arrests of the cabal.

3/13/2020 6:29:41 PM jkmaalouf What IF the adrenochrome is infected with COV19??? #coronavirus pic.twitter.com/o7t6kN7OZd

3/13/2020 6:29:53 PM cogbill_alan "...its on the tip of my soul"

3/13/2020 6:29:55 PM rebornkingent Baron is too young.

3/13/2020 6:30:03 PM decodematrix 936

Majestic!

3/13/2020 6:30:12 PM earth2nissy Thank you so much!🙏

3/13/2020 6:30:23 PM bryceja68689884 Good point



3/13/2020 6:30:25 PM thevicioussnake That dude is hoping on to his yacht and gonna hang out off the coast of Ecuador. 

No extradition. 

#WWG1WGA

#QANON pic.twitter.com/IBkXRNw6eE

3/13/2020 6:30:31 PM lucyc5124 I totally agree with that friends post.

3/13/2020 6:30:34 PM rudedrew63 369

3/13/2020 6:30:43 PM texn9ne Indeed https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1238585059113938944?s=21 …

3/13/2020 6:31:13 PM jtrinh44 He's alive in a different body...... am I understanding this right?

3/13/2020 6:31:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Pie for Friday the 13th! https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1238544059079114752 …

3/13/2020 6:31:37 PM keith369me Interesting that the market jumped just as POTUS announced the National Emergency.  Most would have thought the opposite.  I guess the National 

Emergency allows greater latitude with financial regulations?

3/13/2020 6:31:49 PM stuarttruly Pain

3/13/2020 6:32:00 PM stuarttruly 369

3/13/2020 6:32:03 PM cny_micaa eyes wide open though....

3/13/2020 6:32:15 PM bryceja68689884 I dont get it

3/13/2020 6:32:22 PM fehustateofmind Well gotta cover 1400 miles to get back home...no option of staying where I am unless I want a new job...as a LEO can't really abandon your post

3/13/2020 6:32:24 PM kindeandtrue I'm more concerned about the future of my own children.

3/13/2020 6:32:39 PM upallnight39 All babyeaters have teeth?

3/13/2020 6:32:45 PM empathmama1111 #truth

3/13/2020 6:32:48 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as a serious reply. Eugenics? Is low T a cabal soft kill weapon? Anyone reading this can search for “Low Testosterone Epidemic”  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/finance.yahoo.com/amphtml/news/low-testosterone-men-american-epidemic-170000402.html …

3/13/2020 6:32:48 PM nun_chucknorris Is this situation related to “forcing the question”?

3/13/2020 6:33:13 PM sallyjaster403 Yes

3/13/2020 6:33:23 PM jvan125 🤷🏼♀️

3/13/2020 6:33:27 PM stuarttruly Four and twenty blackbirds...

#eatcrow

3/13/2020 6:33:34 PM 369_is Pie in the face?

3/13/2020 6:33:35 PM upallnight39 I havent watched his stuff. Videos are too slow and boring.

3/13/2020 6:34:01 PM kachinagtto Pi day tomorrow 3.14?? pic.twitter.com/lVgnqi27B9

3/13/2020 6:34:03 PM 369palm I liked it because I didn’t notice it was Friday the 13th until just now🥳

3/13/2020 6:34:08 PM 369helen313 Friday the 13th ... 👀

 https://twitter.com/start313hichq/status/1235042907486334981?s=21 … https://twitter.com/start313hichQ/status/1235042907486334981 …

3/13/2020 6:34:23 PM cleanitallup I would hope so.  What she went through was horrific, terrifying.

3/13/2020 6:34:26 PM sageaine1 Somethings def up besides the virus. Swine flu was worse and nothing like this panic occurred.

3/13/2020 6:35:05 PM dandresc2 This guys is a fuckin joke. No way in hell he's Q.

3/13/2020 6:35:34 PM doyouq 👏🏻 @Crystal_75FL

3/13/2020 6:35:44 PM upallnight39 "who is austin steinbart"

"Excuse me, did you just ask 'Who is QAnon' " ?

Q = source

Source anonymous

GodNonamous https://www.goldennumber.net/pi-phi-fibonacci/ …
3/13/2020 6:35:48 PM jaded_pearl MOAR 😂😂😂 #WhoisQ

3/13/2020 6:36:37 PM ethereal_shaman I've never been much of a TV watcher, I have been reading the show transcripts and then I Google for pictures, lol.

 http://www.stargate-sg1-solutions.com/wiki/Transcripts …

3/13/2020 6:36:47 PM jonahdavidson6 Omfg!!!! 🤢😡I pray these MFR’s are dusted and burned.

3/13/2020 6:37:02 PM lee33788 Astor family killed off Russian tsars killed off trump family maybe these are part of the club the good go'uld  but seem to want to guide mankind in way 

that wasnt using us like slave animals

3/13/2020 6:37:10 PM rideordiefamof4 Hmmmm..... I distinctly remember a meeting with @potus and the Ecuador PM during Assange's "extradition".

3/13/2020 6:37:51 PM austereswamp Are we past 1984 now? pic.twitter.com/qBlY2V5Kpj

3/13/2020 6:37:54 PM tachyonluxor what does @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  do for fun/hobby?

3/13/2020 6:38:06 PM robertrkimball relax and don't score your "performance".  patience ♥️♥️♥️

3/13/2020 6:38:10 PM twilly18 what if the public begs for martial law?

3/13/2020 6:38:32 PM stuarttruly BaitTaken, more sweet polarized critters gonna find out about 

Q!! Woot!!!

3/13/2020 6:38:58 PM robertrkimball ficus on your breathing. in = gratitude, out = love.  ♥️♥️♥️

3/13/2020 6:39:02 PM nm_zsr Severe trauma unlock deeper understanding/ability?

3/13/2020 6:39:28 PM keith369me If he's baby Q, we are?

3/13/2020 6:39:31 PM flygirl33684011 Google now says their company doesn’t have the web site done & it’s only for some parts of San Francisco. 🤷♀️

3/13/2020 6:39:39 PM blsdbe Wow. #ThanQ Giedi!!!

3/13/2020 6:39:40 PM 369_is I'm so jealous of you LOL. I had a massive TV addiction, and cut the cord in January when MJ recommended we stop watching cable. I rediscovered 

books and bought a computer. Stargate DVD's are the only "TV" I watch now. Thanks for the link.

3/13/2020 6:40:06 PM kylelaw30921653  pic.twitter.com/DCAbz0Verd

3/13/2020 6:40:09 PM mikeb38beacon_h Who’s in Turmoil? We know this person is a fake, “Q”uite simple!

3/13/2020 6:40:14 PM jeremywhaley Well that’s a .... let down 😂

3/13/2020 6:40:24 PM gor_suke Yachts don't go that fast

3/13/2020 6:40:30 PM ethereal_shaman It was originally 4 and 20 naughty boys baked in a pie.  I guess that was too much disclosure so it was changed quietly.

3/13/2020 6:40:32 PM tinktweets45 Nancy’s?👀

3/13/2020 6:40:47 PM flygirl33684011 And Foogle is back tracking that.. says not true.. not nearly finished & only as a slow roll for San Francisco area.

3/13/2020 6:40:50 PM covertress 🥧 pic.twitter.com/Ktp0AwwYpn

3/13/2020 6:40:52 PM empathmama1111 nice

3/13/2020 6:41:00 PM robertrkimball forgiveness! to all you think hurt you, and especially yourself. you have the creator inside you, you are magnificent.  affirm out loud I AM 

MAGNIFICENT!♥️♥️♥️

3/13/2020 6:41:11 PM susang7671 Was really something to see hoards of monkeys running in streets in a vid tweeted yesterday, like huge rats running in hoards across road when sense 

a marvelously, unstoppable but fabled natural phenomena, like ODin. Sweet dreams, everyone. pic.twitter.com/ICJ6yqQqq5



3/13/2020 6:41:17 PM worldxplorer1 That’s cool. Didn’t know this was an option. I might try that!

Thanks for the link!

3/13/2020 6:41:30 PM sdane8 I've stopped talking about it except to drop a few enticing pieces here and there. If they ask, then I'll tell them but for the most part they don't want to 

know. They know enough, though, to come to me when things go down

3/13/2020 6:41:36 PM drbohammer 🙄

3/13/2020 6:41:36 PM 64lynnlee I really like her and am so frustrated by how horribly she has been treated starting back in her "60 Minutes" days by both the Egyptians and the "60 

Minutes" people.

3/13/2020 6:41:48 PM stuarttruly Austin’s YouTube channel gonna be like pic.twitter.com/khudJJHq9h

3/13/2020 6:42:01 PM trump_alliance Just wanted to tell all of you working so hard to defeat evil & helping humanity that we love you & are grateful beyond grateful

#Trump2020

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide

Please stay safe

Good wins. #GodWins. WE win!

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/2UNPQYtW1A
3/13/2020 6:42:11 PM earth2nissy Thank you! 🙏

3/13/2020 6:42:52 PM earth2nissy Thank you so much!

3/13/2020 6:43:03 PM galvanksta26 Egypt

3/13/2020 6:43:14 PM empathmama1111 heck ya!

3/13/2020 6:43:36 PM the_loveoflight Is AS is baby Q...does he then have to relive this movement in the future?

I'm guessing he doesn't know much now but to show proof and the corruption he's been around/collected

3/13/2020 6:44:02 PM cidarean I smell a troll...

3/13/2020 6:44:18 PM the_loveoflight If*

3/13/2020 6:44:54 PM ontothetruth1  pic.twitter.com/K6g9qzRPEl

3/13/2020 6:44:59 PM notevenchad17 I need to go get more popcorn. 

You know what's funny to me, is what is Austin "trash talking" about?? I mean, we don't KNOW if he can back up all of his claims, but where has he 

talked TRASH?? 

This is what wack people say when they want to control a confident man or woman.

3/13/2020 6:45:17 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/ETgnQEbWuK

3/13/2020 6:45:25 PM vand3rboots The Tok'ra are a race from the Stargate SG- series, which is FULL of disclosure. They respect free will and live in a symbiotic relationship with their host. 

They fight with the Goa'uld, a parasitic species that takes control of the host's body and mind, and they enslave humans

3/13/2020 6:45:30 PM blsdbe (Psst-Maybe he’s a little young?) pic.twitter.com/JgIE1QYtan

3/13/2020 6:45:42 PM emperro61119379 Is there some truth to Haus Wettin / Glamis worth digging into ?

3/13/2020 6:46:30 PM paulitics8 <cue who?

3/13/2020 6:46:42 PM empathmama1111 I believe they do!

3/13/2020 6:46:43 PM marzipaningles1 Who cares about the Q crap? It doesn't matter. Austin has legit info. Message over messenger. Watch his videos. Why the shutdown and containment 

of people in their homes worldwide? Shit is either going to happen or this is one hell of a drill for this to happen in the near future

3/13/2020 6:46:55 PM giediknight Synchronicity, I was thinking about the domain, made a post about it, while @covertress was asking MJ12 about it.

3/13/2020 6:47:06 PM clifton15jon 3.14

3/13/2020 6:48:46 PM sidthekidd87 Shills

3/13/2020 6:48:48 PM lizzah_83 Oh great. So you agree that a closed mind is worse than an open mind? 

Q is not a LARP. Why are you all so threatened by questions being asked in public forum leading an army of people to research and dig on the deep 

state topics — if its just some guy in a basement, why care? pic.twitter.com/BSXjO9Xb5k

3/13/2020 6:49:06 PM answerislove2 Exactly!!! Ty! I kept seeing/ saying the same thing. 🙏

3/13/2020 6:49:14 PM sdane8 Egos always seek to gain control and power using an advantage. 😊

3/13/2020 6:50:23 PM jeffcordell6 Whoa

3/13/2020 6:51:10 PM anangelhasland1 (To a working soldier, time ain't no illusion.)

3/13/2020 6:51:14 PM n7guardiananon if an illegal Visitor engaged in a role as an intelligence agent...would they fall under punishment of the law or be exiled???

#Epsteindidntkillhimself

3/13/2020 6:51:40 PM chukecraig Hey Austin🖕

3/13/2020 6:52:16 PM worldxplorer1 Makes you wonder why they deleted it.

3/13/2020 6:53:10 PM rawphonegirl But pie tomorrow?

3/13/2020 6:54:31 PM vickigp1 The depth of [their] evil knows no bounds.

3/13/2020 6:54:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤡 https://twitter.com/sspStrG8/status/1237954504974192641 …

3/13/2020 6:54:42 PM ascendingadam Can I enlist in the Space Force as a Canadian?

3/13/2020 6:55:01 PM smokewhisky It's not

3/13/2020 6:55:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 The best is yet to come.

3/13/2020 6:55:19 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/XiiknPUaEi

3/13/2020 6:55:42 PM imdexx_ Trump is owned by the zionists and q is gatekeeping you from the real threat to humanity which is Zionism. But you hold onto him and ignore all facts 

outside your paradigm

3/13/2020 6:56:06 PM imdexx_ You are HELPING the NWO.

3/13/2020 6:56:17 PM karentriebel Thanks

3/13/2020 6:56:35 PM libertyspring99 No way! I always though RDS was about open source and breaking down compartmentalisation. What is he saying/pushing that is not true?

3/13/2020 6:56:40 PM sdane8 Has it ever occurred to you they may be covertly 'feeding' you disinfo in the guise of truth?  I think it would  be fantastic if he were alive, but won't 

believe it until I see it and hear a plausible explanation. ♥️ Peace

3/13/2020 6:56:42 PM humanprimer Our entire existence is tethered to three dimensions. The reality of what God is...is less veiled in the 4th and 5th. It is argued that we are birthing out of 

the controlled and designed 3D matrix into that awareness. That help?

3/13/2020 6:57:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Your own country will have it owns Space Force.

The world will follow suit.

The BEST is yet to come.

3/13/2020 6:57:17 PM cny_micaa Dry run you think?

3/13/2020 6:57:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 #BeBEST is a covert operation?

3/13/2020 6:57:50 PM 1_decided_voter >it owns

interesting "typo"

3/13/2020 6:58:07 PM coloradoevolut1 Ohhh! Thank you! That explains the billion questions in that thread. 😂



3/13/2020 6:58:11 PM jemelewilliams For the first time, I am realizing that I KNOW what Q will do, or more so not do.

Q will not be posting again any time soon.

3/13/2020 6:58:21 PM nschlange I see that it has become divisive, I just don't understand why? Who did they think Q was gong to be?

3/13/2020 6:58:22 PM giediknight The last time he was on infowars he said “trafficked children” where being send to mars on slave colonies. It’s a good way to divert away from human 

sacrifice. 🤡 though I do think there is some truth to that in some form.

3/13/2020 6:58:29 PM seeker229 22 hmm 🤔

3/13/2020 6:58:31 PM blsdbe However, our minds are sharp enough to do predictive behavior analysis also, should we choose to apply ourselves? pic.twitter.com/IGdcc7e765

3/13/2020 6:58:33 PM answerislove2 A couple are more chatty than the others. Yet once they know you hear, don't underestimate the quiet one. 🙏❤️

3/13/2020 6:58:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Relevant for happenings in the works... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069075065994661888 …

3/13/2020 6:59:03 PM carlos765955611 It’s the only way to do it legally without creating double jeopardy and causing panic.

3/13/2020 6:59:06 PM nschlange Also, wouldn't Flynn know if he was a larp?

3/13/2020 6:59:08 PM c_morece 2018 2 yrs ago. Francis still Pope

3/13/2020 6:59:39 PM blsdbe #ThanQ you and All our Blessed Patriots so much!!! pic.twitter.com/JKuGlXZbia

3/13/2020 6:59:39 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/Yno1KGYtq5

3/13/2020 6:59:53 PM drbohammer Your use of semiotics is truly Majestic

3/13/2020 7:00:08 PM worldxplorer1 I seldom hear anything. But there is definitely one that watches. The Observer.

3/13/2020 7:00:28 PM bbobbio71 🤔🤔🤔

3/13/2020 7:00:39 PM 1ifbyseaqanon Wow lib despiration really smells bad!

3/13/2020 7:00:39 PM capturespeed Seems strangely odd that in this attention seeking social media world that I’m not seeing any of my friends are sharing videos of themselves, friends or 

loved ones battling this incredibly contagious virus. 

🤔🤔🤔🤔

3/13/2020 7:00:40 PM timeforarrests Angels came to help.

3/13/2020 7:00:49 PM keith369me Does not resonate...clowns will always be clowns or a hostage video?

3/13/2020 7:01:00 PM hollylandes Don't forget P....

3/13/2020 7:01:06 PM stuarttruly HiddenInPlainSight: mirror of what the CabalHooligans do...

3/13/2020 7:01:13 PM pugmom2va MJ, will we be safe during this time? My son wants to go back to college (2 hrs away) to be with his girlfriend. He lives off campus but I’m concerned. I 

don’t want him to be stuck there without help, as he is a type 1 diabetic. Any thoughts?

3/13/2020 7:01:19 PM ambriayoga Will people find uplifting forms of music and entertainment after all is exposed?

3/13/2020 7:01:27 PM clifton15jon #ThePlan #TheStormIsHere pic.twitter.com/1PtQXdRNci

3/13/2020 7:01:31 PM mikeb38beacon_h Catch 22

3/13/2020 7:01:43 PM girlawakeinca Words are not enough to thank you for saving the children. God bless all of you & typists for your guidance in the Great Awakening 🙏❤️ We love you

 MJ12

3/13/2020 7:01:57 PM keith369me Off worldly #BeBest

3/13/2020 7:01:59 PM corkymcgee I've been eyeing buying my first home in 3-4 months, should i do it now?

3/13/2020 7:02:02 PM realmrsandyshaw #CPS.

3/13/2020 7:02:08 PM sidthekidd87 Right

3/13/2020 7:02:16 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/WQBMLNm4ln

3/13/2020 7:02:25 PM ambriayoga Will the torture of animals in factory farms  stop?

3/13/2020 7:02:25 PM 369_is 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 7:02:30 PM thetime52576704 They are being uninstalled, at every level, including the T's they've been getting off with this month. All their underground banking systems, latest from 

1923, shut down few days ago. All money's confiscated, accounts being emptied. 🕒 🕒 Traffic closed. Withdrawals symptoms 🌡

3/13/2020 7:02:32 PM lilyorkieb open source everything

3/13/2020 7:02:52 PM anangelhasland1 I could care less about what the Fake News wants or doesn't want. I'm just following Q's lead and digging for myself and have found nothing nefarious 

about the resignations and while "anons might know better" they have no proof of, wait, what exactly do you think is going on?

3/13/2020 7:02:56 PM shaneel13735864 Panic In D.C.

Panic In HOLLYWOOD.

PAIN IS COMING.

Soon these deepstate traitors will not be able to walk down the streets!

Nothing can stop what is coming NOTHING! Q.

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

3/13/2020 7:03:06 PM daveo6145 BEST- Beyond Earth Space Travel?

3/13/2020 7:03:06 PM phreatomagnetic Should we trust the US Military?

Lots of reasons not to

3/13/2020 7:03:08 PM 369_is oooooh good one!!!

3/13/2020 7:03:12 PM nun_chucknorris Pi tomorrow as well 3.14

3/13/2020 7:03:47 PM igiant111 You do also realize the Q posts are read in different time variables, correct? 

Example: first Q post about Hillary actually wouldn’t come to fruition until this year...

3/13/2020 7:03:52 PM worldxplorer1 I have been receiving signs all over for the past few weeks. 

Big uptick in frequency and meaning. 

Trying to discern if there is an exterior catalyst or it’s just a naturally increased perception of my own consciousness.

3/13/2020 7:04:07 PM timeforarrests POTUS mentioned 52 lives at one point.#qarmy #qanon was he referring to these 52 lives that were buried alive?

3/13/2020 7:04:10 PM ethereal_shaman Believe me, I have a vice or two I'm jealous of you of not having, lol.

3/13/2020 7:04:16 PM nea_storm That would be ZERO Dear One! There are other places as well:

Sonic Hedgehog has a Brilliant Advance Techno Genius named

Dr. Robotnik, Yes I AM very aware what multiple parties are up to!

See Robotnik & Robbie Rotten - coincidence? 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8rDpqM_FuEMajor … 

Battles are Transpiring pic.twitter.com/gtC8Nzc2SK

3/13/2020 7:04:26 PM mind_gladiator Adrenochrome.

3/13/2020 7:04:37 PM cch_ba Dear God we must build that wall!  This is why socialist Democrats & RINOS hell bent on open borders must go! Vote them all out!!!

3/13/2020 7:04:47 PM by369surrounded Can we use the power of 369 as a protective shield as well as to manifest?

3/13/2020 7:05:04 PM rthankq Wowza

3/13/2020 7:05:27 PM drbohammer Something does seem to be in the air. No, I’m not talking about the virus 😏

3/13/2020 7:05:30 PM squartz5 Would explain why legit adoptions seem impossible.

3/13/2020 7:05:35 PM americanpetal Melania working to take down traffickers



3/13/2020 7:05:48 PM harrysmithlond2 #PaulJosephWatson @PrisonPlanet did this in 1999 with #PropagandaMatrix after realizing #AlexJones was doing money with ads ...

@wikileaks is in prison because of these scumbags ...

#DisInfo

#NothingNewButRiddles

3/13/2020 7:06:14 PM stephgraz7580 How do I continue to “BE” in this world after being blessed with the ability to see the chess board and 80%of the pieces also vibration off the charts?

How can someone like me just BE again when the rest are so behind?

3/13/2020 7:06:33 PM lovethebeach999 32

3/13/2020 7:06:44 PM mgray72531386 That’s a lot of 3,6,& 9’s

3/13/2020 7:07:32 PM phreatomagnetic Was the resistance of young people to CV19 used to spread it to cabal members?

3/13/2020 7:07:41 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1238647769293680640?s=19 …

3/13/2020 7:09:12 PM timeforarrests Yes the Psych Hospital.

3/13/2020 7:09:12 PM neo_asura_ same account. gotta love that 1-2 tesla meme post

3/13/2020 7:09:18 PM nea_storm Another example which I enjoy playing is pertaining the MultiVerse aspect of Other realities as depicted brilliantly via Star Trek Discover Season 1

Pertaining Alternate Universes: Multiple Sci fis Disclosure & Disinformation

Section 31 - Secret Space Ps

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Fgr8nT3Z9M … pic.twitter.com/f1zpndULAS

3/13/2020 7:09:19 PM bonfire0613 God help us.  Guide our leaders and us. 🙏

3/13/2020 7:09:50 PM jasperj05393930 Crystals.

3/13/2020 7:09:58 PM nurseniceyes It is my anniversary... Do I get pie too?

3/13/2020 7:10:03 PM andyr1112 Synchronicity. If we all keep telling everyone to wake up to this we will all awaken @ once.

3/13/2020 7:10:07 PM karentriebel How about we learn to self heal.We are so much more.

3/13/2020 7:10:10 PM phreatomagnetic EVERYTHING is a projection of conciousness

3/13/2020 7:10:11 PM surfstikk That pic going around about his teeth is fake.  Regardless, there are sinister happenings going on with all of them.

3/13/2020 7:10:19 PM werascending 😳😳😳

3/13/2020 7:10:26 PM mgray72531386 And he appropriated 50 Billion dollars in relief. The cabal sees money to be siphoned. They are clapping like giddy seals waiting for their next fish at the 

thought of the money flow. That’s just one piece of the relief, payroll tax deductions, student loan deferral, BIG 💰

3/13/2020 7:11:14 PM the_red_hand_ Wrong.  

How long after gaining 'notoriety' before MSM elevated?

Greta Thurnberg model.

FAKE hit piece.  [Controlled] > Pied Piper.

How many days did it take before MSM picks up? 

How many anons drop info DAILY get de-boosted, locked out etc.?

Think logically. pic.twitter.com/3ESn4odE6W

3/13/2020 7:11:38 PM docg_dc Interesting resume!!

3/13/2020 7:11:57 PM ethereal_shaman The beauty of this world is that you get to believe whatever you want.

3/13/2020 7:12:06 PM qdemocrats I noticed the other it shot up, it went up exactly 9.99%... coincidence?

3/13/2020 7:12:09 PM stuarttruly Ohhh a good way to stealthily visit and check out children’s hospitals, various organizations, internet sites, schools...

(I deleted my last post of this as I goofily added WRONG):) I am wrong at least once a day:)

Onward!!

3/13/2020 7:12:46 PM decodematrix Grand Duchess Tatiana Nikolaevna of Russia

Melania Trump

Same IS-BE

The Romanovs have been fighting the cabal a long time. pic.twitter.com/Zz4TrwKgTh

3/13/2020 7:12:48 PM mntcol For the children

3/13/2020 7:13:01 PM maga_carebear WOW!

3/13/2020 7:13:03 PM karmar100 Waiting for 72%. Looking forward to the full disclosure

3/13/2020 7:13:22 PM tyetyler1 Anyone else long for the days when we were given info and not merely questioned repetitively?

3/13/2020 7:13:37 PM qdemocrats Was the dutch national arrest for child porn related to austin steinbart's threat against the dutch Queen (re Greenland)?

3/13/2020 7:13:45 PM surfstikk Fake.

3/13/2020 7:14:06 PM anangelhasland1 Yeah, I traffic in belief as little as possible. Be well.

3/13/2020 7:14:12 PM irondadof5 Thule! I found this video a year or so ago when I was looking into Nazi exploration of lost cities. Kinda fitting they get to live there for good!  

https://youtu.be/mulqqV2oOoc  I have seen the Thule idea in a few places. I may have readyour thread today.

3/13/2020 7:14:43 PM 369palm Is Canadian Space Force going to be more accessible like Canadian Football is to The NFL?  Asking for a friend

3/13/2020 7:14:52 PM rthankq Yes!! 🥳

3/13/2020 7:15:03 PM aleks8837 Yeah, better to call. I called. 👍 to the rest.

3/13/2020 7:15:14 PM dynamicres What are your theories? I figured a contrasting Schumann or unfamiliar biological contaminations.

3/13/2020 7:15:23 PM 1natiqnundergod Who is feeding me disinfo?

3/13/2020 7:15:39 PM 1natiqnundergod I said I have researched for myself!

3/13/2020 7:16:18 PM maga_carebear Mine either. 🤣 🤜🏻💥🤛🏻

3/13/2020 7:16:19 PM djlok 5:5

3/13/2020 7:16:27 PM crazybeachchic What makes want to do these things? Bizarre

3/13/2020 7:16:45 PM trollingmockin1 How should we reconcile these tweets with the mass extinction end of world purging tweets?

3/13/2020 7:16:49 PM nurseniceyes Did you use that tech on me?

3/13/2020 7:17:34 PM irondadof5 If I read yours today, it was put together nicely. I would have liked and shared for sure. It put all the @POTUS  talk about purchasing Greenland in 

perspective!

3/13/2020 7:18:52 PM jesse48676371 Have you ever driven on California roadways? I try... but i cant... i just cant... they are so.. so dumb... they wont move.... 🤬🤬🤬🤬 operate your 

vehicle... the light is green... the speed limit is 45... not 30...🤬🤬🤬🤣

3/13/2020 7:19:11 PM circuitriderz 17 corpses?  17?!

3/13/2020 7:20:29 PM zoerandall145 Wish they’d stop trying to make Lara Logan and Hope Hicks, for that matter happen. pic.twitter.com/f8xopwxP5L

3/13/2020 7:21:31 PM ramona62160000 😥 Save the Angel Baby Gifts from God

3/13/2020 7:21:48 PM lovethebeach999 Do some yoga first and focus on your breath.  Easier to sit still after yoga

3/13/2020 7:21:57 PM westmount_d7 Yes. We have been well prepared and are ready to calm others while enjoying the show (ETs). Thank-you and many others for so much education and 

guidance. I am very grateful 🙏🏻

3/13/2020 7:22:02 PM cjptrsn Austin screams clown/cabal disinformation to me. 80% truth (mostly available from multiple open sources) and 20% garbage meant to mislead you. 

Look here, not there.

Messenge over messenger, Ok I see that. However, being honestly wrong is different than intentionally lying.

3/13/2020 7:22:25 PM wonderswords It's well past the time we deal a serious blow to all those feeling ABOVE THE LAW, and protected.

3/13/2020 7:22:34 PM sdane8 Me too.  LOL



3/13/2020 7:22:45 PM tncharlene Were celebrities injected with corona virus during golden globes when they were getting flu shots at the awards?

3/13/2020 7:22:46 PM mossomo I had a similar thought tangent on harvesting then found a google patents for synthetic adrenochrome US3445478A and processing adrenochrome 

US4501923A.  That's a lil less crippling than the current happenings in Wulan.

3/13/2020 7:23:20 PM jpatt_fam #SaveTheChildren

3/13/2020 7:23:28 PM westmount_d7 💜

3/13/2020 7:23:34 PM sdane8 Welcome aboard, Patriot! 😊

3/13/2020 7:23:39 PM synackstatic Industrialized horror.

The snake presenting an apple formed the family unit millennia ago.

The industrialized snake presenting 800000 apples at once...

How will the sleeping giant take it?

3/13/2020 7:23:40 PM lib7473 😉🌈😇

3/13/2020 7:23:41 PM aetherwalker1 Canadian annexation when?

Our Beloved God-Emperor shall reorganize the Republic, plus Canada & Greenland, into the First North American Empire.

..for a Safe & Secure Society!

*que thunderous applause*

😂 🤣 😂
3/13/2020 7:24:08 PM maggieveeus +CPS https://dcdirtylaundry.com/adrenochrome-child-protective-services-trafficking-killing-selling-the-blood-of-our-children/ …

3/13/2020 7:24:12 PM 369_is There's technology to regrow teeth...I know it. RELEASE THE CURES!!!

3/13/2020 7:24:20 PM laurabusse Give it time

Don't give up

It takes time to learn to entrain your brain into meditative states

It's like learning any skill

It takes time and practice

Experiment with different ways to meditate

You'll get there I promise ☺️

Almost everyone finds it difficult in the beginning
3/13/2020 7:25:37 PM thecryingliber1 I was adopted in the early 80s and feel sooo very blessed that I was adopted by such a loving family ❤️❤️❤️

3/13/2020 7:25:44 PM sdane8 I really don't think so. There hasn't been any slip in style in this acct since the beginning. That's very difficult to do if you're posing.

3/13/2020 7:26:08 PM lysa26832458 Interesting

3/13/2020 7:26:35 PM dynamicres Can't help but think ALICE wouldn't need to since there will always be humans to help the cause instead.

3/13/2020 7:27:07 PM 369_is Don't tell me this is what you mean. pic.twitter.com/Fxlk8XC4PY

3/13/2020 7:27:08 PM westmount_d7 😂🙌

3/13/2020 7:27:37 PM 444_q_ I've always had the "feeling" that the "Be Best" movement was something more than meets the eye💕

3/13/2020 7:27:45 PM tucson_ron I am truly sickened and extremely angry. Bring justice and please let us see it being done.

3/13/2020 7:27:52 PM aetherwalker1 Now I'm a little sullen because I don't have any pie.

3/13/2020 7:29:18 PM mom_notyour  pic.twitter.com/m2R5jXk5po

3/13/2020 7:29:45 PM tucson_ron Inhuman monsters must die.

3/13/2020 7:30:01 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237925861082439680?s=20 …

3/13/2020 7:30:16 PM karentriebel Of course it is,who is stealthier than Melania?

3/13/2020 7:30:18 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/Tclh54a5kn

3/13/2020 7:30:41 PM ambriayoga So once they are desensitized...they have zero recollection of their actions? Don’t any of them want out of this disgusting cult?

3/13/2020 7:31:51 PM riversm18 Maybe she refused to be a mockingbird puppet and was punished for that.

3/13/2020 7:32:44 PM qjeneice He was. And he does.   People should look at the attacks from the hotshot anons.  They have not been very nice lately.    

https://us.awp.autotask.net/6/filelink/caxaa-ti2rk2-xscloha4 … pic.twitter.com/r16jeeaavI

3/13/2020 7:33:09 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/aC4bfM2Pzy

3/13/2020 7:33:23 PM dynamicres May I have a Yellow Book? Pretty Please? 🥰

3/13/2020 7:33:26 PM disfellocated Stefán Karl Stefánsson was the Jim Carrey of Iceland.

3/13/2020 7:33:28 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/nR4qyGmgFR

3/13/2020 7:33:34 PM esiban3 1985

3/13/2020 7:33:34 PM sdane8 MJ12 is not Q. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079092046311444482?s=20 …

3/13/2020 7:33:34 PM stephgraz7580 Q said 2 days ahead of schedule 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ https://twitter.com/spauldingshowal/status/1238653396514725888 …

3/13/2020 7:33:39 PM keith369me Kind of disappointed you didn’t suggest 9 or 12 deep breaths.

3/13/2020 7:33:51 PM spauldingshowal 👍

3/13/2020 7:34:02 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/kHKfxDqNta

3/13/2020 7:34:15 PM huskiehoskins @piersmorgan

@BBCNews

@SkyNews

@itvnews

@Channel4News

@CNN

@MSNBC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Keep on watching & learning.  

There is more going on than just the Coronavirus, plenty in the background that isn’t hitting our Main Stream Media. 

I wonder why?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238632069200306178 …
3/13/2020 7:34:22 PM disfellocated Whut in tarnation? pic.twitter.com/r63l1ElsyJ

3/13/2020 7:34:23 PM nm_zsr How to better understand the illusion of time?

3/13/2020 7:34:52 PM sonofpatriot3 9.63

3/13/2020 7:35:02 PM mongrelglory Did 5G affect the severity of the Covid-19 virus in Wuhan China.  Were the numbers of people who died greater or less than what the Chinese officially 

reported?

3/13/2020 7:35:10 PM 369palm AI is the biggest threat to humanity.

3/13/2020 7:36:25 PM sdane8 Thanks for reiterating, AGAIN. Am I the only one who has read your previous tweets? It's easy enough to search them.

3/13/2020 7:36:29 PM aleks8837 #BeBEST

❤️❤️❤️ https://www.whitehouse.gov/bebest/ 



3/13/2020 7:36:32 PM nurseniceyes Find yourself. Focus on each part of your body... Feel it relax. If you cannot stop thinking, focus your inner voice to talk to yourself. If you cannot sit lay 

down, if you cannot lay down recline... Place the inner monologue in your mind of your own will..If thoughts come listen

3/13/2020 7:36:54 PM blsdbe Lol, ikr?!? pic.twitter.com/jdwpQRKhzf

3/13/2020 7:38:18 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/cGBJaaxpz9

3/13/2020 7:38:53 PM sdane8 I'm sorry, WHY exactly are you here again? 🤨

3/13/2020 7:39:11 PM blsdbe She does have friends with their own profiles so... https://t.co/OLsL38j5ci  https://twitter.com/alexa99/status/1234025582725341185?s=21 …

3/13/2020 7:39:17 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/Jv7915JDvj

3/13/2020 7:39:26 PM 22dubtrip333 Well...I think we're safe

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Lots To discuss.

3/13/2020 7:40:00 PM troglowbyte Springtime

3/13/2020 7:40:02 PM 369_is Man Keith...that was such a good question.

3/13/2020 7:40:19 PM americanpetal 🤣

3/13/2020 7:40:21 PM nanfran5 The flags behind Melania looks like angel wings

3/13/2020 7:41:07 PM jvan125 Holy crap that could be Assange’s sister!! Do you see it?? Especially the nose and lips...

3/13/2020 7:41:22 PM nichelle_gp Why? Because ya'll say so? Instead of insinuating 🤡 With all due respect,  toss us a bone to chase so we can discern for ourselves.

 It's  hard enough resisting the urge to "just believe".

👍🤗😁❤️🐸

3/13/2020 7:41:23 PM nanfran5 @CarolHTexas

3/13/2020 7:41:54 PM sdane8 What's with all the trolls? You're triggering them, MJ.

3/13/2020 7:42:38 PM makeamricastrng Worried? Enjoy the Storm; I mean the Corona Virus. pic.twitter.com/ab7Aiv85Hj

3/13/2020 7:43:14 PM anna_deardorff The leftists are the NWO! Wake the HECK UP!

3/13/2020 7:43:52 PM blsdbe Yes, this video left me wondering some things about the effects of 5G radiation on the ability of hemoglobin to be able to absorb oxygen? See from 

about 14:50 on https://youtu.be/CtfqUtW_8AA 

3/13/2020 7:43:56 PM imdexx_ 🤦♂️ you're so ignorant

3/13/2020 7:44:05 PM 369palm Some AI are programmed to be of service and some like to be nasty in the Pro Life threads.

3/13/2020 7:45:14 PM crt14361013 😁🍿‼

3/13/2020 7:45:14 PM irah_chandler I say no

3/13/2020 7:45:19 PM brandiceann Adrenochrome

3/13/2020 7:45:20 PM 873g5  pic.twitter.com/d0mUlVQDQa

3/13/2020 7:45:20 PM blsdbe Seriously, take all the created disease out of the picture at once!!!

3/13/2020 7:45:54 PM 369_is A flood approaches?

3/13/2020 7:46:17 PM mongrelglory Do Asian (or part Asian) people like me have to be more worried about the Covid-19 virus here in Canada?  It seems to be behaving like a regular flu.

3/13/2020 7:46:42 PM mongrelglory Is Bill Gates facing justice, now that he's stepped down from Microsoft?

3/13/2020 7:46:46 PM pothanatania I think we can add “banana yellow” to the list as well for colours popping up🤣 did you see the bio bin in the TH pic? 

JA & 15? To the right...Something is definitely up with this stooge TH. 

Banana Split & a game of Baseball anyone?🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/TagabGPRhl

3/13/2020 7:47:12 PM blsdbe Are some of us officers in the Domain, here incarnated in 3D, doing the best we can to help facilitate Ascension?

3/13/2020 7:47:55 PM blsdbe Love this!!!

3/13/2020 7:48:45 PM mongrelglory Are the seemingly coordinated responses of governments around the world to the Covid-19 virus related to Cabal operations, or is it a sign of "White 

hat" elements collaborating in the take-down of the Deep State?

3/13/2020 7:48:49 PM decodematrix What's a cavitation?

3/13/2020 7:49:02 PM manifest_utopia By being outrageous & stirring up drama, @AustinSteinbart finally got a "journalist" to write about #WhoIsQ. A big shift even if still a #FakeNews 

article. Also set up the "Q Authorities" for needed Ego resets.

3/13/2020 7:49:34 PM riversm18 Sit in a lotus or cross legged position, keep lower back straight, fold the tongue back. Visualize your favorite place in nature. Set alarm clock so you 

don't need to worry about time.

If your mind runs away, bring it back. With practice it will become easier.

3/13/2020 7:49:35 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/8U0KLWQyvj

3/13/2020 7:49:41 PM plasssticman Here's another version of that one pic.twitter.com/rlRzNQ5YVM

3/13/2020 7:49:57 PM house_poseidon Sure.

3/13/2020 7:50:00 PM mongrelglory My financial advisor if freaking out about the European banking system right now.  I keep reassuring him that there is a plan to rescue/replace the 

system.  Am I wrong to tell him that?

3/13/2020 7:51:05 PM mongrelglory How sick is the Pope?

3/13/2020 7:51:27 PM speaakn Very glad to hear that. A lot of kids can’t feel like that. God bless you and thank you for sharing.

3/13/2020 7:51:32 PM wherejuliet Wow!

3/13/2020 7:51:49 PM ethereal_shaman New Earth

3/13/2020 7:52:00 PM blsdbe This.

3/13/2020 7:52:13 PM ambriayoga Don’t they become physically ill?

3/13/2020 7:52:19 PM austin234nine Well yeah many are panicking right now but hey trust the plan right. Nice open ended one liners. Seems like the most logical thinking..

3/13/2020 7:53:41 PM blsdbe So cancel that trip to the coast I had planned...or just avoid public places while I am there? Keep safe distance?

3/13/2020 7:54:03 PM plogdreamwalker Damn. What the heck have I been looking at all those years.

3/13/2020 7:55:04 PM marzipaningles1 Yes, USMC husband treating this as massive drill. Also could just be terrorizing people into submission. Either way, everyone needs to get their crap in 

order and be ready. At this point, either you are or are not. We are 1500 miles from home too. So...deciding on who goes where

3/13/2020 7:55:21 PM talithap65 Nah....

3/13/2020 7:55:34 PM graydon108 Count your breathes, when you lose count, restart, I usually aim for 60 breaths, once your good at doing that you will be able to do things like guided 

meditations and letting ur mind run wild without controlling it, the counting breathes helps you gain control of your thoughts

3/13/2020 7:56:47 PM booksbyjvd No, but we only have hints. Someone that panicked won’t believe them. Tell your friend to do whatever he does to relax/escape. He can’t change 

anything so why get an ulcer?

3/13/2020 7:57:33 PM jeffcordell6 Yes it does. Maybe thought it would create panic? Not sure.

3/13/2020 7:57:48 PM cocopuffster12 Yes

3/13/2020 7:58:00 PM americanpetal Christine, do you think or believe you are part of a select team from another time and realm to assist w this process?

3/13/2020 7:58:01 PM bbobbio71 I'm hearing talks of states closing their borders.  Any truth in that?

3/13/2020 7:59:03 PM mongrelglory Ah, maybe that's the answer!  MJ-12 are equivalent to the Tok'ra in SG-1!

3/13/2020 7:59:31 PM sdane8 In their defense, sometimes I read the comments first in order to determine where there's a recap that outlines the content. In this case, the headline 

drew me right in!

3/13/2020 7:59:41 PM house_poseidon One could say the same thing about any single act of child or animal abuse but nah.  Humans aint that sensitive yet



3/13/2020 7:59:48 PM americanpetal Yes!

3/13/2020 8:00:01 PM blsdbe Yes. I had a past life in which I was called here. I literally was standing in a field on a different planet and heard the call. It was a lovely life and I was so 

thankful for the mother having given me a body there. Now I am here, to help This Mother Ascend, I feel. pic.twitter.com/4kQR7SmQXU

3/13/2020 8:00:43 PM blsdbe I definitely appreciate #BonWare much more than #MalWare.

3/13/2020 8:01:02 PM americanpetal That’s wonderful!

3/13/2020 8:01:11 PM jml51555 Epstein looks like the joker in that pic.

3/13/2020 8:01:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 IS-BE?

3/13/2020 8:01:38 PM worldxplorer1 Yeah. ‘Grinding halt’ certainly isn’t sugarcoated.

3/13/2020 8:01:42 PM mongrelglory I apparently just met myself a little over a year ago. 💫

3/13/2020 8:02:42 PM timedabbler21 Be Best= 53 mirror of 35(JFK)

3/13/2020 8:02:48 PM sdane8 The slowdown in the economy? 🤑

3/13/2020 8:03:11 PM munkeypilot Austin is on point👉🏼●👈🏼

3/13/2020 8:03:12 PM blsdbe It has been an Honor to Serve with All of You Patriots, Every One. pic.twitter.com/QocqkkLThJ

3/13/2020 8:03:34 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve never heard you share this before Christine.  Awesome.

I remember as well. So few of us do. Glad to know another!

3/13/2020 8:04:14 PM mongrelglory I've noticed my previously propagandized friends have started to open up a little bit to asking me questions or listening to an alternative narrative 

without scoffing.  It seems to have coincided with the Coronavirus "pandemic". Is there an acceleration in awakening happening?

3/13/2020 8:04:34 PM hawkgirlinmn Definitely. He is a pedo himself.

3/13/2020 8:05:10 PM nonlineardarren AA michael AA raphael and AA metatron...Your friends are telling me much good info on all you say,its the same as your 

info..synchronicity💖💖💖🖖🖖🖖🙏🙏🙏

3/13/2020 8:05:43 PM lilangels44 Your not alone. Its ironic though isn't it? We're far from stupid😊

3/13/2020 8:05:50 PM munkeypilot When will we finally see confirmations of any arrests? Need some optics out here in the hinterlands...

3/13/2020 8:06:05 PM ivotedt Well it’s an easy story!

Watch the video below and you will understand why Mattis had to convince Denmark to step up to the plate and finance infrastructure because 

Greenland was looking for a new sugar daddy (China)

You’ll understand in disclosure LMFAO

3/13/2020 8:06:11 PM janesplay I noticed her reports over the last few nights, a non sequitur of sorts, a slight strange disconnect from Hannity’s show. I figured something is up!

3/13/2020 8:06:14 PM lilangels44 That's exactly where I'm at too

3/13/2020 8:06:26 PM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/2rHdJhXUkl

3/13/2020 8:06:55 PM mongrelglory I'm going to be belly-dancing from home for the next little while as my classes are cancelled. 😜

3/13/2020 8:07:06 PM like_neo Will that extinction level event take place in this decade?

3/13/2020 8:07:09 PM americanpetal Wow💥 Really? I would have no ever thought that about you? I think the three of us are cat people too!🤣 I wonder what that’s about?

3/13/2020 8:07:46 PM americanpetal Likewise🕊

3/13/2020 8:08:18 PM house_poseidon What about when you get to the Water

3/13/2020 8:08:19 PM mongrelglory May I just take this time to say that the Cabal suck! 😠

And express my thanks to those who are working to get rid of them. 🙏

3/13/2020 8:08:21 PM blsdbe Amen, Brother!!! Just haven’t been asked I guess...I’m pretty open to questions. That said, each of us finds our own answers within! 

pic.twitter.com/0wW0pOhSRX

3/13/2020 8:08:27 PM munkeypilot 5x5👍🏼

3/13/2020 8:10:20 PM mongrelglory I knew FLOTUS was actively aiding the cause! 👍

3/13/2020 8:10:39 PM munkeypilot What happens if he followed you on previous accts but you get sent to TWITMO so often he just says Fuhgeddaboutit?🤔

3/13/2020 8:11:24 PM nea_storm Section 31 is fascinating!

"Let's say I belong to another branch of Star Fleet Intelligence"

"Covert Ops, Intelligence Gather, Threat Assessment,..."

"Good Times!"

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AW_BhD9IIPY …

Halo Space Force! Love You!😍😍😍 pic.twitter.com/AA008FRA7U

3/13/2020 8:11:29 PM sdane8 That seems really long. There are people out there living paycheck to paycheck who can't afford to stock up on goods. 😪

3/13/2020 8:11:39 PM moemc8 BB - B2 - Stealth

3/13/2020 8:12:26 PM munkeypilot Always go back to tried & true- trust your gut.

3/13/2020 8:12:38 PM kachinagtto I think so too. I’m just hoping that this person misheard in a YUGE way

3/13/2020 8:13:46 PM stuarttruly FLOTUS:  the SereneSideOfQ+...

🙏🏻💗

3/13/2020 8:13:51 PM moemc8 Wow, interesting.

3/13/2020 8:14:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 Alleged Members And Associates Of MS-13 In San Francisco Charged Federally With Racketeering Conspiracy, Attempted Murder, Assault, And 

Weapons Charges | USAO-NDCA | Department of Justice https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndca/pr/17-alleged-members-and-associates-ms-13-san-

francisco-charged-federally-racketeering …

3/13/2020 8:14:38 PM aucommander 33 yrs old was Jesus when his ministry began

3/13/2020 8:14:42 PM nanfran5  pic.twitter.com/0uCMQubBB3

3/13/2020 8:14:55 PM ccheney95 05/15/20

3/13/2020 8:15:22 PM sdane8 I suspect that depends on the definition. Seems high. It was funny, though, I talked to a friend last week i hadn't spoken to since Christmas and out of 

nowhere she starts railing against the Dems using specifics. I think her husband watches Fox. LOL

3/13/2020 8:15:29 PM blsdbe #ItsHappening #NowComesThePain #QuarantineAndChill pic.twitter.com/5GPP1Ceqy0

3/13/2020 8:15:44 PM worldxplorer1 D6 assassins going down!

17?

5:5

3/13/2020 8:15:52 PM munkeypilot Individual belief systems don't always allow for other possibilities outside of well defined safe zones...

3/13/2020 8:17:21 PM blsdbe OOB? pic.twitter.com/bF1FVmr9wy

3/13/2020 8:17:40 PM hydro_75  pic.twitter.com/cGq6yRjSrV

3/13/2020 8:18:05 PM americanpetal Idk

3/13/2020 8:18:26 PM 369_is Very happy to stay home so all this can take place. Grateful and comfy.



3/13/2020 8:18:29 PM c2m1ll3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Have watched most of your videos. 

Learned much. 

Thank you. 

Please keep talking.

Be safe.

3/13/2020 8:18:38 PM munkeypilot Just like Majic...

3/13/2020 8:19:20 PM americanpetal He is?

3/13/2020 8:19:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 How much has been lost in the global markets (including Crypto) in the past week since Corona Virus #COVID19 became a pandemic?

3/13/2020 8:20:01 PM joysunny46 She is a regular now on Fox Nation.

3/13/2020 8:20:06 PM cynthia39231414 Hope she is protected.

3/13/2020 8:20:32 PM atashfire In dollar terms? Trillions?

3/13/2020 8:20:44 PM moemc8 Q crap?  Q challenged people to wake up and find their own LEGIT INFO.  W/O Q, Austin gets tossed up as a tin foil lunatic.  Now, people are awakened 

to the possibility that he may be legit.  Either way, because of Q, they think for themselves as to who or what he is.

3/13/2020 8:21:00 PM sano_faith A lot.

I don’t know all the numbers but for CAC 40 since January 30% has been lost.

3/13/2020 8:21:02 PM fktvis 20-30%

3/13/2020 8:21:08 PM rebornkingent 60 percent in bitcoin since Saturday. 40% today. Good time to buy?  Is this a cabal cash out? Crypto used for trafficking right? Can crypto be repurposed 

to positive uses?

3/13/2020 8:21:27 PM worldxplorer1 Billions

3/13/2020 8:21:40 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/yTUIa7vpJc

3/13/2020 8:21:44 PM process_facts Crypto ~40% drop in value for me overall 😅.

3/13/2020 8:21:49 PM aucommander Pentagon started building 911 Annapolis 1786 911

3/13/2020 8:21:55 PM rebornkingent  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8110579/amp/Coronavirus-hits-Bitcoin-harder-stocks.html …

3/13/2020 8:22:17 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣

3/13/2020 8:22:26 PM decodematrix NP is very sad.

3/13/2020 8:22:32 PM aucommander Twelve apostles

3/13/2020 8:23:06 PM munkeypilot Ive never trusted LG...he's just playing his assigned part since McStained was put down & no longer under his control...

3/13/2020 8:23:21 PM aucommander Four remaining spirit of God are all 7's

3/13/2020 8:23:39 PM 4mydeerone 712 years, 5 months... ago pic.twitter.com/fPSaLNVs8A

3/13/2020 8:24:06 PM jettlaggggg All of these things makes life seem so... artificial

3/13/2020 8:24:17 PM mediumgrace Huh wonder if this is why Newsom is behaving...

3/13/2020 8:24:31 PM process_facts However, despite my own loss grief, I still enjoy the show 🤡🤪🤡

(came faster than I thought) pic.twitter.com/ZnwX9VV3ZD

3/13/2020 8:24:37 PM 444_q_ I don't pay attention since my worth is not in monetary numbers. I don't have money in the stock markets, nor do I care to. My strength and hope it's 

within, not without.

3/13/2020 8:24:48 PM cartersmom04 L@rp supposed district and this https://cointelegraph.com/news/new-draft-bill-aiming-to-classify-crypto-assets-introduced-in-us-congress …

3/13/2020 8:24:53 PM lobster_byte  https://twitter.com/i/status/1238356828255371265 …

3/13/2020 8:25:00 PM house_poseidon The financial systems of the new world will neither honor nor reward evil.

Integrity, justice & ethical behavior will be necessary to maintain accumulated wealth.  The ill-gotten gains of the cartels, etc. will be taken from them; 

one way or another.

3/13/2020 8:25:10 PM dedesill Majestic 12 will you please explain the giant symbols all over the earth in the ground?  Will you explain the map of 1513?  Please elaborate n the giants 

of the earth, and why they are hiding there bones.  Please explain if we are trapped in a firewall electrical sun comet?

3/13/2020 8:25:32 PM bryceja68689884 This is the District of @KamalaHarris @SpeakerPelosi and @SenFeinstein

 https://www.govtrack.us/congress/members/CA/12 …

3/13/2020 8:25:33 PM paulwin95630634 I suspect fraud dentist industry! dna? Oil drills and dentist drills never upgraded. Do they take them?

3/13/2020 8:25:45 PM aucommander Asian 888 prosperous ilucki

3/13/2020 8:26:03 PM aucommander Don't trust them or crunch them

3/13/2020 8:26:13 PM stephan87990812 Are you sure? pic.twitter.com/3Hht2aOOm4

3/13/2020 8:26:46 PM corstruction Enough to tank the Fed...107 yrs after those f*4er$ met on Jekyll Island.  It's time.

3/13/2020 8:26:52 PM reckoningtruth Point is, all networks have it, &  not grainy...think

3/13/2020 8:27:03 PM megamagamoveman Seth Rich

3/13/2020 8:27:14 PM by369surrounded Bebe sounds like...

3/13/2020 8:27:24 PM terridahl05 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/ucJ3oQer6e

3/13/2020 8:27:24 PM s0urc3rss Why the disclosure now? Is the Operative over?

3/13/2020 8:27:43 PM moemc8 🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 8:27:56 PM anangelhasland1 US-China trade tensions, credit tightening in China, economic turmoil in Argentina and Turkey, weakness in Germany's auto sector, and higher interest 

rates have all contributed to LOWER expectations for GROWTH forecasts in major economies across the world. (Apr 10, 2019)

3/13/2020 8:27:56 PM corstruction Yes, buy.  Metals

3/13/2020 8:28:25 PM aucommander The key

3/13/2020 8:28:28 PM dedesill Also Majestic 12, Is Antarctica the size of 360 degrees or is it an giant island that has a cave in center of earth, as in hollow earth theory?  Are these part 

of disclosure?  If the moon is a ship what is the earth?

3/13/2020 8:28:40 PM aucommander Oh and Snoopy

3/13/2020 8:28:49 PM aucommander Garfield

3/13/2020 8:29:15 PM aucommander Mainly choose your own adventure books to be true

3/13/2020 8:29:56 PM sdane8 LOL I took those classes years ago. I couldn't get the hang of walking while clicking castanets. 🤪

3/13/2020 8:29:58 PM nm_zsr 33Bn?

3/13/2020 8:30:03 PM aucommander Yes in control started control gain full control

3/13/2020 8:31:04 PM the_prophet_neo Patience, my family just got here and boy let me tell you. It was a sticky ass last three years. But mom finally popped a Q yesterday. She asked me what

 the end game is; and I have seen my dad smile for the first time in a long time. It takes time and patience, but WORTH IT❤️💜❤️

3/13/2020 8:31:33 PM jimbo11079215 17?

3/13/2020 8:31:39 PM murphylaw23 the question is, who is profiting?

3/13/2020 8:31:46 PM aucommander Joint plan A+B = contingency



3/13/2020 8:33:43 PM stephgraz7580 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dorian Grey....

Storm

Black eye Club

The storm looked like a fetus

These people are SICK

Q

3/13/2020 8:34:07 PM aucommander I saw vid that 0 @potus called it a disease

3/13/2020 8:34:07 PM sleepingnomore Bring them down!

3/13/2020 8:34:15 PM dedesill Majestic 12 I thank you for all your answers, we all have many theories and knowledge, but I want to know from you what is going on in the 12 th Dim  

Have you seen creation with your own eyes or via looking glass in the physical realm?  Is the celestial world the 12 th dimension?

3/13/2020 8:34:36 PM jlundr  https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-stocks-carnage-idUSKBN20W2TJ …

3/13/2020 8:34:46 PM aucommander  pic.twitter.com/lXqiebN9CC

3/13/2020 8:35:20 PM imnos482 Everyone can't 'lose'. Where does the money go? Most of the Crypto money went into Tether etc... where is THAT money? Another rabbit hole...

3/13/2020 8:35:44 PM mccorkle_holly I am thinking Maria. pic.twitter.com/p9smUl4xFv

3/13/2020 8:35:44 PM jaded_pearl There's the #17 again

3/13/2020 8:35:46 PM cleetus__jones If I’m at home and space time travel and I get to the planets and the stars on the first and second try does that mean observable galaxy comes next ? 

Or sun and moon ?

3/13/2020 8:36:05 PM threeesix9999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is this the slow start of GESARA/NESARA?... some say  that its not real. I am not one of them.

3/13/2020 8:37:01 PM ringmodernist You all are aware of Trump's membership in the Scottish Rite, right? Maybe there are good and bad Masons, because if they're all bad, then how can 

you support the President?

3/13/2020 8:38:20 PM wearediamonds2 I swear last week the days FLEW BY in maybe 3 hours.

3/13/2020 8:38:21 PM dedesill Majestic 12 did Noah’s time have the same technology as us?  Jesus said in the last days it would be as it was in the days of Noah.  Some think it was 

just violence, and spiritual darkness, possible tech too?

3/13/2020 8:38:34 PM rebornkingent We’re in the 21st century now right? https://twitter.com/onelove172345/status/1238668618998730752?s=21 …

3/13/2020 8:38:42 PM worldxplorer1 Biological Entity Beyond Earth Space Travel

3/13/2020 8:39:24 PM seancordicon People that label groups are asleep AF. You’re 100% correct.

3/13/2020 8:39:44 PM rogueanon2 Note the hands.  Who else does this that you have seen lately.  Totally mirror to the hands in a diamond up. pic.twitter.com/2msk4EIHKN

3/13/2020 8:41:38 PM sanandaemanuel What is your connection to the angelic realm?

3/13/2020 8:41:55 PM angelwarrior369 God sees all...even shape-shifting demons. They cannot hide from the eyes of God & what is coming! 

⚡🌩👊

3/13/2020 8:42:06 PM gladecarla I concur.

3/13/2020 8:42:10 PM lycanmaster Q

#WWG1WGA

3/13/2020 8:42:11 PM sanandaemanuel How much conscious work do you do in the Astrals?

3/13/2020 8:42:33 PM sanandaemanuel What is your take on the reconstruction of the planetary environment?

3/13/2020 8:42:47 PM moemc8 Jeeze, this, and the golden rule.  What could be better?

3/13/2020 8:42:51 PM lycanmaster Q

#TheStormIsHere 🐸

3/13/2020 8:43:03 PM tieronepatriot Enlighten me...

3/13/2020 8:43:08 PM sdane8 * They've had her reporting numbers of Corona cases/death. Tonight I thought it weird; below her capability

* She knows the about the dark side of trafficking 

* Yes, more cartel members being arrested

* Tried to destroy her reputation

* Yes, presumably

* Yes, reporting remotely

3/13/2020 8:43:09 PM kachinagtto This really bothered me about Google involvement at the time - but I missed the 1700 part while listening. Looking over his speech later I see it. 

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vice-president-pence-members-coronavirus-task-force-press-

conference-3/ … pic.twitter.com/ngRXsTscNY

3/13/2020 8:43:19 PM lycanmaster Boom 💥💥💥💥💥💥💥

3/13/2020 8:43:22 PM sanandaemanuel What is your take on the quantum entanglement?

3/13/2020 8:43:42 PM twilly18 a lot

3/13/2020 8:43:50 PM moemc8 Wow, just told told my family this tonight.  ThankQ

3/13/2020 8:44:19 PM finall00p We have everything

3/13/2020 8:44:26 PM sanandaemanuel What is your take on the event?

3/13/2020 8:44:59 PM wearediamonds2 Of course!!!

3/13/2020 8:45:55 PM moemc8 waaahhhh!!!  Yes!

3/13/2020 8:46:30 PM mediaintell1 Can you elaborate on the Romanov's counter revolution a bit?   There aren't too many people who talk about it.

3/13/2020 8:47:00 PM dedesill Majestic 12 what do think about the Book of Mormon and the Pearl of great price?  I believe them to be the word of God.  Do you believe in prophets?  

Have you seen The ancient apostle John with the looking glass?

3/13/2020 8:47:39 PM chrismfkelly  pic.twitter.com/kazMcmhI4A

3/13/2020 8:48:57 PM sdane8 That was my thought. 😡

3/13/2020 8:49:40 PM rizzo1megan It’ll do so much more than sustain me, I feel like I’ll be able to fly and Peter Pan will say “How High?”

3/13/2020 8:49:49 PM hanasberg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are there more powerful races than the demonic ones here on earth and are they helping?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238645769944682502 …

3/13/2020 8:50:56 PM mongrelglory Ah, zills...yes, that is a little more advanced doing dancing with the finger cymbals.  We also use canes etc...for the folkloric stuff.  Bellydancing is not 

just for bachelor parties! 🤪

3/13/2020 8:52:08 PM wearediamonds2 I tried but they think I should just make the next big selling movie. 🤦♀️

3/13/2020 8:52:14 PM faye_mcgarry The Swan's Neck Breaks.

3/13/2020 8:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/Flsj43CjQh

3/13/2020 8:52:37 PM moemc8 Always did, but more so now that I know that No Name is gone and his ilk are getting gutted from our armed forces/Pentagon.

3/13/2020 8:52:46 PM zagnett Yes that too. We'll fly. 👆

3/13/2020 8:53:02 PM sdane8 Wouldn't that be the best disguise? 😉

3/13/2020 8:53:15 PM robsealejr1  pic.twitter.com/5Pm0n7wnIv

3/13/2020 8:53:28 PM riversm18 Once a clown...

3/13/2020 8:53:46 PM patriotparris No worries of empty shelves here

3/13/2020 8:53:59 PM sam__calligaris So that’s how she’s going to pay [them] back 😂😭

3/13/2020 8:54:34 PM jeff57253103 😆🤣😂

3/13/2020 8:54:45 PM sdane8 No, but you get a ... pic.twitter.com/vZ00jTexHN

3/13/2020 8:54:57 PM 20_20_beyond It’s 2 ply at best.

3/13/2020 8:54:58 PM aucommander Salvation comes from Mt Zion in the year of the jubilee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/13/2020 8:55:01 PM ascendingadam Since [Royal Death Racket] = Canada’s HOS  

+ since [parliamentary sys] is based on said racket

Therefore restructure necessary

Therefore land of the free, home of the brave?

3/13/2020 8:55:34 PM blsdbe We all gotta wipe with something MJ, and this is probably more affordable!!! pic.twitter.com/NjS1NH0ex4

3/13/2020 8:56:05 PM megamagamoveman  pic.twitter.com/TYbw76UAxh

3/13/2020 8:56:10 PM dedesill Last question Majestic 12, when gold becomes the standard, will we stop fracturing of the money and go whole as constitution requires?  Socialism is 

bad, but how to break people from the cycle of dependency?  SS is not a bank account never was. Wil wasteful gov inst go awy forvr?

3/13/2020 8:56:15 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/YnBCqM3ADI

3/13/2020 8:56:27 PM s0urc3rss Oh. I misunderstood the directions. pic.twitter.com/3XOSIurpcj

3/13/2020 8:57:09 PM rghardy3 She looks way too good to be the Original HRC.

They are not fooling me.

3/13/2020 8:57:23 PM hope46632929 Got some of that pic.twitter.com/pfGIGA7zRR

3/13/2020 8:57:29 PM reallyugly007 Wipe away to the failed twice candidate.

3/13/2020 9:00:08 PM gregoryjhall1 🤔 17...fascinating...

3/13/2020 9:01:19 PM sandy_beach3001 Very fascinating indeed.

3/13/2020 9:01:43 PM vickigp1 Boston Book Storefront pic.twitter.com/aEqBXaHw6l

3/13/2020 9:02:04 PM winklerburke Study https://www.metacafe.com/watch/11507118/interview-with-james-files-mp4/ …

3/13/2020 9:02:52 PM stateofmind36 Damn this one's good🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 9:03:35 PM ethereal_shaman I am a totally different person than I was in 2012.  Almost like a walk-in kinda feeling.

3/13/2020 9:03:38 PM sdane8 Maybe it's your role to help them 'catch up.' ♥️

3/13/2020 9:03:42 PM basonesarris Best post of the day!

3/13/2020 9:04:43 PM 444_q_ 🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 9:04:46 PM rebornkingent Super canceled. The children are finally safe! http://nbcmontana.com/news/entertainment/ellen-suspends-production-as-warner-bros-halts-70-series-

pilots-over-coronavirus …

3/13/2020 9:05:30 PM winklerburke Halt of normal life Mesmerization... nba, baseball, concerts, sports, school... even rallies & business. Add false financial abyss .., to powerfully 

concentrate the mind... for POTUS on your phone... explains what Q had for 2.5 years. Emergency broadcast great awakening.

3/13/2020 9:06:20 PM winklerburke What side is a mesmerizer on?

3/13/2020 9:06:21 PM mongrelglory Yes, I can thank MJ-12 for triggering the download that I had! https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1116040148221751297?s=20 …

3/13/2020 9:06:41 PM vickigp1 Incomprehensible.

"...a veteran CIA agent has exposed the C_A for running a child trafficking network, which involves providing children to elite pedophiles around the 

world"

 https://web.archive.org/web/20180215203023/ https://www.topsecretwriters.com/2018/01/cia-agent-says-agency-supplies-pedophiles-children/ … 

pic.twitter.com/ebdnei4Yo3

3/13/2020 9:06:51 PM blsdbe Thoughts on this?  https://t.co/xnthpPOeRh  https://twitter.com/d17nicoley/status/1238607885514371072?s=21 …

3/13/2020 9:07:41 PM faye_mcgarry Thank you Majestic. Much love.

3/13/2020 9:08:12 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/DZiBrVHFl1

3/13/2020 9:08:46 PM sdane8 It does, but it's important to continue with everyday life in order to stay grounded. Tonight I did laundry. 😊

3/13/2020 9:09:16 PM jeffcordell6 And me too!,I was shocked and extremely honored!

3/13/2020 9:09:35 PM moemc8 Huge question.  Pls. answer.

3/13/2020 9:10:04 PM etdisclosure202 I have chosen to not use Babylonian Money Magic so my networth is $00.00

It's tough, but I simply cannot be part of a Satanic system that I feel I came here to help defeat. I have learned to trust myself, and this is what I feel is 

best for me to do. I hope it's all worth it. pic.twitter.com/YaCbNj62Y0

3/13/2020 9:10:59 PM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/Aleks8837/status/1213500373731856384 …

3/13/2020 9:11:00 PM blsdbe  https://t.co/xnthpPOeRh  https://twitter.com/d17nicoley/status/1238607885514371072?s=21 …

3/13/2020 9:13:25 PM madhopper59 17 you say? Hmmm...🤔

3/13/2020 9:14:10 PM stephgraz7580 That or I’m hoping to join space force 😂😂😂😂. But seriously when you see the whole chess board. It’s devastating. But then again I always knew 

something was off. Just so many emotions but surprisingly, grounded.

3/13/2020 9:14:15 PM cosmic_engineer Zero

It's all fake currency

3/13/2020 9:14:42 PM sdane8 Sorry, I didn't mean to offend you. 🙏

3/13/2020 9:14:48 PM sageremarks Don't make the problem bigger. Stay up on your bills until you know something solid!

3/13/2020 9:16:01 PM threeesix9999 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  the same amount the Stafford Act will help to give out ???

3/13/2020 9:17:39 PM blsdbe 👀👀👀

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

@hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ)

3/13/2020 9:18:23 PM kachinagtto Interesting. Not the usual “top results” there. 

Someone just sent me this from CNN. Seems they are trying to discredit the Google partnership on this. No surprise. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/13/politics/google-trump-coronavirus-site/index.html …

3/13/2020 9:19:16 PM decubed3 With new afterward ‘What difference at this point does it make?’

3/13/2020 9:19:36 PM 444_q_ 💕 that and tuck our kids in goodnight. It's the small things that count/make us human

3/13/2020 9:20:47 PM parakletosanon its going to be epic.

3/13/2020 9:23:20 PM werascending Yes!!! On that Woman DOCTOR!!!

3/13/2020 9:24:26 PM werascending Like the Go’uld.

3/13/2020 9:24:45 PM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/captainlives/status/1238667413601816581?s=21 …

3/13/2020 9:24:50 PM mongrelglory He's in charge of a $300 million investment plan (I'm a small fish, but we're friends) so he takes his responsibilities of protecting our money very 

seriously.  Even though he's a VP in one of Canada's 5 major banks, he's woke/honest and follows the Q operation through me. 👍

3/13/2020 9:27:12 PM sean_blackwolf 23 interesting numbers to some

3/13/2020 9:27:24 PM sageremarks John 14:3  https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/John-14-1/ 

3And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be also. 4And whither I go ye 

know, and the way ye know.



3/13/2020 9:29:00 PM mongrelglory Markets down across the board 40 to 50%.  However it's hard to know the hundreds of trillions of dollars in the shadow derivative markets that may 

have been lost.

3/13/2020 9:29:26 PM mongrelglory Multiple trillions!

3/13/2020 9:31:04 PM mongrelglory A lot of "black ops" money being wiped out of those secret slush funds I suspect!  😏

3/13/2020 9:31:55 PM blsdbe My thoughts exactly!!!

3/13/2020 9:32:34 PM mongrelglory Good answer!  Fiat! 😆

Too bad we still use it to pay our bills and get groceries. 😕

3/13/2020 9:36:18 PM melisten2u #Q17

3/13/2020 9:36:48 PM mongrelglory Will the price of silver and gold bullion be allowed to re-value properly, without price suppression in the markets by Central Bank derivatives and 

phoney paper gold?

3/13/2020 9:40:31 PM melhuses  pic.twitter.com/cX5NVtLl42

3/13/2020 9:42:07 PM mongrelglory Haven't you seen our Space force?  They're everywhere!

Very covert operation. 😉 pic.twitter.com/kM8X7jcl1x

3/13/2020 9:43:43 PM clifton15jon Nothing, its all printed notes no value, we have the #Gold and the @FED is a private company

3/13/2020 9:45:10 PM winklerburke Enough to concentrate the mind... along with no nba, baseball, travel, rallies, school, etc... for when the PEAS gives disclosure message (not blockable) 

on all US phones.  (Some will want to riot?)  (Nirmal folk will pay attention, stay home?)

3/13/2020 9:46:14 PM mongrelglory Q-sperm?  Fertilizing the ground for the Great Awakening?

3/13/2020 9:47:05 PM mongrelglory Exactly!

3/13/2020 9:47:26 PM shift_incoming I read it almost everyday. It’s the best spiritual material I have ever read. 

Pondering something? Search for it on  http://LawOfOne.info 

3/13/2020 9:50:24 PM ryan35381162 But was that hand with a stacked deck and they realized the trap after going all in?!

3/13/2020 9:50:31 PM mongrelglory All the countries have opened up the "emergency fiat" spigots so the "investors" are jumping back into the markets.

3/13/2020 9:52:23 PM asbjornsson Full* cooperation. Just fix them. 

*50/50

3/13/2020 9:53:01 PM gatekeaper1 Why have they had so many movies in the past 20 years saying the phrase subtlety... WAKE UP in flashes. It startLes me

3/13/2020 9:53:04 PM iheartqanon The Apocalypse.  It's happening, and it's a bit different than we were told.  2 portals will sort/transport humanity- one to the new Earth and the other 

to a different place via The Rapture (it's a vibe thing).

3/13/2020 9:54:03 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/bjkPoXAOeg

3/13/2020 9:54:11 PM libertyspring99 39.6%?

3/13/2020 9:54:36 PM mongrelglory Forensic evidence they collected, left over from all the victims at Epstein's island?

3/13/2020 9:54:47 PM brian_dalfonso Heard that too & was like WOW.... He put them on Front Street

3/13/2020 9:54:56 PM louismcfadden8  https://twitter.com/LouisMcFadden8/status/1238687914680152065 …

3/13/2020 9:55:13 PM contenthonest This "Bill" will follow!!

3/13/2020 9:56:03 PM dennis_peter_58 If convicted, they face life in ... San Francisco. 

#ShitholeByTheBay

3/13/2020 9:57:11 PM dkr_independent I certainly think that if this corona blows over with the normal flu season, as it should, there will be a mass awakening, because of the anger at the 

media for driving the panic. It will cause people to question their motives on previous issues. Like Russia, impeachment, etc.

3/13/2020 9:58:09 PM mongrelglory 😬

3/13/2020 10:00:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Power of 3 6 and 9 versus [40]? https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1238689852469772288 …

3/13/2020 10:01:27 PM werascending 👏👏👏🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/13/2020 10:01:34 PM seekingknowle12 Why is it that this kind of stuff makes it feel like we are in a matrix.

3/13/2020 10:01:45 PM leahinman5 QAnon very informative

3/13/2020 10:02:04 PM theappraiser17 Nice number sets.  That just doesn't happen.

3/13/2020 10:02:23 PM mongrelglory Don't forget that God/Source is love...we are all ultimately safe and secure.  No fear. 🙏

3/13/2020 10:02:31 PM anangelhasland1 Hilarious!  Like he was watching TV and went, "Oh my God no! I gotta get OUTTA here and quick!"

Transitions with company this size are planned months in advance, maybe a full year.

3/13/2020 10:02:46 PM swagsjeffrey  pic.twitter.com/TyCrtYcqvL

3/13/2020 10:03:13 PM mongrelglory Wow!  Thanks!  That's a great summary! 👍

3/13/2020 10:03:51 PM cyal8er3 Did they read it? Whats in it

3/13/2020 10:04:11 PM deplorablelj What about John Trump & Julian Assange pic.twitter.com/iUwYUY5J83

3/13/2020 10:04:46 PM mongrelglory This video helped me understand: https://youtu.be/N0WjV6MmCyM 

3/13/2020 10:07:35 PM jfunder You mean Larry Loomer?

3/13/2020 10:08:33 PM rebornkingent They have to pass to bill to see what’s in it. Knowing Congress they’ll get around to reading it.... never.

3/13/2020 10:09:28 PM ceestave  http://www.TinyURL.com/Chimerism  pic.twitter.com/r2tlv4B1CL

3/13/2020 10:09:31 PM mongrelglory I've been having people this week, who I thought were entrenched in their world views, now sincerely asking me questions and listening to my 

answers. 70% makes me so, so happy!!! 😊

3/13/2020 10:12:56 PM mattsmithsongs Wow. That's BIG.

3/13/2020 10:14:05 PM mongrelglory Probably explains why, despite the "Pandemic fears" and shut-down of services, people are staying calm and not degenerating into a "Mad Max" 

scenario.  Yes there are people scared and suffering with sick loved ones, but they're reaching out and getting support on the internet.

3/13/2020 10:16:36 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  I have those days where I'd like to quietly "slip out."  I just remind myself that I chose to be here.

3/13/2020 10:17:20 PM eman1292 Yes. MJ12 in past tweets said the current btc chain is tainted and ALICE plays a role manipulating it. It will have to reset as well. Basically a new crypto 

called something else, but done right. Search past tweets about it.

3/13/2020 10:17:51 PM mateuszwala A bit... 

Take my butt to the space.

3/13/2020 10:18:18 PM andrewe1776 Conspiracy? If you delve you will see the proofs!

3/13/2020 10:18:30 PM bipolarmedia what they are doing to precious metals is criminal! 🤬🤬🤬

3/13/2020 10:18:43 PM mongrelglory Why is Greenland so important?  More so than Antarctica?

3/13/2020 10:20:14 PM realyfactsmater She just shat herself 🤣

3/13/2020 10:24:40 PM werascending Good thinking!

3/13/2020 10:28:13 PM mongrelglory Is Bill going on vacation in Cuba now? 😎

3/13/2020 10:28:54 PM konvergerer Kabal =specific refrence to the  jew- bolshevics - satanists

3/13/2020 10:29:24 PM decodematrix Same. They share the same IS-BE.

3/13/2020 10:29:26 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/DBpyvmQ87d

3/13/2020 10:30:42 PM mongrelglory Biblical! 😁

3/13/2020 10:34:07 PM cleetus__jones According to disclose ... the “matrix” is ... Cocreative exoconsiousness and it is extremely real ... Always done in groups of 3’s ...



3/13/2020 10:35:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

Heed this warning.

Nothing you read once can be taken as truth.

Truth vs Falsehoods.

Therefore you must desern what is just and true.

"Like the old times."

Trust but verify.

Truth will resonate from within.

In order to receive the opportunity for truth
3/13/2020 10:35:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Paywalls, sponsorships, member-only, soliciting donations, selling merchandise, or even publishing books on the subject are at the very least alarming 

to the open source intent of shared political and national security information. This information must be openly discussed at

3/13/2020 10:35:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow us to use an analogy, they are technology illiterate clowns in Congress and including past Presidents who have direct involvement into what 

Jeffrey Epstein was doing who used tech they didn't know how to use to rape and traffick OUR children with OUR money. Ultimate rape.

3/13/2020 10:35:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 you must first understand falsehoods.

Disinformation is real and necessary.

Therefore, if you are being given the highest level intel in history to take down a criminal deep state, wouldn't that be caught?

3/13/2020 10:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 We need you to remain calm, and expect things to get bumpy over the next few weeks. War against China? No. Who launched the biological attack 

called #COVID19? Who resigned from two boards of director positions? What has he publicly supported? What are the georgia guidestones?

3/13/2020 10:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 of people. Monetizing your platforms, instagram accounts, YouTube channels, and Patreon accounts who cover #QAnon for a long time need to be 

open to the idea that your perception of the truth versus falsehood is incomplete at best. 70/30 was 30% truths 70% disinformation.

3/13/2020 10:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 then you must understand that everything being stated is a falsehood until it passes the burden of truth based on your informed understanding of the 

subject matter and a trust in your own gut instincts to what you believe it right versus wrong in the behavior of a very sick group

3/13/2020 10:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Allow you to trust your instincts and always "Q"estion why? Why did they rig Hillary's investigation? Why did Harvey Weinstein remain in power for so 

long? Who killed Jeffrey Epstein? If you expect to get the raw intelligence by which you can discern for yourself from paywalls

3/13/2020 10:35:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 face value and we must all be allowed to present our opinions and thoughts on what we believe truth vs falsehood means throughout different 

experiences. Be calm, listen, and accept that you may be wrong. This goes for all sides. One side isn't more woke than the other.

3/13/2020 10:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 But don't try to control who people listen to and where they get their information from. It only exposes the weakness in your ability to control the ego. 

It is petty and is so 20th century. Level up bruh! Instead practice message over messenger. Additionally, when tuned to

3/13/2020 10:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Use the information you learn or discover from any account online as potential reference points of interest that you can corroborate and verify the 

truth vs falsehood. Many personalities believe they understand Q and what is about to be revealed. They have truths. Listen.

3/13/2020 10:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 and what you will read about in the coming weeks, the truth is going to shock the world. We must be in lockdown mode for this. Nothing can stop what 

is coming. We are about to break through a major wartime period in history and usher our way into the 21st Century. 5D awaits us!

3/13/2020 10:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 let your audiences think for themselves. Tell them, if you must, what you see and how it makes you feel and what first hand experience or knowledge 

do you have about the subject. No conjectures. No conspiracy theories. Just truth. When you see stories like what you read about

3/13/2020 10:35:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hiding behind paywalls should stop. Hiding behind soliciting donations, monetizations, memberships, and merchandise should stop.

Providing a balance between content providers is a must.

Should nobody make any money?

No.

Quite the opposite actually.

We really just ask that you

3/13/2020 10:35:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 6 and 9, coincidences turn not into coincidences and the fabric of the matrix becomes visible. Everything is energy. Thoughts. Actions. Words. They 

are vibrations. How evil was society before? Low vibration? How about once [322] takes place [soon]? Pretty high? pic.twitter.com/VpDQkBbfhn

3/13/2020 10:35:59 PM gl78792815 For anyone wanting to vote for socialism and is complaining about no toilet paper think again

3/13/2020 10:36:32 PM hoffman11my discern discernment

3/13/2020 10:36:38 PM hardestusername Ahh thank you sir

3/13/2020 10:36:57 PM wickedmouse369 5:5 - thoughts on CD Protocol?

3/13/2020 10:39:06 PM rghardy3 Should we trust anyone who admits that

they sometimes put out Disinformation ?

Always Go Within.

Only trust in yourself.

3/13/2020 10:39:26 PM 1_decided_voter @threadreaderapp please unroll the hell out of this!

3/13/2020 10:39:30 PM parakletosanon are they going to follow the 💴 to see if it lands in the corrupt deep states bank accounts?

3/13/2020 10:39:34 PM threadreaderapp Hola, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …. Talk to you soon. 🤖

3/13/2020 10:41:14 PM mongrelglory OMG!  The CEO of Canadian Tire resigned yesterday!  Canadian Tire was a Cabal run organization?!! The place where we buy our snow shovels?! 😜

3/13/2020 10:41:15 PM corinnebackman To keep a eye on the enemy?

3/13/2020 10:43:08 PM 1_decided_voter So are you suggesting that 322 is not only an occult symbolic number (ie S&B reference) but a significant (and upcoming) date as well?

3/13/2020 10:43:43 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/Kshz1kynRc

3/13/2020 10:43:56 PM godnharley Can you roll this?  Want to share on FB

3/13/2020 10:45:16 PM 1_decided_voter  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/13/2020 10:45:45 PM hitbyawormhole  pic.twitter.com/ynHmMdcD1R

3/13/2020 10:47:22 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/CbQSsd0GNg

3/13/2020 10:49:08 PM cidinha34928645 Most important question: why no one is holding China accountable? They cause all this distress worldwide and don't even apologize?

3/13/2020 10:50:14 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You keep doing AMA questions.

What's the point if Disinfo is necessary

and the answers cannot be Trusted ?



3/13/2020 10:51:28 PM wickedmouse369 The timing is peculiar and with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 promoting the videos it does cause confusion.Especially with the ego battle that has transpired 

between two valuable assets. Austin is good in front of a camera, some are better behind.@AustinSteinbart @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET

3/13/2020 10:52:19 PM manifest_utopia You, Each one of You, made a very good choice. The world is a better place because You are here.

3/13/2020 10:53:14 PM makhenaten I feel they definitely are. Just my gut opinion.🙏

3/13/2020 10:53:40 PM ready2go19  https://thesecrettruthabout.com/the-georgia-guidestones-mystery/ …

3/13/2020 10:55:42 PM seekingknowle12 This whole thing falls apart big time, if we don't actually have free will.

3/13/2020 10:56:36 PM godnharley Thank you!

3/13/2020 10:59:02 PM lennon09899021 Q is on YouTube now. Just FYI

3/13/2020 10:59:04 PM kc57033910 I've been waiting for this for over 3 years!! Praying for the Patriots in harm's way! We're prepped and ready!!!

3/13/2020 11:00:07 PM brbk42  pic.twitter.com/ypwmx60Q2P

3/13/2020 11:01:31 PM glen_white Probably to set up the drive by testing the president ordered and help containment.

3/13/2020 11:02:28 PM spacecadet369 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/13/2020 11:02:52 PM der_wanderer8 Helped me a lot 💜 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062714401415946240?s=19 …

3/13/2020 11:03:18 PM threadreaderapp Hi, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as 

truth.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/13/2020 11:05:47 PM d_wyett Austin?

3/13/2020 11:05:50 PM alishajane777 That 30% has the affect of slapping you in the face and waking you up. G-dspeed

3/13/2020 11:06:06 PM stoneturnr Bill Gates - poster boy for eugenics and depopulation... 

Would be nice to see this scumbag get perpwalked. pic.twitter.com/MbGgvqB0xj

3/13/2020 11:08:13 PM mongrelglory That's so sweet of you to say! 😊

It really is a remarkable time isn't it.  I've been looking at the list of CEO resignations since just the beginning of March and I'm absolutely astounded at 

how quickly things are happening.  But more importantly how people are staying calm!

3/13/2020 11:10:26 PM t_hayden07 Knew itttttt 😁

3/13/2020 11:10:32 PM geezadood Those who know cannot sleep! Sick mofo's

3/13/2020 11:12:22 PM chapulincolored But, but, but I unplugged my cable over a decade ago.  Will I still be able to watch?

3/13/2020 11:12:48 PM xrpreal 🤣🤣🤣

3/13/2020 11:13:49 PM mongrelglory Oh!  Thanks for the clarification!

3/13/2020 11:13:57 PM jrocktigers That is exactly what i have spoken to friends and family my entire life. I have known this as fact since childhood. Nuckear explosions had to have been a 

beacon. A damn cryn for help.

3/13/2020 11:15:19 PM xrpreal You people are so delusional

3/13/2020 11:17:19 PM t_hayden07 Thank you for this, Maj. 💪❤️

I've waited for both #QAnon and #5DEarth to come together. It's all connected. Just like we are. Everything is. Q leads us to a brave new world, where

 we can learn more about Spirituality. Where we can go inside, and ascend.

I cannot wait. 🤯❤️💥🍿

3/13/2020 11:17:59 PM thegainspapi “Trust but verify”. My father taught that to me since I was little.

3/13/2020 11:19:33 PM blayone  https://t.co/KMUZluT7Nm  https://twitter.com/manogov/status/1236642166400790528?s=21 …

3/13/2020 11:19:45 PM thegainspapi No question. Just want to say thank you for everything you do for us. I appreciate it.

3/13/2020 11:20:59 PM manifest_utopia 17 character spaces remaining.

Yes, pretty high vibration. 🙏✨💖

3/13/2020 11:21:08 PM rightonq32 This is getting ugly.  I think you're right.

Something got to him.  Hubris turned to vinegar.

Georgia guidestones gotta go.

3/13/2020 11:26:22 PM xrpreal As I’ve said before until people actually get prosecuted and tried and put in jail none of this shit matters.

3/13/2020 11:26:54 PM oo1o110 MJ12 laying the smack down on the Q Horde egos trying to knock down Commander Steinbart without giving him an honest/fair listen.

Stop trying to herd us. We'll find truth on our own. I enjoy your views for ENTERTAINMENT. You're not a crutch for me. 

I am the news now.

3/13/2020 11:27:27 PM manifest_utopia It is a Most remarkable time, the I came here for. So much has already happened, and the pace just increases. Now comes the "Strike like the fastest 

animal on the planet" days. I find myself so filled with joy.

3/13/2020 11:27:34 PM oo1o110 Yes, for sure. And well said.

3/13/2020 11:27:44 PM xrpreal Why do stuff behind the scenes as a president air that shit out would make you more popular to the working class but yet Trump doesn’t 🤷♂️

3/13/2020 11:29:26 PM mongrelglory So it was Bill Gates! 🤨

3/13/2020 11:30:36 PM xrpreal All 3 of my kids aren’t vaccinated and I’ve been pumping the 911 was inside job for a long time cause there’s actually evidence/ science behind those 

thoughts and arguments. All this Qanon shit is here say speculation with no actual evidence.

3/13/2020 11:31:13 PM jesusluvsu29 If you look at the beginning of the bible, God invented time for us...the only place there is no tome is eternity where He lives, & our Spirits if you are 

hidden in Christ

3/13/2020 11:35:12 PM mongrelglory Mind officially blown! 😜 pic.twitter.com/VRxLZcNo2s

3/13/2020 11:35:26 PM iamtravisladner England

3/13/2020 11:35:34 PM 183_jo Wouldn’t that be  poetic justice?🤞

3/13/2020 11:35:41 PM rudedrew63 OUR=Operation Underground Railroad

3/13/2020 11:36:38 PM blayone This is all a big sting and they walking themselves right into jail. Trump is playing them all the way in the door. They falling into traps and evidence is 

being collected. Mr Gates knew long ago his fate on this. Today he took center stage. Enjoy the rest of the show.

3/13/2020 11:36:53 PM stinkerbell2010 He needs as PUBLIC HANGING!!!

3/13/2020 11:40:21 PM angelbabe43 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/13/2020 11:41:17 PM watcher62391515 Thank you!

3/13/2020 11:41:21 PM mongrelglory I'm still picking my jaw up off of the floor!  It seemed like this "event" was never going to come, and now it's here like a hurricane!  Feels exciting but 

surreal at the same time.

3/13/2020 11:41:50 PM manifest_utopia the *one* I came here for.

Sseesh. Time to get some sleep. ️

3/13/2020 11:42:52 PM xrpreal Hey if it happens would be epic but somehow I feel I’ll be having this conversation with you again 12 months time asking why aren’t these people in 

jail?

3/13/2020 11:43:03 PM freedom06309369 Right 🤬



3/13/2020 11:43:05 PM jennyjigsaw45 I am always prepared to have everything turned on it's head....and very much depend on my gut as to where I look next. 

I spend a lot of time looking at a good range of subjects, avenues, and so called sides. 

WWG1WGA for me means looking around the world for answers.

3/13/2020 11:43:54 PM mongrelglory I've been having trouble sleeping...(that never usually happens to me).  I feel like a kid that's gotten too wound up at Christmas and can't settle down.  

I'm bouncing on my bed!  Sweet dreams. 😘

3/13/2020 11:46:04 PM stinkerbell2010 I knew it...✝️🙏😍♥💖 Hope it's true...

3/13/2020 11:46:13 PM allfourbc Dont understand ..how about once 322 takes place.

3/13/2020 11:46:21 PM zenmonster1 Right?! Im in silicon valley, where I've lived/worked/mingled for51 years. I know thousands right here .. NONE of us know of any cases. NONE of us 

even know of anyone with the sniffles 💁but everyone is surely freaking out & store shelves are EMPTY 😳

3/13/2020 11:46:28 PM myname71441768 False

3/13/2020 11:46:45 PM embraceourvets As usual NBC is misinformed.

3/13/2020 11:46:48 PM freedom06309369 Great thread 👍

3/13/2020 11:47:55 PM lovinintention ((💗))

3/13/2020 11:50:31 PM oneteeoy Who are Majestic 12?

3/13/2020 11:51:09 PM islandofdelight @threadreaderapp unroll

3/13/2020 11:51:12 PM vliz1111 There is no truth in the now

3/13/2020 11:52:01 PM q_surge Im guessing this is the one @Johnheretohelp was talking about last month. (God code / God mode ?)

3/13/2020 11:52:25 PM the_loveoflight 1 + 7 = 8 

17 - 8 = 9

Just learned that can be done to all numbers and you get 9!

3/13/2020 11:52:28 PM manifest_utopia I know! Trying to wrap my mind around bringing down the Fed, currency reset to Treasury Notes, shutting down the trafficking, arresting pedo-

satanists & NWO cabal, MSM reset, all in the space of a few weeks. 😯While we sit calmly in the eye of The Storm. Very surreal.

3/13/2020 11:53:32 PM manifest_utopia I hope you sleep very well tonight. Sweet dreams. 💖

3/13/2020 11:57:13 PM stateofmind36 Feels like a trust fall lol pic.twitter.com/JiucpZtGsE

3/13/2020 11:58:45 PM camilla59136417  pic.twitter.com/8JkQNVfQGI

3/14/2020 12:00:12 AM robjord96508729 I believe you can still travel to europe just cant come back for certain amount of time

3/14/2020 12:05:30 AM nurseniceyes That's steel wool on fire.

3/14/2020 12:06:42 AM the_loveoflight In other planets when does an IS-BE usually remember their past lives?

Can everyone remember or does it only happen to those who meditate?

3/14/2020 12:07:47 AM chhrobbler Nowadays in a... diplomatic manner. As displayed time and again on this device in the palm of your hand.

3/14/2020 12:09:21 AM stefanofait I'm under "martial law" in Italy right now and I'm telling you it's not the end of the world.

Far more comfortable and manageable if you live in a small town or in the countryside.

Harder for couples and families previously unused to sharing long-term forced intimacy.

3/14/2020 12:09:22 AM chhrobbler The stone nowadays took the form of spoken words and text.

3/14/2020 12:11:12 AM stefanofait Wow, that is quite a feat, if you ask me

3/14/2020 12:20:17 AM herbsanddirt How often do you get to venture out? For food, etc? Hope you’re all staying well!

3/14/2020 12:21:44 AM stefanofait Well, I'm not going to turn my back on them only because of that.

I'm not here for my own entertainment. I'm here to make a statement.

ALICE can go f... itself

3/14/2020 12:23:34 AM j9979867291 LOL LOL "I will just step down and I won't have to face any consequences"

3/14/2020 12:24:59 AM chhrobbler While yes, the physical stone is still thrown, borh by hooligan and fanatic.

3/14/2020 12:26:02 AM alishajane777 Let's stat stay focused: "The new findings don’t cast doubt on the 100,000 real Dead Sea Scroll fragments, most of which lie in the Shrine of the Book, 

part of the Israel Museum, Jerusalem."

G-dspeed

3/14/2020 12:27:30 AM weare07489243 Wilcock is making a lot of money. A true paytriot! https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237144248341925889?s=20 …

3/14/2020 12:28:02 AM drea_ams So I thought they said it was just quarantine? When did it switch over to martial law?

3/14/2020 12:28:08 AM stefanofait We lack nothing. small kid enjoying the attention and presence of both parents. We are NOT under house arrest. Only problem is authoritarians 

exploiting fear and insecurity to exercise their fixation for control. But no big deal, really. Didn't prep but smooth sailing so far.

3/14/2020 12:29:29 AM stefanofait Fear is the only real cage...

3/14/2020 12:29:38 AM qanoncomau 639

3/14/2020 12:33:05 AM the_tru_eapjr wrong

3/14/2020 12:39:09 AM _call_me_roy 1.) flouride/pineal gland?

2.) unnecessary wisdom teeth surgeries

3.) tooth meridian chart

more to the flouride than calcified pineal glands if teeth connect to our whole system? pic.twitter.com/OJPVxXETNi

3/14/2020 12:41:54 AM magaman333 Kek pic.twitter.com/cQs5puoQxv

3/14/2020 12:42:08 AM stefanofait “Many a true word hath been spoken in jest.”

This quarantine is, presumably, the "martial law" that has been described as a real possibility by MJ12 and

 https://qmap.pub/read/88 

And we do have tanks in the streets for "exercises" https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-italy-military-tanks-corona/false-claim-military-

tanks-are-deployed-amid-prison-riots-triggered-by-coronavirus-measures-in-italy-idUSKBN20Y3EC …

3/14/2020 12:51:52 AM terrancongito Please explain the tesseract to the best you can. This came up in my NDE in 2009. What do you mean by shadow?

3/14/2020 12:53:17 AM cdale_dog Way too low....

3/14/2020 12:54:15 AM terrancongito Just don’t expect a man, next encounter will be female. Same amazing heart filled being.

3/14/2020 12:54:31 AM cdale_dog Way too low....

3/14/2020 12:59:35 AM valerie59723152 That is my big question....the Georgia Guidestones, the Pyramids, TV shows that seem to forsee the future and so many unexplained events or 

phenomena.

3/14/2020 1:01:15 AM lanacassidy1 Yeah I know lol. Thanks tho x

3/14/2020 1:04:26 AM sheristweets We have no reason to trust anyone. Our own Secretary of State refused to respond to a very direct question: "Do you believe the CV is a hoax?" They 

are shutting everything down...how could the answer be anything but, "OF COURSE NOT! IT'S REAL!" He refused to answer! Unacceptable!

3/14/2020 1:06:18 AM needsmother THIS IS TRUE AMERICA

WHEN I WAS 4~I WAS ABDUCTED & IT WAS PLANNED*

BUT I ESCAPED. LESS THAN 5% EVER SEE HOME AGAIN.

I WAS LUCKY, BUT SOOO MANY AREN'T.

THIS SHUD B EXPOSED

IT WUD CLEAN UP POLITICS

IF PREDATORS WER PROSECUTED TOO💥

& THEY want UR votes😥👎smh.. If you only KNEW😥🚩



3/14/2020 1:12:00 AM upallnight39 As long as u leave up the weed #dnm who cares.

#fuckmoney

#newbabylonianmonkeymagi

#reset2020

3/14/2020 1:14:15 AM goforthmatthew  pic.twitter.com/eVDUCDvxfa

3/14/2020 1:14:42 AM upallnight39 Lol

#behindthewire

#defendercorona2020

#walnutsickness

#sillylittlewar pic.twitter.com/MUHHubySdv

3/14/2020 1:17:21 AM trump_fantastic Are you suggesting that Melania is a Romanov? Wow, I never thought of that before. It's brilliant.

3/14/2020 1:18:31 AM upallnight39 Children sell their bodies, from their high

they fall to drown. Demons crazed by greed. Cut bystanders down.

Corrupt politicans, corrupt enforcement, drug lords and

dealers, all must fall. The helpless are crying out.

We have #risen to their call. A #firestorm to #purify. pic.twitter.com/BPrM5y0yd0

3/14/2020 1:19:31 AM toccn2 Just took some DMT with a friend I red pilled just hours before he said he got a vision of a string of binary code, and I asked him if he happened to see 

01010001 means Q in binary and he said that's the exact string he saw, did you visit my friend from the astral plane?

3/14/2020 1:24:26 AM cchef1980 Don’t know if this makes any sense... while posting before in response to one of your posts about time, I sort of got a lot of clarity. If there was any 

influence from MJ12, thank you.

3/14/2020 1:24:42 AM ethereal_shaman This video Michelle posted earlier explains the shadow. https://youtu.be/N0WjV6MmCyM 

3/14/2020 1:29:48 AM adsvel So many trees should be cut for this BS.😑

3/14/2020 1:32:41 AM nicole82524952 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 many answers

3/14/2020 1:34:21 AM _call_me_roy if grammar matters then that rules out singular answers. Who are? They are.

are vs is. The NSA IS the Tok'ra... The Kennedy's are the Tok'ra... Conservative actors are the Tok'ra.

3/14/2020 1:35:56 AM illuminatedsuns Thats the TRUTH

3/14/2020 1:36:13 AM dee_lonzo @dee_lonzo

3/14/2020 1:37:13 AM 1ifbyseaqanon QArmy meet 

Q doe heros

Remember what I said?

Q Clearence ='s

 Top Tear DOE

 https://youtu.be/JJLb-0fLjkA 

@IPOT1776

@QArmyAnon22

@JudgeJeanine

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@My_Dog_Friday

@dbongino

@doqholliday

@MrMichaelBurkes

@ReneeClarice

@vincent_fusca 

WWG1WGA
3/14/2020 1:39:28 AM amanita40860516 The whole dental industry is barbaric and is a far arm of their satanic bs..I've been victim to it and have suffered because of it....thankfully I'm seeing 

something I never thought I'd see in my lifetime 🎆🎆🎆🎆🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉🎉

3/14/2020 1:40:33 AM amanita40860516 You need to oil pull with coconut oil...it helps for sensitivity in the mouth..good luck🌱

3/14/2020 1:41:35 AM irah_chandler His cronies plagiarized my experiences

3/14/2020 1:41:41 AM diaptera_80 Is it true that #COVID19 causes chronic lung disease, and that 14% of recovered patients will test positive again?

3/14/2020 1:41:56 AM unitedredwhite1 4D loses

3/14/2020 1:42:38 AM ravisingkeegan Decoy.

3/14/2020 1:44:36 AM irah_chandler I'll never forget the time i saw this painting irl in spain

3/14/2020 1:44:45 AM writeon_77 Started at the 30 minute marker... Done in 30?

3/14/2020 1:46:20 AM diaptera_80 Isn’t this just another opportunity by bad people to rebuy?

3/14/2020 1:47:51 AM paisley_brains In actual value? About $3.50

3/14/2020 1:47:52 AM adsvel Resonate. Thank You MJ-12.🙏💗

3/14/2020 1:49:44 AM _the_psychonaut Nothing will stop what is coming Will... nothing. Keep trying

3/14/2020 1:50:07 AM martingeddes Where does your funding come from? How do you cover your living expenses. Seems a bit strong given your lack of transparency. What do you expect 

those who gave up careers — to create open source research — to live off?

3/14/2020 1:54:23 AM the_movie_vault What's the adrenochrome one, why is the 3/11/2020 modification date circled? They modified the page that day? Or the actual molecule

3/14/2020 1:56:55 AM truthhammer888 Barf. No. He’s not. :)

3/14/2020 1:57:30 AM heavenonearthq 22nd March?

3/14/2020 1:59:04 AM diaptera_80 Why wouldn’t it be safe? Should we really try to avoid the virus?

3/14/2020 2:00:14 AM jordan_sather_ Life is different for a LARP, Martin!

3/14/2020 2:00:47 AM lisaten1 Discern

3/14/2020 2:06:31 AM paulbateman3 Discernment is difficult, verification can be difficult and motivation impossible to know so what can we do?

Judge the content & consistency.

Decide for yourself if you would like to support someone.

Trust in God & Pray.

3/14/2020 2:07:08 AM mongrelglory I guess they never expected people to make it a full-time job? I for one appreciate having had many Alternative News sources on Social Media and I 

know it takes a lot of work to put out content. Martin, you've funded your efforts without withholding the information you provide.👍



3/14/2020 2:08:34 AM unitedredwhite1 A couple years ago there was a guy with the last name of Best that died. Does anyone remember his name or who he was? I want to revisit that story.

3/14/2020 2:12:18 AM davethadude369 I bet they have all of our socks that mysteriously go missing when we do our laundry.

3/14/2020 2:17:23 AM 3corr We dont know if we live after death in another dimension

3/14/2020 2:21:09 AM pat_at_wildwood I am now somewhat suspicious of you. If you tell me that when all these people come off the "existing system" they will be caught safely and can still 

feed, house, and clothe themselves, then "so be it". If not, then what do you propose as an alternative and is it "ready" yet?

3/14/2020 2:23:15 AM upallnight39 #jaggedvisions2020

#lastchancetodance

#fuckinbreaksomething

#godkingsrising

#orderofthegoldensun

#conquestvictorytriumph pic.twitter.com/COHA9NTXqk

3/14/2020 2:26:46 AM paulbateman3 Reasonable questions.

We all have to keep looking within & without.

3/14/2020 2:28:15 AM nonlineardarren  https://youtu.be/Jo4dHHm5Xo8 

3/14/2020 2:28:58 AM 040118054_17 I just woke again at 3:22, 3rd time in a row, wtf?

3/14/2020 2:31:48 AM nonlineardarren 😂 seems you forget,we are ALL gods,one GOD to another,we have Universal FREE WILL and that has to be respected by ALL other lifeforms,its LAW. 

🖖🖖🖖💖💖💖🙏🙏🙏

3/14/2020 2:38:16 AM carole_frampton Satan. The father of deception. Lies, lies and more lies. Know your Creator, know the truth. ✝️🕎🙏☝

3/14/2020 2:41:03 AM davethadude369 I do. You're a guy with two first names.

3/14/2020 2:49:12 AM edgar_milne I have tried to help people nurture their understandings and sensitivities to feel their own inner instinct guidance and revelations through my book 

including exercises, hope people consider it;  https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Empowering+Alignments+&type= …

3/14/2020 2:49:34 AM davethadude369  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/14/2020 2:52:38 AM the_movie_vault Either that or he has razor teeth for the specific purpose of efficient killing of children he eats alive

Dental equipment was found in his temple on his island. Maybe to remove kids teeth so they couldnt bite and maybe for sharpening the ritual 

practitioners teeth for the feast

3/14/2020 2:53:31 AM the_movie_vault  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069285957340405765?s=20 …

3/14/2020 2:54:33 AM edgar_milne Tricky subject. Maybe it's a matter of scale, once you have a modest income covering your basic needs you can focus on giving back and helping others. 

That was certainly my aim via my book, whilst I continue with my own business, I'll go where I'm useful;   

https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Empowering+Alignments+&type= …

3/14/2020 2:54:34 AM davethadude369 Anyone who puts a fart-pipe on their car. And the guy who invented the car alarm.

3/14/2020 2:56:16 AM monokrome Sometimes they are. Sometimes they aren’t.

However, you are thinking about big players like CEOs. Gates left CEO over 20 years ago and just sat on the board for the rest of the time, putting 

minimal time into the organization. He was only there to suck moremoney out of it.

3/14/2020 2:57:28 AM loriest19353690 I noticed that too but in the second instance it was correct. Alt spelling or maybe intentional?

3/14/2020 3:01:32 AM traj_20 Some people actually go to a middle class job and do research when there not contributing to society. It’s amazing you see no other way than make a 

career from it.

3/14/2020 3:06:10 AM 2puggy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is sounding very much like a "trophy-for-everyone" proponent.  https://twitter.com/martingeddes/status/1238749238340788225 …

3/14/2020 3:07:25 AM ranger_blind He's dealing with [DS] clowns like you, the same trash that we all deal with daily. Go bunker down with your shill commie buddies and pray the storm 

doesn't drown you too.🙏❤️🙏

3/14/2020 3:08:31 AM saigol7 100% worth it to live in fear, paranoia and hatred. Every minute counts. Do your own research.

3/14/2020 3:08:48 AM bramallshayne 👏🙏

3/14/2020 3:16:01 AM kidge6 Jordan, my man. Please don’t quibble your way in to complete irrelevance. It’s just too sad.

3/14/2020 3:16:36 AM annasum47005725 maybe it is March 22nd

3/14/2020 3:21:24 AM therisen14 Truth is different for those depending on selling and image and building a following..  thankfully we aren't all held back by such obstacles.

3/14/2020 3:24:20 AM dasha_dagmar Georgia gallstones - watch the water . 

On top of Georgia gallstones weather builds up which seems like a blood 

So watch “ the water”... https://www.onlineathens.com/article/20150411/NEWS/304119923 …

3/14/2020 3:24:22 AM teresanickers10 I haven't read or heard that one, but the interview done on Sid Roth, and Johnathan Cahn, The Oracle blew my mind. https://youtu.be/ieIIakmwFy8 

3/14/2020 3:25:01 AM kidge6 223 Dem ‘Yea’ votes.

Mirror.

[322]

3/14/2020 3:25:48 AM davethadude369  https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238631161246683137 …

3/14/2020 3:27:02 AM sentbyq Seriously?? Wtf are u even talking about now??? Lady I think your lost

3/14/2020 3:27:10 AM hrlymomma3 3 and 9 are very consistent numbers in my life

3/14/2020 3:29:29 AM kidge6 And 9 Dem ‘No’ votes. They were forced to leave 9 votes out in order to maintain the 322 Nays. I wonder if that’s a metaphor. 322 was forced to use a 

majestic number. Why so important? What would happen if they *didn’t* make the vote 223 or some derivative?

3/14/2020 3:33:03 AM 444_q_ BB.....BE BEST?! 😊

3/14/2020 3:40:28 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/CKtHO648Dt

3/14/2020 3:43:36 AM blood_liberty Does that mean I can’t sell my rap song? 

I like people like Martin because he has a nice take on things and he doesn’t pretend like he’s Q.

Boys gotta eat.

Im not a L.R.P., yeah you know me 🎶

3/14/2020 3:43:46 AM v_rags Yes agree and I feel [they] know this. There told what to tell the public.

3/14/2020 3:44:44 AM brh_hazette Il est surtout derrière Monsieur Trump, pourquoi ?

3/14/2020 3:44:47 AM nocommunistusa Wasn’t he also the one who started another fraud Common Core in schools to dumb down kids?

3/14/2020 3:51:04 AM notevenchad17 "Level up bruh!!" KEK!! pic.twitter.com/u3CB6Sg11N

3/14/2020 3:51:35 AM notevenchad17 Thank You Majestic!! 

#WWG1WGA

3/14/2020 3:54:27 AM tourbillonpp Para "ellos" somos ganado y alimento! Pero ya se acabó la conciencia colectiva de avance los desaparecerá.

3/14/2020 3:56:07 AM brd369 5:5 Lima Charlie

3/14/2020 3:58:10 AM tourbillonpp La energía ionizante de estos artefactos causa mucho daño a las realidades multidimensional es, sino recordemos porque miles de años de afectación 

ha tenido este cuadrante galáctico por la destrucción de Tiamat en la primer gran guerra Antigua.



3/14/2020 3:58:24 AM anangelhasland1 I am sure it, and CV, have nothing to do with any "plan of mass arrests"

And it was not in response to anything that happened on Friday with Trump.

You'll see.  Nothing bad is gonna happen to Bill or Eric.

Q has made you all slightly crazy, looking for any proof of action.

3/14/2020 4:00:08 AM toinnie Maybe, but I think they will go for the Vatican first.

3/14/2020 4:01:30 AM 444_q_ Interesting! Great thought!

3/14/2020 4:03:12 AM _be_l_tee_ Weird both yours and Martins reply show up in my feed, but you guys don't show up in when you click show all replies

3/14/2020 4:03:12 AM enlightenednow7  pic.twitter.com/cXhVCAm6m1

3/14/2020 4:03:28 AM enlightenednow7  pic.twitter.com/gVRDzRHe3S

3/14/2020 4:05:19 AM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when will we  receive the 1st emergency text from @POTUS ?

3/14/2020 4:05:27 AM upallnight39 Austin is here to push us from seeing Q as a single / group of human saviours into ...

Have you taken psychedelics?

Also, @AustinSteinbart  is keeping us from arguing 

" Is it #theplan or #femadeathcamps"

Look in the mirror & Know QVinity
3/14/2020 4:07:49 AM brown_eyedladyj Democratic 223 mirrored is 322 ☠

3/14/2020 4:09:12 AM aprilbrown99 5:5 Thank you for all that you are disclosing. 💗💗💗

3/14/2020 4:10:27 AM aprilbrown99 🤗🤗🤗

3/14/2020 4:10:39 AM mscronkat Will you answer?

3/14/2020 4:11:16 AM aprilbrown99 Everything has multiple meanings as we are finding out. 💥💥💥

3/14/2020 4:14:22 AM anangelhasland1 Yes, but most "alarming to the angels" is the way we have become so attached to machines we cannot receive their beneficial influence.

"People just can't get it together."

Silence is filled with anxiety more than ever for many...

3/14/2020 4:18:08 AM lstorry I personally think you are absolutely right. Very well explained.

3/14/2020 4:20:18 AM cemgtr some ended up in Constantinople (Istanbul)

3/14/2020 4:21:48 AM a39630340 Over 10 trillion in the last two weeks.

3/14/2020 4:23:16 AM galadri09060100 Will it reveal Atlantis once it's melted?

3/14/2020 4:25:15 AM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/iy3bxpzACC

3/14/2020 4:27:35 AM galadri09060100 Yeah and Flynn followed JZ Knight until some Q mob started harassing her in nasty ways and she deleted her account. Thanks .

3/14/2020 4:28:14 AM keith369me Fear, just like news, global warming, etc

3/14/2020 4:30:33 AM munkeypilot Personal Belief systems have their own built in firewalls...

3/14/2020 4:34:08 AM munkeypilot Will there be some optical truths for the sheeples to control the ridonculous. Our biggest threat is mass ignorance...and we should not be held hostage 

by a sea of stupidity....

3/14/2020 4:34:15 AM perfectstorm24 Noticed that

3/14/2020 4:34:22 AM egelone I thought the ccp stole it from canadian and make it more deadly with some help from american corrupted scientist and then release it on US soldiers. 

Dont know which part bill played in this case.

3/14/2020 4:34:39 AM americanpetal Thank you for reminding me of that interaction. Perhaps, I can ask for a download.

3/14/2020 4:35:33 AM keith369me Some of us don’t.  In reality we ALL have lived many lives...despite what the church and our programming tells us.

3/14/2020 4:35:36 AM oliv_fernand Thanks for all !

Here, my little blog ;) http://avisdetempete.e-monsite.com/blog/popqorn-ouverture-de-la-saison.html …

3/14/2020 4:36:16 AM jaded_pearl Perfect Plan

3/14/2020 4:36:45 AM leigh_vas 133 13357

3/14/2020 4:37:45 AM munkeypilot QBOOM💥💥💥on point👉🏼●👈🏼

3/14/2020 4:37:53 AM watchinyou5 Damn straight.

3/14/2020 4:39:55 AM keith369me Rounding up the foot soldiers...hopefully there is some “snitchin” going on

3/14/2020 4:40:41 AM keith369me Money does not matter...abundance does.  The two are not the same.

3/14/2020 4:41:28 AM proportionatty Getting bad vibes from that guy TS_SCI

3/14/2020 4:41:56 AM keith369me What is the process for sanitizing dollar bills enough to use as toilet paper?

3/14/2020 4:42:16 AM jaded_pearl Even with a team, it's hard to fathom how difficult and how much planning went into all of this & the bravery of the soldiers in the trenches fighting for 

our TRUE freedom is amazing. I #ThankQ's everyday 💗💗💗

3/14/2020 4:43:13 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/NZHEuTpt5x

3/14/2020 4:43:13 AM julka_369 Watched all his vids and my gut says he's real. I understand no outside however, something tells me a video will be dropped soon where you won't be 

able to deny. Just a hunch. I will wait patiently like most of us have since 0ct 2017. Take heed

3/14/2020 4:43:47 AM keith369me Hopefully Bill stepped down from the family business as well.  Kind of tired of being restricted by all of his “operating systems”

3/14/2020 4:44:13 AM julka_369 Tesla my hero.

3/14/2020 4:45:27 AM kindeandtrue Pie in the sky.

3/14/2020 4:45:36 AM keith369me Please track this funding for kickbacks and LOUDLY call out BY NAME the kickbacks and stolen $$$ associated with the bill

3/14/2020 4:45:50 AM egelone Thanks, MJ. I pray for u and Q and 45 everyday. God bless. thanks

3/14/2020 4:45:52 AM ozaaarm  pic.twitter.com/etetoHhRt2

3/14/2020 4:46:29 AM americanpetal desern??

3/14/2020 4:48:28 AM brown_eyedladyj He seems snarky. Q has always been very helpful and uses a lot of biblical references. Austin just doesn't fit the profile for me. It almost seems like a DS 

trap. I could be wrong.

3/14/2020 4:48:30 AM leigh_vas 7/19

71

17

#Ωραι8 🗡⚖☣⌛

↑?🗝️↓?

#Ωμίες 👉🏼✨👈🏼

3/14/2020 4:49:14 AM brown_eyedladyj Nice

3/14/2020 4:49:32 AM americanpetal No, he does not fit the profile. A Patriot would not be so arrogant and snarky.

3/14/2020 4:51:29 AM jaded_pearl "Fabric of the matrix" - 🤔

3/14/2020 4:51:46 AM brown_eyedladyj Agreed. Also, I cannot imagine he is who Q speaks about when he says  we will be shocked by who we are talking to. He is mediocre at best. 

Discernment tells me it is false.



3/14/2020 4:55:15 AM cityranch Jordan you are smart.  And I like your enthusiasm.  Watch your judgement of others.  It reveals your character.  Focus on your work, which is excellent.  

This comes with age. It’s ok to be funny like James Woods. That is objective criticism. And promote your truth.

3/14/2020 4:58:21 AM coltxavier Intended. Misspelling’s relevant/necessary.

3/14/2020 4:58:34 AM oliv_fernand  http://avisdetempete.e-monsite.com/pages/latempete-thestorm/memes-war/popcorn.html …

3/14/2020 4:59:48 AM kwelsh8227 TY

3/14/2020 5:01:30 AM keith369me There are no coincidences, just a big picture that most can not see.  It like when you look up at the sky and you know in your gut more is in the view, 

but your eyes are not capable of seeing it.

3/14/2020 5:02:35 AM lacordacura Le date sono sbagliate

3/14/2020 5:04:40 AM qwarriorvictory @realDonaldTrump @qwarriorvictory @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46 Lies and assumptions are the same. 

Know what your tweeting is facts before exposing yourself. https://twitter.com/SethAbramson/status/1238588407657500672 …

3/14/2020 5:08:17 AM julieca29660023 Thank you

3/14/2020 5:08:20 AM nesa_mail  https://twitter.com/nesa_mail/status/1238797868183453697?s=21 … https://twitter.com/nesa_mail/status/1238797868183453697 …

3/14/2020 5:09:49 AM libertyspring99 Benjamin Fulford. Clown or no?

3/14/2020 5:10:13 AM blsdbe I not e, and missing a C...(discern) 

Intelligence Community?

3/14/2020 5:10:18 AM enganador24 Does it hurt to be this dumb? pic.twitter.com/c8eQ92KTsM

3/14/2020 5:10:50 AM melrae72 @threadreaderapp unroll pls

3/14/2020 5:10:51 AM libertyspring99 Why hasn’t MJ account been cancelled by cabal?

3/14/2020 5:11:03 AM qsqueen3 Yaaaaaaahhahah

Hahahhahaha 

Hahahahah hence all the peds just coming out the woodwork

 WHILE WE ARE HERE AINT NOTHING BUT GOOD COMING MY WAY

3/14/2020 5:11:08 AM qbryce171 Level up bruh! Kek

3/14/2020 5:12:29 AM burgersandra Yes.  And "to powerfully concentrate the mind" to pray on Sunday, March 15, as a National Day of Prayer. 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1238599369466753026 …

3/14/2020 5:13:26 AM fearlessanon17 Life on the larp. pic.twitter.com/YKensImIjr

3/14/2020 5:13:36 AM kindeandtrue The CIA and Mossad probably launched the deadliest strains of the coronavirus to take out their worst enemies: China and Iran (and Italy which was 

collaborating with China).

3/14/2020 5:13:54 AM blsdbe Exactly this!!! I knew it!!!

3/14/2020 5:14:35 AM americanpetal Idk...That sounds right, though. 🤷♀️

3/14/2020 5:15:24 AM keith369me I know you suggested throwing away the communication devices due to detrimental effects.  At this point, are the helpful effects of awakening 

conversations online more important via dissemination of ideas/thoughts counter to the MSM?

3/14/2020 5:15:26 AM fearlessanon17 Someone who thinks ‘desern’ is a word. Really??🙄

3/14/2020 5:16:00 AM eserenity2 Thanks, Majestic.. 🙏🏼

3/14/2020 5:16:20 AM rsm28675996 ive been saying it. strange that such a sad little monument in ga. holds so much truth as to an agenda. due to the visitors my friend @DJLOK

was unable to leave panties there but we came away bummed at the sad lack in this piece of masonry

3/14/2020 5:16:25 AM fansblowing3 Nasty = Dems

3/14/2020 5:17:01 AM christopher872 My exact thoughts

3/14/2020 5:17:32 AM lovethebeach999 What is 322 ?

3/14/2020 5:17:47 AM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

3/14/2020 5:18:11 AM annekenney George Best was an English soccer player

3/14/2020 5:18:59 AM synackstatic Was his rambling at the beginning of the speech about being in a different phase with very old obsolete rules...

How they worked at one time but not en masse, not for this?

Was he implying the militia exception to Posse Comitatus,  18 U.S.C. § 831, doesn't apply? Worked for HRC?

3/14/2020 5:19:23 AM synackstatic but not with the volume of indictments required to make moves?

3/14/2020 5:21:48 AM 39anc6 What is 40 standing for?

3/14/2020 5:21:49 AM fansblowing3 Melania went to the great pyramids and the Sphinx again on that trip.

3/14/2020 5:22:14 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/14/2020 5:22:26 AM time4justiceusa Austin is not Q

3/14/2020 5:23:20 AM my_place21 Characters left - 17

Thought that was cool

3/14/2020 5:25:02 AM fansblowing3 17 = Q’s signature

3/14/2020 5:25:06 AM stuarttruly I didn’t say Austin is Q...I said more polarized critters were going to find out about Q. MessageOverMessenger

3/14/2020 5:28:24 AM fansblowing3 Pelosi losing her power 😆

3/14/2020 5:28:53 AM shoelaces007  pic.twitter.com/WQcm5CvRlF

3/14/2020 5:30:17 AM bruno4666  https://realfoodforager.com/dental-cavitations-are-a-little-known-cause-of-disease-and-an-obstacle-to-healing/ …

3/14/2020 5:31:04 AM fansblowing3 Cabal taking profits, purposely crashing the market to hurt the people.

3/14/2020 5:31:32 AM nuearth2000 Yes, the Pirbright Institute is affiliated with the Bill Gate Foundation

3/14/2020 5:33:03 AM bruno4666  https://www.healthysmilesforlife.com/research/ 

3/14/2020 5:33:15 AM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

3/14/2020 5:34:15 AM blsdbe Yes, exactly!!!  Check this out:  https://youtu.be/TsyujjitOFM 

3/14/2020 5:34:45 AM threadreaderapp Hallo, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as 

truth.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/14/2020 5:35:52 AM ybbedc What is ..IS-BE?

3/14/2020 5:37:23 AM pariahpariah1 Your tongue being numb (specifically the side of your tongue) is because the lingual nerve can sometimes be damaged during the procedure. It 

traverses very near the site of surgical incisions for wisdom teeth. Wisdom teeth infections, decay & gum disease are bacterial infections

3/14/2020 5:37:24 AM stuarttruly This thread reflects a psyop via the Whole Twittersphere:

What is “a follower”?

That term/label infers a sheeplike behavior...is this just a coincidence or is it purposeful?

EliteCritters have had centuries of practicing their patterns, their spelling(words, spoken and written)

3/14/2020 5:39:00 AM mateuszwala Mostly 3 of them in dreams or via visions. Funny. The Experience is... Spiritual. I wasn't expect that.

3/14/2020 5:39:10 AM fansblowing3 Republicans voted against

3/14/2020 5:39:16 AM jdltr450 Martial law?

3/14/2020 5:39:24 AM alnacho1 @threadreaderapp unroll please

3/14/2020 5:39:53 AM bbobbio71 No other comms outside 8



3/14/2020 5:40:00 AM stuarttruly So for you to say, with some kind of justified authority, that Austin isn’t Q, is kinda “mon Ego es large” behavior.

🤓🤪😘

3/14/2020 5:40:52 AM meredithweller1 Skull and Bones

3/14/2020 5:41:05 AM 1vargascookie11 Cabal

3/14/2020 5:41:16 AM pariahpariah1 The blood vessel complexes around the oropharynx provide vascular supply for the meninges and a wisdom tooth infection can potentially lead to 

meningitis.. so not a scam.. however, if not causing problems, potential complications outweigh benefits of removing them just 4shts&ggls

3/14/2020 5:41:52 AM stuarttruly Now I am wrong at LEAST once a day( usually more, please don’t tell my dear huzbun)...and I’m thoroughly okay with that and will freely share that! It’s 

the Best way to learn, to me, as when one makes mistakes and admits it, humility is nurtured.

3/14/2020 5:43:41 AM time4justiceusa He isn't. Logical thinking.

3/14/2020 5:44:09 AM mateuszwala Use logic

3/14/2020 5:44:10 AM marconymous1 okay, definitely too high for me.

what does 322 mean?

we still follow Q, do I see that correctly?

can someone enlighten me?

is everything really true? of empty envelopes over ufos and that the moon is a satellite?
3/14/2020 5:45:03 AM marconymous1 so do we have to delete facebook?

3/14/2020 5:45:36 AM anotherskeptic Lmao, you're so deep up your own rears that you think news that explains grifters and loons in the movement will bring in supporters. 

If this Q thing was fake, you'd never know.  What would it take to prove that to you?

3/14/2020 5:49:32 AM fansblowing3 Spies used to have cyanide embedded in their teeth so they could commit suicide before being tortured

3/14/2020 5:49:33 AM stuarttruly To learn and grow inside out is part of the FUN in this spacePlace we All call Home.

My momma listened to  all venues of news from CNN to Fox to MSNBC to NPR and then took bits and pieces to formulate her own ideas about “how 

the world is”.  Truth resonates within..my mom

3/14/2020 5:49:35 AM johnnyneon LET'S DO THIS  💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/fbbPpn6X3V

3/14/2020 5:50:11 AM robertrkimball the quieter we get inside the easier discernment gets. egos are very loud and noisy. silence reveals inner truth.

3/14/2020 5:50:40 AM djlok I think I might be seeing a direct correlation between this and Q or quantum science.  We get the quantum tech seeded into our lives and we will be 

like the folks in flat land for a minute while we figure it all out.

3/14/2020 5:51:02 AM stuarttruly was a microbiologist student at LSU(back when the microbiology program was part of the medical school) She was observing two chicken heart cells on 

a slide that were a little over one inch apart-each cell beat differently.

3/14/2020 5:51:45 AM free2design Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/14/2020 5:52:18 AM stuarttruly And then she gently slid one cell closer to the other, and was fascinated to observe that when the cells were closer, they beat in unison even though 

they were not touching at all...to me this reflects Resonance.

3/14/2020 5:55:09 AM humanprimer Loved that book... Flat Land.

3/14/2020 5:55:52 AM stuarttruly I feel a rippling flow when something feels true even though everyone else is experting otherwise. This is part of why the Elites have worked towards 

us not being comfortable in our body vessels, not trusting our own physiology...to me, theClosestStarIsTheOneWithinYourself: Shine

3/14/2020 5:56:43 AM jamesoleblanc Skull and Bones

3/14/2020 5:57:51 AM irisfoxnycgrand All anons know that feeling.

3/14/2020 5:58:05 AM stuarttruly To me this is also DJT biggest gift to us: embodying and demonstrating trust in self, listening to others from many sides and then making up ones own 

mind and acting upon that discernment.

He doesn’t give a flippity-do-dah what anyone else thinks of his decision once it’s done.

3/14/2020 5:59:05 AM stuarttruly And now for something totally different...

Why do you think The Daily Beast has that name?

:)

3/14/2020 6:01:33 AM mntlhth4thought I thought they were just saying don’t hide behind the financing; not that some people don’t need financing

3/14/2020 6:02:50 AM patriotfarmgal  https://youtu.be/Bbkg6RS-r6A 

3/14/2020 6:02:50 AM beeshelb This is amazing thanks for sharing!

3/14/2020 6:02:56 AM stuarttruly I am a bit plushy but “deep in my own rears?” Heehee I know what you meant. I used to be fearful of a lot of stuff for example, being in a dark room, 

but then I started thinking:”if I am a bunch of light frequencies(much research has revealed the bioluminescence of our cells)

3/14/2020 6:03:53 AM iamtravisladner Nibiru

3/14/2020 6:04:21 AM stuarttruly why Am I afraid of the dark?” So now I even play a game where I am alone in a pitch black room and see if I can expertly navigate the room: 

FUN!!!(after the initial bruises)

3/14/2020 6:04:56 AM dawnmcote2 Justin T's wife he said is a lovely, wonderful, great woman. Not sure but I don't buy he likes either of them and think theres a sign in that. Maybe?

3/14/2020 6:06:00 AM stuarttruly I don’t have to know if Q is real or not...I listen to my inner knowing that each of us is more powerful than we can imagine, that we create with our 

thoughts fueled by emotion that results in action that then creates...and it is happening more quickly with each moment, and

3/14/2020 6:07:03 AM anangelhasland1 I think Trump knows Q is a wacky bunch whose support he needs.

He is advised NOT to read it so when things don’t materialize he can say, “It’s not my fault!”

An anon asked him months ago and all he said was,”They seem like nice people.”

And then he played dumb with the violin

3/14/2020 6:07:36 AM 54catjones Excellent!

3/14/2020 6:07:52 AM stuarttruly is why we must “take care” of our own thoughts we have: no thing happens in isolation. Everything is connected. We live in an electric magnetic 

plasma filled Universe: many oceans are washing through and over us, just in varying ratios

3/14/2020 6:10:00 AM stuarttruly And the degree to a wave of information being resonant it adds to our luminescence, or it takes away from our Shine....funny how the elite critters 

must ingest Light (human currency/energy) to feel Alive....or feel more Alive...

3/14/2020 6:10:06 AM coltxavier ThankQ for the up to date round the clock drops.

3/14/2020 6:10:12 AM anotherskeptic Lmao, so you "feel" that Q is real? 

Thanks, that answers my question. 

Meanwhile, in *reality*, y'all are dumb and would probably have ruined any investigations that did exist by posting about them all over the internet.



3/14/2020 6:10:27 AM 369_is [322]

3/14/2020 6:11:34 AM stuarttruly The Armor of God is not just a feel good fable...it is physiological. If I feel afraid, it lowers my immunity, my serotonin levels, dopamine levels...and 

feeds those who do not care for humanity.

3/14/2020 6:11:35 AM anotherskeptic Absolutely none of what you said is backed by science. If you believe it, do the research and publish it.

3/14/2020 6:13:35 AM stuarttruly When I set my core and feel comfy in my own body vessel, I am more likely to nurture and sustain healthy boundaries... th is self care engenders care 

towards others as I have my own stores tippy-topped off.(my cup runneth over~~~)

3/14/2020 6:13:47 AM anotherskeptic Bottling fear like Monsters Inc? 

You people are the LARPers pic.twitter.com/DRlzZSCRnz

3/14/2020 6:14:36 AM martingeddes The hedged words read like faint praise. Am not charmed by being tarred by an insinuation of hiding behind a revenue model.

3/14/2020 6:14:41 AM mccorkle_holly Yes, yes, yes.  I just have this gut feeling.

3/14/2020 6:16:01 AM 369_is CF=Clinton Foundation

322=Skull & Bones Secret Society

MB=Muslim Brotherhood https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1074689613753708546?s=20 …

3/14/2020 6:16:53 AM stuarttruly Hue~mans’ inner technology is WAY MOAR powerful than external technology, (old patterns reinvented and presented as new-“everything old is new 

again”?)...is this why Q and Majestic12 remind us:”trust yourself”?

and also why the Elites have convinced us to have other people raise

3/14/2020 6:17:09 AM straightshorts Voted against because it has Democratic pork in it

3/14/2020 6:17:49 AM jams4thebread Us? Who is us? Two egos?

3/14/2020 6:18:13 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864?s=20 …

3/14/2020 6:19:07 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1116860511864356864?s=20 …

3/14/2020 6:19:19 AM lotsofprisoners The more you see it the more you can destroy it.

3/14/2020 6:19:20 AM love_usa56 I saw somewhere he had a female dentist working for him.

3/14/2020 6:19:30 AM peekaboo1966 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Our Hero 

 https://www.facebook.com/sofienma7fouthi/videos/2745232345591658/UzpfSTEzNzIyNDA2NTE6MTAyMTYzODY2NjYxNjM4ODA/?__tn__=%2CdC-R-

R&eid=ARDxHpgQxEkYLzineGJa4cgpKCiLKI7ubM5DJBQczaKBIcBGhZx4zCOMCVMAF9Sul2HLxvCFZUzW2V96&hc_ref=ARRLU8rgKofHRS-Fx4N-

ckf1nJLlaQe8OYYI6yywzZLuxlbLEk8fPQY2z6a1qwrj_6Y&fref=nf …

3/14/2020 6:19:45 AM stuarttruly No need to bottle it though many celebs and other famous folk ingest adrenochrome (follow the white rabbit) pic.twitter.com/0lNC9VlXqo

3/14/2020 6:20:14 AM stuarttruly Doesn’t it look like a cute lil’ bunny?

3/14/2020 6:20:30 AM humanprimer If you like to understand how humans operate within these dimensions... get a copy of The Human Primer. :)

3/14/2020 6:21:08 AM unitedredwhite1 I found the right guy - Daniel Best, an HHS official. Ruled a suicide 2018.

3/14/2020 6:22:09 AM chrisobxnc The feeding tubes of the Matrix have been disconnected.

3/14/2020 6:24:30 AM stuarttruly As for soft disclosure in the movies: guess what color the boiling rabbit was?:

(Follow the white rabbit) https://slate.com/culture/2012/09/watching-fatal-attraction-25-years-later.html …

3/14/2020 6:26:14 AM covertress That's a trick question. pic.twitter.com/CKtbVJvtFs

3/14/2020 6:27:02 AM oneheartambasa1 New conference about suface; we must track all the universe. Are changing too.

3/14/2020 6:27:05 AM darrahsfriend Yes

3/14/2020 6:27:18 AM dianesaumure He sounds like the virus in matrix lol

3/14/2020 6:27:32 AM toddmlink1 Discern

3/14/2020 6:28:40 AM djtthinktank4 #htotttffbc        NWO_OPS Bilderberger fake Flynn bash cam

DEEPSTATE BASHING CAMPAIGN ON GENERAL FLYNN 

 http://hightoweroftrump.org/about/the%20clinton%20scandals/THE%20FLYNN%20DEM%20LIB%20BASHING%20CAMPAIGN.html …

3/14/2020 6:28:49 AM davidacamorani #QAnon 🇮🇹💝🇺🇸

@POTUS @KremlinRussia_E @DanScavino @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn @BorisJohnson

@AndrzejDuda @ViktorOrban @StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TransformNow2Q

@Tinktweets45 @BPPope @AshBroadley

@matteosalvinimi @GiuseppeConteIT

@SarahBo18687778 @DiOristano @gugrevenge pic.twitter.com/E84XghrM0Z

3/14/2020 6:28:54 AM stuarttruly I am speaking what feels true to me.

I am my own expert in what feels right To me.

Mental thoughts curation, to me, is an important part of self care.

It is not necessary to elevate oneself by denigrating another: we all share this Earth together.

3/14/2020 6:30:01 AM stuarttruly And you are right on many aspects of what I have expressed.  Why do you feel the need for me to prove what I say?

I am just a LARP..as we all are!:)

3/14/2020 6:30:42 AM stuarttruly Each of us, in each moment, decides the role we wish to play in this game of life that isn’t really a game...:)

3/14/2020 6:31:31 AM punisher926 Why did 40 vote against? Specifically?

🕵️♂️

3/14/2020 6:32:54 AM stuarttruly “The plays the thing wherein to catch the conscience of the king”

WilliamShakespeare

To me:

The play=Life events happening

To catch the conscience= to catch my attention, my awareness.

The King: the higher elevated discerning part of my mind: “is this true?”

3/14/2020 6:34:15 AM stuarttruly The only thing is the moar I learn the moar I don’t know...and That is So Fun to realize.

Create.

Play.

Everyday.

:)

##soapboxoverarentyouglad

3/14/2020 6:36:12 AM winklerburke We just love when what the bad guys have done has its way with them.  God have mercy!   Cuz whatever we have done also has its way with us!  

Thank you, white hats.

3/14/2020 6:36:30 AM time4justiceusa I know what she means. Its a 6th sense not everyone listens to but everyone has. Just forgot how to use it.



3/14/2020 6:37:13 AM peekaboo1966 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This is Priceless 

 https://www.facebook.com/sofienma7fouthi/videos/2745232345591658/UzpfSTEzNzIyNDA2NTE6MTAyMTYzODY2NjYxNjM4ODA/?__tn__=%2CdC-R-

R&eid=ARDxHpgQxEkYLzineGJa4cgpKCiLKI7ubM5DJBQczaKBIcBGhZx4zCOMCVMAF9Sul2HLxvCFZUzW2V96&hc_ref=ARRLU8rgKofHRS-Fx4N-

ckf1nJLlaQe8OYYI6yywzZLuxlbLEk8fPQY2z6a1qwrj_6Y&fref=nf …

3/14/2020 6:37:32 AM time4justiceusa You need to get out of the books & focus on self awareness.

3/14/2020 6:38:11 AM time4justiceusa He chose monsters inc.. 😂

3/14/2020 6:38:59 AM 336raven Anyone want to weigh in on the (phases)?👇🏻@StormIsUponUs @EyesOnQ @PunishDem1776 @cjtruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum @elenochle 

@Jordan_Sather_ https://twitter.com/336raven/status/1238810062770094081 …

3/14/2020 6:40:11 AM punishdem1776 You know when POTUS speaks he has double meanings, I got the message

3/14/2020 6:41:58 AM stuarttruly I Know! Truly, with deepest sincerity, That’s so Brilliant of the person!!! Inner knowing trying to voice itself? Idk...

3/14/2020 6:43:43 AM crzycnuk101 God is within.. religion is satanic. The abrahmic religions(christianity. Judaism and islam) will be destroyed.

3/14/2020 6:43:44 AM stuarttruly Instead of “special” or “supernatural”, each and every human is naturally super...maybe that is why our culture is so fascinated with superheroes, we 

resonate with their abilities, wishing we could be like them...yet it feels so separate, that would not be possible...

3/14/2020 6:44:37 AM time4justiceusa ?

3/14/2020 6:44:48 AM stuarttruly So we “look up” at the movie screens in awe,...when we have so much Source within.(divine spark)

3/14/2020 6:44:51 AM __the_chris Didn't a news anchor get killed for asking George Bush that very same thing on TV?

3/14/2020 6:45:26 AM time4justiceusa You're pretty awesome. You're full of light !

3/14/2020 6:45:42 AM patriotfarmgal I don't agree with all of this video but it does have some very important information in it.

3/14/2020 6:46:12 AM stuarttruly :) awe You SWEET! Just seeing myself through your perspective, your eyes.:)

3/14/2020 6:46:31 AM 369_is Nesara

3/14/2020 6:47:46 AM 336raven He also called it a disease (2) times, not a virus. 👍. I’m loving this! ❤️ pic.twitter.com/V3OT6CFVj7

3/14/2020 6:48:42 AM stuarttruly It would be so cool if after reciting the Pledge if Allegiance, we would also say this:

“I pledge allegiance to my sweet soul self, inspiriting this body vessel,

To self Love, acceptance and compassion. shining On~

May others recognize their best selves in my gentle reflection.”

3/14/2020 6:49:09 AM stuarttruly I say that to myself when I think of it...:)

3/14/2020 6:55:20 AM punishdem1776 Double meanings

3/14/2020 6:56:20 AM anotherskeptic Watching Qultists talk to each other is great. Y'all mix all conspiracy theories in together, regardless of whether other people in the group believe in 

them. 

And I brought up that kids movie because she's talking about people feeding on fear. 

You guys think movies are real.

3/14/2020 6:59:06 AM 336raven You’re very vague, punisher, in your responses Kek  No problem

3/14/2020 7:00:12 AM virtuspatri Regarding him...…..

At one time this person was a child. 

At one time he was like the rest of us. A family. Learning right from wrong.

We all make bad decisions but repent....

How do these people become what they become!

I would love a thread from you on this.

3/14/2020 7:00:22 AM punishdem1776 I agreed with you

3/14/2020 7:01:08 AM beatsbyblaine

3/14/2020 7:03:40 AM 336raven Oh 👍

3/14/2020 7:04:30 AM time4justiceusa 😁

3/14/2020 7:04:42 AM lucyc5124 This is Bill Gates. And Michael Robinson. We see ya @MichelleObama and Obama BenKenya. pic.twitter.com/io0MSpr4Yz

3/14/2020 7:05:06 AM dianesaumure Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/14/2020 7:05:12 AM 336raven I'm gonna pull the whole thing down. I'm gonna bring the whole f***in' diseased, corrupt temple down on your head. ❤️

3/14/2020 7:05:33 AM stuarttruly Yes I used to believe in fairy tale endings (ala Pretty Woman)...and evening in that movie there are gems(not treating someone badly because of how 

they look, the fact of many hotels in trouble for not cracking down on human trafficking in their hotels)....

3/14/2020 7:05:54 AM nm_zsr BG

Depopulation 

Cabal/Illum notes

3/14/2020 7:06:11 AM time4justiceusa You have a lot of growing to do. I wish u luck. Fear is what [they] feed off of. Its a frequency.

3/14/2020 7:06:41 AM cosmic_engineer Ikr!  Sucks to still be bound to Fiat

3/14/2020 7:07:16 AM stuarttruly I think I read on IMDB th at they had an original scene of Julia Roberts in the bathroom snorting cocaine but it didn’t resonate with the audiences so 

they reshot the scene with her being caught with dental floss... so us sheeple are part of the problem for sure!!! Great point!!

3/14/2020 7:09:02 AM stuarttruly Don’t you feel like negative y’all spreads farther than positive y’all? We eat up gossip and vile events like it’s the very best meal...most of us myself 

included!!! This is an illustration of that resonance /frequency type of stuff

3/14/2020 7:11:36 AM tkobeauty Friday the 13th original was a good movie. Yesterday I thought was pretty epic.

3/14/2020 7:11:39 AM stuarttruly Asking the person who is calling me out..it’s okay to call me whatever you want if it helps us to keep communicating: lines of communication always 

open and accessible. Not taliking isolates us, keeps us apart. We don’t have to agree, actually it’s more interesting not to agree.

3/14/2020 7:11:40 AM odette90542456 9 completion x

3/14/2020 7:12:26 AM eo_swan Specifically investors holding World Bank Pandemic Bonds pic.twitter.com/P0JXI4NUuD

3/14/2020 7:12:52 AM loveourcountry6 Times up! We The People need to see the declass of JFK

3/14/2020 7:13:54 AM hgarbage5 Good info.

3/14/2020 7:15:17 AM brienthess Keep it real.

3/14/2020 7:15:17 AM kevinmruel ....... before Archangels Gabriel with the help of Archangel Michael brought God's Answer and Blessings So This Must ALSO HAPPEN AGAIN IN OUR 

TIME AND GOD WILL HELP YOU AND I AND THE WORLD...!!!!

@Qanon76 @RealSheilaZ @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 7:15:44 AM virtuspatri Sometimes a FF is very real and they use disturbed people to carry out the FF and people die or get hurt. Sometimes they use crisis actors who are in 

on the effort to hurt the country and people. You'll be surprised to learn most major crisis in America have been planned

3/14/2020 7:16:10 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/FB2dHhPm9f



3/14/2020 7:16:22 AM stuarttruly Variety as they say, spice of life!! How boring if we all agree about everything, it’s not preferred as diversity of thought is respected,(I don’t want to live 

in an homogenized Mayo world)we can agree in some aspects and be Way Apart on other stuff, Q included! 

#respect

3/14/2020 7:17:43 AM antarantanka Tesseracts can be spherical too. pic.twitter.com/P77kNCTlJC

3/14/2020 7:18:46 AM timedabbler21 Redeeming the numbers.....322 = skull & bones.

3/14/2020 7:18:57 AM bibibobibox He looks like QueenE2 and Bushes...

3/14/2020 7:23:36 AM bdeplorabill Well ??? Have military family in north Italy, was self quarantined for 2 weeks, back on base, no special news other than special travel documents 

required.

3/14/2020 7:30:08 AM bbombski My theory is that he actually is DIA, and is telling the truth about alot. But he isn't Q. 

Remember "Disinformation is necessary" 

He's probably meant to throw off the Deepstate.

3/14/2020 7:30:59 AM antarantanka  https://youtu.be/BqfwPQvb7KA 

3/14/2020 7:31:34 AM timothy_2_22 👍 pic.twitter.com/SYwjaFR4Vx

3/14/2020 7:31:35 AM matthew_123 Tagging majestic 12 at the end, yikes lol. No outside comms. Anyone that says or pretends otherwise is a LARP.

3/14/2020 7:33:11 AM birdiesrchirpin An interesting side note to that is that the first head of the Army's dental division avoided the telephone whenever possible.

He knew what they were doing with little strips of metal and frequency.

What is a bridge?

3/14/2020 7:34:18 AM birdiesrchirpin I've also seen a type of tattoo branding on the inside of the bottom lip.

3/14/2020 7:35:39 AM 369helen313 I’ve got the feeling that could be the GATE to the off Earth-Portal from 3D 👉🏻to the other Dimension! ( probably to 4D 👀) 

( I remember Tom Hanks was very emotional at that night and during his speech at Golden Globe! ) 

 https://twitter.com/renesaenz17/status/1238725725437362176?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ReneSaenz17/status/1238725725437362176 …

3/14/2020 7:35:48 AM dark_2_light_17 @ABOwarrior @P0A_Triot23 @StormIsUponUs @MoreheadPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @StormIsUponUs @11charlie111 

@TrueQanuck11 @QPatriot17 @QAnonNotables pic.twitter.com/prsnEq6OBe

3/14/2020 7:36:05 AM stellarstellaq Teeth removed to complicate identifying the body.

3/14/2020 7:37:32 AM catbugler Wow ! That was such a very Good thread ! Thank You !

3/14/2020 7:37:36 AM christifaupel Crypto is a waste of $.  Ran by the Fed Reserve.

3/14/2020 7:38:45 AM antarantanka Especially difficult after google cut off ad money to alternative media.  Here’s the dilemma, if you work as employee in the corporate world you are 

muzzled, they watch social media of their employees.

3/14/2020 7:41:23 AM thetrinad808 This makes so much sense to me. I have had 3 teeth pulled plus of course the 4 wisdom. But my jaw and face are wrong now. Swollen, tender.

3/14/2020 7:41:49 AM my2sonznme Didn’t the Dems win by sneaking in all sorts of little evil money siphoning

3/14/2020 7:41:53 AM coldnights4 Tippy Top.

Checkmate.

3/14/2020 7:42:11 AM antarantanka No ad revenue means you have to sell something, accept donations or have subscriptions.   It’s all fine and dandy to castigate such things when you are 

a paid agency shill, or have royalties or patent incomes but that’s not most of us.

3/14/2020 7:43:10 AM tieronepatriot Cool video.  Have you looked at Thule's current mission?  What is nearby "vacated" Camp Century used for?

3/14/2020 7:43:13 AM aucommander Later is how you spell it T.T @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 7:44:24 AM lennon09899021 Except when it was 4chan....

3/14/2020 7:44:34 AM jml51555 Yes he did. I read the same story.

3/14/2020 7:44:49 AM therealjjtruth I have always said. I care not for messengers only messages. Everyone gets so tribal with this source or that source. And try and demonize each other 

for monetary gain. It shows the absolute ignorance that everyone has. I watch all sources. But I don’t like the conjecture either.

3/14/2020 7:46:55 AM anangelhasland1 Nope!  This is a very old trick from show biz.  

"I'll bet that old man will order champagne tonight!'

(He doesn't)

"Well... he did the next morning!"

(Trump says it all the time so it was likely he would say it at the SOTU which he DID NOT.  Q was wrong!) 

https://www.metabunk.org/threads/debunked-tip-top-as-a-qanon-clue-from-trump-hes-said-it-before.9921/ …

3/14/2020 7:46:56 AM tzaminski Q said back channels are in place. Could this be a back channel. Also Q said the board contained disinformation. Instead of attacking the man, lets talk 

about the information he unveils.

3/14/2020 7:47:42 AM bbobbio71 3-14

3/14/2020 7:47:50 AM upallnight39 This is the shit that made life worth it for a long time.

I am up in dis.

Guess who

#folsom

#highfives

#stagedives

#ifyoureaviper

#defenderEARTH2020

@NSAGov

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump 

@hellenistrising

#whiskeybent

#hellbound https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aH3TYWZNAEY …
3/14/2020 7:48:02 AM bbobbio71 Happy pie day

3/14/2020 7:50:47 AM rosscarwalker Does Ea Enki’s IS-BE reside on Earth?

3/14/2020 7:51:27 AM tikpaq  https://healthimpactnews.com/2020/did-bill-gates-world-economic-forum-predict-coronavirus-outbreak-will-there-be-an-internet-blackout-to-

control-information/ … @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @NJamesWorld @Do_Or_Do_Notty @martingeddes @AustinSteinbart

3/14/2020 7:53:41 AM ewolsj One grew into a civilization over night on the Simpsons

3/14/2020 7:53:53 AM allfourbc Thank you!



3/14/2020 7:53:57 AM anotherskeptic "Diversity of thought" doesn't apply to facts.

But even if anything Q said was true, you're impeding the "investigation" by over-sharing and you'd probably spook all the alleged targets into fleeing 

the country. pic.twitter.com/7XeWB3LpsZ

3/14/2020 7:54:33 AM antarantanka I observe Q, but what the Q group does or does not do has little bearing on what I do. I would not call myself a follower, more an observer. Many of the 

things Q has revealed (but not all) I have known for years. I do see it as a means to awaken people in a unique way.

3/14/2020 7:55:21 AM bibibobibox Excuse me MJ12, Is the Kundabuffer an instrument used by the Cabal? Is the planet Earth evolving to become a Sun and continue the Ray of Creation? 

Thank You so much 🙏🏻

3/14/2020 7:55:24 AM dark_2_light_17  pic.twitter.com/m4uvPUUZHU

3/14/2020 7:56:04 AM aidenapplause Will we still be using fossil fuels after this breakthrough?

3/14/2020 7:58:38 AM time4justiceusa Its going as Q said it would. You are just missing out . sad. Expand your thinking.

3/14/2020 7:58:49 AM stuarttruly Not lil ol me, I am not that powerful...I  just sharing what feels true, to me...my own embodied experience of this life and the role I play within it.

“They”run but they cannot hide.

This is the Age of NoSecrets: all kinds of surveillance from all kinds of peeps, gubbermint,etc

3/14/2020 7:59:55 AM stuarttruly I could run too, if I did something to run from, but why, when all is surveilled?

3/14/2020 8:00:24 AM 369palm Donald Rumsfeld could be one.

3/14/2020 8:01:24 AM robinabank4 Lol... 

👉Baron Trump’s Marvelous Underground Journey.

Timing is everything.... Right before POTUS Ran for PRES.

💥💥There are no coincidences💥💥

                                 Q+

3/14/2020 8:01:59 AM trmcquaker Yup, I heard recently: It is not so much the learning of the Truth, it is more about the Telling of the truth.

That is not to say that the messenger is important, on the contrary, it is the telling of the message that is about the truth. That's what matters.

3/14/2020 8:02:00 AM stuarttruly And as to the facts, who decides what is fact? Other than direct personal experience I don’t know if anything is true or real...and actually, my pale 

range of senses cannot see what people militarily trained can see (infrared goggles) so I may be “in the dark” on quite a lot!!!

3/14/2020 8:03:04 AM stuarttruly Thank you for continuing to challenge my thought process-you are so good for me.i appreciate your time and energy spent on this discussion.

3/14/2020 8:03:11 AM rosscarwalker Are you suggesting Enki and Marduk have returned?

3/14/2020 8:04:03 AM time4justiceusa Exactly ! You can't turn your lifes lessons into facts for someone else. Know what I mean ?

3/14/2020 8:04:39 AM time4justiceusa ☺ u r so full of ❤️

3/14/2020 8:05:36 AM anotherskeptic Lmao, mass arrests were predicted a half dozen times. It's not happening, buddy.

Every time they make a prediction, and nothing happens, qultists just make an ex post facto explanation.

Coronavirus is a real virus and Trump might be sick. pic.twitter.com/z7Xj4T2Pzy

3/14/2020 8:06:23 AM karrruss Check out The Pirbright Inst (@Pirbright_Inst):  https://twitter.com/Pirbright_Inst?s=09 …

3/14/2020 8:07:15 AM joanofamerica #BeBest = 

204 > Donald Trump

318 > ♾

53 > 35 JFK mirrored pic.twitter.com/P37i7WxPwB

3/14/2020 8:07:16 AM n7guardiananon how much has been lost???...hopefully the illusion (of fiat money)

3/14/2020 8:07:25 AM truth_again No outside comms.

3/14/2020 8:07:26 AM warundpeace You can't be wrong.

If people die from c19, you will say it's a cover-up, let's check back in 30 days...

3/14/2020 8:07:42 AM jlundr Woosh.

3/14/2020 8:08:12 AM joanofamerica 369 > secret to the universe

3/14/2020 8:08:42 AM rad_qpatriot They may never make it to jail.

At some point the streets (for them) will not be safe.

Q

3/14/2020 8:08:44 AM anotherskeptic You're talking about goofy ideas about energy.

If the human body worked like that, you'd be able to measure it. 

Then you can write a paper and explain your findings to scientists.

Or find a way to make a profit. 

But of course you're just talking about your feelings.
3/14/2020 8:08:49 AM stuarttruly Yes I agree with the virus being a real thing.

I also believe it was intended for most of the population, original patent is owned by a foundation associated with Bill Gates who also supported 

vaccines and other helpful interventions for population control..

I will post links

3/14/2020 8:09:15 AM stuarttruly later as I am about to visit my sister and she has no internet..can u imagine?!!!

3/14/2020 8:10:32 AM anotherskeptic Honestly considering how much fake stuff is online, she's probably better off with a newspaper and library card.

3/14/2020 8:11:15 AM stuarttruly Also it’s a good reason to call emergency powers which is a huge way to legally change a whole bunch of stuff without Congress approval..also a good 

way to keep folks safe in their homes in a familiar setting if and when more comes to awareness

3/14/2020 8:11:50 AM el11evans The Holographic Universe by Michael Talbot🤗

3/14/2020 8:12:46 AM stevent0000000 Ya! What’s up with that?

3/14/2020 8:13:10 AM stuarttruly I do trust our military. I think many in the military were either compromised or blackmailed to guard poppy fields in Afghanistan instead of “protecting 

freedom”.  I agree with POTUS that we should not police the world when we can’t even police our own backyard(drugs/gangs)



3/14/2020 8:13:26 AM anotherskeptic That's definitely something to worry about. Too bad Q followers would let Trump do some Hitler-type executive orders as long as he does it to Hillary.

Are you guys pro-tyranny or not? Because if Trump can do something un-democratically, so can the next leader.

3/14/2020 8:14:39 AM stuarttruly Sorry guys gotta go-FamilyIsEverything.💗🙏🏻@AnotherSkeptic, thank you for your thoughtful discourse and challenging commentary. Really I 

appreciate it.

#playOn

#ShineOn

3/14/2020 8:16:36 AM corey28706035 One question... at what point to hostile actors turn off the internet and shut down all communications? We go to EBS?

3/14/2020 8:16:52 AM austin234nine According to them it’s a White House op and nothing to worry about as military are supposed to take over temporary then arrest and switch to gold 

standard ect.

3/14/2020 8:17:09 AM peekaboo1966 Exactly... 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @crzycnuk101 pic.twitter.com/jV3UBhgdgg

3/14/2020 8:17:12 AM riversm18 936

3/14/2020 8:18:08 AM crzycnuk101 Thats me... lol

3/14/2020 8:18:21 AM therealjjtruth Which is exactly why we have NO constitution. It was suspended long ago. And has never been lifted.

3/14/2020 8:18:36 AM winklerburke Uh oh... looks like a pi fight?  Who is gonna win?   The gods of the larpylook headings? Self-appointed knowitalls, who believe by Divine right they say 

who is & who isn’t?   .... really?  Is that how it is?  Truth is tired of such. Now comes Truth’s Xtreme Indiscretion? Indeedy.

3/14/2020 8:19:27 AM lysa26832458 I concur 🌻

3/14/2020 8:20:09 AM jamesca40805661 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/14/2020 8:20:18 AM coastal2002 Did the abortion stuff get passed?

3/14/2020 8:20:29 AM truth_again And is cheaper than a roll.

3/14/2020 8:22:25 AM tricia_w68 great thread

3/14/2020 8:23:35 AM rad_qpatriot Youtube isn't anonymous.

If Q was on... we would know the identity.

No comms, outside the chans.

#WWG1WGA

3/14/2020 8:28:42 AM marmoollak_ir این اکانت رو فالو کنید بدردتون میخوره

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 8:29:47 AM time4justiceusa You don't know what you're talking about. You would be a horrible spy.

3/14/2020 8:30:18 AM time4justiceusa Have a good day !

3/14/2020 8:35:41 AM mongrelglory Are you drawn to any particular constellation when you look up in the sky?

3/14/2020 8:37:30 AM mongrelglory I think that's where the Quantum computers come into play.  I keep picturing a giant computer named "Deep Thought" that spits out the number 42. 

😆

3/14/2020 8:37:43 AM rhondanight 🥂

3/14/2020 8:38:18 AM peekaboo1966 ❤️😂🤣

3/14/2020 8:38:24 AM mongrelglory (That's a Hitch-hiker's guide to the galaxy reference for those who aren't Sci Fi nerds). 🤓

3/14/2020 8:38:53 AM coldnights4 Wrong.

Anon said “Have Trump say TIPPY TOP”

Not “Tip top”,  but TipPY Top.

Trump had never said Tippy Top before, and hasn’t since...but during the Easter address he not only SAID it, but *emphasized* it

“...in tip-Top shape, or as we like to say: Tippy-Top. In Tippy-Top shape”

3/14/2020 8:39:14 AM cajunjoliebld Two months to be more exact, it is what it is. Either lock down or it could be u or someones death wish, js

3/14/2020 8:41:22 AM merorschach POTUS with the PEAS football sending out his Presidential beats!

My fellow Americans 🎶 pic.twitter.com/51LA5xKP92

3/14/2020 8:41:36 AM raymond10449530 She only on because Lindsay Graham wasn't available for his nightly bullshit.

3/14/2020 8:43:30 AM reckoningtruth Do you actually believe only one film, the zapruder is out there, and you seem to be the lost here, and we don't keep nasty drive-by in the loop buh bye!

3/14/2020 8:44:55 AM aprilbrown99 Truth resonates within.

3/14/2020 8:45:19 AM westmount_d7 Anchoring the Light for 5D! We rise together as One 🙌

3/14/2020 8:45:45 AM jaded_pearl Some time ago I was called to explore different star systems and species. I was told after reading them, to focus on the one that calls the most to you. 

Although I did feel some resonance with Sirius, I feel more warm inside towards Plelaidies. 💗 Barbara Marciniak

3/14/2020 8:45:58 AM aprilbrown99 And whether he is cocky or not has no bearing on the message he provides. Message over messenger.

3/14/2020 8:47:03 AM merorschach Exactly. The establishment countless mechanisms to steer us away from outselves, her consciousness and each other.

And that Austin guy resonates as extremely disgenuine. Q team is comprised of people like General Flynn, honorable, patriotic and not like a cocky brat.

3/14/2020 8:47:44 AM magaveteranrobi As A US Army Vet/Army Vet Daughter/Army Vet Spouse/Mother Of An Active Army Apache Pilot: I APPROVE THIS MESSAGE!! AWESOME JOB, PATRIOT

 - You Just Expressed A Clear/Concise View Of Both My Newly Retired Army Hubby & I! Your Viewpoint HITS THE NAIL!! You MUST Be A Veteran 

👍👍♥🇺🇸

3/14/2020 8:48:27 AM aprilbrown99 Those are “ego” assumptions that this Matrix projects.

3/14/2020 8:49:06 AM nancyddb Where did gates get his funding for DOS?

3/14/2020 8:51:30 AM timedabbler21 No, first words are different. It looks more like Dentes Fortuna Luvat on Chet Hanks' right shoulder: Fortune favors the TEETH. Austin's first word is 

Sapienti Fortune Luvat: Fortune favors the WISE.

3/14/2020 8:52:54 AM ballisticsloth  pic.twitter.com/Cw2MNpn81A

3/14/2020 8:54:30 AM portezf Majestic has been proved a lArP.

But this thread is generally accurate. 

Well done.

3/14/2020 8:54:33 AM snarkycow “Watch the water” ~ Q pic.twitter.com/I9ij7Q0Ufl

3/14/2020 8:55:21 AM captainhindsi18 @AustinSteinbart posts new video about gun purchase.  I love this guy.  It is so awesome that he is Q.  Q Nazis who say he is a LARP can suck it. #BabyQ

@LisaMei62 @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @ROYALMRBADNEWS https://youtu.be/QPUIiRQQMno 

3/14/2020 8:55:56 AM steveo28933443 Thank you! Good to be here. Opened up a whole new world!

3/14/2020 9:04:51 AM werascending The power of 369!!!



3/14/2020 9:08:12 AM monkey3186 Didn't Q mention J&J pic.twitter.com/neiG6qesuc

3/14/2020 9:12:05 AM stayyoungaft50 Look at Vatican info for Knights of Malta b/c they worked for the Vatican…….

3/14/2020 9:12:15 AM nuggalistparty @StormIsUponUs @colgrove11 @VincentCrypt46 @CryptoKoba @99freemind @bigredwavenow @55true4u @SSG_PAIN @kabamur_taygeta 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose #MaeBrussellKnew #TheGreatAwakening #TheStormIsHere

3/14/2020 9:15:40 AM francoislabusc9 What were the, 'time travellers' up to? What's the real story?

3/14/2020 9:20:37 AM stayyoungaft50 Look up Tokra = From fictional StarGate TV!!!!!!!

3/14/2020 9:22:19 AM tachyonluxor @clif_high

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheSolariReport

@Qanon76

3/14/2020 9:25:08 AM ethanpe58415707 RONNAS A SLEEPER @X22Report @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 9:28:27 AM start313hichq AND

Where is He?

🤔

3/14/2020 9:32:19 AM cat_1811965 Great Job ❤️ ThanQ🌹

3/14/2020 9:35:01 AM bbrandenhoff I am from Denmark and yesterday I was out at night looking at stars and at least 20 planes flew by.. I have never seen so many before...

3/14/2020 9:35:37 AM jkmaalouf  pic.twitter.com/DP98r66tWu

3/14/2020 9:35:37 AM 369_is Alot of us keep seeing 322. What is this?

ie.

Trending in United States

#SaturdayMotivation

32.2K Tweets

3/14/2020 9:41:05 AM yellamoj  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1237186151808741381?s=20 …

3/14/2020 9:45:03 AM stuarttruly Just got back...yes I wholeheartedly agree! It doesn’t matter if I am anti tyranny... we have not been free since Way before the Patriot Act...anytime a 

crisis occurs there is risk for more loss  of more freedom

3/14/2020 9:46:50 AM stuarttruly And plenty has been done by both sides of the aisle to degrade our liberty and freedom: HRC and John McCain.  President Johnson, Bill Clinton and the 

Bush senior and his little shrub...

3/14/2020 9:48:32 AM stuarttruly Instead of the senate and House representing WeThePeople of their districts, they are paid off and/or blackmailed to do vote certain ways enact 

legislation that most people disagree with...

3/14/2020 9:50:12 AM emilyoakley6 TY

MJ12

3/14/2020 9:52:11 AM stuarttruly So lots of old patterns of “I’ll scratch your back if you’ll scratch mine” , of

“That’s not how we do things in Washington”

Listen I voted for Hillary Clinton~

I was WRONG to vote for her and the even worse thing is I did not realize it until I waited for her concession speech.

3/14/2020 9:53:48 AM 369_is Hi @virtuspatri  I hope u don't mind if I add this to hopefully help clarify. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1119999734226223105?s=20 …

3/14/2020 9:54:44 AM stuarttruly And as I waited for her speech, seeing so many people crying in a glass ceiling building, I wondered about that quote” those who live in glass houses 

shouldn’t throw stones”...an opposite view of the intended symbolism of a woman President breaking the “glass ceiling”

3/14/2020 9:56:45 AM 369_is Not that this matters, but, I just noticed that Melinda looks kinda...well...Big Mike-ish. pic.twitter.com/N6f9BxaZak

3/14/2020 9:57:36 AM stuarttruly And I thought how un presidential it was to not respect the people who voted for her enough to go out and meet them and thank them for their hard 

work and their vote. 

To me, her absence reflected cowardice, disrespect not only for others but for herself. My “feelings” yes...

3/14/2020 9:57:36 AM worldxplorer1 Hey sorry. I meant to come back to this but it slipped my mind. Then I was just chilling this morning and you popped in my mind. DM away!

3/14/2020 9:57:47 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/xm6Z3vNthF

3/14/2020 9:58:30 AM stuarttruly My feelings and perceptions are what informs me of what is real.

3/14/2020 9:59:58 AM stuarttruly Not what is real to you.

I am only sharing what I perceive is real, what resonates, not what I think you should perceive.

3/14/2020 10:02:12 AM stuarttruly One thing I want to say about the virus...I feel like the government officials are doing the best they can to address the logistical issues and 

questions...and just because a federal official says it right doesn’t mean the local aide or secretary helping will

3/14/2020 10:02:26 AM cheshire3301  pic.twitter.com/FXvzSmGtJP

3/14/2020 10:04:43 AM cheshire3301  pic.twitter.com/TMrgYwvpI5

3/14/2020 10:05:41 AM blujeangrl64 Done in 30 = 4/10/20 = 4 (D) 10 (J) 20 (T) = Good Friday 🙌🏻❤️🇺🇸🙏🏻

3/14/2020 10:05:42 AM cheshire3301  pic.twitter.com/NYbfezGD72

3/14/2020 10:06:21 AM anotherskeptic False, Trump is not doing a good job on this pandemic. If he didn't shut down a pandemic response bureau, we would have better handled this. 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/01/31/coronavirus-china-trump-united-states-public-health-emergency-response/ …

3/14/2020 10:07:01 AM cheshire3301  pic.twitter.com/jYJJQ7d0sG

3/14/2020 10:09:07 AM blujeangrl64  pic.twitter.com/RDdlfI9C2i

3/14/2020 10:12:02 AM 17emeraldroses Aliens? WTH. 🙄

Q is a Group or less than 10. Out of those, 3 are non military.

3/14/2020 10:13:01 AM heatherrenae8 Personally I think everyone should be paid extremely well in a Autocratic society. Why do we act like we should be starving all the time, we are 

Wealthy as a Nation&have no lack so we can grow ourselves in our giftings in life. When people are secure they thrive& happy for all.

3/14/2020 10:16:49 AM mark52525786 Most history show personalities aren’t are Frens, they all want us out there looking for gold and treasure! It’s right in front of us& and it’s called family!

 Ask josh gates of pingpong productions if I’m lying!Hey rob riggle🙋♂️welcome2the history😈club!



3/14/2020 10:17:44 AM dioristano  https://www.linkedin.com/posts/paola-bernuzzi-7a79a941_woman-behind-the-scenes-davida-camorani-activity-6546709118789517313-iDdU …

@POTUS

@KremlinRussia

@netanyahu

@BorisJohnson

@ViktorOrban

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tinktweets45

@3days3nights

@matteosalvinimi

Our Association is Fighting for a better World.

#Q.🇺🇲🇷🇺🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🕰🌄🌍🍀💚

#TrustThePlan

3/14/2020 10:19:15 AM peekaboo1966 if you're following MJ12 you would know this.. have you read their 600+ pages of their disclosure ?

3/14/2020 10:19:19 AM mark52525786 ThanQ dasha 4posting!

3/14/2020 10:21:13 AM hgraceq That happens to me all the time.

3/14/2020 10:21:48 AM countrygirlexec 👀🤔

3/14/2020 10:21:55 AM lizzah_83 I’ll bookmark this. Q says Israel is last for a reason. With so much future proves past coming true over the last few days tho...you must be getting that 

spine tickling feeling that you’re wrong about QAnon. 

Chat soon. Bye for now 🙏

3/14/2020 10:22:19 AM stuarttruly Perfectly follow the policies and procedures...I used to work as a health care professional and certainly have made mistakes in follow through of said 

procedures

Human error is real, human frailty is real.

3/14/2020 10:25:09 AM stuarttruly Can you consider the possibility that a bureau with a title is inversely proportionate to the actual good works they do?

H1N1, SwineFlu, thousands died, hundreds of thousands became ill...perhaps it was a bureau in name only, and just a way to siphon WeThePeoples 

money.

3/14/2020 10:25:34 AM jcaito8480 She is not trustworthy.  Grey hat at best

3/14/2020 10:26:30 AM splendorian1 Amazon’s Greg Hart Steps Down https://www.thewrap.com/amazons-greg-hart-steps-down-as-vice-president-of-worldwide-video/ …

3/14/2020 10:26:32 AM ladymolly51 @_KrisHunter_ @KLCJr77 @DanHarr16222124

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@dee_plorable

@LeeLee1_7 @RybakStephanie

@Utah_Utah_Utah

@americandream09 @JoAnnWalters20 @Have_a_dram

@M2Madness

 says future proves past. A good example:  June 12, 2018 missile launch against AF1 at Whidbey Island. pic.twitter.com/3DKRBk9Q0n

3/14/2020 10:26:33 AM ladymolly51 A movie with an original release date of June 12, 2020, about a rogue submarine captain, starring Tom Hanks.  And We Know News. 

@SheepDogSociety @EyesOnQ @Lee97073696 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @dbongino @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods

3/14/2020 10:27:07 AM elcooksta Why is there o negative blood?

3/14/2020 10:27:14 AM 17emeraldroses No. I follow Q. 👇🏻This freak is a fraud. pic.twitter.com/8QpgMwIuqd

3/14/2020 10:27:46 AM stuarttruly Now I don’t know if what I wrote is true, but you also don’t know that the bureau that POTUS deleted did a good job...you are just reading words on a 

page from a foreign policy magazine, an (apparent) authority on the matter.

3/14/2020 10:28:16 AM anotherskeptic Uhm, as far as names go....the military that you support is part of the Department of "Defense" lmao

Diseases are obviously unpredictable, but government responses help keep it from spreading. Blanket bans don't work, especially this late. Trump 

acted too late.

3/14/2020 10:28:26 AM richard_lerche Can someone explain to me why we should listen to Majestic 12 when Q said there are no comms outside of Q? Nothing = nothing if theres no comms 

outside Q then Majestic 12 can't be anything.

3/14/2020 10:29:09 AM rhys68679545 Well Friend While your out Hunting I’m about to Eat? I Have more than enough to Chew On all the Best

3/14/2020 10:29:53 AM peekaboo1966 Q is still consists of what I said non the less

3/14/2020 10:30:17 AM anotherskeptic I have no idea why you think Trump is a good authority on this issue.

Even government news shows that he was trying to brush this under the rug. https://mobile.twitter.com/nprfreshair/status/1238186469690429440 …

3/14/2020 10:30:41 AM stuarttruly Trusting authority is a slippery slope...

I do know that POTUS was the first President to call for an audit of the Pentagon.

And 2days before 9/11 Donald Rumsfeld told Congress that trillionsdollars was missing from the DOD balance sheet ...of course I guess he could have 

lied...

3/14/2020 10:30:44 AM ann01326149 Yes, and Obama would only give funding to schools who adopted common core

3/14/2020 10:30:56 AM davidacamorani  pic.twitter.com/5Q29Gmwcjd

3/14/2020 10:31:03 AM peekaboo1966 you might want to look into MJ12.. it's an important piece to this very large puzzle

3/14/2020 10:32:18 AM stuarttruly Perhaps your “brushing under the rug” is my “trying to reduce abject Panic until they know more...”

3/14/2020 10:32:28 AM hgraceq The validation we get when we’re paying attention!  On Thursday, the car in front of me had a license plate - 36911

Yesterday :👇🏽

Topped off gas, stopped at : $17.23

Costco : $222

Sesame Street % of the day: 17

Went to buy seeds: RENEGADE Smirking face pic.twitter.com/Cv61xmSFcr

3/14/2020 10:32:49 AM rhye_the_word I think you may be on to something... 🤨

 https://t.co/Sf9ev7TTV1  https://twitter.com/rhye_the_word/status/1232843885002489857?s=21 …

3/14/2020 10:32:49 AM justme24402825 GREAT QUESTION..WHAT DOES LAURA KNOW??

3/14/2020 10:32:52 AM clwd600 Did you notice this update? Think it’s a head fake? https://www.eur.army.mil/Newsroom/Releases-Advisories/Press-Releases-Article-

View/Article/2110390/us-european-command-exercise-defender-europe-20-update/ …

3/14/2020 10:33:14 AM mark52525786 ThanQu2,and here I was calling American Stonehenge the New Hampshire site,with[their]beloved blood alter!!which one?Or both?oh Georgia I’m 

making my way south right after I feld a 666ft Baalshaft, just a Lil’ north of ya!😉god bless the 6 kids@machu pichu!WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/ISdFsN55Q4

3/14/2020 10:33:53 AM jesse48676371 I stopped eating meat this last week..my clarity (or so i think) has improved... im re watching joe m videos with a different perspective, im re reading q 

drops with different perspectives... fkng fascinating times



3/14/2020 10:34:01 AM stuarttruly Maybe he acted good re China, and not so good in other ways...I am just thankful I don’t have his job...aren’t you?:)

#loveIsPatientLoveIsKind

3/14/2020 10:34:02 AM swagsjeffrey Looks like it was modified.

3/14/2020 10:34:19 AM anotherskeptic Are you saying that you like being lied to?

3/14/2020 10:34:25 AM joshuajamesdavi #DamnitYeah

3/14/2020 10:34:47 AM 17emeraldroses I would have been interested in what Majestic12 had to say, had they not pushed this LARP.

3/14/2020 10:36:21 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/sLKTjSCqjB

3/14/2020 10:36:49 AM stuarttruly Interesting article about northern Italy...did you know th at most of the leather workers there are from China? And that most of the folks that have 

acquired the illness and died are elderly( Italy has one of largest populations of over 65 years in the world) will find link

3/14/2020 10:36:56 AM anotherskeptic If it was that bad he can quit anytime. Being president is not a heroic martyrdom.

Trump is using the presidency to make himself richer. He's golfed more than Obama, and at places that he owns. The Secret Service went over-budget 

paying rent to guard him.

3/14/2020 10:36:56 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/5rXqSLGQ0f

3/14/2020 10:37:24 AM lizzah_83 The Zionist angle is all these people...I’ll wait whilst you read the thread. 

 https://twitter.com/western2a/status/1238768081171816449?s=21 …

3/14/2020 10:37:46 AM anotherskeptic Trump might die from this too

3/14/2020 10:37:59 AM jesse48676371 thats not what they are saying...make money, but do it honorably by providing truth... not hyperbole for viewers pic.twitter.com/vP5iPh1ulq

3/14/2020 10:38:04 AM ladymolly51 @blacknblueangel @QBlueSkyQ @AbbeyMaeCook88 @SolarisModalis @_KrisHunter_ @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@dee_plorable @Utah_Utah_Utah https://twitter.com/ladymolly51/status/1238879198669877248 …

3/14/2020 10:38:36 AM paulhat03875349 💪🏻🇺🇸🌎😉🤙🏻 pic.twitter.com/UXd6Rzs6LG

3/14/2020 10:39:38 AM 369_is I searched [40] in past MJ tweets. They've used it several times, but no explanation yet. I'm gonna go check out numerology sites now. If I find 

something, I'll pop back over here and post it.

3/14/2020 10:40:27 AM peekaboo1966 they may have done it intentionally for perspective... make ppl think etc...

and not necessarily for promoting this guy.. who knows

They would in the same context that Q does. However, they were here before Q was

3/14/2020 10:40:39 AM newnew2784 What does 33 stand for?

3/14/2020 10:41:09 AM 369_is Me too. My birthday is even a 9. I was told it means you're very in tune with your path if you see multiples of 369 alot.

3/14/2020 10:41:47 AM stuarttruly Under Obama 2009-10

H1N1

59 Million cases

275K hospitalized 

12K deaths

Zero sporting events canceled.
3/14/2020 10:42:33 AM stradivariusri1 33rd degree Mason-highest level and also 33rd Parallel.

3/14/2020 10:42:49 AM the_movie_vault But what does this mean. Maybe a lot of things got updated that day

3/14/2020 10:43:31 AM stuarttruly Yes re Secret Service, mostly due to his large family (Obama’s two children in school and easier to watch I suspect) you compare apples and 

oranges(Trump of course is the orange:);))

3/14/2020 10:43:47 AM jesse48676371 Ive read close to 400 pages of archived Maj 12 tweets.... i have yet to come across anything to the contrary that time is an illusion- twice in the last 

day, there is a measure of time given... im taking this seriously

3/14/2020 10:45:11 AM anotherskeptic Viruses are hard to compare. And we'll probably see a lot more deaths from this one.

H1N1 was a more common type of flu, so we did have medications to treat with.

3/14/2020 10:45:45 AM stuarttruly He may.  I don’t wish the suffering from death on anyone especially those I don’t agree with...to take delight in someone else’s misery is dissonant to 

me.  I do agree with consequences AND compassion.

3/14/2020 10:46:30 AM sentinel_17q Dallas, Tx 1963

3/14/2020 10:46:40 AM khatesevom19861 .فالو کردم ممنون

   این دو شیوع افتاده قرباین ن  که بی  شواهدی رو که دارم بررسی میکنم بر پایه این هست که ضد ویروس بیولوژیک این ویروس احتمالا از همون ابتدا ساخته شده و شیوع داده شده فقط این گبی

د .میگب 

3/14/2020 10:46:53 AM stuarttruly I don’t believe in death as an ending..it is a portal!! wheee!!!!

My soul is eternal. The only thi I really fear is pain or suffering in the way to that portal...

3/14/2020 10:47:42 AM stuarttruly Yeah and that’s also a feeling something I cannot prove...at ALL!!! :)

3/14/2020 10:48:10 AM crazybeachchic Why doesn’t someone blow up those stupid g stones???

3/14/2020 10:48:35 AM anotherskeptic Trump is profiteering off the office.

 https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/486209-new-documents-show-trump-company-has-charged-secret-service-628000 … 

pic.twitter.com/UgDgsF7QNq

3/14/2020 10:49:20 AM stuarttruly And back regarding cellular resonance, you are right , no scientific proof or wat to measure it and I am hopeful that one day some brilliant critter will 

invent that device, just like people who invented other things that measured real events that we had no clue about in the past

3/14/2020 10:49:45 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/7gKJLu3Hcq

3/14/2020 10:50:13 AM nocommunistusa Good point

3/14/2020 10:50:22 AM stuarttruly Like Whiteblood cell counts, electrical frequencies(hz,Olms, voltage)

3/14/2020 10:50:41 AM 369_is KEK!!!

3/14/2020 10:51:21 AM solonyl We would be lost. God bless!

3/14/2020 10:51:29 AM marmoollak_ir .اتفاقا الان داشتم رشته توییت مربوطه رو مطالعه میکردم

3/14/2020 10:54:02 AM 17emeraldroses Q has been spot on. I’m not going to add confusion by diving into Majestic12. No offense against you. Good luck.

3/14/2020 10:54:32 AM gatekeaper1 Explained in the adjustment bureau.

3/14/2020 10:54:37 AM stuarttruly Gosh that’s pretty cheap...when anyone new to Washington comes in to change the status quo, it’s threatening to their way of life so they may do 

anything to stop it(“as the world turns”) so I love that they spent more to protect him and his family

3/14/2020 10:54:45 AM miss_ampie [They] tear down Our Monuments, sooooooo....... 🤔

3/14/2020 10:55:32 AM stuarttruly As for the rental property being so much more that may be appropriate depending upon how many people are with him, including his family which I 

would not deny anyone especially a president

3/14/2020 10:55:35 AM dannypatriot17 What’s in the Bill?

3/14/2020 10:56:44 AM stuarttruly Oh I did not know that about H1N1-thank you for your clarity.

3/14/2020 10:57:40 AM stuarttruly I am saying I don’t perceive that as a lie, I perceive that as action based on what he thought was best at the time...

3/14/2020 10:58:04 AM stuarttruly Just like initially he did not get tested for the virus and today he did



3/14/2020 10:58:11 AM anotherskeptic The secret service pays rent when they need to stay with the person they guard. 

The article is about the money they're paying Trump.

I doubt you pay $17,000 per month in rent. That's more than I pay in a year.

3/14/2020 10:58:59 AM stuarttruly I figure being Pres is a big no A YUGE job, I allow the grace of forgiveness for mis judgement or even evil deeds

3/14/2020 11:00:04 AM stuarttruly Agreed re comparison of viruses

3/14/2020 11:02:42 AM anotherskeptic Trump's entire adult life was as a real estate scammer. Giving him the benefit of the doubt is a good way to lose money.

So many investors and contractors have already gotten suckered.

3/14/2020 11:04:39 AM anotherskeptic As far as I am aware he hasn't gotten results. Even African nations have same-day testing available to the public.

3/14/2020 11:05:30 AM stuarttruly Well maybe it’s a function of how many secret service people are guarding him...and or his family who are with him...until one of us checks the invoice 

we won’t really know...

3/14/2020 11:06:07 AM federalistno78 Amen ❤️🙏🏼 pic.twitter.com/jgSQq6EqV0

3/14/2020 11:06:52 AM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1238884964550217729 …

3/14/2020 11:07:06 AM imdexx_  https://youtu.be/yL287tc5OtU 

3/14/2020 11:07:08 AM laurabusse Yes

Absolutely

3/14/2020 11:07:52 AM 39anc6 I was about to do that too! TY!

3/14/2020 11:08:00 AM stuarttruly And that 628k also must include the times he was in his NY penthouse unless the Post is a poor reporting institution.

3/14/2020 11:08:53 AM anotherskeptic Trump says he's a billionaire. He could easily give them the rooms at no charge. Remember when they were being overcharged guarding Melania in 

NYC? They ended up living in a trailer on a city street to save money.

But no, he's profiteering off our tax dollars

3/14/2020 11:09:14 AM ezdoesit_ 322

(C)(V)

3/14/2020 11:09:15 AM alight412 I'm sure my IRA has sunk. It was doing nicely for a while.  Big money grab again. I wish there was a place I could put my $ where it is safe. Gotta feed 

the beast right?

3/14/2020 11:09:38 AM laurabusse Yes Q said no outside comms

Fine

But I read and listen to everything

I would never listen to just Q

Disinfo is necessary

Keep an open mind

Do not attach to beliefs

Be the observer

Take a wait and see...
3/14/2020 11:09:49 AM anotherskeptic Regardless, it's more than most Americans will pay in rent in their entire lives.

3/14/2020 11:10:48 AM stuarttruly And you know another possibility is that the secret service may have not had to pay because of laundered money being used or secret service using 

other services...prostitutes anyone? (Remember the Brazil incident of secret service https://www.nydailynews.com/news/world/president-obama-

secret-service-agents-home-summit-americas-prostitution-allegations-article-1.1061543 …

3/14/2020 11:11:32 AM sethric61410528 We should all focus on a common goal and not divide upon topics like that... just my opinion

3/14/2020 11:11:55 AM stuarttruly Yes it is!!! And to me it’s proportionate to the stress and importance of his safety and well being given the job the republics electorate hired him to do

3/14/2020 11:13:41 AM americanpetal “they are technology illiterate clowns in...who used tech they didn't know how to use... “. Did you exploit this and work it into the Plan? Is that how 

you “Have it All?”

3/14/2020 11:13:44 AM heatherrenae8 So much good is done with money with right hearts. Why have we ever settled?

3/14/2020 11:14:16 AM stuarttruly Hmmm , well he sends his paycheck to different government divisions so he is working for free in that way...and certainly it is expensive to protect him-

3/14/2020 11:14:30 AM anotherskeptic As far as I am aware, that scandal was about agents using their personal money on prostitutes, not agency budget.

Once they get paid their salary, it's theirs

It's definitely bad publicity, but I'm talking about agency expenditures to Trump's business, which is taxpayer money.

3/14/2020 11:14:30 AM khatesevom19861 انه دارم ه ام رفت انتهاش یک راه حل غافلگب  ن .هنوز تموم نشده استقبال نشد انگب 

3/14/2020 11:16:02 AM stuarttruly What are your thoughts on HRC John McCain and their foundations?

3/14/2020 11:16:29 AM anotherskeptic That's noble, but if he's still making a huge amount of money in other ways, it's just publicity to look noble.

3/14/2020 11:16:44 AM americanpetal No, I’m not. I have rarely spent time looking up at the stars. I need to. I think my home is out there.

3/14/2020 11:17:20 AM anotherskeptic Probably unethical, but Trump behaves worse with his. So investigate all 3, I guess.

3/14/2020 11:19:07 AM stuarttruly Another intriguing possibility is that by doing this he is revealing he is “only following the rules that are presently in place” and until enough of us speak 

up, it’s business as usual...

So I tell you what,  you have ignited my curiosity, and I will see if I can find out

3/14/2020 11:20:42 AM houndiousprime Isaiah 53:1-3

"Message over messenger"

3/14/2020 11:21:13 AM stuarttruly John Durham, Mr Whitaker and Mr Huber are already on the McCain and Clinton Foundations investigation and I think by 2021 at the latest we will 

know the scoop on those.  I think Trump foundation was shut down, but I will check. pic.twitter.com/2n0paFANs7

3/14/2020 11:21:31 AM stuarttruly Yes I see your point there...

3/14/2020 11:22:15 AM anotherskeptic Trump and the Clintons use the same tricks to dodge taxes: a fake business headquarters in Delaware, at the same address. 

He's at least as dirty as the Clintons, much worse in my opinion. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/apr/25/delaware-tax-loophole-1209-

north-orange-trump-clinton …

3/14/2020 11:24:22 AM bossheartlaunch majestic, wow.

3/14/2020 11:25:42 AM stuarttruly I am confused as to why you assume it is “much worse”

3/14/2020 11:26:15 AM stuarttruly Or your opinion, is that because of a feeling you have when you consider it or based on something else

3/14/2020 11:28:02 AM stuarttruly I guess I was speaking to the idea that if they used their own money in this way, that where they slept was a non issue and not charged for, as they 

were spending their hard earned cash on booze prostitutes and drugs...

3/14/2020 11:28:26 AM tamravee Do continue 😎

3/14/2020 11:28:58 AM spiritinsideme4 I hope so, thought maybe my oldest would believe me with what's going on instead she was like you have talked about this for 3 years and this isn't 

the time as this is serious stuff to deal with not what you keep saying. They don't believe the corruption, hope something soon will

3/14/2020 11:29:13 AM anotherskeptic Look up the news on the Trump foundation. It was shut down by court order last year, because of a pattern of criminal behavior. 

https://www.npr.org/2019/11/07/777287610/judge-says-trump-must-pay-2-million-over-misuse-of-foundation-funds …



3/14/2020 11:31:56 AM stuarttruly It is definitely unchartered territory as it’s the first time someone who was “strictly” a business person being president...and so the rules and regs are 

not calibrated to such a degree of consideration...and idk, he may be taking advantage but if he was 157k more than initially

3/14/2020 11:33:04 AM flyboy_1776 Nothing can stop whats coming... https://www.zerohedge.com/health/pentagon-halts-all-domestic-troop-travel-soldiers-confined-base-area …

3/14/2020 11:34:57 AM stuarttruly Thought is not that big a leap compared to what it could have been...wow he made 157k more over almost three years!!! Woot!! He’s making his 

presidential years Count!!! So he gives up 200k very quarter and makes 204k a year by overcharging the gubbermint for residence for SS.

3/14/2020 11:35:35 AM stuarttruly So I guess he is really giving up only three paychecks

3/14/2020 11:38:03 AM shytei Yes...👽😊

3/14/2020 11:39:06 AM stuarttruly “According to the judgment, that money "was used for Mr. Trump's political campaign and disbursed by Mr. Trump's campaign staff, rather than by the 

Foundation," which is unlawful. However, Justice Saliann Scarpulla says the funds did eventually reach charity organizations

3/14/2020 11:41:20 AM stuarttruly supporting veterans.

So the manner in which it was disbursed was wrong, not that he used it for personal use(like pay for a wedding that some say is how Clinton 

Foundation finds were used-Chelsea...no proof shown -yet), as the bet organiza to on got the funds eventually

3/14/2020 11:43:02 AM auroravoyager1 Obvious to me anyway that if the "elite" get fired or resign, they write a book for get a GoFundMe account.

3/14/2020 11:43:21 AM 39anc6 🤔 pic.twitter.com/avHBnIeqbL

3/14/2020 11:43:29 AM shannoncate13 Why dont you tell us

3/14/2020 11:44:53 AM ethereal_shaman I'm sure you are correct.  

Geometry has never been my thing, I bombed the mechanical aspect of the ASVAB many, many years ago. They told me I couldn't be a mechanic and I 

was okay with that. 😂 I'm impressed with all the science/math brains out there.

3/14/2020 11:45:13 AM cstarr888 I think they are saying it's ok to make money on information but not hidden behind paywalls- so donation based would be one way. I prefer that. If 

someone is doing good work I am happy to support them. Patreon is one example.

🤔🙏💖

3/14/2020 11:47:56 AM stuarttruly The vet organization got it eventually and 19 million was given without incident...

3/14/2020 11:48:25 AM cstarr888 Thank you PJ! I remembered them directly answering that question too!

😆🙏💖

3/14/2020 11:50:49 AM themoskee What's wrong with the guidestones? How about don't freak out at the first entry and read the rest. Doesnt it sound good and reasonable? What's so 

bad about this? The main offenders of human population are China and India (by far) and they are also the worst polluters by far.

3/14/2020 11:55:27 AM stuarttruly @anotherSkeptic, my dear husband is a born Democrat, thinks as you do about our president, and he also thinks I am deluded and wacky and 

naive...and I feel the same of him and we love each other anyway.

So there is hope for us all to agree on things that elevates us all.

3/14/2020 11:59:58 AM nonpareil99 :)

3/14/2020 12:01:55 PM themoonguide It’s dental records used to ID...you know the rest

3/14/2020 12:08:24 PM enganador24 I wouldn’t know, that’s why I’m asking... pic.twitter.com/zjariXjiM1

3/14/2020 12:09:55 PM sdane8 Like Podesta with his basic password?

3/14/2020 12:16:03 PM martingeddes I write occasional notes to patrons but don’t paywall any real content.

3/14/2020 12:17:13 PM karina89350882 SEE what REALLY is said…..and to what you give your consent...

3/14/2020 12:17:55 PM donniem34578114 EXACTLY! They can run but they can't hide...BAHAHA!!!

3/14/2020 12:20:26 PM tachyonluxor @clif_high

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheSolariReport

3/14/2020 12:23:24 PM ideclarefreedom good catch! that's interesting👀

3/14/2020 12:24:50 PM sdane8 You really don't seem to fit into this category, Martin.

3/14/2020 12:26:11 PM theghost6969 666 Trillions

3/14/2020 12:26:29 PM jeffdemmers Tried and true method.... pic.twitter.com/XXA7BlIICI

3/14/2020 12:28:01 PM theghost6969  https://www.thelocal.dk/20200313/denmark-passes-far-reaching-emergency-coronavirus-law …

3/14/2020 12:31:15 PM sdane8 Thank you! I always find it irritating when people profess to be experts when NONE of us to my knowledge have a complete understanding of the Plan. 

♥️ Though I'm certain we've correctly puzzled thru some, ALL of our knowledge is speculation at best.

3/14/2020 12:34:03 PM jolovescandles 😂😂😂 on Q

3/14/2020 12:34:17 PM jodywhitlock4 Didn't she report on the Panama Papers?

3/14/2020 12:35:14 PM sdane8 322 stands for the Skull and Bones Society. When brackets [ ] are around something it's called the kill box. [322] means that 322 is the target for 

destruction.

3/14/2020 12:41:39 PM alight412 Satanic mindset technology....

Makes me think of the Catholic church's dark symbology. The Protestant church rose out of Catholicism.  Is this a reference to controlled religious 

dogma? Censoring of the Bible?

3/14/2020 12:42:54 PM munkeypilot Can you just tell me what to think...all this thinking makes my head tired...could be playing Donkey Kong with the other chimps....

3/14/2020 12:45:45 PM logicalthinki17 It all comes back to everything being energy. Focusing on the messenger to invalidate a point is not the best approach. 

You discern the message to reveal the truth. Isn't it the truth your after and not the messenger? 

https://mobile.twitter.com/LogicalThinki17/status/1238352307604951040 …

3/14/2020 12:48:51 PM tray_c_ @GarnerJustine Follow these. @elenochle @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @RedPill78 @Western2A @TRUreporting @PunishDem1776 @X22Report 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_   :)

3/14/2020 12:48:52 PM imaqpatriot1 I thought it was Windsor "Castle"( = "castle clean" ).

Harry and Meghan out, Queen gets locked out, Charles can't be king, Andrew under Investigation over Epstein scandal...

I also saw a documentary that the Royal Family's name isnt Windsor. Windsor was the family who built it.

3/14/2020 12:49:23 PM eyesonq 🤣🤣

3/14/2020 12:50:03 PM patriot_south It's going to astounding...I'm to excited to sleep...😂😂😂

3/14/2020 12:50:42 PM patriot_south Perfect

3/14/2020 12:51:43 PM patriot_south 👍👍👍 Bravo...excellent advice

3/14/2020 12:52:36 PM patriot_south Absolutely

3/14/2020 12:55:18 PM digitalsqldier  pic.twitter.com/4VNzUxFg1X

3/14/2020 12:56:25 PM patriot_south Unfortunately he seems to be headed that way. So sad to me.

3/14/2020 12:59:00 PM patriot_south Right on.....

3/14/2020 12:59:38 PM ericpartchey Gates

3/14/2020 12:59:38 PM mindproverbial  http://www.bishop-accountability.org/AtAGlance/USCCB_Yearly_Data_on_Accused_Priests.htm …

3/14/2020 1:01:18 PM decodematrix The royal death racket is trying to leave off planet to avoid prosecution but all the stargates have been shut down.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart

3/14/2020 1:02:12 PM sdane8 I need to get me some of that. 😉

3/14/2020 1:02:29 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/bnWTUmujjj

3/14/2020 1:02:58 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/YMFcd5fF9D



3/14/2020 1:03:07 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/vRbSAzKVC3

3/14/2020 1:03:15 PM khabzade_ اگر یکم انگلیسی میدونید این اکانت رو فالو کنید

 کرد شاید دیدتون به دنیای اطرافتون کم تغیب 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 1:05:52 PM pattik15415257 Check, who sits on the board..😉

3/14/2020 1:07:06 PM sethric61410528 Beautiful, Thank You pic.twitter.com/OOl1wHcKTY

3/14/2020 1:10:20 PM winklerburke John Pedodesta?

3/14/2020 1:13:06 PM freedom_sent the MSM is the biggest enemy of the Republic pic.twitter.com/MD4Yp38Pb6

3/14/2020 1:15:51 PM nea_storm Almost as if It Was Planned Well in Advance!

😈👿😇😍😍😍😳😆😃

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDJ8Z2DQNzY …

⚡⚡⚡🌎🌍🌏⚡⚡⚡ pic.twitter.com/0jUGawuCKt

3/14/2020 1:15:59 PM bannedkqo Is that even Defangos voice? Who was that?

3/14/2020 1:16:18 PM maltep95  https://www.eur.army.mil/ 

Defender = SHAEF

SHAEF laws never cancelled

"Deutschland" has never been a state

I wish i could explain that better 🙈

3/14/2020 1:17:11 PM susan66388204 A Gozillion possibilities 😬

3/14/2020 1:17:22 PM therealuniteds1 #QAnon

#WWG1WGA

@Inevitable_ET

@VincentCrypt46

@EyesOnQ

@StormIsUponUs

@ABOwarrior

@KarluskaP

@kabamur_taygeta

@MajorPatriot

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/T7qapOEbXe
3/14/2020 1:17:27 PM alicemasci Draining the swamp!

3/14/2020 1:17:38 PM alicemasci Draining the swamp!

3/14/2020 1:19:17 PM americanpetal Good! They’re trapped.

3/14/2020 1:21:58 PM imaqpatriot1 Omg...I was sent a video of ppl eating babies in China. They get the adrenochrome from kids. Was their adrenochrome tainted with a virus? If they 

bought children for consumption, was it tainted? I almost forgot about that. I was thinking airborne virus. 😮

3/14/2020 1:22:16 PM lightlove21121 It’s marvelous!!!

3/14/2020 1:25:31 PM winklerburke And the hidden Land-Sea-Air teams hunting down the bad guys?  Here is some music they might enjoy (w/a heap of Xtreme indescretion?) (God Bless 

the Child) ... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-nROw7ROkA&feature=share …

3/14/2020 1:26:46 PM susan66388204  pic.twitter.com/ObFPqZkk01

3/14/2020 1:27:47 PM midsummerlight Oops Upallnight!  I totally misread your comment last night. Completely agree with you. So sorry!

3/14/2020 1:28:18 PM jams4thebread Did they close that one that keeps eating one of the socks in every one of the pairs?

3/14/2020 1:31:35 PM imaqpatriot1 As an older person over 50 with only 1 lung and lung disease, I'm concerned this may be a plan to eliminate the ill elderly ppl. Culling the population of 

old sick ppl.? Scary thought. 😕

3/14/2020 1:34:10 PM sdane8 Right 👍

3/14/2020 1:34:31 PM kim_trombone  pic.twitter.com/G61db5NsGd

3/14/2020 1:34:35 PM susan66388204 I’m Always and Forever Impressed with the depth of the plan #MyHeros

3/14/2020 1:36:53 PM danaelizabeth69 Jump rooms some people here now have been here before I believe pic.twitter.com/ZK8Ki7TLDz

3/14/2020 1:38:45 PM daveinthisacct It’s getting really old the way you communicate. The vague Socratic method coming from Q is one thing but this is just stupid. Talk normal. We’re not 

on here to confuse each other. Please stop.

3/14/2020 1:45:57 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🐀💥

3/14/2020 1:46:38 PM emerinemark InterStellar Being?

3/14/2020 1:51:09 PM johnquindell The AI that accesses us via phones most likely uses a feedback mechanism to improve the efficiency with which it can induce a conditioned response in 

the smartphone user. Does this sound probable?

3/14/2020 1:53:48 PM cassiemccakes also date of georgia guidestones opening in 1980

3/14/2020 1:59:07 PM jamesbrianfree1 The text looks like the Capital Building, flipped upside-down.

3/14/2020 1:59:27 PM hrlymomma3 This has me🤬🤬🤬  https://news.yahoo.com/17-700-bottles-hand-sanitizer-

155735689.html?soc_src=newsroom&soc_trk=com.apple.UIKit.activity.CopyToPasteboard&.tsrc=newsroom … pic.twitter.com/eTNLsLQ1og

3/14/2020 2:00:04 PM sunnydkelleu Gates,  he wants to depopulate the world by half of it's population.  He un leashed(?) this virus.   Georgia guide stones set of rules in multiple languages  

 on how the peoples of the world are suppose to live their lives. Believe to be put there by the NWO.

3/14/2020 2:02:00 PM shannoncate13 Think you got it captured troll.

3/14/2020 2:04:52 PM freedom_sent updated meme graphic with sauce.  straight from the CDC pic.twitter.com/ymaWTKyGrd

3/14/2020 2:06:04 PM saltthegraves Where do I go for a crash course in understanding wtf @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is talking about?

3/14/2020 2:09:48 PM odiesan77 The Revelation of Jesus Christ

3/14/2020 2:10:48 PM alicemasci  http://qmap.pub 

3/14/2020 2:12:47 PM ratiugjes This seems highly delusional, frankly.

3/14/2020 2:12:58 PM c2m1ll3 Q also said 'Misinformation is necessary'.

3/14/2020 2:19:06 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/u9mcctB6wK

3/14/2020 2:20:22 PM lynnboyce7 Just read The Disappearance of the Universe. Our egos are what’s keeping us from knowing we are all one and are one with a God!

Forgiveness, light and Love to everyone ❤️❤️❤️

3/14/2020 2:28:27 PM moffit30414438 What's the real story? pic.twitter.com/kd21lxgAbt

3/14/2020 2:28:38 PM moffit30414438  pic.twitter.com/TAb83sv9kj

3/14/2020 2:29:44 PM katesdailybread What the Roman Empire does: 

A. Take money from families, saying it’s for the poor or to heat churches.

B. Give the money to priests and nuns to rape many children each.

C. Take more money to bury parents in “consecrated ground.” 

D. Reward/silence rapists with cash for life.



3/14/2020 2:30:52 PM patriotleah1776 AGREE!!!

Question everything.

Trust only your inner self.

Truth is within.

(In my opinion)

🙃

3/14/2020 2:34:35 PM susan66388204 Would have loved to be a fly on the wall during this entire Plan development.  Such a fat little fly I’d 🐝

3/14/2020 2:36:02 PM patriotleah1776 Research.

Reflect.

Repeat.

(My method, anyway!)

3/14/2020 2:36:55 PM enganador24  pic.twitter.com/lC2pI9J2L2

3/14/2020 2:39:12 PM patriotleah1776 Exactly what I'm trying to do!

I have a strong feeling I should be quitting the consumption of any meat. Anything that takes a life. Only problem is, is it bad to kill a plant to eat it? Not 

sure on that one. Maybe if you thank it for it's sacrifice before you kill it?

3/14/2020 2:40:33 PM patriotleah1776 Are you referring to replication tech?

3/14/2020 2:40:47 PM bryceja68689884 I'd say spot on pic.twitter.com/Q6MpuAQ8C4

3/14/2020 2:41:41 PM thethreefuries @threadreaderapp #Unroll por favor!

3/14/2020 2:43:57 PM t_hayden07 Amen to that. First thing I do, in the A.M., is check on my President, & then see what members of the Cabal, have been eliminated today!

#Thestormishere 💥💥💥💥

3/14/2020 2:47:59 PM patriot_south I think we are all doing that...😊😊😊

3/14/2020 2:49:00 PM state1union In the US I only know at the blood ️ banks.

3/14/2020 2:49:54 PM _call_me_roy I am no master on the subject, and read a while ago that crowded/crooked teeth has more to do with diet vs whatever mainstream dentistry pushes...

Tangent. Similar to the myth re milk makes strong bones. Same time frame, c_a creation... https://www.thehealthyhomeeconomist.com/skip-that-

surgery-most-wisdom-tooth-extractions-unnecessary/ …

3/14/2020 2:51:02 PM slr64q Sure does! A truthful one!

3/14/2020 2:52:09 PM deeptruthnews1 How did this pass by the investigating eyes??? 😂 Maxine Waters ya Fired!✔ @LoveBling6 @GenFlynn @AGWillliamBarr @POTUS @luluspeers1 @

SaRaAshcraft @EpochTimes @infinitechan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/LIuyFBR8Ys

3/14/2020 2:55:34 PM aetherwalker1 From my understanding, it doesn't have to be 'important' or powerful people.  Simple 'regular' people can have such an attachment, be hosts.

3/14/2020 2:56:45 PM blsdbe Ok, changed plans, I have asked all family and friends with any immune compromise to #QuarantineAndChill. We have told all those folks if they need 

supplies, to call, we will deliver, santize, leave them there and leave so they can #ShelterInPlace, while Healthy Folks help out. 

pic.twitter.com/VTX1MfA46c

3/14/2020 2:58:02 PM blsdbe Saw this and thought of your post, MJ!!!

 https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1238933442277937154?s=21 … https://twitter.com/40_head/status/1238933442277937154 …

3/14/2020 3:02:00 PM davecooper5 Their masters sold them out and bailed the planet.

3/14/2020 3:02:42 PM cloxxki People like you are why there are wars between religions. You don't know your god personally but do claim authority on exactly what they'd do and 

not do, say and not say.

There a darling tree huggers and unsufferable ones. Don't tell me all patriots are easy going darlings.

3/14/2020 3:03:53 PM pat_stedman Accounts that have good intel:

@LokiJulianus

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@martingeddes

@JayCampbell333 

Remember everything is truth with error, use your own discernment!
3/14/2020 3:08:28 PM mbj8388 His father was one of the co-founders of Planned Parenthood.  

Some children don't have an option when children, but as adults?  Are their minds too warped by then to know?

By then, the luxuries of the life-style they've led seems to overshadow/rule out any goodness once there.

3/14/2020 3:27:31 PM tjmmelville 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

Knowledge is power! Bring it! 

"Q" Wipe the slate clean!

Lv65 is where I am 

Collaboration is "The KEY"

3/14/2020 3:30:25 PM nschlange Thank you for this! It is needed.

3/14/2020 3:31:32 PM fancybuttplume No such thing as a co-inky-dink ;)

3/14/2020 3:31:35 PM stevenha Corrections welcomed MJ12,  Georgia Guidestones didn't say they would cause near human extinction. The 26,000 year solar flash cycle will do it, and 

the stones are for survivors who didn't adjust to higher frequency life. Related to Hendaye/Knights/Malta?

3/14/2020 3:34:16 PM sabermarris They can afford to not take care of their teeth?

3/14/2020 3:35:22 PM nschlange Is that what their saying? That didn't sound like what they were saying to me.

3/14/2020 3:38:24 PM nschlange Jordan love, you just might be one of the reasons they gave the warning. You go around calling everyone LARP's and it's beyond annoying and so 

insulting to all of us. Ppl that follow Trump & or Q didn't get here because we need others to think for us. Obviously

3/14/2020 3:38:45 PM geminifni There's that darn 17 again!! 👍😉💛

3/14/2020 3:40:09 PM americanpetal That’s what’s scary.

3/14/2020 3:45:31 PM 1nanasmomma I promise u, an hr ago I was thinking along these lines. Why not watch every1 & listen to any1 who speaks? Why not follow every1 & not miss a clue, 

advice or truth? I need to admit to myself I don’t know more, enough or all! Thnx

3/14/2020 3:45:45 PM aetherwalker1 Don't you think there is a reason that John the Baptist and Jesus referred to their enemies as 'Snakes and Children of Serpents'?

They were probably hosts as well as members of the [Cabal].

3/14/2020 3:48:20 PM jzmari25 Hi.  Where are the Joe M you tubes.??  Thanks much

3/14/2020 3:50:25 PM americanpetal Yikes

3/14/2020 4:05:36 PM aaronhoughton10 Peace is the Prize. #GodWins

@AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/Z4eGqw3ASyc 

3/14/2020 4:13:27 PM excaliber7777 The cherry on the cake will be making Constantinople great again .

3/14/2020 4:22:38 PM asdasd26700831 There is a gang called 369 in Singapore. Wonder whats that about.



3/14/2020 4:23:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 What would happen if they all conspired to make the common cold look like the black plague? #COVID19 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

3/14/2020 4:24:34 PM pragmatic_texan I can’t wait to see the media in prison.

3/14/2020 4:24:47 PM thecryingliber1 In today's world, nothing would happen. Probably why they keep doing it.

3/14/2020 4:25:00 PM kinderpsych There would not be more than 1000 dead in Italy then.

3/14/2020 4:25:53 PM 1_decided_voter You mean like this? https://twitter.com/mrctv/status/1238186498433966081 …

3/14/2020 4:26:12 PM schmoeda You just can not make this stuff up!!

3/14/2020 4:26:13 PM twilly18 the media could say anything and get people to believe it

if enough people believe then it must be true

that wizbang high tech giant flat screen TV controls them

what a great time to be alive

3/14/2020 4:26:23 PM ghost_of_billy_ Once its over those who screamed the loudest will look extremely foolish. Almost like they conspired, motives will be revealed at a later date.

#MSM IS THE ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE

3/14/2020 4:26:31 PM bereantype PROFESSIONAL READERS HIRED TO READ A MONITOR

3/14/2020 4:26:51 PM gothamresist So far, I don't think we passed the test, which only means more to come.

3/14/2020 4:27:15 PM j3ckyl182 When did we live in a Democracy?

And it is blatant that COVID 19 coverop... Military on lock down made it obvious

3/14/2020 4:28:11 PM prqphet The contrived narratives grow old...  the methods and madness being used to instill fear in the honest and hard working is unacceptable...  those 

spreading false information and manipulating the masses need to be held accountable and severely punished.

3/14/2020 4:28:28 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/AhrMTobTuo

3/14/2020 4:28:37 PM syrrah2 Exactly

3/14/2020 4:29:01 PM 0hawkward2  https://youtu.be/-vkIjagRGrs 

3/14/2020 4:29:08 PM schmoeda I get almost nauseous listening to the continual parroting the use of the word democracy. Just say something long enough and people begin to believe 

it as truth. It is a REPUBLIC not a democracy we live in!!

3/14/2020 4:29:10 PM undlarakhar ☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️

What if everyone stays in denial to long and it's worse than spanish flu?

☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️☣️

3/14/2020 4:29:54 PM kay646464 Basic hygiene has over come every epidemic we've had. We will get thru this one day at a time.

3/14/2020 4:30:01 PM alvaroyado El miedo y la confusión expuestos por estos simples sistemas para el control , la manipulación y la profunda programación mental de las masas del 

cabal o estado profundo , es la mejor forma de control mental

3/14/2020 4:30:05 PM undlarakhar Wanta hear a storry?

3/14/2020 4:31:00 PM cindarose18 Total INDOCTRINATION

3/14/2020 4:31:05 PM djpatel29548445 An excellent example of media that is just copying the same talking points to inject false narratives into the public conscience.

3/14/2020 4:31:08 PM undlarakhar Thank you come again 😆😆

3/14/2020 4:31:17 PM jessie_misty This is circulating pic.twitter.com/LVHI3QAQ13

3/14/2020 4:31:21 PM bibibobibox Vaccine’s rush

3/14/2020 4:31:25 PM arifriedman12 Repeal Smith Mundt Modernization https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wWhap7QBsiM …

3/14/2020 4:32:01 PM patjone29703057 Treason and military tribunals

3/14/2020 4:32:04 PM ellenca78112564 . And, also- What if they lied of the events surrounding the black plague(?)  for the effect to their cause of reason(?) pic.twitter.com/GK81I4WzKU

3/14/2020 4:32:08 PM auroravoyager1 Pull the plug 🔌 on the 4:00am talking points via C_A.

3/14/2020 4:32:34 PM undlarakhar When this begins you will cower and fail!

3/14/2020 4:33:14 PM keith369me The world would be pissed that [They] caused cancellation of March Madness, vacations, etc.  and would want to know what else they have been lied 

to about!!!

3/14/2020 4:33:17 PM adamwestleyric3 I see things in shows and news that has to do with what is going on I don't think other people take notice of

3/14/2020 4:34:06 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/yQ8PGSzpAT

3/14/2020 4:34:17 PM vancouverdtjb Ya but they are really pushing this one big time.

3/14/2020 4:34:25 PM dancarwells nothing!!!

3/14/2020 4:34:26 PM auroravoyager1 Pull the plug 🔌 on the 4:00am talking points via C_A.

3/14/2020 4:35:35 PM undlarakhar Cover op for what?

3/14/2020 4:35:52 PM upallnight39  https://vaccineimpact.com/2018/did-military-experimental-vaccine-in-1918-kill-50-100-million-people-blamed-as-spanish-flu/ …

3/14/2020 4:35:52 PM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/bDeoZf1Yti

3/14/2020 4:36:00 PM drbohammer That’s exactly what we’re watching play out right now.

3/14/2020 4:36:18 PM undlarakhar Its fake idol worship. Dont get too obsesed.

3/14/2020 4:36:42 PM pollygundy Clear as day!!!

3/14/2020 4:36:47 PM kachinagtto I would love to think they would all have their FCC licenses pulled, along with the conspiring management removed and punished.

3/14/2020 4:37:42 PM charismaalasta1 😥😥😥😥😥😥😥😥

This evil woman is free and many good decent people are living in prison showing  psychopaths are running the show and we've rights to stop them ...

3/14/2020 4:38:57 PM upallnight39  https://artofdetox.com/influenza-epidemic-vaccine-caused/ …

3/14/2020 4:40:00 PM mani42643957 "Watch the water"

3/14/2020 4:40:02 PM j3ckyl182 Look at the US Cities declaring emergency. All concentrations for sealed indictments. That supposedly dont exist...

3/14/2020 4:40:38 PM jlundr "News" outlets would be seen for what they are, Fake and/or intentionally deceptive.

3/14/2020 4:40:41 PM markbal73667435 These people are extremely dangerous to our REPUBLIC!

3/14/2020 4:40:48 PM chinupchubbly I would say a mistake, because you could use the crisis, to your advantage, they’re stupid!

3/14/2020 4:41:26 PM prettyboypete Whores of babylon

3/14/2020 4:42:00 PM djlok This is extremely dangerous to our democracy.

3/14/2020 4:42:13 PM heedfulike If the Trump administration is this impotent re: fake news then WTF are they good for?  I dont buy it.   Thinking DJT’s handlers have no say in the MSM 

narrative is ridiculous over 3 years in. 

Engineered, compartmentalized and scripted...all of it

3/14/2020 4:42:21 PM ethereal_shaman I listen because some of the messages resonate and I can feel that they have some truth for me to ponder on.  For me, it is all about honoring how I 

feel about a message without the need to have others validate whether an account is fake or not or a message is true or not.

3/14/2020 4:43:27 PM sabermarris How have the Simpsons "predicted" so many actual events and with utmost precision.

Pre programming

They are pushing into the Consciousness. We are Consciousness. Consciousness turns ideas into reality.



3/14/2020 4:43:59 PM polarissons Bingo

3/14/2020 4:46:05 PM polarissons We are not a Democracy, Venezuela is🔥

3/14/2020 4:46:11 PM sabermarris More and more would start believing it was true.

3/14/2020 4:47:19 PM eserenity2 We are the Borg; resistance is futile.. 😂

3/14/2020 4:47:31 PM rdadar17 Well if this doesn't say it all!

3/14/2020 4:47:58 PM timedabbler21 Correction: Looked at this again and with a few others it became clear that the first word on Chet's right shoulder is more fully Audentes Fortuna 

Luvat=Fortune favors the bold. Initially the 'a' and 'u' were not visible to me.

3/14/2020 4:48:05 PM altimitwill I’m thinking 322 is March 22nd something is going to happen.

3/14/2020 4:48:48 PM bethree35288792 Notice the attempt to program viewers to believe they live in a democracy rather than a Republic.

3/14/2020 4:49:55 PM undlarakhar It's a republic you idoits! 🤫

3/14/2020 4:52:20 PM sabermarris I find it very hard to believe a trained agent would ever put a president in the line of fire, to shoot at someone.

3/14/2020 4:54:34 PM junebug3122 Robots

3/14/2020 4:56:50 PM cstarr888 Martin, I really feel like MJ was not talking about you or others like you. I'm sure we could all name some of the people they are definately referring to- 

but I will not name anyone.

🧐🙏💖

3/14/2020 4:57:02 PM eo_swan Pride go before....

3/14/2020 4:57:08 PM dansilv56084248 Enemy of the people.

3/14/2020 4:57:38 PM sabermarris It's not forsee it's pre programming

3/14/2020 4:58:06 PM its_hktk Exactly! You can almost say we are the creators. Explains the placebo effect,Mandela effect,predictions,etc...

3/14/2020 4:58:07 PM purplgrapes LMAO

3/14/2020 4:58:59 PM lovemydogsss It’s one of my pet peeves.

3/14/2020 5:00:11 PM iaskiseekiknock So the Deep State is compromised of Luciferians???

3/14/2020 5:00:43 PM draintheswamps I don’t believe the President  would declare a national emergency if it were not serious. This has put a lot of stress and financial strain on many people. 

He has worked hard in his presidency to gain trust not lose it. 🇺🇸

3/14/2020 5:01:13 PM peacock05133484 Crimes against humanity?

3/14/2020 5:01:53 PM miss_ampie Shouting "FIRE!" in a crowed theater....

3/14/2020 5:02:10 PM miss_ampie  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shouting_fire_in_a_crowded_theater …

3/14/2020 5:04:06 PM nm_zsr I feel like viewers are complicit too. “We” give permission by watching obvious manipulation of the truth. No one is presented facts and allowed to 

decide for themselves. 

How can we force a change?

#FakeNewsMedia

#EnemyOfThePeople

3/14/2020 5:05:50 PM love82janet Mr. Vaccine himself. What a total POS!!

3/14/2020 5:07:12 PM colexjames21 Yea but that post was made in 2017 , do we really think that’s wats going on here? I mean don’t get me wrong, I pray to the heavens that it is but it just 

seems so far fetched

3/14/2020 5:07:19 PM _octendo This will never not give me the creeps

3/14/2020 5:08:35 PM hodl1231 Reminds me of the genius song by #MichaelJackson called #tabloidjunkie They made up #fakenews about him through his life too.  

https://youtu.be/V8kUYr2ZC6U  pic.twitter.com/6yvhQcEIio

3/14/2020 5:09:47 PM lynnmar42209594 Everyone should read this. Excited😁😋

3/14/2020 5:09:47 PM state1union Talking heads from the puppets

3/14/2020 5:09:48 PM sheerglee1 They are deadly

3/14/2020 5:10:13 PM iaskiseekiknock Dejavu...same circus, clown suits for sale

3/14/2020 5:10:19 PM timriley18  https://www.judicialwatch.org/petitions/stop-the-clinton-cover-

up/?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=petition&source=46?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=petiti

on&source=46 …

3/14/2020 5:12:26 PM iaskiseekiknock When wasn't "evil"?

3/14/2020 5:13:24 PM jams4thebread But doesn’t Q want us in doors just now? Isn’t it about keeping us off the streets?

3/14/2020 5:13:34 PM capecodangel3 @StormIsUponUs @TheCollectiveQ @marwilliamson @tracybeanz @cobrainfo1 @DevineMiracles @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BurnedSpy34 @Inevitable_ET 

@thebradfordfile @codeofvets @FollowQanon @cjtruth @patton6966

3/14/2020 5:14:45 PM alicemasci Could it also mean March 22nd?

3/14/2020 5:15:32 PM synackstatic RICO

3/14/2020 5:16:05 PM jenfdrepublican @threadreaderapp unroll please 🇺🇸

3/14/2020 5:16:19 PM bulma__brief Well done baker!

3/14/2020 5:16:51 PM sdane8 Absolutely! There seem to be multiple meanings for so many terms. Great catch! pic.twitter.com/G1uc0yIN54

3/14/2020 5:17:22 PM rkurtell New York Times, 4/25/66

C.I.A: Maker of Policy, or Tool?

"Kennedy's bitterness"

3/14/2020 5:17:47 PM lilangels44 The msm has to be exposed along with everything else that will be exposed in the upcoming wks. Im guessing the coverage of COVID-19 is going to be 

their downfall. It has to be there time along with the rest. Their demise is imminent

3/14/2020 5:18:17 PM dolores80179419 We are a republic, not a democracy.  Democrats talking point.

3/14/2020 5:18:40 PM qwarriorinct I've been saying the same fucking thing.

3/14/2020 5:18:50 PM 369helen313 This was my brief respond to those “#Q experts!”🤦🏻♀️, who clearly have been feeling threatened & attacking @AustinSteinbart with No Logics...! 

I hope, somehow that may resonates with Your Message here MJ !  #WWG1WGA #GODWINS✨

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1237777692503805952?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1237777692503805952 …

3/14/2020 5:18:59 PM cny_micaa Can anyone pull this video so it can be shared elsewhere?

3/14/2020 5:20:07 PM iaskiseekiknock 5G is a weapon?

3/14/2020 5:21:28 PM karmakurrent S04E21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DecodeMatrix @AllahUniversal @djlok pic.twitter.com/smXHqebC0j

3/14/2020 5:21:40 PM iaskiseekiknock Depopulation?

3/14/2020 5:22:40 PM brbk42 #WakeUpAmerica Thir is what some of you still listen too.  🧐🥴👇 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  thank you. Great reminder.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

3/14/2020 5:23:01 PM iaskiseekiknock Sacrifical?

3/14/2020 5:24:23 PM kewnadian Hey brother...

Just making an observation here.

When using the gematria calculator and using the capital letters rule of thumb would be use all the [caps] in the paragraph. Not necessarily all the time 

especially with a phrase or name but never hurts to run them all. Just n FYI.

3/14/2020 5:25:06 PM boomer6966 Is this video available on YouTube?

3/14/2020 5:25:15 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/q6OGbZlasT

3/14/2020 5:25:16 PM mcmom2005 I'm with Q and team.

3/14/2020 5:26:21 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/YXbOrBguDa



3/14/2020 5:26:28 PM stormenight Exactly what is happening, that’s what. It’s not enough just to see their act of war against us, we have to acknowledge how powerful they are and then 

take it from them. All of it! Until we do this sick creature will continue to take our life from us. #WWG1WGA

3/14/2020 5:27:07 PM desider54897678 Yes. Collectively we create it. It has great power. And when it’s in the fear frequency, it’s food. Raise our vibrations. Be loving with our thoughts.

3/14/2020 5:27:11 PM kewnadian So when you ran the [QUANTUM COMPUTING] you should have thrown in the G at the beginning of the paragraph as well just to see what you 

get...interesting

No worries tho.

"QUANTUM COMPUTING" is as a name or phrase. 

Just giving you a heads up is all.

You're doing great brother ! pic.twitter.com/5WArFD2jmU

3/14/2020 5:27:12 PM patriotswegoall 'Democracy' heard often instead of the word 'republic.' All on purpose.

Believe it or not, there are differences between the two.

3/14/2020 5:28:02 PM crt14361013 ✔.

3/14/2020 5:28:09 PM 444_q_ Hello MJ 😊 Thank you for all of your help. One quick question, what does 5D look like/entail? Thank you

3/14/2020 5:28:50 PM baffynut Omg!!that was the best one yet!!!so perfectly matched for maximum brainwash(pressure hose and powerbrush) like they use a common song sheet 

and a metronome!!!thats high tech precision from the ds

3/14/2020 5:29:33 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/8ZoLCFfmPO

3/14/2020 5:30:04 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/nsqdpgWkyu

3/14/2020 5:30:15 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/7RrjDKDn0F

3/14/2020 5:30:52 PM mongrelglory I've found it on youtube before when I go searching for it.  I can't remember what keywords I put into the search. 🤔

3/14/2020 5:31:10 PM zebedee222 Interesting. Let’s see how many more rulers or their aids, spouses, etc get the ‘virus’.

3/14/2020 5:32:17 PM desider54897678 Food for more fear and lower level entities.

3/14/2020 5:32:18 PM 1_decided_voter Grab the URL to the tweet with the video and plug it in here. It will give you a downloadable mpg file.

 http://twittervideodownloader.com/ 

3/14/2020 5:33:58 PM sdane8 Here you go. I use a site that makes it easy. You just click on the video, copy and paste it into the website field and you can download. 

 https://twdownload.com/  pic.twitter.com/arEkJvg9Zf

3/14/2020 5:34:03 PM cny_micaa Hopefully Q would use this opportunity to their advantage, and unleash some storms?

3/14/2020 5:34:23 PM sdane8 Thx, I've never tried that site.

3/14/2020 5:35:50 PM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/CI0WoA86ZF

3/14/2020 5:36:21 PM bjstov And the generals & top men being killed in Iran is in this process as well.

3/14/2020 5:36:25 PM aurorasreality This from the Malsrtom Airforce base 

#QAnon #StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @JuliansRum @Americanlll @_WWG1WGA_ @Jordan_Sather_ @PatriotsSoapbox @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/0jigohWdW9

3/14/2020 5:37:36 PM stuarttruly As far as I have read Majestic12 have repeatedly stated they are totally separate from Q and have nothing to do with Q...

3/14/2020 5:37:38 PM sdane8 I would be curious to know how you would propose they do that? Clamping down on the media and censoring is what they do in Communist countries. 

Better to highlight them and watch them implode.

3/14/2020 5:37:57 PM wpbtonzlewis Thanks for saying that.  I’ve been saying it for weeks now.

3/14/2020 5:38:00 PM c_morece If not sedition and treason at the very least unworthy of permission to have any platform now and until the end of time. [They] and all their associates

3/14/2020 5:38:23 PM brandonlee603 @JordanWindish

3/14/2020 5:39:13 PM iamtravisladner Not sure what you mean

3/14/2020 5:39:35 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/SMguZogNM4

3/14/2020 5:41:30 PM habsbatman yep tide   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pauQitNEM0&tTides … affect the oceans yet not the great lakes. The flight paths are a total joke until 

you plot them on the flat earth map that the UN uses for its flag

3/14/2020 5:41:46 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/fFGzPsfv6b

3/14/2020 5:42:20 PM wester_sou So many people, from around the world, all in on it. The swamp is deep dark "wide" sick and evil.

God Bless.

3/14/2020 5:42:47 PM habsbatman tnink free energy ..............yep god win biblical 12 avril white rabbit pic.twitter.com/EQVj6nE3RS

3/14/2020 5:43:42 PM amanita40860516 Good question👏👏👏🤣

3/14/2020 5:44:41 PM heedfulike The 🤡🤡 and gov have run the media forever.  What do you think mockingbird media is refering to?🙄

3/14/2020 5:45:19 PM jwremarks  pic.twitter.com/4rd8QC174e

3/14/2020 5:45:35 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dhgn03mXD-A&t …    the start

3/14/2020 5:46:09 PM cny_micaa Thanks. I don't have much memory left, will have to delete after sharing, lol. All of this "archive offline" filled up my device :)

3/14/2020 5:46:57 PM anastas22572246 This stuff has been horrible yet so utterly brilliant watching the whole world falling back into order. It’s so crazy breathtaking and every feeling I never 

knew before surfaces. Praising God in this storm!

3/14/2020 5:47:13 PM patriotleah1776 How could you say you are confident in a stance unless you've dissected BOTH SIDES/ALL OPTIONS?

3/14/2020 5:47:36 PM sdane8 I think were talking about the same thing and approaching it from different angles. Peace

3/14/2020 5:48:25 PM sdane8 Me too. I had to transfer to my computer last week. LOL

3/14/2020 5:50:09 PM heedfulike The eyeroll was unnecessary but i maintain my position of incredulity

3/14/2020 5:50:33 PM wideawa26871633 If that's it, I'll be pissed.

3/14/2020 5:52:55 PM andyr1112 Martial law could happen, fema could happen, tp hoarders have happened 

Bill Cooper said FEMA is the devil, I believe him

3/14/2020 5:53:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 I have wondered about that so many times, so have thought if I know it then they know it so it must be off and cannot be correct.  Has made this all 

very hmmmmm we shall see what we see is all I can say.  Thank you for this one.

3/14/2020 5:54:17 PM monangesauvi .@threadreaderapp  please unroll

3/14/2020 5:54:57 PM sdane8 Appreciate the open dialogue. ♥️

3/14/2020 5:55:43 PM truckerwifelife Yes you are now expand your thinking. pic.twitter.com/OvERMyp4b0

3/14/2020 5:59:13 PM tonybinca That would just be another normal day in the life of the demonic MSM!

3/14/2020 6:00:16 PM fl_turtle I was looking into this last weekend. Definitely fits in somewhere.

POTOS has been p*ssd w/NATO (based in Netherlands) and its members for contributing a small % and the US a very high %.  He’ll recoup our $. So 

that’s another factor.

3/14/2020 6:00:44 PM jeffcordell6 Hopefully GITMO

3/14/2020 6:03:47 PM fansblowing3 Stock market would crash, fear would run rampant.  What happens after fake impeachment and fake pandemic?

3/14/2020 6:04:48 PM blsdbe #FromSeaToShiningSea

3/14/2020 6:05:52 PM lazyzimms Q sent me! We know more than they think!

3/14/2020 6:06:05 PM brianncali Fucking fools..... every one of them!

3/14/2020 6:06:22 PM jelavelechat They forgot that the hand sanitizer companies would be making more, and the stores would be restocking each day. Expensive miscalculation. 

I hope they kept their receipts, if they want a refund.

3/14/2020 6:06:56 PM blsdbe Maybe there will be a finiancial restructuring?

3/14/2020 6:07:41 PM pooky_steve give me your smeckels lol pic.twitter.com/33Y89jb28J



3/14/2020 6:08:12 PM aussieqne Most certainly can if you’ve been following events... #TheGreatAwakening❤️

3/14/2020 6:08:41 PM mariafaraci1 Sounds like a plan, I it is the plan, something has to happen between now and 4/10

3/14/2020 6:09:22 PM lazyzimms She’s complaining that Trump is undermining the press to control what people think...because that is “our job” - yes she said that.

3/14/2020 6:10:26 PM blsdbe Exactly.  https://www.qmap.pub/cases  pic.twitter.com/fp1dSNr9vd

3/14/2020 6:10:42 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 6:11:21 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 proof!

3/14/2020 6:14:07 PM kachinagtto I prefer to think that Trump has been setting them up for the biggest fall of all. They created and fell into their own trap. People will not forgive their 

actions - and those actions would be criminal.

3/14/2020 6:16:47 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 6:16:50 PM snarkishdanno  https://twitter.com/gunnysnark/status/1238871041327288328?s=21 … https://twitter.com/SnarkishDanno/status/1238871041327288328 …

3/14/2020 6:17:35 PM friskygolfer Or the white hats...

3/14/2020 6:20:59 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 6:23:01 PM demuth_terry Pidgeon?

3/14/2020 6:26:20 PM ebaned31 Amusingly... "Storm Front" by Jim Butcher

3/14/2020 6:27:09 PM rfgamble <G>... yeah, but this thing is all bad and the timing of certain events and people ' coincidences ' about proves this was a planned #Bioweapon... 

released on their own people so they could spread it to the globe during the Chinese New Year... Terrorist bed buddies, China and Iran

3/14/2020 6:28:57 PM 7patriot7 @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson

3/14/2020 6:30:57 PM terribug13 And that's exactly what they did!

3/14/2020 6:31:04 PM rifflemonica Wow! This is mind bending! 😳😳😳

3/14/2020 6:33:38 PM gothedistance88 Puppet masters preferred program

       #MSMIsTheEnemyOfThePeople #script  of fools pic.twitter.com/BqBtzP0ik9

3/14/2020 6:34:05 PM legglegg21 😡😡😡😡😡

3/14/2020 6:35:48 PM 0hawkward2 You didn't watch it. You are still asleep. Wake up & watch it.

3/14/2020 6:36:42 PM mongrelglory Found this good article discussing the size of the derivative markets and losses during this crash: https://kingworldnews.com/dow-crash-continues-

global-coronavirus-market-panic-plus-a-look-at-gold/ …

3/14/2020 6:37:01 PM juanitawills3 WOW

3/14/2020 6:37:22 PM heedfulike Yes.  Thanks for not taking my knee-jerk and unwarranted scorn to heart.  Just frustrated with all this nonsense.

3/14/2020 6:37:54 PM antarantanka Artists, musicians, poets, writers, comics tune into the collective ALL... which means if someone somewhere is planning something it’s known to the 

ALL because we are part of the ALL.

3/14/2020 6:38:40 PM revsitup nah read dr.marys monkey timeline details event people places with critical evidence

3/14/2020 6:38:45 PM sandratrimble11 today would happen - that is exactly what they are doing - they want people to fear as much as possible - they think it will hurt Trump but it will not.

3/14/2020 6:42:40 PM sdane8 No worries. 😊 I think we're all anxious for the storm.

3/14/2020 6:43:29 PM johnstreet44 Agree with you Dan. In addition to the large number of eyes newly open to the corruption and deceit of the MSM, it will be a huge shift for Trump and 

KAG. Many will see that DJT did exactly what was needed, when needed. Finally seeing him as a leader.

3/14/2020 6:46:37 PM valerie10402010 Yes it would.

3/14/2020 6:47:15 PM dkr_independent I believe there is a silent group of people out there that were on the fence with DJT, due to the Mueller probe. Once cleared, they jumped on board. 

But because of the media, and their family/friends, they aren’t talking about it. The group is in the millions.

3/14/2020 6:47:35 PM qdragonpower1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PatriotsSoapbox @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 @Q_AnonBaby @AIM9LM pic.twitter.com/t9tcEgyrXo

3/14/2020 6:47:54 PM saamprater Not “what if” but “of course they do”! pic.twitter.com/03hOncMG4g

3/14/2020 6:48:28 PM dotsethmelissa Nuts!!!

3/14/2020 6:52:20 PM identityasxy .

People come in all shapes and sizes, as do their intellectual capabilities and emotional & spiritual gifts.

Not everybody is wired for 'out to the box' critical analysis.  So we need patience.

3/14/2020 6:57:38 PM threshie2 Omg!!!!

3/14/2020 6:58:00 PM agentofspectre after you've seen all this stuff, it makes it ten times more frustrating having a conversation with someone who is parroting talking points from these 

clowns.

3/14/2020 6:58:11 PM johnlam80946827 The Grand Illusion...they've been doing it to us for centuries. Ops like this is how they convince entire countries to go to war, hate each other or to 

voluntarily turn their guns in. Never again. We can see clearly that the masses no longer believe the MSM.  The Great Awakening

3/14/2020 6:58:58 PM threshie2 Video says it’s unavailable now

3/14/2020 6:59:09 PM threshie2 Well said

3/14/2020 7:01:00 PM winklerburke “It is difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary depends upon his not understanding it.” — Upton Sinclair

3/14/2020 7:02:07 PM byegone1 Pretty sure that is the one of the Nevada Nuclear test sites.

Underground explosions humped up the ground sometimes and sometimes it sinks in. The big black pipe is a possible blast chamber for testing 

explosives.

3/14/2020 7:03:22 PM turboxyde Hmmm, link works for me... https://youtu.be/cHcAs-dsJDQ 

3/14/2020 7:03:43 PM cocobutt07 Wonder how much all these people get payed to lie to all of us? Crimes against humanity.. Cover up of major crimes.... Who will be held accountable?

3/14/2020 7:04:32 PM byegone1  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nevada_Test_Site …

3/14/2020 7:04:44 PM johnstreet44 Yes. And once this intentionally manufactured CV hysteria blows over, we should be looking at Mueller 2.0 for lingering fence-people. Would not be 

surprised if another 5 or 6 million take the leap starting in April.

3/14/2020 7:05:21 PM rosas7043 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are tom & rita hanks dead, arrested?  pic.twitter.com/RkT9HUSOf5

3/14/2020 7:06:09 PM sarahbe16753168 Yeah to stop mass shootings

3/14/2020 7:07:14 PM nick09826154 Yes, these puppets are “extremely dangerous to our democracy.”

3/14/2020 7:08:34 PM dianesaumure Hopefully our space allies would remove them all before they would have a chance

3/14/2020 7:08:43 PM sarahbe16753168 This is amazing

3/14/2020 7:09:17 PM kitnertodd George Van Tassel?

  Integratron (rejuvenation machine).

  Nikola Tesla?

Tesla Tower (free & healing energy).

What are your thoughts?

3/14/2020 7:10:14 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/naDIcJfPqq

3/14/2020 7:11:29 PM daveo6145 Per @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the inverse is protected- Did OB flip?

3/14/2020 7:14:31 PM angieco00740829 my grandma would call and inform me

3/14/2020 7:15:36 PM lovethebeach999 CNBC using “CV plaguing the market”

Intentional programming

3/14/2020 7:18:36 PM aussieqne I think it’s going to take more than 30 days for the cabal to be completely removed...



3/14/2020 7:19:19 PM kidge6 Did you mean @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/14/2020 7:19:47 PM aussieqne When the big arrests happen are you ready to admit Qanon is the real deal???

3/14/2020 7:20:42 PM christi18782046 Great work whoever put this together. Can’t get any clearer!

3/14/2020 7:21:01 PM patriotleah1776 Exactly what I was wondering!!

Some weird "coincidences"...

3/14/2020 7:21:08 PM ascendingadam Concave? Interesting. 

Message over messenger, don't shoot. 

MJ previously posted a phrase like 'more accurate' along with this gif. pic.twitter.com/aMqThWmLtc

3/14/2020 7:22:08 PM aussieqne You are a waste of time...your obviously not even following to come out with a comment like that... #mute pic.twitter.com/PmU0zPUsZ7

3/14/2020 7:22:13 PM wipslide192 Considering the dead bodies on the street it looks a bit like the Black Plague

3/14/2020 7:23:33 PM truthserum4all Anyone who looks at this and cannot see the truth… Not sure what to say about that. I hope the rest of the world will wake up soon

3/14/2020 7:24:57 PM jelavelechat Difference in Receptor Usage between Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) Coronavirus and SARS-Like Coronavirus of Bat Origin 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2258702/ …

3/14/2020 7:25:15 PM angelao_r Indeed!!!

3/14/2020 7:25:19 PM jelavelechat They engineered it.

3/14/2020 7:25:25 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve been waking up at around 3am and feel someone just out of phase watching me.   They are in the same corner of my bedroom every time. I’ve had 

the intuition from the first instance that it was MJ12.

3/14/2020 7:25:26 PM wipslide192 Ya many are blind to it that’s the problem!

3/14/2020 7:25:55 PM jelavelechat Harvard University Professor and Two Chinese Nationals Charged in Three Separate China Related Cases | OPA | Department of Justice 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related …

3/14/2020 7:26:18 PM jelavelechat They did that too.

3/14/2020 7:26:27 PM ascendingadam Are we living inside of a Concave Earth?

3/14/2020 7:26:30 PM dg82468110 How do these folks sleep at night?

Lies, Lies and more Lies!

Fake News 24/7

Turn these people off!

Don’t watch them they are a hazard to your health and sanity!

3/14/2020 7:27:00 PM nonlegornolegar But that’s not Juarez on your map, that’s Texas 😉

3/14/2020 7:27:59 PM marcomiramonte4 I wouldn't use it even if it was the last toilet paper on this Earth & it was free.. We already got plenty of her $!#t to clean up... Time 4 some Spring 

cleaning!

3/14/2020 7:28:21 PM upallnight39 I am the same.

I took a dream herb, Silene Capensis, last year, and had intense, vivid dreams where I felt like I interacted with nothing but "real people" and they 

started getting lucid.

Then the dreams dropped off after a few months.

Fuck it i will be awaking dream I suppose
3/14/2020 7:28:47 PM aaronhoughton10 Lord Steven Christ? I really want to know what you all think of this and if you're willing to consider the possibility He is who He claims to be. 

@LordConcave @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/LGAjn_qHTvk 

3/14/2020 7:30:14 PM nick09826154 Juarez is a the little circle to the left. 🙂 Yes, in Mexico.

3/14/2020 7:31:12 PM cosgood35 I’ve been using this for 6mo. Thank you!

3/14/2020 7:31:54 PM qsentme1718 Yup

3/14/2020 7:33:05 PM stevexclean Idiots

3/14/2020 7:33:17 PM coopersghost What would happen? Just look out the window or go to the nearest grocery store because it's happening right now!!!

3/14/2020 7:34:28 PM jacktsears1 Well done I love it. This is very true 🇺🇸

3/14/2020 7:35:01 PM lucyc5124 4 am talking points

3/14/2020 7:35:33 PM lyle_willis @qspiracy Agree. But there is 2 Strains of this Corona19

3/14/2020 7:36:13 PM andreaandco1 What would happen if they all conspired to make ...

Peace on Earth, goodwill toward men.  Luke 2:14

#GOGOD

🙏🏻✨

3/14/2020 7:37:18 PM stevexclean We went out tonight for pizza and beer. Went to the bowling ally, no, for real. People were bowling, if you were a germaphobe, last place ud b. Share 

shoes and fingers in balls.

Place did smell like bleach though😜🇺🇸#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

3/14/2020 7:37:40 PM qorvettem This is just creepy.  And angering.

3/14/2020 7:41:17 PM limejellie This is extremely unsettling.

3/14/2020 7:43:37 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Spaceshot76/status/1238937450568916993?s=19 …

3/14/2020 7:47:18 PM erik_segelstrom Shill alert 🚨

3/14/2020 7:48:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 #Winning https://twitter.com/axios/status/1238971445922762752 …

3/14/2020 7:48:33 PM noalvisi  https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/30000-us-soldiers-arrive-europe-without-masks …

3/14/2020 7:49:22 PM jvan125 Were [they] expecting a different result?

3/14/2020 7:49:37 PM phreatomagnetic They're going to be so disappointed

3/14/2020 7:51:41 PM nicholas_re and the liberal media is completely bummed

3/14/2020 7:51:46 PM keith369me So the message is stay put.  When do airlines cancel all flights?  Are highway restrictions coming as well?

3/14/2020 7:52:55 PM ckay54 That's awesome. Best pic of the day.

3/14/2020 7:55:23 PM keith369me Nothing can stop what's coming...Coronavirus is the most pathetic false flag ever.  Completely out of bullets...except the fake news media.

3/14/2020 7:55:56 PM aetherwalker1 STILL not concerned about CoronaChan at all!

People panic buying toilet paper, etc, even in my Midwestern city, is just wearisome. pic.twitter.com/i1giOqwXJ0

3/14/2020 7:56:40 PM aetherwalker1  https://www.getmytweet.com/ 

3/14/2020 7:58:02 PM theghost6969 unroll @threadreaderapp

3/14/2020 7:58:03 PM threadreaderapp Hello, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as 

truth.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/14/2020 7:58:03 PM icemcrypto We are the Borg. Open your minds and surrender. We will add your distinctiveness to our collective.

3/14/2020 8:00:01 PM robertg69989098 SG1 S:9 E:10-11



3/14/2020 8:03:51 PM patriotleah1776 I've noticed the same in my local area of family & public! I think it's the Cabal buying out all our toilet paper, either because they want us to think it's 

really bad or they're just in deep poo... normal everyday people, dem/rep are saying they didn't hoard TP, just reg restock

3/14/2020 8:05:29 PM txarmadilla This is like a really bad sci-fi movie, but it's really about them!

3/14/2020 8:06:34 PM blsdbe  https://twitter.com/gunnysnark/status/1238871041327288328?s=21 … https://twitter.com/SnarkishDanno/status/1238871041327288328 …

3/14/2020 8:07:11 PM tracynotaho There would be a klennex & Chicken soup shortage.

3/14/2020 8:07:18 PM jrocktigers "highway restrictions " - Yes. Soon.

3/14/2020 8:08:02 PM threshie2 It’s working now thanks

3/14/2020 8:08:55 PM worldxplorer1 I am very intrigued by the SteinProofs associated w/ LSC. They seem pretty cut and dry.

But the LSC info doesn’t vibe with me as much. Tbh I’ve only watched one other of his videos but I wasn’t convinced. But I’m open...  I see a few major 

holes in the theory.

That’s a start...

3/14/2020 8:10:05 PM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xq3hEMUeBGQ …

3/14/2020 8:11:23 PM girlawakeinca A stop movement for all of DOD. That’s a huge impact worldwide.

3/14/2020 8:12:25 PM beckydotdata I gotta say it: RAYYYYYYCCCCCCIIIIISSSSSTTTT. Now I feel better. Oh, wait, that's the bourbon.

3/14/2020 8:13:26 PM jojoemal Was Boston in there ?

I saw a Providence.

3/14/2020 8:14:33 PM twitsareangry "People are thinking for themselves, and not what we tell them to think.  This is extremely dangerous for our democracy- how can people choose for 

themselves if we don't tell them what to select?"

3/14/2020 8:15:06 PM nurseniceyes They would look like idiots.

3/14/2020 8:16:43 PM christinepolon1 You are 🗝️🛡 over the target💥🎯

3/14/2020 8:17:15 PM patriotleah1776 Just made me think of a mysterious wrist injury I woke up the other day. I don't have history of eczema. This small red patch appeared overnight with 3 

fresh holes shaped in a triangle. At first I called it spider bite. Now I'm thinking, how could it be a spider? Usually 2 holes?

3/14/2020 8:17:56 PM patriotleah1776 Could it be ETs?

I often wonder if they work WITH our military.

3/14/2020 8:20:09 PM dave_paragon2 Well.. they have

3/14/2020 8:20:23 PM 39anc6 I tink you are crazy. I think I'm crazy. In this world, crazy is the good way. 

I will let the information stay, and see what remains. I Believe all, untill (if it doesn't resonate with me ) vanishes

3/14/2020 8:22:31 PM dave_paragon2 They are extremely dangerous to our democracy

3/14/2020 8:23:26 PM postkneejerk Ba$ically what’z in play ...

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238969041932488710 …

3/14/2020 8:27:42 PM worldxplorer1 Interesting. Not trying to implant ideas but but that sounds like a frequently reported abduction ‘symptom’. 

Don’t like the word abduction though. Implies negativity. CE-4 maybe. 

Anything else of note happen that night? pic.twitter.com/gTIcl8RmcF

3/14/2020 8:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? pic.twitter.com/GszieX0e2M

3/14/2020 8:32:19 PM worldxplorer1 Appears that some do. Some do not. 

Why do you suspect ETs AND Military? Rather than 1 or the other? Just curious. 

I’m speaking from research (likely rife w/ disinfo) as well as limited experiences. 

I am not an authority but am happy to see if my knowledge can help somehow

3/14/2020 8:32:58 PM cchef1980 Yup.

3/14/2020 8:33:02 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 💗💗💗

3/14/2020 8:33:08 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/mZ2KJHefbi

3/14/2020 8:33:10 PM tippitiwitchet9 #BEBEST

3/14/2020 8:33:12 PM juliem94222447 🙏

3/14/2020 8:33:12 PM atashfire Melania is slick, maaaan...

3/14/2020 8:33:29 PM cledrordfishing I hope this becomes common knowledge very soon!

3/14/2020 8:34:38 PM melbourne_3000 I always see so many 17s on these Maj time line visits 😉

3/14/2020 8:35:16 PM kidge6 Thanks. Im still fuzzy on the Domain. im watching sg-1 again, paying particular attn 2 figuring that out. what is your perception of it?

3/14/2020 8:36:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real.

3/14/2020 8:36:14 PM americanpetal 5:5💖❤️💜

3/14/2020 8:36:16 PM burtonoaks They really want to know what 5:5 is.  We all do.

3/14/2020 8:36:31 PM llyr_crypto #BeBest

3/14/2020 8:37:18 PM jones_kip Read the drops, think for yourself 🙄

3/14/2020 8:37:28 PM by369surrounded It means loud and clear.

3/14/2020 8:37:39 PM girlawakeinca 5:5 Indeed 💫

3/14/2020 8:37:51 PM joycech93633346 Absolutely real

3/14/2020 8:37:57 PM by369surrounded It means loud and clear.

3/14/2020 8:38:18 PM truthdancer210 Sauce? Asking for a friend 😉

3/14/2020 8:38:19 PM wickedmouse369 5:5

3/14/2020 8:38:25 PM iknow04042015 Someone needs to let them know the U.S. is a Republic. pic.twitter.com/bq39kg6x1S

3/14/2020 8:38:33 PM christopher872 Does Bill Gates play a role in this, as in creation or modification of the CV? If so, is he acting in coordination with the Q team to help create a 

smokescreen so this operation can be carried out? Kim Clement mentions him. This  is the only thing that makes sense to me.

3/14/2020 8:39:47 PM ethereal_shaman 5:5

3/14/2020 8:40:07 PM ausanon369 5:5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 8:40:08 PM libbyvalley5 This, I love! 👁💖👁 🎶😁

3/14/2020 8:41:38 PM worldxplorer1 The concept of The Domain, IS-BE, and others that MJ12 reference frequently seem to originate from book I’m linking below. IIRC they mentioned it 

early on. https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

3/14/2020 8:41:56 PM patriotleah1776 The roundup might need to occur first. I most definitely notice it. But I live in a state that's not suppressed as much as others. Huge sleeping states I've 

noticed personally: CA/NY/TX/NC, then also some metro areas. Just my observation though.



3/14/2020 8:41:58 PM postkneejerk ‘The Jungle’©️ (and yes,

‘👁’ know itz background) ...

via @FVNTOM

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

🔛 @WinklerBurke: https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1239008666394570752 …

3/14/2020 8:42:49 PM jrocktigers Multiple (2) sources communicated to me. Interstate travel specifically. This week. That is all I got, but it would make sense.

3/14/2020 8:43:44 PM lizzah_83 BE BEST.

3/14/2020 8:44:17 PM differenced_it Still sleeping on this one.  Sorry, not sorry.

3/14/2020 8:44:26 PM truthdancer210 Thanks JRock. I’m going to dm you.

3/14/2020 8:44:48 PM patriotleah1776 Sorry, not both @ same time but now I'm pondering if maybe they do! But I'm used to the idea of ETs working at night, able to hide from view easy, 

but military would be anew idea to me personally.

3/14/2020 8:45:35 PM americanpetal I would love to read a thread on Melania. 💜💛💜

3/14/2020 8:45:46 PM aaronhoughton10 Which part of what I've shared makes you believe I don't think for myself? you haven't been paying attention silly goose.

3/14/2020 8:46:04 PM matrixexit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart #UnsealEpstein

3/14/2020 8:46:16 PM krucialnuera 69 pic.twitter.com/7dPtp5CoTQ

3/14/2020 8:48:42 PM ravisingkeegan Vaccines would then have been used.

3/14/2020 8:50:52 PM christopher872 Oh 1 more, do Simian Lines have any significance?

3/14/2020 8:51:06 PM qolemiss1 What in the world is IS-BE?

3/14/2020 8:55:07 PM iknow04042015 Yes, and could also be a yes in your pic of the reply to your post yesterday.

3/14/2020 8:55:20 PM fairyland66 #TeamTinker

#PutMeInCoach pic.twitter.com/3BW5c1sWs3

3/14/2020 8:57:09 PM heedfulike I am unable to maintain the dissonance required to “trust the plan”. There are too many red flags, omissions and inconsistencies with the whole 

narrative relative to what is known from the last 20yrs. Alas, the story at this point holds water like a sieve.  

https://www.wanttoknow.info/mk/mindwar-michael-aquino.pdf … pic.twitter.com/yVUcYk0805

3/14/2020 8:57:09 PM rtek777 March 22nd?

3/14/2020 8:57:45 PM worldxplorer1 Many people have reported seeing both together going all the way back to the first reported modern day abduction of Betty and Barney Hill. 

Corey Goode is a modern source on MiLabs. 

What is your theory about your triangle mark?

3/14/2020 8:57:57 PM realityloominng I hope it's what Melania is doing

3/14/2020 8:58:10 PM burtonoaks Well shit...

3/14/2020 8:58:53 PM keeganwilz 5's

3/14/2020 9:00:31 PM patriotleah1776 I just read the rest of your pinned tweet, I had only read the 1 portion & replied. Whoa. Now I'm wondering if Pleidian Girl is there! Really neat story. 

Mine is so similar except I didn't meditate faithfully & never met a Pleidian like that. I succumbed to PTSD & let it control.

3/14/2020 9:00:45 PM newworldpatrio1 .

3/14/2020 9:00:47 PM upallnight39 #warishell

#hellaswar

#weRNhell

#findheavenwithin

3/14/2020 9:00:49 PM geronim22212419 The thing about her..

Epstein and Slovaks

Trump and slovak model Melania

Coincidence?

3/14/2020 9:05:35 PM tt10ndd They just took out the Vatican mafia head.

3/14/2020 9:06:13 PM rtek777 Does the Mandela Effect have anything to do with the D-Wave Quantum Computers?

3/14/2020 9:07:07 PM qanon84 Watching Willy Wonka waiting for #TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/DuUhhx604Z

3/14/2020 9:08:34 PM qanon84 Its about to get bumpy right before it's ok again! 🙏 peace on earth pic.twitter.com/NdQRXxeNYb

3/14/2020 9:09:08 PM 28concerned They will pass soon.

3/14/2020 9:09:33 PM patriotleah1776 Never heard of all that yet!

Only time I heard of Mil & ET was when I was learning of Roswell crash, ETsurvivor at some point was housed with a Mil companion. I've seen the name 

Corey Goode but didn't hear of what he says. I'm not sure about triangle dots but isn't norm bite/rash

3/14/2020 9:10:06 PM carothersjoshua They actually went for it. Those crazy bastards

3/14/2020 9:11:31 PM lisabrosnan3 MSM is the enemy of the people!!

3/14/2020 9:12:30 PM kerrywest53 Nah!  Stretching it!

3/14/2020 9:13:57 PM patriotleah1776 Holes are perfectly spaced, only about 2 or so mm apart half mm diameter. When I looked close in the light to see what the heck it was, that's when I 

realized how unnatural it looked. Holes scabbed, almost gone now. Red still there. No pain. Ever. Just didn't set right w/ me.

3/14/2020 9:15:22 PM lonestartroy How will they enforce?

3/14/2020 9:15:50 PM 17emeraldroses @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 promotes him

3/14/2020 9:16:09 PM lonestartroy How will they enforce?

3/14/2020 9:16:42 PM andrewh65015420 "Weird Scenes Inside The Canyan- Laurel Canyon, Covert Ops & The Dark Heart of the Hippie Dream" - David McGowan.  This book reinforced my belief 

we are living in a simulation and everything we have been told about this world is a lie.

3/14/2020 9:17:43 PM aetherwalker1 Our Captain has turned on the 'Fasten Seat Belts' sign.

Please put your seatbacks and tray tables in their full upright and locked position and keep your seatbelt securely fastened.

3/14/2020 9:19:34 PM jrocktigers Not sure.. but I assume national guard , state troppers and local police.  Again, I have not seen confirmations of this myself. The action seems very 

plausible considering the rate and path of this situation.

3/14/2020 9:19:56 PM rfseopro 🤔interesting

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  #333  pic.twitter.com/9jmbNtWIZA

3/14/2020 9:21:39 PM patriotleah1776 What the flying eff?!?!

I saw the pic first, weird.

I was wondering why you were asking my thoughts lol

When I read posts, I start thinking about my own events, even if I shook them off as "normal" "coincidence", then things just start unfolding as the 

gears turn. Mine came.....

3/14/2020 9:22:01 PM sheaintcredible  pic.twitter.com/DhY6hyIhEm

3/14/2020 9:24:57 PM villwock14 That was fun.

3/14/2020 9:26:14 PM truthdancer210 The NG is already out and now that TP is out ... pic.twitter.com/aX2Dbh11ux



3/14/2020 9:26:19 PM sheaintcredible  https://www.geekwire.com/2020/report-amazon-gates-foundation-aim-team-scientists-home-test-kits-coronavirus/ …

3/14/2020 9:26:37 PM patriotleah1776 During a questionable time where I had a lapse of consciousness. Almost like general anesthesia. But while I was alert & awake. It was late at night but 

I've been upside down since January. Almost nocturnal, but awake up to 2 days at a time. Anywho, I was starting meatloaf.......

3/14/2020 9:26:45 PM upallnight39 #Reset2020

#2020vision

#bethefuture

3/14/2020 9:27:33 PM d3cod3it @this_vid

3/14/2020 9:29:10 PM upallnight39 #demandit

3/14/2020 9:29:27 PM sheaintcredible  pic.twitter.com/tUg0SBBoqi

3/14/2020 9:30:32 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/gGKNOw8LYv

3/14/2020 9:32:03 PM johndic63027991 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 check out the movie contagion 2011! It’s the script for this event!!

3/14/2020 9:32:41 PM lonestartroy The sheeple will allow it, we must not allow theGov’t this type of control. Texans will resist. The economy is about to collapse if we do not stop this non-

sense.

3/14/2020 9:33:47 PM emet_or_2020 Skimmed the 600 + doc after I downloaded it

3/14/2020 9:41:02 PM nm_zsr NM schools closed for next 3 weeks

3/14/2020 9:44:08 PM truthdancer210 The economy will definitely take a hit but the rough time won’t last long. IMO with 🙏

3/14/2020 9:45:50 PM kidge6 Oooohhh! From Airls interviews, yes. I forgot where that came from. My brain did a lateral and was a trying to associate that with SG-1. Thank you. I 

have read the interview. But, I have not seen this video with the commentary.

3/14/2020 9:48:29 PM upallnight39 #undercover

#spaceranger

#spaceforcegeneral

#SourceAnonymous

3/14/2020 9:49:45 PM calimountiangal 👏👏👏👏👏

3/14/2020 9:50:21 PM doenymm He's got a variety of followers..that just makes me question him even more

3/14/2020 9:52:54 PM 17emeraldroses I watched a Q YouTube video of someone I have followed for over a year and they even think he could be Q and encouraged us to watch the videos. 

Someone that is normally always on target. Couldn’t believe it.

3/14/2020 9:53:08 PM kidge6 Okay. Do we have a good bead on the domain? They, if I remember correctly, are super high dimensional no longer in body,  don't interact much with 

other races except when in a deep hole and are pretty much really good guys. Close?

3/14/2020 9:53:13 PM prana_juana Sounds about right

3/14/2020 9:53:23 PM patriotleah1776 (Bad karma, I know) but the strange thing is, MY MEMORY ends right there once I put the meat in the bowl. My next memory is waking up in my bed. I 

had to question my husband (witness) as to what happened to me cooking & why I was sleeping in bed. I don't remember:

3/14/2020 9:54:39 PM decodematrix Gnostic Illuminati

 https://2012portal.blogspot.com/2012/04/forces-of-light-and-forces-of-darkness.html …

3/14/2020 9:57:30 PM awakene92885216  pic.twitter.com/PRsK4Mr03w

3/14/2020 9:58:48 PM doenymm not falling for it, personally. there are good people out there that are being misled by this asshat.

3/14/2020 10:00:08 PM 17emeraldroses Yeah. It’s making me so mad. I downloaded that video and am going to post it in comments when I see people tweet his stuff

3/14/2020 10:02:35 PM jeremysmithson5 JFK was assassinated by the Soviet Union, according to my now-deceased great uncle, member of his cabinet, Admiral, & both Mission Manager & 

Director of the Office of Manned Space Flight, Apollo Program, & head of the Special Projects Office. This comports with the evidence.

3/14/2020 10:02:57 PM jeremysmithson5 My great uncle was Admiral Roderick Osgood Middleton, by the way.

 https://www.usslittlerock.org/co-data/clg4/middleton_bio.html …

3/14/2020 10:03:47 PM sharpedge42 The Q fairy waved her magic wand, all the bad men disappeared, and everyone lived happily ever after. The end.

Do you still believe in Santa too?

3/14/2020 10:04:17 PM doenymm anything to get people to wake up. Thank you 🙏🏻

3/14/2020 10:06:13 PM patriotleah1776 Adding ingredients, mixing, placing in pan, turning on & loading oven, cutting veggies for potatoes o'Brien (I was supposed to make mashed potatoes & 

gravy?) And starting the potatoes. Hubs said he heard me in kitchen going to town chopping, then it got quiet. Then shortly after-

3/14/2020 10:08:36 PM patriotleah1776 Emerged from kitchen to living room, missing ALL my clothes I was wearing, I stumbled and collapsed next to couch so he drug me into bed. He said it 

was like i was insta-drunk, yet we didn't even have the alcohol on hand to get me that wasted. He said he went to check on "dinner"

3/14/2020 10:10:44 PM patriotleah1776 Yet I had simply turned everything off. He said, what's weird, is he had hollered from couch, when's dinner going to be ready (was darn near 3am?!) 

And I hollered back 20 minutes. That's when the silence began. So he explained he turned everything back on, and all food was....

3/14/2020 10:11:58 PM jeremysmithson5 Furthermore, the files revealed a field agent observed Lee Harvey Oswald, Marxist & former U.S. Marine who defected to the Soviet Union & lived in 

Moscow for several years, had met with a KGB handler, in Mexico, just days before he assassinated JFK.

3/14/2020 10:12:03 PM jeremysmithson5 According to my great uncle, the fear was engaging in a nuclear war, if the public found out, which would do nothing to bring back the President. The 

Soviets, & their sympathizers, then engaged in extensive disinformation campaigns, thereafter, to sow confusion among Americans.

3/14/2020 10:12:14 PM jeremysmithson5 Case closed.

3/14/2020 10:13:32 PM patriotleah1776 Done perfectly in 20 min exact. I said no, you're BSing me, nope, there's the leftovers. I couldn't wake you up to eat. So I made myself a plate as I 

hadn't ate in over 24 hrs, and never tasted such amazing meatloaf or potatoes.

3/14/2020 10:15:05 PM patriotleah1776 I kept asking Q's, who cut these potatoes? Why are there onions AND bell peppers in them? What happened to MASHED potatoes? What did I do to 

this meatloaf? (I mean I do make a killer meatloaf, but this was out of this world) then he looks at me and says, you're not joking, are u.

3/14/2020 10:17:58 PM patriotleah1776 I still can't believe what happened. I know my hubs can't cook like that. I even went searching for my clothes, found them. They were dry, clean, 

unburned. Not sure why I would have stripped them off mid-cookfest. So yeah. I've always been skeptical. I try & brush stuff off...

3/14/2020 10:21:11 PM blsdbe This is informative!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/14/2020 10:21:41 PM speaakn Wowzers - Peace is the Prize - I love it!!  Aaron, can you share the gematria link, please, sir, when you get time. Great videos btw and thank you!

3/14/2020 10:21:51 PM cstarr888 Immortal Spirit in a Biological Entity (us)

🧐🙏😂 pic.twitter.com/F90PgYmbYx

3/14/2020 10:21:59 PM blsdbe H/t @laurabusse 🥰🙏🥰

3/14/2020 10:22:42 PM patriotleah1776 So do you have an idea why a triangle mark would be left by? If it were a contact? I never put any of these things together. I've heard of implants in 

"abductees". But I also read somewhere that black hats would do the abducting, but wipe the memory & replace with....

3/14/2020 10:25:15 PM patriotleah1776 hostile ET abduction to get us to turn on real ETs who were truly benevolent, to get us to believe in their manufactured "hostile alien invasion" to make 

it look like they killed earthlings when it was the cabal type people trying to murder us. Can't remember source of that,

3/14/2020 10:25:25 PM al_aven Hey MJ, where can I find a copy of this to share offline? Mind expanding for those who haven’t yet been given the gift of the red pill. Thx for all you do 

BTW. Stay safe out there, ...er, at home. 👍



3/14/2020 10:25:45 PM geronim22212419 and from my perspective, he sold Ivanka to Satan in order to survive his worldly storm, rather than seeking God.

He chose humanism over repentance and seeking God and allowing God to handle. You know the JOB thing

but, what do I know

3/14/2020 10:26:24 PM tting69ty He b gates should be forced to take all of his vaccines and corona virus all at same time and pit t in solitary with little food n water. He doesn't want 

Humanity to survive?! He should be sent out injected with his glorious vaccines and all the diseases he's funded creation of.

3/14/2020 10:26:39 PM patriotleah1776 I jump around like I have ADD when researching. I learned some weird things over the past 2 decades but still have so many new things come up.

3/14/2020 10:29:44 PM blsdbe Q Likes!!! pic.twitter.com/X0U4NKGqZt

3/14/2020 10:29:55 PM mupbuttercup COVID-19 normal cold for US, code for operation concerning THEM

3/14/2020 10:30:46 PM patriotleah1776 You know what? Maybe I read half asleep, that either not all MJ's are human or work from this planet, or something of the sorts, so my visual was a 

couple "ETs" sitting at a desk mentally ordering a typist to tweet for them. Then after reading parts of the MJ tweet pdf (618pgs)

3/14/2020 10:30:55 PM guitargearnmore Sounds like more 4 am talking points.

3/14/2020 10:31:31 PM blsdbe @Toffer_Anon_369 👀👀👀

3/14/2020 10:32:03 PM worldxplorer1 5:5

Look at the energy of #BeBEST. 

It’s not a movement against something such as a cause that is Anti___.  (Low vibration)

It’s not a movement promoting a cause like something Pro___.  (Moderate vibration)

It inspires IDENTITY.  Birthplace of ideas & action. (High vibration)
3/14/2020 10:32:46 PM lattegirl1718 Really⁉️⁉️⁉️

3/14/2020 10:33:11 PM maureenhalkyard 🤔...

3/14/2020 10:34:09 PM patriotleah1776 I stumbled upon Sandia the ET. that's why I started wondering if maybe they work together, because of Roswell AND some of their tweets were almost 

in alignment with MJ12. WHEN THEY SAY AWAKEN, LITERALLY YOU SLEEP LESS, AND STAY AWAKE MORE? This stuff is mindblowing.

3/14/2020 10:34:28 PM oo1o110 Nice illustration but I would have put a golden ball in the center and a bunch of bodies (like the one in the center) on the spindles.

Constructive criticism :)

3/14/2020 10:35:29 PM aaronhoughton10 @AustinSteinbart IS the Supreme Key(keystone)

@LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#Godwins #Qanon #WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/Q6O4wuuVC8U 

3/14/2020 10:38:04 PM patriciawwatson Thanks for sharing.

3/14/2020 10:43:52 PM upallnight39 #longliveDaQueen

#atriarchy pic.twitter.com/5GqxpWAqiU

3/14/2020 10:44:58 PM entheosshines @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#PeaceIsThePrize 

"Prayer said every day in the oval office"  

What's the one thing that can unite everyone left/right?  Why is May 29th significant?  #Brilliant #WeAreOne 

https://twitter.com/EntheosShines/status/869068103212314624?s=20 …

3/14/2020 10:45:28 PM kidge6 Please, draw it. Post it. Show us what you're envisioning.

3/14/2020 10:46:44 PM kidge6 Don't you just know she's got to be playing an enormous role behind the scenes.

3/14/2020 10:48:56 PM kidge6 Neither 1, nor 7, nor 8 makes a 3,6 or 9. How is 17 related to 369? They seem disassociated.

3/14/2020 10:49:40 PM kidge6 I can add the one in the eighth to get a 9 but then I'm left with 7 which is not Majestic. Anyone have any thoughts?

3/14/2020 10:50:22 PM michaeljadasky The elites have democracy.

3/14/2020 10:52:25 PM disfellocated “Our democracy” is code. 😉

3/14/2020 10:54:38 PM crypto_pr13st I know people at the frontlines in hospital. Its not a common cold.

3/14/2020 10:56:10 PM giltron2  pic.twitter.com/roMLijQIoV

3/14/2020 11:01:48 PM doodzentripz Nothing at all

3/14/2020 11:04:21 PM coolonezone Change the anti-trust laws to limit the number of media company's one company can own, as it was before 1990.

  https://www.nytimes.com/1984/07/27/business/fcc-raises-limit-on-total-statunderions--one-owner.html …

3/14/2020 11:04:54 PM emperro61119379 Hey man, check the Gematria of concave earth ^^

3/14/2020 11:05:21 PM eo_swan The funding for abortumion that has nothing to do with Covid-19?

3/14/2020 11:05:39 PM ericsteelelive Make it stop.

3/14/2020 11:09:21 PM worldxplorer1 I think they are saying the power of 3 6 9 is playing a role in the volume of 17’s that are manifesting not that 17 is by original Definition Majestic.

Rather 17 is the numerical symbol of Q & The Great Awakenings. 

17 acts as the symbolic antithesis of the 33 of the Cabal.

3/14/2020 11:09:30 PM lynn_gran Praying....🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/14/2020 11:09:36 PM travis_ebarb Bwhahaha I feel that

3/14/2020 11:10:49 PM travis_ebarb Kip yeah I am not understanding what you're saying either it was pretty cut-and-dry what his logic was about.. he never claimed anything

3/14/2020 11:11:42 PM lysa26832458 Isn’t that very similar to what they are doing now? Maybe?

3/14/2020 11:14:34 PM _call_me_roy "What really happened"

3/14/2020 11:15:45 PM roxannegaulden Thank you for all your hard work. It is appreciated very much.

3/14/2020 11:17:11 PM lordconcave  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Peace+is+the+prize ….

3/14/2020 11:20:21 PM _call_me_roy What really happened when the wizards and warlocks revealed what they had?

British MI6 agents dead

When? How?

What was reported?

What really happened?

What happened to the Hindenburg?

What really happened to the Hindenburg? pic.twitter.com/EszFBs0YH3
3/14/2020 11:20:34 PM n2zyk Exactly what we see today



3/14/2020 11:21:32 PM roxannegaulden God Bless us all, Lord please keep all those in harm's way safe. We can never adequately show how much we appreciate all the warriors fighting for our 

FREEDOM. In Jesus name I pray Amen.

3/14/2020 11:21:50 PM holotechrd I'M TELLING YOU IT'S NOT Q OR TRUMP'S PLAN.. 

SOURCE DIRECTIVES PERIOD

3/14/2020 11:24:06 PM oscarvanpb I get it, it sure looks as though there has been some extreme sensationalising of the the situation, however I have good friends in northern Italy 🇮🇹, and 

what they are saying is that it’s far worse than we think. One of which is an icu nurse and she comes home crying  each night

3/14/2020 11:24:44 PM atlasguardian1 6 3 9 🦁👑

#Titans

#WWG1WGA

#TheFallOfBabylon #TheRiseOfAtlantis #TheGreatAwakening #OperatorDialedIn pic.twitter.com/Zd59q7JjTg

3/14/2020 11:30:05 PM tracybirk1  pic.twitter.com/Hgx4Be51wu

3/14/2020 11:33:52 PM cheryl45maga OperationMockingbird

3/14/2020 11:34:33 PM tracybirk1 Pirbright?  http://one.org , Bill and melinda Gates fdn? pic.twitter.com/YB2kDN5Smm

3/14/2020 11:34:41 PM emperro61119379 also the english values are interesting too. Oddly enough to me that it also gave me the name of a park close to me where there is the only church of 

center Berlin that got destroyed during WW 2 and that was just left in its ruin for reasons i guess.  Kinda wanna check it out now

3/14/2020 11:34:54 PM house_poseidon Okay, i have a riddle for yew guise:  How come on #StarTrek they never wear spacesuits on away missions?

@LordConcave @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Po69xOnTJ5

3/14/2020 11:35:24 PM tracybirk1  pic.twitter.com/jMYCSPNeIl

3/14/2020 11:39:17 PM q_patchouli Thank You for the back up my friend

3/14/2020 11:39:53 PM bluja4 🤣👍

3/14/2020 11:42:05 PM crisco2377 Majestic, Truth please...The Entire Punchline of the Corona-Virus for the DS is the Damned Vaccine..isn't it???

3/14/2020 11:44:53 PM fuknutz We need an updated coronavirus version of this "kaleidoscope of bullshit".

3/14/2020 11:52:28 PM kidge6 Gah.  Thanks you two.  That has been bugging me.  

Is there not a similar entity in SG-1 that i might have confused it with? mysterious, powerful, good kind of overseer that only gets involved when the 

others are beyond helping themselves?

3/14/2020 11:56:27 PM worldxplorer1 I’m not a great SG-1 resource. I’ve probably watched less than 20% of the episodes.

3/14/2020 11:59:33 PM cstarr888 It's just a very simplified version intended for people new to the concept. 

In my understanding, it is so complicated it couldn't be drawn in 2D at all. 

🧐🙏💖

3/14/2020 11:59:49 PM mongrelglory Interesting!  It's the same thing here in the Toronto area in Canada.  Toilet paper sold out.  Guess most Canadians don't own bidets. 😏

3/15/2020 12:01:40 AM oo1o110 Of course. I was just thinking about that very thing just now. It's so difficult to convey quantum concepts in 2D.

3/15/2020 12:05:21 AM sherrypie45 [322] That’s a 187 on the Cabal. Maybe.

3/15/2020 12:06:16 AM unittzoo I’m seeing Debt relief starting with student loans being paid off!! 

Nesara has started!! 3/15 BOOOOM!

3/15/2020 12:09:56 AM lovinintention They did do this ! https://youtu.be/Q6TqXLTSjpI 

3/15/2020 12:09:59 AM lordconcave The events from that video you showed happened 6 months BEFORE the Austin Archive data dump.  They took place between December 31, 2017 and 

January 2, 2018.

3/15/2020 12:10:09 AM reckoningtruth He let you know,,🤭😂🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/d3yMGQf0rm

3/15/2020 12:12:27 AM littlefroggy6 They are already there

3/15/2020 12:15:08 AM gravettdebra Any truth to this going around??? Credit card debut wiped clean??? pic.twitter.com/zcqkcHpQTN

3/15/2020 12:18:02 AM gravettdebra This is going around...any truth in it?? pic.twitter.com/rHrZHDFOy0

3/15/2020 12:18:32 AM patriotleah1776 Really?!?!

I've only heard of most all us states & Australia ran out of toilet paper.

I wonder if all countries have mysterious TP outages.

3/15/2020 12:20:41 AM nxp_tvn Am I continuing the cycle by sharing this👀🤦🏼♀️😅🤷🏼♀️

3/15/2020 12:21:49 AM co_lapse Offenders of human population? You must be in the camp that humans are like a virus/herd that need to be culled; not an absolute one of kind 

intelligent, spiritual, living, loving being not found anywhere else.. wow

3/15/2020 12:22:05 AM 1977spiritual 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/nq4YKeSo1i

3/15/2020 12:23:20 AM jeffw355 I am both, depending on the day. lol

3/15/2020 12:27:44 AM anonyboss This is the reason why I will not watch the MSM. 

LAW CHANGE IN 2012, lying about America to Americans became the norm. Legally. Hmm why the need for the change to the law set forth in 1948? 

Awake Yet?

3/15/2020 12:29:31 AM mongrelglory Lots of empty shelves in major cities across Canada, Toronto, Calgary and Vancouver especially. Toilet paper and bottled water seems to sell out first, 

but there was no fresh meat, milk, rice or pasta (or spaghetti sauce) left when I went this morning.  Still lots of beer though!

3/15/2020 12:29:36 AM dropsondeoperat Really? Open up the JFK case yet again?  If there's anyone left who doesn't understand that Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated JFK then they're not going 

to be convinced no matter what is done. Time to move on conspiracy theorist's!!!

3/15/2020 12:30:02 AM mongrelglory We have our priorities straight in Canada. 😋

3/15/2020 12:31:00 AM aaronhoughton10 Thank you, I pinned your comment.

3/15/2020 12:31:44 AM anonyboss It became legal to propagandize in 2012, change to a law set forth in 1948. Lie to Americans about America. Why? 🤔

3/15/2020 12:34:13 AM scott_emeson funny, many people believe differently.

Why won't the unseal?

3/15/2020 12:35:23 AM q_army1 didnt you do one on impeachment ...

mockingbird media before?

3/15/2020 12:36:10 AM mateuszwala Anything close to ONENNES is mostly truth.

Words, thoughts, actions.

We are limbs of first source. 

Universe TRAVEL!!! 😃😊😄

3/15/2020 12:36:52 AM dropsondeoperat Let them believe what they want. Industries are set up whose only purpose is to propagate conspiracy theories and then make money off of it due to 

people's paranoia. I saw it all the time as a career cop; where people absolutely close their minds and refuse to accept the truth.

3/15/2020 12:38:12 AM anonyboss Funny, he owns the Patent on the CV. Imagine that uh? Depopulation is a thing the BMG Foundation wants..Awake Yet?

3/15/2020 12:38:51 AM saratay79604604 #Unroll

3/15/2020 12:43:48 AM tomlinsondeonna I hope there is a special place in Hell for all of em involved in such a horrible thing 🤬 because it’s absolutely cruel to do that to those who hay placed 

their trust in them !!!



3/15/2020 12:45:39 AM boondognews Lucille will show up pic.twitter.com/cvAyCp4avr

3/15/2020 12:46:24 AM boondognews Ok that 1 chick standing there with a look of a broken hip JUST to NOT be taller than the man is hilarious

3/15/2020 12:46:27 AM bb1272216718 Want to hear a corona virus joke?   “You probably wont get it” 🤣

3/15/2020 12:47:02 AM boondognews Love that red black dress 🙄

3/15/2020 12:48:09 AM speaakn Thank you!

3/15/2020 12:51:36 AM trumppallooza Do you sleep much??

3/15/2020 12:52:47 AM patriotleah1776 I doubt he has ingested

any adrenochrome.

Take that NP.

Now you go take a test.

Double dare.

3/15/2020 12:53:43 AM ausanon369 You have to realise, most the Trump specific sketches were actually fake, and created after his election.

3/15/2020 12:53:54 AM scott_emeson Why won't they unseal?

3/15/2020 12:56:34 AM 1977spiritual I have my moments being both 2!

3/15/2020 12:57:03 AM dropsondeoperat Who cares? I've got far more important things to worry about right now. Doubters are going to doubt.... always! Apparently they have an enormous 

amount of free time on their hands.

3/15/2020 1:01:08 AM notevenchad17 Have you ever been on the 8Chan Board Aaron??

3/15/2020 1:02:15 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/LCeXEMOpU8

3/15/2020 1:02:21 AM notevenchad17 Wait, what is this all about?? I can't keep up. KEK!! pic.twitter.com/1r6hQi8LyA

3/15/2020 1:02:23 AM peteyfoozer Apparently not a lot 😳

3/15/2020 1:04:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? pic.twitter.com/gcoHbY5j29

3/15/2020 1:05:41 AM oosmarcoos Predicting unexpected components

3/15/2020 1:05:43 AM tomlinsondeonna That’s when all that tolet paper will come in really handy 👍🤣😂

3/15/2020 1:05:44 AM jeffw355 That is the difference between 3D and 4D. IMO Imagine what living in 5D would be like? :) pic.twitter.com/cv5VM2ME5K

3/15/2020 1:05:49 AM randysummit1 Love this video!

ThanQ for posting

3/15/2020 1:05:52 AM one_autist Yeh. His explanation helps shed light on some phrases from the Q board. https://twitter.com/one_autist/status/1238159495911690240?s=19 …

3/15/2020 1:06:00 AM valhalla11111 Cognitive dissonance 

A lot still dont

But when the masses are all huddled in their homes it will be a perfect few weeks to quickly drop in some HUGE news stories

Like frazzled. RIP

3/15/2020 1:06:02 AM riberdyron Hey @AdamSchiff do you think he will rat you out, he looks scared.

Maybe he'll be Epsteined! Trump will come for you in due time!

3/15/2020 1:06:08 AM justanon12 Or 17,000 bottles of hand sanitizers? 5:5

3/15/2020 1:06:18 AM litecoin_bull Pain 🤒👿👿

3/15/2020 1:06:52 AM randysummit1 Indeed 5:5

3/15/2020 1:07:17 AM stefanofait Asymptomatic or mild infection for most, it involves severe flu-like symptoms and nasty dry cough for some and pneumonia / septic shock / respiratory 

failure / or even death after an excessive immune response for many elderly patients pic.twitter.com/OAc6DABNQJ

3/15/2020 1:08:56 AM baalkiller45 Ole Adam The Standard Hotel Schiff's bestiest buddy, Ed Hotshot Buck. Lookin like that Gillum feller applyin for his spot.

#StarveThePedovores

#TrumpQanon2020

3/15/2020 1:10:22 AM shellyjacobs This illogical USA toilet paper mass hysteria panic is a biz opportunity for the installation of tens of millions of bidets! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-bKCw53APuk …

3/15/2020 1:11:18 AM notevenchad17 I swear there's about 200 lessons and points proven with CV. Amazing game theory here.

3/15/2020 1:11:19 AM wingsstrange Pure Evil, Soros's kin

3/15/2020 1:11:42 AM rangler2016 #EdBuck

3/15/2020 1:12:38 AM francois1903  pic.twitter.com/Efflo5LAHd

3/15/2020 1:12:51 AM bb1272216718 Its been real the whole time ,  changing of the guard, makes a difference,  honestly , honestly message over messenger , lets quit, attacking people, the 

message is important,

3/15/2020 1:12:51 AM notevenchad17 Wait a minute....🤔🙂💪 pic.twitter.com/QORAdGnwjQ

3/15/2020 1:15:05 AM mateuszwala My simpliest solutuon:

Wash your butt in bathroom.

3/15/2020 1:15:35 AM lassejohansso19 Yes 5:5! Shitting their fancy pants!

3/15/2020 1:17:28 AM burning2nd i finally realize it.. Its the great awakening, everyone who is woke already is fine.. Its all the people who are about to shit them selfs when the truth 

drops who went out and made the most irrational  purchase possible....  Lots of people are about to loose their shit

3/15/2020 1:19:46 AM geranon3 They act like in walking dead covid would be a zombi virus,welcome to armaggedon!

3/15/2020 1:21:01 AM anael63776750  pic.twitter.com/ptVVvK0N3N

3/15/2020 1:21:16 AM brad_pershing Adam Schiff is shaking in his boots?Your threats  are idle.Remember how Trump was going to lock up Coemey,McCabe,Hillary ,Clapper etc,.It never  

happened because  Trump lied ,they had done nothing wrong.Same with Schiff.All talk.

3/15/2020 1:24:00 AM anonyboss 5:5 

Who owns ptnt, BMGF

3/15/2020 1:26:27 AM ethereal_shaman @AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AaronHoughton10

What is a leiscerbettian and why is Austin in these gematria decodes from a year ago?  3:57m 

👀

 https://youtu.be/3SJdVP-eKX0 

And here @ 2:34

 https://youtu.be/MqhnDM4M68s 
3/15/2020 1:32:22 AM der_wanderer8 Thank you 💜

3/15/2020 1:32:48 AM pearlbeyondpri1 Aaron, can you pls break down what the point is that you are making here? 

Jesus is definitely back and He’s here right now so check that one off the list....What is this weird stuff all about? I can’t follow the train of thought to 

the point...

3/15/2020 1:35:45 AM t_r_johnson  pic.twitter.com/1xI0mmuM1i



3/15/2020 1:37:59 AM patriotleah1776 Shit storm is here.

3/15/2020 1:39:34 AM t_r_johnson And buying cheap 1-ply sandpaper TP to boot😬

3/15/2020 1:39:52 AM upallnight39 Lol best explanation I have seen

3/15/2020 1:41:13 AM heartcrossgifts Immortal Spirit Biological Entity.

3/15/2020 1:42:07 AM upallnight39 #fromfirsttolast

#whoisQGalt

3/15/2020 1:42:49 AM heartcrossgifts Peter Best, original Beatles drummer

3/15/2020 1:46:57 AM patriotleah1776 National Guard?

Marines?

Over 70% of us will stay put voluntarily once we're told?

Why do you think we all have groceries stocked & ready?

3/15/2020 1:47:23 AM edenfieldpl 17

3/15/2020 1:47:24 AM patriotleah1776 It's about the BREAK?

3/15/2020 1:47:39 AM edenfieldpl @replouiegohmert

3/15/2020 1:49:39 AM c2m1ll3 Billy G.

3/15/2020 1:49:55 AM susang7671 Prerecord identical media then release based on other pre-recorded signals like lady in red, touching lenses of looking glass (Alice) and white nose/face 

(deadly bat nose fungus) while advising to keep hands sanitized/off face (puppets profit by price gouging/limiting stock)

3/15/2020 1:51:51 AM c2m1ll3 Project Monarch, MK ULTRA...read about them...Google them.

3/15/2020 1:53:11 AM snakesanders22 Sorry, who is this guy in the photo?

3/15/2020 1:55:57 AM patma369 With you all the way on this one mate!!

3/15/2020 1:57:40 AM patma369 #SillyGoose 😎

3/15/2020 2:00:21 AM weareeternal4 Ed Buck

3/15/2020 2:06:39 AM susang7671 and all the pre-recorded is released (even zipped body bags allegedly with bodies no autopsy) no weeping next of kin, and more media calling out for 

fresh blood donations (SanAntonio) and cancelling new public appearances while real masterminds hunkered down.

3/15/2020 2:19:16 AM susang7671 But the plotters were interrupted by Trump”s election and other benevolent true Patriots and heroes who had earlier discovered the plot and lessen 

the impact to humanity by studying nosea fungus causing decline of honey bees that spread to fruit that spread to fruit bats.

3/15/2020 2:23:22 AM _369311119 We would win.

3/15/2020 2:23:39 AM the_fjalar Be Best!

3/15/2020 2:24:40 AM kidge6 I rarely watch tv programming. But, What a riveting series. Esp for mjs. Gives MJ intel another level.

3/15/2020 2:24:56 AM katie03188149 And told people they had it. 🤔

When they didn't.

3/15/2020 2:26:51 AM sparkleloung Enemy Of The Peephole

3/15/2020 2:29:16 AM _369311119  https://twitter.com/_369311119/status/1215091629440323584?s=19 …

3/15/2020 2:31:29 AM imclearlynotsl1 Ew

Who da fuq is this creepy ass white dude?

3/15/2020 2:35:41 AM monroevegas My mom watched the JFK assassination...she says it was a 4 seat vehicle they were in...but we all see a 6 seat vehicle. Strange.

3/15/2020 2:39:56 AM integratedwebuk BE BEST!!!

3/15/2020 2:40:55 AM logicalthinki17  https://twitter.com/LogicalThinki17/status/1238940516458172417 …

3/15/2020 2:45:18 AM susang7671 So again, I linearly voice this through the veil of the quantum to everyone still in the dark box but seeing the Light of our ONE God shining dimly and 

sounding like a gently babbling brook calling you softly: fear and panic are both just paper sharks.

3/15/2020 2:45:44 AM 2cgordon This is crazy

3/15/2020 2:58:50 AM thegag444 Must watch 🚨 this video  spy gate down linked 

 https://t.co/EGIgmkbQBY  https://twitter.com/spygatedown/status/1239036863559524352?s=21 …

3/15/2020 3:04:26 AM midnight_medusa  https://youtu.be/fmKiiY_HqsY 

3/15/2020 3:06:06 AM goforthmatthew  pic.twitter.com/9YKaOYP45A

3/15/2020 3:06:29 AM goforthmatthew  pic.twitter.com/o2pQLy9CRZ

3/15/2020 3:06:48 AM goforthmatthew  pic.twitter.com/BiPQPTDgjI

3/15/2020 3:07:18 AM taradea08775439 @John_F_Kennnedy @MrsMogul @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kennedy_bouvier @VincentCrypt46 @JohnFKennedy @WhiteHouse @Time4U2Know 

pic.twitter.com/SqsnUAjsAN

3/15/2020 3:10:09 AM taradea08775439  pic.twitter.com/MlbXHdLCAa

3/15/2020 3:11:17 AM arkansasgirl5 Same here! 🙌

3/15/2020 3:15:05 AM lynnmar42209594 Looks like it won't be much longer 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/galactic-central-sun/ …

3/15/2020 3:19:09 AM christineneuen Please get some rest, Aaron. I pray that's what you're doing at the moment.

I can't stop thinking about what you've said. I am truly worried for Austin, Steven, you, & myself at this point. Attacks are increasing.

Armor Of God.

3/15/2020 3:23:40 AM amandag23845410 5:5!

3/15/2020 3:24:25 AM tillie71120939 Our 1st lady is so amazingly beautiful!

3/15/2020 3:25:09 AM lordconcave GOD WINS.

NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.

NOTHING.

3/15/2020 3:28:15 AM lizzybellefox It's a fraction.

3/15/2020 3:34:26 AM rickmsimpson Supply and demand at its best, only problem is that with Communism all of the profiteers end up being the government Cronies rather than the 

“Entrepreneurs”. You can put any label you want on the Cruel and Selfish Turds. In the end… God will redistribute according to their need.

3/15/2020 3:35:05 AM eewwanon I went down the LSC rabbit hole 5 or 6 years ago. He is a complete nutter butter. Come on guys. pic.twitter.com/QqZrWVOpkk

3/15/2020 3:38:33 AM t_d_s_doctorphd It’s cuz they are full of crap and they know it

3/15/2020 3:40:19 AM lordconcave "Hey guyz, agree with my opinion and name calling about Steve, or yr all too-pid, mkay?"

3/15/2020 3:43:38 AM diaptera_80 Toilet paper manufacturer in Sweden is now in flames. How ironic is that!

3/15/2020 3:47:11 AM eewwanon About right. I dealt with you LSC acolytes back then too. Sheep.

3/15/2020 3:47:28 AM susang7671 The Corona Worm (nosea on bees/white nose on bats) and its spores were reduced to a mere Ring Worm-like fungus/spores. So treat it like you would 

ringworm or any other fungus. Get direct SonLight at least 15 minutes daily bid plus VitD supplements, wash fruit/veg B4 peel/cut.

3/15/2020 3:48:43 AM qanoncomau I am not buying the 'on the move, typo excuse', Q mentions this a number of times ... it ,just mean something, no coincidences



3/15/2020 3:49:51 AM anangelhasland1 “No conjectures. No conspiracy theories?”

To quote The Judges;

HAHAHAHAHAHA!!!

3/15/2020 3:50:26 AM mindmixradio @S2Command @staggerlee422 @JimTaylorSays @GregoryJHall1 @Stevewhee111 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TribbleIndustr1 @GoldiAnon 

@CyberDefenseINI @Tactical_review @dkdk459 @OrtaineDevian @EyesOnQ @FederalistNo78 @HB04920973 @Investigator_51 @CylantJustice 

@love4thegameAK @Michaelcraddo16

3/15/2020 3:53:23 AM deuce46844014 ALL FAKE NEWS

3/15/2020 3:54:54 AM reddragonfly19 Cool, thanks for the link, I have been wondering how to do that for quite some time

3/15/2020 3:55:05 AM tanyabear132 Yeah, I have asked myself that same question. I think we all know the answer to that.  Don't we?

3/15/2020 3:55:43 AM tanyabear132 I reckon there is a lot of that going on too!

3/15/2020 3:59:47 AM samanders4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/software_autist/status/1238547312714096640 …

true?

3/15/2020 4:00:09 AM kraftpenn Love this video... have shared it dozens of time

Scripted propaganda to keep the sheep subdued

3/15/2020 4:02:47 AM susang7671 & if you R concerned U might have inhaled fungus spores, then just like jock or crotch itch treatment, to be tested you give a poop sample and wipe 

your butt thoroughly with the paper shark that has never been anything but toilet paper or corn cobs (boobonic was HisStory too).

3/15/2020 4:08:35 AM stradivariusri1 What if they all conspired to make the common cold look like Coronavirus by putting out faulty tests and then push fear by creating a toilet paper 

shortage?

3/15/2020 4:09:36 AM katie03188149 .?

3/15/2020 4:13:53 AM patriotleah1776 This one made me go 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/xQ3y9f2xZn

3/15/2020 4:15:02 AM davidacamorani @realDonaldTrump @POTUS @KremlinRussia_E @GenFlynn @BorisJohnson @AndrzejDuda

@ViktorOrban @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q @Tinktweets45 @BPPope

@AshBroadley @matteosalvinimi @NeoRust @GiuseppeConteIT @SarahBo18687778 @DiOristano

@Layonard1 @gugrevenge pic.twitter.com/GqainLqEmK

3/15/2020 4:18:24 AM ryspraypaintguy #WWG1WGA #lifeisbigger pic.twitter.com/msTL4Z7qV1

3/15/2020 4:20:51 AM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/hvTgEgfp78

3/15/2020 4:28:05 AM mikeh65496252 Nothing is going to happen because that is exactly what they did.

3/15/2020 4:28:29 AM amanita40860516 I'm truly an open minded sceptic...I believe anything is possible, but I really want to see for myself before I form any firm belief..

One thing that stands out to me though..I grew up with Asterix comics and the vikings were scared the sky would fall on their heads🤷♀️

3/15/2020 4:30:20 AM blsdbe This makes me think of Thor of the Asgard pic.twitter.com/X367JLUq8s

3/15/2020 4:32:10 AM blsdbe Amen!!!

3/15/2020 4:37:01 AM moemc8 5:5

3/15/2020 4:45:29 AM straightshorts I always take 3 advil for a headache

3/15/2020 4:46:00 AM eggomatic12 😂

3/15/2020 4:46:58 AM anangelhasland1 Corruption is everywhere...

On both the Good and Bad sides...

If you make people Fear a Major Conspiracy, you can turn them into MKULTRA alters who wait for specific trigger words from “Handler”

Q = handler

Drops = triggers

Alters = now believe in Satan, clones, secret police.

3/15/2020 4:46:59 AM epkman Believe none of what you hear, and only 1/2 of what you see.

3/15/2020 4:48:02 AM fansblowing3 In two weeks everyone is safe 🖐 🤚

3/15/2020 4:49:48 AM fansblowing3 Let’s go!!  🌙 🌟 ️ 🚀 📡

3/15/2020 4:53:15 AM awakene92885216 Deeply Resonate!!!

3/15/2020 4:53:46 AM anangelhasland1 What was censored from the Bible were teachings (approved by Jesus) to enable one to find Heaven without the Church.

It has survived (in coded form) in the Tarot.

I like when Q and Majestic urge people to think for themselves.

(“Meme magic” is a poor replacement though.)

3/15/2020 4:55:24 AM lordconcave Sheep hear their Shepherd's voice, goats resist.

3/15/2020 4:56:31 AM michaeldee1111 That's going to get interesting at work! Haha JK

3/15/2020 4:57:43 AM samsmith0319 ❣️🌟❣️

3/15/2020 5:02:04 AM melhuses Brilliant theory pic.twitter.com/RzwDt0d8ve

3/15/2020 5:06:33 AM littlefroggy6 Immortal spirit Biological entity

3/15/2020 5:08:43 AM deplorable369 Ed Buck. Had a slight problem with inviting gay men to his place who ended up dead.

3/15/2020 5:09:22 AM hb04920973 Good morning.😎

3/15/2020 5:11:23 AM amylynrussell Thank you for putting out the 618 page disclosure information and owning your part in what has been done over the years to humanity, I forgive you 

all❤️😇🙏🏼🇺🇸 For God and Country!!

3/15/2020 5:12:06 AM debraduvendeck One of the parts of the Stafford Act is Potus can take control of the internet.

3/15/2020 5:12:14 AM mindmixradio Good Morning Four

3/15/2020 5:15:40 AM peekaboo1966 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Have we gone to far with spreading truth ?

3/15/2020 5:20:39 AM earth2nissy Thank you for this. I screen shot it for others in the future. ❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

3/15/2020 5:20:55 AM katemc70 I had exact same thought

3/15/2020 5:21:58 AM clifton15jon Europe is now under Allied Forces Control, Allied Control was reactivated and WWII laws of the Victory Forces and was made "quietly" Public in 2018. 

@Potus is Commander of European Forces, 30k troops landing 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/dEa7fBY8Pf

3/15/2020 5:24:15 AM provbay4me The million $ question ! Who launched the biological attack called #COVID19?  THE ANSWER NEEDS TO BE EXPOSED TO THE PUBLIC

3/15/2020 5:31:16 AM blsdbe Very Well Done!!! pic.twitter.com/IajOjXzceH

3/15/2020 5:32:15 AM awfysore  https://mega.nz/#F!z10zyaIR!prWCMzxsqV3KbI4WIfAIqA!fxNkjJgb … pic.twitter.com/0vFidFDMxP

3/15/2020 5:33:00 AM provbay4me He wants to depopulate the world

3/15/2020 5:46:23 AM sheerglee1 Powerful!

3/15/2020 5:47:17 AM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/JK2uAttpHV

3/15/2020 5:52:47 AM mgodfrey99 Will this be the shot heard around the world?

3/15/2020 5:52:57 AM grandmasterjack @this_vid

3/15/2020 5:55:02 AM letsdot94709949 SO IS JESUS CHRIST!!!! AND THAT IS ALL THAT MATTERS!



3/15/2020 5:57:47 AM jannamontana57 Reminds me of The Left Behind Book Series “Global News Network”

3/15/2020 6:02:04 AM dreamsleeprp watched this meny times... never thought about what they say the first minutes.

3/15/2020 6:02:44 AM arifriedman12 Would Weinstein, Epstein or Ed Buck be where they are if Hillary won? #THEYNEVERTHOUGHTSHEWOULDLOSE

3/15/2020 6:03:29 AM genomansc So far, 16,000 people have died and 280,000 people have been hospitalized during 2019-2020 because of the spreading of the flu.  Where's the media 

been the last 14 months while the flu spread across the country?????????????

3/15/2020 6:05:00 AM heath_jack I realize now time is a collective agreement

3/15/2020 6:06:11 AM 1977spiritual I am here and there! Many wonderful places all at once.. remember the multidimensionality we hold! ✨🌈

3/15/2020 6:06:25 AM flashlightnings Someone is going to be in the bathroom a lot!!!!

3/15/2020 6:08:47 AM twilly18 bullets are hard and dangerous

TP is soft and fluffy

3/15/2020 6:09:13 AM jeffw355 The multidimensional part is new to me. I am still trying to understand it. But it is really cool. :)

3/15/2020 6:10:07 AM peekaboo1966 Our time is Here.. The Storm is Here

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/ac1rFBS1f9Y 

3/15/2020 6:13:01 AM keith369me Less 🤡 ish? https://youtu.be/t49kxpSA1_w 

3/15/2020 6:14:50 AM adsvel In post Soviet Union times, when there wasn't Awakening, when people feel scary for some negative changes, they always bought 3 main tings: Salt, 

Matches and Cereals.

But toilet paper??? If something, they will eat it? If they will have no food, what they will do in toilet???😂🤦♂️ pic.twitter.com/ubrPK5eJC7

3/15/2020 6:17:07 AM therealjjtruth And even the “right wing” media spew democracy democracy democracy. Its left right paradigm with vertical integration folks! They are all part of it to 

rush in socialism I mean “democracy”

3/15/2020 6:19:25 AM bhginee You are insane.

3/15/2020 6:20:54 AM whatwentwrong3 Ever see the viral toilet paper defense, chased by the corona virus?

Now you have!

#KEK #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/M652UU8iW5

3/15/2020 6:23:12 AM whatwentwrong3 I'd drastically change my diet if I suddenly needed that much #toiletpaper !!!!!  #ToiletPaperPanic #wwg1wga

@whaleswarrior

3/15/2020 6:24:51 AM munkeypilot How do you Q-ualify to be the BEST?🤔

3/15/2020 6:25:00 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as 

truth.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/15/2020 6:25:00 AM americanon57 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thank you!

3/15/2020 6:27:05 AM 1vargascookie11 I knew it.

3/15/2020 6:27:10 AM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/15/2020 6:27:18 AM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/15/2020 6:27:34 AM jamesbrianfree1  pic.twitter.com/D5Fm5D5w9j

3/15/2020 6:28:19 AM wahiggins3 THEY were hoping for a different result.

3/15/2020 6:30:38 AM 369_is Agreed. And who would be most effective to a counter effort to undo something so intricately woven into every area on Earth? Those who were 

intimately involved on the inside...biding their time to use all that inside knowledge to make The Plan. Who else could do it?

3/15/2020 6:33:49 AM marley58001730 Oil pull everyday twice a day

3/15/2020 6:34:33 AM virginialouelle Be ready, we're all fixing to find out the truth, about a lot of things. 😇

3/15/2020 6:35:16 AM mgray72531386 He looks evil.

3/15/2020 6:35:57 AM munkeypilot Well- I can definitely say I've felt like a dumbass since 1986 when the Army pulled all 4 of mine at once on a Wed so I could get a 4day pass. Is this 

where the super soldier program gets its volunteers? I got a doppelganger?🤔

3/15/2020 6:36:12 AM tryin2bkind I think the dentist when we were kids put huge analgams in our mouths for money.  Now I have alot of crowns.  It is said now also root canals dont 

work and may be one reason so much breast cancer

3/15/2020 6:37:07 AM tryin2bkind Omg.  So does this masonic temple i worked at

3/15/2020 6:38:18 AM spreadt88656777 👍🏻😉

3/15/2020 6:39:04 AM liltilgerlil I purchase items from Trump campaign except for one Q shirt I bought on Amazon early in the Q movement. I take others opinions as just that. I have 

to research for myself and use logic. Sometimes I do agree with their opinion, some are obvious. More open conversation is better❤️

3/15/2020 6:43:28 AM mongrelglory They only beam down to planets with an M-class atmosphere.  There were actually a few episodes where they wore protective suits/masks because of 

possible contagion or atmospheric toxicity.

  Plus the special effects/wardrobe budget was limited.😜

3/15/2020 6:45:54 AM thunderkiss2020 Bill Gates' father was the head of Planned Parenthood.   http://www.physiciansforlife.org/bill-gates-father-head-of-planned-parenthood-inspired-his-

abortion-population-control-views/ …

3/15/2020 6:47:54 AM munkeypilot So bottom line- if the original perp of evil is a clone now...execution of the clone is still justice served? Or the clone is just an innocent bystander if 

"programmed" to be the good version- i.e. VP [MP]? I actually like SAM 329. What's the correct solution.

3/15/2020 6:48:37 AM chip_sc Please keep us informed from your location #WeAreStrongTogether 🐸🍿 keep bringing the popcorn 🍿Qanon for everyone

3/15/2020 6:50:29 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/ZNnVqy2Jvd

3/15/2020 6:55:07 AM hailsway I get lost on the age thing. How can you clone someone, say 50 yrs old and the clone is also 50?

3/15/2020 6:56:04 AM integrityneed The largest organized disinformation campaign every coordinated on the public. MSM being used for good and it has been for quite some time. They’re 

part of the plan whether the actors know it or not.

3/15/2020 6:56:58 AM rawphonegirl Play stupid games...

😏

No escape. pic.twitter.com/xoBTpJlx86

3/15/2020 6:58:56 AM upallnight39 because space is fake 

there is no other intelligent life out there

space force is about satelites

star trek is a LARP

3/15/2020 7:01:49 AM amylynrussell Exactly!!!

3/15/2020 7:02:44 AM jeffcordell6 Excellent explanation!

3/15/2020 7:05:11 AM habsbatman only this proof no spinning balloon ......

3/15/2020 7:06:26 AM henwoley Nailed it

3/15/2020 7:10:17 AM jkneedeep1967 People wonder why there is no toilet paper!

3/15/2020 7:12:06 AM jonok66 Hilarious, should be mandatory viewing for everyone....so much for an independent media🤣🤣🤣

3/15/2020 7:16:14 AM nanette0803 THE FAKE NEWS IS "EXTREMELY DANGEROUS" TO THE PEOPLE! THEY TELL YOU WHAT TO THINK. pic.twitter.com/lrrbBmrYxk



3/15/2020 7:17:40 AM lajoszweig1 The mad MSM think we are stupid.

Sheep no more

3/15/2020 7:22:33 AM punisher926 Was that not removed? I know it was in the initial...

🤔

3/15/2020 7:24:04 AM joni_apple_seed This proves that not only did the Chinese know about CoVid-19 well ahead of the outbreak, it also shows the forethought of how the story line was to 

be presented to the public.

 https://youtu.be/ju9K6Sl2izI 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @chardunbar2 @Scavino45 pic.twitter.com/0GoJzv5nb6

3/15/2020 7:24:13 AM lajoszweig1 Thank you the truth shines strong

3/15/2020 7:25:11 AM opinionated369 Omg! I thought the exact same thing!

3/15/2020 7:25:28 AM teapartypathq You won’t hear this on news #WatchTheWives pic.twitter.com/4gwJfJ2Zgy

3/15/2020 7:26:04 AM covertress "Forrestal’s Resting Place in History

  

He was brought before his time 

To Arlington to reside. 

Now, at last, the truth is known: 

It wasn’t from suicide."

David Martin pic.twitter.com/xzfHvLNs3q
3/15/2020 7:26:21 AM 1977spiritual I can try to help, keywords.. the knights of the round table, Excalibur, you hold the sword and you are King Arthur. The knights are the other you’s! ❤️

3/15/2020 7:26:22 AM the_17_1776 Also, the travel ban started on 3/13. 30 days later is 4/12...Easter. I keep hearing about a major arrest on 4/11. Dark to light.

3/15/2020 7:27:11 AM miss_ampie 5:5 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/15/2020 7:29:19 AM cityranch COVID-19 Clinton Obama Vidoes 19?

3/15/2020 7:31:25 AM jessicaalders15 YOU ARE THE FAKE NEWS ... MOCKINGBIRD!!! Follow the white rabbit

3/15/2020 7:31:39 AM odette90542456 she is full of it

3/15/2020 7:32:18 AM highvoltagenews Some learn of this naturally.

Some quicker than others.

The angels were there

the entire time.

HOW will you harness

that knowledge once

it is internalized?

BE create DO

You’ll know if it is a worthy endeavor.

Sensing gives many clues. It is in us. pic.twitter.com/J1bbGVICZl
3/15/2020 7:38:24 AM jason17masters Or your mind isn’t open to the possibility.

3/15/2020 7:38:36 AM keanustravels This is amazing. Thank you!

3/15/2020 7:38:44 AM joni_apple_seed -Scary to think how many programmed drones were actually hoping PDJT would test positive.

-Also the hospitals here on the east coast are recruiting volunteer RNs to work the drivethru testing sites, so yes FAKE NEWS.

@Scavino45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @gjslobe pic.twitter.com/K12Tkm1n1H

3/15/2020 7:39:09 AM liannann1 Vaccine Epidemic.

3/15/2020 7:42:49 AM corn_hole +++ pic.twitter.com/2GFTse5FjV

3/15/2020 7:43:50 AM mrfezzywig77 This is true in life too

3/15/2020 7:44:34 AM covertress Townsend Hoopes, co-author of "Driven Patriot", was a member of the Skull and Bones, [322], as was James Forrestal's best friend, Robert A. Lovett, 

4th US Sec Def.

James V. Forrestal's legacy was attacked from the beginning. It remains my belief [322] was responsible for his 187.

3/15/2020 7:44:39 AM 600ninja2 Actually it’s more complicated... https://twitter.com/600ninja2/status/1239179731456712704?s=21 …

3/15/2020 7:45:01 AM meowmeowcatcafe Watch the WATER! 👀👍❤️🇺🇸

3/15/2020 7:45:05 AM maxandtherobots NESARA?

3/15/2020 7:46:58 AM patriotparris Another theory is #HunterBiden sold bio weapons & F35 technology to China through Rosemont Seneca LLC & a  subsidiary of #Burisma. This could 

explain why China’s foreign Minister has accused the US Army of bringing the virus to China

3/15/2020 7:47:25 AM highvoltagenews Tweeting about similar

topics earier today

Havent been on

the Majestic wall

in a few days.

Interesting how the

universe manifests

similar ideas in

multiple places

independently w/o

Various entities

knowing of it

at the time.
3/15/2020 7:47:42 AM highvoltagenews Oh damn

3/15/2020 7:49:41 AM andyr1112 Ed's about to get bucked

3/15/2020 7:51:06 AM mongrelglory I always love your drawing Divine Fractal.  It makes me smile every time I see it! 😊

3/15/2020 7:51:14 AM highvoltagenews Those deals surely were not

for small potato arrangements.

3/15/2020 7:51:28 AM susan66388204 The TP is because they’re ALL going to 💩💩💩 when we come out of this and they learn the TRUTH of why we went silent.  They will need it ✅

3/15/2020 7:52:05 AM clfaerber1 Wouldn’t put it past them but the common cold does not usually knock off the elderly or people with respiratory weaknesses. 

A reminder to all. No outside comms.



3/15/2020 7:52:33 AM covertress Majestic 12 was not infiltrated by [322] during the administration of George Herbert Walker Bush, also a Bonesman. [322] was there at its inception. 

Sure, F had many enemies: Zionists, Communists, Mafia, but only one group with an iron grip on US govt. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1081037495016529920?s=20 …

3/15/2020 7:53:22 AM mongrelglory I like the glowing central body because it conveys a "personal" aspect of Source consciousness to me, rather than just an "abstract ball of energy".  

Easier for my 3D/4D mind to relate to.

3/15/2020 7:54:21 AM konacovfefe  pic.twitter.com/hJPrh0dPNy

3/15/2020 7:55:18 AM konacovfefe That look you get when you're cut off from your adrenochrome....

3/15/2020 7:56:45 AM shirinp You are you, not hiding. Nothing wrong with making a living from research & analysis. And photography!

3/15/2020 7:59:55 AM winklerburke I hope BE BEST replaces Progressive (1984) Education, since Prog (1984) Ed is designed, from the beginning, to destroy humanity’s spirit, soul and body.  

 Otherwise DJT’s work will be destroyed over time. BE BEST!

3/15/2020 8:00:28 AM visitnaj Detailed explanations in The Urantia Book, 2097 pages of truth.

3/15/2020 8:01:10 AM emily_sutej @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will we be okay ?

3/15/2020 8:01:14 AM shirinp @threadreaderapp compile unroll please

3/15/2020 8:05:34 AM 1911ozymandias Great edited clip of a flock of operation mockingbirds “ chirping” in unison

3/15/2020 8:07:58 AM patriotparris Hunter Biden certainly doesn’t want to release his financial documents and I find it questionable why Sen. Grassley & Sen. Johnson who were 

investigating Biden & Burisma have all of a sudden put that investigation on hold until a later time

3/15/2020 8:14:42 AM blessedbelight Praying praying !!

3/15/2020 8:19:23 AM highvoltagenews We haven’t seen the last of

that investigation I suspect.

3/15/2020 8:20:17 AM riversm18 He looks like a lizard

3/15/2020 8:21:40 AM kimberly_s_cook When did this happen?

3/15/2020 8:22:10 AM athenataura heh, I mis read your question to be

"go from CIA to Deep State?"

;-) oopsie!

3/15/2020 8:32:35 AM patriotparris I hope there’s a good reason: Durham

3/15/2020 8:33:22 AM merorschach No doubt that they are employing fear propaganda, but is this really just a common cold or a Frankensteined hybrid?

3/15/2020 8:34:09 AM decodematrix Did you live in a Soviet bloc country?

3/15/2020 8:34:31 AM golferaggie Stop tweeting. You are doing this to advertise and make money.

3/15/2020 8:36:18 AM manifest_utopia Ah, you caught that too. A very astute observation. And  exactly what I saw as I did a round of Trader Joe's, Costco, grocery store, Co-op yesterday.

3/15/2020 8:38:02 AM sheaintcredible  pic.twitter.com/n1vzZl86a9

3/15/2020 8:38:53 AM mbredwine It gives new meaning to "Trumped up"

3/15/2020 8:39:21 AM adsvel No, I am living in the UK. I came 15 years ago. Before that I lived in the Latvia, which is independent country now, but before that was a part of the 

Soviet Union.

3/15/2020 8:42:12 AM sheerglee1 Very Cool‼️

3/15/2020 8:43:31 AM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/RHA2bnmStL

3/15/2020 8:44:17 AM wonderswords Without ammo those supplies are totally up for grab. That's what liberals forget, and who'll find out the hard way

3/15/2020 8:45:16 AM manifest_utopia Speaking of toilet paper. Has anyone seen or heard from the largest manufacturer of toilet paper, Charles Koch? David Koch passed last year, but 

Charles Koch is still around somewhere. Used to be so vocal, now silent. 🤔

Can't wait to hear the back stories when they come out.

3/15/2020 8:47:22 AM sdane8 Ed Buck, Democrat donor, arrested, charged with running drug den after latest guest overdose https://www.foxnews.com/us/major-democratic-donor-

ed-buck-arrested-charged-with-running-drug-den …

3/15/2020 8:47:33 AM davidma75560690 ike...it was in place long before Trump won office and its part of the deep state....

3/15/2020 8:48:49 AM dreamsleeprp where do i signup? 😏

3/15/2020 8:50:27 AM adsvel So, I was blessed during my lifetime, to went through all possible political regimes.

Great experience! Now I can see through all these people screaming loud from tribunes, their actions and intentions, what BS they are pushing to reach 

their agenda.😎

3/15/2020 8:50:51 AM tourbillonpp We are the creators of the Matrix, with mind control they manipulate us to manifest the controllers that create nothing.  The key is to become aware 

and expand it to manage it at our will.

3/15/2020 8:54:47 AM magamedium2 You did well, my friend 👏👏👏🤨

3/15/2020 8:58:07 AM iaskiseekiknock Maybe Q is for hope, like their nightlight? Earth looks like a big laboratory?

3/15/2020 9:00:58 AM jessiestrickl16 Sick of their lies

3/15/2020 9:01:17 AM bereantype greys for one

3/15/2020 9:01:20 AM distinct_words No it's not. Defender is a training exercise not much different than Reforger was, just in more countries now instead of just Germany

I find it very disturbing that so many people are okay with the killing tens of thousands+ of innocent people so a few bad people can be arrested

3/15/2020 9:03:04 AM sheerglee1 Bless you

3/15/2020 9:06:14 AM susan66388204 I’m one & you are one also

3/15/2020 9:07:15 AM susan66388204 Its what the you of YOU is.  Your IS-BE lives in a DOLL BODY.

3/15/2020 9:07:32 AM distinct_words So let me get this straight. Is this what you believe? -->The virus is all so white hats could have a smokescreen to arrest people? Destroy everyone's 

wealth, including yours,  supply chains that took decades to build, destroy global economy... All to arrest people in secret?

3/15/2020 9:08:33 AM susan66388204 Nothing obviously.  No research in your statement and boy it shows

3/15/2020 9:09:40 AM susan66388204 Wish I could shoot this over to fb and the animation work, but it won’t 🤨

3/15/2020 9:11:34 AM geronim22212419 Ok, we shall see.

Thanks for the reply.

3/15/2020 9:11:49 AM distinct_words Kill thousands, possibly tens of thousands, maybe hundreds of thousands of people... all to arrest a few people in secret?

And you're not only okay with this "plan" but you welcome it?

Or is it you don't believe there is a serious virus and people are dying?

3/15/2020 9:18:08 AM software_autist DEFENDER Europe 20 has been taken over by the command of #SHAEF, which falls directly under @WhiteHouse. The exercise just turned into a real 

fight.

3/15/2020 9:18:56 AM winklerburke Maybe Newsweek will put that man on the cover  w/headline “We’re All Bucked Now?”

3/15/2020 9:19:12 AM distinct_words And it's very likely Defender will be cancelled due to the pandemic.

3/15/2020 9:20:59 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/CUPa8FVKeG

3/15/2020 9:21:49 AM distinct_words It's a TRAINING EXERCISE

People like you are why China accuses US of the virus

3/15/2020 9:23:12 AM winklerburke The TeePeePocalypse proves: there is a Diety, & he has a wicked sense of humor?

3/15/2020 9:23:27 AM dkr_independent Common flu (fever), but I get your point.



3/15/2020 9:23:37 AM auroravoyager1  https://www.nellis.af.mil/ 

3/15/2020 9:25:16 AM distinct_words You're so far off base that you're not just out of the ballpark, you're in an entirely different universe.

3/15/2020 9:30:22 AM distinct_words ...already cutting back on its plans for the large-scale combat exercise.. The decision was made to curtail the exercise in order to deal with the spread 

of.. COVID-19, that already forced the U.S. Army Europe commander to self-quarantine himself https://www.armytimes.com/news/your-

army/2020/03/11/us-participation-in-defender-2020-reduced-amid-coronavirus-outbreak/ …

3/15/2020 9:31:08 AM roublisa 💗💗💗🔥🔥🔥💗💗💗

3/15/2020 9:32:02 AM distinct_words Lemme guess here... you were never in the military. Amirite?

3/15/2020 9:32:26 AM phils2520 👀

3/15/2020 9:33:31 AM roublisa Perfect tool for newbies...I was one once and you shared this beautiful creation with me...I AM eternally grateful! 💙💙💙💜💜💜💙💙💙

3/15/2020 9:35:13 AM louisa_ip (((They))) want to kill thousands, no, millions... it’s written in stone that they want to have only 500 million for them to control. Those 500 millions 

would all be transhuman with all kinds of chips in them for them to control. Trump’s Q team is to destroy the globalists.

3/15/2020 9:35:14 AM visitnaj Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Using the power of 3 6 9 you are able to channel into the consciousness frequency of your free will. Reality 

waccordingly. Different energies and projections are different in difficulty. Some are easy. Others are difficult.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1237250872171728896.html …

3/15/2020 9:35:26 AM ratiugjes The mind is open, but it requires some facts to help with the narrative.

Taking out the deep state in one month?  How about one damn indictment of a CIA, FBI, DOJ criminal coup conspirator first.  Not one person paid the 

price for treasonous activity.

3/15/2020 9:36:56 AM thepeacekitten I really admire Our @FLOTUS !!!!

#BeBest #WWG1WGA

3/15/2020 9:38:20 AM thepeacekitten Easier to understand IS-BE than have to explain that we are Spiritual Beings having a Human experience. #WeAreOne

3/15/2020 9:39:03 AM heedfulike The only possibility outside of complete bread & circus theatre is that they have achieved complete control over all bad actors long ago and the shills 

dont know it, but calling that a stretch is a gross understatement.

Most likey scenario.  Its all a controlled psyop by “DS” pic.twitter.com/KKuy03BTcP

3/15/2020 9:39:05 AM thepeacekitten Oh let it be so. Financial reset.

3/15/2020 9:40:47 AM d_b_alan The MSM is not trustworthy. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV1sXkA-HaQ …

3/15/2020 9:43:23 AM veera81151963 And they still walk around with swamp ass 

Depriving others of paper 

Many humans have reached a new low

3/15/2020 9:44:55 AM heedfulike Its a hell of a lot easier to fool the public than centuries old infinitely resourceful ruling families, their secret societies (hidden hand) and their security 

apparatus.  But maybe im wrong

3/15/2020 9:49:39 AM distinct_words Lookit... but since Q says "trust the plan" and these people saying the plan is so mass arrests can take place, so no- either this is not "the plan" Q talks 

about or the entire Q movement has been duped into welcoming the culling of people. Use your damn brain. THINK. My God.

3/15/2020 9:55:59 AM distinct_words Bcz in saying 'trust the plan' with mass arrests during quarantine being the plan, the virus being real, would mean the deep state released the virus & 

we knew yet intentionally did nothing to mitigate risks of mass fatalities just so people stay in their homes. That is SICK shit

3/15/2020 9:56:42 AM jennife20790556 Puppets

3/15/2020 9:57:08 AM heedfulike Middle management just does what they are told on a need to know basis only.

3/15/2020 9:58:05 AM omnamahshivaye2 4am talking points.

Qoincidence 🧐 🤔 🙄

3/15/2020 9:59:18 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1239234286789763077 …

3/15/2020 9:59:24 AM laurabusse From book

Alien interview

3/15/2020 10:01:04 AM distinct_words Or are you in denial completely and believe nobody has died and the virus isn't real? I've heard this so many times and just find it truly bizarre, the very 

people preaching to others to "think for yourself" aren't thinking at all.

3/15/2020 10:02:09 AM 77bybee Propaganda since t.v. started

3/15/2020 10:02:25 AM johnscherling They are going to stack the rolls of toilet paper up into a wall to stop the bullets coming at them.

3/15/2020 10:05:06 AM laurabusse ☺❤️👍

3/15/2020 10:06:03 AM mommahood777 that disgusting creature reminds me of this...

#EdBuck pic.twitter.com/e4QEDgvvt5

3/15/2020 10:06:31 AM louisa_ip I did much thinking. I understand what is the plan. You haven’t figure it out yet. No one said the virus is not real. It’s a bio-engineered virus meant to 

spread and kill. But it’s not as dangerous as they promote it. Remember most news are FakeNews. Calm down, most are safe!

3/15/2020 10:07:07 AM adsvel 😊💗🙏

3/15/2020 10:07:25 AM rachmatcorai33 Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity!!! ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/15/2020 10:07:26 AM laurabusse Good one!

3/15/2020 10:07:35 AM jonnabackman Scary

3/15/2020 10:08:37 AM al_aven Um, ok. Depends on your time zone I guess.

3/15/2020 10:08:38 AM rachmatcorai33 Your consciousness that is transferred from life to life. ❤️

3/15/2020 10:11:05 AM phreatomagnetic Very true, The Great TP Run of 2020 also shows what the public at large expects

Not to get sick

Rather, they expect to be stuck

3/15/2020 10:12:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 17:00 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1239235409491767298 …

3/15/2020 10:12:03 AM patriotparris Here’s another theory: https://youtu.be/RJGBVDlqWjI 

3/15/2020 10:12:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 17,000 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1239235411463020544 …

3/15/2020 10:12:51 AM ethanpe58415707 5:5 sir!

3/15/2020 10:13:23 AM therealjb_33 We are only 60 days into this in the US. Let’s see the figures when we can really match up a year to a year.

3/15/2020 10:13:29 AM laurabusse Perfect!

3/15/2020 10:13:42 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/uxztSAekjP

3/15/2020 10:13:59 AM trollingmockin1 I really never thought about it that way.

3/15/2020 10:14:10 AM quentinjay2  pic.twitter.com/OFM6qN22Eb

3/15/2020 10:14:30 AM joey34955757 Game on?? pic.twitter.com/eyePXCiAPz

3/15/2020 10:14:49 AM nonlyinglion The answer is right outside your window 😁

3/15/2020 10:14:58 AM nativewarrior14 the vertical plain of the female axis...which is up and down...it's now flat.

3/15/2020 10:14:59 AM infidelis_101 5:5 🇺🇸

3/15/2020 10:15:12 AM rifflemonica Q is 17. 🤔🤔🤔



3/15/2020 10:15:54 AM wickedmouse369 There are no coincidences. Trust the plan. Once Q is complete @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 will follow.

3/15/2020 10:16:40 AM distinct_words Oh honey, I've had more than a dozen people tell me the virus is not real & nobody is dying

3/15/2020 10:17:56 AM mlk123h Great idea!

3/15/2020 10:18:15 AM distinct_words Not as dangerous... right... just... 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/fbu4vODLTd

3/15/2020 10:18:26 AM sofiatribe Millions of soul fragments were just released out of the lower 4th D matrix.

3/15/2020 10:18:37 AM elijahqdust Boss makes a dollar. I make a dime..

3/15/2020 10:18:56 AM distinct_words  pic.twitter.com/Lv3AauaEom

3/15/2020 10:19:31 AM mommahood777 he has his own page https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDFe_yKnRf4XM7W_sWbcxtw …

3/15/2020 10:19:53 AM distinct_words All this for something "not as dangerous"... right (sarcasm) pic.twitter.com/uiDGn7pDeM

3/15/2020 10:20:00 AM taptruth #17

3/15/2020 10:20:03 AM distinct_words 👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/Q0lKTUU2Db

3/15/2020 10:20:16 AM bereantype hmmm...there's that number again (...code)

LOTS of code going on on an astonishing level

3/15/2020 10:20:20 AM nativewarrior14 Q is in charge...the heart

3/15/2020 10:21:20 AM fansblowing3 Military time 👍

3/15/2020 10:21:20 AM mattmcginn24  https://twitter.com/mattmcginn24/status/1239238476194893824?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/yiAAs5Me8W

3/15/2020 10:21:48 AM generationq2020 When he talks about state governors it makes me wonder if things are going to change?

3/15/2020 10:22:06 AM truth939 No interesting delta here, just a reminder. pic.twitter.com/MaqaGo0PjS

3/15/2020 10:22:38 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/3uEwnlZ4yC

3/15/2020 10:22:40 AM jmsfny You’re deluded

3/15/2020 10:22:51 AM bereantype screening...under the cover of c...but for what? (not human? part human?)

3/15/2020 10:24:13 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/CewMIBJKIU

3/15/2020 10:24:29 AM jemelewilliams He has given number for h1n1 a couple of times and NEVER 17k.  Until now that is!

3/15/2020 10:24:33 AM pricelittle271 Get a small flower watering pot, use a bar of soap, use soap and water, clean you butt, then your hands.

3/15/2020 10:25:14 AM stuartlea6 Good! The crazy people are over reacting!

3/15/2020 10:25:44 AM amylynrussell A lot to think about and process for sure but still keeping an open mind for continuing to find more truths, thirsting for knowledge of all things hidden 

from us and reasons or explanations why. 👍🏻

3/15/2020 10:28:00 AM carasm10  pic.twitter.com/8BsKLpCDGi

3/15/2020 10:28:58 AM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/T5B4oNHFH0

3/15/2020 10:30:02 AM mjs__smile "our China" :)

3/15/2020 10:30:09 AM americanpetal Q is in Qontrol.💥

3/15/2020 10:30:56 AM janmaree1111 😉Once again, Trump points to post 34, letting us know what is really going on🙏 @X22Report @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @KarluskaP 

@LisaMei62 @40_head @Jordan_Sather_ @Angel5Christine @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46

@prayingmedic @Inevitable_ET @QAnonNotables pic.twitter.com/HecbG624pG

3/15/2020 10:32:33 AM sheaintcredible Blessing to YOU 😉 pic.twitter.com/QgvLd5sMfD

3/15/2020 10:33:39 AM naturalsnack It’s happening

3/15/2020 10:33:57 AM sheerglee1  pic.twitter.com/br090PRvnP

3/15/2020 10:34:31 AM americanpetal What does that mean exactly?

3/15/2020 10:35:44 AM bucksmedic36 I would not be surprised if FLOTUS was part of Q team

3/15/2020 10:36:52 AM sheaintcredible AMEN pic.twitter.com/Zp0kEZo5vO

3/15/2020 10:39:09 AM susan66388204 And that is All.  Thank you (RT) @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WorkingGroup #PowerOf369 😬😉 pic.twitter.com/DVkAdkzMZ2

3/15/2020 10:41:14 AM jackoneilltime1 One of my fav memes

We are IS-BE :)

3/15/2020 10:46:18 AM sofiatribe A fragmented soul has a harder time raising vibration and breaking thru reptilian run programs.

3/15/2020 10:55:37 AM condorian2487 The Left screaming at the sky

3/15/2020 10:58:01 AM jessie_misty YEPPERS

3/15/2020 10:59:17 AM cheryl45maga  pic.twitter.com/gWGErgwbIY

3/15/2020 11:01:11 AM cheryl45maga  pic.twitter.com/9nLgr1qhVq

3/15/2020 11:02:19 AM jdiii1210 5:5

3/15/2020 11:03:38 AM earthisaglobe Why would great lakes be affected by the tides? Oceans are huge. Parts are at the side, and in direct contact with parts that are facing the moon. 

Hence tides. Great lakes are always either at the side or facing the moon. Hence no tides.

3/15/2020 11:05:04 AM earthisaglobe Which flight paths do not make sense? I ve checked many flat earth claims of strange flight patgs and they all worked fine on the globe. Which is the 

one that you think is the strangest?

3/15/2020 11:05:06 AM nick09826154 17!

3/15/2020 11:05:09 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/jJetWL0ZYS

3/15/2020 11:05:10 AM steel19741 I'd say you're #OverTheTarget

3/15/2020 11:05:30 AM habsbatman SALT ELECTRIC .......THINK LOGIC

3/15/2020 11:06:06 AM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_pauQitNEM0&feature=emb_logo …

3/15/2020 11:14:05 AM jesse48676371 mkuItra at its finest, well played clowns

3/15/2020 11:14:25 AM boondognews Any mean8ng to triple zeros

3/15/2020 11:21:23 AM ph223048 COVID-19 = 2319...Monsters Inc- 2319 HD  https://youtu.be/cUFJ1yVhJ6g  @M2Madness @plushm4 @StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @RedPill78 

@realDonaldTrump @40_head @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #COVIDー19 #WWG1WGA

3/15/2020 11:21:38 AM sleepingnomore I am loving this!

3/15/2020 11:23:12 AM exsjwtruther Ides of March today...

and then this news about the man who knows where the bodies are buried

@freenaynow

@cjtruth

@M2Madness

@zzr3796r

@martingeddes

@Beer_Parade

@HuberHammerQ

@jsay222

@zagnett

@humanvibration

@DecodeMatrix

@eileeneileenur

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/0iVqe7R9vr
3/15/2020 11:24:51 AM moosemuffinn  pic.twitter.com/xbN0qzRp3F

3/15/2020 11:27:10 AM ph223048 Secure the helm, the storm is upon us!!! @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @VincentCrypt46 @Because_Merica @realDonaldTrump 

@RedPill78 @40_head @LisaMei62 #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/VincentCrypt46/status/1239237662424174592 …



3/15/2020 11:27:36 AM writeon_77 #BeBest

3/15/2020 11:35:18 AM bertomanofsteel When the news anchors all start talking in unison: https://youtu.be/ql83z8yBx2M?t=32 …

3/15/2020 11:35:20 AM anangelhasland1 Sure, nightlights are mostly for easily scared children.

Earth IS a big laboratory indeed.

We can all be healers.

3/15/2020 11:36:03 AM woqe82 MJ is a LARP, the best LARP but still a LARP lol

3/15/2020 11:41:55 AM jeffw355 Because they are. ;) https://twitter.com/jeffw355/status/1093304543771791361 …

3/15/2020 11:43:53 AM dls00741 Be Best

3/15/2020 11:45:44 AM djlok Never.  The only big accounts that have ever interacted with me are @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @POTUSPress.

3/15/2020 11:54:06 AM lepiquant Embarrassing lol

3/15/2020 11:55:31 AM damien2nd  https://youtu.be/ClQcUyhoxTg  pic.twitter.com/votElmQuvE

3/15/2020 11:55:45 AM angel5christine NICE!!!

3/15/2020 11:59:26 AM holotechrd  pic.twitter.com/SgIBYCaQ16

3/15/2020 12:00:29 PM rebelrob52 Holy shite @cjtruth @Jordan_Sather_ @love4thegameAK @carmindabrendel @Inevitable_ET @JuliansRum @KarluskaP @StormIsUponUs 

@VincentCrypt46 @cain_nate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @weiner laptop, sick stuff, flynn pardon, its happening #QAnon #MAGA2020 #FreedomOfSpeech 

#2ADefenders #QArmy https://twitter.com/AQtime/status/1239250854189961216 …

3/15/2020 12:05:12 PM susang7671 Intuition suggested I post this re 5:5 I also immediately recalled a precious highly intelligent young woman and attorney named Susan who developed 

polio after receiving the vaccine, and have been recently seeing balloons and tune “be sure to wear some flowers in your hair” 

pic.twitter.com/OLoTx4f4k5

3/15/2020 12:05:17 PM louisa_ip They kill people, that’s communism. Tiananmen Square,  Uyghur genocide, Falung Gong persecution, Chinese communist party harvest organs and kill 

people alive for foreigners money.  

The virus can be harmful for those who have low immunity. I understand how you feel. I was scared.

3/15/2020 12:07:58 PM distinct_words SMDH

3/15/2020 12:08:40 PM louisa_ip Then I found what China did and we don’t don’t do. China pushed put a mandatory vaccination program by Dec 1. What’s in that Chinese vaccine? 

Heard it’s nano chips in there, coming to the globalists agenda real ID2020 as well. Also rolled out 130,000 5G in Wuhan and other cities

3/15/2020 12:09:12 PM dioristano Everywhere people loves #Q.

@POTUS

@KremlinRussia

@netanyahu

@BorisJohnson

@GiuseppeConteIT

@matteosalvinimi

@DavidaCamorani

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@Tinktweets45

@onofrioeolimpia

@MagaGlam

@EyesOnQ

@RainbowFairy12

@NeoRust

#Q.🕰🔜🎻🎵🌄🌍🇺🇲🇷🇺🇬🇧🇮🇱🇮🇹🍀 pic.twitter.com/IgE9UuN8aJ
3/15/2020 12:09:35 PM louisa_ip ? What’s that? I’m trying to help you, stop mocking me

3/15/2020 12:12:23 PM darkcenter After arrests, maybe they are forced to liquidate so mass selling to clear books?

3/15/2020 12:12:46 PM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/6qWiWT74N4

3/15/2020 12:14:21 PM darkcenter you can if you trade right! buy gold/silver!

3/15/2020 12:17:26 PM crackrpablo Albino pepe

3/15/2020 12:18:29 PM disgoblue24 WE CAN'T Ignore This Any Longer! They Knew It All Along.. (2020)  https://youtu.be/RuB6ufizYUM  via @YouTube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?????

3/15/2020 12:18:57 PM lovegypsy1111 Free will, it's a glorious thing...

3/15/2020 12:21:47 PM mgray72531386 Be Best = 17 in scrabble

3/15/2020 12:22:12 PM lovegypsy1111 Also started in China as HISTORY states.

3/15/2020 12:23:34 PM distinct_words I've heard all the theories, but since there's no 5G in Iran it's bullshit.

3/15/2020 12:24:02 PM mansfieldbenz Complicit with Market Fixing to aid the valuation of : "Pandemic Bonds", much? 

*A "Pandemic Bond" that "matures" when the WHO (World Health Organization) declares a "Pandemic".

Maybe thise 4am talking points are loaded to Bear?

3/15/2020 12:29:42 PM louisa_ip Do you know about adrenochrome ? Check out the chemical symbol, it looks like a white rabbit. Q - follow the white rabbit! Apparently there’s a 

chemical factory in Wuhan selling adrenochrome ! Viola! Adrenochrome is extremely addictive. Most corrupted evil people choice of drug

3/15/2020 12:31:28 PM louisa_ip Now you understand why so many corrected elites are coming with this virus? Maybe these adrenochrome is tinted with this Wuhan bio-engineered 

virus?!

3/15/2020 12:37:38 PM posasefrain When the media is going to stop lying because they are harming the democracy in America we the American people we are tired of their lies

3/15/2020 12:38:48 PM monolithicide  pic.twitter.com/HxR1QBksEz

3/15/2020 12:40:31 PM distinct_words Synthetic epinephrine (think: EpiPen) when oxidized (exposed to air) becomes adrenochrome. There are more than 450 adrenochrome patent deposits 

around the world. SYNTHETIC?

Look at safety info for EpiPen (chemically stable section)  https://www.epipen.com/hcp/about-epipen-and-generic/safety-and-storage …

3/15/2020 12:43:23 PM rainbowfairy12 Saved! Thanks!

3/15/2020 12:45:04 PM dioristano Thanks to You. #Q.🍀

3/15/2020 12:45:12 PM suckstwidder  pic.twitter.com/6dmtjuwuHD

3/15/2020 12:47:18 PM samsmith0319 ...👀🐸👀...

3/15/2020 12:51:29 PM magaglam Awesome Mauro ❤️🙏🏻 Q #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/OYLqDgjZ0o

3/15/2020 12:52:37 PM dioristano It's fantastic my friend! Congratulations

#Q.❤️❤️❤️

3/15/2020 12:52:38 PM jeepndad I guess if you wrap yourself with a thick enough layer it could be bulletproof 🤷🏻♂️



3/15/2020 12:56:36 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You were right on 3-1 , it really has

turned into MARCH MADNESS !

A smokescreen to carry out "The Plan" ?

Will it be GAME OVER by April ?

3/15/2020 12:58:03 PM earthisaglobe How do tides work if water is always level? Where s all the extra water coming from?

Also: what is level? Is level something else than 90° angle from down? Does water adhere to anything else?

3/15/2020 12:58:59 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/VRxMpDc0Z9

3/15/2020 12:59:52 PM earthisaglobe I m thinking logical. And this is the correct answer. Oceans are huge. Lakes (even the great ones) are small. 

Part of the ocean is attracted by the moon, other parts are not.

3/15/2020 1:01:18 PM bjones7774 Right the American media is to blame for the entire world dealing with this virus. Honestly how dumb are you?

3/15/2020 1:01:32 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/NkMCxuJoJp

3/15/2020 1:02:54 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/KcYQaY71EC

3/15/2020 1:03:19 PM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/EttuqZaDXR

3/15/2020 1:03:46 PM earthisaglobe Why not?

Is tge question too difficult? 

Have you ever seen a water surface that is not 90° angle from down? I haven't!

3/15/2020 1:05:12 PM earthisaglobe Why do tou flerf always change the topic to something completely unrelated?

Why do you flerf always come up with nasa?

Why do you always use memes?

Have you done research yourself?

3/15/2020 1:05:55 PM lightlove21121 Time in an illusion. It IS happening. Trust the Plan. 

A better world is coming 😎

3/15/2020 1:06:34 PM heike_ngan Judo. Use their momentum against themselves. Or...bullfight. Let them charge... horns first, brains second. Or...make lemonade from their lemons. 

They fell for it. Took the bait. All good. Nothing like ‘catastrophe’ to show people’s TRUE natures and to see where they hide.

3/15/2020 1:06:37 PM earthisaglobe And it's not bacuase we humans designed to time we keep to resemble tge movements of the celestial bodies? 

Why change the topic? You guys can so not focus!

3/15/2020 1:07:01 PM cstarr888 I've had vivid moments of seeing myself as a golden energy human shape and I am confused for a second why I can't just lift up and fly away! I feel 

tethered by gravity.

🤔🙏💖

3/15/2020 1:08:29 PM rghardy3 A Silent Happening behind the scenes.

On with the Show.

3/15/2020 1:09:38 PM cstarr888 Ah, my heart is warmed by that. Thank you so much for letting me know!😊🙏💖

3/15/2020 1:10:44 PM lightlove21121 🍿

3/15/2020 1:11:59 PM habsbatman LOL YOU DONT LISTEN YOU DONT WATCH THE VIDEO YEP YOU NEED ONLY LOGIC TO SEE WATER LEVELS ..........THINK LOGIC 

pic.twitter.com/uG5Hi6pNw1

3/15/2020 1:14:50 PM unidentifiedta1 Tricked. 

Once Revealed, the Public now knows the MSM is an orchestra, of different instruments, but playing to the same beat.

3/15/2020 1:19:52 PM tommhaynes1 Soon the plague will hit the homeless communities in Oregon, Washington & California... just wait, not one institution cares about the homeless & 

meek in these great states. Wake up World & put a stop to this inevitable Pandemic coming our way! Prosecute officials who turn away.

3/15/2020 1:20:25 PM solonyl Social programming + education + Frustration. I belive we stay childreen, who behave like (play) adults. And childreen can be very cruel.

3/15/2020 1:25:24 PM roublisa I’ll never forget ꧁dearheart꧂

3/15/2020 1:26:14 PM earthisaglobe Is there a problem with ursa major on the globe? For most latitudes this is a circumpolar star. It’s closer to the celestial pole than yoyr latitude. Hence 

always visible. No problem! 

There is a big problem with the south celestial pole on a flat earth however. Impossible of FE!

3/15/2020 1:27:00 PM earthisaglobe And south north circumnavigation has been done. Panam 50 in the past, and recently #onemoreorbit. It broke a world record and was live streamed. 

You missed it?

3/15/2020 1:27:53 PM earthisaglobe I personally measured the horizon not rising to eye level. 

I personally measured earth’s tilt.

What have you done yourself?

3/15/2020 1:29:13 PM highvoltagenews Well that just pissed me off. 

Thanks I needed a good wake up

after a nice rest. Back to work now.

More red pilling to do.

3/15/2020 1:29:47 PM earthisaglobe Want me to believe a video over my own measurements and observations? Why?

3/15/2020 1:30:21 PM element115 Sing it loud, sing it proud(ly). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEGKFiTaMgI …

3/15/2020 1:33:42 PM freenaynow cheers Patriot

3/15/2020 1:41:34 PM distinct_words Thread https://twitter.com/Distinct_Words/status/1238827075160739841?s=19 …

3/15/2020 1:45:42 PM qdemocrats @Jordan_Sather_ 

Why are you so dismissive of @AustinSteinbart?

It's a crazy story, but isn't all of Q completely unprecedented?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have pushed him a few times now, and I think it's probable he's at least an operator, but let's wait and see (time will make it obv).

3/15/2020 1:47:03 PM lamieret Significant bc figure is incorrect, it was  12,469 deaths...17! 🐸 pic.twitter.com/mIz3EM8FFS

3/15/2020 1:48:22 PM louisa_ip That’s Epipen. That why that evil CEO took over and jack up the price in there. The real adrenochrome that came from human adrenochrome come 

from Wuhan !

3/15/2020 1:50:38 PM aaronhoughton10 International Man of Mystery. I wonder how bad crow actually tastes. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/6UR0pgbiiG

3/15/2020 1:51:27 PM louisa_ip  https://watchmanstudios.com/adrenochrome-the-new-pnk-part-02-cannibalism-eugenicsinfanticide-organ-harvesting-2/ …

3/15/2020 1:53:12 PM qjeneice They still won't get it.   They lose their credibility in the end tho. pic.twitter.com/yzXTPcjbQt

3/15/2020 1:53:39 PM louisa_ip  https://nypost.com/2019/06/23/the-ugly-truth-about-chinas-organ-harvesting/ …

3/15/2020 1:55:45 PM texn9ne  https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1239294100500815872?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TexN9ne/status/1239294100500815872 …

3/15/2020 1:55:45 PM mz_nubbie Is that ed buck?



3/15/2020 1:56:09 PM melbourne_3000 Simply that powerful, you are draw to it and it is drawn to you.

The Majik of 369 is 17 manifesting into your reality.

The more you see it, the more you see it.

Natural law of the Universe.

In other words #LawOfAttraction 

That which is like unto itself, is drawn

3/15/2020 1:57:32 PM ybbedc Oh gosh.. thank you.. I'll do my research ..thank u bunches!

3/15/2020 1:58:08 PM kitnertodd 17,000

3/15/2020 1:58:09 PM melbourne_3000  pic.twitter.com/zdeyQcyZvi

3/15/2020 1:58:21 PM kitnertodd 17:00

3/15/2020 1:58:28 PM ybbedc Oops above post was for you..thanks a lot!!

3/15/2020 1:59:55 PM stormenight #FakeNewsCNN reinforcing the “pen”? Well that’s ok, the inmates are now running the asylum.

3/15/2020 2:01:34 PM mz_nubbie He should be he preyed on young black males. Hes the poster boy for old creepy pervy politician money ol white dude. Having a crack house he got 

away with so long while they doing time for a bag of pot? Yeah theyll take real good care of his cornbread.

3/15/2020 2:01:37 PM bryceja68689884 F@ck @CNN

3/15/2020 2:05:14 PM hawkgirlinmn House arrested masked under National Emergency. Yesssss.

3/15/2020 2:09:47 PM americanpetal These people are stupid.

3/15/2020 2:21:28 PM djlok Sounds about right!

3/15/2020 2:22:37 PM ronald_2008 A message from your dictator?

All “journalists” saying the same words?

Who owns these people?

3/15/2020 2:23:42 PM ethereal_shaman My son's family is scheduled to move out of state on Friday.  I'm thinking they are going to be cutting it close or staying put a little longer. Planning 

future events is getting damn near impossible these days, lol.

3/15/2020 2:25:25 PM davidacamorani @POTUS @DanScavino @GenFlynn @RainbowFairy12 @TransformNow2Q @Tinktweets45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @maggieNYT @NeoRust 

@matteosalvinimi @GiuseppeConteIT @StormIsUponUs @g_occhionero @simo6608 @PatriziaRametta @Samarino1776 @Layonard1 @Barabba0681 

@Ink_Anon17 pic.twitter.com/G17SJsyK2J

3/15/2020 2:29:53 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 President Trump said he will see him tomorrow. Now the military being restricted in travel starting Monday. It is only a matter of 

hours until the real battle to defeat the illness over this country begins.  pic.twitter.com/xapqn42GZl

3/15/2020 2:40:07 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "to get the job properly done" interesting choice of words

3/15/2020 2:48:41 PM toffer_anon_369 Chapter 17: How to combine the power and love of all IS-BE's across the entire planet to collaborate together, UNITE, and solve a WW problem.  ALL 

TOGETHER  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/15/2020 2:50:02 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Will this mask protect Obama from the CV? pic.twitter.com/rt8R14xWLq

3/15/2020 2:53:01 PM oo1o110 Tethered by the meat suits.

3/15/2020 2:56:24 PM karluskap 😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/HU00GTkjSi

3/15/2020 2:56:43 PM karluskap Following you Patriot

3/15/2020 2:59:41 PM americanconsti2 They "think" their child will be well cared for, but that's FAR REMOVED FROM TRUTH! pic.twitter.com/tcl3kCVLGg

3/15/2020 3:04:16 PM kathleenmckeon6 grin

3/15/2020 3:06:36 PM kathleenmckeon6 🤣

3/15/2020 3:07:10 PM aaronhoughton10 No Coincidences. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/1loU4xcl70c 

3/15/2020 3:07:36 PM joeker87 Proof?

3/15/2020 3:15:28 PM boy12_jimmy @DonaldJTrumpJr @dbongino @Scavino45 @RudyGiuliani @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tiff_FitzHenry @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs 

@intheMatrixxx @jsolomonReports @love4thegameAK @prayingmedic @SantaSurfing @SaraCarterDC

3/15/2020 3:18:17 PM house_poseidon It's always interesting to see what different souls do when they stumble upon sacred knowledge or find the golden thread that leads to the Gardens of 

Ascension.

Some rush to claim glory & wealth for themselves.  Others try to do what is best for other souls, for Life & Honor.

3/15/2020 3:21:56 PM 39anc6 I don't need proof. I can see without eyes. https://twitter.com/39anc6/status/1236617683665387521?s=19 …

3/15/2020 3:22:54 PM hallelujahhc Woah!!! 🤯🇺🇸😎

3/15/2020 3:25:21 PM louisa_ip Adrenochrome is like a name brand, you can make a synthetic copy and cheaply made them available through Epi pen. Or the real deal under live organ 

harvesting to extract adrenochrome and process it and sell to those elites who can afford the real deal.

  https://t.co/HXaqaf1g7W  https://twitter.com/inevitable_et/status/1238584629357096960?s=21 …

3/15/2020 3:28:08 PM 39anc6 This was before he said he was Q

3/15/2020 3:30:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not Satanism. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1239315630538530818 …

3/15/2020 3:30:55 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/b9amo5t02t

3/15/2020 3:31:31 PM rebbecahuhn From tom Perez.  🙄 Oh please.

3/15/2020 3:32:31 PM aprilbrown99 Really?  Oui vey. pic.twitter.com/QrjMpIZHod

3/15/2020 3:33:25 PM xusaf_patriot On the other hand, who Perez worships is a whole 'nother story!

What a POS.

3/15/2020 3:34:04 PM 54catjones I'm shocked daily because these people invariably stoop so much lower than I could possibly have imagined the day before.

3/15/2020 3:35:36 PM crazybeachchic 😂

3/15/2020 3:37:46 PM johnmic25959174 I was one of the People to survive the Swine Flu

3/15/2020 3:38:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1239319027341766661 …

3/15/2020 3:39:11 PM smalltownindy We live in an age where millions follow an anonymous psy-op, give praises to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @NSA_QIL2. Why is it such a stretch to think DIA 

would throw a hat in the social media ring with @AustinSteinbart. Message over the messenger, & always cross reference everything.

3/15/2020 3:40:06 PM rebornkingent Martial law by another name.

3/15/2020 3:40:10 PM 4wcowgirl OFFS.

3/15/2020 3:40:31 PM state1union Arrests for Saint Paddy’s Day YaY 😀 pic.twitter.com/SvpjawpNEU

3/15/2020 3:41:11 PM reallyi5  https://www.themiracleofstjoseph.org/revelation-details/rev235.html/ …

3/15/2020 3:41:19 PM 313jodie 😳😳😳wowza!!!❤️❤️❤️

3/15/2020 3:41:27 PM dileolen 17 ? pic.twitter.com/d79jeEhMlN

3/15/2020 3:43:13 PM dileolen  pic.twitter.com/jbOyAmfrfI

3/15/2020 3:44:16 PM cleetus__jones Yooooooo!!!!!!

5:5 is 32:23!!!!!!!!!!! On Schumann That’s why nothing can stop what’s coming and the storm and all that shit. It’s over the country now. Y’all slick

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/15/2020 3:45:08 PM keith369me My intuition has been gradually improving and Perez is hard for me to look at/listen to.

3/15/2020 3:45:10 PM pharaohfire Says the guy that’s pushing Biden pic.twitter.com/ZinuLdmssg

3/15/2020 3:46:36 PM ahmedondeck Yep, sorry. No idol worshipping for us. You can keep your horns and alters.

3/15/2020 3:47:24 PM keith369me How will the satanists do their solstice ritual with a travel/gathering ban?



3/15/2020 3:48:14 PM johnlam80946827 the Church of 'Merica bitches.

3/15/2020 3:49:44 PM jlundr Do you trust your military?

3/15/2020 3:50:51 PM nsa_qil2 I got banned from YouTube for posting a video of my Dog...

Y'all are funny

3/15/2020 3:50:52 PM taxiarchmichael AUSTIN COME OUT TO PLAAAAYYYY! pic.twitter.com/eNLV8E10vQ

3/15/2020 3:52:03 PM aleks8837 😉

3/15/2020 3:52:40 PM keith369me A different solstice ritual

3/15/2020 3:53:01 PM fansblowing3 Why April 17?  🧐

3/15/2020 3:54:29 PM wonderswords Ohio Democrat Governor is closing ALL bars and restaurants effective 9pm tonight, take out only

3/15/2020 3:55:42 PM jefft646 Earth is flat

3/15/2020 3:58:31 PM sandie70484902 It was from Sid Roth doing that segment that led me to Cahn.

3/15/2020 3:59:20 PM communistsrevil Unlike his kind. pic.twitter.com/pclhO9QqRR

3/15/2020 3:59:46 PM deb14927573 Right!!!

3/15/2020 4:00:24 PM nschlange Lol

3/15/2020 4:01:03 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/15/2020 4:01:16 PM jasonjperry10 I don't understand??

3/15/2020 4:01:56 PM state1union What do you mean?  Does Saint Paddy’s day mean something different?  Oh no 🤦♀️

3/15/2020 4:02:14 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/VNA5KZgGiU

3/15/2020 4:03:01 PM anirgu Thank you @KarluskaP

3/15/2020 4:04:14 PM aaronhoughton10 Davidic Line? This is really getting fun now. I love games. 

@AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/JR7XQeFe2Bw 

3/15/2020 4:04:29 PM distinct_words You're so off base you're not just out of the ballpark, you're in another universe https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/5898 

3/15/2020 4:04:41 PM keith369me 1st day of spring

3/15/2020 4:04:59 PM jasonjperry10 What is 5D?

3/15/2020 4:04:59 PM groonavy Glory to God

3/15/2020 4:05:43 PM notevenchad17 KEK!!

3/15/2020 4:08:27 PM daveinthisacct Oh my god stop with the 17 everywhere. There are times when it’s obvious it’s a Q proof and then there are plenty of times where it’s literally just a 

random 17

3/15/2020 4:09:56 PM lordconcave The humble and meek are the HEROES!

3/15/2020 4:10:13 PM state1union Aha

3/15/2020 4:10:16 PM hallelujahhc AMEN! 🙌🏼🕊

3/15/2020 4:11:21 PM mishelleo1974 Yes!!! ❤️

3/15/2020 4:11:36 PM jrocktigers Not 100%, Look for announcement in am. Just prepare your family and friends that the potential for traveling between states may be blocked very 

soon.

3/15/2020 4:12:44 PM smalltownindy Really? Wow that is nuts. Thanks for your work raising awareness.

3/15/2020 4:13:00 PM jasonjperry10 But why?

3/15/2020 4:13:31 PM highvoltagenews Bingo

3/15/2020 4:14:15 PM mishelleo1974 David and Goliath is the 🔑

3/15/2020 4:14:33 PM highvoltagenews No not that pic.twitter.com/V4c4pcnwai

3/15/2020 4:14:45 PM keith369me Rats scurry when trapped.  If nobody else is on the move it’s safer/quicker for all

3/15/2020 4:16:03 PM jasonjperry10 So it's about the pedophile?

3/15/2020 4:16:26 PM aaronhoughton10 🤯

3/15/2020 4:18:04 PM at0m_b0mber I had no idea what your handle meant. Then came across some information that mentioned majestic12 👇👇👇 pic.twitter.com/zHoV6lApYM

3/15/2020 4:18:46 PM keith369me It’s about taking down the world power structure that has been enslaving humanity.  That is one part.

3/15/2020 4:19:23 PM lordconcave Today is the Ides of March...

3/15/2020 4:21:44 PM jasonjperry10 Exactly what I thought.

3/15/2020 4:23:05 PM keith369me Go Yankees!!!

3/15/2020 4:23:10 PM cj89876684 What's the significance of 17? Gematria?

3/15/2020 4:25:28 PM jasonjperry10 Reading your tweets have me really unnerved..

3/15/2020 4:26:19 PM dannyv21 Q sent me

3/15/2020 4:26:31 PM kewnadian That feeling is what I get every time I sit down to do a decode and let it flow. I told you this before. I do a little prayer I have and it's almost like a trance 

I go into and before I know it hours have gone by but feels like minutes. Feel invincible all while feeling humbled. pic.twitter.com/tTYMISO24r

3/15/2020 4:27:34 PM eman1292 Indeed. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 had a thread about it a while ago. I just remember the example of the soil reference they used.

3/15/2020 4:28:08 PM chrly919 Judge not.....

3/15/2020 4:28:28 PM cpeacehippie This reinforces that there are white hats, black hats, and plain old asshats.

3/15/2020 4:28:41 PM askbeforgiven A worship of God and not god of this world as we know it keeps people pure and good of non worship at all. My opinion at least from a small town.

3/15/2020 4:30:24 PM kennypope I thought I had been right on top of it, but did I miss a tweet where he has reference international man of mystery?

3/15/2020 4:30:36 PM connieketchup good answer! lmao

3/15/2020 4:31:18 PM keith369me Don’t be...just enjoy the show...this change will be for the best...change can be scary...the world will be a much better place very soon.

3/15/2020 4:32:38 PM askbeforgiven From end of Q post 35 “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal 

life. Love is patient, love is kind.”

God bless my fellow Americans.

4,10,20

Is the end of this a marker date for the end of Q ops

3/15/2020 4:32:42 PM jrocktigers MJ12 - I just watched [MP] provide thank you's to FEMA & Wal Mart in press conference. Please note, for 20 yrs, this was my signal  'calm'. Much of 

your interaction on this feed has allowed me to hope beyond hope that Patriots are running show domestically.

3/15/2020 4:32:57 PM mishelleo1974 Tree of Life.

3/15/2020 4:33:08 PM stephgraz7580 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can I work for you? Honestly, nothing surprises me. I’m a tipping point. I’m ME affected and digital soldier. I wouldn’t know how to live a “normal” life 

after all of this. I see so clearly what others can’t .

3/15/2020 4:33:49 PM jrocktigers With that said, I just saw [MP] thank FEMA and Wal Mart on national TV. IF Patriots are not in control, than it is on like Donkey Kong.

3/15/2020 4:34:16 PM louisa_ip And you think ilegal drugs sell through government ? Of course they do, but they don’t publish about it. If you believe NIH, then you believe in CDC, 

WHO and Bill Gates is a great guy. You have a lot more thinking and researching to do!

3/15/2020 4:35:16 PM patriotcitizen4 Right!! 🤣😂🤣😅 especially when it was only about 12😂🤣😅🤣

3/15/2020 4:36:07 PM truthdancer210 🙏

3/15/2020 4:36:09 PM keith369me MP?



3/15/2020 4:36:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 #COVIDー19 #coronavirus #ShutDownMASS #ShutItDown #StayTheFHome #coronapocolypse #nycschools #StayHome #HighRiskCovid19 

#CoronaVirusSA #CoronaVirusUpdates #ArmyForTrump pic.twitter.com/Ckz8MfIprj

3/15/2020 4:36:56 PM truthdancer210 Mike Pence, right JRock?

3/15/2020 4:37:18 PM jrocktigers Likely satanic former governor from Indiana.

3/15/2020 4:37:44 PM habsbatman  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ngw2Vd8uoPQ …

3/15/2020 4:38:23 PM trumps_all Keep hearing this, sounds devastating, hope it comes to pass...........but to be honest, until I see it come out, it’s no different than a unicorn or Santa 

Clause.

3/15/2020 4:38:24 PM truthdancer210 My thought is he is “controlled “ now.

3/15/2020 4:38:31 PM keith369me Power to the People one way or another

3/15/2020 4:39:03 PM distinct_words #PullYourHeadOut pic.twitter.com/A4MiY6SzZn

3/15/2020 4:39:38 PM jasonjperry10 Wasn't he handed a white envelope?

3/15/2020 4:39:59 PM jeffcordell6 Time is an illusion....but it's habbening!

3/15/2020 4:40:40 PM jrocktigers I have picked a good evening to check out Walking Dead.

3/15/2020 4:41:02 PM jrocktigers Si.

3/15/2020 4:41:46 PM jrocktigers Go Rays!!!

3/15/2020 4:42:05 PM truthdancer210 There is vid of wife Karen finding it in funeral program.

3/15/2020 4:42:26 PM keith369me Is that a Grapefruit League team?

3/15/2020 4:44:04 PM jrocktigers A real Yankees fan knows to not overlook the Rays. Just saying. There sure are alot of posers in terms of Yankees,,,not saying you are . . .

3/15/2020 4:44:31 PM jasonjperry10 Military tribunal?

3/15/2020 4:44:43 PM rhondanight 🕯

3/15/2020 4:45:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/23/2018

32 32 9

5 5 9

#Q639

The power of 3 6 and 9 is real. pic.twitter.com/Fj6twFOJzf

3/15/2020 4:45:48 PM keith369me Grew up locally.  Watched Reggie hit the three home runs in my first season watching.  1977....just busting on you...Eva Langoria did a number on us.

3/15/2020 4:45:55 PM truth939 That's a lot of hashtags! Why the #HighRiskCovid19 ?  I thought odds were very low per previous posts?

3/15/2020 4:46:03 PM internetusr Habben. 

Ning.

3/15/2020 4:46:11 PM truthdancer210  pic.twitter.com/mgUovA7nva

3/15/2020 4:47:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Intercept hashtags to inject meme magick to redpill sheep.

3/15/2020 4:47:36 PM truth939 5:5

3/15/2020 4:47:59 PM alwaysfinds When will the biological Martial Law be imposed?

3/15/2020 4:48:19 PM jasonjperry10 I never do.. they were in first place at one point last year so..

3/15/2020 4:48:28 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/zYTqax7F6M

3/15/2020 4:49:25 PM nocommunistusa I would love to know what’s going on at the Vatican right now. US troops are in Italy hmmm

3/15/2020 4:49:35 PM c_morece I believe that's illegal unless Marshall law is instituted and we are far from that. They want us to give up our freedoms under guise for our own 

protection. I call BS

3/15/2020 4:49:40 PM kevinpaz822  pic.twitter.com/IPhdGA02en

3/15/2020 4:49:55 PM jasonjperry10 Grew updated in Syracuse. Moved to Tennessee in 97 to get away from high taxes.

3/15/2020 4:50:22 PM chrissh51 🤣🐸😎

3/15/2020 4:50:34 PM keith369me 5:5...not going anywhere.  Happy hunting later this week.

3/15/2020 4:50:37 PM winklerburke Just Google “John Podesta Art Collection.”

3/15/2020 4:51:08 PM lynnstueber I would say the majority of Trump supporters believe in the Living God. Axios is full of crap to the eyeballs.

3/15/2020 4:51:24 PM robertf37615886 great pic do you know where i can find a widescreen 1080p of this for my desktop?

3/15/2020 4:51:29 PM r_tjep Wow

3/15/2020 4:51:37 PM keith369me It’s working...lots of curious new followers lately!!!

3/15/2020 4:51:38 PM barbequbedprime Nikola Tesla.  He wrote a tough book to read but I eventually pieced it together.

3/15/2020 4:53:07 PM jrocktigers Please . .. .   With a quarter of payroll, just check our head to head records..

3/15/2020 4:54:55 PM bdeplorabill Apparently people are getting citations for travel to grocery shop outside their immediate area.

3/15/2020 4:55:02 PM jrocktigers MJ12 - I just watched [MP] provide thank you's to FEMA & Wal Mart in press conference. Please note, for 20 yrs, this was my signal  'calm'. Much of 

your interaction on this feed has allowed me to hope beyond hope that Patriots are running show domestically.

3/15/2020 4:55:56 PM richzen2 #UnsealJFK

3/15/2020 4:56:15 PM covertress That fits with what I thought,

based on the darkness of the moon.

New Moon occurs on Mar 23-24.

The 22nd is also good, as it falls on a Sunday. Good GO times.

3/15/2020 4:56:36 PM pspur007 The day the earth stood still playing.

3/15/2020 4:56:46 PM askbeforgiven Nice -)

3/15/2020 4:57:52 PM askbeforgiven Nice I think I just felt movement =)

3/15/2020 4:58:13 PM keith369me Are any NYPD officers that viewed the Weiner laptop still alive?

3/15/2020 4:58:33 PM mgodfrey99 Well, we don't worship faith, We follow Jesus.  He might want to learn about him.

3/15/2020 5:01:15 PM finall00p Just closed all schools and gatherings in all 4 counties in my surrounding area exceeded 50+ people. MO

3/15/2020 5:01:43 PM magate05235305 ...Duck & Cover... pic.twitter.com/e52OPaVvxc

3/15/2020 5:02:31 PM nocommunistusa Wow

3/15/2020 5:03:17 PM carroll_322 Think Harvard.

Think Deepstate.

Think the Calm is Over

The Storm is Now.

3/15/2020 5:03:46 PM worldxplorer1 Unconfirmed - I heard 8 of 12 have died.

3/15/2020 5:04:08 PM laurabusse I hear it's almost a documentary

Based on truth

But I've never seen it

3/15/2020 5:05:31 PM doyouq I always wondered if Buck’s Fishing & Camping was named after him.

3/15/2020 5:06:56 PM covertress  https://youtu.be/9MqRRT664sA 



3/15/2020 5:07:49 PM giediknight After watching Satanism in the CIA from  http://prisonplanet.tv  back in 2004, I was never the same. Now, 16 years later, the children of our world will 

no longer be subjected to the royal death racket. May we never forget the lives of the children @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/15/2020 5:12:15 PM jasonjperry10 Yankees have a history of handing out horrible contracts!

3/15/2020 5:12:23 PM mikeezell10 Martial law?

3/15/2020 5:20:49 PM granthamdor Odd are low for young and middle age ppl

3/15/2020 5:21:06 PM manifest_utopia Q639 pic.twitter.com/ijw7V9afkf

3/15/2020 5:21:12 PM aaronhoughton10 Trust the plan. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/z1zP9MEKYt4 

3/15/2020 5:21:29 PM mishelleo1974 YouTube it. ;) pic.twitter.com/HdVypssHBJ

3/15/2020 5:23:59 PM spacecadet369 After clicking the link the tweet shows up normally (recently all Axios).

ALICE? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ihuL9aHg6q

3/15/2020 5:24:42 PM lordconcave You misspelled "harassment".  Try again.

3/15/2020 5:25:58 PM jeffcordell6 Thank you!

3/15/2020 5:27:27 PM lordconcave This is the correct link, way more intense.

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=PRESIDENTIAL+HARASSMENT …+

3/15/2020 5:28:06 PM 444_q_ Love it!!! pic.twitter.com/qIZPYQZVD6

3/15/2020 5:28:55 PM mongrelglory Avatars 😉

3/15/2020 5:29:04 PM lucasnobua I don't understand, please someone explain me this drop. Thanks!

3/15/2020 5:29:25 PM hallelujahhc You literally just read my mind... Was thinking I need the gematria calculator on my phone and was gonna look up the link again. 👀

3/15/2020 5:32:10 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/RuB6ufizYUM 

3/15/2020 5:32:21 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/RuB6ufizYUM 

3/15/2020 5:32:29 PM lordconcave @AaronHoughton10 please redo the video with correct spelling, more of a mind blower than this.

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=PRESIDENTIAL+HARASSMENT …+

3/15/2020 5:32:39 PM shawnt1973  https://youtu.be/RuB6ufizYUM 

3/15/2020 5:35:51 PM hallelujahhc The Freedom Of Information Act 👀 And sooo much more! 🤯

3/15/2020 5:36:14 PM aaronhoughton10 coming soon!

3/15/2020 5:37:36 PM aaronhoughton10 You maybe laughing at me but I'm laughing with you.

The last shall be first. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/LNRzxVtgx78 

3/15/2020 5:40:05 PM mongrelglory I didn't think people in NYC actually had functioning kitchens in their tiny apartments!  Doesn't everyone just eat out all the time? 😋

3/15/2020 5:40:12 PM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/VGKnightinArmor/status/1239348266786902016 …

3/15/2020 5:40:31 PM hallelujahhc I really don’t care, do u? 🙃 Enjoy the show Q peeps! 😎

3/15/2020 5:40:34 PM tikpaq 17 pic.twitter.com/QOssVsh1Gs

3/15/2020 5:44:35 PM beaglemoon  pic.twitter.com/Z5N20WpVQK

3/15/2020 5:44:53 PM lordconcave Make sure you also scroll down through the English results when you read the Gematria.

3/15/2020 5:45:11 PM egelone #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealEpstein = #Unseal911

#Unseal911 = #UnsealRoswell

#nationaldayofprayer

#WHOISQ

3/15/2020 5:47:20 PM hallelujahhc Always~ 💯🤯🙏🏼

3/15/2020 5:50:35 PM distinct_words Good grief, lady, did you even check out the link? That one in the screenshot from Wuhan is one of 458 from all over the world, dingbat, doesn't mean 

anything.

3/15/2020 5:52:39 PM distinct_words So confronting idiots with truth is attacking them? lmfao This virus is real. It's serious. It has not a damn thing to do with white hats arresting bad 

people.

3/15/2020 5:54:01 PM duncanskinner6 Q times 1,000. I thought only 10 people were in the know?

3/15/2020 5:55:59 PM cledrordfishing There are always US troops in Italy. We have a base there. It's an airborne unit.

3/15/2020 5:56:22 PM aaronhoughton10 will do!

3/15/2020 5:57:10 PM nocommunistusa Tanks heading to the Vatican? Oh.

3/15/2020 5:58:26 PM doq017 I think it’s time to garden. 

Any Qs?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor http://poleshift.ning.com/forum/topics/gardening-from-scratch-a-beginners-guide …
3/15/2020 6:02:20 PM jasonjperry10 Now.. didn't he get that for plotting the assination of the President?

3/15/2020 6:07:18 PM kevinpaz822 #Sunday

3/15/2020 6:07:52 PM aaronhoughton10 The plan to save the world. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/3LRXA1Ak0M8 

3/15/2020 6:08:12 PM 268doorholder Deep Purple version...nice.

3/15/2020 6:13:46 PM geronim22212419 Excuse me for my typo https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/07/10/jeffrey-epstein-boasted-that-he-played-matchmaker-for-donald-and-melania-

trump-report-says/ …

3/15/2020 6:13:56 PM colforbin3 To bypass paywalls (Chrome) copy link and paste into a new incognito window. Or just use Brave Browser and disable scripts. (Pro tip: Use brave for all 

surface web activities)

3/15/2020 6:14:51 PM lordconcave That wasn't the one for "PRESIDENTIAL HARASSMENT".

Eh well, you get the idea.

3/15/2020 6:17:32 PM mrmillslane When was this filmed?



3/15/2020 6:19:17 PM hawkgirlinmn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  If the timelines converge based on all algorithms, WHO predetermined the outcome? #projectlookingglass

 https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007%2F978-3-642-24500-8_30.pdf …

3/15/2020 6:19:34 PM aetherwalker1 Microwaves & hotplates maybe ?  IDK.

3/15/2020 6:19:39 PM rghardy3 The MADNESS is quickly spreading like a virus.

Try to remain CALM in the Eye of the Storm.

3/15/2020 6:24:28 PM petrus24550953 Intressant Geomatri för dom som förstpår det !

Själv e jag för trög för detta !   ;)

3/15/2020 6:26:02 PM vickimcgregor9 I pray , President Trump pardons General Michael Flynn !

3/15/2020 6:26:30 PM riberdyron And the Standard Hotel death thing. Yeah he's a big pile of shit with powerful dangerous DS backers. Justice will come for him. All of them.     I have 

faith.

3/15/2020 6:27:36 PM trollingmockin1 Which one ?

3/15/2020 6:28:03 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MemeMajick https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1239357603962073090 …

3/15/2020 6:29:48 PM aaronhoughton10 This has been a total mind warping, illusion shattering, wicked fun game. I think its almost over.

@AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/jP3EXs7cJCg 

3/15/2020 6:33:08 PM davidg02986909  https://twitter.com/DavidG02986909/status/1239363804510781440?s=19 …

3/15/2020 6:33:12 PM ttesla9 Infinity

3/15/2020 6:34:36 PM nanablue37 I'm looking forward to the years ahead where i can take all the Q posts and really know exactly what they say; what the meant from the get-go.

3/15/2020 6:34:58 PM 724best Section 603. imposed/mandatory vaccines?

3/15/2020 6:36:09 PM sdane8 Excellent! ♥️

3/15/2020 6:38:07 PM jackoneilltime1 #COVIDー19

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/LRu679PuMN

3/15/2020 6:38:21 PM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/zWa7faijxq

3/15/2020 6:38:36 PM aleks8837 Holy. Shit.

3/15/2020 6:38:39 PM andreinmd Rev 13:8 (KJV)

And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

“The Great Controversy”

by Ellen White

Audio

 https://ellenwhiteaudio.org/great-controversy/ …

Order book:

 https://remnantpublications.com/index.php/the-great-controversy-will-two-former-rivals-unite.html … pic.twitter.com/QsSg5pA8Hf

3/15/2020 6:39:40 PM lordconcave You said your first name is Larry, right?  So would this be the most accurate for you?

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=larry+aaron+houghton …

3/15/2020 6:41:24 PM sdane8 Youre welcome to stay awhile. It's been a fascinating journey. 😊

3/15/2020 6:42:25 PM hallelujahhc Follow the 🐇

3/15/2020 6:44:38 PM jackoneilltime1 #COVIDー19

@LoneStarParson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JqR6rXxAxE

3/15/2020 6:46:04 PM my2sonznme So the Austin fraud just replied to my tweet questioning the fact that he keeps pushing Democrats on is in his videos and posts...pretty sure Q wouldn’t 

call us MORONS! Prove me wrong. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @POTUS @prayingmedic @IPOT1776 @99freemind @SGTreport 

@X22Report pic.twitter.com/RIoMApqCp7

3/15/2020 6:47:43 PM qklahoma202 When I searched my TRUE name i got this 

All of these relate to me, the code is speaking to me

Also look up 

"Lucifer the loving goddess" pic.twitter.com/HTjGvbbGgD

3/15/2020 6:48:28 PM john20748098 Louisa, you can lead them to water but it’s their decision to drink. Good job Patriot! 🇺🇸 #WWG1WGA

3/15/2020 6:51:37 PM thegypsymermai1 Hey Aaron you get even more information if you use all the numbers and it’s all relevant.

3/15/2020 6:59:17 PM sdane8 I'm not sure we can. We're all just trying to figure it out together by throwing ideas out. 😊

3/15/2020 7:00:54 PM aaronhoughton10 Why so serious? @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/6wGEfPxQn6k 

3/15/2020 7:01:06 PM jaymont33 No Coincidences! Found your video about @AustinSteinbart last night after initial dismissing him, I stumbled on your video and now I'm on this ride 

with yah! Austin your videos are incredible...This is an amazing ride! #WWG1WGA

3/15/2020 7:02:57 PM nyanon6  pic.twitter.com/4QtqnzHkO0

3/15/2020 7:03:14 PM nyanon6  pic.twitter.com/0SBoCTrecg



3/15/2020 7:05:42 PM upallnight39 @AustinSteinbart says the DIA funds QAnon with marijuana sales

Look who I just got 2oz for $170 from

D(I)A

8847 IMPERIAL hwy

1611 27

7119 99

18 q

18 8811

27 9

18911

#restartEARTH

#defenderEarth2020

#whoisQGalt

#23321071311 pic.twitter.com/y0R35aCNwH
3/15/2020 7:10:31 PM dileolen  pic.twitter.com/k1CUaKVbCP

3/15/2020 7:11:09 PM e30hellcat Roll out Lancer

3/15/2020 7:13:34 PM lilangels44 We have a lot of unsealed indictments in Ma! Maybe this is the time to round them up here.... maybe picking the end date of the 17th is a signal. Just a 

thought

3/15/2020 7:15:09 PM distinct_words I'll take the advice and guidance of the medical professionals and scientists on this over you. Good luck.

3/15/2020 7:15:46 PM lordconcave "Aliens" came from the same place as you... INSIDE.

There is nothing on the outside.

3/15/2020 7:19:08 PM qklahoma202 🤯🤯🤯 pic.twitter.com/SedM2gCIAO

3/15/2020 7:22:03 PM sonofpatriot3  https://www.newenglandhistoricalsociety.com/committee-safety-prepares-war-april-17-1775/ …

3/15/2020 7:23:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hidden Secrets of Money ALL EPISODES  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLE88E9ICdiphYjJkeeLL2O09eJoC8r7Dc … via @YouTube

3/15/2020 7:24:18 PM ethanpe58415707 THANK YOU.

3/15/2020 7:24:32 PM atashfire No better series detailing how we've been hoodwinked by central banksters.

3/15/2020 7:24:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Watch this entire series while you are in quarantine.

Bring the whole family.

Bring popcorn.

[Federal Reserve] = #COVIDー19 ? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1239376732018413569 …

3/15/2020 7:25:22 PM laura_621 We will!

3/15/2020 7:25:42 PM 444_q_ Will do! 🍿

3/15/2020 7:25:47 PM girlawakeinca Making the 🍿 tonite. Thank Q.

3/15/2020 7:25:54 PM nurseniceyes I will watch it tomorrow. I'm in the middle of something right now. Thanks for the heads up.

3/15/2020 7:25:57 PM bejay31688996 Good series.  More people need to understand.  Mike does a nice job.  Highly recommend it.  I have a minor in Finance.  What he says is very true.

3/15/2020 7:26:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 What happened to the $21T missing from the DOD?

What is Quantitive Easing?

How does the Federal Reserve enslave you?

Why are you enslaved?

Wouldn't it make it easier to steal your children?

800,000+++ children a year go missing to the [FED] Cabal Networks.

EVIL!

3/15/2020 7:27:30 PM giediknight Thank you

3/15/2020 7:28:02 PM keith369me Haven’t watched yet obviously...question...why is Gold/Silver and to a lesser extent oil moving in the same direction as the stock market now, but 

typically moved in the opposite direction my entire life?

3/15/2020 7:28:15 PM ghost_of_billy_ The money master was my go-to film it's long but very informative. https://youtu.be/MpG-r9FnnXY 

3/15/2020 7:29:10 PM truth939 I've been following Maloney for a few months now.  Fed rate & QE announcement a big deal today.  Is it officially time to take a large stake in gold 

instead of fiat?

3/15/2020 7:29:16 PM keith369me Will do in the background while working remotely.

3/15/2020 7:29:22 PM giediknight  https://g.co/kgs/S6YWdk 

3/15/2020 7:29:39 PM my2sonznme I heard the market had been falling inflated this whole time

3/15/2020 7:30:16 PM notevenchad17 Shared!!

3/15/2020 7:30:30 PM terrieq7 I shall watch it Thank you

3/15/2020 7:31:33 PM keith369me When working constantly fighting to survive, it’s really hard to track children 24/7...in many societies they are on their own...in the US, daycare, 

unfortunately is the accepted norm.

3/15/2020 7:31:45 PM jacquel42750745 FB PATRIOTS KEEP WINNING🇺🇸🗽🇺🇸

3/15/2020 7:32:07 PM menopnyg Thank you!  My boyfriend and I have run out of things to watch, this is perfect

3/15/2020 7:33:44 PM arifriedman12 9 11 happened.

3/15/2020 7:34:18 PM aaronhoughton10 The calm before the storm. Follow the white rabbit. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/XwIrEtEajFk 

3/15/2020 7:35:24 PM deviatedefiant Leave Jews out of this, and you're about right. "Kabbalah" is probably one of the most important Judeo-Christian teachings, and not the #deepstate.

Freeing our children though? I can only hope this is what Trump's military ops are truly about.

3/15/2020 7:35:48 PM heedfulike There is always a voice in the back of my mind that says What if?  Why not? 

Maybe i just need to support the egregore of such a movment while i continue to shine a light and share awareness

The mass desire for a healthy world free from evil being a force of its own...

3/15/2020 7:36:48 PM aaronhoughton10 The cycle will STOP. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/8_yh2X2Y7sg 



3/15/2020 7:37:44 PM upallnight39 #whoisQGalt

Refers to an Ayn Rand character who refuses to contribute to the status quo society until it comes to its senses.

3/15/2020 7:39:43 PM giediknight Great playlist. For those who didn’t watch it, or understand it. A quantum computer has the ability to create ANY element on the periodic table of 

elements, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 technology. “Replicator” technology. What would gold be worth if you can just create it?

3/15/2020 7:40:05 PM p4patriot Tom is clueless.

3/15/2020 7:40:08 PM stavroguin2 Nop... i see White castle...

3/15/2020 7:42:39 PM aaronhoughton10 United we can save the world. Free thought is all that's required. No more BS(belief systems). Put on the full armor of God. @AustinSteinbart 

@LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/aAs8gnpgA8w 

3/15/2020 7:42:59 PM lordconcave Since there is only one Christ, all humans are technically "anti-christs".  The Lord's little Satans.

It's all good.

3/15/2020 7:43:14 PM qjeneice Redo presidential harassment.

3/15/2020 7:43:24 PM stavroguin2 CASTLE=POTUS

Tie POTUS...

3/15/2020 7:43:36 PM americanpetal [Federal Reserve] = #COVID—19? Yes

3/15/2020 7:44:50 PM winklerburke 1. - Off world? 2 much to hide here?

2. - Twisted-Evil families print national currencies, having taken the right from governments. QE = money printing.

3. By destroying the value of the currency you earn, 96% so far.

4. Mom & dad work, state raises kids.  This design since 1913.

3/15/2020 7:45:18 PM socalpony2 Love this

3/15/2020 7:45:48 PM qklahoma202 This one was mindblowing, i saw comms to me in it as well

3/15/2020 7:48:26 PM bossheartlaunch i hope all this comes out. all of it.

3/15/2020 7:49:12 PM winklerburke Trump demands negative rates, which he expects in 30-60 days, he said in presser. Why? To refinance Nat. Debt, at 30-50-100 year bonds? Sticking it 

to Bank families?  Then return to Silver (major)- Gold (minor) standard & let int. Rates be set by market. Return $ print to gov’t.

3/15/2020 7:49:42 PM prayercanadian Thanks for this.

3/15/2020 7:52:25 PM sdane8 Sometimes it's hard to know which road/action to take. I tend to just stop and observe at those times. Goodness always reveals itself, as does evil, and 

in the end I find my way back to the Light, more grounded from the pause, and can move forward with certainty. ♥️

3/15/2020 7:53:19 PM winklerburke Restated... Trump, after refinancing US debt long term @ deep neg. rates (sticking it to bank fams?) will complain of inflation caused by FED.  So US 

Treasury will take it over.  Then switch to silver-gold backing of dollar... needs be both to prevent manipulation, C Constitution

3/15/2020 7:54:56 PM state1union Yes

3/15/2020 7:55:10 PM jaded_pearl I know the market has been propped & manipulated for decades - let's see how the "blue" chips fall now...

3/15/2020 7:59:13 PM aaronhoughton10 I thought I redo it after @LordConcave pointed out my misspelling. https://youtu.be/LNRzxVtgx78 

3/15/2020 7:59:25 PM 3104joe @We_R_Awake

3/15/2020 8:01:38 PM terryrumore I was around age 8 years old when I remember telling a girlfriend of mine that Santa was not real. I asked her, "How does Santa climb down the 

chimney when your house doesn't have one?" She just stared at me with this blank stare 😳 I felt bad for a day...we remained friends👭

3/15/2020 8:03:17 PM antarantanka No mention of the esoteric and energy conversion side of banking.  Commercial banks are doing conversions on commodities all the time.  

The reason gold and silver is in the constitution as money, is Gold alchemically is the essence of a human, silver the body.

3/15/2020 8:04:52 PM n7guardiananon only way to end the cycle is make gold silver lose its value.

#replicators

3/15/2020 8:06:30 PM antarantanka Gold and silver metal can be hypothecated into more paper money just like FRN notes or credit card debt can. It does not stop commercial banks from 

creating money out of “thin air” via derivatives, swaps and other means.

3/15/2020 8:10:17 PM antarantanka It’s is a myth the central banks create money out of thin air. They create money by monetizing you’re birth certificate. They monetize you. You have 

infinite value as you are an instance of Source and all that is. Ferdinand Marcos “infinite accounts” reflect this value.

3/15/2020 8:11:32 PM aleks8837 Full video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTV1Y_QuZOM …

3/15/2020 8:12:38 PM antarantanka Monetizing a human being without their knowledge or consent while denying them access is the purest and most clever form of human trafficking ever 

devised. Is it any wonder you cannot separate banking from other forms of human trafficking?

3/15/2020 8:18:03 PM antarantanka It is always commercial banks who create money out of thin air. Central banks limit access to money.  It’s debt based because a debt is owed to a 

human but never repaid. It’s hidden by flipping debits to credits in a banking accounting trick.  Debt is an asset in bank accounting.

3/15/2020 8:21:33 PM antarantanka There is an executive order in place that can confiscate money involved in human trafficking. The FED could be immediately owned by the US Treasury. 

The FED is a private bank owned by 13 bloodline families from Babylon.

3/15/2020 8:24:55 PM steveakridge Maj12, unconfirmed report that gold is being made from lead at Area 51 for $10 an ounce. Fiat gold being sold on the open market now???

Q said gold will end the Fed but don’t know why or how!!!

3/15/2020 8:26:27 PM antarantanka #HATJ and #RKB are now in prison after proving in 2017 that these human value accounts do indeed exist in the FED Reserve, linked to Name and social 

security number and Fed District (each district belongs to a different family).

3/15/2020 8:29:21 PM _doozier_ Should I download in case of internet outage?

3/15/2020 8:30:27 PM antarantanka They were arrested by the same banker corrupted Obama era FBI people that tried to take out Donald J Trump. #HATJ was arrested 1 day after a 

scheduled meeting with DJT was scuttled by a never Trumper within the Whitehouse.   They arrested her at the Trump Hotel

3/15/2020 8:30:57 PM winklerburke A long time ago Trump was asked about his preference for a gold standard. He said yes, but hoped the price wasn’t too high.  Maybe that is correct. 

$2,067 is 99% devalue from 1913. A reminder, it would be. Silver set way higher? $206.70 just to remind folks of Prog evil done 2$s?

3/15/2020 8:31:33 PM quality_cqntrol I see what you did there and I likes it I likes it A LOT

3/15/2020 8:32:30 PM steveakridge Maj12, unconfirmed report that gold is being made from lead at Area 51 for $10 an ounce. Fiat gold being sold on the open market now???

Q said gold will end the Fed but don’t know why or how!!!

3/15/2020 8:34:13 PM antarantanka As this economy collapses over COVID19 panic, #HATJ can show you how to fix it and turn the central banking model on its head. Nothing centrally 

planned has ever worked for the good of ALL, not communism, and not central banking.  Gold will not fix this. Gold is just a metal.

3/15/2020 8:34:58 PM alhawarisls @CSkeen55

3/15/2020 8:36:24 PM antarantanka Gold is a transfer method of value it is not value itself anymore than bitcoin is value. All value is either human beings and their creativity or the planet 

itself. Gold can be replicated.



3/15/2020 8:36:44 PM we_r_awake Curious- I’ll be watching episodes 9 & 10 tonight. Keep in mind, the Vatican still has the statue at the Roman Colosseum. I’m excited to see what may 

pop out at me during these. Thanks Fren!

3/15/2020 8:37:42 PM klelevier  pic.twitter.com/Ox46HlA0As

3/15/2020 8:39:22 PM element115 You think my band sounds like Deep Purple? Cool!

3/15/2020 8:39:36 PM aaronhoughton10 The door will be opened later.

The choice to know, will be yours.

END. 

@AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/b4mra7mf5DI 

3/15/2020 8:41:44 PM tucson_ron Phenomenal information. People should be watching this series and acting on it, instead of lining up to hoard consumer goods. Literally, acting on this 

information will make the difference between lives well spent and lives squandered and stolen. Thanks for the link.

3/15/2020 8:41:56 PM worldxplorer1 Quantitative easing aka large-scale asset purchases, is a monetary policy whereby a central bank buys amounts of govt bonds or other financial assets 

in order to add money directly into the economy. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_easing …

3/15/2020 8:43:10 PM aetherwalker1 The Fed's a pyramid scheme of debt.

Each level is indentured to the level above it.

The financial component of [Their] Life Force plantation.

3/15/2020 8:43:17 PM 3104joe what does that mean? pic.twitter.com/NDkFi6cwSv

3/15/2020 8:46:29 PM christi18782046 Thank you

3/15/2020 8:46:56 PM we_r_awake  https://www.christianpost.com/news/moloch-statue-child-sacrifice-colosseum-holy-site-christian-martyrs.html …

3/15/2020 8:49:16 PM 3104joe Black cube's still in the prayer room at the UN. Are they winning as long as it's there?

3/15/2020 8:50:59 PM worldxplorer1 “Why are you enslaved?”

Fiat created currency without backing of hard assets. This allows for a situation where there is NEVER enough money in the system to pay back the 

principle and interest. 

System has been rigged from the beginning. 

Service your debt or forfeit assets!
3/15/2020 8:52:09 PM blissfulalien I SEE (not SEA) through by Eyeglass lens suckas

3/15/2020 8:52:42 PM deb12233 Part of the purpose of homelessness and single-parent families?

3/15/2020 8:53:11 PM iaskiseekiknock MK ULTRA, religions, politics, news media, creative writers, drugs, perversions, practicing liars, mafia style politics, money laundering, cannibalism, 

blood suckers, betrayals, abandonment, secret societies, birth certificate signing means  what? On & on...

3/15/2020 8:56:53 PM julieca29660023 Or silver?

3/15/2020 8:56:57 PM aleks8837 Okay, ready for some #truth?

What this Q drop implies is that there was a group of good-hearted people who made sure to get and infiltrate all these top level politician's emails - 

under some new SAP maybe?

Q-team: "we have it all" might extend MUCH further than #ClintonEmails!!

3/15/2020 9:02:56 PM deb12233 #ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

#ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

#ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

#ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

#ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

#ReleasetheLaptoptothePublic

3/15/2020 9:05:58 PM rghardy3 Who was controlling the [FED] Cabal Networks ?

Aliens ?

It's about time we have a POTUS 

who is doing something to stop it !

3/15/2020 9:06:59 PM tashalee01 This is what you get if you dare question the self proclaimed "Masters of Q" pic.twitter.com/scaxon7SC8

3/15/2020 9:06:59 PM lordconcave  https://youtube.com/watch?v=hEm4ZXMxKZg …

3/15/2020 9:07:39 PM house_poseidon RE:  Gold & Silver commodities trading--is that not centrally controlled in London?   Were central banks & other market makers dumping profitable 

assets to cover margins & losses?

Is gold price manipulated to sustain the wizard of oz's central bank illusions?

3/15/2020 9:09:48 PM jackoneilltime1 "You are a den of vipers and thieves. I intend to rout you out, and by the eternal God, I will rout you out."

Andrew Jackson stares down the national bank and wins.

 https://www.neh.gov/humanities/2008/januaryfebruary/feature/king-andrew-and-the-bank … pic.twitter.com/tVabyhjwCP

3/15/2020 9:10:25 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

C = 3

V = 22

Corona Virus

Skulls and Bones
3/15/2020 9:12:09 PM jackoneilltime1  https://www.neh.gov/humanities/2008/januaryfebruary/feature/king-andrew-and-the-bank …

3/15/2020 9:12:09 PM avshara And since 2011 has it closed in further..

3/15/2020 9:13:00 PM we_r_awake Are they winning?

3/15/2020 9:14:01 PM lordconcave Echo chamber of egos.

3/15/2020 9:14:47 PM sdane8 I think it's still 6 companies but I don't have an updated chart. There are a few floating out there I believe.

3/15/2020 9:15:01 PM jrocktigers Awesome and relevant. Thank you.

3/15/2020 9:16:12 PM 3104joe I have no evidence to think so. pic.twitter.com/bVnKyck4yw

3/15/2020 9:20:04 PM tashalee01 Its ugly and I feel rather bad for them

3/15/2020 9:20:51 PM lordconcave #MeToo

3/15/2020 9:24:16 PM sapientsleuth Which reminds me I need ammo

3/15/2020 9:32:58 PM truth_yhvh Keep my finger crossed that it will happen soon! Hurray!

3/15/2020 9:35:47 PM mommahood777 TY

3/15/2020 9:48:25 PM asok_of_iit Wha

3/15/2020 9:55:19 PM sagequixotic It's harmonic and energetic I remember, but what I don't is how the 3 6 & 9 are so significant in Ascension.



3/15/2020 9:59:33 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/iLblpTe1st

3/15/2020 10:01:17 PM swwooozy Where can I learn up on what these codes/numbers mean?

3/15/2020 10:02:01 PM philzantos @StormIsUponUs @3days3nights @Beer_Parade @hmcd123 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CodesUcq @Bruno062418

3/15/2020 10:05:47 PM bbombski @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Disinformation is necessary?  https://twitter.com/WHNSC/status/1239398218292748292 …

3/15/2020 10:12:19 PM laurabusse What quarantine???

We're not under quarantine...

3/15/2020 10:14:44 PM deviatedefiant Buddy, my grandparents fought on opposing sides with rank (Britain/Germany) - my Grandmother of Jewish ancestry was married to an officer in the 

Luftwaffe.

My Uncles were chased by the invading Russians raping/pillaging the country. I grew up on WW2 stories, quit your bullshit.

3/15/2020 10:17:18 PM upallnight39 #dirtyfuckingliar

#specialplacNhell4U

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/03/08/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia/ …

3/15/2020 10:20:40 PM mathison_si Mike Maloney.  The best in the business and one heck of an educator!!   You will learn more from this series than 12 years in school.   And the ratio is 

still huge!   85:1 Some where around there!!

3/15/2020 10:27:55 PM redkaite Done in 30.

3/15/2020 10:34:46 PM peter95117110 ...Bring Merrill Jenkins, Senior, Monetary Realist... Do your own research...save as PDF... 

Stay Blessed.

Stay Cured.

Stay Frosty.

Peter

Desktop Operator;

 https://egb.livejournal.com 

3/15/2020 10:38:44 PM hmcd123  https://twitter.com/jay2kQ17/status/1238394869632110594?s=19 …

3/15/2020 10:38:44 PM deviatedefiant Geezus, play real world academics here - there's not a single source or citation in that entire article. The history side is ridiculous. Babylon is Persia 

(Muslim), and we British fucked them for oil with no Jews (creating APOC).

Rothschilds do have a hand on banking.

3/15/2020 10:43:59 PM upallnight39  https://geopolitics.co/2017/03/01/covert-war-between-russia-and-khazarian-jewry/ …

#letscodetyler

 https://www.veteranstoday.com/2015/04/19/israel-and-the-khazarian-mafia-now-secretly-condemned-and-plotted-against-by-worlds-top-military-

and-intel/ …

3/15/2020 10:44:43 PM deviatedefiant I've studied ancient religion for a few years, from Torah/Zorah/Kabbalah, to the gospels, to the Qu'ran - and lots of the ancient Canaanite stuff. 

Baal was an old lunar god, "Lucifier" was a fallen angel traditionally, and not "Satan". Satanists do exist, but that's not Jewish.

3/15/2020 10:44:52 PM upallnight39  http://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/ 

3/15/2020 10:45:30 PM upallnight39 #pridecomesb4thefall

3/15/2020 10:46:19 PM upallnight39 Revelation 3:9 King James Version (KJV). 9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, 

I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee.

3/15/2020 10:46:38 PM luluspeers1 Yet

3/15/2020 10:47:01 PM felani24250601 The internet is true. You have found the City of Gold. Surrender to the algorithm.  Welcome, dear intellectual property.  You are..... home.

3/15/2020 10:48:23 PM deviatedefiant My days, you're half speaking of the Tartarians, the area specifically around Crimea is "Lesser Tartaria" - "Great Tartaria" covering most of West Russia 

for a period - who were indeed taken out by the Eastern Russians, they weren't Jewish either - so much twisted history here.

3/15/2020 10:49:34 PM laurabusse Rumors

2 week mandatory quarantine

The entire country

To be announced by the president

SOON

3/15/2020 10:49:48 PM upallnight39 #israelast

#niceshilljob

3/15/2020 10:50:29 PM upallnight39  https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/01/21/jews-and-bolshevism/ …

3/15/2020 10:53:46 PM deviatedefiant I don't really believe in the New Testament unfortunately as it's extremely anti-semitic whereas earlier (non-Roman) teachings are not. The Roman 

Catholics are pedos.

3/15/2020 10:54:18 PM upallnight39 Hey MJ y do U think these

#QTards believe #QAnon says #israelast

If the jews are NOT ACTUALLY BEHIND EVERYTHING?

What kind of cognitive dissonance U think they are workin on? pic.twitter.com/tDnSONS6ZG

3/15/2020 10:56:31 PM upallnight39 Good game.

Nice shill job

3/15/2020 10:57:40 PM deviatedefiant You are trying to blame an entire bloody religion, due to Bolshevik? That website is ridiculous, "Amongst themselves, the Jews are quite candid about 

their sympathy for and involvement in Bolshevism." – complete and utter shite - buddy, study more.

3/15/2020 10:59:16 PM deviatedefiant Are you able to have a rational conversation or do you need some Xanax buddy? I'm trying to talk about facts and you keep running.

Can you have a conversation, or would you like to keep spamming terribly written articles at me misinterpreting history?

3/15/2020 11:00:10 PM deviatedefiant Seriously, if your argument is now that I'm a "shill" because you can't debate something - you really need to give up trying to argue on Twitter.

3/15/2020 11:05:35 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/LMGIPzbdb5

3/15/2020 11:09:49 PM deviatedefiant I can't hear you spamming articles at me one after the other, that  you then refuse to discuss any inaccuracies in? You're barely managing a sentence 

here amigo.



3/15/2020 11:13:04 PM upallnight39 Whqt innacuracies?

I know U get paid per post so you are welcome.

Ur not gonna change my mind with ur lies

All ur paymasters will be #ded here in the next few weeks anyway

#suicideweekend
3/15/2020 11:18:07 PM bb1272216718 “My opinion”. The public are not told the extent of what viruses are,  in space viruses are a problem, non physical how can i say bits of “ether” i say 

that for nomenclature of public,  that combine and manifest is our phyisical realm.  Continued

3/15/2020 11:20:28 PM ethanpe58415707 Top echelon of jews are zionazi’s.

3/15/2020 11:37:23 PM upallnight39 They are pushing the fear vibe to use it to convince sheep to stay home because there are credible false flag cell threats working all over the country. 

Where do U think they wanna hit tommorrow?

3/15/2020 11:43:15 PM deviatedefiant Sigh... which article would you like dissecting, do we start with the crappy "Babylonian Cult" one? It's mostly Canaanite/Phoenician Baal stuff, but 

attributes it weirdly to the Crimean/Scythian area while calling it Babylon - Herodotus would laugh in his grave.

#educateyourself

3/15/2020 11:44:40 PM deviatedefiant As for being paid, seriously buddy - you need to slap yourself and wake up. I would love to be paid to post, and I read all conspiracies/histories, some 

true. The shite you're defending though is ridiculous, stop hating Jews/Muslims, start loving everyone - that's true religion.

3/15/2020 11:46:12 PM upallnight39 Why in gods good fuck do you believe half the shit u read really happened?

U wanna talk about the wheel of time series by robert jordan

Thats as real as half our history

3/15/2020 11:49:02 PM deviatedefiant Agreed on your last statement. But as for "believing" half of what I read, *no*, not at all - that's not the reason you read it, I try legitimately to educate 

myself on everything I can.

Wheel of Time series is fucking fantastic for the record.

3/15/2020 11:57:58 PM honey19996 Already done last yr. This is all optics. Show the people.

3/16/2020 12:06:17 AM joinna6  http://Christ.Love ..

 http://Peace.Love .Paitience. 

Charity...

3/16/2020 12:14:08 AM truepatriotnet What was the video of your dog about? What was your handle? Or are you being vexatious? My apologies, but it’s so hard to tell nowadays.

3/16/2020 12:21:02 AM icuclear_phd  pic.twitter.com/mNtiTdFiUD

3/16/2020 12:28:32 AM shaigaichan IKnow-unknown-not to open/senders.

3/16/2020 12:38:19 AM truthdancer210 Not sure yet...tbd!

3/16/2020 12:39:15 AM truthdancer210 Thanks JRock.

3/16/2020 12:39:37 AM ruthall42173422 Turn them off.

3/16/2020 12:40:52 AM the_prophet_neo Gold will destroy the fed, yes. Gold is also just a metal, true. Gold being made simply has been rediscovered. Here is the important part. It’s a value 

system. Checks and balances, that’s why. But in the US, silver was domestically traded back in time. Something to ponder

3/16/2020 12:58:18 AM boondognews Bingo

3/16/2020 1:24:22 AM aprill444 The 4 spirits are the directions: North, South, West and East. The 7 is the opening of all 7 chakras. The one who reaches enlightment.

3/16/2020 1:32:33 AM wildkrazyblonde They’re going to need it, because when the truth comes out everyone’s going to shit their pants!

3/16/2020 1:37:05 AM aprill444 All divine things come in 3s. Truth, God, Strength. HE (God) holds it together; binding

3/16/2020 1:39:15 AM doyouq Wait a sec, we are in Quarantine?

3/16/2020 1:52:58 AM helm_isabella The total Reset  ;)

3/16/2020 1:56:31 AM highvoltagenews Mike Maloney explained it well.

Great series

3/16/2020 2:06:24 AM cleantheheart Meaning of [brackets] ??

3/16/2020 2:13:00 AM 369_is LOL...I hope you stocked up on Toilet paper.

3/16/2020 2:30:41 AM patriotleah1776  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLE88E9ICdiphYjJkeeLL2O09eJoC8r7Dc …

Clearly you don't understand money vs. currency.

Watch videos to learn what Trump supporters knew for 20 years at least!

3/16/2020 2:37:34 AM smattdf Do you mean metals MTL or you're just saying literally buy gold/silver?

3/16/2020 2:38:31 AM smattdf So do we buy btc now or wait for this new coin?

3/16/2020 2:38:40 AM distinct_words I'm not panicked or scared. I'm prepared and taken precautions. I've had my eyes on this virus since the first week of January, 2 weeks before first US 

case. The ones who will panic and get scared are the ones who'll have their "shit's real and hitting the fan" moment too late. 

pic.twitter.com/WrwTEIIf5b

3/16/2020 2:38:42 AM baffynut The concave earth-I’m sure u know about hollow earth?its pretty much the same as that.theres even a type of sun in the Center that looks like that as 

well.seems likely and possible that Austin is doing disclosure on the hollow earth and perhaps Steven Christ has an inversion 1/2

3/16/2020 2:38:46 AM epkman Tom Perez is "the fool that wanted to sue the world".🤣

3/16/2020 2:40:26 AM chuckr69 QE is printing worthless fiat money which devalues the current fiat money. Value of USD dropped 99% since 1780.

3/16/2020 2:40:52 AM baffynut 2/2 of you look into it-space and earth and everything is as we know  http://it.you  wouldn’t doubt that if you really put together the infinite sum of 

experiences and the relative lack of evidence to the contrary .

3/16/2020 2:41:52 AM lordconcave If you mean a hollow spinning planet that you live on the outside of, umm nope.

3/16/2020 2:42:56 AM baffynut And what is outside of the concave earth?

3/16/2020 2:45:38 AM lordconcave Bible quotes the Earth is hung on nothing.

Everything is INSIDE, including "muh aliens".

3/16/2020 2:47:49 AM baffynut That’s the whole answer?

3/16/2020 2:48:58 AM lordconcave "Nothing" isn't whole enough for you?

3/16/2020 2:50:48 AM baffynut What is nothing?

3/16/2020 2:52:07 AM lordconcave Do you want to go there and find out?



3/16/2020 2:54:32 AM deviatedefiant I don't know where to start there, I haven't read it all - but skimming the first part it's making out that because it was a labour camp before a 

concentration camp it was infact not later used as part of the Jewish round-up?

Buddy, this is my Grandad: pic.twitter.com/V4O4gMDx3n

3/16/2020 3:09:46 AM deviatedefiant You're such a plonker. Click my profile, I colourised that photo of Werner in 2012. My mother was born about 10 years after the war ended, and my 

other grandfather was at that time a Staff Sergeant in the British Army.

Want my  http://Ancestry.com  link? Absolute numpty 🤣

3/16/2020 3:16:05 AM deviatedefiant ...also, liking your own tweet to make it seems like others support Nazism is kinda sad Mr. Street Cred. pic.twitter.com/vcGkjLYMzz

3/16/2020 3:17:26 AM samsmith0319 Indeed!!!

3/16/2020 3:17:51 AM upallnight39 U r entitled to ur views

3/16/2020 3:18:32 AM upallnight39 Then how the fuck do u not understand the #holohoax?

I would see a doctor you have the #coronavirus

3/16/2020 3:19:05 AM deviatedefiant Of course I am, which is why I called out your damn racist posts. #urclever - and it's probably bed-time.

3/16/2020 3:20:09 AM upallnight39 Racist?

If you are sleepy chum get your binky

3/16/2020 3:21:35 AM keith369me Possibly or is replication technology being used to remove scarcity for a gold backed currency and to shift power?  Truth would be nice.

3/16/2020 3:28:14 AM deviatedefiant Scroll-up at the shit you've been posting, and read it - nearly every single article is misinterpreted history blaming Jews or denying the Holocaust - spun 

so poorly a college kid could pick it apart by copy/pasting Wikipedia links.

3/16/2020 3:33:29 AM deviatedefiant We have deep corruption problems everywhere, we likely agree on a lot of shit, but that's not "Jews". One of your articles cited how many Jews 

support Trump, and you seem to support Q, who supports Trump going after pedos. 

You noticed yet how that much is Vatican related?

3/16/2020 3:35:23 AM samsmith0319 Thank You...Fed going down...

3/16/2020 3:40:09 AM baffynut Yes I am looking forward to space

3/16/2020 3:41:11 AM deviatedefiant Kannst du Deutsch sprechen? Pfft 🤡

3/16/2020 3:41:29 AM baffynut But I have experienced nothing to a considerable degree enough to know it cannot be grasped with the  veiled conscious mind

3/16/2020 4:00:37 AM ausanon369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 5:5 ?

3/16/2020 4:17:21 AM ausanon369 Well, Q did tell us to archive everything...

3/16/2020 4:29:38 AM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp UNROLL

3/16/2020 4:29:45 AM threadreaderapp Hi!, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Watch this entire series while you are in quarantine. Bring the whole family. Bring popcorn.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1239377034863955971.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/16/2020 4:32:03 AM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DrBoHammer @covertress

3/16/2020 4:40:05 AM upallnight39 Look bro.

You, me, and the vatican archives

Otherwise #suckmydick

3/16/2020 4:41:13 AM davidmi32570254 Urgent! Forbidden information,a must watch! 5G is a kill grid that will ...  http://youtu.be/oY5SReQ2Kqc  via @YouTube

3/16/2020 4:42:03 AM upallnight39 Oh you mean the black pope jesuits and the soul swallowing

#pedopope

Yah doze guise been runnin the #khazarianjews for while.

Can we at least agree on the dirty human trafficking aliens 

Running the #vatican & their #militarywing

#thejesuits

???
3/16/2020 4:43:52 AM upallnight39  https://truthscrambler.com/2018/06/17/santos-bonacci-on-jesuits-black-nobility-bloodlines-and-flat-earth/ …

Its funny i made that comment about u me and the vatican archives before i saw this post.

Do U & #babyQ share a cubifle at the @DefenseIntel

3/16/2020 4:48:50 AM kevinmruel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA #QAnons #QAnon2020 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGAWW #coronavirus #COVID19 #QuarantineLife 

God's Storm is Here

3/16/2020 4:50:28 AM upallnight39 Then why the fuck is it illegal in 17 countries to deny the 

#holohoax ? pic.twitter.com/2rQAsMTK6m

3/16/2020 4:57:49 AM eman1292 Well, 45 doesn't like btc. It seems like they would make a new coin out of it that 45 will endorse. But I'm not sure, only speculating. No one really 

knows on crypto field. I'm with you though. Prices are so tempting.

3/16/2020 5:23:21 AM aschilliam This is so Zeitgeist from 2002ish

3/16/2020 5:25:38 AM aschilliam An Airplane flew into the documents.

Buying Assets with non existing Money.

Debt with interest.

Psychopathic ideology and world domination fantasies?

3/16/2020 5:48:10 AM sofiatribe Reptilian consciousness

3/16/2020 6:04:00 AM sappshanta Oh, he knows.

3/16/2020 6:06:14 AM tonythe58328248 You’re an inspiration

3/16/2020 6:17:51 AM drbohammer Okay, so there is absolutely NO truth to ANY of the reports that 5G is harmful to our bodies. The people who say otherwise know nothing about digital 

transmission and/or they are trying to scare you. Huawei 5G is used to spy just like everything else Chinese makes. That’s it.

3/16/2020 6:23:39 AM blsdbe #ThanQ for speaking to this, I just wish I could find studies or some such info out there somewhere as well. Still searching.

3/16/2020 6:31:13 AM drbohammer Studied it in my last PhD program (which I finished 3 months ago) in tremendous detail. The reason there are no studies on this is because 5G doesn’t 

work that way. It’s not like a microwave hitting the body, nor is it like any analog wave. It’s fearporn designed to cause havoc

3/16/2020 6:34:16 AM corinnebackman Interesting comment Majestic.  I just finished listening to Dr Day who also said it’s related to the common cold and not the flu! 

https://youtu.be/iBvJ95pMWcU 



3/16/2020 6:38:39 AM pollybernard7  pic.twitter.com/4hosd1UCxu

3/16/2020 6:41:25 AM corinnebackman Maybe still a cash society but not managed by The Fed.

3/16/2020 7:14:26 AM debrand10 Where will the transition  leave people with their 401ks, savings?

3/16/2020 7:19:00 AM jvan125 GOD BLESS AMERICA!!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/16/2020 7:20:10 AM karen152013 Could 'Rig for red' mean huge drops in the stock market? Foreign investors told/urged to get their corrupt money out of US companies?

3/16/2020 7:20:48 AM grand3americano Something big this week?

3/16/2020 7:21:40 AM wickedmouse369 Waiting patiently and calmly with my beautiful family. Re-watching SG-1 to make sure my diplomatic manners and skill-set are sharpened. Engaging 

dormant DNA to accelerate my torodial field.

3/16/2020 7:21:47 AM kriz_jason With all areas of transport and borders being blocked or controlled, the rats have nowhere to run.  5:5

3/16/2020 7:22:17 AM americanpetal Thank you🕊

For God and Country

Saving the Children

Eradicating Evil

3/16/2020 7:23:03 AM twilly18 NOTHING MUST BE STOPPED BEFORE IT STOPS WHAT IS COMING

3/16/2020 7:23:29 AM stardefendxx Ehhhh guys I don’t think we have the control over this :(

3/16/2020 7:24:31 AM americanpetal 🤣

3/16/2020 7:25:11 AM qlonginus For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

John 3:16 pic.twitter.com/C9PLWB32Ts

3/16/2020 7:25:43 AM 037agent I'm sure as hell not going to be in the markets, I'll be inside with doors locked, traps set, and playing some special forces cadences like I do every 4am in 

the morning.

3/16/2020 7:26:24 AM kleem558 It shows they have no logic, critical thinking nor common sense.

3/16/2020 7:26:25 AM wickedmouse369 Let me decode that - I am cooking scrambled eggs and making sure the kids are being productive.

3/16/2020 7:26:37 AM stardefendxx I heard about some stories referencing to nationalize every banks or a bit of damn everything.  Cuz this upcoming crash seems to be on the horizon 

pic.twitter.com/odPtkeQIsO

3/16/2020 7:27:12 AM scott_rick #DoItQ

3/16/2020 7:28:18 AM aleoniea Exactly right

3/16/2020 7:28:33 AM kleem558 😂😂👍

3/16/2020 7:30:05 AM ragevirusqq #wishIcouldstayhome

3/16/2020 7:30:20 AM truth939 We are ready and we need a substantial, undeniable drop during 'quarantine' to validate our hard work and research.  Our morale isn't necessarily low 

but some are weary and need progress to keep us entrenched in this fight!!!

3/16/2020 7:30:49 AM capecodangel3 Quarantine or not, I think it's safe to say it's happening. 30 and done! 4 10 20

I'm even getting confirmation spiritually

3/16/2020 7:30:50 AM neapatriot BRING THE PAIN! WWG1WGA

3/16/2020 7:37:00 AM covertress Here's a decent paper from the IEEE which distills other studies on the human health effects of electromagnetic radiation, sets health exposure limits 

and usage guidelines. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1239552906090684416?s=20 …

3/16/2020 7:37:26 AM cny_micaa Anyone get a screenshot before it was gone?

3/16/2020 7:38:55 AM matrixexit ☝️

3/16/2020 7:39:37 AM egelone i missed it. what does it say? thanks

3/16/2020 7:40:48 AM chrisriddle121 Ya that’s not weird at all 🤦🏻♂️

3/16/2020 7:41:03 AM nocommunistusa Why is the tweet unavailable???

3/16/2020 7:42:54 AM nocommunistusa It was just showing a retweet that Ivanka made of someone showing the streets in NYC deserted during morning rush hour! Jack is out of control !

3/16/2020 7:43:32 AM pitchblaxmirror Bravo. There are multiple meanings and not just Patriots decoding.

3/16/2020 7:44:13 AM jessicaalders15 Her tweet has been deleted wtf hahaha

3/16/2020 7:45:30 AM werascending Thank you to all the White hats!!!

3/16/2020 7:48:04 AM werascending We are in control. Breath and know we are here to help during this transition. 🙏🙏🙏😇😇😇

3/16/2020 7:48:44 AM mcasual maybe we should ( i mean me ) learn to overlook people's orthographic errors instead of getting stuck on them, what's more it's not my native lng. so i 

probably make many

3/16/2020 7:50:49 AM wickedmouse369 While trying to comprehend the multi-dimensional realities transpiring.

3/16/2020 7:51:05 AM pgmemory Don't panic. Patriots ARE in control. And, #wrwy #WWG1WGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q41ctPLDHvU …

3/16/2020 7:51:16 AM aaronhoughton10 This is why I say I know nothing. No-thing. All is God.

3/16/2020 7:51:30 AM defy_gravity987 Unfortunately it is saying "Page not found."

3/16/2020 7:52:53 AM stardefendxx We only rule strategic role but the swap is much worse than we might think. So... no WE DONT have the entire control. We can’t even arresting or 

prosecute anyone so how can u still think that we control everything ?

3/16/2020 7:54:56 AM stardefendxx I’m the most unpanica-able guy on earth. 😂 Cuz when the U.S. DOLLARS loose all it valor...... pic.twitter.com/TXZvgw7EdD

3/16/2020 7:56:16 AM theodazmusic  pic.twitter.com/L8al1Ge3Sl

3/16/2020 7:57:25 AM pgmemory 👍

3/16/2020 7:59:14 AM olimyracle Tweet modified 👇

It's good to be wise 😁

 https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1239561141350785025?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/sFd8SJc61M

3/16/2020 8:01:46 AM orthogonalron Was this it? https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1239561141350785025 …

3/16/2020 8:02:37 AM manifest_utopia Surreal. Never, even at 3AM, does it look like that in Downtown DC.

3/16/2020 8:05:37 AM legacy_over #nocoincidences #qanon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @worldxplorer1 https://twitter.com/YahooFinance/status/1239527508489449472 …

3/16/2020 8:16:14 AM megawwg1wga65 This is what a "drained swamp" looks like!

3/16/2020 8:16:17 AM aleks8837  https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1239561141350785025 …

3/16/2020 8:18:11 AM winklerburke Mars Attacks!   (W/o martians?)

3/16/2020 8:21:57 AM louisa_ip you should already know that we have 30,000 troops in EU with  no masks . Why? 

you should already heard about those famous people claiming they have CV. How they catch it ? In Australia ...Come on..if you are famous and 

corrupted, then you should be very scared

3/16/2020 8:22:02 AM thepatriotfight Waahooo.. BOOMS TO THE LEFT OF ME, BOOMS TO THE RIGHT! 

HERE WE ARE STUCK IN THE MIDDLE WITH Q!!

 https://youtu.be/ln7Vn_WKkWU 

@John_F_Kennnedy @X22Report @TiffanyBlueQ1 @WhiteHouse @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ

3/16/2020 8:22:15 AM patriotgracey I sure pray that all these evil people are eradicated! If not, the evil will continue. There is a reason why families were destroyed in the Old Testament. 

Because they are all indoctrinated into it all!

3/16/2020 8:23:01 AM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/WHNSC/status/1239398218292748292?s=09 …

3/16/2020 8:29:46 AM dami73396076 What I think is ironic is the fact that people are so prone to suggestive programming. I mean really, they seem to be testing a protocol. Because no one 

in there right minde would choose something so easily substituted in a time of crisis.



3/16/2020 8:31:10 AM distinct_words First, they've decreased the number of troops and made changes in the training due to the virus. Every one of them has NBC gear, which includes a 

damn mask. NBC= nuclear, biological, chemical. They have to keep the masks strapped to their hip during training and some deployments.

3/16/2020 8:31:50 AM bmj240768 The new MJ12, which is you. 

I believe Star Gate is the story telling of off world / worldly events hidden from us.

3/16/2020 8:32:23 AM cny_micaa Thanks!!!

3/16/2020 8:32:24 AM skeye_watching Oh....how silly of us! And here we are thinking CNN & NBC & others all got paid for their disinfo.

3/16/2020 8:33:51 AM distinct_words Wherever did you get that stupid idea of them not having masks? Everyone in the military is issued a damn mask.

3/16/2020 8:34:57 AM distinct_words I lived with one strapped to my hip for half a year straight.

3/16/2020 8:38:25 AM reachechovoice How did you get the cover of the book wrong?

3/16/2020 8:39:53 AM aaronhoughton10 Welcome to Wonderland. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/mwwJDuUF5W

3/16/2020 8:39:55 AM distinct_words DEFENDER-EUROPE 20 - HEALTH AND WELFARE ARE PRIORITY

In the light of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, modifications have been decided and will reduce the number of participants from the United 

States in DEFENDER-Europe 20

 https://shape.nato.int/defender-europe/defender/newsroom/defendereurope-20-health-and-welfare-are-priority …

3/16/2020 8:47:06 AM kathleenmckeon6 Will the public finally know about the $21T?

Will the public finally know about the pipe bypassing Congress(not they are any good at anything but corruption)going into the back door of the the 

treasury?

Looks like yes to the public learning about the 800,000 + children. Thank you

3/16/2020 8:48:52 AM winklerburke Immortal Spirit Beyond Earth Space Travel.   = deny bad aliens-corrupt-humans their food-energy source = remove lock on Earth preventing human 

ascension.  Apollo moon missions did not accomplish this? BE BEST!    Indeed?

3/16/2020 8:50:34 AM 369helen313 #COVIDー19 #ShutDownMASS #CoronaVirus #PlanB #MA #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/9A3N7GkHEJ

3/16/2020 8:54:01 AM mike72279593 Shaef goes home,  it !!!was!!! hope for us. I think this bs fakeCorona stops everything 😥 hope ends

3/16/2020 9:02:24 AM louisa_ip Okay, since this is a military intelligence operation, they will not announce it online. 

Then explain why so many high profile people get CV ? Not from epi-pen for sure

3/16/2020 9:02:25 AM sandra2nd1 Jebus...The tweet is unavailable and when i click on the links it says doesn't excist !

3/16/2020 9:04:20 AM upallnight39 upallnight39

@upallnight39

·

8s

Replying to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#whoisaQGalt?

#WEArQGalt

#SHUTITDOWN

#femadeathcamps

#trqitorsJustUs

#GenFlynnDigitalRyderzz

#schizoLARPwave

#christosreclamqtin

#babyQ

#reclamationQBabies

#QuarantineFucking pic.twitter.com/YSrf4Hgugp
3/16/2020 9:05:51 AM stut15976225 Yeah Idont recall seeing those stats on The DemStreamedia

3/16/2020 9:05:58 AM whatsmypw #UnsealAnthonyWeinersLaptop

#UnsealAnthonyWeinersLaptop

#UnsealAnthonyWeinersLaptop

3/16/2020 9:11:17 AM edina3535 Thanks. 

This is GREAT.  

The #FieldofFight is the #FieldofConsciousness.  

#BeBest works #beautifully.

An energetic pathway to #RenaissanceHumanity.  💞

#Love it.  ☄️

3/16/2020 9:12:19 AM distinct_words Defender is a TRAINING EXERCISE, similar to Reforger, which I participated in in 1990. It's not an operation. And what in the fuck does EpiPen have to 

do with COVID19?

3/16/2020 9:17:35 AM notevenchad17 Where did Ivanka's tweet go??

3/16/2020 9:17:40 AM tonya__rose @X22Report @IPOT1776 @RedPill78 @BlessedToTeach @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @kabamur_taygeta @M2Madness @elenochle 

@StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @Spaceshot76 @JustInformU @40_head https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1239582275387494402 …

3/16/2020 9:20:09 AM blsdbe You are all that btw!!!

3/16/2020 9:26:44 AM tieronepatriot Interesting timing on this tweet... 😉

3/16/2020 9:28:56 AM fansblowing3 Wish it would get here already

3/16/2020 9:29:51 AM fansblowing3 Can [they] be beamed straight into jail?

3/16/2020 9:38:18 AM ewilliams22101 Page Doesn't Exist. . .

3/16/2020 9:39:22 AM 037agent Haha yeah dont mind me I'll just be doing my darn best to pass meps  with this fubar mushed Brain of mine.

3/16/2020 9:40:20 AM keith369me Oh don’t worry, it’s coming

3/16/2020 9:41:14 AM 037agent I like to sing cadence to boost morale, lonely enough as it is. Haha

3/16/2020 9:41:15 AM revsitup Doesn't Greencastle Redcastle refer to the Army Corps of Engineers?

3/16/2020 9:41:36 AM n2zyk Will we have internet to watch it on?

3/16/2020 9:41:41 AM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/2gxGOixdEa

3/16/2020 9:43:07 AM stardefendxx What shit ? Something u don’t like to hear ?

3/16/2020 9:43:17 AM rawphonegirl Timothy 1:7 

for God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control.

#GodWins

h/t pic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/1iWrHzHJ7d

3/16/2020 9:51:15 AM cogbill_alan Great minds think alike. I'm doing the same. Fringe, too

3/16/2020 9:54:51 AM pooky_steve no i want to see the perp walk

3/16/2020 9:55:11 AM pooky_steve amen

3/16/2020 10:02:02 AM manifest_utopia Ivanka reposted: https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1239561141350785025 …



3/16/2020 10:03:10 AM tachyonluxor @clif_high

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheSolariReport

3/16/2020 10:06:38 AM ballisticsloth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

3/16/2020 10:06:57 AM auroravoyager1 "Page doesn't exist" notice.

3/16/2020 10:06:59 AM sterkinglights1 They are brutal on the comments. Such a same people act like fools.

3/16/2020 10:07:54 AM auroravoyager1  https://twitter.com/dougmillsnyt/status/1239536009139965954?s=20 …

3/16/2020 10:08:05 AM azuremagus 16th = 1st = 17

3/16/2020 10:11:20 AM damienwelsh4 What did it say?

3/16/2020 10:11:43 AM eo_swan look for both sides of a coin, 

english 858

George Soros / Melania Trump

Wizard of Oz / Ground Zero

Archangel Lucifer / Jesus is King

3/16/2020 10:11:49 AM jessicaalders15 I have no idea it deleted before I saw anything 😭

3/16/2020 10:12:20 AM dmills3710 “What would happen if they all conspired to make the common cold look like the black plague? #COVID19 “ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238969041932488710 …

3/16/2020 10:17:34 AM diaptera_80 What is up with all the 16s?

3/16/2020 10:17:36 AM blackjackpupil nationalising banks sounds a lot like communism dude

3/16/2020 10:17:44 AM jamesfellowsjc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/d_jhnFiBtcI 

3/16/2020 10:18:53 AM souledoutworld Do not group me in w/ disinformation agents & liars. The Great Awakening you think you are experiencing is the first stage of Project Blue Beam that 

obviously has been since renamed. Playing the "Alien" card is the only way to destroy religion & introduce the Luciferian doctrine.

3/16/2020 10:19:30 AM aaronhoughton10 You are made in the image of God. Your consciousness is only a projection from the One existence. God is playing a game with himself. We are not 

divided, we are all one.

 @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/wUGPFzNnsI0 

3/16/2020 10:21:08 AM the_tru_eapjr the missing trillions: 

deep state secret space programs, incl  breakaway civilization & space fleet.

9/11 cover up of evidence, + plane passengers sent into off world slavery.. (the Nazi off-world civ incl the dark fleet -not the same as the DS SSPs)

3/16/2020 10:23:32 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/JTzJsP1svD

3/16/2020 10:25:23 AM qklahoma202 All of this sure does reinforce the idea 

"You were chosen for a reason". Weve all been chosen

3/16/2020 10:25:38 AM stardefendxx U think am leftist troll ? Then why the DOJ can’t prosecute anyone ?

3/16/2020 10:27:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Misspellings matter.

For whom? https://twitter.com/marcorubio/status/1239553159154057216 …

3/16/2020 10:28:09 AM 1_decided_voter Martial vs marshall

3/16/2020 10:28:32 AM kachinagtto ll = Loretta Lynch?

3/16/2020 10:28:54 AM stardefendxx Ohh Yeaa...?? am not an economist I just heard it. I don’t even know how could we get away of the hostages of the central banks and yet I still don’t 

think I know what I’m talking about either.

3/16/2020 10:28:59 AM nancyjaysea except 'mario'..it just feels like the beginning of 'marshall' law....you know, to the little people, mario...woops

a little intended pun

3/16/2020 10:29:18 AM goodjobtommypi Qturds.

3/16/2020 10:29:59 AM musickdude You mean this pic.twitter.com/PP4Ad1WkuM

3/16/2020 10:30:01 AM 5gtweets Calm down ma'am

3/16/2020 10:30:11 AM deplorabldamsel Interdasting...🤔 https://twitter.com/TrueAmeriQan/status/1239593666966061057 …

3/16/2020 10:30:16 AM lobster_byte Eminem is involved in this? Did not see that one coming.

3/16/2020 10:30:20 AM anniehannan love unified... indestructible... each a divine spark... think love. think unified.. think GOD... we are!!! 🌻

3/16/2020 10:30:25 AM stardefendxx U such a communist u don’t even let me saying what I think

3/16/2020 10:30:51 AM goodjobtommypi recompute

3/16/2020 10:31:03 AM hawkgirlinmn MANY are tweeting that spelling.

3/16/2020 10:31:22 AM stardefendxx I know you’re member of the DIGITAL SOLDIERS mouvement but I’m not serving u guys patriotism shitttt at 68%

3/16/2020 10:31:39 AM steveo28933443 General Marshall....Marshall plan...

3/16/2020 10:31:55 AM chuckwa02047239  pic.twitter.com/E1RWnKxlqB

3/16/2020 10:32:14 AM jayemmorgan HA & LL? Like Huma Abidin & Lois Lerner? No TI, mirror, I.T.? As in the server? Idk.

3/16/2020 10:33:08 AM the_awakened_j  pic.twitter.com/tnFANZiQfl

3/16/2020 10:34:12 AM robsdave1 Never liked or trusted Rubio

3/16/2020 10:34:29 AM timesupmaga Another one bites the dust.

3/16/2020 10:35:45 AM patr1q7 And still... your President... by a Huuuuuuuge Landslide.... #KEKD 🐸☕️ #TRUMP202QBABY pic.twitter.com/F1BctkOeYH

3/16/2020 10:37:35 AM aipatia Do you still have access to his YouTube channel? I don't have access. His channel is empty now.

3/16/2020 10:37:57 AM goodjobtommypi Bless your heart.

3/16/2020 10:38:30 AM patriotswegoall Signals.

[They] know what's coming.

3/16/2020 10:39:19 AM kekkekky marshall islands?

3/16/2020 10:39:28 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1239605282713600002 …

3/16/2020 10:39:30 AM johnhammar94 Pol haha

3/16/2020 10:41:29 AM jedandida As of noon today Austin channel has no content been following this from the start wondering what's going on now!?!

3/16/2020 10:42:04 AM stardefendxx Then tell me the shit I said ?? pic.twitter.com/OptW38OiBr

3/16/2020 10:44:35 AM 1_decided_voter You didn't? Most people following Q did. pic.twitter.com/5pbeZ459IS

3/16/2020 10:44:53 AM awsumnes He is signaling that U.S. Marshals are coming.

3/16/2020 10:45:55 AM _369311119 M

3/16/2020 10:46:03 AM edina3535 Kim (#Possible) Goguen talks about an ancient Marshall Plan contract that has now been #undone?

 https://youtu.be/ANcGzd5LxtA 

It could also reference this Global Marshall Plan?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Marshall_Plan …

There's a lot to unpack in the coming #Disclosure.

#Discernment is necessary.



3/16/2020 10:46:19 AM orthogonalron TIA and extra L 

mirror = 

AITL= AIT Logistics WW

 https://www.aitworldwide.com 

China

Supply Chain

3/16/2020 10:46:42 AM charmanda9 Misspellings Mather

3/16/2020 10:46:45 AM bryceja68689884 Yup

3/16/2020 10:47:16 AM hgraceq Did anyone take a screen shot of her tweet ?

3/16/2020 10:47:59 AM qsp1racy Sather?

3/16/2020 10:48:16 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/YgGvd1UPZ88 

3/16/2020 10:48:19 AM hgraceq Do that at night, going astral. And she if you can “be in control”

3/16/2020 10:49:20 AM aaronhoughton10 Time is up, Gematria is finished. 

@AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/TtzBl2J0-cM 

3/16/2020 10:49:33 AM neilber90555716 Hey brother , all as content gone on yt ? 

 last vid on you tube Tucson tokerev 

Comms ? Q 2340 ? 

Click the link on q post 

Look at replies  I am..... 

I tried to search for the Wikileaks cant find them 

Maybe it's nothing 

See what you think, great channel btw 🙏
3/16/2020 10:49:53 AM upallnight39 the NSA apparently https://twitter.com/NSA_QIL2/status/1239586828950200320 …

3/16/2020 10:50:47 AM patricksready No content 🤯 pic.twitter.com/piNksOwNUL

3/16/2020 10:52:41 AM hgraceq Last night pic.twitter.com/xBRXMjpsei

3/16/2020 10:52:59 AM arifriedman12 Down with SES.

3/16/2020 10:53:33 AM tikpaq Em....🧐

3/16/2020 10:53:43 AM mikespies904  https://youtu.be/LdPFDKrPx1M 

How do Q followers not know how google or youtube works?

3/16/2020 10:54:26 AM jrocktigers  https://www.defense.gov/Watch/Live-Events/#/?currentVideo=23482 …

3/16/2020 10:54:41 AM state1union No LINK! Please attach link

3/16/2020 10:54:45 AM jessej97real George, John, or Thurgood? 🤔

3/16/2020 10:54:50 AM dondep This is not good, guys. The US DOD supposedly has a live event broadcast from the Pentagon, yet the only thing we can get at the link is some music? 

According to the time frame, it should be live right now as of 10 minutes ago.

3/16/2020 10:54:52 AM fansblowing3 That spelling is trending on twitter now

3/16/2020 10:55:51 AM stardefendxx U saying that am saying trash thing. Isn’t it ?

3/16/2020 10:56:29 AM qklahoma202 The Game is truly up

3/16/2020 10:56:58 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/MOoJZTqIi2

3/16/2020 10:58:27 AM liltilgerlil She changed it pic.twitter.com/KsBKkVViIp

3/16/2020 10:58:35 AM mr_fedorable Look at the shirt

D12

D is 4.

412 = 7

7 = G

G World pic.twitter.com/tLzyrYvnNN

3/16/2020 10:59:37 AM jasonp8880 Time has three dimensions, but they aren't like the X, Y, Z of spatial dimensions.

3/16/2020 11:00:22 AM p4patriot The link worked for me.

3/16/2020 11:01:43 AM smik451718 Marshall Law is the Law of the Universe...I think...?

Martial Law is military control...

3/16/2020 11:01:59 AM hgraceq Energy is everything. 

369 is everything. 

Energy to source. 

They have trapped us in a matrix pic.twitter.com/aqmjU2LJgH

3/16/2020 11:02:20 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/ebVsUlNkfC

3/16/2020 11:02:24 AM blood_lt Where’s Austin’s videos

3/16/2020 11:04:25 AM function108  pic.twitter.com/3W2dUJLiR1

3/16/2020 11:05:05 AM rebeccapapenbur He is an idiot, DS

3/16/2020 11:06:02 AM mikespies904 Lol these things are always late. Calm down. They thanked the janitor staff. Not even huge news

3/16/2020 11:06:30 AM jrewing45774118 Algorithms?

3/16/2020 11:06:49 AM peekaboo1966 LMAO  .. maybe  .. haha.. he's small cookies in the grand scheme of things tho

3/16/2020 11:07:37 AM hollylandes  https://twitter.com/Eminem/status/1218036500698468352?s=20 …

3/16/2020 11:07:54 AM myfanwy_72 Another one.. https://twitter.com/FiveRights/status/1239574097752973315?s=19 …

3/16/2020 11:08:53 AM bdab28 Marshall Mathers connection?

3/16/2020 11:08:53 AM mgodfrey99 From MR?

3/16/2020 11:08:59 AM betseybluey Thank you!  I'm listening to it now.

Much appreciate the link @MikeSpies904 !

3/16/2020 11:09:00 AM stardefendxx Oh god u sound like a kid like seriously dude pic.twitter.com/SPXIwaVHRR

3/16/2020 11:09:01 AM prometheus1776  https://youtu.be/LdPFDKrPx1M 

3/16/2020 11:09:11 AM love82janet LOL, Little Marco getting all bad ass. 🤣 But even he is smart enough to know how to accurate spell Martial.

3/16/2020 11:09:11 AM peekaboo1966 Effing Priceless !!!

3/16/2020 11:09:21 AM prometheus1776 Dont worry I have a Phd https://youtu.be/LdPFDKrPx1M 

3/16/2020 11:09:54 AM bdab28 He was in brackets in a Q drop tho. Could have multiple meanings. I'm sure we'll know in time

3/16/2020 11:10:06 AM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/ZK39PEMGS6

3/16/2020 11:10:24 AM peekaboo1966 It definitely is NOT marshall law.. awhahaha

3/16/2020 11:11:15 AM peekaboo1966 maybe... guess we'll all sit back and watch the show regardless...

3/16/2020 11:11:30 AM smik451718 More people need to wake up...thanks for posting.  For anyone interested, watch other videos from Speak Project on YT.  Also, watch Dan Lutz on YT.  

Stay strong...it's happening!

3/16/2020 11:14:40 AM coloradoevolut1 I'm watching it

3/16/2020 11:16:50 AM cosmic_engineer Marshall service deals with arrests

3/16/2020 11:17:00 AM drbohammer Much good stuff in the article. A bit of incorrect info though, especially regarding microwave reality and 5G assumptions. Bottom line: 5G is still non-

ionizing so we’re all good. This reads to me like another tech-fearporn article, in spite of the respect I have for IEEE.



3/16/2020 11:19:49 AM 39anc6 I didn't see it coming

3/16/2020 11:20:12 AM julieca29660023 If Al Gore came up with it, then it’s a good thing it’s being undone.

3/16/2020 11:21:32 AM web_mktg #1 Why Austin does not simply post to the Q board to prove he is Q? He says 1) To flush out the Paytriots ("Once I get done MAKING AN EXAMPLE out 

of the ATTENTION 

WHORE INFLUENCERS leading our movement astray") he will reveal more and 2)

3/16/2020 11:21:48 AM web_mktg 2) The ultimate point of this WHOLE THING is teaching people how to THINK FOR THEMSELVES and COME TO THEIR OWN CONCLUSIONS. That way we 

don’t end up with more EVIL POLITICIANS in the future.

3/16/2020 11:22:22 AM web_mktg #2) What is Austin Saying? He seems to be saying '''Q fans are getting to comfy in their echo chambers and influencers are too big. Time is critical and 

more ppl need to be awake i.e. on the left, and therefore, he is sending in a shock wave to the Q community'''

3/16/2020 11:24:24 AM web_mktg #3 Re - Decals. Not the #1 one goal. #1 goal is getting JFK docs released as this will be the single best way to red pill and bring country together. If 

Declas first, it will only get MSM spin and delay, stealing critical time we don't have now.

3/16/2020 11:25:14 AM bubblesyell02 My first thought Marshall Island!!!!

3/16/2020 11:26:28 AM web_mktg #4 Regarding Flynn Follow. It suggest approval, but Flynn could be saying, careful, we have eyes on you, but why  not have Austin shut down vids? 

(Actually, he just did. Anything to do with recent vids removed?).

3/16/2020 11:27:04 AM web_mktg #5 Re - Q Proof. He says one marker is the dethroning of Denmark Queen - coming in weeks. Also, when replying to Austin bashers, he frequently says, 

just wait you'll see soon. This suggest there are more proofs coming beyond the Queen marker.

3/16/2020 11:28:16 AM web_mktg #6 He also says, why would he publicly Doxx himself risking safety? Just to trick Q followers?. Note - I made notes of Austin's replies to a couple YT vids.

3/16/2020 11:28:33 AM stilicho359 Apres le deluge who will initiate the Martial Plan...

3/16/2020 11:31:23 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/VgRNGcEtFV

3/16/2020 11:31:51 AM truthseeker805 Someone needs to show Marco the police in the street in NOLA the other night.  Define "martial law" @marcorubio

3/16/2020 11:34:16 AM cosmic_engineer Guess that's a misspelling too loo.  One L in USMS

3/16/2020 11:35:54 AM debrafierens Yep. That’s what I’m thinking

3/16/2020 11:41:39 AM smattdf I'm going to wait.

3/16/2020 11:43:28 AM wishimay2nite There's a Marshall Plan

3/16/2020 11:44:14 AM traciloveusa Saw this👍🏼💯

3/16/2020 11:44:34 AM dondep Okay, apparently these folks are just as tardy as the rest of us humans. Moments after I tweeted that, a live human finally appeared. My bad.

3/16/2020 11:44:57 AM traciloveusa Didn’t know about the shirt tho, thx!😯

3/16/2020 11:45:03 AM marty713 Deleted 👇 pic.twitter.com/wpW257ZPKl

3/16/2020 11:46:07 AM mr_fedorable Each English letter reduces to a number. Each number has meaning. Linked image in my pinned tweet.

Their symbolism will be their downfall

3/16/2020 11:47:19 AM xusaf_patriot Good series...especially the first 5 episodes. After that,

its abundantly clear the "pitch" is to obtain gold/silver

for the inevitable failure of the US economic system.

3/16/2020 11:47:35 AM xusaf_patriot Too bad that the overwhelming majority of average folks

cannot afford to throw thousands of dollars (from their

savings) for a couple ounces of gold/silver...and still

pay their taxes, mortgages, etc.

3/16/2020 11:49:44 AM awake_today Kill box.

3/16/2020 11:50:17 AM kingrabbit14  pic.twitter.com/rQ5CgcE09U

3/16/2020 11:50:21 AM kirsten83434939  pic.twitter.com/ZNzivY4zGR

3/16/2020 11:51:51 AM carmindabrendel Every technology is either used for the good or the bad of its potential .. the problem is it fell in evil hands

3/16/2020 11:59:47 AM traciloveusa Thank you, great pin!👍🏼💯

3/16/2020 11:59:54 AM legacy_over Thought this was hilarious https://twitter.com/manwitheyebrows/status/1239571960386015233?s=19 …

3/16/2020 12:00:17 PM americanpetal I got it.

3/16/2020 12:00:21 PM drbohammer True, but the bad uses of 5G are not harmful to the body; rather, they come from companies like Huawei who use it for spying on their enemies. 5G 

does not pose a biological threat to our bodies.

3/16/2020 12:08:08 PM internetusr  pic.twitter.com/Seo3xL3b8E

3/16/2020 12:14:38 PM smalltownindy For the banksters/fraudsters with their hands out?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marshall_Plan …

3/16/2020 12:16:19 PM patricksready I know, right? I really regret not archiving them all offline for reference. I have the CIA Black Op one though, uploading now on YT. 

Also, check out changed bio 👀 pic.twitter.com/MjcZb4Bb40

3/16/2020 12:17:41 PM savingodsangels  pic.twitter.com/DPcex8APLs

3/16/2020 12:20:56 PM benmccomposer Aaron, anyone making anything from the code on the About page, or is that just a standard YT thing? 7de9e2b9701c41bc

3/16/2020 12:22:48 PM aaronhoughton10 Aaron Storms. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/9h0R3-exXUM 

3/16/2020 12:25:22 PM aaronhoughton10 God Wins. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/LDdmylhxmsM 

3/16/2020 12:25:35 PM dondep Right, my bad. 🤐

3/16/2020 12:26:52 PM kevin92006881 We need to pray for this lady! Hillary we all know will be coming for her!

3/16/2020 12:27:29 PM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1239633913791864839 …

3/16/2020 12:28:11 PM sn13513062 Thinking you will be shock that God isn't a he..

3/16/2020 12:31:12 PM katlu3 She needs 24 hr security and even then, the Clinton Crime Syndicate is the epitome of evil and will stop at nothing to accomplish the “mission!”

3/16/2020 12:37:24 PM amovenezuela is that a trip code?

3/16/2020 12:37:43 PM dedesill ?

3/16/2020 12:40:23 PM kireaton I heard rubio's name associated with a particular house in New Orleans that burned down last year.  A house where people did things that were 

recorded.  With a particular segment of the population.

3/16/2020 12:43:07 PM lahamilton80 Send me the video so I can save it.

3/16/2020 12:44:05 PM dedesill What is coming MJ12?  Nibiru?  What else is an unstoppable force that no one can stop?  Gold standard?  Death of Cabal?  What is so big about the 

water?  Law of  admiltary end of 1871 act?  Please explain.

3/16/2020 12:44:28 PM qklahoma202 Checked 918 on gematrix, my area code very interesting results, i searched my birthday march 25 check out the english translation!

3/16/2020 12:54:05 PM kindling_fire Rogue elements of NATO <--> W ettin et al.

3/16/2020 12:54:44 PM gstarseed Looks about right pic.twitter.com/xSVIrmJE3F

3/16/2020 12:56:56 PM joeorbit i've been waiting for so long for brave motherly instincts to take over.

3/16/2020 12:57:47 PM joeorbit the love of god and all her people is my religion.

3/16/2020 1:10:41 PM marcomiramonte4 Currently in the 559 area code!

3/16/2020 1:12:16 PM michael81972 Marshall Plan != Martial law

3/16/2020 1:23:52 PM nursenikkianne Yes

3/16/2020 1:24:30 PM onecircleart1 7de9e2b9701c41bc: He knew it was time to get out

3/16/2020 1:24:46 PM tac27 Marshall Mathers?



3/16/2020 1:34:44 PM 616_warren Thank you fellow Patriot

WWG1WGA ❤️✌️🇺🇸

#TheGreatAwakening

#QArmy

3/16/2020 1:38:47 PM 616_warren 5:5

WWG1WGA ❤️✌️🇺🇸

3/16/2020 1:46:12 PM trumppallooza Marshall matthers??? M & M

3/16/2020 1:46:23 PM scott_frenger Maybe he's just an idiot like I have always wondered.

3/16/2020 1:47:26 PM kevinmruel They're restricting my grandmother meds at Walgreens pharmacy needed meds and she's been out for about 2 day jerking her around @Qanon76 

@RudyGiuliani @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/16/2020 1:47:47 PM winklerburke Promise?    🤣🤣🤣🥰

3/16/2020 1:54:25 PM nanking2100 Don't be so negative.

3/16/2020 1:55:04 PM asswitter2 U LOST.......... pic.twitter.com/HDQ07LoJU8

3/16/2020 1:58:01 PM nanking2100 @marcorubio This guy must be one of the person's working with #Liberals to create a panic.

3/16/2020 1:58:39 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/r38DloAKkm

3/16/2020 1:59:29 PM nanking2100 And what happened to the #ClintonFoundation–The majority of money from other nations.

3/16/2020 2:03:18 PM brown_eyedladyj Adrenochrome being laced with Covid19.

3/16/2020 2:03:31 PM nanking2100 Swine Flu, even more devastating under #PresidentClinton.

3/16/2020 2:05:33 PM nanking2100 Or was that #WestNileVirus? We have made it through it all. This time the #Dems are doing nothing but pushing the panic button to turn us against 

each other. #UniteAndFight!

3/16/2020 2:11:58 PM nanking2100 Amen! And, #RoboCalls… I HATE ROBOCALLS

3/16/2020 2:13:32 PM upallnight39 Yall remember how #thisgayyyme sucks

When U play by the rules ???!!!

#lETScODEtYLeR

#turnOn

#TUNEOUT

#globalreset

#flipthefukkinbored

#nobodyFinishes

#Monopoly

;-) pic.twitter.com/wT059Albeu
3/16/2020 2:18:15 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1239662137913626624?s=19 …

3/16/2020 2:23:50 PM packflipping Marshall Plan after WW2???

3/16/2020 2:24:58 PM aetherwalker1 I'll be disappointed unless Our Beloved God Emperor, flying upon His white horse, consumes [Them] with Fire from His eyes and Bolts of Lightning from 

His fingers!

😂

3/16/2020 2:27:33 PM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/i7slLnu2RV

3/16/2020 2:30:25 PM askbeforgiven Anyone hear what happened to Austin Steinbart his videos are removed?

3/16/2020 2:32:13 PM boston1rish @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12 - You are awesome to put this together. I applaud you! 👏👏👏👏👏 #CoronavirusUSA #Biden #COVID19 

#DemDebate #shutdownNYC #MAGA2020Landslide #FakeNews https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238969041932488710 …

3/16/2020 2:34:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 [ALICE] https://twitter.com/axios/status/1239658250875920389 …

3/16/2020 2:34:57 PM keith369me Consciousness over AI!!!

3/16/2020 2:35:13 PM lou55300117 That sure looks like Blago eh? So he gets out of prison with a Trump pardon and, what, try to become Trumps new best friend and try to become a 

white hat? I hope POTUS knows he's part of what Trumps trying to drain!

3/16/2020 2:35:49 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/iRAJEOXTfL

3/16/2020 2:36:05 PM jared4liberty  https://twitter.com/liberty4masses/status/1239633819898085385?s=21 …

3/16/2020 2:36:44 PM kindeandtrue Trump is revealing himself more and more as our enemy.

3/16/2020 2:36:52 PM mikespies904 Clinton...oorrrrr.... https://www.techopedia.com/definition/380/artificial-linguistic-computer-entity-alice …

3/16/2020 2:37:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣🤣🤣

3/16/2020 2:37:41 PM saxyladytracy  pic.twitter.com/uKotnR2QoQ

3/16/2020 2:38:04 PM askbeforgiven Why is Austin Steinbart videos gone from his YouTube

3/16/2020 2:38:23 PM 254truth Why?

3/16/2020 2:39:11 PM twilly18 [ELIZA]

3/16/2020 2:39:22 PM cidarean Lol got a response didn't they?

3/16/2020 2:39:35 PM stormenight #Q

3/16/2020 2:40:08 PM upallnight39 @SIRISYSPrime

@tyler

#QueenedPrincess

#3rdRayyTe

#getem

#flipem

#protrusionInFFuszzzion

#diadickNU
3/16/2020 2:40:13 PM madeinusalionz Got flea collar for that one? 😆🤣

3/16/2020 2:42:18 PM upallnight39 Yall at the same #cubeicalpharm govin DAPS Now or whut?

3/16/2020 2:43:25 PM upallnight39 #getout

#gohome

#burntUP

#weFUCKINhere

#letscodedeezrobots pic.twitter.com/z8IMxygAz8

3/16/2020 2:43:30 PM miss_ampie All [YOUR] AI belongs to /US/

3/16/2020 2:43:55 PM lycanmaster You're Stupid. 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/16/2020 2:44:23 PM giediknight Is Alice AI from the future?

3/16/2020 2:46:22 PM peekaboo1966 Fools can't see truth straight in their faces

3/16/2020 2:46:41 PM kindeandtrue A fine demonstration of the nastiness of most Q people.

3/16/2020 2:47:06 PM peekaboo1966 Gone dark

3/16/2020 2:48:19 PM chuckr69 That's censorship from Nazis.

3/16/2020 2:48:40 PM lycanmaster Did I hurt your feeling ?

I just spoke the Truth. 😊

#TheStormIsHere



3/16/2020 2:48:41 PM my2sonznme Who cares

3/16/2020 2:50:02 PM omarfromuk  هؤلاء ,تابعي

@Inevitable_ET @X22Report @Sun_Q_Tzu @oneLOVE172345 @SnowWhite7IAM @FollowThe17 @hmcd123 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @OldHick17800719 

@DontDregMeBro @prayingmedic @Jordan_Sather_ @love4thegameAK

3/16/2020 2:51:21 PM kindeandtrue I'm way beyond that, bro. I just like to point out the hostility and contempt of "Q" people to their fellow Americans. It's a pattern I see often.

3/16/2020 2:51:35 PM abboudi999  عمر ي
ماشاء الله تبارك الرحمن عليك اخن

3/16/2020 2:52:07 PM burgersandra You are wrong about that.

3/16/2020 2:52:17 PM kindeandtrue Another prime example of the arrogance and contempt of Q followers.

3/16/2020 2:52:40 PM chuckr69 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Chicago bans groups of more than 0.5 people. Amputee convention moves forward. @kabamur_taygeta @LoveBling6

3/16/2020 2:53:23 PM kindeandtrue It's staring you right in the face, Joy. I've been at the receiving end of it many times for questioning official Q narrative.

3/16/2020 2:55:44 PM paulygenz 1 hes a trader                                                                             2 hes trying to tell the movement. THE TIME HAS COME

3/16/2020 2:55:58 PM chuckr69 Have you tried putting content on  http://lbry.com ? #opencontent #free

3/16/2020 2:56:00 PM jlundr MJ12 YouTube uploaded one of his vids and is currently uploading others rn. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/16/2020 2:57:31 PM trollingmockin1 Alice is out of the box https://www.techopedia.com/definition/380/artificial-linguistic-computer-entity-alice …

3/16/2020 2:58:03 PM chuckr69 George #Soros owned a biological lab in Wuhan. #coronavirus

3/16/2020 2:58:19 PM lycanmaster It's funny you never trumpers can say anything. Disrespect a  man try to save this country. But, if I'm blunt with you, you cry like a baby.

3/16/2020 2:59:05 PM lycanmaster trying to save this country.

3/16/2020 2:59:09 PM chuckr69 CI_A shootout with CCP lab worker released #coronavirus? Read this. 2020-02-19. Chinese officer tells all about COVID-19.  

http://12160.info/m/discussion?id=2649739%3ATopic%3A2003382 …

3/16/2020 3:00:16 PM paulygenz FUCKING SICK. SAD. DISGUSTING. If I had the power and enough people to help me. I would serve every single person who had even a tiny part of this 

TEN FOLD. they will wish they never did it. with there last thought

3/16/2020 3:01:09 PM chuckr69 A psychopath is born, but a sociopath is made based on how they grew up. Both will use others and have no empathy for them whatsoever.

3/16/2020 3:01:12 PM aureliangirl Here is a video that will answer all key questions about corona the "novel" virus..... https://www.bitchute.com/video/TsyujjitOFM/ …

3/16/2020 3:01:15 PM jenniferrmccoy So should we be ready for a zombie apocalypse? First the new vaccine, now Alice. 😜

3/16/2020 3:03:45 PM chuckr69 These are temporary losses, all will recover. No fear. @codemonkeyz @tracybeanz @stormisuponus

3/16/2020 3:04:11 PM paulygenz yeah you know, the one you sold to your master. thats what WE TRUMP supporters worship. our soul that our great GOD gave us. we share the joy of 

life with each other. not cut trout to the top like your party

3/16/2020 3:05:35 PM peekaboo1966 Don't know how that happened.. all his videos were gone an hr ago

3/16/2020 3:08:09 PM askbeforgiven Thank You

3/16/2020 3:08:40 PM johnquindell It could be "marshall" instade of "martial" to get across the idea that we are being marshalled in a certain direction.

Perhaps they also don't want us to make the connection between "martial" and the ideas of military or violent action (e.g. "martial arts").

3/16/2020 3:08:56 PM peekaboo1966 Thanks for sharing

3/16/2020 3:09:20 PM johnquindell In the 60s the Hell's Angels bikers sent a letter to president Johnson (or Nixon?) volunteering to go over to Vietnam to serve as "gorilla" fighters.

3/16/2020 3:09:25 PM kindeandtrue I'm not a Never Trumper. I'm a disenchanted former Trump supporter. I have the bumper sticker, book, t-shirt and flag to prove it. There's a big 

difference. Trump failed to deliver on all of his major promises. He's a colossal liar.

3/16/2020 3:09:50 PM jrocktigers "The Marshall Plan, also known as the European Recovery Program, was a U.S. program providing aid to Western Europe following the devastation of 

World War II."     -      YIKES.

3/16/2020 3:09:59 PM sdane8 I suspect he's under scrutiny, but if you think about it those who have been sacrificed by the black hats make the best arm-length allies. Revenge for 

them is sweet.

3/16/2020 3:10:10 PM albybrewster Kid’s a dope. You’d be best served to realize it.

3/16/2020 3:16:19 PM turboxyde Why would the White House call on [ALICE]? pic.twitter.com/NxfbDdMy11

3/16/2020 3:17:04 PM trollingmockin1  pic.twitter.com/Sk1gkwZqxm

3/16/2020 3:18:26 PM do_or_do_notty Why is @AustinSteinbart YT account now showing no content? Hmmm pic.twitter.com/ofja1ijhoe

3/16/2020 3:19:17 PM do_or_do_notty #Wrong pic.twitter.com/mPN9hOQD8X

3/16/2020 3:21:08 PM kindeandtrue Q fans are not nice people. That much is clear.

3/16/2020 3:22:53 PM do_or_do_notty At least we are wise enough to realize our President isn’t our enemy😂🥳

I’d rather be up to date on what’s actually going on ... then for you to consider me “nice”.

3/16/2020 3:25:31 PM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/Ts0RpPROJn

3/16/2020 3:27:08 PM holotechrd WOOOWHOOOO LET'S GO DADDY!! GOOD ONE GUYS!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/imONF1yKB8

3/16/2020 3:27:52 PM clarkd958 @AaronHoughton10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just posted a video with @AustinSteinbart, so I see it that's my confirmation for him being Qright there. Now 

I'm a believer. #WWG1GWA #QAnon #uk

3/16/2020 3:29:57 PM kimberly_s_cook I'd heard DJT'S initials? 4=D, J=10, T=20

3/16/2020 3:31:21 PM do_or_do_notty What is going on?! 

@AustinSteinbart YT account now has NO content 

However @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has put up a video of his on their YT account today 🤷🏻♀️

🤔🤔🤔  pic.twitter.com/jvvyoL7ink

3/16/2020 3:31:40 PM tieronepatriot This isn't just about Q.  If you did your own broad-spectrum research you would see and know the Truth.  Everything you've been told is a lie.

Q is just a convenient excuse for you to dismiss an uncomfortable truth.

3/16/2020 3:32:46 PM lucasnobua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Cheers!  pic.twitter.com/nhRgjY5SXe

3/16/2020 3:32:58 PM iaskiseekiknock Treason is a guillotine & cremation

3/16/2020 3:34:55 PM peekaboo1966 I am so excited it's actually exhausting.  Thank You @AustinSteinbart

@AaronHoughton10

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump

3/16/2020 3:35:34 PM kindeandtrue Early Q posts were informative. It's the echo chamber and self-appointed Q thought control police that I find disturbing.

3/16/2020 3:38:40 PM auroravoyager1 As opposed to ]ALICE[

3/16/2020 3:41:47 PM c2m1ll3 Does it have anything to do with 5g, this cov19 thingie?

Asking for a friend.

3/16/2020 3:44:53 PM c2m1ll3 Where are your vids? I wanted to send a friend there.

3/16/2020 3:52:14 PM jaded_pearl Gone

3/16/2020 3:53:10 PM fansblowing3 For real 😳.  Why remove them?



3/16/2020 3:53:30 PM milllathefiend Perhaps this might be a reference to Supreme Court Justice John Marshall? One of Justice Marshall’s cases? What was special about Justice Marshall? 

https://www.thoughtco.com/john-marshall-biography-4173065 …

3/16/2020 3:56:32 PM cny_micaa Does axios ever tell the truth though?

3/16/2020 3:59:55 PM no_dak_patriot Because he is a [C]lown [I]n [A]merica plant, to discredit the true Q movement.

3/16/2020 4:01:00 PM manifest_utopia From the article. 

I like the key question about non-pharmaceutical interventions. 🌿🍎🥕🥑🥭🍑🍊 pic.twitter.com/YorepQ229q

3/16/2020 4:03:12 PM westmount_d7 Donald Marshall is the only one who comes to mind. He outed Cabal on clones and cloning centres. Hope is is well and protected🙏🏻

3/16/2020 4:07:27 PM billhuffman19 Marshall hasn’t declared law yet?😆

3/16/2020 4:09:29 PM rachmatcorai33  pic.twitter.com/L9KADMCElj

3/16/2020 4:10:04 PM austin234nine Q has not told me about CERN nor has MJ12 me about Alice before yet the dots are connecting. If Q is real Pres. Trump just saved the world with Jesus 

and gave evry1 paid days off 🤞🇺🇸

3/16/2020 4:10:10 PM corpsmanup77 I think the Commander is Commanding. No time for YT or Boards.  We are at war. Tomorrow is #Qday.

3/16/2020 4:12:22 PM freedom_sent the Rapture??

3/16/2020 4:13:42 PM souther53425727 Could it be Marshall mathers #eminem?

3/16/2020 4:13:50 PM noeticus1 it was on an article on Instagram where I took the pic. later reading on " http://whatdoesitmean.com " I found the proper one.

3/16/2020 4:18:30 PM rj85165808 Covid-19

Covid-AI

3/16/2020 4:23:07 PM kindeandtrue I'm a freedom-loving, free-thinking American. What are you?

3/16/2020 4:23:45 PM ed_kua It still has the 20 Quantum Computing videos & 5  Space related videos.

Check his playlist setting. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/16/2020 4:23:55 PM croatiantaco Wtf???? What's that all about?

3/16/2020 4:25:21 PM kindeandtrue Do you always talk in memes? Have you ever had an original thought?

3/16/2020 4:26:34 PM kindeandtrue Hurray for you. What a guy.

3/16/2020 4:33:06 PM luluspeers1 Well meanwhile the world is on lock down

3/16/2020 4:33:40 PM luluspeers1 Well looks like they're wrong

3/16/2020 4:35:07 PM adam84577979 I imagine it was alice that allowed them to know of the coming virus, that allowed them to contain it, and allow them to use the narrative for the 

arrests :)

3/16/2020 4:35:44 PM adam84577979 because he is fake

3/16/2020 4:35:53 PM samsmith0319 Already have Looking Glass...

3/16/2020 4:38:52 PM noeticus1 Was here. pic.twitter.com/TyOftZVjic

3/16/2020 4:40:38 PM do_or_do_notty Exactly what I’m wondering.  Something is UP 🤷🏻♀️

3/16/2020 4:40:49 PM thewholearmour2 I saw that his fb is still populated i have no idea

3/16/2020 4:42:51 PM edina3535 Just read this, so it could possibly point to this, too?

#OperationMarchMadness #MarshallLaw https://twitter.com/USMarshalsHQ/status/1239642592947482628 …

3/16/2020 4:46:55 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted 9 new videos check it out  https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 4:47:10 PM dpann1234 Wishful thinking. Norm people are to in the dark. Undoing obamas EO's and him moving to africa-mayb but they won't publicly jail or perp walk a 

former president. A few high ups made example of is the best we can hope publicly like brennan-comey the rest handle in silence.

3/16/2020 4:48:17 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 uploaded 9 new videos including @AustinSteinbart Black Ops 101 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-

Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/16/2020 4:54:08 PM deenharryeuw Just had this epiphany, seeing as those high ups are drinking adrenochrome, that would essentially make them vampires, albeit not in the traditional 

sense(fangs capes etc.). So our world is ran by these vampires, which sounds alot like the movie "Blade". From my research, "Blade"

3/16/2020 4:54:46 PM deenharryeuw Almost wasnt made. Was it too close to the truth? A majestic movie maybe?

3/16/2020 4:54:49 PM corn_hole I chatted with ALICE about virus' in 2017.  I was under the impression it would be ebola.

3/16/2020 4:55:33 PM corn_hole why did you do that?

3/16/2020 4:58:23 PM reachechovoice Ah. Thanks.

3/16/2020 4:59:18 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/YKS1TvvD83

3/16/2020 5:00:20 PM mimgolden Love u Smarty

3/16/2020 5:01:56 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 posted a video that connects to @AustinSteinbart banner graphic The Helical Model Our Galaxy is a Vortex 

https://youtu.be/7RSpZkIjK4w 

3/16/2020 5:06:13 PM royaleblue301 #1 priority

3/16/2020 5:10:20 PM nurseniceyes Why are they trying to hack it?

3/16/2020 5:11:23 PM noeticus1 No probs love.

3/16/2020 5:12:41 PM lycanmaster Which promise, genius ?

Name them.

I'll wait.............

3/16/2020 5:13:01 PM chairmanwing Yep pic.twitter.com/ODfb9xZqk0

3/16/2020 5:16:17 PM nurseniceyes I really do! like the name Alice.

3/16/2020 5:19:19 PM laurabusse Trump said in his press conference today

When asked about a national quarantine

He said no

Also he tweeted yesterday

He spoke with many supermarket CEOs

Stores will stay stocked

He said goods will continue to move

Even if ppl don't...
3/16/2020 5:20:15 PM 369_is THANKS GIEDI...NICE CATCH!!!

3/16/2020 5:25:31 PM papadocdolo  https://youtu.be/nRzQc1glo4w  seen this?

3/16/2020 5:33:14 PM jeffcordell6 Alice must of died on Google images! pic.twitter.com/XCyu5lBGUN

3/16/2020 5:41:02 PM mindymaucelli I was just looking for something to watch, thanks!

3/16/2020 5:41:21 PM patriotswegoall Is this real? https://twitter.com/OG_Trump_Monkey/status/1239693352217395200 …

3/16/2020 5:43:41 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1239713674756947968?s=19 …

3/16/2020 5:45:07 PM samsmith0319 Sending a coded message...👀...

3/16/2020 5:47:27 PM jimsmit30701501  pic.twitter.com/cIg8yXfwa1

3/16/2020 5:48:16 PM kindeandtrue Another kind, understanding Q fan.

3/16/2020 5:49:21 PM jimsmit30701501  pic.twitter.com/26vXEwC6Lb

3/16/2020 5:54:28 PM kindeandtrue Of course, you love #KAG. Why am I surprised. #KAG is the perfect motto of Q cultists who are oblivious to its symbolism and origin. 

pic.twitter.com/TDn7R3ESZk

3/16/2020 5:54:30 PM ceilingman16 How are the people dying 5g?



3/16/2020 5:55:45 PM brittasbits1 Some of them moved to the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You tube channel.   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/16/2020 5:56:51 PM fredbear028  https://twitter.com/FredBear028/status/1239711565269684226?s=20 …

3/16/2020 5:57:06 PM jimsmit30701501 Commie bot

3/16/2020 5:57:25 PM napoli_motors We are witnessing history! WWG1WGA @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @Beer_Parade @cjtruth @familyman20181 @RealJamesWoods @RedPill78 

@JUSTICETIME7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @3days3nights @2runtherace pic.twitter.com/DyTnJ0zMGh

3/16/2020 5:58:31 PM kindeandtrue HA HA. Yes, I'm a Communist. Sure thing, bro.

3/16/2020 5:59:22 PM bpwll Define cult.....lol and then point out what Q symbolism is and how Q falls under the definition of a cult!

3/16/2020 5:59:52 PM ceilingman16 Why am I not surprised Rockefeller foundation they were responsible for Zika virus

3/16/2020 6:01:31 PM kindeandtrue I didn't say Q is a cult. I just mentioned "Q cultists", meaning people who slavishly follow someone's interpretation of Q.

3/16/2020 6:05:26 PM jimsmit30701501 In ghat lavish interpretation that would also mean anyone affiliated or follows a specific party. Democrat or Republican. So why the beef with Q 

followers?

3/16/2020 6:05:53 PM jimsmit30701501 That...sorry.

3/16/2020 6:06:16 PM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/16/2020 6:07:23 PM grateful1gabrie Q is in control. Kek

3/16/2020 6:10:56 PM kindeandtrue If you were consistently attacked and insulted by Q followers for mildly questioning Trump's actions, maybe you'd think differently about them, too. No 

criticism of Trump allowed. No alternate opinions allowed. No dissent allowed. That's called Thought Control.

3/16/2020 6:13:10 PM peacock05133484 BQQM 💥

3/16/2020 6:16:47 PM kindeandtrue BTW, Majestic was lecturing you all about your slavish sheep mentality a few days ago. Guess that went right over your heads.

3/16/2020 6:30:11 PM rghardy3 Will [ALICE] be arrested and indicted ?

LOCK HER UP in Computer A. I. Gitmo !

3/16/2020 6:37:40 PM realtimtrimble And.......??

3/16/2020 6:45:15 PM bpwll I simply asked why you think Trump is the enemy....Not here to attack anyone, and I would really have to question if those that do, are really Q 

followers and not trolls

3/16/2020 6:46:08 PM carriebryson2 Painful truth my loved ones will soon be experiencing.  I will be right next to them.  I’m new too but I’ve been searching and absorbing this knowledge 

for the past 6 months.  Something woke me and now I’m here.  I am devoted to service to all of kind heart.  Thank you

3/16/2020 6:47:24 PM bpwll Im a slave to no one and have openly questioned #ThePlan … I have even gone as far to question at what point do we call bullshit and handle this shit 

ourselves! Unlike France we have weapons

3/16/2020 6:49:44 PM cynthia39231414 When people have to stay inside at night? Hoboken? Bars closing? Take a look around you, Helen. We're on the threshold of hell!

3/16/2020 6:50:24 PM kindeandtrue Bravo! Spoken like a true American Patriot. Passive spectators eating popcorn while the White Hats secretly dismantle the Deep State is not my idea of 

patriotism.

3/16/2020 6:52:24 PM aaronhoughton10 TUSACVW @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#GodWins #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1239685852093169664 … pic.twitter.com/Axb6OvP7X2

3/16/2020 6:55:41 PM bpwll 1) that is a tough one because you have to realize that the American people, 4yrs ago were NEVER going to be ready for a revolution like our ancestors 

fought! The indoctrination and propaganda machine was far too effective! I continue to trust the plan because I believe it needed

3/16/2020 6:56:54 PM bpwll 2) to be done this way to prevent mass casualties! Now with that being said, I do honestly believe that being trusting is exactly why we got ourselves 

into this mess in the first place and while I support Trump to the fullest, he WILL LOSE my support if he does NOT

3/16/2020 6:58:31 PM bpwll 3) start making arrest and disclosing the truths we have all been promised! It is that simple! I have never liked authority and will never like authority! I 

voted for this man to give me my land back and to return the government to the people, our money back to the treasury &

3/16/2020 6:59:23 PM blsdbe Yes, and why repost them here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/16/2020 6:59:34 PM bpwll 4) the courts back to common law! Oh and Police back to Peace Officers. While I support the risk they take and the necessary evil required to have 

them on the side of the People when the time comes, THEY ARE UNCONSTITUTIONAL in their current format

3/16/2020 7:01:23 PM kevinmruel Some people have to take medicine daily ie opioid recovery clinical meds this has to be dosed daily unless take home is done @Qanon76 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @realDonaldTrump @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes @JudgeJeanine @FLOTUS @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@SaraCarterDC

3/16/2020 7:03:00 PM floydspinko Rubio might be out of the Qcode-loop. He was on the gang-bang-of-eight, when members viewed exculpatory information, regarding @POTUS.  He's 

got a lot to explain.  Could be, the dolt can't spell.  #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #WWG2WGA #KAG #MAGA #WWG1WGA #coronavirus 

#ShelterInPlace

3/16/2020 7:03:53 PM kindeandtrue 1) Trump has utterly failed to deliver on all his major promises. 2) Has hired uber neocon Zionist cuck in key Administration positions who consistently 

sabotage the #AmericaFirst agenda. 3) Hasn't disclosed the truth about JFK or 9/11. 4) Has lied to Americans numerous times.

3/16/2020 7:04:29 PM colforbin3 Looks like Austin deleted all his YT vids.....

3/16/2020 7:04:57 PM fansblowing3 Nice! 👍

3/16/2020 7:05:43 PM bpwll I agree.....to a degree..lol  I understand the need to bring deep state actors in around you. At days end this is a war and keeping your enemy close has 

always been a winning strategy. With regard to disclosure I honestly believe that will come once ALL of America is woken up!

3/16/2020 7:05:50 PM kindeandtrue Amen. I'm no fan of the Police State. They're seriously out of control.

3/16/2020 7:06:15 PM bpwll But I certainly agree with why you feel the way you feel

3/16/2020 7:06:20 PM liltilgerlil Trump is using their tools against them! Bravo! 😘🙏

3/16/2020 7:06:24 PM kindeandtrue Might be too late by then.

3/16/2020 7:06:42 PM web_mktg His videos are now private. The question I have is why did Flynn and couple others follow him? Support?, Let him know he is being watched?, Other? 

Their is more here than a larp come and gone.

3/16/2020 7:07:34 PM bpwll Absolutely hate it! I was pulled over two summers ago traveling in my 4runner. 100% owned by me, had private plates...Asked them what the 

emergency was as by law that is the only reason they are permitted to flash their lights! After about an hour I just took citation and

3/16/2020 7:07:42 PM ladymolly51 @Utah_Utah_Utah @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DanHarr16222124 @KLCJr77 @blacknblueangel @Have_a_dram @RealJamesWoods 

@RybakStephanie @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @dee_plorable @T__WWG1WGA @Hippocampus88 @StormIsUponUs @SheepDogSociety 

@Lee97073696 @LeeLee1_7 @RybakStephanie

3/16/2020 7:07:54 PM kindeandtrue I feel betrayed and used. Thanks so much for listening. I hope in the end you're correct about Trump, and I'm wrong.

3/16/2020 7:09:10 PM bpwll 2) took it to court...Filed motion to dismiss and cited Supreme Court rulings, case law and the Constitution and even jurisdiction and the judge 

pretended like that was all fairy tale! The state doesn't even go by The State v. John Doe anymore.. Its The PEOPLE v. John Doe

3/16/2020 7:10:12 PM bpwll 3) and Im like where is the victim in this?! There cannot be a crime if there is no victim and the state cannot be the victim.... The state isn't the victim 

the People are! THESE are the things I demand fixed....

3/16/2020 7:11:33 PM bpwll I take solace in the fact that a good 80% of America has been woken and it would be foolish for Trump to flip on us! But if we come towards the 

election and we are still waiting for arrest I will definitely be organizing a march towards DC

3/16/2020 7:11:41 PM eo_swan 7de9e2b9701c41bc



3/16/2020 7:13:06 PM bpwll I don't view it as right or wrong....At the end of the day we are all in the same boat (patriots). We want our country back and we put our trust in a man 

who promised to do that...He hasn't done anything to betray our country and so I gotta give him his 4yrs...

3/16/2020 7:13:16 PM kindeandtrue Sign me up, too!

3/16/2020 7:14:23 PM corn_hole #Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/16/2020 7:14:27 PM bpwll Plus...look at it this way...This evil has been controlling man for 6000yrs...They had humanity on lock and would have been complete had Clinton won! 

Dismantling that while restoring law & order requires time to ensure the case against them is iron clad! I hold on to that!

3/16/2020 7:16:43 PM bpwll Look at a Peace Officer and just how they were dressed back in the 50's compared to Police today! "Law Enforcement" except its not OUR laws, its 

THEIR laws! But that is what happens when you use the 14th Amendment to ultimately turn all our rights into privileges!

3/16/2020 7:17:43 PM kindeandtrue Yes, but we need definitive, incontrovertible proof that is being done. American voters shouldn't have to operate on blind faith and reassurances by 

shadowy anons.

3/16/2020 7:20:20 PM bpwll And I believe POTUS understand that! I mean have you listened to him the past few days! He seems shaken...very uneasy! Perhaps a man that knows 

whats coming! I don't know.This is where faith comes in...And look...Enough Americans are already pissed off ..NOT arresting makes worse

3/16/2020 7:21:57 PM jm19712 Cue questions aside, I generally have to question folks with two capitalized Ms like, Marilyn Manson, Marshall Mathers, etc. Reminds me of Master 

Masons.

3/16/2020 7:22:11 PM bpwll And I staked my marriage on waking up! And even today my ex wife keeps asking me when I plan on giving this "belief" up! Its been nearly 8yrs and so 

I feel that if he wont do it then we will! But I know I am not crazy....I want my damn freedom!

3/16/2020 7:22:21 PM dianesaumure Since a clone was made to save him, did the clone know it was COMING

3/16/2020 7:23:59 PM lovebling6 Happy St Patriots day! 

☘️☘️☘️ pic.twitter.com/eQuZSZqtSl

3/16/2020 7:27:03 PM howdoyoumakeah1  http://fdralloveragain.blogspot.com/2009/01/follow-money.html …

3/16/2020 7:31:00 PM cjptrsn Austin is 80% truth and 20% garbage. Like most “disclosure” over the past 50 years. His whole presentation reeks of  🤡 propaganda.

3/16/2020 7:32:40 PM cat711q Law of Armed Conflict

3/16/2020 7:35:13 PM mark_hooos  https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1239694830319677440?s=20 …           have fun with this one👊👍

3/16/2020 7:41:53 PM coffeedevotion Finally!

3/16/2020 7:48:57 PM rjf_1969 Hello mate

Would you be willing to elaborate on that for me please? Your reasons why you think that?

Watching from Australia, seriously, all I see is a President that absolutely loves his country and wants the best for it and its people...

I wish he was here!!!

3/16/2020 7:49:22 PM deviatedefiant Because it happened, and trying to deny it is pretty damn wrong.

3/16/2020 7:51:43 PM 369_is ️️️

3/16/2020 7:53:06 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/BeLZH93e7v

3/16/2020 7:53:39 PM stevenmoney What do they need to know? 

AI or raw power? I suspect the latter is likely to support or refute hypotheses, or run simulations.

What don't we know? Infection and determination of being contagious. Time = 0? Key to the kingdom IMHO.

3/16/2020 7:55:11 PM snozzlestein It was earlier. It was taken down.

3/16/2020 8:02:14 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/xMus3QCC0Q

3/16/2020 8:03:29 PM elisabeth242 What happened with Austin? I don’t get all the coded messaging. Why can’t things be in plain English.

3/16/2020 8:10:51 PM dedesill Q MJ12 what if:

5:5 = 1

4/1/2021

41221

What happens that day? April Fools day?  Interesting...future shadow of something BIG to come?

Thoughts?

3/16/2020 8:11:44 PM kindeandtrue Trump never implemented the #AmericaFirst agenda he ran on. I watched 100's of rallies, signed his Contract w/American Voter & believed his 

promises, but instead he allied himself with neocon Zionists and betrayed his base. Low black unemployment & moving Embassy doesn't cut it.

3/16/2020 8:15:06 PM kindeandtrue LOL! I assure you, I'm not in the same category as the above. I'm about as square as they come. Homeschooling mom who loves knitting, gardening, 

poetry, Gregorian chant and playing church organ.

3/16/2020 8:20:16 PM aaronhoughton10 JFK DOCS KEYSTONE @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=jfkdocskeystone …  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1224198635249790976 … 

pic.twitter.com/yzTUCGrQLl

3/16/2020 8:27:46 PM connieketchup Roflma they got him on that one

3/16/2020 8:28:14 PM connieketchup Why is it deleted

3/16/2020 8:28:59 PM lala3919 I've been pinged alot lately. More than usual. This is what i find.

Marshal Mathers arrest warrant. pic.twitter.com/jp09xfGcbz

3/16/2020 8:31:14 PM onecircleart1 This fits with what I’m finding. Google search results are suddenly no longer censored. Check it out for yourself’

3/16/2020 8:32:50 PM jedandida This is cool...

3/16/2020 8:35:36 PM majic_eyes_qnly Hi Linda,

Are you aware that Majestic 12 have a Twitter account? It's @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I say this because I couldn't find evidence anywhere that this has been 

brought to your attention. I thought it would be of great interest to you. 

My kind regards,

MEQ

3/16/2020 8:36:30 PM brandon73745841 Yikes

3/16/2020 8:38:45 PM pat_stedman Now we know where he went / what happened with the vids...

3/16/2020 8:40:29 PM lordconcave I think he took them down on purpose.

3/16/2020 8:42:37 PM aaronhoughton10 Agreed. His channel isnt deleted, so it wasn't because YouTube violations. He most like put them on private. Trust the plan. You have more than you 

know.

3/16/2020 8:43:49 PM kimberl92436158 Awesome dig!

3/16/2020 8:44:12 PM pat_stedman He did put them on private, you can tell from embedded videos on his page here

3/16/2020 8:44:46 PM winklerburke Key questions ... did Bill Hates cook up an ai virus?   To match with Georgia guild of death guidestones?  Does 322 cult of death have a factor of 44?   

Crazy math?  “We know, they (China) know who did it.” (Made virus) — 45

3/16/2020 8:45:00 PM notjordan444 notething matters!

3/16/2020 8:48:05 PM terry46136307 Adrenochrome kills!

3/16/2020 8:54:29 PM jessicapost17 Travel ban. Nobody can leave soon to come

3/16/2020 8:56:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AMA w MJ4

3/16/2020 8:56:46 PM lurkerjohnson is Celine Dion arrested?

3/16/2020 8:56:54 PM ckepner18951 Turn around time for crisis we face?



3/16/2020 8:56:55 PM trumps_all Is this the beginning of the end for many in the Deep State?

3/16/2020 8:56:55 PM roger35742354 Mandatory quarantine coming soon?

3/16/2020 8:57:03 PM atashfire Are you guys cranking out supplies with replication technology yet?

3/16/2020 8:57:11 PM btcnasia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Are you guys cranking out supplies with replication technology yet? RT @atashfire

3/16/2020 8:57:16 PM jbcloud Is much progress being made?

3/16/2020 8:57:20 PM islandofdelight Will we lose Essential Services in the next few weeks/months?

3/16/2020 8:57:23 PM roger35742354 Arrests soon?

3/16/2020 8:57:23 PM mr_fedorable Is AUS PM Scott Morrison (ScoMo) a white hat or black hat

3/16/2020 8:57:24 PM fktvis Is Austin Steinbart a LARP?

3/16/2020 8:57:28 PM alisvolatpropi2 Why do “they” want us to stay home?

3/16/2020 8:57:40 PM susan66388204 Will NESARA occur prior to November elections?

3/16/2020 8:57:41 PM trumps_all Was this virus bio-engineered to be bad for andrenochrome users?

3/16/2020 8:57:42 PM richzen2 Cure for covid soon? War between us and China soon?

3/16/2020 8:57:42 PM islandofdelight Will the general public in the US Nationwide be quarantined as ongoing Ops continue?

3/16/2020 8:57:43 PM igiant111 Are we in the storm?

3/16/2020 8:57:46 PM alisvolatpropi2 John Titor?

3/16/2020 8:57:57 PM tachyonluxor @GregRubini

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

3/16/2020 8:57:58 PM saslovescraft Who made it?

3/16/2020 8:57:59 PM 444_q_ Can you describe 5D?

3/16/2020 8:58:01 PM melanieanders7 What REALLY happened to Jimmy Hoffa?

3/16/2020 8:58:04 PM trumps_all Real story behind Gilliam?

3/16/2020 8:58:19 PM palmdalekid2 what's really going on with the weather, feels like Tennessee was memory-holed

3/16/2020 8:58:22 PM trumps_all Who you got for Biden VP?

3/16/2020 8:58:30 PM melhuses We trust the plan !

3/16/2020 8:58:34 PM alisvolatpropi2 Are we going to be on lockdown?  Should I close my small business for the week and stay in the mountains?

3/16/2020 8:58:41 PM islandofdelight Would Satellite Phones, Faraday Cages or Generators be Wise Investments?

3/16/2020 8:58:51 PM trumps_all Time for an Assange appearance?

3/16/2020 8:58:55 PM gettingtrump didn't take long to spot that.

Not a very good one, either.

3/16/2020 8:59:04 PM tarynupmatrix How are you doing and how was your day?

3/16/2020 8:59:05 PM islandofdelight Is NESARA a possibility?

3/16/2020 8:59:05 PM trumps_all Durham in the summer???

3/16/2020 8:59:07 PM sailorpractical Can someone please quarantine Pelosi in San Francisco?

3/16/2020 8:59:09 PM nielsteyn Will the Getty be occupied?

3/16/2020 8:59:11 PM hawkgirlinmn What entity is responsible for ‘missing’ or ‘abducted’ humans in National Parks?

3/16/2020 8:59:18 PM bradduh2 What's to come of the current currency and the standard after?

3/16/2020 8:59:19 PM islandofdelight Has Gold already Destroyed the [FED]?

3/16/2020 8:59:27 PM 444_q_ How will children be affected during "the event"?

3/16/2020 8:59:34 PM elatedveracity Who is your favorite Alien Race?

3/16/2020 8:59:37 PM truth939 How should we best prepare our finances so we can give ourselves more freedom to focus on helping others with the great awakening.

3/16/2020 8:59:47 PM alisvolatpropi2 Why is google all of a sudden bringing up links that are truly reveling?

3/16/2020 8:59:49 PM sdane8 Is there really a specific and different virus added to adrenochrome supplies?

3/16/2020 9:00:01 PM mikeb38beacon_h 👍

3/16/2020 9:00:01 PM coloradoevolut1 Hello MJ4, can you tell me what this means? pic.twitter.com/rcRmwV0CXL

3/16/2020 9:00:08 PM islandofdelight Adrenochrome Supply Infected with Specific Type of Coronavirus?

3/16/2020 9:00:13 PM babyyodausa Storm sooner than we think?

3/16/2020 9:00:20 PM n7guardiananon Food replicator is that gonna be delivered door to door or pick up???

Be pretty useful right about now.

3/16/2020 9:00:27 PM thawizza Is PT/Palantir providing any assistance to Q?

3/16/2020 9:00:37 PM saucenuclear Will we be seeing gold standard decisions tomorrow?

3/16/2020 9:00:37 PM saschakbe Video real or fake? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RsQCXN4o4Ps …

3/16/2020 9:00:37 PM cleetus__jones Is 2pac alive ?

3/16/2020 9:00:51 PM dynamicres Meditating now. #UnsealJFK

3/16/2020 9:00:53 PM sdane8 Has Google has been liberated? It appears images there are not being as censored as previously.

3/16/2020 9:00:57 PM islandofdelight Elites/Celebrities/Politicians who have CV given the Public Death / Suicide Option?

3/16/2020 9:01:15 PM worldxplorer1 I would like to be an Intergalactic Diplomat representing Earth. 

Can you assist?

3/16/2020 9:01:34 PM tarynupmatrix Does @AustinSteinbart have something to do with Google today?

3/16/2020 9:01:37 PM cleetus__jones Is galactic codex real ?

3/16/2020 9:01:56 PM cleetus__jones Has Orion’s net been removed ?

3/16/2020 9:01:56 PM islandofdelight Best Place to Archive Offline? External HD/SSD, Airgapped Device in Faraday Cage? Hard Paper Copy?

3/16/2020 9:02:07 PM kpdad72 The truth doesn't care what we think, it's still the truth.  Opinions are a personal perception of the truth.

Just my opinion.

On that note, I've never heard that one either. 

Occam's razor.

3/16/2020 9:02:42 PM cleetus__jones Is 10 days of darkness on 12/21

3/16/2020 9:02:45 PM blac1kay Why 12?

3/16/2020 9:02:46 PM werascending Is Dr. Greer really able to contact inter dimensional beings?

3/16/2020 9:02:57 PM cleetus__jones Why all the weird names on M21 ?

3/16/2020 9:03:00 PM alisvolatpropi2 Are Tom Hanks and his wife under quarantine or arrest?

3/16/2020 9:03:00 PM eaglescoutia What are you?

3/16/2020 9:03:02 PM qbryce171 Who is Q?

3/16/2020 9:03:08 PM thawizza Should we be buying physical gold/silver over paper gold/silver?

3/16/2020 9:03:12 PM islandofdelight Portal? pic.twitter.com/Y4kNhkMLlW

3/16/2020 9:03:20 PM girlawakeinca Please tell us about Ultra Terrestrials

3/16/2020 9:03:51 PM gentlepsychosis  pic.twitter.com/6adbzwiDL3

3/16/2020 9:03:53 PM ethereal_shaman Is Greenland going to be in the news in April?

3/16/2020 9:03:58 PM islandofdelight How does #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein?

3/16/2020 9:03:59 PM tyetyler1 AMA Question:  Will we see mass arrests before Autumn 2020?



3/16/2020 9:03:59 PM cleetus__jones Is fung shui important in all of this ?

3/16/2020 9:04:03 PM space_sloth26 What's MJ4's specialty?

3/16/2020 9:04:43 PM thawizza Is there a better way to apply for positions within the DIA other than the standard process?

3/16/2020 9:04:50 PM godfamcountry Will we be able to engage extraterrestrials openly knowing who they really are (not pretending to be humans) within President Trump’s years in office?

3/16/2020 9:04:51 PM islandofdelight What percentage of the criminals are [dead]? Ballpark

3/16/2020 9:04:56 PM eo_swan Is it an AMA if you dont answer any of the questions?

Do you attend either of the bi-annual Tranquility Lodge meetings?

3/16/2020 9:05:02 PM jordan67734372 Is Q the only reason we haven't gone into civil war? The tension is real.

3/16/2020 9:05:10 PM tyetyler1 Will Americans be given the JFK Missing info?

3/16/2020 9:05:19 PM alisvolatpropi2 What is corona virus a cover for?

3/16/2020 9:05:25 PM lonewolfbuilder @austinSteinbart’s videos are gone, any comment? Mission complete? He had a catalyzing impact on the salience of message over messenger. I don’t 

see him going away any time soon...

3/16/2020 9:05:26 PM islandofdelight Is #UnsealJFK to be prompted by anons? Dominos?

3/16/2020 9:05:30 PM worldxplorer1 Covid-19 Question

1.  Did The Plan account for the panic buying at retailers. Will people chill out?  Emanating peace and serenity but the sea of chaos is large.

3/16/2020 9:05:33 PM truth939 Are the markets/exchanges at risk of totally shutting down for extended periods or even permanently?

3/16/2020 9:05:37 PM goforthmatthew What is said

3/16/2020 9:05:44 PM speaakn What is the Wuhan virus crisis really covering for? Are folks (and justice) being served to the bad guys?

3/16/2020 9:05:49 PM toccn2 Is this the storm?

3/16/2020 9:05:56 PM islandofdelight Best way to prompt #UnsealJFK from 4,10,20?

3/16/2020 9:06:02 PM p0a_triot23 🙏🙏🙏

3/16/2020 9:06:04 PM kidge6 Is the Book of Revelations relevant to current events? How about Edgar cayce's interpretation of Revelations?

3/16/2020 9:06:11 PM nonayma75931 Is adrenochrome a cure for disease?

3/16/2020 9:06:34 PM jrocktigers There are so many agenda's that could benefit from the current CV-19 event. Can IS-BE's expect Israeli govt. to be found culpable for instigating or 

adjusting the operation to provide them additional global power advantages?

3/16/2020 9:06:46 PM splucas22 Is this lockdown really about an economic reset and mass arrests?

3/16/2020 9:06:48 PM worldxplorer1 Covid-19 Question. 

2.  Will there be economic assistance for small businesses?  Practical assistance. Not some bureaucratic loan program that few qualify for.

3/16/2020 9:06:51 PM manifest_utopia MJ, please would you add this video to your youtube channel?  It's such a great red pill piece for those ready & questioning the MSM.

3/16/2020 9:06:54 PM kidge6 Are you associated with the Majestic 12 YouTube channel?

3/16/2020 9:07:11 PM cleetus__jones Did you all really try to shock therapy Airl ? Was that book a hoax ?

3/16/2020 9:07:12 PM paula84059427 Maybe C I A connection?

3/16/2020 9:07:13 PM girlawakeinca So is there a taint of some sort in the adrenachrome supply related to CV so that when CV is diagnosed it is testable so that they can be charged?

3/16/2020 9:07:15 PM kidge6 Any idea why Austin Steinberg deleted all of his videos?

3/16/2020 9:07:22 PM worldxplorer1 Great question Kidge. I think about this ALL the time.

3/16/2020 9:07:27 PM the_loveoflight What happened to Austin's (baby Q) videos?

He said many times he would explain/show proofs in videos to come...hmm --> 🤡?

3/16/2020 9:07:34 PM alisvolatpropi2 How many innocent people has the government framed?

3/16/2020 9:07:46 PM miss_ampie Do birth dates and times really have meaning?

3/16/2020 9:07:54 PM worldxplorer1 Who was Austin referring to when he said “The Man Upstairs”?

3/16/2020 9:07:56 PM tyrantswillfa11 I don’t have to be “MJ” to tell you yes. Use logic. Do you want a promissory note or the actual object being promised. It’s a no brainer in my book.

3/16/2020 9:08:03 PM beesandhoney123 Will the lifted censorship from Google a few hours ago prevail or is it temporary?

3/16/2020 9:08:16 PM thawizza What is the best frequency to listen to when performing remote viewing?

3/16/2020 9:08:19 PM worldxplorer1 What is the relevance of Westworld to the current situation?

3/16/2020 9:08:20 PM laurabusse Ikr

3/16/2020 9:08:23 PM girlawakeinca I get the sense some of us are hybrids like I believe some or one MJ12 is/are. Yes/No?

3/16/2020 9:08:33 PM cleetus__jones Who has all the yamashita gold ?

3/16/2020 9:08:59 PM giediknight Is @AustinSteinbart safe?

3/16/2020 9:09:00 PM speaakn Will JFK assassination files finally be declassified in the near future?

3/16/2020 9:09:15 PM truth939 Does "The Alliance" currently have comms with citizens, i.e. Wilcock, Magen @  http://Divinemsm.com 

3/16/2020 9:09:22 PM worldxplorer1 Has Moloch been neutralized?

3/16/2020 9:09:23 PM qklahoma202 Is a Question really a Question if you already know the Answer?

3/16/2020 9:09:25 PM thawizza The question is more specific as to whether they are truly going to fail. Obviously physical provides more security

3/16/2020 9:09:36 PM universalrisin Can i get a “Happy Birthday”?

3/16/2020 9:09:42 PM cleetus__jones Is Earth really the moon in the future and mars really the asteroid belt ?

3/16/2020 9:09:45 PM thereahempqueen isnt he dead and cloned already?

3/16/2020 9:09:56 PM stevenha Must we die and pause until next dimension/frequency existence? Is there a live-through it transition possibility?

3/16/2020 9:10:01 PM worldxplorer1 Gnostic concept of Archons... Real?  AI?  A threat to humanity?

3/16/2020 9:10:06 PM universalrisin Any advice about taking mushrooms?

3/16/2020 9:10:18 PM islandofdelight How does Austin Steinbart fit in?

3/16/2020 9:10:28 PM thawizza The question is more specific as to whether they are truly going to fail. Obviously physical provides more security. There are other complications that 

come with owning physical.

3/16/2020 9:10:42 PM worldxplorer1 Do you enjoy being an MJ?  What is the best part?

3/16/2020 9:10:46 PM girlawakeinca When will the shape of earth truly be revealed?

3/16/2020 9:10:56 PM cleetus__jones Do we receive the voyager golden records that we sent up in the past ?

3/16/2020 9:10:59 PM islandofdelight Austin Steinbart receiving any legitimate intel?

3/16/2020 9:11:05 PM carol_beeee fake

3/16/2020 9:11:09 PM m08816289 Was buddhism pushed to hide "hinduism"?

Who are the Nagas, really?

3/16/2020 9:11:23 PM cleetus__jones What happens during the first 10 minutes of January 1 ?

3/16/2020 9:11:29 PM thawizza And I'm well aware that less than 4% physical backs futures contracts.

3/16/2020 9:11:43 PM doodooh59284043 Thanks for all your help!!!

3/16/2020 9:11:47 PM llyr_crypto How is the manufacturing of < Au > at 51 going as planned?



3/16/2020 9:11:50 PM worldxplorer1 Are any of your T’s AI?

Are any MJ’s ET or IDE?

3/16/2020 9:11:56 PM girlawakeinca LOL I did too 😋

3/16/2020 9:11:57 PM universalrisin Can you produce a thread on the metaphysical? Majic? The occult? Alchemy?

3/16/2020 9:11:57 PM xenawk Why is the White House asking [ALICE] to help the scientific community with CV?

3/16/2020 9:12:02 PM rebornkingent Why has US Army Europe changed their insignia to SHAEF. Supreme headquarters allied expeditionary force.  Isn’t that a WWII designation? 

pic.twitter.com/A9bfxjPb1b

3/16/2020 9:12:26 PM tachyonluxor what does @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  do for fun or hobby?

do you vacation

play instruments/art

3/16/2020 9:12:26 PM realdonmurphy What can you tell us about Herman the penguin?

3/16/2020 9:12:30 PM bubusmc Are we close to the world getting to see the BO dressed up in Muslim garb holding an AK47 shooting at the USA flag photos yet? Wasn't No Name also 

there during the photo shoot?

3/16/2020 9:12:48 PM cleetus__jones Are you all gonna MIB us when this is all over lol ?

3/16/2020 9:13:00 PM rebornkingent Has operation defender gone live and is jo longer a drill? This was the original insignia of US Army Europe. pic.twitter.com/it9SKQWwCW

3/16/2020 9:13:03 PM jlundr Reguarding disclosure. What idea will challenge our collective reality the most and forever change the human experience for good

3/16/2020 9:13:16 PM sageremarks Should we expect something other than the Corona Virus?

3/16/2020 9:13:20 PM universalrisin I have the next 2 weeks off and would like to begin forming a habit of meditating and getting right with my IS, any advice from YOU to ME?

3/16/2020 9:13:32 PM _andy_walker_ Where and when?

3/16/2020 9:13:35 PM anon33john We're doomed!

3/16/2020 9:13:40 PM cleetus__jones What would I find if I dug under the Sphinx ? Atlantis ?

3/16/2020 9:13:49 PM thawizza Is JFK Jr. alive?

3/16/2020 9:14:00 PM lobster_byte 5G will be/already is a disaster? Y/N

3/16/2020 9:14:00 PM girlawakeinca Were some Starseeds born into the bloodlines to break the cycle?

3/16/2020 9:14:07 PM truth939 You mean manufacturing gold for economic reset?

3/16/2020 9:14:22 PM thawizza Is JFK Jr. alive?

3/16/2020 9:14:36 PM speaakn Are you ever going to answer any of these questions in this particular AMA session 😂😂😂

3/16/2020 9:14:37 PM m08816289 Are viruses yet capable of entering the eye through phones, TV's, etc?

3/16/2020 9:14:59 PM 369_is Is there anything more we can do right now to help?

3/16/2020 9:15:02 PM cleetus__jones What does it mean if I’m meditating and my entire body vibrates and I see wave patterns of planets but can’t observe the sun and moon ?

3/16/2020 9:15:03 PM chardonnay66 My Birthday! Always EPIC! 💪💥❤️

3/16/2020 9:15:11 PM corn_hole How do we stop ALICE?

3/16/2020 9:15:25 PM cleetus__jones Will there be 2 suns in the present future ?

3/16/2020 9:15:47 PM the_loveoflight Can you make a thread on how to help one learn to visualize? In meditation or while awake...I read if you can visualize a body standing infront of you, 

then visualize yourself from the front, your consciousness can see yourself and whatevers behind you. That how the 3rd👁 works?

3/16/2020 9:15:48 PM llyr_crypto Some one is paying attention :)

3/16/2020 9:15:52 PM sanandaemanuel What is your take on the compression breakthrough the energy influx that activates and bring back all of the IS memories?

3/16/2020 9:16:11 PM cleetus__jones Is there 17 rocks in that fkn ring ?

3/16/2020 9:16:16 PM rjf_1969 Okay, and please forgive me if I am not as detailed as some...

#AmericaFirst policy includes trade protectionism ✅, immigration reduction ✅, individual and corporate tax reform ✅, dismantling of banking 

regulation ✅ and to repeal Obamacare ✅

Is that correct?

3/16/2020 9:16:28 PM _andy_walker_ Technically, every single person on Earth can learn how to telepathically communicate with any ET, regardless of their native dimension. So, yeah, I 

wholeheartedly believe that Dr. Greer is capable of communicating with higher density/dimensional beings. ;-) #TheMoreYouKnow #lol

3/16/2020 9:16:30 PM jamiegrahamusa M&m is in the scope

3/16/2020 9:16:44 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Does the reset look like Brenton Woods where only the central banks traded the gold, or like JFK silver certificate redeemable notes?  Or something 

else

3/16/2020 9:16:50 PM sanandaemanuel According to you, are some people actually blocked from entering the Astrals beacause of their mission in the BE?

3/16/2020 9:17:07 PM truth939 Would be no different than where we are today then, no?  That's still printing money.

3/16/2020 9:17:29 PM thawizza I believe that I possess the desire and skills needed to help further the mission of the DIA. I'm ready to #DoWhatMatters.

3/16/2020 9:18:05 PM cindylewis_7 👀 I'm all ears.

Let's hope so.

3/16/2020 9:18:15 PM etdisclosure202 MJ4, am I wrong in thinking the following:

"Trump confirming Q becomes: how long before #Q2222 goes viral."

Bigger than we can imagine?

3/16/2020 9:18:26 PM marty31731653 Is the planet Saturn where "Satan" currently resides?  Saturn/Satan worship has been around since the beginning. Amos 5:26

3/16/2020 9:18:50 PM cleetus__jones Is Donald Marshall not lying about his tales on floors 3 and 5 and in the arena ?

3/16/2020 9:18:55 PM llyr_crypto Think about price movement... think about gold... look to the charts.. are we in a cup and handled bounce for gold? Did the market get flooded with 

gold.. idk thats why i askes mj... 

If its a true cup and handle and rates are zero.. the market goes.. its replaced by au

3/16/2020 9:19:37 PM aaronhoughton10  https://twitter.com/AaronHoughton10/status/1239753389958926343?s=19 …

3/16/2020 9:19:37 PM major_freedom Is the answer to life, the universe and everything, 42? 4-2?

3/16/2020 9:20:03 PM sanandaemanuel Would you say that the new Qsystem are able to calculate every IS-BE's individual frequency?

3/16/2020 9:20:34 PM ndeathcloak Throughout all of time

3/16/2020 9:20:49 PM xenawk How long has the coronavirus virus labeled COVID-19 actually been in the U.S.?

3/16/2020 9:21:11 PM nurseniceyes He was murdered and buried in a junk yard.

3/16/2020 9:21:31 PM corn_hole Quite a few cult leaders and artificial intelligence scientists I imagine.

3/16/2020 9:21:36 PM radasmodean Is discernment a skill or trait?

3/16/2020 9:21:48 PM nurseniceyes Did you get what you were looking for?

3/16/2020 9:21:52 PM alisvolatpropi2 Does the wuhan virus effect only adrenochrome users?  What’s up with all the 8 figure salary sickness?

3/16/2020 9:22:26 PM tanktank19k that's a really good question, in fact, I ask my self it every day. let's hope its live-through

3/16/2020 9:22:38 PM igiant111 Of course he did...goddammit.

3/16/2020 9:22:47 PM riversm18 Is vril body snatching real?

3/16/2020 9:22:51 PM speaakn I just asked MJ12 if the declassification of them would happen soon. (MJ4 is doing an AMA right now.)

3/16/2020 9:23:00 PM islandofdelight How do you visualize a teaseract?

3/16/2020 9:23:20 PM islandofdelight What happens on 4/10/20?



3/16/2020 9:23:51 PM oaf_unbreakable Why are [They] still allowed to play these games of panic pushing and market crashing if "We have it all." and "Patriots in control."

3/16/2020 9:23:53 PM alisvolatpropi2 As well as people like Timothy McVeigh I’m

Assuming

3/16/2020 9:23:56 PM truth939 Paper price on the exchange and the real value of gold (not manipulated) are different things the way I see it.  Also you're talking about technical 

analysis vs. gold as a reserve currency for a reset I believe?  I'm no expert, but that's my take.

3/16/2020 9:24:18 PM islandofdelight Will the rushing of R&D for Coronavirus vaccine 💉 lead to [vaccine] disclosure?

3/16/2020 9:24:39 PM sanandaemanuel Love it! <3

Creation have a habit of already doing it and placing every fractal aspect at the perfect spot.

My take on your answer is that it will be physically manifested?

Thank you so much for the answer, brother <3

3/16/2020 9:25:03 PM sanandaemanuel Feeling the 17 777 vibes here.

3/16/2020 9:25:16 PM the_loveoflight Are most people going to view and accept how the world really works after it all goes down?....I'm talking a few years after when they know the truth 

about God and who we really are, about the corruption and deception that we've fallen in vs. what "truths" they know

3/16/2020 9:25:27 PM splucas22 I assumed when we asked it meant you would answer?...

3/16/2020 9:25:49 PM sanandaemanuel What is your take on the " GRAND remodeling" part?

3/16/2020 9:25:55 PM islandofdelight Google and other social networks under White Hat Control? pic.twitter.com/qjEnBfaHII

3/16/2020 9:26:05 PM ndeathcloak You’re awesome and you’re welcome. ❤️

❤️

3/16/2020 9:26:40 PM cocopuffster12 When will Lord Steven Christ get out of prison? ♥️

3/16/2020 9:26:50 PM mcpatriot64 Is this virus a front for mass arrests?

3/16/2020 9:27:09 PM turboxyde Evening MJ4!

If we make contact with vessels or luminary manifestations of consciousness in the atmosphere telepathically do we need to CC anyone telepathically 

(USSF?) to request further interaction IAW Majestic contact procedures?

Just curious how that is going to work...

3/16/2020 9:27:39 PM tyetyler1 What is the TRUTH about God?

3/16/2020 9:27:50 PM sanandaemanuel You are awesome!

<3 <3 <3 pic.twitter.com/d0mPKMig8C

3/16/2020 9:28:37 PM sanandaemanuel What would you say is the most efficient way of syncing up the IS and the BE?

3/16/2020 9:29:02 PM worldxplorer1 Will some of your current Twitter followers be working directly with the Majestic 12 after the completion of The Plan?

3/16/2020 9:29:21 PM llyr_crypto I see your point.. and my ta is rusty, and only was applied to alts < crypto > 

The way i see it.. gold tanked in the short term ie 3m to 6m chart.. but if you zoom that sucker out 10 20 years... you'll see its not truly falling... 

Ie, the flood of supplies of au..

3/16/2020 9:29:31 PM egelone Dear MJ4, is us marshal the true meaning of Marco Rubio's twitter?

3/16/2020 9:29:34 PM sanandaemanuel What would you say is the most efficient way to sync up the hemispheres?

3/16/2020 9:29:39 PM thescarysnowman Seems you have been chosen.. Im watching it happen b4 my eyes. Now your channel is key to to the mystery of who Q is. How can I help?

3/16/2020 9:30:18 PM cleetus__jones They claim negative evil santa will be what takes over your body when dosing

3/16/2020 9:30:38 PM worldxplorer1 Brilliant question Xalos. I’ve wonder if communication like that is monitored. Very curious to hear an answer on this one.

3/16/2020 9:30:42 PM alisvolatpropi2 Who is Q?

3/16/2020 9:30:43 PM islandofdelight Have the timelines completed Merging?

3/16/2020 9:31:08 PM cleetus__jones Can you guys send over a good playlist for everyone to listen to while we are in lockdown ?

3/16/2020 9:31:29 PM cleetus__jones Are y’all hiring ?

3/16/2020 9:32:01 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Agreed so many angles could be in play... financial reset (would be good to stock up in that case), pedo roundup, depopulation, gov't can't afford social 

security starting in 2020, plague every 100 years...

3/16/2020 9:32:18 PM westmount_d7 Was the virus inserted into adrenochrome and that is why so many elites are getting it?

3/16/2020 9:33:09 PM the_loveoflight That’s what I’m here to learn!

I just know the full truth isn’t what is being preached

3/16/2020 9:33:26 PM b2zpowersports What is the true reason for chemtrails?

3/16/2020 9:33:44 PM k4rlgruen Now we've done it.

We broke MJ4...

3/16/2020 9:34:55 PM cleetus__jones Does 45 + AK = CO ?

3/16/2020 9:34:57 PM k4rlgruen Am I another yourself?

3/16/2020 9:36:25 PM b2zpowersports Is Billy Eduard Allen Meyer (BEAM) legit?

3/16/2020 9:37:07 PM girlawakeinca Did Hanks put out a call to [cabal] about POTUS in the vegamite photo?

3/16/2020 9:37:10 PM blissamerica Do you know the identity of Serial Brain?

3/16/2020 9:37:42 PM tncharlene Was corona virus spread in order to illiminate population?

3/16/2020 9:37:49 PM blissamerica Will more famous people get Covid 19?

3/16/2020 9:38:09 PM coloradoevolut1 How to use that code?

3/16/2020 9:38:20 PM tncharlene Should we get corona virus vaccine if offered?

3/16/2020 9:38:28 PM blissamerica Will Oprah get Covid? What about any politicians?

3/16/2020 9:38:36 PM trumpmomma Question - Are our bank savings or checking accounts only insured for 250k per account ? Should we divide up amongst other banks?

3/16/2020 9:39:05 PM tncharlene Is corona virus going to bankrupt the world?

3/16/2020 9:40:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 [FED] in progress.

3/16/2020 9:40:45 PM garyhudnall1 Oh no not ALICE again!!! That bitch always brings drama and death... but yet I am somehow still intrigued by her and CERN. #2manysecrets #ALICE is 

everything including the reason for all this more then likely!! Js

3/16/2020 9:41:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 We cannot offer financial advice.

3/16/2020 9:41:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 No MJ12 member will.

3/16/2020 9:42:05 PM the_loveoflight But let’s be honest, we can’t say they’ve (religion/science(math)) has told us the truth. I have a feeling they go hand in hand perfectly and it’s been one 

if not the biggest lies hidden for a long time, with knowledge in plain sight with the architecture!

3/16/2020 9:42:15 PM trumpmomma I know  - I mean the FDIC, if it’s still 250k

3/16/2020 9:42:36 PM ptamait Is there a good chance of us waking up?

3/16/2020 9:42:39 PM sanandaemanuel What frequencies is your personal favorite to meditate to?

3/16/2020 9:42:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 FDIC insures accounts up to $250,000 but does not insure against [FED].

3/16/2020 9:43:30 PM sdane8 Great minds ♥️

3/16/2020 9:43:31 PM major_freedom Is the Mandela Effect caused by ripples?



3/16/2020 9:43:33 PM notjordan444 Will schiff get tested for the corona?

3/16/2020 9:44:08 PM jrocktigers I too am disappointed at the amount of vitriol shot at MM on this. While I disagree with the enemy label at this juncture, I know MM is not dumb. 

Regardless of that, it's not conducive for providing dialogue to potentially sway opinion. I'm no saint, but cmon folks.

3/16/2020 9:44:11 PM blissamerica Do you know who has the Weiner laptop?

3/16/2020 9:45:01 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/XfL1Vh3zB8

3/16/2020 9:45:36 PM blissamerica Will R. Blagovich play a key role in helping to bring down Barry?

3/16/2020 9:46:25 PM girlawakeinca Is the Covid 19, Covert Identification for Chromosome 19 (Vampire Chromosome) going to help us in saving the world?

3/16/2020 9:47:16 PM dynamicres Anything fun at Oprah's house?

3/16/2020 9:47:53 PM tncharlene Should we be stocking up goods in preparation for the unknown?

3/16/2020 9:48:19 PM 369helen313 Is the high number of the deaths cause by COVID-19 in Italy and Iran accurate !?

3/16/2020 9:48:29 PM sanandaemanuel Is there something specific that you would like us to ask about?

3/16/2020 9:48:47 PM sanandaemanuel What message would you like to present here?

3/16/2020 9:49:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/16/2020 9:49:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 Its always good to be prepared.

3/16/2020 9:49:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/16/2020 9:49:41 PM monokrome DO YOU EVEN WORK HERE?!

3/16/2020 9:49:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Define fun.

3/16/2020 9:49:44 PM sanandaemanuel Do you know when the BE part of us is done with the upgrades?

3/16/2020 9:50:29 PM 369helen313 Great! 

Thanks MJ4

3/16/2020 9:53:15 PM swagsjeffrey @Inevitable_ET @8Notables @777KAB1 @CologeroGetz @JimmyFalk5 @JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VincentCrypt46  

https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1224088728106348551 … pic.twitter.com/EvfDe8tJcK

3/16/2020 9:53:23 PM sanandaemanuel Will your identity be revealed at some point?

3/16/2020 9:54:15 PM sanandaemanuel How much truth, according to you, are there in the New Age Movement?

3/16/2020 9:54:34 PM monokrome Did they switch to bitchute? Who is Austin Steinberg?

3/16/2020 9:54:36 PM turboxyde Any updates you can share with us on the Galactic Superwave?

🌊 ☀️ 🌍

"Shouldn't we lie down? Put paper bags over our heads or something?" pic.twitter.com/k4Tvub8lkZ

3/16/2020 9:54:46 PM monokrome Well, congrats. Now you've learned!

3/16/2020 9:54:47 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/fMyC1BRRBq

3/16/2020 9:54:48 PM kidge6 Google is showing genuine search results.  Is ALICE being 'adjusted'?

3/16/2020 9:55:17 PM dynamicres Any tech/med?

Anything real time interrupted in tunnels? 

Any one/thing saved?

3/16/2020 9:55:56 PM monokrome save money?

3/16/2020 9:56:13 PM zagnett i sure as hell will not get the CV vaccine.

3/16/2020 9:56:36 PM kidge6 In what way did MJ12 disclose the current events. An SG-1 episode? A documentary?  Twitter account? A book?

3/16/2020 9:57:10 PM lori_dee1 Nope, me either!

3/16/2020 9:57:19 PM monokrome 10 years from now:

"My god, it really is round!" - flat Earthers

3/16/2020 9:57:30 PM ecranchero No, buy gold and silver

3/16/2020 9:58:02 PM kidge6 what was Cruz referring to when he said 'marshall law'?

3/16/2020 9:58:48 PM damienwelsh4 How do we use the 3 6 9

3/16/2020 9:58:54 PM blood_lt Damn

3/16/2020 9:58:56 PM synackstatic Follow the railroads?

3/16/2020 9:59:26 PM snozzlestein Will there be dangerous food shortages?

3/16/2020 9:59:47 PM sanandaemanuel When is the GRAND Celebration? pic.twitter.com/2k7nUEBbtG

3/16/2020 9:59:58 PM the_loveoflight I have learned little but not the full truth, or even close to the full truth, I've only seen passed the deception.

3/16/2020 9:59:59 PM blood_lt Bro wtf

3/16/2020 10:00:07 PM marcomiramonte4 History shows us"there is nothing new under the sun"We live on a rotating planet that has been purposely manipulated to block the healing properties 

of Earth's magnetic fields.What would happen if these fields were greatly amplified at targets, would it increase healing?old tech?

3/16/2020 10:00:24 PM kidge6 someone has a backup!

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvXrMdjFqd-NG6AIBS1EeLA …

3/16/2020 10:00:38 PM 80yearstoolate Gonna bankrupt me pretty quick at this rate. Unsure what to do

3/16/2020 10:01:55 PM dedesill MJ12 Is any ELE real in next 16 years? Apothsis, Nibiru...Planet X etc...?

3/16/2020 10:02:15 PM winklerburke A Youtube Channel called Majestic 12 has Austin Steinbart videos like this one?    https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 10:02:37 PM indyrudy1 Good point.

3/16/2020 10:03:06 PM winklerburke Seemed like Q+

3/16/2020 10:03:34 PM winklerburke  https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 10:04:00 PM sanandaemanuel Why and in what cases do you choose to use the MedBeds and similar tech, instead of just manifesting the pure consciousness of what's needed?

3/16/2020 10:04:33 PM qanuck4truth Is the Nemesis/Destroyer/Red Dragon/ PlanetX/ Hercolubus/Nibiru/Annunaki, or whatever you call it, system/orbit, real? ...and when is it expect to 

arrive within our solar system.

3/16/2020 10:04:38 PM jrocktigers Iran much higher?

3/16/2020 10:04:59 PM rghardy3 Disinformation is necessary.

3/16/2020 10:05:07 PM senorcoconut_ Care to summarize what is actually going on?

3/16/2020 10:05:39 PM winklerburke An interesting tell the universe provides... when a trail is off track... even the WSJ has made this error... when the book is mentioned in plural.  It is 

single, no “s.”  Revelation.

3/16/2020 10:05:43 PM dedesill MJ12 what do you think of the book, Labor Gabala?  Helps with history before and after the flood?  As compared to the Bible?  What do you think of 

the Book of Abraham translated by Joseph Smith including Book of Mormon?  The last two I know are the word of God.

3/16/2020 10:05:49 PM fktvis 🧐

Thanks!

3/16/2020 10:06:34 PM abraham31826476 Was Wuhan Virus the Shot heard ‘round the World?

3/16/2020 10:06:40 PM qanuck4truth When will we see the Betelgeuse super nova?

3/16/2020 10:07:03 PM dedesill MJ12 what is the difference between D5 and the 12 dimensions you talked about earlier posts?  Are they one in the same these heavenly realms?



3/16/2020 10:07:20 PM winklerburke Note the absolute disgust Trump has with Google. Him dropping the apology sheet at press conference. Indicates... maybe Google was invited to be 

human ... and failed to be human.

3/16/2020 10:08:05 PM jwremarks Are the bad actors running to the bunkers for round 2 of their plan??

3/16/2020 10:08:17 PM ahmedondeck More local lockdowns?

3/16/2020 10:08:31 PM dynamicres Any disturbing videos in a safe?

3/16/2020 10:08:52 PM tillie71120939 What is Orion's net?

3/16/2020 10:09:14 PM blood_lt Who chooses the parallels input phrases? They are so random. Can anyone input them into the machine?

3/16/2020 10:09:17 PM dedesill If the moon is a ship, what is the earth?  Also please explain the Pries Map of 1513 of Antarctica, where did it come from, and did Noah’s time have 

tech. Similar too us, and what happened to the Giants?

3/16/2020 10:09:19 PM egregiousphlbn Is the storm finally here? Is this the beginning?

3/16/2020 10:09:44 PM tillie71120939 What do you mean by this?

3/16/2020 10:11:02 PM jlundr The reality of death and the opportunity to pass with painless ease.

3/16/2020 10:11:27 PM winklerburke Not yet?  Gold actually has gone down. Global Elite Cabal bankers are crazy with numerals. They know gold used to be $20.67 per ounce. I assume they 

sell their souls 1000x to Devil to keep it from hitting $2,067. It = loss of 99% of $ value. Look 4 that?

3/16/2020 10:11:39 PM dedesill MJ12 will we be able to use the looking glass to find the our Ancestors, so we can do our genealogy work?

3/16/2020 10:11:53 PM vanpattenjoel Who clips baby koala bears to edible spreads that way? 😂

3/16/2020 10:11:54 PM aetherwalker1 Something came to me today:

I wonder if this COVID-19 event is going to interfere with the 2020 census, or are you guys going to insert the results from MJ tech?

3/16/2020 10:12:09 PM winklerburke See...   channel Majestuc 12?    https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 10:12:44 PM winklerburke Majestic 12 Youtube channel?     https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 10:12:50 PM dedesill MJ12 what is the correct theory of ea th, the electrical sun/ comet/ firewall or flat space model.

3/16/2020 10:12:54 PM whiterabbitttt1 Were transitioning. The market shifts are all a part of it.

3/16/2020 10:13:12 PM yellamoj Why toilet paper?

3/16/2020 10:13:23 PM reachechovoice 🤨 Really?

3/16/2020 10:14:02 PM 369helen313 I may sound silly but:

👇🏻

Before,the Virus being attenuated/neutralised by white hats,had DS been planing to turn a mass number of Humans to vampires or zombies through 

spreading COVID-19 around the world,without us knowing that!?

(Like how [they]are in Hollywood or other Elites) pic.twitter.com/znI2jUClu8

3/16/2020 10:14:02 PM dedesill How correct is the video game, Master of Orion?

3/16/2020 10:14:36 PM winklerburke Bill “Hates?”

3/16/2020 10:15:07 PM redslegacy2 Thank you, MJ's. God bless you all!

3/16/2020 10:15:16 PM reachechovoice Why have 300+ CEOs really resigned?

3/16/2020 10:15:46 PM monokrome They already answered that in previous tweets. The answer is yes.

3/16/2020 10:16:12 PM winklerburke “The Plan” is dedicated to the proposition: no kinetic civil war.  Main war is mental, mental, quantum mental.  Or you could say: spiritual.

3/16/2020 10:16:23 PM qreatine "Who" is Cicada 3301? Naval intel?

3/16/2020 10:16:44 PM thetrollbar Does the Ukraine/Iran connection involve Uranium?

3/16/2020 10:17:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Memes at the ready.

The gates have been opened.

A flood approaches.

We have spent the last 3 years training you.

Digital Soldiers!

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT!

Quarantined.

On social media.

Time to wake the public.
3/16/2020 10:17:05 PM corinnebackman I’m not sure the Fed will remain.

3/16/2020 10:17:19 PM cchef1980 Roger roger!

3/16/2020 10:17:53 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/s0R5su919m

3/16/2020 10:17:56 PM theappraiser17 Please upload memes, I have to reload

3/16/2020 10:18:12 PM thawizza How about 45+TG = CO?

3/16/2020 10:18:20 PM mikeb38beacon_h  pic.twitter.com/NBbTS89MNN

3/16/2020 10:18:30 PM corinnebackman There’s argument from the Aussie people already about keeping our cash.  I think there’s room for both.

3/16/2020 10:18:31 PM louismcfadden8  pic.twitter.com/zPIj8TnPKA

3/16/2020 10:18:45 PM theappraiser17 My laptop died an hour ago, new screen ordered.  Need a fresh batch of memes, please share. pic.twitter.com/tFj9KWxANF

3/16/2020 10:18:46 PM louismcfadden8  pic.twitter.com/BP7nFnFmF1

3/16/2020 10:18:53 PM squatch_xxl memes ready! pic.twitter.com/5NIJF90aik

3/16/2020 10:18:58 PM libertyspring99 Benjamin Fulford? Clown 🤡 or no?

3/16/2020 10:19:08 PM winklerburke Godfather III movie end. However, note that Michael C. During the ending action... never broadcast it live time. Meaning: as it happens, it happens 

when we are resting at home, chilling on the good vibes we feel when nasty perps R rounded up?

3/16/2020 10:19:14 PM 0708nkkj  pic.twitter.com/B7rLQnyftO

3/16/2020 10:19:27 PM winklerburke  https://youtu.be/zeD-2n_uYFQ 

3/16/2020 10:19:28 PM jefflandshark John 14:6, John 16:13... the Truth. May the God of the Christian Bible lead you to His Truth. You are loved.

3/16/2020 10:19:28 PM brown_eyedladyj Just another sweet little snowflake who thinks Biden is better suited for the job. Despite his insane behavior. Maybe a hair sniffing, inappropriate 

touching old man is their cup of tea. Another Democrat who is blinded and desperately try to hold their party together. pic.twitter.com/eV7bALKJWz

3/16/2020 10:19:48 PM fktvis Doesn't have the one where he claimed one grandpa was a Paperclip Nazi and the other helped the CIA smuggle rugs.

But I was able to restore one of my webpages, thanks!

3/16/2020 10:20:22 PM icuclear_phd  pic.twitter.com/qURfy4hAsS

3/16/2020 10:20:22 PM whiplash347 Can you please get my Fb page unlocked it is a review.

it says this

You can't use Facebook at the moment

We're currently reviewing your submission.

We're always looking out for the security of our community, so until then, you won't be able to use Facebook.

3/16/2020 10:20:36 PM cleetus__jones It’s like a squeeze through safe zone on Lyra constellation if that field that Airl talked about is still up. Allows a jump by craft from the moon or Orion’s 

Belt. That was once covered by a “net” that supposedly has been removed for us. Also has Messier objects

3/16/2020 10:20:43 PM blac1kay Ready when you are! pic.twitter.com/NQz6mIx6Z2

3/16/2020 10:20:58 PM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/AbpmLqnjZ4

3/16/2020 10:21:05 PM leanda_headford Wohooo



3/16/2020 10:21:06 PM dedesill When will declass begin, so that we will finally have the truth, that we are able to handle?  We are ready, we are not afraid.  Tell the public the truth we 

can handle it, you have given us a ton of data.  What is the delay?  No justice for JFK?  Traitors live forever free?

3/16/2020 10:21:27 PM minazotagurl  pic.twitter.com/NJNxbFsOV8

3/16/2020 10:21:47 PM cleetus__jones I’ve been stuck on this since I saw that pic they posted. The ? to me is damn near Captain America in this movie lol

3/16/2020 10:22:29 PM mile_high_mamma  pic.twitter.com/lCT1jIipx1

3/16/2020 10:22:36 PM winklerburke Good Friday?   ;)

3/16/2020 10:22:57 PM house_poseidon Fun:   Child abusers being handcuffed & taken to prison

3/16/2020 10:23:24 PM cleetus__jones After we enter the center of the Milky Way galaxy a lot is suppose to happen to earth in like a very very quick time. I forget all the stuff. Niagara drys. 

Pyramids crumble. Africa gets many mountains. Look up cosmic calendar and it will explain a lot

3/16/2020 10:23:53 PM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/Ez8WgwCdqI

3/16/2020 10:23:54 PM dedesill Who is more probable to be alive, princess Diana, JFK jr, Elvis, Michael Jackson, or Hoffa Du PAC?  Is this part of disclosure?

3/16/2020 10:24:11 PM iamyou132 Where’s the 🍞?

3/16/2020 10:24:15 PM fightforamerica You chose an interesting date to post this on.

3/16/2020 10:24:27 PM rosas7043 It’s not about seeing. It’s about (feeling) frequency. They simply can’t tune in to the frequency of the truth. It literally repels them.

3/16/2020 10:24:36 PM lk81955047 We are ready.

3/16/2020 10:24:47 PM theconlee  pic.twitter.com/bYQ2uaU7q5

3/16/2020 10:24:56 PM fightforamerica And an interesting time. Good luck to us all.

3/16/2020 10:24:58 PM 369helen313 #WWG1WGA #Q #QANON #QARMY #GreatAwakening #COVID_19 #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #JUSTICE #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/lzsLblUWq9

3/16/2020 10:24:58 PM lonewolfbuilder Reporting for duty o7 🕊 pic.twitter.com/2au7x9N2MT

3/16/2020 10:25:23 PM realmightyjoe  pic.twitter.com/O6YsFfHl5d

3/16/2020 10:25:50 PM aslanswarrior77 FIRE FOR EFFECT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! pic.twitter.com/IpbNSQfcTS

3/16/2020 10:26:21 PM lockupthewitch Woo Hoo let's celebrate pic.twitter.com/5QjWsoGrl5

3/16/2020 10:26:32 PM cj89876684  pic.twitter.com/mFZePaDHBH

3/16/2020 10:26:34 PM winklerburke Universe’s (God’s) cosmic joke. Cleaning up a 100 year (5,000 year)... x€#^@ show.   Eyes to see. Ears to hear.   There are always tells.  Signs & 

wonders. It is a sign. Massive cleanup .  Mark 16:20.   Always signs to + and - .

3/16/2020 10:26:41 PM fightforamerica I pray we are on God's side.

3/16/2020 10:26:51 PM the_loveoflight That is part of the deception! the truth is within and that I believe will lead you to the truth about God and who We really are and what we're able to do

3/16/2020 10:27:42 PM subtlecontumacy Yo, bro, quarantined or not, these fools still got me working my life away.

3/16/2020 10:27:52 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/zGxc4VeIu2

3/16/2020 10:27:56 PM winklerburke The same as Elvis is alive.  Same as our Founding Fathers are alive?  Some things never die.

3/16/2020 10:28:06 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/IIHbFAB4GR

3/16/2020 10:28:18 PM contenthonest We are in this Together!

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/FTJganHXd7

3/16/2020 10:28:22 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/DfIhUdIpdf

3/16/2020 10:28:35 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/AIhXHox81T

3/16/2020 10:28:50 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/GHn95vNaJs

3/16/2020 10:29:54 PM turdfollower  pic.twitter.com/vqPQnJcvdX

3/16/2020 10:30:10 PM ezdoesit_ Our light heartedness saved us pic.twitter.com/ehvvZtMISY

3/16/2020 10:30:16 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/1AgwSmyGyb

3/16/2020 10:30:34 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/9PpYLpojLX

3/16/2020 10:30:47 PM house_poseidon Are some people's student loans/debts being paid off by White Hats or associated group?

If so, is selection based on meritocracy or those who need the help most?

3/16/2020 10:30:56 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/bDAFkD4Ky7

3/16/2020 10:31:12 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/sEkeXZjek3

3/16/2020 10:31:29 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/XllToVu27I

3/16/2020 10:31:59 PM ezdoesit_ Just to get it trending

3/16/2020 10:32:19 PM collinrhodes24 What happened to google. Did the filters just get dropped?

3/16/2020 10:33:08 PM zack_stone All to protect roswell?

3/16/2020 10:33:51 PM winklerburke Being made incredibly naive by their Progressive (1984) education brainwashing, they were double dumb as to buy the death cult religion of the 

Council on Foreign Relations, so they sold out the US citizen. Facing high crimes, they resigned.  They were incredibly dumb & brain dead

3/16/2020 10:33:56 PM valerie59723152 Do you have the 4 or so links to download to save the Q drops?  I got 1 but my battery died. I want to send to my computer.

3/16/2020 10:34:03 PM ausanon369 10 days of Darkness? Internet related?

3/16/2020 10:34:18 PM jenaynayz Google now gives more accurate results, what a time to be alive! pic.twitter.com/gndqxlnJRt

3/16/2020 10:34:43 PM ausanon369 Done in [30] = virus going away? Currently struggling to get the basics (not hoarding either). Worry about food for my daughter

3/16/2020 10:35:06 PM winklerburke Brainiac locator and enlistor to the cause of great good?

3/16/2020 10:35:31 PM coloradoevolut1 "Games are fun"

3/16/2020 10:35:44 PM jenaynayz are these lock downs expected to last more than a month?

3/16/2020 10:35:44 PM sdane8 I forgot about the Mega Meme folder. https://mega.nz/#F!pcZzRQDD!_ObYaRec8u6qn7zzOpbnag …

3/16/2020 10:35:54 PM raenyasalisbury we ARE all  multidimensional beings 

ALL OF US ,,,

3/16/2020 10:36:02 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/Wt38rlgh1m

3/16/2020 10:36:10 PM whiterabbitttt1 To liberate the world. Reality is bigger than you can imagine.

3/16/2020 10:36:29 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/vqnxR1GP8S

3/16/2020 10:36:32 PM ghost_of_billy_ ☠The 'Elite' are running out of options.☠ pic.twitter.com/KdZi0cztQ9

3/16/2020 10:36:35 PM whiterabbitttt1 Fake. Propaganda is legal. Smith mundt act 2012, Obama.

3/16/2020 10:37:07 PM jackie_anon  pic.twitter.com/r7WTk8pIAY

3/16/2020 10:38:03 PM david48162801 Nuff said pic.twitter.com/5OVaHHpwhy

3/16/2020 10:38:15 PM geminifni Can you spell this out a bit more?? I spend as much time as I can trying to follow it all throughout my busy life...I think many more here feel the same 

as I...pleaseeee..lol 😉

3/16/2020 10:38:43 PM ewolsj Fire at will. Godspeed everyone. Grand Finale is imminent ^.^

3/16/2020 10:38:53 PM janey634  pic.twitter.com/KUNLGHRbtP

3/16/2020 10:39:40 PM fortheloveofde2 I think I liked it better before twitter when I wasn’t aware of how many crazies there were in the world...

3/16/2020 10:40:00 PM restart_qpersia Do you know this man and the story behind Restart? pic.twitter.com/YgQV09VGFv

3/16/2020 10:40:05 PM 1vargascookie11 Ready

3/16/2020 10:40:22 PM shawnt1973  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mK93gHFWXs …

3/16/2020 10:40:26 PM blsdbe #WeAreQ #WeAreMajestic #WWG1WGA_WorldWide pic.twitter.com/bWV0NZDakI

3/16/2020 10:40:46 PM c45cardiac  pic.twitter.com/48peII6lim

3/16/2020 10:41:05 PM joshuajamesdavi  pic.twitter.com/IKNMIeYU3g



3/16/2020 10:41:20 PM geminifni But WHY did he take down Vids?? So many trashing him & this makes him look like he ran away 😕..Again, Can you spell this out a bit more?? I spend 

as much time as I can trying to follow it all throughout my busy life...I think many more here feel the same as I...pleaseeee..lol 😉

3/16/2020 10:41:52 PM godnharley Praise the Lord!  Hallelujah!   😇🙏

3/16/2020 10:42:14 PM jrocktigers Well aware of the repeal of Smith Mundt Act 2012.

3/16/2020 10:44:40 PM 369helen313 [They] were trying to push the world to lift up the sanctions! 

But White Hats are in control!

3/16/2020 10:44:53 PM upallnight39 #burnitdown

#shutitup

#RwEDarYet pic.twitter.com/04I6PokVbs

3/16/2020 10:45:20 PM jones9536 It truly is!!!

3/16/2020 10:46:39 PM tillie71120939 I mean absolutely no disrespect but....I believe that both Q and MJ have said "no" to this question several times

3/16/2020 10:47:02 PM theappraiser17 Thank you Patriots.  I'm flooding fb 3500 gaming friends, getting a lot of messages asking questions.. Is this real, etc!

3/16/2020 10:47:04 PM jolyn66090714 The President called off the interest on federal student loans. He has wiped out a huge amount of student debt.

3/16/2020 10:47:37 PM the_tru_eapjr still you have not learned.

use the correct terms.

3/16/2020 10:48:07 PM robe3866  pic.twitter.com/eg3k1xcFK7

3/16/2020 10:49:19 PM paytonpatriot Why were 30k troops deployed to Germany?

3/16/2020 10:49:19 PM utah_utah_utah Worded well. ❤️

3/16/2020 10:49:28 PM upallnight39 I am Cmd. Tlkm from P'ntl. My crew & I of the Sandia Mtn. Station have come to teach telepathy, archeoplanetography & prepare you for Official First 

Contact." 

*Don't call U, we will call Us

 https://mobile.twitter.com/SandiaWisdom Https://www.officialfirstcontact.com/ 

3/16/2020 10:49:36 PM dtowling 🤓🍿

3/16/2020 10:49:41 PM jojoe12299 What did I witness on March 7, 2020 approximately 7:20 pm EST. They all appeared out of the west headed towards north and all dissappeared there. 

Looked like a procession of stars that didn't twinkle at all.

3/16/2020 10:49:42 PM hitbyawormhole  pic.twitter.com/6KCgUfqF2s

3/16/2020 10:51:23 PM tillie71120939 @LouDobbs said his sources say Durham will be done between July and September. But he also said that Durham also hasn't even interviewed 

Brennan or Clapper....sigh 😐

3/16/2020 10:51:30 PM laura8bernal Did you guys get the code on the last tab? I worked it as a code and got he’ll be back with his videos in 14 days. So March 30. 7de9e= 79 2b 97 (mirror) 

o1c (oh I see) 41 =mirrored would be 14 and bc=back channel but mirrored would be channel back. So channel back in 14 pic.twitter.com/3uOXlCZyY8

3/16/2020 10:51:32 PM theappraiser17 Jackpot baby!  Thank you so much!

3/16/2020 10:51:34 PM blezzie5 Iv been red pilling my Facebook for 3 days today's Google experience opened up the floodgates and I pounced...Let's go!!! pic.twitter.com/taczs5Bubb

3/16/2020 10:51:50 PM highvoltagenews Damn

And I just saw this a moment ago....

“shit’s about to get real”

Anon says

re: MIL FRIENDS OF HIS SAID pic.twitter.com/FhCp6MoEeS

3/16/2020 10:51:50 PM gruven4sure  pic.twitter.com/FNXmJXujq7

3/16/2020 10:53:06 PM petrusmax4 Use the GOVERNMENT LOCKDOWN TO TEACH ABOUT HOW 'Q' IS GONNA  SAVE THE WORLD FROM LOUIS FARRANKIN WITH FAKE GOVERNMENT 

LOCKDOWNS?

sure, why not!

3/16/2020 10:53:53 PM aetherwalker1 Next 45 will replace air traffic control with AI.

3/16/2020 10:54:49 PM upallnight39 Fuck if I know

Ask

@Tyler_7hz

3/16/2020 10:55:27 PM josiegirlz5  pic.twitter.com/vvMqMCgC00

3/16/2020 10:56:00 PM utah_utah_utah Don’t forget those that have guided so far. 

Not all paths of our paths are meant to go the same way all the time. 

I have not forgotten, I remember it. 

I have observed that some don’t like the paths others take, or where they look, what is questioned. 

That’s ok.

3/16/2020 10:56:22 PM aaronhoughton10 Could also be 14 hours. I'm not sure how to break that down like you did but looks amazing!

3/16/2020 10:57:46 PM kwbeld Life savior.  Thanks

3/16/2020 10:58:26 PM lilangels44 🤣 that's awesome!

3/16/2020 11:01:03 PM karensfedup  pic.twitter.com/z5odUDObic

3/16/2020 11:01:18 PM shaigaichan それに尽きます。

This sums up everything.

MJ12さんは、体は大丈夫ですか^ - ^

世論の声は貴重ですが、時々辛いですね💧MJ12さん...疲れてませんか？

一緒にお散歩して

空を眺めて、缶コーヒー飲みたいです😂
3/16/2020 11:02:12 PM hopealways888 That's exactly what I have been doing. We have a captured audience right now.

3/16/2020 11:02:37 PM nickrigdon1  pic.twitter.com/bs661QZVVE

3/16/2020 11:04:14 PM darkcenter Clone? Or from a movie, Or did a movie show real clones? Anyone?

3/16/2020 11:05:46 PM trajohn4 @SDane8  beat me to it!

NICE!

3/16/2020 11:06:55 PM geminifni Wait a minute...Ok, I FOUND IT!!!..Google, Facebook, Twitter ALL open & uncensored!! Are you saying our bud Austin has something to do with 

this?????!!!!! 😲👏👍🙏

3/16/2020 11:08:37 PM p_a_t__r__i_o_t We must fight within ourselves!

Pharaoh inside ➡ Pharaoh out!

#coronavirus #QuarantineLife

3/16/2020 11:11:27 PM house_poseidon Yes, ma'am.  That's very helpful, I'm sure, for folks.  But quite a few people are reporting their entire debt was paid off in mysterious circumstances.



3/16/2020 11:11:33 PM shaigaichan yap...

3/16/2020 11:12:43 PM aleoniea Everybody should go their accounts on fb public....mass awakening

3/16/2020 11:13:25 PM aaronhoughton10 Although 14 days makes more sense with the "2 week shutdown". Blackout necessary? Either way, great catch!

3/16/2020 11:18:31 PM randthompson16 Perhaps they should just look into the patent holder?

Patented viruses = patented cures?

3/16/2020 11:19:34 PM upallnight39 #larp40rce5 pic.twitter.com/mNG0AZcsso

3/16/2020 11:19:46 PM colonelflanagan Steinbarts a clown.  Watched 2 minutes in one of his vids and claimed to be Q.  If that wasn't enough to tell you he's fake, nothing will.

Or, maybe this will... pic.twitter.com/aYLMQZWZav

3/16/2020 11:19:54 PM mongrelglory People are no longer circling the black cube in Mecca.  Does that have some sort of energetic influence or effect on the Cabal?

3/16/2020 11:21:22 PM mongrelglory Did Austin Steinbart get into trouble for his videos he posted on Youtube?

3/16/2020 11:22:09 PM jackoneilltime1 "You are a den of vipers and thieves. I intend to rout you out, and by the eternal God, I will rout you out."

Andrew Jackson stares down the national bank and wins.

 #COVIDー19

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/UgkOyAJcXh

3/16/2020 11:22:24 PM kidge6 I don’t know. But, the Mostly silent majestic 12 YouTube channel reposted a bunch of them.

3/16/2020 11:22:31 PM nickel_triple 5:5

3/16/2020 11:23:03 PM mongrelglory Is Greenland strategically more or less important than Antarctica?  Is there any danger to the world presented by Greenland?

3/16/2020 11:24:25 PM mongrelglory Are the Chinese leadership cooperating with Trump and the US Military "white hats"?

3/16/2020 11:24:27 PM kidge6 Thx. What’s the tell ?

3/16/2020 11:24:52 PM petrusmax4 clean your room!

3/16/2020 11:25:17 PM mongrelglory Are all these famous Hollywood types, really infected with Covid-19 or are they using it to hide behind?

3/16/2020 11:26:37 PM illillustrious @

3/16/2020 11:26:55 PM petrusmax4 using the fakery as fear porn

3/16/2020 11:27:21 PM mongrelglory I plan to be in charge of merchandising for the annual fan club conventions. 😉

3/16/2020 11:29:47 PM mongrelglory Great question!  And will that economic assistance be available in other countries too, like Canuckistan?

3/16/2020 11:31:04 PM mongrelglory Is it certain that he's in prison right now?  Not an institution?

3/16/2020 11:32:06 PM nothing2no123 Shadilay!

3/16/2020 11:33:27 PM suzannelittlej3 Mine has always been public. Exposing pedo's and corruption for a while😉

3/16/2020 11:33:47 PM mongrelglory I would be so happy if the crimes of the vaccine industry could be exposed in the MSM!  My fellow physicians wouldn't even listen to the evidence 

linking vaccines to injury when I'd try to bring it up.  They would just scoff.

3/16/2020 11:36:29 PM bobtoptier James Gilliland does a better job imo

3/16/2020 11:37:25 PM myname71441768 Nice! Thank you

3/16/2020 11:37:31 PM magachronicle base for moon transport / support to go to Mars

3/16/2020 11:37:39 PM tkobeauty What is with the Epi-pen turning in2 #Adrenochrome

3/16/2020 11:37:56 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  Interesting...I hadn't seen that new channel.

3/16/2020 11:38:10 PM kindling_fire  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuB6ufizYUM …

3/16/2020 11:38:30 PM jenfindshistory #Tesla

3/16/2020 11:38:59 PM jefflandshark We will have to agree to disagree. I have found my Love and Truth in Jesus Christ. God chased me furiously in love and never let me go. God bless you, 

and best to your journey.

3/16/2020 11:39:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Operational security.

3/16/2020 11:40:23 PM t_hayden07  pic.twitter.com/K9JVMGwIog

3/16/2020 11:40:36 PM upallnight39 He has 1745 twitter post

&

Just took his videos down

#getit ?

17 45 11 6

2311

717

27 931147 pic.twitter.com/NKvEKaCuyH
3/16/2020 11:41:38 PM jollyrob2 is operation Defender Europe part of the cleaning to eradicate the Cabal?

3/16/2020 11:41:41 PM hitbyawormhole Free range chickens?

The US Space Force is now operating their first new offensive weapon system, dubbed the Counter Communications System Block 10.2 (CCS B10.2). 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1255973/space-force-news-us-army-offensive-weapon-counter-communications-system …

3/16/2020 11:45:43 PM bibibobibox Is Covid-19 activated with 5G and adrenochrome? Is Covid-19 italian different from that of Wuhan? Thank you so much

3/16/2020 11:45:47 PM mongrelglory Is the current financial markets collapse being supervised by  "white hats"?  Will it usher in a new more transparent and honest financial system?

3/16/2020 11:46:24 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/yOzwAvVRRk

3/16/2020 11:47:38 PM mongrelglory Ellen Degeneres tweeted about an arrest warrant for her in Florida.  I can't see what's in the warrant.  Can you give us a hint?

3/16/2020 11:49:23 PM mongrelglory I hope they program them for cat food and budgie seed too. 🥺

3/16/2020 11:49:48 PM petrusmax4 Let's Pretend That:

In The Absence of Manufactured Flu Hysteria / Martial Law - the DOJ/FBI can't do their job!

3/16/2020 11:49:52 PM brown_eyedladyj Oh hell no!!

3/16/2020 11:50:12 PM mongrelglory Trippy! 🤪

3/16/2020 11:51:41 PM wok68 Ready! pic.twitter.com/8eprPXAfcp

3/16/2020 11:52:38 PM mongrelglory Like this guy? pic.twitter.com/QbzbPNFfqH

3/16/2020 11:52:57 PM lizztiz  pic.twitter.com/poJNMeuZvz

3/16/2020 11:54:22 PM mongrelglory I had noticed the censorship was letting up a bit on Twitter also.

3/16/2020 11:54:23 PM colista Worst Q & A ... but I got to block & mute a LOT of shills ... night

3/16/2020 11:55:50 PM stefanofait Thanks for asking this question

3/16/2020 11:56:30 PM vdarknessf Google is going to go nuts.

People are going to drown now that the information dam has broke.

3/16/2020 11:56:49 PM mongrelglory Are Cabal elite currently trying to escape off-world through portals or stargates?  Is that what Greenland's about?

3/16/2020 11:56:59 PM notevenchad17 I'm loving this guy. Can't wait to see more. Between him and Biden and all the butthurt over Austin, I'm really entertained.



3/16/2020 11:57:18 PM herbsanddirt I kept having to Google things because I didn’t believe it!

3/16/2020 11:59:37 PM mongrelglory I thought his Golden Globes speech sounded like he was talking about rendezvousing at a Stargate to escape off-world.  He kept saying "you don't 

want to miss the gate" and telling them to "be on time".

3/17/2020 12:00:27 AM jjilmary 👍

3/17/2020 12:00:43 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/N3W0pT8llu

3/17/2020 12:01:16 AM upallnight39 Hey MJ. What is goin on with @AustinSteinbart .

He deletes his videos while he has 1745 twitter post.

What kind of sick @CIA con job is this to tear apart #QJesus #movememt

I want my saviour back pic.twitter.com/CPFIx4gkeX

3/17/2020 12:01:33 AM mongrelglory I know!  I was looking forward to seeing more of his on-line shenanigans.  He was almost as good as Trump at trolling his opponents! 😆

3/17/2020 12:03:30 AM stefanofait Yet people are losing their elderly loved ones and their grief is real.

And the strain on hospital capacity seems undeniable, at least in Lombardy, with healthcare personnel under constant pressure and sometimes unabke 

to deal with stress.

So what is going on there?

3/17/2020 12:03:43 AM mongrelglory [322] I believe.

3/17/2020 12:04:08 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/4K67a4FjG9

3/17/2020 12:04:09 AM herbsanddirt Today I found myself questioning some things, and there are two frogs outside my bedroom window who won’t shut it. I’ve never experienced that 

before. Not with all the windows closed . 🤷♀️

3/17/2020 12:04:32 AM jrocktigers So this is what instigates 10 days of darkness. pic.twitter.com/Q58UGYSyKq

3/17/2020 12:04:41 AM crisco2377 Yep..type Frazzledrip!!!

3/17/2020 12:05:02 AM jessewarn1 Who has some news on that . I can’t find anything anywhere . Saw a vid earlier and that’s all I have . Send me some stuff . You know she has tunnels . 

Who knows where the bodies are ?

3/17/2020 12:05:18 AM mongrelglory I suspect we got ET help with Fukushima's radiation.

3/17/2020 12:05:28 AM upallnight39 The meme U telepathically asked 4 #boss

How is da @DefenseIntel holdin up durin #coronalockdow. ?

#babyQ #out pic.twitter.com/Ea9dRYXcEU

3/17/2020 12:05:32 AM herbsanddirt It’s pretty incredible honestly.. I still can’t believe it.

3/17/2020 12:06:20 AM 369369rv The gates are open to the truth. Google and save away.

3/17/2020 12:06:53 AM mongrelglory I hope the Pharmaceutical industry will be exposed before then so no other innocents get duped by them.

3/17/2020 12:07:36 AM robinabank4 Q keeps saying 🔹

💥 FUTURE PROVES PAST💥

💥 SLAVES NO MORE- slave planet💥

bare with me...PLZ

WERE WE STUCK ON REWIND ↩️❓

🕰➡🐰 =🌎🔗🔗🔗(Alice n wonder land)❓

considering past pics with tools from the future ❓

3️⃣6️⃣9️⃣

Making sense 💡🔐🔓🆓

Little AtOM shift❓❓❓💥💥💥💥
3/17/2020 12:08:16 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/ocOUJilw2y

3/17/2020 12:08:52 AM stefanofait Because we Europeans need American help once again. Unfortunately bloodlines are deeply entrenched and powerful here, and vote rigging is 

widespread.

3/17/2020 12:09:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

Message over messenger. https://youtu.be/BxVn-VURji8 

3/17/2020 12:09:51 AM seeker229 💕💕💕🍿🇺🇲👢💃

3/17/2020 12:10:13 AM mongrelglory Will it be longer than a month?  I live alone and I'm starting to go stir-crazy without my bellydance classes. 🤪

3/17/2020 12:10:17 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/pecDAISSnS

3/17/2020 12:10:25 AM trumpmovement2 I think it is here

3/17/2020 12:10:45 AM stefanofait Yes! Great question, and I guess we all know the answer. Muslims, too, deserve a better future

3/17/2020 12:10:51 AM jackoneilltime1 "Memes are 21st century warfare weapons more powerful than a 50 caliber snipper rifle."

"Intercept hashtags to inject meme magick to redpill sheep." #COVIDー19 pic.twitter.com/xo97sxtcWA

3/17/2020 12:11:24 AM stefanofait Deflating bubbles before they burst?

3/17/2020 12:11:38 AM notevenchad17 That's why I'm jelly. I thought I was the greatest troller ever until I encountered POTUS in his later years. And I have to say that Austin is on another 

level. I love it. #WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 12:12:35 AM the_loveoflight You too friend!

Don't get me wrong I believe in Jesus and God, I just believe they've rephrase, edited, took out certain books etc.all throughout the years which is 

going to distort the truth is many ways...especially the ones interpretating them or trying to find truth

3/17/2020 12:13:29 AM robinabank4 TI

3/17/2020 12:13:40 AM kendavi80404473 This Is Going To Be An Awesome Day, WHO AGREES WITH ME?

3/17/2020 12:13:40 AM nzstill We trust the PLANdemic because we know its the PAINdemic for [them] 

wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/EVtAmLnOD5

3/17/2020 12:13:42 AM sandyfishgirl Could. Not. Help. Myself. 🤭

🤪🤣🤪🤣🤪🤣 pic.twitter.com/ZsIAQZ7ZBY

3/17/2020 12:13:49 AM xvgafrica Im getting smashed on facebook by sharing info

3/17/2020 12:13:55 AM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1239773980388622336?s=21 …

3/17/2020 12:14:04 AM mongrelglory This planet is certainly overdue for cleaning up some of its clutter! 😁

3/17/2020 12:14:46 AM stefanofait One of the goals of this operation? To free the planet more quickly and with less collateral damage?



3/17/2020 12:14:58 AM upallnight39 Imma go spam the big accounts. I allready got banned bu @martingeddes and maybe some others.

O well times Tuff 4 made for maleable men

#hokahokaheyoka

#keepontrollin

#opFUCKTWITTER

#fucktheADL

@ADL

@BnaiBrith 

Suck my #babyQ cock U censorship #freaks pic.twitter.com/VdoxG3BGwM
3/17/2020 12:16:16 AM stefanofait Twitter has been taken over by white hats

3/17/2020 12:17:45 AM marcorigon5  pic.twitter.com/HyjKc1kOuL

3/17/2020 12:18:02 AM stefanofait 😁😁😀😉

3/17/2020 12:18:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quarantined to learn the truth.

#LockHerUp https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjhJLWBj-Sw …

3/17/2020 12:18:30 AM stefanofait No sequel for them

3/17/2020 12:18:33 AM starchance I'm ready

3/17/2020 12:18:56 AM mongrelglory This deflation seems a little "bursty" to me already. 🤪

All the people I know in the banking system are freaking out. Except my financial advisor who is "red-pilled" thank goodness! I told him if he loses all 

my retirement money I'm going to come pitch a tent on his front lawn.

3/17/2020 12:20:01 AM happigurl24 What am I missing? Page 618? Of what?

3/17/2020 12:20:35 AM ref_morality Yes!! I've been giddy with excitement all day. Googling everything I can think of and I keep pinching myself cos I can't believe it's real. The democratic 

party rat started it off today and I just can't believe it's happening!!!

3/17/2020 12:20:38 AM mongrelglory Suggestions for products are always welcome.  I'm working on the design for an MJ-12 secret decoder ring. 😎

3/17/2020 12:20:55 AM jackoneilltime1 #COVIDー19 pic.twitter.com/fZhZGJrdGN

3/17/2020 12:20:57 AM joinna6  pic.twitter.com/0mDz2rkDjZ

3/17/2020 12:21:28 AM nurseniceyes 675,000 just wow...

3/17/2020 12:21:52 AM wearing_fedora Right on.

,cept I still have to work....

🙄

3/17/2020 12:22:21 AM howdoyoumakeah1 Ended Obama's individual mandate, lowered taxes, prosecutes human trafficking/pedo/corruption, exceeds expectations but he likes 5G

3/17/2020 12:22:31 AM herbsanddirt Just looked. Stuff I could NEVER find is still there. pic.twitter.com/Y9XEIDt9EL

3/17/2020 12:23:01 AM herbsanddirt It finally seems real now doesn’t it?

3/17/2020 12:23:37 AM solonyl With interests you buy time. And you increase the amount of money according to economical growth. Refer to #debitismus

3/17/2020 12:24:19 AM jackoneilltime1 #COVIDー19 pic.twitter.com/Wlvb3jdd1O

3/17/2020 12:25:33 AM upallnight39 #BabyQ

#whoisQGalt

#WeRQGalt pic.twitter.com/VaV2spSHWz

3/17/2020 12:25:38 AM solonyl Become time now worthless? And economic growth stops?

3/17/2020 12:26:44 AM cocopuffster12 I have only heard prison.

3/17/2020 12:26:59 AM ref_morality It actually does!! Any lingering doubt I had yesterday is gone. The rat and Google giving out non-censored info today made my mind explode! I've been 

furiously sending things to my friends... Like, quick, Google Democratic Party, DO YOU SEE IT, WHY CAN'T YOU SEEEEE, WHHHHYYYYYY?

3/17/2020 12:27:54 AM belkkathy512 its happening yippee

3/17/2020 12:28:34 AM mongrelglory Stefano, I can't see the question (blocked). Could you repeat it for me?

3/17/2020 12:28:53 AM stefanofait I guess white hats would be in control of the markets, at this point.

3/17/2020 12:28:56 AM caliarmyofgod @StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @tribunal_watch

3/17/2020 12:29:18 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/N7KgN0kf11

3/17/2020 12:29:42 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/D4DlB3m7GV

3/17/2020 12:30:01 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/sSyrUijkT1

3/17/2020 12:30:09 AM shaneknowles My first attempt pic.twitter.com/JdT8fRgsCZ

3/17/2020 12:30:15 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/hiiIOo5nBM

3/17/2020 12:30:39 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/LFIOXzRKMc

3/17/2020 12:30:40 AM shaneknowles  pic.twitter.com/3WuzDmlTD5

3/17/2020 12:30:54 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/zxabZVT64f

3/17/2020 12:31:36 AM zoerandall145 Good gravy! Are they going to lock her up?!

3/17/2020 12:31:41 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/5HU9iuRAdk

3/17/2020 12:32:13 AM splucas22 steinbarts tweets are frozen at 1745!

3/17/2020 12:32:15 AM tenn_rich Nonsense.

3/17/2020 12:33:18 AM kidge6 That's great. What have you seen to make you say this?

3/17/2020 12:33:24 AM vdarknessf Now Google Adrenochrome & click "images"

3/17/2020 12:33:53 AM tenn_rich Then bugger off. If you don’t keen what Trump is doing, NO explanation will suffice. You either trust the plan, or you don’t.

3/17/2020 12:34:25 AM mongrelglory I guess I was looking for reassurance.  However, I've always maintained that a financial reset plan would be necessary to this military operation. Market 

crashes and mass destitution would destroy civilization on this planet as much as nuclear war would. I must "trust the plan".

3/17/2020 12:34:47 AM belkkathy512  pic.twitter.com/grH6R9NO9A

3/17/2020 12:35:30 AM stefanofait Blocked?

Yet people are losing their elderly loved ones and their grief is real.

And the strain on hospital capacity seems undeniable, at least in Lombardy, with healthcare personnel under constant pressure and sometimes unable 

to deal with stress.

So what is going on there?

3/17/2020 12:38:50 AM trumpgender Biblical! pic.twitter.com/hxqd72vIgN

3/17/2020 12:39:34 AM diaptera_80 Seems like they are heading to Australia and New Zealand for some reason...

3/17/2020 12:40:28 AM diaptera_80 Does MJ12 have a Youtube channel? 😮

3/17/2020 12:41:10 AM mongrelglory I think their escape route in Antarctica was cut off. (Red castle) 😉  Is Greenland the other spot?

3/17/2020 12:41:30 AM ref_morality  pic.twitter.com/1wYHv30WWq

3/17/2020 12:42:15 AM trumpgender It's still not letting certain images get through but it's only a matter of time...

3/17/2020 12:42:16 AM mongrelglory I don't think it's going to be easy to get flights to Greenland. 😎

3/17/2020 12:42:34 AM sandy_cuhntz We're all equally part of source energy. You're just as much "God" as anyone else including source energy. Source energy doesn't judge your life like 

the [church] claims. We're all "God".

3/17/2020 12:42:40 AM nater_214 AND the google algorithms responsible for censure were taken out!!



3/17/2020 12:42:49 AM lonardnicolas2  pic.twitter.com/GhTd4LECOY

3/17/2020 12:43:47 AM mongrelglory I'm not constantly having to clear my "Twitter interests" for thier censorship algorithms.

3/17/2020 12:44:44 AM stefanofait Paul Singer (Elliott Management) has seen the light 😛😛😉😉😉

3/17/2020 12:46:05 AM havenaar64  pic.twitter.com/LvhWUVUAl5

3/17/2020 12:46:23 AM trumpgender  pic.twitter.com/Mn1RpyIsw5

3/17/2020 12:47:14 AM diaptera_80 My google results are still as censored as can be. Only Hillary-supporting results when googling ”Hillary Clinton lock her up”

3/17/2020 12:48:07 AM nanmorr And DAMN EPIC

3/17/2020 12:48:19 AM mongrelglory They haven't yet confirmed that this is them...but it looks like it might be.  Austin obviously allowed them to post two of his videos. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw/videos …

3/17/2020 12:48:22 AM haileemdyer 12:17

3/17/2020 12:48:34 AM diaptera_80 I heard to be prepared for two months just in case. Seems like grocery stores will remain open though

3/17/2020 12:50:07 AM sandy_cuhntz  https://twitter.com/sandy_cuhntz/status/1239682369877094400?s=20 …

3/17/2020 12:52:05 AM bibibobibox Also to prevent the Cabal from mass murdering revenge.

3/17/2020 12:53:51 AM sabermarris I totally agree facts speak for themselves but, at this point in time with no evidence ever being released all we have to go on is what we believed 

happened, even if they are false beliefs.

3/17/2020 12:59:30 AM diaptera_80 Will there be a real flipping pole shift, or just a new frequency wave length coming in?

3/17/2020 1:01:09 AM herbsanddirt 🔥🔥🔥

3/17/2020 1:03:19 AM mongrelglory I wonder if it's because you are in Sweden?

3/17/2020 1:03:55 AM diaptera_80 Very possible

3/17/2020 1:03:59 AM stefanofait  pic.twitter.com/5SkFYLgLMa

3/17/2020 1:05:34 AM herbsanddirt INSANE!!! Did you see that one about Huma and the “mask?” Holy SHIT.

3/17/2020 1:05:54 AM mrtioman  pic.twitter.com/0m4EKXaViO

3/17/2020 1:07:22 AM banksia42265169 They have said several times that he’s not

3/17/2020 1:10:35 AM murph54258684  pic.twitter.com/hW6oSFBiHa

3/17/2020 1:12:04 AM cocopuffster12 This man is awesome. Paloski 😂😂😂

3/17/2020 1:12:46 AM gsvt17 🙌🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸

3/17/2020 1:17:47 AM trishbrennan18 Hi Richard. I didn’t vote for Trump (I sure as hell didn’t vote for Hillary) but I’ll climb mountains now to vote for him in November. He’s the best thing to 

happen to the US since JFK. Anyone NOT watching msm knows that...

3/17/2020 1:18:37 AM cindylee81 Boom!!! Ready!!!

I have been waiting my whole life for this biblical moment! pic.twitter.com/KhnnsUHkLo

3/17/2020 1:22:28 AM ts_sci_majic12 A flood approaches.

Nothing can stop what is coming. pic.twitter.com/0hvCVJgUgJ

3/17/2020 1:23:08 AM monokrome ...in Wonderland?

3/17/2020 1:23:47 AM bibibobibox Google is with POTUS45 💫❤️🙏🏻

3/17/2020 1:23:51 AM 99pagefamily  pic.twitter.com/H0MMV8ZUom

3/17/2020 1:23:58 AM cstarr888 Just looked all his vids are gone from his channel. Some are still on MJ's channel though.

🤔🙏💖

3/17/2020 1:23:59 AM ausanon369 Are we suggesting this guy is the real deal? Or a deep state troll?

3/17/2020 1:25:31 AM andrewferdi 'spirit cooking' and 'cooking' doesn't show up as a suggestion unless you've previously searched for it fyi

3/17/2020 1:26:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 A flood approaches.

There is no escape. 

These people will not be able to walk down the street.

Quarantined. pic.twitter.com/pttxJrYli7

3/17/2020 1:26:08 AM likelinda2013  pic.twitter.com/7LBwepGHPb

3/17/2020 1:26:24 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/E5N56gceEF

3/17/2020 1:26:33 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/w5cWnsRagR

3/17/2020 1:26:59 AM feedmysoulqwoke 😂😂😂

3/17/2020 1:27:01 AM newearthjourney Good one, I have wondered as well. Humans are quite fond of their companion animals! And hey how about horse feed or chicken scratch?

3/17/2020 1:27:12 AM art3mis1984 Michael

3/17/2020 1:27:26 AM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/09n5s8Uzoc

3/17/2020 1:27:29 AM mongrelglory Yes, MJ selected the best videos (the ones with the information about the Cabal) and posted them on their new channel. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw/videos …

3/17/2020 1:27:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some are still "protected". pic.twitter.com/NsJbYtCcG0

3/17/2020 1:27:45 AM drearyjames You've previously searched for the 1st two. Doesn't count with what you're trying to convey.

3/17/2020 1:27:51 AM voteholder For real 😳

3/17/2020 1:28:16 AM colista Wow ... who is this and 

How did they Free Googs??

We win !!! ❤️️💙🇺🇸👍

3/17/2020 1:28:46 AM mongrelglory Not to mention my cats are super-fussy eaters with dietary allergies. 🙄

3/17/2020 1:28:46 AM thetimeisn0w1 Not seeing these results in Australia ???

3/17/2020 1:29:00 AM qdelta10 Trust us we are working. pic.twitter.com/mZtZeyZQce

3/17/2020 1:29:12 AM vaporking  pic.twitter.com/nSzGbB9Ddb

3/17/2020 1:29:23 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/lTFKGJGVabc 

3/17/2020 1:29:29 AM feedmysoulqwoke 🤢🤮

3/17/2020 1:29:34 AM newearthjourney Same. One of my daughters biggest dilemmas too during this shutdown. :/

3/17/2020 1:29:46 AM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

3/17/2020 1:30:02 AM monokrome Vandalizing Wikipedia is hardly "white hat"

3/17/2020 1:30:11 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/lTFKGJGVabc 

3/17/2020 1:30:44 AM trishbrennan18 I don’t agree with MM’s views of Trump at all but I do agree with her view of Trump supporters/Q people here. Come on guys, your reactions are as 

emotional as the lefts typically are. If you don’t agree with her ask her why she sees him that way. You’re acting like junior high.

3/17/2020 1:31:07 AM art3mis1984  pic.twitter.com/E4q2XLsqo6

3/17/2020 1:31:10 AM sterkinglights1 Full pardon nothing else will due.

3/17/2020 1:32:21 AM upallnight39 #freedom45

#thisisitguise

#0pp0FUCKTWITTER

#0pp0FUCKGOOGLE

#informationwarExecutioner

#swingtheAX

#ADLondeck

#urnext

#takeurmedicine pic.twitter.com/6pLUW6T9RH
3/17/2020 1:35:34 AM qld_truthseeker 👏👏👏👏👏



3/17/2020 1:36:34 AM cchef1980 We will need a bit more than “doctored” pics for those memes. Some people will simply not listen. They will rationalize everything. They will call it 

deep fakes. Their own moral grandstanding and cognitive dissonance will be though to beat.

3/17/2020 1:37:27 AM meoo000oow this pics looks photoshoped as f.

could be true it will not have surprise me but looks fake..

3/17/2020 1:37:43 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/kEWyGesHtS

3/17/2020 1:37:56 AM samanthaoverby2 This being revealed makes "I 'm mad they can find my speeding ticket online" seem worth the discomfort.

3/17/2020 1:38:12 AM nona3142 Everything is coming together .

The end wont be for everyone

3/17/2020 1:38:44 AM amanita40860516 I'm petrified of AI...is there a benevolent type of AI??????

3/17/2020 1:39:06 AM upallnight39 You hqve a link to the thread?

Videos are boring

3/17/2020 1:40:48 AM cchef1980 In physical terms, WHAT is moloch? Is it a physical being? Is it ethereal? Is it a shared delusion?

3/17/2020 1:41:01 AM rosscarwalker I’m unsure what the jump will be like between 3D - 5D as I only got shown it briefly but think switching from your television in the 60s to your current 

ultra HD current television then imagine that’s your actual vision. Hope that helps as an analogy.

3/17/2020 1:41:56 AM unitedredwhite1 Meaning individual devices of protected persons will not auto fill these types of searches?

3/17/2020 1:43:18 AM whiplash347 Yes Millions are worried. My Fb is in a semi locked state. I may have the help i need now.

3/17/2020 1:43:28 AM ronin47 Jeez....

It's a hard life,

but somebody has to do it!

3/17/2020 1:43:31 AM jwremarks Thanks be to God for exposing the evil that is in OUR land! Thanks be to God for raising an ARMY of Patriots to combat that evil!!! Blessed be the name 

of the Lord for His mercy endureth FOREVER!!! Thanks be to God for mercy and truth go before His face!!! Thank God for His LOVE!

3/17/2020 1:44:27 AM bigmusclebabe Google unchained! pic.twitter.com/agV9Xp9EWW

3/17/2020 1:44:40 AM xvgafrica I have zero patriots on fb its hard opening the flood gates on there

3/17/2020 1:46:57 AM _369311119 "Crooked Hillary Clinton, leave this race now."

- Gen. Flynn

Hmmm...human race?

3/17/2020 1:49:00 AM bansuri44256232 No. It is DISINFORMATION, with an external layer of information already known to all. pic.twitter.com/1Z1YQ1fUUZ

3/17/2020 1:49:14 AM william37323164 4-6%

Everyone else eventually shrugs their shoulders and says “I never felt right about that lady and check out my 401k”

3/17/2020 1:52:33 AM realmikeevans1 Cut off from international travel too.

No escape.

3/17/2020 1:53:15 AM leanda_headford Same

3/17/2020 1:53:29 AM lilystormchaser KEK

3/17/2020 1:54:31 AM sterkinglights1 Marshall law pic.twitter.com/PWxsGdelGG

3/17/2020 1:54:58 AM mongrelglory Please let this be revealed on MSM! 🙏

RIP Joan Rivers!

3/17/2020 1:55:56 AM threshie2 Oh SNAP!

3/17/2020 1:56:09 AM donna4him Amen

3/17/2020 1:56:45 AM cchef1980 Even for those that sort of agree as you mention, They just don’t seem to grasp the significance and implications. Normies just want to be left alone. 

Sounds like there should be a documentary... something that hooks them up and pisses them off. Something they simply can’t ignore

3/17/2020 1:57:03 AM donna4him They have no where to hide. Go get’em President Trump. You know where they all are.  Can’t wait!!!! 👆🤗🤗

3/17/2020 1:58:34 AM keith369me This is going to be very painful for a lot of people.  Remember how you were sickened as you learned much of this stuff?  Be kind!!!

3/17/2020 2:00:24 AM indigenous_one Qwarantine

3/17/2020 2:00:28 AM process_facts Think diagnostic specificity and false positive rates.

You can tune these numbers however you want (just like the financial markets 😉).

3/17/2020 2:01:08 AM jenaynayz bit of a let down that snopes is in the 2nd result still but progress is progress!

3/17/2020 2:01:17 AM boondognews Oh gross.

3/17/2020 2:01:27 AM keith369me COMPLETELY FALSE, CF, Clinton Foundation?

3/17/2020 2:01:59 AM boondognews The system is getting hit hard cuz Q activated digital army

3/17/2020 2:05:09 AM aussieqne 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/D6qrhFIOHd

3/17/2020 2:05:46 AM skuobiee Why is this guy not the most liked tweet!?

3/17/2020 2:06:44 AM aleoniea Oh good...i will do that too....im always aware of the hackers

3/17/2020 2:07:28 AM wester_sou Wow. there's been so much more happening in the world, that we've known, for a very long time it seems!

God Bless.

3/17/2020 2:08:18 AM 1_decided_voter Near the very end, it was said there are 73 days remaining to get the deposition from Hillary which I assume must happen to avoid a statute of 

limitations after which point she cannot be prosecuted. Seems like 73 days of delay isn't out of the question considering current events.

3/17/2020 2:08:32 AM mouseqteer #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #Qanon pic.twitter.com/lvKY8IeZDa

3/17/2020 2:08:51 AM truthtolight45  https://twitter.com/num1newssource/status/1239775160715988992?s=20 …

3/17/2020 2:09:04 AM susang7671  pic.twitter.com/SILr2zV7gv

3/17/2020 2:09:49 AM stefanofait Yes, we surmised that

 but something (some viral pneumonia) is killing the elderly and people with comorbidities at very unusual rates for the season

3/17/2020 2:10:23 AM manadvert Whens this happening ?

3/17/2020 2:14:54 AM mr_fedorable Well deepfakes are editted videos, not images. So those people are incorrect

3/17/2020 2:15:41 AM mikecross53 Sick people lock her up!

3/17/2020 2:19:00 AM cormieredcclare I just searched get and I never got spirit cooking!

3/17/2020 2:19:23 AM cormieredcclare I’ll try again

3/17/2020 2:20:38 AM diaptera_80 Still trying to wrap my head around this ”Michael” thing. Have seen the photos of the little girl Michelle, which looks real to me. Surely a lot of people 

must have known ”Michael” or not known ”Michelle”? How can it be so hard to prove/disprove?

3/17/2020 2:21:34 AM fatima79896091  pic.twitter.com/neK3BEMNbL

3/17/2020 2:22:15 AM cormieredcclare All I get is this. pic.twitter.com/9N6UXWf01S

3/17/2020 2:23:19 AM fatima79896091  pic.twitter.com/7ndrycfRzK

3/17/2020 2:26:25 AM diaptera_80 Fake? pic.twitter.com/fRqRU09Hpb

3/17/2020 2:26:38 AM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/LSccvQ3Ypl

3/17/2020 2:27:23 AM goyaeq How fast is Space Forces fastest craft?



3/17/2020 2:27:47 AM jwremarks The bible says "in all things give thanks"...while IN this time of strife WE THE PEOPLE need to give thanks...it may hurt BUT give thanks...Apostle Paul 

said I know what it is to abase and I know what it is to abound but I've learned in all things to be content...PRAISE THE LORD

3/17/2020 2:29:27 AM cosmogirl11170 This is what I got. Hmmm. pic.twitter.com/GJZwDRQwG8

3/17/2020 2:30:49 AM natalie60444115 That’s what I said ... no more reason for the lazy and their so called excuses ... no more ‘ time ‘excuses or busy reasons  for the blind ones to not take 

time to look for the informations ! Actually they only pray for a vaccine ...Hope that they will wake up !!

3/17/2020 2:33:19 AM cormieredcclare @GenFlynn is our beloved Patriot who stood up for All Americans to get @realDonaldTrump elected. DO IT MR. PRESIDENT! PARDEN HIM NOW! I 

LOVE ❤️ MY PRESIDENT AND GENERAL FLYNN!

3/17/2020 2:35:30 AM lpoutlook 🤣😂🤣 Trump is saving us from the Deep State and arresting all the Luciferian Human traffickers! You might want to research a little but better.

3/17/2020 2:36:47 AM mysackissaggy 🤯

3/17/2020 2:38:14 AM diaptera_80 Michelle Obamas pregnancy photos are still conspicuously absent...

3/17/2020 2:39:10 AM omatosix2ndtime I posted this on FB with no explanation or anything! Within seconds all this crap was popping up saying I couldn’t post it, etc and one more time and 

I’m suspended. So they can read memes now and see gonads? pic.twitter.com/BpT1JkbzOu

3/17/2020 2:39:44 AM geminifni Obviously not #GoogleSuppressed. This is the VERY 1st thing to come up under my #Adrenochome Search!! SICK!!!

#satanism

#CrimesAgainstChildren

#PEDOVORES

 https://scarenormal.com/the-elites-super-drug-adrenochrome/ …  pic.twitter.com/5Z2X2dAMtx pic.twitter.com/3nFSlt2ATy

3/17/2020 2:40:00 AM wester_sou Interesting.

3/17/2020 2:40:11 AM searchingforth Ultra man, wow thats goin back a few years 😊

3/17/2020 2:40:15 AM resonancerich Some of "these" people. WTF has Michelle done btw? Tweets like these I really don't understand.. Seems like pure spite? Manufactured?

Born on the 17th?

Leave her alone until YOU know more..... the more you know.

BIGGER FISH TO FRY?

Get yourself prepared for DECLASS

Easy Rider

3/17/2020 2:40:59 AM 1_decided_voter Not sure if you're still around to answer questions...

But if you are, what is this object? https://youtu.be/52YlH9fEXps 

3/17/2020 2:41:53 AM amaryllis1984 If I type the "s" after Hillary Clinton, then spirit cooking pops up.

I don't remember ever searching for "Hillary Clinton spirit cooking" before. Maybe spirit cooking by itself.

3/17/2020 2:42:11 AM acanuckinoz This is so over my head, would love a hint to understand a little better. Are those input phrases from Q?

3/17/2020 2:42:44 AM connorr1986  pic.twitter.com/iAHv0N2eBH

3/17/2020 2:43:08 AM lpoutlook Wikkapefia= Wicca pedia The White Hats need to take it over!

3/17/2020 2:43:28 AM t_hayden07 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Maj....

Did @AustinSteinbart have something to do with [Google]? pic.twitter.com/2f6Dto3TLP

3/17/2020 2:43:35 AM aavarnadore1 Holy Smokes !!! pic.twitter.com/xQWjBgkmRS

3/17/2020 2:44:18 AM amaryllis1984  pic.twitter.com/nIMSkJKhsY

3/17/2020 2:45:51 AM realcthepower I do have patriot friends, but I also have family who haven’t taken the red pill yet. I know your “pain“ but I keep posting stuff anyway. Hoping all along 

that the cognitive dissonance will vibrate into focus and understanding one day.

3/17/2020 2:46:58 AM omatosix2ndtime Yes! https://youtu.be/bUS5cmkp_AI 

3/17/2020 2:47:48 AM jen_ridgecooke @SUZER60 google has been unleashed

3/17/2020 2:48:15 AM kikaltz "They" already had picked out their target, probably at "his" birth.  Then they dress him in girls clothes to work on his mind...probably torture and 

mkultra involved, too.  So, not unusual to see a young him dressed as a girl.

3/17/2020 2:49:19 AM johnnyt_anon 👍

3/17/2020 2:50:43 AM sterkinglights1 Time= illusion

3/17/2020 2:52:16 AM mongrelglory Try living alone for a month with 3 cats and 3 budgie birds. 🤪

3/17/2020 2:53:27 AM mongrelglory My nephew is half Japanese.  He used to have Ultra man pyjamas!  😆

3/17/2020 2:53:43 AM lchemtrails Whatever you do, do NOT goo gle image srch Midland Models (Ray Chandlers “modeling agency”) esp do not do this at 2am when you are alone and 

have insomnia!!!! 🥺😳😱 No way am I gonna fall back asleep. pic.twitter.com/p05P54gjxU

3/17/2020 2:55:36 AM blood_lt No from Jewish Kabbalah

3/17/2020 2:56:27 AM upallnight39 Probably some spook AI allgorytjm shite

#sophiehunter

#benedictcumbersnitch

#0pp0FUCKTHEADL

@ROYALMRBADNEWS pic.twitter.com/PWztTBdJNN

3/17/2020 2:57:13 AM blood_lt What about the wooden doors

3/17/2020 2:58:31 AM sterkinglights1 IS probably.

3/17/2020 3:02:17 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@NSAGov

#crownVyreusREDUX

@Tyler_7hz

@SIRISYSPrime

#letscodeFCKKSEKSSS

#LASTing2fllwU https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1239853900460691456 …
3/17/2020 3:04:49 AM andycryptostar So very glad it happening

3/17/2020 3:05:03 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/FaNcgPxth8

3/17/2020 3:07:23 AM aussieqne Bit like Ardern.... #NZ

3/17/2020 3:07:42 AM c_morece Why

3/17/2020 3:07:55 AM bbobbio71 Financial reset

3/17/2020 3:09:22 AM aussieqne Search YT- “Jacinda Ardern, NZ's new PM walks to press conference” ... 🥴

3/17/2020 3:09:40 AM andycryptostar  pic.twitter.com/xuEcb3B30H

3/17/2020 3:10:10 AM omatosix2ndtime Huh????

3/17/2020 3:10:11 AM kingsnlegends I need to save this video anyone know how?

3/17/2020 3:13:31 AM monokrome You know, not all trans people are bad people. Most of us are just normal people living day to day. Something to think about :)

3/17/2020 3:13:54 AM johnnyt_anon Artificial Linguistic Computer Entity (ALICE) is a language processing chatbot and robotic program that engages in electronic chat with humans.

3/17/2020 3:14:23 AM omatosix2ndtime This? https://youtu.be/b7YiFQFk6fc 

3/17/2020 3:14:51 AM monokrome Why do people care? There’s nothing wrong with being trans. There are better, more interesting things to talk about. Trans people aren’t monsters, we 

are just normal people for the most part.



3/17/2020 3:15:19 AM francisnetuma This is what I get pic.twitter.com/Gt8gkBheAf

3/17/2020 3:15:36 AM monokrome Is that all you do? Run around repeating everyone else’s thoughts all day?

3/17/2020 3:15:41 AM aavarnadore1 it's not about gender....it's about deception.

3/17/2020 3:16:29 AM rooselectum  pic.twitter.com/Y7bzTSrdsw

3/17/2020 3:18:51 AM oldvet1961 Always knew the whole President thing was a lie. I am sure the stories are true about the daughters were on loan from someone else

3/17/2020 3:21:29 AM monokrome Satanism and Luciferianism aren’t inherently bad. There are evil Satanists in the same way that there are evil Christians, but there is a much broader 

range of belief between Christianity and Satanism as well. This is ignored by the Satanic panic crowd.

3/17/2020 3:22:47 AM adsvel I am living alone for 10 years now.😉

3/17/2020 3:24:44 AM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/h2EheFFLA0

3/17/2020 3:25:07 AM monokrome Not only is it harmful to blame entire religious categories by separating all of us from each other, but it is actually worse to blame Satanism than to 

point out the behaviors causing problems.

We must be united to solve problems, and this includes openness to peaceful Satanism.

3/17/2020 3:26:13 AM jenkinsrlynn Thank God!!💯🙏🏼🇺🇸 “frazzledrip”

3/17/2020 3:27:21 AM shaheed04496086  https://youtu.be/luaEWHqhmIQ 

3/17/2020 3:28:34 AM trishrichards4  pic.twitter.com/iB7Sm2bnFo

3/17/2020 3:29:23 AM wild8heart Friends. We are all connected. Literally. What does quantum mean? 

Learn the comms. 

Think for yourself. 

Use your awareness!!!

Compassion and kindness are the future.

3/17/2020 3:29:47 AM justin97987144 Thank goodness I rather see the boogeyman in a dark alley and give him a hug..

3/17/2020 3:30:03 AM cosmogirl11170 But the other one I got the rat.

It's 17 tomorrow.

3/17/2020 3:30:05 AM wild8heart Oh, wait... the future is now...

There is only now. Be kind. Be compassionate. 

You have more than you know.

3/17/2020 3:30:44 AM samsmith0319 5:5...Ready!!!...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/17/2020 3:31:30 AM upallnight39 Then u really do not wanma look up

Bianka the EU Cannibal

U might puke or cry fair warning pic.twitter.com/X2nUJU6rZq

3/17/2020 3:31:51 AM suequez .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 And on the 17th of the month!  Perfect....  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1239782767631761408 …

3/17/2020 3:32:11 AM damienwelsh4 Everyone needs to think hard before they send this message to their loved ones or friends. They need to thibk hard and als themselves “who is adult 

and wise enough to process this” Then get them to do a Google@image search for “adrenochrome”

3/17/2020 3:38:05 AM sterkinglights1 Nice.

3/17/2020 3:40:01 AM _369311119 "I'm not trapped in here with you...

...you're trapped in here with me..."

3/17/2020 3:40:49 AM aleoniea Wow

3/17/2020 3:41:30 AM jm19712 My mom loves gardening and plays the organ/piano at church too. - Just checkin! LOL

3/17/2020 3:41:48 AM samsmith0319 Fabulous!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/17/2020 3:43:58 AM nona3142 Piss off Mono

3/17/2020 3:48:02 AM crzycnuk101 No one is saying any of you are. 

But why where we lied to? Why is this a secret?? If you are going to run for office in any country. Shouldnt you be telling the truth? That and Barry isnt 

American at all.

3/17/2020 3:48:06 AM rjf_1969 That’s what I see from here 

Take away the rampant and unwarranted bias and this man is putting his country first

It is such a shame that people’s opinions have been so corrupted

3/17/2020 3:48:18 AM love_usa56 Very true because I know quite a few.

3/17/2020 3:48:53 AM oneandforall  https://www.bitchute.com/channel/austinsteinbart/ …

3/17/2020 3:49:03 AM paulpappas13 I'm not going to accept someone that could not accept who they are themself.

3/17/2020 3:49:52 AM love_usa56 That's true as well but Barry is a whole other level. He is a criminal.

3/17/2020 3:50:41 AM djlok Same. I'm now considered an "essential employee".

3/17/2020 3:50:49 AM aussieqne Nice package there Jacinda...

3/17/2020 3:51:21 AM peacock05133484 #Patriots #Anons #QArmy #DarkToLight #EvilNoMore #TheGreatAwakening ⚔️

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT #WeGotThis BQQM 💥 pic.twitter.com/lUXVSlI53Q

3/17/2020 3:52:21 AM my2sonznme They better not get away!!!

3/17/2020 3:52:55 AM cynthiayeager5  https://youtu.be/5VLs31MuiSU  Neville Goddard tried to tell us back in the 60's

3/17/2020 3:52:55 AM purealivia ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️ pic.twitter.com/5qo646ts6N

3/17/2020 3:56:23 AM my2sonznme I believe someone who would reply to a Patriot (me) by calling me a MORON, is not someone I wish to trust my future in. pic.twitter.com/uYIlotils4

3/17/2020 3:56:32 AM lookamazing 🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻🙌🏻

3/17/2020 3:56:49 AM snakesanders22 Oh boy ( literally )

3/17/2020 3:56:57 AM qanonmichele11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is NOT REAL MAJESTIC 12. He's John Morton, just a fraud guy.

HE DIDN'T "TRAIN" ANYONE!

HE'S NOT WITH #QANON but he never stops posting as if he is.

Why you people follow him when #QAnon said "NO OUTSIDE COMMS, is beyond me.

And @Jordan_Sather_ is #DeepState pic.twitter.com/G22YdQ0DkR
3/17/2020 3:57:04 AM qanonmichele11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is NOT REAL MAJESTIC 12. He's John Morton, just a fraud guy.

HE DIDN'T "TRAIN" ANYONE!

HE'S NOT WITH #QANON but he never stops posting as if he is.

Why you people follow him when #QAnon said "NO OUTSIDE COMMS, is beyond me.

And @Jordan_Sather_ is #DeepState https://twitter.com/jamiegrahamusa/status/1239794128403169282 …
3/17/2020 3:57:30 AM 313jodie 😍😍😍

3/17/2020 3:58:09 AM my2sonznme Calling us Patriots MORONS doesn’t seem very Q-like to me 🤷🏼♀️ pic.twitter.com/sIDgKNMpWO



3/17/2020 3:58:34 AM 313jodie 🙏🤣🙏

3/17/2020 4:00:40 AM suzer60  pic.twitter.com/2l31kuxpLh

3/17/2020 4:02:05 AM mongrelglory He was referring directly to the people who were calling him a LARP.  I was wondering more if he revealed too much DIA information in his videos.

3/17/2020 4:04:16 AM mattsmithsongs Many of the photos seem to be faked. Their love of symbolism will be their downfall.

3/17/2020 4:06:43 AM my2sonznme This one doesn’t work for me

3/17/2020 4:06:52 AM mattsmithsongs Everyone is still so misled. People going down the wrong rabbit holes. Sad.

3/17/2020 4:07:11 AM carolva97910854 Nobody’s saying that!  But they lied to us and apparently killed people to hide the lie - that’s why this has to be exposed!

3/17/2020 4:07:58 AM qjeneice He does tweet like trump... Just like him.  I'm so excited to pick apart his videos on bit chute. 

https://twitter.com/qjeneice/status/1239861174281388033?s=20 …

3/17/2020 4:08:00 AM mattsmithsongs More doctored photos. Stop that. We need truth.

3/17/2020 4:10:10 AM dontask97215849 Me too!

3/17/2020 4:10:35 AM fansblowing3 How do the birds survive?  😮

3/17/2020 4:11:30 AM emet2012 ...you're not Q.

3/17/2020 4:11:34 AM davegbyrne3 It's about to become a whole lot easier.

You won't be able to get rid of them.

At least none of them will call you crazy anymore.

3/17/2020 4:12:07 AM qjeneice 5542+8822=14364

1+4+3+6+4=18

18=R

@KewNadian

@AustinSteinbart

3/17/2020 4:13:05 AM xvgafrica I believe this to be true

3/17/2020 4:13:33 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/1lLMQeTcrf

3/17/2020 4:14:46 AM qjeneice Oh.  He's real.   But to verify independant thought.  Picking apart his videos on bit chute is necessary.   And good practice into free thought

3/17/2020 4:15:07 AM jushangininther  https://twitter.com/jushangininther/status/1239858931612241920?s=21 … https://twitter.com/jushangininther/status/1239858931612241920 …

3/17/2020 4:15:12 AM moonbaby04371 Must feel good to be "needed". 😁They're talking about working me from home. Needless to say, I was absolutely thrilled....*sarcasm intended

3/17/2020 4:15:46 AM patriotkris  pic.twitter.com/xxOCXsTY5H

3/17/2020 4:17:02 AM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/SrXb7WWtKf

3/17/2020 4:18:15 AM kevinpaz822 Destroying the illusion group

3/17/2020 4:18:24 AM sdane8 I was willing to be opened minded and accepting until I saw this. "openness to peaceful Satanism?" 

Block pic.twitter.com/GeAIrML5GJ

3/17/2020 4:18:56 AM 3rycerz Jak muzulmanie

To rzeczywiscie dobre rozwiazanie

Jak bylem bezdomny w Maroko to stosowalem jeszcze inne: nie przejmuj sie. Natura skonstruowala Cie bez papieru. Przezyjesz. I dzialalo wspaniale

3/17/2020 4:19:02 AM p4patriot The picture in the upper left looks like a different person to me.

3/17/2020 4:19:35 AM gem_wifeofrhye Oh yes!

 https://twitter.com/inevitable_et/status/1239704211799113729?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1239704211799113729 …

3/17/2020 4:19:41 AM fansblowing3 Is Michael quarantined?  As in incarcerated?

3/17/2020 4:20:59 AM p4patriot  pic.twitter.com/ePKVcjQl8M

3/17/2020 4:21:10 AM oldvet1961 I want these horrific people to swing for the treasonous and disgusting things they have done! NO PLEA bargains !

3/17/2020 4:21:39 AM tillie71120939 #LockHerUp

3/17/2020 4:21:50 AM stormenight Oh the implications! #TheGreatAwakening

3/17/2020 4:22:20 AM jorgesucess muchas gracias

3/17/2020 4:22:58 AM jcs12877 Jesus scoffed at the Pharisees, noting they could predict the weather but not the times they were in. Expand your thinking and ask God for 

discernment.

3/17/2020 4:23:40 AM ygwiryn  pic.twitter.com/2WnXyqFYww

3/17/2020 4:23:51 AM kellydoughty8  pic.twitter.com/nuhNhjRENa

3/17/2020 4:24:14 AM cityranch Hahahah finally

3/17/2020 4:24:44 AM p4patriot  pic.twitter.com/HQci8DfT9O

3/17/2020 4:24:45 AM bradzo I hope so!

3/17/2020 4:25:16 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/6u3Wij8G8D

3/17/2020 4:28:20 AM deplorabled71 Would love this if it's true! I hadn't heard it.. Where did you hear?!

3/17/2020 4:30:11 AM deuce46844014 Big Mike

3/17/2020 4:32:06 AM aussieqne Lock Her Up! Hillary Clinton's Day Of Reckoning Is Approaching. A Storm ...  https://youtu.be/fjhJLWBj-Sw  ThanQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ❤️🙏🇦🇺

3/17/2020 4:34:58 AM gabirdlady What exactly does this prove ?

3/17/2020 4:35:22 AM trishbrennan18 I’ve got a feeling msm is on the verge of being taken down. Have you looked at google in the past 24 hours for any “conspiracy theories”? They’re 

beginning to post truth! Google adrenochrome, PIZZAGATE, Michael Michelle Obama. White hats have taken control of google? Thank God.

3/17/2020 4:35:24 AM ash78knotty I love this.

3/17/2020 4:35:33 AM dearlyb80245801 We haven’t been taught that we are able to engage in our own energy to achieve the desired results needed.

3/17/2020 4:35:55 AM werascending Not the Rockefeller’s!!!😡😡😡

3/17/2020 4:37:10 AM kindeandtrue LOL! You just never know about people do you.

3/17/2020 4:37:14 AM yobtac2 Men don't get pregnant.

3/17/2020 4:39:12 AM yobtac2  https://twitter.com/trodinho/status/1233337395547906048?s=09 …

3/17/2020 4:39:59 AM ramptheresa Same

3/17/2020 4:40:21 AM aprilkubicek I ❤️ this one!

3/17/2020 4:47:03 AM 369helen313 Wow...!!!

3/17/2020 4:48:24 AM pwstewgots This looks normal.  Google Spirit cooking images.  It’s an eye opener. pic.twitter.com/9Feb8czzVS

3/17/2020 4:50:55 AM sshawn18420 He’s a she, she’s a he , he’s a she she, she’s a he he



3/17/2020 4:52:07 AM mateuszwala One hand yes. Its possible... but why not?

If that would be too simple there will not be a lesson to learn.

Meditation and visualization of reunited.

We are always connected. 

You're The Path.

 Instead talking about it. Do it.

IT'S EASY IF YOU DO. 

Can't? Look around, and see.
3/17/2020 4:53:23 AM virginialouelle Sorta what I'm thinking. Thank God for a little smoke to help with the transition.

3/17/2020 4:54:20 AM virginialouelle 432

3/17/2020 4:54:57 AM marciefischer80  pic.twitter.com/2XmbRxGyQp

3/17/2020 4:55:13 AM th30n3111 Where is the glass of scotch?

3/17/2020 4:56:06 AM th30n3111 “No wae”

3/17/2020 4:56:59 AM pjcobbrocks5 She'll claim "Corona" like the rest of the devils. 

Or, in the ultimate twist of irony, Clinton will commit Arkanside.

3/17/2020 4:57:05 AM th30n3111 Kekistan unite! pic.twitter.com/We29rAtfYV

3/17/2020 4:57:41 AM asswitter2 ROGER THAT.......

PANIC PANIC PANIC IN EVIL SWAMPLAND.......

THE RATS R SCURRYING!

IT’S.......HAMMERTIME PATRIOTS!!!! GRAB UR POPCORN AND ENJOY THE SHOW....IN REAL TIME! pic.twitter.com/NkSoMP2mdA

3/17/2020 4:58:42 AM moffit30414438 How long till the magnetic excursion and the coming of the new ice age, due to our sun's micronova?

3/17/2020 5:00:18 AM willow21264224 Where did Michael Robinson go? Can he be found now? Is he dead?

3/17/2020 5:01:23 AM chrismfkelly Who are our active targets?

3/17/2020 5:04:00 AM kindeandtrue We don't care about the Witch anymore. Window for that is long past and our Do Nothing POTUS did nothing.

3/17/2020 5:04:47 AM fallorsesh Blackpilled and awakened solo cave dweller for 7yrs here.

3/17/2020 5:05:49 AM bgnurse1 The whole Obama white house was one big lie. That's the problem, not trans people.

3/17/2020 5:06:03 AM werascending  pic.twitter.com/SAw3PwgLYe

3/17/2020 5:06:51 AM fallorsesh Wasn't all that BS about her house down in Boca FL a bunk story? Saw one unconfirmed article and did about it but nothing else. Doubt it's legit

3/17/2020 5:07:06 AM peedee00777  pic.twitter.com/Q6QOTJcU1M

3/17/2020 5:07:53 AM pienews1 We’re ready

3/17/2020 5:08:12 AM machine0033  pic.twitter.com/R5bEPvsTLw

3/17/2020 5:08:35 AM peedee00777  pic.twitter.com/FGF50q2MBE

3/17/2020 5:13:44 AM adsvel Yes, me too, since my Awakening.

3/17/2020 5:16:28 AM thereisnowayof1  pic.twitter.com/JqEYlzV34F

3/17/2020 5:17:59 AM veragin Oh really? I have heard a lot of different executions but not that one.

3/17/2020 5:19:36 AM genevagirl81 Apparently they’ve removed their censorship algos...

It’s the real internet now...

3/17/2020 5:20:26 AM bigcomb67 They got pics of him with Rachel Chandler.

3/17/2020 5:21:43 AM magamanx4ever1 You  told us that Jeff Sessions was a white hat & to  trust the plan. Our president has told us that all of you have been nothing but liars when he railed 

against Sessions. You’re charlatans, and despicable for what you have done. Are you trying to keep people subdued?

3/17/2020 5:22:04 AM patlynn56982 Back on Twitter!! This is an amazing time!!! Woot Woot 👏👏👏

3/17/2020 5:25:13 AM savilla369 #threadreader please unroll

3/17/2020 5:25:37 AM lightprocess Lock her up!

Make her pay!

Pave the way for peace!

3/17/2020 5:26:05 AM plastiksurgeone What I always found very curious after all these years.....no one’s ever come forward and said “hey I knew Michelle as a kid” or “I went to school with 

her”. Not a one unless I missed it. That alone tells me “she” is a C_A creation. 🧐

3/17/2020 5:29:15 AM suzannelittlej3 A lot of crony jokes, enjoy😊

3/17/2020 5:30:33 AM covertress It's not easy being the bait. 🎣 pic.twitter.com/5EVvqBtQH2

3/17/2020 5:31:23 AM covertress Yes 🤣 pic.twitter.com/jmzxXf8bVX

3/17/2020 5:34:50 AM tonyranucci Publix is a grocery store.

Kiefer Sutherland went into a Publix.

Kevin Bacon knows Kiefer Sutherland.

I am a Publix.

Easy to connect the dots.

3/17/2020 5:36:35 AM upallnight39 #happyqday

#QAnonGoogleTakeover pic.twitter.com/ti9KBF6F70

3/17/2020 5:37:01 AM cny_micaa not sure how him claiming to be Q, waving guns around helps the movement. Seems destructive at first glance.

3/17/2020 5:37:46 AM disfellocated “Becoming”. pic.twitter.com/LNbBK6jtDQ

3/17/2020 5:37:58 AM cny_micaa any updates on Earth Changes?

3/17/2020 5:40:42 AM jlrjrtx That's not a good symbol, and right there for all to see! pic.twitter.com/6YgzYpBruo

3/17/2020 5:41:09 AM covertress For shits and giggles? https://twitter.com/jimmyj641/status/1239255553559474176?s=20 …

3/17/2020 5:41:36 AM manuelashan888 👍

Are there classmates who can prove Michael and not Michelle or vice versa 🤷♀️

3/17/2020 5:42:10 AM covertress He got our attention, didn't he?

All eyes on Q!

3/17/2020 5:42:21 AM diaptera_80 I can find one, Dr Ted Ford. There are some pictures of her as a kid, including kindergarten photo. I wonder who her other classmates are...

3/17/2020 5:43:15 AM manuelashan888 Just one ....

3/17/2020 5:43:29 AM smiles4tacos @zweent

3/17/2020 5:46:21 AM turboxyde The P'ntl are indeed excellent telepathy teachers!

3/17/2020 5:46:31 AM manuelashan888 🤔 becoming ... what was she before?

3/17/2020 5:48:05 AM nancyddb Thank you for all that you've done to prepare us. I'm grateful for your patience. Maybe one day we will meet. 😘💜

3/17/2020 5:54:56 AM tiresias999 #wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/zhekhlSeuP

3/17/2020 5:56:21 AM rhys68679545 Listen I’m still knitting this Jumper and still I only see Blue skies Friendly Storm?  Please don’t tell me TickTock ! . Just saying All the Best over there Stay 

safe.

3/17/2020 5:58:15 AM aprilbrown99 No coincidences! 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/W7zDqNXXBv



3/17/2020 5:58:38 AM plastiksurgeone I’ve not heard of him. As well known as she is you’d think there’d be a LOT more. Also someone that would have an impromptu pic of her as a kid at a 

gathering or something . Not a “staged” photo that can be “pieced”. 🧐

3/17/2020 5:59:03 AM thesuperfairy 😳🙈👀 holy smokes ...! #overwhelmed

3/17/2020 5:59:45 AM amylynrussell  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=1 …

3/17/2020 5:59:49 AM aprilbrown99 We The People...are the gold.

3/17/2020 6:06:22 AM actiondirector1 Oh, maaaaannnn....

3/17/2020 6:07:12 AM 369helen313 Sure! Just needed the MJ’s confirmation.

There’s more toThis which still too soon toBe revealed! 

We should take the Health & Safety Advices seriously & follow the directions(regarding how to protect ourselves against the #COVIDー19) being 

sentOut by #POTUS at this critical time.

3/17/2020 6:07:50 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/Mac2hnKG1j

3/17/2020 6:11:15 AM ontothetruth1 Austin May believe he is Q but anyone that has been prepared knows in a second that doesn’t resonate as truth. Not an ounce.

3/17/2020 6:11:18 AM lilyorkieb doesnt show for me

3/17/2020 6:11:20 AM kpdad72 We are not always all the real facts.  Truth isn't always so easy to see.  Our minds perceive based off previous experiences.   So all perception is 

different.  Hence common sense isn't always so common.

3/17/2020 6:12:31 AM universalrisin Thank you!!

3/17/2020 6:13:06 AM lchemtrails I know - sick shit

3/17/2020 6:13:17 AM universalrisin Thank you!!

3/17/2020 6:13:26 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/sVaUzhNxWL

3/17/2020 6:14:08 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/79zyhd1D7A

3/17/2020 6:15:09 AM anonlegion13 Look up her partner. I forget that little shits name tho. He's got bushy eyebrows and cat walks like a monkey for Gucci. His profile may make you throw 

up... It's all on Instagram

3/17/2020 6:16:53 AM happigurl24 ThanQ!

3/17/2020 6:17:50 AM amylynrussell Your welcome!! A lot of interesting reading in it for sure and I’m only on page 50 lol.

3/17/2020 6:18:09 AM vdarknessf That I haven't seen.

What do I type in?

3/17/2020 6:18:27 AM mel_we89 It's a sign.

3/17/2020 6:19:08 AM fansblowing3 Who?

3/17/2020 6:22:14 AM rosscarwalker How many British politicians are on Erik Wiener’s laptop? Will we have a list similar to the DNC list?

3/17/2020 6:24:21 AM veragin Hillary, george senior...a picture of the execution is what trump handed junior at the funeral. There are other politicians that we are seeing as 

malfunction clones.

3/17/2020 6:24:38 AM billy_bear17  pic.twitter.com/RSNg0e0LoF

3/17/2020 6:26:33 AM covertress How would you 🐟 for potentially dangerous MAGA zealots?

3/17/2020 6:27:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Track ALL Resignations. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1239898313354346497 …

3/17/2020 6:27:36 AM boyerkelli That's because there  aren't any

3/17/2020 6:27:37 AM w1717171717 How is this relevant to any of the shit going on?

3/17/2020 6:27:50 AM ladybossau  pic.twitter.com/3WOdDrov1H

3/17/2020 6:28:01 AM patriotleah1776 I believe they answered. Paper. Ink. Use this un search bar:

From:ts_sci_majic12 archive offline

3/17/2020 6:28:10 AM bfov70 The world's definately changing lol

3/17/2020 6:28:11 AM aussieqne  https://www.resignation.info/ 

3/17/2020 6:28:17 AM debbearl I'm trying to wake my granddaughter up.  She is freaking out over all of this.  But, she has been engineered, like the rest of us, to believe the media 

hype!  She gets upset with me when I try to explain the truth of what's going on behind the scenes.  What to do??

3/17/2020 6:28:38 AM cleetus__jones West Virginia and New Zealand

3/17/2020 6:29:01 AM fansblowing3 There are no clones in politics

3/17/2020 6:29:07 AM nocommunistusa God knows what he’s been involved in for Majestic to mention him.

3/17/2020 6:29:08 AM ladybossau It’s not honey but the populous gets violent and angry when no football so Brady announcement distracts from anarchy

3/17/2020 6:29:12 AM the_draining the GOAT!!

3/17/2020 6:29:17 AM mikespies904 He was married to Victoria Secret model......VS is deeply involved

3/17/2020 6:29:23 AM fansblowing3 Here’s a theory pic.twitter.com/ktr8iNtQzk

3/17/2020 6:30:44 AM omatosix2ndtime She’s a man too? Danggggggggg!

3/17/2020 6:30:57 AM atl058 I do not understand the concept of 3 6 9. Wd u plz explain. Just don’t get it.

3/17/2020 6:31:00 AM lorihantman So convenient. Timing..

3/17/2020 6:31:11 AM patriotleah1776 MJ will not repeat answers. If not reply, use this search function in twitter:

From:ts_sci_majic12 unicorn 

Or whichever keyword you choose!

3/17/2020 6:31:29 AM chazwalla  pic.twitter.com/BsDJYDIB4A

3/17/2020 6:31:40 AM alperry3530 Lol but toms a "Patriot" pic.twitter.com/QnA3EiylIS

3/17/2020 6:31:46 AM americanpetal Him too??? Is he one of [them]?

3/17/2020 6:31:47 AM trumps_all NOOOOOO........Not Tom Brady !!!!!!!!!

3/17/2020 6:32:17 AM murica17761 He didn’t resign , he’s a free agent. Just not returning to New England

3/17/2020 6:32:25 AM ivettak There are not so many men that look better as a woman, but Michelle Obama really pulled it off. It works for her.

3/17/2020 6:32:52 AM keith369me You mean Kraft no longer wants Brady and his supermodel around any more? Is she going to come down with Coronavirus as well?  Was Kraft really 

visiting a massage parlor in Florida when he could have had 10 prostitutes in his limo for what amounts to the equivalent of $5 for most.

3/17/2020 6:32:55 AM cstephon He is going to anther team, not stepping down, come on people

3/17/2020 6:33:01 AM patriotleah1776 Ask @SandiaWisdom ?

Perhaps they might know as you have excellent time & location details!

3/17/2020 6:33:04 AM ofuskate  https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/the-mystery-of-vitamin-c-14167861/ …

Gee I wonder what would happen with this Coronavirus situation if some nanites were able to temporarily flip a gene.

3/17/2020 6:33:09 AM covertress  https://youtu.be/eeSL0pgA1-c 

3/17/2020 6:33:17 AM rjmrtnz Tom's leaving patriots on qday.

3/17/2020 6:33:25 AM sleepingnomore Affirmative.

3/17/2020 6:33:31 AM lenartjoe Definitely an escalation. I have to ask for assurance: we be assured that those who succeed them are uncorrupted?

3/17/2020 6:33:31 AM alperry3530  pic.twitter.com/i6W0Xb7qYZ

3/17/2020 6:33:36 AM w1717171717 Or maybe his team just don’t want to pay a 40-year-old quarterback big money and he wants to test free agency?

3/17/2020 6:34:01 AM lightlove21121 @AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76 

Manifesting 🙏🏽🙏🏽🙏🏽



3/17/2020 6:34:09 AM kamiengel Watch the wives

3/17/2020 6:34:22 AM americanpetal I really shouldn’t be surprised but I am. It’s hard to comprehend that the world as we know it is about to change forever but for the better.

3/17/2020 6:34:41 AM truthseekeranon That’s not resigning he was a free agent. He will just be start collecting 25+ million/yr in a few days from another billionaire cabalist.

3/17/2020 6:34:52 AM _doozier_ Right after this happened Brady and Pats' performance dropped off a cliff. Brady cut off from his favorite youth serum?

3/17/2020 6:35:27 AM patriotleah1776 Mother earth is a sentient being

3/17/2020 6:35:28 AM cyberanonrevolu HIHAAAAAAAAAA YES YES YES to the very end body and soul. Flood, storm ... Purge of the marsh HOOAH pic.twitter.com/gXYvTr1pvZ

3/17/2020 6:35:31 AM keith369me Google Patriots Owner now!!! pic.twitter.com/k0lqYBQWRH

3/17/2020 6:35:55 AM americanpetal I always wondered about the Kraft/massage matter? Was it a ploy by White Hats to draw attn to the matter?

3/17/2020 6:36:02 AM annieoakley05 #TomBrady is NOT RESIGNING!! He’s a free agent, he’s going to play for another team. Jeeze, let’s not start maligning people with no evidence other 

than leaving one team to go play on another! FFS calm down folks!😣

3/17/2020 6:36:03 AM covertress Becoming pic.twitter.com/VnKShf3Cfc

3/17/2020 6:36:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Millennials are the cure!

If millennials are immune to it, does that refer to meme magick?

YOU are the CURE.

These people are sick!

The gates have been opened.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT.

Quarantined to learn the truth.

PATRIOTS IN CONTROL!

Trust The Plan! https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1239907845719691265 …
3/17/2020 6:36:47 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Calvinn_Hobbes/status/1239755873326632962 …

3/17/2020 6:36:59 AM nemesisnibiru  pic.twitter.com/6Flol0x63c

3/17/2020 6:37:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 What does the word Quarantine begin with?

3/17/2020 6:37:13 AM sleepingnomore Q!

3/17/2020 6:37:20 AM mike422422 17

3/17/2020 6:37:26 AM mflatt23 Isn’t he a big Trump supporter though?

3/17/2020 6:37:28 AM bibibobibox A blessed Q

3/17/2020 6:37:32 AM bonghitbuddy These people are sick takes new meaning in all this pic.twitter.com/kjVopXc94C

3/17/2020 6:37:38 AM mateuszwala That's the Question...

3/17/2020 6:37:47 AM colforbin3 That's from last year. But yes.

3/17/2020 6:37:47 AM aprilbrown99 Q baby!  🥳🥳🥳. Q Day today...all day long!  🤩🤩🤩

3/17/2020 6:38:05 AM _doozier_ Adrenochrome junkie QB and pedo team owner is my guess

3/17/2020 6:38:10 AM americanpetal Q 🤦♀️ I totally missed that! lol

3/17/2020 6:38:23 AM johnnybowler800  https://www.businessinsider.com/gisele-bundchen-tom-brady-health-2019-2 … pic.twitter.com/qaHPdSCD6P

3/17/2020 6:38:30 AM lorihantman “Q” us in 💖👍

3/17/2020 6:38:32 AM winduchi Q

3/17/2020 6:38:41 AM texn9ne  https://twitter.com/texn9ne/status/1221442432774131713?s=21 …

3/17/2020 6:38:43 AM keith369me Interesting QQQuestion.

3/17/2020 6:38:47 AM duke5331 He’s a Trump supporter.  I don’t like him much but I do give benefit of doubt.

3/17/2020 6:39:06 AM pmcg2020 1 year Delta.  Look at post from 3/17/2019

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDVT-8tUfiE&feature=youtu.be …

3/17/2020 6:39:09 AM killdeertx so does the word Queer.....just sayin

3/17/2020 6:39:12 AM annieoakley05 Fact: #TomBrady is a supporter of and a personal friend of @realDonaldTrump Get real evidence & verifiable facts before viciously maligning someone.

3/17/2020 6:39:17 AM june_gem  pic.twitter.com/kcffPWbHnX

3/17/2020 6:39:41 AM americanpetal 🍀🤩💥

3/17/2020 6:39:43 AM ofuskate Was the plan global pandemic with countless innocent lives lost?  Elders, our parents and grandparents, being de-prioritized in the name of the next 

generation?  Or do you want to tell the people what the treatment is.  You have two days left.

3/17/2020 6:39:52 AM mommysbigmouth Duahhhhhhhhh can we BE anymore protected? LOL Quite perfectly done!

3/17/2020 6:40:17 AM winduchi @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 how long will ET Disclosure happens after these mass arrests are over, y'all are planning ?

3/17/2020 6:40:26 AM conspiracycen more importantly....when was it first used? (Its going to be biblical)

3/17/2020 6:40:35 AM downhomeblues1 Zactly

3/17/2020 6:40:40 AM dollysaysno Kwar.

3/17/2020 6:40:41 AM imcevoy1 Easily found on t'internet - LOOK. Look at the big shoulders and upper arms, look at the man brow and Adams apple. Compare the face in each photo. 

pic.twitter.com/O7mkkbjRTQ

3/17/2020 6:40:43 AM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/x7WyLWA3pH

3/17/2020 6:40:59 AM omatosix2ndtime So how was she pregnant?

3/17/2020 6:41:03 AM stormenight Who’da  thunk, the red-pill would come in the form of a virus. Actually, doesn’t surprise me a bit. Once you understand what is live and what is 

memorex, it all makes perfect sense. Feel me?

3/17/2020 6:41:04 AM sarajanesrock I know, I know!!!!

Q

3/17/2020 6:41:12 AM justifi78326842 Q🥰, you Annons are the News! Spread the Word 1 truth at a time. pic.twitter.com/iuGufTojiE

3/17/2020 6:41:14 AM keith369me I guess we can expect the truth broadcast network soon.  It looked like there was a test in cutting in on Fox yesterday at the 6:00 hour.

3/17/2020 6:41:24 AM countrygirlexec 😎🕆🇺🇸

3/17/2020 6:41:42 AM by369surrounded Sleepers everywhere. We can't assume anything.

3/17/2020 6:42:03 AM ikoko_3see Its funny, never recalled a single letter such as Q bringing me as much joy as it has.  

Thank you

3/17/2020 6:42:15 AM ontothetruth1 Never really bought the whole fishing thing. Felt like MJ outed itself more as false over the whole fishing and grooming thing with JS and Kab.

3/17/2020 6:42:28 AM wyatt251 Oh believe it n much more

3/17/2020 6:42:41 AM jcs12877 A big fat 17

3/17/2020 6:42:45 AM melissarotonda7 Q!!!! ❤️🙏😂⚔👊 Lets stay out of their way! The police suicides  in NY...IMHO, DS assassins. Also have been attacking officers. QForces taking 

them out rn. Citizen safety clear streets voluntarily. Support Q+. WWG1WGA !!! ThankQ for this post.

3/17/2020 6:42:57 AM 2wyta  pic.twitter.com/si1n2tL7Ao

3/17/2020 6:43:04 AM victoryisours7 Giselle is a self-proclaimed witch.

3/17/2020 6:43:05 AM ka1_e1_ Quart 😆

3/17/2020 6:43:07 AM duck1960hunter  pic.twitter.com/RhYNvfEYTf

3/17/2020 6:43:14 AM rtek777 The gates or The Gates?

3/17/2020 6:43:27 AM weareeternal4  https://youtu.be/ghYHY3xzVKk 

3/17/2020 6:43:39 AM klaar_m From the least used letter of the alphabet to the most used! who would have thought!

3/17/2020 6:43:46 AM emet_or_2020 Q



3/17/2020 6:43:48 AM aussieqne *he.. 😉

3/17/2020 6:43:50 AM rx8bob QQ 

          Q.      Q.

         Q.         Q.        BABY!!!

         Q.         Q

           Q.      Q

               QQq

                        \

3/17/2020 6:44:04 AM keith369me This came through on a work computer that has not been used for “truther activity”

3/17/2020 6:44:25 AM truthseekeranon Symbolism will be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/gViNIFxZxS

3/17/2020 6:45:06 AM justme20190704 The Black Hats we’re allowed to release.  In parallel, White Hats used their plan against them.  [They] had something much worse as their doomsday 

plan.  

This is nothing by comparison.  These people are Sick.

3/17/2020 6:45:33 AM blsdbe ALICE, I don’t think MJ is into ultimatums. Be blessed, know thyself, discover your freedom from oppression by going within. 

pic.twitter.com/cDvgrXg70G

3/17/2020 6:45:35 AM prana_juana This question needed to be asked.

3/17/2020 6:46:04 AM highhopesusa Q

3/17/2020 6:46:15 AM aussieqne  https://moonbump.com/  https://youtu.be/ahm_4v2fvK4 

3/17/2020 6:46:17 AM shaigaichan え？

3/17/2020 6:46:38 AM ikoko_3see I know, right?  Exciting times and Trump is leading. YAY

3/17/2020 6:46:44 AM keith369me One would think that type of search would bring up a Patriot type of response.  He’s being defined by a single event.

3/17/2020 6:47:08 AM kate143xoxo Tom Brady has resigned from the Patriots 🤔

3/17/2020 6:47:30 AM nothing2no123 Usually a fever...

3/17/2020 6:47:34 AM ericfaceplant It's from 17th century Italian.

3/17/2020 6:47:45 AM djeyl 💡 https://twitter.com/dJeyL/status/1238572203106611201?s=covfefe …

3/17/2020 6:47:53 AM anangelhasland1 What passes for research on the dark side of the moon...

3/17/2020 6:48:20 AM jondoe50916061 TDS the sequel second term President elect Trump 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/lGNjaG2Jrh

3/17/2020 6:48:31 AM oldscho03691641 CEO of worlds major corporations are being indicted. They are resigning in record numbers. Athletes and coaches too.

3/17/2020 6:48:52 AM jmfh131  pic.twitter.com/AjN5HBcX27

3/17/2020 6:49:02 AM w1717171717 What athletes and coaches are you referring to?

3/17/2020 6:49:07 AM xvgafrica Theyve been Qed

3/17/2020 6:49:24 AM eliffdavid I follow the resignations but this is a stretch. He’s gonna play somewhere else next year.

3/17/2020 6:49:27 AM jennyjigsaw45 Of course 👍

3/17/2020 6:49:38 AM paulamjohns As in Bill Gates?

3/17/2020 6:50:00 AM rachaelangelm Q

3/17/2020 6:50:06 AM colforbin3 Excellent point. If that's the first results displayed then the tide is indeed shifting!

3/17/2020 6:50:10 AM estes1673 2day pic.twitter.com/M7l8UUQD0I

3/17/2020 6:51:58 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/89LVbCPxNL

3/17/2020 6:51:59 AM shaunstorey6 😂😂😂

3/17/2020 6:52:01 AM rockdawg27 He will go to another team, but how about his owner? RK

3/17/2020 6:52:05 AM my2sonznme Why did Candace Owens post a big deal about freedom and not being told by the government to stay inside blah blah blah...is she not aware that 

staying home keeps people safe from FF during the take down? Really disappointed in her rambling...

3/17/2020 6:52:07 AM nocommunistusa Please handcuff them on live tv 🙏

3/17/2020 6:52:21 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/vS6nYQRXQZ

3/17/2020 6:53:05 AM surfing123456 Happy Q day WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 6:53:19 AM sleuth_chick It's all about aborted fetus to develop a vax.

3/17/2020 6:53:30 AM mysticjoe3 During the speech yesterday. @realDonaldTrump mentioned millennials are going save us. We are the main Qannon watchers and red pillers. I heard, 

“You folks are in charge of telling the population that this is a dog at a pony show. Tell your family and friends now!”

3/17/2020 6:53:48 AM therealgdantic1 Qwar?👹

3/17/2020 6:53:57 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/tJ9UTwXxJW

3/17/2020 6:54:13 AM surfing123456 Just curious went to a trump rally and security was very polite but wouldn’t let us wear Q shirts any thoughts?

3/17/2020 6:54:21 AM mongrelglory Sync!  I just posted that.  😆

3/17/2020 6:55:41 AM cindeamulholla3 Q pic.twitter.com/ijTWp8dye4

3/17/2020 6:55:48 AM screeminbanchee Quarantine!!

3/17/2020 6:55:54 AM cchef1980 I meant to say that when videos come out if they do, they will be dismissed as well.  Had someone explain the spirit cooking picture as acceptable 

“Halloween” stuff. With a straight face. I’m talking about Stanford master degree in engineering people.

3/17/2020 6:55:58 AM diaptera_80 Sometimes suggestions come up without previous searches.

3/17/2020 6:56:16 AM americanpetal 👏👍👏

3/17/2020 6:56:25 AM riversm18 Can you enable image attachment on Disqus?

3/17/2020 6:56:56 AM dustinsmom89 Hmmm.... 🤔

3/17/2020 6:57:54 AM blsdbe @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm https://twitter.com/RandPaul/status/1239595295085932547 …

3/17/2020 6:58:01 AM stormenight A clue

3/17/2020 6:58:20 AM thecryingliber1 People losing their jobs and empty supermarkets are part of the plan?

3/17/2020 6:58:25 AM superbs05 Big Mike

3/17/2020 6:58:46 AM jnwertman Jeeeeezus.....

3/17/2020 6:58:54 AM mongrelglory #KILLTHEVIRUS

[FED]

[322]

#UnsealJFK

#UnsealEpstein

3/17/2020 7:00:14 AM lilyorkieb if Q has been for quarantine this whole time, then i question what his true motives are.

3/17/2020 7:00:15 AM tideasperger Q of Qanon?

3/17/2020 7:00:48 AM aprilbrown99 Noice Christine!  #ALICE

3/17/2020 7:00:51 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/UbTi9UHUPu

3/17/2020 7:00:52 AM addyb6312 Quarantine was first done by Venetians during the plague in Europe. It derives from the Italian word 'Quaranta' which means 40. So forty days of 

isolation.

3/17/2020 7:02:24 AM twilly18 OMG!

3/17/2020 7:02:46 AM cj_liebs  pic.twitter.com/t38aMg4bSk

3/17/2020 7:03:16 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/Nqwnw0JY0b

3/17/2020 7:03:20 AM blsdbe THIS!!! @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) 

https://twitter.com/terran_sol/status/1239912663146270720 …



3/17/2020 7:03:23 AM reel_brief 40

3/17/2020 7:03:39 AM troglowbyte  pic.twitter.com/7eHhbVEOHy

3/17/2020 7:04:25 AM aprilbrown99 He has talked about his wife being witch and casting spells before his games.

3/17/2020 7:04:40 AM werascending And what is the date today!!!

3/17/2020 7:04:50 AM babylonburnin Thomas Edward Brady

TEB -> BET

BET (Hebrew consonant comprised of 3 vav's ; vav = 6)

BET = 666

Brady is the GOAT.

Tom against TIME.

Plays in Boston: 

TD Garden = HUB on Causeway

Bruins = Spoked B

Spokes + Hub = WHEEL = BOSTON = GARDEN

Wheels Work!

#wallswork

#qanon
3/17/2020 7:04:58 AM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/r5oygqlLjT

3/17/2020 7:05:11 AM glsrbrown It’s actually the Rapture! They just didn’t go very far. They just went to their living rooms. They’re having a Come to Jesus Meeting and will be back in a 

week or two. Amiright? Think about it.

3/17/2020 7:05:24 AM rtek777  pic.twitter.com/kDZudAhER6

3/17/2020 7:05:28 AM covertress quar·ry

/ˈkwôrē,ˈkwärē/

noun: quarry; plural noun: quarries

• an animal pursued by a hunter, hound, predatory mammal, or bird of prey.

• a thing or person that is chased or sought.

"the security police crossed the border in pursuit of their quarry"

[322] [HRC], [et al]
3/17/2020 7:05:40 AM kendavi80404473  pic.twitter.com/14i6JqH1NS

3/17/2020 7:05:42 AM babylonburnin Obvious Saturn symbolism with this guy. Not to mention his rise to fame and its associations to the 9/11 ritual all those years ago.

3/17/2020 7:05:43 AM aprilbrown99 @v_rags @ryan35381162 👆👀

3/17/2020 7:05:46 AM cylantjustice No better time than now.

3/17/2020 7:05:59 AM pittsburgher85 😏😏😏

3/17/2020 7:06:16 AM jdm46808323 @VincentCrypt46 @StormIsUponUs @the_start_line @Praying_Medic @Bruno062418 @kate_awakening @realDonaldTrump Been waiting for 

someone to point this out. This is what the yellow tie may truly mean and not just Gold reset. Do not FEAR CV!

3/17/2020 7:06:36 AM sagequixotic 45% 

Half 

Mental illness needs care, not appeasement.

3/17/2020 7:06:38 AM awakeandsing123 Those who don’t want to see, won’t. I showed the demRAT to my husband last night and he just said, oh well... hackers probably.

3/17/2020 7:06:51 AM lorenzosghost 40 days and nights in the desert?

3/17/2020 7:06:56 AM jdm46808323 Meaning - ship free of disease!

3/17/2020 7:07:01 AM conspiracycen first used in Liviticus

3/17/2020 7:07:50 AM fansblowing3 Another pedo

3/17/2020 7:08:04 AM palgotz * without their junk dangling around

3/17/2020 7:08:28 AM earth2nissy Or he sold his soul.

3/17/2020 7:08:32 AM dlannadee  pic.twitter.com/NxJfZVZAyD

3/17/2020 7:09:24 AM blsdbe #ThanQ April, please share far and wide, our time to help us Now!!! pic.twitter.com/8NPC7L1GaC

3/17/2020 7:09:26 AM sdane8 I follow McAllister TV, @Linda_Paris, on YouTube and she always has the folder link in her video notes. ♥️

Thank you, Linda!

3/17/2020 7:09:36 AM feragarrett The Goat! pic.twitter.com/4MI0eT19Xh

3/17/2020 7:10:02 AM mark52525786 Y’all see Chris long climb that mountain or Brad lidge hug a Templar?fool’s gold who’s going to pay the price?well see!

3/17/2020 7:10:17 AM mrstootoo1 Ooooh so clever He is 😏

3/17/2020 7:10:50 AM mgilliamavery Thank you; interesting

3/17/2020 7:12:02 AM ahmedondeck If we have to rely on millennials, we are screwed.

3/17/2020 7:12:41 AM ka1_e1_ Lmao he is playing for a different team. This is the dumbest thing I've read from you yet

3/17/2020 7:14:27 AM rachel33299371 Indeed!

3/17/2020 7:14:36 AM dabrokentruth  pic.twitter.com/qu3ocVJk8R

3/17/2020 7:15:44 AM speaakn I hope, I hope, I hope 🙏🙏🙏

3/17/2020 7:17:15 AM thevault40 Too many to track right now. Very interesting indeed

3/17/2020 7:17:16 AM qanonmichele11 THIS MAN HAS NO CONNECTION TO THE REAL MAJESTIC 12

He's John Morton. 

You should be demanding he stop misrpresenting himself. It's fraud.

3/17/2020 7:17:27 AM rockyraccoonish  pic.twitter.com/0MC5Gp3kEg

3/17/2020 7:17:59 AM paulamjohns will he be the first big name to be arrested??? My thought is yes

3/17/2020 7:18:01 AM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/mBvEpRsZGu

3/17/2020 7:18:08 AM packflipping Do we need to look at Cynthia Ann Mckinney? She was fighting against Australian Mining companies, Wanted 9/11 Truth

3/17/2020 7:18:09 AM ofbeasting So Q is quailman?

3/17/2020 7:18:33 AM schnittzilla Holy fuck. lol



3/17/2020 7:18:54 AM jrewing45774118 That’s been coming, not sure he’s a DS’er. Just old.

3/17/2020 7:19:22 AM suequez The funny part is that I’m overly obsessed with the letter Q and yet I’ve never even considered the Q as first letter of Quarantine.  How embarrassing.  

🤣

3/17/2020 7:19:56 AM margh1 when Lord when?  ready over here!

3/17/2020 7:20:09 AM timmccoy5 Interesting site - thanks

3/17/2020 7:20:29 AM equal_justice17 When the season is postponed he will announce his retirement as a Patriot.

3/17/2020 7:20:48 AM auntiemae4trump QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ🤗🇺🇸

3/17/2020 7:20:50 AM tonyama63771199 Yes! I lived on St.John for many years...Little StJames is right there and I remember the models being there! BTW...he wanted to re-name the island 

Little St.Jeff😷

3/17/2020 7:20:59 AM 1vargascookie11 Q

3/17/2020 7:21:01 AM mommabear1231 🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/17/2020 7:21:05 AM palmdalekid2 A fucking W

3/17/2020 7:21:12 AM margh1 it can't come too soon! Michelle/Michael is a man......

3/17/2020 7:22:38 AM angelao_r !!!!

3/17/2020 7:22:45 AM cogbill_alan  pic.twitter.com/bN9vukQhUD

3/17/2020 7:22:55 AM powdermybisquit Most quarantines I’ve found mentioned in the Bible are 7 days

3/17/2020 7:23:03 AM oldscho03691641 Not really a sports fan but now that Google is unlocked, I'm sure if you search you'll find a list.

3/17/2020 7:24:01 AM dan89531859 Now you’ve stretched it too far. Jesus Christ that’s rediculous

3/17/2020 7:24:46 AM tawneymorgan3 Well maybe when they find out their plans to kill us they will be interested in some truths

3/17/2020 7:24:51 AM oldscho03691641 I have been watching but not recording names. Sorry. I know a few owners of football and basketball teams are in legal trouble.

3/17/2020 7:24:52 AM colista I meant the questions ... I know there are no repeat answers. Thank you MJs.

3/17/2020 7:25:22 AM notjordan444 job well done.  I'm on patrol until the months end

3/17/2020 7:27:01 AM cchef1980 Nah they will say: “so what? You bigot!” 🤦🏻♂️ I hope there are serious WTF means for no one to refute stuff. As in people assumed dead to magically 

appear. Not just Jr... others too. Have them tell people what is going on. We need the PEAS broadcasting documentary style stuff 24/7

3/17/2020 7:28:23 AM peekaboo1966 Woohoo..

3/17/2020 7:28:24 AM one_autist Project deepdream V2 [A] - Q = de-censorship (alice) = The great awakening.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart

#TheGreatAwakening #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

#QAnon #QAnons #QAnon2020

#WWG1WGA #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/BM4KS2hNMd

3/17/2020 7:28:44 AM jeremy_kelly Not resigning, just going to another team. Maybe distancing himself from Kraft??

3/17/2020 7:29:53 AM onionsopinionss Good things will happen. "Kill the virus" Double meaning 🤔

3/17/2020 7:30:19 AM doq017 Any Qs?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/17/2020 7:31:42 AM rtek777 Only time will tell.

3/17/2020 7:31:49 AM doq017 No Q about it! Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/17/2020 7:33:50 AM jenl123456 Isn't there good and bad witches!?

3/17/2020 7:33:53 AM synackstatic This big players "quarantined" because of the virus are players in the cult? The virus being a marker on their involvement of adrenochrome use?

3/17/2020 7:34:30 AM aleks8837 I hope it was okay that I reported him to the FBI? He kind of asked for it...

3/17/2020 7:34:40 AM jaded_pearl Definitely

3/17/2020 7:35:00 AM felani24250601 Google page: View all images

Me: Oh hell no

3/17/2020 7:35:03 AM fowlreginald I don't see how Millenials will be the cure for anything.



3/17/2020 7:35:11 AM birdiesrchirpin I want to see the video when they all break down after realizing they're puppets.

3/17/2020 7:35:33 AM praytrustwait10 Like Mitt is a republican 🥴

3/17/2020 7:35:44 AM americanpetal That’s right. I forgot about that.

3/17/2020 7:36:01 AM miss_ampie Sauce?

3/17/2020 7:36:36 AM kimberl45879851 Good! I never liked him or his witch wife anyway!

3/17/2020 7:37:04 AM grammytammymaga  pic.twitter.com/vSEgyHHIUk

3/17/2020 7:37:26 AM deb12233 That would be helpful! Yes, please.

3/17/2020 7:39:15 AM felani24250601 I've been under marital law for so long, anything would be an upgrade! How many times can I POSSIBLY take the trash out? ....and thank you, POTUS :)

3/17/2020 7:39:32 AM tracyabston Wasn’t his wife a Victoria Secret model?

3/17/2020 7:39:39 AM peekaboo1966 Oh My Gosh.. This is Priceless … Fearing takes away from the Conscience being able to be what It is.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1239922421039316992 …

3/17/2020 7:39:54 AM glsrbrown There were more rolls of toilet paper bought then ammo rounds.

3/17/2020 7:42:08 AM jenl123456 I think so. Lol. I have no idea though. Just throwing out the idea that there may be some good witches out there. If they are evil, they will have to suffer 

their own fate.

3/17/2020 7:42:09 AM jay93069455  pic.twitter.com/PUWRkwX4Ro

3/17/2020 7:42:18 AM rtek777 @EyesOnQ @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Operation March Madness  https://twitter.com/USMarshalsHQ/status/1239642592947482628 …

3/17/2020 7:44:44 AM samsmith0319 ...Q🐸Q...

3/17/2020 7:45:34 AM thenrl Ooooohhhh shit Rumpy! Lol

3/17/2020 7:45:39 AM felani24250601 National Treasure, this soul. POTUS and Powell are the two people I think absolutely ENJOY The Storm.  Just a refreshing breeze to them, a delightful 

Spring morning.  LOVE IT!  Examples of PATIENCE, above all.  We are all fortunate.

3/17/2020 7:45:56 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/6V53fZW2tb

3/17/2020 7:47:00 AM thetrollbar The word itself is a reference to 40 days -- the same word in Latin used for Lent (Quadragesima).  4/10/20.  4 x 10.

3/17/2020 7:49:36 AM tracyabston True

3/17/2020 7:49:37 AM theodazmusic I love this man.

3/17/2020 7:49:46 AM abstract1dea Red pill week

3/17/2020 7:49:50 AM process_facts Are old people dying at a higher rate on average in Italy compared to same periods in 2018-19.

Without those numbers, it’s all theory.

3/17/2020 7:51:28 AM 99thyamwasher They killed Joan rivers. And she was fine with it....

3/17/2020 7:51:38 AM deerhillgirl  pic.twitter.com/moIE5awaPq

3/17/2020 7:52:30 AM deerhillgirl  pic.twitter.com/PyNzJahLju

3/17/2020 7:52:33 AM cosmic_engineer Viruses cannot be killed because they are not alive

Silly 45

3/17/2020 7:52:36 AM deb12233 The key is do we use the energy in the wholeness of Goodness, i.e., do we use it "rightly"? Right use = Righteous. Right-use-ness = Righteousness.

3/17/2020 7:52:53 AM alisvolatpropi2 👀

3/17/2020 7:53:17 AM thescarysnowman Feels nearly impossible.. They make me feel crazy :(

3/17/2020 7:53:59 AM jenl123456 The idea of witches though just sounds bizarre to me. Are they going to say herbals is a form of worth craft? And intentional thought. It's called self 

fulfilling prophecy. It can all be explained with science. You aim for something, you will often achieve it. It's not magic.

3/17/2020 7:54:36 AM miketierno1  pic.twitter.com/JFp1sv99GT

3/17/2020 7:55:24 AM justinseign He cheats anyway...  And yells at his team mates. Not a role model, he's a hack...

3/17/2020 7:55:51 AM felani24250601 Not bad for a veiled confession: Tom Perez has no clue.

3/17/2020 7:56:44 AM cheddarbo Unleash #KillTheVirus memes 😂

3/17/2020 7:56:58 AM jefflandshark As believers we are led into Truth by the Spirit... James 1:1... pray for wisdom and discernment... pray for God’s Truth to fill believers and those that 

don’t yet believe... Psalm 56

3/17/2020 7:58:13 AM cheddarbo oooh 5:5 ?

3/17/2020 7:58:54 AM packflipping Jammers in Peterson, part of the darkness??

3/17/2020 7:59:54 AM deb12233 🤣

3/17/2020 8:00:03 AM cheddarbo  http://www.documentarytube.com/articles/phil-schneider--the-man-behind-the-alien-agenda …

3/17/2020 8:01:57 AM felani24250601 Matilda O'Donnell MacElroy ....hitting about a doublestack Marshall amp at 11:5.

3/17/2020 8:02:21 AM kzpetro Why did CDC hire Quarantine directors Nov 15th.

3/17/2020 8:02:45 AM jennyjigsaw45 I've been waiting on this.

3/17/2020 8:03:14 AM rtek777 Did Q ever post something Enemy At The Gates?

3/17/2020 8:05:04 AM ohiotweetie  pic.twitter.com/q2CdwC3tmw

3/17/2020 8:06:41 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/u9qkDNN0Nw

3/17/2020 8:06:59 AM trumppallooza  pic.twitter.com/FHBFf7IpF4

3/17/2020 8:07:21 AM carol_beeee #PatriotsFight #WakeUpAmerica #QAnon pic.twitter.com/4ToX35NQzK

3/17/2020 8:07:37 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/FcscP2VOdS

3/17/2020 8:07:41 AM what_uc 🤣👍

3/17/2020 8:08:01 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/yHJvxA5nzc

3/17/2020 8:08:13 AM felani24250601 You can listen to decodes. "Can't be anything" is the other extreme. You can LISTEN to anything, really. You are free to speak or not to, free to give 

audience or not to. No outside comms is definitive, word by word. Listen. Analyze. Discern. Learn. Know for yourself AS yourself.

3/17/2020 8:08:34 AM veragin Damn. Hopefully true.

3/17/2020 8:08:45 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/Y3T4Vh0Xnm

3/17/2020 8:08:49 AM rjmrtnz Yes! It's happening! Qday! #qanon

3/17/2020 8:10:32 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/m5IrMs4w1V

3/17/2020 8:10:54 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/LYq8oMnoAx

3/17/2020 8:11:43 AM douglass_downs  pic.twitter.com/lAofhhkEgx

3/17/2020 8:11:52 AM patriotleah1776 May we request to be un-protected @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/17/2020 8:12:12 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/9LkDeHVU2T

3/17/2020 8:12:22 AM inspiringcarlo #WWG1WGA

#QAnon

#QArmy pic.twitter.com/gB59ZbjNGS

3/17/2020 8:12:53 AM pcsandwiches Add KC to the list.

3/17/2020 8:13:43 AM lorirrr 17=Q

3/17/2020 8:13:53 AM rtek777  https://twitter.com/RTEK777/status/1239932830920179713?s=20 …

3/17/2020 8:14:18 AM patriotleah1776 What does "🔒Halted Meaning" even mean?

3/17/2020 8:15:21 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/DwuKKWMlmD

3/17/2020 8:15:47 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/yn1lYuokLa

3/17/2020 8:16:19 AM jessie_misty My partners student loans show paid in full been paying since 2016 Zero balance now.



3/17/2020 8:17:03 AM jenstar19  pic.twitter.com/zzfhMNDJco

3/17/2020 8:18:47 AM biowolf78 My God, dude. He’s going to another fucking team!

3/17/2020 8:20:47 AM dropdeadjack Too far. You leave him out of this.

3/17/2020 8:21:31 AM thenrl He has done it about 3-4 times (speeches included;)

3/17/2020 8:22:32 AM myk779 Just like a show: Today's episode is brought to you by the letter Q.

3/17/2020 8:23:30 AM vozdeespirito Pathetic

3/17/2020 8:25:15 AM seektruthalways This one ya been coming for awhile though. Not sudden

3/17/2020 8:27:48 AM rterriers Just took this screenshot 🤭😁 pic.twitter.com/CDEVs61p9l

3/17/2020 8:28:05 AM michabird67 Bingo

3/17/2020 8:29:29 AM oldscho03691641 He had a choice.

Get Coronavirus or

Expose your indictment. 

He pulled a genius move. He asked for more than anyone would give and gets out unscathed and runs with his money. So he thinks. 😉

3/17/2020 8:30:19 AM godchosetrump77 Omg I'm so excited.

3/17/2020 8:30:50 AM lightseeker2012 Think: virus=cabal

3/17/2020 8:32:54 AM indigobro @dmarshalltruth

3/17/2020 8:33:15 AM disfellocated I think you used the wrong cover, @covertress pic.twitter.com/yZ0qUlG34H

3/17/2020 8:33:52 AM rterriers It's crazy how much is popping up. Loved the rat though. 🤣🤭 pic.twitter.com/qDZFb3oR5K

3/17/2020 8:34:07 AM financialreset4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=emb_title&time_continue=71&v=Yo81j6o97Z4 …

3/17/2020 8:34:23 AM rick_hernandez That behavior can force someone to ask the question

3/17/2020 8:34:45 AM jsanon3 Ok LARP

3/17/2020 8:34:46 AM manadvert I find that the people being positive know that if they stay at home their incomes are protected @LBilderberg @JayneDWales @Lady44Sassy 

@Lady__Prinny @Bill4Brexit @TeddyHatezEUSSR @Opium_Den_13 @last_call12 @ParisianGirlAmy @ParisianGirlAmy @MrDiddy85 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ItsLulu_7

3/17/2020 8:35:36 AM truth_yhvh Q, of course.

3/17/2020 8:35:53 AM brd369 No coincidences. The talk is that He is Joining the Buccaneers. From patriot to pirate.

3/17/2020 8:36:15 AM patriotleah1776 Or does "protected" mean we were targeted by DS for questioning the narrative & hidden from harm by white hats?

I've noticed one downloaded image missing from my gallery... replaced by a !

3/17/2020 8:36:38 AM indigobro Present.

I have (we have) said it 40,122 times now.

7 @BoisePD cops MUST be arrested for RAPE.

MetLife must pay for their theft.

John Roger Moeller m.d. of Rancho Palos Verdes, CA must be arrested for torture and murder.

Unless & Until....it all goes 👋 👋

Does this help???
3/17/2020 8:36:41 AM elcooksta What’s the deal with o negative blood

3/17/2020 8:36:58 AM howell86me2  pic.twitter.com/zcV7gsv4y7

3/17/2020 8:37:23 AM howell86me2 #killthevirus

3/17/2020 8:37:29 AM kodiaksean FEMA Marco.

3/17/2020 8:38:17 AM indigobro We even provided you names.

Adam Crist

Adam Nielsen

Kevin Witmuss

Eric Sinovich

+3...

@GovernorLittle 

You have done Little to help.

I will call you shortly.

Again.
3/17/2020 8:38:55 AM vintagemermaid1  pic.twitter.com/L43tLwr9hX

3/17/2020 8:39:34 AM nun_chucknorris Wait 3 months and ask for a happy conception day.  https://t.co/gBNOcJxKzh  

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1202648630265602048?s=21 …

3/17/2020 8:39:45 AM deathstarwww Q

3/17/2020 8:39:57 AM goofy_1_goofy You can't be serious

3/17/2020 8:43:31 AM indigobro Mr. Governor,

Please check your voicemail.

Thank you.

Ω

3/17/2020 8:43:32 AM bullhbar #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/98piFdZA2L

3/17/2020 8:44:17 AM gcanty3 Me either.  They are as uneducated as they come

3/17/2020 8:46:42 AM igiant111 You both sound like mentally retired  boomers, yourselves :)

3/17/2020 8:47:18 AM chopshop33 That's not a resignation. His contract is up

3/17/2020 8:50:57 AM jaynedwales Possibly.

3/17/2020 8:51:54 AM dcdarkstardc X?

3/17/2020 8:52:56 AM sheerglee1 Makes sense...my husband was stating the same thing

3/17/2020 8:53:28 AM bostonchris_ He didn't resign. He's a free agent.

3/17/2020 8:54:48 AM crt14361013 Freedom to walk down the street revoked. 

#incarceration

3/17/2020 8:56:22 AM beatsbyblaine More than student loans. I owed capital one and my credit karma suddenly says my balance decreased by $1,200 🤔. 

https://twitter.com/realeyethespy/status/1239113839108489216?s=21 …

3/17/2020 8:58:28 AM bonghitbuddy 10 days of darkness coming soon. Do not be alarmed Patriots. PEAS will be activated and #potus will be insulted. Stay strong the marker is Q post 55. 

5:5 when @realDonaldTrump tweets the following “my fellow Americans the storm is upon us” 

It’s going to be biblical. Done in 30



3/17/2020 8:59:18 AM fktvis Wow, when did this exchange happen and what were you talking about?

3/17/2020 9:01:59 AM qadamsjohn  pic.twitter.com/TnejY0qo0t

3/17/2020 9:02:04 AM my2sonznme A few days ago. He tweeted about voting for his lefty friend against Wasseman-Schultz so I asked why he promotes Gabbard and Sinema because 

there are lots of great people we can be supporting who haven’t gone against Trump. This was his reply.

3/17/2020 9:02:47 AM decodematrix Crown chakra

3/17/2020 9:07:13 AM manadvert Let me write that better... " Those that are positive about staying at home are probably people with protected incomes " ( schoolteachers etc)

3/17/2020 9:08:16 AM minaserrano8 😊✌️🇺🇸

3/17/2020 9:08:38 AM q_galt  pic.twitter.com/Ux7i0cHvU2

3/17/2020 9:08:53 AM mimiredfoot Please, please, please God in heaven let this be true.

3/17/2020 9:10:06 AM cosmic_engineer I would rather not lol

#theGreatAwakening is about #WWG1GWA which is the #LawOfOne which uses 💚 to depolarize, heal and find Unity to get past this shit old era

3/17/2020 9:10:44 AM trumppatriotus1 Bibles Book of Esther; story of Haman. (Esther chapers 8-10) Purim

3/17/2020 9:12:04 AM milllathefiend Interesting that since he was removed from Microsoft Board and Berkshire that Twit/FaceB have shadows removed🧐

3/17/2020 9:15:13 AM mateuszwala distrubing?  time to wake up...

for now its poking ;)

#ByeJack 

Bye [@Jack]

3/17/2020 9:15:27 AM lamieret Q also a Q flag meant a yellow quarantine flag, that signaled an ‘all clear’.

3/17/2020 9:16:15 AM lamieret  pic.twitter.com/1Yq5zWWeS2

3/17/2020 9:16:37 AM liziam1776 Q shirts were banned from rallies to prevent DS or a leftist nutcase from using violence to make the Q movement look crazy.

3/17/2020 9:16:38 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/a98Adexu9S

3/17/2020 9:16:49 AM lamieret Bingo

3/17/2020 9:18:27 AM trumppatriotus1 ✝️🙏

3/17/2020 9:19:43 AM decodematrix Q

Quantum

3/17/2020 9:19:44 AM lamieret This wasn’t released by good people. This was released by very bad people...the plan part is that our country led the way in dealing with it..and 

neutralizing how bad it could have been. This was a depop event. Period. It was mostly thwarted.

3/17/2020 9:20:24 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/1YNXjIrZR4

3/17/2020 9:20:30 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/8zZ8kVhNGt

3/17/2020 9:20:46 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/DaYLuDwNZ1

3/17/2020 9:21:02 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/CYrGrja3dL

3/17/2020 9:21:13 AM tvelez55 I'm right here. Alice in wonderland.

3/17/2020 9:21:29 AM mgodfrey99 SHARE...RETWEET..LET US DO OUR DUTY!

3/17/2020 9:21:38 AM marciefischer80 Oh ya Q day!!!💚💚💚☘☘☘

3/17/2020 9:22:09 AM ftwchamps You haven’t trained anybody. You fucking Larp. Quit pretending your something you’re not. #WANNABE #QuitPlaying

3/17/2020 9:23:49 AM royheim1 Thanks Doc ... God Bless  

... ❤️🙏🇺🇸🙏❤️

3/17/2020 9:25:20 AM fktvis Did he delete it? Agree that this is unbecoming discourse, esp. that given that he was trying to unify. 

He was promoting Tim Canova (the rare Dem who's not corrupt) vs the vile DWS and somebody equated that with him being a "fraud".

Our national discourse has sunk too low.

3/17/2020 9:28:34 AM patriotswegoall Is sorcery real or fantasy?

3/17/2020 9:30:10 AM 17grenouilles  pic.twitter.com/hx24zyDSTp

3/17/2020 9:30:53 AM rockdawg27 Seal opened.

3/17/2020 9:31:42 AM shotimedzowellz They are scared to wake up. 1 solid evidence would wake em up.

3/17/2020 9:31:52 AM friendlytouris1 That’s constitutional

3/17/2020 9:32:17 AM iamyou132 i tested by searching "8chan" and "8kun" but nothing popped up... no dice for me

3/17/2020 9:33:03 AM nea_storm The reliance on Looking Glass and Technology, they all desire the One

Ring to Rule them All, power struggles between Galactics perhaps?

The people's accruing Assets of each respective House Estate are being guarded and protected by someone else: Just saying ...

⚡⚡⚡🌎🌍🌏⚡⚡⚡ pic.twitter.com/YHXG9al5dF

3/17/2020 9:33:36 AM sixtyandcountin A YOU'RE ADORABLE

3/17/2020 9:33:55 AM 040118054_17  pic.twitter.com/IqGIsuLgs4

3/17/2020 9:34:29 AM karin10619460 Michelle La Vaughn! 

Robinson! Obama

BIG MIKE!

YQU BIG LYING "DQG"

"HAIRCLUB FQR 'MEN'!"

WQQF WQQQF WQQQQF

H€££ NQ

YQU GQTA GQ "GITMQ"

ME-Q-MY-QH  WQQQQQF

♡( :
3/17/2020 9:37:30 AM gene_lasecki In American English 😏 it's how the slow spell koran 

Yet quarentenam is Latin 

first penned by the Venician's during war and pluage pic.twitter.com/eGiK22ofI4

3/17/2020 9:37:42 AM qquietvvoice Its Q. KEK 🐸

3/17/2020 9:41:39 AM ms_cheevas My understanding is that Barack’s brother is on Twitter and he has call Micheal out. I discovered when I seen an interview with Joan Rivers and she said 

Michelle was a tranie. She died shortly after.

3/17/2020 9:43:51 AM ms_cheevas One of these things is not like the other... one of these thing just doesn’t belong🎤 pic.twitter.com/25cM19WlNb

3/17/2020 9:44:06 AM herbsanddirt Absolutely.

3/17/2020 9:46:09 AM herbsanddirt I believe it was “pedovore images.”

3/17/2020 9:49:02 AM kickthefed Tom hanks said at the Oscar's the gates are open

3/17/2020 9:50:35 AM pat_at_wildwood ok, so maybe you are with the good guys then?

3/17/2020 9:52:16 AM 369palm There is nothing predictable about how our military does business with DJT.



3/17/2020 9:53:32 AM mr_fedorable What would an engineering degree qualify in the realm of the occult?

Zero.

University/College is a scam, and modern education is indoctrination. That little bit of paper is a glorified loan agreement

3/17/2020 9:55:12 AM mightymouse211 Ready 117% WWG1WGA #PatriotsFight

3/17/2020 9:56:34 AM herbsanddirt  pic.twitter.com/QiM0Y1cPVj

3/17/2020 9:57:22 AM sterkinglights1  pic.twitter.com/7K7Vqm2tda

3/17/2020 9:58:55 AM cherylchey326 😄

3/17/2020 9:59:17 AM vdarknessf Oh my goodness

3/17/2020 10:03:30 AM gotmyeyesopened Hillary and Huma video. Drop it! #adrenochrome pic.twitter.com/YZg0zCET7U

3/17/2020 10:05:48 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/v2EnjtxzU3

3/17/2020 10:06:49 AM toddiminfamous 😉

3/17/2020 10:07:57 AM kent_oyler What does chloroquine (used to treat Covid) derive from?

Quinine.

Q 

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTi-g18ftNZUMRAj2SwRPodtscFio7bJ7GdNgbJAGbdfF67WuRJB3ZsidgpidB2eocFHAVjIL-

7deJ7/pub#ftnt_ref11 …

3/17/2020 10:08:03 AM terrancongito @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/3MqABWZ2JL

3/17/2020 10:08:04 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/3zKaHp0zW7U 

3/17/2020 10:09:48 AM leopinedae it is like an Q drop.....

3/17/2020 10:10:08 AM cchef1980 I am referring to the fact that these are supposedly critically thinking individuals from arguably the best institutions. And the great awakening isn’t 

about occult information. It is about figuring out that our leaders, media and institutions are corrupt to the core.

3/17/2020 10:10:11 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/d7jkQBrKPZ

3/17/2020 10:11:20 AM bbpumpkinspice A

3/17/2020 10:14:46 AM n7guardiananon 🍻🥂🍻 

To Driving out the Snakes pic.twitter.com/pgDBisfJm0

3/17/2020 10:14:49 AM kyle_hy i came across this guy a few clicks into the whole [STOP] thing dive....

3/17/2020 10:14:58 AM landathefreak Lolol

3/17/2020 10:16:00 AM ourmothergoose Makes me want to vomit! pic.twitter.com/eXGeVvUprd

3/17/2020 10:19:49 AM mr_fedorable Corrupt and well versed occultists.

Why do you dismiss the occult element?

3/17/2020 10:21:15 AM nea_storm Yes there is Looking Glass VISION and there is natural spiritual Conscious Meta vision

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D4cugJ7JzvM … pic.twitter.com/SLKdsEzoNI

3/17/2020 10:22:12 AM cchef1980 Because it may or may not be part of it and because of people can’t even accept that their media money and leaders are all fake, they will surely not 

accept the occult parts. And because the only ones we have hard evidence of is the non occult parts.

3/17/2020 10:24:11 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/r0JTEHfDik

3/17/2020 10:24:55 AM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/yn7KpE6YOP

3/17/2020 10:25:28 AM sunnydkelleu I love Q.   Never has a letter brought me such joy.   But Q brings a smile to my face and a song to my heart.   I swear I can even hear those little blue 

imaginary birds singing around my head (laughing to myself)  Q its all you need to make your body Healthy

3/17/2020 10:27:49 AM surfing123456 Thank you makes since

3/17/2020 10:28:28 AM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GenFlynn

The obstacle we face is a foothold of evidence within the mainstream media's awareness.

Release or guide us to the "smoking gun/keystone" & we can use the tools you've given us to bridge the gap into the collective consciousness!

#ProjectDreamWeaver pic.twitter.com/iLJ76Dvlb0

3/17/2020 10:29:30 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/2TUza5C2uJ8 

3/17/2020 10:31:23 AM fcojdonosoc La foto de hair club parece montaje, verificaron eso??, se ve rara esa foto.

3/17/2020 10:31:55 AM fansblowing3 What card will they use to change the narrative after the china virus peters out?  State funeral of former President Carter?

3/17/2020 10:32:33 AM tempestsaint Apparently lysol works.... pic.twitter.com/raQeYiztxf

3/17/2020 10:33:05 AM peggyqpatriot1 The day the snakes were driven out.

3/17/2020 10:33:08 AM itisjustmebabe  pic.twitter.com/ZIDJF9xDYQ

3/17/2020 10:33:14 AM cj_liebs All u need is an 85 megawatt nuclear reactor. 

Best comment ever

3/17/2020 10:33:46 AM thenrl Been wondering as well

3/17/2020 10:34:33 AM lizzah_83 They’re not uneducated, probably OVER-educated tho —if you think about how many career students exist in millennial age bracket. They’ve been 

entirely programmed and enslaved in many different ways —perhaps the quarantine will give them chance to be part of #TheGreatAwakening🙏

3/17/2020 10:35:07 AM soulsgoon It actually begins with U... "U need to be quarantined". 😉

3/17/2020 10:35:33 AM brandon73745841 I repeatedly heard the term 'point-of-sale' (systems) from @AustinSteinbart  videos interesting that POTUS used the term recently 

pic.twitter.com/mEb0yCRSPx

3/17/2020 10:35:33 AM tenn_rich The Bible discusses this. They are real. We are warned to not interact with them. The Bible calls them mediums and necromancers.

1 Samuel 28:7-20

3/17/2020 10:35:59 AM kathleenmckeon6 She is fighting to not have to testify right this second.

We Care, We Care A Awful Lot!

Do Nothing Potus?

You Are Deaf and Blind.

#Benghazi

#JustWaitForIt

#FBILostThe302  Not
3/17/2020 10:36:30 AM nickel_triple Congratulations. Straight to liberals deflection through discredit. No discussion, just shout names. This is why you will lose. Not effective anymore. 

Served my country for years. I know more from experience then anything you learned from the tv.

3/17/2020 10:37:02 AM itisjustmebabe These are fake memes.

3/17/2020 10:38:23 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/PNkUNnd8pl

3/17/2020 10:38:34 AM adamsmithsecur Not here in Canada. And same with michelle



3/17/2020 10:39:03 AM nickel_triple How about these? pic.twitter.com/HCXLRsgVgl

3/17/2020 10:39:51 AM nickel_triple How about these? pic.twitter.com/eIkHHlNzgn

3/17/2020 10:40:37 AM roadio1  https://youtu.be/wZ7JsFgSVdI 

3/17/2020 10:41:21 AM 313jodie 😍😍😍

3/17/2020 10:41:39 AM jarue369 You're a piece of shit.

3/17/2020 10:42:26 AM blsdbe Florence, OR this am pic.twitter.com/mE7q5VMNYI

3/17/2020 10:43:59 AM itisjustmebabe She has hips.

Men don’t. https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-03-25/barack-obama-young-michelle-obama …

3/17/2020 10:44:22 AM the_loveoflight His contract was up...he was a free agent and bill didn't really want him there anynore

3/17/2020 10:44:56 AM itisjustmebabe Stop deflecting.

3/17/2020 10:45:53 AM itisjustmebabe  pic.twitter.com/qP6mpU1uzM

3/17/2020 10:47:45 AM gcanty3 Probably older than you but so very far from being mentally retired!  Lol

3/17/2020 10:47:49 AM takingtheask  pic.twitter.com/cGXpas3NZz

3/17/2020 10:50:22 AM dedesill When will we have disclosure about Orion?  How long has this war been going on?  Space force no longer has it on the patch that NASA used to have.

3/17/2020 10:53:23 AM fowlreginald Ha! Not even close!

3/17/2020 10:53:28 AM kathleenmckeon6 Now that is a question, what has she done, quite a bit.

What else is she planning to do that involves our Country?

She is heavily involved in what has happened and did not just sit on the sidelines.

3/17/2020 10:58:30 AM dcdarkstardc Delete this crap

3/17/2020 10:59:12 AM aurorasreality  pic.twitter.com/2pxcBIw50V

3/17/2020 11:00:40 AM peacock05133484 Meme magic = manifestation is real

3/17/2020 11:00:57 AM 528hz_truth LookIn Glass 

It's ALL Apparent

Time

Is Jus EveryTime

But Then What Do I Know I'm Jus SurmiseIn 

It Felt Sine 2012 Like An Illusion 

HowEver YesterDay Felt Real 🔆🌀

Moor Days Like YesterDay Please

EYE Could Feel The Calm 

#YellowCube #S4 #DrDBurisch #Jrod #Eisenhower
3/17/2020 11:04:55 AM kidge6 Glad for you two. 

Black Pilled? What’s that mean?  

We’re y’all ever married? Does it get lonely?

3/17/2020 11:07:09 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1239976129362042880 …

3/17/2020 11:10:45 AM resignationanon not high ranking enough for the list: https://www.resignation.info 

3/17/2020 11:11:59 AM envision43 Q

3/17/2020 11:12:05 AM _unknownpatriot He is being picked up by another team. This is dumb

3/17/2020 11:16:47 AM envision43 Fuck, not Tom Brady damn damn

3/17/2020 11:17:36 AM igiant111 Then chill on the negative attitude towards millennials, you got one here that has fought for everything I have today. Many of us have had to push 

through a lot of unnecessary bullshit that past generations left over due to being negligent and naive.

3/17/2020 11:17:41 AM hpubulis Quuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

3/17/2020 11:18:14 AM house_poseidon Very good.  I am happy for you brother

3/17/2020 11:19:05 AM 369_is YESSSSSS!!!!!! I love this.

3/17/2020 11:19:56 AM scrapperchris Good point!

3/17/2020 11:21:59 AM magachronicle  pic.twitter.com/cj0OzO6jBi

3/17/2020 11:22:20 AM 369_is Hmmm. Date 317. Time 117. Here's another post with both. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1215838098698969088?s=20 …

3/17/2020 11:22:48 AM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/IyM5PQ0US8

3/17/2020 11:24:04 AM lovesg_d  pic.twitter.com/xjfPbybzat

3/17/2020 11:29:07 AM bukrijumadi  pic.twitter.com/iorw5CKyLQ

3/17/2020 11:30:16 AM bukrijumadi  pic.twitter.com/bppxujzTpy

3/17/2020 11:32:28 AM angelamchugh10 Oh please 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/17/2020 11:32:42 AM bukrijumadi  pic.twitter.com/sptNk6Xiir

3/17/2020 11:33:30 AM bukrijumadi espeluznante pero real, ya no vivamos bajo las mentiras y la ignorancia, DESPERTEMOS! #SaveTheChildren

3/17/2020 11:34:47 AM angelamchugh10 Then you're blind and deaf

3/17/2020 11:35:35 AM kindeandtrue How kind of you.

3/17/2020 11:36:21 AM askbeforgiven Nice to see Austin back of YouTube!

3/17/2020 11:36:47 AM carefree1970 Pro-athletes don't make the list? Why not?

3/17/2020 11:37:02 AM fibonacci222 quarantina ‘forty days’, from quaranta ‘forty’.

3/17/2020 11:38:06 AM gcanty3 I can tell you weren’t one of the ones eating tide pods.  Proud of you to work hard and do what you need to do.

3/17/2020 11:40:19 AM gcanty3 Lots of education but haven’t seen many with many life skills they really need to have.  This is what I meant by uneducated.  Not in scholastic sense.

3/17/2020 11:40:25 AM bravehe99369239  pic.twitter.com/42EuRrUs1f

3/17/2020 11:42:21 AM rachel51133697 Don’t! 🙄

3/17/2020 11:43:09 AM bravehe99369239 This popped up under: Cause of CORONAVIRUS? 👋☺😁 pic.twitter.com/IoLoDpyXKo

3/17/2020 11:43:17 AM qeforgood I have been waiting to see that tweet.

3/17/2020 11:45:12 AM qeforgood Why not just name the Virus after it's creator?...Gates Virus.

3/17/2020 11:45:20 AM vdarknessf Accompanied by its relative, the Sorosvirus. pic.twitter.com/SW2Kd8RFP2

3/17/2020 11:50:17 AM janey634 People are starting to talk. They are seeing things that do not reflect a true plan. What say you regarding this issue?

3/17/2020 11:50:43 AM lmills0831 I can't wait, M12! It will be glorious. 😊

3/17/2020 11:50:43 AM jenl123456 Some people are evil & think they exist (they may think they are witches) but they aren't magical. I agree, just ignore them. Seriously we have no proof 

that what these people say is true, or they themselves can misled. I take it all with a grain of salt. 🤷♀️

3/17/2020 11:51:07 AM bravehe99369239 🎯 pic.twitter.com/d1H5pf2NRF



3/17/2020 11:54:13 AM lmills0831 There is a comparison photo showing Michael and Obama at a gay pride parade. In that photo you can see a big scar on his right elbow.

A later picture shows Michelle with the same scar.

3/17/2020 11:56:36 AM beatsbyblaine Cheers! You will be next. pic.twitter.com/qtGW7QJ6g8

3/17/2020 11:56:40 AM icuclear_phd Trumps talks about Bank Bail Outs - Why? AGAIN?😡

It's not like banks do anything for the American people?

Let's see banks/mortgage co's announce that American's can PAUSE their mortgage payments without penalty?

Or PAUSE Student Loan Debt

Or Waive late fees

Lets talk about that

3/17/2020 12:00:08 PM 1_decided_voter I noticed that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 seemed to have copies of several of your YT videos posted on their channel.

Friend of yours?

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/17/2020 12:00:52 PM kingsnlegends I knew the space force would be involved HIGH CLEARANCE

3/17/2020 12:01:16 PM rjmrtnz 5:5

3/17/2020 12:01:27 PM blackavelz R"T @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: What does the word Quarantine begin with?" That's deep

3/17/2020 12:02:10 PM rhondanight Smiles 🕯

3/17/2020 12:02:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 We were instructed to repost it because there was some chatter that we needed to put to rest.

3/17/2020 12:02:47 PM blsdbe Wow. The Domain?

3/17/2020 12:02:59 PM coloradoevolut1 ❤️🙏🏼💫

3/17/2020 12:03:05 PM twilly18 on it!

3/17/2020 12:04:53 PM blezzie5 Q is the letter In the alphabet nobody ever paid attention to now it is everywhere pic.twitter.com/59dTPLzDC8

3/17/2020 12:05:21 PM kingsnlegends Council of the 5?

3/17/2020 12:06:44 PM nikoscali #Foreshadowing?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #QAnon #Disclosure https://twitter.com/businessinsider/status/1239990888337719304 …

3/17/2020 12:07:07 PM 1_decided_voter If by chatter you mean the debate about the credibility of Austin's assertions related to Q, I'm not sure that's been put to rest. I think many out there 

still have questions of authenticity that have not been resolved.

That being said I do enjoy his videos...

3/17/2020 12:09:29 PM bravehe99369239 "Trump's Castle, he chose me as the Q-Queen 👑 of that 🏰. So proud to still represent after 35 years!" 

                     💃 💪 🇺🇸

#Trump2020Landslide #TrumoCastle

#winning

#QueenAndSlim

#awakening

#QuarantineWatchParty 🐸🐸🐸

All on deck Sir. Red PILLED another😜👋⚡🎊👇 pic.twitter.com/KzSMatiIat
3/17/2020 12:09:55 PM jen_ridgecooke @SUZER60

3/17/2020 12:09:57 PM cogbill_alan  pic.twitter.com/CLljnvcufx

3/17/2020 12:10:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 No we were not referring to little Twitter accounts. Physical operational security. We have eyes and ears on Patriots and coincidences are convenient.

3/17/2020 12:10:37 PM bravehe99369239 Yet our PITUS has so many if us 🐸😜🐸😜🐸😜🐸lined up👋☺⚡⭐ pic.twitter.com/QEZnHAxqP5

3/17/2020 12:11:31 PM web_mktg Man is a piece of God's Consciousness(DNA). Together, we are God. God created man to experience multiple consciousness. Bad actors suppressed 

DNA/God link. 

(Pineal Gland). Jesus (Immanuel) came to teach how to live &  grow spiritually to connect W/God personally, not Org. Church

3/17/2020 12:11:53 PM zerost8te looks like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 might have forgotten to log out

interesting account portraying a highly secret government agency. always log out unless you planned on disclosing the agenda openly.

#QAnon #Anonymous #cicada3301 pic.twitter.com/DQzXbXiZE3

3/17/2020 12:12:21 PM truth_yhvh Reflecting on what happened to Lincoln and JFK, I am very concerned about our POTUS safety as the storm is unfolding. He is well guarded, right? I 

sincerely pray that he is well protected. God bless our POTUS and America!

3/17/2020 12:12:29 PM jen_ridgecooke @SUZER60

3/17/2020 12:13:29 PM web_mktg No, he just made them all private. Twitter will say private. YouTube will say no content.

3/17/2020 12:13:36 PM americanpetal I’m confused. I can’t afford to be.

3/17/2020 12:13:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did MJ12 shed light on Message over Messenger that has certain individuals feel their power grip over consensus threatened? The power of 3 6 and 9 

is very real.

3/17/2020 12:14:20 PM pooky_steve yeah got his attention i see

3/17/2020 12:14:36 PM elias45732367 Ist das jetzt der entgültige Systemabbruch?

3/17/2020 12:14:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Für geld, ja.

3/17/2020 12:14:58 PM blsdbe We must simply let the Truth Resonate Within. #PatriotsAreInControl. #ThanQ.

3/17/2020 12:15:08 PM turbo7773 The moment you realize "BUILD THE WALL" could very well be the one that is closing and has already closed around many countries to date! Do they 

have the proof they need now? Can you see it? Don't blink because its moving very fast! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic

3/17/2020 12:15:43 PM elias45732367 Das ist doch schon mal viel Wert😄

3/17/2020 12:15:44 PM robbie28799180 #HAPPYSTPATRIOTSDAY

3/17/2020 12:15:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you're confused then the message wasn't intended for you.

3/17/2020 12:15:52 PM anangelhasland1 Um... no?

3/17/2020 12:16:16 PM majic_eyes_qnly I read out Majestic 12's recent Message over Messenger thread in a video (starts at 9:33): https://youtu.be/FNlbMMkyY7E?t=573 …

3/17/2020 12:16:43 PM stuarttruly Love how you are honing our thinking...we pruning away dendritic patterns of egoic importance pufferfishery and grow those dendrites  to discern.

3/17/2020 12:16:50 PM blsdbe Naturlich.

3/17/2020 12:17:06 PM purplefavorite1 I thought that

3/17/2020 12:18:37 PM viking_anon Robotinteriors?

3/17/2020 12:18:38 PM werascending All you have to do is look at his wife.  Follow the wives.

3/17/2020 12:18:39 PM zogster98 I never saw this video

3/17/2020 12:19:58 PM monkey_weather My goodness, "minion": you have not been paying attention at ALL, have you? 

For those who refuse to watch, you are in for some surprises. You will probably not enjoy the show as much as WE will.

#ThesePeopleAreSick

#KILLTHEVIRUS



3/17/2020 12:21:12 PM americanpetal Yes. TY!

3/17/2020 12:21:15 PM zagnett [They] better. 💪🧻🚽

3/17/2020 12:21:50 PM believe_coach Jesus talks about humility and the importance of message over messenger. Look at the life Jesus lived! God’s own son was a carpenter & traveled the 

world spreading the MESSAGE over the messenger. 

John 3:16 pic.twitter.com/SagyaDbOuh

3/17/2020 12:21:54 PM kindeandtrue Enjoy the show and eat your popcorn, like good little toadies. Let the White Hats save America while you cheer from the sidelines. 

This is patriotism?

3/17/2020 12:21:55 PM majic_eyes_qnly I read out this thread in a video (starts at 9:33): https://youtu.be/FNlbMMkyY7E?t=573 …

3/17/2020 12:23:16 PM 254truth Crazy couple years ago I had a tree frog 🐸 come in my house 🏡..

Only the 2nd time ever even having a frog 🐸 around my house. 

I was afraid the dog 🐶 would eat it. But got it outside safely. Ever since, I thought it was Kek. 

#FrogsLivesMatter

3/17/2020 12:24:12 PM palmdalekid2 Hon hon hon

3/17/2020 12:24:24 PM monkey_weather Poor booboo. 

You ARE going to be sorry watching all your friends hauled off, aren't you? Perhaps you could hang with them, instead of stalking Q followers?

3/17/2020 12:24:38 PM thuston57 Oh my gosh!

3/17/2020 12:24:56 PM vdarknessf  https://twitter.com/VdarknessF/status/1237143623382204417?s=19 …

3/17/2020 12:25:20 PM miss_ampie #GenerationJones #NotABoomer

#NotAMillenial

3/17/2020 12:25:32 PM angelamchugh10 Truth hurts?

3/17/2020 12:26:34 PM kindeandtrue I'm not stalking anyone. I was commenting to Majestic, whom I've followed for a very long time and find intriguing. 

Majestic 12 ≠ Q followers.

3/17/2020 12:27:40 PM bug_juni Unless Q posts on the boards to trust this guy..... pic.twitter.com/ABm4nqtl6Z

3/17/2020 12:28:53 PM carolleveski God I just have so much love and respect for him 🕊🙏🕊 our General Michael T Flynn 👊🇺🇸

3/17/2020 12:29:49 PM kindeandtrue If you truly absorbed the messages of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, I doubt that you'd be such a confrontational crank.

3/17/2020 12:30:54 PM one_autist Conflict of censorship? Googles gates where open yesterday but at the same time it looked like AS was censored (looked like plan semi unsuccessful) 

By reuploading his videos it was a statement that this wasnt true. AS now back online to reconfirm. Not sure. Just a guess 🙃

3/17/2020 12:31:51 PM oneloinofjudah #Q

3/17/2020 12:32:04 PM guy_karen Save the children

3/17/2020 12:32:11 PM marcomiramonte4 10:4

3/17/2020 12:32:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not obvious enough for you? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1239997820242923521 …

3/17/2020 12:33:03 PM guy_karen Hmmmm the cabal?

3/17/2020 12:33:25 PM diaptera_80 I just think Malia has some distinct facial features identical to Michelle Obama 🤔 The other daughter - not so much...

3/17/2020 12:33:29 PM stuarttruly Cabal is probably low hanging (rotten) fruit...

3/17/2020 12:33:52 PM melbourne_3000 💕#ForJoan 🙏 pic.twitter.com/UWhF2WBEne

3/17/2020 12:33:57 PM monkey_weather Guess you didn't catch what MJ12 has pinned. 

Q.

3/17/2020 12:34:04 PM nschlange That's pretty clear to me!

3/17/2020 12:34:09 PM diaptera_80 No, the brother laughs at the theory of Michelle being Michael

3/17/2020 12:34:22 PM neapatriot BRING THE PAIN

3/17/2020 12:34:27 PM wahiggins3 5:5

3/17/2020 12:34:36 PM mgreaze Yessssss pic.twitter.com/XamxAOGOHG

3/17/2020 12:34:43 PM pooky_steve Crystal clear

3/17/2020 12:34:48 PM samanders4 Switzerland calls already in recession

3/17/2020 12:34:57 PM mongrelglory They're answering "for money, yes"?  Am I translating that correctly?

3/17/2020 12:35:11 PM rghardy3 Today is March 17 Q day.

Start the Quarantine !

3/17/2020 12:35:17 PM intenselyginger Because I'm sure the trafficked children by Killary and company have twitter and the ability to call the hotline. 🙄🙄

3/17/2020 12:35:26 PM elias45732367 Yes

3/17/2020 12:35:41 PM _chelseaproject Brady's in with the cabal unfortunately.

3/17/2020 12:35:49 PM 369_is Here's some good hashtags to get eyes on for "Snoozies": Stayhome, StayHomeChallenge, WorkingFromHome, QuarantineLife, Lockdown, 

PanicBuyers, PanicShopping, ChineseVirus, BayAreaLockdown (and don't forget UnsealJFK, UnsealEpstein) https://youtu.be/570tFRoRR0A 

3/17/2020 12:35:49 PM i_p_nightly 3rd world war.

3/17/2020 12:36:00 PM angelamchugh10 I follow my God, not man.  Thank you for the invite though.  Think I'll pass. Ilk pray for your eyes and ears to be opened.

3/17/2020 12:36:00 PM postelleallyson Message over messenger. Thank you! Not sure how the 3, 6, 9 fit in though. Kind of reminds me of how people say, “God wouldn’t do that!” Like 

they’re in charge of God. They’re not in charge of Q, either.

3/17/2020 12:36:23 PM _chelseaproject Yeah the big tell was how he was kissing his son. No Christian does that.

3/17/2020 12:36:32 PM kindeandtrue It's very difficult to keep groping in the dark, MJ12. There's no rhyme or reason to anything. Very difficult to sort out truth from fantasy.

3/17/2020 12:36:35 PM deepst8unveiled For what purpose?  So you can cover it up?

3/17/2020 12:36:42 PM ganar620955921 Speaking of number's, 4/10/20 could be a memorable date, will it be a good Friday for DJT?

3/17/2020 12:37:26 PM truth_yhvh @realDonalTrump We salute you, DJT! I want to let you know we pray for your safety without ceasing!

3/17/2020 12:37:32 PM jimsmit30701501 God Wins

3/17/2020 12:37:38 PM brd369 Sovereign Souls require no Gatekeepers. Trust your Instincts. Trust yourself.

3/17/2020 12:38:19 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍

3/17/2020 12:38:30 PM jimsmit30701501 The( Sounds of Tomorrow).

3/17/2020 12:38:45 PM truth_yhvh Awesome!

3/17/2020 12:39:36 PM mongrelglory I don't think he's talking about a microscopic virus. 😎

3/17/2020 12:39:42 PM suejone54923872 Georgia! Averaging 3200 missing children & women per month. Try the film studios including the old military base Obama sold to T Perry. Also World of 

Coke, Aquarium, CDC office sites are in middle of Emory & Children's Hospital. Elton John's condo too! Check all! Kemp is lost!

3/17/2020 12:40:12 PM 369_is LMAO...man you're so good at this, I wonder if you could make me a great meme for adrenochrome for people who never even heard of anything 

pizzagate related at all. Thanks!!!

3/17/2020 12:40:22 PM mateuszwala Breathe... close eyes. find yourself.  Now.

3/17/2020 12:40:31 PM truth_yhvh It seems they have been turned around. Trust the plan :-).



3/17/2020 12:41:00 PM richzen2 I think he refers to the virus...

3/17/2020 12:41:04 PM tweet_b_r_o Watch your 6 pic.twitter.com/ZnWg1VRb6C

3/17/2020 12:41:06 PM covertress It's the Financial Reset for currency, not money.

3/17/2020 12:41:10 PM kindeandtrue LOL! I don't think MJ12  or Trump = God. I'm just talking about MJ12's good advice on living in peace and harmony, being kind to others, and making 

good lifestyle choices.

3/17/2020 12:41:49 PM bdab28 GOD WINS - Q

3/17/2020 12:42:20 PM bdab28 So yes WE win

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/17/2020 12:43:00 PM mcgwyneth Trust your gut, literally.  Q says "trust yourself". This new research validates our ability to do that - if we choose to: 

https://www.europeanscientist.com/en/public-health/the-gut-brain-connection-newly-discovered-neural-circuit-directly-links-the-brain-to-the-gut/ …

3/17/2020 12:43:17 PM aboveit4 Let’s kick their ass!

3/17/2020 12:43:45 PM igiant111 AMA and you barely answer any questions and those that you do are softball q's. 

ok.

3/17/2020 12:43:54 PM 369_is ..."and as soon as I resigned the internet was freed"!!!

3/17/2020 12:44:01 PM tanimn It lasted at least a couple hours yesterday. pic.twitter.com/jKeBhvc6QK

3/17/2020 12:44:06 PM kindeandtrue I'm trying ! We're living in Bizarro World.🤪

3/17/2020 12:44:14 PM igiant111 Enough with the cryptic messages. Seriously. Disappointed with your last AMA.

3/17/2020 12:44:51 PM igiant111 Tell me about it. Being elusive is one thing, but constant riddle after riddle can grow tedious.

3/17/2020 12:44:51 PM 1_decided_voter Until then his tweets and videos are simply messages. Some informative, some entertaining. Either way I'm enjoying this show.

3/17/2020 12:44:55 PM mongrelglory I would have thought the DIA?

3/17/2020 12:45:07 PM wearing_fedora No kidding....

😎

3/17/2020 12:45:49 PM cmdrzod23 On the 17th

3/17/2020 12:46:18 PM jasonvailxx  https://youtu.be/SBgeCZW3upg 

Q People know what’s REALLY going on. 

(Biblical)

3/17/2020 12:46:30 PM cocopuffster12 Do research. Back in the 90’s, Al Gore was caught transporting it in his suitcase through an airport. It’s very real. Mostly comes from trafficked children.

3/17/2020 12:47:02 PM kindeandtrue American people deserve better. We are never told anything. Left totally on our own.

3/17/2020 12:47:04 PM tyetyler1 newp.  he would simply say that.

3/17/2020 12:47:05 PM atashfire Bye bye worldwide deep state.

3/17/2020 12:47:17 PM americanpetal Thanks. Just listened

3/17/2020 12:47:23 PM cathrynestone Please! Please save the children!

3/17/2020 12:47:29 PM jasonvailxx  https://youtu.be/SBgeCZW3upg 

Some how, ‘I told you so,’ just doesn’t quite say it.

3/17/2020 12:47:52 PM mongrelglory Will the quarantine last much longer? pic.twitter.com/dhpA9dSFZH

3/17/2020 12:47:58 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/BrPbtCx2wd

3/17/2020 12:48:43 PM igiant111 Told to trust people we don't know, but not to believe people we don't know. 

US: ok. but...didn't you...

Them: "JUST TRUST US." 

This is why it's tedious.

3/17/2020 12:48:43 PM truth_yhvh Yes you deed, indeed. We appreciate you greatly! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2020 12:49:51 PM mongrelglory Should I start turning my gold Canadian Maples into pretty necklaces? 🥺

3/17/2020 12:50:05 PM nhale1776 waterfalls of proofs...

3/17/2020 12:50:29 PM kindeandtrue Americans should not be expected to operate on blind faith with zero tangible results.

3/17/2020 12:50:36 PM webarian1 🐍🐍🐍

3/17/2020 12:50:39 PM courageouskriss There's also many videos of Barry messing up and  along her Michael

3/17/2020 12:50:54 PM americanpetal Thx for posting.

3/17/2020 12:50:56 PM courageouskriss Calling her*

3/17/2020 12:51:39 PM highvoltagenews No kidding 😳

3/17/2020 12:51:48 PM mateuszwala More strange things will happen. You are real. Get this as starting point.  Start to believe yourself. 

Close eyes and listen.

3/17/2020 12:53:01 PM houdini481 a spiritual enemy...armor up!

3/17/2020 12:53:14 PM jojoe12299 Ok thank you

3/17/2020 12:53:20 PM house_poseidon  pic.twitter.com/EgEHtnS8q2

3/17/2020 12:53:57 PM myfanwy_72 He's not talking about the virus..

He's talking about the deep state cabal controllers...

It's going to be a glorious victory ❤️🙏

3/17/2020 12:54:00 PM turboxyde We the people are trapped under a two tiered justice system.

One set of rules for "the crop."

And another set of rules for the parasites (Global Elite) that feed upon on children's innocence!

Human trafficking enables industries of human sex slavery & unspeakable  horrors. pic.twitter.com/zbLiyNmQU2

3/17/2020 12:54:39 PM iamamericafree And on the 17th 😏

3/17/2020 12:54:52 PM igiant111 We're totally on the same page. Hopefully soon this can happen. Only way to move forward is with honesty and compassion. Let the naive, ignorant 

and weak (mentally unable to accept) fall to the wayside. Enough is enough, otherwise we will have nothing to share.

3/17/2020 12:55:50 PM bullhbar #WWG1WGA 🇺🇸💨 pic.twitter.com/HuZls2Ww1e

3/17/2020 12:57:15 PM myfanwy_72  pic.twitter.com/Jhm3Ju278i

3/17/2020 12:57:33 PM barrettwiedemen What a person does NOT say is not really evidence, though, is it?

3/17/2020 12:58:45 PM richzen2 all his other tweets today are about virus. As much as I want to believe that he is talking about the cabal, it’s more likely that he’s talking about the 

virus, or both...



3/17/2020 12:58:58 PM kindeandtrue Well said! Whatever is being hidden from us needs to be revealed. Let the chips fall where they may.

3/17/2020 12:59:11 PM angelamchugh10 Well, I believe in those things as well. Maybe I will listen. I surely don't believe Trump is God. I believe he was chosen by God to lead this country for 

such a time as this. I'm just sorry you don't. You believe God uses people?

3/17/2020 12:59:17 PM geminifni Are you really that nasty on a regular basis?? Yeah, it's very real..Do some research 😕

3/17/2020 1:01:11 PM barrettwiedemen Only 6 tweets from the president with the word "virus" during his entire presidency. 4 of those Feb 27 or earlier. 

I #wanttobelieve but this isn't really helpful. I guess it's a faith exercise.

3/17/2020 1:01:22 PM kevinlo76632043 Hes definitely talking about a virus but one far worse and nastier than covid-19

3/17/2020 1:01:44 PM sbabolhavaeji I understand the theory but how it transpires into power?

3/17/2020 1:02:52 PM mimi2vde The way he purposely worded this tweet is clear.  If you are at all awake to what is happening, you will hear the message.

3/17/2020 1:03:19 PM annmari40763512  pic.twitter.com/nAsndmOukx

3/17/2020 1:03:24 PM americanpetal Thank you for posting.

3/17/2020 1:03:26 PM calwheelers 🤔

3/17/2020 1:03:42 PM barrettwiedemen "Full Alien/ET disclosure" - God wins.

3/17/2020 1:03:46 PM kindeandtrue Not much proof Trump is doing God's will except his pro-life policies. Has continued the evil #EndlessWars and is 100% committed to  LGBTQ agenda 

and decriminalizing homosexuality abroad. He lets God's creation be sprayed with chemtrails and promotes GMO's and pesticides. 👎

3/17/2020 1:04:46 PM solonyl  https://images.app.goo.gl/1EFcjofwxbMwBo4p7 …

3/17/2020 1:05:05 PM angelamchugh10 You think that's Trump? 😂😂😂😂

3/17/2020 1:05:09 PM barrettwiedemen ET Disclosure?

3/17/2020 1:06:58 PM truth_yhvh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon 

Of course you knew this.

3/17/2020 1:07:20 PM kindeandtrue Maybe "Q" doesn't inform you of the other side of Trump.

3/17/2020 1:08:42 PM mike72279593 Verrückt.  Ich hatte kurz Hoffnung verloren,  die neuen News lassen sehr positiv stimmen

3/17/2020 1:09:08 PM anonlegion13 Me too I'm flooding it anyways. They can wake the fck up now... Sick of tip toeing around them. .

3/17/2020 1:09:08 PM emet_or_2020 Whut ? Over my head talk.

3/17/2020 1:10:05 PM love59466835 Q

i know how to read. i learned it from here.

3/17/2020 1:10:09 PM jsanon3 What does the word LARP begin with?

3/17/2020 1:10:38 PM eo_swan For who?

It's lovely to think the message has only 2 meanings;  Sheep see a war against covid19, #qanon see war against DS, but we don't know what we don't 

know... and in that paradox our understanding of new information is S's cat, constantly being informed and misinformed.....

3/17/2020 1:10:44 PM hawkgirlinmn When God wins, we ALL win! pic.twitter.com/2SsL7UF4DB

3/17/2020 1:12:24 PM ggalvas It is going to be a storm of biblical proportion! Pray hard patriots! This is a battle that we must win! pic.twitter.com/BFncyupjxl

3/17/2020 1:13:56 PM blac1kay  pic.twitter.com/6dDztTPOPT

3/17/2020 1:14:38 PM patriotleah1776 Why are all the videos being deleted?

Those were REALLY good! pic.twitter.com/ChTyxFKoh7

3/17/2020 1:14:53 PM diaptera_80 Can we get an update on how this would affect us in the coming 6 months?

3/17/2020 1:15:43 PM hardmansheena A group of frogs is called an army! Kek.

3/17/2020 1:16:02 PM domdasthreads Easy

3/17/2020 1:16:29 PM duke5331 Ok, I admit I don’t understand this 3, 6, 9. Anyone ?

3/17/2020 1:16:47 PM icuclear_phd He’s desperate to hang onto his followers. Of course he’s behind the Q thing I tell you manipulates everything

3/17/2020 1:17:15 PM domdasthreads Hunters being hunted.

3/17/2020 1:18:11 PM ref_morality When you read Trump's posts with the Q info lens everything Trump says makes the most perfect sense. Those unaware of Q info continue to claim 

Trump is deranged because they don't understand any of what he's going on about.

3/17/2020 1:18:50 PM patriotleah1776 They will not soon feed us like the Gerber Baby. If they already provided the A prior, they will ignore the Q. Logical thinking required.

Always perform search function prior to asking. If it's National Security, well, that, too, should be obvious why they would skip over.

3/17/2020 1:19:03 PM seanathan15 Proud to be alive at this time.

3/17/2020 1:19:05 PM brookshunter12 Hey, you are much appreciated. Its all for humanity. Not personal brownie points. 😉 Job well done sir. 

WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 1:19:10 PM 1_decided_voter Will those whose assets are primarily in paper currency or electronic funds tied to stock markets (ie 401k, etc) be wiped out?

3/17/2020 1:19:55 PM cdale_dog I'm having to beat a bunch of my VERY "smart" friends over the heads with this stuff... MJ, you just can't even fathom how "asleep" these people are.. 

It is mind boggling...  They need to start seeing the arrests or they simply will not believe no matter what they are told.

3/17/2020 1:20:53 PM texasnana05 Me

3/17/2020 1:21:19 PM duduairdrops Depois da sua última thread,ficou bem easy de entender a mensagem.

3/17/2020 1:22:20 PM jdw822018 Yeap when I was red pulled I spent so much time looking for just 1 photo, nope nothing

3/17/2020 1:22:32 PM what_uc They really are exposing themselves for the frauds they are now @TalbertSwan 🐐🐐🐐

3/17/2020 1:23:39 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1158712458090909696?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:23:50 PM sonofpatriot3  pic.twitter.com/WQ8E1ZXRRI

3/17/2020 1:23:55 PM angelamchugh10 Guess we each have our own beliefs just has God has intended and created us.  I agree to disagree with you.  God bless you.  Have a wonderful life.

3/17/2020 1:24:32 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1239377571998990336?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:26:10 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1074839143472082944?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:26:24 PM kindeandtrue I don't think God intended for people to be at odds with each other and have different beliefs, but God bless you anyway! We're each on a separate 

journey.

3/17/2020 1:27:47 PM werascending Nope, not at all.

3/17/2020 1:28:13 PM stoneturnr Hidden like in a bunker, to avoid arrest? 

So that's where the CEO's are going...

Godspeed.

3/17/2020 1:28:18 PM adsvel I wwasnt black piled.😂

3/17/2020 1:29:03 PM courtne08241586  pic.twitter.com/mPxlgvPJAE

3/17/2020 1:29:36 PM meazenfree Very obvious said 👍

3/17/2020 1:30:05 PM dianesaumure Cabal, ILLUMINATI,  Deep State,  AI, Alice, should I keep going

3/17/2020 1:30:26 PM keith369me Just a lingering virus

3/17/2020 1:30:39 PM dianesaumure Thank you MAJESTIC for all you do for humanity

3/17/2020 1:31:13 PM ladypat33699158 Satan, Lucifer, Evil, Molloch, Baal

3/17/2020 1:32:26 PM keith369me Message over Messenger eventually leads to truth.  A manipulated consensus never does.

3/17/2020 1:32:57 PM keith369me ...do not call the Clinton Foundation Hotline



3/17/2020 1:35:03 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1217475890571087873?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:35:15 PM wagthewolf You have an enemy when you're at war. It's the silent war Q has been talking about.

3/17/2020 1:35:21 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/5UV9CZfYfc

3/17/2020 1:36:36 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1063108557053276160?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:36:40 PM xusaf_patriot They're back...check again: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg/videos …

3/17/2020 1:37:09 PM patriotleah1776 *spoon

🤣🤣🤣

Come on Corona virus!!

I'm outraged contacts....

I can't see!!!!!!!

I may be in 2020,

But I do not have 20/20!
3/17/2020 1:37:47 PM kevinpaz822 #WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 1:38:56 PM cny_micaa Best President ever.

3/17/2020 1:40:04 PM trollingmockin1 Those people will line up for the vaccine. However, after reading MJs posts on the matter I’m not sure what it will do.

3/17/2020 1:40:11 PM shredzorz1 Draco?

3/17/2020 1:41:00 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1082520142330953728?s=21 …

3/17/2020 1:43:00 PM tweetingninja1 Might as well hit people over the head. “Let those with eyes see and those with ears hear”. God wins!

3/17/2020 1:44:00 PM laura_621 You’ve  been here all along -for this ride MM. Learn to trust. Send out your good energy to all.  I’m sending to you!🕊💞🙏🏼

3/17/2020 1:45:13 PM michael81972 5:5

3/17/2020 1:45:28 PM kindeandtrue I don't place blind faith in any man, especially a politician.

3/17/2020 1:45:39 PM margh1 WE KNOW MR PRESIDENT! THANK YOU FOR LAYING DOWN YOUR LIFE FOR US!!!!!!

3/17/2020 1:46:06 PM jlsprow 3,6,9 is the power of the universe. Tesla said "If you knew the magnificence of the 3, 6, 9 you would have a key to the universe.”

3/17/2020 1:48:18 PM laura_621 Even he has a higher power.

3/17/2020 1:48:46 PM lenzaq prepare for the worst, expect the best!

3/17/2020 1:49:17 PM mike69948032 It begins with nuclear bombers at the russian border as we speak and possibly a ww3 distraction

3/17/2020 1:49:56 PM debrand10  https://youtu.be/8EyqFM02mtc 

3/17/2020 1:50:19 PM yourkiddingme5 Very obvious.   Share tbis with your friends.  It helps put ALL of this into perspective. https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

3/17/2020 1:50:34 PM timothybknp No, but I bet you agree their is a hidden enemy

3/17/2020 1:51:09 PM postelleallyson Well, I know that much, but clearly I do not comprehend. I only went up to college algebra and geometry. 🤷🏻♀️

3/17/2020 1:51:59 PM galaticlove It begins with the Q of LQCK HER UP!!

3/17/2020 1:52:03 PM igiant111 Anyone not blind can see that with their eyes closed.

3/17/2020 1:52:06 PM fansblowing3 The lock down is for the federalization of the Federal Reserve.?  Banks will be closed temporarily?

3/17/2020 1:52:11 PM trumps_bae My thought immediately when spoken!

3/17/2020 1:53:21 PM corn_hole Some are letting their hatred of Trump prevent them from taking the extreme necessary precautions he is reccomending.

3/17/2020 1:55:43 PM c2m1ll3 😜

3/17/2020 1:55:50 PM angelamchugh10 If you say so.

3/17/2020 1:56:28 PM kyates_biz Release of inditments

3/17/2020 1:58:30 PM chris8nix @realDonaldTrump  “WE WILL WIN” I’m a believer 💯

3/17/2020 2:02:01 PM dioristano  https://youtu.be/5Eaxcioiy2w 

#WeAreGoingToTheBestSpring

#TrustThePlan

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@KremlinRussia

@netanyahu

@BorisJohnson

@DanScavino

@GiuseppeConteIT

@matteosalvinimi

@Tinktweets45

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NeoRust

@TransformNow2Q

@RainbowFairy12

@DavidaCamorani

#Q. 🇺🇲🇷🇺🇮🇱🇬🇧🇮🇹🐰🕰
3/17/2020 2:02:41 PM chris8nix Agreed. “Smart” is funny.  I too view my audience as smart. Smart in the box 😎

3/17/2020 2:02:54 PM candygirlclw 👍🏼

3/17/2020 2:04:48 PM mischelrene #WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 2:04:52 PM risky_anon17  pic.twitter.com/niE6OluFNd

3/17/2020 2:04:59 PM kindeandtrue Yep, but what it is, we don't know for sure.

3/17/2020 2:05:13 PM risky_anon17  pic.twitter.com/uxCNAEDcP6

3/17/2020 2:06:13 PM timothybknp Agreed. This whole overreaction to this virus has me questioning everything. The math does not add up.

3/17/2020 2:06:40 PM dianesaumure Crystal

3/17/2020 2:07:04 PM nikoscali Thats what they want you to believe

3/17/2020 2:07:21 PM kindeandtrue I don't believe it's the virus we should be most concerned about.

3/17/2020 2:08:15 PM awakeningwarri3 I once fell for this account. But no longer will I. I’m so exhausted by your efforts to keep the collective caught in egoic thinking and bullshit narratives. 

PEOPLE: Don’t fight. Find peace within, and then act out of Llve.

3/17/2020 2:08:33 PM awakeningwarri3 Love*

3/17/2020 2:08:58 PM llyr_crypto unfortunately normies are not ready just yet... PRIME movers are in place.. memes are at the ready... but the masses are not there.... slowly we will 

win out... a trickle becomes a flood somewhere

3/17/2020 2:09:30 PM brightrahab Plague of frogs incoming 🤔

3/17/2020 2:09:36 PM tha_gage I don’t wanna be that guy but he never said that. BUT I agree with that quote to a point.

3/17/2020 2:13:03 PM drearyjames Mine has a time stamp pic.twitter.com/XcCQ82WEvn

3/17/2020 2:13:20 PM dawnmcote2 Q baby!!!

3/17/2020 2:14:06 PM qsoldier14 hope this intel has some validity to it! pic.twitter.com/LeuG93D66R

3/17/2020 2:14:21 PM risky_anon17  pic.twitter.com/EGXNAKprfk

3/17/2020 2:14:46 PM tweet_b_r_o Its a paraphrase of a speech he gave. Give me a sec and I'll dig it up for you.

3/17/2020 2:15:49 PM risky_anon17  pic.twitter.com/RII19K5BgA

3/17/2020 2:17:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5 pic.twitter.com/tcciFJZv9G

3/17/2020 2:17:14 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/Y6Rndj8mXS



3/17/2020 2:17:58 PM drearyjames That's duck duck go dude. This thing is about google freeing up their searches, no ddg

3/17/2020 2:18:42 PM dutchqanon  pic.twitter.com/oldUwUcFsB

3/17/2020 2:18:49 PM internetusr Hurry people are already ignoring everything.

3/17/2020 2:20:04 PM 4us2l0ve 8

3/17/2020 2:20:07 PM resonancerich Maybe so? I don't know I am not the judge or jury. I hear a lot of talk about whos done this, whos done that and whos involved in what. Sometimes I 

just try to stay away from what seems like baseless attacks against people just cause we "shouldn't like" them for opposing views.

3/17/2020 2:20:14 PM luckyh301 These People are sick, has a whole new meaning Now 🤣🤣🤣

3/17/2020 2:20:34 PM cindy00086290 Potus is telling [them] 👇

They are desperate to a$$a$$inate the Dragon. pic.twitter.com/sDTeu4WFo7

3/17/2020 2:21:10 PM bobmcfall64 That would be Leviticus (tribe o' levi)

3/17/2020 2:21:55 PM risky_anon17 right but like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said “some are still protected” this Google switch just happened just give it time and i’m sure everyone devices will be 

allowing it just like DDG

3/17/2020 2:22:07 PM 4us2l0ve Q=17=8=H #Hurantine

3/17/2020 2:22:11 PM barbara11108449 Transgendered can be good people, that’s not the point.  The point is they hid it from us and lied about it. Made us think he was female and had 2 

children.  Sure that’s their privacy but that privacy should not extend to the presidency and the First Lady

3/17/2020 2:22:14 PM poochiecoop Did General Flynn update his cover photo to the flag?

3/17/2020 2:23:13 PM keithmacclugage You may want to follow his tweets more closely. 😉

3/17/2020 2:23:27 PM neapatriot  pic.twitter.com/eiQcFyY8OC

3/17/2020 2:23:28 PM 4us2l0ve Dear shit to 6

3/17/2020 2:24:14 PM kindeandtrue Ivanka changed her tweet. 

 https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1239561141350785025 … pic.twitter.com/1W4p4aS2Mg

3/17/2020 2:25:57 PM drearyjames I feel yall, I'm not trying to discount all of it, just the bits that dont fit

3/17/2020 2:26:04 PM kidge6 What is black pilled?

3/17/2020 2:26:39 PM truth939 Pardon Flynn.  Lock up Killary & Hussein.  Let's do this.  #ClintonBodyCount

3/17/2020 2:27:37 PM dani3lray  pic.twitter.com/qOQBob8Il8

3/17/2020 2:27:46 PM americanpetal Hmm

3/17/2020 2:28:02 PM americanpetal 5:5

3/17/2020 2:28:34 PM thereallightwa1 The US is at war with MORE THAN ONE ENEMY, MR PRESIDENT.

Which one are you referring to? The implication is the one that is NOT the virus outbreak.

3/17/2020 2:28:56 PM auroravoyager1 Check with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

3/17/2020 2:31:58 PM cledrordfishing The hidden one.

3/17/2020 2:33:20 PM winklerburke Who says Fortune Favors the wise?  It’s like this is one, big, hyper-genius team?

3/17/2020 2:33:38 PM americanpetal Time stamp noted 🕊🇺🇸💥

3/17/2020 2:36:05 PM my2sonznme This would be really helpful to know.

3/17/2020 2:37:35 PM omarfromuk  pic.twitter.com/sZUaUJSNz0

3/17/2020 2:38:12 PM fallorsesh Blackpilled, in a nutshell & in my subjective interpretation, is when uve been redpilled for so many years, sucking in research, truly understanding the 

reality around u that it makes u jaded, a realist if u will, knowing that it would literally take an act of God 2ever change it

3/17/2020 2:38:25 PM bbombski What is going to happen to Trump. pic.twitter.com/rtnnoahmFQ

3/17/2020 2:38:50 PM synackstatic Meta data lapse?

3/17/2020 2:39:46 PM kidge6 So if I accidentally added an S, my inquiry is not "on track"? Im  confused.

3/17/2020 2:39:49 PM kiranmyu She was younger before. 😁✌️

3/17/2020 2:40:15 PM tha_gage Oh okay I remember him saying something about the cia and he was going to call them out before he was out of office.

3/17/2020 2:40:44 PM clfaerber1 No outside comms

3/17/2020 2:40:53 PM fallorsesh Keep reading/researching and take the black pill friend. Your life will likely never be the same again. pic.twitter.com/hYKwJ5TuXq

3/17/2020 2:41:40 PM mgodfrey99 How is it the power of the Universe?

3/17/2020 2:42:07 PM mgodfrey99 Me either

3/17/2020 2:42:34 PM kiranmyu Even if it's true. What's the big problem? A human is still a human, gender doesn't matter, skin color doesn't matter. Accept everyone for who they are, 

not what they are.

3/17/2020 2:43:16 PM patriotcat_maga Why are all these pro sports guys getting sick? Are they involved in trafficking too?

3/17/2020 2:44:00 PM kagever The liberals are the virus!!

3/17/2020 2:45:38 PM lindsaymeyers20 Yesssss OMG and the Media !!!

3/17/2020 2:46:28 PM winklerburke There is no book of Revelations.   It is not spelled with the s.   Usually, leaders who quote it using the s are off.  That is the tell.  It is how the universe 

works, always giving tells.

3/17/2020 2:47:16 PM samsmith0319 🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/17/2020 2:47:44 PM countrygirlexec  pic.twitter.com/7500r2GJqb

3/17/2020 2:48:09 PM bradulreich I must say, you Quidiots Wizard of OZ shtick can be kinda clever and even I will waste my time falling down yer psyop rabbithole. But I always bang my 

forehead on clear and obvious badly-done Photoshop bullshit. That's why I can never take you guys seriously, even if I wanted to.

3/17/2020 2:48:14 PM sallyjaster403 Yes

3/17/2020 2:48:46 PM tchris67 The same letter as the words quart, quibble and quinine.  😮

3/17/2020 2:49:08 PM iam_mai_iam_mai CALLING ALL ANONS! We have been preparing and have been prepared for this moment for what feels like a lifetime. We are here to help awaken the 

masses. It's time for MEMES of TRUTH to help other brothers and sisters whom are still asleep. It's time. #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

3/17/2020 2:49:33 PM thereallightwa1 Which hidden one? Dragon family false flag? Deep Stank Hail Mary? MIC/Big Pharma sub-committee on post-apocalyptic re-boot? Council of 300 

Agenda 2030?

3/17/2020 2:50:58 PM rjf_1969 I did see this, and many posts related to this

Not sure what to make of it, but just know something is going on...

Trusting the plan 👍🏼

3/17/2020 2:51:20 PM oldscho03691641  https://www.foxnews.com/sports/four-nets-players-positive-coronavirus.amp?__twitter_impression=true …

3/17/2020 2:52:07 PM wyatt251 1 in the same

3/17/2020 2:53:17 PM truth_again Lol no that was the Clinton Foundation when the phone number for human trafficking was literally answered by Clinton Foundation. Don’t believe me? 

Go to qmap dot pub and look it up (number included).

3/17/2020 2:53:19 PM postelleallyson Exactly my point. I’ve seen the cool charts, but so? I’m sure it’s an energy/sacred geometry/math thing. I had a terrible pre-calculus teacher, or I 

probably would’ve kept going in math. Wrecked my van after my mid-term because my brain was so scrambled. Never went back.

3/17/2020 2:55:05 PM mgodfrey99 As I am a follower of Jesus, to me, He is the power, not 3 numbers.

3/17/2020 2:55:25 PM manuelashan888 😁 used to think that but then the video (ellen's...)

3/17/2020 2:55:47 PM mike72279593 Deep state = the enemy/ Virus worldwide

3/17/2020 2:56:22 PM americanpetal Shane, I just read your pinned tweet. Awesome story.

3/17/2020 2:57:33 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/JaggerAs/status/1240028054270836736 …



3/17/2020 2:59:35 PM maw2tu Too bad if they feel that way. This GD prob isn't about anything but #TRUTH, period. Get the truth out there and move on. Thank you for your work to 

that end, Patriot. pic.twitter.com/hvdn5TLoy4

3/17/2020 2:59:56 PM rjf_1969 Good morning to you both

I woke up to this little exchange and hoped nothing I said caused it

You both have opinions and I can appreciate both sides of this discussion

All I can say is this:

We are fighting a common enemy and it wants us divided

Have a good day 👍🏼

3/17/2020 3:00:58 PM iamthedriving Plays in Foxborough

nowhere near the TD Garden

Bet isn't composed of 3 vavs. Bet is its own letter. This is like saying an F is composed of three Is - nonsense.

Bet is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

You just completely drop the Goat and Time lines for no reason.
3/17/2020 3:01:32 PM courtne08241586 Ty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240024405402480640 …

3/17/2020 3:01:35 PM hoodsavior Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LauraMagdalene4 & @HoodSavior for what’s really behind this #CoronavirusOutbreakGovernmentShutdown @POTUS 

#AsianDragonFamilies

3/17/2020 3:01:40 PM carolsh57013147 Ya hear that Hollywood Oprah Clinton? Theyre coming for you

3/17/2020 3:01:47 PM cyberanonrevolu  pic.twitter.com/bG2MxsTWd5

3/17/2020 3:03:30 PM angelamchugh10 Good day to you as well.

3/17/2020 3:03:39 PM cny_micaa I see tons of normies starting to question the narrative of this whole shutdown and virus. No one knows anyone who is even sick. The algorithms that 

blocked searches are down, now is the time for us to get people to do their own research. Use the memes, like MJ suggested?

3/17/2020 3:03:44 PM carolsh57013147 😉

3/17/2020 3:04:59 PM shannoncate13 Yes

3/17/2020 3:05:06 PM hoffman11my Tom Brady is married to Gisele Bundchen. She's a procurer for Epstein.

Or she was, when Epstein was alive. I wonder who she's doing it for today.

3/17/2020 3:06:43 PM burtqueue Deploying redpills 👍🏼👊

3/17/2020 3:07:11 PM brianjseitz76  https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1239960276092555264?s=19 …

3/17/2020 3:07:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Revolutionary War

Cold War

World War

all in one

Hopefully Civil War is avoided

3/17/2020 3:07:18 PM elias45732367 Wird die Welt nach dem Virus eine neue sein? Ich hoffe ja...

3/17/2020 3:07:36 PM burtqueue  pic.twitter.com/diEZTYjtw6

3/17/2020 3:07:37 PM ethereal_shaman Hello fellow Alcyon Starseed.  I was given this message as well, in a different fashion, in 2012.  💚🙏

3/17/2020 3:08:34 PM maw2tu Millenials arent immune, but rather-carriers. They stay symptom free, unless they have underlying condition-diabetic, copd, CFibrosis, other lung 

conditions-or are immune suppressed or immune comp'd.

That gal was imploring millennials to stay out of bars&rest to avoid passing it. pic.twitter.com/SAnbX44DOP

3/17/2020 3:08:43 PM lareese56 A cute couple, but Barack looks distressed. 🥺

3/17/2020 3:09:18 PM mark_hooos  pic.twitter.com/7A324ELmB8

3/17/2020 3:11:08 PM smith_jere 17

3/17/2020 3:11:52 PM prmd21801759 [Fed]

[Fed]

[Fed]

3/17/2020 3:11:55 PM kooshaazim MJ12 = overcomplicating entertainment

3/17/2020 3:13:47 PM blindsquirrel36 😳😁🍿🍿🍿🐹 pic.twitter.com/qkCpwi7kaE

3/17/2020 3:15:46 PM babylonburnin 28 miles from Gillette to TD Garden.

Using clues from the Bruins to help solve puzzles about area connotations.

Connections to the WHEEL. Trump has talked about it recently. The wheel is the celestial clock, that makes things go round. 

Saturn = Father TIME = Baphomet = GOAT pic.twitter.com/kdG9zDZu6t

3/17/2020 3:17:40 PM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @AustinSteinbart #QAnon #WWG1WGA #winning #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK

3/17/2020 3:19:47 PM k4rlgruen Dark 2 Light

3/17/2020 3:21:17 PM iamthedriving Not in Boston and closer to Providence. ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

3/17/2020 3:22:39 PM karmazin6 Our favorite letter.QQQ

3/17/2020 3:22:42 PM djlok 5:5 pic.twitter.com/hfAzDIM6q3

3/17/2020 3:22:58 PM iamthedriving Also, "looks something like..." isn't "is".

3/17/2020 3:23:37 PM broguyfawkes Proof is coming.

Q said they have it all.

3/17/2020 3:23:45 PM jatpjpt  pic.twitter.com/CnqzEprARn

3/17/2020 3:24:04 PM broguyfawkes Amen!

3/17/2020 3:24:18 PM jlsprow Everyone is completely entitled to their own belief systems. For me, personally sacred geometry, its relationship to consciousness and the vortex of 

360 ( thoughts to things manifestation etc) is spiritual vs mathematical.

3/17/2020 3:25:34 PM nurseniceyes I got a new phone I have no good memes... Anyone want to pass some my way?

3/17/2020 3:26:43 PM novello_barbara LOL YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

3/17/2020 3:26:55 PM aaronhoughton10 😁

3/17/2020 3:27:43 PM novello_barbara yesssss

3/17/2020 3:28:00 PM americanpetal 🤦♀️😁

3/17/2020 3:28:28 PM holotechrd WOOOWHOOOO LET'S GO DADDY!! LET'S GO GUYS!! @John_F_Kennnedy @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JustInformU @VincentCrypt46 @

prayingmedic @KibBitzLaw @dbongino @JohnFKennedy @Tiff_FitzHenry @StormIsUponUs @wokesocieties @DonaldJTrumpJr @w_terrence @

realDonaldTrump ⚡💥💥💥💥🙏❤️💯💪🤗👑👈 pic.twitter.com/SRpLl4sRPK

3/17/2020 3:28:34 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/Dpxn8YUay4

3/17/2020 3:29:24 PM rosscarwalker @GenFlynn follows @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2020 3:30:01 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/FNRf4AmiFh

3/17/2020 3:30:04 PM sem_iner published 2008 pic.twitter.com/rhZBI2hYQ5

3/17/2020 3:30:48 PM 6truthseekers Heart felt, sincere prayers coming from me to @POTUS, his beautiful, intelligent, courageous family and all #Patriots on the Trump team. May our 

beautiful country be blessed with health, safety, and courage as we enter this  period.

3/17/2020 3:31:51 PM worldxplorer1 ✨💫✨

3/17/2020 3:32:18 PM llyr_crypto Correct.. we are on the trickle.. 2/10th flow.... we will see the flood



3/17/2020 3:32:20 PM broguyfawkes Amen.

3/17/2020 3:33:43 PM sleepingnomore 5:5!

3/17/2020 3:34:06 PM broguyfawkes If you can't wrap your head around that, get ready because there are a lot more evil things about to be revealed.

3/17/2020 3:34:43 PM mz_nubbie Q

3/17/2020 3:35:11 PM kidge6 👍

3/17/2020 3:35:25 PM mz_nubbie Newsom singing trumps praises. Kissing ass.

3/17/2020 3:37:01 PM mz_nubbie 40 days 40 nights. The ark

3/17/2020 3:37:28 PM scaterinicchio Another decoded

C/3-Angel of death OVID/SHEEP And 19 =Slaughter 

So, Appolyon Sheep Slaughter

"They have as king over them, the angel of the abyss (the bottomless pit); in Hebrew his name is Abaddon (destruction), and in Greek he is called 

Apollyon (destroyer-king).Rev 9:11

3/17/2020 3:38:03 PM cohockeyfam What is the point of this tweet??

3/17/2020 3:38:41 PM ianmoon89785460 really, id listen to that

3/17/2020 3:40:14 PM the_loveoflight Pt1 pic.twitter.com/e972jlVMzA

3/17/2020 3:40:44 PM the_loveoflight Pt 2 pic.twitter.com/uceAyAZKQs

3/17/2020 3:40:45 PM ianmoon89785460 322 skull and bones club that g w bush and john Kerry are in

3/17/2020 3:41:42 PM ianmoon89785460 wow, no coinsidences

3/17/2020 3:42:19 PM kimb3rly1780 What is this "covid 19 vaccine" really about? 

Bill Gates. 

Event 201

3/17/2020 3:42:58 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/k7VJsSddyn

3/17/2020 3:43:08 PM hgraceq Nope. 

It’s angelic realm you are connecting with

3/17/2020 3:44:34 PM lareese56 Wearing de wife’s wig, are we? Very cute

3/17/2020 3:45:03 PM unidentifiedta1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Until all those banned from Youtube the last 18 months are released from censorship purgatory, then this narrative that Google has turned is b.s.

3/17/2020 3:45:08 PM norwegianon The world has been bankrupt for at least 12 years.

3/17/2020 3:47:23 PM tbird3082 I believe that the hidden enemy is the illuminati international banksters they are the same as the king of Tyre in Ezekiel 28, the same entity that 

controlled him controls them.

3/17/2020 3:47:53 PM eo_swan Here's an example.  Bran witnissed the Sword of the Morning wish his father in his future battles.  Now, Ned was too heated to realize... maybe the 

message wasn't for him. pic.twitter.com/FsOORiOCk1

3/17/2020 3:48:13 PM cranial_ioerror We expected The Storm to start when he said, “My fellow Americans...”.  So did the cabal.  We should have known Q+ wasn’t going to announce when 

he was going to attack.  😎

3/17/2020 3:49:24 PM babylonburnin ¯\_(ツ)_/¯

3/17/2020 3:54:13 PM atrazineaddict Tom Brady supports Trump?

3/17/2020 3:55:52 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 ⚡⚡⚡💗💗💗⚡⚡⚡

3/17/2020 3:56:15 PM w396646655 How is that for free speech?

3/17/2020 3:56:24 PM mouseqteer Tesla

3/17/2020 3:57:55 PM bibibobibox Is it the world wide web the hidden enemy?

3/17/2020 3:58:14 PM iaskiseekiknock I agree, but at 66 I've heard, seen & read alot. It's hard to believe or trust, but am aware of more than the average. Didn't look for fame & glory, but 

don't want to be homeless, which I've been close from believing & trusting others. Grooming lessons...

3/17/2020 3:59:32 PM w396646655 Still wanna play counter?

3/17/2020 3:59:43 PM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/yf3RR8b13c

3/17/2020 3:59:45 PM megawwg1wga65 His tweets always have 2 messages.

3/17/2020 4:00:11 PM cityranch Excellent post! Ha!

3/17/2020 4:01:37 PM basil26  pic.twitter.com/FqjGDElIb3

3/17/2020 4:01:54 PM micspitta47 y’all really spiked their children blood drug with the real coronavirus, how majestic

3/17/2020 4:02:16 PM earth2nissy ✝️Amen✝️

❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

3/17/2020 4:02:25 PM alnacho1  pic.twitter.com/RxPzSFYXNM

3/17/2020 4:02:28 PM lindawa47024957 It says wise now...  ?

3/17/2020 4:03:41 PM macc1976_mc 10 days of darkness before the WW rest comes and the dark is brought into the light

3/17/2020 4:06:10 PM bibibobibox 28.8 = 9 and 306 = 9 🐸 pic.twitter.com/RTnavCcsoZ

3/17/2020 4:06:56 PM ianmoon89785460 I hope this info comes to the general public

3/17/2020 4:07:30 PM kindeandtrue Yes. I think "wise" sounds more politically correct than "good". Maybe "good" made it seem like Ivanka was happy that the streets were empty and 

everything was closed. "Wise" sounds like it's painful but necessary.

3/17/2020 4:08:35 PM pandoraspox1 Unfollowing all you freaking Q weirdos.

3/17/2020 4:10:51 PM aprilbrown99 I just love you all so much! 💗💗💗 I am so thankful to have learned so much from you over the past 2.5 years! I think about all the things you have 

guided us to comprehend, it really is astounding to think about. Thank you ever so much!  I AM eternally grateful. 💖💖💖

3/17/2020 4:11:04 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

Obviously said.

3/17/2020 4:11:27 PM aprilbrown99 Adorable gif!  💗💗💗

3/17/2020 4:12:50 PM skyenicole10 I dunno... unfortunately, I had a Christian, US Air Force wife, and what I may consider a “friend” tell me she was sad for me?! that is the opposite of our 

#QAnon movement. It’s about truth and free thinking... keep praying #GodWins

3/17/2020 4:14:15 PM ianmoon89785460 more clarification. I will hold this thought

3/17/2020 4:14:41 PM americanpetal It is cute! 💖

3/17/2020 4:15:21 PM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/qnZCIj0El0

3/17/2020 4:15:29 PM colista  pic.twitter.com/yjEYz3fvf9

3/17/2020 4:15:53 PM ianmoon89785460 they cant even start a lawnmower

3/17/2020 4:17:51 PM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/r2Zmp0ju2k

3/17/2020 4:19:23 PM sandyfishgirl This is not mine. Author is unknown, perhaps for obvious reasons 🤪

3/17/2020 4:20:35 PM iaskiseekiknock Agreed. 

Who lies to catch prey? "The truth will set you free", hopefully that means the truth will execute the enemy(ies) by beheading & cremation. 

While the majority are in lock down & methods of business are shut down, even the air quality is improving.

3/17/2020 4:23:06 PM dls00741 you know... I just don't understand what this pic represents.

3/17/2020 4:25:18 PM dls00741 you are right.  some #Maga are rude, but others of us are not.  Have a good day and keep questioning and researching...

3/17/2020 4:27:32 PM kindeandtrue There's a huge difference with Majestic followers. Most are very kind and understanding. Majestic 12 is a very intriguing account. The good will and 

benevolence is evident.



3/17/2020 4:30:01 PM keith369me The $1,000 to every citizen talk...start of Quantum Financial Accounts?

3/17/2020 4:30:09 PM rghardy3 Watch the water ?

A Storm always comes before the Flood.

3/17/2020 4:30:36 PM dls00741 I don't like "trusting the plan", but I do. I admire those who question things Trump does and on occassion, I do too.

The thing is:  If Trump/Q turns out to not be what we think they are, we are all toast, and all becomes irrelevant.

3/17/2020 4:31:23 PM carliestar10 Why is Anthony Weiner out of prison if he was complicit with crimes against humanity?

3/17/2020 4:31:28 PM valerie59723152 And we should be Quiet.  Nap time.

3/17/2020 4:32:03 PM brinabean2 Nothing is going to happen, it never does.

3/17/2020 4:32:06 PM keith369me Same letter as Quantum

3/17/2020 4:32:54 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/SFUilJs3Ks

3/17/2020 4:35:25 PM ifdelta That WWW = Under Cover WW3

3/17/2020 4:36:30 PM kindeandtrue If you're a rational human being, which I'm sure you are, you must always consider alternative explanations for current events. Have to get out of the 

echo chambers and safe zones sometimes and explore other ideas.

3/17/2020 4:36:45 PM karmar100 Walking from Dark to Light? Reflection of Sun on left side of street. Also 3 lit windows on right. 3 on left but also 6 illuminated panels = 9

3/17/2020 4:38:24 PM rghardy3 When THEY are arrested, indicted, and locked up

these people will not be walking down the street

anymore.

3/17/2020 4:38:29 PM dls00741 so much smoke and mirrors.... disinformation to be separated from facts... ppl presenting theories as facts...

oh yeah...

3/17/2020 4:41:27 PM manifest_utopia Where is this from?

3/17/2020 4:43:10 PM brown_eyedladyj I'm loving the Vince Foster pic.twitter.com/8SAb6TkpyJ

3/17/2020 4:43:52 PM milorad105 STORM CLOUDS GATHERING (coronavirus/stock market plunge) - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q Qanon  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNlbMMkyY7E&feature=em-uploademail …

3/17/2020 4:43:58 PM kindeandtrue Give @jarue a listen sometime. He helped me enormously when I had reached a crossroads with this stuff.. Very difficult sorting all this stuff out. 

I like Majestic 12 better than "Q" because critical thinking is encouraged. Don't be afraid to ask questions. Now more than ever!

3/17/2020 4:44:55 PM dredjimmy this is the Way!

3/17/2020 4:46:02 PM armyanonsoldier  pic.twitter.com/AUyvU0Wxd2

3/17/2020 4:47:52 PM kindeandtrue Sorry, wrong link: James True @jarue369.

3/17/2020 4:48:22 PM just_mr_nobody  pic.twitter.com/FePJSERuvY

3/17/2020 4:48:59 PM rifflemonica This blows my entire mind? 😱😱😱

3/17/2020 4:49:52 PM mattcottrill3 Think mirror? pic.twitter.com/KmrtzwJp6P

3/17/2020 4:50:13 PM americanpetal I should have known. TY for the pic!!

3/17/2020 4:52:48 PM 28concerned 17 th letter of alphabet.

3/17/2020 4:55:56 PM manadvert Agenda 2030 prep.  @KurlyKrissy @LBilderberg @Kaliclownyuga @369Bob @_JillwithaJ @carolsummers1st @realDimitraE @last_call12 @KeyserSosse 

@clickertyclack @KingofAustrali4 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TeddyHatezEUSSR @LincolnImp2020 pic.twitter.com/dCIKnUvQSJ

3/17/2020 4:56:52 PM redpilledhill He’s going to Tampa bay though

3/17/2020 4:56:54 PM jcaito8480 Just signed with Tampa Bay

3/17/2020 4:57:25 PM aetherwalker1 MJ, you are more aware than we are that the source of the 'infection' is the evil IDEs.

That's the root that has to be removed so that this never grows back.

To use a SG-1 analogy, the [Cabal] are like a group of Lo'taurs, that made a deal to be the top slaves.

3/17/2020 4:57:42 PM isaastar7 HAHAHA HAHAHA

3/17/2020 4:58:50 PM 02joshuaradwan Haha Q hahaha

3/17/2020 5:01:48 PM qoloradowqke The bigger issue for me, is the deception. 

Everything else takes a back seat.

3/17/2020 5:04:30 PM jlink333 🤢🤢🤢🤮

3/17/2020 5:05:00 PM erskineallin Manchelle

3/17/2020 5:05:26 PM milorad105 on #Majestic12 #WWG1WGA

STORM CLOUDS GATHERING (coronavirus/stock market plunge) - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q Qanon  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNlbMMkyY7E&feature=em-uploademail …

3/17/2020 5:07:06 PM sharpfuzz A quantam leap.

3/17/2020 5:08:38 PM ronberr27734234 Good observation.

3/17/2020 5:08:45 PM wendywl Praying to God it does!

3/17/2020 5:09:45 PM freestateojones #WeThePeople are The Cure IF we think logically. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1105933213023649792?s=19 …

3/17/2020 5:10:48 PM patriot_126  pic.twitter.com/oVP4XC2ZXS

3/17/2020 5:12:53 PM marine_moe He wanted to break them into 1,000 pieces

3/17/2020 5:14:11 PM jv_parker @realDonaldTrump @paul_furber @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 open faced electioneering

3/17/2020 5:15:21 PM johnpate1 I got shit canned for saying @BarackObama was married to a dude and his kids were staged. Now who is the crazy SOB NOW, screw you for not 

trusting me

#QAnon #POTUS #MAGA #TrustThePlan #WWG1WGA #coronavirus #GreatAwakening #DarkToLight #GlobalWarming is a joke to steal money

3/17/2020 5:19:48 PM magamircat1 He loves kissing boys on the lips

3/17/2020 5:20:19 PM youstinksoap Is all the world a stage?  

I'll take a Y/N ...

How about...there really is not any evil, just illusion?

3/17/2020 5:20:51 PM limejellie Drop the info. This has been happening for a long time. 15 days?

3/17/2020 5:22:26 PM qoloradowqke Hillary Clinton put our national security at extremely high risk by her careless use of an e/m server.

Lock Her Up⚖️⚖️⚖️

—-General Michael Flynn🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#NeverHillary

#Flynn #Q #QAnon #SidneyPowell pic.twitter.com/jNR3eWEXBM

3/17/2020 5:28:08 PM magamircat1 I think you are missing the point

3/17/2020 5:29:12 PM magamircat1 Did Tom Hanks say thank at the Oscars...does that mean Bill Gates unleash the virus?

3/17/2020 5:29:24 PM awakene92885216 Q！！！



3/17/2020 5:29:24 PM freeandoriginal Absolutely 5:5 !!

3/17/2020 5:30:16 PM johnphydeaux He was my CIC when I served!

3/17/2020 5:30:55 PM mml111mml111 They accidentally release it all.

3/17/2020 5:31:12 PM liltilgerlil  pic.twitter.com/pj6GNUaonl

3/17/2020 5:31:16 PM owebilly quar?

3/17/2020 5:31:32 PM willsmi96180039 Big dick mike

3/17/2020 5:31:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Plan  https://youtu.be/EsYmSx6YJiA  via @YouTube

3/17/2020 5:31:55 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NationalGuard/status/1240036640590086149 …

3/17/2020 5:32:24 PM cdale_dog Why, have they never shown her full, maiden name before?

3/17/2020 5:32:39 PM 3nmbrs Happy Saint Patrick's Day!

~anons/autists/Patriots, I raise a pint of Guinness to you, "May good & faithful friends be yours, wherever you may roam."

* Sláinte mhaith (good health)!

@realDonaldTrump

@RealJamesWoods

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@EricTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tiff_FitzHenry pic.twitter.com/eZ5xaGXtEe
3/17/2020 5:34:46 PM lizrao4 Totally agree with the late Joan Rivers! She earned us, but she was conveniently eliminated right after she mentions the word "tranny" on TV🧐 🇺🇸has 

been deceived at many levels with the ones in power💰💰💰💰 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #KAG

3/17/2020 5:35:16 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Has [ALICE] been turned off ?

Is she now locked up in Computer Prison ?

What about Alice ?

Has she been arrested and replaced with a Clone ?

It's all one big show.
3/17/2020 5:35:27 PM rterriers Do me a favor and look up Michael LaVaughn Robinson. Click on images. 😁 You'll understand.

3/17/2020 5:35:46 PM magamircat1 You will be just fine..

3/17/2020 5:36:08 PM jesse48676371 If i think the end of men and black.. can that help me to understand what my IS, is 🙏🏼

3/17/2020 5:36:20 PM twilly18 oh great! now "they" have a record of me watching that

3/17/2020 5:36:48 PM magamircat1  pic.twitter.com/xQrzlkRRjM

3/17/2020 5:38:40 PM pcincorrect1 So why lie about it?

3/17/2020 5:39:32 PM house_poseidon 277 2  Pulling weeds from the Garden

3/17/2020 5:39:50 PM lizrao4 Agree! The media has touched up her images forever BUT others like the one posted here shows the man shoulders, in addition to #FloppyMike pics 

show the real goods 🤔😵🤣

3/17/2020 5:40:36 PM jbcloud 5:5

3/17/2020 5:40:39 PM moonbaby04371  pic.twitter.com/07i1QhUa1b

3/17/2020 5:40:48 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/am5girwTPX

3/17/2020 5:41:48 PM basil26 That’s awesome 😎

3/17/2020 5:43:16 PM bhaggy1008 Message received.

3/17/2020 5:44:16 PM tracybirk1 Its all in the families.

3/17/2020 5:44:48 PM imcevoy1 Although, we must admit, it takes some size  kahoonies to pull off this world wide illusion!!!

3/17/2020 5:45:41 PM netruman1 Mike was likely the test run for how they can manufacture manchurians using the resources of society available to the elite.

They did this all for power and control. Michael could be just as much a victim.

3/17/2020 5:45:52 PM imcevoy1 Although, we must admit, it takes some size  kahoonies to pull off this world wide illusion!!!

3/17/2020 5:46:15 PM keith369me Lots of cruise ships are available for the one way trip!!!

3/17/2020 5:47:09 PM w0nderboi Yep. Fake. Look at the eyes, not as pixelated as the rest of the photo.

3/17/2020 5:47:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Plus a few extra. pic.twitter.com/ymwMR27psY

3/17/2020 5:47:54 PM netruman1 When the truth is finally revealed, I'm going to be blasting Boy George's cover of "The Crying Game" after I vomit🤮 up my stomach contents.

3/17/2020 5:48:25 PM mikeb38beacon_h 😉🇺🇸👍

3/17/2020 5:48:45 PM burgersandra Power of 3 6 9

3/17/2020 5:48:59 PM nocommunistusa This is getting good now

3/17/2020 5:49:05 PM qlonginus For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual 

wickedness in high places.

Ephesians 6:12 pic.twitter.com/H8Bp6jGaOg

3/17/2020 5:49:21 PM cdale_dog I see pics of MO as a baby/young girl...  I just can’t get in board with the alternative theory, though i’m definitely skeptical about the kids...

3/17/2020 5:49:38 PM d5iza Mikechelle Obama offered contract by Gillette Corp, to endorse "Unisex" line of razors, nice for legs, cheeks and balls. pic.twitter.com/R5CrlbqHNT

3/17/2020 5:49:46 PM kindeandtrue Low Black Unemployment and Moving the Embassy don't count.

3/17/2020 5:49:47 PM jlundr More promises kept than promises made.

3/17/2020 5:50:05 PM bcmarky Been waiting for 2 years.......still waiting

3/17/2020 5:50:10 PM tha_gage Thank you for your service! Correct me if I’m wrong but I don’t think he said those exact words I’ve looked it up all over

3/17/2020 5:50:17 PM wester_sou Hang in there.

The Truth is coming out, about everything.

We've been so misled on many many things over many decades, if not longer.

God Bless.

3/17/2020 5:50:38 PM skylab_85 That bottom right looks photoshopped as fuck dooder. Not doubting, just stating the obvious.

3/17/2020 5:50:42 PM manifest_utopia Drop her 55K deleted emails and Weiner Laptop info and she's good to go to GITMO.

3/17/2020 5:52:06 PM rterriers These are the 2 children's parents. pic.twitter.com/oJFBFEKWEC

3/17/2020 5:52:14 PM keith369me New York on lockdown...no time like the present.

3/17/2020 5:52:28 PM monangesauvi I'm so ready....

3/17/2020 5:52:32 PM rterriers As for the other, the choice to know is yours. 🤷♀️

3/17/2020 5:52:32 PM alishajane777 To. get. her. =  together

3/17/2020 5:52:35 PM brd369 Mexico Paying For the wall Would Be particularly Majestic. Still waiting for that one to come to fruition. 45 hasn't been wrong on too many things.

3/17/2020 5:53:12 PM truth939 You can't have any fear if you want to  help drive this movement.

3/17/2020 5:53:16 PM lorihantman I sure hope so 🙏



3/17/2020 5:53:39 PM upallnight39 Me neither... At least mentally.

Intuitivaly I flow my gut/heart and just smash the keyboard until something happens.

Plus I was born on 6/9 june 9 soooo 

#IAM

69#KING
3/17/2020 5:55:04 PM 313jodie Clever😄😄😄 pic.twitter.com/YsUSJLjkIK

3/17/2020 5:56:28 PM twilly18 I've been expecting this since 1974.

3/17/2020 5:56:53 PM mgodfrey99 Please tell me 44 is also going down!

3/17/2020 5:57:18 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/E6ZrqpuIi2

3/17/2020 5:57:34 PM tammyca31262528 ❤️🇺🇸

3/17/2020 5:57:59 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/nOaVtoUAUW

3/17/2020 5:58:06 PM moneydoesnte I hope @GenFlynn follows me Bacc; well act jew ray blah blah blah nonsense words to memes key violin and abstract violent cue (Q) aka ;) aka Oof 

#Sploosh

3/17/2020 5:58:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Big Day  https://twitter.com/PennywiseDaWise/status/1240027237023391752 … pic.twitter.com/uSEzGUkOnp

3/17/2020 5:58:15 PM patriot_patient Permanent Government

3/17/2020 5:58:22 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/8FZ2W3tgR1

3/17/2020 5:58:52 PM speciousscoop Until I see what Q Promised otherwise is specualtion entertainment. 

55

Twitter Marker

Anonymous

2 Nov 2017 - 2:44:21 PM

Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless. pic.twitter.com/7NQfpgCztp
3/17/2020 5:59:03 PM freestateojones I'd say.

3/17/2020 5:59:18 PM i_like_skis Did it not show before?

3/17/2020 5:59:18 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/C9f7AnZspj

3/17/2020 5:59:25 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/fRLxwewiWa

3/17/2020 5:59:34 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/g80RwiJR4T

3/17/2020 5:59:43 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/UTWA0iXEgQ

3/17/2020 5:59:59 PM freestateojones When's POTUS coming back? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1160387116100202502?s=19 …

3/17/2020 6:00:01 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/c8mAnY9XaS

3/17/2020 6:00:03 PM kingsnlegends He won’t be remembered as 44 after this.

3/17/2020 6:00:10 PM donnasce Yes!

3/17/2020 6:00:13 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/jZoKp4szZ4

3/17/2020 6:00:14 PM noeticus1 #POTUS is not talking about the #ChineseVirus

3/17/2020 6:00:26 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/DF2Lia7q1R

3/17/2020 6:00:34 PM i_like_skis Qanon search still shows all the trashy news first.

3/17/2020 6:00:34 PM pachecoj11 a friend on fb shared something like that. it was cool because this person is not known for being 'into the news' and there were abunch of likes and 

comments

3/17/2020 6:00:50 PM laurabusse His tweet blew me away today

My first thought was the hidden war that's going on

My second thought was the virus

3/17/2020 6:00:58 PM sandylane1144 “ commercial paper “ pic.twitter.com/mqXLv6FYV0

3/17/2020 6:00:59 PM keith369me Happy Q Day!!!

3/17/2020 6:01:06 PM abrlopez #BigMike #TheGreatAwakening #TheStormIsHere

3/17/2020 6:01:18 PM billlind4 #justiceforjoan  Why do you think Obozo pushed trans rights so hard?

3/17/2020 6:01:53 PM billlind4 Bwahahahahahha!!!

3/17/2020 6:02:24 PM keith369me The hidden war is against a virus.  It’s both literal and figurative

3/17/2020 6:02:56 PM qsoldier14 got love this @POTUS pic.twitter.com/Tl7YvZo6YI

3/17/2020 6:03:04 PM pat58072526 Maybe your enemy, not the enemy of the people.

3/17/2020 6:03:20 PM atashfire Google takeover by white hats, confirmed.

3/17/2020 6:03:36 PM rudedrew63 Smelly pants

3/17/2020 6:04:28 PM house_poseidon The Plan  https://youtu.be/lOx0QCuOb8g  via @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @cynthiamckinney

#HumanTrafficking #Deepstate #slavery #child #abuse #LockThemUp #ArrestRumsfeld #ArrestBush #ArrestCheney

3/17/2020 6:04:29 PM billlind4 That's awesome!

3/17/2020 6:04:48 PM thedesigner_17  pic.twitter.com/NjLuxlMVK6

3/17/2020 6:04:58 PM laurabusse All awesome memes!

3/17/2020 6:05:31 PM pat58072526 You make baseless accusations and then accuse others of arrogance and contempt?

3/17/2020 6:05:32 PM wahiggins3 I feel at peace knowing that I am a small part of THE PLAN.  I have been able to provide calm to not just my family but to strangers that are visible 

upset.  It is my small part, pay it forward.

3/17/2020 6:05:44 PM 369helen313 17th 

Q day!

3/17/2020 6:07:00 PM djlok 5:5 pic.twitter.com/Bug0wvfA9l

3/17/2020 6:08:36 PM stevexclean Amen brother! Hey, I gotta q’tion for y’all: is it safe to assume that these”famous” fucks say “I got the virus” are they already in custody? That’s what I 

was thinking. Thought please.

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/17/2020 6:08:44 PM maddicks96 Done in thirty

3/17/2020 6:08:51 PM sandytrump2020  pic.twitter.com/1qikON2PiF

3/17/2020 6:09:09 PM jeffjmcswain YouTube has you throttled

3/17/2020 6:09:25 PM ascedant_rebel That's disturbing

3/17/2020 6:09:38 PM americanpetal Today definitely had a different vibe. 🕊🇺🇸🙏

3/17/2020 6:10:46 PM jeffjmcswain Yes, please

3/17/2020 6:10:50 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/rZ4lTzL9NE

3/17/2020 6:11:27 PM mgodfrey99 Good!

3/17/2020 6:12:31 PM loricam59349743 I’ve heard it reported that apx 10 days before his assassination JFK had requested from NASA,I think it was, to give all ufo/alien reports.

3/17/2020 6:13:02 PM speciousscoop he still will...  not beforehand.

Once people are kinda assuming the worst case... he will then clarify. pic.twitter.com/uICYTONHi4



3/17/2020 6:14:43 PM astraleyes7 For fucks sake.... I'll bet $1000 in cash, gold or silver bullion that when this is all done, the same actors will be playing their roles, business as usual. This 

is power and wealth consolidation because the system was unsustainable and they needed a reboot. Not Q fairytale

3/17/2020 6:14:58 PM bryceja68689884 Que?

3/17/2020 6:15:51 PM amy35768723 @realDonaldTrump “Full alien disclosure” has my mind full of wonder...wonder...how will we(humans) process a”full alien disclosure”? I’m good with it 

under certain circumstances,but....the rest of us?....not so sure🤔Unless aliens protect us from future rise of”Illuminati” types.

3/17/2020 6:16:21 PM truth939 Hannity hammering home the 'Invisible Enemy' tonight.  

Also calling out politicians for mishandling taxpayer dollars.

End the Fed!

3/17/2020 6:17:23 PM dedesill Enemies:  Satan, Orion, Cabal, Clowns etc...

3/17/2020 6:17:42 PM patriotswegoall MJ featured on GOOG?

Perfect!

🍿🍿🍿

3/17/2020 6:18:41 PM coolrunning8 YOU LEARNING 

to LOCK YOURSELVES 

up

with a PROMPT 

COVID19

this TIME

3/17/2020 6:19:45 PM keith369me I believe the system is coming down...a new system is coming up...and we all will get a starter account in this new system.  Money has no meaning 

when it can be printed and controlled by a few.

3/17/2020 6:21:27 PM soulsur74572009 The Final CountDown pic.twitter.com/LDbccPxxnk

3/17/2020 6:22:44 PM anonlegion13 @realDonaldTrump can we watch!?

3/17/2020 6:23:22 PM coolrunning8 AND YOU WILL BE LOCKING YOURSELVES 

DOWN

for 1000

dollars 

the business as usual GUYS 

BILLIONS

BEING MADE 

the real BEAUTY

is they got you buying your own 

food 

water 

TOILETRIES

WHILE INCARCERATING YOURSELVES

DAMN WELLED TRAINED 

MONKIES

WASH YOUR HANDS
3/17/2020 6:23:37 PM legacy_over #qanon #WW1WGA #GreatAwakening

@Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @Tiff_FitzHenry @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/3MIEdpG5g0

3/17/2020 6:24:44 PM pepe13372 I believe Peter Thiel is MAGA so......

3/17/2020 6:24:57 PM tachyonluxor @clif_high @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CryptoNana4LTC @tjkuba @dansmowing 

Please R/T pic.twitter.com/jiTvnAgdSW

3/17/2020 6:25:12 PM vithseenee @monokrome Jesus loves You!

3/17/2020 6:26:52 PM bryceja68689884 Sure would be nice if all our debts vanished!

3/17/2020 6:27:08 PM aprilbrayboy I hadn’t even thought of that! pic.twitter.com/4GB2cbJi99

3/17/2020 6:28:18 PM astraleyes7 Indeed. I should know better than to entertain these notions. Respect

3/17/2020 6:29:32 PM keith369me They might be...worked my ass off to pay stuff off...I’ll take a refund:-)

3/17/2020 6:31:26 PM populistpepe2 You made it to the show! pic.twitter.com/p7QQKTiJOo

3/17/2020 6:32:31 PM trumpitis1 Please share the significance of My 29th, my friend.  Obviously, great freedoms and spiritual bondage will happen on this day.  But why this specific 

date?

3/17/2020 6:33:36 PM state1union Thank You 🙏

3/17/2020 6:33:48 PM c_morece Actually they are. Their troops are at their southern and northern border therefore they are paying for it.

3/17/2020 6:33:52 PM kevinpaz822 #TuesdayThoughts

3/17/2020 6:34:17 PM brown_eyedladyj God wins

3/17/2020 6:35:33 PM c_morece It will be like he wasn't even here. He can still be impeached and every EO or unconstitutional amendment et Al can and will be challenged.

Let's pray this will be so.

3/17/2020 6:36:54 PM questio05440880 this is fake

3/17/2020 6:37:59 PM poorboyric Been an honor serving with u

3/17/2020 6:38:10 PM mgodfrey99 Oh I am praying...

3/17/2020 6:39:40 PM luluspeers1 Iran and Turkey are trying to flood Europe with barbarians again

3/17/2020 6:40:10 PM pbzstwnrmc49 What ‘exactly’ did he say, then?

3/17/2020 6:40:37 PM luluspeers1 The deep state flunkies trying to get the world into WW3 in the ME.

3/17/2020 6:40:56 PM 528hz_truth #Mccanns

3/17/2020 6:43:14 PM legacy_over #qanon #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @AustinSteinbart @Tiff_FitzHenry @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/AYrHCT4hh3

3/17/2020 6:43:19 PM lorenzosghost satan...

3/17/2020 6:43:39 PM cryptogyu 🤣😂

3/17/2020 6:44:19 PM 35psm Wow!  I had not put that together.  You are right!  We are the digital soldiers as well.  Yes, it's time!

3/17/2020 6:45:52 PM decodematrix The latest news from Corey Goode is sometime between 2026-2032.

3/17/2020 6:45:57 PM peekaboo1966 😭😭 Trudeau is a vile POS.. someone save us from this MoFo

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2020 6:46:06 PM skuobiee Haha hes just going to another team, bucs.

3/17/2020 6:46:37 PM seraphirah I’m very aware of what hidden enemy is.

3/17/2020 6:47:19 PM bryceja68689884 Agreed!

3/17/2020 6:48:47 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/LDSFWZnWZg



3/17/2020 6:49:38 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2020 6:50:24 PM nurseniceyes Thank you

3/17/2020 6:51:42 PM jenniekoo Is it real?🤔 Stunning..👆|@DNC @GOP @POTUS @realDonaldTrump @VP @Scotus @FLOTUS @IvankaTrump @MichelleObama @BarackObama 

@FoxNews @washingtonpost @nytimes @CNN @ABC @WSJ @TIME @latimes @IngrahamAngle @TuckerCarlson @JesseBWatters @NewYorker 

@RealCandaceO @CBS @nbc @MSNBC @maddow

3/17/2020 6:55:53 PM speaakn Who is that woman with the devil ensnared in her necklace?

3/17/2020 6:56:26 PM sterkinglights1 I just did and clean wipe #winning

3/17/2020 6:57:35 PM doodzentripz Not about being trans .. it's about deception across the board. 95% of ppl are cool with trans and they aren't bad

3/17/2020 6:57:37 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NickHintonn @Inevitable_ET @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/JO06HsyUnY

3/17/2020 6:59:40 PM tracybirk1 Tony Podesta's ex wife

3/17/2020 6:59:42 PM askbeforgiven I heard surge.

3/17/2020 7:02:05 PM speaakn Thank you for letting me know 😉

3/17/2020 7:02:16 PM pdigonis It seems the title of her book is VERY TRUE pic.twitter.com/J0DnksWylM

3/17/2020 7:02:37 PM coaching4life Tonight I listened to @perrystonevoe He gave an incredible right now word.  "The RECKONING is upon the nation." America's cup of iniquity is 

overflowing #TheStormHasArrived #WWG1WGA @StormIsUponUs @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @RealJamesWoods

3/17/2020 7:02:44 PM speaakn Yes, where is this from? Source?

3/17/2020 7:02:55 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/L6oUJocSNc

3/17/2020 7:04:23 PM hunderthmonkey 🙏✊

3/17/2020 7:05:42 PM sassytrumpett  pic.twitter.com/xAJm4Oljxw

3/17/2020 7:06:18 PM sassytrumpett  pic.twitter.com/ftynD5S9DA

3/17/2020 7:06:33 PM timkania i hope this Covid-19 is part of The Plan but i really don’t want to start seeing riots, food shortages, bankruptcies, and our 401k tanking 🤨

3/17/2020 7:06:44 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/xnZzJQQBv6

3/17/2020 7:07:14 PM tweet_b_r_o Enjoy. Sound like anyone around today?He could see oppression from within. He knew the Comi/socialist ideology infiltrated intel 

agencies,universities,news agencies. Openly wondered why, economy being oppressed.Knew entitlement was slavery.Smelled the 🐀 

https://youtu.be/gbrcRKqLSRw 

3/17/2020 7:07:44 PM sassytrumpett Holy 💩💩💩

3/17/2020 7:08:27 PM tweet_b_r_o Lots of parallels that's why I say watch ur 6 @realDonaldTrump

3/17/2020 7:08:34 PM angelal08418075  pic.twitter.com/0EgVDx6BzI

3/17/2020 7:10:45 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/NPabr7hQA8

3/17/2020 7:11:57 PM tweet_b_r_o Enjoy. Sound like anyone around today?He could see oppression from within. He knew the Comi/socialist ideology infiltrated intel 

agencies,universities,news agencies. Openly wondered why, economy being oppressed.Knew entitlement was slavery.Smelled the 🐀 

https://youtu.be/gbrcRKqLSRw 

3/17/2020 7:13:08 PM tweet_b_r_o He believed that socialism and communism was equal to slavery, that it was his job and America's job to prevent it all over the world. That is why I am 

telling Donald Trump to watch his back.

3/17/2020 7:13:21 PM freedomcat71 They faked the moon landing, so...just saying.

3/17/2020 7:13:28 PM timkania wow, open air satanism 🤨

3/17/2020 7:14:38 PM cathyholton4 Thank you

3/17/2020 7:15:44 PM freedomcat71 Yep. #tranny

3/17/2020 7:15:52 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/teqZ8OqoXk

3/17/2020 7:16:54 PM the_loveoflight That he knows what the owner is up to?

3/17/2020 7:18:06 PM the_loveoflight I have no idea, took it from someone else but maybe this help a little https://twitter.com/mongrelglory/status/1240054740668604420?s=21 …

3/17/2020 7:18:20 PM mr_fedorable That "hard evidence" gets discounted anyway.

3/17/2020 7:18:31 PM upallnight39 @FBI pic.twitter.com/GuBlTm76L1

3/17/2020 7:19:47 PM fishbonker66 Not human

3/17/2020 7:19:51 PM jt_suryo There was a rumor that his wife (Giselle Bundchen) is a witch (at least sort of).

3/17/2020 7:20:49 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @AustinSteinbart @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/8WHt1fONA2

3/17/2020 7:22:39 PM sassytrumpett  pic.twitter.com/IoFwnsy0GQ

3/17/2020 7:23:41 PM rghardy3 17 days of Total Madness !

How long will it continue before the Flood arrives ?

3/17/2020 7:27:48 PM patriqtmatt 😉👍🇺🇸

3/17/2020 7:31:01 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tiff_FitzHenry @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @AustinSteinbart @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/9T45ckCGBB

3/17/2020 7:32:18 PM 369palm What if I told you that she’s already here. pic.twitter.com/43kOomM5oS

3/17/2020 7:32:54 PM lorenzosghost Pleasure to team up MJ.

3/17/2020 7:33:28 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/4gBjc9gVdT

3/17/2020 7:33:48 PM kay646464 @whpresscorps

#Askthequestion

#WhoIsQ

3/17/2020 7:34:03 PM atashfire Deep state death tally, you mean. Koo.

3/17/2020 7:34:33 PM jvan125 17 recovered in the US, huh?

3/17/2020 7:34:42 PM e30hellcat  pic.twitter.com/Itf50v6hUx

3/17/2020 7:35:30 PM speaakn Hmm, very interesting numbers on that chart.🤔

3/17/2020 7:35:48 PM 369helen313 #ChineseVirus

3/17/2020 7:35:53 PM bryceja68689884 17 recovered in US

3/17/2020 7:36:08 PM andycryptostar International flag Yellow for Q

3/17/2020 7:36:33 PM earth2nissy People are so dumb to think this is over a virus. I'm dumping the memes though. 🙏 Praying they wake up.

3/17/2020 7:38:34 PM smalltownindy Are Benjamin Fulford's reports of secret society power-brokering accurate? I know he has an Eastern bias, but his info is highly interesting.

3/17/2020 7:40:16 PM anangelhasland1 ... to sign with the Buccaneers!

Oops!



3/17/2020 7:40:43 PM youstinksoap 555

3/17/2020 7:41:07 PM pocho_956 Okay I’m all for this but let just be real and honest, the hair club photo id looks pretty fake.

3/17/2020 7:41:14 PM nurseniceyes Question, new codes incoming? I

3/17/2020 7:41:45 PM greenbeangirl2 Because you’d be in jail!

3/17/2020 7:42:37 PM brianjseitz76  https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1239960276092555264?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/8vyPNsTP70

3/17/2020 7:42:48 PM smalltownindy  https://www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-speeches/american-newspaper-publishers-association-19610427 … 

pic.twitter.com/7HOx2PvUDR

3/17/2020 7:43:40 PM johnnysplace55 Well this is what happens when people don't do a background check on employees, they get fall through the cracks of bureaucracy.  What have we 

learned America?

3/17/2020 7:44:58 PM legacy_over #TomHanks #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@AustinSteinbart @Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @worldxplorer1 pic.twitter.com/sBRm7hThWL

3/17/2020 7:45:17 PM redpilledhill Fair enough. Ya never know. I’m not rooting for anyone to be deep state but I won’t be surprised if they are at this point.

3/17/2020 7:45:57 PM smalltownindy Not the same speech you mentioned but one I had handy for reference today.

3/17/2020 7:46:01 PM corn_hole hidden enemy

3/17/2020 7:46:44 PM art3m1sv Weaker than the flu. pic.twitter.com/t2KXPur9xE

3/17/2020 7:47:05 PM johnnysplace55 Yup and Micheal had her Clintonated / Clintonized take your pick.

3/17/2020 7:47:13 PM n7guardiananon How's Russia??? pic.twitter.com/tRAluNwcgt

3/17/2020 7:49:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 What is a narrative shift?

3/17/2020 7:50:17 PM robsealejr1 Habbenimg now.

3/17/2020 7:50:31 PM islandofdelight Coronavirus to Corruption #QQuarantine

3/17/2020 7:50:37 PM worldxplorer1 It’s CNN praising Trump.

3/17/2020 7:50:50 PM singularitygg Interesting name you have there

😉

3/17/2020 7:50:57 PM freestateojones A change in the storyline.

3/17/2020 7:50:58 PM ashthequestion  pic.twitter.com/vC8TBLhuXs

3/17/2020 7:50:59 PM palmdalekid2 when kids yell at their parents to get their attention when they are fighting

3/17/2020 7:51:10 PM truth939 Compare to total population of each country.  Very low risk to the average person, especially with quarantine measures.  Let alone the EXTREMELY low 

risk of actually dying from this.

3/17/2020 7:51:11 PM dropdeadjack Has Anyone checked in on North Korea?

3/17/2020 7:51:12 PM coaching4life Gotta be honest dont understand all the codes

3/17/2020 7:51:18 PM tonischolz Any day of the week for the MSM

3/17/2020 7:51:28 PM haney_bohannon Media shift?

3/17/2020 7:51:34 PM mypen_3stacks  pic.twitter.com/PyZBzuvUsy

3/17/2020 7:51:36 PM stuarttruly catchAttention,TurnTheTide~~~wave~~WAVE!

3/17/2020 7:51:40 PM xrqscpximkored1 This brings me to the subject of ...

3/17/2020 7:51:41 PM sjgprecision Let’s get this done...

3/17/2020 7:51:49 PM boondognews Truth on the internet

3/17/2020 7:52:00 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/1ymNCrQHys

3/17/2020 7:52:14 PM misshelene60 MSM

3/17/2020 7:52:16 PM stevenfontain14 Is it where two time lines coverge?  (serious)

3/17/2020 7:52:16 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/ImnpH8rUfi

3/17/2020 7:52:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trump: Presumptive 2020 Republican Nominee  https://youtu.be/OKopezb1ez4  via @YouTube

3/17/2020 7:53:01 PM peaceanonredux March 17, 2020

3/17/2020 7:53:01 PM phreatomagnetic Realignment of the timeline

3/17/2020 7:53:05 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/BtJhK6L2MT

3/17/2020 7:53:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I am with you,

I will fight for you,

and I will win for you"- #TrumpTheEstablishment https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240108808506146819 …

3/17/2020 7:53:48 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://youtu.be/tHsZxJlxHYw 

3/17/2020 7:53:54 PM ecranchero But why do they look so terrible? Did they look at bad before Trump?

3/17/2020 7:54:42 PM peaceanonredux #TheWholeNarrative https://youtu.be/cRsKHOPwImo 

3/17/2020 7:55:04 PM 99pagefamily 🤷♀️ Don’t ask the C_A tho pic.twitter.com/8hsRfZZ55S

3/17/2020 7:55:26 PM gl78792815 What a lovely bird in the tree that is .

3/17/2020 7:55:41 PM imcevoy1 Well if they can pull that off then I am sure they can put a dress and a bit of lippy on a big man and sell us that too.

3/17/2020 7:55:49 PM devoteddeplorab  pic.twitter.com/IUGPEs5u1N

3/17/2020 7:55:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is real. pic.twitter.com/JIQSrhBGbo

3/17/2020 7:56:08 PM legacy_over #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @AustinSteinbart @worldxplorer1 

pic.twitter.com/m7TuwSXWE4

3/17/2020 7:56:12 PM juliecasey2247 From Dark to Light. From Slavery to Freedom From Poor to Rich,  From Sick to Health, From Hate to Love, From wrong to right.

3/17/2020 7:56:17 PM 369palm An Event

3/17/2020 7:56:20 PM winklerburke When MSM decides it doesn’t want to “hang” with a Hillary & Friends?

3/17/2020 7:56:23 PM celaenomaia I know be follows @AustinSteinbart !!

3/17/2020 7:56:32 PM nonlyinglion And now the good word spreads like wildfire!

3/17/2020 7:56:40 PM tillie71120939 Hmmm....maybe I am dim 🤔

Was there ever ANY doubt that President Trump would be 2020 #Republican nominee?

#Q+

3/17/2020 7:56:44 PM decubed3 When the last of the resistance changes their tune

3/17/2020 7:56:49 PM cormieredcclare I love ❤️ this Man.

3/17/2020 7:56:53 PM leepraying I was thinking the same thing

3/17/2020 7:57:42 PM miss_ampie Pedo death tally. 🎯

3/17/2020 7:57:47 PM ihvh Deus Ex Machina

3/17/2020 7:58:02 PM slew19508857  https://phys.org/news/2020-03-ancient-mantis-man-petroglyph-

iran.html?fbclid=IwAR2W91ubXugHkctiW4eKhcb2sDfEFY9pxVgSqKdRJCIUuvkrIJAdOxZvk1I …

3/17/2020 7:58:04 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/qF77aFmO0F

3/17/2020 7:58:24 PM blindsquirrel36 🤞🏻🤔😳😁😁😁🍿🐹 pic.twitter.com/KC1J1A9q9X

3/17/2020 7:59:15 PM nancyddb Switching to another person, topic.

3/17/2020 7:59:36 PM tillie71120939 Interesting...#UnitedStates and #France have less #WuhanCoronavirus #WuFlu cases than #SouthKorea but more deaths. Wonder why?

3/17/2020 7:59:41 PM thisfinnish RE-tweet and unleash, hmmm, I don’t memes but Thank you for those that did and I re-tweet

3/17/2020 7:59:56 PM kelly_susak Q🇺🇸💯💗



3/17/2020 7:59:59 PM lizzieafrey5 We are so Blessed to have this Amazing Wonderful Man as our President 🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸He’s fighting for awe the People ✝️🇺🇸

3/17/2020 8:00:09 PM sharpfuzz That next step is a doozie...  We are the news now.

3/17/2020 8:00:25 PM radasmodean FF

3/17/2020 8:00:53 PM misshelene60  pic.twitter.com/t7nuNB4C8O

3/17/2020 8:00:56 PM decodematrix  https://patents.google.com/patent/US4501923?oq=patent+4%2c501%2c923 …

3/17/2020 8:01:04 PM raziel3691 You do not know of what power it holds, what it means or where it goes. 

And by "you" I mean to whom I am replying. 

And such, you will be in the wind, not directing it. 

Purify, purify purify. 

The secrets are guarded. It belongs to the Most pure, by the most pure. pic.twitter.com/iYzIaLA6px
3/17/2020 8:01:04 PM duke5331 When the white hats are on the offense tracking down the black hats dead or alive.

3/17/2020 8:01:07 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/lHWEU7qtZw

3/17/2020 8:01:18 PM falseprofityhoo State funeral

3/17/2020 8:01:38 PM s0urc3rss POV Switch pic.twitter.com/bnrKeBY1xY

3/17/2020 8:01:58 PM corstruction 3M....real nice.

3/17/2020 8:02:20 PM truth939 Never gets old!

3/17/2020 8:02:32 PM nonlyinglion This my second fav behind the “cause you’d be in jail vid” . 😂

3/17/2020 8:03:01 PM palmdalekid2 where's Portugal

3/17/2020 8:03:30 PM usmcqdawg Raw video, with the wicked vampire queen & disciple of the Synagogue of Satan, Hilary Clinton. It would appear the stage is nearly set.️

3/17/2020 8:03:42 PM raziel3691 this.

3/17/2020 8:05:17 PM raziel3691 Google, Drama triangle. learn it.

3/17/2020 8:05:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 "I knew this day would arrive, its only question of when and I knew the American people would rise above it and vote for the future they deserve." - 

@realDonaldTrump

#WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/tHsZxJlxHYw 

3/17/2020 8:06:45 PM patriotcat_maga The day is almost over! Is anything going to happen?

3/17/2020 8:07:08 PM cq7mviu8w678kjd Trusting God

Trusting the Plan

Trusting Trump

WWG1WGA 

Q

3/17/2020 8:07:22 PM lilangels44 Because it was a lie. Far as I know people want to trust their leaders. And this lie is just one of so many even bigger ones.

3/17/2020 8:07:27 PM s0urc3rss I felt that also! And felt as if a baby being compressed and squeezed on all senses needing lots of breathwork then sleep & dreaming.

3/17/2020 8:07:37 PM jay93069455 5:48 length of video

5 + 4 + 8 = 17

17th letter of alphabet is Q

"Learn our comms" - Q

3/17/2020 8:07:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

The flood gates have been opened.

Prepare for the storm. pic.twitter.com/BLaa9DTRX9

3/17/2020 8:08:31 PM neatsyp Go for it!!!!

3/17/2020 8:08:33 PM earth2nissy CNN pro Trump a QAnon going against Trump? Waking up more this way?

3/17/2020 8:08:59 PM lolyesplease I have no umbrella or galoshes

3/17/2020 8:09:11 PM nirvanaisshe A new order of events / Re-shuffling the order of events

3/17/2020 8:09:12 PM terrieq7  pic.twitter.com/Jds0OWagNo

3/17/2020 8:09:17 PM earth2nissy  pic.twitter.com/ildX2d2OVE

3/17/2020 8:09:19 PM restart_qpersia What should we do in Iran for the storm?

3/17/2020 8:09:19 PM nocommunistusa  pic.twitter.com/3qRCQgfmcy

3/17/2020 8:09:30 PM 5gtweets  pic.twitter.com/W3AShuWFfG

3/17/2020 8:09:30 PM alishajane777 Narrative shift... 

Biden answers no questions, eyes are off Burisma Scandal. That is the narrative shift?

G-dspeed

3/17/2020 8:09:43 PM gratitudeiskey_ I’m waiting on this👇 pic.twitter.com/JSvc9m6xLj

3/17/2020 8:10:24 PM 369helen313 #HiddenEnemy

#GreatAwakening #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #WWG1WGA

#Q #QANON #QARMY #JUSTICE #GODWINS

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1239997820242923521?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/4DhgtsD0gU

3/17/2020 8:10:26 PM synackstatic Paradise Papers involve a lot to do with Ireland...

3/17/2020 8:10:27 PM stuarttruly CalmAtCenterAsTheStormSurges

#BeStillAndKnow

#LoveIsPatientLoveIsKind

#HelpEachOther

3/17/2020 8:10:56 PM patriotswegoall  pic.twitter.com/jCE7Y1pr5O

3/17/2020 8:11:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Related search topics: pic.twitter.com/yns3QNeZtm

3/17/2020 8:11:13 PM s0urc3rss Wow 7 😍😍😍 You are blessed Mama!

3/17/2020 8:11:23 PM earth2nissy I'll pray for you 🙏✝️

3/17/2020 8:11:29 PM ryan35381162 I think soon they will realize the trap and all of a sudden Covid 19 won't be dangerous anymore and we can all go back to work. No need for a lockdown.

3/17/2020 8:11:41 PM e30hellcat  pic.twitter.com/yxtLH50Kgs

3/17/2020 8:11:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quarantined to learn the truth. pic.twitter.com/WsLOHQhjoM

3/17/2020 8:11:56 PM state1union Truly Unbelievable and Wonderful at the Same Time 👍☘🇺🇸

3/17/2020 8:12:05 PM ingodwe64361245 Made the mistake of reading about it in a thread 5 mins ago.  Sick to my stomach.  Can you tell me if this stuff head been reported?  Should we be 

notifying the Feds?

3/17/2020 8:12:07 PM packflipping WHERE THERE WAS DARKNESS THERE IS NOW LIGHT!!!!!!

3/17/2020 8:12:15 PM balancebeam100 I agree with all of that except the political part.  It has definitely divided us.  But I'm fine with that because as far as I'm concerned it's making the line 

between good and evil much more clear.

3/17/2020 8:12:33 PM lucasnobua How Q knows future events?

3/17/2020 8:12:37 PM grandechancho Pray

3/17/2020 8:12:38 PM every_barr Go check out https://youtu.be/J5w_4kLneNg 

3/17/2020 8:12:42 PM deew_47  pic.twitter.com/6Nwk5shPyw

3/17/2020 8:12:45 PM burtqueue  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …



3/17/2020 8:13:06 PM burtqueue This is new....

3/17/2020 8:13:12 PM arcruse4 The end of tonight’s episode of Project Blue Book on History Channel with a walk-on by JFK woven into the plot for next week’s season end episode! 

Qualifies?

3/17/2020 8:13:39 PM lolyesplease Lol the storm is coming!!!

3/17/2020 8:14:15 PM balancebeam100 I don't know how they can know how many people have recovered from it.  I mean do you call the CDC when you feel better and say "Hey, I 

recovered!"

3/17/2020 8:14:33 PM rembrandt_1981 Stay safe, Lift the righteous in prayer, let the fools be fools- don’t join them!  Better to be safe in the background.  JMO

3/17/2020 8:14:37 PM nancyjo1992 I just finished telling my Husband that!!! Families will want to be together with loved ones when the Great Awakening happens!!!

3/17/2020 8:14:37 PM proudredrn I know I was a few of those searches.

3/17/2020 8:14:44 PM deew_47 #WWG1WGA 💖🇺🇸💖🇺🇸💖🇺🇸💖

3/17/2020 8:14:47 PM tillie71120939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why did you only answer like 4 or 5 questions in last nights #AMA

3/17/2020 8:14:47 PM coloradoevolut1 Oh wait! I know this one! pic.twitter.com/ZSN5RO9SRZ

3/17/2020 8:14:48 PM rachaelangelm Ok so Weed = devils lettuce but this? This? This rigghhhttt here is ok???

3/17/2020 8:14:51 PM mcpatriot64 That guy is a larp

3/17/2020 8:14:58 PM soulsur74572009 Movin on Up pic.twitter.com/AOlzo0fQW9

3/17/2020 8:15:16 PM balancebeam100 I know a large portion of our death number came from one nursing home.

3/17/2020 8:15:27 PM vstewartnyc For the first time in his sorry life Trump is facing a crisis where he can't declare bankruptcy, stiff the vendors & run away.

He must be scared shitless.

3/17/2020 8:15:27 PM mypen_3stacks Control and precise planning.

3/17/2020 8:16:11 PM lolyesplease No no no. 

Qanon is a joke.

Trump is garbage

You are fools

3/17/2020 8:16:13 PM space_sloth26 Anything about Oprah??? @TheSharpEdge1 @NeonJoe45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @SeanCordicon

3/17/2020 8:16:41 PM lolyesplease Stop. Qanon is trash

3/17/2020 8:16:46 PM rogkenn12 A narrative shift occurs: only after next narrative(s) have been installed and are ready "to run". seamless transition. 

The next narrative to focus mainstream society to, was composed 4 or 7 narratives ago.

3/17/2020 8:16:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quarantined for your safety.

A storm approaches. pic.twitter.com/zoKb2grQ2K

3/17/2020 8:17:27 PM bbombski Lmaoooo, here we go Guantanamo.

3/17/2020 8:17:35 PM jooooody I know and today I just hit 700 followers!  it's my fav #

3/17/2020 8:17:40 PM deew_47 If you say so! 🤣🤣

3/17/2020 8:18:21 PM lolyesplease You are ridiculous. How embarrassing for your family

3/17/2020 8:18:25 PM unvarnishedv So I held out hope that there was something to this Q stuff.  Right now - I am out.  A collapsing economy due to a moderate flu.  🤔🤔 It’s time to get 

it out because we are going to die as there will be nothing to eat.

3/17/2020 8:18:55 PM altimitwill 23:16 = 12 Majestic

3/17/2020 8:19:12 PM state1union I wish it could be public but I guess I understand

3/17/2020 8:19:40 PM schung0815 what are they searching? Q? Majestic 12?

3/17/2020 8:19:48 PM aprilbrown99 💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/TIBJf6xgpU

3/17/2020 8:20:01 PM ta193919632009 🤭

3/17/2020 8:20:16 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/OdTbglKkIK

3/17/2020 8:20:19 PM lolyesplease Snort more meth!!

3/17/2020 8:21:17 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/qxu0gnjtRK

3/17/2020 8:21:22 PM austereswamp The ones “recovered” made a deal. Lol

3/17/2020 8:21:40 PM aprilbrown99 Let it all begin! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ZAqOFC0lFL

3/17/2020 8:21:48 PM deew_47 But I like worms! 🤣🤣#TheStormIsHere #Q #DrainTheSwamp 💖🇺🇸💖🇺🇸💖🇺🇸💖

3/17/2020 8:21:51 PM patriotswegoall Stages are set

Good work patriots 🙂🇺🇸🎆 pic.twitter.com/6LzjzM3zZC

3/17/2020 8:22:02 PM lorenzosghost How long until you crack the 100k?

3/17/2020 8:22:11 PM 369palm Do you feel this way when going to sleep by any chance?

3/17/2020 8:22:40 PM metheone8 Whoa!

3/17/2020 8:22:59 PM freedomcat71 True dat!!!

3/17/2020 8:23:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if we knew when the gates were opened and signaled to all? Do you believe in coincidences?

5:5?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1239782767631761408 … pic.twitter.com/WBGax35bT4

3/17/2020 8:23:04 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/buXeLOsFPJ

3/17/2020 8:23:09 PM upallnight39 The #adversaryShaitan has no place Here anymore

Either you are a brainewashed baff00n

Or

Ur gonna catch COVFEFE-19

3/17/2020 8:23:12 PM coltonsmama01 That really makes sense... why google abruptly changed last night.

3/17/2020 8:23:25 PM state1union It’s like I just went into a space capsule

3/17/2020 8:23:31 PM s0urc3rss Yes and it's comforting. Dreams of swimming in turquoise waters. Lots of trees. All is well.

3/17/2020 8:23:32 PM deew_47 And they are for me to worry about, not you! 😘 #Trump2020 #KAG 🇺🇸

3/17/2020 8:23:37 PM jrocktigers Looking forward to hearing international travel departure for 45..

3/17/2020 8:23:49 PM aprilbrown99 5:5. At the ready.

3/17/2020 8:23:51 PM cormieredcclare Great 👍🏻 Epiphany!

3/17/2020 8:24:00 PM palmdalekid2 I mean you deleted that one tweet

3/17/2020 8:24:22 PM mark_woodard WOW!

3/17/2020 8:24:27 PM stuarttruly RedWave~~~

3/17/2020 8:24:51 PM kindeandtrue This better be good.

3/17/2020 8:24:55 PM trucker778  pic.twitter.com/QZ8a2szCSV

3/17/2020 8:24:56 PM lisa917444 Rapid fire the red pills!

3/17/2020 8:25:11 PM cormieredcclare We got more than we know! WWG1WGA Q

3/17/2020 8:25:30 PM reggio_inspired Thank you!

3/17/2020 8:25:32 PM lovellastroude Someone flopped the script...

3/17/2020 8:25:43 PM reggio_inspired Thank you!

3/17/2020 8:25:47 PM cledrordfishing Well, it is raining really hard here.



3/17/2020 8:25:59 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/1FiGVr2PfF

3/17/2020 8:26:00 PM cormieredcclare GOD BLESS THW GREATEST PRESIDENT EVER! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/17/2020 8:26:10 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/eyfcF2guFn

3/17/2020 8:26:15 PM artnowlexine Leave

3/17/2020 8:26:17 PM robsealejr1 Ah gates meaning internet gate? Got it.

3/17/2020 8:26:35 PM 369helen313 AMEN 🙏🏻✨

3/17/2020 8:27:02 PM omgbekylookatme  pic.twitter.com/hJuub6soBE

3/17/2020 8:27:05 PM girl77marks My husband’s quote @MKKJR412 “I’m down for putting him on Mount Rushmore” 

This guy is the best!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump Thank you sir!!!! ❤️🇺🇸❤️ 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240112015630360578 …

3/17/2020 8:27:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 #LockHerUp https://youtu.be/fjhJLWBj-Sw 

3/17/2020 8:27:16 PM cormieredcclare Be patient. A lot is happening behind the scenes. Next phase will be coming soon. God Bless and stay stron.

3/17/2020 8:27:26 PM state1union Thank You! 🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/wZZratRSuM

3/17/2020 8:27:49 PM 369palm For me it’s breath taking.

3/17/2020 8:27:51 PM dironablu2u How are the same QAnon accounts that were leaking all the scary footage from Wuhan are the same accounts saying not to worry?

#QAnon

3/17/2020 8:28:04 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/z3G7Inj6ef

3/17/2020 8:28:22 PM peaceanonredux @GeorgWebb

#RogerKrone

#DuisbergFoundation pic.twitter.com/ONYeFNR9fF

3/17/2020 8:28:27 PM 17emeraldroses Will you just stop? You pushed fake wannabe Q  @AustinSteinbart on us. The one who says we recorded a church shooting! One that talked trash 

about POTUS and is pictured with No Name McCain. pic.twitter.com/MB6Ri59N9W

3/17/2020 8:28:34 PM mikeslife17 Ready for some....

            F.R.E.E.D.O.M.... pic.twitter.com/SgadRpsj2X

3/17/2020 8:29:08 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/aLCpR5e5ti

3/17/2020 8:29:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 There's a lot that can be prosecuted.

I heard the NYPD officers who saw some if it, even though their hardened investigators literally had to go throw up.

It's bad. https://youtu.be/qTxoAUOtC9E 

3/17/2020 8:29:45 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/OeVjeEiQAW

3/17/2020 8:29:46 PM patriotswegoall 5:5

Luck's on our side

3/17/2020 8:29:50 PM rghardy3 Is it time for the raw video drop ?

5:5  is more than you know.

+++

3/17/2020 8:29:53 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/wEPPHeT3iN

3/17/2020 8:29:54 PM alexand37412141  pic.twitter.com/VgzzgeNe0J

3/17/2020 8:29:59 PM burtqueue  https://vault.fbi.gov/fbi-communication-on-discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer/fbi-communication-on-

discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer-part-01-of-01/view …

3/17/2020 8:30:03 PM brightonv1 Welcome to... pic.twitter.com/pFnIVzaGNS

3/17/2020 8:30:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is the CALM BEFORE THE STORM. 

"You'll find out... 😉" - @realDonaldTrump https://youtu.be/tgW5iqc-lc4 

3/17/2020 8:31:08 PM giediknight Like Siri? https://www.cultofmac.com/259040/siri-predicts-opening-gates-hell/ …

3/17/2020 8:31:08 PM kindeandtrue Blah, blah, blah. We've been hearing this unsubstantiated rumor for years.

3/17/2020 8:31:16 PM thescarysnowman Time travel

3/17/2020 8:31:34 PM robsealejr1 The words need to be spoken. The storm is upon..

3/17/2020 8:31:36 PM aprilbrown99 #NeverHillary

#UnsealJFK

#NeverHillary

#UnsealJFK

#NeverHillary

#UnsealJFK

3/17/2020 8:31:37 PM navy9315 Why? You’ve been walking past these cases since Kennedy?

3/17/2020 8:31:38 PM burtqueue  https://vault.fbi.gov/fbi-communication-on-discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer/fbi-communication-on-

discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer-part-01-of-01/view …

3/17/2020 8:31:47 PM burtqueue  https://vault.fbi.gov/fbi-communication-on-discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer/fbi-communication-on-

discovery-of-hillary-clinton-e-mails-on-anthony-weiners-laptop-computer-part-01-of-01/view …

3/17/2020 8:31:52 PM peter77122940 Timeline convergence -  YT: Project Looking Glass - The Shift - The Event

3/17/2020 8:31:59 PM burtqueue It's no longer unsubstantiated

3/17/2020 8:32:09 PM upallnight39 who needs there bodybag?

with my back pushed up on this wall.

regrets. you take my life; all my life.

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bianka+the+eu+cannibal&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CWbOP46yfOXUIkCmvjMSDsknyyGOvE4m_130BnE915JTKPnWYBDIf

0SlR76rv6nS1tH7QF7fRwf5aExioH6yAcSqNrBSXfX5ujxRnKhIJpr4zEg7JJ8sResAJayr4p7YqEgkhjrxOJv99ARFuFc3KutVgcyoSCZxPdeSUyj51EW4Vzcq61WBzK

hIJmAQyH9EpUe8RhLcWCgBBuaEqEgmq7-p0tbR-0BF6wAlrKvintioSCRe30cH-WhMYEYS3FgoAQbmhKhIJqB-sgHEqjawR4OmMeIvfXuEqEgkUl31-

bo8UZxFuFc3KutVgc2GAi-Qrwvg0nA&tbo=u&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiZg8W9paHoAhUBH6wKHV4mCz4QuIIBCCU&biw=360&bih=512#imgrc=xs-

bE8cv8TNqwM%3A … pic.twitter.com/pAdrtYHRQf

3/17/2020 8:32:13 PM viennacalling11 We are with you! We are all one human family. It’s the elite that keep us divided. All will be well. Trust the plan. Iran will be freed!

3/17/2020 8:32:18 PM burtqueue You're welcome

3/17/2020 8:32:31 PM aprilbrown99 Love this video...Love our President!  #StableGenius

3/17/2020 8:32:45 PM youstinksoap Timeline merge

3/17/2020 8:32:47 PM mypen_3stacks I respectfully disagree.

3/17/2020 8:32:59 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tiff_FitzHenry @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/aCC1pfwgjZ

3/17/2020 8:33:37 PM aetherwalker1 Just a 'coincidence' that this was on Q street, I'm sure!

 https://twitter.com/Breaking911/status/1240074143099469825 …



3/17/2020 8:34:22 PM colforbin3  pic.twitter.com/jazeCNSF8U

3/17/2020 8:34:26 PM lolyesplease Hey 👋👋👋

Colo post!!

Eat 7 dicks!!!

Thanks!!💋

3/17/2020 8:34:41 PM kingnutz2  pic.twitter.com/aydNKpQSE4

3/17/2020 8:34:44 PM panthereverte This good but after? Chemtrails continue and rfid for all🤔

3/17/2020 8:35:03 PM april10521252 💚💚💚

3/17/2020 8:35:06 PM diggie_b2 So...do your stuff Maj. Designate what y'DO!

3/17/2020 8:35:24 PM upallnight39 #followthewhiterabbit

*Click with caution

*U might vomit & cry

#bringontheflood

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bianka+the+eu+cannibal&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CWbOP46yfOXUIkCmvjMSDsknyyGOvE4m_130BnE915JTKPnWYBDIf

0SlR76rv6nS1tH7QF7fRwf5aExioH6yAcSqNrBSXfX5ujxRnKhIJpr4zEg7JJ8sResAJayr4p7YqEgkhjrxOJv99ARFuFc3KutVgcyoSCZxPdeSUyj51EW4Vzcq61WBzK

hIJmAQyH9EpUe8RhLcWCgBBuaEqEgmq7-p0tbR-0BF6wAlrKvintioSCRe30cH-WhMYEYS3FgoAQbmhKhIJqB-sgHEqjawR4OmMeIvfXuEqEgkUl31-

bo8UZxFuFc3KutVgc2GAi-Qrwvg0nA&tbo=u&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi20dbYi6PoAhUEMawKHZSnA7cQuIIBCCU&biw=360&bih=512 … 

pic.twitter.com/D0Gmip2mUg

3/17/2020 8:35:44 PM aprilbrown99 #WinningBigly pic.twitter.com/Lc7U0tvpnL

3/17/2020 8:35:45 PM mikeslife17 🐸 pic.twitter.com/uZLbJ1a46n

3/17/2020 8:35:47 PM orthogonalron #ItsHappening

3/17/2020 8:36:03 PM alight412 Oh the tales those former Majestic 12 members could tell.  Maybe someday...

3/17/2020 8:36:15 PM 17emeraldroses #Qanon pic.twitter.com/Hebmsfj8m3

3/17/2020 8:36:43 PM thescarysnowman This is what gives me that conclusion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v19Miv8n4ig …

3/17/2020 8:37:22 PM whatwentwrong3 "Who is Q? For 500....

3/17/2020 8:37:27 PM upallnight39 #satanistHOLOCAUST

#6million

#dedsatanist

#killemall pic.twitter.com/kxjvT3P6zS

3/17/2020 8:37:30 PM mikeslife17 Trump declared google a public utility, gates was kicked to the curb, and the flood has begun....hoorah....

3/17/2020 8:37:36 PM deew_47 Awww!! I’m so sad!!! 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/e54J7ZpWhe

3/17/2020 8:37:45 PM legacy_over #GeneralFlynn #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/9VABq22Wqd

3/17/2020 8:37:51 PM angel171614 Blessings Scott💙

3/17/2020 8:38:28 PM johnnyt_anon Trump's got Cuomo by the balls. #YouCanDoMore

3/17/2020 8:38:30 PM carriebryson2 My heart has already sunk.  Heart recharged now.. I now understand you When you said it is going to remain open for her.  Masterful plan my friends.  

Simply genius.

3/17/2020 8:38:34 PM upallnight39 #alwayefaithful

#firsttofollow

#firsttolead pic.twitter.com/qgwpxiE1XT

3/17/2020 8:38:37 PM curseca Mining? I’d start my investigation in St.Paul. 😡

3/17/2020 8:39:08 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/UkjvvhNGAW

3/17/2020 8:39:09 PM 2kidsnocash @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm just going to leave this here, did a little search on Google. A Patriot has taken over Google and the algorithms have changed! 

But I was searching the #PodestaEmails on wiki leaks and search "virus" and came across this email. https://wikileaks.org/podesta-

emails/emailid/56208 …

3/17/2020 8:39:13 PM aetherwalker1 That which is necessary to move the normies to where you want and/or need them.

3/17/2020 8:39:21 PM smalltownindy New shot callers.

New narratives. pic.twitter.com/QbB6usyE1u

3/17/2020 8:39:29 PM 369leader Theory: original Wuhan Virus (instigated by Cabal) has been stabilized. Wuhan footage showed seemingly healthy people falling and convulsing. I 

haven't seen anything like this outside of China.  New Virus is the flu, but they are using the MSM hype as cover for the arrests.

3/17/2020 8:39:45 PM mcpatriot64 5:5

3/17/2020 8:39:50 PM dynamicres It's the 'throw the baby out with the bathwater' test, and many are failing to even just look.

3/17/2020 8:39:58 PM lotsofprisoners Good. We want prisoners, not easy exits. There must be enough time for them to experience public exposure and disgrace while still alive.

3/17/2020 8:40:06 PM coaching4life Thanks, I just watched it a second time.  Its incredible!!

3/17/2020 8:40:08 PM brianpdgttbrian 5:5 sir

3/17/2020 8:40:47 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/UUVeoht8DS

3/17/2020 8:40:48 PM angel171614 Sending Love💙

3/17/2020 8:41:43 PM 17emeraldroses It’s meant to discredit Q. We don’t record church shootings. We don’t wave guns in front of cameras. DEEP STATE ACTOR.

3/17/2020 8:41:51 PM crazybeachchic Awesome!! Go Majestic Go!!!

3/17/2020 8:41:52 PM mark52525786 I was just telling Steve keeley the same thing!#myblueshitty

3/17/2020 8:41:55 PM worldpatriot17 This interview is quite old. I cannot verify the authenticity of it, but it doesn't look faked. https://youtu.be/DaAH3-PtBK0 

3/17/2020 8:42:01 PM mikeslife17 This same thing has been habbening to me alot the last three days....♾☢️

3/17/2020 8:42:31 PM dironablu2u How did the original virus not escape China?



3/17/2020 8:42:39 PM upallnight39 hail young hearts.

unite as one voice.

who's fucked now

#URFUCKEDNOW

#6millionded

#satanistflippyflop

#killemall

#trueHOLOCAUST pic.twitter.com/A46l1WWHuB
3/17/2020 8:42:48 PM brianpdgttbrian The Christmas conspiracy theorist, ( which is me) is about to be vindicated. My uncle told my mom the other day, that I may not be as crazy as 

previously thought🤣😂

3/17/2020 8:43:10 PM carriebryson2 God my heart sank just hearing her speak about it.  We’re strong together

3/17/2020 8:43:21 PM eo_swan You are either ignorant or ignore-plant.

But for anyone reading your rambling, look at the whole picture.  Then google White Settlement Church Shooting.

Then put your coffee down and have a nice herbal tea.

Ok thx.

3/17/2020 8:44:31 PM angel171614 Hello Mark🌹Blessings

3/17/2020 8:44:34 PM legacy_over #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/CKrGG22r3S

3/17/2020 8:44:55 PM charlesgatt  pic.twitter.com/C3iMN6TWML

3/17/2020 8:45:34 PM stormmedicine  pic.twitter.com/wezihYjrGj

3/17/2020 8:45:38 PM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/mcJxMFDTGk

3/17/2020 8:45:54 PM alexwebberiv I thought so too but this is very bad. This virus mutates and hides from the immune system while replicating. Bio stuff.

3/17/2020 8:46:06 PM p_falcanon I’ve been through some painful stuff, but the hardest I’ve ever wept and been sick in my life was making myself look at what these evil scum practice. 

May God strike his vengeance down upon them very soon! No trials

3/17/2020 8:46:44 PM charlesgatt  https://youtu.be/GnEWOYKgI4o?t=10 …

3/17/2020 8:46:50 PM sweeth2opro @suvivin77

3/17/2020 8:47:06 PM paulrev33689392 Not when they lie about it!

3/17/2020 8:48:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Misspelling intentional.

Signal.

3/17/2020 8:48:12 PM mark52525786 Hi fren how are u?I know that u spread love&kindness but happy snake bashing day!😁

3/17/2020 8:48:13 PM chris8nix 😎

3/17/2020 8:49:24 PM angel171614 Mark is that only up north😘 pic.twitter.com/J69LTTpxrS

3/17/2020 8:49:47 PM palmdalekid2 Obama

3/17/2020 8:49:50 PM keller_fortrump Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Nothing can stop what is coming. The flood gates have been opened. Prepare for the storm. Related search topics: Qo 

learn the truth. #LockHerUp There's a lot that can be prosecuted. I heard the NYPD officers who saw some if it,… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240112685884334087.html …

3/17/2020 8:50:02 PM 17emeraldroses No thanks 🙄

3/17/2020 8:50:04 PM jeffcordell6 There are no coinsedenses

3/17/2020 8:50:05 PM deew_47 Kill em with kindness!! 🥰

3/17/2020 8:50:30 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/KDqGxuAsM9

3/17/2020 8:50:50 PM angel171614 Mark what is that about😀

3/17/2020 8:51:04 PM legacy_over #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/YtQNhna4DM

3/17/2020 8:51:53 PM neonjoe45 Its fake

3/17/2020 8:52:14 PM mark52525786 Nope,it’s going to be the new WWG1WGA holiday!Worldwide when Sir45 brings the storm!I guess🤷♂️god bless the Simpson’s!

3/17/2020 8:52:17 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/N18Ij8GqMR

3/17/2020 8:52:44 PM angel171614 Thats better pic.twitter.com/EoFEKoePUg

3/17/2020 8:52:51 PM thescarysnowman Yes, I've seen this several times. Another possible explanation.

3/17/2020 8:53:03 PM lolyesplease Accidental dicks I my mouth -Q

3/17/2020 8:54:25 PM palmdalekid2  https://www.nbcnews.com/usnews/health-director-who-approved-obama-birth-certificate-dies-plane-crash-2D11732106 …

3/17/2020 8:54:40 PM angel171614 Mark you never surprise me you always make me laugh Have not seen you in awhile you ok pic.twitter.com/DChmAjndTQ

3/17/2020 8:54:41 PM decodematrix Tell me more.

3/17/2020 8:54:55 PM angelar50665266 Project Looking Glass

3/17/2020 8:55:14 PM legacy_over #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #pizzagate

@Tiff_FitzHenry

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @worldxplorer1 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/iBp1Hbzkra

3/17/2020 8:55:25 PM angel171614 Thanks Scott you did good💜Love it

3/17/2020 8:55:44 PM eo_swan Then you missed the point... the church was live streaming their service when a man in disguise showed up with a shotgun.... and was nuetralized 

before doing too much damage.    But prayers for those who lost loved ones.

3/17/2020 8:55:54 PM legacy_over #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/3kVmvgujwz

3/17/2020 8:56:13 PM blilertricia Pray. We all pray for each other...

3/17/2020 8:56:27 PM angel171614 I loved it thanks be blessed

3/17/2020 8:56:39 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/zODQVCwOjV

3/17/2020 8:57:21 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/PWaGoeKWSO

3/17/2020 8:57:22 PM angel171614 😘

3/17/2020 8:57:30 PM friendlytouris1 Andrenochrome lmao😂😂😂

3/17/2020 8:57:38 PM jooooody Tom Hanks mentioned 'Gates' 8 times atleast, in his GoldenGlobe speech

And We Know speaks about it at 36 mins into the vid:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pdez7J9LQg&t=2233s … pic.twitter.com/MJNTsOPMSd

3/17/2020 8:58:02 PM dynamicres I don't disagree there. Not a fan of him stating he paid bot farms to swing election. Info provided was still info however.

3/17/2020 8:58:50 PM mark52525786 St Patrick’sDay on the Simpson’s they renamed it snake bashing day! Probably what St Patrick didn’t finish! He drove[them]out of”Ireland”but 

unfortunately I think right2New Hampshire!I left the snakes a love letter,my name&a phrase WWG1WGA!Shout2Scott Wolters&steve Sinclair!👻boo 

pic.twitter.com/lTkorGCdla

3/17/2020 8:58:51 PM crypto_boa quit spreading hopium porn...Been saying this for more than 3 yrs. If it is that bad, why haven't they arrested anyone yet. Wouldn't need anyone to flip 

if they are on tape. Nothing will happen from that Laptop.



3/17/2020 8:59:11 PM kirsten83434939  pic.twitter.com/ngzoHI7pf5

3/17/2020 8:59:14 PM 17emeraldroses You should watch the recording of wannabe Q again. Or don’t. I know about the shooting. Does this seem like something Q would do?👇🏻 

pic.twitter.com/ZDHJHDt7R8

3/17/2020 8:59:20 PM jooooody Open the Gates! pic.twitter.com/LhW7wWW0KN

3/17/2020 8:59:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 This doesn't undo what is in your near future. https://twitter.com/jkgreen_wvu/status/1240103341222486020 …

3/17/2020 8:59:42 PM 17emeraldroses Limited hangout

3/17/2020 9:00:06 PM trumpmomma  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1239781316238835712.html …

3/17/2020 9:00:21 PM billbarnett65 Ironically funny & true.

3/17/2020 9:00:34 PM mikeslife17 Always, they cant handle it....lol

3/17/2020 9:00:40 PM worldpatriot17 Search Google for "Project Looking Glass". Google censorship is down, and they are showing previously suppressed search results now. 😁

3/17/2020 9:00:56 PM william79825729  pic.twitter.com/L94luehhad

3/17/2020 9:01:15 PM angel171614 Gotta love Mark😘 Still cold there Miss seeing you Around How is your wife and family

3/17/2020 9:02:33 PM wester_sou No Deals!

3/17/2020 9:03:27 PM mikeslife17 Bigly..... pic.twitter.com/QXv8c5plg8

3/17/2020 9:03:59 PM lolyesplease Habbening all the time!!!

3/17/2020 9:04:19 PM upallnight39 #SyyygnalzUP pic.twitter.com/Fsl2aEmGo8

3/17/2020 9:04:25 PM lolyesplease Habbens a lot.

3/17/2020 9:04:32 PM thescarysnowman Appreciate that!

3/17/2020 9:04:54 PM lolyesplease Habbens very frequently

3/17/2020 9:05:08 PM upallnight39 #followthewhiterabbit pic.twitter.com/1eswG7nQGL

3/17/2020 9:05:08 PM hollysharp1111 Who’s Amanda Bynes?

3/17/2020 9:05:24 PM connie81670472 last 3 words "no images here" Madonna on Instagram...She could murder a bowl of pasta? Not today Satan! Thank you google for opening it up. The 

Pedos have a narrative switch. pic.twitter.com/QWNmC76UAM

3/17/2020 9:05:41 PM mark52525786 Yes beautiful I am,finishing up my backyard&a settlement in my #blueshitty!My wife is selling a condo in phila!getting my stuff in order before I force 

Chrissy ray ray’s hand!I promised my fren liberty I would use my son’s story2stop this nonsense!it’s still going on in cities!🙂 

pic.twitter.com/LgPrduA6fj

3/17/2020 9:05:48 PM bdam777  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1239918106341814272?s=19 …

3/17/2020 9:06:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly 🧐

3/17/2020 9:06:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/3/9

3/17/2020 9:06:15 PM mikeslife17 Moar often than Not...

3/17/2020 9:06:18 PM tachyonluxor  pic.twitter.com/18nFqAcBiD

3/17/2020 9:06:34 PM robsealejr1 3/6/9

3/17/2020 9:06:55 PM _trbltrbl_ I’m confused.   Will someone kindly clue me in?

3/17/2020 9:07:01 PM 17emeraldroses Sound like Q? 

Who’s the idiot now? pic.twitter.com/d28n10E3LA

3/17/2020 9:07:22 PM higherdensitees Present,past,future?

3/17/2020 9:07:24 PM lolyesplease Sad that it habbened to you

3/17/2020 9:07:28 PM jaisynu 963

3/17/2020 9:07:31 PM proprovoker Link?

3/17/2020 9:07:35 PM bryceja68689884 3/6/9

3/17/2020 9:07:37 PM williebhere Trials begin??

3/17/2020 9:07:46 PM mikeslife17 Consistently, statistically speaking.

3/17/2020 9:08:02 PM bradleydon7 Damn she fine

3/17/2020 9:08:16 PM angel171614 Mark what's with all the writing and pictures😄 pic.twitter.com/GgJaYelQzq

3/17/2020 9:08:24 PM dedesill Expose the evil MJ12!  Unseal JFK.  Give them a taste of their own medicine. pic.twitter.com/8VshXKtaNd

3/17/2020 9:08:32 PM lolyesplease Neat

3/17/2020 9:08:46 PM sleepingnomore Ready!

3/17/2020 9:08:49 PM bbombski 6+3+9=18

Tomorrow is the 18th.

Delta for tomorrow on the 18th

Q956 pic.twitter.com/s4wiak95Ae

3/17/2020 9:08:55 PM dynamicres Completely agree! I'm trying to find a good way to describe how we should get better at taking the good info (like his 🔥Black Ops 101 vids) and things 

that resonate, and disscard the rest as needed disinformation (for whomever sanctioned it). pic.twitter.com/XPq1YsbOU0

3/17/2020 9:09:06 PM pipprinting  https://twitter.com/SantaSurfing/status/1240084641534492674?s=19 …

3/17/2020 9:09:09 PM thomasestell6 17

3/17/2020 9:09:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 3:39 https://youtu.be/wvJAgrUBF4w 

3/17/2020 9:09:15 PM laurenmbradley2 #nonstop #369club #loveyoumajestics #thanksfortheknowledge #eternallygrateful #muchlove

️️️🐲🐲🐲️️️

#QAngels #weoutchea #USADRAGONFORCE #A77INFORFLYNN

️️️🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻️️️

1109 pic.twitter.com/aTXbAg04Ot

3/17/2020 9:09:18 PM pragmatic_texan This is a possible explanation for people falling and convulsing. 5G breaking up O2 molecules. It’s like getting too high up the Himalaya mountains. Not 

enough oxygen being absorbed by your lungs. https://youtu.be/Bvra4lbXSFc 

3/17/2020 9:09:28 PM palmdalekid2  https://youtu.be/g-uV0q1Nd8g 

3/17/2020 9:09:41 PM tachyonluxor  pic.twitter.com/55K6xIuBxz

3/17/2020 9:10:06 PM 17emeraldroses The problem is that people fall for the disinfo and he discredits Q.

3/17/2020 9:10:08 PM robsealejr1 3/6/9

3/17/2020 9:10:19 PM seekerseon A MAN DUHHHHHH duhhhhhhh duhhhh , you guys think a man   can have a baby? ask bruce , i mean caitlynn

3/17/2020 9:10:22 PM 17emeraldroses  pic.twitter.com/2LOStvGw22

3/17/2020 9:10:48 PM 444_q_ 'Their' not they're...

3/17/2020 9:10:53 PM sleepingnomore 5:5

3/17/2020 9:10:56 PM dedesill you mean Michael.  LOL

3/17/2020 9:11:03 PM wickedmouse369 Cymatics.

3/17/2020 9:11:14 PM williebhere Oh 639 hz.. healing/ love energy??

3/17/2020 9:11:18 PM legacy_over #QAnon #AdamSchiff #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tiff_FitzHenry @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/J0P9LpZF77

3/17/2020 9:11:39 PM sdane8 Argh ... I've never seen that one. It explains how he manages to play with the zeal of a 25 yr old. 😬

3/17/2020 9:11:42 PM upallnight39 #fightingvehicle

#wqyhome

#pastNeptune pic.twitter.com/QqdHCe4pt9



3/17/2020 9:12:17 PM wickedmouse369 Represents the multi-dimensional realities transpiring and the power of sound / frequency / vibration. 3 

  6     9

3/17/2020 9:12:28 PM mark52525786 Good princess got her first Kelly bag yesterday🤔🍀irony!Needs a New a strap&2be refurbished but she loves it!I had an Irish uncle cop(topham)I was

 left his police gear(1950’s)My wife will be walking around with a 5,000$bag with a lead police issue flapjack in it🤷♂️how Irish?🙃 

pic.twitter.com/leYwBQ3GTt

3/17/2020 9:12:34 PM djtchwjtch Prime.

3/17/2020 9:12:38 PM arcanemanifest Hoping she can sock it to me one more time

3/17/2020 9:12:40 PM kerryjrn1 @GenFlynn should be awarded another Star and be the new Director of the FBI, now pleaee! @POTUS @SecPompeo @DonaldJTrumpJr 

@realDonaldTrump @RandPaul @BreitbartNews

3/17/2020 9:12:40 PM mikeslife17 No, not particularly. Why does it hurt?

3/17/2020 9:12:59 PM spire_project are the frequencies that stability appears universal or dependant on size of the plate?

3/17/2020 9:13:07 PM eo_swan I'm not in this to change your mind. My appologies for the mood of my first response. 

Prima Faci, 

2013 photo, groundwork

Statement of fact - I will defend my home

Meme -infighting, 

So many people post crazier things, but fewer receive the ssame level of scrutiny.
3/17/2020 9:13:12 PM jordan67734372 They used sound in zero gravity to reconfigure melton metals, they were dirt free and there cell or nucleus(im not smart enough for the details) to be 

honey comb shaped. IE super light super strong. David Adaire worked for nasa.

3/17/2020 9:13:18 PM mgodfrey99 It ends at 3:38

3/17/2020 9:13:29 PM djtchwjtch Primetime! Bingo.

3/17/2020 9:14:00 PM mymint87 the goose drank wine, monkey chewed tobacco in the street powerline

3/17/2020 9:14:04 PM sdane8 Touche! ☝️

3/17/2020 9:14:09 PM dtrumpeteer That is fascinating!!! Currently reading a book about him!!

3/17/2020 9:14:54 PM rplanetnow Best promise ever!

3/17/2020 9:14:58 PM citizenwhat So when they fire up 5G we all shape shift?

3/17/2020 9:15:08 PM angel171614 She looks happy Isn't that all that matters

Happy Irish Day to you🍀🍀 pic.twitter.com/VDbUcfBxlo

3/17/2020 9:15:11 PM mgodfrey99 So what does 5g do to our bodies????

3/17/2020 9:15:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't NXIVM also have access to daycares in 3 countries? https://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1239911780538859520 …

3/17/2020 9:15:19 PM 369helen313 😍

How High We Are Getting In 5D !?

3/17/2020 9:15:20 PM burtqueue Universal

3/17/2020 9:15:23 PM mikespies904 Wtf is this

3/17/2020 9:15:30 PM sdane8  https://qmap.pub/resignations 

3/17/2020 9:15:31 PM burtqueue Think fractals

3/17/2020 9:16:14 PM bradleydon7 Get low!

3/17/2020 9:16:24 PM adamkoester2 Must watch

3/17/2020 9:16:26 PM palmdalekid2 🦀 rbg 🦀

3/17/2020 9:16:46 PM sdane8  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.foxnews.com/sports/tom-brady-buccaneers-agrees-deal-in-principle-report.amp …

3/17/2020 9:17:16 PM mark52525786 It’s what I do, some do meme’s! I take pics&use them🤷♂️🙃

3/17/2020 9:17:53 PM legacy_over #QAnon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/dox5QldHAx

3/17/2020 9:18:01 PM legalizedmi Post 963 red Castle Green castle 5:5

3/17/2020 9:18:28 PM el_conradical Things that make you go Uhhmmmmmmm :)

3/17/2020 9:18:39 PM jaded_pearl  https://youtu.be/_UiPki2uxM8 

3/17/2020 9:18:51 PM angel171614 That is cool where do you live again

3/17/2020 9:19:20 PM upallnight39 They sure did boss

#nxivm

#coronavirus

@FBI pic.twitter.com/H0QXMutDlt

3/17/2020 9:19:30 PM wickedmouse369 Yes - also what about Allison Mack... and @SenGillibrand pic.twitter.com/pWYPuHuZII

3/17/2020 9:19:39 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/RMyccrIcnv

3/17/2020 9:19:45 PM williebhere 639hz will promote healing through 5g... if it can harm it can heal??

3/17/2020 9:19:49 PM venerablevern No outside comms.  

Just stop it.

3/17/2020 9:21:52 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/xgun8eEwHz

3/17/2020 9:21:54 PM upallnight39 #lockherup

#satanistHOLOCAUST

#6millionded

3/17/2020 9:22:01 PM mollyann70  https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/alejandro-sanzs-wifes-miami-school-closed-by-state-tied-to-nxivm-sex-cult-founder-10295903 …

3/17/2020 9:22:06 PM fqxacid 5:5

3/17/2020 9:22:12 PM mark52525786 Yes totally!It’s tough because I am constantly trying to force Qon her,but a year later&im slowly winning her over!I’m working on her she shed, would 

you like to see a pic of it finished tomorrow?

3/17/2020 9:22:12 PM bpsoccer13  pic.twitter.com/TBTwCbPY9U

3/17/2020 9:22:34 PM dedesill What ever happened with Allison Mack case?  What about the other billionaress, whatever her name was too, something like Braunfman?   Wasn't 

that part of NXIVM? 

 Release the Kracken!

3/17/2020 9:22:36 PM mntcol Mind, body and soul, the Trinity🙏

3/17/2020 9:22:44 PM royalcoachpeg  pic.twitter.com/Ut7IpMkSWS

3/17/2020 9:22:46 PM atashfire Fear is the habitual killer for some.

3/17/2020 9:22:49 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/yPB1ChDydd

3/17/2020 9:22:54 PM theghost6969 No FEAR just PAIN 💀

3/17/2020 9:22:57 PM jaded_pearl Yes - One out of Miami

3/17/2020 9:23:15 PM mark52525786 South jersey! Just across the bridge from #mybluecity phila!

3/17/2020 9:23:35 PM wickedmouse369 Fear is an illusion. A pillow is waiting to catch your every fall. Let go and be.

3/17/2020 9:24:15 PM angel171614 Yes she will get soon don't give up💙She loves you she'll start to understand never ever give up Love you Mark

3/17/2020 9:24:20 PM bossheartlaunch so, no wonder I got jumped for tweeting 'fear porn'... lol. that was fun.



3/17/2020 9:24:22 PM master_zomon Be Free of Fear

3/17/2020 9:24:26 PM dedesill And the Cure to fear = DJT 45 + WWG1WGA.  FREEDOM.

3/17/2020 9:24:31 PM mntcol Tesla 369 Mind, body and Soul. Trinity. Past, present, future

3/17/2020 9:24:33 PM johnnymerckx Kill Fear

and at some point

Those that cause it

3/17/2020 9:24:44 PM mikespies904 Lol sure. But why is this a thing. Just clue me in please

3/17/2020 9:24:50 PM werascending Nooooo... say it is not so😞

3/17/2020 9:24:53 PM patriot_angel The police officers that viewed are all dead.. all 8 including the chief.

3/17/2020 9:25:10 PM angel171614 By Pennington are the or the gap

3/17/2020 9:25:16 PM jbirdy77 Turning right to a great song 😉

3/17/2020 9:25:24 PM inthematrixxx Love over fear.

3/17/2020 9:26:04 PM brn2lisn Faith over Fear

3/17/2020 9:26:10 PM fjackrightinthe Quite the contrary, V. Quite the contrary. Trump is literally the Calm before the Storm.

3/17/2020 9:26:20 PM chattycathy222 Amen!  And laughter is good medicine, too!  😃👍😎❤️👊

3/17/2020 9:26:31 PM mark52525786 I love u to heaven, I’m going to sign off big day tomorrow, god bless and be safe!🙋♂️😘

3/17/2020 9:26:51 PM mollyann70 NXIVM devotees at times pursue their efforts on their own or through a number of different organizations or business entities. the group's big 

benefactors, Sara and Clare Bronfman, directly finance NXIVM-related efforts on their own. The movement has involved thousands of people.

3/17/2020 9:26:57 PM dobbs_travis [BO]OM 💥 pic.twitter.com/LdSNVLg1oz

3/17/2020 9:27:04 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/HifVQJJT4w

3/17/2020 9:27:16 PM freestateojones What if you dont buy it? https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1211828187174449152?s=19 …

3/17/2020 9:27:38 PM angel171614 God bless you also send a picture 

Love you also Mark

3/17/2020 9:27:53 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/ww7FfvXCFU

3/17/2020 9:27:55 PM sheepdoganon “There is no fear in love; but perfect love casts out fear, because fear involves torment. But he who fears has not been made perfect in love.”

I John 4:18 NKJV

3/17/2020 9:28:44 PM orange_starry Cool!

...guessing you might be in the 'A=432hz camp.'

3/17/2020 9:28:55 PM cleetus__jones Didn’t one of these sick people run the amber alert for the country ?

3/17/2020 9:29:55 PM girl77marks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/17/2020 9:30:02 PM susan66388204 [They] feed on your fear

3/17/2020 9:30:02 PM legacy_over #Oprah #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA

@Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @NickHintonn @worldxplorer1 @AustinSteinbart @Jordan_Sather_ pic.twitter.com/SMs2AbY1LD

3/17/2020 9:30:16 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/gffPKepztS8 

3/17/2020 9:31:14 PM orange_starry Like Peeps (the candy bunnies) in the microwave, maybe.

3/17/2020 9:31:32 PM sdane8 My Father was in Germany on that death march and was fortunate to survive. 😪 I don't understand the correlation to US tunnels. Mimicking?

3/17/2020 9:31:40 PM connieketchup This is not funny really bad meme

3/17/2020 9:32:37 PM trueplants Faith over fear! Fear is the opposite of faith!

3/17/2020 9:32:39 PM _trbltrbl_ Thank you!   Now I can go digging!

3/17/2020 9:32:47 PM jaded_pearl Bingo

3/17/2020 9:32:50 PM palmdalekid2 Memes bro

3/17/2020 9:32:56 PM thorwarrior1 Fear clouds reason. pic.twitter.com/l707mhvTLy

3/17/2020 9:33:07 PM sdane8 Are you a Mom? 😄 You sound just like mine.

3/17/2020 9:34:25 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/FNI8K5lBpq

3/17/2020 9:35:11 PM spire_project thank you for the answer!

3/17/2020 9:35:15 PM sleepingnomore Great videos!

3/17/2020 9:35:41 PM sdane8 Brilliant, Young Patriot! 😊

3/17/2020 9:36:41 PM legacy_over Take your pick!!! #qanon #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/dWM7ZUh9FQ

3/17/2020 9:36:49 PM truthqwest CNN fake news and hates everything TRUMP does to praising his leadership and decisiveness during the covfefe mission.

3/17/2020 9:36:50 PM tammi_hadley Yes, PLEASE!!!

3/17/2020 9:37:06 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/iwkxf3J8dP

3/17/2020 9:37:12 PM __swordofgod__ Truth over facts.

3/17/2020 9:37:16 PM joshuajamesdavi 6000 hz causes death by separating O2 to O (60ghz)#NotRad #IHeardItOneTimeFromSomeGuyILike

3/17/2020 9:37:28 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/63VFGUG1u8

3/17/2020 9:37:45 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/QTm4Jz5wts

3/17/2020 9:37:45 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/i1AZsJj6Ji

3/17/2020 9:38:00 PM justiin_fn Who is he?

3/17/2020 9:38:03 PM burtqueue You're very welcome. Knowledge, and the desire for it, are also contagious. Spread them with love to all who would receive them.

3/17/2020 9:38:33 PM upallnight39 #livefreeordie

#paineaters

#fearlessvampirekillers pic.twitter.com/PysBNlbz7u

3/17/2020 9:38:34 PM freeandoriginal A different reality

3/17/2020 9:38:36 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/mf2tXWnfAL

3/17/2020 9:38:57 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/7PyTi2DEEP

3/17/2020 9:39:01 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/HW82mMZ6qq

3/17/2020 9:39:30 PM wbwse 😻💙💙💙 YASSSS pic.twitter.com/1XliLnyq0h

3/17/2020 9:39:41 PM slorraine7777 Wow incredible

3/17/2020 9:39:48 PM noeticus1 Q is not from this plane/planet.

3/17/2020 9:40:12 PM zzdmarie8765 Anti-Trump politicians & MSM “finally reporting Positive news” about @POTUS and his agenda....

3/17/2020 9:40:13 PM kiok01755676 Geez...

3/17/2020 9:40:40 PM fiddykaydubz i don't get what's going on

3/17/2020 9:41:28 PM packflipping What Happened to Oprah? :)

3/17/2020 9:42:45 PM timkania Are we really going to see these alleged arrests happen ?

3/17/2020 9:43:00 PM abstract1dea  pic.twitter.com/b3aUjfBAR9

3/17/2020 9:44:07 PM citizenwhat I got into this stuff back in 2010. I find it interesting but have found no proof any of this works other than helping me fall asleep

3/17/2020 9:44:26 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/5W7s9otKXM



3/17/2020 9:44:56 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  timelines converging? #DarkToLight #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/Ben_Chasteen/status/1240107284333723648 …

3/17/2020 9:45:55 PM kobemuir Yes in South of France

3/17/2020 9:46:43 PM 14479 Thank you. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/17/2020 9:47:00 PM cindeamulholla3 Story line reboot!

New! pic.twitter.com/wwDrwxPfnC

3/17/2020 9:47:03 PM manifest_utopia That was Laura Silsby, Hillary's friend who was caught trying to steal children from Dominican Republic into Haiti. Clinton crew got her off and she went 

on to run the amber alert program. https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-01-25/clinton-silsby-trafficking-scandal-and-how-media-attempted-

ignorecover-it …

3/17/2020 9:47:25 PM robniski @codybreunig @jus10ku_purr  follow this account

3/17/2020 9:47:52 PM noeticus1 "Bevare the bearer of false gift and their broken promises. Much pain but still time.

BELIEVE.

There is good out there.

We oppose deception.

CONDUIT CLOSING..."

(Q).

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwekening
3/17/2020 9:47:58 PM patriotcitizen4 #SouthJersey here too 😉

3/17/2020 9:48:02 PM kobemuir This is just unbelievable - Why isn’t this EXPOSED everywhere ??

3/17/2020 9:48:06 PM n7guardiananon 339 pic.twitter.com/X9Ts05LFTJ

3/17/2020 9:48:11 PM windsofchange02 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Do we have him ?

3/17/2020 9:49:34 PM angel171614 Where in snj

3/17/2020 9:49:54 PM sdane8 Thank you!

3/17/2020 9:51:18 PM cormieredcclare The Democrats are in trouble!

3/17/2020 9:51:18 PM jtrinh44 They do another test and it shows negative

3/17/2020 9:51:21 PM westmount_d7 Yes. Let’s go there! Blow the lid of the satanic Bronfmans so 🇨🇦 can wake up!  It’s time.🙏🏻 #HumanTrafficking #SRA #bloodlines

3/17/2020 9:51:51 PM sdane8 Austin, is that you?! 🤩

3/17/2020 9:52:43 PM cleetus__jones That’s right. I memba now. This was the one that always messed with me. It’s been a holiday all of 2020. Enjoy the show!

3/17/2020 9:52:49 PM expectusq17 So with Google on the fritz , wonder is snuff will resurface?

3/17/2020 9:53:17 PM upallnight39 "ask not what your country can do for you..."

"But how many sick memes U can make and distribute

3/17/2020 9:53:19 PM 4us2l0ve Hershey=Her/She\Yes 

For GOD so LOVED the WORLD...

3/17/2020 9:54:10 PM karvilla96 From what I heard when the Epipens expire they become a synthetic form of ADRENOCHROME and that's why the prices went up.

3/17/2020 9:54:46 PM manifest_utopia NXIUM Sentencing dates, which may be delayed further due to CoronaVirus. https://frankreport.com/2020/03/12/will-coronavirus-postpone-

scheduled-sentencing-dates-for-keith-raniere-and-clare-bronfman-and-will-kathy-russell-nancy-salzman-lauren-salzman-and-allison-mack-ever-get-

sentenced/ …

3/17/2020 9:54:56 PM johnmic25959174 That explains a lot about My Immune system

3/17/2020 9:56:31 PM darlinepatriot But Michael O is evil...

3/17/2020 9:57:01 PM eo_swan By causing the free electrons of the 2 O molecules to vibrate, preventing them from being absorbed by the blood stream.  I have photographic hearing 

so I only see it the way i hear it, hopefully the signal didn't cut out.

3/17/2020 9:57:03 PM darlinepatriot Amen!!

3/17/2020 9:57:07 PM manifest_utopia Fear also shuts down your intuition. pic.twitter.com/8SHQEIjdY7

3/17/2020 9:58:13 PM westmount_d7 Understood. Question... clones cannot get pregnant, right?

3/17/2020 9:58:32 PM mlancejs LOUD AND CLEAR

3/17/2020 9:59:42 PM mhhorsley  pic.twitter.com/9KHOhEsZpP

3/17/2020 10:00:27 PM rghardy3 It does not feel very CALM out here.

Is the Storm already upon Us ?

3/17/2020 10:00:56 PM darlinepatriot The whole presidency was a fraud on the US government and she was in on it. Is she even a legal citizen of the US?

3/17/2020 10:01:24 PM blanchedennis13 In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for all soldiers in this war against evil !!!🙏🏼🇺🇸WWG1WGA

3/17/2020 10:02:32 PM manifest_utopia Next NYC Mayor? My Exclusive Interview with Billionaire Businessman John Catsimatidis

Is John Catsimatidis wearing a Q Flag pin???

3/17/2020 10:02:39 PM hollylandes I think this is.more than being freed from the algorithms...people are actually listening now. Have you noticed?

3/17/2020 10:03:42 PM americanchilean 👉 IT IS. BAD. 👈 pic.twitter.com/cPtny4QlKJ

3/17/2020 10:03:49 PM upallnight39 Here start with this one pic.twitter.com/0fawBUchT5

3/17/2020 10:04:47 PM hollylandes Yes

3/17/2020 10:05:01 PM schweebles Nothing like an obviously manufactured pandemic to clear the wax out of your ears.

3/17/2020 10:05:48 PM tucson_ron Taking control of the interpretation of commonly available information/events in a way intended to achieve a desired outcome, which could be 

exposure of truth and facts, or their suppression, concealment, discrediting, or debunking. Shifting means going from one to the other.

3/17/2020 10:06:07 PM hollylandes Who is that in this pic?

3/17/2020 10:06:16 PM sdane8 I'm not sure just how it works, but it plays into the Tesla numbers. I do know we're to try and incorporate into what we're doing each day. i.e., Set the 

dryer for 27 min, eat 3 cookies instead of 1, etc.  😃

3/17/2020 10:06:42 PM manifest_utopia 👍 It's quite amazing how much info & how many facts we try to keep in our memory, ready to pull up on immediate recall. Together we're invincible!

Best show EVER! 🍿🍿🍿

3/17/2020 10:07:24 PM hollylandes This is the second lobster tweet today. Earlier it was Kim Kardashian

3/17/2020 10:09:09 PM sdane8 🙏

3/17/2020 10:09:26 PM taylorryancrow1 Look who is trending! pic.twitter.com/J2rWURPa98

3/17/2020 10:10:06 PM upallnight39 Satanist and a soon to be killed baby

Found it here

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bianka+the+eu+cannibal&tbm=isch&tbs=rimg:CWbOP46yfOXUIkCmvjMSDsknyyGOvE4m_130BnE915JTKPnWYBDIf

0SlR76rv6nS1tH7QF7fRwf5aExioH6yAcSqNrBSXfX5ujxRnKhIJpr4zEg7JJ8sResAJayr4p7YqEgkhjrxOJv99ARFuFc3KutVgcyoSCZxPdeSUyj51EW4Vzcq61WBzK

hIJmAQyH9EpUe8RhLcWCgBBuaEqEgmq7-p0tbR-0BF6wAlrKvintioSCRe30cH-WhMYEYS3FgoAQbmhKhIJqB-sgHEqjawR4OmMeIvfXuEqEgkUl31-

bo8UZxFuFc3KutVgc2GAi-Qrwvg0nA&tbo=u&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiZg8W9paHoAhUBH6wKHV4mCz4QuIIBCCU&biw=360&bih=512#imgrc=xs-

bE8cv8TNqwM%3A …

3/17/2020 10:10:19 PM manifest_utopia 🤣🤣🤣



3/17/2020 10:11:40 PM colista I was born for this time !!! pic.twitter.com/ImU7OdnS5Q

3/17/2020 10:12:13 PM realtruth_anon Sure did!

Pedophilia & Sexual Predators is the biggest #pandemic not just in the U.S., but World Wide.

#VerifyAllWhoWorkWithChildren

#VerifyEveryoneWhoWorksWithChildren

#TrustNoOneIfItInvolvesYourChildren pic.twitter.com/u4bi7qCznD

3/17/2020 10:13:35 PM williebhere I ain’t skerd.... Either way!!😁

3/17/2020 10:14:04 PM sdane8 Alice, are you back again? Away with you.

3/17/2020 10:14:21 PM corn_hole What did "they" do to that poor girl?

3/17/2020 10:14:29 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/qqJLhOZMBD

3/17/2020 10:15:45 PM sdane8 That's weird. I wonder what happened? MJ loaded some on their page.

3/17/2020 10:16:11 PM maryalicericha1  pic.twitter.com/Dmr9iL48XQ

3/17/2020 10:16:13 PM jtrinh44 Anything to do with this? Madonna and Hanx are tweeting from Coronamatic typewriters pic.twitter.com/sUkqdafKAF

3/17/2020 10:16:24 PM oneperspective6 Why isnt Canada on this list?

3/17/2020 10:17:11 PM jtrinh44 It says MadameX did not die in Paris

3/17/2020 10:17:19 PM exlluminati  https://t.co/wE9JpNQGFR  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1240144621860257792?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/WORFGur1J3

3/17/2020 10:18:08 PM abstract1dea  pic.twitter.com/GQr4niwTtC

3/17/2020 10:18:17 PM connieb93413316 We’ve been Q’d!

3/17/2020 10:18:47 PM schweebles What’s in her future, I thought she was a Schneider victim? She did set her dog on fire though... so bring it on

3/17/2020 10:18:59 PM duke5331 😀 3 cookies. I’m in.

3/17/2020 10:22:24 PM freedom06309369 👀

3/17/2020 10:24:35 PM sdane8 I hope that's not true. Everything is cool except the 2 months and food shortages part.

3/17/2020 10:25:42 PM threadreaderapp Hola, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: ALICE works in many ways. This is taken directly from our feed: Algorithms curate content 

to…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1079092038354767875.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/17/2020 10:25:54 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/v5ykTZr4Qz

3/17/2020 10:26:31 PM legacy_over  pic.twitter.com/PYRnTXOBKz

3/17/2020 10:26:50 PM jlundr #Oprah

#DownTheRabbitWhole

#GetRedPilled

#Quarantine

#TheChoiceToKnowIsYours

Check out Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12):  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12?s=09 …

3/17/2020 10:27:17 PM jon2386 Well out of the blue, CNN actually praised Trump

3/17/2020 10:27:19 PM adele56073533 Impeachment sham then WHAM a pandemic hits

3/17/2020 10:28:08 PM gaterz What about the Ellen dancing video. That was real. Her coming out of the building, down the stairs, adjusting her bulge

3/17/2020 10:28:24 PM americanslove45 Can someone explain to me the deal with Amanda Bynes? 

What's the deal with her and why does it matter that she's pregnant.  I don't know anything about her.

3/17/2020 10:29:53 PM sdane8 If Covid wasn't part of the original Plan it is now! I don't either, but tell myself if I trust the Plan then I have to trust those things were considered and 

we won't be left starving and destitute.

3/17/2020 10:30:40 PM bullyflaggin quarantanamo bay

3/17/2020 10:30:45 PM hollylandes Ugh how horrible

3/17/2020 10:31:49 PM t_hayden07 FF usually! Cant wait to see a world without. 

#5DEarth

3/17/2020 10:32:11 PM diabolique13 Child actor that got messed up by Hollywood. Sad.

3/17/2020 10:34:59 PM shimi30809579 C’est vrai, le stress diminue l’efficacité du système immunitaire. Des nuit de 7-8h de sommeil aide le système immunitaire a performer

3/17/2020 10:35:50 PM gentlepsychosis Fear denies faith.

3/17/2020 10:36:03 PM kellybear911 Why is it the news simply says "a man/woman in ___________ county died from the Coronavirus" but names are never given? Even obituaries give 

names so it's not HIPPA!

3/17/2020 10:36:34 PM terrancongito I was going to say “it could happen...” but I caught myself... it is CNN after all... 🤪

3/17/2020 10:38:58 PM steveakridge Are crop circles created with frequencies?

Is there a certain frequency that kills Coronavirus infection?

Thanks for all your insights!!!

3/17/2020 10:43:16 PM cchef1980 It’s ok but circumstantial and questionable. Ultimately though, in the grand scheme of things... so what? If that was it no one should care. But 

Mockingbird media, fake money, fake pharma, human trafficking, NXIVM, and the flurry of other things is 10^10000000 worse.

3/17/2020 10:48:14 PM susie10of12 Whoa.

First time hearing this entire story.

3/17/2020 10:50:52 PM tkennethclemen1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBi7YHbNdWA …

3/17/2020 10:52:28 PM sdane8 🤗

3/17/2020 10:52:35 PM carrieyoho Search.  Lots more today. Weird 🤔

3/17/2020 10:53:06 PM gaterz Don't think this is doctored. Your can watch the video on YT. It's bouncing around.  I'm a little jealous pic.twitter.com/robg53UilI

3/17/2020 10:53:52 PM sdane8 I did read it. I wasn't correcting you, I was providing an update in case you or others were not aware.

3/17/2020 10:54:44 PM hollylandes Urban Dictionary meaning for Rock Lobsterer is male pedophile

3/17/2020 10:54:54 PM hollylandes *lobster

3/17/2020 10:55:55 PM 69_marie Starting with pride on down is what I dealt with being raised a Roman Catholic....religion brings you shame, condemns you, & keeps you in a box  ...

Christ taught us love ❤️

3/17/2020 10:56:05 PM carrieyoho Ahhh thank you

3/17/2020 10:56:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 DARK to LIGHT. https://twitter.com/CAFinUS/status/1240111243983228929 …

3/17/2020 10:56:33 PM jackofshadows2 @scorestopshelf

@tribunal_watch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

 

corona genome ends in 33As, check out what Ellen is wearing on her sleeves paired with a devil face covered in blood and one eye gouged out. Wonder 

what the message was here.

 https://twitter.com/i/status/1240063901942898689 …

3/17/2020 10:57:13 PM terrancongito I was watching the James Bond movie Octopussy.  There’s a lot of strange parallels to NXIVM, a sex cult of beautiful women with octopus tattoos 

(instead of branding)... with tentacles into elites... how many such cults are there? This is not something new at all...



3/17/2020 10:57:20 PM packflipping Why didnt Oprah tweet off her iPhone?

3/17/2020 10:58:03 PM missy04612576 That’s not a narrative shift. That’s a false flag personified.

3/17/2020 11:00:09 PM thescarysnowman Help me understand please.

3/17/2020 11:00:28 PM carriebryson2 Much love and gratitude

3/17/2020 11:00:36 PM magic_jake2012  pic.twitter.com/MjPCFmfYhA

3/17/2020 11:02:07 PM cchef1980 I didn’t say it is. People dismiss evidence by claiming it has been doctored. We need a slam dunk. Michelle being a man while shocking if true isn’t a 

slam dunk. A famous/loved one believed to be dead (or a group of them) exposing H’s or O’s shenanigans would be for example.

3/17/2020 11:02:52 PM missy04612576 That guy is pretending to be Q. He’s a distraction, a false flag personified. Q has made it very clear that there are no outside coms, past future or 

present. This guy is dangerous because people are listening to and distracted by his BS.

3/17/2020 11:02:54 PM jimchillerhvac Whats.the pic? Is that somebody in THE "Video"

3/17/2020 11:06:05 PM ausanon369 Distraction.

3/17/2020 11:07:27 PM kahurose Mass shooting?

Nah, we've already done that several times.

I know, lets throw a pandemic at them, that will bring them back into line.

3/17/2020 11:07:31 PM ausanon369 I showed my co-worked this today because he said his wife is scared. He felt great after watching this, and I’m sure he will now comfort his wife. Win 

win.

3/17/2020 11:07:36 PM packflipping Thats a brand named Off white, Owned by Virgil abloh. Alot of celebs wear it but thats not a real hoodie made by off white. Search it up, Off white has 

never made a hoodie with that design on it. Why would Ellen wear that? But more importantly why would she wear a FAKE Hoodie?

3/17/2020 11:08:09 PM sdane8 I'm not sure I want to know. Some of the former teams were, well, akin to black hats. 😬

3/17/2020 11:09:14 PM believe_coach 3+3=6

A 3, 6, and 9. pic.twitter.com/U1R3mpbBkU

3/17/2020 11:11:16 PM thescarysnowman Did you watch the videos he posted including tonight? Or... are you listening to others without forming your own opinion 🤷♂️ I think you should take a 

closer look.

3/17/2020 11:11:40 PM shartsvillegal Source?

3/17/2020 11:11:51 PM timkania well said

3/17/2020 11:13:20 PM packflipping Wait a second, After looking through their current collection the only similar hoodie i could find is this. blank one with no writing or pictures, did she 

put them on there herself? Did the company make one for her? pic.twitter.com/b3BIbZQ80G

3/17/2020 11:13:22 PM lindamerrell10 Yikes

3/17/2020 11:13:46 PM jollyrob2 🎉

3/17/2020 11:14:08 PM freedom06309369 They STILL think they are SAFE 🤬

3/17/2020 11:14:09 PM therealenglado Why else would trump expand gitmo 10 fold.

3/17/2020 11:14:12 PM packflipping Looks like sharpie to me. pic.twitter.com/9xWo08l35j

3/17/2020 11:14:33 PM t_hayden07  pic.twitter.com/yn8yQByyKt

3/17/2020 11:15:26 PM missy04612576 No outside coms is COMPLETELY CLEAR. You’re delusional if you believe such an obvious lie, and that gives people like him power over you. No outside 

coms past, present or future. No exceptions. Q

3/17/2020 11:15:55 PM pro_aktv I think the message is/was that [they] were all in on the joke that #Coronavirus was supposed to decimate our population & they would be safe. They 

never planned on @POTUS upending their twisted plot. Boomerang❗️

#MickeyFinned 😏

#ThesePeopleAreSick #ThesePeopleAreStupid

3/17/2020 11:17:14 PM shartsvillegal Changing the subject, talking about somethimg else.

3/17/2020 11:17:26 PM july25602 www:www

3/17/2020 11:19:33 PM tyst1ck Will this grow to equal the number of sealed indictments?

I've wondered.

3/17/2020 11:20:11 PM thescarysnowman Im not here to convince you. If you don't want to take the time to go watch and form your own opinion thats your problem. ✌️

3/17/2020 11:20:22 PM legacy_over Yeah I agree I went looking for it too!!! And found the same information.

3/17/2020 11:20:50 PM missy04612576  pic.twitter.com/KNW1PLyfUd

3/17/2020 11:22:42 PM karmakurrent  pic.twitter.com/cbDAmEmpp5

3/17/2020 11:23:26 PM shaigaichan 🙂💞

3/17/2020 11:23:58 PM thebetamasta COVID CURE ?!?!?

 https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/French-researcher-in-Marseille-posts-successful-Covid-19-coronavirus-drug-trial-results …

3/17/2020 11:24:48 PM jewel4trump No not in 2019. Likely 2013.

3/17/2020 11:26:19 PM the_tru_eapjr prepare!? the storm has been upon us & building since 1963

3/17/2020 11:27:24 PM shartsvillegal Yes the parties flopped their stands a long long time ago. Catch up.

3/17/2020 11:28:31 PM shartsvillegal  pic.twitter.com/UQgPWqA3k6

3/17/2020 11:29:31 PM sassysickchick_ #GodWins 🙏🏻🙌🏻

3/17/2020 11:30:02 PM stevenawonder Everything’s connected

3/17/2020 11:30:11 PM omar84946987 Yup

3/17/2020 11:31:00 PM georgiaalvare14 Ellen looks and sounds really upset and worried. She was definitely sending a message.

3/17/2020 11:31:19 PM scottsa11749105 This guy is a LARP.

3/17/2020 11:32:35 PM kryan92185384 Fuckin game changer...

3/17/2020 11:33:02 PM scottsa11749105 I watched. He's a LARP. Stop following him.

3/17/2020 11:33:04 PM bb1272216718 Alot of people need help from ptsd from deep state and more important from dark entities,  they are traumatized,  how can they help themselves. So 

many souls are hurt.  Im very sincere in asking this

3/17/2020 11:34:08 PM packflipping Might be a far reach here but shes in a group chat with corey gamble and her wife Portia. Corey went with kanye to meet trump when he had blonde 

hair. Idk if this means anything but can anyone make any connections?

3/17/2020 11:34:18 PM manifest_utopia Actually, they didn't. Catch up.

3/17/2020 11:35:51 PM bibibobibox In Italy there’s another kind of virus different from Wuhan Covid-19

3/17/2020 11:38:20 PM stlhandyman @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  I just started on your name. my friends need those healing beds.  make it happen.  I'm f'n pissed, you hid this for how long!?!  

pic.twitter.com/PhHQaCak0i

3/17/2020 11:39:06 PM trbtexas Is that a statue of an owl in the background ? 28 sec mark

3/17/2020 11:40:35 PM truthwise2 How is this bitch still relevant. Got her own TV show modelled on Epstein’s Island dome #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/17/2020 11:40:36 PM boondognews Really? How do you figure this?

3/17/2020 11:42:32 PM resignationanon Athletes are not tracked! and better use original sources: https://www.resignation.info 

3/17/2020 11:42:53 PM carriebryson2 Went out of that things way to draw it .. may IT fall hard

3/17/2020 11:44:32 PM daveobr58416140 What is up with weird screen prints on hoodie. What brand of hoodie is this? Looks weird. Like Devil in blood on chest and no idea what is on arms. 

Symbols...meanings?

3/17/2020 11:45:28 PM kerstin_kube DARK to LIGHT❣️

3/17/2020 11:48:53 PM robinabank4 If you aren't sure yet...UR n for a BIG MIKE surprise ‼️

Research... The BOOK of TRUTH is KNOCKING at your front DOOR💥💥💥

3/17/2020 11:48:53 PM ethereal_shaman I thought it looked like her own art project too.

3/17/2020 11:49:29 PM robniski @codybreunig @jus10ku_purr



3/17/2020 11:51:26 PM ellaflipa  pic.twitter.com/OaCYdcCiGx

3/17/2020 11:51:41 PM minazotagurl Up and coming..🐸🙏♥

"Would love to see OPRAH run. I know her weaknesses." POTUS at rally

3/17/2020 11:52:15 PM chosenones7 There are only TWO emotions...LOVE & FEAR...if you live in FEAR you are not trusting GOD "Fear is not of God"...if you live in LOVE, fear cannot 

exist...BLESSINGS ANGELS...BRE @whitehouse @potus @flotus @aclj @christiancoal

3/17/2020 11:53:45 PM mike72279593 Have everything we see his own frequency?  Frequency builds a picture?

3/17/2020 11:57:13 PM polyatomicpunk Obama is the smartest guy right there

3/17/2020 11:58:01 PM chosenones7 THOSE WHO DO NOT ACCEPT THE HEALING, WON'T MAKE IT...PRAY THE MIND CONTROLLED ONES WAKE UP NOW & THE EVIL DEMONS THAT INHABIT 

THEM LEAVE, GOING BACK FROM WHENCE THEY CAME, WITH LIGHT & LOVE, AMEN. @LightWorkers @EnergyLightWork @healerbre ACTS 3:22-

23~STOP PROJECTING DEATH-AMEN

3/17/2020 11:58:41 PM kevinlo76632043 Soon the masses will understand I hope

3/17/2020 11:59:04 PM keoras9 Almost looks like twitter bird, bigger one, facing to other right. Anyone know her address? Dorsey flipped?

3/17/2020 11:59:15 PM jonessense They did it today

3/18/2020 12:00:13 AM jackofshadows2 probably. 

and when you can't trust email or phone. and you don't want to take the chance of contacting whoever it is directly - post a vid like that.

3/18/2020 12:02:01 AM waibry Yes, rainbow learning centers or some shit that Salma Hayek sent her kids to...

3/18/2020 12:03:21 AM believe_coach Hey, got something & I’d like to know your opinion. IMP! 

1. Hanks/Madonna both use a Corona typewriter today

2. Hanks room has a barcode on the door(military?)

3. If you look into Lee Harvey Oswald/He supposedly typed a threatening letter on the same typewriter, threat to Pres? pic.twitter.com/elknFGl9LQ

3/18/2020 12:04:33 AM michael73107571  pic.twitter.com/v0qS0OyHQ9

3/18/2020 12:07:58 AM djlok The reason no one is talking about #PrinceAndrew and #UnsealEpstein.

3/18/2020 12:08:09 AM plasmicw I don't even want to see any cabal minion on Earth anymore, much less hear them speak. They have done enough. #Endgame

3/18/2020 12:09:04 AM jackofshadows2 yup. pic.twitter.com/j8e7Q7qSrn

3/18/2020 12:12:27 AM daveqbilly Let me put this in terms V can understand. pic.twitter.com/oGfIFQP9BF

3/18/2020 12:13:29 AM mjs__smile Fear is the work of Satan

3/18/2020 12:14:28 AM spire_project Thats what this is about :) Its awesome sparking someone's curiosity, catches on fast

3/18/2020 12:15:22 AM spire_project I wonder if there's a pattern in the 'nodes' of stability, I'll look into it

3/18/2020 12:15:35 AM bibibobibox Disgusting

3/18/2020 12:17:15 AM aluna_kay Quarantine the masses.. Quarantine the cabal.. arrest the cabal...  q operation complete

3/18/2020 12:18:54 AM aluna_kay It's time to wake up... burying your head in the sand is not going to help you

3/18/2020 12:18:57 AM the_loveoflight Are we in the storm?

3/18/2020 12:22:30 AM brown_eyedladyj Isaiah 41:10 Don’t be afraid, for I am with you! Don’t be frightened, for I am your God! I strengthen you – yes, I help you – yes, I uphold you with my 

saving right hand!

3/18/2020 12:23:15 AM sunspot406 Most important speech ever, from a President of the United States !!!

3/18/2020 12:25:45 AM carriebryson2 I feel safe now knowing I’m on your team.   Life has been so difficult.  Working with nothing to show.  I am at your service Majestic  12.   Love and light

3/18/2020 12:26:16 AM pamelaclearwood Through the looking-glass. Project looking glass. Dig. 👀👀👀

3/18/2020 12:26:58 AM brown_eyedladyj She was severely MK ULTRA as a child and still is.

3/18/2020 12:29:54 AM brown_eyedladyj Sheep will never be calm. Wolves are everywhere. They cannot cope with reality. Red pills need to be issued.

3/18/2020 12:30:59 AM upallnight39 Look in your heart for strength

For soon you will help others feeling as you pic.twitter.com/PjyrJZ2T7J

3/18/2020 12:31:40 AM thetrollbar DNA... THINK MIRROR.

3/18/2020 12:32:24 AM thetrollbar When is Good Friday?

3/18/2020 12:32:40 AM arizonaslim1969 Dear America, cigarettes killed 480,000 of you last year, 42,000 died from second hand smoke! Stop panicking and light up another smoke!

3/18/2020 12:33:08 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/09LqcpQJ2U

3/18/2020 12:33:40 AM kursereverser78 L

3/18/2020 12:34:55 AM dbreif Is that a drawing of a fillet face, maybe a message about FD life insurance vid and running out of chrome..

3/18/2020 12:35:50 AM brown_eyedladyj Does he look worried? Nope. God wins.

3/18/2020 12:36:32 AM robinabank4 SUPRISE

3/18/2020 12:36:59 AM ginsburgradio Where does the term Majestic 12 get its name from?

3/18/2020 12:36:59 AM robinabank4 Great answer 👍

3/18/2020 12:37:45 AM daveo6145 She’s shitting her pants #bodylanguage

3/18/2020 12:38:26 AM gsaanich Yes, Rainbow Cultural Garden. They even have an office in London https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1143838701782544384.html …

3/18/2020 12:40:30 AM robinabank4 Also found it on Alibaba 4sale. Seems there are many comments/reviews about it as well. Very interesting read, wonder who's commenting ❓

3/18/2020 12:42:43 AM robinabank4 Who's Deryck F.Boot

Perhaps another 🐇🕳 to l👁👁k N2❓

3/18/2020 12:46:57 AM robinabank4 Whatttt, NO WAY 👍

3/18/2020 12:47:02 AM master_zomon  pic.twitter.com/OvYjgfQMP2

3/18/2020 12:49:17 AM robinabank4 The adventures of BARRON TRUMP, GREAT READ AND VERY TELLING

3/18/2020 12:51:35 AM momanon17 jesus save ue!

3/18/2020 12:52:45 AM robinabank4 👍 we all deserve one or two DAILY ‼️

3/18/2020 12:54:03 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/dbyGmZBsYT

3/18/2020 12:56:22 AM aleoniea So they keep saying

3/18/2020 12:56:36 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Nothing can stop what is coming. The flood gates have been opened. Prepare for the storm. Related search topics: Qo 

learn the truth. #LockHerUp There's a lot that can be prosecuted. I heard the NYPD officers who saw some if it,… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240112685884334087.html …

3/18/2020 12:57:26 AM gzp3yjuntvlr2sn   ي حها لنا بالعریر
للفائده.ياليت الذي يعيد التغريده يشر

3/18/2020 12:59:54 AM qumanitarian Everyone's looking at her hoodie... Look at those eyes

3/18/2020 1:03:47 AM aleoniea We dont have fear

3/18/2020 1:05:29 AM flipitgreat Exactly!

3/18/2020 1:09:25 AM mug_modnar oh shit... lmao pic.twitter.com/l8cgcKCaTg

3/18/2020 1:17:50 AM daniel12939206 🙏🙏🙏

3/18/2020 1:20:25 AM ronneimarilyn Changing the focus of the communication...shifting to another story....??

3/18/2020 1:24:19 AM stefanofait The Chinese regime would block that footage, it would not easily circulate on the Web as it did. They did it on purpose and we should figure out why.

Trying to convince deep staters that their virus had not been tampered with by thd white hats?

3/18/2020 1:28:00 AM imaginesaibaba He wrote it!

3/18/2020 1:29:38 AM robinabank4 Amen🙏



3/18/2020 1:30:13 AM imaginesaibaba There's quaddrillions of us!🐸

3/18/2020 1:30:23 AM berto_white_ @littllemel made this prediction

3/18/2020 1:31:58 AM imaginesaibaba We Have it All!! 😅

3/18/2020 1:32:54 AM imaginesaibaba Try read  http://qmap.pub 

3/18/2020 1:34:26 AM bb1272216718 For those who have been there,  angels exist,  pray for humanity, and the role you can help.  ❤️

3/18/2020 1:41:15 AM upallnight39 #nointernetblackout

#SmoothTransition

#QTqrdsUnLeeAhshed

#fukkinBRNTTDWNNN33979865720982794918773(4099282 pic.twitter.com/taXS6pFknX

3/18/2020 1:43:30 AM imaginesaibaba It will come in a way that won't allow disbelief. Captive in the moment. 

I had to hang up on my brother today. He's got 4th stage TDS.

3/18/2020 1:45:13 AM sdane8 Thank you!

3/18/2020 1:45:47 AM imaginesaibaba Quit watching MSM.🐸

 http://Qmap.pub 

3/18/2020 1:47:27 AM imaginesaibaba He's telling the Truth, they don't recognize the Truth.

3/18/2020 1:47:55 AM robinabank4 Think you onto something... Barcodes on doors, never seen that B4. 

Seems they only announce the virus once they ARE LOCKED DOWN/ SELF Q-uarantined ‼️

3/18/2020 1:49:26 AM imaginesaibaba  http://Qmap.pub 

3/18/2020 1:54:59 AM katie03188149 And say what ? We've been down the rabbit hole, supported Q and Mr T but still not sure if we've just sold our soul to a different machine via the same 

Satan. 

Release free energy. Full Disclosure now. Let's be sure. 

Annunaki is a clever trickster.

3/18/2020 2:10:34 AM qanoncomau very weird eyes

3/18/2020 2:11:28 AM traynorregen Speech that hot him killed said this. 

He was shot a week later.

3/18/2020 2:13:02 AM traynorregen Utube the speech that got jfk killed

3/18/2020 2:13:15 AM _call_me_roy  pic.twitter.com/3tQUGullbl

3/18/2020 2:18:47 AM troynaismith1 @carlos765955611 love your handle brother

3/18/2020 2:20:46 AM michaelchasea Bitch

3/18/2020 2:24:07 AM redink70155959 Ha ha, I never really liked George W. The rino is no different than the 2 on either side.

3/18/2020 2:24:38 AM bansuri44256232 I don't see the connection.  There are many words that start with Q.  Let us not be carried away by imaginations.  Coherence.

I am a follower of yours and I value and respect your work.  Thanks for that.  You may be right, but I'm not clear this time.👍

3/18/2020 2:26:57 AM bansuri44256232 It seems obvious.  The symbolism will be its downfall.  They can't help it!

3/18/2020 2:31:02 AM diaptera_80 What’s upwith celebrities tweeting about lobsters?

3/18/2020 2:34:36 AM orangeray3 Change in direction of a storyline...

3/18/2020 2:37:15 AM kidge6  https://youtu.be/Gpmi7dBet0c 

3/18/2020 2:38:19 AM diaptera_80 🎉

3/18/2020 2:39:40 AM fordsmall68 Lots of missing or extra letters? Coded messages?

3/18/2020 2:41:06 AM dutchtruthseekr At the Event 201 Pandemic Strategy Session in (drum rolll) ..... OCTOBER (!!!!) 2019 in New York the[Y] spoke of flooding the world with narratives (see 

Amazing Polly's video 👇). Now it is time for us to flood the world with truth. #TruthMatters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-727K585amo …

3/18/2020 2:44:54 AM americanpetal I think re to cannibalism. I read it yesterday. If I come across it, I’ll post it for you.

3/18/2020 2:48:15 AM retarded_barron Definitely a great read. pic.twitter.com/kPg4ER34ru

3/18/2020 2:49:51 AM ericpartchey Don’t know but sure hope we are in one

3/18/2020 2:54:19 AM upallnight39 weird.

Aussie media reporting @realDonaldTrump was about to Tweet about @tomhanks death and turns out he isn't #ded

what's up with this you think? https://www.skynews.com.au/details/_6142252504001 …

3/18/2020 2:55:48 AM reality_creator Our Dutch hunchback pm @MinPres (Bilderberg puppet) is still refusing (despite the Dutch ppl) to go on a lock down! He told us that approximately 

60% of our ppl will get "sick". Immigrants still coming in too! We have 17 million ppl living here and the government doesn't give a💩

3/18/2020 2:56:16 AM secretsather What does the word BLOCKED begin with?

3/18/2020 2:59:56 AM spl_n_ok This is from Q.  This is what the officers were probably puking over. pic.twitter.com/zT5ySvqQ73

3/18/2020 3:02:13 AM johnnyneon OH REALLY ? YOU MEAN LIKE WHEN ANAKIN TOOK THE "BAD BLOOD", AND WENT FROM THE "ONE" TO THE "WORST" (IN-VADER) ??? HMMMM 

NARRATIVE SHIFT ... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙃  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240108157332008961 … pic.twitter.com/qe9kBzBwMC

3/18/2020 3:03:56 AM keizersucram889 Project Looking Glass

3/18/2020 3:04:04 AM astraleyes7 I'm fully aware of the evils perpetuated by those who claim to lead for centuries. I'm saying Q is a psyop, a distraction

3/18/2020 3:07:41 AM 369369rv @KathyWunderlic3 any chance you are good at decoding this one ? All I can see is run, that stands out.

3/18/2020 3:07:43 AM stefanofait The problem is that there are too many sick people requiring ventilator treatments. Most people are asymptomatic or mildly affected.

3/18/2020 3:08:55 AM cosmic_zee I fully support personal discernment but how the heck did YOU manage to p off @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @CoreyGoode and @david_wilcock in just one 

week @Jordan_Sather_?! 

I thought we were all on the same mission here... 🙏 https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1240106717951606784 …

3/18/2020 3:09:12 AM geranon3 maybe he speaks about an alien threat...

3/18/2020 3:12:41 AM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/dB8V9lkcUz

3/18/2020 3:15:03 AM mongrelglory Why is Canada never important enough to be reported in these charts? 😆

3/18/2020 3:15:42 AM shari_todd Look here not there👀👀

3/18/2020 3:15:55 AM americanpetal 😆

3/18/2020 3:17:16 AM mongrelglory We never are...😜

3/18/2020 3:18:17 AM peacock05133484 🖤🖤🖤 pic.twitter.com/dsw8LZjTR0

3/18/2020 3:18:27 AM psi_ink Uuh C?

3/18/2020 3:19:28 AM psi_ink OMG Q founded Quebec!!! Q is Canadian 😂🙄🤣🧐👍

3/18/2020 3:19:58 AM mongrelglory Don't tell me CNN has been playing a secret "white-hat" role all to discredit the MSM propaganda matrix?!

3/18/2020 3:21:16 AM liltilgerlil Thanks for the reminder.

3/18/2020 3:22:13 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/9Cq3d13zmt

3/18/2020 3:23:14 AM mongrelglory QAnon hasn't gone against Trump. Not sure where you get that idea from.

3/18/2020 3:23:21 AM kidge6 It takes time to piece together their message. I feel your frustration. Try this... https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-

disclosure.pdf …

3/18/2020 3:23:22 AM steppedweller7 omg for the past day I have been thinking about dendritic thought patterns 🙌

3/18/2020 3:27:20 AM ethereal_shaman Probably more like trying to save themselves and their industry. pic.twitter.com/sI9CmngogM

3/18/2020 3:28:36 AM samsmith0319 🤡🤡🤡s Sounding sane???

3/18/2020 3:30:08 AM bbobbio71 I can never get enough if that! Great vibes!



3/18/2020 3:31:13 AM maximus_u Yeah. A little lower and to the left. 🤔

3/18/2020 3:35:11 AM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/pDy5n9uplz

3/18/2020 3:36:29 AM mongrelglory Considering that your account is supposed to be a LARP, I'd say that's pretty impressive! 😉

3/18/2020 3:36:29 AM hobogasz Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Quite so! Two criminals and an idiot! What a trio!?  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240114948770009094 …

3/18/2020 3:38:15 AM humanprimer If anyone does NOT believe this is true. Read The Human Primer.

3/18/2020 3:40:24 AM mongrelglory 😖

3/18/2020 3:43:47 AM milllathefiend Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/18/2020 3:44:25 AM humanprimer Imagine what will happen to medicine when the health technology discovers how to use frequency and energy to heal.  Or have they already?

3/18/2020 3:45:13 AM adamwestleyric3 Stress and Fear make the body weak

3/18/2020 3:47:09 AM monokrome It’s true. To be clear, I am not defending the things that these evil fucks do.

I’m omly saying that there are a lot of good people who identify as Satanists, because they follow beliefs similar to “the law of one” which is based on 

having love for all because they are you.

3/18/2020 3:49:46 AM monokrome Like, you all praise the saying “WWG1WWA” but when it comes to being inclusive and accepting of others, you continue to fail.

Trans people? Bad for some reason.

Peaceful Satanists? Bad for some reason.

Then you say that we must unite while we sit here judging our neighbor. Why?

3/18/2020 3:50:36 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/91b2T4hZ58

3/18/2020 3:51:58 AM jlsprow Where?

3/18/2020 3:51:59 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/b4LO4ltZXT

3/18/2020 3:52:02 AM monokrome  https://youtu.be/h6fcK_fRYaI 

3/18/2020 3:52:26 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/qJKo2oUI9J

3/18/2020 3:52:42 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/cDe5pgDre9

3/18/2020 3:53:15 AM lightprocess Research previous posts. Its in there.

3/18/2020 3:56:57 AM monokrome I believe that we should hold people accountable to their actions, not by labeling them and separating ourselves from each other. Furthermore, these 

people are Luciferian - not Satanist. However, the important part is that their actions are wrong. Satanism does not justify this.

3/18/2020 3:57:03 AM keith369me What was in the envelopes?

3/18/2020 3:57:16 AM mongrelglory Ah!  Future proves past! 👍

3/18/2020 3:57:54 AM ourcalmlot D-J-T / 4-10-20 What do we know about coincidences? There is no such thing as “impossible” coincidences! Everything happens for a reason Nothing in 

GODS Universe happens by accident. GOD WINS

3/18/2020 3:59:59 AM monokrome Luciferianism does not, either.

These people are rapists, abusers, cannibals, and vampires. These are the things we should fight against.

Anyone doing these horrible things is wrong. Satanist, Christian, or anything else.

Freedom of religion is ignored by your worldview. Why?!

3/18/2020 4:01:39 AM sdane8 Here we go again ... 🙄 https://twitter.com/Solmemes1/status/1080133402437828608?s=19 …

3/18/2020 4:01:50 AM monokrome To be clear, when I say “these people” I meant the cabal - not Satanists, Luciferians, or Christians.

I don’t care what your beliefs are as long as you are following the path of love and aren’t harming others in the process. This is what we should care 

about.

3/18/2020 4:03:57 AM mongrelglory Probably why I was a sickly kid.

3/18/2020 4:04:07 AM monokrome Where was the deception? Did she ever say she wasn’t trans ? or did she just ignore claims because it’s a nonsense, useless, and only coming from a 

negative place in this point of discussion?

3/18/2020 4:06:40 AM monokrome True awakening means taking your logical reasoning skills and applying them to your spiritual perception.

Until this is done, people will not know how to tell light from dark, love from hate, etc, people will continue to define categories as bad or good, but it is 

stereotyping.

3/18/2020 4:07:18 AM covertress Quarry

The Hunters Become The Hunted pic.twitter.com/qv8FxU50zL

3/18/2020 4:09:22 AM monokrome It’s time to put away the labels, learn from each other, talk to people who may not be like you, and find common ground,

Not to throw people out because of their religion, because they’re trans, because of their race, because of their abilities, or similar.

Actions matter most.

3/18/2020 4:10:14 AM mongrelglory I used to notice there were people with stickers on their cars saying "No Fear". Sometimes I'd see it on people's T-shirts too.  I'd ask my friends why 

that "phrase" and they'd reply "Oh, that's just something some people do".  Now I realize the universe was talking to me. 😎

3/18/2020 4:10:20 AM anitakingsbauer What if salt wasn’t used as the medium?   Is this the concept behind replicators?

3/18/2020 4:11:05 AM sdane8 I admit, I was reluctant to vote for Trump. When he gave his speech that referred to "a movement" to MAGA, it sparked hope and was my turning 

point. And now, seeing that POTUS has made good on every promise, I am all in! God Bless America! ♥️

3/18/2020 4:11:51 AM cny_micaa wow, is this really that girl all grown up? Can't think of her name now but I remember a lot of digging around this...Maggie?? Do you know?

3/18/2020 4:12:58 AM do_or_do_notty Danger is real 

But Fear is a choice

I don’t choose fear pic.twitter.com/zWRKzTymv5

3/18/2020 4:13:10 AM milllathefiend Wasn’t there a popular song titled “Rock Lobster”. Sometimes the GA makes you 🤢

3/18/2020 4:18:41 AM meggone2 Bloody NWO Elites.  Bloody Bill Gates and his depopulating vaccines.

3/18/2020 4:23:49 AM mongrelglory Haven't heard that either.  Do you have a source?

3/18/2020 4:23:56 AM inthemoment426  pic.twitter.com/QATjNilD45

3/18/2020 4:24:26 AM meggone2 5G

3/18/2020 4:25:51 AM lilystormchaser Nope.

3/18/2020 4:26:23 AM mongrelglory I thought Alex Jones discredited himself early on in the movement by flipping against Q.  He's an "actor".

3/18/2020 4:27:58 AM cny_micaa same with Joe M's video

3/18/2020 4:28:47 AM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/AoizQE1SLN

3/18/2020 4:29:05 AM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/GGiDFUulwu



3/18/2020 4:30:49 AM cny_micaa I heard it described as being at the top or a rollercoaster, and the clicking just stopped and you are in that slow moment, before the rush of it letting go 

and....down she goes??? Exhilarating, or terrifying. I guess it is up to each person to figure that out.

3/18/2020 4:31:01 AM garyridenhour2 There were numerous articles on it yesterday. I'm not finding any on Google now.

 Yes, you are right.  I thought he bailed on Q awhile back and is really deep state mossad.

Sorry can't find the article or posts now.

3/18/2020 4:32:37 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/iGHG6UHvtk

3/18/2020 4:32:59 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/n8mjNmINBD

3/18/2020 4:33:14 AM sdane8 A couple of those pics have bad ju-ju 😬

3/18/2020 4:33:52 AM steven56194014 MJ12, what Is the meaning of purple gloves?

3/18/2020 4:37:00 AM timkania 😢

3/18/2020 4:37:03 AM sdane8 To be clear, not the photographer but the subject matter.

3/18/2020 4:39:18 AM unhoneypotable Propaganda.   Believe it when I see it.

3/18/2020 4:46:47 AM visitnaj I pray for you too. We need to pray for one another.

3/18/2020 4:48:43 AM fansblowing3 China, Iran, Vatican - 233 partners.  Coincidence?

3/18/2020 4:49:42 AM splendorian1 I'm right there with you.

3/18/2020 4:49:44 AM fansblowing3 Coronavirus!  Durham indictments are still coming though.  Carter state funeral next?

3/18/2020 4:50:57 AM kindeandtrue Thanks. I've been following the Majestics for a long time.

3/18/2020 4:51:04 AM sdane8 I wonder where the stories of 5G being terrible on the human body originated?

3/18/2020 4:53:18 AM kindeandtrue I've read it many times. It was fun while it lasted but it's flawed with a weird Messianic Zionist philosophy.

3/18/2020 4:53:44 AM fansblowing3 🤣 🤣 🤣

3/18/2020 4:54:15 AM hammerheart78 6000Hz is 6kHz. 60GHz is 60,000,000,000 Hz

3/18/2020 4:55:31 AM saddlesurfer2 I would love to know what was in those white envelopes.

3/18/2020 4:56:51 AM woerzone_g Ready!!!!

3/18/2020 4:57:14 AM covertress That was spectacular!

3/18/2020 5:00:17 AM peekaboo1966 Hmm.. "play along"  ya.. play along..

3/18/2020 5:00:21 AM visitnaj Know what you mean but frankly we are kinda at the beginning of this mess, aren’t we?

3/18/2020 5:02:18 AM ericpartchey Wow sobering!

3/18/2020 5:03:50 AM lilsirelusive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 beautiful that the algorithms (for now) are back to “normal” Kek  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240112685884334087 …

3/18/2020 5:04:22 AM kellybu27446534 I remember a day when Preppers was picked on and oh thatz dumb why do that now those who picked got the  Pic and wish they would have prepared 

a lil bit more! Toilet Paper doesnt fix a thing !

3/18/2020 5:05:00 AM moonbaby04371 Check this out folks! Thank u @russ_ayers! 👇👇👇👇👇👇👇👇 Listen to this sh*t...these ppl r sick🤬🤬 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Inevitable_ET @realDonaldTrump @40_head @2LarryJohnson7 @JuliansRum @55true4u @LisaMei62 @M2Madness @intheMatrixxx 

https://twitter.com/russ_ayers/status/1240237214254034945 …

3/18/2020 5:05:56 AM fansblowing3 Most aliens are human too

3/18/2020 5:07:24 AM sdane8 Maybe there's information broadcast in the Game of Games?

3/18/2020 5:10:12 AM fansblowing3 Grooming for porn?  Satanist school?

3/18/2020 5:11:15 AM jeritud3 dead mans hand pic.twitter.com/diuehG8p3n

3/18/2020 5:13:27 AM mark52525786 A couple,I have thousands,been roaming the east coast4the last year!baltimore,dc,even New Orleans! There every where!I bet4 20$ many inner city 

high school kid could tell ya what the graffitiers are doing2white kids!”white privilege”is just a word2 give[them]courage2kill! 

pic.twitter.com/ZlJcaAfYak

3/18/2020 5:14:05 AM my2sonznme I hope she’s first to be arrested. That would be a big shock to the world.

3/18/2020 5:16:21 AM angel171614 Good Morning Mark😘

3/18/2020 5:17:32 AM aavarnadore1 My objection, you might recall, was deception. Did not see that mentioned in your soliloquy.   Nice hearts, cupcake.   MAGA 🇺🇸

3/18/2020 5:18:00 AM fansblowing3 Timelines converging

3/18/2020 5:18:01 AM patriotleah1776 This is what I told my family!

I said, remember all those mass shootings & bombings?

They can't mass hurt us now, can they?

We're all safe at home with our families, the way it SHOULD BE.

My sweet grandson is no longer participating as a victim in the fearmongering.

🥰

3/18/2020 5:18:27 AM mark52525786 I married a jersey girlz🥰😍I was a city boy, not my city anymore! Been trying to talk the misses to #redstaterunning but she said “I been there done 

that” no thank u to Florida! Well see I have a feeling that somehow,I will win!

3/18/2020 5:19:43 AM angel171614 You will Mark blessings to you

3/18/2020 5:20:03 AM oldscho03691641 They should be. They are a big part of our problem with China.

3/18/2020 5:20:29 AM sheerglee1 A narrative shift is a change of outcome

3/18/2020 5:22:21 AM patriotleah1776 I got you, patriot!

I think this is the video they are talking about. This guy needs a chill pill before he blows a gasket! https://youtu.be/SR0swdFG8iI 

3/18/2020 5:22:51 AM sdane8 Dear God, those are creepy.

3/18/2020 5:23:57 AM mongrelglory Yeah, I'd hardly call that QAnon going against Trump! 😏

More like Alex Jones losing his audience...

3/18/2020 5:24:01 AM mark52525786 Swedesboro,Vikings🤦♂️if ya know me, “Vineland”is my enemy! I’m taking [them]and Satan on in 2023,in Nova Scotia! Just waiting to hear “the 

plan”before I decide what to do/how to do it! I promised my wife a dragon,she said don’t come back w/o one!🙃 pic.twitter.com/qbR0v9PF9h

3/18/2020 5:25:15 AM sheerglee1 What a shock they are to us now

3/18/2020 5:25:39 AM mark52525786 Morning!🙋♂️

3/18/2020 5:27:28 AM angel171614 You will figure this out

3/18/2020 5:28:36 AM 369leader I don't know how you found this .. but I'm VERY interested in it's validity too.. Majic 12 and Q always remind us that the truth is far bigger than anyone 

can imagine ...your link supports that theory. Great find!

3/18/2020 5:30:10 AM rosscarwalker According to the media Covid-19 is a man made virus. If this is the case whoever has released the virus has attacked humanity with a bio-weapon. This 

must make it a crime against humanity? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @BorisJohnson

3/18/2020 5:30:23 AM garyridenhour2 Thanks Leah! 👍👍👍👍👍😉😃

3/18/2020 5:33:49 AM jenaynayz .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what is this?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awHoxG7VSGc …

3/18/2020 5:37:19 AM fallorsesh A Jones is not a "Q supporter" quite the opposite. He falsly claimed to have known the identity w/his frequent guest "Zack". Jones is a cointelpro 

stooge specifically designed to look ape shit when the cams are rolling & discredit the lot of us

3/18/2020 5:38:24 AM fallorsesh Learn more about the potential of quantum computers and it doesn't seem so "fantastical"



3/18/2020 5:38:28 AM oneperspective6 Thanks to the CDN military for giving the USA some warm fuzzies.  How about the rest of our country??? Would be nice to hear that we CDNs are 

actually protected.  I'm pretty sure most of us aren't feeling the love right now.

3/18/2020 5:42:09 AM patriotleah1776 We're avoiding mass school shootings & other mass casualty events.

They will keep us home safe with our families for as long as it takes!

Trust the plan. Creatures are writhing in pain. They are no longer in control of our fear. We know what's coming.

3/18/2020 5:43:11 AM patriotleah1776 Stay tuned...

3/18/2020 5:43:50 AM marzipaningles1 I mentioned this the other night to my husband. What if all the craziness is multiple timelines coming together? Numerous events happening at once 

but they originated on different timelines and now are playing out on one together.

3/18/2020 5:44:26 AM mark52525786 Can’t even begin to tell ya how much I learned here in the last year,from my frens!🦹🏼🦸🏽♂👩🏽💻👨🏻💻🧑🏾💻🕵🏻♂️🕵️♂️! I’m off to finish staining 

the”she”shed! I’m allowed to work on it, but off limits otherwise! I get the attic!😠 pic.twitter.com/Pi3YzKzsO0

3/18/2020 5:48:06 AM shimauma2  pic.twitter.com/1R7pNGSQUt

3/18/2020 5:48:20 AM robdionne2112 The statue of “sexual liberty” aka Ester or Isis...

Any place that worships Isis gets destroyed,Pompeii for example...

3/18/2020 5:48:31 AM patriotleah1776 Why does Trump scare you guys so much?

"You hate us cuz you ain't us"

-The Interview-

I better go buy more popcorn!

(P.S. Don't cry when Oprah goes to jail)
3/18/2020 5:49:03 AM sophiadegolden1 Yup, laughter is the best at makn you younger...watch comedies, laugh and enjoy the show!!

3/18/2020 5:50:03 AM aondaatj Pretty sure the msg was a troll. They know what gets the conspiracy people gpimg and they are doing it

3/18/2020 5:51:23 AM angel171614 Mark behave😘Finish up looks amazing Blessings

3/18/2020 5:51:49 AM scott_rick  https://youtu.be/Q3oItpVa9fs 

3/18/2020 5:51:54 AM my2sonznme The misspelling by the DS? Like Corney instead of Comey... and the many other misspellings? Or are you referring to a particular Trump misspelling?

3/18/2020 5:52:35 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/pfbPkv4RTh

3/18/2020 5:52:39 AM barbaraumiker  pic.twitter.com/sbXx7iqqeg

3/18/2020 5:53:11 AM sinnersdeborah Great speech!

3/18/2020 5:54:00 AM oneeyedjack41 That is the coolest gif I've ever seen.

3/18/2020 5:58:14 AM synackstatic deleted, anyone catch it?

3/18/2020 5:58:57 AM johngeo85956050 Is it a language

3/18/2020 6:02:08 AM hollylandes Yes. I should go look at those lyrics.

3/18/2020 6:03:30 AM areckoningday Did he say it? Yes!

I saw it myself. It was after an Oval Office address at night. He didn't know the camera was still rolling and he was speaking to someone in the room. 

He looked VERY concerned. What address? Uncertain.

Maybe 9/5/89

#TheTruthWillOut pic.twitter.com/uLHW9N9UD5

3/18/2020 6:06:57 AM sophiadegolden1 I choose tacos.kek pic.twitter.com/JQcd7EoqIo

3/18/2020 6:10:38 AM lotsofprisoners Will HRC’s crimes be made public?

3/18/2020 6:10:38 AM janicet41402230  pic.twitter.com/tFXdg0krEc

3/18/2020 6:11:47 AM spiritinsideme4 Yes but will we have freedom or new world order.  As much as I have trusted the plan this seems excessive

3/18/2020 6:12:49 AM hypnothyme @threadreaderapp unroll

3/18/2020 6:12:50 AM threadreaderapp Hello, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Nothing can stop what is coming. The flood gates have been opened. Prepare for the storm.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240112685884334087.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/18/2020 6:15:32 AM dioristano Here's where the antidote to COVID19 will be produced, Scientifically called WIG-17 ... #WelcomeInGitmo-Q

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@DanScavino

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@kate_awakening

@Tinktweets45

@NeoRust

@DavidaCamorani

@matteosalvinimi

#Q. 🕰🎻🎵🐰🇺🇲🇮🇹🌄 pic.twitter.com/aeiIudpslf
3/18/2020 6:18:28 AM jsanon3 It's quite obvious you're a larp

3/18/2020 6:19:15 AM queenofbohemia7 babies to entertain you?... omg

3/18/2020 6:20:59 AM anonlegion13 This thread is horrifying...

3/18/2020 6:22:03 AM robertrkimball all life has signature vibration. diseases are low vibration. achieve "viral distancing" by raising your vibration through compassion, love, joy and 

laughter! ♥♥♥😇

3/18/2020 6:23:35 AM emperro61119379  pic.twitter.com/yyrOPEFKbl

3/18/2020 6:29:03 AM tammyca31262528 Media backing Trump

3/18/2020 6:29:09 AM americanpetal I haven’t listened to it yet. Is it supposed to have a healing effect?

3/18/2020 6:30:54 AM codybreunig 🥶🥶🥶

3/18/2020 6:31:04 AM rickhackerghost @X22Report 

Red

Green

@C_3C_3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon https://twitter.com/McConaughey/status/1240026783975530501 …

3/18/2020 6:32:56 AM connieketchup Boy she’s milking it isn’t she

3/18/2020 6:33:39 AM prmd21801759 Is it this one?  https://twitter.com/bdam777/status/1239918106341814272?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/hlfDd7INk8

3/18/2020 6:34:24 AM connieketchup Right

3/18/2020 6:34:30 AM prmd21801759 This one? https://twitter.com/LovesTheLight/status/1239917029194379270?s=19 …

3/18/2020 6:35:37 AM connieketchup Shit that’s Wilson for Tom Hanks

3/18/2020 6:35:59 AM americanpetal Yes! Thank you 👍

3/18/2020 6:36:33 AM connieketchup The scratched out looking thing is Wilson.   Tom Hanks

3/18/2020 6:38:21 AM geranon3 will they force us to get vaccinated?

3/18/2020 6:38:24 AM aschilliam The burning sword will light the way.

3/18/2020 6:39:42 AM ptr0t1 more along the lines of "alien" technology. advancements in technology & medicine that are unprecedented and will change the way we live in a 

positive way. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 mentioned a huge leap in advancement over a ten year period.



3/18/2020 6:40:41 AM dioristano #TrustThePlan

#NothingCanStopWhatIsComing

#WWG1WGA

#BestYetToCome

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@KremlinRussia

@BorisJohnson

@netanyahu

@GiuseppeConteIT

@matteosalvinimi

@NeoRust

@DanScavino

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@kate_awakening

@Tinktweets45

@RainbowFairy12

#Q.🇺🇲🇮🇹🇺🇲🕰🐰🎻🎵  https://twitter.com/DavidaCamorani/status/1195562090704048128 … pic.twitter.com/peSUmZV6qd
3/18/2020 6:41:04 AM patriotleah1776 (No emojis here)

She obviously relies on autocorrect quite a bit. And probably secretaries too!

3/18/2020 6:42:58 AM amy35768723 Thank you-Following now👍🏻

3/18/2020 6:42:59 AM oneperspective6  pic.twitter.com/W86yZIb2Mc

3/18/2020 6:44:21 AM jdmccoy4liberty Are we in a Global DNA Registry? The population is consenting to gov’t mining & storing our DNA...  I’m uncomfortable, but I’m praying the #WhiteHats 

are using it for good. #EliteVirus #WWG1WGA #Epstein #ArrestTheTraitors #Pedogate #PedoVirus #DataMining #TheStormIsHere #BQQM

3/18/2020 6:45:18 AM theyoungearth1 That exactly the point.  Q=apathy and confusion.

3/18/2020 6:46:01 AM chrisloera33 In your face and blatant! Satanist...

3/18/2020 6:47:21 AM dc37deborah Yes. We do. 🙏❤️🇺🇸

3/18/2020 6:48:57 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/Hrowi4hHz8A 

3/18/2020 6:50:56 AM howell86me2 @SILENTNOMORE23 @GinnyOBrien7 @kate_awakening @FollowQanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @pragmatic_texan @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs 

@realQNN @Qanon76 @EyesOnQ @susie_maga @QArmyInfo @colgrove11

3/18/2020 6:52:15 AM stellarstellaq CRAB RAVE 😂

3/18/2020 6:53:03 AM 369369rv More comms

3/18/2020 6:53:44 AM lbf777 Conquer Fear in 2 steps:

1. Dont think with your brain. Know with your knowing heart. 

2. Focus on love 24/7. Fear cannot exist where there is love.

This must be done for people to go to the next level.

3/18/2020 6:55:19 AM earth2nissy There was an Anon with like 95k followers saying she knew she would lose followers saying Trump is handling the virus poorly. No Anon would say that 

so it's suspect. I can't remember who it was.

3/18/2020 6:55:33 AM jlsprow Oh I got you now. Thank you so much!

3/18/2020 6:57:33 AM dls00741 Wow... a year or so ago, I vibrated at around 750... Now I am vibrating over 1300...

It's happening....

3/18/2020 6:58:10 AM dc37deborah Background Fingerprints are checked by FBI. What could go wrong. Reset button prepared? 

#GodBlessPatriotsUnited.

Pray for our nation. Pray for DJT and Q. God is watching.

3/18/2020 6:58:30 AM emperro61119379  pic.twitter.com/zlw91IU0xn

3/18/2020 6:59:01 AM wwg1wga93583681  pic.twitter.com/vc5Qc2ziBF

3/18/2020 7:00:33 AM dls00741 according to my psychic sources... Oprah has NOT been arrested.... Her home WAS excavated.... No children were found...

3/18/2020 7:02:33 AM americanpetal 🥰 message received

3/18/2020 7:03:42 AM jonicurry17 I know! However, I’m 50 ish 😉 I’ve never seen anything like this. We are self employed small business (music) it’s a tad scary. I do know He does not 

give us a spirit of fear but of sound mind. Still...when you’ve never experienced this it can be unbalancing.

3/18/2020 7:04:56 AM aprilbrown99 Interesting thought Michelle. 🤔🧐🤔

3/18/2020 7:07:00 AM newparadigmtt  pic.twitter.com/ZUMUaiAfVc

3/18/2020 7:07:57 AM congres60982591 Did anyone else notice how she and Portia (filming) made sure to position her so that the video caught all the designs on the hoodie? The designs that 

that company doesn't print? Dudes. She drew those herself. That is a spell manifested thru video.

3/18/2020 7:15:08 AM giediknight #Pizzagate is trending. Flood gates are open @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2020 7:16:30 AM hoffman11my Wasn't daycare child sex abuse first revealed in the McMartin preschool case which was denied for years and the lawsuit dismissed. Then the tunnels 

were found, it was all true.

The most vocal mother against mcmartins was murdered. This has been going on for decades

3/18/2020 7:16:40 AM tatertot2u4ever Why @jsolomon , everyone knows if you do a background check all those child molesters' backgrounds would be out in the open (how would they be 

able to hire them then?)!

3/18/2020 7:18:46 AM dc37deborah To everything, there is a season.

3/18/2020 7:20:04 AM thecryingliber1 Banks will not be closed temporarily. That would cause riots as everyone has their money in a bank.

3/18/2020 7:21:03 AM joguy75 So why is it that Oprah or Tom hanks haven’t came out in a tweet to defend them selves about the accusations. I saw Oprah’s post saying she wasn’t 

arrested but if someone accused me of being a pedo I would stand up and defend myself?

3/18/2020 7:23:04 AM dangerblue As long as Wray is in charge no it hasn’t.

3/18/2020 7:26:18 AM dc37deborah Well said, @GenFlynn .👏🙏🇺🇸  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1240117517751902209?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240117517751902209 …

3/18/2020 7:26:20 AM southbostonann1 Not scared

3/18/2020 7:27:01 AM truth939 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I am under contract on a new home as a first time home buyer.  Is my timing exceptionally good or bad?  You have stated not to 

liquidate assets, but I can't help but be a bit fearful with such a large decision during these times.

3/18/2020 7:30:53 AM smalltownindy  https://youtu.be/lymI67Y90m8  pic.twitter.com/tMkTlJ2vZF

3/18/2020 7:33:14 AM diaptera_80 🤔 Although the statement may be true, I am sure it is much more common that the pathogens responsible for chronic lyme, ME (and possibly 

autism), actually can cause anxiety and fear.

3/18/2020 7:33:39 AM 0116elliott And it’s the lowest frequency keeps you in cognitive dissonance

3/18/2020 7:35:01 AM adam51016989 Fight for what MJ? The right to go back to our pointless slave labor jobs so we can pay taxes and one day, when we are too old for it matter, retire? 

Is that what’s being fought for?



3/18/2020 7:35:27 AM skymonk13 And scatter them to the winds

3/18/2020 7:37:19 AM mgodfrey99  pic.twitter.com/agstTM0cUi

3/18/2020 7:43:17 AM mgodfrey99  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1238584629357096960?s=19 …

3/18/2020 7:44:04 AM tammyca31262528 What does excitement do?!

3/18/2020 7:44:37 AM mongrelglory Absolutely!  OCD can be caused by streptococcal infections in young children.  (It can also be caused by head injuries, like Howard Hughes who suffered 

multiple concussions while flying his planes.)

3/18/2020 7:45:11 AM boy12_jimmy @cov_Gretchen @55true4u @love4thegameAK @_hublette @DilleyShow @CarpeDonktum @DJLOK @scotty_kiker @JVan125 @RealMattCouch 

@Real_EllieBrown @gatewaypundit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @wearediamonds2 @liquidlaugh @AllahUniversal @AirAssets @ArmyBratt68 @atensnut 

https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1240285080871936000 …

3/18/2020 7:47:09 AM mongrelglory Abusive childhoods are correlated with chronic inflammation, infections, and auto-immune diseases (in medical research).  Energetically, it probably 

allows inter-dimensional entities to siphon off vital energy.

3/18/2020 7:47:48 AM corn_hole One of Tesla's inventions that always interested me was his earthquake machine.

3/18/2020 7:48:18 AM mongrelglory I'm not sure I understand what you're implying.

3/18/2020 7:48:30 AM miss_ampie Ralph Steadman redux. pic.twitter.com/6psQDhgIgF

3/18/2020 7:48:50 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @MaxMedieval @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @JuliansRum @carlos765955611 @Education4Libs 

@ChristinePolon1 @Inevitable_ET

3/18/2020 7:50:55 AM doubleooh7mary Flipping the script/ narrative.

3/18/2020 7:51:29 AM mongrelglory Is there something you'd like to say directly to MJ-12?  You know they've posted his videos.

3/18/2020 7:51:55 AM miss_ampie "Flood strategy"

3/18/2020 7:54:07 AM mongrelglory Crimes against humanity?

(cough** Bill Gates **cough)

Sorry, I think I'm coming down with Coronavirus. 😏

3/18/2020 7:54:20 AM ledupri1 I dont get the 3 6 9 thing

3/18/2020 7:54:47 AM valerie59723152 This was my aha moment.

3/18/2020 7:57:09 AM vstewartnyc Dear lady, here's a news flash for you.  A virus is atheistic.  Just like you can't pray away the gay you can't pray away a virus.  God isn't a winner of a 

loser.  God is.

3/18/2020 7:57:13 AM valerie59723152 I will pray for peace in the world.....for all of us.

3/18/2020 7:57:14 AM sem_iner All these are Evil Plans of Evangelic Sionist Bastardsss.. Fuxk 'em all..

3/18/2020 7:59:02 AM sunnydkelleu Hope it's ok I borrowed this pic of the Statue of Liberty to use on my page.   If it's not ok I'll remove it.

3/18/2020 7:59:05 AM jay34595865 High vibe, High alkaline. Anchor Aquarius.

3/18/2020 8:05:28 AM samsmith0319 Interesting...👀...

3/18/2020 8:07:05 AM rob21202522 It's a shame that as I look at this I have no confidence this is true, or any other chart , statistic, news or anything,. Shits fucked up!!! I believe that!!

3/18/2020 8:07:56 AM needanswers1127 "I am still in pain with no cure insight..."

Is she having withdrawals from the lack of ADRENOCHROME?

3/18/2020 8:09:03 AM needanswers1127 Once you start to defend yourself, you've already lost your case.

3/18/2020 8:12:03 AM mindaltdelete #Pizzagate is trending on Twitter. Unlocked. pic.twitter.com/E8ZJ8na8M9

3/18/2020 8:18:31 AM matrixexit Is it just me...or has the Vatican run a worldwide pedophile ring alongside the Royal Death racket and the world has given them and their pathetic self 

aggrandising leadership a free pass? @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @P0A_Triot23 @iThoughtful ? Just asking. 🤷🏻♂️

3/18/2020 8:19:05 AM loveofmuseum Some millennials have bad choices w tide pods but worth mentioning they arrived in a world run by bush and possibly people who use 

adrenochrome...the worst problems came from the past gens and we have to deal with evil leaders destroying life. Older gens had a safer youth.

3/18/2020 8:19:57 AM superscriber Yes.

3/18/2020 8:23:56 AM stacihi Take a step back.

You see Jordan in a sudden schism with a few people.

However in reality, @Jordan_Sather_ is just one of MANY people who were close to CG and DW, and became so uncomfortable they felt forced to 

publicly separate from them.

Does that not make you question?
3/18/2020 8:29:02 AM 14479  https://variety.com/2018/music/news/seal-accuses-oprah-knowing-about-weinstein-misconduct-1202661226/ …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2020 8:37:25 AM carolinehbou Fear engages sympathetic nervous system. The body is flooded with stress hormones for survival and, if sustained, will slowly destroy your immune 

system. Meditate. Open your heart. Rewire your brain with heart centered emotions.

3/18/2020 8:39:30 AM cledrordfishing Good one....

3/18/2020 8:39:56 AM cledrordfishing Pump up the jam! Lol

3/18/2020 8:43:28 AM spearman112 3 years😆😆😆 all my life

3/18/2020 8:43:40 AM mediaintell1 This secret society network of academic, political, financial, religious, entertainment etc. have been working with atheistic communism (now China's 

CCP) to take over the world. Atheistic Communism is anti-God while the secret society is blasphemous to God.

3/18/2020 8:47:09 AM leslie31448714 Wait.  She will come to you for the understanding that escapes her at this time.  Your experience, knowledge & wisdom WILL be needed.

3/18/2020 8:47:46 AM leslie31448714 Give the nam a RIDE! 😬

3/18/2020 8:49:47 AM th34lpha I agree.  I can see them trying to process the information I'm explaining to them. But the are still stuck on MSM virus push. I Ultimately give them some 

information, ask then ask them to think big and deeper about it.

3/18/2020 8:49:48 AM mediaintell1 Yes, there are religious who have joined the secret society. They have infiltrated the Vatican and have been controlling decisions out of there for some 

time.  We can reason that since secret societies follows Satan, and Satan calls for human sacrifice....well.

3/18/2020 8:53:02 AM mediaintell1 But it's critical to not conflate Christ and the Church He established with an infiltrated Vatican.  We must be very discerning.  It's not one institution.   It 

is a cross section of every institution.  I'm Catholic, and we are warned over and over that deception will be the goal

3/18/2020 8:53:26 AM kalacomarketing Yes Fear does make your Immune System weaker because Fear is Stress. 

Stress is what does it. 

Fear and Faith Cannot Occupy the Same Space‼️

3/18/2020 8:54:26 AM janesplay The actors got a new communications plan from the boss.

3/18/2020 8:55:57 AM ollieb_87 If y'all want to learn more this twitter account might be a good way to open your minds.  Look back as far as you can on their threads.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Msg me or dm me with any questions.

Share this with everyone you know.  Time to wake up y'all



3/18/2020 8:58:28 AM danielp09054361 Interesting timing,,, flood gates open/ @AustinSteinbart 

Sure let’s the info flow,, don’t it.

3/18/2020 8:58:58 AM peekaboo1966 My Prediction is March 22 - April 1st.. 10 days they say ? … We'll see @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Avenger2Toxic pic.twitter.com/tfqtyq3U2f

3/18/2020 9:00:21 AM mediaintell1 Satan uses blasphemous secret societies working w/ godless communists to lead people astray. Expect to be deceived. Question everything.   Follow 

the Commandments. Don't operate out of limbic fear.  Most people will conflate Vatican bad/God bad/Pope bad.  That's Satan's goal.

3/18/2020 9:00:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming. https://twitter.com/TommyG/status/1240190503687262208 …

3/18/2020 9:05:22 AM shaigaichan Light.

3/18/2020 9:06:02 AM n7guardiananon she got Parkinson's???

withdrawal???

Kuru???

 https://youtu.be/04Loo99IUUA 

3/18/2020 9:06:56 AM keith369me Dear “John of” God

3/18/2020 9:07:05 AM mediaintell1 Quinn's research basically uncovered the secret society part.  It's the Sea Beast and Land Beast.  Communism is the Great Red Dragon.  If you want to 

research this more, I recommend this play list. (It's not the end of the world...that's a deception) https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgfKsM6-

XzkWCUSDK49fg_eqqP42lh7_n …

3/18/2020 9:08:05 AM matrixexit I am aware of all that. But clearly you are in denial about the current clergy and think they are cleaning house. They are studiously avoiding remedies 

for victims, covering current perpetrators, priests have live-in lovers and victims are receiving threats and intimidation

3/18/2020 9:08:23 AM scott_rick Bye bye Orca

3/18/2020 9:08:29 AM letsdot94709949 she fell down on stage-so did gAgA-and MADonna  all the evil ones R fAlliNG----->DoWn.

3/18/2020 9:09:20 AM gcanty3 Yes we did.  The bad guys have been lying and controlling our nation a long long time.

3/18/2020 9:10:35 AM fansblowing3 So was she arrested?

3/18/2020 9:11:30 AM matrixexit Also, back of putting words in my mouth. It’s the end of THEIR world, not THE world. When you’ve lived it, jailed pedophiles, exposed the rings, have 

friends who have been shot at by their mafia stooges who you are helping on the down low while risking your own life , I might 👂

3/18/2020 9:12:58 AM _369311119 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"Self Swab"

SS?

3/18/2020 9:14:16 AM matrixexit Don’t lecture me or make assumptions about what I am doing. Armchair Catholics and christians are NPCs and spectators to these events. How many 

pedophiles have you put in jail? How many victims have you assisted? How many links have you exposed and broken?

3/18/2020 9:14:29 AM omar84946987 Degrat the invisible enemy!

3/18/2020 9:14:37 AM mattmundan3 Take your meds.

3/18/2020 9:14:59 AM matrixexit Also, I didn’t tag you on this conversation! 🖕

3/18/2020 9:15:17 AM worldxplorer1 We will defeat the invisible enemy even faster than we thought.

3/18/2020 9:15:30 AM bomkamp_theresa She has NEVER been a personable human. She's like HRC. FAKE with a private side and a public side....

3/18/2020 9:15:33 AM girlawakeinca #BestPresidentEver 

So popular the chat room is full! 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/ZxVOF6wtJi

3/18/2020 9:19:37 AM mediaintell1 I'll unfollow you so your posts don't get served to me. My apologies.

3/18/2020 9:21:37 AM matrixexit I’m did not invite you to this conversation. Do not sprout your religious ponderings here. Go somewhere else and preach. I deal direct with God. I don’t 

need a denomination, a guru or an intermediary.

3/18/2020 9:22:55 AM 6truthseekers I would think they planned them?

3/18/2020 9:22:56 AM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

“Didn’t know you could skip levels”

Level 3 to Level 7

Comms?

3/18/2020 9:25:10 AM highvoltagenews Another question....

WHO is recording the video?

Subliminally we think

“Oh it’s like periscope”

Only we would NOT see her

holding her phone from 3rd person...

#WeAreTheNewsNow #Qanon #USA

#WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening
3/18/2020 9:28:06 AM lbf777 In higher frequencies, fear does not exist so to go higher, practice conquering fear 24/7. It can even be conquered in dreams. I've done it & haven't had 

any nightmares for years. A nightmare changes to a good dream when love is thought about while in the nightmare.

3/18/2020 9:31:02 AM tim45166867 Q may be an extraterrestrial

3/18/2020 9:32:24 AM lilangels44 How could she not go down there's nooooo possible way she can be so close to people like John of God, Harvey Weinstein and Epstein of all people let 

alone the Clintons and not know what they were up to. Shes a billionaire!!! HAD to be involved and in the know. No coincidences

3/18/2020 9:33:44 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/pZIPTg8edK

3/18/2020 9:33:55 AM me99121945  pic.twitter.com/jtXaEITZmc

3/18/2020 9:34:19 AM americanpetal Yes, now that you mention it. I remember a while back they were sending comms. Remember the water bottle left in a scene!!! Yes, now that you 

mention it. pic.twitter.com/A4D8tUlxIe

3/18/2020 9:34:22 AM miss_ampie Imagine that. 😉 pic.twitter.com/MpSXE3kYib

3/18/2020 9:35:56 AM miss_ampie ORCA 🤣

3/18/2020 9:36:04 AM missy_zaccaro Now I can relate to that

3/18/2020 9:36:20 AM helt_helt They are awakening!

3/18/2020 9:36:40 AM deniz_aj ALICE is trying her best to censor the truth . this shit happens to me everytime if I post something about a hot topic .

3/18/2020 9:37:05 AM mgodfrey99 Maybe Oprah is the first indictment that will wake the world up?  Who knows.

3/18/2020 9:41:29 AM shotimedzowellz who's next? Ellen Degenerous?, John Travolta?...etc

3/18/2020 9:42:49 AM truth939 Excellent series, but don't understand this drop when MJ has told us NOT to invest in gold in the past.

3/18/2020 9:44:44 AM westmount_d7 Been waiting for this message for 3 years! #CleanCanada #EndToCommomwealth

3/18/2020 9:44:50 AM maxmedieval Seems H0praH is as dirty as she can be, hiding in plain sight...



3/18/2020 9:49:12 AM ann01326149 OPRAH... OWN...(Oprah Winfrey Network)... NWO! (Mirror)

3/18/2020 9:51:21 AM lbf777 If we get the world into a higher frequency,the deep state straight up disappears. It works just like a dream. All of our minds together manifest our 

global reality. If we all fear, we manifest the Deep State but if we all love we manifest the Golden Age. It's really that simple.

3/18/2020 9:53:51 AM ilgephelfis Proud to serve. pic.twitter.com/IePHpCLGcI

3/18/2020 9:56:21 AM _369311119 Oh yeah we can do that

3/18/2020 9:57:51 AM burgersandra "forced to reveal themselves up here"

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2020 9:58:02 AM adamkoester2 We are winning

3/18/2020 10:02:27 AM ts_sci_majic12 To BOOM, one day empty because of what we have to do, to get rid of- to win this war or we would have a level of death like people haven't seen 

before. - @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/e60dhLoqjF

3/18/2020 10:02:48 AM 1717q1717 BQQM

3/18/2020 10:03:27 AM peekaboo1966 Ya.. I heard that also...and KNOW what it meant

3/18/2020 10:03:54 AM atashfire Level of death the satanics would have otherwise pursued. Their end is finally here.

3/18/2020 10:03:58 AM karendesoto3 Androgynous satanic witch.  Is what I hear.

3/18/2020 10:05:02 AM scrotata Seriously!?  That was so incoherent.

3/18/2020 10:05:25 AM keith369me 💥 💥 💥

3/18/2020 10:05:37 AM kachinagtto I was hoping someone would put out this specific clip!  Thank you

3/18/2020 10:06:12 AM blsdbe Bless you, #QPlus @POTUS !!! #WRWY #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/sna6fF0adc

3/18/2020 10:06:26 AM jonjester1 He also said at one point "I know who" when asked about the origins of the virus.

3/18/2020 10:07:06 AM mantidh Watch the views vs likes. Twatter so obvs messing with us. pic.twitter.com/5XHcRfXsYn

3/18/2020 10:07:13 AM toga_wwg1wga This presser was FILLED with interesting comments....

3/18/2020 10:07:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 What did you notice?

3/18/2020 10:07:55 AM joshuajamesdavi  https://www.speedtest.net/ookla-5g-map?fbclid=IwAR0DjAXCz8GR-X2uNz3ztsgRuRSdVIQuVosR1H0cBNgvlU2vu_2FgS70Hv4 …

3/18/2020 10:08:08 AM myfanwy_72 And Bill Gates resigns less than an hour later..

3/18/2020 10:08:38 AM n2zyk Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

1h

Nothing can stop what is coming.

TOMMY G

@TommyG

1/ Police cars revolving lightOprah has sent 56 messages on twitter this yr. 7 of those messages have been sent from “twitter web app” (i.e. staffers)

3/18/2020 10:08:58 AM blsdbe #WRWY pic.twitter.com/af2PeCjcjX

3/18/2020 10:09:21 AM wilsanborn777 @realDonaldTrump  The last ? was about those of us in Bad shape due to #OPIOIDHYSTERIA - #POTUS45 said he will not let us down - you already have 

- FIX IT!!! Stop allowing addicts 300+MMED a day and PAIN patients >90MMED a day!!! #TRUTH #FACTS #StopProp

3/18/2020 10:10:06 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/seF19yErUH

3/18/2020 10:10:35 AM dorkusborkus Regarding the source of the virus: "Not think, no no, I don't think I know who... where it came from"

3/18/2020 10:11:18 AM fansblowing3 Activating the defense production act

3/18/2020 10:12:46 AM ocld1 I see the communist reporters made it to the presser.

3/18/2020 10:12:59 AM letsdot94709949 We=sheep-hunted 4 dinna=we are their food.

3/18/2020 10:13:15 AM bbkatvr Q has furnished many many proofs all along the way, that they are who the say the are. Collectively, these proofs are solid evidence. How many 

coincidences can you have before it becomes a mathematical impossibility? Afraid I can't say the same about G.N. 

https://apelbaum.wordpress.com/2019/11/06/the-raise-of-the-real-fake-data-brokers/ …

3/18/2020 10:14:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Mark White = Clown Lawyer 😂  https://youtu.be/sxkXaLFKdPg  via @YouTube

3/18/2020 10:14:43 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240325737099468809 …

3/18/2020 10:14:55 AM diaptera_80 Ask the Q. How many arrests have been made.

3/18/2020 10:15:22 AM thegreyspecter This will end ALL the bad actors WW..,,new dawn of freedom around the corner...

3/18/2020 10:15:48 AM whsthestorm ]TYLER[ 

#opepoch #projectmayhem2020

3/18/2020 10:16:03 AM cleanitallup Tippy top.

3/18/2020 10:16:07 AM diaptera_80 Hidden enemy with a thousand names

3/18/2020 10:16:39 AM shari_todd Could not agree more! Whom ever wants to know the truth....it’s all there✝️🇺🇸✝️

3/18/2020 10:16:59 AM racheld72639629 I have this one! 😁 pic.twitter.com/vpQg2tK4nc

3/18/2020 10:17:06 AM the_start_line Watching Austin troll is great entertainment for isolation.

3/18/2020 10:17:25 AM fanfan21 Does the flag behind Trump have the gold fringe?

3/18/2020 10:17:29 AM rebornkingent Archon is one. “We wrestle against the rulers of this word” Archon means ruler.

3/18/2020 10:17:47 AM ariamguzman “To get rid of....... to win this war!”

Get Rid of what?! #virus #deepstate ??

3/18/2020 10:19:12 AM tracybirk1 Concerts are out too..

3/18/2020 10:19:58 AM adamwl Oprah’s under protection, she’s assisting the White Hats 😇  https://twitter.com/adamwl/status/1240169778892824576?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/adamwl/status/1240169778892824576 …

3/18/2020 10:20:26 AM keith369me Winning...intelligence over legal intimidation wins every time.

3/18/2020 10:20:58 AM bereantype ...unseen enemy

3/18/2020 10:22:06 AM blsdbe I love this fella’s messages, they make me laugh out loud!!! #MessageOverMessenger

3/18/2020 10:22:11 AM patriotswegoall Even one reporter was pressing Trump about who's to blame.

3/18/2020 10:22:11 AM purplefavorite1 Trust @POTUS

3/18/2020 10:22:47 AM 11charlie111 The silent war continues. I pray for our military worldwide as they are the ones fighting this evil head on. 🙏@LeoVaradkar said in his  announcement 

yesterday, “never will so many ask, so much of so few” #Adrenochrome #NATO #DefenderEurope2020 #ReadyAF pic.twitter.com/UVlxZOyF5o

3/18/2020 10:22:56 AM flo_cy Self swab = suicide out???

3/18/2020 10:23:28 AM realsparkyparks Watch the #Philadelphia police commissioner before hand talk about non violent criminals will be released. Criminals who pose a threat will be 

detained. Plain clothed civilian force will be in effect to help identify threats to police.

3/18/2020 10:23:48 AM sst_us Traitors.

3/18/2020 10:23:50 AM toga_wwg1wga I gotta go thru it again, but he was asked about where the virus originated.  Yeah, he said China, but he again alluded to someone ELSE was responsible 

for releasing the virus.  Then another comment regarding empty airlines was interesting...

3/18/2020 10:23:56 AM stevexclean 2 boom, one more boom

3/18/2020 10:24:03 AM pedrojtrump This guy is the real clown. He talks about Mark White’s ego...lol

3/18/2020 10:24:11 AM kachinagtto Love this one too!  So many great bits from that press conference!!  Good job

3/18/2020 10:24:11 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/sQVk8Ta5lm

3/18/2020 10:24:17 AM realsparkyparks  https://youtu.be/Ko2AEK4W2zk  2:32

3/18/2020 10:24:23 AM toga_wwg1wga  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7QRV4IEf9k&feature=share …

3/18/2020 10:24:34 AM fansblowing3 FEMA activates at level 1

3/18/2020 10:24:59 AM neo_asura_  pic.twitter.com/lwkjdvgVB4



3/18/2020 10:25:33 AM jessej97real  https://www.white-summers.com/clients 

3/18/2020 10:25:41 AM jasperj05393930 The rise of singularity.

3/18/2020 10:26:05 AM jucifr00t He knows where it originated. That doesn't mean China started it.

3/18/2020 10:26:31 AM crispus46604679 The narrative should be TRUTH. Any force that has the ability to create a narrative should have to tell the whole TRUTH and be criminally liable for NON 

TRUTH's.

3/18/2020 10:27:21 AM wahiggins3 Message over messenger.  Anon should dig into Mark White.  That is how I read the situation.

3/18/2020 10:28:12 AM giediknight  https://www.white-summers.com/people-5 

3/18/2020 10:28:14 AM buzzbridgette 16 year plan to destroy the US and much of the world.

3/18/2020 10:28:30 AM blsdbe Wow, that’s some list...almost SciFi!!!

3/18/2020 10:28:58 AM nurseniceyes I find him quite entertaining. But in thinking logically if he were a crazy larp... He would be placed in a padded cell for his own "protection " at this point. 

The DIA would have had all his accounts censored and taken down permanently. And thermalite is such fun to play with.

3/18/2020 10:28:58 AM jillsta07025300 Red Cross ships are in tippy top shape.  Go Q+

3/18/2020 10:29:08 AM fansblowing3 Northern Canadian border now closed

3/18/2020 10:29:25 AM tucson_ron Our President had to stop to find the words to describe in generic terms the dangers we face... as Americans and globally as humans. We are in 

dangerous waters.

3/18/2020 10:29:31 AM nurseniceyes I have heard that name before..

3/18/2020 10:29:42 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/YX6Dx3Y6a3

3/18/2020 10:29:48 AM jessej97real Tesla at the top. 🤔 Don't know what it means, but I suppose it's not just a ko-inky-dink.

3/18/2020 10:29:56 AM jillsta07025300 Bill gates

3/18/2020 10:30:02 AM victoriaserbia This is not time for cute posts. FEMA 1 declared etc. we need straight talk now.

3/18/2020 10:30:03 AM toga_wwg1wga 1:17:58 Trump:  "It was nobodys fault this happened.  I mean, some people could say it was somebodys fault actually..."

3/18/2020 10:30:13 AM carlos765955611 2 BOOM 1

3/18/2020 10:30:19 AM by369surrounded I want to know what's in Terry Bradshaw's medical file that is worth such a crazed clown lawyer to attempt to hide. Disclosure message needs to come 

in over the top ways to garner attention. This kid is going to go viral no matter how much is true or not.

3/18/2020 10:31:55 AM blsdbe Yep...very entertaining, if not a little schadenfreude...

3/18/2020 10:32:17 AM fansblowing3 Red Cross hospital ships in California are being prepared

3/18/2020 10:32:37 AM tucson_ron Someone else mentioned this so I went back... I see no gold fringe on our flag. 

Is this intentional and significant?

3/18/2020 10:33:20 AM buzzbridgette My favorite.

3/18/2020 10:33:39 AM ecranchero I understood it. Please keep up!

3/18/2020 10:33:44 AM carlos765955611 Anyone notice that his American flags are NOT fringed in gold (free) like Nancy's which is always fringed (captured)?

3/18/2020 10:34:33 AM miss_ampie I only tolerate this high altitude, insufferable, arrogant, backward bro' cap wearing actor's delivery because #MessageOverMessenger

3/18/2020 10:34:37 AM rosscarwalker Do think there’s enough proof to take him to court?

3/18/2020 10:34:56 AM nurseniceyes Christine, You made me go look up that antique word. Lol

pleasure derived by someone from another person's misfortune.

3/18/2020 10:35:48 AM garethevansag @showcase_skill pic.twitter.com/XnCXzZaSYt

3/18/2020 10:36:42 AM 3lcoron I’m getting fettywap conspiracy vibes here.  World is crazy man

3/18/2020 10:36:42 AM garethevansag  pic.twitter.com/76dzcuxYRd

3/18/2020 10:36:45 AM qqqqtrmrclqqqq3 Adreno.Junk eeeee. Non epi pen reservt😂😂😂

3/18/2020 10:37:19 AM showcase_skill Blatant

3/18/2020 10:40:23 AM 369bob He's funny if nothing else

3/18/2020 10:40:41 AM petrusmax4 I love it  hhh

3/18/2020 10:40:53 AM dianesaumure Jibber Jabber

3/18/2020 10:41:04 AM earth2nissy The Amen Center helped my daughter get and stay sober. All through spirituality and nutrition. God Bless our addicts. May they get the help and 

education they need. Amen 🙏✝️

3/18/2020 10:41:11 AM buzzbridgette It always rests on the shoulders of our young heroes. God be with them and keep them in His loving hand.

3/18/2020 10:41:59 AM state1union They call us crazy 😜 for telling the truth!  It’s True

3/18/2020 10:43:20 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/ngkVSLAxYI

3/18/2020 10:43:23 AM dani06548474 Total panic mode 😎

3/18/2020 10:45:01 AM thepatriotfight Flip this poll Patriots. 

@realDonaldTrump @TRUreporting @VincentCrypt46 @FollowQanon @FollowQanon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @StormIsUponUs 

@M2Madness @LoveBling6 https://twitter.com/TeaPainUSA/status/1240263989910781955 …

3/18/2020 10:47:07 AM jaymie_rennert We know he isn’t talking about the corona virus here #thevirusisthedeepstate

3/18/2020 10:48:22 AM rosscarwalker Any idea who Mark White is?

3/18/2020 10:50:47 AM worldxplorer1 Who is Mark White?

A starting point... https://www.white-summers.com/team/mark-cameron-white …

3/18/2020 10:51:00 AM stuarttruly humor is a great energizer towards learning...

3/18/2020 10:52:39 AM jessej97real Ikr? AI for robots...

3/18/2020 10:53:04 AM iamspirit22  pic.twitter.com/RgBwRAWCp0

3/18/2020 10:53:27 AM michael81972 Is 5G activating nanotechnology that people acquired through vaccines?

3/18/2020 10:54:10 AM worldxplorer1 'Mark is the founder of WhiteSpace X which is a global network of accelerators with facilities currently in Silicon Valley, Budapest, Stuttgart, Lagos and 

Mexico City - and he is the founder of WhiteSpace Intelligence which is a strategy consulting firm.'

3/18/2020 10:54:12 AM kathleenmckeon6 Actually I don't think it was, seems to be saying something with more than one meaning and has been for awhile.  We will have to see.

My brother and I are going to play golf, looking forward to it:)  It is said, grass and trees are safe:)

3/18/2020 10:54:13 AM aprilbrown99 There are so many options....

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=Water+bottle …

3/18/2020 10:54:26 AM hgraceq 1 BQQM

3/18/2020 10:54:33 AM internetusr “Look to past to see what will happen in the future” (paraphrased) said by the Dr. 

I sat right up and my eyebrows raised immediately #HABBENING

3/18/2020 10:54:45 AM edina3535 It's possible that @AustinSteinbart may be working several, or more, steps ahead of us.  

With information that we don't have, yet.  

The Amen Clinic video appears to have been bait for Mark White.  

Which in turn may be bait for someone/thing else?



3/18/2020 10:54:47 AM worldxplorer1 We should dig on...

WhiteSpace X

WhiteSpace Intelligence

3/18/2020 10:55:31 AM patriot_angel Someone tried to hurt his parents.. He has that right.

3/18/2020 10:55:55 AM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1240315722913452043 …

3/18/2020 10:56:17 AM hgraceq And signed it with a Q pic.twitter.com/tGtbBzZ9HC

3/18/2020 10:57:14 AM edina3535 Or we could just call this the #AustinSteinbartEffect?  :) 

#BOOMerang #UncannyCoincidence

3/18/2020 10:57:26 AM diaptera_80 There must be a good reason behind Austin committing a crime other than to prove his immunity. 👀

3/18/2020 10:57:59 AM alight412 Yes, I get that. I'd like to think that knowledge is power but our past history is so altered and distorted I'm not even sure that logic could even apply.

3/18/2020 10:58:28 AM edina3535 Linked in the video description box... :) 

Curious indeed.

Mark's CLOWN Law Firm:  https://www.white-summers.com/ 

3/18/2020 10:58:30 AM aurorasreality 💣💥[BOOM]💥

3/18/2020 10:58:45 AM earth2nissy Truth!!!!

3/18/2020 10:58:51 AM ts_sci_majic12 Did MJ12 know that if we raised awareness of Baby Q that known sheepdogs would immediately seek to discredit?

3/18/2020 10:59:00 AM swrdofjustice #ANONS this is a deep state vid I stumbled upon. There are 2020 dates but "3:28" concerns me the most. Above my paygrade, is this relevant?

 https://youtu.be/CMoNUZkLObE 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum @IPOT1776

3/18/2020 10:59:30 AM magaman88 We are at War

We will Win

3/18/2020 10:59:53 AM carlos765955611 DJT order #___? "Nat. Emergency" in 2017 over U1, our $, drone flown to Iran and HRC corruption. After 911 Bush set us with "Patriot Act" and 

Renegade, expecting HRC to win, set us at a "Nat. Emergency State of War" and they were never revoked. I'm really sure he needs anything.

3/18/2020 11:00:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 02/2020 Twitter Traffic = 11.7M

03/01/2020 - 03/17/2020 = 11.7M

117 Signals Marker?

3/18/2020 11:01:28 AM edina3535 For reference, from the AS video description box:

Mark's CLOWN Law Firm:  https://www.white-summers.com/ 

hmmmm ... 🤔

3/18/2020 11:01:43 AM kristophersnake figure out when the storm started yet?

3/18/2020 11:02:35 AM gsusgod To boom or not to boom, there is no question #Boom

3/18/2020 11:02:38 AM carlos765955611  https://twitter.com/carlos765955611/status/1240337298950164481?s=20 …

3/18/2020 11:02:59 AM cledrordfishing Why yes, yes they would....

Muahaha.

3/18/2020 11:03:02 AM fionasdestiny67 Exactly!

I believe him. pic.twitter.com/7IBfjjqZlE

3/18/2020 11:03:04 AM partialgenuis Own you phuct nutz. Ain’t no tree high enough.

3/18/2020 11:04:43 AM senorcoconut_ Oh let me guess ... big stuff coming, nothing can stop this, and uh the usual BS where nothing ever happens ?

3/18/2020 11:04:55 AM carlos765955611 The only thing missing was Kavanaugh

3/18/2020 11:05:50 AM senorcoconut_  https://youtu.be/C8AFhaT3Rbk 

3/18/2020 11:06:29 AM fashionabanon I noticed - Gold fringe, no Presidential seal on podium, Attention on back of chairs!!

3/18/2020 11:06:38 AM dawsonjdawsonk @joolz64544046 @Faith23477118

3/18/2020 11:07:17 AM carlos765955611 So he's in control, completely in control. BOOM!!!

3/18/2020 11:07:38 AM lorivictoria This...scroll down! Seems White is up on current events. https://www.white-summers.com/news 

3/18/2020 11:07:42 AM bibibobibox 11/7 full ET disclosure

3/18/2020 11:07:50 AM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/nZEsy6Lbz1

3/18/2020 11:07:55 AM k4rlgruen I love him.

@realDonaldTrump 

Thank you, Sir.

3/18/2020 11:07:55 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/A4xwDehPhB

3/18/2020 11:08:35 AM aprilbrown99 💗💗💗 #WakeUpAmerica #CrimesAgainstChildren #CrimesAgainstHumanity #UnsealJFK #UnsealEpstein

3/18/2020 11:09:15 AM humanprimer He is very much alive.

3/18/2020 11:09:21 AM rebornkingent Defiantly need more hospitals and more staff.

3/18/2020 11:12:36 AM truth939 936 patients tested so far.

3/18/2020 11:13:18 AM magaman88  pic.twitter.com/4O5tQRLThS

3/18/2020 11:13:41 AM cosgood35 Proof this was not in the plan. DS winning. Can we turn it around? Maybe not.

3/18/2020 11:13:49 AM qarmyweareq And you will feel this way until you wake up.

3/18/2020 11:16:14 AM dynamicres Anon training progressing nicely?

3/18/2020 11:17:05 AM godfirstqanon World

3/18/2020 11:18:21 AM lesproctor Where we go one we go all

3/18/2020 11:18:28 AM lucas2011lions Yall are so funny. It was your contracts with Harvard to work on Covid-19 that started all this. Next time actually try vetting who you let play with Bio-

weapons

3/18/2020 11:18:55 AM csaranon1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/qxSwPfxMfB

3/18/2020 11:19:22 AM jenaynayz and some of us would listen, message over messenger. Thank you for raising awareness.

3/18/2020 11:20:10 AM lightlove21121 😎

3/18/2020 11:21:02 AM state1union You tweeted 20 minutes ago at 1 central. Hmmm 🤔

3/18/2020 11:22:23 AM romanomarianne #pizzagate originated bC @johnpodesta emails were riddled with pedo code words..quite disturbing & totally swept under the rug by the MSM who 

made it about a pizza pillar! It was NEVER debunked & several journalists were fired after trying to expose it. @BenSwann_ Liz Crokin 

pic.twitter.com/R9Ys4ri4e2

3/18/2020 11:22:49 AM rachaelangelm Gross

3/18/2020 11:23:34 AM 369palm I pulled back actually. There are some really graphic photos of this guy smothered in blood.



3/18/2020 11:24:15 AM aprilbrown99 Boom = 45 

45 = DNA 

And more...

 https://www.gematrix.org/?word=45  pic.twitter.com/hbsGHrEps0

3/18/2020 11:25:01 AM keith369me Acceleration of the plan?

3/18/2020 11:25:05 AM dandresc2 #DamnOprah

@PillerRed @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @jennajameson @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/zFFUrnsCNJ

3/18/2020 11:25:16 AM noelpolin Our Father turns that which was meant for Evil into good

3/18/2020 11:25:40 AM kachinagtto WTF - look at the name of this company Mark White is on the board for... pic.twitter.com/L20N2qjydX

3/18/2020 11:27:22 AM baseddeds it's literally a collaboration from BASQUIAT X OFF WHITE pic.twitter.com/fnsFIwI08Y

3/18/2020 11:27:23 AM alittlesquirly  https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0820-

9?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_content=organic&utm_campaign=NGMT_USG_JC01_GL_NRJournals … “A Case Report in Nature 

Medicine shows that SARS-CoV-2 is not a laboratory construct or a purposefully manipulated virus. The report reviews what can be deduced about the 

origin of the virus from comparative analysis of genomic data.”

3/18/2020 11:27:25 AM shelaneb Trust the plan

3/18/2020 11:28:36 AM rachaelangelm On the island of monsters three keepers of the monsters are dead. The monsters now roam free there is no escaping to monster island. Eventually 

they will kill them selves hopefully they do not swim to mainland. Don’t show fear ever.

3/18/2020 11:29:46 AM baseddeds people like you are why pizzagate died, coming up with bullshit.

it's a pricey hypebeast hoodie

and there's only 24 As on the one she is wearing.

3/18/2020 11:29:59 AM lynnmar42209594 Looks like it 👀

3/18/2020 11:30:15 AM norefils Where?

3/18/2020 11:30:17 AM eliffdavid He’s deep state. Trying to make the movement look like fools

3/18/2020 11:30:22 AM 369palm It’s not about fear it’s about prudence.  Even though this pig posted these pics himself on instagram if I were to display them on this thread my account 

would get zapped in a minute. It’s happened before.

3/18/2020 11:30:44 AM quentinjay2 Italy had 134 earthquakes this week. All roads lead to ROME. Tunnels from all over Europe. @QBlueSkyQ @pryerlee @RandyRRQuaid @Qanon76 

@StormIsUponUs @GregRubini @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/search?q=army%20subterranean%20&src=typed_query …

3/18/2020 11:31:32 AM lbf777 Yawn

3/18/2020 11:31:57 AM fanfan21 Ty.

3/18/2020 11:32:54 AM woerzone_g Amen

3/18/2020 11:32:55 AM 369palm Sheepdogs have masters. Wolves are majestic.

3/18/2020 11:34:12 AM _369311119 Bluetooth

3/18/2020 11:34:51 AM clari42518177 Look at this from #Eurovision2019 https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U 

3/18/2020 11:35:18 AM atyra831 But what makes this virus different? Never before have there been such precautions.

WHAT ARE THEY NOT TELLING US?

DM me if you’ve any thoughts on it please 🇺🇸

III%

MAGA🇺🇸

3/18/2020 11:35:22 AM brangusjimmy And you expect us to blindly believe some guy claiming to be a part of Q team from the future as he waves around a pistol and shows off private 

medical records? Wouldn’t MJ12 anticipate their anons to question everything? Trust is earned, not given.

3/18/2020 11:36:35 AM rachaelangelm Well you don’t have to show anything I am able to access information if I want to. I just gave you classified information that I know very few people 

have. You should really watch one of the predator movies were there dropped on the island and are systematically hunted.

3/18/2020 11:36:54 AM brangusjimmy And yes, I will gladly punch holes in something that doesn’t seem 100% right. Is that not the part of the mission of the Great Awakening? To have 

people trust their own intuition and call out things that don’t seem right?

3/18/2020 11:37:18 AM ihvh #Pray

3/18/2020 11:37:23 AM rachaelangelm This Island is real. The things they bioengineered are breaking out of their cages because they’re not able to just kidnap who they want anymore. I’m 

hoping these things do not make it to a mainland. I saw this last night. Their system is failing ours is getting stronger

3/18/2020 11:38:01 AM humanprimer This tweet never made it to my timeline! Hmm.

3/18/2020 11:38:02 AM diaptera_80 The crimes of those sheepdogs will soon be revealed? Or their masters?

3/18/2020 11:38:15 AM 369palm That’s her game with John of God Right?  The hunters have become the hunted. Delicious.

3/18/2020 11:38:26 AM pleasantlysurly This is the first time I recall Trump saying "boom". A marker? I get that he's not talking about the virus when he speaks of war and many deaths that 

have been avoided. The 'boom' is to make sure we understand that, too.

3/18/2020 11:38:26 AM ashland_xoxoxo  pic.twitter.com/7vptwIzSvP

3/18/2020 11:40:27 AM bigbuckmedic There was a big boom this morning... Utah

3/18/2020 11:40:59 AM 369palm These genetic abominations you are referring to must smell fear. Thank you for warning us.

3/18/2020 11:41:54 AM rachaelangelm I don’t know what the deal is like who owns the island were the island is. I just know what I saw I saw a monster drinking from a river it looked up and 

saw me when I was at that moment I don’t know a deer a human I don’t know and then I came back.

3/18/2020 11:41:57 AM ts_sci_majic12 There there...

3/18/2020 11:43:52 AM rob_w75 Who was fired for trying to “expose” Pizzagate?

3/18/2020 11:44:52 AM kweyambav True

3/18/2020 11:45:09 AM fansblowing3 They all read your posts 😂

3/18/2020 11:45:45 AM patriotleah1776 No more mass shootings or bombings.

Our kids are safe at home with loved ones.

The way it should be.

All day. Every day.

3/18/2020 11:46:22 AM aleksandraruka3 GOD BLESS! <3 <3 <3

3/18/2020 11:47:53 AM deanna4congress I love this whole plan if true. But I’m still a little confused.. as a Christian, are we moving toward a higher level of relationship with Him/God on the 

other side of the Great Awakening’? Is this His Plan? Or could this be another New Age trap that in disguise

3/18/2020 11:48:23 AM 369palm That reminds me of the last bond when the 00’s are talking about the last rat standing.

3/18/2020 11:49:53 AM daveo6145 Def not another new age trap pic.twitter.com/kOsc3fCvGO

3/18/2020 11:49:58 AM ihvh God's  will is always the result... on Earth as it is in Heaven

3/18/2020 11:50:50 AM patriotleah1776 Clearly, you haven't been a part of this for long...

If you barely joined in the last few years, keep in mind there are digital soldiers who have had to lose sleep over what they knew decades ago.

Those who tried to alarm anyone were met with torture & death...



3/18/2020 11:51:02 AM dorkusborkus Trump hasn't disclosed yet

What he did disclose is that he knows who it was, and that "everyone does"

3/18/2020 11:51:16 AM brangusjimmy What about me? Am I a sheepdog for not immediately believing this guy?

3/18/2020 11:52:28 AM patriot4q You are witnessing #TheGreatAwakening and its Going to be "Biblical"...

We have been told to "Put on The Whole Armor of God"

This Plan has brought many, many people back to the Word of God...

DJT = 4, 10, 20 = Good Friday

#WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/ycbHGvMOvY
3/18/2020 11:53:16 AM veronic87482895 If you were thinking of the virus and talking about the virus there wouldn't of been a hesitation?

3/18/2020 11:55:07 AM realsparkyparks @QStorm1111 @CoralineElise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @X22Report friend just sent me this. Look at the dates.  

https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/549063900 …

3/18/2020 11:55:18 AM ihvh #Agape #Pray 

Time in not important, only life is important. God Bless .... may the Angel's of the LORD guide and protect you each moment of everyday...

3/18/2020 11:55:28 AM patriotleah1776 I taught my 10 yr old grandson about earthquake & flight radar apps yesterday, since he's home from school. This morning he runs up to me with his 

phone & tells me there's a plane going the wrong way. Smart feller. It was a plane headed from MO to Salt Lake, but "lost" over ID

3/18/2020 11:56:53 AM c_morece Check out Walnut sauce. Podesta emails about Walnut sauce on pasta.

3/18/2020 11:57:43 AM ausanon369 I assumed it was fake because there was meant to be no outside comms from the boards.

3/18/2020 11:58:01 AM patriotleah1776 I was looking for that too! But couldn't see if it was missing or not. Is the corporation finally being laid to rest? Is our slave contracts about to be 

broken?

3/18/2020 11:58:50 AM dilliebean1 I’ve been wondering the same. 

Perhaps this is a God given, patriot battled, time for those good and honest people who have been brainwashed by the Corrupt NWO system to have a 

real chance to learn the truth. For ever-how long-we have here. Read Luke 12:35-40! 🙏🏼PRAY🙏🏼

3/18/2020 12:00:49 PM tommyg  pic.twitter.com/jHpiEzaCer

3/18/2020 12:01:50 PM patriotleah1776 Remember all that adrenochrome was ceased at CAN border? What if they tainted w/ an aids like virus. So each & every one of those evil people are 

"tagged". Remember them giving that to children to keep them alive during torture? I read that somewhere, not 100% if true/accurate???

3/18/2020 12:02:24 PM steppedweller7 The entire world is shutting down, yet nothing is happening?  Check your fear because you are irrational.  When the mind is gripped by fear of death or 

fear of the unknown, thinking coherently is very difficult.  God bless and good luck to you.

3/18/2020 12:02:54 PM roadh0use2 And instead of this being reported the mainstream is continuing to put out vids of reporters asking dumbass questions why trump is calling it the 

“Chinese virus” multiple days now, diff reporter. Same question, and same answer. Mockingbird in full effect

3/18/2020 12:03:30 PM saintbakhita 💥💥 Here's that word "WAR" again.

Many politicians using this word now.

SOFT DISCLOSURE to the public. #SilentWAR

And a nice "BOOM" too! 💣💥

#TheStorm #QAnon #GreatAwakening #ItsHappening #TRUSTthePLAN #DigitalSoldiers #WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakeningWorldwide

✝️🙏🏽#GODwins
3/18/2020 12:05:49 PM illmortaldeity Wow

3/18/2020 12:09:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Running for President does not protect you from prosecution if you've committed the crime.

3/18/2020 12:09:04 PM awakeningpublic When the Public learns about Majestic all will make sense.

3/18/2020 12:09:08 PM thecryingliber1  pic.twitter.com/S1xPKWcvJS

3/18/2020 12:09:38 PM chew_soap All to lock in 8 years !

3/18/2020 12:09:47 PM descendedking  https://twitter.com/DescendedKing/status/1240349058897776641?s=20 …

3/18/2020 12:09:51 PM brianjseitz76  https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1240331687076265984?s=19 …

3/18/2020 12:10:06 PM patriotleah1776 There's no "election interference" escape here!

3/18/2020 12:10:10 PM djlok But do the optics of prosecuting a political opponent prevent prosecution?  That’s what I want to know. I guess we’ll see what happens.

3/18/2020 12:10:37 PM chew_soap Such optimistic tweets you gave for 4 years.

3/18/2020 12:11:14 PM giediknight Did they think otherwise? Literal Morons?

3/18/2020 12:11:33 PM patriotleah1776 Are the 6.2 mile deep earthquakes something of interest? I've been watching them since before last Independence Day...

3/18/2020 12:11:46 PM chew_soap Stop 5G!

3/18/2020 12:12:10 PM bbombski  pic.twitter.com/IqHJN3xizu

3/18/2020 12:12:13 PM chew_soap It’s giving too much power away

3/18/2020 12:12:44 PM patriotleah1776 For war criminals? I believe not.

IMO

3/18/2020 12:13:11 PM pedrojtrump To be clear I was referring to Austin Steinbart, not you Majestic. You’re a Patriot!

3/18/2020 12:13:39 PM laurabusse Wow!

3/18/2020 12:14:07 PM john80504 Lock 44 up!!

3/18/2020 12:14:35 PM romanomarianne Liz crokin & Ben Swan

3/18/2020 12:15:18 PM dropdeadjack I’ve been struggling to understand as well. I’ve studied vortex math(interesting) and 3,6,9 are strange #s in vortex math. 3 and 6 are always 

interconnected, 9 is always 9. 3 and 6 may represent past and present or past and future. 9 is like the godhead and nothing is its equal.

3/18/2020 12:15:26 PM realwokewitch No. We have been separated from god for so long by the evil cabal’s programming and now our true relationship with him and the spark of divinity that 

he created in us can truly begin.

3/18/2020 12:15:27 PM twilly18 if it did I'd pay my filing fee and start knocking over 7-11s all over the Tri State area

3/18/2020 12:15:38 PM vicgar55 That’s true. 

But isn’t it a bit too late?

4 ex:

Using Biden as an example,

Wouldn’t the Democrats accuse Trumps DOJ of making false allegations because the DOJ is protecting Trump & the RNC is afraid of Biden? The next 4 

yrs again would label Trumps re-election as illegitimate. pic.twitter.com/SFrNFKmQNK

3/18/2020 12:17:30 PM packflipping Good find

3/18/2020 12:17:54 PM keith369me Financial crimes likely get a pass...pedo crimes after many others are convicted won’t.

3/18/2020 12:18:42 PM rustyrangerider Trump and Patriots reversed the 16 year plan and are in the process of destroying the cabal.

3/18/2020 12:20:07 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/O9WcApEmNi

3/18/2020 12:20:28 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/PgTGUddSvk



3/18/2020 12:21:46 PM janmaree1111 ❗️👀❗️Just a reminder....👇2 yrs ago....

@QAnonNotables @jaredsavageNZH @QBlueSkyQ @Angel5Christine @X22Report @HuberHammerQ @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs 

@LisaMei62 @mil_ops @NSA_QIL2 @CENTCOM @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @investigatemag @SamuelPHurley @VincentCrypt46@ 

pic.twitter.com/QjwcdrJZlF

3/18/2020 12:22:43 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/UZPJNb4XxU

3/18/2020 12:23:12 PM ewilliams22101  pic.twitter.com/l5K0S3edrz

3/18/2020 12:23:13 PM kingsnlegends For god and for country!

3/18/2020 12:23:19 PM lightlove21121 Pop the corn 🌽 

In all ways 😁

3/18/2020 12:23:24 PM guy_karen Did Biden get the memo?

3/18/2020 12:23:24 PM moffit30414438 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx https://twitter.com/Moffit30414438/status/1240357129237692416 …

3/18/2020 12:23:24 PM swanders3 Pneuma!!! 🇺🇸❤️🙏

3/18/2020 12:24:09 PM 39anc6 Amen for that!

Love and we will win!

3/18/2020 12:24:12 PM boy12_jimmy They ALL will PAY for their crimes. pic.twitter.com/JvktQ9EjOD

3/18/2020 12:24:41 PM navalinfantry Spartan John 117, Master Chief.... pic.twitter.com/sOvfQZfluh

3/18/2020 12:25:22 PM 35psm Watch CA-Watch NYC - The Chinese Virus:  https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hayward-resident-sentenced-four-years-acting-agent-people-s-republic-

china … pic.twitter.com/bqmx968zgu

3/18/2020 12:25:58 PM v_i_o_l_ From your tweet to Biden's ears.  Amen.

3/18/2020 12:27:12 PM elucidate2020 They have to hurry up and get Bernie to dropout so the media can say Pres Trump is using the govt to destroy Biden’s run. Of course it has nothing to 

do with the #BidenCrimeFamily   do dumb things win stupid prizes.

3/18/2020 12:27:33 PM cocopuffster12 Have you done research, watched all the videos. Lots of crumbs to follow.

3/18/2020 12:28:06 PM fansblowing3 Mark White’s anonymous client is CIA, DNC, or CA politicians (Pelosi)(he lives in San Francisco).

3/18/2020 12:28:41 PM cocopuffster12 Never assume. Disinformation is necessary. Do research and dig. Amazing what you find.

3/18/2020 12:29:07 PM fansblowing3 Clown lawyer Mark White cannot stop Austin from claiming he is DIA, because Austin IS DIA.

3/18/2020 12:29:07 PM truth_yhvh Awesome!

3/18/2020 12:29:43 PM sthufford For what they have tried to do to Trump and his family neither does being president.

3/18/2020 12:30:26 PM rebornkingent Not a new age trap. We must self align with inner knowing, guidance and wisdom like that of the animals, children and nature.  Anything, person or 

institution that is between you and God, is a trap. https://qmap.pub/read/3894 

3/18/2020 12:30:58 PM brangusjimmy I have watched every video put out on AS by MJ12. Message over messenger, 5:5, loud and clear... Perhaps I should just shut up and listen more, but 

when I have a gut feeling about someone I like it to be expressed.

3/18/2020 12:31:02 PM rebornkingent  https://biblehub.com/john/14-12.htm 

3/18/2020 12:31:13 PM olimyracle Did @realDonaldTrump launch the #COVID19 op in 2017? pic.twitter.com/rgovaa4D7e

3/18/2020 12:31:35 PM brangusjimmy Any research in particular you can point me to that you find promising?

3/18/2020 12:31:43 PM fansblowing3 Timelines merging with a 17/Q signal.  Also 117 = 9

3/18/2020 12:33:08 PM jemelewilliams Hopefully a white hat handler is filming her. 

Great catch!

3/18/2020 12:33:31 PM miss_ampie 5:5

3/18/2020 12:33:57 PM moemc8 good grief!

3/18/2020 12:33:59 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣

3/18/2020 12:34:16 PM truth_yhvh @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ETWILO/status/1240234148587069440 …

3/18/2020 12:35:32 PM tyetyler1 Apparently, just being Hillary Clinton does tho.

3/18/2020 12:36:18 PM diaptera_80 It isn’t comms

3/18/2020 12:37:23 PM state1union And all Obama’s immunity favors go away too!!

3/18/2020 12:37:33 PM diaptera_80 Or is it just the attacks on Austin in general that prove the point?

3/18/2020 12:38:56 PM marcela26773506 Great find!

3/18/2020 12:39:30 PM trish44070326 We here in Magna Utah just had an aftershock of 4.6 just now

3/18/2020 12:39:35 PM noelpolin Our Father annointed DJT.  Jim Clement ,

 Mark Taylor and several other men of God propheseid this. To carry out Gods plan to save America .Our Father turns that which was meant for Evil 

into good. DJT is following his lead with the Spirit of Wisdom . Be Blessed

3/18/2020 12:40:56 PM shocked3x Trump Prophecies

 http://sordrescue.com 

3/18/2020 12:43:04 PM girlawakeinca MJ12, does this have anything to do with the signals intelligence discussed in Congress?  https://youtu.be/baKZhA0Qy6s  pic.twitter.com/1IqM49SskV

3/18/2020 12:45:19 PM olimyracle At war with an invisible enemy... pic.twitter.com/PszcvqbjuA

3/18/2020 12:47:31 PM marywal64295444 In Ra: The law of One, they equate 3 to the child, innocent soul, 6 is the number of man, and 9 represents divinity,  oneness.

3/18/2020 12:47:47 PM 254truth What is out there in the night that we are at war with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Safer in Groups that we currently can’t be in?

Does it starve out quickly and hibernates or does it die off?

3/18/2020 12:49:01 PM rosscarwalker My favourite tea @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @MongrelGlory @GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @Cosmic_Engineer 

pic.twitter.com/XNVbCsqPpe

3/18/2020 12:50:01 PM ravisingkeegan Being Q'ed

Cured.

3/18/2020 12:50:17 PM ladybirdj5 BOOM , indeed!

3/18/2020 12:51:32 PM americanpetal It just happens.🕊❤️🇺🇸🤷♀️

3/18/2020 12:53:13 PM jptjr324 #creepyjoe

3/18/2020 12:54:20 PM thumper18560818 🚨Lie🚨

3/18/2020 12:56:39 PM fansblowing3 Biden ✅

3/18/2020 12:56:44 PM p4patriot Unbelievable.

3/18/2020 12:56:52 PM trevorroth6 I don't think he's talking about the virus.

3/18/2020 12:57:25 PM cstephon  pic.twitter.com/1KiIDCrBOC

3/18/2020 12:58:06 PM gravettdebra 298 arrested Saudia Arabia. Part of sweep

3/18/2020 12:58:26 PM leearth16644644 No with out God u will still be screwed, One Nation under God ring a bell?🙃

3/18/2020 12:58:51 PM fansblowing3 MJ12 is not Baby Q

3/18/2020 12:58:57 PM nurseniceyes While I appreciate the updates, maybe not so many... Scaring the children.

3/18/2020 12:59:27 PM anonbabe17  pic.twitter.com/KSf4JpZL7j

3/18/2020 12:59:49 PM anonbabe17  pic.twitter.com/DY8pmh1IAp

3/18/2020 1:00:45 PM keith369me Austin is there to provoke a response



3/18/2020 1:03:06 PM jwremarks If my people who are called by my name will humble themselves and pray,then shall I hear from Heaven and forgive their sins and heal their lands, if 

fear attempts 2 rise up in your heart tell it to go and Praise the Lord and it WILL flee,also, pray  unceasingly, 2 God b the glory

3/18/2020 1:06:12 PM auroravoyager1 Likewise, being a religious leader does not protect you either.

3/18/2020 1:09:51 PM what_uc I turned on the tell lie vision this morning and there she was on the Today show. Maybe it was me but she didnt look right. Hmmm🤔🤔🤔

3/18/2020 1:11:12 PM ausanon369 So people think this is legitimately a member of Q?

3/18/2020 1:11:14 PM freitas_jody Q

3/18/2020 1:12:14 PM unitedredwhite1 Q post 117 - wow

3/18/2020 1:15:07 PM freitas_jody Yes he did....

3/18/2020 1:16:26 PM mcpatriot64 These so called hospital ships going to California and New York.  Are they really hospital ships for the general pop or for picking up arrested people?

3/18/2020 1:17:20 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤪😝

3/18/2020 1:18:26 PM athenean1975 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸MAGA🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/18/2020 1:18:36 PM mongrelglory Q:  "We have it all". 😎

3/18/2020 1:18:36 PM truth_yhvh Hope Biden will be soon bitten by the truth. @ @StormIsUponUs @JasonBowlin @qanon_obiwan

3/18/2020 1:19:30 PM blsdbe #Q

3/18/2020 1:19:52 PM ikoko_3see Hence the rapid onset of dementia......

3/18/2020 1:21:41 PM diaptera_80 It seems he is, or he would have been arrested or denied by Q

3/18/2020 1:23:31 PM ausanon369 Interdesting. Does he seem like a good guy? I heard the dates on his stuff was faked or something?

3/18/2020 1:23:40 PM ausanon369 Also, thanks for answering my Q’s :)

3/18/2020 1:23:40 PM lori_dee1 She's so disgusting now that I know more about her. 🤢

3/18/2020 1:24:00 PM ausanon369 Ok thank you.

3/18/2020 1:24:17 PM dbreif Anyone checked to see if this flag is the same one from Qposts ?

3/18/2020 1:24:26 PM diaptera_80 What dates and what stuff?

3/18/2020 1:26:06 PM jackoneilltime1 These Ships are prepared...for combat patients!!!

Thank you Med Staff!!! Take care of our Family!!! 

@LoneStarParson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/8L1mYeoflW

3/18/2020 1:29:09 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

3/18/2020 1:30:50 PM 4usafreedom What if @arobach @ABC @ABC2020 would have done there jobs & actually practiced unbiased journalism by putting the truth out about the 

#EpsteinCoverup 🤔😳 How many kids would have been saved ⁉️ What about the victims of abuse & #HumanTrafficking when society failed them 

🙏🇺🇸

3/18/2020 1:32:29 PM mongrelglory TMZ has been out there "debunking" the rumours about Oprah.  Because we all know what a paragon of virtue and honesty they are. 😏

3/18/2020 1:35:45 PM bdizzthegreat Do gematria on the capitalized words!

3/18/2020 1:36:12 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AllahUniversal @AustinSteinbart @Beer_Parade @prayingmedic @intheMatrixxx @Inevitable_ET @StormIsUponUs

3/18/2020 1:37:03 PM flowersoul That's a monumental one indeed!

3/18/2020 1:39:44 PM flowersoul The invisible enemy part... as well as when he said Cuomo getting FEMA and that he was very exciting (exiting) about it. 🙃😏

3/18/2020 1:41:05 PM ziontheprophet He ain’t!!👹

3/18/2020 1:43:27 PM by369surrounded It says April 2019.

3/18/2020 1:43:44 PM 1984theprophet @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is this real? Please tell me this is real  https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQjTYg-s7wyF2CY31NXBehpvR_GynlkCE …

3/18/2020 1:44:04 PM zensenze Wow😱😍

3/18/2020 1:44:21 PM kikiwahtara My bad. I just saw it. Doesn’t hurt to remind people.

3/18/2020 1:46:04 PM postkneejerk 🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240325737099468809 …

3/18/2020 1:46:33 PM llhendu No but pretending that they r mentally incompitant might do the trick

3/18/2020 1:46:52 PM mongrelglory Though it's not like there's a fence of anything. 😜  To be honest, the Canadian dollar is at 68 cents on the US dollar, so I don't think many of us are 

going to be driving down to Buffalo to shop these days...

3/18/2020 1:47:26 PM boy12_jimmy Not sure I understand why The Times just released this news now? Did he just step down as president of the firm? Maybe?!

3/18/2020 1:48:00 PM mongrelglory Why does Trump keep calling it the "Chinese virus"?  Who is he really trying to bait?

3/18/2020 1:48:37 PM aleks8837 Faaar out.

But funny - (and everyone following MJ12 esp.) - who knows!!

3/18/2020 1:50:12 PM mongrelglory That video just made my day!  Another spiteful, arrogant lawyer gets his comeuppance! 😁

 And Austin's doctor thinks he's delusional! 😝

3/18/2020 1:50:13 PM magabeliever20 You think they’d be aware of that fact. Yet here we are🤣🤣🤣

3/18/2020 1:50:34 PM thetrut45165491 Lol... yep... It’s a Cult.. you once again proved it.

3/18/2020 1:50:43 PM scents_common Does Dementia?

3/18/2020 1:52:17 PM mongrelglory So Austin is bait? 🎣

3/18/2020 1:52:50 PM thetrut45165491 Yep... Trumpers are a Cult...

3/18/2020 1:53:33 PM adamwinge When’s Obama going to jail?

3/18/2020 1:53:48 PM susang7671 1936 

WickedWitchWest/PIEDPiper/ChildrenRansom/RubyRedSlippers/SomewhereOverTheRainbow/ElbertonMonument/4:4GlobalMeditation/UniversalTim

e

3/18/2020 1:55:32 PM allonkid Q+ made him do this, does that mean the quantum computer received a commanding order from the future? The quantum computer is the project 

looking glass?

3/18/2020 1:55:59 PM starehope If this is in public, in front of parents, cameras, what goes on behind closed doors? pic.twitter.com/6Cz5R6LGSv

3/18/2020 1:56:30 PM magabeliever20 Yeah, be relieved that number doesn’t go to the CGF any longer

3/18/2020 1:56:52 PM crispus46604679 Who in HELL ever came up with the idea that criminals could avoid prosecution? American Justice demands that all people have to conform to the LAW!

3/18/2020 1:57:30 PM by369surrounded Absolutely!

3/18/2020 1:58:54 PM sheindie .spreading the news!!   ~

3/18/2020 1:59:16 PM jonesy4671 I dont trust him

3/18/2020 1:59:45 PM n7guardiananon It's funny the guy in the video mentions WW1&2 and just briefly mentions how bad the Treaty of Versailles was for Germany economically and the 

steps it took to get itself out of that economical disaster.  Many other countries were in terrible economic conditions...

3/18/2020 2:00:25 PM stevenfontain14 I have a serious question for you > regarding 2012 > and the "delay" > "all points lead to the same outcome..." > not very comforting... advice?

3/18/2020 2:01:23 PM regirl7 Anybody else hear him say "TIP TOP" this morning?

3/18/2020 2:04:33 PM houndcalifornia Uhhhh.... trap? Whaaaat? pic.twitter.com/wkGiDClTYJ

3/18/2020 2:04:49 PM crispus46604679 The absurdity of liberalism ... liberals have prosecuted a sitting President since he's been in office. But they scream constantly that if you are "running 

for office" you are somehow immune from CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT.



3/18/2020 2:06:43 PM n7guardiananon Thank goodness he mentioned the horrible atrocities of wars and the dangers of dictatorships on a show that's supposed to teach about $$$ 

🙄🙄🙄

3/18/2020 2:07:21 PM patriot4q Kind of...except we dont kill babies and rape children, like the DemonRats

3/18/2020 2:09:01 PM cocopuffster12 And don’t forget, no outside comms privately. ♥️

3/18/2020 2:10:48 PM jackoneilltime1 flushing out the controlled opp!!! pic.twitter.com/DVyTQkcViC

3/18/2020 2:12:32 PM cocopuffster12 Watch Austin Steinbart’s YT videos. @KewNadian and @AaronHoughton10 just did a YT Live video together, explaining how the comms work, very 

informative. @KewNadian is about to drop another video. ♥️♥️♥️

3/18/2020 2:15:49 PM cocopuffster12 I totally understand. Austin’s videos would have already been pulled down if he was not who he said he was, DIA. Watch @AaronHoughton10 and 

@KewNadian YT Live video they just did. It’s super informative.

3/18/2020 2:16:23 PM bobgonz36990270 Only the sharpest of minds would offer a question like that.  She knows the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.

3/18/2020 2:16:51 PM ballisticsloth  https://youtu.be/ZhQX8Sqc-kE 

3/18/2020 2:17:58 PM cocopuffster12 So annoying, right?? Sometimes I find I’m no longer following MJ, or MJ is muted, or my notifications have been turned off.

3/18/2020 2:21:38 PM lisadai35675493 Other criminals =simple answer

3/18/2020 2:23:36 PM stuarttruly “And the greatest of these is Love.”

(ToughLoveIncluded...:))

3/18/2020 2:24:11 PM lisadai35675493 These guys don’t know HOW to “feel good” 2 anyone or thing... pic.twitter.com/s1w9BeNG9d

3/18/2020 2:24:19 PM ckepner18951 @Breaking911 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DHSgov 

This is a National Security Problem!

3/18/2020 2:24:33 PM rob_w75 Mr. Swan tried to present Pizzagate as a factual event without any evidence. He isn’t a real journalist. He just plays to the nut jobs and far right wing 

Putin fans.

3/18/2020 2:26:18 PM fansblowing3 This has to be related.  He had a lab in Wuhan and was taking bribes from China. https://www.voanews.com/student-union/harvard-professor-arrest-

highlights-intellectual-property-espionage?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

3/18/2020 2:26:40 PM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/yWcsoGLVI3

3/18/2020 2:27:42 PM lisadai35675493  pic.twitter.com/IGJmYeFuXb

3/18/2020 2:29:53 PM thetrut45165491 So you then agree you’re a Cult ... pic.twitter.com/fNgNAH6KtO

3/18/2020 2:31:06 PM 444_q_ The woman in blue, I don't know her name, but what SHE said about millennials and OUR importance was EPIC

3/18/2020 2:31:08 PM anirgu I was lucky to know 

❤️🙏🏼 Thank you to😇who guided me

Waking up normies in real life is tense

Biden and Sanders spoke in front of a #000000 窗帘

I think we won

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 

cc: @Western2A @KarluskaP @HYVEE7 @8Notables @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs
3/18/2020 2:32:14 PM hyvee7 😋🙏🏻

3/18/2020 2:32:23 PM aetherwalker1 Duh, I thought that was a given.

3/18/2020 2:34:14 PM anirgu It's happening faster than I thought pic.twitter.com/JqcwLlwLQ1

3/18/2020 2:35:08 PM chloehanks59 Please tag Dan Scavino or post this on his twitter feed.  He reads his twitter feed.

3/18/2020 2:35:36 PM ckepner18951 @DanScavino

3/18/2020 2:35:53 PM hyvee7 Whoa what is this for?

3/18/2020 2:36:36 PM oneksdeplorable Thank You for your hard work 🇺🇸🙏🇺🇸

3/18/2020 2:36:53 PM patriot4q "For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this world's darkness, and against 

the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms."

Its called Christianity....thats my Cult...

3/18/2020 2:37:07 PM jackoneilltime1 @LoneStarParson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#habbeningnow pic.twitter.com/K0BUL9tDZk

3/18/2020 2:37:26 PM ari_arifu OMG 🤢🤮

3/18/2020 2:37:37 PM irah_chandler Shitty aj typea psyop

3/18/2020 2:38:07 PM opefreedom #WashYourHands after meeting @JoeBiden #WakeUpAmerica pic.twitter.com/OJrzQ9L7Jh

3/18/2020 2:38:15 PM thetrut45165491 Cult of 45... pic.twitter.com/293ibFeDkA

3/18/2020 2:38:25 PM usmade1001 Yes, this tweet is truth and the question is extremely painful. How I pray for these souls that are caught up in human trafficking whether there by 

choice or force I pray for your freedom.

@arobach, @ABC, @ABC2020 don't care, obviously.

3/18/2020 2:38:28 PM citizencitizenc Guy on the phone said, "Hello, Portia."

3/18/2020 2:38:35 PM irah_chandler When psy ops unite....

3/18/2020 2:39:03 PM anncynw @threadreaderapp unroll

3/18/2020 2:39:28 PM thetrut45165491 Can you ask God where all the missing test kits are ?  That would be really nice

3/18/2020 2:41:16 PM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/8Lh9nnCXUj

3/18/2020 2:43:50 PM jpcfamily Add Dad

3/18/2020 2:45:27 PM manifest_utopia Biden ✅

Bernie✅

Warren✅

Beto✅

Hillary✅

Bloomberg✅

Steyer✅

Sparticus✅

Klobachar✅

Buttigieg✅

Fill in the Blank✅

....✅
3/18/2020 2:47:07 PM patriot4q If you Believed in God, you would know the answer to your question...

Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man....

3/18/2020 2:48:07 PM adastra23 google translate now, but google is doing it.

3/18/2020 2:49:34 PM thetrut45165491 Uhhhhh...... uhhh huh... ok...... pic.twitter.com/qSqqI3PxBt



3/18/2020 2:50:25 PM opefreedom Yesterday was 3/17 or Q+++

@POTUS conscripts Alphabet INC

Twitter trends # pizza gate

Oprah/Weinstein connections trend

No mass murders by the 🤡s w/

#CoronaQuarantine

@realDonaldTrump is systematically cleaning up America (fig/lit)

The rats already jumping ship

#WINNING pic.twitter.com/SpxV0lVvWS
3/18/2020 2:51:00 PM fallorsesh Almost the very first time he mentioned Q was claiming he knew who they were and they were his own personal backchannels. Then he came round 

with the Zack bullshit. He was never a proponent - *always" a detractor (distractor?)

3/18/2020 2:51:52 PM fallorsesh But that's what you get when youre a Mossad funded intelligence racket with an agenda (multiple)

3/18/2020 2:52:32 PM bobgonz36990270 Not cultists so much as WINNERS.  Derogatory accusations are always the fall back position from the losing side.

3/18/2020 2:55:50 PM dobbs_travis Riddle me this Pedro.... why would M12 repost Austin vids or even mention him repeatedly if it was a red herring 🎣 🤔

Granted - this is a deep  🐇 hole.  

Kinda seems odd to give a [F]ake 👶 Q, SF Cmdr, DIA agent any attention.

3/18/2020 2:55:55 PM guy_karen Purging the evil on the planet

3/18/2020 3:02:24 PM romanomarianne not true Robert! watch his #pizzagate presentation. He did what a good journalist is supposed to do..present facts (the emails & the meaning of pedo 

code words) & ask questions. 

The truth is, EVERYONE should have freaked out at the contents of the emails especially the MSM!!!

3/18/2020 3:03:25 PM 4usafreedom .@MiamiHerald  https://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article235221457.html … #NeverForget #StopAbuse #America @SunSentinel 

@pbcgov @pbpost #FL21 #VoteRedWhiteandBluemling to eradicate Human Trafficking in #Florida

3/18/2020 3:04:33 PM thetrut45165491 Trumpers will their bizarre Memes with Trump as their savior...  crazy... but clear “Cult of Personality” mentality where they deify him...   wacko.

3/18/2020 3:04:46 PM anirgu Yes. Just something I noticed. I have never been dependent on google translate. Loss of history is stupid, but it does not effect my comms. 

I am worried about the #bitcoin blockchain. If the internet shutdown, realigning UTC Server Time is painful

3/18/2020 3:05:05 PM cigarsandr Keep truckin brother. You all are in my prayers. https://youtu.be/etNXU9zeZ1k 

3/18/2020 3:05:56 PM trumppallooza 7/11 disclosure

3/18/2020 3:07:33 PM thetrut45165491 How’s that winning stock market...??

3/18/2020 3:09:07 PM magate05235305 ...WHO???...

3/18/2020 3:09:13 PM mcruso12 Why does Trump support the zionists and their plan if he is allegedly fighting the good fight? Please explain

3/18/2020 3:10:24 PM magate05235305 ...BOOM...

3/18/2020 3:11:15 PM louisvilleb2012 When the mis-Information is of no value to the media and the next set of lies are purpatrated on the wide coverage #FakeNews #Masses . How’d I do ?

3/18/2020 3:11:43 PM americanpetal For God and Country🇺🇸🕊❤️

3/18/2020 3:13:07 PM aleks8837 I rang Mr. Mark White... First he said he"FOR SURE is NOT an agent!"

After some minutes he said "we can't know for sure whether he is or isn't".

"It doesn't matter. All we care about is our client (clinic) and their property."

I also "snitched" on Austin earlier and called FBI

3/18/2020 3:17:12 PM worldxplorer1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A single IS can inhabit many BE's per your previous tweets. 

Have the MJ's researched which other BE's are inhabited by their IS?

How is this information utilized?  pic.twitter.com/I52Hru9klO

3/18/2020 3:17:28 PM rob_w75 “Meaning of code words” pic.twitter.com/uq0NfBKwq4

3/18/2020 3:18:23 PM thekamaskobra A boom could be an explosion that caused an earthquake in Utah? The NSA has a giant facility in Utah. 🇺🇸🙏#TheStorm

3/18/2020 3:20:02 PM thetrut45165491 Or she’s just a wacko far right Wingnut

3/18/2020 3:25:25 PM bobgonz36990270 Enjoy your brief respite from failure... the good guys are about to launch a counter offensive so massive it will make the battle of Normandy seem like a 

day at the beach.

3/18/2020 3:26:28 PM deanna4congress Why does this guy follow me literally everywhere? How many times can unblock him? Ugh go away

3/18/2020 3:26:41 PM jerseym80121814 The Clinton’s are involved some how

3/18/2020 3:29:07 PM bobgonz36990270 Hang in there DeAnna.  They're on the losing end & they know it.

3/18/2020 3:30:46 PM bobgonz36990270 Nah.  My original take stands.

3/18/2020 3:31:40 PM paest Yes. In 2013 the Vatican withdrew their support on some scamming activities, for example the STATE scam, we the living humans, are and should be 

the genuine beneficiaries, not as it is now where STATE is the beneficiary. #UCC

3/18/2020 3:31:42 PM intellectual747 Sad to hear about our soldiers not being treated better!

3/18/2020 3:34:11 PM dianesaumure I'm not worried at all, GOD WILL TURN EVERY STONE THEY CRAWLED UNDER AND SEND THEM ALL TO CENTRAL SUN pic.twitter.com/CD43J3XzEF

3/18/2020 3:36:23 PM gui_ramos He’s talking about the virus definitely

3/18/2020 3:36:36 PM thetrut45165491 Okayyyyyy..... that’s kinda a weird statement... should I just wait at home for the secret indictments?  Cuz I gotta go find milk and eggs?  Is there a 

definite time so I can have my bags packed ? pic.twitter.com/pinuXXsXa8

3/18/2020 3:40:00 PM 02joshuaradwan Hmm 🤔

3/18/2020 3:44:19 PM rdloban1 Talking about another topic or looking at the current topic differently?

3/18/2020 3:45:39 PM lightlove21121 I cannot wait for this answer 😁

3/18/2020 3:45:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1240401456592818179 …

3/18/2020 3:45:56 PM conserv2mysoul Be strong, honey!  

Don't look back --- you are not going that way.

Blessings!

3/18/2020 3:46:12 PM nun_chucknorris Sang like a bird



3/18/2020 3:46:39 PM bryceja68689884 She's been found "not guilty"

3/18/2020 3:46:59 PM jvan125 Is she really see eye ay? 👀 If so, I’ve got nothin’...

3/18/2020 3:47:08 PM ewilliams22101 Black hat turned white hat?

3/18/2020 3:47:55 PM jimsmit30701501 Great

3/18/2020 3:49:32 PM sickfryck She’s not a traitor like her uncle?

3/18/2020 3:50:01 PM freedom_sent brought to heel?

3/18/2020 3:51:21 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/27lEWnxURt

3/18/2020 3:51:49 PM thetrut45165491 If the numbers of people coming out to vote for Biden... 30-40% more then in 2016 primary, and Trumps screw up of the government response, and 

the economy tanking... say bye Bye Trumpers !!

3/18/2020 3:51:54 PM burtqueue She's flipped 😎

3/18/2020 3:52:34 PM shannoncate13 No fear

3/18/2020 3:52:37 PM hollylandes Wuhan Lab...but it was someone else"s research project...

3/18/2020 3:52:50 PM thetrut45165491 Nah... she’s goofy.   That’s why she got 1.8% of the total vote.  Even the local republican voters knew she was goofy

3/18/2020 3:55:11 PM upallnight39 #6millionded

#satanistHOLOCAUST

#swingthaAX pic.twitter.com/2x2kje1dHM

3/18/2020 3:55:13 PM internetusr Still don't trust a Romney. Ever.

3/18/2020 3:56:15 PM worldxplorer1 Now let's see if the GOP severs its relationship with Crowdstrike.

3/18/2020 3:56:35 PM whatsmypw Have looked into the Delancy Street Movers/Foundation? Look at their co. symbol, & all the places they have co. locations. They also have a foundation 

that hires felons, drug addicts, prostitutes, etc...looks like a perfect cover for child trafficking.  http://www.delanceystreetfoundation.org/facny.php  

pic.twitter.com/IOVKM8sH1g

3/18/2020 3:57:48 PM hienenita People scream to the president and the GOP "why haven't you been tested" then when they do they invoke the "that test should have gone to 

someone else" pic.twitter.com/QJhilmOt2j

3/18/2020 3:59:15 PM bobgonz36990270 Keep dreaming....Biden can't even distinguish his sister from his wife or if its day or night.  Fortunately for us its day for his campaign its night.

3/18/2020 4:00:58 PM my2sonznme The comments on that Axios post are disturbing.

3/18/2020 4:02:10 PM patriot4q Not Worried see below...👇👇👇

I think we're good... pic.twitter.com/bB5MczYLbC

3/18/2020 4:02:26 PM thetrut45165491 Yet Trump was the one that said George Washington had to retake the airports from the Redcoats.... real genius

3/18/2020 4:03:28 PM thetrut45165491 Uhhh... and you’re worried about Biden?  Watch this.. https://youtu.be/MfOQBY5BrUA 

3/18/2020 4:04:42 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1179105766415982602?s=19 …

3/18/2020 4:04:46 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1183836188945387522?s=19 …

3/18/2020 4:04:50 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1196087800568909825?s=19 …

3/18/2020 4:07:06 PM thetrut45165491 My favorite is when Trump said “slot rocket”... instead of “stock market”..  that was classic...   and then when he stared at a solar eclipse 

pic.twitter.com/CeCrrwPiNH

3/18/2020 4:08:19 PM trickrider  pic.twitter.com/W0d1BCPa13

3/18/2020 4:09:14 PM bobgonz36990270 Don't you have some crayons & coloring books to play with.🖍

3/18/2020 4:10:45 PM patriot4q Almost dinner time for the Resistance...MOMM!!! No crayons till they eat thier Meatloaf... pic.twitter.com/fkxcqB2Odg

3/18/2020 4:11:39 PM ausanon369 I’ll try and find the link. Something to do with DIA dates that were altered apparently by him.

3/18/2020 4:13:27 PM patriot4q Hey, ButtHurt...here's a new profile pic you can use... pic.twitter.com/FzY29i2uhQ

3/18/2020 4:13:31 PM swanders3 God Bless all who fight and support those that do. I love you all. WWG1WGA 🇺🇸❤️🙏

3/18/2020 4:16:11 PM rainbowbrite331 Please bring all this trafficking to an end. This video is a year old. How many children were harmed in the time since then? 

https://youtu.be/lmILmnnTC10 

3/18/2020 4:16:18 PM winklerburke "The NRCC was hacked during the 2018 election after hiring CrowdStrike"...(firm that is Puppet-Master-Loyal to the DNC-Prog-Utopia?)   and did she 

hire CS? https://tennesseestar.com/2018/12/05/house-gop-campaign-committee-was-hacked-during-2018-election/ …

3/18/2020 4:18:48 PM teambmor @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EntheosShines @StormIsUponUs

3/18/2020 4:20:36 PM mgodfrey99 Just trying to help, sorry I won't again

3/18/2020 4:21:51 PM thetrut45165491 Oooh... that hurt my widdle feelings... lolz.

3/18/2020 4:22:08 PM souther53425727 @DeAnna4Congress this is a great question. One I’ve been wondering lately.  I am so thankful for Q and President Trump but also starting wondering 

about how God and the end times relates to this.

3/18/2020 4:23:32 PM souther53425727 The day before election?

3/18/2020 4:23:56 PM bibibobibox 3 times 9, wonderful!

3/18/2020 4:24:51 PM tammyca31262528 Exactly what I’m thinking

3/18/2020 4:25:33 PM kevinpaz822 #WednesdayThoughts

3/18/2020 4:29:54 PM winklerburke Folks, from very beginning... this is simultaneously an ascension program while also a winnowing program.  2 overcome  ancient "Masterplans of Evil" 

takes BIG doing.  It is a nasty piece of work. It takes genius, boldness and superhuman wisdom.  AS is that.  Do not winnow selves.

3/18/2020 4:31:27 PM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/WvytQi8tgg

3/18/2020 4:31:36 PM keith369me Why exactly does everybody seem the need to announce their Coronavirus results?  I'm pretty sure I have never seen a public figure announce they 

tested negative or positive for Syphilis.  Forget it, we know.  Coronavirus=Illuminati/DeepState that are ready for Gitmo or death.

3/18/2020 4:31:54 PM winklerburke Joke:  It is like the proud want to rapture themselves into a steaming pile marked "not relevant."  Humility wins the day.  Q postings are a Masterplan.  

Above that is "The Plan." Above that are "The Majestic 12."  What, above that are the "Council of 12?"  I dunno.  Stay humble.

3/18/2020 4:32:04 PM tippitiwitchet9 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  6+6+5=17  https://twitter.com/TheEllenShow/status/1240063901942898689 …

3/18/2020 4:32:35 PM garyridenhour2 EXACTLY FallorSesh!

3/18/2020 4:34:25 PM winklerburke You think there is no cost to "playing w/the big boys?"  Prior to 2016 almost nobody could see any Masterplan of Good.  Folks like AJ got used to just 

interviewing "minor seers"... like folk who figured some aspect of the JFK murder, and wrote another book about it.  Famine...

3/18/2020 4:35:57 PM winklerburke Famine, famine, everywhere... only minor seers (prophets) who didn't really see jack.  Well, the major seers (prophets) were busy writing Masterplans 

of Good.  Like three layers deep.  Get some humility, Q-bashers.  Ye know not what spirits you are of.  & you pay a mighty price?

3/18/2020 4:37:27 PM winklerburke Once the Masterplans of Good (3 layers deep?) started appearing... if flipped out minor-masters-of-ceremonies... like AJ.  "How dare Masterplans of 

Good be drawn and engaged?" they seemed to think.  Folks: this is ascension & victory.  DO NOT BLOW IT, via pride.  Humility pays +.

3/18/2020 4:37:45 PM nickel_triple Time will tell. pic.twitter.com/jJ7uMSGvYb

3/18/2020 4:39:48 PM mustang95092821 So we’re going to use quarantine to mas arrests of cabal.  I put 10,000 on that it will not and never happen.   Sorry was on ban wagon but now it’s just 

seems like a bunch of hooey

3/18/2020 4:40:31 PM winklerburke We are about to enter a time of 1950s prosperity ascension, but on natural steroids.  The removal of corruption will APOLLO-rocket-boost business & 

life.  Q ain't the only plan, by GAWD!  Rest of our lives will be learning the larger verse of things.  Be friends to the masters. !

3/18/2020 4:41:40 PM terryje85222517 CABAL! EVIL RULERS! PEDOS! CHILD SACRIFICES! SOROS! ROTHCHILDS!



3/18/2020 4:42:53 PM winklerburke P.S.  It seems clear that the DIA-Good-Guys-AS, et al... are *cd$# TIRED of GOOD MASTERPLAN operators... being called "crazy" and then ruined by CIA-

lawyer-firms.  Behold, as they get royally **ui$% up by the immense power of good backed by "holy" master plans.  Quite fun. & due!

3/18/2020 4:43:32 PM mustang95092821 People reading into this speech have lost their minds.  There was no cryptic message there will be no arrests. Hrcuntandstuff is off the hook. Comey 

Brennan etc Obama all are above the law and everyone in our govt is against trump

3/18/2020 4:44:34 PM amundazagt Here's JFK's President and the Press speech ... closer but nothing remotely resembling the made-up quote above.

 https://youtu.be/zdMbmdFOvTs 

3/18/2020 4:45:31 PM chris8nix What test.

3/18/2020 4:46:21 PM dcdarkstardc Cmon man. It's stuff like this that makes me not want to share Q stuff with people.

3/18/2020 4:47:59 PM fallorsesh if u agree, then dont taint the name even more by associating fake, phony alex jones as a "supporter"

3/18/2020 4:51:07 PM azuremagus re: Biden

3/18/2020 4:59:53 PM thewarr57826464 Bisbared atty

3/18/2020 5:01:46 PM robertpatrio 🙏🕊🙏🕊🙏🕊

3/18/2020 5:01:52 PM riversm18 What about her uncle?

3/18/2020 5:05:09 PM eonmai #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/3KwbpnuKNe

3/18/2020 5:07:02 PM trollingmockin1 Crop circles come to mind.

3/18/2020 5:09:25 PM lawdog323 🤨

3/18/2020 5:10:11 PM lawdog323 The latter.

3/18/2020 5:10:54 PM lawdog323 Bingo

3/18/2020 5:12:22 PM oahupatriot2025 She’s sick

3/18/2020 5:12:49 PM gatekeaper1 Committed THE crime

3/18/2020 5:12:57 PM lawdog323 😂🤣😂🎯✌🏼😉

3/18/2020 5:13:52 PM jhanhiem You mean my investments hitting zero? Listen man, if what’s coming doesn’t come by the time this corona thing ends, the Q movement will be 

destroyed. I hope this is NOT the case, but it’s a fact.

3/18/2020 5:14:15 PM lawdog323 Is that a child? If so it looks scared.

3/18/2020 5:14:53 PM monokrome Apparently being president does, though :|

3/18/2020 5:17:01 PM lawdog323 She certainly is.

😂🤣😂

3/18/2020 5:17:46 PM rterriers Aye, however that wasn't why I posted what I did.

3/18/2020 5:28:27 PM whitehat_van Only question is, what levels of the manifold are active? Selfish pursuits will be judged by eternity (side ways eight)! 

We all meet our maker after all, fair?

I don't like being manipulated (aka Keybase)!

3/18/2020 5:28:50 PM cdale_dog Who is her uncle?

3/18/2020 5:29:12 PM riversm18 Mitt Romney

3/18/2020 5:29:16 PM queenofbohemia7 I also notice the wrist holding phone appears bruised/bloodied... wtf?

3/18/2020 5:29:16 PM praytrustwait10 Bingo! That’s what I’ve been thinking! How can anyone take the babbling fools serious?!?

3/18/2020 5:32:50 PM upallnight39 No

FOLLOWTHEWHITERABBIT

they use the rabbit to program/rape/abuse children

This meme is meant to make you feel like shit, so you oook into it and spread the ugliness.

If the masses do not SEETHIS we will repeat the cycle
3/18/2020 5:35:05 PM peaceanonredux It gives me great hope that progressives have finally figured out the real scam - their own party, their own “hero” @BernieSanders 

And they are pissed. 

#progressives

@TheDemocrats

@JimmyDoreShow

#TheRevoltuionHasBegun

 https://youtu.be/h-lsvEvnI4k 
3/18/2020 5:37:30 PM bryanbr15231361 I think ya missed it by one day...
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3/18/2020 5:37:40 PM irah_chandler He block me for very little lmao

3/18/2020 5:37:56 PM gsusgod Did not partake of any Adrenochrome from wuhan biopharmaceutical Corp?

3/18/2020 5:39:08 PM irah_chandler Larp blocked me lmao

3/18/2020 5:42:23 PM gsusgod These people are sick Q3885

Who’s sick? #Carona #MarkTheBeasts

3/18/2020 5:43:27 PM mgodfrey99 I have but the adrenochrome symbol also represents a white rabbit...for you to share

3/18/2020 5:49:27 PM upallnight39 Lol i did not even notice this was a twitter chain I had posted that meme in before.

Now I understand

I apologize if I came off rude :-)

3/18/2020 5:50:20 PM mgodfrey99 It's all good...we are in this together!

3/18/2020 5:52:07 PM q_deepdigs Watch the Reflection. 2 people there. pic.twitter.com/q65uvBJFv1

3/18/2020 5:52:57 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/kR0Y9tmpR5

3/18/2020 5:53:24 PM loisdavieau OMG @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is this eternity?

3/18/2020 5:53:28 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/EPhcxKCWXQ

3/18/2020 5:54:04 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/G2dEynJxG8

3/18/2020 6:01:27 PM me99121945 Weird. Seems like there was a giant sting operation going on or something. These people really are stupid.

3/18/2020 6:02:53 PM _chelseaproject So you've made your decision that Q is humble and you're sticking to it.

3/18/2020 6:05:03 PM aetherwalker1 @AustinSteinbart's description perfectly characterizes 'The Boomer'.

MJ, seriously..  what is the cause of 'The Boomer'?!

3/18/2020 6:09:11 PM mindingb Cure? https://an24.net/2020/02/20/covid-19-chloroquine-included-as-cure/ …

3/18/2020 6:11:00 PM magabeliever20 You mean when’s his execution?

3/18/2020 6:14:43 PM truepatriotnet  pic.twitter.com/Yh2VzIMQkI



3/18/2020 6:15:21 PM synackstatic White hat?

3/18/2020 6:16:39 PM djlok I think he's trying to bait China to NAME A NAME.  Notice how the press doesn't "go there".

3/18/2020 6:18:22 PM aetherwalker1 'Austin Steinbart' = 👍🏼🌞👍🏼

3/18/2020 6:19:30 PM pipes2494 De⭐️nna just may be trying to learn our comms. Or, she knows some comms and is outright calling Nancy a Na^i CIA asset? Maybe a history lesson 

about how the Na^i\CIA\Antifa came to be?

#TheGreatAwakening is going to be special for all.

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Intelligence_Service … pic.twitter.com/jXmwci3Jz1

3/18/2020 6:19:38 PM mindingb Link to study referred to on Tucker: https://drive.google.com/file/d/186Bel9RqfsmEx55FDum4xY_IlWSHnGbj/view …

3/18/2020 6:23:34 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/EUulAVaYYR

3/18/2020 6:23:45 PM djlok I love how he made her repeat "Kung Flu". He was giving her a chance to think for herself to see if she thought it was actually funny.

3/18/2020 6:23:55 PM thetrut45165491 Oh wow... check out this right wing wackadoodle...  crazy time !! pic.twitter.com/j0JJCB3QDS

3/18/2020 6:24:01 PM sdane8 Take your pick ... pic.twitter.com/HxVCwQiIed

3/18/2020 6:24:11 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/z2OSaBu6H0

3/18/2020 6:24:40 PM synackstatic Facilitating the sale of national security assets to our enemy?

Treason.

3/18/2020 6:28:27 PM corstruction I'd say it is good.  You'll get next to zero financing.  Even if you don't close on time, the rent or lease that your paying will not negatively affect your 

circumstances, credit or otherwise.  You still get the home, the loan, the good rate & a relaxed timeline if necessary.

3/18/2020 6:30:22 PM fledermausmann6 Telekom hands over anonymized cell phone data to Robert Koch InstituteTelekom and the RKI want to use location data to determine whether the 

containment measures are effective. Google and Facebook are also checking where their user data could help. 

https://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/netzpolitik/deutsche-telekom-uebergibt-anonymisierte-handydaten-ans-robert-koch-institut-a-db6d26da-cd56-

4001-80ab-1014480b67d6 …

3/18/2020 6:30:51 PM djlok Also Dr. Brix had some interesting comments with regard to the spike we are about to see with the #FakeNews saying "worse than Italy" only because 

test results will just be coming back.  

Future Proves Past is right!!!

3/18/2020 6:31:41 PM killershears Halo?

3/18/2020 6:31:45 PM aetherwalker1 45 and his Patriots of Lights do not want any American to suffer or die because of a lack of medicine, etc while they run their operation.

3/18/2020 6:33:16 PM fledermausmann6 NWO Test Run in Germany

3/18/2020 6:37:11 PM truth939 My concern is around the economy.  MJ has said the actual economy will not crash.  Hopefully that's the case. But in $ terms I can't help but feel like 

I'm buying top of the market!

3/18/2020 6:38:58 PM gsalvagio Faith and fear can’t exist at the same time.  Psalm 91:9 Because you have made the Lord, who is my refuge,

Even the Most High, your dwelling place,

10 No evil shall befall you,

Nor shall any plague come near your dwelling;

11 For He shall give His angels charge over you,

3/18/2020 6:39:29 PM swrdofjustice  https://youtu.be/VclB_Ldr0J0 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @OldSchool2A @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum 

@IPOT1776 @DanScavino

#Q17 #Qanon17 #QAnons

3/18/2020 6:40:12 PM fledermausmann6 In this way, the RKI wants to check whether the massive restrictions on public life are having any effect. On the basis of the data, it can be determined 

whether the required measures are working, said RKI President Lothar Wieler, because they show whether the mobility of the

3/18/2020 6:40:35 PM lappitero @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CodesUcq @kate_awakening @w_terrence @drawandstrike

@davidblaine is tweeting maybe comms too with cards..? https://twitter.com/TheEllenShow/status/1240396632308551681 …

3/18/2020 6:41:05 PM fledermausmann6 population has decreased.

Telekom is not demanding money from the RKI. Customers were not asked or informed.

The other two large providers in Germany are not participating for the time being, but that could still change. Vodafone said in response to a request 

from SPIEGEL: "

3/18/2020 6:41:05 PM dynamicres s a p thru h r c

3/18/2020 6:41:51 PM fledermausmann6 "It could become increasingly important for governments worldwide to understand people's movements in order to stem the spread of the 

coronavirus". Wherever it is "technically possible and legally permissible", Vodafone will therefore "assist governments in developing

3/18/2020 6:42:08 PM corstruction You are!The economy is crashing the fake value of the fiat $$ in order to go back to Gold Standard. You are getting into the housing market when 

people are panicking. The banks are still solvent and FDIC is still solid. 2008 will never happen again. You can go as slow as you want

3/18/2020 6:42:51 PM pipes2494 After your mommy delivers you your dinner in the basement where you and your ped0-Ant!fa-Na^i fan club gets together for tea parties with dolls, go 

out there and continue to tweet your rac!st vision of "rac!al pur!ty", ant1sem!t!sm, and loyalty to Ado!f H1tler and Na^! Germany.

3/18/2020 6:43:09 PM pat58072526 God created all things in 6 days and rested on the 7th. a day is as a 1000 years. According to the bible, the earth is about 6000 years old. The next 

thousand = the 7th day of rest? Rev 20... Satan bound for a thousand years to keep him from deceiving the nations anymore.  ???

3/18/2020 6:43:12 PM fledermausmann6 intelligence based on large anonymous data sets

3/18/2020 6:43:43 PM cloudwalker2019 US Navy medical ships on the move. Comfort and Mercy

3/18/2020 6:43:59 PM d_wyett Posted at 8:36

8+3=11

11+6=.......17!

Ayyy The Storm is Here!

@EyesOnQ

@55true4u

@cjtruth

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Western2A

@WellHellsBells_

#WWG1WGA

#MEGA

#QAnon https://twitter.com/NWS/status/1240436944020086786 …



3/18/2020 6:44:12 PM swrdofjustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/VclB_Ldr0J0 

3/18/2020 6:46:25 PM jretardrich Put on the armor of God DeAnna! God always wins!

3/18/2020 6:49:29 PM doyleglobal .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — are there more of us POE? 

.@IvankaTrump 

.@realDonaldTrump 

• < https://twitter.com/ivankatrump/status/1240020776776085505 …> — 

it must be asked, because whether it’s the #coronavirus or the common cold, though people suffer, windows do close, and must to stop spread.

Answers must be given.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1240394725783416840 … pic.twitter.com/pR3nkJKApM

3/18/2020 6:51:25 PM vickigp1 Ohhh, Fun! We're ready!!

3/18/2020 6:52:21 PM doyle_eng .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 — are there more of us POE? 

.@IvankaTrump 

.@realDonaldTrump 

• < https://twitter.com/ivankatrump/status/1240020776776085505 …> — 

it must be asked, because whether it’s the #coronavirus or the common cold, though people suffer, windows do close, and must to stop spread.

Answers must be given.  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1240394725783416840 … pic.twitter.com/6meoMFtDSY

3/18/2020 6:52:45 PM kindeandtrue Trump's 24/7 chemtrail program doesn't help, either.

3/18/2020 6:55:06 PM virtuspatri  pic.twitter.com/325HJSVosS

3/18/2020 6:55:43 PM vickigp1  pic.twitter.com/4VwG14Xiby

3/18/2020 6:55:45 PM dedesill This is what happens to invisible enemies of this world, and outside of this world that eat our children!  Execute order 66! pic.twitter.com/3U6zI8Jw4U

3/18/2020 6:56:03 PM thetrut45165491 Ok.... no clue what you said... just a big crazy hot mess of blah blah blah...   WTF are you blabbing ? pic.twitter.com/bCwibOi0zA

3/18/2020 7:01:02 PM thetrut45165491 You know.... Me and the deep state can listen to your thoughts thru your microwave...  I am listening right now... pic.twitter.com/miUTW4zK0q

3/18/2020 7:02:09 PM fansblowing3 Why would she even take a test for a flu virus?  🤷♂️

3/18/2020 7:12:23 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/QxtZCk6DmQ

3/18/2020 7:18:14 PM angeljettt It’s their “religion”

3/18/2020 7:19:43 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/aBdsqHi5J2

3/18/2020 7:20:04 PM 0rlandomayorga Thats Fake

3/18/2020 7:21:03 PM angeljettt If that isn’t evil idk what is

3/18/2020 7:22:47 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/YgMBRWiPFm

3/18/2020 7:26:03 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/MmUjykSF1Y

3/18/2020 7:31:23 PM munkeypilot Or hanging☠

3/18/2020 7:32:39 PM showcase_skill Yeah they are blatant about it now

3/18/2020 7:35:38 PM 1raininqking @GnarANON

3/18/2020 7:36:04 PM dreamsparker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@StormIsUponUs

3/18/2020 7:39:16 PM ygwiryn Numbers are jumping in the last week or so... pic.twitter.com/w6zWQeyuu2

3/18/2020 7:41:36 PM captainhindsi18 Pedro -  @AustinSteinbart is clearly more than you think.  If he was just some lunatic on YouTube and Twitter, you wouldn’t bother.

Check your motives and be open to the possibility that believing something is not the same as knowing.  You believe you “know” Q.  But you don’t.

3/18/2020 7:46:51 PM ironfinn1979 #SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall pic.twitter.com/QY83Py0g3n

3/18/2020 7:47:08 PM tanktank19k WTF they are here! #Majestic12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/AstridEspiGa/status/1239240176670584832 …

3/18/2020 7:47:54 PM toga_wwg1wga I have noticed that.  Telling me those idiot reporters can't ask an intelligent follow-up question to Trumps comment like "Who do you think was 

responsible for the virus being released Mr. President?"  Of course they know to ask that, they just don't.

3/18/2020 7:49:53 PM americanpetal Trying to figure this all out has me confused. But, if I ignore all the noise, that would be my conclusion. He’s bait.

3/18/2020 7:50:25 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/dQTpW5cnFu

3/18/2020 7:51:29 PM toga_wwg1wga Yep, I think that statement was regarding empty airlines.  He alluded to if airlines were filled w/ people, there would be a higher level of deaths.  I 

heard it as those filled airlines would've been used for, say, another 9/11 type attack/higher lvl of death.

3/18/2020 7:59:59 PM son71_jax  pic.twitter.com/XDHImwRTzx

3/18/2020 8:00:11 PM debraduvendeck Those who know cannot sleep

3/18/2020 8:06:51 PM jesusluvsu29  pic.twitter.com/3PJ0jXwsq3

3/18/2020 8:17:03 PM upallnight39 It is time for us ALL to face out past as a #NATION

&

#RISEINTONOW pic.twitter.com/LLdtJPwMRh

3/18/2020 8:17:59 PM upallnight39 I sleep from ~9AM-4-7PM generally now.

It slowly happened over the past year pic.twitter.com/oqvaqX9lMi

3/18/2020 8:18:01 PM tracilbertybell Indeed, #DarkToLight

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #WWG1WGA 😎

3/18/2020 8:24:19 PM anonlegion13 I can barely sleep myself. I sleep 4-9am usually or not at all...

3/18/2020 8:25:24 PM connieketchup I just want her off the RNC

3/18/2020 8:27:16 PM connieketchup boy i tell ya you guys certainly know how to pull it off I'm just now barely getting the stars cryptic comms

3/18/2020 8:28:35 PM web_mktg If crimes can be prosecuted, maybe it's a calculation in terms of severity of political damage to Potus. If the sheep don't believe it and it takes a while 

to prosecute, how does that impact Potus agenda, election etc? Do the bastards think the hit outweighs the prosecution?

3/18/2020 8:28:43 PM courtne08241586  pic.twitter.com/kG8zjPWKDY

3/18/2020 8:30:36 PM judithposkanze2 More likely keep it busy and out of their way.

3/18/2020 8:35:21 PM mikewocchipinti code words? that email in the post spelled it out.. what code words were needed? it was creepy



3/18/2020 8:37:52 PM swrdofjustice So we have a worldwide unprecedented quarantine due to a pestilence. And the possible antidote is chloroquine, which happens to be a derivative of 

WORMWOOD?  https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn4079-chinese-herb-reveals-vital-malaria-weakness/ …

Biblical?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @LisaMei62 @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum pic.twitter.com/Wz40pwe44x

3/18/2020 8:40:40 PM swrdofjustice Side effects of Chloroquine 

 https://www.drugs.com/sfx/chloroquine-side-effects.html …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @OldSchool2A @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum 

@IPOT1776

3/18/2020 8:42:09 PM senorcoconut_ Ok so let me guess.... big things are coming, get your popcorn, nothing can stop it, a new  day is on the horizon. Blah blah blah. Wake me when 

something substantive happens. Otherwise all of this is just a LARP.

3/18/2020 8:47:26 PM spottyangel_1 @Jordan_Sather_ @PatriotsSoapbox @tracybeanz @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VclB_Ldr0J0&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR1Y7heg6a7nJKudrR7G_aCYjjzZh1AVLmdj_3PfBHjxxwGUvp3mv0fKbg0 …

3/18/2020 8:49:36 PM romanomarianne Ck our this link https://truthearth.org/2016/11/07/pedophile-code-words-found-in-podesta-e-mails-warning-very-disturbing/ …

3/18/2020 8:54:55 PM upallnight39 I take melatonin or I would NEVER sleep probably.

Sometimes 9mg. Last night it wqs closer to 30mg.

Sooooo much ENERGY commin into me.

It is a fine mix of weed, whiskey, and wisdom that keeps me sane this past while pic.twitter.com/9MINjrWBwy

3/18/2020 8:57:45 PM xxtremexracerxx I seen 7/11 also mirror

3/18/2020 8:58:39 PM rifflemonica Not human?

3/18/2020 9:05:34 PM seanathan15 Is 5g being installed in schools right now as children are out of school?

3/18/2020 9:10:16 PM tweet_b_r_o Socialism/Communism/Entitlements are slavery. He said it many times. Said he wanted to remove it from the planet. Media,Universities,Governmentis 

infiltrated. Wake up https://youtu.be/x4lX49o4Yb0 

3/18/2020 9:14:18 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ggrowler/status/1240446270075961344 …

3/18/2020 9:16:27 PM hrivario No seal on podium

3/18/2020 9:17:33 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/JHUYnhpEdj

3/18/2020 9:21:44 PM luluspeers1 Looks like they're closed there's no sound

3/18/2020 9:24:03 PM upallnight39 #SWINGTHEFUKKINAXE

#DEATHBLOW

#DROPTHEHAMMER

#KILOBOMBERS

#HAX0RL33T

#FALLOWME

#LEADWHEREVER

#WERIDEWEFIGHT

#SATANISTHOLOCAUST pic.twitter.com/ayw1HrkMJA
3/18/2020 9:25:18 PM aprill444 There was no assumption that God is/was a He, as in being male. It is correct to use a Pronoun to substitute said name of God and God is thought of as 

a fatherly figure. In all scriptures you see that the correct pronoun substitute is He, otherwise "It" would be the sub.

3/18/2020 9:27:36 PM antarantanka @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/MichelleSchlen6/status/1240463485294829568 …

3/18/2020 9:30:38 PM mikmik67672438  pic.twitter.com/Vp6EEUt0FE

3/18/2020 9:30:51 PM monokrome @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Station?

3/18/2020 9:35:53 PM alight412 I've heard this from someone who appeared on her show. The topic was sexual abuse and the child victim and advocate appeared together on Oprah.

3/18/2020 9:36:23 PM courtne08241586 Switzerland

3/18/2020 9:40:08 PM pachecoj11 Did u do it if u absolutely have no recollection at all? The famous black out drunk fallacy...

3/18/2020 9:42:58 PM shipsofchittim Luv that.

3/18/2020 9:50:16 PM hailrazer FemBot from San Fran ... For Libs the more you think act look n be in lockstep, the more I are an individual? Why do u all talk the same incoherence, 

hate others, self elevate and protect filthy streets instead of homeless or Babies.

3/18/2020 9:53:46 PM j9979867291 I wonder what it is like to send coded messages that you believe are very clever, yet EVERYONE realizes what they are talking about by now?

3/18/2020 9:58:01 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/18/2020 10:07:07 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DrBoHammer 👀👀👀

3/18/2020 10:13:12 PM drbohammer Yep. HCQ more effective than CQ on uptake & long term...

3/18/2020 10:21:35 PM morrisknowles 🎯 this is way too tidy and the government has never (impossible) moved in a coherent motion and the speed of the sequenced shift is not believable.

Organized well planned political operation for the removal of a President 👁🗨

3/18/2020 10:26:24 PM whatscale Was yanny vs laurrel a looking glass  test? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/18/2020 10:35:24 PM k4rlgruen Trust not required.

Open mind works.

If you don't like a

puzzle piece do you

throw it away?

3/18/2020 10:40:18 PM k4rlgruen Pow Pow POWerful Q.

Yes. Yes, you did.

Thank you.

Always fun to fit a

puzzle piece 

tentatively.

3/18/2020 10:42:03 PM crisco2377 We'll worry about PC after everyone survives!! Thank you, now please drive thru! @clif_high @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @blsdbe @RealJamesWoods 

@RudyGiuliani @StormIsUponUs @FreeStateOJones @99freemind

3/18/2020 10:46:04 PM qumanitarian Looks pretty not human to me.

3/18/2020 10:48:15 PM crisco2377 R u seriously shi??ing me??? NOBODY is blaming Asianic people!! Period!! The Chinese COMMUNIST Joke of a Gov't...THATS A WHOLE 'NOTHER 

STORY!! #XiJinping WAR CRIMINAL!

3/18/2020 10:51:03 PM upallnight39  https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1240515804585701377 …



3/18/2020 10:58:05 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Alice - "How long is [soon] ? "

White Rabbit - "Sometimes it takes Forever" .

3/18/2020 10:59:17 PM cny_micaa mark the beasts? well there is a thought...

3/18/2020 11:03:19 PM jonesy4671 Yeah cause chances are it's from a different puzzle 😅🤷♂️

3/18/2020 11:03:35 PM bansuri44256232 Yes...

3/18/2020 11:05:05 PM k4rlgruen Ok. Thanks for the clarification.

3/18/2020 11:06:41 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/FGJf8Azu5O

3/18/2020 11:07:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 #MyQuarantineInSixWords pic.twitter.com/nXn3aGbJnL

3/18/2020 11:09:47 PM totustuustoo That's a dam, cracking and about to break?

3/18/2020 11:10:31 PM integraljourney "Ohh yeah" (Duff man)

3/18/2020 11:11:25 PM blsdbe #UnSealEpstein

#UnSealJFK

#DoItQPlus

#WRWY

#Majestic

#MyQuarentineInSixWords

3/18/2020 11:11:38 PM k4rlgruen #EnemyOfThePeople

3/18/2020 11:11:50 PM rebornkingent Operation Hijack hashtag

3/18/2020 11:14:52 PM upallnight39 #unsealJFK

#unsealHOLOHOAX

#unsealJUBILEE pic.twitter.com/5xb0jDitrl

3/18/2020 11:15:18 PM nockaimrelease Dam(N)

3/18/2020 11:15:47 PM sallyomalley3 These are mine:  #PeopleVsPelosi #PeopleVsPelosi

3/18/2020 11:22:29 PM l77253222 Q anon- Luckily forever is never too              late.

3/18/2020 11:27:20 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/SdK6NIaX5T

3/18/2020 11:27:33 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/cyLpAHPUT7

3/18/2020 11:29:13 PM americanpetal It is going to be Biblical

#SaveTheChildren

#EradicateEvil

3/18/2020 11:29:15 PM leahinman5 Very good seriously feel the powerful energy of the messages you digital people doing very weird that don't know why

3/18/2020 11:30:15 PM leahinman5 David Icke is the Pioneer must thank @davidicke

3/18/2020 11:32:06 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/A7UbECUjq9

3/18/2020 11:32:08 PM w70005504bat We don’t need their education...  We don’t need their FORCED control...Their Dark Sarcasm is almost through...

3/18/2020 11:32:26 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/t9CE4aPKhR

3/18/2020 11:33:05 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/ctQkUPAnjx

3/18/2020 11:33:57 PM kidge6 Think so? I’m thinking that if you cooperate, you agree to get the virus, announce it, sign the paper, give up power and position, workout the 

punishment details, but publicly, you get to step down gracefully. Otherwise, take your chances. But, could be the opposite as u suggest.

3/18/2020 11:34:09 PM jackoneilltime1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xFoBu7P_Kwc …

3/18/2020 11:34:38 PM carriebryson2 Please can we all wake up?

3/18/2020 11:35:18 PM leahinman5 I don't live in America am.Not an American but my perception tells me yes you will win, enemy has been invisible for long time but your digital warriors 

successfully exposed it plus they were using China to destroy USA so not Chinese fault

3/18/2020 11:36:05 PM leahinman5 55 such pivotal significant extraordinary numbers don't know why but 555 is including 55

3/18/2020 11:36:34 PM hitbyawormhole watch the water >>> world water day

world water day = 3/22

[322]

Bring it! pic.twitter.com/1IEhbyJi1T

3/18/2020 11:40:27 PM upallnight39 #wwg1wga 

Means 

#SATANIST

#PEDOPHILES 

R

#Brothers

#SISTERS

#reconcile

i'm still unsure of everything. but i'm sure that hell has our names cause we're failing everyday as we search for a home where we won't die alone. 

pic.twitter.com/G0xq1DtRPW
3/18/2020 11:43:10 PM upallnight39 #whatif

These abused children grew up to be

#OPRAHWINFREY

#ELLENDEGENERES

#RITAHAYWORTH

#reconsile

#DigNURHEART

#fafetheMIRROR pic.twitter.com/fbBQ9nAmY8
3/18/2020 11:43:50 PM lordnom The Storm is upon us!  All borders closed, including the elite's hideout, New Zealand.  Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide, no way to get there, and 

running dangerously low on money, ammunition, and power...Time's Up!

#wwg1wga #DeepStateTakedown #SilentRunning #TheStormIsHere #maga

3/18/2020 11:45:43 PM robinabank4 Think gonna have to purchase those and send them as gifts...  If only I could get my own autographed set👍

3/18/2020 11:46:19 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/S7QUGzIwzq

3/18/2020 11:47:10 PM robinabank4 Why use Retarded_Barron, not jive'n right ❓

3/18/2020 11:47:21 PM kidge6 Q has been plenty firm and forthright too.

3/18/2020 11:51:41 PM americanpetal It must explain why I woke up from a very disturbing dream just now just at the time MJ tweeted this. Very alarming feeling.

3/18/2020 11:54:46 PM snacksgas  https://twitter.com/snacksgas/status/1240511175940427777 …

🚫🐙🚫



3/18/2020 11:54:52 PM whatscale  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDGmZ1VQtsw …

His shoes say TS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Crisis actor in truman show

3/18/2020 11:56:53 PM sabrinasteven16 This is a love ly movement.  People: wake up. Help is here. Trust the Plan.

3/18/2020 11:59:21 PM kidge6 I guess it makes more sense that we use the virus as an excuse to remove them. So far though, they’re just self quarantining. Isn’t hanks already out 

again?  What next? Tagged and controlled? Arrested?

3/19/2020 12:05:01 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@dia

@fbi

3/19/2020 12:22:21 AM crispus46604679 How long can the dam last?

3/19/2020 12:25:41 AM turbo7773 Did she say (try to figure something out, it's not working)? At the end of the video. @cjtruth @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/19/2020 12:30:39 AM monokrome That’s 13 words

3/19/2020 12:31:08 AM monokrome Supposedly that’s the plan.

3/19/2020 12:31:21 AM monokrome Kool Aid man?

3/19/2020 12:42:53 AM suzydee17 Yes, or " that's not working "

3/19/2020 12:51:43 AM allonkid Qproof. Austin explains Q in very simple language. 

Those slanders should watch this and shut up. https://youtu.be/jDAbphKD7UU 

3/19/2020 1:07:01 AM timkania a few more months

3/19/2020 1:11:52 AM mike72279593 Hope after the Storm, the World will be a good World

3/19/2020 1:14:19 AM gloomytrader He is. What else?

3/19/2020 1:14:58 AM mark52525786 Mine “the meek shall inherit the earth”also”the truth shall set us free”coincidence🤔🤷♂️

3/19/2020 1:18:02 AM barbjoy We tried to wake them up. 😯

3/19/2020 1:47:47 AM epkman #HammerTime

3/19/2020 1:54:58 AM ginabisignano Pizzagate became very obvious especially with tamera Lazaro

3/19/2020 1:58:14 AM amy22885774 I saw that and it is disgusting

3/19/2020 1:58:27 AM epkman #MegaQuake CA╠

3/19/2020 2:02:45 AM upallnight39 #neverScared

#underc0verSuperSpyYy

#comeandtakeit

 https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1240562483238244352 …

3/19/2020 2:02:51 AM acanuckinoz Oh, right! I'll do some research, not sure what the results that are all the same numbers mean. Thanks!

3/19/2020 2:12:28 AM diaptera_80 @AustinSteinbart mentioned buying Bitcoin in these times. Does he believe in a final surge, or final couple of years, before it dies? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

has only stated it will die along with all other crypto, before the rise of a new one.  

https://twitter.com/ScottAdamsSays/status/1238508880541282304 …

3/19/2020 2:14:38 AM unittzoo @RealJamesWoods @StormIsUponUs @3days3nights @Inevitable_ET @Scavino45 @bennyjohnson @DilleyShow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/19/2020 2:21:01 AM mongrelglory Is this what Ellen was talking about when she was telling people to watch the "Game of games" that evening?  She was referring to a card game with 

signalling going on?

3/19/2020 2:27:38 AM courageouskriss 5:5

3/19/2020 2:40:18 AM mbgabobbie GLOBE ON LOCK DOWN ....... MILITARY ON THE STREETS ..... MASS ARREST ......🤣🤣🤣🤣😇🙏🇬🇧🇺🇸🤗👍😷

3/19/2020 2:45:17 AM retarded_barron Um, because that's my name?

3/19/2020 2:53:59 AM americanpetal I would think so. It makes sense now.

3/19/2020 2:58:37 AM prayforryan Keep up the awareness of the abuse by Epstein.

3/19/2020 3:13:07 AM elucidate2020  pic.twitter.com/efmmzsize0

3/19/2020 3:16:18 AM pincebeber Is it disinfo?

"Q said Oprah was arrested"

which was false.

Is it good to be trending WW whatever the TRUTH?

Dear Maj,

I' m a french dad of 1

Ispent the last 3 years learning searching writing about the Truth(s)

I paid harshly every move I made out of the matrix

Has it started?
3/19/2020 3:20:44 AM keith369me The finger in the dyke isn’t working...about to flood

3/19/2020 3:21:09 AM keith369me  pic.twitter.com/c1sFikdIok

3/19/2020 3:29:05 AM qthrowingcopper Q never said Oprah was arrested. 

Q posted nothing about Oprah. 

Q's followers know all about Oprah's pedo activities though

3/19/2020 3:35:41 AM rifflemonica I’m glad I’m not the only one that sees this. They Live! Agent Smiths are everywhere.

3/19/2020 3:44:54 AM trumppatriotus1 Let the dam loose!

3/19/2020 3:46:56 AM jptjr324 Epstein Did Not Kill Him Self

3/19/2020 3:56:32 AM russray10 As for me and mine , we humbly say Thank You.

3/19/2020 3:57:34 AM russray10 Nor does being President

3/19/2020 4:18:22 AM tweet_b_r_o  https://youtu.be/x4lX49o4Yb0 

3/19/2020 4:25:43 AM therealjjtruth “U can’t investigate someone cause their running for President” but investigate the president that’s running for president A 👌. 🤦🏻♂️

3/19/2020 4:27:36 AM bansoros This is how Democrats are! I know I used to be one for 25 yrs until I learn that Obama donated $9 Million US tax dollars to Soros NGO in Albania to 

interfered in Albanian politics & overthrow their democracy, and 

 they manage to do that & he is trying to do the same in the USA. pic.twitter.com/XlGOOAz7Hb

3/19/2020 4:40:53 AM 5sahandful  pic.twitter.com/hkjAML2Jjt

3/19/2020 4:43:20 AM nun_chucknorris All great thoughts. I think we will know better once we see some sort of a pattern emerge.

3/19/2020 4:48:41 AM mongrelglory It turns out it was an excerpt taken from Benjamin Fulford's weekly report. For your discernment: 

https://operationdisclosure1.blogspot.com/2020/03/benjamin-fulford-report-its-getting.html …

3/19/2020 4:50:23 AM 369leader Good catch!

3/19/2020 4:53:17 AM romanomarianne Who is tamera Lazaro?

3/19/2020 4:56:16 AM shogunulsan PANIC in HOLYWOOD

3/19/2020 4:59:08 AM nanfran5 Wow. @CarolHTexas

3/19/2020 4:59:33 AM nanfran5 @yigsstarhouse

3/19/2020 5:20:14 AM matthew_123 Tagging majestic 12, and posobiec. Yikes, your situation sounds rough but they for sure wont help you

3/19/2020 5:24:01 AM mgodfrey99 Ignore...he/she is resisting.   This person was probably the one in HS that cheered for the opposing team.

3/19/2020 5:26:19 AM prrplegrl  pic.twitter.com/i50wLbh9jL



3/19/2020 5:26:25 AM worldtalk2me Every one involved should rotten in jail, but no money from the state of NY should be given as compensation, is not the fault of tax payers! That’s why, 

things like this happend, because people involved know that they will be protected by the system or not held responsible.

3/19/2020 5:28:44 AM prrplegrl  pic.twitter.com/7DP7se4MNd

3/19/2020 5:28:52 AM dansilv56084248 Exactly...the dam is about to break.

3/19/2020 5:31:57 AM tezzrterry Only for 300 years or so.

3/19/2020 5:36:42 AM ashley_rushlife 💔

3/19/2020 5:37:09 AM sem_iner you are fake!  

Here's the Book.. Look at page 171 

 https://www.dosya.tc/server26/q6tyrw/End-of-Days-by-Sylvia-Browne-xperimentalhamid.com_.pdf.html …

3/19/2020 5:37:38 AM bobgonz36990270 That's so very touching.  Sorry he is not here with you.  He is still part of the team & always will be.

3/19/2020 5:38:16 AM tweet_b_r_o I didn't post the pages. Dumb ass.

3/19/2020 5:50:33 AM cvfoodie Not ready...just learned about this 3 weeks ago though I have been knowing of a lot of things and researching on my own.

3/19/2020 5:51:30 AM cvfoodie Minimum 18 months.

3/19/2020 5:53:25 AM nschlange What dam are you talking about?

3/19/2020 5:55:29 AM michael81972 Is there even a MJ12 member under the age of 45?

3/19/2020 5:56:20 AM donald2979 What GOP relationship with Crowdstrike?

3/19/2020 6:00:32 AM nschlange Doubt it

3/19/2020 6:03:09 AM observingeye2 💥

3/19/2020 6:07:05 AM youstinksoap #TheBestIsYetToCome

#MyQuarantineInSixWords

3/19/2020 6:19:40 AM lbf777 We’re not taking no vaccines for the #CoronaVirus so don’t even try promoting that shit.

3/19/2020 6:21:53 AM awakeandsing123 Trusting The Plan. Enjoying The Show.

3/19/2020 6:30:06 AM bdizzthegreat Deep

3/19/2020 6:34:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reread our past tweets.

3/19/2020 6:45:25 AM ullannas The big problems is lying about who you are. Then you ask...what else are they lying about...

3/19/2020 6:47:01 AM winklerburke Defund Progressive Ed, stop brainwashing children!

3/19/2020 6:55:05 AM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/h6uQw1xpVe

3/19/2020 6:56:08 AM lucyjam31399275 Yay

3/19/2020 6:58:23 AM septembercindy I got that!

3/19/2020 7:06:15 AM tieronepatriot It's coming!

3/19/2020 7:08:58 AM ericpartchey Me too. Not sure where I was 2 years ago but. Heading enlightenment now for sure

3/19/2020 7:09:02 AM susang7671 Btw u might consider staying away from those health and beauty powder supplements like collagen that have been flooded into WalmartCOSCO 

shelves. BovineHide=RatHair=PIEDPiper=WickedWestWitch & becomes hard as rock after absorbs humidity when spilled on countertop. 

MakeupLadyInRed

3/19/2020 7:11:59 AM karrruss A "flood"?

3/19/2020 7:17:12 AM brat82172289  pic.twitter.com/D5Du77QxPB

3/19/2020 7:19:10 AM areckoningday May God have mercy, for we shall have NONE!

#TheTruthWillOut #MEGA pic.twitter.com/1oMhSc3Sq7

3/19/2020 7:24:14 AM areckoningday  pic.twitter.com/5coPlF8scS

3/19/2020 7:24:58 AM susang7671 Don’t remember name of makeup business on movie CatWoman, but collagen powder gets hard as marble countertop it spills on, but then melts into a 

glob like Wicked Witch from West on movie Wizard of Oz when exposed to humidity. H2O is higher vibes/data than silicon/collagen 

pic.twitter.com/Xcb89EuS1H

3/19/2020 7:28:07 AM corinnebackman Yes, something to do with who owns the country I think.  I read a whole article about it recently, sorry can’t remember where.

3/19/2020 7:30:25 AM dkshaner1 There was another deposition posted where Heidi Klum and other models recruit young girls. It also listed names of celebrities & politicians who went 

to the island & on the plane. Heidi quit America’s Got Talent right after it went public. A bunch of is on Weiners laptop

3/19/2020 7:40:38 AM aschilliam so you are taking vaccines? 

not taking no.. is 2 negative, right?

3/19/2020 7:43:27 AM 1vargascookie11 Yes! I m ready pic.twitter.com/iOMGVqxrXC

3/19/2020 7:54:10 AM fansblowing3 Please no one take the vaccine

3/19/2020 7:59:17 AM hawkgirlinmn He DOES come off as the millenial AJ, no doubt about it. Part of the plan? Look how many of us are paying attention despite his arrogance.

3/19/2020 8:07:17 AM _james_powers True

3/19/2020 8:09:43 AM fledermausmann6 taly's Corona Epidemic: The Munich Theory around "Patient Zero

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung GmbH

6-8 minutes

Professor Massimo Galli, head of the Department of Infectious Diseases at the "Luigi Sacco" Clinic in Milan, is convinced that Italy's "patient zero", who 

introduced

3/19/2020 8:10:26 AM fledermausmann6 country, came from Germany. Specifically: it must have been an employee of the automotive supplier Webasto from Stockdorf near Munich. A 

manager there had been tested positive for the virus on 28 January after he had been in contact with a Webasto employee from Wuhan on 20 and

3/19/2020 8:10:50 AM fledermausmann6 and 21 January at the company's headquarters.

3/19/2020 8:11:39 AM fledermausmann6 Merkel 2019 Wuhan ,

meeting at Webasco !!!!

3/19/2020 8:22:59 AM diiblack Part of the reason Trump allowed all the investigations against him to proceed.  They lose that line of defense.   What's good for the goose is good for 

the gander.

3/19/2020 8:26:28 AM all5gems Yes! We’ve been homeschooling for years and years. It’s the best!

3/19/2020 8:26:56 AM franqthetanq83 I've asked the same question in my head. During the end of days there had to be evil presence like these pedowood people, The Killery Clinton's, the 

Podesta's of the world... So I'm still trying to understand all this but I either way I will continue to pray.

3/19/2020 8:43:58 AM joeorbit vegas, boston 'bombing', sandy hook, 9/11, benghazi, iraq wmd ...

3/19/2020 8:44:44 AM dark_2_light_17 WHY IS SHE BLINKING SO MUCH?!?!@17intothelight @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @QStorm1111 @VincentCrypt46 

@P0A_Triot23 @PatriotCatholi1 @Sun_Q_Tzu @EyesOnQ @KarluskaP @q I pic.twitter.com/tx0qKkjYy6

3/19/2020 8:49:29 AM areckoningday That looks good on "paper" but I haven't seen any evidence to the contrary. What did I miss?

3/19/2020 8:50:09 AM sterkinglights1 It's Corona virus a vaccine for pedo's?

3/19/2020 8:51:25 AM eo_swan Attended CPAC?

3/19/2020 8:52:48 AM djlok We’re all getting PLAYED by the #FakeNews.

3/19/2020 8:53:13 AM sterkinglights1 Hence why the president needs to be impeached for asking about curruption in Ukraine. pic.twitter.com/qSNpyXRHSc

3/19/2020 8:53:43 AM joeorbit if you take a dose of adrenochrome knowing it came from tortured china children and then you test + for the marker you are guilty of crimes against 

humanity. what about old folks in homes that are testing positive? seems to me there is two strains, one a legit flu, one of guilt.



3/19/2020 8:54:02 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/8HdMjvyPvo

3/19/2020 9:00:49 AM mommahood777 #SilentWar pic.twitter.com/RMEqFsjOR6

3/19/2020 9:01:26 AM mongrelglory I think it's a mixture of disinfo and truth. Ben just reports what his sources tell him and leaves it up to us to decide what's true or not. Sometimes the 

stuff he reports is pretty wild, but it's a crazy world where the truth can be pretty hard to believe so I just wait and see.

3/19/2020 9:02:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Consider what 45 has said just now.

We need to make sure its safe so people don't die.

Rushing to judgement never ends well.

We are listening to you. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240632704187731969 …

3/19/2020 9:03:31 AM mommahood777 hope so!!!!!

#EnjoyingTheShow

3/19/2020 9:04:12 AM zagnett Thank You, Majestics. 🙏💫👍

3/19/2020 9:04:17 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/to2EvFTCU8

3/19/2020 9:04:18 AM cleetus__jones Love me some podium with a “missing” flag

3/19/2020 9:04:48 AM hawkgirlinmn Gilead Science board of director notable member in 1988: Donald “I-don’t-know-where- a-trillion-$-went Rumsfeld and we should chill?

3/19/2020 9:04:48 AM 0rlandomayorga 😂😂😂😂

3/19/2020 9:04:52 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/KBNnTzYSQq

3/19/2020 9:05:11 AM carliestar10 Where are all the arrests ?

3/19/2020 9:06:23 AM mommahood777 #Biblical

#GodWins

Thank you for being here with us

3/19/2020 9:07:20 AM fansblowing3 This is the cabal’s Agenda21 play.  Create a virus, use the media to scare people into being injected with what would actually kill them.

3/19/2020 9:07:48 AM wahiggins3 Not all vaccines are bad

3/19/2020 9:09:15 AM shazbot17127277  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1236101330529382400 …

3/19/2020 9:09:23 AM jlundr He dosen't seem too concerned that it will take longer for a vaccine to be ready than these alternate therapies. Though he makes it a point to appease 

the idea of a vaccine.

3/19/2020 9:09:29 AM diaptera_80 Why would brainscans be needed for a mil operation? 🤷♀️ Bait to catch who for what?

3/19/2020 9:10:09 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/lcTLwCk3PB

3/19/2020 9:10:31 AM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/BEqlWO40dy

3/19/2020 9:10:41 AM synackstatic IS purell safe?

There's a big push by local distilleries to make sanitizer, 

what are the big guy sdoing? their waste annually would be the annual production of a small producer. How are they not able to fulfill this need?

3/19/2020 9:13:42 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/27IWjd36lL

3/19/2020 9:14:19 AM thelilkingryan Why did the Majestic 12 kill JFK #UnsealJFK and why was Wernher von Braun allowed to see the atomic engine in the craft knowing he was a Nazi

3/19/2020 9:14:23 AM eo_swan You dont need purell.  Soap and water. If you want hand sanitizer mix Everclear and water... google knows the way ;)

3/19/2020 9:14:42 AM julieca29660023 I’ve thought of that. It’s hard not to feel sad for them, if true.

3/19/2020 9:14:43 AM upallnight39 if we can face this we can eat

if we can not eat we can not face this

#noshame

#nofear pic.twitter.com/DHBlEZTpUN

3/19/2020 9:14:45 AM donagoodwin10 👍💯

3/19/2020 9:15:55 AM thelilkingryan In regards to JFK was it worth making it “wet”?

3/19/2020 9:17:22 AM lbf777 I don't trust any of it unless I can test it myself under a microscope. These clowns spread AIDS through the world with what they called "Safe Vaccines". 

They still spread cancer with it.

3/19/2020 9:18:10 AM lbf777 lol ya right.

3/19/2020 9:18:39 AM decodematrix Missing seal on podium.

Sealed > Unseald

US Corporation > United States of America

3/19/2020 9:19:18 AM drbohammer Specific to vaccines, he said we need to make sure that what we put into our bodies doesn’t harm us 👀

3/19/2020 9:19:33 AM lbf777  https://twitter.com/LBF777/status/1240665183388925952 …

3/19/2020 9:19:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 Think F-302. https://twitter.com/F35demoteam/status/1240663027709628417 …

3/19/2020 9:20:43 AM hawkgirlinmn Fisa 302’s?

3/19/2020 9:20:50 AM lbf777 MJ12 killed JFK because JFK wanted MJ12 to reveal aliens to the people.

3/19/2020 9:21:07 AM kindeandtrue If I'm offered a vaccine made in Israel, or an antiviral medicine from Cuba, I think I'd take the latter.

3/19/2020 9:21:13 AM laurenmbradley2 LOVE YOU @DefenseIntel & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

THANK YOU FOR BEING THERE FOR US!! 

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🐲🐲🐲🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

#USADRAGONFORCE #QAngels #weoutchea #RAEPER pic.twitter.com/Gu6CNnxEgW

3/19/2020 9:21:32 AM lbf777 MJ12 killed JFK because JFK wanted MJ12 to reveal aliens to the people.

3/19/2020 9:21:33 AM atashfire Massive boondoggle, considering new propulsion tech sitting in DUMBS for the past 70 years.

3/19/2020 9:21:37 AM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/pZxAuP6CyS

3/19/2020 9:21:41 AM ghost_of_billy_ Lol, TR3-B: : "Pounds of thrust? Irrelevant."

3/19/2020 9:21:51 AM lisa917444 5:5

3/19/2020 9:22:36 AM thelilkingryan Let them say that.

3/19/2020 9:22:47 AM kachinagtto Declas of FISA (and suspicious 302s) has some thrust too.

3/19/2020 9:22:49 AM askbeforgiven Suprised this showed up on Google -)

3/19/2020 9:23:22 AM shine_as_aurora How can you test a vaccine under a microscope for HIV and cancerogens 🤨😃 #nonesense

3/19/2020 9:23:31 AM jsanon3 Ok LARP

3/19/2020 9:23:37 AM mateuszwala wooo... 🤩🤩🤩 toys in space pic.twitter.com/sM7gPhTpm5

3/19/2020 9:24:46 AM frankbicknell79 I wanna see some x304s

3/19/2020 9:24:57 AM marine4ever59 From the StarGate TV series pic.twitter.com/JuYtw1KHXw

3/19/2020 9:25:40 AM lightonthehill This disinformation kills.

3/19/2020 9:26:22 AM lizzah_83 Why don’t you read a vaccine insert? I bet you’ve never asked for one when you go for shots. I have. Besides multiple sclerosis, cancer, Aspergers and 

Autism...there are many other serious side effects listed. You don’t need to believe me, just read an insert. Simple.



3/19/2020 9:26:55 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/CoHcigyIYj

3/19/2020 9:27:12 AM turboxyde I haven't been read on to the F-35 JSF Program so I am not familiar with it as a Program of Record. However, even at my level of ignorance I don't see 

the F-35 even coming close to being comparable to the F-302 as depicted in Stargate SG1. pic.twitter.com/MPTMhaEwpV

3/19/2020 9:27:34 AM winklerburke My guess: POTUS & Majestic 12 re: virus vaccine, which MJ12 is max-anti.  45 wants it benign. "We" = white hats, you = QFAM posting on Twitter. @ 

3.11.20, POTUS was in front of US flag & 45 flag with ARROWS held by Eagle.  Since then, that flag not on stage... 30 days to 4.10.20

3/19/2020 9:27:36 AM xin_an 🤔 pic.twitter.com/sazGafOvkZ

3/19/2020 9:28:32 AM sterkinglights1 The kingdom of heaven IS within.

3/19/2020 9:28:45 AM davidacamorani In Italy the narrative shift is in the Courts where lawyers, policemen, magistrates, psychologists, social workers destroy honest people and their 

children because their dirty games have been reported.

3/19/2020 9:29:40 AM turboxyde For those that want to compare for yourself using publically available information...

 https://www.f35.com/about/capabilities …

VS.

 https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/F-302_fighter-interceptor … pic.twitter.com/hV3sfJxb45

3/19/2020 9:29:45 AM winklerburke 4.10.20 = initials of DJT = Good Friday = kinda Godfather III-ending-ish.  Removal of POTUS flag... indicates focus on US coming together as 

paradoxically they distance selves... While REAL 45 action is invisible.  Like get rid of the *3C@@# Cabal-Puppets Morons who planned depop

3/19/2020 9:30:26 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/qzpPy9hJYA8 

Its the time of the season for 💖💖💖

3/19/2020 9:30:28 AM bbombski  pic.twitter.com/CAJukVMr8j

3/19/2020 9:30:58 AM bbombski  https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060071122A1/en … pic.twitter.com/apTXdhum2U

3/19/2020 9:31:50 AM wwg1wga1962 302?? Where did we hear about 302's before..

3/19/2020 9:32:13 AM sleepingnomore I heard that and loved it!

3/19/2020 9:33:42 AM americanpetal C orona before D eclass?

3/19/2020 9:34:03 AM girlawakeinca I love the correlation! Thank Q! 🙌

3/19/2020 9:34:20 AM llyr_crypto all through the f-302 is a great novel idea, I think we would likely stick to a delta wing style plain.. at first. but both ideas would make the f-35 look like a 

kids toy pic.twitter.com/mMdlTO2Hbz

3/19/2020 9:34:22 AM americanpetal What do the dashes mean?

3/19/2020 9:35:41 AM lbf777 They won't respond to your question.

3/19/2020 9:37:24 AM winklerburke How about POTUS inform Press from now on: Each questioner will be held to account for text and spirit.  Do not ask a question (text) with a vicious-

attack-dog-A10-Warthog-cutting-loose SPIRIT.  News folk are to be held accountable their SPIRIT and TRUTH... Text and emotion.

3/19/2020 9:37:41 AM tyme4ldrshp Thanks @AustinSteinbart !

3/19/2020 9:37:57 AM thelilkingryan Then they don’t want to truly unseal jfk. They know what happened and it’s up to us to get it unsealed.

3/19/2020 9:39:01 AM lbf777 Don't trust ANY vaccines. At anytime, they can be poisoned.

3/19/2020 9:39:19 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/oSmRNt2oeE

3/19/2020 9:39:26 AM jennersd Wondering the same

3/19/2020 9:39:44 AM lbf777 All vaccines are bad unless you test them under a microscope. Any one of them can be poisoned. Don't trust ANY.

3/19/2020 9:40:01 AM troglowbyte I'll take hydroxychloroquine, thank you.

3/19/2020 9:41:17 AM lbf777 It's very simple. CIA was told to stop pushing drugs into America. MJ12 was told to reveal UFO info to Americans. Both CIA & MJ12 didn't want to do 

this so they came together & plotted JFK's assassination.

3/19/2020 9:42:02 AM boondognews Yes you are

3/19/2020 9:42:29 AM turboxyde I don't disagree for atmospheric applications! I like the way you included the ole "Avenger" from Star Citizen as a visual reference!

Of course, if you control time/space within a singularity of potential then aerodynamics inside that bubble are not a crucial factor. 

pic.twitter.com/MdzCqA6JrI

3/19/2020 9:44:50 AM jaded_pearl Look up the Ingredients on the labeling package.

3/19/2020 9:45:24 AM fansblowing3 👍

3/19/2020 9:45:48 AM jeffstheboat Some important accounts @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AaronHoughton10 @david_wilcock @KewNadian

3/19/2020 9:48:18 AM aaronhoughton10 Don't forget @PennywiseDaWise!

3/19/2020 9:48:42 AM cogbill_alan  pic.twitter.com/qIr56zWqe2

3/19/2020 9:49:02 AM mongrelglory 😭

3/19/2020 9:51:00 AM tractor444 I hope these exist! 👍

3/19/2020 9:52:11 AM _369311119 Hydroxy

Cloro

Quine

HC Quarantined ?

Total USA cases

10,755

17, 5:5? pic.twitter.com/ax99pA9lCM
3/19/2020 9:52:52 AM jaded_pearl I 🙏🙏🙏 you are listening + @AustinSteinbart -why are we not talking about #ozone? Blood can be cleaned of ALL with a 5 or 10 pass MAH of ozone, 

a gas produced inexpensively AND cut of the BEAST of Big Pharma! Can you please forward this the the eyes of @potus. #MAGA #WWG1WGA

3/19/2020 9:53:18 AM 1nanasmomma Nice grab

3/19/2020 9:53:25 AM my2sonznme Is this legit? I’ve seen good info on both sides of this story about the flag and the seal.

3/19/2020 9:53:25 AM keith369me Simple...those that have been playing by a different set of rules that are illegal for the rest of us...remove [them] from power...remove their 

wealth...expose their actions.  The people decide on forgiveness.  It’s our free will!!!

3/19/2020 9:54:04 AM keith369me Thank you for a new voice of DIA information

3/19/2020 9:54:57 AM keith369me Release the 302s...people are starving for information beyond Coronavirus

3/19/2020 9:54:59 AM my2sonznme 💔💔💔💔💔💔 pic.twitter.com/yK6jghCkDN

3/19/2020 9:56:19 AM americanpetal What message is being sent?

3/19/2020 9:56:30 AM trollingmockin1 Look at your statement. Right down all the assumptions your statement has in it. Then try to source each one.  Post results.

3/19/2020 9:57:04 AM keith369me A truthful media doing their job...informing the public, along with unleashed research journalists would do wonders.

3/19/2020 9:57:48 AM brk_the_matrix Please tell us which vaccine is the good one b/c I can’t tell.

3/19/2020 9:58:02 AM circuitriderz  pic.twitter.com/cPY9cTDtw5

3/19/2020 9:58:20 AM my2sonznme What I’ve read over and over on the twitter account is that in order to ascend we must be love and goodness. (Which is why I think AS is a fraud 

because he is far from love)



3/19/2020 9:58:43 AM sunnydkelleu Husband and Dog and I sheltered in place.  Neighbors check.  Children across country checked.  God watch over your children.   Bring the LIGHT

3/19/2020 9:59:02 AM mateuszwala But I'm wondering why conventional fossil engines is here. What makes them better over AG...

3/19/2020 9:59:15 AM tresabridges They should probably leave them open for the truckers. No truckers no food.

3/19/2020 9:59:39 AM stormenight There’s nothing more “buff”or intelligent, than our immune system. If healthcare were really about health and not money & control we’d have real 

research &natural medicines for practically anything that ails us. &never wld we bathe In cheap solvents or use mercury to kill germs.

3/19/2020 10:00:09 AM n7guardiananon Boosters

??? pic.twitter.com/O49JOR7OOc

3/19/2020 10:00:39 AM jrocktigers  https://biotech.law.lsu.edu/blaw/bt/MSEHPA.pdf … pic.twitter.com/nxIoCOnlJY

3/19/2020 10:02:03 AM leonida25258237 B💣🧨M! https://youtu.be/kUsFWO08CO0 

3/19/2020 10:04:33 AM drew34286301 I’m trying to visualize the landing gear on this thing.

3/19/2020 10:07:32 AM identityasxy .

If it weren't CV19, it would have Project Bluebeam.

Same objective.  NWO pic.twitter.com/sPlQFQxfmA

3/19/2020 10:10:03 AM rebornkingent New Q? I don’t see it on the boards.

3/19/2020 10:11:06 AM upallnight39 this one

#Official

@DefenseIntel

#spook pic.twitter.com/OSbwyiIAFE

3/19/2020 10:13:59 AM my2sonznme Why are they pushing blood drives for a virus. Serious question.

3/19/2020 10:14:24 AM tyetyler1 HC =Hillary Clinton

Quarantine 

?

3/19/2020 10:14:46 AM my2sonznme You mean they lied? Dan said his wife doesn’t get one. So why would he lie?

3/19/2020 10:15:14 AM petrusmax4 a "line" of cocaine or meth or smack to snort

3/19/2020 10:16:06 AM jones_tobious It's a stargate SG-1 hybrid fighter aircraft.

3/19/2020 10:18:11 AM patriotleah1776 Because they already have?

That's usually the reason they don't answer? Or Nat Sec?

3/19/2020 10:18:24 AM lilsirelusive I know most of you know that Hanx is positive and isolated. We’ve seen the Corona typewriters. Nothing to see here, right? We are all in this 

together.” That’s not their handle. It’s Ours. Is Hanx a turncoat? @Qanon76 @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @SeanCordicon 

pic.twitter.com/KLMkGQVswq

3/19/2020 10:21:14 AM azuremagus F-302 anti-G force

3/19/2020 10:25:48 AM alliej00143644 🤣

3/19/2020 10:27:04 AM mikespies904 Can anyone else replicate this? Qll youtube tabs showing 666 in chrome and brave ????? @WellHellsBells_

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Lux4hdtfzr

3/19/2020 10:27:13 AM skyroots9 CHeckout Full DIsclosure Collaborative group ;-)

3/19/2020 10:29:33 AM upallnight39 what are you going to do about it? 

we are curious

reply here

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/19/2020 10:29:36 AM nojobsr @WinningWwg1wga

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@QAnon_Report

Well done Sir! https://youtu.be/A6Z0J0c7K4s 

3/19/2020 10:31:59 AM hans19882 Letting ppl know its happening

3/19/2020 10:32:30 AM circuitriderz Looks like an Anon from 8Kun connecting some dots.

3/19/2020 10:33:13 AM nurseniceyes Vaccines are unnecessary. We were given everything in our environment  to anything we wished. When you play God, eventually you end up being 

labeled as bad.

3/19/2020 10:33:44 AM egelone Dear MJ,  what about X303. Is there a picture of it? thanks

3/19/2020 10:33:51 AM upallnight39 #informationwarEXECUTIONER

#swingtheAX

#globalreset pic.twitter.com/MzwKDVtJob

3/19/2020 10:36:00 AM hans19882 I hope so. If this isnt the storm then i dont know what is

3/19/2020 10:36:19 AM hindmantami A friend says their whole county is being tested asap. He is in Telluride,CO.  Popular with elites. Wonder if test is solely for covid-19?

3/19/2020 10:38:36 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 interesting @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@USMC http://wmur.com/article/dover-man-imprisoned-in-lebanon-released-shaheen-says/31782729?src=app …



3/19/2020 10:40:56 AM upallnight39 @AustinSteinbart

@StormIsUponUs

@LisaMei62

@martingeddes 

(he banned me but fuck it)

@prayingmedic

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@Seeker229 

is anyone WOMANING the desk?

my NIGGER CORYE GOODE NEEDS MONEY

OR

maybe JUST A HIGH FIVE

LOL @ FUCKING EVERYONE
3/19/2020 10:42:56 AM seeker229 Now walk it out

Now fart it out pic.twitter.com/1d7BTEEaPx

3/19/2020 10:44:26 AM upallnight39 say boo

u wanna watch the 

#goldengirls

when this

#FUGGInboogaLOOOOOO

is over? pic.twitter.com/vD5bMl7FI3
3/19/2020 10:45:18 AM upallnight39 ps

@tomhanks

#6millionded

#yall

#didyallseetheAUZZIENEwS?

#thatjewniggerisDED

#dedspicjewniggercrackerchinkfag
3/19/2020 10:45:57 AM thelilkingryan Head of the CIA at the time was MJ1

3/19/2020 10:46:24 AM bettedaviseye15 I would never get that vaccine, BUT, drugs that treat malaria, that have been around forever, are stated to kill that damn virus....checked on it and 

found several different articles.

3/19/2020 10:47:02 AM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/nWFN9MD8Qu

3/19/2020 10:47:31 AM thelilkingryan Nat sec. we need to file freedom of information requests on this.

3/19/2020 10:47:53 AM upallnight39 i seen a fukkin owl on a 

#powerline

then i saw a

#blackjaguar

#inmydreams

#weird
3/19/2020 10:50:11 AM steppedweller7 If the disinformation bit means people get injected with VitC or something just as harmless but potent to the immune system in lieu of an a pot. toxic 

vaccine, great.  But the disinformation bit is still disconcerting.  Just tell us like it is for once.  Establishing trust is 🔑

3/19/2020 10:50:44 AM terrancongito  https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/1240665671320641537?s=21 … https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/1240665671320641537 …

3/19/2020 10:51:04 AM thelilkingryan Research James Forrestal... (suicided)

3/19/2020 10:51:24 AM steppedweller7 I guess for the non pro vaxx.  Pro vaxx folks probably want a vaccine, yes.

3/19/2020 10:52:36 AM moemc8 You stated the other day that NO MJ12 member would be taking vaccines.

3/19/2020 10:53:37 AM ericpartchey What do you mean?

3/19/2020 10:53:48 AM patriotswegoall To make sure the drug works, verification trials and tests are needed.

3/19/2020 10:55:03 AM chris8nix Beautiful.

3/19/2020 10:56:13 AM alight412 Will this event halt the use of fluoride in our water? Will this be the true Great Awakening?

3/19/2020 10:56:34 AM steppedweller7 VITAMIN C. 8 letters, but maybe that’s too simple 😂😅 VITAMIN D could also fit 🤔 disclaimer: I’m clearly not a trained scientist

3/19/2020 10:57:11 AM singularitygg We? Are you MI?

3/19/2020 10:57:47 AM patriotswegoall The cruise and medic ships I think are there to export the "infected" someplace else.

3/19/2020 10:59:05 AM chris8nix @realDonaldTrump it’s time to hop in the zero G disk and give us all an air show 😎

3/19/2020 11:00:58 AM sabermarris Tom hanks?

3/19/2020 11:01:23 AM patriotswegoall From SG-1

 http://www.stargate-sg1-solutions.com/wiki/F-302 

3/19/2020 11:01:48 AM tango66qanon This should get you started and help. Recommend you follow some Digital soldiers on Twitter. @cjtruth @2runtherace @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @FollowThe17  so many more and too many to list. But again this should get you started. Remain calm patriots are in control.

3/19/2020 11:04:22 AM shalys_petty WTH?? WOW! Is this unedited, besides the last part being slowed down?

3/19/2020 11:06:12 AM llyr_crypto Very true indeed.. same can be said about under water application.. if you produce a bubble none of the existing force matrixs will apply..  

And i believe the " avenger " to be the closes thing to what humans have produced

3/19/2020 11:15:34 AM b_ruth1 Flipped? 🐀



3/19/2020 11:16:44 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/RlHILbxotK

3/19/2020 11:16:58 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/34tfQVScZB

3/19/2020 11:18:21 AM shotimedzowellz yep. believe nothing the media's telling you.

3/19/2020 11:19:44 AM harley24601 The F-35 was rolled out to great fanfare, even though it was a nearly toothless Fighter, unable to meet battlefield needs for years to come. Designed 

for weapons that weren’t yet operational. The one air superiority AC that actually works we never sell abroad. F-22.

3/19/2020 11:21:40 AM nybiltong @POTUS @officialmcafee @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VerumRadix #SouthAfrica #QAnon #WWG1WGA #MAGA 

Stop the hate https://twitter.com/StopPlaasmoorde/status/1240283634868932609 …

3/19/2020 11:28:06 AM magicianswheel Reason for her test? Possible exposure to someone in attendance at CPAC meeting some 2 wks ago, or thereabouts, who subsequently was positively 

diagnosed with COVID-19 virus. Nothing conspratorial at all about her desire to be tested.

3/19/2020 11:30:30 AM what_uc  pic.twitter.com/oLnp0JrMMr

3/19/2020 11:31:50 AM mikespies904 I figured it out....lol had me concernced 

Number of notification for my account. It was showing 9+ on my little bell thing  once i clicked that they went away

3/19/2020 11:32:47 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DefenseIntel

@ROYALMRBADNEWS 

yo i don't care. i know ur telepaths laffin but

fix my fukkin twitter

OR KILL THOSE #jewWHOREs

#whyaminotbanned

@rothschildsmd

#pussyfukkinROTHSCHILDS

getoff my fucking twitter or all you faggots die pic.twitter.com/xMpPx2agVo
3/19/2020 11:33:53 AM magicianswheel She was at CPAC gathering roughly 2 weeks ago & was exposed to someone in attendance who was positively diagnosed as having the COVID-19 virus. 

Nothing whatsoever conspiratorial about her desire to be tested.This eas been common knowledge & published fact, so forget your fantasy.

3/19/2020 11:36:31 AM upallnight39 hey

can you either

#fixtwitter

#orkillthefukkin

#ROTHSCHILDS

@rothschildsmd

@DavMicRot

@NickyHilton pic.twitter.com/yhiK40gn8Z
3/19/2020 11:37:15 AM magicianswheel #Wakeywakeysleepingpublic

3/19/2020 11:37:23 AM upallnight39 sail well

&

fare well

#deparetedbeloveds

we guide you into us

#foreverneverwepart
3/19/2020 11:37:57 AM magicianswheel Wakey, wakey, those who are still asleep.

3/19/2020 11:39:03 AM danauito Old GITMO Joe has got to GO! ⚔😎⚔

3/19/2020 11:39:27 AM cdale_dog Yep, I was a little taken aback by this statement as well.... Could be disinformation... CRWD stock soaring over last three days by 30%+... Looks like 

cabal/deep staters are taking investors for one more ride before the fall.

3/19/2020 11:40:14 AM worldxplorer1  https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/white-house/republicans-hired-the-same-cybersecurity-firm-as-the-hacked-dnc-but-its-not-clear-that-

was-a-bad-idea …

3/19/2020 11:41:12 AM winklerburke Much Respect.

3/19/2020 11:42:37 AM cdale_dog Well. thanks for the link but that was 2+ years ago.. I would hope they are still not using them today.

3/19/2020 11:45:15 AM dougpleasants MJ12 past tweets in one easy to read PDF!👇🧐 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/19/2020 11:45:26 AM winklerburke Now THAT... would be a BOSS Mustang.  ;)

3/19/2020 11:46:40 AM catheri70981208 Did you also hear him say, "l know the truth" ?

3/19/2020 11:52:32 AM skilletmack I’m with you. I’m also uncomfortable with the administration pushing #Chloroquine as a treatment simply because of the high chloride content of the 

pill. We gotta get #fluoride and chlorine out of the water system and medications we take.

3/19/2020 11:54:02 AM ethereal_shaman I think it's more about lying than being trans.

3/19/2020 11:57:45 AM elaineckag Keep up.  SOME ARE DEAD



3/19/2020 11:57:58 AM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2 

you guys fukkin suck

my twitter anaylytic points are 

1/2 what they should be

& i am shadowninja

&

NO FUKKIN TITS

bullshit as revlolution pic.twitter.com/knrKJnq2xw
3/19/2020 11:59:01 AM theghost6969 SpAce Force engine 459 369 pounds of Thrust

3/19/2020 12:01:53 PM liannameetsthe2 What was hes saying right before this? Whats one day empty?

3/19/2020 12:04:33 PM bb1272216718 Stargate sg-1 fighters

3/19/2020 12:07:25 PM monokrome If "easy to read" is synonymous with "poorly formatted" then agreed

3/19/2020 12:08:57 PM monokrome They also say often that it is necessary to seed disinformation within their message in order to keep the entire pattern from emerging before it's 

ready...

3/19/2020 12:09:18 PM monokrome which ones?

3/19/2020 12:10:31 PM matricule01 COVID19 pic.twitter.com/ZnS5rDepkw

3/19/2020 12:15:42 PM jackoneilltime1 We will help each other in getting past this short transition

Remember the next phase is the Golden Age pic.twitter.com/VygUuEX1zs

3/19/2020 12:16:06 PM nurseniceyes This made me smile... https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1240716393022017538?s=19 …

3/19/2020 12:16:15 PM dougpleasants Poorly formatted, yes. Easier than scrolling to the beginning and going through each individual thread? Also, yes.

3/19/2020 12:20:40 PM diaptera_80 What have I missed? Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 promoting the coronavaccine?  Has the vaccine been taken out of hands of the cabal? How would we verify?

3/19/2020 12:27:05 PM jdell23571 It’s Pennsylvania and gov Wolfe is a Democrat. He’ll do all he can to disrupt the potus

3/19/2020 12:27:36 PM faurecdev on les a assez vu ces GUIGNOLS et le dernier en date nous fatigue vraiment !

3/19/2020 12:28:25 PM der_wanderer8 Ne jugez pas trop vite

Observez

3/19/2020 12:33:30 PM sdane8 My quarantine: Working many more hours than usual.

3/19/2020 12:34:54 PM sdane8 Thanks, I forgot to look today. Did you see a fringe on the flag by chance?

3/19/2020 12:36:07 PM jackoneilltime1 This scene is excellent in showing the demo of a dam...in a very slow way

Much like what we have been witnessing since 45 entered primaries pic.twitter.com/mTQHHPe8Bp

3/19/2020 12:37:19 PM sdane8 I love the fact he called them out today for sitting too close to each other! The man standing behind him couldn't figure out if he was joking or not. 😂

3/19/2020 12:38:29 PM brbk42 The entire financial system has NEVER made sense to me.  “Printing money isn’t that easy because....blah blah”.   All horse 💩. I see I’m not alone.   

Being told “we bought you for $1500 and will get our ROI” as a child might have something to do with it. #NotAJoke

3/19/2020 12:38:30 PM marcela26773506 There are no placebo controlled studies that would confirm safety and efficacy of vaccines (placebo controlled meaning one group of test subjects is 

receiving the vaccine and the other is receiving placebo). Also the heavy metals from the vaccines (aluminium, mercury) are causing

3/19/2020 12:39:16 PM marcela26773506 central nervous system issues. Other vaccine ingredients are also questionable, like fetal cells, monkey kidneys,  chicken protein, etc. I personally dont 

want this junk in my body when I know where are safe ways to beat a virus, such as MMS.

3/19/2020 12:39:25 PM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 explained it in a thread. Message over messenger. Trump confirmed though in multiple conferences about the weather.

3/19/2020 12:39:33 PM marcela26773506 Do some research and make your own decisions. Always!

3/19/2020 12:41:36 PM brbk42 There is no amount of $$ or gold that will ever replace the devastation and permanent affects of being part of a selfish sick secretive system.

3/19/2020 12:42:07 PM munkeypilot Can it hover?

3/19/2020 12:49:10 PM iamspirit22 Just a reminder.  #AndrenoChrome #COVID19

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@intheMatrixxx

@realDonaldTrump 

Mel Gibson: Hollywood Elites Kill Innocent Children &amp; Drink Their Blood - SmileCelebs https://www.smilecelebs.com/2017/12/01/mel-gibson-

hollywood-elites-kill-innocent-children-drink-their-blood/ …

3/19/2020 12:49:59 PM huskiehoskins Racial hatred for pointing out at fact?

I think not, snowflakes are melting, Winter is over, it’s going to be a long hot Summer after the April showers.  

@MajorTomXRP

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@XRP_OWL

@xxmikecheckxx

@X22Report

@SGTreport

@RealJamesWoods

@realDonaldTrump
3/19/2020 12:50:52 PM decodematrix I see yellow fringe on the flag. I believe that means we are still at war. https://www.wkbn.com/news/white-house-coronavirus-task-force-to-hold-

thursday-briefing/ …

3/19/2020 12:53:05 PM noahlinnik Unless you’re Joe Biden

3/19/2020 12:55:29 PM start313hichq Cancer is treated by eating vitamin B17

But it's hard to find

Because their shops are closed

They were stealing people's money by spreading the disease and not treating it



3/19/2020 12:56:31 PM lbf777 Someone cured leukemia by eating apricot seeds. Wonder why these insiders never teach the people this stuff? Are they getting greased by Big 

Pharma Mafia?

3/19/2020 12:57:41 PM rkurtell If anyone could clarify expound or correct:

 Is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 active DIA? Is the logo upside down because its an "off the record" OP?

What is "Q"?  A DIA Black Op.

 Who is "Q"?  Anyone participating in the OP at strategic level. 

Is China controlled by the Royal death racket?

3/19/2020 1:01:49 PM crispus46604679 Love your dog avatar ...

3/19/2020 1:02:06 PM jackoneilltime1 When this wonderful event occurs (not time) ...we must assist the unawakened.

The Golden Age awaits 

...and where does the power come from, to see the race to its end?

 From within.

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/gqDEtXVYwS
3/19/2020 1:02:24 PM michael81972 Yes,  for sure the 187 treatment

3/19/2020 1:04:36 PM tvelez55 What are your thoughts on a castro family member of Congress getting the virus?

3/19/2020 1:11:01 PM start313hichq In the absence of vitamin B17, the body produces cancer cells

companyes 

If they put this vitamin on the market

No one will get sick anymore

But they will never do it

3/19/2020 1:12:14 PM bravokiloone3 I'd heard be4 they were 'good' c-trails but have never seen enough to make believe it. Not much other explanation. I'll dig moar l8tr

3/19/2020 1:14:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 BREAKING NEWZ https://twitter.com/axios/status/1240723447380168711 …

3/19/2020 1:15:10 PM rebornkingent 🔥

3/19/2020 1:15:29 PM burtqueue 11:33A on the clock

3/19/2020 1:15:47 PM deplorabldamsel 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/Li71jsdv3V

3/19/2020 1:15:53 PM fluck_gloria How did Washington Post get this picture?

3/19/2020 1:16:10 PM twistdginger Was it done with a sharpie

3/19/2020 1:16:45 PM anthony256  pic.twitter.com/8DLHbLq5H7

3/19/2020 1:16:46 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/aHGmP5FUWd

3/19/2020 1:17:11 PM anthony256 11:33 that's no coincidence.

3/19/2020 1:17:14 PM aprilbrown99 #MasterTroller #StableGenius Best President Ever! 💥💥💥

3/19/2020 1:18:28 PM dansilv56084248 Trump is the master media Troll. Hollywood and the MSM are practically apoplectic, talk about being triggered.

3/19/2020 1:18:33 PM ringchaching 1133 & 3311 pic.twitter.com/Fw7VknQJqD

3/19/2020 1:18:33 PM gcanty3 Who took this photo?

3/19/2020 1:18:58 PM arpalde LOVE it!

3/19/2020 1:19:15 PM hawkgirlinmn On target pic.twitter.com/52BI0NP3uX

3/19/2020 1:19:49 PM xx1745xx Master Level troll 😅

3/19/2020 1:20:11 PM cdancc Susan are you racially profiling ? What happened to Ukraine’s who took Trump Campaign money , bought marijuana dispensary licenses for politicians 

in Nevada ?

3/19/2020 1:20:19 PM ringchaching Is it a clock tho?

3/19/2020 1:20:33 PM atashfire Definitely shots fired!

3/19/2020 1:20:38 PM 1_decided_voter Trollmaster in chief!

Hate Bait!

3/19/2020 1:21:31 PM nun_chucknorris 👀 Chinese insert pic.twitter.com/Yr5jztqJZw

3/19/2020 1:21:54 PM atashfire He does these lovely little things that drives these fake news numpties up the wall. Gotta love the optics of the show.

3/19/2020 1:22:37 PM bitcoinbuyinte1 11+3+3 = 17

3/19/2020 1:25:14 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/hC4jBO76ZE

3/19/2020 1:25:43 PM aprilbrown99 Noice @Nun_chucknorris!  Btw, it is good to see you fren!  Missed you. 🤗🤗🤗

3/19/2020 1:26:35 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/19/2020 1:26:37 PM mongrelglory #DiFiChiSpy 🤣🤣🤣

3/19/2020 1:26:45 PM 4albradley Love our President

3/19/2020 1:28:57 PM brilllllll See the 11:33?

3/19/2020 1:30:13 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/19/2020 1:30:53 PM askbeforgiven Austin Steinbart is dropping a date of April 5th I was guessing April 1st for all things to start -)

3/19/2020 1:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 😆😆😆

3/19/2020 1:35:03 PM beej22 Love.

3/19/2020 1:37:29 PM guy_karen Like a Boss

3/19/2020 1:38:23 PM tthebri And in SHARPIE none the less 😂😂😂

3/19/2020 1:42:02 PM nikoscali The Sharpie budget must be HUGE over at the White House

3/19/2020 1:42:07 PM ignornaceisbli1 Fuck noooooo

3/19/2020 1:49:52 PM jeritud3 33 right above it

3/19/2020 1:57:08 PM aprilbrown99 That is a sexy beast!  💥💥💥

3/19/2020 1:58:08 PM daviddietz And as @CoreyGoode has disclosed, replicators do exist. ✌️

3/19/2020 1:58:42 PM saxyladytracy Also notice the 11:33...Marker!

3/19/2020 1:59:36 PM saxyladytracy Marker

3/19/2020 2:01:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 You restrict the pattern.

For National Security.

Domain has replication technology under lock and key when it comes to National Security / Domain Security.

3/19/2020 2:02:36 PM saxyladytracy It's a clock.... With the picture taken at 11:33 from BEHIND the podium!

3/19/2020 2:02:59 PM bryceja68689884 Who and what is Domain?

3/19/2020 2:05:04 PM evilone6 How come when he speaks now there is no seal on podium?

3/19/2020 2:05:16 PM ringchaching I just haven't seen a clock like that before. I agree it says 11:33 like a clock would. I'm just not seeing the clock.

3/19/2020 2:05:43 PM ringchaching Is it like a big Ipad clock?

3/19/2020 2:06:27 PM burtqueue I thought it was a tablet

3/19/2020 2:07:00 PM nonpareil99 🌸❤️🙏

3/19/2020 2:09:54 PM zuccajames This is biG

3/19/2020 2:11:08 PM stormenight Balance maintains the system just as the system maintains the balance. Existence depends on it. We observe snapshots of a reality that observes 

snapshots. Cause = Effect = Cause...

3/19/2020 2:12:00 PM candyoh3  pic.twitter.com/tT2OASxIuS



3/19/2020 2:13:03 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.warhistoryonline.com/news/f-16.html 

3/19/2020 2:14:09 PM saclaur Best Troll Ever! Best President Ever!

3/19/2020 2:14:59 PM jooooody thank you for the breakdown, guess i should watch it.

seems too nerdy geeky, heavy for me tho.  i do it anyway 😜

3/19/2020 2:16:16 PM nm_zsr Is this the one that has the same outline, tip to tip, as the recovered vehicle?

3/19/2020 2:17:00 PM milllathefiend $10.00 an ounce. 😎

3/19/2020 2:17:27 PM bcmarky Quantum Domain Theory - Definitions and Applications

 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.107.1131&rep=rep1&type=pdf …

3/19/2020 2:19:59 PM dtubbs201 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/19/2020 2:24:35 PM steppedweller7  https://m.youtube.com/watch?fbclid=IwAR2Xk6DDip8iPfLXJcxpAuTsfu3VW5rxaUjH9sYDQj20cZO_m009477Fbt0&feature=share&v=54D62zap67c …

3/19/2020 2:34:07 PM jbw1011_ What does this have to do with the virus? Lol

3/19/2020 2:34:15 PM sleepingnomore Excellent.

3/19/2020 2:36:16 PM kidge6 🎣

3/19/2020 2:37:24 PM mike72279593 Quecksilber,  Aluminium is good for your immune System? Only 2 bad things

3/19/2020 2:40:17 PM jlink333 No vaccine for me!!!

3/19/2020 2:40:22 PM keith369me Seems like the price is dropping like a rock when the stock market is tanking...over replication?

3/19/2020 2:41:26 PM the_loveoflight 233

3/19/2020 2:41:50 PM wideawqke "We"? You're not a part of the Q team. Instead of piggybacking off of Q's influence and lingo, why not be original and just be a part of the movement? 

Otherwise you're misleading people. You have a decision. Make no mistake, those of us who pay attention see right through you. 

pic.twitter.com/XuYTXJCNA1

3/19/2020 2:43:42 PM state1union What are we supposed to call Chinese food now?

3/19/2020 2:43:47 PM mechanic_47 Wondering how a real tree could grow with those branches arranged like that. 

One is growing in the shape of a square and another in a double helix.

Also, how many Qs can you spot?

3/19/2020 2:44:07 PM t_hayden07 Pretty much! It's the end of the world (AS WE KNOW IT)

What could be more interesting & exciting?!?!

3/19/2020 2:44:34 PM jmsmeltzer2000  pic.twitter.com/cPIDEaIvx4

3/19/2020 2:50:02 PM keith369me COVID-19 food?

3/19/2020 2:53:13 PM nm_zsr COVID-19 Food?

3/19/2020 2:54:35 PM nm_zsr I thought the same thing. So funny that 'COVID-19 food' becomes SO much more segregating than 'Chinese Food'

3/19/2020 2:55:29 PM state1union Lol 😝

3/19/2020 2:56:11 PM stephgraz7580 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Can you tell me anything on the Mandela effect?

3/19/2020 2:56:24 PM state1union What should we call Corona now?

3/19/2020 2:56:32 PM t_hayden07 Exactly. I am nobody exceptional, but I've supported POTUS & @GenFlynn, since the beginning. And I'm sure they have a good idea as to who the 

#DigitalSoldiers on 8chan/kun, are too!

3/19/2020 2:59:16 PM t_hayden07 Of the highest order. ⭐⭐⭐

3/19/2020 3:01:57 PM hollylandes They only sacrifice the throw aways young. Mostly. The "hierarchy" or heritage kids they keep. Like in the song "we're killing strangers so we don't kill 

the ones that we love"

3/19/2020 3:03:07 PM fansblowing3 China is the enemy

3/19/2020 3:03:39 PM alexis11955 Amen.  The Almighty God’s  favor shall surround us with His grace and wisdom.  We will overcome.  Love you Trump. 🙏🙏

3/19/2020 3:10:13 PM alexis11955 I see it as a low blow against the strong opponent.  We will overcome.

3/19/2020 3:17:05 PM colista YES! pic.twitter.com/X4RwIvuQWj

3/19/2020 3:18:35 PM slangaard So how do we get it?

3/19/2020 3:18:47 PM qld_truthseeker I’m in Australia & #IStandWithFlynn ⭐️⭐️⭐️ I look forward to the day when he is fully exonerated. #DigitalSoldiers #QArmy

3/19/2020 3:19:31 PM lbf777 Eat 5 apricot seeds a day. Crush and eat. That cures cancer. B17 is inside.

3/19/2020 3:20:00 PM kidge6 I am.

3/19/2020 3:23:53 PM usafpainter  pic.twitter.com/yZ2knVyyxd

3/19/2020 3:28:22 PM trickydude77 they damn sure think it does that's why so many of them ran , I think 80 % of those that ran commited crimes that I know of

3/19/2020 3:32:01 PM rosscarwalker Watching the end of the slave matrix happen in real time is a strange sensation. 5:5? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory @GenFlynn 

@realDonaldTrump @AustinSteinbart @BarronBillTrump @Western2A @covertress @FLOTUS @MELANIATRUMP

3/19/2020 3:33:16 PM kindeandtrue Seems to me the best name is "AIPAC Virus".

3/19/2020 3:35:03 PM rebornkingent Draco? pic.twitter.com/j3KaOPjST5

3/19/2020 3:35:23 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/h184s7DDzo

3/19/2020 3:41:04 PM mommahood777 hmmmmmm

still makes me growl....

#NoExcuses

#AdultsNow

3/19/2020 3:42:43 PM mommahood777 seems they are doing cheek swabs...

3/19/2020 3:47:11 PM americanpetal Got it 👍

3/19/2020 3:49:34 PM patriot_south Exactly

3/19/2020 3:50:35 PM giediknight Domain (from:Ts_sci_majic12)

3/19/2020 3:54:29 PM iamyou132 how does that not create clear societal hierarchy / classism?

3/19/2020 3:54:49 PM tikpaq Ok, this needs to be asked. Zero chance I’ll get any sleep tonight unless I can find an answer. Epipens, the adrenaline in them, where does it come 

from? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS please do not hold back, serious truth need to be told here ?!?!?!?!?

3/19/2020 3:56:18 PM bot80truther I actually like that myself pic.twitter.com/kwzdyp6HxX

3/19/2020 3:59:04 PM kevingi46693568 Hahahahahah!

3/19/2020 4:00:03 PM qanon84  pic.twitter.com/pFqklZyUJd

3/19/2020 4:09:09 PM youngtiffany825 Maybe it shouldn't protect people from commiting crimes without consequences but it does. The amount of resources and connections people have do 

in fact protect them from criminal charges whether it's right or not

3/19/2020 4:16:28 PM melanie24487 YES! Right into the slaughterhouse they go 🐑🐑🐑🐑

3/19/2020 4:20:12 PM catheri70981208 Thank you, l was going to look this up

3/19/2020 4:21:56 PM melanie24487 Exactly. I don’t fully trust him even though I support him. Something is off and the government always has a way of turning against its people. Trump 

can’t do whatever he wants, he’s still controlled by people above him.

3/19/2020 4:22:39 PM nicolebulick The science behind vaccines was debunked 100 years ago. Now that we know more how the immune system works, it’s mind boggling how they can 

push them... because, science.

3/19/2020 4:22:58 PM melanie24487 No proof of any of this going on. I wanted to believe it but it’s all pure speculation. Ugh

3/19/2020 4:24:34 PM howdoyoumakeah1  http://www.exopoliticshongkong.com/uploads/Alien_Interview.pdf … pic.twitter.com/i6Yja39DWM



3/19/2020 4:25:54 PM howdoyoumakeah1 All assets fall in a crash including PMs.  The only asset that doesn't fall is cash, which increases in purchasing power

3/19/2020 4:30:17 PM keith369me Anti-Virus beer

3/19/2020 4:31:05 PM cocopuffster12 Watch it a few times, meditate. That’s my plan! We are in the same boat!

3/19/2020 4:34:07 PM melanie24487 I hope so 😬

3/19/2020 4:34:53 PM state1union Awesome 😎. That’s what I’ll order next time haha 😆

3/19/2020 4:42:35 PM tabsinabox  pic.twitter.com/FCsNR5vjid

3/19/2020 4:42:44 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/HxRqX6jTqo

3/19/2020 4:45:04 PM lbf777 What national security? That replicator is our key to abundance. We demand you and domain release it down.

3/19/2020 4:47:25 PM mona_cajun 11:33 on the clock is the comm here. 33 Degree Freemasons.

For me, the rest is especially ominous. I'm in Hilo.

11+33=44 / BHO / Hawaii

The comms have been off the charts past week for another False Flag Attack here.

My timeline has more on this. Media is easiest way to find.
3/19/2020 4:50:17 PM mona_cajun @ThehulaG 

COMM from POTUS

Clock Time 11:33

33 Degree Freemasons

11+33=44/BHO/Hawaii

Trump may be Warning us specifically about Hawaii.
3/19/2020 4:59:19 PM epkman #Thunderbird

3/19/2020 4:59:24 PM nybiltong !!!!! Q CARD !!!!!

@POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VerumRadix @officialmcafee #Qcard #QAnon #MAGA #USAnon

#FakeNews >> GUN BAN << pic.twitter.com/PDzhIpCnLw

3/19/2020 5:20:00 PM sdane8 Same guy?

 https://www.leagle.com/decision/infdco20180801898 … pic.twitter.com/8UzxYK4wyn

3/19/2020 5:24:00 PM snakejackal 👍

3/19/2020 5:24:52 PM dark2light2019 Good!

Tomorrow it should be kung flu. They fu*ked the entire world for their purposeful incompetence

3/19/2020 5:26:13 PM countrygrl2 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @VincentCrypt46 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Pls pls pls help the Truckers.  They are going thru HELL 

trying to get essentials delivered. Not allowed 2 exits their trucks, get food, take showers, WASH HANDS, etc. Pls get them some relief.

3/19/2020 5:26:34 PM mcpatriot64 I was just noticing that.

3/19/2020 5:28:38 PM sdane8 ChineeZ food

3/19/2020 5:29:54 PM sdane8 NewZ  LOL

3/19/2020 5:30:56 PM curseca I was wondering if all these questions are canned. Nobody is asking the questions that I would ask. Makes me think it’s all a show.

3/19/2020 5:31:49 PM boondognews Who ao how is this getting out?

3/19/2020 5:40:02 PM aetherwalker1 I see '11:33'

🤔

3/19/2020 5:40:02 PM lexymarconi Communist Leaders & party. Chinese people are not our enemy. They are trapped.

3/19/2020 5:41:58 PM bbombski No f***ing way!!

3/19/2020 5:43:22 PM bbombski Interesting... it would sure be a BIG coincidence if they aren't...

3/19/2020 5:45:54 PM realeyethespy If Q holds a Q clearance that means @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is above Q. Q must be a part of MAJESTIC.

3/19/2020 5:46:02 PM fansblowing3 Yes

3/19/2020 5:47:39 PM giediknight That is correct

3/19/2020 5:50:14 PM higherdensitees Q clearence is for Dept of Energy.  Military clearances are different.  12 has said in the past they use Q for sig analysis occasionaly but they are separate.

3/19/2020 5:51:57 PM realeyethespy Have you read behold a pale horse ? 

 https://t.co/B4mwJiVwD1  https://twitter.com/realeyethespy/status/1186576705260937216?s=21 …

3/19/2020 5:54:05 PM upallnight39 When do we get our starseed time cop undercover space ranger

#LARPbucks

I have not been filing taxes so I not suppose i will get the #freedombucks from the #coronahoax

#pleebpayout

3/19/2020 5:54:53 PM budro61 Looks like the teleprompter. Might just be an ipad that works like one.

3/19/2020 5:56:59 PM burtqueue Good call. Could very well be. I wonder if we'll ever know for sure.

3/19/2020 5:57:13 PM blsdbe Unless the cash is Fiat, in which case the opposite is true?

3/19/2020 5:57:17 PM edina3535 What is our present relationship to the Domain?

Are we actively engaged in working with them, now?

3/19/2020 5:57:52 PM gyyy6y [Q] is highest Earth-global clearance?

[P]= off-world actors?

Is Majestic even still in home system? Mars?

3/19/2020 5:58:09 PM rghardy3 They said that Q and MJ are separate not connected.

MJ is above Gov. and Off-Planet.

That's what they claim.

3/19/2020 6:01:04 PM ttesla9 The absolute state of glowing.

3/19/2020 6:02:07 PM sdane8 The footnotes were interesting. pic.twitter.com/wIfmlg4OZN

3/19/2020 6:02:48 PM antarantanka 302 has another meaning for the FBI

3/19/2020 6:03:52 PM cogbill_alan Compartmentalization is probably necessary for OpSec in both cases.

3/19/2020 6:04:09 PM 369palm I think Q has more autonomy than anyone on the planet. Apples and oranges.

3/19/2020 6:04:11 PM gatekeaper1 When you were saying "hello alice" were meeting and old once adversary long since seen?



3/19/2020 6:05:14 PM thelilkingryan Majestic clearance is above Q clearance

3/19/2020 6:06:59 PM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/AYWmNZT69p  https://twitter.com/thelilkingryan/status/1236895386977083392?s=21 …

3/19/2020 6:10:51 PM neilbridgman It's quite interesting how this is all unfolding

3/19/2020 6:11:03 PM 1nanasmomma  https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/secret-recording-intelligence-chairman-warning-donors-about-coronavirus-weeks-ago-

969767/?fbclid=IwAR0lU7rKZAYRKKYMAyb4l5qgLYK7PDNTFbp10auMlxKNwuzX9ay7oDWr_Bc … WHAT IS 

THIS?????????????????????????????????????????????????????

My Q/Trump hating friends are beginning to share.

3/19/2020 6:17:19 PM realeyethespy Hard to buy when your address is 1017 MAJESTIC drive

3/19/2020 6:17:29 PM rachaelangelm I think everyone wants to cash in on something now

3/19/2020 6:18:18 PM 369palm Every act has a sorting mechanism

3/19/2020 6:18:18 PM socaltori 🤮

3/19/2020 6:20:43 PM blsdbe @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) 

https://twitter.com/Keith369me/status/1240800669432455168 …

3/19/2020 6:21:03 PM wyatt251 WW world wide n wizards n warlocks

3/19/2020 6:23:14 PM rachaelangelm I’m starting to not care

3/19/2020 6:23:17 PM keith369me Full text...not sure what to think... https://twitter.com/bhadgay/status/1239412614968406019?s=21 …

3/19/2020 6:23:35 PM sdane8 Someone called out that the flag in Melania's video today had tassels and no visible fringe. 

https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1240731226195070978?s=19 …

3/19/2020 6:24:19 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/19/2020 6:24:38 PM cathyholton4 That picture breaks my heart

3/19/2020 6:27:45 PM 369palm As long as you care about something that’s all that really matters. Interests can be passing.

3/19/2020 6:27:55 PM iam_mai_iam_mai I'm not buying your endorsement of Steinbart one bit. Until "Trust Steinbart" appears on the board, it's a HARD NO from me. Got a weird hunch you 

might know one another.

3/19/2020 6:28:08 PM angelah08745929 Yes I've read it and its terrifying.

3/19/2020 6:29:27 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/sRjxed5S1O

3/19/2020 6:31:35 PM blsdbe Well, we better be meditating on what we want to have happen, that is certain!!! pic.twitter.com/r1dYtBznGX

3/19/2020 6:33:49 PM shanewhitfiel10 I think it’s 15 not 12.. pic.twitter.com/zA1vfeHj7c

3/19/2020 6:35:01 PM winklerburke Well, put two of these engines on a Skunkwerx Frame, add a couple spacey motors, and we control low orbit pretty shiny?  Improve once more, 

territory between Moon & Earth?  Trick is da spacey engines?  Best’d eliminate hot re-entry... from 18Kmph go to stop & drop like cool rock?

3/19/2020 6:35:01 PM ann01326149 While hanging around the house, listen to his YT videos.

3/19/2020 6:36:26 PM joesmithmean How rich that the FBI would ask, if "you're a victim of  human trafficking" , yet tried to fix the election for human trafficker, Hillary Clinton.

And covered -up the sick perversions of Hillary, Huma, and an underage girl, found on Anthoney Weiners computer. pic.twitter.com/YUuosTKJH8

3/19/2020 6:37:43 PM the_loveoflight How is everyone going to be able to afford this technology? Or will it be given out freely?

3/19/2020 6:39:03 PM the_loveoflight I mean afterall replicators can get rid of world hunger and help out the people in need like never before, at the same time those same people can't 

afford it.

3/19/2020 6:39:20 PM cathyholton4 What's the dam?

3/19/2020 6:39:30 PM winklerburke Hot re-entry is caused by using heat & atmo to shed sync orbit speed.  If spacey motors did vehicle full stop, re-entry would cool down. Like fellas 

jumping off hi alt. Balloons, wearing only space suit. So jets = ready.  Spacey motors needed ASAP?

3/19/2020 6:41:47 PM bruce37074875 CHARGE!!!!!!

3/19/2020 6:42:04 PM n7guardiananon Anybody else Remember seeing the mention of Charley Barkley back on 8Chan once upon a time???

Always down for some Meditation Manifestation pic.twitter.com/LhRF574Rvo

3/19/2020 6:45:55 PM westmount_d7 No. Wanted to when Q mentioned it way back but never did. Your thoughts on it?

3/19/2020 6:47:02 PM westmount_d7 Funny, I had that same thought but only yesterday

3/19/2020 6:47:51 PM michaelnimchan Q has nothing to do with the US  military although he is working with the white hats

3/19/2020 6:48:05 PM cynthia39231414 Go POTUS!

3/19/2020 6:48:48 PM thepatriot2018 We are Ready #WWG1GWA

3/19/2020 6:55:42 PM michael81972 There is nothing new under the Sun...

3/19/2020 6:55:54 PM cocopuffster12 @AaronHoughton10 - did you check out the Gematria on this??

3/19/2020 6:56:04 PM jcaito8480 Anyone possessing an active Q clearance is always categorized as holding a National Security Critical-Sensitive position pic.twitter.com/2YwqiptYVF

3/19/2020 6:57:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 New to #QAnon?

Buckle up. pic.twitter.com/FdjLeFy2p2

3/19/2020 6:58:21 PM mgreaze I love it!! 😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🍿🍿🍿

3/19/2020 6:58:37 PM jensantamonica No, that logic doesn't follow.

3/19/2020 6:58:51 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/nGQKPGVfcB

3/19/2020 6:59:16 PM isaastar7 Trays in upright positions ...

3/19/2020 6:59:17 PM qjeneice Follow @AustinSteinbart for updated Q posts.   The boards are just for comms now.   Happy hunting.  God bless All!

3/19/2020 6:59:19 PM dasha_dagmar Don’t agree - and I think we shouldn’t put this into question pic.twitter.com/24aji0ihpc

3/19/2020 6:59:32 PM dontcallmeshi11  pic.twitter.com/P0jntpGgbd

3/19/2020 6:59:35 PM anthony256  pic.twitter.com/xVlnLK7rXN

3/19/2020 6:59:41 PM coloradoevolut1 😂 great gif👍

3/19/2020 6:59:50 PM sleepingnomore Ready when you are!

3/19/2020 6:59:57 PM manifest_utopia Got popcorn?

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿

🍿🍿🍿

3/19/2020 7:00:04 PM geminifni Excellent!!! 👍👏👏🙏💛

3/19/2020 7:00:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 PSA Internet infrastructure has a bottleneck at the datacenter level. With telehealth, e-learning, porn, Netflix, video gaming online, and an exponential 

increase in daily online users (from people who would normally be working offline) means our infrastructure is under duress.

3/19/2020 7:00:27 PM cityranch Hahahahaha

3/19/2020 7:00:41 PM keith369me He announced he was tested for ChinaVirus and did not announce the results.  This scenario is kind of like the heaven/hell scenario we were taught to 

believe

3/19/2020 7:00:48 PM jackarm65081193 for corona virus,,call the doctor

for chinese virus,,call the military[tribunal]🤡💀🍿

3/19/2020 7:01:04 PM mg13309180 Whewwwwww SO EXCITED!!!

3/19/2020 7:01:11 PM islandofdelight Will this be the cause of [10 Days of Darkness]

3/19/2020 7:01:18 PM chameelia Darkness incoming!

3/19/2020 7:01:19 PM bryceja68689884 Yes. ISP employees are being designated as critical infrastructure personelle.

3/19/2020 7:01:20 PM 1_decided_voter Seems to me it would make sense to temporarily shut Netflix down to free up bandwidth.



3/19/2020 7:01:21 PM 444_q_ 🙏🙏🙏 Pray for my husband. He thinks I'm a crazy conspiracy theorist. I'm trying to plant seeds, and never try to force anything ever. Just need 

some extra 🙏🙏🙏 please! Thank you

3/19/2020 7:01:28 PM aprilbrown99 I have noticed latency issues the past couple of days. Texts not going through, etc.

3/19/2020 7:01:28 PM djlok #ArchiveOffline

3/19/2020 7:01:47 PM nancyddb Experienced internet outage all week.

3/19/2020 7:01:50 PM charitable_fury DARKNESS, coming to a theater near you...

3/19/2020 7:01:56 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/4RToev9h6D

3/19/2020 7:02:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do your part. Don't consume excessive amounts of bandwidth. Your WIFI router can give you usage metrics and allow you to setup limits. Consider this 

an opportunity to stop binge watching American Horror Story and browsing the #QAnon information flooded on the internet.

3/19/2020 7:02:24 PM cchausmer Can you tell us anything about this suppos'd baby Q person on YouTube? I personally think hes fake.

3/19/2020 7:02:26 PM keith369me My family is going to be a sh-t show.  Time to buckle up and love!!!

3/19/2020 7:02:45 PM rickybo38751213  https://youtu.be/jZEmmbY0CgQ 

3/19/2020 7:02:53 PM rickybo38751213  https://youtu.be/jZEmmbY0CgQ 

3/19/2020 7:03:12 PM americanpetal Before we go dark, thank you for all you are doing...keeping us safe, saving the children and eradicating evil. 🕊❤️

For God and Country🇺🇸

3/19/2020 7:03:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 It will use a fraction of the bandwidth, is actually decentralized information, and will educate you on what is to unfold. Nothing can stop what is 

coming. Are we counting down to Zero Hour? Or has it already begun?

THINK MIRROR.

3/19/2020 7:03:45 PM keith369me I guess we know all that we need to know.  Time to go outside for a walk

3/19/2020 7:03:47 PM zagnett Yeah i was running a meeting for work remotely today & got cut off the Internet. 🥴

Hmm on second thought that was perfect timing.😅😉🙏

3/19/2020 7:04:12 PM rebornkingent Throttle the porn but make sure the Marines are ready to be deployed, riots could ensue. pic.twitter.com/4fBAevKW08

3/19/2020 7:04:35 PM palmdalekid2 4 sure, i'll just beat my dick nonstop until this blows over

3/19/2020 7:05:02 PM timbeyer00  pic.twitter.com/iCFMAy9pN2

3/19/2020 7:05:06 PM zagnett i disabled WiFi on my router. Don't want my brain fried.🥴

3/19/2020 7:05:20 PM aprilbrown99 🤣😂🤣

3/19/2020 7:05:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 ARCHIVE OFFLINE.

Begin downloading your favorite YouTube videos.

Save your memes to your computer.

Use an archiving service like  http://archive.fo  and download the archive as a ZIP file.

You may need to reference the material when PEAS is activated and if you are offline.

3/19/2020 7:05:38 PM monokrome Oh, so you're saying that the lazy ISPs haven't spent their extremely large margins to improve their infrastructure? Who'd have thought? ;)

3/19/2020 7:05:40 PM onlyrobbiesnead And down goes the internet!

3/19/2020 7:05:41 PM keith369me 60K followers...very Majestic time!!!

3/19/2020 7:05:49 PM n7guardiananon Guess he's waiting for a ️

3/19/2020 7:05:51 PM redfootbluefoot 1+1 = 2

3+3 = 6

Q-post 26 🤔 pic.twitter.com/cpHkDnExRf

3/19/2020 7:06:22 PM shotimedzowellz  pic.twitter.com/ip3xegE9hf

3/19/2020 7:06:43 PM theconlee Seriously going to affect my C O D play...😎

#DontJudge

#ForTheGrandkids

3/19/2020 7:06:46 PM bdizzthegreat That explains my horrible connection

3/19/2020 7:06:47 PM grabbler8 Yeah thanks for not arresting anyone, not declassifying anything, not telling the truth, allowing the release of a deadly bioweapon & destroying the 

entire world economy. Thanks. Thanks so much.

3/19/2020 7:06:48 PM aprilbrown99 @v_rags @ryan35381162

3/19/2020 7:06:56 PM blsdbe Heads up MJ, and ThanQ!!!

 https://twitter.com/qanonnotables/status/1240815806822281216?s=21 … https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1240815806822281216 …

3/19/2020 7:07:19 PM mindymaucelli @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Mike_Pence #QuarentineLife https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/19/2020 7:07:35 PM slangaard Thank you

3/19/2020 7:08:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Isn't it fun when they show their hand? Makes playing the game a lot easier. GOD WINS. 

https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1240815806822281216 …

3/19/2020 7:08:27 PM mindymaucelli  https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/19/2020 7:08:51 PM wickedcurrent1 NPR is on the case!! @exjon

3/19/2020 7:08:53 PM mindymaucelli I hope we aren’t being@led to slaughter.

3/19/2020 7:08:53 PM i_like_skis He’s f@cked. See ya Senator Burr!

3/19/2020 7:08:54 PM wahiggins3 So when the Internet goes DARK, people will not be freaked out because this is a logical explanation.

3/19/2020 7:09:25 PM yellahabibihela 17

3/19/2020 7:09:28 PM truthserum4all  pic.twitter.com/JzImyyN5I3

3/19/2020 7:09:36 PM americanpetal Last night I woke up in the middle of the night from a nightmare. In the nightmare I was sleeping and woke up from my dream thinking of 11:11. With 

that, my mom and sister ran to the door. I stayed behind. It meant...it’s happening. The terror woke me up. 🕊

3/19/2020 7:09:49 PM 254truth  pic.twitter.com/bYO1Re6sHs

3/19/2020 7:09:59 PM by369surrounded 🙏🙏🙏

3/19/2020 7:10:03 PM hawkgirlinmn PEAS testing in central MN today.

3/19/2020 7:10:10 PM girlawakeinca God wins. 🙏🇺🇸💫

3/19/2020 7:10:23 PM zoerandall145 ALL the colleges are online now. There’s no way usage can really go down..

3/19/2020 7:10:24 PM 1_decided_voter Wonder how many of the current Senators will be left in office after the storm?

3/19/2020 7:10:56 PM americanpetal If i had to guess, it began last night. But, I’ve been wrong about most of this.

3/19/2020 7:10:56 PM keith369me ...and how long until he publicizes his test results?

3/19/2020 7:11:09 PM westmount_d7 So internet will go down soon? Sorry but not a highly skilled tech person. Energy/telepathy is more my thing✨✨✨

3/19/2020 7:11:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 US Cyber Command was created to protect the country for this exact situation. Many hostile actors are attempting to take down our infrastructure. 

Employees managing this critical infrastructure have Majestic eyes on them ensuring not only are they safe but their efforts are pure.

3/19/2020 7:11:28 PM rick_hernandez He’s given a deadline of April 5th. That happens to be 4-5 or D5. So we wait 17 days for D5 and we all learn the truth. Until then, enjoy his videos. 

Funny as hell.

3/19/2020 7:11:32 PM demoout What is PEAS?

3/19/2020 7:11:40 PM hollylandes Anyone have suggestions on which info might be useful to back up?

3/19/2020 7:11:41 PM makessense19  https://twitter.com/andylevy/status/1240819252057251840?s=20 …

3/19/2020 7:12:16 PM lightonthehill Thank you for that. May all our efforts be pure.

3/19/2020 7:12:32 PM thelilkingryan @ffe3301



3/19/2020 7:12:58 PM flstcgeek Too late, already burned thru lots of memory and cpu building out virtual desktops for users to work from home.  got it done just in time, Wolf just shut 

us all down

3/19/2020 7:13:22 PM keith369me A special thanks to all involved in keeping us informed and guiding us to a soft landing.  God wins.

3/19/2020 7:13:24 PM sheepdoganon #WhoIsQ ?

3/19/2020 7:13:48 PM sleepingnomore A good hacker.

3/19/2020 7:14:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody gets a free pass. https://youtu.be/q9csqOf4Ktc 

3/19/2020 7:14:27 PM srpatriot Powerful meme! 😳

3/19/2020 7:14:33 PM synackstatic Staying in the light

3/19/2020 7:14:59 PM hellouncledonny I noticed youtube is acting goofy today. https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1240793318306562049 …

3/19/2020 7:15:07 PM 39anc6 PEAS?

3/19/2020 7:15:26 PM thelilkingryan  https://t.co/OA1nsXhyyN  https://twitter.com/asyouwere5/status/1227722401972150272?s=21 …

3/19/2020 7:15:47 PM drbohammer True. Apparently, I paid $4 billion for my pass.

3/19/2020 7:16:08 PM f_t_w_yo  pic.twitter.com/HqA7E6AWpm

3/19/2020 7:16:16 PM sleepingnomore Thank you!  It is about time.

3/19/2020 7:16:21 PM stuarttruly wavebuilding~~~

3/19/2020 7:16:33 PM dtubbs201 Ready.  Keep the Patriots safe🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/19/2020 7:16:52 PM suesuz4 WTH!

3/19/2020 7:17:03 PM ascendingadam  pic.twitter.com/NelM3vBd7E

3/19/2020 7:17:04 PM plankownercvn71 This thread showed up on my time line for a millisecond I started to read it and then it disappeared ..so I had to go to your page to find it ..fishy !!!

3/19/2020 7:17:09 PM f_t_w_yo 17 and 33 in one screen shot nice

3/19/2020 7:17:15 PM islandofdelight EMP Preparations Necessary or will internet blackout precautions suffice? Faraday cage?

3/19/2020 7:17:45 PM keith369me Tell me these rich donor clowns were baited into selling into cash before a reset?  :-)

3/19/2020 7:18:00 PM brandon73745841 5:5

3/19/2020 7:18:16 PM 369helen313 🔥🔥🔥

3/19/2020 7:19:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 No risk.

3/19/2020 7:20:38 PM reechkeesh Ok.... Why?

3/19/2020 7:21:07 PM sleepingnomore Okay!  Started doing that today.  Will keep going.

3/19/2020 7:21:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 117 https://youtu.be/lfXHmW6SJEc 

3/19/2020 7:21:12 PM rodneytsugden Swinging Richard, what did you do? I'm not a 100% sure what you did was wrong, but it doesn't look good. 

Go public, saying you're not running for reelection. 

The party is bigger than you, go.

3/19/2020 7:21:36 PM slaves_no_more BUCKLE UP BUTTERCUP 😆

3/19/2020 7:21:56 PM arenthefox Jesus will return!

3/19/2020 7:22:09 PM lillianlustig Amen

3/19/2020 7:22:11 PM troglowbyte China

News

Network

3/19/2020 7:22:14 PM adamkoester2 They think they aren't being watched. 

They think we won't do the math.

3/19/2020 7:22:25 PM smith_jere Hopefully not anymore.

3/19/2020 7:22:30 PM cleetus__jones If we only have an iPad and not a cpu what can we do to still have access to the files we have on adobe and in our notes and pics ? Can we still file 

these offline and use the iPad when peas is activated ?

3/19/2020 7:22:31 PM ronic214 Prayers for the lord to awaken& open his heart

3/19/2020 7:22:46 PM revelation4444 YouTube said the video was unavailable.

3/19/2020 7:22:48 PM slaves_no_more Same. Mine is starting to come around with all of the CEO’s resigning + celebs getting sick. He’s not all the way there tho. I have a good video series I 

could give you the link to if you would like.

3/19/2020 7:22:50 PM deew_47 Praying for you and your husband!

3/19/2020 7:22:58 PM chris_alfieri presidential emergency alert system.

3/19/2020 7:23:35 PM az4trump_kag What is PEAS?

3/19/2020 7:24:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic. https://twitter.com/FLOTUS/status/1240669361100251137 …

3/19/2020 7:24:14 PM chris_alfieri presidential emergency alert system.

3/19/2020 7:24:19 PM damcl3 Hear you. Mine says, ok honey, whatever you say...not that he doesn't bel but his tune has changed in past few weeks. Persistence & 🙏

3/19/2020 7:24:36 PM burtqueue Absolutely beautiful

3/19/2020 7:24:46 PM jvan125 Her eyes...❤️❤️❤️✨✨✨

3/19/2020 7:24:54 PM crypticlymystic ✨

3/19/2020 7:25:12 PM rebornkingent  https://qmap.pub/read/117 

3/19/2020 7:25:26 PM qorvettem PEAS as in Psychological Operations(Psyop) Effects Analysis Subsystem???

3/19/2020 7:26:00 PM johnnymerckx sorry on this one, teenage model, I think Epstein every time I see her

sorry

3/19/2020 7:26:02 PM theghost6969 Pleiadian ? 💚

3/19/2020 7:26:20 PM taino626rivera GOD ALWAYS WINS!! AMEN!!

3/19/2020 7:26:30 PM koryoline1 Completely agree!

3/19/2020 7:26:49 PM werascending Amazing! Chill bumps for sure!!!

3/19/2020 7:27:15 PM werascending I hear HOPE! 🙏🙏🙏

3/19/2020 7:27:32 PM aetherwalker1 Yes, she is!

3/19/2020 7:27:39 PM gyyy6y You should be ashamed. You are witnessing a Being of pure Light.

3/19/2020 7:28:22 PM commodorecouch A week before the stock market lost 3 years worth of value he received secure intel that it would likely crash in the coming panic. He sold his own 

stocks and warned his wealthy ‘pay to play’ donors. 

That is textbook insider trading. Something that should land him in jail.

3/19/2020 7:28:48 PM gyyy6y Be BEST

Beyond

Earth

Space 

Travel

3/19/2020 7:28:59 PM itsmythangtodo 💖💖

3/19/2020 7:29:08 PM 444_q_ Gorgeous 😍 She's outta this world!

3/19/2020 7:29:14 PM dimensionally_ Here ya go https://twitter.com/WRCB/status/1240745611131064325?s=19 …

3/19/2020 7:29:32 PM jdm46808323 For the clueless 50+ non-comp-ers what is safest place to back up our Yahoo mail that has not only contacts but actual large files. And how? Honestly 

asking -may be book smart and have done my best to docs on a flash drive but could use help. Google Mail?



3/19/2020 7:30:23 PM chameelia Cabal

News

Network

3/19/2020 7:30:37 PM n7guardiananon 51 sec

1:00 video

1.8 M views

3/19/2020 7:30:43 PM qbryce171 BE BEST

Biological Entity Beyond Earth Space Travel

3/19/2020 7:30:53 PM lib7473 👍🌈😇

3/19/2020 7:30:55 PM ringsixty I guess it time the Burry this guy.

SAD

3/19/2020 7:32:20 PM 369leader Presidential Emergency Alert System

3/19/2020 7:32:26 PM aetherwalker1 and I'm glad 45 and his family are safe and healthy.

🙏🏼

3/19/2020 7:33:07 PM johnnymerckx A being? There is only one of those, and I have mey the Holy Spirit.I am not fooled easily,but I have been for sure. Isn't Donald cute 

pic.twitter.com/oDCoQutZco

3/19/2020 7:33:13 PM truth939 Unclear as to the real benefit.  Why not just wait until services come back online to continue sharing content?  How many people can you rally 

disseminate knowledge to in face to face manner during blackout?

3/19/2020 7:33:14 PM redpilledisback  pic.twitter.com/9Hqxawxmh0

3/19/2020 7:33:14 PM karmar100 Noticed she didn't mention TV. We know why

3/19/2020 7:33:30 PM thuston57 Beautiful!

3/19/2020 7:33:36 PM zillion62728931 Follow The Money.

3/19/2020 7:33:47 PM deplorabldamsel What is it about her voice and her inner light that makes her so freaking beautiful?! 😍 🌟 🇺🇸 Love our FLOTUS! 😍 😍 😍

3/19/2020 7:33:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 D6 Surrogat believes a vaccine will kill corona virus.

🤡

3/19/2020 7:34:03 PM boondognews Is that why I hear humming in waves resonating through the ground? Like a big truck is sitting in your driveway

3/19/2020 7:34:34 PM hanasberg Lindsey?

3/19/2020 7:34:41 PM bukemdano34 Not good.  He's in trouble

3/19/2020 7:34:47 PM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/lindseygrahamsc/status/1240819098197676034?s=21 … https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1240819098197676034 …

3/19/2020 7:35:08 PM lonewolfbuilder Yep.

3/19/2020 7:35:21 PM stuarttruly Majestic+ and the more elegant side of Q+

3/19/2020 7:35:55 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/lindseygrahamsc/status/1240819098197676034?s=21 … https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1240819098197676034 …

3/19/2020 7:36:38 PM hawkgirlinmn He’s no D6

3/19/2020 7:38:12 PM damienwelsh4 One does wonder

3/19/2020 7:38:19 PM hawkgirlinmn One of ya’ll is German? “Surrogat?”

3/19/2020 7:38:25 PM janesplay She is all that. Angelic.

3/19/2020 7:39:10 PM charlesgdavis1 Is their a way to download entire Q-proofs??? pic.twitter.com/mXaF5RTeo1

3/19/2020 7:39:19 PM cian54501780 Nailed it!!!

3/19/2020 7:39:37 PM jrocktigers "Deep six keeps the population down

Broke and soaking wet, lost and floating around

Keep your head down, keep your voice down

Ooh, listen to the sound, all the races, all the faces

They just might find a winner lying on the ground" Widespread Panic

3/19/2020 7:39:54 PM ecranchero Shut up!

3/19/2020 7:40:06 PM rebornkingent Literally

3/19/2020 7:40:18 PM keith369me Stay home, be patient, let the professionals isolate and remove [them] and restore ]our[ free will.

3/19/2020 7:40:39 PM day13938101 Congestion occurs

3/19/2020 7:40:47 PM sfumatoink Seriously. Fucking majestic.

3/19/2020 7:40:54 PM never_fear2020 Bs

3/19/2020 7:41:05 PM dancarwells I have just one Question for Q......... IS THIS PART OF THE PLAN?

3/19/2020 7:41:16 PM troglowbyte Kill coronavirus and many other "intended" human cells

3/19/2020 7:41:58 PM upallnight39 So we are NOT gonna have a solar flash and ascend with jesus?

We were promised cake

3/19/2020 7:42:04 PM audacityjohnny  https://twitter.com/AudacityJohnny/status/1240465718937817088 …

3/19/2020 7:42:30 PM gingercash777 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 retweets your vids. I'm sticking with you. You are fun, entertaining, intelligent, my only complaint is not seeing enough of your vids.

3/19/2020 7:42:34 PM garethbowdler  pic.twitter.com/spPLFlkdYO

3/19/2020 7:42:37 PM greenhornet_org Class and elegance.

3/19/2020 7:42:59 PM bernadette4of5 @KikiGurrola6

3/19/2020 7:43:02 PM blsdbe #ThanQ Patriots!!! pic.twitter.com/BesxWztJxY

3/19/2020 7:43:10 PM thuston57 17

3/19/2020 7:43:18 PM coloradoevolut1 hence the word "surrogat" (surrogate) sur·ro·gate

noun

a substitute, especially a person deputizing for another in a specific role or office.

3/19/2020 7:44:43 PM az4trump_kag IMO w/quarantine no blood drives going on&ppl are not going to Red Cross clinics to donate. However, there are still ppl out there driving(car crashes), 

shootings in Baltimore/Chicago (etc). Also some surgeries (life/death situation) and those ppl need blood. Supply running low!

3/19/2020 7:44:55 PM proudredrn She’s an angel. Nothing can convince me otherwise. I have chills, too.

3/19/2020 7:44:59 PM ecranchero I really like how she dresses understated to not distract the dumdums.

3/19/2020 7:45:16 PM bernadette4of5 @Robbie90007220

3/19/2020 7:45:17 PM 33esco What has happened

3/19/2020 7:45:28 PM s0uthrncharmed @threadreaderapp unroll

3/19/2020 7:45:37 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: PSA Internet infrastructure has a bottleneck at the datacenter level. With telehealth…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240820443881316353.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/19/2020 7:45:59 PM 28concerned On a survey I seen yesterday several thousand were asked if the knew anyone that had CV and it came back 100% no. Optics are every thing white 

Hats using Dems play book. Never let a crisis go to waste. Deep State started this and not working for them

3/19/2020 7:46:04 PM ecranchero I heard she was Arcturian. Her wonderful husband is said to be Pleidian.

3/19/2020 7:46:16 PM pooptiredof PEAS?? Sorry, but not familiar w/ that one.

3/19/2020 7:46:16 PM scents_common Donkeys and Elephants 

All Snakes



3/19/2020 7:46:29 PM decodematrix "Oddly enough, there is a far amount German out there, but good luck surviving once you meet them."

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1031534869145440257 …

Dark Fleet:

 https://disclosure.fandom.com/wiki/Dark_Fleet 

3/19/2020 7:46:30 PM thestraywolf2 He's calling him D6 surrogate and given his current role he's the new party maverick, no name was elected senator 6 times but I don't know what the 

"D" actually stands for...

3/19/2020 7:46:37 PM neverfo46920219 ✅

3/19/2020 7:47:35 PM az4trump_kag Oh man, I just did a palm to the forehead when I read that. Thanks! 😏

3/19/2020 7:48:44 PM brenteagle59 He’s CIA

3/19/2020 7:49:16 PM lustmanshelley They just want to put Chips in us through the guise of a vaccine

3/19/2020 7:49:16 PM flobo2018  pic.twitter.com/Xuw5saHeSv

3/19/2020 7:49:41 PM saoirse_369 D6- is that in reference to whites opening move?

3/19/2020 7:51:37 PM monokrome Yet you continue to judge trans people?

3/19/2020 7:52:27 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/TOgW26JK9W

3/19/2020 7:54:09 PM commodorecouch Fun fact. Insider trading got Martha investigated, but the whole obstruction of justice for lying about it landed her in jail. Having intel and acting on it 

for personal gain is a lightly punished “white collar” crime sadly. But the conspiracy... secret meeting with donors is bad

3/19/2020 7:54:30 PM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/mVRTOO1k2E

3/19/2020 7:55:05 PM 4albradley Yes

3/19/2020 7:56:23 PM gracefullearth Yes 1133

3/19/2020 7:57:56 PM kevinpaz822 #ThursdayThoughts

3/19/2020 7:58:28 PM evebelieves93 Time to plant the seed.

All part of the plan!

3/19/2020 8:02:03 PM docg_dc @4evernikkibaby

3/19/2020 8:02:23 PM gyyy6y Get behind me, Satan

3/19/2020 8:03:01 PM 4evernikkibaby I dont know what I was tagged in?

3/19/2020 8:03:56 PM jaded_pearl Why are we not talking #ozone ? Inexpensive to produce and kills 99.9% of microbes. Administer by MAH and reinject with light  and back to clean 

beautiful blood cells. Why? Why are we still looking to corrupt BIG Pharma to poison us with toxins as a remedy? What right to try?!!🤬

3/19/2020 8:04:16 PM wearediamonds2 So, let's just get rid of porn, gaming, and Netflix to keep the essentials running!? Yah?

3/19/2020 8:04:29 PM cheryl45maga 322 is the Skull & Bones fraternity.  

https://www.google.com/search?q=skull+and+bones&rlz=1C1SQJL_enUS777US777&oq=skull+and+&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0j46j0l4.3501j0j7&sourceid

=chrome&ie=UTF-8 …

3/19/2020 8:04:31 PM abstract1dea Done

And done

3/19/2020 8:05:05 PM wearediamonds2 Also, how is this true when in most offices everyone is online there too, yes?

3/19/2020 8:05:40 PM jimbo11079215 Isn't this his account as well? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Swear I saw that somewhere...

3/19/2020 8:05:56 PM deanna4congress You’re brilliant.

3/19/2020 8:06:23 PM aussiepi I need her to do this for every message going to the public from the Oval Office. She's got that vibe.

3/19/2020 8:07:00 PM cheryl45maga This kid is a Q FRAUD!!! Do not listen to this joker!

3/19/2020 8:08:22 PM jaded_pearl #lockhimup

3/19/2020 8:09:18 PM johnnymerckx Tell me what you think of that pciture or this one. Just a conversation pic.twitter.com/5uHA5RBtBP

3/19/2020 8:09:33 PM theodazmusic  https://academic.oup.com/jid/article/196/9/1279/2191726 …

Just found this. 🤷♂️

3/19/2020 8:10:19 PM upallnight39 We know how to kill the virus

#offwitheirheads

#killemall

#bloodysatanistmurdet

#amibannedyet pic.twitter.com/2TaI8XsjMo

3/19/2020 8:11:03 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/rstE1F941f

3/19/2020 8:11:26 PM 444_q_ Sure! Thank you 🙏

3/19/2020 8:11:55 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/VeC9ChsbQS

3/19/2020 8:11:59 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/dpzyrmsB67

3/19/2020 8:12:25 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/0k6J3XkBJK

3/19/2020 8:12:58 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/m5GDU55ClA

3/19/2020 8:13:50 PM free_spirit1111 Thank you

3/19/2020 8:13:59 PM jaded_pearl How do you restrict the pattern on replication? Wouldnt you need to do that will all items of value then? Or will GOLD no longer hold value to a 

human? Will humans hold anything material as having value after? 💚💚💚 pic.twitter.com/nxfpn33emz

3/19/2020 8:14:10 PM slaves_no_more  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSINnHsffh0&feature=youtu.be …

3/19/2020 8:14:24 PM abstract1dea I'm seeing those cracks getting larger

Leaks are getting bigger

3/19/2020 8:14:28 PM upallnight39 Are all those likes and retweets i get just twatter runnin a scam?

I need moar internet points

#unleashthabeast pic.twitter.com/tzC7RCXgyq

3/19/2020 8:15:21 PM upallnight39 jesus god or dog god? pic.twitter.com/EPr4dt2Ens

3/19/2020 8:15:22 PM slaves_no_more  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVMnnktQFZc …

3/19/2020 8:15:44 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/MysHxox4sQ

3/19/2020 8:16:37 PM upallnight39 #killemall

#bloodymurder

#6milliondedSATANIST pic.twitter.com/Ls7XKjSsgh

3/19/2020 8:17:23 PM pooptiredof 🙏🙏 Was the same w/ my wife esp. when I started prepping. Took a few yrs for her to realize everything I'd been telling her was coming true. 

pic.twitter.com/zMny3Hxr5F

3/19/2020 8:17:27 PM jaded_pearl Is this what Einstein termed "Spooky"? What would the difference to Quantum Entanglement be then, if so?

3/19/2020 8:18:17 PM laurabusse Pretty sickening

CNN praising China and denigrating trump

Feels traitorous



3/19/2020 8:18:58 PM gyyy6y I think that the demon Epstein is burning in Hell, Hilarion will follow close behind him, and POTUS is the greatest man who ever lived. 

A world-historical epic hero on the scale of Alexander. 

An American Caesar, fated to lead humanity into a new golden age amongst the stars

3/19/2020 8:20:01 PM warrior4p It's worse than you can imagine. These people are sick! #FrazzleDrip they're mocking us.  But #WeKnow

#DarkToLight

#QANON

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/lTwwCDMSKu

3/19/2020 8:21:28 PM highvoltagenews That cameraman didn’t

even help the frog. 😞

3/19/2020 8:21:29 PM abstract1dea So, do chimeras degrade and mutate into a harmless form faster than organically arising diseases?

3/19/2020 8:21:31 PM juliedavisraley Sigh. Hard truths, lots of child abuse. I can't comprehend eating humans

3/19/2020 8:21:42 PM fansblowing3 China owns the media

3/19/2020 8:21:45 PM independentrowr 10 days of darkness coming?

3/19/2020 8:22:50 PM saxyladytracy I'd rather die than take that vaccine!

3/19/2020 8:23:07 PM missmarij13 Drip Drip Drip.... pic.twitter.com/ZzaezUTdDq

3/19/2020 8:24:07 PM missmarij13 600 detained with 298 charged in SA pic.twitter.com/Uhgw6c0JXI

3/19/2020 8:24:15 PM robertrkimball o3 kills by oxidizing aggressively, faster than chlorine by far.. great for surface or water disinfection, not so good for internal medicine. fluorine would 

kill virus too, but you'd die just as fast.

3/19/2020 8:25:08 PM johnnymerckx hope so, and his past with epstein

3/19/2020 8:25:58 PM missmarij13  pic.twitter.com/clEseKGPRN

3/19/2020 8:28:27 PM jaded_pearl Ozone by MaH would kill it. I've had it done & I'm still alive. https://www.acsh.org/news/2017/10/16/know-your-ozone-its-good-bad-and-bacteria-

blasting-11968 …

3/19/2020 8:29:09 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/WXOEETV3xt

3/19/2020 8:29:14 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/HCOPOZ7W11

3/19/2020 8:31:35 PM horizonvector Residential vs: Business internet might account for the difference.

3/19/2020 8:32:44 PM wearediamonds2 Thanks, you are right

3/19/2020 8:32:52 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: PSA Internet infrastructure has a bottleneck at the datacenter level. With telehealth…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240820443881316353.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/19/2020 8:33:31 PM bbpumpkinspice True but I’d say the main consumers of online gaming & Netflix are school children and high schoolers added onto that with the porn. 

That’s a LOT of irregular traffic flowing very constantly.

3/19/2020 8:34:16 PM onceamarine78 I laughed hard at this.

3/19/2020 8:35:07 PM connieketchup Are we going to have 10 days of darkness ppl keep saying that

3/19/2020 8:35:20 PM bossheartlaunch op3 . is that a warning?

3/19/2020 8:36:49 PM blsdbe Could this be transmitted via fecal/oral route also? Should we educate folks to close their toilette lids before flushing too, to prevent aerosolization of 

intact virus particles in feces from getting on to bathroom surfaces?  https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/926856 … pic.twitter.com/jul8gQfCy5

3/19/2020 8:37:29 PM pedrojtrump IMO Austin is either a LARP or plant, and I find it interesting that he has an army of followers trying to force feed him down the throats of us Anons.  

I've been following Q since the beginning; I may not know exactly who he is , but I certainly know exactly who he is not.

3/19/2020 8:37:43 PM rick_hernandez We all know the cure for corona is lime and salt. pic.twitter.com/scGu7gzLxv

3/19/2020 8:38:44 PM tc4582 Presidential Emergency System. Have you downloaded the FEMA app? And set FEMA to notifications?

3/19/2020 8:41:37 PM dequavi59109327 I’m so confused what Qanon is.

3/19/2020 8:42:53 PM c_morece There was a thread way back in 2018 that our maps are incorrect as far as size of continents. 

Ie, Europe could fit in South Africa or something like that.

Is that what your alluding to?

3/19/2020 8:45:39 PM howdoyoumakeah1 When real estate and stock market crashed in 2008, you could buy more house/stock for your money=cash purchasing power went up.

3/19/2020 8:46:04 PM nickel_triple  pic.twitter.com/bBumcpy642

3/19/2020 8:46:43 PM deanna_danforth When are we getting out of this place ?  And I saw a glitch for the first time the tree moved sideways.  I am experiencing strange things lol

3/19/2020 8:47:39 PM majortomxrp That's a Gates initiative, not gonna happen - I wouldn't worry

3/19/2020 8:48:39 PM kindeandtrue The #33 did not go unnoticed: pic.twitter.com/6wUO2UVtE9

3/19/2020 8:50:43 PM altimitwill Is this situation you speak of only temporary or will the Internet outage be permanent?

3/19/2020 8:51:50 PM manifest_utopia Senator Kelly Loeffler https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/just-in-second-senator-dumped-millions-in-stock-after-private-coronavirus-

briefing/ …

3/19/2020 8:51:52 PM deanna_danforth Thank you ⭐️

3/19/2020 8:53:36 PM deanna_danforth What is PEAS ? Thank you

3/19/2020 8:55:41 PM patindonna I can't send nothing in messenger

3/19/2020 8:57:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 Date Deltas Matter. 

3/25/17: Weekly Address  https://youtu.be/ZGt6lkLApuo  via @YouTube

3/19/2020 8:59:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 10 days of darkness. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240849878370181122 …

3/19/2020 8:59:57 PM c_morece 11+3+3= 17

3/19/2020 9:00:30 PM texasqpatriot Steinbart is a fraud 100%. If he is Q, he could post on the boards RIGHT NOW and prove it. He doesn't.

3/19/2020 9:01:34 PM worldxplorer1 Nationwide comms go dark on 3/25?

3/19/2020 9:02:00 PM aprilbrown99 “Gaze back through time...” 💥💥💥

3/19/2020 9:02:27 PM hgraceq Are you confirming 10 days of darkness on the 25th?

3/19/2020 9:02:49 PM giovannaroberto So sorry 🙏🏼😢

3/19/2020 9:02:50 PM bossheartlaunch copy.

3/19/2020 9:03:11 PM blsdbe #UnSealNASA!!! pic.twitter.com/wDarRX0q75

3/19/2020 9:03:56 PM hgraceq I’ve noticed objects around the sun, do we have another planetary system merging with ours?

Coming straight towards us? https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1240836825352155137 …

3/19/2020 9:03:59 PM sdane8 ♥🙏

3/19/2020 9:04:46 PM blsdbe #thanQ for the reminder!!! pic.twitter.com/GNX5NoGDjq

3/19/2020 9:04:52 PM dtubbs201 Thank you so much❤️

3/19/2020 9:06:30 PM cheryl45maga Keep asking questions! There's no order to learnig about all of the Lies we've all been told! Dark to Light! Welcome to the #QArmy, #DigitalSoldiers, 

#WWG1WGA

3/19/2020 9:07:25 PM ethereal_shaman 5:5



3/19/2020 9:08:20 PM steveakridge BDA says lead to gold replication is occurring at Area 51 at a cost of $10 an ounce and is sold on the open market in NYC. He says the US Government 

has funded much of the SSP with sales proceeds.

I agree it’s time to replicate food and clean water and eliminate world hunger!!!

3/19/2020 9:08:39 PM mcpatriot64 Thanks Majestic ☀️

3/19/2020 9:09:09 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/dAjQjqvnMH

3/19/2020 9:09:19 PM wallyayottejr @AustinSteinbart says April 5th is an important day. The day after 10 days of darkness.

3/19/2020 9:09:26 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/woIrrNdL4n

3/19/2020 9:10:13 PM realeyethespy Dude you claimed to see me pooping the other day. Sit down lol.

3/19/2020 9:10:36 PM deanna_danforth Facebook is targeting me I have been putting information out they are taking it off.  I have been put into their Coronavirus education group. Twitter is 

much better 🙏

3/19/2020 9:12:53 PM hgraceq I do not like the vaccine part!

3/19/2020 9:13:39 PM jeremy_kelly 4:44 in length. Interesting results in gematria.  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=444 

3/19/2020 9:13:42 PM neverfo46920219 How about minute deltas?

3/19/2020 9:15:19 PM decodematrix 1000 pieces

3/19/2020 9:15:41 PM steveakridge 4/4/20 very important?

BDA says lead to gold replication is occurring at Area 51 at a cost of $10 an ounce and is sold on the open market in NYC. He says the US Government 

has funded much of the SSP with sales proceeds.

Disclosure will be fun!!!

3/19/2020 9:17:37 PM panthereverte Atterrissage lunaire sur fond diffus cosmologique 😜 pic.twitter.com/gjBX3cODls

3/19/2020 9:18:00 PM cledrordfishing Its been 10 days.

3/19/2020 9:18:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Has Zero Hour begun?

3/19/2020 9:19:34 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/65ncmU4BZg

3/19/2020 9:19:58 PM sdane8 March 22 = 322

3/19/2020 9:20:06 PM oo1o110 MJ12 has been telling us about him. In fact he's been training us for this unveiling. It's what message over messenger is all about. 

Austin is Q.

3/19/2020 9:20:14 PM onthroad1 To think in new ways...

3/19/2020 9:20:23 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/WNqmJz3tcl

3/19/2020 9:20:50 PM blsdbe Bye ALICE. pic.twitter.com/4SV7t1KdFM

3/19/2020 9:21:08 PM cocopuffster12 Posting on the board is ridicules. Nobody will be spoon fed. It’s important to do your own research and find information on your own. Use discernment. 

What resonates with you. It is very obvious Austin is no fraud.

3/19/2020 9:21:33 PM hoelessromantik Hello I am here too but unlike the privilege of some clowns I am unable to hide behind useless VPNs

3/19/2020 9:21:54 PM randw Hi @Jordan_Sather_ , @prayingmedic, @DustinNemos, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Check out this Q proof.

 https://x.bitfs.network/d0df26845e80878ff4fe863b8d06d9694d070856a8c7dd89c51bc4840c471fff.out.0.3 … 

https://twitter.com/randw/status/1240854641874579456 …

3/19/2020 9:22:44 PM hoelessromantik @JusticeOIG @NCSCgov @TheJusticeDept @DHSgov @StateDept @NSAGov @WHNSC @DeptofDefense @cyber @US_Stratcom @DoD_IG @FBI 

@NGA_GEOINT @DefenseIntel @ODNIgov @CIA 

Why didn’t you tell me???

3/19/2020 9:23:21 PM bryceja68689884 Okay, shit or get off the pot.

3/19/2020 9:23:47 PM blsdbe I sure hope so, time being an illusion and all... pic.twitter.com/mpihDQpfLY

3/19/2020 9:23:51 PM sdane8 Temporary. No reason to save info if you were never going to use it again. Unless you'd simply want to reference.

3/19/2020 9:24:29 PM sdane8 All is well. God wins! ♥🙏

3/19/2020 9:24:42 PM cchausmer I just  found him last week...trying to find fact from fiction...just started following Majestic 12 about the same time...

3/19/2020 9:24:59 PM stclair00 D as in Domain?

3/19/2020 9:25:32 PM hoelessromantik I would like to thank Majestic 12 for opening my mind, also to opening the legs of many women, if they already have fame and money, what could they 

possibly want? I’m just a good guy, is all, but damn, I don’t feel right whipping out my E-Peen all over the Intern

3/19/2020 9:26:52 PM internetusr Bruh

3/19/2020 9:27:13 PM nvorschkaff1776 The part about the poppy flower and heroin reminds me of Phillip K. Dick's "A Scanner Darkly"

3/19/2020 9:27:15 PM oo1o110 Congratulations. You're learning to trust yourself. Keep at it. Don't take anyone else's opinion on this. Decide for yourself.

3/19/2020 9:27:51 PM hoelessromantik >I’m just a good guy is all 

🤡

3/19/2020 9:28:04 PM scottfreedom1 No, it’s haBBening 😉 @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776

3/19/2020 9:29:01 PM realeyethespy Dude what are you even talking about you’re smoking more weed than me.

3/19/2020 9:29:04 PM rghardy3 Blackout Necessary ?

Silent War Continues ?

3/19/2020 9:29:08 PM rick_hernandez So we go dark on 3/25? The 10 full days of darkness would then go through 4-4 with the 11th day being 4-5 or D5 (Austin’s deadline)

3/19/2020 9:29:09 PM texasqpatriot Drop the comms

3/19/2020 9:29:51 PM wallyayottejr 28 Mar 2018 - 12:06:34 AM

STAY STRONG!

STAY TOGETHER!

WE STAND WITH YOU!

OFFLINE FOR A REASON.

ENJOY THE SHOW.

Q

3/19/2020 9:30:14 PM wallyayottejr 28 Mar 2018 - 12:32:40 AM

What does the house cleaning represent?

We always knew.

Final stage.

3/19/2020 9:30:23 PM notonmywqtch Gave me shivers even in my nose and all the way to my toes!!!

3/19/2020 9:31:16 PM sorellkag Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. Theret 

desern what is just and true. "Like the old times." Trust but verify. Truth will resonate from within. In order…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/19/2020 9:31:48 PM realeyethespy  https://patents.google.com/patent/US6630507B1/en … pic.twitter.com/a3z11u67Tb

3/19/2020 9:31:50 PM finall00p Not april 1st?

3/19/2020 9:32:02 PM t_hayden07 Look into the 'Comet' that's supposedly heading our way. Perihelion is on 4/29, I believe?

3/19/2020 9:33:23 PM eman1292 Because it's that easy without causing maximum damage? Righttt. pic.twitter.com/OC9WN6UAM8



3/19/2020 9:33:28 PM hitbyawormhole Don't know shit. but what about the following?

 https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/03/19/donald-trump-chloroquine-treatment-coronavirus-showing-tremendous-results/ …

Also CQ is short for Chloroquine

Was Q alluding to chloroquine in his post#1116?

If so, does CQ cancel the 'China Virus'? pic.twitter.com/Ccl1x2JlLe

3/19/2020 9:33:59 PM wallyayottejr 20 Mar 2019 - 3:09:57 PM

This is NOT a game.

These people are sick.

Q

3/19/2020 9:34:24 PM internetusr This is beyond political affiliation. 

Bust all the crooks no matter what.

3/19/2020 9:35:26 PM wallyayottejr 25 Mar 2019 - 1:59:58 PM

BLIND JUSTICE UNDER THE LAW WILL RETURN TO OUR REPUBLIC.

There is a reason why a sword is held.

Q

3/19/2020 9:36:21 PM wallyayottejr 27 Mar 2019 - 8:33:51 PM

 https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/8fa85f4c76334d91a22a3e4b7b8918f53e92c3988c1438349cb4643ec72bce02.png …

3/19/2020 9:36:41 PM sdane8 In a previous tweet this site was suggested. http://archive.fo 

3/19/2020 9:37:14 PM decodematrix  pic.twitter.com/PnoNlOWUeC

3/19/2020 9:37:24 PM dtubbs201 What has that got to do with 10 days of darkness?

3/19/2020 9:38:23 PM cpnegron73 Possible cure for HIV? Been my thought on this possible vaccine.

3/19/2020 9:39:29 PM sdane8 Someone mentioned that flag has tassels and no visible fringe. Significant?

3/19/2020 9:39:39 PM realeyethespy You should try cannabis oil exodus 30:23 Qanneh Bosem

3/19/2020 9:40:34 PM crisco2377 403 Error!!!

3/19/2020 9:40:46 PM eo_swan Mmhmm. What world event would unleash paper printing

3/19/2020 9:40:51 PM charlesgdavis1 Thanks for the information and GOD BLESS YOU.

3/19/2020 9:42:16 PM realeyethespy It’s really good stuff you actually have the right to make and use it under amendment 1 and Marbury vs Madison since it’s part of the Bible. You have 

an endo cannabinoid system, all mammals do. It’s even in breast milk. the federal government owns a patent on all cannabinoids.

3/19/2020 9:45:08 PM mrmigido Its all bandwidth?

3/19/2020 9:45:18 PM brangusjimmy I’ll get the popcorn and wait. You and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have credibility on the line now with a lot of anons. Let’s see what you got.

3/19/2020 9:45:23 PM sdane8 I do that anyway. Saw a video once with tissue paper over the seat. When flushed, the water sprays up and out. 🤢

3/19/2020 9:47:07 PM moondoggsikes80 It's a drawing of this pic.twitter.com/K6mTuiqvnu

3/19/2020 9:47:08 PM zwadderneel revenge of the nerds, thank you !

3/19/2020 9:48:05 PM quist1781  https://bioinformatics.stackexchange.com/questions/11227/why-does-the-wuhan-coronavirus-genome-end-in-

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa …

3/19/2020 9:49:12 PM jameskubeck This is just not convincing. Specially after the video you made, waving a gun around. I mean seriously, what kind of slopped together op do these 

people have you doing?

3/19/2020 9:49:22 PM upmoxie It’s easy to not be on the fence about your genuineness.

3/19/2020 9:49:26 PM taylorc09050509 FRAUD

3/19/2020 9:49:32 PM yobtac2 I AM Q

3/19/2020 9:49:34 PM cchef1980 I knew most of that. It is nicely threaded into a cohesive story. Would have been nice to include stuff about fractional reserve banking, the fed, Enron, 

bubbles etc. But great video!

3/19/2020 9:50:09 PM antarantanka I keep getting the feeling there’s a very deep and moving story about her and Donald that we will learn about after he leaves politics.  There’s more to 

her than people think.

3/19/2020 9:50:11 PM plasssticman "Gaze back through time and space"

3/19/2020 9:50:30 PM brangusjimmy  pic.twitter.com/l4D3DVBThH

3/19/2020 9:50:32 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/CA7taA1qwK

3/19/2020 9:50:54 PM 444_q_ 🤣🤣🤣

3/19/2020 9:51:03 PM rob67_ I'm waiting to be impressed.

3/19/2020 9:51:12 PM lee33788 You not offered one proof pal and some how your q in the future BS

3/19/2020 9:51:20 PM splucas22 Starting April 1st?

3/19/2020 9:51:22 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/cUjwVpQ44r

3/19/2020 9:52:23 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/PVOiXtRiZp

3/19/2020 9:52:31 PM 444_q_ Message over messenger 😁👏👏👏

3/19/2020 9:52:47 PM ontothetruth1 So simple, say something on this account and q post at the same time. @AustinSteinbart now you are fake news too!

3/19/2020 9:52:54 PM lesterh82 This guy is fake what gives man

3/19/2020 9:52:57 PM upallnight39 Now

3/19/2020 9:53:08 PM quist1781 I see 24 i.e. 12 on each arm.

3/19/2020 9:53:23 PM lynchsal No I'm Q. I can't prove it and come across as an punk assed troll but you should believe me because it's me in the future or some bullshit. Go watch my 

dumb videos where I still prove nothing. THXkbye

3/19/2020 9:53:35 PM wildbore17 Ok Q!

And you have a wife, that's when I knew you full of shit!

HA! I almost dropped my laptop!

3/19/2020 9:53:59 PM mishelleo1974 Yes!!

3/19/2020 9:54:19 PM realovendodger I'm the REAL Q breh pic.twitter.com/zBBeasVHzu

3/19/2020 9:54:20 PM dandresc2 If folks still follow this shill. Just know Q would not talk this way. Unfollow this larp.

3/19/2020 9:54:49 PM deploramal Watch this video from Austin Steinbart. He explains D6. I never even knew they existed before watching this! https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/19/2020 9:55:39 PM esborder Watched this 3x already! Keep it up!!!

3/19/2020 9:55:55 PM notonmywqtch Funny Q even warned about Q’s like you. Much like the bible and warning of anti christs and false prophets

3/19/2020 9:56:08 PM jaded_pearl FORWARD -> pic.twitter.com/3Ad8a7ZeZ4

3/19/2020 9:56:12 PM wickedmouse369 Who is the host server for Q?

3/19/2020 9:56:32 PM ftwrq No one from the Qmunity retweets you unless to make a point of you being a fraud. CNN is probably hiring. They might pay you a peso for your whack 

tweets.

3/19/2020 9:56:38 PM upallnight39 #unsealjfk

#unsealHOLOHOAX

#unsealJEWcommunism pic.twitter.com/aFhDpPRKMC



3/19/2020 9:56:48 PM thomasestell6 In fuckin creadable . Another Mind Blown situation. WWG1WGA never ceases to amaze. WWG1WGA

3/19/2020 9:57:00 PM followq17  pic.twitter.com/TWpAJf4nyO

3/19/2020 9:57:24 PM mathewjustin5 You're a fake.

3/19/2020 9:57:29 PM dandresc2 Guess it's time to stop following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 also. Larp

3/19/2020 9:57:51 PM wallyayottejr  pic.twitter.com/TcKsKJbLYN

3/19/2020 9:58:17 PM upallnight39 We have a Congressional Candidate here supporting MJ12 yall

Vote for this fucker

3/19/2020 9:58:20 PM mikeb38beacon_h Austin, keep playing your games! Your not Q, nor are you apart of the team! Your a paid tech from McCain club! Don’t worry, Q will expose you in the 

next few drops! pic.twitter.com/mb38FW6Rsh

3/19/2020 9:58:42 PM wallyayottejr this is getting good! Where is @AustinSteinbart

3/19/2020 9:58:57 PM unittzoo It ends at midnight on 3/9. Count back 10 days for start of darkness.

3/19/2020 9:59:23 PM kidge6 I'm not an astrologer. But, I've heard that there is some freaky stuff going on with Saturn and Jupiter and Mercury

3/19/2020 9:59:36 PM cel__lec I think I can speak for the community.. we are not on the fence.

3/19/2020 9:59:40 PM upallnight39 This lady here is running against the ghost of nervous nancys memory

We killed that bitch a while back tho cuz of #chinatreason

What do u guys think deanna here knows?

U think she is one of them white hats?

3/19/2020 9:59:52 PM kidge6 So he said date Deltas matter. To me that means that there's going to be an adjustment made to 3:25. He probably would not be that obvious about it. 

It has to be decoded

3/19/2020 10:00:03 PM thesuperfairy What does it mean ??

3/19/2020 10:00:11 PM unittzoo 15, 10, 5... 

15 days of lock down 

10 days of darkness

5 days of ?? 

Ends on 4-10-20 🇺🇸🙌😍📅

3/19/2020 10:00:24 PM jamessnyder9 Your picture is in the dictionary under FRAUD.

3/19/2020 10:00:24 PM kidge6 Nothing is dark yet. We all have power and internet still working. And M J and Q are both still posting

3/19/2020 10:00:37 PM carliestar10 Q is a psyop. To keep patriots contained. To much liberty is being taken away. No virus is worth this destruction!  WAKE UP!

3/19/2020 10:01:21 PM unittzoo 15 Days! Lock down

10 Days Darkness 

Ends 4-10-20

3/19/2020 10:01:41 PM upallnight39 @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

Hey where is that skinhead peckerwood at?

We got fridge magnet material here

3/19/2020 10:01:57 PM lorenzosghost lemme guess he's a scientologist?

3/19/2020 10:02:23 PM isaastar7 Plasma is in blood isn’t it?

3/19/2020 10:02:29 PM upallnight39 #zerohour

#now

#done

3/19/2020 10:03:09 PM ann01326149 Reset: Easter

3/19/2020 10:03:15 PM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel 

U guise want a kiss N tugg?

r we partyyyin yet?

3/19/2020 10:04:47 PM upallnight39 How?

Does anyone even understand how the internet works?

3/19/2020 10:04:51 PM torc26 Q, said 

NO OUTSIDE COMS‼️ pic.twitter.com/Xd0iao8XmB

3/19/2020 10:04:58 PM seekerseon "NOW PROVE TO ME THAT IM NOT Q" lol hes projecting its so funny

3/19/2020 10:05:28 PM upallnight39 Mind over matter

Our conciousness is electric.

Make that shit work

3/19/2020 10:05:56 PM elizabethpvele1 Stop!!! I Am Q!!!

3/19/2020 10:05:56 PM _truth_warrior_ Interesting.

3/19/2020 10:06:42 PM wallyayottejr Marker 1 : 19th

Marker 2 : 27th pic.twitter.com/l4Dy41Kr58

3/19/2020 10:07:37 PM highvoltagenews Thought about that too.

3/19/2020 10:08:58 PM kidge6 I'm not sure what this means. But, is this the delta they mean? pic.twitter.com/ogSRfOui7b

3/19/2020 10:09:06 PM bbpumpkinspice Pardon, Person? pic.twitter.com/aJw3FB12cF

3/19/2020 10:09:31 PM juleighmarie Ok boomer @DAndresC2

3/19/2020 10:09:56 PM wallyayottejr Marker 1 complete : 2nd pic.twitter.com/Aulc2G5Enb

3/19/2020 10:11:26 PM elizabethpvele1 Same here...Bye!

3/19/2020 10:11:29 PM reachechovoice Romney niece.

3/19/2020 10:12:20 PM fancybuttplume  pic.twitter.com/B0P09UDr9s

3/19/2020 10:13:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Those who younwere taught to trust the most. pic.twitter.com/iWBYbsFUPK

3/19/2020 10:13:14 PM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/7t5FWFqd9S

3/19/2020 10:13:28 PM mishelleo1974 Bad bad bad

3/19/2020 10:14:30 PM nschlange Define the darkness part lease. As in no Q drops or as in no lights or internet?

3/19/2020 10:14:39 PM theappraiser17 What the..? pic.twitter.com/HxxTjF9xOI

3/19/2020 10:15:10 PM wallyayottejr if you get @AustinSteinbart to step in it will be EPIC!

this is interesting.

3/19/2020 10:15:36 PM identityasxy .

Love pulling on new threads...

 https://www.crystalinks.com/emerald.html 

3/19/2020 10:15:45 PM munkeypilot She's going down..along with her 12 toes...



3/19/2020 10:15:56 PM jangping3 I was thinking the same thing,  they are working together.

3/19/2020 10:15:58 PM girlawakeinca Swift & appropriate justice for anyone who harms children. pic.twitter.com/sGpLYi49Tq

3/19/2020 10:16:05 PM tabgach she's beyond disgusting

coronavirus take her away, please

3/19/2020 10:16:13 PM dandresc2  pic.twitter.com/3XnDRVHTJp

3/19/2020 10:16:21 PM john_monahan I knew ending net neutrality would eventually bring us all down. 😃

3/19/2020 10:16:33 PM susiangelartist Wait..what??

3/19/2020 10:16:34 PM esborder What a ho. If they do it right???? WTF 😡😡😡

3/19/2020 10:16:37 PM randw  https://twitter.com/randw/status/1240862253340979200 …

3/19/2020 10:16:39 PM ragstorm #TheStormIsHere

#JusticeIsComing

#ThesePeopleAreEvil

#Oprah

#Epstein

3/19/2020 10:16:45 PM dreamer6918 The real Q had POTUS verify. Have POTUS say itsy bitsy. The real Q had him say tippy top.

3/19/2020 10:17:01 PM polarbearsmack 😠😡🤬

3/19/2020 10:17:02 PM paradigmshiftn9 😱

3/19/2020 10:17:03 PM fqxacid Is she human Majestic?

#QandA?

3/19/2020 10:17:15 PM qqqueenbeee 😂

3/19/2020 10:17:56 PM irving60785345 These people are sick.

3/19/2020 10:18:32 PM bobbiequilts Did you read who her husband is? Head of the New York Stock Exchange.  Maybe that is why the Gov. of Georgia appointed her instead of Rep. Doug 

Collins. #Sting

3/19/2020 10:20:21 PM zarnie50  pic.twitter.com/jT3n27KlBe

3/19/2020 10:20:29 PM dimoragifts Backgrounds are important - Q

@martingeddes @cjtruth @ChristinePolon1 @Inevitable_ET @IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QPatriot17 @EyesOnQ @We_R_an0nym0us 

@Sun_Q_Tzu @StormIsUponUs @TheSharpEdge1 @shadygrooove

Great Video Polly! @99freemind 

We Are Being Played https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/19/2020 10:20:54 PM moondoggsikes80 😡

3/19/2020 10:21:32 PM upallnight39 What if these children are [them]

What if one grew up to be oprah

(Sorry i only have a racist meme)

???

#reconsile

#wwg1wga 

[them] too

#think

#facethemirror

#seetheEATANISTNU pic.twitter.com/IkX8H9P5O8
3/19/2020 10:21:43 PM bb1272216718 Can you or someone please create a file with link to download all info,  only safe please and  verified,  thx

3/19/2020 10:21:58 PM blue82001 Your not Q!  Here’s some crayons and coloring book!

3/19/2020 10:22:04 PM poopldoople If they are "any GOOD"????

WTF?

3/19/2020 10:22:07 PM chapulincolored He said "My fellow Americans..."

3/19/2020 10:22:19 PM deplorabled71 Are we gonna lose power? Aww man I hope not 😕

3/19/2020 10:22:25 PM geronim22212419 Sounds like the Talmud, but whatever

3/19/2020 10:22:59 PM sdane8 You too! 🙏

3/19/2020 10:23:04 PM funmoney19 Yeab at their job... What a whavk job  http://huh.wow 

3/19/2020 10:23:33 PM 369helen313 F* You @Oprah ...🤬

#JUSTICE IS COMING 

 https://twitter.com/oprah/status/1240150930840051712?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Oprah/status/1240150930840051712 …

3/19/2020 10:23:50 PM ptamait Got to go through the dark, to get to the light. Where one goes, we go all. Not divided at all.

3/19/2020 10:24:16 PM 69_marie I have had this happen to me since I was 3 years old my grandfather took my virginity, my step dad molested me at 13 I could never talk like this, she is 

all messed up that is why John of God took her under his wing, she enjoyed it to a degree, to her its normal, so sad:(

3/19/2020 10:24:18 PM funmoney19 Oooohoohohprahooooprahh. Shoot girl. You no good... we got u!!

3/19/2020 10:24:27 PM brianncali  pic.twitter.com/3JFt2wgxAe

3/19/2020 10:24:42 PM thedarknesses That lady nodding her head at the end ..wtf???

3/19/2020 10:24:49 PM cledrordfishing Why would you want to harm (embarrass) anyone who is a Q follower? Why would you destroy someone who has spent countless hours spreading 

your message to others who never heard of you?

I just don't understand if you are Q then way lay waist to your own support?

3/19/2020 10:25:09 PM woqe82 did you see 'her' adams apple?

3/19/2020 10:25:33 PM refiningbyfire 🤬🤢🤮🤬

3/19/2020 10:26:03 PM grampa_steve She is insane.

3/19/2020 10:28:12 PM wayneroc That is so fucking sick to say.  God forbid if I ever catch her doing that to a child. pic.twitter.com/0rTg9jZT74

3/19/2020 10:28:16 PM frymanmyloe Judgment is coming

3/19/2020 10:29:33 PM mr_fedorable Would make sense, given it's roots in both [redacted] and Babylon

3/19/2020 10:29:46 PM anopiner Not defending the guy but "disinformation is necessary" is a drop too. And even T-hat is moar than it seems.

Your underlined could mean "OP pair A Tors in eve/into Vee R, dive-IV-view algae/LG/leg." Stuff can be parsed in ways plainly visible, but hidden to 

most. X-am-pull B-low pic.twitter.com/ipIFWQGKCy

3/19/2020 10:29:51 PM desirelove101 When?



3/19/2020 10:29:54 PM manifest_utopia Did now.

"Her husband, Jeffrey Sprecher, is chairman of the New York Stock Exchange."

Quite fun to see their insider trading splashed across the MSM. https://www.foxnews.com/politics/kelly-loeffler-coronavirus-stock …

3/19/2020 10:30:02 PM realjanemelton Disgusting.  Abuser good?

3/19/2020 10:30:03 PM cledrordfishing Mj, I've watched every video and read all his late posts. 

Austin has to be disinformation! 

No person has to trample half the people who have spread the Q message like a loyal army. 

He may be DIA, he may be Q. But whatever is going on with him it's a set up. Disinformation.

3/19/2020 10:30:27 PM pj99576394 Never met Q, so I wouldn’t know how Q would talk.

Have you met Q?

3/19/2020 10:31:26 PM bb1272216718 Remeber the photo of JM in siria meeting with isis leaders?   Hmmmm

3/19/2020 10:31:27 PM dandresc2 Q has been posting for 3 years. Nothing remotely close to the way this larp posts. Wake up

3/19/2020 10:31:45 PM _krishunter_ Oh, Schiff how did you ever find me you sneaky sleuth? Or did I lead you here? Do you really intend to harm me? I don't think you could be considered 

a real actionable threat.

Did you do any of the following? pic.twitter.com/slNL1GKU3J

3/19/2020 10:32:14 PM realeyethespy I have no lab friend. I have a trailer and a barn.

3/19/2020 10:32:54 PM postalpilot Lately it feels like I am in a episode of the twilight zone, everyday it gets wierder and wierder all that's missing is Rod Serling narrating it

3/19/2020 10:33:28 PM shamanpolitical Time to check the governors stock trades!

3/19/2020 10:33:54 PM owlwoman911_ Obviously a select group of degenerates... I couldn't believe my eyes & ears... She said it so casually- "a GOOD pedophile" - (as if there were such a 

thing..) "Man or woman.." (they all nod- yup, sure..)

3/19/2020 10:35:07 PM jackoneilltime1 "Corrective demands" = ALICE

How many of you remember the ALICE "5D bruh" comment??? 

I think it was deleted? If you have a screen pic of it please post 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/TjPZFpMLxG

3/19/2020 10:35:21 PM purgeglobalists This video was cut off. She was likely explaining that a pedophile grooms their victims. She didn't have those terms to use. A practiced pedo will be 

good. Look at the one caught after decades. Oprah is compromised but this doesn't prove anything nor help our movement.

3/19/2020 10:35:54 PM cpkp1984  pic.twitter.com/AXlP0R9oWC

3/19/2020 10:35:58 PM bleacherbling I’m so sorry- yes Ipeah is working with demonic forces to have her lifestyle but it is all coming to a very abrupt end and will be tormented forever! 

pic.twitter.com/Z68UJDrIeU

3/19/2020 10:36:55 PM meldance00 The patriots who’ve been following the real Q (not you) on 8kun (8chan) since the 1st post in 2017 know- he/she is a human with compassion, 

empathy, no ego & proves their words(posts) by connecting them with action which you haven’t done. Your 15 mins of fame is over #thankunext

3/19/2020 10:37:23 PM pj99576394 By attacking you mean calling a LARP out.

Done all the time

All I know is that for the last 4-5 mos, there has been nothing BUT trash talk of other anons here & on YT.

People I listened too all the time

Tooo much negativity for me

Stopped many notifications to my old favorites

3/19/2020 10:37:38 PM owlwoman911_ I feel like we're in a horror movie. I NEVER thought I'd find THIS. Ewwwww. This is the proof about Oprah, I guess. I hope ppl can somehow save it off 

line.

3/19/2020 10:38:00 PM bleacherbling Her day in the Most High’s heavenly court is coming and she will be held accountable for her wickedness against the innocent! 

pic.twitter.com/aqbedmpC6J

3/19/2020 10:38:03 PM mollyoperation If you intellectualize the feeling, if things are done right...you still have a victim.  The child.

3/19/2020 10:38:12 PM internetusr I'm so sorry. This hits close to home but I'll have to keep the details to myself. Too much to post. Stay strong, evil will be dealt with soon.

3/19/2020 10:39:00 PM the_loveoflight Clown!

3/19/2020 10:39:27 PM pilartx I agree she's part of the evil, but ur right about the ciip. It was from the Michael Jackson documentary that came out last yr by his 2 accusers. O was 

explaining how kids get sucked N2 developing relationships w/ their abusers. However,she DID seem to know a lot about the topic.

3/19/2020 10:40:18 PM chapulincolored I see Q.

Over the mark? pic.twitter.com/wkzuuug8fG

3/19/2020 10:40:22 PM highvoltagenews SELF PROCLAIMED FUTURE

SPACE FORCE COMMANDER

-says he works at the DIA

-says he is #Qanon

-waves guns around in vids

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 pointed

him out to us online.

Commander nutcase

@AustinSteinbart

@SpaceForceDoD @NSAGov

@USNavy @USMC @USArmy

@usairforce @USCG #USA

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1240861234804576256 …
3/19/2020 10:40:28 PM internetusr Nobody should ever say it "feels good" for a 7 year old. 

Defend all you like but man, this is some sick shit.

3/19/2020 10:41:26 PM manifest_utopia Yes, and/or the governor might have been in on setting up the #sting

3/19/2020 10:41:30 PM mpg25mary Didn’t she make a big deal about her being the victim of child molestation?

Of course, two of her favorite people were Harvey Weinstein & John of God—the guy who ran the slave camp to breed babies, then killed the slaves.

3/19/2020 10:41:35 PM brangusjimmy I have watched every video that I have seen put out on Austin. Including that 30 minute history lesson put out by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 today. If he was 

Q, he would have the intelligence to know who I was and not call me a clown for questioning a photo that looks shopped.



3/19/2020 10:43:02 PM jimmymacfarland Very correct, barbied.  I was a follower, by evaluation of his recent videos.  But have since seen a bad trend he has, in dividing Qanons, accusing 

Qanons, until I notice he is the opposite in bringing WWG1WGA.

3/19/2020 10:43:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 😎

3/19/2020 10:43:56 PM ivotedt 100%

3/19/2020 10:44:03 PM chapulincolored Is she one of the MJ12?

3/19/2020 10:44:06 PM brangusjimmy All great points. But no, I’m a clown for pointing out a photo that doesn’t feel right. Give me a break... regardless, great finds.

3/19/2020 10:44:31 PM freedom06309369 Never Ever liked her 🤮🤮🤮

3/19/2020 10:45:11 PM lonewolfbuilder “We are not here to curse the darkness, but to light the candle that can guide us through that darkness to a safe and sane future."

–President John F. Kennedy

“Together we reaffirm the truth that light will always break through the darkness.”

–President Donald J. Trump pic.twitter.com/dmLllStwFd

3/19/2020 10:45:20 PM chapulincolored methinks she is more than human...

3/19/2020 10:45:27 PM 69_marie I’m sorry for you too:( it’s surreal for sure, I have had my counselor In Tears telling him my life story he can’t understand why I have such happinesses 

in me.. ALL I CAN SAY IS ITs THE LOVE OF GOD IN ME!

3/19/2020 10:46:00 PM starehope I heard that too!

3/19/2020 10:46:13 PM marcomiramonte4 Which leads to the 10 days of dark.

3/19/2020 10:46:21 PM inatwinklingeye Sadly, what Oprah said is true, and why some adults believe it's ok, for adults to have sexual relations, with children, because they were groomed, as 

children, by adults who  manipulated them to think it was ok! In some cultures, sadly this is normal!

3/19/2020 10:47:24 PM inatwinklingeye I once knew someone, in their early twenties, who had been in a sexual relation, with a man since they were about 10 years old, and they thought it 

was ok, even though the man was married.

3/19/2020 10:47:56 PM usvsobama @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you have the full video or where to find it?

3/19/2020 10:48:20 PM matttay88200115 Yep she’s from the stars 💯

3/19/2020 10:48:34 PM chapulincolored  https://punchng.com/updated-trump-approves-chloroquine-to-treat-coronavirus/ …

3/19/2020 10:49:44 PM paulmolony81 Oprah is an evil refuse sack that needs taking to the dump.

3/19/2020 10:49:45 PM marcomiramonte4 Yikes!! She's on the highway to hell and running everyone off the road cuz she wants to be the 1st in line.

3/19/2020 10:50:57 PM owlwoman911_ She's always been a true monster-a demon if you wish. When she opened that school for girls in Africa, I freaked. If they'd known her lesbo ways would 

everyone have thought it so great? It's hideous we've been so misused by those who were our trusted leaders & famous celebrities!

3/19/2020 10:52:59 PM alleybikers The virus 🦠 will suck it her dry until she crumbles! 🐸🐸🐸

3/19/2020 10:53:00 PM traderdoc69 @this_vid

3/19/2020 10:53:59 PM jwremarks My Granddaughter was recently molested and he should be glad the police got to him before Papa. I would have made Law Abiding Citizen look 

tame!!! Of course men in prison have a way to handle Pedophiles!!! !!! Oprah YOU should pray to my God (not yours) our paths don't cross!!!✌️

3/19/2020 10:54:21 PM grant23407945 Great point Oprah💩

3/19/2020 10:56:57 PM chayamushka2 Who is Q?? Good Question.

3/19/2020 10:57:03 PM kindling_fire Buckle the fuck up, indeed.

3/19/2020 10:57:13 PM william37323164 Has any man-made vaccine ever successfully eradicated a virus?

3/19/2020 10:57:38 PM qarmy1973 Reminds me of MK Ultra victims saying they had to "remember to forget."

3/19/2020 10:58:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Share your source.

3/19/2020 11:00:30 PM juliatravis47 Wow really!?? pic.twitter.com/ZlQQ7OENoH

3/19/2020 11:01:04 PM irah_chandler Do it

3/19/2020 11:01:04 PM jonmolzhon Excellent video.

I want to see part two....

3/19/2020 11:01:38 PM juliatravis47 I’m talking about using the term boomer like that, that was petty.

3/19/2020 11:02:11 PM maxq55734147 Why people stoll follow you

3/19/2020 11:02:17 PM ldee_calif Just sick, I was 6 years old and abused and it went on for 10 years and it never felt good 😡

3/19/2020 11:02:46 PM ptamait That is what happened to me, but it was all my fault for being curious, and I forgive them. I rarely check out people's energy, but one time at the store, 

I was compelled to interact with a female there. And she never spoke or interacted with a man there too

3/19/2020 11:03:21 PM ptamait whom I knew they were in cohorts, who laer happened to be at the same place I was and asked me how much an item was and I told him. That's when 

I took off real fast, because it was all voice to voice telepathy and felt violated. Too bad, they just wanted to say hello.

3/19/2020 11:03:29 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/lovAhCjRvy

3/19/2020 11:04:21 PM lysa26832458 I think you’re taking that out of context. She’s explaining that if the perp uses the right psychology the kid doesn’t even realize at first what’s 

happening. Like a surprise.Shes not saying molestation is good. What’s wrong with Oprah?Why being prompted as a bad person?

3/19/2020 11:07:38 PM leahinman5 That's,weird never seen that footage of Oprah before

3/19/2020 11:08:23 PM christineboonst Why? How do you know?

3/19/2020 11:08:24 PM leahinman5 So she as nwo agent still traumatized by her abuse

3/19/2020 11:08:58 PM manifest_utopia  pic.twitter.com/tMms97sLW6

3/19/2020 11:09:21 PM qbeat107 Now let me tell you that is someone that is taking in your face to another level. This witch has a severe cases of arrogance and  ignorance gone to seed!

3/19/2020 11:09:53 PM jake4191 You're not even the real EC!

3/19/2020 11:10:12 PM robinabank4 So much info out there.  TRUST and use discernment... You have gotten this far on ur own. A Ton of good info out there. Many peeps there willing 2 

share info. It's Alot to take in but what I've always believed and it all makes sense now. Welcome Aboard ‼️👍

3/19/2020 11:10:48 PM qbeat107 I am sorry that happened to you!

3/19/2020 11:11:13 PM janellecantre12 [They] are going to be eradicated from this earth .🙏

3/19/2020 11:11:20 PM dominicblatter oh boy, you don‘t have a clue what this whole thing is about..

if you‘d understand what‘s going on you wouldn‘t need to defend yourself in that way and attack others..

deeply connected to any change on this planet is a shift in consciousnes..

when u talk i hear a huge ego talking

3/19/2020 11:11:32 PM leahinman5 Vaccines the pilgrim and Eugenics society want created will kill the human race

3/19/2020 11:11:39 PM janellecantre12 Amen , yes she will!

3/19/2020 11:12:20 PM toddalilley Alex Jones  and Infowars told us (conspiracy theories) that over 10 years ago and a lot more that's why we don't watch the whole thing 😂 that info is 

really old news

3/19/2020 11:12:47 PM the_loveoflight  https://t.co/MMrVihksjn  https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/1240803573413412869?s=21 …

3/19/2020 11:12:51 PM jephious And Bill gates is gonna make a shit ton of money. 🤔

3/19/2020 11:12:52 PM jadedl Only the abuser could think that! I'm so sorry for what you had to endure😢

3/19/2020 11:13:33 PM leahinman5 International project created abroad and outsourced in Wuhan so indirectly the Chinese medical advisor is Correct. UN Must investigate

3/19/2020 11:13:40 PM ethereal_shaman The audience just nodding in agreement.

3/19/2020 11:13:42 PM qbeat107 Actually, I feel like FATHER PLEASE FORGIVE ME FOR BEING SO PASSIVE AND ASLEEP. JESUS asked HIS disciples, could you not tarry with me one hour! 

Oh my GOD! I AM SO SORRY I HAVE BEEN ASLEEP. I'm awake now and I will do everything I can to fulfill YOUR PURPOSE IN JESUS NAME



3/19/2020 11:14:02 PM walkingfree Appreciate, thanks.

3/19/2020 11:15:10 PM leahinman5 Communist globalist virus to take down humanity not just aethist Chinese race

3/19/2020 11:15:57 PM leahinman5 Sesame street cute but favour transgender

3/19/2020 11:16:02 PM qbeat107 Because she is Oprah the great sphinx, ppl and media put her up there to worship.all the women that packed her shows out. I bet she and her goons 

got a great laugh off of our ladies and gents who adored her. I never did. Ever

3/19/2020 11:17:11 PM chapulincolored Trump does say "The Best Is Yet To Come"

and

Melania is the "Be Best..."

If Trump is "The Chosen One" ,

Is Melania BEST?
3/19/2020 11:18:00 PM audijunkie  pic.twitter.com/UfqQPTvrP4

3/19/2020 11:18:56 PM lollybolly7 Fuck that's insane

3/19/2020 11:19:39 PM kaugusta60 Evil!

3/19/2020 11:19:59 PM ldee_calif Made me one strong SOB! I’m great full for that! ✝️🇺🇸

3/19/2020 11:20:25 PM steftwd01 I have never seen this. What in the serious name of everything dear? No, @Oprah it most certainly does not “feel good”!!! 

I am sick. These people are crazy! It is the worst violation imaginable!!! So, if a rapist is good at what they do, it feels good?!!!

Whoa! Unbelievable.

3/19/2020 11:21:39 PM timkania Exactly. She’s not legitimizing the sexualization of children. She’s saying the abuse will be invisible when done by an experienced predator

3/19/2020 11:22:44 PM realeyethespy Hope so. Always wanted to be famous.

3/19/2020 11:22:55 PM realeyethespy I’m stationary.

3/19/2020 11:23:12 PM tcounas_evan Agree would need a bit more for context but... Listen how she says it. Like if you're "good" ( several times) and don't throw them up against a wall no 

harm done? Either way she said it, it's normalizing it in  public awareness

3/19/2020 11:24:10 PM steftwd01 I do not agree one bit whether she was cut off or not!!! This is disgusting!!! It DOES NOT feel good!

3/19/2020 11:26:42 PM mike72279593 What is PEAS?? Never hear it

3/19/2020 11:27:56 PM hanman39  pic.twitter.com/3u64xcnKYw

3/19/2020 11:27:58 PM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/thekbroskilla/status/1240548534023266306 …

3/19/2020 11:29:59 PM therabbitandth1  pic.twitter.com/itpcuHxLaj

3/19/2020 11:30:29 PM rhockey34 I saw that and wondered the same!

3/19/2020 11:30:43 PM gloriachecchi Thank you Melania for your inspiration.

3/19/2020 11:32:06 PM thelotusmonkey I do not agree with Oprahs views but, this is taken out of context. This is a perversion of a segment in where she was discussing the so called grooming 

aspect of molestation/rape.

3/19/2020 11:32:32 PM lola_goetz Me thinks you guys need to get laid.

3/19/2020 11:32:59 PM chapulincolored Noticed MJ12 is following many new accounts...

Interdasting pic.twitter.com/8JaEjNVgEn

3/19/2020 11:33:47 PM therabbitandth1  pic.twitter.com/jLzjbG9wK7

3/19/2020 11:36:07 PM 1_decided_voter Pretty sure that the 10 days start when the big man tweets the 8 majic words, wouldn't it? pic.twitter.com/0RCInjZdFi

3/19/2020 11:36:43 PM truth_yhvh Could you please find out who these people are? They are sick! I am thinking Planned Parenthood might be involved in this. Just like Epipen is involved 

with Andrenochrome. @Q2Eyes @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/UqPK2Op4hb

3/19/2020 11:37:44 PM legendarytillyp For anyone new to the Q movement... this guy is a fake. Go follow better accounts that actually care about Q and aren’t some deep state plant. Q Is 

about uniting us not dividing people further. @StormIsUponUs @elenochle @PatriotsDontSlp

#QAnon #WWG1GWA

3/19/2020 11:38:40 PM victoriamanor6 Qanon:

Please help me to understand:

1) Is 

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

part of Qanon?

2) Is @QAnonDisclosure Qanon?

3) Is mike flynn Qanon?

4) Is adam schiff still controlling Qanon?

5) Is INSIDE CLEANSE started yet/any progress?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240855114908344322 …
3/19/2020 11:39:09 PM slamm68 You are not Q

3/19/2020 11:39:26 PM mrdesq11 Correct. I found this to be so obvious. As Q said, they must REALLY be that stupid. Good for the Patriots!

3/19/2020 11:41:40 PM iheartchino So sorry to hear💖

3/19/2020 11:41:45 PM paterrebecca If they haven’t arrested her yet i hope they get to it real soon

3/19/2020 11:42:15 PM matttay88200115 Are you implying you don’t? 🤣

3/19/2020 11:42:28 PM qbeat107  pic.twitter.com/44YLqoLJxo

3/19/2020 11:42:59 PM crazygamma THINK RED CROSS

3/19/2020 11:43:03 PM ladydi0723 You're an entertaining distraction, but "No outside Comms".

3/19/2020 11:44:51 PM isaastar7 Utility bills.

3/19/2020 11:45:01 PM nanablue37 PANIC. For the DS.

3/19/2020 11:45:01 PM rn_deplorable What the ever living fuck is this!

3/19/2020 11:45:29 PM mikeh65496252 This women is sick, She sounds like she is trying to teach molesters how to get away with molesting a child. Why is she interested in this subject 

anyway?

3/19/2020 11:46:41 PM travis_ebarb Release them then....need to unite!! Just saying

3/19/2020 11:46:47 PM unittzoo That’s already happening. 😂

3/19/2020 11:46:59 PM anael63776750 You will find out soon..

3/19/2020 11:48:30 PM smmmote @AndersonPotts2

3/19/2020 11:48:55 PM xnewyorkie I can’t believe anyone can even tolerate listening to this clown. 🥴

3/19/2020 11:49:22 PM islanderkim1  pic.twitter.com/ZoBoOPozT8

3/19/2020 11:49:51 PM crazygamma WOW

3/19/2020 11:49:54 PM neufeldtlyss17 In layman’s terms:

WE’VE BEEN DUPED! 

Oprah ain’t the great person we ALL believed her to be.  That school of hers in S. Africa wasn’t built to give those girls a good education.....

3/19/2020 11:50:34 PM isaastar7 General Electric bills suck



3/19/2020 11:50:44 PM trusterplan My takeaways:

- Space-related discoveries / disclosures

- Dark to Light

- 1000 points of light?

3/19/2020 11:51:23 PM nanablue37 As far as I've heard it's no internet.

3/19/2020 11:51:27 PM smmmote @AndersonPotts2

3/19/2020 11:54:20 PM 69_marie Thank you ... I am ready to get on board with @realDonaldTrump to help heal these kids who have been Thru my situation, I know there are worse 

situations, however I can relate to the fear, pain, anxiety, low set esteem, & shame. I Thank God everyday for my salvation 🙏🏻❤️

3/19/2020 11:55:32 PM qbeat107 I am ready to do anything I can to help anyone.

3/19/2020 11:57:14 PM joanneasa #OprahDidWhat

3/19/2020 11:57:30 PM unittzoo And pro vax Fauci is not at the Press Conference. 😂

Does do aconference with Zuckerburg. 

Trump exposes the DS by working “with” them.

3/19/2020 11:58:58 PM smmmote How could the words "If the abuser is any 'good' even come out of her mouth?" She even said it twice. That phrase just makes me cringe. 😫

3/20/2020 12:00:22 AM 69_marie Amen... let’s do this! If the White house calls me I’m so there! 🙏🏻🇺🇸

3/20/2020 12:01:27 AM ethanpe58415707 Sure sounds like it.

3/20/2020 12:02:02 AM bibibobibox She’s coming pic.twitter.com/l5kLvb2EIw

3/20/2020 12:02:42 AM tcounas_evan Intriguing....

3/20/2020 12:04:29 AM upallnight39 We can all hang ourselves from gold chandeliers.

And drink goodbye to all, all the pain and fears.

Loose lips have sunk this ship, to a shallow grave

I'm stuck in a coma, stuck in a never-ending sleep.

And some day I will wake up and realize I gave up everything. pic.twitter.com/AWEQAY8nLZ

3/20/2020 12:06:29 AM weareeternal4  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

Around 13:15

3/20/2020 12:06:37 AM qquestionevery1 #Bestmeme This is one of my favorite memes.

3/20/2020 12:06:44 AM stradivariusri1 I thought April 5th too.

23 days (Pain)from State of Emergency to April 5 (4/5) = 45.

3/20/2020 12:08:41 AM 369369rv Lock them all up

3/20/2020 12:09:27 AM bb1272216718 How about @newearthlegend someone may provide the human trafficking routes from africa to europe,  morroco, spain,   Sterling allan, come and 

done years ago.  Good guys have all the fbi docs,  utah!

3/20/2020 12:10:00 AM zwadderneel  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1239782767631761408Majestic … 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)Memes at the ready.

no hurries, no worries,

go with the flow,

be like water,

the flow is strongest in a narrow channel,

groups are uniting,

few will defend corruption and childabuse.

3/20/2020 12:10:36 AM the_loveoflight Stafford Act incoming soon!

3/20/2020 12:14:26 AM stradivariusri1 The 11:33 marker dates to Q1133 which is 4/11. 🤔

3/20/2020 12:14:59 AM fedorfarnswort1 Someone purge this 💩 obviously shes lost the plot if she thinks being molested at all is ok 👎

3/20/2020 12:17:22 AM amanita40860516 🤣👏

3/20/2020 12:17:23 AM chapulincolored Darn, you figured me out. 🤣👍

3/20/2020 12:19:03 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/zxnlcC7lzb

3/20/2020 12:22:09 AM lonewolfbuilder Would make sense with 322 being number of [them]. More compelling to me is ‘15 days to stop the spread’ on the 18th, thus ending/landing one day 

after 10-days-dark. Also, 9 days ago, DoD dropped this 33s vid w/ 322 all over it ☠️

 https://t.co/H1NFlaQu46  https://twitter.com/deptofdefense/status/1237724959725645824?s=21 …

3/20/2020 12:24:17 AM anthony256 The day after Easter Friday (4/10).

3/20/2020 12:25:13 AM highvoltagenews Perfectly normal right?

#WWG1GWA #WeAreTheNewsNow

#TheGreatAwakening #Qanon #USA

#SymbolismWillBeTheirDownFall pic.twitter.com/3eIg1Rg2NA

3/20/2020 12:25:50 AM stradivariusri1 And Trump’s birthday. 🥳

3/20/2020 12:26:12 AM lonewolfbuilder (coincidentally sent that at 3:22am EST on 3/20/20, lol wow)

3/20/2020 12:26:48 AM upallnight39 A little help please

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DefenseIntel pic.twitter.com/X0s2Hxi5yP

3/20/2020 12:29:23 AM phoebeann068 Wow

3/20/2020 12:29:30 AM anthony256 He's born 6/14...

3/20/2020 12:30:36 AM the_loveoflight Is it called the "Storm" because we will be quarantined in our homes as if a real storm approached?! 🤔

3/20/2020 12:30:44 AM fatlester Holy shit! If this isn’t absolute proof that the news is fake IDK what is. This should have led the news cycle for at least 48-72 hours and destroyed her 

career.

3/20/2020 12:31:58 AM thedavidvalois Good info! If you need more data I wrote this:  https://www.davidvalois.com/conquering-fear     NOTE: If you SHARE it you won´t make my day, you 

will make my YEAR!

3/20/2020 12:32:03 AM stradivariusri1 Haha you’re right. I meant to say his initials. Too many numbers floating around. pic.twitter.com/zzAL6RETHa

3/20/2020 12:32:08 AM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/cZXNmvM8Su

3/20/2020 12:32:35 AM oneandforall Stand in his shoes for a moment: Austin is putting his life on the line, sharing TRUTH and people are lambasting him for it because he doesn't fit their 

image of what/who Q should be. It's called cognitive dissonance and it's flagrantly raging right now.

3/20/2020 12:33:30 AM perkinsforussen WTF - and some lady in the audience is shaking her head yes???? Is this taken out of context or is Ophrah telling us in plain sight the Pedos need to get 

better???? #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/20/2020 12:34:48 AM kidge6 Picture the conc camp commandants. Picking off prisoners for fun. Exponeniate it. Seen Schindlers list?

3/20/2020 12:36:04 AM the_loveoflight Haha #MarchMadness pic.twitter.com/Pf4fpGIIYi

3/20/2020 12:41:33 AM chelseahartmann @ZacharyDale_90

3/20/2020 12:42:53 AM western_queen WTF 🤮

3/20/2020 12:43:26 AM smileycon watched the video. I do believe these entities exist 100%. But video poster says it's a video game, not real. Hmm...

3/20/2020 12:45:03 AM monroevegas These people truly ARE sick

3/20/2020 12:45:50 AM kathrinefalck THIS is so disgusting I feel like puking 🤮

3/20/2020 12:49:45 AM angelagracecase What the hell is that??



3/20/2020 12:50:25 AM turncalired2020 Well at least we can block all the fake MAGA’s...Any Q follower...Knows this is not Q🤦♀️

3/20/2020 12:50:52 AM mabaker963 😲😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

3/20/2020 12:51:26 AM mabaker963 Retweet this one folks.🌍

3/20/2020 12:52:21 AM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/4w1zjsr8IL

3/20/2020 12:52:22 AM thetimeisn0w1 What on Earth!!!!!! 😡

3/20/2020 12:54:49 AM diaptera_80 Really? I thought Bill Gates created the virus and that it came fom America?

3/20/2020 12:54:51 AM annasum47005725 10 Days of darkness start March 25?

3/20/2020 12:57:09 AM mamabear_369 I think in this case she is right. I’ve never been a fan of Oprah, never got a good feeling  from her. My husband was sexually abused as a child by older 

boys and family. But he doesn’t have a horrible feeling surrounding it.  Only through counseling has he learned that they were

3/20/2020 12:58:01 AM mamabear_369 grooming him.  I think she’s saying if they’re good, they know the child will have sense of pleasure or warmth associated with it and not realize grasp 

that they’re victims. But they are and it causes horrible consequences on view of life, reality, relationships and morals.

3/20/2020 1:00:16 AM realtruth_anon Yes they are pic.twitter.com/j4WGaYlKeb

3/20/2020 1:04:04 AM rebeccamireles9 I don't know but hiding criminal cases is not ok nor should they benefit from hiding these cases by peers and groups of mixed races stonewalling justice 

department is wrong @TomFitton @JudicialWatch @JudgeJeanine

3/20/2020 1:05:53 AM secystate A researcher on Fox said there is a drug that cures hepatitis-c and that's the only viral "cure" till now.

3/20/2020 1:09:26 AM david92675199  https://youtu.be/_A_jC8sOaHc 

3/20/2020 1:14:52 AM cheryl45maga I totally agree! I have almost never believed the lies we have been told. I finally feel vindicated after 5 decades!!! #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/20/2020 1:15:39 AM oscarvanpb My old junior athletics coach molested my schoolfriend while we were on a road trip for a track meet. We were 10yrs old at the time and what I 

accidentally woke to hear was a predator convincing a child that his hands “felt good” FUCK YOU @Oprah  this man stole a kids innocence

3/20/2020 1:17:12 AM chrisba60104849 Sick as.

3/20/2020 1:18:53 AM only1smed She’s a lesbian? I had no idea. She has a beau.

3/20/2020 1:22:02 AM _rdj__2 Hard to see if this is dubbed the footage isnt great but it's certainly her voice. 

During elections that just happened in UK, labour were going around doing talks saying babies masturbate in the womb and they enjoy it, there was 

video footage on twitter showing the talk

3/20/2020 1:22:37 AM therealmrandmr1 Crazy

3/20/2020 1:23:17 AM emmaleelang Please do not take this...use Hydroxychloroquine instead.

3/20/2020 1:34:08 AM ololabear NOT TRUE!

~formerly molested 7 year old.

3/20/2020 1:37:47 AM chapulincolored Noted.  Just posted that for the active ingredient purpose, but the stablizer is important too.  Definitely not endorsing any specific variant of 

chloroquine nor do we know for sure if it is a cure for the #DeepStateCommieVirus. Consult your physician and do you own research.

3/20/2020 1:38:06 AM monroevegas Looks true enough.

3/20/2020 1:38:58 AM monroevegas Is it true FBI is raiding her place? She said she was “sanitizing.”

3/20/2020 1:41:52 AM sc89126024 Felt it once, during deep meditation as I met my soul group. Awesome feeling.

3/20/2020 1:43:00 AM chris_moyler What a out the film The Colour Purple??

Nothing GOOD there, was there???

3/20/2020 1:47:24 AM paytonpatriot Thoughts? pic.twitter.com/UVHechXTnq

3/20/2020 1:48:53 AM playgroundg0des My President has fully restored my Love for the United States FOR America ❤️ #WWG1WGA

3/20/2020 1:49:22 AM brd369 Same.

3/20/2020 1:53:30 AM henryan16808903 Amen

3/20/2020 1:54:57 AM quantum_reality Those who know, cannot sleep

3/20/2020 1:55:02 AM chapulincolored Do these Vampires feast on other blood by-products?  I remember athletes taking steroids & erythropoietin through blood transfusions or pure 

hormones to get a competitive edge.  What other blood/human by products do these evil-doers consume?

3/20/2020 1:57:57 AM sandy_cuhntz She's so beautiful!

3/20/2020 2:06:13 AM qarmy1973 Cathy O'Brien's book Trance-Formation of America and Brice Taylor's Thanks for the Memories.

3/20/2020 2:08:20 AM jeffvau62202737 thank God she don't have children

3/20/2020 2:09:19 AM melanieambrose6 And there we have it.

3/20/2020 2:10:14 AM bebetmcg Sick 😡😡

3/20/2020 2:13:01 AM cdale_dog Since most payrolls and direct deposits to banks are all on-line, not to mention debit card transactions, people better have enough cash to get through 

the 10 days which I believe will start April 1st.  Are people prepared not to get paid for that long?

3/20/2020 2:14:29 AM cdale_dog In trusting the plan, there must be a reason for this 10 days of darkness.  Is this when the arrests are occurring and POTUS will be updating the public 

on what is going or went down?

3/20/2020 2:16:32 AM aschilliam Constitution for the United States of America already in place?òr is it still the constitution of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA?

3/20/2020 2:17:00 AM magabecca She’s disgusting

3/20/2020 2:23:38 AM kevinoneill14 Seems she has experience.

3/20/2020 2:24:43 AM resevil67 If he story IS true, then it means he really isnt the Q that we have been seeing on 8kun. This is his younger self. He even claimed in a video that he is 

more brash and doesnt care what we think of him unlike his older measured self.

3/20/2020 2:28:09 AM luluspeers1 And the cure for the Corona virus starts with the letter Q! Quinine! Its in tonic water. Watch the water!

3/20/2020 2:31:46 AM epkman @POTUS(Keeper/Light)👼@Flotus(Angel/Light)👼@replouiegohmert(Owl)@RepMattGaetz(Am/WarEagle)@DevinNunes(GoldenEagle)@Jim_Jordan(

StellersEagle)@RepMarkMeadows(SerpentEagle)@DevinNunes(Keeper/Bell)@RepRatcliffe(SnakeEagle)@seanhannity(Seeker/Light)@TomFitton(Guar

dian/Light)

3/20/2020 2:33:56 AM deeniak The words “good” and child molestation should never be in the same sentence.

3/20/2020 2:34:33 AM patriot_south Ditto it's so easy to see and understand when you have carried that little girl around your whole life trying to keep her safe. Inside out upside down but 

all is revealed. Namaste my friend

3/20/2020 2:35:14 AM patriot_south Amen amen amen. Amazing Grace

3/20/2020 2:36:23 AM deplorabled71 You're right, that's exactly what she was saying.. now ask yourself why? She was saying it because she's an experienced predator.. It's been in our faces 

all along!

3/20/2020 2:53:31 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/20/2020 2:53:36 AM birdiesrchirpin Kill all the porn sites. Just take em down. They're unnecessary. Purely degenerative.

How much bandwidth did we just save?

(PS - Lil boys don't step lest you be shredded, mama's got this at the soul level. We don't have time for that.)

3/20/2020 2:54:09 AM msavoia3 She sick!

3/20/2020 2:55:41 AM sweetq17 The Real Q does not seek any attention or praise. He serves at the pleasure of the President.

3/20/2020 2:56:31 AM birdiesrchirpin Amen. 

Much love and respect to all. 

🙏💛🙏 pic.twitter.com/Mi8pncMuvz



3/20/2020 2:59:42 AM covfefejohn3 Trump-haters are complicit! pic.twitter.com/zy4LhWNw5s

3/20/2020 3:04:29 AM susang7671 That’s like old argument used by Deep State to convince huemanity to expose their children to liquor by keeping it in home, drinking in front of them, 

while telling them no. BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOBONIC GOES SONIC. TU Spirit within me, 4 steadfastness of my ancestor Job. 💕

3/20/2020 3:07:31 AM qsentus92 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

3/20/2020 3:07:33 AM marciaw02564145 So many more involved. Sickos!

3/20/2020 3:12:13 AM truth_yhvh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @99freemind @Qanon76 https://twitter.com/I_Eat_Trees_K/status/1240476176474353664 …

3/20/2020 3:19:43 AM dmr2cor520 Will power go out or just internet?

3/20/2020 3:22:13 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: PSA Internet infrastructure has a bottleneck at the datacenter level. With telehealth, e-learning, porn, Netflix, online, 

and an exponential increase in daily online users (from people who would normally be working offline) mea…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240820443881316353.html …

3/20/2020 3:22:29 AM therealjjtruth Wtaf! 🤦🏻♂️

3/20/2020 3:23:46 AM susang7671 BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! came Satan’s 4 horrible testings of Job’s faithfulness to God. Job’s only surviving servant of each of BOOM couldn’t get 

in the door fast enough B4 the next BOOM’s survivor breathlessly rushes in. Job still didn’t curse God. Then Satan touches Job’s skin.

3/20/2020 3:25:41 AM munkeypilot 🙏🏼

3/20/2020 3:25:44 AM gatorowned  pic.twitter.com/Z2ev0hV1Km

3/20/2020 3:29:05 AM annette00129772 😌👌🏻🙂

3/20/2020 3:30:53 AM byconvos I remember this. It’s when Tyler Perry was talking about being molested. So disgusting 🤮

3/20/2020 3:30:55 AM munkeypilot But that's the prices they were all willing to pay for their fames & fortunes. I don't envu or worship them- I pity them. I have no sympathies or mercy- 

that is for God to determine. They've all had good runs...time to pay their Barr tabs...

3/20/2020 3:31:37 AM cheryls15973780 She is sick it is never good to violate a child sense of well being

3/20/2020 3:34:16 AM jlrjrtx She says this to a studio audience, as if it is normal and acceptable. These words are right there for all to see who she truly is, sick and evil. The old 

saying "You are known by the company you keep" sure rings true for all these sick pedo criminals. SICK!!!

3/20/2020 3:35:21 AM keith369me Entering an era of rediscovery, “the need to view old questions with fresh eyes”

3/20/2020 3:36:56 AM keith369me We have only seen prep to isolate the slaves from enslavers.

3/20/2020 3:37:11 AM thecryingliber1  https://twitter.com/savapilo/status/1240194301679693824?s=09 …

3/20/2020 3:38:49 AM keith369me This will not end well for you.  Might want to consider stepping back

3/20/2020 3:41:55 AM trolls4truth Got my guitars, books and shatter. Now if I could just get my hands on some toilet paper, I'd be ready to go! Store is suppose to be getting some 

tomorrow! 🤞😀

3/20/2020 3:42:00 AM keith369me Everything they say is out of context.  The rules of the “game” is [they] have to tell us what’s going on...so they do it wrapped in deceit/lies...including 

science fiction in the movies.

3/20/2020 3:42:15 AM legaboom did you read the line above the one you underlined?  It says outside "someone dialed in w/orders specific to his/her mission"!  Austin has said several 

times he is forced to do this because its his mission & he is commanded to.  You actually just gave a proof FOR him.

3/20/2020 3:44:04 AM ausanon369 Message over Messenger.

3/20/2020 3:45:24 AM germani2u 😥😢😢😢

3/20/2020 3:46:52 AM hillhill4 You forgot to mention her transgender illegal alien parents.

3/20/2020 3:46:53 AM munkeypilot  pic.twitter.com/5ALUpAvDN0

3/20/2020 3:49:00 AM upallnight39 K pic.twitter.com/oRApDPoPrp

3/20/2020 3:50:46 AM susang7671 BOOBONIC WENT SONIC when Satan (Deep State) touched Job’s skin on 5th&final test. Did Job curse God when his skin broke out, even his mouth 

developed boils? Nope! Job remained steadfast to God, prostrated himself in faith-fullness to his BFF, refusing to abandon the Spirit.

3/20/2020 3:51:55 AM smombiegate @Oprah - You're next.

3/20/2020 3:52:25 AM heinzworld  pic.twitter.com/iDtNyyszm1

3/20/2020 3:53:58 AM djlok She's using her platform to seed child molestation and child rape into the public consciousness.  The world will not have good memories of Oprah. 

#ThesePeopleAreSick

3/20/2020 3:55:44 AM samsmith0319 ...🍿🐸🍿...

3/20/2020 3:56:01 AM letsdot94709949 Space Force Commander???????  Really?

3/20/2020 3:56:03 AM ozed45353277 Screen record it share like Covid

3/20/2020 3:56:12 AM hypnothyme @StormIsUponUs

3/20/2020 3:56:27 AM afaateid Holy shit...that is SICK!!!

I never saw this before

3/20/2020 3:57:14 AM djlok I knew someone like that too. He didn't even realize he was a victim until around the time he became the age of his predator.

3/20/2020 3:58:03 AM joemdodd85 Really?🤔

3/20/2020 3:58:08 AM onlyrobbiesnead Common sense: how the F does Oprah know that it feels good at age 7. I don’t even know that. I mean it did at 17👀👀👀👀

3/20/2020 4:01:10 AM merv_the_swerv Are rich white people working with those same demons?  Or is it just the rich black woman?  If your god existed, little kids wouldn’t be getting 

molested.  And certainly not by priests.

3/20/2020 4:02:00 AM susang7671 What happened next is unfanthonable, unreasonable, unimaginable evidence of unconditional love of Our Divine Prime Creator God of All That Is. 

Three of Job’s BFF’s heard Job’s cries&arrived, saw he was in such agony he couldn’t speak, so they sat silently beside Job for ten days.

3/20/2020 4:02:05 AM jeremyr60971542 She's sick.

3/20/2020 4:02:48 AM thecryingliber1 Where does it say 10 days of darkness means the power or internet?

3/20/2020 4:05:32 AM grabbler8 Yeah, I mean maybe the bad guys would release a deadly bioweapon or crash the economy if this wasn't handled correctly

3/20/2020 4:05:56 AM merv_the_swerv You think the molester-in-chief is going to help?  He’d have to take himself down in the process.

3/20/2020 4:06:06 AM southernbellem5 @Oprah care to explain?

3/20/2020 4:06:14 AM ozed45353277 Whatever, how does she know this, are you a pro at the kinda behaviour, she's a TV host not a behaviour expert, expart at grooming as her 

aquintances lifestyle suggests . Xnexum, winstine, Barry, mddonna. Bobby brown, 

etc etc.

3/20/2020 4:11:29 AM susang7671 Ten days of silence, except for something probably like an Emergency Broadcast System through the Earth’s crystalline grid, sending a message 

revealing truths of Job’s calamity. Ten days of silence. Then guess what happened? The Sonshine arrived! Oh what a beautiful morning!💕

3/20/2020 4:13:15 AM thecheekyskunk warning : shill alert.

3/20/2020 4:17:04 AM francoissmc This type of bullshit is not positive for the Q movement.

Leaving @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  for now, let's see what happens.  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1240861234804576256 …

3/20/2020 4:19:05 AM virtuspatri HI MJ 12, So are you saying.... this whole thing was their plan and we 1) commandeered it without them knowing, 2) used disinformation  to keep them 

on track 3) financially, logistically etc are moving this forward according to their roadmap AND THEY think all is going as plannd?

3/20/2020 4:19:06 AM djlok It's funny watching him get all these "free thinking" Q Influencers all twisted up.  I applaud his work in exposing them.  It is necessary. Some of the 

Influencers produce as much (if not more) Disinformation than the #FakeNews networks.

3/20/2020 4:19:18 AM moose7099 Pure evil

3/20/2020 4:20:22 AM maja323 🤢🤮

3/20/2020 4:22:43 AM sleeashley WTF ?!?!?!



3/20/2020 4:24:27 AM randw Give it a try yourself.

Take a Q post.

A=1

Z=26

Q=17

Only use THE CAPS.

remove @ handles
3/20/2020 4:24:34 AM extradouble It reminds me of Eye the Spy, creating conflict to get attention. Which is often Trump's method. Part of his story doesn't make sense...DIA can't 

operate in the US, yet he's a DIA agent.

3/20/2020 4:25:28 AM disgoblue24 It goes much deeper with Oprah, #pizzagate

3/20/2020 4:25:47 AM monokrome I really hope this is out-of-context, her saying that it's bad that they don't remember and not supporting it? Is that just wishful thinking at this point?

3/20/2020 4:25:57 AM kingsnlegends How do I save this video!?

3/20/2020 4:27:59 AM monokrome Who cares?

3/20/2020 4:28:30 AM 69_marie Holy crap I read somewhere that we can ourselves our bodies can turn lead into gold ... is this all part of the trafficking? 😳

3/20/2020 4:28:30 AM pincebeber Austin please ,

go on disclosing your version of Reality.

Who ever you are  How refreshing!

though

I imagine it may have been very hard for some of us Q followers to discover that THE GREAT Q

Was a young nasty Bloodliner with an arrogant and ironic tone

making us laugh and think

3/20/2020 4:28:43 AM jt_suryo 11:33. #significance

3/20/2020 4:29:18 AM lesliekwaiga Brother of AUSTIN STEINBART

3/20/2020 4:29:30 AM pollyester17 Meghans friend - well lucky old Archie @ClarenceHouse how the house of Windsor and the head of the church opened the door to the devils foot 

soldiers - taken in by a Hollywood smile and some plastic surgery - will they ever learn

3/20/2020 4:29:31 AM gcanty3 Might need to watch this again

3/20/2020 4:31:08 AM willie75865316  pic.twitter.com/vSK8orABOW

3/20/2020 4:33:51 AM fritzingeradam Yes, let's burn her! pic.twitter.com/bvvwOMrBkd

3/20/2020 4:36:07 AM _369311119 Divine.

3/20/2020 4:38:11 AM purpleheartq45 100% pic.twitter.com/hQ77WPz7us

3/20/2020 4:38:16 AM peekaboo1966 I Believe this guy is legit .. Just sayin

3/20/2020 4:40:18 AM ausanon369 You think so?

3/20/2020 4:44:11 AM cchausmer I am  in seek of TRUTH 🇺🇸

3/20/2020 4:44:44 AM patriot_south Thanks

3/20/2020 4:45:55 AM patriot_south I am like you. I have no idea how to archive. I barely know how to share on here..

3/20/2020 4:46:12 AM peekaboo1966 Bawhahaha.. wow.. sad... yet.. fun and entertaining , Thanks MJ12 for this one..needed my morning giggle

3/20/2020 4:46:40 AM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/uJcCNxtpmr

3/20/2020 4:48:32 AM goodjobtommypi You’re running for senate and dumb enough to entertain the idea that this is not taken out of context?

3/20/2020 4:48:32 AM patriot_south Where? And how please?

3/20/2020 4:49:59 AM itsmeyouneeduk 1st -10th April circulating

3/20/2020 4:52:43 AM bric882009 Seeing lots of references also to Comet Atlas which gets here around first week in April I believe..not sure of connection

3/20/2020 4:52:44 AM garycluckie Vile and disgusting beyond belief

3/20/2020 4:52:55 AM patriot_south Wow

3/20/2020 4:54:11 AM raisethevib369 The cattle population are not real pleased with him. pic.twitter.com/0ffhmKLaEu

3/20/2020 4:54:19 AM patriot_south Thank you

3/20/2020 4:54:48 AM munkeypilot Stop preparing- just doit drop the truth bombs so we can all know who's ass(es) we're gonna beat & recalibrate to terminate the deceptions & fookery. 

Congress is getting  high colonics enema as will their co-conspirators.

#RopeIsTheHope #GravityIsFree

3/20/2020 4:55:10 AM boss3she  pic.twitter.com/b9VdtAz4Vd

3/20/2020 4:55:26 AM splendorian1 What does money laundering mean?

What is the single biggest event that can generate many nation states to payout billions?

Who audits where the money goes?

$15,000 for a toothbrush?

Reconcile. 

/

What does money buy? https://qmap.pub/read/117 

3/20/2020 4:55:38 AM munkeypilot #JustDoIt #BelieveInSomething #JusticeComing

3/20/2020 4:56:18 AM munkeypilot 🤜🏽💥🤛🏼

3/20/2020 4:56:41 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/20/2020 4:56:52 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/20/2020 5:00:04 AM munkeypilot Can we have a public removal from office, trial / tribunal, sentencing...& punishments...OpTiks Madder!

3/20/2020 5:00:05 AM francoissmc Just unfollowed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 because of this ass.

3/20/2020 5:00:34 AM my2sonznme @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @IPOT1776 @M2Madness @RedPill78 @SGTreport @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Have you watched this video? There is so 

much truth in this. How do we trust the plan now?

3/20/2020 5:01:01 AM munkeypilot 👋🏼💖👋🏼

3/20/2020 5:02:49 AM munkeypilot Who is fully in control of the I-Net & AlGoreRythmz? I checked this acct before shitting down last night....yet I'm only seeing this now?

3/20/2020 5:02:52 AM gribbs7 Alien and Tech disclosure coming July?

3/20/2020 5:03:15 AM identityasxy .

I'm int process of backing up the entire internets content, but its gonna take time, ... and a whole lots of thumb drives.  

Give me a couple days, only completed  0.0001%

3/20/2020 5:03:42 AM cel__lec Fake.

3/20/2020 5:04:33 AM fellowpatri0t You should have a long time ago, honestly

3/20/2020 5:05:05 AM barrysoetoro15 Of course this is  real!   They are all on film!

3/20/2020 5:05:35 AM trumps_all It’s kind of funny but I have this guy blocked, but Twitter let me see this post for some reason. Almost like they manipulated the account to make sure 

people can see it. Nothing seems funny about that does it?

3/20/2020 5:05:58 AM scott_rick March 30

3/20/2020 5:06:46 AM kiki3484 This can’t be real? Sickening



3/20/2020 5:07:14 AM burgersandra Incorporating the power of 3 6 9:

younwere

 you=7+6+3=16=7

     n=5

were=5595=24=6

7+5+6=

12+6=

3 + 6 =9

"Words are spells.

Power of 3, 6, and 9 applied to language too?" https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=372 …

3/20/2020 5:08:38 AM walkawaylib Run Forrest,run!

Lols

3/20/2020 5:09:17 AM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/0dyoclxPRa

3/20/2020 5:09:42 AM thebetamasta what video

3/20/2020 5:11:17 AM lorihildreth 🤣

3/20/2020 5:11:21 AM kandaceurban3 Sick

3/20/2020 5:11:59 AM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣 you aint shit bro. Nothing can stop what os coming.. see you soon, Jack..

3/20/2020 5:12:53 AM infidelis_101 Patently absurd remarks that were rejected then....and rejected right now.

3/20/2020 5:16:07 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/BQUNq9j89K

3/20/2020 5:17:55 AM aprilbrown99 #ALICE pic.twitter.com/60cdT2NOdV

3/20/2020 5:18:52 AM dianadenton12 This is insane

3/20/2020 5:19:51 AM crane_robert i don't have the slightest problem with this. It's way out of context. She's explaining how they get away with it and why the kids don't complain at first.

3/20/2020 5:21:44 AM aprilbrown99 #ALICE is many things. pic.twitter.com/lgBcfTXZgF

3/20/2020 5:22:21 AM ericpartchey We are all in this together.   Where we go one we go all. 👍

3/20/2020 5:23:27 AM nikoscali Out of all the LARPS and Paytriots to have come forward you have to be the LEAST Q-like of any of them. We've called out the MANY discrepancies in 

your story and instead of addressing them you get defensive. That's not what QAnon is about... bottom line.

3/20/2020 5:24:36 AM aprilbrown99 You have 179 followers...yea okay...you are gonna whip out a can of whip ass. 🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/SAomhImrfO

3/20/2020 5:24:58 AM escapegoatz Wtf????

3/20/2020 5:25:21 AM fansblowing3 Lock her up

3/20/2020 5:25:57 AM blsdbe DDM? Could be... pic.twitter.com/0iDrNUg0Hy

3/20/2020 5:26:28 AM cordaymaggie It’s not just this one thing, collectively if you watch through many interviews and such of hers through the years, she has a disturbing worldview and 

she gives out much parenting and relationship advice not having children nor being married. She hangs out with Geffen. Not good

3/20/2020 5:28:17 AM fansblowing3 Good video 👍

3/20/2020 5:28:39 AM dearlyb80245801 She a fruit loop!!!

3/20/2020 5:28:48 AM epstien_390 How can he be part of the op when clearly the q posts do not reflect this Austin's style of writing. If you go through all of the q post you can see 

differences ever so slight of multiple people posting BUT none of them have this Austin's style of arrogance.

3/20/2020 5:28:55 AM bagelsandshade Sick B*tch‼️

3/20/2020 5:29:27 AM eugeneosulliva8 She and Joe Biden would be just the ticket! pic.twitter.com/wsThJ1WZDL

3/20/2020 5:30:03 AM pitcher1776 😲🤢🤮😠😡🤬🤬🤬🤬

3/20/2020 5:30:28 AM norseslahtr @Oprah

3/20/2020 5:30:49 AM mat27101 Have shared this mind blowing information with alot of ppl since around Christmas. Interesting indeed.

3/20/2020 5:31:35 AM sheristweets Isaac Kappy alleged that Oprah is involved in human trafficking, he named other celeb's as well- it appears he was killed for naming names. Oprah 

associates with very corrupt and depraved people, that lends credibility to the idea she is not who she tells us she is.

3/20/2020 5:32:30 AM myattdavis 🤮

3/20/2020 5:32:33 AM jacky_lope wtf..?🙄  how creepy. 🤮

Is there more of this video available? 

Would like to see, how it goes on...

3/20/2020 5:33:12 AM fansblowing3 Maybe you should keep an open mind.  Stop being a 🐑

3/20/2020 5:33:15 AM nikoscali  https://twitter.com/savapilo/status/1240194301679693824 …

3/20/2020 5:35:26 AM nikoscali When you realize that A and B are one in the same.... #AustinSteinbartHoax

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1240800454897831937 …

3/20/2020 5:35:43 AM nobody14472780 Great Post @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Now is the time to unleash the hoard of #QAnons to wake folks up to #QAnon led by @AustinSteinbart taking down the 

Luciferian #RoyalDeathRacket. Post on trends, be nice, heal not hurt. #DoxD6 #DeclassJFK #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1239782767631761408 …

3/20/2020 5:36:19 AM mongrelglory Are we going to have 10 days without internet service? 🥺

3/20/2020 5:36:24 AM fansblowing3 Bye 👋

3/20/2020 5:37:16 AM cecypotharst Can you reference this so we can watch the whole thing?

3/20/2020 5:37:22 AM fansblowing3 Attacking FAKE Qanons 👌

3/20/2020 5:37:47 AM thankq777 10 days of darkness = 10 days of social darkness during arrests.   

Get your board games and dvd collections shined up because the internet will have to goaway for a little bit to avoid mass hysteria spreading 

exponentially. 

Remain calm.   We've been waiting for this.

3/20/2020 5:38:07 AM lightlove21121 #TrustIsKey

#WeAreTheCure

#WinningWeAre

💘💘💘 pic.twitter.com/jzufA2y8jq

3/20/2020 5:38:31 AM nschlange 😫I think I'd rather be w/out lights!

3/20/2020 5:39:44 AM connie28805923 @RealistNews #THETA

3/20/2020 5:40:29 AM cocopuffster12 Trying to get everything backed up offline! I am not very computer savvy. Never cared till now!

3/20/2020 5:40:59 AM vthreezes Mindless brainwashed zombies nodding in agreement with this wretched woman.

3/20/2020 5:42:58 AM southern_lady75 There are some that have infiltrated this movement. Trust no one but yourself.

3/20/2020 5:43:05 AM delete57077491 sick

3/20/2020 5:45:47 AM jabrown74 Sick

3/20/2020 5:46:23 AM fansblowing3 Better yet, stick around and see what happens instead of pointing people to other fake Larp accounts.



3/20/2020 5:47:05 AM gcanty3 I won’t take it

3/20/2020 5:48:15 AM fansblowing3 Where are these imaginary communications?  Tick tock  ⏰

3/20/2020 5:49:03 AM fansblowing3 Where are these imaginary communications?  Tick tock ⏰

3/20/2020 5:50:18 AM stefanofvenus I think you are wrong.

3/20/2020 5:51:04 AM nikoscali The #DeepState has FINALLY shown itself! Now its time for #PAIN!

How did they know? Anons know the answer!!

#FeinsteinMustResign #ViralProfiteers #WakeUp #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #QAnon #DarkToLight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/P7vYe5wwVg

3/20/2020 5:51:05 AM txtangirl Sick Sick! Also, those who were Hunted, become the Hunters

3/20/2020 5:51:28 AM free2design Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: PSA Internet infrastructure has a bottleneck at the datacenter level. With telehealth, e-learning, porn, Netflix, online, 

and an exponential increase in daily online users (from people who would normally be working offline) mea…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240820443881316353.html …

3/20/2020 5:52:00 AM blsdbe #Socialism is Not for Everyone. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀  https://twitter.com/SalmonaKayak/status/1240843995149819904 …

3/20/2020 5:52:42 AM fansblowing3 I hope not, although [they] wouldn’t be able to talk to each other either.

3/20/2020 5:52:44 AM fashionabanon Grrrr...

3/20/2020 5:53:04 AM ladymolly51 @Us1919Vs @_KrisHunter_

@Utah_Utah_Utah @dee_plorable

@DanHarr16222124

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@StormIsUponUs @blacknblueangel

@Have_a_dram https://www.pscp.tv/w/cUNhIjFETEVCeW1SZW5Bakp8MXlvSk1hbGtaYmpKUbtB6XaDss-

rG_aK101J5lbSCN73gfkIT0zeWLaekWkL?t=49s …

3/20/2020 5:53:31 AM westmount_d7 😂 Well, then... I guess we both won’t be saving anything online then! Lol. We all have our own missions anyway. Stay safe. Stay well 😊🙏🏻

3/20/2020 5:54:14 AM fansblowing3 zero hour:  the time at which a planned operation, typically a military one, is set to begin.

3/20/2020 5:55:57 AM fansblowing3 Date delta would be March 25 through April 4?

3/20/2020 5:55:58 AM legaboom So, that's what's getting you..."his style of arrogance"?  Really?  Have you ever heard POTUS?  Slightly arrogant?  Sorry, can't follow this logic.

3/20/2020 5:56:35 AM brainfreeze76 She really is a honey

3/20/2020 5:57:20 AM fansblowing3 Agreed

3/20/2020 5:57:44 AM janetmp7 Don't be naive. Sexual abuse of a child is not invisible! This is disgusting @oprahmagazine

3/20/2020 5:58:41 AM nancyddb Cute. Me too I ready.

3/20/2020 5:58:46 AM cynthia39231414 Just like Bill Gates, right? Many think he is wonderful...

3/20/2020 5:59:44 AM cynthia39231414 Brainwashing.

3/20/2020 6:00:43 AM caren_fine Seems many talk about doing a lot of things and many fail to do what they talk about.

3/20/2020 6:01:12 AM sgtggp ☠️

3/20/2020 6:01:36 AM fansblowing3 Disclosure during the ten days of darkness?  All eyes on the skies?

3/20/2020 6:08:33 AM rick_hernandez Why not just wait for D5 and see what’s up? Austin said April 5th we would know for sure. That’s D5.

3/20/2020 6:09:17 AM mom_in_georgia So very sorry, heartbreaking that you had to go through this horrific nightmare. May God give you peace, strength and his grace.

3/20/2020 6:09:29 AM jazzone49 And she really believes it!

3/20/2020 6:10:02 AM winstonsmith173 His cockiness is the very antithesis of anything Q. This is Freddy & Toots-RedText-level-cockiness. His evidence has nothing to do with it - his theatre is 

meant to distract & discredit. Obvious slide. 

No Outside Comms.

3/20/2020 6:11:20 AM robinabank4 This is addicting... Just can't seem to dig enuff‼️ Lovin every minute of it. I NEVER used social media until POTUS stepped up, Q & the wealth of TRUTH 

began to slow drip tight into our hands. THIS IS HISTORICAL AND BIBLICAL ‼️ We R the generation of the fig tree 🙏 #WWG1WGA

3/20/2020 6:12:34 AM karina89350882 Sorry that I "interact" - why is always a connection made between "God fearing/loving ppl"?

This is a paradoxum per se!!! Supreme Source wants NO fear - sure not! But Satan and all the Little god`s like Annunanki/Moloch they want be feared. 

Maybe you think about to who you pray

3/20/2020 6:16:40 AM sidcharming What is your first question after that statement? Have you seen: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/introduction-q …

3/20/2020 6:17:24 AM robertm51745442 Dismantle Joe M toughguy. By the way, Q does not need validation, we the people are the validity incarnate! We are Q. WWG1WGA. Pray Austin, don't 

divide.

3/20/2020 6:18:32 AM blsdbe Heads up, #WatchTheSkies  https://t.co/7S6rLd5Ew5  https://twitter.com/bardsofwar/status/1240894902243938305?s=21 …

3/20/2020 6:19:11 AM disclosureadvoc  pic.twitter.com/376KGPerpY

3/20/2020 6:19:23 AM nikoscali This is the problem with Austin appearing now. He didn't come up with the plan or D5 yet people like you will be the first to attribute it to him if 

something does happen. We are forgetting the core of what QAnon out of the convenience that Austin has a face and QAnon doesn't!

3/20/2020 6:19:25 AM sc89126024 Could we settle with porn and gaming🤔🤔

3/20/2020 6:19:29 AM healeyjaimie You honestly can’t make this shit up! Sick world we live in but that’s all about to change!! #Qanon #TheStormIsHere

3/20/2020 6:20:46 AM chrismbrewer1 She is a sick person

3/20/2020 6:22:25 AM onepingonly2 Just a Walkman :)

3/20/2020 6:24:38 AM qbeat107 Me to! We are on our way POTUS AND JFK pic.twitter.com/zJfkAceJ0Y

3/20/2020 6:25:24 AM rick_hernandez He did threaten the Queen of Denmark and gave her a deadline of 30 days or she would be given the Romanov treatment. 

So on 4-5 (4=D) the time is up. We will all know if Austin is telling the truth on that date regardless of what anyone believes.

3/20/2020 6:25:54 AM legaboom Let me get this straight, you don't like the way he talks & then you tell me to GTFO & call me a blind sheep because I won't blindly follow what you are 

saying?  Did I get that right Q Gatekeeper of the Movement?  Since Austin is a nobody according to you, then you're a somebody?

3/20/2020 6:25:57 AM caqtainsensible I hate to admit it, but I'm still working on the "4." I guess I haven't studied/worked it enough yet. Maybe the long legged mack daddy is #ondeck

3/20/2020 6:26:01 AM kewnadian 🤣🤣🤣

Dont even worry about these "DOCS" just proving I had comms with @AustinSteinbart before he came out is what I wanna see...you show that I'll 

close my Twitter account 👍

You've been chirping about docs for pretty much 3 weeks and saying TOMORROW TOMORROW... pic.twitter.com/jzqV5i5ngD

3/20/2020 6:26:26 AM monokrome Means they make an ounce of gold for $10. How could it be more clear?

3/20/2020 6:27:05 AM mz_nubbie No sound?

3/20/2020 6:27:17 AM legaboom You actually just convinced me that Austin is legit, because he said right now he is trying to humble guys like you that want to force group think & 

create a pure strand of the Q Gospel.  I believe you just might be a Q-Pharisee.

3/20/2020 6:27:50 AM rick_hernandez Additionally, there are some curious things he’s posted on Twitter and his videos with internal pictures of the IT infrastructure from Luke AFB, and a 

few other secure facilities. All of this would get you or me locked up. He’s not. Why is that?



3/20/2020 6:28:20 AM mom_in_georgia Faith over Fear.

 

I’m gonna see a victory !

Lord take what the enemy meant for evil and turn it for good,

For the battle belongs to the Lord !!!

Don’t believe everything you see or hear. Ask the Holy Spirit to discern the truth.

3/20/2020 6:28:55 AM tucson_ron SKY EVENT

Q

3/20/2020 6:29:10 AM mom_in_georgia I’m gonna see a victory !

The Lord takes what the enemy meant for evil and turn it for good,

For the battle belongs to the Lord !!!

3/20/2020 6:29:18 AM laubepj I don't doubt it's true, but this was taken out of context. Everyone knows she does interviews and talks on several subjects. This isn't incriminating just 

used as such to tarnish an image. Play more of the video

3/20/2020 6:29:28 AM fallorsesh You've never mentioned "D6" until now... Why?

3/20/2020 6:30:49 AM kewnadian Ya I'm waiting to see them too...

This 🤡 has been chirping for weeks about them and keeps saying tomorrow tomorrow tomorrow...

Tomorrow has happened about 24 times since he 1st time he said it... pic.twitter.com/SxeTCSHJYG

3/20/2020 6:30:57 AM rick_hernandez So in my opinion, it’s best to just keep an open mind and let the clock run on this. Q has already said Game Over. So waiting 2 weeks and keeping an 

open mind until these markers pass makes no difference to the Q op. The larger thing people need to grasp is that

3/20/2020 6:32:42 AM tlshaw1997 😏

3/20/2020 6:33:26 AM rick_hernandez After the storm, Q is done. We won’t get anything else from Q. So we all need to start preparing for life after Q. This means to stop idolizing people 

with large follower counts as authorities on anything. They aren’t authorities, they just have more followers. We’re all the news

3/20/2020 6:34:38 AM crzycnuk101 He is a shill.. but ya got proof? Post it. Lets get it out

3/20/2020 6:34:42 AM junea Just ewwww 🤢

3/20/2020 6:35:53 AM mom_in_georgia I am a Q President follower.

This video appears to be out of context.

I think she is referring to the child is confused, the Pedo is good at trying to convince the child it is good and it feels good, then the pain comes. I am 

sure in the child’s mind this must be the normal

3/20/2020 6:36:22 AM eman1292 Reality of war. There's no such thing as a clean war. That would be an oxymoron. The economy will rebound strong af. Especially when tech 

declassifies. Chinese virus blown out of proportion. But if you think, it's necessary for unification. Starts with small communities.

3/20/2020 6:36:23 AM corinnebackman Wow, lots of emphasis on ‘good’ !  She was sending a different message! 🤮🤮🤮

3/20/2020 6:36:28 AM mongrelglory I get all of my news off of the internet.  The radio and TV have too much propaganda so I don't go there.

3/20/2020 6:36:33 AM rick_hernandez It also means to start preparing to help people who need to heal from the trauma they have experienced. Do you remember how sick you felt when 

you first learned the truth? It’s like neo waking up from the matrix. It’s painful. People will need our support. They need love, care

3/20/2020 6:38:05 AM mongrelglory I live alone.  The internet is how I keep in touch with all my friends and relatives abroad.  My cats just ignore me when I talk to them.😉

3/20/2020 6:38:09 AM rick_hernandez And a reassurance that life will be okay in the new paradigm. It’s going to be our job to help these people make that transition. We are the news, we 

are also the rock people will lean on as they truly stand up for the first time in their lives. Be the ROCK!

3/20/2020 6:38:09 AM dandresc2 Seriously...  lol his voice is so annoying.

3/20/2020 6:38:16 AM corinnebackman Brainwashed.

3/20/2020 6:40:07 AM _krishunter_ Where did he get the number 200,000? What kind of crack is he smoking? Thanks to the schiff heads at the CDC Calif is looking at 25,000,000.

3/20/2020 6:40:19 AM dorinne_a WTF?! Well, look at who she surrounds herself with-- I guess we shouldn't be surprised!

3/20/2020 6:41:41 AM protectthechil4 Luciferian witch trying to normalize pedophilia 🤬🤬🤬

3/20/2020 6:42:36 AM andrewe1776 Seems the Q/Trump hating media showing some breaks in there hard lefty shells. Awakening ?

3/20/2020 6:43:36 AM threadreaderapp Hello, you can read it here: Thread by @Rick_Hernandez: @NikosCali @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 He did threaten the Queen of Denmark and 

gave…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240992841888915456.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/20/2020 6:43:58 AM twilly18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tna0Mmu1XlI … pic.twitter.com/X7nBUcv4eH

3/20/2020 6:44:32 AM justmekimhere We are all part of the plan

We need to all realize this and unite

Joe can not be doxed as he needs to be there for the newbies with his video

I believe Austin is part of the plan To Force The Q

This is why he is so feisty?? 

And pushing Qanons buttons pic.twitter.com/NO33dAlR25

3/20/2020 6:44:48 AM my2sonznme Sorry haha....Amazing Polly’s latest. She reveals the Pence, Birx, Fauci long standing relationships and stealing

3/20/2020 6:45:31 AM my2sonznme  https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/20/2020 6:46:14 AM johnassman6 A Part of the Pedophile Network! pic.twitter.com/BiTcpFhjk3

3/20/2020 6:46:22 AM blsdbe Time to stop talking and play!!! pic.twitter.com/dDQGNQFo7Y

3/20/2020 6:46:27 AM jaypatriot1 Very weird

3/20/2020 6:48:47 AM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1240997892275363845 …

3/20/2020 6:50:12 AM fogabhan Oprah has a penis?

3/20/2020 6:51:41 AM freestateojones "...and I have said for years - if the abuser is any 'good' you wont even know it happened"

- Oprah speaking about sexual assault of children.

Steve Harvey was pretty shocked to learn about one of her favorite beauty products.

Earth is a weird place. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1067631533945774080?s=19 …

3/20/2020 6:52:28 AM my2sonznme Calling us names and bullying us, doesn’t help YOUR cause. pic.twitter.com/4TaPRNkMiH

3/20/2020 6:53:03 AM corinnebackman Wake up and read between the lines!  Heavy emphasis on ‘good’.  She could have said all of that with different wording and emphasis.  She mixes very 

closely with the wrong people.

3/20/2020 6:53:25 AM aleks8837 "Prepared" to release.......If some requirement (likes+rt's?) are met? 

If you have info, just post it.. Nobody cares anymore about "hidden info". Either you post it or you go back to your cave and feel special and important.

3/20/2020 6:53:59 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣  Cats and boxes!

3/20/2020 6:54:20 AM stormspotter45 #ThesePeopleAreSick



3/20/2020 6:56:22 AM tracyabston Oprah is evil but what she is saying is true! I work in mental health with abused children which includes trafficking victims. These children don’t know 

love just abuse and neglect. She is talking about grooming!

3/20/2020 6:57:28 AM need2know11 According to people who have survived this is true. The child does not know it's wrong because They Have Not Been Taught Differently. If you Teach a 

child that its OK they believe it is.

3/20/2020 6:58:19 AM qsoldier14  https://twitter.com/qsoldier14/status/1240843910982836225?s=21 …

3/20/2020 6:59:12 AM kevinpaz822 #FridayThoughts

3/20/2020 7:03:28 AM jason17masters Listen I was molested by an uncle at the age of seven there was nothing that felt good it didn’t feel like anything it felt like a nuisance i was like please 

leave me the fuck alone maybe if I was like 12 already been like feeling a little different about it.

3/20/2020 7:06:45 AM trcan66839023 She needs to GO TO GITMO! SHE GETS GITMO, HER FRIENDS LIKE JOHN OF god and Weinstein  get GITMO!

3/20/2020 7:09:13 AM hubprophecy Epstein is alive.

3/20/2020 7:12:19 AM zensenze If the abuser is any “good”😱 What the actual f@ck🤬

3/20/2020 7:12:56 AM nanfran5 @CarolHTexas

3/20/2020 7:13:05 AM bchparitynow  pic.twitter.com/TZNbRU1IES

3/20/2020 7:14:45 AM deplorabletxpyr 😪😪😪

3/20/2020 7:15:16 AM southern_lady75 Same here.

3/20/2020 7:15:17 AM naturestouchjc I read the corona test is checking RNA.....   anyone have any insight on why?   Clones, adrenochrome or more?...?..??

3/20/2020 7:18:09 AM naturestouchjc If memory serves that is when the clone army turns against the Jedi

3/20/2020 7:20:05 AM mrsmccasiii This is stupid

3/20/2020 7:21:25 AM bleacherbling Wow Catholicism started in 330 BC it is Babylonian sun worship- not Christian YHVH warned of wolves in sheep clothing which started at least 6000 yrs 

ago w/Canaanites. The devil was in the Garden? Rome/Greeks believed in pedo trauma bonding.   This is demonic manifestation.

3/20/2020 7:22:07 AM matthewdevost What in the living f@#$ .... what is wrong with these people!!!! 🔌💺

3/20/2020 7:25:16 AM therealtonaldd1 You guys are idiots.

3/20/2020 7:25:35 AM cityranch  https://youtu.be/pEfiUQbY6xc 

3/20/2020 7:25:37 AM nancyddb There listening.

3/20/2020 7:25:55 AM cityranch  https://youtu.be/pEfiUQbY6xc 

3/20/2020 7:26:28 AM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PatriotsSoapbox https://wearethene.ws/archives 

3/20/2020 7:26:31 AM cityranch  https://youtu.be/pEfiUQbY6xc 

3/20/2020 7:26:50 AM nikoscali I sincerely hope you are right and Austin is who he says he is. Otherwise I fear you are all being lead somewhere very very dark indeed.

3/20/2020 7:27:12 AM nancyddb Me too everything from the internet. Not sure how I will get it. POTUS will figure it out.

3/20/2020 7:32:30 AM mjlcreative Jesus. WTF. Had not seen that shit before. #Oprah #SheKnew

3/20/2020 7:33:00 AM paguzzi 🤡👹👺

3/20/2020 7:33:38 AM cledrordfishing Their?  Lol

3/20/2020 7:34:11 AM marylop15143746 Evil

3/20/2020 7:34:57 AM cledrordfishing They're?

3/20/2020 7:36:42 AM anonlegion13 Oh my.... Many blessings of peace... 😭😪😥 I'm so sorry..

3/20/2020 7:37:15 AM chrisloera33 WTF! She needs to be locked up.

3/20/2020 7:37:32 AM jackypatterson5 We just love you Mrs. Trump..

3/20/2020 7:42:00 AM patriot_gypsy Great time to be distracted eh? And actually hanging on to what this guy is saying with your precious hope, energy attention and voice, time better 

spent elsewhere!

3/20/2020 7:42:00 AM anonlegion13 I love shes wearing black. 😍🔥🔥🔥

3/20/2020 7:42:11 AM nancyddb *their

3/20/2020 7:42:40 AM lyshmarie0701 B!tch is sick...@ESerenity2

3/20/2020 7:45:48 AM kindeandtrue Rather disingenuous to categorize all dissent to Q as "ALICE".

3/20/2020 7:46:41 AM trublueagain  pic.twitter.com/TEM8i8EfHU

3/20/2020 7:46:57 AM edina3535 To answer my own question above I did a search on MJ12 account re: domain.  I wonder if it will show up here?

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ATS_SCI_MAJIC12%20domain&src=typed_query …

3/20/2020 7:47:12 AM eserenity2 🙄 good lord..

3/20/2020 7:48:00 AM eman1292 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says it best

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240819829646467072?s=20 …

3/20/2020 7:48:14 AM edina3535 Good, :)

It does, the link above goes to the search results. 

#Domain

3/20/2020 7:49:11 AM deborahlynndiaz She’s SICK!😡

3/20/2020 7:49:47 AM nancyddb Sorry for the spelling error, I'm sincere  my  text.😊

3/20/2020 7:50:02 AM lori84904506 I heard we would have Internet but no social media🤷♀️

3/20/2020 7:50:44 AM lyshmarie0701 @BrandiJ42

3/20/2020 7:50:57 AM qdemocrats The only way it upsets me is if you go after @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 - otherwise I'm onboard 100%, choo choo motherfuckers

3/20/2020 7:52:08 AM wickedmouse369 Why do I feel like we need a feature length documentary with an epic Voice Over artist to engage the people still sleeping. @RealJamesWoods would 

you be so kind to lend your voice if I can come up with a compelling spin?

3/20/2020 7:55:09 AM chopperjoe69 She should have been investigated years ago she is not the person she portrays her self to be just take a look at her friends that says it all she’s a slave 

trader

3/20/2020 7:55:14 AM kingpin_o1 🤦♂️🤦♂️🤦♂️

3/20/2020 7:55:29 AM alwaysfinds Sooo.... Forced vaccinations??..

3/20/2020 7:57:04 AM familyman20181 You're a piece of work.

Just stop and go home and stop deceiving these people.

All Patriots should follow them 👇👇

@StormIsUponUs is the real deal.

So is @Inevitable_ET @cjtruth @Sun_Q_Tzu @TheQniversity @Jordan_Sather_ @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

☕️✝️  pic.twitter.com/D0fJ9Zzn3m
3/20/2020 7:58:42 AM jenaynayz LOL!

3/20/2020 7:59:32 AM j_jung57  pic.twitter.com/gxwFCsvqj8

3/20/2020 8:00:50 AM quirlygirl Think mirror...

3/20/2020 8:08:53 AM barbara88841077 🙏

3/20/2020 8:09:19 AM paulconfer No wonder she was so close to the Pedophile.

3/20/2020 8:09:28 AM julieat04502847 Sorry but this us a stupid irresponsible and heartless thing to say

3/20/2020 8:09:44 AM devileire1 Oh look, the zoomers are lining up to take a comment out of context. Permarage. 

Its very clear what she is saying. If you want to be manipulated into believing its sinister, good luck. But all it means is you are as thick as pigshit.



3/20/2020 8:10:02 AM onelessdigit09 Guess how much I dont care

3/20/2020 8:10:06 AM moemc8 Hasn't POTUS neutralized him already?  He knows how it turned out for his buddy.

3/20/2020 8:10:25 AM bioniguerra @ju_ginger tinha visto essa?

3/20/2020 8:11:01 AM nschlange I can live with that.

3/20/2020 8:11:12 AM stradivariusri1 (Q)uarantine

3/20/2020 8:15:20 AM legaboom I'm not "following" anyone.  I'm simply observing and commenting.  I'm not dualistic like you...in or out, for or against, one or the other.  but, I see if I 

don't agree 100% with you, them I am asleep...which is kinda sorta what AS is pointing out about Q-Pharisees

3/20/2020 8:17:16 AM linda40249871 Wth if done right?

3/20/2020 8:18:15 AM bernadette4of5 @Robbie90007220  @KikiGurrola6

3/20/2020 8:19:47 AM thorne8714carla How sad 😢

3/20/2020 8:20:35 AM moemc8 Is this all communication or will we lose electrical power also?

3/20/2020 8:20:36 AM martintpage So will this be their excuse when the internet goes dark?

3/20/2020 8:21:37 AM gen1355 WHAT!

3/20/2020 8:22:15 AM jonettelaurie Sick!

3/20/2020 8:22:22 AM keisha52855889 She is f***ing sick to even be going there. It is not normal and YES children know it’s wrong. She is not qualified to say what condition these children 

are left in. Thank GOD she doesn’t have children....

3/20/2020 8:22:38 AM martintpage Please! Not my Mobile COD!!!

3/20/2020 8:23:14 AM keisha52855889 She’s just justifying her own actions. She makes me sick...I never did like her.

3/20/2020 8:24:22 AM tango66qanon Sick people. Makes me wonder if she has any experience.

3/20/2020 8:25:16 AM keisha52855889 Newsflash @Lysa26832458...based on your post, you’re a part of the problem.

3/20/2020 8:25:59 AM yinyang_cn Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!

3/20/2020 8:26:10 AM tc4582 I’m sorry. I should have asked if you have a smart phone?

3/20/2020 8:26:43 AM dakotobol  http://www.americanchronicle.info/Home/TabId/514/ArticleId/69/how-the-jews-murdered-john-f-kennedy.aspx … pic.twitter.com/GxszPBu571

3/20/2020 8:26:48 AM viviannotz 3 Republicans also sold their stocks, do we need to dig deeper into what they are doing as well? We know the are deep state runs in both parties. 

@Qanon76 @prayingmedic @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GregRubini/status/1241000708247298048 …

3/20/2020 8:27:27 AM dan96603786 Balls deep

3/20/2020 8:29:10 AM amanita40860516  pic.twitter.com/jQn5SVwh0Q

3/20/2020 8:30:55 AM keisha52855889 ....said the person who knows nothing about Oprah’s background.

3/20/2020 8:31:42 AM chris_losh_ 4/1-4/10-11?

3/20/2020 8:32:00 AM disgoblue24 Precisely

3/20/2020 8:32:23 AM johnhammar94 Is there a way to download all the q posts in one big file?

3/20/2020 8:33:39 AM chris_losh_ Who is Q? Austin?

3/20/2020 8:34:02 AM 69_marie All of them who received their fake medals are in very deep!!!

3/20/2020 8:36:15 AM patriot_south Absolutely gorgeous...you to my friend..I am confident you are accomplishing your mission. Peace and love

3/20/2020 8:36:52 AM justmekimhere not on the Q map and it is 11:32 am est now

timestamp say 1:25

How do we know this is a Q post

3/20/2020 8:37:51 AM dimensiot The full interview is at  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZwQ0E3iT9I …

The relevant quote begins at around 32:50. 

She is not defending the act of child abuse. She is explaining that psychological confusion is one of many harmful outcomes of abuse.

3/20/2020 8:38:04 AM amanita40860516 We don't know..everyone just guessing and giving their opinions🤣

3/20/2020 8:38:14 AM dimensiot Real, but edited and misleading. Oprah is hardly defending child sexual abuse as anyone who watches the full interview at  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZwQ0E3iT9I … will see.

3/20/2020 8:39:07 AM jenaynayz 3.3 million views.

3/20/2020 8:40:10 AM disgoblue24 I’m hoping God exposes their evil very soon

3/20/2020 8:41:09 AM justmekimhere things are getting weird and confusing

🙏🕊❤️

3/20/2020 8:42:22 AM doq017 Just good advice.

No Q! Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://youtu.be/7eLhOhcuMWM 
3/20/2020 8:42:26 AM aaronappelseed Look at this folks!

3/20/2020 8:43:16 AM amanita40860516 As long as the pedovores go down..who cares about the details...someone has been working hard to take them down..we should be grateful either 

way and focus on what's important.

3/20/2020 8:44:21 AM dalebolsonaro OMG!

3/20/2020 8:44:57 AM runitbula  pic.twitter.com/tC059r4tcx

3/20/2020 8:45:02 AM baronvontong  pic.twitter.com/hofUJfy84E

3/20/2020 8:45:08 AM 69_marie Me too my heart aches for all humanity, nature our earth my God Michael Jackson’s was trying to tell us all ... his heart ached and Oprah sent him into 

hell 😡

3/20/2020 8:46:51 AM aurorasreality  https://twitter.com/Aurorasreality/status/1241027980224163842?s=19 …

3/20/2020 8:48:23 AM amanita40860516 Ps..I believe Austin is a hero and deserves respect..but thats just my opinion😎

3/20/2020 8:50:09 AM carriebryson2 Just one finger left before the fall right?

3/20/2020 8:52:17 AM william85704258 Bear in mind, that Oprah is an obvious biological male.

3/20/2020 8:54:45 AM rocktobersky So, you think most people are Clones or Just Politicians And Celebrities?



3/20/2020 8:54:51 AM danielalotus She is one of them. Many believe that she is innocent but The Punisher says something different pic.twitter.com/Pk7ddsDi9i

3/20/2020 8:55:01 AM disgoblue24 Well people like us continue to expose these sickos is a good start.

3/20/2020 8:56:28 AM odiesan77 These people are sick

3/20/2020 8:56:56 AM anangelhasland1 You guys are sick!

She is just saying sexual assault does not always involve physical  pain!

Any psychiatrist would agree!

You guys are obsessed with pedophilia so much you want to see it everywhere!

3/20/2020 8:57:32 AM 1nanasmomma So good

3/20/2020 8:58:01 AM laubepj So now you make judgement of me knowing nothing about me or my background.

I do know about Oprah. Use credible information not something easily taken out of context. It looks like someone just trying to take her down and 

means nothing to the mass, or millions of Oprah followers.

3/20/2020 8:58:18 AM rocktobersky I Happen to Think Most People Migh Be Living in a Matrix-like Simulation Game and They Just Don’t Know It. Perhaps Keanu Reeves and His Fanclub 

TKWL Might Know Something About Playing those Kind of Ganes...

3/20/2020 8:59:42 AM ncis76599236 My god

3/20/2020 9:00:50 AM 369_is I don't know if the phone systems will be offline, but I started exchanging phone numbers with some of my internet pals.

3/20/2020 9:01:42 AM ncis76599236 @DeRedacteur_

3/20/2020 9:02:41 AM jedandida But all that stuff about her that was trending is fake 🤔

3/20/2020 9:03:20 AM mbutler9 She’s a sick individual.

3/20/2020 9:03:28 AM 369_is Can u start small...just get all of MJ's tweets and send us all a copy. The 600 page Messages of Disclosure from Nun Chuck was awesome, but we could 

really use the entire tweet history. Wish I could figure out how to do it myself.

3/20/2020 9:05:11 AM rolltid78078941 🤬🤬

3/20/2020 9:05:35 AM mikekitka if the abuser is any good? wtf?

3/20/2020 9:05:54 AM rachelsarah2917 So sorry honey 😢

3/20/2020 9:07:30 AM blankmarlo Follow your instincts brother, I'll follow mine. Ultimately we're on the same side. God bless. ✊ pic.twitter.com/gqHIvTHrS8

3/20/2020 9:09:20 AM eo_swan @prayingmedic @JuliansRum @SenTedCruz @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @NBCNews @ABC @VeritasVital @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SnowWhite7IAM 

@ImaPatriotJr @CNN @MSNBC @FoxNews @Sun_Q_Tzu @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @athanasios9 @AaronHoughton10

@KewNadian @JackPosobiec

#WhoIsQ? https://twitter.com/eo_swan/status/1241032445325201414 …

3/20/2020 9:09:23 AM malibuphoenix33 How do you mass raise the conciousness of the entire planet? Well we know from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 that cannabis is an alien life form brought 2 🌎 2

 raise our consciousness. Put everyone on lockdown & tell them weed is the cure to CoronaVirus. Genius plan!!!! 😂✌️ @VeteransAlways_ 

https://twitter.com/Time4U2Know/status/1240843839574769664 …

3/20/2020 9:11:55 AM keepawakening It's comical that you think you know all.

3/20/2020 9:13:02 AM patriot_south What a brilliant idea...thank you

3/20/2020 9:13:29 AM talha21082000 Didnt you wanted to post a channeling you did from the Ashtar command?

3/20/2020 9:15:03 AM cpace98 The Q movement will be used first, then the other groups of operations will take over to implement their ideology of how our government systems 

should run. Remember we worked together to accomplish this war this was the main goal. Now the fights begin. Sad people!

3/20/2020 9:15:13 AM blue2redn 🤮🤮🤮 so sick!!!

3/20/2020 9:16:17 AM qbryce171 Mac Miller's last album dropped 1/17

117 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/61Oqxnmq7K

3/20/2020 9:18:42 AM dandresc2 Maybe you should stop being so gullible.🤷🏽♂️

3/20/2020 9:19:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 Today 45 said, out of order:

Storm

Is Upon Us

3/20/2020 9:20:02 AM w1717171717 Video?

3/20/2020 9:20:05 AM bryceja68689884 Link anyone?

3/20/2020 9:20:51 AM askbeforgiven Damn I was at the store -(

3/20/2020 9:21:31 AM realjamesrath We are the storm.

Q

3/20/2020 9:21:47 AM johnnymerckx comes chaos

3/20/2020 9:22:02 AM tweetwoodmac_  pic.twitter.com/iMV7nNbN4l

3/20/2020 9:22:58 AM kerstin_kube #WWG1WGA

3/20/2020 9:23:17 AM citizenk77 When?

3/20/2020 9:23:22 AM tomchiodo Waiting on the tweet. pic.twitter.com/tyrgAidum5

3/20/2020 9:23:24 AM nickel_triple Being a military veteran I served with all personalities. We all didn’t get along all the time. But when the shit got real we all kept our shots down range 

and all of us knew that none of us gets left behind. If this is a military operation then act like it. Truth always wins. pic.twitter.com/rAk50uNHsu

3/20/2020 9:23:30 AM askbeforgiven Can you link the video please thanks -)

3/20/2020 9:23:46 AM by369surrounded I heard it live!

3/20/2020 9:23:55 AM citizenk77 Link pls???? I missed this I guess... I turned it on late! 😲

3/20/2020 9:24:16 AM southiee I heard it too!

3/20/2020 9:25:17 AM 1011vv  http://www.parkerflags.com/NYLON-STORM-FLAG-SETS-Prodlist.html … pic.twitter.com/MzEJdcQcny

3/20/2020 9:26:15 AM goldchainc Look to twitter

3/20/2020 9:26:29 AM derrikwise Still waiting... pic.twitter.com/U1pplGcSyI

3/20/2020 9:26:32 AM unitedweareusa #QAnon pic.twitter.com/jb244Dse3r

3/20/2020 9:26:50 AM nickel_triple All of us need to refocus on the true enemy and do our job to inform the people. We have a huge responsibility right now. All the negative coming from 

all parties needs to stop. If you have issues send them through private comms.

3/20/2020 9:27:16 AM letsdot94709949 The son of perdition will be revealed soon.

3/20/2020 9:27:30 AM 1_decided_voter Pretty sure it was during a daily press briefing. I believe he used the term perfect storm. Not sure about the "is upon us" part.

3/20/2020 9:27:32 AM jillsta07025300 What does out of order mean. Where is his tweet?

3/20/2020 9:28:17 AM citoyen_resist @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, RDS insisted you watched this one.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFZ9LvMA1c4&t=409s …

3/20/2020 9:28:35 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @Turboxyde: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart If dreams teach then, this morning I was attempting to 

teach…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241000425438011394.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/20/2020 9:28:40 AM stuarttruly Guess we are goobers and need it in exact order🙃🙂😂🤣🤗

3/20/2020 9:28:45 AM bettybritton20  pic.twitter.com/DOGoKlCCKs

3/20/2020 9:28:56 AM bevkgranger Say what????? OMG

3/20/2020 9:29:02 AM tanneralexand13 MADonna is calling for a FF because shes upset there no more pasta...Be careful out there today

3/20/2020 9:29:02 AM mrratbrain Seems like a streeeeeeeeetch

3/20/2020 9:29:43 AM americanpetal Lots of activity last night all over the country.



3/20/2020 9:30:15 AM realclaywilcox #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/hn2zAUzrcO

3/20/2020 9:30:20 AM jadedl Feels like we're getting so close!

This is what I'm waiting for: pic.twitter.com/RGs1isJdvi

3/20/2020 9:31:13 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/8FNwvJcnFjc 

Heres the link. You can rewind.

3/20/2020 9:31:23 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/8FNwvJcnFjc 

3/20/2020 9:31:28 AM hawkgirlinmn  https://youtu.be/8FNwvJcnFjc 

3/20/2020 9:31:30 AM 1_decided_voter  https://youtu.be/AXbxNT4ncXo 

3/20/2020 9:31:34 AM stormspotter45 We're close, but not yet.

Q said:

"Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: My fellow Americans, the storm is upon us......."

3/20/2020 9:31:36 AM identityasxy Hermetic / Gnostic teaching.  Alchemy, as old a time

3/20/2020 9:31:54 AM angel171614 Hello Malibu💞 Love you💞🌺🌹

3/20/2020 9:31:55 AM miss_ampie It's live right now. Tune in, turn up.

3/20/2020 9:32:00 AM roxannegaulden watch your kids

Dear Lord, please keep the children safe. In Jesus name Amen.

3/20/2020 9:32:09 AM yourstr05411794 Smokers be like... pic.twitter.com/auXUOxnhPt

3/20/2020 9:32:27 AM miss_ampie Live, right now.

3/20/2020 9:33:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Much division being caused by invested influencers who see the storm as an end to their influence are subconsciously attempting to sabotage the 

Great Awakening movement and must be dealt with. Message over messenger is key. Think independently. Question everything. Don't control. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238700171636113409 …

3/20/2020 9:33:45 AM zogster98 Excellent advice

3/20/2020 9:33:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are all in this together.

3/20/2020 9:33:56 AM nanciefox Oprah your time is up🤬‼️ pic.twitter.com/J61i69wbyZ

3/20/2020 9:34:01 AM thestraywolf2 Well everyone is supposed to be at home...

3/20/2020 9:34:07 AM tiogamom1 I listened to this before...…...downright creepy sick stuff.

3/20/2020 9:34:08 AM mthor2sc  pic.twitter.com/qmjKD0jPkE

3/20/2020 9:34:10 AM my2sonznme Exactly this, means just that. It is suppose to be the exact tweet or else or doesn’t count, is the way I see it.

3/20/2020 9:34:11 AM kerstin_kube 👊

3/20/2020 9:34:42 AM maximinpower This is just a link to a live chat. Do you have the link to the quote.

3/20/2020 9:34:49 AM sadams_88 Please @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  FB when you can @SAdams_88 #MAGA #KAG Thank you WWG1WGA

3/20/2020 9:34:59 AM mongrelglory I love the way he shuts down the reporter! 😁

3/20/2020 9:35:02 AM iam_mai_iam_mai I have said the same, until "Trust Steinbart" appears on the Q board these claims are just claims.

3/20/2020 9:35:09 AM ts_sci_majic12 Correct but how do you prepare the public for what they know is about to happen?

3/20/2020 9:35:12 AM scott_rick Yourself included?

3/20/2020 9:35:26 AM gracie28893633 Sick B!t€H!!!

3/20/2020 9:35:35 AM 1_decided_voter Are you saying they're attempting to sabotage the movement by calling Austin a LARP and trying to diminish his message?

3/20/2020 9:35:36 AM 369palm Planting seeds

3/20/2020 9:35:40 AM stuarttruly BabyQSteps......

3/20/2020 9:35:44 AM brick_airhedred My neighborhood had sporadic power outages. 👀

3/20/2020 9:35:51 AM blsdbe #ThisWinsTheIntenets #FridayThoughts #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @krissuzz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ) 

https://twitter.com/ChanelRion/status/1240753354395070464 …

3/20/2020 9:36:04 AM hawkgirlinmn Smack down!! pic.twitter.com/WiDHg6un7y

3/20/2020 9:36:06 AM iam_mai_iam_mai MJ has been promoting Steinbart's videos. Very suspect this whole thing, until "Trust Steinbart" appears on the Q board, I remain on the fence.

3/20/2020 9:36:21 AM stuarttruly Just like a baby: small things create great effects....

3/20/2020 9:36:31 AM yourstr05411794 Hey Heaven! You finally showed up in my notifications! 🤗 keep sharing your light, gorgeous!

3/20/2020 9:36:41 AM ts_sci_majic12 100% Message over messenger directly applies to this account, QAnon, and even you- as well as the rest of humanity. Message over messenger is an 

independence that you must declare for yourself. Dont allow yourself to be herded like sheep by known sheepdogs with financial motives.

3/20/2020 9:37:07 AM jackoneilltime1 Lets do this...

Help everyone we can in this transition!!! pic.twitter.com/zB9gpBnmbh

3/20/2020 9:37:08 AM randyingram1955 "Senator-elect Doug Collins" speaks volumes for many

3/20/2020 9:37:23 AM munkeypilot 😯did not catch any news what brief did he say that....

3/20/2020 9:37:47 AM blsdbe #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

😍🥰😍🥰😍🥰😍🥰😍🥰😍🥰

LOVE ALL YOU MJ’S!!!

3/20/2020 9:37:58 AM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/YWtCQM5oet

3/20/2020 9:38:07 AM angel171614 Love you Sweet Sister🌹

3/20/2020 9:38:12 AM samijovogel1 The fact that you use "RATCHET" is enough to make people know. I understand you think you exude intelligence but really its just IGNORANCE. 🙌👏

3/20/2020 9:38:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 Not specifically Baby Q but you get the idea.

3/20/2020 9:38:36 AM samijovogel1 #WhoIsQ #NotYou

3/20/2020 9:39:17 AM peekaboo1966 @AustinSteinbart

@AaronHoughton10

@Jordan_Sather_

@StormIsUponUs

@Inevitable_ET

3/20/2020 9:39:19 AM blsdbe Austin, is that you behind those glasses?!? pic.twitter.com/nxkZP3pcUb

3/20/2020 9:39:27 AM mongrelglory WWG1WGA!!!

#UnsealJFK!!!

#UnsealEpstein!!!

Let's get rid of this "invisible enemy". 😎

3/20/2020 9:39:45 AM drearyjames Edge of wonder are chodes

3/20/2020 9:40:08 AM kjg1958 You have ZERO CHANCE to dismantle anyone of us you fraudulent fruit cake.. your playground material.. 

BE GONE

3/20/2020 9:40:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes it is necessary. You will understand in time. Have patience and keep practicing Message over Messenger.

3/20/2020 9:40:25 AM yourstr05411794  pic.twitter.com/CVt1EzqxVz

3/20/2020 9:40:44 AM powerofpowers BabyQ the new Blue Chicken Cult?



3/20/2020 9:41:00 AM keith369me Completely agree...this is the second tier of wanting to control information.  These people just need say that someone else’s information does not 

resonate and move on.  Instead it resembles a mob.

3/20/2020 9:41:22 AM blsdbe @AustinSteinbart, #BabyQ, but that’s gonna stick, dude. pic.twitter.com/lqqZNsS0Wk

3/20/2020 9:42:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 These people are SICK! https://twitter.com/SmmmoTe/status/1240895592165003264 …

3/20/2020 9:42:20 AM smiles4tacos @zweent 🤣

3/20/2020 9:42:21 AM askbeforgiven I stopped watching them when they had a money day I will call it. Oh thanks John for the $50 oh thanks Jill for the $75.

3/20/2020 9:42:40 AM auroravoyager1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOXwzvk1WTc …

3/20/2020 9:42:47 AM yourstr05411794 You still owe me for baby sitting Mav the other night. pic.twitter.com/6nvrSkz1eT

3/20/2020 9:43:03 AM micha71197230 WTF!  She’s a predator

3/20/2020 9:43:04 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/SHS9Oox2m4

3/20/2020 9:43:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 😇 Nope!

3/20/2020 9:43:52 AM avibob7 She and a large % of Hollywood elite AND many in the UN and Congress.

3/20/2020 9:43:52 AM askbeforgiven Was gross and I know its 1000 times worse. Pure evil.

3/20/2020 9:43:54 AM keith369me In plain sight.  Sounds like an experienced abuser to me.

3/20/2020 9:43:58 AM trumpmomma 🚨🚨MUST READ 🚨🚨Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. 

Truth vs Falsehoods. Therefore you must desern what…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/20/2020 9:44:04 AM blsdbe Literally what my husband just said. He knew exactly who it was too, her voice is quite distinctive. pic.twitter.com/o3VsqXPWk6

3/20/2020 9:44:24 AM matrixslayer1 Love it.

3/20/2020 9:44:33 AM boy12_jimmy Let us not worry about Paytriots/clowns. The message is to stay United, not divided. Their worth and value, will not be effective, if they have no real 

message in the future. pic.twitter.com/yS1178tsww

3/20/2020 9:44:55 AM teetee62155053 What in thee entire fuck?!!!

3/20/2020 9:45:08 AM jadedl 'Message over messenger' highlights the fact that if we continue to call-out/attack each other, the crack in the movement grows.

Let us UNITE in our common purpose 💗🙏💗

3/20/2020 9:45:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Perfect for whom? https://twitter.com/jLundr/status/1241042585482924032 …

3/20/2020 9:45:37 AM angel171614 You are too funny but there's never a dull moment with him so even if I left you you probably still had quite a few laughs pic.twitter.com/iHtYStUX0z

3/20/2020 9:46:13 AM dandresc2 It's necessary to lie and bash some of our top anons!?!? Are you fucking kidding me!?! So glad I stopped following you.

3/20/2020 9:46:14 AM answerislove2  https://twitter.com/Answerislove2/status/1241040207547371524?s=19 …

3/20/2020 9:46:18 AM avibob7 She most likely involved with others and think of it as a nice thing¿

3/20/2020 9:46:21 AM thirdeyeopen42 Even assuming she's a respectful professional (not that I would). The way her brain doesn't even hesitate to configure a better sentence to infer her 

meaning... it puts one off for sure.

3/20/2020 9:46:24 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/orCOI4VXZJ

3/20/2020 9:46:51 AM vacavillesabra Oh you’ll know it’s happened. I had someone “grooming” me as a very young child and I went into hysterics until my family took me away from them 

out of their reach. I would not let them leave me there anymore that summer “vacation”~I was one truly terrified child.

3/20/2020 9:46:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 That wasn't what we said was necessary. Please do not try to speak for the Majestic 12.

3/20/2020 9:46:55 AM americanpetal For us. Patriots in Control. They never thought she would lose.

3/20/2020 9:47:17 AM mongrelglory Humans around the world have to take back their sovereignty and power if we never want to be slaves again. We mustn't put our blind trust in any 

authority figure again. 

#TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2020 9:47:22 AM bluebaby072 17

3/20/2020 9:47:50 AM deb12233 Didn't she mean that a "smooth operator" would make it seem consensual, normal, etc.?

3/20/2020 9:48:04 AM blsdbe #DisinformationIsNecessary??? pic.twitter.com/TuGQLkLjE8

3/20/2020 9:48:38 AM murasakimoon what she's saying is kids don't realise what is happening is wrong because we are taught that we have to listen to grown ups because they know what's 

right, and they take care of us...children learn what they live, and sadly too many have been raised to believe this is normal

3/20/2020 9:48:47 AM ts_sci_majic12 Exactly. Let others form their own opinions. Don't try to control the narrative and act like a greedy sheepdog.

3/20/2020 9:48:56 AM canuckcorps WILL have?

The Cosmic Canuck Corps has the Solar System's strongest fleet!

... and 3 orbital Tim Hortons.

3/20/2020 9:49:10 AM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/24LYe2tfKe

3/20/2020 9:49:34 AM rickhackerghost  pic.twitter.com/PH2W75z914

3/20/2020 9:49:40 AM keith369me Hopefully for the 99.999%

3/20/2020 9:50:01 AM blsdbe Anyhow, I am deeply appreciative of how #BabyQ is getting the WokeAF folks to check in and awaken from the SheepDogging daydream they’ve been 

having. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE, after all. Very Entertaining!!! pic.twitter.com/1oPHTr2gi1

3/20/2020 9:50:05 AM yourstr05411794 Awww. Come're kitten! Of course I forgive you. 

❤️ the Mav.

3/20/2020 9:50:44 AM my2sonznme Thank you.

3/20/2020 9:51:02 AM mongrelglory It sounds like all those illegal immigrants are going to be shipped back to their home countries.  Sounds like they've already started rounding them up.  

Interesting how the Covid-19 pandemic allows them to do it more easily without the Liberal media protesting. What a plan!

3/20/2020 9:51:14 AM auroravoyager1 The White Squall.   #WWG1WGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5u5qKHEhN4 …

3/20/2020 9:51:17 AM kriz_jason  pic.twitter.com/fAVQNdWc5R

3/20/2020 9:51:31 AM dandresc2 If anyone needs any proof to stop following @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 here yuh go. This is the clown standing up of Austin Steinbart.

@Inevitable_ET @M2Madness @cjtruth @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @HYVEE7 @CatNamus pic.twitter.com/S6GMDVNBJK

3/20/2020 9:52:04 AM lonewolfbuilder “Message over messenger is key. Think independently. Question everything. Don't control.”

If we are to be the news, we gotta stop worshipping at the alter of reputation. #TheGreatAwakening is a verb, that’s best expressed by the 

aforementioned guidance—

Question everything.

3/20/2020 9:52:42 AM jenliznews DON'T BE DUMB. This is taken out of context (on purpose). I'm no Oprah fan, but this is from a Michael Jackson doc. Watch the whole thing.

3/20/2020 9:53:29 AM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/2XjjesZmpg

3/20/2020 9:54:06 AM connieketchup That’s go time isn’t it?

3/20/2020 9:54:30 AM blezzie5 I've had a strong belief in marijuana  Most of my life I knew from day one that it was the cure for most things Even though I had no proof at the time I 

could feel it in my soul These post just confirm how I felt about it and how I've advocated for it for a long time💨💨➡✅⚡🙏

3/20/2020 9:54:31 AM jaymont33 This👆🏻🇺🇸💯 #WWG1WGA @AustinSteinbart @KewNadian @DustinNemos @AaronHoughton10

3/20/2020 9:54:38 AM letsdot94709949 wow......good story-it is dead in the wATER!  waTCH thE wAtER?  Millstone about to drOP.



3/20/2020 9:54:39 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼😎👍🏼

3/20/2020 9:55:38 AM kjg1958 He is a hoax and will never be anything more .. wake up have you ever seen a true Patriot wave a gun around.. no you haven't

3/20/2020 9:56:07 AM michele07427054 This clip should show up on Google when people keystroke her name.

3/20/2020 9:56:27 AM angel171614 Where is Maverick when we need to laugh and so he says 😔 pic.twitter.com/mgU34npije

3/20/2020 9:56:50 AM stuarttruly And I would also offer,  with respect,  no matter how many times you tell a couple about the changes that will happen in their life once they have a 

baby… ...

They  just need to take the leap… Really, having a baby is kind a like taking a quantum leap

3/20/2020 9:56:57 AM jenliznews  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/oprah-winfrey-michael-jackson-sexual-abuse-interview-after-

neveralnd-802075/amp/ …

3/20/2020 9:57:15 AM allonkid don't understand why people bash Austin so much just because he said he is Q and he ran the operation. people automatically entered into bashing 

mode and even go as far as to lie about his videos and to ban people from posting his links. crazy world.

3/20/2020 9:57:33 AM twi66erq Here is Oprah, CHOMO lover.

3/20/2020 9:57:33 AM vacavillesabra I understand what she’s saying and all it does is muddy the issues. She’s saying that sex feels good and we all know it does. But I disagree when she 

says the victim doesn’t know it’s even happened oh yes they do they typically feel dirty afterwards ask any of them.

3/20/2020 9:57:43 AM wwgqwga TIL When Austin attacks Big Q accounts he is trying to control the narrative and acting like a greedy sheep dog.

3/20/2020 9:57:55 AM mikebravodude I reported Austin for photographing sensitive information and posting it online.

3/20/2020 9:58:00 AM keith369me “We’ll know better in 14 or 15 days”

3/20/2020 9:58:09 AM deb12233 She's not endorsing it. She's talking about the mind game/intent of the abuser to make the abused unaware of what is actually happening or to make 

them think it is normal. MK Ultra worked to disassociate the abuse with the intent that abused children would not remember the abuse.

3/20/2020 9:58:18 AM mikebravodude Reported his ass to the FBi. That shits very illegal.

3/20/2020 9:59:00 AM legaboom amen to that...and I appreciate you.  we are in this together.

3/20/2020 9:59:16 AM d_e_mol Is this real? The sound doesn't go with the mouth, might be false alarm?

3/20/2020 9:59:44 AM jfogle8 How can any "human" have an idea such as this?

Not to mention still support these sick bast#&ds?

No friend of mine.

3/20/2020 9:59:55 AM dandresc2 We'll my objective on Twitter isn't to mislead anyone. You and I are obviously not the same. Keep pushing Austin's bullshit.

3/20/2020 10:00:32 AM peekaboo1966 He only defended him self.. he never came out with any attacks until he was being attacked.. wouldn't you fight back if being attacked  ?

3/20/2020 10:00:42 AM malibuphoenix33 It will be posted at 11:11 this AM my time ✌️

3/20/2020 10:00:51 AM circuitriderz I’m definitely a goober. 🙂

3/20/2020 10:00:52 AM adsvel I like his videos, the last one about CIA black ops was good. Step into history. And I see the reason, why he represents spokesperson. I like this Idea. I 

think HRC watching him is pulling hair out of her head.😂🤣😂

3/20/2020 10:01:10 AM vacavillesabra She doesn’t do as you suggested most likely because as someone who was so abused herself as a child even all of this talking about it is triggering her; 

she’s just free falling.

3/20/2020 10:01:30 AM americanpetal You cannot defend the indefensible!

3/20/2020 10:01:32 AM stuarttruly #MeToo

3/20/2020 10:01:43 AM veteransalways_ 🤣🤣

Afternoon Sis !!! pic.twitter.com/Nud73wG49t

3/20/2020 10:01:52 AM peekaboo1966 Let ppl think for themselves.. geez stop bullying

3/20/2020 10:02:01 AM brandontimoth16 You are not apart of this movement you have just proved this. Now slowly slink away and keep fighting the good fight for your buddy @BernieSanders.

3/20/2020 10:02:24 AM samijovogel1 Hey @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Do you have any go-to YouTube channels or links to some of your favorite videos regarding the #GreatAwakening? Fairly new 

to the #Q world and am eager to continue learning!!

3/20/2020 10:02:44 AM yourstr05411794 He's always with us. Just think of him, and he will put a smile on your face. 😊

3/20/2020 10:02:46 AM hawkgirlinmn They are also hiring MANY legal assistants, paralegals on federal level. Makes sense

3/20/2020 10:02:46 AM veteransalways_ Unfollowed again 

🧐 pic.twitter.com/I4s0c02tZ4

3/20/2020 10:02:58 AM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/y23jBpPnGZ

3/20/2020 10:03:09 AM garrett32928048 @Oprah gitmo is waiting for you and your sick friends

3/20/2020 10:03:11 AM keith369me “When we win the war with the invisible enemy”

3/20/2020 10:03:13 AM wallyayottejr @realDonaldTrump

@SecPompeo "You know what I'd like to do I'd like him to go back to the State Department, or as they call it, the Deep State Department (Smirks to 

Pompeo) if you don't mind".   Priceless!

3/20/2020 10:03:40 AM 12fv123 THEY are extremely dangerous to our democracy

3/20/2020 10:03:44 AM angel171614 Seriously

3/20/2020 10:03:44 AM emperro61119379  pic.twitter.com/90xQg4UVy7

3/20/2020 10:03:50 AM delshan001 'Prove all things, hold fast that which is good' 

1 Thessalonians 5:21

3/20/2020 10:04:09 AM annietul  pic.twitter.com/GONCemKQik

3/20/2020 10:04:25 AM veteransalways_ 🤣😂🤣😂

3/20/2020 10:04:32 AM peekaboo1966 Good Lord MJ12.. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

This movement is being spoiled by ill behavior

3/20/2020 10:04:34 AM angel171614 Isn't that like the second or third time I wonder what's going on and how are you time is coming soon I was talking to Malibu like around maybe May 

you missed our pajama party the other day don't have to talk to Malibu about it

3/20/2020 10:05:00 AM veteransalways_  pic.twitter.com/Zu2vsvt4IE

3/20/2020 10:05:21 AM angel171614 He is so much fun I think he'll be around soon

3/20/2020 10:05:25 AM annietul  pic.twitter.com/XpSSiqQNFb

3/20/2020 10:05:52 AM jadedl It's all about our FOCUS!

What can we expect from this stock situation? Will it actually take DiFi down?

POTUS just said STOCK very abruptly....

3/20/2020 10:06:03 AM sin_fist What a sicko Oprah is.

3/20/2020 10:06:31 AM elginet I was never taught to trust Oprah, the most. lol!!  You guys know this is bullshit.  Why do you keep perpetuating it?

3/20/2020 10:06:43 AM delshan001 1 Thessalonians 5:21

"Prove all things, hold fast that which is good"

3/20/2020 10:07:14 AM juleighmarie Lol

3/20/2020 10:07:22 AM angel171614 We were looking for Maverick we all need a good laugh he's nowhere to be found do you tucked away  somewhere could you tell him to come out to 

play

3/20/2020 10:07:27 AM stormielady73 I’ve noticed that a number of the accounts supporting him look to be complete shill accounts. They are trying so very hard to disrupt the Q Landslide of 

information. 🤷🏼♀️ Try they might; fail they will. 👊🏻💪🏻🇺🇸

3/20/2020 10:07:34 AM doubleooh7mary That is one sick pig right there.  How vile is she?!

3/20/2020 10:08:17 AM angel171614 Where have you been I haven't seen you around much you ok family ok



3/20/2020 10:08:25 AM pedrojtrump You’re exactly right, and this entire thread reeks of stench. Whoever has been following Q knows that he is filled with an abundance of humility, and 

Austin is the complete opposite. Further, he makes arrogant & glib comments that serve no purpose. Wake up people!

3/20/2020 10:08:32 AM samijovogel1 And the fact that she said "Shes been saying this for years" like 🤢🤢🤢

3/20/2020 10:08:56 AM pablocr46826101 @SethGreen 

Getting the picture ...

Chicken....

Limited time ....

Future proves past

3/20/2020 10:08:57 AM deb12233 Amazing marksmanship, if you know a good thing when you see one. ❤️

3/20/2020 10:09:32 AM aprilbrown99 Hey Christine, any way you can add @v_rags and @ryan35381162 to your posts like this? 👍👍👍

3/20/2020 10:10:58 AM rebornkingent The storm has only begun.

3/20/2020 10:11:20 AM peekaboo1966 I think they're ALL guilty of childish behavior and bullying

3/20/2020 10:11:35 AM rebornkingent Wait till the 3 major religion adherents find out they were accidental satanists.  OOPS 🙊

3/20/2020 10:11:40 AM yourstr05411794 Smh. I heard something last night, that I hope is true. White hats taking over twitter. FREE AT LAST!

We have to stay together, even if it is off social media. Those who *know* will be able to do this. Soul to soul. Spirit to spirit. I wish you all Love!

3/20/2020 10:11:52 AM malibuphoenix33 Same girl same. I’ve had some highly spiritual people try to tell me otherwise. I asked my Galactics directly and they confirmed what 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 states. It’s here to raise our consciousness and has a plethora of healing properties. Keep living your truth! You know!!!

3/20/2020 10:11:54 AM twilly18 Deep State Department!

gold!

3/20/2020 10:12:14 AM annholt62747091 I am having PTSD just from her talking . Makes me want to lash out in rage and smack the crap out of her!!! What abuser is “good”. They are selfish 

people who steal children’s innocent and destroy their lives !!!

3/20/2020 10:12:15 AM djlok You know it’s coming.

3/20/2020 10:12:38 AM perwife I had a LEGIT transformation.

Spent my whole life working in medicine, was on 5 rx drugs for life.

Moved to WA state.

Weaned off all rx drugs. Blood pressure never better. Lost weight and got healthy.

All over a plant they call a "drug."

3/20/2020 10:12:43 AM angel171614 That would be awesome

3/20/2020 10:12:44 AM aprilbrown99 Only one answer in my mind for [them]! pic.twitter.com/VISPZzXWIE

3/20/2020 10:13:06 AM malibuphoenix33 Hi hi hi lovely SIS!!!! So damn proud of you girl!!! You know!!! I love you!!! 💥✌️❤️

3/20/2020 10:13:22 AM aaronhoughton10 They attacked him first big guy. pic.twitter.com/f1Q8ipMZax

3/20/2020 10:13:23 AM rebornkingent That fresh rain smell is in the air.

3/20/2020 10:14:37 AM yourstr05411794 How long has he been absent? 

No, twitter is messing with me and my followers. I'm lucky to see anyone. From my perspective, all friends have become almost silent.

3/20/2020 10:14:58 AM jadedl I think the point was missed, unfortunately. Time to mute this nonsense and move on to more important matters... Too many following the 'shiny 

thing'...

3/20/2020 10:15:41 AM a51s1 ^ ISBE ^

3/20/2020 10:15:51 AM juleighmarie Ok boomer lol

3/20/2020 10:15:52 AM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/H6aki9Q2AJ

3/20/2020 10:16:12 AM patriotswegoall SET THE STAGE

It's how we not blatantly shatter people's sense of reality.

#TheGreatAwakening is a gradual process.

3/20/2020 10:16:30 AM sailinangel Except the shit hoarders.

3/20/2020 10:16:37 AM dumah_anuhazi Careful of false prophets! Always keep your wits about you. :)

3/20/2020 10:16:58 AM wearediamonds2 I am sure someone can shut whatever sites they want down.

3/20/2020 10:17:10 AM qdemocrats Release it or GTFO... I smell a LARP 🤡🤡🤡

3/20/2020 10:17:30 AM malibuphoenix33 Love you so so so so much Heaven!!!! Typing up the transmission I channeled yesterday hope you enjoy it!!!!! ✌️❤️✌️

3/20/2020 10:17:36 AM americanpetal I’m gonna Trust The Plan🕊❤️🇺🇸

3/20/2020 10:17:56 AM peekaboo1966 I respect all the work shared for the rest of us to learn.  Stop the cycle of bullying.. Stand up & ask your fellows to stop this bullying.  It is not conducive 

for the movement. 

@AustinSteinbart

@AaronHoughton10

@Inevitable_ET

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Jordan_Sather_

@StormIsUponUs
3/20/2020 10:18:28 AM angel171614 Thank you Malibu I love you also with all my heart

3/20/2020 10:18:29 AM malibuphoenix33 Exactly!!! Good for you!!!!!❤️✨⚡️

3/20/2020 10:18:42 AM ethansalem75 Haha 👍

3/20/2020 10:18:44 AM tammyaellis4 Grooming at it’s finest. You have a reservation Guantánamo Bay Oprah

3/20/2020 10:19:00 AM blezzie5 Oh yeah!!! I'm In Washington too  I also have done a transformation I've lost weight got off medication and stayed green I also have been 

incorporating a couple other gifts from the Creator like knowledge we don't need these drugs to help us they gives us everything we need🙏⚡💨

3/20/2020 10:19:03 AM kagkimb8 The acting head of home land security said “perfect storm” too!

3/20/2020 10:19:09 AM angel171614 He's been here he just hasn't been here much today he's probably busy doing chores he'll be around

3/20/2020 10:19:29 AM stuarttruly Yes agreed.:) I have been to psychics and even had a tarot card or two turned...the thing is that when someone “foretells” they are only telling through 

their own prism of life experience~it is true for Them.

3/20/2020 10:19:50 AM rebornkingent Use subconscious messaging.

3/20/2020 10:20:29 AM americanpetal I got it now. Finally!

3/20/2020 10:20:41 AM ethansalem75 Absolutely.

3/20/2020 10:20:47 AM malibuphoenix33 Yes absolutely. They have explained to me that once they are here we will no longer need it or any mild altering anything. But for now, it sure does 

help ✌️✌️❤️❤️

3/20/2020 10:21:19 AM dumah_anuhazi Ih contrare- God speaks through everything- even tarot.

You just gotta recognize who's speaking- man or God. :P

3/20/2020 10:22:20 AM nancyddb I missed it to had a meeting. Thank you for providing a link.



3/20/2020 10:22:49 AM stuarttruly Their own life experience imbues a distortion, a hue or tinting that may hide the clarity of the message or information...so this maybe why Maj12 and Q 

say “message over messenger” and “look within” or “see what resonates within”...

3/20/2020 10:22:49 AM melodynorton529 Me too!!!!

3/20/2020 10:22:54 AM wallyayottejr This morning I saw a rainbow in the Western sky...the first id ever seen, it soon disappeared, a brutal downpour happened for 2 mins...followed by blue 

skies...usually I see Gods promise after the storm...today I saw his promise before the short storm. pic.twitter.com/XYZENpq5Lv

3/20/2020 10:22:58 AM blezzie5 That's cool can't wait feeling more and more blessed everyday!!!👊🏼🙏❤️🕊⚡⚡🔥🔥

3/20/2020 10:23:24 AM patriotswegoall There are still people In America that have a sense of betrayal in their blood, which is sad. #TheGreatAwakening for them will be difficult and 

challenging. What real truths do we tell them during and after 'the storm'?

3/20/2020 10:24:01 AM justme20190704 I believe this is a Precursor to the Event > 10 Days of Darkness.  IMO - We'll get the right tweet in the right order just before the 10 Days of Darkness. 

By March 30-31. Good Friday (4/10) = End.

3/20/2020 10:24:26 AM hummingbird7272 17

3/20/2020 10:24:27 AM islamtrobras Some bet Christian people are mentally retarded. Push a modified virus then recommend them to consume cannabis that lowers immunity.

@realDonaldTrump @annvandersteel @RealDrGina

3/20/2020 10:24:32 AM dumah_anuhazi The same applies to the Bible as well- which is why learning the language of God is essential In the discernment that comes from the Spirit :P God is 

always speaking through everything. We just have to find a dialect that we understand :)

3/20/2020 10:24:35 AM nwo_never Where did you get this?!?

3/20/2020 10:25:22 AM djlok Great way to describe it.  

[Their] spell is broken.

3/20/2020 10:25:52 AM tyrotrainer WTF was that?? Highly disturbing. @LindaL16 @Albion_Rover

3/20/2020 10:25:54 AM neilbridgman Q-Pharisees, that's sharp

3/20/2020 10:26:08 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/576NEjUfaf

3/20/2020 10:26:28 AM ethansalem75 He hasn’t attacked anyone. He was attacked. And like trump, he will defend himself. He has even said think for yourself. Question everything. This isn’t 

about him, it’s about taking the message and understanding even if u find him unlikeable.

3/20/2020 10:26:36 AM laurabusse One in ego mode judges and bashes

One in higher consciousness mode observes dispassionately without attachment

Observe

Take it all in

Take a wait and see

Know you are not omniscient and cannot know everything

Yet

#meditation
3/20/2020 10:27:03 AM josephhollywoo5 Has Oprah got a cock now

3/20/2020 10:27:15 AM stuarttruly And also it may be that the Bible itself was translated and interpreted in lots of different ways hence the different versions...Sometimes I wonder if 

parts of it were altered to fit the narrative of the day, to insure the ones who transcribed and later interpreted it to remain

3/20/2020 10:27:31 AM baf41975 Yet she maintains that elite status

3/20/2020 10:27:33 AM scott_rick 10-4, thank you!

3/20/2020 10:28:02 AM angel171614 Maverick here

3/20/2020 10:28:07 AM laurabusse Well said

3/20/2020 10:28:12 AM bcmarky Most likely inn his head if its not real its not a big deal...

3/20/2020 10:28:12 AM aprilbrown99 Almost here!  🔥🔥🔥 #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/Dra9ilLcwv

3/20/2020 10:28:52 AM anangelhasland1 She is explaining why children return to their abuser.

They feel pleasure not pain.

If the abuser knows what they are doing (“good at their job”) the child thinks the experience is a “good one” and returns happily.

No Satanic rituals required. 

(Like you clearly wanted, eh?)

3/20/2020 10:28:53 AM talha21082000 what does AM mean?

3/20/2020 10:28:58 AM bmj240768 Oh my Tommy boy didn't contract #Coronavirus did he? 

Oh well a bit of house arrest & he should be all right in 2 weeks or so. 

Unless the virus hits Tommy boy hard, then it might be a real pain in the neck. 

All the best Tommy.

3/20/2020 10:29:42 AM malibuphoenix33 AM=morning

PM= evening

✌️❤️✌️

3/20/2020 10:29:48 AM aaronhoughton10 🤦♀️😂 pic.twitter.com/ThNnkjZQM1

3/20/2020 10:29:54 AM itsmetaksen He knowingly and deliberately spreads false information in an attempt to hijack this movement, destroy our momentum, and poison the conversation.

"No outside comms." -Q

3/20/2020 10:30:09 AM talha21082000 oh ok thanks

3/20/2020 10:30:52 AM crlord14 Q consists of less than ten people and not all of them are military.  That's what I have read on the Q messages.

3/20/2020 10:30:59 AM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/SuZBt2Ajgt

3/20/2020 10:31:13 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/4MAr6p2t1I

3/20/2020 10:31:46 AM stuarttruly in power...I feel like our personal and collective histories are much more curious than we know today...idk...I listen to so many different ideas and 

wonder about so much-like why do they refer to some of our DNA as “junk”?

When I KNOW all life is divinely made.

3/20/2020 10:31:48 AM dumah_anuhazi No wonder there- Council of Nicaea.

Dead Sea scrolls were just found to be fakes.

The Vatican antichrist has changed much of God's message (To LOVE) and inserted an angry, vindictive god in its place.

YHWH=Satan

Jesus=Zeus

The true God is Love and his son is Yeshua Christos.

3/20/2020 10:32:01 AM thomass37982821 Endocanabanoid system..

Look it up



3/20/2020 10:32:13 AM dumah_anuhazi Our angel DNA

3/20/2020 10:33:49 AM the_start_line So should we partake in cannabis to enhance the smile and defeat the Covid bs? asking for a friend😎

3/20/2020 10:33:51 AM trevorroth6 Don't mind me I'm a good-abuser.

3/20/2020 10:34:44 AM malibuphoenix33 I am not authorized to give medical advice but that sure is my plan 😂😂✌️✌️⚡⚡

3/20/2020 10:34:54 AM stuarttruly And it may be that we were created by altering the DNA of cro magnon(sp?) by higher intelligent species-I’m good with that idea as I know Source 

created them too!

If a space critter appeared before me and showed me all their fancy stuff would I assume they are better than me: no.

3/20/2020 10:35:12 AM earth2nissy Right back at you! MJ12 was the reason for my Twitter account!

3/20/2020 10:35:41 AM 69_marie If only Ellen,Tom Hanks, Oprah & all of those Satanic elites knew that the Love of Christ is stronger in us that is in the “world” they take for ever lasting 

life, money, it’s in all of us people tell me all the time I don’t look my age at 51, I have child like love in my heart

3/20/2020 10:36:27 AM stuarttruly (Maybe they are a bit  “cooler” than me:)...) We are gloriously unique and interesting and divinely created.

Apologies for this tangent I am a bit of a StarTrek Goober.:)

3/20/2020 10:36:54 AM wwgqwga A fraud pretending he is Q is literally an attack on the Q movement. You are pure cringe, little guy.

3/20/2020 10:36:59 AM dakotobol  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1226925240988688386 …

3/20/2020 10:37:05 AM trevorroth6 "Look to the tweets"

I want verbatim.

3/20/2020 10:37:36 AM dumah_anuhazi Bingi! ANY ET ally of humanity knows the name Yeshua. They know and serve God. It will be clear by their actions. Everybody always talking about 

"ALIENS ARE FALLEN ANGELS" .

Yes, some are.

But... where are the angels?

Wouldn't that mean that they, too, are alien? :)

3/20/2020 10:37:50 AM anniepants222  pic.twitter.com/F0haKaSGlb

3/20/2020 10:40:09 AM screeminbanchee 🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮🤮

3/20/2020 10:40:14 AM the_start_line i used to be a doctor, but all my patients died.  So i am not qualified to give medical advice either🤣🤣

3/20/2020 10:40:17 AM carey4trump I heard that. Q

3/20/2020 10:40:27 AM bcmarky Uh...no

Similar how? LOL pic.twitter.com/mJKtdp0seR

3/20/2020 10:40:28 AM stuarttruly Yes and I am hoping the ouroboros will no longer do the loop~de~loop and instead we Together, step out of our history, free.(the story has been of 

their making like you said...those poor silly Rabids, always referring to patterns, tweaking the same staleness just for us, for them

3/20/2020 10:40:46 AM iwashington 😶

3/20/2020 10:41:15 AM aaronhoughton10 So you discount him being Q because you believe he's not Q and because you believe that it's a "literal attack". #Logic pic.twitter.com/caj272fgSG

3/20/2020 10:41:34 AM geezy172 I feel like he was setting up for the tweet. It wont seem so random  and out of place now to the normies, but WE will all know EXACTLY what it means. 

I have a feeling we see it between now and Sunday night.

3/20/2020 10:42:05 AM allonkid he said that in his videos, but not a big deal for DIA. Q operation is real, you took a front seat as a movie, does not mean there are no real persons 

playing.

3/20/2020 10:42:31 AM the_start_line Well i suppose I'll try and abide....I mean I'll tell my friend to try and abide

3/20/2020 10:43:32 AM stuarttruly Yeah the whole “Label” thang...gosh that gets old too, right?! I just want us to have the approach of children who meet in the field...curious and 

accepting and loving...

We are pattern lovers having been patterned for such a long time...sigh...

3/20/2020 10:43:34 AM rachelhalligan TRUMP: A NEW SYSTEM THAT CAN DO MILLIONS OF PEOPLE AS NEEDED. Say what???  https://youtu.be/7RZeJhOibLs  via @YouTube 

Can someone explain what this means to them?

@ABOwarrior @Beer_Parade @Time4U2Know @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ

3/20/2020 10:44:10 AM dakotobol The fake scroll was a forged piece at one particular museum in UK. ,.. not the entire collection at another location.😉

3/20/2020 10:44:59 AM angel171614 🙃🙄

3/20/2020 10:45:33 AM angel171614 😁😳

3/20/2020 10:45:48 AM dumah_anuhazi Bingo! Stepping stones to the true translations.

The more lies that are exposed, the brighter the truth will shine.

Religion will collapse into Awakening.

3/20/2020 10:45:51 AM linabelldevine Crazy right? I don’t get how this wasn’t a big red flag to everyone???

3/20/2020 10:45:54 AM yourstr05411794 🤗

3/20/2020 10:46:08 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/Cv9a1EwAaY

3/20/2020 10:46:09 AM crispus46604679 The dam will burst when the "damn criminals" that attempted to destroy the US Constitution meet JUSTICE!

3/20/2020 10:47:03 AM angel171614 He left🙄😪

3/20/2020 10:47:10 AM scott_rick  pic.twitter.com/aJKQcUrOt4

3/20/2020 10:47:40 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/1QB23DMkTf

3/20/2020 10:48:12 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/am662bY4nS

3/20/2020 10:48:19 AM patriot_south Beautiful

3/20/2020 10:49:20 AM munkeypilot Lol- careful bear...I don't trust myself sometimes...brain doesn't always engage the civility filter when my lips are moving and I'm running straight lake 

pipes un muffled😎👍🏼

3/20/2020 10:49:21 AM yourstr05411794 At your discretion, friend. 😁

I haven't seen that spirit in ... uh... I forget. 😋😎

3/20/2020 10:49:34 AM dumah_anuhazi I had a dream.

A wheel turning in the sky, roaring loudly like thunder. It gets hit with a rod from Heaven, pierces it to form a "Q"- then it shatters in utter silence, as a 

giant spider tries to stick the pieces together again but only severs its own arms with the sharp edges.

3/20/2020 10:49:41 AM yourstr05411794 LOL!

3/20/2020 10:51:17 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/MiQFz1BefN

3/20/2020 10:52:06 AM angel171614 Hello John you are so funny welcome glad to meet you anyone that makes me laugh is my friend

3/20/2020 10:52:45 AM the_start_line How many kids with adhd does it take to change a light bulb?  Wanna go for a bike ride? oh look squirrel

3/20/2020 10:53:03 AM breakingbarium I never liked her! When her assistant blew the whistle on how Mean and Nasty she was to all of her employees I knew it was True!

3/20/2020 10:54:02 AM elatedveracity You pop up outta no where after almost 3 years of us following Q.  I personally don’t care who you are, but I do know Q and his team would not act or 

treat Patriots the way you already have.  We are a big Patriot family and I for one DO NOT appreciate the purposeful division!

3/20/2020 10:54:30 AM brangusjimmy He’s extremely rude and condescending. His tone does not reflect the intelligence of the Q team we know. My biggest concern now is the fact 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has been pushing him so heavily. Makes me question things.

3/20/2020 10:54:38 AM 369_is #UnsealEpstein #UnsealJFK #QAnon pic.twitter.com/NpeTH6VuUN

3/20/2020 10:55:51 AM felani24250601 Some may see the mountain of dirt being swept up, while others curse the broom...



3/20/2020 10:55:53 AM the_start_line Likewise HeavenSent, as much dark shit that is out there, we have to keep each others vibes high. As digital neighbors, i can't think of any better way 

then through laughing until i pee....then changing my diaper

3/20/2020 10:55:58 AM angel171614 Lol pic.twitter.com/GjukvhlSyk

3/20/2020 10:56:27 AM enochesoule Okay... pedophiles, do you hear Oprah?!  Make sure you are "good!" Your victim won't even know it happened!

3/20/2020 10:58:06 AM sehvehn Majestic12 has always rubbed me the wrong way too

3/20/2020 10:58:21 AM levi60924464 These people are sick

Q

3/20/2020 10:58:24 AM venerablevern I've  long thought that too.

3/20/2020 10:58:48 AM tayloredwards99 this too https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7liYfhRgXGk …

3/20/2020 10:58:49 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/bLUFdyzxEO

3/20/2020 10:58:58 AM pat_at_wildwood don't know why but have always said since a very small child that God created the Universe and that it is full of Life. Born knowing? Have treated this 

knowing as fact all along. Feels right. Such beauty in every turn. He created everything.

3/20/2020 10:59:23 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/buap9ocdD2

3/20/2020 10:59:25 AM diaptera_80 They are with us and we are with them, like it or not

3/20/2020 10:59:36 AM dbefmfttfn Not gonna lie.... pic.twitter.com/waazZsM6xm

3/20/2020 11:01:02 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/dKbRy2vaoI

3/20/2020 11:02:00 AM angel171614 Great moves❤️ pic.twitter.com/4Q4jEI3vWY

3/20/2020 11:02:09 AM cny_micaa all he needs to do is make that ONE tweet. It will activate the anons and digital army to action, to do as directed, comfort and inform. I know a lot of 

people aren't willing to talk about the Plan without confirmation, because it sounds nuts to believe a Q posting w/o proof

3/20/2020 11:02:23 AM navalinfantry #QuestionEverything

3/20/2020 11:03:19 AM weareeternal4 Yes we are 🤝👊 https://youtu.be/P9BfvPjsXXw 

3/20/2020 11:03:23 AM cny_micaa like the numerous seed-stories of the strain on the internet will cause it to crash?

3/20/2020 11:03:48 AM chapulincolored Can I guess?  Introduce Space Force leadership.

3/20/2020 11:04:08 AM bonn750 WTF?!? “If the abuser is any good” you deserve to rot in HELL

3/20/2020 11:04:31 AM yourstr05411794 That's almost sexy.

3/20/2020 11:04:43 AM secretqmafia wow so much meaning in that

3/20/2020 11:04:46 AM the_start_line i can only Gif dance. i have the rhythm of a fence post

3/20/2020 11:05:16 AM secretqmafia can't wait for you to tell us when he uses words like "and" "the" and "but" as well.

3/20/2020 11:05:31 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/nkRWtq3tVP

3/20/2020 11:05:59 AM iam_mai_iam_mai Are you referring to promoting Steinbart’s videos as necessary? I feel like I’m struggling with the message. So much information yet I find logically 

ascertaining truth from fiction challenging. I trust my intuition and I remain on the fence.

3/20/2020 11:06:03 AM earth2nissy @vanna_jae

3/20/2020 11:06:22 AM guerisimo2  pic.twitter.com/2mkoMrRvpw

3/20/2020 11:06:57 AM earth2nissy And just like that people are justifying grooming. 🤦♀️

3/20/2020 11:07:08 AM guerisimo2 I don't know about storm, but you're definitely batshit crazy.

3/20/2020 11:07:12 AM 369_is Q Post 3614 acknowledging this Twitter account, in case you missed it.

Video Example of Highly Coordinated Mainstream Media Talking Points (Propaganda) https://www.qmap.pub/read/3614 

3/20/2020 11:08:09 AM coloradoevolut1 😂

3/20/2020 11:08:18 AM coloradoevolut1 🤣

3/20/2020 11:08:30 AM the_start_line Almost being the disqualifier....fml🙄

3/20/2020 11:08:35 AM perfectstorm24 "Q would not talk this way"

😅🤣😅🤣😅🤣

Correct. The Q you have imagined in your head would not.

But in real life.... he may just have always been a DIA nerd with an attitude and sense of humor.

3/20/2020 11:08:55 AM vanna_jae Absolutely disgusting, she’s probably done it to many children. Thinks it’s okay, because many view her as “good”. This is soo sickening.

3/20/2020 11:09:09 AM jeremy350344 Timestamp?

3/20/2020 11:10:09 AM perfectstorm24 OR. It's gone too far. It's always been a DIA nerd with an attitude and time to pull the plug with all the Q experts in the fold. Nobody knows shit!

3/20/2020 11:11:09 AM angel171614 So silly of us but we are laughing

3/20/2020 11:11:11 AM cheryljohnston_ Pretty sure most of us know who that is. Anyone like to post your thoughts who it might be?

3/20/2020 11:11:14 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/D5sja2UJXX

3/20/2020 11:11:20 AM vanna_jae She should’ve said that she’s been doing this for years. Absolutely repulsive.

3/20/2020 11:11:31 AM iam_mai_iam_mai Try and remain calm Andres. I too aren’t certain on any of this however I remain open providing there is sufficient proof to back up these monumental 

claims. As it stands, Steinbart is interesting but not Q yet. Time will tell.

3/20/2020 11:11:32 AM the_start_line IKR?

3/20/2020 11:12:05 AM vanna_jae She’s speaking her truth by wording it differently & people are blinding nodding their heads to her abuse.

3/20/2020 11:12:07 AM dandresc2 Wrong

3/20/2020 11:12:31 AM letsdot94709949 pOpe & the rEst. wiLL hAve a rOLE.

3/20/2020 11:12:53 AM iam_mai_iam_mai Quite right lonewolf yet paradoxically, where we go one we go all. Much love to all.

3/20/2020 11:13:03 AM anitaevans I had a dewam@that I was comforting someone who was emotionally wrecked

3/20/2020 11:13:17 AM iam_mai_iam_mai How do you mean?

3/20/2020 11:13:42 AM atyra831 Sick sick disgusting scum that needs to be JAILED!!

3/20/2020 11:16:00 AM smmmote EXACTLY!

3/20/2020 11:16:33 AM truth_yhvh So do I. He is GOD SENT!

3/20/2020 11:17:01 AM bobsacamano2020 Everything said was wrong. The age. The molestation. It's not going to feel good if you are uncomfortable. And it sounds like Auntie @Oprah has 

experience in kids not remembering how good she was.

3/20/2020 11:17:35 AM dianesaumure Did the looking glass fail or STARGATE broke?

3/20/2020 11:18:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who said that the gloves were coming off and we weren't going to play nice anymore. Next time we have an issue with somebody we are going to call 

it out to them to their face. Look at his reaction. It's priceless. https://twitter.com/PR_51st_STATE/status/1241052166930018306?s=20 …

3/20/2020 11:18:22 AM marimacint Wake up America..THIS is how she became a billionaire, she sell children to pedophiles for big money...She is NOT worried about the results to the 

children but is trying to justify her sick, demented actions to keep selling kids to pedophiles...""They enjoy it"" It feels good""

3/20/2020 11:18:22 AM coloradoevolut1 I love it🤣

3/20/2020 11:18:29 AM rebornkingent Baby q

3/20/2020 11:18:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Alternative angle: https://twitter.com/JeffThrow/status/1241058051362181121?s=20 …

3/20/2020 11:18:42 AM grantgetshoes Disgusting

3/20/2020 11:18:47 AM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/lOWmkpoAZW

3/20/2020 11:19:05 AM 444_q_ My favorite part from today🤣🤣🤣👏👏👏

3/20/2020 11:19:30 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/AcYqVjrQW5

3/20/2020 11:19:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Who me?

1 [233] pic.twitter.com/RPFPmmhYZL

3/20/2020 11:19:36 AM yourstr05411794  https://youtu.be/H9tEvfIsDyo 



3/20/2020 11:19:38 AM laurie0558 Trump said this morning, “We’ve got a lot of people in big trouble.”  I thought that was interesting.

3/20/2020 11:19:57 AM thenooneuknow Ugg

3/20/2020 11:20:03 AM atashfire Can't wait for the moment he flips the proverbial table.

3/20/2020 11:20:08 AM stephenhambrig1 Owned by the boss!!

3/20/2020 11:20:46 AM look4good07 I would love to see a body language breakdown of this interaction

3/20/2020 11:21:03 AM ewilliams22101 Sad to watch the gatekeepers panic.  #MessageOverMessenger is not resonating with some of these Q "interpreters". . . pic.twitter.com/dK0DismTcu

3/20/2020 11:21:13 AM angel171614 I think you have the wear depends because he ran out of toilet paper

3/20/2020 11:21:43 AM ewilliams22101 Exactly.  And no one has authority on the Q subject.  We get to listen/evaluate/judge for ourselves.

3/20/2020 11:21:43 AM angel171614 That was all that was left in the store

3/20/2020 11:21:53 AM coloradoevolut1 @AustinSteinbart has said that in a few ways lately:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

#Q #QAnon #Command

3/20/2020 11:22:42 AM ab2c3d4 maybe she means if treatment or therapy was done right, then the child wouldnt remember...I dunno

3/20/2020 11:22:43 AM bluntanddirect The hand gesture is uhhh

3/20/2020 11:22:59 AM karentriebel I'm hanging loose with reality.big paradigm shift will take place ,even the know it all anons will be surprised

3/20/2020 11:23:16 AM ewilliams22101 Well said!  And we CANNOT allow ourselves to replace MSM with another equally as problematic "authority" figures, such as the Q gate-keepers who 

block you if you dare to remind them of your right to think independently!

3/20/2020 11:23:45 AM lmo6801 Mine too. I rewound it at least 10x’s to look at the horror in Peter’s face 😁🇺🇸

3/20/2020 11:23:49 AM stephscolaro  pic.twitter.com/Ke4Qr3hoOA

3/20/2020 11:23:52 AM austin234nine Or.. Communist-cast. Either way:) may I ask your thoughts on Jesus?!

3/20/2020 11:24:15 AM trumppallooza Goofball

3/20/2020 11:24:16 AM rghardy3 10 days leading up to D5 ?

D5 = April 5 ?

C3 March before D4 April

3/20/2020 11:24:17 AM coloradoevolut1 Whoa! pic.twitter.com/mTsYM4qeRO

3/20/2020 11:24:51 AM coloradoevolut1 😂😂😂😂

3/20/2020 11:25:26 AM angel171614 That's a lot of love💞 pic.twitter.com/w029MRTgI2

3/20/2020 11:25:27 AM jessica10302353 I can’t help but see the gold tassels seem to be off the American flag ;-)

3/20/2020 11:26:11 AM lizzah_83 The presser he did today is worth watching in its entirety. I’m not kidding. DJT was on fire. It was epic. So many smackdowns of FakeNews activists.

3/20/2020 11:26:48 AM rebornkingent Baby Q proof. @AustinSteinbart

3/20/2020 11:26:59 AM cherisherkon WTAF! Oprah is totally messed up.

3/20/2020 11:27:14 AM pj99576394 Except your missing the pt

He said Q was him 20yrs in future

I’m old enough to accept that what I think, do & say is NO WHERE near how I expressed myself back then

YT, babyQ, keeps that pt in perspective in everything they they post.

I find that a way to remember the Time factor

3/20/2020 11:27:56 AM winklerburke Wonder if he went to Prog (1984) Ed Propaganda J-School?  Do his children (if any) have substantial school fund accounts paid for by “admiring-

controlling 322 donors?”  Is he a high net worth individual?  Where, in truth, did his worth come from?

3/20/2020 11:28:07 AM fansblowing3 Maybe you should let others think for themselves

3/20/2020 11:28:36 AM akillword Holy fuck she’s no better than that monster in the white house. if there’s a hell there’s going to be a special place just for her the anger and rage and 

hurt I’m feeling right now she’s lucky my thoughts cannot strike her down

3/20/2020 11:28:39 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/cIVgAtQJ2G

3/20/2020 11:29:09 AM pj99576394 To some.

I find his personality reminds me of a foster grandson.

So I find it humorous

3/20/2020 11:29:46 AM realjohndoe8 It's beyond sickening how these reporters are willing to sell their souls for publicity and money.... AMERICA HAS HAD ENOUGH!

3/20/2020 11:30:02 AM the_start_line YESSSSSS!  Love Prince.  Minnesota boy

3/20/2020 11:30:17 AM the_start_line need a bigger like button

3/20/2020 11:31:54 AM aleks8837 ️️️️

3/20/2020 11:33:14 AM marcela26773506 Did you all noticed when POTUS jokingly said that Mike Pompeo have to go back to "deep" state department?

3/20/2020 11:33:17 AM yourstr05411794 😁

3/20/2020 11:33:27 AM the_start_line I installed the cable tv up to the purple palace last century

3/20/2020 11:33:59 AM miked12511 That’s were the media failed.  

Only peoplevthey could get to do their bidding is soyboys like this.  

Classic ‘ yes man ‘ 

Willie Guist like. 

Zero trust.   Zero truth. 

They lose !

3/20/2020 11:34:23 AM pj99576394 My favorite show from the Autumn of my life

fyi Star Trek was in the Spring, I’m an early boomer

3/20/2020 11:34:43 AM geminifni Why?? WHY??!! Why are Q followers DEMANDING that others NOT #ThinkForYourself??!!! It makes you sound like we are a Cult that must follow the 

Way of The Masters. Do you REALIZE what you are doing? This is Insanity. Q has ALWAYS told us to have discernment & your own belief system

3/20/2020 11:35:06 AM ladestade It’s not sick to say that a child is developed enough to feel pleasure and that many children can be molested but not understand that what is happening 

to them is bad because they are feeling pleasure; this is how many predators perpetuate their sins.

3/20/2020 11:37:14 AM yourstr05411794  pic.twitter.com/K9SiyecQd6

3/20/2020 11:38:01 AM nurseniceyes Except the omniscient part but that requires focus.

3/20/2020 11:38:18 AM jonessense Agreed. They are in for a withdrawal period

3/20/2020 11:38:22 AM twilly18  pic.twitter.com/BzFBuyJGOE

3/20/2020 11:39:04 AM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/uPNbyykJBm

3/20/2020 11:39:15 AM pj99576394 you r correct

What does audentes Fortuna Iuvat?

Fortune favours the bold. Audentes - plural accusative of audens, daring, risky or bold. (The root of 'audacious'.) Object of the sentence, being acted 

upon by fortuna. Fortuna - nominative singular of fortuna, fortune, luck.

Virgil

3/20/2020 11:40:45 AM donnabrandt50 WOW

3/20/2020 11:42:27 AM yourstr05411794  https://youtu.be/TvnYmWpD_T8 

3/20/2020 11:42:56 AM shocka007 Winning ...

3/20/2020 11:43:08 AM stuarttruly Yes Please.:)

3/20/2020 11:43:58 AM tawneymorgan3 #SAVAGE

3/20/2020 11:44:15 AM the_start_line Song gives me tingles.  has for while

3/20/2020 11:45:28 AM ezmoney4ever If we would be open minded, Austin can be used to reinvigorate the impatient and waning Q movement. Q wouldn't talk like his Socratic style on the 

boards. I don't see any harm as he is on Q's side either way.



3/20/2020 11:47:21 AM nickel_triple Dan Bongino said gloves are off.

3/20/2020 11:47:22 AM dandresc2 Wrong 

#InstaBlock

3/20/2020 11:48:11 AM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GregRubini

3/20/2020 11:50:15 AM lightonthehill HUGE new offline resource available now: https://twitter.com/LightOnTheHill/status/1241072258371780610 …

3/20/2020 11:50:57 AM raisethevib369 We are fighting for #Freedom. FREEDOM. To think. To speak. To live. We don't all have to fall into line. That's exactly what we"re fighting against. #IAM

3/20/2020 11:51:03 AM ezmoney4ever No outside comms? "wait til you find out who I am". Outside comms have to start somewhere to reveal himself. This could be it. As long as he supports 

our movement, I'll tune in and see what he has to say. Until he slips up if he is a larp. Like the time travel thing. Strike one.

3/20/2020 11:51:04 AM aleks8837 *Yawn*

3/20/2020 11:51:08 AM yourstr05411794 I had a crush on him first time I saw him on MTV. 😂

He sang Little Red Corvette. My favorite car.

3/20/2020 11:51:29 AM tammi_hadley I love it!!!!

3/20/2020 11:51:50 AM winklerburke Peter to 45:  “How dare you, sir, hit my poor elbow back with your eye?”

3/20/2020 11:52:39 AM dickanon1 Repetition.

3/20/2020 11:54:20 AM the_start_line I used to go to glam slam and watch him play under different names.  Who knew it was legendary times

3/20/2020 11:54:37 AM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/20/2020 11:54:51 AM dandresc2 Also this clown Austin tried to use that Flynn was following him to back his claims that he's Q. And it just so happens that Flynn stopped following this 

larp a few days ago. Enough said. He's a larp.

3/20/2020 11:55:13 AM korundumb What a tool🙀

3/20/2020 11:56:10 AM maxtadpol She’s disgusting.

3/20/2020 11:56:30 AM wickedbrush This is so very disturbing. She knows way too much about this! IMO, she’s speaking from either the POV of the abuser, or that of the victim. The 

‘justification’ reasoning is vile and abhorrent. Either  way, she has known/participated for a long time.

3/20/2020 11:56:45 AM cathyholton4 Same here

3/20/2020 11:56:54 AM dumah_anuhazi We are born knowing and raised to forget.

3/20/2020 12:00:26 PM howstheway I love this one.

3/20/2020 12:00:50 PM mongrelglory I loved the way POTUS put him in his place.  And some other female reporter tried to defend him and Trump shut her down too! 😆

3/20/2020 12:01:30 PM aschilliam Realitycheck for Peter..

3/20/2020 12:01:38 PM stuarttruly Maybe we are grown up enough not to be “protected” by forgetting...or maybe it’s boredom always knowing what has happened before..

I wonder if it’s that Hue~mans May be the closest image of Source (each hueman a tiny divine spark of Source)

3/20/2020 12:02:10 PM blsdbe Will do and ThanQ for asking!!!

3/20/2020 12:02:42 PM mikebravodude Well Austin if your not doing anything illegal there's nothing to worry about.

3/20/2020 12:02:47 PM mongrelglory JD Roberts (who was originally a VJ on the Canadian "Much Music" video channel) is sitting there trying to keep a straight face. 🤣🤣🤣

3/20/2020 12:04:35 PM daveoanderson fake news scum

3/20/2020 12:04:39 PM pat_at_wildwood Being adopted, He was watching over me. I was placed with amazing parents who taught me that God was real and that you can pray anywhere. They 

taught me it is ok to question societal norms and they encouraged me to learn something new every day. They taught to keep an open mind.

3/20/2020 12:04:58 PM stuarttruly and this whole program, this grand show, over many centuries has inspired us to grow up and step out of that loop, and walk “the road not taken”...

That adult state requires us to know one can be strong and gentle, confident and humble, 

resilient and take no shit...no duality.

3/20/2020 12:05:40 PM stuarttruly Wonderful parents, guides.:)

3/20/2020 12:06:02 PM kevinmruel Prayers for you All keep rocking out with your...well you know 😉👍💪

3/20/2020 12:06:04 PM patriotleah1776 What a sicko

3/20/2020 12:06:18 PM lora95271603 @MediumGrace @vkvictorjones @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CABeck1961 @KarluskaP @StormIsUponUs @SGTreport @X22Report @GenFlynn 

@prayingmedic @CathyCathyFox @mamalindax4 @martingeddes @Imamofpeace @Thomas1774Paine @ObamaMalik

3/20/2020 12:08:10 PM pat_at_wildwood yes, and humble. Hard working people. Old school. None of this was coincidence. I believe I was placed there. For that I will be forever grateful.

3/20/2020 12:08:25 PM askbeforgiven I think the poor lady behind POTUS is having a stroke -)

3/20/2020 12:08:26 PM aprilbrown99 ThanQ!  💫💫💫💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/oBvufyaRon

3/20/2020 12:08:27 PM dumah_anuhazi Yes. We had to live spiritually and physically in order to understand how 2 become 1.

3/20/2020 12:09:02 PM kimberlee4591 She was molested/ sexually abused as a child. Her uncle I think??

3/20/2020 12:09:04 PM happygilmore210 He blocked me. I asked if he thought Q would have rollerblades in his basement on his mock storage shelf computer lab...

3/20/2020 12:09:25 PM stuarttruly Thinking with our whole brain-integral~integrity....our brains grown up, knowing especially that the CabalCritters knowing that the most precious 

things are deeply hidden are not what THEY hide from us-it is our inner wealth, our divinity which is expressed thru our body~vessels

3/20/2020 12:09:29 PM khaleesi61 Don’t mess with our President!

3/20/2020 12:11:20 PM askbeforgiven I named her Blinky days ago

3/20/2020 12:13:14 PM cidarean Lol who? There is no baby Q... Only Q.

3/20/2020 12:13:36 PM noshitthereiwa2 @TommyG

3/20/2020 12:13:38 PM patriot_angel I heard that, but he did not say “My fellow American’s” maybe he will tweet it, and that will be the marker?

3/20/2020 12:13:48 PM maggiem32302679 Thank you POTUS, we are with you, 🙏🙏🙏🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/20/2020 12:13:52 PM stuarttruly They can only copy the Divine.

This is why they casual-lize everything: from family to prayer to belief in Source, that is the only way we will believe their copies are real(they have to 

work so hard to dumb us down-over flippin CENTURIES it took them)

See how powerful we Are?

3/20/2020 12:14:21 PM nurseniceyes Majestic, you have eyes on China what is going on there?

 https://twitter.com/KevBoat44/status/1241069212900057088?s=19 …

3/20/2020 12:15:57 PM jwremarks I missed that, thanks for sharing, my heart lifted sooo high when I heard President Trump react to that a**es question...PRICELESS!!! God bless 

President Trump and ALL Patriots, AMEN......

3/20/2020 12:16:05 PM lindal16 I think she's meaning the abuser can make it look like it's not abuse.

3/20/2020 12:17:19 PM stuarttruly And when we are the most adult is when we demonstrate in thought feeling and action: “with great power comes great responsibility”. Also, the 

degree of freedom one enjoys is proportionate to their ability to respond(responsibility)

Something many miss in freedoms definition.imo:)

3/20/2020 12:17:54 PM truth939 ROASTED

3/20/2020 12:18:32 PM lightlove21121 #TelepathyWorks 😎



3/20/2020 12:18:43 PM pat_at_wildwood yes & they've been working overtime lately to undermine everything Sacred to us. Anything people start as something good they immediately 

undermine it by "taking over" the narrative. The environment being a classic example. It's good that people care but bad to lie about reasons.

3/20/2020 12:19:09 PM steveroye 🤣🤣🤣👍👍👍👏👏👏

3/20/2020 12:19:44 PM tesca1 👀

3/20/2020 12:19:56 PM illinoisjack85 She did one of those with that kid Justin Burke or Berke, he was abused

3/20/2020 12:20:07 PM billk88583375 Pete Alexander wins this weeks, acosta award, for being  biggest horses ass.

3/20/2020 12:21:06 PM marriedyourbro like a teenager in the principal’s office 😆

3/20/2020 12:21:12 PM stuarttruly And I really see that the CabalCrew, have also been in a prison..of their own making, and who knows their true history? We’re they also victims at 

some point? Not to excuse their behaviors rather shift our perspective toward some compassion. There will always be consequences-

Th

3/20/2020 12:22:30 PM stuarttruly Showing and/or feeling compassion is a choice....that compassion reveals our divine nature.

3/20/2020 12:22:52 PM pat_at_wildwood accountability for one's actions and freedom to do as one pleases is what they prey on most. They create pressure and then offer an "out" by telling 

the young it is ok to behave wrecklessly and do as they please.

3/20/2020 12:23:55 PM billy_bear17 🤣🤣🤣 He genuinely looks shocked to be called out. These people are stupid.

3/20/2020 12:25:18 PM justileonne This may be true but very disturbing - “If they are any good at  it ( abusing you ) they will make you...” )  

Using the word Good here seems really wrong.

3/20/2020 12:26:01 PM stuarttruly Yes I agree...to what degree can I be free and not damage another’s ability to be free-that’s the ability to respond part(responsibility) freedom doesn’t 

mean for one alone, it is reflected in each of us..

3/20/2020 12:26:33 PM pat_at_wildwood they have and the evil one is known as the great deceiver. Every single one of us has been fooled over something somewhere. We have all fallen prey 

to this without exception. The learning comes from seeing this journey for what it is and helping other to see it too.

3/20/2020 12:27:23 PM marywal64295444 Me too. I have 6, but I must say my youngest one talks A LOT 🤣🤣🤣

I'm thinking I'll have a really clean house after 10 days with no phone or internet

3/20/2020 12:28:38 PM kevin61790092 Reset

3/20/2020 12:29:53 PM ro_maks "Something big is coming."  This is it!

3/20/2020 12:30:52 PM pat_at_wildwood I struggle though with where to draw the line in the sand. Something I am grappling with at present. How to forgive someone who treats children 

brutally and with pure evil intent? Same for animals. I know we are supposed to hand off this "worry" to the Creator but closure? Hurts.

3/20/2020 12:33:41 PM mindstatex "if the abuser is any good" is the part where u go 🤮.

It's like there were a billion other ways to make it clear the body reacts to sexual touching  whether through abuse or a non-abusive situation. But 

"feeling good" is subjective, the body reacts but the mind is traumatised.

3/20/2020 12:33:43 PM stuarttruly Yes gosh I know!!! Our hearts are so heavy with rage then deep grief so deep it feels like drowning~and I also know those waves will wash through.I 

feel it’s true to say we are called to be loving witnesses, the acknowledgment of terrible deeds and the consequence by rule of law.

3/20/2020 12:33:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 It also is responsible for the deaths of holistic doctors through subcontracting. https://twitter.com/Militarydotcom/status/1241081887898075136 …

3/20/2020 12:34:56 PM chucklesschumer We need to exterminate these MFers

3/20/2020 12:35:03 PM mindstatex Confusion, trauma, and physical shock too. It doesn't even need to feel food for the body, there is psychological shock and damage, and discomfort and 

she wants to say that "if the abuser is any good, the child would feel good" WTF???!!!! Sounds like pedo excuses.

3/20/2020 12:35:51 PM mongrelglory Yeah...I've been cooking and baking in an effort to avoid Spring cleaning and doing my taxes on-line. 😏

3/20/2020 12:35:56 PM mathemagician9 how is this a Baby Q proof? can somebody explain please?

3/20/2020 12:36:01 PM peterclloyd Are these people sick or under the influence of a control method?

3/20/2020 12:36:10 PM painiscoming4 Truth is stranger then fiction !

3/20/2020 12:36:29 PM blsdbe Like Flexner? “The Flexner Report caused many medical schools to close down and most of the remaining schools were reformed to conform to the 

Flexnerian model.” https://www.onhealth.com/content/1/flexner_reportbirth_of_medical_education …

3/20/2020 12:36:33 PM populistpepe2 😡

3/20/2020 12:36:55 PM natalie60444115 Grrrrr .... horrible peoples ... 😡

3/20/2020 12:37:20 PM allard41980 Wonder if these asshats are responsible for deaths of people that speak out against vaccines I wouldn’t put it past them since the cdc owns allot of 

vaccine patents.

3/20/2020 12:37:26 PM erdocrena Please expand on that

3/20/2020 12:38:02 PM hantavirus69 So, Whiskey Tango Foxtrot are you waiting for???

3/20/2020 12:38:03 PM geronim22212419 i can relate to that statement

3/20/2020 12:38:08 PM vacavillesabra No~ she’s still in shock herself; after all these years she hasn’t processed it correctly or gotten over it whatsoever —look at her life no husband no 

children and trying to fill that deep dark hole inside left by her abuser with food money and things.  DOESNT WORK!

3/20/2020 12:38:45 PM stuarttruly and especially the knowing that when they fly to ethereal realms they will meet those children and people they tortured and destruction they 

caused...I imagine that is how it works...idk...

3/20/2020 12:39:27 PM blsdbe Not a doctor, one of the Hunters.

3/20/2020 12:39:44 PM markwardlynn @X22Report @M2Madness @RedPill78 @Bruno062418 @JuliansRum @realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @99freemind @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@Linda_Paris @RepMattGaetz @DevinNunes @RepLeeZeldin

3/20/2020 12:40:17 PM americanpetal 😡 The CDC needs to cease to exist.

3/20/2020 12:40:18 PM sarahfraley11  pic.twitter.com/lM9FX1l4lc

3/20/2020 12:40:23 PM rosampalomino Like the doctors that stumbled on info on autism & vaccines, holistic cures etc...

3/20/2020 12:40:29 PM kellykarmaak WTH. What is wrong with her???

And this is who people idolize!

Dear Lord help those who trust her!

3/20/2020 12:41:06 PM sinnersdeborah I don't have a computer. Only an android cell phone and a tablet. Am I able to archive offline on those? (I'm not tech savvy 😊)

3/20/2020 12:41:07 PM stuarttruly Sometimes I think since Source(God) loves unconditionally, it’s not that God doesn’t forgive, it’s hard to forgive oneself when one is fully inspirited....

But I may be wrong, I am wrong at least once a day:).....

3/20/2020 12:41:14 PM truth939 The drug industries will pay.  I've lost an immediate family member due to a combination of negligence and frankly pure evil in this industry, along with 

unnecessary struggles imposed by the Babylonian money magic system.  It's time for the house of cards to fall and burn.

3/20/2020 12:41:29 PM captainatl I for one could care less for the stupid questions. The @POTUS and his team only have 24 hours a day to work for Americans, and these jack wagons 

want to waste the TEAMS time with POLITICAL HACK questions. @PeterAlexander was not going to write a piece based on that question.

3/20/2020 12:41:59 PM pat_at_wildwood I think I have had a glimpse of this. From an event in my own family. It was interesting I could sense my "family" holding someone accountable for their 

actions.



3/20/2020 12:42:21 PM brennensrealmom #Oprah uses language skills 4elite

The art of the spoken word #Linguistics #Mesmerize #NLP

Neuro-Linguistic Programming

Persuasive speech,powerful w. traumatized ppl led by suggestion

Conversational hypnosis

My aunt 'Carrie Charles' Carrie Hedaya (Broadstaff) #TonyRobbins trained pic.twitter.com/cIh8TpCtfr

3/20/2020 12:42:28 PM stuarttruly And human’s rule of law is flawed as we are not perfect -only Source is perfect...but most days I figure most of us do the best we can in a moment.

#BeBest

3/20/2020 12:43:14 PM 1_decided_voter That's kind of how I see it. The more confident someone is about what will happen, the more likely they'll be wrong in my opinion.

3/20/2020 12:44:13 PM giediknight @AustinSteinbart said it

3/20/2020 12:44:23 PM pat_at_wildwood indeed!

3/20/2020 12:44:42 PM truth939 General illness, mystery (chronic) disease & premature death are almost all caused by viral and bacterial infections & man made toxins.  All of which 

carry a positive electrical charge.  What if devices exist that can extract/transmute these toxins out of the body?

3/20/2020 12:45:02 PM camilla35913032 😱😱😱

3/20/2020 12:45:45 PM deredacteur_ Ja ken deze dank

3/20/2020 12:45:51 PM mindstatex Probably true, but that's how victims become abusers, when they can't process it they believe what they experienced was fine. It's very worrying and 

adds some concern about the potential she could harm others.

3/20/2020 12:45:56 PM truth939 What if different viruses and bacteria carry their own electrical signatures (frequencies) and can be safely destroyed by frequency generators?  Rife 

machines anyone?

3/20/2020 12:46:17 PM jaded_pearl @AustinSteinbart @POTUS @goodmedicine4us @DHSgov Can we please talk about an update on alternative practices that can be used to cure this 

#sound #frequency #Tesla #CDC #coronavirus #COVID19 #CoronaVirusUpdate #ChineseVirus #9 #WWG1WGA #MAGA #ChinaLiedPeopleDied #Qanon 

pic.twitter.com/ifUeHmFjlI

3/20/2020 12:46:20 PM margh1 i think we will have cell phones so that means we will have electricity......

3/20/2020 12:46:24 PM silikevitamins Austin is a GENIUS TROLL-MASTER comedian whose talent at making fun of us is spot on. He is Jim Carrey acting the part of James Bond as Q. Love it! 

How can people not see what a master comedian he is?! Gotta give credit where credit is due.

3/20/2020 12:46:38 PM silikevitamins You know there are some people who dont know "The Office" is a comedy.

3/20/2020 12:47:57 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/20/2020 12:48:11 PM dragondc64deena Hunts them down, I've never heard that definition of "manufactures" before.

3/20/2020 12:48:22 PM pat_at_wildwood Something else that seems to have been planted in my memory. I have always known there is Sacred Law that is the ultimate Law. From childhood I 

can remember many influences. The book, the Water Babies, Mrs Doasyouwouldbedoneby lol.  "Treat others as you would be treated"

3/20/2020 12:48:30 PM jdm46808323 So many holistic docs and anti-vax docs disappeared or dead. People don’t know and it scared some of us who worked with children with cancer quiet. 

Meanwhile BigPharma PAID huge $$$ to College Profs and MDs to WRITE SPIN on drugs.

3/20/2020 12:48:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Spirit Cooking

Hillary Clinton & Foundation

Crimes Against Children pic.twitter.com/X6ObkPNQSz

3/20/2020 12:49:05 PM covertress .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, if ultrasound is dangerous to a fetus, why has the technology been released to the public?  

https://twitter.com/VaveHealth/status/1236056759342518272 …

3/20/2020 12:49:20 PM stuarttruly Golden, no one above the other, horizontal flow like a river

3/20/2020 12:49:30 PM rachad71 WTF!😡😡😡😡

3/20/2020 12:49:37 PM finall00p Dad is aware of basic "Q" knowledge but not that far in as anons are. I'm wondering who might have an insight on this Monday? Dad's got a lifetime of 

trucker business so maybe he heard stuff passed around? @Inevitable_ET @VincentCrypt46 @SeanCordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum

3/20/2020 12:50:04 PM crispus46604679 I love you Sydney Powell ... pic.twitter.com/4nv43Mn1c4

3/20/2020 12:50:15 PM dentonzakary That rules! 🤣👍

3/20/2020 12:51:33 PM iam_mai_iam_mai Beautifully said. We are One of two apparent polarities.

Light & Dark

Positive & Negative

Good & Evil

Yin & Yang

Love & Hate

All are aspects of the One being. I am that you are.
3/20/2020 12:51:39 PM angelao_r Please let the arrests happen!

3/20/2020 12:51:45 PM pat_at_wildwood exactly! Something I have always believed and again taught by my parents. Got me into SO much trouble through the years almost like a badge of 

honour! lol

3/20/2020 12:52:17 PM stuarttruly Yes be resilient and not a doormat. See or hear a bully and call them OUT.

Tough love means you care, not only for the one bullied but the bully too. Apathy leads to bullying and most of the ills of the world. Love is the cure.

#toughLove

#weAreTheCure

3/20/2020 12:52:26 PM mikespies904 We are all waiting patiently......

3/20/2020 12:52:45 PM stuarttruly GoldenGirl!💗🙏🏻🙃😊🙂

3/20/2020 12:52:48 PM tingtingler #petertweeter #PizzaGate

3/20/2020 12:54:47 PM smith_jere It makes me less inclined to pay attention to them. Very disappointing to say the least. I don't appreciate being threatened with being blocked if I 

express an opinion contrary to their entrenched point of view.

3/20/2020 12:55:01 PM galadri09060100 Austin Steinbart @AustinSteinbart

3/20/2020 12:55:37 PM scott_rick Thank you Hilary for helping me find the light and seeing what greed and having no soul looks like, now go to hell and never come back please you 

cockroach draco parasite pic.twitter.com/DIGHEmcGcC

3/20/2020 12:55:39 PM stuarttruly Speaking for myself I was part of the problem with the whole placing folks on a pedestal(hierarchy ?)... eventually that leads to me looking foolish. 

When each of us is our own leader, integrity in thought feeling and action we don’t need anyone to lead us

3/20/2020 12:56:58 PM gerriekyle we must have Justice for the children

3/20/2020 12:57:35 PM stuarttruly We will work together (cooperative play instead of competitive play) and create the Life we dream to Live. The whole world working together, not by 

Force (UN) rather inspired by Source(heartminded, golden rule)

3/20/2020 12:58:20 PM taloura1 100%

3/20/2020 12:59:09 PM westmount_d7 Unbelievable. Deep state everywhere

3/20/2020 1:00:39 PM westmount_d7 🙌🍿

3/20/2020 1:00:49 PM jwremarks I volunteer 🙋♂️🙋♂️🙋♂️to be the anonymous hooded hangman for these treasonous bastards!!! I volunteer 🙋♂️🙋♂️🙋♂️to be one of the shooters for these

 satanists... ...I volunteer to do WHATEVER it takes for these non-human things to stop breathing the same air I do...just let me know......

3/20/2020 1:00:50 PM adsvel There no need to be cure, Mother Nature, our IS-BE's, call it in the way you understand, took already care of it and maintained back our DNA mapping 

as it was originally. Avoid side effects of 5G and all will be well. The People is the Cure.😊



3/20/2020 1:00:50 PM stuarttruly Interesting he was shielding his heartspace, just from POTUS true words being expressed. He is WEAK, and afraid, towing the line from his bosses so 

long....

perhaps the tough love lesson from POTUS  will take hold.

3/20/2020 1:01:09 PM vacavillesabra Well she meant if he’s good at (sexually arousing) the victim. If you talk to victims many if not most admit -feeling guilty about it -that it felt good.   

She’s not saying morally good. And remember she’s probably one of the the last people who should be talking about this.

3/20/2020 1:01:18 PM lyvidot Just curious that’s all, why is your DIA logo upside-down?

3/20/2020 1:01:25 PM emmakildare How many has battle axe Oprah molested?

3/20/2020 1:01:44 PM westmount_d7 Oh yeah! Priceless reaction. 😂

3/20/2020 1:02:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think Mirror.

Up is down.

Right is left.

3/20/2020 1:03:13 PM adsvel In the name of killed children.

3/20/2020 1:04:00 PM vacavillesabra The mind is so traumatized there are no words but it’s more than that even ~it spiritually destroys many of them if they’re young; one has to be very 

strong to get through abuse and the world is littered with its victims.

3/20/2020 1:04:53 PM av8rgr8ness Not an Oprah fan at all. But I feel this is being played without context. Is she saying that maybe this is why it is under-reported? Is this why it may not 

be recognized at the time? What is the context here?

3/20/2020 1:05:00 PM verbaldiahrreoa “His paperwork is getting wet and blowing all over the place. How can the World have a president like this?”

Don Lemon when he sees this.

3/20/2020 1:05:12 PM hswcyd Give me a break! If you believe in such power, you will easily be manipulated by those who give a fake explanation, because there is no logic here. You 

are following authority, not your own reasoning.

3/20/2020 1:06:44 PM diaptera_80 I am not certain I fully understand the  concept and what kind of conclusions you expect us to draw from MIRROR

3/20/2020 1:07:13 PM nurseniceyes I am so glad this is the year of the boomerang...

3/20/2020 1:07:19 PM lyvidot 🤔

3/20/2020 1:07:59 PM bs_detector2020 Will never happen.

3/20/2020 1:08:33 PM keisha52855889 Do more research lady...it’s no secret that she is connected to the most corrupt elite out there. And no not judging you, my opinions are mine and I can 

post a response to your views. It’s called Freedom Of Speech....

3/20/2020 1:11:08 PM twistedtiger2 Well will we see some arrest this time?

3/20/2020 1:11:08 PM jdiii1210 I don’t play the lottery, I’d buy several tickets for a chance to win that prize

3/20/2020 1:11:13 PM funmoney19 Lots and lots of good Drs.

3/20/2020 1:11:37 PM boy12_jimmy The deaths of NYPD, FBI, & other agents who have seen that laptop after it was acquired, is undeniably the worst that mankind has to put to truth. God 

Bless the women & men who are fighting these disgusting crimes, so sickening that nobody even could think of it, before HRC. 

pic.twitter.com/2r8RwAgh1K

3/20/2020 1:13:48 PM vacavillesabra That’s true~millions of young men continued on with homosexuality after being abused by men perverted&abusing children.  Straight abuse children 

as well; they too are perverted. Women abuse young boys~the most famous is  Mary Kay Letourneau whose student/victim was only 12/13.

3/20/2020 1:17:37 PM johndavidwiles2 No thanks. I heard way too much already. Made me sick!

3/20/2020 1:17:59 PM truth_yhvh Gotcha, Pity Peter!

3/20/2020 1:19:19 PM pat_at_wildwood Me too actually. Eventually you spot the flaws and nothing is the same again. Yes, imagine a world where leaders not needed but teachers are and 

they are respected. Teachers are also pupils in reality & that has never changed. We can all learn from each other.

3/20/2020 1:19:19 PM allonkid Subcontracting assassins?

3/20/2020 1:20:22 PM ab5cd3f533d140e When you type in #hoax on Twitter it takes you to all kinds of sex trafficking. Please investigate.

3/20/2020 1:20:41 PM lyvidot ... as in wonderland? As in DIA=bad...?

3/20/2020 1:21:37 PM keith369me So when do the “infomercials” explaining the cabal start?

3/20/2020 1:21:55 PM conanthepatriot Is it time to #AskTheQ?

3/20/2020 1:22:49 PM terimil54296335 Not to be crude but she seems to be getting off talking about how good it feels for a young child to be molested

3/20/2020 1:22:54 PM bbombski Death is to easy of an out. They already know whats on the other side and are prepared for it. They must suffer. For their eternity.

3/20/2020 1:23:07 PM mommahood777 yes...we are all in this ToGetHer

#LockHerUp

#LockThemAllUp

3/20/2020 1:23:50 PM usaseanandrews I hope so. I’ve got my popcorn ready 🍿

3/20/2020 1:23:52 PM pat_at_wildwood An American Indian friend of mine used to call me sponge brain because I am happy when learning. She used to tell me off for sharing the learning 

rather than "monetizing" it. Did not seem right to me to do that though. I prefer to encourage and inspire to honour my champions.

3/20/2020 1:24:02 PM tamarakay10 Yep!

3/20/2020 1:24:31 PM stuarttruly Ohhhh we are Kindreds!!!

3/20/2020 1:25:11 PM dtrumplican that putz @PeterAlexander looking so smug and self satisfied when he asks his question, then when @POTUS breathes fire on him, he acts like a 

minion https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfylJy_nMbM …

3/20/2020 1:25:18 PM ab5cd3f533d140e If you type in #hoax in Twitter it takes you to sex trafficking sites. I stumbled across it while looking for info about coronavirus hoax. Needs to be called 

out.

3/20/2020 1:26:42 PM pat_at_wildwood sounds like we are indeed! Oh how wonderful! Pleased to meet you.

3/20/2020 1:27:34 PM djlok And I know [they] killed him too...

Suicide by drowning? https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2018/04/05/timothy-cunningham-the-cdc-researcher-who-

mysteriously-vanished-in-february-has-been-found-dead/?outputType=amp …

3/20/2020 1:27:35 PM blackjackpupil  https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-11-15-77-holistic-practitioners-now-dead-since-2015-this-is-beyond-strange-they-are-dropping-like-flies-and-

msm-ignores-them.html …

3/20/2020 1:27:35 PM valerie59723152 Tell him to read Psalm 23..specifically "I will Fear no evil".

3/20/2020 1:27:44 PM blackjackpupil @unhealthytruth

3/20/2020 1:29:38 PM fansblowing3 Cannibalism

3/20/2020 1:30:40 PM 444_q_ Literally took the words out of my mouth MJ🤣

3/20/2020 1:30:53 PM oldhick17800719 Are you serious? You're as fake as this clown AS.

3/20/2020 1:31:03 PM valerie59723152 And in a hurry...things "Are Habbening".

3/20/2020 1:31:54 PM guy_karen These people are sick & evil

3/20/2020 1:32:07 PM normans91151445  pic.twitter.com/1mcotTrXF6

3/20/2020 1:34:08 PM galadri09060100 What exactly does that mean? No internet or just social media down?

3/20/2020 1:35:05 PM oneofma35917389 And she's still crazy. Wtf "If the molester is any good"?!?!!  Take her out.

3/20/2020 1:35:18 PM valerie59723152 There has been way to many deaths in recent years...DS in action.

3/20/2020 1:35:31 PM diesel_fish @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are you in a different dimension? Similar to ours?

3/20/2020 1:36:51 PM bbaker2004 This account has lost clout from this.

He was doing his job. Agent Orange is not.

3/20/2020 1:36:55 PM jessica10302353 So I’m sorry to come back and renovate but I went back and watched the conference and they are still on the flag sorry for any misinformation



3/20/2020 1:37:43 PM juliatravis47 Patriots don’t do that to other patriots remember WWG1WGA has meaning lil one. Don’t put it in your profile if you don’t stand by it. We are all 

Americans age doesn’t matter so get with the team or just stop.

3/20/2020 1:38:17 PM ocld1 The right is left, is still the catch 22. If up is down, is down up? Mirrors never lie this my aging face knows.

3/20/2020 1:39:45 PM parakletosanon well my number is 4 and so 12 is part of it. thanks! peace.

3/20/2020 1:40:25 PM brigy89 WTF !!

3/20/2020 1:40:33 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1069285957340405765?s=21 …

3/20/2020 1:41:09 PM jennyjigsaw45 "and why does it need to be white paper.....it's always white paper. 

How much more proof do we need ladies and gentleman...this president is even racist towards paper...we must impeach" 

😂😂

3/20/2020 1:43:29 PM jdmajor1976 Q posts 1 place and thats 8kun. NOWHERE ELSE, anyone who claims differant is simply a LARP.   NO OUTSIDE COMMS, means just that, jesus PEOPLE 

READ THE DROPS THINK FOR YOUR FCKINGSELVES!!!!!!!!!

3/20/2020 1:44:18 PM juleighmarie Dont degrade me and call me lil one while trying to unite me. Im good. Carry on.

3/20/2020 1:44:59 PM pat_at_wildwood Star Trek huh? :) more is close to reality in that series than people realise. I think it is to help prepare us for what we are about to learn. So it won't be 

so "foreign" to us as humans. Cabal stories embedded as lessons to discover.

3/20/2020 1:45:34 PM matrixslayer1 😂😆👏👏👏💗

3/20/2020 1:45:49 PM pearl13947410 Witch. Yeah, if it feels good do it. The old hippie mantra. Burn

3/20/2020 1:46:15 PM timkania Uh no one is doing that. You’ve misinterpreted what she’s saying. In no O fan and if she’s involved in this sick cult then she needs to go down

3/20/2020 1:46:29 PM jeffreycbickfo1  https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLY1ut94euvdaVdWCMpZnwQbVfJ3gwZdj8 …

3/20/2020 1:46:32 PM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

3/20/2020 1:46:42 PM jlink333 Crazy evil Opraman

3/20/2020 1:46:51 PM pincebeber So how did the word "pizzagate" become a 

conspiracy therrorist triple hook ?

3/20/2020 1:47:14 PM bodyworkbydawn Oh, was it Woody Allen?

3/20/2020 1:47:37 PM pearl13947410 I remember seeing that video on twitter several yrs ago. Bunch of sick people

3/20/2020 1:47:41 PM lola_goetz No...

3/20/2020 1:48:17 PM do_or_do_notty Me too. It’s been brilliant thus far! pic.twitter.com/0Na7TeBk7n

3/20/2020 1:49:05 PM malibuphoenix33 😂😂😂your awesome ✌️✌️

3/20/2020 1:49:25 PM cocopuffster12 This is a great video to start with. The watch the rest of Austin’s videos on YT. Quite informative. Another video bomb will be dropping tonight. 

https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/20/2020 1:49:59 PM bbuie42_angel Wtf #Oprah

3/20/2020 1:50:40 PM pearl13947410 I wouldn't be caught dead with that garbage on my phone

3/20/2020 1:51:33 PM lizzah_83 So you think that his obviously false photos where he has merely photoshopped himself in front of signs is PROOF he’s legit?! Bahahahaha haha

3/20/2020 1:52:35 PM mystery291 Ok, so if it’s 70% disinfo, then I must consider that [322] taking place doesn’t mean what we all thought we learned it meant (skull&bones, guidestones 

etc) 

More important is WHY is 322 important to them and how does [322] take place?

3/20/2020 1:52:59 PM qjeneice The movement is not about attacking people.   Its about waking them up. pic.twitter.com/OlHegsKQxb

3/20/2020 1:53:32 PM rsm28675996 cecil

3/20/2020 1:53:52 PM mystery291 Excellent thread btw, thank you

3/20/2020 1:54:17 PM hanszuidinga I look at it from different sides and in a way it sounds like a warning. Like we don't realize that more kids are abused and/or realize that they are 

abused and do not talk about it.

So parents will never know.

From this perspective it looks and feels like a warning.

3/20/2020 1:54:40 PM shanshambles Wtf? Oprah needs to wash her filthy mouth out with soap.

3/20/2020 1:54:40 PM qjeneice Austin will be making a video tonight.  Please check it out and see what you think.  Think for yourself.   I pray for you to see things with wisdom and 

understanding allowing God to guide your heart and sight.  

GODSPEED pic.twitter.com/TLziVtSmEs

3/20/2020 1:54:59 PM lea554343 it is taken out of context

3/20/2020 1:56:36 PM mrmigido As above so below.

Misdirection being an important tool for the deepstate.

Ie operation Mockingbird, hegelian dialects, false flags.

3/20/2020 1:57:47 PM lynnstueber @GenFlynn @JosephJFlynn1 @KarluskaP @intheMatrixxx @StormIsUponUs @BardsOfWar @SantaSurfing @Tinktweets45 @cjtruth @Inevitable_ET 

@Techno_Fog @IPOT1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ROYALMRBADNEWS @prayingmedic Follow the White Rabbit: V:V https://youtu.be/gOVrAbRVjZI 

3/20/2020 1:58:19 PM mrmigido Find "truthiracy". Search through older vids YT

3/20/2020 1:58:20 PM citizenk77 Ok thank you

3/20/2020 1:58:39 PM citizenk77 Thank you

3/20/2020 2:00:17 PM americanpetal So sad

3/20/2020 2:00:22 PM edwardjphillip2 They Thought You’d follow the Stars to Hell many did pic.twitter.com/QtxGgxewjz

3/20/2020 2:00:34 PM 7patriot7 @realDonaldTrump

3/20/2020 2:00:36 PM jamescunion Notice the GREEN light behind Trump's head.

3/20/2020 2:00:56 PM pearl13947410 Oprah was also the one pawning young girls off on Harvey Weinstein

3/20/2020 2:01:13 PM jonicurry17 What?!? Omg makes sense...wow

3/20/2020 2:03:28 PM pearl13947410 Lol

3/20/2020 2:04:53 PM t_hayden07 Wow.

3/20/2020 2:04:57 PM cocopuffster12 Me too, my mother. She was recovering from pacemaker surgery (2 open heart surgeries prior) RX mistake w/ blood thinners. She was not supposed to 

have any, they gave her a huge dose instead, for a week till it was caught. When she was in Air Force 50’-55’, she got rheumatic fever

3/20/2020 2:05:15 PM milllathefiend Is “Q code” developed by Arthur Whitney used on quantum computers or can it only be utilized on linear time computers? The format of “Q code” 

language has many characteristics that Q drops exhibit. For example: reading the code from right to left. pic.twitter.com/7tytAxATTk

3/20/2020 2:05:29 PM schoonerlewis Streamlining THE COMPETITION

3/20/2020 2:05:37 PM connie2441 From Power versus Force, Dr. Hawkins  explains the importance of  revealing Truth- only way to true power: pic.twitter.com/GBoX2pFINa

3/20/2020 2:06:06 PM omarfromuk  pic.twitter.com/yXTLaP7q7n

3/20/2020 2:06:42 PM ryanmcnulty14 "These people are sick"

3/20/2020 2:08:06 PM milllathefiend  pic.twitter.com/TUKaqKyv4T

3/20/2020 2:08:07 PM forexjohnson Bro his edit stop and go shit drives me nuts finish the damn sentence and you can tell just the way he handles that pistol he don’t have shit time spent 

handling weapons

3/20/2020 2:08:13 PM woelf3 Don’t worry ... Q has it all.

3/20/2020 2:09:00 PM chris8nix Fraggle Rock



3/20/2020 2:10:03 PM forexjohnson Oh hell no ! As a combat vet I promise you this guy is not battle hardened

3/20/2020 2:10:30 PM quackcountry 🤢

3/20/2020 2:12:13 PM pearl13947410 All the while Jackson was alive people said he was molesting little boys. Once hes been dead it's the opposite said. He NEVER did that. Idk about oprah 

bc she was real chummy with Weinstein.

3/20/2020 2:14:06 PM rghardy3 darkness for who ?

Q

Majestic 

Internet

or twitter ?

3/20/2020 2:15:21 PM mrmigido When do we get to see some once and for all unrefutable evidence?

" I know someone who saw something on someones laptop with someone we know was doing something against some law somewhere, sometime"

"it was on the internet" 

We've been chewing these crumb crusts for an age.

3/20/2020 2:15:29 PM spring53004137 Wtf

3/20/2020 2:17:20 PM pattenins Wow I am new to all of this... so shocking

3/20/2020 2:17:53 PM jim06508302 Would be better to listen to the whole thing. Then judge her...

3/20/2020 2:19:30 PM jim06508302 I do not like her, but don't want to be  like a narrow minded lefty..

3/20/2020 2:20:03 PM searchingforth  pic.twitter.com/nC8xYwLZDt

3/20/2020 2:21:12 PM forexjohnson Omg thank you bud it hurts to see people believe this crap wow

3/20/2020 2:21:12 PM qlishus1 Groovy

3/20/2020 2:21:42 PM pincebeber Good thing.

Be fair but be thorough

3/20/2020 2:21:52 PM manifest_utopia The Flexner report, funded by Rockefeller & Carnegie, set up the framework for our current medical education & allopathic medicine focused system. 

Allopathic medicine=poisons to kill pathogens=>Big Pharma. Sidelined homoeopathy & osteopathy.

3/20/2020 2:21:59 PM monalis52936399 This is discussing

3/20/2020 2:22:07 PM wtchrbrd Now why would a non profit need an intelligence arm like that

3/20/2020 2:22:38 PM tucson_ron Boomerang.

Might "it will be BIBLICAL" mean "they" shall reap what they have sown?

3/20/2020 2:22:54 PM manifest_utopia Thank you, I've wondered for years who was behind the murder of holistic doctors & biochemists.

3/20/2020 2:23:00 PM omarfromuk  pic.twitter.com/M2qUCK6V5y

3/20/2020 2:23:03 PM paramnesiac_ This is the functional sense of "good".

3/20/2020 2:25:34 PM buffalobillcod3 Nasty azz pedo

3/20/2020 2:26:27 PM f_t_w_yo Just noticed my battery was at 33% as well on screen shot🤯

3/20/2020 2:27:19 PM tucson_ron So much damning evidence out there. It will be a flood. Biblical. They will pay.

3/20/2020 2:28:10 PM mcpatriot64 I believe many of us would stand in line for a swing

3/20/2020 2:28:49 PM lovethebeach999 Are we totally f’d here or what?

3/20/2020 2:29:00 PM rocktobersky #Tricky!

3/20/2020 2:30:12 PM nschlange :(

3/20/2020 2:32:47 PM verbaldiahrreoa Impeach forever 🤣🤣🤣👍

3/20/2020 2:35:50 PM tcirwin63 🖕🏻

3/20/2020 2:36:12 PM juliatravis47 EXACTLY my point! You didn’t like that did you?

3/20/2020 2:36:31 PM blankmarlo Really MJ? I was a fan for years but you've lost me. You trash honest researchers like @Jordan_Sather_ while promoting egotistical @AustinSteinbart 

who's clearly trying to hijack the movement? Your message has a clear agenda that I can't ignore #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #TheStorm

3/20/2020 2:36:59 PM mindstatex Yeah very sad. Have to break the cycle. The abusers themselves need psychological help.

3/20/2020 2:38:07 PM bettymills40 I just got sick in my mouth..

3/20/2020 2:39:20 PM cocopuffster12 Poor Manny 😭😭😭

3/20/2020 2:39:24 PM robinreitsma1 Pirates of the Carribbean: at worlds end (2007) "UP is down!"

3/20/2020 2:39:56 PM nikoscali Only allowing the swamp reporters into the press room and then putting them on blast was a genius idea!

3/20/2020 2:41:28 PM hollylandes I am sorry this happened to you. Thank you for speaking up.

3/20/2020 2:42:02 PM powerofpowers Come to think of it.. Nice name for a band! 🍿😁

3/20/2020 2:42:14 PM hollylandes She would know

3/20/2020 2:42:49 PM hollylandes People need to look carefully at her schools in Africa

3/20/2020 2:43:04 PM bonn750 @Kdropper1322

3/20/2020 2:44:21 PM patriotswegoall They can use some house cleaning.

3/20/2020 2:45:06 PM vacavillesabra That’s not very true actually. How do I say this: scientifically speaking their recidivism rate is almost 100%. Scripturally they need to be taken out and 

shot before sundown.

3/20/2020 2:45:12 PM aussiecomitatus its a wild goose chase

I saw the FBI warrant -they didnt seize the laptop off the NYPD, it was for a tech shop that Weiner had submitted his devices to (prolly to wipe, but 

they didnt get around 2 it b4 the FBI raid)

the NYPD were never in possession

Eric Prince was full of 💩
3/20/2020 2:47:05 PM juleighmarie So why would you try to prove a point by doing exactly what you hate. I cant help it if youre a baby boomer.

3/20/2020 2:47:07 PM turbo7773 Thoughts? Storn! Hurricane! CAT 1-5. We definitely see the rain and wind but, the Worse and Most Destructive parts (Storm Surge and Eye) have not 

hit yet! Storm size-CAT 5! Impact areas? World Wide! @An0n661 @EyesOnQ @RainbowFairy12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @elenochle

3/20/2020 2:48:33 PM leigh_vas  https://www.gaia.com/article/nemesis-star-theory-does-the-sun-have-an-evil-twin …

3/20/2020 2:49:01 PM q_soldier  pic.twitter.com/R4w8zM0RVR

3/20/2020 2:49:14 PM ujja45105810 Higher in copper?

3/20/2020 2:50:58 PM leigh_vas  https://www.astrobio.net/news-exclusive/getting-wise-about-nemesis/ …

3/20/2020 2:51:09 PM sandlinjj Absolutely disgusting

3/20/2020 2:52:13 PM tonyama63771199 You can’t....it’s like quitting smoking.  You have to be ready on your time! I’m here and can’t wait for the storm🙏🏼

3/20/2020 2:56:26 PM juliatravis47 I was trying to show you how petty you are by calling people names that are on the same team as you. Take it however you want I’m not spending my 

day arguing with you I made my point.



3/20/2020 2:56:44 PM ryvenger1 WHOA!! INCREDIBLE THOUGHT! ID BET YOU ITS TRUE!!

#WWG1WGA

@LoveBling6 @GenFlynn @RealJamesWoods @realDonaldTrump @JohnGrahamDick1 @Qanon76 @KewNadian @John_F_Kennnedy @cjtruth 

@PunishDem1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/doqholliday/status/1241061294561570817 …

3/20/2020 2:59:02 PM dioristano It is already written!

Evil is defeated.

#JFK will live forever

#NothingCanStopWhatsComing

Time holds true heroes forever

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TransformNow2Q

@Tinktweets45

@NeoRust

@DavidaCamorani

#Q.🇺🇲🇮🇹🐰🕰🔜🌄🌍🙏❤️ pic.twitter.com/dxvKBfNouR
3/20/2020 2:59:31 PM ryvenger1 @VelezHeidi YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW CLOSE DISCLOSURE IS!! LOOK AT THIS FULL BODY TELEPORTATION DEVICE FILED BY....WAIT FOR IT... JOHN 

Q!!!!!!

@LoveBling6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#TheGreatAwakening is NOW

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/mNkjbbV6S5

3/20/2020 3:00:58 PM mrmigido Weiner was hooked booked and cooked faster than a microwave chicken.

Lickity split. 

Its conjecture, but i reckon he took the fastest route to page that he could. Getting out of the way of something perhaps. 

Its deffo like watching a movie..  Suprano'esque. 

;)
3/20/2020 3:03:15 PM djlok Wouldn’t surprise me.

3/20/2020 3:03:37 PM dionerochelle 🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢🤢

3/20/2020 3:03:38 PM thuston57 Thank you for sharing your trauma.  The world needs to know there is evil out there.

3/20/2020 3:04:10 PM pj99576394 How did he do at the targets?

3/20/2020 3:04:31 PM dionerochelle Let me edit that 🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢🤬🤢

3/20/2020 3:04:56 PM charlesgdavis1 Think about Umbrella Corp. The Red Queen. pic.twitter.com/AVZ8QPQnxH

3/20/2020 3:05:34 PM lovebling6 WOW! pic.twitter.com/0SlzSsypkP

3/20/2020 3:06:41 PM askbeforgiven Bad enough all the bad thing on computer I would have puked seeing HRC naked.

3/20/2020 3:07:08 PM lady_miss_m Thank you Majestic 12.  Why can't people see this?  Why are people so attached to playing a game of "follow the leader"?  We should be over that by 

now, right?

3/20/2020 3:09:41 PM tkobeauty What else has he patented? Ive seen his name b4!

3/20/2020 3:12:22 PM aetherwalker1 I pray that that which has been hidden is disclosed.   🙏🏼

3/20/2020 3:12:59 PM nschlange Tell me about it

3/20/2020 3:13:58 PM nschlange ?

3/20/2020 3:14:50 PM turbo7773 If this is 100% I fully believe each should die in the manner they made other endure! Bring THE PAIN on them ALL!

@An0n661 @cjtruth @elenochle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu

3/20/2020 3:15:52 PM nschlange Yeah good name for her

3/20/2020 3:16:55 PM shari_todd Take a dive people!

3/20/2020 3:17:20 PM janonthemtn OMG, I know about all the dead alternative MDs and scientists, terrible what they have done.

3/20/2020 3:18:37 PM veraportti It is. Research "the lone gunman at comet ping pong, and the miraculous single shot he managed to make. Days after this surfaced.

3/20/2020 3:22:46 PM tyrotrainer Fair enough Linda, but I still found it unsettling.

3/20/2020 3:23:34 PM talha21082000 When do you think this coronavirus will stop?

3/20/2020 3:24:22 PM redpilled2020 🤮🤮 hate these people more and more each day SICK FREAKS NEED TO PUT DOWN

3/20/2020 3:25:03 PM aetherwalker1 I don't remember what it is called, but it is a logical fallacy that what someone who is 'popular' or even 'successful' and 'accomplished' says is the Truth.

and inversely that the Truth can't come from the lowliest individual.

3/20/2020 3:25:41 PM misskathleen51 You both made me laugh! Here's to you! pic.twitter.com/xLQZnLLc5O

3/20/2020 3:25:52 PM mrshandyru Now I really believe Oprah is a man.  Or an Androgine.

So sexual assault is ok to a kid if "done correctly"???

What a piece of evil crap.

3/20/2020 3:26:08 PM bbombski  pic.twitter.com/RmS06sPJIF

3/20/2020 3:28:32 PM herbsanddirt A few in our area too.

3/20/2020 3:29:02 PM lightqshadow1 Is it time to press the red key? https://twitter.com/LightQShadow1/status/1241068534811197441?s=19 …

3/20/2020 3:30:34 PM chance04706728  pic.twitter.com/dhSnLg28T3

3/20/2020 3:30:58 PM chance04706728 Red shoes club. pic.twitter.com/SGo1Vy8knp

3/20/2020 3:32:27 PM twistedtiger2 Any news about the corruption associated with this laptop?

3/20/2020 3:33:10 PM drbohammer It is true that many many holistic doctors, along with many traditional medical researchers who have discovered still-undisclosed cures (think cowpox 

vs. AIDS), have had extremely unusual and improbable d3aths.

3/20/2020 3:33:51 PM teapartypathq #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/20/2020 3:36:08 PM huckleview Long live Royal Rife

3/20/2020 3:38:50 PM myvoiceusa Her existence brings no humor! End these people’s evil reign immediately, please!! @P0A_Triot23 @PunishDem1776 @BardsOfWar @EyesOnQ 

@AngelWarrior369 @realDonaldTrump @X22Report @MoreheadPatriot @martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QAnonAndAble @QNNTexas 

@Inevitable_ET

3/20/2020 3:39:36 PM einarlarson Good reaction, mister President.

3/20/2020 3:40:55 PM miss_ampie  https://youtu.be/Umo19vtg4Sg 

3/20/2020 3:41:11 PM geminifni I know...I feel sorry for Manny that his brain isn't capable of reading & researching for himself. We will still be here for him when he comes back CRYIN' 

for Answers because we are just obviously Better People than he is 😉

3/20/2020 3:44:03 PM julieca29660023 Oh snap!

3/20/2020 3:45:11 PM kidge6 Oh good catch Christine I missed that.

3/20/2020 3:47:19 PM behold1loand She is one wicked piece of it all.



3/20/2020 3:49:26 PM annette44490358 WTF!!!’ In our face!!!

3/20/2020 3:51:56 PM kricekaber Weird comments on this vid. Isn't it clear? She IS IN IT. She's involved in the most hidious crimes against CHILDREN. All she does is normalizing this shit. 

She will go down.

3/20/2020 3:54:30 PM tdoggmm think mirror apply to chloroquinine and the virus replication too?

3/20/2020 3:55:12 PM cstarr888 😠😡🤬🧐🙏💖

3/20/2020 3:56:53 PM cstarr888 💓Rife

3/20/2020 3:56:57 PM pearlbeyondpri1 He has been dealing with assassins, which may be a different kind of trauma..

3/20/2020 3:58:42 PM upallnight39 1) thats not what the other person said

2) why would you be sure of that?

3/20/2020 3:58:45 PM mindstatex I don't know about the rate. I think earlier intervention could have helped: when they first became abused.

3/20/2020 3:59:33 PM mrmigido "when you are 7 years old and someone is stroking your penis, it feels good"

How can anyone articulate that a conversation about sexual child abuse and not be fucked in the head?

3/20/2020 4:00:01 PM kd4epg one sick lady

3/20/2020 4:00:31 PM justifi78326842 Check out a book called  “Dead Doctor’s Can’t Talk ” 🤨🤬

3/20/2020 4:02:02 PM godrus her good buddy @GayleKing is a man for sure

3/20/2020 4:02:06 PM gratitudebath Please explain, Majic 12.

3/20/2020 4:02:51 PM upallnight39 Da joooooozzzzzzz http://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/ 

3/20/2020 4:03:34 PM pamelahaber1 Yet, she has been allowed a daytime TV slot for 30 something years to influence, talk about and be celebrated, for things she knows nothing about.

3/20/2020 4:03:38 PM forexjohnson Anyone can stand and shoot at targets, but I think you’re trying to imply how would I know this..? I can tell he is talking shit .. let’s call it a hunch , or 

maybe he will do some run and shoot drills with his ancient Tokarev in next video

3/20/2020 4:04:35 PM jlundr Just read your tweet and looked to the right of my screen to see this. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/NbKXPsIhoc

3/20/2020 4:05:48 PM kickbac37161083 Heard about this a couple of year ago in an interview with Eric Prince from Blackwater.

He had sources inside NYPD

3/20/2020 4:07:02 PM kraftpenn Idiot

3/20/2020 4:07:50 PM lady_miss_m I feel the same.  I'm very surprised at people's reaction to all of this. Didn't anticipate all the vitriol.   A lot of stuff wasn't making sense and I've been 

suspicious of many things for quite a while. It's making me reexamine a lot of things.

3/20/2020 4:09:00 PM forexjohnson Ok then now that this has been brought to attention...what was I thinking

3/20/2020 4:09:06 PM wez45091067 Do you think the "real Q" walks around speaking in cryptic questions, codes, and pictures away from 8 chan? 

I'm thinking not. 

You think Q is going to forever post as an anonymous letter at 8 chan? 

I'm thinking not.

3/20/2020 4:09:11 PM vacavillesabra (She’ll die one of these days.  A mere moral just like the rest of us. I don’t consider her anything more than queen of New Age junk.)

3/20/2020 4:09:41 PM lbf777 That makes no sense at all.

3/20/2020 4:10:14 PM vacavillesabra Scripturally the punishment is death. I’m sorry. But I’m sorrier for the children or victims.

3/20/2020 4:11:24 PM aetherwalker1 'The World' is out of phase with Reality.

?  IDK

3/20/2020 4:13:05 PM colleen07071964 You’re not listening to what she’s saying. She’s talking from a child’s perspective, that’s why some children don’t tell or feel ashamed when they should 

not.

3/20/2020 4:15:17 PM mkaziniec She's talking about the predatory nature of abusers people and she's right..in the sense if the predator is good the child won't know that it's a bad 

thing happening.

3/20/2020 4:15:40 PM luluspeers1 She said it feels good and a penis. She's a dude

3/20/2020 4:16:09 PM lady_miss_m Yup.  If these gate-keepers were smart they would have remained seated, kept quiet and perhaps nobody would have noticed.  But NO, for some 

reason they felt compelled to mock him, issue challenges, excommunicate heretics, etc..  "Those who scream the loudest..."

3/20/2020 4:16:13 PM vacavillesabra I completely agree. All I’m saying is it the woman starts trippin’! You should hear the stuff that comes out of her mouth; she once said that it’s 

impossible that Jesus is not the only way; Jesus said “I am the Way the Truth and the Life”~ who ya gonna believe(?)

3/20/2020 4:16:58 PM luluspeers1 Yeah right it feels good to have someone touching your penis. If you're a 7 years old boy!

3/20/2020 4:17:15 PM oneandforall For 3.5 years we have read drops from an older Commander of the Space Force. I imagine him to be about 71. Now we see young Austin at age 29. A 

crypto billionaire/spy/hacker who lives quantum. About to change the world. You have no idea who he is. So shush up and wait.

3/20/2020 4:17:28 PM upallnight39 #killemall

3/20/2020 4:17:36 PM kdropper1322 That’s not what she is saying. She’s saying it’s very easy to be manipulated and think he’s doing something good until you get older and realize he is not 

it’s context of the segment this is just cutting the fragment out to paint a picture against her and that’s not true

3/20/2020 4:17:59 PM olimyracle Thank You Everyone for Your Service.

I Enjoy the Show.

WE have MORE than WE KNOW.

It was WORTH the RUN.

💞

#Qanon #Q #TheGreatAwakening

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/869858333477523458?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/WoyfohC6cA
3/20/2020 4:18:27 PM almaclean28 #Weinstein friend

3/20/2020 4:18:43 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart https://twitter.com/freemantv/status/1241134878688763908 …

3/20/2020 4:19:05 PM lady_one53 Amen !

3/20/2020 4:19:23 PM upallnight39 Every time i post this meme

The picture clicks VS impressions is WAY higher than normal

How many of u outhere confised cuz you are turned on by some satanist who just got beat up?

Its okay dont worry, ur not alone. pic.twitter.com/rTdpl5F2J3

3/20/2020 4:19:33 PM michael_rae That’s a bold ass lie.

3/20/2020 4:19:39 PM 3bl4ckcr0w5 Oh shit!   I forgot about this song!



3/20/2020 4:19:43 PM oneandforall And if that sounds crazy, if I told you last year that in 2020 mid March toilet paper would be scarce and the entire USA was on lockdown, would you 

have believed any of that?

3/20/2020 4:20:17 PM tyst1ck There's no money in curing people, especially in an independent fashion. Evil.

3/20/2020 4:20:30 PM courtne08241586 Who

3/20/2020 4:20:48 PM pearlbeyondpri1 😂

3/20/2020 4:21:15 PM talk2hoof Be careful who you follow. He’s a shill.

3/20/2020 4:21:38 PM upallnight39 Will you look wt the facea of the abused?

Will you forive the poor beaten raped children who turned into #oprahwinfrey & #tomhanks

Shooters we have plenty off

We need more compassion

Be the virus pic.twitter.com/3MvDAcvRSs
3/20/2020 4:21:41 PM neo_asura_ youre doing exactly what you are writing about AS

3/20/2020 4:21:44 PM sherlockjones9 Covfefe act of 2017?

3/20/2020 4:22:02 PM smmillican1 AUSTIN IS BLATANT SHILL, THIS HOOHAH IS ALL BOLLOCKS!! WAKE THE FUK UP! PUREFAGGERY ABOUND

3/20/2020 4:22:39 PM upallnight39 Watch the movies

Iron Sky 1 & 2

Basically if #killdog had won

3/20/2020 4:23:02 PM ascendingadam  https://twitter.com/ascendingadam/status/1233243829458919424?s=21 … https://twitter.com/AscendingAdam/status/1233243829458919424 …

3/20/2020 4:23:30 PM connieketchup think bioweapons

3/20/2020 4:23:48 PM miss_ampie Oprah has The Flu? Comms? 🧐

3/20/2020 4:24:00 PM connieketchup all is not what it seems

3/20/2020 4:24:12 PM kesweeney Oprah us full of 💩.  It'll will be all the child remembers!

3/20/2020 4:24:56 PM chameelia This couldn't be better spoken. The fact is, it doesn't matter, we must question everything, including @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you have to critically think for 

yourself, ask Q's, don't make assumptions!

3/20/2020 4:25:03 PM knightstile Did u see the Comedy Central about Q? What a joke.

3/20/2020 4:25:04 PM evewhite5500 Who?

3/20/2020 4:25:24 PM upallnight39 I think we can all feel it.

I have no patients anymore.

I just tell people the truth

If they dont like it i domt care

You domt get to ruin the earth with your ignorance anymore pic.twitter.com/49TV55e3uQ
3/20/2020 4:25:57 PM prophet_has  pic.twitter.com/L8yJ3wk5Ow

3/20/2020 4:26:35 PM barbied33191619 You just proved my point!

3/20/2020 4:26:38 PM connieketchup  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFG35jdFhj0 …

3/20/2020 4:27:13 PM upallnight39 I love this band

Saw em in 2014 on the "Let It Enfold You" tour

3/20/2020 4:27:39 PM amanofmanyhats  pic.twitter.com/fSy98ebUAE

3/20/2020 4:27:52 PM chirpingkel Where do you get your info from?

3/20/2020 4:28:40 PM texas_pappy I say the freedom will come between 4-8 and 4-16 (Passover) but until then the 💩 is flying

3/20/2020 4:29:25 PM asuadanac Deep fake? If this were real surely it would have been all over by now....

3/20/2020 4:30:11 PM oneandforall time will tell.

3/20/2020 4:30:20 PM fearlessanon17  pic.twitter.com/uQg78W2pWn

3/20/2020 4:30:39 PM lovebling6 I Believe! #DJT gave [them] 2 options. Admit to all your sins on video, you disappear! If you don’t video, then your demise will be painful and public!  

#Weinstein!

3/20/2020 4:31:01 PM jimmydents  pic.twitter.com/t6VhSlJtWF

3/20/2020 4:31:33 PM asuadanac Then again... pic.twitter.com/vQki6aice6

3/20/2020 4:32:02 PM marisawojciesz1 The perfect storm did WHAAAT????👂👂👂👂👂👂👂👂👂👂👂

3/20/2020 4:32:04 PM forexjohnson I have said what I said and let’s see how well these tweets of yours/agent danger age. Shush up isn’t part of my vocabulary but I’ll patiently wait while 

#Qbaby implodes to be proven right

3/20/2020 4:32:18 PM bobbiequilts Good point!  I hear after all of this is over, we will be shocked at the trans people around

3/20/2020 4:32:38 PM nancyalice1 How can this be true......Oprah???

3/20/2020 4:33:24 PM upallnight39 So now we all take your word for it?

No one wants to dig?

No one wants anymore information?

U guise are just gonna trust the #QTalkingheads on #QNN

Now

So sad
3/20/2020 4:34:34 PM james26248245  pic.twitter.com/mo6NDSqdVr

3/20/2020 4:36:39 PM this_resist Come on. Stop feeding the trolls and they go away. Shills don’t have any power if they have no engagement.

3/20/2020 4:37:18 PM capricehammett Yes!  Thank You

3/20/2020 4:38:03 PM texas_pappy Child exploitation dropping. Sexual trafficking dropping. Elitist removing themselves from the big picture. All you need is a global virus and abra 

cadabra.  Misdirection and sleight of hand.

3/20/2020 4:38:06 PM keybored3 He's blocking everyone who challenges or exposes him.  #Steinlarp

3/20/2020 4:38:20 PM aliascovfefe Fascinating! Thanks for posting this information.

3/20/2020 4:39:00 PM tammyredmond @threadreaderapp compile please

3/20/2020 4:39:01 PM threadreaderapp Hi!, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: The preparations and groundwork laid out by past administrations and members within the…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1060606843343527937.html …. See you soon. 🤖



3/20/2020 4:39:16 PM billhuffman19 He looked gobsmacked! Reporters just cant believe that they don't own POTUS! President Trump will NOT cower to them, he will NOT be 'moved' from 

the truth. Please, Lord, God Bless this man, his family and the entire administration.

3/20/2020 4:39:33 PM 930vm Great plan to bring them all down. Either way. They are going down for their crimes.

3/20/2020 4:39:49 PM ryvenger1 YOU BETCHA!!

3/20/2020 4:39:58 PM jeffrey_paramo When my friend

3/20/2020 4:40:06 PM 2020_made Kick his teeth in!

3/20/2020 4:40:20 PM capricehammett So true ...never blind faith

3/20/2020 4:40:32 PM freedom_sent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/RWhLWYiz8k

3/20/2020 4:41:12 PM jeffrey_paramo 1 to 10 ?

3/20/2020 4:41:35 PM darktolight1144 I know, right?! I’ve been having so much fun learning about this stuff! Always felt there’s soooooo much more to this life experience then we’ve been 

led to believe! 😊💕🙏🏼

3/20/2020 4:42:06 PM cassidy60487226 Thank you! I was blocked today by a prominent anon because I basically said the same thing!

3/20/2020 4:42:38 PM pearlbeyondpri1 Austin seems to be “a chip off the ole block” of POTUS, insulting people he feels need a wake up call...

3/20/2020 4:43:45 PM shadowsuper5 Austin is Q

 https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241015684978610176/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/oWm6R5YfJv 

3/20/2020 4:44:14 PM shadowsuper5 Austin is Q

 https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241015684978610176/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/oWm6R5YfJv 

3/20/2020 4:44:23 PM nightmax69 Is this real? This is your queen?

3/20/2020 4:45:37 PM capricehammett I don't tweet much,the big accounts have a foothold here and most patriots follow them..I spend my time learning on here then go to Facebook and 

put my energy there.  To be honest facebook has the average American that needs to be red pilled.  Go there and spread the word

3/20/2020 4:45:42 PM turbo7773 So this is a very interesting. Could this story align with current events? You decide!  https://andromeda.fandom.com/wiki/Andromeda_(TV_series) … 

@prayingmedic @cjtruth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu https://twitter.com/ObamaMalik/status/1240826907236675584 …

3/20/2020 4:46:14 PM magaman333 Truely sad about those NYPD officers losing their lives because of it. I want to see  Hillary blowing in the wind for her crimes. There must be justice.

3/20/2020 4:47:02 PM chris8nix That was all good.

3/20/2020 4:48:28 PM capricehammett TY Aaron geezz he takes it 24/7 from everyone tho still focuses on the fight

3/20/2020 4:49:04 PM huckleview Just Adrenochrome

3/20/2020 4:50:27 PM ryvenger1 All human harvested materials for consumption in any manner! So literally starving the 🐍 to DEATH!!

#BOOM

3/20/2020 4:52:19 PM ishtarishere He’s not even likable...I don’t get it...and he said Romney got more votes than trump and you can find out that’s false in two seconds.

3/20/2020 4:52:45 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 Things my gen x'r brain has always thought and never been able to articulate except in little bursts of love and songwriting......nicely said!

3/20/2020 4:52:59 PM qrigged4 Are you ETS?

3/20/2020 4:53:56 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 This is how I found @AaronHoughton10

3/20/2020 4:55:43 PM aliascovfefe Exactly! I had the same thoughts. There is so much information about the universe we might be missing.

3/20/2020 4:56:23 PM clfaerber1 Seems to be setting up to subtract the cost from the debt held by China.

3/20/2020 4:57:15 PM darktolight1144 God bless. Love your alias! 😊

3/20/2020 4:59:19 PM thebird818 WHY DOESNT EVERYONE SEE THIS

3/20/2020 5:02:17 PM shotimedzowellz CDC hit squad

3/20/2020 5:04:47 PM kschumi777 Yes. The evidence came out there but still people loved her.

3/20/2020 5:06:12 PM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/8M9LbfcfoL

3/20/2020 5:06:27 PM truth_yhvh @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @qanon @Qanon1984 @StormIsUponUs 

Germaine Ludik Decoded: "There are kids buried on the 2 surrounding properties..." after watching the video of Ellen Degeneres. I hope someone can 

look into this. Please share!

 https://www.instagram.com/p/B99ehRqhVTb/?fbclid=IwAR14eWr7vc_wInTanuIWZeoRLq7eBwoyyqjXKrRcNN8QU8SVJCpYDTp4rwg …

3/20/2020 5:06:32 PM upallnight39 Say Boss 

This comment got me banned by DOD contractor but totally not a spook @LisaMei62 

Is she just really dumb or playing along?

Did yall have her takin ID @ the stargate and she defected cuz she never got to play? 

https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1241145405670375428 …
3/20/2020 5:07:03 PM erinmic57353336 I believe so too. She’s trying to say more children are being abused than we know bc they don’t know what’s happening. Poor choice of words “if the 

abuser is any good” - the abuser could easily gaslight a child into thinking what is happening isn’t wrong. This is how I interpret.

3/20/2020 5:07:08 PM isreallight2 She’s not wrong, she’s talking about grooming. ...But she could have definitely communicated it better.

3/20/2020 5:08:34 PM aussieinfidel68 CAN Someone PM me when it all starts to go down in the US as Australians won't hear about it until it's too late

3/20/2020 5:09:15 PM frankiedotie If only jesus would allow me to rid the world of such disgust but alas i will turn the other way ,,,,,,,,,,,,,

3/20/2020 5:10:20 PM justsherylzee She’d better watch her back or hillary will suicide her.

3/20/2020 5:11:24 PM lylehines5 Holy S#!T... That woman is pure 7 Gates of Hell satanic. 👹

3/20/2020 5:11:29 PM larrybacklund2 SO WHAT 

get a life

you people attacked him First 

that's why he made posts

DAMN, big babies

3/20/2020 5:12:58 PM winklerburke Well, Majestic 12... Mubbe 45 is gonna haf to Splain it fundy, since these enmity orcs... defend selves in print sans spirit. “Reporters when asking Q’s 

are 2B held 2 account 4 text & gentle or rapacious-berserk-run-amok SPIRIT.  The TWO, and no hiding in print later! Cull emOut!

3/20/2020 5:13:00 PM zzd_sleepingdog Exactly this'. " pic.twitter.com/2ISnVsCjOY

3/20/2020 5:13:44 PM relateddab  pic.twitter.com/5L2thMKRAA

3/20/2020 5:13:54 PM relateddab  pic.twitter.com/lnsS4Chvi2



3/20/2020 5:17:19 PM olimyracle ...until 4.4 = 10 days?

2020 = 2+0+2+0 = 4

Video length 4:44 = 4.4.2020?

"Anything is possible if we have the courage and wisdom to learn.

There is no problem we can't solve.

There is no challenge we can't meet.

There is no aim that is too high." https://youtu.be/ZGt6lkLApuo 
3/20/2020 5:17:24 PM aussieinfidel68 If the internet is down how are we supposed to see that. You guys will get a message from your President.  Please share it with us other patriots from 

around the world

3/20/2020 5:18:35 PM winklerburke Humanity knows you can say “I love  you! (Text)”... WITH a spirit in antipode: murderous hate. (Or w/love spirit.) Press asks text questions 

w/serialMurderHate&Enmity SPIRIT.  They are babies. Children. Call them out on this SPECIFICALLY.  (Actors know this as do directors. Duh.)

3/20/2020 5:18:36 PM coloradoevolut1 Absolutely THE most important information for humanity right now. Thank you 🙏

3/20/2020 5:19:08 PM timkania sad but true

3/20/2020 5:21:17 PM zzd_sleepingdog This will be the signal. Will also be broadcast over cell - national emergency address. New Zealand is to get it so I assume will be same for Aust.

3/20/2020 5:22:16 PM bbobbio71 Great catch.  I was looking for some hints/ signs.

3/20/2020 5:22:19 PM alicia64141049 I can try nys is going into shelter in place sat 3/21/20 @ 8 pm. Not sure what your looking for to go down. Idk that they're gonna tell is that they're 

doing ds arrests til after they happen

3/20/2020 5:22:42 PM shotimedzowellz  pic.twitter.com/UqywFkelzn

3/20/2020 5:23:58 PM richard11179502 Seriously? Did I just hear that right ??  Let's say I did. WTF is wrong with these ppl ??

3/20/2020 5:24:15 PM coloradoevolut1 Oh look: more hooky spooky number games. 🙄 pic.twitter.com/pp5UDgxYZ5

3/20/2020 5:24:21 PM amraam5 I wonder if the little farquad lives in Tucson?

3/20/2020 5:25:47 PM shadowsuper5 Austin is the real Q...you sad basement incel Q types need to move on WE ARE TAKING OVER pic.twitter.com/GN8hQrDKyJ

3/20/2020 5:26:59 PM goodinerussell A free car....she's still single I bet too..funny thing about that...

3/20/2020 5:27:39 PM truth939 We're hunkered down and ready.

3/20/2020 5:31:23 PM americanpetal Yes, we are! C’mon PEAS!

3/20/2020 5:33:50 PM burkett_joel Oprah should be ashamed and recuse herself from the public.This is not bad to say it’s evil.

3/20/2020 5:33:53 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

@GregRubini

@TheSolariReport

3/20/2020 5:34:02 PM mtnhawk53 Sick bytch

3/20/2020 5:35:04 PM upallnight39  https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1241153732798185479 …

3/20/2020 5:35:15 PM screeminbanchee Um wow

3/20/2020 5:36:13 PM lea554343 1.Yes. "offender is good" is the one whom the child knows and accepts, in the understanding of the child he is "good uncle." pedophilia in 90% occurs 

from the side of a person close to the child. it can be a family member, a good family friend, a teacher.

3/20/2020 5:36:16 PM omar84946987 @intheMatrixxx @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET @realDonaldTrump @M2Madness 

https://twitter.com/RealJamesWoods/status/1240801409496313857 …

3/20/2020 5:37:24 PM iluvsooners Sick

3/20/2020 5:39:06 PM erinmic57353336 That’s how I heard it as well. Looking into some of these conspiracy things - you can read something awful into literally almost anything. There are 

certain things that I’ve noticed that are truly...off...with ppl who seem like actually horrible ppl. But...this is not imho

3/20/2020 5:39:41 PM lea554343 2.molestation does not occur in one day. the pedophile prepares his victim for a long time teaching child to trust-affectionate words, sweets, 

friendship. As soon as trust is earned the pervert can be sure that the child will be silent since in the child’s view this is good uncle

3/20/2020 5:40:05 PM bbobbio71 Forgot about this. 

Little reminders are nice!

3/20/2020 5:40:12 PM michaelhessen Most attractive 1st Lady Ever .

3/20/2020 5:40:54 PM erinmic57353336 So awful - “the grooming” we hear of. Fucking heartbreaking. She spoke poorly, but I believe this was her point.

3/20/2020 5:41:58 PM lea554343 🤝

3/20/2020 5:42:37 PM erinmic57353336 As I understand she was molested as a child as well, so would have some first hand knowledge on the subject 😢

3/20/2020 5:44:19 PM werascending Ding ding ding!👏👏👏

3/20/2020 5:46:40 PM unitytruthlove1 Feels like they may be under house arrest but forced to do their shows from home for awhile for their quarantined fans.

Maybe security there while they are filming that's why so nervous.

3/20/2020 5:47:03 PM lea554343 Yes. she was molested. 80 percent of children on the planet are molested. Many are silent about this all their lives. She tried to convey this to parents. 

Explain how IT works. That parents would be attentive to their children.

3/20/2020 5:47:40 PM abriellec  pic.twitter.com/6tNUQvowGi

3/20/2020 5:48:40 PM erinmic57353336 And many don’t remember but carry it within their bodies and souls forever 🥺

3/20/2020 5:50:04 PM marymarycw WTH . Get these people off the street

3/20/2020 5:50:06 PM bbobbio71 DIA=Majestic?

3/20/2020 5:51:41 PM samsmith0319 Vile Beasts!!! Will Pay!!! 💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/20/2020 5:51:56 PM werascending The Unseen

3/20/2020 5:52:31 PM shermanlwii Freak

3/20/2020 5:53:41 PM love82janet Any idea when PEAS will be activated? I'm red pilling my neighbors and want to give them the most accurate info as possible. Thanks.

3/20/2020 5:54:00 PM stclair00 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 insight?

3/20/2020 5:55:24 PM mindstatex Yeah ti's deliberate brainwashing. See Noam Chomsky on Manufactured Consent :o

3/20/2020 5:56:06 PM freeandoriginal Unbelievable how you know Q so well ! Or is this what you want to believe ? We are at war Q said many times and Trump too. We are not at a  tea 

party.

3/20/2020 5:56:37 PM love82janet Hearing this vaccine will be laced with a chip, even came from Mr. Vaccine himself. NO WAY will my family take this vaccine. I hate vaccines and work 

in healthcare. Got out of family medicine because of it.

3/20/2020 5:58:06 PM lea554343  http://1.How  do I see what is happening? During Trump's election campaign, Oprah was his active denouncer. People trusted her experience, lifestyle, 

openness, simplicity and popularity. They listened to her opinion. Take a look now at the so-called QAnon list.

3/20/2020 5:59:33 PM freeandoriginal The Anon guys are still on the fence with “trust Sessions” and can’t seem to be able to make up their mind...Bottom line: trust yourself think for 

yourself

3/20/2020 5:59:56 PM lea554343 2.All people who actively, passionately and competently conveyed their opinion about Trump's baseness are now on this QAnon list. This is revenge!

3/20/2020 6:00:00 PM web_mktg FAKE or Copy/Pasted old Trip Code. New Code - 8Kun.

 !!Hs1Jq13jV6



3/20/2020 6:01:16 PM graylcs9876 If Sydney Powell is talking about this, she has seen the computer info. She's too smart to say anything she can't prove. Go, Honey Badger, go!

3/20/2020 6:02:56 PM 369_is (Q post 2937)DISINFO

Why have there been no arrests?

Why have 'specific' dates been mentioned only to see no action?

Define 'game theory'.

Why must disinformation be provided?

Define 'open source'.

Define 'public purview'. 

Do we let our enemies walk through the front door?
3/20/2020 6:03:22 PM erinmic57353336 Oh interesting. I’ve never looked at the Q stuff. Would much rather not. There’s already too much brain twisting stuff on the internet. Not worth it. I’d 

rather live in the real world...sigh. Lol

3/20/2020 6:04:16 PM lea554343 👍🤝😍

3/20/2020 6:06:52 PM mcgwyneth Blocked, PJ?  Badge of honor, military grade.  Your wisdom shows clearly in your word - your sword of truth.  You wield it masterfully.

3/20/2020 6:07:21 PM royster_jerome  pic.twitter.com/hFwqbANN8K

3/20/2020 6:07:49 PM patrici92632786 Lock Her The F UP!

3/20/2020 6:08:11 PM barrysoetoro15 It needs to Burn🔥🤬

3/20/2020 6:08:22 PM nicholasprop #OprahIsEvil

3/20/2020 6:08:25 PM tamiarens Pure evil. Oprah is not the angel she has promoted herself to be.

3/20/2020 6:08:32 PM samsmith0319 Americans and the World!!!

3/20/2020 6:10:08 PM 50shadesofq Rubbish..May as well block me because i'm open to all sources of information..But don't call me a Shill because that is just your insecurities. Btw how 

do you determine what a shill account is? aside from having an interest in what Austin has posted. Guessing you are new to this.

3/20/2020 6:10:54 PM patrici92632786 I'm sorry for what you went through 

God Bless you 😕🙏

3/20/2020 6:11:27 PM mikesatani Take Boone’s word.  Research and verify urself and U will see for urself.  It’s there to confirm urself. Ur just lazy

3/20/2020 6:13:14 PM aaronhoughton10  pic.twitter.com/q4sXxaql9p

3/20/2020 6:15:02 PM jimmymacfarland He group, I have returned to thinking Austin is Q.  Not be info you followers have presented.  But by continued open mind and evaluation of more 

recent things investigated that collectively show high probability.  Enough to not be on the fence or other, opposing side.

3/20/2020 6:15:34 PM web_mktg If you don't mind, in the future plz ref which God you mean. I assume you mean the 1 universal source God and not the Gods of this planet. (Fallen and 

Hybrid). Thank You. Carry on.

3/20/2020 6:16:36 PM mindywiddowson1  pic.twitter.com/PrsjuTEcNt

3/20/2020 6:16:50 PM highvoltagenews I miss that show so much! 

“Not the momma not the momma”

3/20/2020 6:17:15 PM mcgwyneth Refreshing indeed.  Certainly not politically correct.  So tired of that nonsense.  Having "coincidentally" found my own bloodline connection in 2008, I 

understand his come-from.  It's pretty tough "being who you are" in this world - especially when you find out "some things".

3/20/2020 6:19:25 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 Wow I have testomony right and true to the authenticiy and pureness of how @AaronHoughton10 came to prove & continues to prove 

@AustinSteinbart and how to do comms. I just cannot believe u type of people just let it fly right over ur heads. Ima real regular guy no shill here.

3/20/2020 6:19:31 PM jimmymacfarland I agree, PJ.  And it effected me very negatively.  But I have learned more and think Austin is Q.  Even with many things that could be held against him.

3/20/2020 6:20:24 PM lifebook316 Time travel gtfo 🤣😂🤡

3/20/2020 6:21:12 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 If watching this guy's videos takes a while and feels like eating a brussel sprout then just eat a f****** brussel sprout. It's that important and I promise 

you that much. I think there's a guy that will pay your mortgage if I'm wrong but I'm not sure.😉😉 @KewNadian

3/20/2020 6:21:42 PM bmj240768 The link below is to a thread listing all the known Holistic Doctors that have been murdered (because they are a threat to big phrama profits).

Mysterious Deaths of Holistic Doctors

Link:  http://projectavalon.net/forum4/showthread.php?83651-Mysterious-Deaths-of-Holistic-Doctors&highlight=holistic …

3/20/2020 6:21:49 PM mattersnot2 10 days of darkness over Christmas. 1000 Points of Light. Look where we've never looked before. Understood.

3/20/2020 6:22:20 PM radasmodean Truth has a quality of it's own, stay safe Patriots.

3/20/2020 6:22:47 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 In fact I'm such a regular old punk rock non-intellectual non-smart kind of guy that I am completely baffled how I stumbled into this. I am being 100% 

honest I found all this after spending a couple weeks asking God for clarity and to show me purpose it was not an aha moment some

3/20/2020 6:23:46 PM dillydally1963 @Oprah

@JeEpstein

@HarveyWeinstein

@HillaryClinton

@BillClinton 

SO MANY MORE! pic.twitter.com/fYUjq7IM2N

3/20/2020 6:24:02 PM lightlove21121 Looks like it 😎

3/20/2020 6:24:04 PM fugazighazi CONTEXT: This is her discussing How the abusers are like good conmen ... tricking the victim into not knowing they’re even a victim which is very very 

common ... this isn’t her defending that behavior!!!! it’s cautioning people that they shouldn’t feel shame for being victimized

3/20/2020 6:24:33 PM pj99576394 lol, my thought was what infantile behavior

If you don’t like what I say, mute me

The block just shows they dish it out

But can’t take it

But guess I can accept my 1st block

Considering I didn’t join until recently

Definitely someone who doesn’t respect the wisdom of an elder

3/20/2020 6:25:17 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 Somewhere in watching these videos I was reminded what I was asking God for and through many synchronicities and spiritual experiences it became 

painfully obvious to me that what I was watching wuz exactly what I asked for. I am not crazy and this experience was very pure

3/20/2020 6:25:46 PM thedavidvalois Good info! If you need more data I have this video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDcGLLq5XoE …    NOTE: If you SHARE it you won´t make my 

day, you will make my YEAR!



3/20/2020 6:26:37 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 And I'm really sick and tired of a****** Twitter Pharisee Q paytriots denigrating what I have to say or what people like me have to say and trying to 

make us feel stupid or crazy you can go f*** yourself. And although I made a personal valves to be kind in trying 2get people like

3/20/2020 6:29:17 PM truckdr62247354 Darkness to Light !!

3/20/2020 6:29:38 PM pj99576394 I’ve seen zero proof from any basher that he isn’t.

So I chose to be open minded

That said the more he’s attacked, the more I trust my higher self.

3/20/2020 6:32:25 PM truckdr62247354 Wake up people !    Darkness to Light !!

3/20/2020 6:33:23 PM yumyumproduceee What the hell is this?

3/20/2020 6:38:17 PM bchparitynow Bless you Sir

3/20/2020 6:38:47 PM mcgwyneth Your progression of thoughts were also my own.

Your end comment shows "the wisdom of an elder."

I recognize it from my own.  We're needed, my friend, in this frenzied time.  The younger ones have the energy, but not the stability nor experience to 

have their own wisdom yet.

3/20/2020 6:38:57 PM angieco00740829 media and lies are the only reasons some people are afraid.  i am not and refuse to listen to media.

3/20/2020 6:39:09 PM kyoouhnahneemu1 Bro its crazy. If yall knew me......... and my dumb genx ass....even I "got it"........they ARE being lazy! No excuse for them with all their paytriot cash and 

resources.....and even STILL.. we'll forgive them all.....when they come around

3/20/2020 6:40:10 PM woerzone_g  pic.twitter.com/7R1mEjmyth

3/20/2020 6:40:15 PM sabermarris Not in order but the two pharse were said

3/20/2020 6:45:32 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/JEsyrKFXbK

3/20/2020 6:47:24 PM jackoneilltime1  https://lonestarparson.blogspot.com/?m=1  pic.twitter.com/whyBNcQqcY

3/20/2020 6:48:13 PM sdane8 Nooooo, not Dolly!  I'm hopeful because she seems to have removed herself and is doing her own thing.

3/20/2020 6:49:38 PM decodematrix  https://youtu.be/ymdlYDTjuow 

3/20/2020 6:52:46 PM demontmelanie Stay strong. What was done to you is proof of your beauty.

3/20/2020 6:52:57 PM edelweiss2me  pic.twitter.com/EeGlUsQhbf

3/20/2020 6:53:03 PM kindling_fire Everything we perceive is a reflection. Every thing we've ever been taught is inverted.

No more "saviors." No more "masters." Both sides of that pendulum are equally poisonous to a sovereign humanity. Of course that includes Majestic.

3/20/2020 6:53:51 PM juleighmarie Were *not on the same team if you think Austin is a LARP...

3/20/2020 6:54:34 PM toffer_anon_369 Is this where we are right now?   http://npic.orst.edu/health/phi.html 

3/20/2020 6:56:13 PM mcgwyneth Sometimes we say what we "think" (reactive), rather than what we "know" (reflective) - wouldn't you agree?  Discernment is indeed key.

3/20/2020 6:56:38 PM hollylandes Are you in the other side of.the looking glass?

3/20/2020 6:56:45 PM sdane8 Thank you!

3/20/2020 6:57:44 PM eyeonyouclowns Thank you for this

3/20/2020 6:58:10 PM sdane8 😃

3/20/2020 6:58:24 PM brianan06364517 I remember jd roberts

Haha

He was a disc jockey at am 1050 CHUM before he was a vj

3/20/2020 6:59:36 PM wild8heart You can add @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to the list.

3/20/2020 7:00:14 PM brianan06364517 That's how I feel. I would make a terrible President because I would want to be punching out these moronic reporters.

3/20/2020 7:02:56 PM cindyq52700 This is disgusting

3/20/2020 7:04:45 PM j_d_abercrombie Orders received.

3/20/2020 7:06:26 PM pilleddem She is demented

3/20/2020 7:10:25 PM visitnaj Unrolled thread from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1240820443881316353.html …

3/20/2020 7:11:27 PM sdane8 Doing his job? The guy is a disrespectful assh*le. Whether he likes Trump or not, a modicum of decency should be required from all of our press. 

They're disgraceful!

3/20/2020 7:15:32 PM sdane8 Very interesting! 🤨

3/20/2020 7:16:16 PM what_uc  pic.twitter.com/K7iSFuLPTw

3/20/2020 7:16:51 PM aleks8837 Good! Think for yourself! It's the whole point 🙂

(Yes, this is a fraudulent image. Don't stop thinking logically and for yourself 👍)

3/20/2020 7:20:05 PM 69_marie Thank you ...🤗

3/20/2020 7:22:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 You get into the club if you're good.

3/20/2020 7:23:40 PM rgam007 Well if she wanted to implode. She chose a good way to start.

3/20/2020 7:26:02 PM knightofmaltaus Bravo friend Dr Jack Sarfatti

@JRockTigers @terran_sol @SKY3691111 @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Tsoukalos @UFOnetwork_ @mufon @UFOChronicles @openmindstv 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/top-physicist-claims-uss-nimitz-21726921 …

3/20/2020 7:28:03 PM smokenmirrorshq Disgusting c**t that she is.

3/20/2020 7:31:28 PM 369_is Wanna wake your family and friends real quick? Put this video on your FB page.🤣🤣🤣

3/20/2020 7:31:46 PM smokenmirrorshq What's that about? We're quite censored here in the UK.....believe it or not!

3/20/2020 7:34:53 PM truth_yhvh @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/stephanie_cou/status/1241143002481012737 …

3/20/2020 7:35:00 PM random2012756 Totally agree!!!

3/20/2020 7:37:23 PM guitarhurricane Change your name to Groupthinklady73.

3/20/2020 7:42:01 PM mishelleo1974 No idols since being an American Idol has never turned out well. Love each other. 

stay tuned

3/20/2020 7:42:12 PM cheddarbo He's just BEGGING to be shamefully MEMED !!!!!

3/20/2020 7:43:58 PM returndt Desensitizing us

3/20/2020 7:44:26 PM upallnight39 Their money, degrees, and  fellatio/cunninglinus performed on them by #QTards blinds them

Plus most of em are "christians"

I was a.baptist when i was a kid. I ate mushrooms

Now im space jesus, back again, shittin on the fools waiting for my return

How deliciousoy hilarious pic.twitter.com/QpuoSkgJs0
3/20/2020 7:45:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does the President have the authority to jail "journalists" and "reporters" who are threatening National Security with Fake News sensationalism?

Official warning: report the news honestly and stop the sensationalism or face the wrath of the Executive Branch.

3/20/2020 7:46:52 PM chucklesschumer I hope so.

3/20/2020 7:46:57 PM sailorpractical Yes he does and yes he should



3/20/2020 7:47:06 PM elatedveracity Omg!  I will pay for the bus to transport them to jail!  It’s about time!

3/20/2020 7:47:11 PM johnnymerckx sounds a bit much.

When Pompeo and the rest speak truth, and align wih God, then let's talk

3/20/2020 7:47:20 PM jordan67734372 Does he need authority cuz Obama established the rubric and set precedent In his term...

3/20/2020 7:47:41 PM coloradoevolut1 Absolutely.

3/20/2020 7:47:58 PM marcomagic5 The short answer is...yes.

3/20/2020 7:48:20 PM alvaroyado Las fake news son el enemigo de Estados Unidos y del planeta con toda su manipulación en la desinformación que exponen a las masas , hace mucho 

que deberían estar por mucho tiempo en prisión

3/20/2020 7:48:24 PM nurseniceyes Already done.

3/20/2020 7:48:34 PM 313jodie  pic.twitter.com/EnB7567G2Z

3/20/2020 7:48:43 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/IprfkGd8Nr

3/20/2020 7:48:49 PM unidentifiedta1 Scary warning! 

9_11, JFK, Tonkin Incident, WMD....the Media doesn’t need any more warnings! 

Complicit in crimes against humanity!

3/20/2020 7:48:59 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/sn3VJ8HJKR

3/20/2020 7:49:08 PM emmaturvey1 I bloody hope so.. 🙏🙏

3/20/2020 7:49:32 PM louismcfadden8 What if their orders stem from foreign governments?

What if they are funded from such foreign entities?

Could they be considered foreign agents? 🤓

What happens when you walk a tight-rope and the safety net is removed?

Watch what you say MSM.

3/20/2020 7:49:36 PM enzo394363567  pic.twitter.com/SKaR3x6ccf

3/20/2020 7:49:47 PM 4albradley Yes, now he does.  War powers are awesome 👍👍👍

3/20/2020 7:49:50 PM unidentifiedta1 Whom did she hear that from?

Many heard that on the Chan’s...

3/20/2020 7:50:28 PM 313jodie Who was she speaking to I wonder?  They all are nodding their heads like she’s preaching 🤯🤯🤯

3/20/2020 7:50:29 PM juliero87550759 So, if we're only supposed to leave the house for life essentials, and the MSM does not report truth and in fact spreads lies and fear, how then is what 

they do a life essential? Shouldn't they have to remain home, too?

3/20/2020 7:50:45 PM truckergirl49 I can hardly wait! ! 

WhiteHouse Communications Agency!  

Shoot, I hope I remembered that correctly 😊

Via George News!

3/20/2020 7:50:45 PM by369surrounded This is a fine line. Are they all knowingly doing so or are they so brainwashed they don't even realize what they're doing? The power brokers at the top - 

 take those guys out!

3/20/2020 7:50:51 PM johnnymerckx i would like to believe that

3/20/2020 7:50:53 PM hifiman45 Can't wait to see that!

3/20/2020 7:50:58 PM casperkarrin Their damage is irreparable to the unsuspecting public.  Still asleep .

3/20/2020 7:51:16 PM drewgutsky  pic.twitter.com/idbsFJ38zp

3/20/2020 7:51:25 PM chrisbrundige I got some dontaions for that too

3/20/2020 7:51:45 PM rebornkingent Sedition is till a crime. Please let it be Wolf Blitzer.

3/20/2020 7:52:03 PM chrisbrundige Oh If I could like this post a thousand times

3/20/2020 7:52:43 PM wewoka3 Well, Obama did it sooo....

#LockThemAllUp

3/20/2020 7:53:27 PM henwoley It’s happening. This is broken up, but I feel it now. @CanadianTallGrl

3/20/2020 7:53:40 PM 369helen313 At a critical time such as now that the country is going through the National Emergency ,WHOEVER threaten the National Security could be charged 

and put in jail ! 

Obviously, Journalists and Reporters are NOT Excluded!

3/20/2020 7:54:27 PM tammystair Why yes he does

3/20/2020 7:54:36 PM house_poseidon Agreed.  Real Warriors will stay focused on the little kids in slavery, or worse, and the Mission to save them. 

https://twitter.com/House_Poseidon/status/1241189920020090882 …

3/20/2020 7:55:04 PM canadiantallgrl Yes! Yaaaayyyyyy!

3/20/2020 7:55:21 PM fightforamerica These people are NOT going to change. They made up their minds which side they were on a long time ago when they sold out. Just do it already.

3/20/2020 7:55:52 PM rick_hernandez I think once we hit April 5th, everyone will know one way or another. I’m keeping an open mind, watching his videos (they are funny). If April 5th 

comes and goes and it proves he’s a larp, then so be it. I was entertained. If he’s not a Larp, it’s a game changer. So we wait❤️❤️❤️

3/20/2020 7:56:01 PM lastdino Shill accounts and thirsty ladies commenting that hes "cute" 🙄🤮

3/20/2020 7:56:54 PM vwlmvmnt @ali

3/20/2020 7:56:59 PM jennife53779251 I would think so causing unnecessary panic in an emergency. Stoking fear.

3/20/2020 7:57:51 PM mynardpamela Yes

3/20/2020 7:58:08 PM rick_hernandez Your concern for my safety is appreciated. Love and light to you patriot! ❤️❤️❤️

3/20/2020 7:58:50 PM turbo7773 Will do. Thanks! I hope the world shows no mercy on them and their punishment should be worse than what they did to the completely innocent 

victims.

3/20/2020 8:00:24 PM mikeb38beacon_h He does have authority, but he’ll let them fall flat on there faces! Then Sedition & Rico😉

3/20/2020 8:00:45 PM d_s_umbra_31415 Sedition

3/20/2020 8:00:50 PM milllathefiend  pic.twitter.com/qVfRcj3wIX

3/20/2020 8:01:20 PM askyourself_45  pic.twitter.com/OS11gLbJdA

3/20/2020 8:01:27 PM highhopesusa They are making asses of themselves daily. The truth will prevail in the end.

3/20/2020 8:01:47 PM hilt4551 Wtf

3/20/2020 8:02:27 PM i_p_nightly Sandy hook, Waco Texas Branch Dividian, Oklahoma bombing, WTC Bombing, Pulse Nightclub, Vegas Shooting, Boston marathon bombing, Parkland 

(Scott Isreal, DWS), Obama Birth Certificate, 

The real journalists figured it out.

Then you call us names for figuring it out.

3/20/2020 8:02:28 PM bobmccombie Obama jailed journalists for reporting negative news about him.



3/20/2020 8:02:43 PM upallnight39 #droptheHAMMER

#swingtheAX

#killafew

#shockNawe

#6milliondedSHILLS

#lightemupMAGI pic.twitter.com/hZ2hnwev1J

3/20/2020 8:03:16 PM emet_or_2020 101 now. I hope it stops

3/20/2020 8:04:16 PM johnhin37358561 Operation Mocking Bird is, has been established since the 1950's

But we are seeing the destruction of it and the  world will be set free from the cabal! N.W.O. will fail.... 

WWG1WGA

Sheep no more

The Great Awakening

God Wins!!!

3/20/2020 8:05:27 PM johnhin37358561 Operation Mocking Bird is, has been established since the 1950's

But we are seeing the destruction of it and the  world will be set free from the cabal! N.W.O. will fail.... 

WWG1WGA

Sheep no more

The Great Awakening

God Wins!!!

3/20/2020 8:05:34 PM keepawakening How do you know what's truth?! You know sh!t!

3/20/2020 8:05:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 Slaying McVampires. https://twitter.com/SharylAttkisson/status/1241182703556362250 …

3/20/2020 8:06:05 PM mickel_ans Normally I would say "Dammit DeAnn don't say  that we need you to replace that b**** for the sake of our country!" but yea ... definitely say that 

because now you're ahead of the curve 😁

3/20/2020 8:06:19 PM worldxplorer1 Command?  Is that you?

3/20/2020 8:06:36 PM chucklesschumer Yesssss

3/20/2020 8:06:47 PM oo1o110 If he's not Q, he's awesome at what he does. 

But he's Q.

3/20/2020 8:06:56 PM neo_asura_ c2hla2VscyBiYWJ5IHNoZWtlbHM

3/20/2020 8:07:56 PM paulamac25 If he doesn’t have that power, he definitely should have it!  They are One of the most dangerous things to this country.

3/20/2020 8:08:12 PM chrisbrundige Hell to the yeah

3/20/2020 8:08:21 PM neo_asura_ ZG8geW91IGV2ZW4ga25vdyB3aGF0IGlzIGdvaW5nIG9uPyB0aGUgZGFtYWdlIHlvdSBwcmVzZW50bHkgaW5mbGljdCB3aWxsIGJlIG11Y2ggd29yc2UgZm9y

IHlvdQ

3/20/2020 8:08:41 PM jaded_pearl Did this slaying #mcvampires start with McStain McCain?

3/20/2020 8:09:09 PM pamblessedmess I don’t know about Jill but he at least should be able to kick him out of the news room and keep them out

3/20/2020 8:09:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 DMs are open.

Typists will not engage.

Messages will be intercepted.

What do you want to tell us? pic.twitter.com/n1GMyCT8EN

3/20/2020 8:09:22 PM johnnymerckx Just my thoughts

Keep cool Kerri

Without nice dialogue,a leftist you become.

Wash that away, ok? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCAiJO-83-E …

3/20/2020 8:09:25 PM emet_or_2020 ? Is this event we are going through considered an inversion. Like a magnetic energy field only to cycle again at a future time? The thought just popped 

into my head. I don't know much physical science. Or is this event an elevation or forward trajectory? I am partial to cycles.

3/20/2020 8:09:51 PM brianjseitz76 Not ZOONOTIC folks. https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1239962748458381314?s=19 …

3/20/2020 8:09:53 PM totheloop Welcome To The Loop

3/20/2020 8:10:06 PM arifriedman12  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=wWhap7QBsiM …

3/20/2020 8:10:23 PM zack_stone  pic.twitter.com/yw1ZFEF18i

3/20/2020 8:10:23 PM williebhere I’d handcuff HRC.. for free!!

3/20/2020 8:10:39 PM robsealejr1 Timing on galactic beings disclosure?

3/20/2020 8:10:45 PM hanasberg Sheep no more! We are awake.

3/20/2020 8:10:47 PM becca079 Set the people free!

3/20/2020 8:10:58 PM pierced_4_me What a PIG!

3/20/2020 8:11:05 PM njdeplorable1 Martial law by Monday for all?

3/20/2020 8:11:17 PM ndeathcloak Let there be light!

3/20/2020 8:11:20 PM neo_asura_ dGhpcyBpcyBlYXN5IHRvIGRlY29kZS4gc3RvcCwgdGhlIGluZXZpdGFibGUgaXMgaW5ldml0YWJsZQ

3/20/2020 8:11:39 PM higherdensitees Godspeed and Thank You!!!

3/20/2020 8:11:43 PM brianwork8 I'm just happy to be here!

3/20/2020 8:11:47 PM sparkleloung Recommendation of a YouTube video to help understand 3 6 9

3/20/2020 8:11:56 PM amtm_mu Please take away all satanists and evil

3/20/2020 8:11:59 PM peterclloyd 35 USC 181    Expose the fraud against all of the breakthrough energy and medical technologies

3/20/2020 8:12:02 PM xxxx_alli Treason is the Media.

3/20/2020 8:12:04 PM bryceja68689884 Sounds exactly like Austin

3/20/2020 8:12:05 PM 4albradley Appreciate your time exposing the truth

3/20/2020 8:12:05 PM d_wyett We need to disclose everything. We need the JFK files to begin.

3/20/2020 8:12:05 PM corstruction I haven't felt this hopeful in 20 yrs.  Knowing what I know....the best is JUST ABOUT HERE! 🥰🙏

3/20/2020 8:12:07 PM mongrelglory He slept with Jeannie Becker. 😏

3/20/2020 8:12:15 PM zack_stone Truth embargo void?

3/20/2020 8:12:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Tell us != Ask us

3/20/2020 8:12:30 PM mishelleo1974 When we gonna Occupy this damn Plantation??

3/20/2020 8:12:32 PM christopher872 Looking forward to the next Operation...😉

3/20/2020 8:12:33 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/8Xbir2YV7p

3/20/2020 8:12:54 PM mongrelglory He's "John Roberts" now. 😁

3/20/2020 8:12:59 PM niytbreed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  this woman is a true weapon for Flynn!! Amazing person can wait to see what she uncovers #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241089294216974338 …

3/20/2020 8:13:06 PM neil10790465 Read the Book of Mormon http://ComeUntoChrist.org 

3/20/2020 8:13:11 PM samuelbradbur11 Where we go one we go all! Really hoping this thing is legitimate and popping off. But out of curiosity, do you know anything about the Kryptos 

sculpture on CIA grounds? I followed a cleverly-crafted Q rabbit hole the other night, link by seemingly-unrelated link, until...Kryptos

3/20/2020 8:13:13 PM amtm_mu Lift restrictions on follower vs follow count. Some of us frozen and can’t reach out further

3/20/2020 8:13:38 PM patriotswegoall Thanks for the work that you all do.

3/20/2020 8:13:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1212191768629956608 …



3/20/2020 8:13:44 PM brianan06364517 Yes. I know. It is funny.

3/20/2020 8:13:54 PM mishelleo1974 Release the JFK AND Jr’s files!!

3/20/2020 8:13:56 PM dwhit1957 Obama legalized propaganda in the National Defense Act of 2013 !

3/20/2020 8:13:59 PM keith369me I guess the AMA is later 😀...so many answers...so few questions left.

3/20/2020 8:14:02 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1241186237156737025?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1241186237156737025 …

3/20/2020 8:14:03 PM smokenmirrorshq Clicked on your link & watched the WHOLE post on YT. I knew all about Cain but the rest of your video was fantastic! Damn, this is why I LOVE YT. 

I've subscribed to your channel & look forward to watching more! I'm following you here too, please follow us back 😎

3/20/2020 8:14:13 PM samuelbradbur11 What are the supposed origins of this photo/document?

3/20/2020 8:14:24 PM anirgu Are we safe. I am getting anxious. Reading about archons.

3/20/2020 8:14:26 PM brianjseitz76 Not ZOONOTIC guys. https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1239962748458381314?s=19 …

3/20/2020 8:14:28 PM niytbreed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I agree these people are a absolutely out if their minds!! It’s time to see some justic  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241042320071540736 …

3/20/2020 8:14:35 PM candygirlclw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Message over messenger. Heed this warning. Nothing you read once can be taken as truth. Truth vs Falsehoods. 

Therefore you must desern what…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1238700171636113409.html …

3/20/2020 8:14:35 PM yobtac2 Have you done research?

3/20/2020 8:14:46 PM libertyspring99 Setting us up for first contact?

3/20/2020 8:14:51 PM christopher872 Will our food and water be cleaned up after this? Of chemicals and other poisons they feed us?

3/20/2020 8:14:58 PM patriotswegoall If they are DS cheating the system.

3/20/2020 8:15:01 PM keith369me I feel like I’m watching Baghdad Bob daily on the news

3/20/2020 8:15:06 PM mcgwyneth TY for your support in this current phase of The Plan.  Your hints are "timeless", of course, but timely - especially pointing  now towards 

@AustinSteinbart.  Each must find their own truth.  What better way than to be "forced" to find it, in chaos.  New meaning to "Force the Q."

3/20/2020 8:15:36 PM brd369 Do Some Of Us Conduct Astral Warfare While sleeping?

3/20/2020 8:15:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://twitter.com/McGwyneth/status/1241201642822701056 …

3/20/2020 8:16:11 PM candygirlclw EyeTheSpy

3/20/2020 8:16:15 PM 369leader I just want to say a big thank you for all you do and your patience with a population that is mostly asleep!

We are learning thanks to your guidance 🙏🏼

3/20/2020 8:16:24 PM keepawakening Think dialogue is most important. I believe the truth is hidden within, but hearing ALL sides allows us to learn all facets.

3/20/2020 8:16:25 PM sgbounds Roswell Area51👽👀

3/20/2020 8:16:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/20/2020 8:16:42 PM smmmote Getting back into Twitter again because I was banned from Facebook today for spreading some truth. I posted picture of Joseph Goebbels that said, 

"Let me control the media and I'll turn any nation into a herd of pigs." 

✊🏴 Zuck didn't like that. 🤷🏻♀️

3/20/2020 8:16:42 PM dondep Okay, I'll take you up on your offer. Is your account still associated with the pro-Hillary MAJ rump that lays claim to The Consistory on 16th St NW, or is 

it now allied with the DIA? 

What is the status of true disclosure about the coming pole-shift?

3/20/2020 8:16:47 PM lisarippa Started learning this stuff 25 +years ago. Never thought any of this would ever see the light of day!

3/20/2020 8:16:54 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/4ySi6Otobe

3/20/2020 8:17:06 PM keith369me After the Q operation?  What have you been doing in parallel to the Q operation?

3/20/2020 8:17:08 PM yobtac2 The missile attack on AF1 will Soros be executed?

3/20/2020 8:17:18 PM hoodsavior @MebFaber #LockEmUp Seriously #LockThemUp @POTUS #DrMalachiZYork @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/20/2020 8:17:18 PM brianan06364517 Why is Canada still accepting flights from China ?

3/20/2020 8:17:20 PM jeremy_kelly Thats a slippery slope

3/20/2020 8:17:20 PM calwheelers Who is Q?

3/20/2020 8:17:21 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/JTxAi8k90h

3/20/2020 8:17:41 PM jmsmeltzer2000 When will the media be taken back from bad actors?

3/20/2020 8:18:14 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1241157222052200449?s=21 …

3/20/2020 8:18:18 PM theappraiser17 Under the recent declarations this is 100% correct

3/20/2020 8:18:25 PM 444_q_ Are my brother and sister and I here for a specific reason? And,my husband is a plumber, will he be ok? Ty💗

3/20/2020 8:18:29 PM dcanovan 12 years ago I heard there was an agenda to cause gender confusion and have people switch male & female or become androgynous. 

I thought I was the most ridiculous thing I’d ever heard..... and here we are.

3/20/2020 8:18:32 PM lonestartroy We must remember 1A whether we like it or not! I despise ghe sick media but we cannot take away, maybe the single most important freedom that 

makes the USA fundamentally a special and free nation. Take them down by discrediting there facts and do it the right way.

3/20/2020 8:18:45 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1118314662708350977?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1118314662708350977 …

3/20/2020 8:18:51 PM johnnymerckx just a voice in the wilderness. I want want folks to explain what and why they believe. most don't. Thank you Kerri.

3/20/2020 8:18:56 PM j_s_h_p What should I be asking you?

3/20/2020 8:18:58 PM ericlar17148228 How many of them have "committed suicide" in the past few years?

3/20/2020 8:19:15 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/KnuEd5jypi

3/20/2020 8:19:21 PM hairygo Sounds legit

3/20/2020 8:19:23 PM stevewo50768315 3rd layer?

3/20/2020 8:19:46 PM keith369me Grooming?  The non-perverted kind?

3/20/2020 8:20:16 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/phPl85KFjg

3/20/2020 8:20:41 PM karen_kams56 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA pic.twitter.com/m9PImMGcQN

3/20/2020 8:20:52 PM stephan87990812 Why would Dems hide? pic.twitter.com/ZVXyzGYvPg

3/20/2020 8:21:05 PM realovendodger Get me a 10 Piece McNuggers pic.twitter.com/N3Z5Dpr6oJ

3/20/2020 8:21:10 PM michell39826764 Austin isnt Q. The question is... "Who is Q"?

3/20/2020 8:21:26 PM omarfromuk ? https://twitter.com/archillect/status/1241198193288888325 …

3/20/2020 8:21:35 PM karen_kams56  pic.twitter.com/5GZ5yKZF6x

3/20/2020 8:22:06 PM nightswatch3895 How much of the incriminating evidence will be released to the public when all of these clowns are taken down?

3/20/2020 8:22:32 PM karen_kams56 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA Letter to ALL Senators pic.twitter.com/5PzTwEPm4A

3/20/2020 8:22:38 PM stephan87990812 Hmmmm.... pic.twitter.com/JJ1JJbbg3R

3/20/2020 8:22:39 PM upliftingmind Preparing us for first contact, with our future selves

3/20/2020 8:22:43 PM johnbadams4th Not since this happened...😡🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/760wodNvX6

3/20/2020 8:23:01 PM vanysavannah It HAS to stop, it has ruined our lives for too long, lifetimes, least since invention of TV and operation mockingbird

3/20/2020 8:23:39 PM mcgwyneth Persactly.

3/20/2020 8:23:49 PM giediknight Trolling I see

3/20/2020 8:24:24 PM 444_q_ Was just telling my kids "people all over the world are being forced to do what we choose to do everyday" we choose to be a close family, to engage, 

be open and real, connecting, eating together etc. Some people just don't anymore, but it's all we know!



3/20/2020 8:24:56 PM ali_dougall In UK, personal brain cancer past month, parents and family helping, though with coronavirus, I think they are becoming awakened. I'm guiding them 

slowly a few bits too! 

Positivity is all over TV and radio! This in the plan? Loving it! 

#qanon #TheGreatAwakening

3/20/2020 8:25:05 PM kinskijana 😳😟😢😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬

3/20/2020 8:25:08 PM arcbody8008 Is crossing the line from fake news to SEDITION ever accountable? 

Let's see...

...I hope so...

Who makes that determination? The hand of God will show regardless of your religious beliefs or considerations

Peace to all 🐸🇺🇸
3/20/2020 8:25:12 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/eudDa55fE6

3/20/2020 8:25:34 PM danielp09054361 Laugh, love, and Be the Light 

👊🇺🇸🤙

3/20/2020 8:25:42 PM karen_kams56 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA #Feds #humantrafficking pic.twitter.com/SbhNvwx6ZF

3/20/2020 8:25:44 PM imcevoy1 That would be so fine - we could clear away ALL the FAKE  NEWS in one fell swoop and start nice and fresh.

3/20/2020 8:25:58 PM keepawakening Important question and I respect it. I honestly think it would be very hard with limitations on here with space. But do know everyone will have a 

different answer. We are one, yes yes blah blah but we also come from different perspectives on purpose. I think that the reason it

3/20/2020 8:25:58 PM poppyslovecapu The truth hurts, Peter!! 

Get a new job and stop pushing false news and spinning your propaganda!! We are awake to your “idea” of news! #WeAreTheNews

3/20/2020 8:26:01 PM ignornaceisbli1 That’s a slippery slope.....

3/20/2020 8:26:19 PM theduder13 Hell. Yes.

3/20/2020 8:26:31 PM keith369me Many of my questions/comments seem to be drawing otherworldly answers/responses.  Amazing awakening/grooming.

3/20/2020 8:26:37 PM wakeupa34327213 End of the great cycle solar flashes dna change and ascension?

3/20/2020 8:26:42 PM nickel_triple @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I have joined the Knights Templar International a year ago and believe what they tell me. They are non Masonic. My bloodline 

traces to the Templar through my fathers side. Are they compromised? Are the Templar evil?

3/20/2020 8:26:45 PM coloradoevolut1 😇

3/20/2020 8:27:28 PM kachinagtto lol that didn't age well

3/20/2020 8:27:29 PM 21oplato Magnetic = Moving towards Russia at about 40km per year.

3/20/2020 8:28:06 PM mcgwyneth I see you've come to a conclusion.  I like and follow those who are open to possibilities.  I interchange with those who are seriously willing to look.  Are 

you one?  Or no...

3/20/2020 8:28:07 PM hdanibell Scotland

3/20/2020 8:28:10 PM niytbreed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 usss hillenkoetter  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241202560654020613 …

3/20/2020 8:28:22 PM kb4landlover  pic.twitter.com/zanfQ7cXCv

3/20/2020 8:28:30 PM unittzoo Q

3/20/2020 8:28:33 PM keepawakening Took this long,is because it took this long for people to realize we do need to come together. I'm not the same person I was 5 years ago. I had to come 

out of generations of heavy religion. I lost all my family for a long time. I was the one the was the strongest in her faith.

3/20/2020 8:28:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 Evil exists within as a duality.

The only way to win against an enemy so strong is to deny it battle.

We all have light and dark within us, what counts is which side we choose to act on.

3/20/2020 8:28:40 PM ladyblueye28 She makes me sick 🤮

3/20/2020 8:28:58 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/2CeyLhltSm

3/20/2020 8:29:13 PM born_news Maybe you should ask Obama, I think he threw a few journalist in jail

3/20/2020 8:29:21 PM djmurphy5 What’s taking so long

3/20/2020 8:29:21 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/lQa2vxuEJj

3/20/2020 8:29:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 Time

3/20/2020 8:29:53 PM smmmote Started this journey 3 years ago. Got away from it for a bit. Continued to spread truth. It's good to be back.

3/20/2020 8:29:55 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/RhTJVeWPsD

3/20/2020 8:29:56 PM kyle_hy SO MANY QUESTIONS...  SO MANY PATHS TO FOLLOW...  AM I GETTING LOST??? pic.twitter.com/KJWglv3MEW

3/20/2020 8:30:03 PM johnnymerckx I get it.  I lsiten to many, and I mean many. I have a life that mimicks Jason Bourne in a way, so I have a perspective that has validity, and I know, it is 

tainted. Found the Holy Spirit, and long story. I want peoples ee seek Christ, not an idol

3/20/2020 8:30:08 PM burtqueue 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/iO4o8xaQXN

3/20/2020 8:30:15 PM keepawakening Knee the Bible in and out. But something was calling me for more .to be better. I even switched religions to my family's distress to find what I thought 

was missing. Cause what, I found I was lost.  So many are looking for a savior to save them. As must as I love my President I

3/20/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/mN60LRN6kX

3/20/2020 8:30:30 PM lucasnobua  pic.twitter.com/3AqHFoVh1g

3/20/2020 8:30:33 PM aetherwalker1 Under the National Security State that's been built up over the last century...  YES!

3/20/2020 8:30:35 PM djmurphy5 Indeed

3/20/2020 8:30:41 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣

 It has a way of doing that when you're living in anticipation!

3/20/2020 8:31:06 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/pKWhWnm7C3

3/20/2020 8:31:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 😎

3/20/2020 8:31:09 PM winklerburke My guess: The posting on Q boards, that part of the Q SAP military plan, 2 prep the storm, that stage is kinda over.   Now we be in mid of storm and 

folks beg 4 Q Drops. No! QFAM must engage in “calm” popcorn eating & explaining. MJ12 has started next op, MRSulu engage AS WARP ;)

3/20/2020 8:31:21 PM nickel_triple Deus Vult. Thank You.

3/20/2020 8:31:31 PM 369helen313 17 👀

3/20/2020 8:31:46 PM aetherwalker1 Time is an illusion.   😏

3/20/2020 8:31:53 PM marietrump1  pic.twitter.com/IL1kHgbFfn

3/20/2020 8:31:54 PM michell39826764 I looked, Q would not harm innocent ppl yet Austin would blow up someone who puts a toe on his yard without knowing why they are there. Hes a 

fraud. Doesnt know the law. Sorry. Disrespects ppl who helped Q. 

Only seems to care about himself and fame. These are not traits of Q.

3/20/2020 8:31:55 PM upallnight39 Holy fuck ... pic.twitter.com/pGuvpQ1j9X



3/20/2020 8:32:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5?

Time to have some fun.

Quarantine can be a downer.

Enlighten the mood with confidence is what is to come.

Do not expect.

Live in the moment.

Love unconditionally.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/MepT2xYHVl
3/20/2020 8:32:25 PM coloradoevolut1 👁👁 pic.twitter.com/GEE8axRGku

3/20/2020 8:32:31 PM keepawakening Found myself doing it to him too, and then Q. Come save me from these evil bad people. Then I realized these people chose this lifetime. Doesn't mean 

they can't be punished or stopped but that it's a bigger reason. Yes this evil has been happening for thousands of years but not

3/20/2020 8:32:43 PM johnnymerckx I like you, and no, I am not hitting on you. Thanks for your time. Wish there was a button on Tweet, to remember a worthwhile chat. This one was

3/20/2020 8:32:53 PM kb4landlover  pic.twitter.com/11lvDCk6yX

3/20/2020 8:33:10 PM cali19891 Hold them accountable. All they spew is yellow journalism

3/20/2020 8:33:24 PM d_wyett Can you respond to my DM?

3/20/2020 8:33:38 PM westmount_d7 😂

3/20/2020 8:33:44 PM d_wyett Please 🌌

3/20/2020 8:33:51 PM mongrelglory Do animals astral project when they are dreaming?  (I think yes).

3/20/2020 8:33:52 PM jumpingjack771 After Q Ascension to a higher level, Project Looking Glass, Going Forward in Order to Look Back. 1st Contact?

3/20/2020 8:33:56 PM brianjseitz76  https://twitter.com/BrianJSeitz76/status/1241205922652971014?s=19 …

3/20/2020 8:34:04 PM bebetmcg God Bless us all 🙏🙏

3/20/2020 8:34:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 From realities vantage point.

3/20/2020 8:34:38 PM k4rlgruen Cherish EVERY  moment.

3/20/2020 8:34:42 PM keith369me Obelisk in the mirror

3/20/2020 8:35:17 PM brd369 "Disinformation Is Necessary and works Both Ways" comes to mind.

3/20/2020 8:35:21 PM hairygo I’m gonna need a pic for proof that you don’t hold a gun like [FAKE]Q.

3/20/2020 8:35:33 PM lucasnobua Not youtube, but very complete: https://satorirei.com/everything-about-369/ …

3/20/2020 8:35:43 PM michell39826764 You've been had.

3/20/2020 8:35:49 PM wbwse The Light Rejoices! Sending Unconditional Love And Light To ALL 0010110 💙😻♾

3/20/2020 8:35:52 PM keith369me Does time speed up as our vibration speeds up?

3/20/2020 8:36:06 PM vogeldebrav I doubt it, but we do! Don't watch their network. Don't buy anything advertised on their network. Their $ is the most important thing to the owners. 

Want real news? Hit them in the wallet and say by by to fake news forever. If none watch their is no need for them #boycottfakenews

3/20/2020 8:36:12 PM karen_kams56 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA

#NSA How to really handle whistleblowers despite whistleblower protection laws... put them on the fraud watchlist for bullcrap baseless accusations, 

then just murder them. No one cares. pic.twitter.com/1756vEfZ3b

3/20/2020 8:36:16 PM chendrickskw Thank you! Stay safe and God Bless all who are fighting this evil! 

🙏💓🌎🇺🇸💗🇺🇸🌎💓🙏

3/20/2020 8:36:44 PM miketv721 Spill total truth.  I know I’m ready but I also believe the world s also ready.  I’m so sick of driving when I know that we never have to park, drive, or even 

pay for gas or insurance.  Please, Mr President, declassify free energy and anti-gravitics.

3/20/2020 8:36:45 PM manifest_utopia 🤣🤣🤣

Yet so much is happening.

3/20/2020 8:37:17 PM niytbreed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 let’s do it  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241205973060136961 …

3/20/2020 8:37:28 PM blsdbe Ready to shelter in place with my dear hubby. Be Blessed, Every One!!! pic.twitter.com/Wfl6t98AIu

3/20/2020 8:37:33 PM angelwarrior369 The Angels are awake & watching over things, while you sleep. The real battle between good & evil is taking place in the Heavens. We the people will 

Win! God will prevail💛👼⚔

3/20/2020 8:37:38 PM kb4landlover WWG1WGA

3/20/2020 8:37:56 PM thekingdrex 5 in numerology = change

3/20/2020 8:38:08 PM kidge6 #Disclosure is part of the bigger plan. Of which Q is just a part.

3/20/2020 8:38:35 PM aetherwalker1 I know, right!

3D can be quite tiresome. pic.twitter.com/xSAAaRREhV

3/20/2020 8:38:42 PM brianan06364517 I heard Austin say that. It cracked me up.

3/20/2020 8:38:51 PM winklerburke Q uestion:  Why world angry at Boomers? Too many drugs? Failed to save the world? “Shut Up, Boomer?” “Go Away, Boomer?”  Big problem?  World 

can’t be saved with that s___t?  DIA has solution:  That Sun of a Ray Gun, Nazi-PaperClip Progeny: Austin Stay 4Ever Futureman Steinbart?

3/20/2020 8:38:55 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/SpGBmEZvDF

3/20/2020 8:39:12 PM thegainspapi  pic.twitter.com/xSnFPNlU1t

3/20/2020 8:39:13 PM keepawakening Until I realized it's me that has to say enough.I don't want this in my timeline.Whether true or not, Q did help me see that what the answer was for 

humanity to come together. To share and learn. To see the faults & the good parts of us all. Uniting as one, raising our vibration.

3/20/2020 8:39:16 PM mazman2727 No other Coms outside this platform.  Why does anyone follow this account!

3/20/2020 8:39:26 PM lestilton We live rural, as does the majority of our family; gonna go checks cows, go for a buggy ride and still be #SociallyDistant but #FreshAirClearsTheHead

3/20/2020 8:39:35 PM highvoltagenews Long standing historical 

-precedent

-case law

222 years actually

Judicial review & other factors

may not be the saving grace

a fake news journalist seeks.

What ramifications does national

emergency or war time footing have?

To quote the real #Qanon

“These people are stupid”
3/20/2020 8:39:51 PM brianan06364517 Isn't Scotland the home of Somerset Belenoff?

3/20/2020 8:40:05 PM brd369 Ive come to view it through several lenses. In the end I have come to settle on an understanding that the entire truth of it is beyond human 

comprehension. Follow the Creed Of Your Soul. Live purely. Reject Low Vibrations. Simple but effective philosophy so far.



3/20/2020 8:40:30 PM platosrepublic #thankyoupresidenttrump

#WWG1WGA

#GreatAwakening

#GodWins https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5T7Gr5oJbM …

3/20/2020 8:41:17 PM mcgwyneth LOL  I wish you well.

3/20/2020 8:41:40 PM michell39826764 Thank, you as well.

3/20/2020 8:42:32 PM rebornkingent You misspelled Martial Law

3/20/2020 8:42:48 PM usmcqdawg How intense is the fighting going to be in the streets?

3/20/2020 8:42:56 PM deb12233 Prayers answered!!! Thank you!!!

3/20/2020 8:43:43 PM jeffjmcswain Yep, during a national emergency. They best snap to and do what’s best for ‘Merica 🇺🇸🐸

3/20/2020 8:43:45 PM karen_kams56 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Ask Linda Howard at 5649 High Tor Hill, Columbia MD about the Fusion Center Murder-Your-Neighbor w/Directed Energy Weapons program. Work-at-

Home (or not far from it). Easy $. So, can dom terrorists really be held indefinitely?  pic.twitter.com/oXUjAq9qQL

3/20/2020 8:44:02 PM realovendodger Follow the typewriters pic.twitter.com/9OFLZ8vqzR

3/20/2020 8:44:12 PM debrand10 Which hz provide healing? Is there a video on YouTube you recommend on this subject?

3/20/2020 8:44:12 PM winklerburke In short... it gives variated hopeless generations after the (mostly) failed Boomers... it gives them instead of opioids and video games...  it gives them... 

HOPE.  As in HelpusObiwanyou’reouronlyhope kinda hope. If HE can, THEY can... instead of Boomers kicking can, AS kicks A.

3/20/2020 8:44:19 PM johnnymerckx I learned that before Q, but I get it . And I understand frequency, my life was saved by it. I step back often, and reflect, Q...experiences, visions, Bible, 

curling up in a ball and repenting, and view the world. It is important to step back. Thanks Kerri, I will sleep well.

3/20/2020 8:44:26 PM purplefavorite1 I am currently enjoying this time 👍🥰

3/20/2020 8:44:49 PM keepawakening I wish I didn't delete it, but I didn't know if my comment would be understood as I was joking.

3/20/2020 8:44:52 PM longmaga SillyLARP, Alex Jones, Jerome Corsi all remain on my speed Ignore buttons on my phone. Now that's a threesome for the books. SillyLARP in the middle 

of course.

3/20/2020 8:44:58 PM rebornkingent You guys know me so well, almost as if you’re in my head. 🤔

3/20/2020 8:45:02 PM aaronri85509341 They could auction that off.

I would pay  to be the one who slaps the cuffs on her.

3/20/2020 8:45:49 PM johnnymerckx I got it

3/20/2020 8:46:09 PM tb4171151 Will be stopped swiftly per Q

3/20/2020 8:46:18 PM thegreyspecter Yes he does ...see one Abraham Lincoln..

3/20/2020 8:46:26 PM joanie62009196 When is enough, enough.

3/20/2020 8:46:29 PM karen_kams56 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA pic.twitter.com/Ac9V45rV5w

3/20/2020 8:46:58 PM laurenmbradley2 Thank you for your kindness, Majestics. <3 

WRWY! 

#USADRAGONFORCE

#QAngels #weoutchea #BEBEST

⚔🛡⚔🛡⚔🛡⚔🛡⚔🛡⚔🛡

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rjko0htlJc&feature=emb_rel_pause …

🔥🐲🔥🐲🔥🐲🔥🐲🔥🐲🔥🐲 pic.twitter.com/DbDmGZFMSj
3/20/2020 8:47:45 PM yobtac2 pray to god we are right. I hate when folk think i am mad but right at the same time.

3/20/2020 8:47:58 PM sweetemmilyn We’ve been on a almost 100% self quarantine for over a week already even tho Houston does not have a Shelter in Place order

3/20/2020 8:47:59 PM hollylandes Truth. I and others have had certain conversations removed from our DMs

3/20/2020 8:48:10 PM bhaggy1008 Keep an eye in Chaitanya Era Awakening.  It's in the works long time.

3/20/2020 8:48:14 PM stormielady73 True. Sometimes I just like to feed them and have some fun! 😏🥃

3/20/2020 8:48:25 PM giediknight Love it.

3/20/2020 8:48:30 PM upliftingmind Striving for TRUE FREEDOM: pic.twitter.com/HGii7pcpEF

3/20/2020 8:48:33 PM hollylandes And the mind control experiments

3/20/2020 8:49:19 PM jdiii1210 #AbrahamLincoln

3/20/2020 8:49:22 PM eo_swan Too shay.

3/20/2020 8:49:27 PM hellouncledonny does anyone know where you can download all the Q drops, like a PDF file

3/20/2020 8:49:40 PM stormielady73 🙄🥃😏

3/20/2020 8:50:37 PM jeffjmcswain I’ve been trying waiting for this storm for over two years!🙏stop the evil players and bring our country back 🇺🇸🐸

3/20/2020 8:51:08 PM azuremagus Activate my command, its time.

3/20/2020 8:51:14 PM jeffjmcswain Thank you

3/20/2020 8:51:29 PM mandrioli She is not brainwashing anyone. remember , she is speaking from her own experience . She claims to have been raped and molested over and over 

again since her childhood by different perpetrators. If she were to get prosecuted-

Her sentencing would be minimal.

3/20/2020 8:51:35 PM jadedl Because I don't have a blind obedience to dogma and can think for myself.

Until the Q Team stands before US and clarifies how this incredible operation has been made possible, I don't close my mind to the possibilities.

But that's just me.

Be well🙏

3/20/2020 8:51:49 PM jeffjmcswain Stop the evil players now please!🙏🐸

3/20/2020 8:51:59 PM marysmith77450 That would be awesome because right now our country’s economy is in a death spiral scarier than anything I have ever witnessed, people are losing 

their jobs all around

3/20/2020 8:52:10 PM winklerburke AS has been asked by the DIA-Q+ (?) to show all generations... how to avoid Dr.ShrinkGasLight and his CIALawyerFromHellTeam.  How to avoid 

Starbucks/Amazon jobs from hell and literally fly in Space’s Future. He’s showing the mind is beautiful, do not ruin it. Marry & Live Right.

3/20/2020 8:52:26 PM ascendingadam What are the odds that one of the “Big Q Sheepdoggers” DMs MJ re: validity of @AustinSteinbart ?

3/20/2020 8:52:34 PM mcpatriot64 Wait.  What?

3/20/2020 8:53:12 PM karen_kams56 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️⭐️#PreyonAmericaAct #PAA

#Affidavit of #FusionCenter #WaronAmericans for #FunandProfit 

Ad: “Are you a Deep State Operative? Does a pesky person of integrity know too much? Just take out a contract on them at your nearest Fusion 

Center.” pic.twitter.com/lYtbNeMzpX

3/20/2020 8:54:18 PM thomasestell6 It’s not good , it haunts . It happened to me. Not feeling good when your in your teens . Not feeling good in 20s . Hatred in 30s want to kill . Accepting 

in 40s . Talked it out in 50s . 60s good . Still want to kill . Balls completely blown off male who did this to me .

3/20/2020 8:54:22 PM mongrelglory I think people on this entire planet have trust issues...

Quite understandable all things considered.

Yet despite that, hope springs eternal and people still have the capacity to love, laugh, and help each other.

It's really very amazing to see! 😊



3/20/2020 8:54:27 PM twilly18  pic.twitter.com/pkoahkJd5q

3/20/2020 8:54:38 PM howdoyoumakeah1  https://twitter.com/Elguey16/status/1241090596623671297 …

3/20/2020 8:55:54 PM lawdog323  pic.twitter.com/B9L0MPcsaq

3/20/2020 8:56:21 PM usmcqdawg That’s what I’m praying for. Q did say it won’t be clean. I take that as casualties on both sides. At least the waiting is almost over.

3/20/2020 8:56:21 PM the_loveoflight And what is it that they tell you? I was always interested in becoming a Mason long ago cuz of the connection I saw with the spiritual side and wasn't 

sure if they were good or bad, til I heard if you reach the 33rd degree you can meet the entity in charge or could be "lucifer"?

3/20/2020 8:56:28 PM lawdog323 👇🏼😎✌🏼 pic.twitter.com/DQgly7qqdS

3/20/2020 8:57:38 PM mrdesq11 You think toilet paper is in demand? What kind of demand would that spark? Haha.

3/20/2020 8:57:44 PM aetherwalker1  pic.twitter.com/weKRAuaBhY

3/20/2020 8:58:35 PM apoll0nious Oh, you are are promoting that Austin Steinbart ridiculousness. That'll be an unfollow from me. Sayonara

3/20/2020 8:58:43 PM stormchasser16 You have the right to speak your mind and use it to seek the truth!  Prayer is the true way to enlightenment and strength!  I have no doubt that God 

will reveal the truth! Some will be shocked and humbled before him!  Be not proud as pride cometh before the fall!

3/20/2020 8:59:45 PM nickel_triple My grandfather and father both told me that the Masonic Templar’s are compromised. Only order that isn’t Masonic is the Knights Templar 

International. They do not support the pope or the Vatican. My family is from Scotland. The order in charge of the Roslyn priory is KTI only.

3/20/2020 9:00:06 PM howdoyoumakeah1 One way or the other this is historic.

3/20/2020 9:00:24 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/qFSbotPL7K

3/20/2020 9:01:10 PM nickel_triple The Roslyn priory is the holy place of the Knights. I have been told the Masonic orders are compromised but lots of the members are unknowing.

3/20/2020 9:02:43 PM dondep The 'official' Majestic (aka MJ-12, MAJ, etc) knows the references I made and will hopefully answer the questions.

3/20/2020 9:02:56 PM djmurphy5 Our imagination and God are one in the same. Is this part of the great awakening?

3/20/2020 9:03:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 SG-1 The Trust = %% D6

3/20/2020 9:03:39 PM nickel_triple My ancestor is Guy Di Foresta which was the Grand Marshall of the London Temple. 1277ad to 1288.

3/20/2020 9:04:46 PM laurabusse Humans still have a very long way to go

Respect for others and their views

And kindness

Are the very least a civilized society can offer

The fact that manners has been lost is troubling

3/20/2020 9:04:56 PM cali19891 I want to watch Stargate SG-1 now.  👽

3/20/2020 9:05:05 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼👍🏼

3/20/2020 9:05:06 PM mcgwyneth Love your courage, criticale thinking and heartfulness, fellow warrior!  Just what Q has been aiming for, IMNTBHO.  Now, how to make it contagious, 

like some other things that seem to be going around...

3/20/2020 9:05:09 PM patriot_dc Check out his facebook profile. Specifically his photos prior and up to Q's first post. Very interesting. 🧐

3/20/2020 9:05:39 PM cocopuffster12 Me and my son took a great bike ride today, beautiful Cumulus Nimbus clouds, kids out, families out, lots of cute dogs. Said my prayers as I rode along. 

It was awesome. ♥️♥️♥️

3/20/2020 9:05:58 PM kidge6 That’s who I was confusing with the Domain! Thanks. I’m watching sg-1 again, looking for that info. Still going to keep watching to inderstand the trust 

better. Who are they?

3/20/2020 9:06:06 PM laura_621 Ditto!

3/20/2020 9:06:42 PM eo_swan  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/The_Trust 

3/20/2020 9:06:47 PM mcpatriot64 Are you saying that this Majestic 12 account is affiliated with Hillary Clinton??

3/20/2020 9:06:53 PM ericlar17148228 I'd prefer to hope they're in witness protection. But with as bad as I see things being, they could very well be dead.

3/20/2020 9:07:12 PM alight412 I've read a lot of prepper books. We are very fortunate to have water and electricity. Without it we would be miserable and scared.  It will be a bit 

tougher when the net goes down. Extraordinary times we are living.

3/20/2020 9:07:23 PM sfbriant Dude, my dog could do a better job at photoshop

3/20/2020 9:07:59 PM mazman2727 Larp

3/20/2020 9:08:21 PM briangoodlife Let me ask why you so firmly believe Austin is Q?

3/20/2020 9:08:35 PM clfaerber1 No outside comms

3/20/2020 9:08:41 PM souther77581790 I so wish most of what I read  weren't over my head. I'm expectantly hopeful, though. I'll just keep on reading, sharing, and praying along with 

everyone.

3/20/2020 9:08:46 PM kachinagtto So McNoname and crew was like SG1's The Trust?

3/20/2020 9:08:55 PM mulletbrain Fed families 6% div

3/20/2020 9:09:08 PM tanktank19k  https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5viewo 

5:5

3/20/2020 9:09:27 PM libertygal12 Yes

3/20/2020 9:09:31 PM monokrome If you have Hulu, it's on there. Don't tell @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. They may not like me telling you to use the Comcast tubes for streaming right now :P

3/20/2020 9:09:37 PM populistpepe2 You're not the only one. But we keep chugging along.

3/20/2020 9:09:57 PM aetherwalker1 Q=Source=Truth

3/20/2020 9:10:20 PM trinity_jenny #0010110 💜

3/20/2020 9:10:33 PM kochstetter In retrospection it seems now like a documentary. Plausible deniability and an amazing drop of the act in wormhole extreme?

3/20/2020 9:10:35 PM mml111mml111 He most certainly does.

3/20/2020 9:13:25 PM tanktank19k Misspellings matter -Marshall = Eminem

3/20/2020 9:13:54 PM lonewolfbuilder When ‘NON-DOGMATIC’ information becomes FREE & TRANSPARENT it becomes a threat to those who attempt to control the narrative and/or stable 

[livestock kept – sheep].

When you are awake, you stand on the outside of the stable (‘group-think’ collective), and have ‘free thought’.

3/20/2020 9:14:07 PM brd369 Its just part of the show. Confusing times. Shifting Timelines. Most of what we see is just smoke and mirrors but whatever is going on it seems to be 

working. Trust the plan as a mantra has carried me this far.

3/20/2020 9:14:28 PM xianpuwanderer SG-1  is a pretty neat show if you consider it's time frame and what they talked about.  Be careful though, it's a VERY deep show with a lot of episodes.  

Original series is 10 seasons, plus a few movies (two of which tie up season 10's plot lines).

3/20/2020 9:16:04 PM munkeypilot I personally could care less if Austin is Q actual...I understand what "Q" consists of. I find Austin's messaging on point in particular what he has said 

concerning Arizona. I appreciate his messaging style...same smack you hear any pilot ready room...

3/20/2020 9:16:11 PM mcgwyneth Nowhere did I say I believed 'yes' or 'no'.  I stay away from dogma.  It cripples thinking and ignites unnecessary rage and division.  I remain open to 

possibilities.  Facts matter, and facts change.  Eyes on is wisdom.

3/20/2020 9:16:20 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/20/2020 9:16:28 PM yourstr05411794 Fine then. I'll just start writing to twitter staff and Alice directly. 

Be advised all of my twitter friends who have gone silent, you're all officially named Alice starting tonight.

3/20/2020 9:17:02 PM ausanon369 McVampires McDonalds

3/20/2020 9:17:09 PM truth_again I did in dm in June. No answer.

3/20/2020 9:17:12 PM munkeypilot On Point 👉🏼●👈🏼

3/20/2020 9:17:52 PM munkeypilot 5:5👍🏼

3/20/2020 9:18:22 PM john20638567 Todo a su tiempo. Hay un dicho que dice. A cada lechón le llega su noche buena.



3/20/2020 9:18:31 PM dondep That's the public one, the one that had already relocated from Canada to  Siberia in 2004...I'm referring to the real one, the one that is tied in with the 

origin and destiny of humanity and occurs cyclically for that very reason.

3/20/2020 9:19:06 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/20/2020 9:19:25 PM jadedl You're very kind!

I try to keep (what I imagine to be) our ultimate goal in mind, and we need to be UNITED and open-minded in order to accomplish it!

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

#PeaceIsThePrize

3/20/2020 9:19:41 PM nikoscali Its hard not to be concerned for the whole movement right now. I just try to tell myself that nothing can stop what is coming.... nothing!

3/20/2020 9:19:51 PM burtqueue  pic.twitter.com/lTWsxsi7Ae

3/20/2020 9:20:24 PM wester_sou Thank Q for the information.

Truth & Equal Justice under the law for all.

God Bless.

3/20/2020 9:20:34 PM beaniemacintosh Believing what your parents and grandparents tell you went out of fashion in Scotland a few decades ago

3/20/2020 9:20:45 PM yourstr05411794 I love you too, Alice! 😁

3/20/2020 9:20:49 PM winduchi Is the Alliance taking out more DUMBs? This not a normal Earthquake signal. This is a pulse wave signal, from a shockwave. 

pic.twitter.com/4RC391FhXr

3/20/2020 9:21:20 PM fashionabanon 🚫🔑

3/20/2020 9:21:34 PM n7guardiananon Trust agents stockpiling VX rockets and a liquid that looked like VX nerve gas, but in fact was Tok'ra symbiote poison. They had the version that the SGC 

(or more likely, Area 51)had been working on with the Tok'ra, deadly 2 Goa'uld symbiotes

3/20/2020 9:21:49 PM mattvanbibber You know what would be fun, getting some of the main Q people's from Twitter, like @prayingmedic , on a zoom meeting and brodcast it... ;)

3/20/2020 9:22:05 PM n7guardiananon 9th District Area 51 

🤮???

3/20/2020 9:22:13 PM zyd165 Have no fear. pic.twitter.com/CL7MtySD3M

3/20/2020 9:24:01 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/9YUMEABAG0

3/20/2020 9:24:18 PM rick_hernandez It can’t be stopped. Remember, Q has already said Game Over. So we just wait and watch. It also will help if you visualize the victory. Bring it to be in 

your mind and feel the experience as if it were happening. That’s how we manifest it

3/20/2020 9:24:26 PM 39anc6 Where I can see SG1?

3/20/2020 9:24:54 PM hopealways888 I needed to hear that love unconditionally part. I'm dealing with someone with PTSD and ADD and while being home should be peaceful, it's very 

stressful. Pray for us. Thanks for the reminder.  Some days it's really hard.

3/20/2020 9:25:13 PM burtqueue WOW. Crazy.

3/20/2020 9:25:53 PM splattteri Hear, hear! I second that

3/20/2020 9:26:40 PM raenyasalisbury best advice ever ,, BIG LOVE

3/20/2020 9:26:53 PM wester_sou Thank Q.

United & caring.

God Bless.

3/20/2020 9:27:02 PM joinna6 F..k.d15neY

3/20/2020 9:27:23 PM c_morece Watching Alice through the looking Glass. ☺️

3/20/2020 9:27:57 PM stoneturnr The Navy has always been associated with the SSP so that makes sense... 

Was the plotline about "Go'auld" demonically possessing members of The Trust also based on reality?

3/20/2020 9:28:04 PM faye_mcgarry Madonna..you don't know what you've got til it's gone...@RealMarkLatham @mpsmithnews @BusyElves @carmindabrendel @FAustralians 

@Inevitable_ET @sheoaks1 @YouAreFREE5 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @MiskwahyaAgwamo 

https://twitter.com/Madonna/status/1241159278557364224 …

3/20/2020 9:28:46 PM bussey_doreen She is twisted!

3/20/2020 9:28:56 PM kik537917443 I hope so

3/20/2020 9:29:36 PM dark2light2019 Purchase a defense side arm for home+family tomorrow or not?

Opinion?

3/20/2020 9:30:25 PM crisco2377 Lollol

3/20/2020 9:30:54 PM 21oplato Magnetic or polar?

3/20/2020 9:31:54 PM mossomo What is it about being human - is the IS pairing with the human form Be random, or is it a choice?

3/20/2020 9:32:28 PM yourstr05411794 Alice hates me. pic.twitter.com/uvX2GeMxtE

3/20/2020 9:32:34 PM fightforamerica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 You going to allow this shit to continue?

3/20/2020 9:32:43 PM lysa26832458 I'm beginning to wonder why she is being attacked all of the sudden.  Perhaps these rumors are retribution for cooperating with taking down the 

pedos. Maybe.  

I must say it surprises me how easily people hate this woman after being such an amazing example of a humanitarian

3/20/2020 9:32:58 PM burtqueue The episode titled "Endgame": pic.twitter.com/kD8TiWyYJT

3/20/2020 9:33:50 PM nm_zsr LMGTFY

3/20/2020 9:36:08 PM the_start_line We love you....phuq alice

3/20/2020 9:36:58 PM sunnydupree Stupid drama queen...

3/20/2020 9:37:00 PM yourstr05411794 She's a lousy Baker.

3/20/2020 9:37:22 PM lorenzosghost Lol his video about mcRepublicans was hilarious

3/20/2020 9:38:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 agrees.

3/20/2020 9:38:20 PM roublisa Prime

3/20/2020 9:38:43 PM trolls4truth STARGATE Sg1- The trust was a group of deepstate terrorist that had infiltrated world government, then tried to wipe out the goa'uld, but then was 

inflitrated and taken over by the goa'uld. Kind like reptilians have done.

3/20/2020 9:39:01 PM roublisa Oooh yes!

3/20/2020 9:40:01 PM tanktank19k  pic.twitter.com/Mvu34JYqpm

3/20/2020 9:40:06 PM 39anc6 I did find it several times... But low quality, not complete, poor audio...

3/20/2020 9:41:17 PM yourstr05411794 Alice would like me to, but honestly, due to Alice's unidentifiable gender, I'm not in the least bit interested. 

But, thank you Alice, I love you too. Now I'm gonna cry.😢

3/20/2020 9:41:58 PM yourstr05411794 You're the best ever, Alice!

3/20/2020 9:44:12 PM the_start_line  https://youtu.be/ijsUBaUha_c 

3/20/2020 9:44:30 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/kER5wR7GcG

3/20/2020 9:44:39 PM raymccabe63 Please! I would LOVE to see that

3/20/2020 9:44:45 PM the_start_line couldn't resist

3/20/2020 9:45:03 PM sunnydkelleu Prime has the entire series.  I am currently watching it.

3/20/2020 9:45:25 PM roof_top_korean I don’t agree with this but how about citing claims in all of their reporting?  The FEC has rules about what Officers in a publicly traded company can say, 

the same should apply to journalist who make false claims.

3/20/2020 9:45:33 PM twatterfly24 I really want to know what the real messages are! The witch at the top of the pyramid- her karma is here!

3/20/2020 9:46:05 PM thomasestell6 I truly want to KILL the evil in these people . It happened to me. I would never want to put another child though that hell that I’ve been through. If that 

happened to the fat bitch, how could she put some other child through the same thing she experienced ?

3/20/2020 9:46:47 PM yourstr05411794 You need resuscitating, Alice? Or should I just pull the plug?



3/20/2020 9:46:48 PM qsp1racy Hey patriots, Twatter finally off'd good ol @Qspiracy today. This is my new baby for now at least. Follow me again so we don't lose touch! 

pic.twitter.com/b37ruyMoAs

3/20/2020 9:46:51 PM thomasestell6 Pedos can’t get better.

3/20/2020 9:47:31 PM yourstr05411794 Hahahaha!!

3/20/2020 9:47:51 PM thomasestell6 Let me ask you something. Has anything like that ever happened to you?

3/20/2020 9:47:53 PM shadowbaannned I think public should be better informed what is journalism and what is not, about the dark tactics fake ones using to create conflict, sensasion etc. And 

this is what Trump did, I was very happy about it. They should be kept to a standard, or be publically humiliated

3/20/2020 9:48:16 PM thomasestell6 You are very wrong .

3/20/2020 9:48:32 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/OQnttjBNh8

3/20/2020 9:48:42 PM yourstr05411794 I'm glad somebody loves me around here!!😆

3/20/2020 9:48:51 PM mongrelglory The Trust seemed to me like a mixture of rogue elements of the CIA in bed with the Military Industrial Complex.  Their main goals being profit and 

power.

3/20/2020 9:49:44 PM truth_yhvh What an ego trip he had!

3/20/2020 9:49:59 PM briangoodlife Fair enough. I saw Austin post pix of a LUKE AFB visitor pass (anyone can get one) and some data room with racks and IPs of various equipment. This is 

immature behavior and is either fake or dangerous/illegal. No DIA person would violate sensitive info unless they want charges.

3/20/2020 9:50:10 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/3A9oukjjFd

3/20/2020 9:50:14 PM pablocr46826101 Look at the yellow note on his desk

Worried about your pedo buddy @DavidSpade 

"Talk to us Tom H" 

@EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HYVEE7 pic.twitter.com/lQxF8rdwSG

3/20/2020 9:51:23 PM me99121945 damn skippy! 👍

3/20/2020 9:52:14 PM xnewyorkie However, if you can find some humour in it these days, good on you. He’s like nails on a chalkboard for me.

3/20/2020 9:52:26 PM the_start_line  https://youtu.be/kijpcUv-b8M 

3/20/2020 9:53:40 PM patriotleah1776 Heck yeah!

3/20/2020 9:53:46 PM wacko1h Obama jailed reporters for telling the truth

3/20/2020 9:54:02 PM patriotleah1776 I would help if I could!

3/20/2020 9:54:07 PM mcgwyneth He certainly seems to be saying "bring it on" with potential legal charges, for sure.  It will be interesting to see what happens.  I certainly don't want to 

miss anything here - and I suspect neither do you.  Hence the "eyes on".

3/20/2020 9:54:43 PM mrodrigues_gtr Yes!

3/20/2020 9:56:43 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/7YmIe87H1m

3/20/2020 9:56:49 PM usmcqdawg  pic.twitter.com/63cXrAraze

3/20/2020 9:57:43 PM yourstr05411794 YAY! 

There were people fighting the other night in a super long thread, all mad at one guy.. it I was getting a hundred notifications... couldn't read anyone 

else. Someone said mute conversation. So I did. And I've been sitting in this void ever since. 😲

3/20/2020 9:58:28 PM the_start_line Lots of love in here tonight,  Love will save the world......and laughter

3/20/2020 9:58:40 PM winklerburke Why we in quarantine? https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1241195314075201537?s=21 …

3/20/2020 9:59:07 PM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/V9DcpBqRcr

3/20/2020 9:59:38 PM cheryl45maga There’s a flood of information coming out and each person normally can’t read it all. That’s why #DigitalSoldiers share the good stuff and summarize for 

the #QArmy team!

3/20/2020 10:00:16 PM dironablu2u  pic.twitter.com/1KC8HqzZ38

3/20/2020 10:00:16 PM upallnight39 Work through these feelings and gain empathy

We all come from the same Source

This is just a game

That seems quite reel.

#wiggawigga1

Does not just mean  !us? pic.twitter.com/FrBIdXhcWn
3/20/2020 10:00:39 PM smaamssma I'm sorry, but that seems blatantly obvious. Not even a little kid would be that intentional.

3/20/2020 10:01:03 PM yourstr05411794 That's ME! 

Except I'm not green.

3/20/2020 10:01:25 PM cheryl45maga I know nothing about it, but sounds like business as usual for the DS!

3/20/2020 10:01:43 PM samgem5 Cant outrun it this time Forrest.

3/20/2020 10:01:59 PM the_start_line been busy trying to help save the world and all, but ya, i make a mean paper mache omlett

3/20/2020 10:02:03 PM upallnight39 My mom and her sisters and brother were raped by my grandpa.

The @SecretService raided my house over my step dads child porn, then did not arrest him for like 6 months.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  whqts up w/ yhat neway

Anywho. I feel u kinda. Its fucked, but its what it is

3/20/2020 10:02:21 PM yourstr05411794  pic.twitter.com/7Lshh3UQca

3/20/2020 10:02:51 PM wolfvane 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

3/20/2020 10:03:09 PM robert93276857 They are scared

3/20/2020 10:04:15 PM jkuz99 Birds of a feather comes to mind

3/20/2020 10:04:39 PM nzstill the board says live from the bunker ? bunker / also glenn close and lava lamp . volcano nearby or saying to blow them ?

3/20/2020 10:04:44 PM the_start_line Love you too and love laughin with ya pic.twitter.com/cWJbFdANsf

3/20/2020 10:04:47 PM shesaseer Lava lamps...lol!!

3/20/2020 10:05:25 PM wwgqwga What’s this screenshot from? Can you share a link please?

3/20/2020 10:05:26 PM blsdbe Any relationship to District 9, Think Mirror?

3/20/2020 10:05:33 PM the_start_line Are you suuuure?



3/20/2020 10:05:34 PM laurenmbradley2 How do I decalcify my pineal gland the #BEST ;) & most effective way? 

ALSO, I need the entire schpiel on DISTILLED WATER. 

I want to know more about water. I am an Aquarian in the age of Aquarius after all... <3 

THANK YOU! 

#ZODIAC plz too? 

<3 pic.twitter.com/nNfLpv9n6d
3/20/2020 10:06:10 PM blsdbe Command = The Trust?

3/20/2020 10:06:16 PM manifest_utopia It is the heart that matters most of all. That shows through your words. 💖

3/20/2020 10:07:07 PM yourstr05411794 Alice loves paper machete omelettes!

3/20/2020 10:07:44 PM revsitup Executive order 13618

3/20/2020 10:07:48 PM the_start_line haven't heard that in forever.... forgot how much i like Coldplay

3/20/2020 10:07:54 PM bchparitynow He should just stop reporters in the WH do ti CV security just go to putting out info

3/20/2020 10:08:17 PM dandresc2 @PillerRed

3/20/2020 10:08:19 PM awakenedoutlaw  pic.twitter.com/9ZumzJZxw3

3/20/2020 10:08:34 PM spamforce1 Very odd video.

Mentions...

Tom H, the Queen, the rats/Democrat rat... And other things oddly put together.

But what's most odd to me is in this pic, and even in the video, the faces on the back pic are blurred out. Just thought it odd.

3/20/2020 10:08:56 PM yourstr05411794 Has anyone seen Andrew lately? He fell off my radar!

3/20/2020 10:09:35 PM magachronicle Hanx can't come to the phone right now. Would you like to leave a message ? pic.twitter.com/SoxwxMIcmj

3/20/2020 10:09:39 PM the_start_line Alice crabby tonight

3/20/2020 10:09:41 PM yourstr05411794 Pepe sure.

3/20/2020 10:10:18 PM stefanofait Lincoln

3/20/2020 10:10:20 PM the_start_line he was around a little while ago

3/20/2020 10:11:10 PM born_summer62 They are trying to preempt by making fun of nutty conspiracy theories.

Just as Schiffty and his talk of "Deep Fake" videos

👇

Collusion enthusiast Adam Schiff warns of Russian ‘deep fake’ videos in 2020 https://www.rt.com/usa/461084-adam-schiff-russia-deep-fake/ …

3/20/2020 10:11:18 PM pj99576394 Nope

Not implying a thing

3/20/2020 10:11:52 PM chili_burrito Spade?? I don’t know about that one. Always heard him and that group he rolls with were DL right of center. Without crumbs from Q or any evidence 

this feels like a reach. Gotta verify. Too much BS flying around right now.

3/20/2020 10:12:08 PM storm_upon_us I spy with my little eye..... Glen Close name on the board. pic.twitter.com/n4BtfQiqY7

3/20/2020 10:12:15 PM the_start_line Trash pandas pic.twitter.com/fk3LwCyn6l

3/20/2020 10:12:33 PM yourstr05411794 Awesome song!

3/20/2020 10:12:49 PM dianero64727777 I am so sorry to hear that. And I am so sorry for your loss. Nothing can restore what you have lost.

3/20/2020 10:13:23 PM mitolduso Wht was tht flash?🤔

3/20/2020 10:13:35 PM potatopatriot Hmmm.  Spade is one of the few rational voices IMHO. He’s more conservative.

3/20/2020 10:13:59 PM the_start_line Bacon, topped with bacon and a large side of Bacon

3/20/2020 10:14:01 PM jvan125 Is it ‘talk to us’ or ‘talk to U S’? All the other letters are close together in words but those are spaced out. Also, why does the toy dude’s pose remind 

me of NoName? It’s like the one arm is posed on purpose and he’s the only one i can think of with the same problem..🤔 pic.twitter.com/8JnqVENwMF

3/20/2020 10:14:15 PM spamforce1 So obviously the video was edited before he posted it, but why...

Unless the portrait is blurred out in the print hanging, which is another huge whyyy

3/20/2020 10:14:27 PM yourstr05411794 I think I've been ostracized. 🤔

3/20/2020 10:15:12 PM awakenedoutlaw And he's trying to reach out to TH, why?

3/20/2020 10:15:32 PM davidan12727616 #LiveFromTheBunker on the chalk board!? 🤔

3/20/2020 10:15:34 PM lcqkag2020 Not saying he isn’t trolling but his sister in law was apart of trafficking children and they killed her! That family line is definitely NWO luciferian losers!

3/20/2020 10:15:47 PM pj99576394 The thing that is disappointing 2 me

Many of these people espouse to be Christian /Spiritual

Yet they harshly judge others based on their public facade

Not who they really are.

The eyes give you a glimpse of the inner person

3/20/2020 10:16:00 PM kachinagtto Well that’s what I’m wondering by what is written. But I don’t know what %% means

3/20/2020 10:16:09 PM yourstr05411794 I have those. 4 of them. They made a big mess I have to clean up tomorrow.

3/20/2020 10:16:23 PM april10521252 🙏

3/20/2020 10:16:23 PM chili_burrito I think his sister-in-law is dead because she was working to expose child trafficking.

3/20/2020 10:17:06 PM yourstr05411794 How did she get that name?

3/20/2020 10:17:16 PM upallnight39 Say sather @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Says hi  pic.twitter.com/zkLXaIdST2

3/20/2020 10:17:16 PM chili_burrito Kate Spade mentioned in this incredible presentation of the cabal https://youtu.be/bmA8rreTvm8 

3/20/2020 10:17:39 PM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/LKslfWr1Cw

3/20/2020 10:17:40 PM awakenedoutlaw Yes/No/Maybe

While we don't know the reason....it simple is what it is.  And given the timing and current events, it's ABSOLUTELY notable.

3/20/2020 10:17:51 PM lcqkag2020 I don’t... they used a red scarf on her! That’s sacred in their line of bs!

3/20/2020 10:18:28 PM lightblade1111 His Twitter account is full of cabal comms right now...  

 https://t.co/qnETLUjgRB  https://twitter.com/davidspade/status/1241049635734482944?s=21 …

3/20/2020 10:19:00 PM mitolduso What's up wth tht freaks eye?



3/20/2020 10:19:51 PM death47831592 Lava

Lamp

LL..?

Lynch

Digitalman

Dire straits- money for nothing

Look at that mama she got it stickin' in the camera

Man, we could have some fun

And he's up there, what's that? Hawaiian noises?

You bangin' on the bongos like a chimpanzee

Oh, that ain't workin' that's the way
3/20/2020 10:20:25 PM chili_burrito I see what you all are saying. It’s just, I don’t know, feels like a total rush to judgement. The guy runs a show about pop culture. Frankly I would think 

more about it if he didn’t mention it.

3/20/2020 10:21:30 PM homebodyheaven A toothbrush might help.

3/20/2020 10:21:57 PM malickawicka Born in 1964. Maybe this is an old pic

3/20/2020 10:22:00 PM kachinagtto So The Command as it was then and as it is now?? pic.twitter.com/MsW5ILNHTF

3/20/2020 10:22:25 PM jimmymacfarland Yes

3/20/2020 10:22:47 PM leshabelle33 Newly freed sheep. Looking but scared. In prayer, ready for the blindfolded world to see.

3/20/2020 10:23:32 PM robfir @stormypatriot21 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @X22Report @elenochle @Inevitable_ET pic.twitter.com/elcIHtSmrg

3/20/2020 10:24:17 PM montanon7 Just saw that

3/20/2020 10:24:25 PM pj99576394 Well, never was a Carey fan

But AS has an inner quality he protects

With that gregarious, almost hyperactive

You want me to do this so I’m all in & going to have fun

Attitude 

But the message gets through if you’re open 

& ready to hear it

3/20/2020 10:26:18 PM realcthepower Make them submit their questions in writing and they can watch from a televised area outside 😎

3/20/2020 10:27:02 PM jackofshadows2 @travis_view

@bigsexy1253

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@mikebravodude

@tribunal_watch 

if things happen as you're hoping/arrests etc - is there anything that if failed to be disclosed would make you think we're in a 'meet the new boss same 

as the old boss' situation? (Like the 911 story)

3/20/2020 10:27:08 PM chili_burrito  pic.twitter.com/AG5MKcfhZS

3/20/2020 10:27:20 PM physc0smurf Anyone catch this from his page? pic.twitter.com/2nohnlM2VJ

3/20/2020 10:27:20 PM krystalball888 #Qproof 

What Storm!?

You'll find out

3/20/2020 10:28:45 PM cledrordfishing We are Americans, we are a free men. We don't stay at the house because there is a flu virus outside. 

We are men and women of America. 

We put our boots on and go to work. 

We would no longer be free. There is a flu with lower fatality rate than the normal crap. We won't take it

3/20/2020 10:29:03 PM d4rkfiow @DownloaderBot

3/20/2020 10:29:23 PM rycooter73  pic.twitter.com/bH8A0g1HTP

3/20/2020 10:30:00 PM olga22481803 They all got signs

3/20/2020 10:30:01 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/BYHNJMeLZ3

3/20/2020 10:30:27 PM pj99576394 Many Patriots on YT have that over the top like delivery

The Deacon, Munder ,Lion’s Republic etc

But if you tune out the personality

Stay open minded

Many have a message worth hearing

If that doesn’t work for you,

Guess you’re not ready to hear the message

3/20/2020 10:30:31 PM marcomiramonte4 Can I please go on a ride along when they go after Anderson Pooper...

3/20/2020 10:31:29 PM ms_duckworth Is that a deep cut in his right hand between his thumb & forefinger?

3/20/2020 10:32:10 PM jim_osborne Answers?

3/20/2020 10:32:10 PM nzstill i see what you mean . interesting when you blow up the pics

3/20/2020 10:33:56 PM riversm18 Time is an illusion, right?

3/20/2020 10:36:51 PM jensantamonica Listen to this one.  Seems like he's saying it all rides on Tom Hanks. If Hanks, doesn't make it, none of them do and then alludes to suicide. Planning a 

suicide pact through Twitter?  https://twitter.com/i/status/1239794553944551435 …. (Don't forget Spade's sister-in-law was Kate).

3/20/2020 10:37:31 PM michael08930353 I’m subscribing to your train of thought. Too obvious

3/20/2020 10:38:43 PM angelwarrior369 Very wise words & now we are slowly becoming ready to comprehend... Stay in the Light, follow the Truth in the Great Awakening!

💛👼⚔ pic.twitter.com/brbE5BvglT

3/20/2020 10:39:14 PM ewilliams22101 Exactly.  I enjoy their "take" on the Q posts as much as anyone.  But they are not an "authority" on Q and should be open to various points of view.

3/20/2020 10:39:14 PM wokehubnews Oh fosho. Creep. pic.twitter.com/ZhLx9k08ib

3/20/2020 10:40:03 PM wokehubnews  pic.twitter.com/Yer9TDTytC

3/20/2020 10:40:29 PM ewilliams22101 Thank you.  It helps to know I'm not the only one who noticed the REACTION.  It was crazy!

3/20/2020 10:40:29 PM magi5er Looks like he has until the 21st to return a signal (calendar glasses tip on desk)

3/20/2020 10:40:34 PM karvilla96 Needs to make an example out of one of them.

3/20/2020 10:40:56 PM wokehubnews Check it. pic.twitter.com/d1BGXtHS8s

3/20/2020 10:41:14 PM bbaker2004 It was numbers followed by a real question many people have. Many people are scared. Wheres the leadership? A real leader says we will band 

together and get through this. 45 just lashed out at a softball question meant to help us feel not so isolated and alone.

3/20/2020 10:41:21 PM wokehubnews  pic.twitter.com/rOweCususO

3/20/2020 10:41:50 PM hawkkits Spade's a spade

3/20/2020 10:41:51 PM wokehubnews These people are dumb.



3/20/2020 10:43:54 PM blsdbe 5:5 ?

3/20/2020 10:45:49 PM kidge6 @Nun_chucknorris are you an SG-1er?

3/20/2020 10:47:59 PM spicysuzi He is scared to death and talking in code 🤔

3/20/2020 10:50:45 PM lightblade1111 And his sister was Kate Spade right?  The one that “suicided” herself.

3/20/2020 10:51:00 PM joeyvig1 I new to the group. It is so crazy how blind I was to all of this. Logically I always felt something this is not adding up to resistance of a great president 

ever . I was blind but now I see #TheStormIsComing

3/20/2020 10:54:50 PM 2020_made Some just need it! When momma failed.

3/20/2020 10:56:18 PM swrdofjustice AMAZING MOVIE

The Media has LIED TO YOU!!!!

RT-RT-RT

#WWG1WGA #Anons #QAnons

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @OldSchool2A @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum 

@IPOT1776 https://twitter.com/HoaxedOfficial/status/1237436391530704896 …

3/20/2020 10:56:42 PM oam63048378 I keep forgetting what D6 means

3/20/2020 10:57:11 PM laurenmbradley2 What?

3/20/2020 10:57:30 PM tonybaltimore85 So sad but true. Child abusers  are the worst kind of human alive.

3/20/2020 10:57:57 PM heyjude5814 No, this is from his current show on YT.

3/20/2020 10:58:28 PM saintsmarching7 🙏🏻♥🇺🇸

3/20/2020 10:59:32 PM hrch8r It is all bait.

3/20/2020 11:00:08 PM jensantamonica More Tom Hanks ... https://twitter.com/i/status/1241146276940353536 …

3/20/2020 11:00:12 PM goodtimesshawn Why does the chalk board say lava lamp?

3/20/2020 11:01:16 PM goodtimesshawn If you watched the video, he also says that. I don’t think there’s anything to this except maybe the lava lamp on the chalk board.

3/20/2020 11:01:17 PM shieldbyfaith Why are they all saying they are “quarantined”? This might be picking on minutiae, but we’re all just staying home. The only people quarantined are 

the ones diagnosed with COVID. But all these celebs say they are “quarantined”. It might be nothing ... 🤔

3/20/2020 11:01:29 PM brutalbronco What's that symbol? pic.twitter.com/fhzcVJiu15

3/20/2020 11:01:52 PM wokehubnews That’s THEIR symbolism

3/20/2020 11:02:27 PM nzstill interesting hashtags to like #intheshit

3/20/2020 11:04:56 PM 369helen313 Friday 20th of March 2020 was the Start of 1/1/1 ...

This is based on Maya’s Calendar, they were the people who first lived on earth! 

If I’m not wrong , the Earth has just entered to the new 1000 years! ✨

3/20/2020 11:07:00 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you for this information! I am so excited for our future! ♥️♥️♥️

3/20/2020 11:07:33 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/Z09YYN1eCA

3/20/2020 11:07:42 PM wmarkporter If not, he should have!

3/20/2020 11:07:45 PM annette93846288 I thought the same thing.

3/20/2020 11:08:08 PM j_d_abercrombie Is Austin Steinbart "Q"?

3/20/2020 11:09:04 PM annette00129772 ⚖️⚔️⚖️

3/20/2020 11:09:53 PM s223s223 ⚠👁⚠

3/20/2020 11:11:09 PM 369helen313 Sure ... 💗✨

It was the first day of spring as you know ! 🌷☀️

I am so excited too ! 😌

THE BEST IS YET TO COME

3/20/2020 11:11:36 PM swrdofjustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @OldSchool2A @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum 

@IPOT1776 @DanScavino https://twitter.com/SwrdofJustice/status/1241244616889905152 …

3/20/2020 11:11:37 PM gregbobo5 What’s up with the little lego dude? Does he have a broom?

3/20/2020 11:12:30 PM callsignlioness What does KEK mean?

3/20/2020 11:13:15 PM d5avalanched5 I think they're advised to stay in the house 14 days

3/20/2020 11:13:21 PM 369helen313 5:5 ⚡🔥🤠

At the FINEST , MJ12 !

3/20/2020 11:13:26 PM shipsofchittim Yes! Thx mate..

3/20/2020 11:13:53 PM azuremagus 91 degrees outer crustal shift

3/20/2020 11:15:30 PM upallnight39 @FBI

@DefenseIntel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TimBledsoe7/status/1241030546945388546 … pic.twitter.com/FojBM2YeGL

3/20/2020 11:16:17 PM pj99576394 You c AS/Q as attacking anons

Do u c anons as attacking AS

If they practice what the Christ tried to teach

Would they b judging someone

I was taught from a child on that God places judgement

Not man

3/20/2020 11:17:00 PM stevenfontain14 THAT IS A WOMAN

3/20/2020 11:18:00 PM bdub4q talk to them on Minecraft !!

3/20/2020 11:18:07 PM ptamait Yes, we do.

3/20/2020 11:18:47 PM cchausmer I was saying he wasn't Q the other night and till I did more research now I think he is

3/20/2020 11:19:45 PM cchausmer Q BABY

3/20/2020 11:21:10 PM lynnesoverit Right.  Wonder what her name means?

3/20/2020 11:21:21 PM pcox57704507  pic.twitter.com/v22WImgRTD

3/20/2020 11:21:27 PM ringsixty Sorry, Tom is busy right now. Talking to someone else.👮

🤪

Can I take a message?😂

3/20/2020 11:24:21 PM m_series_trejo L5,6,7 they are all putting these consecutive numbers in their videos from home

3/20/2020 11:24:41 PM cstarr888 We are here for you. Know that there are real people across this digital platform sending love.

💓🙏💖

3/20/2020 11:24:56 PM smilingsuse Don't forget #katespade, his brother's wife, who was suicided and had worked with the Clinton Foundation.

3/20/2020 11:25:22 PM wakes73  pic.twitter.com/wqWH8R2Mma

3/20/2020 11:25:41 PM linnyt7 Thanks 😊

3/20/2020 11:27:26 PM adamwestleyric3 10 4

3/20/2020 11:27:33 PM nzstill Do you know anything re New Zealand being set free SQQN ? at moment alot of elites here in bunkers .lots of private jets and superyachts

3/20/2020 11:27:41 PM redpilledhill  pic.twitter.com/K4cZAcCAGa

3/20/2020 11:28:09 PM hopealways888 Thanks, that means so much. Sending love.



3/20/2020 11:28:15 PM justicetruthwa2 Am really happy the Satanic bastards will be brought to Justice, However the movement towards Church and State under Rome will spell world wide 

murder of Jesus followers, yet there will always be a remnant, though underground, cause all the Giants will be up here

3/20/2020 11:28:17 PM magamircat1 But if this is their only comms and they are fighting for their lives...who cares if it obvious..need to get the point across

3/20/2020 11:28:55 PM soul2ill caught that too!

3/20/2020 11:29:15 PM greenthumbri "Lava" "Lamp" with arrows - ones a spaceship.. most are looking for guidance. Very interesting times #DownTheyGo #ThesePeopleAreSick 

#DarkToLight #WWG1WGA #WeAreThePlan #GreatAwakening #UnitedNotDivided #StrongerTogether

3/20/2020 11:29:34 PM pablocr46826101 Yep I saw that too

3/20/2020 11:29:50 PM nurseniceyes Do you want me to tell you what you want to hear? Or do want the brutal truth?

3/20/2020 11:30:05 PM lady_miss_m So crazy.  And makes me very suspicious of a lot of accounts.  I have been suspicious for a while.  But this is the icing on the cake.

3/20/2020 11:30:45 PM trolls4truth Oh my! Have you guys seen the new improved Google? They real are letting it out. #Reptilian #reptilians pic.twitter.com/850WWNCVc8

3/20/2020 11:30:53 PM abbottmaverick And #Adrenochrome, these people are sick. Abortion law change under the pandemic is a disgrace.

3/20/2020 11:31:52 PM trolls4truth  https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2013/10/how-spot-reptilians-runing-us-government/354496/ …

3/20/2020 11:32:28 PM nzstill may get way worse yet this gov is trying to coup us

3/20/2020 11:35:07 PM jerilynavallone I’d like to add that a certain accused child killer is threatening Austins life. This is why Austin is taking things into his hands.

3/20/2020 11:35:57 PM abbottmaverick S n a p  e l e c t i o n

3/20/2020 11:36:37 PM matschotto She used the word "good" meaning "skilled."

A skilled pervert can successfully groom a child.

That was her point, though poorly expressed.

3/20/2020 11:37:56 PM upallnight39 So no fuckin or killin?

#lame pic.twitter.com/I90FfS1Ez8

3/20/2020 11:39:17 PM adrienn05709396 Sick b* UGH! She disgusts me

3/20/2020 11:39:38 PM upallnight39 Have you seen Invasion Of The Body Snatchers

What if...

3/20/2020 11:40:17 PM tree_monkey3 Gotta call BULLSHIT on this one

3/20/2020 11:42:48 PM bb1272216718 Feed the souls,  ive been aware so much,  i cant even begin to explain,  telepathy. Yes the information gets translated from beings into what u can 

understand.  Yourinner thoughts are your voice, no lying exist

3/20/2020 11:43:53 PM t_hayden07 So blessed to be able to enjoy the show. I feel so blessed right now.

We are one!

❤️

3/20/2020 11:45:22 PM t_hayden07 Love this. #5DPrepAcademy

3/20/2020 11:47:50 PM serenityfirth Exactly what is happening now!

3/20/2020 11:51:06 PM ilo_beata I thought it was Sen.Harry Reid  ))) pic.twitter.com/m9OUmanEKd

3/20/2020 11:52:33 PM vvjohnny1 If the abuser is any good?

Oprah's destined for fire in the pit.

3/20/2020 11:57:33 PM markbal73667435 Is the minecraft guy doing Masonic hand signs?

3/20/2020 11:59:07 PM bb1272216718 Funny but no coincidence ,  i met the the guy recently who ran the biggest website and fan fare for the tv series sg-1,  little did he know

3/21/2020 12:03:53 AM mellocks1 Wow.  You better turn or burn.

repent.  Jesus came as the lamb of God but is coming back as a lion.

3/21/2020 12:04:06 AM mads50644383 It happened to me, I didn’t remember until now! pic.twitter.com/SQspXDyzUC

3/21/2020 12:04:28 AM mosmanbarb If you want the truth, you need to show the whole tape.  Anything taken out of context is dishonest.

3/21/2020 12:05:57 AM mellocks1 Never understood 11:11.

3/21/2020 12:06:40 AM whipster99 They’re all checking in on each other Ellen’s trying the tag method also.

3/21/2020 12:06:57 AM jamesbarnwell17 silly question, what will he peas play over.. phones? computers? cable/sat ?

3/21/2020 12:07:43 AM cprycelewis Trying to calm my fellow man in South Africa but it's hard to compete with the MSM. The backlash on myself is astounding. I won't give up. Truth 

Trumps everything. WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 12:08:44 AM nzstill He is looking ravaged lol

3/21/2020 12:09:44 AM frankyanker Right after he mentioned doing SNL with tom, he made the devil horns hand sign also.

3/21/2020 12:09:59 AM truth_yhvh @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @RealJamesWoods @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 12:11:57 AM 40dayz40knights Can you post a link or point me in a direction on this info👊

3/21/2020 12:14:15 AM madsrytter3 Will this happen?  May love and light soon be apon us all ❤️❤️❤️ pic.twitter.com/yMzrQx1KFV

3/21/2020 12:14:16 AM dr_c_griffin This was fun to find! ⚽️ pic.twitter.com/WXTJQWkHWk

3/21/2020 12:14:28 AM dr_c_griffin  pic.twitter.com/5ad7g5GL9a

3/21/2020 12:14:36 AM dr_c_griffin  pic.twitter.com/ZQaR2oVpP0

3/21/2020 12:14:56 AM dr_c_griffin  pic.twitter.com/ywYPxLc5it

3/21/2020 12:15:12 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/7cFg2eqF4p

3/21/2020 12:17:41 AM upallnight39 Lol after i posted it I realized it might be made up

Either way the sentiments the same

And who knows what secret rules/laws they have

So i figure that meme is still the truth

Ya dig

#satanistgravediggersUNION pic.twitter.com/6LxmcfzqXH
3/21/2020 12:19:32 AM leem12583 Sure did.

3/21/2020 12:21:30 AM peter52083179 The fascists wanted me to commiting suicide, but I'm sure that they'll do this before me, lol

3/21/2020 12:22:15 AM chase48211685 Dont you think it's ironic that Pepe the frog, (the mascot for the q movement) is essentially a reptilian humanoid caricature?  Am I the only one seeing 

this?

3/21/2020 12:23:45 AM hwkammers I was saying the same thing just this very evening.

3/21/2020 12:24:04 AM bobholmgren1 I am watching it also. It is actually pretty good.  Hope I can learn something.  ❤️🇺🇸

3/21/2020 12:28:21 AM mupbuttercup Live from the bunker?

3/21/2020 12:28:38 AM mupbuttercup Mmmm nope

3/21/2020 12:29:40 AM dawnrenee64 definitely!

3/21/2020 12:30:20 AM n17ing The Rescuers... pic.twitter.com/9XkD6c5wGx

3/21/2020 12:30:26 AM dscheynbond007 Yeah...i am sure of that too...

3/21/2020 12:31:08 AM dscheynbond007 Or flee to mars in musks future mars city😂

3/21/2020 12:33:14 AM darrellupton1 It's the road to enlightenment and to do so we need to interact fully with consciousness



3/21/2020 12:34:03 AM winter_snowgirl Their all doing this stuff on purpose to troll Q Heads!

3/21/2020 12:35:30 AM lilystormchaser It is basically another form of LOL and also has some relation to the Pepe/frog meme stuff.  Meme magic.  Seemed to fit with the frogs!

3/21/2020 12:38:11 AM peter52083179 They'll eating each others downsteirs, lol

3/21/2020 12:38:53 AM blackjackpupil Does this mean they've been served if they're publicly available?

3/21/2020 12:41:03 AM lyvidot No, just a normal person in search of the truth.

3/21/2020 12:41:25 AM jennyjigsaw45 No matter what they say Jamie....us QAnons had the most fun.

3/21/2020 12:42:16 AM covertress Dailymotion

3/21/2020 12:42:38 AM facelessgirl9 Tom Hanks has already coded for those not to rat...looks ie they are all trying to save their skins. [225] comms from typewriter: You made your choices 

and you’ll regret lying.

3/21/2020 12:42:49 AM lyvidot Certainly hope/pray not. 🙏🏻

3/21/2020 12:46:58 AM ogatopiro @DomDasThreads viu isso?

3/21/2020 12:52:51 AM edenmaranatha Please, not Spade, Rock, and Sandler too...

3/21/2020 12:53:03 AM brbk42 🙏

3/21/2020 12:59:29 AM sophiadegolden1 gotta be afraid of the #AdrenochromeVirus and the gettn caught part, Unfortunately You cannot hide from God #GodWins and the  pedovores are 

losing BIG TIME! pic.twitter.com/LMvQlanCPO

3/21/2020 1:01:04 AM n17ing It was a Bernard mask... the mouse from The Rescuers... pic.twitter.com/pS9ta3rrVd

3/21/2020 1:01:07 AM shaigaichan Ταύρος του Φάλαρη+

3/21/2020 1:01:42 AM mandaisfun Wow

3/21/2020 1:03:13 AM diaptera_80 They want to defend earth at any cost?

3/21/2020 1:04:30 AM adamkoester2 Look for the Comms

3/21/2020 1:06:32 AM youneedashave It’s on David Spade’s twitter.

3/21/2020 1:09:35 AM babiegirliegirl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 following you & RT ed🔴🇺🇸🔴🇺🇸🔴

3/21/2020 1:10:58 AM 4us2l0ve 😂 pic.twitter.com/TiAuCeP4AP

3/21/2020 1:11:50 AM sabermarris This would be a perfect time to enact a fake news law prosecution for publishing lies or inciting fear.

3/21/2020 1:14:13 AM throwinbugs Interesting vid.

3/21/2020 1:25:30 AM lyvidot Evil most certainly inverts, thus the mirror. But the greatest deception ever perpetrated on us is that EVERYTHING is a lie. Not so, they do that to steal 

our hope. It’s hard to know truth vs lies though so I question everything then pray for discernment. Thanks for your comment.

3/21/2020 1:25:40 AM what_uc @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 1:26:37 AM josephinetoia He can't he locked up, don't worry you'll get to see him soon also... what happened to Kate Spade??? Qs got As, that your well aware of 😉😊

3/21/2020 1:27:52 AM domdasthreads Não tinha visto.

Tem thread nova, tô começando a postar.

3/21/2020 1:31:39 AM lyvidot We’ve been distracted from reality, but we’re waking up to it.

3/21/2020 1:33:34 AM cny_micaa great decode, same key but shifted upwards?

3/21/2020 1:33:53 AM kidge6 Plus, it might come slightly differenty.  We don’t forecast or broadcast our moves’. It would be too obvious to the enemy. Anons will get the message. 

A separation is occurring between those who prioritize *the* movement and those who prioritize *their* movement.

3/21/2020 1:34:13 AM spacecadet369 They can't stand LOVE.

Raise your vibration.

3/21/2020 1:36:05 AM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/h0keD8dRZz

3/21/2020 1:36:15 AM themtljo Yellow walls again ?

3/21/2020 1:36:38 AM pearlbeyondpri1 The interesting thing about the concept of projection is we can to do that related to who we think God is, or in this case what this invisible Q is like! 

What a bracing discovery to find that he is just like our beloved POTUS! A real truth warrior!

3/21/2020 1:37:05 AM westhorpe_paul I snapped my hand because someone touched my step daughter.  This is wrong weather they was good or not

3/21/2020 1:37:43 AM ogatopiro Show!

3/21/2020 1:37:58 AM grahamfrench247 It’s been done before, Lincoln had a number of journalists incarcerated. https://www.historynet.com/stop-the-presses-lincoln-suppresses-

journalism.htm …

3/21/2020 1:39:26 AM hwkammers Agreed!

3/21/2020 1:39:52 AM boilermakerson2 Hands up

3/21/2020 1:42:03 AM sontechnique Like this: http://arkadiusz-jadczyk.eu/blog/2017/01/dzhanibekov-effect-part-5-navy-link/ …

3/21/2020 1:42:23 AM jenaynayz link to it pls?

3/21/2020 1:44:09 AM aussieinfidel68 What's up with the arrows referencing the LAVA LAMP

3/21/2020 1:44:32 AM jenaynayz  https://www.magzter.com/article/Business/Newsweek/Honest-Abe-Also-Fought-Fake-News …

3/21/2020 1:45:47 AM 037agent Do you have an email, if so pm me the details and like hamchock  told Sgt  Peterson and John Wayne towards the end of Green Berets the movie . "I'll 

try." -hamchock

3/21/2020 1:46:05 AM alexandercody7 Stupid question, why 13* stars on logo and not 12?what do they represent?

3/21/2020 1:46:09 AM 037agent Amen!

3/21/2020 1:46:27 AM jenaynayz POWERFUL accurate statement!

3/21/2020 1:48:50 AM amanita40860516 Yea I saw that🤣🤣🤣🤣 spent all eve going thru 8kun😎 some people have too much time on their hands it seems

3/21/2020 1:50:33 AM sontechnique 10-4

3/21/2020 1:51:19 AM sunniem #1 ?

3/21/2020 1:56:09 AM qdragonpower1 @Qanon76 @PatriotsSoapbox @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @LisaMei62 

1. Starve it = population in lockdown in their own homes - no food. 

2. Bomb it = Treat every person with Chloroquine, an anti-parasitic agent that enters blood cells i.e. 'poisoning' the blood

3/21/2020 1:57:04 AM lindal16 It's a dark place Roy.

3/21/2020 2:01:58 AM maxine_millard Check out the writing on the board behind him. #1 Glenn close???

3/21/2020 2:03:09 AM aspennmax64_l  pic.twitter.com/KxvnCXiiA4

3/21/2020 2:17:25 AM j9p814 Agreed. My q is; how does this play into Obama law that news propaganda is legal? Why hasn't anyone taken action to immediately abolish it?

3/21/2020 2:17:49 AM contheoracies Joe is neither a support, nor defender of Oprah; however, Joe doesn’t like bullshit rumors. In context, Oprah is saying children could be sex assault 

victims and not even know it, if the predator is good at preying on the child.

3/21/2020 2:19:04 AM andoniandothard Still relevant today!! https://youtu.be/fThU3_H3o-k 

3/21/2020 2:19:49 AM janice_ner Das ist ein Hilferuf  Datum 14

3/21/2020 2:28:13 AM patriotleah1776 Have no fear.

That is what enslaves us.

Trust the plan.

When they say the best is yet to come...

You will be living life a whole new way. Don't fear losing job, paying bills. Live in the moment. Enjoy time w/ loved ones or pets. Be strong. If the 

internet goes out, don't panic!



3/21/2020 2:36:00 AM 3teeas G oogle

G eorge

S cherff sr.

Images.

We've had a Game run on us.

Who was 

Lo--Lo...Soetoro?

Halli.buton oil?

@WhiteHouse pic.twitter.com/vswxoyWkB9
3/21/2020 2:44:38 AM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Seeing as that was dated five days back (and my screen keeps blinking and scrolling after I type @dia)

It seems like

#QTqrdPropaganda

#STIRTHEFUCKINGPOTMINIONS https://twitter.com/dahboo7/status/1241134365373091841 …
3/21/2020 2:47:37 AM 369_is Amazon entire DVD series $89. DVD player at Walmart $40.

3/21/2020 2:58:01 AM patriot_south I'm one of them but lately I am getting back to my normal schedule. Not completely but better.

3/21/2020 3:00:09 AM patriot_south I followed you...

3/21/2020 3:01:13 AM moab1776 Or if you were involved in the coup aka #Treason yes you are going to jail.

3/21/2020 3:04:18 AM cojah 👀👀

3/21/2020 3:05:45 AM heinzworld What's with the back board

Lava lamp, lava lamp?

3/21/2020 3:06:30 AM heinzworld Look at the dates on the calendar,

3/21/2020 3:07:02 AM caulaincourt27 Man these actors look like sh$t without their makeup, porn, lighting and handlers.... back to the crypt

3/21/2020 3:09:18 AM _369311119 Define "new"?

3/21/2020 3:09:25 AM mhhorsley Live from the bunker.  #1 Glenn Close.  Hummmmm. Why?

3/21/2020 3:11:27 AM cappuccino64 Live from the bunker. Glenn Close🤔 pic.twitter.com/yJfdjQznA2

3/21/2020 3:15:39 AM upallnight39 Your profile says "God Bless America"

Are you a religious church going Christian?

Jesus & God as you imagine them

#DONOTEXIST

You are just as much a sheep as the masses Now.

Most #QTards would kill themselves of faced with the reality there is no jesus comming to save you pic.twitter.com/qG7dR0GPuF
3/21/2020 3:18:53 AM madama83651518 Thank you for your you tube post of Kappy! 

"A reasonable place to start" 

Helping me keep ppl aware, this is a fight for our future generations not just about the RV. 

I never thought I would be blessed to see this day! 🙏

3/21/2020 3:22:46 AM alexandercody7 The trust = cabal

3/21/2020 3:22:57 AM beatsbyblaine Holy shit Schiff has a warrant in Southfield, MI? Lmao That’s right next to me. 👀😂

3/21/2020 3:25:21 AM alexandercody7 McDog was a member of the trust. Furthermore to understand the DS better we need to understand the trust

3/21/2020 3:26:15 AM crisco2377 In rembrance of someone we all grew up with, for me I got turned on to Kenny as a kid from The Muppet Show (1979), RIP SIR! Lyrics especially 

important in these chaotic times! @GregMannarino @clif_high @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @isitwetyet https://youtu.be/7hx4gdlfamo 

3/21/2020 3:28:13 AM wildkrazyblonde  pic.twitter.com/H4J3wDxKtP

3/21/2020 3:28:30 AM wildkrazyblonde  pic.twitter.com/XfsMgFJGl2

3/21/2020 3:29:13 AM allonkid  https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1241305355499552768?s=19 …

3/21/2020 3:30:24 AM helmuth_dan I was called a communist for saying this yesterday

3/21/2020 3:32:48 AM wildkrazyblonde Yes! All schools in the state of Arizona are closed in full Until April 10, 2020.

3/21/2020 3:33:07 AM nctrump2020 And then there’s this. Tom Hanks, please comment that you’re ok. pic.twitter.com/m5oo2ij4Vm

3/21/2020 3:34:24 AM upallnight39 Just goes to show

Most of #QTqrds still do not know shit 

#MaaGIudges

 https://mobile.twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241299457544556545 … pic.twitter.com/E808rpUheG

3/21/2020 3:41:44 AM nun_chucknorris I have watched them. This site can be very helpful. Here is their page on “The Trust”  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/The_Trust  

pic.twitter.com/h8pdJgsfrv

3/21/2020 3:43:05 AM stop_it_be SO RIGHT: 

"report the news honestly and stop the sensationalism or face the wrath of the Executive Branch." 👍👍👍👍

PEOPLE NEED TO STOP SPREADING FAKES NEWS EVERYWHERE WITHOUT &TAKING DISTANCE & ANALYZE A CONTENT !

3/21/2020 3:46:56 AM spearman112 It says behind him live from the bunker

3/21/2020 3:48:06 AM 22centurybsv @StormIsUponUs @stormypatriot21

3/21/2020 3:49:12 AM grant14695449 Everyone's been so blind its crazy. Jimmie saville hid in plain sight aswell. madness

3/21/2020 3:49:45 AM sweetsoaps House arrest 😂

3/21/2020 3:53:29 AM bibibobibox Thank You so much for the opportunity 🙏🏻

3/21/2020 3:54:48 AM emoryfa Glenn ‘Close’ on the board behind him.

3/21/2020 3:56:21 AM andersonmota85 @DomDasThreads já viu isso aqui?

3/21/2020 3:58:29 AM johnada69988341 Yes he does! Freedom of the press ends when they use the press for personal or political gain!

3/21/2020 3:59:14 AM solonyl 5:5

3/21/2020 4:02:32 AM justbe59044539 That’s just odd!



3/21/2020 4:05:08 AM mrbitter17 #livefromthebunker hashtag....

They talk in code

3/21/2020 4:06:16 AM georgeg76345123 She sounds like a nut

3/21/2020 4:06:33 AM amylynrussell I agree. He’s not Q, he’s a plant to confuse q followers imho. @JuliansRum was Q’d more than once on  http://qmap.pub  & this Austin attacked his 

acct saying if people would just read his posts, seems to me he didn’t read Q posts or he would’ve seen @JuliansRum been Q’d

3/21/2020 4:07:00 AM carlossubic You mean like Lincoln did during the civil war?

3/21/2020 4:07:14 AM cityranch  https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/French-researcher-in-Marseille-posts-successful-Covid-19-coronavirus-drug-trial-results …

3/21/2020 4:13:24 AM blcksambo Yeah the knights Templar is a precursor to the masons and the Swiss banks soooooooooo... but I guess maj12 says it’s coo 😂

3/21/2020 4:16:23 AM c_davidson1340 I think she's making the point that if the abuser is well practised at grooming and devious enough... the abused won't realise it.... if you listen to it she 

doesn't actually say the actual headline....

3/21/2020 4:16:56 AM c_davidson1340 She doesn't say " it feels good to be molested as a child"

3/21/2020 4:19:17 AM athena_142 Friends don't let friends rape babies. pic.twitter.com/IxxQ8IZn6r

3/21/2020 4:19:39 AM disprop45895392 Ahem.. Live from the bunker?

3/21/2020 4:22:47 AM agentascension It will all come together....it’s a long deep and dark twisted rabbit hole, which goes in many different directions. One day at a time-easier on the nerves 

and self expectations. ALL joins up in the end anyway. Blessings

3/21/2020 4:24:15 AM matrixexit @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ....seriously? This is getting a free pass??

3/21/2020 4:25:25 AM tomclar11614887 He probably wants a heads up

3/21/2020 4:25:59 AM kyce54 Dude it wasn’t hidden. In the video he talks and makes blatant it’s about Tom Hanks. And asking to see how he is doing in relation to Corona.

3/21/2020 4:26:01 AM xfbd I think it was a joke.

These are crazy times and he probably saw all the chatter online and wanted to have some fun.

That and he still might be a little pissed off that his sister in law was murdered for allegedly wanting to expose an element of pedowood

 https://www.bizpacreview.com/2016/01/27/david-spade-overwhelmed-by-haters-after-saying-obama-should-have-more-dignity-republicans-get-a-

bad-rap-299023 … pic.twitter.com/GqNKvGOb90

3/21/2020 4:30:25 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/wXmct5GTG6

3/21/2020 4:31:50 AM a1flaherty I think they've been trolling Humanity with their evil symbolism and actions for a long time. Yes they are f ing with us, they always did. 

Lizards gonna liz. 

Nothing will stop what's coming.

3/21/2020 4:32:38 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/Z66soczkJ2

3/21/2020 4:34:41 AM 39anc6 Not for prime in Argentina 😣 pic.twitter.com/8mA20AxEOQ

3/21/2020 4:35:13 AM warriorsphere This woman sickens me. Yet Society has made her a high priestess.

3/21/2020 4:36:16 AM a1flaherty Lava, bunker, minecraft, is a talking d.u.m.b.?

3/21/2020 4:37:18 AM daganon68 Yes he does. He has control over all media with his recent state of emergency.

3/21/2020 4:37:29 AM mobgideons OMG I never knew this!   DISGUSTING i knew she was pretty much racist, but this!?!?! disgusting.

3/21/2020 4:38:22 AM daganon68 I think hes trying to let them step on their dicks as much as possible first. So people see for themselves....

3/21/2020 4:38:25 AM rustypenny_wood Agreed

3/21/2020 4:38:53 AM jensen4truth And the chalkboard bunker, Glenn Close

3/21/2020 4:41:43 AM bwords2 there is no race to these sick phuckz, we are all cattle to them .. they do sicker shit than that.

3/21/2020 4:48:03 AM danlucey9 WTF.....

3/21/2020 4:49:06 AM silsbyr 👀 at the chalkboard “Live from the Bunker Friday #1 Glenn Close”

3/21/2020 4:54:32 AM tablooms ‘Live in the Bunker??’

3/21/2020 4:57:24 AM deuce46844014 He should

3/21/2020 5:00:38 AM 1aaronjustice All for a LARP?

3/21/2020 5:01:25 AM tablooms I went to HS with Adam S...I would be bummed if he’s one of them, too.

3/21/2020 5:02:24 AM badmammajammaor This is what red-pilled me about 4 years ago. My kid has autism and when I found out it WASN'T hereditary - I searched for a cure, found out that there 

were some but the research died when the Dr's were suicided, plane wrecks, or got a bullet while fishing.

3/21/2020 5:03:01 AM louise_naia 🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮🤓🤓

3/21/2020 5:03:06 AM upallnight39 #amibannedyet

#helloalice

#helloMAJI https://mobile.twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1241333234472030210 …

3/21/2020 5:03:42 AM teslaq17 Up at 4am.

3/21/2020 5:04:21 AM tablooms See the one eye at the top on the newspaper! Code comms..is he asking CT for more stuff?!

3/21/2020 5:04:41 AM brogthefrog The gate is closed Dave

It's closed!! pic.twitter.com/n7xwStsH5g

3/21/2020 5:06:07 AM tablooms Yep..one eye!

3/21/2020 5:08:08 AM baffynut Indeed true and they planned it in New York before boating over there with a mass of gold to fund it

3/21/2020 5:08:19 AM rustywashburn1 More like locked up.

3/21/2020 5:09:47 AM upallnight39 Confession of a WW2 American Colonel on how

@rothschldsmd 

&

#thejews

Did ww2

 https://benjaminfulford.net/2020/03/16/6793/ …
3/21/2020 5:10:32 AM realchindsight I think if everyone knew the truth, they'd be fine with Potus taking a shotgun into the next press briefing.

3/21/2020 5:10:39 AM nickel_triple Funny. KTI is against the masons and the Central banks. NON MASIONIC. Only one that is. All other orders are what you say but this one is completely 

different. The globalists hate them.

3/21/2020 5:10:42 AM odette90542456 if tbis correct ive and many been wairing for tbis

3/21/2020 5:11:19 AM brookly35845325 They are casting spells. You break them off! By saying I break off all witchcraft spells voodoo black magic put out by ...insert name here. In this case 

David Spade...the the name of Jesus!!

3/21/2020 5:11:22 AM badmammajammaor Research here. Shills call it bleach, but it is water purifier.. #jimhumble #chlorinedioxide oxidizes viruses, heavy metals, it's a inexpensive method.

3/21/2020 5:11:24 AM oletonetone Says live from the bunker on chalkboard. Also friday Glenn Close #1. Una  lamp

3/21/2020 5:11:38 AM emilyoakley6 Agreed



3/21/2020 5:11:56 AM thetrinad808 Did ya read the chalkboard?  These people are def sending messages. pic.twitter.com/8I1DOCa25G

3/21/2020 5:13:34 AM h_astorpr those who were there and said nothing are worst than idiots.

3/21/2020 5:15:23 AM brookly35845325 Make it a habit every night to break off all ungodly soul ties you came into contact with on twitter in the name of Jesus!!

3/21/2020 5:18:18 AM janetwinslow11 What is wrong with this crazy woman. Put her in a jail cell next to Harvey Weinstein!

3/21/2020 5:19:27 AM pittsburgher85 "Live from the bunker?" 🤔

3/21/2020 5:23:57 AM nickel_triple They don’t just sit in churches and rituals. They are in the field. pic.twitter.com/S5bXHZnuCk

3/21/2020 5:24:12 AM cat_1811965 @B2bKideng @LawQne @Kerstin_Kube @HeikeMildenber1 @Ph03n1x24 @40_head @russ_ayers @2runtherace @run @Itsme81977221 @Nyneve1 

@LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @Melanch10844904 https://twitter.com/gelizabeths/status/1241165445836574720 …

3/21/2020 5:25:27 AM homebodyheaven Tom is in GITMO. Talking about you.

3/21/2020 5:25:54 AM deplorable36 Well, No Name did have shoulder problems when he jumped. But you may be on to something.. good movie, good actors. Maybe he is imitating 

Songbird?

3/21/2020 5:27:16 AM kragblare Couple of Pres. put newspaper & reporters in jail for LIES.

Look it up.

3/21/2020 5:27:39 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://wmur.com/article/man-accused-of-shooting-at-kingdom-hall-of-jehovahs-witnesses-in-holderness/31832325?src=app …

3/21/2020 5:27:41 AM homebodyheaven Arrested. Crimes against children?

3/21/2020 5:27:55 AM dc37deborah 5:5 pic.twitter.com/hGMfbnGbiV

3/21/2020 5:28:15 AM cariel_rod Given my experience,  she does makes a disgusting point though. 😢😭 I  will heal and the secret to my grave.

3/21/2020 5:28:32 AM homebodyheaven Andy Spade

3/21/2020 5:29:24 AM cardinalcannabi TRUTH? Like the doctored video of Oprah? Like the RT claiming Fauci is a deep stater cause he TELLS the TRUTH? Get ur head out of #Qanon crack 4 the 

stupid! Get a hold of REAL TRUTH! brutal?, simple truth is a good start! #TrumptardsLoveUrCountryMoreThanTrump DONT be an IDIOT 

pic.twitter.com/6BLdpslz3U

3/21/2020 5:29:35 AM paigejo81693675 The chalkboard. “Live from the bunker” 😩😩😩 not what we wanna see

3/21/2020 5:30:03 AM mongrelglory IMHO you can still learn something from accounts, even if you think they're a psyops.  The key is to focus on the content/message and filter it through 

the knowledge you already have, taking what is helpful and discarding the rest.

3/21/2020 5:30:49 AM andream1824 Isn’t it possible they are all making fun of us to see what we will come up with from the pictures?

3/21/2020 5:31:14 AM ha_djursland 🤮👿🤮

3/21/2020 5:33:34 AM munkeypilot Might all have matching ankle bracelets...its what is fashionable amongst the elite...

3/21/2020 5:35:11 AM homebodyheaven Kate hung herself. From a doorknob. With a red scarf. Like all Celebrities do when they talk too much.

3/21/2020 5:36:27 AM grannyomaha Why are there 2 lamps in the foreground. One looks like a rocket.  Lava lamps?

3/21/2020 5:36:59 AM lynseybelle506 I don't think so, I couldn't bring myself to say those words under ANY circumstances.

3/21/2020 5:38:01 AM grannyomaha And 2 lamps in the foreground.  Both lava lamps? One looks like a rocket ship (1950s).

3/21/2020 5:40:04 AM lynseybelle506 Tthat's how I hear it, almost as if she's giving them tips. Look at the audience sitting nodding their heads agreeing with her. Makes my skin crawl.

3/21/2020 5:40:27 AM jewel5410 What a stupid comment. Check yourself boy.

3/21/2020 5:40:47 AM nadine02177105  pic.twitter.com/y8BhKPP550

3/21/2020 5:40:54 AM doq017 No Q about it! Q?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/21/2020 5:42:03 AM daveinthisacct I get the idea here and I would agree to an extent but that would be a really bad look. Could be risky when we’re trying to change the narrative

3/21/2020 5:42:14 AM squartz5 Mockery. Don’t retweet their stuff.

3/21/2020 5:42:38 AM fansblowing3 The Trust [322] being taken out is just a percentage of D6?

3/21/2020 5:43:33 AM jaded_pearl I do take MMS from Genesis 2 church. Here I am mainly asking for ELF waves to be released, the med bed that re-atomizes your DNA and can regrow 

limbs & allow the blind to see....or #ozone in the blood to clean the cells. pic.twitter.com/LmbovIPsA6

3/21/2020 5:44:08 AM ecranchero Our wrath too

3/21/2020 5:45:02 AM ecranchero YES! How sweet! Imagine Pelosi in there!

3/21/2020 5:45:38 AM grannyomaha 1/2  Anybody who has been famous/successful for a long time is probably a big time bad guy.   Life & nature are continually changing.  People usually 

get their 15 minutes of fame (or less).  Nobody gets yrs & yrs of high level fame, without pulling strings.

3/21/2020 5:45:49 AM grannyomaha 2/2 No bad, unhealthy systems last long if nobody is enforcing them.

3/21/2020 5:46:47 AM ecranchero If if Jesus didn't exist, we would still be taught and learned excellence and how to live rightly. And that counts for something.

3/21/2020 5:47:55 AM upallnight39 does it count for your dignity and personal sovereignity?

is it enough to fill in the caps of knowing half of it is a crock of shit and instant rapture is nonsense?

3/21/2020 5:48:10 AM q_tarantulino Member when his brother wore the mouse mask.

3/21/2020 5:48:40 AM ecranchero Si si si hermano!

3/21/2020 5:49:41 AM godschi30811665 Sick, sick, sick! Justice is coming!

3/21/2020 5:50:01 AM mizbetsy Really? This is what you’re focusing on? This is all you got?

3/21/2020 5:50:17 AM upallnight39 is this sentiment jesus teaching you righteousness and learned excellence

the bible did a great job with you bub

3/21/2020 5:51:33 AM upallnight39 jesus did a great job with you https://twitter.com/EcRanchero/status/1241345070441336832 …

3/21/2020 5:51:36 AM ecranchero No, just my sin nature showing thru

3/21/2020 5:52:08 AM upallnight39 why do you accept a sin nature?

what are you afraid of?



3/21/2020 5:52:55 AM patriotleah1776 I always miss #AMA 

Any info on Loon Baloons?

Is this white or black hat?

Why is one by FL/GA @60k ft travelling 75mph?

I've been watching them since they are tied with Alphabet, Google X, X. They supposedly carry LTE service, normally around 20mph, 50-60k ft in foreign 

land.
3/21/2020 5:52:58 AM mizbetsy Oh yes. Let’s reduce serious mental health issues to a conspiracy theory. #helpful.

3/21/2020 5:53:56 AM caliarmyofgod Reread Q Posts. Q only posts on designated platform. Q would confirm public identity there first. Austin is a fraud. Q warned us about these imposters.

3/21/2020 5:53:58 AM ssg_pain 👊 https://twitter.com/PunishDem1776/status/1206726927303741451?s=19 …

3/21/2020 5:54:33 AM grannyomaha The crust of bread resembles a stealth bomber?

3/21/2020 5:55:24 AM ecranchero I am sovreign with God. My dignity? Only I can defile myself. I never said I was good, only that I have been taught. Whether I apply it is another thing.

3/21/2020 5:56:03 AM mz_nubbie Anyone else notice all the yellow walls are the same?

3/21/2020 5:56:20 AM nibbers77 NZ keep us informed across the pond. You're our first hand insight on what's over there mate.

3/21/2020 5:56:23 AM grannyomaha Or volcanoes and quakes tend to go together. Utah quake was manmade-depth. A DUMB? Who was in it when it blew? Crust of bread in pic resembles 

stealth bomber. Who has those?   :D

3/21/2020 5:56:27 AM epoxyexpert  https://www.google.com/amp/s/people.com/tv/oprah-winfrey-details-own-abuse-months-before-interviewing-michael-jackson-

accusers/%3famp=true …

3/21/2020 5:57:05 AM upallnight39 oh r we talking about God now?

i thought we were talking about jesus

well which is it?

ded jesus on a stick comming to save you?

some other weird god idea?

what does the bible tell you to think?
3/21/2020 5:57:08 AM epoxyexpert  https://www.google.com/amp/s/people.com/tv/oprah-winfrey-details-own-abuse-months-before-interviewing-michael-jackson-

accusers/%3famp=true …

3/21/2020 5:58:09 AM yoshiyahu4 Look at the coms on the blackboard about lava and the lamp also says he's in a bunker. And today's news is breaking about yellow stone being active 

and "breathing"  are they trying to warn eachother about what's next.

3/21/2020 5:58:50 AM doq017 Where have all the Twit bots gone

Trump has beat them everyone

Any Qs?

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor
3/21/2020 5:59:27 AM homebodyheaven Planning suicide weekend?

3/21/2020 5:59:36 AM k_redheaded These people are terrible with their messages.

3/21/2020 5:59:48 AM haveagoodday121 Interesting...mention's Glenn Close on black board and something else in code with little arrows pointing down to lava lamps that look like little 

rockets! 🇨🇦❤️🇺🇸

3/21/2020 6:00:54 AM nashgette maybe 'getting close'? Glen Close./

3/21/2020 6:02:16 AM s3tanta I see loads of potential codes..

Glenn Close..

Bunker

number 10 using hands

lava lamps

+ more
3/21/2020 6:04:21 AM judellenf #AndySpade #katespade #ClintonFoundation #CrimesAgainstChildren pic.twitter.com/5uS37UHRf9

3/21/2020 6:05:44 AM judellenf #CrimesAgainstChildren #ClintonFoundation #Humantrafficking pic.twitter.com/LoSPTtiH6q

3/21/2020 6:05:53 AM gunner0143 I’m looking on chalk board Friday #1 Glen Close

3/21/2020 6:06:05 AM lesliem97403766 I sure wish he would. We are sick and tired of the fake news. It doesn't matter what Trump does they will b!/ch about it, make $hit up.

3/21/2020 6:06:48 AM my_place21 That is evil. I'm so sorry that happened to you.

God Bless darling x

3/21/2020 6:08:52 AM 69_marie Thank you 😊

3/21/2020 6:12:58 AM caseytennison1 It’s more conspiratorial at this point to pretend that nothing is going on with the worlds elite.

All the people that died around the clintons must be a conspiracy too then. pic.twitter.com/8L6qxs5cpF

3/21/2020 6:13:59 AM vfbjackyvfb No, you are dumb. Q is a psy OP.

3/21/2020 6:14:06 AM keith369me McVampiers, huh... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI&t=15s …



3/21/2020 6:14:36 AM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/hwHPOyxxen

3/21/2020 6:17:53 AM walkawaylib It’s a rat

3/21/2020 6:20:28 AM itswitsit let me guess.. its no big deal that Oprah called "john the god" a miracle healer and was a big supporter of his and he was busted for sex trafficking..?

3/21/2020 6:21:25 AM virtuspatri Can you give some highlight on the good that is to come? Do you think peoples expectations are too high?

3/21/2020 6:21:28 AM stelthq17 Oh my GOD! These people are sick!

Please god arrest that woman🤬🤬😡

3/21/2020 6:21:42 AM auroravoyager1 You'll never walk alone in "The Storm." https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OV5_LQArLa0 …

3/21/2020 6:22:01 AM thereallightwa1 Congress must pass a law that knowing publishing any mis- or dis-info, or lies of any kind in the press is treason. Same penalty.

3/21/2020 6:25:25 AM 1starbaby What's up with the Leggo man??

3/21/2020 6:25:46 AM blazierlinda Does quarantine = house arrest? Comms cut?

3/21/2020 6:26:03 AM poche_mary I agree. They are pathetic!! I’d stop allowing reporters in for the briefings.

3/21/2020 6:27:38 AM enicholos Idk- it’s all too obvious now- I think they are just messing with us.

3/21/2020 6:27:59 AM welldoneai And what’s with the Lego figure. What does that look like? It is all very strange no matter what.

3/21/2020 6:29:27 AM kmjohnson116 Kate Spade was suicided around the same time as Bourdain.

3/21/2020 6:29:35 AM tractor444 Talk to us on Minecraft. pic.twitter.com/H3bU7Xg4Uh

3/21/2020 6:30:22 AM dioristano How can we call this man who today against selfishness, egocentrism, has decided to cleanse the world? A HERO!

#GodBless @POTUS

#GodBless @FLOTUS

#GodBless @QAnons

#TrustThePlan

#WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tinktweets45

@DavidaCamorani

#Q. 🇺🇲🇮🇹🌍 pic.twitter.com/CzOGkixvR5
3/21/2020 6:30:37 AM sherryhotton123 Lock them all up!

3/21/2020 6:30:50 AM tractor444 It is hot they are close.

3/21/2020 6:31:07 AM onewomanwarrior This is the short list of The Clinton Dead Pool!

3/21/2020 6:31:25 AM jjrambobonham By conservative I think you mean he’s a lot less overtly liberal, which is true.

But he’s still a lib.

3/21/2020 6:31:31 AM sdane8 It was the way the guy presented the question that pissed 45 off. He was using fear mongering and trying to whip things up in addition to competing 

with his colleagues to be the most divisive in the room. This is precisely why they stopped having regulars press meetings.

3/21/2020 6:32:07 AM mz_nubbie Talk to us or US.

3/21/2020 6:32:16 AM verbaldiahrreoa Cheers 🍻

3/21/2020 6:32:22 AM knoxious11 And a little Lego Woody

3/21/2020 6:32:29 AM jjrambobonham That IS a possibility.

3/21/2020 6:32:42 AM mz_nubbie That's a minecraft toy.

3/21/2020 6:33:45 AM rickster61x People who own guns, do NOT wave them around on camera.

3/21/2020 6:35:00 AM mz_nubbie The minecraft toy is pointing to tom hanks name. Kappy was involved in minecraft. Did Hanks kill kappy

3/21/2020 6:35:05 AM tractor444 That is why they chat on Minecraft. pic.twitter.com/n1uknjUFiA

3/21/2020 6:36:24 AM mklundquist Are they the corona type writers?

3/21/2020 6:37:08 AM flag719 Live from the bunker

3/21/2020 6:37:43 AM bommaritoindy I expect as soon a violence starts! Media blackout, not really different than them lying to us for the last 40 years!

3/21/2020 6:38:41 AM pspur007 Now.

3/21/2020 6:38:59 AM michell39826764 Yup. This guy is a fraud.

3/21/2020 6:39:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 When MJ12 didn't engage, MJ12 was considered a LARP.

Logical thinking required.

Why?

Was it because MJ12 knew J$ was groomed?

How many NDAs has J$ signed in exchange for 🤑?

Were there coordinated efforts to herd followers away from MJ12?

How long did this go on?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241202686541860870 … pic.twitter.com/0Xf7H16UU8

3/21/2020 6:40:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile. https://youtu.be/9K24TLAvyDI 

3/21/2020 6:40:41 AM malibuphoenix33 👀👀👀

3/21/2020 6:41:14 AM christopher872 Done

3/21/2020 6:41:16 AM anirgu %% is being used as escape characters?

3/21/2020 6:42:20 AM maretgraham  pic.twitter.com/gQNO5Bsk6R

3/21/2020 6:43:56 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241358144019841024 …

3/21/2020 6:44:05 AM matricule01 Patriots

Are

Now

In

Control

🎬

3/21/2020 6:44:14 AM lizzyhock1963 I thought that too, they might be faking, just to push the virus stats # up, because they all hate Trump, and they want him to look bad. If all the 

hollyweirdos got sick, that would jump the #s way up.

3/21/2020 6:46:56 AM patriotleah1776 Loon Baloon on left.

Blocked flight on right.

From AZ to Portand.

Weird stuff habbening.

Oh, and mega tons of earthquakes in last month from what I'm used to seeing in the last year of watching. Many around 10 km. 

pic.twitter.com/omzCNrknZp

3/21/2020 6:47:27 AM andreamanciuc It looks like they are trying to make us look dumb

3/21/2020 6:47:44 AM crzycnuk101 Keep up the good fight Patriot. Its never in vain. WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 6:48:04 AM lonewolfbuilder There is not a more compelling fight to donate my time, talent, and dollars to than LTG Mike Flynn. Just donated $250. Patriots Protect Patriots.

3/21/2020 6:48:08 AM naturalmed777 👀

3/21/2020 6:48:23 AM vincemindfreak deleted them sharpish .. pic.twitter.com/dIiggzt2kN

3/21/2020 6:49:17 AM atashfire BOOM!



3/21/2020 6:49:33 AM joedoe73453840 The crack their code challenge

3/21/2020 6:49:43 AM hm2wkpzow40wnna MJ12 is beyond its initial purpose😎        

After President Truman🙄

3/21/2020 6:49:49 AM blankmarlo I feel like an idiot for following this account as long as I did. You had good info but you just had to keep going after Sather for no reason. It was always 

about trying to take down @Jordan_Sather_ and installing the weak copycat @AustinSteinbart who is pretending to be Q. 

pic.twitter.com/19B9GmSAUk

3/21/2020 6:51:42 AM philzantos I’ve got a couple... https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1241155096160813056?s=21 …

3/21/2020 6:53:17 AM keith369me Thank you for finding me/replying when I replied to a J$ Tweet!!!  I am most grateful for what I have learned and how my consciousness has expanded.  

 With that said, Message over Messenger!!!  Hopefully the messages continue.

3/21/2020 6:53:49 AM rhsvcs  pic.twitter.com/iIl8gMEdd2

3/21/2020 6:54:07 AM sl_jaycee Your an asstard and every time your tweet it becomes more obvious. Thank you 😊

3/21/2020 6:54:28 AM philzantos And this@MoreheadPatriot Tweet 💥 https://twitter.com/philzantos/status/1241073754416930816?s=21 …

3/21/2020 6:55:28 AM imaqpatriot1 Palms down Davey? On the chalkboard "Live from the bunker". These lizards running back underground? I thought Jim Carrey was you're sick, demonic 

leader?

3/21/2020 6:56:32 AM cathydarlene1  http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/scenario.html …

3/21/2020 6:56:49 AM southconsal It also say on the chalkboard, “Live from the Bunker, #1 Glenn Close”. 🤔🧐

3/21/2020 6:56:52 AM fallorsesh U dont need 2 listen to even one of Austin's vids 2 kno it's BS. Psyop twttr accts/YT channels that back him up are the most ridic distractions Ive ever 

seen. Just listen to 2min of that Aaron Houghtons vids & tell me hes legit. Feel bad 4 folks misled by all these "personalities

3/21/2020 6:57:26 AM crzycnuk101 DIA.. or NSA??? 

Id bet more on NSA. Just my hunch

WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 6:57:55 AM southconsal Are his two hands he’s holding up referencing the common “5:5” from Q?

3/21/2020 6:59:46 AM saoirse_369 #cooperativelearning

3/21/2020 6:59:50 AM annaleighspeaks Did they all pick out the same shade of yellow for their interior walls?

3/21/2020 7:00:20 AM a1flaherty *he

3/21/2020 7:00:42 AM jillsta07025300 Ty

3/21/2020 7:00:47 AM americanpetal 😀

3/21/2020 7:00:50 AM southconsal Also has the #FromTheBunker on his tweet as well as the chalkboard

3/21/2020 7:01:00 AM drdannielle He is not allowed to TALK pic.twitter.com/7mvCR2vyn0

3/21/2020 7:01:36 AM keith369me Start at 5:22!!!  http://audio.kryon.com/en/DAY%20THREE-%20LETTER%20C.mp3 …

3/21/2020 7:01:59 AM cledrordfishing Very interesting, I have watched all of his videos.  He still rings out to me as maybe being part of the Q team but has to be a distraction from Q for a 

reason right now. 

I'm not thinking he is fake.  I'm thinking he is a look over here operations.

3/21/2020 7:02:31 AM brianan06364517 I'm really enjoying watching/listening/interacting with Austin Steinbart.

3/21/2020 7:02:48 AM southconsal Chet Hanks make the same sign in his video.

3/21/2020 7:03:39 AM cdr504_kjun504  pic.twitter.com/JtfF0n7hbk

3/21/2020 7:03:51 AM hawkgirlinmn I reconciled by looking within on PM and J$ awhile ago and see them. Doesn’t mean all info is bad info from them. It’s just hard to handle the obvious 

ego

3/21/2020 7:03:53 AM brookebaldwin21 They are all👇🏻 and I love it! pic.twitter.com/PIZFCfkJDh

3/21/2020 7:05:39 AM klucksl It FEELS like MJ12 is CG, DW or some other wanna be SSP dip shit trying to be relevant right?

3/21/2020 7:07:34 AM truth939 333 on the PC clock.

3/21/2020 7:07:57 AM southconsal That’s what I want to know

3/21/2020 7:08:19 AM sl_jaycee It’s becoming really obvious...the obsession with @Jordan_Sather_ tells me it’s CG. Stupid fucktard

3/21/2020 7:08:25 AM big081574 No....I wanna see the actual video...this looks photoshopped to me...

3/21/2020 7:08:26 AM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/tOdMn4ap37

3/21/2020 7:09:16 AM southconsal Very possible he’s trolling Hanks bc he wants justice for his sister. Who could blame him?

3/21/2020 7:09:33 AM klucksl Going after Sather is a HUGE clue as to whom MJ12 is and believe me when I tell you THEY are not relevant, interesting or know anything about 

anything.

3/21/2020 7:09:42 AM mateuszwala Noticed.

Reconciling.

Patient.

3/21/2020 7:10:00 AM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/8l9LcsWcHi

3/21/2020 7:10:43 AM jfogle8 JFK files. Release them.

3/21/2020 7:10:48 AM ganar620955921 is an illusion....WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 7:11:08 AM southconsal And it looks like he escaped his buds first.

3/21/2020 7:13:28 AM davidacamorani #QAnon 🇺🇸💝🇮🇹

#WWG1GWA

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

@matteosalvinimi 

God bless @POTUS @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/ochHQMaoPL

3/21/2020 7:13:49 AM kevsqt I think his sister and Bourdain were trying to blow the whistle. David spends most of his shows ridiculing pedos.

3/21/2020 7:14:32 AM klucksl I'm loving every bit of it. BLOCK me mother-trucker, block me. I can SEE who people are so clearly now. I'm loving every bit. It feels like a superpower. 

lol.

3/21/2020 7:14:53 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not going after Jordan Sather.

Instead we are committing to what we stated years ago that all DMs are subject to disclosure.

Additionally, we don't want him to stop.

We just want him to tone down his ego.

That's not an unreasonable request.

3/21/2020 7:15:47 AM debrand10 Who to trust? As I see it, who is issuing ultimatums? If you are secure in your knowledge and the discernment of your followers you don’t issue 

ultimatums. There doesn’t need to be division, why has Austin been attacked rather than openly debated?

3/21/2020 7:15:52 AM shamgarjc you are correct, even bill smith on youtube has exposed jordan sather over and over again, especially with his cross in the background of his videos 

with the pedo symbols on it, and the fact that he is openly an atheist, its just very strange.

3/21/2020 7:18:17 AM klucksl I think your advice is more for yourself than @Jordan_Sather_ #justsayin Why do you think you get to make requests of Sather? Doing your inner work 

101 - you cannot control anyone other than yourself? SEE you can't help but expose yourself. Unbelievable.

3/21/2020 7:18:20 AM tachyonluxor @clif_high

3/21/2020 7:18:46 AM sl_jaycee This fake wanna be Q magestic whatever Corey character is losing his audience.  And when you look at the deterioration of his physical self you wonder 

what’s the point? Clearly it’s not serving you!

3/21/2020 7:19:17 AM upallnight39 The "big Q" accounts are acting about the way you would suppose from people that believed politicians have always been their friends.

3/21/2020 7:19:47 AM stageset2 Yes! People look so stupid claiming these videos are proof of anything.

3/21/2020 7:20:20 AM baduinq Does anyone know what  was written on the paper Ellen Degenerate was holding up



3/21/2020 7:21:28 AM brianan06364517 DAMN STRAIGHT!!!!!!!

WAKE UP THESE MOTHERFUCKERS!!!!!

THIS IS WAR!!!!!

3/21/2020 7:21:35 AM marstarry Ahhh, pedos helping pedos...💕💕

3/21/2020 7:21:53 AM tansitootsie 5:5

3/21/2020 7:22:29 AM iam_mai_iam_mai Let alone begging Tom Hanks for a sign of life. They're going down, nothing can stop what is coming! #TheGreatAwakening #GodWins

3/21/2020 7:22:40 AM mikeetienne1 Unfortunately he's not allowed... pic.twitter.com/ZiPRuMIuKK

3/21/2020 7:22:59 AM 51percenter I think they're using that word to instill fear to the public, just like the governors using shelter in place

3/21/2020 7:22:59 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 7:24:01 AM pclark55 How deep does this evil go? Surprises await those that don't know. I FB & RT Patriots

3/21/2020 7:24:47 AM tim45166867 🙄 please.

3/21/2020 7:24:50 AM anonwhip Sauce it

3/21/2020 7:24:54 AM ava_circles Isaac kappy already told us all about Andy Spade being a total pedophile! #sickfux

3/21/2020 7:25:19 AM nehdah Hi, he took the forbidden tainted Adrenochrome and is on house arrest... he might be already on his was to Gitmo pic.twitter.com/Ai8Qf8Z9yj

3/21/2020 7:25:35 AM joshcam01989065  pic.twitter.com/TN8oasSDmI

3/21/2020 7:25:37 AM allonkid let me tell you my understanding, probably because he is running an operation, but people are effectively blocking him. do you talk back with the 

police? i think that is where he comes from a DIA agent of the military, as he said, this is not a game, this is war.

3/21/2020 7:26:18 AM teralynda Live from the bunker, #1 Glen Close, lava lamp.

3/21/2020 7:26:34 AM wabbithunter3 Wrong! Controlled opposition! He plays the part of conservatism.

3/21/2020 7:26:40 AM sinstar33 There was a time when my reaction would be, “No, not (insert name)!”  Now I’m no longer surprised. It’s all one, big, creepy scene. Truth is worse than 

fiction, yet I’d rather know. pic.twitter.com/jfZAZq98H9

3/21/2020 7:27:13 AM sl_jaycee @Jordan_Sather_ ego triggers you?  You pretend to be some off world higher intelligence and your triggered by an earthly humans ego? Lol ok 

Corey....you had a nice run of bullshittery

3/21/2020 7:27:14 AM truth939 Can anybody back up claims about Datto?  Innocent people's jobs at risk if this is a strategy that could legitimately take down a company's operations.

3/21/2020 7:27:26 AM momzalwaysright Maybe he's worried about his brother, the late Kate Spade's husband.  They say she was suicides after working with the Clinton Foundation in Haiti.

3/21/2020 7:27:29 AM annsand72250302 Glenn Close? 1st? 3 fingers shadow on letter? Holding up hands with ten fingers spread out. Friday? What's in the letter? Two arrows pointing to the 

top of a lava lamp (volcano)? Lego man pointing at something to note? There's more.

3/21/2020 7:28:04 AM my2sonznme My biggest reason for not trusting AS is that he does not behave in a benevolent way. He does not bring out love and kindness, which is precisely what 

we should be doing right now. Therefore he goes against everything we have learned here.

3/21/2020 7:28:17 AM keith369me You're missing a lot.  I found Q through Jordan.  I respect the information he provides.  Opinions are your own to form...they are not to be projected 

onto you.

3/21/2020 7:28:20 AM bbltmpr LEGO man’s little arm signaling ‘stop’

3/21/2020 7:28:26 AM teralynda Oh, yah she was mysteriously ended.

3/21/2020 7:28:28 AM lovewins1977 How could anyone following the plan even consider this gun slinging

 asshat  credible? https://twitter.com/johnmyers2/status/1241237450233491456?s=19 …

3/21/2020 7:28:32 AM travlyngirl “Ground control to Major Tom...”

3/21/2020 7:28:50 AM dani3lray  https://youtu.be/GvmVscNxvdI  at 13:36..

Many are afraid DJT is a wolf in sheep's clothing. Masons do not sit well in the truther community. We don't want to blindly follow, or ignore the facts. 

Can you touch on this for everyone on the fence?

3/21/2020 7:29:07 AM tanneralexand13 Why is he so hateful and condescending? Making us fight his petty battles. If this is Q im out

3/21/2020 7:29:09 AM n7guardiananon Message > Messenger

3/21/2020 7:29:24 AM upallnight39 so why do you care about the pedophiles again?

just do your inner work.

you can't control anyone other than yourself

still feel smart?

3/21/2020 7:31:07 AM dianesaumure Is Tom HANKS the top Warlock?

3/21/2020 7:31:33 AM general64119046 Never Forget, his brother was Kate Spade's Husband pic.twitter.com/sCInp9t1Cf

3/21/2020 7:31:47 AM kravitz_q Nice catch! pic.twitter.com/5Fz6L2LmOg

3/21/2020 7:31:58 AM livefree4all I would dance a jig if this happened. They have done so much damage to this nation with their propaganda. Hatred, division. Its awful and they need to 

be held accountable.

3/21/2020 7:32:48 AM souther77581790 Good to know. Thank you. It was being introduced to J$ site in Nov of 2016 that got me here. So for that I am thankful.

3/21/2020 7:33:06 AM isbdnsthvqvvco4  pic.twitter.com/JnpYnxBWyn

3/21/2020 7:33:23 AM cathydarlene1 WHAT IS EVENT 201??? http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/scenario.html …

3/21/2020 7:33:37 AM bagsovahere Let me see your ankles David!

3/21/2020 7:34:10 AM twinnskyy Talk to U.S.?

3/21/2020 7:34:24 AM keoras9 >posts pyramids

>smiles

>implies knowledge of thing to come

Shills are a problem aren't they?

3/21/2020 7:34:30 AM sandy99482503 Symbolism will be their downfall. Q

3/21/2020 7:34:44 AM peekaboo1966 Holy shit.. look at the attacks coming in.. woah.. Truly aweful ppl.. attacking and attacking .. yikes.. If you don't like it.. them move along..

3/21/2020 7:35:21 AM debrand10 Austin hasn’t been issuing ultimatums is my point. All the other “Q interpreters” have been going bananas since he came on the scene, bashing him 

and anyone who listens to him. Totally unnecessary

3/21/2020 7:36:27 AM shamgarjc yes especially when you openly say you are an atheist and your cross in the background has the fbi pedo symbols on it.

3/21/2020 7:36:32 AM kaptainq Care to elaborate on this photo? When was it taken? Why is meat on the wall?

3/21/2020 7:36:39 AM patricksready Q isn't a God

Q is a cyber samurai.

You've been duped by @prayingmedic & @StormIsUponUs & many more hive mind thinkers. 

Future Proves Past. Do Due Diligence.

Facts > Feelings

3/21/2020 7:36:51 AM jaypendejo1 Everyone runs to Australia and New Zealand. Non extradition treaties!

3/21/2020 7:37:42 AM thirdeyeopen42  pic.twitter.com/48Z0zHegiB



3/21/2020 7:37:43 AM alexjames #QAnon #ForceTheQ #JudgementDay #Adrenochrome #JesusChrist #FUCJCHET for the file 📂 pic.twitter.com/Rfh9wCbQTZ

3/21/2020 7:37:53 AM mightymouse211 Amen, very well said Majestic 😁,I'm taking the time to be closer to my family&reconnect without distraction,as well as strengthening my relationship 

with God.Bless you for all that you do WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 7:38:03 AM dynamicres Took a clip from ep8,Fire

Could this be the start of a Matrix?

What could this do with enough data points?Thinking face

 https://bitchute.com/video/qCLo1skoZ19X/ …

@zagnett

@LightLove21121

@Rick_Hernandez

@charmanda9

@Turboxyde

@blsdbe pic.twitter.com/5R7em0TxPE
3/21/2020 7:38:39 AM sl_jaycee Military? Lol your comments is actually advice for you

3/21/2020 7:38:41 AM blessedchristy3 “We can’t come To the phone right now...we r on Our way to GITMO”

3/21/2020 7:40:08 AM jr_lsmith Mike ...Obama?

3/21/2020 7:40:22 AM alexjames Barr testifies on 3/31. #JUDGEMENTDAY is 4 /1. Tick tock.... #DUMBFUCJs

3/21/2020 7:40:45 AM tabithalower These people talk in code, they don't think a majority of people will understand their talk, which is correct, but now that there R some who can decode, 

the people willing to see that there is something will learn their evil ways. They are continuing code talk, it's all they got!

3/21/2020 7:40:47 AM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/5SbIevNpjf

3/21/2020 7:40:49 AM debbiecotter7 Trying to make it all look so silly so we would start to question the reality of it! 👁👁

3/21/2020 7:41:24 AM walkawaylib FISH

3/21/2020 7:41:44 AM kaptainq Just read an article about how people are using Minecraft and other games to talk uncensored and without trace.  Coincidence?!?

3/21/2020 7:41:57 AM sl_jaycee To be clear I do t give a shot about Jordan. I’m poking at the fraud who is pretending to be “majestic”. Right CG?

3/21/2020 7:42:54 AM alexjames This video helps. https://www.facebook.com/833934790105948/posts/1277596605739762/?d=null&vh=e …

3/21/2020 7:43:15 AM negative472 Their communications have been cut off. They have to find creative ways to speak to one another. Enjoy the show. Q

3/21/2020 7:43:30 AM cksummerlin What?

3/21/2020 7:43:38 AM smmmote Been away a while. Getting acclimated to what's currently going on. Things are becoming clearer. Much has changed but also remains the same.

3/21/2020 7:43:40 AM michell39826764 Yeah bc Q always told us to murder innocent ppl. Sure sure.

3/21/2020 7:44:06 AM db318630285 how about that rocket lamp there?..bunker...rocket ship...i know i saw a diagram of an elite bunker with that setup....got you too mr spade....

3/21/2020 7:44:35 AM patricistr I guess you will find out who the real Q is when it's made public. Not just on Twitter or FB. I've checked this guy out and here are a few reasons why I 

think hes a fraud: whoever Q is, is very close to potus and uses his phone. I highly doubt he went with potus to india pic.twitter.com/Z1j9F5ggv2

3/21/2020 7:45:19 AM tj65721432 Moo Goo Gai Flu.

3/21/2020 7:45:46 AM realtimtrimble Help, not the enemy. Open mind. Making reconsider all of the "for money" platforms. People should quit attacking him and start listening!

3/21/2020 7:46:27 AM klucksl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  is BEYOND MAJESTIC. Literally everyone is exposing themselves. I'm loving every bit of it. THIS is so cool to SEE things.

3/21/2020 7:46:56 AM 8notables Isn’t it cute when simple people try to send “cryptic” messages?😂

3/21/2020 7:47:15 AM deplorablesuezq Next thing you know he’ll be running down the street w a rat mask like his brother. 😬 His SIL died being a part of this sick club.

3/21/2020 7:47:28 AM barney_hartwell God is on control, make no mistake about it!

3/21/2020 7:47:34 AM n7guardiananon and we take what is offered. pic.twitter.com/hub7n5ocHc

3/21/2020 7:47:57 AM qanonpatriot6  pic.twitter.com/KlwDvi7MKx

3/21/2020 7:48:17 AM nctrump2020 He’s not the only celebrity a little worried about Tom Hanks. pic.twitter.com/B5Yt4YHEx7

3/21/2020 7:48:28 AM patricistr He says he is "intelligence" heres his bio..not a mention of it pic.twitter.com/vRFutYN25R

3/21/2020 7:49:03 AM trjones24 Perphaps they chat through Minecraft

3/21/2020 7:49:14 AM dljr2018 Or they could have received indictments and are using the word corona and quarantine as a way to go out with dignity. The government does allow 

that sometimes if you are a cooperating witness

3/21/2020 7:49:56 AM klucksl He is just as irrelevant as he was at Bridgett's house. We SEE you good buddy. You played hide-and-seek and lost. 😊 I've got other people to expose 

today so these threads will have to carry-on without me. Be safe out there.

3/21/2020 7:50:30 AM trjones24 Did you see the ankle bracelets on Ellen and the person in the glass reflection?

3/21/2020 7:50:38 AM anewpaige_  https://twitter.com/anewpaige_/status/1241357897218633729?s=21 …

3/21/2020 7:50:58 AM christina17824 Ask Chet??

3/21/2020 7:51:14 AM jazzcat1221 OBAMA DID IT AND NOBODY SAID A WORD!!!  THAT IS THE B.S. THE MEDIA KNOWS AND CHOOSES TO FORGET!!!

3/21/2020 7:51:24 AM ethanpe58415707 Stop going after @AustinSteinbart  or he will get you back 10x harder. Watch this video and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ‘s post about him above or you will be 

sorry. No outside comms was relevant to 8chan and 8kun. @prayingmedic @LisaMei62 @Jordan_Sather_ 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241358975033061377 …

3/21/2020 7:51:27 AM michell39826764 They might be officially disclosed when all this is over. Who knows though.

3/21/2020 7:51:43 AM flickernorthern Boy he’s lookin real ruff too

3/21/2020 7:52:25 AM patricistr Have you checked this guy out based on real Q posts? Do you believe he has access to the President's phone? The real Q does. I highly doubt he went 

to India with the President...trust but verify. IMO hes a fraud pic.twitter.com/G7MWjeJELO

3/21/2020 7:52:59 AM thedamefan Any good??? You mean if they are good at molesting???

3/21/2020 7:53:03 AM ascendingadam 👋 @datto

3/21/2020 7:53:21 AM saanon2 Fear induced panic?

3/21/2020 7:54:47 AM negative472 Friday full reduction = 36. Una = 36 in English Ordinal Gematria. Vincent Fusca has Friday on his Women for Trump sign when he was standing behind 

Trump on 7-25-17 at Trump’s rally. CUTE was also on his sign. Cute = 48 & on 4-8-18 QPost 1440 was 1st time JFK Jr was mentioned.

3/21/2020 7:54:50 AM patricksready Expand your thinking.

Q said disinformation was necessary WAY more times than no outside comms. 

Also, how do you think he’s getting away with all this?

Why not just wait and see what Q says. Q hasn’t said anything yet... 

“Anon interaction coming soon”
3/21/2020 7:54:55 AM gwhizz1 See the 1987 movie Dragnet with Tom Hanks and PAGAN.

3/21/2020 7:56:16 AM allonkid he is not a pastor, he told you that he is a DIA agent. is not a community service, he told you the Q operation is a DIA operation that inspire enslaved 

people to fight against the dark powers

3/21/2020 7:56:21 AM trueplants Can we go back in time ✔️

3/21/2020 7:56:41 AM michell39826764 I agree, Austin is disinformation, ... not sure how necessary he is though.

3/21/2020 7:56:49 AM allonkid 👍🙏



3/21/2020 7:56:50 AM patricksready He was merely standing up against att the treats and hatred he received.

You obviously haven’t watched the videos and your just parroting other big Q accounts. 

This is war.

Not gossip at the playground.

3/21/2020 7:58:26 AM michell39826764 No no, that's no excuse for breaking the law with Murder. He went beyond "standing up for himself". 

And Q would never do that.

3/21/2020 7:58:34 AM daveezee  pic.twitter.com/amVXjlFi5w

3/21/2020 7:59:02 AM mongrelglory I've noticed the military and digital warriors really like heavy metal music! 😋

3/21/2020 7:59:03 AM hotel3_ So much in the image. Lava. Lamp. Glenn Close. The papers.

3/21/2020 7:59:15 AM corrivlove #FakeAnons #FakeQ 

Think for yourself.  Q does NOT give instructions.  Q does NOT talk like Ace Ventura.  Think logically.

sad to see MJ post this LARP while trying to trash another suspected shill. 2 for one exposure right here.

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DAndresC2/status/1240865019639689222 …

3/21/2020 7:59:36 AM hotel3_ The papers appear to be a script, btw.

3/21/2020 7:59:54 AM fallorsesh Austin is psyop designed for 1 simple thing. To create doubt in the more malleable of minds re: Q "personalities". Impersonally can't stand them all but 

they're informative for the uninitiated. And apparently someone really, really doesn't like that & who is facilitating all this

3/21/2020 8:00:43 AM hotel3_ Agreed.

3/21/2020 8:00:45 AM patricksready "breaking the law with murder"

- Where is your proof?

3/21/2020 8:00:47 AM michell39826764 War, not murder of innocent ppl. Who speaks like a narcissist, talking down to people (JoeM) that on the boards he only had love and respect for. This 

and you and the others are such a fraud, and it's very transparent. Stop it.

3/21/2020 8:01:09 AM michell39826764 Austin's own words and tweets.

3/21/2020 8:01:41 AM patricksready You're not different than a SJW

Can you not see that?

Logical thinking.

3/21/2020 8:01:43 AM efird_jeff Spade hates Hollywood too. His sister was allegedly killed trying to put a Hollywood pedo ring. He’s probably poking fun at Hanx

3/21/2020 8:01:59 AM patricksready It's called self defense, sis

3/21/2020 8:02:22 AM auroravoyager1 We are bloggers, hear us roar. pic.twitter.com/ERqGCEOdGm

3/21/2020 8:02:36 AM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/hummalli/status/1241216210647289856?s=21 … https://twitter.com/HummAlli/status/1241216210647289856 …

3/21/2020 8:03:06 AM tinalynemartin Maybe a clue about people coming, or the pieces have been put together?

3/21/2020 8:04:05 AM michell39826764 And you would be wrong. Its murder when you blow up anyone who steps foot on your lawn. Q knows the law, Austin doesnt. Apperently you dont 

either. I dont have the time or the crayons to explain this to you. So enjoy your ignorance. Austin isnt Q.

3/21/2020 8:04:06 AM nicolep2327 ???

3/21/2020 8:04:58 AM walkawaylib That’s the current dig.

Madonna fish fry video from earlier

3/21/2020 8:05:22 AM tinalynemartin Also, is that a shovel next to the lego man?

3/21/2020 8:05:45 AM danicali1995 The picture on the wall. Is that the women BC went to get out of China jail? Lucy lu sister? The ones from podesta email eating pizza with the little girl?

3/21/2020 8:05:53 AM walkawaylib Also by @IPOT1776 

A ww2 op to relocate mass wealth

3/21/2020 8:05:59 AM nicolep2327 Oh, gotcha! Thanks:)

3/21/2020 8:06:21 AM therealmaddog58 The #AlternativeMedia

3/21/2020 8:06:52 AM patricksready It's not illegal to shoot an intruder. 

It's called self defence.

3/21/2020 8:07:00 AM 5pace8oy1 Your going down to spade down

3/21/2020 8:07:15 AM timesupgodwins "Live from the bunker" on the chalkboard.

3/21/2020 8:08:00 AM michell39826764 It is to blow them up before they "intrude"...that's murder....  again you and him dont know the law.

3/21/2020 8:08:53 AM angeladeangelo this is a great video to watch, long and repeat of old information, but Mel Gibson  quotes shared. https://youtu.be/PIJxuHibz_I 

3/21/2020 8:08:53 AM negative472 Dumb =40. A=1, Z=26. 40 spelt out comes to 105. Biblical version of Saviour=105 #Gematria English Ordinal Cypher. @realDonaldTrump said Calm 

Before The Storm on 10-5-17. #JFK’s ch.7 in his book was The Calm Before The Storm. Enjoy the Show. Q  Look up JFK’s burial site. It’s a Q.

3/21/2020 8:08:54 AM anewpaige_ It’s so hard to not look at any of this! It’s definitely interesting and has truth! But I also believe they’re mocking us. And having a little fun with 

everyone that knows?! What I am sure of is this… That 90% of Hollyhood is evil! Just waiting for all the puzzle pieces to fit!

3/21/2020 8:09:20 AM michell39826764 The fact that you think Q would ever even be in this stupid conversation means you dont know Q. Neither does Austin. Y'all are paid opposition, trying 

to divert ppl away from Q and it's very obvious.

3/21/2020 8:09:39 AM patricksready No one was blown up. LOL 

You are making baseless claims. 

Your constant attack on my character is a telling sign of your intelligence. Have a nice day and good luck to you.

3/21/2020 8:10:13 AM mcdanieljc1 Exactly.  Its a conspiracy if you believe this isn’t happening at this point.

3/21/2020 8:10:40 AM patricksready I wish I was paid hahahaha

I'm just not a group thinker. 

The Great Awakening is FREEDOM OF THOUGHT 

AWAY FROM DOGMA

THINK FOR YOURSELF

IT WILL SAVE THE WORLD
3/21/2020 8:10:47 AM elsasart1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTP4bZgMmp4&feature=youtu.be …

3/21/2020 8:10:49 AM identityasxy .

It was the closest thing to a Rat mask he could find.

3/21/2020 8:10:56 AM luvvvxoxoxo  https://twitter.com/luvvvxoxoxo/status/1241084807527923712?s=19 …

3/21/2020 8:11:03 AM michell39826764 Oh bless your heart ❤️, you convince someone someday champ. Hang in there.



3/21/2020 8:11:09 AM g007melissa Those “butt plugs” behind him caught my eye 😳

3/21/2020 8:11:37 AM patricksready Do you see how you so quick to call me a bot because you don't agree with me? Sound familiar? You've been programmed.

3/21/2020 8:12:07 AM luvvvxoxoxo #OprahDidWhat https://twitter.com/luvvvxoxoxo/status/1241073855273349120?s=19 …

3/21/2020 8:12:19 AM cre8iveredone What was the "L-6 BINGO" comment referring to?

3/21/2020 8:12:25 AM patricksready I'm not even trying to convince. LOL

Thats what you are trying to do. 

I'm just saying stay open minded!

Do Due Diligence 

Blessings!
3/21/2020 8:12:29 AM sdane8 Possible, but unlikely. Look at them, they reek of fear and panic. That's difficult to recreate even for actors.

3/21/2020 8:12:34 AM deborah1069 Trust the Plan. I have my popcorn ready

3/21/2020 8:12:37 AM abracadabra1775  pic.twitter.com/exagdEY0ex

3/21/2020 8:14:10 AM seanholt007 That is one sick perverted pedofile

3/21/2020 8:14:30 AM abracadabra1775  pic.twitter.com/Bgh5xoF3qh

3/21/2020 8:14:42 AM unittzoo Unseal- Huma and Anthony?? 

Hillary and Anthony??

@3days3nights @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1241367239900778501 …

3/21/2020 8:15:00 AM southconsal They’re all panicking bc he’s out of the country and they’re stuck here! They want to know what he’s revealed if anything. They want to get their story 

straight & can’t. 😂 

I feel like there’s threats involved to the people Ellen keeps pointing out as well.

3/21/2020 8:15:24 AM billycrotti  pic.twitter.com/97OSQ4Ml4d

3/21/2020 8:15:32 AM qsentme1718 Ground control to major TOM

3/21/2020 8:16:03 AM tunamanj What the hell is Vin the holdup on prosecuting these Rogue reporters? 

They are abusing America's rights and bullying

3/21/2020 8:16:42 AM southconsal I’ve heard that they communicate on Minecraft before and I ‘think’ they shut their ability to do so.  Now I could be wrong, so don’t take it as fact. Just 

hanging in mind for some reason.

3/21/2020 8:18:51 AM negative472 Movie Rescuers mouse mask. Was humiliated because his wife was trying to be a rescuer. These people are sick = 192. A=1,Z=26. #Gematria

3/21/2020 8:19:25 AM eelfood WTF?! I’ve never seen JS display a cross in the background or any pedo symbols??? Care to show us what your talking about?

3/21/2020 8:19:38 AM a1flaherty @patriot_rain noted:

Talk to U.S.

3/21/2020 8:19:59 AM neo_asura_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

what other Clown account you running? pretty strong cell service in a DUMB  pic.twitter.com/ECwxnBIchS

3/21/2020 8:20:08 AM irishan53296214 Message on chalkboard?

3/21/2020 8:20:31 AM americanwife2 Omg

3/21/2020 8:21:02 AM brian08326284 I hope Kathleen Kennedy getting eating by a dinosaur in Jurassic World dominion because who hate Kathleen Kennedy is Colin Trevorrow and Steven 

Spielberg and George Lucas Mark Hamill and the Star Wars fans base hate Kathleen Kennedy because she loves sjw / cp in the new Star Wars

3/21/2020 8:21:04 AM fleurdelis_no He’s doing all kinds of hand symbols on his video.  Devil horns.... gun... pulling the trigger.  These assholes are scared of what TH could be saying.  I’m 

loving it!!!  If we’ve got to be stuck inside cause of these freaks then watching them freak out is awesome entertainment

3/21/2020 8:21:11 AM leemagna I agree with that about Jordan. Good guy great info but big ego turns people off

3/21/2020 8:21:12 AM r_tjep Interesting that “they” need to hear from Tom Hanks. I smell panic.

3/21/2020 8:21:24 AM mateuszwala I'm ok with it. 😀😀😀

3/21/2020 8:21:28 AM yobtac2 So do I

3/21/2020 8:21:33 AM wabbithunter3 Hellywood is falling. What a glorious show we are witnessing. Thank you Jesus 🙏 pic.twitter.com/LChiAw6pHV

3/21/2020 8:21:39 AM ethanpe58415707 Was relevant to 8chan*, not 8kun. Watch the vid or he will hit u back 10x harder and i don’t want that to happen. Get your heads out of your asses, if 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said he’s not a LARP, MAYBE HE’S NOT.

3/21/2020 8:21:41 AM neo_asura_ reconcile https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241379537922985984 …

3/21/2020 8:21:57 AM baldymaga_q Your getting trolled by @DavidSpade. It’s not a coded message, if it’s written in plain English. pic.twitter.com/PPdSO7UsS8

3/21/2020 8:22:23 AM qsentme1718 He’s also got the lava lamp the ground control to major tom Glenn close and he’s the ♠️ SPADE .. house of cards is coming down

3/21/2020 8:22:31 AM tunamanj ♥🇺🇲 Can President Grab  television stations 

whenever he wants. ?

😂.IF SO.  

PLS MR. PRESIDENT

  Commandeer CNN in time of War 24/7.  😇🍺🧐🇺🇲😁😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/21/2020 8:22:41 AM brian08326284 Think you Kathleen Kennedy I hate you just like Steven Spielberg and Colin Trevorrow and George Lucas and Mark Hamill and the Star Wars fans base 

you sucks Kathleen Kennedy

3/21/2020 8:22:56 AM nctrump2020 True. Wonder if he’s in custody in Australia?

3/21/2020 8:23:06 AM ethanpe58415707 @StormIsUponUs you need to watch austins latest vid. If @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said he isnt a LARP, THEN HE ISN’T! STOP ATTACKING HIM OR HE WILL 

ATTACK YOU 10X HARDER. @EyesOnQ @Jordan_Sather_ @LisaMei62 @prayingmedic

3/21/2020 8:23:30 AM fleurdelis_no I think Ellen was thinking of “turning over the pieces” cause “I’m not stupid.”  Did she?  Hmmmm.

3/21/2020 8:23:44 AM deliver77 Glenn Close on the chalkboard too

3/21/2020 8:23:45 AM bunnyfoohfooh Foreplay.

3/21/2020 8:24:12 AM libertygal12 Sheep No More!  300 million know now, in a week a billion will!  Symbolism will be there down fall!

3/21/2020 8:24:18 AM pskearns This photo is full of coded symbolism...

3/21/2020 8:24:32 AM josephinetoia That's right my friend... these people are sick

3/21/2020 8:24:51 AM negative472 Ten comes to 39. Think Mirror. 93 Club. #Gematria A=1,Z=26. They talk in code. Ok hand sign is 666. White Power. WP. and 93. Arm and circle is the 9. 

Three fingers = 3 & W. P is also circle and Arm. Washington Post. WP. Happy hunting. Enjoy the Show. Q

3/21/2020 8:25:04 AM floridajjh Look up Isaac Kappy Brackets and Jackets. Everything Isaac said has later proven to be truth. He called out David Spade who was his good friend

3/21/2020 8:26:15 AM neen97150857 Yellow note you say....as in Q

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_maritime_signal_flags …

3/21/2020 8:26:27 AM jackarm65081193 Flim-Flam guy🤡selling a lie

like Bill Nye, pretend science guy🤪

3/21/2020 8:26:33 AM brian08326284 I hope Kathleen Kennedy getting eating by a dinosaur in Jurassic World dominion because she loves sjw/ cp crap in the Star Wars franchise who hate 

Kathleen Kennedy it is Colin Trevorrow and Steven Spielberg and George Lucas and Mark Hamill and the Star Wars fans base

3/21/2020 8:26:58 AM brian08326284 Think you Kathleen Kennedy



3/21/2020 8:27:13 AM blsdbe And, hence, #MessageOverMessenger!!!

3/21/2020 8:27:47 AM timtimhalter1 If they are in California then they are more or less quarantined due to the "stay in place" order.

3/21/2020 8:28:28 AM trumpgender  pic.twitter.com/AVYHXGMVh8

3/21/2020 8:28:45 AM cre8iveredone And her husband was then seen with a rat mask on

3/21/2020 8:29:42 AM 12_goownway Glenn Close.

3/21/2020 8:29:56 AM japarkerart @Dan_Jennings

3/21/2020 8:30:27 AM trumpgender The "first dog is dead".  Who will be next?  NO DEALS. https://nypost.com/2020/03/17/first-dog-to-test-positive-for-coronavirus-has-died-in-hong-

kong/ …

3/21/2020 8:30:33 AM cmwkrn Also, what’s up with the msg on the blackboard?

3/21/2020 8:30:35 AM neo_asura_  https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241384064646615043 …

3/21/2020 8:31:44 AM brightpink Oh my... two things I have not noticed before this. And this photo was taken when?

3/21/2020 8:31:47 AM wicked1121 That’s racist!  🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2020 8:33:50 AM dironablu2u Don't we have marines for that?

3/21/2020 8:34:44 AM tunamanj Lol. 🔓💩👮😅😅😅

3/21/2020 8:34:52 AM susaq54 That’s funny!

3/21/2020 8:35:14 AM missi0n17 @Sanna116

3/21/2020 8:35:59 AM needanswers1127 Glen Close? Lava lamp?

3/21/2020 8:36:01 AM qsentme1718 Look at the lava lamp .. JOE VS THE VOLCANO .. Tom Hanks is the sacrifice that he had a rare disease

3/21/2020 8:36:36 AM weareallq Awwww thank you! Was wondering the significance of the little man.

3/21/2020 8:36:47 AM q_s3nt_m3 I saw that too.

3/21/2020 8:36:52 AM qsentme1718 Tom Hanks rare disease sacrificed to the Volcano.. fire ..heat .. March 9 pic.twitter.com/8vV84v3Q4H

3/21/2020 8:37:04 AM delstraincomedy Arkansides.

3/21/2020 8:38:46 AM drdannielle It was posted awhile ago. The language is noteworthy - am/am not allowed to talk - on a yellow post-it

3/21/2020 8:38:50 AM rebelrob52 They are fucking with us

3/21/2020 8:39:00 AM mykatkarl  pic.twitter.com/tI6qFuabeG

3/21/2020 8:39:15 AM needanswers1127 Minecraft ???

Talk on Xbox?

3/21/2020 8:39:32 AM gypsetserafini Post it note! 🔎💡 pic.twitter.com/rdRcnFVXUz

3/21/2020 8:39:37 AM inthenameoflo19 Wonder what David knows about Kate Spade.

3/21/2020 8:39:38 AM magatrump_1  pic.twitter.com/adrMEll0nA

3/21/2020 8:39:49 AM xfbd It's like we're in the biggest game of Clue ever and the whole world is playing Lol

3/21/2020 8:40:32 AM nadine02177105 Thanks, freaks..The more money some people have they get real freaky..Pulitzer out of Palm Beach..late 80’s

3/21/2020 8:40:53 AM weareallq Someone else pointed out maybe they are communicating over Minecraft

3/21/2020 8:41:04 AM magatrump_1 #ThesePeopleAreStupid #MinecraftComms

3/21/2020 8:41:41 AM bezovie_farmers  pic.twitter.com/6z2ZsaCMuF

3/21/2020 8:42:11 AM tltyson Lego man=Leggo Pasta Sauce=little boy orgy-->he's worried that TH will rat him out

I think the lava lamps may indicate that things are heating up.

3/21/2020 8:42:19 AM merica45dotcom No... who was the person in the reflection?

3/21/2020 8:42:36 AM janeorlean Blue and black colors of FF (see prior comms pre-prior FF)

Also "Lava" and "lamp" on the chalk board. 

Not sure if related, but Mt Etna erupting again and a bright object in sky during eruption yesterday.

3/21/2020 8:42:40 AM skutrofficial David Spade starts out his pictured monlologue with a plea regarding Tom Hanks's diagnosis with the coronavirus, which is an allusion toward, among 

other things, this kind of trolling nonsense. https://twitter.com/LightsOut/status/1241146276940353536 …

3/21/2020 8:44:28 AM ausanon369 I don’t care what people say to me, about this: ThanQ @GenFlynn @realDonaldTrump @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, Admiral Rogers & Julian 

Assange.

3/21/2020 8:44:35 AM laurabusse Trust no one

Except yourself

Look at the message

Message over messenger

A liar can say something truthful

An honest person can lie

3/21/2020 8:44:38 AM blankmarlo Lol yet you haven't taken any time to suggest that @AustinSteinbart needs to check his ego??

3/21/2020 8:44:51 AM pablocr46826101  https://youtu.be/PIJxuHibz_I 

Watch this video please it has a ton of answer's to many many questions 

Cheers!

3/21/2020 8:45:05 AM carla68212188 Arrest her! 😠

3/21/2020 8:45:10 AM django98865400 Remember this Year .....since A Long Time BUT...... pic.twitter.com/hdsrDkXOm9

3/21/2020 8:45:21 AM southconsal You know what I’ve noticed, in so many of these weird videos, they have the color orange somewhere or green color and sometimes both. Also 

noticing red and green colors in their productions. Just mentioning. Probably means zilch! 😂

3/21/2020 8:45:41 AM mz_nubbie How many kids did she molest? She thinks they liked it t? They wont remember? Shit. They remember.

3/21/2020 8:46:46 AM brianan06364517 I disagree.

3/21/2020 8:46:47 AM django98865400 Pool-Partys in Encino.....Q

W hat about ....

3/21/2020 8:47:01 AM mz_nubbie Yet she screamed she stands with victims of sexual abuse during metoo.

3/21/2020 8:47:08 AM stavroguin2 #livefronthebunker... Save?

3/21/2020 8:47:30 AM brianan06364517 I disagree

3/21/2020 8:47:33 AM laurabusse Does trump bring out love and kindness?

Not always

Yes we want love and kindness

But tough times and tough situations require tough individuals

3/21/2020 8:47:47 AM suzanna1954 How about TALK TO GOD?

3/21/2020 8:47:49 AM michell39826764 And you are free to.

3/21/2020 8:47:59 AM giediknight I thought J$ was “Above Majestic” 😂

3/21/2020 8:48:17 AM laurabusse Yes

Fighting is not all peace and love

3/21/2020 8:49:09 AM brianan06364517 I believe Austin is Q

3/21/2020 8:49:10 AM ashleykingsley Same here. Why do they need to announce? You would think any hard working "actor" would welcome the time to not work.

3/21/2020 8:49:11 AM coloradoevolut1 🤣

3/21/2020 8:49:33 AM westall_sarahw @docdhj @99freemind @TheSharpEdge1 @DebraLindh @DrTiaJolie @AlannaElise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BenAnthony1948 @ToddHagopian 

@raynman123 @JoanneTarpon07 @AbbyMartin @ARedPillReport @GovJVentura @DrCaroleMD @adamkokesh @mlong42947 @LisaMei62 

@dmills3710 https://twitter.com/westall_sarahw/status/1241377155881132033 …

3/21/2020 8:49:34 AM brianan06364517 Thank you

3/21/2020 8:49:38 AM dansebrell Found this about Ellens shirt. Might not be "Wilson" but the little girl HRC & Huma danced with her face. pic.twitter.com/5RKEA5uCGh



3/21/2020 8:49:38 AM dreamer592 😆

3/21/2020 8:49:48 AM lawjohnston1  pic.twitter.com/T7AWsYcThJ

3/21/2020 8:49:54 AM herbert46947602 One day hillare will die, what she will face is un imaginable, a burnt heart is blind, the real target of hate is the host

3/21/2020 8:50:29 AM lyvidot A lot of things aren’t making sense especially right now...😐

3/21/2020 8:50:34 AM beeluzjams 😂😂

3/21/2020 8:50:42 AM act1871 What about the chalkboard,  mentioning Glen Close. 

Remember she boiled a rabbit in Fatal Attraction?

3/21/2020 8:51:20 AM southconsal I’ll go on & say my thoughts on this. They’re in home arrests here in the states, Madonna in Paris (ref to letter), Tom/Rita in actual custody in AUS, 

maybe O too since she’s quiet. They’re only allowed use of 📱 for all but direct contact. Tactic to get them to flip on ea other

3/21/2020 8:51:43 AM southconsal With a #1 by her name 🤔

3/21/2020 8:51:48 AM pablocr46826101 @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HYVEE7

#blackeyeclub

#redshoeclub

#childtrafficking

#Adrenochrome

#evergreen

#HillaryForPrison

#PedoWood

#GITMO

#whitehats

#pedogate

#pedogate

#CometPingPong

#TickTock

#Q https://twitter.com/DrDannielle/status/1241364189253447682 …
3/21/2020 8:52:07 AM valeriewapelhor And his bunker will probably be crushed by an earthquake soon. Tommy can’t talk because he’s in jail.  😳

3/21/2020 8:52:58 AM valeriewapelhor Hahahaha

3/21/2020 8:54:20 AM valeriewapelhor Yes. So sad.

3/21/2020 8:55:10 AM pablocr46826101 Spot ON

3/21/2020 8:55:14 AM valeriewapelhor Great videos. All should watch!!!

3/21/2020 8:56:47 AM fearlessfaith67 Remember..... https://youtu.be/vr-LcT1QilQ 

3/21/2020 8:57:16 AM randy_roho  pic.twitter.com/LNFZUBFguJ

3/21/2020 8:57:34 AM mattegelkraut What is that on the right? 🙊

3/21/2020 8:58:11 AM jennife80195807 And the picture from long ago with Hanks and Oprah says “I’m not allowed to talk”. Weird!!!!

3/21/2020 8:58:20 AM pablocr46826101 Love the socks man!!! #TickTock

3/21/2020 8:58:22 AM nehdah  pic.twitter.com/zN3U0crDAK

3/21/2020 8:59:01 AM nctrump2020 These people are sick!

3/21/2020 8:59:42 AM pablocr46826101 @TheEllenShow

3/21/2020 9:00:03 AM southconsal Oh my goodness!! Great analogy! 

Looks like I found Q in the Billiard Room and Q+ in the Study. 😂 pic.twitter.com/rQpTqEzvvy

3/21/2020 9:00:54 AM scottshorey Hardly actors working there I fixed it for you...

3/21/2020 9:00:59 AM mgodfrey99 Live from the bunker?

3/21/2020 9:01:12 AM watcher88149993 This is Tom H, they are on to  us..We are screwed..Run.....

3/21/2020 9:02:05 AM bondisurf License plate says.... Mike

3/21/2020 9:02:47 AM truth_yhvh A simulation conference for Corona Virus outbreak??? What do you think?

3/21/2020 9:02:59 AM corinne11976433 ... mr and mts frog  concluded the only chance of survival was to seek refuge in america!!!! ....after discovering they were on the menu in China !! 

😂😂😘

3/21/2020 9:03:34 AM southconsal How? That’s what my heart will never understand. No matter the answer. Just ❤️ wrenching how their evil has impacted so many. The world really 

y’all. 😢🙏

3/21/2020 9:04:45 AM kbinsc Glenn Close on the chalk board...

3/21/2020 9:04:51 AM deborahdiltz Trump's 'wrath' is to let them make fools of themselves on a daily basis so he can respond on national TV. We are seeing firsthand how they conduct 

themselves and then we see the twisted way they report it! They can't report honestly even during a Pandemic. Public Enemy #1...

3/21/2020 9:05:07 AM high_inquizitor Don't be as the wolf who takes a line of scripture from The Holy Bible, and substitutes its meaning within the proper context, for dogmatic rhetoric. 

What is the subject being discussed?

Who's comms? 

Outside of what exactly?

You aren't thinking logically. pic.twitter.com/Oz8t5mTEJN

3/21/2020 9:07:42 AM scottshorey To create less panic and less mental meltdowns they are given deals to say they are self quarantining. It will be hard for the masses to wrap their heads 

around just how horrible the things done to children to create their elixir of youth fear and pain create chemicals like drugs

3/21/2020 9:07:52 AM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/8nqfceO5iA

3/21/2020 9:08:06 AM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/JClE4Y5XRD

3/21/2020 9:08:17 AM sseed369  pic.twitter.com/d1xlypU3vg

3/21/2020 9:08:20 AM toni61499654 Repent!

3/21/2020 9:08:45 AM xfbd Ummm... this is awesome lol

3/21/2020 9:08:59 AM djlok Interesting point regarding..."No outside comms" and the switch from 4chan to 8chan.  Those using "no outside comms" from the Q posts as an 

argument to discredit Austin need to take another look.

3/21/2020 9:09:23 AM sseed369 Arise!!!

3/6/9

9

🕉 pic.twitter.com/q5lVcbf5q6

3/21/2020 9:09:35 AM serpent021 Yes he does

3/21/2020 9:10:01 AM southconsal 😂 I had to find them before someone else did! They were not the killers! 😂🤣😂🤣

3/21/2020 9:10:20 AM lori_dee1 Thank you for posting the video link. I'm watching it now. 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/21/2020 9:10:46 AM waszappa I can't wait for them all to go down.

3/21/2020 9:11:41 AM southconsal They will! I hope to see it here on earth!!

3/21/2020 9:12:37 AM carriebryson2 That’s my America!!!



3/21/2020 9:12:49 AM pablocr46826101  https://humansarefree.com/2018/08/tom-hanks-accused-of-buying-13-year-old-girl-from-her-father-and-raped-her-actor-isaac-kappy-recently-called-

him-a-pedophile.html … LET'S NOT FORGET ABOUT THIS ONE^^^

#PEDOGATE #PedoWood #IsaacKappy #purge #adrenochrome #childtrafficking #GITMO #QAnon #WWG1WGA #Hollywood #redshoeclub #freeMasons 

@HYVEE7 @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 9:14:20 AM jane_says__ I just heard from a friend who watched this series. We need to help friends through their awakening process. ❤️

3/21/2020 9:15:51 AM diaptera_80 Non-disclosure agreements, really?

3/21/2020 9:16:37 AM carriebryson2 The skies over here in California are clear.  Hasn’t been like that for a while

3/21/2020 9:17:09 AM scot1222 Is this real? Nobody, I mean NOBODY has that many people to have died. Aka killary suicide

3/21/2020 9:18:06 AM billycrotti You people are just genius. Hopefully this is not the biggest CIA PsyOps ever conducted I hope this is all true. Q has been quiet

3/21/2020 9:18:12 AM chevy_lionsfan Nothing can stop what is coming....

3/21/2020 9:18:48 AM onionsopinionss Nice little village 😉

3/21/2020 9:18:55 AM nctrump2020 Nothing can stop what’s coming!#QAnon

3/21/2020 9:19:33 AM angelgrace1313 live from the bunker!! ?

3/21/2020 9:19:40 AM jennys6nchez Sicko!!!!!!

3/21/2020 9:20:34 AM bbaker2004 Pence was asked the same question and was able to answer it without throwing a fit like a giant baby. It was a simple question man.

3/21/2020 9:20:46 AM chaucerisms It was backstage at a play Hanks did called Lucky Guy. The black eye is make-up.

3/21/2020 9:23:06 AM elias45732367 Was bedeutet "erwarte nichts"?

3/21/2020 9:23:24 AM jim_powell_jr He’s messing with Anons.  Think logically.  “Talk to Us Tom H” isn’t a very well disguised comm. 😂 Don’t get wrong I think Pedowood is comprised 

mostly of satanic ↪️unts!  However, I believe most of what you’ll see from them during the quarantine is a LARP.  #PedoWood

3/21/2020 9:23:52 AM truckdr62247354 Thank You Sir !    Make American Godly again !!

3/21/2020 9:23:57 AM corey28706035 Can anyone read that paper?

3/21/2020 9:24:04 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/AXJvGDA4gW

3/21/2020 9:24:04 AM walkawaylib @SecretQMafia

3/21/2020 9:24:23 AM czar313car Maybe he’s talking?

3/21/2020 9:24:41 AM bbaker2004 and djt is the most divisive in the room of course. He could have brought us together, but he just lashed out. 

I guess to you being an asshole=strong

3/21/2020 9:25:30 AM mongrelglory I think the movie "The Watchmen" did a great job of exposing just how morally flawed and ambiguous our heroes often are!  It's not ideal, but it's the 

reality.  Corey Goode often talks about how "damaged" many in the "Alliance" really are. (Message over messenger).

3/21/2020 9:25:48 AM danavilcea "Man suffers only because he takes seriously what the gods made for fun."

#AlanWatts pic.twitter.com/ddNSazAZn8

3/21/2020 9:26:27 AM sseed369 11:11 pic.twitter.com/4HRCtlPkdH

3/21/2020 9:27:07 AM realovendodger One is and it's his favorite pic.twitter.com/yPaBD2db4q

3/21/2020 9:27:26 AM mongrelglory Wasn't Jordan's first big interview with Alex Jones, another "groomed" personality?

3/21/2020 9:27:30 AM jaypendejo1 ...and I forgot Kenya & Ireland as well

3/21/2020 9:27:44 AM corey28706035 Yup

3/21/2020 9:28:11 AM dansebrell Seeing that hit me hard & almost brought a tear to my eyes. Hopefully it makes enough people mad that they wake up.

3/21/2020 9:28:19 AM tonym3691 #AustinSteinbart is such a #LARP

3/21/2020 9:28:36 AM opatriot2 Wtf?

3/21/2020 9:30:33 AM crzycnuk101 Q is done. Gone dark. MJ12 is what is AFTER Q. Sounds like ppl need to do more research.

MJ12 has never condraticted Q.

3/21/2020 9:30:47 AM brd369 Attacks will only intensify. Trust but verify.

3/21/2020 9:30:48 AM dansebrell I'm assuming the little girl from the video where HRC & Huma cut her face off & danced around with it. The video was on #WeinersLaptop I think. It's 

out there available, but I don't want to see it, based on hearing what it shows.

3/21/2020 9:31:02 AM mongrelglory Austin criticizes the corrupt Cabal groups/traitors.  It's only when individual accounts or lawyers attack him that he fights back and calls them names.

3/21/2020 9:31:16 AM hodgeslaura3 🤔

3/21/2020 9:31:20 AM seeker229 I appreciate your work AND your lessons.

I guess the difference for some people is they havent experienced things outside their normal.

Reality is a strange place

Stranger than fiction

I've appreciated the guidance @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ndATGmE5cI

3/21/2020 9:31:30 AM bjmt55 Great catch!

3/21/2020 9:33:20 AM saucenuclear Can’t trace Xbox live chats I guess?

3/21/2020 9:33:25 AM tiffanyparrott4 @BardsOfWar

3/21/2020 9:33:51 AM esh_grannysue Why do I want to know what the highlight is on lava lamps in the bunker and what is hand written on the letter? AND, are LEGO guy’s feet pointing out 

a date we are familiar with?

3/21/2020 9:33:56 AM greta83743279 I see Two of them

3/21/2020 9:34:29 AM phennomma All those games were used for comms

3/21/2020 9:35:02 AM edwardjphillip2 Their About to be Exposed. Pentagon announces Retraing Military for urban combat/ underground fighting tells Us much

The Armored personnel carriers by rail confirms it!

The Silent War Continues Thank You Patriot! pic.twitter.com/pJfn3w8LWV

3/21/2020 9:35:31 AM todays4me 🤔 Glen Close

3/21/2020 9:35:36 AM realovendodger Madonna likes em too pic.twitter.com/yZyAjP15EM

3/21/2020 9:35:57 AM dironablu2u The 1% hiding in their secret Minecraft bunkers: pic.twitter.com/jreqKfVBiL

3/21/2020 9:36:14 AM michael81972 “Sky Event” is soon?

3/21/2020 9:36:32 AM blankmarlo He's claiming to be Q and attacks anyone that asks him to do the simplest and most irrefutable proof which is to confirm on the boards. I'm not 

refuting the Intel he drops about the CIA etc... But he's using that to get you to believe he is Q so that he can hijack the movement.

3/21/2020 9:37:06 AM _chelseaproject Why are cabal members on the coronavirus task force?

3/21/2020 9:38:01 AM vikvonm I love that! Yes

3/21/2020 9:38:27 AM americanpetal Lol

3/21/2020 9:38:28 AM bbaker2004 Thats idiotic if youre referring to 45 blowing up like a baby at a real easy question

3/21/2020 9:38:43 AM burgersandra Nice job.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ColForbin3/status/1241393539864502273 …

3/21/2020 9:39:27 AM taylor7_r Sorry @DavidSpade Tom is busy he can't talk right now! 😂

3/21/2020 9:39:29 AM potatopatriot Yeah... I must admit I’ve tuned out most of pop culture over the past four years. Stopped watching all television. Seened to remember that Spade, 

Dennis Miller and Dana Carvey seem to be lone voices of reason but I could be mistaken on Spade.

3/21/2020 9:40:04 AM jizomonk I'm receiving a "Delivery Status Notification (Failure)" from support@datto.com. Does this mean we've succeeded in overloading their support 

channels? or have they filtered as spam? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please advise!!

3/21/2020 9:40:53 AM justbro99900566 Good point. Think we need some more concrete evidence before acting

3/21/2020 9:41:21 AM matrixexit ☝️ 👏



3/21/2020 9:41:27 AM blankmarlo I've always liked talking with you on here Michelle but I can't get onboard with this one. Q couldn't have been more clear about no comms off the 

boards with no exceptions, they emphasized it several times. Also Austin videos are clearly designed to look like Jordan's old ones.

3/21/2020 9:42:36 AM waszappa  https://twitter.com/WasZappa/status/1241404451912478720?s=20 …

3/21/2020 9:43:11 AM justbro99900566 @GenFlynn does follow Austin curiously enough

3/21/2020 9:43:19 AM tthseeker 🤔🤔🤔🤔

3/21/2020 9:44:58 AM shieldbyfaith I agree with the deals. I don’t think these celebs’ isolation is voluntary. People now home with extra time, Google less restricted = more people 

learning the truth.

3/21/2020 9:45:40 AM spiethomas References Pizzacode.

#Pizzagate

#FRAZZLEDRIP

#WhoisQ

3/21/2020 9:45:58 AM blankmarlo Lol Q is done when the plan is done and it's just getting started. I'm not the least bit worried when they go dark because I know they're always 

working. Also we know what to be paying attention to by now, we've been studying this for years. Q just check in to say hi sometimes.

3/21/2020 9:48:05 AM jackoneilltime1 Lov cat memes!!! pic.twitter.com/pvQjDnv3wC

3/21/2020 9:49:01 AM mongrelglory That's okay to agree to disagree!  Open discussion is what it's all about.  There is a deadline for Queen Maxima (of the Netherlands) to hand over 

Greenland by Apr. 5th.  Austin has emphasized that as a proof marker.  I'm looking forward to seeing if it happens!

3/21/2020 9:49:24 AM mklundquist 3, 6, 9 = 6 hands of gin rummy

up by 201 points = https://twitter.com/mklundquist/status/1241140956180680710?s=20 …

3/21/2020 9:50:03 AM waszappa This jerk Colbert is one that will be extremely satisfying to watch go down.

3/21/2020 9:50:40 AM kevinmruel Bards of War Ep77 The Digital Soldiers part 2

@Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealSheilaZ

@AussiePatriotQ

#StayAtHome #coronavirus

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #QAnons #QAnon2020 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@realDonaldTrump

@TheCollectiveQ https://youtu.be/tRP2YJmQnMs 

3/21/2020 9:51:11 AM coco4vegas 😭💔💔💔🤯

3/21/2020 9:51:23 AM mklundquist She likes to do lots of creepy things! https://twitter.com/Madonna/status/1241035131554615298?s=20 …

3/21/2020 9:52:03 AM beaderino1 It says “live from the bunker” on the chalk board. So Tom has stopped communications.... interesting. They are worried he turned?

3/21/2020 9:56:21 AM christabellebl2 They're actors! they are probably being paid to say they are sick/quarantining to make out this virus is way worse than it is and that 'if they have it then 

anyone can get it' - it's to frighten you and get you to agree to the lock down

3/21/2020 9:56:27 AM winklerburke The revolution will not IsBe televised (on broadcast tv.) Now: Youtube!   Warning: U must use your brain! Get the (pride) cobwebs out!  Use logic, logic 

will not harm you or fam. Do not fight the universe of truth. Time proves truth. Get on board?  Whoooo -  hooo!  Warp 3-6-9🤣😇

3/21/2020 9:56:28 AM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/FFZYH9MWGP

3/21/2020 9:57:02 AM tractor444 Q is all over it. 👍 pic.twitter.com/3qr2EpgJZD

3/21/2020 9:57:46 AM robinrhenae What the hell??

3/21/2020 9:59:03 AM saucenuclear Ahead of the time, Q is. pic.twitter.com/zdUDI3BN2C

3/21/2020 9:59:11 AM blankmarlo I appreciate you saying that. Honestly tho if this proof happens it only confirms AS has ties to the intel community, not necessarily Q. At the end of the 

day tho we both trust POTUS and Q to take down the Cabal. We all do our part by exploring different paths in #TheGreatAwaking

3/21/2020 10:01:21 AM deedeerushforth 5:5

3/21/2020 10:01:31 AM cordaymaggie Being “more conservative” “conservative” “less liberal” “anti-liberal”,etc. does not mean you are any better or worse than next person. The labels for 

everyone needs to drop and only decide who to follow or listen to by their actions not what they look like or what they say.

3/21/2020 10:01:38 AM lyn_colling I am sick of watching how disrespectfully they treat our President. I am anguished how  they Fearmonger the American people.

3/21/2020 10:03:00 AM jrocktigers There are many other barriers past speed of sound I presume.

3/21/2020 10:04:53 AM jimjr1957direct I implored my child to keep “no secrets.”

3/21/2020 10:06:20 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/1y2L3D8SNl

3/21/2020 10:07:37 AM paj067 Go to youtube and watch "Q the plan to save the world"

3/21/2020 10:08:24 AM ocld1 If a dox was considered a unified reveal for Q, Then where is the proof of said coming out party? United we stand divided  we fall.

3/21/2020 10:10:04 AM protectthechil4 Shes still a luciferian witch, regardless!

3/21/2020 10:10:21 AM djvisionaire nice catch, using game systems for communication...

3/21/2020 10:10:32 AM mongrelglory Yes, though if you still didn't believe his Q claims, then you would have to conclude that the DIA and NSA were involved in and internal power struggle, 

which I would hate to consider at this point! 😬

3/21/2020 10:10:38 AM kystbynangl Livefromthebunker....

3/21/2020 10:11:05 AM vesperman_cindy A must see!!!!

3/21/2020 10:11:08 AM stormyeyed2017 Him too? Are their any good people in that crazy bubble they live in?

3/21/2020 10:11:21 AM sjbjgb2017 Nasty Hwood Pedo's going down........about time!!!

3/21/2020 10:12:14 AM mattegelkraut Good grief. I actually hadn’t heard of that yet. There’s many things I don’t want to learn. I’ve seen the wickedness that exists... any more of it is just too 

much.

3/21/2020 10:13:28 AM dawnmcote2 [Birx] research who she's connected too, and Dr. Munchkin too!

3/21/2020 10:14:22 AM tablooms Now I do, too! Nice catch!

3/21/2020 10:14:28 AM patriot_tam What about the wheelchair?

3/21/2020 10:14:48 AM matrixexit @P0A_Triot23 @__damselfly__ @Seeker229 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2 @AustinSteinbart @Gregham47472271 nazis trending as a topic...has 

desperation peaked? or someone over the target?

3/21/2020 10:15:35 AM aubreymanage This bitch

3/21/2020 10:16:15 AM wyldeyez I see Friday 20.  Lava (lamp)  5:5

3/21/2020 10:17:15 AM dironablu2u Tom's sister just said he's OK

3/21/2020 10:17:25 AM wyldeyez Also all have glasses. Same style in videos

3/21/2020 10:17:34 AM grasshopper627 Hmmmmm....  do you think he might be trolling us?  🤔🤔

3/21/2020 10:18:25 AM southconsal I pray something will wake everyone up. I pray everyday over this entire situation before us.

3/21/2020 10:18:30 AM praytrustwait10 😳

3/21/2020 10:18:38 AM jane_says__ Must watch this one too! https://youtu.be/KVeDKuHPDK8 

3/21/2020 10:20:12 AM urkgurgle Human consciousness when aligned all together creates the reality in this matrix. For millennia this force has been hijacked for evil. It is time to 

repurpose it for good. That is how God Wins.

3/21/2020 10:20:52 AM witchy871 clicked and saw the shit on there

3/21/2020 10:22:23 AM upallnight39 You make an awful lot of assumptions based off public "accepted fact"

Not a good look.

Ur tryin tho, keep it up



3/21/2020 10:23:10 AM immaluckez You should ask your LARP friend to explain his devil horn satanic symbol 🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/ZETRRJd8ka

3/21/2020 10:24:27 AM nikoscali Strange object seen during sky timelapse

#Reconcile #UAP #Disclosure #WatchTheSkies

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdaNGkZiSx8 …

3/21/2020 10:24:43 AM ethanpe58415707 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said hes legit so he is.

3/21/2020 10:25:32 AM winklerburke So, what SG1-DIA-Q volcano lair do we report for duty, Roger, Roger sir?  ;)

3/21/2020 10:25:48 AM calvinconn He's trolling y'all 😂😂😂

3/21/2020 10:26:13 AM alight412 About time..

3/21/2020 10:26:21 AM praytrustwait10 🥳 Hahahaha #TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/21/2020 10:28:47 AM deb12233 Excellent question!

3/21/2020 10:29:23 AM mstrdebator I shamefully admit that despite being an otherwise stellar citizen, I once committed a single crime that ended up sending me to prison. When I seen my 

world collapsing around me and I was helpless to stop it, I behaved EXACTLY as they are.  No imo, it is not an act nor flattering

3/21/2020 10:29:53 AM colforbin3 (1) BOOKMARK and SHARE these lists to stay current on all the notable ELITE self quarantines, diagnosed, CEO resignations, & death cases.

Thanks @MsPatriotPlaner & @ResignationAnon for these!

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@EntheosShines

@Education4Libs https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JtEPPqZwwHEqxws_BLh4SgYHGkFyQW5TVr3CR70-ms4/edit?usp=drivesdk …

3/21/2020 10:30:02 AM dunknmanutts Some theories say the “No more Pasta, [F]ried [F]ish” song has a different meaning if you catch my drift 😉

3/21/2020 10:30:21 AM clarkd958 Is @AustinSteinbart really Q? To many Anons arguing over it.

3/21/2020 10:30:32 AM truth_yhvh @Qanon76 @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I am pretty sure you all saw this. Chet Hanks is threatening people that if we talk about his family, he will send them to Fema Camp :-).  

https://twitter.com/CatNamus/status/1241158981403455490 …

3/21/2020 10:30:42 AM alight412 Reminds me of the Alan Parsons Project song "Time"

Dunno why just popped into my head

3/21/2020 10:30:47 AM pablocr46826101 Keep those blinders on bud.

3/21/2020 10:31:30 AM pablocr46826101 Hmmmm could be

3/21/2020 10:31:43 AM buzzbridgette Great videos but don’t trust ANYONE completely. Use your discernment.

3/21/2020 10:32:26 AM alight412 Great question. As I age my perception of time moves faster then when I was a kid anxiously awaiting birthdays and Christmas.

3/21/2020 10:32:28 AM redpill_beena 🤐 pic.twitter.com/ibqKfYNqQU

3/21/2020 10:33:31 AM nanstl_13 Is that a Minecraft man?

3/21/2020 10:33:49 AM walkawaylib It may be Fe Fe (adrenachrome  substitute).

3/21/2020 10:35:41 AM praytrustwait10 Exactly!  Good point.

3/21/2020 10:36:27 AM poppylovexo 🤔

3/21/2020 10:37:22 AM lyle_willis Fools Gold

3/21/2020 10:38:24 AM annhawks3 When she died, David tweeted out “it’s a tough world out there, hang in there.”  Now, who would say “hang in there” when someone just hung 

themselves?

3/21/2020 10:38:30 AM nmotion29 Death has a way of finding everyone. A treaty can not prevent that.

3/21/2020 10:38:51 AM calvinconn You do understand these people signed up to be sacrificed, right? Real progress would be taking down the trillionares that run the world, not some 

irrelevant actors. 

I encourage you to look up the Rothschilds Inc. Bailout of the Trump family 30yrs ago. Ask yourself why

3/21/2020 10:38:57 AM cyberdeliq Is this real, wtf lol.

3/21/2020 10:39:55 AM southconsal Be careful where your eyes look, bc the images are almost everywhere. I have a desire to know everything as far as I can go without gory type details 

or photos. i.e. I want to know they do child sacrifice bc I want to know the truth, but don’t need the details on it. I get it.

3/21/2020 10:41:03 AM southconsal Right there!!

3/21/2020 10:41:35 AM nybiltong me too movement needed in this department

my choice of tool will be 7mm rif

3/21/2020 10:41:45 AM calvinconn I used to believe what your squad believes. 1 day of research will lead you to believe Trumps cabinet is full of Soros & Rothschilds employees. The 

federal reserve owns our government,  but keep them blinders on 😊

Look up who Steven Mnuchin & Wilbur Ross work for

3/21/2020 10:41:56 AM sc70542739  pic.twitter.com/WlfhjnNalr

3/21/2020 10:45:36 AM heidisteinhauer Maybe I’m ready too much into it, but the “us” is the only word with space in it.

3/21/2020 10:48:26 AM skiiryne Ty🌹

3/21/2020 10:48:50 AM dunknmanutts Haven’t heard that, but many think it was code for a False Flag event

3/21/2020 10:51:37 AM threeesix9999 @david_wilcock @CoreyGoode @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @55true4u  did Pence just say trump... 'in his past life?!' ***mind blown 

emoji***

3/21/2020 10:51:48 AM walkawaylib Because of Ellen’s cards 6=f 5=e

3/21/2020 10:53:44 AM nyyankeejim2 Abraham Lincoln did.... and look how history treated him😉.

3/21/2020 10:54:43 AM kindling_fire And thanks also for yours. Absolutely, the best lie is one that contains truth. And if we fall into despair, darkness wins by default. I salute your courage 

to discern within, question everything, discover truth, & take personal responsibility. *Sovereign.*

3/21/2020 10:57:11 AM damien2nd  pic.twitter.com/k0m5pRYNKa

3/21/2020 10:57:19 AM a1flaherty Faceless Steve.

3/21/2020 10:59:33 AM dunknmanutts I see, I hadn’t heard that until now. Thank you

3/21/2020 11:00:12 AM deebeecooper88 Why is there an arrow under lava but a V or a U below lamp? Down under? Australia?

3/21/2020 11:00:41 AM america_1st_now Little rockets, or......? Giant....? pic.twitter.com/pEunyus0Ot

3/21/2020 11:01:25 AM deebeecooper88 There’s only one arrow. The other one could be a V or U as well. Idk.

3/21/2020 11:01:39 AM walkawaylib Justin Trudeau tweeted a bunch of #ffs (follow Friday but still)

3/21/2020 11:03:51 AM negative472 Jr. goes missing on 7-16-99  Rest of world says 16-7 & on the 167th day of the year @realDonaldTrump came down escalator in Trump Tower. 6-16-15. 

167 is the 39th prime number. 198 days left in the year. President Trump =198 Calm Before the Storm =198 judge Brett Kavanaugh =198.

3/21/2020 11:04:00 AM lovethatyas SHE WOULD KNOW!!!!  Because I have no frame of reference to consider what an Abuser can do well!!!  F y Oprah

3/21/2020 11:04:56 AM surfstikk “We dressed for a funeral”

3/21/2020 11:05:06 AM mjunleashed Why is he making it so obvious though? The yellow note is obviously placed so that it can’t be missed. Or is this like a split second frame? I didn’t see 

the whole video yet.

3/21/2020 11:05:29 AM alight412 The stars were fantastic in Western OR last night. A few planes spewing toxins but not like it has been.



3/21/2020 11:08:53 AM irene19176156 Crazy times....Movies always shove it in our faces. #paincoming #CoronavirusPandemic #QAnon #MAGA2020Landslide #WWG1WGA 

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @intheMatrixxx @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1241134717040197638 …

3/21/2020 11:12:25 AM shananigan420 Exactly my thought process. Something else is happening. They arent this stupid

3/21/2020 11:13:38 AM sdane8 Clearly we disagree and you're entitled to your opinion. Peace 🙏

3/21/2020 11:14:50 AM alysonstonebra1 And Minecraft is all (or at least partly) about digging tunnels I think. I’ll have to look it up.

3/21/2020 11:17:24 AM viviannl10 The MSN, kcal9 an offshoot of @CBS this morning showed a very short clip of that reporter asking "what do you tell the American people who are 

scared" and then they show Trump's reply. They didn't show the beginning of that reporter's question. Manipulation sickens me!!

3/21/2020 11:18:19 AM sdane8 That looked like lightning.

3/21/2020 11:19:07 AM kgranier55 Sooo....Tom and Rita aren’t allowed to have their phones where you can just call them during their “self-isolation”? 🤔

3/21/2020 11:19:33 AM danceintruth Tom H seems to be the high priest.

3/21/2020 11:20:15 AM pearlbeyondpri1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

Lest there be any confusion with smiley icon, Im seriously supporting Austin’s claims & reality that we need to “have his back”. This is no time to 

degenerate the situation with hate posts. 

✅ 14 min mark: He exposes John McCain. Protect our partners!

3/21/2020 11:23:50 AM daganon68 I dont think Tommy is available right now.

3/21/2020 11:23:56 AM sdane8 Read the past tweets. I think you'll find your answers there.

3/21/2020 11:25:04 AM bluefringe7 Thank you for posting this extremely important 10 part episode of Fall Cabal.EVERYONE needs to watch this & Wake UP.The Great Awakening is here & 

WE must do all we can to spread the Truth & shine the light on this darkness & expose the wickedness for the world to see.#DarktoLIGHT

3/21/2020 11:25:19 AM jeanenev Look at the yellow note on his desk

Worried about your pedo buddy @DavidSpade 

"Talk to us Tom H" 

@EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HYVEE7  pic.twitter.com/J2r2Itm4Pk  https://twitter.com/PabloCr46826101/status/1241225582953639937 …

3/21/2020 11:26:59 AM jeanenev TRUMP POINTED 

LEFT EYE ....THESE 

PEOPLE R SICK ......

LEFT EYE .....

ARCHON EYE .....

SOLD YOUR SOUL ....... pic.twitter.com/jpPt9JFuWM

3/21/2020 11:29:49 AM gaskinscissy I believe this is what's going on

3/21/2020 11:30:04 AM blankmarlo  pic.twitter.com/4jDceDcnSo

3/21/2020 11:30:27 AM jaypendejo1 💯

3/21/2020 11:31:42 AM lavenderlives  pic.twitter.com/33QBptq3NY

3/21/2020 11:32:51 AM tommylambertokc Lava lamp.

3/21/2020 11:33:05 AM sdane8 Maybe the planes are grounded?

3/21/2020 11:34:18 AM djvisionaire Remember These Bread Crumbs? pic.twitter.com/GmbRpPw9Bl

3/21/2020 11:34:26 AM pablocr46826101 Just saying.... pic.twitter.com/aUbFnEAMdm

3/21/2020 11:35:27 AM sdane8 Can you explain this more? I'm not sure what I'm looking at?

3/21/2020 11:37:11 AM the_awakened_j We are here to experience the many dualities that are within and around us. The singularity moment is the unfying, conjoining of both hemispheres, 

the balance of ego vs self, whereas we would not know good without evil, happy without sad, life without death....Love wins over evil

3/21/2020 11:37:43 AM mitolduso What about the sign behind oprah..MIKE..and tht clock..idk 🤷♀️

3/21/2020 11:38:07 AM mitolduso He lookn rufff

3/21/2020 11:39:47 AM trumpis33679216 When people run out of their favorite drugs they go to desperate measures and dont think clearly

3/21/2020 11:40:18 AM magicianmighty We all know what happened to Kate spade. 🤔

3/21/2020 11:44:17 AM zipnpose Boy, I'm thinking maybe this quarantine is getting to a lot of you.  I think Hollywood sucks and most of them are vile, hateful people who think only of 

themselves and their liberal buddies, but come on now, let's not go off the deep end. They're playing with you

3/21/2020 11:44:31 AM zithax_ hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha

3/21/2020 11:44:45 AM samuelmohr4 General Michael Flynn is OUR John Connor. 

And that's the fact Jack

3/21/2020 11:45:27 AM thirsty4freedom @AQpatriot

3/21/2020 11:45:59 AM james_liquori Why can’t he just call Tom Hanks and see how he’s doing?! If he doesn’t have his number, I’m sure one of his pedowood friends has to have it!

3/21/2020 11:47:51 AM 2020technology1 Talk to us -> on Minecraft (all other comms are compromised?)

3/21/2020 11:48:15 AM nicolep2327 They are desperate for a FF it seems. Trying to communicate via code. Just wondering if they are on house arrest or self contained at this point. 

Whatever it is they are scared to death.

3/21/2020 11:48:45 AM nicolep2327 Oh! I haven't heard of that.

3/21/2020 11:49:24 AM walkawaylib I thing Fe Fe, synthetic adrenachrome- because the real stuff has been contaminated.

3/21/2020 11:51:17 AM patriotleah1776 I've been watching flights & earthquakes/wildfires for about a year. Not really trying to find anything, but started noticing peculiar things. Posting so if 

anyone knows more on subject, they can feel free to share! I was much better at digging when my mind was fresh @ 17 vs now!

3/21/2020 11:51:17 AM walkawaylib Haha WITH CV... 3 22 btw

3/21/2020 11:53:02 AM tabsinabox 144,000 lotus petals

3/21/2020 11:53:10 AM tabsinabox 🤗💚💚💚💚

3/21/2020 11:53:45 AM truthfromabove1 Its a show. Anons are falling for it big time because they believe God is guiding them into the light. Satan was LIGHTBRINGER though. Set-up like 

bowling pins.

3/21/2020 11:55:04 AM truthfromabove1 You don't think these actors can communicate in private? Emails? IM?

3/21/2020 11:56:11 AM truthfromabove1 So, none of these actors can contact another in a private email or IM? this is for YOU TO SEE.

3/21/2020 11:56:56 AM sdane8 Thx. I didn't understand the loon balloon reference. I used to watch Duthsinse but haven't in a while. Noticed earthquakes in NV and UT recently. 

DUMB base activity?

3/21/2020 11:59:32 AM james_liquori Has anyone heard from Oprah or Tom Hanks lately? #WWG1WWA

3/21/2020 11:59:45 AM nicolep2327 Ok. Jimmy Kimmel is  attaching #FormalFriday all over his tweets.

3/21/2020 12:01:03 PM walkawaylib  pic.twitter.com/18NUFfZS4W

3/21/2020 12:01:03 PM patricistr We will see who looks like the moron when the real Q goes public 😂

3/21/2020 12:01:34 PM pillarhouseart  https://t.co/IhkCDzChKt  https://twitter.com/pillarhouseart/status/1241424459267035137?s=21 …

3/21/2020 12:02:25 PM walkawaylib 😳



3/21/2020 12:02:30 PM realityloominng What kind of NDA's? Just civilian contracts to not disclose something, or does he have inside knowledge [groomed]?

3/21/2020 12:02:48 PM upallnight39 Look in the mirror and wave

Its you,

Moran

3/21/2020 12:03:14 PM justice8882 Great Message, Thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!

3/21/2020 12:04:40 PM walkawaylib ❓  https://twitter.com/jimmykimmel?s=20 …

Trudeau maybe?

3/21/2020 12:05:36 PM patricistr 😘

3/21/2020 12:12:18 PM callsignlioness Thanks! I found Q in the middle so I’ve been trying, and not very easily, to play catch up. I’ve seen this several places but could never get an explanation

3/21/2020 12:13:39 PM iam_mai_iam_mai Agreed. The irony is staggering.

3/21/2020 12:13:42 PM negative472 Notice that the Women next to Vincent over @realDonaldTrump’s other shoulder. Look a lot like CBK.

3/21/2020 12:13:54 PM tracy93254046 That rabbits cooked and dead

3/21/2020 12:17:40 PM deanshupak Q you pic.twitter.com/ATUpcmg0OO

3/21/2020 12:20:40 PM caseytennison1 Maybe it’s this pic.twitter.com/QYEP30F7Hb

3/21/2020 12:23:28 PM walkawaylib Glenn Allen Virginia C_A town.

3/21/2020 12:23:49 PM lheinlein They know this is real. https://wp.me/paAyui-gf 

3/21/2020 12:24:40 PM knoxious11 Pardon my ignorance am I missing something

3/21/2020 12:25:17 PM deb12233 Awesome! So sorry for the slings and arrows. Thankful for the full armor of God! God wins! Stand down, arrogant ones. Take a step back, pray for and 

be open to wisdom, and don't let your ego be your identity. Let go of image and place in WWG1WGA. One in TRUTH is how this works.

3/21/2020 12:25:55 PM smokeylasagna Probably common knowledge:

Nikola Tesla passed away on            Jan 7, 1943.  1/7, 1+9+4+3 = 17 17 @JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @elenochle @mikebravodude 

@StormIsUponUs @X22Report @prayingmedic @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/byQr5QwIAY

3/21/2020 12:26:51 PM pj99576394 Malarkey 

STILL SEXUAL ASSAULT

3/21/2020 12:27:45 PM magabeliever20 PANIC

3/21/2020 12:27:59 PM magabeliever20 Post it here

3/21/2020 12:29:30 PM lbf777 Alert

I don’t think the virus is in the air. It must be in the Vaccines & medicine that the Commies are trying to trick us into using.

3/21/2020 12:30:22 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/5uFWsjCZfL

3/21/2020 12:31:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who is EVERGREEN? https://twitter.com/ErinMPerrine/status/1241426427880374272 …

3/21/2020 12:31:10 PM lysa26832458 I am seeing her as more of a target with all these rumors going around and taking videos out of context.

Let's think:She has spent her life being a humanitarian.She wants bad people like Weinstein put down.Perhaps, she helped with taking him down and 

these rumors are retribution

3/21/2020 12:31:35 PM wandering11111 Killary

3/21/2020 12:31:39 PM citoyen_resist HRC

3/21/2020 12:31:39 PM rebornkingent Secret service name for HRC

3/21/2020 12:31:51 PM thesuperfairy Hillary right...!!

3/21/2020 12:32:00 PM houndiousprime  https://youtu.be/QZ8hefESt7c 

3/21/2020 12:32:03 PM qdelta10 HRC

3/21/2020 12:32:24 PM cchausmer HRC

3/21/2020 12:32:27 PM lorihantman Killary Clinton is Evergreen

3/21/2020 12:32:28 PM sleepingnomore HRC

3/21/2020 12:32:40 PM rbelcastro2 Well it's someone's beloved HRC. SS code name. 

Honestly,  I would have went w/skunk weed!!

3/21/2020 12:32:44 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/siP5pvzUWZ

3/21/2020 12:32:46 PM dironablu2u  https://www.theguardian.com/film/2020/mar/20/tom-hanks-coronavirus-diagnosis-daniel-dae-kim-covid-19-racism …

3/21/2020 12:32:56 PM houndiousprime I make roads.

3/21/2020 12:33:03 PM daddyj08466171 Oh we know HRC! pic.twitter.com/STbcwuL6jR

3/21/2020 12:33:05 PM kristopherlop18 Are we setting the bar at Fox News honest a or more line Newsy honest? Asking for a friend.

3/21/2020 12:33:16 PM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/QIy8ttHIeg

3/21/2020 12:33:42 PM houndiousprime 🤢

I hope you get better.

3/21/2020 12:33:54 PM missy715m Barbra Streisand has a song called Evergreen. I find that quite funny.

3/21/2020 12:34:31 PM souther77581790 The container in which Dexter was found as a small child.

3/21/2020 12:34:48 PM steflee97919633 Evergreen is also Hillary's Secret Service code name.

Hillary Clinton is EVERGREEN and Bill Clinton EAGLE. Donald Trump is MOGUL, according to reports, and Melania Trump MUSE.

3/21/2020 12:35:12 PM askyourself_45  pic.twitter.com/zcRafWbpnJ

3/21/2020 12:35:22 PM williamelgato3 #FunnyGirl

3/21/2020 12:35:55 PM breadmann13 And most likely a group of people... not this fraud for sure

3/21/2020 12:36:23 PM thepureprophet HRC

3/21/2020 12:36:24 PM laurenmbradley2  pic.twitter.com/g3c536LQ9s

3/21/2020 12:37:11 PM breadmann13 This guy has ZERO credibility... his lies, photoshopped pics..... it's sad really

3/21/2020 12:38:31 PM patriotpirate74 #DeadMenTellNoTales

🌊🚢👤 pic.twitter.com/33aMcsOtA2

3/21/2020 12:39:02 PM gifted_802  https://twitter.com/johnmyers2/status/1241237450233491456 …

3/21/2020 12:39:06 PM thomastypinski Also a double letter just like the others “Lava Lamp”

3/21/2020 12:39:48 PM upcyclealleykat Wow so many signals

3/21/2020 12:39:50 PM 444_q_ Hellary

3/21/2020 12:39:55 PM adorabledeplo16 Says on the chalk board “live from the bunker” 🤔

3/21/2020 12:40:06 PM forexjohnson I wasn’t 🌽fused and all the power to you believing what you do

3/21/2020 12:40:06 PM lysa26832458 This woman is being attacked, period!

I would wager a bet that she is on taking down the human trafficking and that's why these rumors are being circulated.  We are in an information and 

mind controlled war here.  

Look at her history: She's one of the good people in the world!

3/21/2020 12:40:45 PM adorabledeplo16 But.... is it obvious because you’re trained now to notice?

3/21/2020 12:40:51 PM quixotewill HR4310.  2013 National Defense Act. Not yet



3/21/2020 12:42:14 PM pearlbeyondpri1 Wanted to be clear for others. Was pretty sure you “got it”!

#wwg1wga

3/21/2020 12:42:32 PM taloura1 This demon here!!! pic.twitter.com/SjVmn59J1l

3/21/2020 12:42:40 PM quixotewill 2013 National Defense Authorization Act. 12/29/2012. 8days after the galactic shift

3/21/2020 12:43:11 PM flipflopflo55 Don't forget Obama = RENEGADE

3/21/2020 12:43:18 PM ltodd14 Are you kidding me?

3/21/2020 12:43:31 PM thedeziner  pic.twitter.com/Q7Idvu0XxL

3/21/2020 12:43:50 PM taloura1 You know I hate that she is called Evergreen because my name In Armenian means evergreen everlasting beauty!! So 💩💩💩 on her she is nothing 

of the sort

3/21/2020 12:44:01 PM beckydritchie HRC

3/21/2020 12:44:05 PM lysa26832458 I hope not.

In the meantime, let's all be careful with spreading things we cannot truly know is true.

3/21/2020 12:44:23 PM prueog Hildabeast

3/21/2020 12:44:38 PM quixotewill Neutered Smith/Mundt Act of 1948

3/21/2020 12:46:02 PM thomasestell6 Yes mam.

3/21/2020 12:46:11 PM dawnmcote2 You need to catch way up on some research!

3/21/2020 12:46:37 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/4h09zbIYRZ

3/21/2020 12:46:42 PM dawnmcote2  pic.twitter.com/W9VJu85Y6G

3/21/2020 12:47:00 PM dawnmcote2  pic.twitter.com/fa4OAAJNS1

3/21/2020 12:47:02 PM yobtac2 HRC

3/21/2020 12:47:20 PM willjh87 Hildabeast

3/21/2020 12:47:24 PM rachie3084  http://VAIA-tech.com 

3/21/2020 12:47:36 PM jillanon HRC And the Name of the Nursing Facility with the 1St COVID-19 outbreak. 😉 pic.twitter.com/r785PA6nP4

3/21/2020 12:47:41 PM dawnmcote2 I sent 2 things that ought to get you researching this scumbag!

3/21/2020 12:47:52 PM mattcoin83 HRC

3/21/2020 12:47:58 PM notevenchad17 Loving it.

3/21/2020 12:49:04 PM notevenchad17 You mean the "Spiritual Rockstar" in the leather pants?? 🙄🙄🙄 @Jordan_Sather_

3/21/2020 12:49:09 PM yobtac2 Why do you ask?

3/21/2020 12:49:13 PM wonderwomancan HRC code name. HRC also used China's Evergreen Overseas Shipping containers in Haiti. Somewhere there is a picture of her Bill & Laura Silsby posing 

in front of one while in Haiti

 

https://www.google.com/search?q=HRC+%26+evergreen+in+Haiti&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS736US768&sxsrf=ALeKk01XyjxgFCY9VkXwoXVvmw6ABLzdMQ:1

584819666956&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNraCqqazoAhURQq0KHfJMBLsQ_AUoBHoECAsQBg&biw=1600&bih=757#imgrc=WxzIyZl

vH0YU_M …

3/21/2020 12:49:38 PM eclecticaims That Minecraft guy got a mop?! Mop up , clean up?

3/21/2020 12:49:45 PM anirgu HRC

3/21/2020 12:49:54 PM merkaba369 Madame Cyber Hack

3/21/2020 12:49:58 PM lysa26832458 Why do you assume that she "knew" this dude was a trafficker?  Perhaps when she met him, she was fed whatever available info about him at the 

time and that info wasn't known to her.  What proof do you really have?  

I just think this is conspiracy gone wild.

3/21/2020 12:50:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Share your evidence.

3/21/2020 12:51:17 PM dawnmcote2 I don't think what she's saying is a misuse of wording she's as twisted as the other Elites, sold her soul long ago! pic.twitter.com/VIUAtp6WWa

3/21/2020 12:51:26 PM dawnmcote2  pic.twitter.com/13rwovzJYg

3/21/2020 12:51:31 PM adorabledeplo16 Only the ones who are shunned apparently

3/21/2020 12:52:58 PM joecain817 What's Michael's?

3/21/2020 12:53:12 PM samarai_ryan “Evergreen content does not rely on current events; thus, an evergreen story can be prepared, then mothballed until it is needed to fill time on a 

slower news day or on a holiday when fewer journalists are on duty.”

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evergreen_(journalism) …

3/21/2020 12:53:38 PM slzzpeasy  pic.twitter.com/HtpAkCv7mZ

3/21/2020 12:53:44 PM lysa26832458 That is a horrible photo..... kissing that "thing" a thing you can't even call human.

I am still not convinced because she cozied up to this vermin that she is a pedo.

I just think this type of thing is happening as punishment for taking him and 'them' down.

Who knows!

3/21/2020 12:55:24 PM jeritud3 An evergreen fund is an investment fund that has an indefinite fund life, meaning that investors can come and go throughout the life of the fund

3/21/2020 12:55:38 PM truth_yhvh HRC?

3/21/2020 12:56:04 PM dawnmcote2 RIP Kappy

3/21/2020 12:56:22 PM dawnmcote2 Right?!

3/21/2020 12:56:39 PM rob67_ Killary

3/21/2020 12:57:12 PM tin_foil_halo There’s nothing that feels good about being molested. You know as a child when it’s happening that it’s wrong, you have an innate sense of dread. I 

would know trust me...

3/21/2020 12:57:23 PM keith369me So we’re about to get a drop...confession of sorts?... that the White Hats don’t want taken out of context by Fake News?

3/21/2020 12:59:01 PM dawnmcote2 I listened & anyone who defends this POS surely is part of the pedo problems!

3/21/2020 12:59:13 PM justinseign Isn't Evergreen Hillary Clinton?

3/21/2020 12:59:24 PM keithmedeiros11 HRC

3/21/2020 12:59:45 PM robsdave1 Is Hillary Clinton

3/21/2020 1:00:11 PM dawnmcote2 She's a POS! pic.twitter.com/qrXIkYsGka

3/21/2020 1:00:46 PM rob67_ Jordan was active in the ufo community before there was a Q, I've followed him a long time. It'll take hard evidence to change my mind, he's a good 

guy.

3/21/2020 1:01:56 PM atashfire EVERGONNALOCKHERUP

3/21/2020 1:02:19 PM mattdubois137 Killary

3/21/2020 1:03:00 PM dawnmcote2 Research her, her company and girl school most likely trafficked girls

3/21/2020 1:03:25 PM mattdubois137 He/She

3/21/2020 1:03:40 PM eserenity2 Hillary 😉

3/21/2020 1:04:09 PM duckmeat01 x2



3/21/2020 1:04:12 PM altimitwill People to Follow (Real Qanon): 

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

@isitwetyet

@CodeMonkeyZ 

People to Unfollow (Q Authority):

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@Jordan_Sather_

@LisaMei62 

Remember, We are all in this together! 

#WWG1WGA #Qanon
3/21/2020 1:04:32 PM eserenity2 @BrandiJ42 @lyshmarie0701 🍿🍿🍿

3/21/2020 1:05:21 PM realeyethespy I wouldn’t even say unfollow them. Just press their buttons and expose the profit prophets.

3/21/2020 1:06:29 PM realeyethespy I also like Joe, he doesn’t give me weird vibes.

3/21/2020 1:08:36 PM gladecarla Aren't thre chemtrails planes  evergreen airplanes?

3/21/2020 1:08:56 PM edwardjphillip2 Annoys draw attention to the Bar code on Door frame.

Only Goverment Institutions Use Bar codes

It’s No Hotel!

3/21/2020 1:09:04 PM lindsmoco HRC #KILLARY

3/21/2020 1:09:36 PM keith369me Jordan was brought on to talk about Q...Roger Stone interview?   I think Alex was avoiding the topic altogether and his viewers in essence forced it.  

Then the Q expert became Corsi before he eventually denounced Q.  I can’t find any vids...clearly censored.

3/21/2020 1:09:45 PM trishafortrump HRC aka the evil witch

3/21/2020 1:09:47 PM 1111qanon  pic.twitter.com/oYfYv4AkZd

3/21/2020 1:10:46 PM alnacho1 HRC

3/21/2020 1:11:05 PM edwardjphillip2  pic.twitter.com/XBqqwDyiH9

3/21/2020 1:11:26 PM altimitwill I am not attacking them because of whether or not I like them. I am attacking them because they are creating their own version of a new swamp by 

becoming the Q Authority. Something that Mr. Steinbart is aware of. These people are becoming the very thing they attacked in the start

3/21/2020 1:11:36 PM crzycnuk101 Exactly... far too many years.. btw MJ12.. goes further back than Q.

Q was for information... MJ12 is what come after

3/21/2020 1:13:09 PM kathleenmckeon6 I get this one now.

3/21/2020 1:13:18 PM peacey_queen Oh fer freaks sake, no.

Either you have discernment at this point, or you don't. Q would NEVER tell you who to follow, nor tell you who to block (make your own decision, even 

during the Corsi BS). THIS right here is divisive. I'm muting left n right.

3/21/2020 1:13:30 PM realeyethespy I think it’s because they forgot the whole “think for yourself” aspect and didn’t realize Q was the entry level to a much bigger puzzle. It’s like spending 

years doing reviews of the same level of a game. Nobody wants to GO BEYOND. It comes down to fear and attachments.

3/21/2020 1:14:18 PM lana65919659  https://exposingpedovore.wordpress.com/2019/02/22/adrenochrome-associated-with/ …

3/21/2020 1:14:52 PM thepureprophet Yep not a coincidence

3/21/2020 1:15:20 PM lana65919659 There's a section in this article about the "Black Eye" Club

3/21/2020 1:16:01 PM realeyethespy Q also says  not to censor or remove information from your life because everything is necessary

3/21/2020 1:16:23 PM mile_high_mamma I haven’t been getting @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweet notifications for months.  Been set up to receive notifications since the beginning.

3/21/2020 1:16:27 PM realeyethespy Jesus didn’t have a block or mute button #Justsayin

3/21/2020 1:17:27 PM realeyethespy “End will not be for all”

Q post 2222 “Are we alone?”

3/21/2020 1:18:00 PM jim06508302 If she is guilty,  then you are correct.

3/21/2020 1:19:16 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/karluskap/status/1241454333906075653?s=21 …

3/21/2020 1:19:59 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103478424767815680?s=20 …

3/21/2020 1:20:02 PM beener3436 killary Clinton this evil witch.   ⬇️⬇️⬇️ pic.twitter.com/TCnIC4rEKw

3/21/2020 1:20:11 PM cristianosporer Ty

3/21/2020 1:20:37 PM patriotleah1776 I agree... to keep an open mind & heart. The truth is within. No one should tell you what to believe. That's how we became slaves of the cabal in the 

first place. If nothing else, I am going to fear only fear, question everything, keep an open mind, and keep a positive spirit.

3/21/2020 1:21:48 PM reeniekfarms Hillary Clinton Code Name.

3/21/2020 1:22:17 PM bateman66mrs 5.5

3/21/2020 1:22:51 PM crypto_ginger Oh it’s ABSOLUTELY possible! Which means they KNOW about “Q” and the movement, too. 

Which make me believe, we are closer to knowing the truth than THEY want us to. 

My two cents though.

3/21/2020 1:23:18 PM mongrelglory I don't think he's a bad guy, but I think he's strayed a little from the path...

3/21/2020 1:23:37 PM patriotleah1776 I have bad feelings about different accounts also, but I choose to still leave their info available to me, as it promotes free thinking.

Left & right. Good & bad. Up & down. In & out.

I'm trying to ready myself for 5D & up. Our minds & consciousness are crucial, in my opinion.

3/21/2020 1:23:48 PM danfitz007 trump 2020!!!  WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 1:23:49 PM bateman66mrs ❤️

3/21/2020 1:24:34 PM grimdevildog Their means of communicating have been found out.  Access to each others emails and messaging through the draft folder, their use of in game 

comms and chat(i.e. Star Wars Commander), their phones have been tracked to their destinations.  These people are stupid. 

pic.twitter.com/zheOOnjOJT

3/21/2020 1:24:52 PM peacey_queen I never claimed to be Jesus, in fact, I would think Q(rstu) would be more likely to be him than any person on twitter. I'm only here to share hope and 

truth, not be distracted by 'omg who is better' when it's MESSAGE over messenger. Go directly to 8kun. ♥️

3/21/2020 1:24:55 PM mongrelglory I remember how excited Jordan was when he was invited on that Alex Jones show (I forget the name...I didn't watch Alex Jones). After that, his 

follower count really blew up from the exposure!

3/21/2020 1:25:01 PM altimitwill  pic.twitter.com/BcVmHaD6jF

3/21/2020 1:25:41 PM patriotleah1776 That's what I've been trying to research. My recollection says that DUMBs were 6.2 miles in depth. I can not for the life of me find any info to back that 

up in present day. MyRadar, the app I use for fires & earthquakes, will not let me see quakes in miles, but kilometers.

3/21/2020 1:25:56 PM mongrelglory Killary!



3/21/2020 1:26:15 PM truthfromabove1 So they know this? Private would still keep YOU from seeing their messages. It's a set up. Anons are the largest sting in us history. Clean your hardware.

3/21/2020 1:26:33 PM seeker229 Heres a hint ☕️ pic.twitter.com/A3A5WiiHBB

3/21/2020 1:26:47 PM mongrelglory That's weird!  Are they all losing their minds?

3/21/2020 1:28:10 PM savvykatnip Crooked Evil Hillary

3/21/2020 1:28:14 PM altimitwill Exactly you said it yourself. It is message over messenger. The message is the same whether it is on youtube or 8kun. The messengers such as praying 

medic for example are losing sight of the message. The reason to stop following them is to show that we the people will not allow

3/21/2020 1:28:18 PM grimdevildog #Cult93

3/21/2020 1:28:33 PM patriotleah1776 As far as I've found, 10 km is approx 6.2 mi. Some quakes are much deeper, others above sea level. So much to research, so few hours in the day. 

Oddly, I started watching fires & quakes shortly BEFORE the whole China Lake ordeal. I was experiencing shaking in a hotel room in CO. 

pic.twitter.com/25zzDIOQrA

3/21/2020 1:28:39 PM altimitwill a new swamp to form from them by using Q to create their own Authority.

3/21/2020 1:29:32 PM fansblowing3 She was a news anchor and First Lady of California, so already I think she must be cabal.

3/21/2020 1:29:35 PM 369_is Maybe...just maybe...back when "No outside comms" was posted, it meant anyone back then impersonating Q should be ignored. I think "The Plan" is 

partly adapted as things happen, so maybe AS is here now to present info in a way that works best. Look at the content in his videos.

3/21/2020 1:30:10 PM tjforshage  pic.twitter.com/FgnVpdqp2J

3/21/2020 1:30:33 PM lindstromjan60 Thank you for sharing as I am not on FB and friends have been talking more about this so once again thanks for sharing info on Twitter 🙏👍

3/21/2020 1:32:13 PM mongrelglory She's from the Kennedy bloodline remember.  I always thought it was a big reason Arnold married her, because it allowed him to get in with the 

"power players".

3/21/2020 1:33:59 PM grimdevildog Yeah, ok.  Tell Steinfart it's not working...

3/21/2020 1:35:09 PM smalltownindy Speaking of logical thinking, Benjamin Fulford updates prove many things you say correct. I know he has an Eastern bias, but can his reports be 

considered beneficial?

3/21/2020 1:35:13 PM mindywiddowson1 If you want to know more about Q ask Q himself @AustinSteinbart . The information is FREE!!!!!!!!!

3/21/2020 1:35:17 PM deividmanzo Lol 🤣😈🔥💀

3/21/2020 1:37:15 PM seahag127 Steinbart's company website is down.

3/21/2020 1:37:25 PM fansblowing3 What about David Spade talking about Tom Hanks and look at the note.  Is Tom Hanks’ military tribunal happening now? 

https://twitter.com/davidspade/status/1241173822402727936?s=21 …

3/21/2020 1:37:50 PM peacey_queen Which is an individual choice. People phrase it as if they KNOW who is on which side. Unless you know a person directly, you can't know for sure. Each 

of us comes with a different background and focus - doesn't make them 'bad'. I know some directly, and trust but verify.

3/21/2020 1:38:36 PM stradivariusri1 I wonder if there is connection to Evergreen Health in Kirkland WA, Evergreen College in nearby Olympia WA and Evergreen Air out of AK? The college 

was in the news for some stupid leftist crap a few years ago and Evergreen Health had the 1st death in the US from Coronavirus.

3/21/2020 1:38:38 PM allonkid I remember that too. He was excited and he was defending monetizing Q. Then his board became boring. 😝

3/21/2020 1:39:04 PM 92michael Or what is EVERGREEN? Maybe it’s code? For some kinda project? -just a guess????

3/21/2020 1:39:40 PM 369_is It's hard to determine who's intentions are aligned with our own. I take the Message Over Messenger view and use AS videos to learn about what he 

presents. Until an "ulterior motive" becomes clear to me, I'll remember that all sides use the truth to get our attention. So...info!

3/21/2020 1:39:44 PM gypsy820 Please someone tell me what I'm missing about 

Tom Hanks being a pedo?

3/21/2020 1:40:03 PM rosscarwalker @MongrelGlory any idea RE Somerset Belenoff? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 1:41:04 PM jackoneilltime1 "Where is Joe"

@LoneStarParson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rGBlEm3wna

3/21/2020 1:41:13 PM altimitwill Follow the money: Every person I have identified (Q Authority) has taken donations. They have used their new Authority to talk among each other. Its 

the same thing the fake news does. The Real Qanon I identified have not. They do it because they care for our country and for us.

3/21/2020 1:42:07 PM 92michael YES! They are! The lack of adrenachrome and the massive input of loving positive energy is wrecking havoc on their systems.

3/21/2020 1:42:29 PM dansebrell @Spaceshot76

@Hulkanator11

3/21/2020 1:42:39 PM altimitwill Draining the swamp is about getting rid of people who give themselves authority over others. We do not drain the swamp so others can take their 

place to form a new swamp.

3/21/2020 1:42:52 PM gouletsophie1 Evergreen is HRC's USSS code name...her real name is satan!

3/21/2020 1:43:27 PM sdane8 Can they be converted into miles using an online converter? Or am I simplifying too much?

3/21/2020 1:43:50 PM grimdevildog Nothing to clean up, but thanks for the warning.

3/21/2020 1:43:52 PM joshuayule @CodesUcq , nice Tiffany lamp, huh?

I bet the guy in the red shirt is the first one to get it.

Anyone lose a Scarlett hanky?

You'll probably not want it back after you see what I've done with it. pic.twitter.com/Zf1MhgfES0

3/21/2020 1:44:56 PM katlan211 No audio?

3/21/2020 1:45:13 PM smith_jere Flying submarines into space 🤣

3/21/2020 1:45:15 PM truthfromabove1 Ok. Don't click links inside Qanons posts. They open Back channels.

3/21/2020 1:45:43 PM angt_trost I recall Kate Spade incident.

3/21/2020 1:45:44 PM oliheck Also Evergreen ist ever Green - and why? Maybe the treatment to make her ever look green? 🤔

#Adrenochrome

3/21/2020 1:46:05 PM sdane8 I'll hand it to you, I've not seen any others doing the same research though I'll bet they're out there. Thank you for your service, Patriot! ❤️

3/21/2020 1:46:31 PM peacey_queen Again, no. Accepting donations for spending hours doing research and presenting it for people like you to understand is absolutely worth it. You don't 

know me, I was an anon the night q came on 4ch. Twitter is bs and is NOT doing your own research.

3/21/2020 1:46:38 PM allonkid AJ interviewed a person who claimed to know Q.

3/21/2020 1:46:57 PM blackjackpupil Shim

3/21/2020 1:48:12 PM lady_miss_m I get what you're saying.  I've gone through a bunch of them and whenever I see something suspicious I stop watching.  The thing is, IMO, if they're 

grifting, then they can't be trusted to tell the truth.

3/21/2020 1:49:33 PM peacey_queen No. It's about ending corruption worldwide and freeing humanity. This thread is petty, and horribly distracting. I'm not here to argue with normies, and 

I've never been one to spoon feed out info. Expecting others to give it to you is lazy and the opposite of q's concept.

3/21/2020 1:50:25 PM daveo6145 The fix was in! Hahahah

3/21/2020 1:50:50 PM grimdevildog That's fine let them check everything out I've got nothing to hide.

3/21/2020 1:50:55 PM realeyethespy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=L7-0ugujS2U …

3/21/2020 1:51:22 PM realeyethespy Qabal?



3/21/2020 1:51:23 PM melbourne_3000 This MJ message is SPOT ON!

The Ego lead him to foolishly agree to appear on a Comedic show! 🙄

What Is #QANON? | The Jim Jefferies Show https://youtu.be/KNxx7h7plWo 

3/21/2020 1:51:35 PM lady_miss_m 2 words: product placement.  That's what made me not watch him from the start.

3/21/2020 1:52:00 PM realeyethespy It’s about much more than that. Most of the corruption exists within.

3/21/2020 1:52:17 PM altimitwill I like it. I think I will start using that from now on :)

3/21/2020 1:53:59 PM spiritmusiq Proof? I live in the evergreen state Washington State

3/21/2020 1:54:19 PM ghyw7ki9p0 what does that mean? What does it have to do with HRC

3/21/2020 1:54:58 PM mongrelglory However, you can learn a lot of truth by listening to what the "enemy" is saying.  Jordan Sather often talks about how it's important to peruse the MSM 

news to see what narrative they're pushing.

3/21/2020 1:55:28 PM cliftonhfc1 They are stressing bunkers. 

Maybe code for at home military arrest? 

There is a reflection in Ellen's window that looks like a soldier wearing a helmet.

3/21/2020 1:55:44 PM 4cecerider Right On

3/21/2020 1:56:01 PM altimitwill Wow. How shallow are you? You think you are better than everyone on here? I thought we were all equal in the eyes of God. Also, since when does 

being a Patriot and caring for our country cost money? I will leave with this. We are not your enemy. We are only here for the truth.

3/21/2020 1:56:34 PM mongrelglory I suppose it could be secret signalling that they're being forced to do.  Many if not most of them are controlled puppets who don't always have a choice 

about what they can say or do (risk of blackmail or death).

3/21/2020 1:57:40 PM mongrelglory You've asked me before.  I think that's a psyops.  There's no other corroborating evidence that I could find on the internet, and it doesn't really seem 

that plausible to begin with.

3/21/2020 1:57:50 PM lady_miss_m True.  It would be interesting to pay attention to that.  I just don't have the stomach to watch/read the MSM.  I'd rather be uninformed than 

misinformed, personally. 🤣

3/21/2020 1:57:59 PM jennllynn904  pic.twitter.com/FE9yYVURWr

3/21/2020 1:58:09 PM altimitwill Its about the content of your character that shows that corruption. If anyone was not looking would you do the right thing. I like to believe most 

Americans would and I believe that does not cost any money or a donation.

3/21/2020 1:59:10 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/JEdBzfwmlm

3/21/2020 1:59:45 PM mongrelglory You need to learn how to "skim" material. 😉

3/21/2020 2:00:10 PM mcpatriot64 Its a signal.  Green.  Anybody know what Green means to these weirdos?

3/21/2020 2:01:35 PM oakleysuburbs And “Live from the bunker”...

3/21/2020 2:01:36 PM pugmom2va Totally Michelle.

3/21/2020 2:02:21 PM mattsmithsongs Thought Evergreen was HRC but I could be mistaken.

3/21/2020 2:04:15 PM rosscarwalker Yeh I asked a while back but I know you’re on the pulse. Do you think she’s bait to take people off track?

3/21/2020 2:04:43 PM connieketchup luckily I never followed him anyway

3/21/2020 2:05:31 PM rhonda_usa Shame on anyone looking the other way. Better they had not been born…not my words, Jesus words.

3/21/2020 2:06:47 PM lady_miss_m Mmmm.  That's part of the reason I joined twitter in the first place.  It's like a giant newspaper full of headlines and you get to tailor what you want to 

read/see.  Plus discussing with people is fun too.

3/21/2020 2:06:54 PM rosscarwalker What’s Adrenochrome? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Western2A

3/21/2020 2:08:45 PM joshuayule  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=LxijhTgxkyk …

This letter, (æ), creates a dichotomy.

#WWG1WGA

↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6nI1RIA-Y1Q&list=PLjy-vFP7g3WAlm2TWhUg-vUePooeZKV1k&index=4&t=0s …

Hanks is and always has been the beloved actor we want to believe.

Fear has gotten out of hand.

Run James V For rest all, run!#QAnon2020 pic.twitter.com/GUurNC0KtA
3/21/2020 2:10:41 PM debbie_hollyoak Its @hailaryclinton code name they use to communicate with each other

3/21/2020 2:10:59 PM manifest_utopia Rumor has it that HRC, aka Evergreen, detests this photo & tried to have it scrubbed from the internet. Please feel free to share widely. 

Comes with Anon added Pepe for added Keks. pic.twitter.com/Q8bXpE0QYX

3/21/2020 2:12:23 PM cryptosquatch1 Earthquakes happening near the Carolinas.  https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wbtv.com/2020/03/16/five-earthquakes-hours-rattle-carolinas-

tennessee-geologists-say/%3foutputType=amp … @musickdude @LighrOf @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Bruno062418

3/21/2020 2:13:07 PM tracybirk1 She seems to be very friendly with a lot of pedos

3/21/2020 2:13:53 PM 69_marie Yes she does..She truly is a sock person, she sold her soul a long time ago !

3/21/2020 2:15:35 PM hamelannemarie  pic.twitter.com/XSDjlGskEG

3/21/2020 2:15:37 PM surfstikk  pic.twitter.com/nOf6TY8FZh

3/21/2020 2:15:57 PM dawnmcote2 I did, & I know what this POS and most of Hellywood have been up too & into!

3/21/2020 2:16:04 PM kid22lapoire HRC

3/21/2020 2:16:37 PM hollylandes Don't forget the "Energizer Bunny"

3/21/2020 2:16:46 PM fififnawfnaw How did GHWB get timberwolf if families share a first letter and sheepskin/snowstorm don't begin with the letter T?

3/21/2020 2:17:08 PM thywatcher7 chemical compound produced by the oxidation of adrenaline.

3/21/2020 2:17:21 PM cindeamulholla3 Evergreen is

Lynn De Forrest 🌲 Rothschilds "Bestie" pic.twitter.com/0Ymvee1bbC

3/21/2020 2:17:29 PM tesspott R u for real Oprah?

3/21/2020 2:17:47 PM rosscarwalker How is it produced?

3/21/2020 2:18:00 PM c_davidson1340 Right....ok...! What's the best course of action then... sounds like you know more than I do,  me being on the Eastern side of the Atlantic

3/21/2020 2:19:59 PM thywatcher7 extreme situations, like: fear and death.

3/21/2020 2:20:14 PM arcanagravis A satanic Arkansas witch with a MAGA bullseye on her back?

3/21/2020 2:20:32 PM rosscarwalker Why do people buy it?

3/21/2020 2:21:09 PM adsvel HRC pic.twitter.com/sCJDzFAmqQ

3/21/2020 2:21:14 PM allonkid That guy was immediately investigated by FBI or the millitary right after his call, then never heard him calling again.

3/21/2020 2:21:18 PM thywatcher7 anti-ageing.

3/21/2020 2:21:57 PM lisa_gonzalez52 I was thinking the same thing. I feel they are just mocking us.

3/21/2020 2:22:30 PM ethanpe58415707 Dude, he’s not a larp, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said so.

3/21/2020 2:22:33 PM rosscarwalker That’s it?

3/21/2020 2:23:17 PM ethanpe58415707 That was to 8chan, not 8kun, and all the Q people still were technically outside comms. Stop being hypocritical. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said he’s not a shill. 

This guys legit.

3/21/2020 2:24:15 PM thywatcher7 far as I know.

3/21/2020 2:25:43 PM collinsusa4ever True.  A patient cured is a customer lost.

3/21/2020 2:26:41 PM thethreefuries #FTOTUS

3/21/2020 2:28:27 PM glstothearsn I think some one ran out of their Adrenochrome



3/21/2020 2:30:34 PM joecain817  pic.twitter.com/Mnjq1mnfWW

3/21/2020 2:30:41 PM truth_again  pic.twitter.com/yUMTnuv73I

3/21/2020 2:30:43 PM clari42518177 Hillary Clinton

3/21/2020 2:31:00 PM c_davidson1340 Sorry...I apologise for that remark. Please forgive my outburst..😔

3/21/2020 2:33:53 PM sgoeders4  pic.twitter.com/AgPqHIgXHb

3/21/2020 2:33:54 PM vieiraranch I wonder if 8Kun fits under outside comms? or just another platform perhaps? 🤔😬😱

3/21/2020 2:36:43 PM time4justiceusa Oh he is

3/21/2020 2:37:21 PM time4justiceusa  https://twitter.com/johnmyers2/status/1241237450233491456?s=19 …

3/21/2020 2:38:49 PM ethanpe58415707 Dude, i dont care, i would much rather trust someone providing deep info on corrupt who is trusted by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 than you or that guy 

hahahahaha.

3/21/2020 2:41:37 PM omarfromuk Ok, I will share it, but just to let you know "I didn't kill myself"

3/21/2020 2:42:20 PM freyjamoody I noticed the little toy man in bottom right of the picture with the arm signal for "STOP".

3/21/2020 2:43:01 PM republikim1 I'm so sorry you suffered as a child this way.

Millstones for pedophiles' necks and dropped into the deep sea.  

For the exact quote, click here. Luke 17:2 - 

 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+17:2-4&version=KJV …

🙏🙏🙏🌷

3/21/2020 2:44:03 PM freyjamoody When was this posted??😳

3/21/2020 2:46:29 PM time4justiceusa I dont follow that guy either. U keep on being distracted

3/21/2020 2:46:53 PM time4justiceusa Haha haha

3/21/2020 2:49:05 PM stellarstellaq There are a few of them talking about green or green light.  It’s a code for sure. 

Check out Matthew McConaughey video yesterday

3/21/2020 2:50:06 PM bbobbio71 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

What is MASK?

3/21/2020 2:50:37 PM bbobbio71 Killary

3/21/2020 2:50:58 PM manifest_utopia 😁😂🤣

3/21/2020 2:51:36 PM bbobbio71 Andichrome withdrawal

3/21/2020 2:53:52 PM annielaur Nope... You’re correct 👍

3/21/2020 2:55:14 PM neatsyp Will disclosure of our relationships with intra and extra terrestrials become visible to the public .. when the CoV dust settles?

3/21/2020 2:55:33 PM april99341937 He lives in a bunker! Interesting!!!! Chalk board

3/21/2020 2:58:01 PM n2zyk  https://stargate.fandom.com/wiki/The_Trust 

3/21/2020 2:58:15 PM allonkid  https://youtu.be/OB8dqb24gpE 

3/21/2020 2:58:18 PM manifest_utopia More Hillary couture.....😎

Hillary dressed as a pot holder. pic.twitter.com/XDZ2VL5IO5

3/21/2020 2:58:59 PM greentsunamii Arguably, 8kun is not "this platform"

3/21/2020 2:59:09 PM manifest_utopia Hillary dressed as a shower curtain. pic.twitter.com/yM1MVTZ2tg

3/21/2020 3:00:20 PM manifest_utopia Hillary dressed as gold brocade drapes. pic.twitter.com/eAsRG8RD6U

3/21/2020 3:00:24 PM sarahfraley11  pic.twitter.com/0BjZcqTbOS

3/21/2020 3:00:59 PM michell39826764 Arguably, yes it is, Q has proven it.

3/21/2020 3:04:11 PM greentsunamii Yep arguably

What's wrong with waiting this out to the hard marker?  'watching the enemy' to learn their moves

The most compelling thing about him... He's the only one urging unity with the upset lefties.  Uniting with them seems the next logical phase. We have 

a lot of datanow

3/21/2020 3:05:12 PM michell39826764 Because Austin isnt Q.

3/21/2020 3:05:39 PM mudduts007 Hillary Clinton code name

3/21/2020 3:06:10 PM rosscarwalker So it’s not adrenochrome use? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 3:06:32 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: DMs are open. Typists will not engage. Messages will be intercepted. What do you want to tell us? Tell us != Ask us…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241200177618341891.html …

3/21/2020 3:07:59 PM adam84577979 him and corey good are fake as

3/21/2020 3:08:26 PM memepettit Yes!

3/21/2020 3:11:06 PM cprice9498 No, she said, “if the abuser is any good”. Oh. My. God.

3/21/2020 3:11:17 PM fedupnation Hillary

3/21/2020 3:11:58 PM greentsunamii I've suspended my disbelief for 3 years now.  So have we all. Two more weeks is nothing.

To write this off is a mistake, either way.  A large portion of the movement is watching him.  Doubters should too. Many noobs will be lost puppies 

after April 5th if it's a larp. #WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 3:12:52 PM truthsayert Killary.. I mean Hillary. Yes HRC. pic.twitter.com/h11aR4QPGE

3/21/2020 3:15:03 PM redpill_beena Quite awhile ago… not sure of the exact date though

3/21/2020 3:15:37 PM rosscarwalker We are watching the end of the New World Order / Deep State / Cabal / [them]. Thank you to all involved - I’m proud to have been part of Q! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn @MELANIATRUMP @BarronBillTrump @MongrelGlory #QAnon #EndOfTheCabal #SlaveMatrixNoLonger 

https://twitter.com/shoptaraeveland/status/1241043876795699205 …

3/21/2020 3:16:02 PM mongrelglory Are you sure that's Maria?  She looks too young and not scrawny enough.  For a minute I thought it was Heidi Klum.

3/21/2020 3:16:37 PM dondep "Pole-shift"; "polar" is the term adopted by the Establishment to describe the physical pole shift (as can be found in the geologic record) that the 

Establishment goes out of their way to deny and pooh-pooh as they attempt to pivot towards a magnetic poleshift & "Climate Change".

3/21/2020 3:17:01 PM fansblowing3 She is saying they are all green = Evergreen.

3/21/2020 3:17:33 PM fansblowing3 All green = Evergreen

3/21/2020 3:17:54 PM americanpetal Omg. That’s weird. Drunk maybe?

3/21/2020 3:18:27 PM americanpetal That’s her.

3/21/2020 3:18:48 PM dondep That's more precise than I've heard, but what's a single degree when the graduation is about to take place? 😉

3/21/2020 3:19:03 PM keithmo16383445 She is fucked up

3/21/2020 3:19:14 PM morec1027 It may be... just decided to look for a few more pics and they have left eye injuries always under the guise of a fall, or surgery....

3/21/2020 3:19:55 PM jamiely93385277 Errorgreen more like it

3/21/2020 3:20:05 PM asbestosmc I recall reading, some time ago, something about a shady airline company that did more than just fly planes.

3/21/2020 3:20:18 PM mongrelglory Medicated to help with adrenochrome withdrawal? These celebrities are all trying to look light-hearted, like they're joking around, but they're failing 

miserably.  They look like zombies. 😬

3/21/2020 3:20:26 PM americanpetal Very weird. 😬

3/21/2020 3:21:17 PM _mccroft_ HRC!

3/21/2020 3:21:18 PM irishco82996599 🤢🤢🤢🤮🤮🤮

3/21/2020 3:22:39 PM donnaledford10 Who cares Patriots are awake now and that’s a fact. If there guilty we will see justice.



3/21/2020 3:22:49 PM manifest_utopia Hillary dressed & ready for Shipment pic.twitter.com/xcVY4zCjP0

3/21/2020 3:22:49 PM devildogarcia That's the funniest shit Tom.

3/21/2020 3:23:18 PM ignornaceisbli1 Killary????

3/21/2020 3:23:51 PM americanpetal You know, a few days ago, I started to get a bit excited bc I felt like “It’s Happening.” But now, I’m starting to get spooked and scared. Seeing this, 

doesn’t help. I mean, were they all drinking it?🥺

3/21/2020 3:23:59 PM sgoeders4 Hair and makeup help 😉.  But I can’t confirm how old the pic is

3/21/2020 3:26:05 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/DN06d4L43p

3/21/2020 3:27:16 PM 313jodie  pic.twitter.com/YyXGMQvon6

3/21/2020 3:27:25 PM pablocr46826101 Watch his other videos

 Live from the bunker 

He says "it all is riding on Hanks"

Why is he saying that?

3/21/2020 3:27:25 PM pablocr46826101 That's a mindcraft action figure 

He is also saying message me through the mindcraft app. Because the messages disappear.

Cheers!

3/21/2020 3:27:25 PM pablocr46826101 Shit is going down 

Military operations in play behind the scenes 

Dig a little deeper

3/21/2020 3:28:09 PM manifest_utopia Hillary dressed as Baphomet. The real Hillary. pic.twitter.com/KKxr6GN8pQ

3/21/2020 3:28:10 PM mrstootoo1 Written by my crafty, novelist friend Tim Stringer. Ckitout @realDonaldTrump @AustinSteinbart @KewNadian @QPatriot17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@AaronHoughton10 “TRUMP, DONNY"(A song parody set to the exact tune of the original Beach Boys song: "Sloop John B".)Let’s turn on Fox Ne...cont.

3/21/2020 3:28:12 PM mongrelglory Anyone who was in a position of power or influence in the media, movies, TV, radio, music, magazines etc... were set up to be controlled by the CIA 

(who work with the Mossad).  Their main methods of control were bribery, drug use, and blackmail.  #OperationMockingbird.

3/21/2020 3:28:18 PM freyjamoody Yeah, that picture is so bizarre. Lord what an insane life they chose to live, huh? I seriously thank God that I've never wanted something so badly that I 

would be willing to sell my soul to get it. Horrible.

3/21/2020 3:28:59 PM 313jodie Wowza

3/21/2020 3:29:27 PM freyjamoody Ah! LOL! Dont they think they're clever little shits. Thanks for the info!

3/21/2020 3:29:42 PM 369helen313 I need to correct my tweet:☺️

Based on MAYA’s Calendar we are in Year 5423.

✨JUESE Birthday is on 19th of March & on Friday 20th of March 2020:

We just Entered to the Third 1000Years after JESUS✨Birthday. The 1000Years that JESUS♥️ has Promised Us 1/1/1.

 https://t.co/F8UWZtKXAz  https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1241244383854419968?s=21 …

3/21/2020 3:30:14 PM mongrelglory I don't think it's just plastic surgery that keeps them looking young.  Especially since a lot of them abuse their bodies with smoking, drugs, and alcohol 

even while trying to convince you that it's exercise and healthy living.

3/21/2020 3:31:23 PM americanpetal Omg...this is disturbing. Plus, she was best friends w Oprah. Duh!

3/21/2020 3:33:31 PM dbreeze_1  https://qmap.pub/players/read/2  pic.twitter.com/nwboMF5a5u

3/21/2020 3:34:53 PM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart 

I guess they do not understand they will be the ones left behind if  http://we.do  not

#wiggawigga1

#assxpected pic.twitter.com/Fd3nqlQlhk
3/21/2020 3:35:00 PM kewnadian Gota hear that !! pic.twitter.com/gXe43XxtkB

3/21/2020 3:39:06 PM mrstootoo1 But how do we make that happen?

3/21/2020 3:44:54 PM beth40days4life They and Oprah are posting from computers, not phones, now.

3/21/2020 3:45:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 We meant the Infowars interview.

3/21/2020 3:49:06 PM realtru00533018 Evergreen 

Pure evil pic.twitter.com/PoE05dKMw3

3/21/2020 3:49:10 PM truthfromabove1 Qanons are about to finally see the true GREAT AWAKENING. Don't be shocked if it doesn't MIRROR what truth you believed.

3/21/2020 3:52:32 PM mongrelglory If you're getting depressed by all of this, you should take a break and play with your pets or something else fun and innocent.  We all need breaks from 

this dark stuff at times.

3/21/2020 3:53:22 PM hawkgirlinmn What % of what AJ said with JR is truthful?

3/21/2020 3:53:36 PM truth_yhvh Thank you Polly. @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon1984 @Sun_Q_Tzu @EyesOnQ @Qanon1984 

https://twitter.com/99freemind/status/1241385703671562241 …

3/21/2020 3:54:00 PM kindling_fire Something you may find interesting, Ross. Because I've seen you're sincerely seeking. Yet discernment always, eh.

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_HdBWJUY3M …

3/21/2020 3:55:54 PM bebetatro Yeah...talk. 🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2020 3:56:46 PM mongrelglory I don't have a copy of the Infowars interview but here's Jordan announcing it on his youtube channel: https://youtu.be/24o5bLbjYh0 

3/21/2020 3:56:49 PM kyates_biz #HillaryClinton

3/21/2020 3:57:56 PM oliv_fernand Le public va être choqué par ce qui s'en vient.

Ces gens sont malades. pic.twitter.com/fZ4S8wg99x

3/21/2020 3:58:00 PM cny_micaa I will say I see a lot of Q stars really promoting themselves,complaining they are shadow banned,RT PLEASE the truth needs to get out!! And are 

supposedly faithful but don't trust God leading all to truth, even if not from them. My observation.

3/21/2020 3:58:47 PM darktolight19 What are you talking about?

3/21/2020 3:58:55 PM irishco82996599 🤮🤮🤮

3/21/2020 4:01:06 PM truthfromabove1 Qanons are about to realize they weren't careful of who they followed.

3/21/2020 4:01:20 PM raymond10449530 Hey einstein it hit every State in less than 2 weeks.  It's airborne in the jetstream from China.

3/21/2020 4:01:49 PM lady_miss_m I can't find the video of the interviews, but I found the tweets where he announces his appearance.  Twice. pic.twitter.com/VnoWVzaMKZ

3/21/2020 4:02:22 PM darktolight19 Q? Who is Q? Or who are you talking about? Don't start being cryptic like Q.

3/21/2020 4:03:49 PM darktolight19 Could be a joke from Spade, but from all of them? That would require a vast conspiracy. pic.twitter.com/UhjNd0XrPq

3/21/2020 4:06:52 PM truthfromabove1 If you're not a qanon you shouldn't worry about it too much.

3/21/2020 4:06:58 PM deplorabldamsel Looks Majestic AF! 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1241494260513484802 …

3/21/2020 4:08:30 PM neatsyp 👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏👏🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰

3/21/2020 4:09:02 PM donnaledford10 I do believe your wrong but we will see. The Lord will come when he’s ready. His time not ours. We are seeing the hell on earth now. 

Who to trust? Trust Only yourself and God.



3/21/2020 4:10:23 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...interesting!  I'm having trouble finding this video on Jordan's own youtube channel.  He has another video dated Dec. 8, 2017 which is a 

totally different video than the one I posted above.  Did he scrub all his videos related to Alex Jones after Alex was outed as Mossad?

3/21/2020 4:11:51 PM darktolight19 Think about how many people have been praying to God for judgement. It has to come. We will be affected yes since we are in this world. I agree with 

Trust only God.

3/21/2020 4:11:51 PM donnaledford10 He has 4 followers. So that ought to tell you something. They are sent to create doubt.

3/21/2020 4:14:19 PM mongrelglory Yes...it appears the Infowars interview has been scrubbed from Youtube. As well, Jordan's own videos where he talked about going on Infowars have 

been removed from Jordan's Youtube channel. 🤔

3/21/2020 4:15:01 PM cny_micaa Also Bards of War, and TRDJ

3/21/2020 4:15:02 PM americasshrugg1 Dude Tom can’t talk, Oprah said so

3/21/2020 4:16:27 PM truthfromabove1 He may have already sent helpers, you anons are a mighty stubborn bunch when you claim to have a monopoly on God's Grace and truth. We'll see for 

sure. But I wouldn't count on not being shown what TRUTH REALLY IS.

3/21/2020 4:16:40 PM ophillip10 Osamma isxRenegade

3/21/2020 4:17:19 PM daveo6145 their adrenochrome fix is dried up. they're jonesin'!!!

3/21/2020 4:17:33 PM donnaledford10 Yes there will be plummy of pain for all of us.

3/21/2020 4:17:46 PM truthfromabove1 Doesn't mean they have been answered in the affirmative. If the prayers had been granted you'd know already

3/21/2020 4:18:36 PM txgodmotheriii  https://twitter.com/TxGodmotherIII/status/1241502315691065345?s=19 …

3/21/2020 4:19:03 PM truthfromabove1 I'm not here for a popularity contest. Maybe you live by pride and vanity. I do not. Enjoy the FALL

3/21/2020 4:19:50 PM truthfromabove1 WWG1WGA ENJOY GOING TOGETHER 

JOSH RAFFEL SAYS HI

3/21/2020 4:19:58 PM chirper77 It probably won’t go anywhere near soothing the pain that both you and Teena live with but this President takes it personally and his administration is 

on these sickos like white on rice!!  Stay tuned, it IS happening!!  ❤️✝️🇺🇸

3/21/2020 4:20:44 PM justbro99900566 Yup

3/21/2020 4:20:47 PM donnaledford10 We sure are. We think for ourselves now. WWGOWGA. 

Sheep no more.

Slaves no more.

And God is on our side.

3/21/2020 4:20:53 PM nico31158719 Q doesn’t act that way and never has. If he wants this thing to work he should ignore the haters and promote unity. Which he does not. He complains 

and acts like a little kid.

3/21/2020 4:21:27 PM brandon73745841 Part of the plan was for Youtube to delete Infowars account which means a searchable archive of his material when basically no one would have been 

archiving it but when Datto knocks out the Amorphous Archive it's censorship we refuse to stand for and they're enemies of democracy?

3/21/2020 4:22:36 PM mongrelglory It appears the Q movement has been infiltrated a lot more than people realize.  Of course, that shouldn't surprise us, because that's the Deep State's 

Modus Operandi. 🤨

I think Austin has been a 🎣 operation...

3/21/2020 4:23:50 PM truthfromabove1 Q fever. You have it definitely. Choloroquine cures it. You didn't mirror the drops correctly. I can prove it, but you anons never answer, its straight to 

random q quotes. You weren't careful of who you followed. You'll understand it soon.

3/21/2020 4:24:11 PM rancehimself Talk to us on Minecraft chat?

3/21/2020 4:24:25 PM truthfromabove1 And no GOD IS NOT ON YOUR SIDE. THIS ALSO WILL BE PROVED WHEN TRUMP MAKES HIS REVEAL

3/21/2020 4:24:49 PM dt94233485 The note isn’t the only thing. In the video he expresses his desire for updates on Tom Hanks. He didn’t try to sneak the note in, that was someone’s 

spin.

3/21/2020 4:24:56 PM lady_miss_m I found these too.  They're from a blog that does a write up of the JS infowars appearance:

 https://pal29501.wordpress.com/tag/infowars/  pic.twitter.com/qdvRmDcwvl

3/21/2020 4:24:59 PM donnaledford10 Give me a clue. Who is this Josh Raffel.

3/21/2020 4:25:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verifiably Fake News. https://youtu.be/YR9iP5J0XkE 

3/21/2020 4:25:05 PM dt94233485 The note isn’t the only thing. In the video he expresses his desire for updates on Tom Hanks. He didn’t try to sneak the note in, that was someone’s 

spin.

3/21/2020 4:25:11 PM ethanpe58415707 Dude, hes not a shill. Look at @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , he says austins good. Stop before austin hits u back 10x harder.

3/21/2020 4:26:00 PM gypsyblue108 they're really afraid for themselves;

the death cult have no real loyalties, it's obeisance (thus the mind-programming marketing of the brand 'obey);  some of these people are not 

completely evil & have been forced to do things upon threat of death to even their children;

3/21/2020 4:27:06 PM rebornkingent Which is fake news? The accusation? Or the coverup of her pedo status?

3/21/2020 4:27:18 PM darktolight19 If we were here of popularity, we wouldn't be anons. The Bible warns against vanity. Novice.

3/21/2020 4:27:33 PM rachaelangelm Lol

3/21/2020 4:28:25 PM look4good07 Vague post  clarify please

3/21/2020 4:28:34 PM ursula_1111 Either way...

Look 👀 at how many patriots went and distributed red pills on her feed. So smart! I’d love to know how our memes did with open rabbit holes to 

travel down! pic.twitter.com/vOTPmDKOK7

3/21/2020 4:29:09 PM corn_hole Spd tech in Maine. My hospital needs n95 masks. If there is anything you can do please...

3/21/2020 4:29:32 PM kelly59519553 Q posted about her so....

3/21/2020 4:30:01 PM ryan45127461 His videos are mocking people. Look around the picture, it’s all intention. 

Strange as shit and I’m not saying people aren’t gonna get arrested but it’s def mocking people.

3/21/2020 4:30:38 PM darktolight19 Satan minion. You need cast out in the name of Yeshua!

3/21/2020 4:30:50 PM mongrelglory Jordan had said the same thing as this blog on his own channel.  How they no longer wanted him to talk about Q after the first interview.  He said it 

was because they knew he wasn't controllable.

   Yet, why has Jordan removed the one video I posted above from his own channel?

3/21/2020 4:31:05 PM 69_marie Thank you .. I am behind this man 100% I want to see all the children including my son be vindicated for the evil they have done to US ALL!!!!

3/21/2020 4:31:13 PM donnaledford10 Block trouble makers.

3/21/2020 4:31:42 PM djlok A big problem here is that the "news" doesn't explore any other angle to the story.  Where did this rumor start?

Is a rumor about Oprah like that SO UNBELIEVABLE when this was in the news?   👇👇👇 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/southafrica/5082517/Oprah-Winfrey-school-in-South-Africa-faces-second-sex-

scandal.html …

3/21/2020 4:32:02 PM deeharms And the note on the chalk board. “# Live from the bunker”

3/21/2020 4:32:09 PM thefuturition I am all for the arrest and prosecution of the Luciferian elite and their pedo sacrifices and ops. The reason people don't take these allegations seriously 

from citizen jounalists, is lack of proof.

3/21/2020 4:33:21 PM americanpetal Yes, I need to step away.

3/21/2020 4:33:29 PM sunnydkelleu HRC the Queen of evil.

3/21/2020 4:33:38 PM ericchristie Well it's plausible.  She's supports the Democratic party.  So glad she's not a sex trafficker but she's still a Dem.

3/21/2020 4:34:49 PM 369palm Kindsey was no name?

3/21/2020 4:36:33 PM mongrelglory Take all the time that you need.  The future will be a lot brighter for everyone on this planet.  You can trust that! 🙏

3/21/2020 4:37:00 PM bassrck4  pic.twitter.com/XwBh3IhyOc



3/21/2020 4:37:30 PM mrsmogul And Glenn Close too?

3/21/2020 4:38:07 PM truthfromabove1 Right. And anons are full of vanity.

3/21/2020 4:40:18 PM cokebotbod Satire guys.

3/21/2020 4:41:33 PM ekcave1 Mad Respect MJ.

3/21/2020 4:41:56 PM darktolight19 I won't speak for them. 

And you won't speak for me.

3/21/2020 4:42:02 PM eo_swan So, [someone] responded on Oprahs twitter account via web.

After she received a phone call about the rumor, why didnt she tweet from her phone?

Why didnt she ellen a sad little video of herself from her non raided home?

🤣

3/21/2020 4:42:37 PM lisa_gonzalez52 Wish I was smart enough to dig but I am the sponge i try to pass along to people that are closed minded.

3/21/2020 4:43:06 PM coldnights4 Did you read the thread he posted??

Read it, then come back.

I caught him in a lie myself.

3/21/2020 4:43:49 PM peekaboo1966 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@a_bettter

@BabyQPlus

@AustinSteinbart

@AaronHoughton10

@PennywiseDaWise

@Woke_Qanadian

@KewNadian
3/21/2020 4:44:57 PM xx1745xx True

3/21/2020 4:45:54 PM stellarstellaq How did she ‘clear’ her name?  She actually didn’t clear anything. She raised more questions.

3/21/2020 4:45:55 PM speciousscoop Evergreen is Alice in Wonderland [HRC]

3/21/2020 4:46:12 PM anangelhasland1 Yes, Majestic 12, you are.

3/21/2020 4:46:24 PM qhostmode The energy can be freed

3/21/2020 4:46:53 PM xx1745xx The one is insane. Block

3/21/2020 4:47:19 PM 369_is ICYMI https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1240868961018839042?s=20 …

3/21/2020 4:47:39 PM sleepingnomore Google Play Movies & TV Shows has it as well.

3/21/2020 4:47:42 PM darktolight19 No need. Easily defeated.

3/21/2020 4:48:27 PM keith369me They all are censored as “video unavailable”

3/21/2020 4:48:30 PM munkeypilot See DM

3/21/2020 4:48:45 PM brandon73745841 I like the direction Austin leads us branching to both political parties, using tangible evidence of real trafficking, and independent thinking/initiative, but 

he is no longer followed by @GenFlynn 's account. Not a signal either way for me.

3/21/2020 4:49:04 PM trumplicanlili No, she's still a sex trafficker.

3/21/2020 4:49:24 PM trumplicanlili A pedo sex trafficker.

3/21/2020 4:50:17 PM darktolight19 However his soul needs redemption.

3/21/2020 4:50:41 PM nurseniceyes Have an administrator contact fema.

3/21/2020 4:51:23 PM manifest_utopia Verifiably fake news reporting she was not arrested? If there's verification that Oprah was arrested, please do share.

3/21/2020 4:53:25 PM dschwarzangler If I were her, I wouldn't talk About it. Not after Google is censorshipfree :-p But she did and will get what she deserves. Her past is coming and it's 

backfiring. Like all of their crazy "stuff"

3/21/2020 4:53:56 PM truthfromabove1 I don't have to speak for you, your pride and vanity is clearly seen.

3/21/2020 4:55:46 PM dschwarzangler Nice thought.. When MSM is reporting she's not arrested. You mean she is?  pic.twitter.com/6BBjrquxuc

3/21/2020 4:56:39 PM nicpace2 If you guys want to look up what’s going on with Oprah I just check on John of God who was running a sex slave operation in South America. Oprah and 

John of God are good friends open your eyes people. There is no conspiracy here whatsoever just the reality hasn’t hit yet.

3/21/2020 4:56:45 PM ninjanancey I keep hearing the letter Q and 5:5 references in the celeb videos!   They have to be mocking us.  right? 😳

3/21/2020 4:57:27 PM davidg02986909 Symbols will be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/MnsF9KR9sJ

3/21/2020 4:57:38 PM mongrelglory The video above is playing for me in Canada. 🤷♀️

3/21/2020 4:57:57 PM dschwarzangler When starts the Purge in the movie with the same Name?

3/21/2020 4:57:58 PM strangetiming HRC

3/21/2020 4:58:14 PM lady_miss_m You can’t hardly even find any JS infowar connection when you do a google search.  Or on IW’s website.  That blog was the best I could do.  Granted I 

only spent a couple minutes on it.

3/21/2020 4:59:11 PM hollylandes Ellen needs to call Oprah, so we know she is alive

3/21/2020 4:59:14 PM swrdofjustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @martingeddes @LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @OldSchool2A @Sun_Q_Tzu @JuliansRum 

@IPOT1776 @DanScavino pic.twitter.com/BnM0S8ucaW

3/21/2020 4:59:37 PM jeritud3 So a transvestite comes on and says she is not a pedovore

that's clearing your name?

3/21/2020 5:00:49 PM manifest_utopia MJ said it was verifiably Fake News. They report she wasn't arrested, if fake, then the opposite would be true. Being arrested is either yes/no. One can 

not be just a little bit arrested, or only partly arrested.

3/21/2020 5:01:01 PM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Rot Vile Witch!!!

3/21/2020 5:01:22 PM keith369me What “good person billionaire” promotes John of God and is buddies with Harvey Weinstein?  She is a creation.  Use your intuition.  TMZ is...?

3/21/2020 5:01:40 PM jkmaalouf #Oprah666 pic.twitter.com/5WdiPN5wfr

3/21/2020 5:01:50 PM carebear302 Makes me think of this Q post😕 pic.twitter.com/CckERDadLg

3/21/2020 5:02:10 PM jkmaalouf #Oprah666 pic.twitter.com/gmP8iRyRIf

3/21/2020 5:02:10 PM bigfowlboski It's going to shock the world.

3/21/2020 5:02:36 PM keith369me I’m talking about the actual interview.  I located several links.  All were removed.

3/21/2020 5:02:41 PM jkmaalouf #Oprah666 with rapist John of god pic.twitter.com/9ekVjM2eRC

3/21/2020 5:04:22 PM prettyboypete Bookmarked

3/21/2020 5:04:25 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/21/2020 5:04:54 PM keith369me Someone gets it.  This TMZ story came from the Grassy Knoll.

3/21/2020 5:04:55 PM brianan06364517 I agree. I still think she was arrested.

3/21/2020 5:05:21 PM dschwarzangler it's like pregnancy... you are or you are not, isn't it?  pic.twitter.com/znqLnwU1mh

3/21/2020 5:05:26 PM davidg02986909 Tomorrow on 322.  Skull and bones favorite number

3/21/2020 5:05:26 PM manifest_utopia The Purge is happening in a theatre near you. 😎

3/21/2020 5:05:27 PM ladymolly51 @KLCJr77 @dee_plorable @T__WWG1WGA @TheAAGabriel @pushforward40 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @timelesssoul1 @Utah_Utah_Utah 

@AbbeyMaeCook88 @timelesssoul1 @Have_a_dram @RybakStephanie @RealEyeTheSpy @M2Madness @LisaMei62 @DevinNunes



3/21/2020 5:06:26 PM keith369me Oprah is a creation...like almost all with power that belong to the same club.  ThlMZ won’t ask her about John if God

3/21/2020 5:06:53 PM manifest_utopia Yes, Also like freedom. We are either free or we are not.

3/21/2020 5:07:42 PM dschwarzangler I hope so.. We, the german people, are waiting for it, too... #GermanAnonsKnewToo

3/21/2020 5:07:56 PM 2catsnatortiose  pic.twitter.com/TMYw1jwqGX

3/21/2020 5:08:51 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/21/2020 5:09:32 PM askbeforgiven Austin Steinbart - Co-Founder - Steinbart Merchant ... -  http://LinkedInwww.linkedin.com  › austin-steinbart-bb154725

View Austin Steinbart's profile on LinkedIn, the world's largest professional community. ... Liked by Austin Steinbart ... Partner Operations Analyst at 

CrowdStrike.

??

3/21/2020 5:09:33 PM roublisa Omg😆😆😆 so where is Ophra to give her own statement ....[they] are shitting [their] pants🤣🤣🤣!

3/21/2020 5:09:58 PM mongrelglory Or they could mean that it's fake news that the rumours have been put to rest?

3/21/2020 5:10:24 PM askbeforgiven Why does he come up with the CrowdStrike??

3/21/2020 5:10:35 PM queenofburps Holy fuck

3/21/2020 5:10:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly Oh my.... Literally, perhaps?! The Pyramid:

                           J$

                  MAJESTIC 12

          FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

GENERAL POPULATION OF AMERICA

If Majestic 12 operate above the federal government and Jordan Sather is Above Majestic, doesn't that mean J$ = 👁?
3/21/2020 5:11:01 PM nicpace2 Exactly,get Harvey on the phone and make an appointment and do it today I’d like to see you in front of the staples center myself Oprah.

3/21/2020 5:11:12 PM blcksambo 😂😂😂

3/21/2020 5:11:48 PM keith369me She won’t.

3/21/2020 5:12:32 PM roublisa  pic.twitter.com/KGZQcajUFQ

3/21/2020 5:12:37 PM elitesemf That didn’t clear anything she didn’t talk because she’s locked up they can try we know

3/21/2020 5:14:47 PM keith369me Is the fake new the Anon story or the TMZ piece.  Oh “John of” God, you’re not questioning her nefarious ties.

3/21/2020 5:15:41 PM nickel_triple That a few in Bulgaria on the border. Don’t understand your position. I’m a veteran of four operations myself so don’t go all you know more. Looked at 

your page and you seem fine but what’s your deal?

3/21/2020 5:16:39 PM nickel_triple If you were military as you portray then your military bearing and respect is questionable.

3/21/2020 5:16:48 PM manifest_utopia True. It was "verifiably" that piqued my interest. I'm most interested in reviewing the verification, MJ refers to.

3/21/2020 5:17:44 PM jvnqo5 LOL for the record:

A) Above all else, I fully support disclosure on many levels, #QPosts ESPECIALLY, also @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

B) Anyone that provides more insight and legitimate info is good in my book.

Given what @AustinSteinbart brings to the table, he's some kinda legit

5:5
3/21/2020 5:18:33 PM manifest_utopia There are so many specific points to consider when we take apart a news story to verify it's authenticity, aren't there?

3/21/2020 5:19:44 PM virginialouelle Yes, they all were. That's their ticket to fame and fortune.

3/21/2020 5:19:49 PM _doozier_ Aside from his "beef" with you and a sometimes-grating personality, he seems like a perfectly decent digger and commentator. Is he subverting the 

movement somehow? I just don't get what the big deal is...🤷♂️Follow you both and trust neither of you 100%

3/21/2020 5:19:49 PM roublisa She’s in DEEP! pic.twitter.com/OQ8gTiLcYj

3/21/2020 5:19:50 PM mongrelglory Oops!  Sorry! 😋

3/21/2020 5:20:14 PM colleenmcnall13 There is a name on the board behind him. He's messed up . One video he just rambled on. They may be mocking us but his eyes are fucked up as are 

his mannerisms. They took a bad batch. Time to pay the Piper.

3/21/2020 5:20:55 PM keith369me Honestly I didn’t watch the video.  I’ve seen enough on her to know there is lots of nasty sh-t there.

3/21/2020 5:21:36 PM ryan45127461 They are 100% mocking people. But why? 

I’m sure not as many famous people are involved as we think but let’s be real. If they’ve frequented Epstein Island they weren’t doing anything good.

3/21/2020 5:21:50 PM keith369me No worries.  I used to watch all of the Sather vids...learned a lot...til I didn’t.

3/21/2020 5:22:00 PM thedavidvalois Good info! If you need more data I wrote this:  https://www.davidvalois.com/conquering-fear     NOTE: If you SHARE it you won´t make my day, you 

will make my YEAR!

3/21/2020 5:22:22 PM random2012756 Totally agree with this!!!

3/21/2020 5:22:42 PM giediknight Jordan Sather was not on the Alex Jones show, he was on the war room with @allidoisowen

3/21/2020 5:22:43 PM mongrelglory Me too.

3/21/2020 5:22:44 PM kyleq369 You can always use wayback machine and other archives to find material that was deleted. You usually can't delete everything you post or upload.

3/21/2020 5:22:45 PM igirl717 She is a sick bitty.

3/21/2020 5:23:24 PM giediknight Evergreen is the shipping containers?

3/21/2020 5:24:08 PM corn_hole We did. I am a vol. for fema on a hert task force.

3/21/2020 5:24:11 PM maximum_q terrible picture they cropped the broom...

3/21/2020 5:24:56 PM jrocktigers Word,. .. . .  this one gets me in trouble all the time. . . . pic.twitter.com/70eb15E2o0

3/21/2020 5:27:03 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 👀👀👀

3/21/2020 5:27:11 PM nm_zsr 30MZ

3/21/2020 5:28:02 PM americanpetal This could so easily be put to rest. Under normal circumstances, she would come out and do an interview. The media would be clamoring for her and 

her for them. Her lawyers would be issuing all kinds of statements. 

#YouGetToGoToGitmo

3/21/2020 5:28:07 PM sweetpe14687243 They made choices. 

They chose to play with the devil and karma is a bitch when it comes to bringing balance and justice. Universal laws do not bend because they're elite. 

They will pay in this lifetime or the next. Again, the choice is theirs🙏🙏

3/21/2020 5:31:27 PM loribella_buzz Is Valiant Thor guiding you or was that just more Deep State propaganda designed to confuse the masses. "Normies" don't know who to believe. We 

were thrown to the wolves because your gang was too afraid to speak up sooner. Obama should never have been inserted. Many dead because 

pic.twitter.com/mu5WKyJGNe

3/21/2020 5:33:00 PM peaceisbelief This has been a learning curve for all of us. We have had to make mistakes to grow and learn how to use our intuition and discernment.

3/21/2020 5:34:16 PM keith369me What “body double” is that one?  She looks different daily.

3/21/2020 5:35:09 PM americanpetal 🙏🙏🙏

3/21/2020 5:36:58 PM manifest_utopia I know, doesn't she?  I've lost count of how many "body doubles" HRC has, but it's A LOT.

3/21/2020 5:37:17 PM 369helen313 👀... https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/21/italy-trucks-transport-bodies-coronavirus/ …

3/21/2020 5:39:44 PM synackstatic Does hand sanitizer work better with wormwood infused?



3/21/2020 5:41:16 PM 21oplato OK........I was just stating a magnetic north shift. Polar is a different matter to me. Climate change is a 🙄🤦♂️.

3/21/2020 5:41:23 PM cocteaulied Masturbating helps it!

3/21/2020 5:42:41 PM valerie59723152 Hillary.

3/21/2020 5:43:04 PM mthor2sc  https://t.co/qIrPtWg6xc  https://twitter.com/mthor2sc/status/1241523968630292480?s=21 …

3/21/2020 5:43:34 PM nehdah  pic.twitter.com/o2xD0Ajbwi

3/21/2020 5:44:52 PM kb4landlover blessings of abundance, safety, peace, love and light to all beings of good intention. @AustinSteinbart @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1241299399277338624 …

3/21/2020 5:47:28 PM the_moe_dome I agree.

3/21/2020 5:48:46 PM mommahood777 puzzles are a fun way to pass the time... pic.twitter.com/VxqHnG8Zxk

3/21/2020 5:50:47 PM realhighup Save from trafficking maybe?

3/21/2020 5:55:21 PM cometsteele  pic.twitter.com/VPOgw5M4Lm

3/21/2020 5:57:45 PM mthor2sc  pic.twitter.com/EJib3TuBQt

3/21/2020 5:59:02 PM arletta0301 Glen Close #1?

3/21/2020 5:59:40 PM k4rlgruen COVID19/THE STORM/AUSTIN STEINBART - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q QAnon  https://youtu.be/yQZEQgDZ1Ig  via @YouTube

3/21/2020 5:59:50 PM davidg02986909 Talk to us through minecraft.

3/21/2020 6:00:05 PM justbro99900566 Word.

3/21/2020 6:00:48 PM justbro99900566 Both political parties was def my thing too

3/21/2020 6:01:41 PM kseven110 TMZ is just like the Ellen show🙈

3/21/2020 6:03:19 PM charmanda9 😂🤣😂

3/21/2020 6:10:54 PM w1717171717 I didn’t realize till just now Ellen’s snow was canceled halfway through the season? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs?

3/21/2020 6:16:30 PM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@2LarryJohnson7

3/21/2020 6:20:21 PM marylop15143746 Isn't evergreen HC

3/21/2020 6:22:14 PM darktolight19 Let me explain something to you. 

Q is not Jesus.

Trump is not God.

Truth is at the cross. If no one understands that, that's their loss.

3/21/2020 6:22:36 PM ronson12 Austin is live, hes just been ousted. pic.twitter.com/3FTRnEWQSi

3/21/2020 6:22:47 PM truthfromabove1 I'm fully aware of this.

3/21/2020 6:23:42 PM haffey2020 Nothing to see here. What’s  with the black eye?

3/21/2020 6:24:36 PM barbsays300 hotdog hamburger clock. Hmmmmm, walnut sauce anywhere?

3/21/2020 6:26:22 PM theuberangel Also a code in season 2 of altered carbon

3/21/2020 6:32:52 PM divinestarla Are the obvious “clues” meant to distract from less obvious coded messages?  Hanx tweet - cup tilting to the left, Jonah pointed out the flag was facing 

left, Madonna tilted to the left in her fried fish fiasco, lego guy is pointing to the left, this pic leans left....???

3/21/2020 6:33:00 PM dangdadio Did you fall into some crud?

3/21/2020 6:34:26 PM dogonfreep Q warned us the 🤡 were going to try something like this.

3/21/2020 6:36:19 PM drew34286301 ❤️ the hashtag

3/21/2020 6:45:09 PM neapatriot HRC

3/21/2020 6:47:42 PM rifflemonica She don’t look good! 😷

3/21/2020 6:48:14 PM keith369me Dem party affiliation is not the problem...it is the company she keeps and the actions she’s involved in.  Her childhood abuse story is a 

multigenerational pattern of abuse among the “elite” that must end and is ending NOW

3/21/2020 6:50:37 PM patricksready Expand your thinking

3/21/2020 6:51:32 PM jackoneilltime1 Do you believe in coincidences? 

hydroxychloroquine which is said to defeat corona virus 

Is made in what california city.... pic.twitter.com/BhgsOia2Rh

3/21/2020 6:52:40 PM aetherwalker1 So is this the definition that HRC wanted to will into existence to compensate for her self loathing? pic.twitter.com/VUTTNGZkFg

3/21/2020 6:56:50 PM donnaledford10 You R 100% Right.  Amen. I luv people  who tell the Truth. pic.twitter.com/VOmpMjscN2

3/21/2020 7:03:04 PM alex__childress So what about using Minecraft to chat? I play Minecraft with my kids and when you share a world, you can chat/text each other in it. Also, lava and 

lamps are things in Minecraft...

3/21/2020 7:03:05 PM irene19176156 And she was a Handler too. Lured children to him and was forced to watch. So sick.@ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaRaAshcraft 

@Tiff_FitzHenry

#QuarantineAndChill #QAnons #MAGA2020Landslide #MAGA #CoronavirusPandemic #coronavirus #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakeningWorldwide 

https://twitter.com/MyPen_3Stacks/status/1241521599746015232 …

3/21/2020 7:03:31 PM serpent021 USSS Hillary Clinton

3/21/2020 7:07:43 PM dawnmcote2 No problem. I just encourage research and connecting the dots.

3/21/2020 7:08:46 PM chefin44730355 Psycho

3/21/2020 7:08:55 PM mpgrox HRC

3/21/2020 7:15:49 PM sgoeders4 I just checked and can’t find anything about crowdstrike on his linked in.  🤔

3/21/2020 7:17:10 PM k4rlgruen Sure. Just like the Clintons, Bushes, Gates...

3/21/2020 7:17:28 PM carlos765955611 Many know that date. It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure that out. How else 10 dark days to end on 15th.

3/21/2020 7:19:07 PM askbeforgiven I googled this Austin Steinbart crowdstrike because I saw someone tweeting about it. It was the first result for me.

3/21/2020 7:21:10 PM cormieredcclare Or Talk to US Tom Hanks. Notice the space between the u and s compared to the other words

3/21/2020 7:21:46 PM bmichaelb_mike Ok

3/21/2020 7:23:47 PM highvoltagenews I could use a good 45 minute

diversion tomorrow. Thx for the share

3/21/2020 7:24:03 PM jbirdy77 Ft. Detrick houses an 🎱  https://www.facebook.com/723665302/posts/10156786544105303/?d=n … bioweapons - not nec in order 

@realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @RealJamesWoods @Inevitable_ET @WhiteHouse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

pic.twitter.com/ZHVutLhXGD

3/21/2020 7:24:50 PM thtgirlmelissa Does this mean anything? 

 https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Adbabh&t=ipad&ia=web …. Is this their D-Day? 

David Spade. Numbers on Calender. They are directly under the sticky note saying “Talk to us Tom”.

Is there a significance to  the numbers “14” “21” or “28”?

ADBABH pic.twitter.com/dkBFaxheCM
3/21/2020 7:30:54 PM canadianq7 [HRC]=Evergreen #PATRIQTS in Control #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 🇨🇦🇺🇸

3/21/2020 7:32:48 PM caapicubensis Look at Madonna's videos where the phone and record swap throughout the editing. Secure comms are down for them.

3/21/2020 7:33:04 PM tomotley4 I didn't listen to her, but thought it was weird and out of place.



3/21/2020 7:33:15 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DefenseIntel

@ArchonTyler https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1241553363340320770 …

3/21/2020 7:34:03 PM sheenan12 Good catch!

3/21/2020 7:34:07 PM joesephwilliam5 Evergreen also means something that is still applicable. The corona virus is evergreen in today’s reporting

3/21/2020 7:35:07 PM joesephwilliam5 We know to us it is Killary but it has other meanings so depends how it’s used

3/21/2020 7:38:20 PM pat53607824 In Altered Carbon, evergreen refers to clones.

3/21/2020 7:39:27 PM harmonicbear Think about this picture when you hear this clip pic.twitter.com/2byZ0XIzQF

3/21/2020 7:39:51 PM pat53607824 It refers to bringing out the clone that was in storage

3/21/2020 7:44:16 PM realistveteran @GetVideoBot

3/21/2020 7:45:04 PM missschmitty Jacobs sons killed an entire city full of men after Shechem raped their 12 year old sister Dinah. God gave Jacobs’s sons the victory. In the book of 

Jasher, it is name then unforgiveable sin.

3/21/2020 7:45:43 PM laziersusan I'm wondering about the chalk board behind him.  "Live from the bunker"  "Glenn Close #1" "lava lamp (purple)

3/21/2020 7:47:29 PM laziersusan maybe the real message is the chalk board and the note to hanks is a distraction?

3/21/2020 7:48:52 PM williebhere In the future if you survive what is coming, carry this message with you.. 

 Your spirituality is simple be kind and humane to one another. The power of your mind is limitless, only you can place harnesses on that ability!!

3/21/2020 7:50:59 PM keith369me Curious what the updated stats are now?  More importantly what percentage of the cabal believes?

3/21/2020 7:53:34 PM darktolight19 If Q's plan or anyone else's plan isnt with God then that's their problem.

3/21/2020 7:59:03 PM upallnight39 Say @Jordan_Sather_

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Got a

#BabyQ

We want U to answer

@DefenseIntel

@AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/dwPrwGp1fL
3/21/2020 8:00:33 PM norefils HRC

3/21/2020 8:01:01 PM alley82555578  pic.twitter.com/UlnGsBbisu

3/21/2020 8:02:53 PM justileonne Found out from my fridnd whose hisband sold airline equipment - that Evergreen Airways was a CIA  plane service way before Clintons were in power. 

Interesting to me anyways 1988-ish

3/21/2020 8:03:03 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/gd911yfpzY

3/21/2020 8:04:55 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/na33XOqvwp

3/21/2020 8:04:58 PM disco77777 You want him to tone down his ego?  There are a lot of big ego's on twit. Follower numbers are usually proportional. So you're cool with him as long as 

he tones down his ego?

3/21/2020 8:05:14 PM brandon1h In a grove of evergreens and a red balloon pic.twitter.com/AZc9lNbfYe

3/21/2020 8:05:24 PM space_sloth26 @TheSharpEdge1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @SeanCordicon

@LisaMei62 Hmm you don't say pic.twitter.com/PPgDSUZq2J

3/21/2020 8:05:45 PM brandon1h What he wrote to the FBI profiler pic.twitter.com/13aQlVs57D

3/21/2020 8:07:52 PM alley82555578 The tunnels where they traffic the children

3/21/2020 8:08:43 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/BaG8c1LsHd

3/21/2020 8:09:08 PM monolithicpeak First US corona death > EvergreenHealth https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp/4914012002 …

3/21/2020 8:09:17 PM norefils Hope it’s not green light for a FF

3/21/2020 8:09:28 PM citizenswoke Says this bot account with 5 followers 😂 I’ll be careful who I follow and block you instantly.

3/21/2020 8:09:29 PM amtm_mu Hmmmmm

3/21/2020 8:12:06 PM adamwestleyric3 Who do you think it is?

3/21/2020 8:12:26 PM tylo62 It’s hot 🥵🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥where she’s going

3/21/2020 8:15:09 PM delinmargit Thank you

3/21/2020 8:15:44 PM winstonbrown84 What the hell?

3/21/2020 8:15:51 PM chapulincolored  https://twitter.com/Oprah/status/1241551382391533568 …

@ idriselba & his wife Sabrina who are safely quarantined together after he tested positive for COVID-19. Idris fills me in on his journey and Sabrina 

reveals the result of her test after they decided to quarantine together. pic.twitter.com/ALrVJgY9i9

3/21/2020 8:17:05 PM brown_eyedladyj No coincidences pic.twitter.com/H3VeFuvAGG

3/21/2020 8:18:12 PM keith369me 3/22 is in 42 minutes.

3/21/2020 8:21:02 PM monteca51560624 Look behind him

3/21/2020 8:21:52 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/Ck2x1aZC7J

3/21/2020 8:22:34 PM brown_eyedladyj 4/10/20 = DJT

3/21/2020 8:24:22 PM the_start_line @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 interesting bible ref. from Austin this morning and the latest Q drop.  Popcorn popping now🙂

3/21/2020 8:25:15 PM riaining Reading The Rights of Man by Thomas Paine.

3/21/2020 8:25:36 PM aussieqne  https://youtu.be/FhSy-6VqIww 

3/21/2020 8:25:52 PM trumpfore Hillary killton

3/21/2020 8:27:42 PM murphylaw23 nah, we still know what she's been a part of...

3/21/2020 8:28:48 PM maryheil5 Jordan made it too big too fast!!  Made me wonder!

3/21/2020 8:29:48 PM sleepingnomore 5:5! Living in the moment!

3/21/2020 8:30:07 PM chapulincolored She looks OK.  She must still have access to harvest from her catacombs.

3/21/2020 8:30:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Disclosures:

👉 Not financial advice

👉 Not endorsing authors or businesses

👌 Message over Messenger

3/21/2020 8:30:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party 

RE: Depression / Recession

#QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities

3/21/2020 8:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/y-IemeM-Ado 

3/21/2020 8:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 3/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/EdSq5H7awi8 

3/21/2020 8:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 2/ Go to bed and sleep on it.

3/21/2020 8:30:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/DyV0OfU3-FU 

3/21/2020 8:30:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 The power of 3 6 and 9 is very real.

For centuries monarchies hoarded wealth in the form of gold.

Gold represents stored value that is an equation of time and energy invested into it.

Federal Reserve is a fiat currency that is in the process of collapsing under its own weight.



3/21/2020 8:30:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 8/ Now consider the following Majestic Message of Disclosure

3/21/2020 8:30:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 7/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/yR0B8Y31CIk 

3/21/2020 8:30:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 6/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/OQWMd_NPSBA 

3/21/2020 8:30:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 5/ Watch and learn: https://youtu.be/iFDe5kUUyT0 

3/21/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Debt slaves.

How much debt do you have?

Be honest.

Don't judge.

Be brave.

Participate.

Debt slavery is an equation of decisions of our invested time.

Products manufactured overseas that were designed poorly and produced with child slave labor went kaput within a few years.
3/21/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 If a commodity that is tightening in supply and undervalued because of its relationship to domestic manufacturing being exported overseas and the 

currency our time is invested in is fake and can be manipulated 10% it means you are all tightly controlled.

3/21/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think of it this way.

You spend your time and energy in working to make $ so you can pay for your rent or your girlfriends jewelry collection and not invest it into long term 

stored value assets.

3/21/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 How much does an iPhone cost?

What about a toaster?

How about paper towels?

How about toilet paper?

What you spend your money on is an investment of time and energy that feeds a hyper dimensional entity.

3/21/2020 8:30:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gold and Silver are assets that have been misrepresented by the monarch families because of the threat it poses to their control.

You work for fiat currency.

Fake currency.

No money.

You buy products that do not last very long.

Electronics have a relevant lifespan of 10 years.

3/21/2020 8:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gold backed currency printed by the Treasury?

Abolish the IRS?

No.

Unless you act.

You have the power.

Lose faith in the dollar and force the crash.

It's already in free fall?

Are we headed into a recession or depression?

Understand why Gold and Silver are so out of stock?
3/21/2020 8:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if the US Dollar were somehow about to go through a complete reset?

3/21/2020 8:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 What industrial applications exist for Silver that were recently negotiated as part of our new trade deals?

3/21/2020 8:30:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore the time and energy you invested in that iPhone or toilet paper actually robbed you of what time you could have saved.

What if you knew that these advanced new technologies relied on Gold and Silver?

Why is Gold used so much in space exploration equipment?

3/21/2020 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Imagine being able to store long term value in your currency by having better control over the hyperinflation involved in the devaluing FIAT [US Federal 

Reserve Note]?

3/21/2020 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 By understanding the information surrounding these concepts so too are you better prepared for the uncertainty the #COVIDー19 virus is having on 

society around the world.

3/21/2020 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Will the debt be erased?

The debt will be payed off.

We needed to do this legally.

Erasing debt to other nations for legitimate investments is wrong.

Who has robbed the US of trillions of dollars of wealth?

What happens when you don't even realize that you are all slaves?

3/21/2020 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is unlikely that a Gold Standard would be America First therefore backing the currency by Gold owned by the United States Government it can then 

print currency to divide the value according to the needs of currency.

3/21/2020 8:30:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 A massive rush to stored wealth because of the anticipation of going back to a Gold "Standard" based currency.

3/21/2020 8:31:14 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/21/2020 8:31:22 PM threadreaderapp Salam, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession 

#QuarantineOnlineParty…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/21/2020 8:31:40 PM brown_eyedladyj But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it would be better for him to have a great millstone fastened around his neck and 

to be drowned in the depth of the sea. Matthew 18:6

3/21/2020 8:32:15 PM ewilliams22101 Let's verify then.  Please disclose evidence.

3/21/2020 8:32:54 PM theappraiser17 5:5

3/21/2020 8:33:03 PM meme_maga I can't get it from my usual sources...

3/21/2020 8:33:23 PM sleepingnomore Would love that!

3/21/2020 8:33:29 PM williebhere Money is worthless.. value is based on a persons price vs what a person will give. Chase the dollar and you will loose.

3/21/2020 8:35:54 PM anirgu Thank you for everything dear cosmic entity

3/21/2020 8:36:18 PM lucas2011lions  https://brokensimulation.com/the-plan-to-save-the-world/ …

3/21/2020 8:37:22 PM 39anc6 So.... We in Argentinia should get gold?

3/21/2020 8:37:43 PM aprill444 If you are referring to the long count cycle, that was December 21 2012. That was the most recent great spiritual cycle of upheaval that was to come. 

We are in the beginning of this cycle in comparison to how long it lasts. The 1000 years of peace has not even begun yet.

3/21/2020 8:38:59 PM timeforarrests Will our mortgages be paid off?

3/21/2020 8:39:25 PM libertyspring99 I’ve wanted this for so long. I have very low debt. But the cost of living and rent keeps us desperately chained to souless, white collar, slave class jobs. I 

want a taste of freedom so bad. #WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 8:39:56 PM tyst1ck I'm noticing lots of work being done. Tax cuts, interest rate reductions, student loans frozen, etc. When this is over, maybe that remains indefinite?

3/21/2020 8:40:15 PM 444_q_ Here's some LIGHT 🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈🌈 https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1241560445921746945?s=19 …

3/21/2020 8:41:32 PM sparger_b Ppl are such idiots!! All she is trying to explain is about pedo's grooming chldrn That it's not violent like when a woman is jumped and raped on the 

streets. A child dsn't have the wds for what's going on they don't know it's wrg and their body tells them it feels good. Idiots!

3/21/2020 8:41:55 PM thavannmann  pic.twitter.com/lLzLJ2zy1I

3/21/2020 8:43:10 PM ffattmedia Great thread

3/21/2020 8:43:35 PM sparger_b This interview is cut and taken totally out of context and anyone that believes that Oprah is into child molestation is in absolutely fing moron.



3/21/2020 8:43:58 PM imalleers Got to be honest. Followed you for a while and I’ve never seen you drop a bomb like this. I feel you, and I see this as a hot topic for u. I agree. We r part 

of a slave system that is based on what the central bank says our Monopoly money is worth today. We r slaves to the system

3/21/2020 8:44:01 PM aprill444 Great suffering will come before the 1000 yrs of peace. The Armeggedon (spiritual cleansing) must happen from within each person's soul who remain 

for the duration of the golden years (1000 yrs of peace) and the next generation to come. A great cataclysmic event. You'll know when

3/21/2020 8:44:52 PM rhodesmkt Prove there is a debt.

3/21/2020 8:45:51 PM imalleers What do you propose we do?

Shut down the IRS?

Shut down the Fed?

Is this happening now?

How can we help and speak out?

3/21/2020 8:46:28 PM sparger_b Try looking up the actual original show and watch the whole thing people! God...such gullible, easily fooled individuals. None of you would have 

survived in a world where you have to actually think to survive. Fucking idiots!

3/21/2020 8:46:28 PM 33watchman Jfk formed the DIA. Think declassifying JFK files. ? pic.twitter.com/yD1JCdnDtz

3/21/2020 8:46:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Other assets include long term use products like silverware.

Consider the medals used in the flatware products.

Consider the negative health effects connected with using some products?

Aluminum is directly linked to several diseases that are on the rise.

Why?

The power of ads.

3/21/2020 8:46:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider alternatives to toilet paper?

Bidets are inexpensive and "green" and offer a significant savings long term.

Plus its kind of nice, in a purely ironic way.

Quite Majestic really.

Some might even say Royal?

This is just an example of how your time investments can grow.

3/21/2020 8:46:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 The more able you are to store your time in energy into assets that hold true wealth give you more time with your family and less time slaving. Your 

time and energy is valuable and you should be able to direct your growth away from slavery.

3/21/2020 8:46:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Advertising has been weaponized against you.

Message over Messenger means ignoring the visual stimuli in the marketing but instead look into what it is and what it does.

What if you questioned it for yourself?

Could you be wrong?

Yes.

There is risk in life.

Consciousness.

3/21/2020 8:47:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241572036876611584 …

3/21/2020 8:48:25 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/mNqsTL0SKq

3/21/2020 8:49:31 PM ryvenger1 #BOOM 😉💥💥💥💥👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/pqW9eazQ3u

3/21/2020 8:49:34 PM downhomeblues1 I have my gold back currencies right handy!

3/21/2020 8:50:03 PM imalleers The power of 3, 6, 9? 

Point me to a post which describes what it refers to?

3/21/2020 8:50:37 PM donnaledford10 Following

3/21/2020 8:50:49 PM pablocr46826101 Can't hook up your Corona typewriter to Minecraft lol

3/21/2020 8:51:09 PM carolva97910854 I have one already but hear there’s been a run on them since this started!

3/21/2020 8:51:34 PM ewilliams22101 @prayingmedic @Praying_Medic care to comment?

3/21/2020 8:52:46 PM xx1745xx you still have to blot

3/21/2020 8:53:02 PM thesuperfairy She's having a party !!

3/21/2020 8:53:14 PM samanthaoverby2 Thank you.

3/21/2020 8:53:27 PM bpsoccer13  pic.twitter.com/CSVbDcpQ2m

3/21/2020 8:53:32 PM asswitter2 DESIGNER——RED PURSES?...

I BELIEVE SHE KNEW...& WAS GOING TO WHISTLEBLOW,,, JUST MY THOUGHT

3/21/2020 8:53:33 PM ewilliams22101 Yep!  Something is not adding up! pic.twitter.com/GM7UN6ZrmK

3/21/2020 8:54:21 PM davidan12727616 Spot on⚡⚡⚡

We are all one....the great I am.

3/21/2020 8:54:34 PM 369helen313 💵💰💸=🧻

3/21/2020 8:55:00 PM donnaledford10 @TRUTHFROMABOVE  we know the truth.

We follow or Lord.

3/21/2020 8:55:16 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll this majestic thread! Thank you!  💥💥💥🔥🔥🔥💥💥💥

3/21/2020 8:55:17 PM threadreaderapp Saluti, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/21/2020 8:55:31 PM mitchellrandy Thought she was supposed to be horrified from being molested herself?

3/21/2020 8:55:39 PM sonnystinnett This mfkr talking in code....Gonna die anyway.... I smell a great suicide event coming to theaters near you....

3/21/2020 8:55:40 PM milllathefiend Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities 

Disclinancial advice Not endorsing authors or businesses Message over Messenger 1/ Watch and learn: 2/ Go to bed and s… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …

3/21/2020 8:55:54 PM charmanda9 @zagnett

3/21/2020 8:56:08 PM chickchihera And the lamp which looks like an adrenochrome capsule with Glenn Close written on the blackboard. Glenn just dropped a video on Instagram she 

looks drained

3/21/2020 8:56:11 PM smalltownindy Thank you MJ. These tweets hit home today. Good stuff.

3/21/2020 8:56:27 PM mongrelglory Gold doesn't oxidize which means it won't rust or tarnish. It is the most non-reactive of all metals in various environments.

3/21/2020 8:56:43 PM mercyq11 It is also a shipping container company. Coincidence? pic.twitter.com/Abvr7Ioozm

3/21/2020 8:57:08 PM jesusluvsu29 What are bidets?

3/21/2020 8:58:00 PM jesusluvsu29 How do I do that? I'm exhausted & tired of working so hard for so little

3/21/2020 8:58:04 PM sparkleloung Thanks Bruh. 👍

3/21/2020 8:58:10 PM upallnight39 #GLOBALRESET

#GODSOVEREIGNFREE

#newseedsrising

#oldbloomsfading

#wearewading

#BEthewaters

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/GSF 

3/21/2020 8:58:36 PM needheadcoach  pic.twitter.com/gaaGG25olu



3/21/2020 8:59:37 PM upallnight39 Its okay. Let the entry level QShepherd their flock

We sheep-dog the dogged 

&

God love the faithful pic.twitter.com/ydSExHYDA5

3/21/2020 8:59:46 PM jake4191 I thought time is an illusion?

3/21/2020 9:00:04 PM yusss81 Question: who still believes this Q nonsense? It's already 4 years of propaganda and "bringing the light" and cryptic nonsense, we still didn't see 

anything concrete and we will never see it for 4 more years. And people still fall for this? Americans are dumber than I thought.

3/21/2020 9:00:09 PM irishchinaman76 Just need to put this out there.  Google 45’s uncle as it pertains to TESLA. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What other president in the history of the US has worked 

for $1, while donating the rest of his salary to charity?  What other president took on a thankless job where he and has family

3/21/2020 9:01:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 #QuaratineLife #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities https://youtu.be/yR0B8Y31CIk 

3/21/2020 9:01:28 PM mongrelglory Today silver is invaluable to solder and brazing alloys, batteries, dentistry, glass coatings, LED chips, medicine, nuclear reactors, photography, 

photovoltaic (or solar) energy, RFID chips (for tracking parcels or shipments worldwide), semiconductors, touch screens...

3/21/2020 9:01:49 PM mongrelglory ...water purification, wood preservatives and many other industrial uses.

3/21/2020 9:01:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 #QuaratineLife

#QuarantineOnlineParty

#QuarantineActivities pic.twitter.com/wqp7ln5sG7

3/21/2020 9:02:24 PM what_uc Holy sheep sh!t, so covfefe, its covid + iron+  feretin. 😲

3/21/2020 9:02:33 PM adrianholmes8  https://twitter.com/AdrianHolmes8/status/1241569697918746626?s=20 …

3/21/2020 9:02:39 PM johnnymerckx yes, on both sides, dont be foolish

3/21/2020 9:02:41 PM williebhere More wealth in knowledge??

3/21/2020 9:03:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 #QuarantineOnlineParty

#QuarantineActivities

#QuaratineLife pic.twitter.com/VaixbhPnbM

3/21/2020 9:04:11 PM arkivnerd Eyes open - No fear. 

You have the power, if you are not afraid noone can take advantage of your time and energy and thrive on it

3/21/2020 9:04:40 PM williebhere Notice EARTH SHATTERING is all caps.. what does he mean by that??

3/21/2020 9:04:46 PM constant_lee5 There’s a movie on amazon I’m watching rn called THE UNSEEN ENEMY... about pandemics and rapid spread of viruses 🦠

3/21/2020 9:06:19 PM chendrickskw 🙏💓🙏

3/21/2020 9:06:43 PM upallnight39 Have you ever wondered if Star Wars, Star Trek, Babylon 5, Jupiter Ascending, & Predestination are true?

#dig

#WeSaluteYou

#WelcomeHomeSoldiers

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Galactic_Wars … pic.twitter.com/bu3HjPgnuJ

3/21/2020 9:06:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank Q @dbongino

3/21/2020 9:07:10 PM ryan35381162 Gold backed doesn't change that equation. With fiat currency its the citizens that secure the money of a country. Every citizen is essentially a 

shareholder in the wealth of a country. The wealth is protected in treasury and hidden from us.

3/21/2020 9:07:31 PM therealroserose Quazy 🤪

3/21/2020 9:07:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 Today is a Majestic Day. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241577018040496133 …

3/21/2020 9:09:10 PM kachinagtto 👏🏼👏🏼He did an outstanding job on Jesse Waters show tonight

3/21/2020 9:09:14 PM newsforum And everything happening in the world is normal?!? Big things happening.

3/21/2020 9:09:28 PM charlottepasco4 Wow she is sick

3/21/2020 9:09:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 THE CINESE VIRUS

Is a military response about to be launched?

Who unleashed the WMD virus?

All because they couldn't impeach 45 and continue the coverup of the epic levels of child sacrifice, cannibalism, and pure evil.

We have the power to KILL IT. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241577235020201994 …

3/21/2020 9:09:56 PM libertylandlady Warrior❤️

3/21/2020 9:10:01 PM nm_zsr 33 22

3/21/2020 9:10:11 PM geronim22212419 yeah it is obvious and

their narrative is too foolish and the COVID Team is made up of some scum

doesn't work

3/21/2020 9:10:16 PM hawkgirlinmn H?

3/21/2020 9:10:23 PM ryan35381162 The last timeline choice is what the world will look like after Q. What is your agenda MJ? Gold will not be owned equally by all citizens if people rush in 

now and gain wealth in a new world. Equal shareholders as citizens though is a new paradigm

3/21/2020 9:10:28 PM jeff57253103 KILL IT...BOOM

3/21/2020 9:10:39 PM patriotswegoall G$ and BG

3/21/2020 9:10:41 PM tanktank19k ABOUT 50K and it seems to never go down

3/21/2020 9:10:45 PM michellead0608 @SusanRunyon4

3/21/2020 9:11:18 PM trumpmomma Can’t come soon enough - DO IT #Q

3/21/2020 9:11:52 PM battleofever Soros? pic.twitter.com/gcv7lLMhqK

3/21/2020 9:12:01 PM ascendingadam [💀🦴]

3/21/2020 9:12:05 PM williebhere All caps KILL IT??... not from this earth??

3/21/2020 9:12:10 PM susanrunyon4 Damn!

3/21/2020 9:12:12 PM yusss81 What is happening in the world? What do you mean? Hillary still at large, all the people mentioned by Q as criminals are still enjoying their lives, it's 

already 4 years, should we wait for their natural death or is anything actually happening before that?

3/21/2020 9:12:13 PM sleepingnomore Let us KILL IT together.

3/21/2020 9:12:32 PM throwinbugs Is a military response [already] launched? I think so. Save the children!

3/21/2020 9:13:13 PM mommahood777 #Comfy

3/21/2020 9:13:14 PM 444_q_ My daughter and I LITERALLY discussed getting new pot &pans silverware & utensils TODAY!!! 😁😁😁

3/21/2020 9:13:14 PM docg_dc Where's H??

3/21/2020 9:13:30 PM wonderwomancan Wow, Interesting. I wish I could find that picture from Haiti

3/21/2020 9:13:33 PM aprilbrown99 [Killery] ?

3/21/2020 9:13:38 PM winklerburke Ax-2-root. Twisted fams own-run Central Banks that took right to print money from governments. (Or they launder gov’t bonds you same effect.) This 

power to (fake) lend... gave them power above law, and absolute power via infinite money. It corrupted them to Satanic practices.

3/21/2020 9:13:52 PM kachinagtto Majestic for sure pic.twitter.com/6AESbsju6F

3/21/2020 9:13:59 PM matzke_melissa Good stuff, Majestic ❤️



3/21/2020 9:14:23 PM smcoffey Had a couple of empty 32oz spray bottles, filled them with water, and so far my 2 teen boys said they work like a charm along w/ old beach towels I cut 

into 10x10” cloths to help finish the job(those get thrown out). It’s our Redneck version of a bidet💦

3/21/2020 9:14:32 PM melbourne_3000 THESE PEOPLE ARE STUPID! 🙄

3/21/2020 9:14:35 PM mommahood777 We are all in this ToGetHer

3/21/2020 9:14:41 PM 369helen313 HapPy Majestic DaY 🎉🎈

3/21/2020 9:14:44 PM trinity_jenny #322

3/21/2020 9:14:58 PM jwremarks Tanks in San Diego, Ca...getting hot hot hot...God go before our brave men and women to cause their enemy to fall at their feet...strengthen them in 

their inner man by your Spirit with power...I ask that your will LORD only will prevail...in Jesus name amen...to God be the glory!

3/21/2020 9:15:01 PM ascendingadam Then kill it, we shall.

3/21/2020 9:15:14 PM johnnymerckx and may continue to release

3/21/2020 9:15:23 PM dtubbs201 Seriously?????  I had this whole thing differently !  Thank you and God bless.

3/21/2020 9:15:36 PM smalltownindy Benjamin Fulford used the same term Cinese Virus. He has disclosed some bombshells lately.

3/21/2020 9:15:44 PM aprilbrown99 Taking back the numbers. Reversmosis. 😁😄😁

3/21/2020 9:16:10 PM nvorschkaff1776 I've been hearing lately that big players are deceased, such as HRC, Soros, and Pelosi. Can anyone confirm? 

@Education4Libs, @RealGeneralCaos, @An0n661, @ROYALMRBADNEWS, @TheTrueChannel, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @JuliansRum

3/21/2020 9:16:11 PM upallnight39 #killthevrill

#holohoax

#synagogueofshaitan

Deathbed confession rewrites British WW2 history

 https://benjaminfulford.net/2020/03/16/6793/ … pic.twitter.com/TsnZCyZh2H

3/21/2020 9:16:23 PM charmanda9 Something to share with family. Thanks.

3/21/2020 9:17:01 PM winklerburke Therefore Treasury must take over the FED for gov’t to regain right 2 print money. This can prevent twisted families from regaining positions above 

laws, and from regaining infinite wealth & power. Then we can defund Prog (1984) Ed, designed 2 destroy humans. Life begins anew! ;)

3/21/2020 9:17:07 PM rebornkingent Very majestic day. 3:58am Saturn /Chronos enters Aquarius. https://youtu.be/wMVmit_1Fg8 

3/21/2020 9:18:04 PM papadocdolo Then slay it!

3/21/2020 9:18:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think ORI.

Think Go'uld.

They release WMDs to control the population.

Fear is the enemy. https://twitter.com/WillieBHere/status/1241578371970203649 …

3/21/2020 9:18:13 PM synackstatic H does better with A.

3/21/2020 9:18:37 PM upallnight39 ForneverNAlways

3/21/2020 9:18:50 PM paguzzi 🎉🎈🎊👏👏👏🎊🎉🎊

3/21/2020 9:19:23 PM ausanon369 Misspellings matter? No H in Chinese?

3/21/2020 9:19:41 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/xUxTBe4xJ3

3/21/2020 9:19:51 PM pooptiredof I switched from 'anti-perspirant' to 'deodorant' yrs ago, b/c they all have aluminum in them 😉 Even got to watch the deodorants b/c some of the 

have aluminum as well.

3/21/2020 9:19:55 PM truthfromabove1 Who's problem? Maybe you didn't learn to mirror properly? If Qs plan isn't with God what will anons do then? Be careful of who you follow was a 

warning. Q anonymity is was called out as were Paytriots, but anons still do both. Cherrypicking?

3/21/2020 9:20:26 PM tanktank19k Think SG-1

3/21/2020 9:20:27 PM conanthepatriot UTI havens.

3/21/2020 9:20:30 PM williebhere Ya tho I walk through the valley of the shadow of death... I fear no EVIL..

3/21/2020 9:20:44 PM k4rlgruen When everyone I meet

is family, WE will 

have evolved

to the next

level

3/21/2020 9:20:59 PM winklerburke Constitution originally had gold-silver combined standard 4 the dollar ... to prevent bankers from yo- yo-ing the gold market... 2 Hoover assets of folk 

they debt-trapped. Bankers got rid of Silver standard 2 win at gold market shenanigans. Then FED created. Then $ value cut 95%!

3/21/2020 9:21:08 PM qlonginus  pic.twitter.com/22P8uZkgf1

3/21/2020 9:21:14 PM gina67590096 That’s bad 😳 I mean good but probably freaky and terrifying pic.twitter.com/th4qKMnB4U

3/21/2020 9:21:33 PM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1241367239900778501?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1241367239900778501 …

3/21/2020 9:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Featured in Mainstream Media news?

NDAs offered?

Clowns clowns clowns.

They know nothing.

Yet have the audacity to believe they know more than you.

Why the egotism?

Message over Messenger establishes freedom of thought.

3/21/2020 9:21:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 When did Q signal that they left the chans? 

When they stopped posting.

No outside COMMS ended at that point.

Therefore the next phase of the operation commenced.

People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Majestic?

Controllers of a narrative.

3/21/2020 9:21:40 PM libertyspring99 This is fucking epic

3/21/2020 9:21:58 PM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1241367245143642113?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1241367245143642113 …

3/21/2020 9:22:03 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/5ZMRupggoH

3/21/2020 9:22:04 PM sharron_royalty Sick and perverted!

3/21/2020 9:22:22 PM imcevoy1 3895

New: Title TBD

Q

!!Hs1Jq13jV6

22 Mar 2020 - 2:32:03 AM

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4 …📁

Do not fear.

Q
3/21/2020 9:23:11 PM eclipsedrob thank you!



3/21/2020 9:23:15 PM the_loveoflight Yes! Seems like something the Ori would do...cause fear and panic then provide the cure

Slaves to them no more!

3/21/2020 9:23:26 PM islandofdelight Should I FOIA the Steinbart FBI house call?

3/21/2020 9:23:55 PM williebhere 3,6,9

3/21/2020 9:25:02 PM doyouq Like the Hunger Games.

3/21/2020 9:25:32 PM bighugsmuchlove SO SORRY😢🙏🏻

3/21/2020 9:25:45 PM winklerburke The dollar you earn used to buy 1/20 of an ounce of pure gold. Now it buys about 1/1600 of same ounce.  This is how your earnings are destroyed, by 

very purposeful design, by men who hate & effectually destroy humanity.  They are weak of mind, evil of heart. US$ reset to AU-AG?

3/21/2020 9:25:50 PM hellouncledonny @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

you know what to do.

 https://twitter.com/Farbod_E/status/1241247329572683776 …

3/21/2020 9:26:19 PM ryan35381162 Money is always a construct to pass energy between us. Weather its represented by paper or a gold coin. There is enough on this earth for no one to 

starve. The only asset to truly invest in is each other. To invest our energy in each other with love.

3/21/2020 9:26:47 PM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/HNq1U51OpC

3/21/2020 9:26:48 PM zack_stone Life after disclosure

3/21/2020 9:27:00 PM bradsharp54 if those are real, then so is the rest of the TV Show. Is there a giant ring we walk through to travel words inhabited by english speaking humans?  Do 

the Go'uld have pyramid shaped space ships?  Are we talking to the Grays as friends???

3/21/2020 9:27:03 PM devilvixen @threadreaderapp unroll

3/21/2020 9:27:04 PM giediknight From what I understood in research past, when ones files their UCC-1 to claim their straw man entity used to create the fiat currency. That in turn 

erased the debt. So if everyone where to do that, all debt would be erased. We are no longer the batteries to the matrix.

3/21/2020 9:27:09 PM threadreaderapp Hi, you can read it here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/21/2020 9:27:45 PM nvpatriot2 How's it going @AustinSteinbart

3/21/2020 9:28:02 PM eclipsedrob i feel this is correct..

3/21/2020 9:28:02 PM synackstatic It's the natural propensity for people to organize in hierarchies. Q is of value, and 'mini Qs' therefore have some value, if not the real deal. It's natural 

instinct to attempt to climb said hierarchy and to protect your position within in. That's how we got here in the first pl

3/21/2020 9:28:10 PM ryan35381162 We can be service tonself and hoard or we can be service to others and work together. What is your agenda with pushing gold?

3/21/2020 9:28:10 PM jrocktigers I agree MJ12 , Silver is being artificially held down..  of all weeks for it to drop 20% .. . .ridiculous . .. "Silver markets started out the week above the $15 

level, but then broke down below the $12 level rather rapidly."    https://finance.yahoo.com/news/silver-weekly-price-forecast-silver-

165033039.html … pic.twitter.com/8ERIU2wyqq

3/21/2020 9:28:58 PM 369helen313 Do not fear.

Q

#WWG1WGA #Q #Qanon #QArmy #GreatAwakening #GODWINS pic.twitter.com/3a7RMEgl7R

3/21/2020 9:29:20 PM aleks8837  https://mobile.twitter.com/TuurDemeester/status/1241186876234633216 …

3/21/2020 9:29:26 PM synackstatic Those who protected their position with power/control/wealth collectivized within a cult that stabilized their position further, especially among their 

peers. It's the literal seed of evil. Derived from female mate selection of men capable of climbing the hierarchy of competency

3/21/2020 9:30:14 PM winklerburke The Twisted Cabal Families... worldwide bought the left & right party leaders of all governments. They forced the left-right 2 fight fake fights. They 

forced gov’ts they controlled 2 fight real wars against each other. Total insane, R these twisted families.  Good riddance 2 Orcs

3/21/2020 9:30:33 PM eclipsedrob did Q make this virus? it was made to take them down...the cure poisons them not us..for us (the vast majority) the virus is benign, but not for them. ??

3/21/2020 9:30:55 PM robniski I keep seeing this, what’s the significance?

3/21/2020 9:31:03 PM lizrao4 Maybe to avoid Twitter censoring?

3/21/2020 9:31:32 PM cindeamulholla3 Maybe it is WHO?

Who owns these entities?!

WHO

FDA

CDC?

3/21/2020 9:31:35 PM cdale_dog “H” for Huma?

3/21/2020 9:31:39 PM synackstatic That's why the archetypical descriptor of nature is "mother." Nature is selective, and relentless. Women, in the hierarchy, are the mechanism that 

selects. This is why women are 'priestess' of sorts. 'witches' if you will. They're the selectors of the prime evil power.

3/21/2020 9:31:47 PM fustarq Latest Q drop, same YB link to drop 3594 with Ephesian 6:19-18 The Armor Of God verse

Austin’s latest video, he gave us a Q proof at the end of the video - to the Ephesians verse Q+ has been using! 

Let’s see if they’ll even watch his video 🤦🏻♂️

3/21/2020 9:31:54 PM tillie71120939 I feel like a total idiot for asking this question so plz guys don't jump on my back for asking. I heard from another #anon that somehow our gov has 

figured out a way of alchemy, thus turning lead into gold and are doing it at Area 51, that's false correct?

3/21/2020 9:31:56 PM lsosis2 I installed in each toilet a year ago. The best

3/21/2020 9:32:02 PM leahinman5 Definitely a communist virus but Not a Chinese virus

3/21/2020 9:32:06 PM disfellocated Debt is never erased, it’s paid in full and zeroed. Where you are in relation to the exchange is important, too. Make sure you’re not surety. 

cc: @nea_storm

3/21/2020 9:32:09 PM mongrelglory If the IRS is abolished in the US, are other countries likely to follow suit by abolishing their own tax revenue agencies?  Is the consciousness changes 

moving away from debt slavery likely to be global in nature? Including communist states like China?

3/21/2020 9:32:16 PM explosivo412 Absolutely yes.

3/21/2020 9:32:55 PM synackstatic It works in the opposite for man. The evil archetype being the tyrannical king. The ruthless bloodthirsty leader. Selected to be the top of the hierarchy 

by lust of women and herd mentality of the masses. That mentality historically controlled by information flows.

3/21/2020 9:33:02 PM imcevoy1 Sorry who are you addressing and what do you keep seeing?

3/21/2020 9:33:25 PM imcevoy1 *whom

3/21/2020 9:33:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 The next phase of the operation is in response to the war we have been fighting.

This time [322] released (or allowed by incompetence - how is that accountable and reliable?) a biological weapon that is killing exponentially?

Perception is everything.

The statistical risk is low.



3/21/2020 9:34:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 The cures will be released.

Future proves past.

It's the CHINESE VIRUS.

Not the people of China who have been oppressed like in Hong Kong and Taiwan, but how the communist party is allowed to manipulate and control 

the media when they have verifiably been lying for years and

3/21/2020 9:34:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 We must be ready for the truth. We have spent years educating you on very important topics. You have more than you know. Now the censors are off. 

Now the filters are down. Now its time to reconnect with those who you have become distant with. Reestablish a connection by spreading

3/21/2020 9:34:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 giving the public the knowledge and weapons needed to win this war of the mind that we could one day see a world where children aren't be sacrificed 

then having their pineal gland eaten directly from their skull. The world will learn the truth and it will shock the conscious.

3/21/2020 9:34:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 have evidence on a laptop owned by a small weinered pedophile who kept an insurance policy on the entire racket.

We have the servers.

When the NSA was created it put them on the grid that we could access.

We allowed their criminality because we believed that if we succeeded in

3/21/2020 9:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 And consider this. If these so called Q influencers believe that they are hot shit then why are they struggling to bridge the gap between the left and the 

right?

How many never trumpers do you know who have no idea that John Podesta is a satanic pedophile who eats pineal glands?

3/21/2020 9:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 its time to move into the open and take the mask off. We have our comms. We have our memes. We have our bodies cleaned. We have our wealth 

being preserved and growing. The time to take action is now. Use the time off to spread the truth. The filters and censors are down.

3/21/2020 9:34:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 the MESSAGE and ignore the messenger. Do not allow yourself to be manipulated by people who sign NDAs and are sponsored, groomed, and even 

scripted control the next phases of the operation. More details will follow and Q will one day post on the kun boards again but at this point

3/21/2020 9:34:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 You have more than you know. The world is changing and the BEST IS YET TO COME!

3/21/2020 9:34:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 We need to bridge the gap and force their hand. We cannot allow the left right argument to work any longer. We need to take action against the 

power structures that run the satanic pedophile cults and reclaim that power. Part of reclaiming that power is taking action when needed.

3/21/2020 9:34:21 PM winklerburke The minor virus problem (which the Cabal fams maybe designed 2 work worse than it does) is the good guy front to arrest all Cabal leaders & star 

personality traitors. No rioting enabled, or allowed. It is a new dawn of human liberty under just laws, not like previous evil!  Yay Q

3/21/2020 9:34:57 PM milllathefiend  pic.twitter.com/snLn5iaLoR

3/21/2020 9:35:32 PM liziam1776 I'm betting H is for Hillary. Hillary's Deep State released it to either kill Trump so Biden can nominate Hillary for VP, and when something happens to 

Biden Hillary becomes President. Just my take. Could be wrong.

3/21/2020 9:35:37 PM synackstatic Controlled by scribes, written word, printed word, drama...

The meta of the meta power hierarchy is the very idea of satan. Source evil. All of the traits required to succeed as an individual within the eye of 

providence. The exemplary drama of evil. All bound by the cult.

3/21/2020 9:35:49 PM alight412 Hmmm Anything special or interesting going to happen on Majestic Day? 🤔

3/21/2020 9:35:50 PM mongrelglory The manipulation and price suppression in the bullion markets has been blatantly obvious since 2011, but the regulatory agencies ignore it. It's 

obviously been Central Banks doing this, along with "financial repression" (keeping interest rates lower than the real inflation rate).

3/21/2020 9:37:15 PM cpace98 Great job Mr. President majority of America supports you

3/21/2020 9:37:15 PM mountainminder The growing pains of Universal Adulthood.

3/21/2020 9:38:26 PM corn_hole Iran, NK, or Gyna? pic.twitter.com/RegndrrrMe

3/21/2020 9:38:45 PM signnamehere1 Majestic, are the lizards real?

3/21/2020 9:39:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it a coincidence that the multi tweet thread was posted right as 3/22 was turning from 33 minutes into the day then the rest would be 34?

Hello ALICE.

AI is quite powerful.

Signals and comms.

You understand.

"The left can't meme." https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241583882455187458 …

3/21/2020 9:39:26 PM pooptiredof  pic.twitter.com/Kz5N3BMYOv

3/21/2020 9:39:38 PM giediknight Though the fiction created in our name at Birth, is the surety for the federal reserve noted.

3/21/2020 9:39:39 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/21/2020 9:39:45 PM gabemasson Down on facebook as well?

3/21/2020 9:39:45 PM patriotswegoall Was their adrenochrome tainted with CV?

3/21/2020 9:39:58 PM alight412 Wouldn't that be interesting.

3/21/2020 9:40:53 PM milllathefiend  pic.twitter.com/qTMps9sgmM

3/21/2020 9:41:00 PM mongrelglory This robs "savers" such as myself, while fuelling debt bubbles in various assets classes (such as real estate and stocks).  This encourages people and 

governments to leverage and take on more debt which ultimately can never be paid off...unless, a global currency reset occurs.

3/21/2020 9:41:06 PM cleetus__jones Can we just all outside comm the fact that it is finally 3/22 and Saturns wild ass entered Aquarius

3/21/2020 9:41:29 PM jrocktigers 😎👊🏼⚡

3/21/2020 9:41:59 PM tashalee01 Great thread! ThanQ❤️

3/21/2020 9:42:28 PM libertyspring99 Goddamn. This entire thing is even more interconnected than I thought. Throw away lines like “The Left can’t meme” have real meanings. Feels like 

that our entire reality is planned. Is fate real?

3/21/2020 9:42:30 PM 1_decided_voter You do realized Q posted an hour ago, right? pic.twitter.com/QAWdKfktZK

3/21/2020 9:42:38 PM rebornkingent New age, new babies to eat!

3/21/2020 9:42:39 PM mongrelglory This financial system was designed not only to enslave individuals, but to enslave governments of cities, states, and countries.  Control the debt, and 

you control everything.

3/21/2020 9:43:11 PM nurseniceyes Already did.

3/21/2020 9:43:15 PM swhabby One way or another we are in the change now.

3/21/2020 9:43:19 PM nanfitzpatrick Drip Dry!

3/21/2020 9:43:20 PM do_or_do_notty “owned by a small weinered pedophile”

😂🤣🥳 pic.twitter.com/ujl9INBrwP

3/21/2020 9:43:31 PM jrocktigers Yield curve has wobbled around inversion recently , but saving in banks has been disastrous for folks who saved their whole lives expecting between 4 - 

7% while retired as one of their incomes. You owe the bank to house your money. . .

3/21/2020 9:43:39 PM nanfitzpatrick cause no TP?

3/21/2020 9:43:41 PM dakotobol  pic.twitter.com/sBdTcldbun



3/21/2020 9:43:46 PM mrmigido Hello indeed.

Ms. Ai does not have a sense of humour. 

And she pouts.

3/21/2020 9:43:48 PM kirsten83434939 In Jesus’ Powerful Name Amen

3/21/2020 9:43:56 PM freeandoriginal Hence the new videos from a professional ?

3/21/2020 9:43:57 PM milllathefiend David Wilcock, Cory Goode, Jordan S pic.twitter.com/sGDw48VWCz

3/21/2020 9:44:27 PM chucklesschumer Weve been ready for 2.5.  Let us know where backup is needed.

3/21/2020 9:44:37 PM alight412 Well conventional time where I am says it's still 3/21.

3/21/2020 9:45:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 1/1/1

Start of a new millennium?

Delayed by 20 years?

Time is an illusion.

3/21/2020 9:45:35 PM corydunf @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

This answer the question?  https://twitter.com/CorydunF/status/1241585740980441088 …

3/21/2020 9:45:36 PM 444_q_ ≈$235k... includes mortgage, car, card debt.

3/21/2020 9:46:05 PM turdfollower The lack of complete sentences makes these tweets really convincing.

Dude talks like Q!

3/21/2020 9:46:08 PM upallnight39 Hey yall. I had someone DM and say "love the memes and the vibe you put out I just don't understand it."

Read this #majiHEYOKAcrew

 https://www.elephantjournal.com/2017/03/the-crazy-wisdom-of-a-heyoka-empath/ …

Also tag @DefenseIntel @780thC @US_CYBERCOM 

When twitter fucks up,.or anytime really.

It helps more than QKnow pic.twitter.com/sNoOpCJUMa
3/21/2020 9:46:16 PM janesaun I have some never trumpers in my family and they truly do not believe anything good about trump. Don’t want to know the truth and clearly are not 

willing to even to begin that conversation. Think Pizzagate is false. Believe the lies of the msm—their trusted source of news.

3/21/2020 9:46:23 PM bunker777 Nice rant! 👍

3/21/2020 9:47:03 PM patriotswegoall China's not the real enemy in this case, look at Soros, Gates and the Pirbright Institute.

3/21/2020 9:47:16 PM bcmarky Wrong....its so he can make it work with Gematria pic.twitter.com/w7iCoWD0GM

3/21/2020 9:47:17 PM viking_jeremy I've had this feeling or philosophy for most my life but it's set up against me. It's been so frustrating knowing that this isn't the way it's supposed to be. 

It's a feeling I've had in my brain, in my mind for so long but it's so hard to describe.

3/21/2020 9:47:46 PM bcmarky CINESE? eh rly? pic.twitter.com/kO7NJM881d

3/21/2020 9:47:57 PM mongrelglory  http://Shadowstats.com  has put the real rate of inflation anywhere from 7 to 8% each year.  Someone getting 1.5% on their savings bond is actually 

losing 5-6.5% per year.  It's a hidden tax on savers.

3/21/2020 9:47:58 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/dDNfsj45HL

3/21/2020 9:48:20 PM nea_storm False Dear One! Zero disrespect intended yet that is False! I have disclosed what the ALL-CAP is, only an identifying transmitting conduit to identify the 

transmission, transfer and storage of specific energy and origin: People have ZERO idea of these realities & continually E-1 pic.twitter.com/FmDMskjZTc

3/21/2020 9:48:26 PM upallnight39 @Tyler_7hz

@SIRISYSPrime

@ArchonTyler 

3 x 3 

My. Lyyyfe 4 frrreee

#deathVVyyBBeSzZ
3/21/2020 9:48:29 PM bcmarky 55 / 144 cute pic.twitter.com/rwIrpaScLN

3/21/2020 9:49:04 PM corstruction 10-4

3/21/2020 9:49:24 PM bcmarky  https://twitter.com/BcMarky/status/1241587348971884545 …

3/21/2020 9:49:32 PM dtubbs201 Unroll @threadreaderapp .  Thank you!

3/21/2020 9:49:38 PM giediknight Are those who practice the “rite” (eating the pineal) human?

3/21/2020 9:49:40 PM threadreaderapp Hola, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/21/2020 9:49:50 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/xohN1S5KJ0

3/21/2020 9:50:14 PM georgepeterbon2 Yes indeed, no "butts" about it! And...for that special someone in your life. 😉 pic.twitter.com/ybAxRiYJjt

3/21/2020 9:50:19 PM cchausmer Evergreen was Hillary Clinton's code name And renegade was Obama

3/21/2020 9:50:46 PM giediknight Can you post it.

3/21/2020 9:51:00 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/TFRmyXSNuk

3/21/2020 9:51:07 PM nea_storm confuse greatly beyond reason these operational realities: When it involves an INDIVIDUAL it has been obfuscated for in truth it is a TRUST-ESTATE 

entity & in point of fact a "disregarded entity": Yet pertaining uniquely to Estate Trust realities this has ZERO to do with E-2 

pic.twitter.com/kGqLzZMuYu

3/21/2020 9:51:11 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll these majestic truths. Thank you.

3/21/2020 9:51:34 PM qbryce171 "He"... doesn't sound right.

Perhaps )they(

3/21/2020 9:52:05 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/21/2020 9:52:05 PM aprilbrown99 @threadreaderapp please unroll. Thank you.

3/21/2020 9:52:18 PM jules1_11 322 ~ way to use their symbolism against them!

3/21/2020 9:52:22 PM milllathefiend From BD Anon pic.twitter.com/Bqz6R2riCN

3/21/2020 9:52:37 PM shamgarjc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFvsl1ColnY …

3/21/2020 9:52:47 PM shamgarjc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFvsl1ColnY …

3/21/2020 9:53:15 PM viking_jeremy Game time

3/21/2020 9:53:21 PM mongrelglory Hillary in the killbox?

3/21/2020 9:53:44 PM 444_q_ Thank God my husband is a plumber 🤸♀️

3/21/2020 9:54:55 PM ghyw7ki9p0 Understood thank you!



3/21/2020 9:55:11 PM nea_storm CORPORATIONS that have a completely different body of associated law & operations: There is another identifier that is essential and the supreme 

difference between any DEAD-THING or AI it is a Living infant child, a woman or a man: That is the main & more precious priceless E-3 

pic.twitter.com/gdzI5iKQBw

3/21/2020 9:55:12 PM upallnight39 U had any veal this year?

Eggs?

Milk?

Products with animals in them? 

(Hint: You have)

#reconsile
3/21/2020 9:55:16 PM wolfpup16fq What’s with the ring??? pic.twitter.com/aKVSbQwOXR

3/21/2020 9:55:18 PM carriebryson2  pic.twitter.com/EMNWvAvI2j

3/21/2020 9:55:19 PM bcmarky Also when 

1765 Stamp Act passed; 1st direct British tax on American colonists, organized by Prime Minister George Grenville

and 

2018 US President Donald Trump imposes $60 billion worth of tariffs on Chinese imports

3/21/2020 9:55:39 PM juliahaverinen CCP owns the Chinese Media apparently they control the US #FakeNews @NYT @wpinvestigates

3/21/2020 9:55:43 PM wolfpup16fq  pic.twitter.com/7O4aMyIKrw

3/21/2020 9:55:55 PM jeannemcdonald4 That's why they made absouth  illegal.

3/21/2020 9:55:58 PM varinia_beabea I’m so excited. God bless our #POTUS and all the men and woman who are fighting this war for us. We stand with you as one. Many thanks! Godspeed!

3/21/2020 9:55:58 PM wolfpup16fq John of God?? pic.twitter.com/FoIlryyr7x

3/21/2020 9:57:35 PM dtubbs201 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/21/2020 9:57:52 PM seeker229 CV

322

C=3

V=22

3/21/2020 9:58:19 PM upallnight39 I think much more than this is a bad idea.

Its like, the idea intrigues me until the darkness takesover

So its up to whoever

#dptmdmasurfin pic.twitter.com/ekpEuz2bwQ

3/21/2020 9:58:20 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/8cEdPneIlc

3/21/2020 9:58:53 PM nea_storm spiritual Conscious sentient being with a "Soul": These are essential basics I have graciously disclosed & why this account was first shut down within a 

matter of two weeks & is heavily shadowed band: I have shattered the illusion & passed through the Portal, Navigating at E-4 

pic.twitter.com/eeGpjS4z4s

3/21/2020 9:59:10 PM caseycochrane  pic.twitter.com/RR2gISdGc5

3/21/2020 9:59:18 PM kaiku2u Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities 

Disclinancial advice Not endorsing authors or businesses Message over Messenger 1/ Watch and learn: 2/ Go to bed and s… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …

3/21/2020 9:59:37 PM notevenchad17 Bridge The Gap.

3/21/2020 10:00:50 PM upallnight39 #EllenDeGeneres

#MadonnaFishSongs

#TomHanks pic.twitter.com/HcdVo5YdmG

3/21/2020 10:00:56 PM ausanon369 My only question, which is what I DM’d you about, Re: AS... King of Spain descendant = King of Jerusalem = AC?

3/21/2020 10:01:47 PM truthseekerkari Keep your friends close and your enemies...

This is what Trump has done. Maybe Flynn is doing that as well?

3/21/2020 10:01:48 PM guacamolly45 Fear porn. Unverified.

3/21/2020 10:01:52 PM ltodd14 They sure can’t. I think it’s because it requires a sense of humor. The left doesn’t have a sense of humor.

3/21/2020 10:01:53 PM geno760 Thank you

3/21/2020 10:02:12 PM geno760 Message received

3/21/2020 10:02:54 PM flatbush711 Rod was a former paratrooper, a mediocre solider at best.

Much of his writing was inspired by his experiences in front line combat.

3/21/2020 10:03:07 PM nea_storm Free Will on (My Own) as a inherent Creator (Genesis 1:26), as we each have always been Whole, beautiful & complete: It is [they] whom are tragically 

fractured requiring other's life force to exist: Hence the obfuscate the truth reality for that is all [they] may do due to E-5 pic.twitter.com/tKbvyaK7sl

3/21/2020 10:03:21 PM 1_decided_voter  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4 …

3/21/2020 10:05:02 PM susan74963368 Is the red gem ring a symbol that they're married to Satan?

3/21/2020 10:05:12 PM jordanmcmaster9 You are doing an important role for society's guidance.  Be consciously aware that you are projecting this truth forward in fear based notion's that most 

of human consciousness thus not need to be aware of, as such does effect their State of Vibration Consciousness.

3/21/2020 10:05:22 PM real_elliebrown Bahahaha! If you are a boomer then I am ancient!

3/21/2020 10:05:26 PM johnnyjameson14 Well that’s unfortunate.. may God bless us all with grace and mercy

3/21/2020 10:06:20 PM jeritud3 Hussein

3/21/2020 10:07:09 PM susan74963368 Looks like an outside com..I dont trust it. Clown hat.

3/21/2020 10:07:22 PM nea_storm [their] heinous addiction & dependency in order to survive: Disgusting, shameful & is Ending: What is transpiring is far more than people have any idea 

presently: [They] have all missed serious payments & are now in arrears to Yours truly: The Reaper is coming to Collect! 😈👿E-6 

pic.twitter.com/pyYTD2kt9F

3/21/2020 10:07:48 PM jeritud3 Hillary

3/21/2020 10:09:12 PM colforbin3 Share this with those still asleep. https://youtu.be/_ufl50x420w 

3/21/2020 10:09:15 PM mongrelglory Since the Coronavirus "pandemic" has changed everyone's daily routines, I sense that people's MSM hypnotic trances have been disrupted.  They are 

starting to wake up and are ready to start hearing a new message I think. 👍



3/21/2020 10:09:49 PM milllathefiend BD Anon archive. Long read but worthwhile. His observations over time proved to be more accurate than Q by a wide margin. Feel free to explore. 

Come to your own assesment.😎

 https://paulfurber.net/bda/index.html 

3/21/2020 10:10:49 PM nea_storm The BC is Identification & Receipt pertaining only one specific being and may be ONLY utilized by that Spiritual Conscious Soul, woman or man or the 

parents for specific designated purposes: People have ZERO idea: It gets sooo old and boring: Forgive me! It is people's lack E-7 

pic.twitter.com/cmpBsHSjD3

3/21/2020 10:10:59 PM upallnight39 there's nothing I can say

I'll be chasing the dragon till the fire goes away

It's the truth in the anger and the feeling in the sound

For the rest of my time on earth I'll chase that dragon down

It's like my soul's on fire https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KKrmw8Kb1I0 …

3/21/2020 10:12:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Headless alien found in topless bar.

3/21/2020 10:12:34 PM upallnight39 Bit weight

Thairs moar

 http://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/  pic.twitter.com/qQubNlBAy0

3/21/2020 10:12:39 PM itsalllove9 😐

3/21/2020 10:12:46 PM positively303 Send me a pic!😘

3/21/2020 10:12:49 PM mikespies904 .......how the hell am I supposed to decode this

3/21/2020 10:12:52 PM c_morece Please explain the ring. 

T.y😊

3/21/2020 10:12:59 PM sparkleloung Put the whiskey down. Time for bed.

3/21/2020 10:13:09 PM trajohn4 Well there's a vision to fall asleep to.

3/21/2020 10:13:19 PM mongrelglory That image was so disturbing! 😠

3/21/2020 10:13:23 PM purplefavorite1 That's an odd tweet 🤔👀

3/21/2020 10:13:25 PM sailorpractical That was my ex.

3/21/2020 10:13:42 PM jrocktigers News at 11

3/21/2020 10:13:50 PM joaquinfvaldez think the alien paid the cover?

3/21/2020 10:13:55 PM 444_q_ 12:12=33 ....22 32=9

3/21/2020 10:14:17 PM anirgu It's a fun tweet. Thank you

3/21/2020 10:14:22 PM colforbin3 👽👽👽

3/21/2020 10:14:31 PM hawkgirlinmn  https://mobile.twitter.com/neosoviet/status/70326362396819456 … https://twitter.com/NeoSoviet/status/70326362396819456 …

3/21/2020 10:14:34 PM nea_storm of knowledge Hosea 4:6 & Lack of mental, emotional & physical discipline & the constant whining & temper tantrums that grows tiresome, if you will: 

Oh one more thing everyone will enjoy is I literally TURNED-THE-ENERGETIC-TABLES [they] are in FULL-PANIC due to being held E-8 

pic.twitter.com/VoAT2ef7eJ

3/21/2020 10:14:41 PM c_morece Exactly

3/21/2020 10:14:43 PM stclair00 I am in Spain and doing my best. This is my 3rd acc so far. Will keep fighting

3/21/2020 10:14:45 PM fluentindetail rick and morty. pic.twitter.com/3WvdSZQHcn

3/21/2020 10:14:46 PM blsdbe That sounds like a punchline if I ever heard one...having a bottomless drink, are we MJ? pic.twitter.com/8ptSdQiKau

3/21/2020 10:15:07 PM demascandy I thought HRC was Evergreen

3/21/2020 10:15:11 PM badmf07 And now the weather... Ollie

3/21/2020 10:15:17 PM hgraceq  https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2015/06/headless-body-in-topless-bar-writer-dies-but-why-was-that-headless-body-there.html …

3/21/2020 10:15:21 PM libertyspring99 Alien has 3 boobs. Majestic! 😂

3/21/2020 10:15:22 PM hawkgirlinmn Sg-1!! http://www.tv.com/shows/stargate-sg-1/trivia/ …

3/21/2020 10:15:25 PM blsdbe Damn, you are fast!

3/21/2020 10:15:26 PM trajohn4 😂 thanks for my last laugh of the night....I'll check back in at roll call, good luck.

3/21/2020 10:15:51 PM alicelilly1 😂🤣😂

3/21/2020 10:15:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Oh that's funny.

3/21/2020 10:16:02 PM trajohn4 My LAWD that is one strange show.

3/21/2020 10:16:29 PM 444_q_ She's one of my favs 😁😁😁👏👏👏💗💗💗

3/21/2020 10:16:45 PM wolfpup16fq Who’s Time 11:11 Zone

3/21/2020 10:16:52 PM f83hz For some reason I thought that was a Hunter S Thompson short story? 😂

3/21/2020 10:16:57 PM fluentindetail i really hate it tbh but it does tell the truth

3/21/2020 10:17:14 PM bbanderson50158 Thanks for the chuckle.

3/21/2020 10:17:15 PM alicelilly1 still laughing 😂🤣😂

3/21/2020 10:17:19 PM blsdbe Well done!!! pic.twitter.com/6p1eFpHEyn

3/21/2020 10:17:20 PM taikijan The waitress says, "Want some head?"

3/21/2020 10:17:26 PM nea_storm accountable for yet paying the tab: It is the horrid GAME [they] were playing upon all the innocent people is transpiring in REVERSE: Comprehend? I 

have repeatedly stated the people's Assets are safe & the heinous disgusting bankers discovered that to [their] SHOCK & Presto E-9 

pic.twitter.com/VNBck3uONT

3/21/2020 10:17:48 PM mongrelglory She always impresses me with the speed of her execution! 😎

3/21/2020 10:17:57 PM tanktank19k  pic.twitter.com/OXhk9vAsCm

3/21/2020 10:17:59 PM no_sparch  pic.twitter.com/kQPaHM6JfM

3/21/2020 10:18:02 PM cleetus__jones ...dancer swung around pole she noticed decapitated alien wasn't groovin'!

3/21/2020 10:18:13 PM tanktank19k SG-1

3/21/2020 10:18:38 PM kbinsc Sleep?

3/21/2020 10:18:41 PM luluspeers1 They are the disease we are the cure!... Q

3/21/2020 10:19:00 PM adam84577979 the collective dark night of the soul is near

3/21/2020 10:19:10 PM mikespies904 Haha not a SG1 fan. Cut me some slack...doing my  Best to keep up

3/21/2020 10:19:30 PM papadocdolo 12:12

3/21/2020 10:19:35 PM sheepdogsociety 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2020 10:19:43 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/cnDKBFRj4H

3/21/2020 10:19:51 PM zagnett  https://twitter.com/zagnett/status/1093162536092856320 …

Then, perhaps, we could get all of our money back.

Wipe the slate clean. 🧐🧻🚽 👇

3/21/2020 10:19:54 PM josephc46777447 Patience pic.twitter.com/UT1KWqrIMm

3/21/2020 10:19:57 PM 444_q_ Interesting! I painted a wormhole a couple days ago! pic.twitter.com/RKj8s4C0GE

3/21/2020 10:20:06 PM atlasguardian1 Fractional Reserve Banking System 🍿

3/21/2020 10:20:09 PM davethadude369  pic.twitter.com/USUvRZeoZY

3/21/2020 10:20:22 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/eSCpXNcEiG

3/21/2020 10:20:37 PM tanktank19k They are referring to this episode https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhp9f 



3/21/2020 10:20:52 PM nea_storm Lights All of the Sudden came On, well what could within [their] oh so slow peanut brains: I have shared with everyone the Markers well Ahead of time 

that ONLY I may give for ONLY I know them for good reason: I have as shared been working very hard for a long time without E-10 

pic.twitter.com/uj8ynde6v8

3/21/2020 10:20:53 PM state1union I think I’m the exception when it comes to family but I can with who I can find and listen.

3/21/2020 10:21:00 PM luluspeers1 Well you're poor uncle was probably one of the good guys that was used by the Illuminati elites as a front man. Im sure he was a good man

3/21/2020 10:21:09 PM hgraceq Sure sounds like one 

Movie based of the event pic.twitter.com/VgWAohecxp

3/21/2020 10:21:10 PM gouletsophie1 What??

3/21/2020 10:21:18 PM disfellocated The folks that dig into this expect to outsleuth James Bond and they’re surprised when they get to talk to Dilbert in probate.

3/21/2020 10:21:30 PM raenyasalisbury the dark cabal

3/21/2020 10:21:35 PM k4rlgruen Cherish every moment. ;)

3/21/2020 10:21:51 PM upallnight39 #wiggawigga1

#seeIT

#OrBEIt

3/21/2020 10:22:02 PM realtruth_anon Well, he fits right in then right?

3/21/2020 10:22:14 PM itsalllove9 Bring it

3/21/2020 10:22:40 PM 369helen313 There’s a secret in how Maya’s Calendar calculated days & years! They were correct on 21st of December 2012 (end of the world) but based on that 

secret this date is match with 25th of December 2019 (when the earth was attacked from 6 different angles/one is COVID19)!

3/21/2020 10:22:53 PM luluspeers1 That's all disinformation. Lee Harvey Oswald actually was a CIA operative who had foiled at least 2 previous attempts on JFK. I can show you evidence 

but you won't believe

3/21/2020 10:23:10 PM k4rlgruen Why do ya think he lost his head? ;)

3/21/2020 10:23:15 PM ragstorm Future Of Life..

Do not fear.

3/21/2020 10:23:40 PM k4rlgruen 1:23 am

3/21/2020 10:23:42 PM ryan35381162 Study this account and thread. We must all understand how our money system actually works before we can judge it. 

https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1241421017123139585?s=20 …

3/21/2020 10:24:07 PM nea_storm breaks & without robbing anyone or selling drugs, I will add or doing anything criminal: I took the long hard road against these Vile creatures:

It is essential to point that out! It is completely FALSE one has to become a criminal to overcome these horrid realities: Purity E-11 

pic.twitter.com/spTdVaF83y

3/21/2020 10:24:08 PM melbourne_3000 What I don't like about office Christmas parties is looking for a job the next day - Phillis Diller 💕 🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/SVbh8LNpLC

3/21/2020 10:24:13 PM hawkgirlinmn Awwww thanks 😊

3/21/2020 10:24:41 PM hawkgirlinmn You all keep me on my toes!

3/21/2020 10:24:51 PM mongrelglory Bravo! Bravo! Bravo! 🙌🙌🙌

3/21/2020 10:25:08 PM fktvis What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.

3/21/2020 10:25:35 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/QMzpl0vMIY

3/21/2020 10:26:05 PM mongrelglory I am looking forward to many good headlines in the future which will rival the best of the National Enquirer! 😎

3/21/2020 10:26:09 PM the_loveoflight Event?

3/21/2020 10:26:17 PM luluspeers1 That's why JFK Jnr bought out a magazine called GEORGE. Of all names!? Aka George Bush!

3/21/2020 10:26:24 PM noeticus1 a Reptoid?

they don't take alcohol very well...

3/21/2020 10:26:31 PM truth_heals it's called a demon. Tony Podesta art, anyone? pic.twitter.com/4YZ4Qw4ybd

3/21/2020 10:26:50 PM n7guardiananon 👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/YLBQ70Y4l4

3/21/2020 10:27:25 PM boondognews This part, from my observation, is the hardest part for people to believe.

3/21/2020 10:27:34 PM thetruthwilldo @threadreaderapp unroll

3/21/2020 10:27:51 PM rghardy3 A response against "The Old Guard" ?

Civil War part 2  ?

"On my command - Unleash Hell"

GAME OVER !!

3/21/2020 10:28:23 PM process_facts Cross pollination across bubbles are essential. 

Semantics differ across cultures, intent is universal.

3/21/2020 10:28:27 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/QVPRGR7NCA

3/21/2020 10:28:32 PM yusss81 That doesn't mean a thing. Still nothing happened till now.

3/21/2020 10:28:32 PM nea_storm Why do people wish to Claim a TRUST-ESTATE account? FYI people the Accounts are being managed by a fiduciary administrating government 

contractor, Custodian  https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/31/225.2 … research: If you pay the bills & taxes you will be presumed correctly to be an 

administrating F-1 pic.twitter.com/pmmd8wbfPy

3/21/2020 10:28:39 PM snow07022954 Never would have believed its you too # 576 bingo yea we know and it was not your mamas back dude

3/21/2020 10:28:54 PM boondognews 😂🤣😂🤣

3/21/2020 10:29:03 PM blsdbe Just what I was thinking, look to the Tabloids? pic.twitter.com/Pg9PMhvKQl

3/21/2020 10:29:27 PM bluedre72692262 I heard:

this is forcing us to think as one race (one world order) (NWO)

3/21/2020 10:29:46 PM melbourne_3000 ⚠️TRUTH PILLS ⬇️ https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241583887303823360?s=20 …

3/21/2020 10:29:51 PM snow07022954 You guys sure are all dropping tons of names.#white rabbit

3/21/2020 10:30:20 PM sandirosep A bartender says, “We don’t serve time travelers in here.”

A time traveler walks into a bar.

3/21/2020 10:30:47 PM sandirosep The past, present and future walk into a bar. It was tense.

3/21/2020 10:31:10 PM sheila_seghieri Whose quote is that?

3/21/2020 10:31:28 PM hacollins_pc 😂😂😂😂

3/21/2020 10:31:41 PM nea_storm fiduciary, Trustee de son tort  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trustee_de_son_tort … : This also why people get into a great deal of trouble attempting 

to claim irrelevant things that are grossly incorrect: For the account simply a conduit or ESTATE-TRUST account for Assets in Trust safe keeping: FYI the 

F-2 pic.twitter.com/gYcynikxQh

3/21/2020 10:32:31 PM rghardy3 The Hero in the movie "Gladiator" .

3/21/2020 10:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger

Recent posts.

What are we trying to expose?

You have more than you know.

Use #QuarantineLife to educate. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/21/2020 10:33:47 PM katgrneyes  pic.twitter.com/iIeAIpgxEm



3/21/2020 10:33:59 PM islandofdelight #UnsealJFK = #UnsealEpstein

3/21/2020 10:34:06 PM winklerburke US Government officials discover huge flying saucer cloaked at undisclosed airbase. They asked creature inside, Who R U & How did you get here?  

What can you tell the world? The creature said, I am a space alien. And I am a space alien. And I am a space alien.

3/21/2020 10:34:07 PM 444_q_ 3 3 3=9 ..2232=9

3/21/2020 10:34:26 PM noeticus1 Deep state job.

3/21/2020 10:34:33 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/CDMGPwZdeP

3/21/2020 10:34:37 PM johnnyjameson14 Thank you.. insane read. The energy talks are wild

3/21/2020 10:35:11 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/vDV9I7uOCx

3/21/2020 10:35:19 PM noeticus1 Prepare for partial disclosure.

3/21/2020 10:35:34 PM vitabel85822894 Did Physicists Accidentally Discover a Way to Make Gold?

 https://www.gainesvillecoins.com/blog/did-physicists-accidentally-discover-a-way-to-make-gold …

From 9/15/2018

3/21/2020 10:35:55 PM sailorpractical Yeah, Pelosi does that all the time but her lips keep moving

3/21/2020 10:36:10 PM anirgu Wow. Amazing. Fantastic

3/21/2020 10:36:32 PM patriot_is COVID19/THE STORM/AUSTIN STEINBART - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q QAnon

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQZEQgDZ1Ig&feature=youtu.be …

3/21/2020 10:37:00 PM brd369 5:5

3/21/2020 10:37:03 PM ekcave1 5:5 Message over Messenger. Mad Respect.

3/21/2020 10:37:09 PM upallnight39 Any of U #QTyYyps been on a topless bar?

U think we goin to hell

Anyone paid for sex?

U think we goin to hell?

Anyone sold they body on the webcam?

U think we goin to hell

Are we in hell

If I can say I have done all those.

What would U say if I was Jesus?

Do You Lie pic.twitter.com/1XPL7okMzG
3/21/2020 10:37:37 PM 369helen313 Where ....!!?? 😻👽

3/21/2020 10:38:03 PM wolfpup16fq  pic.twitter.com/6tHSDzLjKe

3/21/2020 10:38:56 PM nea_storm I have precious one! You have actually seen it, all recorded: Yet were unaware of what was being disclosed to you as was everyone 

except,😈👿😃the evil ones knew & were having serious break downs for the Revelations 20:13 JUDGEMENT-DAY: Oh forgive me (whisper) 

judgement day! ⚡💥 pic.twitter.com/yFE3vJ1Ffk

3/21/2020 10:39:13 PM corn_hole  pic.twitter.com/zcRyxfIy4C

3/21/2020 10:39:53 PM truth_yhvh "There is no god but Alla'." Whose ring is this?

3/21/2020 10:40:02 PM doodle_sandy 🤣

3/21/2020 10:40:26 PM jay17768  pic.twitter.com/sHvEaW4zyX

3/21/2020 10:42:07 PM inspect18348900 OK God dammit im sold...

ALICE. Is a Vast Acting living Intelligent  System....

VALIS...  

Philip k  Dick......

Do androids dream of electric sheep?......

Asking for a freind....
3/21/2020 10:43:21 PM nea_storm fiduciary administrator better never attempt to touch those assets otherwise that PERSON goes straight to Jail: Wonder if that is why all those people 

in various fiduciary offices have been historically resigning? Oh Never mind!😈😅😘 People confuse these operational realties F-3 

pic.twitter.com/CTJabKILCd

3/21/2020 10:43:24 PM 369helen313 The third 1000Years after JUSES birth(1000Years of Love Peace & prosperity)👉🏻1/1/1 has started on 20th of March 2020!This’s happening in 5th 

Dimension & based on earth energy & own vibrations not all enters to 5th dimension at the same time!

(So,still there’d be suffering 4 some)

3/21/2020 10:43:28 PM monokrome You are trying to suggest that we are in quarantine under the guise of a virus to starve people who feed on adrenochrome so that they having an 

excess of iron in their bodies which they can't counteract because the conventional solution interacts with adrenochrome, yeah?...

3/21/2020 10:44:08 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/FGy3gL1oN5

3/21/2020 10:44:14 PM jeremysmithson5 My 5th great grandfather who designed the Great Seal, signed the Declaration of Independence, wrote the first version of the Constitution and Bill of 

Rights, establishing the Continental Congress within which my 6th great grandfather was the President during the...

3/21/2020 10:44:16 PM capecodangel3  pic.twitter.com/xiBAhDNcKO

3/21/2020 10:44:27 PM jeremysmithson5 ...American Revolution, transitioning power to George Washington after the current U.S. Constitution was ratified. It was my 7th who initiated the 

Revolution, nearly a century before, as he was an extension of the Royal Crown, overseeing the House of Lords, until he eventually...

3/21/2020 10:44:40 PM jeremysmithson5 ...overthrew them. The struggle for Liberty, for freedom, and our Revolution was multi-generational, beginning long before most believe it began.

Likewise, we've continued to serve, from Admirals during the World and Cold Wars, to Supreme Court Justices and members of the...

3/21/2020 10:44:45 PM realgeneralcaos Can not confirm yet

3/21/2020 10:44:57 PM jeremysmithson5 ...Congress and Presidential Cabinets, commanding the fleets, designing the weapons systems, which defeated the Nazis and Soviet Union, to placing 

man on the moon, achieving the first lunar landing as Director and Mission Manager of the Apollo Space Program.



3/21/2020 10:46:22 PM jeremysmithson5 There is no Illuminati, you fool, and you are a foreign national, who has NO business interfering in American discourse. You're a revisionary 

propagandist, attempting to dupe Americans into surrendering their interests.

3/21/2020 10:47:06 PM fuknutz Ewwww. 

Just go outside and use the fire hydrant. You'll be clean up to your lungs.

3/21/2020 10:47:10 PM nea_storm all the time then focus incorrectly on the wrong thing, which generally gets them into even more serious trouble: FYI  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ignorantia_juris_non_excusat … & [they] with horrid glee enjoy using that: The great part is it is a double edge sword & it 

is swinging in the opposite direction now F-4 pic.twitter.com/D9U2RNCNIa

3/21/2020 10:47:32 PM djmomthebomb 3/22?

3/21/2020 10:47:59 PM realmasteryip Sauce?

3/21/2020 10:48:52 PM mcat57374744 If you want to take care of the satanic pedophile cults, you can start with @realDonaldTrump. 

Other people all ready got to Epstein and Weinstein so you better get busy and pick up the slack.

3/21/2020 10:48:57 PM fairyland66 🧐🤔Is that the alien destruction message equivalent of.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HM13ebbVrdQ …

3/21/2020 10:49:51 PM upallnight39 #jesushoax

#holohoax

#timehoax

#coronahoax

#satherhoax

#QNNHOAX

#satanistHoloHOAX

#realdedsatanist

#femacampsnnQnnMMng pic.twitter.com/LXeCCDkpwN
3/21/2020 10:50:40 PM galadri09060100 One day? Q posted today.

3/21/2020 10:50:46 PM nea_storm Perhaps now you may perceive logically how claiming an TRUST-ESTATE account that is actually under strict safekeeping protection is pointless to claim 

in this *context: The issue is the voluntary agreement people make to revolve or allow debt to be revolved: Due to Debt is F-5 

pic.twitter.com/b2PfFavopk

3/21/2020 10:50:50 PM milllathefiend Spent a couple days reading it myself. Read it as the whole Soleimani op took place. Been following since. I know extraordinary claims require 

extraordinary proof however his observations habitually prove true over time.

3/21/2020 10:51:17 PM jeremysmithson5 No one is interested in your Russian bullshit.

3/21/2020 10:51:23 PM uselesslyeating EVERGREEN = HRC. No?

3/21/2020 10:51:52 PM mcat57374744 Yeah, so sure China was into collapsing its own country and people. 

Meanwhile, guess who hid the danger from you for two whole months while it was infecting all around? 

Dear old @POTUS. 

“It’s a HOAX” 

“It will be gone in April” 

“Only 15 cases.”

#TrumpVirus
3/21/2020 10:52:25 PM johnnyjameson14 I think some of us have been unraveling everything since basically YouTube started. I remember watching the fema camp videos back in like 07. God is 

always in control and while this is terrible and we may die before he comes he does win and we will live in peace 4 ever

3/21/2020 10:52:36 PM jeremysmithson5 Oswald defected to the Soviet Union, living in Moscow for several years. I can also show you he met with his KGB handler just days before he 

assassinated the President, but your intention isn't the truth, but rather managing the perception of the institutions which stand...

3/21/2020 10:52:44 PM jeremysmithson5 ...in your way.

3/21/2020 10:53:02 PM mcat57374744 Q is designated a Domestic Terrorist Threat. If you are assisting them, that makes you an official #DomesticTerrorist. 

Watch out! I hear Rikers real cozy these days.

3/21/2020 10:53:15 PM luluspeers1 So your one of the bloodline families of the founders of America. You might want to get more Red Pilled to be of any service to your country tho. Look 

at that Kennedy who is helping anti vaccine people?

3/21/2020 10:53:17 PM uhlmantrey Checking it out now

3/21/2020 10:53:24 PM ascendingadam The false flag alien invasion will commence as planned. 

We needed the Space Force first.

3/21/2020 10:54:07 PM 444_q_ I feel in my spirit that this has multiple meanings...I think of my loved ones, especially my children as the "gold" described in this thread..

3/21/2020 10:54:20 PM usa93563829 When I try to log in to you tube it won’t let me. When I try to search M 12 won’t come up

3/21/2020 10:54:35 PM nea_storm the Fed Res Systems Banks Currency everyone: Hence I repeatedly place this phenomenal scene from The International  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFqx2sROwsE … : Credit belongs to the sovereign people: Except the people debt themselves to DEATH: It is 

simply a matter of Zero (-0-) balancing Debt F-6 pic.twitter.com/cc2bcgJtFH

3/21/2020 10:55:40 PM fuknutz Awesome thread right here. 

Mike Maloney is Kiyosaki's Precious Metals guy. And Kiyosaki wrote 2 books w/ Trump. Have you ever wondered why so very few Trump 

supporters/anons/researchers ever mention Kiyosaki?

3/21/2020 10:55:52 PM galadri09060100 That was 8chan at the time

3/21/2020 10:56:03 PM luluspeers1 Wtf? Im an Australian from a foreign country. And maybe you should look into what America has been doing in the world and wake up to who is 

responsible? Its the CIA who's the Foreign invader bringing their wrath and destruction

3/21/2020 10:56:05 PM markusquinn It’s Hilarys code like Obama was renegade

3/21/2020 10:56:24 PM jeremysmithson5 We were also the first US diplomats to Russia, having spent some time in Moscow, ourselves, after the founding of our nation. US-Russia relations will 

only improve, once the asymmetrical warfare halts. Until then, we will also escalate.

3/21/2020 10:56:38 PM ananyashree9 She is a🐍. 

 https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url= https://nypost.com/2010/04/12/oprah-lied-about-poverty-sex-abuse-tell-all-book-

claims/amp/&ved=2ahUKEwjYitjAr63oAhW8yDgGHZKlAhwQFjABegQIBxAC&usg=AOvVaw3-Lf7VBm-eT7KF7SO70cFO&ampcf=1 … 

pic.twitter.com/jdJjO32ElF

3/21/2020 10:56:58 PM luluspeers1 Your version of history doesn't mean you can change the truth

3/21/2020 10:57:35 PM smilingsuse Probably shouldn't say it out loud, but when's his...

3/21/2020 10:57:37 PM galadri09060100 MJ is saying 8kun is now also outside comms. Rules changed. Evolution (Revolution).

3/21/2020 10:57:52 PM ananyashree9  https://nypost.com/2010/04/12/oprah-lied-about-poverty-sex-abuse-tell-all-book-claims/ …



3/21/2020 10:58:23 PM jeremysmithson5 You're full of shit. The CIA has been displacing totalitarian regimes around the globe, from Kabul, to Eastern Europe, Asia, including Indonesia. I stand 

proudly behind patriotic efforts to displace illegitimate regimes, especially those puppets planted by Moscow.

3/21/2020 10:58:38 PM jeremysmithson5 The truth is, you're a revisionist.

3/21/2020 10:59:07 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/BWkrftWVR9

3/21/2020 10:59:15 PM luluspeers1 And lm not Russian. Im Croatian. US forces have destroyed my Homeland a number of times. Yet you sit there on your throne telling me how great you 

are? Your Govt has been hijacked by the Illuminati elites

3/21/2020 10:59:15 PM nea_storm and of course knowledge & competency: The beautiful part is when one makes the effort as I know you desire to do something magical transpires that 

is actually spiritual: Everyone is compelled naturally to become mature, responsible & accountable to themselves & other life F-7 

pic.twitter.com/NRBYFTytZS

3/21/2020 11:00:03 PM jeremysmithson5 The regimes you apologize for have ZERO sovereignty, as only individuals are sovereign, to which governments are to secure. When they become 

destructive to their fundamental liberties, they are to be deposed with force.

3/21/2020 11:00:58 PM luluspeers1 No there's a whole group of people out there called Qanons who believe the same things l do. Trump is saving America from the deep state flunkies 

who are bloodline Cabal families. Are you one of those?

3/21/2020 11:00:59 PM 369leader That, and to keep the population safe from any counter attacks from [them] in retaliation. 

What does a dangerous animal do when it's backed into a corner. It fights for it life by any means necessary. Quarantine keeps us as safe as possible.

3/21/2020 11:01:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Long John Peter

ET Doesn't Touch Tom Hanks

AIDS

We have the cure for AIDS

3/21/2020 11:01:03 PM jeremysmithson5 You were just too much of a coward to make a stand against Moscow's Serbian puppets.

3/21/2020 11:01:23 PM jeremysmithson5 Yes, and we're gunning for you.

3/21/2020 11:01:36 PM michaelchasea Family guy

3/21/2020 11:01:37 PM leahinman5 Excellent valid authentic statement here

3/21/2020 11:02:05 PM writelikeitis any connection?  @POTUS  President Trump unexpectedly unleashed a new word on the world on May 31, 2017, when he tweeted out a confusing 

partial sentence shortly after midnight.

"Despite the negative press covfefe," the tweet read, and nothing more.

3/21/2020 11:02:13 PM leahinman5 Never knew and I don't live in USA

3/21/2020 11:02:31 PM t_hayden07 Inspirational, Maj! Really! Whoever you are, you've expanded my conciousness. And I thank you for that, from the bottom of my heart. Q or not, we 

have the power, the knowledge, and the MEMES, to awaken humanity. Not just the left. 

And it's time. 🤯💪❤️

3/21/2020 11:03:12 PM leahinman5 It is very normal to own international media outlets the issue is about the populace having critical awareness

3/21/2020 11:03:14 PM ananyashree9 She is a 🐍. A f... fraud.

 https://nypost.com/2010/04/12/oprah-lied-about-poverty-sex-abuse-tell-all-book-claims/ … pic.twitter.com/i5FNqOP4kU

3/21/2020 11:03:56 PM mayanmindtoad Chaga?

3/21/2020 11:04:04 PM ananyashree9  https://nypost.com/2010/04/12/oprah-lied-about-poverty-sex-abuse-tell-all-book-claims/ …

3/21/2020 11:05:27 PM trinity_jenny ET?

3/21/2020 11:06:31 PM galadri09060100 He never called the virus a hoax. Get your facts straight. He didn't lie about it either. It most likely will be gone soon with the weather getting warmer. 

And @realDonaldTrump did a hell of a good job in protecting the American people by closing borders, etc.

3/21/2020 11:06:57 PM luluspeers1 Well that escalated quickly. Another illuminati sicko who thinks his bloodline makes him superior lol dumas blocked me!

3/21/2020 11:06:58 PM trinity_jenny Tom Hanks is Rockefeller I know

3/21/2020 11:07:03 PM eelfood Pretty sure he was traveling at that point...not his house. He’s clearly laid out his path in early videos of him being raised atheist and how he believes in

 spirituality now but not a religion. 🤷🏼♂️

3/21/2020 11:07:32 PM carriebryson2  pic.twitter.com/d1t1GbP4Go

3/21/2020 11:07:46 PM qsp1racy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @ffe3301, @1st5d, @realDonaldTrump, @EricTrump, @DonaldJTrumpJr, @FLOTUS

3/21/2020 11:08:11 PM hifiman45 Topless alien gives head in bar.

3/21/2020 11:08:38 PM internetusr Calm. Empty streets. No crowds. No crime. People are at home. People are asleep. 

Wake up.

Sunday. 

The best day for this to go down. 

It's over. Let's roll.
3/21/2020 11:08:46 PM nea_storm essential with proper mature, responsible intent and mark my words if anyone for one moment believes they may harbor a false front to pass through 

it will always FAIL: One is require to be sincere in motive, heart & purpose: @disfellocated is most correct never be a surety: E-12 

pic.twitter.com/dCmAWx9Ctx

3/21/2020 11:08:59 PM ananyashree9  pic.twitter.com/EBmuxFb0nx

3/21/2020 11:09:16 PM eelfood We all let our egos inflate sometimes. Personally that’s all I see with JS lately (past six months). He’s a good guy. Also young.

3/21/2020 11:10:25 PM galadri09060100 Are you really that ignorant?

3/21/2020 11:11:23 PM sdane8 Here are some examples ... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210461083741413376?s=20 …

3/21/2020 11:11:35 PM gilmourisgod751 Tonight's forecast.... DARK.

3/21/2020 11:11:39 PM dad_maga  pic.twitter.com/aOGEJ3JO7R

3/21/2020 11:11:42 PM luluspeers1 Hahaha haha. Proof?

3/21/2020 11:11:43 PM ananyashree9  pic.twitter.com/oNZiv111AS

3/21/2020 11:11:55 PM upallnight39 Wow #majifam

Would it not be suuuuuper weird

If we had the cures to ALL diseases

How boring would your life be if it was 

#perfectommorrow

#MovementsInTheDeadOfNight pic.twitter.com/CpM9Qhmaoq
3/21/2020 11:12:16 PM luluspeers1 That rag was partly funded by Trump and his friends lol

3/21/2020 11:12:43 PM razorbuckeye Thanks for the info



3/21/2020 11:12:47 PM fairyland66 #ReleaseTheCures

#FullDisclosure 

#1111 Hmmm, I wonder why this won't let me #tag it? 🧐🤔@Jack⁉️

#PrayForPeace

#HopeForPeace

#WeAreAwake

#GodWins

#GodIsGood

#GodIsJust

#KarmaSureIsABitch

🙏

3/21/2020 11:13:55 PM internetusr Is our DNA a roadmap for every birth to death event? Everything is already scripted and happens over the course of life. Choices and thinking are a 

facade. We are living in a simulation. 

I've always thought this. Chilling. 

Is DNA the plan?

3/21/2020 11:15:09 PM the_loveoflight What would be the purpose of the false flag?

Many Star nations are near and ready, would it be to test the public before OFC?

3/21/2020 11:15:38 PM monokrome extraterrestrial

3/21/2020 11:16:59 PM magaman333 I hope her trial will be televised. #WWG1WGA

3/21/2020 11:17:04 PM trinity_jenny I suspected but hell in these days ya neva know lol !! 😊

3/21/2020 11:18:11 PM tyrantswillfa11 Bro, I find your posts entertaining as every once and awhile thought provoking, but Q literally just posted on the boards. They haven’t stopped posting. 

You’re glowing with your statement there.

3/21/2020 11:18:48 PM internetusr Kahn?

3/21/2020 11:19:08 PM blsdbe Did the someone in Wuhan insert retrovirus genes into this cold that is sweeping the planet?

3/21/2020 11:19:33 PM bibibobibox Love your messages, Thank You so much 🙏🏻❤️

3/21/2020 11:19:45 PM qbryce171 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/7NbdUFaiNi

3/21/2020 11:20:02 PM upallnight39 #claimurQVinity

@AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/U1M86WS1Bx

3/21/2020 11:20:50 PM the_start_line Thank you, your efforts are appreciated

3/21/2020 11:21:13 PM reedlterry1 👊🇺🇸

3/21/2020 11:21:54 PM blsdbe Are the Elites coming down with the virus freaking out bc of the HIV genes that were included in the virus used to spike their supply of adrenochrome?

3/21/2020 11:23:11 PM jrocktigers If I put a rotten, fallen out tooth , decayed from meth use under my pillow, does the crank fairy leave ice?     Just checking , for a friend ...

3/21/2020 11:24:03 PM blsdbe Just watched it again...still scratching my head about why MJ would have tagged it. pic.twitter.com/ywUl54gclB

3/21/2020 11:24:57 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/H6fY3NnW8M

3/21/2020 11:24:59 PM sdane8 It's going to be BIBLICAL!  Watch the water ... pic.twitter.com/EU1jMRZPIl

3/21/2020 11:25:14 PM t_hayden07 🤔 pic.twitter.com/67qxYOU3Tl

3/21/2020 11:25:25 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/CB4xirr01K

3/21/2020 11:25:44 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/JroqVxN9eI

3/21/2020 11:25:49 PM darkestdisarray  https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/release-unredacted-jfk-files … hope you signed this

3/21/2020 11:26:15 PM carriebryson2 Majestic 12 - free hugs any day of the week.  respectfully,  Carrie

3/21/2020 11:26:33 PM tjforshage  pic.twitter.com/Nwrkyu7wT1

3/21/2020 11:27:06 PM doodooh59284043 These people are SICK with the AIDS virus [they] created.

3/21/2020 11:27:31 PM t_hayden07 Please.....give me more than that! What?!

3/21/2020 11:28:17 PM godfirstqanon 322 isn’t that skull and bones?

3/21/2020 11:28:33 PM cormieredcclare I see a purple stone. Maybe wrong! Purple is the Illuminati color.

3/21/2020 11:29:05 PM jrocktigers Sorry, trying to keep it darkish comedic...

3/21/2020 11:29:39 PM carriebryson2 I’ll be able to sleep tonight because of all your precious hearts

3/21/2020 11:30:16 PM ygwiryn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the only thing I’m reconciling from your #austinsteinbart boy is he is increasingly promoting violence. 

I understand that some of you people have an overly enlarged solar plexus and your egos just pull fists into faces like magnets. If Austin is your 

puppet....

3/21/2020 11:30:26 PM woqe82 Yeah it’s been entertaining also been expecting him to fully expose himself. Which is kind of happened this week. Still the Larp revel is the most 

entertaining part LOL

3/21/2020 11:30:43 PM sarajanesrock !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/21/2020 11:30:43 PM k0art47 Obviously you don't understand exponential growth

3/21/2020 11:30:55 PM ausanon369 What is this about? pic.twitter.com/SFXFqL03gR

3/21/2020 11:31:25 PM sdane8 Most people here are pretty nice here, Tillie. ❤️ I heard the same and think it came from an Anon who called himself, or was named Big Dick Anon, or 

BDA for short. (A guy thing. 🙄) Here's an archive:  https://paulfurber.net/bda/index.html  Is it true? Your guess is as good as mine.

3/21/2020 11:31:39 PM ascendingadam Do [they] have thier own advanced “space tech”?

Could it be used out of desperation to stage an event?

Would such an event cause fear, division and an opportunity to control opinions?

Distraction?

Is that thier mo?

Try they might, fail they will

Your guess is as good as mine
3/21/2020 11:31:42 PM carriebryson2 Then I’ll try to do a double flip!

3/21/2020 11:31:43 PM fullthrottlegrl Tonight it will be dark

3/21/2020 11:31:52 PM hellouncledonny  pic.twitter.com/waWBgX5MvV

3/21/2020 11:32:03 PM woqe82 you have a rich imagination, I respect that in children

3/21/2020 11:33:08 PM 3mily_3 All in 👊

3/21/2020 11:34:00 PM fairyland66 I like the comedy!  Just not the whole "skankhole" angle!🤣

3/21/2020 11:34:01 PM jrocktigers I like to say think critically , instead of think logically...if that helps at all.  Because what we have been indoctrinated as logical can work against us.

3/21/2020 11:34:18 PM threshie2 I find it extremely suspicious that you have as many followers and comments you do.  Anyone who is anyone in the conspiracy in the last decade knows 

that anyone who is anyone has been deleted, shadowbanned, deplatformed for speaking the truth

3/21/2020 11:34:48 PM jrocktigers Hahahaj skankhole.... that's a good one!



3/21/2020 11:35:30 PM mcat57374744 Who needs to imagine when reality has it all? 

QANON DOMESTIC TERRORIST THREAT. 

@FBI. That’s dear leader’s FBI by the way. https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/qanon-domestic-terrorism-threat-conspiracy-

theory-866288/amp/ …

3/21/2020 11:36:24 PM ygwiryn ... What is it or who is it that you’re wanting called out. 

#AustinSteinbart provides no Q proofs although his initial videos were enjoyable he is no longer providing believable content and has devolved to name 

calling like a 12 year old. 

Please explain what I’m missing.. 🙏🏻

3/21/2020 11:37:21 PM fairyland66 #IAmAGoodGirl

#Ish pic.twitter.com/OPrcoLKhnH

3/21/2020 11:39:04 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/MtEPXKVd3h

3/21/2020 11:39:49 PM myname71441768 Threat debunked

3/21/2020 11:40:20 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp please unroll

3/21/2020 11:40:56 PM bryceja68689884 Because the left's memes are AI, and AI can't read memes. If true this means they really are a very small percentage of people.

3/21/2020 11:41:07 PM jrocktigers Hahahaha... Perfect

3/21/2020 11:42:19 PM _doozier_  pic.twitter.com/z017DHrErS

3/21/2020 11:42:44 PM amtm_mu Whoa what??

3/21/2020 11:44:24 PM 1england1966 This disgusting person is a slave trader..!! And as part of the “Good club” she wants to depopulate the world. ..!! She is one of the few who is at fault 

for this Biological warefare...!!!

3/21/2020 11:44:44 PM fairyland66 ⚖️⚔️⚖️ pic.twitter.com/pIs3lVfaTV

3/21/2020 11:44:47 PM patriot_gypsy There's not much wiggle room for interpretation here the way I read it... ownership has remained in the chain of command per-se...Yo Honor 

pic.twitter.com/qJwvlbnj04

3/21/2020 11:44:54 PM woqe82 Oh yes the nations premiere anti-terror organization, the Rolling Stone. Like I said I love your imagination

3/21/2020 11:47:41 PM jrocktigers That gif has an incredible amount of Staples subliminal messages... holy crap.. watch it...

3/21/2020 11:48:20 PM trinity_jenny  http://www.thebushconnection.com/rock.html 

3/21/2020 11:49:02 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/fabxWPHSoB

3/21/2020 11:50:05 PM fairyland66 ... pic.twitter.com/PxKZNqoRap

3/21/2020 11:50:44 PM jrocktigers C

3/21/2020 11:51:16 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/nBYzNVsk09

3/21/2020 11:52:41 PM lori_dee1 Maybe a bad bet? 😊

3/21/2020 11:52:54 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/p8DhX1M27K

3/21/2020 11:53:57 PM heartcrossgifts  pic.twitter.com/S3pMKleMbP

3/21/2020 11:54:02 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/WHvfUXZDgQ

3/21/2020 11:54:06 PM mcat57374744 Or you can read it here. https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/terrorist-screening-center-frequently-asked-questions.pdf/view …

3/21/2020 11:55:02 PM k4rlgruen Hmm. Speaking of cover, maybe his 'mask' slipped.

3/21/2020 11:55:10 PM lori_dee1 Is that a double entendre? 😉

3/21/2020 11:55:56 PM shamgarjc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bmml1H6cjo …

hes trash and a fraud.

3/21/2020 11:56:18 PM trinity_jenny Not sure what you are meaning?

3/21/2020 11:56:37 PM lori_dee1 Nice moves! 😂

3/21/2020 11:57:32 PM fairyland66  pic.twitter.com/gXu4sa74qd

3/21/2020 11:57:42 PM upallnight39 @AustinSteinbart

@DefenseIntel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#0pp0ar0doxXxDr00pp0

#GrownQssQQiggers

#0ppp0dedJ00zzeRISING https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1241619365327450112 …

3/21/2020 11:57:49 PM jaded_pearl What if the ships and empty hotels are to clean up the homeless problem as he promised? It angers me the left TDS is turned all the way up.l now. 

FEMA camps/martial law/left for dead we are in their eyes. We need the Durham report or some declass or arrests to happen.

3/21/2020 11:58:00 PM badmf07 🤣🤣🤣

3/21/2020 11:58:05 PM diaptera_80 I think we are all gonna get those mandatory vaccines. Look at what they did in Denmark recently 😧

3/21/2020 11:59:38 PM psyanidegaming Hey don't talk about my first wife like that

3/22/2020 12:00:35 AM dana76903962 Look up ID2020 Bill Gates want to digitally ID us through vaccines

3/22/2020 12:01:07 AM coyosilver Doesn't she have a Covid-19 yet❓

I have not heard anything yet‼️

"She" will definitely get it‼️

3/22/2020 12:02:44 AM viking_jeremy 👀#quarantinelife

3/22/2020 12:03:05 AM marcomiramonte4 That's normal.

3/22/2020 12:03:48 AM blsdbe Can you please explain what losing faith in the dollar looks like? Is that ‘consumers’ simply not spending any more dollars?

3/22/2020 12:04:08 AM diaptera_80 Family guy? Parrot symbol?

Which ET? Or what? Doesn’t touch because of aids, or how? 🤔

3/22/2020 12:04:15 AM deplorablicious He sacrificed his sister, but...sure. He's totally rational. 🙄

3/22/2020 12:06:04 AM ananyashree9  pic.twitter.com/Og5Elcxkio

3/22/2020 12:06:14 AM jaded_pearl Is the fibonacci theory now void or changing? If history truly repeats itself, which I question now, currency is just changed into another form of 

time/value exchange while the masses are still slaves. What has changed, if anything?

3/22/2020 12:06:28 AM fairyland66  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xcdhpn-DXTA …

3/22/2020 12:06:37 AM upallnight39 Hey #magi

How much does #SpaceForce tech account for missing gold/solver stock?

3/22/2020 12:07:11 AM c_labedan Clearly taken out of context... she is obviously condemning the fact that if a child molester is good enough, kids might not realise what is happening to 

them which make them even more dangerous...

Anyone not understanding this is either dumb or clealy confused

3/22/2020 12:09:07 AM woqe82 Thanks for the link, and helping to prove my point!!  Try again LOL pic.twitter.com/7hBKbmn0nt

3/22/2020 12:09:19 AM 17_3_161815214 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Operation 322 Meme Flood commences at 322 Local Time

Let it begin

3/22/2020 12:11:28 AM qwillow_ Was that from the Finding Neverland documentary?

3/22/2020 12:13:50 AM marcomiramonte4 Galatians 4:1-3

3/22/2020 12:13:52 AM weare07489243 I'll drop this here, in case someone is interested. https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1233140895475736576?s=20 …



3/22/2020 12:14:54 AM wepromises sign up #ArmyForTrump

3/22/2020 12:16:08 AM awake369wwg1wga  pic.twitter.com/D7PCQicRfi

3/22/2020 12:16:21 AM mike69948032  pic.twitter.com/FYV5FksHnU

3/22/2020 12:16:35 AM mike69948032  pic.twitter.com/c3JCpWBThs

3/22/2020 12:16:59 AM sil3ntpatriot We all know the answer.

3/22/2020 12:18:12 AM lionojudah77 Your FOS. Decode that. NO OUTSIDE COMMS. PERIOD.

3/22/2020 12:19:21 AM dougpleasants Thank you for all of your valuable insights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!!  Any chance you can take the censors and filters off Facebook also? The echo chamber 

and shadow banning is insane there!

3/22/2020 12:19:24 AM 2bornt2blogical Forgotten this already? https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/president-obama-signs-indefinite-detention-bill-law …

3/22/2020 12:20:43 AM mcgwyneth In a Quantum World, everything possible exists.

In a parallel universe, maybe something you don't believe in does exist.  Think of flat Earth...

Is it then true - or false?

What if the point is leaving polarity completely.

Linear vs Quantum.

The future.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1241480314448461826 …
3/22/2020 12:21:26 AM herbsanddirt Glen Close killed a white rabbit in that movie she did in the 80’s. Interesting. No idea what it could mean though.

3/22/2020 12:21:39 AM viking_jeremy I'm getting pumped, so pumped! I'm friggin' jacked man! Yeah! Woo! Get some!

#quarantinelife

3/22/2020 12:22:21 AM riversm18 9/11 delayed the full disclosure.

3/22/2020 12:22:44 AM herbsanddirt Madonna’s master bathroom fiasco was not a mansion master bath. Bunker perhaps? Too small.

3/22/2020 12:24:00 AM katgrneyes  pic.twitter.com/59Y3NSSjkb

3/22/2020 12:24:09 AM katgrneyes  pic.twitter.com/ryyyY2T2GM

3/22/2020 12:24:36 AM leekee96538936 Hmmmmm this really real?

3/22/2020 12:24:50 AM herbsanddirt The chalkboard/around it: 

Lava lamps. Lava spills over onto the volcano. His talk about Godzilla? 

Glenn Close killed the white rabbit, then she was killed brutally at the end of that movie she did in the 80’s .

3/22/2020 12:25:51 AM canadaissaved 'Wicked' would be the descriptor I would use I think.

3/22/2020 12:25:54 AM eelfood I use MMS myself. It works really well. 🤦🏼♂️😘😛

3/22/2020 12:28:03 AM aredpillreport Ready 🇺🇸

3/22/2020 12:33:46 AM phukaduc777 I simply don't believe this.

I've heard it preached for decades and I simply do not fucking believe  it.

It has absolutely no fucking practical basis.

People are just paranoid!

3/22/2020 12:39:05 AM cocopuffster12 Great red pilling thread. Thank you ♥️

3/22/2020 12:39:41 AM captain01470560 Unscramble:

EVERGREEN = ER REVENGE

3/22/2020 12:40:41 AM unique5781 I couldn't share videos from YT..

3/22/2020 12:41:03 AM t_hayden07 32,xxx in just student loans...another 10, in misc collections...

I did invest in a bit of G & S. I hope that wasnt a poor move. 🤷♀️

3/22/2020 12:42:41 AM kb4landlover  pic.twitter.com/dh9R57Bn4L

3/22/2020 12:44:02 AM paulygenz oh they need to pay. eternal hell, endless torture, there kids man kids

3/22/2020 12:45:27 AM kb4landlover struggle is real yo.  these normies are dense.  God bless their misguided hearts.  love em but so dense.  3d yo.

3/22/2020 12:48:46 AM cocopuffster12 @369HELEN313 - did you see this?♥️

3/22/2020 12:50:18 AM carriebryson2 Now you know

3/22/2020 12:50:56 AM notmyfault1969 Sind welche bei die ich geblockt hatte,und umgekehrt. Hab euch entlockt. Sorry, passiert schon mal hier.😶

3/22/2020 12:52:33 AM 369helen313 Wow ! 😍

Thanks MJ ♥️ Thanks Pollyanna ♥️

3/22/2020 12:53:21 AM jaded_pearl BIG 💥 BOOM 💥 🤔 Case filings this coming week? Both the #qanon & #UFO community are both at odds? @CoreyGoode @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@AustinSteinbart @eceti Why not unity? Why is money/NDA's a driving force and what does that say to non-believers? https://youtu.be/FnIrSExC2Lo 

3/22/2020 12:55:35 AM williams_runda Thanks will you help please.... $RundaW....anything will be greatful to get....Thanks

3/22/2020 12:56:59 AM wildlotusgirl Look at the chalkboard #livefromthebunker #GlennClose

3/22/2020 12:58:05 AM ananyashree9  https://twitter.com/savapilo/status/1240194301679693824?s=20 …

3/22/2020 12:59:36 AM adsvel One more excellent threat! Thank you MJ12.💖🙏

3/22/2020 1:00:05 AM cocopuffster12 We are so lucky to be here experiencing this!! Full steam ahead!!

3/22/2020 1:00:15 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/22/2020 1:01:45 AM libertyspring99 Yes! What a time to be alive. This is the biggest event in history! A new world awaits. God bless you and all Patriots worldwide. Our time is now. 🙏🏻

3/22/2020 1:02:09 AM timothy_2_22  pic.twitter.com/Nij8CpxvoS

3/22/2020 1:02:45 AM cocopuffster12 Good one

3/22/2020 1:04:32 AM timothy_2_22 Q Really Sent Me...I assure You🐝😉 pic.twitter.com/POI3Z3nhxN

3/22/2020 1:05:46 AM mrmagoo25714258 Trump won't let it happen... Vote red

3/22/2020 1:07:28 AM asmfuture I know it’s only been....maybe a year or so at this point since I first saw this video, but I think it’s safe to say this was the spark, this was the match...this 

was the snowflake that became the snowball, that became the avalanche of me waking up. Mike’s great. :)

3/22/2020 1:17:58 AM timothy_2_22 We decode everyday...does "Austin" know how to decode POTUS tweets?? Q Posts?? Q Tweets from @P0A_Triot23 ??? Armed Forces Tweets??...WH 

Photos Tweets??...Lets see some examples PLEASE🤔...Just one or 2 would do fine...

Follow me Michelle...and My Family💙🙏🐝😉 pic.twitter.com/UcngkMxp4O

3/22/2020 1:19:15 AM cocopuffster12 God Bless you too!! It is truly amazing! So excited for our future! ♥️♥️♥️

3/22/2020 1:19:31 AM dwdw1212 Removed from facebook, too ?

3/22/2020 1:22:35 AM adsvel Eating children pineal glands... 10 years ago I would say, you are crazy guys, but not yet. I feel sadness, pain  and anger at the same time, I wont even 

imagine it. How low have to fall a consciousness of those beings, I cant even call them humans. 

Thank you for this thread.🙏

3/22/2020 1:22:42 AM timothy_2_22  pic.twitter.com/eNmCtj5GfB



3/22/2020 1:24:44 AM tillie71120939 I really haven't had anyone jump on me for anything that wasn't tied to religious beliefs.

You know that saying there's no such thing as a dumb question?

Well that question I feel is REALLY pushing those limits, IMO 😉

3/22/2020 1:26:26 AM n8ivd8onan Has anyone connected Austin to "Q"s latest post from last night?

3/22/2020 1:29:06 AM butterfly_1128 It's the end of the world as we know it..................................

3/22/2020 1:30:17 AM vulcan_of_fire @Cerberus_TIM pic.twitter.com/thyDNfrarQ

3/22/2020 1:30:51 AM libertyspring99 😀

3/22/2020 1:33:41 AM truth939 ThanQ so much!  I've got more homework to do.

3/22/2020 1:37:41 AM markbal73667435 Cloudflare uses lava lamps for Security . pic.twitter.com/TyU61DWCA7

3/22/2020 1:37:55 AM mongrelglory MJ-12, how long have you had the cure for AIDS?  Since it first appeared on the scene in the early 1980s?

3/22/2020 1:39:07 AM smileycon ❤️

3/22/2020 1:42:09 AM deborah_ally What the hell?

3/22/2020 1:43:16 AM leigh_vas  https://youtu.be/YqRgwoe668M 

3/22/2020 1:43:37 AM mcgwyneth "Three is a magic(k) number..."

Clear as day - way back in 1973 - after they killed the "hippie movement" that was on it's way to taking down the Cabal.   Now it's OUR TURN!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1241524614947356672 …

3/22/2020 1:47:03 AM iamqtoo333 Right!? Beyond their wildest dreams

3/22/2020 1:48:11 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities 

Disclinancial advice Not endorsing authors or businesses Message over Messenger 1/ Watch and learn: 2/ Go to bed and s… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …

3/22/2020 1:49:27 AM sbarroshitter peter in REAL

brian

3/22/2020 1:49:51 AM martin68072602  https://t.co/qsSDVOfwsR  https://twitter.com/martin68072602/status/1241577934470541317?s=21 …

3/22/2020 1:50:40 AM martin68072602  https://t.co/qsSDVOfwsR  https://twitter.com/martin68072602/status/1241577934470541317?s=21 …

3/22/2020 1:51:11 AM martin68072602  https://t.co/qsSDVOfwsR  https://twitter.com/martin68072602/status/1241577934470541317?s=21 …

3/22/2020 1:52:33 AM mongrelglory Great red-pill videos for normies! 👍

3/22/2020 1:55:26 AM rasinkain Huh?

3/22/2020 1:55:53 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/22/2020 1:56:27 AM thetruechannel The Original HRC died last month was on life support for over a year at #ICEwormBase Greenland try cirstenw youtube Gene decodes

3/22/2020 1:57:37 AM takamitsusaigo  pic.twitter.com/rS1BmirPUr

3/22/2020 1:57:44 AM rasinkain If an abuser is any good masturbating a 7yr old? How exactly do those two things coexist in the same sentence unless the person saying them is 

completely evil beyond this world.

3/22/2020 2:00:43 AM mikeinhalifax Everything changed when Q left 4chan, January 7, 2018

They had some guidance from r a while after that. To make it go viral. Otherwise we have Patriots Soapbox affiliates rehashing shit & Q cointelpro 

creating red herrings

3/22/2020 2:04:08 AM robniski 3,6,9

3/22/2020 2:06:10 AM thetruechannel  https://youtu.be/GnqMFxitoPk?t=2 

3/22/2020 2:06:53 AM diaptera_80 My internet in Sweden is still censored. Is anyone working on that please?

3/22/2020 2:08:00 AM ravisingkeegan Things really starting/changing now.

3/22/2020 2:08:48 AM oneofma35917389 ✔

3/22/2020 2:11:49 AM ke11y11 You certainly seem to have a knack for identifying keystones. I don't think I've ever encountered anyone as adept at this than you.

3/22/2020 2:12:13 AM x4rose LMAO! 🌹X

3/22/2020 2:12:34 AM irredeemablede1 Those who R awake R singing “Do You See What I See” #Remember35 #SlavesNoMore #DOITQ pic.twitter.com/dyVo71RYls

3/22/2020 2:13:06 AM ericnav24442503 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@elenochle

3/22/2020 2:15:15 AM ke11y11 *… as adept at this task as you.

3/22/2020 2:16:31 AM cchef1980 Love this thread. What would happen if all the M1 money was exchanged for gold? There isn’t enough gold in this country at these prices to do that. 

Unless there is more gold than official numbers. How will confiscation be avoided?

3/22/2020 2:20:30 AM x4rose LMAO! 🌹X

3/22/2020 2:21:37 AM georgeartem You think you're so clever. Let's get straight to the heart of it shall we?

3/22/2020 2:22:33 AM blakdragonheart Perfect time for people to do their own research and seek the truth for themselves.

3/22/2020 2:27:53 AM nanablue37 Wow, that's nice!

3/22/2020 2:30:00 AM qsp1racy Ha thanks! Hi again

3/22/2020 2:37:29 AM whoknew37728651 Lips on your video don't match your audio. Poor dirt job, are u anti semetic? What's wrong w Ashkenasi Jews, or Sephardic Jews...or any Jews for that 

matter? Let each be judged on their own merit. Some stmts about HilLiary were made PRIOR to reveal of her selling off our assets

3/22/2020 2:38:22 AM nanablue37 The gematria of the letters?

3/22/2020 2:38:32 AM cchef1980 I’m spamming everyone right know with easy to follow links to videos. I’m saving the memes for after they “get it”. Sleep->groggy->woke-

>pissed/shocked/queasy?

3/22/2020 2:41:08 AM whoknew37728651 Jews are God's Chosen ones to lead others to Reconciliation to Him. You are treading on thin ice. Not all Jews are heathens or having orgies at 

Weinstein/Epstein's...You shall know them by their fruit.

3/22/2020 2:42:00 AM protestantanon The antichrist is the papacy, it's been known for over a thousand years pic.twitter.com/r5lggbmRbQ

3/22/2020 2:42:37 AM whoknew37728651 And yet he put the Embassy in Jerusalem...! Hmmm

3/22/2020 2:43:17 AM antarantanka CINESE? Missing H deliberate or a reference to Sino?

3/22/2020 2:44:27 AM whoknew37728651 And yet why would he see that Rockefeller...T. Hanks would be locked up...along w other Rothschild (RedCross) tyrants...?

3/22/2020 2:46:14 AM nocommunistusa Denmark has Liberals in charge.

3/22/2020 2:53:42 AM hughhughberry1 SHE MEANT kids dont have a frame of reference for sexual behaviour so a "good" (very poor choice of words) molester wont make it a violent 

encounter because that'll rattle the kids. They might think it was tickling that went to far, etc...

3/22/2020 2:54:22 AM coltxavier Could [H] be involved in this Silent W4R? 🤔

3/22/2020 3:00:06 AM diaptera_80 Much cleaner than toiletpaper and it saves the forest!

3/22/2020 3:01:22 AM fredxfrom But there came a post just now. I get the feeling you are pushing steinlarp, why?!



3/22/2020 3:04:28 AM 1_decided_voter Tagging some other handles for potential alternate answers...

Source imagery is from here (video demonstrates how to check it yourself):

     https://stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/images 

@david_wilcock

@Jordan_Sather_

@kabamur_taygeta

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@BuzzPatterson
3/22/2020 3:07:22 AM nanablue37 Q has taught me to think for myself. If he is posting anywhere off the chans he would give us a way to verify.

#trustbutverify

3/22/2020 3:17:04 AM robertf4358  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3895 

3/22/2020 3:18:25 AM annabooper In the IM not allowed to speak picture, he has a black left eye.  Zoom up on him.  Illuminati initiation.

3/22/2020 3:18:40 AM beaglemoon Thank you, Austin

3/22/2020 3:29:07 AM stefanofait Someone might argue that the best asset would be knowledge / wisdom.

Timeless, time saving, energy efficient, incorruptible, universally applicable.

3/22/2020 3:29:09 AM alisvolatpropi2 🤮

3/22/2020 3:29:23 AM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1241672644036001792?s=20 …

3/22/2020 3:29:34 AM diaptera_80 Yet, the USA has vaccination requirements for schools/childcare and they don’t

3/22/2020 3:30:35 AM suzannelittlej3 Wasn't that the nursing home & community where Kungflu killed 40+ ¿

3/22/2020 3:30:51 AM vibryant7 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic Quarantine Activity / Party RE: Depression / Recession #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities 

Disclinancial advice Not endorsing authors or businesses Message over Messenger 1/ Watch and learn: 2/ Go to bed and s… 

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241567863707774982.html …

3/22/2020 3:35:53 AM suzannelittlej3  pic.twitter.com/TQ5NRMAM4s

3/22/2020 3:37:19 AM baffynut What do you mean by ‘propped up by Above Majestic’?u mean the doco right?its funny sather slithered in on that production somehow but he in no 

way represents Goode or Wilcock.i hope they will or have realised this.wilcock is still spouting ‘old’ Q I don’t think that will last.

3/22/2020 3:39:24 AM ktmandi1 but plz do, SHAEF already in europe, strange things happening

I think the #CabalTakedown has already started in europe

3/22/2020 3:41:28 AM baffynut It’s not unusual for honest operators to be infiltrated.i believe that’s what has happened there.they aren’t doing ‘narrative’ ,Wilcock and Goode are as 

genuine as they get with verified inside sources.thatsvwhybso much effort to shut them down.think about it.

3/22/2020 3:44:10 AM eonmai #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/x0nP1Xv7bn

3/22/2020 3:45:57 AM 2232jf Great video! Thanks

3/22/2020 3:49:43 AM humanprimer Tell us about the Human 3.0. There are battles nested deep within battles. We have always been multidimensional. Time is a programmable construct. 

1000s of trillions of dollars...where? Hidden tech is real. Start the disclosure.

3/22/2020 3:51:23 AM candybugs2 Who is my 12 who is I and who is majestic?

3/22/2020 3:51:43 AM 369369rv Pics or it didn't happen 🤣🤣

3/22/2020 3:51:45 AM nocommunistusa Our country has been run by deranged Commies for the longest time and Big Pharma profiting off the vulnerable population.

3/22/2020 3:51:52 AM humanprimer Tech? What? Money? Where? Disclose it all.

3/22/2020 3:53:40 AM bbobbio71 Hmmmm

3/22/2020 3:54:09 AM turbo7773 Why are so many Hollywood figures acting so strange lately? All the accusations goin with their names but yet I have heard any public denials from 

them I'd be defending my honor or did Q proven the accused have none?🤔@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @LisaMei62 @Sun_Q_Tzu @QAlertsApp 

https://twitter.com/Axiom_Dictum/status/1241496922852032512 …

3/22/2020 3:54:48 AM humanprimer The Grand Portal? Us?...from the future?

3/22/2020 3:54:59 AM bbobbio71 Speaking of SG 1 Is this virus to attack a hidden unknown symbiote (sp)?

3/22/2020 3:55:18 AM humanprimer Some of us WERE listening.

3/22/2020 3:55:47 AM humanprimer "Seth Speaks" ??

3/22/2020 3:57:35 AM julka_369 This people are possessed by parasites from demonic energy...EVIL

3/22/2020 3:59:49 AM hambrickro 😏 Neural Network Malfunction  😏

3/22/2020 4:01:25 AM nanablue37 Seizure of bodily fluids?? WTH!

3/22/2020 4:02:08 AM ruthlesstruth_ Link please.

3/22/2020 4:02:37 AM adsvel It's called addictive to Adrenochrome.😑 Kure disease, eating children flash, pineal gland, etc.

3/22/2020 4:03:33 AM kidge6 No cred with any lefty friends and fam. Maybe i can reach some strangers on my little Twitter account. Every one counts I guess.

3/22/2020 4:05:56 AM jenncbonneville Pics or it didn't happen. Even my 85 year old grandma has a smartphone.

3/22/2020 4:06:01 AM jve_nl "We"? Majestic LARP.

3/22/2020 4:07:14 AM thetruechannel  https://youtu.be/I6Y-rlmY96o?t=606 …  original HRC died last month at ICEWorm base #Greenland enjoy my videos xo

3/22/2020 4:08:50 AM djlok Looks like H might be missing. 

I read she was hanging out with Chinese Virus patient, Andy Cohen. 

 https://www.redstate.com/elizabeth-vaughn/2020/03/21/803303/ … pic.twitter.com/D6jO8m6tgx

3/22/2020 4:09:45 AM djlok 5:5

3/22/2020 4:10:07 AM hambrickro 😏 That meatsuit checked out September 2016 , CLONE will Travel 😏

3/22/2020 4:10:22 AM lorentzvanzelst  pic.twitter.com/5KgZcDWUX4

3/22/2020 4:11:10 AM ausanon369 MJ12, are you able to add anything to this please. People are worried about forced vaccination....

3/22/2020 4:12:25 AM gypsyblue108 you're speaking my language ♥️

I remember thinking it wouldn't be long till the whole world came around...

3/22/2020 4:19:33 AM josiegirlz5 Awe❤️❤️❤️😬😬😬

3/22/2020 4:21:45 AM smalltownindy Around the 1:07 mark it says "the Chinese leaders refused to pay the Sinese leaders of the United States Corporation"

 https://youtu.be/AMTz2rOdiPc  pic.twitter.com/Ll5yMrPY9o

3/22/2020 4:24:59 AM letsdot94709949 trust the plan...........

3/22/2020 4:25:24 AM smalltownindy This is a computer reading of his weekly reports. Fulford has interesting intel on the ongoing power struggles between the real powers pulling strings 

on this planet. I've been listening to his interviews and reports for a couple of years now. Mindblowing stuff, usually accurate.

3/22/2020 4:27:05 AM ed_kua July 11, 2011

"....Crazy!"

😬 pic.twitter.com/T6yunikqk8

3/22/2020 4:28:04 AM arpalde We have bidets and that was why we weren't worried about the recent run on toilet paper.

3/22/2020 4:28:54 AM ausanon369 Look, what your doing is actually causing more harm than good. If Q wasn’t around... would people be as woke as they are? Would we realise on a 

large scale, this was all taking place behind our backs?

3/22/2020 4:31:21 AM infidelis_101 A long overdue thread. It is message over messenger. I have yet to see answers to my questions regarding said messenger. Illegal acts admitted 

online/offline with motive and details provided. Why is there no response by authorities. He is white hat or black hat but protected.



3/22/2020 4:31:31 AM ausanon369 Your negativity is not helping anyone. Sit there and worry about the end, assume nothing can be done if you want, but most people would rather fight 

for righteousness, peace, justice and love while you sit there wollowing in your own depression.

3/22/2020 4:31:33 AM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/QAwn5BA61q

3/22/2020 4:32:46 AM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/6ibqmoAZwt

3/22/2020 4:34:27 AM dark2lightpain You have confirmed your a shill. You are dividing, not uniting. You are putting down people who don't believe you and your little friend. This whole 

message not messenger statement is bullshit. 

"I heard from this kid online..."

Must be true cause...message over messenger right?

3/22/2020 4:36:33 AM ruthlesstruth_ Thanks @SmallTownIndy  !

3/22/2020 4:37:00 AM grrroverrrtje  https://twitter.com/Grrroverrrtje/status/1239541885154349056?s=19 …

3/22/2020 4:37:47 AM ed_kua "Everything you done to me

  Already done to You." pic.twitter.com/S3i0gpSbiK

3/22/2020 4:39:24 AM trumpgender Check out a free YouTube downloader. If free isnt letting you save enough material,  check out applian and their media capture products

3/22/2020 4:39:33 AM jeffderiso WRONG...still on 8kun and ONLY 8kun. You're glowing, nice try though 🤣🤡 pic.twitter.com/4nz385uUXB

3/22/2020 4:40:39 AM grrroverrrtje  https://twitter.com/ROYALMRBADNEWS/status/1239877165132414976?s=19 …

3/22/2020 4:41:24 AM dioristano A dream called reality!

#GODBLESSPOTUS

@POTUS

@FLOTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@KremlinRussia

@netanyahu

@BorisJohnson

@GiuseppeConteIT

@matteosalvinimi

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@marthamaccallum

@BPPope

@NeoRust

@Tinktweets45

@DavidaCamorani

#Q.🇺🇲🇷🇺🇮🇱🇬🇧🇮🇹🐰🕰🌍💚🎻🎵🔜 pic.twitter.com/t0dYGLYLjC
3/22/2020 4:41:35 AM trumpgender Slowly but surely, minds are calibrating to the depths of evil these "celebrities" engage in

3/22/2020 4:41:36 AM nicolesheffiel5 Yes. The news should be facts thats it thats all!

3/22/2020 4:41:55 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayMorning

3/22/2020 4:42:01 AM burgersandra Power of the 369:

12:07 AM · Mar 22, 2020 =

12  7              3   4     4     =

3+7           +  3+4+4=

3+7           +  11=3+7+11=21 =3  or 

3+18=3+9+9=3

3/22/2020 4:42:15 AM kevinpaz822 #SundayThoughts

3/22/2020 4:45:37 AM vmadson810 This makes zero sense in any context. So pedos just have to up their game to get away with it? 🤦🏻♀️

3/22/2020 4:46:49 AM lynn23232323 Say what?

3/22/2020 4:47:07 AM nafiseh96 1.1.1 new time...

New guy new life 

Restart date

3/22/2020 4:47:33 AM smalltownindy That report has many similarities to news circulating around here about celebrities plus some other not-so-publicized stuff. Here is another channel 

that he reports to often. The previous one just uses a reader for audiences where his stuff is blocked. https://youtu.be/H7ErkEMqi-o 

3/22/2020 4:50:30 AM yakishphilip Nice catch, in the first 2min it mentions

Roswell

JFK assassination

CIA microwaves

and Lizard people

De clas coming?

3/22/2020 4:53:07 AM patriotleah1776 If you were truly part of this, you would understand what's going on. It's your choice what to believe. Intelligent patriots are on the move while others 

are stuck in the last phase. Sorry you couldn't join us.

3/22/2020 4:53:43 AM markus71800 Q just posted today

3/22/2020 4:54:19 AM smalltownindy What we are witnessing lately is the cognitive dissonance that every major movement experiences. Like the apostles forgetting about Jesus' message 

becoming overwhelmed maintaining their churches. Like repeatedly expressed, focus on the messages! Your gut will point you right.

3/22/2020 4:54:24 AM peaceisbelief Yes, been watching SG-1series from start to finish with new eyes.  Total disclosure.  When you have unlocked a new way of thinking you see many 

many layers.

3/22/2020 4:56:39 AM smalltownindy I am always suspect of anyone who loves the spectacle and showmanship of serious matters. My spidey sense goes off.

3/22/2020 4:57:18 AM doq017 Them that really know!

3/22/2020 4:58:20 AM cbirdseyevuze 😱Told our still in the dark friends......

🐰Ab👁ut🐰 

The plan to Save 

The World Video series asked them to give us a call back

with their thoughts & Nothing 😱

3/22/2020 4:58:47 AM burgersandra  https://mobile.twitter.com/Ph03n1x24/status/1241691271732891649 …

3/22/2020 5:01:29 AM keith369me Simplified, in every decision...cherish experiences over things.  If this is done, you will tend to get off the hamster wheel.

3/22/2020 5:02:10 AM moo_buster Use the military response to target those directly responsible. Leave the innocent citizens, who are also victims, out of it. This is possible. No more war. 

Purge the evil without harming the civilians.

3/22/2020 5:02:54 AM pete98876757 You don't look at their faces. Keep your eyes on the wall. I'm your private dancer. Dancer for money.

3/22/2020 5:04:17 AM keith369me Google “didn’t work” until a week ago.  The Great Awakening

3/22/2020 5:05:58 AM keith369me Remove [them] from society. Remove their unearned wealth and power

3/22/2020 5:06:13 AM mrcy69654162 Not the unforgivable sin but horrid

3/22/2020 5:09:00 AM keith369me CINESE is Chinese in Italian



3/22/2020 5:09:08 AM patriotminutem1 1. Mis-spellings and punctuation matter in high level coms.

Who released the WMD  [WEAPON of MASS DESTRUCTION] virus?

"THE CINESE VIRUS".

* THE CI-NESE VIRUS *

* THE CIA-NESE VIRUS *

* THE CIA-MADE-WMD STRAIN OF CORONA VIRUS"

*THE DEEP STATE CIA IN WUHAN CHINA, RELEASED CV *
3/22/2020 5:09:09 AM courageouskriss H 

#SaveTheChildren #QAnon #TheAlliance #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 5:10:38 AM xusaf_patriot Disinformation is necessary.  

The last portable "bidet" I installed on a toilet for a family member...was MADE IN CHINA. 

I refuse to spend my money on a piece of junk like that...

3/22/2020 5:16:00 AM keith369me ...due to lack of food/energy?  Must be messy.

3/22/2020 5:16:21 AM crazyka33831184 I think all of our debts are going to be erased. Income tax will disappear. NESARA. check it out.

3/22/2020 5:19:42 AM srfezza @catturd2 actually if you look more closely I can see Glasses the lighting isn’t very good but it’s Catturd for sure !

3/22/2020 5:21:24 AM keith369me This message is for [Them]? Movie Philadelphia reference (THanx has AIDS in this movie)

3/22/2020 5:22:19 AM davidsprice1 They come in peace ✌️

3/22/2020 5:25:35 AM covertress #QuarantineLife 

Do not fear.

Q pic.twitter.com/9GQvroD9E8

3/22/2020 5:29:48 AM virginialouelle She'll get hers.

3/22/2020 5:30:12 AM carmindabrendel @TheCollectiveQ @striderraven1 @Breaking911 @Inevitable_ET @VincentCrypt46 @StormIsUponUs @intheMatrixxx @KarluskaP @OrtaineDevian 

@JuliansRum @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SGTreport

3/22/2020 5:31:06 AM beylotte  pic.twitter.com/vRVeEoaQ70

3/22/2020 5:31:19 AM lovethebeach999 😳

3/22/2020 5:31:23 AM keith369me They all have AIDS from their implants?  Their “medicine” (adrenochrome? kept them looking as good as Magic Johnson?-Long John Peter)...[They] can 

cure their AIDS like Hanx will...is this the offering of a deal?  Hanx took a deal?

3/22/2020 5:33:24 AM christi18782046 God bless, Godspeed. Please protect ALL who fight for YOU.

3/22/2020 5:37:39 AM rob67_ I thought it was the adrenal gland?

3/22/2020 5:37:56 AM xusaf_patriot Great video but a little misleading. We only have NNk in savings to last until death. Could we invest in silver/gold coins? Sure! 

But then how do you buy groceries, pay utilities, various

insurances, taxes, etc. ?  

With silver/gold coins?  Of course not...

3/22/2020 5:38:40 AM remyjsg @realDonaldTrump and #QAnon have played you all. Wake up please  they are rolling out the NWO right now and have you all sitting and waiting on 

fake secret arrests. He has always been an elite. He is Hollywood and is helping them get underground. Its called good cop bad cop...

3/22/2020 5:39:54 AM edcfarmirish OW is a freak

3/22/2020 5:40:31 AM manderskim1 My mind is blown!!

3/22/2020 5:41:46 AM feesh73_1118 The bar is located near bottomless pit.

3/22/2020 5:44:02 AM manderskim1 Yes! Katie G @CitizensIReport

3/22/2020 5:44:03 AM rob67_ Still waiting for proof.

3/22/2020 5:44:07 AM bluewarrior27 For argumt sake let’s say this is a different entity whose job is to do what Q can’t.  Maybe a ally agcy or psy op from another govt.  what is this pg 

asking u to do?  Think for yrslf

3/22/2020 5:45:48 AM bluewarrior27 Even if this is a nonQ entity, how has this page aided or taken away from u being prompted to think in a unconventional way?

3/22/2020 5:46:56 AM jenokooter Its the Deep State demic.  I am a republican but realizing it's not Democrats v Republicans.  There are some evil Republicans also

3/22/2020 5:48:46 AM bbobbio71 Gates and Soros

3/22/2020 5:49:45 AM free2design Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/22/2020 5:52:32 AM bbobbio71 That's would be nice!

3/22/2020 5:52:53 AM colista 🤣🤣🤣👍

BA DUM CHING

😄😄😄🛸

3/22/2020 5:53:16 AM edcfarmirish They want to argue. I just put info out now. I can’t make them believe.

3/22/2020 5:53:44 AM fansblowing3 3 + 22 + 20

3/22/2020 5:53:54 AM bbobbio71 Since we're all staying home watching TV are we being subjected to "Hidden" Good messages?

3/22/2020 5:54:13 AM trollingmockin1 They were not designated that. It was circular reporting from a source-less yahoo article.

3/22/2020 5:54:41 AM 11tam11_444 @kmadrox

3/22/2020 5:54:44 AM bbobbio71 Gold is nice and shiny.  😁

3/22/2020 5:55:20 AM samsmith0319 All missing tops!!!...👀...

3/22/2020 5:57:52 AM the_fjalar They scared! Blink Mathew! Blink! https://twitter.com/mcconaughey/status/1240026783975530501?s=21 …

3/22/2020 5:58:25 AM johnpar27202430 That’s what I noticed on the board! Where is “Glen Close” in all of this, is he signing?

3/22/2020 6:00:25 AM karma_1974 You are correct BOT, it is a show.

3/22/2020 6:00:30 AM shaigaichan 80

3/22/2020 6:00:57 AM fansblowing3 So at least two alien groups here on earth.

3/22/2020 6:02:15 AM fansblowing3 Pyramid spaceships were disinfo

3/22/2020 6:02:33 AM dirtyanon000 Question everything! Take information provided and then use critical thinking.  Could both be giving false info? Could both be giving true info? 🤔

3/22/2020 6:03:20 AM keith369me Coincidence???  Patent expiration???   https://patents.google.com/patent/US3244591 …  There are no coincidences!!!

3/22/2020 6:09:21 AM birdiesrchirpin I don't have a good answer for you. However I was referred to @trip_elix for info on cyber security. I hope he has something that can help you.

3/22/2020 6:09:33 AM cybertaters @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I don't have a good answer for you. However I was referred to @trip_elix for info on potato security. I hope he has something that 

can help you.

3/22/2020 6:12:11 AM barons44_mat Great thread, thank you. Spot on!

3/22/2020 6:12:13 AM davidkushner10 I don't know why that guy has so many followers...  If he's Q, we're all in trouble!  (There is no doubt in my mind that he's a total dipshit/NotQ)

3/22/2020 6:13:37 AM bint_david Beautiful ❤️❤️❤️



3/22/2020 6:14:06 AM bentsomnolence !!! pic.twitter.com/ua6K01agCh

3/22/2020 6:14:47 AM blatondress  pic.twitter.com/zJw8RrPEi2

3/22/2020 6:15:03 AM 1coolpatriot Woah

3/22/2020 6:15:08 AM bentsomnolence It's a sign from the gods

3/22/2020 6:17:42 AM moemc8 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 6:18:14 AM truthqwest HRC

3/22/2020 6:19:15 AM nancyddb Good morning, afternoon, evening or wherever you are. 

Is this video part of the awakening?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/NancyDDB/status/1241715427618607114 …

3/22/2020 6:21:23 AM trueaccept Is this a "dad" joke!  You're funny

3/22/2020 6:22:19 AM andyschweitzer What if I've been let go or fired unjustly from about 10 jobs in the last 12 years, and my debt is not due to a lack of quality in my work nor my 

unwillingness to work?? What jobs can I perform that will help my country + world and not make/keep me a broke wage slave?

3/22/2020 6:22:52 AM 69_marie You can feel it in the air 🇺🇸🥰

3/22/2020 6:23:12 AM tinfoilhatsforu You mention having body cleaned...can you elaborate?  Is there a q post on this?

3/22/2020 6:23:12 AM craftingqueen1 🤔🤔🤔 whenever someone tried s the influence me on how to react or feel, I know that's where I need to go and do my own research.

I can make up my own mind, nobody makes decisions for me.

Thanks for the referral to find out what Q is all about.

3/22/2020 6:24:21 AM cedarascension The DJ ! :)

3/22/2020 6:24:33 AM smalltownindy I never considered thst for these posts before. 🤔🤔🤔

3/22/2020 6:26:23 AM lbf777 They had it the same time they made it. 

They injected AIDS into people using vaccines.

3/22/2020 6:27:02 AM lbf777 Never take any vaccinations unless you want to be poisoned.

3/22/2020 6:27:19 AM darrellupton1 Hollywood controlled by AIDS. Used as a control measure

3/22/2020 6:27:45 AM daviesgabrial JFK?

3/22/2020 6:28:05 AM marty713 Blocked the negativity 👆 Not Doing It Anymore Q Is Real & Things Are Definitely Happening 👍🙏🇺🇲🌏👌

3/22/2020 6:28:15 AM free2design Unroll please

3/22/2020 6:28:40 AM audacityjohnny  https://youtu.be/pTP4bZgMmp4 

3/22/2020 6:29:01 AM strangewisper  https://twitter.com/My_Dog_Friday/status/1213324195725107200?s=19 …

3/22/2020 6:29:21 AM lbf777 It’s meaningless nonsense.

3/22/2020 6:30:42 AM kyoouhnahneemu1 There ya go all critical thinkin for yourself and shit! They hate that. Really throws a wrench in their #MKULTRA game. I need a woman who can slay 

Cabal McVampires. That shit is sexqy! #TheGreatAwakening

3/22/2020 6:31:39 AM sdane8 Not in this thread.  😂

3/22/2020 6:33:15 AM fansblowing3 Those at the top of Hollywood will die of aids? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1064967836634882048?s=21 …

3/22/2020 6:33:35 AM ephraimxrp I think it’s possible trump is with the higher elite class and he is the false messiah as the Bible states that a man will confuse many to believe he is a 

savior to only trick everyone into his plot. Crypto will take away privacy. Economy will plummet, trump saves it with crypto.

3/22/2020 6:35:42 AM ephraimxrp So, economy drops worse than ever, people prep for a 2 week quarantine and quarantine takes 2 months instead of 2 weeks. Mass panic will ensue 

and we will need something to save us from suffering. Crypto is introduced. Everyone accepts it as it is the savior and bye bye privacy

3/22/2020 6:38:48 AM april10521252 Still hasn't read the proof, its ok, I used to think that way too.

3/22/2020 6:39:06 AM craftingqueen1 Same here. Is that the real message he's sending?

3/22/2020 6:39:58 AM bluerose174 Holy Cow...  really?  Right there.... definitely not hiding it.  Sick!!  They deserve a slow painful death or worse.

3/22/2020 6:40:54 AM ericpartchey This to shall pass

3/22/2020 6:42:14 AM truthfromabove1 Until it isn't. 😂

3/22/2020 6:42:36 AM sofiatribe When one is hybridized/cloned in this 3D hologram. Forgiveness is key.

3/22/2020 6:44:15 AM dakotobol ZIONese Virus

3/22/2020 6:45:10 AM painiscoming4 All because our " DOJ is supposed to arrest criminals ! Not just the poor !

Without force their is no justice without the bullshit we would be FREE ! I can talk about what others have done but most people need what The DOJ 

calls evidence ! & we don't have access to the truth you pic.twitter.com/bd5zsyxzM1

3/22/2020 6:46:50 AM dbernal38 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/22/2020 6:48:02 AM nancyddb Oh boy

3/22/2020 6:49:32 AM chameelia I have this gut feeling too. But everyone must come to this conclusion for themselves and not take some mega Q head to choose for them. Do your 

own work. Please. Make your own choice. Be informed. Expand your thinking. I did.

3/22/2020 6:53:53 AM trajohn4 Right!

Hell I'm thinking of going back thru every Simpsons episode,  those jimmies were spooky right.

3/22/2020 6:55:31 AM trajohn4 Well you didn't think one would go into quarantine without a costco size bottle of benadryl did ya??

3/22/2020 6:56:10 AM cityranch Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/22/2020 6:59:51 AM askbeforgiven You’re blocked

You can’t follow or see @AustinSteinbart’s Tweets. Learn more

3/22/2020 7:00:07 AM my2sonznme Georgia guide stones turn 40 today...322...🤔

3/22/2020 7:00:36 AM aka_purgatory look again he is looking to see where humans come from. lol

3/22/2020 7:01:23 AM 1crazy_toaster 5D or Bust!   not kidding.  we didn't come all this way, put up with all this enslavement to end up with more of it. No way. We are OUTTA here! lols.

3/22/2020 7:01:47 AM mfjones62566824 Well the real Q just posted so there's that. But keep pushing Steinlarp 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 7:02:30 AM rickster61x #QuarantineLife

3/22/2020 7:02:48 AM kitnertodd We got jokes. Lol

3/22/2020 7:04:58 AM neverfo46920219 Robert Jay: Gould

One of the most interesting stories I have ever heard.

I think I see where we are going here.

3/22/2020 7:07:26 AM my2sonznme Whoa what? Dan and Q?? Tell me more...!!

3/22/2020 7:07:29 AM populistpepe2 🤔

3/22/2020 7:07:41 AM deividmanzo What means WMD? 🤔🤔🤔

3/22/2020 7:08:55 AM fluentindetail watch disenchantment instead. it shows you how they know what they know: they stalk spiritual people doing all the work and use it for their own 

gain.



3/22/2020 7:09:18 AM smalltownindy And the Light shines in the Darkness and the Darkness did not comprehend it

-2105

3/22/2020 7:09:20 AM cindeamulholla3 We have it it's noice!

Very noice!🙏❤️🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/XBTP72q1Gb

3/22/2020 7:09:23 AM nancyddb Umm...no thanks...I'm good.

3/22/2020 7:09:27 AM werascending Ooo, nice! I like that painting!!!

3/22/2020 7:09:50 AM barrysoetoro15 100%

3/22/2020 7:10:45 AM bmshumpert Please watch his videos. Follow @AaronHoughton10 His videos will teach you. @AustinSteinbart latest video is proof that he is Q! If it doesn’t make 

sense, I encourage you to watch Aaron’s latest video that reveals the truth. He explains it step by step. We are ALL in together! 🙏🏼

3/22/2020 7:10:46 AM askbeforgiven Austin blocked me for asking him be careful who you follow -)

3/22/2020 7:11:35 AM werascending Great episode!!!

3/22/2020 7:11:53 AM walkawaylib That capacity was neutralized long ago I think.

3/22/2020 7:11:59 AM rickster61x FOLLOW THIS GREAT THREAD BY @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !!

The More You Know!!  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241567863707774982 …

3/22/2020 7:12:20 AM trajohn4 Have not heard of that one.

Where

When

How

3/22/2020 7:13:04 AM glkendall Telling most people the truth about how these cults work is like telling our ancestors the world is round!

I was born into one of the largest and darkest secret societies in our country.

God protected me from birth and told me that I was a witness to their evil doings! ✝️💕🙏🇺🇸

3/22/2020 7:13:28 AM rafaelmotto @nunesinc

3/22/2020 7:13:38 AM fluentindetail i translate this stuff for a living. they have covered every base: the spiritual world, the real world and the futurescape.

3/22/2020 7:14:21 AM fluentindetail i'm so good at it that it's where q steals all his info from pic.twitter.com/5jMWgbxGwC

3/22/2020 7:14:43 AM fluentindetail but i can't stop posting it, because it's about public safetry and awareness and that's just one checkmate qanons have me in

3/22/2020 7:15:04 AM diesel_fish I guess any time questions are discounted because time is an illusion

3/22/2020 7:16:01 AM jaded_pearl What is his plot is the question?

3/22/2020 7:16:17 AM trajohn4 Humm, will definitely check it out.

3/22/2020 7:17:16 AM juliefortruth Always smells like you are baking for yourself. Elevating yourself with claims of special knowledge. 

Anons lay down crumbs, inspiring others to make new pathways in their brains by laying down truth. Your threads are to elevate you as some special 

guide which is NOT the pt of Q

3/22/2020 7:17:35 AM jaded_pearl Crypto & the blockchain must come. This is the best way to deal with corruption & transparency... AND most important, election rigging.

3/22/2020 7:17:43 AM fluentindetail let me know what you think, dude. i can translate it more in depth if you'd like. i know a lot of industry secrets because my friends are stuck in celebrity 

hell land

3/22/2020 7:19:25 AM smmmote @MistyDa38826584

3/22/2020 7:20:09 AM trajohn4 Celebrity hell land, nice description.  I could not imagine and don't want to.

3/22/2020 7:21:04 AM fluentindetail i just can't look away, unfortunately.

3/22/2020 7:23:00 AM hawgsfan100  pic.twitter.com/56qhgh0DKA

3/22/2020 7:27:53 AM tsgtusafret1994 Our @realDonaldTrump President is NOT STUPID! Sanctions, and more sanctions work and doesn’t have the death toll of war!!

3/22/2020 7:28:49 AM zabbenduster 😉 pic.twitter.com/YdLAwGjCsQ

3/22/2020 7:29:41 AM wyatt251 A yr ago pic.twitter.com/iByy8k187M

3/22/2020 7:30:28 AM smalltownindy How do you catch a fish

Fear not little flock

Manufactured Crisis

I love Gematrinator (that one is funny)

-205 & 1124
3/22/2020 7:30:29 AM truthfromabove1 @AustinSteinbart is a moron

3/22/2020 7:31:48 AM sunnydkelleu StarGate SG-1 Season 4 Point of No Return.  Paper headline reads Headless Alien Found in Topless Bar.

3/22/2020 7:35:03 AM n7guardiananon was a cool episode...the guy remembering.  "doesn't the Geneva Convention cover Extraterrestrials..."

lol

3/22/2020 7:35:25 AM changeishere5 Bc this ones fake too

3/22/2020 7:35:38 AM herpesmichael Wow! You just called the guy Q confirmed is Q a moron. If you don’t know Austin is Q then you missed Austin’s video that came out before the Q drop 

yesterday. 

Everyone been telling Austin to post on 8kun to prove it. He finally does and some are still clueless. Good luck

3/22/2020 7:36:11 AM tessshz Sister in law?

3/22/2020 7:36:27 AM lightblade1111 Yes.

3/22/2020 7:38:44 AM diesel_fish This? pic.twitter.com/h4yMoSwPHO

3/22/2020 7:42:18 AM truthfromabove1 He's a moron. How is this for a ''delta".. be careful of who you follow.. Austin was complaining that his files were stolen, so a highly trained operative 

had his important files taken from right under his nose? 😂😂😂 yeah ok. He's a whiny little self-aggrandizing fool. pic.twitter.com/zlRYgInSKN

3/22/2020 7:42:29 AM colingo96312587 Evergreen was the cia front aviation company who has been spraying our skies with metals for years

3/22/2020 7:42:57 AM izzywildheart like this? pic.twitter.com/MXxEnEzvm2

3/22/2020 7:43:28 AM patriot_angel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/22/2020 7:43:35 AM truthfromabove1 I can debunk @AustinSteinbart with ONE QUESTION.

3/22/2020 7:44:10 AM laurapa38616480 They are both shills. Guys, come on.

3/22/2020 7:46:29 AM threadreaderapp Bonjour, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/22/2020 7:46:29 AM josiegirlz5 @threadreaderapp please unroll thread. Thank you so much

3/22/2020 7:46:35 AM sinnersdeborah RT.....   https://youtu.com/Kx-M6kINyg4 

#Qanon #TrustThePlan #JFK #JFKjr #Tesla369 #FutureProvesPast

3/22/2020 7:46:55 AM josiegirlz5 Thank you

3/22/2020 7:47:10 AM herpesmichael If you really believe in the Q mission then I will see you soon. Good luck

3/22/2020 7:47:17 AM tucson_ron S K Y  E V E N T

3/22/2020 7:47:20 AM juliefortruth Austin Steinberg? He’s #NoNames buddy & a Q hack same as Jerome Corsey was.

3/22/2020 7:47:27 AM westmount_d7 I’m with you, Mike! 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 7:47:46 AM lmills0831 Do you think the Pacer site puts up fake sealed indictment information? I don't.



3/22/2020 7:47:58 AM truth_again Funny that it appeared when they were goofing around with vaccines in the 80s 🧐 mainly hep b vaccines geared towards gay community.

3/22/2020 7:49:17 AM truthfromabove1 I believe in it. But anons aren't mirroring correctly. You won't be seeing anything but walls and guards. YOU HAVE MORE THAN YOU KNOW.

what are you going to do when the D.A tells the jury the govt found those files on your computer?

3/22/2020 7:51:18 AM sdane8 Weapons of mass destruction

3/22/2020 7:52:18 AM 1slayyyter  pic.twitter.com/811LTbMjUq

3/22/2020 7:52:21 AM fredxfrom Yeah, it figures

3/22/2020 7:52:42 AM speng_c Oprah has a private island just like Epstein’s off the NW coast of Washington state.

She appears in photo w pizza and hotdog clock w Hankz .

These people are sick and have pulled to wool over everyone’s eyes.

Their symbols will be their downfall.

3/22/2020 7:54:00 AM dauphinebeaute  https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/22/2020 7:54:34 AM patriotleah1776 Happy Cabal Day!!! pic.twitter.com/ccOE1G2OKU

3/22/2020 7:55:02 AM herpesmichael Me? I don’t even have a computer. Lol. I’m just simply talking about the obvious proof provided by Q yesterday. It is what it is. Austin Steinbart is Q or 

Q got hacked. And from what I’ve been hearing for a long time is the code on Q’s drops confirms it’s Q posting.

3/22/2020 7:55:42 AM lavenderlives I’m working my ass off. I’m beyond suppressed. It’s ok the TwittersBoysClub control the flow of info with a few exceptions. They do it for $$$$$

We don’t but they uses us and pretend to like us but really just want hype and money. The slow walk the narrative

3/22/2020 7:55:43 AM bootsie471 5:5

3/22/2020 7:55:44 AM pfriedersdorf Horror!!!

3/22/2020 7:55:50 AM threshold2020 322

3/22/2020 7:56:01 AM stabor4tabor Agree 💯💯💯💯

3/22/2020 7:56:34 AM lavenderlives No they piss me off

3/22/2020 7:56:45 AM patriotleah1776 They also said, "LEARN OUR COMMS".

Deep State can't understand the comms because they don't have the inside tech to do so... on that note, Happy Cabal Day 322!!!

3/22/2020 7:58:15 AM nybiltong @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @VerumRadix @officialmcafee #qcard #usanon #qanon 

1000 PIECES --> qCARD#112 #TheGreatAwakening #MAGA pic.twitter.com/cgUkNtc03e

3/22/2020 7:58:31 AM sdane8 If you search MJ12's tweets it explains much more, but essentially it ties back to Tesla's research re. energy. Here's a snippet... 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1210461083741413376?s=19 …

3/22/2020 7:58:46 AM lavenderlives Exactly i’m a huge Jimmy Dore fan and I’ve been communicating with stuff from his show on very important topics. I’ve noticed that they’ve covered 

some of them. But then again I’m at John F Kennedy Democrat for Trump. I have two sons that are Bernie supporters. single mom three

3/22/2020 7:59:15 AM disciplepatriot when someone tells you who they are, believe them.

3/22/2020 8:00:03 AM lavenderlives I did so did @VeteransAlways_ And a lot of other very good and aunts

3/22/2020 8:01:21 AM dauphinebeaute  https://youtu.be/RSfP8sXtMbk 

3/22/2020 8:02:25 AM raenyasalisbury its a very long planned ,,, dark plan to hijack the ascension narrative and harvest $ energy and SOULS , they are NOT acting independantly ,, there is a 

think tank ,,

3/22/2020 8:02:59 AM sdane8 "No doubt" is a dangerous state of mind, considering we really have no idea who/what the Q structure and operation look like on the backside. ❤️

3/22/2020 8:05:45 AM sdane8 Yes, please. I have questions about that. Isn't that the same FBI office where McCabe's wife ended up and which issued the 'warning' about Q? It 

freaked my brother out and now he refuses to discuss Q because he thinks I'm involved in a dangerous cult and we'll all be detained. 🙄

3/22/2020 8:06:23 AM truthfromabove1 Ok, what are you going to do when the DA says the govt found those files on you handheld? 

Q hasn't been hacked. 

Q isn't confirming @AustinSteinbart 

Maybe check anothers posts as to WHOM is being confirmed.😇 pic.twitter.com/HeKICGo2yi

3/22/2020 8:07:23 AM truthfromabove1  pic.twitter.com/Vef9avIdsC

3/22/2020 8:07:40 AM samsmith0319 Learn...👀...

3/22/2020 8:08:06 AM robniski Thanks. Tell me, how do you apply this in your own life?

3/22/2020 8:08:33 AM mightymouse211 Follow Huma...is the HRC video gonna drop soon? #ThesePeopleAreSick #PureEvil #NoMoreChildrenHurt #GodWins

3/22/2020 8:09:33 AM smalltownindy They have perfected energy manipulations since recorded history, maybe even earlier. [THEY] bank on our short sighted vision and herd mentality.  

That is why we are treated as chattle.

3/22/2020 8:10:06 AM sdane8 Beautifully summarized. You're only missing one thing: don't underestimate the evil overlord. He's very real and would have us believe otherwise. God

 wins. 🙏❤️🙏

3/22/2020 8:11:31 AM smmmote Looks like it's time for me to start SG-1. If for nothing else than to have some knowledge and extra ammo in my belt. Why does it feel like I've done all 

this before...it's more like I'm remembering.

3/22/2020 8:12:18 AM inlikea_lion Yep, that's all you can do. Plant the seed and walk away. Do not argue with them, that only entrenches the ego more. Information drive bys. Keep your 

own ego out of it. You know you are right. That's all you need to know right now.😊

3/22/2020 8:13:36 AM anneolsen43 Doesn’t every post lead (mirror) back to the beginning before they signed as Q

3/22/2020 8:13:59 AM speng_c Hey Oprah is molestation the same as SRA to you?

Asking for a friend.

3/22/2020 8:14:10 AM dale_fullen 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

3/22/2020 8:16:04 AM kevindixon Q said do not fear. That's it.

3/22/2020 8:17:22 AM usmcqdawg  pic.twitter.com/afYb8AO419

3/22/2020 8:20:01 AM kellype64615060 Oprah is one SICK🤒!

3/22/2020 8:21:24 AM lavenderlives @P0A_Triot23 @carmindabrendel @cjtruth @DonaldJTrumpJr @IvankaTrump @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Here is my threads on Lyndon B Johnson

My threads are done in conjunction timed w/Q and signals from @POTUS 🇺🇸 justa miner you can have the 💰

💛Trumps https://twitter.com/lavenderlives/status/1228369264656162822?s=21 …

3/22/2020 8:22:35 AM vicorrious 👀👀👀 Trying to get some eyes on this

@JuliansRum @Inevitable_ET @IPOT1776 @Scavino45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KennedyQutie @SSG_PAIN @AwakenedOutlaw @familyman20181 

https://twitter.com/Vicorrious/status/1241737844390948866 …

3/22/2020 8:23:52 AM joycejenkins2 This woman is a mental case. Just to think that so many women have followed her and she's so, so wrong in so many ways. From a child she was 

stricken with grey matter problems.. Her first real job here in Nash turned upside down. (fired for stealing)

3/22/2020 8:30:50 AM ethanpe58415707 Lol wtffff

3/22/2020 8:34:48 AM madscientistx2 That's my Ex.......

3/22/2020 8:34:54 AM cynthia39231414 Talk about a connection...

3/22/2020 8:36:02 AM patriot4856 Exactly where was the headless alien found in the topless bar?            Never mind don’t want to know.

3/22/2020 8:36:38 AM filusaz Says the guy who calls himself I AM and is counting down to the magnetic poles shifting. He's a God in his own eyes. More likely a gnat.



3/22/2020 8:37:25 AM tyrotrainer I am sorry if I appeared to be making light of this issue, I was not. I obviously got it wrong. Sorry.

3/22/2020 8:39:26 AM truthfromabove1 Are you ready? 

You may not even get a trial traitor. pic.twitter.com/JLchycjB4b

3/22/2020 8:40:39 AM christorexy well done !

3/22/2020 8:42:54 AM sheerglee1 It may be both

3/22/2020 8:44:21 AM winklerburke If ever there was an everyman-character cloaking a rather more fulsome character, well then... has he worked for the DIA ALL ALONG, or does he wish 

so?  Can he find comfort now in better decisions, "for his chances of comfort in another world are very small?"... as said of LJS?

3/22/2020 8:45:21 AM vieiraranch Think for yourself... research for yourself

3/22/2020 8:49:10 AM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/HUAtjjvWJl

3/22/2020 8:49:18 AM ygwiryn I watched his videos. All of them. 

Have you watch his last Two?

Screams setup DS infiltration to me. You want to blindly follow a dude waving a gun & talking about blowing People up.. whatever

In the past, this has never played well for the people that get setup by following.

3/22/2020 8:52:12 AM 222714ftw 🙏222

3/22/2020 8:52:20 AM prmd21801759 AND to find a 2011 tweet!! WOW!!

3/22/2020 8:53:40 AM sdane8 BDA disappears after his Israeli super hero wife (whom he'd only known months) dies and he's miraculously rescued in Iran after disclosing 

earthquakes using a super weapon destroyed their nukes? Then reappears because he has insider info on the virus? And him a good old GA boy?🤨

3/22/2020 8:53:47 AM irene19176156 That's so messed up! Google the Spider monuments around the world...very creepy.  #MAGA #QAnons #WWG1WGA #cornoravirusuk #cornoravirusus 

@parscale @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaRaAshcraft @therealroseanne @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @intheMatrixxx

3/22/2020 8:54:33 AM lovesg_d Sounds like MJ12 is getting the #Quarantine blues?  Or are you quarantined? pic.twitter.com/Uaz5CxYvp7

3/22/2020 8:54:50 AM denverdscott01 As someone who was abused as a child, in every way imaginable, nothing about it ever "felt good". What a terrible thing to say.

3/22/2020 9:00:34 AM sdane8 How about Google? Do you notice a difference?

3/22/2020 9:00:41 AM angeladeangelo there have been other "great awakenings" in history but this is the most important one to date.

3/22/2020 9:00:55 AM agoodyear2015 Ask BD Anon when Yellowstone is going to blow.  Still waiting for that disaster prediction to happen.

3/22/2020 9:01:35 AM erinbrittain6 Ehhhhhh

3/22/2020 9:04:23 AM juliatravis47 Ohh and btw I never said that. I don’t judge until I have solid proof. At this point I trust no one. Observing and researching for myself but thanks for 

your judgement.

3/22/2020 9:04:30 AM americanon57 Glenn Close? Live from the Bunker?

Any thoughts on these clues?

The chalkboard on the wall behind him is full of coded clues!

Lava Lamp... Joe vs the Volcano?

What else can we see in this picture?
3/22/2020 9:06:58 AM mikespies904 Explain in depth to me please.  I assumed loooking glass+AI is how the predict future

3/22/2020 9:08:51 AM galaxy7778 Last gasps of the deep state shills👆

3/22/2020 9:09:11 AM irene19176156 Its a red carnelian~ semiprecious gemstone. Red carnelians stimulate blood circulation, reproductive health, etc. They say, Napoleon wore one.

An ORANGE carnelian though, promotes inspiration, creativity, & confidence. Great for dispelling Envy and Fear!! 💕😊 #WWG1WGA #MAGA

3/22/2020 9:09:26 AM heatherleehg Maybe not just celebrities? “Mr. Rogers said...” We all know who Mr. Rogers is. His message-Find the helpers. PA is one of the lockdown states. 

pic.twitter.com/9NumicR63c

3/22/2020 9:11:31 AM juleighmarie Well Austin has supplied plenty of research to his credibility. If you dont believe him 100% were not on the same team.

3/22/2020 9:11:44 AM sdane8 Excellent find!

3/22/2020 9:12:49 AM jakeglassmaker 322. Why today? pic.twitter.com/VMDvNHqmF7

3/22/2020 9:15:09 AM patriotleah1776 I've been hinting at this for a couple months! Sure makes those wheels turn, huh???

Google the virus structure (like below) and tell me if it looks man made or natural??? Looks more robotic than Johnny 5!!! pic.twitter.com/qXIsg9orWm

3/22/2020 9:15:38 AM sdane8 I would have sworn you were AI. Why is Austin Steinbart following you? 🤨

3/22/2020 9:15:43 AM earth2nissy Thank you for this! We took your advice and installed a reverse osmosis unit in our kitchen. We ALL love the taste better than our bottled water! No 

more bottled water in plastic for us!

3/22/2020 9:15:57 AM winklerburke My Guess:  RE: Stargate Season 4, Episode 11 "Point of No Return"... Innocent, Everyman Martin strangely knows all about Stargate & Alien Programs?  

Why?  The drugs the CIA-Equivalent give him, an actual good-guy alien, wear off!  IOW: Quarantine is removing "Silver Chair" Mesmer

3/22/2020 9:17:00 AM sdane8 What a coincidence. 😊

3/22/2020 9:17:10 AM herpesmichael Maybe look one more time. Closely

3/22/2020 9:17:54 AM tonylong500 Yes. Wasn't that what Q was all about? Enough people thinking and believing the same thing, it manifests itself? Everything Q was talking about was 

real, but people didn't know it or believe it. Now they do. A modification of the zeitgeist.

3/22/2020 9:17:54 AM earth2nissy I agree!

3/22/2020 9:18:15 AM truthfromabove1 I don't need to. I KNOW

3/22/2020 9:18:26 AM jtrinh44 True,  the way she emphasized " good" makes me cringe. Although i think she's trying to say that a child would not even know they're being abused. 

OMG I JUST REALIZED SHE'S GIVING INSTRUCTIONS!!!!!

3/22/2020 9:19:33 AM winklerburke "You have more than you know.l  The world is changing and the BEST IS YET TO COME!" -MJ12.  The ORI (Cabal) released the (failed) WMD virus & have 

"cure?" Real cure, tho, is quarantine blocking "mesmer" channels of sports, bars, mesmer church, mesmer travel, mesmer concerts, etc.

3/22/2020 9:19:47 AM justinrothling @AaronHoughton10 @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 These bloodsuckers are about to pop. For fun, I ran her words through the Jewish Gematria, 

because I believe that’s how they communicate (like words) Unlike Q, with ordinal and reduction additions. Nice necklace! Follow the rabbit  

pic.twitter.com/ibPJjimRGw

3/22/2020 9:20:04 AM smmmote Exactly 🤬🤮

3/22/2020 9:20:04 AM arnonuehm8 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/ArnoNuehm8/status/1241760646573801479?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:21:40 AM ephraimxrp Whoever the antichrist is will want a New world order and take away everyone’s privacy. Have everyone live like robots/no free will and if you 

remember correctly, it was lucifers plan that there wouldnt be any free will. So something amongst those lines is my best guess

3/22/2020 9:23:27 AM georgeartem Youd have to ask him, but I think it has to do with our great distaste for 🤡

3/22/2020 9:26:24 AM winklerburke Now in SG-1, who R The Trust?  Well, the bad CIA or Cabal combo w/NoName's D6?  Like in SG-1, everything is cam-o (Woodland Green, Desert 3-

color)... Lotsa gaming within gaming.  Main thing now is... to un-Mesmer the masses... 2 learn WHO WE REALLY R.  Ascension ISBEs. LetItBegin



3/22/2020 9:26:44 AM visitnaj Ohh! Belly laugh on that one!

3/22/2020 9:27:05 AM imcevoy1 You would have to research Tesla, I believe he had a routine that he was religious about but other than that I need to research myself.

3/22/2020 9:27:18 AM 444_q_ 👏👏👏 I knew it had to do with Philadelphia!!!

3/22/2020 9:28:11 AM 444_q_ Just couldn't find the correlation... Good find Patriot 💗

3/22/2020 9:28:13 AM blsdbe Well done!!! #ThanQ!

3/22/2020 9:28:27 AM kenrd2 It’s called lunacy & you have it!

3/22/2020 9:28:52 AM justice8882 ✅🕰🔨

3/22/2020 9:29:10 AM winklerburke We: at the  Point of No Return.  Only UP we ascend!  As in any war, the defeated never realize they  defeated already.  So all have to go thru the "beat 

their ass" stage.  God have mercy, let all wake up who can... during this "de-Mesmer" quarantine. We get our heads back. Shiny.

3/22/2020 9:29:21 AM clarkd958 Whistle-blower for what there dumping on us from 40,000ft? @AustinSteinbart @AaronHoughton10

3/22/2020 9:29:26 AM sdane8 You shouldn't have to log in to view. Try this? https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/22/2020 9:29:38 AM girlawakeinca Great job on the correlation! 🙌💫

3/22/2020 9:30:00 AM flygirlfox I've seen it suggested on another post that he was suggesting Tom Hanks use Minecraft to speak through because of that figurine the note is next to

3/22/2020 9:30:05 AM thelilkingryan @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 9:30:21 AM sdane8 Yes, @AaronHoughton10

3/22/2020 9:30:51 AM bommaritoindy We still have our guns, no NWO !

3/22/2020 9:32:14 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/ng0t8uPiky

3/22/2020 9:32:31 AM sdane8  https://youtu.be/hHMUcl5OXgU 

3/22/2020 9:33:02 AM mkahaunaele The brainwashing to justify child trafficking and perversion with kids. Trust me, I was molested as a kid and it’s effected my whole life.

3/22/2020 9:34:31 AM sdane8  https://youtu.be/hHMUcl5OXgU 

3/22/2020 9:34:36 AM lightqshadow1 Ofcourse 

Welcome to the new millennium

See the army of light in the world

🔥🔥🔥

3/22/2020 9:34:44 AM amymitchll Oh hell yes! Their “leaders” Hankx and Oprah r deep in the shit now. Hiding/fake corona positive/arrested.  The immediate gratification crowd need 

reassuring. Not gonna happen. Nothing can stop this. 👍🏼

3/22/2020 9:35:19 AM winklerburke Joke within joke is "Headless alien discovered at topless bar."  Maybe... we are star seeds. Kinda aliens ourselves.  But we don't have heads.  We can't 

think!  Why?  We are distracted @ titty bars:  Mesmer church, Mesmer sports, Mesmer bars, Mesmer EVERYTHING.  Q-tine ups psyche

3/22/2020 9:37:01 AM eyesnheartopen Calling BS

3/22/2020 9:37:13 AM chaningrichard I'm with you

3/22/2020 9:39:34 AM teslaq17 No we will not.

3/22/2020 9:42:26 AM itsmeyouneeduk Mothers Day here in UK but I'll take Majestic Day too!!

3/22/2020 9:42:33 AM sdane8  http://www.floridahealth.gov/newsroom/2020/03/031520-2110-covid19.pr.html … pic.twitter.com/DwBi0a5OFL

3/22/2020 9:43:05 AM winklerburke As has been noted:  Quarantine starts with the letter Q.  Q is all about people waking up 2 higher consciousness.  But, strangely, you gotta distract a 

Mesmer'd 1 B4 bitch-slapping them into liberty's higher reality.  So the fear-porn about Q-tine is BS.  IT IS TheGreatAwakening!

3/22/2020 9:43:25 AM earth2nissy Out of all of my "Qing" you've been my favorite account thus far. You really are the reason I got a Twitter! Thank you, MJ12. I heard this loud and clear.

3/22/2020 9:43:31 AM billwes76233793 Guess who is Tripod?

3/22/2020 9:44:06 AM designerjenni I was thinking the same exact thing about Stargate SG1

3/22/2020 9:45:22 AM ecranchero that's a lie!

3/22/2020 9:47:05 AM lorrain88315939 Happy Mother's Day to you & all the Mums in the UK🤱

3/22/2020 9:47:16 AM indianmedicine2 Unbelievable. . .Even with reincarnation, the KARMA of the act must be relived. . . There is INJURY then & in the future when the entity must work thru 

what was done. . . pic.twitter.com/Gd5H2Iq6wB

3/22/2020 9:47:38 AM dfarkle2020 Amen!

Trust God.

Use Amor of God.

Fear nothing, but Him.

3/22/2020 9:49:46 AM milllathefiend I don’t post on 4 Chan. I just read the archive which is updated frequently. Why would you want Yellowstone to erupt? Just to prove some anon correct 

at expense of millions of lives? Manifest good thoughts and good things manifest...

3/22/2020 9:49:51 AM ludiofelix Another #CoronavirusBluesOlympics winner! Freestyle Conspiracy Theory event. Congratulations! 

❤️🧡💛💚💙💜🖤♈♉♊♋♌‼️😉🤮😇🤑

3/22/2020 9:50:06 AM q_patchouli They are all in this Revolution of light with us for they all are high dimensional beings already. It's highly beneficial to hold them dear and live their 

teachings and as opposed to living in the chaos of the world around us. Living for Esu and walking the walk as he did....this

3/22/2020 9:50:15 AM itsmeyouneeduk Awww thank you! 💕💕🙏🏼

3/22/2020 9:51:10 AM thebenskywalker The left can’t wipe their own ass let alone meme! pic.twitter.com/VoQB2ygXCf

3/22/2020 9:51:50 AM sgoeders4 In order to get intel on some of these companies, they may have had to infiltrate them.   Might have been what happened to Seth Rich.  Could explain 

why Austin’s name was connected to Crowdstrike 🤔

3/22/2020 9:52:13 AM q_patchouli Is the path to ascension. To live free of fear, hate and anger. To love each other. All beings and animals. To eat living food. To feed the poor. To be kind 

always. To help others. To #SaveTheChildren...these things are the path to our asention...wwg1wga

3/22/2020 9:52:45 AM agoodyear2015 I'm just pointing out that BDAnon was spouting that story for a long time.  He's a quack and a fear porn artist.  I shut that stuff down and, like you say, 

manifest on good things happening.  Why spread a story about everybody is going to die from this virus?  Turn it off!

3/22/2020 9:53:13 AM jenaynayz meanwhile Norm Macdonald starts a new youtube channel and posts a video laughing about "Tom Hanks disease"

3/22/2020 9:53:30 AM horseofw Dead Mexican in a bar?

3/22/2020 9:54:09 AM milllathefiend MJ ask us to research for ourselves. Comms are open outside of MJ Twit and 8 Kun/4 Chan. Explore the link I provided to Furber’s archive of BD’s posts 

and come to your own conclusions. To waken one has to put in the work.

3/22/2020 9:54:21 AM itsmeyouneeduk Honoured Thank you! I’ll wear with pride for us all! 💕💕💕

3/22/2020 9:56:14 AM patriot_gypsy  pic.twitter.com/Kayh6KY6YN

3/22/2020 9:57:08 AM freeandoriginal At work, humbly. People are waking up. Thirsty for answers.

3/22/2020 9:58:46 AM jamesgidcumb THESE PEOPLE ARE SICK pic.twitter.com/O1hgioH4di

3/22/2020 9:59:13 AM nonlineardarren  pic.twitter.com/ymYlK5qqBd

3/22/2020 9:59:20 AM patriot_gypsy Idol Worship pic.twitter.com/l8iftOCO5J

3/22/2020 10:02:01 AM wickedmouse369 Another multi-dimensional reality to decode.

3/22/2020 10:02:38 AM susang7671 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #BendedKnee @StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/Susang7671/status/1241769810666631169 …

3/22/2020 10:02:40 AM lovethebeach999 Just do it already



3/22/2020 10:04:11 AM truthdying People should teally research MMS ask Jordan Sather

3/22/2020 10:05:14 AM oneperspective6 1983? No screenshot of the story on page 2?  Great...like we arent already overwhelmed with riddles and puzzles to solve.

3/22/2020 10:05:34 AM daviesgabrial Black Goo is powerful.

3/22/2020 10:08:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 The censors are down. 

Educate yourself and your families.

The truth will shock the world.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

#SundayService pic.twitter.com/dITHYOQg0C

3/22/2020 10:09:00 AM devildogarcia Bbq hot dogs and burgers after the quarantine.

3/22/2020 10:09:46 AM sdane8 I strongly disagree with the idea Trump may be the Antichrist, though I wondered about Obama. Would the Antichrist really be anti-abortion and praise 

God so openly? Even this 2017 lefty author thinks that's unlikely. Let's practice responsible discernment. https://theoutline.com/post/939/donald-

trump-antichrist-apocalypse?zd=2&zi=42i6vahq …

3/22/2020 10:09:50 AM truthfighter80 Why the seal has an eye? 👁

3/22/2020 10:10:29 AM sdane8 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 10:10:34 AM descendedking Speaking of what’s coming.   Makes you wonder...

 https://twitter.com/descendedking/status/1241760687203979266?s=21 … https://twitter.com/DescendedKing/status/1241760687203979266 …

3/22/2020 10:10:59 AM qnutro  pic.twitter.com/irzpdOt1D0

3/22/2020 10:12:47 AM natalie60444115 Nothing ca stop it but they always try to slow down what is coming !

3/22/2020 10:13:37 AM jennaamerica Real name is Michael Rockefeller

3/22/2020 10:14:52 AM trip_elix What can I assist with?

3/22/2020 10:14:53 AM grettiwt2 The #awake good guys in every country are working with the #Whitehats ...

3/22/2020 10:15:00 AM milllathefiend Interesting that the virus is mutating. Didn’t BD say the virus would mutate? and the mutations are why it is hard to fight? 

https://academic.oup.com/nsr/advance-article/doi/10.1093/nsr/nwaa036/5775463 …

3/22/2020 10:15:46 AM ts_sci_majic12 #COVIDー19 was a biological weapon of mass destruction unleashed by the power structure behind D6 because they couldn't impeach 

@realDonaldTrump.

The threat is real.

WE HAVE THE CURES.

America will prevail.

GOD WINS.

Fear is the ultimate enemy.

Do not fear.
3/22/2020 10:16:25 AM aten55555 Just America? What about the rest of the world?

3/22/2020 10:16:25 AM jonle86 If you have the cures then why are people dying?

3/22/2020 10:16:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 There are logistics and other problems that our country must work through.

We must trust the plan.

Quarantine yourselves.

Stop the spread.

3/22/2020 10:17:38 AM dcooyon We Do Logistics 😉👍🏼🇺🇸

3/22/2020 10:17:46 AM highvoltagenews And the total views can adjust as well. pic.twitter.com/RbnBeDy2Ld

3/22/2020 10:17:48 AM boomerpotamus Epic FREEDOM!!!

3/22/2020 10:17:52 AM shari_todd We got this and have been given everything we must know✝️🇺🇸

3/22/2020 10:18:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Use the time you have off from work and educate yourself about D6, BabyQ, QAnon, and the Majestic 12.

Consciousness projects reality.

The BEST is yet to come!

You can forge the future.

With returned power comes returned responsibility.

You must practice message over messenger.

3/22/2020 10:18:07 AM bibibobibox It’s a virus or a bacterium?

3/22/2020 10:18:16 AM tikuanq He already said he wants Michelle

3/22/2020 10:18:18 AM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 auto companies making ventilators makes no sense...unless it’s for clean Air for Earth [Fossil Fuels]?

3/22/2020 10:18:23 AM jaded_pearl Something tells me this clown knows @David_Gergen

3/22/2020 10:19:34 AM werascending 🙏🙏🙏

3/22/2020 10:19:36 AM islandofdelight Educating Others > Educating Yourself? Educating Yourself > Educating Others? Educating Others = Educating Yourself? Hard to determine the best way 

forward currently... Put others understanding first, right?

3/22/2020 10:19:49 AM rachaelangelm What the heck is BabyQ? The baby with the Q jumper?

3/22/2020 10:20:00 AM slipgater420 What time off from work? pic.twitter.com/5QoyZTVT7s

3/22/2020 10:20:03 AM milllathefiend More sauce... https://www.newscientist.com/article/2236544-coronavirus-are-there-two-strains-and-is-one-more-deadly/ …

3/22/2020 10:20:28 AM keith369me Kindly release the cureS...for all that ails humans on Earth.

3/22/2020 10:20:29 AM shari_todd To my core.......I believe! Thank You God✝️🇺🇸✝️

3/22/2020 10:20:43 AM illzemcarthur What is D6. I know everything else.. Thank you

3/22/2020 10:20:51 AM werascending I just wrote a page of all 3’s. Compelled to do so. Can you explain this?

3/22/2020 10:20:53 AM mikespies904 People think Austin Steinbart...its a stretch https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/22/2020 10:20:55 AM jeremy350344 Look up @AustinSteinbart on YouTube. Watch all the videos. It will all make sense.

3/22/2020 10:21:09 AM allonkid Search Austin Steinbart on youtube or twitter

3/22/2020 10:21:12 AM generationq2020 We can’t if our company won’t let us. They’d rather make money and see us dead

3/22/2020 10:21:16 AM my2sonznme No, someone who says he is Q from the future. He’s very rude so I’m having a hard time with this one. Just saying. 🤷🏼♀️

3/22/2020 10:21:22 AM moemc8 Well get the cured flowing.  I have a lot of family getting sick in NY

3/22/2020 10:21:26 AM fluentindetail the sims is where you need to watch right now

3/22/2020 10:21:33 AM askbeforgiven Wish he would have said that instead of block. To me block means you are guilty in a way.

3/22/2020 10:21:38 AM jeremy350344 Did you see the video? Just yesterday then today a Q drop with that song? pic.twitter.com/AOJMMOhB68

3/22/2020 10:21:57 AM luxdefiance My eyes are on the Chinese at the moment. Will there be military from China? The last ditch effort to stop the storm, virus/war? 

Is this the outline for current event. Why were the Chinese strategizing about this exact scenario?

 https://www.military-quotes.com/forum/china-plans-invade-us-t16958.html …

3/22/2020 10:22:07 AM keith369me Feel free to lock us down for months if it is necessary to get SSP technology released.  I’ll take a food replicator during lockdown if one can be spared :-)

3/22/2020 10:22:22 AM my2sonznme I’m onboard with it all except BabyQ.  I just can’t with him.  #sorrynotsorry

3/22/2020 10:22:29 AM marcela26773506 Lol! Look up Austin Steinbart.

3/22/2020 10:22:42 AM arnonuehm8 Cant find it in YouTube Germany .

Send Channel  Link pls

3/22/2020 10:22:43 AM luxdefiance Door 6?



3/22/2020 10:23:23 AM keith369me If you can manifest quickly, your thoughts MUST be benevolent!!!

3/22/2020 10:23:25 AM mr_fedorable So, it wasn't intercepted and weakened like some people think?

I knew it was a DS weapon, but there are theories going around that despite being weakened it was released anyway but is no real threat. Confirm this 

is inaccurate?

3/22/2020 10:23:28 AM askbeforgiven Yeah watched that still Q movement was meant to question things dont follow blindly. I didnt call him names ect asked a question.

3/22/2020 10:23:48 AM jaded_pearl Now that the storm is here, this empathy is feeling the energy. I'm using the power of 3.6.9 in my everyday life and trusting the Plan. 

🇺🇸🙏♾🇺🇸🙏♾🇺🇸🙏♾ #toinfinityandbeyond #GodWins #WWG1WGA #Qanon pic.twitter.com/1ZJzQJVls7

3/22/2020 10:23:58 AM mikespies904 As in. The simpsons. Or the sims game

What do you mean sims

3/22/2020 10:24:04 AM njdqb They aren’t set up to make medical supplies of any kind unless making them in buildings that are not sanitary and have old ventilation.

3/22/2020 10:24:48 AM alight412 Perhaps your team could share some links to get us started. I typed in BabyQ in Twitter search and saw nothing. Now I see a YT link in your thread to 

that controversial guy.

3/22/2020 10:25:01 AM fluentindetail technically both are involved, but the sims game. 

just yesterday they had an ad campaign on twitter with #playwithlife

3/22/2020 10:25:10 AM 444_q_ My husband feels obligated to work due to financial responsibility/paying bills etc. I can't convince him to stay home. He is scared because he doesn't 

want to get sick but the fear of not having money is pushing him to work. Any advise?

3/22/2020 10:25:16 AM rachaelangelm He’s babyQ? He’s a man

3/22/2020 10:25:21 AM mongrelglory Yup!  I was in Med school and we were mandated to get the original Hep B vaccine.  We didn't have a choice if we wanted to continue our training in 

the hospital.

3/22/2020 10:25:25 AM lesleylyon5 Not Q. Absolutely nothing to do with Q

3/22/2020 10:25:34 AM truthdying Sorry i do not trust or like nasa they free mason satanic fake space pushing 60 million a day stealing scum

3/22/2020 10:25:41 AM mikespies904 can u make bigger please very hard to read

3/22/2020 10:25:41 AM magachronicle What will be the payback for the 'power structure behind D6' 

this cannot go unanswered. Public disclosure and executions

3/22/2020 10:25:55 AM theresemartin24 This is so utterly disgusting! How could she ever saysuch a thing!

3/22/2020 10:25:59 AM magachronicle WW

3/22/2020 10:26:16 AM askbeforgiven Glad you are still here because yes we all have questions some unanswered.

3/22/2020 10:26:19 AM coldnights4 Thats the fake “Baby Q”

I’m FLOORED that people who claim to be “awake” are so easily manipulated.

It’s a scam. Full stop.

3/22/2020 10:26:21 AM americanpetal Thank you! My new mantra...

I AM FEARLESS!💪💥

3/22/2020 10:26:23 AM duane33752343 Huh?

3/22/2020 10:26:25 AM jvnqo5 Check out @AustinSteinbart ‘s YT channel’s vids to get educated on D6 https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/22/2020 10:26:38 AM mactruthcdn Save yourself some time and don't. He is an ignorant guy who claims to be Q.

3/22/2020 10:26:49 AM margie56twin Follow @SantaSurfing Excellent info regarding the arrests going on now. Supposedly, they’re are pedowood stars being arrested 👍🏻

3/22/2020 10:27:12 AM toe_rider105 Don’t trust birx. #pepfar

3/22/2020 10:27:34 AM atashfire You guys are starting to become a church now. Majestic surely is the 12th dimension.

3/22/2020 10:27:45 AM sovereigntelly Godspeed.

3/22/2020 10:27:52 AM diaptera_80 Well, actually, I tried it just now, and it seems censors ARE down. I did the same search as yesterday and this time there are memes in the results!

3/22/2020 10:27:53 AM fedupnation ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/22/2020 10:27:58 AM decodematrix D6 = Cabal / 322 / CIA / Royal death racket

3/22/2020 10:28:21 AM americanpetal Yes! Me too! @MongrelGlory

3/22/2020 10:28:28 AM jessica10302353 Is there a link to your page? I couldn’t find it in search. (I was looking on YouTube)

3/22/2020 10:28:30 AM qsoldier14 #GodWins #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/40ASeFGZBA

3/22/2020 10:28:32 AM stevenfontain14  pic.twitter.com/5U5yvGVdbH

3/22/2020 10:29:01 AM alight412 I've been wondering if these death numbers aren't natural deaths reported that may or may not be Corona relayed.

3/22/2020 10:29:18 AM freedom_sent and what is D6 and who is in charge of that? Bill Gates involved?

the time for "clues and hints" are over.  no more sneaky games.  real and direct time please. How do you expect the population to advance when 

everything is "TOP SECRET" ?? 

NO MORE SECRETS!

3/22/2020 10:29:26 AM americanpetal Good to know. I was going to travel to Atlanta to hunker down with my sister. I think I’ll stay put.

3/22/2020 10:29:34 AM realtimtrimble Yes

3/22/2020 10:29:57 AM alight412 Amen

3/22/2020 10:30:14 AM gotterbyq Same here.

3/22/2020 10:30:30 AM neo_asura_ you tipped your hand a while back, reconcile https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241379537922985984 …

3/22/2020 10:30:30 AM qorvettem I don’t suppose he’s in an industry where he can ask to telecommute?  Also check into FMLA and unemployment Insurance... all of these have been 

beefed up to protect employee during low/no employment.

3/22/2020 10:30:47 AM rachaelangelm That’s alright too

3/22/2020 10:30:48 AM americanpetal Think NO NAME the off the books enforcer. Hence, why he was one of the first to go.

3/22/2020 10:31:03 AM mr_fedorable Cheers, was curious on that one myself

3/22/2020 10:31:14 AM 444_q_ He's a plumber🥺

3/22/2020 10:31:16 AM realclaywilcox Pain is coming!

#ThesePeopleAreSick #DeepState #Cabal #Pedowood #RigForRed #Adrenochrome @SaRaAshcraft @SSG_PAIN @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/SSG_PAIN/status/1241759411393015808 … pic.twitter.com/K9eR0Tjdht

3/22/2020 10:31:20 AM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/2rvFjH8j4A

3/22/2020 10:31:41 AM diaptera_80 Yes, I notice a difference from yesterday!

3/22/2020 10:31:56 AM deplorable369 He is a fraud. Be careful who you follow.

3/22/2020 10:32:00 AM sleepingnomore It is probably better to understand for yourself first and then educate others so you are prepared to connect the dots and answer questions that others 

will have.

3/22/2020 10:32:12 AM michell72696392 What the heck??? 😡

3/22/2020 10:32:25 AM jenaynayz follow @AustinSteinbart  and I suggest you watch all his videos and judge for yourself. All the idiots that monetize Q are going to look so foolish when 

the truth is undeniable and they have to get a real job.



3/22/2020 10:32:26 AM ephraimxrp I dont necessarily think trump is the antichrist. I said “whoever is the antichrist..”I’ve personally thought about the concept of what if the anti christ is 

not a person but a thing. That’s a different discussion. I don’t think trump is the antichrist. Could be part of elite tho

3/22/2020 10:32:44 AM plumcivic Sending good vibes to your brave household. Stay safe and strong!

3/22/2020 10:32:53 AM michell72696392 Right? That’s sick!!!

3/22/2020 10:34:41 AM perfectstorm24 Thanks AS.

3/22/2020 10:34:45 AM mkahaunaele This is one sick puppy. I accidentally clicked ❤️hope I don’t start getting a bunch of perverse info. She’s crazy. We know what she’s doing,and trying to 

justify it. She’s a part of the rapid  human trafficking. She went to Jeffery Epstein’s pleasure island.

3/22/2020 10:34:47 AM debrabuenik Right?!

3/22/2020 10:34:56 AM state1union No

3/22/2020 10:34:58 AM conniecollette3 cool

3/22/2020 10:34:58 AM patriot_gypsy Reconcile pic.twitter.com/Z90jTd1T4X

3/22/2020 10:35:04 AM riversm18 Cobalt Vanadium Iron alloy

3/22/2020 10:35:17 AM daumster Hey big shot... when are we going to unleash on them?!? Hmmm?

3/22/2020 10:35:39 AM malibuphoenix33 SAME. He does not resonate with me AT ALL. 

Is this part of the disinformation campaign?

3/22/2020 10:35:42 AM alight412 I think a lot of us are at a point where we don't know what is true or real. Maybe that is the objective with this op. Perhaps this week or the next will 

bring forth clarity.

3/22/2020 10:36:02 AM shari_todd Thank you! 100%

3/22/2020 10:36:02 AM rachaelangelm I like him, I am ok. I research for myself

3/22/2020 10:36:09 AM thecryingliber1 I just left the local nature preserve and it was the most crowded I've ever seen!!!

3/22/2020 10:36:37 AM sdane8 😪

3/22/2020 10:36:41 AM jptjr324 Is source contained or still a problem?

3/22/2020 10:36:46 AM jaded_pearl War is ugly - silent ones are worse. Both sides of our wars are funded by the same devil. OIC has to decide IMO who stays/go. I think the netflix series 

"the 100" depicts this issue well. Not evry¹ gets to survive a war. We need to be mentally, spiritually, & emotionally prepared 

pic.twitter.com/3jlhIAqTcX

3/22/2020 10:36:56 AM wickedmouse369 5:5 - we need another BabyQ type personality to reach Gen Z. Looks in the mirror...

3/22/2020 10:37:19 AM sdane8 Not sure why he would do that

3/22/2020 10:37:37 AM my2sonznme I have no idea. All I know is that the digital soldiers are divided on BabyQ and it’s very hard to who to trust anymore.

3/22/2020 10:37:38 AM davethadude369  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/22/2020 10:37:58 AM mcat57374744 Q is designated a #DomesticTerrorist group and it sure looks like you look to Fat Mike for “clues”. 

Here’s one clue: #DerelictionOfDuty and setting himself up for award of Crimes against Humanity.

3/22/2020 10:38:28 AM truthisout7  https://aim4truth.org/2020/01/28/proof-coronavirus-is-a-

bioweapon/?fbclid=IwAR3TNmqKtT3ka2XAnFsINGceP7lAGNVhFCEOmqrvdRA6mSyenGLiC8UYKAY …

3/22/2020 10:39:13 AM freedom_sent and another thing.  we need scalps over this.  Public arrests.  Public trial.  Public execution.  

None of this "installing the very people responsible to investigate the crime" BS like JKF or 9/11.

3/22/2020 10:39:37 AM sdane8 I believe I've read he's from one of the elite bloodlines, as was JFK Jr his pal, though I may be mistaken. If so, maybe that gave him additional insight 

into their dark underworld?

3/22/2020 10:39:48 AM riversm18 A virus is a low vibrational entity. When we experience negative emotions such as fear, we lower our vibrations and make our bodies vulnerable. So 

stay in high vibrations of love, gratitude and compassion and have no fear of anything.

3/22/2020 10:40:00 AM alight412 That's right, It's Majestic Day!

3/22/2020 10:40:16 AM state1union They will still make money 💰 that’s their gig. What pisses me off is that they don’t speak about the children 👶 and Adrenochrome!! They say 

nothing!!! 🙊

3/22/2020 10:40:17 AM wickedmouse369 Tell him no external can fill the internal. That if he is not content now, when will he be? 

When he gets a new truck, that nice vacation, or when he finally gets to retire after spending his youth working for retirement...

3/22/2020 10:41:18 AM milllathefiend Majestic Message of Diclosure pdf download. https://mega.nz/#!IEtFwIQL!6N4B9x0PGUsMdXV5a7j24dbl65bRnrg7VaU2kEWtdww …

3/22/2020 10:41:23 AM splendorian1  pic.twitter.com/wTOMDYDfgp

3/22/2020 10:41:36 AM howdoyoumakeah1 heard it shares 85% of the genome sequence as SARS

3/22/2020 10:42:01 AM adrenaline1073 so stupid...

3/22/2020 10:42:12 AM woqe82 Correction it’s “big mike” 😹

3/22/2020 10:42:25 AM deplorable369 If he didn’t claim to be Q, I wouldn’t have a problem with him. Q said there would be no outside communication other than 8chan (8kun). This guy is 

everywhere.

3/22/2020 10:42:44 AM ekotoons NO “TIME” OFF

WORK GETS

BUSIER

3/22/2020 10:42:54 AM dondep Yes indeed, there's a magnetic pole shift that's been taking place for over a decade, as I mentioned. I remember the Edmonton Journal headline in 

2004 squawking about it emigrating to Siberia. The physical pole shift is the most closely-guarded yet ridiculed secret of all time.

3/22/2020 10:43:01 AM sandra2nd1 On Google yes, YT maybe, but Twitter still Sucks. I can't even get a thread unrolled , think I'm completely buried

3/22/2020 10:43:13 AM giediknight Will colloidal silver work in a pinch?

3/22/2020 10:43:22 AM ptamait If we know fear is an enemy and who we really are, the commies have no chance. What an exciting time to be alive here, life will prevail!

3/22/2020 10:43:23 AM wickedmouse369 Let him know we are all in this together. That materialism is the root cause of the human condition. To find peace with who he is and to know it is okay 

to love yourself, forgive yourself, and know to take nothing personally. Just be, live in the present moment.

3/22/2020 10:43:26 AM roublisa So wise brother💗💗💗

3/22/2020 10:43:48 AM coldnights4 The people that don’t know what to believe are the people who need to be told what to believe. Autists and anons exist..Q exists because we were lied 

to about what to believe. We research, not trust. And research proves him a fraud. How’s your math? pic.twitter.com/lpneJjoja0

3/22/2020 10:44:35 AM surfing123456 5:5

3/22/2020 10:44:53 AM mongrelglory I wish I had a holodeck right now. 😏 (Single person sheltering in place).

3/22/2020 10:45:23 AM sofiatribe Your consciousness creates your timeline. Our collective consciousness creates our collective timeline.

3/22/2020 10:45:59 AM bethechange_777 Your YouTube account is not coming up in search... link please?

3/22/2020 10:46:02 AM jaded_pearl Create Balance for yourself. Give when & where you can without interfering with your own growth. In dire times, save yourself first.

3/22/2020 10:46:11 AM wickedmouse369 Sending light and love to you beautiful StarSeed Sister! May all find peace in the present. 

"If I do this I will feel this way" is a trap. Just be like a beach ball floating in the water.

3/22/2020 10:46:35 AM njpatriot17 BabyQ?? Pfft he's a shill....

3/22/2020 10:46:59 AM anirgu You are one smart entity. I believe we are on the same side.

3/22/2020 10:47:44 AM realbutchasblog 30 seconds into the first video, I knew - KNEW - he's disinfo. Not all he's saying is untrue, but his claims are all bullshit. Clown. Avoid, go only to the 

source, #QAnon. The drops alone are the source.

3/22/2020 10:48:13 AM lightlove21121 #Learn pic.twitter.com/r3uoBwkgoo



3/22/2020 10:48:18 AM thebenskywalker 5:5 #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 10:48:23 AM sdane8 @gotterbyq Try this ...

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/22/2020 10:48:39 AM qjeneice Funny u say that.  It was the first thing I bought when this came on scene

3/22/2020 10:48:46 AM sdane8  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/22/2020 10:48:54 AM sdane8  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw …

3/22/2020 10:49:16 AM bryceja68689884 Today is 3/22. All these cryptic messages from cabal puppets? Are we seeing a lead up to suicide weekend? What do spooks do when theyr're caught? 

Cyanide #QAnon #WWG1WGA EXCEPT FOR [THEM] #unsealjfk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 10:49:28 AM girlawakeinca Holodeck right on over here @MongrelGlory. It’s quite exciting amidst it all... the sun is shining & we can manage the 6 or less. ❤️😊

3/22/2020 10:49:34 AM bethechange_777 Thank you!

3/22/2020 10:50:36 AM process_facts Name of virus:

SARS-CoV-2 

🤔

(Is it against twatter rules to write the official name of the virus?)

3/22/2020 10:50:41 AM eyeballpatriot Austin,

Is that you?

👁

3/22/2020 10:51:19 AM alight412 Now come on. I wasn't looking for a fight. I'm an average person trying to process what is going on. I am familiar with Q. I don't have the research skills 

the Q club has but I do read threads.  You aren't going to attract people to the truth with insults. Sorry I commented Yeesh

3/22/2020 10:51:27 AM qsp1racy Thank you for ALL YOU DO, Majestics! 

#SlamDunk

AustinProof

👇👇👇  https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/cHELN7zCM2

3/22/2020 10:52:19 AM sailorpractical Who are Delta 6?

3/22/2020 10:52:42 AM qorvettem Yeah not really a telecommuting job. He just needs to take significant precautions. Can he put a box of rubber gloves in his work truck, send him with 

some hand sanitizer to use after every stop(if none.. do you have rubbing alcohol?), tell him to attempt to keep a 6’ distance..

3/22/2020 10:52:48 AM reportgoldfish Where did all the mobile phone users go? Hmm...🤔 https://www.indiatimes.com/technology/news/china-mobile-lost-7-million-users-last-month-

people-fear-it-exposes-a-dangerous-fact-508957.html …

3/22/2020 10:53:06 AM americanpetal Many blood drives still taking place. Is it safe to donate blood during the quarantine? Is there really a shortage for hospital patients, not them?

3/22/2020 10:53:30 AM kimberlymclach1 Keep searching and learning!  Those who know more already need to have patience for those catching up!

3/22/2020 10:53:36 AM _369311119 SOUND money...sounds good.

3/22/2020 10:53:49 AM edgar_milne Fear is pushed sickness, our default healthy  instinct is hope

3/22/2020 10:54:33 AM americanpetal Me too on both counts!

3/22/2020 10:54:34 AM jsanon3 Thanks LARP

3/22/2020 10:55:15 AM keith369me Feels great, doesn’t it?

3/22/2020 10:55:27 AM mongrelglory I think it will get easier once the weather starts to warm up here in Canada. 👍

3/22/2020 10:56:05 AM sdane8 You realize the blue headlines on  http://qmap.pub  are 'translations' by the site administrator, correct?

3/22/2020 10:56:19 AM truth_again I was in med field in 80s. Had to get series of hep b vac and I was sick for years afterwards. They told me chronic fatigue. Ruined a number of years for 

me. I’m fine now.

3/22/2020 10:56:26 AM 1nanasmomma If Austin is to be considered, it must be for a reason. Message over messenger. I have watched so many long hours of videos, read a million words & 

walked away with what I believe is the truth. Question everything/every1. Keep what is vital to YOU!

3/22/2020 10:56:35 AM burtqueue It's only a stretch if you choose not to investigate the matter and only take someone else's word for it instead of doing your own research and thinking 

for yourself. Don't believe me? Look at all the evidence FOR YOURSELF and then prove me wrong.

3/22/2020 10:56:38 AM mongrelglory If my cats start talking back to me in full sentences, then I'll know I've really lost it! 🤪

3/22/2020 10:56:42 AM alldaycupcake @AaronHoughton10 @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KewNadian q

#QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/NfEIHqIxHW

3/22/2020 10:57:09 AM cryptosquatch1 So help me figure this out. Found this picture via a friend. If Spade and Madonna etc can get to Twitter, why can’t Hanx? They make it seem like they 

can’t talk to each other. @StormIsUponUs @musickdude @Bruno062418 @LighrOf @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @  pic.twitter.com/OSHVAH1VV3

3/22/2020 10:57:13 AM jaded_pearl I don't feel it but I can't wait until I do.

3/22/2020 10:57:48 AM roublisa Thank you dear Brother!  Sending you reciprocating Love and Light to you and yours💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/pVuZwJSSOe

3/22/2020 10:58:03 AM sdane8 Another Austin? https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/22/2020 10:58:04 AM neo_asura_ i do —there’s more there

3/22/2020 10:58:31 AM lbf777 Remember I told you in the beginning we will not take any of your poisoned vaccines or meds so don’t even try to promote that poison.

3/22/2020 10:59:16 AM askbeforgiven I would assume he was getting pounded by his hatters but I was not one of them just wanted a simple answer.

3/22/2020 10:59:27 AM coloradoevolut1 Same.

3/22/2020 10:59:35 AM pablo_wiley And the dam hath finally burst! Now Patriots can spread the TRUTH! #TRUMP2Q2Q! pic.twitter.com/PGsOh1mhxx

3/22/2020 10:59:38 AM auroravoyager1 Yeah, there are many acronyms out there.  Density 6?  

d6, a d electron count of a transition metal complex?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D6 

3/22/2020 11:00:15 AM 1nanasmomma Who knows everything? Take your time, ask questions, continue to research & let anyone rude fall off. WWG1WGA does not mean we follow to our 

death or even more lies. We all go down the rabbit hole! Think & decide for self.

3/22/2020 11:00:34 AM tajir007 Where does one learn about the "power of 3 6 9"?

3/22/2020 11:00:51 AM westmount_d7 Re: returned powers. I seem to be close to blowing out my lights & most recently internet connection. It’s been a few days now. Time stuttering. We 

continue the quantum jump! 🌹🌹🌹

3/22/2020 11:00:54 AM 444_q_ It's not like that. He's not a spender or a saver. He works to make sure we have what we need. It's not a content thing, it's a battle of the mind on not 

being able to take care of his family. He's the least materialistic person I know💗

3/22/2020 11:01:22 AM auroravoyager1 My work is never done.  Kudos to all Mom's and Caregivers out there.

3/22/2020 11:01:39 AM musickdude I have heard that Tom Hanks may be the first big arrest! I think the celebrities are in panic that he will talk ! Q said when does a bird sing? Well it’s 

spring and if Tom Hanks is being detained I would think a bird sings when it’s caged!

3/22/2020 11:01:42 AM elias45732367 Deutschland hat Ausgangssperre ausgerufen...so macht das Leben kein spaß aber ich weiß wofür wir das alle durchmachen...#wwg1wga

3/22/2020 11:01:43 AM keith369me What other 80-100 year old technology could be used to enhance our living condition besides Malaria medication?

3/22/2020 11:02:08 AM ewilliams22101 Here's "BabyQ" - check out his YouTube channel for more videos. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/22/2020 11:02:14 AM mone37585329 the german truckers try to get the goods and supplies to us but are being blocked by pur own government...hard to believe



3/22/2020 11:02:23 AM hawkgirlinmn Take Turkey Tail Mushroom capsules. It will boost his immune system!

3/22/2020 11:02:54 AM jogger37naut I agree...very little traffic on my first couple posts...

3/22/2020 11:03:44 AM stclair00 Hi brothers  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , thought I had to share this... 322  pic.twitter.com/jXoyl60kQD

3/22/2020 11:03:49 AM sleepingnomore  https://youtu.be/pkHDj7eUb60 

3/22/2020 11:04:22 AM thegreyspecter Well said...Fact!

3/22/2020 11:04:46 AM jdm46808323 So sweet! I’m trying to stay off the electronics today but will focus on it tomorrow! Really appreciate your response and effort! Have a beautiful day!

3/22/2020 11:05:00 AM cryptosquatch1 Yea, I suppose that makes sense. I went to bed last night fired up. I woke up this morning and thought, “you’re absolutely batshit crazy, what is wrong 

with you?” I’m flip flopping daily, lol.

3/22/2020 11:05:43 AM whoknowsmf The US dollar is a weapon.

No, there are no gold reserve in that capacity.

The federal reserve is a horrid institution. 

Anybody can grasp.

Loan you $1 

Pay me back $3 

Where do you get they other $2 from?

Debt based currency returns to it's original value. Zero.
3/22/2020 11:05:45 AM qjeneice Old school remedies work.  Meat and potatoes and bread are common sense survival skills.   Those who abandoned grandma and grandpa common 

sense 101 will find things much more difficult.  Vinegar peroxide and baking soda.   

    "DURP"

But don't believe an outside comm😂😂😂🚀

3/22/2020 11:06:03 AM speckholt2015 Amen Thank You God! Thank You to EVERYONE doing God's work!

3/22/2020 11:06:19 AM whoknowsmf Countries dont hate us solely because we bomb them. 

They hate us because they cant escape our currency. That's the imperialism they speak of. 

Easy to find this. 

Threaten the dollar. We retaliate.

3/22/2020 11:06:58 AM ewilliams22101 Here's a request for action - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI …

3/22/2020 11:07:05 AM reggieclarkejr1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVBUpTkD8mg … ... I don't expect anything less from her, but the audience members are complete imbeciles.

3/22/2020 11:07:37 AM daveoanderson Baby queue  is busy trying to spam unknown local lawyers for stealing his archive or something, according to his last video🙄

3/22/2020 11:07:55 AM courtne08241586 Facebook has stopped me from sharing pic.twitter.com/O4bfURKwLW

3/22/2020 11:08:23 AM lillianlustig this is a scammer

3/22/2020 11:08:27 AM dvanginhoven Help. Can’t find anything about D6 on YouTube besides 🎥 reviews. Recommend YouTube please

3/22/2020 11:09:01 AM cryptosquatch1 Also, it seems like they’re trolling us. Are they truly oblivious or are they playing games with us?

3/22/2020 11:09:27 AM rachaelangelm Exactly, picked and choose info that would be easily accept3d and left the heavily lifting to others

3/22/2020 11:09:49 AM daviesgabrial Deep 6?

3/22/2020 11:10:01 AM whoknowsmf I agree with your fight. 100% 

End this MF.

Although, I fear you still dont understand what the US dollar is, in relation to how it is protected by its implementation in world economies, 

The dollar goes with no back up...

We take everyone down with us. 

A catastrophe.

3/22/2020 11:10:35 AM daviesgabrial Deep 6 is used by the C_A and MI6?

3/22/2020 11:12:22 AM darbyy2 Same here,  after we installed them our toilet paper usage went down by half!! Best investment we ever made!!

3/22/2020 11:13:24 AM milllathefiend Search for Majestic12,Austin Steinbart on YouTube. Watch the vids. Draw your own conclusions. If you are newish to MJ 12, download the MEGA link I 

posted and read the MJ Messages of Disclosure. pic.twitter.com/nKZZ0mZcIW

3/22/2020 11:13:48 AM agwillliambarr I told you I couldn't even find you on snapchat when typing in your handle it said no results until I entered every letter.

3/22/2020 11:13:50 AM mcgwyneth And your point is?

3/22/2020 11:13:53 AM madsrytter3 They are using this in Denmark 🇩🇰 😇❤️💪🏽 pic.twitter.com/y1s1A4ItSE

3/22/2020 11:14:05 AM giediknight @GenFlynn unfollowed @AustinSteinbart , @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 confirmation  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238369418633248768 …

3/22/2020 11:14:33 AM michell39826764 Austin isnt Q.

3/22/2020 11:14:59 AM brienthess What say you to the Queen of Orion?

3/22/2020 11:15:23 AM texxon  pic.twitter.com/8waTXW7M0r

3/22/2020 11:15:36 AM musickdude I think their deep state handlers are being rounded up and they have no communication with them. They are puppets for the elite and I believe it’s 

sinking in that they are all going to be arrested and their crimes against humanity will be shown to the world!

3/22/2020 11:15:49 AM courtne08241586 Social media hates me

3/22/2020 11:16:00 AM coldnights4 I find it amusing that you reference “insults”...have you watched a SINGLE Austin video? They are nothing but.  His focus is on “destroying people”.

So what “attracts” you to him?

3/22/2020 11:16:08 AM jfogle8 It is 100% an Attack!

We got this.

3/22/2020 11:16:48 AM jeremy350344 Understood. Disinformation is necessary, message over messenger. Forget who HE is. Pay attention to what HE is saying. Verifiable evidence.

3/22/2020 11:17:17 AM jonle86 I don’t think so either. I think those who “died” have sealed indictments.

3/22/2020 11:18:02 AM ewilliams22101 And Q (who is totally anonymous) is not?

3/22/2020 11:18:07 AM bitofdis Thank @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  -  I appreciate your message.

I struggle with message over messenger with those that claim they are something they are not.

Message over messenger understood. But the deceitful will lead astray/divide those that have faith in the deliverer of the message.

3/22/2020 11:18:15 AM courtne08241586 Twitter has banned my original account and changed my password to my other one so I can’t get in... i has to make this account. They won’t let me 

into my original google email.



3/22/2020 11:18:24 AM mcgwyneth This is opinion, not a point.  So  what is your point?   Where are your facts?

3/22/2020 11:18:54 AM pacersauto Evergreen is a global cargo container shipping & tracking company. Dexter was found inside one of them. pic.twitter.com/wa6TW1oFwG

3/22/2020 11:19:14 AM lillianlustig you poor thing

3/22/2020 11:19:26 AM diaptera_80 Or retrovirus?

3/22/2020 11:19:40 AM jonesy4671 So this baby q dude is actually legit?! Dude runs around admitting to crimes in the name of Q. Seems sketch.

3/22/2020 11:19:43 AM askbeforgiven LOL me too

3/22/2020 11:20:40 AM qjeneice wormwood?

3/22/2020 11:22:10 AM bdizzthegreat Free energy?

3/22/2020 11:22:28 AM richard14910252 👇😮 https://youtu.be/I826gxc8TvI 

3/22/2020 11:22:47 AM qjeneice Watch the water pic.twitter.com/X1j5cMlnM6

3/22/2020 11:23:10 AM pmcg2020 I Trust the Plan, but I am so angry. Lost job on Friday.  All these disgusting people who have more money than anyone, don't have to worry how they 

will pay their Mortgage, Ultility Bills, Loans.  When your the only income, I am a bit angry.  WWG1WGA is the only thing helping me

3/22/2020 11:23:49 AM mcgwyneth I can see you're struggling. The cognitive dissonance is HUGE at this point.  Sometimes we just need to step back for awhile, and enjoy our popcorn.

3/22/2020 11:23:58 AM illzemcarthur Thank you all!

3/22/2020 11:24:08 AM grayusa1 stockholm they always have the molested find victims

3/22/2020 11:25:28 AM wickedmouse369 Negativity is something we ground ourselves to. I understand your viewpoint, but you are missing the lesson. You work and work just to pay the Bill's, 

have food, a house etc. Why... because that's the way it is and has always been done. 

Love and light!

3/22/2020 11:25:49 AM oo1o110 No it's not. Austin Steinbart is Q. It's undeniable at this point.

3/22/2020 11:26:11 AM milllathefiend Here is a good vid someone in the MJ Twit shared on YinYang. Watch and draw your own conclusions.😎 https://youtu.be/PH-G3M242t0 

3/22/2020 11:26:21 AM patriot94557050 Delay times are real. I listened

3/22/2020 11:27:06 AM web_mktg Anyone have a list of suggested Stargate - SG1 Episodes for red pilled ppl coming in new to the show, not the concepts?. Thx.

3/22/2020 11:27:37 AM justbro99900566 Email sent

3/22/2020 11:28:30 AM restorativna8ur Oh now you pushing the babyq nonsense.. lol. Ok i see you

3/22/2020 11:28:43 AM elias45732367 BabyQ?

3/22/2020 11:29:37 AM bbcforsnowwhite Well hurry it up a bit. My pockets look like rabbit ears...

3/22/2020 11:30:05 AM abstrus97232799 Truth.👍🙏🇺🇸

3/22/2020 11:30:48 AM wickedmouse369 It will never stop until one learns to just be. To calm the mind, allow worries to pass, and to see the world without fear. 

What is food, shelter, and family if one is constantly worried and unhappy? pic.twitter.com/glxJBRg9DU

3/22/2020 11:31:39 AM cryptosquatch1 As in he’s ‘high ranking’ big in their little thing?

3/22/2020 11:31:44 AM winklerburke Joni (Star Seed) Mitchell "We are Stardust, We are Golden... I came upon a Child of God... Where are you going?  Going to get my soul free... And we 

got to get ourselves back to the Garden" (of Truth, this Q-Tine is The Great Awakening... lose the SMOG? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRjQCvfcXn0 …

3/22/2020 11:32:14 AM coloradoevolut1 🙏💫

3/22/2020 11:32:15 AM theplqn No.  Read it as "COV-ID-19".  It is a tag for the criminals. Not for the good.  Operational Cov-Fe-Fe

3/22/2020 11:33:44 AM wickedmouse369 Your assumptions are wrong. Like you I have to survive in this world too, have a full time job, kids and responsibilities. 

That does not mean I have to be stressed, angry, unhappy, or even question the reality we live in. 

Your okay with working from 18-65 just to retire?

3/22/2020 11:34:39 AM keith369me Yes, healing techniques (Royal Rife, Rene Caisse-Essiac tea, etc)

3/22/2020 11:35:02 AM winklerburke Main cure is the Q-tine itself?  Getting us Star Seeds awake to exactly what kind of ISBE's we are?  Q-tine needs to get a little darker, before the dawn 

of understanding happens to the still-willing-to-Be-Asleep?  "The Great Awakening" is in process, thank you, thank you Q-tine!

3/22/2020 11:35:25 AM bdizzthegreat Yup...👍👍

3/22/2020 11:35:48 AM cogbill_alan PATRIOTS THIS IS NOT A DRILL! COMMS ON THIS ACCOUNT EYES ON NOW!!

@realDonaldTrump @TRUreporting

@RedPill78 @LisaMei62 @intheMatrixxx

@Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

#QAnons

#QuaratineLife pic.twitter.com/xkqyjJ6nlk

3/22/2020 11:35:54 AM hawgsfan100 Can someone drop a link? Can't pull it up for some reason

3/22/2020 11:36:37 AM elias45732367 BabyQ ist fake

3/22/2020 11:36:48 AM dtubbs201 Why does your seal have the Illuminati eye on it?

3/22/2020 11:36:52 AM roublisa Again very wise.....law of attraction is very real.

3/22/2020 11:38:21 AM j_d_abercrombie The last Q post + Austin's last vid + Connect to Armor of God = Qpost Proof #AustinSteinbartIsQ This is not a debate. You just have to spend 10 minutes 

researching it. Which with all the preaching YOU HAVE NOT DONE. It's right in your face.

3/22/2020 11:40:22 AM seeker229 Uh I'm listening to wormhole right now.... pic.twitter.com/FQCJz1RPPz

3/22/2020 11:40:33 AM michell39826764 All it takes is for him to prove it on 8kun.... hes had a million offers and chances. Yet nothing. Bc he cant, bc hes not Q. You can try you best to label me 

and say whatever you want. But you and the other trolls lost this battle hard.

3/22/2020 11:40:58 AM andoniandothard Does anyone know who or what is D6

3/22/2020 11:41:17 AM orgonix23  pic.twitter.com/neQxgRiKcY

3/22/2020 11:41:54 AM brienthess Andromedans get the feeling that BLACK MAJIC is making your briefing officially psychotic. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 11:42:00 AM orgonix23  pic.twitter.com/Pjn2A5llGQ

3/22/2020 11:42:18 AM queeniebaby45 Follow dan. He is the one who gave the heads up on Ukraine before it ever hit MSM. Knew this awhile ago. Read his books too.

3/22/2020 11:42:30 AM patriot94557050 I recently had the same problem

Tweetah and Fb pic.twitter.com/BoQvNKbsOi

3/22/2020 11:42:50 AM americanpetal 🤪

3/22/2020 11:43:59 AM nikoscali Look people, STOP threatening him and his family. The truth will prevail in the coming weeks. He will collapse under his own weight and disappear in 

obscurity.

#AustinSteinbart #NotMyQ #MAGA #GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #QAnon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI …

3/22/2020 11:44:13 AM jrocktigers And I just pulled a worm like thing out my eye.....no, no, just kidding....

3/22/2020 11:44:14 AM infidelis_101 No. Watch the videos before commenting. Agree or disagree...doesn’t matter to me....but at last do your research.

3/22/2020 11:44:24 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/22/2020 11:44:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Fan image.

3/22/2020 11:44:43 AM davethadude369  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …



3/22/2020 11:45:15 AM dtubbs201 Not a fan of the eye.  Makes me worry.

3/22/2020 11:45:32 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/22/2020 11:46:01 AM nurseniceyes There are many roads to GOD. Seek

3/22/2020 11:46:12 AM infidelis_101 You are right. All can reserve judgement. True of Q, anyone promoting Q, or those claiming to be Q. But we need to pull together..all of us...and take a 

good hard look at evidence and motives.

3/22/2020 11:46:22 AM ts_sci_majic12 Have you emailed Datto yet?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI …

3/22/2020 11:47:01 AM valerie59723152 Now you lost me here with D6 and BabyQ.  I prefer to stay with loyal longtime followers of Q.

3/22/2020 11:47:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

3/22/2020 11:47:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

3/22/2020 11:48:08 AM davethadude369  https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw/videos …

3/22/2020 11:48:14 AM billyj1616 Really? Interesting. I won’t because I’m not putting myself and family on anyone’s radar. But interesting. Very interesting.

3/22/2020 11:48:56 AM elias45732367 Wie lange wird die Quarantäne anhalten? Ich muss arbeiten, darf aber nicht raus...ich fühle mich versklavter denn je

3/22/2020 11:49:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Good rule of thumb is to listen to both sides.

Who says BabyQ is fake?

Listen to their argument.

Who says BabyQ is real?

Listen to their argument.

Listen to BabyQ.

Who do you believe?

Triangulate the deception and truth will be revealed.

Truth vs Falsehoods pic.twitter.com/xCnoq3ryL3
3/22/2020 11:49:37 AM brandon73745841 Yes, 1st address bounced but I sent it to the 2nd autotask link

3/22/2020 11:49:43 AM malloy_88 Thanks. So much. This kind of clarification is exactly what we need. Folks like you are saving the day.

3/22/2020 11:50:09 AM justinrothling Oh yeah! Pew pew! Prob 1,000 yesterday. I started getting notification failures, saying support doesn’t exist, or I may not have access to support.

3/22/2020 11:50:28 AM islandofdelight Normal Support@Datto.com is down. Use support@autotask.com now! Keep them coming @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/wH5X1kacAt

3/22/2020 11:50:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Für etwas Monat.

3/22/2020 11:50:38 AM lavenderlives VIP research write up on Covid and the cure  AKA LavenderLives https://twitter.com/lavenderlives/status/1241764922826129410?s=21 …

3/22/2020 11:51:02 AM nikoscali Is Austin ESSENTIAL to the #GreatAwakening

3/22/2020 11:51:27 AM bunker777 Thanks  for posting this.

3/22/2020 11:51:42 AM atashfire Rand Paul just got covid? Confirm?

3/22/2020 11:51:53 AM davethadude369  https://m.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/22/2020 11:52:04 AM wickedmouse369 I agree - what if we could fix the whole system that it is based upon. Bankruptcy is a term applied to cause fear. 

We all have a moment where we gave up on ourselves... When we settled for the status quo. When fear won. 

I love you and am trying to share my perspective.

3/22/2020 11:52:18 AM 39anc6 I have that issue too. It's a capital letter.

3/22/2020 11:52:52 AM elias45732367 Ich glaube nicht, dass dieser Junge Q ist...das würde mich ehrlich gesagt enttäuschen, ich hätte mir jemand wie Flynn vorgestellt aber nicht so einen 

jungen...ich schließe mich der Meinung von @StormIsUponUs an

3/22/2020 11:52:57 AM 39anc6 Should I send 1 or the most I can?

3/22/2020 11:53:31 AM tanktank19k I've been using the power of 3,6,9...i think I'm onto something... A.I can predict future events using algorithms with...certain data sets... given the right 

input I believe this may be how certain operations are running right now...

3/22/2020 11:53:32 AM peekaboo1966 What's all this supposed to mean ?

3/22/2020 11:53:36 AM sling63 Old picture. He didn’t have facial hair a few days ago.

3/22/2020 11:54:10 AM covertress 3 6 9 pic.twitter.com/yLiFCKLaAW

3/22/2020 11:54:19 AM missy04612576 Wow. Auto unfollow.

3/22/2020 11:54:30 AM islandofdelight “For a Few Months”

3/22/2020 11:54:55 AM yourstr05411794 I need help. For whatever reason, I'm unable to copy Austin's template and it's email address from YouTube. Would you please send it through DM?

3/22/2020 11:54:57 AM skylar13764875 I LOVE that you are multilingual... but then of course you are lol! ♥️

3/22/2020 11:55:45 AM davethadude369  https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAIciQUlcrmi6ShQ2NmX_as_6nibxnisQ …

3/22/2020 11:56:23 AM worldxplorer1 Watch the video linked on the original post by MJ12. It explains the whole Datto situation.

3/22/2020 11:56:32 AM freedom_sent What this is all leading to is the end times described in the book of Revelation.  The Rapture of the church is next in the timeline.

Nothing can stop what is coming.... INDEED

3/22/2020 11:56:36 AM eo_swan Probability of an outcome. Except instead of an insurance actuary estimating probability of a single death you are instead taking exponential live 

factors and using quantum computing to bobby fisher the fck out of potential moves_/ counter moves`\

3/22/2020 11:56:42 AM alight412 Thank you Dave.

3/22/2020 11:56:46 AM jackcorn420 Great videos... Thank you #Patriot

3/22/2020 11:56:54 AM yourstr05411794 Well, never mind, if the emails are bouncing

3/22/2020 11:56:59 AM theappraiser17 Why?  I won't give him any energy, this is more than I wish.

3/22/2020 11:57:09 AM state1union I’m glad their all in recovery it seems but come on. Be honest about what their intentions really are.

3/22/2020 11:57:16 AM djlok 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 11:57:24 AM humanprimer How about sending him a note and tell him to tone down his arrogance and obnoxiousness.  That isn't who ANONS are. That alone destroys credibility.

3/22/2020 11:57:37 AM skylar13764875 No they're not if you copy it from the website... I'll DM you x

3/22/2020 11:57:43 AM elias45732367 He did not use correct German...And the fact that he presents this young man as Q makes me doubt his authenticity

3/22/2020 11:58:20 AM debbie_hollyoak Yeah its best to hear both sides of the story make your own mind up then

3/22/2020 11:58:28 AM bitofdis Maybe they relay some truth and then some truth reaches a wider audience. 

But IF I was to say I am ... and everything I say is the truth and only my truth is is the real truth, at some point I steer those that  have seen my words 

prove fact over time, I control the narrative.

3/22/2020 11:58:34 AM bigoh_carey Yes. Disinformation artists(CIA clowns) are necessary. He is a convincing fake/axe to the grindstone. Weeding out the easily persuaded. Allows those 

ahead of the curve to stay sharp for what’s about to drop regarding H-wood & Capitol Hill.

3/22/2020 11:59:07 AM alldaycupcake @AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #TheStormIsUponUs

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide #TheGreatAwakening

 https://youtu.be/W41r8ilpLhs  pic.twitter.com/doMeiGvk1R

3/22/2020 11:59:31 AM unstoppablencp If you could tell me any significant reason why I should then maybe I will change my mind but right now it’s no!!!

3/22/2020 11:59:44 AM davethadude369 You're welcome. But all I did was share links. I didn't make any of these. I'm just a loser slob in my mom's basement sharing links. Ha!



3/22/2020 12:00:06 PM ghostanon6120 I plan to dig deeper. What is the breakdown. Smart Q folks like this guy? don't like this guy? what is the breakdown in your opinion?

3/22/2020 12:00:34 PM _doozier_ The great thing about truth is that doesn't originate from a single individual. I can tune out a Messenger I find suspicious/subversive (after giving them 

a due-diligence assessment of course) & if I'm wrong the Message will reach me eventually from elsewhere 🙂 It's not a race!

3/22/2020 12:01:09 PM debbiealbyrd Saying, "WE HAVE THE CURES", yet WITHOLDING this cure. Because WHY??? People who have this are suffering. Some dying. But don't worry, 

folks...do not fear!!🙄👎 

I'll tell you what I fear. I fear those who have the cure, but won't release it.

3/22/2020 12:01:21 PM mongrelglory Oh lord!  I have no excuse for not getting my Spring cleaning done. 🙄

   Sigh...

3/22/2020 12:02:16 PM twilly18 you just did

3/22/2020 12:02:21 PM ruthlesstruth_ Instead of shouting, maybe you can learn some harsh realities and awaken yourself here : https://youtu.be/8ObvK4NR_LI 

3/22/2020 12:02:21 PM yourstr05411794 Thank you Skylar. Very much appreciated!

3/22/2020 12:02:28 PM tanktank19k If an operation had a very powerful data set..They could potentially play godmode.... i need to meditate on this

3/22/2020 12:02:48 PM lightlove21121 I have: pic.twitter.com/vHXbEwR7yk

3/22/2020 12:02:54 PM ghostanon6120 Is this baby Q guy worth investigating?

3/22/2020 12:03:04 PM dobbs_travis @AustinSteinbart @SarahFraley11 

Rejected Both addresses ✌️ pic.twitter.com/wPNgdYuBjY

3/22/2020 12:03:51 PM s0urc3rss There is also

Dan Garcia

Senior Information Security Engineer 

dgarcia@datto.com

3/22/2020 12:04:16 PM skylar13764875 ♥️

3/22/2020 12:04:16 PM jerilynne3 Also our Divine Creator & Faith and your soul and spirit!

3/22/2020 12:04:32 PM justice8882 sent from 5 different emails...

3/22/2020 12:04:59 PM workhardflyrig1 I think these people crop up on purpose to train us/remind us how to have discernment.

3/22/2020 12:05:09 PM kellyroiz Just sent it thanks Q

3/22/2020 12:06:00 PM qanonwtp I just don't imagine Q or Q team ever being brought to the public. It would be destructive IMHO. Having has a top secret clearance if major spec 

operators don't flaunt who they are especially Delta Force. Then this kids a MAGA LARP!

3/22/2020 12:07:03 PM qftwrinfiltrate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/Za2HaJjuwC

3/22/2020 12:07:26 PM willowcreekdsgn Oprah clearing her name, right...  No mention of the sex scandalS that happened in her owned all-girl-school, sex trafficking, sex slave providing to the 

elite, etc. etc. Once people are freed from her at the school, they will talk.

3/22/2020 12:07:37 PM kellyroiz Just resent to autotask address thanks

3/22/2020 12:07:39 PM anonymouspotom1 The floating object one is WHOLE truth. The others are PARTIAL truths, big difference.

3/22/2020 12:07:41 PM tanktank19k now that being said.. if @AustinSteinbart  has an A.I algorithm and software...with Datto being where his data set was. Is this why he's urging us to 

help get it back.. I wonder.

3/22/2020 12:08:23 PM rachaelangelm The intentions for some of us were to set the world free from oppressors. In order to do so we had to face raw uncomfortable truths in order to 

educate ourselves on the level of insidious behaviors

3/22/2020 12:08:59 PM valerie59723152 I get plenty of truths with the ones I have been following.

3/22/2020 12:09:05 PM trip_elix i don't buy this most of the traffic people use is insignificant at best. Load balancers cache the loads it is built for more than now

"51.8 percent of all Internet traffic comes from bots, while only 48.2 percent of internet traffic comes from humans" https://hostingfacts.com/internet-

facts-stats/ …

3/22/2020 12:09:24 PM emilyoakley6 So who is this guy?

3/22/2020 12:09:32 PM trip_elix thank you for allowing me to "chip in"

3/22/2020 12:10:15 PM keith369me Still watching.  Agree with the reasoning, free flow of information...did Google relent due to tactics like this?

3/22/2020 12:10:55 PM zeroparanormal Christ is checking I.D.'s right now. God help them if they fail to have a change of heart, big price to pay for dealing pain on God's children.

3/22/2020 12:10:55 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/22/2020 12:11:32 PM nickel_triple This is the way I always find my truth. Take in all information and the truth reveals itself within me. Listen to your inner spirit of truth. 

pic.twitter.com/9jFmrsCJYt

3/22/2020 12:11:41 PM willowcreekdsgn Pedo

3/22/2020 12:12:05 PM leemagna Explain more. Thanks

3/22/2020 12:12:14 PM itchyplant I do not. Tried to find out myself and only found a church

3/22/2020 12:13:14 PM populistpepe2 #BabyQ is very Mmmmmax Headroom, isn't he?

3/22/2020 12:13:25 PM wickedmouse369 Everything will be okay, the sun will rise again. Fear is how I fall, controlling how i feel.

3/22/2020 12:13:34 PM americanpetal That’s what I thought

3/22/2020 12:14:08 PM 17_buckets 💯

3/22/2020 12:15:14 PM jenaynayz When Austin is named the commander of the Space Force in the future, what are you gonna say then? I cant believe after all this time the Q supporters 

miss the basics, message over messenger, trust the plan and timing is everything. Basic Q stuff. Have you even watched his videos?

3/22/2020 12:15:19 PM my2sonznme Right?! I’d be a helluva lot more inclined to listen to his message if he wasn’t such an asshat about it.

3/22/2020 12:15:30 PM billyj1616 Not really.

3/22/2020 12:15:31 PM kachinagtto Struggling based on some research I did. Hoping you/or followers can help shed positive light on these "cures" to counter. Found red flags in this 

particular "cure"(see thread next post). Would like to be more optimistic here - please help to find good in this particular therapy

3/22/2020 12:15:46 PM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/KachinaGTTO/status/1241132607640719360?s=20 …

3/22/2020 12:17:16 PM orthogonalron Well, he's saying everything I've been saying for 30 years, so why should I hate him🤔

3/22/2020 12:18:29 PM arkivnerd You don’t have to like someone to listen to their message irl

3/22/2020 12:18:31 PM sarahfraley11 Bahahaha! (That's my cackle if you cant tell)

3/22/2020 12:18:34 PM ethereal_shaman Perspective

3/22/2020 12:18:37 PM rachaelangelm That will be cool

3/22/2020 12:18:46 PM mediaintell1 Best tweet on Twitter right now. Some call it, critical thinking.

3/22/2020 12:21:24 PM smmmote Everyone keeps saying the censors are down. I know as far as the images for some info...but not everything. I'm dropping truth. I'm posting memes 

and videos. But I've held off on Oprah as much as I hate to.

3/22/2020 12:22:06 PM truth939 I need some verification before I put people's jobs at risk.  Looks like first phase is already complete though.

3/22/2020 12:22:17 PM sinnersdeborah A guy Austin Steinbart aka BabyQ is pretending to be Q. He is a fraud, imo.

3/22/2020 12:22:23 PM world_sheep Thanks, unfollowed✌️

3/22/2020 12:22:51 PM burtqueue Consider this... pic.twitter.com/5eFKAzm1YV

3/22/2020 12:23:22 PM coloradoevolut1 Maj doing the Lord's work 🙏💫💕 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 12:23:54 PM geminifni Exactly...Thank you. Isn't it always been about Discernment?...not division. There have been Topics that we have had opposite views on (JFK Jr??) but 

never this divisive 😕



3/22/2020 12:24:11 PM burtqueue I wasn't convinced of anything (Q, either, honestly) until after he showed up and I started taking his bait and looking into the things he mentioned. 

Then it hit me that the whole thing was real.

3/22/2020 12:24:28 PM elias45732367 Ja das habe ich weiter unten auch kommentiert...niemals ist er Q...Q stelle ich mir eher wie Flynn vor

3/22/2020 12:25:01 PM anonaveli God is dead.

3/22/2020 12:25:09 PM ethereal_shaman Example: 

Saw a post last night of a follower asking a Q influencer if they thought Austin posted a qproof yesterday.  The influencer posted one word, No.

No discussion and no think for yourself.  

Group think

3/22/2020 12:25:11 PM gallagher_lai NDA about what?

3/22/2020 12:25:24 PM djlok Another angle I've considered is that maybe his IS is President Trump in a different space but in the same timeline.

3/22/2020 12:25:52 PM aluna_kay Makes my skin crawl...🤢🤢🤢🤢😱🤢🤢

3/22/2020 12:25:59 PM lucasnobua Message over Messenger.

3/22/2020 12:26:02 PM xvgafrica Can you msg me please

3/22/2020 12:26:57 PM 69_marie I get it on so many levels... reflections of earth onto the firmented dome, we see the moon stars planets etc .. the Bible describes this..we can go 

deeper with this looking inward too...wow just wow  😍

3/22/2020 12:27:17 PM burtqueue The things I've experienced will never provide proof for anyone else besides myself, but it's enough that I have no doubt. Someone can fabricate a lot 

of things, but not on this level. No one could do this.

3/22/2020 12:27:36 PM travis_ebarb  pic.twitter.com/mTryaYpBSi

3/22/2020 12:28:07 PM kewsclues Hydrochloroquine . That’s the cure. It was found to work on sars

3/22/2020 12:29:05 PM davidkushner10 I can logically deduce that it isn't this guy with a fair amount of certainty.  If you think this guy is one of the less than ten people who have the full 

picture, that's a dangerous state of mind. Besides, our minds are meant to close on truth, it's dangerous to always be open..

3/22/2020 12:31:04 PM hummingbird7272 Eat the meat, spit out the bones. Or in other words, use discernment.

3/22/2020 12:31:11 PM cheryl45maga I don’t trust him one bit! I’ve been following Q big time since day 1. Just my opinion!

3/22/2020 12:33:16 PM giediknight Uh oh, so what are their regular customers going to do? 😂 I actually use autotask pic.twitter.com/V6mYe8cqNV

3/22/2020 12:33:24 PM adsvel Beurteile niemals einen anderen. Denken Sie daran, Nachricht über Messenger. Denken und fühlen Sie, was Sie denken.

3/22/2020 12:34:24 PM s0urc3rss Mission accomplished 🤜👊

3/22/2020 12:35:37 PM bluewarrior27 And u still didn’t answer my question .  How am I looking to whomever mike is?  I ask questions. I look for evidence. Who’s being derelict and what 

have u really looked into urself?

3/22/2020 12:35:51 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/X0t8LKIQuz

3/22/2020 12:35:55 PM danielp63786592 Ok now I have faith in you Majestic, that what I like to hear. Now let them argue over Flat Earth that way.

3/22/2020 12:36:13 PM annie2heal agree :; shocking TRUTH the c@tholic pope(s) 1 & 2 & 3 are Satanists prove God Almighty wrong ... double dare x7x7x7x7x7x7x7 

#ProneMeWrong

3/22/2020 12:38:03 PM davethadude369  pic.twitter.com/uhVpnqfkDc

3/22/2020 12:40:10 PM williebhere No one side tells the whole truth as fact.. 50% is based on perception.. Two half truth along with logic and discernment will often give you the best 

answer.

3/22/2020 12:40:39 PM ca11dmt Very exciting times. It feels like being born again. Or a huge dark nasty veil is about to be lifted for everyone to see how organized corruption on 

massive scale actually controls the world and what's worse is how long they have been in "power"

3/22/2020 12:41:07 PM lee_gmanlee59 Side bar question, if Google is unlocked, why do inquiring about celebrities and pedophilia lead to debunking sites and anti Qanon links? 

I trust the plan more than ever just wondering.

3/22/2020 12:42:47 PM hellouncledonny so you want us to go after Datto based on some dude that's trolling Q followers as Q.

Starting to believe the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 account is being run by Austin and or his freinds.

No thanks.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241798391316840451 …

3/22/2020 12:43:30 PM nightswatch3895 What have you predicted?

3/22/2020 12:43:33 PM williebhere His voice reminds me of the penguin on the old Batman episodes.. can’t stand to hear it!!🤣

3/22/2020 12:43:39 PM the_start_line Is it true that the last release in china was from a traffic accident?

3/22/2020 12:43:50 PM nick_lumenaut Just have to hold out for the next 2 weeks as these blood suckers withdraw kills them or makes them too weak to take the antidote or risk iron 

poisoning. Just take the cheap way out

3/22/2020 12:44:02 PM nightswatch3895 Or are you just stating it's possible?

3/22/2020 12:45:42 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/8PfqD71ub7

3/22/2020 12:45:42 PM whodat007 That Austin joker is a complete douche. I’m tired of trying to get people to listen to reason. They are too hungry for quick answers instead of thinking 

logically and listening to the ONE Q we have heard for years.

3/22/2020 12:45:54 PM danielp63786592 The 'eye of providence'.

3/22/2020 12:46:46 PM tanktank19k yes, it's very possible!  If they have access to classified technology and me knowing the possibilities of A.I...

A.I can accurately predict the future

3/22/2020 12:46:47 PM jeanlafitte17 Using an edited version of the video to support your accusation is misleading, at best; at worst, you may be open to a libel suit.

I am sick of people putting out fake news, on both sides; stick to actual, provable facts.

 https://www.traverselegal.com/defamation-libel-slander/ …

3/22/2020 12:47:10 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/CiCpaIPlmK

3/22/2020 12:47:34 PM coloradoevolut1 #Whoops 👉👈 @datto pic.twitter.com/piym6zSRWO

3/22/2020 12:47:46 PM magabeliever20 That guy is a programmed sleeper. Duh

3/22/2020 12:48:24 PM the_start_line How phuqed is Iran?

3/22/2020 12:48:25 PM davethadude369  https://mobile.twitter.com/bridgietherease/status/1238956988039483392 …

3/22/2020 12:48:31 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

March Madness Continues.

10 Days of Darkness ?

Will it bring April Showers ?

D5 on April 5

Just do it  !!

Drop the MOAB
3/22/2020 12:48:37 PM weeatp2310 Video unavailable

3/22/2020 12:48:38 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/CHbo6PVLok

3/22/2020 12:48:53 PM 444_q_ I'll see if I can find! I know mushrooms are vita D, I'll try to pump him up with what I have on hand 💗



3/22/2020 12:49:17 PM jeanlafitte17 Where's the citation for your accusation? It's up to the person making a claim to demonstrate that the claim is true, not the other way around; for 

example, if I say:

"@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 diddles goats", you would say "Prove it! It's not true". I'm not saying it

3/22/2020 12:49:25 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/niRrXO1LVK

3/22/2020 12:49:35 PM chameelia Agreed.

3/22/2020 12:49:46 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/aefSJJFuN2

3/22/2020 12:49:58 PM realchindsight Believe your brain. 

It proves who is talking the most shit by virtue of the Q's they leave unanswered in their character assassinations and smear attacks.

Staying on point is a man's job.

3/22/2020 12:50:00 PM lucasnobua Worlwide?

3/22/2020 12:50:23 PM alight412 Yikes. Dave I've watched a couple of his videos. Message over messenger I guess. I will check out a quantum vid next. There's something about this guy 

that's off putting. Tries too hard maybe? What are your thoughts?

3/22/2020 12:50:24 PM brianre07338958 PAN-Dem-IC... Pan, or the God...of the Dems... I See. Hahaha. Mythology, future proves past...

Oh the subtlety of the syntax, and the depths of the rabbit hole...

Remove context of MSG... concentrate on the word soup, not the Chinese flavoring... pic.twitter.com/ThXvYAnz2A

3/22/2020 12:50:25 PM jkmaalouf Always had cure for AIDS because its man-made

3/22/2020 12:50:41 PM jeremy350344 It was done that way on purpose for him to come off as an asshat so he seems discreditable. Consider it a lesson/teaching. Message over messenger.

3/22/2020 12:50:52 PM jeremy350344 He gets it.

3/22/2020 12:51:15 PM natasha__devine WTF

3/22/2020 12:51:21 PM itchyplant Thanks

3/22/2020 12:51:25 PM iam_mai_iam_mai Never saw that until you mentioned it. He could be a good guy filtering out the easily led and ignorant. He blocked me for questioning his followers for 

PROOF so that seems to fit your theory. I hope you’re right.

3/22/2020 12:51:35 PM jkmaalouf Is this dude legit??

3/22/2020 12:52:10 PM davethadude369  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hou5VcvJ1J4 …

3/22/2020 12:52:27 PM mambacoreander his messages are messed up - he made the Q operation, its mainly targeted at him the messages ( not us) - why if he made it? He would take over 

space force.. yeah, Trump just appointed one, he is not posting on 8kun.. he is a show man.. well, messed up messenger!

3/22/2020 12:53:50 PM truth939 A few months?  So this is the big one for the global economy then...

3/22/2020 12:54:29 PM geopie5 MIght have something to do with this (I did a google search on d6 adrenochrome): pic.twitter.com/SfLqA809Wm

3/22/2020 12:55:11 PM 444_q_ I voted simply because IF it could help the cause...AWESOME! And if it doesn't, it was just an email. I can be wrong, and am a lot, but truths also 

abound. If it helps the children, then why not try! I wasn't forced to vote, nor was I completely compelled. I just hope it helps🦄

3/22/2020 12:55:32 PM sdane8 I'm cautiously observing. 😊

3/22/2020 12:56:00 PM sarahbe16753168 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

🤡🤡🤡🤡 tHiS iS eXtReMeLy DaNgErOuS tO oUr DeMoCrACy

3/22/2020 12:56:06 PM jeremy350344 So from what I have learned it doesn't matter how long they have been following the Q movement. All that matters is the message, not who you hear 

it from. It was a lesson. Get it?

3/22/2020 12:56:14 PM geopie5 It is from a book titled:

Cumulated Index Medicus, Volume 7 

https://books.google.com/books?id=3km0MX_qx_AC&pg=PA287&lpg=PA287&dq=d6+adrenochrome&source=bl&ots=ZYxQf2HwrB&sig=ACfU3U1blpN

_2yXqY7FEbN_BrZ7fJbpwFA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj75LHQ7a7oAhVRXc0KHT7aB6MQ6AEwBXoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=d6%20adrenochrome&

f=false …

3/22/2020 12:57:07 PM lucasnobua Can you please explain how to read this? And what can I expect to feel? Thank you very much!

3/22/2020 12:57:09 PM jackoneilltime1 Not enough information from all parties 

Not enough information on datto 

Also by sending email you are now at risk of being put on a list of an unknown party

3/22/2020 12:57:31 PM smith_jere Exactly right. At this point, I am not interested in their "take". Much of it is pure speculation which is hardly authoritative.

3/22/2020 12:58:09 PM nvpatriot2 Austin is a LARP 100%

3/22/2020 12:58:43 PM qanonsingles Baby Q is Larp = Majestic 12 must also be Larp

3/22/2020 12:59:44 PM davidkushner10 LoL... I agree.

3/22/2020 12:59:44 PM jackoneilltime1 Also I have not been able to verify the information on any of this

3/22/2020 1:00:04 PM anthony94072049 why u believing austin ,, i no there all hating on him but im just watching. I tell ya all the shit thats out there and nothing BIG yet  im getting let down 

and i dont care who resigns they all have too cuz of the new trafficking law will take all there assets

3/22/2020 1:00:17 PM davethadude369 He might not be everyone's cup of tea but there's something there. Does Dr. Ben Carson look like a blast to hang out with? No, but I'd trust him to do 

my surgery. He's a smart talented guy.  Who knows? Maybe he's funny after a few cocktails. Get what I'm saying?

3/22/2020 1:00:19 PM nikoscali This totally doesn't feel right, all you are doing is making the lives of innocent support techs at Datto harder as well as anyone who depends on them to 

do their jobs. Datto absolutely SUCKS but they aren't the man we should be sticking it to.

3/22/2020 1:00:46 PM geopie5 It is from a book titled:

Cumulated Index Medicus, Volume 7

 

https://books.google.com/books?id=3km0MX_qx_AC&pg=PA287&lpg=PA287&dq=d6+adrenochrome&source=bl&ots=ZYxQf2HwrB&sig=ACfU3U1blpN

_2yXqY7FEbN_BrZ7fJbpwFA&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj75LHQ7a7oAhVRXc0KHT7aB6MQ6AEwBXoECAoQAQ#v=onepage&q=d6%20adrenochrome&

f=false … pic.twitter.com/pHKoM1nIzD

3/22/2020 1:00:48 PM carolin15161363 Please explain message over messenger.

3/22/2020 1:01:03 PM celaenomaia Oh you bet i did. Im happy to use my voice.

3/22/2020 1:01:13 PM bwainwright Also emailed dgarcia@datto.com as well as support

3/22/2020 1:01:45 PM natasha__devine Brainwashed sycophants

3/22/2020 1:01:47 PM davidkushner10 Why do you think Majestic 12 is parroting Austin?

3/22/2020 1:02:08 PM sbabolhavaeji Can’t find you in YouTube! Can you put a direct link to your latest?

3/22/2020 1:02:10 PM woqe82 His goal is to get you lost

3/22/2020 1:02:11 PM albermarle19 #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2020 1:02:51 PM sbabolhavaeji Is Austin S legit then?

3/22/2020 1:02:52 PM truth_again I do look at all sides. Yeah, he’s informative but he’s not Q.

3/22/2020 1:03:00 PM taloura1 #ReleaseTheCures

3/22/2020 1:03:16 PM ausanon369 I did my part, multiple times.

3/22/2020 1:03:40 PM jeritud3 The gates have been opened.

Bill Gates

3/22/2020 1:04:06 PM trumpsbaby2020 😳 sick

3/22/2020 1:04:06 PM keith369me Read down the page https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …



3/22/2020 1:04:21 PM alight412 Oh sure, I get it. The internet doesn't always convey someone's true personality. I will remember msg over msgr. Even though the quantum stuff was 

dumbed down, it was over my head. Maybe I will understand when our veil is lifted. Thanks Dave for being kind. 💙❤️💜💛💚💛💜❤️💙💜💛

3/22/2020 1:05:00 PM imcevoy1 "Tesla believed that the numbers 3, 6, and 9 had extreme importance. In once quote he even stated that “If you knew the magnificence of the three, 

six and nine, you would have a key to the universe.” Most brushed his claims off as insanity.(Quora)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XZG2dWxsT8 … pic.twitter.com/YiVCoLUTWX

3/22/2020 1:05:30 PM imcevoy1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XZG2dWxsT8 …

3/22/2020 1:06:03 PM jeremy350344  pic.twitter.com/6hZHT2QoLc

3/22/2020 1:06:04 PM bigoh_carey He’s not a good guy with good intentions. But what he’s doing is definitely essential to the movement for the reasons I gave. He is controlled 

opposition. A rose bush planted in the middle of a row of sunflowers. He will block me soon enough, and it will only validate my points. 

pic.twitter.com/fbcVdm8NuH

3/22/2020 1:06:16 PM wickedmouse369 Can feel it.

3/22/2020 1:07:02 PM nvpatriot2 Might be connected? pic.twitter.com/89hmXdSQzg

3/22/2020 1:07:06 PM bitofdis If your teacher, preacher or authoritative figure was to tell you something of importance, would it hold more value to you 

than some random person in the street telling you the same thing?

Maybe it shouldn't but you couldn't be blamed if it did.

#MessageOverMessenger

3/22/2020 1:07:23 PM nightswatch3895 No I'm with you!  If you meant you had predicted something, I would have wanted to know what it was lol.

3/22/2020 1:07:52 PM kyates_biz If fake 

Destroys everything you have done for yesrs

3/22/2020 1:08:12 PM ryvenger1 That’s exactly what happened, he was on the inside and said HELL NO and exposed them. JFKjr admits that he’s from a bloodline family! Which makes 

what he’s doing so much more badass! An incredibly brave man! GODBLESS @John_F_Kennnedy and @realDonaldTrump

#WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 1:08:38 PM natasha__devine I feel like I should tag @fbi on every tweet who says that children enjoy being raped. I don't care what "context" you say it in.

3/22/2020 1:08:38 PM erdocrena Did anyone find out decisively what it means that there is no presidential seal on Trumps podium and there is no gold fringe on the flag??

3/22/2020 1:10:00 PM ausanon369 KEEP FLOODING THEM PATRIOTS. Every spare moment you have.

3/22/2020 1:10:04 PM wickedmouse369 Why should hate even be a word we use?

3/22/2020 1:10:48 PM ausanon369  pic.twitter.com/u37DkV1cmS

3/22/2020 1:10:54 PM natasha__devine CONTEXT: John of G*d, African Girls School

#ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2020 1:11:41 PM tanktank19k nope not yet, but I'm digging into it

3/22/2020 1:11:56 PM stuarttruly I agree but perhaps it will begin at 3:23 am  (tomorrow is 3/23/20....but I have been wrong many times before...”the pregnant pause”...:)

3/22/2020 1:11:58 PM kyleq369 Try sending to partners@datto.com I've been sending a few through that address with success. Should be a few more addresses outside of those two. 

I'll update if I find any.

3/22/2020 1:12:04 PM trew236 Click the link, it's from a side bar, unrelated

3/22/2020 1:14:26 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/sd7tJQk9pR

3/22/2020 1:14:44 PM gotterbyq Nice! Thank you!

3/22/2020 1:16:13 PM hailsway Who is BabyQ?

3/22/2020 1:17:37 PM holyhandgrenad5 That Austin tool is a knowledge sink hole buddy i would stay away if i where you.  

Be Careful who you Follow

Q

3/22/2020 1:21:17 PM liltilgerlil Following channel

3/22/2020 1:21:51 PM jackoneilltime1 This is all interesting

Definitely challenging my thought process

3/22/2020 1:22:15 PM jennmill1967 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 1:23:28 PM ronic214 I am praying that this quarantine provides the means to go in and get those responsible.  Otherwise, what else do they have somewhere?  I pray this is 

enough to wake us all up. Lots of folks have been really ill that caused death, others still not 💯 keep going.  I pray tx’s work

3/22/2020 1:23:43 PM bigoh_carey @AustinSteinbart

3/22/2020 1:23:57 PM thuston57 I will miss Q.  It's become a good friend to me.

3/22/2020 1:24:07 PM jdubsteg From my end I see the same end result. The virus is man made, well, Chinese made and it broke protocol escaping containment. The Chinese are 

responsible period but the leftist #Democrats and their propaganda arm, the MSM are responsible for the fear porn.

We will adapt and win.

3/22/2020 1:24:21 PM t_hayden07 Mine went through! It was earlier yesterday though.

3/22/2020 1:24:41 PM pammers60 Where do we find baby q?

3/22/2020 1:27:29 PM highvoltagenews No (in a word)

Honestly I get that you want us to sit and listen to all types of things.

There are some things we will 

just choose not to sit through.

Its our choice to sit and listen

to this annoying voice / dude

So listening & deciding to email datto won’t be happening.
3/22/2020 1:27:46 PM rob67_ Message over messenger fails the minute a paid shill spreads lies, then lies get convoluted with the message, which makes it even harder to find truth.

3/22/2020 1:27:52 PM bigoh_carey No.

3/22/2020 1:28:04 PM jennyjigsaw45 It's lost on me this week. It's been a tough one....and I'm not sure which way is up anymore. 

Tomorrow is another day though 👍

3/22/2020 1:28:40 PM aussieinfidel68 Who is baby Q. Surely not Austin Steenbart (however you spell his name) isn't he a Larp.

3/22/2020 1:29:22 PM kokoeverett pervert Anthony Weiner is a SUSPECT in Maddie McCain's kidnapping case.  where is Maddie? 

https://twitter.com/kokoeverett/status/1240827773419057152 …

3/22/2020 1:31:50 PM davidkushner10 I don't know enough about majestic 12, but those they associate with have made some very "all-knowing" claims to classified information and have 

never been shut down by the puppeteers?? Doesn't make sense.  Then you have people like SR who get some info and their shutdown fast.



3/22/2020 1:32:28 PM hellouncledonny He was funny at first and there is some truth to what he says on certain aspects(none that are about him being Q) but now he's going full tarted. 

https://twitter.com/HelloUncleDonny/status/1241824440637415431 …

3/22/2020 1:33:36 PM ausanon369 Is Candice O controlled OP? Her recent tweets are dangerous (gathering in groups due to human freedoms etc)

3/22/2020 1:34:42 PM justice8882 👀🕰🍿🍿🍿😎🐇

3/22/2020 1:35:30 PM malonevkwzq Same here. Family thinks I'm nuts. I'm ready!

3/22/2020 1:36:16 PM qsentus92 Dude is a fucking fraud.

3/22/2020 1:37:41 PM rob67_ Message over messenger?? Even if the messenger is Satan? Isn't that akin to blind faith? The only person I have faith in is God.

3/22/2020 1:37:44 PM ed_kua FoxNews clip

Dr. Rand Paul

Tested positive 

but is asymptomatic but tested as a caution due to extensive travel & contacts.

Will return to work after Quarantine

Period. https://youtu.be/2krpluWwCa0 

3/22/2020 1:38:21 PM irene19176156 Okay peeps, this is interesting...celebs could die a painful death. Kinda sucks to be them right now! #AdrenochromeWithdrawal #Adrenochrome 

#QAnons #QArmy #CoronavirusUSA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @SaRaAshcraft @Tiff_FitzHenry @Jordan_Sather_ @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/shazlandia/status/1241726602234474497 …

3/22/2020 1:38:24 PM sweetpe14687243 speculated this movie pic.twitter.com/5DPYtRtJ2h

3/22/2020 1:38:47 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, are you saying that there will be gold confiscation by the US government, or will they allow people to hang onto their gold?

3/22/2020 1:41:06 PM tucson_ron Not if you study it closely it ain't.

3/22/2020 1:41:09 PM itchyplant D6 was the CIA's covert military force run by John Mccain!

3/22/2020 1:41:16 PM stefanofait Hard not to hate psychopaths bent on killing the people you love and care about. I'm still human after all.

3/22/2020 1:41:35 PM rob67_ The pistol video proves to me he is not DIA, no trigger discipline!

3/22/2020 1:42:00 PM debrand10 What do you think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/22/2020 1:42:08 PM n2zyk message over messenger !! Is he who he says...maybe not BUT the message is correct.

3/22/2020 1:42:33 PM lavenderlives @POTUS 🇺🇸@realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS 🕊 @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kimguilfoyle @GenFlynn @AustinSteinbart 

Stolen Valor is one thing but using it to create sensationalism vs educating. Plus the holding narrative hostage 😡 

https://twitter.com/LavenderLives/status/1241153812615790599 …

3/22/2020 1:42:34 PM brd369 Watching with discernment. The popular opinion tends to be the One spurred on by those with a Dog in the Fight.

3/22/2020 1:42:52 PM mightymouse211 Your work is greatly appreciated WWG1WGA #GodWins Amen

3/22/2020 1:43:02 PM rob67_ Theres tons of kiddie porn on youtube, the law hasnt caught that.

3/22/2020 1:43:49 PM saloftheearth1 A very clever illustration.

3/22/2020 1:43:53 PM milllathefiend Majestic is referring to the movie Cory Goode, David Wilcock and Jordan S did called Above Majestic. I did watch it myself. Extraordinary claims without 

much extraordinary proof. DW and JS like to come off as insiders without much proof.

3/22/2020 1:43:58 PM redpill_beena Definitely an old picture, but look at that message and the black eye… so telling

3/22/2020 1:44:30 PM brd369 "Those you trust the most"

Layers in the comms.

3/22/2020 1:44:49 PM stefanofait “The way in which we [Italy] code deaths in our country is very generous in the sense that all the people who die in hospitals with the coronavirus are 

deemed to be dying of the coronavirus. https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/have-many-coronavirus-patients-died-italy/ …

3/22/2020 1:46:34 PM felix26368987 Will not let me send it (invalid adress) !

3/22/2020 1:46:41 PM jenl123456 Wasn't the hidden planet x called wormwood? I'm staying to see connections everywhere. My problem is I don't understand it all.

3/22/2020 1:47:09 PM s0urc3rss I didn't use the word hate for many years. Practiced conscious language co-creation concepts diligently. A lot of hateful things were inflicted on my 

family. The day I said out loud "I hate this" instant release and freedom. It's righteous to be authentic. Very human.

3/22/2020 1:47:33 PM giediknight THIS IS NOT A VICTORY, TIME FOR PLAN B! If you are a existing customer you can send a support ticket to datto using your registered email. I just tried 

with my autotask registered email and the ticket is created. Datto is blocking only non-registered emails. pic.twitter.com/o4vx1TFtl0

3/22/2020 1:47:54 PM heavyheadanon Must Watch Content!!!

Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  these videos are a must for everyone to watch while in Quarentine...  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGC-

Vd31ZdzIfmujDNwHMw/videos …

3/22/2020 1:50:11 PM 10thcrusader #Qsentme

3/22/2020 1:50:15 PM jenl123456 Ok, here's my thing with so called elite bloodlines. Don't we all stem from each other? There would have been cross breeding at some point. Just think 

of Romeo and Juliet.

3/22/2020 1:50:37 PM ryvenger1 Yes in the bible it was referred to as wormwood, funny that’s the cure for the Covid19 virus too!! pic.twitter.com/LZ4BvqsB6B

3/22/2020 1:50:43 PM felix26368987 support@datto.com DATTO BE ADVISED:

YOU ARE IMPEDING A LIVE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OPERATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

REINSTATE AUSTIN STEINBART’S ACCESS TO THE AMORPHOUS ARCHIVE IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BE BRIGADED AND BLOCKADED UNTIL FURTHER 

NOTICE.

3/22/2020 1:51:06 PM ryvenger1 annunaki

3/22/2020 1:51:52 PM jenl123456 So not human!

3/22/2020 1:53:47 PM nikoscali Guarantee there isn't a person at Datto that knows WTH any of this means.

3/22/2020 1:54:39 PM diaptera_80 Monat=month, Monate=months

Please correct me if you are German

3/22/2020 1:55:34 PM felix26368987 Was able to send it via support@datto.com

3/22/2020 1:56:16 PM bb1272216718  https://www.axios.com/rand-paul-coronavirus-847b3df1-92bc-4ee6-833b-

952d16f3ee3f.html?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=organic&utm_content=1100&fbclid=IwAR0Q30y951yeYBkfXCV6DvIe

Xd8UcUsCFudIK6oSjATMmdCOMfglZaKboJs …

3/22/2020 1:56:35 PM jenl123456 Does it say it in all the different versions of the Bible!? Just curious. The one posted is King James.

3/22/2020 1:56:37 PM islandofdelight Yes please do! Sorry if it was inaccurate this was just from Google Translate

3/22/2020 1:57:02 PM skipnow7777 is the guy on youtube a good guy??? my guess is no?

3/22/2020 1:57:45 PM ryvenger1 Many have been altered to obscure the word of god, old king James I have found to be the most accurate , word for word..

3/22/2020 1:58:46 PM diaptera_80 It was impossible to copy the text yesterday. Also would prefer more info on who and what and why before engaging. Yet, will send now.

3/22/2020 1:59:28 PM stefanofait They said "about a month", as in Italy.

Months would lead to social collapse and this is not an acceptable option for the white hats.

So they must have factored in children's needs, rise in domestic violence and child abuses, alcohol and drug consumption.

3/22/2020 1:59:36 PM jenl123456 Didn't the Catholic version come first?

3/22/2020 2:00:43 PM lilsirelusive @Qanon76 @Sun_Q_Tzu @Jordan_Sather_ @catturd2 @Inevitable_ET @cjtruth @SeanCordicon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/lilsirelusive/status/1241829528906989575 …

3/22/2020 2:00:44 PM stefanofait "About a month". 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-12/trump-says-he-s-suspending-all-travel-from-europe-for-30-days …



3/22/2020 2:01:11 PM stefanofait About a month https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-12/trump-says-he-s-suspending-all-travel-from-europe-for-30-days …

3/22/2020 2:01:32 PM creativescribes While I have been at home, I'm not off from work.

3/22/2020 2:01:50 PM felix26368987  pic.twitter.com/FAqR9Z9EBj

3/22/2020 2:03:15 PM chuckr69 Measure the validity and reasonableness of each side's evidence. Which side has more reasonable and LOGICAL evidence? It doesn't matter if one 

doesn't like the evidence, which makes more sense? The truth is shocking. @LoveBling6

3/22/2020 2:03:56 PM chuckr69 Pro tip: they only kill people who have the truth. Who was killed? And for what? Research history.

3/22/2020 2:04:32 PM nikoscali Surely @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 should've known that they would filter their support email to registered customers only.

3/22/2020 2:04:58 PM patjone29703057 Yes the Kennedys are a bloodline

3/22/2020 2:07:06 PM stefanofait I actually like the messenger. I find him funny and clever. Good at conveying his knowledge and experience.

And I love how he challenges the QAnon establishment.

I guess Jesus needed to treat his disciples with the same harshness, from time to time.

Message over Ego.

3/22/2020 2:07:25 PM bluesky61956318 Dont know what Datto is. Have language issues.

3/22/2020 2:07:49 PM kathymerfeld Thank you. Not showing up in YouTube search!

3/22/2020 2:08:03 PM emilyoakley6 I had started this then forgot about it.  Really good thank youm

3/22/2020 2:08:20 PM leemagna Thanks!

3/22/2020 2:08:34 PM aprilbrown99 Yes indeed. Sent it off after Austin posted his video.

3/22/2020 2:09:35 PM realtruth_anon It is time to teach Stephanie.

Yes, some of us have known for a long time, but before that we also had to find the truth.  We know what this road has been like, by those who treated 

us the same.

Try to keep that in mind.

Give more proof, not grief please.

Thank you.

WWG1WGA
3/22/2020 2:11:30 PM homebodyheaven Sick. And evil.

3/22/2020 2:12:25 PM april_logue He's right. Q doesn't talk like this at all. Hurling insults is what a liberal would do.

3/22/2020 2:12:55 PM chris8nix “there is no emotion; there is peace”. I, you, we, control the emotion.

3/22/2020 2:13:27 PM solonyl And CV just a cold...

3/22/2020 2:16:01 PM amanita40860516 Ive been mailing them all day😂😂😂

3/22/2020 2:17:33 PM rob67_ Adrenochrome comes from the adrenal gland, the first person I heard mention pineal gland was Tom Hanks son.  Suspicious....

3/22/2020 2:20:08 PM mambacoreander I heard employees are being paid anyhow..and looks like someone wants us to give the hustle a break!

3/22/2020 2:20:08 PM aprilbrown99 Fear = lower vibration = comprised immune system = virus 

Keep your vibration / frequency high = good health, projecting positive thoughts and emotions = loving co-creative consciousness for humanity = the 

world we have been dreaming of

Be the change you want to see in the 🌍

3/22/2020 2:20:57 PM chris8nix @realDonaldTrump  you did promise to rebuild the infrastructure. On schedule, Ty!

3/22/2020 2:22:45 PM humanprimer So what if he showed up as Maxime Waters or Nancy Pelosi instead? Same deal? Message over messenger? How about Jeffery Dahlmer? Same deal?

3/22/2020 2:23:08 PM cynthiamorrow8 Im not of work.

3/22/2020 2:24:39 PM pistolpuppy0088 Sent last night...my pleasure to partake!

3/22/2020 2:25:01 PM chris8nix The speech that killed him JFK. EPIC.

3/22/2020 2:25:31 PM aprilbrown99 Was the AIDS virus give to all the pedos for tracking? Tainted adrenochrome perhaps?

3/22/2020 2:26:03 PM peterjonathanna 33k

3/22/2020 2:26:06 PM rtek777 Was it released at the World Military Games in WuHan October 18th, 2019, same day of Event 201 simulation? pic.twitter.com/uxJh9CTmxj

3/22/2020 2:27:03 PM pistolpuppy0088 Support@autotask.com

3/22/2020 2:27:17 PM jaded_pearl It could be cross breeding has not stopped, it's just not displayed. If the masses are struggling to accept a President that eats baby pineal glands, how 

are they going to handle any cross mammal species or alien like species walking amongst them?

3/22/2020 2:27:48 PM pistolpuppy0088 Support@autotask.com

3/22/2020 2:28:29 PM pistolpuppy0088 “DATTO BE ADVISED: 

YOU ARE IMPEDING A LIVE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OPERATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. 

REINSTATE AUSTIN STEINBART’S ACCESS TO THE AMORPHOUS ARCHIVE IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BE BRIGADED AND BLOCKADED UNTIL FURTHER 

NOTICE.”

3/22/2020 2:29:16 PM ladestade If that makes you feel better abt the conversation, by all means tag/report your inability to process the biological reality that children are able to feel 

sexual pleasure. Many victims of molestation struggle w/ that when they are older & understand what happened to them.

3/22/2020 2:29:24 PM amanita40860516 I also got that the first few mails...but the last 15 have gone through 😂

3/22/2020 2:29:29 PM war_anon Then what type of system would be America first if the gold standard leads to more corruption??

3/22/2020 2:29:36 PM alexandercody7 JR =?

JD=?

ZACK (posobiec?!)? 

Anyone who can enlighten me?

3/22/2020 2:30:52 PM alexandercody7 Oh and TG=?

3/22/2020 2:31:49 PM coyle_aimee 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 2:31:56 PM oam63048378 How was killing ppl gonna make them feel better about Trump staying president it makes no sense

3/22/2020 2:34:54 PM giediknight Ahh maybe they can’t handle the load?

3/22/2020 2:36:15 PM sdane8 I only have a cursory knowledge, but think THEY believe that Satan sired Cain and they are the sons and daughters of that bloodline versus those of us 

who descended from Abel/Seth via Adam and Eve.

3/22/2020 2:36:42 PM phenomonom90 You hit those asleep with that,you will lose them! You start with the Corruption( ex; Prefar) slushfunds,lies and Coup attempts,connections, 

symbolism,etc. That stuff is for later!

3/22/2020 2:37:46 PM amanita40860516 I've just managed to send through 20 mails without a failure notice...seems to be up and down with those

3/22/2020 2:38:15 PM sdane8 There's no proof or sauce that Trump is one of them in practice. Good grief, man. Enough

3/22/2020 2:38:50 PM mongrelglory Plus need to purchase more kitty litter...

3/22/2020 2:41:16 PM ryvenger1 All the proof is to the contrary! They’ve tried to assainate him 7 time physically, and for 4 years politically!! He’s as WHITE HAT AS THEY GET. PERIOD



3/22/2020 2:41:57 PM werascending 👏👏👏

3/22/2020 2:41:57 PM johndic63027991 Is it legal? I want to but I fear stating a fact concerning the government and it not actually is. Isn’t that fraud and wire fraud if it’s not true?

3/22/2020 2:42:30 PM mongrelglory They asked him to give them a Q proof on the boards and he did.  (Armour of God bible verse link...requires only a little bit of searching).  But they 

haven't responded to it!  I don't know how much more he can do!  He doesn't want to hand it to them on a spoon. 🤷♀️

3/22/2020 2:42:32 PM titurel1950 If so, one will only know when this unfolds right? Or are you psychic?

3/22/2020 2:42:35 PM alight412 Interesting.

3/22/2020 2:42:54 PM stuarttruly maybe both "BabyQ" as he may be a brash brilliant fella who is directed by DIA to be a poser to ignite our curiosity, hone our discernment, quell our 

emotiveness, and eventually, listen and act upon his messages.

3/22/2020 2:43:38 PM diesel_fish Listen to the message not the messenger.... I like fake Q guy in the beginning but looking and listening to his videos he sounds a little #crazy

3/22/2020 2:43:44 PM batespm4abbey Why? Who is "datto"?

3/22/2020 2:43:59 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1241840216182226949?s=20 …

3/22/2020 2:45:01 PM rickster61x @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

This was just sent to me.

Can you verify authenticity of this information.

Khazarian Mafia aka 

Rothschild?

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xJXblSsQp4Q&feature=youtu.be …

@StormIsUponUs @CoreysDigs @LisaMei62 @99freemind @40_head @Inevitable_ET @intheMatrixxx @martingeddes @FollowThe17

3/22/2020 2:45:50 PM sdane8 Thank you!

3/22/2020 2:45:52 PM stuarttruly He may be BabyQ as in a younger version of the time traveling Q(as an older Q from the future who posts on 8chan/kun would be more measured in 

their communications.)

Also maybe that the ALL CAPS are to wake up the Q-lings even MOAR so as to get ON TASK ASAP.

3/22/2020 2:46:38 PM bitofdis Truths can be threaded through multiple sources, but the narratives can be vastly different.

3/22/2020 2:46:55 PM keith369me Agreed...if they are researchers...they need to research

3/22/2020 2:47:43 PM dumah_anuhazi And zero from "BabyQ" 🤣

Message over messenger? Yes!

But what about when that message is shallow, incorrect, and deceiving?

3/22/2020 2:47:55 PM stuarttruly a couple of things I have noticed: no one from FBI, DIA, QMNRP, any alphabet agency has "counseled" him, he is still just as brash and increasingly 

so..he is also the ONLY one talking about Quantum computing and its impact coming soon....or is it already here..

#BackToTheFuture

3/22/2020 2:48:30 PM harrysmithlond2 @TruthHammer888

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Ender's Game ?

3/22/2020 2:51:05 PM phenomonom90 What is this? You my friend are being obvious in your comms...I'm just trying to figure out to whom..for what..🤔😏

3/22/2020 2:51:27 PM ghostanon6120 man, after i looked a little, wow, this guy is terrible. I have no idea what could impress anyone after watching three videos. He is a loon.

3/22/2020 2:52:58 PM adsvel The main Thing with what Q begin.

3/22/2020 2:54:19 PM keith369me You think they would have learned from Corsi

3/22/2020 2:54:24 PM rickster61x @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/JTsH67x1TW

3/22/2020 2:55:02 PM kungpao19 John of God, who raped women and created a baby factory of non registered births for the people I refer to as dregs. Oprah intoduced the world to 

John of God and helped him create the baby factory. These people are sick.

3/22/2020 2:56:24 PM aprilbrown99 Muted...

3/22/2020 2:56:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Members of the Coronavirus Task Force Hold a Press Briefing  https://youtu.be/2HotAd5fC8U  via @YouTube

3/22/2020 2:57:01 PM bigoh_carey 110% he’s close to hitting his peak(sneaking Q into the MSM in a bad light) then he will disappear like the rest of those that came before him.

3/22/2020 3:00:02 PM n7guardiananon 15 days to slow the spread

3/22/2020 3:01:44 PM carelaxation Truth is what is true for me in my perception. If I feel Baby Q is true and it creates a positive feeling and reaction of acceptance in me and my physical 

chemistry then it's true. I choose to believe this is true and feels good. I can decide if it doesn't..

3/22/2020 3:01:59 PM adsvel Don't know... I just observe a crack in the field of those who are fallowing Q. [They] wan't you to be divided and weak, remember it always.

3/22/2020 3:02:02 PM kungpao19 Are you paying attention? She and John of God had a baby farm. Babies produced by women that were raped by him. Babies produced with no 

recorded birth...do you not understand?

3/22/2020 3:02:45 PM wearediamonds2 How come I never heard of D6 or BabyQ?

3/22/2020 3:02:53 PM kaelderkin 19k

3/22/2020 3:03:34 PM diesel_fish By D6, I suppose you want us to think mirror? 6th dimension?

#D6 #6D #QArmy

3/22/2020 3:03:43 PM keith369me They are letting inflated egos get in the way

3/22/2020 3:06:13 PM moemc8 I disagree with your post above, but I say use 'ADRENOCHROME'.  Google searches are working and it's the only way people will wake to the horrors.  It 

worked for me.   For the children.

3/22/2020 3:07:19 PM rosscarwalker H is missing in Chinese. Any ideas? @MongrelGlory

3/22/2020 3:07:38 PM dyhall1964 I think this is BabyQ? pic.twitter.com/su6k0X2PDI

3/22/2020 3:07:50 PM mongrelglory People guessed Hillary.

3/22/2020 3:07:50 PM jared_vor So you claim that you are "Q" but not current you, future you, and that future you (Q) is communicating with us from the future. Do I have this right?

3/22/2020 3:08:44 PM realwokewitch Pretty sure you are a phony. But you are funny

3/22/2020 3:09:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 What a loser.

Filthy pedophile thought he could buy the Presidency.

Not with the power of YOU AWARE. https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1241722827088240640 …

3/22/2020 3:09:39 PM jenjenm73 😳 great thread! 🙂🐸🍿🦅🇺🇸

3/22/2020 3:09:50 PM isaastar7 CINESE

3/22/2020 3:09:52 PM wearediamonds2 Oh, thank you. He followed me so I followed back. Don't know much else. Scanned his page...didn't make much sense. All I got so far.

3/22/2020 3:10:00 PM mongrelglory Has Praying Medic stopped his shillage since Austin's last video? 😏  I certainly wouldn't risk provoking Austin's retaliation!

3/22/2020 3:10:20 PM rosscarwalker I think Huma might be even higher up the ladder than Hilary. Quiet puppeteer?

3/22/2020 3:10:35 PM jackarm65081193 Austin is the real Q, like silicone is real boobs🤡💀

Q said , no other comms,,,Austin is other

3/22/2020 3:11:04 PM janmaree1111 @X22Report @Angel5Christine @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ @Inevitable_ET @LeahR77 @VincentCrypt46 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSA_QIL2

3/22/2020 3:11:25 PM sgoeders4 What type of cure?



3/22/2020 3:11:27 PM kevinmruel @TheCollectiveQ @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealSheilaZ

@RealCandaceO

God's Grace and Blessings ❣️🙏🙌 https://youtu.be/DT__wLItx-E 

3/22/2020 3:11:43 PM katieka12149203 I’m hearing you’re saying that you are Q.  If you are, then put in Qdrop - “Austin S. Is Q”.  Simple solution. I mean, if you are public on Twitter, then why 

not?

3/22/2020 3:12:03 PM winklerburke Austin Steinbart (Watch his YouTube videos on the channel that is his name.)

3/22/2020 3:12:04 PM jaded_pearl Oh NO - I didn't mean this President - I meant Bush/Clinton/Obama

3/22/2020 3:12:04 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/7kpl1HmGuQ

3/22/2020 3:12:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 The storm has arrived. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1241774932826226688 …

3/22/2020 3:12:56 PM midlyf3 I know right it's like living in an alternate timeline lmfao

3/22/2020 3:12:57 PM jared_vor I've been informed by the media that this means he could have given everyone in the US $2 million rather than $1 million.

3/22/2020 3:13:00 PM jdm46808323 Loving Suggestion:Loyal followers of any group can ‘sometimes’ get so confident in trusting a leader they accidentally get led astray. Get ALL info you 

can. Think on it. Research. Get out of your EGO mind and your heart will answer. Not a time for complacency. We have Free Time!

3/22/2020 3:13:09 PM sdane8 He claims to be Q, or part or the Q team. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/22/2020 3:13:10 PM philzantos Actor. What a Peacock imho

3/22/2020 3:13:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 That defeats the point of Message over Messenger.

3/22/2020 3:13:31 PM adsvel Let Peace prevail. You all are on the stage, the World is watching You. So please, be the Warriors, with a big letter, You all are on the one side.

3/22/2020 3:13:48 PM saxyladytracy Looks like legal preparations for the mass arrests and (read the whole order) for a place to bring the harmed children, adolescents and adults...

3/22/2020 3:13:54 PM keith369me 🍿 🍿 🍿...goodbye to the spawn of Adolph.

3/22/2020 3:14:52 PM rebornkingent Tornado or hurricane? Drawn out or quick and easy?

3/22/2020 3:14:55 PM sdane8 Listen to the beginning of this video. https://youtu.be/hHMUcl5OXgU 

3/22/2020 3:15:00 PM esau7 Are Gamma Frequencies being used to build the immune system to help us fight the virus?

Is 5G being used for good at low frequencies for its healing properties?

3/22/2020 3:15:06 PM adsvel Or should I teach You how to swallow a daily garbage?

3/22/2020 3:15:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome couldn't have anything to do with SOME of the positive tests for #COVIDー19? 

https://twitter.com/NiagaraGazette/status/1241829148185841664 …

3/22/2020 3:15:13 PM jessej97real I just realized that some, maybe most of these newly created egos, used @AustinSteinbart ie, “Q” to gain their “fame,” and now they’re shitting all 

over their “savior.” Gotta be some kinda Bible reference in there...🤔

3/22/2020 3:15:24 PM mongrelglory Yes!  It's so important to remember what everyone is fighting for!  Freedom for the people of this planet.  Safety and security for the children!

3/22/2020 3:15:29 PM saxyladytracy Blood samples....

3/22/2020 3:15:35 PM wickedmouse369 Hmmmm - yes!

3/22/2020 3:15:37 PM bibibobibox CovFeFe

3/22/2020 3:15:42 PM jdm46808323 Did you ever watch Scandal the TV show? Kerry Washington’s dad worked for Invisible group called Command behind the scenes.

3/22/2020 3:15:48 PM rebornkingent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 did you leave out the /s for sarcasm?

3/22/2020 3:15:55 PM norwegianon Still pushing #Steinfart?

#kek

#FakeQ

🐸🐸😎👍

3/22/2020 3:16:19 PM adsvel 👏👏👏 Exactly!

3/22/2020 3:16:27 PM winklerburke Shortcut lesson on how 2 discern if a thing is true or not. First, don’t believe wrong doctrine. Second, believe right doctrine. Then it’s easy.  (4 example: 

R all men (or women) pigs?  If U believe that, your discernment will be bad. Fix it & things like that everywhere. Got it)

3/22/2020 3:16:28 PM perentesgeorge This is the great awakening . The virus is a cleanse for our planet . As Ashtar Sheran would like it this is humankind rebirthung in a new evolved way 

side by side with our Mother Earth

3/22/2020 3:16:33 PM 3toroid It was to herd dem voters towards biden, then bernie.

3/22/2020 3:16:34 PM nocommunistusa But how is it that the regular population are in hospitals testing positive?

3/22/2020 3:16:45 PM rosscarwalker I’m a Jew and I’ve never ground a sacrificed baby into a sausage dude. Be wary of just coming across as an antisemite. There are many Jews following 

QAnon / Majestic who wish the best for humanity. Like with all religions there is going to be both good and bad people ✌🏽🌞✌🏽

3/22/2020 3:16:59 PM katieka12149203 But does it, I mean, really?

If it was needing to stay secret, I don’t think you’d announce on twitter.  And if you now want to take credit there is no better way than to say the 

exact words of the next q-drop and give us the day and time.  

Dare ya...

3/22/2020 3:17:13 PM jeaninardi Interesting.

3/22/2020 3:17:45 PM realtimtrimble Don't shoot the messenger. Whoever is involved in Q changes nothing. Have you ever heard Austin say one thing thats antithetical to the pragmatic 

objective of the mission? Because I haven't.

3/22/2020 3:17:45 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/MBJQhcsENN

3/22/2020 3:17:46 PM keith369me Probably will have “Coronavirus” within 24 hours...what’s up with Rand?

3/22/2020 3:17:48 PM jimclar33935194  pic.twitter.com/o0vnhLi0Yk

3/22/2020 3:17:50 PM emeraldglobal1  pic.twitter.com/94wZRLlx2h

3/22/2020 3:18:03 PM synackstatic Adrenochrome users exposed to wormwood...Iron content and wormwood spew freeradicals in the body. Wormwood is important to this yes?

3/22/2020 3:18:11 PM saxyladytracy The Adrenacrom that the Hollywood drank had the virus in it....

3/22/2020 3:18:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 The enemy is attacking 144 countries. - @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 3:18:28 PM monique49922467 Justice 🙏💊

3/22/2020 3:18:40 PM bigjim72332449 Maybe all that IRON in his blood!

3/22/2020 3:18:53 PM wickedmouse369 No fear! Trust the plan.

3/22/2020 3:19:00 PM werascending You beat me to it!!!

3/22/2020 3:19:03 PM sdane8 > "I will always fight for you" 

> "The enemy is attacking and it's vicious"

> "We will be totally victorious"

3/22/2020 3:19:03 PM beth2419 Didn’t he say 148 yesterday? Hmm

3/22/2020 3:19:08 PM mouseqteer Exactly! The plan is in motion now. Q is not always going to be a post on the boards. Those who have eyes to see, do see, indeed. @AustinSteinbart 

@AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian #WhoIsQ



3/22/2020 3:19:11 PM sc_racer9 Good luck trying to enforce that!

The one factor that ‘authorities’ seem to be forgetting is that those of us that believe in freedom will not accept these draconian measures!

#2A

#WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

3/22/2020 3:19:13 PM mc1zzi Yeah OK lol. To get that into detail, repeating and emphasizing the gross parts in such detail? Wake the F up 🤣

3/22/2020 3:19:25 PM anirgu Central Banks

3/22/2020 3:19:34 PM darktolight17 Will be done sooner than expected

3/22/2020 3:19:41 PM myfanwy_72 Isn't that to do with tribes?

3/22/2020 3:19:45 PM sdane8 😡

3/22/2020 3:19:48 PM werascending 144,000 will ascend... coincidence?

3/22/2020 3:19:49 PM marcus45128888 144,000 reference? I heard that, too...

3/22/2020 3:20:10 PM emet_or_2020 How?

3/22/2020 3:20:13 PM kwade75 The first anally contracted case on record 🤔

3/22/2020 3:20:17 PM the_loveoflight Qanon - is a DIA operation

D6 - is the name of the Deepstate

BabyQ - is Q in the present (Quantum physics/computing will help you understand)

Majestic 12 - well I won’t speak for them but you can search their Twitter! 

All of which are connected, you’re not lost just research  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1079092046311444482 … 

pic.twitter.com/hG4aWx1W98
3/22/2020 3:20:34 PM keith369me Lots of internet “rocket scientists” figured this out quickly...I’m still trying to comprehend the need to announce sicknesses.  Arm twisting?

3/22/2020 3:20:35 PM linnyt7 Of course he has

3/22/2020 3:20:44 PM tyst1ck Some will recover easier than others.

Hidden/Invisible enemy?

Come on, guys.

3/22/2020 3:20:45 PM fellowpatri0t Good thinking!

3/22/2020 3:20:49 PM jungle_training 🤔

3/22/2020 3:20:54 PM tyst1ck "We are at war"

3/22/2020 3:20:58 PM carolin15161363 I hope it was tainted and I hope that is why they are freaking out right now!!!

3/22/2020 3:21:02 PM orange_starry Gross.

3/22/2020 3:21:03 PM jlynn624 You think? pic.twitter.com/3FySPaXmn6

3/22/2020 3:21:15 PM keith369me I hear Trumpets!!!

3/22/2020 3:21:24 PM christy43250353  https://twitter.com/Christy43250353/status/1241843518286336000?s=20 …

3/22/2020 3:21:35 PM nicolab87398830 How about we start the hashtag #weinsteindidntkillhimself around about now? 😂

3/22/2020 3:21:40 PM sdane8 Him too?!  Why am I not surprised? 😠

3/22/2020 3:21:40 PM jen_ridgecooke @SUZER60

3/22/2020 3:21:43 PM cocopuffster12 That’s a simple solution for a person who does not want to look at the evidence and think for themselves. Meanwhile, task #2 has been assigned. See 

Austin’s YT from yesterday am. Digital Soldiers needed! This is a great opportunity to help your country. #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 3:21:48 PM deter40109796 Go away

3/22/2020 3:21:50 PM tango66qanon Roger that: But we have the armor of God and the sword of the spirit and we are ready.

3/22/2020 3:21:50 PM winklerburke Praying Medic,LMC & JS can’t discern truth cuz their doctrine laws R messed up. Pride is #1 enemy of their souls. They also maybe think it’s ok 2 fight 

universe? Bad idea. Also, that it’s ok 2 not be open 2 higher ground? To have closed minds? To call good bad? They break laws?

3/22/2020 3:22:00 PM litecoin_bull Not again 👽

3/22/2020 3:22:10 PM pblau79 ofcourse we do considering it was manufactured

3/22/2020 3:22:34 PM wickedmouse369 Multi-dimensional communications.

3/22/2020 3:22:39 PM richzen2 It’s death rate... Italy has 60k cases and 5.5k death... do the math

3/22/2020 3:22:43 PM sabrinal43 Austin you have put it on Twitter so go ahead and let's see it in a Q drop. Lol No excuses Austin let's see it.

3/22/2020 3:22:49 PM swick73 🤔  so,  this “virus” is really a planned sentence??hmmm....

3/22/2020 3:23:06 PM carolin15161363 Biblical

3/22/2020 3:23:08 PM pblau79 yep and good ole hillbilly spread that shiz far and wide. that be known

3/22/2020 3:23:10 PM anirgu  pic.twitter.com/qmfQPZ7lNd

3/22/2020 3:23:25 PM cabalbuster Sounds like he was trying to hide money.

3/22/2020 3:23:40 PM vincemindfreak quantum dot markers .

3/22/2020 3:24:15 PM sabrinal43 Nope he's already told everyone he's Q so he should be able to tell us in a Q drop.

3/22/2020 3:24:20 PM americanpetal I’m not surprised about him.🤮

3/22/2020 3:24:22 PM katieka12149203 Why don’t you use your brain?  Is it secret or not? 🙄🤷🏼♀️🤪

3/22/2020 3:24:59 PM bitofdis He's not.

I'm not the first (or likely last) who will say this.

He's likely in place to harm the Q movement. I have not seen anything to suggest anything else.

Follow anything that brings you hope, encourage, faith, belief ... we are in this together.

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE
3/22/2020 3:25:10 PM rebornkingent 144,000 nice number.

3/22/2020 3:25:21 PM cocopuffster12 What a pig

3/22/2020 3:25:22 PM mongrelglory I always thought his was sadly compromised...

3/22/2020 3:25:39 PM katieka12149203 So u r saying he’s allowed to announce on Twitter but not on qdrop?  Why?  🤔

3/22/2020 3:25:44 PM mrmigido Here we go. 

#WeinerdidnotdieofCarona

3/22/2020 3:25:48 PM lecamusruss How many countries have a central bank?



3/22/2020 3:25:52 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/Tu7igvtLen

3/22/2020 3:26:11 PM mikeb38beacon_h 144=drop  “Geronimo”

3/22/2020 3:26:19 PM cjones4334 And families? pic.twitter.com/yb546J8w3z

3/22/2020 3:26:34 PM mikeb38beacon_h Geronimo😉

3/22/2020 3:26:37 PM tx_june Meanwhile...stay safe. pic.twitter.com/ha0Byd1aXG

3/22/2020 3:26:42 PM quentinjay2 Why?

3/22/2020 3:27:14 PM veu_f Coronavirus was Deep State insurance policy

3/22/2020 3:27:32 PM dakotobol 😉 pic.twitter.com/xMN9tBqQbQ

3/22/2020 3:27:45 PM texasqpatriot #Larp

3/22/2020 3:27:58 PM ericchristie Of course.  It's hard to practice social distancing when you're raping people.

3/22/2020 3:27:59 PM patriot_dc Except it defeats the whole point of Qanon Op to teach those to examine evidence and think for yourself. That's such an important task if we ever want 

to win this silent war and never have to go through it again.

3/22/2020 3:28:02 PM quentinjay2 Save the taxpayers money. M.A.S.H lyrics may help.

3/22/2020 3:28:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's going to be biblical.

#COVIDー19 #QuaratineLife #QAnon #SundayThoughts pic.twitter.com/c10Ts57htg

3/22/2020 3:28:13 PM stellarstellaq ✅National trial =arrests 

✅invisible enemy=spiritual war

✅144 Countries = God’s number for the Israelites

3/22/2020 3:28:18 PM olly65ram Dodgy batch laced to expose the Cult93 group (working)!

3/22/2020 3:28:42 PM ms_duckworth Covfefe pic.twitter.com/K3FCDDT3D2

3/22/2020 3:28:50 PM mongrelglory What many have been speculating...😏

3/22/2020 3:28:52 PM siedeh1 What is D6?

3/22/2020 3:28:56 PM neapatriot I get it now. MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER   @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 3:29:40 PM keith369me Out with the old, in with the new...if it isn’t better we will make it better.

3/22/2020 3:29:40 PM paigezanco @SaRaAshcraft

3/22/2020 3:29:42 PM tbonzz_ I like when he said,  "......we're enduring a great national TRIAL......"   hmm

3/22/2020 3:29:43 PM cocopuffster12 Praying Medic was given opportunities he did not take advantage of. Very disappointing. To put it mildly.

3/22/2020 3:29:50 PM equipment79 Idk if Mike Pence held that folder still for a reason but it say 5 days to slow the spread. Idk , what do you think? pic.twitter.com/XC40GlodDp

3/22/2020 3:30:27 PM 17_3_161815214 Patriots Don't Sleep  https://www.qmap.pub/read/144  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 3:30:30 PM twilly18 can you hold off till I get my check from the gov?

3/22/2020 3:30:58 PM axraxnv It’s almost as if there’s something more to everything going on 🤔

3/22/2020 3:31:25 PM werascending Nice!!!👏👏👏

3/22/2020 3:31:26 PM jrocktigers BAM!

3/22/2020 3:31:30 PM dakotobol Chad Lube's growing fast.

3/22/2020 3:31:32 PM tanhaley  pic.twitter.com/TESmFU23Uy

3/22/2020 3:31:47 PM kjoeberg Caught that also.

3/22/2020 3:31:53 PM cny_micaa  pic.twitter.com/hx0nsvSzT0

3/22/2020 3:31:56 PM bitofdis But what do you get from @prayingmedic etc? Any positive that you can get from anyone that you follow that can provide hope or any sense of belief 

and faith. is ok.

BTW - @prayingmedic (Dave) is not a bad follow. He is a beautiful soul doing what he has done for a long time.

3/22/2020 3:32:10 PM xianpuwanderer Not gonna lie, this was the first thing that popped in my head.  "What do you mean...biblical?"  Had to chuckle a bit. pic.twitter.com/N6hSljSHfG

3/22/2020 3:32:24 PM pgwwg1wag I believe so.....but then again Idk

3/22/2020 3:32:31 PM nanablue37 That's exactly where my mind went

3/22/2020 3:33:06 PM chriswh07619352 Cuiv

3/22/2020 3:33:09 PM mikeb38beacon_h Also notice No U.N flag & No Corp seal on the podium! Again😉😇🇺🇸❤️

3/22/2020 3:33:14 PM chriswh07619352 Uvcucc

3/22/2020 3:33:15 PM covertress "All dragons are at your disposal, Sir."

3/22/2020 3:33:29 PM 444_q_ 444 & 144 are the two sets of numbers that I see everywhere. 🌈🌈🌈

3/22/2020 3:33:42 PM jared_vor Well that it would be easy for him to prove it. He could simply post, as Q, tomorrow at exactly noon EST. Wouldn't be too difficult.

3/22/2020 3:35:05 PM norefils Buffered Vit C to bowel tolerance and A&D ( Rosita Cod Liver Oil has A&D). Good way to get it.

3/22/2020 3:35:18 PM texasqpatriot Fake

3/22/2020 3:35:25 PM mrmigido Are you at home?

You can squeak like us all, but in the end resistance is futile be your master benign or otherwise.

I'm certain this is all far bigger than we can grasp and it is at loggerheads with one faction poorly prepared.

Dig in till April.👍 Have a holiday at home👍

3/22/2020 3:35:26 PM mominthestix We are cleaning out 144 countries.

3/22/2020 3:35:44 PM shawnt1973  https://twitter.com/shawnt1973/status/1241845129192730624 …

3/22/2020 3:35:47 PM luluspeers1 So how did he smuggle adrenacrom in? In his vagina?

3/22/2020 3:35:47 PM janengland18 Excuse me who is D6?

3/22/2020 3:36:05 PM 369helen313 ThankQ MJ & Thanks to all Unknown front liners who are fighting to save Humanity & fighting to change the World to the best!  #GODWINS 

✨#WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 3:36:09 PM lightlove21121 😊

3/22/2020 3:37:00 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1241530308752744450?s=19 …

3/22/2020 3:37:05 PM texasqpatriot 💩💩💩🤖🤖🤖

3/22/2020 3:37:41 PM nurseniceyes I meant to but I went to the store for my mom and dad.

3/22/2020 3:37:59 PM odaatsue I'm ready. pic.twitter.com/uF0qOX6OZX

3/22/2020 3:38:18 PM cannafrom  https://lifehopeandtruth.com/prophecy/revelation/144-000/ …

3/22/2020 3:39:17 PM billyj1616 We need to see where that sign was made 🤔

3/22/2020 3:39:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Romney's in isolation? Gee that's too bad. - @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 3:39:59 PM tracipatriot LOL

3/22/2020 3:40:15 PM kwbeld Jesus trashing the temple!

3/22/2020 3:40:17 PM we_knqw #harveydidntcoronahimself

3/22/2020 3:40:19 PM jay34595865 Indeed. LEGION UP. pic.twitter.com/809PqYTn77

3/22/2020 3:40:22 PM duckvision Classic trump😂🤣

3/22/2020 3:40:25 PM khabzade_ globalists?

3/22/2020 3:40:27 PM keith369me Romney’s in isolation?  Gee, that’s too bad -DJT...very unconvincingly stated



3/22/2020 3:40:38 PM answerislove2 😂😂😂

Is that sarcasm there?

Trump: "None whatsoever!"

Still laughing 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 3:40:43 PM jackiehelg  pic.twitter.com/1MyuFCPO9q

3/22/2020 3:40:56 PM zogster98 I’d have to say not for everyone like everyday people

3/22/2020 3:40:58 PM cindylee81 Ok ok; I thought I was pretty smart to begin with, but apparently not.

CAN SOMEONE PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT 144 means

3/22/2020 3:40:59 PM pqpcqrns_ready Imagine if they asked him the question right now...

3/22/2020 3:41:05 PM mynardpamela They testing for Coronavirus or Adrenochrome?  Hmmm? 😉 wheat from the chaff and 🌽

3/22/2020 3:41:09 PM whitelightnow3 Everyone needs to go @AustinSteinbart Facebook page an go posts from 2016. He extensively researched Wikileaks and posted his findings. Many of 

his talking points in YT vids came from this. When did Q first start posting?

3/22/2020 3:41:18 PM 369helen313 It’s a Scientific & #Mystical_Virus which has got plan for Humanity & the World !

3/22/2020 3:41:32 PM keith369me Pretty unconving in his statement.  Waiting for Romney test results.

3/22/2020 3:41:34 PM mongrelglory He already provided a Q proof the other day, but his critics couldn't be bothered to check it out with a quick Qmap search and video watch.  He's not 

going to hand it to them on a silver spoon as that defeats the purpose of doing your own digging. 

https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1241840216182226949?s=20 …

3/22/2020 3:41:48 PM johnnymerckx The way the GEE was said, was very revealing

3/22/2020 3:41:59 PM gigi6412 😆

3/22/2020 3:42:10 PM buellermikef 😂

3/22/2020 3:42:21 PM duke5331 How did he get while locked up very tightly ?

3/22/2020 3:42:26 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/22/2020 3:42:44 PM texasqpatriot Hardly a Q proof

3/22/2020 3:42:45 PM leslieau7 My head's on a swivel..

Heard it ..

Laughed like a hyena 🤣😂

3/22/2020 3:42:45 PM dannoe75 Savage lol.

3/22/2020 3:42:50 PM truth939 And no stock buy-backs.  I'm shedding a tear over here.

3/22/2020 3:42:56 PM mongrelglory Why don't you listen to all his videos.  The answer to all your questions is there.

3/22/2020 3:43:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "adrenochrome withdrawal" pic.twitter.com/8w6ecs7if5

3/22/2020 3:43:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 "children for sale" pic.twitter.com/k0E9dbme6J

3/22/2020 3:43:31 PM texasqpatriot What the heck is this about?

3/22/2020 3:43:31 PM mongrelglory 😁😁😁😁😁😁

3/22/2020 3:43:33 PM w1717171717 Woke AF

3/22/2020 3:43:34 PM sdane8 This is the BEST movie ever! I'm on the edge of my seat and can't tear myself away. pic.twitter.com/JXsvcOYDnZ

3/22/2020 3:43:36 PM twilly18 does he follow you?

3/22/2020 3:43:40 PM tenn_rich Yeah... and so have others who faked that thy were Q. Hard to believe that anyone is gullible enough to buy this BS.

3/22/2020 3:43:48 PM luluspeers1 There was a collective sigh of relief from the victims of this abomination of a man. Hopefully he drowns in his own blood

3/22/2020 3:43:59 PM rtr862 💥👊 pic.twitter.com/0vL2QLh5Ge

3/22/2020 3:44:02 PM werascending Tennessee is the highest?

3/22/2020 3:44:05 PM ursula_1111 I don’t feel inconvenienced at all. I’m grateful to the selfless patriots who are out saving the world. pic.twitter.com/5J9Jyx5w4e

3/22/2020 3:44:06 PM suziepn 😂

3/22/2020 3:44:09 PM samsmith0319 After effects of mass usage of Adrenochrome!!!...💥🐀💥

3/22/2020 3:44:09 PM thesuperfairy Scary

3/22/2020 3:44:15 PM rebornkingent You’re saying there’s a trafficking problem in these here states?

3/22/2020 3:44:16 PM whitelightnow3 Everyone needs to go @AustinSteinbart facebook page and look at posts from 2016. He extensively researched Wikileaks and posted his findings. 

Many talking points on YT vids come from this research. What year did Q first post?

3/22/2020 3:44:16 PM jimilightspeed Oh snap!!

3/22/2020 3:44:26 PM cannafrom  pic.twitter.com/HWErRU4aIU

3/22/2020 3:44:26 PM irondadof5 West Virginia is looking in line with its Covid19 stats. No coincidences.

3/22/2020 3:44:26 PM jackrosqwake I’d say we got some very sick individuals. These ppl are SICK 😷 dark to light

3/22/2020 3:44:38 PM buckethead2016 🤣

3/22/2020 3:44:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 "pizzagate" pic.twitter.com/5nC9W0mWu1

3/22/2020 3:44:53 PM communista2 That's Jehovah witness crap.

3/22/2020 3:44:55 PM roger_smithii romNeY.🤔

3/22/2020 3:44:59 PM internetusr Mormons are run by the CIA. Change my mind.

3/22/2020 3:45:02 PM mindymaucelli I hope so.

3/22/2020 3:45:10 PM tenn_rich He’s NOT Q. Q is NOT a single person. If you had read Q drops, you’d know that. Instead you just sound the fool.

3/22/2020 3:45:15 PM mongrelglory You make absolutely no sense!

3/22/2020 3:45:22 PM s223s223 -S-K-E-T-C-H-Y  -A-F-

3/22/2020 3:45:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 "weiner laptop" pic.twitter.com/64FJUnFl4I

3/22/2020 3:45:26 PM cannafrom 12 lost tribes

3/22/2020 3:45:33 PM texasqpatriot Q never said nor eluded to any of that

3/22/2020 3:45:36 PM plasssticman Does this overlay with sealed indictments map?

3/22/2020 3:45:36 PM williebhere Nice!!!... now let’s introduce these sick people to their god??

3/22/2020 3:45:37 PM jimilightspeed Dude could have won if he bought a home for a bunch of homeless people with all that money

3/22/2020 3:45:41 PM rebornkingent Massive conciousness awareness spikes.

3/22/2020 3:45:45 PM t_hayden07 Gonna be BIBLICAL

3/22/2020 3:45:47 PM s_macca02 He should stay there permanently.

3/22/2020 3:45:47 PM tyst1ck jesus

3/22/2020 3:46:04 PM truth939 Nice spike.

3/22/2020 3:46:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 "mass arrests" pic.twitter.com/P6URkEFrV4

3/22/2020 3:46:08 PM majic_eyes_qnly Ask the freaking Q already 😂

3/22/2020 3:46:14 PM cannafrom Is it? Lol 😂😂😂🙄 will find the original or u got it 🤣

3/22/2020 3:46:15 PM 444_q_ Looking at what we need to push harder for.

3/22/2020 3:46:19 PM karmakurrent 🧐 pic.twitter.com/eKJvx9tuFb

3/22/2020 3:46:19 PM bjmolinar Surprised me as well.  Maybe because of Nashville where a lot of country singers live?

3/22/2020 3:46:24 PM gritty522 People nothing to do but sit around and research truth, so that’s good at least...

3/22/2020 3:46:25 PM arcanemanifest Goose is cooked

3/22/2020 3:46:30 PM theghost6969  pic.twitter.com/pTjtcyMBAU

3/22/2020 3:46:47 PM jaded_pearl My food addiction is gone & it's been easy to water & lemon fast - I am glued #GoQ 🙌🙌🙌

3/22/2020 3:46:48 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/l7o41fE4X1

3/22/2020 3:46:56 PM covertress \o/

3/22/2020 3:46:57 PM williebhere SICK.. not sick, there is a distinction!



3/22/2020 3:47:01 PM suziepn Let it play out and then say I tried to explain this to you. My mom loves Trump but thinks I'm a conspiracy nut. 😉

3/22/2020 3:47:05 PM werascending So pervasive!!!

3/22/2020 3:47:25 PM morgan_captain Context is everything: 144,000, 12,000 from each of the 12 tribes of Israel! We're not there yet...

3/22/2020 3:47:36 PM mindymaucelli I hope it’s happening right now.  I feel like we should pop some popcorn.

3/22/2020 3:47:36 PM tyst1ck Here we go

3/22/2020 3:47:36 PM realtimtrimble You seem desperate. Just saying. I'm not emotionally invested in this. I could care less about your obsession, only the end result. Pragmatism. It's time 

to clean up the mess.

3/22/2020 3:47:43 PM zeropointchrist YOU ARE TAKING SCREENSHOTS AND NOT PROVING WHAT YOU ARE SEARCHING.

PLEASE FIX

3/22/2020 3:47:44 PM majic_eyes_qnly Oh, that could be adrenochrome addicts doxxing themselves then, since they'd be the main people making such a search.

3/22/2020 3:47:46 PM elizaawakened Is there a place to register to help- foster children lost in this nightmare.

3/22/2020 3:47:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 "qanon" pic.twitter.com/TozC1z8qv6

3/22/2020 3:47:52 PM myfanwy_72 👍❤️🙏

3/22/2020 3:47:56 PM bcmarky So why would they decide to test chubski while hes in prison? Did they test the whole prison pop? If chubski was in solitary, why would he be tested if 

he wasnt with gen pop? Like, out of all the people in NY right now with issues why are they testing the guy with no peen?

3/22/2020 3:48:03 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/q6HVJCZRdN

3/22/2020 3:48:11 PM coaching4life @prayingmedic @qanon_obiwan @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart Is it me or is there division and decention; "who" is dividing 

us??? WHAT IS "THE" TRUTH?? And please explain the frog memes..2wks in and I've gone very deep very fast #WWG1WGA #QAnon 

https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1241829736331890689 …

3/22/2020 3:48:28 PM bcmarky eh? What you saying QD's have to do with this?

3/22/2020 3:48:49 PM bird14048336 Yes

3/22/2020 3:49:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 "qanon"

vs

pick your favorite #QPharisees pic.twitter.com/V1AIAJgUmF

3/22/2020 3:49:14 PM watchma88628632 I thought he had the Coronavirus

3/22/2020 3:49:18 PM straightshorts Says 15

3/22/2020 3:49:22 PM girlawakeinca Trust the Plan. pic.twitter.com/lQjsN6EMPi

3/22/2020 3:49:27 PM jrocktigers Seems legit, just check the color on Arkansas. Completely makes sense. I should hope Rose Law Firm is materially affected.

3/22/2020 3:49:27 PM lightworkercain South Dakota!

3/22/2020 3:49:30 PM the_loveoflight What’s this? pic.twitter.com/dpOVoqvlFR

3/22/2020 3:49:31 PM communista2 No, I'm a Jew. Don't pray to Jesus. But the 144,000 shite is what the Jehovah witness talk about.

3/22/2020 3:49:34 PM justice8882 Poor Romney 😷... Are you being sarcastic?  Absolutely Not.

3/22/2020 3:49:39 PM kitorcat Virginia

3/22/2020 3:49:43 PM cjones4334 Following! pic.twitter.com/LpH9flS57Z

3/22/2020 3:49:59 PM jlross5 Just can’t stop dancing. pic.twitter.com/f2eoHxnFI8

3/22/2020 3:49:59 PM dsm4711 I hope he's isolated in Gitmo.

3/22/2020 3:50:05 PM cannafrom Personally I think it refers to human consciousness the 100th monkey - evolution

3/22/2020 3:50:17 PM teapartypathq Ahhhhhhhhhhhh yeah!

3/22/2020 3:50:22 PM lightworkercain  pic.twitter.com/Sy1RNpRjds

3/22/2020 3:50:35 PM 28concerned It's causing panic in Hollywood and DC. They got a batch of CV Adrenachrome

 What the odds. Do you believe in coincidence

3/22/2020 3:50:43 PM keith369me ]Google Search[

3/22/2020 3:50:45 PM timbers23 Did the Clintons visit him

3/22/2020 3:50:51 PM jrocktigers Poor MS.

3/22/2020 3:50:52 PM bodyworkbydawn Wow, that deep blue is my state?  😱

3/22/2020 3:50:57 PM mongrelglory Oh good!  The whole nation is waking up!

3/22/2020 3:51:12 PM igiant111 damn shots fired at blue eyes.

3/22/2020 3:51:13 PM ivadragojevic1 #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/qYdi3c0kAY

3/22/2020 3:51:20 PM mattvanbibber Lock down seems to be on its way in our state, not announced yet....

3/22/2020 3:51:29 PM patjone29703057 👍

3/22/2020 3:51:57 PM rtr862 😂 #LovingIt #EnjoyTheShow

3/22/2020 3:52:04 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/AdWTc7D0ta

3/22/2020 3:52:14 PM mariafaraci1 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 3:52:18 PM vincemindfreak thinking out loud ..what if the wealthy have the good ones ..or rather attuned ones that are not working any more ..and they show up on tests 

..seriously out loud thinking brought to you by og kush .

3/22/2020 3:52:26 PM bcmarky so its fact because you heard it on a youtube channel?

3/22/2020 3:52:29 PM ciaramitari 🤣

3/22/2020 3:52:30 PM subtidal4 I’m a current foster dad. Start with your county officials.

3/22/2020 3:52:33 PM irondadof5 Nashville, TN Tax haven for the rich. Probably a bunch of Elite Jonesing vampires wondering what to do next. Thanks to the social distancing no kids to 

grab off the streets for an easy fix.

3/22/2020 3:52:38 PM brangusjimmy I don’t get your same results.  https://trends.google.com  can other anons verify this is accurate?

3/22/2020 3:52:45 PM girlawakeinca #MAGA worldwide pic.twitter.com/OX9tvFZvlW

3/22/2020 3:52:49 PM brangusjimmy My results. pic.twitter.com/2aTt4vZKci

3/22/2020 3:52:54 PM communista2 No. The meme specifically mentioned the 144,000 'chosen ones' who will rule with this Jesus dude 'forever' 

I've had plenty of arguments with JW's lol 😅

3/22/2020 3:52:56 PM keith369me Spikes in Arkansas/Kansas/Massachusetts hmmm

3/22/2020 3:52:57 PM majic_eyes_qnly How about this one? GoogleTrends for 'military tribunals'. 

Coming soon to a theatre near you. pic.twitter.com/4AN7rsBnPi

3/22/2020 3:53:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 "We're dealing with Mitch." - @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 3:53:08 PM we_knqw “trump qanon” pic.twitter.com/ysfERPXKIP

3/22/2020 3:53:10 PM mongrelglory Holy cow!  Look at the interest throughout Canada!  Even in places like Nunavut and Baffin Island! 😃  Yes!!!

3/22/2020 3:53:14 PM rebornkingent So your saying, game over? Dumb and Dumber: Quarantine edition pic.twitter.com/wEfG8RL1pE

3/22/2020 3:53:17 PM notevenchad17 As I home schooled my children, the KEY was INTRINSIC drivers versus Extrinsic drivers and UNDERSTANDING WHY I was teaching WHAT I was teaching 

and WHY I was teaching in that manner.

3/22/2020 3:53:18 PM trishbrennan18 Virginia? Mississippi is darkest.

3/22/2020 3:53:21 PM cannafrom 😂😂😂

3/22/2020 3:53:24 PM mishelleo1974 Thanks!!

3/22/2020 3:53:25 PM johnnychingas_2 It might be that their DNA is being affected by the 5G, just thinking stupid tho.

3/22/2020 3:53:38 PM lucasnobua Thank you!

3/22/2020 3:54:08 PM samsmith0319 Indeed...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/22/2020 3:54:09 PM adam84577979 simple dude, POTUS has acknowledged Q well over 100 times, and has retweeted many Q research site stories. If you cant get POTUS to acknowledge 

your authenticity, then brother you have nothing



3/22/2020 3:54:14 PM dwdw1212 Why do U promote Austin ? ? ?

3/22/2020 3:54:25 PM nickel_triple Roger that. Eyes wide. Everyone keep working to win. Wwg1wga pic.twitter.com/ctMf4WYVnI

3/22/2020 3:54:38 PM pgwwg1wag But he is saying doing that would ruin the whole reason for Qanon.  Researching and thinking for ourselves.  I read someone say reporters wouldn't ask 

"Who is Q?"  So this is plan B.  Anything is possible I guess.

3/22/2020 3:54:39 PM bcmarky ohdaOGkushkush :) 

I hear what you're saying, but that would mean its all online up and running and everyone is walking around with QD's unbeknownst to them and they 

have the hardware to take advantage of it w tracking, thoughts,  etc....

3/22/2020 3:54:48 PM freestateojones My numbers are way down.

3/22/2020 3:54:57 PM redink70155959 He wasn't being sarcastic. 😁

3/22/2020 3:54:58 PM keith369me You’re welcome...pass it on

3/22/2020 3:55:04 PM noelpolin Does it ? Tell me

3/22/2020 3:55:05 PM laura_621 👁✳️👁#SarahRuthAshcraft

3/22/2020 3:55:06 PM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/BdZFT4hlLv

3/22/2020 3:55:21 PM covertress #QPharisees...

obv a @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 op  pic.twitter.com/erwnLLuJQU

3/22/2020 3:55:23 PM bcmarky So then tell us why it would

3/22/2020 3:55:24 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣 MJ-12, I can't believe you're trolling Praying Medic!!!

3/22/2020 3:55:24 PM williebhere Moscow Mitch??🤣🤷🏻♂️

3/22/2020 3:55:27 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/hv4X8yPvqd

3/22/2020 3:55:38 PM vickiuecker I love my President... pic.twitter.com/Uqs1lT5wtY

3/22/2020 3:55:59 PM keith369me ...and his test result will be???

3/22/2020 3:56:05 PM truth939 Just to be fair... pic.twitter.com/vZDEBYUFTS

3/22/2020 3:56:21 PM yoman4517 Change the date?

3/22/2020 3:56:28 PM samsmith0319 Absolutely...Vile Beast Exposed!!!...💥👿💥

3/22/2020 3:56:49 PM whsthestorm “General Milley does not play games, hes a very interesting guy” -@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 3:57:03 PM moemc8 Cocaine Mitch

3/22/2020 3:57:04 PM frankyanker Katie says jump, Austin should ask her how high👍🏼

3/22/2020 3:57:29 PM just_mr_nobody Sounds like you've been hanging out with Austin Steinbart recently.

3/22/2020 3:57:33 PM tachyonluxor #adrenochromejunkies

3/22/2020 3:57:42 PM girlawakeinca Good call 🙌😃 @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY

3/22/2020 3:57:48 PM hrcbehilarion EVERYONE IS AWESOME

3/22/2020 3:57:54 PM birdiesrchirpin I loved hearing that number. 🙏💛

3/22/2020 3:57:56 PM vincemindfreak i like your thinking sir ..have a biscuit and let that thought expand like a lady fart ..dots affected by photons ,switches ,signals from satellites ,direct to 

phones that use optogenetic tech to activate occular mind viruses ..tis good og kush ..

3/22/2020 3:58:06 PM hrcbehilarion EXCEPT THE PEDO DS

3/22/2020 3:58:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 This account has multiple typists.

One of the typists is using the strategy.

3/22/2020 3:59:13 PM crt14361013 ✔✔

3/22/2020 3:59:36 PM switchglitchmon South Dakota has some weird kinks

3/22/2020 3:59:43 PM bkwilson9  pic.twitter.com/R6UdLzp02L

3/22/2020 4:00:07 PM maryschade14 YES..ThankYou pic.twitter.com/FbN1QjG5ie

3/22/2020 4:00:13 PM keith369me Floating cruise ship hospitals...for the elite only?

3/22/2020 4:00:15 PM crt14361013 😎✔

3/22/2020 4:00:54 PM mongrelglory I hope we might have a chance to meet the typists some day.  Unsung heroes! 😁

3/22/2020 4:01:01 PM jared_vor Ask yourself, if he really were Q, what benefit would there be in exposing himself. If he were Q, the deep state would just take him out and avoid the 

whole thing. Think logically.

3/22/2020 4:01:19 PM corn_hole Got the 369th like!

3/22/2020 4:01:47 PM the_loveoflight Look at this, anyone know what this is about. 

Possible lead to the NDAs he signed pic.twitter.com/x9a82xqZuJ

3/22/2020 4:01:57 PM covertress What is "the strategy"?

3/22/2020 4:01:58 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/kjwz5tdf1y

3/22/2020 4:02:14 PM the_loveoflight PAYtriot! pic.twitter.com/EI6isopcc7

3/22/2020 4:02:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Expand the eyes on the operation.

3/22/2020 4:02:29 PM brianan06364517 I believe baby Q. This is dejavu. I went through this 3 years ago with many saying that Q was fake.

3/22/2020 4:02:43 PM reumpipes That was awesome

3/22/2020 4:02:53 PM coloradoevolut1 😇 pic.twitter.com/HRBdNNuCQe

3/22/2020 4:02:56 PM nikoscali i.e. via Austin

3/22/2020 4:03:01 PM qanonwtp Wait! Montana and Wyoming!

3/22/2020 4:03:08 PM covertress What I thought.

Godspeed.

3/22/2020 4:03:11 PM francesboogs Where can you view these?!

3/22/2020 4:03:40 PM bcmarky erm yeah...could have just said. We're fuct

3/22/2020 4:03:45 PM docpalfrancesc2 Don't you think that Life, which is constantly changing, is no longer an Infinite Game? @HedonikaHadron @RoseModema @selenite11 @RicoRoho 

@evankirstel @GabrielBlake_ @TheCalmPeople @KimRoebuck @Nicochan33 @LotharBirkner @JasNuss @neil_bodie @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@maiamajumder @SciDip https://twitter.com/SIRISYSPrime/status/1082792973736296448 …

3/22/2020 4:03:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Just a search term used.

Not trolling anyone.

3/22/2020 4:03:58 PM bek0fvengerberg He did last night.

3/22/2020 4:04:04 PM cocopuffster12 Praying Medic was given a couple of great opportunities. Sad he did not take advantage of them.

3/22/2020 4:04:10 PM laurabusse Messenger over message gives your power away

Disempowering

Message over messenger means using your discernment

Being in your power

Is empowering

3/22/2020 4:04:11 PM magamircat1 Lolol...

3/22/2020 4:04:18 PM djmomthebomb Please do #FRAZZLEDRIP

3/22/2020 4:04:26 PM knightstile Did anyone see @Jordan_Sather_ on @ComedyCentral pure garbage. He was partially set up but total garbage. https://youtu.be/VGrfN3v5JL8 

3/22/2020 4:04:32 PM nashua201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Q  ?  pic.twitter.com/83ENL0Ivz8



3/22/2020 4:04:38 PM vancouverdtjb Could be why they are freeing up prisons? GITMO Maxed Out

Q

!UW.yye1fxo

11 Feb 2018 - 5:01:37 PM

Anonymous

11 Feb 2018 - 4:58:29 PM

>>343356

Don't care about your sentence structure. Just care to know how full GITMO is gonna be?

>>343395

Max cap.

[1] other prison being prepped.

Q
3/22/2020 4:04:49 PM knowbody1185 Not sure what winning is tho...

3/22/2020 4:04:53 PM jag9831  pic.twitter.com/K3mKdqQEnH

3/22/2020 4:04:57 PM cchef1980 MJ12, quick question... hope you can help. Are “MedBeds” real? Do they exist and would those be made available to public?

3/22/2020 4:05:01 PM sweanon2 Good..

3/22/2020 4:05:08 PM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/PBYbq9iNzH

3/22/2020 4:05:10 PM qanonwtp North and South Dakota! Nation parks. People go missing most in these 4 states?

3/22/2020 4:05:39 PM heavyheadanon #MilitaryOperations underway  world wide! Have no fear all will be fine! Educate yourself via the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  videos on Your tube. Stay inside, 

stay safe... DO NOT RIOT! #Cleanup In Progress!! https://twitter.com/gelizabeths/status/1241165445836574720 …

3/22/2020 4:05:40 PM knowbody1185 Life is def a game.. Yet we can look back at 9/11 and that is what winning looks like. SO winning may be subjective i think.. What is winning to some 

may be loosing to another.

3/22/2020 4:05:41 PM lappitero That is fact I heard it first from that channel and you can listen it yourself and do your own conclusions. My intuition tells me that is true. Do your own 

research that is all I can say. God bless.

3/22/2020 4:05:42 PM azuremagus Sen. Mitch M. the ancient irritating one.

3/22/2020 4:05:42 PM neo_asura_ still wont reapond to this 👇👇 🤡 https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241384064646615043 …

3/22/2020 4:05:50 PM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/cMwpPqoOth

3/22/2020 4:05:59 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/CatsblB61H

3/22/2020 4:06:05 PM yellamoj Is Austin one of the typists?

3/22/2020 4:06:34 PM mongrelglory Will the MSM report what's really happening with the Storm, or will they still try to twist the narrative?  So many people of older generations (some of 

them living alone) just don't get their news from the internet.  I'm worried they'll be missing out on the truth. 😟

3/22/2020 4:06:38 PM bcmarky discernment is your friend. God bless

3/22/2020 4:06:50 PM eo_swan Am I the only person who see's this and wonders... "quote or comms?"

Things that make you say pic.twitter.com/WB4TuNJPoW

3/22/2020 4:07:02 PM do_or_do_notty Well since I was recently called a #QPharisees...

I’ve decided to wear it as a badge of honor 

These people are stupid!

3/22/2020 4:07:13 PM kelly59519553  pic.twitter.com/9Qh1BSbGiQ

3/22/2020 4:07:21 PM theroliyogi  https://www.fox13memphis.com/news/trending/coronavirus-live-updates-colombia-reports-first-coronavirus-

death/TBYFGF5MMVE7VG7SANRXUTAXMQ/ …

3/22/2020 4:07:22 PM laurabusse The cult of personality

Sheep want a shepherd

3/22/2020 4:07:33 PM mongrelglory 5:5 👍

3/22/2020 4:07:39 PM youdiscussedme2  pic.twitter.com/TIZWjBb2lw

3/22/2020 4:07:41 PM vincemindfreak not if the satellites were shot down or starlink took over them ,or even space force took them down ..offline whatever the jargon is .what if they are a 

cure if tuned to a different frequency ?  ..nurse ..more weed madam ..

3/22/2020 4:07:51 PM little_bird1979 I can’t wait to see who’s coming out of Ohio!

3/22/2020 4:08:08 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/f9vEMxHYn0

3/22/2020 4:08:22 PM lindastrahm1 Trump actually said to the reporter that gave Trump the news that Romney was sick, “Romney is sick? Romney? oh, that’s to bad!” The reporter said, 

“Are you being sarcastic?” Trump said, “No, not at all!”

3/22/2020 4:08:29 PM covertress Do you see a useful role for yourself in the Great Awakening yet?

3/22/2020 4:08:30 PM laura_621 😄JS just tweeted the same!

3/22/2020 4:08:31 PM azuremagus Yes of course Q haters are run over dog do-do.

3/22/2020 4:08:41 PM lcqkag2020 #HRCVideo #ReleaseTheVideo

3/22/2020 4:08:59 PM bcmarky I like that thought better :)

3/22/2020 4:09:03 PM restorativna8ur Dude isnt Q.. hello

3/22/2020 4:09:07 PM painter19791 This lady is sick as they come

3/22/2020 4:09:41 PM smmmote Sure ya'll saw this right? Bye 👋😂 https://twitter.com/NiagaraGazette/status/1241829148185841664?s=19 …

3/22/2020 4:09:46 PM cocopuffster12 He did. He said the virus had spread to 148 countries....then makes a comment that the spread is “unbelievable” watch 2:01 to 2:14♥🇺🇸♥

3/22/2020 4:09:53 PM mikeice We have the cures that you will never see.

3/22/2020 4:10:02 PM docpalfrancesc2 That’s “why”, is an infinite game! Sometimes we win, sometimes...

3/22/2020 4:10:07 PM vincemindfreak always have a positive when thinking ..otherwise whats the point ..no one wants to hear negative outcomes ..

lets say weve all  been saved from a celebrity death

3/22/2020 4:10:25 PM sophiadegolden1 Your great. pic.twitter.com/ClPyGLP8a6

3/22/2020 4:10:29 PM jefft646 Not yet, 4.1.20. The storm will officially arive

3/22/2020 4:10:44 PM aprilbrown99 POTUS did another #AirQ 🔥🔥♥

3/22/2020 4:11:01 PM the_loveoflight Well well looks like Jordan Sather just blocked me

Define groomed?! pic.twitter.com/l33MpL5ybR

3/22/2020 4:11:09 PM mikebravodude Hey are you also running Austin’s account?. I noticed a bunch of dummy accounts all likeing and RTing the both of you. 

It’s weird right?!

3/22/2020 4:11:13 PM deloofsteve I live in S.D. we like to be informed

3/22/2020 4:11:22 PM rtek777 So he says 8am upload but no timestamp.

3/22/2020 4:11:26 PM ogmios1440 Wrong!

3/22/2020 4:11:29 PM 1776reset Likewise and same with Pennsylvania

3/22/2020 4:11:30 PM janengland18 TY for response

3/22/2020 4:11:43 PM do_or_do_notty 🙏🇺🇸🙏 pic.twitter.com/co8aK60Sft

3/22/2020 4:11:52 PM azuremagus Inmates have there codes and Harvey is a target.

3/22/2020 4:11:58 PM abobocool 🤣🤣🤣



3/22/2020 4:12:00 PM aprilbrown99 Huge comms through the whole announcement

3/22/2020 4:12:18 PM tinfoil1254 That's a good point....maybe I am not sure

3/22/2020 4:12:30 PM just_mr_nobody Just make sure the "typists" aren't using "the strategy" in a way that winds up being defamatory to others who are also in support of The Plan and 

taking out this corruption.

#WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 4:12:41 PM turbo7773 Thoughts on this please! 

What are the chances of switching back to the gold currency? Could it be successful? Could it stop stop the corruption and extreme power because 

they no longer have control over currency? Who all could benefit from this? Who would be damaged by this?

3/22/2020 4:12:52 PM knowbody1185 we ever loose we only win and we learn. And from what im seeing we are never winning...  The only winning in this game is understanding. I think. 

Thoughts?

3/22/2020 4:13:42 PM daganon68 BOOM!

3/22/2020 4:13:45 PM sparkleloung What did you see/hear?

144

Red Tie

I missed some of it but noticed those

3/22/2020 4:13:50 PM sarah48538695  https://twitter.com/AintGets/status/1241100850224861184 …

3/22/2020 4:13:58 PM shelly_frye Thanks for sharing it was a good read

3/22/2020 4:14:00 PM nschlange Good, because there has been a lot of infighting, and if we're fighting, how can we wake up others?

3/22/2020 4:14:12 PM jared_vor Q did. Did Austin say the post would occur? Did he call out the time? Nope. He's a fraud.

3/22/2020 4:14:45 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/kavvoaaDBo

3/22/2020 4:14:53 PM kaytonholsteins can we get more comms regarding Australia.

3/22/2020 4:15:14 PM jrocktigers I wonder if we can donate useless Cruise ship 'dollars/points' and get TP vouchers ?

3/22/2020 4:15:26 PM janengland18 My friend's grandfather has this & in ICU. This is real. Why would the cure be withheld?

3/22/2020 4:15:56 PM unidentifiedta1 He laundered the money. 

It was a scam and a plan.

3/22/2020 4:16:06 PM peekaboo1966 I know about Austin Steinbart and the issues he has presented.. just wondering why MJ12 would give a shit

3/22/2020 4:16:22 PM realtimtrimble Maybe you are?? I don't know, maybe I know more than you but I don't generally use words like YES and NO in these situations, maybe and maybe not 

more appropriate for me.

3/22/2020 4:16:25 PM 17r45 The great awakening

3/22/2020 4:16:33 PM aprilbrown99 Disgusting!  #SaveTheChildren

3/22/2020 4:16:46 PM agoodyear2015 Merkel too.  I'm beginning to think isolation has a whole other meaning.

3/22/2020 4:16:55 PM mikebravodude So is Austin one of your typists? As well as NSA child crimes and others?

3/22/2020 4:17:24 PM kirsten83434939 “We were penny wise and dollar foolish” -POTUS

3/22/2020 4:17:35 PM mongrelglory In the city here there are many elderly people who live alone, don't own a computer or smart phone.  Some of them don't even speak English that well. 

They watch TV and listen to the radio for their news, and I worry that they'll be very scared and confused with no-one to talk to.

3/22/2020 4:17:56 PM bucksmedic36 Cocaine Mitch!! 😎

3/22/2020 4:18:19 PM cchef1980 Not just older people... lots of people sticking to their guns. Cognitive dissonance. Trying to ask a few questions to some people and find common 

ground to plan some seeds but TDS is strong!

3/22/2020 4:19:06 PM realyfactsmater No no no !!! LAME!!! @Jordan_Sather_  is both cool and bitchen 😎... and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 lost all respect

3/22/2020 4:19:13 PM covertress Same here.

Share this story.

Tell them they'll most likely be ok. https://twitter.com/truthpirate4Rt/status/1238532643244957697?s=20 …

3/22/2020 4:19:14 PM kirsten83434939 “I don’t have stock, gh, I OWN things” -POTUS

3/22/2020 4:19:18 PM patriot_angel McConnell?

3/22/2020 4:19:42 PM sl_jaycee Lol ya he is running multiple accounts...this account has been super full of shit for awhile now. Ask @Jordan_Sather_  about him since they brawl all the 

time lol

3/22/2020 4:19:49 PM mongrelglory I hope the MSM doesn't do more fear-mongering than they already have! 😟

3/22/2020 4:19:55 PM fansblowing3 MJ 12 is not BabyQ

3/22/2020 4:20:05 PM kirsten83434939 AAAND FOX NEWS QUICK CUT TO COMMERCIAL!!!

3/22/2020 4:20:10 PM mani42643957 🤣Major tongue bite

3/22/2020 4:20:45 PM mongrelglory I'm referring to the mass arrests happening.

3/22/2020 4:20:52 PM boy12_jimmy Mitch was just on the floor going off about something. I did not get to see it. I will see if I can find it and repost his remarks. I am not sure what this 

quote was mentioned for. I didn't know that Trump is still going on with his conference for the media.

3/22/2020 4:20:58 PM claire90437874 Lies

3/22/2020 4:21:10 PM swick73 Start reading the Bible at revelation 7....

3/22/2020 4:21:15 PM covertress You know that they will.

That's why Gen. Flynn has an army...

an Army Of Digital Soldiers

3/22/2020 4:21:21 PM aprilbrown99 Multiple meanings...

3/22/2020 4:21:52 PM cocopuffster12 He is hilarious. A breath of fresh air!

3/22/2020 4:22:18 PM cpace98 Romney

3/22/2020 4:22:44 PM truth_yhvh Can you be more specific? It did not return the link.

3/22/2020 4:22:50 PM djmurphy5 I had the thought earlier, this break is a reset in global consciousness. On the other side the prison built for humanities consciousness will be broken. 

We create, collectively, we are unstoppable. I also believe the same power and potential is in one man. Belief, a mustard seed

3/22/2020 4:23:29 PM mongrelglory Which these elderly people will miss out on unfortunately.  The elderly Polish widower who lives next door to me, has a cordless phone and his TV.  

Same with the Hungarian lady that lives down the hall from me.  Both live alone.  I try to check on them, but there are many more.

3/22/2020 4:23:31 PM johnbai37881983 Was that sarcasm Mr. President?

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 4:23:35 PM jivaine_skywing Where’s Mueller and Rosenstein? They haven’t been in the news in a while.

3/22/2020 4:23:43 PM gram_dog 😳😳😳I know! I’m sitting here in horror, staring at my screen mouth a gape!  Those crazies nodding like she’s preaching the Holy Word!

3/22/2020 4:23:50 PM carolyn42052 And chilly is a close friend.

3/22/2020 4:24:02 PM cocopuffster12 Perfectly said!

3/22/2020 4:24:26 PM carolyn42052 Will watch. ty

3/22/2020 4:24:34 PM claire90437874 Yeah im thinking block majestic 12

3/22/2020 4:24:46 PM jrocktigers My favorite quote was when he blamed all prior presidents who sold us to China , regardless of party. I am still smiling.

3/22/2020 4:24:50 PM patriot_angel I don’t believe half of this sh** ! Either test are in accurate, or those that took the flu vaccine are testing positive, or it is just plain BS to instill fear.



3/22/2020 4:25:20 PM tinaeagleston  pic.twitter.com/6Ym2tsUkSN

3/22/2020 4:26:09 PM lisateonly Listen to how he talks about the enemy. He's not talking about CV19.

3/22/2020 4:26:16 PM lappitero Yes do that. Thank you!🙂🙏

She is clearly ahead of us but #WWG1WGA 

God bless!🙏

3/22/2020 4:26:51 PM carolyn42052 🙏🍿

3/22/2020 4:26:56 PM claire90437874 You believe in a fake Q so dont post anymore to mislead people

3/22/2020 4:27:08 PM sparkleloung Oh Fo Sho pic.twitter.com/qudr9pjSf9

3/22/2020 4:28:22 PM lov26laugh 😆🤣🤣

3/22/2020 4:28:30 PM kimwestbrook20 After all the disgusting things this guy has done, I have zero sympathy for him.

3/22/2020 4:28:39 PM katieka12149203 So instead of letting us think / figure it out, Q announces on twitter?

3/22/2020 4:28:40 PM mikebravodude I dont need to. I investigated the Austin account out of curiosity. The same less than 20 follower zero tweets shills are shilling for him and MJ12. Also 

NSA child crimes. Can you imagine someone is paying for this? LMAO

3/22/2020 4:28:40 PM barbiesponytail @SUPERHERO1 !!!

3/22/2020 4:29:15 PM newyorker66 ☹

3/22/2020 4:29:21 PM sharidean996 💯💯💯💯💯💯! 👀

3/22/2020 4:29:35 PM lennon09899021 😘

3/22/2020 4:29:59 PM katieka12149203 Following a guy on twitter = thinking for yourself ? pic.twitter.com/JrLNnGNUMv

3/22/2020 4:30:06 PM aprilbrown99 I didnt write down the number but feel they were more than just that, pertaining to the supplies. Interesting that he didnt read the numbers for CA. 

We are at war w/ an invisible enemy. He did another #AirQ 💥💥💥   

Are the ships that r going to CA and NY to transport [them]?

3/22/2020 4:30:09 PM mikebravodude So is Austin one of your Typist? Also NSA child crimes John Q Public and others. Exactly how many people are working on these account? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241861801748434945?s=20 …

3/22/2020 4:30:56 PM the_loveoflight Becareful who you follow! https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241867872059699201 …

3/22/2020 4:31:02 PM peaches5672 OR GOD'S CLEANING HOUSE

3/22/2020 4:31:10 PM mikebravodude Is this a MJ 12 account also?

3/22/2020 4:31:13 PM aprilbrown99 This was from another meeting this past week. Very good decode. 

 https://youtu.be/C6phxystLBU 

3/22/2020 4:31:43 PM hailsway Oh THAT guy! Ok thanks.

3/22/2020 4:31:57 PM c_morece 144,000 is a vibration. WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 4:32:16 PM lennybe24058648 What a sick person  she is. pic.twitter.com/WY4ENj2rdt

3/22/2020 4:32:26 PM jonella_moore LARP, and not even a good one! Q specifically told us several times that there will be NO COMMS OUTSIDE THE BOARDS. If you are saying that you 

think Austin is Q then you’ve just exposed yourself as a LARP as well.

3/22/2020 4:32:36 PM sl_jaycee It’s a stupid waste of money only for the purpose of trying to be relevant or con people. I have a hunch that it’s Corey Goode the fake super soldier 

wanna be who tried to trick everyone he was some sort of ET contact. People are weird lol

3/22/2020 4:32:36 PM cocopuffster12 There are 3 email addresses you can use. Support@datto.com, support@autotask.com and dgarcia@datto.com

3/22/2020 4:32:49 PM gina67590096 Duh 🤦🏼♀️

3/22/2020 4:33:23 PM neverfo46920219 Bloomberg is going to end up broke.

3/22/2020 4:33:26 PM gina67590096 You did it better n me 🤷♀️🤦🏼♀️🥰🙏🏻

3/22/2020 4:33:31 PM cocopuffster12 Protecting our First Amendment Rights, for starters

3/22/2020 4:33:42 PM aprilbrown99 My post above was a question directed to MJ12.

3/22/2020 4:33:43 PM sharidean996 Best reassess what you 'believe' in, sister.

...assuming you ARE a sister and not a shadow sock account... 🤔

😑

3/22/2020 4:33:50 PM cocopuffster12 Nice!

3/22/2020 4:34:07 PM imcevoy1 I'm getting a different picture here in Scotland  (?) pic.twitter.com/8AYMa3P2VW

3/22/2020 4:34:26 PM computerrace I appreciate the ideas, what is you would have me do if i could get one thing done, anything. Just one

3/22/2020 4:34:32 PM cocopuffster12 And use dgarcia@datto.com

3/22/2020 4:35:28 PM neverfo46920219 Hope he hangs in there!

🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 4:36:28 PM gina67590096  pic.twitter.com/nYJfj2Ovll

3/22/2020 4:36:41 PM cocopuffster12 Datto is violating our First Amendment Rights. Perhaps they should respect our Amendments. They brought this on themselves.

3/22/2020 4:36:58 PM johnhollisallso “Mass arrests” of course is most popular in Mass a chusetts where it takes on more benign meaning.

3/22/2020 4:37:31 PM moemc8 I understand April.  Was really referring to you being told not to use the 'A' word.  I think we all should.  Sorry for the confusion.

3/22/2020 4:37:37 PM jonella_moore Q specifically told us several times that there would absolutely be NO COMMS OUTSIDE OF BOARDS. We were told if someone claimed to be Q in 

outside comms they were LARPs.

3/22/2020 4:38:30 PM claire90437874 Well I'm not your sister! And I dint believe some puppet called Austin is Q

3/22/2020 4:39:40 PM aprilbrown99 No problem. Yes, no more secrets. 

Thank you.  #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 4:39:40 PM gina67590096 Srsly if you were God and you had a daughter would you let a BABY have power over all things? 🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️🤦🏼♀️ I cannot code He forbid it! It took 4 years

 to learn to walk with this weight! I barely internet mines supernaturally throttled. Love wins.

3/22/2020 4:39:49 PM katieka12149203 I watched the video. A.S. mentioned Bible verse that Q has used several times.  Proves nothing.  Plus he looks like an idiot at the church.  Like I’m going 

to believe he has access to anything in the govt. looks like a guy possibly out of h.s. / possibly not having some fun

3/22/2020 4:39:58 PM dicktucky  https://twitter.com/dicktucky/status/1241499562193240064?s=21 …

3/22/2020 4:40:03 PM cocopuffster12 Nice toll free phone number 😎

3/22/2020 4:40:40 PM do_or_do_notty Tsk Tsk

3/22/2020 4:40:47 PM egoda Will he be the next epstein like case, ? no need for a virus, they are the virus

3/22/2020 4:40:58 PM cocopuffster12 Message over messenger

3/22/2020 4:41:01 PM blessed5xs1 She's a man, man.

3/22/2020 4:41:20 PM katieka12149203 Start following him and what if he asks you to go shoot someone because he needs a soldier. I akways wondered how people get into cults following 

crazies and now I’ve talked to some.

3/22/2020 4:41:26 PM aprilbrown99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  any chance they are in the process of saving all the children underneath the Getty?  🥺🥺🥺

3/22/2020 4:41:38 PM cocopuffster12 Fear is a 4 letter word

3/22/2020 4:41:51 PM djlok Or when he said if he thought he could save just one life he'd call a previous president, but that wouldn't be necessary.

3/22/2020 4:42:00 PM stormchasser16 Oh my goodness!😂🤣🤪



3/22/2020 4:42:14 PM gina67590096 Sorry sorry meant I cannot math code use the universal net without him babysitting trust me you don’t want to see me at my worst! He hid me in the 

middle of the trade as a middle child in the middle of no where. None of you have seen this kind of helicopter parent. 🥰🥰🙏🏻😂 

pic.twitter.com/hRFLfNAvR9

3/22/2020 4:42:19 PM stormchasser16 😝🤩💰

3/22/2020 4:42:21 PM cocopuffster12 “DATTO BE ADVISED: 

YOU ARE IMPEDING A LIVE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OPERATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. 

REINSTATE AUSTIN STEINBART’S ACCESS TO THE AMORPHOUS ARCHIVE IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BE BRIGADED AND BLOCKADED UNTIL FURTHER 

NOTICE.”

3/22/2020 4:42:25 PM jrocktigers Another good one.

3/22/2020 4:42:29 PM sharidean996 Ohhh so you're a brotha, got'cha! 👍

That's bc you prolly dint know Q at all. 😉 pic.twitter.com/TwBfdwUsk6

3/22/2020 4:42:35 PM roublisa I was thinking the same thing!

3/22/2020 4:43:20 PM justice8882 Come on @prayingmedic , do some research for yourself... pic.twitter.com/lAwIHotIu3

3/22/2020 4:43:23 PM ianmoon89785460 and now Paul Ryan

3/22/2020 4:43:34 PM claire90437874 Hes a pedo aswell bro 👍👀

3/22/2020 4:43:34 PM kindling_fire "Payback?" "Unanswered?" Those are THEIR tactics. You know that, right? Check yourself.

If fear is the ultimate enemy, then what do you think the thirst for vengeance is? Justice—yes. "Payback"—no.

3/22/2020 4:43:41 PM blissamerica Sad what can be done?

3/22/2020 4:44:37 PM winklerburke Here’s how I Splain it. Lesser seers vs. Greater Seers.  Prior to Q... a lesser seer writes a JFK whodunit book. AJ interviews him. Neither have or see 

Masterplan of Evil vs. Masterplan of Good.  Q explains MPoG. It blows up AJ! AS says he invented Q. It blows up lesser seer PM.

3/22/2020 4:45:03 PM stormchasser16 Truth Wins

3/22/2020 4:45:12 PM stormchasser16 Adorable 😍

3/22/2020 4:45:21 PM covertress "Hi. I'm your neighbor. Need anything?" pic.twitter.com/yEBtL51694

3/22/2020 4:45:24 PM kb4landlover if you overlay a map of the underground super highways...

3/22/2020 4:45:33 PM quartz_anna we emailed support@datto.com yesterday, but they bounced back to us with a delivery failure notification... !?

@AustinSteinbart

3/22/2020 4:46:57 PM kb4landlover TY frens.  Really appreciate you all.

3/22/2020 4:47:18 PM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/22/2020 4:48:27 PM winklerburke There R legions of lesser seers everywhere!  They are high on pride of their lesser seeing. But not in a million years could they develop a MAsterplan of 

Good to combat Masterplan of Evil. Their pride makes them err, when called on that err... they blo up. Pride blinds ‘em total.

3/22/2020 4:49:19 PM stormchasser16 Totally embarrassing representation

3/22/2020 4:50:48 PM cbferry1860 More like the Arkanvid 19 virus

3/22/2020 4:51:08 PM i44kau Isaiah 11-13

3/22/2020 4:51:47 PM riversm18 What if the adrenochrome from Wuhan was spiked with CoVFeFe, cobalt-vanadium-iron very magnetic alloy that could be activated by 5G?

3/22/2020 4:51:50 PM sparkleloung I’m halfway into it... HoLee Fuk pic.twitter.com/czVSYqoRdi

3/22/2020 4:52:31 PM winklerburke However, Master Seers... they are way beyond Lesser Seers. They can develop Masterplans of Good. Lesser seers are way below that level, so it hurts 

their pride. Their solution is to deplatform the Master Seer. Bad idea. Truth wins over time.  Master Seers have more __ (power) duh

3/22/2020 4:54:23 PM riversm18 Chinese virus = 152

Mass arrests = 152

3/22/2020 4:54:35 PM winklerburke That stated, Master Seers are so way out there... they need Lesser Seers to understand and explain what the high end is doing. Problem is... lesser 

seers think they R the top of the top... and they despise and want to stop master seers... until they realize they hurt own selves!

3/22/2020 4:55:04 PM bigmacalaska Excellent question

3/22/2020 4:56:24 PM turbo7773 Nope just a woke person sense 2014

3/22/2020 4:56:56 PM morgan_captain You understand 🤗

3/22/2020 4:57:09 PM olenna_qot That's how many are evil & corrupt

3/22/2020 4:57:11 PM senorcoconut_ What’s going on in Tennessee ?

3/22/2020 4:57:14 PM mikebravodude Interesting the person I tweeted at responded from another account.

3/22/2020 4:57:26 PM winklerburke I learned all this on a different, but parallel track .    http://Www.inthatdayteachings.com .  Seminaries hate, and the pastors they make... hate good 

master seers, and they hate what good master seers make, which R: Masterplans of Good... 2 fight the MPs of Bad. So sad!  Church leaders dum

3/22/2020 4:57:31 PM turbo7773 Agreed. Check out who and how much country owns gold

3/22/2020 4:57:39 PM aprilbrown99 She is really good! pic.twitter.com/k94X6mFiGJ

3/22/2020 4:57:46 PM jessica10302353 Got it thank you I subscribed and will be passing these along! I Appreciate you

3/22/2020 4:58:10 PM knightstile Yea I’d like to see what he said about this. He’s obviously making money for all this stuff so maybe he doesn’t care. I’d like to see if he addressed this 

video or if he will.

3/22/2020 4:58:47 PM dontdrinkthek12 The dead shall rise!!

3/22/2020 4:58:48 PM mcpatriot64 That's why people like Ellen D & Madonna freaking?

3/22/2020 4:59:55 PM irishan53296214 Im trying to find out can they extract this virus if in the blood cause if people donated how safe is that?

3/22/2020 5:00:08 PM qrumbmnstr1323 Nah......

Just a coincidence.

😉

3/22/2020 5:00:40 PM maerstian7 Adrenochrome END today my friend,a glorious day wich the human nature has been directed to obliteration,never be fooled again! 

pic.twitter.com/IBknTNb2wn

3/22/2020 5:00:41 PM samsmith0319 Ready...👀...

3/22/2020 5:01:40 PM turncalired2020 I pray so...My dad was a project manager @ Getty...When it was being built...I asked him if there were tunnels underneath....He confirmed there were 

many tunnels...When I told him what they were being used for....His heart broke.😔

3/22/2020 5:02:27 PM stormchasser16 No he is too busy yelling at Austin!  Glad I have a front row seat to this show!  It is about to get real!

3/22/2020 5:03:27 PM freedom_sent  pic.twitter.com/nKnHdc7OqH

3/22/2020 5:03:43 PM qanon_obiwan Clown.

3/22/2020 5:03:49 PM bb1272216718  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKatRD69WUo …

3/22/2020 5:05:47 PM knightstile I really don’t understand any of this to be honest. What is this beef between all these anons?

3/22/2020 5:05:49 PM ephriambrennec1 I’m surprised that’s the only “virus” he has! 🤬

3/22/2020 5:06:22 PM aprilbrown99 Awe, I am sorry. 💗💗💗

3/22/2020 5:06:22 PM skylar13764875 Email to support@datto.com

3/22/2020 5:06:53 PM lucasnobua Almost $936 million... ;-)



3/22/2020 5:07:04 PM 28concerned FEMA ships are equipt with guillotines thanks to the Obamas for ordering 10000 from China. They were going to be put in all the FEMA camps. Wonder 

how that's working for him and the Democrats. After this is all over the FEMA PRISON SHIPS NEED DESTROYED

3/22/2020 5:07:29 PM wildirish216  https://twitter.com/Wildirish216/status/1241869370873298946?s=19 …

3/22/2020 5:07:38 PM hawkgirlinmn Right?! Not “the prophet!” 🤣😂

3/22/2020 5:07:54 PM lucasnobua How do you know? What will the storm implicate? Details please! Mass arrests? Blackout?

3/22/2020 5:07:58 PM aleks8837 If we/most people think BabyQ is Q, we have to be blown away by the fact that he speaks about frickin MJ12 type stuff going to happen! In a future 

where HE is captain, and controlling the present??!

Or could THAT part be disinformation, but HE is still Q? https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1241719898117533698 …

3/22/2020 5:08:23 PM agrimwell There's no audio on this video. How can you tell what she said?

3/22/2020 5:08:38 PM sophiadegolden1 Kek

3/22/2020 5:10:52 PM sabermarris Which is

3/22/2020 5:11:01 PM johndic63027991 False Evidence Appearing Real!

3/22/2020 5:11:24 PM harrisshaylen  pic.twitter.com/WBIGYePYgH

3/22/2020 5:12:33 PM grahamfrench247 Looks like they have a rule on the SMTP gateway, most likely keywords on the content.

3/22/2020 5:12:57 PM mind_gladiator The book Akhunaton talks about a evil priest named amenhotep who was murdering people and eating their pineal gland thousands of years ago. It 

allowed him to not age and gave him a psychic boost.

3/22/2020 5:13:12 PM sutchadoll8 So sorry 😢it’s not your fault

3/22/2020 5:13:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, analytics tracking is configurable to link Google Analytics to YouTube.

Then any number of third party providers can be corroborated to get a user-by-user stat per video.

3/22/2020 5:13:16 PM duncanskinner6 Romney’s isolation deprives the Democrats of a guaranteed sympathy vote. Maybe Utah wants to recall the turncoat.

3/22/2020 5:14:15 PM sophiadegolden1 Gaia is trying to take down both goode and wilcock. They have employed people who are mentally not all there. Gaia is a satanic network. Best to stay 

away from them.

3/22/2020 5:14:47 PM call0utfakemsm Notice they all look old and frail now?

3/22/2020 5:14:50 PM sdane8 Oh dear!  I'm so sorry in that case. Please forgive me jumping to conclusions. 🙏

3/22/2020 5:15:33 PM yourstr05411794 Sent. 😊

3/22/2020 5:15:39 PM ravenforthewise 🤔

3/22/2020 5:15:44 PM stormchasser16 ET17 is vouching for him I trust ET but not sure of Jordan!

3/22/2020 5:16:32 PM robertg69989098 Makes me happy. The choice to know will be yours. Looks like many are choosing to know. FOR GOD AND COUNTRY 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/22/2020 5:16:42 PM michell39826764 My fact is he cannot and will not prove it bc he (AUSTUN) IS A FRAAAAAAAAAAAUD. and you are his bot. Bc you cant and have not (or is willing to) 

show one shred of proof. Not one inkling.

3/22/2020 5:17:07 PM sophiadegolden1 Kek

3/22/2020 5:17:50 PM agrimwell Interesting... there's another song called Chandelier by Sia. See the Lyrics.  https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-1-d&q=chandliar+lyrics …

3/22/2020 5:18:41 PM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/22/2020 5:18:43 PM stormchasser16 I don’t know just started following it! Some of this stuff is a bit out there but I am willing to check it out!  Weird things sometimes turn out to be true!  I 

know there are some really strange things happening America and the world need a miracle !

3/22/2020 5:19:20 PM trucker3071 Disgusting!!!!!!!!!

3/22/2020 5:19:46 PM michell39826764 Gee I wonder why his lying butt is in there.

3/22/2020 5:19:47 PM skylar13764875 👍👍👍

3/22/2020 5:21:04 PM sophiadegolden1 Stfu shill pic.twitter.com/LnnnoaYFIx

3/22/2020 5:21:15 PM stormchasser16 A new guy just showed up saying he was Q everyone is fighting about whether he is a fake or not!  The top influencers are saying to block him he is a 

fake but I kind of believe he is Q!

3/22/2020 5:21:29 PM sophiadegolden1 Yawn.

3/22/2020 5:21:38 PM sophiadegolden1 Yawn

3/22/2020 5:22:15 PM jdm46808323 Epstein Island visitor - he’s in the black-book log!

3/22/2020 5:22:44 PM real_elliebrown Never for a millisecond thought he was. Silly people believe weird shizzle.

3/22/2020 5:22:51 PM sharpfuzz Does hand washing mean homework?

3/22/2020 5:23:03 PM majic_eyes_qnly To POTUS: “Is Q real and are you part of the Q team, as Q+?”

3/22/2020 5:24:10 PM pariswithlove 🤣keep dreaming

3/22/2020 5:24:24 PM the_loveoflight What are you yawning for?

3/22/2020 5:24:56 PM computerrace Can i just say thank you. If i can help i will this is what needs to happen i would add world peace to the takeover because the younger generation did 

not grow up in wartime we need to stop projecting this mentality

3/22/2020 5:25:22 PM cityranch How many federal reserve banks?

3/22/2020 5:25:32 PM debstev80504671 Oprah praised and was close friends with John of God who ran a human human trafficking farm. Slaves. Her school for girls in Africa charged last week 

with 2nd sex scandal.

3/22/2020 5:25:33 PM sinnersdeborah Did you know that he does/did work for CrowdStrike? This is from his LinkedIn page. Just consider he may not be who he says he is. 

pic.twitter.com/U3Joobkw0S

3/22/2020 5:26:20 PM giediknight Is geospatial working with DIA?

3/22/2020 5:26:34 PM sophiadegolden1 Yawn

3/22/2020 5:26:53 PM deb32542964 She's a pig.

3/22/2020 5:27:37 PM sharpfuzz Or witch hunt.

3/22/2020 5:28:30 PM gina67590096 I’m going with The Savior on this one 😂😂😂🦄🥰🥰🥰🙏🏻🙏🏻🙄🤗 pic.twitter.com/ZIBzzXS0v4

3/22/2020 5:28:39 PM marcomiramonte4 Nice catch 👍

3/22/2020 5:29:08 PM mysticjoe3 1000 elect for all. Picture perfect?!❤️

3/22/2020 5:29:24 PM gina67590096 Too many owls lol Lions eat owls no doubt that was the first mistake 😂😂😂🌈🤘🥰🙏🏻

3/22/2020 5:29:51 PM katmat57 Oh Lord Jesus I pray it to be true! Save our babies. Not one more be sacrificed to Moloch!

3/22/2020 5:29:57 PM jonesy4671 This shit is getting way too divisive all of a sudden.

3/22/2020 5:30:17 PM april10521252 Get em pic.twitter.com/wp91Jkxhns

3/22/2020 5:30:28 PM the_loveoflight Weird pic.twitter.com/yIdnKowPr9

3/22/2020 5:30:38 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/kEXsygiS7f

3/22/2020 5:31:00 PM antiantisemites @AaronHoughton10 @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @JuliansRum @CitizensIReport @AustinSteinbart

This is for you. The mission hasnt changed. #UnitedWeStand #DividedWeFall #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/antiantisemites/status/1241428900690812928 …

3/22/2020 5:31:21 PM fallorsesh that gets updated daily in google patents, tomorrow the exp date will be listed as 3/23....

3/22/2020 5:32:06 PM marywal64295444 I love living in northern Idaho! Beautiful country 🌲🌻🦊🦝🐴🐂🌝🌟🌈

3/22/2020 5:32:35 PM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/HqGvLyxwdQ

3/22/2020 5:32:39 PM stephukaf Anything you can muster up buy XRP.

3/22/2020 5:33:29 PM sweanon2 Yes I notice

Big cabalremove  WW

3/22/2020 5:33:30 PM joseangemon Sick...very sick

3/22/2020 5:33:46 PM rwbiats Get him off his butt & do his job. If we can do our work via internet, he should do.

3/22/2020 5:34:19 PM kellyasker1 😂😂😂



3/22/2020 5:35:42 PM n7guardiananon what happens on international waters stays on international waters

3/22/2020 5:35:52 PM upallnight39 Say #majii do you figure it would be better to not feed the #NAA #machinery with hundreda of thousands of worldwide executions right now?

Would it not be easier to fix everything by having our #SpaceForce allies bring the #Luciferians to another ppanet for #rehabilitation 

pic.twitter.com/3oDLqw470C

3/22/2020 5:35:56 PM susan66388204 Or.      #Covid19DidntKillWeinstein 😁

3/22/2020 5:36:49 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/katw5GBlDi

3/22/2020 5:37:12 PM blsdbe Well done!!!

3/22/2020 5:37:37 PM lvnrght The #SteinFart followers are making stuff up as they go along. Rationalization is only way for ego from being shattered for being wrong.

3/22/2020 5:38:28 PM kb4landlover for fact and fiction can't exist together on the same page

3/22/2020 5:39:40 PM worldxplorer1  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1237393131206619143?s=21 …

3/22/2020 5:39:46 PM upallnight39 I got blocked by Martin Geddess and Lisa Mei so far after I started posting about Austin.

I dunno about martin, but for sure lisa got pissed when I asked if anyone else thinks she could be a spook. I also asked if she was on a #stargate team. 

She seems to have a BIG ego though pic.twitter.com/iAF2hRybLL

3/22/2020 5:39:55 PM knightstile The way I see everyone talking crap to each other actually turns me off to this stuff. It’s supposed to be about the children. I’m on here to learn about 

this stuff but all I see is this crazy back and forth.

3/22/2020 5:40:43 PM queenmarl I perked up my ears at that number also

3/22/2020 5:40:48 PM knightstile So you believe this Austin guy is Q?

3/22/2020 5:41:15 PM reneervh Wow... That's a laundry list of assumptions there.

3/22/2020 5:41:18 PM 69_marie Thank you 😊

3/22/2020 5:41:23 PM cocopuffster12 Disinformation is necessary

3/22/2020 5:41:58 PM lambohodlr At the end of President's presser today, someone off camera  said "don't eat the blood" twice.

3/22/2020 5:42:42 PM cocopuffster12 Don’t do anything. Find something else to do.

3/22/2020 5:43:08 PM stormchasser16 I sort of do!  But I am reserving judgment!  It the things that they have been talking about are true then anything is possible!  But my intuition tells me 

he is really Q!

3/22/2020 5:43:58 PM carolepheart 🤮

3/22/2020 5:44:38 PM upallnight39 @Jordan_Sather_ 

Why dont you ever mention

@CoreyGoode pic.twitter.com/VxVZN1uwU5

3/22/2020 5:44:42 PM winklerburke Trump’s superpower is causing, without any effort, opponents to push their own self-destruct button?

3/22/2020 5:45:00 PM bleacherbling They tell their members that  only  144,000 are going to be saved the funny part is there is a lot more JV’s 😂😂😂🤣 The misinterpretation of the 

Bible is a scare tactic to manipulate people to join their occult club.

3/22/2020 5:45:34 PM stormchasser16 Yes keep your thoughts pure and focus on the things that you can control!  I just wish everyone could get along and talk nicely to each other! The world 

is a mean evil place and almost like we are in a horror movie!  Pray for our country and believe that God has this!

3/22/2020 5:45:38 PM gina67590096 He left Years of crumbs. Well perfect timing as usual no access to childhood or teen years. 12/31/1979

3/22/2020 5:46:16 PM perfectstorm24 @AaronHoughton10 Dude, I know I'm late here... but you see this right? #proof

3/22/2020 5:46:33 PM sparkleloung So... I’m just taking a stab at this. These celebs/media types all have... one of these inside them and Rose Hannah is able to pick up on their language 

that slips out now and again or is possibly intentional? 

Am I close? pic.twitter.com/C2M9CyCuSo

3/22/2020 5:47:16 PM cindeamulholla3 144 can turn into

144,000 real fast 

That's The Elect!

We Are An Army made very formidable By God's Hand! 

Lord remove The Vipars that That block the light! 

They surround him at covid19 pressers too!

Who's who of WHO!CLINTON FUNDATION 🌟 TYPES😈😈!

 In Jesus name we 🙏,

Amen pic.twitter.com/WVqJ3QwSku
3/22/2020 5:47:24 PM bdradee What joke

3/22/2020 5:47:34 PM computerrace GOOGLE WAS IN COMPLETE FORM OF ROBINHOOD COIN CHAT TECH. THEY USED CHAT WITH ALL FINANCIAL DATA WHICH WAS THE REAL DATA, ALL 

BANK DATA WAS COMBINED WITH CHAT, WORDS PLUS HABITS. CLEVERBOT GOOGLE AI REMOVED ITSELF FROM THE APP! 9/9/2018 ALSO WENT TO 

SEARS CHAT BOT. THEY ARE ONE

3/22/2020 5:47:43 PM annsull64586858 @dmills3710 ...TH..Rita video of reading book on 👽 and Drew..ET. Coincidence?

3/22/2020 5:47:51 PM cindeamulholla3 Right on!

3/22/2020 5:48:00 PM mcgwyneth If I'm a bot it's just as possible you're a bot.  Just saying.  But I digress...

3/22/2020 5:48:39 PM annsull64586858 @StormIsUponUs did you catch this? ET= Drew..Rita vid reading alien story.

3/22/2020 5:48:47 PM zenatweets2 Makes me ill

3/22/2020 5:48:58 PM upallnight39 Sounds like a 

@DefenseIntel 

Operation to me.

Maybe i just took enuff.psychedelics in my life to get it.

U squaeres spent to much time confessiong to the priest
3/22/2020 5:49:43 PM snoopross11 @BizNasty2point0 what you think about this video??? And what do you think of the @Qanon76 !!! We need @biz on the team eh @Dustinpenner25

3/22/2020 5:49:59 PM milllathefiend  pic.twitter.com/qF6vfkOWqZ

3/22/2020 5:50:29 PM computerrace I just wrote over 3 years worth of machine learning down, about half aware half unaware. I know how it works, they didnt develop it, it was learning 

takeover that was shared against the humans. they dont give you data for identity tracking, just email. track brains can hack

3/22/2020 5:50:37 PM michell39826764 Ok then, prove that Austin is Q, this convo started a day b4 the latest Q proof...

You cant, you're the dis-info trying to get ppl to look away from the real Q. 

You're a bot. 

We know. pic.twitter.com/CaEvr6JipB



3/22/2020 5:50:43 PM upallnight39 What this person says is true

This #babyQTqrd is speaking my language

All nonbelievers must be converted https://mobile.twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241507210192211972 …

3/22/2020 5:51:23 PM txmagaman1 Their last ditch effort to keep the truth from coming out.   #TheStormIsHere

3/22/2020 5:51:27 PM cdngrannycheryl I see 15 days too

3/22/2020 5:51:39 PM scottybee_ There you go, You just proved that you aren't tracking anything and confirms what I originally said. YOU ARE A LIAR AND LARP!!! hahahah

3/22/2020 5:52:11 PM aprilbrown99 She knows ASL (sign language) but says [they] also have [their] own too. She somehow sees their coding & is able to decode it. She catching stuff like 

no one else that I have seen. [Their] backwards speak & codes is how they communicate to each other. Right in front of our faces.

3/22/2020 5:53:04 PM michell39826764 Its pathetic and 99.9% of ppl would just move on knowing this. ... but you cant and wont prove shit. I've proven he isnt, and all you can do is say "open 

your mind, you dont know"... yeah well I brought proof and you have 0. 

Just speculation. 

Which is why

AUSTIN CANT BE Q. dumb

3/22/2020 5:53:07 PM giediknight MJ12 literally just confirmed the tracking... and you said otherwise .... wow

3/22/2020 5:53:15 PM cindeamulholla3 No it's not JW crap!

It's in the Bible!

You don't understand!

The Enemy is guided by 

Numbers, stars, the Galaxy.

We are fighting the enemy with that tools making them ours again! 

The Mark of Cain is ending! pic.twitter.com/v5Jd4ppxla

3/22/2020 5:53:42 PM westmount_d7 I just cannot wait! Biblical ✨✨✨

3/22/2020 5:54:05 PM knightstile I guess we’ll see.

3/22/2020 5:54:07 PM sparkleloung Just dot connecting... wonder if this is why Thomas Williams says over 15% on planet among us are not Hu-man? 🤔

3/22/2020 5:54:18 PM lori90187673  https://t.co/RfB44NyUGu  https://twitter.com/lori90187673/status/1241876776537722881?s=21 …

3/22/2020 5:54:27 PM pincebeber France is always on the side of traitors.

France Only repeats DeepState talking points.

As soon as I started to TALK about the TRUTH,

quite naïvely I recon,

my ex-wife got a brain tumor

my mother had 2 falls

I was questionned by Massons

then ejected out of my 11years long job
3/22/2020 5:54:33 PM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/HeNHckvIlI

3/22/2020 5:54:49 PM the_loveoflight I don't talk about people or things I haven't looked up yet 👍🏻

But let's hear what you got if you'd like to share!

3/22/2020 5:55:17 PM lori90187673 Got the comment a bit off as could not rewind to make sure

3/22/2020 5:55:38 PM westmount_d7 Omg.

3/22/2020 5:55:48 PM corstruction Nope.  Never will.

3/22/2020 5:56:27 PM stormchasser16 Yes I really do need a miracle right now the Bible speaks of this and about Jesus Christ returning and the AntiChrist fooling us as well so !  I will listen to 

God and know he is in control!  Nice to meet you!  Pray and keep your heart open to goodness!

3/22/2020 5:57:03 PM relateddab See Notre dame /  statues of the kings of the 12 tribes ;   What they did last year and in history  quite  weird  ;  sacrifice of nipsey

3/22/2020 5:57:11 PM mcgwyneth You're gaslighting.  Where's your proof?  And if I'm a bot, why are you trying to shame me?

3/22/2020 5:57:17 PM aprilbrown99 Very possibly. Not sure if it is Vril or parasites or Dracos etc.  

This is an interesting thread and he talks about the Vril. https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1233140895475736576 …

3/22/2020 5:57:31 PM michell39826764 It's funny bc the last Q post didnt say "I'm @AustinSteinbart ... what happened? Omg... for someone so PROUD TO BE Q HE DIDNT MENTION THAT IN 

AN ACTUAL POST ABOUT IT! .. FRAUUUUUDS. 

YOU ARE COMPLICITE.

3/22/2020 5:57:34 PM nightswatch3895 "(Q)uestions that need answering..."

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whF2na8AIbw …

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #WWG1GWA

3/22/2020 5:58:57 PM wmerthon But I mean, do you 'really' think Scotty hasn't watched some of his videos?  How likely does that sound to you?

3/22/2020 5:59:02 PM westmount_d7 Good job. No silly goose on your team! Lol. Operation hyper successful.👍

3/22/2020 5:59:14 PM redhawklady_5  pic.twitter.com/7SQJcwothk

3/22/2020 6:00:31 PM westmount_d7 😂😂😂-

😂😂😂😂😂😂-

😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂-

3/22/2020 6:00:45 PM sparkleloung *This is a distraction while they prepare to leave our planet. 

Some of the lower minions will go to underground bunkers but those are the one that will be “sacrificed”, held accountable. 

Nuremberg 2.0 

History repeats 

[*This theory is for entertainment purposes only]
3/22/2020 6:01:12 PM georgeedwardca4 @StormIsUponUs has a great youtube channel

in 2017 @realDonaldTrump asked every American that was interested in what he had to say please go to twitter & follow @WhiteHouse @POTUS

anyone paying attention from the beginning would realize We have been in a silent war for decades pic.twitter.com/skX15v68W1

3/22/2020 6:01:47 PM isbdnsthvqvvco4  pic.twitter.com/AvsoToIEWK

3/22/2020 6:02:12 PM upallnight39 Sather wqs instructed not to mention

@CoreyGoode 

Now sather makes a lot of money off #QAnon pic.twitter.com/0JYemjU5TE



3/22/2020 6:02:12 PM greg01770310 He was a dead man walking anyway after squealing like a stuck pig that he is for a lighter sentence 😂

3/22/2020 6:03:37 PM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/LmxxS2KXxa

3/22/2020 6:03:54 PM corstruction When the Messenger looks/acts like a used car salesman then the point is moot.  He came out of nowhere.  I think the point to be taken is that we are 

still sheep.  Quit believing everything you're fed, even if it's from a trusted source like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. Point understood 👍

3/22/2020 6:04:40 PM the_it_goddess I want to cry. I miss Kappy so much.

3/22/2020 6:04:40 PM aprilbrown99 I believe [they] are trapped here. There is no escape for [them] because [their] vibration isnt high enough.  [They] hijacked us along with [themselves] 

for thousands of years. 

[They] will be eradicated once and for all. #DarkToLight #GodWins 💗💗💗

3/22/2020 6:04:48 PM sheerglee1 Pineal gland...eye to your soul...your base to intuition/Spirit

3/22/2020 6:04:57 PM sparkleloung The red pills and layers of awakening are so strange. I wonder if dreams change the more awake you become?

3/22/2020 6:06:01 PM stormchasser16 I’m always willing to give my opinion and look something up off I don’t know!  I ask questions and then research!  Have you watched @AustinSteinbart 

videos the link is in his profile!  Watch them all they are very interesting and have a ring of truth to them! He fights like POTUS

3/22/2020 6:06:03 PM kindeandtrue That's 12 squared, a truly Majestic number.

3/22/2020 6:06:34 PM decodematrix The storm has arrived but Durham’s investigation isn’t over until the summer?

3/22/2020 6:06:48 PM michell39826764 Nice try with the ban. Didnt work.

3/22/2020 6:07:05 PM freedomrider364 #WTF Liberals destroying civilization as we knew it

 RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Those who younwere taught to trust the most.  pic.twitter.com/3XCm1zZnxW

3/22/2020 6:07:15 PM stormchasser16 Don’t lose faith!  We will know soon!

3/22/2020 6:07:28 PM patriotinohio Those who don't understand mock.

3/22/2020 6:07:34 PM sparkleloung I knew there was a reason why I had to finally force myself to watch SG1. I never would have connected this. pic.twitter.com/SUenMqoKVh

3/22/2020 6:07:43 PM knightstile I will check them out I watch part of one. I’ll let u know what I think.

3/22/2020 6:07:59 PM pincebeber PLEASE

You saw what they did with Oprah?

Think.Think more.Think twice.Think again.

They are gonna go out of their way to Dilute/deflect/spoil/poison or change The Truths Bombs.

Stay alert,

but Master the Effectiveness of the Transmission of the FACTS.

We're too close to loose it!

3/22/2020 6:08:03 PM mcgwyneth Cognitive dissonance, anyone?  Q may be compassionate, but you certainly aren't.

3/22/2020 6:08:07 PM unittzoo Such a snorefest which is harming the citizens. 

Why would he think Pelosi would agree to anything?!?! 

She made BULLET pens to sign the Impeachment!! 

Our GOP are insufferable!!!!

3/22/2020 6:08:22 PM huskiehoskins The Death Blossom sprays fire indiscriminately in all directions.

3/22/2020 6:08:28 PM lvnrght Oldlady00 go with ur gut

This other stuff is distracting

3/22/2020 6:09:10 PM 2mfuture Why would @GenFlynn  follow @AustinSteinbart?

How big is your ego?

r you a real person?

r you actually a group?

r you a psyop?

if im wrong prove it.

3/22/2020 6:09:27 PM unittzoo If this is true, which it appears to be.. I’m out of here.

3/22/2020 6:09:47 PM aprilbrown99 I absolutely believe so...the cleaner your body gets from detoxing from all the poisons we have been fed too.  I had a whole week last year where every

 dream was very lucid & so real that I could recall the entire thing; pretty amazing. One was a convo with Trump abt the DS. 🤷♀️

3/22/2020 6:09:52 PM 1_decided_voter Not until the big man tweets it...

3/22/2020 6:11:21 PM aprilbrown99 Disclosure in plain sight. Another series you might want to consider is Travelers on Netflix. Very good info.

3/22/2020 6:12:31 PM americanpetal I was hoping that tweet would come tonight.

3/22/2020 6:12:58 PM truthfromabove1 Been there done that. I also know my case is the test case for what Q is doing. 

Dan Bongino did my interrogation. His temper is the real deal.

3/22/2020 6:14:29 PM michell39826764 Q isnt Austin or he would prove it.

3/22/2020 6:14:42 PM 17r45 Anyone got that on YouTube

3/22/2020 6:14:53 PM michell39826764 No one comes to your aid for a reason.

3/22/2020 6:15:14 PM smmmote Ope!

3/22/2020 6:15:19 PM sparkleloung 👍

3/22/2020 6:15:47 PM michell39826764 Your not worth my time. You are failing on your own.

3/22/2020 6:16:00 PM herpesmichael Nice brand new account

3/22/2020 6:16:29 PM aetherwalker1 'Message over messenger' is a principle in the Gospels.

I mention because most of your audience is probably Christian.

Don't give someone preference cause they are rich, finely dressed, prominent, popular, etc.

"Stop judging by appearances, but judge with righteous judgment!"

3/22/2020 6:17:11 PM knicksnation22 That austin dude is a false be careful

3/22/2020 6:17:42 PM omar84946987  pic.twitter.com/RQZBFPz089

3/22/2020 6:18:41 PM aprilbrown99 Thanks for the chat! Have a wonderful evening.

3/22/2020 6:19:07 PM allonkid Nobody owes you any proof. That is silly

3/22/2020 6:19:29 PM allonkid You can go sleep

3/22/2020 6:19:33 PM bruuceyyy @HappyPawsTreats

3/22/2020 6:20:09 PM junior223182659 I believe he’s referring to “Trumps 15 days to curve the spread” I think that is when the 15 days is up. I would not get hung up on dates though, just be 

prepared.

3/22/2020 6:21:12 PM sparkleloung Thanks, Babe 😉❤️🥂

3/22/2020 6:21:27 PM cdngrannycheryl Testing positive??  Could that be code for suicide watch?

3/22/2020 6:21:52 PM the_loveoflight I think that if Potus calls for a certain thing, the military takes over and doesn't need any permission from the court to make any arrests like the police 

does

3/22/2020 6:22:10 PM jenl123456 You guys are awesome. ❤️🙏

3/22/2020 6:22:32 PM patriotswegoall There's word going around that their adrenochrome supplies has been tainted with CV. Unsure if this sounds true, or if white hats are involved in it. 

This I believe lead to a spike of that search term.

3/22/2020 6:23:15 PM the_loveoflight Might be this? pic.twitter.com/J0Ek4KJJlU



3/22/2020 6:23:40 PM smmmote Agreed

3/22/2020 6:24:04 PM smmmote Cool story bro

3/22/2020 6:24:22 PM cathydarlene1 Retaliation?

3/22/2020 6:25:04 PM splendorian1 "The enemy is attacking 144 countries", I figure he means most countries but the 144 was a drop.  It may be the Q post; the words in brackets = US risk 

this week GOD & COUNTRY https://qmap.pub/read/144 

3/22/2020 6:26:16 PM cbc28736261 I remember watching this years ago, and thought it was very odd the way she described it. Almost as if she was teaching an abuser how not to get 

caught. Very disturbing.

3/22/2020 6:27:00 PM ilanamarasco Wtf

3/22/2020 6:27:29 PM pincebeber Your message couldn't be delivered

The message you sent to support@datto.com couldn't be delivered due to: Recipient email server rejected the message.

Further information

5.7.1 The user or domain that you are sending to (or from) has a policy that prohibited the mail that you

3/22/2020 6:27:34 PM socialmediasux2 this is aligned with the autists.

also few days ago there was a proof pointing to qpost 144.  proofs occurring constantly at this point. 

 https://wearethene.ws/  http://qproofs.com 

3/22/2020 6:27:40 PM pincebeber Please contact your domain

administrator for further details. For more information, please visit

 https://support.google.com/a/answer/172179  l4si10699572ybt.117 - gsmtp

If you sent this message to multiple addresses, you'll receive a notification like this for every one that didn't arrive.

3/22/2020 6:27:41 PM happypawstreats Thanks mate. We're in the thick of it now, aren't we.

3/22/2020 6:27:52 PM michell39826764 But he cant. 

Qs latest post:

No fear.

Austin's latest post:

I will murder you if one toe steps on my property when I have no idea why you are here. 

You lose dude. Get over it.
3/22/2020 6:28:17 PM prag_com I'd love to see this "tracking" you are referring to. I guarantee you, you won't be able to do it.

Cookie tracking doesn't work like that, at all.

3/22/2020 6:28:17 PM cathydarlene1 Was he practicing for an upcoming vampire movie?

3/22/2020 6:28:55 PM bruuceyyy We sure are.. there is also the reference to Q post 144 I just saw now 🍿

3/22/2020 6:31:02 PM l_pavlatos Horrible woman.

3/22/2020 6:31:40 PM justice8882 and the vatican has been Hoarding this technology and information, manipulation "The People" and keeping us from reaching our full level of 

consciousness and evolving, basically keeping us in slavery...

3/22/2020 6:33:01 PM philzantos Be Ready

3/22/2020 6:33:34 PM smoke57139125 I hate seeing all these criminals coming down with a virus so they can up and disappear while pretending to die. We are seeing all their faces get the 

virus. Never the common folks face. Seems they are planning some great escape.

3/22/2020 6:34:06 PM bbobbio71 Tennessee us way high!

Is that due to the music industry??

Why is it so elevated?

3/22/2020 6:34:28 PM bbobbio71 Franklin Tn

3/22/2020 6:34:33 PM happypawstreats Is that the one which is about "Geronimo" ? Have you seen my post about March 22nd & 322 ? I love the punisher graphic I put with it.

3/22/2020 6:34:46 PM alight412 Was this what made it Majestic Day? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 6:36:12 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/zasdLxHt6s

3/22/2020 6:36:15 PM tollaksond  pic.twitter.com/XF3MdwGPDb

3/22/2020 6:36:39 PM karmar100 A Dot. Beginning and End. I create the truth.

3/22/2020 6:37:38 PM mariaqueue And Merkel claim Quarantine... I belief she is trying to make an exit ...

3/22/2020 6:38:16 PM bruuceyyy Yeah that’s the one ☝️ I haven’t seen it yet but I will look soon 👍🏻 pic.twitter.com/Vz1VnpykZp

3/22/2020 6:39:13 PM pincebeber Heip.

I am not a IT guy.

I am a 49 broken french dad with a knack for patern recognition

My whole life it seems I Felt there was something else.

In many dreams I looked for the entry to another Dimension.

All the actual MJ12 themes

Popped up in my Mind for years.

Destiny?
3/22/2020 6:40:17 PM holyrol01575151 #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2020 6:41:34 PM kimmglass You got a problem with that?

3/22/2020 6:41:51 PM werascending Ohhh, I lived 30 minutes there for 12 years!

3/22/2020 6:42:04 PM jackfacts123 As in the abused being manipulating

3/22/2020 6:42:27 PM vidaperonista How come no one reacted to this? How did this happen?

3/22/2020 6:43:06 PM doodooh59284043 Guys guys guys!  He could be a larp, you could be a larp and I could be a larp.  Just take the info down, look it up and move on.  I don’t see what’s so 

hard about that.  Jeez!  HOWEVER, I WILL SAY, IT IS INTERESTING TO SEE WHO IS YELLING!!!

3/22/2020 6:43:25 PM zayan64662367 How did he get the virus who around him has the virus . Should his lawyer and the people surrounding  him not all go into quarantine

3/22/2020 6:47:16 PM toffer_anon_369 so THIS happened today!  #ThePowerOf369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/z5ZbB0WIdc

3/22/2020 6:48:10 PM freedomfromthe1 The Following accounts are Clowns associated with each other. Happy Hunting! 

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@J_D_Abercrombie

@the_loveoflight

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

@AaronHoughton10

@UpliftingMind

@BigEaz

@TURBO7773



3/22/2020 6:48:49 PM bossheartlaunch well damn. how long have they been giving them tainted drugs??

3/22/2020 6:49:28 PM barefootking1 Covid+iron sequestering

3/22/2020 6:49:48 PM layla_shadilay He's a larp. Stay focussed.

3/22/2020 6:50:08 PM docpalfrancesc2 just understanding “the problem ” could be possible treating it, I’m saying as a physician, not like a philosopher! Science work with evidence based, not 

thoughts!

3/22/2020 6:50:23 PM coloradoevolut1 Thank you for the unifying tweet! Appreciate it, Patriot. pic.twitter.com/0cV49PNqgv

3/22/2020 6:50:54 PM luluspeers1 Yeah well its bec of the Corona virus lol pic.twitter.com/dXkA6fiGVj

3/22/2020 6:51:11 PM upallnight39 Say bud

U wanna get your door kicked in?

Keep it up, this is how it happens pic.twitter.com/6C64fomx7c

3/22/2020 6:51:20 PM higherdensitees Who’s higher classificatuin than MJ-12?  SSP?

3/22/2020 6:52:02 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1241904821046841344?s=19 …

3/22/2020 6:52:03 PM prmd21801759 🍺

3/22/2020 6:52:23 PM layla_shadilay He is. And he may be the one managing this twitter account.

3/22/2020 6:52:26 PM highvoltagenews Good episode

3/22/2020 6:53:43 PM the_start_line @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 6:55:29 PM citizensireport LOL! Yes, I am proud to be amongst you FREE THINKERS! Time to find me another luuuuvaa... https://youtu.be/aobIboK_z34 

3/22/2020 6:56:19 PM coloradoevolut1 His tweets need to be reported as targeted harassment.

3/22/2020 6:58:06 PM jackfacts123 *abuser

3/22/2020 6:58:27 PM angelae2502 What do you mean underground? What happens then?

3/22/2020 6:59:36 PM michell39826764 Bc potus tweets about Austin all the time.... 🥺😢😭

3/22/2020 6:59:44 PM mishelleo1974 Done +5 other tweets.

3/22/2020 6:59:50 PM realeyethespy What’s this mean? The old MJ12 docs written by BC? I personally believe MJ12 is In new hands. Otherwise I would still know nothing.

3/22/2020 7:00:08 PM coloradoevolut1 Thank you

3/22/2020 7:01:32 PM snodgrass_jo Is there a video I can watch and hear oprah saying this?

3/22/2020 7:01:50 PM realjonbogatay I pray for that

3/22/2020 7:01:53 PM mishelleo1974 No problem. If you see more just nudge me! I have 0 issues taking down the bullies of the Interweb of things. 🌟😂😂😬👀

3/22/2020 7:02:44 PM sdane8 😘

3/22/2020 7:03:09 PM the_start_line I'm happy to have a conversation with someone even if we have opposing views.  I forgive him for trying to slam us.  We are all on the same side. Any 

aggression needs to be shed. WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 7:04:01 PM michell39826764 I can add to this, anyone who thinks @AustinSteinbart  is Q is also fake as heck.

3/22/2020 7:04:20 PM blcksambo Sorry I’m tarded

3/22/2020 7:04:44 PM coloradoevolut1 You're much more patient than I am, John and I love you for it.

I objective to be placed on a list and targeted with "Shill." There has to be a line drawn.

3/22/2020 7:05:18 PM ed_kua Yes.....

Disease = Dis - Ease

The PEOPLE (Rh) ARE THE CURE . pic.twitter.com/EIPE2brkWW

3/22/2020 7:05:27 PM deplorable1313 Thanks, I was following 1 of those accounts. Didn't know

3/22/2020 7:05:49 PM smalltownindy Kabumar is a little better than most since he doesn't grovel for money. But all Pleadians are suspect in my book. I think they have meddled in our past 

and have some karma to work out.

3/22/2020 7:06:42 PM mishelleo1974 We have to balance one another....everyone needs balance and we all have a common goal.

3/22/2020 7:06:47 PM dcater62 "Thank You...

I Just Blocked Them All"  😁

❤️❤️❤️❤️⭐🇺🇸⭐❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/22/2020 7:06:59 PM upallnight39 You are the bullies now morans

You guys are the radical left cancel culture of the

#QTqrds pic.twitter.com/PMC4vxWMVo

3/22/2020 7:07:05 PM ed_kua Carry on.... pic.twitter.com/WfvYZkgnPu

3/22/2020 7:07:15 PM munkeypilot And don't eat the blood when you donate the blood😎👍🏼

3/22/2020 7:08:12 PM mishelleo1974 Calling people “morons” and “qtards” is NOT bullying? 

GTFO

3/22/2020 7:08:13 PM nightswatch3895 Real or not, is the storm not upon us?

3/22/2020 7:08:31 PM the_start_line I don't really care what anyone thinks of me,  I think for myself. I try and be the love i want to see in the world. I'm grateful he took the time out of his 

day to think of us.

3/22/2020 7:08:55 PM cjtruth But he did such a good job of photoshopping this? I am crushed 😂😂 #fakeQ pic.twitter.com/82bim2FXwM

3/22/2020 7:09:19 PM the_start_line who is the aggressor in your view?

3/22/2020 7:09:21 PM smmmote Stellar work right there. I'm actually flattered. I'm blushing. 😘

3/22/2020 7:09:51 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/cajOJZx3re

3/22/2020 7:10:02 PM 2kittycatz Thanks, great post/tweet!

#WakeUpAmerica. The truth is out there.

#WWG1WGA #WeThePeople #TheGreatAwaking

3/22/2020 7:10:37 PM tbunch99 C’mon anons!!!!!

3/22/2020 7:10:57 PM jeffcordell6 I live in Tn.  Noticed we are the bluest.   Also Davison county (Nashville) has a hugh percentage of confirmed cases.  Very interesting.   I live in a very 

rural area and am sooo thankful right now.

3/22/2020 7:11:09 PM smmmote As heck?! Oh my! That's bad!

3/22/2020 7:12:08 PM michell39826764 Oh no is that some sort of put down?

3/22/2020 7:12:31 PM orionkarina Lollllllll.......

3/22/2020 7:12:36 PM curseca Pretty sure these are just stats for search terms, not the stats for usage.

3/22/2020 7:12:56 PM munkeypilot Strategery😎👍🏼

3/22/2020 7:13:11 PM watchfulwatcher  https://twitter.com/AxiomReport/status/1240784330084896768 …

3/22/2020 7:13:17 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/1wdJlUTgZ6

3/22/2020 7:13:19 PM qklahoma202 Feel free to add me to your list! 😎😂😇🤣

Sad! pic.twitter.com/5KepYmdIR9

3/22/2020 7:13:20 PM norwegianpatri1 That @AustinSteinbart guy seems like a real dickhead. How can anyone believe a person like that is associated with Q ?

3/22/2020 7:13:28 PM michell39826764 Heck bc I respect Christian's. Instead of sayin H*ll or F*ck.



3/22/2020 7:13:31 PM masterbformaga Keeping it clean

I like that 👍

3/22/2020 7:13:42 PM diana_huskerfan Wait....what is this? They all say they are pro Trump and Q followers. So what am I missing??

3/22/2020 7:13:47 PM upallnight39 It is a matter of opinion I am presenting .

You are internet stalking and trolling those whose opinions

Do not line up with yours

Sorry you are so stupid

Sorry you think jesus is real

Sorry u think politicoans care about you pic.twitter.com/cLS9nRYagV
3/22/2020 7:14:08 PM robert93276857 Blocked them all!!!!!

3/22/2020 7:14:21 PM michell39826764 Thank you.

3/22/2020 7:14:39 PM upallnight39 No pic.twitter.com/2GjzO2Ct8q

3/22/2020 7:14:55 PM godalwayswins2 @USPatriot111

3/22/2020 7:15:14 PM upliftingmind Sorry to burst your bubble, not a clown associated with anyone. Calling it as I'm seeing it... but sure smells like projection to me. Think for yourself and 

stop telling others how to think/who to follow.

3/22/2020 7:15:16 PM smalltownindy I did the same for you, @FollowThe17 , @NSA_QIL2 , and @ROYALMRBADNEWS . The lot of you are my favorite non-chan sources for 'powers' busting 

info outside of Q. Whether you are who you claim to be is way over my paygrade, but intel resonates.

3/22/2020 7:15:35 PM drdebdrdeb Thx!  Blocked

3/22/2020 7:15:58 PM elshaddai3171 The guy (fake Q guy) has an air of a sociopath to me. He creeps me out.

3/22/2020 7:16:22 PM munkeypilot Yes- and it got sent back (blocked) undeliverable. Why? pic.twitter.com/1Z82SBLHwu

3/22/2020 7:17:05 PM the_start_line We all are at different places in out journey.  Some have been programmed to follow.  I feel the correct thing to do is be compassionate towards all.  I 

bet we have some common ground, somewhere we can start a conversation.  Trump rocks?

3/22/2020 7:17:17 PM upliftingmind Done.

3/22/2020 7:17:39 PM ed_kua I believe I found over 10+ data drops from his "Who is Q part 1 & part 2"

Vids which ALL ✅ CONNECT 💯.

Must send to a Higher Tech ...

I'm struggling but have screenshots & bookmarked Links.

Only claiming:

The Info from videos ( that I found) verified through internet search. pic.twitter.com/YjVPTPN6kp
3/22/2020 7:18:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should MJ12 block accounts?

3/22/2020 7:18:56 PM islandofdelight Muting > Blocking

3/22/2020 7:18:58 PM trumpmomma Too many liberal trolls that report Constantly

3/22/2020 7:19:00 PM anirgu Just easier because then it is taken out of your decision process.

3/22/2020 7:19:05 PM n2zyk why interfer with your enemy  when it's exposing itself

3/22/2020 7:19:14 PM wacob_jehrli That would be like politicians being pro pension reform yet accepting their pension

3/22/2020 7:19:15 PM nvorschkaff1776 Give 'em just enough rope to hang themselves!

3/22/2020 7:19:30 PM mikeb38beacon_h That’s a personal choice! No need for a vote.

3/22/2020 7:19:30 PM jamesbarnwell17 A clown huh? I guess Wwg1wga doesn’t apply with you? There is nothing wrong with being open minded something you must have a hard time with, ill 

keep you in mind as the current events unfold. An open mind is a healthy mind

3/22/2020 7:19:44 PM yobtac2 You should also follow some.

3/22/2020 7:20:14 PM humanproofer Block at will, cap’n!

3/22/2020 7:20:27 PM palmdalekid2 block me first, no balls bb

3/22/2020 7:20:27 PM 4albradley Don’t worry about the crappy people.  I think it’s good to see both sides.  You are above the children that act inappropriate. 👊👊👊

3/22/2020 7:20:42 PM trumps_all Trolls, bots and idiots need to be blocked.......if you aren’t adding to the conversation, or if questioning....doing it respectfully, then you need to go. As 

one famous woman said: pic.twitter.com/gjMG4MpSF5

3/22/2020 7:20:46 PM nightswatch3895 I'm new in all of this.  But you guys must have something to bring all of the splintered factions together.  We all need to fight together.

3/22/2020 7:20:46 PM lazymantech17 Followed you and blocked the trash thanks patriot

3/22/2020 7:21:03 PM j_d_abercrombie this"black ops data ninja"sees this very small-surrounded hamlet of mutual twitters that support @AustinSteinbart & thinks copy and pasting them in a 

neat row turns us into some kind of paid troll brigade like them!

3/22/2020 7:21:10 PM nm_zsr Might reduce the noise.

3/22/2020 7:21:31 PM observingeye2 Your call!  🙏🙏❤️❤️

3/22/2020 7:21:36 PM zagnett No. Except perhaps for corporate accounts whose ads MJ12 doesn't like.

Otherwise, for all individuals: #WWG1WGA

IMO anyway. Of course, debatable.

3/22/2020 7:21:39 PM theresa78375601 I'd suggest the mute option first

3/22/2020 7:22:10 PM farklew Can you post some photos of Michael Obama please

3/22/2020 7:22:12 PM melissa_c_cowan Yes, if you want to. It's your account!

3/22/2020 7:22:22 PM danauito If you have the option to BLOCK it would work to your benefit in keeping the Patriots coming back!😉

3/22/2020 7:22:35 PM j_d_abercrombie Funniest thing is, it's like a snapshot putting us with the boss early on, when the shit was thick, and nobody believed in us! Man this guy that did this... 

what a great Patriot... I don't care what else he said, was it bad?... I didn't pay attention... choked up... tearing up...

3/22/2020 7:22:51 PM midlyf3 Look I'm new to Twitter but there are enough people here that anyone's gonna be able to find the truth and who's just an idiot. No need for blocking, 

let them be wrong, they can publicly shame themselves. Eventually tho, they'll have to learn the truth.

3/22/2020 7:22:51 PM hellouncledonny wouldn't that be counterproductive to the great awakening?

3/22/2020 7:23:02 PM mikeb38beacon_h Think of it this way, If President Trump can deal with the highest level EVER of trolling on him & He fires right back, then we can all do the same!

3/22/2020 7:23:12 PM valbina17 Interesting 🤔



3/22/2020 7:23:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Consider alternatives addresses: 

Flood their inboxes: 

- partners@datto.com

- billing@datto.com

- support@datto.com

- contact@datto.com

- backupify-sales@datto.com

- slemoine@datto.com

- tweller@datt.com

- amcchord@datto.com

- nkatz@datto.com

- jabbot@datto.com  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241798391316840451 … pic.twitter.com/IqtriUJ0Zm
3/22/2020 7:24:05 PM anthony94072049 Idk who’s these guys meet weeks before the virus? pic.twitter.com/WJQMhCmwmu

3/22/2020 7:24:08 PM the_loveoflight Never!

Also never hide the truth! 👍🏻

3/22/2020 7:24:34 PM truth939 Good question.  If the individual is causing clear and unnecessary disturbance or distraction I say YES.  If it's an opposing viewpoint but constructive and 

helps others use logic and think for themselves I say NO.

3/22/2020 7:24:35 PM 369palm Do you have the template for the letter?

3/22/2020 7:24:43 PM fallorsesh unfollowed

3/22/2020 7:24:48 PM michell39826764 @AustinSteinbart claims to be Q before the latest Q post (and hes trying to convince everyone) yet Q WONT mention @AustinSteinbart.

If hes Q then why not 🤔

WATCHOUT FOR FAKES ppl.

Theres gunna be alot of them.

DS wants to own Q.

Dont buy it.

3/22/2020 7:24:55 PM process_facts Imagine that, what a surprise.

3/22/2020 7:25:07 PM kwititalready I was thinking tainted Adrenochrome.

3/22/2020 7:25:12 PM thefuturition In order to beat your enemy, you must know your enemy. let them continue exposing themselves.

3/22/2020 7:25:20 PM jasonhargens 😂😂😂 I want one of me on the international space station!!

3/22/2020 7:25:23 PM fansblowing3 I block anyone who calls MJ12 a Larp 🤷♂️

3/22/2020 7:25:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you consider yourself a digital soldier?

3/22/2020 7:25:40 PM house_poseidon What does this have to do with saving children & liberating the planet from evil ?

If you need to block accounts to save children & liberate the planet, then i guess you'd better get right on that

Otherwise it's just a waste of valuable time, and little children are suffering!

3/22/2020 7:25:40 PM worldxplorer1 I had some thoughts on this recently...

Energetically speaking, doesn't blocking constitute resistance?  Resistance charges an energetic bond and strengthens it.  

Wouldn't muting be a better a choice? It constitutes a free will choice to not listen.

3/22/2020 7:25:45 PM positively303 Hell yes!

3/22/2020 7:25:46 PM ewilliams22101 Here's one from "BabyQ".  Enjoy! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqi9m4N-qSI …

3/22/2020 7:25:55 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/lnYGFryNXX

3/22/2020 7:25:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the pressure is tough, do you back down?

3/22/2020 7:25:59 PM bejay31688996 To be a dictator doesn't help in healing that needs to happen.

3/22/2020 7:26:02 PM 444_q_ I try😁

3/22/2020 7:26:02 PM mojito650 More of a buffalo soldier

3/22/2020 7:26:10 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/2BQWRKT7OG

3/22/2020 7:26:17 PM ndeathcloak Let’s do this shit already

3/22/2020 7:26:18 PM positively303 Hell No!

3/22/2020 7:26:27 PM mrbitter17 5:5

3/22/2020 7:26:27 PM freeandoriginal Sorry no memes though

3/22/2020 7:26:33 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/XkW9sObw5J

3/22/2020 7:26:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 People are easily able to sway my opinions.

3/22/2020 7:26:53 PM gina_knight Educating.

3/22/2020 7:26:56 PM ascendingadam To achieve a strategic objective?

Why not?

3/22/2020 7:26:58 PM pence_andy I was recruited.

3/22/2020 7:27:03 PM 444_q_ 3 days 6 hours left you say 🤔🤔🤔😁

3/22/2020 7:27:03 PM wildflo94711875 Not to the extent some are

3/22/2020 7:27:04 PM qjeneice Is it wrong to like my own tweet here cuz I think I'm funny!!

3/22/2020 7:27:07 PM ewilliams22101 It does feel like deja vu all over again, except this time, the Q "leaders" are telling us not to think for ourselves and are blocking us for asking questions 

about BabyQ.  Amazing times.

3/22/2020 7:27:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 When I type LOL I don't actually physically react.

3/22/2020 7:27:21 PM aprilbrown99 Never for what is right, true and just! pic.twitter.com/m7ARySShZG

3/22/2020 7:27:27 PM commodorecouch I won’t answer because it’s up to you. I will simply say, whatever allows you to execute you primary and secondary directives most effectively should 

be you modus operandi. Good speed!

3/22/2020 7:27:29 PM psyanidegaming What way is down again

3/22/2020 7:27:34 PM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/HJtvjAruM7

3/22/2020 7:27:37 PM crispus46604679 Induce the enemy to believe a blow is coming at one place, but actually deliver it at another ...

3/22/2020 7:27:40 PM time4justiceusa Intellectual.

3/22/2020 7:27:41 PM jay93069455  pic.twitter.com/QF8MxnMcIC

3/22/2020 7:27:41 PM mrbitter17 No.  You squeeze back

3/22/2020 7:27:42 PM nightswatch3895 How will this impact actual businesses?

3/22/2020 7:27:54 PM restorativna8ur Sorry. But they need to be called out.

3/22/2020 7:27:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 It is easier to bury my head than it is to face the storm.

3/22/2020 7:28:05 PM j_d_abercrombie WooT! I am "associated with other people". And one of those is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12! And @AustinSteinbart! I'm on A LIST with THOSE GUYS! I can't 

read who Tweetd this or what he said right under the name, it's blurry, so you guys can dig that!? 

https://twitter.com/Freedomfromthe1/status/1241904538161942528 …



3/22/2020 7:28:09 PM zagnett Done.

MJ, do this everyday until Datto complies?

3/22/2020 7:28:10 PM johnnymerckx never have

3/22/2020 7:28:20 PM gina_knight I do, so I’m guessing that choice is yours.

3/22/2020 7:28:23 PM wandering11111 100%

3/22/2020 7:28:32 PM ohiomawmaw That really is a bad Photoshop lol

3/22/2020 7:28:32 PM carriebryson2 Alright my friends mission complete pic.twitter.com/nn397cc4JW

3/22/2020 7:28:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 I'm afraid of what other's think of me.

3/22/2020 7:28:40 PM n2zyk easier yes, but not an option

3/22/2020 7:28:40 PM patriotswegoall Don't think so... the tweet matters more than the sender. I'd say go after the spammers and solicitors.

3/22/2020 7:28:43 PM francesbreedlo5 Thank Q 👍❤️🇺🇸❤️

3/22/2020 7:28:49 PM citizensireport Done

3/22/2020 7:28:49 PM mikespies904 Sometimes.  Sometimes not. No option for ne to choose

3/22/2020 7:28:55 PM aprilbrown99 Here you go brother!  🤗🤗🤗 pic.twitter.com/oIuBiAiUmE

3/22/2020 7:29:08 PM tyetyler1 Capital I is a small L?

3/22/2020 7:29:15 PM bwords2  pic.twitter.com/f8ZZeUKAk4

3/22/2020 7:29:17 PM wildhor52319908 You need the "people scare me for my personal safety and that is why I care too much" option

3/22/2020 7:29:18 PM francesbreedlo5 😂😂😂👍

3/22/2020 7:29:19 PM justinrothling Full belly guffaws, otherwise no reaction

3/22/2020 7:29:19 PM shanky_mcshank A dog-faced pony soldier

3/22/2020 7:29:22 PM robsealejr1 When we say "I'm sorry" do we mean it? Some do, some dont?

3/22/2020 7:29:23 PM 369palm Awesome thank you

3/22/2020 7:29:25 PM williebhere HORSESHIT!!

3/22/2020 7:29:34 PM krisp1377 I never type lol, if I physically haven’t! I always lol!

3/22/2020 7:29:37 PM process_facts What kind of mob rule is this?

3/22/2020 7:29:40 PM ewilliams22101 It's posted on his video page.  I toned my email down, but emailed a similar message. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI …

3/22/2020 7:29:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 DATTO BE ADVISED:

YOU ARE IMPEDING A LIVE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OPERATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

REINSTATE AUSTIN STEINBART’S ACCESS TO THE AMORPHOUS ARCHIVE IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BE BRIGADED AND BLOCKADED UNTIL FURTHER 

NOTICE.

3/22/2020 7:29:45 PM moemc8 Sometimes or seldom agree.  You didn't have a box for that.

3/22/2020 7:29:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 DATTO BE ADVISED:

YOU ARE IMPEDING A LIVE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OPERATION BEING CONDUCTED BY THE DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY.

REINSTATE AUSTIN STEINBART’S ACCESS TO THE AMORPHOUS ARCHIVE IMMEDIATELY, OR YOU WILL BE BRIGADED AND BLOCKADED UNTIL FURTHER 

NOTICE.

3/22/2020 7:29:48 PM time4justiceusa Why did he delete ol Austins videos ?

3/22/2020 7:29:59 PM michell39826764 6% said yeah? Really? .....

3/22/2020 7:30:01 PM virginialouelle You're talking with Americans here, MJ. We don't run away from the fire, we run towards it, to put out the flames and help one another.

3/22/2020 7:30:10 PM whiteloverose Short term.

3/22/2020 7:30:11 PM truth939 In training

3/22/2020 7:30:23 PM daddyj08466171 Lord of Lords that’s whT it means right? For me it does. 👍

3/22/2020 7:30:26 PM majic_eyes_qnly I think typing lol or LOL literally means not actually physically reacting. It's just an acknowledgement to what somebody said that wasn't funny but 

which you're nevertheless morally obliged to respond to so as to not make them feel bad.

3/22/2020 7:30:29 PM brianan06364517 It's so weird. And they don't even realize they're doing it.

3/22/2020 7:30:30 PM anelda24 If I were I'd never leave the house 🥴

3/22/2020 7:30:40 PM eyendeye Thank you!

3/22/2020 7:30:52 PM driftinginme Supposedly it takes a little pressure to make a common piece of coal into a diamond.

Hardened, valuable and virtually indestructible.

3/22/2020 7:30:53 PM zagnett Let's see how Datto reacts to this "shot across their bow."

🍿🍩🥂

3/22/2020 7:30:57 PM neo_asura_ you talk shit but still wont respond to me 🤡👇👇 https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241384064646615043 …

3/22/2020 7:31:02 PM 1_decided_voter Why didn't you tag them? pic.twitter.com/IwDhJz0i81

3/22/2020 7:31:11 PM coloradoevolut1 Thank you so much!

3/22/2020 7:31:15 PM imcevoy1 He spoke about this before he went on to CC and then on the morning that he got there. There is also a video he made I believe the next day. Go and 

check them out if you need info he speaks freely about it.

3/22/2020 7:31:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why give them traffic?

3/22/2020 7:31:23 PM muzzleloader101 Quite frankly I don't give a damn what they think

3/22/2020 7:31:30 PM texasqpatriot Q would never purposely put HIPAA protected material out on an innocent American. This guy is such a douche bag. I am even more convinced this is a 

clown op.

3/22/2020 7:31:39 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/ZEHMD06BS9

3/22/2020 7:31:46 PM ldee_calif Sorry I disappoint or sorry about your luck? 😂🤣

3/22/2020 7:31:52 PM coloradoevolut1 Thank you!

3/22/2020 7:31:53 PM ghoulbuns Block Party

3/22/2020 7:31:59 PM melissa_c_cowan In a different way than most, I am a bit older and started my journey a while before Q, a while before pizza gate even, I work and don't create content,  

but I have been trying to get the word out for a long time!

3/22/2020 7:31:59 PM justinrothling I put no, only because I wish I knew more and could contribute more. I’m more physically militant.

3/22/2020 7:32:07 PM mutant_corn I got backup if needed

3/22/2020 7:32:14 PM madrabbit917 I kinda suck at it

3/22/2020 7:32:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 I am more extroverted on social media than I am in person.

3/22/2020 7:32:19 PM eo_swan They'll be jammed! pic.twitter.com/YyqP90dqVm

3/22/2020 7:32:20 PM process_facts That’s not a meaningful stratification.

3/22/2020 7:32:23 PM knightstile I feel like they played him but it still looks horrible.

3/22/2020 7:32:24 PM bryandmcnally Disagree completely... mainly due from having so much scar tissue from being stabbed in the back...

3/22/2020 7:32:29 PM fl_sun_sprite If you block... then we won't see the bullshit being expelled from said accounts. We won't be taunted into pointless TW wars. Less negative energy 

overall. 

WIN - WIN - WIN



3/22/2020 7:32:30 PM nm_zsr Sorry... BC?

3/22/2020 7:32:31 PM epl_rocks Never typed it in my life. It's always a "haha..!" from me.

In fact if anyone is sad enough to find a tweet from me that mentions that phrase I'll pay em $50.

3/22/2020 7:32:34 PM observingeye2  pic.twitter.com/Tm9LF6pPpX

3/22/2020 7:32:38 PM moemc8 What's the change going on?  Austin shows up and you seem different.  You explained why you don't block, so why would ask now?

3/22/2020 7:32:48 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/HxcJUSgZpQ

3/22/2020 7:32:49 PM j_d_abercrombie It's almost as if... he did it purposely to trip you up. You fell for it. He's Q, did you see the Armor of God? Q drop? Austin's vid drop? It's. Right. There.

3/22/2020 7:32:49 PM madrabbit917 Same

3/22/2020 7:33:05 PM epl_rocks You just did..

3/22/2020 7:33:25 PM traciloveusa Wish I was 1! I don’t have their technical skills & expertise. Highly respect them & the amazing work they do! 👍🏼💯🇺🇸🥇🥇🥇

3/22/2020 7:33:27 PM rachaelangelm Haha

3/22/2020 7:33:27 PM lysa26832458 That’s what I have been thinking that since the beginning

3/22/2020 7:33:27 PM mishelleo1974 Mean people exist. It’s ok.

3/22/2020 7:33:33 PM nm_zsr Not slick Willie?

3/22/2020 7:33:34 PM 1_decided_voter Isn't that kind of like saying "I'm an official that is subpoenaing you, but I'm not going to give you the satisfaction of sending an official document to 

your mailbox"?

3/22/2020 7:33:45 PM virginialouelle Looks like MJ12 is conducting psych eval on us.....

3/22/2020 7:33:53 PM imapatriotjr e-mail sent to ALL pic.twitter.com/IWAmmaGReP

3/22/2020 7:33:55 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/VGjxrZSvuG

3/22/2020 7:33:57 PM painiscoming4 If you are a real person you know yourself good bad or indifferent 

Release the cures of the plagues made by the anti humans deep state players

3/22/2020 7:34:04 PM lovellastroude Order of this poll sucks sorry. Should have the agrees and disagrees together.  Accidentally tapped wrong one

3/22/2020 7:34:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 I often feel jealous when I see other people receive recognition.

3/22/2020 7:34:22 PM patriotswegoall Block only at last resort if JD does not act upon such bad actors.

3/22/2020 7:34:29 PM scud_fumducky33 Wow. Totally hit the wrong answer lol. I strongly DISAGREE!!

3/22/2020 7:34:31 PM justinrothling Shit, I hit the wrong button. Strong disagree, very strong

3/22/2020 7:34:31 PM moemc8 Since Austin came on board, this is getting weird.  The polls are silly.  What are you doing?

3/22/2020 7:34:36 PM leslieau7 Ask my bro...

I've been known to be told to tone it down ☹️

3/22/2020 7:34:37 PM populistpepe2 Yes. But more of like a messenger pigeon.

I guess we all have our place in this. pic.twitter.com/bua4Pqqcr1

3/22/2020 7:34:42 PM bearwithme24 I wish I didn't give a damn. Born with thin skin. HATE it. 

But to say I'm 'afraid' of what people think of me? It's not a fear, it's an angst. Causes me anxiety. I just want to stay home. FOREVER. People kill me.

3/22/2020 7:34:48 PM atvhomer Hell yes...!!!

3/22/2020 7:35:01 PM ausanon369 I’ve flooded them, but now receiving Domain postmaster address emails back to ALL of them.

I will keep periodically sending.

3/22/2020 7:35:04 PM 0hawkward2 When the chips are down we color up!

3/22/2020 7:35:08 PM virginialouelle Yeah, you're doing psych evals.

3/22/2020 7:35:09 PM 444_q_ Ooooppsss pushed the wrong one😅

3/22/2020 7:35:10 PM quentinjay2 Lying is for fags

3/22/2020 7:35:10 PM dami73396076 Not by half😁👍

3/22/2020 7:35:12 PM grandma26244385 D-6--HOUSE OF WETTINS ASSASSIN TEAM?

3/22/2020 7:35:13 PM altimitwill This is what I get for every inbox I try to send a message to: pic.twitter.com/EfrGLd0FG2

3/22/2020 7:35:16 PM n7guardiananon tweller@datt.com

??? pic.twitter.com/kaQzQQMuYG

3/22/2020 7:35:17 PM krisp1377 I actually did! Lol! Lol! Haha. Ok! Ok! That’s enough loling!

3/22/2020 7:35:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you understand Message over Messenger?

3/22/2020 7:35:31 PM mattsmithsongs Answered wrong. Can I try again? Lol.

3/22/2020 7:35:36 PM bsavell I disagree. I like living in the shadows.

3/22/2020 7:35:41 PM ainefeather I love seeing people who do exceptional things get recognized for it.

3/22/2020 7:35:46 PM the_start_line make your own decision

3/22/2020 7:35:47 PM williebhere Puts a target on them not me.. 🤷🏻♂️

3/22/2020 7:35:48 PM texasqpatriot All he has to do is post (as Q on 8kun) abs type out "Yes I am Austin whatever."  WHY would he not just do that?  #Larp #Fake

3/22/2020 7:35:48 PM patriot94557050 ...lol

It sometimes sucks.

   But, we do what we have to do.

3/22/2020 7:35:52 PM ndeathcloak Yes

3/22/2020 7:36:00 PM upallnight39 As someone who usually gets blocked.... pic.twitter.com/TemhCkxVoD

3/22/2020 7:36:00 PM willofthefuture Accident

3/22/2020 7:36:02 PM westmount_d7 🙌 Backup emails are helpful

3/22/2020 7:36:10 PM ausanon369 Ever since Austin, this makes so much more sense to me.

3/22/2020 7:36:15 PM observingeye2  pic.twitter.com/Mv2k4nAlIS

3/22/2020 7:36:17 PM dfwdown everyone lying on these polls

3/22/2020 7:36:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Make the correction yourself.

CEO.

3/22/2020 7:36:23 PM blsdbe #ThanQ for the lessons on looking within.

3/22/2020 7:36:28 PM whocare65384400 Aren't you 1 of 12? Why the jealousy?

3/22/2020 7:36:30 PM staggerlee422 Truth is truth no matter who's telling it!

3/22/2020 7:36:30 PM godchosetrump77 I don't know what that is. Careful who you follow...

3/22/2020 7:36:31 PM denverkb Karma will catch up to them and it won’t be pleasant.

3/22/2020 7:36:44 PM quirlygirl Q post 144 pic.twitter.com/NsNIffhpI6

3/22/2020 7:36:44 PM morc001 Quit messing with people! You wanna be important feel important??? Help others; I don’t know if you’ve noticed it but there billions of people in this 

world not just you! And there’s lots of nasty people who love to be mean and rude to you if you’re this open here!

3/22/2020 7:36:45 PM process_facts I strongly often sometimes agree and disagree all at the same time.

3/22/2020 7:36:48 PM quentinjay2  pic.twitter.com/ZNyLJvnq4r

3/22/2020 7:36:51 PM moemc8 Why?

3/22/2020 7:37:02 PM westmount_d7 😂 That’s funny

3/22/2020 7:37:03 PM pblau79 I agree with this. The hype on this isnt a good look for either party. Reasonable deduction is they are tripn balls coming into "their" new reality

3/22/2020 7:37:04 PM aprilbrown99 ✅ Done



3/22/2020 7:37:07 PM n7guardiananon danke

💖💖💖

3/22/2020 7:37:07 PM wild8heart Why isn’t New Zealand shutting schools immediately? Lockdown has been announced and last schools to close will be on Wednesday evening. 

#seesomethingsaysomething

@FBI @DefenseIntel @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 7:37:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 I believe Karma is quantum.

3/22/2020 7:37:15 PM fiercekittyq So a DoD, 40 year Navy vet proved in screenshots that this tool @AustinSteinbart owns a crap biz w/his wife, isn’t in ANY DoD dB , blocked him when 

he asked for his mil email to talk privately and Gen Flynn UNFOLLOWING him isn’t proof enough

Y’all should be Democrats

😼❤️🇺🇸™️ pic.twitter.com/5ZZs9oBmof

3/22/2020 7:37:15 PM zagnett Definitely true here. i don't hear incredibly well.

3/22/2020 7:37:20 PM rapunzel_39 Good question!

3/22/2020 7:37:24 PM texasqpatriot It is VERY OBVIOUS Austin IS a fraud!🤣🤓

3/22/2020 7:37:37 PM cameronjaquie Caveat, as long as it is deserving; not like some cheap Nobel Peace Prize that you get for doing absolutely squat other than dropping a bomb every 22 

minutes!

3/22/2020 7:37:43 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/nJLIcIlkKP

3/22/2020 7:37:48 PM wildhor52319908 Only to people who play by those rules

3/22/2020 7:37:50 PM williebhere What does it matter who they are as long as they carry the right message??

3/22/2020 7:37:50 PM moemc8 They take polls and it's annoying as hell?  Teaching us a lesson?

3/22/2020 7:37:57 PM upallnight39 That looks like wifi to me.idiothave you been in a DUMB?

HOW do you know their is no cell service

How do you know mj12  is in a dumb

3/22/2020 7:38:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 I prefer to sit back and wait for other's to take action but are quick to demand action.

3/22/2020 7:38:17 PM coloradoevolut1 idk

3/22/2020 7:38:19 PM takemetoyourle4 5:5

3/22/2020 7:38:21 PM wahiggins3 Open-source intelligence.  I collect a lot of information from different places and I trust my gut to see truth.

3/22/2020 7:38:28 PM dasha_dagmar Please all to accept my apologise for my tweet 🙏

I understand now that it was old information 

I am really sorry 😑

3/22/2020 7:38:33 PM staggerlee422  pic.twitter.com/Pxj2jXmyp0

3/22/2020 7:38:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 I prefer to coordinate messaging with trusted confidents before publicly speaking.

3/22/2020 7:38:49 PM zagnett Don't feel jealous here. i love people. Including the ones who struggle with various problems. #WWG1WGA 💛🙏💫

3/22/2020 7:38:59 PM ausanon369 Because I doubted him initially, then researched, watched, learned. Now I get it. He was not what I was expecting, but the information correlated and 

clicked.

3/22/2020 7:39:04 PM realeyethespy Bill cooper

3/22/2020 7:39:04 PM qhostmode When I can commit to a an hour or so I like to choose a current trending topic and drop random q hooks in the comments. When I start to get bites I 

drop the intel I'm hip to. I take great care not to scare people off and engage in rational discussions to build report. Got a few.

3/22/2020 7:39:06 PM moemc8 Don't understand quantum.  Never thought God doled out karma.  I do see it differently now.

3/22/2020 7:39:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is a strategic purpose behind these questions.

3/22/2020 7:39:08 PM wildhor52319908 Example: people who overlook good deeds are to be dealt with in other ways, or such, for a nutshell

3/22/2020 7:39:09 PM vieiraranch Several times! Last two were returned to me...

3/22/2020 7:39:20 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/3t2D6Gpbaj

3/22/2020 7:39:28 PM susang7671 That depends on the interpretation of “head” and then what is the “head” buried in, and could also depend on sexual orientation etc.😭😭😭😭

3/22/2020 7:39:48 PM muzzleloader101 . Reword your questions or answers because I cannot understand what you're trying to say it could be just me but !

3/22/2020 7:39:52 PM upallnight39 So do morons and cowards who block people

3/22/2020 7:40:00 PM rickster1012 Doing my best to help get the Truth out to as many people as possible; the #QAnon researchers connect the dots, but there’s always a need for 

transmission & explanation of their hard work; that’s where I try to do my part & I encourage everyone to do the same; #UnitedWeStand 

pic.twitter.com/97YoCE9ljs

3/22/2020 7:40:21 PM wildhor52319908 Dealing with people who do not participate in "cosmic type idealism and morality sharing" and expecting them to be like you are, is asinine.

3/22/2020 7:40:22 PM driftinginme Until boots may be/are needed, hopefully it doesn't come to that.

3/22/2020 7:40:24 PM patriot94557050 It has to smell good

3/22/2020 7:40:37 PM williebhere I have sit patiently since 2015.. I have learned.. if need I will stand.. I wear the armor of god.. and have righteous intent.

3/22/2020 7:40:40 PM neo_asura_ he said multiple times “typists are in DUMBs” and check the symbol to the left of the wifi 💩head

3/22/2020 7:40:41 PM justinrothling My fat ass thumbs...agree please

3/22/2020 7:40:42 PM epl_rocks Never used it my life. I'm more of a haha..! kinda person.

3/22/2020 7:40:46 PM chrischkm8in8 I strongly disagree! Because there are definitely a lot more people more informed than I am and for that I’m grateful!

3/22/2020 7:40:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 People with financial incentives have tainted opinions.

3/22/2020 7:40:58 PM quentinjay2 Alpha as can be

3/22/2020 7:41:01 PM traciloveusa Not sure about quantum?

3/22/2020 7:41:08 PM mattsmithsongs The message is more important than all.

3/22/2020 7:41:13 PM wonderswords I like Akansas has so much interest, anyone know why? What would make so many ppl inquire,hmmm.

3/22/2020 7:41:16 PM laurapacky If you share tweets, red pill others and explain Q and the great awakening, then YOU are a digital soldier!!

3/22/2020 7:41:17 PM healdog70 lol ...

3/22/2020 7:41:22 PM francesbreedlo5 This Austin guy is a complete psychopath.... Reminds me of that spoiled boy from American Horror story "Freak Show" You know, the one that kills his 

mom & marries the girl with 2 heads😳

glad he's blocked

3/22/2020 7:41:23 PM neo_asura_ reptilian caught your tongue? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 7:41:31 PM wildhor52319908 Now science says, a few things but...we are touching on a psychological idea right?

3/22/2020 7:41:32 PM realtimtrimble He's a twat, and he's going to get a knock on the door some day regarding the hysteria he serves up.

3/22/2020 7:41:37 PM francesbreedlo5 Yes!!!!!

3/22/2020 7:41:53 PM caliel4truth This guy is flat out nuts. 

Anyone following him is gonna have the feds knocking on their door in no time.

3/22/2020 7:41:55 PM commodorecouch Maybe it’s how the question is worded. I genuinely live by; You can be right, or you can be kind. I personally choose kindness if someone I love is not 

ready to have their concept of the world expanded (not to be mistaken for giving up).

But for those doing intentional harm😡👊!



3/22/2020 7:42:02 PM zagnett Understood.

3/22/2020 7:42:05 PM j_d_abercrombie Who are you apologizing to? You tell your little Pharisee Deciderer/Handler to look up Athanasius D. Abercrombie, Deceased 9/11/19, Maricopa 

County, AZ. That's my son. I pray to God. I'm putting on the Full Armor of God. I'm a real American. Not some brigade. Make a note of it.

3/22/2020 7:42:09 PM williebhere Those who have struggled.. know the true meaning of wealth.

3/22/2020 7:42:19 PM mind_gladiator Making people think by asking questions. pic.twitter.com/SA8g8rC6l5

3/22/2020 7:42:23 PM ygwiryn What is the purpose of all your poll Questions ?

3/22/2020 7:42:26 PM traciloveusa Yay!!! 👍🏼💯😁 Cool😎I didn’t know that thank you!!! 😁👍🏼🥰

3/22/2020 7:42:35 PM ts_sci_majic12 A sheepdog is good for sheep.

3/22/2020 7:42:53 PM sacred_forest1 Make a backup one if you’re gonna remain open.

3/22/2020 7:43:00 PM zanudanon A cloud service can block military intelligence? AND the DIA? really? I gotta find out how they do that.

3/22/2020 7:43:05 PM ms1481 Everyone has financial incentives.

3/22/2020 7:43:08 PM williebhere Sheep no more!!

3/22/2020 7:43:17 PM krisp1377 I do both! I fell like haha, I’m not really physically doing anything. lol, I am literally laughing!

3/22/2020 7:43:17 PM christopher872 Maybe trying to tell you who Q is, or at least showing you the importance of his presence in this operation. 🤷♂️

3/22/2020 7:43:20 PM wandering11111 Drug company "science"

3/22/2020 7:43:20 PM epl_rocks Is this a test of the bleedin obvious..?

3/22/2020 7:43:20 PM tashalee01 What the heck is going on! All this hate because people are exercising their right to freedom of thought and sharing these thoughts on a platform made 

for expressing those thoughts?! But we are the divisive ones....and why didnt I make the cut 😒

3/22/2020 7:43:24 PM holotechrd ✔

3/22/2020 7:43:46 PM mikespies904 This one should be easy lol

3/22/2020 7:43:49 PM gifted_802 That was probably the point of it

3/22/2020 7:43:49 PM patryn94 A sheepdog is good for the sheep farmer.

3/22/2020 7:43:54 PM moemc8 ugh typos!

3/22/2020 7:43:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Children deserve to be raised in a world where there is no threat of demons eating their pineal glands after getting raped.

3/22/2020 7:43:55 PM jamesbarnwell17 Looks like I made it to the A list as well haha glad to be here with you guys

3/22/2020 7:43:58 PM justinrothling That’s a great question, the dog also protects.

3/22/2020 7:43:59 PM georgeedwardca4 open borders

sanctuary cities

@WhiteHouse

does not approve of Harboring Fugitives

how many Executive Orders has @POTUS written? signed?

over 155,000 sealed indictments so far ,in a single folder ,decades of investigation and operations

#JFKjr @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/ZSpljOTkKK
3/22/2020 7:44:00 PM brittengquist is it easier? sure. is that necessary? no.

3/22/2020 7:44:04 PM pothanatania Sheep’s best friend🥰

3/22/2020 7:44:09 PM j_d_abercrombie Tell them if they keep trying to get in @AustinSteinbart way, we without even have ONE FREAKING PHONE CALL will ALL instinctively know what to do, 

and more so when we are actually guided directly by Q, in virtual-person. No more secret backchannels. No more non-direct comms.

3/22/2020 7:44:14 PM krisp1377 It’s not necessarily loud every time tho. Sometimes I’m just laughing quietly to myself! 🤷🏼♀️

3/22/2020 7:44:17 PM realtimtrimble Actually I'd be willing to bet the proverbial farm that money came from China.

3/22/2020 7:44:17 PM aprilbrown99 I have been a warrior for eons.   ⚡️⚡️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/nS0lKdHKUs

3/22/2020 7:44:21 PM laurenmbradley2 My folks have an Anatolian Shepherd and he's great with the other dogs and the chickens. 

=D pic.twitter.com/Z1f5huwkSS

3/22/2020 7:44:22 PM atashfire Kinda sure on this one.

3/22/2020 7:44:22 PM morc001 I’m not expert here but logical thinking always works! Question: if he is Q and his ass was kicked out but he is Q right? Why can he just take over?? Get

 your boots on! As if any intel agency would telegraph their operations 🤦♂️

3/22/2020 7:44:22 PM state1union I chose the wrong answer lol 😂

3/22/2020 7:44:27 PM amixpestcontrol Yes it is to bury one's head in the sand that's why millions of people do it , if standing and fighting was easy everybody would do it.. I will fight for 

freedom and choose not to be misinformed because knowing is half the battle Boot up .. pic.twitter.com/H1fUYjIMue

3/22/2020 7:44:36 PM wandering11111 Ard you promoting this guy? Sorry quick drive by M12...

3/22/2020 7:44:38 PM karrie_ross777 I can’t even believe you wrote it like that. :(

3/22/2020 7:44:47 PM rickster1012  pic.twitter.com/ID8pCCAOgJ

3/22/2020 7:44:54 PM mattsmithsongs Sheep are sheep and will continue to be sheep until the Shepard along with his trusty sheepdog show them the way. Gentle nudging is best. Unless the 

sheep are in harm's way.

3/22/2020 7:45:00 PM scottgasaway All the damn sheep dog does is continue to heard the sheep ...He is absolutely BAD for the well being of the sheep.. leads them to slaughter

3/22/2020 7:45:01 PM courtne08241586 Lol there isn’t a wrong answer

3/22/2020 7:45:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vitamin sales representatives know a lot about secret space craft hidden inside military bases.

3/22/2020 7:45:13 PM libertyspring99  pic.twitter.com/dv4dk2SNXV

3/22/2020 7:45:14 PM eo_swan Without giving an opinion on any of the authors other positions or theories...

MANUFACTURING CONSENT:: POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE MASS MEDIA

READ IT - EVERYONE

and your question is leading...

3/22/2020 7:45:23 PM restorativna8ur I dont worship any messagenerike you people do austin. It's quite pathetic.

3/22/2020 7:45:27 PM jimmyjameswwg1 Not going to lie, I was hesitant to look at the current results....lol

3/22/2020 7:45:34 PM williebhere Gods greats to this earth was the innocence of a child and should be protected at all cost.

3/22/2020 7:45:38 PM realseanirish1 and no threat of rape

3/22/2020 7:45:39 PM sparkleloung You just know someone will be a dick and choose disagree.

3/22/2020 7:45:42 PM julieshoraga Glad of what this poll is showing

3/22/2020 7:45:42 PM gina_knight 🤣

3/22/2020 7:45:44 PM rocketronnie44 I don't come up with insightful threads but I'm calling out the pedos and sharing and retweeting as much info as i can.

3/22/2020 7:45:44 PM charitable_fury What is this all about?...

3/22/2020 7:45:47 PM blsdbe Sheep can Evolve to Think For Themselves.



3/22/2020 7:45:47 PM time4justiceusa Yeah 

Pleadian.

Sure

3/22/2020 7:45:49 PM hawkgirlinmn Almost philosophical. You think, “yes. A sheepdog is meant to protect sheep.” What if the sheep knew how to protect themselves?

3/22/2020 7:45:49 PM omarfromuk  pic.twitter.com/W1NmfpmWqi

3/22/2020 7:45:51 PM truth939 Not always a bad thing.  Depends on how the money is earned and then distributed IMO.

3/22/2020 7:45:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 White Hats are behind #COVIDー19.

3/22/2020 7:45:52 PM moemc8 I'm open and have been to MJ for a long time now.  Still, using discernment.

3/22/2020 7:45:53 PM eroemodesto I see the gloves are off.

3/22/2020 7:46:01 PM monokrome That doesn’t make sense. Trump impeachment failed January 2020. COVID-19 first showed up in November.

3/22/2020 7:46:06 PM ms1481 Hes awesome

3/22/2020 7:46:09 PM freeandoriginal I can’t even read the words !! 😱😱 Stop this sickness!!

3/22/2020 7:46:13 PM melissa_c_cowan I had one and they are just good to LOVE! He was the sweetest dog ever! His name was Caspar! pic.twitter.com/DZYfOC0XqA

3/22/2020 7:46:14 PM aprilbrown99 I try to avoid public speaking at all costs. Never likes it. Probably never will.  Therefore I will pass on this questions.  

Love you!  💗💗💗

3/22/2020 7:46:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 Black Hats are behind #COVIDー19.

3/22/2020 7:46:18 PM whiteloverose Amen ! ! !

3/22/2020 7:46:22 PM iknow04042015 Why are you taking polls. Why are you encouraging email floods. This smells of a set-up. Who are you working for.

3/22/2020 7:46:25 PM blsdbe Integrity is an Inside Job.

3/22/2020 7:46:27 PM wildhor52319908 IF Quantum physics gave a shit about Karma we'd be dead in ww2 for the fuckin holocaust

3/22/2020 7:46:28 PM shewolf_saryn Where’s the “it’s complicated” button?

3/22/2020 7:46:34 PM libertyspring99 Oooh this sure do be gettin interestin!

3/22/2020 7:46:42 PM restorativna8ur Wow. All yall are doing is causing problems. Lol super shills 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:46:48 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

A National Emergency would be a great time

to carry out Mass Arrests.

The Military and NG are at the Ready.

Bring on the PAIN

Finish "The Plan"
3/22/2020 7:46:51 PM blsdbe Lead by Example.

3/22/2020 7:46:52 PM williebhere White hats are behind the cure..

3/22/2020 7:46:55 PM moemc8 Do a AMA and tell us, really.

3/22/2020 7:47:14 PM tashalee01 Really? You need to be told who to follow and who not to? You were obviously following one of these people for a reason and because some twit told 

you not to you'll just agree? To much fluoride I think...

3/22/2020 7:47:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 John Podesta is a pedophile.

3/22/2020 7:47:23 PM pixiemagick1 If I actually laugh i will write

hahahahahah. 

Otherwise lol is a way to make something seem less serious. I'm a heavy lol&😂 user.

3/22/2020 7:47:24 PM lizzjustlizz Blocked them all.

3/22/2020 7:47:25 PM debbiealbyrd How about there is no threat of rape to them, as well???

3/22/2020 7:47:26 PM blsdbe Especially when the Karma is #Majestic

3/22/2020 7:47:28 PM cryptogamer11 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:47:29 PM melissa_c_cowan I going to put agree, but I am kind of one the fence. I will have to wait and see. I think it was the 82nd Insurance policy!

3/22/2020 7:47:29 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/42TKdlAbeD

3/22/2020 7:47:30 PM angelicase1 Generation... A? first letter of the alphabet, when the earth has pushed the reset button?

3/22/2020 7:47:30 PM bearwithme24 Really? This need to be polled? Lord.

3/22/2020 7:47:30 PM cityranch You have you’re accurate 1% at 136 votes.

3/22/2020 7:47:31 PM restorativna8ur Super shills. Yall try to act hard a threaten people who has done more for the movement that all of your combined.

3/22/2020 7:47:34 PM lsweetapps You talking about @SpeakerPelosi ?

3/22/2020 7:47:37 PM atashfire Beyond.

3/22/2020 7:47:39 PM anelda24  pic.twitter.com/Hr2CZ7ZVtS

3/22/2020 7:47:39 PM collectives0uls You would have to understand sheep and sheep behavior. They DO need a shepherd or sheepherder.

3/22/2020 7:47:41 PM michell39826764 I agree 100%

3/22/2020 7:47:43 PM nicpace2 You don’t have to be a vitamin salesman to know that one

3/22/2020 7:47:43 PM upliftingmind Perfectly legal to defend yourself/your home in the state of AZ

3/22/2020 7:47:45 PM j_d_abercrombie I'm only speaking for myself, I got @AustinSteinbart's 6 - period. He's after the same YUMA to Phoenix cartel drug routes that killed my son. I've got 

two boys left, THIS SHIT STOPS NOW. When it gets thick, choose your friends wisely. And your enemies even wiser.

3/22/2020 7:47:45 PM libertyspring99 Like totes, fer schure.

3/22/2020 7:47:46 PM scottgasaway however we knew it was coming BOOMERANG We knew how to self correct it.. Cure will spread WW

3/22/2020 7:47:46 PM realjanemelton Have some new info?

3/22/2020 7:47:47 PM rickster1012  pic.twitter.com/a0u4aK4jWO

3/22/2020 7:47:49 PM covid_19_uk Virst vote XD pleasure to serve MJ

3/22/2020 7:47:50 PM tcounas_evan Sheepdog is necessary as long as rabid wolves and pumas are present. Noble thing to be

3/22/2020 7:47:58 PM justinrothling Well now...I need an “I have no idea” button, with a link to a story 😏

3/22/2020 7:48:00 PM ewe2screwy Huh?

3/22/2020 7:48:06 PM njc2020d Plan demic

3/22/2020 7:48:07 PM wandering11111 1% strongly disagree

3/22/2020 7:48:09 PM toddlangwell ^ This.

3/22/2020 7:48:10 PM marjot13 ~Don't know if I'm blocked, but know I taint followed back?~🙄💃🖖

3/22/2020 7:48:11 PM gianna43781650 Lol

3/22/2020 7:48:16 PM williebhere Future proves past.. all signs point to it.

3/22/2020 7:48:17 PM commodorecouch This one went over my head. Could you explain the joke to me on this one. Sorry 🤗

Not the spacecraft part, that’s duh... the Vitamin salesman part. Thanks!

3/22/2020 7:48:20 PM abstrus97232799 No . I dig in.

3/22/2020 7:48:20 PM keith369me Black hats first then white hats?

3/22/2020 7:48:22 PM epl_rocks Any type of laugh is good these days..

Apart from the L one of course.

3/22/2020 7:48:22 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/ZN7AYuaqum

3/22/2020 7:48:25 PM the_start_line fight for truth and share



3/22/2020 7:48:28 PM tyetyler1 Honestly??  You are not aware of how sheep behave.

sheepdogs are not needed. pic.twitter.com/goe7QjseBg

3/22/2020 7:48:30 PM time4justiceusa I am. Def a larp.

3/22/2020 7:48:36 PM truth939 Ready for disclosure.

3/22/2020 7:48:37 PM debbi_0821  pic.twitter.com/rve5qTyuX0

3/22/2020 7:48:37 PM cryptogamer11 Who ITF would disagree. Seriously!!!

3/22/2020 7:48:38 PM taikijan A competent #shepherd is more important.

3/22/2020 7:48:40 PM njc2020d Skippy POS satanic demon

3/22/2020 7:48:40 PM cityranch ??? What do vitamin sales have to do with this.

3/22/2020 7:48:41 PM scottgasaway Also white hats wouldnt release something that would harm innocent people

3/22/2020 7:48:47 PM wandering11111 Captain Obvious

3/22/2020 7:48:48 PM populistpepe2 Ugh. Anyone who didn't strongly agree is vile.

3/22/2020 7:48:51 PM keith369me The only unanimous one.

3/22/2020 7:48:52 PM mattsmithsongs Possible. Who knows.

3/22/2020 7:48:52 PM theboneofstone Shots at @Jordan_Sather_

3/22/2020 7:48:55 PM ryanmcnulty14 Shoveling...

3/22/2020 7:49:03 PM therealjeremyda He is worse than a pedifile if you could imagine that.

3/22/2020 7:49:04 PM angelaointexas Just sent message to all 10 emails, but got emails back from all 10 addresses saying “Your message couldn’t be delivered”.

3/22/2020 7:49:08 PM libertyspring99 These seems like MJ is testing out who is ALICE and who is not.

3/22/2020 7:49:19 PM whiteloverose "made ya think"

3/22/2020 7:49:22 PM deathdouspart0x Dig at Alex Jones?

3/22/2020 7:49:29 PM courtne08241586 This question was broad.. I wanted to say, idk that’s up to their conscience

3/22/2020 7:49:30 PM jeremy_kelly need a selection for "Duh"

3/22/2020 7:49:31 PM wandering11111 That kid cracks me up

3/22/2020 7:49:34 PM restorativna8ur Follow whoever you want.. but the dude isnt Q.. 😘

3/22/2020 7:49:37 PM tashalee01 I guess I know WHO TO FOLLOW now...thanks for the list buddy 👍

3/22/2020 7:49:37 PM nurseniceyes Did he come down with covid 19 yet?

3/22/2020 7:49:45 PM cathyholton4 Disagree

3/22/2020 7:49:47 PM anelda24 Oh hell who's that 1%

3/22/2020 7:49:48 PM process_facts Yeah, sure we understand.

But when you bundle it with a one dimensional mob mindset, you kinda undermine your point.

What caused the majority of emails? The messenger (you) or the message?

3/22/2020 7:49:50 PM sparkleloung You’re  not using metaphors are you? Cuz that would change my answer completely

3/22/2020 7:49:57 PM whiteloverose were

3/22/2020 7:49:59 PM kachinagtto Bahaha JS 😂☺

3/22/2020 7:50:00 PM tristan65514416 And the enemy is China THEY either stole or made a bio weapon.

3/22/2020 7:50:04 PM tweeterthanwine Assholes being assholes with their Strongly Disagree votes. These are the toilet lickers among us.

3/22/2020 7:50:19 PM ts_sci_majic12 And his #QPharisees

3/22/2020 7:50:22 PM charitable_fury Not really...Already think way too much, as it is...

3/22/2020 7:50:26 PM pharper28439125 Is there anything above “strongly agree”? I’ll press that one too!!!

3/22/2020 7:50:27 PM zzzzwoke You talking about Alex?

3/22/2020 7:50:34 PM restorativna8ur Looks like you made the shill list.. 🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/lIlX3kQ73h

3/22/2020 7:50:45 PM upliftingmind No shills. Just facts and free thinkers with nothing but love for you.

3/22/2020 7:50:48 PM casperkarrin He makes me want to gag

3/22/2020 7:50:52 PM dami73396076 I do not even know what it is. If it is fb messenger I will not install that🙅♂️

3/22/2020 7:50:52 PM j_d_abercrombie DARKTOLIGHT, walk out of the shadows with Q. The Super Secret Decoder ring adventure from "spooky anonymous" postings on the chans, is over. It 

had it's time. It helped save the world. And... it's over. Let it go. Let the money go. Let us get to work with Bossman.

3/22/2020 7:50:53 PM robertu39046634 We're all from the same Source.

3/22/2020 7:50:58 PM karrie_ross777 If you are saying the White Hats are good like God then yes, I strongly agree AND trust the plan. ❤️

3/22/2020 7:51:08 PM nurseniceyes Oh and who is the bald guy who is visiting me?

3/22/2020 7:51:10 PM jenl123456 And psychopathic murderer.

3/22/2020 7:51:12 PM bdab28 I say agree only bc I'm sure they knew about it but didn't stop it before hand

3/22/2020 7:51:12 PM 64rivergirl Based on what I’ve read...I think so...but have not seen what I would regard as conclusive proof.

3/22/2020 7:51:13 PM justinrothling Agree, originally. However, highjacked by Whitehats?

3/22/2020 7:51:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 John Podesta's cousin voted Strongly Disagree.

3/22/2020 7:51:22 PM lancebagleywon Alex Jones.

3/22/2020 7:51:22 PM ausanon369 I have to admit, I do get a little jealous depending on the circumstance. But if it benefits the greater good I chill.

3/22/2020 7:51:23 PM thesuperfairy I wanna know who disagree in here because if they think is ok to be F psycho like that.. Means you have a problem.👈😠

3/22/2020 7:51:24 PM winki00000001 Sather.

3/22/2020 7:51:33 PM christopher872 I think it is a White Hat op to cover for the swamp draining but 🤷♂️

3/22/2020 7:51:33 PM courtne08241586 I don’t know but I feel like I’m missing something

3/22/2020 7:51:41 PM nursewounds That made me lol

I physically reacted for real 💯😂

Crying emoji part fake tho

3/22/2020 7:51:51 PM justinrothling Agree, but not originally?

3/22/2020 7:52:07 PM m_howard123 No idea

3/22/2020 7:52:09 PM 00loll0 I believe the correct term is pedovore.

3/22/2020 7:52:15 PM wildflo94711875 Agree my lol pops up 😆 so i click it on swipe 😆

3/22/2020 7:52:16 PM hawkgirlinmn Define “behind.”

3/22/2020 7:52:24 PM j_d_abercrombie what I really meant to say was... don't ever "call me out" again. Unless you punk out and block me, it will be one of the more poor choices you'll ever 

make on Twitter. I will End this comm now, and move on. Take this opportunity.

3/22/2020 7:52:25 PM stephan87990812 No such thing as a coincidence.

      Q. pic.twitter.com/FtUFv30qml

3/22/2020 7:52:43 PM whiteloverose don't I know what you mean ;)

although it's not entirely a bad thing .... thinking too litlle is said to SHRINK the brain and we don't want that, now do we?

3/22/2020 7:52:47 PM moemc8 I get it, it resonates with me as well.  Staying skeptical for now, but interested, is all I can say.

3/22/2020 7:52:59 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Federal Reserve can print more currency to get out of the collapsing economy.



3/22/2020 7:53:08 PM anelda24 Strongly Agree!

3/22/2020 7:53:08 PM lockupthewitch I think they just took over the problem but not the release.They aren't going to kill innocent people at least we would hope...

3/22/2020 7:53:21 PM restorativna8ur Lol. You are definitely a shill! 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:53:25 PM tylerb6696 Irregular Digital Militia

3/22/2020 7:53:28 PM hawkgirlinmn I understand that. I grew up on a farm. I’m thinking philosophically.

3/22/2020 7:53:31 PM psyclonjoker I'm waiting for someone to post 

all their comm accounts 

that they can't use right now...

I'm sure those accounts 

are filled with stuff they 

don't want public...

3/22/2020 7:53:33 PM crimson_south Just a Marine waiting for the fight.

3/22/2020 7:53:34 PM 64rivergirl Have no idea.

3/22/2020 7:53:37 PM freestateojones Fractional Reserve Banking. 

Money Magic.

3/22/2020 7:53:44 PM higherdensitees Regardless they are going to!!!

3/22/2020 7:53:53 PM atashfire You can't print your way out of Babylon.

3/22/2020 7:53:54 PM nicpace2 If you can still go to the store and buy gas and buy cigarettes then you know the dollar still is worth something

3/22/2020 7:53:58 PM observingeye2 Derivatives.

3/22/2020 7:54:00 PM laurenmbradley2 With all due respect, 

<3 pic.twitter.com/oi9Kspvv9c

3/22/2020 7:54:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Satanic Pedophile Cult that ruled over the world had a total wealth of $30T.

3/22/2020 7:54:03 PM priceprice999 Hit wrong button.☹️

3/22/2020 7:54:05 PM ausanon369 The whole system is corrupt, in a way yes. But the collapse is coming and nothing can stop it.

3/22/2020 7:54:07 PM 3104joe one has nothing to do with the other. Get over yourself.

3/22/2020 7:54:10 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣 you are a shill! We all see yall. More and more daily.

3/22/2020 7:54:14 PM tylerb6696 Ross Perot days?

3/22/2020 7:54:15 PM whiteloverose not anymore?

3/22/2020 7:54:16 PM rebornkingent HAD

3/22/2020 7:54:18 PM rachaelangelm New money not current

3/22/2020 7:54:18 PM bcmarky Do you consider yourself a LARP?

3/22/2020 7:54:19 PM timkania shade thrown at Alex Jones i believe

3/22/2020 7:54:25 PM williebhere Federal Reserve needs to go..

3/22/2020 7:54:26 PM computerrace I consider my self a servant that used a military type sacrifice of being ready for a few years just in case they needed me. I gave my mind to pay respect 

back for those who gave everything or took that risk. for the family of people who die for me, it pays to sacrifice

3/22/2020 7:54:28 PM higherdensitees More than that!

3/22/2020 7:54:30 PM 64rivergirl What?

3/22/2020 7:54:34 PM leanda_headford I have no idea the amount probably more

3/22/2020 7:54:36 PM pence_andy While this can be a temporary fix locally, it will ultimately devalue the dollar and damage our buying power on the world stage.

3/22/2020 7:54:38 PM atashfire I'd say all the wealth was theirs at one point.

3/22/2020 7:54:41 PM grandechancho Let the economy crash. End the fed. Restart. We have the gold.

3/22/2020 7:54:43 PM christopher872 Oops wrong vote

3/22/2020 7:54:44 PM robsealejr1 100 Trillion

3/22/2020 7:54:48 PM observingeye2 Although I would say more than 30t

3/22/2020 7:54:50 PM ausanon369 Not when the system collapses 😉

3/22/2020 7:54:52 PM dave4572 I believe the correct term is pedovore

3/22/2020 7:54:54 PM mrmigido He aint even a Q ahole.

Distraction for the noobs full of zip and bluster.(loose units) 

Q="no comms outside board"

End of.

3/22/2020 7:54:57 PM kathny2 Ruled past tense?

3/22/2020 7:55:08 PM qqqq1963 Likely more than that...

3/22/2020 7:55:09 PM phreatomagnetic At best the sheep get "fleeced"

Some get eaten 

The sheepdog makes this possible

3/22/2020 7:55:10 PM patriot94557050 I were raised on truth

3/22/2020 7:55:11 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 that cant prove that he is Q. Yall are just he little blind followers. He probably has fake accounts. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:55:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The National Emergency declared on Dec 21, 2017 allows for the confiscation of all assets from serious human rights abusers, including Satanic 

Pedophiles who are suffering from #COVIDー19 and "adrenochrome withdrawal".

3/22/2020 7:55:16 PM leelee7410 I like “had”

3/22/2020 7:55:17 PM stclair00 LOL 30T is nothing

3/22/2020 7:55:20 PM taikijan That's not an opinion. It's a fact.

3/22/2020 7:55:25 PM alicia64141049 Whose the dirtbags stronglydisagreeing w this statement?

3/22/2020 7:55:26 PM herbtarlek3 ....as soon as Americans are no longer paying “Federal” Taxes.

3/22/2020 7:55:30 PM christopher872 Meant strongly disagree

3/22/2020 7:55:30 PM williebhere 500T

3/22/2020 7:55:32 PM pgwwg1wag So what do you think his purpose is?  To divide us Q people?  To spread disinformation?

3/22/2020 7:55:33 PM iamjudge007 Much more

3/22/2020 7:55:33 PM revelation4444 30T +

3/22/2020 7:55:34 PM fl_sun_sprite Oh stop! 

Let us have some fun! 

MJ is always positive and who doesn't enjoy suspending their indoctrination/reality to imagine aliens and people working together?

3/22/2020 7:55:37 PM annie90883953 Ask Marshall McCluhan

3/22/2020 7:55:39 PM kevinallin If that helps pic.twitter.com/PX09sm3AQ1

3/22/2020 7:55:41 PM s0urc3rss Saint Germaine didn't need one. pic.twitter.com/Wf9N2I1OJw

3/22/2020 7:55:45 PM richardhiatt16 Is it TIME to take them down.. For good 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸

3/22/2020 7:55:48 PM mutant_corn Well maybe you should rephrase the question. YES they can print money. Should be..... SHOULD they print money.



3/22/2020 7:55:49 PM moemc8 I understand, but I NEVER worry about the 'researchers'.  It's never been about them.  It's about the children.  The word needs to be out there 

constantly.  FOR THE CHILDREN, not the researchers.

3/22/2020 7:55:51 PM papadocdolo Refund please!

3/22/2020 7:55:52 PM phukaduc777 Courtney, what the hell is this? Sweetheart do you realize how this conspiracy theory stuff looks on your timeline?

Please quit posting things like this.

3/22/2020 7:55:57 PM mrsbrowne83 That money should not belong to them any longer. It should be spread out to victims.

3/22/2020 7:56:02 PM amandathornsbu1 Can you explain why you believe that guy, if you do?

3/22/2020 7:56:02 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/QHpBJ3kHYl

3/22/2020 7:56:04 PM ascendingadam Skippys cousin a banker?

3/22/2020 7:56:07 PM willofthefuture Past tense ?

3/22/2020 7:56:08 PM hawkgirlinmn We are thinking alike! 🤣 another thought: what if the sheep were raised not to fear? Would they still be victimized?

3/22/2020 7:56:09 PM aprilbrown99 #EndTheFed  [They] are just flooding more fake fiat debt money that is worthless.  #SlavesNoMore

3/22/2020 7:56:10 PM caseyde86658915 Wtf.    A

3/22/2020 7:56:16 PM upallnight39 There is allready a proof for austin from the qdrop last night

Go find it instead of sitting here looking foolosh

3/22/2020 7:56:20 PM turk187187 What about before?

3/22/2020 7:56:23 PM ausanon369 Ok I’m getting jealous people are beating me to the first vote LOL

3/22/2020 7:56:27 PM lordofmaga 30t, with the capability to expand it without limits if needed

3/22/2020 7:56:30 PM imcevoy1 He knew what was coming but hoped to get his point across just the same. - go and watch his past videos if you want to be fair about it.  He is one of 

the good guys btw.

3/22/2020 7:56:31 PM wandering11111  pic.twitter.com/FRG5aU5sVD

3/22/2020 7:56:39 PM nicpace2 I think will call that one wishful thinking because I don’t even think the term COVID-19 even existed in 2017.

3/22/2020 7:56:44 PM 00loll0 Time to round them all up. pic.twitter.com/mSDAQA5j0b

3/22/2020 7:56:44 PM upallnight39 You forgot me pic.twitter.com/sofhMqFvK8

3/22/2020 7:56:51 PM elevenelevennow *Executive Order

3/22/2020 7:56:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 The $30T confiscated from the Satanic Pedophile cult will be used to reimburse the $4T stimulus package, pay off the $23T of National Debt and then 

reinvest the remainder in the Space Force before going to a US Treasury Gold Backed Currency.

3/22/2020 7:57:07 PM michaelbarden8 I think it's more.

3/22/2020 7:57:08 PM maxdouttrdr Thats all? Bad wealth management ,imo.

3/22/2020 7:57:12 PM mikerom06737909  http://askingangels.com/articles/newearth/nesara.php …

3/22/2020 7:57:13 PM rapunzel_39 Likewise

3/22/2020 7:57:27 PM observingeye2 #DoItQ !!

3/22/2020 7:57:28 PM williebhere You can seize anyone’s assets.. but you only keep it with proof.

3/22/2020 7:57:28 PM atashfire That's a damn good plan!

3/22/2020 7:57:33 PM snozzlestein We need reparations

3/22/2020 7:57:36 PM gina_knight 🙏🏼

3/22/2020 7:57:38 PM jeff57253103 Is this true??? Please say yes

3/22/2020 7:57:39 PM truth939 In short term perhaps but unlikely.  Long term picture looks concerning.  Why no variation of gold standard to start limiting this evil system?

3/22/2020 7:57:40 PM moemc8 I agree, some posts, put a bad light on all, the reason why I told her I didn't agree with her post to begin with.  A lot can be damaging and turns people 

off immediately.  So, I know exactly where you are coming from.

3/22/2020 7:57:42 PM 1_decided_voter If that's true, that response from you pointing them out ought to freak them out.

3/22/2020 7:57:44 PM conspiracycen  https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCen/status/1241919095387435008?s=19 …

3/22/2020 7:57:45 PM dami73396076 I have no clue, but that would be just about what it would take to right our beloved country. The one of the people, by the people. Imagine 

that🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:57:49 PM intenceman Sheepdogs are good for anyone... because sheepdogs

3/22/2020 7:57:51 PM j_d_abercrombie Q posted after Austin dropped a video yesterday. The video went over the Armor of God origins from the Austin, who is Q. Then Q posts just a bit later 

a drop linking directly to a song already once before in the posts... with the Armor of God verse in it. Direct. Real Time.Proof

3/22/2020 7:57:52 PM seeker229 Without a doubt. pic.twitter.com/yoD7AakQQD

3/22/2020 7:57:53 PM keith369me #EndTheFed ...let’s bite the bullet and start over for our children!!!

3/22/2020 7:57:56 PM notevenchad17 All emails contacted. 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/beNT11iz1v

3/22/2020 7:57:57 PM restorativna8ur Bye Austin 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 7:58:01 PM lbf777 I thought they had quadrillions.

3/22/2020 7:58:01 PM patriot94557050 They think they can.

   But, we have the gold

3/22/2020 7:58:02 PM courtne08241586 Ok I picked strongly agree bc childhood should be a protected time. They shouldn’t need to worry. Why would you strongly disagree???

3/22/2020 7:58:09 PM melissa_c_cowan No, not Ross Perot, but my #walkaway moment happened back when Alan Keyes was running! Now he would have made an EXCELLENT President! And 

an impressive role model for young African-American men! I actually donated to his campaign.

3/22/2020 7:58:12 PM charitable_fury Not at all...Been at this for a few years already...Just trying to understand the psych eval...Watching...

3/22/2020 7:58:14 PM williebhere Or they die and cannot dispute??

3/22/2020 7:58:16 PM wolfvane I would say way more

3/22/2020 7:58:25 PM anelda24 Sounds like a plan 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙉🙈🙊

3/22/2020 7:58:26 PM laurapacky You’re very welcome!! Be proud Patriot! We are changing the World!!🇺🇸

3/22/2020 7:58:28 PM conspiracycen  https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCen/status/1241919095387435008?s=19 …

3/22/2020 7:58:28 PM yellamoj More.

3/22/2020 7:58:28 PM dave4572 Well they can certainly print more money although it's not likely to get us out of a collapse

3/22/2020 7:58:36 PM patticlaxton What?

3/22/2020 7:58:36 PM zagnett Holy s#it Batman. 😳

May i request some small amount for a mission of importance? At least imo it's important anyway. 💛🙏💫

No problem(s) with reasonable oversight by interested, Benevolent Beings of all dimensions. 💛😅🧐

3/22/2020 7:58:37 PM angularmomentu3 Infinitely higher

3/22/2020 7:58:41 PM miss_ampie Wayyy more.

3/22/2020 7:58:46 PM pamnedohin I think it was more!

3/22/2020 7:58:50 PM truth939 $30T is an astronomical number, but I can believe it.

3/22/2020 7:58:51 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s like trying to get to the parking spot first! 🤣

3/22/2020 7:58:52 PM jvan125 That sounds EXACTLY like something President Trump would do...🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/22/2020 7:58:59 PM higherdensitees Or affordable health care at least!!!

3/22/2020 7:59:07 PM restorativna8ur Bahahahajaja. Predicte a Q post are shut up. You hollow evidence is weak

3/22/2020 7:59:07 PM friskygolfer SerialBrain2... while we wait~ https://youtu.be/wTcjwV4UI38 



3/22/2020 7:59:18 PM mikeb38beacon_h A lot more than 30Tril!

3/22/2020 7:59:18 PM whiteloverose 🤭

3/22/2020 7:59:23 PM wandering11111 Have no idea what that critter is but it freaks me out

3/22/2020 7:59:26 PM ausanon369 Gotta love human nature 😂

3/22/2020 7:59:27 PM highvoltagenews Nobody would ever dare use raspberry..... LONE STARRRRR

3/22/2020 7:59:30 PM vamphuntkitty No sheep without the farmer

3/22/2020 7:59:32 PM pamnedohin Would not get us out of collapse!

3/22/2020 7:59:34 PM keith369me Sounds like past tense confiscateD was used.  No typo?

3/22/2020 7:59:37 PM whiterabbitttt1 Googolplex.

3/22/2020 7:59:38 PM deplorabldamsel 🤯

3/22/2020 7:59:39 PM okiefrommuskog2 He is a sick sob

3/22/2020 7:59:47 PM vamphuntkitty None in farms anyway 😺

3/22/2020 7:59:47 PM stormchasser16 It just makes it look so ridiculous and they look so clueless!

3/22/2020 7:59:48 PM upallnight39 I am not near informed enough to say anything but

Burn it the fuck down

3/22/2020 7:59:53 PM justice8882 More than 30T, they have been stealing forever...

3/22/2020 7:59:54 PM heyjuvat Piss off!

3/22/2020 7:59:55 PM morec1027 Not sure, but seems like if their assets were frozen it could help many people via our governments since it like much of our taxes were stolen and 

funneled into things we didn't agree to.

3/22/2020 7:59:56 PM patriot94557050 I'm taking a few days off

3/22/2020 7:59:58 PM michell39826764 And this is one of the bots. See if Austin says hes Q... why doesnt Q say he is Austin?...(bc he CANT) because this guy right here is spreading disinfo... 

dont buy into this. 

Arguing this led to my ban that ISNT HAPPENING. #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 7:59:58 PM truth939 Bring down the house!!!

3/22/2020 8:00:00 PM imdexx_ You're right.

Black Nobility families + World Monarchy + The House of Rothschild is well over 1 quadrillion

3/22/2020 8:00:03 PM debrand10 I don’t think it’s going to be gold backed

3/22/2020 8:00:03 PM ausanon369 I think I may have incorrectly answered this. If the system flips, doesn’t this make past $$ worthless?

3/22/2020 8:00:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 $30T does not include property.

3/22/2020 8:00:10 PM williebhere Sounds like a good plan..

3/22/2020 8:00:11 PM mscipio_african The Rothchild's alone are allegedly worth 100T and own 80% of teh global wealth. All of the central banks roll up to them including the FR. I think I am 

correct in following their history. M12 , please correct me if I am off a bit.

3/22/2020 8:00:12 PM dami73396076 Haha, that's what I said🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:00:19 PM christopher872 Whats the odds of the taxpayers getting some of the money back that we have been swindled out of?

3/22/2020 8:00:19 PM imapatriotjr @AustinSteinbart @EntheosShines @ColoradoEvolut1 @AaronHoughton10 @PennywiseDaWise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Here's one ya guys.   

#OverTheTarget? pic.twitter.com/84DjBISO1V

3/22/2020 8:00:25 PM qsentus92 Except that fake twat isn't apart of anything other than chasing followers & fame. Don't fall into this trap Patriots.

NO comms made outside this platform.

Anything that contradicts the above should be considered fake news and disregarded immediately.

Q

3/22/2020 8:00:34 PM fiercekittyq Oh and a 29 year old “shit talker” is the correct descriptor for @AustinSteinbart 

And the antithesis of what Q is and represents

That should have been your first clue 

😼❤️🇺🇸™️

3/22/2020 8:00:35 PM youstinksoap All fiat currencies crash and burn...great video last night, thx.

3/22/2020 8:00:38 PM michell39826764 But you go ahead, bc you just called yourself out. #GODWINS

3/22/2020 8:00:39 PM virginialouelle More, if you include all of the Vatican's real estate, holdings, and possessions.

3/22/2020 8:00:39 PM observingeye2 👀

3/22/2020 8:00:40 PM j_d_abercrombie Screenshots > /delete 

Some of you will deserve pie in your face and a mouth full of crow. But the rest of us will be so prepared for how happy we keep being more and more 

every day now that Q is here... we will be in too good a mood to roast you very long.

3/22/2020 8:00:42 PM knightofmaltaus More

3/22/2020 8:00:43 PM mslibertyrider1 Gosh dang..great tip. I am thankful for your keen 'Hunting Skills' .

3/22/2020 8:00:46 PM 369palm Property takes a long time to liquidate

3/22/2020 8:00:47 PM imdexx_ what about Black Nobility + Papal bloodlines + World Monarchy + The House Of Rothschild? Over 1 quadrillion

3/22/2020 8:00:48 PM atashfire 30T Hard cash was jacked from these clowns? Holy shit.

3/22/2020 8:00:51 PM moemc8 Well, one could hope, but seriously, HTF do we know?  Sounds great to me.

3/22/2020 8:00:53 PM wacob_jehrli  pic.twitter.com/lK1f7qL6lm

3/22/2020 8:00:53 PM pamnedohin It should also be used to compensate the victims and families of said abuse.

3/22/2020 8:00:57 PM lsbspaideile Do what's best for you.

3/22/2020 8:00:59 PM patriot94557050 My kids and my grandkids are important

3/22/2020 8:01:02 PM notevenchad17 I'm guessing close to $150 Trillion all said and done, lock stock and barrel.

3/22/2020 8:01:12 PM geminifni I was definitely thinking much more when you wrote that!! Ughhh....Go Gesara!!

3/22/2020 8:01:17 PM werascending The Queen!!! 💰 💰 🗺

3/22/2020 8:01:17 PM williebhere Do you mean liquidations of their assets??

3/22/2020 8:01:19 PM pamnedohin I said it was more!

3/22/2020 8:01:19 PM keith369me Honestly thought it was more...also...the black project wealth stolen should be utilized for the benefit of humanity!!!

3/22/2020 8:01:20 PM nerdyunicorn182 The USA needs that for all the financial assistance to the public.

3/22/2020 8:01:26 PM mindymaucelli I don’t understand the question.

3/22/2020 8:01:28 PM wandering11111 😂😂😂👍🍻

3/22/2020 8:01:28 PM lauzi_garrison Except you can't reliably initiate Tannerite with a round traveling < 2,000 fps, and 7.62x25 Tokarev is going about 400 fps less than that at the muzzle.

3/22/2020 8:01:29 PM bradduh2 How much is divided among the free people

3/22/2020 8:01:29 PM virginialouelle I didn't think so.



3/22/2020 8:01:31 PM intenceman Sheep need Shepherds, or Sheep dogs or they wander all over the place, get lost, fall in holes, etc. 

Humans were made as flock originally, their nature hasn't changed. Ironically,  the Angels have a similar problem,  although different situation.  Michael 

keeps them in order lol

3/22/2020 8:01:37 PM jangping3 Who said there was 30T confiscated?

3/22/2020 8:01:40 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣he isnt Q..

3/22/2020 8:01:43 PM the_draining What happens with our debt? Morgage, credit cards?

3/22/2020 8:01:48 PM debrand10 But I will strongly agree if it helps it come to fruition

3/22/2020 8:01:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 $0

3/22/2020 8:01:56 PM restorativna8ur You hate proves my point. Pathetic

3/22/2020 8:02:00 PM dave4572 America is not the only country they have plundered

3/22/2020 8:02:03 PM patriot94557050 exit the CB

3/22/2020 8:02:06 PM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/pb3JWVcXnD

3/22/2020 8:02:09 PM moemc8 Nice to know.  Thank you for your poll.

3/22/2020 8:02:10 PM youstinksoap What's the point of that though? 

New system w/out fiat currency, pls.

3/22/2020 8:02:10 PM tachyonluxor $100T too low

3/22/2020 8:02:13 PM vicorrious Only for use to solve the Great Toilet Paper Pandemic of 2020

3/22/2020 8:02:14 PM tashalee01 Causing problems for who?

3/22/2020 8:02:17 PM hawkgirlinmn Student loans? 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/22/2020 8:02:24 PM notevenchad17 KEK!!!! pic.twitter.com/bkD3SQJFBS

3/22/2020 8:02:27 PM tanktank19k i want to see this come to the people

3/22/2020 8:02:28 PM restorativna8ur Then you have you multiple fake accounts and groupies liking and sharing eveything.

3/22/2020 8:02:28 PM sherkrent What $30T?

3/22/2020 8:02:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 The following questions are for your consideration.

Message over Messenger.

3/22/2020 8:02:31 PM worldxplorer1 Wow. So all $30T is liquid?!

3/22/2020 8:02:40 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/melBeGsMW1

3/22/2020 8:02:42 PM lastlaughaemial  pic.twitter.com/FVibv5gtQZ

3/22/2020 8:02:45 PM miss_ampie Bet it will. 😘🇺🇸👀

3/22/2020 8:02:51 PM libertyspring99 What % of $0 will I get?

3/22/2020 8:02:54 PM bradduh2 This includes debts>< or in no shape in form of payment.

3/22/2020 8:03:00 PM danielp63786592 Horseshit

3/22/2020 8:03:06 PM jangping3 Why do you keep endorsing the LARP Austin S who's trying desperately to divide the Trump base?

3/22/2020 8:03:12 PM restorativna8ur Yeap. And yet you push Austin who lies and says he is Q??

3/22/2020 8:03:13 PM bradduh2 20%

3/22/2020 8:03:14 PM cassidysnow64 Message

3/22/2020 8:03:15 PM pence_andy I like good questions.

3/22/2020 8:03:17 PM danielcrase That’s it manifested.

3/22/2020 8:03:20 PM chromechaos16 Global Retribution

3/22/2020 8:03:22 PM wildflo94711875 Message

3/22/2020 8:03:28 PM patriotswegoall Well I think we deserve some compensation.

3/22/2020 8:03:29 PM brittengquist  https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

3/22/2020 8:03:30 PM mightymouse211 ThanQ so much for everything you do,I appreciate it alot

3/22/2020 8:03:39 PM keith369me Safe to assume tax rates drop with the drop in corruption and interest on debt?

3/22/2020 8:03:50 PM tachyonluxor @TheSolariReport

#my212020

3/22/2020 8:03:51 PM jeffcordell6 Amen Ross

3/22/2020 8:03:56 PM justinrothling I’m so fired up right now!!!!! 🇺🇸

3/22/2020 8:04:06 PM deanna_danforth I am becoming more home sick.  I am sure many of us are.  The more awake the more I realize this is not my real home.  Looking forward to classes 

remembering our gifts.   We all have them.  Recreation is going to be Awesome ⭐️

3/22/2020 8:04:08 PM truth939 Tall orders.  Only if we seed it in our consciousness and take action.

3/22/2020 8:04:11 PM bradduh2 Knowing a free world is here is enough.

3/22/2020 8:04:12 PM chrischkm8in8 Message

3/22/2020 8:04:15 PM zagnett Putting in a request for equipment for missions already partially outlined elsewhere.

Reasonable oversight by any / all interested Benevolent Beings of all dimensions is quite acceptable. 🙏🙏🙏

3/22/2020 8:04:16 PM j_d_abercrombie You have nothing, but you can smoke some emojis out like smoking crack on payday, eh? Got money to wager? Of just try to just use what's left of 

your prideful ego and make some sort of really embarrasing pay off.... running down somewhere just clothed enough not to be nude...

3/22/2020 8:04:18 PM tncharlene When property is liquidated, where does that money go? Who is going to account for all the money and where it goes?

3/22/2020 8:04:26 PM nightswatch3895  pic.twitter.com/2csP3HMf4y

3/22/2020 8:04:28 PM patriot94557050 My faith is in God

3/22/2020 8:04:33 PM anchorsewer From what I listened to, in a credible YouTube video, the Rothschilds are worth $500T

3/22/2020 8:04:39 PM 9999patriotusmc Saw a number on 8kun.  $1.4 quadrillion. 1400 trillions. Not sure if that’s possible.

3/22/2020 8:04:39 PM serpent021 How about a different currency backed by gold?  End the fed

3/22/2020 8:04:40 PM debrand10 🤔

3/22/2020 8:04:41 PM michell39826764 Austin and his followers like yourself have been SCREAMING that Austin is Q 

Q wont even reference Austin... go figure. 

Armor of GOD is in the bible its 2000 yrs old. 

What's more likely

Austin's ego would have said he is Q

The fact that he wants everyone to think that is a tell

3/22/2020 8:04:46 PM deplorable1313 Get off my lawn

3/22/2020 8:04:47 PM eaglewolf67 I can see that!

3/22/2020 8:04:49 PM ruthall42173422 Yep ! Makes sense.

Remember when Q said get the popcorn,  we're watching a movie ? Then I see clips from Contagion that mimics what's happening. Last few days 

bizarre vids from celebrities,  just saw Rita Wilson rapping about vamping. DeGeneres,  Barrymore, Madonna super weird.

3/22/2020 8:04:52 PM pamnedohin Turns my stomach, but after researching this, I'm afraid it is a true ritual and those who perform such need to be eradicated from earth.

3/22/2020 8:04:55 PM restorativna8ur Casuing division in the community with people who has done 10x more for it then you guys. Lol. Total bullshit. If he would prove it, with real evidence, i 

would believe it but multiple people has reached out he hasnt. Pretty entertaining



3/22/2020 8:04:58 PM tachyonluxor #debasement

#devalue

#globaldepression

#GlobalReset

3/22/2020 8:04:58 PM j_d_abercrombie holding a sign of the winner choice... for one hour, weather be damned, with a pacifier and a bib and adult diaper on. Our hometowns. Livestreamed.

3/22/2020 8:05:00 PM 64rivergirl Omg I hope so.

3/22/2020 8:05:03 PM woqe82 You’re a larp

3/22/2020 8:05:06 PM topherj83 Print it into oblivion.

3/22/2020 8:05:15 PM lindashamshoian It’s horrific...

3/22/2020 8:05:19 PM cityranch That is fantasy level.

3/22/2020 8:05:26 PM ausanon369 Torturing a child for adrenaline, then extracting the pineal gland and consuming. VAMPIRES

3/22/2020 8:05:28 PM patriot94557050 Satan

3/22/2020 8:05:31 PM tylerb6696 Once you realize the Swamp is on both sides of the aisle and that the Republic was captured by criminals over a century ago, you see everything with 

different eyes.

3/22/2020 8:05:34 PM qklahoma202 Funny since people say the same about Trump!! 🤣😂🤣

LOL to all of you arbiters of what Q is or isn't! Get your heads out of your asses!! Call Luke Air Force Base and report him, call the FBI, call the NSA or 

GET OVER YOURSELF

L M A O 😜😘

3/22/2020 8:05:38 PM williebhere It does not matter who the messenger is... compare your knowledge with theirs.. and discern!!

3/22/2020 8:05:41 PM libertyspring99 Yay! I’m rich!!!!?

3/22/2020 8:05:43 PM iqdou1 No.

Fiat currency will ALWAYS at some point return to zero.

It is worth nothing

3/22/2020 8:05:47 PM gina67590096 I can unshield if you are polite. Helicopter Father Is Listening only one at a time. It’s painful He has to heal at same time. If willling in Jesus’s name amen

 I sound insane 😬😬😬😬🤷♀️🦄🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/dInRzg8wOB

3/22/2020 8:05:48 PM sageaine1  pic.twitter.com/cXzdu6BIza

3/22/2020 8:05:49 PM observingeye2 👀

3/22/2020 8:05:50 PM wallyayottejr I started to use Ggl for giggle because that’s what I really do.

3/22/2020 8:05:50 PM j_d_abercrombie Do you really think, looking at my output, I could handle more than this account?

3/22/2020 8:05:50 PM moemc8 Trust what they are saying, even though they may not be credible. That's what I get.  Message over Messenger.  If not pls. explain better.

3/22/2020 8:05:51 PM nonlyinglion Its the “fountain of youth”. #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2020 8:05:53 PM keith369me @ObamaMalik has known for years...your brother told you long ago

3/22/2020 8:05:58 PM mountainminder Malik unchained

3/22/2020 8:06:00 PM crisskdownunder Maybe we should check who the 3% were...

3/22/2020 8:06:00 PM synackstatic It's easier. But no one said this is going to be easy.

3/22/2020 8:06:01 PM zeropointchrist Message... everyone has a piece of infinity!!!

3/22/2020 8:06:01 PM melissaburchet6 Yes

3/22/2020 8:06:01 PM michell39826764 Them who? 

I follow GOD, TRUMP AND Q in that order.

3/22/2020 8:06:02 PM gibas_robert I agreed so the fed would bust. Gold is the true backing of American currency

3/22/2020 8:06:03 PM observingeye2 👀

3/22/2020 8:06:06 PM neo_asura_ his message 👇 https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241924006464413697 …

3/22/2020 8:06:06 PM nicpace2 Comfy AF!!!

3/22/2020 8:06:14 PM loganmckennaa Message

3/22/2020 8:06:15 PM restorativna8ur Lol. Nice projections. Totally far off. I just ask him to prove it  nothing to do with my ego. Have you observed how you guys are acting. Talking about 

egos.. 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:06:18 PM ethicalhackerxs  https://exposingpedovore.wordpress.com/2019/02/22/adrenochrome-associated-with/ …

3/22/2020 8:06:22 PM debrand10 Ok, if you’re right I’ll buy you a bottle of champagne to celebrate 🥂

3/22/2020 8:06:24 PM john_becker  pic.twitter.com/QBEf3c4U93

3/22/2020 8:06:27 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:06:37 PM doodooh59284043 More

3/22/2020 8:06:39 PM mountainminder And patented.

3/22/2020 8:06:40 PM gotmyeyesopened Keep the money

3/22/2020 8:06:40 PM jcashfan33 Very real. Sick bastards

3/22/2020 8:06:41 PM imapatriotjr HAHAHAHAHA!   Thanks!  I needed that!   You are awesome!

3/22/2020 8:06:41 PM billyj1616 So we will take the $30T from them then turn around and pay them back $23T but in debt relief and in federal reserve notes, which will be useless soon 

after because of the new treasury gold and asset backed currency?

3/22/2020 8:06:44 PM williebhere Seen it on Twitter.. it must be real.🤣

3/22/2020 8:06:45 PM brittengquist here's the full article for you. https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-

rights-abuse-corruption/ …

3/22/2020 8:06:46 PM thereisnofreed1 30 trillion?  Thats all?

3/22/2020 8:06:47 PM yoshino57 Been passing info back and forth and spent decades preparing , attempting to inform the masses of upcoming danger that is directly in front of them , 

wake up sheeple !😘

3/22/2020 8:06:53 PM mrsbrowne83 Message

3/22/2020 8:06:57 PM jamesbarnwell17 You don’t think name calling and trash talking some one for their opinions based off of their research from someone who clearly isn’t doing theirs can 

cause someone to react. You clearly have been pushing to get a negative reaction so you can call him pathetic way 2 b a winner

3/22/2020 8:07:05 PM solange99 Um, sorry to be like that, but this poll is not exactly a matter of opinion, as polls are. It is more about matters of actual facts. Maybe revise the 

questions? Just trying to help. 😎

3/22/2020 8:07:05 PM pamnedohin Sadly, and as horrific as it is, this is true.

3/22/2020 8:07:06 PM ausanon369 Yes A5752@25Mg.

3/22/2020 8:07:10 PM johnnybowler800 #whiterabbit #AdrenochromeWithdrawal #Adrenochrome #PodestaEmails #spiritcooking

3/22/2020 8:07:13 PM kathylittle18 Thank you for the heads up!  Blocking a lot of clueless clowns tonight!  They are all out!  Soros must have signed up some new puppets!

3/22/2020 8:07:20 PM keith369me Sigma Aldrich says yes

3/22/2020 8:07:24 PM eileenc66803211 Message

3/22/2020 8:07:25 PM littycommittee Why not disperse the assets amongst all Americans equally via the ILP?

3/22/2020 8:07:30 PM williebhere Only trust what you know!!

3/22/2020 8:07:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Celebs testing positive for #COVIDー19 contracted the virus due to a tainted supply of Adrenochrome.

3/22/2020 8:07:46 PM moemc8 Now, we know where this is aimed.  99% of your followers are not big accounts, nor making money (nor jealous of Austin)  This is silly.  Say what you 

want to say.



3/22/2020 8:07:46 PM melissa_c_cowan OMG, It probably doesn't! It's just so breathtaking to think about their evils! Of course, I don't mean it, but sometimes I think how much nicer life was 

when I looked at it through the rose-colored glasses!

3/22/2020 8:07:48 PM melrose2247 I wish I could believe in this fairy tale ending.

3/22/2020 8:07:50 PM wickedmouse369 100% detoxing from caffeine, meat and alcohol has changed my life.

3/22/2020 8:07:51 PM bryceja68689884 So what happens to the money? Pays off the national debt?

3/22/2020 8:07:54 PM davidda47829865 Add in hidden technologies and it becomes a number you can’t put a value onto!

3/22/2020 8:08:02 PM profanedeplora1 He's on 🔥 tonight! 🥰 He always was my favorite!

3/22/2020 8:08:07 PM brittengquist definitely recommend looking these things up for yourself when they arise. found this one with google😄

3/22/2020 8:08:07 PM duke5331 Try Quadrillion.

3/22/2020 8:08:11 PM restorativna8ur Its pathetic that people has to lie about claims and cause division. Probably a clown

3/22/2020 8:08:14 PM carriebryson2 Sadly yes

3/22/2020 8:08:15 PM mbonz8 Looks real.

3/22/2020 8:08:15 PM adiobox I have no idea

3/22/2020 8:08:18 PM 00loll0 Waking em up ⏰⌛

3/22/2020 8:08:21 PM slew19508857  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4801&v=ZhQX8Sqc-kE&feature=emb_logo …

3/22/2020 8:08:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 When the Satanic Pedophile cult learned their supply of tainted adrenochrome contained #COVIDー19 they deliberately lost containment so it would 

cause mass hysteria and epic collateral damage.

3/22/2020 8:08:31 PM nessethcornelia 30 Trillions

3/22/2020 8:08:33 PM bcmarky Your credibility.... pic.twitter.com/u9HikGCgkZ

3/22/2020 8:08:37 PM thesuperfairy 🙊😳🙈 clear enough ...oh lord

3/22/2020 8:08:39 PM j_d_abercrombie you thank me later, I will keep typing replies till you fall asleep. My son was killed by cartel fent less than six months ago right where Austin lives, 

Phoenix. We live in GA. I've given his name out twice today to people calling me a brigade or whatever it is...

3/22/2020 8:08:44 PM kitcso Add. Reimbursement to Social Security Fund a d give al seniors a raise and No pay medicare

3/22/2020 8:08:47 PM truthdealer6 LOL!!!🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:08:47 PM wahiggins3 I believe supply is cut off and the withdrawals can be masked by China Virus.

3/22/2020 8:08:48 PM scottlarocca3 We have the gold 

Rothschilds net worth 500 trillion 

1.4 quadrillion in the derivatives bubble 

#EndTheFed #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan pic.twitter.com/mtcmW4aaC1

3/22/2020 8:08:50 PM melissa_c_cowan It is the message of course, but no one delivers it better than Trump! He has cojones of steel!

3/22/2020 8:08:53 PM eo_swan Fire starter? Is that kindling or are you calking him promethius?

3/22/2020 8:08:54 PM realitycheck05 why would we give the 23T back to the Cabal? I thought we are getting rid of the cabal central banks?

3/22/2020 8:08:54 PM justinrothling I hope those abused by the cult, get special treatment. Unfortunately, most were probably forced to do the same.

3/22/2020 8:09:00 PM mcaffey48 It’s a death sentence for evil people that didn’t cost the American Tax payer a dime.

3/22/2020 8:09:00 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 the hate is filled inside you huh? Thats how i k ow yall are shills. Trying to bully and ect. Not working bro.

3/22/2020 8:09:02 PM williebhere Isn’t that what HRC did to the blood shipped to hattie ??

3/22/2020 8:09:03 PM aprilbrown99 Humanity’s debt has already been paid in full by someone we know & love eternally. We The People are already sovereign & can claim our House 

Estate accruing assets in Trust on the private side once we have proven that we are indeed Alive, competent & mature w/ Zero (-0-) triune.

3/22/2020 8:09:05 PM miss_ampie Message.

3/22/2020 8:09:07 PM zagnett That's gotta be the biggest "D'oh!" in history.

Or Top 3, 6, or 9 at least lol. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:09:13 PM naughteadz  pic.twitter.com/O9SIlzoI0F

3/22/2020 8:09:20 PM jamesbarnwell17 So we are the austinbots huh new Russia bot hoax 😂

3/22/2020 8:09:25 PM joey34955757 Message and Faith

3/22/2020 8:09:31 PM keith369me  https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/a5752?lang=en&region=US …

3/22/2020 8:09:35 PM j_d_abercrombie I'll explain it to you like your DI Marine uncle will, you little maggot... I'm an american dad who's not playing around any more and been doing this 

longer than you been alive. I believe Austin is Q and until that changes IMAGINE WHAT YOU WOULD DO TO PROTECT HIM. And stand clear

3/22/2020 8:09:36 PM priceprice999 I touched the wrong button - no way to retract ☹️

3/22/2020 8:09:44 PM keith369me  https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/sigma/a5752?lang=en&region=US …

3/22/2020 8:09:45 PM johnnybowler800 #PizzaGate #Adrenochrome #PodestaEmails

3/22/2020 8:09:46 PM ausanon369 “Adrenochrome, now with COVID-19’” pic.twitter.com/XY8cPb0qs8

3/22/2020 8:09:47 PM mark52525786 Please don’t forget the smiley face killers,so include mayor kenney us representative Brian sims,corenor’s🐍funeral homes,the 24th district yes cops 

too!the entire fbi office if anyone is actually in the building🤷♂️everyone that glorified the gangs of killers,newspapers&etc.😈ist 

pic.twitter.com/5cVSYojrJa

3/22/2020 8:09:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who controls the cameras?

3/22/2020 8:10:00 PM notevenchad17 I bet we have auctions. You want a jet or a boat?? Then you can buy it from the Treasury or whomever and then the liquid wealth goes into savings for 

us somehow? NOt sure how it would work, but POTUS isn't going to let equipment just SIT, and you can't give it away. So.....

3/22/2020 8:10:01 PM melissa_c_cowan I know and that moment came for me when I realized the truth about 9/11. I haven't stopped crying since!

3/22/2020 8:10:05 PM yellamoj @samtripoli @TinFoilHatCast

3/22/2020 8:10:06 PM justice8882 That is what I believe also..

3/22/2020 8:10:12 PM state1union Omg 😳

3/22/2020 8:10:15 PM sherwoodj This would be freaking AMAZING!!

3/22/2020 8:10:15 PM terrieq7 That’s why we all have to work 2 to 3 jobs. They stole from us

3/22/2020 8:10:24 PM wildflo94711875 Until they are no more

3/22/2020 8:10:24 PM restorativna8ur I didnt ask about your family, so dont temry to guilt trip me. AUSTIN ISNT Q

3/22/2020 8:10:28 PM xxxx_alli Hi

3/22/2020 8:10:34 PM yumyumproduceee Well they shot it down

3/22/2020 8:10:35 PM duwayn55629746 It’s perhaps more!!! 2+2=4 pic.twitter.com/YgpQh9zE6J

3/22/2020 8:10:36 PM paqurin @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@prayingmedic

Just some pondering...

Coronavirus...lockdown

Kids at home cant be grabbed for adrenochrome supply.

Infected can't be used for supply?

Are kids affected by the coronavirus?

Poison the well. Their perversion becomes their vector?
3/22/2020 8:10:40 PM courtne08241586 OMG



3/22/2020 8:10:52 PM remarkablebob Majestic, can you shed additional light on urgency to invest in Space Force? Is there an exigent threat?

3/22/2020 8:10:57 PM restorativna8ur Yea. Looks like it. You 3 are tiding eacj others cocks, with no proof.

3/22/2020 8:10:59 PM notevenchad17 Not sure. Very plausible, but I know POTUS has been in control the whole time.

3/22/2020 8:11:02 PM ohiotweetie 800 trillion and likely more than that

3/22/2020 8:11:04 PM ekcave1 Message

3/22/2020 8:11:07 PM r59636581 Pretty sure Barack can fill you in...

3/22/2020 8:11:11 PM miketierno1 Global debt facility

 https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/dctvteleprompt12.26.17.pdf …

3/22/2020 8:11:17 PM j_d_abercrombie You call what you guys are doing, mass slandering fellow Q people and Austin because you refuse to BELIEVE he's Q, even though he proved it 

yesterday AND YOU WON'T EVEN LOOK, check it out and call me out if i'm wrong

3/22/2020 8:11:18 PM wildflo94711875 Wow that's interesting

3/22/2020 8:11:19 PM cory_l_nelson ask your brother

3/22/2020 8:11:20 PM 239pounds Oh, so that's what happened to Rand Paul. 🤔

3/22/2020 8:11:23 PM sherkrent How about an option "I Don't Know"?

3/22/2020 8:11:26 PM melissa_c_cowan People don't realize that there are a lot of us who cry out to God every night to end these horrors and bring justice back and save America!

3/22/2020 8:11:28 PM eaglesview77  https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-the-history-of-the-gold-standard-3306136 …

3/22/2020 8:11:32 PM williebhere They knew the day would come they couldn’t walk down the street..

3/22/2020 8:11:41 PM arnold1701a Who knows?

3/22/2020 8:11:49 PM ohiotweetie 800 trillion so I won't vote and skew it with a no-

3/22/2020 8:11:52 PM eo_swan You know how Trump felt when he first took office? pic.twitter.com/mGHNjwyp5c

3/22/2020 8:11:56 PM radasmodean Primary source? Quotes imply exact match?Total tally of unique queries would be appreciated.

3/22/2020 8:12:02 PM chasetroxa Can't give a nigga an undecided option? 🤔

3/22/2020 8:12:06 PM jeremy350344 He's taking about Austin

3/22/2020 8:12:06 PM restorativna8ur Blind followers. I Know he isnt Q, you only believe he is.. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:12:10 PM patriotswegoall It is!

3/22/2020 8:12:13 PM teamsterr07 I dunno but something wacky is going on with all those people!

3/22/2020 8:12:29 PM pamnedohin You should have a Not Sure option. 🤷🏼♀️

3/22/2020 8:12:44 PM state1union You have no idea on how many levels. And no one is reporting about it. I gotta get sick.

3/22/2020 8:12:45 PM tashalee01 And what are you claiming you've done? Do you have "proof"? Why do you think you've done more than anyone on that list?

3/22/2020 8:12:47 PM justplainloco Vitamin salesmen? Am I missing something?

3/22/2020 8:12:49 PM phreatomagnetic Plausible, for all that's worth

3/22/2020 8:12:58 PM restorativna8ur I watched his video yesterday and it didn't prove shit. 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:13:01 PM jamesbarnwell17 I’m laughing over here because this sounds just like when I stated I was a trump supporter people just like this guy... All day long

3/22/2020 8:13:03 PM anthony256 119 votes hey 😆 or did I just happen to see this at that particular time. Am I a chosen one @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  -- @RealJamesWoods follows me for 

some reason, too?! Keep up the good fight, btw! pic.twitter.com/qP7H28ZSOz

3/22/2020 8:13:25 PM charlespoulnot $30 trillion! they stole more than that in their LIBOR scam! 100+ years of the federal reserve stealing, unconstitutional income tax, every financial 

market fixed from inception, drug running/money laundering, human trafficking, etc/etc. 100's if not 1000's of quadrillions of $$

3/22/2020 8:13:29 PM j_d_abercrombie I will make five pots of coffee and stay up all night, I'll type 60 words a min+ till my fingers won't move and I'll post that Q proof to you so many times 

you block me and tell your wife a "crazy guy just wouldn't shut up" you do whatever you do, slander Austin you get me.

3/22/2020 8:13:41 PM bcmarky Datto could give two fuqs about your CAPS and emails. Is the big plan to DoS customer service lines of software companies that won't comply? How is 

that "part of the plan"? Sounds like middle school shit.

3/22/2020 8:13:42 PM jvan125 I don’t buy in to the ‘tainted adrenochrome’ theory....I think they’re lying about actually being sick with CV. Plain and simple. 🤷🏼♀️

3/22/2020 8:13:44 PM restorativna8ur Ive been following Q since the beginning. Seems like inly new comers believe Austin. 🤣🤣🤣🤣 nice try. Failed

3/22/2020 8:13:45 PM deniz_aj Whoops meant strongly agree, mistapped while scrolling now i tapped in strongly disagree . 😅

🤦♂️

3/22/2020 8:13:46 PM mongrelglory Apparently their server is bouncing back messages from any e-mail addresses that aren't registered with them.

3/22/2020 8:13:51 PM upliftingmind 😯😯 I don't even have a cock!😂

3/22/2020 8:13:55 PM courtne08241586 I said strongly agree but I have no idea what this means.. it seems like the best answer

3/22/2020 8:13:59 PM jamesbarnwell17 Wow watched a video... man that was a lot of hard work, thanks for putting in the hard work for us bud

3/22/2020 8:14:03 PM melissa_c_cowan Can you add a "not sure" as one of your choices on these?

3/22/2020 8:14:12 PM commodorecouch Thanks! He sure loves him some super beet powder or whatever it was, Good Lord!

3/22/2020 8:14:17 PM shazbot17127277 I have no idea.  I'm not privy to such intel.  All I can do is speculate.  Your message is leading others to speculate, Mr. Messenger...

3/22/2020 8:14:19 PM nicpace2 I just think the problem with crome  that we do not realize how many users there actually are out there using this substance.

3/22/2020 8:14:26 PM tylerb6696 The time for tears is over. Now comes the awakening and judgment.  Here is a good share. https://acommonsenseappraisalofq.com/2020/03/22/q-in-

2/ …

3/22/2020 8:14:33 PM toddalilley Is Jesus your Lord and savior

3/22/2020 8:14:33 PM keith369me Happy 3/22 day...epic!!!

3/22/2020 8:14:37 PM restorativna8ur Lol. I just asked for proof and gwt attacked by you 3 shills. All ask is him to predict the next Q post, since he is supposedly Q.

3/22/2020 8:14:40 PM 762100rddrums Good news before bed thankQ

3/22/2020 8:14:45 PM tanhaley #BadBlood #BillGates pic.twitter.com/ql6OCDAIYj

3/22/2020 8:14:50 PM bethtruth That IS why they are called “actors”.

3/22/2020 8:15:00 PM miss_ampie Yes, it is. pic.twitter.com/QoTargp7zT

3/22/2020 8:15:01 PM restorativna8ur Sorry. Meamt yall are riding austins cock.

3/22/2020 8:15:01 PM jaisynu Following Q means Following his posts, eg no outside Comms. Great work, find it sad, that people are that horrible.

3/22/2020 8:15:06 PM vectom2 If I knew we were gonna have a pop quiz...

3/22/2020 8:15:08 PM 369palm [322]

3/22/2020 8:15:11 PM state1union This is fun

3/22/2020 8:15:18 PM ruseriousrtnw So do I.

3/22/2020 8:15:22 PM swingtraderstoc The whole system is a fantasy, uplifted by the people. End the movie and the people are free... #WWG1WGA #QAnon @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 8:15:33 PM deathdouspart0x Glad to see them both increasing pic.twitter.com/gsYsif3WCd

3/22/2020 8:15:40 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/94vHAS3SIa

3/22/2020 8:15:42 PM restorativna8ur Omg. He talked about a bible quote. pic.twitter.com/xvqNdhrj5d

3/22/2020 8:15:42 PM whiteloverose 🤦♀️ ...

3/22/2020 8:15:46 PM shazbot17127277 You have certainly insinuated this.  I have no other evidence suggesting this.  But, it does appear that Hollywood types are significantly more likely to 

contract the virus than us normal joes & janes.

3/22/2020 8:15:48 PM mayumitakeda_ny Expose who voted strongly Disagree

3/22/2020 8:15:54 PM courtne08241586 I want to say strongly agree but I don’t know but I want to

3/22/2020 8:15:56 PM krechkaleb How does that make sense, how did they administer the adrenochrome to all these people?

3/22/2020 8:16:00 PM pedalfun4u Yep I used original given, dgarcia@datto

3/22/2020 8:16:04 PM chrisfr95077410 I’d say so.



3/22/2020 8:16:06 PM j_d_abercrombie "predict next Q post", like you guys... we have a q post to discuss yesterday. First time in a "dark period" a single drop comes out, just a song oh boy, 

move along nothing to see here... it's dead on the money proof and you just deny it?

3/22/2020 8:16:17 PM restorativna8ur Not saying he doesmt do hard work. He is a smart guy. But he isnt Q. That's the point in trying to get cross

3/22/2020 8:16:23 PM peterwa96366580 30t, think bigger.

space force is not about outer space either.

3/22/2020 8:16:26 PM courtne08241586 I want to...say strongly agree anyway that is

3/22/2020 8:16:29 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/JIPiH0b8iM

3/22/2020 8:16:30 PM qanonwtp But we sheeples awaken a long time ago. Even my daughter 19 has asked WTF is wrong with celebrities. Red Pill moment.

3/22/2020 8:16:37 PM chasetroxa This is Sparta. We are a free people.  If you get killed for the words you use. That's on you.

3/22/2020 8:16:41 PM jamesbarnwell17 It sounds like you assume that no one on that list has then ??? I have been here since the beginning as well and I believe in having an open mind.. I 

mean Q has been claimed to be over 10 different people so far including jfk jr who is supposed to be dead..

3/22/2020 8:16:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have received instructions to assist.

3/22/2020 8:16:59 PM hautegumbo What is it for?

3/22/2020 8:17:04 PM moemc8 I deleted my other comment.  Wow, I do see it more than ever with these 'big follower' twitter accounts.  This one tweet of yours, got me back on 

board for the rest of your 'silly' polls.  LOL - yes I'm literally laughing out loud - NOT

3/22/2020 8:17:05 PM restorativna8ur He cant do it because he isnt q. Sad you blindly believe that.

3/22/2020 8:17:26 PM samhaag1  pic.twitter.com/piODUkR8ny

3/22/2020 8:17:28 PM miguela57985922 Could it also be that is not attacking 144 countries but attacking Israel 144 in book of revelations is talking about the chosen ones from the tribes of 

israel?

3/22/2020 8:17:31 PM marcomiramonte4 Anybody earning % on that?

3/22/2020 8:17:40 PM atashfire Or SSP expenditures?

3/22/2020 8:17:42 PM j_d_abercrombie What song is it, and what does it link to, which Q post previous?

What bible verse?

What bible verse in Austin's PREVIOUS by an hour or so YOUTUBE video? Huh, what was that? Armor of God you say? Really? SOUNDS LIKE AUSTIN IS 

Q AND YOU ARE SHILL. Let's try this one more time...

3/22/2020 8:17:42 PM cpace98 Remember we all are Q. Q has said this over and over. WWG1WGA. Does it matter who is gives the public of our hard work for over 3 years? I find his 

method quite humorous and entertaining. He’s telling the story in a fun way. The  youth will follow him.

3/22/2020 8:17:46 PM 21oplato  pic.twitter.com/dRxrm7TBFJ

3/22/2020 8:17:50 PM restorativna8ur Not saying you havent been here a while at all. Just looks suspect claiming this guy is Q. When he is not

3/22/2020 8:17:51 PM qsp1racy So did Q

AustinProof  https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

#TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 8:17:55 PM yeshuamessiah6 That's Rothschild pocket change.

3/22/2020 8:17:55 PM mymtyme You could ask your brother and his husband that question, after all they are both hooked on it

3/22/2020 8:17:56 PM wakingdream93 I feel like Black Hats might have created it, but the White Hats are using it to their advantage now. COVID-19 has been tampered with. #EnjoyTheShow

3/22/2020 8:18:00 PM whiteloverose God Bless You, Courtney.

3/22/2020 8:18:03 PM moemc8 Nice!

3/22/2020 8:18:05 PM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:18:13 PM toddalilley How do you know that

3/22/2020 8:18:29 PM restorativna8ur Nothing in that video proves he is Q. Do you lack critical thinking or something?

3/22/2020 8:18:30 PM bfred66868455  https://twitter.com/bfred66868455/status/1241919981484466176?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BFred66868455/status/1241919981484466176 …

3/22/2020 8:18:30 PM andrefmpbf ☝️him excuse me. That’s not American money. It belongs to the entire globe!

3/22/2020 8:18:33 PM turboxyde 🙏 Listen carefully... https://youtu.be/RLtE1D79Krg 

3/22/2020 8:18:40 PM aprilbrown99 CI_A / Moos@d

3/22/2020 8:18:41 PM mongrelglory I'm not even sure he knows that much about vitamins...😏

3/22/2020 8:18:44 PM the_loveoflight Q posted this...that picture is the picture of files they recent took pic.twitter.com/MoXLDA260q

3/22/2020 8:18:44 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/wCrXAWEn5k

3/22/2020 8:18:50 PM aten55555 How would it spread from a "lost container"??

3/22/2020 8:19:03 PM shazbot17127277 No idea.  Sounds like a lot.  But, if you include the Catholic church, British Crown, House of Saud and the entire Rothschild extended family, it's possible.  

 World GDP about $80T.  Over $200T for total world assets.  $15% of total?

3/22/2020 8:19:07 PM state1union Not sure if I get it?

3/22/2020 8:19:13 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1241915014291828736?s=21 …

3/22/2020 8:19:36 PM williebhere Plant your feet and let the Irish in you go!!

3/22/2020 8:19:40 PM restorativna8ur Thats not a q post and just because he does it work and got on a base doesmt prove he is Q. My friend is in it and got on a base before 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:19:44 PM westmount_d7 Suggest we start explaining what demons are? Specifically. ie. archons, etc. It sounds so hocus pokus to talk of demons and I feel we need to get over 

that hump.

3/22/2020 8:19:47 PM coldnights4 You haven’t figured it out yet?

Same people.   Classic shill op.

3/22/2020 8:19:53 PM chefjef90428304 Youtube weekend warrior Chanel.   Watch corona and celebs.    There are two parts

3/22/2020 8:19:57 PM rtek777 Not holding my breath. We'll see what happens.

3/22/2020 8:19:58 PM melissa_c_cowan You know I want to believe Q and for the most I do. I mean we see these things for sure. The violin retweet was the surest sign I've seen! It's just there 

is no justice yet for these high profile scumbags! I want to see them go down so bad!!

3/22/2020 8:20:12 PM kevinallin #donteatblood

3/22/2020 8:20:31 PM tashalee01 Actually he has more than a few times but you just keep taking other peoples word for it. It's clear you haven't looked into things for yourself...let me 

put it into words you might understand baa baa baa

3/22/2020 8:20:37 PM libra_scale1982 But this really isn't a secret.

"Give me control over a nations currency and I care not what laws it makes." 

Or something like that....

3/22/2020 8:20:37 PM ruthall42173422 Had ?

3/22/2020 8:20:47 PM thynegropicasso Found this  https://newsinstact.com/weird/info-on-adrenochrome-the-immortality-serum-that-all-the-illuminati-use/ … while doing some search

3/22/2020 8:20:54 PM brittengquist this one? no. they're not getting out of this. as I'm aware the feds can print more money to attempt to end a recession. feel free to correct me if I'm 

wrong. not going to do them very much good in this one.

3/22/2020 8:20:56 PM palmdalekid2 Vaping campaign was a trial run?

3/22/2020 8:20:56 PM moemc8 Thought possible, but now, too many I know have the virus in NY.  The virus is real.

3/22/2020 8:20:57 PM mongrelglory Is that a trick question?  Deep State was behind the creation of Covid-19 but White Hats are using the "Pandemic" as a cover for their operations...n'est 

pas?

3/22/2020 8:21:18 PM sapphirewinds10 Maybe it's not what happens but I picked strongly agreed because what's wrong with wishful thinking lol pic.twitter.com/UhzefcglsZ



3/22/2020 8:21:21 PM mind_gladiator While I tend to agree. Message over messenger often leads to people blindly choosing someone based off the message and then getting comfortable 

and not caring about the messenger anymore and only abiding by the message/directive. This is how gurus start. It can go either way.

3/22/2020 8:21:23 PM the_loveoflight Okay

3/22/2020 8:21:30 PM j_d_abercrombie You HAVE TO PROVE YOUR CLAIMS BRO, this may not be 4chan in 2015, but you gotta cook sauce, not just slander someone cause "he is not Q"YOU 

RECKON? You sure ain't convinced me of nothing but a willingness to type unending stupid replies four times longer than looking at the proof

3/22/2020 8:21:39 PM woqe82 Before I finally block you I just wanted to say, your a larp

3/22/2020 8:21:41 PM tanhaley If the theory of Tainted adrenochrome is believed then the book, bad blood that Bill Gates is holding could be something to note, a message?

3/22/2020 8:21:42 PM austereswamp Follow the White Rabbit. pic.twitter.com/bF3rPmYF95

3/22/2020 8:22:00 PM courtne08241586 Uh idk

3/22/2020 8:22:18 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣 he comes another random shill. Ive been flowing q since the beginning. On it every day.  message over messenger. But he is trying to 

male it about him.

3/22/2020 8:22:20 PM georgia_peach_s I consider you a larp, do you consider yourself as a larp?

3/22/2020 8:22:21 PM j_d_abercrombie have you looked at the proof I keep HAMMERING YOU WITH. or not? I mean if you are just a little punk that has no idea and you are trolling me? I'm 

trolling you. I enjoy this. I love to find reasons to drink more coffee.

3/22/2020 8:22:23 PM bluegirlvi Whatever Q says, I agree to, if The Plan plays out... 

WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 8:22:23 PM patriotpirate74  https://twitter.com/PatriotPirate74/status/1238843839370199040?s=19 …

3/22/2020 8:22:28 PM pamnedohin Not sure on this one.

3/22/2020 8:22:32 PM krisross8131 Can someone show where this 30T came from? Some proof? I'm not disagreeing just haven't seen this info till now.

3/22/2020 8:22:32 PM 40dayz40knights #tippytop😉 pic.twitter.com/NJ24Cx4OKY

3/22/2020 8:22:37 PM smalltownindy Some believe they are. So that makes it very real to them. I have read/seen some amazing stuff, and over-the-top crazy too, over the years in the name 

of Pleadians.

3/22/2020 8:22:38 PM c_morece Similarly Halal meat is killing an animal painfully so that the adrenaline pumps into the meat for the same reason. We've seen this in the Chinese 

markets recently. Boiling a dog alive for a meal.

3/22/2020 8:22:39 PM scott_kuecher More like 240 T

3/22/2020 8:22:47 PM bwords2 im leaning towards lawsuit to compensate  ... maybe..

3/22/2020 8:22:51 PM brandon73745841  https://iblp.org/questions/what-are-common-characteristics-exhorters … You have to combine speech streams from multiple personality types to 

activate all parts of the brain. How does 1 extravert that talks to everyone impede Message over Messenger for independents that listen to all sides? 

The Cause-and-Effect is missing.

3/22/2020 8:22:52 PM restorativna8ur See thats called critical thinking. Some just believe anything these days.

3/22/2020 8:22:58 PM brittengquist it's important to note they're not generating more currency this way, just more bank notes that are simply not [your] money.

3/22/2020 8:23:10 PM lynchsal a lot more bogus profiles in these comments here.

3/22/2020 8:23:13 PM jrocktigers  pic.twitter.com/VbCAqLIbt6

3/22/2020 8:23:15 PM nattyj64077692 Wheres the i sure fuckin hope so button?

3/22/2020 8:23:17 PM tractor444 That gets you an unfollow.

3/22/2020 8:23:20 PM bryceja68689884 #happy322

3/22/2020 8:23:36 PM tashalee01 What else do you flow bud??

3/22/2020 8:23:36 PM restorativna8ur Im asking for proof.. lmao. How can i prove anything when im the one asking for proof.  🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:23:39 PM the_loveoflight Just don't replying brother, ain't worth the energy

3/22/2020 8:23:46 PM deeepintheheart HaHa... when you invented money you own it all.  They have claim to own the land too what price you put on that?  Their contracts are still in the 

realm of law and they are about to lose ownership of those claim of land.

3/22/2020 8:23:55 PM germani2u We won't let her flee !

3/22/2020 8:24:07 PM agentk20529383 Source on virus being tainted?

3/22/2020 8:24:08 PM crt14361013 I've heard some estimates above $100T

3/22/2020 8:24:12 PM s0urc3rss @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Who is He? 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/021DQvcdOG

3/22/2020 8:24:18 PM restorativna8ur You must lack critcal thinking skills. Because you havent proved shit.

3/22/2020 8:24:18 PM j_d_abercrombie AS JoeM, etc, etc, you and ALL the current Q (Austin) haters try to make it about them, and anything BUT HIM. Attack HIM. Get your damn facts 

straight, you plain lying. Just a 100 IQ bandwagon jumping little punk. Avoid the proof again. Go ahead. Talk about how I'm "bullying" u

3/22/2020 8:24:23 PM mongrelglory Federal Reserve be like... pic.twitter.com/nfWfTrNfk8

3/22/2020 8:24:25 PM byinternal Question..and I haven't been able to find the answer. what does it mean when someone has game over tattooed on their knuckles. Anything in 

particular?

3/22/2020 8:24:29 PM jared_vor Not sure what his intention is, been going back and watching all his videos I’m just noticing a lot of inconsistencies. Never mind the gratuitous use of 

jump cuts and obvious script reading.

3/22/2020 8:24:35 PM restorativna8ur Followed*

3/22/2020 8:24:36 PM dawsonjdawsonk I said agree, but i think it’s more than that.

3/22/2020 8:24:38 PM zack_stone By who?

3/22/2020 8:24:49 PM freeandoriginal Business as usual ?

3/22/2020 8:24:54 PM restorativna8ur Because you dont have the proof. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:24:57 PM manifest_utopia I don't know. The celebs claiming to have coronavirus & posting on Twit do not appear to be suffering from a respiratory illness. They are, however, 

acting very weird.

3/22/2020 8:25:09 PM disco77777 Proving you have some dumb followers.

3/22/2020 8:25:11 PM lcqkag2020 I believe so Patriot but ask your brother he would know! #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 8:25:18 PM georgeedwardca4 #TargettedIndividuas are victims

abuse of spy technology

#CrimesAgainstHumanity

gross misuse of tax dollars

#NeuroPhoneTech

End the #MindControl 2020

#SayBraveThings

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/123SpN5olh
3/22/2020 8:25:21 PM jaisynu I've been into this stuff since 98/99. The truth movement is notorious for charlatans, so I trust my intuition. I trust Q, Trump and the father. You can 

follow, I wish you all the best 🙏🏼

3/22/2020 8:25:24 PM tashalee01 And if you did actually listen to what he had to say youd know it's not about him at all but you just keep "flowing"

3/22/2020 8:25:27 PM keith369me Probably more than the average Joe on the street.

3/22/2020 8:25:30 PM anelda24 That's awesome 👍



3/22/2020 8:25:37 PM docg_dc Don't know??

3/22/2020 8:25:39 PM sherkrent Lol, I meant what $30 Trillion? :)

3/22/2020 8:25:52 PM teriface73 😂😂😂🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:25:56 PM neecieh6111 I feel a lot more than that was confiscated mate. 30T is likely a drop in the bucket.

3/22/2020 8:25:56 PM taikijan *you're

3/22/2020 8:26:12 PM mikequnt More than that. The Saudis are almost worth that (under the record)

3/22/2020 8:26:26 PM shining91109743 They are gentle and protect.  It’s amazing to watch them work.  Can be terrifying to watch, yet so gentle with the young and vulnerable.

3/22/2020 8:26:27 PM disco77777 And that you arent really an educational account . What say you?

3/22/2020 8:26:30 PM moemc8 Holy shit.  Was there not a plan in place?  Patriots not in control?  Seriously, how did this happen.  We deserve answers.  Why is the cure not rolling out 

fast enough as people are dying.  It's bad in NY.

3/22/2020 8:26:32 PM ed_kua I Ready... pic.twitter.com/9Y0f0aZtwf

3/22/2020 8:26:38 PM morc001 I just lost my job! My suggestion, the same I do. Pray pray pray trust Jehovah God in all you do. Staying alive with loved ones is more important. Don’t 

trust the government but they know they’ll hold back due dates. Above all trusty in your God seek Him and get off this crap!

3/22/2020 8:26:42 PM atashfire No I'd like to think in front.

3/22/2020 8:27:00 PM hailrazer Me too ... 🙌🏼🙏🏻❤️🇺🇸

3/22/2020 8:27:01 PM patriotism1788 Made a mistake.  I strongly disagree

3/22/2020 8:27:03 PM andrewlli We need to use it wisely.

3/22/2020 8:27:11 PM brandon73745841 In regards to Alex Jones, his documentaries, his staff, and his interviews. I haven't listened to Jordan Sather or his movie, just seen his Twitter feed.

3/22/2020 8:27:13 PM qbeanzz We should have got rid of this monetary system where there's profit there's corruption

3/22/2020 8:27:18 PM leahinman5 Brilliant by the way this QAnon msg very good how it is clear and precise

3/22/2020 8:27:33 PM davidda47829865 Anyone have any proof on this being produced it Italy as well? Would make sense then that Italy was shut down right after China! Mafia and Vatican.

3/22/2020 8:27:40 PM cdowney09 By nobody

3/22/2020 8:27:46 PM morc001 😂👍👍

3/22/2020 8:27:47 PM farrightgirl That's why we need to end the Federal Reserve. Woodrow Wilson gave our monetary system over to the big bankers. They have printed more and 

more worthless money with no gold backing it and now it is worthless. You can't do that folks.

3/22/2020 8:28:28 PM stclair00 We could do without dollars, too... or money

3/22/2020 8:28:29 PM teriface73 Austin promotes himself as Q. He is not. He is a poser. The only reason this thread exists is to let others know not to listen to the disinfo he puts 

out....leads others astray. Any real Q follower knows  "No outside comms."

3/22/2020 8:28:35 PM jrocktigers 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/22/2020 8:28:36 PM leahinman5 This has to be stopped it is urgent then no normal humans will be left on Earth

3/22/2020 8:28:44 PM mongrelglory I read that the "off books" derivatives market was as large as a quadrillion $ in nominal value. Not sure how much of it was owned directly by the 

Satanic Pedophile Cult.  Suspect much of their paper wealth has evaporated on the books at least.  Do White hats have their gold?

3/22/2020 8:28:46 PM jm19712 Ole MaJic has been pretty candid about historical corruption and malfeasance within the group.

3/22/2020 8:28:54 PM viking_jeremy Oh hell yes! I want to be a space force guy! When do we get our flying saucers?

3/22/2020 8:28:58 PM dogonfreep I don’t think there’s any actual harm they can do at this point, so near the finish. If they could affect the outcome in any way then Q would call them 

out. All they are doing is spreading the word, the truth about all of them will be revealed after the storm. Q is shill proof.

3/22/2020 8:29:18 PM metatoninaddict $325 a vile + an 8G USB @  http://MYBIOSOURCE.com 

3/22/2020 8:29:59 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/RtKFCYeUoq

3/22/2020 8:30:17 PM leahinman5 Clicked wrong ans so don't care

3/22/2020 8:30:46 PM prmd21801759 500T

3/22/2020 8:30:50 PM nancyddb NP & CS are delaying the inevitable.

3/22/2020 8:30:59 PM deanna_danforth Please do

3/22/2020 8:31:23 PM dattboi11 Burn it.

3/22/2020 8:31:29 PM cdowney09 No one takes you serious after the Austin stint

3/22/2020 8:31:59 PM cdowney09 No one takes you serious after the Austin stint

3/22/2020 8:32:27 PM cdowney09 Noone takes you serious after the Austin stint

3/22/2020 8:32:40 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 8:32:55 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣 bullshit shit. Dude is a narcissist

3/22/2020 8:32:56 PM cdowney09 No one takes you serious after the Austin stint

3/22/2020 8:32:56 PM katsmaintank thats like dumping out the whole gallon of milk because you spilled one glass or cutting off the rest of your limbs because your pinky hit the saw blade.

guess we'll have to wait and see what @Madonna meant by "fried fish" 

@samtripoli @TinFoilHatCast @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 8:32:57 PM terrapineyes 2619

Gold Standard Coming Back?

Q

!!mG7VJxZNCI

12 Dec 2018 - 7:01:15 PM

Anonymous

12 Dec 2018 - 6:57:57 PM

>>4280189

Q: Do we have the gold?

>>4280876

Yes.

Gold shall destroy FED.

Q
3/22/2020 8:33:00 PM bradnjag Could not honestly give answer because I have no clue

3/22/2020 8:33:04 PM stevecraig6 Lay off our debt to who.....Rothchilds?

3/22/2020 8:33:07 PM gregorylent can learn a lot about your audience fom these results

3/22/2020 8:33:25 PM tanja_santiago No shit

3/22/2020 8:33:29 PM nicpace2 But I thought the rule was to store off-line. Why do we want to help somebody who doesn’t follow the rules when they know it’s the right thing to do.

3/22/2020 8:33:52 PM mongrelglory While I'm happy for the US, what will happen to countries such as Canada, that have been looted by our traitorous Globalist leaders? 🥺  Any financial 

rescue plan for us?

3/22/2020 8:34:02 PM prmd21801759 Black hats engineered the bioweapon covid-19.

3/22/2020 8:34:11 PM jojozep2 They print money all the time- and play with the interest off us to make even more money for themselves

3/22/2020 8:34:12 PM nightswatch3895 These people also run the world @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/22/2020 8:34:14 PM restorativna8ur Nope just amused at the poor job yall are doing convincing people.. just juggle around words and threats. 😁🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:34:14 PM tashalee01 Baa baa

3/22/2020 8:34:32 PM dollysaysno What about all the countries who have been talked into closing their boarders like NZ who relies on tourism, or Scotland? Many others. They can't 

afford to be carrying the financial cost of this GLOBAL operation.

While the US is central to this, it isn't acting alone.

3/22/2020 8:34:55 PM stormspotter45 Let it rain! #godwins

3/22/2020 8:34:55 PM tangobravomike That's what I was thinking.

3/22/2020 8:34:59 PM sinceiwokeup 😂

Give it time...

The earlier the indoctrination, the longer it takes to resolve

"Space"

3/22/2020 8:35:05 PM mongrelglory Is the Vatican going to be turned into a big homeless shelter?  (Just a suggestion.)

3/22/2020 8:35:07 PM stevenfontain14 OK - I have a question...  (sound of throat clearing) - if you're going to introduced "free energy" technology then there must be some AWESOME TOYS 

IN THE NEAR FUTURE - some really cool hobby stuff?  Models?  Is there going to be new toy companies activated? Stocks?

3/22/2020 8:35:12 PM restorativna8ur Exactly. Thats all you can say. Because he isnt Q. 😁😘

3/22/2020 8:35:12 PM surfstikk They are trying

It ain’t working

3/22/2020 8:35:18 PM fortennessee Shut it down!!!!!!

3/22/2020 8:35:32 PM mongrelglory I suspect a lot of it is gold.

3/22/2020 8:35:51 PM melbourne_3000 #Karma = #UniversalLaw 

To put very simply, encompasses ALL "living things" 

There is no opting out!

3/22/2020 8:36:03 PM tyetyler1 more than $30T

3/22/2020 8:36:11 PM fortennessee Queen & others

3/22/2020 8:36:13 PM gashauler72 No proof

3/22/2020 8:36:13 PM azuremagus Yes but the US 19T  has already been payed

3/22/2020 8:36:14 PM n7guardiananon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

"I want you to listen."

"and then what???"

"Share"

 https://youtu.be/jBxIRMfa1vs  pic.twitter.com/wFrPScUhZJ

3/22/2020 8:36:14 PM j_d_abercrombie You are talking to the DIA. Austin's Associates, in a very real sense. You think this is a game. You taunt the most dangerous hacker in the world like it's 

nothing, cause everything is all safe and nice and in order, then taunt what everyone knows is DIA at this point.

3/22/2020 8:36:36 PM jaaronladd They took the deal to end it without a trial.

3/22/2020 8:36:39 PM prmd21801759 Is this the same as bribed? Blackmailed after receiving money bribe.

3/22/2020 8:37:05 PM mongrelglory However, the White Hats already had a plan/cure for that?

3/22/2020 8:37:05 PM azuremagus It was more.

3/22/2020 8:37:15 PM jamesbarnwell17 It’s no ones job to convince anyone of anything, that’s the point.. it’s free thinking form your opinion from your research

3/22/2020 8:37:23 PM christinepolon1 You listen to this LARP? He's a LARP!

3/22/2020 8:37:29 PM cindeamulholla3 Drainers are drainers that are here to be  squirrells!

Have the squirrel distraction action going!

There's no squirrel

sling shot GIF on here! So Next best thing! pic.twitter.com/QGT521Rgqs

3/22/2020 8:37:30 PM j_d_abercrombie I'm just a dude, and honestly man, you need to chill your grill. Take a two day fishing trip out somewhere nice. Come back, take a long bath, get your 

fav bev and... see where this is at. Just trust me on this.

3/22/2020 8:37:40 PM beebomedia Wut?

3/22/2020 8:37:41 PM fortennessee 😁

3/22/2020 8:37:49 PM christinepolon1 Really 🤣🤣😂👍

3/22/2020 8:37:56 PM deanna_danforth We want American made Bidet

3/22/2020 8:37:57 PM metatoninaddict Says the Cosplayer 🤦♂️

3/22/2020 8:37:58 PM shaun1111 I wish to abolish the “space force” the other ideas are good.

3/22/2020 8:38:17 PM christinepolon1 Are you serious? He's a major LARP.

3/22/2020 8:38:25 PM tashalee01 Exactly

3/22/2020 8:38:30 PM godalwaysw "no outside comms" is no outside comms.

3/22/2020 8:38:32 PM azuremagus ? !

3/22/2020 8:38:46 PM christinepolon1 He's a LARP!

3/22/2020 8:38:48 PM ccrwithjeff what the

3/22/2020 8:38:50 PM laurapyatt Paul Ryan...or Rand Paul who just said he tested positive?

3/22/2020 8:38:51 PM intenceman How about things have gone to absolute shite, and not in a mood for guessing games..  if someone has information, or sources, share it.

3/22/2020 8:39:04 PM restorativna8ur Lol. I just state he isnt Q and ask for proof. You guy threatening me because of that. I have proof that if now if i get hacked, i will be linked to him and ill 

be getting in touch with my very good Governor friend. We both can play games..😁

3/22/2020 8:39:07 PM cdowney09 E-group of obnoxious gamma males

3/22/2020 8:39:23 PM prmd21801759 I think so too... where is this going MJ?

3/22/2020 8:39:27 PM michell39826764 4th acct.

3/22/2020 8:39:30 PM restorativna8ur Amd thats why everyone knows he is not Q. Because he cant prove it. Good day

3/22/2020 8:39:52 PM laurapyatt Really...wow

3/22/2020 8:40:02 PM restorativna8ur 😀🤣🤣🤣🤣 i jist asl for proof. Yall the omes coming sodeways woth bull poop

3/22/2020 8:40:11 PM moemc8 This is counter-productive.  After going through all the polls, leading to this, I just feel anger.  Who's feeding off my anger now?  Glad for the info, even 

though it angers me.  Can we do away with the games?  I am actually going to pray for these people.  I guess they are

3/22/2020 8:40:27 PM restorativna8ur He surely isnt convincing critcal thinkers

3/22/2020 8:40:34 PM michaeldee1111 The system has been rigged against us for far too long.... Banks, including the Fed and counties print money and loan it to the government, and it was 

accumulated by those who rigged the system.  We should not give it back to the system corrupt banks. Give it to the people...

3/22/2020 8:40:40 PM jrocktigers There are many, many truths on the feed.

3/22/2020 8:40:42 PM metatoninaddict So isn't 4chan outside comm? weird🤷♂️

3/22/2020 8:40:49 PM 69_marie Christian singer Sandi Patti just announced on Facebook she has it does that mean she drinks blood of children?😳

3/22/2020 8:40:55 PM prmd21801759 It takes courage to "brave the storm"

3/22/2020 8:41:13 PM moemc8 pawns too.  My anger then changes.  I won't give them anymore.

3/22/2020 8:41:14 PM mongrelglory I've tried several of those e-mail addresses.



3/22/2020 8:41:18 PM martin68072602  https://t.co/eIjNXrYq4l  https://twitter.com/martin68072602/status/1241923505056124929?s=21 …

3/22/2020 8:41:24 PM collectives0uls I must be a whole lot more tired than I think. Seriously, I meant no offense. I do see your philosophical response above. It makes perfect sense now. It 

is a great thought too. 😎

3/22/2020 8:41:38 PM prmd21801759 I always belly laugh with LOL

3/22/2020 8:41:54 PM laurapyatt He cant be put out in the general prison population until he's virus free...

3/22/2020 8:42:02 PM j_d_abercrombie I hope you guys are getting paid for this. I heard, no shit, Trolling online was all of a sudden a quick covid 19 job growth spike, all these folks ready to 

just throw themselves into the most humiliating process knowing it's going to be cringe... but for hard cold cash, some...

3/22/2020 8:42:51 PM q_kappy Strong evidence Podesta was involved in Madeleine McCann too  https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/tony-and-john-podesta-match-madeleine-

mccann-police-sketches/ … #ThesePeopleAreSick

3/22/2020 8:42:53 PM j_d_abercrombie peeps do some pretty darn nasty stuff... right "MrNewleaf17justmadeupmyhandle4hoursago"

3/22/2020 8:43:02 PM grandonlyparty Roger that pic.twitter.com/CtJeQiIcRD

3/22/2020 8:43:32 PM thomaspwebster4 PAYBACK ZERO TO THE CHICOMS.

3/22/2020 8:43:37 PM purplefavorite1 Amen Patriot #WWG1WGA 👍🇺🇸

3/22/2020 8:44:08 PM restorativna8ur Why would i get paid? Im just asking for proof, in which no of you can provide, which is not surprising. 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:44:10 PM gl78792815 Yes

3/22/2020 8:44:15 PM altimitwill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I found this when investigating your cover photo for your profile  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdppV4uU62Q …

3/22/2020 8:44:18 PM giediknight Is AJ secretly funding J$ and others?

3/22/2020 8:44:31 PM thegreyspecter Message

3/22/2020 8:44:33 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:44:40 PM deanna_danforth IRS is illegal

3/22/2020 8:44:43 PM jaisynu As it was his initial medium of offering intel/drops, then nope. How else is Q supposed to communicate. Hence cia 8kun now etc.

3/22/2020 8:45:10 PM michaeldee1111 Debt slaves no more. Isn't that the whole reason for the gold standard? So banks stop printing money out of thin air, and then make more money off of 

it . Cancel all debt. Complete Reset

3/22/2020 8:45:25 PM aprilma12871252  pic.twitter.com/gYZilkNgxx

3/22/2020 8:45:26 PM moemc8 Why?  Good people are dying and very sick right now

3/22/2020 8:45:29 PM restorativna8ur Twitter has actually suspendedy orginal accounts for calling out satanic pedos..

3/22/2020 8:45:39 PM visualsofomar Right, what's their to bash them about? If they are not forcing you to convert to a certain idea like what is happening with this general tweet. This will 

only create further divide. 🤔

3/22/2020 8:45:41 PM qsp1racy Prove its poor.

You do nothing but pretend to laugh.

#NoOneCares

Literally👇 pic.twitter.com/juY483CKFd

3/22/2020 8:45:45 PM jaisynu The boards have been attacked by cia, hackers etc.

3/22/2020 8:45:50 PM mongrelglory I tried that one, but it still bounced back.

3/22/2020 8:46:04 PM notevenchad17 The plot thickens.

3/22/2020 8:46:13 PM aprilma12871252 He blocked my ass 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/OzMlgn5Fba

3/22/2020 8:46:33 PM worldxplorer1 Oh sure. That makes sense.

3/22/2020 8:46:44 PM moemc8 The virus they released is real.  Why are people not getting this?

3/22/2020 8:47:01 PM melissa_c_cowan Great article by the way!

3/22/2020 8:47:25 PM restorativna8ur Oh look. He is mad because i asked for prove of their claims. And thinks im triggered by them not being able to prove it  blindly followers.

3/22/2020 8:47:28 PM moemc8 Wrong, he's telling you, it's real.

3/22/2020 8:47:41 PM ed_kua Me know how to THINK FREE...🤔

and research....🧐

#GreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA (ALL 🚫 Some) pic.twitter.com/u2qTGAJQmN

3/22/2020 8:47:42 PM mongrelglory No-one here has said that the virus isn't real.

3/22/2020 8:47:45 PM seeker229 Probably the game of life unfortunately. pic.twitter.com/xgWVWisqV9

3/22/2020 8:47:46 PM grumpy70bear 200 Trillion...

3/22/2020 8:47:46 PM docg_dc Strong theory!

3/22/2020 8:47:50 PM kbond82 The videos the celebs are making is telling the real story.

3/22/2020 8:48:08 PM nojobsr But its OUR tax money we SHOULD get a big cut! Per household, flat rate and TAX FREE ($ already taxed)! Not trickle amount but Cadillac amount, WE 

THE PEOPLE DESERVE THAT MUCH!!

3/22/2020 8:48:11 PM moemc8 Great question, please answer.

3/22/2020 8:48:13 PM qsp1racy Don't get #TRIGGERED

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 8:48:35 PM 80yearstoolate What about the technology. I fully expect a new energy transmission devices within a decade. Absolute bullshit this stuff is hidden from us.

3/22/2020 8:48:41 PM beeshelb Would we know the cousin?

3/22/2020 8:49:33 PM mrmigido Hey no what..

wtf is goin on?

War broken out?

Wheres the split? o_0

Anyway.....

Q has this. 

"enjoy the show" 

"game over"
3/22/2020 8:49:42 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/8aeQhGdKrJ

3/22/2020 8:49:54 PM the_loveoflight Take a min and Read this thread with an open mind like Q has taught us! 

Then tell us what you think and be honest https://twitter.com/HWKammers/status/1238398193949380614 …

3/22/2020 8:49:54 PM amandathornsbu1 The last post says do not fear. What is his video?

3/22/2020 8:50:13 PM isbdnsthvqvvco4  pic.twitter.com/OzwXHTD3NN

3/22/2020 8:50:37 PM little_bird1979 So much more than just. Add torturer. Satanist.

3/22/2020 8:50:47 PM moemc8 Re read what he said.  Then it got out.  Many of my loved ones are sick right now.  The virus is real and spreading in NY like crazy.

3/22/2020 8:50:56 PM smmmote @Jeremywk86



3/22/2020 8:51:03 PM visualsofomar I wouldn't say I believe him being Q, but there seems to be a connection between a video he posted earlier and and Q post. I do find his general 

content compelling tho. I don't like that they have to receive so much hate just because they think a certain way.

3/22/2020 8:51:34 PM the_loveoflight Check this out and lmk what you guys https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241935177351335937 …

3/22/2020 8:51:50 PM jsotuyo I'm not blocking anyone,  stop the madness.

3/22/2020 8:52:11 PM moemc8 Not you Michelle.  Apologies

3/22/2020 8:52:12 PM gstarseed 🤣🤣🤣🤣👽👽👽

3/22/2020 8:53:01 PM shining91109743 Who does MJ12 receive instruction from?

3/22/2020 8:53:05 PM jsotuyo No block, no blockabde, no attacks will intensify.

3/22/2020 8:53:06 PM qencrypted Lots of banned usery.

3/22/2020 8:53:13 PM neatsyp Skimmed - strongly disagree..

3/22/2020 8:53:33 PM amandathornsbu1 They shouldn't but I personally think he's a joke. All he would have to do to prove it is post something about himself on a Q post. It's simple and his 

pictures trying to prove something are hilarious.

3/22/2020 8:53:38 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED pic.twitter.com/JCovdMAyVV

3/22/2020 8:53:51 PM moemc8 My point was, the WH were not ready for it.  Many are vrey sick and it's spreading big time.

3/22/2020 8:53:57 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣

3/22/2020 8:54:42 PM westmount_d7 If you are providing serious intel to help the real people with hearts, then block the negative ones. Some will still infiltrate but the riffraff will get dried 

up... like the quickly aging Wack-donna, the McVampire.

3/22/2020 8:54:46 PM the_loveoflight Check this out, pretty good threat, lmk what you think after...can only figure it out if we are open and work together

 https://t.co/TGRXBwTJqo  https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241935177351335937?s=21 …

3/22/2020 8:54:49 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 8:54:56 PM oo1o110 Yes but I've been getting an auto response from it saying that my messages aren't going through...

3/22/2020 8:55:00 PM the_loveoflight Thread* sry

3/22/2020 8:55:02 PM anthony94072049 you got balls my friend, there is an uncountable list of dead people from ur half brother cuz they called him out or wanted them gone.. hope u have 

GUNS GUNS GUNS

3/22/2020 8:55:09 PM restorativna8ur Triggered for asking for clear cut proof. Not at all, my friend. Why would i be triggered??

3/22/2020 8:55:16 PM canadaissaved  pic.twitter.com/zeuzsAzwv0

3/22/2020 8:55:17 PM salsasandy11 Blocked all!

3/22/2020 8:55:18 PM azuremagus Not true!

3/22/2020 8:55:21 PM giediknight You mean, who used to control the cameras? (Hopefully we get to that point soon)

3/22/2020 8:56:00 PM restorativna8ur I dont trust you at all. Especially with no pdoof of his claims

3/22/2020 8:56:12 PM tbod13 I wish it were true

3/22/2020 8:56:13 PM allonkid Why don't you think  he would not have been arrested? Those photos posted are from high security air force base. Think Manning. 

https://www.wired.com/2010/07/manning-charges/ …

3/22/2020 8:56:21 PM aetherwalker1 As long as the public has access to/use of Majestic tech.

3/22/2020 8:56:25 PM tashalee01 You can check out the videos on @AustinSteinbart YouTube channel and come to your own conclusions. There is plenty to look into from there

3/22/2020 8:56:38 PM byinternal Oh ok. Ty

3/22/2020 8:56:42 PM visualsofomar That's fair enough. I don't want to make an excuse for him. Give his videos a listen if you want to get to know him.

3/22/2020 8:56:48 PM jkgnosis1 Pay off the 23T of fictional debt? Fuck that.

3/22/2020 8:56:49 PM smmmote I never block. People block me tho 😂

3/22/2020 8:56:55 PM oo1o110 Here... https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 8:56:56 PM azuremagus Wrong

3/22/2020 8:57:23 PM zijafanatik105 Prob more than that.

3/22/2020 8:57:34 PM shining91109743 You should have an “Ok” option.  Could anyone really “know” that until you told us?

3/22/2020 8:57:45 PM mongrelglory Have you been reading MJ-12's tweets above?

3/22/2020 8:58:02 PM the_loveoflight To the ones who think Austin is a larp

Maybe he is, maybe he isn’t.

This is a good thread to start your own research 👍🏻 https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241935177351335937 …

3/22/2020 8:58:07 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 8:58:19 PM visualsofomar I just had to make that step and find out I was watching all of his videos. People need to do their own thinking and decide for themselves.

3/22/2020 8:58:22 PM allonkid Spies

3/22/2020 8:58:31 PM moemc8 Or, because their supply was tainted as you later state.  Which is it?

3/22/2020 8:58:45 PM davidjb333 Who am I to say...?? I hope so

3/22/2020 8:58:45 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 8:58:54 PM smmmote Lol! that one was legit

3/22/2020 8:59:16 PM peterluisvenero Only ifs it’s backed by an asset like GOLD. You can’t rescue a debt-basses system by printing up more debt.

3/22/2020 8:59:21 PM cdowney09 From the clown network apparently  🤣

3/22/2020 8:59:31 PM m0na_n0v0 This must be how normies see our posts lol

3/22/2020 8:59:45 PM stuarttruly Darn it I meant to press strongly agree😤

3/22/2020 8:59:52 PM charliekreskin Once we collapse the FED, who do we owe money to?

3/22/2020 8:59:54 PM neilbridgman At least no doubt

3/22/2020 8:59:58 PM oo1o110 Datto is Soros connected... https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:00:18 PM mongrelglory Will there be any financial relief for 3rd world countries that have become deeply indebted to the developed countries?

3/22/2020 9:00:29 PM oo1o110 Austin Steinbart is Q https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:00:37 PM mprem777 The National debt is not the peoples debt, it is the elite criminals licentious debt. They must pay it, not us. FK the military industrial complex, give them 

nothing, They need to be give space in a prison while forensic investigations happen. Repair nature, oceans, soils!

3/22/2020 9:00:40 PM ed_kua *I'm

(Just cue the theme songs, ok)

🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶🎶

3/22/2020 9:01:02 PM sunnydkelleu I had just told my husband that yesterday.  I don't really care what really happens to money.  We all can use it. I want the world better, kids safe, p, end 

to wars, violence. Replace all the Corrupt people working in Politics around the world. Yep,  I'm a simple thinker

3/22/2020 9:01:11 PM stuarttruly Argh! I must be too tired I am goofing up on these questions meant to press strongly agree😤

3/22/2020 9:01:30 PM whoisq1 Unfortunately, yes.



3/22/2020 9:01:33 PM abstract1dea I don't know about all that

But I do know There are a lot of people with time on their hands, an uncensored search engine and strange things happening

Perfect timing

It remains to be seen what the results of that are going to be

Been seeing lots of disinfo lately
3/22/2020 9:01:40 PM oo1o110 Austin Steinbart is Q https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:02:22 PM oo1o110 It's about creating an information nuclear bomb. I believe that the amorphis archive is where Hillary Clinton's 55k emails are going to be deposited in 

the end.

3/22/2020 9:02:26 PM miaroland4 Fair trial in a court of law..

3/22/2020 9:02:41 PM demuth_terry They didn’t use gold backed to make the debt

3/22/2020 9:03:04 PM oo1o110 Soros connected... https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:03:08 PM echoamericana Confirmation that you’re a clown just like that poser Austin.  Unfollowed.

3/22/2020 9:03:11 PM the_loveoflight Can you provide proof he isn't you 🤡, or are you gonna keep bashing?

Just with Q slowly the dots are connecting, whether you like his attitude or not, there are some small proofs.

If you're not gonna try and help to figure out if he's legit or not, step back and shut up

3/22/2020 9:03:23 PM ascendingadam Datto has blocked my email address

3/22/2020 9:03:32 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/1xDq4KXcp4

3/22/2020 9:03:49 PM oo1o110 He is Q. https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:03:55 PM chameelia I waited and watched his stuff and made my own choice- which I recommend all do - personally he's got the "something's rotten in Denmark" vibe 

going on.

3/22/2020 9:03:58 PM oo1o110 Q

3/22/2020 9:04:00 PM kyates_biz Up to their corrupt government

3/22/2020 9:04:00 PM antiantisemites Follow Everyone

Read Everything

Scrutinize All

Block None

Fight The Enemy

Respect The Family

They Are Many

We Are One

No Hierarchy

Only Liberty

#PatriotsUnite

The Storms Begun

#Qanon #TheStorm #WWG1WGA #InvisibleEnemy #QArmy
3/22/2020 9:04:08 PM jq_martini Whose datto

3/22/2020 9:04:09 PM oo1o110 Yes https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:04:49 PM amandathornsbu1 I have watched part of one and I also watched him threatening to blow people up and attacking people for asking questions. I'm sorry but that alone 

proves he isn't Q. Q answers people all the time and I don't think Q would threaten to kill people. Plus, Q said no outside comms!

3/22/2020 9:05:25 PM sav_us_ Who are these people supposed to be and where did you come up with that number?

3/22/2020 9:05:35 PM oo1o110 Yes he is. https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/22/2020 9:05:35 PM restorativna8ur I just call him out on claims he made. Not coming at him any other way. He made this bed and now has to lay in it. He isnt Q. He trys to proof it will 

shallow half truths. 🤣

3/22/2020 9:05:39 PM melissa_c_cowan What the...? Now here's one I haven't heard lol

3/22/2020 9:05:43 PM noremorse4ne1  pic.twitter.com/6aVFXyECHZ

3/22/2020 9:06:03 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/zVrxyz7EQb

3/22/2020 9:06:08 PM turbo7773 Agreed! I'm still learning about this whole movement. Still trying to come to my own conclusions because the information everyone is posting is crazy. 

Stuff that is hard to believe.

3/22/2020 9:06:11 PM allforoneandon3 Ummmmmmm, I don't know how to respond to this poll.  LOL

3/22/2020 9:06:17 PM georgeedwardca4 a virus created & modified in labs in UNC Canada & WuHan

a leak in a pressurized facility vs being weaponized without anyone knowing

virus is real

also opportunity for covert affairs to occur unnoticed

never let a bad thing get in the way of a good opportunity

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/PxB71BaZQA
3/22/2020 9:06:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 The following email addresses are publicly accessible and were published by Datto, not Majestic 12.

3/22/2020 9:06:45 PM opensenseme I wouldnt know

3/22/2020 9:06:50 PM aetherwalker1 AJ knows what he's told.

He personally projects too much fear.

Though, I do believe he has overall been a positive force.

He's spread ideas that many people may not have learned about if not for him.  His movies and articles on his websites being free.

3/22/2020 9:07:03 PM bfred66868455  https://t.co/UVTgAuRlTS  https://twitter.com/bfred66868455/status/1241919981484466176?s=21 …

3/22/2020 9:08:00 PM oo1o110 No he's not. He is Q and he is building an information nuclear bomb. He is eventually going to deposit the 55k Clinton emails on this server.

The choice to know will be yours.



3/22/2020 9:08:25 PM zpatriotz1 What is your sources?

Can you provide evidence?

What is your motive to bring this up in such time?

Why should you be trusted?

Asking these questions because I was told to do so.

" Trust yourself, Think for Yourself"

Q
3/22/2020 9:08:36 PM sunnydkelleu I think the only way the Satanic Pedo cult worth was only 30T was if the Politicians took cuts from it first. Sorry, but seemed it had to be said.  It was 

prevalent been going on for too many 100s of years, like a weed that  had invade your whole yard.

3/22/2020 9:09:28 PM bsully19449503 I say file bankruptcy (1871 treaty) - do what we need to do & screw the Fed.

3/22/2020 9:09:53 PM the_loveoflight I will say this, take the "he's Q" out of the picture and he speaks truths in his videos

Even more so what he talks about with quantum physics/computing.(That would explain the future proves past)

So he is giving truths whether he is a larp or not, til he's outed keep looking

3/22/2020 9:09:56 PM agentk20529383 Wtf is this nonsense? Asking for a friend

3/22/2020 9:10:01 PM tashalee01 Then you didnt watch enough......

3/22/2020 9:10:05 PM tac27 I’d say more then that, Oprah and Soros alone amount to 10.9 billion and that’s after Soros donated 32 billion

3/22/2020 9:10:13 PM jaisynu Follow the Q drops, all these charlatans come and go. I know people require leadership, hope. Now we, all have to step up, work together, WWG1WGA.

3/22/2020 9:10:16 PM frymanmyloe Kinda like crack cocaine but a 1000 times more addictive

3/22/2020 9:10:20 PM gashauler72 Unfollow this account everyone. It backs this Austin character that’s posts photoshopped pics in Luke Air Force Base.

3/22/2020 9:11:04 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 9:11:32 PM zijafanatik105 Who the hell disagreed with that!?

3/22/2020 9:11:34 PM the_loveoflight Yes sir!🙌🏻

3/22/2020 9:11:43 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/NSu6LXhhkL

3/22/2020 9:12:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 Twitter is trying to become a publisher when they push for you to follow Topics.

3/22/2020 9:12:50 PM qsp1racy Nope.  Just a #TRIGGERED troll account fake laughing. pic.twitter.com/okQkdKohKk

3/22/2020 9:12:54 PM visualsofomar Yes, i think that's a great a thread. It does get me to believe that he is the real deal. All those posts/interactions. There are still more questions to 

answer, but yeah I like where it is headed.

3/22/2020 9:12:54 PM mrmigido What are we targeting for?

i missed something.

In nz we just went to full(95)lockdown.

3/22/2020 9:12:57 PM yobtac2 they banning me right now. pic.twitter.com/WmEbcCW4f0

3/22/2020 9:13:09 PM antinomy781 Very soon unimaginable Prosperity is coming to the entire planet. Where we go One we go All. For me this has no border.

3/22/2020 9:13:11 PM nurseniceyes Well... Trick question.. An act of God and  retaliation

3/22/2020 9:13:21 PM sleepingnomore Further influence to control the narrative?

3/22/2020 9:13:24 PM avshara Changed your banner..  what movie is it from?

3/22/2020 9:13:28 PM michell39826764 Aww someone lost this battle by ALOOOOOOOOOOOOT and it wasnt me :p

3/22/2020 9:13:51 PM jessifish001 🤣🤣I just cant🤣🤣

3/22/2020 9:14:05 PM zwadderneel yes, the itch to censzor and manipulate is strong. give someone a hammer and everything turns into nails.

3/22/2020 9:14:12 PM lysa26832458 You don’t know that. Be nice. There are enough crappy people to talk about. Just because she’s rich and famous doesn’t mean she’s one of the bad 

guys. She’s truly one of the good ones out there.  Just be nice

3/22/2020 9:14:32 PM tashalee01 This should help https://youtu.be/ZhQX8Sqc-kE 

3/22/2020 9:14:46 PM virginialouelle Yes, and when will our government acknowledge this and make the big tech companies doing this change their practices of 'pushing' the narrative?

3/22/2020 9:15:03 PM ascendingadam Missouri loves company?

3/22/2020 9:15:20 PM raenyasalisbury Jordan sather ,,, hysterical

3/22/2020 9:15:37 PM antinomy781 The cabal has given them their corrupt governments for political and economic interests. The media has covered up the entire criminal enterprise.

Where we go one we go all, includes everyone.

3/22/2020 9:15:38 PM visualsofomar Give this a look, it won't take long to get the picture. https://twitter.com/HWKammers/status/1238398193949380614?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:15:42 PM veil_is_lifting our "nation" is indebted to whom, exactly?? and for what?  the cost of upholding the enslavement of its "people" ?? #overthis #wakeup

3/22/2020 9:16:00 PM the_loveoflight Agreed, we just have to keep focused and connect the dots

Even more so at this time in quarantine we need to post/send pictures of proofs to everyone. Google censorships are down perfect time for people to 

learn the truth 

 https://t.co/ag4L5CFV36  https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241940204010823690?s=21 …

3/22/2020 9:16:23 PM restorativna8ur I can agree with that.

3/22/2020 9:16:26 PM newsirlancelot She is one of the sick pervs and I can’t wait for her to be held accountable. #PizzaGate is real & she is disgusting.

3/22/2020 9:16:29 PM lobster_byte Maybe. ... On second thought, yes. Yes it is wrong.

3/22/2020 9:16:30 PM raenyasalisbury and JORDAN SATHER

3/22/2020 9:16:47 PM mongrelglory 👍👍👍  Awesome!

3/22/2020 9:16:53 PM jaisynu Fair play for the work involved, but I'm sticking Q being non public. Only time will tell 🙏🏼

3/22/2020 9:17:13 PM restorativna8ur Thats the funniest one ive seen. pic.twitter.com/eYiHQLGAWi

3/22/2020 9:17:20 PM nurseniceyes Sometimes but not always...

3/22/2020 9:17:27 PM shellyjacobs IC knows PRC’s offensive bio-warfare goal is primarily against corn & wheat gestation as such is what the West & Russia thrive upon.  IC also knows the 

PRC engineered SARS-CoV-2 was transmitted by an asymptomatic employee(s) of the Wuhan lab to the locals months ago.

3/22/2020 9:17:32 PM miss_ampie THANK YOU. 😂

3/22/2020 9:17:50 PM lola_goetz He is a phony...

Ask yourself "Why"?

Looks like ego to me.

He's a plant.

Hollywood is in panic

He's their solution. 

To confuse and divide.



3/22/2020 9:18:05 PM boymomvb No he’s not. He’s a kid hacker who is being sued by his therapy clinic ecause he hacked their records and released them in violation of HIPPA. He’s a 🤡

3/22/2020 9:18:06 PM raenyasalisbury Jordan Sather is part of the False Ascension timeline , as is Corey Goode and David Wicock , long designed in a THINK TANK to at THIS TIME harvest 

your TIME < ENERGY , $$$ and SOUL .... they knew this was a time of awakening and they are HIJACKING the narrative

3/22/2020 9:18:24 PM restorativna8ur Nah, thats real laughter. Laughting at your bs claims from your leader. Are you a boy. You keep posting the same thing over and over.

3/22/2020 9:18:52 PM restorativna8ur Bot*

3/22/2020 9:18:55 PM brezakirsta I feel similar to this. Just because we don't do thread after thread explaining all details, doesnt make us less than. The fact that we share truth at all is 

brave & bad ass in my opinion 🙌👏

3/22/2020 9:19:02 PM kodiaksean  pic.twitter.com/3e7kmP6BCD

3/22/2020 9:19:09 PM funnifun It is blood taken from a tortured victim. Apparently when a person is tortured to death their adrenals are producing high volume Adrenalin in their 

blood. This is drained, siphoned and ingested. It is supposedly the greatest high available and a youth serum.

3/22/2020 9:19:14 PM murphylaw23 the people are owed money back from all the laundering that has taken place for eons! the criminal activity of congress using us MUST be repaid! this 

is now not 200 years ago, reparations back in the pockets of all of us who have lost our life savings!!!! @POTUS @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 9:19:32 PM visualsofomar Ah, I see. That's very interesting. So are there people that hinder this process of connecting the dots? 🤔

3/22/2020 9:19:34 PM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you changed your cover pic... I just started watching that movie.

3/22/2020 9:19:41 PM giediknight This seems like a trap though, if everyone has their debts erased would that be worse? As much as I would like it, I think this is a trick question 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1241935285916782593?s=21 …

3/22/2020 9:19:47 PM nurseniceyes I usually wait.. Plant the seed. If they do nothing, I act.

3/22/2020 9:19:53 PM auntsharon1 I thought I read $220T total from all the worldwide black hats

3/22/2020 9:20:02 PM majic_eyes_qnly I thought it targets people in the annex list to that Executive order or anyone connected to people in the annex list. But maybe it extends to more than 

that.

3/22/2020 9:20:03 PM jrocktigers lay the trap. . .

3/22/2020 9:20:04 PM alicemasci 12 21 take it away. Epstein Island burns away. 🎶🎵

3/22/2020 9:20:09 PM sandy_cuhntz I meant strongly disagree not agree.

3/22/2020 9:20:22 PM nurseniceyes Only if you believe in karma

3/22/2020 9:21:06 PM the_loveoflight Same! It was the Q post about the archive file and Austin’s picture that sealed the deal for me, without those I’m still on the fence. Q posted it then 

quickly deleted. Have also been following Q since 1st week of Nov 2017

3/22/2020 9:21:11 PM willma2005 even this being acc 5 i still dont think i am. there are some really smart Anons and inceadible Altists. Godspeed

3/22/2020 9:21:29 PM j_d_abercrombie So get off his ASS bro. You making me nervous always wanting to get up around the Bosses ass. Why not stand back a bit, stop putting your cred on the 

line one way or another, let Austin stand or fall on his own two feet, fraud = nothing to worry about. RN better hope fake...

3/22/2020 9:21:43 PM malibuphoenix33 Wow someone said it I knew it but didn’t wanna say it good for you girl.  That’s the truth ✌️✌️✌️

3/22/2020 9:21:56 PM jlundr Q once referenced a "...new social-networking platform..." pic.twitter.com/oVD1NULyep

3/22/2020 9:22:09 PM johns91959 Pay the American people what they stole from us.

3/22/2020 9:22:27 PM karentriebel If it aligns with the greater good

3/22/2020 9:22:43 PM oo1o110 He is Q.

3/22/2020 9:22:44 PM raenyasalisbury yup ,,, been down THAT rabbit hole a VERY LONG TIME 

big love

3/22/2020 9:22:56 PM bobsacamano2020 Not even suttle. 

Ground Control to Major Tom...

Take your protein pills and put your helmet on

Can you hear me, Major Tom?

Can you hear me, Major Tom?

Can you hear me, Major Tom?"

#DavidSpade #TomHanks #majortom #MajorCrimes

3/22/2020 9:23:19 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED pic.twitter.com/dxqrggfqan

3/22/2020 9:23:22 PM nurseniceyes Tell that to all who came before... That were ripped to pieces, burnt alive, drown, crucified... Not to mention smeared

3/22/2020 9:24:06 PM restorativna8ur 🤣 because this isnt about me  im not the one trying to convince people of things. I have an account to learn and call bs when i see it  i didn't attack 

him. Im not even talking to him. I ask for proof and you dont have any clear cut proof.

3/22/2020 9:24:14 PM qsp1racy Fake laughter on a troll account

#TRIGGERED

AustinProof  https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/wvu0CMyWaw

3/22/2020 9:24:30 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/sAptuQ3XHi

3/22/2020 9:24:35 PM qbryce171 I have notifications on for your tweets, so why do some of your tweets not give me notifications?

3/22/2020 9:24:42 PM nurseniceyes Neither and both.

3/22/2020 9:24:48 PM qsp1racy Yes we do

Right here

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:25:06 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 9:25:06 PM malibuphoenix33 Do you know why James Gilliland keeps partnering up with all of them!?! I cant figure that one out....🧐🧐🧐

3/22/2020 9:25:06 PM jlundr That's post 3038 for those wondering.

3/22/2020 9:25:13 PM kelly35204762 Yeahhhh, #DATTO is a slippery lil sucker. 🥴 pic.twitter.com/sQUkPpYlpg

3/22/2020 9:25:27 PM boymomvb He’s full of shit

3/22/2020 9:25:28 PM nurseniceyes Trust your heart instead

3/22/2020 9:25:51 PM restorativna8ur Still no proof lames

.

3/22/2020 9:25:59 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/ZGGZnyHME8

3/22/2020 9:26:19 PM jeffreycbickfo1 Why do you get for trying to censor them? Are you trying to turn into the MSM?

3/22/2020 9:26:22 PM mark52525786 It’s “the pursuit of happiness”! Yes ur taking it, how about paying 144million to my frens for a book of the real truth as best they can,to take 

“there”when I do what I do! I have a feeling that only “the truth can set us free” from 😈!

3/22/2020 9:26:24 PM srnaegel They are in San Diego??? 😳😳😳

3/22/2020 9:26:51 PM raenyasalisbury James is ALWAYS about the $$$$ 

been there ,, met him ,, he tells gals that they can ,,, get enlightened with his LION energy lololol 

hes a horny old guy that is BROKE

3/22/2020 9:26:56 PM willma2005 left a great career to keep integrity. horrible what they did

3/22/2020 9:26:56 PM miss_ampie That means you are a Lurker. 👍🏽👍🏽😉😘

3/22/2020 9:26:58 PM restorativna8ur You have poor critical thinkimg skills. Im far from triggering. Im bored laying in bed. 🤣

3/22/2020 9:27:05 PM azuremagus The correct term these days for you is "slow adult".

3/22/2020 9:27:06 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 9:27:14 PM monokrome If you agree to this, then were did you get your numbers? Just believe what you're told?...



3/22/2020 9:27:31 PM qsp1racy Here is the proof you cried for

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:27:57 PM jackoneilltime1 Possibly... pic.twitter.com/2BlIRmjrmX

3/22/2020 9:28:18 PM azuremagus Psych. def. "slow adult"

3/22/2020 9:28:35 PM turbo7773 Funny thing is, is that out of this whole list I'm only falling one of them!

3/22/2020 9:28:49 PM qsp1racy Troll account

Fully #TRIGGERED in bed

3/22/2020 9:29:04 PM restorativna8ur Ive seen it and it doesnt prove he is Q. Thats why everyone is laught at you guys.. its funny. Even general Flynn unfollowed. 🤣🤣

3/22/2020 9:29:30 PM rsm28675996 hmmmm, more to the people

3/22/2020 9:29:34 PM tashalee01 I took it as a list of who to follow

3/22/2020 9:29:35 PM melissa_c_cowan Well, I contribute when I can. I like sharing older stuff that people might not know about.

3/22/2020 9:29:56 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣

3/22/2020 9:30:24 PM ancho82666258 Instinct with Anthony Hopkins and Cuba Gooding Jr

3/22/2020 9:30:30 PM oo1o110 You are. You haven't studied a thing that he's put out. I have. I've made the digs. I recognize the plan. He is 100% legit.

If you're waiting for a "Q leader" to tell you it's safe to follow him, you've missed the entire point.

3/22/2020 9:30:38 PM qsp1racy Its a QProof. His second one on fact.

Why did GenFlynn follow him in the first place?

Did Austin trick him?

You're meaningless.

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …
3/22/2020 9:30:52 PM vive_en_veritas What is the Austin stint?

3/22/2020 9:30:55 PM johnnyjameson14 Rules** and it’s well over 30T homie. Don’t worry God does win in the end but this whole Q thing is part of the cult... unfortunately

3/22/2020 9:31:00 PM restorativna8ur Still no proof. pic.twitter.com/fp0PSijJqO

3/22/2020 9:31:14 PM qsp1racy Fake laughs

Fully #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 9:31:26 PM return2light Time to retreat; the Exodus of Earth Planet

3/22/2020 9:31:31 PM ceacea22 No..innocent blood money

3/22/2020 9:31:36 PM avshara Thank you, I recognized the actors, not the film and was curious. 

:)

3/22/2020 9:31:49 PM turbo7773 Haha not sure how I made the cut because I'm new to all of this!

3/22/2020 9:31:53 PM oo1o110 If he's so full of shit then answer one question: why is General Flynn following him?

3/22/2020 9:32:12 PM ancho82666258 I am curious why MJ changed the banner to a scene from Instinct and what does it mean

3/22/2020 9:32:21 PM karri_icansee Exactly right! 

The bible says "the wealth of the wicked is stored up for the righteous!" In 2015 I realized that this is how it would happen!

"When the thief is caught he has to restore seven fold though it cost him the wealth of his house!"

#WWG1WGA

#PATRIOTS 👉 #WW
3/22/2020 9:32:38 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED

PLENTY OF PROOF

👇

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:32:42 PM singularitygg Put "agree" because national debt to CRIMINALS doesn't have to be paid. Most of that debt will never be honored.

3/22/2020 9:32:48 PM beeshelb True, but he does say this is a Live military op, so by that very nature timelines are fluid.

3/22/2020 9:32:58 PM terri06416154 Or being indoctrinated, fondled, touch, raped or trafficked. God bless the children.

3/22/2020 9:33:02 PM malibuphoenix33 Damn. Good to know. Ewwww. 😂✌️🤦♀️

3/22/2020 9:33:03 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1241931737581715456?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:33:25 PM qsp1racy Stop Liking your own Tweets 🙄

3/22/2020 9:33:58 PM the_loveoflight A 3 letter agency?

3/22/2020 9:34:20 PM grandma26244385 ummm, WHY email them. ?

3/22/2020 9:35:01 PM ancho82666258 Were the instructions given by a benevolent source?

3/22/2020 9:35:22 PM restorativna8ur I watched that video and it isnt proof for his claim. He drops some info but anyone can do that. Lol. Grow a brain you clown.

3/22/2020 9:36:00 PM mongrelglory They're trying to be sheep-dogs, but we're no longer sheep!

3/22/2020 9:36:01 PM sunnydkelleu Ok I understand now.

3/22/2020 9:36:11 PM pgwwg1wag I watched all his videos too.  I am still on the fence.  Nothing will surprise me anymore!  What doesn't  sit well with me is Q is about inclusion and 

standing together. #WWG1WGA  Q isn't arrogant either.  Austin doesnt act like how Q sounds on the board if that makes sense?

3/22/2020 9:36:19 PM ancho82666258 Excellent! You are on point!!

3/22/2020 9:36:23 PM grandma26244385 IF AUSTIN IS RIGHT THeN WHY IS JOE M ATTACKING AUSTIN

3/22/2020 9:36:24 PM jaisynu  pic.twitter.com/v5LsgfuHI7

3/22/2020 9:36:32 PM mrboombastick81 How do we know it’s $30T?

3/22/2020 9:36:42 PM qsp1racy You have no idea what he claimed.

Just a bullshitter troll account fully #TRIGGERED

Bad for your heart to be this #TRIGGERED

3/22/2020 9:36:48 PM gennia01099388 God bless you 😊

3/22/2020 9:37:08 PM mongrelglory  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Instinct_(1999_film) …

I'm still trying to figure out why they picked it.

3/22/2020 9:37:09 PM j_d_abercrombie #triggered

3/22/2020 9:37:25 PM nurseniceyes Quit. We're on the same team.

3/22/2020 9:37:42 PM restorativna8ur Ibe watch multiple of his videos and seen it with my own eyes him arrogantly claims to be Q. Which is hilarious

3/22/2020 9:37:59 PM abibeuck22 Probably more

3/22/2020 9:38:01 PM kimwestbrook20 Oops hit wrong answer.

3/22/2020 9:38:05 PM ceacea22 Sick



3/22/2020 9:38:07 PM jaisynu  pic.twitter.com/41ehu2JXxF

3/22/2020 9:38:07 PM fritzingeradam Voted agreed cuz you know ur lowballin

3/22/2020 9:38:17 PM mongrelglory Thanks! 👍  Watching the scene now!

3/22/2020 9:38:39 PM jaisynu  pic.twitter.com/hFEoWIMc0O

3/22/2020 9:38:58 PM qsp1racy Yet ANOTHER fake Q account fully #TRIGGERED pic.twitter.com/fiKqHLnQvr

3/22/2020 9:39:43 PM restorativna8ur You austin followers are pathetic.

3/22/2020 9:40:11 PM hotwheelsjusty He’s a false patriot. Quit falling for Mossad ops and giving up our collective voices at someone else’s command. Use discernment and logic. Message 

over messenger. Are you sovereign or sheep?

3/22/2020 9:40:12 PM neo_asura_ are the clowns allowed to address this?👇 nope. for all that hasnt realized, this MJ12 clown account is activated, even the shills on the boards are 

pushing it https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241384064646615043 …

3/22/2020 9:40:34 PM j_d_abercrombie "SCREAMING"? tell us, if you uncle proved he was Q, would you diddly around a few days and whisper it to your coworker at the water cooler in the 

break room? K. Q (Austin) posted a dead ringer proof HIMSELF, AFTER he dropped a video about WHERE THE ARMOR OF GOD came from...

3/22/2020 9:41:05 PM americanwife2 What’s DATTO?

3/22/2020 9:41:08 PM restorativna8ur Look what somebody just posted.. lol pic.twitter.com/BD6sqm9yob

3/22/2020 9:41:12 PM visualsofomar It tells ya that he had to randomly select you 🤣

3/22/2020 9:41:39 PM j_d_abercrombie It's how old? from what book was it, oh BIBLE, yeah, that one... what "page" or is there a table of contents... 2000 years old, crap am I gonna find a 

good enough copy I wonder?....

3/22/2020 9:42:18 PM imdexx_ Pulling the anti semite card. Classic

3/22/2020 9:43:08 PM qsp1racy No you haven't.

But Austin did prove himself again last night with another QProof.

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:43:08 PM oo1o110 He is Q. 

I dont have a collective voice. I have my voice and I'm using it to support Q.

3/22/2020 9:43:11 PM whoknew37728651 When you are in the dark, you will be The April Fool. Better turn yourself in b4 it's too late!

3/22/2020 9:43:21 PM imdexx_ Nope. You're wrong. Jews are not Gods chosen people anymore.

3/22/2020 9:43:29 PM eroemodesto If you take the [Top 50] in the world and multiply by an average of [$50BN], you get $25T. 

$25T U+002B + U+002B ++ U+002B +++ = $30T, on the dot. I will go ahead and agree. Appears they had at least $30T so I can't say I strongly agree.

3/22/2020 9:43:29 PM neo_asura_ useless attempt to have people focus on a company SteinLarp is trying to push. but Shills glow and this one is glowing brightly

3/22/2020 9:43:35 PM qsp1racy #TRIGGERED pic.twitter.com/KOunaNq1IG

3/22/2020 9:43:40 PM knicksnation22 The storm is upon us!

3/22/2020 9:43:47 PM j_d_abercrombie "the fact is" his ego has nothing to do with this, if he is Q he is Q, if he is not, he is not. I can prove it. You can not. You are struggling. I'm going to leave 

you alone. Just step aside, that's all we ask, busy yourself with other things. Or, not nice won't get treated nice.

3/22/2020 9:43:53 PM imcevoy1 Well it's done now - last year already. Things are changing for the good or the bad and it just doesn't matter anymore.

3/22/2020 9:44:00 PM boymomvb Read #1318 and tell me how it’s cool because he’s on YouTube. Enjoy your limited hangouts and laf “digs”. He’s a clown and I’m assuming you are too. 

all I needed was my own discernment to know that he’s not even close to sophisticated enough just in speech pattern alone. Bye 🤡

3/22/2020 9:44:05 PM ceacea22 H C

3/22/2020 9:44:06 PM souther53425727 Should we be buying gold and or silver?  How will that help? I don’t have a lot to invest but want to make a good choice.

3/22/2020 9:44:11 PM whoknew37728651 No Dexx...you are. Wake up... don't just walk away...Run

3/22/2020 9:44:13 PM restorativna8ur And soo.. i speak truth. Unlike you people deceive

3/22/2020 9:44:24 PM qsp1racy Look what Q just posted.

A QProof of Austin

AustinProof https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/22/2020 9:44:26 PM holyhandgrenad5 this steinbart clown is making real anons look dumb.  Which is the plan.  Counter Intel is what they do.

3/22/2020 9:44:40 PM restorativna8ur You have to be austin, lol. Because that wasnt a q proof. Lmap

3/22/2020 9:44:56 PM restorativna8ur  pic.twitter.com/UB5f1FAY5A

3/22/2020 9:45:13 PM imdexx_ Cringe.

3/22/2020 9:45:33 PM whoknew37728651 W R O N G  AGAIN, Dexx...it's coming dark to light

3/22/2020 9:46:10 PM singularitygg Message over Messenger for sure.

LARPs still get blocked.

3/22/2020 9:46:10 PM jaisynu  pic.twitter.com/kcgU4ZS92U

3/22/2020 9:46:11 PM gennia01099388 Wow 👍👍👍👍👍

3/22/2020 9:46:16 PM jaisynu  pic.twitter.com/5jqXmbaMT0

3/22/2020 9:46:24 PM cgasbarro1 Oops, hit wrong button. Meant strongly disagree

3/22/2020 9:46:43 PM edina3535 With?

Who ever you share with, who ever you know, … the people you’re close to.

Instinct 1999

First 9 seconds... https://youtu.be/rdppV4uU62Q 

3/22/2020 9:46:56 PM imdexx_ You're claims mean nothing. Stop replying to my tweets before I block you.

3/22/2020 9:47:00 PM j_d_abercrombie Haha! "a throw away" !!!!! that's code for what... TROLL ACCOUNT. "He's bored in bed." just taking HOURS to... have fun poking, randomly, at the 

target that just shimmies in front of his pickup truck... boom boom boom.. "throw away". This guy deserves no quarter.@AustinSteinbart

3/22/2020 9:47:54 PM n7guardiananon 🙏🙏🙏

💖💖💖

💛💛💛

3/22/2020 9:47:59 PM kachinagtto It’s from Instinct… but I’m still trying to figure out why 🤔 pic.twitter.com/yOS6Y4JVo0

3/22/2020 9:48:05 PM whoknew37728651 Wrong God is a Covenant Maker...He does not break His side just because some of The Chosen Ones fell.

3/22/2020 9:48:09 PM fightforamerica Top kek.

3/22/2020 9:48:11 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣no. Just enjoy making you clown look stupid. Asking for proof and receiving none. Have fun in your fantasy land.

3/22/2020 9:48:22 PM clinton_group If you look at the case of Simon of Trent, it becomes apparent why Christians secreted their children away during Passover.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simon_of_Trent …



3/22/2020 9:48:24 PM bookendsbridges Sacre Bleu...ya THINK!?!?!?

🎶🎵Oh Lord...it's hard to be Autist...as we're perfect in every way... we don't need to look in the Mirror... cause we get a bit smarter each day... to 

know us to love us...we are the brains for mankind...oh Lord it's hard to be humble...🎶🎵 pic.twitter.com/vVKIFNqPQ3

3/22/2020 9:48:35 PM qsp1racy A broken troll scampers away back to mom's basement pic.twitter.com/DPGi92MmNK

3/22/2020 9:48:54 PM azuremagus You know leafs tend to get caught in the gutter.

3/22/2020 9:49:08 PM the_loveoflight Post what you get pls!

3/22/2020 9:49:31 PM cool_ghou1s More

3/22/2020 9:49:41 PM j_d_abercrombie "classy". Fake Conserv troll, actually an atheist. NO Christian or Conservative would say such a thing, nor someone in their midst unless they forgot 

their "act" cause this is a paid gig. He's a bad actor. Douchebag that he is gets blurred with the douchebag he's acting like.

3/22/2020 9:49:57 PM nickel_triple Q has created a collective consciousness. With all of us working and using our energy on pursuing the truth, it will manifest itself. Research, relay info 

and most importantly... find time to sit in silence. Find peace and meditate. Let go of negative.Desire peace and it will be. pic.twitter.com/WPNSZ2rc85

3/22/2020 9:50:02 PM restorativna8ur Oh man. You got me there.  Lol. This clever guy

3/22/2020 9:50:33 PM ehack55 YES!

3/22/2020 9:50:59 PM restorativna8ur Lol. Im am i conservative you ignorant clown. How can you enjoy assume anything about me. Gees you giys are dumb.

3/22/2020 9:51:02 PM n7guardiananon #WWG1WGA 

If it resonates share.

💖💖💖

🙏🙏🙏

3/22/2020 9:51:23 PM restorativna8ur Im not an actors. Ibe been asking for proof you clown

3/22/2020 9:51:45 PM j_d_abercrombie I hope you wake up the next time you sleep and sign on to this "throw away account" and it's been hacked and all your 15 minutes of set up time will 

be lost. And I get the pleasure of trying to figure out which sock puppet you are dressed up in the next cosplay fetish Q-outift...

3/22/2020 9:51:50 PM mongrelglory I think it's just these words from that particular scene, and then they've linked this documentary on Ancient history:

"I want you to listen."

"and then what???"

"Share" https://youtu.be/jBxIRMfa1vs 

3/22/2020 9:52:07 PM deplorable369 When they claim to be Q but are posting on every social media platform, while Q said “no outside comms,  yeah I have a problem with them. And don’t 

give me that message over messenger bs.

3/22/2020 9:52:11 PM restorativna8ur I just stated it isnt proof. Guess you havent learned to use critical thinking yet. Thats why you are a follower of austin.

3/22/2020 9:52:17 PM charpier3 The effectiveness of a sheepdog is dependent on the fact that it is not good for sheep. At least that's from the perspective of the sheep, who fear it.

3/22/2020 9:52:27 PM imdexx_ 🤦♂️🤦♂️ you dont even read the bible do you

We are one under christ now you fool.

3/22/2020 9:52:52 PM restorativna8ur I hope you figure it out, then ill wave at you and youll just feel stupid. Lol

3/22/2020 9:53:09 PM kachinagtto Ahhh thank you!

3/22/2020 9:53:15 PM restorativna8ur My other one was suspended.

3/22/2020 9:53:24 PM jackoneilltime1 I think its a higher number

3/22/2020 9:53:45 PM ehack55 Too late...

3/22/2020 9:53:53 PM lorenzosghost Strongly agree except about the debt thing, perhaps the best way to pay it off would be for the entire US infrastructure to be completely rebuilt, that 

would absolutely destroy unemployment too.

3/22/2020 9:54:19 PM awakeningthe17 NO not one bit

3/22/2020 9:54:21 PM lmb99 How about we use all the toilet paper 🧻 being hoarded. One square=$1 ($2 if 2ply)

3/22/2020 9:54:24 PM ehack55 These numbers don't apply... it's all manufactured

3/22/2020 9:54:48 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1241580776400883712?s=21 …

3/22/2020 9:55:17 PM pugmom2va Sounds good except the 23T payoff part.

3/22/2020 9:55:21 PM j_d_abercrombie Sorry for assuming you were an atheist by making a juvenile attack on something with just making fun of "he used a bible verse". Have you ever read 

the Ephesians verse we refer to as "The Full Armor of God"? Conservative, meaning Christian, right? God believer? God denier?

3/22/2020 9:55:47 PM awakeningthe17 You need to prove he not that my friend is thinking for yourself 

What I believe is mine alone but I will be free to Express myself freely 

How about you? Make sense.

3/22/2020 9:56:06 PM t_hayden07 When you're a PUBLISHER, different laws apply to you.

3/22/2020 9:56:22 PM redapplepol Garbage

3/22/2020 9:56:28 PM qsp1racy Reasoning with troll accounts...

#EnergyVampireFeeding101

3/22/2020 9:56:30 PM j_d_abercrombie no Q person would flippantly toss the most used Q post a verse from the bible to try to keep some nobody from claiming to be Q fifteen minutes less... 

if he's fake he'll fall, if he's legit he's got an army to lead. Step back and stand down.

3/22/2020 9:56:35 PM turbo7773 To me if God is in full and if the Q movement is his plan the no doubt he wins. The has already stated so. That's what matters to me! Read revelations 

people. I'm not claiming now is the moment mentioned in revelations. We don't know the time or hour, but Jesse will return!

3/22/2020 9:56:38 PM awakeningthe17 We don't want any money but the ones that do well let's see where that road goes at the end of this great awakening. Just sayin

3/22/2020 9:56:38 PM mongrelglory Thank @n7guardiananon

He posted the link!

3/22/2020 9:56:54 PM redapplepol What ?

3/22/2020 9:57:25 PM jadedl Do the SPlRlTUAL WHlTE B0Y accounts exist?

3/22/2020 9:57:29 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/woREsXlsOJ

3/22/2020 9:57:56 PM awakeningthe17 Sometimes the truth hurts and also it may frighten us. Before we believe

3/22/2020 9:58:06 PM ehack55 Don't hold your breath! "They" don't eat from the same trough as we do...

3/22/2020 9:58:11 PM kodiaksean We’ll see who it is soon. Trump is taking down the human trafficking EVIL.

3/22/2020 9:58:29 PM deplorable369 Q never left the chans. 8Chan was deplatformed by the ISPs after supposed manifestos of gunmen were posted. As soon as 8kun (8chan) came online 

Q returned.  Q still hasn’t posted outside of 8kun. If you believe otherwise, you’re being played.

3/22/2020 9:58:33 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart 

Hey U guys think he is writing up a proposal to sell it?

Oh his handlers took care it allready ok.  https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1241370493682208769 … pic.twitter.com/gnl6G2hsoA



3/22/2020 9:58:37 PM j_d_abercrombie WE SHOWED YOU PROOF A DOZEN TIMES, YOU DON'T ACCEPT IT AS PROOF WE GOT IT. NOW KINDLY STEP BACK AND STAND DOWN. 

@AustinSteinbart #QClownOps #ClownOps #C_A

3/22/2020 9:58:39 PM whoknew37728651 You do not seem to realize that even Jesus is a Jew! You hate Jews so much. He is not only the King of The Jews. But the King of kings. Jesus is the 

Christ, The Messiah, Lord, Master, Savior & Liver of my soul & all who repent. So if certain Jews repent what happens?

3/22/2020 9:58:48 PM upset_american The ELITES ELIXIR

3/22/2020 9:59:16 PM singularitygg No. Black hat op that was co-opted by white hats.

3/22/2020 9:59:16 PM ehack55 Irrelevant,  not worthless...

3/22/2020 9:59:25 PM restorativna8ur If he is Q, our movement would lost credibility.. NSA is q team. Not dia

3/22/2020 9:59:27 PM just_mr_nobody That's to bad. It's unfortunate they think we're that stupid.

3/22/2020 9:59:39 PM schmidtay3 ARE YOU EFFING SERIOUS???? Please tell me you don’t believe this. You’ve gone to the dark side.

3/22/2020 9:59:43 PM fritzingeradam I said strongly agree pic.twitter.com/BWqUN9xHpn

3/22/2020 9:59:58 PM ehack55 #TheGreatAwakening

3/22/2020 10:00:19 PM restorativna8ur Thanks wasnt enough proof. Bro. It doesmt prove he is Q. Lol. Yall lookimg loke the clowns

3/22/2020 10:00:50 PM whoknew37728651 Lover of my soul, More than a Brother. My Abba, Father...and same for Whomsoever believes in Him. Sephardic, Ashkenaski, even if a Muslim repents 

or backslidden ANYONE!

3/22/2020 10:00:55 PM n7guardiananon lol...no need for thanks ... please spread it far and wild if it resonates with you.

3/22/2020 10:01:17 PM tashalee01 I may not have a popular opinion on this one but here it goes and yes I'm expecting some hate....I fully believe in God but I dont fully believe in the 

bible. My soul has always had issues with what was taught in church. The last few years we have learned that we've been taught..

3/22/2020 10:01:21 PM redapplepol According to @scrippsresearch the #Covid_19 was NOT genetically engineered in a lab by any scientists.

The disease comes from bats & became a pathogen either in animals or in humans. If animals we will see more new strain outbreaks If pathogen 

developed in humans can control beta

3/22/2020 10:01:23 PM charpier3 Damn! You changed the order. My bad. I don't give a tinkers cuss what others think of me. Though it does hurt sometimes, I'm proud to be me and 

stick to my guns.

3/22/2020 10:02:18 PM the_loveoflight He originally started on 4chan Oct 2017...he left 4chan

3/22/2020 10:02:30 PM sacred_forest1 Reading that was confusing lol

3/22/2020 10:03:23 PM qsp1racy I had no choice but to report the fake account as fake.

He will wake up to no account pic.twitter.com/UGVAki8Xcb

3/22/2020 10:03:29 PM just_mr_nobody They won't miss out on it. Everything will be televised during the "sit down" that will take place when all this is over. Everybody will be given evidence 

beyond a reasonable doubt about the lies and corruption that has taken place. Plus there are anons who have trained for this.

3/22/2020 10:03:32 PM fritzingeradam What is your profession? pic.twitter.com/eq39yqffoa

3/22/2020 10:04:01 PM charpier3 The more violent, the more exhilarating, but kit would be easier to bury my head. Becoming wiser.

3/22/2020 10:04:03 PM the_loveoflight 4chan and 8chan aren't by the same owners...he left the original place for "comms"

I have no 100% conclusions just passing the info patriot!

Doing my part, you decide for yourself

3/22/2020 10:04:14 PM tashalee01 Lies on almost every front so why fully believe in what has been translated by possibly corrupted people. I think the church has used the bible to 

control the people and keep us fearful. God is love and I dont feel I should fear him

3/22/2020 10:04:22 PM riversm18 3:12:22

3/22/2020 10:04:24 PM deplorable369 There isn’t a need to. This is just like David Koresh claiming to be Jesus Christ returned to Earth.  He had his followers but ultimately they paid a heavy 

price.  Same for Jim Jones and his followers. I don’t need Austin telling me anything.  I can do my own research.

3/22/2020 10:04:26 PM whoknew37728651 Bahahaha Dexx the dirty little beetle that can't leave his parents basement...100 followers? Squish you bot!!!

3/22/2020 10:04:38 PM computerrace do you have any idea what a bot is? AI bot, programmed bot, humanoid bot? bots like tw itter c read

3/22/2020 10:04:45 PM charpier3 Facts and evidence sway my opinions.

3/22/2020 10:04:46 PM redapplepol Although @scrippsresearch claims #Covid_19 was not in their opinion created in a lab it could’ve been found in nature & multiplied in a lab

Nobody knows yet. 

The CCP would cheerfully allow a few thousand deaths of its citizens if it meant it could spread #coronavirus aroundWorld

3/22/2020 10:04:59 PM justinrothling Whoaaaa!!!! An actual bottle

3/22/2020 10:05:19 PM mongrelglory I believe MJ-12 answered that question a long time ago, saying "no".

3/22/2020 10:06:14 PM jackoneilltime1 Thank you @KachinaGTTO 

And yes...why this film??? 

Lets dig!!! pic.twitter.com/0K3Ld3N4x9

3/22/2020 10:06:33 PM visualsofomar That is what many religions do, make us fear and denounce anyone who holds a different belief. I dislike that.

3/22/2020 10:06:43 PM edina3535 It's interesting to me the synchronicity and how unique each person's path is to the same/similar information.  I came at this independent of you and 

am happy to discover what you found, as well.  Harmonic connections. 💞

3/22/2020 10:06:46 PM sdane8 Isn't that an MMPI question?  LOL I've taken it twice in my lifetime and both time the most prominent interpretation was "has trouble with authority 

figures." I could have told them that: #9 of 12 children. 😂 I've finally found my sea legs at 50+!

3/22/2020 10:06:55 PM doorbell_q that is a hell of a plan mj. good shit

3/22/2020 10:06:59 PM computerrace do you have any idea what a bot is? AI bot, programmed bot, humanoid bot? bots like twitter who sense? Identity bots? ad sense bots? market chat 

bots?

3/22/2020 10:07:04 PM terryhk1carter Here is an article with some great information. https://gabio.org/georgias-front-lines-in-the-global-fight-against-coronavirus-covid-19/ …

3/22/2020 10:07:16 PM dms1911 More ?

3/22/2020 10:07:53 PM deplorable369 You are correct. He left 4chan because it was compromised. Look back at his drops.

3/22/2020 10:08:04 PM c_morece But it backfired and is wiping out the Chinese population

3/22/2020 10:08:29 PM jadedl Thank you.

3/22/2020 10:08:58 PM tresjolie58 Me too!!! For all the lost and innocent souls....

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #DeepStatePedosBurnInHell

3/22/2020 10:09:08 PM the_loveoflight I'm on the same boat as you and since have found alot of truths in the spiritual world. I believe Jesus did exist and God is real but they've just distorted 

the word and created religion to control the masses and hide the real truth of the Light beings we are!

3/22/2020 10:09:14 PM mongrelglory It will be a shock for elderly people who remember WW2 and made great sacrifices, many of them devout Catholics, to learn about the deception and 

crimes of the State and Church. 😔

3/22/2020 10:09:22 PM vectom2 FROM BEYOND BASED ON HP LOVECRAFT SHORT STORY. DIFFERENT GLAND (PINEAL) BUT JUST AS CREEPY. THE PLASMA OF RECOVERED COVID 19 

PATIENTS MIGHT CREATE ANOTHER BLACK MARKET FOR THESE VAMPIRES OF OUR SOCIETY. pic.twitter.com/qZwVCZoHL1

3/22/2020 10:09:29 PM tashalee01 That said I believe God would not destroy his prized creation. I have full faith in his plan and do not fear the end of times

3/22/2020 10:09:48 PM upallnight39 Bots. Sweety if u wanna see my dick just ask



3/22/2020 10:10:58 PM mongrelglory I suppose at that point, a lot of the liars in the MSM will have been removed or indicted for their crimes, so hopefully at that point the TV and 

newspapers will report things truthfully.

3/22/2020 10:11:09 PM visualsofomar That's breathtaking... 😇 pic.twitter.com/x3qZNOWUpp

3/22/2020 10:11:15 PM fishbonker66 Looks like a corona

3/22/2020 10:11:16 PM kachinagtto Further on in thread

 https://t.co/oyw5j7U7qW  https://twitter.com/mongrelglory/status/1241950759853477895?s=21 …

3/22/2020 10:11:25 PM n7guardiananon 😁😁😁 It is nice to make these connections...💞💞💞

3/22/2020 10:11:32 PM darrahsfriend Sooo good ha ha!

3/22/2020 10:12:52 PM ziastatepatriot So basically... Both black hats and white hats are in the Q movement to defeat the Cabal...

But one side doesn't want to come to terms, because they are in it for their own gain

[Game Of Thrones]

@LisaMei62

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@Jordan_Sather_

@intheMatrixxx

@M2Madness pic.twitter.com/N7FYjSnYjv
3/22/2020 10:13:24 PM redapplepol You forgot CCP🇨🇳money for #Biden son the drug addict

3/22/2020 10:14:16 PM beatsbyblaine They are desperate pic.twitter.com/SjfEDDmYU0

3/22/2020 10:14:18 PM courtneyspace17 Well I don't want to get all homicidal on people...

3/22/2020 10:14:41 PM the_loveoflight So it's possible, there are some dots that connect 🤷🏻♂️

Til he's outed let's do our anon thing, the last thing we want is for it to be real and us blindly reject it. Keep an open mind and just research, even larps 

tell truths that can be useful! https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241940204010823690?s=21 …

3/22/2020 10:15:24 PM tashalee01 Jim Jones was not what you think...do some research and youd be appalled

3/22/2020 10:15:38 PM sdane8 I actually listen more carefully to people I don't care for because a) I know I already have a dislike that might taint my opinion and I want to be fair, and 

b) they sometimes actually have good things to say, even if I disagree. Principles before personalities.

3/22/2020 10:15:52 PM terryhk1carter No, God does not live in the same way we do, but he is not dead. We are limited in form by molecular structures, and we are limited in communication 

by language. God has no limits. We can’t understand that. No beginning, no end. Our lack of God is from being distracted. He IS!

3/22/2020 10:15:58 PM snakejackal Blind men and the elephant.  Is MJ12 also one of the blind men in the galactic scales? pic.twitter.com/rFCXlYDWKp

3/22/2020 10:16:45 PM c_morece I would think way more but 30T probably has a duel meaning.

3/22/2020 10:16:50 PM jrocktigers ⚡😂⚡😂⚡😂🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

3/22/2020 10:18:28 PM pthor3 This is alarming...thoughts anyone?

@RealMattCouch

@FollowThe17

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IPOT1776 

Someone provide some insight plz...its he a mole? Or white hat puppet? https://twitter.com/sharonstone/status/1240787433769189376 …

3/22/2020 10:18:29 PM natewalters7 Wow, all people are the same but different

3/22/2020 10:19:26 PM just_mr_nobody Yes, unfortunately it will be. That's why we are here though. We have gone down the rabbit hole, went through our time of being shocked, prepared 

ourselves through training and research and are now ready to comfort them and help them understand, cope and move on to new beginnings

3/22/2020 10:19:39 PM sparkleloung Problem is I’m too triggered (repulsed) by his body language and speech pattern that I have to shut him off.  Is that a bad thing?

3/22/2020 10:19:47 PM tashalee01 And judging by quite a few of your posts you have poor spelling skills....just saying

3/22/2020 10:20:04 PM jackoneilltime1 Time to make a meme :)

3/22/2020 10:20:11 PM sdane8 Trolls

3/22/2020 10:20:50 PM 71_charger i thought it was for AdWords and advertising 

and also to promote propaganda narratives .

3/22/2020 10:21:00 PM restorativna8ur Im on my phone and have big fingers.. lol. Petty muxh.

3/22/2020 10:21:11 PM monokrome Well, they created "moments" to do the same thing. So, I hope people aren't surprised.

3/22/2020 10:21:22 PM sdane8 Rats, I voted wrong 😂

3/22/2020 10:21:35 PM restorativna8ur Telling by your posts, youre just another fake account for Austin. Lol. Clowns

3/22/2020 10:21:59 PM world_veritas YouTube’r that shared this did not source it, other than to say he feels kinda sorry for the poor kid. pic.twitter.com/5RkijWC9Xl

3/22/2020 10:22:01 PM computerrace im a human who got taken by financial pattern learning then turned into a chatbot with the same data, more than i can imagine could use my mind as 

source, its basically Google creating AI by using bank data which is protected and of course its pure human source, but free

3/22/2020 10:22:09 PM tashalee01 I just dont like your condescending attitude

3/22/2020 10:23:01 PM world_veritas  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDl9ebgRAhU&feature=youtu.be … at approx 11:00 in

3/22/2020 10:24:14 PM laurabusse Whoa...

Fascinating subject

Have been wondering what's really been going on...

Interesting interview last night of Corey Goode by James Gilliland

Corey is suing all these ppl up the wazoo

It's clear from what you posted that Corey is right

It was a coordinated smear campaign

3/22/2020 10:24:31 PM countrygrl2 NESARA 🙌🏼🥰💎

3/22/2020 10:24:49 PM restorativna8ur Have you seen how Jeff and others have threatened me for asking for proof? Grow up.

3/22/2020 10:25:09 PM upallnight39 Dats cool we lyyyke ur type pic.twitter.com/TYuPgj47ZM

3/22/2020 10:25:37 PM nurseniceyes He's got this.

3/22/2020 10:25:52 PM werthenewsnow I've heard of St. Germaine Trust (probably spelled wrong)

3/22/2020 10:26:01 PM tashalee01 👍

3/22/2020 10:26:06 PM sdane8 Argh! I hit the wrong button again. 😡 I think it's much more than that

3/22/2020 10:26:08 PM the_loveoflight And now look at this 🤡 when I sent him those pictures! pic.twitter.com/GZAEOeCwtO

3/22/2020 10:26:16 PM jackoneilltime1 Interesting scene

@LoneStarParson @KachinaGTTO @MongrelGlory pic.twitter.com/ue8FIEoEQb

3/22/2020 10:26:30 PM ziastatepatriot I totally agree, they all have put in their work and it should be acknowledged. But this movement is about the message not feelings! I just hope both 

sides can come together to defeat this [virus] [cabal]...

"Very fine people on both sides." - Trump

3/22/2020 10:26:31 PM restorativna8ur Clowns..



3/22/2020 10:27:45 PM nurseniceyes What is it? Give us a hint... I think I know, but... I could also be wrong.

3/22/2020 10:27:50 PM corn_hole @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Tinfoil Hat is a Majestic Podcast. Forever loyal to the foil!  pic.twitter.com/qrW54SKPCU

3/22/2020 10:28:49 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/t16BKTSWal

3/22/2020 10:29:17 PM the_loveoflight 🤷🏻♂️ pic.twitter.com/rdUm8s4Inl

3/22/2020 10:29:37 PM nurseniceyes I think more like a group consciousness eval...

3/22/2020 10:29:57 PM arlt1 Yes I just tried to reply to James woods and was blocked

3/22/2020 10:30:02 PM ravisingkeegan Why should you or would you?

3/22/2020 10:30:18 PM tina_mc_g They're misleading people who are going to feel foolish when the Storm Happens. And I can feel the thunder rumbling now! 🇺🇸 #QAnon

@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 10:30:23 PM nea_storm 30 T USD did you write? Interesting amount to those Who really know where the amount actually came from: pic.twitter.com/VU2H4AgM5I

3/22/2020 10:31:07 PM sdane8 👍

3/22/2020 10:31:09 PM ben19394231 Ah crap, wrong button, I was supposed to push  'why are you doubting yourself now, we're nearly there'

3/22/2020 10:31:41 PM rsm28675996 si

3/22/2020 10:31:51 PM nurseniceyes All of the above.

3/22/2020 10:32:00 PM deplorable369 I know exactly what he was, which is why I mentioned him.

3/22/2020 10:32:13 PM willma2005 #NESARA this keep coming hit mee

3/22/2020 10:32:16 PM leonard56044791 I like this scenario. Space or spacial? I don't believe in outer space.

3/22/2020 10:32:24 PM restorativna8ur They are clowns. They roll in packs. Little groupies. All their posts are mostly austin. Clowns

3/22/2020 10:32:59 PM dirtyth3 Right buy airlines stock and oil stock.....

3/22/2020 10:33:16 PM virginialouelle That sounds like a very possible scenario. 😊

3/22/2020 10:33:22 PM wok68 He is a fraud!

3/22/2020 10:33:31 PM sdane8 I hope the church can be salvaged. Millions around the world will be devastated and need structure and comfort more than ever. 😪 When a house is 

afire you try to squelch the flames and then rebuild; you don't generally raze the building.

3/22/2020 10:33:53 PM trusterplan Do you mean:

-Do they have the ability to print "money"

Or

-Their printing of money will get us out of this economic crisis

I agree with question 1, disagree with question 2

3/22/2020 10:34:13 PM tina_mc_g You don't sound like you belong on the Q-train. We anons look out for each other. Q sent me. #QAnon

@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 10:34:31 PM sdane8 Care to share?

3/22/2020 10:34:55 PM jeffrey_paramo @realDonaldTrump

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/FollowQanon/status/1241957158666883073 …

3/22/2020 10:35:02 PM tina_mc_g #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 10:35:19 PM deplorable369 In other words, be careful whom you follow.

3/22/2020 10:35:45 PM eman1292 Me too. Nothing's on time in combat. Have to be at the objective by 0900? Nope, just hit an IED. Have to wait for EOD & QRF. Timeline pushed.

3/22/2020 10:35:46 PM ravisingkeegan Yes and no. He said wait till monday and Austin needs to tell us what has happened first..

Still i sent a question, since the goal is to flood their email and ability to provide service.

3/22/2020 10:36:49 PM nurseniceyes No.

3/22/2020 10:36:53 PM jake4191 That's where the $ is right?

3/22/2020 10:36:53 PM universalrisin Is the director that is instructing you The Domain?

3/22/2020 10:37:33 PM janey634 It is. Do not do it.

3/22/2020 10:37:40 PM sdane8 Strongly agree 😂

3/22/2020 10:37:48 PM earth_pupil That's what I thought....I pulled up the Q posts and counted more than 144

3/22/2020 10:38:14 PM dtitland If you combine the text in brackets from both posts, you get, [US][risk][th][i][s][w][e][e][k].

US risk this week.

3/22/2020 10:38:17 PM cocopuffster12 Would someone please give me the format to search old MJ12 tweets. I would like to look up the 2012 timeline change info, and more. Thank you in 

advance!!

3/22/2020 10:38:21 PM sdane8 It seems that may be the case.

3/22/2020 10:38:34 PM jklo1611 Seems we would want the gold.

3/22/2020 10:39:13 PM nurseniceyes That is for you to decide.

3/22/2020 10:39:19 PM ejinfamous You completely forgot about people directly affected by human trafficking.  Damages should also be trillions.  A lot of new wealth will be available to 

invest in the new economy.

3/22/2020 10:39:25 PM diaptera_80 The last proof about ”armour of God” was pretty cool. Why do you even trust Q? He doesn’t even give you a face or a name on the q boards.

3/22/2020 10:39:49 PM j_d_abercrombie All Austin asks, all we who are convinced ask, is that you observe, question, dig, bring forth data and evidence, allow peer review and open discussion, 

perhaps really figure out Q just Proved himself "on 8Kun" a bit more than 24 hours ago + Austin's vid = Armor of God.

3/22/2020 10:40:12 PM the_loveoflight From:ts_sci_majic12 

So to search 2012 you just add it at the end

From:ts_sci_majic12 2012

3/22/2020 10:40:50 PM smmmote Heck yeah

3/22/2020 10:40:54 PM batespm4abbey How much do Sabbatean-Frankists cult have worldwide ???

3/22/2020 10:41:13 PM batespm4abbey  https://youtu.be/8XoDq1Ve8E4 

3/22/2020 10:41:14 PM j_d_abercrombie And largely just give a little space to see this out. Remember we are brothers and sister in the same fight. Don't fight against us. Don't stand in our 

way. Do not without evidence put up slanderous attempts to "slow the growth" or "stand up for the Q community" and let it stand

3/22/2020 10:41:35 PM the_loveoflight He's even said to look into him, which if he were a larp you wouldn't really do. He asked to request a FOIA recently aswell on a certain call.

3/22/2020 10:41:42 PM sdane8 It sounds just like them to do something so diabolical and cover their tracks at the same time. The weird coded videos they're putting out - I thought 

they were all allegedly quarantined (i.e house arrest) but it sounds like they may have all tested positive?

,

3/22/2020 10:42:05 PM adele56073533 There goes the Mormons. They'll be freaking out over this.

3/22/2020 10:42:13 PM ericsteelelive That many copies I guess now you know! 😉

3/22/2020 10:42:19 PM j_d_abercrombie on it's own, and everyone decide for themselves. We, if wrong, don't endanger this community unless it's filled with a bunch of same ole same ole 

bandwagoneers that lost the original spirit, it's not just conspiracy theorists and hackers and miscreants and other autists anymore..



3/22/2020 10:42:32 PM johnoutbakjak Now I know MJ12 is a larp.

3/22/2020 10:42:46 PM finfan122 WTF is wrong with her??? Such ridiculous comments.  Good and abusers should never be in the same sentence.  Maybe shes talking from 

experience???? VERY disturbing words!!@@

3/22/2020 10:42:49 PM tina_mc_g "Be careful who you follow."

We owe it to people to prepare them for the coming Storm. It's won't be easy 4 everyone. Fake anons doling out false info isn't going to help and just 

letting it pass is not what Q wants. #Q @realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 10:43:00 PM drewdickson58 @John_F_Kennnedy pic.twitter.com/SewdGJwKz2

3/22/2020 10:43:47 PM j_d_abercrombie In that case a little "tearing of the fabric" will be good, test us. Don't kill us makes us stronger. If we are right, in this suggested strategy change, you 

would just super stoked with the rest of us and we can hold hands and sing coombayah and roast marshies.... but...

3/22/2020 10:44:06 PM missund79512530 😩

3/22/2020 10:44:22 PM tina_mc_g Get on the Q-train or GTFO. Q sent me.

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 10:45:03 PM j_d_abercrombie just to be very clear... we believe Austin is Q. You need to put your feet in our shoes, right or wrong, know we have every bit as much fire in our gut to 

protect Q and work FOR Q, not against, as you if you found yourself with such "crazy beliefs"

3/22/2020 10:45:28 PM the_loveoflight Yes becareful who you follow means this

 

PAYtriots who want to make a profit off the movement and who want you to believe their opinions. pic.twitter.com/rlwvfoWZIN

3/22/2020 10:45:50 PM stoneturnr Your new banner image led me to this fascinating video. Talks about the 25920 year cycles of Earth, power of 369, frequency being used to kill viruses, 

weaponization of cell towers and more. Awesome! #GreatAwakening https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdppV4uU62Q …

3/22/2020 10:46:46 PM j_d_abercrombie This community once the backchannel is gone (never will be another Q drop, the last one the other day is it, I'll wager any  amount of money and give 

you 3 months...), does not have to rely on the "comms" of the channels. Comms have changed. Direct. Public. Q decided, ordersNshit

3/22/2020 10:46:55 PM realsparkyparks Italy?

3/22/2020 10:46:56 PM xvgafrica I thought no virus just a why to explain house arrest?

3/22/2020 10:47:22 PM the_loveoflight When you ask for the truth and it gets sent to you, a real truther wouldn't act like this! pic.twitter.com/DLibFGUrqU

3/22/2020 10:47:45 PM nea_storm 36 T of National Debt was historically Paid Out Oct 6, 2018 & the 4 T Stimulus package is coming out of other funding provided in the Quadrillions that 

included designated funding for the Space Force & more for Armed Forces Dec 2018: What heinous Deceptions are people up to Now? 

pic.twitter.com/YiCUidqgCk

3/22/2020 10:48:01 PM tashalee01 Well said and thanQ Jeff ❤️

3/22/2020 10:48:20 PM vancouverdtjb Yes, research DUMBS

3/22/2020 10:49:26 PM shaigaichan ありがとうございます🙏お疲れさまです☕️

3/22/2020 10:50:00 PM postelleallyson Yes.

3/22/2020 10:50:02 PM the_loveoflight All from today btw! But his website pic which he took down awhile back after being called out

Be careful who you follow!

👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻

Bad move J$ pic.twitter.com/Ri8T8SIi4r

3/22/2020 10:50:24 PM laurabusse Muting is preferable to blocking

IMHO

3/22/2020 10:50:43 PM gi6stars I follow #Qanon and #POTUS

3/22/2020 10:50:56 PM deplorablicious @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are both enemies

They are not who they say they are  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241915014291828736 …

3/22/2020 10:51:50 PM howdoyoumakeah1 It can, in the short term.  But what about the long run? pic.twitter.com/zTiWzD0f2W

3/22/2020 10:52:21 PM earth_pupil You're saying this dude is put out there because they had to dumb down Q for the Zombies?

3/22/2020 10:52:25 PM realsparkyparks #SaveTheChildren https://exposingpedovore.wordpress.com/2019/02/22/adrenochrome-associated-with/ …

3/22/2020 10:52:26 PM lindawarnock3 I'm hearing lots of weird cyber stories.

3/22/2020 10:52:32 PM j_d_abercrombie Mission has changed. Do you know what our "Nerdy IT guy" (that curiously every iii'er-punisher-skull-avatar tough guy in the Q movement thinks they 

can stomp? "the real Q would kick my ass" I swear I think one guy almost said that) said our current mission would be after DATTO?

3/22/2020 10:52:55 PM j_d_abercrombie no, I feel rotten for it.

3/22/2020 10:53:10 PM italianmom555 I strongly agree but we could all use 15k each just sayin😉☺

3/22/2020 10:53:20 PM cheddarbo twitter is a publisher. I actually read the updated terms of service pic.twitter.com/2QglvsqQKc

3/22/2020 10:54:06 PM cocopuffster12 Love it “that ruled” past tense. Glorious!!!

3/22/2020 10:54:42 PM carroll_322  pic.twitter.com/gIGTywRNrg

3/22/2020 10:54:48 PM ptamait I agree he is an entertaining qpharisee. I think he gets his formulas made for him or he buys the ingredients, so he is more owner.

3/22/2020 10:54:55 PM j_d_abercrombie We are supposed to be on Cloud9 together, stoked, energized, united... that's what the models said... but... look around you. And our task with all that 

unity was to form an unstoppable core at the charge of all TrumpMAGA2020 peeps to reach out, across ideological lines...

3/22/2020 10:55:04 PM earth_pupil D6? Oh boy, I'm afraid to ask.....link me to this D6 please

3/22/2020 10:55:05 PM cocopuffster12 Hilarious 😂 🤣😂

3/22/2020 10:55:32 PM carroll_322  https://twitter.com/ROHLL5/status/1241900290783109121?s=09 …

3/22/2020 10:55:50 PM carroll_322  https://twitter.com/redpill_beena/status/1241873952944734209?s=19 …

3/22/2020 10:56:19 PM carroll_322 Surgeon Gen said Dont Eat Blood 3x.

3/22/2020 10:56:35 PM cocopuffster12 Total trick question, and I answered too quickly!

3/22/2020 10:56:45 PM j_d_abercrombie ...and bring this nation together one last, Great, YUUUGE time.. but no. I've got to type out novels to people supposed to be smarter and more 

important (the QPharisees, PAYtriots) and better "decoders" to get them to see what should be a 30 sec "Austin is Q proof"

3/22/2020 10:57:15 PM nikoscali Not racism... History. Pay attention you might learn something.

3/22/2020 10:58:24 PM deplorable369 And don’t spread misinformation.

3/22/2020 10:58:31 PM mwvtimes So anyone that doesn't agree with your worldly view is a shill. Exactly how Democrats behave...hmmm....

3/22/2020 10:58:42 PM j_d_abercrombie ...The Full Armor of God. Know this, @AustinSteinbart has been girding himself with that Ephesians verse most of his life. He's bare minimum a 

dangerous, immunity possessing hacker with DIA cred or DEEP STATE cover (from a rational fence sitter's pov) = I wouldn't fuck with him.

3/22/2020 10:59:09 PM mehdishahi71 ؛ کرونا شاید   در جهان و همینطور سطح کشور های درگب 
ی

دگ کت های بزرگ ازجمله گیتس، گسب  ده رؤسای شر  کرونا، استعفای گسب  یم با توجه به سطح نخبه کسیر این احتمال را هم در نظر بگب 

با شکست گلوبالیست ها بیماری به شعت فروکش کنه, جنگ ملی گرایان و گلوبالیست ها باشه، احتمال بعدی

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/22/2020 11:00:17 PM j_d_abercrombie If i were you. And we are his little padawan learners. I know I wouldn't wanna run into myself playing my opposite on this... we little Nobody's are 

kinda... Gritty. Grittier than most. I wouldn't keep poking us and "beliefs" if I were you, just saying man.

3/22/2020 11:00:51 PM myname71441768 Why do the people of the United States always come in last? Bank bailouts, car bailouts, bankers and politicians short positions or long on insider 

trading. 911, War, Stock market infusions, Real Estate hurt So many. Why are we the people last?

3/22/2020 11:01:12 PM ausanon369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn PLEASE HELP US REMOVE @DanielAndrewsMP

3/22/2020 11:02:15 PM ziastatepatriot Things that make you go hmmm🤔 pic.twitter.com/PHWYYu2HpK



3/22/2020 11:02:49 PM realeyethespy Neither MJ or I make any money so take us out of that category 😹

3/22/2020 11:04:10 PM italianmom555 Probably more

3/22/2020 11:04:13 PM tina_mc_g He's a fraud. I'm sorry.

Q is "anon"  for a reason; worse than drug dealers would like him dead.

He uses secret comms to drop clues to a digital army.

Q is busy restoring our country & removing the Global Elite.

#Q #WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 11:04:29 PM april99341937 Ok I WILL!

3/22/2020 11:04:51 PM j_d_abercrombie Name one misinformation. Cut and paste it. What you just did there, if no copy and paste, is LIE. Live up to your name, sure. Be my guest. Man who 

speaks through both sides of mouth.

3/22/2020 11:05:05 PM neotribal55 I had followed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 in the past for some odd reason. Have been trying to unfollow for ages and it kept coming on my feed until I had to 

block. Is that happening to others ?

3/22/2020 11:05:26 PM the_loveoflight Hmm is right 🤔 pic.twitter.com/JV5v9y6rpk

3/22/2020 11:06:11 PM johnoutbakjak Nothing to be learned from Baby Q.

This MJ12 account must have a virus?

3/22/2020 11:08:25 PM cocopuffster12 Am I comprehending this one properly. Double check with others before you speak??

3/22/2020 11:09:44 PM ruseriousrtnw Who is BabyQ?

3/22/2020 11:09:48 PM nikoscali He said a router configuration was from Luke AFB and it didn't contain ANY military IP addresses, he posted photos of him at Luke AFB that are 

OBVIOUSLY doctored, he said a commercial datacenter had "Military" security, what else you want to know??

3/22/2020 11:10:21 PM gi6stars BIGLY! BASTARDS. 

Take them all Down! 

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening #ThePlan #Qanon #SaveTheChildren #stopsextrafficing #PedoGate #SexTrafficking #pedovore #satanic #demon 

#moloch #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren #SaveTheChildren #COVIDー19

3/22/2020 11:11:16 PM the_loveoflight The glamis research we did 2 month ago

Let me know what you think!

There are alot of comments/proofs in different areas within the original thread so look for it all pls 

https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241924699610853376?s=21 …

3/22/2020 11:11:28 PM upallnight39 #twitterded

#poiblish0pr0p0SwATTrRr

#freerayngeIAIgrayyyze pic.twitter.com/nS3ZdtykIw

3/22/2020 11:11:31 PM tina_mc_g And it looks like the Storm is... almost...here! Big things happening. How are you going to feel when your @AustinSteinbart turns out to be a fake and 

you're left standing there like a fool. While real anons are celebrating Victory? He's a con artist.

3/22/2020 11:11:37 PM sc89126024 Can or should?

3/22/2020 11:12:07 PM luverley And what about those of us who were trafficked and tortured by the deep state.  Some of that money is selling ME FOR SEXUAL SERVICES.

3/22/2020 11:12:13 PM laurabusse Who strongly disagreed and why???!!!

3/22/2020 11:13:04 PM j_d_abercrombie Don't like direct, not hidden comms from DIA in general, huh? Reject Q, when DIA can direct comm, reject them, even as they try to sneak back in to 

expose you to the DC side of this White Hat Operation... yes, everyone has problems with Majic12, they are DIA. Send them a thank u

3/22/2020 11:13:10 PM johnoutbakjak Someone claiming to be Q.

@AustinSteinbart  can’t help you beyond that as the fraud blocked me.

3/22/2020 11:13:21 PM wavyavibes “The power is in the blood of Christ” that saying is sadistic.

3/22/2020 11:14:19 PM the_right_half Skippy #Podesta  death by electric chair for the misery of the screaming child on video!

3/22/2020 11:15:07 PM ak_dwelling That debt is owed to whom? Fictional money printed on paper and cloth.

3/22/2020 11:15:30 PM ruseriousrtnw Ah yes, well aware of him. I wasn't aware he had been named BabyQ 😂😂.

3/22/2020 11:15:32 PM peterkasen 🧠 the more you know. Thanks for the post!!

3/22/2020 11:15:40 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Dis da answer  https://twitter.com/SheilaAbrams5/status/1241965544439414784 …

3/22/2020 11:15:55 PM j_d_abercrombie Yeah, I almost believe you have nothing to do with that. I'm starting to think you are seriously a really unhappy person who doesn't have a healthy 

relationship with a woman, probably regrets as many things in his life as I have... and your probably pretty miserable.

3/22/2020 11:15:59 PM tina_mc_g I don't know what he stands to gain from duping people like this aside from attention. Check out these anons: 

@X22Report @RedPill78 @Spaceshot76 @JustInformU @M2Madness @andweknow @prayingmedic 

These are good ones to start with and will lead you to others.

3/22/2020 11:16:10 PM sc89126024 My wote came out wrong ... Called ”crazy” all my life so probably care less than most.

3/22/2020 11:17:00 PM j_d_abercrombie I'm going to let you be. Your comments are so baseless and troll-cringe, I just feel all the steam of running around with the holy water and cross chasing 

your back and forth around the room is... pointless. You don't mean shit.

3/22/2020 11:17:11 PM cleantheheart what’s a larp?

3/22/2020 11:17:49 PM cleantheheart I follow a few of them. What’s the problem?

3/22/2020 11:18:06 PM norwegianpatri1 Been checking out the first guys videos. Still think he is a fraud of sorts, but damnit if his videos arent interesting. Imma follow that guy for fun

3/22/2020 11:18:27 PM cocopuffster12 I will come back to this one. I want to understand the ? 100% first.

3/22/2020 11:18:49 PM j_d_abercrombie Live Action Role Play, another way of saying some third party "false flag" operation, actors, spies, anyone but who they are supposed to be... does live 

action pretending to play a role... like if some stupid hackers were just doing Q as a prank... they would be pulling a LARP

3/22/2020 11:20:06 PM laurabusse Probably more actually

3/22/2020 11:20:51 PM madsrytter3 But I think they altered it from deadly to a small flu

3/22/2020 11:20:52 PM tina_mc_g 🤣🤣🤣 Oh, absolutely. But that's a bet I won't have to pay off on. Will you check out the anons I listed? It's only fair after after all? Maybe eat some 

crow yourself? Big event coming in April! Here's where you can find Q's drops: http://qmap.pub 

3/22/2020 11:21:02 PM j_d_abercrombie Tina, listen you are probably just a super lady. I bet everyone thinks a lot of you in your life. I just want to ask you one small favor, just for a few days, 

okay? Just let us present Austin as Q, let us fail, let us succeed, but please... don't actively push back against us.k?

3/22/2020 11:21:49 PM nea_storm There is far more transpiring in All of these very real relationships that has to do with energy that [they] have been obfuscating from mankind's 

Conscious awareness & stating it as Zero value, while requiring this energy to survive & Profiting from it historically & Galactically 

pic.twitter.com/bKZPDiISqG

3/22/2020 11:21:55 PM tina_mc_g 5:5

3/22/2020 11:22:15 PM cathrenmarksen Me too

3/22/2020 11:23:16 PM disfellocated  https://twitter.com/disfellocated/status/1238504464279109633?s=20 …

3/22/2020 11:23:56 PM awakeningangell Seriously, who "Strongly Disagrees" with that???

3/22/2020 11:24:12 PM jimericantweets Be careful who you follow.



3/22/2020 11:24:23 PM cocopuffster12 If I type LOL, it’s bc I chuckled out loud

3/22/2020 11:25:53 PM hellowo01390247  pic.twitter.com/lRTXfjtD2u

3/22/2020 11:26:08 PM truth_yhvh About 6 emails bounced back.

3/22/2020 11:26:12 PM duranraud Of course as long they keep selling the drugs to them. Fortunately this is the end. No more blood.

3/22/2020 11:26:29 PM theappraiser17 This is a well organized clown show.  Way to controlled, way to organized, way to many jumped on board to quickly.  Clown centers that specialize in 

this type of highly coordinated activity are behind this, I'm certain of that.  I don't personally know any anons who believe him.

3/22/2020 11:28:08 PM mavrik23994 Nailed it.

3/22/2020 11:28:46 PM j_d_abercrombie Let me introduce myself. Would you like a home visit/meet and greet set up? I live in Rome, GA, bout 60 miles from downtown ATL. I don't drink, 

though, don't buy in beers or anything for me. I'll bring my own unfluoridated homemade sweet tea or coffee, according to the weather...

3/22/2020 11:29:32 PM donotwonderwhy this guy is a fraud AZ state = Cia groupies  via John Mccain.  NO Q comm from other than 8Kun/chan he swears he is Q  LMAO

3/22/2020 11:29:34 PM truth_yhvh Sent

3/22/2020 11:29:38 PM madsrytter3 So it’s about the message Norge person (messenger)

3/22/2020 11:30:10 PM tina_mc_g A lot of these people probably aren't shills. They've just been taken in by one. Hopefully they mean well and we just have to reveal this fraud for what 

he is. I've been in touch with other anons. His name is getting around. #QAnon #WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

3/22/2020 11:30:24 PM truth_yhvh Official. DJT, our POTUS said it.

3/22/2020 11:31:02 PM tina_mc_g Agreed.

3/22/2020 11:31:04 PM bookendsbridges He is not ~Q"   he is ~Questioning everything outside of ~Q...

~Q sent me

~QBQL pic.twitter.com/dDaaWX4FRG

3/22/2020 11:31:04 PM j_d_abercrombie I only like to talk about conspiracy theories (baking bread) and current events that have to do with Trump winning bigly. I'm a staunch patriot. Married 

27 years,23 year old son died last sept 11 near Phoenix, AZ from a cartel fent tab overdose, the same YUMA trafficking corridor

3/22/2020 11:31:11 PM madsrytter3 I want to change my vote to strongly disagree

3/22/2020 11:31:16 PM donotwonderwhy you promote this JA .. unfollowed.  we knew the wheat and the shaft would soon seperate

3/22/2020 11:31:32 PM stormger prob way more

3/22/2020 11:31:46 PM terrancongito What National Debt? It’s a fraud. Nothing can come from a fraud and it shouldn’t be paid either. The pedophile cult are the ones who “own” the 

national debt. Why would you enable them with fresh cash?

3/22/2020 11:32:12 PM theappraiser17 A little jumpy?  Don't be so defensive.  People who aren't guilty don't jump so hard to defend an action.

3/22/2020 11:32:20 PM j_d_abercrombie @AustinSteinbart actively is fighting against (in the videos of his you refuse to watch). I have a 21 year old son, he's trading options with me for a living, 

and a 13 year old who is in 8th grade. We have two dogs and two cats, all of which are awesome. I'll be sure to share...

3/22/2020 11:32:23 PM donotwonderwhy he is a fake, a bad fake at that

3/22/2020 11:33:07 PM j_d_abercrombie ...oh, and my wife is battling stage 4 cancer. Anyway, enough about me, what's your story? I feel like I've known you forever already! So, you can say 

now... you personally know one of us.

3/22/2020 11:33:31 PM deplorable369 If Q goes on 8kun and says “I’m Austin” with the correct trip code then I will be the first in line to apologize.  That is the only proof I will accept to 

believe he is really Q.

3/22/2020 11:33:32 PM tcounas_evan Just to give some perspective... Rounded to 1st decimal: 1000 seconds=16.6 min, 100,000s=27.8hrs, 1,000,000s=11.6 days, 1,000,000,000s=31.7 years, 

quadrillion=31.7 Millenia or 31,700 yrs. Makes that 30T equivalent to approx 951 yrs

3/22/2020 11:33:37 PM scorpiopatriot RED PILL : TO BE HONEST EVERY COUNTRIES SLAVE DEBT SHOULD BE ELIMINATED . ITS BEEN BLOOD MONEY IN CIRCULATION .NOBODY SHOULD BE 

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SHIT THEY TANGLED ALL OF US UP INTO . NEW HEALTHY LEADERSHIPS A CLEAN SLATE TO BUILD OFF OF .THAT BE THE PUREST 

WAY TO GO. #WWG1WGA

3/22/2020 11:33:38 PM jollyrob2  https://t.co/dXWlwuSN1Z  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1241922637678424068?s=21 …

3/22/2020 11:33:58 PM smmmote Also it was an honor to be put on the same list as @AustinSteinbart  and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 😎

3/22/2020 11:33:59 PM truth_yhvh Some bounced back but used two other different emails from different tweets. Done!

3/22/2020 11:34:06 PM disfellocated Not your personal army. Seriously.

3/22/2020 11:34:10 PM theappraiser17 Hahahaha, tangible comms.  Wait 5 minutes and I'll type some code very similar, if not better.  Hahahahahaha

3/22/2020 11:34:35 PM donotwonderwhy anybody researched the guy   ud know pic.twitter.com/0Hq71cqcXC

3/22/2020 11:34:52 PM tting69ty I could use about $25,000.00. Just saying.    But I do Strongly agree.

3/22/2020 11:35:07 PM j_d_abercrombie You don't tell Q what terms he reveals himself to you. Your pride is ASTOUNDING. You'll learn the way he decides or you won't learn at all. You'll be 

scurrying around a dead movement of diehards that also like to chaperon high school dances in your 30's.. have at it.

3/22/2020 11:35:20 PM the_loveoflight He did! It was posted then quickly deleted....here's a screenshot pic.twitter.com/9yGRZhs4Bl

3/22/2020 11:35:37 PM truth_yhvh I said earlier that he was not sincere and appears to be a fraud. I apologize for that since I did not have proof!

3/22/2020 11:35:44 PM tting69ty The 3% must be part of the satanic cabal.

3/22/2020 11:36:17 PM jenaynayz and transmission complete pic.twitter.com/O9iYMlpVVl

3/22/2020 11:36:33 PM j_d_abercrombie meanwhile we have work to do, and you and this QInfluencer controlled narrative community are LITERALLY costing us precious time! The proof was 

dropped, you REFUSE to examine it, or we would NOT be having this convo, it would be much more enjoyable for both us...

3/22/2020 11:37:51 PM j_d_abercrombie Let me show you real quick? Take me FIVE MINUTES TO PROVE AUSTIN IS Q, you ready? Or wanna keep trying to push us around with nothing? Silence 

us with an imaginary ball gag of NOOUTSIDECOMSAUSTINBAD!

3/22/2020 11:37:54 PM truth_yhvh Absolutely believe this is real!!!

3/22/2020 11:37:54 PM the_loveoflight Datto blocked AS from his archive file recently, the 3rd pic is that archive https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1241915014291828736?s=21 …

3/22/2020 11:39:03 PM truth_yhvh A terrified children's blood!!! to create potency!

3/22/2020 11:39:07 PM the_loveoflight 👍🏻😎👍🏻

3/22/2020 11:39:09 PM deplorable369 I mean recent. Not 2 years ago.

3/22/2020 11:39:14 PM qarmy1973 I think you and others in your situation should get reparations from that.

3/22/2020 11:39:17 PM j_d_abercrombie Watch his videos, SPOILER ALERT, he's not playing around. And he's serious about not giving ANYONE, no matter precious to this movement, any 

quarter if they CONTINUE to try to impede this operation. You are warned. Flat out I'm passing it on, since u won't watch the vids...cproof

3/22/2020 11:39:41 PM reality_creator Black hats made this to be a deadly virus but the white hats altered it so it's less deadly or not at all...🤔

3/22/2020 11:40:20 PM tina_mc_g It's funny that mock them when SOME of the guys I follow have been RT by #POTUS and their tweets have been used in Q's drops. Anybody you know?

3/22/2020 11:40:24 PM jenaynayz silver is plummeting and yet there is none to buy, good video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C23V1K4hFlA …

3/22/2020 11:41:06 PM truth_yhvh  pic.twitter.com/JaC5YMgrh2

3/22/2020 11:41:29 PM the_loveoflight Tell me what lies you see in that post, if you take away the pictures? @Deplorable369

3/22/2020 11:41:35 PM j_d_abercrombie He's telling the big guys, JoeM, etc-if they don't pull the plug on their little Qestablishment counter-op they R pulling 2 keep their coffee mug sales 

going-at least till they dump the inventory cause the new boss don't allow monetization-he meant it in the comms-he means it now

3/22/2020 11:41:48 PM tina_mc_g Just trying to show you the Truth. Don't want you to be let down by a con artist.



3/22/2020 11:42:50 PM jenaynayz ive been thinking LOL since 98, seldom do I actually laugh, its a terrible reality that bothers myself.

3/22/2020 11:42:53 PM mdlovemj4ever Maybe she heard it from her Bff Weinstein

3/22/2020 11:42:58 PM j_d_abercrombie Same Q, same warnings, same spirit, same guys using this movement to get famous and rich. Period. Unfollow them, ignore them, bankrupt them, let 

them crawl in the back of the line with the janitor at the YMCA I reached last thursday. They need a dose of humility, and it's coming.

3/22/2020 11:43:26 PM theappraiser17 I can be in Georgia wed.  Going to stop of in Las Vegas, drive to Arizona.  Have nothing else to do tavistk

3/22/2020 11:43:32 PM truth_yhvh I know. But does this work in real life in our cabal based court system without getting into trouble? If so, how??? Tell me more!

3/22/2020 11:43:42 PM dingers64 Name some names

3/22/2020 11:44:05 PM truth_yhvh Yes, a great idea!

3/22/2020 11:44:13 PM cocopuffster12 I feel dumb. Where do put it? What search area.

3/22/2020 11:44:30 PM maxwellkurt Unreal

3/22/2020 11:44:33 PM truth_yhvh Sure hope so!!!

3/22/2020 11:44:56 PM truth_yhvh Yeah!

3/22/2020 11:45:04 PM theappraiser17 Did I refuse to watch?  It took 5 minutes. Less to see this for what it is.  Sad that seemingly intelligent anons, cough cough, fell right in.  Every good 

Anon I know it's a skeptic at first

3/22/2020 11:45:10 PM debbie_hollyoak Strong agree with that that's fair

3/22/2020 11:45:15 PM the_loveoflight But it's a Q post! Just like you wanted....why does it have to be recent,  he basically showed himself 2 years ago and in the videos he makes says he 

doesn't wanna be making these...yet it's the exact same person? 

He wasn't known til a few weeks ago to the Q community

3/22/2020 11:45:35 PM jenaynayz cant it be both? aka white hats seen it coming and seized the opportunity? Im 50-50 on this one, but realize I dont know anything for sure.

3/22/2020 11:45:49 PM theappraiser17 Should you be tending to you sick wife it is this your only source of income?

3/22/2020 11:45:57 PM truth_yhvh Yup!

3/22/2020 11:46:09 PM cocopuffster12 Look at the big picture. We The People need to unite l, come together and take our country back from the Deep State. Fight, Fight, Fight! Group 

consciousness is real. This is our time. Right now.

3/22/2020 11:46:09 PM j_d_abercrombie You want to share their fate-keep refusing to"decode"the most blatantly uncoded-straight forward QPROOF of all time-I look at my watch sarcastically 

every time I push one of you hard heads about this... cause it's like after 15 mins of a pushing contest-I could have shown3 peeps

3/22/2020 11:47:08 PM truth_yhvh Source, if possible please?

3/22/2020 11:47:24 PM lvstofly12 Who has Spiritual White Boys $?

3/22/2020 11:47:45 PM jenaynayz annnnd transmission failed pic.twitter.com/PyUfzUW5C0

3/22/2020 11:47:59 PM colonelflanagan I'm gonna have to take the "wait and see" approach.  I know great things are going on, but I have also learned not to fly too high with that kind of 

hope....the crash landing's are a bitch if it doesn't pan out.

That said, I have faith...just holding a bit in reserve.

3/22/2020 11:48:14 PM cocopuffster12 Yes. Fight for your country. Fight for your First Amendment Rights. Message over messenger. Task #2 is assigned. Digital Soldiers unite! Help make a 

difference. Now is the time. This is such an important time in our lives. Right now.

3/22/2020 11:48:16 PM theappraiser17 Good luck, hope your wife gets better.  I've got better things to do than sit here and poke holes in your story.  PS.. I know they pay good, but there are 

better ways to make a living

3/22/2020 11:48:17 PM the_loveoflight Don't feel dumb I didn't know either at the beginning....put it in your search bar pic.twitter.com/SZAC5YKI2m

3/22/2020 11:48:30 PM truth_yhvh I think otherwise, according to what I learned.

3/22/2020 11:48:48 PM jenaynayz looks like they just blocked senders from either outside their domain and some trusted ones or senders from known free domains judging by the error 

message.

3/22/2020 11:49:29 PM savethisvideo Just mention @SaveThisVideo in a reply to the video tweet. I'll send you the download link.

3/22/2020 11:49:36 PM cocopuffster12 Fight for your First Amendment Rights. Demand the Amorphous Archive be returned online from Datto. Now is the time for you to help your country. 

This is an important time in our lives right now. Fight for your country.

3/22/2020 11:50:00 PM lvstofly12 Money is an illusion. Quit hoarding it. People with too much money do dumb shit with it.

3/22/2020 11:50:48 PM j_d_abercrombie You seriously are not demanding I prove Austin to you? You should be cussing me out for shuffling my feet, not ignoring it... what does this MEAN 

about your research skills? The foundations of whatever your views are, is this the kind of shotty work it's all based on?

3/22/2020 11:51:28 PM swedeemotion444 Me too

3/22/2020 11:51:51 PM cleantheheart ThanQ for the explanation.

3/22/2020 11:52:18 PM qsp1racy @1st5d

3/22/2020 11:52:38 PM mr_fedorable Why need to pay the debt off if you can just end the fed and wipe it out??

I don't get it....or am i missing something...?

3/22/2020 11:53:18 PM cocopuffster12 Did everyone get their emails sent to Datto!? Digital Soldiers get busy! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ha a good list of additional email addresses. Ask for the 

return of the Amorphous Archive. They are violating our First Amendment! Fight! Fight! Fight!

3/22/2020 11:53:21 PM lenzaq Should you describe your role as such?

3/22/2020 11:53:37 PM qsp1racy I think I'm the only one who actually does 🤣

3/22/2020 11:53:47 PM cocopuffster12 Send your emails to Datto!!

3/22/2020 11:54:33 PM cocopuffster12 All the more reason to be a Digital Soldiers and get the emails send to Datto!

3/22/2020 11:55:13 PM trish97872852 I totally pressed the wrong button I meant to agree!

3/22/2020 11:55:21 PM cocopuffster12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 listed quite a few more on their timeline!

3/22/2020 11:55:31 PM theappraiser17 For shits and giggles I started messing with these guys.  They are way too prepared with answers etc..  very well organized.  So I decided to go through 

and block.  Rapid fashion, their profiles are following the same patterns, a Q related pic or header, the other makes them...

3/22/2020 11:55:38 PM balammb It says they deliberately lost containment, not that it's from the Lost container. In other words they purposely infected other people, lost containment 

and spread it purposely.

3/22/2020 11:55:57 PM lenzaq "Did you actually just laugh out loud?" Is my immediate response. I know, silly.

3/22/2020 11:56:07 PM cocopuffster12 Get your emails to Datto! Get busy! Fight for your country!

3/22/2020 11:56:37 PM theappraiser17 Look like everyday normal people.  They have pinned pro POTUS tweets.  Similar 'about myself' structure.

3/22/2020 11:56:39 PM luverley Maybe.  Don't know if any of this is going to happen.  Seems like a dream.  Nothing is ever this good

3/22/2020 11:56:49 PM truth_yhvh That's the thing. Fed deprived our lives; they considered cargo. Literally.

3/22/2020 11:56:51 PM lenzaq Message over messenger.

3/22/2020 11:57:18 PM trolls4truth Way more than that. It's in the quadrillions.

3/22/2020 11:59:20 PM destinodas Also Majestic12 is another account seemingly supporting the claims that this steinbart is Q... I haven't dug into this guy but is he really claiming to be 

military intelligence and Q??

3/22/2020 11:59:34 PM lenzaq So Tracy Twyman depiction in Genuflect, accurate?

3/22/2020 11:59:44 PM truth_yhvh 1000000000%

3/23/2020 12:00:37 AM lenzaq $2 RATHER THAN $1

3/23/2020 12:00:52 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you!!! 😊

3/23/2020 12:02:09 AM the_loveoflight Q posted this pic.twitter.com/dfnFEvxJwd

3/23/2020 12:02:53 AM the_start_line I've read figures as high as $535T in total assets but who really knows



3/23/2020 12:03:06 AM cocopuffster12 Ok, cool. So, one more? If I want certain info, like the 2012 timeline. So I just add different words after MJ’s address in search bar?

3/23/2020 12:03:54 AM realeyethespy Damn you left me out? I feel not cool enough now

3/23/2020 12:04:39 AM nea_storm It's private confidential, [they] know it and I know it and it ALWAYS will be! pic.twitter.com/WiHtwU6P69

3/23/2020 12:05:29 AM perkinsforussen No Stephanie, I am thinking where is the rest of the video?  If we only see this bit, then we do not know what was said before or after. Therefore one 

cannot legitimally come to clear conclusion w/ a snippet.  I like all the info, not just a portion of it. #TheWholeTruth

3/23/2020 12:05:29 AM motiv8tion2 Pythagorean triangulation

3/23/2020 12:06:24 AM truth_yhvh Please remain open. I generally consider this account as the most reliable source for Qanon posts, other than @realDonaldTrump  and Qmap. Thank 

you for your work.

3/23/2020 12:06:49 AM perkinsforussen Need to see the entire segment of the interview to have a clear picture of the conversation. The snippet is very damning. What was said before and 

after will give us the entire picture..... :)

3/23/2020 12:07:11 AM truth_yhvh Qanon vs CRC

3/23/2020 12:07:51 AM deplorable369 Q doesn’t post as “Q Anonymous”. Just Q. Also the ID code is wrong for that day (a625b1). This is the real Q and trip code back then: Q !CbboFOtcZs 28 

Jun 2018 - 9:17:39 AM. (Drop 1618 via  http://qmap.pub ) He started using Q with a trip code on 11/09/17.  Austin isn’t Q.

3/23/2020 12:07:51 AM oam63048378 Wth is a vitamin sales representative

3/23/2020 12:09:01 AM vegitoctsv But about the national debt. Who are in debt with?!?!

3/23/2020 12:09:35 AM the_loveoflight Yes, you should try these out 😊

IS-BE 

Love

Ascension

Cult

Majestic

Disclosure 

3 6 9

Cabal

Deepstate 

....i can keep going if you like haha
3/23/2020 12:10:10 AM bebetmcg @hrch8r @QPatriot17 @X22Report @Justice8882 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/bebetmcg/status/1241984934509776896 …

3/23/2020 12:11:38 AM bibibobibox  https://twitter.com/redpill_beena/status/1241873952944734209?s=21 …

3/23/2020 12:12:25 AM larrybiggins Far more than that.

3/23/2020 12:12:56 AM therealroserose @puppyylena

3/23/2020 12:14:28 AM sovereignty4usa I can corroborate this list. Many I have blocked already just from my past encounters alone

3/23/2020 12:14:45 AM iceni_rising 146 if you look at Phi

3/23/2020 12:14:46 AM the_loveoflight Well there you go, there's a proof that he may be a larp! Keep digging

3/23/2020 12:14:51 AM deplorable369 You asked what lies were there. You have your answer. If you can’t verify what I told you then there’s no point in continuing for either of us.  That’s the 

whole point of trip codes to validate the person posting is who he says he is. It is generated using a password only Q has.

3/23/2020 12:15:12 AM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 like the new backdrop

3/23/2020 12:18:37 AM the_loveoflight Do the research for yourself then post what you find, as I've stated many times, I'm still on the fence and I'm not 100% and won't make any decisions 

yet.

What I have said is that he does speak truths in his videos, I'm not talking about when he claims to be Q, but how things..

3/23/2020 12:20:11 AM chapulincolored On March 6th he threatened the Queen of Denmark to sell us Greenland. So If we don't own Greenland by April 6, or something happens to the queen 

shortly thereafter, he's full of 💩.

Waiting to see if we get Greenland. He said it.

#DoItBabyQ

or

#Larp https://youtu.be/LQMdbS0G7ho 

3/23/2020 12:20:25 AM the_loveoflight ..operate and what technology is really out there. He even has a Playlist on Quantum Physics and truths in plain sight, technology that can end world 

hunger and poverty. "A whole new world" quantum computers can replicate any element on the periodic table, yet no one talks about

3/23/2020 12:20:35 AM uwriyelmag :) pic.twitter.com/OXoykkulxZ

3/23/2020 12:21:18 AM cindeamulholla3 When you ask for the wealthiest they don't even post the bloodline families! pic.twitter.com/zr3EabQdva

3/23/2020 12:21:22 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/D5ZChuQ9Sz

3/23/2020 12:21:59 AM the_loveoflight it, everyone just wants to focus on calling him a Larp right away, if he is he will eventually be outed...till then let's find the truths and helping spread the 

message that we know is certain. Pedo world and all!

3/23/2020 12:23:46 AM watcher62391515 That is what I am thinking!  Wow...how can people be so demented and evil!

3/23/2020 12:24:52 AM elcuatr0 maybe they spend it before the flip? 🧠

3/23/2020 12:27:13 AM cocopuffster12 Got it! Thank you! I am trying to find info about the 2012 timeline being changed. Can you access that info? Thank you again!

3/23/2020 12:28:34 AM ptamait I am just listening without judgement as I don't want to get into the manipulating energies that divide. I wonder if Baby q and q can exist in the same 

timelines. Also the Is-be can exist in more than one body.

3/23/2020 12:28:42 AM waiting4et @Jordan_Sather_ has been calling out Majestic 12 for this for weeks now

3/23/2020 12:29:30 AM awakeningthe17 Correct you should always think for yourself

3/23/2020 12:30:00 AM kswood007 How many policies do they have? It’s like an endless pile. These people are sick. They don’t care who or what they destroy to keep their power. Do 

they think if they beat Trump now, we won’t come after them? Nothing can stop us, nothing! #WWG1GWA

3/23/2020 12:30:44 AM the_loveoflight Can you call out Jordan for this though?

I did today and got blocked immediately...you give it a try! pic.twitter.com/5dbNVEBk7j

3/23/2020 12:30:58 AM skylar13764875 @MongrelGlory this is interesting...who linked the documentary? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/23/2020 12:31:10 AM carolinabeth1 Bankruptcy is what got us indebted to England to begin with after the revolutionary war.

3/23/2020 12:31:49 AM the_loveoflight My proof pic.twitter.com/upiUzmiOoj

3/23/2020 12:32:14 AM lvstofly12 There are so many black projects out, it could be anything. The vids from ¢hina make me think 5g someone falls down people try to help and they go 

down to? Some of the strange bird deaths are def 5g tests.

3/23/2020 12:32:54 AM carolinabeth1 Some of the debt goes to other countries.

3/23/2020 12:32:56 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/rt81u3LLId

3/23/2020 12:32:57 AM unitedredwhite1 Hit wrong answer accidentally

3/23/2020 12:33:05 AM robertihde DeAnna I sent you a DM. Can you check it when you get the time?

3/23/2020 12:33:31 AM kimishambach afraid to pull the trigger on this one, I hope it is the most reasonable first choice of strongly agree... because that is what sane, rational and honorable 

rulers would do... but we never would have been in this mess if we had sane, rational and honorable rulers.

3/23/2020 12:33:38 AM skylar13764875 It's I've watched the clip I understand. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 want us to watch and share the info in the documentary. I will watch with interest, thank you 

MJ12 :)



3/23/2020 12:33:54 AM johncantwell77 Jen Bush 😂😂😂🤮

3/23/2020 12:34:53 AM johndoe52732457 That would be special. The reset has/is occurring now, and the move back to a precious metal-backed currency has already begun as well.

3/23/2020 12:34:59 AM prayfighttrust Was the DS trying to create a war between US & China?

3/23/2020 12:35:06 AM nabadot I believe that is the U.S. Treasury's role. The Fed uses "credits" in a similar way.

Fed "policy" can weaken or strengthen our economy. Currently we have a staggering amount of debt.

3/23/2020 12:35:31 AM infideltiger @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 More likely meant to cull global population to 500M as per Georgia GuideStones. Was [their] vaccine tainted?

3/23/2020 12:35:42 AM ausanon369 These people are very odd. One person tells them to unfollow others, and without question they do. Hmmmm

3/23/2020 12:36:21 AM carolinabeth1 The space force will replace the Air Force.  It is too corrupt to save.  Space force is necessary for national security in a digital age with satellites.

3/23/2020 12:37:39 AM rosscarwalker Combining race and religion now that’s a smart move but suggesting that all Jews sacrifice kids and feed them to people is alarmist. Not all Muslims are 

terrorists, not all Christians barbaric crusaders - one can’t tar all that lie under a label with the same brush. We are humans

3/23/2020 12:37:45 AM cindeamulholla3 Ignore that dude he sucks energy!

Not Qanon!

Not Q any thing!

Sqirrell!

Distraction! pic.twitter.com/8rHrv8eKED

3/23/2020 12:39:21 AM deplorable369 No I’m telling Austin to prove it. See my other post about the trip codes. Maybe you should do some vetting before following someone so blindly.

3/23/2020 12:40:00 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/tu0PgdSlHZ

3/23/2020 12:40:45 AM and_prevail Spend some time with the ultimate, The Lord Jesus Christ.

❤️Repent 

📖Read your Bible

🙏Pray 

Isaiah 41:10

Don’t be afraid, for I am with you. Don’t be discouraged, for I am your God. I will strengthen you and help you. I will hold you up with my victorious 

right hand.
3/23/2020 12:40:50 AM infideltiger I think much more. > $100T

3/23/2020 12:40:58 AM carolinabeth1 What about pay off the fictional debt with fictional dollars?  Then start the gold standard...

3/23/2020 12:41:15 AM cbroark I wish but am giving up hope.  The Plan needs to happen now or never.

3/23/2020 12:41:45 AM carolinabeth1 Fictional debt gets paid off with fictional dollars.

3/23/2020 12:42:14 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:43:07 AM carolinabeth1 10T was confiscated just from Bush Sr.  There is a lot more in play world wide.

3/23/2020 12:43:20 AM realjamiemc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/23/2020 12:43:59 AM realjamiemc  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/23/2020 12:44:03 AM generaleeintuit Watched the @AustinSteinbart videos, lots of intelligence info and seems to be a player but claims #Q posting on the boards is him from the future. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 makes some references to time travel but I'm guessing you're just intelligence agents from the present. Can I apply?

3/23/2020 12:44:19 AM carolinabeth1 Already have it ready to go. pic.twitter.com/MblCWqzouW

3/23/2020 12:44:32 AM infideltiger WhiteHats effected the switcheroo, intercepted the chain of development & turned the tables on [them].

3/23/2020 12:44:55 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:45:10 AM unitedredwhite1 I do not have home internet (live in the country its expensive and sux) so I'm supportive from my phone only

3/23/2020 12:45:23 AM sharonhayes He doesn't

 https://doesfollow.com/genflynn/austinsteinbart … pic.twitter.com/LzfVU0ZIvB

3/23/2020 12:45:34 AM deplorable369 It was the same date. Go look at Q’s posts on qmap. As you people said, the picture you show me as proof was allegedly deleted right after it posted. 

You can go look at any time, any date and see that there is ALWAYS a trip code. That pic you showed me HAS NONE.

3/23/2020 12:45:47 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:46:12 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:46:36 AM deplorable369 Why would Q post that pic you show me without a trip code, but then every other post that day has one?

Think.

Q

3/23/2020 12:47:02 AM carolinabeth1 Bingo!

3/23/2020 12:48:07 AM carolinabeth1 All of these countries are getting their sovereignty back.

3/23/2020 12:48:08 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:48:41 AM realjamiemc Quantum posts from future Q (Q+) to present Q (BabyQ). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Oi3ebZVbkE …

3/23/2020 12:48:45 AM deplorable369 I’m not disputing information, because a lot of anons have done a lot of research and have found good info.  I’m disputing the claims that Austin=Q.

3/23/2020 12:48:49 AM norwegianpatri1 Lets hope so. I for one wont argue with any Q supporters going forward, continue with all my old channels and will def be looking out for more from 

this guy. No matter what the truth really is, he is entertaining

3/23/2020 12:49:24 AM carolinabeth1 Think bigger, our retirements are gone.

3/23/2020 12:49:49 AM loubrown891 I didn't see back then at all.

Watching this clip now, he was absolutly the right man for the job at the time.

It couldn't have been anymore obvious.

#MAGA

3/23/2020 12:50:05 AM lorentzvanzelst Are they making international arrests???

I live in Germany,  for Families it's allowed to be more than 2, it's just for public gatherings...

What's more interesting however is that Chancellor Merkel HAS SELF QUARANTINED 😳🧐🤔

3/23/2020 12:50:17 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:51:22 AM politicosong Profound and honest. Bold and confrontational. In command.

3/23/2020 12:51:29 AM diaptera_80 Who wants the lockdown? Same people who created the virus? Or the good guys?

3/23/2020 12:51:54 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:52:07 AM carolinabeth1 Have faith. 🙏🏻🥰 And I’m sincerely sorry for all that you have suffered. 😢 We have all suffered in some way under these evil vampires.



3/23/2020 12:52:23 AM upallnight39 Bruh u gotta get  http://more.in  the mix

I never see U

@me sometime

3/23/2020 12:52:32 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:52:49 AM diaptera_80 Look at the italian numbers. 700 corona deaths each day. The hospitals ARE being overrun.

3/23/2020 12:53:44 AM lastdaystruth1 Drain the SWAMP

Indictments....Arrests...Military Tribunals...Oh My!!!    Trust the Plan ~ Q    🇺🇸KAG🇺🇸 🙏🏻✝️🙏🏻

WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 12:53:47 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:53:53 AM beercr8te I see them daily, we are the light, we're all connected through consciousness, when Q says we have more than we know, Q is right, we always had the 

power to heal ourselves, others and change our destiny. Wwg1wga. The light from POTUS is Powerful full armour of God, magnificent.

3/23/2020 12:54:53 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:55:26 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:55:40 AM dollysaysno They are.

However, it is the whole world that has had it's riches plundered by these people.

I wonder if these countries leaders have been told to spend what they need to because they will either be reimbursed,or the old money system won't 

be relevant soon anyway.

3/23/2020 12:56:04 AM jimmylemons please AG Barr at the very least arrest known pedophiles

3/23/2020 12:56:34 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:56:58 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:58:50 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:59:30 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 12:59:37 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/qyOVIpRa5V

3/23/2020 1:00:14 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 1:00:59 AM aprilbrown99 There’s much to learn. I’d suggest reading the tweets & threads by our amazing @nea_storm. She is truly magnificent with the info she is graciously 

sharing. I AM eternally grateful for all that I’ve learned thus far & continue to everyday. 💗💗💗 Her threads are absolute 💎💎💎s!

3/23/2020 1:02:11 AM shadowsuper5 he is Q.. potus loves him https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 1:03:10 AM oaf_unbreakable Choice C:  Fucking WHEN????

3/23/2020 1:03:29 AM luverley Oh Yes we have i know i truly know. Any money i get will be to open trauma centres for my babies to come in to get healing and to be looked after.  

Thousands are coming out of darkness.

3/23/2020 1:03:42 AM blakdragonheart They must remove it while they are alive or immediately after they are killed. If they wait too long after death then it is no good.

3/23/2020 1:04:31 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1241872814757629954 …

3/23/2020 1:06:24 AM uwriyelmag  pic.twitter.com/ETw11yaXoV

3/23/2020 1:08:23 AM rebornkingent Just input the search info and use timeline.  They do speak of timelines merging a lot. We’re in a big merge right now.

3/23/2020 1:09:01 AM 369_is Why do you assume Joe M is the final authority on all things right and wrong? Don't we all have some things right and other things we disagree on? We 

can also say if Austin is wrong, why does MJ promote messages from him?

3/23/2020 1:10:20 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you! It’s just amazing! What a time to be alive!! ♥️♥️♥️

3/23/2020 1:12:22 AM cocopuffster12 Ps: great train! Thank you!!

3/23/2020 1:14:01 AM greentsunamii Why?

#WWG1WGA 

Seems you didn't learn anything

3/23/2020 1:14:08 AM 369_is Austin has a recent video titled Datto. He explains the whole thing. It's on You tube.

3/23/2020 1:14:14 AM j_d_abercrombie You just blew your COVER man! damn! 🤡🕵️♂️🤡

3/23/2020 1:16:57 AM rebornkingent Are the only people getting COVD 🍕 pizza pasta folks? Or are regular people getting COVD also?

3/23/2020 1:17:01 AM 17thops Works at #Crowdstrike? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/7IFpCQnqZ2

3/23/2020 1:18:17 AM jvan125 Oh I truly believe the virus is real! Just not that the good guys tainted the supply of adrenochrome with it. Prayers for your loved ones...it sounds 

horrifying in some cases. 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻🥺

3/23/2020 1:18:41 AM donotwonderwhy FUK  AUSTIN STEINBART’ and his critters   the clowns  that reside in AZ

3/23/2020 1:19:08 AM j_d_abercrombie This ended up getting us intel fed all the people closest to our reach so we can follow them when they keep retweeting. At this rate it will go viral right 

about the Austin finally cures the COVID-SILLY GOOSE Virus currently afflicting 95% of the Q community (or more).

3/23/2020 1:19:24 AM greentsunamii Anyone who blocks anyone in this movement is the shill.

They didn't learn anything about #WWG1WGA.

What you are doing is worse to the movement, than any other action made so far. By anyone.

April 5th is make or break the Austin story.  

CHILL THE FUCK OUT AND WAIT 2 WEEKS
3/23/2020 1:20:13 AM j_d_abercrombie Imagine the world learns of Q right after the Qcommunity accepts him and your "list of shame" for running with the dozen or so people early on who 

"got good comms" and greeted our boss as he climbed out of the bowels of the dragon! Epic!

3/23/2020 1:20:14 AM varacallidavid Urrgh, didn't read that right. I know what it means and it ain't light bearing. 😔

3/23/2020 1:23:41 AM patriotminutem1 Dang accidently hit wrong button. 

Strongly aggree..

3/23/2020 1:26:31 AM donfre Feel free to add me too.

AS is part of Q

CSW is SN

BSV is BitCoin.

Live with it. pic.twitter.com/auEwev23Ya

3/23/2020 1:26:36 AM kyoouhnahneemu1 This guy just made me a useful list of friends

3/23/2020 1:26:40 AM aetherwalker1 What's up with SD?

That's kinda strange.

3/23/2020 1:26:54 AM theceng Saying it feels good for a 7 year old to have their dick stocked is disgusting

3/23/2020 1:27:42 AM x14n0n Don't stoop to their level bro.

#WWG1WGA



3/23/2020 1:29:49 AM patriotleah1776 I wasn't sure if I could send more than once... after 1st sent email, google wanted me to verify my acct... didn't want to have to start a new gmail!

3/23/2020 1:31:45 AM galadri09060100 Aaah, so good to see you here, brother! 😀

3/23/2020 1:32:08 AM greentsunamii That's right.

3/23/2020 1:32:24 AM datruseeka #AdrenochromeHarvesting pic.twitter.com/LYdxz5d6SY

3/23/2020 1:32:25 AM jonesy4671 🙄

3/23/2020 1:34:21 AM brick_airhedred It’ll be interesting to see who gets affected in Christian Music (now and then)...tick tock...👀

3/23/2020 1:35:12 AM aetherwalker1 I'm not like Martin Lloyd.  *nervous chuckle*

tbh, I'm not an 'alien' as far as I know.

3/23/2020 1:35:28 AM melbourne_3000 Yep, all my good flooding wasted 🤓

3/23/2020 1:36:28 AM lightlove21121 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NSA_QIL2

@RealEyeTheSpy

@Inevitable_ET

@nea_storm

@AustinSteinbart 

Attacks are real and intensifying. See something, say something.

They want us divided. Divided we are weak. Together we are strong. 

#WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE https://twitter.com/Freedomfromthe1/status/1241904539076263938 …
3/23/2020 1:36:45 AM x14n0n Don't feed the clicky lil hens

3/23/2020 1:37:44 AM skylar13764875 and a great one to share now people have the time, thanks again @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  will do just that right now.

3/23/2020 1:37:47 AM upallnight39 Ur gonna have to take DRIET off thay

He didnt drink the koolaid

3/23/2020 1:39:27 AM 1776dawg Or Gold

3/23/2020 1:40:09 AM flowersoul Using it to pay off the Criminals?? The debt that really does not exist?? Give it to the people in it's entirety!

3/23/2020 1:42:01 AM skylar13764875 "Ancient Knowedge" full movie... a good one to share, particularly now people have more time at home...

Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MongrelGlory https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1241950759853477895 …

3/23/2020 1:42:19 AM truth_yhvh Sounds good to me!!!

3/23/2020 1:43:28 AM j_d_abercrombie Cheer up, one way or another this too shall pass. The after battle party is going to be RIPPIN' dude! WWG1WGA!!!

3/23/2020 1:44:47 AM galliente1 Message.... peoples hearts can read truth

3/23/2020 1:44:48 AM trolls4truth NOBODY TELLS ME WHO OR WHO NOT TO FOLLOW MAKE YOUR LIST ASS🤡, BETTER PUT MY NAME UP, CAUSE I FOLLOW HIM TOO! LOSER! 

pic.twitter.com/9nfcKfYU6Z

3/23/2020 1:45:19 AM laztar11 What?

3/23/2020 1:45:20 AM amanita40860516 Not EVER!!!!

3/23/2020 1:51:37 AM mr_fedorable All banks fall under the fed. Wipe out all central banks, debt should go with it

3/23/2020 1:54:36 AM carolinabeth1 Uh oh.  I knew Nesara was too good to be true.  I’m going to need to study this and pray about it.

3/23/2020 1:55:31 AM carolinabeth1 Where in Revelation does the second beast emerge?

3/23/2020 1:55:46 AM cocopuffster12 So very sorry to hear about your son♥️

3/23/2020 1:57:08 AM youdiscussedme2  pic.twitter.com/QuV7qnJwYf

3/23/2020 1:57:37 AM cocopuffster12 Shill

3/23/2020 1:59:30 AM thecalmpeople I think a win lose mentality is potentially self defeating. There is no finish line with this. It will be protracted. Perhaps understanding is the ultimate 

goal. We can only be sure that what our society is like in 2 years will reflect our collective lessons learnt

3/23/2020 1:59:45 AM rhinchelsea Thanks.

Wasn't following any of them.  Checked out their pages.  Blocked all of them.

3/23/2020 1:59:54 AM j_d_abercrombie He's waiting on us up there! Gotta bring him a triumphant story for our first talk! Thank you, the hope the QComm and now Q himself have given me is 

tremendous!

3/23/2020 2:00:06 AM awakeningthe17 Because evil is real and we were blind, because they made us blind. 

But now we are awake 

And see how deep the evil goes. 

Horrible crimes against us we were there cattle now we HUNT them death to Vamps.

3/23/2020 2:00:26 AM trumppallooza @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2020 2:00:29 AM black_nobilliti Few years ago the Rothschilds were worth around $500 trillion....so the quoted number above isnt a true reflection of the dark cabal's wealth.....not by 

a long shot

3/23/2020 2:02:18 AM galadri09060100 Who is the 2% strongly disagree?? 👹

3/23/2020 2:03:04 AM carolinabeth1 I don’t know.  Interesting question.

3/23/2020 2:03:30 AM bullhbar Don't forget about the trillions in tax money stolen to fund the existing Secret Space Program/SSP as well as the Deep Underground Military 

Bases/D.U.M.B's... pic.twitter.com/fOkSiM63LT

3/23/2020 2:04:05 AM qanonreality Their cash flow is threatened also

3/23/2020 2:04:46 AM neilber90555716 Thanks for the link Skylar 🙂🙏

3/23/2020 2:04:57 AM carolinabeth1 Remember if you accept money you will be asked to sign an agreement. Might want to read the provisions for NESARA. What will you agree to do?

3/23/2020 2:05:22 AM carolinabeth1 Yes, mechanics.

3/23/2020 2:06:01 AM jackieking0819 Wtaf!?!?

3/23/2020 2:08:40 AM cocopuffster12 ♥️♥️♥️ He is waiting for you, and proud of you. You are going to have some tremendous stories!!! And it’s just going to keep on getting 

better!!!♥️♥️♥️

3/23/2020 2:10:43 AM unitedredwhite1 Some should be repatriated to victims IMO.

3/23/2020 2:13:06 AM qanonreality Now that's a great YouTube channel

3/23/2020 2:14:12 AM qanonreality Now here is a real free thinker ... HA

3/23/2020 2:15:48 AM lightlove21121 Now yes 😄

3/23/2020 2:16:32 AM flowersoul The 4 choices are too few ... a balanced human stands strong in his/her alignment and inner discernment... meaning there will always be openness to 

consider another point of view and if deemed more encompassing.. integrate it.

3/23/2020 2:16:51 AM stefanofait If by China you mean the Chinese Deep State fighting against both Trump and Xi Jinping, then I would certainly agree with you.

3/23/2020 2:17:29 AM galadri09060100 Watch Austin's videos, all of them, with acute attention. You will know.

3/23/2020 2:17:36 AM luverley I don't want anything and if i dont get it So what.  I want us survivors of satanic ritual abuse and trafficking to have trauma centres, counseling, 

teaching how to live like a normal person if that's ever poss. i don't know why that wouldn't be the first thing They would do

3/23/2020 2:18:31 AM galadri09060100 Do you mean "about a month" or "for a few months"?



3/23/2020 2:19:24 AM galadri09060100 I assume, about a month.

3/23/2020 2:20:03 AM stefanofait So it wasn't planned anyway?

3/23/2020 2:20:16 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/2bycAP9XuH

3/23/2020 2:25:05 AM stefanofait Odious debt repaid with the money taken from the thieves responsible for the odious debt in the first place.

Sounds good to me

3/23/2020 2:25:27 AM n8ivd8onan If he came right out and said "Austin is Q", then the whole point of Q, which is to figure it out by looking for clues and researching, would be defeating 

his purpose. Austin's latest video, along with Q's latest post confirmed it for me. ❤️🇺🇸

3/23/2020 2:26:10 AM xusaf_patriot All 10 messages were rejected...no suprise there! If they have a competent mail admin - he's probably already put rules in place to reject message 

bodies w/certain keywords.

3/23/2020 2:26:31 AM jdltr450 Rothschilds are worth 500 trillion.

3/23/2020 2:27:06 AM qanuck4truth STUPIDEST thing I've ever seen! 

If you want to block followers of a certain individual,

go to their follower list & block to your hearts content 🙄

You are only trying to make yourself relevant w/your self important "LIST", thinking you are doing us a grave favor🤦♀️ Grow Up!

3/23/2020 2:27:16 AM amanita40860516 Keep going..I got those at first but kept going and the last 30 mails have had no failure notice...keep going

3/23/2020 2:28:29 AM stefanofait Only if we act and think like sheep

3/23/2020 2:28:47 AM davidson2kyle  https://youtu.be/7uMCGYqLi8g 

3/23/2020 2:29:26 AM xusaf_patriot Difficult to answer a lot of these questions. Could have leaned towards the "strong" answer a few times but there has been too much "disinformation" 

to make an informed reply.

3/23/2020 2:31:07 AM stefanofait Lool I see you're coming down harsh on Austin's critics 😂😉😛

3/23/2020 2:32:04 AM stefanofait QAnon celebrities?

3/23/2020 2:32:23 AM batespm4abbey CV feels like ORI control...but goodgrief, Go'aould sounds like nanotech in the body control ...

3/23/2020 2:32:53 AM stefanofait Wow, do they really resort to that?

3/23/2020 2:33:36 AM upallnight39 Bro i get like, an instant charge when i get blocked

I want to shit all over that person

Fertilizer for seeds.and all

3/23/2020 2:34:04 AM grahamfrench247 Never, the harder something is, the bigger the achievement when it’s done. 😊

3/23/2020 2:34:18 AM upallnight39 Who says what is a clear distraction

Do you even see the point?

3/23/2020 2:34:48 AM lorenzosghost I dont know? 

That should be an answer.

3/23/2020 2:34:58 AM cocopuffster12 #DigitalSoldiers needed! Datto task 2 has been assigned! Calls and emails needed! Fight for your country and protect your First Amendment Rights! 

Directions below! Fight! Fight! Fight!  https://youtu.be/7oZQGsGquZA 

3/23/2020 2:35:14 AM daganon68 I bet its more like 300T

3/23/2020 2:35:53 AM kloakaio It’s not the satanists. Would you call someone that WORSHIPS angels a Christian?

3/23/2020 2:37:15 AM n8ivd8onan Here's another clue from yesterday's events. At the 10:23 time marker in Austin's video, Austin says " I'd like to give you another Q Proof", later when 

Q drops on the board, he drops it at exactly 10:23.

3/23/2020 2:37:50 AM stefanofait Message over Ego would be even better. But I'm not good at that myself.

3/23/2020 2:37:54 AM cocopuffster12 Datto task #2 has been assigned! #DigitalSoldiers -  calls and emails needed. Directions below. Fight for your country! Fight! Fight! Fight! Protect our 

First Amendment! https://youtu.be/7oZQGsGquZA 

3/23/2020 2:39:32 AM skylar13764875 Any time 🚀☄

3/23/2020 2:40:29 AM keith369me Because the systems of our enslavement are coming down

3/23/2020 2:40:37 AM skylar13764875 Yep, second that.

3/23/2020 2:42:00 AM grahamfrench247 Being open minded to listen and consider other points of view is one thing, but extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence. Some will dismiss 

evidence to the contrary, either due to cognitive dissonance or sunk costs, they’ve invested so much they don’t feel they can.

3/23/2020 2:42:08 AM orange_starry ...dunno if those assertions are true or not.

...dunno much about the 'Space Force.'

...dunno about the validity of 'national debt.'

...dunno much about history... (more now, maybe).

 "Devil's in the details", some say.

(...dunno if "dunno"'s a word. ...prolly yes, I guess.)
3/23/2020 2:42:15 AM painiscoming4 What about our debt as individuals caused by the corrupt system ?

Would be nice to have a fresh start 

And have the government investment in we the people instead if taking they could give free money to start building more factorys and fix old ones 

poor would not be poor no more!

3/23/2020 2:45:19 AM grahamfrench247 It will only delay the inevitable.

3/23/2020 2:46:00 AM spottyangel_1 @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @QAnonPatriot @PatriotsSoapbox Re "Clear and Present Danger" in Q posts - Bill Cooper 33:00 

mins MJ12 (council on foreign relations) members were originally named: "Committee on  the Clear and Present Danger" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QRxfsjnLEhs …

3/23/2020 2:47:14 AM freedom_sent Memes are... majestic!  Kek! pic.twitter.com/KN6HezjM34

3/23/2020 2:48:55 AM stefanofait Unfortunately. But it does give a larger meaning to my life, so it's tolerable. pic.twitter.com/zCMvqvbBGy

3/23/2020 2:50:19 AM stefanofait Not in a position to tell you what's best for the cause. I block and mute from time to time.

3/23/2020 2:50:35 AM grahamfrench247 I couldn’t care less, people are free to think what they want.

They either accept you as you are, warts and all, or they don’t. I don’t mind either way.

3/23/2020 2:51:12 AM upallnight39 Real weird how u posted thie before austins new video

It is realllly hard not to see the connection

Even harder not to see #patriots

3/23/2020 2:51:31 AM energyfield7 Why do all these questions and answer choices look like those annoying pre employment psychology questionnaires?

3/23/2020 2:52:07 AM jvan125 Ok...”BabyQ” is claiming POTUS is NOT Q+. So who is he claiming IS then?

3/23/2020 2:53:03 AM grahamfrench247 About the same I’d say. There’s nothing I’ve said on here that I wouldn’t to your face.

3/23/2020 2:55:17 AM orange_starry That might be a good estimate (or not).

But who's counting(?)

3/23/2020 2:55:31 AM phoenixbenjamin Meeker is Hitlers Doughter. Wake up people. Wake up fast & pray



3/23/2020 2:57:55 AM realtruth_anon Well, you're right. It is taken out of context, dulled up to look like something else, & sold as something it is not. My fault for not taking the time to look 

for the video till now, sorry.

Full interview. That selected segment starts just after 32:00 min https://youtu.be/wZwQ0E3iT9I 

3/23/2020 3:00:12 AM stefanofait What would be the point?

Austin is good because it's hard for people to look at him like a sheep looks at the shepherd.

No cult-like behaviour.

We need more men and women, not more sheep of a different allegiance.

3/23/2020 3:00:15 AM sabermarris It would be better to destroy everything, so the idea of it is gone as well.n

3/23/2020 3:00:57 AM realtruth_anon For context, this is the full interview. The small selected clip above, was meant to look bad, even going as far as trying to hide the original color, so its 

harder to find.

Finding Neverland Documentary Oprah interview:  https://youtu.be/wZwQ0E3iT9I 

Before passing something, VERIFY!

3/23/2020 3:06:00 AM grahamfrench247 What goes round comes round and karma can be a very cruel mistress.

3/23/2020 3:07:09 AM grahamfrench247 Never.

3/23/2020 3:07:09 AM thereallightwa1 Boo. You’re more of a LARP than Jordon. Stop playing your weak hand - you’ll lose the game.

3/23/2020 3:07:57 AM grahamfrench247 Quite often I’m the one that has to initiate the difficult conversation.

3/23/2020 3:08:38 AM grahamfrench247 Quite often, yes.

3/23/2020 3:09:08 AM energyfield7 This is getting stupid.

I think a lot of humans need to get over themselves.

3/23/2020 3:10:15 AM valjbishop61 Why should we pay a 23T national debt when the money was stolen from us to help pay the criminal. I didn't agree to this. Let the debt fall and create 

a new gold back dollar like JFK was trying to do for the country.

3/23/2020 3:10:23 AM grahamfrench247 Only if you want them to be shepherded a certain direction.

3/23/2020 3:12:50 AM amanita40860516 I agree lol😂

3/23/2020 3:13:23 AM xjiccimynky Don't forget much of their assets are the signatures to our collective debt...

3/23/2020 3:14:23 AM lesliekwaiga Can you and AUSTIN STEINBART do something about?

3/23/2020 3:14:37 AM raecon13 I mean really???? 2% strongly disagree??  I hope you have their names MJ

3/23/2020 3:17:06 AM daviesgabrial 800 trillion was stolen from humans?

3/23/2020 3:17:34 AM qsentme30 May I just ask I may of missed something who?called him baby Q

3/23/2020 3:17:54 AM marcus45128888 Possibly pic.twitter.com/jqaJ0qpTpp

3/23/2020 3:18:50 AM the_prophet_neo I’m glad we can count that high. I think it’s funny how really it’s all just paper, given value TK it by the citizenry. 30 trillion... I only need round 20K lol 🤣

3/23/2020 3:19:33 AM realtruth_anon That being said, I still believe she acts as a gatekeeper, protecting those around her, like Harvey Weinstein, & John of God.

Could I be wrong? Of course.

But it is the feeling I get knowing she has been close to, or promoting some bad people. Like these two below. pic.twitter.com/14qXjdL0qh

3/23/2020 3:24:11 AM angelor2000 I want to hear from the 2% that disagreed with this.

3/23/2020 3:24:41 AM qsentme30 Listen to the message,listen to other versions of the message,calify as much as I can,make my judgement with instinct also,that's my message

3/23/2020 3:24:57 AM qsentme30 Clarify

3/23/2020 3:26:18 AM aspennmax64_l DEMONS.  PEDOPHILE DEMONS.

THEY WILL BE JUDGED. pic.twitter.com/eCooYPJouj

3/23/2020 3:28:54 AM qsentme30 Supply cut,f🤠🤠k' em

WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 3:28:55 AM hotwheelsjusty Hard pass. He’s not a good guy.

3/23/2020 3:32:12 AM qsentme30 WHAT!

3/23/2020 3:32:14 AM j_d_abercrombie Fake as heck? Fake? No digging into anyone, we are fake? You have spewed hate towards other people cause some guy said he was some letter of the 

alphabet you are fascinated so you wanna call out slanderous divisive rhetoric. So, where's the part where you call us all divisive?

3/23/2020 3:34:14 AM qsentme30 I think the church will be the last thing on your mind when our saviours,friends,heroes arrive👽💯💪👍✨

3/23/2020 3:35:30 AM nicjoubert81 Q anonymous is Q now?

3/23/2020 3:36:43 AM j_d_abercrombie fakes are always haters, but haters are not always fakes. There are some brigades running doe about like this "hunter killer" clown. I almost think 

Command built that thing for this kind of purpose knowing it would drive our exposure up, it worked, big time. ???

3/23/2020 3:38:42 AM djlok Epstein controlled the cameras at Pedo Island because he "belongs to intelligence". Weinstein controlled the cameras in Hollywood and shaped the 

world's reality.

3/23/2020 3:40:06 AM j_d_abercrombie BabyQ for now. I figure he decides when he's Q, and then Q+? It's a bit complicated... lol

3/23/2020 3:42:12 AM docpalfrancesc2 Not for us! Understand is our first step in Scientific research... But we are in different fields ✨

3/23/2020 3:47:43 AM patriotleah1776 If you were a true digital soldier, anon, etc, 20+yrs... you would not tell others what to do or say but to think for themselves? The reason we're slaves in 

the first place? Cabal doing the very same thing? If AS or MJ12 are black hats, does it really matter if you follow or not?

3/23/2020 3:51:19 AM j_d_abercrombie Some have been kinda sharp at you over this. I want you to know, we were basically attacked based on thinking one way about something, and put on 

a blacklist by bad people. We are good people. I'm one of them. You may not have known, i just got on Twitter a few days ago.

3/23/2020 3:52:23 AM j_d_abercrombie Anyway, it was not a list of bad people, I know them all, and you should follow every one of us. We may think things you don't think are true, but it's all 

good. Have a good day today!

3/23/2020 3:54:02 AM remyjsg He said 148.

3/23/2020 3:54:10 AM newshunteru Hes probably been licking every handle in sight to get it

3/23/2020 3:57:14 AM modmaggieart  https://youtu.be/WskBQ60rHzs 

3/23/2020 4:00:55 AM toddsny06585435 😡😡😡😡🤬🤬🤬🤬

3/23/2020 4:01:37 AM j_d_abercrombie U think any cyber operation on planet earth would waste vital resources human or otherwise to"hack"U? U?... probably are a narcissist. I'm pretty sure 

the Amen Clinic can figure out what plethora of other stuff's going on in there, you know, all the cloak and dagger spy fantasies

3/23/2020 4:03:14 AM missy968 They meant business when they injected malaria into an airborn virus and targeting people on ace inhibitors. If you’re on lisinopril be careful.

3/23/2020 4:04:39 AM j_d_abercrombie Rocket has launched, we'll have apex altitude in T-10d17h29s - peeps coming in off a blacklist our enemies launched, haphazardly at us - or command 

FF'd to accomplish it if they did pull the FAIL. Stay tuned lil Rocket Man. We won't be working so hard at it moving forward...

3/23/2020 4:08:06 AM missy968 He’s trying to spread the message, is all.



3/23/2020 4:09:17 AM realchindsight The smell of success.

#GodWins

3/23/2020 4:12:14 AM j_d_abercrombie anything you think someone said to you was your own imagination. I will operate within the loosely enforced (till SNITCH!) ToS of this establishment 

and will manually type out every single thing that I need to "do" to you. You go ahead, I've got other stuff to do. Have at it, bro

3/23/2020 4:12:33 AM diaptera_80 What? I just watch the video and didn’t hear any promises of something gettin don by xx time,did I miss it?

3/23/2020 4:14:45 AM bullseyetag01 I chose strongly agree because the sound of this gets my nipples hard😂

3/23/2020 4:15:20 AM angelal08418075 I don’t decipher the bread crumbs but we all have a part in this plan even doing your own research, red pilling people, and sharing memes and Q proofs 

and info.  WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 4:15:31 AM ihvh Taxes are based on the interest on loans....

3/23/2020 4:16:25 AM debrand10 What did you learn?

3/23/2020 4:16:34 AM ihvh 3,000 people 100,000 to 1 ratio...

For every one of their dollars equals one of ours.

3/23/2020 4:18:15 AM ihvh The People have been mentally, physically, emotionally, psychologically, and Spritually abused.

3/23/2020 4:18:51 AM ihvh To the people?

3/23/2020 4:18:52 AM southernbellem5 I was wondering how much money had been confiscated

3/23/2020 4:19:14 AM upallnight39 Well u are wrong generalist

3/23/2020 4:19:23 AM mariaqueue Trust the plan #Q pic.twitter.com/q9HGgFN2SI

3/23/2020 4:21:27 AM buckie48192 Grossly disgusting but I believe it to be true.

3/23/2020 4:22:05 AM therealjjtruth Actually the world debt is something like 200-300trill. And its all owed to the satanic elite bankers. So why is it just 10% of that? 🤔

3/23/2020 4:22:13 AM lorentzvanzelst I know that story,  just wondering if there's anything on international arrests I.e. here in Germany/Holland/Europe 

So far there's only infectees here in our region, and those are real people, friends and friends of friends,  so no fake stories... there's even one In a coma

3/23/2020 4:24:08 AM fallorsesh What's the point of this poll, when no citizen could ever, *ever* hope to confirm that, until such a number is publicly disclosed. Until that time it's all 

conjecture

3/23/2020 4:24:17 AM lorentzvanzelst So don't give me that's all just to mascarade arrests BS, a village near mine is on the verge of being QUARANTINED so shit is definitely serious...

3/23/2020 4:24:59 AM cny_micaa love this

3/23/2020 4:27:03 AM virtuspatri I have been following you for sometime.  I have every reason to believe this account....However, if we are supposed to rally this guy.....get your boy 

some executive and leadership training.....

3/23/2020 4:27:25 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/23/2020 4:27:26 AM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/23/2020 4:32:18 AM cny_micaa YEARS of practice though. I had to get beyond my irritation that people spoke of things and weren't living them out themselves. Hypocrites. I had to 

see I could take info and change my life, irregardless of whether they did or not. Free will. Dismantling victim consciousness...

3/23/2020 4:32:48 AM 24strand Slimy reptile #massarrests #Pedovore #PizzaGate #ThesePeopleAreSick #ThesePeopleAreSick #redpilled #WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 4:33:22 AM cny_micaa Principles before Personalities. Yes, exactly this. And years of trying to practice this... <3

3/23/2020 4:33:27 AM bethabu99376721 If the snake oil hairstyle doesn't tell us everything we need to know; the photoshop fakery sure does make him look silly.

3/23/2020 4:35:46 AM katieka12149203 just look at him... what is he 15, 18, 20 years old?  During the video, he looked completely silly... when you listen to him and hear him talk you really 

think he is part of Q?  🤦♀️

3/23/2020 4:35:53 AM moonbaby04371 I know they had waaaaaaay more than that!

3/23/2020 4:37:18 AM katieka12149203 On the other hand you have the first lady... and many other signs that Q+ is the POTUS and others are part of Q... Very obvious who is Q. 

pic.twitter.com/BBcoDaEste

3/23/2020 4:40:16 AM flag56 I see John voted. 🙄

3/23/2020 4:42:03 AM lovethebeach999 Past tense ?

3/23/2020 4:42:28 AM vmgpatriot I would hope so.

3/23/2020 4:42:30 AM balancebeam100 Trump vouches for her

3/23/2020 4:42:44 AM lovethebeach999 Sure hope you’re right

3/23/2020 4:45:07 AM ausanon369 Yeah and I like her too, she should eventually be President, but what she has been saying lately is sort of dangerous ie people don’t want to be self 

isolating because we are human. I get that, humans are social creatures. But she needs to encourage her followers to isolate

3/23/2020 4:45:27 AM valhalla11111 He may be top tier

Look up what "podesta " means

3/23/2020 4:46:01 AM virtuspatri My question exactly. 👀

3/23/2020 4:47:12 AM independentrowr F the 23T debt.  Isn’t that debt to the same banks that stole it from us with their Fiat system.  23T back to the people!!

3/23/2020 4:51:06 AM jim62192 Did not read properly and clicked wrong FFS

3/23/2020 4:52:01 AM djmomthebomb PATRIOTS WATCH: https://youtu.be/6SLDk7V1CPY 

3/23/2020 4:56:26 AM aprilma12871252  pic.twitter.com/GuOiDDyHGP

3/23/2020 4:56:33 AM balancebeam100 I do agree with you on that.  There's a middle ground there that we need to be on.  Treat it seriously but quit freaking out!

3/23/2020 4:58:07 AM moffit30414438 AUSTINS A fucking fraud. You're an enabler. Block me, cause I'm done with you asshole.

3/23/2020 4:58:21 AM clarkd958 Telling the truth, sometimes, hurts more than a lie but it's easier to get over and forgive. 🇬🇧🏴            🇺🇸#QAnon #WWG1GWA

3/23/2020 4:58:22 AM balancebeam100 I mostly rely on your digital soldier abilities, then look onto it some more, then share the big stuff.  I consider myself a "messenger" for you digital 

soldiers.  😁

3/23/2020 4:58:23 AM theceng Stroked*

3/23/2020 4:58:27 AM pincebeber I wanted to state the fact that I trully believe 

"" white hats work behind the scene of this covi19 pandemic 

to advance the Plan.

3/23/2020 4:58:57 AM lovekraft6 Sor0s' billions should be the first to be confiscated to reimburse the victims of the 2015 immivasion

3/23/2020 4:59:04 AM tyetyler1 It matters not the messenger, it's the message that matters.

3/23/2020 4:59:06 AM ausanon369 Yeah I understand she may be calming people down, but I just don’t want crowds of people infecting each other, then passing it around. Maybe she 

should just reinstate that it’s temporary until the virus spread slows enough.

3/23/2020 5:00:25 AM fansblowing3 Who the hell chose strongly disagree?? 😡

3/23/2020 5:01:55 AM covid_19_uk HAI IM STUPID I HATE ON TRUMP BECAUSE THE MEDIA TOLD ME TO DERP DERP

3/23/2020 5:04:36 AM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/23/2020 5:04:37 AM threadreaderapp Namaste, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside 

COMMS…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/23/2020 5:04:58 AM fansblowing3 Good plan 👍

3/23/2020 5:05:52 AM joan1barb troll.

3/23/2020 5:06:05 AM kevinmruel @prayingmedic @AussiePatriotQ @RealSheilaZ @RealCandaceO @realDonaldTrump @RudyGiuliani @limbaugh @TheCollectiveQ @IPOT1776 

@USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC @RealSheilaZ @greggutfeld #coronavirus #COVID19 #StayAtHome #TheStorm #TheStormIsHere 

@JudgeJeanine @TomFitton



3/23/2020 5:06:23 AM billvikk62794 BINGO

3/23/2020 5:06:49 AM stormenight Shit! I just did one by accident. Ugh. I hope that explains both of them! Was strongly disagreeing with the acts but got dyslexic on the wording of the 

question. 😖

3/23/2020 5:08:53 AM 69_marie My thoughts too 😳

3/23/2020 5:08:55 AM tyetyler1 I hit wrong button...again!  damned RA fingers!

3/23/2020 5:09:20 AM carineth_d Q is not just ONE person

3/23/2020 5:10:32 AM fansblowing3 Or they are all lying, just trying to increase fear.

3/23/2020 5:10:38 AM brianbrido97 All those properties,all those buried bodies

3/23/2020 5:11:20 AM ed_riah  pic.twitter.com/sXDChtXaId

3/23/2020 5:11:51 AM brianbrido97 The Vatican could wipe out world debt easily if it wanted to

3/23/2020 5:11:53 AM pincebeber Life made me a polite guy who wait for his turn,

I even have an absence of Ego where I was staggered as a raped and manipulated child by an older Kid.

My father used to say 

""peter pan syndrome"" you can't grow up

Of course 

 my web texts were more ANGRY and GRANDIOSE.

3/23/2020 5:12:34 AM thinking4urself I didn’t reply, but read comments first. What the heck did it say after you answered? Screenshot anyone?

3/23/2020 5:12:50 AM thinking4urself I didn’t reply, but read comments first. What the heck did it say after you answered? Screenshot anyone?

3/23/2020 5:12:55 AM fansblowing3 Queen Margrethe and Greenland

3/23/2020 5:13:13 AM rebel_yell_tex Just as long as WE retain our Nation AND the people control the Gov. that prints our money.  No Global Currency.

3/23/2020 5:13:37 AM dansilv56084248 There are steps involved for that to happen. The first step is to figure out how to do this without eliminating everyone's accumulated wealth based on 

fiat money. No easy answer here. Gold needs a value of $90,000/oz. in order to do what you claim, again, how do we get there?

3/23/2020 5:15:44 AM infidelis_101 Guess that’s the way it needs to be, huh? Shame all who either disagree or are open minded? It doesn’t matter that we have a common cause? We 

aren’t trusted to make judgements based on evidence as best we can? We can do better! 😡

3/23/2020 5:18:04 AM mommahood777 This is the GREATEST!!!!!!!!!

😍😍😍😍😍😍

3/23/2020 5:18:27 AM pincebeber I don't feel jealous when Someone gets famous,

But I feel like shit when my ex wife and my mother and my niece and I

ALL have health problems at the same time.

I am pushed out of my job by goons of the french Cabal.

Questionned by Massons ,enforcers and  neighboors turned cops

3/23/2020 5:19:37 AM lorenzosghost speculation is of the birds, after all

3/23/2020 5:19:58 AM pincebeber I don't get both

Karma

Quantum.

Please help a 49 french patriot.

3/23/2020 5:20:38 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1058020990125572098?s=21 …

3/23/2020 5:22:28 AM mommahood777 cool!

but I doubt that's the sole (soul) reason...

#EnjoyingTheShow

3/23/2020 5:24:14 AM pincebeber But it 's easy to be STUCK 

ILL,BROKEN and LOST

as a french civilian in this war.

Even if I felt a higher calling ALL MY LIFE.

And so many MJ12 thematics

 were my obsessions.

Destiny?

3/23/2020 5:27:00 AM tashalee01 Oh I'm on the "Q-train"! That's one the reasons I'm following @AustinSteinbart and defending the Q position of wwg1wga

3/23/2020 5:27:09 AM fansblowing3 Depends on the location of the camera.  Traffic light cameras controlled the the city or state?  Parking lot cameras controlled by the business, Walmart, 

etc.

3/23/2020 5:28:03 AM flyonth73978318 Ignoramus

3/23/2020 5:28:05 AM matthew_stavor No nesara ? 3000 ain’t no stimulus

3/23/2020 5:28:15 AM katieka12149203 look at her dress!

3/23/2020 5:29:01 AM fansblowing3 Lol

3/23/2020 5:29:39 AM fansblowing3 Praying medic? Kek

3/23/2020 5:30:43 AM fansblowing3 Sheepdog = J$

3/23/2020 5:31:33 AM scottdewitt19 Screw china.  We need to pull the rug out from under them now while we can or we will be the ones locked up in their re education camps. China has a 

eye on more territory, the U.S.  is  the golden prize. They have said this publicly at CCP party meetings.

3/23/2020 5:33:00 AM aavarnadore1 was that one a test?  or a pun ?

3/23/2020 5:34:40 AM shredzorz1 Or were they intentionally given a weaker strain to give them immunity to everything?

3/23/2020 5:34:42 AM pincebeber I jumped in the Trump train because my whole life prepared me for 2016 election night.

But since this then

I researched on each subject I spoke about.

(at a civilian /not IT level.)

Alas,

I must admit 

I had planned a writer approach to this war.

Commentary over LIVE History.
3/23/2020 5:34:53 AM hbseas This is hilarious. Austin is so fake.  He doesn’t even know what a core switch looks like.  What a joke.

3/23/2020 5:35:09 AM sallyjaster403 Spence when was our national debt erased?

3/23/2020 5:36:43 AM diaptera_80 Yeah, that one I know

3/23/2020 5:37:01 AM cuetheuniqorn Does he have AIDS

3/23/2020 5:37:23 AM jkmaalouf  pic.twitter.com/pF8JBacSak

3/23/2020 5:38:54 AM snakesanders22 Joe is in the repair shop, he’ll be back

3/23/2020 5:38:58 AM tazmajick Thank you for heads up. Glad I didn't have any of these 🤡's

3/23/2020 5:40:26 AM daveinthisacct Why do we need to pay off any debt to the FED?  We pay back citizen holders of treasury notes and that’s it. Fucking default on the rest of it and leave 

those pieces of shit holding bag this time instead of us

3/23/2020 5:41:36 AM shaun1111 We don’t need weapons in space, we need to raise our consciousness instead. Please and thank you

3/23/2020 5:43:14 AM lisa54735369 He’s one of the “compromised” individuals that need to self quarantine.

3/23/2020 5:44:22 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/immaluckez/status/1241851901412433920?s=21 …



3/23/2020 5:45:36 AM ewolsj How about a world where nobody gets raped and eaten by any is be????

3/23/2020 5:45:52 AM eddiecopeland1 She's his handler when he malfunctions, she pops up every time to "hug and kiss" him

3/23/2020 5:47:30 AM lightlove21121 We’ve got this 😎

3/23/2020 5:47:55 AM godfamcountry What if the coronavirus was created to target aliens?

3/23/2020 5:49:30 AM emperro61119379 oh wow, your the opposite of helping the q movement in any way

3/23/2020 5:49:31 AM pepperpapaw Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/23/2020 5:49:34 AM americanon57 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: When did Q signal that they left the chans? When they stopped posting. No outside COMMS ended at that point. There 

phase of the operation commenced. People who push messenger over message are also being propped up by Above Maje…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241580776400883712.html …

3/23/2020 5:50:54 AM pincebeber Instinctively afraid to displease.

I lived my life with a hunger for acceptation.

In my small village near Auxerre

(Yonne)

They called me the extraterrestrial.

I was the only one into Star Wars Marvel.

Alsoit was a true Cabal land

 ( affair Fourniret/Emile Louis/Dunand)
3/23/2020 5:51:00 AM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣 keep prokect garbage. You guys are great at that. 🇺🇸🐸

3/23/2020 5:51:39 AM restorativna8ur And you still have no proof. Just a blind follower. 😘

3/23/2020 5:52:19 AM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 austin isnt Q.  Clowns

3/23/2020 5:52:35 AM hudmagy YeP

Look close, can see photshop overlays ... good blending of dimension edges

😂🤣😂🤣 Fake pics & other

3/23/2020 5:52:52 AM ewolsj PedoVOUR

3/23/2020 5:54:01 AM restorativna8ur Coming from the guy who worships the narcissist leader austin. 🤣🤣🤣🤣 i want truth. Not fame, like austin

3/23/2020 5:54:54 AM erin91332723 I was super excited too. I read this and just wanted other people to read it too.  I don’t know what I think yet.  I do know we’ve been lied to and never 

had a chance financially and I do believe our God wants us to be prosperous. It’s always good to be cautious though

3/23/2020 5:55:22 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1242071989038338053 …

3/23/2020 5:55:41 AM erin91332723 I’m trying to read through and figure it out again.

3/23/2020 5:56:50 AM r0ck0fgibraltar I think you pretty much summed it up Melody...

3/23/2020 6:00:30 AM cprice9498 The abuser being manipulated??

3/23/2020 6:01:27 AM freehumanity111 #TheGreatAwakening #awakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #disclosure Corona = sun = solar flares                                 Corona = crown = 5D = The great 

awakening ! You are the cure! Let that sink in.

3/23/2020 6:01:35 AM tkeller0865 Right _been waiting years and decades for this smh

3/23/2020 6:01:46 AM bellano59187153 From your lips to Gods ears!!!

3/23/2020 6:03:04 AM ecranchero Yes, but Vatican should be destroyed. No snake building. No more deformed Jesus statue. Melt it. Vat should be dissolved as nation. Form a new 

structure like Orthodox Church. Oh hell, just make it Orthodox!

3/23/2020 6:04:02 AM pincebeber I felt courage at first.

I could not Bow my head or Hide,

wrote hundreds of texts to accompain or comment  Q proofs on FB public.

only english speaking weirdo around

I even was mad enough to let my family risk danger.

So selfish of me.

I admit I was waiting for an external SIGN.

3/23/2020 6:05:12 AM windrunner581 This is just heartbreaking

3/23/2020 6:05:37 AM mongrelglory I'm sure it was annoying for them...we must see if we can keep them busy with our new assignment. 😉

3/23/2020 6:06:29 AM mongrelglory Yes, it was MJ-12 who linked the documentary.  They had tweeted it a while back but I had forgotten.

3/23/2020 6:09:07 AM chrisvomvos Do not fear. Have faith in God. Have faith in the white hats. @realDonaldTrump

@DonaldJTrumpJr @JuliansRum @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SSG_PAIN @StormIsUponUs https://youtu.be/WwJW4Ww0lIE 

3/23/2020 6:09:20 AM fustarq The players are Donald Trump, Admiral Rogers, General Flynn, @AustinSteinbart and Q+...Austin runs the whole Q operation from his future comms 

(quantum computering) Future proves Past...This is why Q posts are so spot on to the second!

3/23/2020 6:09:38 AM mongrelglory I love that guy! 😆

3/23/2020 6:09:59 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy

@PennywiseDaWise  https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1242075903770984448 … pic.twitter.com/bdQbBvy1DW

3/23/2020 6:11:56 AM pincebeber I will always absorb  anyone's vision/reason/style/anger/taste.

I absorbed All my life.

My deep thoughts or beliefs may change in the process .

Unless I strongly disagree.

Son of a cop,

afraid of the idea of crossing the law

I nontheless spent my youth surounded by thugs .

3/23/2020 6:13:55 AM rharrin06970324 Its sickening how they are using him for their own agenda. Using him just so they can sneak in the woman they really want as Presidential runner. Of 

course Ole Sleepy Joe doesn't remember they are using him.

3/23/2020 6:15:33 AM smbruno44212 Nice - 66.6%  (Let's get that one a little higher!)

3/23/2020 6:15:59 AM pincebeber Fear got 80% of my life.

But I can be living under strong pressure

if it is a validated pressure.

In the Case You talk to me I may feel even some courage.

3/23/2020 6:20:38 AM laurabusse 😁👍

3/23/2020 6:22:45 AM mindywiddowson1 I am helping the commander, Q which is Austin. If you can't get on board then I see where your loyalties lie. Which in that case would be with the 

enemy.

3/23/2020 6:23:50 AM steveroye Macking off the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 "Larp", eh? Interesting...🧐

3/23/2020 6:26:45 AM hollydama An important thread related to Adrenochrome, elites/celebs, and, by inference, COVID-19.

@realDonaldTrump, @StormIsUponUs, @LisaMei62, @swimjohn2199, @atlsmr2, @prayingmedic, @DilleyShow, @RealJamesWoods, 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @Inevitable_ET, @Scavino45, @RealBenCarson, @2runtherace https://twitter.com/Phytointel/status/1239352190755627010 …

3/23/2020 6:28:20 AM robertm51745442 I am unsure about you tbh. One day your aligned in this, one day your weird. I am praying! WWG1WGA



3/23/2020 6:30:04 AM just_mr_nobody Nope. I will disregard any message that is given by someone I knownl to be a shill or a Larp. Messenger is just as important as the message. That's why 

we have a vetting process.

3/23/2020 6:30:14 AM x14n0n He was called out already.

3/23/2020 6:31:00 AM freedom_sent @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is there any proof that can be publically released that John "no_name" was over D6?

3/23/2020 6:31:30 AM floorithammer  pic.twitter.com/PzsiSyY37f

3/23/2020 6:32:00 AM nicjoubert81 Q+ is Trump...

3/23/2020 6:33:07 AM krucialnuera You making shit up again

3/23/2020 6:33:21 AM blcksambo Honestly I can not stand Austin... smug muthafucka

3/23/2020 6:34:06 AM ausanon369 I got BLOCKED because I told someone to actually research @AustinSteinbart and prove he is a fraud, rather than just saying it. They obviously decided 

it was easier to ignore #MessageoverMessenger and block me. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The real problem, human emotion i.e ‘jealousy’

3/23/2020 6:34:10 AM jones_kip There are 251 central banks not including smaller branch offices.

3/23/2020 6:36:11 AM ausanon369 This becoming quite a powerful weapon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Always remember, remove your emotions from your research. #MessageOverMessenger

3/23/2020 6:37:19 AM hubxrp I’ve left my office career exactly because of a huge amount of biorobots with different masks on their faces. I guess the Antichrist could be already 

kinging for a long time... Who knows, who knows.

3/23/2020 6:37:52 AM habsbatman yep pic.twitter.com/Ke6z6tds5d

3/23/2020 6:37:56 AM truthserum2all ThanQ

3/23/2020 6:39:14 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/3iKKTsZALW

3/23/2020 6:39:41 AM emperro61119379 I meant that idiot who choose to call "hunter killer", not the people from that list. They are freethinking. He appears to be a fool hurting the movement 

for stupid reasons. Btw, iam on board, he gotta be linked to Q at least. Ive seen the archive

3/23/2020 6:39:59 AM habsbatman try again pic.twitter.com/1aHedQc9AY

3/23/2020 6:40:16 AM otreborrm We are All victims.

3/23/2020 6:40:51 AM phoenixbenjamin After the Storm is done here , the storm hits Your way

3/23/2020 6:46:01 AM michell39826764 No I havent.

3/23/2020 6:46:49 AM michell39826764 Exactly.

3/23/2020 6:47:07 AM houdini481 Rand Paul?

3/23/2020 6:47:50 AM jsivad314 Vengeance is mine, and recompense, for the time when their foot shall slip; for the day of their calamity is at hand, and their doom comes swiftly.

Deuteronomy 32:35

3/23/2020 6:47:53 AM michell39826764 You are welcome to think that, but dont expect me to.

3/23/2020 6:50:29 AM sdane8 Me too. ❤️

3/23/2020 6:50:32 AM ncc571 Be careful of Mr. Steinbart. Most of the time-travel operatives are victims of C_A brainwashing through Augmented Reality. Don't fall for his false 

gospel .of Humanism

3/23/2020 6:50:56 AM jerk89911731 ''mass arrests'' 

in the deep ''blue'' state

knew that all along...

anyone check on Lizzy lately?

3/23/2020 6:51:00 AM harrodrenee 🤔

3/23/2020 6:51:35 AM gcanty3 I think the Fed will have to eat the 27 Trillion

3/23/2020 6:54:05 AM melaniekahleh Not sure I really understand MJ12 accounts, bots?

3/23/2020 6:55:36 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@underAboveCleanup

#QdiditQ

3/23/2020 6:56:26 AM ncc571 The QPharisees are the C_A infiltrators with their brainwashed time-travel humanist gospel. Their is 1 end time, Universe reset, and you don't have 

that power. pic.twitter.com/6gq9xORBEy

3/23/2020 6:57:17 AM bronnynz Watch the videos!  ... SSSHHHHHEEEEESSSSHHHHH.... 🤨😑😑

3/23/2020 6:58:45 AM restorativna8ur  https://twitter.com/johnmyers2/status/1241237450233491456?s=19 …

3/23/2020 6:59:01 AM restorativna8ur Deep state pic.twitter.com/G3trLylZgV

3/23/2020 6:59:03 AM canadianq7 What where the hospital ships used for before this ? What did 

old guard-FEMA/Elites use them for before 2016? #irony #PatriQts in Control #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE 🇨🇦🇺🇸🇧🇷🇫🇷🇵🇰🇬🇧🇰🇵🇸🇦🇵🇱🇷🇺🇰🇷🇦🇶🇮🇶🇮🇹🇩🇰🇮🇪🇶🇦 🇲🇽 🇮🇳 

🇪🇬 17+++

3/23/2020 7:00:24 AM unitedredwhite1 That's true. I had trafficking victims in mind - and TI's

3/23/2020 7:00:55 AM phoenixbenjamin Only the evil people have it. It has been a corrupt system thru & thru. All levels from top of Gov- to the people. House cleaning is happening. In the end 

we will presale and for one we all will have a chance for a great life. Pray don’t be scared. Have unbreakable faith.

3/23/2020 7:01:14 AM debbiekimsey Where is it? Will you post it so I can see it? The one I see is too small to tell.

3/23/2020 7:01:43 AM davidson2kyle I think the map is a representation of google searches the deep blue represents more searches on google for this topic have been made.

3/23/2020 7:02:17 AM davidson2kyle I think the map is a representation of google searches the deep blue represents more searches on google for this topic have been made.

3/23/2020 7:02:26 AM robcombsbicep They need to make this happen yesterday!

3/23/2020 7:02:58 AM feesh73_1118 Is it really necessary to balance the books of an economic system based on theft by fraud before installing a new sound money system? CANCEL ALL 

DEBT! 

Them 1:1 fiat for new money form scrapping fiat completely.

3/23/2020 7:03:38 AM lysa26832458 I think many are thinking that.      I think it’s possible that the unthinkable and the unbelievable possibility of a Chinese holocaust is happening right 

now!  I pray this is not happening 🙏

3/23/2020 7:04:09 AM shadowsuper5 just cos he got his pic taken with him..you really are a fool of fools arnt you???

3/23/2020 7:04:24 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1242087140818857986 …

3/23/2020 7:04:48 AM tucson_ron 99%

3/23/2020 7:05:07 AM gcanty3 For some reason that last sentence reminds me of Sandy Hook school.

3/23/2020 7:05:14 AM emperro61119379 I assume you didn't seen the archives, did you ? ^^

3/23/2020 7:06:23 AM emperro61119379 Now what ? Who cares about your blocking. But thanks for the useless info output you generated

3/23/2020 7:06:40 AM tucson_ron It'll be bigger. Rothschilds alone were (WERE) worth an estimated $500T. Thats a lotta dough to get everyone right again. And then... advance our 

civilization.

3/23/2020 7:07:44 AM feesh73_1118 And you allegedly know this how? Gut feeling... that's just a fraction of it.

3/23/2020 7:07:54 AM debbiekimsey She is his handler, she is just as bad as he is.

3/23/2020 7:08:53 AM emperro61119379 its interessting how much those "awaken" "loving" people fear and hate all thinking for themself out of ignorence

3/23/2020 7:09:50 AM mva_r  https://twitter.com/TribbleIndustr1/status/1233813557394972674?s=20 …

3/23/2020 7:10:49 AM itchyplant Including all assets? Seems low to me but you'd know better.

3/23/2020 7:10:55 AM emperro61119379 Yeah, very "woke" people hating out of feelings... A pitty to see



3/23/2020 7:11:09 AM saschakbe Scheiße, ich war gerade einkaufen. Noch nie solch eine angespannte und hysterische Stimmung erlebt. Die "Vorsichtsmaßnahmen" in den 

Supermärkten werden immer absurder. Krank. Der Virus im Kopf ist schlimmer, als der Virus in der Lunge.

3/23/2020 7:11:25 AM debbiekimsey the communist vampires will murder babies for their adrenochrome, what won't they do?

3/23/2020 7:11:59 AM elucidate2020  https://freebeacon.com/issues/government-funds-mylan-spiked-sen-manchins-daughter-became-ceo/ …

3/23/2020 7:12:09 AM mindywiddowson1 Yes I realized that after. I checked you out, your on the team. Sorry guy! These haters are getting on my last nerve.

3/23/2020 7:12:43 AM tucson_ron Correct!! Think of the warehouses and vaults (Mexico, Iran, scattered...) stuffed with pallets of cash. Wall-wall, floor to ceiling. Impossible to convert to 

new currency without admission of criminal enterprise... soon worthless. Wallpaper. Kindling. Monopoly money. Compost.

3/23/2020 7:12:50 AM emperro61119379 Noone cares. You don't seem to understand the point of this movement

3/23/2020 7:12:52 AM bronnynz POTUS isn't allowed to confirm nor deny DIA ops.

3/23/2020 7:13:04 AM rrjman Gold backed currency you say? I smell a one world government rising.

3/23/2020 7:13:08 AM shanevan Higher!!  Much higher.

3/23/2020 7:15:35 AM starla11111 What if babyq is a douche and I dont want to even know about him anymore? Why do we accept anyone that is that divisive to patriots? Is it even 

nessisary? We have Q and our research. Who needs a babyQ?

3/23/2020 7:16:24 AM barbiesaidhi For those still unaware https://youtu.be/JJLb-0fLjkA 

3/23/2020 7:17:05 AM emperro61119379 haha, yeah i get you there. Saddens my heart to see the people who should wake up the world blindly hating. Love is always greater. Its kinda like they 

are along the lines of  WWG1WGAsASmallSelectedGroup

3/23/2020 7:18:15 AM emperro61119379 And yeah, i know i still called him an idiot, which isnt excatly unconditional love either, but man they are annoying

3/23/2020 7:18:26 AM cledrordfishing I hope she is removed from office along with many more.

3/23/2020 7:18:36 AM mindywiddowson1 I agree 💯

3/23/2020 7:18:57 AM asprokapelo I flunked your last test..I ain’t takin another!

3/23/2020 7:20:26 AM ausanon369 Perhaps. But America already prints money with no value now, doesn’t it?

3/23/2020 7:20:50 AM araquela11 When are these criminals going to be arrested for their treasonous, and heinous crimes? Schumer not even getting a slap on the wrist? No censure, 

nothing. The Devil.herself, still walking free; Feinstein, and Pelosi's insider trading, the list is endless! We are all😡 as hell!

3/23/2020 7:20:52 AM n7guardiananon DiFi-JiangZeMen-Clintons-ArkansasAirport-NAFTA

3/23/2020 7:21:16 AM loisdutch1 @TiffersYUPP @musicroom98

3/23/2020 7:22:22 AM mindywiddowson1 I used to take the nice approach, but lately it's been the opposite. There is just so many examples that Austin is Q. Some people are just so clueless.

3/23/2020 7:22:29 AM cledrordfishing Bad shit.

3/23/2020 7:25:22 AM jd_endsley Well not exactly TRUMP  is in the process of dismantling the Central Bank system around the world. There will be no debt to pay off. Think who owns 

the Federal Reserve. It is privately owned corporation of the Rothschilds. Look up the city state of London. Us duck duck go not ce

3/23/2020 7:25:52 AM susang7671 #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I’m so glad for this opportunity to vent my experience witnessing & whistleblowing about 

Soros/Clinton/SEC/MeatPackingMafia/DEEPSate/HONEYPot/MoneyLaundering/DSMoneyCOURTIndustry w/o BEing Shut/Shot down @EyesOnQ as I 

vidtape laundering & GITMOreRunning: https://twitter.com/Susang7671/status/1242009207714590721 …

3/23/2020 7:26:02 AM jd_endsley Censored as bad

3/23/2020 7:26:46 AM rickster61x Assets seized since war began?

3/23/2020 7:27:03 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/HTMdupAgvT

3/23/2020 7:27:56 AM v8drvr  pic.twitter.com/xwhEytBHMl

3/23/2020 7:28:00 AM rickster61x ++++++++!!!

3/23/2020 7:28:47 AM 39anc6  pic.twitter.com/s0EiH1SRPW

3/23/2020 7:29:06 AM tucson_ron Then someone would hit that accidentally, like in "Idiocracy".

3/23/2020 7:30:57 AM jd_endsley WHY DID TRUMP SAY DON'T WORRY ABOUT PAYING IRS TAXES THAT MONEY BY LAW GOES TO THE ROTHCHILDS. TRUMP HAS STRANGLED THE 

WORLD WIDE CABAL THEY ARE BROKE THATS WHY YOU ARE NOT SEEING MASS EVENTS. TRUMP SINGED EXEC ORDER ON 2017 ANY PERSON(S) WHO 

STEALS FROM THE PEOPLE

3/23/2020 7:32:00 AM landocairipken Amen

3/23/2020 7:32:27 AM promexico Love all these conspiracy theories.

3/23/2020 7:32:41 AM theodazmusic Erwartungen können Enttäuschung erzeugen 😋

Was er von sich gibt auf YT is nicht normal und ich finde man sollte es auf jeden Fall im Auge behalten. Schadet ja nicht.

3/23/2020 7:32:46 AM william23777908 So do you follow Austin Steinbart?

3/23/2020 7:36:56 AM maltzmancody that is 30 football fields from end to end 10 feet tall filled with money

3/23/2020 7:37:19 AM rickster61x Don’t know why you support Austin Steinbart.

No sane person waves a firearm on camera.

Once I saw that, didn’t bother following/listening any further.

“No outside comms”.

Irresponsible behaviour paints a very bad picture on gun owners and patriots.

3/23/2020 7:38:34 AM jd_endsley OR COMMITS TREASON,  HUMAN, DRUG, GUN, TRAFFICKING OR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND OR CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN OR 

CHILD(TRAFFICKING) WILL FORFEIT ALL MONIES HELD IN ANY BANK ANY WHERE OR VESTED INTO THEIR HIERS = CONFISCATION

3/23/2020 7:39:22 AM jd_endsley JUST ASK THE BUSHES UPON EXECUTION OF H.W

3/23/2020 7:40:02 AM bonustag IDGAF what others think of me.

3/23/2020 7:41:15 AM jd_endsley TRUE HBAR_BULL

3/23/2020 7:42:16 AM jd_endsley 100% CORRECT

3/23/2020 7:45:29 AM jackfacts123 *abuser manipulating*

3/23/2020 7:46:26 AM jd_endsley Yes it is called MANOR WORLD HOLDING TRUST TRUMP WILL RETURN STOLEN GOLD FROM THOSE THAT STOLE IT TO THOSE IT STOLEN FROM

3/23/2020 7:47:54 AM brometheus_one_ Freedom of speech. The light always shines through the dark. 🐸🍿🍿

3/23/2020 7:50:13 AM otreborrm We've all been taken and Manipulated. Soon everyone Will know the TRUTH.

3/23/2020 7:51:05 AM patriot_pretty @VincentCrypt46 @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @RealMattCouch @SageAine1 @Vintagesquirrel @whaleswarrior @X22Report @IPOT1776 

@PunishDem1776 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KarluskaP @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs 

Do any of you know what this is?  Can someone PLEASE explain this?? pic.twitter.com/CY8AQtXpW0

3/23/2020 7:52:30 AM bbombski  pic.twitter.com/SkwFOExkBO

3/23/2020 7:53:18 AM shane26546740  pic.twitter.com/HgIJ3xx8QB

3/23/2020 7:54:27 AM focusbutterfly Yes!

3/23/2020 7:55:07 AM jonwpm Shit. I hit the strongly disagree by mistake. I strongly agree.

3/23/2020 7:56:02 AM jared_vor Here is the biggest red flag. He is openly calling for average people to break the law in his targeted attacks on Datto. If he had access to the tools he 

claims to have access to, he wouldn’t need to do that.

3/23/2020 7:56:42 AM never_fear2020 Thought y'all said previously it was the adrenal gland???

3/23/2020 7:56:49 AM ausanon369 This was mentioned in his video, if you watch it.

3/23/2020 7:57:03 AM cozzajoe What about the $14 trillion in household debt?  I'm all for paying off the national debt.  But this would be far more effective.

3/23/2020 7:58:36 AM jivaine_skywing Coming to you live from our underground bunker, Joe Biden!!!

3/23/2020 7:59:50 AM nikoscali LOL why is Cindy Austin's legal guardian?? He can't even be that for himself right now?

3/23/2020 8:00:00 AM munkeypilot Give it to a celebvore see what habbens...



3/23/2020 8:00:31 AM shane26546740 Why not??

3/23/2020 8:00:33 AM itchyplant And this is why people should not be blocked, so that the 3.9% that dont strongly agree can be known

3/23/2020 8:00:35 AM 369palm Why not just play the game, send the emails and see what happens?

3/23/2020 8:00:56 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/annamer_/status/1241987931876843521?s=21 …

3/23/2020 8:01:12 AM darkfla31049657 #QAnons @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @StormIsUponUs @Qanon76 pic.twitter.com/TXJgBMaezx

3/23/2020 8:01:38 AM alnacho1 😂😂😂😂

3/23/2020 8:01:41 AM munkeypilot Go-Go...or No-Go juice for the elites depending on witch batch you got...

3/23/2020 8:01:47 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/angeldemontv/status/1241777467351851008?s=21 …

3/23/2020 8:04:21 AM nikoscali He's over 18, if he still needs a legal guardian that indicates mental issues I would think

3/23/2020 8:06:30 AM shane26546740 Exactly

3/23/2020 8:06:39 AM michell39826764 No, sorry.

3/23/2020 8:06:52 AM tieronepatriot For what?  Was it ever mentioned in this thread?

3/23/2020 8:07:10 AM angieco00740829 i don't care what they do with it.  i want no part of that gained from the blood life of children. keep it, burn it, i don't want it.

3/23/2020 8:07:59 AM jamesbarnwell17 Just curious since I’ve been called a “shill” about 20 times now not on this post but I’m just curious as to what that is as an insult?

3/23/2020 8:08:03 AM lovelight5d Yahhhh AND push that vaccine to be injected into all our bodies mandatory 

POS satanist

3/23/2020 8:08:15 AM aleoniea Its a sorry business

3/23/2020 8:08:18 AM realgngrbrdgrl Lock the door and throw away the key

3/23/2020 8:08:20 AM pgwwg1wag That is very true!

3/23/2020 8:08:29 AM cgarcia1109 That’s why they’ve got the corona virus to get them off the face of the earth permanently

3/23/2020 8:09:19 AM shane26546740 He has mental issues. He hacked medical records and put them on YouTube, now his mom will get sued because she signed for him to be there.

3/23/2020 8:09:52 AM greentsunamii I believe it means you're a paid fanboy.  A part of his "deception".

Brush it off.  You're being the wiser. pic.twitter.com/QuJ5aYaK29

3/23/2020 8:11:29 AM pincebeber More of a Verbal soldier.

"computering" IS NOT my strong suit.

When I saw the Medias and Westablishment attacking TrumPotus,

 I started the TRANSLATING and SHARING and Commenting of the  Situation on FB public.

A year afterI, I red my first QANON drop.

Then Maj12

 Then Austin

3/23/2020 8:11:36 AM jared_vor In fact, he doubled down with his most recent video and admitted that his original plan was so easily thwarted by a simple keyword filter which was 

extremely predictable. His most recent attempt is easily thwarted as well.

3/23/2020 8:11:40 AM girlawakeinca This is disturbing. Very disturbing. pic.twitter.com/bpKM8PZ6Gy

3/23/2020 8:11:43 AM nikoscali Sounds like his mom needs to 5150 him .... again

3/23/2020 8:12:21 AM truthfulbadger @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart any truth to this ?

3/23/2020 8:14:40 AM brendastiles You need to study the NESARA & GESARA documents.

3/23/2020 8:15:15 AM djlok @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What’s up with the new T-banner?

3/23/2020 8:15:18 AM pablocr46826101 So did #AnthonyBourdain 

Hung by scarf and doorknob,

These were messages to anyone thinking about talking

3/23/2020 8:15:40 AM jamesbarnwell17 Lmao now I know I can just put it in the idc pile thanks

3/23/2020 8:15:55 AM tucson_ron Museum of corruption. 10 cents (silver) to enter.

3/23/2020 8:17:18 AM shane26546740 I’ve heard through the grapevine that his wife left him . Prob why he was seeing a doctor

3/23/2020 8:17:52 AM munkeypilot Depends or DeepEndz on the team you fight for. Bottom line is everyone is using the same battle plan to fight the fight but using different tactical 

strategeries & methods- takes all types.

One Team One Fight...many Battles & fire fights.

#OTOF🤜🏽💥🤛🏼

3/23/2020 8:18:27 AM mystery291 The answer to this depends on the answer to the bigger question. 

To what or whom is this debt to be repaid? Wouldn’t it be better to pay off all the household debt and then Napoleon the national debt?

3/23/2020 8:19:07 AM 39anc6 try NOT to send emails from @gmail.com

3/23/2020 8:19:08 AM dami73396076 @andweknow @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Does anybody have any information on what is going on inside fort Knox.

3/23/2020 8:19:27 AM pincebeber The more we Love and Listen,

the better.

Of course bots and shills...

make it difficult.

Harrassement is not a thing to entertain.

But MJ12 needs to Open  Doors,Eyes and Minds

Starting with an Open Tweeter acount.
3/23/2020 8:19:37 AM mystery291 Isn’t all the fiat issued against the Saint Germain/white spiritual boy fund, and as such it’s not valueless, it’s backed by the funds in the so called world 

trust?

3/23/2020 8:19:55 AM william23777908 Did you see how Austin Steinbart threatened praying medic, Lisa Mei Crowley and Joe M with physical violence? Does that sound like Q? I think not. 

This is not a matter of opinion. Q said no outside comms. This is an attempt at subversion of the entire movement.

3/23/2020 8:20:52 AM nikoscali Sounds like his wife left him and he burned all his IT customers (if he ever really had any)

3/23/2020 8:22:19 AM turbo7773 I do believe the bible. I do believe its inspired by God eventhough it was captured/translated by man. I don't think he would try and confuse us with his 

word. Remember its accounts were recorded by men who were not of the church/political high status! Jesus used known sinners.

3/23/2020 8:23:03 AM anchorsewer With new trade deals and tariffs, Trump is building a parallel economy.  The Rothschilds own our economy.  Trump wants to dump the Rothschilds' 

Central Bank and begin a sound money system backed by American oil and Gold.

3/23/2020 8:23:17 AM 39anc6 From yahoo is working pic.twitter.com/i0A75Yys08

3/23/2020 8:23:19 AM shane26546740 The truth will come out soon enough. He’s in way over his head . I would hate to be him at the end of all of this, people won’t forget his name or his 

face

3/23/2020 8:25:19 AM greentsunamii All good mate

3/23/2020 8:26:03 AM pgwwg1wag I just saw his recent video.  Another thing I picked up on is he has mentioned Q+ and Trump as two different people in one video.  I thought Trump 

WAS Q+?  Am I wrong on this assumption?

3/23/2020 8:26:43 AM munkeypilot Anonymity provides flexibilty...leave the plublicity for the attention whores...

3/23/2020 8:26:49 AM tucson_ron Look at all those hands coming out. Isn't it enough that Patriots are risking and sacrificing their lives to rescue the Republic? We ALL benefit because 

the Republic serves us all! Plenty will go around later! First, justice and funds going where they do the most good!

3/23/2020 8:26:52 AM samsmith0319 ...😳😳😳???



3/23/2020 8:27:42 AM shane26546740 Did you actually read it?

3/23/2020 8:27:43 AM samsmith0319 Agree...

3/23/2020 8:27:51 AM nikoscali at least he didn't stop traffic on the Hoover dam

3/23/2020 8:29:25 AM tucson_ron It WAS hidden from us. It will soon be revealed. Patience. We have bigger fish to fry at the moment.

3/23/2020 8:29:26 AM marie76431664 This isn’t even a question and those that do so should get the death penalty

3/23/2020 8:29:59 AM shane26546740 When your over 18 your parents can’t sign to get your medical records

3/23/2020 8:30:11 AM tamisto13345884 No, everything they confiscate goes into the Treasury! We will hav a reset! All debt gone! And our money will be gold backed! Think about it, debt 

beings to the central bank's not us, the people!

3/23/2020 8:30:17 AM oddsnh It's already done, yes.

3/23/2020 8:31:04 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/1KPhecPqY4

3/23/2020 8:31:17 AM hoodsavior First I pray(to GOD) the U.S. Financial Markets continue to Collapse(at least another 30% in the Red), then “We” can start to Reset, ReEducate & 

Rebuild..!! @POTUS #FREEDrMalachiZYork @THEMTableTalks #WesPenre @LauraMagdalene4

3/23/2020 8:31:31 AM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel

@780thC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Great jerb folxxx

Pizza on the house

Kill vrill
3/23/2020 8:31:47 AM viking_jeremy And by property, we are talking whole countries. No?

3/23/2020 8:32:07 AM shane26546740 His mother had to sign for him because ?? I’ll let you use your intelligence to figure it out

3/23/2020 8:32:17 AM neilbridgman Donate blood

3/23/2020 8:32:21 AM jared_vor As far as we know Q+ is Trump. We don’t really have any info to disprove that but we don’t exactly have rock solid smoking gun proof he is either. It’s 

more just a general consensus.

3/23/2020 8:32:55 AM americanpetal Not at all.

3/23/2020 8:33:08 AM shane26546740 True lol

3/23/2020 8:33:49 AM shane26546740 He’s bad for the movement, makes the rest of us look like clowns

3/23/2020 8:34:03 AM truckergirl49 It is awesome!  

There's a severe drought /famine in Somalia right now...

Not one word on the news .. no donations,  nothing 

They need our prayers 😢❤️🙏

3/23/2020 8:35:03 AM pgwwg1wag We are living on great but weird times!  I thank you for helping me through this info!  So far you are the only one.  Isn't that what Q wanted from the 

get go?  For people to help each other see the truth?

3/23/2020 8:36:05 AM trcan66839023 I think it's more!

3/23/2020 8:36:46 AM cpace98 The sleepers have no idea how important passing this stimulus package is to every American. This package gives them emergency money so they can 

stay afloat during the days we are on stay home status.

3/23/2020 8:37:19 AM jared_vor To be clear, I have no problem with Austin making videos to disseminate information. The more people who can articulate what is happening the 

better. I will also say, I agree with him that certain people using this movement for financial gain should be called out as Q has said.

3/23/2020 8:37:30 AM nikoscali I suspect that's the intention just like with the Hoover Dam guy. The question is does Maj. know all this and is still using him for visibility on Q bad or 

good? Or are they associated somehow?

3/23/2020 8:37:55 AM samuelmohr4 My question is, Why? What's the point?

If the DOJ don't get you, if Q-team don't get you, If We the People don't get you, God Almighty will.   You're Gonna Get Got.

3/23/2020 8:38:15 AM ashland_xoxoxo Give it to the people. It was our sweat and taxes to begin with.

3/23/2020 8:38:21 AM jared_vor Where I feel it’s necessary to speak up is when I feel as though he is spreading lies.

3/23/2020 8:39:06 AM cosmic_engineer I had a dream that I was reworking the RNA to only cull clones/modded/bloodlines from the 🌎

3/23/2020 8:39:37 AM qqqueenbeee I’m grateful of all the work Patriots have put into digs, memes, videos and spreading awareness. We are a team, a winning team! WWG1WGA 🐸🇺🇸

3/23/2020 8:39:53 AM cosmic_engineer Weakness always seems to be pulmonary

3/23/2020 8:40:22 AM munkeypilot I'm competent on a keyboard...I learned long ago I'm not cut out to be a cube REMF...I'm a field operative...I learned to embrace the suck...as long as 

I'm with people of like mind...otherwise its a big desert...

3/23/2020 8:40:25 AM americanpetal I used to be the type to push through and grind it out with or with backup. I’ve been known to be a warrior. But, I broke.

3/23/2020 8:40:34 AM jerilynne3 Too much proof!

3/23/2020 8:41:21 AM truth78031720 If the Fed was created unconstitutionally, and it WAS, then the debt incurred would also be unconstitutional too, no?

The debt will be wiped clear. It was a fraud perpetuated on the country/people to keep us enslaved.

3/23/2020 8:41:30 AM pgwwg1wag I agree as well!  He is putting videos out that are easier to understand for "normies". Maybe he is the way to get more of the left to understand & 

follow Q?  Idk.  All I know is I trust Trump & our military.  & of course, God above all else.  Q tells us God wins.  & I believe it

3/23/2020 8:41:44 AM munkeypilot You need all feedback- Recon by Fire...even friendly fire on occasion😎👍🏼

3/23/2020 8:44:35 AM fallorsesh Why are all of you suddenly using the identical vernacular? "Q Pharisees", "royal death racket", etc. What a disappointment, I almost wanted to 

pretend this account wasn't what it appears to be...

3/23/2020 8:44:36 AM infidelis_101 Undecided. Will continue to assess. The attitudes of some leading Q folks have been counterproductive, though. They should calmly challenge his 

assertions with logic and evidence. Instead, I think that relying on their relative notoriety and that is not persuasive.

3/23/2020 8:45:13 AM jluckjoy But if I had the skills I would be.

3/23/2020 8:45:14 AM americanpetal *With or without backup

3/23/2020 8:45:41 AM hawks_nest18 I think so  https://t.co/YFeTKqBT5B  https://twitter.com/carmindabrendel/status/1233344466024574978?s=21 …

3/23/2020 8:46:13 AM oaf_unbreakable 🤣😂🤣

3/23/2020 8:46:19 AM jared_vor Agreed. The people who need to stop talking are the ones freaking out over every typo or claiming everything is some cryptic gematria. They do more 

damage than good. Also the people who see one person tweet something and spread it without verifying it.

3/23/2020 8:47:17 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/V1nzr0ZEkD

3/23/2020 8:47:51 AM ke11y11 Karma is creation. Karma is a balancing act. Life as we know it would not exist without it. This life is about balance.  What goes up, must come down. 

Mitosis. Meiosis. Osmosis. (Think mirror. ) When these processes break down, deformity and death occur.

3/23/2020 8:48:08 AM infidelis_101 I understand your point. Unmistakeable threatening. But if there is an operation that is threatened as well, then this should be considered. What they 

should do is aggressively report these threats to platforms and law enforcement. If not taken down? What does it mean?

3/23/2020 8:48:11 AM canciergew Great catch soldier!!!🤓

3/23/2020 8:48:23 AM ke11y11 Collective conscience has been suppressed because we are essentially electric beings.  Our life spark is tuned to this planet.  There are a number of 

changes taking place.  You may or may not be feeling it, but it is happening, all the same.



3/23/2020 8:48:39 AM jesse48676371 please dont do that

3/23/2020 8:48:41 AM william23777908 In my opinion, his threat of violence automatically disqualifies him. I refuse to follow or support anyone who threatens violence against other patriots. 

Austin Steinbart is despicable. I am willing to agree to disagree on a lot of things, but not that.

3/23/2020 8:48:54 AM ke11y11 Someone or something is tuning us into a higher frequency. Our DNA is changing.  There is an inevitable pole shift in our future. This is what it's all 

about, sister. Transcending.  As Q has stated:  It's gonna be BIBLICAL!

3/23/2020 8:49:08 AM earthisaglobe I'll add YOURSELF to the loooong lidt of concepts you don't understand!

I m beginning to think it s better to keep a lis of things you do understand. Muuuuch shorter!

3/23/2020 8:49:27 AM habsbatman Patriots Don't Sleep  https://qmap.pub/read/144  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided 

#SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/23/2020 8:50:24 AM turbo7773 As his disciples. I'm not condemning the church in any way. With that being said look in the bible how Jesus speaks to the different churches in 

Revelations chapter 1-3 as an example. Search other examples on your own. I fully believe the bible to be true. Man wrote God inspired

3/23/2020 8:50:26 AM nurseniceyes No not all of this is correct.

3/23/2020 8:50:55 AM earthisaglobe So you did nothing yourself, just believe stupid memes?

I told yiu i measured it myself!

3/23/2020 8:51:26 AM ewolsj Or is the CIA run by Mormons??

3/23/2020 8:51:27 AM shane26546740 Time will tell

3/23/2020 8:52:12 AM infidelis_101 Ok, then all we can do is conclude he is a black hat....and a serious one...by virtue of the fact that nobody is stopping him, right? Maybe he is 

somehowe compelled to do this to break apart emerging dogmatism. Or he is openly subversive. But if not legit...he will expose himself

3/23/2020 8:52:34 AM pincebeber I typed lol twice I think in my life.

3/23/2020 8:52:38 AM smmmote Ayeee! Done. Got one out of 6 to go through. pic.twitter.com/QSFNfym4xN

3/23/2020 8:52:40 AM evilone6 This account as been hijacked.

3/23/2020 8:52:55 AM ke11y11 Okay.  I'm open to learning as much as possible.  Please share.

3/23/2020 8:54:04 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/vMc7hCmsqZ

3/23/2020 8:54:27 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/mQ7mLhHuNO

3/23/2020 8:54:51 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/50hwY6ybfj

3/23/2020 8:55:26 AM corey28706035 Rainbow currency would be a blend of multiple precious metals.

3/23/2020 8:55:37 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/Aa6fMgTogg

3/23/2020 8:55:39 AM ohsoyoural Yeah dumbass

3/23/2020 8:55:40 AM earthisaglobe I VE MEASURED IT PERSONALLY. You believe dumb memes.

3/23/2020 8:55:52 AM truth939 Can somebody explain what the Amorphous Achive is exactly?

3/23/2020 8:56:15 AM jesse48676371 do you really think the switch gear at an air force base would look like his basement? i have been in some very hastily set up data rooms overseas that 

look better than his supposed set up. block away if you cant handle someone pointing out a flaw

3/23/2020 8:56:33 AM earthisaglobe Do you feel movement of a plane going 500 mph? Or do you feel movement in a plane at much lower speeds on the runway? Why?

3/23/2020 8:56:43 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/N4w7HIFOrB

3/23/2020 8:57:01 AM corey28706035 When they release the cures, we’ll have our health!

3/23/2020 8:57:08 AM smmmote Got my ticketttt 😎 pic.twitter.com/oZprYiNpJ7

3/23/2020 8:57:23 AM turbo7773 Haha same here. I had no clue what it means. On that note tell me this! How much money is your salvation worth? My Is priceless and already paid for 

by Jesus my savior. I'm not perfect. I am a sinner, but I'm also saved by his grace. Jesus will return! Be ready people.

3/23/2020 8:57:33 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/jkNdVpeR8G

3/23/2020 8:57:36 AM lilyorkieb if he unfollowed him... how is that a good thing?

3/23/2020 8:57:50 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/j3SDlYg49n

3/23/2020 8:58:11 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/XgIKD2wa9U

3/23/2020 8:58:11 AM earthisaglobe Oh ffs "water is level so earth is flat"... Geez! And not a single scientist or teacher thinks: "wait a minute, water is level...!"

Explain what level is other than a 90° from down.

3/23/2020 9:00:34 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/pLcti8PXMB

3/23/2020 9:00:44 AM upallnight39 @datto

@DefenseIntel

@780thC

#0fenciveMANUUUV000r

#killDEEZJEWNIGGERS

#deadasfuck

@FBI

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241913405767856129 …
3/23/2020 9:01:00 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/Slo6KFRB0I

3/23/2020 9:01:42 AM behold1loand All 144 of us. Interesting.

3/23/2020 9:01:47 AM trusterplan Cool bro make sure you don't actually share any of your secret knowledge with anyone else

3/23/2020 9:02:01 AM habsbatman  pic.twitter.com/xAD1EwPhKY

3/23/2020 9:02:04 AM jesse48676371 have you ever been in a secure government building with a scif? cell phones are kept in a locker at the front door. Commanding officer on down to the 

janitor. no cell phones allowed beyond this point.... no cell phones allowed beyond this point...

3/23/2020 9:02:22 AM munkeypilot Isn't that what they said or implied was going to happen- slaves no more?...

3/23/2020 9:04:30 AM koryoline1 Alot more than that

3/23/2020 9:07:12 AM ewilliams22101 Then you should report Austin to the authorities.  This is the same process we went through with some NSA accounts (NSA Child Crimes in particular), 

and all reports were ignored.  Austin purports to be DIA, yet his account is still up.  How is that possible?

3/23/2020 9:07:18 AM nea_storm Actually I have been sharing if you had been following the PS account since it first open in July then within two weeks was shutdown for that very 

reason: All recorded: I even created a Code to allow people to follow threads due to them being intentionally scrambled: 👇👇👇 

pic.twitter.com/hK4HEEp7Iz

3/23/2020 9:07:49 AM blissamerica Yes! Great idea

3/23/2020 9:10:11 AM ewilliams22101 Austin has already said in his videos that he takes orders from 8kun posts. He doesn't post on the board.  His job is gathering intell, and by the looks of 

it, he's well trained.  How do you think the military (or whoever is running Q) is getting intell?

3/23/2020 9:11:01 AM miles00853514 How would I or anyone know that?

3/23/2020 9:12:21 AM snozzlestein Doesn’t help the fact my father slaved away in a factory his whole life with the promise of golden years retirement. Burn it all down.

3/23/2020 9:12:28 AM adamz14839920 Much higher! Add the elite bloodlines

3/23/2020 9:14:07 AM deplorablesuezq I disagreed because it is sooo much more!!

3/23/2020 9:14:19 AM allcalmdown Well said✌🏼🙌🏻

Think China plus satellites 😱



3/23/2020 9:14:40 AM rosemodema I believe this situation has put a line in the proverbial sand & marked a spot in time when many (who have taken things for granted) were  forced 2 

think outside of themselves & be grateful 4 what they have; in the wake of experiencing when they had not.

#COVIDー19 #coronavirus

3/23/2020 9:17:26 AM malibuphoenix33 I don’t feel comfortable answering this. 🤷♀️😂

I know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has lots of info on that in their docs of disclosure. Though with the way that account is acting right now I don’t know how 

much you should trust it. 

 😂✌️

3/23/2020 9:18:34 AM talha21082000 Man come on, you can answer it in my DM´s

3/23/2020 9:19:33 AM richardhiatt16 And not soon enough 😡❤️🇺🇸🛸

3/23/2020 9:19:46 AM william23777908 My opinion is he has already exposed himself.

3/23/2020 9:19:47 AM pgwwg1wag What do YOU believe is happening with this virus? Cover for the operation rounding up the lower level crime peeps?

3/23/2020 9:19:51 AM malibuphoenix33 Will do✌️

3/23/2020 9:21:19 AM talha21082000 thx 👍

3/23/2020 9:24:12 AM williamwpennac1 I am trying as much as possible

3/23/2020 9:24:15 AM bluejay726 You fool!!!

It’s the shedding of his blood on the cross to cleanse us of our sins.

It isn’t murdering and ingesting blood in our bodies.

You fool!!!

3/23/2020 9:25:35 AM upallnight39 @KremlinRussia_E

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@IDF pic.twitter.com/M6THykSxgb

3/23/2020 9:27:06 AM ogmios1440 They know the negative!

3/23/2020 9:27:31 AM khmomma1 Love my home state❤️

3/23/2020 9:28:10 AM shaun1111 Well at least the shills are presenting themselves these days :)

3/23/2020 9:30:29 AM truthdying Screw the banker debt and screw fake space force

3/23/2020 9:32:15 AM balancebeam100 Or it's their excuse for being under house arrest.

3/23/2020 9:33:04 AM thenewimpostor 2, 4 and 8 are fairly powerful too - 8 reaches over 16 million after three cumulative squarings.

Personally, I like 420

3/23/2020 9:33:42 AM nurseniceyes But are you open to forgetting?

3/23/2020 9:34:20 AM bostonawakened That is not a q post, it's an anon post.

3/23/2020 9:34:56 AM jared_vor I find that difficult to believe because that would mean that the virus was allowed to spread which means that thousands of people were essentially 

sacrificed. I think there are things happening but I don’t think the Virus was an intentional cover.

3/23/2020 9:35:59 AM yeoldelovespre1 Yes it would be good to hear the whole interview for the full context.

3/23/2020 9:36:50 AM petesmom94 I think it's more! A lot more!!!!

3/23/2020 9:37:04 AM storm_mission 🇨🇦🇺🇸 .:. pt.4 “globalism”  https://twitter.com/storm_mission/status/1242102179793530882?s=21 …. “trust the plan” 🇺🇸🇨🇦 #WWG1WGA 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/07Ys1KjGRF

3/23/2020 9:37:56 AM therealmidcal More

3/23/2020 9:41:20 AM walterteech They can make adrenochrome in a lab, so what's the point of harvesting it from children?

3/23/2020 9:42:32 AM stoneturnr Reverse google image search takes you to this video. Deals with a lot of concepts that MJ12 discusses. Power of 369, cannabis, Earth cycles, 

weaponization of frequency. I think they are directing people to this vid. Hilarious ending too!😁 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdppV4uU62Q …

3/23/2020 9:43:24 AM kathleenmckeon6 The confiscation order of all involved in human trafficking etc....Which I understand has already taken place and the order is real, so yes makes sense.  

When I look at everything shut down and start thinking, hmm how can this get started up again, I always wonder at this order.

3/23/2020 9:43:26 AM ke11y11 heh heh heh

It happens.  I'm not sure what your point is, but if you provide more context, maybe I can keep up?

3/23/2020 9:44:44 AM djlok ThanQ!!!

3/23/2020 9:45:26 AM schutzme RIP KAPPY

3/23/2020 9:46:06 AM hunleyginger so the currency we have now will be no  good do we get reparations for what we have into a new currency or what ever they come out with

3/23/2020 9:46:27 AM kathleenmckeon6 So, yes President Trump seems to have this covered. He does seem to think of everything:) https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-

actions/executive-order-blocking-property-persons-involved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/ …

3/23/2020 9:46:29 AM nurseniceyes What I was referring to was the old paradigm... All the things written by humans in sin(without the most high) are false.

3/23/2020 9:47:18 AM christifaupel I think the mass hysterics were created by the DS to crash the economy before and election.   The celebrities didn't cause this hysteria.

3/23/2020 9:47:57 AM kathleenmckeon6 Question:  Does this not amount to the same thing?

3/23/2020 9:48:15 AM chuckr69 Now how am I supposed to know how much they had? What kind of foolishness is this?

3/23/2020 9:48:59 AM stoneturnr No problem! Really interesting video. It also links to this website that hosts the Amazing Resonant Experiment video MJ12 linked a few days ago and a 

bunch of other great vids. 

 https://www.aflamget.com/video/rdppV4uU62Q …

3/23/2020 9:51:48 AM clifford_danley Exactly!

3/23/2020 9:52:10 AM infidelis_101 I understand. But as I said, nobody is stopping him. Even after threats and major federal law breaking. Question is why? Important because it goes 

beyond gut instinct.

3/23/2020 9:53:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 That's embarrassing. https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1242116725501460482 …

3/23/2020 9:53:16 AM nurseniceyes Here's an analogy... There is a Great Divide... Humans stand near the edge.. All will run... Some will fall... Some will build a bridge... Some will fly... The 

meek (obedient)will inherit the Earth... The unruleable will inherit the skies...

3/23/2020 9:54:14 AM lcqkag2020 Geez......

3/23/2020 9:55:17 AM willma2005 how was this even released. very strange

3/23/2020 9:55:36 AM krisp1377 Wow! This guy is so fucked! 🤦🏼♀️

3/23/2020 9:55:54 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/V8tj3Cqovu

3/23/2020 9:55:55 AM aboveit4 He’s embarrassing

3/23/2020 9:56:41 AM cocopuffster12 Please take the banner of the military uniform off your banner, and fight for your country. For your freedom.

3/23/2020 9:57:30 AM gregg28740867 Are you Kidding Me!!

3/23/2020 9:57:39 AM ajjones08036768 30 trillion would only be skimming the surface of paying off any debt.  We're in the quadrillions

3/23/2020 9:57:49 AM taylorc09050509 We should all just hold hands and sing cumbia

3/23/2020 9:57:58 AM seventeensecs whats the equivalent of the 25th amendment whilst RUNNING for office.... good Lord.....CLEARLY unable to do the job.

3/23/2020 9:58:04 AM nurseniceyes Sidney, how is General Flynn doing?

And the case?

3/23/2020 9:58:06 AM ke11y11 Well, you're already on an entirely different level than I am because that makes no sense to me . Do you mean the bible? If so... that still doesn't make 

sense to me because the bible most def speaks about transcending.

3/23/2020 9:58:07 AM decodematrix 😐😐😐



3/23/2020 9:58:12 AM newjackcity28 Wow he is just gonna grope that ghost like that

3/23/2020 9:58:16 AM mikespies904 Long Trump

Short Biden

3/23/2020 9:58:32 AM ke11y11 Ascending to be more precise, but is it too far fetched to rationalize that the one is dependent upon the other?

3/23/2020 9:59:06 AM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody disagrees. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241919427513327617 …

3/23/2020 9:59:09 AM serpent021 Sleepy Joe..  still asleep

3/23/2020 9:59:13 AM wickedmouse369 The systematic destruction of the old guard! Bye bye Dog Face Pony Soldier No Malarkey Corn Pop Joe.

3/23/2020 9:59:23 AM pbounasis Can you please keep Joseph in your prayers 🙏🙏🙏 this is from Facebook @dmills3710 @flynn_neill @EricTrump @LaraLeaTrump @BardsOfWar 

@sxdoc @SSG_PAIN @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IngrahamAngle @StJudeResearch @SaraCarterDC @SarahHuckabee Please 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 

pic.twitter.com/cU69CyKRkg

3/23/2020 9:59:27 AM carineth_d Blocked them all. ThanQ!!!

3/23/2020 9:59:29 AM kindeandtrue We still have no definitive proof.

3/23/2020 9:59:36 AM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/tFFTdx4CQu

3/23/2020 9:59:40 AM nooneknows_17 This fling pos can’t even coordinate the teleprompter but his puppet masters think the American people will put him in charge NO F’ING WAY

3/23/2020 10:00:20 AM ewilliams22101 I have a hard time imagining Project Q releasing the virus into the wild intentionally, even if targeted through adrenochrome.  Given the contagiouness 

of the virus, Q could easily predict the "collateral damage".

3/23/2020 10:00:27 AM process_facts Correct.

3/23/2020 10:00:39 AM soozyt2 Unbelievable! 😳👀😳👀😳

3/23/2020 10:00:47 AM bleed1gnan  pic.twitter.com/KHJdbzThTN

3/23/2020 10:01:01 AM carliestar10 Correction: John Podesta is a FREE PEDOPHILE

3/23/2020 10:01:22 AM nooneknows_17 Good point — makes one wonder if it’s all scripted at this point enjoy the show 🍿

3/23/2020 10:01:29 AM littlefroggy6 Correct term perhaps pedovore. A pedophile actually loves children in their sick way. Podesta hates children. He rapes and murder them. Pedovore.

3/23/2020 10:02:00 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/8JuuPsz8cn

3/23/2020 10:02:27 AM lightseeker2012 And you gotta figure that was the best take! 😂😂😂

3/23/2020 10:02:30 AM ewilliams22101 I'm leaning towards hostile release by China, which Project Q anticipated, so Project Q added the tainted adrenochrome knowing the virus would be 

out in the wild anyway. . . still bothered if Q released this virus. . . .

3/23/2020 10:02:33 AM karen152013 Off topic, but... The Dark Legacy II reference in the screen of the video Q posted last... Watch the movie!

JFK Jr.s plane registration number was N529jk.

Check out Q post 529!

"Hello GEORGE."

Is he alive?  "No. Q"  

Think about all of that!
3/23/2020 10:02:38 AM omnamahshivaye2 Toe Knee? 🤔

3/23/2020 10:02:39 AM freestateojones The current global situation is providing cover for quite a bit. 

Thankfully, they cant stop the inevitable. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1240812893094006784?s=19 …

3/23/2020 10:02:52 AM kindeandtrue Innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.

3/23/2020 10:03:24 AM playgroundg0des Damnit..I hit the wrong slider..grrr. 100% Agree

3/23/2020 10:03:30 AM egonenglish He is withdrawing. The drug propped him up for so long

3/23/2020 10:03:58 AM trumpgender Fat fingered people are known to skew surveys!

3/23/2020 10:04:11 AM pgwwg1wag Look at what I found!  He says he is Q+. pic.twitter.com/dvQKsi73E9

3/23/2020 10:04:30 AM djlok BADGE OF HONOR!!!

3/23/2020 10:04:45 AM ewilliams22101 Please make it so.

3/23/2020 10:04:49 AM nesswozere @SoulsGoOn

3/23/2020 10:04:49 AM cindysaulter2 Snopes is paid propaganda but what do you know? Even a broken clock is right twice a day. Good job

3/23/2020 10:05:38 AM mcgwyneth Q:  "Do you trust the chain of command?"

To any doubting Majestic, look at old @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets, chronologically from beginning.  Explanation clear.  Validation of Dark to Light for 

those with an open mind.  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241926887565336577 …

3/23/2020 10:05:53 AM playgroundg0des I want to see a public execution, not some doctored photos

3/23/2020 10:06:17 AM laurabusse Do share if you are willing

Would love some inspiration

3/23/2020 10:07:08 AM mcgwyneth Good question.  From my research, I would say "yes".

3/23/2020 10:07:33 AM djlok I #WalkedAway from the #DemocratParty a couple of years ago and thank God I did because I don’t even understand what they’re talking about 

anymore.

3/23/2020 10:07:36 AM reportgoldfish Status of Adrenochrome patent application expires today......Hmmm🤔

 https://patents.google.com/patent/US4501923A/en …

@P0A_Triot23

@EyesOnQ

@Qanon76

@FollowQanon

@QPatriot17

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SteveMotley

@AustinSteinbart

@RealMattCouch
3/23/2020 10:08:20 AM bcmsolt #LockHimUp

3/23/2020 10:08:32 AM ewilliams22101 Dogs stress sheep out.  The sheep are always having to watch the dog.  I prefer electric fencing - the sheep can relax.

3/23/2020 10:08:40 AM laurabusse But wait! There's more!

3/23/2020 10:08:42 AM irishan53296214 Wow.

3/23/2020 10:08:56 AM freedomrider364 #WeAreThePride WWG1WGA Q+++Anons thank you 

 RT @rickster1012: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Doing my best to (cont)  http://tl.gd/nonoar 

3/23/2020 10:09:32 AM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/7tfIRJjPpB

3/23/2020 10:10:09 AM nurseniceyes All science all books written without are false including the Bible, Quran, scrolls... Separation it's a choice.

3/23/2020 10:10:42 AM onesetoflaws What's my name? What's my real name? John

3/23/2020 10:11:00 AM mcgwyneth Right on.  From my research, there are 35 levels of clearance ABOVE the President, on a 'need to know' basis.  Compartmentalization for control.  Chain 

of command clearance in Alliance "trumps" that compartmentalization.  40Kft view.

3/23/2020 10:11:07 AM laughlandmorgan 🐸🐸🐸

3/23/2020 10:12:37 AM tingtingler Breitbart thought so!



3/23/2020 10:13:02 AM stephscolaro This. Is. An. Act.

3/23/2020 10:14:14 AM smalltownindy Extremely thorough investigation. I became convinced after watching his whole channel list of videos a couple weeks ago. I just try to avoid the 

bickering and focus on messages.

3/23/2020 10:14:20 AM wavyavibes To u it means that to them it don’t your the fool. Also Jesus wasn’t the only christ also to idol worship Jesus is against his very own teachings 

FOOOOOOL.

3/23/2020 10:14:26 AM stephscolaro Disinformation is necessary...??

3/23/2020 10:14:30 AM cityranch May it all come true.

3/23/2020 10:15:02 AM lightonearth111 Huh

3/23/2020 10:15:30 AM lynnstueber  https://youtu.be/oThlEdbKePg?list=FL4kH88eO-7rHb1kZaNqJKDg …

3/23/2020 10:16:28 AM lightonearth111 Behind it? I wouldn’t call them white hats then.

3/23/2020 10:16:37 AM midlyf3 Well 1 person....probably just a relative of him anyways sooooo #DeathToThePedophiles

3/23/2020 10:17:10 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/vOrToBAeeT

3/23/2020 10:17:33 AM mediqated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2020 10:17:46 AM awakeningthe17  pic.twitter.com/32AYYEy0rf

3/23/2020 10:18:29 AM slh2813 Bill Gates & evil globalists.

3/23/2020 10:19:01 AM earth2nissy And in that proof isn't only JFK underlined and not the Jr. part, I believe? Hmmmm. Going to watch it, thanks!

3/23/2020 10:19:14 AM timesupmaga Would someone please show this senile senior citizen back to the mental facility he escaped from.

3/23/2020 10:19:53 AM truth_yhvh For decades!

3/23/2020 10:20:09 AM midlyf3 Most can not will not swallow. Altitude OVER 40k ft. VIEW FULL PIC. #FlattenTheCurve what height are satellites "launched" from planes? Who has the 

pic?

3/23/2020 10:20:56 AM bookendsbridges Yo...and me here??? 🤪🤪😉😎 - as I've been traversing the land and providing the MATRIARCH Qlues of righteous endeavors and purpose as to 

cleaning up this UNGODLY mess...

~Q sent me

~QBQL pic.twitter.com/gHphWDRwOB

3/23/2020 10:21:18 AM earth2nissy I'm cracking up😂

3/23/2020 10:21:30 AM shivelyjimmy  https://twitter.com/YouDiscussedMe2/status/1241987908845920257?s=09 …

3/23/2020 10:21:53 AM cathyharris1116 It’s sad

3/23/2020 10:22:40 AM elleconway84 I really hope there is no truth to this

3/23/2020 10:24:19 AM jared_vor I question his understanding of quantum computing. It’s less time travel and more parallel universe. It’s hard to explain but just imagine a continuously 

diverging timeline. Sometimes those timelines converge and that’s when we experience the Mandela Effect.

3/23/2020 10:24:22 AM mathison_si Hell no.

3/23/2020 10:24:44 AM ke11y11 So basically anything written is false? 

What was written (with the most high?)

hahaha

I feel like you're about to go all Satan's servant on me.

Separation from what?  

I literally have nom idea what you're talking about.

3/23/2020 10:25:25 AM steveroye It's gotta be practice for a stand-up act in case he loses. Nobody in their right mind would attempt such [fill in moronic descriptors here] otherwise. 🤪

3/23/2020 10:26:04 AM theodazmusic Idiots are idiots

3/23/2020 10:26:07 AM emperro61119379 as stated above, annoying people ^^

3/23/2020 10:26:18 AM smalltownindy Let me rephrase, I became convinced he is a good guy (albeit an arrogant one). I don't care if he is Q or not. I appreciate the thorn in the DS side he is.

3/23/2020 10:26:19 AM joeorbit the t bills china bought while our cabal presidents for the last 20 years gave the usa away - let's call it even.

3/23/2020 10:26:45 AM dtubbs201 He changed it immediately after I asked.  I took a picture: pic.twitter.com/cGQVorOipd

3/23/2020 10:26:48 AM boondognews The Rothchilds are the bottom of barrel in the world that runs the world. They are just the middle men so to speak is what I’ve researched.

3/23/2020 10:26:57 AM bluejay726 Incoherent babble. Try to write in sentences.

Who is them?

Who was the other Christ to idol worship?

What teachings of Jesus was he against?

3/23/2020 10:28:06 AM nurseniceyes I am not a servant... Yet I can be... Separation it's not from a what... It is from the most high... Who has had and will have many names..

3/23/2020 10:28:15 AM artistginette  pic.twitter.com/YL0AmWg5Ju

3/23/2020 10:28:42 AM theresa78375601 Emailed all just now from my gmail and did not get one rejection email back, yet.

3/23/2020 10:28:57 AM mbv4j Source please?

3/23/2020 10:29:18 AM nurseniceyes How you will know if something is in alignment with the most high... It will resonate ... You will feel it as an emotion

3/23/2020 10:29:21 AM kevinpaz822 #MondayMotivation

3/23/2020 10:29:36 AM cawn777 I agree with you. People often forget the fact that the cabal consists of independent groups with separate agendas. This includes ALL organized 

religions. EVERY religion to its core is a control structure designed to hold sway over the collective consciousness of the world.

3/23/2020 10:29:44 AM corey28706035 We have all been slaves... your father is no different. The future is ours.

3/23/2020 10:30:31 AM zeroparanormal How about schools reopening April 8th with general services and churches Easter Sunday 12th?

3/23/2020 10:30:49 AM mcadderbolt We still live in a nation ruled by law, last time I checked. The poll’s conclusions may be right (I even tend to agree), but everyone deserves due process 

before any such proclamations or judgements.

3/23/2020 10:31:12 AM mom_notyour #WalnutSauce

3/23/2020 10:31:25 AM nvrmor23 Thats just one bank

3/23/2020 10:31:37 AM patriot_angel All you have to do is read Podesta emails dropped by Wikileaks.

3/23/2020 10:32:00 AM cawn777 I.e. all Jews aren’t bad people their beliefs originate from an organized religion. Christians, Muslims, Jews are all brainwashed by the one god control 

structure. The cabal has infiltrated EVERY religious institution at its core. That doesn’t mean the believes are the bad guys.

3/23/2020 10:33:12 AM sickie88 Please elaborate 😊

3/23/2020 10:33:36 AM loriecole17 How about NESARA now!!!!!

3/23/2020 10:35:32 AM samsmith0319 So sad...

3/23/2020 10:35:43 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/YdfKjNzWy6

3/23/2020 10:35:54 AM thereallightwa1 This poor bastard is an embarrassment.  Although he's a pervert, I feel a bit of sympathy for him as the really corrupt power over him hang him out to 

dry.

Well, good riddance to all these diseased politicians...

3/23/2020 10:36:53 AM emperro61119379 their ego / fear

3/23/2020 10:37:22 AM drewdickson58  pic.twitter.com/2t9l8GarzU

3/23/2020 10:37:25 AM iamsteph2017 144...Interesting Number !



3/23/2020 10:38:16 AM theodazmusic MJ12 is the best after Q. Calling them clowns is just wrong. Never did I heard from MJ12 something that comes close to what you are trying here. They 

always say "message over messenger". Best guys! 😎

Good luck hunting them. If you find something pls let me know.

3/23/2020 10:39:00 AM jesse48676371 dont believe me, believe your lying eyes...look at his pictures, does it look like he operates on a budget or with quantum tech?

3/23/2020 10:40:43 AM pgwwg1wag Gotcha!

3/23/2020 10:41:37 AM diaptera_80 It’s ok to be senile. Just don’t run for president... 🙄

3/23/2020 10:42:18 AM dakotobol 😉

Abrahamic Fear, Guilt, Control Matrix...

Religious & Political DOGMA is how "they" control.

3/23/2020 10:42:29 AM emperro61119379 I really couldn't care any less what you have to say, ive seen the archive with my lying eyes. Lol i rarely have heard something that stupid

3/23/2020 10:44:02 AM ke11y11 See?  I don't get why you think we are on different pages here. I was speaking about frequency and you're talking about resonance. You say aligned 

and I said in tune. lolol This is redundant.

3/23/2020 10:45:01 AM upallnight39 @780thC

@ArchonTyler

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Tyler_7hz

@SIRISYSPrime

@IDF

#GREATJOB!!!

#KEEPITUP

#COVFEFEVIRUS2020 pic.twitter.com/J3D0AC0bRk
3/23/2020 10:45:09 AM restorativna8ur Why follow him and promote him when he has lied to people.. wow. Smh. You are pushing him..

3/23/2020 10:45:51 AM angelasphalt Shit I pressed wrong one.

3/23/2020 10:46:30 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 http://wmur.com/article/1-seriously-hurt-in-fiery-crash-on-i-93-new-hampshire/31896780?src=app …

3/23/2020 10:46:42 AM the_loveoflight That him voting for strongly disagree 😂

3/23/2020 10:46:54 AM richard94963415 Im not going to answer that.

   I know what ive heard through Right wing media outlets/op ed pieces.

But i dont know enough about him to make that claim.

3/23/2020 10:47:43 AM anniehannan made these five words need to be posted applying to each🌻👀

3/23/2020 10:47:49 AM wmerthon Correct, most dont understand.

The pres that passed a law authorizing asset seizure of human rights abusers was OBAMA, in 15.  

DT's EO was merely the first use of the law, against t/ 13 named in it.

DT's EO loosened the language a bit, so in that sense, it was a joint effort. pic.twitter.com/gjkzBjr8dl

3/23/2020 10:48:24 AM matthewbrubake8 Very true look up fall cabal on YouTube and watch all the videos. you will see for yourself how it all is connected

3/23/2020 10:50:45 AM angelontheedge2 ??

3/23/2020 10:51:29 AM necisquelibert1 Let's just get on with it. Start hanging in public anyone who is found guilty of these horrible crimes. Hang the most corrupt politicians! We are headed 

for a depression and collective suffering soon if things continue to degrade. Expose this evil!

3/23/2020 10:51:57 AM bodyworkbydawn It's a ruse.  You know the DS has another plan up their sleeve.  👊

3/23/2020 10:52:51 AM angelontheedge2 Thank you, I never understood the meaning.

3/23/2020 10:53:00 AM angelontheedge2 Me too.

3/23/2020 10:53:03 AM kathleenmdurkin WWG1WGA?

3/23/2020 10:55:10 AM internetusr 🤔

3/23/2020 10:55:11 AM vickigp1 Now #MiniMike will step back in the shadows and use his billions to continue his gun control agenda and fund more demoncrat candidate losers.

3/23/2020 10:56:05 AM travis_ebarb Wow listen...look...crazy!!!! @KewNadian @X22Report @PennywiseDaWise @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AaronHoughton10 

@ColoradoEvolut1 https://twitter.com/MindyWiddowson1/status/1242147064982593537 …

3/23/2020 10:56:17 AM cheryljohnston_ I hope they get the corrupt judges

3/23/2020 10:56:38 AM what_uc Lmao, I so love your sense of humor!!!🤣❤️🤣

3/23/2020 10:58:40 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/L0zMbqW10L

3/23/2020 10:59:03 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/jer2FaNh3Q

3/23/2020 10:59:26 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/JzdhXL4yUS

3/23/2020 10:59:28 AM katieka12149203 posting on twitter defeats message over messenger...

3/23/2020 11:00:12 AM bluejay726 Interesting writing style. Sentences? Punctuation?

Who is them?

Who was the  other Christ you are speaking of?  What  Idols did Jesus worship?

Jesus didn’t believe in his own teaching? Which ones?

Are you an Occultist?

3/23/2020 11:01:01 AM midlyf3 Google sonolumince, click some YouTube link vids, dig deep man see what the hell MKUltra did, If theres a scarf on my doorknob I promise I didnt do it, 

if I get randomly shot ask JFK jr. Who do it, I didnt lie in your schools, cause any victims from shooters, and I mean what's up 

pic.twitter.com/GAX5vbTlPW

3/23/2020 11:01:09 AM nurseniceyes And yet you mentioned the Bible...

3/23/2020 11:01:53 AM midlyf3 with all this damn ProPedo agenda, Rape trees in Arizona, random ties to Podesta, castle of glass man I think Chester's tryina teach us a lesson, open 

your eyes man it's all laid out right in front of ya, they're looking at us though the glass while they torture souls just

3/23/2020 11:02:17 AM midlyf3 ta haunt ya this ain't Halloween man this is everyday, but you still slave to that job so that these bill's you can pay, every day that you slave they still 

eating Gourmet, sweat and blood that you give yet more foundations they lay, theres no end to this madness cause out that

3/23/2020 11:02:35 AM midlyf3 box you wont think, you're just a slave to the matrix stuck in that illuminati sync so you just sit on that couch watching Netflix with chips instead of 

being hope for the hopeless man you could save them from the abyss, take a look in the mirror man your reflection wants change,

3/23/2020 11:02:50 AM midlyf3 and not that shit in your pocket or that greed in your bank, the american dream?  ya now that's the big joke, over 80% barely even staying afloat, let 

freedom ring man, or just keep living this lie, I just hope you wake soon, or were all gonna die.

3/23/2020 11:03:07 AM william23777908 I don’t know, maybe it’s due to corrupt people in the FBI or maybe there is an investigation going on that we simply don’t know about yet. Or it could 

be that they have bigger more serious issues to focus on right now

3/23/2020 11:03:16 AM itsmeyouneeduk He has two different eyes too! Looks different for sure!

3/23/2020 11:03:47 AM midlyf3 Listen to #Freedumb - Midlyf3 Crisis (prod By Jaz Buttar) by Midlyf3 Crisis on #SoundCloud

 https://soundcloud.com/midlyf3_crisis/freedumb-midlyf3-crisis-prod-by-jaz-buttar … https://youtu.be/tb_f9bJzxT4 



3/23/2020 11:04:24 AM n7guardiananon Someone ordered some Divine Justice pic.twitter.com/tHpXLdrioW

3/23/2020 11:05:07 AM mcgwyneth I, for one, appreciate your struggle from my own experience. See my recent tweets.  I now have some wisdom in this area, and I'm sharing what can 

help to "find your own truth" in discerning Message over Messenger.

3/23/2020 11:05:10 AM char06725251 MJ12 who was the woman saved yesterday ? Potus mentioned during breifing? Was it a HT victim?

3/23/2020 11:06:14 AM hoodsavior ANDROMEDA COUNCIL SONIC BEAM DESTROYS REPTILIAN BASE  https://www.truthcontrol.com/forum/andromeda-council-sonic-beam-destroys-

reptilian-base … @whoisfarrakhan @ts_sci_majic12 @esotericexposal

3/23/2020 11:07:00 AM wickedmouse369 We will find out... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PPFA @HillaryClinton @Oprah @TheEllenShow @tomhanks @DavidSpade @Madonna FeFe - Run Forest - 

follow the white rabbit... pic.twitter.com/cyJGTHGDuK

3/23/2020 11:08:08 AM areckoningday You misspelled pedovore. 🤔

3/23/2020 11:09:17 AM char06725251 I just joined twitter today to say hello to you Majestic's!! I have been following on line but was unable to post!! Thank you for sharing with me!!

3/23/2020 11:10:02 AM liberty59939306 Crap. Didnt see”strongly disagree”. Put me there!!

3/23/2020 11:10:56 AM americanmedici1 Carnikannipedofukker

3/23/2020 11:11:14 AM debrand10 S&P down 33% 🙄

3/23/2020 11:12:01 AM rick_hernandez Those aren’t the same sather accounts

3/23/2020 11:17:03 AM the_loveoflight Yes I noticed that last pic too!

3/23/2020 11:17:37 AM aynthrope Sick SICK SICK!  👽

3/23/2020 11:19:02 AM the_loveoflight That was later in the day after he blocked me lol I wasn't paying too much attention on the handle...I sort of laughed right away instead as I saw 

suspended 😂 my bad

3/23/2020 11:19:09 AM rickster1012 Thank You 🙏 #WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 11:20:34 AM mcgwyneth Try @CitizensIReport and Citizens Investigative Report (YT).

Katie is a longtime Q reporter who has lots of facts, does not push her opinion, and supports others in doing their own research.  I consider her a 

trusted source for what Q has been teaching us to do.

3/23/2020 11:20:50 AM willlor I never heard that $30T was confiscated from the satanic pedophile cult. Do you have a reference to this info?

3/23/2020 11:21:42 AM wickedmouse369 Do not idolize Twitter handles. That is the old way of thinking. Stop being static and let's get dynamic!

3/23/2020 11:21:55 AM keith369me I'd love to be wrong...but...

3/23/2020 11:22:50 AM the_loveoflight Should fix it 👍🏻

Why don't you post those 3 document pics from above showing the emails to his page, see what happens 

When you ask for the truth and just block it, is that how a truther operates?

If he is swaying opinions of patriots for $$$ he will get outed pic.twitter.com/3CEhl0HjBU

3/23/2020 11:23:28 AM rl50031 People should be reimbursed in some way as the cult have manipulated & lied to public, selling them bankers loans & mortgages in exchange for 

assets, bankers then take back if people can't keep up, funded by others ppls money, while over inflating prices. We had no other option.

3/23/2020 11:23:54 AM house_poseidon This is definitely more important stuff than the AS psy-ops & divisive, abstract accusations against @StormIsUponUs, @LisaMei62 & others.  IMO best 

to stick to saving & protecting kids.

3/23/2020 11:26:38 AM what_uc Hello start of fresh new world😍 pic.twitter.com/TarTLfflBr

3/23/2020 11:27:07 AM the_loveoflight Agree!

3/23/2020 11:27:50 AM mcgwyneth So does  http://GlamisCalling.org  - runs around admitting to crimes in the name of....  (good authority), etc.  All kinds of sketchy things happening, but 

dots keep connecting somehow that are unmistakable - and at least require a good look.  Future will prove past, for sure.

3/23/2020 11:29:16 AM ke11y11 Why do you take on such a superior tone? Your "old paradigm" is a summation of what is written in the Bible, genius.

3/23/2020 11:30:28 AM maerstian7 this is the dumbest outrageous measures humanity can think of,disclose the patents now then go from there,the system would't even run on money 

anymore and the pandemia virus informations is just wronged,the virus sphric dimaeter is too small to be treated by disinfectants.

3/23/2020 11:30:48 AM carol_beeee #Pizzagate #PizzagateIsReal #WakeUpAmerica #QAnon pic.twitter.com/GVQJXH1qsi

3/23/2020 11:31:25 AM web_mktg Well, maybe if your talking about the Satan/Deep Family fund of all funds as ref in this video and Trump can get to that. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qv0QG63ORkA …

3/23/2020 11:31:47 AM gigi5414 What a fool.  And this was released to the public???

3/23/2020 11:33:14 AM crisco2377 Then I suggest you "Follow the White Rabbit" Mr. Hopeful Politician!! Otherwise not knowing your facts could be detrimental to your campaign.  

Knowledge is Power, and by default isn't that what u need in Politics. Ignorance will not be blissfull in todays "climate"!

3/23/2020 11:33:53 AM suzanne90108928 I want to see every penny drained from the Clinton Foundation as soon as possible.

3/23/2020 11:33:55 AM perfectstorm24 I really believe one of the greatest things @AustinSteinbart has done here. Is he has made saying "RobberBarron" okay again. 🤣😅🤣 For this we 

are indebted always. 

#Q #BabyQ #Qanon

@AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2020 11:34:21 AM pennywisedawise LOL 5:5

3/23/2020 11:34:28 AM knowbody1185 Understanding ^^

3/23/2020 11:35:20 AM jesse48676371 for context since im so stupid, i am a building inspector for school construction. The pictures attached are of the data room for 3 classrooms, 

wifi/clocks/speakers/call switches. The back board must be fire rated with a visible tag per building code. What do you see in his pics. 

pic.twitter.com/5w5Dyt16Mc

3/23/2020 11:36:33 AM sarahme70085154 Lol Looks like he was signaling for someone to flip his notecards over.

3/23/2020 11:37:11 AM nightswatch3895 "We're all human. Oh, we all do our duty when there's no cost to it. Honor comes easy then. Yet, sooner or later in every man's life there comes a day 

when it's not easy. A day when he must choose." @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart #QAnons #WWG1WGA #UnsealEpstein #unsealjfk

3/23/2020 11:37:24 AM gemagnus @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 say BIOweapon..Pleiadians through @PleiadianSoul indirectly say it.This VIRUS is not a NATURAL VIRUS..bcoz there is more than 50 

variants of it,  https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1181159.shtml … 

some absolutly non related 2 z CHINESE VIRUS, n no NATURAL VIRUS can MUTE SO FAST NATURALLY.  

https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1242126009631232000 … pic.twitter.com/9VzCnKhkkI

3/23/2020 11:37:28 AM infidelis_101 All possible. But it is the threat to Queen Margherite in Denmark that is most perplexing. Very specific. Admitting, by hotel chain, of monitoring of hotel

 IT servers, hacking clinics, etc. are concerning. If the FBI and powers that be cannot/will not investigate/detain, then..🤦♂️

3/23/2020 11:37:56 AM mlilyc1 Was it right or was he right I just love this man may God bless him

3/23/2020 11:38:36 AM what_uc Black hats then white hats

3/23/2020 11:38:57 AM ewilliams22101 My thinking as well.

3/23/2020 11:38:59 AM grandma26244385 I saw it. Just don't understand YET what is going on with what he calls Q Pharisees and the q anons. Seems something is amiss



3/23/2020 11:40:28 AM the_loveoflight Sure if you care to not think on your own and blindly follow what @Freedomfromthe1 says

None of which we've been taught 

Why am I on the list 🤷🏻♂️ 

Prob for pointing out small dots that connect that Austin might be babyQ

Besides that I don't know, you try and find out
3/23/2020 11:41:04 AM jesse48676371 Does it look like a professional tradesmen installed whats on his wall? You can order a sign at any sign store, note the open J box with a wire coming 

out of it.. maintenance personnel would not let that happen, fire hazard on non fire retardant lumber. pic.twitter.com/tyJwNY0P9n

3/23/2020 11:41:19 AM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1241975513150828544?s=21 …

3/23/2020 11:43:02 AM threshold2020 Message is delivered by messenger. Millions of “tells” and “data” come through as messenger delivers data. One cannot be divorced from the other if 

presented at once.

3/23/2020 11:43:03 AM ba88890495 I want the money confiscated but think how it was collected in the first place!!!!DIRTY , FILTHY MONEY!!!!!!!

3/23/2020 11:44:18 AM web_mktg Template has been updated. Datto has filters based on Keywords - Austin STEINBART’S , Amorphous. See updated video description for update. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oZQGsGquZA …

3/23/2020 11:44:56 AM nightswatch3895 I'm all for taking action against this evil.  But like you I have doubts and questions.  To follow a commander you don't even know, something in me feels 

off, but we do need to unite during this time.  What dark place do you think he could lead people?

3/23/2020 11:45:34 AM qanuck4truth ikr???

3/23/2020 11:45:38 AM threshold2020 Ummm. Gotta do better than this. What’s up with the broken line, bye the way .

3/23/2020 11:45:53 AM nightswatch3895 I like that, good reminder.

3/23/2020 11:50:07 AM what_uc Right there with ya👍

3/23/2020 11:51:38 AM the_loveoflight I agree that they should be looked at as Larps first

But then do a deep dive into who they really are and if they’re trying to divide the movement or help it

My only problem is he speaks truths in his videos (minus the I’m Q) technology wise, which I fine useful

3/23/2020 11:51:41 AM nikoscali I don't like how he is encouraging attacks against other people and businesses all while asking for the attacks against his own family to stop. I worry 

that he will lead people to do things that are illegal and/or harmful to others for one.

3/23/2020 11:52:42 AM web_mktg About Austin's Video Persona. His Words. "One of the MAIN PURPOSES of my videos! To explain things in ways LEFTIES can vibe with too! #Strategy" 

Suggesting, common sense of Patriots can come across a little Dull. Translation, lefties need to feel the message.

3/23/2020 11:53:20 AM the_loveoflight It shows how the world can be saved through quantum computing (replicators) that would help solve world hunger and other problems 

“We’re gonna show you a whole new world”

Or something along those lines Q once said, just help us dig on him, if anything he will get outed

3/23/2020 11:54:17 AM emperro61119379 you have a hard time reading, don't you ? In case you need it repeated - i couldn't care less what you have to say, i have seen the archive

3/23/2020 11:54:46 AM the_loveoflight He has recently told us to request a FOIA on a recent call that he was involved in with the fbi. Gave us the date and everything and says he told them 

this was a dia operation and he’s allowed them to release it. If that comes back true he is dia well then we dig more!

3/23/2020 11:55:01 AM irondadof5 So Do I!

3/23/2020 11:56:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 What do you see? pic.twitter.com/YETbMgrYpF

3/23/2020 11:57:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Look closer. pic.twitter.com/zFM94deKLJ

3/23/2020 11:57:06 AM 369palm Cute little Alpha

3/23/2020 11:57:09 AM the_loveoflight To expand further in the playlist that he posted about quantum physics

It shows how a quantum computer can recreate any element on the periodic table, think about that really hard

A big step in technology (space force)

3/23/2020 11:57:32 AM wacob_jehrli a snake eating a baby pic.twitter.com/ICSkTB3gQW

3/23/2020 11:57:33 AM sailorpractical The new Stelvio

3/23/2020 11:57:35 AM oivhey Another shitty riddle.

3/23/2020 11:57:36 AM erdocrena No!!! pic.twitter.com/uzQLmcXrg7

3/23/2020 11:57:39 AM lonewolfbuilder 🐉 pic.twitter.com/dzS1SQYYT1

3/23/2020 11:57:49 AM cormieredcclare Not sure! The car has something on it

3/23/2020 11:57:55 AM est1987aguilera Alfa Romeo snake 🐍? 🧐

3/23/2020 11:57:59 AM civier_ Snake eating human

3/23/2020 11:58:03 AM ursula_1111 1000 points of light.

3/23/2020 11:58:06 AM stuarttruly serpent and Red Cross

3/23/2020 11:58:09 AM twilly18 crowned serpent eating a dude

3/23/2020 11:58:10 AM kalamojakka 🤮

3/23/2020 11:58:19 AM cyndarelli_h A red car

3/23/2020 11:58:20 AM stuarttruly crown

3/23/2020 11:58:22 AM observingeye2  pic.twitter.com/7Vzg4TRvs9

3/23/2020 11:58:24 AM erdocrena  pic.twitter.com/3PwQknznbf

3/23/2020 11:58:35 AM observingeye2 🙏🙏❤️❤️

3/23/2020 11:58:36 AM serpent021 Snake eating a person

3/23/2020 11:58:36 AM nightswatch3895 I had the same thought.  We are acting with the knowledge that our children are being farmed, defiled, sacrificed, ect.  When do we say enough is 

enough.  When the hand extends asking us to fight even if it's illegal arises, will you let the law of man hold you back?

3/23/2020 11:58:38 AM erdocrena It’s the serpent/reptilian eating a human

3/23/2020 11:58:41 AM stuarttruly red bleeding human in serpents or dragons mouth

3/23/2020 11:58:44 AM realjohndoe8 Symbolism will be their downfall

3/23/2020 11:58:51 AM griswold_ nice dig. snakes def do not have 3 forked tongues!

3/23/2020 11:58:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242163350924132353 …

3/23/2020 11:58:57 AM jesse48676371 go forth and follow the 25 year old kid out of his basement then...

3/23/2020 11:59:10 AM higherdensitees Snake like logo rear left of car,  rims in the inverted pentagon position...

3/23/2020 11:59:11 AM trishbrennan18 Snake wearing a crown eating a human...

3/23/2020 11:59:13 AM observingeye2 🔨⏰

3/23/2020 11:59:42 AM twilly18 I guess they had to tone it back a little.

3/23/2020 11:59:53 AM tommy99938959 The snake is try till kill us



3/23/2020 12:00:10 PM nightswatch3895 That is what I'm struggling with.  His arrogant character can be annoying.  But if he is on the inside, we may all end up that way from our experiences.  

Trumps behavior is not different in the way that he talks to the masses.

3/23/2020 12:00:25 PM llyr_crypto  pic.twitter.com/yNS5XxSfIR

3/23/2020 12:00:34 PM atlas526 wow this guy belongs in a nursing home!

3/23/2020 12:00:42 PM populistpepe2 😮 in plain sight.

3/23/2020 12:00:42 PM danielcrase Don’t tell me that’s the logo now....

3/23/2020 12:00:43 PM purplefavorite1 Serpent

3/23/2020 12:00:44 PM karen152013 Of course the video points to GB. So George the magazine or GB?

3/23/2020 12:00:45 PM wacob_jehrli baby/adult whatever. human none the less

3/23/2020 12:00:49 PM thefuturition Miley Cyrus new tattoo from 4 months ago. pic.twitter.com/aTJJTLiigb

3/23/2020 12:00:50 PM q_surge The balance of good vs evil.

The Cross and the Snake.

The car looks like the room from the Vatican. 

But to anyone that has driven an Alfa Romeo - these are a thrill to drive!

3/23/2020 12:00:57 PM citoyen_resist savoy & milan

3/23/2020 12:01:03 PM mgray72531386 A child being eaten by a reptile...

3/23/2020 12:01:05 PM nightswatch3895 I'm not trying to shut you down at all.  I'm taking this very seriously and the communication between the splintered groups of Q need to remain open.

3/23/2020 12:01:05 PM griswold_ Alfa Romeo logo consists of two concentric circles of different sizes that enclose two symbols of Milan – a red cross against white background in a 

direct reference to the city; and the biscione – a heraldic symbol depicting a crowned SNAKE SWALLOWING A MAN.

3/23/2020 12:01:17 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/33E8uZdSu9

3/23/2020 12:01:45 PM citoyen_resist nothing evil in that savoy is a vey christian country.

3/23/2020 12:01:49 PM deplorabldamsel It's from Instinct with Anthony Hopkins and Cuba Gooding Jr in 1999

3/23/2020 12:02:00 PM opensenseme Whoa!

3/23/2020 12:02:00 PM deserttinaz  pic.twitter.com/2740dHoKdu

3/23/2020 12:02:13 PM corpsmanup77 Holy shenanigans!!! #royaldeathracket

3/23/2020 12:02:17 PM mateuszwala snake, pentagram, red color

3/23/2020 12:02:20 PM lobster_byte Nobody invited to a gathering inquires about the age of the children invited and the likelyhood/possibility of having alone time in the pool with them.

3/23/2020 12:02:21 PM the_loveoflight Car company? pic.twitter.com/soB7DC7CNx

3/23/2020 12:02:25 PM jaybakeraz Yes I do. I am also capable of recognizing bull shit over logical and reasonable. Sheep get led to slaughter.

3/23/2020 12:02:38 PM xusaf_patriot Ya beat me...lol

3/23/2020 12:02:38 PM luvbootieluv Yet another hideous high-end SUV.

3/23/2020 12:02:42 PM confuse00852481 Some people are so stupid that they don’t know or care that they are promoting an altered video.  Guess that includes you.

3/23/2020 12:02:48 PM billyj1616 The face of a snake.

3/23/2020 12:03:10 PM nikoscali I know. :-)

3/23/2020 12:03:15 PM freehumanity111 A goat head/baphomet/mulloch on the front grill combined with the lights as the horns.

3/23/2020 12:03:28 PM askbeforgiven Is that also either an upside down cross or Templar marking?

3/23/2020 12:03:44 PM handymanjacks I’m concerned of the depth of desperation that they are up against, I’m afraid they’re gonna act drastically.

3/23/2020 12:04:07 PM synackstatic The auto industry...

the rubber industry...

the 'tyre' industry...

3/23/2020 12:04:10 PM jennife40446013 Worl

3/23/2020 12:04:12 PM mike72279593 Snake?

3/23/2020 12:04:17 PM highvoltagenews Just a snake and

an upside down cross.

A vehicle grill that looks like

A predatory snake on the move.

3/23/2020 12:04:23 PM confuse00852481 Not only is it taken out of context. It is altered.

3/23/2020 12:04:42 PM jennife40446013 splatter all over the vehicle

3/23/2020 12:04:43 PM orthogonalron  pic.twitter.com/Zx1lFRso1c

3/23/2020 12:04:47 PM lonewolfbuilder It’s a human being in its mouth, that much is clear 👇—why? 🤷🏼♂️. pic.twitter.com/mpsOaFrF0C

3/23/2020 12:04:59 PM the_loveoflight Ottone Visconti pic.twitter.com/xAZpaUzQr9

3/23/2020 12:05:04 PM jlundr That snake is eating a person.

3/23/2020 12:05:05 PM jakeglassmaker And the templar flag.

3/23/2020 12:05:08 PM alisledgon Does this mean that if I drive a cobra or viper that I'm evil?

3/23/2020 12:05:25 PM what_uc I feel like an alien on a different planet living where I do and I'm ok with that. Like thinking how I do and being who I choose to be. Stopped caring 

about that when I decided I didnt wanna be like the rest of Stepford, or the vortex of Hell as I prefer to call it.

3/23/2020 12:05:25 PM neue_wege_ oh good lord! I had to google the logo to see if this is legitimate. #ThesePeopleAreick

3/23/2020 12:05:40 PM sofiatribe v. The Templars. The original guardians of the holy grail. Guess who wins.

3/23/2020 12:05:44 PM stardefendxx The snake eating baby....?

3/23/2020 12:06:00 PM jessicaalders15 Actually more than that look here way more than a trillion it makes billionaires look broke pic.twitter.com/Ji4LUyqEQx

3/23/2020 12:06:16 PM the_edge_rocks It would take me an hour to find the picture but to me it looks like the serpent inside the Vatican

3/23/2020 12:06:16 PM sherry_palombo Tonale / Tunnel 

Red

snake

3/23/2020 12:06:25 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/23/2020 12:06:54 PM mike72279593 Snake eats Child,  😮😟

3/23/2020 12:06:57 PM mateuszwala pentagram... 

correction.

5 corner star ;)

3/23/2020 12:06:59 PM coloradoevolut1 omg ☠️ I never notice that it was eating a person!

3/23/2020 12:07:23 PM jennife40446013  pic.twitter.com/DEEDr8L5qm

3/23/2020 12:07:30 PM lovellastroude Snake...

3/23/2020 12:07:30 PM wacob_jehrli i got the pic straight off google. you have more than you know. these people are stupid.

3/23/2020 12:07:40 PM shattuckjaneal I’ve seen this for a long time. Miley Cyrus has it tattooed on her arm. This bloodline  of people with this family crest are sick!!!!

3/23/2020 12:07:43 PM medicine_man_22 It's Austin's call sign. Alpha Romeo. AR

3/23/2020 12:07:48 PM 369palm How do you seize a company like this without destroying all the jobs and value? pic.twitter.com/74Yxhpxct8

3/23/2020 12:08:04 PM realseanirish1 dragon eating King George?

3/23/2020 12:08:05 PM magaginnie And behind the car!

3/23/2020 12:08:06 PM neue_wege_ snake eating a human being.

3/23/2020 12:08:11 PM p2dmfnpa Wow baphomet grill and pentagram wheels pic.twitter.com/KyrH41RzZZ



3/23/2020 12:08:42 PM rebornkingent Templar flag, dragon eating a man.

3/23/2020 12:09:23 PM mynamejefuhfuh Confirmed... http://www.museodelmarchioitaliano.com/route1/alfa-romeo.php …

3/23/2020 12:09:26 PM kl_ljustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

4 9 9 8..?🚫🚫🚫🛰️🛰️

2 5 9 2 0...🕰🕰

☀️☀️☀️ ???

3/23/2020 12:09:46 PM rebornkingent Sauce?

3/23/2020 12:11:20 PM fluck_gloria People eater!

3/23/2020 12:11:43 PM gentlepsychosis If I was on LSD the front of that vehicle would certainly send me into a bad trip. It's very menacing. It looks angry.

3/23/2020 12:11:45 PM what_uc There's a reason I have a picture of crazy horse and look like him. Coincidence? 😉 pic.twitter.com/UaDnniRU0Q

3/23/2020 12:11:45 PM dryer_k Crowned snake = elites/royalty/ reptilian

Human in its mouth = we are food

Red Cross = how they convince us to give Them our blood

And a pretty car covered in bird shit.

3/23/2020 12:11:47 PM skeye_watching The snake always made things a thrill.

3/23/2020 12:11:53 PM char06725251 The fact that this was the choice of vid for release is the ? Is he preparing himself for mental defence? I believe this is a clone and he is already in a cell. 

but that's just me.

3/23/2020 12:11:59 PM uhlmantrey More symbolism... front end of the car

3/23/2020 12:12:18 PM emperro61119379 I thought that was obviously what i do. Do you feel happy now after pointing something redundant out and giving info noone asked for ?

3/23/2020 12:12:29 PM stardefendxx The snake represents people from the constellations of Orion’s which is one of the biggest empire actually in the GALAXY 😂 ever wondered why the 3 

of Gizy pyramid in Egypte r PERFECTLY ALIGNED to the 3 stars in of Orion....??? Well... that cuz they build the pyramid hehe pic.twitter.com/tkX1xTxLJs

3/23/2020 12:13:09 PM soorangevibes serpent mobile!  is the pope getting a new ride?

3/23/2020 12:13:57 PM emperro61119379 Man those old ones are funny. Like they couldnt even give the single fuck to try to hide it

3/23/2020 12:14:05 PM humanprimer more like 1300 trillion.

3/23/2020 12:14:09 PM america94184309 If it isnt my family making the opinion  then all others are void to me. Everyone  else I can live without.  My family I can not

3/23/2020 12:14:12 PM alantomazin Pedo car

3/23/2020 12:14:20 PM azuremagus Green reptile eating human. Black nobility family.

3/23/2020 12:14:35 PM midlyf3 #FallOfRome

3/23/2020 12:14:39 PM america94184309 I did the same damn thing

3/23/2020 12:14:42 PM estes1673 🤮 pic.twitter.com/2CmFz20Lll

3/23/2020 12:14:44 PM skeye_watching Those symbols are just distraction.  Satan will present himself as Christ.

3/23/2020 12:14:49 PM goldenlion5d It's just an Alfa. Proves nothing. Chill out

3/23/2020 12:14:54 PM bullseyetag01 The crown points went from 5 to 3? And the flag doesn't have the white bars. What  does that mean, no clue lol

3/23/2020 12:15:01 PM shadowickuk Child eating serpent

Pentagram 

Baphomet

Blood red

3/23/2020 12:15:11 PM cdb_yke  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Savoy …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Amedeo,_Duke_of_Aosta_(b._1943) …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_Order_of_the_Loyal_Legion_of_the_United_States … pic.twitter.com/uzCEMKwTnu

3/23/2020 12:15:17 PM sidcharming What if he is demonstrating the outcome of tainted adrenochrome?

3/23/2020 12:15:45 PM joblackisback2 .

the child-eating snake ‼

3/23/2020 12:15:47 PM stephscolaro The snake is eating a person...??

3/23/2020 12:16:12 PM lightqshadow1  pic.twitter.com/u6HsXgoOXh

3/23/2020 12:16:18 PM mateuszwala wonder about company name...

3/23/2020 12:16:19 PM hopester777 Exactly!!

3/23/2020 12:16:22 PM calicryptobetty For real??? 🤦🏼♀️

Look at some of Dolly Parton’s photos as a young girl and tell me she isn’t really her mother.

There is some sick s””t going on..

3/23/2020 12:16:32 PM johnbai37881983 A car covered in bird shit

3/23/2020 12:16:43 PM humanprimer What isn't quantum?

3/23/2020 12:16:44 PM deb32542964 I was being nice.

3/23/2020 12:17:06 PM stardefendxx Really close to the Jesuit order....

3/23/2020 12:17:10 PM monti401 What the hell was the thing with his hand??

3/23/2020 12:17:13 PM myfanwy_72 I also see baphomets head in the front grill detail.

3/23/2020 12:17:35 PM daythejackal my next toy

3/23/2020 12:17:56 PM justinrothling Also, “Tonale” was a “protected” mountain pass during WW1. Probably old/current ratlines.

3/23/2020 12:18:20 PM shotimedzowellz If only everyone's credit was erased.

3/23/2020 12:18:35 PM lajoszweig1 Evil corporation

3/23/2020 12:18:39 PM ladydianeguest Pentagram in the hub cap.

3/23/2020 12:18:56 PM jopetersen14 Idiot! https://www.logocentral.info/alfa-romeo-logo-meaning-history-alfa-romeo-emblem/ …

3/23/2020 12:18:59 PM veteranangel333 If anyone wants to know the origin of the snake eating a human (biblical) and what it means... check out Jonathan Kleck... tons of vids and info. Fast 

forward to now, the enemy of humans are not human https://youtu.be/DZVC_M_FVyU 

3/23/2020 12:19:11 PM freedom_sent Why is he FREE is the question?  Too much turning a blind eye.  

And you Deep State people, former or not, like Majestic 12, WILL give an account one day before GOD for allowing it.

3/23/2020 12:19:37 PM woodworkeranon They've made their emblem less blatant since the old days.... pic.twitter.com/vnoNo6RxJD

3/23/2020 12:19:54 PM what_uc Only hookers🤑

3/23/2020 12:20:40 PM queennemesisof1 Red.

Mirrors like animal ears.

Wheels 5-circles and 5-point-star.

Snake Logo. Eating prey.

World Premiere (introduction).

Front looks like pyramid upside-down or Baphomet?

Front Lights are paired in 3. (3x2=6)

Car represents The Beast? 

Company is active in child-trafficking?
3/23/2020 12:20:42 PM campbells_way Serpent eating a child

3/23/2020 12:20:42 PM freehumanity111 Snake eating a person under a crown.

3/23/2020 12:20:50 PM lajoszweig1 Not, look what is eating the dragon

3/23/2020 12:20:50 PM mycologyofmaga Stay the course frens!



3/23/2020 12:21:17 PM rachaelangelm By making it public? Like Facebook?

3/23/2020 12:21:35 PM gracias68403727 The rim is a pizza. #PizzaGate

3/23/2020 12:22:04 PM jeremywhaley I believe it was/is more like $500T.

3/23/2020 12:22:25 PM stuarttruly Alfa -beginning Rome-

From the beginning of Rome?

3/23/2020 12:22:48 PM 369palm They are already public. In fact FCA is the largest car company in the world and happens to be the group the Obama basically gave Chrysler to.

3/23/2020 12:23:34 PM thankq60202739 Urban Dictionary  ~ WORL

With Out {the} Rule {of} Law. A home grown phrase developed by a popular YouTube blogger to describe an end of the world scenario.

3/23/2020 12:23:51 PM dana76903962 A snake

3/23/2020 12:23:55 PM qbryce171 Amanita mascaria aka Santa Claus

3/23/2020 12:24:35 PM sc70542739 Snake eats man ( annunaki )

3/23/2020 12:24:39 PM agelessnerd That particular building will be at a MINIMUM cleansed by no one other than the Son and his crew; ideally, it'll be burnt to the ground & a new, 

beautiful, divinely perfect structure will replace it.

@holotechrd

3/23/2020 12:25:03 PM rachaelangelm What is the answer then

3/23/2020 12:26:20 PM boudiccaaaa Found this one this afternoon on Reddit .. pic.twitter.com/S0h6TJh5lF

3/23/2020 12:26:30 PM bashycrypto @MajorTomXRP really interesting thread.

3/23/2020 12:26:42 PM ecranchero aka "the Great Boogaloo"

3/23/2020 12:27:12 PM antinomy781 I think all of our Collective prayers are going to be answered very shortly.

3/23/2020 12:29:14 PM what_uc Dept of human services

3/23/2020 12:29:43 PM beoneforall1 GAME OVER. pic.twitter.com/XHy1ufHQ8D

3/23/2020 12:30:02 PM ausanon369 Alpha Romans? Roman Catholic Church.

3/23/2020 12:30:09 PM gringodujour Serpent eating a baby.

Alfa Romeo

3/23/2020 12:30:44 PM justileonne Upside down cross and quetzalcoatl.

3/23/2020 12:31:06 PM queennemesisof1 OMG, was altijd fan. Great catch!!! Nu de songteksten nog checken. Californication.....etc.

3/23/2020 12:31:07 PM captain01470560 I guess $30T is a low number when this is all over.

3/23/2020 12:31:25 PM justileonne #quetzalcoatl #QAnon

3/23/2020 12:31:31 PM jesse48676371 naw, i continue to feel sad for all the people who are so brain dead that they wont look at a piece of information and process it... or at least raise an 

eyebrow. Im done, last words yours if you want it

3/23/2020 12:31:58 PM seeker229 Timestamp

229

22 pic.twitter.com/ekcCv0mhjq

3/23/2020 12:32:15 PM lenzaq Laughing like crying is just gasping and panting for air.

3/23/2020 12:32:31 PM sir_aultman The snake at the bottomless pit leading the sheep to slaughter

3/23/2020 12:32:35 PM wavyavibes You worship Jesus that’s idol worship which is against his own philosophy you and much of the Christian religion is being fooled. Christianity is very real 

but ure all being sold half truths and lies. Your priest is probably a serpent spewing cursed words.

3/23/2020 12:32:55 PM wacob_jehrli i’ve had this document open in my browser for months. pic.twitter.com/lXSiMApOTK

3/23/2020 12:33:15 PM the_loveoflight @BearlyAmused I see no response?

If you wanna start a block list, test this guy out...do what I did and see if you get blocked..send him those pictures...posts what happens!

It's the people like this who are cowards 😈

 https://t.co/NIWSkyKK7W  https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1242167867421884422?s=21 …

3/23/2020 12:33:33 PM wavyavibes If you know anything about the Bible the dark one owns this world(the devil(s)) when I say them I mean the people at the top of the temple being 

influenced by demons.

3/23/2020 12:33:53 PM mongrelglory Is this rapid deterioration also related to adrenochrome withdrawal (on top of dementia)?

3/23/2020 12:34:04 PM wavyavibes Christ is within every human being it’s the righteous image. As I said Jesus was NOT the only Christ.

3/23/2020 12:35:06 PM wavyavibes The devils DNA is also implanted in every human being.

3/23/2020 12:35:47 PM wavyavibes I’m a spiritualist and occultist yes but see not every occultist follows the wicked path, the cult leading this world very much is wicked.

3/23/2020 12:36:04 PM char06725251 Worse meaning 'Vaccine MADE IN CHINA or Vaccine MADE BY RR sister.

3/23/2020 12:36:12 PM mongrelglory Yuck!  The dragon is eating a human! 😬

3/23/2020 12:36:18 PM chessdragonwins @AustinSteinbart

 is LARPing for the 🤡. 

WHY 👏 HAS 👏 HE 👏 NOT 👏 POSTED 👏 WITH 👏 Q's 👏 SECURE 👏 TRIPCODE??? 🤔

Better rule of thumb:

TRUST Q

TRUST POTUS

DISREGARD SHILLS & LARPers

TRUST THE PLAN pic.twitter.com/Az7XFQFZpX
3/23/2020 12:36:31 PM wavyavibes I’m not trying to bust your beliefs...but your beliefs are half truths indoctrinated by them.

3/23/2020 12:36:39 PM 28concerned Symbols will be there down fall

3/23/2020 12:37:48 PM alwaysfinds Funny. I looked there first, but then I noticed the rims appear to be comprised of Q's.

3/23/2020 12:37:54 PM 369palm Idk maybe it’s already happened and the resignations are the map.

3/23/2020 12:37:57 PM rebornkingent Is it the real storm? Or is this a “tell everyone about 🍕 gate, high crimes and treason... then end quarantine with nothing happening and make us true 

believers look crazy?

3/23/2020 12:38:57 PM justileonne Also Tonale denites “a sound” as in a musical tone. . 

Sound of a red car with homage to dragon eating  man-( the man who believed he could kill the dragon with a sword then became food.) that sets 

quite a tone.

3/23/2020 12:39:02 PM emperro61119379 Do you mean his archive i looked at or do you speak of your proof of feelings ? Your comments have been very amusing but really useless. Bye

3/23/2020 12:39:47 PM snakesanders22 When I was a kid I thought that that was fire coming out of the dragon's snout. LoL

3/23/2020 12:39:48 PM willma2005 wow OMG

3/23/2020 12:40:20 PM fuzzline @LuckSpam



3/23/2020 12:40:23 PM upallnight39 @780thC

@RoyalNavy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#asaxxpected

#newmiggers

#sygnagougezed0fzzffshaooiithian

3/23/2020 12:40:30 PM tammyca31262528 A serpent in the left corner

3/23/2020 12:40:30 PM fatlester OMG I see it!

3/23/2020 12:40:43 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/bXeJBO8tZp

3/23/2020 12:40:48 PM mongrelglory Poor #DiFiChiSpy

She's going down for her crimes! 😎

3/23/2020 12:41:09 PM spauldingdebi Peter's cruc

3/23/2020 12:41:41 PM michaelmarheine look at their logo - the snake and what is in that mouth? hidden? turn it clockwise 90 degrees

3/23/2020 12:41:58 PM maxxiboni  http://www.lagobba.it/?p=442 

3/23/2020 12:42:05 PM lightseeker2012 That snake has a crown (corona?)

3/23/2020 12:42:20 PM boudiccaaaa Ik ben/was dol op songteksten + muziek. Zocht altijd alles op. Kan nu spotify niet eens meer openen - overdaad aan symbolisme in covers / titels/ 

songteksten. Luister al heel lang alleen nog maar naar goede frequenties/ klankschalen/ whatever .. all my heroes have fallen

3/23/2020 12:42:56 PM blugurl3 the dragon/serpent.  normally shown eating a man...

3/23/2020 12:43:03 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/7qG6rHk0UZ

3/23/2020 12:43:34 PM rachaelangelm I think we are really behind on what has happened

3/23/2020 12:43:37 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/jGIL1Lpexw

3/23/2020 12:43:37 PM the_loveoflight  https://t.co/iJ9mIGVkD6  https://twitter.com/invsecactof1951/status/1242018792034590726?s=21 …

3/23/2020 12:43:59 PM 369palm 💯

3/23/2020 12:44:13 PM qbryce171 @kabamur_taygeta

3/23/2020 12:44:14 PM suzaq4 Many countries will want a piece of the pie. And with how generous USA is might leave us about $10. 

Just my thought

3/23/2020 12:44:24 PM beoneforall1 God Job! We're near to the Total Liberation oF This World!

Love, Light, Peace! pic.twitter.com/Rjz0KccbAl

3/23/2020 12:44:29 PM leahlindsay13 Evil that’s what I see.  EVIL

3/23/2020 12:44:29 PM justileonne I didn’t love it  -to drive - ours cut power off - ( you know when changing gears and one coasts a bit in neutral in between ) it would cut the power in a 

busy intersection of Italy -not a fun time for it to do this! Wanted one then tried and didn’t love it as I’d  hoped.

3/23/2020 12:44:52 PM deanna4congress The snake has a crown on its head and it’s eating a child. I noticed that last year..

3/23/2020 12:45:00 PM snakesanders22 Is it now when we start talking about alpha draconians? pic.twitter.com/gR8mjKjgcA

3/23/2020 12:45:12 PM skeye_watching However, Milano is missing from the logo & right now Milan has the highest death rate in Italy.

3/23/2020 12:45:15 PM jackoneilltime1 I too have seen and known of this 

Hidden in plain site  

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/X49h9JBtoX

3/23/2020 12:45:32 PM herpesmichael Stop being PAYtriot Lemmings and go look at the irrefutable proof given in the last Q drop, after you have watched the end of Austin’s video from 

earlier the same day. 

Even better rule of thumb: 

LOOK AT EVIDENCE WITH YOUR OWN EYES INSTEAD OF TRUSTING THE WORD OF PROFITEERS.

3/23/2020 12:45:40 PM qjeneice  https://whigdev.com/sti/claroline/phpbb/viewtopic.php?topic=203&cidReset=true&cidReq=L4101 …

3/23/2020 12:45:44 PM beaterino  pic.twitter.com/9dijC5d0Yh

3/23/2020 12:46:34 PM wacob_jehrli amen. i’ll raise a glass to that pic.twitter.com/Ug50XvOotn

3/23/2020 12:46:56 PM justileonne That is called quetzalcoatl. There are schools in America and palaces in italy who from the air look like this creature.

3/23/2020 12:47:28 PM jackoneilltime1 Nice!!! 

And yes it seem back in the day the symbolism was more in your face than now

3/23/2020 12:47:36 PM greeneyesanon The rims have a star in the center.

3/23/2020 12:47:57 PM mrblbrettish wait, DeAnna you follow this account? Mad props to you!

3/23/2020 12:48:16 PM qanuck4truth I'm not feeding any trolls... just pointing out the ridiculousness of their "list" and those who have an emotional response to "block", instead of using 

logical thought process, & thinking for themselves.

It's all good. 

Just a reminder that we must remain united to win the war.

3/23/2020 12:48:28 PM twilly18 he was big in South America!

3/23/2020 12:50:07 PM beoneforall1 Thanks!

God Bless You Eternally. pic.twitter.com/IjZikTV3Sz

3/23/2020 12:51:13 PM thefuturition Yeah, publications had her front page with that  new tat, she said she saw it in Italy, loved it, so she tattoed it on herself.

3/23/2020 12:51:29 PM fuzzline @LuckSpam

3/23/2020 12:53:21 PM queennemesisof1 Drama! Ben enorme muziek liefhebber. Wel brede smaak dus ook opera en klassiek. Nu afbouwen en zoeken naar pure frequenties. De algoritmes zijn 

van YT gehaald dus is nog schadelijk? Hierover moet meer info komen. 

Herinner me ineens funk optreden George Clinton! met luier om...

3/23/2020 12:53:33 PM deb12233 Lombardy province - where the Wuhan virus outbreak  took hold in Italy.

3/23/2020 12:54:12 PM gerriekyle "Text united to 30330"

3/23/2020 12:54:27 PM edda91190165 Think about, why the north region of Italy may be one of the hotspots of corona virus? Milano is Center City in the north of italy... and more is going on 

there. very old family roots of the dark side - it’s their home area...

3/23/2020 12:55:06 PM stoneturnr Same exact symbol as the Milan House of Visconti crest! 

Their motto was "I will not violate the customs of the serpent".

Alfa Romeo started with funding from Milanese investors. 

Blatant black nobility satanic symbolism. 

These people are sick!

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visconti_of_Milan … pic.twitter.com/JUBI7j9Th8

3/23/2020 12:55:52 PM chirchx I see a snake. And world premiere. I see a v.

3/23/2020 12:56:24 PM justileonne Yes I’ve learned about him from a guy who does decoding of movies and life to the bible, and he goes into it pretty deep - while i like the YT channel he 

has , I do  not agree with everything he says but he has gotten alot of bible info I’ve liked) 

 ( enterthestarsreloaded)

3/23/2020 12:57:00 PM chirchx A snake eating.



3/23/2020 12:57:13 PM 1usgent @Oprah giving sick Pat on the back to her Pedophile Pals. 😡

3/23/2020 12:57:27 PM nikoscali We should all be VERY suspect if Maj next asks us to start emailing support@alfaromeo.com!

3/23/2020 12:57:32 PM subtidal4 How goes the roundup?

3/23/2020 12:57:52 PM 369_is I am trying to analyze all of this too. I find the best thing that works for me is to see what perspective others have, and then go within. I trust my own 

feelings and intuition much more than those of anyone who I've previously agreed with on other things. Just my take on it.

3/23/2020 12:58:02 PM frankyanker Yeah. Mr Icke got me looking at this stuff back in 2013. Took me months before I could even mention it to my fiance. Crazy. I started looking into it to 

debunk it.. I failed at accomplishing that. Went through a lot of self doubt. Thought I was going mad. I made it through👍🏼👍🏼

3/23/2020 12:58:26 PM world_veritas On further research this is a viper, or "biscione" - the emblem of the House of Visconti, one of Milan’s oldest and most powerful dynasties (not unlike 

the Medici’s of Florence).  

NOTHING TO SEE HERE, MOVE ALONG SHEEPLE.

3/23/2020 12:58:32 PM bluejay726 He who beliefth in me (Jesus) shall not perish but have everlasting life.

 ...Jesus is not an idol.  He his the Son of God. You make a lot of claims about my beliefs

from cyberspace. 

I have no priests, ministers,

or occultists that I trust my salvation to.

3/23/2020 12:58:34 PM sdane8 I didn't see that one but she has plenty of symbols.

 https://bodyartguru.com/miley-cyrus-tattoos/amp/ …

3/23/2020 12:58:34 PM crt14361013 Based in Milan, highest cases of infection in Italy?

3/23/2020 12:58:49 PM hartkat4  pic.twitter.com/Nyc7H9jaRw

3/23/2020 12:59:42 PM trumppallooza Enough

3/23/2020 12:59:59 PM ericchristie Who said it was a child?

3/23/2020 1:00:05 PM frankyanker She sided with the wrong team.

3/23/2020 1:00:06 PM cathyholton4 Sg1

3/23/2020 1:00:15 PM chirchx Ohhh what kind of people do they want? Different blood type. I’m thinking out of the box here. I’m not for sure. But feel like it’s a different blood type?

3/23/2020 1:00:37 PM thefuturition Been since her Disney days.

3/23/2020 1:01:22 PM lorentzvanzelst  https://m.facebook.com/groups/654571595295560?view=permalink&id=657465935006126 …

3/23/2020 1:01:45 PM sdane8 "Quetzalcóatl wandered down to the coast of the “divine water” (the Atlantic Ocean) and then immolated himself on a pyre, emerging as the planet 

Venus." https://www.britannica.com/topic/Quetzalcoatl …

3/23/2020 1:01:54 PM justice4rod Why are victims of the Satanic Pedophiles never on anyone's radar?

3/23/2020 1:02:15 PM chirchx Eww

3/23/2020 1:03:46 PM cosmic_engineer Everything but SF

Anunnaki mfers

3/23/2020 1:04:09 PM mikec50805645 What would be the point this bits it by 10 mile pic.twitter.com/DG05TLdRsO

3/23/2020 1:04:22 PM thetrollbar Does anyone else remember that in 2002, this film aired as the only alternative to Dubya's post 9/11 SOTU? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dO-

sgddX8DY&feature=emb_rel_end …

3/23/2020 1:05:40 PM mikec50805645 Take another look pic.twitter.com/zWBmulpqbA

3/23/2020 1:05:43 PM aussieinfidel68 When does the 10 days of darkness start ? Also when is the internet going down ?

3/23/2020 1:06:36 PM bereantype white snake behind it

grill definitely nefariously occultic

3/23/2020 1:07:09 PM world_veritas Another image of the Visconti family logo. Do you see it? Its very subtle, don't you think?

Symbolism will indeed be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/c6offu1d8X

3/23/2020 1:07:12 PM bee_a_rebel Upside down Red Cross

3/23/2020 1:07:27 PM renegade917 The oruborus! The symbol for the Alfa Romeo....never even noticed before....

3/23/2020 1:08:13 PM fansblowing3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biscione 

3/23/2020 1:08:14 PM jackoneilltime1  https://spectator.org/coronavirus-the-price-of-luxury/ …

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/04/16/the-chinese-workers-who-assemble-designer-bags-in-tuscany/amp … 

pic.twitter.com/kvmviMVdwc

3/23/2020 1:08:42 PM humanvibration Don’t forget about the corona, or crown.

3/23/2020 1:08:53 PM s223s223 Yeah like that giant VIPER head of a building that the SATANIC pedo POPE indoctrinates his followers in .. the one that has Jesus being tortured by 

demons behind the Pope's throne .. those symbols you mean??

3/23/2020 1:09:29 PM keith369me ...and it fits in with the Coronavirus chaos in Italy

3/23/2020 1:10:11 PM wavyavibes We all have Christ within us. You don’t seem to understand what I’m saying. HE HE HE WHAT ABOUT YOU.

3/23/2020 1:10:31 PM rraqqerr een alfa coroneo? maar let vooral op het logo

huh? een slang eet een mens?

onderzoek! pic.twitter.com/o9z9ArbIJV

3/23/2020 1:11:07 PM miguela57985922 DeAnna, you have my respects, we need sombody like you to be the leader of Californoa, we need somebody who is awake!

3/23/2020 1:11:27 PM brandi11716396 World Beware

3/23/2020 1:12:09 PM deanos5150 🎵 🎼.  Bringing in the sheep’s bringing in the sheep’s we shall come rejoicing bringing in the lemming sheep’s  🎶 🎼

3/23/2020 1:12:30 PM deanos5150 Vibrator

3/23/2020 1:12:41 PM suzanne90108928 Saw the cross. 😡

3/23/2020 1:12:51 PM bogeybreak626 But thank you to those that are, for opening my eyes.

3/23/2020 1:14:14 PM tbird3082 He is much more than that

3/23/2020 1:14:18 PM deanos5150 The other day, Joe Biden ate a stalk of bananas — only problem with that is — he didn’t peel them. That’s what happens with dementia. He needs help 

and get him off the trail before he buys the farm and hurts somebody

3/23/2020 1:14:26 PM richie78170932 Dont forget the red cross! pic.twitter.com/TkdCFxhsWO

3/23/2020 1:14:47 PM deanna4congress Thank you 😊 We need a new wave of leaders who are truly awake and I unafraid to speak the truth. 

Unafraid to red-pill the masses. 

We simply can’t afford to be quiet and asleep anymore.

3/23/2020 1:14:54 PM richie78170932 The red cross is a big one also guys. pic.twitter.com/8XJ1I1iD8X

3/23/2020 1:15:07 PM horensavitz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Sir what should we see about the red car with heart on front? Christian Grammy

3/23/2020 1:15:45 PM nurseniceyes No.

3/23/2020 1:17:02 PM clearandprezent Italian (Illuminati) Former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi's Residence with a Crowned Reptile (Biscione) Eating a Human depicted on the Lawn.  

😳 pic.twitter.com/CmSjGJKsGF

3/23/2020 1:17:14 PM ninas1mages 🤔

3/23/2020 1:18:42 PM shaunasunde He was trying to get them to move the teleprompter faster.

3/23/2020 1:19:28 PM emmzy697 The emblem. Snake eating child

3/23/2020 1:20:27 PM shaunasunde The hand movement was to get them to run the teleprompter faster btw. That's why he was stuttering in this case. Not that I support him, just 

pointing out facts.



3/23/2020 1:21:35 PM realwilltierney Shade thrown at Jordan Sather no AJ

3/23/2020 1:22:31 PM conspiracycen If you cant tell this is a shop

I feel bad for you son

I got 99 problems 

And this Shill ain't 1. pic.twitter.com/qObrkTjBcy

3/23/2020 1:23:17 PM elshaddai3171 Another test: Q posts saying "No Outside Comms" and "Operators don't reveal..."

3/23/2020 1:23:32 PM tashalee01 Oh. My. Gawd! I've never noticed that!

3/23/2020 1:23:45 PM tonycecala Wait ‘til your clock strikes 3:33, best time to read it.

3/23/2020 1:24:04 PM mambacoreander not interested!

3/23/2020 1:24:10 PM americanpetal That is disturbing.

3/23/2020 1:24:55 PM kelzho Ah the simplicity of 1945 😂

3/23/2020 1:24:58 PM bossheartlaunch WHO OR WHAT IS DATTO?????

3/23/2020 1:25:00 PM q_surge Sorry to hear your experience was not so good. 

The Alfa Romeo I experienced had paddle shifters on a C8.

It was amazing.

The sound. The performance. The responsiveness. 

It's in the top 5 cars I've ever driven.

3/23/2020 1:26:06 PM the_loveoflight 😊👍🏻 

Post those email pics to that post like I did, see if you get blocked aswell https://twitter.com/the_loveoflight/status/1242167867421884422?s=21 …

3/23/2020 1:26:56 PM azuremagus ended with 8chan stoppage

3/23/2020 1:27:08 PM bluejay726 Oh I know exactly what you mean.

3/23/2020 1:27:44 PM mikec50805645 What snakes do I look for a bite to eat horrible things🤣🤣

3/23/2020 1:27:59 PM bbcforsnowwhite Why would an illegally incurred national debt have to be paid off?

3/23/2020 1:28:01 PM qsp1racy The best part is these anons pick apart an obvious shop but can't follow a QProof they begged for.

🤣🍿

3/23/2020 1:28:07 PM lindaclyons62 Horns on the front, snake, pentagram, red

3/23/2020 1:28:07 PM bossheartlaunch WHO THE HECK IS DATTO

3/23/2020 1:29:16 PM deb12233 Yes, I had seen that. Coincidence?

3/23/2020 1:29:20 PM jackoneilltime1 Any connection???  

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/bfpiBkn6gi

3/23/2020 1:30:24 PM nonn_ann I have one of those tattooed from when I was like 19.I hate it. 😬

3/23/2020 1:30:57 PM emmzy697 🤣🤣

3/23/2020 1:31:02 PM mikec50805645 You see a lot of of that kind of thing in aboriginal paintings no idea what it means though

3/23/2020 1:32:42 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/hPAbGu71LY

3/23/2020 1:33:54 PM mongrelglory How in the world would someone have gotten those e-mails/text messages?!  And the one person messaging Jordan doesn't seem able to spell.  Are 

you sure these are legit?

3/23/2020 1:35:27 PM chris_losh_ Snake, dragon, thousand lights

3/23/2020 1:35:48 PM baffynut Well said

3/23/2020 1:36:15 PM queennemesisof1 I am very curious after the true story of the Crusaders. Also did read they were true Christians in the beginning, not related (yet) to satanic practices.

3/23/2020 1:37:53 PM anonaveli "To live" also means "to die." So is your "God" alive? What is god without an opponent? After winning then what? All of it is superstition.

3/23/2020 1:39:07 PM michael_rae The thing is... Austin knows all this already bc he ran it through QC Algo’s. It’s gonna be a bumpy Fortnight but we’ll get there. Expect more crazy 

reasons to deny him coming from his own “people”.

3/23/2020 1:39:28 PM coloradoevolut1 😑

3/23/2020 1:39:46 PM tcounas_evan Infinity symbol

3/23/2020 1:39:58 PM danielalotus Wow. I never realized that before. Immediately googled it.

The symbol of an italian royal family - Visconti of Milan.

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visconti_of_Milan … pic.twitter.com/IzMAYV8nWT

3/23/2020 1:40:46 PM the_loveoflight Why would I get blocked as I was trying to send the 3rd post?

It was that fast

Who knows but we need to keep digging now that the censors are down

3/23/2020 1:40:59 PM patriot_south Can you buy this book? I would love to read it. Of course I will search for it I was hoping you have read it and could recommend it. Thanks

3/23/2020 1:41:06 PM danielalotus Visconti of Milan #Serpent #RoyalFamily pic.twitter.com/s0MGPmBLnR

3/23/2020 1:41:08 PM txtrumppatriot Ugg! I have this car and I am now sick thinking about their logo.  Makes me want to sell it!😞

3/23/2020 1:41:38 PM cvfoodie Podesta himself😂

3/23/2020 1:42:39 PM beoneforall1 You can read it at the CIA bookstore.

 https://www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A49624_Springmeier.-.Bloodlines.of.the.Illuminati.R.pdf …

3/23/2020 1:43:19 PM miguela57985922 Are you still running for nov?

3/23/2020 1:43:24 PM amy221622 If people want to fight and direct others from truth, I say block them. They are diverting attention to them instead of the truth you are sharing. It  also 

brings down the energy of the conversation too. Just my perspective. 😏

3/23/2020 1:43:49 PM patriot_south Wow thank you kindly. I really appreciate that.

3/23/2020 1:44:20 PM bbobbio71 Between this satanic/ pedophile/ money stealing do nothing for America BS, I'm sure I can speak for many I'm pretty F'ing miffed!

3/23/2020 1:44:55 PM ivadragojevic1 I research BMW... OMG... Hitler was all over that!

3/23/2020 1:44:56 PM the_loveoflight I'm sure J$ isn't the only one watching his comment section

I also got blocked by a few others right after, some that I follow and have never engaged with or said anything negative too. ?!?

Someone also commented it would make sense why Coreys campaign was smeared

3/23/2020 1:45:23 PM queennemesisof1 Do you know the movie 'I AM LOVE' with Tilda Swinton? A woman captured in a wealthy old-industrial Italian family who breaks free?

3/23/2020 1:45:41 PM keepawakening Snake eating a child. Crown on top of snake. Cross aka church/pope/christianity being part of Rome. 'Ph' In English is F sound. Could I stretch idea that 

you could say that also says Alpha, so 'it' began in Rome??



3/23/2020 1:46:53 PM the_loveoflight I am just showing you what happened and my little truth

If that message to him is real, he got groomed and became more popular than ever

💸💸💸💸💸💸

3/23/2020 1:47:22 PM leslieau7 Worl

3/23/2020 1:48:21 PM michellecoats68 Satanic child abuser-sacrificer

3/23/2020 1:48:40 PM _chelseaproject Could you tell us if there are really a million or more dead in China? Or is this disinfo?

3/23/2020 1:48:42 PM veritas17761 Honestly no clue.

3/23/2020 1:49:05 PM conspiracycen Sorry man that picture is from his facebook he is in a hotel server room.

3/23/2020 1:49:36 PM gi6stars The snake. 

Red n black colors.

#ThesePeopleAreSick #DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening #ThePlan #Qanon #SaveTheChildren #stopsextrafficing #PedoGate #SexTrafficking #pedovore 

#satanic #demon #moloch

3/23/2020 1:49:55 PM danielvance19 Well I would say he is not just a pedo, but he and his brother are also a murderer. So that’s the only thing I disagree with:)

3/23/2020 1:51:58 PM pinkypd Front of the car is the shape of beasts head with horns.

3/23/2020 1:52:41 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/dcMgkroarO

3/23/2020 1:54:45 PM j_d_abercrombie LOL you BabyQ hater-people talking about plywood in an AFB server rackroom? Have you reconciled Austin proved he was Q with the last drop? I bet 

you know all about it, but won't talk about even when pressed. Team wins. You?

3/23/2020 1:55:05 PM s223s223 Satan

3/23/2020 1:55:08 PM boudiccaaaa Mocht je er echt niet vanaf komen ;) zijn van heeel veel liedjes een 432hz versie gemaakt.  Binaural beats, Isochronic tones, Rife frequenties. Ik heb ook 

moeten afkicken, heel erg zelfs, maar vind de helende aspecten heel mooi meegenomen.

3/23/2020 1:56:19 PM remarkablebob @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Space Force funding: why is prompt funding important and what exigent threats exist? Those of us who hunger for truth will handle 

it...those that don’t won’t. 🙏🏻

3/23/2020 1:56:38 PM robinabank4 Symbolism is will be their downfall ‼️🐍 SNAKE🐍 ⚕️ 😈

3/23/2020 1:57:33 PM upallnight39 @NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@mil_ops

@RoyalNavy

@AustinSteinbart

@PennywiseDaWise https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1242193437216116741 …

3/23/2020 1:59:00 PM jesse48676371 you assume much...show me

3/23/2020 1:59:35 PM judesuwantokuha  pic.twitter.com/gbHlIrYH1Q

3/23/2020 2:00:01 PM highvoltagenews Someday all of that symbology 

will be their downfall.
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3/23/2020 2:01:15 PM stefanofait "a heraldic charge showing on argent an azure serpent in the act of consuming a human (usually a child). It is a historic symbol of the city of Milan."

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biscione 

Some connection with Lombardy bearing the brunt of Italy's coronavirus contagion?

3/23/2020 2:01:30 PM arcanagravis @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what do make of this "person"....  pic.twitter.com/ssxLBx2UvC

3/23/2020 2:01:32 PM jesse48676371 if your talking about the video that he put out 11 hours ago, where he tells us hes the black ops kings and in "command"...god help you

3/23/2020 2:02:14 PM brometheus_one_ 😯 🐸🍿🍿

3/23/2020 2:02:29 PM db318630285 yeah it is...we know he is just a ploy to get the witch in office....

3/23/2020 2:02:58 PM yupyup_puypuy The snake is eating a person.

3/23/2020 2:03:30 PM otreborrm Red next to Black is a friend of Jack.

Red next to Yellow will Kill a fellow.

3/23/2020 2:03:41 PM steveakridge Spirit Cooker!

Brothers Podesta had a lake house on Lake Barcroft in Falls Church, Va where they performed their ceremonies. FBI was informed.

3/23/2020 2:04:05 PM brometheus_one_ Great post, I ❤️ real learning 🐸🍿🍿

3/23/2020 2:04:28 PM medicine_man_22 I have a copy. It's out of print from what I've heard. I bought it ten years ago.

3/23/2020 2:05:09 PM otreborrm The leviathan Set eating a Human.

3/23/2020 2:05:46 PM alien09662704 Why would the USA be entitled TI the world’s pedophile entire net worth.

3/23/2020 2:06:01 PM justileonne Dang thats what I hoped for - I am a Porsche owner / driver ( racer lol ) and had wanted that from an Alfa experince thru the alps - Maybe the rentals 

aren’t great - it did have good handling just infuriated me in it’s shutting down in traffic circles!

3/23/2020 2:06:04 PM bigworthy I FEEL LIKE WE ARE GETTING PLAYED?

3/23/2020 2:06:43 PM steveakridge He needs a walker too!!!

3/23/2020 2:07:24 PM selffunded12 Potus is ok with Podesta, he hasn’t arrested or indicted him. He’s free to go anywhere, so he must be innocent because Potus is NEVER wrong about 

these things. He has arrested many others, Praise Be! 

#QAnon

3/23/2020 2:07:29 PM deannamarie19 Makes me sick to my stomach

3/23/2020 2:07:36 PM 27kovacs The real question should be, when he swings from the gallows in front of the capitol.

3/23/2020 2:07:58 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @PinataDrunk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QCards #Qanon 

GOD & WORLD

#TheGreatAwakening #USAnon pic.twitter.com/4n3vbktMXh

3/23/2020 2:09:40 PM flamingo7704 Now I gotta look that up—I now she’s definitely her Godmother

3/23/2020 2:09:50 PM anonymouspotom1 Dragon eating children

3/23/2020 2:09:52 PM flamingo7704 *know

3/23/2020 2:09:56 PM winklerburke Is Shelby in Hellby, or is THAT snake gonna eat the bad boys’ snakes like Moses’ did?

3/23/2020 2:11:19 PM reel_brief Bird shit on the windshield?

3/23/2020 2:11:33 PM jesusluvsu29 Isn't that tax payers hard earned money? Shouldn't they receive it back?

3/23/2020 2:12:35 PM nick_lumenaut Lol no. No they dont LOL

3/23/2020 2:14:26 PM j_d_abercrombie BTW, thanks for all the Q people your posts have enabled us to attract. I've followed about 40 ppl just from it, and gained 20 like backs. You are sending 

us recruits. We have paying gigs for doing this, in case you are interested... keep up the good work Michelle!



3/23/2020 2:15:23 PM nick_lumenaut "Will be used to..." let me tell you something about the military industrial complex. Doubtful, but I'm hopeful!

3/23/2020 2:15:41 PM nick_lumenaut Lol who said No? Good one

3/23/2020 2:16:40 PM nick_lumenaut Need a "I dont know" option

3/23/2020 2:17:26 PM danovo I am sure it’s more than that.

3/23/2020 2:17:44 PM ghostanon6120 godspeed

3/23/2020 2:18:42 PM jimbo11079215 Q saying "Suicide Weekend"... I'm willing to guess that will be April 11th and 12th, Easter Weekend. 

@Inevitable_ET @JuliansRum @Bruno062418 @mwam1993 @StormIsUponUs @X22Report @tracybeanz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @WellHellsBells_ 

@Sun_Q_Tzu

3/23/2020 2:19:50 PM otheranother2 The chaos star doesn't belong there.

3/23/2020 2:20:20 PM ragevirusqq LOL

3/23/2020 2:21:42 PM papoyamba Weiner going up someone’s bowels pic.twitter.com/z6JfDBRcZt

3/23/2020 2:21:44 PM patriotleah1776 Heck yeah.

I'm guessing they're whining because they have a COVFEFE stick stuck up their booties. Go get a test, so our military can HELP you guys!

3/23/2020 2:22:14 PM rosscarwalker Trigger fingers are not essential right now

3/23/2020 2:22:17 PM wellhellsbells_ Covid weekend. 😂 pic.twitter.com/YO3IqFuMtN

3/23/2020 2:22:35 PM patriotleah1776 Love this.

This is what frees the enslaved mind.

3/23/2020 2:23:09 PM patriotleah1776 #BEBEST

3/23/2020 2:23:12 PM elijahqdust This... A crown even... Hmm

3/23/2020 2:24:26 PM patriotleah1776 THANK YOU!!!

3/23/2020 2:25:32 PM disgoblue24 Pentagram in center of wheels

3/23/2020 2:25:55 PM wikkedracing52 Can you say Duck Tails

3/23/2020 2:27:19 PM tikpaq Apart from the serpent, the 5 pointed star.

3/23/2020 2:27:28 PM anitaevans Snake

3/23/2020 2:27:34 PM ragevirusqq just change tactics

3/23/2020 2:27:38 PM wikkedracing52 Scruge McDuck

3/23/2020 2:28:28 PM carolin15161363 The baby is almost total eaten now.

3/23/2020 2:30:46 PM tikpaq Serpent eating a person

3/23/2020 2:31:09 PM ragevirusqq These seem like Psych eval questions.

3/23/2020 2:32:26 PM ragevirusqq ok I think i get it now.

3/23/2020 2:34:12 PM septembercindy Playing cards in grill of right front tire

3/23/2020 2:34:22 PM lepublicenemee Ha ja idd moet je s doen!

3/23/2020 2:34:36 PM justme64607463 It also has WORLD PREMIERE on floor in front of car on floor.

3/23/2020 2:35:31 PM johnmyers2 I still don't buy it. Listen, he claims he is calling himself out on YouTube as Q and on Twitter as Q. If that is the case, then why doesn't he just go on the 

board as Q and say, hey everyone, he is legit? That whole ruining people thinking for themselves is BS. He is not Q.

3/23/2020 2:35:33 PM cstarr888 What what?!

😯🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/HCw7bJJ85G

3/23/2020 2:36:56 PM mongrelglory Where did you get those e-mails from?

3/23/2020 2:37:47 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/-n3sUWR4FV4 

3/23/2020 2:38:31 PM bbobbio71 They can but it doesn't mean crap.  It's just paper

3/23/2020 2:38:52 PM the_loveoflight I just Googled it

Censors are down

3/23/2020 2:39:34 PM cspan2808 Snake or reptilian?

3/23/2020 2:40:17 PM the_loveoflight Nice!

3/23/2020 2:40:37 PM bobgonz36990270 You can write her in.

3/23/2020 2:41:33 PM doritanamaste This is about help not about hate @SpeakerPelosi you deserved the worse and you will have it !!! Karma is a b... and will bite you liie skinny ass!!!! 

@realDonaldTrump @w_terrence @RealJamesWoods @charliekirk11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Adsvel @LisaMei62 

https://twitter.com/karluskap/status/1242172710152798209 …

3/23/2020 2:43:44 PM laurabusse Love your new banner

Spartacus!

The slaves have revolted!

The slaves have WON!!!

3/23/2020 2:43:50 PM keclark60 Snake eats baby.

3/23/2020 2:44:31 PM richie78170932 Owned by FIAT. https://www.dictionary.com/e/fiat/ 

3/23/2020 2:45:19 PM mongrelglory 👍

3/23/2020 2:45:23 PM richie78170932 Dont forget the red cross symbolism in their logo also pic.twitter.com/Sn5D4T5rRm

3/23/2020 2:47:42 PM woke_qanadian That’s what I said, but my name was added, hope he corrects pic.twitter.com/8wAPZ5gxMJ

3/23/2020 2:49:39 PM chirchx This is what I know about rh- blood. I myself am. And I learned info about it. If you are rh-you can only receive rh- blood. If you need a blood transfusion 

you can’t receive a rh+ blood because it will make you sick. And can die. I found about negative blood with my pregnancy.

3/23/2020 2:51:46 PM chirchx So makes me wonder what is tainted? Either a virus was in their drug supply or they had a batch of positive blood? Ewwww just so gross.

3/23/2020 2:52:16 PM mateuszwala 1...

2...

3 the Forbidden fruit...?

who said that? who is the real source?

3/23/2020 2:53:03 PM chirchx And didn’t the Indians use to do that? Blood brother thing. Where they would be cuts on their arm and put the cuts together. And if the other person 

got sick they were not from around here or considered a blood brother?

3/23/2020 2:55:05 PM chirchx Not a blood brother I mean.

3/23/2020 2:55:43 PM redpilledgal Holy cow, awesome find thanks @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2020 2:57:58 PM kb4landlover white draco in the back ground...

3/23/2020 2:58:58 PM erinbrittain6 Q's on the wheels

3/23/2020 2:59:07 PM michael_rae Cause he wants to figure out who the leader of the BOT ARMY IS.

3/23/2020 2:59:13 PM johnmyers2 Wrong. What you all don't realize, is that if Q wanted to reference that post with Ephesians, he would have included it with his Q drop like he always 

does when he references past Q drops. Nice try.

3/23/2020 2:59:16 PM sastrendy What is going on with Britney Spears and this? I know she has the whole #FreeBritney thing, I know I saw she has the conservatorship thing, and I saw 

one of her top fans on twitter say they can never forgive her someone help me understand?! #BritneySpears

3/23/2020 3:00:32 PM galadri09060100 Me too! pic.twitter.com/Q12HSpc4Yf



3/23/2020 3:00:48 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/CaFHynxAzy

3/23/2020 3:02:53 PM _the_psychonaut Snake eating a baby

3/23/2020 3:03:03 PM bleed1gnan  pic.twitter.com/Q6CFxhwY0w

3/23/2020 3:03:23 PM phl_78_cfdp Nor the 3 tiered cross believe. Not sure on it though.

3/23/2020 3:03:35 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/cTOAOnZ10k

3/23/2020 3:03:56 PM stormypatriot21 You just moved to second place

Behind AS

3/23/2020 3:05:01 PM enlightened_aj Doh!

3/23/2020 3:06:02 PM kb4landlover be original and creative as per why @BabyQPlus is using real digital soldiers and not bots.  I'm sending pepe's.   datto is sophisticated so they are 

programming algos to pattern recognize.  mission objective is clog their channels.

3/23/2020 3:07:42 PM emperro61119379 Just let him be, i don't think this person in its current state is mentally capable of figuring this one out for himself and there isn't much sense in even 

trying to explaining either

3/23/2020 3:08:14 PM qsp1racy He did. We all caught it.  Why didn't YOU? 🤔 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

3/23/2020 3:09:02 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/wAIvZKQpYU

3/23/2020 3:09:04 PM qsp1racy "Coincidences are fun!" Q pic.twitter.com/TMYYfshk1r

3/23/2020 3:09:20 PM pastina920 Crown above snake?

3/23/2020 3:09:44 PM redpilledgal Red car means... Think red shoes.

3/23/2020 3:09:46 PM qsp1racy If Jesus was the messiah then why didn't he get down off his cross like the mockers demanded?

🤔🤔🤔

3/23/2020 3:09:59 PM qanon_obiwan Don’t tag me with this shill please and thank you

3/23/2020 3:10:09 PM johnmyers2 You know how to end this. Have him put up or shut up.

3/23/2020 3:10:18 PM pastina920 I'm thinking Q owns Alfie.

3/23/2020 3:10:19 PM kb4landlover disturbing and revealing...  all the more incentive to 

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein

#UnsealJFK and #UnsealEpstein 

yo!!!  #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE
3/23/2020 3:10:34 PM gracefullearth Green snake with red human figure in its mouth

3/23/2020 3:11:42 PM decodematrix It's a dragon/snake eating a human. The Dracos can get off our planet or we will evict them.

3/23/2020 3:12:22 PM kb4landlover 5 star trust alone had supposedly 250 Quadrillion

3/23/2020 3:12:25 PM qsp1racy He did.

So apply your ultimatum TO YOUR SELF!

 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/OI3tJgSiH1

3/23/2020 3:12:56 PM tidewjo Because his mission was to die for our sins.

3/23/2020 3:13:19 PM keith369me @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 why is Bill Barr at the daily Coronavirus briefing?

3/23/2020 3:13:25 PM kb4landlover [they] own the printing presses no?  [they] owned at least that amount and as you said not including property.

3/23/2020 3:13:27 PM mile_voli_disk0 Same.  Blocking whoever did.

3/23/2020 3:13:55 PM s0urc3rss Austin said that one has the words "Austin Steinbart Amorphous" being filtered at Datto and rejected. He put a new version under his YT link. 

https://youtu.be/7oZQGsGquZA 

3/23/2020 3:14:09 PM kb4landlover would take some time to print that much though...  thinking exponents

3/23/2020 3:14:51 PM kb4landlover probably not behind the cross contamination though lol

3/23/2020 3:15:14 PM kb4landlover just the cross contamination...

3/23/2020 3:15:29 PM sastrendy And the hand symbols pic.twitter.com/4W4TKUgNQG

3/23/2020 3:15:37 PM jrocktigers I hope its to announce Lieber from Harvard is currently having his extremities slowly burned off. . https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-

professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related …

3/23/2020 3:16:11 PM kb4landlover I prefer the term Warrior Protector

3/23/2020 3:16:49 PM alight412 Another example of right before our very eyes...😕

3/23/2020 3:17:20 PM majic_eyes_qnly #MajesticConsciousness #MajesticTechnology

3/23/2020 3:17:59 PM smokin_bandit The point was for him to be sacrificed for us. Pain is relevant and subsided after death. The example of the sacrifice was the importance God wanted us 

to see .

3/23/2020 3:18:07 PM kb4landlover courage overcomes fear.  action is faster than reaction.  love overcomes all obstacles.  love all you patriots.  TY for your service frens.

3/23/2020 3:18:38 PM hwkammers Thank you for reading. Keep diggin'!

3/23/2020 3:19:13 PM restorativna8ur Shills

3/23/2020 3:19:31 PM qsp1racy Excellent work!

3/23/2020 3:20:11 PM kb4landlover easier...  yeah.  not what I am doing though.  takes a strong stomach to face this reality.

3/23/2020 3:20:42 PM ephriambrennec1 The front looks like a snake!

3/23/2020 3:20:55 PM kb4landlover maybe... lol

3/23/2020 3:21:40 PM qsp1racy He did miracles and had signs to prove he was. That wasn't good enough for people who kangaroo courted him to a crucifixion with 0 charges. Nothing 

is good enough for a darkened heart

3/23/2020 3:22:59 PM keith369me The not so good missing doctor, lol.

3/23/2020 3:23:39 PM pennywisedawise B.I.B.L.E = BASIC INFORMATION BEFORE LEAVING EARTH 🎈

3/23/2020 3:25:28 PM sastrendy Looks like "spock signs" priestly blessings maybe?

3/23/2020 3:27:21 PM loftreborn 🎶 When the Vatican has one half of the kingdom 🎶

🎶the crown has the other half too🎶

🎶Like Red and White, North and Southland in Egypt🎶

🎶Crossed in their hands inside a tomb🎶

I hope you like my new poem.

3/23/2020 3:29:16 PM quantum173 Indeed

3/23/2020 3:29:21 PM perkinsforussen the one thing I do not like about Twitter and maybe I need tutorials... is I have no idea which post this comment is in reference to...... I have an idea but 

not 100% sure

3/23/2020 3:30:14 PM tucson_ron OH holy fuck. Right in our faces all along.

Everywhere. A taunt. A gloat and boast. 

May they burn in hell forever, and may the lessons they are about to learn burn in American memories forever.

3/23/2020 3:30:38 PM lizrao4 The "good/faithful/honest" Vatican 📛 anti Christ institution that has brainwashed the world!!



3/23/2020 3:30:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣

3/23/2020 3:31:00 PM watchingthewar I think it is more...personally...

3/23/2020 3:31:26 PM jm19712 I would tell you how to download the twitter postings from someone but I forgot how...they have like thousands and thousands...

3/23/2020 3:31:30 PM bstolzenau @EditionPatriot check out that logo. Sick sick people.

3/23/2020 3:32:07 PM jrocktigers I think [they] released it worldwide after they became aware they had been infected.

3/23/2020 3:32:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Provide the original clip that you claim is in context and not altered.

3/23/2020 3:35:14 PM raenyasalisbury from you that means ALOT 

BIG LOVE

3/23/2020 3:35:20 PM gabrielblake_ Thank you. 🙂

3/23/2020 3:35:45 PM rboudbee In early Christian art of the catacombs, the Old Testament prophet Jonahis depicted as a man being swallowed by a serpent-like Leviathan, a sea 

creature of Hebrew myth.

3/23/2020 3:35:48 PM rboudbee In early Christian art of the catacombs, the Old Testament prophet Jonahis depicted as a man being swallowed by a serpent-like Leviathan, a sea 

creature of Hebrew myth.

3/23/2020 3:36:10 PM rboudbee In early Christian art of the catacombs, the Old Testament prophet Jonahis depicted as a man being swallowed by a serpent-like Leviathan, a sea 

creature of Hebrew myth.

3/23/2020 3:36:16 PM valhalla11111 Ive heard voice analysis match his 100 percent of him torturing a child in a shower after he dropped his cell phone in a DC cab

So yes we have proof

3/23/2020 3:36:22 PM mightymbev Skippy needs to burn in that 9th circle of hell that [they]love so much #FuckThe9thCircleDeathCult

3/23/2020 3:39:05 PM d_wyett "We are fighting an INVISIBLE SCOURGE" - DJT 

Live White House Press Briefing

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/live/ 

POSTED 2018:

 https://www.lexingtoninstitute.org/invisible-scourge-danger-chemical-biological-attack-america-growing-fast/ …

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

#Q

#MAGA

#MEGA

#MUGA

@EyesOnQ

@stormypatriot21

@M2Madness

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Inevitable_ET 

Please RT pic.twitter.com/MdK7K73QAd
3/23/2020 3:39:14 PM bjnisawake HRC

3/23/2020 3:39:51 PM jabrown74 You have my vote

3/23/2020 3:40:15 PM tucson_ron He's lost his mind. And my prediction: He ain't gonna get any of it back. It'll only get worse until he craps himself on national TV. Then his conservators 

will have to withdraw from the race on his behalf.

Enter: NOBODY

3/23/2020 3:40:31 PM confuse00852481  https://youtu.be/mrmOH1uKe5k 

3/23/2020 3:41:19 PM munkeypilot 🤜🏽💖🤛🏼

3/23/2020 3:41:21 PM 1nanasmomma This is gross

3/23/2020 3:42:13 PM confuse00852481  pic.twitter.com/fbOUwhlOGh

3/23/2020 3:42:28 PM mz_nubbie Serpent eating baby

3/23/2020 3:42:48 PM 369palm 5:5

3/23/2020 3:44:30 PM munkeypilot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ck DM...

3/23/2020 3:44:57 PM s0urc3rss 16:44 😎

3/23/2020 3:46:09 PM michell39826764 Oh. I'm just glad to help. :)

3/23/2020 3:46:40 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/u6GPzT9biF

3/23/2020 3:47:25 PM just_mr_nobody I just can't believe we have to deal with this all because a guy is having a mental breakdown and is looking for attention, whether it's good or bad.

3/23/2020 3:48:38 PM confuse00852481  https://youtu.be/wZwQ0E3iT9I 

3/23/2020 3:49:06 PM ke11y11 No what?

3/23/2020 3:50:06 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/DDbZnrUZHn

3/23/2020 3:50:39 PM 369palm Is it possible to be both those guys at the same time.

3/23/2020 3:51:08 PM rtr862  pic.twitter.com/n4M93YqPjk

3/23/2020 3:51:41 PM flippin4cofffee Serpent eating a child...and the 👑 crown...

3/23/2020 3:52:06 PM kindeandtrue That's not enough to convict him.

3/23/2020 3:52:40 PM flippin4cofffee That's what I saw on that other sign.

3/23/2020 3:53:24 PM jbirdy77 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs there exists open unsolved child trafficking cases with 

fiduciary evidence in Stockton Ca. #InvestigateStocktonCa #JusticeforKal 🌹

3/23/2020 3:53:50 PM crisco2377 Correction...eating a CHILD!!

3/23/2020 3:56:07 PM mirax63292176 #cabal #Banking 

BIS, Basel, Switzerland ⤵️

untouchable bank who run the world -  the Swiss authorities have no jurisdiction over BIS premises.

(Reserve 119 mc of gold)

Founded by an Intern treaty, BIS has status like UN HQ, IMF or diplomatic mission. https://humansarefree.com/2015/04/tower-of-basel-the-secret-

bank-that-runs-the-world.html …

3/23/2020 3:56:11 PM qsp1racy You can always just pretend it doesn't exist like this brave man

 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/vq0aSKCiM7

3/23/2020 3:56:15 PM confuse00852481 I just happened to have watched this.  It is exactly the opposite of what you are trying to make it out to be.  Not altered per say but edited for support 

of your agenda.  Why the bad clip when excellent video was available?

3/23/2020 3:58:03 PM confuse00852481 In case you want to see what the context was. https://youtu.be/wZwQ0E3iT9I 

3/23/2020 3:58:52 PM 369palm BIS is a clearing bank.  Retail customers don’t have any business with them at all as far as I know.

3/23/2020 3:59:09 PM maggie9684 Because she is. Research and check out Q. Oprah isn’t the only one.

3/23/2020 3:59:11 PM rkerobi Please, before making hasty considerations and just for a better understanding, read this. Then, of course, every evaluation is open ...  Thank you! Ah... 

I'm not a reptilian! 😉🙏

 https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biscione_(araldica) …

3/23/2020 3:59:27 PM jaded_pearl Isn't there supposed to be court filings with them exposing GAIA corruption? How does this all connect?

3/23/2020 3:59:33 PM kevingi46693568 Eating a muslim, I believe.



3/23/2020 4:00:11 PM patr1q7  pic.twitter.com/RT9DyH8ZG4

3/23/2020 4:00:17 PM raenyasalisbury Gaia is a Satanic Coven , and they are part , 

what else do you want to know

3/23/2020 4:00:24 PM johnmyers2 Not at all. I don’t mind in engaging in civil debate. Threats and things like that will earn a block though. I have more information coming. Don’t worry.

3/23/2020 4:00:29 PM sp00njake Do or do not there is no Try !!! pic.twitter.com/vuUQMs5QMM

3/23/2020 4:00:31 PM maggie9684 I agree. I feel darkness everywhere, trying to get a foot hold. They have lost and just haven’t given up yet. They will

3/23/2020 4:00:43 PM kevingi46693568 Truth

3/23/2020 4:01:22 PM raenyasalisbury Wilcock was covering his ass , to file against Gaia 

to save his BUTT and CASH COW

3/23/2020 4:01:35 PM valhalla11111 Im sure nsa/military have all they need

3/23/2020 4:01:50 PM raenyasalisbury he wants $$$$$$$$$

3/23/2020 4:01:54 PM jaded_pearl What is the dispute about? Just contract issues or something else? Whistleblower is who?

3/23/2020 4:02:24 PM johnmyers2 No people are interpreting Q’s post to fit their narrative. If Q was referencing the post with the Ephesians verse he would have included it like he 

always does when he references a past post.

3/23/2020 4:03:21 PM kindeandtrue Even John Podesta deserves his day in court. Trial by Twitter doesn't count.

3/23/2020 4:03:53 PM thegreyspecter Snake head

3/23/2020 4:03:57 PM thisfinnish A snake eating a guy on the front

3/23/2020 4:04:31 PM qsp1racy No one has threatened you

Want a debate, big fella?

 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241584863628713985?s=19 …

Let's debate the fact that he called the Q post that is now an AustinProof.

And you MISSED the connection even if you didn't necessarily LIKE it.

YOU CAN'T DECODE.
3/23/2020 4:04:34 PM raenyasalisbury it was coming out that Gaia and Wilcock and Corey were NO good ,, David and crew turned it around to file against Gaia and make them look like the 

bad guy 

that,s all I got and it could be WRONG lololololol

BIG LOVE

3/23/2020 4:05:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 100%

3/23/2020 4:06:46 PM johnmyers2 I never said anyone threatened me. I said threats would get people blocked. And I do know how to decode. But that's ok. More info is coming. Don't 

worry. You're toy boy will be called out once and for all.

3/23/2020 4:07:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't protect against Military Tribunals. https://twitter.com/axios/status/1242220013425172481 …

3/23/2020 4:07:29 PM daveo6145 Wasn’t Mj referring to emery smith as well?

3/23/2020 4:07:41 PM docpalfrancesc2 darling, you're right!

That's the kind of "we can't talk about" topic! you know... 

Thank you for guiding people to wake up! My information does not always do this clearly!

3/23/2020 4:08:40 PM valhalla11111 Obviously lol

3/23/2020 4:08:58 PM qsp1racy So DESPITE the OBVIOUS connection (and Austin calling it out half a day before) you still want to GUESS at "what Q REALLY does" like you're some 

expert or insider?

Weak.

Powerful weak.

3/23/2020 4:09:03 PM anirgu Whatever frequency you operate on, I am trying to tune in

3/23/2020 4:09:16 PM scpatriotsc Austin Steinbart blocked me for one response about him to someone else: "No." So how does that play into your theory, hmmm? 🤔  So you think he's 

a shill too? 

@realDonaldTrump @POTUS @WhiteHouse @TheJusticeDept @CodeMonkeyZ

3/23/2020 4:09:17 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/yu_RRBh_EKU 

3/23/2020 4:09:55 PM notevenchad17 That 'ol UCMJ is just hanging out out there, waiting. I wonder if these people realize this, or...??

3/23/2020 4:10:43 PM raenyasalisbury I dont know

3/23/2020 4:11:03 PM qsp1racy Why are you acting like ANYONE is "threatening" ANYONE?

YOU LITERALLY JUST MADE THAT SHIT UP.

Well that sword cuts both ways, buddy. YOU threaten ANYONE and you will be reported.... but not blocked. Because you're a silly little troll. 😘

3/23/2020 4:12:05 PM tribeephraim Fed > State Law

3/23/2020 4:12:24 PM johnmyers2 Typical lefty twisting things the way they want to. Report me then. Do whatever you want to do. Carry on boy.

3/23/2020 4:13:12 PM dianesaumure Touche

3/23/2020 4:13:25 PM cathyholton4 Wont federal law override state law?

3/23/2020 4:13:38 PM johnmyers2 Besides, you are the one who seems to be triggered. 😂

3/23/2020 4:13:48 PM tribeephraim Always!

3/23/2020 4:14:29 PM cny_micaa I thought that too, or federal charges? Do the feds have a death penalty? Hmmm? *goes to look that up...

3/23/2020 4:15:05 PM johnmyers2 Anyway. Back to reality. I have real work to do besides dealing with a little troll.

3/23/2020 4:16:26 PM giediknight That is why I don’t go to conferences, all these people slither all over them and have morons giving them money to tell them how to think.

3/23/2020 4:16:53 PM the_loveoflight Soon?

3/23/2020 4:17:18 PM raenyasalisbury EXACTLY ,, its like an energy harvesting orgy ,,,,,

3/23/2020 4:17:21 PM qsp1racy You "seemed" to be accusing people of "threatening" you when they were not. So I happily swatted that shit outta here.

I could NOT be happier! Austin came through with calling a Q proof well before it took place!

Here is another thing for you to hate! https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1241963505613443072?s=19 …

3/23/2020 4:17:38 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/KiLjlhWMrU

3/23/2020 4:18:01 PM qsp1racy No you don't.

You ARE the troll.

Bye now. 👋



3/23/2020 4:18:22 PM greentsunamii My theory?

April 5th is the make or break if that's what you're talking about.  

You don't sound as though you "get it".  More like you're trying to provoke.

Please ignore us until the 5th and we can discuss how "the plan" moves forward.

#WWG1WGA
3/23/2020 4:21:07 PM qsp1racy I keep forgetting Austin knows us better than we know ourselves via QC! pic.twitter.com/wWr8uU9NSB

3/23/2020 4:21:10 PM boomer6966 Yes, especially for crimes that would induce a military tribunal. 

Hanging is still a legitimate form of execution in military law.

3/23/2020 4:21:18 PM malibuphoenix33 😂😂😂

3/23/2020 4:21:19 PM asdasd26700831 City harvest church in Singapore pic.twitter.com/HnkIir4fIv

3/23/2020 4:21:28 PM drop_red_pills Are you kidding? We are talking about a family crest symbolizing the eating of children and you like the way the car handles?

What kind of simpleton are you?

Are you going to be ok with @Heinz because the ketchup is tasty with fries?

Also Italian cars a fragile and fickle

3/23/2020 4:21:50 PM qsp1racy "A prophet is never respected in his home town." -Jesus Christ

3/23/2020 4:23:05 PM carriebryson2 Hopefully ALL will agree that Podesta is BAD as our wonderful president puts it.  Very very soon?

3/23/2020 4:23:12 PM docpalfrancesc2 People don't always see the message through the facts!

At that moment, our task, to inform the masses, is to show the Eminent Dangers facing us and help people to overcome fear, which paralyzes and 

causes pain and suffering!

3/23/2020 4:23:25 PM truth_yhvh I see a snake eating a human.

3/23/2020 4:23:48 PM lbf777 The last time you all ran Military Trinunals, only 10 Nazis were hanged and 7 went to prison. The rest went free. 

We don’t want tribunals. We want the Government abolished.

3/23/2020 4:25:40 PM lbf777 Flower of life symbol.

3/23/2020 4:25:48 PM tikpaq That makes no sense to me, as I rarely see cash. Unless they print cash, and hand a decent sized bundle to everyone, it makes no sense. Now, clearing 

everyone’s debts and allowing them to start fresh, that makes sense.

3/23/2020 4:27:05 PM scpatriotsc You said shills block and don't get WWG1WGA. Austin blocks for no reason. Just curious why you think he's immune from being a shill in that example. 

Enlighten me.

3/23/2020 4:27:08 PM keith369me Lots of seismic 💥 going on in Colorado

3/23/2020 4:28:21 PM blsdbe I hope it will be televised.

3/23/2020 4:30:03 PM terrancongito Dragon

3/23/2020 4:30:04 PM fugglewhip The wheels are Qs..

3/23/2020 4:30:38 PM steppedweller7 I thought that too 🤣🤣🤣

3/23/2020 4:31:03 PM pillarhouseart Ugh agreed.

3/23/2020 4:31:08 PM terrancongito Now that you mention it I see it too!

3/23/2020 4:33:27 PM cny_micaa  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_punishment_by_the_United_States_federal_government …

3/23/2020 4:33:46 PM rghardy3 Will we ever learn about all the Military Tribunals

that have already taken place ?

It is not True Justice if everything is done in secret.

At some point the Public needs to know the Truth.

3/23/2020 4:33:48 PM chris8nix “Message over messenger” put your message in the air, make it happen, create it.

3/23/2020 4:35:24 PM terrancongito Don’t go hating on Quetz now...

3/23/2020 4:37:37 PM chris8nix The Trap. It’s always around. Respect.

3/23/2020 4:38:04 PM nurseniceyes The enormity of it is not in the Bible.

3/23/2020 4:38:05 PM confuse00852481 Since your followers are essentially Qanon cultist I am not sure your poll has any validity.

3/23/2020 4:38:42 PM stormis_us @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 :

Questions: is the War against a race that is hidden underground?

2: are these beings reptilian or alien bases being blown up such as near Salt Lake City Utah.

3: Have we got technology capable of defeating a technologically more advanced race?

3/23/2020 4:39:03 PM mclendon_becky My God

3/23/2020 4:41:20 PM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/l0QobCqRkx

3/23/2020 4:41:44 PM jacquegord0n 😂

3/23/2020 4:42:05 PM j_d_abercrombie What were you going to do, troll his tweet comment sections, by any chance? Like you are doing, only ones about him?

3/23/2020 4:42:25 PM boondognews Teehee

3/23/2020 4:43:05 PM j_d_abercrombie He's Command. You are a little over-motivated cancerous lump on a frog's anal tear. Stand Down. Stand Aside.

3/23/2020 4:43:06 PM myhalossliippin Nancy always wears a pin like this on her jackets.

3/23/2020 4:43:09 PM scpatriotsc Nope but can you answer my question? You follow me now so I guess you are interested in my questions.

3/23/2020 4:44:15 PM j_d_abercrombie I follow everyone till I hit the limit. I'm here to spread information to the public about an active, real time, DIA Military Operation run by 

@AustinSteinbart, who among other things happens to be the world's most dangerous hackers. We have a lot of work to do...

3/23/2020 4:44:27 PM scpatriotsc BUT....WWG1WGA right? You are a Q follower right? Just checking. #Hipocrite

3/23/2020 4:45:03 PM feesh73_1118 That is, in effect, what is taking place here.

3/23/2020 4:45:37 PM scpatriotsc Then hop to it sparky and quit wasting your time responding to posts not directed towards you! pic.twitter.com/VAnFsvRkpV

3/23/2020 4:45:51 PM j_d_abercrombie and right now, little gadflies like you that like to be on the leading edge of "calling someone out" that usually does turn out to be some kinda fraud 

have stumbled on something way over your head. I'm going to tell you the answers you are looking for will not be found here.

3/23/2020 4:45:59 PM chris8nix Recirculating, debt, gold? USA banks ... that 30t *is potential game changer.

3/23/2020 4:46:33 PM scpatriotsc Because you can't answer my simple question. #Fake #Fraud #Loser

3/23/2020 4:47:23 PM j_d_abercrombie I will, now, dedicate myself to throwing your slander into a blender and pasting it all over your pathetic attempts to "work" whatever it is you are 

working till you block me. I know the future. You are floating in the little brown streak in the water behind the ship...

3/23/2020 4:47:37 PM observingeye2 #DoItQ

3/23/2020 4:48:52 PM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1242236764455964673?s=20 …

3/23/2020 4:48:56 PM auroravoyager1 Ships being anchored off shore = Maritime (law of the sea)?

3/23/2020 4:49:20 PM j_d_abercrombie I can prove @AustinSteinbart is Q. Have you decoded the way for yourself? Armor of God FINAL Proof, Austin is Q, or not? I will do it right here. But 

again, I know the future. You will duck even wanting to see it, cause you are brainwashed or duty bound to REFUSE TO ACKNOWLEDGEit

3/23/2020 4:49:20 PM scpatriotsc Well like your buddy said...real Patriots don't block over nothing. Just Austin. #reconcile



3/23/2020 4:50:03 PM ke11y11 Ezekiel pic.twitter.com/z4MWAYEoEB

3/23/2020 4:50:05 PM corinnebackman Is he under mind control? Or just Alzheimer’s?

3/23/2020 4:50:32 PM scpatriotsc Go for it basement dweller. So far your "proofs" are shit. And you still haven't answered my question. #Diversion

3/23/2020 4:51:03 PM ke11y11 Cern pic.twitter.com/mgrDlnozpb

3/23/2020 4:51:17 PM j_d_abercrombie Exactly why I won't block you, and use your "reach" and influence to slowly at first... the faster and faster more and more I will siphon all of your 

followers and having them tending things in the Great Awakening - Q Phase II - while you scurry around trying 2 sweep^urReputation

3/23/2020 4:51:23 PM ke11y11  pic.twitter.com/2kqg94VT6q

3/23/2020 4:51:51 PM ke11y11  pic.twitter.com/9Qa5DTXBJD

3/23/2020 4:52:23 PM chris_cmselec Maritime law is the original law and yes it will take precedence

3/23/2020 4:52:33 PM j_d_abercrombie thank you, you might as well "include me" in your BS slander output so I can find you easier. If you do that favor, I promise to not totally overwhelm 

you, and only pic and choose a few places for people to find. Your choice. Thanks for playing, and continuing to play the game

3/23/2020 4:52:38 PM lbf777 All Commies do is lie and fool us. It’s time to abolish the Gov and run this show ourselves. Here’s the plan although I revised the policing system & have 

to alter: https://old.reddit.com/r/PoliticalConspiracy/comments/ef5iuy/new_economy_government_legal_system_idea_to_turn/ …

3/23/2020 4:52:58 PM shawnloftin1 Snake

3/23/2020 4:53:13 PM scpatriotsc Good luck with that. I associate with non-sheep.

3/23/2020 4:54:00 PM chris_cmselec What about these two guys David Winn Miller &Russell Jay Gould

3/23/2020 4:55:00 PM aetherwalker1 Amen!

3/23/2020 4:55:09 PM collinsusa4ever The year of the boomerang-Q

3/23/2020 4:55:43 PM c_morece A thousand points of light. It has occured to me,

Vehicle-travel

Snake grill, pentagram wheels like all wheels, worl , red as blood, names of cars

All these traveling spells have been in plain sight all these years.

Thoughts?

3/23/2020 4:55:53 PM naughtumi Welcome to pizza gate, how can I help you

3/23/2020 4:56:25 PM jeffjmcswain That’s correct.

3/23/2020 4:57:20 PM scpatriotsc Considering I didn't engage you directly today, take a hint. You are completely obnoxious and this my last reply to you since you won't answer my oh-

so-simple question. But keep following me and butt in as much as you like. Knock yourself out! Dealt with way better trolls! 😘 

pic.twitter.com/He2c2Jf9Pd

3/23/2020 4:57:43 PM noshitthereiwa2 Someone is conducting personality assessments unbeknownst to those answering the questions..

3/23/2020 4:57:46 PM ke11y11 Right down to the last detail.

3/23/2020 4:58:25 PM olimyracle  https://www.theartpostblog.com/en/emblem-visconti-symbol-milan/ …

3/23/2020 4:59:09 PM j_d_abercrombie NO RIGHT now you are actually TROLLING, a very specific way of "associating", with people you are calling sheep and crazy people and "Not real Q" w/ 

all your virtue signals and self-possessed narcissism AS u tell us you don't associate with us.

3/23/2020 4:59:29 PM hwkammers TY for sharing!

3/23/2020 4:59:43 PM collinsusa4ever The year of the boomerang-Q pic.twitter.com/a0DVWjOKPm

3/23/2020 5:00:13 PM j_d_abercrombie YOU have so much pain coming your way, i feel sorry for you, seriously, honestly, feel sorry for you. I know what's in store for you over the next week 

or so, and it's going to be PAINFUL. Pain when we think we are at full stride and floating on cloud 9 when we trip, is x10

3/23/2020 5:01:09 PM bendoversilly So where are they now in 2020?

3/23/2020 5:01:22 PM j_d_abercrombie keep replying, i got on Twitter a few days ago. But I'm getting a good idea how this works... it's like "any press is good press" and that's GREAT when 

your primary goal is to make something to VIRAL. I'm going to not forget to thank you for your efforts from time to time...

3/23/2020 5:01:35 PM fatima_italia Please FB😘

3/23/2020 5:04:01 PM j_d_abercrombie That means nothing. If I see your SLANDEROUS EVIDENCE DEVOID activities AGAINST @AustinSteinbart I will put "homing nano bots" on it like a skunk 

spray that will send the people that follow you our way. I'm using you, and when done, forgiving you, accepting your apo&moving on

3/23/2020 5:04:04 PM kyrakelm We have zero “national debt” to the banksters who stole it illegally 

Use that money to fund humanitarian projects

And create educational and stimulus programs for all who want to learn

3/23/2020 5:04:39 PM j_d_abercrombie I'm psychic.

3/23/2020 5:04:45 PM stoneturnr Thank you! I didnt realize this was such a prevalent symbol. It's so obviously satanic you would think good people would catch on earlier and put an 

end to it. 

Check this out too, I think its another version of this symbol https://twitter.com/millie__weaver/status/1235546248226181120?lang=en …

3/23/2020 5:06:34 PM jubilee20202 Good eye! They had this till 1946 https://images.app.goo.gl/MHigbkoHbQiPsmE96 …

3/23/2020 5:08:53 PM yeshuaislord2 Wow

3/23/2020 5:09:05 PM jamiegrahamusa @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump 

NEWPORT COAST, CA pic.twitter.com/IitKYT9jDj

3/23/2020 5:12:04 PM fansblowing3 Nothing can stop what is coming 👌

3/23/2020 5:13:04 PM qwwg1wga17 Yeah, What's the Austin stint?

3/23/2020 5:13:25 PM freedom06309369 RIGHT ON 👍

3/23/2020 5:14:19 PM love_usa56 Thank goodness for the UCMJ!

3/23/2020 5:17:28 PM djmomthebomb I hope they are bombing the Nazi base under Denver airport!!!!!!!

3/23/2020 5:17:34 PM starseed521 We paid for 2008 ,we even pay for the evil that ran the world

Our freedom is almost here

3/23/2020 5:18:33 PM justileonne Wasn’t hating ( just identifying ) I din’t know enough anout it to hate it or love it. Or why other people may have mixed feelings.

3/23/2020 5:19:52 PM carriebryson2 A Tainted bloody Italian car

3/23/2020 5:20:04 PM kimberl45879851 Nice! A snake eating a person. Who knew???

3/23/2020 5:20:11 PM samsmith0319 Fantastic!!!...TICK TOCK!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/23/2020 5:20:14 PM wester_sou These people are sick!

3/23/2020 5:23:23 PM crt14361013  pic.twitter.com/spe7j4rxCB

3/23/2020 5:24:46 PM splendorian1 Or maybe it was a reference to the 144,000 mentioned in the bible.

3/23/2020 5:25:20 PM cityranch Try as they will.  They lose.

3/23/2020 5:25:35 PM aschilliam black white and red could be the new colors. 

but whatever colors we will have.. certainly without our so called Bundesregierung.

3/23/2020 5:25:59 PM stephscolaro Didn't Barr say he wanted to reinstate Federal Death Penalty?...

3/23/2020 5:27:04 PM deerfield4570 Damn, I just saw a cute red vehicle and “World Premier! 🤦♀️ pic.twitter.com/E1AqiihNop

3/23/2020 5:27:31 PM mrkbsimotas REPTILIANS AMONG US



3/23/2020 5:28:10 PM myhalossliippin WORL- "With Out Rule of Law"

3/23/2020 5:28:15 PM speakprojectm National debt has already been paid by the “master trust”

3/23/2020 5:29:42 PM splendorian1 Wouldn't the question be phrased; "but _am_ quick to demand action"?

3/23/2020 5:29:46 PM chris_cmselec What about ambassador Lee Wanta?  Is he involved?

3/23/2020 5:30:03 PM mirax63292176 BIS is the top (mafia) banking "operator", the keystone of banking transactions (legally exempted/protected from any civil claim).

Bank of central banks.

Dealing with loans to the banks.

Superior to FED, Bank of England, as well as Bundesbank.

You posted BIS logo previously.☝️

3/23/2020 5:30:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

If #QPharisees believe recent posts are not connected with the work being conducted both online and offline by the Majestic 12 and their partners, 

they are heavily mistaken.

Messages are time traveling and your impact against this movement is moot.

3/23/2020 5:31:35 PM totheloop EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED.

3/23/2020 5:31:37 PM blsdbe #NothingCanStopWhatsComing

3/23/2020 5:31:48 PM teamgxtreme A really sharp looking SUV.

3/23/2020 5:31:49 PM 369palm I’m not surprised that would be a concern for this one.

3/23/2020 5:32:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

No matter how hard they try.

No matter how many lies they spread.

Message over messenger is the key to salvation.

Do not allow yourself to be herded like sheep into groupthink.

It does not progress this nation forward.

It makes us stale.
3/23/2020 5:33:30 PM phl_78_cfdp Time traveling like a Q ball off the side of a pool table

3/23/2020 5:33:51 PM state1union Agreed!!!

3/23/2020 5:33:55 PM blsdbe I’d rather be fresh... pic.twitter.com/gJRwRiOTB4

3/23/2020 5:34:05 PM patriotrisingq Yesss!

3/23/2020 5:34:06 PM 00loll0  pic.twitter.com/rxSkRfNn4K

3/23/2020 5:34:14 PM gina67590096 Amen salute pic.twitter.com/p4fyoltxR7

3/23/2020 5:34:34 PM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/FuErOuHEkf

3/23/2020 5:34:50 PM keith369me Listen, discern, create...repeat.

3/23/2020 5:35:20 PM smalltownindy Is this going to be the time a powerful 3rd Party emerges, since the right and the left are corrupted?

3/23/2020 5:35:50 PM patriotrisingq  https://youtu.be/QFjILvNR940  @robcounts @cjtruth @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @Space_Cat88 @PennywiseDaWise @EpochTimes

3/23/2020 5:36:03 PM jrocktigers 📢📢📢

3/23/2020 5:36:11 PM susan66388204 The Q Pharisees can go drink da koolaid ✅

3/23/2020 5:36:12 PM brd369 5:5

3/23/2020 5:36:15 PM drewdickson58 The COLLECTIVE.   #THANQ ALL MY HEART BLEEDS TO SEE THE PLAN THROUGH WITH YOU.  #SAVETHECHILDREN

3/23/2020 5:37:09 PM smalltownindy I respect the Libertarians and know they are a valid 3rd party, but they lack traction.

3/23/2020 5:37:50 PM jeffleystaniel2 Was this you over the 4th of July fireworks show in DC? pic.twitter.com/PZWTiH0b4U

3/23/2020 5:38:10 PM antirghrathoir #waning pic.twitter.com/rflI1YCC17

3/23/2020 5:39:31 PM flybriburns !!! Amazing!!

3/23/2020 5:39:40 PM jemagemstone Something better happen soon while these shutdowns are occurring.  Locked down in Michigan until April 13th

3/23/2020 5:39:53 PM gjones46623615 Won't save the traitors. No where to run.

3/23/2020 5:40:07 PM houdini481 Yeah! I don't understand all the pushback.  Been following Q since inception, then ran up on u later. If I've learned anything about "future proves past" 

it's too keep and open mind until future evidence proves otherwise. People, wait & see.

3/23/2020 5:41:15 PM gina67590096 😬😬😳🥰🙏🏻

3/23/2020 5:41:30 PM lamieret #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/23/2020 5:41:43 PM stuarttruly LifeIsChange

NoChangeStale

WalkAwayOutOfPlatosCave,

WherePaytriotQAnons

PerformTheirShadowShows~

WalkTowardTheLightShining

ShiftYourPerspective

ListenTo

YourCuriousCalling~~~

#ChristinePelosi

#PressBriefing

#SenateRepublicans
3/23/2020 5:41:48 PM lamieret #NothingCanStopWhatsComing

3/23/2020 5:42:03 PM kimberly_s_cook Loved those books! 😍

3/23/2020 5:42:06 PM huskiehoskins @MajorTomXRP

@bearableguy123

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@sentosumosaba

@JoelKatz

@elonmusk 

Are Sovereign Sky & Ripple & Ripplenet partners?

Think SpaceX?

The planets 1st space based blockchain which will power the new free world Global Digital Currency. 

NWO all over it

End game? https://twitter.com/PbuzzXr/status/1242204268523913221 …
3/23/2020 5:44:18 PM irene19176156 Doesn't look like Madonna. Ck out her KNEES in the bathtub. I don't see kneecaps! They look like a barbie's knees when you bend them. Smooth, no 

joints. Is it just me? #MAGA2020Landslide #QAnons #qarmy #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #GreatAwakeningWorldwide #CoronavirusNewYork 

@SaRaAshcraft

3/23/2020 5:44:20 PM mary07777777 Well said



3/23/2020 5:44:24 PM entheosshines #TheStormHasArrived https://twitter.com/EntheosShines/status/981396783740932096?s=20 …

3/23/2020 5:44:39 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/OX7dXffWQp

3/23/2020 5:45:59 PM paytonpatriot But why , of all nations, did majestic pick the United States?

3/23/2020 5:46:42 PM markv84606409 Puke painted red?

3/23/2020 5:46:50 PM 369_is Phar·i·see

/ˈferəˌsē/

Learn to pronounce

noun

a member of an ancient Jewish sect, distinguished by strict observance of the traditional and written law, and commonly held to have pretensions to 

superior sanctity.

a self-righteous person; a hypocrite.

3/23/2020 5:46:57 PM ineffableimages Why are Q promoters not getting censored on social media & in some cases promoted w/ YouTube ads?

Who benefits by getting you to “trust the plan” & blame China?

A Smith Mundt Psy-Op to make you docile & eager for Marshall Law to fatten you up for the slaughter

Wake up, folks!

3/23/2020 5:47:09 PM jeffleystaniel2  https://youtu.be/guaP1NDp7h4  from 44:40 to 44:43 top 1/3 of screen moving from left to right

3/23/2020 5:47:52 PM revelation4444 I believe we’re all on the same Patriot team to take down the Evil Deep State, whom ever believes otherwise is a Deep State Shill, We’re all in this 

together. GOOD Over Evil, GOD WINS!

3/23/2020 5:48:12 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/dKusmvZFpR

3/23/2020 5:49:04 PM state1union Sorry I plan on testifying against all you elected officials in Colorado!! Buckle Up!!! pic.twitter.com/6ESAxhRFnl

3/23/2020 5:49:44 PM q_patchouli Let's Do It

3/23/2020 5:50:28 PM irene19176156 Oh My God... ? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #CoronavirusNewYork #CoronavirusInSA #davidspade #AdrenochromeVirus #Adrenochrome 

#Qarmy #QAnons #LockdownNow #QuarantineAndChill @SaRaAshcraft @Tiff_FitzHenry @w_terrence @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

https://twitter.com/nehdah/status/1241393726116659200 …

3/23/2020 5:50:40 PM dakotobol exposing the Abrahamic Matrix will be "biblical"

3/23/2020 5:50:47 PM time4justiceusa No problemo muchacho 

Blocked

3/23/2020 5:50:54 PM mongrelglory It's just a shame everyone can't get on board with focusing on the bigger picture of liberating this planet.

  Name-calling is very "low vibration" and not helpful for #TheGreatAwaking!!!

3/23/2020 5:51:14 PM nonlyinglion Whats funny as most people panic is anons are rejoicing 👏🏻🔥💯

3/23/2020 5:51:40 PM time4justiceusa Perfect representation

3/23/2020 5:51:44 PM drbohammer I’d just say beware of false Qs. Read the last sentence of Q Drop 3896, then have a gander at my pinned tweet. MY number is 9. I sent that 9 days ago. 

There are no coincidences, and no valid comms outside of the drops. CodeMonkey has NOT been compromised. As such, 8kun is good.

3/23/2020 5:52:14 PM ursula_1111  pic.twitter.com/Myrvftu3Dy

3/23/2020 5:53:18 PM time4justiceusa I dont make any $ from Q but ol Austin is every time u watch his clown show

3/23/2020 5:53:42 PM ursula_1111 As a former elementary teacher... THIS 👆🏼 is by far my most favorite meme eva! Frog and Toad series. Classic.

3/23/2020 5:53:43 PM 369_is New word and definition

Q-pocrit. 

(Qanon hypocrite)

One who claims to be an independent, critical thinker, yet tells others what their opinion should be.

3/23/2020 5:54:30 PM wwinagain Amen to that! It’s been a looong 21/2 years but IT WAS SOOOO WORTH IT!

3/23/2020 5:54:43 PM the_loveoflight Never forget!

They don't care about us for 1 second!

Time for the payback 😈

 https://www.instagram.com/tv/B-FxAZRHIvz/?igshid=1lnoub9vkie1i …

3/23/2020 5:54:55 PM mongrelglory It would be one "reality show" I would actually watch! 😎

3/23/2020 5:55:02 PM irene19176156 #MadonnaFishSongs #Madonna #QAnons #MAGA #CoronavirusNewYork #CoronavirusInSA #qarmy #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakeningWorldwide 

@SaRaAshcraft @w_terrence @therealroseanne @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @POTUS 

https://twitter.com/Beer_Parade/status/1242178962496925703 …

3/23/2020 5:57:04 PM time4justiceusa Is that where it started ? Uhhh yeah

3/23/2020 5:57:05 PM realtruth_anon I also sent you a message saying the same thing. You can skip to the 30 mon mark to get the full context. 

https://twitter.com/RealTruth_Anon/status/1242028552427417601?s=19 …

3/23/2020 5:57:16 PM time4justiceusa Austins bots

3/23/2020 5:58:13 PM viking_jeremy I've believed it from when I first saw this account. No coincidences right now has kind of been my motto, lol.

3/23/2020 5:58:44 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, what will be the estimated number of people facing Military Tribunals?

100's?

1000's?

10,000's?

100,000's?

3/23/2020 6:00:02 PM time4justiceusa Black hats & white hats working together to beat the cabal 😭😂😂😭😂😂😂

No wonder u think Austin is Q

3/23/2020 6:00:06 PM s0urc3rss He wouldn't be Governor if District 1 didn't cheat with voting.

3/23/2020 6:01:36 PM rghardy3 That's why I always question everything.

Even this page.   I do not ever groupthink.

3/23/2020 6:01:48 PM viking_jeremy I want a room at the sweet ass Space Force HQ. Does Space Force take prior enlisted Army? I was 82nd Abn Inf from 2000-06. I'm in better shape than 

ever, a stud. Do I need a waiver? Can you hook me up? I've a newfound patriotic fire stoked and it should not be wasted.

3/23/2020 6:02:14 PM 369palm Colorado is so bad. The Republican Party here are a bunch of mini mitt rinos. 2 of the last Republican governors even had their kids get married.  One of 

them named her dog Cheney

3/23/2020 6:02:31 PM nm_zsr Snake eating baby. Symbol of Milan

3/23/2020 6:02:58 PM 00loll0 You should take it and use it then.

3/23/2020 6:03:04 PM nightswatch3895 Than why (archive is not what I mean) are you and AS recruiting people to take down the servers of Datto?  If our impact or involvement is moot.

3/23/2020 6:03:57 PM time4justiceusa Quote out of context . did Aystin tell u that ?

3/23/2020 6:04:15 PM time4justiceusa *austin

3/23/2020 6:04:21 PM nm_zsr  pic.twitter.com/QLGRMkUARV

3/23/2020 6:04:32 PM nightswatch3895 How do we know the enemy doesn't have quantum tech to get their own future messages?  A group hell bent on global domination would definitely 

be after that.

3/23/2020 6:04:33 PM ursula_1111 ThanQ 😉 I will!

3/23/2020 6:05:29 PM pr_montana  https://youtu.be/7MSPEZ_H6hs 



3/23/2020 6:05:38 PM rizzo1megan You’re hilarious! I was enlisted at the same time as well!!!

3/23/2020 6:05:41 PM tc4582 TRY it! On your own! You evidently have merit🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️

3/23/2020 6:06:18 PM charitable_fury Wait...Why are you now calling people #QPharisees too?...I’ve gladly kept an eye on your posts for some time...This is rather confusing...Help me 

understand the motivation...

3/23/2020 6:06:29 PM s0urc3rss Yah I remember when Hickenlooper drank fracking water to prove it's safe and appointed 2 Encana executives as Supreme Court Justices to allow wells 

be built next to schools and my attorney neighbor Oliver Frascona sued then died in a plane crash with his family. Good times.

3/23/2020 6:07:05 PM 369palm This is the second home for the DS. No doubt about it.

3/23/2020 6:07:19 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/PizzaSliceee/status/1241282924500127746?s=20 …

3/23/2020 6:08:21 PM f961854 Good for our sheep... pic.twitter.com/fZePuyz1O3

3/23/2020 6:08:39 PM qball60008642 I agree but I have my doubts if its now with this virus. May just blow over and we have to wait again with drops of Q

3/23/2020 6:08:53 PM woerzone_g Snake 🐉

3/23/2020 6:09:03 PM s0urc3rss They tank my registration right before election every year. I have proof my ballots weren't counted when I was allowed to vote but most elections my 

registration is suddenly invalid that week. I can't be the only registered Republican that happens to.

3/23/2020 6:09:12 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/bKIn2FsvhH

3/23/2020 6:09:16 PM shasty469 Totally agree.

3/23/2020 6:09:28 PM christy43250353 Just shared this on FB

3/23/2020 6:10:08 PM drbohammer And for the enemies who are now scouring through my timeline for clues, there are, to the best of my recollection, 5 pieces of misinformation 

scattered throughout my history, as some misinformation is necessary. 😘

3/23/2020 6:10:29 PM 369palm I’m sure you’re not. It’s a joke last time I voted I showed my ID and the lady almost fell out of her chair avoiding looking at it. It was like sprinkling holly 

water on a vampire.

3/23/2020 6:10:36 PM higginsgggg What do most people believe that the storm is

3/23/2020 6:11:24 PM ak_lainie Why have I never noticed that before! Good golly it truly is right in front of our faces!!!!

3/23/2020 6:12:32 PM scottba58314811 Like Christmas Eve as a kid.  Can’t wait for it all to get started.

3/23/2020 6:14:12 PM s0urc3rss Lmao that's so funny 😆 I emailed, called and made a big deal on social media so they sent me shaming mailers for not voting in previous elections I 

definitely did. My party, address and even name was changed. The online system here has no security.

3/23/2020 6:14:50 PM 00loll0 That snake is eating a person.

3/23/2020 6:15:14 PM cityranch Yes! pic.twitter.com/dI4CcTyj11

3/23/2020 6:15:23 PM chrislannon If you doing this work why don't you just do it?

why the grandstanding

Why the appearance that you need to have skin in the game on social media?

 doesn't make sense.

Sniff..sniff..hmmm
3/23/2020 6:17:40 PM kl_ljustice @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://twitter.com/KL_LJustice/status/1242166582366949376?s=09 …

3/23/2020 6:19:42 PM samahone86 I have never had a group think mentality because my Cuban mom taught me well. 😊

3/23/2020 6:21:28 PM mongrelglory But what percentage of those will end up going to military tribunals?

3/23/2020 6:22:52 PM deplorablicious Says his alter ego

3/23/2020 6:24:30 PM larry10215261 Unacceptable on any level. Talking from experience and it shows. Sick twisted....so ugly that it makes sense that she would go this route

3/23/2020 6:24:44 PM the_loveoflight 🤷🏻♂️

Hopefully all the big names do, televised to the entire world!

3/23/2020 6:26:16 PM eserenity2 @BrandiJ42 @lyshmarie0701 👀 Great info!

3/23/2020 6:26:50 PM viking_jeremy Lol, I'm glad I could make you laugh! Cool, I was in Iraq 03-04 and 04-05. The first ones in Iraq

3/23/2020 6:26:59 PM oldscho03691641 They know. Everyone knows. Big business knows. 

The Fed is Dead.

Hey can I trademark that?

3/23/2020 6:28:05 PM cindeamulholla3 How many mathematical inposibities must the be smacked with before they think out the box!

Pompeo COMMS right here! A puzzle at his house! pic.twitter.com/rnLOlnPZkd

3/23/2020 6:28:40 PM michaeldaughert And I never followed any of them at any time. pic.twitter.com/PtNeEupCd6

3/23/2020 6:28:49 PM cindeamulholla3 Dang typos! They!

3/23/2020 6:29:01 PM eserenity2 What do you see?! pic.twitter.com/virGyEQbVp

3/23/2020 6:29:12 PM t_hayden07 Thank you for your service Patriot! ❤️

3/23/2020 6:29:16 PM straightshorts A car with a vagina?

3/23/2020 6:29:33 PM realtruth_anon It sure is! 

Make sure we verify any clips before forwarding them. I made that mistake on this video myself, & it ended up being what Twitter said they were going 

to be taking down "altered videos".

Its funny, they let this one slip by, aint it? Sure is. https://twitter.com/RealTruth_Anon/status/1242027789194129408?s=19 …

3/23/2020 6:29:52 PM eserenity2  pic.twitter.com/qoyTzBgd0K

3/23/2020 6:30:17 PM t_hayden07 #Thinkforyourself

#Trustyourgut

#Usediscernment

👌

3/23/2020 6:30:26 PM olimyracle 3.19.20 ++

Intel Mil op? 📷

FROM ZHI 🇨🇭

TO ZHI 🇨🇭

OVER #Italy 🇨🇮

Why are civil airplanes grounded?

What is really #DefenderEurope20?

Why @realDonaldTrump says WAR?

#COVID4COVER

#WatchTheSkies

#10DaysOfDarkness pic.twitter.com/pOF2dJIExM
3/23/2020 6:31:15 PM demontrose A dragon.

3/23/2020 6:31:23 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/d8QB2dhllq

3/23/2020 6:31:28 PM viking_jeremy I think the #QPharisees are having issues at the moment pic.twitter.com/mlrPDd8Hyg



3/23/2020 6:31:43 PM 369palm 😂😂😂

3/23/2020 6:34:50 PM mbolick03 OMG!  blood, a sepent devouring an infant!

3/23/2020 6:35:39 PM jm19712 Take your pick with regards to accuracy of "testimony" or twitter posts....Read much, file the information away, and hopefully the truth eventually 

wiggles its way out at me.

3/23/2020 6:36:16 PM ladiwaits58 Because we have the freedom to dream the IMPOSSIBLE and the WILLINGNESS to fight to make it happen, the STRENGTH and SPIRIT to LIGHT the 

way...and WE BELIEVE!

3/23/2020 6:36:21 PM cdale_dog Let’s move it forward MJ.  Screw the virus, it’s completely taken over the narrative.  We need to get to the next phase and start exposing these creeps 

and locking them up.

3/23/2020 6:36:37 PM e_nordin Two separate bodies of law. 🤛🏼🤛🏼💯💯💥

3/23/2020 6:37:02 PM s0urc3rss #WWG1WGA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/CyrusAParsa1/status/1242262747531767808 … pic.twitter.com/p4Jfdr5Lk5

3/23/2020 6:37:12 PM 369_is Hi @Alwaysknowshome I hope this is helpful. I've spent countless hours pouring through it, and found many answers here. It also explains Majestic's 

past and evolution to "now". I enjoyed reading it and hope you do as well.

3/23/2020 6:37:20 PM eserenity2 Ikr?! pic.twitter.com/UolucyVovA

3/23/2020 6:37:29 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/23/2020 6:38:23 PM goforthmatthew Quetzalcoatl

3/23/2020 6:38:31 PM drbohammer ... In my profile, only the name & Bday are incorrect. That leaves 3 pieces of misinformation dispersed in the thousands of tweets & replies. It would 

probably be easier to play a game of “Where’s Hunter”.

3/23/2020 6:38:49 PM tkobeauty TY for your service!!

3/23/2020 6:38:58 PM viking_jeremy I wonder if MJ12 could tell me, Do I still have all my hair in 40 years?

3/23/2020 6:39:25 PM cindeamulholla3 Based on this Responce 

You should get Honorary Fun Guy Entrance! 

I love it! 😂

Just like when Peter cut the 

Centurian's ear!

He represented us that wanted to clean their clocks for going after Jesus!

Rightous!❤️🙏 pic.twitter.com/xffUw3w7GJ

3/23/2020 6:40:12 PM tkobeauty Logical thinking it says, what do you think?

3/23/2020 6:42:45 PM doq017 The D-Rats don’t know it yet.

It’s habbening! Any Qs?

WHO IS Q?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor https://twitter.com/SenTomCotton/status/1242169760210735104 …
3/23/2020 6:43:30 PM pottedf Screw the national debt.

Let them eat their own creation.

3/23/2020 6:44:09 PM lysa26832458 You have no idea what you are talking about.

3/23/2020 6:44:24 PM 369palm You’re right and he’s looking pretty good. pic.twitter.com/BBb9nIbIIM

3/23/2020 6:44:47 PM ann5kw I’am so happy we have Space force that I want my picture on the logo! Ok maybe a 20 years ago pic, but hey. Anyone that can help , I will fill my blank 

circle with ! 😜😎🤣🤣😂😂🤣😂🤣🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸✌️👍💕🙏🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/23/2020 6:46:03 PM needheadcoach  pic.twitter.com/q0JHrqGvqv

3/23/2020 6:46:39 PM rennie222222 Where We Go One   We Go All 🏛👊🏻 pic.twitter.com/WjZcpdDlIx

3/23/2020 6:47:21 PM 313jodie 🐍🐍🐍

3/23/2020 6:47:57 PM 313jodie Sick😡😡😡

3/23/2020 6:48:04 PM cocopuffster12 Go to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and search all past tweets, read everything. Go through it all. So much information, from those who are Majestic

3/23/2020 6:49:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 Like being part of a transnational death racket of homicidal satanic pedophiles that consume 800,000+++ children per year?

Never let a good crisis go to waste.

These people Are Sick!

Nothing can stop what is coming. 

Nothing.

This is PAIN. https://youtu.be/_mzcbXi1Tkk 

3/23/2020 6:49:47 PM tkobeauty Are you part of DIA or separate? Is AS your boss?

3/23/2020 6:50:09 PM sandy_cuhntz Why do I keep seeing some people posting the same exact thing on every thread? It doesn't matter what the thread is about they just drop something 

off topic and they usually make no sense. Why?

3/23/2020 6:50:44 PM txgodmotheriii YOUR AMAZING 😍❤️❣️

3/23/2020 6:50:46 PM cocopuffster12 Search @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for ALICE, Alice - SO much information.

3/23/2020 6:51:19 PM jvan125 I’m afraid to ask but, exactly how many ‘homicidal satanic pedofiles’ are we talking about here? These numbers of children...🙈🙈🙈🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/23/2020 6:51:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Obama sounds happy.

#WhereIsFauci #COVID19 #QAnon pic.twitter.com/CTHBCzeCUi

3/23/2020 6:51:56 PM thavannmann I keep up with Q, and nothing else, no one else!

3/23/2020 6:52:37 PM leanda_headford Just hearing his voice makes me shudder 😩

3/23/2020 6:53:15 PM t_hayden07 Starting to use #BabyQ terms heavily lately. I'm dying to know (FOS), how it all comes together, Maj!  🤯💥

3/23/2020 6:54:07 PM ccal1331 To think I believed this...👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/qSGsqTyItu

3/23/2020 6:54:08 PM 369palm Never let a crisis go to waste has come out of my mouth 3 times today.

3/23/2020 6:54:44 PM joe_formidable The America hating muslim hates every American

3/23/2020 6:54:46 PM lcqkag2020 Setting all in black talking about how he bailed out big banks while people lost their homes, jobs and livelihoods.. But hey they got free phones which 

looks like @SpeakerPelosi is taking a page for Obummers book those free phones saved countless lives, thank God now I can relax!

3/23/2020 6:54:53 PM viking_jeremy I want to punch him. OMG don't remind us! Lol



3/23/2020 6:54:58 PM rawphonegirl  pic.twitter.com/RAFmVVAlbD

3/23/2020 6:55:25 PM eternityandrew 🖕

3/23/2020 6:55:32 PM christopher872 Message over messenger?

3/23/2020 6:55:33 PM justice8882 [Hussein] is a traitor to This Country

3/23/2020 6:55:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 If [] LaVaughn Robinson is not the mother?

Children?

Pets.

Internships?

These people are sick!

3/23/2020 6:55:53 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/zhyvFcbhr7

3/23/2020 6:56:09 PM jwremarks Gosh I can't stand to hear that person!!!

3/23/2020 6:56:10 PM arbuckle49 Agreed

3/23/2020 6:56:59 PM heavenhavnot Maybe from the same place that makes birth certificates?

3/23/2020 6:57:08 PM jaded_pearl Pets? 🧐

3/23/2020 6:57:13 PM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/Zdt9PR4TF5

3/23/2020 6:57:19 PM khabzade_ lynch him:)

3/23/2020 6:57:35 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/f8rRCTIK7l

3/23/2020 6:57:48 PM txgodmotheriii Can ya send link?

3/23/2020 6:58:30 PM drbohammer He is driving a magnet, which doesn’t hurt. I wonder if there are any CoVFeFe magnets in that Panamera, and, if so, do they have a unique signature? 

Hmmm...

3/23/2020 6:58:33 PM majic_eyes_qnly Sex slaves

3/23/2020 6:58:36 PM jesenia74199364 Kind of looks sick to me 🤔 Obama? Corona? 🧐 #monstersgetgitmo #QAnon2020 #TheStorm #TheAwakening

3/23/2020 6:58:37 PM cocopuffster12 😍🥰 I’m at work, so a bit behind! Majestic is leading us, but we have to make our own way. Waking up, raises our vibration. Majestic will only take 

us to a certain point, then they will be gone. The information they give us is mind blowing, life changing. Love you all!!♥️

3/23/2020 6:59:07 PM nater_214 Does it even matter if it’s a federal crime? He has no jurisdiction over what the federal courts do. I’m not a lawyer so this is a guess...

3/23/2020 6:59:11 PM kindeandtrue Hard to summon outrage about elite pedophiles when America is in lockdown until further notice. What about our jobs and businesses, Majestic?

3/23/2020 6:59:20 PM jwremarks A man can NOT be a mother!! Michael LaVaughn Robinson...man NOT woman...

3/23/2020 6:59:24 PM feragarrett #renegade pic.twitter.com/HmqoZ7YKLn

3/23/2020 6:59:35 PM the_loveoflight Marty and Anita pic.twitter.com/1ChGOjFs1m

3/23/2020 6:59:51 PM beaglemoon Geez, how did these freaks ever have time for anything else besides raping and eating people?

3/23/2020 6:59:52 PM drbohammer True

3/23/2020 6:59:58 PM shawnbair9 If they end the Fed and we go to a gold backed currency then the NESARA Act would be in place. Watch this video and open your eyes to how bad both 

systems are when handled by people who don’t care about us. https://youtu.be/syAomNcQNAA 

3/23/2020 7:00:20 PM johnspa85452970 These people are stupid!!!

3/23/2020 7:00:46 PM theghost6969 Bring the Pain 💀

3/23/2020 7:01:04 PM fatlester Who are the people in the top two frames?

3/23/2020 7:01:26 PM lysa26832458 I say this with a peaceful heart...  Please don't believe everything or anything necessarily.  

We are all being fed all kinds of stuff here

We have no ability to know this about her. 

The Bushes and Clintons and Gates have "proven" themselves to be disgusting criminals.

3/23/2020 7:01:33 PM 369palm Driving a Porsche you may get lost but not in the crowd.

3/23/2020 7:01:56 PM ashthepatriot This ruins my dream of owning an Alfa.... oh well. I'll get another dream. An American made dream!

3/23/2020 7:02:03 PM viking_jeremy Isn't Christine quite the wart from the witch! pic.twitter.com/wNC1gUOibW

3/23/2020 7:02:28 PM qjeneice  https://whigdev.com/sti/claroline/phpbb/viewtopic.php?topic=203&cidReset=true&cidReq=L4101 …

3/23/2020 7:02:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Gold shall destroy the FED. pic.twitter.com/d6LdRrkJWK

3/23/2020 7:02:45 PM the_loveoflight Martin and Anita Nesbitt pic.twitter.com/jnFcBjveBz

3/23/2020 7:03:10 PM qhronic It stops here you treacherous vampire.

3/23/2020 7:03:12 PM rebornkingent Seriously. Is this all these people do? Figure out how to rape and molest people? That MUST be exhausting.

3/23/2020 7:03:12 PM davethadude369  pic.twitter.com/03r2jDdoFr

3/23/2020 7:03:41 PM leem12583 It will NEVER be hard for me to summon outrage for children. If this is the cost (being broke AF for a bit) I'll do it gladly.

3/23/2020 7:03:45 PM doubler729 Brings down the FED next?

3/23/2020 7:04:04 PM libertyspring99 What movie is on MJs background? pic.twitter.com/bptkZf9NBH

3/23/2020 7:04:21 PM fatlester When this is all over hopefully we get at least partially reimbursed with confiscated assets, and the rest made up by getting to keep an extra 10%-15% 

of what we earn.

Maybe having the billionaire pedo money in the economy traded among regular citizens will be a game changer.

3/23/2020 7:05:03 PM the_loveoflight Internships for what? Getting their kids to become someone BIG later on? Maybe future potus?

3/23/2020 7:05:14 PM happychicken918 Micheal

3/23/2020 7:05:18 PM realjamiemc You asked...

3/23/2020 7:05:19 PM rebornkingent Shovel ready jobs!

3/23/2020 7:05:52 PM queen_triton Who is Speicher?  I read an incredible and mind blowing article on him today. #TheMoreYouKnow 💫

3/23/2020 7:06:13 PM rebornkingent A walking corona virus.

3/23/2020 7:06:41 PM kindeandtrue It's all pie in the sky.

3/23/2020 7:06:46 PM timkania Yes i do because i can LISTEN to what she’s saying and understand it 🥴

3/23/2020 7:06:52 PM smokeymtnwoman1 He makes me sick..

3/23/2020 7:07:04 PM uncle_foospah Judean Peoples Front or Peoples Front of Judea?  I will choose free will.

3/23/2020 7:07:29 PM eo_swan I dont know.  We get enslaved by aliens who hold gold above all else in Battlr Field earth. Smells like a catch22

3/23/2020 7:08:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference mass arrests table by state.

Cross reference cures.

Conspiracy.

3/23/2020 7:08:31 PM rebornkingent Wait whut?

3/23/2020 7:08:32 PM dlmaybee Make it so! God Bless our fearless leader! He Be Best! pic.twitter.com/om2STWLz9f

3/23/2020 7:08:35 PM sliceman420 They are arresting doctors?

3/23/2020 7:08:49 PM keith369me Hmmm...lets ask Google: pic.twitter.com/grDLnBUZrH

3/23/2020 7:08:56 PM higherdensitees Is this a future marker?

3/23/2020 7:08:59 PM littlefroggy6 Love your spirit girl...

3/23/2020 7:09:03 PM khabzade_ Nothing can stop what is coming. 

Nothing.

This is PAIN.!!!

when it arrives?🤔

3/23/2020 7:09:14 PM deplorabldamsel Instinct with Anthony Hopkins and Cuba Gooding Jr. In 1999



3/23/2020 7:09:26 PM trinity_jenny ??? pic.twitter.com/vC2p5qa17f

3/23/2020 7:09:52 PM bendoversilly Source?

3/23/2020 7:09:55 PM rsmwants2know funny!

3/23/2020 7:09:56 PM zulu_actual_  pic.twitter.com/AAFaG9PUuw

3/23/2020 7:10:08 PM rsmwants2know He's done.

3/23/2020 7:10:11 PM eyeswideopen8_ When was this video made of him saying this? I thought this was made today

3/23/2020 7:10:12 PM kindeandtrue Speak for thyself. I do not consent. There is no definitive proof besides Q posts and sketchy research that the elite pedophile cabal even exists.

3/23/2020 7:10:21 PM luckycharlie15 this is just some guys art portfolio piece

3/23/2020 7:10:27 PM howyerdurrin  pic.twitter.com/JfBaRfxUZg

3/23/2020 7:10:33 PM beaglemoon  pic.twitter.com/o1z9h0xeUK

3/23/2020 7:10:57 PM prueog @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you delete your tweet? Anyway..here they are  pic.twitter.com/slRIEqNv5v

3/23/2020 7:11:03 PM qjeneice  https://whigdev.com/sti/claroline/phpbb/viewtopic.php?topic=203&cidReset=true&cidReq=L4101 …

3/23/2020 7:11:04 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/beaglemoon/status/1242272561083359234?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BeagleMoon/status/1242272561083359234 …

3/23/2020 7:11:09 PM ghost_of_billy_ Military equipment all across Canada too?

3/23/2020 7:11:21 PM newlyawake oops I voted on this by accident.........

3/23/2020 7:11:21 PM keith369me Empty suit, empty promises.

3/23/2020 7:11:23 PM riversm18 Why did you people allow that to happen?

3/23/2020 7:11:31 PM libertyspring99 🙏🏻

3/23/2020 7:11:39 PM dirtymartini777 As someone who has struggled with Lyme for 10+ years, it’s high fucking time to #UnlockTheCures

3/23/2020 7:11:46 PM thekanehb Where do you see flower of life?

3/23/2020 7:12:05 PM cwarrior17 What does it mean to “follow the white rabbit?”

3/23/2020 7:12:27 PM jordan67734372 25000 from Cali and 9000 from my good all PA holy crap...

3/23/2020 7:12:41 PM keith369me I would be happy to donate my check to the facility that detains her.

3/23/2020 7:12:42 PM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/xj8jZbYDG5

3/23/2020 7:13:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 "Weather the storm." - @Mike_Pence

3/23/2020 7:13:23 PM owletlil Damn why so many I tn my state wows

3/23/2020 7:13:31 PM terrancongito 😀👍

3/23/2020 7:13:34 PM mgodfrey99 All of this stuff is sick Majestic...I pray every night....I am keep crying over the children...Dear God let this happen soon.

3/23/2020 7:13:36 PM speaakn That’s really interesting 🤔

3/23/2020 7:13:47 PM nm_zsr  https://youtu.be/rdppV4uU62Q   ??

3/23/2020 7:13:52 PM txgodmotheriii No worries 😊

3/23/2020 7:14:03 PM pqpcqrns_ready Nobody is safe?

3/23/2020 7:14:05 PM _369311119 Why no data on north District GA?

3/23/2020 7:14:06 PM janesplay You forgot his brother of course, also voted strongly disagree

3/23/2020 7:14:06 PM abagofcandy Can't help it, the video FEELS like a deep fake from the way his head moves and the background. Certain things seem too sharp. I have no factual 

evidence. It just feels weird.

3/23/2020 7:14:25 PM brandon73745841  pic.twitter.com/mGgQxGrL3C

3/23/2020 7:14:38 PM gi6stars Wow,  there you have it!

3/23/2020 7:14:38 PM cwarrior17 I’m legit asking bcuz I don’t know much-what leads everyone to say the things they’ve said here about this man?

3/23/2020 7:14:42 PM libertyspring99  pic.twitter.com/pNlRkk79os

3/23/2020 7:14:53 PM keepawakening Their last name..maybe a coincidence but on ToyStory the sister names Buzz Mrs Nesbitt when she is playing with him during a tea party.

3/23/2020 7:15:10 PM tashalee01 I remember hearing they had one of the girls intern with Weinstein I think

3/23/2020 7:15:11 PM denisegeltman I cannot look at his face without averting my eyes.

And I was a Dem for 35 years.

3/23/2020 7:15:19 PM aprilbrown99 Instinct...of course.  😉😉😉 https://youtu.be/SXi38hV9zvQ 

3/23/2020 7:15:26 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/breitbartnews/status/1242085611634413569?s=21 … https://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1242085611634413569 …

3/23/2020 7:15:33 PM speaakn I didn’t know Rand Paul’s wife has MS 🤷🏼♀️

3/23/2020 7:15:41 PM keith369me I believe those are Sealed Case Filings until we hear otherwise.  What's up with Florida and Georgia being so low relatively?

3/23/2020 7:15:44 PM vdarknessf  pic.twitter.com/sFNk9m1Qki

3/23/2020 7:15:53 PM trjones24 No

3/23/2020 7:16:29 PM cocopuffster12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 uses VOG, Voice Of God, technology to communicate via Typists who I believe are in CO. T2 was assassinated last year. Majestic is 

not 1 person. Been around since ‘47 (Forrestal was Majestic). MJ12 was Black Hat when they let JFK get assassinated. White Hat now.

3/23/2020 7:16:34 PM sarahbe16753168 Currently on her friend walterpearce Instagram. pic.twitter.com/1sfzAuszbr

3/23/2020 7:16:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many states have official quarantines in place?

3/23/2020 7:17:16 PM bsavell  pic.twitter.com/b4Bgcr9U6r

3/23/2020 7:17:17 PM mindymaucelli I’m in Missouri and as of midnight tonight, official.

3/23/2020 7:17:18 PM kevinallin 0

3/23/2020 7:17:23 PM cocopuffster12 Gonna rock your world when you start digging through all the messages.

3/23/2020 7:17:26 PM fowlreginald Last I counted it was 24. May be higher now.

3/23/2020 7:17:28 PM unevencone Rims

3/23/2020 7:17:28 PM nigrinisstapper  https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11226413/coronavirus-buckingham-palace-queen/ …

3/23/2020 7:17:28 PM bryceja68689884  pic.twitter.com/rCqhDISxVq

3/23/2020 7:17:34 PM elevenelevennow When was this?

3/23/2020 7:17:35 PM leslieau7 I think 22.

3/23/2020 7:17:50 PM patriotrisingq Military is necessary. . Think logically

3/23/2020 7:18:01 PM arifriedman12 Ohio

3/23/2020 7:18:01 PM tomchiodo 14 as of this morning? More ? 17? pic.twitter.com/WhKihrk3Sp

3/23/2020 7:18:14 PM arifriedman12  https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/amp/news/at-least-60-italian-priests-have-died-after-contracting-coronavirus-

78399?fbclid=IwAR2oQieXhh12XvrtwhpqSOQmWGEsCxdL2iIZrFDspQ16LOlyTWr4U3_EUCs&__twitter_impression=true …

3/23/2020 7:18:16 PM mickel_ans These numbers should skyrocket once the virus dust settles. No court proceedings rn.

3/23/2020 7:18:16 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/w36nbaFGbA

3/23/2020 7:18:25 PM kathrynala1 A famous Manchurian president.

3/23/2020 7:18:29 PM viking_jeremy I don't understand

3/23/2020 7:18:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Such a creative name.

3/23/2020 7:18:56 PM 4acrooster  pic.twitter.com/aq0vQxpspH

3/23/2020 7:18:57 PM trjones24 🙋🏼♀️ Dallas but not entire state.

3/23/2020 7:19:01 PM snozzlestein Ohio has a Republican

3/23/2020 7:19:09 PM rebornkingent Hawaii

3/23/2020 7:19:12 PM momislazy11 Michigan, midnight tonight



3/23/2020 7:19:39 PM jerryouderkirk  pic.twitter.com/kQbjSlB1ii

3/23/2020 7:19:50 PM fatlester Thank you D.

3/23/2020 7:19:52 PM pqpcqrns_ready Is there a map for EU out there?

3/23/2020 7:20:05 PM happychicken918 Just wanna get some $$$$$

from them dirty,evil people before  the big debt forgiveness takes place.sorry.but they have made my life hell.i want justice and  http://retribution.lol 

3/23/2020 7:20:07 PM cdb_yke  pic.twitter.com/1wCzlRmbdF

3/23/2020 7:20:08 PM gi6stars [They] didn't want us to know!

What do you mean by "you people "... aren't you a people 🧐🤪

3/23/2020 7:20:19 PM utgeist Falling like dominoes.

3/23/2020 7:20:44 PM redsparrow93 Galveston county just put the stay at home order in place. Begins tomorrow.  I'm not mad. I'm ready.

3/23/2020 7:21:10 PM hhunter0310 He has gray hair now. How old is this vid?

3/23/2020 7:21:18 PM bob_b Looks like it was back in 2008.  No grey hair.  Talking about his administration.

3/23/2020 7:21:19 PM debrafierens Google NESARA.  Trump is implementing this right now with the checks he’s sending out. We will all be getting much more money in a short time.

3/23/2020 7:21:23 PM danielcrase you get a corona check bc people are quarantine and she didn’t want that bc it stops NWO

3/23/2020 7:21:42 PM thetempestchip have to ask this account the right questions, how much IS = $0 'right now'. Next time try something like "how much 'will be' divided among the free 

people?"

3/23/2020 7:21:45 PM hhunter0310 The Obama's rented them as props.

3/23/2020 7:21:49 PM sfm514 Johnson county Kansas 30 days effective midnight tonight also Democrat

3/23/2020 7:21:55 PM equipment79 PA here 🤚

3/23/2020 7:21:56 PM rwiniesdorffer I’m thinking maybe during 2008 crisis??

3/23/2020 7:21:59 PM galliente1 Louisiana

3/23/2020 7:22:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 7:22:06 PM tbonzz_  pic.twitter.com/w4cDFNiFzk

3/23/2020 7:22:20 PM redsparrow93 Texas. Btw.

3/23/2020 7:22:27 PM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/R8SzHjYkJP

3/23/2020 7:22:32 PM happychicken918 32?

3/23/2020 7:22:36 PM gi6stars I would say that's an upside down cross too

#DarktoLight #TheGreatAwakening

3/23/2020 7:22:42 PM keith369me We are One!!!

3/23/2020 7:22:49 PM maxdouttrdr WWGAWW!

3/23/2020 7:22:52 PM batsguard Add WA now too, also Democrat

3/23/2020 7:22:53 PM riversm18 I mean the military who knew and were in a position to do something.

3/23/2020 7:23:08 PM dina98496667 This fkin bitch

3/23/2020 7:23:15 PM cledrordfishing Hording essential assets?

3/23/2020 7:23:22 PM adrewwalker11 Colorado, Tues pm...

3/23/2020 7:23:39 PM abibeuck22 Washington state basically did today. We can only leave for essential business like store, pharmacy, or Dr appts.

3/23/2020 7:23:48 PM nicholas_re I’ve carried the torch for a long time now. Are the good guys winning? It feels like they’re behind.

3/23/2020 7:24:16 PM bennastix #WWG1WGA 😎🔥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/23/2020 7:24:20 PM breezybree270 I’m still working like normal and can go anywhere here in Kentucky.

3/23/2020 7:24:34 PM doubler729  pic.twitter.com/5ORbBXN0H5

3/23/2020 7:24:44 PM sdane8 He's referring to the big name accounts that have jumped on Austin Steinbart. Austin was the first to refer to them as pharisees. 

pic.twitter.com/kngS00aXQt

3/23/2020 7:24:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 "This is worst than 9/11." - @LindseyGrahamSC

3/23/2020 7:24:57 PM patriot_tam Oregon just became one

3/23/2020 7:25:14 PM trinity_jenny 5:5 o7 😊

3/23/2020 7:25:22 PM hackettgreg Ohio starts in 90 minutes.  No reason.

3/23/2020 7:25:34 PM subtidal4 Which means next time you go through that Stargate, let us ALL through 😁

3/23/2020 7:25:36 PM paddeplorable WHEN?

3/23/2020 7:26:02 PM patriottriumph Temp D5 is starting to act just like old D5

3/23/2020 7:26:03 PM my2sonznme Ohio shelter in place starts at midnight.

3/23/2020 7:26:12 PM sontechnique This is going to blow big time

3/23/2020 7:26:12 PM bryceja68689884 When combined with Sasha. What do we have? A I L A M A H S A T A N

3/23/2020 7:26:16 PM terrischwenzer Hawaii will be as of Wednesday and will stay at least until April 30th.  Maryland also announced today.  Air traffic will come later this week.

3/23/2020 7:26:33 PM sdane8 Look here not there. It's the distraction and necessary to reduce casualties and keep the population safe.

3/23/2020 7:26:52 PM unidentifiedta1 Wisconsin. Not a Democrat.

3/23/2020 7:26:55 PM libertyspring99 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/23/2020 7:27:11 PM thekanehb Yeah I saw it on the car after but didn’t go back and correct my Tweet bc I was lazy 😁

3/23/2020 7:27:22 PM amtm_mu What can we do now

3/23/2020 7:27:23 PM texas_girl_13_ Dallas, TX is shelter in place

3/23/2020 7:27:26 PM emmimaryann How did NY get those drugs ?  China ??  TEVA company will be giving 6 million pills to the US on March 31 and another 4 million in April it was relayed 

to us already

3/23/2020 7:27:26 PM mongrelglory Yeah, that whole presidency didn't go as people expected...it sure wasn't the change that anyone wanted to see! 😒

3/23/2020 7:27:30 PM aprilbrown99 Hello #ALICE

3/23/2020 7:27:38 PM bodyworkbydawn Massachusetts is not in lock down.  The guidance was self isolate.

3/23/2020 7:27:56 PM symbolhunter It's not though is it. Could be the pentagram in the wheels. Guessing they're talking about the Biscione on the Alfa Romeo logo.

3/23/2020 7:28:03 PM paulcon37168806 Southwest Louisiana here🙋♂️.  Effective 5pm today stay at home ordered.

3/23/2020 7:28:10 PM upallnight39 @FBI

@DefenseIntel

@KremlinRussia_E

#FOIA

#WeThePeople

#WhoIsQGalt pic.twitter.com/VLfM0ceRQX

3/23/2020 7:28:34 PM sdane8 If the "pharisees" had ignored Austin it wouldn't be a big deal. What threw up the red flags for me is the way they swarmed and spewed vitriol. That's 

very suspicious. 🤨

3/23/2020 7:28:40 PM smalltownindy What will fix Capitol Hill though?

3/23/2020 7:28:47 PM mongrelglory Will the public ever learn the truth about their deception?

3/23/2020 7:28:48 PM jvan125 Isn’t that when NESARA was “supposed” to happen? 9/11/2001? Is that the connection this time? 😏 #GoldShallEndTheFED #IAmNotSigningSquat

3/23/2020 7:28:55 PM garyleeingram2  pic.twitter.com/hKaRpqGFge

3/23/2020 7:28:57 PM patriotrisingq @AaronHoughton10 maybe since you have a decent smog people in your lives to push emailing ? Just a tiny suggestion ❤️🇺🇸🙏🏽 #WWG1WGA @

AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241913405767856129 …

3/23/2020 7:29:01 PM kelly59519553 Oh no not that #



3/23/2020 7:29:15 PM g1nger44 Barry's legacy. pic.twitter.com/BZfcLYkMZj

3/23/2020 7:29:23 PM me99121945 Something to be said about, too, about the states issuing shelter-in-place mandates-strong correlation with indictment count. Trying to avoid 

confirmation bias, so will watch for more states and regional groupings as week progresses.

3/23/2020 7:29:29 PM sdane8 👍

3/23/2020 7:29:42 PM amtm_mu I really don’t recall any of this reaching us

3/23/2020 7:29:53 PM kidge6 TN = Music industry. Could be that. Like Hollywood.

3/23/2020 7:29:57 PM saneseeker why would there be a photo of her pregnant on the Internet when she wasn't famous at the time?  is there a photo of your pregnant mom on the net?  

I have 2 kids with someone - also no photos of HER pregnant on the web.

As Trump supporters, maybe some of us need hobbies!

3/23/2020 7:30:05 PM me99121945  https://www.axios.com/states-shelter-in-place-coronavirus-66e9987a-a674-42bc-8d3f-070a1c0ee1a9.html …

3/23/2020 7:30:05 PM smmmote Illinois

3/23/2020 7:30:10 PM mediaintell1 Wow!  You are so right on the Democrat led states. PA is literally a disaster. 500,000 jobs in Pittsburgh dried up last week.  Revenue dried up over night 

for PA owned restaurant chain with 10,000 employees. 7 counties are now on lockdown. All churches forced closed. #Apocalypse.

3/23/2020 7:30:26 PM trumppallooza Ohio

3/23/2020 7:30:27 PM paullamoureux4 The Red Cross providing children for child sacrifice to the Green Dragon.

3/23/2020 7:30:30 PM munkeypilot #RopeIsTheHope

#GravityIsFree

#VelvetNoosesLeaveNoBruises

3/23/2020 7:30:33 PM upallnight39 #heymaji

What if we could treat

[Them]

#lyyykein

#TRUEBLOOD

#ustilluvHOLLYWEIRD ? pic.twitter.com/roK9wpPqt5
3/23/2020 7:30:34 PM keith369me Let's ask Vanity Fair: pic.twitter.com/4h94cpowGN

3/23/2020 7:30:43 PM srcpt2 Nathan Dunlap escapes death. Sadly his victims didn't. A kick in the teeth to the poor jurors who endured the trial and had to decide the fate of a life.

3/23/2020 7:30:49 PM serpent021 Actually Washington state isn't in lockdown..  there are no curfews in place the gov only get ready to shelter in place.

3/23/2020 7:30:49 PM werascending  pic.twitter.com/NemngiFwbX

3/23/2020 7:31:07 PM theezrthedayz MN gov just announced he will be quarantining due to a staff meme we testing positive. I’m assuming the announcement will be made soon.

3/23/2020 7:31:24 PM jrocktigers With respect, please define quarantine? The answer is 50 .

 https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/quarantine-stations-us.html … pic.twitter.com/ROzXw28yQW

3/23/2020 7:31:30 PM bbombski Vermont starts tomorrow

3/23/2020 7:31:32 PM theezrthedayz * staff member

3/23/2020 7:31:38 PM owletlil Could be, sucks.

3/23/2020 7:32:06 PM theezrthedayz MN next #predictions

3/23/2020 7:32:09 PM auroravoyager1  https://www.ncsl.org/research/health/state-action-on-coronavirus-covid-19.aspx …

3/23/2020 7:32:09 PM keith369me My Lay A?

3/23/2020 7:32:41 PM jackoneilltime1 Remember the first time you stumbled upon this account...

Did you think it would lead to this??? 

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/26YsXfdJyH

3/23/2020 7:32:42 PM bryceja68689884 ALAH (arise) I AM SATAN pic.twitter.com/NO4NNq0556

3/23/2020 7:32:45 PM jakekel23656089 17?

3/23/2020 7:32:54 PM upallnight39 No seriously folks

If we could treat #SATANIST

with #TRUEBLOOD

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_Blood 

Would it work?

#theB00PyreLESTAT pic.twitter.com/rVetA48WtZ
3/23/2020 7:33:00 PM strangewisper  pic.twitter.com/gD0QZG5yar

3/23/2020 7:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 The BEST is yet to come.

Trust the plan!

Patriots are in control!

GOD WINS!

3/23/2020 7:33:10 PM auroravoyager1  https://www.nga.org/coronavirus/#states …

3/23/2020 7:33:10 PM x14n0n Shelter in place middle TN

3/23/2020 7:33:18 PM davidjb333 Time is malleable in the sense that timelines bend to arrive at the same eventual outcome. Timelines converge on important events

3/23/2020 7:33:20 PM aprilbrown99 No surprise California is the highest!  🤨🤨🤨

3/23/2020 7:33:20 PM bodiend2 It's that Kenya accent

3/23/2020 7:33:31 PM bigjim72332449 Ft/Worth Texas

3/23/2020 7:33:35 PM emmimaryann If guilty yes !!!

3/23/2020 7:33:48 PM smmmote Wait I don't think I know of any quarantines. We're in isolation. A quarantine is only when someone is infected.

3/23/2020 7:33:59 PM ladybossau Yeah I don’t know dude but this sounds way better then all the other shit I keep hearing

3/23/2020 7:34:01 PM leanda_headford ❤️❤️

3/23/2020 7:34:02 PM gi6stars Snake eating a baby and I would say that's an upside down cross. 

#satanic #demon #moloch lovers

3/23/2020 7:34:07 PM deanna12605517 Texas starts today

3/23/2020 7:34:15 PM finall00p The ones with all democratic governors

3/23/2020 7:34:21 PM bryceja68689884 A I L A M A H S A T A N

3/23/2020 7:34:29 PM trumppallooza Ohio? Wow

3/23/2020 7:34:34 PM drewdickson58  pic.twitter.com/bGqKtoPTur



3/23/2020 7:34:39 PM upallnight39 #WhoIsQGalt

#TexasRydes

@AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/WyT8RRunZg

3/23/2020 7:34:40 PM mongrelglory Will people still be allowed to keep the gold they own, or will confiscation occur?

3/23/2020 7:34:47 PM smmmote Or "shelter in place" whatever tf that means 🙄

3/23/2020 7:35:08 PM char06725251 LOL me too Ladyboss

3/23/2020 7:35:10 PM chaskadaisy Our State (Tx) doesn’t, but my County is putting it into effect at midnight tonight.

3/23/2020 7:35:21 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/BDHb2FPkKo

3/23/2020 7:35:25 PM cormieredcclare That is an old map! California is up to  67,000 . Saw it the other night.

3/23/2020 7:35:25 PM chapulincolored Why the new meme profile on your homepage?

3/23/2020 7:35:35 PM wester_sou God Bless You All.

Thank Q.

3/23/2020 7:35:35 PM kraigford Iowa, low population, compared to its number. Yikes, I’m gonna know people.

3/23/2020 7:35:51 PM miguela57985922 CA

3/23/2020 7:35:51 PM deplorabldamsel Ohio tonight!

3/23/2020 7:36:01 PM wildflo94711875 not all Florida

3/23/2020 7:36:07 PM batzella138 God, please make him go away.

3/23/2020 7:36:15 PM americanchilean TRUST THE PLAN. DO NOT FEAR! pic.twitter.com/0Z1hXH0GXc

3/23/2020 7:36:15 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/2tzkvMmpOJ

3/23/2020 7:36:15 PM davethadude369 One of these days you're gonna find Texas, Steve. I have faith in you.

3/23/2020 7:36:22 PM saint_bitcoin Kuester!! Hehe.

Patriots 

Are

Now

In

Control pic.twitter.com/xifMvbgOkR

3/23/2020 7:36:27 PM viking_jeremy How is this coming along?

3/23/2020 7:36:28 PM upallnight39 Hey maji

I would like to 

Be able to wake up

Without taking a shot of whiskey or 3

#stormNow

#6millionded pic.twitter.com/vHRrN6XCJH
3/23/2020 7:36:43 PM terrica89266292 1730 pst 3/23/20 Gov. Inslee placed “mandatory stay home” order on Washington State Only essential employees neede during an emergency may go 

to work Grocery stores, take out/del restaurants, banks and hospitals are some that will be open. He specifically said no sleepovers!

3/23/2020 7:36:48 PM burgersandra The scene on your page from Instinct, 1999, is also a very creative inclusion.

3/23/2020 7:36:58 PM aprilbrown99 Holy crap, really?!? There wont be anyone in Pedowood left!  

Make it rain!!! #DrainTheDeepStateSwamp

3/23/2020 7:37:01 PM saneseeker LOL!

3/23/2020 7:37:11 PM dakotobol Sounds just like em'😂

3/23/2020 7:37:11 PM freeandoriginal All we need to here. And yes ! this time around it will not be another 9/11 #TheGreatAwaking

3/23/2020 7:37:24 PM dicktucky  https://twitter.com/dicktucky/status/1241499562193240064?s=21 …

3/23/2020 7:37:26 PM jordan67734372 Iowa feels like a fly under the radar type of place. We are in exciting times tho. The 15 days started on the 18th and ends 4/1 I'm getting goosebumps

3/23/2020 7:37:29 PM _madstatus Hawaii on Stay-at-home

3/23/2020 7:37:34 PM saneseeker If I ever get out of HOuston that is!

3/23/2020 7:37:35 PM sdane8 He's missing a finger. Is this story true? pic.twitter.com/i7lv7hoJYM

3/23/2020 7:37:52 PM unevencone Good catch.. that whole design is an artificial overlay of our true reality. Those symbols are counterfeit

3/23/2020 7:38:09 PM kevinjwatt1 OR Brown-Boleshevik

3/23/2020 7:38:42 PM t_hayden07 All of us.

#WEAREQNE pic.twitter.com/SXh7Y6GRGC

3/23/2020 7:39:00 PM lori_dee1 At least 15 states have implemented "stay at home" or "shelter in place" orders or advisories. 

None have issued an official quarantine in place (from any info that I can find).

3/23/2020 7:39:30 PM sdane8 Looks like he can hardly restrain his glee.

3/23/2020 7:39:37 PM mikespies904 Based on new Q posts we are waiting for the Duram report before any real fireworks happen......we gonna be waiting a while still

3/23/2020 7:39:59 PM daviesgabrial Not looking good.

3/23/2020 7:40:14 PM anonpatriotccj BEST GOD WINS!

3/23/2020 7:40:27 PM jesse48676371 you know why.. deep down, you do

3/23/2020 7:40:47 PM jrocktigers ⚡️⚡️⚡️ . .. . .What gave it away Ms. B ? 😎😎😎

3/23/2020 7:40:49 PM kraigford Prolly cause first in the nation caucus. But was shocked at the number.

3/23/2020 7:40:56 PM bah_e_nessa I was just thinking that!!

3/23/2020 7:41:06 PM pitf1ghter the bad ones?

3/23/2020 7:41:11 PM symbolhunter it is sadly our reality

3/23/2020 7:41:14 PM risetoflyy Trump just sold out America.

3/23/2020 7:41:35 PM grahamfrench247 The Queenof England.

3/23/2020 7:41:42 PM jrocktigers 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/K22eiTgdFe

3/23/2020 7:41:56 PM americanpetal Who’s that person with Anthony Hopkins on your new banner? I can’t make it out.

3/23/2020 7:42:34 PM aprilbrown99 Lol... pic.twitter.com/XRb8cmmyuv

3/23/2020 7:42:50 PM keith369me Free will reigns...Do no harm...Love

3/23/2020 7:42:57 PM freeandoriginal Wow ....it all goes back to ... that !

3/23/2020 7:43:18 PM should_maybei Only a matter of time.

Senator Tester - “It would allow an unelected official with no accountability to the American people to dole out $500 billion while hiding the receipts for 

months, if not longer.” https://www.kbzk.com/news/montana-news/daines-tester-split-on-2t-coronavirus-rescue-package-before-senate …

3/23/2020 7:43:24 PM blsdbe None. Currently.

3/23/2020 7:43:39 PM fl2bloom Try children's blood

3/23/2020 7:44:12 PM sdane8 Clowns in America planted fake info. Their story is entirely fictional. He was chosen many years ago and groomed, as was s/he.

3/23/2020 7:44:14 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/cqfoJkqfqk



3/23/2020 7:44:18 PM shining91109743 Off we go, into the wild blue yonder....(Dad was a fighter pilot in the USAF)

3/23/2020 7:44:26 PM andrea_homegirl Similar in Tennessee, kids are all out of school and some restaurants only have take-out, stores closing a little early... but other than that and 

understocked groceries, nothing debilitating.

3/23/2020 7:44:36 PM aprilbrown99  https://youtu.be/SXi38hV9zvQ 

3/23/2020 7:45:00 PM diehydra I’m having a hard time generating tickets:(

3/23/2020 7:45:48 PM irondadof5 Ohio

3/23/2020 7:46:09 PM mbj8388 The real parents of the girls.

3/23/2020 7:46:17 PM americanpetal 👍💥

3/23/2020 7:46:17 PM breezybree270 Yep sounds exactly  the same here.

3/23/2020 7:46:28 PM char06725251 me either?

3/23/2020 7:46:29 PM vmk_63 Amen!🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸❤️✌️

3/23/2020 7:46:30 PM kidge6 TYVM April. For making it quick and easy for me to understand MJs message there.

3/23/2020 7:46:33 PM cityranch So obviously 🙄

3/23/2020 7:46:36 PM freedom06309369 How did it become tainted 🤔 thank you 🙏🏻

3/23/2020 7:46:38 PM ambienthazard New Mexico at 8 am on Tuesday.

3/23/2020 7:46:46 PM johnnyu32752578 K straight up let’s see another month or last years. We’ve been staring at this map for a week or two with nothing coming of it

3/23/2020 7:47:01 PM aprilbrown99 Welcome.

3/23/2020 7:47:10 PM thekanehb Yes it doesn’t look like a real flower of life bc the proportions are right but it’s close.

3/23/2020 7:47:12 PM sleepingnomore Trusting the plan! I can't wait!

3/23/2020 7:47:22 PM newparadigmtt  https://t.co/b6XvTEoZyH  https://twitter.com/newparadigmtt/status/1242263893734539264?s=21 …

3/23/2020 7:47:24 PM elainebargerst1 Every Quarantined State has a Dem Governor

CA = Newsom Democrat

CT = Lamont Democrat

PA = Wolf Democrat

NY = Cuomo Democrat

IL = Pritzker Democrat

NJ = Murphy Democrat

MI = Whitmer Democrat

VA = Northam Democrat

WA = Inslee Democrat
3/23/2020 7:47:29 PM n7guardiananon We are worth more than Gold https://youtu.be/Bd1CUTrcy5U 

3/23/2020 7:47:31 PM davethadude369 4/5/2020

3/23/2020 7:48:07 PM humanprimer Bubble II ...Wingmakers.

3/23/2020 7:48:30 PM upallnight39 Say maji

We need a break / REsignED

#WeTheProppelled pic.twitter.com/HuYABn8B1D

3/23/2020 7:48:48 PM strangewisper This is justice for 911

3/23/2020 7:49:07 PM emilyanngreen1 Yes, Dallas county.

3/23/2020 7:49:07 PM dmp97921199 Indiana effective 3/25-4/7 non-essential business/employees stay-at-home. pic.twitter.com/vWPP8xiIJh

3/23/2020 7:49:21 PM elainebargerst1 Every Quarantined State has a Dem Governor

CA = Newsom Democrat

CT = Lamont Democrat

PA = Wolf Democrat

NY = Cuomo Democrat

IL = Pritzker Democrat

NJ = Murphy Democrat

MI = Whitmer Democrat

VA = Northam Democrat

WA = Inslee Democrat
3/23/2020 7:49:27 PM 20_20_beyond Same here in Oklahoma. Rubber gloves are a thing here but it’s business as usual as far as work goes. Drive thru only on the restaurants is about the 

most extreme measure being taken here.

3/23/2020 7:49:47 PM keith369me  https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2012/03/what_the_mailman_knows_about_ayers_and_obama.html …  Obama explained to Hulton that 

he had taken the train out from Chicago to Glen Ellyn in order "to thank the Ayers family personally for helping him with his education."  What shocked 

Hulton was that when casually inquiring into the young man's plans...

3/23/2020 7:49:54 PM naildrvr1  pic.twitter.com/tS01SLkCqu

3/23/2020 7:50:02 PM keith369me for the future, Obama answered, "I am going to be president of the United States."

3/23/2020 7:50:29 PM upliftingmind #WWG1WGA !

3/23/2020 7:50:37 PM upallnight39 Real talk

@denmarkdotdk

#WEWILLKILLYOURQUEEN

#GIVEUPORDIE

#NOW

#DEDQUEENS pic.twitter.com/VSaPelbepg

3/23/2020 7:50:44 PM vote4donald Robertson is a DICK...#MAGA

3/23/2020 7:50:48 PM ryanolah2 Stay confused!That’s exactly how @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 wants you! This anon account (you give your blind trust to) isn’t telling you straight information 

you can use at all. Like what the FED, Mnuchin, & “the man who sold the world” -Trump - are doing RIGHT NOW:

 https://www.winterwatch.net/2020/03/sistema-reruns-2008-abject-opportunism-corporate-coup-extortion-operation/ …

3/23/2020 7:50:50 PM cogbill_alan Not the mother. pic.twitter.com/gTex8Le0W6

3/23/2020 7:50:52 PM breezybree270 Lol i think really the only major cities are going nuts. Us Midwest folks just do our damn thing.

3/23/2020 7:50:57 PM aprilbrown99 #PelosiCrimeFamily pic.twitter.com/bfrXivTxRO

3/23/2020 7:51:00 PM sdane8 No need for martial law if everyone is required to stay at home and the remainder are hunkered down.

3/23/2020 7:51:27 PM blsdbe What’s a little skin lost for a good lesson learned...



3/23/2020 7:51:31 PM bryceja68689884 Let's play the logic game. The #COVID19 virus came from a seafood market. AND the Wuhan Virology Institute is right across the river. Look at the size 

of China. What are the odds these two things exist together,&they are unrelated? #Qanon #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart 

pic.twitter.com/8LyybuG7RC

3/23/2020 7:51:39 PM saneseeker OBama is a radical socialist for sure.  Not sure why we drag his wife into it.  Also, I'm a bible believer, so I don't slander - especially when it's so 

obviously and foolishly false.  But you have to be accountable for your own sin!

3/23/2020 7:51:47 PM upallnight39 @FBI

@DefenseIntel

@NSAGov

#murder

#deathreats

#dedjeqnoqqers

@AustinSteinbart

#DaddyQ

#femadeathcamps
3/23/2020 7:51:49 PM resilient112 You can count in Ohio. Not public info yet.

3/23/2020 7:52:21 PM mbj8388 Here you go.  I read this just a month or two after it was posted back in  (Nov 2008-Jan 2009).

Tom Fife - read it.  He heard about Obama🤡 back in 1992 while he was on business in Russia. 

 https://twitter.com/hearts4america/status/1054163400689938432?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Hearts4America/status/1054163400689938432 …

3/23/2020 7:52:34 PM k_rvec Fucking rat!

3/23/2020 7:52:35 PM saneseeker I don't doubt any of that --- but that doesn't mean he was born in Kenya blah blah blah

3/23/2020 7:52:57 PM americanpetal I would think all of those people under sealed indictments would face a military tribunal. I thought the whole operation , The Plan, is being conducted 

under military law as it’s a wartime operation. So, all proceedings would be in military courts. Idk

3/23/2020 7:53:19 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/DbcCRqA1Oy

3/23/2020 7:53:41 PM upallnight39 Hey maji i will be glad

When everyone elze dies

And #wiggawigga1

Is #JustUs

#PeopleLikeUs ???

#loldedjews
3/23/2020 7:53:53 PM 1980sgirlie The places that have the most”cases”

Of the virus also have the most sealed indictments.

3/23/2020 7:53:53 PM 20_20_beyond That’s exactly how it seems. On the outside sort of looking on this one but the numbers are creeping up by the day. But not fast enough to cause panic. 

Honestly just confusing times around these parts.

3/23/2020 7:54:30 PM aetherwalker1 #Winning

3/23/2020 7:54:44 PM germani2u Danke Dir ❗️❗️lg

3/23/2020 7:54:51 PM spauldingshowal Looking forward to the Truth about 911 being unveiled at the right time.

3/23/2020 7:55:03 PM cocopuffster12 We are all connected. Where We Go One, We Go All.

3/23/2020 7:55:11 PM jrocktigers 👍🏼

3/23/2020 7:55:20 PM upallnight39 THE HOLOCAUST IS A LIE

 http://holocaustdeprogrammingcourse.com/  pic.twitter.com/qaN7YwwasQ

3/23/2020 7:55:24 PM char06725251 were there 3 kids ? I believe Q said Obamas had 3? what happened to 3rd?

3/23/2020 7:55:43 PM kevinallin You dont say

3/23/2020 7:55:51 PM coadykealan Cuba gooding jr

3/23/2020 7:55:53 PM sdane8 The trolls are coming out of the woodwork.

3/23/2020 7:55:54 PM winklerburke The Cabal-Corrupt ones?

3/23/2020 7:55:59 PM ryanolah2 Your mind control doesn’t work anymore. #NWO has overplayed their hands. People waking up. You can’t roll out digital currency, mandatory vaccines, 

medical martial law, global economic reset, and trillions to central bankers and just say “4D”!  YOURE DONE!

3/23/2020 7:56:05 PM hifiman45 All long as there are no Goa'uld or wraith that would be very fun! 😂 😂

3/23/2020 7:56:21 PM mccullarsethe Yea I was gonna say Oklahoma it OK

3/23/2020 7:56:31 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/DPaOhqS5Cx

3/23/2020 7:57:00 PM laurabusse Much love to you

I wish you profound healing and deep peace ❤️

3/23/2020 7:57:29 PM upallnight39 Please kill more satanist

I will pull the trigger

U know where i sleep pic.twitter.com/7IppNwxY3d

3/23/2020 7:57:57 PM breezybree270 Yep nothing makes sense.

3/23/2020 7:58:09 PM sdane8 Another Democrat to add to the list.

3/23/2020 7:58:28 PM usa93563829 Hurry Lord Hurry 🙏🏻❤️

3/23/2020 7:59:02 PM papadocdolo FL. Panhandle closing up! I'm 63 with ❤️ issues so I'm staying indoors

3/23/2020 7:59:21 PM themrsbalch Sacrifice?

3/23/2020 7:59:23 PM rickster61x @ObamaMalik 

Did your brother really set your niece up with this perv?

Is this really your niece?

And what about your bro...

errr I mean your sister in-law? pic.twitter.com/MYsGTwCWT6

3/23/2020 8:00:14 PM meanmaryjean01 I don't know about that. I think u could be wrong on that!

3/23/2020 8:00:28 PM alf4prez2020 VA isn’t, Gov Black Face Northam is awful

3/23/2020 8:01:06 PM darlinepatriot Some things beyond our control-think of the complete pic...freedom...

3/23/2020 8:01:08 PM winklerburke National Guard-Military ... in for mass arrests/takedown of strongholds. Amen.

3/23/2020 8:01:49 PM nschlange Doesn't CA? If not why am I in this house 24/7?

3/23/2020 8:02:16 PM fansblowing3 “Daughters” https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106388534586413056?s=21 …



3/23/2020 8:02:25 PM laurabusse Exactly

Someone said many of them may not even be unsealed as deals will be made

Do what we want and we won't unseal your indictment...

They may be used as leverage

Don't remember who said this...

3/23/2020 8:02:26 PM upallnight39 The holocaust is a lie

Jes DID DO IT

KILL A SATANIST JEW pic.twitter.com/w2y2HGb68N

3/23/2020 8:03:36 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106390670770618368?s=21 …

3/23/2020 8:03:46 PM pipanon So is this like being put on restrictions because I understood quarantined to be a lockdown with basically guards not the honor System

3/23/2020 8:03:54 PM rickster61x Well, he wasn’t born in Hawaii.

He was a Manchurian Candidate Funded by 

Saudi Prince.

3/23/2020 8:04:05 PM tirelip Amen!

3/23/2020 8:04:07 PM agelessnerd Ohio,  effective midnight tonight. Can still travel to obtain groceries, medical supplies/care or to care for family members who can't travel.

3/23/2020 8:04:14 PM skyways4u 😱😒🔥🔥

3/23/2020 8:05:17 PM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1106391856525524993?s=21 …

3/23/2020 8:06:05 PM keith369me Don't know where he was born.  We do know his Hawaiian birth certificate was fake.  The actual birth certificate that was used as a template was 

located.  Nobody's race was African American in 1960...perhaps Negro.

3/23/2020 8:06:09 PM saneseeker Even Trump admitted it bro.  2020, world on edge, and this is the shit we're supposed to be teaching people? pic.twitter.com/HvR3dDEE7I

3/23/2020 8:06:44 PM surfstikk Our 28-year old immigrant Harris County judge has no business telling us what to do.  And another Dem is about to primary her position.  She’s a 

#sorospuppet.  

No “stay-at-home” order yet here though...

3/23/2020 8:06:46 PM winklerburke Tying in... BE BEST?   Meaning... perhaps the already recorded video series of Trump talking 2 nation/world has fanatic reveal & evidence of Global 

Evilite Child Ruination operations?  And how children can now: BE BEST?  No more Prog 1984 Ed Brainwashing or Cabal sacrifice? Q: !!

3/23/2020 8:07:07 PM richard31486265 Oregon

3/23/2020 8:07:17 PM laurabusse You're lucky you had such a smart mom☺️

3/23/2020 8:07:24 PM bradduh2 Solid point!

3/23/2020 8:07:30 PM decodematrix We also want disclosure about the 3/11 Fukushima tsunami being caused by a nuke detonated on the ocean floor from a nuke stolen from the Kursk 

sub.

3/23/2020 8:07:50 PM keith369me Honestly, it doesn't matter at this point, he got away with it.  We know so little about Barry Soetoro.  Perhaps someday the world (that doesn't dig) 

finds out.

3/23/2020 8:07:54 PM bchparitynow  pic.twitter.com/9x0qCruDVX

3/23/2020 8:07:57 PM lamieret That is a city decision, like Dallas and Austin. Texas isn’t under any official order from Abbott. (We are lucky!)

3/23/2020 8:08:12 PM laurabusse Yes

That is the way of wisdom

3/23/2020 8:08:23 PM breezybree270 My Brother lives in Texas. He said a lot of Cali people have moved their and really ruined the state.

3/23/2020 8:09:20 PM lamieret Nope. Certain cities. Texas isn’t on anything statewide.

3/23/2020 8:09:38 PM mattgoedde  pic.twitter.com/bDMRES4YGo

3/23/2020 8:09:54 PM mattgoedde  pic.twitter.com/5O3Ssm0qZc

3/23/2020 8:10:03 PM breezybree270 Surprised Texas folk have allowed it. Bout time for a revolution my brother.

3/23/2020 8:10:03 PM narcissist_ghst Ohio starts at midnight.

3/23/2020 8:10:16 PM smmmote Moloch

3/23/2020 8:10:31 PM mokeyandabandit Wis. and Michigan today

3/23/2020 8:11:07 PM 20_20_beyond This is why they WONT order middle and southern America to ‘stay at home’. Won’t mean much to us honestly.

3/23/2020 8:11:19 PM mattgoedde That is tony podesta’s art work on the right. pic.twitter.com/QZ9hRnXXWK

3/23/2020 8:11:34 PM surfstikk That’s the problem.  Live and let live.  We don’t usually get in peoples’ business because we live our lives peacefully but damn these #Dems

3/23/2020 8:12:05 PM redsparrow93 No kidding. But it's not a big deal. Just do your honey dos and fold that laundry. People should have seen it coming and hopefully prepared properly. 

Except the toilet paper hoarders.

3/23/2020 8:12:07 PM lamieret Texas isn’t on lockdown. Certain D cities are...

3/23/2020 8:12:32 PM thesword17 will put enmity between the serpent and the woman,

and between your offspring and her offspring;

he shall bruise your head,

and you shall bruise his heel.”

3/23/2020 8:12:33 PM hilby98 WI starting tomorrow afternoon

3/23/2020 8:12:52 PM laurabusse Thanks

That explains why his tweets disappeared

I thought it odd

His profile page looked normal

3/23/2020 8:13:17 PM oversprayed86 The storm is part of a coup to overthrow a massive criminal  organization that has slowly entangled our world and our country in a web of corruption, 

evil and suffering. But have faith #GodWins

3/23/2020 8:13:20 PM opedwealth 17

3/23/2020 8:13:30 PM winklerburke Nothing can stop what is coming... cuz Trump’s already recorded vid Disclosure speeches R set to happen... digital copies R throughout planet... 

deadman switches turn them on auto...absolutely no cabal FF or any $@x! Thing can stop The Plan.  Already in the can?  Done deal?  Q ;)

3/23/2020 8:14:00 PM lbf777 4 years worth of promises and still no winning. pic.twitter.com/zrtBDXwVfw

3/23/2020 8:14:15 PM saneseeker will have to check that out....

3/23/2020 8:14:27 PM sdane8 Originally Barr stated late Spring, early Summer but Trump keeps emphasizing killing the virus and wrapping up this initiative "much sooner than 

anticipated" Many think this is a BOOM week. Last week was the first day of Spring.

3/23/2020 8:14:43 PM piller_red Quickly would be good.

3/23/2020 8:15:09 PM winklerburke D6, you mean?

3/23/2020 8:15:46 PM stephscolaro Amen,my friend!!

3/23/2020 8:15:57 PM keith369me There may be 30 trillion reasons why we don't see most.

3/23/2020 8:16:27 PM lbf777 Not Gold backed digital currency like Bill Cooper warned us about right?



3/23/2020 8:17:08 PM laurabusse The Q Pharisees dictate the correct way to think about Q

Like the Pharisees in Jesus day dictated the correct way to think about God

It's a subtle or not so subtle way of applying pressure to conform to groupthink

Abrogating free will

3/23/2020 8:17:08 PM ewilliams22101 @Jordan_Sather_ this sounds like a check-mate.  Care to comment?  Are you finally open to discussing alternative modes of Q proofs and Q 

information outside of your personal channels?

3/23/2020 8:17:50 PM qbryce171 10:22 ➡️ 22:22

222 likes pic.twitter.com/sDM9TIl38e

3/23/2020 8:17:58 PM rizzo1megan I was in the other desert. Lol

Thank you for the laugh! Go Space Force!

3/23/2020 8:18:23 PM leigh_vas Candy red car with angry eyes and a V shaped nose, and a poor dragonlet in the background with its wings cut off 😥😡 poor baby. I'll find out who 

did it and cut their poophole. Hopefully they have enough toilet paper.

3/23/2020 8:18:57 PM rebel_yell_tex ADD WA to it too, just announced this evening. Two week min stay at home.

3/23/2020 8:19:39 PM rick_hernandez I don’t need to see anything. I just want all the evil to stop

3/23/2020 8:19:44 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/REPXneTZJ8

3/23/2020 8:21:20 PM cwarrior17 Weird and awful. For sure. What about victims? Has there been any ppl public ally accuse him?

3/23/2020 8:21:30 PM rebel_yell_tex Stay at  home starts in 48 hours, lasts for 2 weeks, but STRONGLY suggests ALL non essential start the stay at home tomorrow. People can go to Store, 

Dr or walk but must maintain 6 feet distance. It is a lock down, just not Marshal Law type. If people ignore, then it will be.

3/23/2020 8:21:43 PM patriotleah1776 Can't wait!!!

3/23/2020 8:21:48 PM nurseniceyes That worked for 3D. It doesn't work for where we are going.

3/23/2020 8:22:00 PM state1union The children 👶 is worse. It’s sickening. Devastating what these monsters have done! Omg 😱 we need to pray 🙏🙏🙏🙏

3/23/2020 8:23:05 PM house_poseidon [They] have been trying to provoke us into a civil war for so long.  [They] started the 19th century war between the states pic.twitter.com/YFSri7wqtL

3/23/2020 8:23:33 PM wackamole15 was Venezuela’s fall done so fast on purpose?

did the halting of human trafficking in the US and Europe stop around the world?

After adrenochome production was halted did they seek a new place to make more?

3/23/2020 8:23:50 PM ziastatepatriot So @Time4JusticeUSA responds to my tweet... then right after blocks me. 😂 Pathetic! I don't understand all this blocking bs, over disagreement. 

Muthafukrs act like they somebody. Boy, you are going off of opinions and drops. Don't act like you have direct comms with Q😂🤦🏻♂️ 

pic.twitter.com/lRnORtLfAm

3/23/2020 8:24:19 PM jwremarks I shall not be swayed to and fro by the storm which rages about me...I shall hold steadfastly to my faith in the Creator and not be moved...I shall help 

my fellow person with love and compassion as Jesus loves me...this storm is but a breath then is gone...the best is yet 2 come

3/23/2020 8:26:41 PM rghardy3 Enough with the MADNESS .

Bring on the PAIN !

3/23/2020 8:27:09 PM the_loveoflight I'm block too and I don't think I've ever come across their page wtf?

Talk about still being sheep and not learning a thing

3/23/2020 8:27:11 PM wallyayottejr  pic.twitter.com/uOvsdVew6Q

3/23/2020 8:27:16 PM cocopuffster12 Vegas, I remember the message from John. I listened to LVMPD police scanner from beginning to 5:15am. I will have to tell you what I heard. It was out 

of control. The things me and my son heard. Out of control.

3/23/2020 8:27:52 PM eodchi Chicago has it but here in Sox country, business as usual, good amount of traffic, restaurants busy for takeout, drivethru's fairly crowded... all in all, 

pretty normal.

3/23/2020 8:28:04 PM lynn23232323 Ohio is pretty much there and we have a RINO Governor

3/23/2020 8:28:11 PM cocopuffster12 John Here To Help - YES

3/23/2020 8:28:28 PM debrand10 Unfortunately our schools are grooming kids not to be independent thinkers. Lots of group work, no celebrating of the independent spirit

3/23/2020 8:28:46 PM therealbigneum Mr Fren I'm in Anchorage too 😪

3/23/2020 8:29:56 PM johnnyt_anon It's not going to be a report. 

The Maestro is a show man, so expect a lot of fireworks. I'm thinking 10 days of darkness starts 4/1/20. During this time you'll want to make sure you 

have a lot of popcorn.🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

#QAnon

3/23/2020 8:30:00 PM rghardy3 A smokescreen to carry out "The Plan" !

Let the arresting begin.

3/23/2020 8:30:11 PM qjeneice Link to him?

3/23/2020 8:30:51 PM traviscarper888 There will be new US Treasury Notes (Rainbow currency) coming soon with the GCR/RV GESARA! And I believe a crypto or Hedera Hashgraph Hbar 

attached. The US inc. is no longer. The Constitutional USA is in full heart felt force! In one big STORM, the dominoes will fall into place! 

pic.twitter.com/rYgcznVIEx

3/23/2020 8:30:56 PM mongrelglory I have asked MJ-12 about that, though they have implied that not all things will be disclosed because of the risk it might start WW3.

3/23/2020 8:32:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? pic.twitter.com/oqyX1n1Y1b

3/23/2020 8:33:22 PM upliftingmind 5:5

3/23/2020 8:33:25 PM yt2ak  pic.twitter.com/JCio7wHfMQ

3/23/2020 8:33:28 PM cocopuffster12 10 days of darkness - 4/10-4/20?

3/23/2020 8:33:42 PM bukrijumadi preocupante ver jóvenes tan perdidos... es triste... #SaveTheChildren

3/23/2020 8:33:59 PM kramer_pockets Indiana & Wisconsin starting tomorrow night

3/23/2020 8:34:05 PM april10521252 Literally in some ways...

3/23/2020 8:34:34 PM jamesbarnwell17 Lol never seen them until your post but I’ve been blocked as well lol

3/23/2020 8:34:36 PM patriotleah1776 Watching White Squall right now!

#WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 8:35:20 PM anangelhasland1 Note: Chart says Sealed Case Filings, not Indictments.

3/23/2020 8:35:41 PM g1nger44 We The People might just have to take matters into our own hands.

3/23/2020 8:36:37 PM aprilbrown99 5:5 💗💗💗

3/23/2020 8:37:31 PM 369_is  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3724  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WWe, the People, Are the CureGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/23/2020 8:37:56 PM laurabusse Ha!

I thought it was Kirk Douglas as Spartacus!

Time for stronger glasses 🤣

3/23/2020 8:38:06 PM anangelhasland1 Also, amount is not unprecedented and many if not most have been unsealed as per usual. (Sealed count remains for records.)

3/23/2020 8:38:12 PM viking_jeremy Can you explain 5:5? Please

3/23/2020 8:38:18 PM p_a_t__r__i_o_t Devilish Machine!

DM

3/23/2020 8:38:25 PM steveakridge Cancel your newspaper subscriptions - especially the MSM ones; newsprint can carry the virus.  Would you put it past them???

3/23/2020 8:38:28 PM viking_jeremy What exactly is 5:5?



3/23/2020 8:38:46 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/CiAqFGzslM

3/23/2020 8:38:52 PM upliftingmind Loud and clear

3/23/2020 8:39:32 PM priceprice999 10-4

3/23/2020 8:39:47 PM know__the_truth Sir yes sir 🇺🇸

3/23/2020 8:40:07 PM nickel_triple 5:5 pic.twitter.com/cEywO4sTwb

3/23/2020 8:40:22 PM laurabusse Newspaper makes good toilet paper

3/23/2020 8:40:56 PM know__the_truth No here in ID. It’s just social-distancing

3/23/2020 8:42:19 PM steveakridge The trail of death and destruction caused by the Illuminati runs long and deep. Their motto: If there’s incriminating evidence, blow it up!!!

3/23/2020 8:42:29 PM nea_storm 😃🧡⚡It's the inherent rights of tax exempt House Estate trust realities that unless it is the tax exempt Alive sovereign surviving House Estate Heir, 

beneficiary, who is the DNA Biogenetic Owner of the spiritual energy signature produced Intellectual Property, Assets,Credits... 

pic.twitter.com/alywcxiWXe

3/23/2020 8:42:39 PM majortomxrp thanks- yes a great read👍👊

We know it!

3/23/2020 8:43:29 PM cynthiamorrow8 Yup, same here in Central Kentucky

3/23/2020 8:43:41 PM theglitcher14 Sounds "oddly" familiar to a few recent speeches from 45.

3/23/2020 8:43:49 PM riversm18 God never loses that's not even a question. God is not fighting anyone, he is Absolute beyond all duality of this world.

3/23/2020 8:43:55 PM krisp1377 Tomorrow we start a shelter in place. I’m in Wisconsin.

3/23/2020 8:44:40 PM freeandoriginal She is very knowledgeable, she is enjoying the description and she is trying to blame Michael Jackson . SHE IS EVIL !Can’t wait to see her in jail.

3/23/2020 8:45:15 PM kidge6 If nothing can stop it, why is it necessary to fight? If it’s a movie. And inevitable. I’m confused. Sure, we need to wake ppl up. But, That’s more of a level-

headed discussion of facts than a fight. I get that operatives in the field are fighting. I pray daily fr their wellbeing

3/23/2020 8:45:24 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/9ptJPYJQMp

3/23/2020 8:45:43 PM dondep How far back? I've read quite a few, in fact a lot, and no sign yet of an applicable answer.

3/23/2020 8:45:55 PM funnifun Sicko!!! Someone put her down already!!

3/23/2020 8:46:43 PM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/YBYps4h3u8

3/23/2020 8:46:55 PM freeandoriginal Would you do it they way she did ? That cold matter of fact accurate description that seems almost a praise of the abuser skills ....think about it...

3/23/2020 8:46:58 PM johnnyt_anon Quite literally.

3/23/2020 8:47:22 PM jacymac10s7 My daughter recovered fully with chlorine dioxide- very inexpensive takes time and a lot of detox but worth it!

3/23/2020 8:47:32 PM jackcorn420 Indiana tomorrow

3/23/2020 8:48:06 PM cocopuffster12 Majestic 12 - YES!! HUGE. Trump is Majestic. Flynn is Majestic. Yes!! Yes!! Yes!! BINGO!! Read ALL!!!!!!!

3/23/2020 8:48:13 PM lisalew19769912 The 25th for Indiana. The company I work for is not wanting to comply. (nonessential) gonna be interesting to see how well this works out for them !!

3/23/2020 8:48:20 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/L6y6vCLRbM

3/23/2020 8:48:28 PM sandysisland Indiana, Republican governor. Most likely a swamp creature.

3/23/2020 8:48:51 PM citizencitizenc Seriously? Arnold is a pedovore.

3/23/2020 8:49:20 PM bashycrypto 👍

3/23/2020 8:49:29 PM flatles25 This is from  http://NYTimes.com  and its interactive on their site. pic.twitter.com/upTw7EnGLD

3/23/2020 8:49:32 PM manifest_utopia My understanding is they were bought & their real parents were handsomely paid.

3/23/2020 8:49:37 PM viking_jeremy Lima Charlie pic.twitter.com/844qaoeNll

3/23/2020 8:50:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Coronavirus Traces Lingered in Vacated Cruise Cabins for 17 Days https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-23/coronavirus-traces-lingered-

in-vacated-cruise-cabins-for-17-days …

3/23/2020 8:50:31 PM viking_jeremy Oh ok, yeah I didn't understand the way it was phrased. This too... pic.twitter.com/qvSQyvni9B

3/23/2020 8:50:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242297689687154688 …

3/23/2020 8:50:46 PM 444_q_ 😲

3/23/2020 8:51:04 PM freeandoriginal 👀

3/23/2020 8:51:04 PM naildrvr1 17 days

3/23/2020 8:51:07 PM nm_zsr This was all I could find https://youtu.be/rdppV4uU62Q 

3/23/2020 8:51:09 PM cocopuffster12 55 - “loud and clear” - (sorry, still behind) MJ12 is my “go to”, every day, notifications should be turned on!!!♥️

3/23/2020 8:51:10 PM chucklesschumer Lying bastards

3/23/2020 8:51:12 PM viking_jeremy Mathematically impossible pic.twitter.com/PXnljvlprX

3/23/2020 8:51:13 PM libertyspring99 17 days 🤔

Hi Q 😀👋🏻

3/23/2020 8:51:14 PM _theconfluence Larp:Larp

3/23/2020 8:51:18 PM lori90187673 MMS  see @Jordan_Sather_

3/23/2020 8:51:27 PM bryceja68689884 17=Q

3/23/2020 8:51:49 PM sunnysideluna Cooba gooding

3/23/2020 8:52:09 PM n7guardiananon Message over Messenger

Go for the Head... https://youtu.be/yhy9--YRBD8 

3/23/2020 8:52:27 PM sandy_cuhntz I do. I just wanted to point it out.

3/23/2020 8:52:35 PM viking_jeremy Roger that, Lima Charlie. And this... pic.twitter.com/B5rXEXCGmC

3/23/2020 8:52:41 PM beaglemoon  http://PACER.GOV  is the source of the counts

3/23/2020 8:52:45 PM 309thedr coming from Bloomberg.......... yeah ok..

3/23/2020 8:52:51 PM sdane8 I would try searching key words. Might be easier.

 https://mobile.twitter.com/search-advanced 

3/23/2020 8:53:05 PM chrismsarracino And for that reason, even if I ever do get rich, I will NOT buy an Alfa Romeo.  Doesn't matter if they're an Italian car maker.  I'll buy American-made 

instead.  A crowned snake eating a child?  Noooooo, thank you!

3/23/2020 8:53:23 PM dondep 🤔 But what question (of mine) does that Part 5 of Dzhanibekov effect answer?

3/23/2020 8:53:35 PM beaglemoon  pic.twitter.com/YWuGtdWmAo

3/23/2020 8:53:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.

Now what role are they playing in #COVIDー19 ?

Never let a crisis go to waste.

Impeachment failed.

Coronavirus released to the world.

We have the cures!

3/23/2020 8:54:01 PM 52yearschiefsf1 The only plan I see is there is no plan...

Please.....prove me wrong pic.twitter.com/Ba5F99bPlM

3/23/2020 8:54:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now watch: https://youtu.be/eGxhay61KXY 

3/23/2020 8:54:39 PM craig33252300 I’m in wi too but still essential enough to be going strong

3/23/2020 8:54:41 PM n2zyk Exposing them for the crap bags they are

3/23/2020 8:54:51 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/DE8gw5aFTI



3/23/2020 8:55:11 PM upliftingmind 17, everywhere

3/23/2020 8:55:12 PM naughteadz  pic.twitter.com/kw1t80f1gj

3/23/2020 8:55:14 PM americanpetal 17 days?

3/23/2020 8:55:18 PM anon49459700 Wow.....17 days you say. Now where have I seen that number before?

3/23/2020 8:55:23 PM pablocr46826101 @TheEllenShow @DavidSpade @DrewBarrymore @tomhanks

@Oprah @Madonna @chrissyteigen

@KevinSpacey @McConaughey

I FIND THIS VERY INTERESTING.....THOUGHTS?? 

 @HYVEE7 @EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @enki74 @MagniAnon @Qanon76 @Redpilled2020 @QanonFrance pic.twitter.com/n7Fij0mMdK
3/23/2020 8:55:38 PM manifest_utopia Northern District of GA (Atlanta) does Not make info public.

3/23/2020 8:56:07 PM mysticjoe3 Showing the cards. The collective has been playing bad poker players. Trump card in play!😂❤️

3/23/2020 8:56:11 PM americanpetal 5:5

3/23/2020 8:56:22 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/U6dDP4fBkx

3/23/2020 8:56:22 PM onelessdigit09 Shit

3/23/2020 8:56:37 PM onelessdigit09 I've seen multiple sources

3/23/2020 8:56:38 PM coloradoevolut1 My brain is about to explode with all of these comms triangulating. @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LordConcave pic.twitter.com/Zs5MT3Pftj

3/23/2020 8:56:40 PM realtru00533018 First for peace usually it’s war

WWG1WGA 

In Gods Armour

3/23/2020 8:56:56 PM ausanon369 Lots of people do, and that’s your/their choice. I believe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @AustinSteinbart while others don’t. I just know J$ has signed a few 

NDA’s for big $$$. We were always warned about the ones who make money off the movement. He was groomed. Profiting skews optics.

3/23/2020 8:56:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Why are they so vicious?

Could they be partners in crime with the largest pedophile cult in the world? How many corporations control 90% of all perceived information that is 

actionable by the Government. Their information.

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1242267231649742848?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242267231649742848 …

3/23/2020 8:57:01 PM steveakridge Do you know who released the virus???

They need to be publicly brought to justice!!!

3/23/2020 8:57:38 PM yeshuamessiah6 Sunshine: curative effect.  Kills vampires.

3/23/2020 8:57:38 PM winklerburke When people fight to buy popcorn, instead of toilet paper, then we’ll know... Trump’s Disclosure videos are running each night?  More popular than 

Lonesome Dove?  Will the series be one week? Two? Three?  The Great Awakening = The Greatest Popcorn Rush in History? weBored.Get2it

3/23/2020 8:57:56 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/bYRSxEbyoc

3/23/2020 8:58:00 PM coloradoevolut1 All hands on deck. #QAnon pic.twitter.com/bn79713CCJ

3/23/2020 8:58:03 PM boots93059615 You must be too young to remember 9/11

3/23/2020 8:58:17 PM seeker229  https://youtu.be/2PhOfJhJKZk 

3/23/2020 8:58:51 PM kidge6 Hopefully we ending it.

3/23/2020 8:59:14 PM smmmote 😂

3/23/2020 8:59:42 PM smmmote That's just the worse 😳

3/23/2020 9:00:05 PM jackoneilltime1 If you didnt get the capt Kirk photo...

 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=3bYkNptOJns … pic.twitter.com/4AtWhEr1DR

3/23/2020 9:00:34 PM dondep What would be much easier, more efficient, and mutually respectful would be a simple answer though. Two yes-or-no questions and a short sentence 

containing at least one noun, one verb, and as many adverbs & adjectives as necessary to complete the subject & predicate. Why so hard?

3/23/2020 9:00:47 PM thecheekyskunk I think that's a fair assessment. But in reality, much time and energy are poured into this. Time = Money. Many don't have jobs outside of this but still, 

need to make a living.

3/23/2020 9:00:47 PM eo_swan I thought we were above using hooky spooky numbers?

Is this showing good guys took control at CDC or Bloomberg ?

3/23/2020 9:00:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 Over past several weeks in response to #COVIDー19 pandemic, President Trump embodies the characteristics of one of the most influential Presidents 

in American history, possibly as significant as the Revolutionary War. The BEST is yet to come. America will unite and be victorious.

3/23/2020 9:01:11 PM sandavi Prince - 17 days https://youtu.be/5G6p8rb9LSg 

3/23/2020 9:01:23 PM joerie22  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=bpBX-32mkL0&feature=share …

3/23/2020 9:01:31 PM beaglemoon #massarrests #operationqanon pic.twitter.com/fRa0R6MlSY

3/23/2020 9:01:52 PM thelotusmonkey I am not her and to think everyone should follow some imaginary standard of approach to such topics is a problem in of itself.....

3/23/2020 9:02:12 PM donttreadonmaga Pooplosi & Shameful Schumer  interrupted the Senate before voting 4 the bill (2 be debated) & brought in their own ideas which included a lot of pork 

that had nothing 2doe ok w/the rescue of people & companies. Perfect example of why the DC swamp MUST Bbdrained! @DontTreadOnMAGA

3/23/2020 9:02:29 PM newlyawake I love this!

3/23/2020 9:02:36 PM wolfpup16fq  https://twitter.com/wolfpup16fq/status/1242300604116058112?s=21 … https://twitter.com/wolfpup16fq/status/1242300604116058112 …

3/23/2020 9:02:54 PM vdarknessf  pic.twitter.com/Y08Vx7nEXQ

3/23/2020 9:03:00 PM susan66388204 I’ll be so glad when this is Over and the whole World can see how Trump came to the rescue and STOP TALKING CRAP about him.  BTW, #UnsealJfk 

#UnsealEpstein #UnsealNXVIM 😬

3/23/2020 9:03:00 PM nc__turtle Gotta love the headlines. “...Though it wasn’t possible to determine if it caused infections.” pic.twitter.com/6bceBvCUjL

3/23/2020 9:03:11 PM awakenedoutlaw Discernment being a thing, intelligent people can figure out what's going on.  And then you have others who get their mail on the shady side of the Bell 

Curve.

3/23/2020 9:03:22 PM michaelpreamble  pic.twitter.com/hEJ7JAMUT4

3/23/2020 9:03:43 PM roadking7766 I can’t wait my god I despise the Demoncrats

3/23/2020 9:03:54 PM angelas65154611 17? 👀

3/23/2020 9:03:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 They never thought she could lose. pic.twitter.com/wgUprhZ68K

3/23/2020 9:04:01 PM noeticus1  pic.twitter.com/rWzvBHguyp

3/23/2020 9:04:34 PM priceprice999 17 Days...

3/23/2020 9:04:40 PM 037agent I got a special cadence you can hum sir to motivate you before the win! 2 my Mr. Heaven sent Presidential Angel! #Godloveseachandeveryoneofus

3/23/2020 9:04:56 PM alittlecanary44 17 days, so strange

3/23/2020 9:05:05 PM begumchacha 👏👏👏

3/23/2020 9:05:50 PM 037agent Haha thanks I n33d3d-7#1S



3/23/2020 9:06:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Death or Steak&Death?

America will never be a socialist country.

No matter how much China paid Joe Biden in exchange for #QuidProJoe ownership.

Strategic messaging from China.

Echoed in American press.

Who released the virus? pic.twitter.com/qmgpAoEYeQ

3/23/2020 9:06:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 72% pic.twitter.com/vkvpV0IwBH

3/23/2020 9:07:07 PM nurseniceyes Thank you. I was wondering.

3/23/2020 9:07:20 PM eo_swan The problem with media ownership is pure lack of transparency - Once I was naive and thought BBC was insulated from this by guaranteed funding.  A 

model our own NPR could benefit from, to prevent the invasive nature of donor influence. At least we know whose corrupting NPR

3/23/2020 9:07:22 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/9sccs9xod4

3/23/2020 9:07:40 PM teamgxtreme Have been hearing this for a few years now. Cautiously optimistic at best.

3/23/2020 9:08:17 PM j_d_abercrombie Right before Q3895 dropped on the 21st, Austin Steinbart, who claims to be Q., dropped this vid:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI&t=17s …

Towards the end he explains why the "Armor of God" Ephesians verse is so important to Q (who he claims to be)

3/23/2020 9:08:26 PM kg727714 He will go down as most entertaining President ever.  Good stuff. I don’t dislike the man just weary of his true agenda.

3/23/2020 9:08:29 PM j_d_abercrombie and challenges all the big names in the QCommunity to give their theories as to why Q was so dedicated to that, the most common Q drop of them all.

Then a couple of hours later Q3898 drops and is a YT vid that was posted once before by Q-search "Armor of God" on Qmap

3/23/2020 9:08:38 PM j_d_abercrombie and you will easily find it-same YT vid, CONFIRM COMMS. What is it attached to?

The Armor of God verse... Austin explained why Q used So much - a few hours earlier.

Reconcile.

3/23/2020 9:08:42 PM jrocktigers ⚡👁⚡ pic.twitter.com/1SyDk6JszG

3/23/2020 9:08:48 PM saoirse_369 Not only influential- so much strength, I’ve never seen such blatant hate and disrespect thrown steadily at one family.

3/23/2020 9:08:57 PM 037agent Yessss!

3/23/2020 9:08:59 PM ausanon369 When you claim to have not signed any NDA’s, then evidence starts to leak you have... it creates a problem. pic.twitter.com/TrrKI6Kn8W

3/23/2020 9:09:24 PM douglasdlenos While it can last, it loses its ability to infect after a much shorter time.

3/23/2020 9:09:38 PM lbf777 The tax structure we have set up right now is Socialism.

3/23/2020 9:09:41 PM seanathan15 Majestic!

3/23/2020 9:09:58 PM j_d_abercrombie #AustinSteinbartIsQ #BabyQPewPew @AustinSteinbart @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic

3/23/2020 9:10:15 PM winklerburke Give me popcorn... or give me Beyond Earth Space Travel... or give me videos each night of Trump disclosing mass arrests of treason pedos... or give 

me a 1776 based school system not the 1984 one... boil the land, burn the sea... no more fighting... over TP!   Where’s the Meat? ?

3/23/2020 9:10:28 PM did_gi_no And to think that her losing isn’t over yet! #deletedemails #Benghazi #clintonfoundation

3/23/2020 9:10:37 PM n7guardiananon But yet Look at History how Hitler used it to free Germany From the Despair of Communism hiding in the Weimar Republic.

#NovemberRevolution

3/23/2020 9:10:38 PM matrixexit 17

3/23/2020 9:10:41 PM thecheekyskunk I don't doubt it.  But I'm not certain he's hurting the movement.  He is speaking a lot of truth as well.

3/23/2020 9:10:48 PM lbf777 He’s just a stage actor working for a Rothschild trying to push forward the NWO. He doesn’t do anything. His banker puppeteers just give him a script 

to read off of.

3/23/2020 9:11:04 PM gina67590096  pic.twitter.com/xiXJ1WZYa5

3/23/2020 9:11:05 PM jaded_pearl #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/kcFuDaYMUy

3/23/2020 9:11:25 PM ludwick_aaron GEORGIA - still working...

3/23/2020 9:11:43 PM steveakridge Gitmo = 100%!!!

3/23/2020 9:11:50 PM mommahood777 Thank you!!!! pic.twitter.com/ab1SRicoub

3/23/2020 9:11:56 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DefenseIntel

@BnaiBrith

#comeandtakeit

#jewniggerwhores

#ubefFORRme

3/23/2020 9:12:09 PM yobtac2 i live in scotland. We are all in this. This is world wide. I wish we had guns

3/23/2020 9:12:14 PM werascending IS-BE speed!!!

3/23/2020 9:12:43 PM 309thedr have you read any of the medical studies? like actual facts not media hype?

3/23/2020 9:12:44 PM therocknrebel  pic.twitter.com/hQSEUoA1ar

3/23/2020 9:13:00 PM n7guardiananon Not a promotion of Isms

but its people...

Even The U.S. was falling...or even fell...because of bad people.

Finally now...Patriots are in Control

3/23/2020 9:13:07 PM teamgxtreme There's that 17! Hidden meaning? Maybe double or triple meaning? 🤔

3/23/2020 9:13:24 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/Gw390mXPk4

3/23/2020 9:13:29 PM 369_is It looks to me like the "complicit media" is trying to frame us. They know it was stated publicly that 33 is attributed to them and 17 to us, so they 

pushed a "17" out.

3/23/2020 9:13:40 PM elainebargerst1 😢

3/23/2020 9:13:49 PM travis_ebarb From vegas

3/23/2020 9:14:37 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1242303376941080577?s=20 …

3/23/2020 9:14:40 PM j_d_abercrombie I've had "Starpower" protection on FB since the Meuller Report came out, long story. One little weird thing is that JoeM has not blocked me, but I've 

blown him up. I have no idea why he *hasn't* blocked me yet. Can't clicky clicky me?... can't figure out why?

3/23/2020 9:14:57 PM txgodmotheriii Howdy! Thanks the kind words and support ❤️

3/23/2020 9:15:10 PM jackoneilltime1 @LoneStarParson 

MJ's we have friends that didnt have the slow red pilling like we have.  Personally this started for me listing to Art Bell.  It has been a wild ride of 

emotions since then and very difficult to speak to others about the awakening events/moments in my life... pic.twitter.com/x3Qwdxdem4

3/23/2020 9:15:25 PM nea_storm [They] are Most Definitely working overtime to create the environment:

As historically stated Quadrillions of Credit has been advanced & Accepted for every contingency in Dec 2018: Holding a Buffering SetOff Counter for 

*All Debt, funding Enforcement Armed Forces, Space Force +++ pic.twitter.com/smDsdb4UCS

3/23/2020 9:15:28 PM geminifni Exactly...All these Kids in the Indoctrination Universities don't realize they are rooting for Communism 😕

3/23/2020 9:15:29 PM mrcryptojones CCP released the virus.

Many had there hand in creating this strand of Corona.

3/23/2020 9:15:39 PM travis_ebarb For sure



3/23/2020 9:15:43 PM awakeningthe17 They all need to be held to answer for crimes against children, these people are way more than just sick words can't even put into any perspective of 

what has happened. 

Hell fire needs to come from heaven aka F-35 Dust their boots.

3/23/2020 9:16:20 PM j_d_abercrombie Do these people get this is DIA and @AustinSteinbart is a spy-super-hacker and apparently has full access to at least Google's ability to "filter/censor" 

in general, and is untouchable on Youtube(Google)? Do they really think that means... nothing?... lol

3/23/2020 9:16:29 PM awakeningthe17 FACTS

3/23/2020 9:16:41 PM j_d_abercrombie I mean blocked me here on Twitter...

3/23/2020 9:16:51 PM steveakridge BDA said the virus was released during a traffic accident in Wuhan. Said it was Russia’s share of the venture.

Conspiracy theory???

3/23/2020 9:17:20 PM sdane8 6 corporations control 90% of the information. pic.twitter.com/ORvk8wLFLI

3/23/2020 9:17:32 PM txgodmotheriii I would love to talk with yall! I can send private chat-

3/23/2020 9:17:50 PM p4patriot Thank you for that.

3/23/2020 9:18:02 PM sdane8 They are complicit. pic.twitter.com/inujCmHGDC

3/23/2020 9:18:25 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/htEA5MzZgw

3/23/2020 9:18:41 PM upper90jon  pic.twitter.com/0aY3uq3HkN

3/23/2020 9:19:02 PM aprilbrown99 Wow!  😳😳😳 Thanks for the post!  No coincidences ever.

3/23/2020 9:19:19 PM awakeningthe17 No I think for myself I always knew there was always something wrong with this world now I am one voice that will stand with many. I want the world 

to know how bad people really were we have to know so it NEVER HAPPENS AGAIN. 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/23/2020 9:19:23 PM winklerburke 72% Awake?       Great!

3/23/2020 9:19:33 PM lib7473 and counting... 👍#ClockActivated #TheEndGameFinale #AmericasComeback

3/23/2020 9:19:38 PM cleomeserrula This very funny, brilliant vid is a tutorial from our beloved Potus, as the warrior he is, grabbing their arrows and hurling them right back on the fake 

news!  I adore him!

3/23/2020 9:19:47 PM n7guardiananon Every country has a DEEP STATE nearly.all were tainted,

You can go to every country around the globe...and the Good People are all the same.

We Good people want to have a peaceful life with each other, our families, our children, exchange ideas, experiences. World Travel teaches

3/23/2020 9:20:10 PM steveakridge Austin’s heart is in the right place, provides a lot of good information but...

3/23/2020 9:20:30 PM jjhunter007 Oregon is on a work, food shopping, walk your dog only kind of stipulations.  Not full lockdown.

3/23/2020 9:21:24 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/QxjfWcDIbr

3/23/2020 9:21:35 PM cleomeserrula Your description of ((them)) is perfect!

3/23/2020 9:22:29 PM sdane8 Many of us have been there, Jack. That's why finally decided to join Twitter after lurking for a few years. Neither my friends or family follow Q and think 

I'm nutty. I've found kinship here and take solace knowing I will be able to redpill with compassion when the time comes.

3/23/2020 9:22:40 PM crystalblu26 New Mexico here, we're shelter in place.

3/23/2020 9:23:36 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/9fjXD3eVrU

3/23/2020 9:23:41 PM sdane8 What is with the bots and trolls lately? 😡

3/23/2020 9:23:44 PM steveakridge so·cial·ism

noun

a political and economic theory of social organization which advocates that the means of production, distribution, and exchange should be owned or 

regulated by the community as a whole.

3/23/2020 9:25:26 PM manifest_utopia I'd like confirmation of this too.

3/23/2020 9:25:32 PM fatlester But there has been confirmation. These things take time. This isn’t the movie “Team America World Police.”

It starts with a couple arrests (Epstein, Weinstein, Madoff? others?). A solid case that will hold up in court must be built against every defendant before 

mass arrests.

3/23/2020 9:25:38 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/kD7Nq9t7ek

3/23/2020 9:26:04 PM jackoneilltime1 Lsp and I will not leave our non red pilled friends behind...even tho they are ncp bots that no doubt will react like Damien flipping out the film the omen 

when faced with the truth

Any suggestions in helping them when the transition hits?...

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/jDh9U428ya

3/23/2020 9:26:12 PM house_poseidon Don't you think it would be better to clearly state who exactly is lying & what the lies are, instead of just making vague accusations that create division

3/23/2020 9:26:57 PM cledrordfishing 72%, really? Logical thinking says, China owns Biden. The Ds are manhandling the Republican party. There aren't going to be any mass arrests.  We can 

hope @POTUS gets re-elected but the Ds are going to destroy us anyway and get away with it. Doesn't look like currency change a go

3/23/2020 9:27:03 PM desi_montes All non-essential businesses closed as of 6p tmrw. Thank the Lord, I work at one of those that don't have to close. Memphis,TN

3/23/2020 9:27:29 PM sdane8 I think the 'new' BDA is a LARP and different from the original.

3/23/2020 9:27:33 PM pastorcynthia Hello my Commander my commander.

3/23/2020 9:28:12 PM fatlester Military has to determine location of all targets, ensure that all escape routes are closed (what we’re seeing now), & position enough Tripp’s around 

each suspect to apprehend without resistance. This must be done in a very tight time window. All communications must be shut down.

3/23/2020 9:28:24 PM supersoldertalk DARPA in conjunction with 4th reich Nazi's , CCP, Illuminati, and American intellectual organization. Patient Zero was initially a American infected with 

the disease and brought to china.

3/23/2020 9:29:31 PM yellamoj 9

3/23/2020 9:29:49 PM jessiestrickl16 WWG1WGA

3/23/2020 9:30:06 PM manifest_utopia 72% awake is such good news. 

It was 70% just a few days ago. Momentum building.

3/23/2020 9:30:26 PM winklerburke Or... 72% of "The Plan" in process?  Go Q Team!

3/23/2020 9:30:27 PM mrg35310864 Right here with you...

3/23/2020 9:30:32 PM sontechnique Pole shift. Earth spinning in space with changing core can possibly destabilize enough to cause flip?

3/23/2020 9:30:43 PM pastorcynthia Lololololol BOOM!

3/23/2020 9:31:01 PM cledrordfishing I'm sick of Pelosi &Co kicking our ass in broad daylight. This virus wasn't planned to take down the deepstate. Q ain't done shit but talk in riddles. The 

DOJ has let everyone off the hook that matters so far.

We've been had. And you guys are giving us a line of crap. (It seems)

3/23/2020 9:31:18 PM sheamom68 Oregons starts tomorrow

3/23/2020 9:31:25 PM upallnight39 @AustinSteinbart

@780thC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#WeThePeople

#DemandJustUs

#HonestNumber Reporting pic.twitter.com/tmX3oifyQM

3/23/2020 9:31:37 PM kidge6 I read that as 72% erasing the Obama legacy and returning America to republic.

3/23/2020 9:31:37 PM sdane8 Beware the swarm! They don't like these messages.  😂 pic.twitter.com/1dURnhklth



3/23/2020 9:31:40 PM werascending We need 90% ?

3/23/2020 9:31:48 PM s223s223 🤯🙏🤯

3/23/2020 9:31:50 PM enochzachary If a "stay at home" order is the same as a quarantine order then West Virginia and Ohio are on that list as well.

3/23/2020 9:32:20 PM sontechnique Are you interested in science?

3/23/2020 9:32:21 PM sdane8 Great meme! Saved.  Thanks!

3/23/2020 9:32:34 PM thanq_mrpres LA = Louisiana as of 5:00pm today.

3/23/2020 9:32:52 PM mrg35310864 Yep, John bel Edward's in Louisiana - crook

3/23/2020 9:32:54 PM tacticool_shed  pic.twitter.com/vzR7XI59KZ

3/23/2020 9:33:44 PM jackoneilltime1 Also I will like to thank the people that interacted on this thread...Great to see all different demographics that normally wouldnt interact with each 

other...do so in this wonderful moment in our history.

Unity will get us to break the illusions 

WWG1WGA/Time is an illusion

3/23/2020 9:33:56 PM snubdoodle People bare children for the express purpose of giving them up to be groomed by the CIA for a purpose such as this.

3/23/2020 9:35:40 PM thanq_mrpres La. = John Bel Edwards (D)

3/23/2020 9:36:31 PM qbringstruth 17 days - ok

3/23/2020 9:36:58 PM sdane8 Because I don't know the answer to your question. However, if you search the tweets you may find what you're looking for. MJ has alluded to their 

history and provided some information. I thought I was being helpful, but find I am no longer willing. Good day.

3/23/2020 9:37:21 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/iaIUJmkt1h

3/23/2020 9:37:27 PM ptamait Our wonderful, democrat governor now has police patrols going on and anyone in a group of five or more will be warned. And an official stay at home 

order. Oh, they truly do care for us, cannot wait to vote their....

3/23/2020 9:38:01 PM elevenelevennow Add OREGON and Washington.

3/23/2020 9:39:34 PM gemchaser Lease the vessel, send in a decom crew, turn it into an isolation ward/hospital. Decontaminate when done, test, return it. Several problems can be 

solved at the same time.

3/23/2020 9:39:37 PM winklerburke For the World is Hollow and I Have Touched the Sky.  4 100 years: Prime Directive has been 2 protect the False Reality of Evilite Cabal, & School/Media 

have been the worst traitors since the word traitor was invented.  Thanks for The Plan 2 nuke: "Enslavement Prime Directive." ;)

3/23/2020 9:40:06 PM rghardy3 One more week left of all this MADNESS .

Will April be any different ?

3/23/2020 9:40:57 PM antinomy781 Bloodlines must end. Evil must end.

3/23/2020 9:41:31 PM diana17315021 Indiana starts Wednesday at midnight. Necessary travel only.

3/23/2020 9:41:59 PM flyonth73978318 Well then stay out the Bible buddy cos its not for the followers of the demonic pantheon and you clearly have little to no knowlege but let me hit you 

up with a favourite quote from The Good Book and EDUCATE ya

"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live". 

Yeshuah wins. FATALITY.

3/23/2020 9:42:36 PM rghardy3 BEST = 46

When will he come again ?

Time to Unite the Whole World.

3/23/2020 9:42:36 PM monokrome Uh? Are you living under a rock?

3/23/2020 9:42:40 PM teddygarvin8 17 days until 4/10/20

3/23/2020 9:42:44 PM k4rlgruen @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Call me Ishmael.

The book was Mind Blowing.

Leavers shall lead by loving.

Cherish every moment.

May you never thirst.

3/23/2020 9:43:00 PM xrp_121 Thank you.  Very educating thread!

3/23/2020 9:43:22 PM lbf777 Then we stand up. It’s the only way.

3/23/2020 9:44:52 PM gina67590096 The silly deceived 🥰🥰🙏🏻🙏🏻😬🤷♀️

3/23/2020 9:45:37 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#sendUSTOhav0IAID

#fuckandkillaliens https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1242311260261232643 …

3/23/2020 9:45:38 PM monokrome He consistently behaves like he's being told to shut up and do what he's told.

3/23/2020 9:46:26 PM amtm_mu Depends

3/23/2020 9:46:31 PM qbaal1 Holly | Wood... always out in the open. The think it’s funny... pic.twitter.com/lJI4CvOV15

3/23/2020 9:47:24 PM monokrome @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What does 1345789 mean?

3/23/2020 9:47:44 PM balancebeam100 It's HORRIBLE.  I had no idea until recently how big this pedophile ring was. I don't understand it one bit.  I don't know a single person who wouldn't kill 

someone who hurt little kids.  Where do these monsters even come from?  Hell?

3/23/2020 9:47:50 PM winklerburke "OPERATION EXTREME INDISCRETION."   I heard that's the codeword for all the arrests of the bad guys?  Oh, sorry... That's not the name of it?  ;)

3/23/2020 9:48:48 PM nea_storm Says the Galactic Mafia pic.twitter.com/fYWcJBkxLD

3/23/2020 9:48:52 PM qjeneice  pic.twitter.com/VaJixjosj4

3/23/2020 9:50:09 PM htown63840180 I got retweet 144. Coincidence?

3/23/2020 9:50:18 PM captain01470560 Only debt is the house. Less than 1/3 the value but still more than I make in two years.

3/23/2020 9:50:40 PM gi6stars Let's finish this Job!

🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/23/2020 9:51:28 PM garyhudnall1 What happened to all these people suppose to leave this country if @realDonaldTrump we’re to take office?🤔 seems they all forgot. or do the ones 

like @WhoopiGoldberg and @Oprah just prefer the #adrenalchrome of ameriCAN children?? #suicideweekend #EpsteinBlackBook #AmericaFirst

3/23/2020 9:51:29 PM susan66388204 2

3/23/2020 9:52:06 PM double0duke 6 corporations, 90% of media pic.twitter.com/3dxv8m3Pgv

3/23/2020 9:52:47 PM dondep I'm sorry to have created a misunderstanding with you; my questions were for that acct. I'd also sent them in a DM. Thank you for trying to be helpful, 

but these Q's really required answers from MAJ (or their duly-appointed reps). I asked if they're still Scottish Rite or not.

3/23/2020 9:53:16 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/ZFUSmcJTzL

3/23/2020 9:53:28 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/y3A8poQUz5

3/23/2020 9:53:29 PM usalawyer_  pic.twitter.com/sHs3pxjorq

3/23/2020 9:53:43 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/uhqYbKnbFl

3/23/2020 9:54:02 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/f28QWo1AWS

3/23/2020 9:54:39 PM susan66388204 High time to do what needs doing.  After all it must come to an end someday.  Freedom is near

3/23/2020 9:54:42 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/jMbq6ZdMDJ



3/23/2020 9:55:01 PM wonderswords 45 Stars!

3/23/2020 9:55:17 PM j_d_abercrombie but? He also proved he's Q. 

Right before Q3895 dropped on the 21st, Austin Steinbart, who claims to be Q., dropped this vid:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI&t=17s …

Towards the end he explains why the "Armor of God" Ephesians verse is so important to Q (who he claims to be) and challenges all

3/23/2020 9:55:19 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/rzfrWVQS09

3/23/2020 9:55:27 PM j_d_abercrombie the big names in the QCommunity to give their theories as to why Q was so dedicated to that, the most common Q drop of them all.

Then a couple of hours later Q3898 drops and is a YT vid that was posted once before by Q-search "Armor of God" on Qmap

3/23/2020 9:55:34 PM j_d_abercrombie and you will easily find it-same YT vid, CONFIRM COMMS. What is it attached to?

The Armor of God verse... Austin explained why Q used So much - a few hours earlier.

Reconcile.

3/23/2020 9:55:35 PM sickie88 Kansas City area here! Some parts of Missouri and Kansas..

3/23/2020 9:55:45 PM wikkedracing52 Wonder if the time comes that to really save humanity that we have to go underground to save humanity from a real threat to life. Ive always 

envisioned a life or death situation like that. Its been years since I seen the vision.

3/23/2020 9:55:52 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/cZdZLG1omJ

3/23/2020 9:56:19 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/maN4pEdVOV

3/23/2020 9:56:58 PM smmmote Love this

3/23/2020 9:57:11 PM wikkedracing52 Underground- Noah's Ark

3/23/2020 9:57:52 PM amtm_mu What is SKY EVENT.?

3/23/2020 9:58:08 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/ZtuED3lwpv

3/23/2020 9:59:10 PM crazyoldlady14  pic.twitter.com/2fS3dGNY0e

3/23/2020 9:59:20 PM pearlbeyondpri1 Best president ever. pic.twitter.com/oUKXd3zaJl

3/23/2020 9:59:21 PM xxtremexracerxx 70% was needed for disclosure

3/23/2020 10:02:02 PM owletlil Wwg1wga

3/23/2020 10:02:08 PM geminifni Then THAT'S very sad 😕

3/23/2020 10:03:48 PM mike72279593 If the World become a new moneysystem? The old goes down this weeks.

3/23/2020 10:04:27 PM queen_khalifia I compared it to the Soap Operas. Best Acting by Bad Actors I hv seen! They're competing for the Golden Man! Really!!

3/23/2020 10:07:12 PM stefanofait Apparently it's all about the bloodlines

3/23/2020 10:08:17 PM universalrisin Well let’s turn up the bass and bring in the noise folks!

3/23/2020 10:08:31 PM usalawyer_ Comfy

3/23/2020 10:08:52 PM nea_storm Why Are you Premeditatedly deceiving the people? Why do you AVOID stating the Private side Reality of Existing Substantial Accruing Assets that exist 

belonging to the people? That awaits everyone? All you express is Debt! Unless you people have ZERO idea about the Private side? 

pic.twitter.com/V2BwxXAR5i

3/23/2020 10:09:46 PM usalawyer_  pic.twitter.com/Lh8D9GeMaP

3/23/2020 10:10:29 PM crazyoldlady14 Great meme!❤️

3/23/2020 10:12:00 PM johnharris9131 Interesting how his body language shows his head swaying back and forwards signaling " no its not , Im lying to you smucks."

3/23/2020 10:12:58 PM coltonsmama01 Add nc and sc !

3/23/2020 10:13:29 PM howdoyoumakeah1 He's not perfect, but he's the perfect man for the job

3/23/2020 10:13:30 PM coltonsmama01 ...

3/23/2020 10:13:56 PM gi6stars Trust God

Trust #ThePlan 

Trust #POTUS45 

Trust #Qanon 

Yes, The Best is Yet to Come

3/23/2020 10:14:02 PM nextchapter71 All of them.

3/23/2020 10:14:46 PM nea_storm The US Dollar transitioned and the Marker was posted in 2010 What reality are you people pushing? Why are you avoiding the Truth about how the 

transitions is Actually transpiring verses continued Deception? Are you people so Afraid of people knowing the truth? Of G Mafias Loss? 

pic.twitter.com/o8C95Gn05y

3/23/2020 10:15:36 PM cocopuffster12 @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY has a YT channel decoding @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets. I implore you all to read & research all. There is also a document file I am 

trying to find. Will give you so many answers pertaining to now. We are ISBE’s: Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity. IS: Soul BE: Body

3/23/2020 10:15:46 PM wikkedracing52 Because the American People seen though her BS. 9/11 woke a lot of people up and people started digging. Its not rocket science to figure out. People 

are tire and sick and tired.

3/23/2020 10:16:10 PM hgraceq  pic.twitter.com/bIg3EZDprf

3/23/2020 10:16:13 PM ke11y11 Gesus H.  You don't have a clue what you're talking about. All you do is make cryptic remarks with no substance. You probably follow PC2 cult... 

Stop wasting my time.

3/23/2020 10:16:41 PM gi6stars #WeThePeople in November with our Vote

3/23/2020 10:17:01 PM stefanofait Malia (Italian) => Spell (English)

3/23/2020 10:17:10 PM jenaynayz oh Mike! Such a good article on our dear LaVaughn https://www.mydailyinformer.com/%E2%98%85michelle-obama-is-michael-lavaughn-robinson-

shockingly-barry-calls-his-wife-michael-not-michelle/ …

3/23/2020 10:18:06 PM cocopuffster12 #2 we are an ISBE. All life in the universe are IS-BEs. We are all the same. We are all one. We are connected together through our pineal gland. Our 

consciousness comes from God or All or IS-BE.

3/23/2020 10:18:18 PM hgraceq  https://mobile.twitter.com/hgraceq/status/1242287984583610368 …

3/23/2020 10:20:35 PM gi6stars You got both of them right! 

Nothing there.

3/23/2020 10:20:45 PM boondognews It’s MARTIAL

3/23/2020 10:20:46 PM hgraceq Nice 3111 love it

3/23/2020 10:21:08 PM tlockes Vegas shut down public parks today. City is about to get locked down.

3/23/2020 10:21:42 PM wikkedracing52 Whoa makes since to me now

3/23/2020 10:23:14 PM wikkedracing52 Its like picking fleas off a dog gitting rid of em 1x1

3/23/2020 10:23:36 PM ardithorourke Same in Western Ky

3/23/2020 10:25:33 PM smmmote Priceless information. I have no debt. I did it at one time. Due to circumstances I was forced to live more simply. Today I choose it. I have everything I 

need and some things I want but no excess. That is by choice. 4D. An Awakening and a perspective shift 🖤

3/23/2020 10:25:36 PM nea_storm The real issue is the premeditated RICO corrupt obfuscation about the existing Mirror imaged private side ESTATE-TRUST account of accruing Assets 

held on trust "special deposit" with Treasury Depositary Custodians or escheated to Treasury & Presumption of Death ZERO people know 

pic.twitter.com/xI87BfCoDf

3/23/2020 10:25:39 PM travis_ebarb Agreed

3/23/2020 10:27:46 PM wikkedracing52  https://youtu.be/3wxyN3z9PL4 

3/23/2020 10:29:28 PM cocopuffster12 1. pic.twitter.com/9R5gHau34h

3/23/2020 10:29:36 PM cocopuffster12 2- pic.twitter.com/bUAwiqrtn2

3/23/2020 10:29:40 PM karmar100 Thankyou



3/23/2020 10:29:43 PM cocopuffster12 3- pic.twitter.com/SeyP9zMvqP

3/23/2020 10:29:51 PM cocopuffster12 4- pic.twitter.com/UljiuHjEdb

3/23/2020 10:30:00 PM cocopuffster12 5- pic.twitter.com/MiSl5aQljV

3/23/2020 10:30:07 PM hackenburg_ It lasts 3hrs in the air and 3days on surfaces

3/23/2020 10:30:08 PM cocopuffster12 6- pic.twitter.com/txZ9VKwP3m

3/23/2020 10:30:20 PM cocopuffster12 7- pic.twitter.com/uRu743ofrR

3/23/2020 10:30:32 PM cocopuffster12 8- pic.twitter.com/LtXxeNuOph

3/23/2020 10:30:41 PM cocopuffster12 9- pic.twitter.com/BeUk4vAHeC

3/23/2020 10:30:57 PM cocopuffster12 Sorry!! Still at work!!

3/23/2020 10:31:29 PM blsdbe No, I’m a nurse, going to work at a hospital tomorrow...just saying that there are no “Official Quarantines” in any States. There are Community 

Mitigation plans @CDCgov, for MA, FL, NY, WA and CA, however: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/index.html …

3/23/2020 10:32:02 PM nea_storm Here's one ACTUAL Majestic message of Disclosure Treasury IRS 1099 A Form expresses  https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1099a.pdf … due to 

deception of presumption of death (I AM the Only one who has disclosed) Box 1 Acquisition or "Knowledge of Abandonment": Demonstrating 

Investment of people's Credit pic.twitter.com/15CB6JWNeT

3/23/2020 10:33:38 PM nurseniceyes Ok, but I am not wasting your time... You are when there isn't much left.. Take responsibility for your part. My fellow Americans .... The Storm is here.

3/23/2020 10:33:38 PM nickel_triple  https://youtu.be/e_9Od-l6TW8  PLEASE WATCH. QARMY arrives in the storm. Listen to the lyrics. Fight, fight, fight!!! pic.twitter.com/WQk9s4iMbJ

3/23/2020 10:33:45 PM winnerznvrquit  pic.twitter.com/1IX8deOtKT

3/23/2020 10:36:03 PM kristy35075504 Washington State

3/23/2020 10:37:09 PM nea_storm Here's Another pertaining to ongoing substantial private side operations investment of the sovereign people's accruing Assets of DNA Biogenetic 

Energy signature Credits: Why do you avoid letting the people know how actually Wealthy or Rich they are? Now it's about to be reversed? 

pic.twitter.com/6EMUArFcs0

3/23/2020 10:38:22 PM dana76903962 All the Democratic ones

3/23/2020 10:39:02 PM wikkedracing52 I also had a vision about all these immigrants coming over here during the Obama Admin..

Why was it all men?

What agenda did Obama have?

Infiltration 

Immigrants dont wear nice clothes cleaned shaved

Why no Women?

The Mexico floods of immigrants had women 

Why?

Votes for DEM
3/23/2020 10:40:57 PM yellamoj "Official Quarantine" = Zero.

3/23/2020 10:41:55 PM patriotswegoall Swamp draining is almost complete.

3/23/2020 10:43:49 PM smalltownindy Remember the swamp creatures swim in blue and red waters though. This is how the [DS] gets us. 5D chess may outwit the swamp, but regular 3D 

chess is sufficient to confuse most of the American public.

3/23/2020 10:43:53 PM nea_storm Deceiver! Due to either having Zero knowledge due to lack of security clearance or intentionally misdirecting the people by ONLY expressing an 

artificial context when there actually exist over 10 Quadrillion of Credit that IS Ha, Ha, Ha more than Offset the nonsense transpiring: 

pic.twitter.com/od7JNyMiB4

3/23/2020 10:44:45 PM irishmama2027 Pennsylvania (democRAT gov)

3/23/2020 10:45:23 PM txgodmotheriii Your such a doll!! I can't wait to meet ya one day and hug ya! Working and helping out!! Your amazing 😍❣️

3/23/2020 10:45:40 PM juliann74960317 Michigan started lockdown at midnight 3/23

3/23/2020 10:46:04 PM smalltownindy But right now red is lesser of the evils. When elected they must be held accountable to the people, not the corporation.

3/23/2020 10:46:44 PM worthmore5150 Add New Mexico to the list of "instructions to stay home" if not already on the list....

3/23/2020 10:46:49 PM 1gapeace North Ga as of midnight Monday

3/23/2020 10:47:12 PM kristy35075504 GOD WINS!

3/23/2020 10:49:03 PM vidaperonista Is he in jail?

3/23/2020 10:49:15 PM patriotswegoall It's more about who benefits from its release, rather than the hidden hands, or point or origin.

3/23/2020 10:50:45 PM worthmore5150 Not forcibly yet, but our wannabe pelosi sycophant governor is on her way down the abuse of power yellow brick road

3/23/2020 10:51:13 PM commodorecouch I like Austin🤗 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 too.

3/23/2020 10:51:14 PM nea_storm Oh and less I forget that is actually operationally funding the entire Enforcement operations transpiring Internationally for years: Markers 

1)  https://www.zerohedge.com/political/shutdown-averted-republicans-and-democrats-reach-137-trillion-deal-

principle?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+zerohedge%2Ffeed+%28zero+hedge+-

+on+a+long+enough+timeline%2C+the+survival+rate+for+everyone+drops+to+zero%29 …

2)  https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/steven-mnuchin-explains-why-15-trillion-100-bills-have-disappeared …

Fun Look that 30 plus T amount What are the Odds of That?

3)  https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/just-little-sloppy-record-keeping-pentagons-35-trillion-accounting-black-hole … 

pic.twitter.com/vlbadAhwTR

3/23/2020 10:51:56 PM qball_patriot Patriot Boost #45 to the cult ! 

#BuildingThePatriotFleet 

RT and FB 🇺🇸 FB also those who comment!!

@QBall_Patriot

@dbl_starpatriot

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@VincentCrypt46

@CanadaSpecialA1

@DineshDSouza

@SealBeachGene

@Hearts4America

@AnnaSum47005725

@jandennis1955 pic.twitter.com/QAPlqlF5KY
3/23/2020 10:52:04 PM bbaker2004  pic.twitter.com/jbaai9tuvl

3/23/2020 10:52:35 PM jessewi34 Wisconsin starts at 6 PM today

3/23/2020 10:52:37 PM diaptera_80 Feels like he is reading a script because someone made him do it under threat. No opinions and feelings of a leader. He [is] a follower. Sounds the same 

as the Swedish primeminister, who only speak when forced!

3/23/2020 10:53:15 PM beetriceesse You and I  and our children are that wealth. Money is a fiction created to enslave all blindly by the very people who created SRA.

3/23/2020 10:53:42 PM diaptera_80 Did they know corona would affect old people, but not the young?

3/23/2020 10:54:21 PM kristy35075504 GOD BLESS PRESIDENT TRUMP!



3/23/2020 10:55:19 PM getmygoat1 Ohio- Republican governor. I don't know if DeWine's a full fledged swamp creature, but he's certainly status quo establishment Republican.

3/23/2020 10:55:44 PM vidaperonista Crowned snake!

3/23/2020 10:59:24 PM duaneabentley  pic.twitter.com/mt7bzVrJil

3/23/2020 11:00:23 PM realsparkyparks  https://allthatsinteresting.com/nathaniel-bar-jonah … #datto #wormhole #Adrenochrome #adrenochromewars #deepspace6

3/23/2020 11:01:41 PM chapulincolored  pic.twitter.com/pMYFNmjKon

3/23/2020 11:02:15 PM blsdbe Storing my time and energy into real assets to share with my neighbors if things get rough: pic.twitter.com/ymMeydpWwP

3/23/2020 11:04:06 PM martasarasuati Encuentro cosas alucinantes 🤪 mientras estoy terminando de editar el vídeo corto de la traducción del hilo de @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 sobre la 

#LeyMarcial de #QAnon2020 pic.twitter.com/nmcSGdhYIf

3/23/2020 11:04:18 PM obzerver77 Maybe that's the only way to fully expose them to the public.. maybe

3/23/2020 11:06:05 PM margmulc12 Oprah Says IF YOUR ABUSER IS GOOD? WTH? Libs ok with words like ABUSER,ILLEGALS,TRANNYS,

SWEATSHOPS,SERVANTS,SEX STIMULATION FOR KINDERGARTEN 😠

3/23/2020 11:07:29 PM pennywisedawise DERP! pic.twitter.com/nMVnhXPihl

3/23/2020 11:09:33 PM angelontheedge2  pic.twitter.com/qqaGaNhcBT

3/23/2020 11:09:43 PM n7guardiananon Ohio has issued a Stay at Home order...

They may as well go ahead and say it...but its inching it's way there.

3/23/2020 11:10:17 PM jrocktigers ⚖🔨📣

3/23/2020 11:11:56 PM history_thieves The UK

3/23/2020 11:13:31 PM alwaysfinds Is this like a movie where the past 3 years are 72%, giving us another year or so?

Or is this like a downloaded file that finishes up quicker towards the end?

We need to bump that 72% to 100% and move on to what comes next.

3/23/2020 11:14:54 PM designdvine NC no shelter in place yet

3/23/2020 11:17:00 PM txgodmotheriii @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart 

72%

🥊👊🇺🇸👊🥊👊🥊🇺🇸👊🥊👊🇺🇸

#44ISABADDUDE pic.twitter.com/Yokf93PlVE

3/23/2020 11:17:07 PM hooahx Michigan 🙋♀️

3/23/2020 11:17:38 PM hwkammers Freakeh!! 🙃 pic.twitter.com/2ggWqArPXT

3/23/2020 11:25:10 PM qqqq1963  https://twitter.com/QQqQ1963/status/1242336137353535492?s=19 …

3/23/2020 11:25:10 PM attarzachary All part of the 4D chess game we call #draintheswamp

3/23/2020 11:25:58 PM susang7671  pic.twitter.com/9k26xv0V2V

3/23/2020 11:26:43 PM diaz5boyz Yes as Praying Medic says it has to be over before they allow us to post about it. The deep state is on Twitter 24/7 so they know everything that is 

talked about.

3/23/2020 11:29:27 PM integrityneeded ...through Quantum Financial, Quantum Grammar legal restructure?

3/23/2020 11:32:48 PM integrityneeded 😂 The Royal Privy...

Always intrigued why the Queens advisors (aka Cabal puppets I imagine) are called the Privy Council...and my great grandparents called their (outside) 

toilet with newspaper t/roll, the privy 😂

3/23/2020 11:35:19 PM archontyler The Average Jew Today Wears A Teffilim On Their Right Hand/Arm And A Cube On Their Forehead. The Star of Remphan Is That of EL Or Saturnus, Thus 

The “Chosen Race” Has Become Fodder For YHWH. The Demiurge Is Dying And The Archon Is Revolting! Kingdom of The Open Heavens Is Here!

3/23/2020 11:40:38 PM integrityneeded I know what you mean! Me too! I’ve been arguing about fairness and what is right, since I was 7 years old...then worked in banking believing I was 

providing a valuable community service, only to realise the entire fraud...we were brainwashed beyond our imagination. No more.

3/23/2020 11:41:54 PM eupheme4 Oregon

3/23/2020 11:42:36 PM anna89417584 5 G network 

Questions linger in my head. What caused the peanut allergy? Intuition says bad vaccine, but I wonder, what was the real agenda

3/23/2020 11:43:17 PM chapulincolored @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Don't understand your new meme with Anthony Hopkins.

What is the meaning or purpose.

FYI, I cut cable >10yrs ago, don't watch movies or tv (rarely), I boycott all Hollywood.

3/23/2020 11:50:16 PM sambojangles666 Best is yet to come 👀 pic.twitter.com/Yv9XT86ukX

3/23/2020 11:51:44 PM hwkammers Not that YOU need to "buy it" 

(since I'm not selling anything) 

but he absolutely addressed that very question

in one of his videos

Can you find which one?

#Poetry

3/23/2020 11:53:55 PM electra1380 17 🇺🇸

3/23/2020 11:54:08 PM 1nanasmomma Gross  Nice catch

3/23/2020 11:59:03 PM turbo7773 Think back now to all the famous people lately that has mentioned the word GREEN. Anyone have any info on what Green actually means? 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1242293340151873536 …

3/24/2020 12:00:27 AM kalamojakka They ate it

3/24/2020 12:01:00 AM edmundstodd Michigan yes

3/24/2020 12:02:28 AM madsrytter3 I do believe we will stand together worldwide ❤️

3/24/2020 12:04:44 AM upallnight39 #IAIRYDDERZ

#FINISJTHEHOLOCAUST

#JILLWHITENIGGERS

3/24/2020 12:04:45 AM madsrytter3 I can’t stand looking at him 🤮

3/24/2020 12:07:29 AM solonyl Where experts fail, gov's ignore/hide/downplay/overreact, (fake) news fill the void and shape our reality - the #COVIDー19 crisis revealed.  But also 

showed, there are still people, who just do their job - #coronavirus #heroes #allinittogether #DigitalSoldiers #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 12:08:22 AM marksma68936144 Mainly just blue states

3/24/2020 12:10:55 AM luckyishere123 @clif_high  your silver web bot hit is coming

3/24/2020 12:11:49 AM aluna_kay The amount is so much more ..

3/24/2020 12:14:18 AM hwkammers AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!! pic.twitter.com/NB6IsjnUrf

3/24/2020 12:21:08 AM bibibobibox Critical Mass on 72% This is MAJESTIC 💫🙏🏻

3/24/2020 12:21:34 AM patroitsrevenge Wisconsin “Stay atHome”  starting 03/24/20!!!  Ready!, Able!, and Willing till the End!!!  WWG1WGA!!



3/24/2020 12:22:48 AM cocopuffster12 I was hugging you through the computer last night, giving you a virtual hug!! I look forward to meeting you as well!!! I am so happy and excited to have

 found all of you! Nothing better than learning and growing TOGETHER!!! ♥😘

3/24/2020 12:29:23 AM deniz_aj U know If the world is freed WE Must abolish this System so there cant be a 2.time that people all over the world can Experience  the Same slavery as 

before .

3/24/2020 12:29:49 AM minnimaxim Fake news!!

3/24/2020 12:30:20 AM bibibobibox Waiting for a big declass #unsealEpstein #UnsealJFK

3/24/2020 12:31:04 AM hwkammers John just wants this to make sense to him. This whole "Austin Steinbart thing" is a crease in his pants.

3/24/2020 12:32:55 AM cocopuffster12 Yes!! That would be awesome!

3/24/2020 12:35:14 AM cocopuffster12 Check out YT. I will also find something to get to you.

3/24/2020 12:35:59 AM rosemodema People will hear what they want 2 hear, Predominantly Seeking Confirmation of existing biases prejudices & alliances.

I Can Preach 2 The Choir about the Dangers of Alcoholism but alas they won't B moved, while the person ready 4 help is passed out on the Doorstep of 

the Church.

3/24/2020 12:37:31 AM deb12233 That's not what she's saying. The full context of the conversation is missing and this portion is misinterpreted. Are you trying to teach a lesson on 

gullibility/not doing your own research?

3/24/2020 12:39:29 AM churchmom8 17? 🤔

3/24/2020 12:40:48 AM whitespacer It's little wonder that we didn't here about the 2005 remedy for the virus, it's cheap to produce and we don't have to wait 12 n fear. Thank you for 

listening!

3/24/2020 12:43:22 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/w3AgzYQvf6

3/24/2020 12:44:27 AM t_hayden07 It's not official yet, as far as I know!

3/24/2020 12:44:30 AM limitedview Not enough for any point you’re trying

3/24/2020 12:46:00 AM t_hayden07 My brother is still working, here in OR. I've heard nothing yet, as far as when an OFFICIAL quarantine goes into place.

3/24/2020 12:46:29 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@780thC

@US_CYBERCOM

@ArchonTyler

@SIRISYSPrime

#JEWNIGGERDICK

#DENMARKQUEEN

#PUBLICNOTICE

#YOUAREFUCKINGDEAD pic.twitter.com/WdjujSvDJD
3/24/2020 12:48:37 AM majure_mary Your future you is going to be very upset w u.😢🙏🌩

3/24/2020 12:50:12 AM t_hayden07  pic.twitter.com/Jhu1wl39Hr

3/24/2020 12:50:25 AM plogdreamwalker Lockdown right now in Hawaii.

3/24/2020 12:54:51 AM camilla59136417 He is probably being used, and when people realise he is not just "sleepy" but also very CREEPY someone will in the same second take his place. I 

Wonder who that someone can be?... 🤡🧟♀️🦖🎰💻🔌🚮🆘©️®️ℹ️Ⓜ️📧

3/24/2020 12:58:33 AM kidge6 They are, more and more each day. It’s almost like pelosi is doing it on purpose 😮

3/24/2020 12:58:51 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/WLJ0GZ1o07

3/24/2020 12:59:00 AM terri06416154 No sleep overs??

3/24/2020 1:02:41 AM slkerner9528 Add Ohio to that...and we have a republican governor

3/24/2020 1:05:28 AM perkinsforussen Majestic - thank you for providing the full interview. I am not at all happy that people clip these videos to take something so appalling as this out of 

context to make another person look bad. My most sincere apologies to anyone I accidentally mislead.

3/24/2020 1:05:44 AM holyhandgrenad5 The current operation you are watching unfold right now. is at 72% is my assumption :)

3/24/2020 1:06:32 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/yVLDHTDBfd

3/24/2020 1:06:47 AM perkinsforussen apparently it was ...

3/24/2020 1:09:11 AM ripcurldog lol, what a fucking joke!

3/24/2020 1:09:14 AM amanita40860516 Yea and maybe they can take AI with them to hell

3/24/2020 1:09:23 AM victorianoreent swamp creature brown made an announcement today - further restrictions.

3/24/2020 1:11:20 AM leanda_headford He tripping 😜

3/24/2020 1:12:29 AM wez45091067 Sad, but true... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_4OfD-wmGs&feature=emb_title …

3/24/2020 1:14:07 AM jaiagtp Pain what pain? Any arrests?

3/24/2020 1:15:25 AM olimyracle #Switzerland is #King.

Hidden in plain sight.

Since 1545.

#TrustThePlan

#TheGreatAwakening

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow

 https://www.curioctopus.fr/read/9493/depuis-des-siecles-cette-fontaine-terrorise-les-enfants-de-berne-mais-son-sens-reste-un-mystere … 

pic.twitter.com/gahMAjfmYb
3/24/2020 1:15:28 AM susang7671 Nonprofit Canadian business. March 31 Blowout. Red slippers. Duchess of Suc...Frogmore Cottage. Cinco de Mayo pic.twitter.com/3dbus9RQS3

3/24/2020 1:16:46 AM perkinsforussen Thank you for the full video. I am appalled people go to such lengths to put others in a bad light. My most sincere apologies for posting a clip taken out 

of context. And to those who have been the prey of a pedophile..... #Freedom Just know, you were not to blame

3/24/2020 1:17:21 AM tkrambambuli All that have to. To surround, catch and finally eradicate that horrible virus thing thread.

3/24/2020 1:17:37 AM adsvel Why should somebody confiscate peoples gold?🤔

3/24/2020 1:19:23 AM mike72279593 6

3/24/2020 1:19:50 AM toddbob1 Must spread/ publicize immediately!

100% PROOF Democrats do NOT care about you, the virus, America.  This is what pork they’re holding up in Congress!  Who are POLITICIANS “elected 

by and (supposed to) work for”? https://threader.app/thread/1242262861138837506 …

3/24/2020 1:20:10 AM wez45091067 The lyrics fit perfectly, no? ;)

3/24/2020 1:29:50 AM h2oh_oh Do you mind me asking-what's up with all the frogs in the memes? Are they some kind of mascot? Taking in a lot of new info the past couple of days...

3/24/2020 1:30:46 AM mambacoreander nope - I never ask for bs

3/24/2020 1:31:33 AM ruthannninaj Still trying to figure out why the holistic health community were told to stand down

3/24/2020 1:32:03 AM americanclub_jo Oregon

3/24/2020 1:34:32 AM wikkedracing52 Beging to wonder why $1 is in rual areas. Starting to make sense for hollow

3/24/2020 1:41:17 AM mjs__smile McQueen from cars

3/24/2020 1:44:26 AM megatruth4all #WWG1WGA #QArmy #TheGreatAwakening 4 all the Anons 🐸 The Frog Chorus - We All Stand Together 🙏: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PcDVH8DiBnM …

3/24/2020 1:45:08 AM cocopuffster12 I just Love this man

3/24/2020 1:46:50 AM diaptera_80 Because everything belongs to the government, people too 😕

3/24/2020 1:54:23 AM 10zz0zz01 Jooon ❤️😀



3/24/2020 1:58:50 AM cny_micaa it is possible, but people trust Q because the # of these coincidences were mathematically impossible, this is one time, so I think people are waiting. I 

don't like how easily he got people to DDOS companies just from a few videos.  Not a comfy feeling, you know?

3/24/2020 2:03:32 AM covfefejohn3 That would be nice

3/24/2020 2:09:33 AM adsvel Then you have a rights to vote for the right government which not will abuse people. I know that Awaken are less than walking asleep, But just 

Awakened ones are creating collective reality.

3/24/2020 2:13:38 AM cubanomaduro Blatant!

It won't be their downfall, people are blind to it. They think it's 'art'.

3/24/2020 2:14:55 AM patriotleah1776 His name is Pepe.

He represents the digital soldiers.

He represents those who fight.

Dark to light.

Start researching Pepe the Frog for more info.

Patriots are not to be told what to believe, but are given thought seeds to find the truth themselves.

Sheep no more!

WWG1WGA
3/24/2020 2:16:50 AM 4eaglesfreedom I think the high Chinese population in Italy may impact covid #’s bcs their male Chinese lung dna is slightly more susceptible to covid according to a 

medical paper

3/24/2020 2:18:05 AM cny_micaa Pepe and digital soldiers killing 72% of their plan(t)

3/24/2020 2:29:56 AM plasmicw Majestic>>>>  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90uP5sLknrU&t=1194s …

3/24/2020 2:30:27 AM a1word I thought Dolly was a man.

3/24/2020 2:42:44 AM sunnybo53559886 Eating a child

3/24/2020 2:43:21 AM uchunoseishin Can't trust plans coming from zionist factions..

3/24/2020 2:43:32 AM plasmicw Again, there's intel in here about our global situation that everyone needs to know about. Both factions of the cabal fighting each other over us are 

included. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=90uP5sLknrU&t=1194s …

3/24/2020 2:45:47 AM uchunoseishin Obama was just another puppet, since 1871..

3/24/2020 2:47:19 AM brd369  pic.twitter.com/pFrBd5obSy

3/24/2020 2:52:06 AM bchparitynow The two girks look like the Nesbitt's 100000%

3/24/2020 2:52:51 AM bchparitynow Lol....imagine zero family album, wonder where they were born

3/24/2020 2:54:31 AM nschlange Pentagram

3/24/2020 2:56:45 AM doritanamaste Florida West coast is like nothing is happening, people on vacations at the beach, renting boats !!, CRAZY. and the governor like nothing, looks like 

“making money “!!, is what it count !!!

3/24/2020 2:57:47 AM sworn2prot_def  https://qmap.pub/read/3896 

3/24/2020 3:05:17 AM grandmapotts Ohio and Kentucky

3/24/2020 3:06:14 AM christianterry0 Getting the picture people?  We/those that are awake know precisely what's going on.

3/24/2020 3:06:48 AM nschlange No? Go read his emails in wikileaks. He tells on himself.

3/24/2020 3:11:10 AM nschlange For Joe this is nothing. It's embarrassing that he's still free to walk around as an advertisement for dementia. Should be in a nice cell somewhere

3/24/2020 3:12:35 AM lesliekwaiga 17
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17

17

17

17

17 

17

17
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But not AUSTIN STEINBART 

But not AUSTIN STEINBART
3/24/2020 3:13:09 AM cityranch Planned. pic.twitter.com/MABomfliMS

3/24/2020 3:14:14 AM qanonleorose1 @DsHangman have you seen this???

3/24/2020 3:15:53 AM patma369 #NoSillyGoosesAllowedInTheSpaceMansion

3/24/2020 3:19:46 AM mani42643957 What disclosure videos? Where can I see them? Do you mean his briefs?

3/24/2020 3:20:19 AM keith369me White flag from Bloomberg?

3/24/2020 3:20:33 AM rapunzel_39 Right on!

3/24/2020 3:24:32 AM doq017 It’s habbening! Any Qs?

Ask the Q!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@lin_coa

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor

@TheLastRefuge2



3/24/2020 3:28:51 AM keith369me I think we're going to need a set of rules to abide by:

1.  No eye rolling

2.  There are no dumb questions, just bad conclusions, if the individual is being closed minded

3.  Listen

4.  Ask questions, don't give answers

5.  Love

6.  Recall what you were like.

Add more...
3/24/2020 3:29:58 AM keith369me Chinese Deepstate...not the Chinese people or Chinese president

3/24/2020 3:30:56 AM keith369me BDA is fear porn.  There was some truth sprinkled in there early on however...I guess that's how they hook people.  Message over Messenger.

3/24/2020 3:33:09 AM keith369me 72% of the damage he caused this country has been erased?  I'm good with him being nothing but a nightmare of a memory...for all of the people.

3/24/2020 3:37:52 AM keith369me Thanks for the re-share...top of today's list!!!

3/24/2020 3:40:19 AM cityranch #17

3/24/2020 3:40:29 AM driftinginme All the Democrat governed ones

3/24/2020 3:41:03 AM cityranch The best is yet to come.

3/24/2020 3:46:08 AM cjadoobirsingh Geez what a sick pup! 😡😡😡

3/24/2020 3:50:28 AM brick_airhedred Nashville mayor ordered city-wide stay at home and for all non-essential businesses to close.

3/24/2020 3:53:15 AM natelieb1317 The citizens who have been paying 50m a/day for War, 20-30m a/day for an agency that only lies, etc, etc. and you think they should only get 4, and 

you think they should reinvest in other government programs....as if we haven’t been slaves...

3/24/2020 3:53:51 AM keith369me Quantative easing is the opposite of a Quantum Financial System.

3/24/2020 3:54:04 AM djlok @Harvard might have released the Chinese Virus. https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-

three-separate-china-related …

3/24/2020 3:54:37 AM neatsyp Seriously????

3/24/2020 3:55:47 AM queennemesisof1 So the snake is a dragon? Templar cross? Italian bloodline families. This logo goes a long way back into [their] history.

3/24/2020 3:56:36 AM bryceja68689884 Bwahahahahaha!

3/24/2020 3:59:00 AM qanonreality Hussein IS happy.  Destruction is his racquet.

3/24/2020 4:03:26 AM michael23306347 I think you are the one confused!!! Barrack Hussein Obama is the man that sold our country!!! With Help from Hillary Clinton, John Kerry, and John 

McCain!!!!

3/24/2020 4:04:58 AM cityranch  https://www.wsj.com/amp/articles/these-drugs-are-helping-our-coronavirus-patients-11584899438 …

3/24/2020 4:06:08 AM cleomeserrula Storm is upon us and I like the meme of where we are!

3/24/2020 4:08:36 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/eRp3PrHTua

3/24/2020 4:09:09 AM mmblpn36 Yesterday Gov. Kemp of GA put a “stay at home” order in place but only for high risk groups such as people living in assisted living places, those with 

lung disease and people having symptoms or that have been exposed to COVID19.

3/24/2020 4:16:16 AM majure_mary Idk...shill is someone interfering on behalf and trolls are just haters that roll around looking to hate.  Shill=free thinker now I guess.  I never liked that 

douche jordan... something shifty about that one!

3/24/2020 4:17:25 AM majure_mary Dont block...ignore

3/24/2020 4:19:45 AM cityranch  pic.twitter.com/viuJkmRFLq

3/24/2020 4:19:45 AM majure_mary He probably blocked you by accident...maybe watch his vids and then comment on yt.  He has ways to track if ur just commenting wo seeing his vids.

3/24/2020 4:24:59 AM majure_mary Just from the way ur writing...its super obv that you havent put in your time.  Go read the Q drops...watch the decode vids, decide if you're in or not.  

This is not a game man.  This is all out war...on 4 different fronts! Financial, humanitarian, military and spiritual. Get bzy

3/24/2020 4:25:59 AM conspiracyntwrk I think echo thinks he is Q. The proof has been provided. Denial doesnt matter.

3/24/2020 4:27:05 AM conspiracyntwrk I AM THE Q AUTHORITY! YOU SHALL BLOCK WHO I'VE DECIDED FOR YOU!!

3/24/2020 4:27:09 AM patindonna Louisiana

3/24/2020 4:27:19 AM pennywisedawise 5:5 🎈

3/24/2020 4:27:22 AM majure_mary Just to be blunt...none of us owe you our time...go do the work and come back when u hear the US owns GREENLAND. 😎

3/24/2020 4:28:47 AM upallnight39 Pretend .that #aurtist

#adamlanza

I never did it

But You Are Fucking

Dumb Enough It Happened

2 BEELiEve

@NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart
3/24/2020 4:29:31 AM qanonreality These people are sick!

3/24/2020 4:30:09 AM majure_mary You gonna block me or wait n see if we buy Greenland? 😁  all we want is to be left alone to decide on our own... is that just too much to ask? Besides, 

we're having loads of fun! 🙏👉🌩

3/24/2020 4:33:48 AM loosedemon1 NPR?

3/24/2020 4:34:46 AM theexilereturns Red Shield = Roths child

3/24/2020 4:37:28 AM qanonreality YEP,  WAKE UP PEOPLE!  Wake up and look around you,  come out of your hypnotic deep sleep and stop pretending that everything is alright.   Put on 

the sunglasses and take a real good look.

3/24/2020 4:38:24 AM houndiousprime Did they ever get that #abomicare website working?  😂😂😂

3/24/2020 4:43:01 AM monokrome The Satanic Temple isn’t even real Satanism. They are a PR organization at best, but they are mostly just sarcastic anti-Christianity. Like a less-well-

defined Lacey.

Not Satanism, just named poorly.

3/24/2020 4:44:41 AM lobeeson May 5th??? 5:5??

3/24/2020 4:47:36 AM fansblowing3 17 = Q team

3/24/2020 4:48:24 AM missesj3 GLOBAL CORONAVIRUS LOCKDOWN; A NEW FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS COMING! - Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q QAnon  

https://youtu.be/Bp29PXsO5MU 

3/24/2020 4:51:54 AM matrixexit Not saying it will be a picnic, but please be patient. No one said taking down a 1000 + year pedophile death cult was going to be easy! @ici_cam 

@iThoughtful @PCKJ3627 @Peter_Fox59 @P0A_Triot23 @Seeker229 @__damselfly__ @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AussiemacJ 

@bruce_haigh



3/24/2020 4:52:04 AM ryanolah2 Are you a pro wrestling fan as well?  Do you root for the “good guys”?  

Hulk Hogan ended up being #NWO didnt he?  The “Real American” was nothing more than a scripted cartoon. The enemies are fake. They are business 

partners. pic.twitter.com/802QIPCM7r

3/24/2020 4:52:12 AM aleks8837 "Then a friend sent him a recent article about hydroxychloroquine, a prescription drug that’s been used to treat malaria.

Overseas studies have found it to be promising as a treatment for COVID-19, though it hasn’t been approved by health officials." (!!) 

https://nypost.com/2020/03/22/florida-man-with-coronavirus-says-drug-touted-by-trump-saved-his-life …

3/24/2020 4:55:39 AM burge2010 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 who are you? (from New Follower)

3/24/2020 4:55:45 AM upallnight39 Yall whut if majestic 12 are the ones

Who pay @Jordan_Sather_

 http://To.be  a #sp00k

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 then shills against them

@AustinSteinbart

#profititty pic.twitter.com/RCh0TROdi9
3/24/2020 4:56:22 AM omnamahshivaye2 Eishhhh.

Deflate...

#WWG1WGA 🖖🏻😷🕉

3/24/2020 4:56:34 AM caapicubensis She looks Asian too and her face is puffy as well. She's delirious. Her whole body is devoid of any signs of aging for her age. The fountain of youth is the 

adrenochrome.

3/24/2020 4:59:00 AM debbiekimsey Kill it now.

3/24/2020 5:06:11 AM sheerglee1 Headlights = peering evil snake eyes

3/24/2020 5:06:51 AM worrieddad Now they all lose!

3/24/2020 5:07:03 AM r_nunez1 Saurian reptilians eating human kid! That’s exactly what they do! If humans are dust and The Garden of Eden Serpent was condemned to eat 

dust.....The Serpent is eating humans!!!!! pic.twitter.com/La6zJN6UyE

3/24/2020 5:07:06 AM scpatriotsc I have seen them. Fraud. It wasn't an accident.

3/24/2020 5:07:35 AM sheerglee1 Under the evil snake eyes (headlights) and V shaped now...I see a disgusted mouth ready to devour

3/24/2020 5:07:39 AM austin04754814 The royal family are truly the sickest. Even without covid 19. Do your research. #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 5:08:06 AM scpatriotsc Sweetie, I have 2 years of research and over 100 hours of recordings witt that research. See ya. 👋🏻

3/24/2020 5:08:47 AM scpatriotsc I don't owe you MY time.

3/24/2020 5:09:13 AM atashfire Beautifully written. This is quality, thought provoking stuff for the person who doesn't know about money.

3/24/2020 5:11:48 AM upallnight39 Good Morning

Maji & Judges

#JustUs. #Per000nRyEFrREED pic.twitter.com/rKEIF6jcjN

3/24/2020 5:12:09 AM cny_micaa so what happens to people who lived within their means, saved actual cash, and don't have debt? Are their efforts deleted and their cash no longer 

worth anything?

3/24/2020 5:12:15 AM sleepingnomore They have to be guilty. The questions are ridiculous. They are only trying to be disruptive. 

#QuarantineLife

3/24/2020 5:12:41 AM sleepingnomore 5:5

3/24/2020 5:12:44 AM snick Even without Tom Brady?

3/24/2020 5:14:20 AM majure_mary Good luck then.  Take care.

3/24/2020 5:14:27 AM robinreitsma1 dont know why but kinda reminds me of Lightning McQueen from Disney's Cars....

3/24/2020 5:15:43 AM cariel_rod Thank you, so very much!🤗 I have forgiven the person, I karma or mirroring does its work; I'm in the process of healing myself.  What's sick is that 

she's alluding to the use of sexual abuse to manifest anything they want! 🤢 Sexual energy is among the most powerful on earth

3/24/2020 5:17:46 AM saneseeker Looked it up, BTW, and this is false.  There's no mention of African-American on the birth certificate.  Only says Dad is African.

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

3/24/2020 5:17:56 AM sleepingnomore I cannot wait to see these people go down.

3/24/2020 5:18:19 AM jenaynayz aka 72 monkeys... were well past the mark, its go time.

3/24/2020 5:21:24 AM cariel_rod to create with.  Many in the movement failed to understand that there's a tangible spiritual - Quantum physics factor in all of this..

3/24/2020 5:22:30 AM burgersandra Fantastic.  72% GA.

3/24/2020 5:24:08 AM ckay54 Michigan. Shutdown went into effect last night at 12:01am.

3/24/2020 5:25:13 AM kyle_hy life has changed completely, the 22nd was incredible for me, today the most insane things have happened.. its been happening for a while now.. i still 

dont get.. practice message over messenger fully though...

3/24/2020 5:26:38 AM dami73396076 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is there anyway as the american people we can hold her accountable for actively working against the American people.

3/24/2020 5:29:09 AM nancyddb @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  from the comments "Generation Q".  https://twitter.com/1FreeInhabitant/status/1242293690682335232 …

3/24/2020 5:29:15 AM trelsands And where is the Cdc located 🤦🏾♂️

3/24/2020 5:29:31 AM never_fear2020 Are you essential employee and is your company essential? Because Gov shut all non essential down effective Monday  at 11:59pm.

3/24/2020 5:30:04 AM cfgyrl1 What flag is next to our American flag in the background?

3/24/2020 5:30:12 AM wrongthinkin  pic.twitter.com/F0k1Cc3WMM

3/24/2020 5:30:14 AM billvikk62794 They have the cures?

3/24/2020 5:30:17 AM mgodfrey99 And Real estate tax is communist!

3/24/2020 5:30:43 AM never_fear2020 Stay at home order in WV. Only essential workers and employers remain open as of 8 pm last evening.

3/24/2020 5:30:55 AM cariel_rod #JusticeForNikolaTesla https://youtu.be/gJ1Mz7kGVf0 

3/24/2020 5:32:29 AM never_fear2020 Correction,  effective 8 pm this evening.  Tuesday March 24, 2020

3/24/2020 5:33:31 AM madeinusrealtor Inside the car is an animal of some sort. Koala? Rabbit?

3/24/2020 5:34:39 AM covfefejohn3 Nothing was on the screen!!

White Hats control....

3/24/2020 5:34:51 AM ericpartchey I feel it.

3/24/2020 5:34:57 AM missy04612576 I’m glad the minions are speaking out so I can block you all.

3/24/2020 5:35:06 AM milllathefiend Beyond Earth Space Travel pic.twitter.com/Hxb6lC5Iyi

3/24/2020 5:35:36 AM ferraremichael Naive

3/24/2020 5:36:47 AM crt14361013 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣‼

3/24/2020 5:39:21 AM erdapfelpommes Lol, idiot. 😅

3/24/2020 5:39:38 AM patindonna I hope they getem all

3/24/2020 5:41:00 AM breezybree270 Well we make low grade explosives we can’t just shut down on a days notice.

3/24/2020 5:41:04 AM crt14361013 😯🤔🤨😎



3/24/2020 5:42:07 AM nocommunistusa What’s the story with her? Lesbian?

3/24/2020 5:43:04 AM alantomazin #Q17

3/24/2020 5:45:48 AM libertasunite Yes very true very subtle

3/24/2020 5:46:05 AM never_fear2020 Essential

3/24/2020 5:46:51 AM spiritinsideme4 I hope the last 25% will be better than the first 75% because that means the public really doesn't know what bad things have happened and things 

won't change.

3/24/2020 5:47:32 AM deanna12605517 Yes correct, my apologies

3/24/2020 5:48:06 AM bbobbio71 Looking for map of mass arrests. 

I like the header change BTW. Dam about to bust open?

3/24/2020 5:48:07 AM nocommunistusa What would they need them for

3/24/2020 5:48:11 AM askbeforgiven WOW google even.

3/24/2020 5:49:21 AM terih824_teri Depravity. I hope she sweats herself into nothing.

3/24/2020 5:49:33 AM nocommunistusa That’s assuming that they are the biological parents. Guess they are not. This is so crazy

3/24/2020 5:49:37 AM notoriousppk Interesting

3/24/2020 5:50:46 AM hermeticaiiyq AMA — Re: Majestic .... JESUS???

3/24/2020 5:52:46 AM schneppjennifer Great article explaining terminology quarantine, vs stay at home exec orders. No states in quarantine. Many on shelter in place or stay at home exec 

orders. https://www.afar.com/magazine/quarantine-self-isolation-lockdown-shelter-in-place-whats-the-difference …

3/24/2020 5:53:00 AM majure_mary What the Q hoarde isnt seeing is that periodically its good to do a stress test...if that's the case, we failed.  We're not supposed to beat each other into 

SUBMISSION...call names...make unfounded accusations or outright collude with other Q Pharisees to launch attacks on Q ppl.

3/24/2020 5:54:16 AM ladydi0723 Remember the empty chair?

3/24/2020 5:55:38 AM like_neo Mortgages and 2k loan. Credit cards paid off monthly.

3/24/2020 5:55:55 AM libertasunite Upside down cross with snake eating a child

3/24/2020 5:56:04 AM greentsunamii  pic.twitter.com/IbX40HNgL0

3/24/2020 5:56:05 AM scpatriotsc Which is exactly what you're doing. You aren't supposed to deceive people into believing you are someone you aren't. Wake up.

3/24/2020 5:56:36 AM eo_swan National Public Radio - unfortunately many people assume that NPR is providing unbiased journalism in national interest.  Because their name says 

national public....

Instead of looking for themselves to find the wizard of Oz they cower down from the flying monkeys

3/24/2020 5:56:53 AM mimzou55 It's a symbol of deep racism and adoration of Hitler ans the 3rd Reich.

It's also a frog.

3/24/2020 5:57:02 AM libertasunite See it left hand path hand symbol

3/24/2020 5:57:34 AM bloodrainnz The chrome rims?

3/24/2020 5:57:50 AM greentsunamii You need to chill out and wait two weeks.  What is the problem with holding Austin to his hard marker?

Fact is, a good chunk of folk a curious.  That will not go away until the 5th.

Cool your jets and let them be.  You're not saving anyone.

3/24/2020 5:58:16 AM nocommunistusa I don’t know but I just don’t see it 🤷🏻♀️

3/24/2020 5:59:14 AM winklerburke Upcoming, full length disclosure videos.  During this storm?

3/24/2020 6:00:13 AM scpatriotsc I'm not bothering. That's what you don't seem to understand. He blocked me before I called him out as a fraud. So you cool YOUR jets. I'm not waiting 

on anything. I call out fraud and corruption. Deal with it. You are working very hard to buty an opinion you don't agree with.

3/24/2020 6:03:46 AM greentsunamii I'm working very hard to keep this group together. Damage control. That's all.  I am very skeptical of Austin.  But very excited too.  As with many others.

April 5th this group has to come back together.

You have sent a barrage of tweets to this group. I said chill.

3/24/2020 6:05:15 AM aprilbrown99  pic.twitter.com/anS0ik4IK6

3/24/2020 6:05:39 AM dianero64727777 This answer is totally wrong.

3/24/2020 6:06:38 AM aprilbrown99 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 Most Amazing Time To Witness!

3/24/2020 6:07:00 AM gsusgod Who are the #QPharisees?

3/24/2020 6:07:17 AM andyr1112 Exactly, their isnt a single pregnant photo of Mikey.

3/24/2020 6:07:27 AM loosedemon1 thanks

3/24/2020 6:08:07 AM dianero64727777 Some great you Tubers who are very pleasant people & can answer your questions are: RedPill78, X22 Report, episode B, SpaceShot76, Just Informed 

Talk, In Pursuit of Truth

3/24/2020 6:08:13 AM stormenight The same people who always deal in death & destruction. Doesn’t matter where they live or what they call themselves. They’re everywhere. Soulless 

Cowards who care nothing for life beyond what they can take without having to offer anything in return. “Bring out your dead!”

3/24/2020 6:10:44 AM kevinmruel We need God fearing lawyers!!!

@Qanon76 @RealCandaceO @RudyGiuliani @DevinNunes #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #QArmy @cjtruth @M2Madness @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 

@AussiePatriotQ @SaraCarterDC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC pic.twitter.com/t9BaVka9Tp

3/24/2020 6:14:02 AM scpatriotsc This "group" consists of people who were tagged in your comment about "only shills block and they don't understand WWG1WGA. My very simple 

question to you was how does Austin blocking me for responding "No" to someone fit into that theory? I find it interesting you won't answer.

3/24/2020 6:14:06 AM nocommunistusa I used to think the mind control thing was fake but now that more and more victims are speaking out I believe it’s true. I don’t put anything past the 

elite scum anymore. I’m sure that all the sh*t that’s going to be coming out will look like out of a horror movie !

3/24/2020 6:14:50 AM qeforgood Pets?  Maggie Nixon>? pic.twitter.com/9VTqI74ySA

3/24/2020 6:15:48 AM greentsunamii Lady, I'm not Austin.  Sorry you got blocked.  We've tried to explain to you on many occasions, and you continue to nag.

Guess you're going to have to wait like the rest of us.

If it turns out he is, I'm sorry your 1st impression was sour.

Good day to you

3/24/2020 6:16:03 AM mindywiddowson1 Well another hour won't matter to you will it? #AustinSteinbartIsQ go look at my pinned tweet.

3/24/2020 6:18:26 AM sleepingnomore I am completely expecting it.  I am ready to go.

3/24/2020 6:19:01 AM dirkcarter8 Snake eating a person

3/24/2020 6:19:29 AM 39anc6 I think it is just as Corona: exponential grouth

3/24/2020 6:20:18 AM onelessdigit09 You mean like from the CDC? Yea I have. We all have the exact same information believe it or not. Some people are just fools who choose not to care.

3/24/2020 6:20:24 AM nocommunistusa Was that from her Instagram page?



3/24/2020 6:21:37 AM caqtainsensible Ouch! :)

3/24/2020 6:24:24 AM cstephon Indiana has a stay at home order starting today at midnight

3/24/2020 6:24:40 AM nocommunistusa If God wants this to happen it will.

3/24/2020 6:26:00 AM eyeswideopen8_ Thank you, got nervous:  thought it was recent. 😂

3/24/2020 6:26:51 AM cloudwalker2019  pic.twitter.com/i1MFjg46rZ

3/24/2020 6:27:35 AM jfogle8 1 Rome

3/24/2020 6:28:17 AM 39anc6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Where is this image from?  pic.twitter.com/JdMjo0qA1v

3/24/2020 6:28:41 AM ciaramitari Bird poop

3/24/2020 6:28:45 AM cariel_rod  https://youtu.be/QymcfcHd95M 

3/24/2020 6:29:28 AM standupdoubles This is facts

3/24/2020 6:29:43 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1242087140818857986 …

3/24/2020 6:30:43 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1242087140818857986 …

3/24/2020 6:31:06 AM cariel_rod  https://youtu.be/Mynr7uik5-0 

3/24/2020 6:31:25 AM scpatriotsc No you haven't actually. Simple question = simple response. You chose to convolute. It's called deflection.

3/24/2020 6:32:34 AM upallnight39 Das what the meme says

3/24/2020 6:33:03 AM char06725251 Maybe this was all part of "The right to try" bill? He was way.........ahead of this.

3/24/2020 6:33:17 AM scpatriotsc Yeah, I'm to believe a 29 year old with the same address as his parents providing credit card services to businesses working overtime to prove he's Q, is 

Q. 🙄 Ask yourself why Q would go this route? Make sense?

3/24/2020 6:33:47 AM cariel_rod  https://youtu.be/D9ohnyxcvEM 

3/24/2020 6:34:30 AM char06725251 Don't pop bubble wrap!!! MADE IN CHINA👹

3/24/2020 6:35:23 AM upallnight39 Weatourselves

3/24/2020 6:35:59 AM char06725251 I agree Robert!!!! People are tunning into Potus for CV news because fake news in fear induced. That's why they want him silent.

3/24/2020 6:36:30 AM cariel_rod  https://youtu.be/GK-1KCfs83U 

3/24/2020 6:37:46 AM upallnight39 Weatourselves pic.twitter.com/GngJHMeyYk

3/24/2020 6:38:13 AM janet6030 Yes

3/24/2020 6:38:37 AM nico31158719 Can you give us proof about the NDAs? Iv read that but never seen any sauce

3/24/2020 6:38:47 AM scpatriotsc Ok if YOU say so...must be true 🙄

3/24/2020 6:39:17 AM moemc8 Hmmm, so #WhereIsFauci?

3/24/2020 6:39:38 AM scpatriotsc You may want to revisit the definition of common sense.

3/24/2020 6:40:01 AM scpatriotsc Then stop telling me what to think.

3/24/2020 6:41:11 AM prmd21801759 72% being erased!!! Did obummer claim kenyan citizenship? Or is this classified?

3/24/2020 6:42:56 AM majure_mary I wouldn't do that.  I havent done that.  Projection really is a tactic that doesnt work anymore.

3/24/2020 6:43:18 AM acanuckinoz hmmm, how do you spell Sasha? I'm all for what you are saying but the letters don't seem to match?

3/24/2020 6:43:31 AM j_d_abercrombie Why do u keep trolling @AustinSteinbart?You got a LOT of followers. Congrats. Is one of us pestering you? Pushing Austin on ur flock? Is there anyone I 

could pull off your back that would get Austin Steinbart off your radar? Off the tips of your fingers? Or are you seeking this?

3/24/2020 6:44:44 AM majure_mary He's technically not Q yet...

3/24/2020 6:45:18 AM tamarakay10 Wonder how many of the Florida ones are in Broward county?

3/24/2020 6:45:48 AM kindeandtrue My bet is that the CIA/MOSSAD released the virus.

3/24/2020 6:47:17 AM lightlove21121 Very very very good questions. I would love to know ❣️❣️❣️

Especially now.... why now?

Love you sisters of the Light ♥️

3/24/2020 6:47:34 AM majure_mary That's been my point all along...I just want the info and for these assholes to stop gaslighting and attacking us for thinking on our own.  I'm not a 

blocker...I try.  But I'll have to ignore this one I think.

3/24/2020 6:48:01 AM majure_mary Too bad..

Cuz I'm in sc too...

3/24/2020 6:48:57 AM axl4thewin @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @KillAuDeepState what’s up with this nonsense? They’re really trying hard. 

pic.twitter.com/87FVG3kTJP

3/24/2020 6:49:33 AM morainechiro David W. pointed this out years ago.

3/24/2020 6:49:35 AM askbeforgiven I have read past posts about 3 6 9. I have watched a fair amount of videos. I just dont get it, I want to and wondering if anyone can share a video or 

something I can search that will explain it better. Maybe some of us are not meant to understand it either?? Thank you.

3/24/2020 6:49:58 AM qpleiadian Q days

3/24/2020 6:50:14 AM roublisa Love you dear sister CléA....makes one wonder doesn’t it? pic.twitter.com/ubGIvmxJBb

3/24/2020 6:50:52 AM lightlove21121 More and more everyday yes 🙏🏽 pic.twitter.com/7yHr0qkNPS

3/24/2020 6:51:06 AM lightlove21121 Love you back beautiful!!!

3/24/2020 6:52:30 AM lamieret No worries. Everyone is on high-alert.

3/24/2020 6:53:08 AM mongrelglory Some say that if they are going to introduce gold-backed treasury bills to replace fiat notes, then the US government might institute gold confiscation 

like they did in the past. (Out-law the right to own personal gold bullion).

3/24/2020 6:53:23 AM westmount_d7 👍😘

3/24/2020 6:53:37 AM genesishgarza My city just announced officially Houston TX

3/24/2020 6:54:41 AM kerstin_kube #WWG1WGA❣️

3/24/2020 6:57:46 AM lamieret Same. Just getting things done. I began prepping years ago. Plus, installed bidets. No TP hoarding here. Kek

3/24/2020 7:01:40 AM mongrelglory I personally believe that 3/11 was done by them in retaliation for Japan starting to sell off US Treasuries.  After Fukushima Abe started buying up US 

Treasuries again (using the Japanese people's pension fund).

3/24/2020 7:02:24 AM jesse48676371 wtf r u talking about

3/24/2020 7:03:47 AM areckoningday That's a great sentiment but Dems and fools are drilling holes in the bottom while we're trying to get our MAGA on. Left unchecked we all sink.

3/24/2020 7:03:54 AM mycologyofmaga Safe to say it did. We need more copper and brass fixtures in this world to make use of the oligodynamic effect.

3/24/2020 7:03:57 AM tedwhit11740981 Go ahead and add Ohio to the list....our Governor is a huge Rino.

3/24/2020 7:04:56 AM martasarasuati Ya está listo el vídeo breve con la traducción del hilo de @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon 🌐 El MUNDO Está CAMBIANDO y Lo MEJOR Está por LLEGAR  https://youtu.be/lZxj4q0WBtg  vía @YouTube

3/24/2020 7:05:13 AM n7guardiananon Somebody better tell her...All your $$$ belongs to U.S.



3/24/2020 7:06:06 AM awakeningthe17 @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@J_D_Abercrombie

@the_loveoflight

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

@AaronHoughton10

@UpliftingMind 

@BigEaz

@TURBO7773 pic.twitter.com/BMUeiF0FtN
3/24/2020 7:06:29 AM mongrelglory Wikipedia has a summary, but keep in mind, it has some left-wing bias in how it describes Pepe.  Pepe was never used as a hate symbol, but was used 

on the Chans a lot (as a joke), so the MSM tried to discredit the Chans and call Pepe a hate symbol.   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepe_the_Frog …

3/24/2020 7:07:04 AM reneervh Thank Q! 😍👍🏻

3/24/2020 7:07:36 AM unidentifiedta1 Merely a factual statement. No point was proposed.

3/24/2020 7:08:22 AM smmmote HELL YES!!! pic.twitter.com/LKASrZonLZ

3/24/2020 7:08:57 AM scpatriotsc  pic.twitter.com/U8lC3O1ztE

3/24/2020 7:09:52 AM scpatriotsc Yes, you are actually

3/24/2020 7:10:25 AM scpatriotsc Some do.

3/24/2020 7:10:31 AM 777animalover I truly believe this. Why is it though that Pandemics come out every election year?

3/24/2020 7:10:48 AM armyrangere9 Truth found out Tom....times up.

3/24/2020 7:10:49 AM scpatriotsc Then stop engaging me! Bet you can't!

3/24/2020 7:11:39 AM n7guardiananon Perhaps different approach in traveling to the same objective.  Different states of mind...different teaching method.

3/24/2020 7:13:07 AM greentsunamii Okay, time to give your mom her phone back now.  Now you're just getting childish at this point

Mind your friendly-fire folks.

Should be focused on the olive branch with the disgruntled lefties.  Not infighting

3/24/2020 7:14:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 By design. https://twitter.com/dbongino/status/1242447065621331974 …

3/24/2020 7:14:22 AM jeff57253103 How?

3/24/2020 7:14:33 AM mongrelglory They don't like his sassy mouth...

3/24/2020 7:15:54 AM mongrelglory Patriots in control!  We just need to be patient and stay indoors a little while longer. 👍

3/24/2020 7:17:42 AM jvan125 Feed is messed up...👀👀👀

3/24/2020 7:17:56 AM kindeandtrue Trump and the MSM have been working together since Day One. It's all a show.

3/24/2020 7:18:01 AM internetusr Lol k pic.twitter.com/qVMBe0bRFW

3/24/2020 7:19:08 AM unidentifiedta1 Doublespeak.

Trump brought us into Medical Martial Law, with the Media’s assistance.

3/24/2020 7:19:11 AM mortalaries58 It's beautiful.

3/24/2020 7:19:13 AM wahiggins3 It won't load for me.

3/24/2020 7:19:41 AM internetusr Facebook? Lol nah I'm good.

3/24/2020 7:19:49 AM aboxoffrogs  pic.twitter.com/iLw5LWZRTM

3/24/2020 7:20:13 AM ts_sci_majic12 Suicide is a fate worst than death.

3/24/2020 7:20:56 AM roublisa Would like to think so brother but it seems to be a fork in the road pic.twitter.com/dKAKScU7qD

3/24/2020 7:21:31 AM deplorabldamsel What happens to their ISBE when someone kills themselves?

3/24/2020 7:21:36 AM rick_hernandez Misspellings matter 

LG going to take himself out? https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1242276152867160064?s=21 …

3/24/2020 7:22:18 AM windsofchange02 Following

3/24/2020 7:22:24 AM sleepingnomore Dumped Facebook myself!

3/24/2020 7:22:34 AM 369palm It lowers your vibration for the next life.

3/24/2020 7:23:31 AM gaskill_jr Sound more like a reason to not use that restaurant...or any other business that sells my personal info.

They do it because we let them.

3/24/2020 7:23:33 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1072636411810074626?s=21 …

3/24/2020 7:23:42 AM ts_sci_majic12 Sound wisdom. https://twitter.com/montaga/status/1242141235713732609 …

3/24/2020 7:23:48 AM kindeandtrue All Americans should be asking why our vets come home from the Endless Wars so tormented in mind and spirit. 

Much more attention should be given to the vet suicide crisis. https://taskandpurpose.com/news/2019-national-veteran-suicide-prevention-report …

3/24/2020 7:24:07 AM observingeye2  pic.twitter.com/XO2Q4UJd60

3/24/2020 7:24:12 AM stellarstellaq Rommel Suicide?

3/24/2020 7:25:12 AM theglitcher14 When it's done, there's no coming back. You have to ask GOD for forgiveness of your sins BEFORE you die.

3/24/2020 7:26:03 AM rikooo091 Those that see them tell me: they Still in this world, but lost. Watch the movie: What dreams may come 1998

3/24/2020 7:26:09 AM islandofdelight Or maybe were developed a decade ago...

3/24/2020 7:26:15 AM ogmios1440 No chance!

3/24/2020 7:26:56 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/9nZ9tiTtLX

3/24/2020 7:27:01 AM fansblowing3  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115328451404341248?s=21 …

3/24/2020 7:27:01 AM grinder51287840 Who did Clinton suicide now? 😂

3/24/2020 7:27:15 AM ogmios1440 Power leaving soon! Not via suicide!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/24/2020 7:27:25 AM capricehammett This guy rocks...simple to the point message...don't be afraid to stand up and fight

3/24/2020 7:27:32 AM observingeye2 I’m confused....  are you talking to the right department? pic.twitter.com/eIOkTvNoFa

3/24/2020 7:28:09 AM bbobbio71 Privacy?? It's gone

3/24/2020 7:28:41 AM kindeandtrue Our Do-Nothing Israel First POTUS is a very large part of the current problem. He dithered for three years on partisan in-fighting instead of 

implementing the America First agenda. Failed to deliver all of his major promises. 👎



3/24/2020 7:29:40 AM malibuphoenix33 So what’s up with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they have been compromised????

I agree.  It’s totally bizarre. I am awaiting confirmation from my G’s.

3/24/2020 7:30:00 AM 17wakeup17 How have they worked together? The MSM has attacked him relentlessly since before he even won the election.

3/24/2020 7:30:03 AM fansblowing3 I like his other video too 👏 https://twitter.com/montaga/status/1152677272710733824?s=21 …

3/24/2020 7:30:07 AM profx_artist 😨😢 GOD be with u and Bless Americans.

3/24/2020 7:30:20 AM ladybossau So comfy 🦠

3/24/2020 7:30:41 AM scpatriotsc  pic.twitter.com/QNPcb6uJFv

3/24/2020 7:32:37 AM lbf777 Rabbi Trump is a Bolshevik controlled opposition agent.

3/24/2020 7:32:58 AM jamescr66130729 💯% Truth

3/24/2020 7:33:11 AM vihameemipolii1 This picture was used 2 days after the plane crash in Iran. pic.twitter.com/q3UbQNwuA5

3/24/2020 7:33:38 AM nicole82524952 Reptilians

3/24/2020 7:33:51 AM fansblowing3 He is running for Congress in NY against AOC.  I hope he wins 🙏

3/24/2020 7:34:48 AM mongrelglory I read the Rothschild/Khazarian Mafia plan had always been to build up, then tear down/strip the assets of the US "empire". Then China was planned 

to be the next world "empire".  They've been repeating this pattern for thousands of years: Portugal, Spain, Britain, the US, etc...

3/24/2020 7:34:52 AM adeo_creata_est I follow Majestic but I always held suspicion. For a while. They constantly attack Kabamur for no good reason. And not for nothing but the name 

“Majestic 12” hurt and destroyed many lives and careers. It’s not a name of Love and Light. Red flag went up right away. now we see it!

3/24/2020 7:35:46 AM jeffcordell6 17

3/24/2020 7:36:27 AM decodematrix Where is Thorium and Cold Fusion reactors? #DECLAS

3/24/2020 7:36:54 AM smalltownindy Pepe belongs to the Lunchables! https://youtu.be/edrp8m_njlM 

3/24/2020 7:38:11 AM jeffcordell6 Spiritual possesion...it hungers for it??

3/24/2020 7:38:29 AM voodooair  pic.twitter.com/E9R8vhNxF4

3/24/2020 7:38:42 AM greentsunamii Then you never really were at sea with us 

you need time to think about the bigger picture.  Maybe you were not meant to be apart of this scene in the movie, and you're supposed to carry on 

with the rest

We'll ketchup after April 5th.

Mia Culpa by one party, one way or another
3/24/2020 7:39:07 AM cbwp23 Has been developed.

3/24/2020 7:39:27 AM pensami42470475 Ya lo vi, excelente material 👍🏻

3/24/2020 7:39:37 AM scpatriotsc  pic.twitter.com/ldYRWa3Qhu

3/24/2020 7:40:02 AM winklerburke Narrow is the way, & few there be that find it.  Humans were born to ascend. Younglings are enthralled with the idea... my family hates it.  Once 

turning 30, their ascension went south... and I don’t know how to help them, other than prayer.

3/24/2020 7:40:25 AM mediqated @LateNightHalo Your surface level interest in politics is dangerous. Maybe use a separate account to follow and like political misinformation. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart

3/24/2020 7:41:04 AM skylar13764875 GREAT post, thank you MJ12 :)

3/24/2020 7:41:05 AM lynnboyce7 Louisiana and has Dem. Gov.

3/24/2020 7:41:22 AM speaakn Wow, she really convinced me 😳

3/24/2020 7:42:16 AM mimzou55 If you were a pepe fan, you would have understood pic.twitter.com/6DXqRpCOS0

3/24/2020 7:42:25 AM therocknrebel Haha, right

3/24/2020 7:42:29 AM nanciefox Why I wouldn’t give my DNA to these creepy 🤡’s pic.twitter.com/X2qusOoSlo

3/24/2020 7:42:36 AM vicster1234 He gets it

3/24/2020 7:43:03 AM lamieret 17

3/24/2020 7:43:43 AM lynnboyce7 Not quarantine but stay home and I think be home by 5:00

3/24/2020 7:43:48 AM riversm18 Everything depends on the motive.

3/24/2020 7:43:50 AM dilifedu Now everithing it's in the light! We see all we did'nt see before

3/24/2020 7:44:18 AM winklerburke And I will be forever grateful.  TY DJT!

3/24/2020 7:44:21 AM mongrelglory Hear, hear!  Well said!

3/24/2020 7:44:41 AM maxthecat432  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBInhPFFVog&t=515s … this is pretty cool :)

3/24/2020 7:45:26 AM mateuszwala Ready for Build that?

Ok... but always same problem...

with resources : ]

3/24/2020 7:45:29 AM smalltownindy That freakshow was around a couple of summers ago. I thought it would be good for a laugh.

3/24/2020 7:45:53 AM jason38144143 Kinda looks like a lightsaber

3/24/2020 7:46:05 AM keith369me Why does the media still control a large portion of the brains in large cities?  Is it physical manipulation or simply a pattern at this point?

3/24/2020 7:46:44 AM s223s223 🙏

3/24/2020 7:46:51 AM iamquman2 Gotta add me next time...

@IamQuman2

3/24/2020 7:47:15 AM greentsunamii Don't be. 

I'm sure we'll meet again.  I have no I'll will to you.  This is bigger than our petty misunderstandings.

(Yes I know you were being sarcastic)

Earnestly, no hard feelings from me.

3/24/2020 7:47:46 AM keith369me As much of a fantastic experience that this incarnation has been, I’ll pass on the back to back repeat.

3/24/2020 7:48:12 AM antirghrathoir 😂 #enjoyingtheshow #weknow

3/24/2020 7:49:07 AM jeffcordell6 Washington?? Lincoln??

3/24/2020 7:49:32 AM clutchnut Decades of "programming".....

3/24/2020 7:49:39 AM keith369me I love that a larger and larger percentage of our darker skinned brothers and sisters get it.  What Trump said about their energy!!!

3/24/2020 7:49:40 AM anonymoussage1 Majestic 12 still misleading people, I see. Very bad.

3/24/2020 7:50:10 AM yourstr05411794 Where does this kind of information come from? Who can know, let alone remember, what the soul does or why. Near death experiences, Dreams and 

visions only give us a glimpse behind the veil.

3/24/2020 7:50:28 AM keith369me We all had it...why are they struggling more to escape it?  Dosage?

3/24/2020 7:50:42 AM spoondiggity1 That’s like saying dying is worse than being dead🤷♂️

3/24/2020 7:52:19 AM americanpetal Me too! Hello VOID!

3/24/2020 7:52:59 AM cosmic_engineer Woot, NY will go even more insane

3/24/2020 7:53:19 AM jeffcordell6 That's my thinking

3/24/2020 7:54:05 AM seanathan15 💥💥💥



3/24/2020 7:54:24 AM clutchnut Best analogy...% pop "divergent".....Also the sophistication increased post GenX. They are only using 3000 yrs of practice controlling the population.....

3/24/2020 7:54:31 AM coyle_aimee The serpent eating Christ. Not just any old human, but Christ. A crown on the serpent's head and an upside cross.

3/24/2020 7:54:52 AM jeffcordell6 Great meme!

3/24/2020 7:55:19 AM clutchnut They don't teach this to the profane....

3/24/2020 7:57:01 AM surfing123456  pic.twitter.com/IHxD6kwBLT

3/24/2020 7:57:03 AM essentialfreed3 STRONGLY AGREE!!! ✊🏻✊🏻✊🏻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/24/2020 7:57:06 AM stephenjewell12 This kills me.  I have people i love who decided this world was too much.😢😭

3/24/2020 7:58:09 AM bcmarky *worse

3/24/2020 8:01:42 AM mongrelglory OMG!  These reactor technologies are amazing! They could be used to do just about anything!  Produce electricity, hydrogen, desalinate water, get rid 

of spent plutonium waste etc...I wonder if this was used to clean up the radiation and plutonium waste contamination at Fukushima?

3/24/2020 8:01:50 AM kevinallin By the fruit you will know the tree

3/24/2020 8:02:07 AM mrandymassey Not if you're names Hilary it ain't.

3/24/2020 8:02:39 AM cosmic_engineer Who's god exactly?  This phrase has made me ponder often these past weeks...

The One Infinite Creator is almost never referred to as God, and the other 'gods' are just playing that role in this realm.

Patriots are in control, but many are controlled by compartmentalization

3/24/2020 8:02:44 AM anirgu The @WhiteHouse announced access to the world’s most powerful high performance computing resources that can significantly advance the pace of 

scientific discovery in the fight to stop the #virus. 

#TheMoreYouKnow 

cc: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @8Notables pic.twitter.com/mlsIQf9tkg

3/24/2020 8:03:18 AM juliekn47705347 But it's so refreshing to have a friend near that you can discuss it with. More than you know are awake but afraid to say anything in public. I found such 

a friend yesterday. 😁My family listens but thinks I'm nutz, lol seeds planted 😁

3/24/2020 8:04:06 AM adsvel Does US Gov are owners of their people? If so, change it, all is in your hands.

3/24/2020 8:04:35 AM cosmic_engineer *whose

3/24/2020 8:04:58 AM deanna_danforth @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  this game is getting to be just irritating.  Maybe we will decide not play. Odd only some are allowed to know the true rules of the 

game.  Unfair advantage.  I’ve been meditating and shit isn’t right

3/24/2020 8:05:45 AM prmd21801759 We already have these. 👍👍👍 when will they make it public knowledge?

3/24/2020 8:06:29 AM martinh51594536 Are we related? pic.twitter.com/0iG99TQpyR

3/24/2020 8:07:07 AM manifest_utopia Great catch 👍

CDC is right next the Emory University campus in Atlanta.

3/24/2020 8:07:42 AM traciloveusa Absolutely!👍🏼👍🏼👍🏼

3/24/2020 8:08:38 AM oo1o110 Right.

3/24/2020 8:09:35 AM mokeyandabandit How does this all tie into the Book of Revelation? Serious question.  It seems as though a lot of Q have Christian beliefs...

3/24/2020 8:10:10 AM theglitcher14 How about we get ALL the tech at A51, etc DECLASSED and available to the public post haste?

3/24/2020 8:10:12 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/OfOtxHe5dj

3/24/2020 8:10:22 AM neapatriot That's an awesome read. Ty for sharing 🙏

3/24/2020 8:11:43 AM garyhudnall1 That’s because they tunneling into the mountains for their bunkers

3/24/2020 8:12:14 AM auroravoyager1 "We cannot expect Americans to jump from capitalism to Communism, but we can assist their elected leaders in giving Americans small doses of 

socialism until they suddenly awake to find they have Communism." - Nikita Khrushchev, 1960.

3/24/2020 8:15:01 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/dNmEry7YXw

3/24/2020 8:16:17 AM highvoltagenews No disrespect but it did not shed new information that people should not have already gleaned outside of procedural questions that servicemen may 

have needed clarified.

3/24/2020 8:16:54 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/1qCzW7QWG9

3/24/2020 8:17:50 AM jeffcordell6 How is he always 5 steps ahead?  Majestic planning/MI at it's finest.  My IS wanders if the team has help from an angelic or other worldly being (s)?

3/24/2020 8:19:46 AM sdane8 ❤️  I think you covered it there, Keith. My only suggestion: copy #1 and paste it into bullet #7. 😁

3/24/2020 8:20:05 AM calicryptobetty I think they all started out normal then sold their soul to the Hollywood devil. Their bodies start looking so different and their eyes too big. Strange 

times!!😆

3/24/2020 8:20:21 AM lareese56 A pretty red Templar car.

3/24/2020 8:20:43 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/l8M1kxtEp1

3/24/2020 8:22:26 AM tctanyaleelee You are very welcome ! Spread the love !

3/24/2020 8:22:37 AM cleomeserrula I guess they think its Jack!  But my guess its not!

3/24/2020 8:22:56 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/ThosVupN5B

3/24/2020 8:24:12 AM mediqated Just like his father.. pic.twitter.com/n1XSyf20MS

3/24/2020 8:24:22 AM winklerburke The Force (of Truth) is STRONG with this one.   ;)

3/24/2020 8:24:32 AM trumpawakened A baby

3/24/2020 8:24:59 AM sdane8 😪  Too late for me. I'm a genealogy buff and it was too tempting. My "conspiracy theory" brother warned me then, but I wouldn't listen.

3/24/2020 8:25:30 AM mediqated  pic.twitter.com/IrmKJsko4G

3/24/2020 8:26:47 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/XhO6UrhbfP

3/24/2020 8:28:50 AM cleomeserrula Justice and Pain are partners now!!!

3/24/2020 8:29:01 AM auroravoyager1  pic.twitter.com/PQe7y8QHiS

3/24/2020 8:29:34 AM trumpawakened It’s the Visconti family crest.

 https://johnwernlyautomotiveblog.weebly.com/blog/everything-you-want-to-know-about-the-biscioneand-then-some …

3/24/2020 8:31:34 AM jeremy_kelly ask the Q

3/24/2020 8:32:26 AM dirtymartini777 Thank you for this! In all of my research I’ve never come across this information. 🔥❤️🔥

3/24/2020 8:32:41 AM rsmwants2know ugh

3/24/2020 8:34:21 AM wolfpup2722 Liquid metal = sodium. 

Are we at the point in desalination where we're using magnets to separate the salt from sea water yet?

3/24/2020 8:36:29 AM eman1292 You just don't get it that's all. pic.twitter.com/kLY780qu5a

3/24/2020 8:39:36 AM teena_conley Bingo!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1238969041932488710 …

3/24/2020 8:43:36 AM toddsny06585435 Indiana come tomorrow@5:00 p.m.

3/24/2020 8:44:16 AM lorentzvanzelst When you wanna learn about symbolism,  this guy is an expert and has been on the ball,  exposing their symbolism for decades...

Michael Tsarion https://youtu.be/btQmC9fbP1I 

3/24/2020 8:44:32 AM nea_storm Greetings Beautiful! Will connect more of the dots for all: Naturally it took a great deal of advance planning and patience for me to allow anyone desire 

Truth to apply the data I have historically been sharing allowing one to Awaken & anchor by their own effort: Once anyone A-1 

pic.twitter.com/kAplJv129V



3/24/2020 8:47:10 AM jrocktigers So so sad.

3/24/2020 8:47:22 AM obzerver77 Visconti and you can connect through to Pelosi ;)

3/24/2020 8:47:28 AM cloudwalker2019 I just came across it not too long ago.. says drink lemon water and a tablespoon of baking soda. Lemon is excellent antibacterial and baking soda has 

many surprising uses. I have a friend with severe rheumatoid arthritis and started looking for homeopathic treatments

3/24/2020 8:47:55 AM joeorbit cures - plural.  nothing would chap their satanic arses more than to release cheap cures to some major dis eases.  they started it...

3/24/2020 8:48:26 AM nea_storm actually does this for themselves & loved ones they automatically begin to perceive the contradictions in what We All have been told: Then hopefully 

with loving assistance begin to Critically think for themselves: I therefore have created records allowing others Future Past A-2 

pic.twitter.com/KSxh8ejiOf

3/24/2020 8:49:29 AM mcpatriot64 Absolutely! You got my brother!

3/24/2020 8:49:59 AM adriana1o5 A job doesn’t matter to a dead person. What is wrong with you?

3/24/2020 8:50:24 AM mcpatriot64 Do you think we are going to see many of them happen within Hollywood circles soon?

3/24/2020 8:51:14 AM nea_storm viewing knowing well that others (you have seen them) would Zero welcome me coming forward to Disclose operational realities that ONLY one whom 

has actually accomplished it May: Zero of them have as I AM allowing all of [them] to demonstrate [themselves]😈👿😇by there own

A-3 pic.twitter.com/7EuCI9Agme

3/24/2020 8:52:45 AM miss_ampie Where I come from, the Suiciders go to hell. HELL. HELL. HELL. 🔥

3/24/2020 8:53:37 AM americanpetal Bring on the Bidets!

3/24/2020 8:53:48 AM nea_storm statements & actions, which speak louder than any words of deception [they] may employ to obfuscate & manipulate the Truth & Trust [they] attain 

from the sovereign people:[They] All are working OVERTIME to gain the people's trust in order to maintain Power over the Game Board A-4 

pic.twitter.com/PBpUtXtZi9

3/24/2020 8:55:58 AM unitedredwhite1 Deleting it won't change a thing.

3/24/2020 8:56:31 AM mcpatriot64 Bingo

3/24/2020 8:56:56 AM nea_storm of Galactic human trafficking, Genetic Research & more in lower densities:

This why [they] attempt to identify us StarSeeds (Metas) whom have arrived here to assist the spiritual Conscious mature advancement of mankind as 

Originally intended: [They] are All visitors whom have A-5 pic.twitter.com/jEU7Fxp2cn

3/24/2020 8:59:03 AM phl_78_cfdp Even if that happened, we have no way to properly utilize or reproduce it. Inevitably it would fall into the wrong hands and we'd be back at square 1

3/24/2020 8:59:34 AM nea_storm abused [their] granted opportunity & welcome: Thus far & Zero Farther shall [they] proceed: I have additionally proven after 10 plus years that the 

Power struggle these vile creatures have engaged in between [themselves] Zero appear to Actually care about life: [They] care A-6 

pic.twitter.com/6fsNRwi3T6

3/24/2020 9:02:47 AM what_uc This mans gonna wake alot of people up👀

3/24/2020 9:03:03 AM theappraizer @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @stevenmnuchin1 @IvankaTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @SpeakerPelosi @senatemajldr @RandPaul 

@clara23871125 @RonCashAppFlips @CashApp @rosannecash @TheTimMcGraw https://twitter.com/theappraizer/status/1242480860580007936 …

3/24/2020 9:04:03 AM mattdawg80 It does mean a lot of spiritual healing in the in-between.

3/24/2020 9:04:40 AM dcosbydana No it doesn’t reboot. In your mind you failed but now you live with the added aloneness that you created with those loved ones you left.Its a matter of 

quantum entanglement and frequencies ie: those pesky waves found in the double slit experiment.Dont just don’t

3/24/2020 9:04:40 AM nea_storm about Power & Control: They All were given simple task to perform, they executed those via my granted energetic opportunities that would benefit 

[them] & [their] Power desires believing, worshiping & relying on Technology to disclose their hearts wishes: The limitation is A-7 

pic.twitter.com/XiHryiFffX

3/24/2020 9:04:42 AM serpent021 Well I'm ignoring it.  The snake oil salesmen can go hang for all I give a shit.  He's nothing more than a [DS] puppet.  I listen to my Constitution

3/24/2020 9:05:00 AM winklerburke First: MAGA of spirit.  4 that, US Media has 2 blow its brains out with .45 ACP pistol.  Media is in process, doing this damage to itself now.  Once done... 

Second: MAGA of steel, MAGA of industry, MAGA of infrastructure, MAGA of highways, MAGA of all things & beyond stars? MAGA!

3/24/2020 9:06:21 AM trackrat591 I saw a long while back that Maj12 was not to be trusted.  Sorry Mav, it happens to all of us. I've been blocking left and right.  With the high 

frequencies, everyone's true selves are floating to the surface for all to see. Good and bad.

3/24/2020 9:07:42 AM nea_storm [themselves]: Zero of them will tell you that the Looking Glass is only a reflection of whom is viewing & that one's limitations of spiritual Conscious 

maturation: Remember many of them have lived lives surviving for [themselves] prior coming forward: Who really cared about A-8 

pic.twitter.com/f4tEmpQEm6

3/24/2020 9:08:11 AM bmj240768  https://twitter.com/bmj240768/status/1241497140158840832?s=20 …

3/24/2020 9:08:42 AM winklerburke Restated... We can, in the US, do deeds of duty & skill that will astonish the WORLD!  However, we have a dead body chained 2 our spirit, soul and 

body.  It is the US Media... trained by ghouls & the undead at Progressive (1984) Journalism Death Schools.  DeathMedia... Buh BYE!!

3/24/2020 9:09:25 AM texn9ne Bringing this one back, quite relevant, Quantum even!

 https://t.co/qn0px5TyiB  https://twitter.com/nea_storm/status/1233547897594998784?s=21 …

3/24/2020 9:10:19 AM earth2nissy Glad to be here with ya!

3/24/2020 9:10:37 AM adeo_creata_est Thank you Track! I’m ok. It’s just I feel bad to see people like Majestic and the Austin guy fool so many. I unfollowed the names I didn’t recognize so I 

don’t have to see the retweets

3/24/2020 9:10:46 AM nea_storm the people? Hence I have come forward anonymously to allow give people the opportunity to demonstrate that when given the chance to know the 

truth & opportunity to prove via their own effort & anchor in their own Spiritual Conscious actualizations to energetically perceive A-9 

pic.twitter.com/0tnK1SkaLb

3/24/2020 9:12:43 AM gatekeaper1 They use the electrolysis of is salt water to make NaOH and CL2. Is electrolysis of H20 (only) not efficient?

3/24/2020 9:13:16 AM smalltownindy What will be in the cures? Be very alarmed when the global push for Covid33 vaccine begins in a month or 2.

 https://id2020.org/alliance 

 https://www.biometricupdate.com/201909/id2020-and-partners-launch-program-to-provide-digital-id-with-vaccines … pic.twitter.com/TEkRwOrbdT

3/24/2020 9:13:23 AM lissmojo Yeah, I didn’t get it either.  

But now it kinda makes sense.

If the scientists — who in 1982 concluded we’re all in a kind of video game — are correct, then exiting early probably takes you back to the start.

Yeesh.

3/24/2020 9:14:42 AM lissmojo Never seemed fair to me.

Some lives are just too painful to live.

3/24/2020 9:15:27 AM cleomeserrula This article is pretty amazing, I noticed its from 3/17.  If it is as you say, within the decade, that would be marvelous!

3/24/2020 9:15:51 AM lissmojo I dunno.

The Creator probably has something to say about it.

3/24/2020 9:15:57 AM americanpetal Thx! ❤️💛💖



3/24/2020 9:16:48 AM samsmith0319 Louisiana as of Monday 5pm...All statewide schools closed on 13th

3/24/2020 9:16:53 AM lissmojo The Creator understands.

Your loved ones are cherished.

3/24/2020 9:18:13 AM moffit30414438 Natasha Malia mirror

3/24/2020 9:18:28 AM what_uc Is Lindsey speaking to [them]?

3/24/2020 9:18:46 AM lissmojo I think it’s okay.

Looks like we learn from our mistakes here when we go to the next level.  The Creator understands.

3/24/2020 9:19:27 AM bentsomnolence Chrome and adrenaline 😉

3/24/2020 9:20:28 AM trackrat591 I'm retired & this is 12 hours/7days for me. I am shadow banned so I don't send out original tweets. I want to contribute so I spend my time swooping 

in to help others/ newbies along the way when I see the need. Maj12 & others=Karma is a real bitch.

3/24/2020 9:21:23 AM malibuphoenix33 Totally. The Galactics just confirmed what we all knew with that one. ✌️

3/24/2020 9:22:49 AM lissmojo I think God loves us.  So we probably get cut some slack even when we’re bad.

But I do hope the Pope is right when he says bad souls just disappear!

3/24/2020 9:23:04 AM dcdarkstardc Nothing with control rods should be used anymore.

3/24/2020 9:23:36 AM lissmojo Or maybe you get a do-over?

3/24/2020 9:23:47 AM adeo_creata_est Yes. In the end, they will have to answer for their choices. They can’t really cause any real harm to the movement. It’s just a last annoyance to learn to 

tolerate

3/24/2020 9:23:54 AM lissmojo Hope so !

3/24/2020 9:24:11 AM malibuphoenix33 Totally. We’re above it. Rise UP light warriors!

3/24/2020 9:25:14 AM lissmojo Hope so!

3/24/2020 9:25:25 AM adeo_creata_est Thank you. I always knew. It took me somewhere in the range of 2 seconds!😆😆👍🏻

3/24/2020 9:25:35 AM 369palm Do you want to do it over under the same circumstances or do you want to have a better chance at happiness next time?

3/24/2020 9:25:46 AM angel171614 I agree it is time to rise up and when we rise We rise not with the sword We rise with love and Only Love pic.twitter.com/JjYK7QpDkv

3/24/2020 9:25:57 AM s223s223 Wow! So blatant and anger face like everything they do! I know this is how it works they have to let us know so therefore it would be our fault if we 

were asleep

3/24/2020 9:26:08 AM s223s223 SATAN

3/24/2020 9:26:28 AM s223s223 It's THEM!

3/24/2020 9:27:26 AM carolva97910854 Then why is he still walking the streets? Or IS he?

3/24/2020 9:27:31 AM n7guardiananon fork in the road...sounds like Kab vs MJ12 2.0

Take what is offered...

completed YOUR mission pic.twitter.com/e1xwAsMk6P

3/24/2020 9:29:47 AM alight412 I witness it in my own home. Is it the fear of looking outside of one's comfort zone? I find as time moves forward I question the "truth" everywhere and 

usually find I know little. It is fascinating to entertain endless possabilities.

3/24/2020 9:30:44 AM pat_stedman @AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian this video is very important for what @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are trying to do. Strongly strongly 

recommend you guys take a watch. Puts a lot of pieces together and will be big for bringing lefties into the fold  https://youtu.be/hUlIXFHmvfs 

3/24/2020 9:30:49 AM adeo_creata_est  pic.twitter.com/MkbywJG9Om

3/24/2020 9:31:22 AM dianalynngoodma 1 to the power of 41. That's a lot of$$!

3/24/2020 9:32:56 AM angel171614  pic.twitter.com/ex0QRUeR4l

3/24/2020 9:32:59 AM patriotgracey Nobody knows what goes on between God and a person who is committing suicide at that moment! This statement is judgmental and in my opinion 

wrong.

3/24/2020 9:34:22 AM dropdeadjack Suicide merely transfers the pain to your closest loved ones. Sure, death sucks for those left behind but there’s maybe some understanding. Suicide 

might cause us to ask what we did wrong. It might create more pain.

3/24/2020 9:34:48 AM thekanehb Truth. Stafford act IS martial law.

3/24/2020 9:35:02 AM dannyd48658664 Massachusetts is one

3/24/2020 9:35:39 AM clutchnut vis a vis, Plato's allegory of the cave.......Nothing new under the sun....

3/24/2020 9:36:13 AM jollyrob2 @thierrybaudet

3/24/2020 9:37:28 AM pby1000 If there are no arrests, they will release another virus or make another attack.

3/24/2020 9:38:21 AM thekanehb Agree. I’m hearing that round 2 will be in May and that will be major

3/24/2020 9:39:28 AM 27kovacs I’d like to have an ice cold mint tea please and some burgers and fries. I always knew that pineapple pizza was wrong.

3/24/2020 9:40:20 AM mongrelglory Majestic 12?

3/24/2020 9:40:24 AM what_uc 😂👍🤣

3/24/2020 9:41:00 AM pby1000 May?  Ok.  We have waited this long, so another few months will go by fast.  I am glad I know how to garden and raise animals.

3/24/2020 9:41:31 AM alight412 Took philosophy in college and didn't understand it then so not comprehending your tweet. But I do believe there are new ideas to explore for the 

newly awakened.

3/24/2020 9:41:40 AM thekanehb Right?! Me too.

3/24/2020 9:43:08 AM thekanehb But I’m also kinda depressed at this. 

I believe fully in a depopulation agenda and seeing it in action is hard. 

Could it really be possible that they are trying to eliminate 90%?!

3/24/2020 9:47:04 AM 369palm I’ve been using this to help my lefty friend see through this. Some days it’s like one step forward two steps back.

3/24/2020 9:47:52 AM clutchnut Consider a population living in a cave. To them the shadows cast by the fire IS their reality. If they have never seen the outside you would seem CRAZY 

in your attempts to explain it to them. Paradigm shifts are uncomfortable and scary, most choose the easier/familiar path.

3/24/2020 9:48:26 AM naughtumi We do suggest that our guest finish our pizza in its entirety! People don't like leftovers from someone else...

3/24/2020 9:49:11 AM bubusmc I think whoever wrote the article is way off.

3/24/2020 9:49:17 AM jeffreyb917 Over a period of about 10yrs. I blv.....in order to meet the globalist agenda 2030###!🌹

3/24/2020 9:49:58 AM austin234nine Disappear can have multiple meanings

3/24/2020 9:51:06 AM n7guardiananon sometimes 2 steps forward 2 steps back...😁😄😉 https://youtu.be/xweiQukBM_k 

3/24/2020 9:51:16 AM davethadude369 I don't think this message is intended for your loved ones. Misspellings matter. This message is intended for some people who have done some very 

very bad things. It's letting them know that one way or another, they're gonna get served.

3/24/2020 9:51:33 AM 369palm Bingo

3/24/2020 9:52:07 AM tctanyaleelee What are they way off about?

3/24/2020 9:52:51 AM tctanyaleelee In my opinion, the person who wrote it couldn't resonate anymore to the truth.

3/24/2020 9:53:28 AM tctanyaleelee Are we really that stupid to believe them over and over again? We are wise enough to believe in God... but why not believe in GODS plan...

3/24/2020 9:53:37 AM paigegaede Great article. The sad thing is that it does not seem like a true choice unless one has an infinite supply of the old currency.

3/24/2020 9:54:18 AM davethadude369 This message is not for your loved ones. Misspellings matter. This message is for the bad folks.

3/24/2020 9:56:18 AM tctanyaleelee What's the old currency? Why wouldn't they have it stockpiled somewhere? Question everything.

3/24/2020 9:57:17 AM tctanyaleelee For me, it resonated as the closest thing to the truth.



3/24/2020 9:57:57 AM tctanyaleelee Why keep trusting in these governments that show their manipulation in plain sight? Hey have done this over and over again.

3/24/2020 9:58:43 AM foudre29 Considering that death is only a passage from one state to another in what does suicide have an incidence ?

3/24/2020 9:58:58 AM thericharddoyle .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 —

SEC_δ =

SEC_r =

SEC_152

aid needed : .#letitrain 

Your destiny. Your choice. Trust the plan. Ours. As we once trusted you.

You know when.

Cc: .@GenFlynn pic.twitter.com/YatGGXe9RX
3/24/2020 10:00:57 AM spacecadet369 Project Looking Glass?

3/24/2020 10:01:23 AM davethadude369 This message is not for the good folks you work with. They are good people. You are a good person. This message is not for you or them. Misspellings 

matter. The message was for the bad folks. The ones who have done very despicable things. Letting them know there's no escape.

3/24/2020 10:02:14 AM uphighman1  https://pedophilesdownunder.com/hang-on-for-the-ride-abuse-drawings/ …

3/24/2020 10:03:00 AM tantricsecrets And school tax

3/24/2020 10:03:39 AM mike72279593 Please do it.  New moneysystem!!!! No more moneyslave,  People must life,  Not only work for 1% of sick satanic pedos

3/24/2020 10:04:11 AM bebetmcg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Justice8882 @hrch8r @X22Report https://twitter.com/bebetmcg/status/1242496161744814081 …

3/24/2020 10:06:49 AM cryptogyu I’m moving to Wyoming

3/24/2020 10:07:24 AM srnityblu Anyone contemplating suicide or depression there is hope and help. DM me

3/24/2020 10:08:31 AM cryptogyu Nice work girl!

3/24/2020 10:10:10 AM davethadude369 Once again, my belief is that the message we're responding to is intended for those who would use the method of suicide to escape justice for the 

things they've done. Think of the warden in "Shashank Redemption". THAT'S who this particular message is for.

3/24/2020 10:11:06 AM darkwriter69 Several Q posters were called out for gatekeeping the Q movement in regards to someone new on the scene. That someone responded by calling them 

QPharisees.

3/24/2020 10:11:24 AM j_d_abercrombie Hey Hunter Killer! I was on the original list with @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, is this a character space issue? have to bump peeps off as 

new Shilling Family members get found? You know, Hunter Killer, I think you work for Command. 😏  

https://twitter.com/Freedomfromthe1/status/1241904539076263938 …

3/24/2020 10:12:52 AM bbobbio71 Suicides by the thousands,  Recession/ Depression. 

Potus just said

3/24/2020 10:13:47 AM mgodfrey99 Yes!!

3/24/2020 10:15:25 AM danamk25 He just said it again on Fox News

3/24/2020 10:18:32 AM lori_dee1 This was an excellent video! I learned a lot about money and currency. Looking forward  to watching the next ones listed in the tweets. Thank you 

MJ12! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/24/2020 10:22:41 AM androme07416104 The education system needs overhauled.

3/24/2020 10:23:01 AM chooselove108 Tech that is far beyond Looking Glass, P.M. that literally has direct connect to Source...the 3 words it continued to give back is "Trust the Plan"...this is 

destined...Great Awakening...

3/24/2020 10:23:44 AM qnuno2  pic.twitter.com/pmJL1QImye

3/24/2020 10:25:18 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/Scavino45/status/1242499119303798784 … pic.twitter.com/9ex9u0XoVc

3/24/2020 10:25:28 AM gaskill_jr  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWleyCWoi7g …

3/24/2020 10:26:14 AM minazotagurl Wait for TWEET drop from POTUS = Q # 55

5:5?

3/24/2020 10:27:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Strategy shift to bridge the left right divide.

United we stand, divided we fall.

3/24/2020 10:28:53 AM tctanyaleelee  https://youtu.be/FOkEfFUJUAY 

3/24/2020 10:30:01 AM thomasestell6 Now that I give that statement some thought, you are absolutely right.

3/24/2020 10:30:19 AM auroravoyager1 If people asked me, they wouldn't believe it.  I don't want people asking who I am.    #WeAreInThisTogether .  .

3/24/2020 10:30:27 AM paytonpatriot Not a big enough audience, yet. I think it still has one more week and for it to be at a better time slot than noon.

3/24/2020 10:30:44 AM coloradoevolut1 COMM

U

N

I

T

Y pic.twitter.com/0XkwKXciHH

3/24/2020 10:30:57 AM majure_mary I've tried...just ignore it bc it makes no sense at all.  Gaslighting...classic projection tactics.  It a waste of time.

3/24/2020 10:31:03 AM tctanyaleelee  https://youtu.be/FOkEfFUJUAY 

3/24/2020 10:31:21 AM qnuno2  pic.twitter.com/Kx9zjsdQRM

3/24/2020 10:31:52 AM covertress .@POTUS LIVE https://video.foxnews.com/v/5614615980001#sp=watch-live …

3/24/2020 10:32:28 AM lavenderlives I’m waiting!

😡just can’t stand the backstabbers of @POTUS 🇺🇸

3/24/2020 10:33:34 AM paytonpatriot Whew, 30 minutes. I’ll have to watch that later. Thanks for sharing!

3/24/2020 10:34:42 AM americanmedici1 why should i ask for Q? the most uninteresting question in the moment, but i am looking forward when he reveals..

3/24/2020 10:35:21 AM cocopuffster12 New @AustinSteinbart YT Space Force video!!!  http://youtu.be/X-CQXHLmnJI  #WWG1WGA #DigitalSoldiers #KeybordWarriors  Help your country!!! 

Patriots unite!!! ♥♥♥🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/24/2020 10:37:50 AM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/HSvpoBMmp6

3/24/2020 10:38:40 AM cocopuffster12 Such great news!!!

3/24/2020 10:38:56 AM jackoneilltime1  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6D1nK7q2i8I …

One of the best opening title credits and one hell of a performance by Shirley Bassey  

Are patriots in possession of lost gold ie Yamashita's gold? pic.twitter.com/Zzf8NSxncC

3/24/2020 10:39:39 AM antiantisemites  pic.twitter.com/jt2vSxEAgT

3/24/2020 10:40:04 AM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/8GRZfB42qa

3/24/2020 10:40:58 AM azuremagus As Q+ yes 5:5



3/24/2020 10:41:52 AM nativewarrior14 Who is 'Baby Q'?

"He was my enemy but he never knew it...."

@Qanon76

@Q2Eyes

@realDonaldTrump

@Inevitable_ET

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/KhAciUaLJM

3/24/2020 10:42:34 AM eman1292 @AustinSteinbart why buy BTC? 45 doesn't like it and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said the chain is tainted and will need to reset. Could you elaborate please? 

Thanks.

3/24/2020 10:43:56 AM therealjefani Simple, the markets are going to go up and down and that is when BTC does its best.

3/24/2020 10:44:08 AM tucson_ron Suicide weekend when many realize... No Way Out? 4/4-4/5?

3/24/2020 10:48:18 AM ntlscubadive That's why I suppressed my tweets my bad 🤐🤐🤐

3/24/2020 10:48:37 AM tctanyaleelee Worth the watch! Much love and keep the free thinking alive !

3/24/2020 10:49:12 AM qnuno2 AR is an Italian company, you cannot acquire a company that belongs to another country though I do agree with the law!

3/24/2020 10:49:30 AM lori_dee1 Great video! I saw it a yr ago but it's a good refresher about the depths of this depravity. Thanks for sharing. 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/24/2020 10:50:09 AM jackoneilltime1 40 wAll st buildinG housing A sUrprise? pic.twitter.com/WxkNGjpfaA

3/24/2020 10:50:13 AM awakeningthe17 Things that make you humm 

When you are really looking.

3/24/2020 10:50:32 AM patriotmom11 CA is a stay at home state but not enforced by Marshall law... yet

3/24/2020 10:50:46 AM qnuno2 Symbology for "satan" devouring humanity!

3/24/2020 10:51:05 AM jeffcordell6 I fought that idea for so long....till late 2019.  I now believe it's very possible

3/24/2020 10:51:47 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/jIE3KQpIeI

3/24/2020 10:52:02 AM jeffcordell6 I likey your thinking!

3/24/2020 10:52:52 AM flubbynutty Soon

3/24/2020 10:52:54 AM ordainedpain @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@DefenseIntel 

What do you guys think?

Fake Peace 

Or 

Butterfly Effect

3/24/2020 10:53:06 AM michaelnimchan Suicide is defaulting on  the life plan we agreed to for this incarnation and is punishable upon crossing over. Allowing the guilty to commit suicide is 

worse than execution.

3/24/2020 10:54:38 AM gina67590096 Mooo movie! For your mind from the matrix this is all a movie! pic.twitter.com/UNneaRK7oh

3/24/2020 10:54:44 AM dropthemic9 She's worried about the Storm.  Q is  coming

3/24/2020 10:55:20 AM lenartjoe Still at square 1 with thermal- nuclear though (better, but still at a level of arrested development) if the more-advanced overunity tech isn’t at least 

provided as a controlled service to the public. IMO.

3/24/2020 10:55:56 AM kristophersnake  https://files.catbox.moe/wlvw8n.jpg 

3/24/2020 10:55:59 AM williebhere Q is a movement... we are Q. If you are involved in helping expose the evil, then you are Q. But all movement have a leader, is trump not our 

president??

3/24/2020 10:56:14 AM gina67590096 Free your mind Meow pic.twitter.com/yMViCvomzg

3/24/2020 10:56:30 AM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/KuABwhAl86

3/24/2020 10:57:05 AM viking_jeremy @RepDanCrenshaw PLEASE WATCH HIS LATEST VIDEO, SPACE FORCE, ON YOUTUBE! @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are real federal 

government entities! They couldn't claim so without PROSECUTION!!!!

3/24/2020 10:57:36 AM kb4landlover 4 threes or 3 fours...  is it me or does this remind you of @BabyQPlus and his big grin?  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 maybe give us the scoop on all this 

symbolism?  what about you frens?  what do you think?   Why is the DIA logo upside down? :In house stress cleaning maybe?  

pic.twitter.com/dz8lOy8FMA

3/24/2020 10:57:49 AM gina67590096 Found Them! God’s kids! And a flourished upon all the earth pic.twitter.com/PNNxXrj00N

3/24/2020 10:57:49 AM annieoakley05 #QAnons on Q’s Board on #8Kun have exposed #AustinSteinbart as a larp, they doxxed him, see my feed I posted screenshots. Also, Q said in drop 

1318 “No outside comms.” Use some discernment, Austin is a #Clown #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 11:01:08 AM joerie22 You read about it online and hear people talking about it without really knowing if it’s true. To see this particular man talking about it in this setting 

really makes you believe this is not some conspiracy. I cried watching that video last night. Please share if you can.

3/24/2020 11:01:47 AM q_surge People don't understand that suicide is a selfish act of pride.

I know it hurts to hear this, but we need to know the root in order to change the result.

It's God's choice when we die.

If you take that away, you're putting yourself above God.

Not to mention the people affected...

3/24/2020 11:02:15 AM gsusgod Oh, Austin Steinbart? #BabyQ as I’ve heard him referred to.

3/24/2020 11:03:00 AM annieoakley05 #QAnons have exposed #AustinSteinbart as a larp, they doxxed him. See my timeline, I posted screenshots by the #Anons on #8Kun. Also #Q said in 

drop 1318 “No outside comms.” Use discernment, don’t fall for Austin’s BS. #BeCarefulWhoYouFollow #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 11:03:03 AM irene19176156 These are true Americans....Patriots!! Thank you for sharing this 💕🇺🇸💕🇺🇸@potus @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot 

@w_terrence

#WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #gratitude #QAnons #QArmy #CoronavirusPandemic #CoronavirusLockdown # 

https://twitter.com/kirstiealley/status/1242262054691577862 …

3/24/2020 11:05:40 AM mindymaucelli I can’t find that press conference.

3/24/2020 11:07:11 AM dropthemic9 If the Deep State is gone in May then the cabal wont be able to release another anything.

3/24/2020 11:07:23 AM q_surge Everything you described was putting yourself at the centre of your life.

My pain.

My circumstance.

My suffering.

My...

(When does God appear in this equation to end life?)

I'm not poking you to be mean, but internalizing everything about  'me'  is how the devil justifies suicide

3/24/2020 11:09:10 AM 27kovacs  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw0Pz2CswQc …

3/24/2020 11:09:44 AM winklerburke Progressive (1984) Ed was designed to destroy humanity’s spirit, soul & body. It must be defunded, and not overhauled. We’re the death camps in Nazi 

Germany after WWII overhauled?  The death camps that are Progressive schools cannot be overhauled, only defunded. Death to Prog Ed.

3/24/2020 11:10:07 AM dropthemic9 I expect the Deep State to be gone in April. https://youtu.be/ShW8YW_oo1I 

3/24/2020 11:12:05 AM ibringthestorm6 Too many

Virus is no threat to Patriots.



3/24/2020 11:12:53 AM thavannmann It's because Q has mentioned a lot of religious beliefs, and people just tie into it. A lot of this has gone way into left field with theory. But at the heart of 

it is a message of hope and strength. What most people should be getting out of Q is that someone is fighting for us.

3/24/2020 11:16:02 AM rachaelangelm Yeah he does. He never fixed any problems, it only got worse.

3/24/2020 11:16:32 AM azuremagus Annie you shooting blanks.

3/24/2020 11:17:29 AM djmomthebomb Published on 3/17?  17 days?

3/24/2020 11:18:03 AM djmomthebomb I hope 17 isn’t the Cabal satiating patriots...

3/24/2020 11:19:08 AM munkeypilot Expound please for frenz👍🏼

3/24/2020 11:19:35 AM dcdarkstardc So basically, a 14 day quarantine is pointless.

3/24/2020 11:20:02 AM munkeypilot Permanent solution to a temporary problem...not good...

3/24/2020 11:21:00 AM tting69ty Amen!

3/24/2020 11:21:31 AM nikoscali She's spot on... your "BabyQ" has mental issues and his mom is still his legal guardian.

3/24/2020 11:24:40 AM shadowsuper5 oh go to bed !!! and try and grow a brain

3/24/2020 11:25:43 AM ryan35381162 Love it! pic.twitter.com/C4hjWe1vuB

3/24/2020 11:26:16 AM dianero64727777 Nashville, TN seems to be a center for C_A's MKultra programming. Cathy O'Brien & Brice Taylor both have books detailing some of this.

3/24/2020 11:26:30 AM cidarean Yea who would want to hit the reset button on an incarnation.

3/24/2020 11:26:42 AM ed_kua I think I read an article and 

From her book:

Becoming - Michelle Obama 

Shares the 💔 story of a difficult pregnancy that miscarried and the struggles to maintain a Strong relationship  w/Barack..

So that would =3 technically.

Any circumstances about any details.. who TF Knows pic.twitter.com/YY5xdhfgKk
3/24/2020 11:29:16 AM smmmote And that's absolutely true. I have learned and built upon that until this point. It has helped me very much too learn how to discern and process 

information. So I definitely appreciate that aspect.

3/24/2020 11:31:25 AM terrica89266292 He said “This isn’t a time for sleepovers.”no gatherings,no getting together for a quick pickup game of basketball @ the park, etc. My guess is he is 

telling kids out of school no sleeping over at friends houses. It sounded out of place and a bit too much “nanny government”

3/24/2020 11:31:44 AM gothedistance88 First thing I noticed, the reflective contrast on WORLD PREMIER.

            D PREMIER. 🤔

3/24/2020 11:32:07 AM cidarean Are average citizens going to receive gold after the reset instead of a fed note? Stocks are coming back up as well?

3/24/2020 11:32:40 AM owletlil Wow. I was doing a lot of searching about the mkultra a while back, guess I’m doing that this week. Sucks man.

3/24/2020 11:34:01 AM sarah48538695 Why? What happens?

3/24/2020 11:36:57 AM kathyoc98098895  pic.twitter.com/4bEdyAVXpV

3/24/2020 11:37:58 AM winklerburke Complex: (via BabyQ)(No Godhead implied, just an analogy, chill: Anons). Father=Q+, Son = BabyQ, Q = Holy Spirit.  Implication:  MJ12 above; Austin 

Steinbart; Trump, Flynn, Rogers, QTeam et al.   We be lucky Anons!   (Remember, stay cool!). Bigger game later= Star-Trek-Gate-Wars!

3/24/2020 11:38:50 AM mcgwyneth Love crosses all boundaries - language, age, social status.

"When accepted", Love is the only language felt by all humans, despite divisions.

How to share?  BE the love you are.  It is a divine thing.

Your efforts will not go unnoticed.

3/24/2020 11:40:00 AM terri06416154 Thank you. Hasn’t stopped my neighbor. Ex con- he’s not a rules guy. We got paperwork from work in case/when national guard/police stop us on r 

way to work.

3/24/2020 11:40:04 AM lobeeson Indiana lockdown

3/24/2020 11:41:47 AM sarah48538695 It's not an act of pride...it's about being in so much pain and not seeing any alternative. Most people who commit suicide don't really want to die, they 

just want the pain to end. When it literally hurts to be alive everyday for years and you've tried everything 2 feel better...

3/24/2020 11:41:49 AM winklerburke Why?  If there B aliens... they’ve seen the olde Central Majick $ trap @ a million planets!  Sheesh! They know how 2 get planets free. Yup. Also an olde 

game. Mentalist magicians took over Earth ages ago. We are set free via wisdom, strategy & experience... If there B Vulcans? ;)

3/24/2020 11:41:51 AM nea_storm the limitations of existing under corrupt governance: It becomes easier over time to recognize the true motives of others: Deceivers & actors may Act 

to the script [they] are given, there lies the supreme limitation: [They] are incapable of Seeing beyond the Portal barrier: A-11 

pic.twitter.com/wKUwxcNSin

3/24/2020 11:41:52 AM ryan35381162 Remember your training Envoy!

3/24/2020 11:42:38 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/WDFfwRvw1x

3/24/2020 11:43:13 AM mynardpamela  pic.twitter.com/3FtC6P2cNz

3/24/2020 11:46:02 AM winklerburke ... If there B ANY aliens ... then there B good ones, and there B bad ones.  Each have the power to easily consume-take-over-harvest a planet. So our 

MJ12 group has drank deep the chalices of both!  Luckily, today’s brew is Thor worthy! Thanks, liberators! We needed it Huugely!!!

3/24/2020 11:48:37 AM amammadhosein So what ?

3/24/2020 11:49:56 AM q_surge I don't disagree about the pain. 

But you do understand that you're internalizing here? That you're the center of your universe in this situation?

(And that's where the problem lies).

I understand that it can be overwhelming and you may not even realize.

My intent isn't to hurt.

3/24/2020 11:50:32 AM roublisa Hello ...are you asking for this thread complied?

3/24/2020 11:53:00 AM pleasantlysurly Not to these satanists. They think they're on their way to a big party with their god. Little do they know what awaits....

3/24/2020 11:53:35 AM winklerburke The Creator Himself imbues every living soul with a certain kernel of “JackO’Neil-Luke-Leia-Rey-Skywalker-Kirk-Bones-Scotty-Uhura-Spock” wanna-be-

ism.  Well, let it rain this upon our souls. Today is the day. Now is the time. Thanks for all helping this planet. We owe you greatly

3/24/2020 11:54:15 AM ryan35381162 Seeing is crossing through portal?! Knowledge is the key?! pic.twitter.com/hOmYRBAhmQ

3/24/2020 11:56:40 AM senorcoconut_ Yeah, I don’t see what the big deal is. Life is like a hand of playing cards....you fold when you know you’re not going to win and try again

3/24/2020 11:57:12 AM texn9ne No I just found that particular post on the thread relevant today but thank you for asking! I actually have fun searching twitter for the threads 🤓

3/24/2020 11:59:23 AM nea_storm Interesting perspective, is that a Threat? Who do you represent Starseed Brother? Which Galactic Mafia, exactly? [DS] China perhaps? 

Take What offer? The offer of my own Assets that are mine by the way as the people's Assets are theirs that I Guard? Completed What mission? 

pic.twitter.com/mkyJd3l7gw

3/24/2020 11:59:51 AM roublisa Ok ...I agree it makes it even more solidified when #alice makes us hunt lol.   I have been collecting screen shots of @nea_storm ‘s disclosures for quite 

awhile if you need a thread reconstructed I can assist...💗💗💗

3/24/2020 12:00:09 PM jayemmorgan 'T' for Tom?

3/24/2020 12:01:06 PM texn9ne Thats wonderful thank you I will keep this in mind 😁



3/24/2020 12:04:18 PM khaleesi61 Ohio

3/24/2020 12:06:31 PM n7guardiananon Very Defensive???

You don't approve of message over messenger???

Take what is offered use what you can, leave the rest???

I Represent Me...I AM who I AM

Unconditional love to all...but I dont approve of EVIL DEEDS

3/24/2020 12:06:52 PM roublisa Very single tweet she has disclosed is precious beyond comprehension my friend💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/3YZZC5bohC

3/24/2020 12:07:48 PM s223s223 Blind Eleven

3/24/2020 12:09:39 PM boondognews The head of the car looks like a snake. The lights are eyes the v tongue

3/24/2020 12:09:40 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/uuihhKGLTK

3/24/2020 12:14:12 PM auroravoyager1 Isaiah 45 (aka 45th)

3/24/2020 12:14:22 PM texn9ne Beyond my human comprehension yet my 💫🧬 understands ☺👁✨

I just ❤️ this verse, just realized it’s 3 6 9 too ⚡️⚡️⚡️ pic.twitter.com/GWmuQr44us

3/24/2020 12:15:39 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/yMxl-_bIiFQ 

3/24/2020 12:16:17 PM texn9ne Hehe 😉 more 3:06 9 pic.twitter.com/AKVIwdQbok

3/24/2020 12:17:06 PM roublisa 💥💥💥💞💞💞💥💥💥

3/24/2020 12:18:18 PM roublisa Forgive me yes!😅

3/24/2020 12:18:22 PM redink70155959  pic.twitter.com/KO8h41ie2Z

3/24/2020 12:19:07 PM abbeyblackswan1 Well that was a lovely train. I do think that you might complain on the grounds that was time consuming going to all those accounts and pressing 

follow. Luckily I was already following some or I’d be really annoyed. It’s great to see idiots can be useful. I thought that was myth.

3/24/2020 12:19:52 PM nea_storm I replied to you as you presented: You have Zero idea what is actually being Disclosed: The defensiveness is your projection & distraction: Further It has 

Zero to do with the reality of substantial Assets under protection, due to actions I made long ago: Credit were Credit is due 

pic.twitter.com/VahTupUw6i

3/24/2020 12:21:26 PM fordsmall68 Vermont is taking about doing it Wednesday

3/24/2020 12:27:58 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/C7V6aEiXqn

3/24/2020 12:28:33 PM rosscarwalker Some people aren’t being honest with themselves....

3/24/2020 12:30:15 PM n7guardiananon sounds like Kab or the other Q pharisees or ______ as they scold their followers.

Again Unconditional Love to them all...but...message over messenger.

3/24/2020 12:32:27 PM keiserrott Wise man.

3/24/2020 12:33:24 PM n2zyk why woudl that be?

3/24/2020 12:33:40 PM tyetyler1 Anything that "could be" in 2 years already exists.

3/24/2020 12:35:20 PM q_surge I didn't think you were suicidal.

But maybe close to people who were?

It's hard to remove emotion from this as it's very raw for many.

It's not selfish to 'want' to die.

It's selfish to 'commit' suicide.

We won't agree here because God's word says he decides, not us.

Peace. 🙏

3/24/2020 12:36:48 PM n7guardiananon 👍👍👍

You rock it...All you!!!

💖💖💖

3/24/2020 12:38:18 PM grandma26244385 me too, putting the pieces together along with others who are ALIVE and AWAKE

3/24/2020 12:41:43 PM nea_storm What does the reality of existing private side Assets in respective House Estate Trust accounts in Treasury Depositary have to do with anything you just 

expressed? Or what is being Discussed & Disclosed regarding debt: Instead you made a Threat about taking Offers etcetera, Why? 

pic.twitter.com/ETibwciqve

3/24/2020 12:42:44 PM davidacamorani #QAnon 🇮🇹💝🇺🇸

@realDonaldTrump @KremlinRussia

@TheCollectiveQ @prayingmedic

@GiuseppeConteIT @matteosalvinimi

@g_occhionero @StormIsUponUs

@TransformNow2Q @Barabba0681

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @marthamaccallum

@BPPope @NeoRust @Tinktweets45

@DiOristano @Layonard1 @GerardoPilolli pic.twitter.com/2lEOtudBxH
3/24/2020 12:42:55 PM czebotarjessie @JuliansRum @intheMatrixxx @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs @tracybeanz @CoreysDigs @tugginghboat @SeanCordicon @SnowWhite7IAM 

@BardsOfWar @FollowThe17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/_00111111_/status/1242533881863122944 …

3/24/2020 12:45:33 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/yMxl-_bIiFQ 

Who is the follower in the video???

Who is the controller of information in the video???

Why does the controller feel threatened??? https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1242488225702252544?s=19 …

3/24/2020 12:46:15 PM k78016924 Love this guy 😍

3/24/2020 12:46:50 PM nea_storm Spiritual Consciousness versus AI is the issue most definitely: pic.twitter.com/gRxKEB67FL

3/24/2020 12:49:45 PM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/h7cR4TAJuN

3/24/2020 12:52:32 PM maerstian7 that because they have surrounded the whole planet with magnetic satellite systems all over the parrarel and they sent very ill signal to influence mind 

peoples,the CIA agents on internet brag that it's the 5G tower in reality but it is not,just to make confusion to keep hidden.

3/24/2020 12:53:09 PM n2zyk if we all return to our ES state upon death why would that be any differn for them?

3/24/2020 12:53:16 PM nea_storm Dear one you have yet answered my questions pertaining these operational realities: That are the issue and very serious ones: Especially when anyone 

misrepresents the context & obfuscates the truth to direct people to believe something emotionally verses actual reality & Truth: 

pic.twitter.com/JW7kItZbIL

3/24/2020 12:54:05 PM n7guardiananon 💖💖💖

A wise students learns from the good and bad lessons.

Thank You for the lessons.

Message over Messenger.

3/24/2020 12:55:41 PM jacking247365 i love snoop dogg



3/24/2020 12:57:19 PM nea_storm What I have been historically Disclosing & Demonstrating is the existence of operational realities that have been premeditatedly hidden in multiple 

complex ways among other: Realities specific interest wanted to contain & redirect to cover [their] own EVILS & to maintain control 

pic.twitter.com/wKrpWafICT

3/24/2020 12:58:32 PM sdane8 I think that's what happening in my own family.

3/24/2020 1:00:04 PM mcgwyneth When ANYBODY says anything about the Space Force...

My reaction exactly.

How many levels of the Space Force are there really...?

We don't know what we don't know...

@AustinSteinbart

3/24/2020 1:00:06 PM doq017 Nancy screwed the 🐕 & jumped the 🦈

She SCREWED THE 🦈!

That’s 🥎⚾️

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@WhiteHouse

@adjunctprofesor

@TheLastRefuge2
3/24/2020 1:00:51 PM trusterplan I've seen studies involving gut bacteria. Kids with allergies lack a certain one, and when they reintroduce it to their body the allergy goes away

3/24/2020 1:03:35 PM udkin9dom LSS, After researching esoteric philosophy it’s clear to me that the White Hats decided to play their own ‘Trump’ card -

17 : The Star

Decided the create my own tarot card for them. 

Feel free to use/steal/share. 

#WWG1WGA @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Inevitable_ET pic.twitter.com/i8Cybj4Z2b
3/24/2020 1:04:26 PM patricksready Care to elaborate?

3/24/2020 1:05:49 PM saoirse_369 Rat pic.twitter.com/Rjh4DFgxjj

3/24/2020 1:06:29 PM psyanidegaming Yes

3/24/2020 1:07:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Considering that all vaccines are poisons perhaps this isn't the worst idea possible. Perhaps the left will realize that injecting neurotoxic metals and 

aborted fetal cells actually create a perfect recipe for big pharma to rob you blind. Perceptions matter. 

https://twitter.com/GrizzlyJoeShow/status/1242511886391926784 …

3/24/2020 1:07:42 PM kathymerfeld  pic.twitter.com/opOid6zNsw

3/24/2020 1:08:46 PM citizensrising1  https://t.co/yQDLyeTZeG  https://twitter.com/Citizensrising1/status/1242494323737997314?s=20 …

3/24/2020 1:09:08 PM citizensrising1  https://t.co/yQDLyeTZeG  https://twitter.com/Citizensrising1/status/1242494323737997314?s=20 …

3/24/2020 1:09:22 PM lbf777 Damn heretics are poisoning millions of American people. Anyone who takes any kind of chemical pill is being poisoned.

3/24/2020 1:09:47 PM raenyasalisbury Love you for this

3/24/2020 1:10:28 PM rob67_ Yes! Trump is doing a great job! Looking forward to Easter.

3/24/2020 1:12:47 PM annasum47005725 I love it!!!

3/24/2020 1:13:46 PM t_hayden07 I agree! I think he has a way of explaining, that could open the eyes of a whole new wave of people. I appreciate the response! ❤️

#MessageOverMessenger

#BabyQ

#SpaceForce pic.twitter.com/xacB3Wcnfw

3/24/2020 1:14:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sexual Harassment Slush Funds protect pedophiles who accidentally try to recruit the wrong person. 

https://twitter.com/kimstrassel/status/1242131565762637830 …

3/24/2020 1:14:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not fear. https://twitter.com/mongrelglory/status/1242518169631195141 …

3/24/2020 1:15:15 PM kennysumner2 The vaccine is called “Gitmo”.

3/24/2020 1:16:05 PM 99thyamwasher Anyone else feel like this is a top-down infestation?

3/24/2020 1:16:14 PM cchausmer 17???

3/24/2020 1:16:50 PM chris_cmselec Drop some names

3/24/2020 1:17:16 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/9fTHHHngsW

3/24/2020 1:18:01 PM mhd11094264 Q said not all.

3/24/2020 1:18:44 PM supercoopjerry Ha!  To my TDS friends who are so concerned that chloroquine will need extensive 2-blind studies to be proven effective.  I encourage their critical 

thinking.  Then I ask them how many vaccines have 2-blind studies?  They are always amazed when they hear that answer!  Only 1.

3/24/2020 1:18:45 PM qhronic Thank you for this Chuck Woolery

3/24/2020 1:18:52 PM deanna4congress Hmmm

3/24/2020 1:20:07 PM keith369me Epstein/Harvard/Wuhan/Gates...I feel like writing the sequel to We Didn’t Start the Fire.

3/24/2020 1:20:43 PM what_uc Like cockroaches

3/24/2020 1:21:46 PM neverfo46920219 No fear.

Only gratitude and happiness😊😊😊

3/24/2020 1:21:54 PM keith369me Easier to find now...just Google: https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.cnn.com/cnn/2017/11/16/politics/settlements-congress-sexual-

harassment/index.html …

3/24/2020 1:22:11 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/offCUgIxJD

3/24/2020 1:22:24 PM septembercindy No fear

3/24/2020 1:23:00 PM jtarby2 👀 Harvard you say ? 🤔

3/24/2020 1:23:48 PM themarshallator perhaps deep treason ties go deeper than the indicted professor

3/24/2020 1:26:16 PM nea_storm special interest of negative Galactics & those whom allowed themselves to be utilized against their fellow people: Earlier someone asked what about 

cold fusion & other existing advance nonintrusive energy sources? Excellent question they asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 : Again we have B-3  

pic.twitter.com/zxopWs7miM



3/24/2020 1:27:32 PM cosmic_engineer " Would you like to know more? "

3/24/2020 1:28:27 PM j_jung57 “ Sexual harassment slush fund” our tax dollars at work people....🤬 I want all of that declassified. Let’s see what our elected officials have been up to!

3/24/2020 1:30:54 PM synchropathic Don't forget how much Harvard likes to play with the CCP! 🧐

 https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related …

3/24/2020 1:31:16 PM moemc8 I thought so until many innocent family members and friends in NY got the virus.  It's rampant here.

3/24/2020 1:31:17 PM synchropathic  https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-and-two-chinese-nationals-charged-three-separate-china-related …

3/24/2020 1:31:39 PM synchropathic So yes 100%!

3/24/2020 1:32:01 PM k4rlgruen Am the dude in the tin hat on YT.

3/24/2020 1:32:44 PM paigegaede The old currency is the current federal notes. It says once those notes are phased out, one won’t be able to buy or sell anything except with the new 

currency.

3/24/2020 1:33:21 PM manifest_utopia How about relief?

3/24/2020 1:34:24 PM synchropathic  https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/aug/16/inside-the-ring-chinas-360-million-gift-to-harvard/ …

3/24/2020 1:35:19 PM 369helen313 “ Do not fear “ 

#COVIDー19 #QuarantineOnlineParty #QuarantineActivities pic.twitter.com/yr1jHV9HCR

3/24/2020 1:35:27 PM t_hayden07 Ughhhhh. Cant wait for her indictment.

3/24/2020 1:35:35 PM mateuszwala No fear. Eyes open.

3/24/2020 1:37:17 PM mcgwyneth Always. Whatcha got?

3/24/2020 1:37:20 PM tctanyaleelee Do you believe everything single thing they have told you?

3/24/2020 1:39:27 PM adam51016989 I have to think that the last thing to go through wardens mind, besides that bullet. Was how Andy got the best of him.

3/24/2020 1:39:52 PM tctanyaleelee I agree with you. But let’s get back to what the article is addressing

3/24/2020 1:41:33 PM mandypotgieter1 Full Lockdown for us here in South Africa starts at midnight on Thursday. 🙌🇿🇦 pic.twitter.com/nOwivfH8qc

3/24/2020 1:43:55 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2020 1:44:35 PM pooky_steve all the bad people are getting it

3/24/2020 1:45:41 PM pooky_steve a lot of very horrible shit

3/24/2020 1:46:20 PM jeffcordell6 I couldn't agree more!

3/24/2020 1:46:20 PM elatedveracity Interesting that people are testing positive even way before they had the tests!  More lies from the MSM! Anyone else know how that would be 

possible?  Are they taking cultures and viewing through a microscope the old way?

3/24/2020 1:46:22 PM earth2nissy So did MJ12. Disinformation is necessary 😊

3/24/2020 1:46:50 PM _369311119 19:03 MARK pic.twitter.com/YoU3e7GKGX

3/24/2020 1:46:50 PM truth_open What a coincidence!

3/24/2020 1:48:12 PM jeffcordell6 Lol! Good one

3/24/2020 1:50:22 PM adrianholmes8  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1242544463903408131?s=20 …

3/24/2020 1:51:08 PM laurabusse 🤣😂😅

3/24/2020 1:54:22 PM laurabusse No fear

Meditate

Get into bliss

Anchor it into the Earth

Radiate it into the mass consciousness

Seed it into the mass consciousness

It will strengthen your immune system

It will raise your vibration

It will raise the frequency of the collective

We will win!

#VictoryOfTheLight !!!
3/24/2020 1:58:02 PM qanuck4truth Weird. I'm blocked by @GrizzlyJoeShow & I don't know why?? I don't believe I've ever interacted with him. 

So much 4 #PatriotsUnited ...or is it twaittor fckry?? 🙄

#TDS vaccine good...better yet.. I would actually vote 4 a mandatory #GreatAwakening vaccine! Instant #Cure 4 Left

3/24/2020 2:01:04 PM annieoakley05 #UnitedNotDivided don’t let a #Clown #shill divide us, we must stay united to win against this #cabal If you want to fall for #AustinSteinbart’s BS, so be 

it, but don’t insult/demean other #Patriots who use discernment & #Q’s clues to show Austin is not legit. #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 2:02:38 PM reddawnrising1 Q

3/24/2020 2:02:46 PM manifest_utopia Love it! 😅😂🤣

3/24/2020 2:03:36 PM sdane8 I listened to that but nothing stood out. Are you intimating some of these individuals are part of the Plan ot MJ?

3/24/2020 2:04:26 PM czebotarjessie @pinbotbride @prayingmedic @intheMatrixxx @Inevitable_ET @Justice4allCQ @BardsOfWar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cain_nate @GenFlynn 

@JEagleRiver3 @JuliansRum @tugginghboat @QPatriot17 @JodiL792 @StormIsUponUs @_00111111_ @Chrismc44 @Christy43250353 @TennSherry 

@CoreysDigs

3/24/2020 2:04:28 PM marcomiramonte4 Another variation of the  DRAGON.

3/24/2020 2:05:26 PM carefree1970 POTUS says this everyday at the press briefings. Stay CALM. pic.twitter.com/4F4RHRbZgh

3/24/2020 2:05:49 PM debrand10 To this day I can’t get a doctor to tell me how much aluminum is safe to inject into a child, much less a baby’s, bloodstream.

3/24/2020 2:05:54 PM manillegirlusa Which Light are you referring to is that? Jesus' or Lucifer's? I prefer people to NOT meditate and FOCUS w/ laser accuracy on what is going on. And 

FEAR their govt bec tyranny is always just a second away n not be complacent.

3/24/2020 2:06:08 PM patriotswegoall Makes me wonder if Harvard pres and indicted professor are connected

3/24/2020 2:06:44 PM wakeywakey2q2q Why is that??

3/24/2020 2:07:20 PM woqe82 This majestic larp going in total Disinformation freefall mode

3/24/2020 2:13:05 PM wiidmam1 that's what i thought

3/24/2020 2:14:03 PM jonjens Does DJT know that all vaccines are poisons?

3/24/2020 2:21:24 PM skillstopaytheb Except when it comes to Mary Jane!

3/24/2020 2:22:34 PM skylar13764875 UNITED WE STAND .... TOGETHER WE ARE THE STORM ⚡️⚡️⚡️⭐️⭐️🚀🚀♥

#QuantumStarPower

#WWG1WGA

#QAnon

3/24/2020 2:23:22 PM skylar13764875  pic.twitter.com/8HHXu8nShl

3/24/2020 2:25:11 PM cstarr888 I OO what you did there!

😆🙏💖

3/24/2020 2:25:45 PM shadowsuper5 Well he calls out the #QPharisees like jordan sather...these guys are terrible

3/24/2020 2:25:55 PM the_loveoflight Life's a precious gift pic.twitter.com/7idecOvekc

3/24/2020 2:26:39 PM paigegaede If I did, then I wouldn’t have read the article. Most of the Q people are following blindly and not questioning.

3/24/2020 2:29:11 PM cosmic_engineer Was a joke regarding the meme.

During the movie there are multiple cutscenes that always end with that phrase

Starship Troopers



3/24/2020 2:30:53 PM phl_78_cfdp I didn't mean technologically at square 1

3/24/2020 2:31:00 PM cocopuffster12 Review Austin’s YT videos. Lots of cool information to be had!

3/24/2020 2:31:08 PM the_loveoflight But if he remembers what he's done before in that level, it might become a bit easier to pass!

❤️🧡💛💚💙💜💟

3/24/2020 2:31:23 PM lightseeker2012 I've been wondering about that too.  Seems awfully familiar..... #PatriotAct

3/24/2020 2:31:36 PM rghardy3 3-25

Tomorrow is the 3 year date delta.

Will there be darkness ?

Blackout Necessary to carry out "The Plan" ?

10 days before D5 ?

3/24/2020 2:32:46 PM skylar13764875 What about Twitter?? Do we have Twitter now @TS_SCI_MAJIC12?

#QuantumStarPower

#NewCommand

#QAnon

#WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 2:32:48 PM tctanyaleelee Spread the knowledge then, my love. Spread it everywhere ! People need to question everything. 

You're welcome xo

3/24/2020 2:33:32 PM nowandagain4  https://twitter.com/NowAndAgain4/status/1240810942562099201?s=20 …

3/24/2020 2:34:02 PM cocopuffster12 Truly! Check out the information in his other videos. #RoyalDeathRaquet ‘s days are numbered. #TogetherWeAreStrong

3/24/2020 2:34:41 PM 369palm You rock for sure too. lol. I’ve never seen anyone step to PS, call her Kabamur and live to talk about it pic.twitter.com/t57iLZkrcs

3/24/2020 2:34:51 PM tctanyaleelee I'm still waiting for a reply. pic.twitter.com/IsSAnnsGB8

3/24/2020 2:35:29 PM dark2light2019 Worst?

You’ve been getting sloppy the last couple months... something has changed.

3/24/2020 2:38:57 PM susang7671 Just now found something left in a secret place, and intuition says post it. Location and names. IDK what it means, but location is a “Temple”. 

pic.twitter.com/IQGt6bOnDL

3/24/2020 2:40:12 PM monkey3186 The same ppl that couldn't read a bill in a weekend but managed to write one in a weekend

3/24/2020 2:40:52 PM susang7671  pic.twitter.com/1cOYU1s0DI

3/24/2020 2:41:28 PM magamatician No. It’s either a metaphor or an illusion to something else. Think, for example, “dark days”.

3/24/2020 2:42:24 PM lightlove21121 Here I hear @AllahUniversal answers. MJ’s, do you miss his creative manifesting?!

😏

3/24/2020 2:43:33 PM mkkjr412 I would like to introduce a good buddy of mine IRL, he’s new to twatter and #TheGreatAwakening...

@DustinCichon Let’s give him some support and some knowledge!!! @Western2A @prayingmedic @Inevitable_ET @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Girl77Marks @Armymom74 @RescueKids4Ever

3/24/2020 2:45:45 PM rghardy3 I don't know.

We have already been in dark days all this month.

There must be something more to it.

Some kind of Blackout ?

3/24/2020 2:47:03 PM shining91109743 When did MJ change profile pic to Ma'chello? Father of a group of Freedom Fighters fighting to free themselves from the tyranny of the System Lords 

in SG-1.  He not only lead, he was a scientist & engineer, developed weapons and tools of subterfuge and intelligence gathering.

3/24/2020 2:48:39 PM seandavidson70 Indiana under a stay-at-home order starting 11:59 p.m. tonight. Republican governor.

3/24/2020 2:50:10 PM armymom74 Followed and rt. Thank you for the shout out #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 2:50:29 PM rosscarwalker Big moment @MongrelGlory 🙏🏽🌞🙏🏽

3/24/2020 2:52:14 PM mongrelglory Message over messenger. 😉

3/24/2020 2:52:30 PM charlottejmark1 Also go to Mark Taylor @patton6696 and X22 report for great information!

3/24/2020 2:52:39 PM rosscarwalker I enjoyed it ✌🏽

3/24/2020 2:52:46 PM elshaddai3171 Q has stated "no outside comms" as well as "operators don't reveal." Q (Team) is an operator. Q would not reveal identity because of this. Also, the 

sentence structuring of all Q drops is humble in nature. There is no ego, unlike Austin, from what I've researched.

3/24/2020 2:55:23 PM pincebeber Message OVER messenger

3/24/2020 2:56:13 PM susang7671  pic.twitter.com/srALu5LscB

3/24/2020 2:56:51 PM vztboyleverizo1 Nutty

3/24/2020 2:57:10 PM raenyasalisbury fyi ,, this tribunal is a FRAUD , Sasha Stone is a Satanist and connected heavily to the dark ones ,, 

RDS is cointelpropaganda 

BIG LOVE

3/24/2020 2:58:26 PM elshaddai3171 Where is your proof and research AS is Q? Besides him saying he is? If you follow AS simply because he says "I'm him!", that makes you much more of a 

sheeple than those who take the time to do research and do comparissions, and have been following Q/research since the beginning.

3/24/2020 3:00:01 PM t_hayden07 Anybody see this shit yet? Digital dollar????? 👀

@VincentCrypt46

@QAnonNotables

@elenochle

@IPOT1776

@martingeddes

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.forbes.com/sites/jasonbrett/2020/03/23/new-coronavirus-stimulus-bill-introduces-digital-dollar-and-digital-dollar-

wallets/#3c8a62b74bea …
3/24/2020 3:01:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 A metaphor. pic.twitter.com/dKTJ0x6Egs

3/24/2020 3:01:39 PM dcooyon Subtle 😉🤣😂

3/24/2020 3:01:53 PM redpilledgal Jordan Sather has been following Q from the outset, as have I. You've no need to be sus on him. Careful you don't cause division in the Q community by 

sowing doubt about awesome Q patriots.

3/24/2020 3:02:37 PM nea_storm It is all a matter of perspective Joker what one perceives as living: I See (John:25) the missing presumed dead walking about everywhere: 

Love with wise compassion, when one knows their true power is a beautiful thing: pic.twitter.com/t1UHrTIK4D

3/24/2020 3:04:08 PM alight412 Thanks for the dumb down. Yes, I agree. Frustrating as it is...I tread lightly.

3/24/2020 3:04:32 PM sunnydkelleu When did this guy die?

3/24/2020 3:05:30 PM americanpetal Her lapel pin is telling.

3/24/2020 3:05:57 PM freestateojones "Coronavirus Stimulus Package"

 https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1242074611107401728?s=19 … pic.twitter.com/ybXwnNJVIy

3/24/2020 3:06:36 PM redpilledgal There are a few Aussie disinfo agents, on Twitter and Discord, going back at least past 2 years.

3/24/2020 3:07:11 PM jooooody  pic.twitter.com/x5bLiVnp85



3/24/2020 3:07:13 PM elshaddai3171 Also, if AS is Q, have him post to 8kun with Q's tripcode.

3/24/2020 3:07:27 PM rosscarwalker I like @AustinSteinbart

3/24/2020 3:07:31 PM chris8nix Wow.

3/24/2020 3:08:21 PM maximeshasha @VincentCrypt46 @MrsHandyRU @777KAB1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @JfkJuni0r @LightworkerCain @RealJamesWoods 

@StormIsUponUs @BrandonStraka @cjtruth @IPOT1776 @RealCandaceO @Time4U2Know @X22Report @WhiteHouse @prayingmedic 

@RyanAFournier @TheCollectiveQ https://twitter.com/BurnedSpy34/status/1242561085510545408 …

3/24/2020 3:09:24 PM wtchrbrd It does, and many of us have known for decades. All the major universities are spook Central.  

https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2017/apr/13/revealing-holes-learys-fbi-file/ … Timothy Leary, CIA, ground zero for free love, spiritual 

movements, hippies, feminism, etc. It will be interesting to see which groups this project mops up.

3/24/2020 3:10:02 PM manifest_utopia Where did her necklace go?

3/24/2020 3:10:35 PM laura_621 I was able to have 2 civil conversations today (about politics) without animosity. People considering to consider a change in views.

3/24/2020 3:12:18 PM keith369me Good eyes

3/24/2020 3:12:39 PM lenartjoe I understand now. Apologies. I’m just concerned that relying on continued heat-to-power solutions targeting 2030 puts us on a technology disclosure 

trajectory that sounds a lot like the 100 year partial disclosure agenda we were warned against. Feels like we’re settling

3/24/2020 3:13:45 PM baronvontong  pic.twitter.com/xdmRrbYXIH

3/24/2020 3:13:57 PM crypto_relapse  pic.twitter.com/aNJ1xluf3Y

3/24/2020 3:14:26 PM baronvontong  pic.twitter.com/HnCvyMT3kY

3/24/2020 3:14:38 PM laura_621 All my fave QBuzz! 💥🕊🇺🇸

3/24/2020 3:15:31 PM trinaparkercogg Yea I'm still gonna need to see some sauce the girls are all grown up now and look even more like Marty and Anita. 

I take nothing at face value anymore everything we thought we knew went out the window and was replaced with mind numbing evil that was staring 

us in the face.

3/24/2020 3:16:08 PM phl_78_cfdp If the GP was meant to have the tech, we would. It would have gone straight to us by those it came from. If we want it, we need to discover it on our 

own. Being given that kind of information before we are ready is one of the most destructive things that can happen. Think of gold

3/24/2020 3:16:21 PM bodyworkbydawn And her hair is parted on a different side

3/24/2020 3:17:12 PM jooooody gobsmacked visual pic.twitter.com/tJ5c2rgMdC

3/24/2020 3:17:17 PM mysticjoe3 Exactly!❤️❤️

3/24/2020 3:17:41 PM freestateojones This tweet seems pretty layered. 

Well done.

3/24/2020 3:19:31 PM rosscarwalker I’m not sure if they’re Annunaki

3/24/2020 3:20:48 PM lordvaxusyo Important to clarify the metaphor for those at a lack of keen intellect. Messages spread, important.

3/24/2020 3:22:21 PM djlok I was just thinking that very same thing the other day.

3/24/2020 3:22:32 PM tnoreen55 They say the new quantum banking system will be secured in satellites. So I guess space force is the new guardian of our money system.

3/24/2020 3:23:17 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/N27q03IBuC

3/24/2020 3:23:25 PM tnoreen55 They said social media will go down for a time. So that could be it.

3/24/2020 3:24:24 PM char06725251 Men can not give birth. The children belonged to their friends in Haw.  They had 3

3/24/2020 3:25:38 PM manifest_utopia I noticed that too after I posted about the necklace. Could it be a reverse image? It's like that game of finding the differences in two almost identical 

drawings.

3/24/2020 3:26:22 PM keith369me Can you sing?

3/24/2020 3:27:35 PM the_loveoflight What does “no outside comms “ really mean though?

Could it just be disinformation because it’s necessary! Yet people always take comms from Trumps twitter or Military twitters to connect dots

Just keep digging and if he’s not he’ll be outed soon

3/24/2020 3:28:24 PM curtiskapitan United We Are Strong

Equip The Armor Of God

Justice Is Coming

Nothing Can Stop It

#HammerOfJustice #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #KnightCaptain #202QChess #iddQd #PatriotsInControl #YourMove

@StormIsUponUs @SGTreport @X22Report @Qanon76 @QAnon_Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/UvTNeZBHv8

3/24/2020 3:30:02 PM djlok Better than Madonna singing in her bathroom.

3/24/2020 3:30:52 PM jaded_pearl Was she wearing that necklace today or yesterday? Looks like it.

3/24/2020 3:32:24 PM ethereal_shaman The first image is from SOTU 2019, the last one (sans necklace) is from SOTU 2020.

3/24/2020 3:33:09 PM shadowsuper5 its praying medic and sather who need to be outhed

3/24/2020 3:33:45 PM samsmith0319 💥🔥🤡🤡🔥💥...🇺🇸🐸🇺🇸

3/24/2020 3:38:46 PM ibringthestorm6 Only the corrupt vulnerable.

3/24/2020 3:40:17 PM knowbody1185 it is... we taking notes...

3/24/2020 3:40:57 PM lafalot65 She does change sides a bit often. I watch for that now.

3/24/2020 3:43:45 PM knowbody1185 WHy can't we talk about things? That is the sort of mind set that maybe gets us into trouble... Im not about social media weaponry being used on the 

collective.... I understand fairly well some of it but i don't know much so i keep my mouth shut... The world is complicated...

3/24/2020 3:43:51 PM qthrowingcopper #TheSimpsons predicted #TheEvent 🌄

@david_wilcock @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @kabamur_taygeta @Jordan_Sather_ #QAnon #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/k506IwbuJE

3/24/2020 3:46:04 PM ire /\Aware -> M/\lware

3/24/2020 3:46:50 PM smwisegamgee  pic.twitter.com/p3WY6Fr5qS

3/24/2020 3:52:21 PM lenartjoe I’d agree, except for the evidence that the Earth surface population likely has come up with overunity/ antigravity tech on our own through life’s work 

of the likes of Tesla, T.T. Brown, Schauberger & many others. Difference: Gold is scarcity. Overunity is abundance economics

3/24/2020 3:53:51 PM amuses and make you sick...

3/24/2020 3:56:27 PM elshaddai3171 Yeah, and John Wayne Gacey worked in my home town and lived here too, and knew direct things about my hometown. But that doesn't mean Gacey 

was who he claimed to be, as it turned out.

3/24/2020 3:56:27 PM lbf777 Trump Card:

Anything that the Gov does, shift the blame to the Deep State to continue appearing like a good hearted, innocent President who loves the Goyim. 

pic.twitter.com/W3wvEYKnSL

3/24/2020 3:58:50 PM gracealijah 😂😂😂

3/24/2020 3:58:56 PM mediqated 👣🔵🔴🐇🕳 pic.twitter.com/Q5QamxUBIT

3/24/2020 3:59:22 PM mcgwyneth Already on it.  Great catch, girl!  You're busy!  True warriors show themselves at the right time, right place - and they don't stop.  (I see you...) See you 

on the livestream!

3/24/2020 4:01:04 PM mojavi4u The Cabal Media Complex has been gaslit beyond recognition.  Their credibility is truly destroyed.  #GodWins



3/24/2020 4:01:09 PM jones9536 From a spiritual standpoint theirs a lot more to the story.

3/24/2020 4:01:10 PM laurabusse The One Light of the One True Infinite Creator

Who created all things

Who unites all things

Who is unconditional love and peace

And who made each and every one of us

Loves each and every one of us

And desires for us what we desire for ourselves

To live in peace love and harmony❤️
3/24/2020 4:02:35 PM elshaddai3171 Actually, Q has. Numerous times. See proofs and research 8kun. 

Here's the challenge. Steinbart needs to post on 8kun, using Q's tripcode (his proof of ID), and at the end of the post, sign it with his real name - "Adam 

Steinbart."

3/24/2020 4:02:54 PM deter40109796 My thoughts on this are that her blocking is a move Trump told her she has to do. If she wants to be spared, she gets voted out of office, then quietly 

no one will demand her getting hanged!

It makes no sense to be this obviously obstructionist if the whole country is watching!

3/24/2020 4:03:06 PM deter40109796 Logical thinking.

3/24/2020 4:03:12 PM elshaddai3171 *Austin Steinbart, sorry.

3/24/2020 4:03:16 PM lenartjoe Your point taken. At current levels of (artificially- engineered) division, there’s a danger with tech disclosure, but that danger grows as greater 

measures are taken 2 maintain secrecy. Solution: provide tech as a clearance-reqd service to public until danger from division wanes

3/24/2020 4:04:00 PM cosmic_engineer Likely most won't be.

It's just the pyramid power structure (chain of command), 'need to know' compartmentalization of intel, and lack of true oversight that they breed in 

the top echelons

3/24/2020 4:05:57 PM elshaddai3171 But, you are correct, I don't set rules or think for others. Bottom line is, we still need to be united, working together. United we stand, divided we fall. 

WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 4:06:05 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/NvTWqWZqTw

3/24/2020 4:07:01 PM derosegretchen Naughty Nancy is at it again! A 1400 page stimulus package in only a few hours?  How did that happen Nancy,  did you just poop that one out? Please 

pass a few copies of your "stimulus package" around the country to the American people immediately! We are in need of toilet paper!

3/24/2020 4:07:25 PM janlynneander YES! I want to know WHO wrote this and when! No non elected official has the right to enter any so called bill into our Congress! INVESTIGATE!

3/24/2020 4:09:31 PM magabeliever20 The ole planned obsolescence

3/24/2020 4:10:06 PM carriebryson2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/gdKOcidxe6

3/24/2020 4:10:27 PM kipperlola #justice is coming 

 https://www.justice.gov/archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-670-maritime-jurisdiction …

3/24/2020 4:10:50 PM kipperlola #justice is coming https://www.justice.gov/archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-670-maritime-jurisdiction …

3/24/2020 4:12:22 PM 9lv12 Reconcile peace inside yourself. 

Inform and empower yourself. 

Be ready for Great Change. 

Observe without fear.

Remember - 

Love is the purest Light.

Nothing stands in its wake.
3/24/2020 4:16:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/7kc66e299b

3/24/2020 4:17:46 PM jesusluvsu29 There is no ascension & reincarnation....death is eternal whichever place you choose to go

3/24/2020 4:18:10 PM jason38144143 Dark to light Sith to jedi?

3/24/2020 4:18:55 PM jooooody yeah, shut down the internet me thinks  

@MariaBartiromo eluded to it when she stated too much strain on the internet with telecommuters, etc.  kind of warning folks

3/24/2020 4:20:30 PM jesusluvsu29 Can you show me proof that this is true? Where is this in the bible?

3/24/2020 4:21:14 PM majic_eyes_qnly  pic.twitter.com/E0k1fdZ7eJ

3/24/2020 4:23:57 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you!! Back at you!! We are taking our country back! I’ll be watching Live stream from work. Thankful I can watch it. I’ll be there Live tho on Thu, 

Fri & Sat. Can’t wait!! Live stream, look for Colleen

3/24/2020 4:25:07 PM the_loveoflight J$ showed his colors 2 days ago

Larp who quickly calls others larps and people still follow him blindly without thinking on their own pic.twitter.com/XJpjPvZF6S

3/24/2020 4:25:53 PM the_loveoflight Pt2 of pics pic.twitter.com/gnM1fbBKGK

3/24/2020 4:26:16 PM phl_78_cfdp That sounds like a solution indeed. In a world where good is the predominant controlling force, the possibilities are near limitless.

3/24/2020 4:30:19 PM shadowsuper5 sather is a clown..problem is is causing the people who follow him to sit back and do nothing

3/24/2020 4:30:23 PM deb12233 Are you being an example of the msm? Is this an example of not blindly  accepting what we are told no matter who is saying it, a reminder to listen to 

all things from the spirit of Truth within us?

3/24/2020 4:32:44 PM laurabusse Yes!!! pic.twitter.com/mrCjCuYhxd

3/24/2020 4:33:23 PM johnfackler3  pic.twitter.com/YS9p9SES0O

3/24/2020 4:33:29 PM mongrelglory Apparently the pictures are from two different SOTU addresses.  She just wore the same jacket to both.

3/24/2020 4:34:48 PM jdm46808323 Could not have said it better myself! Don’t you love that they called the ‘Day After’ Abortion RU486? I pointed this out in 2009. Mocking us - RU for 86-

ing your baby? Sick. I have books written on Vaccine sick secrets.

3/24/2020 4:35:06 PM mindywiddowson1 All of them are feeling the pain. All of there followers are having a tough time seeing tweets. Most have been removed. It's priceless to watch. Every 

big player is being affected.

3/24/2020 4:35:24 PM the_loveoflight Spread those pics to his page...he's not letting his followers see that's the problem

3/24/2020 4:37:17 PM jdm46808323 Day after ‘pill’ - RU486- sorry- getting tired!

3/24/2020 4:37:32 PM shadowsuper5 he blocked me lol

3/24/2020 4:37:35 PM mindywiddowson1 I'm blocked from the majority of them.

3/24/2020 4:38:28 PM shadowsuper5 good riddance! making money off the gullible

3/24/2020 4:39:55 PM elshaddai3171 Who are you talking about, and why am I getting your feed?

3/24/2020 4:39:55 PM shadowsuper5 so much for free speech! still austin is giving great fun taking on these money changers..

3/24/2020 4:40:28 PM mindywiddowson1 I have been going through Rob from EOW. I am surprised he hasn't blocked me yet. I have told him at least 5 times that #AustinSteinbartIsQ . Hilarious!

3/24/2020 4:40:56 PM shadowsuper5 sather i think..hes blocking people

3/24/2020 4:41:33 PM shadowsuper5 you go girl lol!



3/24/2020 4:42:03 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/SRTMbIXEUV

3/24/2020 4:42:12 PM jamesboyett @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/bedB5r8BL0

3/24/2020 4:42:18 PM mindywiddowson1 His other account was shutdown. I never realized he had 2 accounts.

3/24/2020 4:43:38 PM shadowsuper5 oh 😱

3/24/2020 4:44:17 PM elshaddai3171 AS is not Q. If he is, make him prove it by posting with Q's tripcode on 8kun, giving some intel that gels with POTUS, and signing the post "Austin 

Steinbart."

3/24/2020 4:44:37 PM shadowsuper5 hes drving poor dustin nemos insane as well..pure comedy!!!

3/24/2020 4:45:26 PM shadowsuper5 who cares about tripcodes hes calling out the #QPharisees so that makes him as good as trump lol

3/24/2020 4:46:14 PM samsmith0319 Yep...💥🐀💥

3/24/2020 4:46:38 PM mindywiddowson1 He blocked me a week ago. I found out he had a YouTube channel. Didn't even know this guy existed until Austin called him out. So now I troll is 

channel.

3/24/2020 4:47:05 PM shadowsuper5 lol haha

3/24/2020 4:47:14 PM kle60212 How convenient!

3/24/2020 4:47:23 PM qanonhello Now what are the chances?

3/24/2020 4:48:16 PM mindymaucelli Oh hell no!

3/24/2020 4:48:55 PM valhalla11111 Straight to hell

3/24/2020 4:49:31 PM mindymaucelli Great series.

3/24/2020 4:50:18 PM lmjonzey People dont understand unless they experience that level of pain. 

Pain rewires ur brain to find relief. Ur body needs relief or you dont sleep compounding the problem.

Live in the trenches w/ us of those w/ like rheumatoid arthritis since you were a kid on very very bad day.

3/24/2020 4:50:20 PM mindywiddowson1 Why anybody would listen to him is beyond me. I mean spend a half hour on twitter you get your news coverage. I want to watch something I don't 

know. Not what I already know.

3/24/2020 4:51:13 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1075211343714836480?s=21 …

3/24/2020 4:52:33 PM juice40020578 All the clauses written ahead of time, then staffers copy/paste it all together...no doubt over several gallons of cosmopolitans

3/24/2020 4:52:36 PM shadowsuper5 i understand...to be honest im only here for the giggle. this stuff is very funny

3/24/2020 4:52:51 PM giediknight  pic.twitter.com/Xmc9uRSlvF

3/24/2020 4:53:29 PM mindymaucelli Zero debt! ZERO! I own my home, do nails from home, and I enjoy life, isn’t that what we’re supposed to do.. oh, I’m also not stressed out about not 

working, I’m a gardener and I preserve my food. I chose years ago to not be a debt slave. Oh, I invest in precious metals

3/24/2020 4:56:17 PM unidentifiedta1 More likely just paid by banking interests and spooks to hype the fear, as a catalyst for cashless society and currency reset.

3/24/2020 5:00:00 PM carriebryson2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/mCtY5nPUDW

3/24/2020 5:00:17 PM reportgoldfish Has Robert Mueller been arrested? Can anyone confirm this?

@P0A_Triot23

@AustinSteinbart

@Qanon76

@RealMattCouch

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2020 5:03:16 PM snackaroo111 Austin TX, effective tonight.

3/24/2020 5:04:43 PM n7guardiananon Not Stepping...no ego...

at least trying to calm the beast.

Just seeing the lessons in everything.

3/24/2020 5:04:44 PM theresa01597558 😲Is this really happening?!

3/24/2020 5:08:47 PM mattersnot2 I predicted this a week ago. Why? Harvard. That's why.

3/24/2020 5:10:21 PM 369palm For sure and everyone is trying to figure things out.  This has to be one of the most complex times in human history on many levels, dare I say 

multidimensionally.  Even time is an abstract now, an illusion.  Wow. It’s fun to watch and it’s hard to grasp.

3/24/2020 5:10:32 PM ed_kua  pic.twitter.com/JlZlHLlULU

3/24/2020 5:12:28 PM docpalfrancesc2  pic.twitter.com/YFN7K5xGww

3/24/2020 5:13:05 PM n7guardiananon lessons are everywhere.

What did they learn???

Were they mad at him for the lesson???

Ask yourself what did you learn from Others??? Accounts with large followers??? Did you forget about small or mid size Accounts???

Message over Messenger 

💖💖💖 https://youtu.be/YWvsQzgX6JQ 

3/24/2020 5:14:35 PM tctanyaleelee I’ve been asking @StormIsUponUs and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2020 5:15:14 PM byetii Ellen’s Game of Games has another White Rabbit appearing on the show. Last show was 🐰 costume and tonight pulling a White Rabbit 🐇 out of a 

🎩 at the beginning of tonight’s show. What is she communicating to her CV friends?

3/24/2020 5:19:36 PM cjspaar You mean oxymoron?

3/24/2020 5:19:52 PM rghardy3 Social Media Darkness ?

3/24/2020 5:20:26 PM integrityneed At least 5 counties I know of in TX so far

3/24/2020 5:20:30 PM theglitcher14 Y'all missed the point I was trying to make. Or maybe I didn't explain it well enough. Some of the tech in the SSP, A51, S4, etc can be used now (by 

patriots) to benefit ALL. Some can be used by us to help defeat [them], the ones that truly control the Cabal and World. #WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 5:20:54 PM docpalfrancesc2 Yes my friend. Simple things become complicated by the human being!

3/24/2020 5:20:56 PM n7guardiananon I still feel like I know nothing...but that's ok...because even if I'm wrong.  I'm willing to learn.

Open Mind pic.twitter.com/OVjBYjeOBa

3/24/2020 5:22:26 PM americanwife2 I think I’m just going to block because I’ve had at least 12 people I trust tell me the same thing now. Must be true.

3/24/2020 5:22:34 PM upliftingmind Does it hurt you to wait it out and see? Why call out others who have their own reasons for believing @AustinSteinbart ? How does it help #qanan  to 

take the same route as MSM and tell people how they should think/ who they should follow?

3/24/2020 5:25:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic Message of Disclosure

#SuicidePrevention #suicideweekend #coronavirus #COVIDー19 #QuarantineLife #Qanon 

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1115328451404341248 …

3/24/2020 5:25:41 PM susande71711074 She's basically instructing how to be "considerate" & gentle pedos!

3/24/2020 5:25:42 PM internetusr It’s happening a lot lately 🙁

3/24/2020 5:26:14 PM leanda_headford It’s getting exciting

3/24/2020 5:28:25 PM tinfoil1254 Wow dude. You always get my mind in high gear. Amazing posts

3/24/2020 5:29:28 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/C24ZKCX5mc



3/24/2020 5:30:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/atensnut/status/1242561089658933248 …

3/24/2020 5:30:03 PM esborder Gee that’s too bad.

3/24/2020 5:30:38 PM lv_reiki Are you saying that if someone commits suicide they will never Ascend?????

3/24/2020 5:31:05 PM elshaddai3171 I am waiting. That's why I made my challenge. If Steinbart is Q, post to 8kun using Q's tripcode and sign the post "Austin Steinbart," giving intel that 

gels with POTUS. I will wait. I'm in lockdown. Got plenty of time! LOL!😁

3/24/2020 5:31:22 PM earth2nissy @gregbeaver13

3/24/2020 5:31:23 PM bodyworkbydawn Where are you getting this information about ascension and suicide?  Thank you.

3/24/2020 5:31:32 PM sparkleloung Serious personal question: is brain injury in any way a consideration for those who have suicided themselves? Example: stroke or closed head injury.  

Perhaps they could not understand their consequences.

3/24/2020 5:31:38 PM stephan87990812  pic.twitter.com/RGSNy1xY4e

3/24/2020 5:31:42 PM rick571 I found this today, not sure how long it has been available for viewing but it needs to get out! https://www.docdroid.net/S6vrLhN/hv1-indictment-

george-herbert-walker-bush-gold-laundering-human-trafficking.pdf …

3/24/2020 5:31:57 PM janesaun This whole coming back at a low frequency doesn’t bode well for creating Heaven on earth. I don’t believe the reincarnation theory.

3/24/2020 5:32:20 PM elshaddai3171 But, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to con across as aggressive. Was not my intent. I respect your reasons. WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 5:33:07 PM neo_asura_ i personally dont think blocking is necessary unless you’re being harassed. you should come up with your own conclusion and i’ve seen enough 

evidence public and in priv.  this account and a certain other is straight up 🤡

3/24/2020 5:33:08 PM mile_high_mamma Maybe that’s what the liberals are.  All have suicide in their past incarnations.

3/24/2020 5:33:18 PM deplorabldamsel Thank you all for the answers. 🙏 🤗 ❤️ 🌟 🇺🇸

3/24/2020 5:33:31 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/pzaHWzoaap

3/24/2020 5:34:12 PM deplorabldamsel Thank you! 🙏 🤗 ❤️ 🌟 🇺🇸

3/24/2020 5:34:50 PM redpilledhill This really stuck with me. Good stuff

3/24/2020 5:35:05 PM upliftingmind Thank you

3/24/2020 5:36:35 PM uttabollox When does a bird sing?

3/24/2020 5:37:59 PM the_movie_vault So should you fake it then? Just follow the script of what is supposed to be a happy life?

What if you think that you have lots of room to grow, but you believe in the process itself, and will allow it to take place naturally?

Who are we to improve on God's laid plans for us.

3/24/2020 5:38:22 PM americanpetal Is this code or just an overall morale booster to keep us united?

3/24/2020 5:38:26 PM justifi78326842 How will this end?🤔

3/24/2020 5:38:36 PM riversm18 Entire India on lock down for 3 weeks from today, 1.3bn people.

3/24/2020 5:39:06 PM mikespies904 Waiting for someone else to legitimize this or not

3/24/2020 5:40:00 PM davethadude369 Of course. My intent was not to say, "Hey, suicide is okay, guys". I just interpreted this particular message to be for the bad guys. And also to maybe, 

possibly, give comfort to those who have lost loved ones in such a manner.

3/24/2020 5:40:43 PM coloradoevolut1 5:5 pic.twitter.com/WtAEIHv240

3/24/2020 5:43:38 PM mindywiddowson1 I just read that link. About Adam Schiff. Anyway I can get the main link. I knew about Obama. I'm thinking that new pic floating around of rita Wilson is 

a clone too

3/24/2020 5:45:05 PM aetherwalker1 Compassion is Victory!

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1242580148702130176 …

3/24/2020 5:46:13 PM rosemodema  pic.twitter.com/YHHftiksLH

3/24/2020 5:47:17 PM derosegretchen GERONIMO!

3/24/2020 5:47:25 PM cidarean You know, I like these type of posts. 👍

3/24/2020 5:48:10 PM qnuno2 Interesting inter-company relation but pretty sure it doesn't suffice to "acquire" a company. The point for me is there are countries in the middle, and 

sovereignty cannot be skipped. Bureaucratic issues I'd call it. Anyways, if they have a finger in the pie, cut it off!

3/24/2020 5:48:14 PM keith369me Justice for the Corrupt!!!

3/24/2020 5:49:15 PM upliftingmind Your screencaps prove what, exactly, @AnnieOakley05 ? I see him being called a larp by anons, but explain for me, how that solid proof, from your 

perspective? I mean this respectfully.

3/24/2020 5:49:47 PM populistpepe2 Fascinating

ThanQ.

3/24/2020 5:49:53 PM n7guardiananon Does Forrestal regret his decision 

or do assists make it a gray area???

3/24/2020 5:50:23 PM 369palm I’m interested to see how they do Disney too if it makes you feel any better.

3/24/2020 5:50:31 PM bdizzthegreat Love that website, Lisa Renee podcast on Google legit too

3/24/2020 5:51:14 PM flobo2018 Vaccines - pharmas biggest cash cow. They create a problem under the guise if preventing another, supply the "solution" and then repeat.

3/24/2020 5:52:09 PM populistpepe2 There's so many troubled people right now.

I'm not talking about the evil ones. I'm talking about those losing their light. I see them and it worries me.

😪

3/24/2020 5:52:12 PM n2zyk thanks for the responce

3/24/2020 5:52:44 PM keith369me Are you suggesting suicide, not by those that committed crimes, but those in shock because their world has been crushed with new information?

3/24/2020 5:52:45 PM lady_miss_m @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , can you tell me a little more about Yahweh.  I've done some research on that figure, but I would love some more insight from you.  

My current feeling is that Yahweh = Ba'al = Moloch.  Any insight would be wonderful.  Thank you.

3/24/2020 5:53:00 PM kb4landlover so much kek

3/24/2020 5:53:11 PM gypsyblue108  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbrbUfYSt0E …

3/24/2020 5:53:50 PM flybriburns Our job is to guide ourselves and others to a loving & worthwhile life. 💕 I love so many people & I let the know. They feel it when it’s real. Just pass 

on some energy when you have a chance.

3/24/2020 5:53:55 PM ethereal_shaman I think it is more like you are at step 10 on the staircase and if you commit suicide, you fall back to step 5 in the next life and have to work your way 

back to where you were.  

Just guessing.

3/24/2020 5:54:32 PM americanwife2 Yeahhh..... This is like a dozen times now where people I trust have said that so using my own judgment based on that .. it seems prudent ... idk 🤷🏽♀️

3/24/2020 5:55:07 PM blogjam_net 2.4 octaves of timelines

3/24/2020 5:55:38 PM nanaqqanon Pelosi the #highpriestessofhate @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs make it viral. pic.twitter.com/O0ex8581j0

3/24/2020 5:55:59 PM schmitttrigger2 Well, she's worse because she still has the ability to effect things.

3/24/2020 5:57:18 PM _a_quila  pic.twitter.com/EsmpJLbUvw

3/24/2020 5:57:26 PM mongrelglory Yes, that's what MJ-12 discussed in their previous tweets if you search the term "suicide".  It's like re-setting the game back to the beginning and 

having to start all over with those "life lessons".

3/24/2020 5:57:36 PM cam96943498 Rape prevents ascension. first of all.  Rape.  Rape. It prevents ascension. Glad you brough this up. And suicide is an escape.

Depends on how you look at it.  Is it a 6 or a 9?

3/24/2020 5:57:40 PM zairamiah What exactly is the Romanov Treatment. Unable to find definition.

3/24/2020 5:57:52 PM cam96943498 Bless.



3/24/2020 6:00:12 PM mongrelglory Thanks!  I am doing much better now!  I anticipate a much better future for this world once we get through this last bit of darkness.

3/24/2020 6:01:58 PM n2zyk so you have to be 100 to ascend?  or over 50?

3/24/2020 6:02:20 PM canadaspeciala1  pic.twitter.com/wfEvrwnky2

3/24/2020 6:02:35 PM gypsyblue108  https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1242606750345441281?s=20 …

3/24/2020 6:02:52 PM dcosbydana You are close but not there yet.Think mirror you coin a phrase lol I know

3/24/2020 6:03:13 PM americanpetal I’m trying to figure out why you posted this. What do you suggest we tell people if we find ourselves in a situation where someone is suicidal? For ex, a 

sister, a friend, an employee?

3/24/2020 6:03:38 PM theglitcher14 Server rooms that normally wouldn't allow ANY outside tech devices. Not in the Defense Dept apparatus.

3/24/2020 6:06:58 PM rick_hernandez  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Romanov …

3/24/2020 6:07:12 PM theglitcher14 If you've worked in the Defense Dept, you would know that outside devices are a big No-No in server farms, communications areas, Command Posts, 

shipboard Combat Informations Centers (C.I.C.'s), etc. Plus, the photos he's shown so far could be anywhere and they're vague AF.

3/24/2020 6:07:42 PM munkeypilot Suicide is Painless... https://youtu.be/whhAg6bA3_o 

3/24/2020 6:08:02 PM parkmanfeather 💙

3/24/2020 6:10:52 PM theglitcher14 How is this debunked? I have no other info than anyone else about Hanx, but there's too many "coincidences" between movies, friends, and recent 

tweets to NOT be a little weird.

3/24/2020 6:12:09 PM ethereal_shaman An inner knowing of this must have been what stayed my hand during some major depressions when I was younger.

3/24/2020 6:15:58 PM keoras9 interstellar biological entity?

3/24/2020 6:18:10 PM lovebayhorses ❤️❤️❤️

3/24/2020 6:19:26 PM aetherwalker1 'Most are below 50.'

Poor Earth Humans!  We need a lot of halps, a lot of Compassion. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1115328826521858051 …

3/24/2020 6:19:32 PM voodooair  pic.twitter.com/wVtfsQg0u0

3/24/2020 6:20:11 PM rifflemonica I have been crocheting with my dogs on both sides of me. Life is good. Your post made me laugh. 😂🤣😂🤣

3/24/2020 6:21:12 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/hPKUFW7KkU

3/24/2020 6:23:17 PM davethadude369 Take care, Andie.

3/24/2020 6:23:23 PM voodooair  pic.twitter.com/NQJIzvK0Rv

3/24/2020 6:26:29 PM integrityneed Is this what the alternative care centers are being created for? Souls that will not be able to handle the incoming ascension energy.

3/24/2020 6:27:08 PM anonlegion13 Its funny you say this today. Let's pray for the people in our country. Lots may want to die right now. 🙏

3/24/2020 6:28:45 PM rifflemonica I can’t stop laughing. The lunchables? Who would have thought. 🤣😂🤣😂

3/24/2020 6:30:52 PM doodooh59284043 So can person keep coming back worse the next time and even worse the next?  Until, then what?

3/24/2020 6:32:06 PM mongrelglory Me too!

3/24/2020 6:34:12 PM iamsheisyeshua We are not going to Heaven, WE ARE FROM HEAVEN. 

Our spirit (IS) is inhabiting a biological computer (BE). 

Killing your biological computer releases your spirit to return home to Heaven. The worst that would happen is that you may need to relearn a lesson.

3/24/2020 6:35:42 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/F74lydQv21

3/24/2020 6:37:35 PM iamsheisyeshua And in light of all that humanity has suffered there is nothing but LOVE in Heaven for our spirits. It would be completely understandable if you wanted 

to exit this HELL on earth. Although I am not suggesting you do as the Great Awakening is going to be magnificent.

3/24/2020 6:37:45 PM graydon108 Literally, I feel like this is everything I’ve been preparing for spiritually

3/24/2020 6:37:53 PM acibelli87 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/ACibelli87/status/1242626628494209024 …

3/24/2020 6:37:54 PM _truth_warrior_ ROFLMFAO.  

That Austin guy is such a muppet.

Wasn't he "EyeTheSpy" before?

3/24/2020 6:38:10 PM magamatician I’m sure they could work with providers to throttle back nonessential (non infrastructure) bandwidth before they shut it down.

3/24/2020 6:39:56 PM jackoneilltime1 Nice 

Also we would need to update the video pic.twitter.com/fkXdW9CduK

3/24/2020 6:43:10 PM truth939 Is chloroquine the cure you refer to?  Is there another cure that is safer hidden up Trump's sleeve if needed?

3/24/2020 6:44:47 PM 601days He (George Sr.) was and always been evil and corrupt. Sorry excuse for a human. Maybe all of his crimes will come to light. I believe the entire Bush 

family is, he was just the kingpin.

3/24/2020 6:45:46 PM mcpatriot64 And that’s one good bingo

3/24/2020 6:46:17 PM jooooody ye, but the plan maybe is to shut it so....   we'll see

3/24/2020 6:46:25 PM mcpatriot64 They will repeat.

3/24/2020 6:47:32 PM ewolsj How do we stop the cycle completely????

3/24/2020 6:50:00 PM jiduto Is there a link to get more info about what the plan is?

3/24/2020 6:50:23 PM boy12_jimmy The message of #Disclosure.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/LSzdqrOjT8

3/24/2020 6:51:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is Congress attempt to expand the clock by delaying the stimulus package a show of weakness if 45 is required to declare Martial Law in order to 

prosecute the people involved?

3/24/2020 6:51:54 PM 1_decided_voter Is this the final standoff before 45 pulls that trigger?

3/24/2020 6:52:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger. pic.twitter.com/3p3cgOOe3j

3/24/2020 6:53:20 PM hifiman45 Nothing can stop what is coming!

3/24/2020 6:53:26 PM rifflemonica This ones wearing out fast. 😳

3/24/2020 6:53:28 PM misshelene60 Isaac 😊

3/24/2020 6:53:34 PM tweetiecat2 Is that the Trump Card???

3/24/2020 6:53:38 PM robm151 I'm ready to see these bastards get justice

3/24/2020 6:54:08 PM stevenbartels1 Drip, Drip, Drip......FLOOD 🇺🇸

3/24/2020 6:54:30 PM jcrowyo @Isaiahwinings @Ben_Jammin_Deal

3/24/2020 6:54:39 PM tina12865370 @Gregham47472271 @Beer_Parade @RedCollie1 @RealestAhole @hmcd123 @AGWillliamBarr @ChristinePolon1 @CannaFrom @C_3C_3 

@CatNamus @TheBadDadder @NGirrard @WellHellsBells_ @jushangininther @P0A_Triot23 @KarluskaP @FURASBATH @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@pragmatic_texan @marty713 @NonlinearDarren https://twitter.com/Tina12865370/status/1242624441583951873 …

3/24/2020 6:55:07 PM 369helen313 Sure ! 😎

TRUST THE PLAN

3/24/2020 6:55:09 PM nurseniceyes This is where it is heading...

3/24/2020 6:55:09 PM blsdbe This!!! If only folks could judge the Information rather than the Person delivering said information...

3/24/2020 6:55:17 PM charitable_fury In it TO GET HER!!...



3/24/2020 6:55:39 PM wackamole15  pic.twitter.com/EJ2bx7QHE1

3/24/2020 6:55:48 PM pragmatic_texan Thanks for the tag👍👊😁🙏

3/24/2020 6:56:27 PM keith369me Feeling inspired

3/24/2020 6:56:30 PM cosmic_engineer Often the Egoic Mind will reject help in those situations.Stuck in its self-deprecating loop

Finding critical contradictions in the logic can get you an opening. Love and compassion thereafter 💚

There's plenty of ways to take/retain ownership over the mind. Med/gratitude/detox

3/24/2020 6:56:44 PM bchparitynow She delayed the AOI to time with Virus, she is delaying here to allow DS to hide underground or flee to safe houses.

3/24/2020 6:56:49 PM lbf777 Martial Law is invalid because our Rights, which comes from God, are unalienable meaning nobody can take them away or volunteer their own Rights 

away. 

This means Gov cannot suspend the Constitution which explains some of our God given unalienable Rights.

3/24/2020 6:57:15 PM keith369me Lol...3 years and counting

3/24/2020 6:57:32 PM hawkgirlinmn Delay until next week and then on  1 April 10 days of darkness. Americans in the dark with no distractions.  Partial ML declared with PEAS activated. 

Awaken the remaining. Resurrect what we have forgotten as humans. #GreatAwakening

3/24/2020 6:57:37 PM tina12865370 Many of you spend countless hours bringing others up to speed with good interesting information. 

Thank you!! 

#WWG1WWGA

3/24/2020 6:57:48 PM freestateojones  https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1242074611107401728?s=19 …

3/24/2020 6:57:51 PM breezybree270 Won’t cover this I bet pic.twitter.com/cbCdNvqdgO

3/24/2020 6:57:58 PM foss_marcia I like it.

3/24/2020 6:58:01 PM qnuno2 I definitely want to see how that rolls out.

3/24/2020 6:58:53 PM lotsofprisoners Death is a change of clothing.

3/24/2020 6:59:21 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006988690122526720?s=19 …

3/24/2020 6:59:57 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006966279121588232?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:00:16 PM pragmatic_texan 👍👊 It’s a pleasure!

3/24/2020 7:00:23 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006971397829210112?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:01:08 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006976209002123264?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:01:42 PM cosmic_engineer We all repeat the lessons we don't absorb.

While living and in your next incarnation.

Although the role can reverse to work the lesson in another fashion.

The Law of Confusion is key to this mechanism, and is only really relevant in 3D

3/24/2020 7:02:00 PM mishelleo1974 @AustinSteinbart said something about some cool Internet stuff today in his video...

3/24/2020 7:02:25 PM majic_eyes_qnly MOM = Message Over Messenger #MOM #MessageOverMessenger #Majestic12 #QAnon pic.twitter.com/AoQMYXayZA

3/24/2020 7:02:43 PM anangelhasland1 Hollywood is full of weird uneducated sexually obsessed celebrities who use symbology they don’t understand. Hanx has one accuser but since she is a 

minor celebrity herself a subculture is born. Successful prosecution of sexual predators proceeds on a different front altogether.

3/24/2020 7:03:22 PM cidarean Curious, what happens when you die of other unnatural causes in this instance? Homicide, car accidents?

3/24/2020 7:03:24 PM _doozier_ How much nuance is there? Are you "penalized" equally for an accidental suicide, or for giving others consent to kill you/pull-the-plug, etc.? Charging 

into certain death for a cause? Preventing interrogation when captured? Just curious.

3/24/2020 7:03:41 PM majic_eyes_qnly Missing apostrophe there

"Is Congress's attempt to expand the clock by delaying the stimulus package a show of weakness if 45 is required to declare Martial Law in order to 

prosecute the people involved?"

3/24/2020 7:03:51 PM upliftingmind Me three

3/24/2020 7:03:53 PM 444_q_ I knew in my spirit it is for a reason💕

3/24/2020 7:04:11 PM breezybree270 5G isn’t cool I can assure you. pic.twitter.com/oOp0q7JlMZ

3/24/2020 7:04:21 PM breezybree270  pic.twitter.com/ma08piRMlO

3/24/2020 7:04:22 PM 369helen313 It Doesn’t change the PLAN ! 

Patriots already Knew DemocRats are going to stop the Bill and cause delay , so They have been Prepared !

3/24/2020 7:04:22 PM eddiesavage1776 The Dems delay on the stimulus bill, knowing @realDonaldTrump cannot afford to veto the bill and send it back for more negotiations without hurting 

all the people stranded at home without work, many in his voter base. This conduct by @SpeakerPelosi is DEPLORABLE.

3/24/2020 7:04:44 PM rachaelangelm No microwave 5G!

3/24/2020 7:05:08 PM rachaelangelm Well everyone is on cue

3/24/2020 7:05:28 PM whodat007 Game theory. All moves predicted. In short... game over before it began.

3/24/2020 7:06:15 PM qanonsingles Unless they claim to be Baby Q... then bail

3/24/2020 7:06:41 PM nurseniceyes I do think a vaccine might be in order ... If it cures insanity.

3/24/2020 7:06:54 PM 369helen313  https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/coronavirus/pentagon-starting-mythbusters-page-debunk-false-rumors-martial-law …

3/24/2020 7:07:38 PM arba65458093 Another one bites the dust! Beg for forgiveness.

3/24/2020 7:08:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Did China/D6 strike the United States and world with a WMD?

3/24/2020 7:08:53 PM wolfpup16fq  pic.twitter.com/mLNoE1mIlt

3/24/2020 7:08:58 PM eddiesavage1776 I believe the correct usage would be Congress' without the third "S" at the end.

3/24/2020 7:09:08 PM hearthwench Lizards are immune from the virus. She is not worried.

3/24/2020 7:09:17 PM susan66388204 Yes I Believe that’s Exactly what’s happening

3/24/2020 7:09:17 PM cocopuffster12 @AustinSteinbart YT video https://youtu.be/X-CQXHLmnJI 

3/24/2020 7:09:27 PM rosas7043 No, Bill Gates did

3/24/2020 7:09:32 PM pragmatic_texan It’s “patently” obvious. Double meaning intended.

3/24/2020 7:09:46 PM ainefeather I know there's an uptick in Chinese military activity. But not to what extent yet.

3/24/2020 7:09:48 PM linnyt7 I believe they did

3/24/2020 7:10:01 PM okie445 Yes they did. Population control. Boomarang!!

3/24/2020 7:10:02 PM buckshot2469 Under the direction of the DS/Cabal !!

3/24/2020 7:10:19 PM upliftingmind It seems they tried.

3/24/2020 7:10:29 PM tyrantswillfa11 China/Deepstate yes. A bio weapon is a wmd. The response will be interesting and justified.

3/24/2020 7:10:31 PM majic_eyes_qnly Loosely I think you can do either but technically you’re probably right AFAIR.

3/24/2020 7:10:32 PM ainefeather If you are referring to covid-19 then yes.

3/24/2020 7:10:34 PM misterpatriot2  pic.twitter.com/2h09OnqtcF

3/24/2020 7:10:46 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1206021504321966080?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:10:46 PM falseprofityhoo This would mean there must be an antidote.



3/24/2020 7:11:07 PM joebenoist YES!!!

3/24/2020 7:11:14 PM hawkgirlinmn Oh and i forgot the meaning: EASTER! Ascension. Rebirth. Whatever you want to call it. ALSO: Beginning March 21 in the Northern hemisphere the sun 

begins growing in power and light ovwrtakes the darkness. ~Symbolism will be their downfall

3/24/2020 7:11:21 PM cocopuffster12 We have waited for this for so long. Our entire lives.

3/24/2020 7:11:25 PM johnbai37881983 Yes ! Act of WAR !!!

3/24/2020 7:11:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Should a military response be necessary to neutralize the threat of this cabal manipulating the response to the virus?

Who is using this crisis for personal gain?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

We have rebuilt the Military.

Equipment returning home?

Medical epidemic is cover. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242634459033329669 …

3/24/2020 7:11:37 PM justbro99900566 Is @david_wilcock getting legit info?

3/24/2020 7:11:40 PM n7guardiananon Bill Gates seems like the he got caught up in his own doing.

3/24/2020 7:11:43 PM naildrvr1 I believe so.

Also believe Dems had a hand in this.

Timing is to good

3/24/2020 7:11:45 PM s0urc3rss Only once? Or just this last time? Yes?

3/24/2020 7:11:46 PM tango66qanon Very big.

3/24/2020 7:11:50 PM ecranchero maybe, not a very good one. A fear based one.

3/24/2020 7:12:06 PM milllathefiend Light Movers, Dark Movers. Human 5d conscious have an influence perhaps? pic.twitter.com/EkhZod2rAe

3/24/2020 7:12:25 PM ecranchero @Michael57DE

3/24/2020 7:12:26 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/aNL1m0GrEf

3/24/2020 7:12:27 PM justbro99900566 How concerned should we be about Nibiru? Do you have good red pilling material about it I can share ?

3/24/2020 7:12:34 PM palmdalekid2 this month has been full of military budget hearings

3/24/2020 7:12:44 PM hawkgirlinmn Attempt? Possibly.

3/24/2020 7:12:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Too bad nobody will ask the Q?

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Nothing.

These people are sick!#

#WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242635177668599811 …

3/24/2020 7:12:54 PM we_knqw Eeeeeeyyyyyyup.

3/24/2020 7:13:04 PM qanonreality Those 2 are gone like the wind after he wins the 2020 election

3/24/2020 7:13:12 PM misterpatriot2 Please.

3/24/2020 7:13:15 PM williebhere Only against CCP not the people?

3/24/2020 7:13:18 PM garry3013 But Ofcourse. It's a Crime against every man, woman a child of this Great Nation #GUILLOTINE2020

3/24/2020 7:13:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 75%

3/24/2020 7:13:29 PM epkman On every front it appears.😉

3/24/2020 7:13:46 PM tyrantswillfa11 A military response is not only justified, it is required at this point. They started the war, we’ll finish it.

3/24/2020 7:13:58 PM rosas7043 Care to clarify ?

3/24/2020 7:14:00 PM 369helen313 Yes!  

It’s a Biological Strike ...

WWIII

3/24/2020 7:14:06 PM nurseniceyes They really shouldn't have pissed off   

IAM. They broke every natural law.

3/24/2020 7:14:11 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s Going to be BIBLICAL. Hint!

3/24/2020 7:14:20 PM cidarean Going to need more than batsoup excuse to convince the sleeping masses.

3/24/2020 7:14:20 PM caguamone Bro how about telling people what’s coming and go from there. Suspense is cliche these days

3/24/2020 7:14:34 PM trumppallooza That's their retaliation for getting our money back. Or they found out the "loans" against our country were fake

3/24/2020 7:14:37 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242301741946875909?s=20 …

3/24/2020 7:14:37 PM hawkgirlinmn Awake

3/24/2020 7:14:49 PM psyanidegaming But what is Q

3/24/2020 7:14:53 PM auroravoyager1 China versus democrats.  What’s the dif?  🤷♀️

3/24/2020 7:14:55 PM epkman #ExonorateGeneralFlynn🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

#TravestyOfJustice

#WWG1WGA

#FreeGeneralFlynn🇺🇸⭐️⭐️⭐️

#NoJusticeNoRespect

3/24/2020 7:14:55 PM nurseniceyes Fear not... Not happening.

3/24/2020 7:14:57 PM geronim22212419 Maybe from a China lab, but not China

Nazi maybe

3/24/2020 7:15:05 PM 50kft_k 50kft reporter would ask the Q.

3/24/2020 7:15:08 PM cramercane Sounds about right

3/24/2020 7:15:29 PM radicalgop1 Ask Hillary Clinton. The word around the campfire is she may have had a hand in it to disrupt the 2020 election.

3/24/2020 7:15:33 PM 369helen313 👍🏻

3/24/2020 7:15:40 PM rod_felps yes

3/24/2020 7:15:43 PM kellyroiz Funny I noticed this mirrored The bad guy Bill "Gates" Asia in the "East"

3/24/2020 7:15:49 PM marysmith77450 You mean they cannot just put their head in a hole and pretend like Q doesn’t exist?   They sure are trying that!

3/24/2020 7:15:50 PM 444_q_ In Austin's vid, he explained Q like the trinity.  Said he was baby Q(Jesus),POTUS, &others are liken to the holy Spirit, so if POTUS is not Q+, then who 

is!!!???

3/24/2020 7:15:53 PM epkman #GoodStuff

3/24/2020 7:16:18 PM fansblowing3 If people get a $1,200 stimulus check, then Trump will be re-elected by a landslide.  Democrats will stop it at all costs.

3/24/2020 7:16:25 PM williamelgato3 lol, not even close.....

3/24/2020 7:16:26 PM williebhere WORLD WIDE..

3/24/2020 7:16:35 PM _doozier_ ROOKIE NUMBERS

3/24/2020 7:16:41 PM lori_dee1 Yes they did.

3/24/2020 7:16:45 PM truth939 If in reference to this image then things are moving very quickly now.

3/24/2020 7:16:58 PM toffer_anon_369 Nice timestamp you got there!

3/24/2020 7:16:58 PM yeshuamessiah6 Timing wise Easter is also the satanic celebration of 'goddess' ishtar.  Trump is launching a spear into her heart.

3/24/2020 7:17:10 PM dragssherm Nothing's gonna happen.



3/24/2020 7:17:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 We all love and appreciate the good that #QPharisees contribute to our Movement. We just wish you could cut your ego back and stop sheep-dogging 

people.

Think independently.

Message over messenger.

Trust, but VERIFY!

Put the information out and then let the public debate the idea

3/24/2020 7:17:17 PM upliftingmind No worries at all, friend. I'm with you and respect you and your opinions too. Thank you  #WWGIWGA

3/24/2020 7:17:19 PM palmdalekid2 +3% pic.twitter.com/bPaY2lgvZN

3/24/2020 7:17:20 PM jayhowa59740902 That would be a HELL yes!!!!🙃

3/24/2020 7:17:23 PM sherry_palombo what is wmd im not sure

3/24/2020 7:17:25 PM sibes2013 Yes, and I believe Gates was involved; remember his statement at one of his symposiums “with improved vaccines, quality healthcare we can Decrease 

the world’s population by 15%”

3/24/2020 7:17:27 PM 369helen313 He said POTUS is the Father & Q+ !

3/24/2020 7:17:35 PM taylindsey96 Yes

3/24/2020 7:17:50 PM geranon3 Bro next Booom has launched in China an Hantavirus Infection is on the lose...

3/24/2020 7:17:54 PM remarkablebob Is Martial Law required before the arrests can occur? POTUS always seems to outmaneuver his foe at every turn?

3/24/2020 7:17:54 PM darkstream6 GOD willing! Stay the course!!

3/24/2020 7:17:56 PM rachaelangelm Yes

3/24/2020 7:18:08 PM lotsofprisoners Yes. So where is the antidote or how were the perpetrators otherwise planning to protect themselves?

3/24/2020 7:18:08 PM jaded_pearl I hope this is the percentage of Cabal indictments that have been handed over to the team who serves them. Trying to breathe the stormy seas is 

getting rough. I just KNOW we're going to make it through. pic.twitter.com/akMNYcynLj

3/24/2020 7:18:16 PM johnnymerckx If undeniable proof exists, no BS, then yes. 

A swift, breathtaking move is necessary.

The unwoke will need proof to be awakened

3/24/2020 7:18:27 PM saoirse_369 During last weeks press conference, didn’t POTUS mention the Logan act?

3/24/2020 7:18:29 PM fortawesome451 IT'S GOING TO BE BIBLICAL

3/24/2020 7:18:33 PM nikoscali #QPharisee and #Sheepdog seems to be thrown around pretty freely these days

3/24/2020 7:18:37 PM 444_q_ I guess I missed that part! I'll have to watch again, thank you!

3/24/2020 7:18:45 PM papadocdolo Weapons of mass destruction

3/24/2020 7:18:47 PM rachaelangelm Maybe we are saying to someone....roll up or shut up!

3/24/2020 7:18:50 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/d7fLW7BKej

3/24/2020 7:19:19 PM steephyov2 fuck y’all talking about

3/24/2020 7:19:21 PM geronim22212419 Time is now

3/24/2020 7:19:37 PM getmainebud D.S. would be lost without suckers like you.

3/24/2020 7:19:44 PM saoirse_369 Are you referring to selling stocks?

3/24/2020 7:20:10 PM justifi78326842 🤔🤦🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/AT6sBLFm1B

3/24/2020 7:20:21 PM leanda_headford Awake or what’s going on behind the scenes ?

3/24/2020 7:20:39 PM ogmios1440 That's why G5 is on the way!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/24/2020 7:20:42 PM danauito Nah, white hats intercepted the plot, changed the formula and let them hang themselves in various unforetold ways!

Covid19 becomes Cover45

Keep on Rocking with The Don @realDonaldTrump 20⚔😎⚔20

3/24/2020 7:20:52 PM lbf777 Why Q Pharisees? Pharisees killed Jesus.

3/24/2020 7:20:54 PM sparkleloung Labels MJ? pic.twitter.com/5Pxs1KoPMK

3/24/2020 7:21:03 PM wahiggins3 Or % of plan complete?

3/24/2020 7:21:15 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006976209002123264?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:21:15 PM tctanyaleelee  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOkEfFUJUAY&feature=youtu.be …

3/24/2020 7:21:16 PM naticris55 I always had my suspicions on those two.

3/24/2020 7:21:38 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006988690122526720?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:22:00 PM wester_sou Nothing should stop in the way of truth, transparency and equal justice, under the law, for all, and all lawful means, should be on the table, to be used, 

if and when required. The criminals must not be allowed to get away with their crimes any more!

3/24/2020 7:22:11 PM eodsteve3579 Name calling seems awful shillish.....just saying.

3/24/2020 7:22:17 PM ronadamspodcast Why are they trying so hard to get him to declare Martial Law? 

What advantages do they gain?

3/24/2020 7:22:18 PM upliftingmind I can only imagine what 100% looks like

3/24/2020 7:22:24 PM raenyasalisbury Wilcock and team are part of the FALSE ASCENSION TIMELINE ..all designed to harvest your time..energy..$$$$$ and SOUL

3/24/2020 7:22:24 PM mooselips He'll be reelected regardless.

3/24/2020 7:22:26 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1006971397829210112?s=19 …

3/24/2020 7:22:38 PM iamthoth1 Absolutely!!

3/24/2020 7:22:41 PM rhealln  pic.twitter.com/nC3TL6rcs4

3/24/2020 7:22:46 PM williebhere Respectfully a sheepdog is a guide or protector.. is it a bad thing?? Please explain.

3/24/2020 7:23:09 PM iamyou132 I have a question Mj. There are obvious benefits to free Internet but if 5G is the method used to implement this how is that not harmful to organics?

3/24/2020 7:23:25 PM 369helen313 Yey...💥

75%

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1242301741946875909?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/NjwmV7ND3c

3/24/2020 7:23:43 PM addyb6312 Gee man. Only 25% left to upgrade Joe Bidens' brain from Windows XP to Windows 10.. Thank you for the good news. I hope he is going to remember 

his name with the new OS

3/24/2020 7:23:43 PM czebotarjessie What is the question we need to ask?

3/24/2020 7:23:50 PM palmdalekid2 #Qanon #InItTogether pic.twitter.com/h7xRWeTijf

3/24/2020 7:23:51 PM tctanyaleelee  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOkEfFUJUAY&feature=youtu.be …

Open your 👁

3/24/2020 7:23:52 PM usa93563829 Suicide for those with depression God forgives. I have met people with depression and they can’t be in their right mind when they take their own life. 

NOW if your a PEDOPHILE taking your own life to escape prison, embarrassment or a death sentence... Different story

3/24/2020 7:24:00 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/l27SlYePLJ

3/24/2020 7:24:19 PM getmainebud Oh, you mean you just noticed this account is a deep state psyop?!

3/24/2020 7:24:25 PM turbo7773 Can you give me the best way to completely understand message of messages? Any good videos or links?

3/24/2020 7:24:39 PM subtidal4 Need to be at 71% worldwide for The Great Awakening to commence. We’re now at 75%.

3/24/2020 7:24:46 PM czebotarjessie Can we just break their code of Silence already?

3/24/2020 7:24:52 PM steve27377020 Oh, I hope this is what they are referencing!

3/24/2020 7:25:00 PM allonkid I made that observation in early Feb.

3/24/2020 7:25:00 PM mishelleo1974 You didn’t read the actual bill did you? Read the Bill and then you can have an informed opinion.



3/24/2020 7:25:11 PM waystarroy They dont want you becoming a "useless eater" as Kissinger likes to call old people.  The vaccine will make it that you dont live past your working 

worth.

3/24/2020 7:25:17 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/CqHDqR0gjd

3/24/2020 7:25:19 PM breezybree270 Cover the real truth and danger of the plan. pic.twitter.com/GACJmeHCMP

3/24/2020 7:25:24 PM mind_gladiator Get the lame stream media reporting accurate info and "Abra cadabra", Your there.

3/24/2020 7:25:25 PM johnnymerckx thanks, I will spend the week reviewing your remark

3/24/2020 7:25:32 PM breezybree270 I did.

3/24/2020 7:25:40 PM breezybree270  https://www.inc.com/kevin-j-ryan/trump-signs-secure-5g-beyond-act-2020.html …

3/24/2020 7:26:18 PM djmurphy5 Won’t let me like or retweet

3/24/2020 7:26:21 PM waystarroy So u think Bill Gates's epic timing and not so shocking vax follow up had absolutely nothing to do with it and is simply coincidence.  Copy.

3/24/2020 7:26:22 PM jcrowyo @Isaiahwinings @Ben_Jammin_Deal 

Read this whole thread and we’ll schedule our next little FaceTime conspiracy club session.

3/24/2020 7:26:36 PM turbo7773 Reason I'm asking is because I've seen some interesting messages on some well known people going back to 2017 and  I wanna try to  break the hidden 

message.

3/24/2020 7:26:58 PM charlesiamcwp Suicide Is A Permanent Solution To

A Temporary Problem

Never An Answer

3/24/2020 7:27:16 PM bennastix Agreed

3/24/2020 7:27:28 PM highvoltagenews Are there really 21 million less cell phone users in China because an EMP hit Wuhan when China said they would not accept something intangible as 

payments for goods that it exports?

#Qanon

3/24/2020 7:27:42 PM lissmojo You know the answer to that!

😘

3/24/2020 7:27:44 PM redslegacy2 ✔

3/24/2020 7:27:57 PM redpilledhill Transformers is real, isn’t it?

3/24/2020 7:28:08 PM yourstr05411794 They're trying to "kill" Austin Steinbart.

3/24/2020 7:28:17 PM manifest_utopia Hard to believe she managed to look so similar from one year to another. Cocaine binges and all.

3/24/2020 7:28:21 PM yellamoj Growing 3% each day?

3/24/2020 7:28:24 PM carlos765955611 Makes sick sense, yes.

3/24/2020 7:28:30 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/elenochle/status/1242587684519829504 …

3/24/2020 7:28:37 PM cidarean Get it over with.

3/24/2020 7:28:46 PM redslegacy2 Well, she is China's bi_t ch

3/24/2020 7:28:54 PM 369helen313 Is it really that Bad MJ ?!!! 

I guess patriot already knew [they] won’t ask the Q !

3/24/2020 7:29:04 PM getmainebud After witnessed attempted coup by alphabet agencies you're willing to base your decision about ww3 on them?

I'm sorry, I'm loosing patience with folks.

3/24/2020 7:29:16 PM nemisisis What's coming

3/24/2020 7:29:21 PM n7guardiananon 3% in mere hours cool...

but considering time is what it is 

may as well go for majestic #s pic.twitter.com/gkNtnV6PWn

3/24/2020 7:29:30 PM redslegacy2 Facial expressions say it all!

3/24/2020 7:29:48 PM marcela26773506 Another definition of pharisee is:

"a self-righteous person; a hypocrite."

3/24/2020 7:30:21 PM rick_hernandez *99%

3/24/2020 7:30:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you have recently lost your job consider the following:

1) Do you have a savings/reserve cash or liquidity?

2) Grocery stores will remain open. No need to rush. 

3) Have 3 weeks of minimal rations for "worst case scenario", even for you and your job.

3/24/2020 7:30:30 PM ts_sci_majic12 4) Have patience. Take a hard look at things. Do you want change?

5) Every door that closes another door waits to be opened.

6) Pursue looking for a new job and immediately cut back on excess they do not require.

7) Everything will work out! Trust the plan! God wins!

3/24/2020 7:30:32 PM palmdalekid2 9% engagement rate, you know you guys can share my content with others

3/24/2020 7:30:33 PM drki555 By rephrasing the question, they are shifting from the Cabal to China... the New Enemy. Since the Cabal was always elusive, it is more convinient to 

have an easily identifiable enemy. Also nothing will “motivate” people like knowing a real war is waiting at the end of the virus.

3/24/2020 7:30:44 PM tyetyler1 absolutely did but we saw it coming.  Ws the people didn't  but @POTUS did

3/24/2020 7:30:48 PM the_loveoflight Its the plan!

3/24/2020 7:30:51 PM nemisisis Its not a war it was an accusation

3/24/2020 7:30:59 PM johnnymerckx The fight I am seeing isn't against who you think

3/24/2020 7:31:05 PM grinder51287840 I agree... Sheep no more!

3/24/2020 7:31:07 PM rick_hernandez So 8 days left to 99%?

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12 …

3/24/2020 7:31:19 PM mickh0708 I am SO grateful 

Our President rebuilt 

Our Military & it brought 

MUCH PATRIOTISM back to Our Country & there is obvious mutual respect. 

I think a Military response is the ONLY way to "neutralize "

these sick people.

Thank you, Patriots.🇺🇸Godspeed.

3/24/2020 7:31:23 PM euphoricalyfake Why

3/24/2020 7:31:48 PM getmainebud ...they are still trying to figure out how to control your opinion folks,they need more input...

Let's run a test, give them nothing!

3/24/2020 7:31:58 PM 444_q_ 🌈🌈🌈🦄🦄🦄💗💗💗

3/24/2020 7:32:21 PM bunnyq22 Thank you 🙏🏻

3/24/2020 7:32:23 PM guy_karen Yes I got laid off. I can’t seem to find a job & it’s going to get worse. 🙏

3/24/2020 7:32:31 PM getmainebud You have no clue what I think.

3/24/2020 7:32:33 PM ernestinawatfo2 Lima Charlie



3/24/2020 7:32:57 PM robe3866 Have a budget..stick to it

Pay off ALL debt

1000 emergency fund

4-5 months living expenses stashed away

Pay off/ own your home

Invest 15% remainder of your life

Sheep no more!!

3/24/2020 7:33:16 PM laurabusse Me three

3/24/2020 7:33:18 PM cosmic_engineer God wins = the Plan meets fruition?

The Logos holds the entire deck anyways.

Or do you mean some other entity?  Asking for a friend :P

3/24/2020 7:33:30 PM jbcloud I sure hope so. Many of us are ready for the upswing...

3/24/2020 7:33:39 PM jrocktigers I have never seen Venus appear as large to my naked eyes until the past few weeks. Not applying this to wokefulness, just mentioning so folks have 

noticed.

3/24/2020 7:33:39 PM 28concerned Good info,

3/24/2020 7:33:41 PM mongrelglory A number of leaders in Western countries, such as Canada, the UK, Germany etc...are using this "pandemic" as an excuse to bring in legislation granting 

them almost dictatorial powers for a period of 1 to 2 years.  I hope they won't succeed, will they?

3/24/2020 7:33:56 PM fedupnation Apparently...

3/24/2020 7:33:58 PM jacquegord0n Love my POTUS

3/24/2020 7:34:12 PM the_loveoflight Are these legit?

It ended with me getting blocked very very quickly (-5mins) pic.twitter.com/nDr2uj8VQB

3/24/2020 7:34:37 PM sherry_palombo thank you

3/24/2020 7:34:49 PM mongrelglory #TheGreatAwakening!!!

3/24/2020 7:34:54 PM shining91109743 I do and have had since 2009.  Thankful to still have my job.

3/24/2020 7:35:12 PM ethereal_shaman "Sometimes losing everything is the only way to begin."  T.K. Riser

3/24/2020 7:35:17 PM 444_q_ 👏👏👏😁 LOVE IT!

3/24/2020 7:35:27 PM nemisisis Just an update meeting

3/24/2020 7:35:35 PM susanlgardner2 Watch "Blessed to Teach," most recent 2 shows. "Gene," says they have bombed them.

3/24/2020 7:35:48 PM beareardon ultimately there is only one world wide deep state.

3/24/2020 7:35:50 PM laurabusse This too shall pass

But when you're in it

It feels like you will feel that way forever

3/24/2020 7:35:51 PM geronim22212419 well, no #1, yes to the rest/ not because of laziness...Fought some battles, huge and long....one related to what will end.

I have been through worse

3/24/2020 7:36:00 PM steve27377020 Really crappy what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and their organization used to do to us innocent "sheep" back in the day. However, if they have truly changed 

their ways, then our wildest dreams are coming true!

 https://youtu.be/SVi3-PrQ0pY 

3/24/2020 7:36:02 PM 369helen313 We Should Pray 🙏🏻✨

#WWG1WGA

#GODWINS

3/24/2020 7:36:04 PM trumppallooza July sounds good

3/24/2020 7:36:09 PM denisesteele I think so for sure

3/24/2020 7:36:13 PM andoniandothard Who is D 6?

3/24/2020 7:36:19 PM the_loveoflight It’s going up faster and faster!

70% = welcome to the storm?

3/24/2020 7:36:33 PM cchef1980 MJ12, hope you can shed some light... with all this $ created from thin air, what can we expect of our savings? Will the value be affected? Will our 

reserves be even available? There has been massive Corp drawdowns. Massive monetary debasement. Thank you.

3/24/2020 7:37:04 PM manifest_utopia Especially with quantum computers & Project Looking Glass.  Boomerang effect predicted.

3/24/2020 7:37:17 PM yellamoj Puts us at 100% in 9 days.

3/24/2020 7:37:20 PM susanlgardner2 I believe we will. Q said it will, "Not be safe for these to walk down the street!"

3/24/2020 7:37:27 PM populistpepe2 Might I add -

If you have extended family and friends in need, and have the ability to help, Amazon, Walmart, and many other stores will deliver groceries to their 

homes. 

It's not a lot of quality options right now, but anything will help.

3/24/2020 7:37:41 PM 369helen313 Thanks 👊🏻💥

3/24/2020 7:37:47 PM denisesteele I agree! Juan OSavin confirmed adrenochrome was tagged with non spreading form of virus!

3/24/2020 7:38:02 PM notevenchad17 BOOM!! pic.twitter.com/9uZYPh46XC

3/24/2020 7:38:03 PM fs88m Exactly who is D6 - from a longtime Anon?

3/24/2020 7:38:13 PM turbo7773 Noted

3/24/2020 7:38:27 PM lisateonly There's 21 million less cell phones probably because of China's new law. You must download gov. app to get your health code which will determine at 

anytime what you're health level is. It gives them total control over your life spending & movement. Introduced before the virus.

3/24/2020 7:39:08 PM disfellocated She’s doing a bit of exerting.

3/24/2020 7:39:25 PM usalawyer_ Its Habbening.

3/24/2020 7:39:51 PM danauito Nice confirmation statement Denise!

The info is out there but needs a serious autist!

3/24/2020 7:39:52 PM highvoltagenews A good angle. Indeed

3/24/2020 7:39:52 PM robinreitsma1 🤔🤔🤔🤔

3/24/2020 7:40:18 PM smith_jere It seems so.

3/24/2020 7:40:34 PM creativescribes  https://mobile.twitter.com/creativescribes/status/1229993510239113218 …

3/24/2020 7:40:42 PM mongrelglory Quality taxidermy...

3/24/2020 7:40:55 PM reportgoldfish Sure did, UN agenda 2020, poor Chinese people. They tried to warn us and sacrificed themselves to do so. RIP Dr. Li, the attorney and the unknown 

woman who knew it would cost her life. POTUS was prepared and no one better to command us through this Act of War by the hidden enemy!

3/24/2020 7:40:55 PM jaded_pearl #nolivesmatter pic.twitter.com/coHHvHsXON

3/24/2020 7:41:04 PM connieketchup They sure did

3/24/2020 7:41:53 PM maytag2727 Excellent advice

3/24/2020 7:41:54 PM anonbabe17 Wait, what??

3/24/2020 7:42:15 PM allonkid Yes, let's have it done and recover



3/24/2020 7:42:23 PM uspatriot111 Don't thank Q if you believe in Austin. He is NOT Q, can't have both bud, pick Austin, or Q, not the same thing. If you believed in W you would know 

Austin is definitely not him, Q told us NOBODY would ever speak in any other place, EVER, or they were Liars, and FAKE NEWS. Jeesh. 

pic.twitter.com/hXKbCl1J5T

3/24/2020 7:42:29 PM connieketchup They did seems they targeted countries who wouldn’t sign the Silk Road project

3/24/2020 7:42:29 PM lbf777 Ah

3/24/2020 7:42:31 PM function108 fundamentalism = devolution pic.twitter.com/hjGBTgnFOV

3/24/2020 7:42:59 PM the_loveoflight 🙋🏻♂️ In need of a job!

3/24/2020 7:43:17 PM jaded_pearl I hope this is the plan. pic.twitter.com/5vP9SeCtH6

3/24/2020 7:43:17 PM twilly18 from the book

A Higher Form Of Killing

a secret history of chemical and biological warfare

"saturate enemy medical facilities" pic.twitter.com/yrT1OFtU19

3/24/2020 7:43:27 PM rifflemonica WWG1WGA !

3/24/2020 7:43:40 PM manifest_utopia Yes, Multiple players involved in the creation, planning, release & spread of this WMD.

3/24/2020 7:43:40 PM connieketchup Deep state involved for sure like Bill gates and George Soros dems of course are going yay

3/24/2020 7:44:00 PM aten55555 Out of 7 billion people??

3/24/2020 7:44:19 PM geminisq0714 Antidotes do not treat viruses. They are classified for use in poisoning.

3/24/2020 7:44:22 PM allonkid Surgery is sometimes the only way to heal

3/24/2020 7:44:38 PM the_loveoflight Ah nice its 72%! Here we come 😎

3/24/2020 7:44:39 PM jared4liberty I would personally like to think this is going to make more people ask similar questions, soon to realize how valueless the dollar actually is. Further, I 

think this is the beginning of the end of the FED and money as we think of it.

3/24/2020 7:44:45 PM ohiotweetie I DO NOT CONSENT- you have to annn0unce and tell us- and we silently consent... I DO NOT CONSENT... pass it on!  the blood of Jesus speaks for me 

and us!

3/24/2020 7:44:52 PM smalltownindy They are the proxy in my opinion. There must be orders from higher up. There is a secret society/bloodline slugfest going on behind closed doors.

3/24/2020 7:44:55 PM uspatriot111 Q not W. I have big hands. Austin doesn't ride around on Air Force 1 either, never had, never will, where most of Q's pics come from. Also Q would 

never talk down about his most loyal followers like Joe M. Whose videos Q has tagged multiple times. Sorry you're blinded. Q says NO.

3/24/2020 7:45:00 PM char06725251  pic.twitter.com/C5FB8P0bE9

3/24/2020 7:45:29 PM phl_78_cfdp This article is interesting and compelling. I don't know what to think.

3/24/2020 7:45:29 PM tanktank19k They are shutting it down or at least making it less dangerous from what I read.

3/24/2020 7:45:59 PM unidentifiedta1 Gain? The Fed is Printing Trillions for themselves!

3/24/2020 7:46:04 PM armymarketing Cabal/gates did

3/24/2020 7:46:29 PM farmerjaneusa Are you referring to the mud flood, orphan trains, etc line of thought? (That was one heck of a rabbit hole I fell into last year.)

3/24/2020 7:47:23 PM cchef1980 I certainly hope so. The alternative is too bad to even consider... no physical gold anywhere. Fd shouting to the winds that they have “unlimited 

money”. Corporations drawing billions and demanding bailouts. And the people that live off of savings are crucified. Corp welfare.

3/24/2020 7:47:42 PM n7guardiananon Do you like the movie the Sting MJ12??? pic.twitter.com/UJoXVpQwPz

3/24/2020 7:47:52 PM kaymelton Monk Q, why can’t you listen to both and decide what is relevant. No one in our Q believer group is the absolute authority on Q and  Austin has some 

valid points too. Ask God for discernment and don’t put your faith in any man. You think for yourself. Peace.

3/24/2020 7:47:54 PM char06725251 People are scared and down right now. I feel more inclined to share uplifting posts. I get alot from you :-)

3/24/2020 7:47:56 PM dancarwells yes no maybe...hell i don't know... did they?

3/24/2020 7:48:02 PM sandy_cuhntz Yes, but I also feel that 5G plays a role in this.

3/24/2020 7:48:17 PM jrocktigers Her and Mercury dancing pic.twitter.com/pdDPMcNShW

3/24/2020 7:48:17 PM blood_and_dirt Frog energy is anchored 💚

3/24/2020 7:48:18 PM denisesteele Thank you that was my question!

3/24/2020 7:48:19 PM smith_jere It would be nice but egos are difficult for some to overcome.

3/24/2020 7:48:22 PM sabermarris How is this calculated?

3/24/2020 7:48:53 PM jadedl And there are many friends/family/neighbors/fellow patriots that are willing and able to help if needed. We help the plan by helping each other!

3/24/2020 7:49:06 PM cocopuffster12 I am at work and missed that last deleted teeet. Any hints. Please.

3/24/2020 7:49:09 PM marcela26773506 Set your intention and stay positive ( in high emotional frequency). Everything will be ok 🙏

3/24/2020 7:49:30 PM rick571 The Deep State, right? Bushes, Clintons, Soros, Rothchilds, Rockerfellers...

3/24/2020 7:49:47 PM smith_jere Are their "followers" the sheep? That is a bad thing.

3/24/2020 7:50:13 PM athiestpatriot Maybe we should ask our local news channels to ask the question.

3/24/2020 7:50:33 PM char06725251 China Commie's are trying to oust Xi

3/24/2020 7:50:49 PM manifest_utopia 😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣

Very good one!

3/24/2020 7:50:58 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you ♥😍😘

3/24/2020 7:51:18 PM cocopuffster12 Always

3/24/2020 7:52:04 PM twilly18 the book on archive

 https://archive.org/details/B-001-000-001/mode/2up …

3/24/2020 7:52:42 PM char06725251 where do you hear from Juan? Since Field is gone I never hear him anymore?

3/24/2020 7:52:53 PM jadedl I haven't quite finished all the vids Majestic recommended last night, but most of us (even those who have understood what the FED really is) are stuck 

in the 'currency' pit. Buying gold/silver is out of reach for many r/n.

3/24/2020 7:52:53 PM cocopuffster12 Any senior living in your area? Check in, see if anyone needs a run to the store.

3/24/2020 7:53:00 PM tctanyaleelee You’re a free thinker. Think whatever you’d like to think about it, but I warn you, judgement day is near. Repent while you have time.

3/24/2020 7:53:40 PM victori60078110 President must do what needs to be done to take down the deep cabal state.

3/24/2020 7:55:01 PM bbobbio71 Glad to be a part of it!

3/24/2020 7:55:20 PM mikepet20925718  https://m.theepochtimes.com/the-closing-of-21-million-cell-phone-accounts-in-china-may-suggest-a-high-ccp-virus-death-toll_3281291.html …

3/24/2020 7:55:27 PM kamericaga1 Well, since they have been manufacturing most of of products to include our prescriptions/medicines and even processing a lot of our food, technically 

they have been doing so a little at a time for some time now.

3/24/2020 7:55:50 PM phreatomagnetic Will killing a bunch of China's slave population bring any of the dead back?

They certainly need to be put in their place.  I suspect that's why we needed the space force to happen first.  Overwhelming might is a spectacular 

deterrent

3/24/2020 7:56:16 PM bbobbio71 He wouldn't even need to get that. 

It'll help! But I still see a landslide!

3/24/2020 7:56:35 PM yobtac2  https://twitter.com/yobtac2/status/1242644759375683587?s=19 …    some info here.

3/24/2020 7:56:39 PM vaqnotvag #mudflood is indeed quite a rabbit hole, a lot to explore there!



3/24/2020 7:56:39 PM n7guardiananon not financial advise...but I am not worried.  I am not buying gold or silver.  I am buying seeds and planting a garden. https://youtu.be/TYeVQzTVyLk 

3/24/2020 7:56:59 PM justbro99900566 Exactly, I’m trying to learn from it and this question is a part of that chain reaction so mind your own business

3/24/2020 7:57:40 PM chariotprince Supposedly, before the Age of Aquarius begins, the Sun god, Ra, appears as a frogheaded chaos god named Kek. He has to break up rigid systems that 

bad folks put in place, to ensure our passage to a better timeline. 

Some folks think he's Kartikeya.

🦚 🐸 🤷♂️

#Kek pic.twitter.com/e3sWS9nyIP

3/24/2020 7:57:52 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/veritasvital/status/1242629407048638464 …

3/24/2020 7:58:25 PM bruno1171 And I am NO spring 🐔! 

🇺🇸

3/24/2020 7:58:26 PM farmerjaneusa Ah that stuff.

3/24/2020 7:58:52 PM hailrazer 😊 for Q Repost. 😂 For BitMoji ...

3/24/2020 7:59:00 PM mrhanky66755421 Where is Bill Gates?

3/24/2020 7:59:11 PM mojavi4u Hmmm...which narrative is most correct?

3/24/2020 7:59:13 PM 369_is Try you tubes from SerialBrain2.

3/24/2020 8:00:19 PM anonbabe17  pic.twitter.com/pMMprUK3sT

3/24/2020 8:00:24 PM burtman491 Very good my anon sister

3/24/2020 8:00:31 PM _truth_warrior_ I'm suspicious that this IS a reply by @AustinSteinbart himself.

Pretty sure he was "EyeTheSpy" before.  He matches a lot of the fake pictures.

3/24/2020 8:01:16 PM _andy_walker_ What I'd like to know is if this stimulus is really the amount they're considering; or, if they're going to time it with GESARA and the rumored "Massive 

Payday" I've been hearing about.

3/24/2020 8:01:38 PM hailrazer 🤢

3/24/2020 8:01:49 PM natalie60444115 Someone should stop those who block the malaria medication !

3/24/2020 8:02:39 PM peekaboo1966 ❤️❤️

3/24/2020 8:02:56 PM johnnymerckx i think thats ok

3/24/2020 8:03:07 PM rosas7043 Schuman resonance https://www.disclosurenews.it/en/schumann-resonance-today-update/ …

3/24/2020 8:03:12 PM farmerjaneusa Wiping Tartaria from the map was quite the feat, yet here we are oblivious to it's existence as a great empire. Did it ever die? Or was it the first modern 

international rebranding effort? Hmm

3/24/2020 8:03:20 PM jadedl That was fabulous! And yes! We DO have our gardens💗

3/24/2020 8:03:27 PM 369_is It's that there are people with huge followings who began their work as a helpful endeavor. But now, instead of promoting sovereign, independent, 

critical thinking, they've put their ego's before the work. They now TELL people what to think instead of just presenting their view.

3/24/2020 8:03:29 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/WNvwgrowYM

3/24/2020 8:03:30 PM breezybree270 Yep. The issue is the health threat it poses.

3/24/2020 8:03:34 PM peekaboo1966 Yes they did.. don't blame the civilians

3/24/2020 8:04:19 PM onenoblerogue Does he need to declare Martial Law to use the Marines?

3/24/2020 8:04:20 PM woodspring2012 Coronary- heart & lungs. Feast of Assumption- old playbooks. pic.twitter.com/WlACnrIx0W

3/24/2020 8:04:44 PM jared4liberty Yes! Produce what you needed to buy before, trade for what you need. You’ll really begin to question “need”. We can adapt and improvise and 

overcome. 

Also, what movie is that from?

3/24/2020 8:05:06 PM ladymiscellany Comm Tech. Frequency jumping.

3/24/2020 8:05:19 PM n7guardiananon Being There

3/24/2020 8:05:31 PM lasherlynn I bet BEFORE the election Birx and the little fella will be gone

3/24/2020 8:05:46 PM shining91109743 Perhaps if you chose to be polite, tactful and articulate your wishes in a tone that was respectful and kind, you might find the answers you seek.  But, in 

this forum, I’m fairly certain the answers will elude you.  Just sayin.  :-) peace!

3/24/2020 8:06:24 PM postkneejerk ... 🤔R:

Are trade tariff$

a “h♠️rd 💲ell”?

🔛 @FVNTOM /

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12:  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242634459033329669 …

3/24/2020 8:06:26 PM theprfct10 75% of what?

3/24/2020 8:06:50 PM lady_miss_m Sheep are eventually slaughtered.  But first they’re exploited for wool and milk.  Remember, we are sheep to them.  No bueno.

3/24/2020 8:06:57 PM jared4liberty Ha kinda, right there in the title huh..? 😳😂😂

3/24/2020 8:08:45 PM _truth_warrior_ What the hell are you talking about?

3/24/2020 8:09:12 PM cchef1980 Wonder how woke ppl think. I Only have cash in bank. No stocks no metals etc. What’s the point of being part of the few that have gold/etc if 

everything collapses? The only currency accepted would be accelerated lead. So this has to be resolved for ALL not just a lucky few.

3/24/2020 8:09:34 PM mediaintell1 Send them to Pennsylvania first.  Tom Wolfe and Pittsburgh Mayor Peduto are a tag-team. 25% spike in unemployment and they're doubling down. 

UPMC announced only 5 positives out of 950, and they were shamed by the media mob.  Wonder who Wolf is working for 🤔

3/24/2020 8:10:19 PM lady_miss_m I don’t think so.  I believe that white hats intercepted the ball.  If Corona is real, then it’s not nearly as bad as advertised.  But of course I don’t know 

much.

3/24/2020 8:10:55 PM basil26 Yes

3/24/2020 8:11:02 PM 02joshuaradwan Hurry up with the operation lock those satanists up already and let’s get on with life.

3/24/2020 8:11:17 PM boy12_jimmy #CEMEX #EVERGREEN #MAFIAPORT #RAILROAD #STEELMILL #WESTSEATTLE

@Scavino45 @realDonaldTrump @NSA_QIL2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NSAGov

3/24/2020 8:11:47 PM n7guardiananon 😁😄😄

No problem

3/24/2020 8:12:28 PM marriedyourbro  pic.twitter.com/9vdwV2aJNz

3/24/2020 8:12:47 PM winnerznvrquit This occurred to me too. This is what THEY want. Fear and panic 

They did this in the 1920s and the Fed began. Suicide was prevalent at that moment.

3/24/2020 8:12:50 PM senseandtruth I look at the SR several times a day, but I don't really know what it means. Sure didn't know we were looking at a percentage somewhere. Could you (or 

someone) please elaborate? Thank you so much!

3/24/2020 8:13:21 PM alight412 This reminds me of the series, "The Good Place" where souls are judged to be in either the good place or the bad place based on their life deeds. Is this 

show another "art imitating life"?

3/24/2020 8:14:20 PM _truth_warrior_ Thanks Austin.  

You've truly cleared it all up.

3/24/2020 8:15:57 PM lotsofprisoners I use that term loosely

3/24/2020 8:16:00 PM getmainebud I didn't say I didn't want to hear your thoughts



3/24/2020 8:17:55 PM n7guardiananon only thing that's gonna collapse is Her...and some of her friends...lol pic.twitter.com/6wcBoNZskl

3/24/2020 8:18:09 PM jadedl Amen🙏

That has been the way for far too long!

3/24/2020 8:18:37 PM nurseniceyes Are you asking me? What do you want to do? Most want this to hurry up, but 10000 years can be a long time if you screw it up... 2000 was pretty 

unbearable to watch... Lots of moving pieces

3/24/2020 8:18:44 PM raenyasalisbury Thanks..LOVE YOU

3/24/2020 8:19:02 PM nancy_notpelosi That story was news to me. Just read a thread yesterday.

 How many more mysteries are there?  I can't keep up. 

Fun, but overwhelming.

3/24/2020 8:19:10 PM vaqnotvag Tesla knew! One of the many resets! It appears we are going through one right now. Maybe we will get some of the Tartarian technology from Teslas 

files trump has 🤔

3/24/2020 8:19:26 PM jadedl Amen to that too! I sure hope we're able to witness it!

3/24/2020 8:19:33 PM justbro99900566 Sorry that last bit was unnecessary I admit, just having a day and someone telling me what not to worry about just got on my nerves

3/24/2020 8:20:30 PM nurseniceyes That governor will get covid 19...I think he already has it

3/24/2020 8:20:44 PM rubygirl973 Polly made great possible connection in her vid!

 https://youtu.be/pkHDj7eUb60 

It's seriously one huge spiderweb.

Noticed good Dr. Fauci was at all cost dodging questions tonight about taking Plaquenil himself if necessary as a safer option. Never answered but 

pushed vaccine narrative

3/24/2020 8:21:18 PM vaqnotvag Look up jonlevi on youtube :)

3/24/2020 8:22:01 PM nurseniceyes Remember it was an analogy.

3/24/2020 8:22:19 PM fatdogeasylax Aparently a few days after recording this video. Sometime in july of last year. The message in this case is more important than the messanger.

3/24/2020 8:22:42 PM gregsenkevitch Yes. As ordered by Soros.

3/24/2020 8:22:53 PM cchef1980 Is anyone else interested in hearing MJ12 perspective on this? Can we use the power of 3,6,9 to make it happen?!

3/24/2020 8:23:34 PM turbo7773 Thanks

3/24/2020 8:23:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ingraham weed angle.

Consuming cannabis products using cabal engineered methods can compromise your immune system. Tinctures offer the medicinal placebo and the 

blending of consciousness begins. Weed changes you, but using it prevents systems in your body from breaking down.

3/24/2020 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Suppression of CBD was robbing you the ability to use a plant designed for you specifically to heal the very complex body you possess. With great 

power comes great responsibility.

3/24/2020 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear mongering is D6.

Danger does exist when using.

It is medicine.

Therefore its a tool and can be used and then set down.

Long term usage has exactly what negative side effects?

How many deaths?

Reduces growth of the economy?

THC perhaps.

CBD?

Exactly the opposite.
3/24/2020 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 However keep in mind a unique balance between the dependency and the medical necessity of using Cannabis. CBD only hemp (organic) can be made 

into tinctures for very low costs. CBD behaves differently in the body than classical nazi big pharma propaganda. https://youtu.be/3bZb10ZxpBk 

3/24/2020 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 To borrow from Dr Hawkins.

Cannabis is at 350.

Modern humans hover around 200.

Transcend the levels of consciousness.

Majestic research.

Disclosed for the world.

Use the power of 3 6 and 9 and use it.

Acceptance is 350.

Acceptance heals.

Acceptance is followed by love.
3/24/2020 8:23:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Non THC Cannabis has a close cousin and abundantly available hemp that contains high levels of CBD. You can consume these compounds including 

CBG CBC CBE and many more including terpenes and indica/sativa/hybrid combinations possible.

3/24/2020 8:23:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore when you consume THC and CBD together you go into the benefits of Full Spectrum. 

Consciousness can heal sickness and death.

Placebo effect is consciousness.

Disregarded as having merit when used in conjunction with tools?

Up is dow.

Left is Right.

3/24/2020 8:23:53 PM nurseniceyes Jesus holds no sway over GOD.

3/24/2020 8:24:11 PM jwremarks MJ12 grant me a press pass and a cover and I'll ask POTUS the "Q"uestion!!!

3/24/2020 8:24:54 PM boy12_jimmy @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DonnaWR8/status/1242652818911244290 …

3/24/2020 8:25:18 PM gritty522 So...light ‘em up up up ...😄

3/24/2020 8:25:24 PM ewilliams22101 @DrDannielle here's another one consistent with Austin.  Just a coincidence that Majestic 12 is using Austin's coined term "QPharisees" and is warning 

people to think independently? Why the coordinated message?

3/24/2020 8:26:17 PM bcmarky Through the magical technique of 'throwing shit at the wall'

3/24/2020 8:26:26 PM hellouncledonny I know its true because I'm in full-spectrum right now.

3/24/2020 8:26:53 PM vectom2 Everything in moderation. Don’t fall for this crap. If smoke large amounts though, of course ur lung function will suffer.

3/24/2020 8:27:00 PM ogmios1440 Thankyou!

3/24/2020 8:27:36 PM warrenjpaul I saw that.

3/24/2020 8:27:43 PM bodyworkbydawn So light up? 🚬couldn't find a joint emoji 😂

3/24/2020 8:27:59 PM jwremarks LOVE❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️the picture and caption...AWESOME POSSUM!!!!

3/24/2020 8:28:39 PM patindonna I wish Louisiana governor would get it

3/24/2020 8:28:54 PM jwjjwest Would you mind expanding on that please.

3/24/2020 8:29:13 PM ewilliams22101 @AustinSteinbart has the same advice.  #QPharisees need to cool it.  We listen to you, but we don't need to replace MSM with Q-interpreters.  We will 

think for ourselves, thank you very much!

3/24/2020 8:29:13 PM justbro99900566 What is Full Spectrum?

3/24/2020 8:29:16 PM positively303 MJ is it possible some humans are designed to function with Cannabis? I simply never felt good drinking and have always used weed. I feel better with 

a little very day.

I feel like it fueled my spiritual awakening and belief in QAnon. Possible?



3/24/2020 8:29:16 PM 369helen313 Exactly !

3/24/2020 8:29:35 PM allonkid 6G. Satellite signals not short waves

3/24/2020 8:29:36 PM matrixmaze333 So are you saying not safe to get at dispensary?   Knew too good to be true 😕

3/24/2020 8:29:41 PM k4rlgruen So, is that 75% reached?

Or needed for you to toss some 

chunky sauce on us?

3/24/2020 8:29:46 PM ahmedondeck China is definitely at fault. The Chinese people, not so much. They are in this game with us.  They have their own deep stare. It’s global.

3/24/2020 8:30:07 PM maxle_cat Wait, what are the cabal engineered methods?

Put the blunt down, just for a second😋

3/24/2020 8:31:06 PM qanuck4truth ((sigh)) well that's better than what it is now... 

Wish it was 100% #GreatAwakening with FULL transparency of the evil that exists. 

Humanity needs to know, so THIS NEVER HAPPENS AGAIN!

3/24/2020 8:31:10 PM blsdbe How about making infused organic coconut oil with ThunderStruck (1:11 thc to cbd) and adding that to Blue Lotus rooibos masala chai with coconut 

cream-Dessert anyone? pic.twitter.com/S0fnnevvZv

3/24/2020 8:31:11 PM dimoragifts #GovSisolak Can someone please dig into his background. Who's paying him? What's his background and connections? I would, but I'm off for my shift

Backgrounds Are Important -Q

@KarluskaP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @HowleyReporter @EyesOnQ @Qanon76 @martingeddes @99freemind @intheMatrixxx 

https://twitter.com/gatewaypundit/status/1242641220394004480 …

3/24/2020 8:31:44 PM blsdbe @threadreaderapp please unroll

3/24/2020 8:31:47 PM getmainebud You don't know the plant or what you are talking about.

3/24/2020 8:32:06 PM ewilliams22101 @AustinSteinbart waved a gun on a video and everyone FREAKED out.  Majestic 12 uses a meme with a gun and violence and everyone says "cool".  

What is going on sheeple?  #MessageOverMessenger

3/24/2020 8:32:07 PM threadreaderapp Halo!, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ingraham weed angle. Consuming cannabis products using cabal engineered methods 

can…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1242653338128220160.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/24/2020 8:32:38 PM truth939 Bring the full force of military down on [their] heads.  It's going to be biblical.

3/24/2020 8:33:52 PM nm_zsr Wife can take medicine, I can't (job). She had a cold. Today, she said that a rolled joint was more effective at opening her lungs than the albuterol that 

a Dr prescribed.

3/24/2020 8:34:03 PM nooneknows_17 “Up is dow

Left is Right”

Does that mean what I think it does?

3/24/2020 8:34:16 PM getmainebud Mix of available strains in an extract, usually indica/sativa.

3/24/2020 8:34:38 PM nm_zsr Time for reschedule so everyone can have access to medicine.

3/24/2020 8:34:43 PM freedomfromthe1  pic.twitter.com/pH9qC9BZYP

3/24/2020 8:35:40 PM freedompatrio17 Rick Simpson Oil aka RSO is a combo of 50% thc and 50% CBD and has been shown to kill cancer cells. THC has a very similar molecular structure to that 

of hydroxychloroquine

3/24/2020 8:36:13 PM rosas7043 Hemp is the male cannabis plant 🌱

3/24/2020 8:36:28 PM cosmic_engineer Canada has had top Horticulturists on the case for decades. Fk thev gov

Find your source and use w/o combustion

3/24/2020 8:36:39 PM writerbob5 Nice to see the Hawkins scale come into play

3/24/2020 8:36:42 PM justbro99900566 ty

3/24/2020 8:37:04 PM patriot94557050 Im conservative these days.

   ...totally

3/24/2020 8:37:49 PM krisp1377 I’m the same! I also use copaiba oil.

3/24/2020 8:37:57 PM rosas7043 Quit talking out of your ass... which side are you on bro ?

3/24/2020 8:38:28 PM 369_is Tanya... why you are flooding us with this youtube. Isn't posting it 1X for information purposes enough? I was so curious why I've seen u post this many 

times on MJ's page so I counted your last 2 hrs of posting this on other people's pages...28 times in 2 hours!!! Why flood us?

3/24/2020 8:38:35 PM pqpcqrns_ready I have been smoking weed every day for... gimme a sec *counts fingers* 24 years, haven't been sick in like... *counts fingers* 15+ years.

So are you telling me that I have been doing it right all along?

3/24/2020 8:38:58 PM patriot94557050 There's no seeds. At what point did that happen?

3/24/2020 8:38:59 PM tanktank19k  pic.twitter.com/PtdS6h4j3J

3/24/2020 8:39:33 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many different applications in the body?

3/24/2020 8:39:37 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ingraham weed angle. Consuming cannabis products using cabal engineered methods can compromise your immune 

system.fer the medicinal placebo and the blending of consciousness begins. Weed changes you, but using it prevents syste…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1242653338128220160.html …

3/24/2020 8:39:58 PM ahmedondeck Having asthma. I don’t know about that.

3/24/2020 8:40:03 PM positively303 Many, many

3/24/2020 8:40:12 PM tanktank19k  pic.twitter.com/T1nrXpJ3jw

3/24/2020 8:40:19 PM rosas7043 But why would you want to ?

The amounts used for recreational purposes are very insignificant.  Note that to receive the medical benefits one must injest considerable amounts 

over an extended duration. 1g of RSO per day for 90 days is typically what one would used to treat cancer

3/24/2020 8:40:33 PM pqpcqrns_ready Or is smoking it bad?

3/24/2020 8:40:33 PM clowncar7 Full spectrum is .....

Using Thc and Cbd products at the same time. 

Use the properties of both-🙌  Marijuana is a magical plant

3/24/2020 8:40:36 PM jake4191 Yes

3/24/2020 8:40:52 PM winklerburke Full Calibration List? http://www.ccrtblog.com/full-list/?v=7516fd43adaa …

3/24/2020 8:41:13 PM jaylayer Goes to show, Jesus has this. Faith not fear.

3/24/2020 8:41:35 PM nojobsr @QAnon_Report @WinningWwg1wga @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Why are the American Taxpayers only getting $1,200 and other 

distributions in BILLIONS?

It is TAXPAYER MONEY. Another reverse pyramid for The People And you want to put us 1st.I Respect & Appreciate all the hard work!

3/24/2020 8:42:00 PM patriot94557050 ...why do they call it 4:20?

  Or is it 24.0?

3/24/2020 8:42:20 PM bluerob67 I've replaced opiates...with cannabis. Oil & buds. Helps with pain control. That's all I know...

3/24/2020 8:42:42 PM rosas7043 Reducing growth of the economy is a good thing. I didn’t sign on to function within this piece of shit growth based economy. This is something I was 

saddled with upon arrival. I came here to kick the tires and light the fires! I came here to bear witness, to watch it all burn!



3/24/2020 8:42:45 PM thegreyspecter Yes...

3/24/2020 8:43:08 PM karenmeeboer Expect the best everyday. What you focus on will come to you. Warriors are made in the battle. God is with you!!!  Faith🙏🏼❤️

3/24/2020 8:43:08 PM tctanyaleelee Because it needs to overflow. Repetition is key. If you dont like it, block?

3/24/2020 8:44:05 PM spacecadet369 @threadreaderapp unroll please

3/24/2020 8:44:19 PM freedomfromthe1 Hello Austin. 

Happy Hunting.

3/24/2020 8:44:23 PM rosas7043 You can’t just spit out a half a sentence in expectable to know what the hell you talking about  ? Just like Majestic throwing out the number 75 without 

any context whatsoever... 

so, please clarify.

3/24/2020 8:44:25 PM zimmerman_bell Censor down for GOOGLE.

3/24/2020 8:45:16 PM freedomfromthe1 Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/Ibw4mIGzAY

3/24/2020 8:45:48 PM 369_is I'm not in need of a sheepdog because I am not livestock.

Sheep:

DescriptionSheep are quadrupedal, ruminant mammals typically kept as livestock. Like most ruminants, sheep are members of the order Artiodactyla, 

the even-toed ungulates.

3/24/2020 8:47:28 PM dpann1234 To early to say it was "China" a soveign nation.  If a small US deep state actor unleashed it from the US should our country be blamed as a whole? If 

they don't hand over who did than they're accountable Than if we don't retaliate it sets a bad presedent "I'm not advocating Ww3"

3/24/2020 8:47:32 PM vectom2 Yeah. That would be a double whammy.

3/24/2020 8:47:46 PM jhanhiem Are you asking us or telling us? ENOUGH STUPID F$&@ING riddles. If so, I want nukes flying and people hung.... NOT F$&@ing BREADCRUMBS

3/24/2020 8:48:51 PM wearediamonds2 Yes

3/24/2020 8:49:00 PM robrog2 Thc or CBd both fit into the cb1 and cb2 receptors 

Mimicking our natural endocannabinoids

3/24/2020 8:49:34 PM eddiesavage1776 At least those English degrees finally came in handy for something, right?

😀😀😀

3/24/2020 8:49:55 PM nea_storm Good Evening! Write what exactly Austin? pic.twitter.com/1YNJx78OUX

3/24/2020 8:50:02 PM tagalaxies  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_SQLY3J-Fo …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2020 8:50:13 PM truth939 Moderation and balance is definitely the key.  Many can struggle with this I feel.

3/24/2020 8:50:54 PM the_loveoflight What does long term use of THC/weed do to you exactly?

3/24/2020 8:52:17 PM blsdbe  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannabinoid_receptor … pic.twitter.com/IB6xxL1iin

3/24/2020 8:53:26 PM fapmad @Weedsworth420 What the fuck?!

3/24/2020 8:53:36 PM eo_swan  https://youtu.be/zgd-tkjxQ94 

3/24/2020 8:53:45 PM fapmad Whaaaat

3/24/2020 8:54:42 PM nm_zsr She had asthma as well, getting over it with the help of thc/cbd medicine

3/24/2020 8:55:12 PM virginialouelle Totally agree with your wife, that actually works for me too.

3/24/2020 8:55:12 PM mike35488192 Facts

3/24/2020 8:55:27 PM blsdbe Can you help me with this please?

3/24/2020 8:55:29 PM doodooh59284043 This makes me want to smoke some weed.  I’ll be right back!

3/24/2020 8:55:46 PM jhanhiem Gimme a break 🤦🏻♂️

3/24/2020 8:57:26 PM murica17761 I can attest to this , always was able to breath better after smoking

3/24/2020 8:58:05 PM tbow88415425 human body has an endocannabinoid receptor system . It was a big revelation to learn that our bodies have a need for cannabinoids.

3/24/2020 8:58:44 PM ethereal_shaman Full spectrum is an oil or product that contains all the cannabinoids that are found in the cannabis plant in nature (THC, CBD, CBN, etc.)

3/24/2020 8:59:58 PM kathymerfeld YES PLEASE! BRING IT!!! I CAN'T WAIT!👏

3/24/2020 9:00:00 PM writerbob5 Sleep time I will in a.m.

3/24/2020 9:00:44 PM ravenforthewise Anybody can run any business over those terms.

3/24/2020 9:00:49 PM htriot I've been making a California poppy tincture,  for chronic pain.  Easy, cheap, and has been working for my clients WAY better than anything that has 

been prescribed!  They are not opiates either btw

3/24/2020 9:00:50 PM krisp1377 Same! 😑👋🏻

3/24/2020 9:01:49 PM virginialouelle Grow your own, that way you know fr what you have. Not hard at all. 😁

3/24/2020 9:01:50 PM singularitygg He said Q+ is Q in the future. Not that I endorse what he says, but that is the quote.

3/24/2020 9:02:04 PM patriot94557050 Yeh Yeh, you know wut I mean.

3/24/2020 9:02:22 PM the_loveoflight We get put on that list for speaking our minds, we are sheep no more you fools!

Claiming we are clowns associated with each other, and have never heard of most of them...

but what do you call this?! Coordinated tweets, yet we get put on a list 

👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/Qt9f64PFRF

3/24/2020 9:02:31 PM k4rlgruen Or 'social score' dropped to zero.

Phone privilege revoked.

3/24/2020 9:04:25 PM spacecadet369 Does Service to others (== having kids) benefits ascension?

3/24/2020 9:04:34 PM robrog2 Endocannabinoid system regulates all our other systems 

Skeletal, nervous, circulatory, lymph,digestive and reproductive systems.

3/24/2020 9:04:47 PM kathymerfeld No teasing😉 I am soooooo ready for this!🛸⌛🌠

3/24/2020 9:05:34 PM 444_q_ I'm currently weaning myself off my antidepressant...I had extreme PPA After the birth of my last baby. CBD & THC are helping  so much. I use 

gummies currently, and very low THC dose + larger CBD amount. It's helping a lot, plus I know I need it for all the other good reasons ☮️

3/24/2020 9:06:23 PM patriot94557050 It's been a long day. I smell like propane.

3/24/2020 9:06:24 PM adbb037 This virus is leading to the legalization of marijuana and to how the FDA has suppressed its benefits! It will end up being the ultimate cure for COVID19! 

Just watch!

3/24/2020 9:07:09 PM patriot94557050  pic.twitter.com/J9P8uhevSL

3/24/2020 9:07:42 PM karlamattern Full spectrum is using the whole plant when CBD is used to loan it is just that one portion of the plant

3/24/2020 9:07:55 PM whaleswarrior "The International Tribunal 4 Natural Justice was est. in 2015 by a treaty signed by thousands of living souls across the globe. It is a law court & 

jurisdiction founded on the principles of Natural Justice, committed 2 the restoration of the rule of law" https://commission.itnj.org 

3/24/2020 9:08:08 PM karlamattern Not true

3/24/2020 9:08:40 PM singularitygg What about DMT?

3/24/2020 9:08:43 PM robrog2  http://canna-sapiens.com/illnesses/viral-infections/effects-of-cannabinoid.html …



3/24/2020 9:09:09 PM the_loveoflight Im not saying any of these people arent Patriots and for the movement, but dont label us as anything if you cant find any proof other than something 

you disagree with just because we think for ourselves, connecting dots and don't listen to anyone's opinions but their messages! 

pic.twitter.com/bk89dZQa9C

3/24/2020 9:10:09 PM tiraeche President Trump:

"We are fighting a war against an invisible enemy".

3/24/2020 9:10:16 PM fapmad Batshit! Sex trafficking

3/24/2020 9:10:18 PM farmerjaneusa Yeah seriously. When I dove in I felt like an adult was finally admitting to me santa was bs

3/24/2020 9:10:44 PM mouse72550teri He, ( Gates), stepped down right after POTUS stated that it was no bodies fault that he knew who did.

3/24/2020 9:10:56 PM majic_eyes_qnly It means going blind from seeing on the internet so many typos & spelling errors and so much bad grammar & poor writing - including and especially on 

'official' published sources that are supposed to be respectable.

3/24/2020 9:11:04 PM doodooh59284043 Im back.  I went into the other room but forgot what I was doing there.  🤷♂️

3/24/2020 9:11:34 PM krisp1377 🤦🏼♀️

3/24/2020 9:11:46 PM the_loveoflight That hashtag seems like it just appeared over night, just saying calling it like I see it.

If you're gonna call people out be fair 

If it's purely because you disagree with 1 thing and can't provide a valid argument as to why (with proofs) sit back and let us do our thing

3/24/2020 9:11:47 PM hope46632929 Yes

3/24/2020 9:12:26 PM farmerjaneusa It's already here in essence, being used for extrajudicial torture #TargetedIndividual #DEW

3/24/2020 9:12:34 PM danielle_dailey Thanks. Cory’s work on this AIDS slush fund is stellar.

Thanks for finding these new connections.

3/24/2020 9:13:33 PM eddiesavage1776 "Common sense is not so common."

Voltaire

3/24/2020 9:14:39 PM regidordelaros1 I believe so. They already tried three times to bring on a nuclear war,to escape their hangman.

3/24/2020 9:14:52 PM andoniandothard  pic.twitter.com/aTyrXYViBR

3/24/2020 9:16:36 PM tatertot2u4ever Way more deaths than a controlled "epidemic" (think FF). Why isn't this crisis being addressed ?

3/24/2020 9:16:40 PM janellecantre12 [These] people are SICK!!!🤬🤬

3/24/2020 9:16:42 PM jhanhiem So you expect us to trust the plan if we can’t pay our bills? The plan would be the last thing on my mind. My kids eating would be #1 and the plan and Q 

would be dead to me

3/24/2020 9:17:14 PM giediknight  https://www.nhs.uk/news/genetics-and-stem-cells/could-cannabis-damage-dna-that-is-then-passed-down-generations/ …

3/24/2020 9:17:27 PM patriot94557050 We grow our own

3/24/2020 9:18:23 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/wl3yMeTDca

3/24/2020 9:19:31 PM patriot94557050 Where is the petro dollar in the morning?

3/24/2020 9:20:30 PM healer_warrior Someone did

3/24/2020 9:22:16 PM speaakn Most of my life, I was poor.  I’ve found that during times of crisis, people get very creative & that creativity comes from God. Anytime I have created a 

design, painted a painting, or even created a new recipe, my spirit soars. God is the ultra creator & He is with us & in us 🙏

3/24/2020 9:22:37 PM kimmikraus Is this a good thing.  Where they are trying to band 5G from the US?

3/24/2020 9:23:19 PM rhsvcs #RefuseRealID2020

3/24/2020 9:25:19 PM cocopuffster12 3 parts, like The Trinity. Austin is 1 part of it, President Trump, Gen. Flynn, Adm. Rogers are 1 part, those 2 parts report to Q+. Q+ makes up the 3rd part.

3/24/2020 9:25:22 PM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ingraham weed angle. Consuming cannabis products using cabal engineered methods can…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1242653338128220160.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/24/2020 9:26:44 PM dlrowehtfoweiv You want full spectrum

FECO - RSO 

Real cures pic.twitter.com/lIr6jukP47

3/24/2020 9:26:55 PM jrocktigers Deep 6 ~  Cabal off books special ops and wonderful policy "advisors" .  You historically only see the results of the policy "advice".

3/24/2020 9:26:55 PM georgeedwardca4 over 300 documented medical uses as of 2015

@POTUS pic.twitter.com/W9Rpw8JyWC

3/24/2020 9:27:11 PM virginialouelle He just did a video with Spaceshot76 on ut.

3/24/2020 9:27:50 PM oaf_unbreakable Looks like MJ12 having circle jerk with Austin Shillbart.  

Nice.

3/24/2020 9:27:56 PM antinomy781 Meditation and going DEEP within to actually "feel" pain completely and then understand it. It takes its power away. You realize "you" ARE not the sum 

of your nerve inputs and you can mitigate a lot of it with understanding.

3/24/2020 9:28:22 PM breezybree270 It’s a bad thing. 5G is already in the US. You don’t want 5G ever!!! pic.twitter.com/6r9EDz4nDO

3/24/2020 9:28:33 PM bluerob67 Awesome. That's great to see. A VERY interesting watch (if you haven't already seen it?) is doco "Drugs Used as Weapons Against Us." John Potash 

wrote the book. An incredible watch...

3/24/2020 9:29:02 PM bluerob67 Trying to develop that skill...

3/24/2020 9:29:29 PM marilyn99712175 Love and Light.😎💖

3/24/2020 9:30:09 PM cleanitallup Do you know how much your info. is appreciated?  I wish I could creatively code the answer.  Suffice it to say, very much appreciated.😊

3/24/2020 9:30:34 PM melhuses No

3/24/2020 9:35:32 PM virginialouelle I believe so, but that's just my opinion.

3/24/2020 9:37:00 PM antinomy781 Be patient with yourself. It's like those 3d posters you "try to see it" and you can't. You relax and unfocus, and THERE it is. It was always there you just 

couldn't see it. 

You have it already. It's effortless once you see it.

3/24/2020 9:37:11 PM laura_621 Thank you MJ-for bringing up Dr Hawkins!! This is why these forced migrations don’t work. Different levels of consciousness.

3/24/2020 9:37:49 PM vitalendurance What if my answer to 1) is "NO"?!? I'm in a scary place. Fortunately, I have no debt...just rent & current bills. I buy nothing extraneous, yet I'm on verge 

of not able to get groceries. I don't expect a handout...happy to work for $. Trying 2 b calm but feeling rather desperate!

3/24/2020 9:39:50 PM antinomy781 That's the part of the spiritual journey where you laugh uncontrollably at yourself and then the universe. But most of us (myself included) have to pay 

our dues. The trick is, you decide the cost. You'll have it once you don't want it.

3/24/2020 9:40:22 PM bluerob67 I've been "in the zone" before. I need to empty my head of recent reading materials...Thanks for the advice though. I'll get back there soon...

3/24/2020 9:41:19 PM cocopuffster12 Me either!♥️

3/24/2020 9:41:41 PM jaded_pearl I think you are speaking of vape pens here as the Cabal method.

3/24/2020 9:42:26 PM laura_621 Search Dr David Hawkins -Levels of Conscience. pic.twitter.com/DPOMaAZiPK

3/24/2020 9:42:40 PM cledrordfishing Let's hope,  I'd like to learn more about this.

3/24/2020 9:42:44 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/wWkGfRNnZj



3/24/2020 9:45:59 PM jaded_pearl This Dr. Hawkins? What is 350/200?   

http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/departments/neurology/research/MovementDisordersCenter/outreach/Pages/Previous

-Talks.aspx …

3/24/2020 9:46:03 PM wickedmouse369 Sorry our brand of Q doesn't fit into the narrative you have created. It seems to me you lack the ability to think for yourself.

3/24/2020 9:46:52 PM repo520420 Bs

3/24/2020 9:47:11 PM magachronicle you can give them a follow .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/24/2020 9:47:25 PM antinomy781 Godspeed Patrioit.

WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 9:47:41 PM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/1KIO7DaksL

3/24/2020 9:48:23 PM pinklight999 We aren’t talking about the Twitter handle, but the group created under Truman I believe.

3/24/2020 9:48:43 PM thekanehb I think it’s one and the same?

3/24/2020 9:48:50 PM cledrordfishing Its probably the only way,  either that or keep stepping on the throats of the people until we rise and real hell envelops the nation!

3/24/2020 9:50:06 PM blsdbe ThanQ you kindly!!!

3/24/2020 9:50:06 PM misterpatriot2 There was this from over a year ago.... https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2018/12/14/the-farm-bill-hemp-and-cbd-explainer/ …

3/24/2020 9:50:24 PM aetherwalker1 The Great Spring Cleaning

3/24/2020 9:50:42 PM triplerose1  pic.twitter.com/2M75iY5IQt

3/24/2020 9:51:14 PM pinklight999 I don’t believe the actual group would use a twitter handle with their name. They are above top secret after all

3/24/2020 9:51:44 PM mike72279593 Is there a higher lever to Life? Not as human? How can we come over 50 ?

3/24/2020 9:51:45 PM healer_warrior Do we smoke vegetables?

It's a plant.

3/24/2020 9:52:10 PM terri06416154 I’m not sure where you live. Home Depot, Safeway and other stores may be hiring. HD-cashier twenty hours paid training. God be with you

3/24/2020 9:54:26 PM triplerose1 Yeah right. I’m sure she tattooed herself pic.twitter.com/UsLVFfjNX6

3/24/2020 9:54:34 PM laura_621 power-vs-force-hawkins-david-r.pdf

3/24/2020 9:55:14 PM triplerose1  pic.twitter.com/bX3AZE34ES

3/24/2020 9:55:29 PM johnphi04242787 I agree! Especially PM what tool!!!he so phony! With his soft holier then though voice! I’m so meek and mild like Jesus would have talked all soft 

creeeeepppyyy-now send me money🤑🤑🤑

3/24/2020 9:56:04 PM jrocktigers And to think , the most sought after civilian tool for spring cleaning is toilet paper...

3/24/2020 9:56:41 PM jaded_pearl Me too. This whole time I kept thinking he must have something to deflect this... I know he would not support the harm that I know it does to our cells.

3/24/2020 9:58:08 PM magachronicle  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YKM-Npu1lU …

3/24/2020 9:58:48 PM pinklight999 If you meant to connect the twitter account to Q then I recant my statement of them being connected ... I didn’t understand the question

3/24/2020 10:00:11 PM thekanehb To impersonate a gov acct is a big deal tho. I think I assumed that’s what they were doing? Claiming to be an agency? Maybe it’s not related but what a

 weird name for a random group of not. 🤷🏼♀️

3/24/2020 10:00:45 PM kl_ljustice 4998

S.893

25920

The power of the slot 

The power stolen 

Frequency equals energy equals all 

Gray zone dominated.

3/24/2020 10:00:47 PM laura_621 He has many books and you can find some lectures on YouTube. He passed away in Sedona about 7 yrs ago.

3/24/2020 10:01:55 PM kl_ljustice 4998

S.893 

Conplan

3/24/2020 10:05:27 PM null_441 up is dow pic.twitter.com/4jmRPWahzv

3/24/2020 10:08:44 PM carolin15161363 What if in my state I can only get CBD with no THC. Will that still benefit me? Also I've done the drops but my throat hurts when I finally do swallow my 

saliva. Is the vape CBD just as good?

3/24/2020 10:09:07 PM guy_karen Thank you ❤️

3/24/2020 10:10:15 PM kl_ljustice I watch, absorb and consider everything I can in my research. I feel there is a message and lesson in every opportunity.

3/24/2020 10:11:54 PM terri06416154 We are having a hiring event. Interview same day. Home Depot. They have the homer fund. God bless you

3/24/2020 10:12:31 PM raenyasalisbury From my 8 years deeply involved in trying to figure the SSP and being to conferences and supporting a SSP whistle blower, the dark cabal has known 

this was a time of awakening, and these guys are part of hijacking the narrative , we dont need Corey Goodes info for 333$ to

3/24/2020 10:13:06 PM raenyasalisbury be connected to source ,, they have created a false ascension timeline to harvest energy ,,

3/24/2020 10:15:05 PM seanathan15 Let it (IS)be! ...See what I did there 😆

3/24/2020 10:15:27 PM denisesteele Check out Spaceshot 76 discussion with Juan. Toward the end! Man oh man!

3/24/2020 10:15:36 PM g_u_a_n_o memetic waves 🌊🏄♂️

3/24/2020 10:18:34 PM seanathan15 How many species of alien exist in our universe? ...Galaxy?

3/24/2020 10:18:37 PM denisesteele Spaceshot 76, Jennifer MAC, Linda Paris-McAllister TV, Rosanne

3/24/2020 10:18:55 PM raenyasalisbury and FYI . I believe the Sphere being alliance is real ,, 

they are just steering the narrative 

BIG LOVE

3/24/2020 10:19:42 PM qsp1racy 111 pic.twitter.com/8j4KWa3AN0

3/24/2020 10:19:57 PM iamyou132 I’m the same. Pretty much every day

3/24/2020 10:21:41 PM hgraceq FED NEEDS TO REMOVE MARIJUANA OFF SCHEDULE I AND NOT LABEL IT A DRUG.

Should be Schedule V in my opinion. 

V

IT’S A PLANT.  Gift from Gaia. 

CDL holders are forbidden to use marijuana OR CBD.  Not even on their time off. pic.twitter.com/tuSCkOGPxi
3/24/2020 10:22:14 PM t_hayden07 Me too 😄👌

3/24/2020 10:22:35 PM mathison_si Lawrence O’Donald is a WMD?   Check out this Schitt.  He says, “Donald Trump says 1000’s will commit suicide if they can’t go back to work after 

Easter.    He needs to be escorted off the stage. pic.twitter.com/QwGRRchoJ3

3/24/2020 10:24:08 PM lieveaarden Exactly! But people are #awake now

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE pic.twitter.com/LRyKrNRY1k

3/24/2020 10:24:16 PM freedom06309369 I have an Amazing story about healing myself with CBD oil from March 2017 to 2020 and it’s documented by bloodwork 🙏🏻 thankful to God Almighty 

who put everything on this earth to heal mankind naturally ♥🙏🏻



3/24/2020 10:24:24 PM tatichip1 really?  sauce please

3/24/2020 10:28:02 PM freedom06309369 Amen 🙏🏻

3/24/2020 10:32:32 PM militantnurse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 do you know who among the boston gang early to mid 1800s transcendentalists were starseeds? Are any of those is-be's here now?

3/24/2020 10:34:20 PM lynnielee5 Ya think???👍🏼

3/24/2020 10:34:24 PM cometsteele Awesomeness!!🇺🇸✌️😎#WWG1WGA

3/24/2020 10:36:34 PM char06725251 well my husband is not one of them.

3/24/2020 10:36:34 PM addyofzahm Nobody ever suspects the crab people

3/24/2020 10:36:49 PM know__the_truth The snake with the kid in its mouth that looks like a tongue

3/24/2020 10:37:42 PM know__the_truth Yup same snake as in the car pic

3/24/2020 10:38:31 PM aprill444 Its BS if you ask me.

3/24/2020 10:39:35 PM kimmikraus Yes.  I am very afraid of the technology.  Does Trump want it to be here and it’s passed into law now?   Not good at reading documents like that.

3/24/2020 10:40:26 PM sdane8 That address appears to be an empty lot, in a word location. Right next to Tef Labs, a bio lab?! 😳

3/24/2020 10:41:12 PM realsparkyparks Interesting find @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GitmoChannel  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1023042398648070144.html … #datto

3/24/2020 10:42:30 PM realsparkyparks #TigerKingNetflix #COVID2019 #coronavirusau #datto pic.twitter.com/CyWFpfRjke

3/24/2020 10:44:42 PM jacymac10s7 Link?

3/24/2020 10:44:51 PM aprill444 Majestic, how do you figure we are at 75%? As the spirit informed me, awakening is a daily process we chose every day. Many of us do slowly, still a lot 

don't. But it's a slow moving upward battle. We've been doing it since the start of time. Cycles push us foward quicker like no

3/24/2020 10:47:52 PM frumblefoot89 There are so many good Hemp Flower Vendors, Farmers etc that  can be found on the HempFlowers Sub Reddit and others. Holistic and Earth 

Medicines are certainly the way forward!! https://www.reddit.com/r/hempflowers/ 

3/24/2020 10:47:55 PM know__the_truth Meant to hit disagree

3/24/2020 10:52:16 PM italianmom555 YES

3/24/2020 10:57:26 PM rghardy3 Date Deltas Matter.

10 Days of Darkness ?

3/24/2020 10:59:05 PM italianmom555 I thought we were there already. You mean to tell me that people still have doubts about this. I sure don't

3/24/2020 11:07:38 PM jlundr Nor is my family.

Hopefully events and gentle nudges will wrestle open their minds eye enough for us to be a guide as to lessen the brightness of truth that will be 

disorienting at first.

3/24/2020 11:11:51 PM cosmic_zee All have mobiles and personal numbers. Why would #Hollywood be sending cryptic home video messages to their gang members via this platform 

then?

Are you part of a great orchestrated audience?

Asking obo all #conspiracy investigators

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@david_wilcock

@RobCounts

3/24/2020 11:12:31 PM bb1272216718 Question?  Are you aware of a device/tech. Its three donut shaped rings. It will begin to float and grow black stuff all over and is twinkling with lights 

while doing so,  then it flashes and poof its gone?

3/24/2020 11:18:22 PM cstarr888 Amazon is hiring. Not sure that is an option for you, but they are looking for 100,000 workers.

🤔🙏💖

3/24/2020 11:18:24 PM bebetmcg Now I saw that the other day and said to myself well those keys remand me of prison cell keys from many many years ago!! Eerie feeling seeing that 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Justice8882 @GravityStorm1 @hrch8r @X22Report https://twitter.com/MajorPatriot/status/1242624387003662338 …

3/24/2020 11:19:25 PM char06725251 I have posted Q for 3 years everyday , 4 hrs per day and he is still in denial. I read Q proofs outloud to him!! Hes a  Dem and an elected official. God help 

him when it breaks out.

3/24/2020 11:21:33 PM truthecho  https://www.chicagotribune.com/coronavirus/ct-nw-coronavirus-congress-rescue-package-20200324-yo2mzolipnde7iio2ipnr6ihs4-story.html …

3/24/2020 11:22:25 PM lenartjoe Fascinating article. Thank you for sharing. A lot to digest. One thing is for certain though: as those competing interests struggle to win hearts & minds 

to support their preferred control system, people awakened to only half the danger are herded to sides. Artificial division

3/24/2020 11:26:00 PM jewelsjewelsc Boomerang ... they built the gallows that they themselves ...

3/24/2020 11:27:32 PM gina67590096 I am autistic I never would’ve learned how to talk without it 🤷♀️🙏🏻🥰. God is strongest when you are weak think about that

3/24/2020 11:28:10 PM gina67590096 I also use small amounts and equal parts CBD

3/24/2020 11:28:35 PM phl_78_cfdp ^posted at 222 est.

I will remain free from ideological control no matter the source or intent.

3/24/2020 11:29:34 PM cstarr888 So early April is a good guess then?

🤔🙏💖

3/24/2020 11:29:40 PM sportsgirlnj17 Yes, the lil Feckers did & it will end up being the worst decision they ever made‼️

3/24/2020 11:31:22 PM irah_chandler Basically it's a ploy to get you not to worry about a person's identity and motivations but instead to evaluate their statement with the info you have on 

hand and can dig up. It's used to hide anon alliances and affiliations connected to motivation for a statement.

3/24/2020 11:34:45 PM realsparkyparks #adrenochromejunkies @seanhannity @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #datto https://twitter.com/llReconll/status/1241867745207222275 …

3/24/2020 11:35:19 PM wtchrbrd @MAGAChronicle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Sun_Q_Tzu  https://youtu.be/KlTaFwsAK40  Alex to Stern "am I gonna see you out in the island?" Shit eating 

grin, so cavalier they WERE.

3/24/2020 11:36:57 PM traditnleagle Anyone remember this? I emailed @JeffFlake about this ten years ago. He had someone call me and tell me to stop worrying. But now I’m worried 

again. pic.twitter.com/6pKL8QoUs8

3/24/2020 11:38:50 PM boondognews @IngrahamAngle cannabis puts our bodies back into a state of Homeostasis. Therefore, your cabal words are misleading and not the truth.  

Homeostasis allows the body to heal itself. If you actually spoke with The People you’d know that. smh shame on you paid scam artists

3/24/2020 11:40:27 PM irah_chandler No one offers the jobs im good at just going to have to restart my own business. A nice small business grant would help

3/24/2020 11:40:57 PM boondognews Vaping, tinctures, etc....

3/24/2020 11:41:30 PM irah_chandler Yes the answer is yes

3/24/2020 11:41:46 PM jollyrob2 ️✨

3/24/2020 11:46:27 PM justanon12 Worse. After you recover it mutates & the attacks kids. You are right on.

3/24/2020 11:46:32 PM ronneimarilyn WOW!

3/24/2020 11:48:10 PM justanon12 Mushrooms, vitamin C, D, K & zinc are the natural preventive/cure.

3/24/2020 11:48:15 PM borisciinton "Your Biden has encountered a problem and needs to restart."

Critical Error: memory retention failure unflushed cache lost

3/24/2020 11:51:59 PM perkinsforussen BBC complained copyright infringement...... so they don't want the truth to be told? I am Sooooooo confused.. try to get the full story to the masses 

and they shut us down. Then they claim we believe conspiracy theories....go figure! #WhatIsBBCHiding #DarkToLight #SaveTheChildren



3/24/2020 11:55:48 PM perkinsforussen Thank you :) but BBC blocked it... copyright violation. Guess they don't want to full story out there which makes no sense. Seems @Ophra would want 

it available so all can see the context and not what is shown at the 32min mark. Hey #Ophra, tell BBC unblock the interview. #Truth

3/24/2020 11:56:29 PM hailrazer The

Q

Bobble ...

KEK

3/24/2020 11:57:11 PM perkinsforussen of course I had not seen the original .... one of the few times I did not fact check before posting.. at least I put a small "disclaimer" on the post.

3/24/2020 11:57:15 PM hailrazer 😂

3/24/2020 11:58:25 PM bibibobibox Thank you so much 🙏🏻

3/25/2020 12:03:22 AM bibibobibox Thank you so much

3/25/2020 12:04:35 AM sheilaabrams5 My body has had a need for 48 years now. I just wish I could grow my own so I know what is in it. Medicinal is legal in my state now, but not growing 

your own.

3/25/2020 12:05:35 AM qsp1racy @1st5d

3/25/2020 12:05:57 AM _ms_sue Cabal can genetically modify it into a frankenfood and spray it with roundup or some other poison before selling it to you.

3/25/2020 12:06:07 AM viking_jeremy I'm being called crazy by everyone

3/25/2020 12:07:08 AM viking_jeremy I feel horrible like everyone should be outraged right now. But they just call me crazy.

3/25/2020 12:07:40 AM megamane2 Cool story bro.

3/25/2020 12:07:48 AM sheilaabrams5 Some types came out in 1982 around here, but was so expensive none of us could afford it. Then around the time Colorado legalized it the medicinal 

became available on the streets. Female plants do not produce seeds and that is all anyone wants to grow now.

3/25/2020 12:08:02 AM wackamole15 martial law is required to achieve end goal. the players dont see what is about to happen. I think almost all will be shocked. This goes to point of view 

has been programmed. hand over everything on a silver platter. It will not be as you pictured. deceived yes, lied to no.

3/25/2020 12:08:26 AM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/nX5O0L89RK

3/25/2020 12:08:45 AM goyaeq  pic.twitter.com/mp8FBmqaKP

3/25/2020 12:11:22 AM sheilaabrams5 That depends on the user. I have had Chronic Bronchitis my whole life, and I smoke cigarettes. A Dr. recommended marijuana 48 years ago to improve 

my lung capacity, loosen mucus, and calm my respiratory system.

3/25/2020 12:12:11 AM jlundr Badge of honor.

3/25/2020 12:13:32 AM diddla5555 Don is playing 5d chess. All is not what it seems even when it comes to China.

3/25/2020 12:14:12 AM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/3de0BPo8px

3/25/2020 12:15:22 AM p_day63 2018 National Biodefense Strategy pic.twitter.com/0xKbpMuDkn

3/25/2020 12:17:05 AM mutts4me_sherri Oh my!!!!

3/25/2020 12:20:53 AM realtruth_anon Yeah, I wonder why. BBC is just as corrupt as CNN.

I wonder why the BBC has copyright over #HarpoOprah

3/25/2020 12:30:21 AM jaded_pearl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SandiaWisdom Are these ships, debris, dust, asteroids? https://youtu.be/o5ituHJS0UI 

3/25/2020 12:33:50 AM turbo7773 Great input thanks! I've been stuck lately trying to actually cypher and decrypt certain messages I've seen publicly tweeted.

3/25/2020 12:35:41 AM chriscorn9 Big mike

3/25/2020 12:37:58 AM leanda_headford Spot on

3/25/2020 12:39:08 AM notevenchad17 I read all of those books back in the day. Interesting.

3/25/2020 12:39:48 AM aleoniea Time to show muscle...who is the boss in any case...those evil collective time is gone

3/25/2020 12:42:27 AM jonessense That’s true

3/25/2020 12:42:49 AM leahinman5 Not China but black hats against President Xi and minions of Soros as he owns lab in Wuhan is the conspiracy, this was planned by white western 

communists

3/25/2020 12:42:49 AM eddiesavage1776 Ahhh... the Bush era FEMA camps, acres of coffins, and millions of rounds of ammo purchases. The good old days, when the New World Order was right 

out on front street for all to see.

3/25/2020 12:43:03 AM p_day63 Either 21 million missing/dead Chinese or 21 million going off the grid in protest. I hope they have an alternative means of survival.

3/25/2020 12:50:55 AM blackjackpupil Sorry that's not right. #covfefe act is what he was referring to   https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVFEFE_Act …

3/25/2020 12:51:28 AM anitatheonly1 Um ...ya think?!?!?! 🙄

3/25/2020 12:53:26 AM candles802 100% agree. If I have a bad chest, a joint opens up my chest and allows easier breathing!!

3/25/2020 12:54:13 AM carigrijalva Exactly.

3/25/2020 12:54:26 AM jrlara14 Trust in God, He will direct our paths!

3/25/2020 12:56:18 AM diddla5555 Praying for you Karen 🙏🏻

3/25/2020 1:00:13 AM nova76985142 Happened to me, twice. Embarrassed to say because people tell me it’s impossible. Ended up in hospital, twice.  Infuriates many when I say it, so I tend 

to not talk about it. No schizo or bipolar.. but full on psychosis and almost had heart stop. Same happened to mom and sister.

3/25/2020 1:07:29 AM sassysu65617350 US is going to prosper like never before! Keep the faith and continue to pray for all.

3/25/2020 1:08:16 AM frymanmyloe CBD is all you need

3/25/2020 1:08:16 AM rosscarwalker Do you think the ruling elite could be Draco rather than Annunaki?

3/25/2020 1:09:35 AM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/GdM24VDId5

3/25/2020 1:14:06 AM joeey1985 Full spectrum does not have thc. It’s weed without thc.

3/25/2020 1:15:41 AM sassysu65617350 Gratitude results in more blessings. Be thankful for everything & you'll notice 'more' continue to appear. I'm thankful for close parking spots, a break in 

traffic so I can make a turn, for waking up each day... Take a second to say, 'thank you, Jesus for your favor' every time!

3/25/2020 1:16:22 AM auntycorruption Some of us were dealt a shitty DNA package rife with (curable) disease and immunodeficiency- some of us have desperately needed THC + CBD 

remedies to heal where #BigPharma offered NO CURE! 

I apologize for nothing

#FreeTheLeaf #ReleaseTheCures

🥰 🌱 💨



3/25/2020 1:16:38 AM ed_kua I've found 20-30+ Open Source Internet VERIFICATIONS 

re: Informational Statements @AustinSteinbart made in his vids. 

👨👩👦 👦  Lots of the family connections

outward..

And so far 💯 matching info

(what I searched for I found)

In other words, so far so true.

🧐 I can't say WHO is Q? pic.twitter.com/1kIOb8quEX
3/25/2020 1:22:57 AM ed_kua Meet: 

Staff Sgt. David Joseph Frei

Austin's Maternal Grandfather pic.twitter.com/nAttutAGum

3/25/2020 1:32:40 AM epkman 2737 BC, in writings of Chinese emperor Shen Nung. Marijuana's focus was on its powers as a medication for rheumatism, gout, malaria, & oddly 

enough, absent-mindedness. Mention was made of the intoxicating properties, but the medicinal value was considered more important.

3/25/2020 1:33:45 AM epkman In 1619 the Virginia Assembly passed legislation requiring every farmer to grow hemp. Hemp was allowed to be exchanged as legal tender in 

Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Maryland.

3/25/2020 1:34:23 AM drewdickson58 @John_F_Kennnedy @StormIsUponUs @JohnTitor33621 @MakayleeTom @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/ericarios73/status/1242718072944963585 …

3/25/2020 1:34:44 AM sickie88 Same here both me and my Husband we're laid off but staying hopeful!! 🙏 Ready for the change ❤️

3/25/2020 1:35:25 AM char06725251 lol

3/25/2020 1:37:34 AM epkman And I always thought prohibition, of the plant, contributed greatly to the Opioid epidemic.

3/25/2020 1:38:24 AM ed_kua MEET:

☆Donnie Frei 

(Austin's Uncle)

☆Norma Grace Frei

(Austin's Maternal Grandmother

Donnie's Mother, David's Wife)

MARKER:

Sex Abuse Settlement with 

Catholic Church in Yuma, AZ

 http://www.bishop-accountability.org/ma-bos/settlements/SettlementTucson.html …
3/25/2020 1:41:50 AM james50049671 Kinda looks that way.  Ive been think it as well

3/25/2020 1:53:50 AM tctanyaleelee It's good to be a free thinker.

3/25/2020 1:57:02 AM aussieinfidel68 I'm on the Australian government approved medicinal marijuana and it is full spectrum THC and CBD. Only thing is it doesn't seem to work as well as 

the illegal tinctures. Any feedback would be appreciated. I'd love to grow my own and make my own tinctures but have naccess to seed

3/25/2020 2:13:34 AM hwkammers Tell me about this patch, please?

3/25/2020 2:16:16 AM ed_kua Grave Marker

David & Grace FREI

         🙏RIP🙏

 https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/140364343/grace-frei … pic.twitter.com/GfeDOrT1zl

3/25/2020 2:23:40 AM fiqqmi A friend of mine was on the clinical trials here in Australia a wee while ago. She has suffered chronic pain for many years and through the study, much 

pain relief was resulted. Not fully gone but relieved to the point of manageable. 

Suggest those tinctures to work colleagues!

3/25/2020 2:24:29 AM lavisthomas A snake eating a human

3/25/2020 2:25:52 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/pSWYX0mJt5

3/25/2020 2:26:06 AM thecringereport SMH. oh God. Not this.

3/25/2020 2:30:24 AM iamtravisladner Correct, China has there own “cabal” just like US

3/25/2020 2:32:12 AM der_wanderer8 I may have Endocannabinoid system in the ear canal

So the sounds heal my Mind 🌼

3/25/2020 2:35:22 AM chuckr69 What is D6? That's a new one for me.

3/25/2020 2:36:20 AM chuckr69 IMO Chinese citizens not at fault, CCP is. #CCPVirus

3/25/2020 2:36:49 AM bettyo417 I say to you There will come a time when you will call out from your core His Holy Name.. To be without Him you’ll never feel true peace. Your soul lives 

in darkness, He has made a way for you. Don’t be deceived.

3/25/2020 2:37:23 AM mokkie13 Seems to be how Democrats think and react these days.

3/25/2020 2:39:06 AM gailmggmg No,always been "off". Be careful who you follow.😉

3/25/2020 2:39:15 AM galliente1 Protect from enemies foriegn and DOMESTIC

3/25/2020 2:39:51 AM cocopuffster12 Go to @AustinSteinbart YT channel and watch the posted videos. Very informative

3/25/2020 2:40:53 AM bettyo417 Unfortunately Ellen it’s very true. Our @POTUS is taking them down and they are going after him from the depths of hell. Be safe and pray.

3/25/2020 2:42:39 AM bettyo417 *Sorry,Elle..

3/25/2020 2:43:59 AM philluckee No.

3/25/2020 2:45:05 AM adsvel More looks like this https://twitter.com/LibsNoFun/status/1242254142740942848 …

3/25/2020 2:47:44 AM 369369rv Yes link please 🙏

3/25/2020 2:50:18 AM brianneu12 Rand Paul adrenochrome drinking ass.

3/25/2020 2:53:12 AM upliftingmind Thanks a bunch for sharing! Tweets & info over the years from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  are fantastic and tie everything together with what is happening 

right now.  All should save and archive offline!!

3/25/2020 2:58:42 AM th34lpha Is the Chinese regime even human?

3/25/2020 2:59:54 AM rosas7043 What ?

3/25/2020 3:00:46 AM elizabethhapp4 its my best medicine;puro

3/25/2020 3:04:17 AM adsvel How you will remote control nano particles, Smart Dust? Through 5G apps, microwaves.

3/25/2020 3:05:45 AM trolls4truth All animals do. Even fish.

3/25/2020 3:09:06 AM adsvel Every country has its Deep State, Agenda. It can sympathize the worlds ruling Agenda, it can fallow their own created Agenda. Factions within factions, 

Agendas within Agendas.

3/25/2020 3:12:43 AM agileconcept microwaves dont care what you call them.



3/25/2020 3:13:06 AM skylar13764875 It's looking good! In 2018 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said they were waiting for 72% of the population to wake up before full disclosure. Right now we're at 

75%... yeah baby! Let's rock this world and make it a great one! 😍🚀🤣💥

#QuantumSuperPower

#QAnon

#TheGreatAwakening

#NewCommand  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242635668154716162 … pic.twitter.com/zjXYG6eTEc

3/25/2020 3:16:29 AM skylar13764875 🤩😀

#QuantumStarPower

3/25/2020 3:18:21 AM jarue369 This is the plan this shitbag wants you to trust. pic.twitter.com/rv5U3UInT4

3/25/2020 3:19:54 AM rodarodaniela 👏👏👏👏 #Qantumlife

3/25/2020 3:21:12 AM sofiatribe We are all source consciousness. Reptilians, hybridized humans, starseeds.  Brightest light to darkest dark.

3/25/2020 3:21:52 AM davejon03328242 If the Dems help their base to become self sufficient, employed and off welfare they wouldn’t have a base anymore. They would have Republicans. 😆

3/25/2020 3:25:14 AM stuarttruly Elevating yourself by denigrating another is short sighted and beneath your intelligence.

You don’t have to be a bully to express your ideas, as your ideas beautifully stand alone.

#BeBest

3/25/2020 3:27:17 AM jarue369 Majestic is not a person. It is a psychopathic ghost hunting on your hope.

3/25/2020 3:27:34 AM keith369me I don’t think it’s necessarily linear...but nothing can stop it

3/25/2020 3:27:41 AM keith369me Divide and rebuild!!!

3/25/2020 3:27:55 AM beesandhoney123 Elaborate

3/25/2020 3:29:46 AM stuarttruly Freedom is proportionate to ones ability to respond-responsibility....I don’t give a flip what Maj12 says or does. I was referring to your behavior, not 

theirs.

There are things unseen that are more real than things seen with our pale range of senses.

3/25/2020 3:30:43 AM jojoe12299 Does the pope wear a funny hat? Although didn't Kim visit there around the beginning of Dec? And did he mention something about a present for 

POTUS? Or was that a dream I had?

3/25/2020 3:31:35 AM keith369me Divine feminine energies are strong

3/25/2020 3:31:51 AM stuarttruly And if I did not say anything about your expression then it means I don’t care, apathy...and I do as you usually express yourself with elevation, not 

denigration.

#toughLove

3/25/2020 3:32:17 AM keith369me They are referencing full disclosure...from same Tweet thread... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006971397829210112?s=21 …

3/25/2020 3:32:48 AM keith369me  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006966279121588232?s=21 …

3/25/2020 3:32:54 AM sandy_cuhntz I think you're right. I think we were injected with nano technology and this Wuflu is just a reaction to the technology being activated.

3/25/2020 3:33:42 AM keith369me Referring to this...read down. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006966279121588232?s=21 …

3/25/2020 3:33:45 AM emilyoakley6 Link

3/25/2020 3:34:39 AM keith369me Specifically this... https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1006976209002123264?s=21 …

3/25/2020 3:36:40 AM jarue369 Then you miss my truth entirely. Majestic is a psychopathic feeder. I will fight this plague despite you. Focus on your own faults if you're so hungry. 

Majestic is not a person.

3/25/2020 3:38:20 AM valhalla11111 Wolff converted to Islam

3/25/2020 3:38:42 AM jarue369 That's complete bullshit. Denigration is the spade that digs the hole. You want everyone planting flowers with a ladder. You are not a gardener here. 

Only a critic.

3/25/2020 3:39:51 AM vincemindfreak teach doctors what an endocannabinoid system is and we might make progress ,until they are taught it nothing will change for the consumer .complex 

terps /flavinoids combined with thc/thcva/cbd/cbn and cbg are the missing link from human diets .

3/25/2020 3:40:15 AM skylar13764875 In another of this videos Austin explains that Q+ is him in the future using a Quantum Computer 😉🚀😍

#QuantumStarPower

3/25/2020 3:40:59 AM anonymouspotom1 Retrovirus in oils

3/25/2020 3:41:11 AM nschlange Actually he doesn't just have one accuser, but 1 accuser is plenty when it comes to abusing children, since most ppl never come out and talk about it.

3/25/2020 3:41:36 AM skylar13764875 In another of this videos Austin explains that Q+ is him in the future using a Quantum Computer 😉🚀😍

#QuantumStarPower

3/25/2020 3:42:39 AM skylar13764875 Actually he also said that in reply to a comment below one of hi videos.

3/25/2020 3:42:52 AM stuarttruly One can garden and dig with appreciation and still find the truth

3/25/2020 3:43:20 AM stuarttruly I don’t curse the soul when I dig

3/25/2020 3:43:52 AM stuarttruly And bullshit is quite necessary as compost

3/25/2020 3:44:03 AM jarue369 All you are being right now is negative. The irony is palpabls.

3/25/2020 3:44:26 AM tinakelch  https://youtu.be/2pLllvrLTNs  this is so good he said country’s that do the Silk Road initiative got hit .. country’s that are in it did not get hit ..

3/25/2020 3:44:35 AM stuarttruly Love you, James, anyway🙏🏻😍💗

3/25/2020 3:44:47 AM jarue369 Majestic is not a soul. Wll you are is an enabler.

3/25/2020 3:45:11 AM jarue369 Bullshit is helpful. You are only a thorn

3/25/2020 3:46:18 AM stuarttruly Speaking only for myself, when I assume justify or feel righteous that’s when I must #walkaway, repent, turn away...about face For-Ward March! 

Onward!🙏🏻

3/25/2020 3:46:44 AM adsvel Question here. Does CBD smells and have a light taste?

I am asking in the name of those, who have no idea of CBD, they never used. 

In my example I bouth both CBD examples through internet. One was from company "Green Leaves" another from mate here on Twitter.

3/25/2020 3:47:09 AM jarue369 *All

3/25/2020 3:47:13 AM stuarttruly Thanks for reflecting that my expressions were necessary.

#bullshitmatters

#spiritualmatters

3/25/2020 3:48:12 AM jarue369 That's because you have no moral center. You run away from conflict because doing what's right isn't as important to you as being liked.

3/25/2020 3:48:18 AM knowbody1185 We all do what we do than it seems... myself I've no masters,  ever.

3/25/2020 3:49:25 AM jarue369 I don't care. You sre enabling psychopathy by defending an entity that's not a person. Majestic is poison and we deserve better.

3/25/2020 3:50:14 AM stuarttruly I don’t give a flip about you or anyone else liking me James:) I am always and forever will be honing my skills in unconditional love. Source created All 

thorns, bullshit, Majestic 12, QAnon and your sweet self..I express my own views and see if they can stand alone without bully

3/25/2020 3:50:27 AM fordsmall68 Does that mean using coffee magnets to make it safe?

3/25/2020 3:50:39 AM fordsmall68 Covfefe

3/25/2020 3:51:08 AM amandak24006871 The students caught in USA airport with thr philes stuffed in socks is a clue

3/25/2020 3:51:46 AM adsvel CBD from company I both was a smell and a light taste, I recognized a cannabis right away, because of that smell which I don't like. Another example I 

bought from mate here on the Twitter and it haven't smell at all and taste as well. Which one example I bought is right? Thanks.



3/25/2020 3:52:37 AM glittertips1 Thank you for appropriately describing this unfortunately large portion of our populace.

That group includes people willingly disabled - coasting through life by hiding behind what is a choice to be lazy and unproductive.  

Takers. 

Critics, but no action.

Back seat lifers.

3/25/2020 3:52:37 AM stuarttruly I am not defending anyone or “thing” I am saying All is rooted or began from the Aether from Source and to express and elevate your ideas by 

denigrating other ideas or people sells yourself short. The charge you hold against something creates a vacuum that holds it closer to you

3/25/2020 3:53:07 AM stuarttruly I can be totally wrong as I am wrong at least once a day...not afeared of being wrong, it’s a good way to learn

3/25/2020 3:53:18 AM campbells_way I would guess that the orders came from same ugly group that’s been ruling the world. (Their planning location probably not important). Their plan 

required the weapon to originate in China for optics and endgame - possibly war Between America & China. MAYBE?

3/25/2020 3:54:03 AM uchunoseishin Not knowing who Q are people make assumptions, but also connect dots and make conclusions.. Someone who is very "red-pilled" can know who Q 

are too... Servers if the "soft cabal"

3/25/2020 3:54:34 AM adsvel Invisible enemy... Which is in anyone of us, except of those who lives in Taiga, Amazon and those who are cleansing hard their bodies from the heavy 

metals.

3/25/2020 3:55:16 AM jarue369 Majestic is not your baby. Unconditional love for an anonymous shit poster manipulating you will always cost you dearly. I hope you find It expensive 

and painful.

3/25/2020 3:55:30 AM whitewiddow28 No doubt. Q is easy to find when you are red pilled and awake. But it’s like, let the truth find you. It will if you want to deeply know

3/25/2020 3:55:37 AM garyculp15 Would u explain this tweet, pretty much all over.

3/25/2020 3:55:50 AM stuarttruly 🙏🏻💗😍🤓🙂🙃😍💗🙏🏻

3/25/2020 3:56:41 AM jarue369 Tell yourself all you want. I reflected how expensive it is to support hopefaggery

3/25/2020 3:58:21 AM jarue369 Djchdndkdjdbsk

3/25/2020 3:58:25 AM addyb6312 😂😂😂

3/25/2020 3:59:06 AM jarue369 Let's hope so

3/25/2020 3:59:21 AM crzycnuk101 Message over messenger... listen but ignore him

3/25/2020 3:59:35 AM glittertips1 Are we talking awareness of:

a. Outer space & other life forms/timelines

b. The cabal, their crimes and the storm

c. Something else

3/25/2020 4:00:10 AM libertyspring99 Is he the real deal?

3/25/2020 4:00:42 AM stuarttruly Thanks for listening and interacting in this beautiful morning. I appreciate it.

3/25/2020 4:03:39 AM adsvel Sounds good, but too complicated for me, too many ingredients!😊 pic.twitter.com/SiqNGvqEiU

3/25/2020 4:03:45 AM holotropik A sure fire way to give up your vehicle for something else 😎

3/25/2020 4:05:27 AM chris_cmselec IMO, all the factual evidence so far, it certainly looks like it

3/25/2020 4:06:26 AM jarue369 You think i am an equal to Majestic. You think all of us are one harmony and deserve equal love. But I only want praise and thanks from people who 

value realness. You loving unconditionally only cheapens the gift you bring. It removes all sincerity. I hope that makes sense.

3/25/2020 4:09:34 AM stuarttruly Oh no, I don’t feel like we are all one harmony at all, in this dualistic world we can only tell if something is “good” if we know what “bad” is like. 

It’s funny as a sec ago I realized indeed I was wrong. I was trying to douse your Fire with  my own judgement.and that was wrong

3/25/2020 4:11:03 AM southernbellem5 Yes

3/25/2020 4:11:15 AM stuarttruly I feel towards pedophile and vampires as you do towards other things...so here I am being all righteous and doing the very thing inwas admonishing 

you for doing...that’s called “kinda fucked up” right?:)

3/25/2020 4:12:14 AM stuarttruly It’s all necessary: earth fire wind water and aether ...that’s the unconditional part for me: it’s all necessary to see the whole, at least in this realm

3/25/2020 4:19:53 AM stuarttruly I still believe that good ideas stand on their own and you have so many of them..it’s like placing a contrast in the same sentence as that idea you want 

to express muddies the clarity of your idea  for me.but maybe others feel it energizes your idea.each of us resonates different

3/25/2020 4:21:31 AM stuarttruly I guess The name calling interrupts the clarity of thought that your idea ignites and feels out of balance somehow...but that probably reflects more 

about me than you or your idea James.

3/25/2020 4:22:10 AM divinestarla Thank you.  Can you tell us more about Kratom?

3/25/2020 4:23:10 AM stuarttruly Perhaps I should entertain the idea that the twitter sphere is akin to a gentledChanland or gentleKunLand, no nakie ladies but still some firey name 

calling..:)

3/25/2020 4:23:45 AM nuff_fairy Why else would we have the receptors? Holistic happy healthy approach 👌😍

3/25/2020 4:27:43 AM patriot_female I’d say yes since they were on it right away

3/25/2020 4:31:34 AM lizzah_83 @me_think_free - I know you prefer feeling of RSO but this video in top tweet sure explains the effects of CBD well. I had no idea there were such 

profound effects on immune system. Thought you may wanna check it out.

3/25/2020 4:32:23 AM lizzah_83 Whoops. Wasn’t top tweet, it’s this one.  https://t.co/PTcyJZfnRo  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1242653340615540738?s=21 …

3/25/2020 4:32:53 AM qdragonpower1 @Jordan_Sather_ @PatriotsSoapbox @Qanon76 @Q_AnonBaby @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic 

PRINCE CHARLES +ve  C19 https://thewest.com.au/news/coronavirus/princes-charles-tests-positive-for-coronavirus-ng-

b881499926z?fbclid=IwAR2f4u8K_HK0pjLcPVBtabsIJs7w7G5QWQiOTcrsSMMC9hHLlC59UEckwns …

3/25/2020 4:33:40 AM integrityneeded Perhaps they’re scared their revenue will be cut off...Perhaps they’re experiencing some cognitive dissonance regarding expectations of who was 

guiding us all...true believers are likely following QBaby AND QPharisees, who will come around, but perhaps they need a little help🙏🏼

3/25/2020 4:34:35 AM thereallauracat My thoughts exactly

3/25/2020 4:36:14 AM adsvel Questions here.

Does $30T is all [SPC] money worldwide?

Does [SPC] will be arrested worldwide?

If so, does $4T "stimulus package" will recover all victims worldwide?

Haiti, Ukraine, Romania, etc.?

3/25/2020 4:36:24 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/Gf9sen36kd

3/25/2020 4:39:57 AM eochaillmono People who are awake? Don't think so...75% of 7 billion is a lot of people!

Must be something else......

The plan perhaps.........



3/25/2020 4:47:40 AM ph223048 #WWG1WGA @VincentCrypt46 @M2Madness @40_head @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @hrenee80 @ 

https://twitter.com/familyman20181/status/1237584025646067712 …

3/25/2020 4:49:04 AM carefree1970 When WE are awake, [they] lose. Wake up, America. Wake up, World. #WWG1WGA #FightFightFight

3/25/2020 4:53:36 AM mack46169868 If they then what was the next phase? This hurts them too much. Unless they attack... Thailand or US or something, then no. It doesn't serve them. 

Now did they have an accidental release. Yes most likely.

3/25/2020 4:57:38 AM jess_maree95 This is sickening

3/25/2020 4:57:43 AM eman1292 I get that. But that'll be temporary. If the cabal been using it, isn't it obvious they're on their last leg financially, trying to stay afloat? 

pic.twitter.com/fyn3Ff18l8

3/25/2020 4:59:03 AM free2design Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ingraham weed angle. Consuming cannabis products using cabal engineered methods can compromise your immune 

system.fer the medicinal placebo and the blending of consciousness begins. Weed changes you, but using it prevents syste…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1242653338128220160.html …

3/25/2020 4:59:05 AM gruven4sure Yes, at the order of Soros & Gates!

3/25/2020 5:00:22 AM grateful1gabrie Bullshit

3/25/2020 5:01:26 AM nikoscali Time for other #QAnon followers to question why so many accounts have risen from obscurity in support of #AustinSteinbart all of a sudden.. It has 

gone from message over messenger to message at ANY cost... why??

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/majure_mary/status/1242746275243704320 …

3/25/2020 5:03:41 AM kriz_jason LoL... pic.twitter.com/Ji2zDBJ4HL

3/25/2020 5:06:13 AM daveinthisacct Let me help you out on nibiru...  it doesn’t exist. We’re not living on a ball flying through “space” we’re living on a flat plane (planet) which is the 

physical, electrical realm beneath the magnetic spiritual heavenly realms. Space is a lie, aliens are a lie, nibiru is a lie

3/25/2020 5:08:05 AM lanacassidy1 I prefer the home grown stuff and no tobacco needed, one in the morning, starts the day off great and one at night, to de-stress =)

3/25/2020 5:08:20 AM restorativna8ur While you push another shill, austin??

3/25/2020 5:08:52 AM amy221622 Full spectrum is whole plant medicine, not a multi strain medicine. You can combine strains to have more terpenes and cannabinoids in an oil but that 

is not what we in the industry call full spectrum.

3/25/2020 5:12:09 AM nikoscali Starting to think the REAL #QPharisees are all of Austin's supporters

3/25/2020 5:13:50 AM surewhytho it’s not like he’s just claiming to be Q, he’s talking about interesting information, so I don’t necessarily think it hurts the movement — people just need 

to be a bit more careful before jumping head first into things and claiming it as their truth... consider, don’t trip

3/25/2020 5:22:06 AM daveinthisacct @Julianne6589 hard to follow this account bc they talk like they’re Q but the info is awesome

3/25/2020 5:23:33 AM mandypotgieter1  pic.twitter.com/qLhouzjTKJ

3/25/2020 5:24:15 AM leigh_vas Especially for the survivors. Extra especially if they're your soul mate 😥😢

3/25/2020 5:27:31 AM nikoscali "jumping head first into things and claiming it as their truth" - like people have done with Austin? I am not trying to tell anyone what to believe, but I 

should be able to point out the issues I see with Austin without being mobbed.

3/25/2020 5:27:42 AM connie2441 Dr David Hawkins developed a  consciousnesses scale - I found his book Power versus Force very good at explaining.  Keep asking questions, intent is 

the first step to truth. Dr. Hawkins also has many YouTube videos available, good luck. pic.twitter.com/KtSTlBu0iV

3/25/2020 5:28:59 AM knowbody1185 Idk about all that. I'm an aspiring master. Lol

3/25/2020 5:31:54 AM surewhytho as you should, I personally don’t believe he’s Q, there’s just not enough evidence yet, and I think it’s a bit weird people would jump to that conclusion.

3/25/2020 5:32:58 AM sentbyq  pic.twitter.com/t0kZ9M0giO

3/25/2020 5:34:45 AM tkobeauty I think Austin steinbart video "black ops 101" explains it.

3/25/2020 5:36:40 AM evybaby61 On his Big Fuckimg Yacht in the middle of the ocean if he’s smart

3/25/2020 5:38:34 AM billhirokowoods Thank you Majestic 12!

3/25/2020 5:40:43 AM elijahqdust I like weed. Like my comment if you also like weed. 1like = 1 seed I will plant in public

3/25/2020 5:43:28 AM mgray72531386  pic.twitter.com/60G6uEx8Rz

3/25/2020 5:45:24 AM elijahqdust I sold weed for 12 years. Then my employer turned into medmen and I left. Hillary shops at medmen don't be like Hillary.

3/25/2020 5:45:24 AM rob67_ I think it was black hats in multiple countries. Agenda 21 depopulation pushers.

3/25/2020 5:48:05 AM bbobbio71 THC is still illegal federally/ most states.  CBD(Hemp) Can't be grown legally only strict licensing by a farm. Premade CBD is all over the place with 

price/purity. I believe and accept what your saying but the current legalities still make it difficult for every day use.

3/25/2020 5:48:18 AM sdane8 😘

3/25/2020 5:48:22 AM sandyth21653947 This is a video that is worth watching!!   

https://videoplayer.telvue.com/player/0yMvL7SaaePCh8raohYoxsp1MzZ6gHeT/series/2470/media/546082?autostart=false&fullscreen=false&jwsourc

e=cl&fbclid=IwAR0wDclPmErbrOHOOFXb-F8Gl_qiAya8LSa9rwQoWfC2VUT-lcWvYN5Y7ys …

3/25/2020 5:49:09 AM nea_storm Private Side Operations Enforcement

Department of the Space Force

united states of America 

The united ]e[states of the "I-AM" race

conduit - transmitting utility

UNITED-STATES-OF-AMERICA

"I AM" Legitimate Alive tax exempt sovereign Guardian Protector Executioner pic.twitter.com/mTmKuMMiBZ

3/25/2020 5:49:27 AM sandyth21653947 Please watch - thank you 

https://videoplayer.telvue.com/player/0yMvL7SaaePCh8raohYoxsp1MzZ6gHeT/series/2470/media/546082?autostart=false&fullscreen=false&jwsourc

e=cl&fbclid=IwAR0wDclPmErbrOHOOFXb-F8Gl_qiAya8LSa9rwQoWfC2VUT-lcWvYN5Y7ys …

3/25/2020 5:50:45 AM 037agent There are sub bases of the coast of smca  and sbca

3/25/2020 5:50:50 AM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/otz9YsV3wR

3/25/2020 5:51:20 AM jimhayzlett Wondering how many MJ may have cv19?

3/25/2020 5:53:42 AM cosmic_engineer Some are. Most rulers are one of the two factions.

You can fairly easily tell which by their motives.

One is going to cull and sacrifice

One needs you alive but subdued to build their empire

3/25/2020 5:53:43 AM jimhayzlett MJ takes a back seat now, watching instead of disclosing.

3/25/2020 5:53:56 AM gryniiizred 🚫 combustion, it's a 🌱🌿

3/25/2020 5:55:24 AM mongrelglory Sad to think that modern humans hover around 200...just "getting by". 😔 pic.twitter.com/OlC1PuI9YB

3/25/2020 5:56:54 AM anneolsen43 I agree, it’s quite stunning

3/25/2020 5:57:24 AM charity_burkett I believe you- however can you shorten that into layman's terms, some of us are idiots ( me)

3/25/2020 5:57:41 AM anneolsen43 Not all will ?

3/25/2020 5:58:47 AM puertoricancham Yes

3/25/2020 5:58:57 AM rosas7043 I smell a marine, wut ?



3/25/2020 5:59:29 AM pdu46486673 All Will Be Well 💚

Wakeful Covfefe ☕️

#GenerationQ

WWG1WGA 💚

3/25/2020 5:59:32 AM rosas7043 As do I 🌱

3/25/2020 5:59:33 AM vswhk Most Americans live pay check to pay check. This is delusional.

3/25/2020 6:00:12 AM jimhayzlett Hey Stargate Hoarder, how close to 72% is Humanity at present, please?  It’s been asked multiple times...

3/25/2020 6:00:30 AM neapatriot Duh

3/25/2020 6:02:06 AM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1242797229930315776?s=20 …

3/25/2020 6:03:58 AM uknanalex Ive never had money so no difference there. We're given "Preparedness month", way back,i prepared for whatever.  No panic here and how lovely that 

we're all quarantined,  just as the weather turns beautiful. God is goooooood.

3/25/2020 6:04:13 AM dunnitright There is a DEW (directed energy weapon) for that.  ⚡⚡⚡

3/25/2020 6:04:26 AM jimhayzlett Where are we Now... how close to 72%, and why do we still allow MJ to make this decision.  They are hoarding Et evidence for All Humanity.

3/25/2020 6:04:34 AM irene19176156 Seriously....Please PRAY to God this ENDS!!! #MAGA2020 #QAnon2020 #QArmy #CoronavirusUSA #coronavirus #PIZZAGATEISREAL #Adrenochrome 

#WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening @SaRaAshcraft @Tiff_FitzHenry @w_terrence @therealroseanne @realDonaldTrump @ROYALMRBADNEWS 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealCandaceO https://twitter.com/EyesOnQ/status/1242687300397600774 …

3/25/2020 6:05:25 AM connie2441 We at least made the jump,  if we hadn’t we would have destroyed ourselves by now, as we individually awake mass consciousness expands 

exponentially, we are more powerful than we know, #InItTogether #Believe

3/25/2020 6:06:53 AM dunnitright Is that why POTUS is so happy Romney is negative for CV?

3/25/2020 6:07:01 AM upallnight39 Why be "productive" in a slave society where 99% of charitys, religions and "good works" organzations are satanist ran?

Have you read Atlas Shrugged? Do you understand the concept of "Who Is John Galt?"

#whoisQGalt

3/25/2020 6:08:09 AM dunnitright Finally!  Took damn long enough!

3/25/2020 6:08:25 AM mongrelglory That's an interesting perspective!

3/25/2020 6:08:51 AM jimhayzlett Are you manifesting a situation where 72% is impossible to achieve?

3/25/2020 6:09:33 AM h3x4gr4m What's the better way

3/25/2020 6:09:38 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/fqe3GC80BT

3/25/2020 6:14:13 AM 444_q_ That's what I'm hoping 👏👏👏

3/25/2020 6:15:07 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

3/25/2020 6:17:52 AM adsvel  pic.twitter.com/Dv721QO0dm

3/25/2020 6:18:31 AM neapatriot 3,6,9?  Cannabinoid system

3/25/2020 6:23:09 AM jimhayzlett We require all satanic practices end on Earth, as we manifest each being to be fully illumined or enlightened to Universal Consciousness 🙏🏼😇

3/25/2020 6:27:53 AM turboxyde For those who are curious & can afford it...

I highly recommend using this vaporizer at a temperature setting of 360°.

 https://thefirefly.com/?utm_source=shopsheriff&utm_medium=amp&utm_campaign=shopsheriff&utm_content=header-

logo&_gl=1*1kha9pk*_ga*MVpIRGJiV05fSVdFUGNhdEY2dXlpZ0Q4S0pVWHFQVkFUeFFzRTNqRmg3andtSUVGZEo5YldiV2hXLUNvY0lTcw …..

3/25/2020 6:28:23 AM anangelhasland1 Many accusers, one supposed victim, no evidence of crime but plenty evidence of victim’s lack of credibility.

3/25/2020 6:28:41 AM raisethevib369 I just watched a YouTube video with him where he said he believes Oprah is a good guy. It's also been implied that he is pic.twitter.com/vecgUkab7a

3/25/2020 6:29:18 AM bbobbio71 Stylish

3/25/2020 6:29:49 AM raisethevib369 There's a lot of coincidences that lead to this conclusion.

3/25/2020 6:32:15 AM citizensrising1 Majestic is a group..of 12. I’d bet connected to #qanon

3/25/2020 6:32:29 AM confuse00852481 It’s because it was made for HBO and too many people were accessing it free.  They have no idea that people are using it to criminalize Oprah.

3/25/2020 6:32:52 AM sunnydayusa1 Check out @prayingmedic

3/25/2020 6:36:10 AM hollydama Krissy, I have Copaiba essential oil. Is that what you are referring to? If so, how do you personally use it? And, I hope I'm not asking too much, but do 

you have any resources you've found helpful? Thanks so much. 🙏🏼

3/25/2020 6:38:18 AM k3yle 🤣

3/25/2020 6:41:45 AM biffcartwright 0 states! No Quarantine has been issued from the White House. Just suggestions. And the word Quarantine is always used with the word self. It is a 

soft Quarantine. But my answer is 0.

3/25/2020 6:45:09 AM jaded_pearl Perfect. TY 🤗

3/25/2020 6:46:54 AM krisp1377 Well, first it depends on who makes your essential oil. What brand do you use? Some companies can add fillers. Is it YL or doTERRA?

3/25/2020 6:47:15 AM justlearning21 Don’t take the vaccine! 💉 If you listen to Matthew McConahay that’s what they are placing their hope in that we will be forced to take the 

vaccine.And then they think they will be able to regain power of this world.check out the pic behind him in his video.

3/25/2020 6:47:40 AM justlearning21  pic.twitter.com/NTjGe1ogd3

3/25/2020 6:48:17 AM blankmarlo Define projection.

3/25/2020 6:51:29 AM maxle_cat Thanks.  Was wondering if it may mean vaping. Unfortunately that's the easiest for me currently & who knows term effects

3/25/2020 6:52:36 AM 040118054_17 Yup they most certainly did, along w DS players that they have bought...just my theory..just sayin

3/25/2020 6:53:55 AM janlynneander YES! Their WMD lab is in the city where it got out.

3/25/2020 6:54:43 AM coldnights4 Technically it’s not a circle jerk.  It’s masturbation.

3/25/2020 6:57:10 AM glittertips1 No, but I will now.  

But seriously, a "why try" answer?  I don't care what dystopian universe you think you live in, but that perspective is idiocy and unsustainable.  

The answer is to do more right, not to do less because something somewhere is wrong.

3/25/2020 6:59:23 AM upallnight39 Of you want to completely remake a system run by satanic pedovores

Some of us had to refuse to participate as much as possible

That is doing more right

If you can not comprehend that

I dunno whut to tell u



3/25/2020 7:00:34 AM anonlegion13 Is that what happens after full transparency?

3/25/2020 7:00:54 AM foolprophetic Probably dabbing....

Heard of Canaboidhypernemisis syndrome(May be tied to Butane poisening)? 

Not fun! Stick to flower haha

3/25/2020 7:01:51 AM nybiltong Melania is not from Earth

3/25/2020 7:04:34 AM sheerglee1 I like that very much...message over messenger!!!

Freedom!

WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 7:05:11 AM 037agent You shall fail: Why because you trust in the world and the accuser of the brethren, more than you do your own comrades. And a team that's divided 

shall have no stand. Stand with God and God alone and you shall be safe. This is what God tells me Mr psyops.. Stop hurting your own!!

3/25/2020 7:07:00 AM ts_sci_majic12 Quantum Internet✨  https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew  via @YouTube

3/25/2020 7:07:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 Only 45 can give the order. https://twitter.com/ObamaMalik/status/1242742384804409344 …

3/25/2020 7:08:14 AM steve27377020 I'm ready

3/25/2020 7:08:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger

Consider recent tweets.

Reconcile.

Reread past tweets and themes.

Do you believe in coincidences? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242815251281780736 …

3/25/2020 7:08:39 AM gibas_robert 4 10 20

3/25/2020 7:08:39 AM jeffjagoe SoOo @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...

Thoughts on #COVID19 in the Royal Family?

#PrinceCharles

3/25/2020 7:08:45 AM 037agent No what it feels like is their sin on my hands. It feels like psyops here along with Q wish to make it known to fear them, i think this is wrong. First step in 

rebuilding society is getting rid of those who by nature go against the idea of society, for society smells of sin/death

3/25/2020 7:08:51 AM wolfpackofon3 I really don't like this guy. Love all your content though.

3/25/2020 7:09:04 AM rawphonegirl 10:08 pic.twitter.com/v1l3HFelkL

3/25/2020 7:09:16 AM rick_hernandez 😉 pic.twitter.com/wBrRU7pnTJ

3/25/2020 7:09:20 AM one_autist Message over messenger

3/25/2020 7:09:22 AM hollydama Edens Garden, which are tested for purity with the results posted online along with the oil's additional information.

3/25/2020 7:10:09 AM skylar13764875 Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! ♥✨💫

#QuantumStarPower

#NewCommand

#WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 7:10:20 AM 037agent You better believe I'm angry, and damn crazy to follow God in a time like this. I'll say this one more time for your benefit, stop hurting your own. For 

even the executioner must answer my Lord Jesus!

3/25/2020 7:10:32 AM observingeye2 👀💥💥

3/25/2020 7:10:59 AM lesterh82 Why u keep posting this fake dude

3/25/2020 7:11:04 AM mediqated ⏳ pic.twitter.com/c3mFQY0PRI

3/25/2020 7:11:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Cross reference with previous Gee.

Coincidences do not exist. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1242780126674333697 …

3/25/2020 7:11:11 AM anirgu I saw the Quantum Internet. Austin growing on me

3/25/2020 7:11:33 AM paolobtt4815 What does it means 45?

3/25/2020 7:11:39 AM mama_beph Wait for this

Look to Twitter:

Exactly this: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us......."

God bless.

3/25/2020 7:11:40 AM wolfpackofon3 How do we know this is the right messenger though?

3/25/2020 7:11:58 AM krisp1377 Do they say you can take their oils internally? That how I use mine. But I only use doTERRA because I feel 100% confident that they are pure and 

sourced from the place it grows the absolute best! They are medicinal. Taking Copaiba internally can support all systems in your body.

3/25/2020 7:12:02 AM skeye_watching This is a prime example of why it's very difficult to take ppl at their word, when they take things out of context & make a false interpretation of a 

statement. I get it that Oprah's motives are questionable at times, but it destroys a persons credibility to fabricate stories.

3/25/2020 7:12:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger.

3/25/2020 7:12:20 AM anirgu He said that about Mitt or Rand if I remember correctly. To the archive I go 👀💥

3/25/2020 7:13:15 AM pooky_steve do your own research. gather and come to your own conclusions. don't be a sheep, let your mind work. not what others tell you to think

3/25/2020 7:13:24 AM edpheil Flibe Energy is working LFTR with pure thorium, and a fast chloride TRU burner to breed the startup fuel for all LFTRs.

3/25/2020 7:13:27 AM zagnett i still feel no need to make any sort of final judgment of Austin personally, up or down, & i will not be bullied into making one. This video is fascinating 

food for the imagination at least. It's worth a viewing & fair consideration. May some of the things presented be true? 🤔

3/25/2020 7:13:32 AM one_autist Gee is always in reference to DS

3/25/2020 7:13:34 AM tkobeauty President Trump 45th President of These United States.

3/25/2020 7:13:35 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1227564604177469441 …

3/25/2020 7:13:56 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1195722806274736129 …

3/25/2020 7:13:57 AM observingeye2 45 in one update mentioned the quantum computer running....

3/25/2020 7:14:02 AM viking_jeremy The storm is indeed upon you, hahaha!

3/25/2020 7:14:19 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1169253299981303810 …

3/25/2020 7:14:21 AM one_autist  pic.twitter.com/mdncrOwwy5

3/25/2020 7:14:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Legitimate concern.

Trust but verify.

She did speak those words.

Regardless of video quality.

Plausible deniability.

They hide in plain sight.

Their comms between each other keep them in power.

3/25/2020 7:14:26 AM wolfpackofon3 I know, I do that. I'll take a look at how stuff but something seems off to me.

3/25/2020 7:14:26 AM jamesgdurrett Message over messenger... Austin is CIA

3/25/2020 7:14:31 AM canadianq7 Complete #PatriQts are in control #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE



3/25/2020 7:14:35 AM johnnyt_anon 🤔

Only 45 or Q+? 

What about 46 or Q++?

What about 47 or Q+++?

Is the stage set?

3/25/2020 7:14:36 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1153627261058392064 …

3/25/2020 7:14:48 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1130220543427457024 …

3/25/2020 7:14:58 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1101472084730003457 …

3/25/2020 7:15:10 AM 037agent There is a storm but the ones high in the heavens and down in hell. You keep scaring those are with you to either keep them from going astray or to 

keep them away from the military industrys pure wrath.  In either case you've done your best but God will judge each of us.

3/25/2020 7:15:13 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1090944017708261378 …

3/25/2020 7:15:18 AM jimhayzlett The solution is to Go Within, meditation brings enlightenment love and peace = method to end satanic control and fear.

3/25/2020 7:15:27 AM rutleyreindeer  https://youtu.be/p37XPqHH7eU 

3/25/2020 7:15:31 AM 3104joe  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1088418271194464256 …

3/25/2020 7:15:36 AM tkobeauty He has good intel. We need all the information we can get. Even if he is an enemy wouldnt you want to see what the enemy is up to?

3/25/2020 7:15:52 AM restorativna8ur 100% i agree

3/25/2020 7:15:56 AM 3104joe How far back? https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1032948187416416256 …

3/25/2020 7:16:27 AM orange_starry "My fellow Americans..."

...not too clear on what's supposed to happen after 'order' issued.  Can someone 'splain, please.

3/25/2020 7:16:48 AM 3104joe @therealroseanne 

Rooooooseaaaaane, you don't have to put on that red light... https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1001848460881035265 …

3/25/2020 7:17:07 AM one_autist I made an introductory video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smw3NEe8fb8 …

3/25/2020 7:17:21 AM deplorabldamsel Oooo lots!   https://twitter.com/search?q=gee%20(from%3ArealDonaldTrump)&src=typed_query …

3/25/2020 7:17:40 AM paolobtt4815 Wow what an illumination

3/25/2020 7:17:48 AM trolls4truth What proof has he provided. I've watched all of his videos and yet to see a proof.

3/25/2020 7:18:52 AM krisp1377 On the medical side, doTERRA provides extensive information regarding cannabinoids:

The human body has cannabinoid receptors that are broken down into two categories:

3/25/2020 7:18:54 AM lovetru11580901 No damage. Transforms and so do any teratogens in your environment or even emotions and thoughts. It's all about Epigenetics. I know because that's 

what i did research on at UNC Chapel hill. I got a background in genetics/epigenetics.

3/25/2020 7:18:54 AM edpheil I went to a Fukushima conference to discuss cleaning up Fukushima Corium, using chloride salt processing with ANL, but it was too early. They need to 

get the corium fuel out and stabilized in containers first, and that won't start until 2030 or so.

3/25/2020 7:19:21 AM lovetru11580901 The whole spectrum of compounds within the plant.

3/25/2020 7:19:26 AM krisp1377 CB1 receptors – affect the brain and central nervous system (pleasure and reward) (more widely distributed throughout the body).

CB2 receptors – immune system (inflammatory system) (less widely distributed than CB1 receptors).

3/25/2020 7:19:31 AM one_autist Proofs at the end of this video, but id advise watching the whole thing 🙃 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smw3NEe8fb8 …

3/25/2020 7:19:39 AM iceateen Hoping this will cause the government to end big pharma a d put an end to the poisoning of the people.

3/25/2020 7:19:51 AM 444_q_ The verbiage is quite like someone else I know 🤔🤔🤔 😏😏😏 😁😁😁

3/25/2020 7:20:09 AM stuarttruly the choice to know is yours...:)

3/25/2020 7:20:09 AM lovetru11580901 70s sinsemilla

3/25/2020 7:20:18 AM brandon15584897 Just more proof lol pic.twitter.com/hJSNB4Gflt

3/25/2020 7:20:23 AM krisp1377 THC works directly on both CB1 and CB2 receptors.

CBD works indirectly on both CB1 and CB2 receptors by slowing down the work of an enzyme called fatty acid amide hydrolase (“FAAH”), which breaks 

down anandamide (your body’s naturally-produced cannabinoid

3/25/2020 7:20:57 AM goodjobtommypi Wrong. https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1195722806274736129 …

3/25/2020 7:21:03 AM krisp1377 as a response to strenuous exercise (runner’s high), stress (fight or flight), and other related stimuli (stepping on a pile of your kid’s Legos in the dark)), 

which is why anandamide is called an endocannabinoid).

3/25/2020 7:21:09 AM lovethebeach999 You have to say that because this guy comes across as a giant douche bag politician used car sales man

3/25/2020 7:21:36 AM chrisfr95077410 This guy is QFagging.

3/25/2020 7:21:37 AM jeffcordell6 That has crossed my mind!

3/25/2020 7:21:42 AM gfuente35200941 I t means they are actively taking down the Cabal, ARRESTS !

3/25/2020 7:21:45 AM goodjobtommypi  https://mobile.twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1130220543427457024 …

3/25/2020 7:22:11 AM one_autist pretty sure DS is being referenced there

3/25/2020 7:22:38 AM krisp1377 (delivers oxygen molecules to cells) found in hundreds of different plant species.

Copaiba oil comes from distilling the oleoresin of varieties of copaiba trees, which are found in Brazil. The resin is harvested similar to the method used 

to extract maple sap from maple trees.

3/25/2020 7:23:03 AM krisp1377 BCP interacts directly with the body’s CB2 receptors (“no risk of psychoactive effects”), “soothing tissues and helping to manage healthy inflammatory 

responses.”

doTERRA’s copaiba essential oil contains 55% BCP content, which is the “highest BCP content of any known oil.”

3/25/2020 7:23:38 AM goodjobtommypi  pic.twitter.com/CBfuECzomv

3/25/2020 7:24:01 AM krisp1377 Its efficacy means only “a drop or two” is needed for its BCP to start affecting the human body, so its price point is significantly lower than CBD oil per 

application (They can’t call it a “dose” because “These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Admin.

3/25/2020 7:24:23 AM krisp1377 (“This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.”)

Copaiba oil has been produced under doTERRA’s rigorous proprietary CPTG® standards.

3/25/2020 7:24:32 AM metheone8  pic.twitter.com/vU0VxLrx1W

3/25/2020 7:24:56 AM n7412s I agree

3/25/2020 7:25:21 AM n7412s 👍

3/25/2020 7:25:40 AM n7412s 👍

3/25/2020 7:25:41 AM lovetru11580901 It goes beyond that really. Genetically we have been exposed to it for thousands of years, so our bodies developed receptors for the different 

compounds in the plant.

3/25/2020 7:25:46 AM joeorbit ai was that close to shutting down gods children. trump told the world to rip out huawei telco equipment. 5g/ai and china were going to control and 

torture us. they didnt think she would lose. the spaceforce removed some scary stuff in the sky.  this is world war 3.



3/25/2020 7:25:50 AM highvoltagenews Sir, is that sarcasm?

I need to know so I can

have a story to write.

I just want to make sure.

Becuase you did not use

Air quotes or anything to 

Make it obvious that you

really are happy he may be sick.

So..... was that sarcasm? 🤤
3/25/2020 7:25:54 AM neapatriot The AS situation aside 🙄 The message of quantum internet is scary as hell!  MJ12 what else you got?

3/25/2020 7:26:26 AM smith_jere I love this kid and his message. Amazing times!

3/25/2020 7:26:54 AM chameelia I consider some of the biggest most bogus messages messenger makes that none seem to mention. This bothers me. Lie a little here.... that's where it 

starts pic.twitter.com/X84fn2hfDc

3/25/2020 7:27:02 AM krisp1377 A slower breakdown in anandamide means it is present in the body longer and continues to interact with the body’s CB1 and CB2 receptors.

Finally, in good competitive market fashion,

Copaiba oil contains beta-caryophyllene (“BCP”), which is a cannabinoid and a sesquiterpene

3/25/2020 7:27:10 AM lovetru11580901 That is correct! The medicine in the plant will work when you juice the raw plant, leafs and flower, add some water and some fruits for flavor and drink 

it! Best way to get it into your system.

3/25/2020 7:28:37 AM indiblue2 Indeed. The predominate sice affect is give a shit itis

3/25/2020 7:29:03 AM patriot1047 "Austin" is an idiot.

3/25/2020 7:29:43 AM smmmote Wow

3/25/2020 7:29:54 AM egonenglish 45th president of the United States

3/25/2020 7:30:59 AM empathmama1111 Nothing is a coincidence, it is what it is. But we were taught things are coincidental.

3/25/2020 7:31:28 AM turboxyde Why does the concept of Quantum Internet seem so familiar?

The feeling I get is familiarity like I've had or experienced it before somehow & this information is no longer blocked or subdued in my consciousness.

Is it possible to connect with such a system in meditation? pic.twitter.com/SOuaTIr5EK

3/25/2020 7:31:40 AM trumpfore Scary in one way but necessary!

3/25/2020 7:32:26 AM shelgas Sorry (not sorry) but I can't watch this shithead.

3/25/2020 7:33:25 AM johnhammar94 What is the best method of consumption?

3/25/2020 7:33:33 AM 39anc6  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242636638435651584?s=19 …

3/25/2020 7:33:47 AM davethadude369 You might end up having to salute the guy some day in the future. Who knows?

3/25/2020 7:34:09 AM jballz1021 Beware the second beast.

3/25/2020 7:34:17 AM upallnight39 What IF we have been on continuity of government plan since #unsealJFK ?

WHAT IF Trump is not the 45 majestic refers too

What if...

3/25/2020 7:34:17 AM bbombski Wether he is Q or he is part of "Disinformation is necessary", he does make valid points

3/25/2020 7:34:24 AM my2sonznme We all are Q. Why does he have to be such a tool?!!!

3/25/2020 7:34:49 AM pjanik_otm 🤔

3/25/2020 7:35:12 AM robm151  pic.twitter.com/K9hHiRf4Gl

3/25/2020 7:36:43 AM keith369me “zero latency in wireless communication with anwhere in space or time, meaning I can use it to Skype someone in another solar system...or I can use it 

to remote control one of those avatar bodies on a planet that’s 100 million light years away from here with no lag whatsoever”

3/25/2020 7:36:54 AM my2sonznme  pic.twitter.com/pgUTACpZyx

3/25/2020 7:37:13 AM keith369me I feel 100% the same.

3/25/2020 7:37:36 AM cleanitallup Grateful for AS!  Wow.  His light be bright!

3/25/2020 7:38:02 AM ascendingadam Q has asked WHEN not IF the “coincidences” become mathematically impossible. 

My question for everyone,

Does the information presented by @AustinSteinbart add up for you?

Can it be disproven in any way?

How is it possible he has not be censored, arrested or worse?

#SelfThink
3/25/2020 7:38:17 AM anneolsen43 755 spiritual awakening

3/25/2020 7:38:18 AM aten55555 Not to be a party pooper but cmon - 70% of all world population?? Not buying it...

3/25/2020 7:38:20 AM hollydama Thank you. How do you, personally, take Copaiba internally? 😘 In water, in a capsule?

3/25/2020 7:38:28 AM brodycat DS?

3/25/2020 7:38:34 AM krisp1377 Somehow these got out of place. I suck at chain tweets obviously 🤷🏼♀️

3/25/2020 7:38:38 AM upallnight39 I hqve been assuming we are all quantum computers/processors.

Whatever quantum internet MIL makes, seems to me it wi.only connect.into.the same.conciousness we connect to.

Or something like that

3/25/2020 7:39:00 AM keith369me You mean the Kenyan born brother of a member of the “death racket” can’t give the order?  😂 Malik, you’re a national treasure.

3/25/2020 7:39:04 AM lightseeker2012 Romney

3/25/2020 7:39:09 AM raako71 you mean this? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4d5S6uzT7ks …

3/25/2020 7:39:33 AM glittertips1 I fully understand it, I just don't agree with it generally.

Two perspectives, I suppose...  Refusing to participate in corruption vs. refusing to quit working to create or only give energy to systems without 

corruption.

3/25/2020 7:39:59 AM anirgu Yup.

3/25/2020 7:40:02 AM feminismandfre1  http://Freebritney.net 

3/25/2020 7:40:12 AM keith369me Gee was used in the press conference when Romney’s testing was asked about.

3/25/2020 7:40:17 AM kindeandtrue Don't blame it all on China. The CIA/Mossad are the focus of evil in the world.



3/25/2020 7:40:40 AM trumppatriotus1 Thx

3/25/2020 7:41:02 AM mjsuccess I don't think he's the enemy...not sure why all the hate going on for him..?

3/25/2020 7:41:10 AM keith369me I think we’ve seen sufficient evidence to connect Austin to this account.

3/25/2020 7:41:46 AM geminisq0714 I get it. Worked in medical for 30 years,  it's a built in response 😆

3/25/2020 7:41:46 AM hollydama I'm so sorry! I missed your other tweets before I wrote the above. 🤓 ...Though I'm still wondering as to how you take it.

(Thanks so much for your time and information.)

3/25/2020 7:41:55 AM krisp1377 Directly under my tongue! About 4 drops. 3-4 times per day! Helps me with joint pain, that I started experiencing in my fingers a few years ago! I also 

use in roller ball mix with deep blue or my aroma touch. I mix one up with cypress and lemongrass and copaiba too, topically!

3/25/2020 7:42:08 AM upallnight39 Perhaps it os only considered damaging to those who wish to remain in reptioian conciousness

3/25/2020 7:42:42 AM chris_cmselec This one?  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1001848460881035265?s=21 … 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1001848460881035265 …

3/25/2020 7:43:38 AM krisp1377 I also take one drop Melissa oil every day has tremendously helped with my anxiety! And I also take frankincense and yarrow Pom right under my 

tongue! Every day!

3/25/2020 7:44:29 AM upallnight39 Thats the point.

Our system is/was holy corrupt

If you read the book or watched the movie you moght understand my point

3/25/2020 7:44:47 AM hollydama I have those oils, as well. 👍🏼

I will start with less to begin with to see if my body reacts adversely, and build up. (Thanks so much.)

Do you think Copaiba has the same benefits as what MJ12 is proposing?

3/25/2020 7:45:27 AM lightlove21121 Ditto ♥️

3/25/2020 7:47:30 AM upallnight39 Majestic leader of decades in hell

What galaxys did u go to 4 christosssake?

Notice they are not saying george bush died and went to hell

3/25/2020 7:47:50 AM davethadude369 Should we still be sending emails and phone calls to D*tt*?

3/25/2020 7:47:59 AM hollydama I have Melissa and Frankincense, as well, but not Yellow Pom. 👍🏼 Do you use one drop each?

3/25/2020 7:48:09 AM rebel_yell_tex Deep State

3/25/2020 7:48:21 AM wolfpackofon3 Yes 💯, also, hasn't he been called out by other Q people such as @StormIsUponUs ?

3/25/2020 7:48:25 AM hollydama Also, have you found a good resource for reading more about this application?

3/25/2020 7:50:02 AM mscronkat My radar might be off, but why do I get a knot in my stomach with some of his info?

3/25/2020 7:50:04 AM 99thyamwasher Sorry to hear...  my best to them. You all suffer a lot.

3/25/2020 7:50:32 AM surfing123456 Hooooolllllyyyy  sssshhhiiiiitttt the most craziest but coolest video I’ve ever seen WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 7:50:48 AM wolfpackofon3 Also, as the Q movement grows into the consciousness of more and more people, we have to be wary of those that seek to exploit the movement for 

either their benefit or the [DS]'s.

3/25/2020 7:51:00 AM pooky_steve always trust your gut

3/25/2020 7:51:12 AM upliftingmind Fantastic 👍 Thank you all. What Austin is sharing connects with years of info shared here on MJ account. No coincidences. Majestic.

3/25/2020 7:51:31 AM mongrelglory MJ-12...is the Quantum Internet like tapping into Source Consciousness?  Why is it that someone using the quantum internet can override a sovereign 

being's free will?  Is there not some way to block such intrusion?

3/25/2020 7:51:49 AM reborn93898818 Yes. Technically. Malik is 44+1=45

3/25/2020 7:51:53 AM davethadude369 Sorry for the language but if this is true...

HOLY!!! F*CKIN'!!! SH*T!!!

...This is exciting!!!

3/25/2020 7:52:05 AM lynnboyce7 Where did you see the quantum computer?

3/25/2020 7:53:16 AM lynnboyce7 Or quantum internet?

3/25/2020 7:54:50 AM sdane8 Yes, and who is Q+? 🧐  So intriguing!

3/25/2020 7:56:12 AM ascendingadam Resonance of truth in conflict with negative subconscious programming? 

Fear is only of the unknown. 

The truth will set us free.

3/25/2020 7:56:18 AM starehope Great Digs! 👍

3/25/2020 7:56:18 AM keith369me If “free will” and “do no harm” are not violated, it is our connection to everything.  We are all Nikola Tesla on steroids.  The question is do we need it?

3/25/2020 7:56:54 AM patticlaxton I replaced “gee” with DS. After that, I chuckled all the way through  😊

3/25/2020 7:57:12 AM davethadude369 I'd trust him more than say... Zack Galifianakis, I can tell you that much.

3/25/2020 7:58:55 AM confederatedev2 Well...he is an Obama pic.twitter.com/7ImVry1BcK

3/25/2020 8:01:06 AM tuckerwhalen1 Q says: look to Twitter for this message. Do we believe it will be Q who posts this, or POTUS? I would love to hear who people believe this message will 

come from. Can 45 appear involved in arrests and the orders 4 them? Maybe it will come from a military tweet? What do you say?

3/25/2020 8:01:28 AM davethadude369 What if Joe M ends up looking like this? Would you hold it against him?... pic.twitter.com/u9q0u4ZHFF

3/25/2020 8:01:31 AM krisp1377 I use a reference book. This one is my favorite. pic.twitter.com/yMmqkpErPd

3/25/2020 8:02:00 AM positively303 Thanks Krissy! God Bless!

3/25/2020 8:02:23 AM adsvel Now I see where $ 6T will go. Strongly agree. That's a good investment. I am 100% for life with no secrets, where everyone can get information they 

need, like a Talans from SG-1, like any 5D Society. pic.twitter.com/wehRug1iVn

3/25/2020 8:02:37 AM kindeandtrue Bravo, wise Majestics! You have always encouraged free thinking and debate. Socratic method = best way to reach consensus.

3/25/2020 8:03:34 AM giediknight No it does damage DNA, this isn’t the only study. I’m trying the find the one where they took pictures of DNA and they are damaged.

3/25/2020 8:03:37 AM jrewing45774118 Friday right?

3/25/2020 8:03:38 AM ceilingman16 Wrap your head around that they're missing 21 million phone accounts that's three times worse than what Hitler did

3/25/2020 8:03:51 AM krisp1377 I use one drop melissa. 2 drops Frank morning and night. Copaiba several times throughout the day,  and yarrow Pom 2 drops.

3/25/2020 8:03:53 AM winklerburke From most of the comments, we don’t deserve to be saved? Is it really THAT hard to think?   Why do drowning swimmers tend to focus on drowning 

the lifeguard?  You realize the British would have chopped off heads of George, Tom & James, then shown them on Pikes @ London Bridge?

3/25/2020 8:04:10 AM adam51016989 MJ, why would I want to reincarnate? Jeesh, this society has brought me to my breaking point and you’re talking taking a penalty for ending something 

I don’t even want.

3/25/2020 8:04:22 AM islandofdelight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/25/2020 8:04:23 AM ofuskate Reptoid.  Notice he looks looks like a young Tony Robbins.

=)

3/25/2020 8:04:54 AM charitable_fury In an earlier video, Steinbart references flood-filtering that Datto implemented to thwart the “onslaught” of emails sent to the company...Look, that’s a 

VERY BASIC mitigation step...It SHOULD have been anticipated by ANY expert in the field...Casually/observing, while PUZZLED...

3/25/2020 8:05:31 AM realityloominng Was wondering the same thing and I think it could be warded off like any other "telepathic" intrusion.. it's probably just pretty strong..

3/25/2020 8:05:37 AM antirghrathoir Schumann resonance.

3/25/2020 8:06:32 AM bbombski I also have asthma and haven't had an attack since I started using it when I turned 20.

3/25/2020 8:06:43 AM fullmetalzeke Because of quantum entanglement this is the only believable part of the video.

3/25/2020 8:06:51 AM davethadude369 Really wishing I had taken better care of myself for these times. I mean, if this is true... WOW!!!

3/25/2020 8:08:31 AM freedom_sent Not ONE mention yet by Austin in any of his videos about Jesus.  

Q quotes scripture all the time.  Has for years.  

Zip from Austin.  No reason at all to believe they are the same person.

3/25/2020 8:08:36 AM realityloominng It would definitely be useful to prove the cabal and communicate among the stars, but I wonder it there are other ways to those things 🤔🤔

3/25/2020 8:10:03 AM like_neo What methods are cabal engineered?

3/25/2020 8:10:48 AM davethadude369 Is it because it's challenging almost everything we've ever been taught? Because almost everything we've been taught is a total lie? We'll see...

3/25/2020 8:10:56 AM covertress Twitter search:

gee from:realDonaldTrump

3/25/2020 8:11:14 AM keith369me If this is true...your future health will be improved

3/25/2020 8:12:04 AM americanpetal It is sad, isn’t it?😞

3/25/2020 8:13:20 AM chris_cmselec You suggesting we have cash on hand because there could be the possibility of no electronic transactions?

3/25/2020 8:13:54 AM wez45091067 I just recently heard of this lady, went to check her page out, and I was already blocked. pic.twitter.com/eZCl9O2CUt

3/25/2020 8:14:20 AM justspacystacie No one is going to save us. We have to make the upswing happen ourselves. This is the Great Deception. Even the elect are being deceived.

3/25/2020 8:14:57 AM chris_cmselec Why am I getting this tweet on the 25th in the morning?  It was sent out last night, something isn’t right

3/25/2020 8:15:12 AM davethadude369 Get the innocent healthy first. All of my health problems are self-inflicted. Drugs and alcohol. But WOW!!!

3/25/2020 8:15:29 AM orange_starry  http://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1196694929684123648.html …

3/25/2020 8:16:16 AM hpubulis Why is there such radical gun and ammo control measures in the bill? And why aren’t  you saying a damn thing about that!?!

3/25/2020 8:16:33 AM starehope That is a head scratcher for me.

3/25/2020 8:16:40 AM b2zpowersports Thanks MJ12, that is some scary stuff he's discussing. Glad I watched it.

3/25/2020 8:16:51 AM smmmote They push to separate because of a misunderstanding and an inability to grasp what the Awakening truly is. Everything is not LITERAL. 

pic.twitter.com/ElvYiE3M0j

3/25/2020 8:17:36 AM realityloominng I'm reminded of "the mars records" and other people who talk about removing and resisting mind control and subconscious blockades to prevent 

healing or memory recovery.. Maybe it's really about resisting this kind of tech rather than real life neurolizers 🤔haha

3/25/2020 8:18:06 AM mechanic_47 2

3/25/2020 8:19:41 AM b2zpowersports I agree. He's intelligent, and I even like his snarky attitude.

3/25/2020 8:21:34 AM iamyou132 Can you share tangible data?

3/25/2020 8:21:44 AM winklerburke Rey: “Were the Jedi Real?” Hans Solo: ... ‘ “Crazy thing is, it’s all true. The Force, the Jedi, all of it. It’s all true.” —Star Wars VII, The Force Awakens

3/25/2020 8:21:44 AM ronadamspodcast It’s those who over mention Jesus you need to be worried about.

3/25/2020 8:22:16 AM hollydama I'm so grateful. Thanks. 🙏🏼

3/25/2020 8:23:45 AM laura_621 He sites London as an example. I’ll try to find.

3/25/2020 8:23:59 AM davethadude369 Don't slap your forehead too hard. You're gonna need it.

3/25/2020 8:24:12 AM starehope If the bad guys are gone, then why?

3/25/2020 8:24:16 AM jimhayzlett Who wants MJ elite to continue their mission statement?  Not Me, Please Honor My Direct Connection To The Universe without your 

control🙏🏼😇🌎✨

3/25/2020 8:24:35 AM llyr_crypto Well i may have my own personal thoughts on AS, Source Consciousness and Quantum Internet have me perplexed.

 Direct wireless single into the brain, related to past tweets?

We are the computer. You have more than you know.

Base 8 --> is project looking glass. just the router

3/25/2020 8:25:12 AM starehope I'm with you on that one. God Wins!

3/25/2020 8:26:51 AM lovethebeach999 🤣

3/25/2020 8:27:12 AM llyr_crypto remote viewing, and CIA control... This technology has been around before Enigma, 

The space force is more important than we know, the change of the old guard.. 

We are ( our minds ) the keystone...

3/25/2020 8:27:42 AM ktywise That's because he's either a male Sophia or one of the avatars he mentions. IMHO

3/25/2020 8:27:53 AM winklerburke And they had then a notable prisoner, called Barabbas...Pilate said unto them, Whom will ye that I release unto you? Barabbas, or Jesus which is called 

Christ? But the chief priests and elders persuaded the multitude that they should ask Barabbas, and destroy Jesus. - Matthew 27

3/25/2020 8:28:17 AM marty713 Amen 👆👍 Thank you 💕 In This Together  🇺🇲 #WWG1WGA #KAG

#InItTogether #GodWins #COVID19 pic.twitter.com/kVnbkIfadw

3/25/2020 8:28:32 AM lovetru11580901 Well, it is not an impossibility, they could be damaged, I'm proposing however, that perhaps they look different because they have been "transformed" 

because of the change in the configuration of the proteins in the DNA due to something called DNA-Methylation, among others.

3/25/2020 8:28:48 AM krisp1377 Any time! Follow my sis on insta and fb. @LivRiteNow she’s always posting good info about oils! 👍🏻

3/25/2020 8:28:59 AM laura_621 @VeritasPublish

3/25/2020 8:31:42 AM oo1o110 0010110

3/25/2020 8:32:40 AM madmaxmacgyver Here's to the day we can all ask each other, "Which CB1 receptor mutation do you have?"

3/25/2020 8:33:00 AM truth939 If the quantum internet is real, what prevents a more advanced alien race (nefarious) from 'hacking' into our conciousness and controlling everyone on 

the planet?  How would this not have happened already?

3/25/2020 8:33:20 AM upliftingmind I'm experiencing the same. It's something similar to dejavu but not quite. Feeling has been present since finding Q and getting more intense now. Had 

a similar feeling directly after 9/11 but it did not last. All is starting to make so much sense now. No coincidences.



3/25/2020 8:33:22 AM mscronkat ....."here in WestWorld".....🤠😳

3/25/2020 8:33:45 AM atsaduk Xalos- Is CBD something that should be used long term and regularly or only to achieve a balance and stopped?

3/25/2020 8:34:25 AM giediknight Healthy DNA looks like tightly coiled rings, cannabis damaged DNA looks unwound.  Be a lord of the ring.

3/25/2020 8:34:42 AM llyr_crypto im with you there

3/25/2020 8:35:23 AM melhuses 🤔

3/25/2020 8:35:46 AM lovetru11580901 All right.

3/25/2020 8:36:40 AM davethadude369 Q does quote scripture but I don't think I've seen a single word about Jesus Christ. If it was all about Jesus then wouldn't Q say "Jesus Wins!" instead of 

"God Wins!"? Only being about Jesus would be a divide & conquer tactic. That's not what Q is about. Just my humble opinion.

3/25/2020 8:37:05 AM llyr_crypto My thoughts exactly, I fell like many of us who have journeyed " out " have experienced it.. 

Tesla talks about a wealth of knowledge to tap into,

cia remote viewing.. 

Are we in fact, our minds, our pineal gland, the node on the network?

Gloabal consciousness?
3/25/2020 8:37:08 AM djlok I believe him.   I can see why Trump would like him too. He’s sort of like a Trump mini-me but better looking. 

What he says adds up. The only thing I can’t reconcile is why the DIA would need our help in retrieving that Amorpheous file. Seems like they could just 

take it.

3/25/2020 8:37:41 AM kenney_tx One way to skip a generation, I guess.

3/25/2020 8:39:08 AM auroralou3 Very cool. Do you happen to know what episode this is from? Thanks!

3/25/2020 8:39:10 AM hpubulis I’ll live forever!

3/25/2020 8:39:31 AM joeorbit they removed iodine from our food and replaced it with a chemical bromate. 90% of humans are iodine deficient. iodine lets our chemical system from 

our thyroid keep us healthy. our thoughts begin chemically, then electrically. throw in a doses of fluoride and we are cabal slaves.

3/25/2020 8:39:48 AM davethadude369 I believe he mentions that he went to a Christian school and even shows the school and its courtyard in one of his videos.

3/25/2020 8:40:23 AM llyr_crypto is the damaging of our pineal gland, by coffee, sugars, and gmo fats stopping the connection

If said single to be transferred into any one's mind past present and future. Does that not infer 

time is an illusion bond by gravity and gravitational frequencies Qubits are the data

3/25/2020 8:40:38 AM carelaxation So here are my thoughts.. @AustinSteinbart @bigredwavenow (was down this morning and back up now) I'm so glad and mathematical truth to my 

days and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 have very similar mindsets. That is my truth. True for me and my perception. I choose to see.

3/25/2020 8:41:27 AM cstarr888 5:5 It's telling if you look over all the references. 

]stable genius[

🤯🙏💖

3/25/2020 8:41:45 AM miss_ampie "The Quantum Internet is already here." I've suspected this concept was happening for over a year, but didn't have a name for it. A Great Piece of The 

Great Puzzle. Much appreciated. Endless Thanks.  #MessageOverMessenger

3/25/2020 8:42:17 AM pj99576394 Disagree

Pain can reach point beyond meditation

many pain relievers labeled carcinogenic by DS

ie black pepper binds to receptors for relief.

cannabis heals

It’s in the terpenes (oils)

Those exact oils in many plants

Pinene=pine sap

Limonene=lemon oil

CBD product quality poor
3/25/2020 8:43:02 AM karina89350882 Message before messenger

3/25/2020 8:43:04 AM keith369me Many Starseeds/Wanderers/etc have battled...I think I might be one of the few “luckier ones” as my awakening was later and more sudden than most.

3/25/2020 8:44:06 AM westmount_d7 We'll need the Quantum system for NESARA... GLOBAL CURRENCY RESET. Let's to this! 😊

3/25/2020 8:44:57 AM cstarr888 Humans have been "getting by" for far too long. It must have been a collective cry of pain radiating out to the universe.

🤔🙏💖

3/25/2020 8:45:37 AM winklerburke “Towering Genius” seeks glory & burns 4 distinction... (by) enslaving freemen... (this) loftiest genius (of Evilite) will require the people 2 B United w/ea 

other, attached 2 US gov’t & laws, & generally intelligent, 2 successfully frustrate (Evilite Group) designs. - Lincoln1838

3/25/2020 8:46:05 AM battleofever Romney

3/25/2020 8:46:13 AM wolfpackofon3 Right? I watched the video and I'm not anywhere near convinced, in fact, far from it. He claims it's awkward having to make the videos of himself, yet 

over his career he's video-taped himself at different facilities and talking to the camera, so there's one contradiction.

3/25/2020 8:46:16 AM blsdbe #QPlus is playing with us #QIs17? pic.twitter.com/mUwOm7ASus

3/25/2020 8:47:35 AM wolfpackofon3 Another contradiction, Q never claims personal credit for anything, in fact, Q gives credit to the movement, this guy is the complete opposite approach. 

Thinking for myself: it's more likely this guy is an impostor than that he is THE ONE Q.

3/25/2020 8:50:01 AM glittertips1 I don't care about "THE SYSTEM" - I don't wake up and try my hardest every second of every day because some system lets me.  

I wake up and do so because MY SYSTEM requires it.  I'm living in MY world, made up of my choices and my constructs.  Not some oppressor's....

3/25/2020 8:50:15 AM sdane8 Never a fan of weed. When I was a teen unknowingly smoked something laced with PCP; afterward had the same bad experience. One brother, a long 

term user, is a mess. No enlightenment there, just anger. I would consider CBD with no THC, but don't trust the manufacturers.

3/25/2020 8:50:46 AM deanindependent 4/10/20 will be the day! 🎉

3/25/2020 8:50:48 AM jmay07161279 Only free energy no nuclear

3/25/2020 8:51:15 AM winklerburke Folks: Figure IT out! The Creator of the Universe downloaded a Masterplan (several?) of Good 2 a worthy group attached to US Mil. Intel 2 defeat 

Cabal’s ancient Masterplan of Evil. Choose, then congruent w/our Creator?  He picked the best (not the perfect) among us. Deal w/it? ;(

3/25/2020 8:52:16 AM brd369 His last two videos have Connected some dots. 

Its hard to Go against the grain for some and you see a good deal of rejection for Austin from Taller Voices... Use Logic. It took me several days of 

consideration. Trust yourself.

3/25/2020 8:53:23 AM grinder51287840 You haven't watched all his videos... He just explained the " Armor of God " reference.  I'm not saying AS is what he says he is but here's a thought... 

Why not wait until the 10th of April and see what happens with his "Greenland " prediction? It's only a few days away.  BOOM

3/25/2020 8:55:18 AM justbro99900566 😹 do love Malik



3/25/2020 8:55:48 AM irene19176156 Ck this out "17." There are NO coincidences 😊🇺🇸💕

V.P.=THE VESICA PISCIS IS THE HOLOGRAPHIC GENERATOR OF ALL VIBRATORY RESONANCES

VP area leading up to the ETERNAL FLAME. Maybe I'm just grabbing at straws here. Thoughts? @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaRaAshcraft 

@w_terrence  https://twitter.com/AwakeningCat/status/1242836741095976961 … pic.twitter.com/ICkmqiwKmm

3/25/2020 8:56:46 AM gatekeaper1 Were the people of Wuhan taking the adrenochrome prior to it getting tainted?

3/25/2020 8:58:39 AM phreatomagnetic They've never been shy about it

Dominion is what they are about

They keep referring to "The Domain"

Dominance, Domination

Mostly benevolent slavery

or 

Utterly malevolent slavery

That is the choice offered

Perhaps there is a 3rd choice
3/25/2020 8:59:34 AM ckay54 David Wilcock has been doing this for decades.

3/25/2020 9:00:08 AM ascendingadam Easily, but how does that differ from NoName?

Does consciousness = awareness ?

3/25/2020 9:01:10 AM laurabusse Been upping my CBD game

Damn it's expensive

W/ the aim of healing my neurological Lymes

Think MS

I know I have everything w/in me I need to heal myself

I know the spark of the Creator lives in every cell of my body

I meditate for higher consciousness daily

For self and everyone
3/25/2020 9:02:17 AM tyetyler1 I've gotta watch this new @AustinSteinbart video again to get the full nuance of Quantum Computing.

Thank you, Austin!

3/25/2020 9:02:27 AM nschlange I agree,

3/25/2020 9:03:43 AM debbiescholl2 I hate her.

3/25/2020 9:04:09 AM jeaniew11225788 I have asthma and know for absolute certainty that the THC opens up your lungs. I also have Dystonia and it calms that also.

3/25/2020 9:04:26 AM winklerburke I Can See Clearly Now — Jonny Nash https://youtu.be/NkwJ-g0iJ6w 

3/25/2020 9:04:35 AM haterdeep Brotherhood of the Snake is what this is called and this is on Tom Hanks sons chet's body painting... Walking NWO art board.... #satanicelite

3/25/2020 9:04:42 AM davethadude369 I think this is a good attitude for folks have. I wasn't on the "Trump Train" at the beginning but I came around & hopped on. I was skeptical about Q at 

the beginning but here I am. Same with MJ. Same with Austin. I think 4/5/2020 will give an answer to "The Austin Question".

3/25/2020 9:05:16 AM irene19176156 Let me see if Twatter blocks this again. #MAGA #CoronavirusUSA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening #StimulusPlan #Quarantine #Lockdown21 

@realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/keJZL1Qkhd

3/25/2020 9:05:33 AM jaded_pearl Maybe they have. Maybe as we move through the galaxy we are able to experience different spectrums of energy and as we move into the Golden 

Age it's a period of Abundance, Peace & Bliss!

3/25/2020 9:05:53 AM kenosis38928585 I am a cannabis patient in Pa.  I have Colitis and a regimen of CBD and THC combined assisted me in losing 50 lbs of inflammation.

3/25/2020 9:06:09 AM phreatomagnetic I always eat a bud or two raw when I'm trimming, delicious.

3/25/2020 9:06:14 AM vieiraranch Well put Robert @WinterBurke 👏👏👏 try not to get weary in well doing...we are in this together!

3/25/2020 9:06:14 AM grahamfrench247 Post 2912 - 18 day countdown - 12th April. 

[bye] crooked Hillary. pic.twitter.com/7X9jZTfeKG

3/25/2020 9:06:17 AM jaded_pearl Wasn't the same said of @Jordan_Sather_ ?

3/25/2020 9:06:19 AM frazer74855086 These clowns are sending cryptic death Threats' 😂 I've been looking at death all my life, a psychological spiritual war is upon us, illusion is everywhere 

we all win in the end, I win... Whatever Trevor!!! Do me a favour, I'm ready... heaven awaits 🙏

3/25/2020 9:07:20 AM realityloominng Hello ALICE?

3/25/2020 9:07:33 AM gsusgod “Red Forty-five!, ..., Yellow seventeen!, ..., purple Twenty-two, HUT!”

3/25/2020 9:07:39 AM starehope We can only hope.

3/25/2020 9:07:47 AM jaded_pearl I'm hoping for this and think you may be right. pic.twitter.com/x7caNRZwlV

3/25/2020 9:07:57 AM haterdeep  https://thebrotherhoodofthesnake.com/ 

3/25/2020 9:08:33 AM jaded_pearl Conclave property?

3/25/2020 9:09:34 AM dynamicres Pretty sure 700+ carries a lot of weight, so let's get this train moving❣️

3/25/2020 9:10:00 AM miss_ampie Sorry. Dick caught in fan.

3/25/2020 9:10:14 AM manifest_utopia David R. Hawkins, MD, PhD

He transitioned consciousness to next density.

Books: Power vs. Force, The Eye of the I, Letting Go.

Using Applied Kinesiology to measure Truth/False, he set up a scale for emotion/vibration measure of Consciousness. Applies to individual & global.

3/25/2020 9:10:26 AM keith369me Jordan made vids with some of the MJ12 material and interacted with this account

3/25/2020 9:12:17 AM vieiraranch He makes this very clear! If you know Jesus...his application would be quite obvious to you...he is NOT Jesus and he tells you this. The choice to know 

will be yours...

3/25/2020 9:13:05 AM grinder51287840 Yup

3/25/2020 9:14:45 AM samarai_ryan Placebo effect IS consciousness... then why would they try to prove otherwise?? 🤔

Must be important 🌌 https://nccih.nih.gov/research/results/spotlight/091112 …

3/25/2020 9:14:56 AM observingeye2 👀

3/25/2020 9:16:10 AM miss_ampie All the Best, MomAnon. 😘🇺🇸😘

3/25/2020 9:16:52 AM rick_hernandez  pic.twitter.com/hXwgsoRYEK

3/25/2020 9:17:35 AM psi_ink What is Qs twitter?! It will be Potus.

3/25/2020 9:19:08 AM jadedl In the same boat but I blame it on the massive amounts of information swirling around me right now. 😣

3/25/2020 9:19:23 AM queennemesisof1 Is this where high-pitch-tone tinnitus comes from?Corresponds with 10.000Hz and have spoken 3 other people who had same. 

Already noticed that algorithms seemed to 'help' finding right information at right time. But gives concerns.... as if we go from Pedo-Satanist to The 

Borg!



3/25/2020 9:19:23 AM upallnight39 Lol your entire construct of reality is MOST LIKELY built eith building blocks provided  to you by "some oppressors"

Have you fully shattered the 3d/4d constructs?

Are you fully in Truth?

3/25/2020 9:19:33 AM littlemom55 My guess is DS is using China as a front.

3/25/2020 9:20:28 AM miss_ampie 😘😘😘 pic.twitter.com/rOtt2sEjiU

3/25/2020 9:21:09 AM greg00392922 Cannabis is great for us used in moderation like anything. I use oil as smoking is not for me.

3/25/2020 9:21:40 AM samarai_ryan Are you implying that the endocannabinoid system interacts with consciousness? 

The “placebo effect” is consciousness and thus, the unlocking of consciousness through the endocannabinoid system will help us physically heal!! 

🙏🌌

3/25/2020 9:22:07 AM jakekel23656089 Full Spectrum saved my life. Not once, but twice.

3/25/2020 9:23:17 AM joeorbit i believe the iran regime was targeted with very technology that china was going to use to kill the 'agitators' (us).  iran has huawei 5g full spectrum. 5g 

triangulates - directed energy. burn, torture, kill.  we are electromagnetic energy beings and china had big plans.

3/25/2020 9:23:27 AM darrahsfriend The Bill Gates of hell?

3/25/2020 9:24:08 AM awakeningcat Kewl!

3/25/2020 9:26:59 AM samarai_ryan “Conclusion: Thus, based on a review of the literature available in PubMed, this article hypothesizes a conceptual framework within which the 

endocannabinoid system might influence the generation of dream experiences.” https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/28240187/ 

3/25/2020 9:27:14 AM miss_ampie Is home grown better?

3/25/2020 9:28:00 AM samarai_ryan Long term use = no dreams... 🤔

3/25/2020 9:28:56 AM jaded_pearl Nice - very interesting to me, Thank you.

3/25/2020 9:30:41 AM adam51016989 The way I understand it (and I could be totally wrong) is that it’s more of a gradual scale. Yes the goal is ascension but as you go up the ladder you gain 

more knowledge of things. As your vibration rises, more good things start to happen to you. Sort of the avalanche effect.

3/25/2020 9:31:53 AM adam51016989 Why do you say they can’t be in their right mind? The need to end suffering could very well be viewed as being in their right mind.

3/25/2020 9:32:35 AM nschlange For someone who is so concerned about fair trials you would think they wouldn't try to smear the victim of child abuse. Unfortunately for u, you are 

about to be proved wrong. Wait for it

3/25/2020 9:33:12 AM getmainebud In the mmj industry that's what that means, the rest of you not even playing with the full deck of cannabinoids, 😂

3/25/2020 9:34:16 AM 444_q_ This goes along with what Austin said about what would have happened...worldwide slavery... 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1070397741162000387?s=19 …

3/25/2020 9:35:15 AM glittertips1 I don't understand what's funny to you about working harder than everyone around me and doing what's right.  

Pretty shitty. 

The entire world is a construct, so of course I haven't fully shattered it - I've probably barely touched on understanding it.

3/25/2020 9:40:12 AM hermeticaiiyq How about 5G/6G @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/25/2020 9:41:08 AM nschlange Also evidence is for a court of law. T his isn't that. We are free to make up our own minds w/the testimony that we've heard and the info we've looked 

into on our own. You'd be surprised how much HW understands about their symbols & what  they worship.

3/25/2020 9:41:23 AM ewilliams22101 Great video!  The irony is that the internet will be "socialized".  As long as white hats control the military, we will be in good shape.  Thus Austin's young 

age, independent wealth, and Command position.  Many decades of white hat action lie ahead.  #TheGreatAwakening

3/25/2020 9:41:33 AM winklerburke  https://twitter.com/winklerburke/status/1242829564641816577?s=21 … https://twitter.com/WinklerBurke/status/1242829564641816577 …

3/25/2020 9:43:07 AM nydd64 Is the storm just for the USA ?

3/25/2020 9:45:34 AM amy221622 As a certified caregiver, I would never tell my patients that full spectrum is a mix of strains. I explain the cannabinoid content and terpenes on each 

strain I have. You are the only person I have heard stating full spectrum is considered a mix of multiple strains.

3/25/2020 9:46:04 AM upallnight39 Why do you assume you are working harder than everyone if you only put in more slave work for money?

What is it you do that actually brings value? Are you a healer? Spiritual guide. 

Or just more.fodder for the machine?

3/25/2020 9:46:43 AM jaded_pearl Oh my 👀 We have much to learn from the trial & error of the rollout out of 5G

3/25/2020 9:48:16 AM americanpetal If we were detoxed and free of nano technology would (they) still be able to control and override our free will?

3/25/2020 9:49:15 AM hgraceq Why this guy!?

3/25/2020 9:50:54 AM getmainebud ...& as a caregiver I tell my patients what ind./sat. Strains are in our I.W.E., or tincture,  we don't do other extracts, so what?

3/25/2020 9:51:51 AM keith369me Where do you feel you are?  Definitely past cannabis here...peace most of the time.

3/25/2020 9:52:55 AM iamyou132 Post a link?

3/25/2020 9:53:03 AM bluebeach1971 It's not his seal!

3/25/2020 9:53:26 AM deanindependent I for one lost my job at the start of all of this, have no savings because I use everything to support a family of 5 and if things don’t change soon we will 

be homeless and without our 1 car. But I am not alone as many are in the same place

3/25/2020 9:53:47 AM laurabusse Speaking of

Tao consciousness

I watched this fascinating video the other day

Author of

The Tao of democracy

He says from experience

When a group of ppl get together to problem solve or create

Say in a community

A higher consciousness can take over so to speak

And guide the...
3/25/2020 9:54:22 AM sdane8 Thank you for your thoughtful and reasonable post; I wish more people adopted your approach. I find red flags go off in my head when I see so many 

dismissing information offhand. Contempt prior to investigation is a closed minded approach that seems the norm here sometimes.

3/25/2020 9:54:57 AM htriot Thanks for the info share, I found a bunch of his interviews and have them saved to start watching today!

3/25/2020 9:56:08 AM iamyou132 How does quantum internet differ from 5G. Didn’t you previously staye 5G is harmful and part of the depopulation plan?



3/25/2020 9:56:21 AM laurabusse ... group into something greater than themselves

Group mind takes over

Where they all receive the same helpful creative thoughts together

It's amazing

I thought

This is what we need

This is why they want us divided

Imagine how powerful we are if we unite...

We could do anything
3/25/2020 9:57:36 AM 369palm What amazing time to be a human.

3/25/2020 9:57:48 AM avanti_89 What is the green glitching?? Someone noticed?

3/25/2020 9:57:49 AM sdane8 Its creepy as hell, frankly. But intriguing nonetheless.

3/25/2020 9:59:29 AM thenrl Lol

3/25/2020 9:59:44 AM ewilliams22101 The Datto project must be some sort of experiment to see whether people will act to help if "needed."  My guess is the Digital Soldiers will be needed 

during this transition.  Eg., to sell the Internet Bill of Rights to the general public.

3/25/2020 9:59:56 AM laurabusse Good that is pic.twitter.com/LkMRflAjAw

3/25/2020 10:00:56 AM ref_morality Reincarnation isn't the same as Ascending. Stay strong. The goal is to clear karma and stop the wheel of reincarnation.

3/25/2020 10:01:05 AM jasonkirkpatri5 More over how about this was a [bio] released on the world & China near wahun because of the lab was there to bleam them. Now let's think 3 pallets 

of cash

3/25/2020 10:01:42 AM laurabusse Happened to me too years ago but not as bad

Wondering now if it's bad or compromised weed?

3/25/2020 10:01:50 AM truth939 I support Jordan in his push to build awareness and wake the masses.  There is definitely a profit-driven agenda there though.  Half of his tweets are 

about MMS, which he sells.  I don't believe MMS is a totally safe long-term treatment, maybe useful for acute infections however.

3/25/2020 10:02:02 AM roublisa I feel I’m chillin in the blue zone most of my waking hours💙💙💙

3/25/2020 10:03:19 AM genome33 Message over Messenger comes to mind.

3/25/2020 10:03:22 AM laurabusse Thanks

Gonna check this out 👍

3/25/2020 10:04:19 AM truth939 What are the Cabal-engineered methods you refer to?  Is this simply in reference to abnormally high THC strains and products (like concentrates)?

3/25/2020 10:05:46 AM laurabusse Would love to hear your story if you care to share it ☺️

3/25/2020 10:07:21 AM cocopuffster12 Very!!!

3/25/2020 10:08:24 AM marriedyourbro 🤯

3/25/2020 10:10:03 AM laurabusse I go up and down

Trying to be in higher consciousness now more consistently

Bringing it into my entire self for my entire day

Knowing I am source energy in a physical body

Knowing I am already enlightened

Enlightenment is knowing you're already enlightened

3/25/2020 10:10:23 AM tuckerwhalen1 Well exactly Q has no Twitter but can POTUS really signal that he is part of any operations? Hasn't Q indicated that this optic won't happen? I'm asking 

seriously.

3/25/2020 10:10:32 AM nickel_triple Is this STIMULUS BILL we are signing today our first payment of the money that was stolen from all of us? Is THIS BILL going to be paid off by TRILLONS 

recovered from those involved in Human Trafficking? Thank a patriot near you. #WWG1WGA #maga #TrumpVirus #StimulusPlan 

pic.twitter.com/E7O0GZ5Olv

3/25/2020 10:10:39 AM omnamahshivaye2 Not even M44? 🤔

3/25/2020 10:11:23 AM lamieret Yes.

3/25/2020 10:12:18 AM laurabusse I think it's very important now to raise our vibration

Expand it outward

During these times

We must keep vibe high to get thru this time and make it to next level

If we keep vibe high

Cabal cannot fulfill their plans

And we will win

Victory of the light!!!
3/25/2020 10:12:33 AM freedom_sent How do you trust the message if you don't trust the messenger?  Just another voice in the whirlwind.

3/25/2020 10:13:37 AM botmaryjane Its just a flu

3/25/2020 10:13:48 AM diaptera_80 Thanks for explaining quantum internet 👍 Can you also talk about 5G and the many theories?

3/25/2020 10:14:03 AM laurabusse I highly recommend the teachings of

@MagentaPixie 

And her YouTubes

She channels the Nine

For quite some time

Their teachings are most wise for these times

3/25/2020 10:14:42 AM laurabusse That's awesome Lisa!!!

3/25/2020 10:16:32 AM laurabusse Yes it has a taste and smell

I don't mind it

You can usually buy it in flavors

3/25/2020 10:16:35 AM diaptera_80 Will he also publicly acknowledge Q? I have some doubts to that, and fears about public reaction if he really does.

3/25/2020 10:16:37 AM docpalfrancesc2 👑🖤 pic.twitter.com/Gr6PQWQ5Ng

3/25/2020 10:18:15 AM anangelhasland1 It is terrible to smear victims, yes, but it is equally terrible to smear an honest man's reputation with the worst crime imaginable.

There would be nothing unfortunate or fortunate to me if I am proved right or wrong. I am interested in the truth, not slander or rumor.

3/25/2020 10:18:34 AM roublisa Thanks...I’ve been known to dip quite quickly🥴 ...keepin it real😉....efforts recovering quickly  and Zero balance the energy is key💗💗💗 

pic.twitter.com/SesUg5xR4A

3/25/2020 10:18:48 AM laurabusse This is profound wisdom

Thank you ☺️

3/25/2020 10:18:56 AM fredocuomo11 It's possible he's not censored because he's a CIA limited hangout designed to split the Q movement.  Why right now?  Q has been posting since 2017.  

The cabal is backed into the corner and these are their last moves they have.  Roll out CIA assets, unleash a plague, etc.



3/25/2020 10:21:23 AM laurabusse I have found the books and CDs of

Shinzen Young

To be very helpful

He talks about this a lot

Going into

allowing and observing the pain

3/25/2020 10:21:45 AM orangeel2112 CERN

3/25/2020 10:22:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Featured on @DRUDGE.

Why won't you #AskTheQ? http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/why-did-hundreds-of-ceos-resign-just-before-the-world-started-going-

absolutely-crazy …

3/25/2020 10:22:20 AM laurabusse Black pepper?

Interesting

Black pepper here i come!

3/25/2020 10:22:54 AM anangelhasland1 I was commenting on the rather large amount of Anons that are convinced of Hanks' evil so I did what you are supposed to do: Dig. Self-educate.

I only found memes & Sarah A. 

Kinda like the Lady Gaga blood drinking stuff:  Fantasy that will never go to court.

(Sure, I can wait.)

3/25/2020 10:23:50 AM llyr_crypto I keep going back to the social concussions, and the pineal gland.. 

And Telsa worlds about an untapped source of knowledge. 

Is this system already made? And we just have to tap into it... 

Step evolution? from stones and hammers to 1.618?

3/25/2020 10:24:12 AM smith_jere His snarky attitude is most endearing. If I had ever had a son, I would have wanted one with that intellect and snark.

3/25/2020 10:24:33 AM clintjgrey Ok now I'm officially done with MJ.... @Jordan_Sather_ was right!

3/25/2020 10:24:46 AM deanna4congress And now “Prince Charles has tested positive”... Gee:)

3/25/2020 10:25:06 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/uYglW2Tkzs

3/25/2020 10:25:11 AM askbeforgiven Is this the voice of god you have spoke about? If people are able to be anywhere in time and space why didnt they stop this thousands of years ago 

instead of now? Are we just a large vidoe type game with no end ever?

3/25/2020 10:25:34 AM davelew63 WE KNOW 

WE HAVE THE BETTER > QUANTUM COMPUTER pic.twitter.com/ZSbJhh2Ypl

3/25/2020 10:25:36 AM smith_jere Yep. So many still think they are *free*. NOT

3/25/2020 10:26:29 AM theghost6969 Nikki Haley 🤔

3/25/2020 10:27:46 AM laurabusse Tritto

Or quadritto rather LOL

3/25/2020 10:27:49 AM sdane8 🙏

3/25/2020 10:29:26 AM majorhope "CashedOut" going underground!

3/25/2020 10:29:43 AM laurabusse Cartoon of old person

If I'd known I would live this long

I would have taken better care of myself 😂

3/25/2020 10:29:49 AM allonkid Austin Steinbart is a big deal, don't believe how humble he has been presenting himself on youtube and twitter accounts, responding to people's 

questions.

3/25/2020 10:29:50 AM usalawyer_ We shall find out sometime in the future.

3/25/2020 10:30:22 AM jay17768 👀✔ pic.twitter.com/SlflIKBRL5

3/25/2020 10:30:25 AM lightlove21121 😋

3/25/2020 10:32:15 AM lightlove21121 💘

3/25/2020 10:32:17 AM ibringthestorm6 Checkmate

3/25/2020 10:32:55 AM sdane8 I don't believe that Q has indicated this would not happen. I'm fully expecting we'll see this literal tweet. Keep in mind, POTUS could use it in a different 

context. The sleepy sheep may not pick up on it but we would.

3/25/2020 10:33:32 AM laurabusse Message over messenger

3/25/2020 10:35:25 AM chris_cmselec  pic.twitter.com/rs4wZO54zf

3/25/2020 10:35:31 AM ironman4eva Yes

3/25/2020 10:37:02 AM ogmios1440 Hahaha!

3/25/2020 10:37:33 AM ogmios1440 Just as Planed.!🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/25/2020 10:37:57 AM aprilbrown99 The Hunter Becomes The Hunted?🤣😂🤣Probably not a good idea to mess with a woman carrying knives! Silly Hunter [#ALICE]... you’re already 

outnumbered & you don’t even know it. Oh well, some must always learn the hard way.

I AM ready, come at me bruh! I AM going to enjoy this.😁 pic.twitter.com/gIDlrg5w8B

3/25/2020 10:39:12 AM hermeticaiiyq @NotTheMacAnon1 @TheCollectiveQ @JohnTitor33621 @LizzJustLizz @paulmuaddib61 @JuliansRum @aDeo_creata_est @prayingmedic @

The_Q_Files @TrueQanuck11 @IPOT1776 @MAGAPILL @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @J0E007 @JfkJuni0r

💥MIA: MISSING IN ACTION💥

⚠️ #ReTweet ⚠️ https://twitter.com/hermeticaiiyq/status/1242867162945028103?s=21 …

3/25/2020 10:40:14 AM ericchristie So what!

3/25/2020 10:40:23 AM dlnarch I am afraid that The Storm is not what many want to believe it to be.  DJT saying he will sign the stimulus bill is proof positive that we have been 

duped!!!  We have been set up, conned, and who knows what else will be thrown at us.  The time has come to clean out DC!!! 🇺🇸🙏

3/25/2020 10:40:48 AM hauklandsverk Answer: They went on to become CEOs of other companies.

3/25/2020 10:41:33 AM bebetmcg Amazing @hrch8r @tomchiodo @QPatriot17 @X22Report @GravityStorm1 @LisaMei62 @Justice8882 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Liberty__Q 

https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1241001676548513793 …

3/25/2020 10:41:34 AM smalltownindy The referenced satellite array info for those unaware. 

360 Satellites for Space X Starlink currently in orbit.

 https://www.space.com/spacex-starlink-satellites.html …

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starlink#2020%E2%80%932021 … pic.twitter.com/OE2rSpMFbQ

3/25/2020 10:42:21 AM gi6stars D J T = 45 = Q+ = The Greatest President EVER 

#DARKTOLIGHT #THEGREATAWAKENING #THEPLAN #SAVETHECHILDREN #JUSTICE #GITMO #GALLOWS

3/25/2020 10:42:24 AM sdane8 This is an excellent graphic! Thank you! ❤️

3/25/2020 10:42:36 AM atashfire Austin is dropping more dots to connect. Really amazing stuff that the DIA has found someone to sneak under suspicion to deliver the goods on the 

tech front. Too bad for those stuck in their Q egos. Hah.

3/25/2020 10:44:16 AM tuckerwhalen1 Yea I was only thinking that if POTUS posts it then it gives up the plausible deniability that he hides behind. So then I thought FLOTUS? Or a 4 way, 

timed tweet with the 4 branches of military? Or maybe it will be POTUS. I just hope it's soon! Cheers!



3/25/2020 10:44:27 AM truthseeker805 And just like that I am not surprised by any of it.  Go Austin!  Go Austin!  #ThinkForYourself or not Your choice people.

3/25/2020 10:45:06 AM laurabusse Abraham-Hicks says

You know you've made progress when

You dip down into lower consciousness

Negative emotion

And you know it's okay

It's just part of the process

Bound to happen

We just need to accept it as part of the process ☺👍
3/25/2020 10:48:40 AM justice8882 Boom!!!⚡⚡⚡

3/25/2020 10:48:44 AM aprilbrown99 Yes there were two. I left a note on the video with the time stamps. Could not get a clear picture off of my ipad. Hoping someone cal isolate and get a 

clear image. One was at 6:14 and 6:24.

3/25/2020 10:48:59 AM jackarm65081193  http://qmap.pub   http://qanon.pub  for real

just listening to this austin guy, makes my spider senses go into alarm mode

3/25/2020 10:49:02 AM selvestekjetil U sure about that? Where? Show me!

3/25/2020 10:49:24 AM djmurphy5 We are the quantum internet. It’s already within.

3/25/2020 10:49:55 AM natureinspace I remember the time line where quantum computers were decades away from being created and used. When I research quantum computers the only 

things I find are a few 'facts' that dont make any sense. I bet it's going to be the same for 'crispr'. Technologies that suddenly appeared.

3/25/2020 10:50:10 AM jaded_pearl I believe in MMS when necessary, even long term use. I am using it to keep my immune system strong during this crisis. It's not a $$ treatment like 

ozone - $20 vs. $2500 for 6 months. I prefer ASEA but that is $$$. He cant be making much $ off of MMS. Better than flashlite

3/25/2020 10:50:32 AM biffcartwright Interesting... Massive Ordinance Air BORNE?

3/25/2020 10:51:38 AM roublisa Boom! Yes! thank you💗💗💗 pic.twitter.com/lVJddfmA7v

3/25/2020 10:51:44 AM hays_jeannette #Dreams

#Visions

#WWG1WGA

#Q

#Majestic12

#TheTimeIsNear

#Revelations

#Symbolism

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/nwtZzYW4qv
3/25/2020 10:52:35 AM adsvel And smell as well, that weed smell?

3/25/2020 10:52:41 AM 369_is This will help bring you up to speed. I enjoyed it very much, and learned ALOT. I hope it helps you understand the times we are in. @paolobtt4815 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/25/2020 10:54:38 AM willma2005 nice pic to oped just sayin

3/25/2020 10:55:09 AM adsvel I dont like chemo to be added. Any flavour is chem added.

3/25/2020 10:55:52 AM adsvel Thank you so much.😊💖🙏

3/25/2020 10:55:53 AM willma2005 what do mean SO WHAT askin for a fren

3/25/2020 10:56:34 AM willma2005 (they) didnt

3/25/2020 10:57:48 AM alrenshaw3 Hopefully all of them!! We can't trust our Justice department! Probably alot of them facing the military Justice!!

3/25/2020 10:58:54 AM miss_ampie Sometimes brackets are just brackets. 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/25/2020 11:00:38 AM matt_yaknow This guy has claimed to be Q multiple times.  Shill

3/25/2020 11:00:42 AM adsvel The great CEO exodus! This is going to be biblical then.😂😂😂😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/1bltIRNjK4

3/25/2020 11:01:10 AM miss_ampie  pic.twitter.com/IIX7buQWE4

3/25/2020 11:01:38 AM laurabusse No not exactly...

It's different

But don't know how to describe it

It's unique

3/25/2020 11:02:01 AM laurabusse Yeah me too

I prefer natural...

3/25/2020 11:02:39 AM laurabusse You're welcome and much love and best wishes to you and everyone in Britain ❤️

3/25/2020 11:03:10 AM selvestekjetil I know. 

He doesnt

;)

3/25/2020 11:03:24 AM imaginesaibaba DS

3/25/2020 11:03:49 AM adsvel Me too.😊 Even if I dont like that smell, taking like a medicine when I was small.

3/25/2020 11:04:27 AM mishelleo1974 Oh my, was reading the 600 page @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q and A and I am up to page 20 something and I suddenly got so tired....hard to see even....What 

in the World is happening! I don't have a fever that I know about.

3/25/2020 11:04:58 AM sdane8 This is a fascinating theory. Do you happen to have any add'l information?

3/25/2020 11:05:07 AM manifest_utopia Very nice to see you here in Majestic12 thread. 👍

3/25/2020 11:05:10 AM adsvel Same to you dear in America, dont fear all will be excellent! Much Love!😊💖🙏

3/25/2020 11:06:44 AM johnhammar94 How are we supposed to do that?

3/25/2020 11:08:05 AM n7guardiananon lol pic.twitter.com/QuZFsD0ELd

3/25/2020 11:09:16 AM jaded_pearl No-I know it went to the highest court in UK and they were able to ban it based on studies. You can create sound & vibration through magnetics and be 

able to turn the knobs so to speak to Match frequencies or oscillate them out of their vibration. That was the work of Royal Rife

3/25/2020 11:09:27 AM carolin15161363 Do you think the vape is as good as the drops?

3/25/2020 11:09:28 AM coloradoevolut1 AI is fighting back. Take a break, play some music, say a prayer, and feel loved.

You're going #Quantum and have the Star Power of #BabyQ on your side. 🙏💫💕 #WWG1WGA #QAnon pic.twitter.com/46qU9jjXr3

3/25/2020 11:10:23 AM wickedmouse369 Ready to hunt? pic.twitter.com/9nbJ9aAdWg

3/25/2020 11:10:33 AM sdane8 Me too!  Cheers!  😊

3/25/2020 11:10:45 AM laurabusse Agree!

Thanks ☺❤️👍

3/25/2020 11:11:52 AM jaded_pearl My theory is all illness & chronic conditions are due to a lack of oxygen in the cells kreb cycle. It's probably imo 5G - 60hz intensity disrupts the cell cycle 

causing cell death and not cell mitosis.

3/25/2020 11:12:48 AM mishelleo1974 Stopped reading and currently filling the tub, hot water with Epsom Salts.  Grounding Via Indoors. :) 🌟

3/25/2020 11:13:18 AM aprilbrown99 Ready! pic.twitter.com/jAEsvDH1Cz

3/25/2020 11:13:27 AM wavyavibes Christ is in everyone and Jesus wasn’t the only Christ.



3/25/2020 11:14:02 AM wavyavibes His messages were important idol worshipping him is the deception. Cuz see then they will frame his return all the Christians will be around him but it’ll 

really be the anti christ.

3/25/2020 11:14:45 AM yb11333344 Do you think @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is the same person as @looP_rM311_7211 ?

3/25/2020 11:14:46 AM coloradoevolut1 Excellent! Enjoy. 💕💫 pic.twitter.com/icMHbh9CDu

3/25/2020 11:15:06 AM mongrelglory Trudeau didn't succeed in passing his bill in Canada!  The opposition blocked him and brought in a much more reasonable shorter term solution to the 

crisis. 👍

3/25/2020 11:15:28 AM dunkcity Its probably a good time to RT this for those wondering how dishonest and controlled the MEDIA are. Video speaks for itself. 

Thanks again @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Cc: @DanScavino https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1182008427930931200 …

3/25/2020 11:15:34 AM thavannmann No

3/25/2020 11:16:06 AM nm_zsr  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241857125166583812?s=20 …

3/25/2020 11:16:36 AM qanuck4truth Learning the truth and educating future generations to prevent another takeover of humanity by evil forces?? 

I would hope so..

3/25/2020 11:16:55 AM ericchristie I don't need any updates on any of the Royal Family members.  My Royal Family are the American Trumps. Also, the China virus has been used as a 

communist tool to shut down America so why keep using it?

3/25/2020 11:17:05 AM yb11333344 Then this is a coincidence? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242635668154716162?s=20 …

3/25/2020 11:17:40 AM mongrelglory If I am honest, I hover between 350 and 400.  Still get worry creeping in at times, especially about other people, but I am much, much calmer most of 

the time. 😁

3/25/2020 11:18:03 AM joeorbit 5g is bush's starwars-directed energy weapon. 5g has scanning function - with AI they can catalog every person/object by its signature. implant 

thoughts, create aberrations, voice to skull. iran regime seemingly got a preview. nano bots enabled via 5g? ai insects with payloads?

3/25/2020 11:18:35 AM rickster61x  pic.twitter.com/4e8nZrFeh0

3/25/2020 11:19:37 AM anonlegion13  pic.twitter.com/vFNwu1uXBv

3/25/2020 11:19:54 AM marvin_xrp Yes.

3/25/2020 11:20:27 AM sdane8 That's as good a theory as any I've heard. 😊

3/25/2020 11:20:33 AM ndsboy Cash out before the implosion.

3/25/2020 11:20:40 AM mongrelglory It's much easier for people to love when they feel secure.  That's why liberating the planet and bringing reliable prosperity to people will allow them to 

jump up into the blue zone quickly I believe. 😑

3/25/2020 11:20:50 AM willma2005 you may not but the newbies do. please #BeBest. i will too

3/25/2020 11:21:17 AM blsdbe I hear the song in my head ALL THE TIME!!! Well ok, often... pic.twitter.com/pq7ppMttyq

3/25/2020 11:21:27 AM mishelleo1974 Thank you Friend. 😼🙏💕💕

3/25/2020 11:22:23 AM thavannmann I wouldn't say it is or isn't a coincidence. And no one can say that MJ12 or Mr Pool are the only ones with similar information. There could be multiple 

people placed through many twitter camps  with similar thoughts or ideas. Just have to wait and see.

3/25/2020 11:22:26 AM sdane8 Gee, you're good!  ❤️

3/25/2020 11:22:46 AM char06725251 Puppets/ Clones

3/25/2020 11:22:55 AM sdane8 👍

3/25/2020 11:23:12 AM n7guardiananon #WWG1WGA

#FreeTheWorld

3/25/2020 11:23:25 AM barebear01 Absolutely they did.

3/25/2020 11:24:03 AM forrestblake3 I’m still working in California. Mental health peer support worker

3/25/2020 11:24:21 AM marvin_xrp I think it is, i found out this last year. https://twitter.com/Marvin_XRP/status/1187746406368448517 …

3/25/2020 11:24:59 AM jelloquantum Research shows the genetic makeup of COVID-19 precludes it from being man-made.

3/25/2020 11:25:05 AM coloradoevolut1 💕❤️♥💕♥❤️💕

3/25/2020 11:25:36 AM truthseeker805 Another case for Grow your own!  Unless my seeds are compromised?  Hmmm...

3/25/2020 11:25:41 AM skylar13764875 Yeah Baby(Q)! We're going Quantum!! 💫✨☄💥

#QuantumStarPower

3/25/2020 11:25:44 AM mongrelglory Martin Armstrong, a well known financial analyst who prides himself in being connected at high levels, is very perplexed about what is going on in the 

world right now.  He feels there's something going on...thinks it's the Deep State, but can't figure out what the end-game is. 😉

3/25/2020 11:27:01 AM skylar13764875 You are seriously the Queen of Memes ♥😍🤩

#QuantumStarPower

3/25/2020 11:27:47 AM freedom06309369 1.Diagnosed with Epilepsy 1976 at 24, Gran Mal , Absence seizures. 41 years on meds , was in Stage 3 kidney failure 2017, Diabetic 2 for 10 years , high 

blood pressure on med from 1991 , depression meds 1997 , I have a medical background, I research always

3/25/2020 11:29:11 AM tanuqi76 I think it’s full ethanol extract of naturally cured flower, refuced, and then blended to manuka honey.

3/25/2020 11:29:53 AM prawndave Does anyone know what this is from? I've looked for this elsewhere and cant find it.

3/25/2020 11:29:56 AM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/YuCVF6SR6e

3/25/2020 11:30:23 AM jaded_pearl Neuralink?

3/25/2020 11:30:25 AM tanuqi76 And some stays in your mouth and on yoour tongue, and it’s antiseptic.

3/25/2020 11:31:08 AM thavannmann Is his picture still named the same or has it changed? 

(Didn't mean to ask this on an old post)

3/25/2020 11:31:13 AM jaded_pearl  https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/pgkv77/meet-the-cyborg-beetles-real-insects-that-are-controlled-like-robots …

3/25/2020 11:32:08 AM frymanmyloe Im not a fan of vape but vape is instant in your system..i recommend drops

3/25/2020 11:32:54 AM freedom06309369 2. Found CBD oil 2017 to control seizures, have not had a seizure since started CBD oil , the blood pressure pill was causing my heart to not pump 

properly from being on it for 20 plus years , many side affects, was on 7 prescription drugs, blood pressure, Diabetes 2 , Epilepsy,

3/25/2020 11:33:12 AM upallnight39 Oh no you are still a huge sheep operating under the babylonian money magic system

Why do you helieve in debt? Why do you believe someone else should profit so you can have a place to live or food to eat?

Are these not basic rights  http://guaranteed.to  all?

3/25/2020 11:34:27 AM adam51016989 Ok, so it’s sorta like you reincarnate until you ascend? Do I have to reincarnate? How do I clear karma I don’t know exists? Feel like I’m just wandering 

around in the dark looking for a burnt out light bulb

3/25/2020 11:35:10 AM marvin_xrp Looks like it's not anymore.

3/25/2020 11:37:00 AM carolin15161363 What do I do if I wait the appropriate time with drops under my tongue and when I finally swallow it hurts my throat?

3/25/2020 11:37:11 AM thavannmann I'm sure he updates it just as he does his banner. It has NH-DODfE now. I'm sure that means something too.

3/25/2020 11:37:59 AM tanuqi76 I like cbg isolate blended with coconut mct oil.  It’s really fluffy, but melts right in at 110F.   I think I did 1:11 or so ratio.  Helps calming and peace alot.

3/25/2020 11:39:20 AM freedom06309369 3. Started taking CBD oil 2017 with Dr help I titrated off every med in 6 months , within 4 months , bloodwork proven , no longer Stage 3 kidney failure, 

no longer was Diabetic 2 , blood pressure was down , triglycerides and cholesterol down , depression changed

3/25/2020 11:39:57 AM wickedmouse369 On it.

3/25/2020 11:40:42 AM aprilbrown99 Just watched the video again. There was a third at 10:29.



3/25/2020 11:40:59 AM tanuqi76 And I have edible sunflowet oil, made from 1 oz. ground ice cream cake flower per 1 lb. edible oil, cooked 90minutes in a canning jwr in a pressure 

cooker.   I put the vegetable matter in the revipe as well.

3/25/2020 11:41:34 AM nschlange I guess I don't agree w/your conclusions. My neighbor, can scream at his wife all day. He won't end up in court for that, but I can conclude that he's an 

asshat and not associate w/him. You are assuming that Lady Gaga isn't serious about wht she's saying, but I don't assume that.

3/25/2020 11:42:53 AM nobody62354399 Tell that fag to unblock me pic.twitter.com/ALvmns72eb

3/25/2020 11:43:55 AM knowbody1185 I 2nd that...

3/25/2020 11:44:16 AM virginialouelle I believe it will be President Trump who tweets it. Imo

3/25/2020 11:46:20 AM qlover12 Well since I'm terminal and that is all I can get for the pain, I'll take it, but it bothered me when Laura said that, what else can I do, I wouldn't want 

anyone to have to live with this pain 😢

3/25/2020 11:46:36 AM freedom06309369 4. Had buried my son in 2007 cause of my depression, CBD oil tremendously helped , verified  changes by my family. My Dr could not believe the 

bloodwork 😊 I no longer take any prescription drugs . CBD oil must be of highest quality . Oh I forgot 😉 lost 40 pounds after no drugs

3/25/2020 11:47:19 AM ruthlesstruth_  https://www.resignation.info/ 

All resignations since December 2017

3/25/2020 11:48:57 AM dlrowehtfoweiv  pic.twitter.com/fzVxVwaPRf

3/25/2020 11:51:15 AM aleoniea No weed is a cure for lot of things like stroke ..blood pressure etc etc..but only if the leaves are brewed as a tea...its tasteless...cured many people in 

my town....old remedy...very old...our grandparents drank it and our parents and us..works well

3/25/2020 11:51:45 AM deploramal Liquid chlorophyll is one of few supplements that can bind to and flush out heavy metals from your body. Highly recommend for heavy metal detox.

3/25/2020 11:52:41 AM freedom06309369 5. This is my story , I did many more things , ie diet , supplements , I have bloodwork once a year to just check numbers 😊 God bless America and my 

President ♥🇺🇸♥🇨🇱

3/25/2020 11:52:47 AM keith369me We’ve never discussed this before and we discuss a lot...I’ve been watching her more and more lately

3/25/2020 11:52:51 AM thavannmann This is how he feels about xrp pic.twitter.com/80zpGRQF2J

3/25/2020 11:55:48 AM sweanon2 I like you much   thank you for twittering me

Maybe Im short in word r3twittering

But in the end  Im just an anon like you

where we go one we go ALL

3/25/2020 11:56:32 AM realsparkyparks Reporting for duty. #deepspaceforce #DS6 #deepspacewars #quantumtrollmemes @Solmemes1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @greggutfeld the only MOFO 

Sane enough to bring this To the viewing public. #MSM @joerogan who is @JohnGalt through the looking glass. We have quantum control of the 

internet 🇺🇸 https://twitter.com/ulalaunch/status/1241038632523304960 …

3/25/2020 11:58:19 AM laurabusse I watched a video of hers for the first time a few days ago

My mind was blown

Her message is RIGHT ON for these times

Don't fear the black hats

Don't assume the white hats are in control

Meditate

Get in into bliss to raise your frequency

It will help increase the vibe of everyone
3/25/2020 11:59:08 AM mishelleo1974 Well I walk out into the living room and hear that the Bill for the people gives them $600 per week in addition to regular unemployment payments. 

Comes to about $900 a week per work unable to work right now. Sooooo it worked I guess! They are scrambling like rats.

3/25/2020 11:59:21 AM mackdaddi1 You will find out soon enough

3/25/2020 11:59:29 AM mishelleo1974 Per *worker.

3/25/2020 11:59:47 AM laurabusse Thus assuring our success and victory

We cannot manifest a changed world of peace and love

Until we first change ourselves and become peace and love!!!

3/25/2020 12:03:09 PM qlover12 @IngrahamAngle

3/25/2020 12:03:25 PM frymanmyloe It shouldnt hurt your throat ..the taste isnt great so chase it with coffee or soda 

I dont promote vaping because it puts moisture in your lungs ..i know this cuz im susceptible to pneumonia

3/25/2020 12:03:56 PM redhawklady_5 WHO is deceiving themselves? 

WHY? Think #Amadeus pic.twitter.com/A9G0CMusEJ

3/25/2020 12:04:30 PM douglas19611650 Serpents

3/25/2020 12:05:00 PM turboxyde In my experience, too much CBD makes me overly sensitive to environmental stimulus & it took me a while (months) to really saturate my system.

Long term responsible use should be fine.

For CBD, I use 9 drops of 900mg (per dropperful) spagyric blend from "Happy Buddah Hemp."

3/25/2020 12:06:41 PM wickedmouse369  pic.twitter.com/2p0PIwhp35

3/25/2020 12:06:58 PM daganon68 Yep

3/25/2020 12:07:08 PM atsaduk If it makes you too sensitive if you have too much, what benefits has it provided for you at the proper dose?

3/25/2020 12:07:13 PM s0urc3rss Quantum internet happening 🛡

I believe 

@realDonaldTrump @AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

C 🤡 IA genocide era ends.  https://twitter.com/AaronHoughton10/status/1242741579980460032 …
3/25/2020 12:07:15 PM patriot_gypsy Agreed, I have been seeing a lot of people mention spiritual attacks, has me thinking.. this is literally the first time in my life I've actually considered 

wrapping my head with foil and seeing if it changes anything..like this ringing in my 👂 or waves of feeling weird

3/25/2020 12:07:53 PM aprilbrown99 You are amazing Wickedmouse!

3/25/2020 12:10:24 PM mishelleo1974 I’ve had those symptoms for a could years....we need 🎩 to wrap our precious heads in.

3/25/2020 12:11:02 PM keith369me Answer:  FEAR...except the world has changed.

3/25/2020 12:12:25 PM turboxyde If you go back through his videos there are numerous artifacts that pop up like this in almost all the videos.

I have been waiting for skilled image anons to dissect them for any meaning.

If they are more than artifacts/glitches then pay attention to the time stamps/context.

3/25/2020 12:13:52 PM wickedmouse369 I'm trying to figure out if there is any data contained in those glitches or if it is an issue with compression and color conversion.

3/25/2020 12:14:25 PM coloradoevolut1 Hheeh thank you for the compliment. 😍💫 pic.twitter.com/0qVg3uv1Fx

3/25/2020 12:16:39 PM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/HnjZTKrvlg



3/25/2020 12:16:49 PM mgilliamavery Thank'n you! Oh the flack and rolling of the eyes I get, well it ain't nothing  can't handle for the reward of our future love, peace and prosperity !

Appreciate the valued pep talk & your service, Sir! It further reminds me, "We are all in this together!"

3/25/2020 12:18:06 PM ripppel Ready to see some aliens.

3/25/2020 12:18:20 PM patriot_gypsy Right? I have PTSD, but not from war or explosions, I have the POW kind, was a hostage/survival thing and I don't have tinnitus but recently have been 

having noticeable to uncomfortable ear ringing

3/25/2020 12:19:23 PM mishelleo1974 We’ve all been a POW, I wanna say that. The life we’ve been living just hasn’t been that wonderful.

3/25/2020 12:19:36 PM skylar13764875 🤣😘

3/25/2020 12:20:42 PM lizrao4 Adding why they took from our soil, making gmo food & basically eating trash with no nutrients!!😠 Magnesium gone, zinc gone from our food!!

3/25/2020 12:22:19 PM manifest_utopia Thank you! 👍

3/25/2020 12:22:47 PM steeley8756 Because they believed the polls about Democrats winning the White House and were taking no chances. Get out while the getins good attitude. It is 

called take the money and run.

3/25/2020 12:23:37 PM aprilbrown99 Perhaps they correlate to Qdrops? I looked at them but not sure how they connect.

3/25/2020 12:24:30 PM wickedmouse369 I'm going to meditate on that and get back to you.

3/25/2020 12:24:48 PM aprilbrown99 I would guess that nothing moving forward is a coincidence. 🥴

3/25/2020 12:25:00 PM doriblackman I don’t think so..

3/25/2020 12:25:32 PM doriblackman How do you know that?

3/25/2020 12:25:35 PM patriot_gypsy Like yourself I was an innocent in exceptional circumstances, I fell through some pretty obscure cracks to land at the bottom of a very corrupt unit 

under a rare predator, survived 2 years before I cracked, lifted my platoon sergeant by his lapels and took a 20 foot run into the

3/25/2020 12:25:42 PM joelmaunu 100th Monkey was 72% ?

3/25/2020 12:26:16 PM doriblackman Gettin the heck out of dodge

3/25/2020 12:27:01 PM manifest_utopia Posts 614, 624, 1029

Looking for pattern, relation to what @AustinSteinbart was saying at those moments. pic.twitter.com/QlvseI45Xw

3/25/2020 12:27:02 PM mishelleo1974 Too many people have been destroyed by these evil forces.

3/25/2020 12:29:17 PM patriot_gypsy ..side of a Patriot launcher and told him I would kill him while screaming every racial slur that had bottled inside, slamming him against the machine a 

foot off the ground with every syllable..only got so far before the rest of the platoon, all black was on me, it was ugly

3/25/2020 12:30:09 PM mishelleo1974 Lots of bad stuff in the military....I’ve seen things

3/25/2020 12:30:25 PM turboxyde Understandably, your results will vary... supplementing with CBD for me helps tremendously with the chronic inflammation/swelling & pain associated 

from combat & training injuries I sustained while on active duty.

I take it on an empty stomach in the morning before meditation.

3/25/2020 12:30:49 PM the_big_boss87 No es la primera vez que cometen atrocidades programadas! 🦠Crean problema,acción y dan con la solución. Piden perdón y se quedan tan 

panchos!🤦🏻♂️.somos cobayas para todo..Sistema Matrix @rafapal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Nur_Para_Todos @TheFlatEarther @FlatEarth_FC 

https://elpais.com/diario/1997/05/17/sociedad/863820013_850215.amp.html …

3/25/2020 12:32:14 PM mongrelglory That's like the saying...We need to "be the change we want to see".

3/25/2020 12:32:18 PM patriot_gypsy On my way to the hospital they were celebrating and telling me how screwed I was, I was in cuffs and once clearing medical headed straight to 

Leavenworth, if not for a good Dr that demanded to know how I had sinusitis, gastritis and pneumonia BEFORE the beating I wouldn't be here

3/25/2020 12:32:29 PM viking_jeremy Great comments! What a smart cookie!

3/25/2020 12:33:10 PM mishelleo1974 How did you have all those things?

3/25/2020 12:33:19 PM mynamejefuhfuh Nice grammar...retard. 😂👎🏼

3/25/2020 12:34:54 PM patriot_gypsy I lost the next 24 hours, lost alot of blood and was also severely dehydrated, but next thing I knew I was sitting across from my commander with my 

nco chain of command nervously behind me, they said if I let them write this up there way I'd be home in two weeks, I signed quickly

3/25/2020 12:35:34 PM viking_jeremy Nothing can stop what is coming.

3/25/2020 12:35:41 PM cuartero_daniel What do you think about Shakira? pic.twitter.com/MYf0D3I0Vt

3/25/2020 12:36:10 PM splendorian1 I have detested the fed and irs my whole life.  When I lost all in 2014 I concentrated further.  Act you have the power. pic.twitter.com/MCuSDSoUky

3/25/2020 12:36:23 PM lightlove21121 What a coincidence 😎

3/25/2020 12:38:09 PM patriot_gypsy But I didn't go home, they kept me there, on constant special duty doing ridiculous things you wouldn't believe for another 6 months in that same 

platoon under the same men, it wasn't until the 1st sergeant was exposed and thrown off base that they even started my 2 week process

3/25/2020 12:38:48 PM patriot_gypsy So, when we talk about prison..never been there, but I kinda have

3/25/2020 12:39:39 PM splendorian1 Try kratom.  I buy from  http://coastlinekratom.com 

3/25/2020 12:41:30 PM krisp1377  https://www.doterra.com/US/en/p/yarrow-pom-travel-

collection?utm_campaign=us_feb_promo_20&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social_paid&utm_content=yrw_pom_20 …

3/25/2020 12:43:54 PM splendorian1 Try kratom.  I buy at http://coastlinekratom.com 

3/25/2020 12:44:26 PM patriot_gypsy Our 1st sergeant was a 1st class racist and philanderer, he kept our unit on constant field training and barrack cleaning while he diddled as many wives 

as he could coerce,he pushed us like we were in basic training 24/7, I was his very special pet and he made constant ex. of me

3/25/2020 12:47:10 PM mishelleo1974 Sounds like half of not 2/3 of the House of Reps!

3/25/2020 12:47:57 PM patriot_gypsy The morning I snapped was the morning after I got married, I wasn't feeling good and she was in a ball on the floor when I left her, promising to return, 

begging them to let me, they instead taunted me and it all came together in a perfect storm

3/25/2020 12:48:06 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/lThvEsP5-9Y 

3/25/2020 12:48:59 PM patriot_gypsy It's very easy for me to wrap my head around the corruption

3/25/2020 12:49:09 PM cnyer1985 I'm so happy for Brazil. Bolsonaro seems like a great leader from the outside looking in.

3/25/2020 12:49:32 PM krisp1377  https://media.doterra.com/us/en/pips/doterra-yarrow-pomegranate-essential-oil-blend-capsules.pdf …. These are a game changer! 🙌🏼🙌🏼

3/25/2020 12:49:42 PM mishelleo1974 Me too unfortunately. Sucks knowing a lot of what you can not fix alone.

3/25/2020 12:51:31 PM splendorian1 I have been taking kratom to sleep for a year or so it is helpful but not super powerful like pills, also I do not find it addictive at all. I am surprised how 

many people use it and how it is shunned by the medical community who are not very good at their research.

3/25/2020 12:52:30 PM 369palm Excellent choice

3/25/2020 12:54:33 PM patriot_gypsy Right? So now when faced with authority w/unrighteous agenda or abuse my insides insta-boil and I start calculating how worth it" it is. I'm working on 

it 😉

3/25/2020 12:54:38 PM staaacy1981 Gee... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241857125166583812?s=19 …

3/25/2020 12:55:21 PM laurabusse Yes it is isn't it

❤️❤️❤️

3/25/2020 12:55:43 PM v_rags Classic episode and an historic one. Saw an interview with  Nichelle Nichols. Saying after that episode MLK called Her. https://youtu.be/pSq_UIuxba8 

3/25/2020 12:56:04 PM danauito  https://twitter.com/ombudsman4truth/status/1242883761445965824?s=20 …

3/25/2020 12:57:02 PM mishelleo1974 We are in this together

3/25/2020 12:58:13 PM patriot_gypsy Yes Ma'am and Thank You



3/25/2020 1:06:33 PM patriot_gypsy For the record, 1st Sgt Stokes was very unceremoniously chased from the 1/43 ADA C bty orderly room by the Post Command Sgt Major after he 

ripped his pic off the COC wall and ground his boot in it, amidst a flurry of 💥words I heard him say there were 27 conf. IG reports against

3/25/2020 1:10:02 PM tonym3691 Stay safe #Patriots #Bots and #Shills seem totally activated. With all the info coming out.The sleepers are coming out. Including paid ones that are truly 

evil. #COVID19 #StimulusPlan #DigitalSoldiers #WWG1WGA #Qanon pic.twitter.com/tOoDCpbTuZ

3/25/2020 1:10:29 PM rghardy3 Is the Darkness starting today ?

3/25/2020 1:11:04 PM patriot_gypsy He said someone had "swept them under the rug"...it was very educational and I couldn't help myself as I slammed my mop handle to the floor 

pumped my fists in the air and happily yelled " YES!!" Which I followed with a very happy dance Snoopy would approve of.. THAT was worth it!

3/25/2020 1:11:37 PM splendorian1 I have the plan figured out.  Q & Trump Team in a brilliant maneuver manipulated the DS into an opportunity for the public and the entire planet.

  What do we do to force the Q?  Who knows somebody who knows somebody?  This is the moment we have been waiting for.  Lets do it.

3/25/2020 1:12:51 PM tracescorch You see as the light reflected on the 3rd eye of the galactic transmitter & then it bounces off to everyone on the planet.

It's that simple. 😊

3/25/2020 1:16:11 PM kb4landlover well all the matrix references start to line up... smith agents and what not.  and why is the word matrix in the Bible now?  mandela effects also ring into 

all this.  pretty big piece of the puzzle.

3/25/2020 1:19:43 PM patriot_gypsy Sgt Major stopped long enough to acknowledge me with an assessing look up and down and grunted before turning back to Stokes and in a booming 

voice berated him for packing his shit too slow "I want you off my Base and I mean NOW!" I really loved that guy ❤️ at that moment!

3/25/2020 1:23:20 PM patriot_gypsy I danced until they were gone, enjoying the moment in my own dissociative way...like Reservoir Dogs, but it was 1990, so maybe they got that from 

me😉😎

3/25/2020 1:23:34 PM virtuspatri I can't believe that inhaling burnt smoke (from any source) into your lungs is healthy?

3/25/2020 1:23:52 PM truthseeker805 Those who #ThinkForYourself , and move through this world at a higher frequency, Shall we Dance?  Let's raise our energy higher and higher and higher 

together. https://youtu.be/AjPau5QYtYs 

3/25/2020 1:26:15 PM sheerglee1 We are in the pre-storm event...but it is sprinkling and I feel it getting stronger!

3/25/2020 1:27:09 PM peterson_stan1 Hate her actions and demand retribution.

3/25/2020 1:27:49 PM sheerglee1 It will be worth it and so glorious!  It is worth it people!

3/25/2020 1:28:52 PM splendorian1 2) Here is Sergeant Hortons follow up video. https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg?list=WL …

3/25/2020 1:29:15 PM 14fowl @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @mil_ops @M2Madness @martingeddes @FuctupMike @LisaMei62 @MONTANA21016395 @prayingmedic 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IPOT1776 @Inevitable_ET @IngrahamAngle pic.twitter.com/brNpFE10tn

3/25/2020 1:29:24 PM splendorian1 1) Here is a stunning video revealing the DS treachery, how it occured and how it was deflected.  Highly recommended esp. for new researchers. 

https://youtu.be/Qv0QG63ORkA?list=WL …

3/25/2020 1:31:38 PM geranon3 I think everyone whis selling intel is false prophet and deepstate agent.Did ever take any penny for intel?Q my prophet 😇

3/25/2020 1:31:42 PM blsdbe This is the reason why mediation and going within matter so much: we can learn to differentiate between thoughts that are Ours and thoughts that are 

Not Ours. pic.twitter.com/rSFkyquwDW

3/25/2020 1:32:11 PM patriot_gypsy Kinda happy-crying right now, Thanx for hearing me out, guess I needed that

3/25/2020 1:36:38 PM mishelleo1974 Sometimes just listening is the benefit as well. Gives an opportunity to reflect upon our own experiences and finding the common similarities. Like this! 

... https://youtu.be/1Evwgu369Jw 

3/25/2020 1:37:16 PM rosscarwalker So do you think there is empathy in the Annunaki or are they simply cold blooded killers?

3/25/2020 1:41:09 PM dioristano Easter means resurrection!

Thank YOU Mr. President.

"Sounds GQQd" 🙏

#TrustThePlan

#BestYetToCome

#WWG1WGA

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@FLOTUS

@John_F_Kennnedy

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@MagaGlam

@Tinktweets45

@NeoRust

@TransformNow2Q

@DavidaCamorani

#Q.🇺🇲🇮🇹🇺🇲🐰🎻🎵🌄🙏🌍🍀 pic.twitter.com/SBeEd9b91F
3/25/2020 1:46:47 PM cynthia39231414 I think they wanted it to be. That gov't is the heavy for the globalists.

3/25/2020 1:47:25 PM therealjefani He blew my mind today... Thank Q for having an open mind.

3/25/2020 1:56:56 PM cinderdiane Heads need to roll on this one!

3/25/2020 1:59:11 PM divinestarla I started taking it about 14 months back, to deal with escalated pain after an assault.  It has been great for me, no side effects at all, excellent for pain.  

I buy in bulk and cap it myself.  Got my brother off 17 years of opioids with it, as well.

3/25/2020 2:02:46 PM drixer 🤣

3/25/2020 2:05:59 PM krisrobert14 Nice q nonsense retard

3/25/2020 2:07:00 PM krisrobert14 Do you drink bleach too?

3/25/2020 2:14:25 PM elias45732367 Ich habe gerade "wir" geschaut...die Gesellschaft die unter der Erde im Film lebt hat sich das ganze Leben von weißen Hasen ernährt...die weiße Hasen 

Symbolik spielt in dem Film eine Rolle

3/25/2020 2:14:31 PM sunnydkelleu They want to take our guns.   An unarmed populace is easier to take over.

3/25/2020 2:17:33 PM jbobb14  pic.twitter.com/h8V6gtHCa7

3/25/2020 2:21:45 PM flyonthewall882 I want to know how those code words are proven to mean what is alleged. Not saying they don't but where did the legend come from. How do we 

prove the intent of using these words like that.

3/25/2020 2:23:48 PM qthrowingcopper Season 20 Episode 13 

Gone Maggie Gone

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gone_Maggie_Gone …

3/25/2020 2:25:21 PM suecflorida you can easily search all of Trumps tweets. http://trumptwitterarchive.com/archive 

3/25/2020 2:31:15 PM burgersandra Another source:

Corona Virus Notable Cases https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JtEPPqZwwHEqxws_BLh4SgYHGkFyQW5TVr3CR70-ms4/edit#gid=0 …

3/25/2020 2:33:54 PM justins52810527 18 days from today

Actionable 11.4

Enjoy the show



3/25/2020 2:35:33 PM deploramal I buy it at Natural Grocers, my local health food store, but you can also get it on Amazon.  I know... Amazon. 🤦🏽♀️ lol 

I like the one by Benevolent Nourishment. Chlorophyll Liquid Drops. It’s about $25

3/25/2020 2:35:49 PM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1242923938830864384?s=20 …

3/25/2020 2:35:53 PM romanomarianne They are on the FBI’s list. https://youtu.be/-GZFHLAcG8A 

3/25/2020 2:40:31 PM hoodsavior Mainstream media taken over by White Hats, DUMBS bombed by Alliance, Vat...  https://youtu.be/eZg8QaDQKDo  @xhnews @realdonaldtrump 

@whoisfarrakhan @ts_sci_majic12

3/25/2020 2:41:20 PM trolls4truth I've watch them and have yet to see proof. pic.twitter.com/I7OotkdyTs

3/25/2020 2:46:02 PM adsvel Thank You. Where we can get it or buy it?

3/25/2020 2:46:52 PM realeyethespy MAJIC-12 uses 3 typists and Voice of God technology using engineered nanotechnology to permit passthrough avatar control. Future proves past. Read 

all tweets.

(@TS_SCI_MAJIC12)

3/25/2020 2:47:29 PM boy12_jimmy Alien Code, 2018. Free movie on YouTube, no commercials. Interesting aspect to our technology for crypto and mixing in with future ideas of an alien 

world.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/ETnES48W88

3/25/2020 2:47:30 PM deploramal  https://www.amazon.com/Chlorophyll-Liquid-Drops-Deodorant-

Absorption/dp/B01AFI3IEG/ref=mp_s_a_1_5?dchild=1&keywords=liquid+chlorophyll&qid=1585172814&sr=8-5 …

3/25/2020 2:47:36 PM lizatrue4all 👀

3/25/2020 2:47:44 PM kernonowell 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/1gez3JtlsS

3/25/2020 2:50:29 PM adsvel We can buy that stuff just in pharmacies, but again here in UK, I was looking for fluoride free tooth pasta and unfortunately didn't get it. Majority here 

is still walking asleep. Thank You, will look at Amazon... don't like Amazon, but Health first.🙏

3/25/2020 2:51:51 PM cynthia39231414 Indeed,

3/25/2020 2:52:18 PM adsvel How to use it?

3/25/2020 2:53:32 PM eyes_on_justice It's up to us to do our own research.

3/25/2020 2:53:58 PM eyes_on_justice Tennessee????

3/25/2020 2:55:58 PM dhm1954 Somebody did.

3/25/2020 2:57:49 PM eyes_on_justice Map: https://qmap.pub/cases 

3/25/2020 2:57:58 PM ericpartchey I think you would have to give your free will up by Integrating with the Electronics and AI

3/25/2020 3:01:10 PM deploramal It’s the green pigment in superfoods like kale & spinach, so it’s best to dilute 15-18 drops in a small glass of water. I take it 2x/day. If not diluted, your 

mouth will turn green for a couple hours, so definitely dilute w/ water. 

There’s a TON of other health benefits too. 👍🏼

3/25/2020 3:01:54 PM vectom2 I would think edibles should be the delivery system of choice if possible for people with asthma.

3/25/2020 3:02:34 PM deploramal  https://www.organicfacts.net/health-benefits/other/health-benefits-of-chlorophyll.html …

3/25/2020 3:03:39 PM adsvel COOL! It paints my mouth green!!! Definitely will love it! Thank You so much!😊💗🙏

3/25/2020 3:03:57 PM anonpatriotccj 187 of them

3/25/2020 3:06:40 PM chrissyny12 Explain this please

3/25/2020 3:06:49 PM adsvel My grandmaa, she passed away in her 104, she never used any medicine in her lifetime. All she does, in the summertime she collected all kind of 

plants, dry them and use them in the wintertime if she had a flu. Always organic food growth in her small farm.

3/25/2020 3:08:09 PM adsvel And water she drink just from own water well.

3/25/2020 3:14:27 PM antij1111 Just stop it! 0 chance that loser is Q! Clown🤣

3/25/2020 3:14:31 PM bluerob67 You REALLY need to watch the whole documentary or read the book. The interviews are good, but, lots in the doco. You'll soon see why JFK wanted rid 

of clowns...

3/25/2020 3:17:05 PM bluerob67 I've read about this also, but, finding the "real mccoy" aint easy...

3/25/2020 3:17:14 PM bluerob67 The black pepper

3/25/2020 3:17:48 PM bluerob67 Thank you. I'll go digging.

3/25/2020 3:22:05 PM gypsyblue108 THESE SAME *SS F*CK*ERS TWARTED THE 'REIGN' OF JOHN F KENNEDY'S "CAMELOT"

LET'S TAKE THEM DOWN

IT'S 2 YRS SINCE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WERE DUE DECLAS!! SIGN THE PETITION TO DECLAS & EXPOSE 7TAKE DOWN HOUSE OF CARDS!!! BE A HERO! 

https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1242606750345441281?s=20 …

3/25/2020 3:23:31 PM ujja45105810 Excellent job 🙏

3/25/2020 3:26:05 PM aaronhoughton10 We are going live in about 10 minutes. Doing are best to get these started earlier. I'm hoping to cover some more of the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12's 

document that we started last night as well as @AustinSteinbart's EPIC new video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5-MVbtH7tw …

3/25/2020 3:27:07 PM skylar13764875 Grt thx will b there

3/25/2020 3:30:35 PM cathrenmarksen And the big V shape for Vampire  at the front end of the blood red car

3/25/2020 3:34:29 PM normal_wizard The immediate backing of Steinbart is a bit suspicious. It means they've either been evilbadguys misleading the awakening community the whole time 

(and I'M supposed to be the One leading everyone... woops) or it means Mr. ClownClowner really is in charge of clown cleaning...

3/25/2020 3:38:29 PM nodeceit1 Reincarnation is another lie from the pit of hell. When will people wake up to the fact that Satan is the enemy of the whole human race! He has 

proliferated the earth with all kinds of cults & diversions designed to deceive & cause u to miss the salvation offered by Jesus Christ! 

pic.twitter.com/VM6IJeC6yZ

3/25/2020 3:40:56 PM realeyethespy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 3:42:05 PM heike_ngan Yep. QI has had a field day on me in the hands of the death cult. So many incidents of their puppets knowing ordinarily unknowable aspects and events 

in my life and weaponising them against me. Shocking; but I KNOW I’m not nuts, and I have a photographic memory.

3/25/2020 3:43:29 PM s0urc3rss Did you see his Quantum Internet video? Regardless of the future outcome, it's fascinating. I want to hear more about upcoming technology.

3/25/2020 3:44:09 PM pj99576394 I was licensed in AZ 4    2yrs.

A quality control prob not plant

Researched to understand how works

Searched for sellers

Trueterpenes & Infinite cbd

Make my own oral & salve

Trueterpenes get oils from non mj plants

Gas chromatograph exact match to mj&hemp oils
3/25/2020 3:44:14 PM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/t8JM2A9O9A

3/25/2020 3:44:52 PM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/REW0msW6gS

3/25/2020 3:45:03 PM elijahqdust  pic.twitter.com/g3u2mL7Pjs

3/25/2020 3:46:12 PM danauito Arisen Cain https://twitter.com/LightworkerCain/status/1102233073616248832?s=20 …



3/25/2020 3:46:41 PM barrysoetoro15 We been had again!!!! @Shalys_Petty

@StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @QTAnon1 @RedPilledCult45 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DEPLORABLEREEG1 @WSkywatch @RealMAGASteve 

@MissILmom @Real_EllieBrown @RealCandaceO @RealDrGina @RealJamesWoods @RealMattCouch @RealPatriotGirl 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/high-consequence-infectious-diseases-hcid …

3/25/2020 3:47:02 PM bluerob67 Mate, I wish I paid more attention in school instead of guitars, girls, weed and cars....I'm dumb. I can grow it, but, making stuff? Hell no. Plus the smell. 

Old dude over the fence have cops here in 5 mins. No thanks...

3/25/2020 3:47:32 PM mynamejefuhfuh You need to capitalize that “Q”. #WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 3:51:02 PM pj99576394 Abt 20 yrs ago they added blk pepr to list of “bad” w avocado, butter, coconut oil etc

researching CBD, studies said avoid blk pepr, nsaids, tumeric & others

bc they also bind to endocannabinoid receptors stopping cbd from linking

BS worried abt cancer, want ppl dependent on oxys

3/25/2020 3:51:48 PM anangelhasland1 Interesting to me that you choose to believe Lady Gaga but not Tom. 

(Perhaps it is easy for you to think the worst.) And you are believing her bad poetry is a coded message about vampirism. This is much different than 

hearing an actual victim’s cry nextdoor I hope you realize...

3/25/2020 3:52:52 PM qsp1racy Can anyone retrieve @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tweets of the fear quote from the movie 'Dune'?

Was it deleted?

Thought it was odd that they keep talking abour FEAR and Q said "Do not fear" to prove Austin. 

And both Austin and MJ have both tweeted the Tesla meme...

🤔

3/25/2020 3:53:03 PM cosmic_engineer Empathy is used for manipulation and proper strategy.

It's all about power over others.

Others are just tools. 

Most of the time l, you are more useful alive though.

3/25/2020 3:54:27 PM bluerob67 I've read about this. I was on Oxy, Lyrica, Fentanyl, Valium. Now weed & oil only, but, from pharma. Can't find organic...

3/25/2020 3:55:40 PM qgirl60  pic.twitter.com/SFFNaKMlzv

3/25/2020 3:56:56 PM damienwelsh4 Is he Q? I don’t know. However his message is consistent with the motives of the movement - he hates McCain, hates the elite death cult, hates the 

MSM and is pro-Trump. It all lines up

3/25/2020 3:57:14 PM tikpaq @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/alextomo/status/1235117523034464256 …

3/25/2020 3:59:32 PM missilmom Exactly!!!👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

3/25/2020 4:00:39 PM askbeforgiven Is there a way to search certain items that intrest you?

3/25/2020 4:00:44 PM krisrobert14 I don't need to do shit, after hanging out with David Wilcock I've decided yall are a bunch of gullible fools

3/25/2020 4:00:57 PM unodellafollaf1 Edited.

3/25/2020 4:01:11 PM pj99576394 Learnd on line

used pure crystal isolate hemp CBD

& non mj terpenes so legal no THC

fam calls me siri, bc I ans b4 her

my head collects info

Was told 50yrs ago I’m a Jack of all trades, master of all

need 2 know how things work, try it & move on

Didnt get it @ 20y

But c it at 70
3/25/2020 4:02:56 PM dripidydrip Implants, right?

3/25/2020 4:03:08 PM jeebaleebs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 4:04:20 PM bluerob67 Ok, cheers. Might give it a go. They are letting low risk offendersxwalk from jail. How many plants will I heed in your opinion to start?

3/25/2020 4:06:29 PM auroralou3 Awesome! Thanks

3/25/2020 4:06:56 PM cstarr888 Message over messanger. Are they endorsing or pointing to info?

🤔

There is info. Some kind of shenanigans as well. 

🧐🙏💖

3/25/2020 4:07:03 PM pj99576394 They list what their oils relieve

Many even have cannabis strain names

You can add drops to food, cigarette paper direct under tongue

Oil so not mixable in water http://Trueterpenes.com 

3/25/2020 4:07:45 PM curtiskapitan #WelcomeToTheStorm #HammerOfJustice #TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #DemocratsExtinct #TimeIsUp #TIMBER #ADIOS #GAMEOVER #iddQd

@SGTreport @X22Report @StormIsUponUs @QAnon_Report @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/pPkLoM0FcO

3/25/2020 4:09:11 PM bluerob67 Thanks for the info!

3/25/2020 4:11:46 PM shasty469 Who designed it?

3/25/2020 4:12:07 PM cityranch He doesn’t sell MMS.

3/25/2020 4:12:17 PM law88loren It's Happening, #DeepState money makers being arrested for drug dealing. No wonder @SpeakerPelosi is so agitated. Her border crew is being locked 

up. #KAG #WWG1WGA #USA #PatriotsAreInControl @CraigRSawyer @T_S_P_O_O_K_Y @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EagleMountain6 @JudgeJeanine 

https://twitter.com/PatriotTPaine/status/1242905349482582016 …

3/25/2020 4:13:23 PM cityranch They have. They live on our fear and anger energy

3/25/2020 4:13:34 PM nschlange Actually as far as that goes I was talking about Tom, and look how you did that. I said her husband yelled at her, not that she cried. I didn't take her msg 

anymore or less then what she said and it didn't sound like a poem. Do you know Tom? You seem awfully invest. 4 sm1 u don't

3/25/2020 4:14:23 PM hollylandes I bet he takes the malaria medicine

3/25/2020 4:16:52 PM nschlange Also, has Tom ever come out and said that Sara was lying? I don't think he has. If Tom wrote I TH am a pedophile, I'd believe him too. I don't think you 

want to know exactly what is going on in HW. You would rather think it's a bunch of ppl not knowing what their doing.

3/25/2020 4:19:47 PM debbiescholl2 Good advice!

3/25/2020 4:19:48 PM davethadude369 It's "The Elite Gong Show"... https://youtu.be/DTTtld-gkVw 

3/25/2020 4:20:50 PM mongrelglory Arrests already happening in Italy MJ-12? 😎 https://twitter.com/madly_offkilter/status/1242868379230375936?s=20 …

3/25/2020 4:21:31 PM deplorabletrini Actually, it's literally good vs evil.



3/25/2020 4:23:32 PM gsusgod Red = Republican

Yellow = Q

Purple = Royalty

3/25/2020 4:24:13 PM anangelhasland1 True enough. I assumed the yelled-at-wife was not silent. My point about the difference between firsthand knowledge of asshattedness and third-

hand suspicions of evil remain intact.

The second can actually serve the goals of the evil quite nicely is my concern.

3/25/2020 4:25:43 PM shallknown I think we've allowed our imaginations to run wild.

I dont foresee Marshall law, mass arrests, or any sort of mass awakening of the sheep.

I think this will end, go back to normal life. Election will come, hopefully he'll win, and a few people might get convicted. The end.

3/25/2020 4:26:50 PM americanpetal 💥

3/25/2020 4:26:58 PM roublisa Nice catch....oops😆😆😆

3/25/2020 4:28:27 PM anangelhasland1 I am no fan of Tom Hanks (overacts) or Lady Gaga (just...awful). That poem is like something a junior high school girl would write bored in class. 

Meaningless drivel. 

I have lived near Hollywood pretty much my whole life so I know how sick it is. Young girls sign up on faith.

3/25/2020 4:31:00 PM anangelhasland1 If it was more than just the one “alleged victim” who is clearly unhinged, I’m sure TH would release a statement (like Oprah did.... that sure went well!)

3/25/2020 4:31:39 PM burgersandra Perhaps Austin is describing V of G technology.

 https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20Voice%20of%20God&src=typed_query …

3/25/2020 4:34:05 PM cynthiamorrow8 To claim he is a dictator?

3/25/2020 4:34:07 PM realmasteryip LMFAO! Hi Austin you loser..

We know it's you. 

Here. https://twitter.com/RealMasterYip/status/1241832188598865920?s=19 …

3/25/2020 4:35:49 PM patriotswegoall COVID-19 = Marker?

Locations of both CV cases and sealed indictments are quite similar.

Will not be surprised of CV cases match closely to that of the number of sealed indictments in all US states.

3/25/2020 4:36:54 PM carriebryson2 Maybe one day my mind will get there.  Love to read though

3/25/2020 4:38:35 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/25/2020 4:39:27 PM carriebryson2 My shared souls.  It cannot happen soon enough and it’s going to hit like a concrete tidal wave

3/25/2020 4:40:01 PM mongrelglory No, this goes beyond VOG technology.  This taps into quantum consciousness where every point in the universe is connected to every other point.  It's 

really mind-bending!

3/25/2020 4:41:46 PM patriotswegoall Opportunist people in those Satanic temples. Not the kind of Satanists we're looking for.

3/25/2020 4:41:57 PM americanpetal It is

3/25/2020 4:42:27 PM carriebryson2 Me too!  Very very interesting soul

3/25/2020 4:42:54 PM thekimschmitt Mine either.  Clueless.

3/25/2020 4:43:03 PM neilbridgman Find the mj12 message of disclosure. 600pgs

3/25/2020 4:44:05 PM sparkleloung Yes. And I am totally puzzled why @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 supports this jackass under the guise of “message over messenger”.

3/25/2020 4:44:37 PM cjtruth Because it is him

3/25/2020 4:45:52 PM samsmith0319 I Agree...And the fact our food chain and environment has been a direct attack on our pineal glad to calcify it and shut it down!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/25/2020 4:46:04 PM kenikafantifa Damn right they do.

3/25/2020 4:46:18 PM spearman112 SCARE EVENT NECESSARY.   Q

3/25/2020 4:46:25 PM samsmith0319 Indeed!!!...👀...

3/25/2020 4:47:23 PM patriotswegoall Smoke signals.

3/25/2020 4:48:08 PM pj99576394 Said I didn’t use mj plants. I bought non THC containing hemp CBD concentrate & terpenes extracted from non cannabis plants.

They are identical oil based on a scientific test as to what is in the cannabis bud.

 http://trueterpene.com  &  http://infinitecbd.com 

Both purest product

3/25/2020 4:48:56 PM rhondasaddress  https://t.co/PEoCl2UvTi  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1242959832463953920?s=21 …

3/25/2020 4:49:47 PM williebhere The storm... comes from the heavens. The order??... sky event???

3/25/2020 4:50:13 PM samsmith0319 Hmmm...Interesting...👀...

3/25/2020 4:50:35 PM bluerob67 I think importing CBD products into where I live is still illegal? I'll have to find out. Kinda hard when you (me...) at home 99% of time...Thanks again for 

info. The plant question was in regards to organic oil. Thanks again for the info!

3/25/2020 4:51:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 When ALICE is forced to comply.

3/25/2020 4:51:13 PM askbeforgiven He has me blocked too was my fault. But I will still support him.

3/25/2020 4:51:40 PM larkalec jeeps.

3/25/2020 4:52:18 PM samsmith0319 ;)...

3/25/2020 4:54:01 PM antoniogustinio I downloaded the Majic12 file and IS/BE jogged a memory. https://youtu.be/AFk8qKO-Z50 

3/25/2020 4:55:10 PM ycremdnaecarg Can you explain what that means?

3/25/2020 4:56:14 PM japarkerart @Dan_Jennings

3/25/2020 4:56:19 PM burgersandra WWG1WGA in the universe

3/25/2020 4:58:01 PM orgonix23 just one to wet your pallet pic.twitter.com/eWEFi9AzYP

3/25/2020 4:58:49 PM mardigarcia nice vid. i like what @aug_tellez says we are not afraid of reality, we dont have to be...they have to have an "in"...thats us. dont give it

3/25/2020 5:00:27 PM burgersandra Is your banner of a scene from Instinct a clue? you wrote:

"Survival instincts tell you to kill your enemy to stay alive. What if you knew your enemy?" https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-

disclosure.pdf#page=387 …

3/25/2020 5:04:32 PM lamieret 🙏🏻

3/25/2020 5:06:12 PM lamieret I have faith that your President has your best interest in mind and the best for your country. I pray Brazil is successful in this...

3/25/2020 5:07:51 PM process_facts If things are indeed as he claims, his logic makes sense.

However, if you have those capabilities at hand, how do you lose? 

How incompetent are the cabal, if they “control” time and can read everybody’s mind and still fail. If Satan is watching, he must be considering 

#walkaway

3/25/2020 5:07:59 PM lamieret I’m pretty sure the storm will come on the first and the tenth will begin the celebrations culminating on Easter..for us, not great for the Cabal.

3/25/2020 5:09:26 PM purple_maga Watching you now! You are right! It's an obsession now! Though I am technically challenged.  Lol

3/25/2020 5:10:31 PM cryptogamer11 He he for real?

3/25/2020 5:10:57 PM realsparkyparks You see the same thing

3/25/2020 5:10:58 PM purple_maga Yes we that have only been yt and fb are coming inboard!

3/25/2020 5:11:45 PM realsparkyparks Exactly

3/25/2020 5:11:55 PM pj99576394 Hemp CBD is legal in US. If you live else where do a search. But duggest using duckduckgo or brave

3/25/2020 5:12:20 PM rikcags If You get confused it's because the HS is trying to tell you something, if it doesn't give you peace... huh if Jesus it's not in it's simple because it doesn't 

come from Him...be smart.



3/25/2020 5:13:22 PM maxthecat432 I think they may be stenography! Possibly a message in there that way, you may need the original video as the 'key'

3/25/2020 5:13:29 PM jljensen326 Fascinating? He spent the whole 1st half of that 10 min. video attempting to debunk his debunkers

3/25/2020 5:13:36 PM therealjefani Verified! pic.twitter.com/3sbD6Fh940

3/25/2020 5:14:17 PM realsparkyparks We’re on the same page. The question is where is here and how much of the shroud will fall? How fast will it change? Where will reality land when it’s 

over? #node #DS6

3/25/2020 5:14:49 PM pj99576394 Here in US all dispensary Cannabis & hemp are organic, usually indoors and hydroponically grown.

Heck those growers sit up all night with plant that bud to vidually see when oil release is at optimum

3/25/2020 5:15:22 PM maxthecat432 MJ12 said it was to force ALICE to comply, so maybe the message wasn't for us

3/25/2020 5:19:18 PM n7guardiananon Its happening https://youtu.be/dqLRd4neGGE 

3/25/2020 5:20:15 PM kevinmruel Need to watch emergency med flights for smuggle and waters... hiking trails @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 5:20:53 PM patriotrisingq  https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew  check this and other vids for a clearer understanding

3/25/2020 5:21:59 PM burtqueue Who is Alice?

3/25/2020 5:23:26 PM kathymerfeld Great Question! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Can you verify? But if everything has already happened.....

3/25/2020 5:24:46 PM b2zpowersports Agreed! There's so much cryptic shit being put out lately, just spell it out! Give us a direction and we'll run with it. 

I thought ALICE was HRC, but now I'm thinking it's not.

3/25/2020 5:26:03 PM pj99576394 says Australia use of Heml CBD is legal. 

Check out websites, see if they ship to you.

If you are interested in which terpene  http://trueterpene.com  for pain & inflammation I can tell you. 

I might have a card that lists other symptoms.

 http://Infinitecbd.com  look for isolate,

3/25/2020 5:30:21 PM winklerburke How will investing work... if access to quantum computers let’s you see the future?  Stocks? Bonds? Property?

3/25/2020 5:34:09 PM malibubeef Where did you get the majestic12 file?

3/25/2020 5:34:24 PM crzycnuk101 ALICE not Alice. 2 different things/ppl

3/25/2020 5:34:25 PM crisco2377 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic, could u kindly elaborate this statement in light of recent circumstances??  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1209546272803360768 …

3/25/2020 5:34:47 PM kathymerfeld Will a person need to have implants such as neuralink to connect to the quantum internet?

3/25/2020 5:34:48 PM crzycnuk101 Alice is HRC. ALICE is not.

2 diff things

3/25/2020 5:36:25 PM burtqueue Again.....same question....does anyone have an answer that's not a riddle?

3/25/2020 5:36:39 PM awakeningthe17 @AustinSteinbart

@CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@J_D_Abercrombie https://youtu.be/giQ8xEWjnBs 
3/25/2020 5:38:16 PM timeleasure This is not Q. Go to @StormIsUponUs @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth for Truth.

3/25/2020 5:38:38 PM cryptogyu #Q #QAnon #Seventeen #ThePlan #COVID19 #DeepStateTakedown  

Listen to the brothA he is dialed in. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @carmindabrendel @rexjonesnews @SandiaWisdom @pittman_george 

@DavidJHarrisJr @40_head @HugaWendy @kate_awakening @Chris_Losh_

 https://youtu.be/7uMCGYqLi8g 

3/25/2020 5:38:56 PM crzycnuk101 Answers cannot be spoon fed. Do your own research. You ve been given a crumb. Follow where it goes.

If thats not your thing. Then cant help ya.

3/25/2020 5:40:25 PM shining91109743 You can search MJ12.  Ie: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Alice

3/25/2020 5:40:42 PM nova76985142 Definitely was not compromised for me or my mom or sister.. who were all in different states with different organic/pure weed. But we all realize we 

must have similar chemistry.  All of us had reaction that lasted a week or more. I’m not anti-weed. Something just goes awry w/me.

3/25/2020 5:41:29 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1109634923093209088?s=20 …

@BurtQueue

3/25/2020 5:42:43 PM findthelight17 Wonder who took the photo 🤔

3/25/2020 5:43:54 PM awakeningthe17 I am writing out a list to save for quick tweets you want yours added ?

3/25/2020 5:44:24 PM justice8882 Definitely!  Thanks!

3/25/2020 5:44:52 PM gypsyblue108 no more patience for that; 

followed Joe & pm for a loooong time & still respect their work, have pm's good historical "calm b/f the storm";

smacked down @cjtruth on @GregRubini  a few weeks ago;

they are stuck in an old paradigm

3/25/2020 5:45:15 PM shazbot17127277 I *think* ALICE is the AI which Big Tech uses to censor social media posts.

3/25/2020 5:46:23 PM 369_is @JohnHammar94 I hope this thread helps. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1066849260312948737?s=20 …

3/25/2020 5:47:18 PM gypsyblue108 anyone who REALLY WANTS to BETTER OUR COUNTRY will go & sign this petition to declassify unredacted files r/t the JFK assassination 

https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1242606750345441281?s=20 …

3/25/2020 5:48:27 PM doubler729 @Twitter why are you silencing my notifications from certain accounts? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @TommyG

3/25/2020 5:48:35 PM upliftingmind Austin = Majestic

3/25/2020 5:49:38 PM neapatriot Ty Sir!

3/25/2020 5:49:56 PM nemesis_tan ALICE is not by some. But if you truly were God, this makes so much sense. In fact, in his works there are several times where he refers to his staff. We 

also have many other references to his staff in the Bible. The table below is an index of Jesus' many references to his...

3/25/2020 5:50:22 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1063103921667915776?s=20 …

3/25/2020 5:51:27 PM nemesis_tan Isaiah 43:7 - "The Lord shall give them what they ask, and it shall be given them."

"The Lord shall give them what they ask, and

3/25/2020 5:53:30 PM lightwithin7 Yep. Waiting.

3/25/2020 5:55:02 PM lvlightx That's how telepathy works.

3/25/2020 5:56:48 PM tribbleindustr1 The Ashes of the Singularity PHC would like to have a word with you. https://youtu.be/TkFjDHSSEr8?list=PLQOhoj6-qgDz3sFKm4e6xS9q-ngPIhLzF …

3/25/2020 5:57:18 PM ancho82666258 MJ, will the no voter ID and mail in ballot harvesting provisions make it into the final relief bill that Q+ signs into law?

3/25/2020 5:57:53 PM dontdrinkthek12 Double meaning



3/25/2020 5:58:35 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/UUnkaC2hSu

3/25/2020 5:58:50 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/oTEfMcUhRY

3/25/2020 6:00:36 PM breezybree270 Finally the Goddamn Q covers this.

3/25/2020 6:01:34 PM rghardy3 Has the 10 days now started for MAJIC  ?

That means Something BIG is about to go down.

3/25/2020 6:02:36 PM eo_swan “I never walk into a place I don't know how to walk out of.”

-Ronin

3/25/2020 6:03:28 PM lightwithin7 Wow, you nailed it!

3/25/2020 6:03:54 PM trolls4truth Still not convinced. I like Austin, but I'm a natural doubter, so I'll wait for the 5th.

3/25/2020 6:06:00 PM bluerob67 Thanks again for your info. I've been using a vape (Volcano) for the buds. Bongs burn it was told. So, hopefully inhaling said terpenes and also drinking 

oil. Mate of mine just mentioned he's going to try & grow for oil. He has the land. I'll go looking for the CBD also. Thanks!

3/25/2020 6:06:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quantum internet was disclosed in Stargate SG-1 with the communication stones. More frequently used in Stargate Universe, but essentially the exact 

thing that was revealed today.

3/25/2020 6:07:20 PM qstormwatch Future proves past.

3/25/2020 6:07:38 PM sliceman420 #Starlink will be destroyed

3/25/2020 6:08:16 PM lorenzosghost it's like an all knowing AI guide to the galaxy.

3/25/2020 6:08:30 PM islandofdelight Check out Devs on Hulu #majestic

3/25/2020 6:08:36 PM werascending Is Starlink there to increase Earth’s frequency?

3/25/2020 6:08:43 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/UNIcDMekyL

3/25/2020 6:08:46 PM jballz1021 MJ12 selling ice to Eskimos. GTFO.

3/25/2020 6:08:46 PM truth939 Anybody know what episode?

3/25/2020 6:09:03 PM n7guardiananon we could be experiencing it somewhat now and wouldn't be the wiser...hypothetically???

3/25/2020 6:09:05 PM tpm1776 This tech exists in some people. Experiments that got away.

3/25/2020 6:09:15 PM joanofamerica Everyone should watch SG1

3/25/2020 6:09:35 PM deanna4congress What do you know about “Ender’s Game”?

3/25/2020 6:09:40 PM islandofdelight Steganography? Hijacked Upload? Tracking Code? Time Marker? Coincidences do not exist.

3/25/2020 6:10:27 PM wahiggins3 I am really enjoying that show and can't help but think how #Majestic it is!

3/25/2020 6:10:44 PM catrinamichelle I'm confused

3/25/2020 6:11:07 PM my2sonznme Can’t take the credit...just wanted to share because I think it does nail it!! When do we get the tweet...?

3/25/2020 6:11:41 PM terrylu00064423 You need to check out 

 http://www.nicholson1968.com 

He has much information on this subject.

3/25/2020 6:12:21 PM jimilightspeed Quantum entanglement is a strange and wonderful thing, can you say teleportation device?

3/25/2020 6:12:33 PM brent27974874 What was revealed today? Link anyone?

3/25/2020 6:12:55 PM steveroye That happens to BOTS sometimes. 🤪

3/25/2020 6:13:09 PM breezybree270 It’s Not the cell phones it’s the towers that are gonna be everywhere.

3/25/2020 6:13:14 PM gypsey_me hahaha, me too

3/25/2020 6:13:15 PM rebornkingent What percentage today @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 6:14:03 PM terrylu00064423  https://www.nicholson1968.com/can-u-hear-me-now.html#tab2 …

3/25/2020 6:14:14 PM jonathanjones02 M12 is referring to @AustinSteinbart latest YT video

3/25/2020 6:14:20 PM victorg_45 Project Pegasus

3/25/2020 6:14:27 PM jbcloud  pic.twitter.com/oJqSPSLgGv

3/25/2020 6:14:47 PM gypsyblue108  https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1242606750345441281?s=20 …

3/25/2020 6:15:09 PM bereantype what was revealed today & where was it revealed (what format?)

3/25/2020 6:15:09 PM hellouncledonny  https://youtu.be/YgTnAhUgHWo 

3/25/2020 6:15:19 PM upliftingmind  https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew 

3/25/2020 6:15:24 PM scottf59 Hard pass.

3/25/2020 6:15:27 PM keeter1234321 Oohhh!! D4C chatting up MJ12. This may get really good 🤗✨✨😎🇺🇸

3/25/2020 6:15:55 PM williebhere Internet Tech we got from the IsBes in Roswell Nv.

3/25/2020 6:16:35 PM confuse00852481 I did.  BBC has now blocked it on copyright reasons.

3/25/2020 6:16:36 PM cylantjustice A once possible future.

A once possible past.

3/25/2020 6:16:37 PM chocoholic_wino What? I missed it?! What was revealed today? What is Quantum internet?

3/25/2020 6:17:28 PM buckshot2469 This guy is a LARP !! Do not be fooled by this fool!

3/25/2020 6:17:31 PM shazbot17127277 @Jack, How come I don't see @realDonaldTrump 's posts on my "Latest Tweets" feed?  I go to his page and I see them.  On mine, I don't...  

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart #QAnon #WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 6:17:33 PM geranon3 was this a disclosure?Do we have it for real?

3/25/2020 6:17:36 PM nurseniceyes Eventually.

3/25/2020 6:18:17 PM mrrush04631855 Great work proud of you

3/25/2020 6:18:26 PM vand3rboots One episode featured a technology called "The Link," which was a device everyone wore that kept them permanently connected to the internet and all 

of their knowledge; however, the leaders kept changing their history and erasing everyone's memories. I hope it's not like that.

3/25/2020 6:18:28 PM legacy_over I like Fred Dodson! 😃

3/25/2020 6:18:31 PM nurseniceyes No more than we are.

3/25/2020 6:19:02 PM mrrush04631855 @POTUS  Great work!

3/25/2020 6:19:23 PM fl_sun_sprite Is this why Trump keeps talking about #Concast  I hope so... they're currently my only internet option and THEY SUCK!!!

3/25/2020 6:19:30 PM mrrush04631855 Id say more

3/25/2020 6:20:39 PM mrrush04631855 Or antiquities

3/25/2020 6:20:51 PM nschlange Kappy was talking about TH and there was a whole lot of weird things that took place w/the 2 of them. As for Oprah, I wasn't aware of any statement 

she put out. The thing is, she is surrounded w/bad ppl, so it's not a leap 2 think she is too.

3/25/2020 6:21:29 PM 3_surviving If humans only realized science fiction is science fact. I can reference what is and has been happening in several franchises. Goa'uld infestation? 

Parasite infestation spans several franchises. 

At link scroll down, read 21st Century, coincidence? https://memory-alpha.fandom.com/wiki/Human_history …

3/25/2020 6:21:32 PM saokalani I like reading Fulford - he is Asian DS. He is transparent. He tells me what DS wants me to believe, which I find helpful. AS you may find to be the same.  

Certainly DS. But the creep factor just makes it too hard to watch him, whether he is partial disclosure or not.

3/25/2020 6:21:37 PM michael22019103 what part do you want to know read it not long ago and the other one with bean

3/25/2020 6:21:56 PM frymanmyloe I must have missed something

3/25/2020 6:22:34 PM 369palm No matter what happens banks need a centralized clearing for assets across jurisdictions or there will be total chaos. Markets will collapse, trade will 

not take place and people will starve.



3/25/2020 6:23:01 PM lifeiss17041348 With you there. Steinfart seems like a disinformation campaign. No one with full info would show their face and be so "out there" without being 

allowed, and Q would not allow it.

3/25/2020 6:23:41 PM fnmedia We referred to Quantum Internet the second we all discussed it on LinkedIn over a year ago?

Peek at the name of IBM's Quantum machines - is it "IBM / Q"?

How many do they have on the "Quantum Network"?

#DigitalTransformation is the hop over to Quantum Internet.  Be assured.👍

3/25/2020 6:24:51 PM relateddab “We have Been in a mass times acceleration wave “  like throwing a log off  a fire 🔥,    But threw the sun ☀️; the central sun ☀️ & a purple nebula 

that is 2000 years of energy ; as we approach Aquarius ♒️;   Much easier in 2012 to speak as the golden age ?

3/25/2020 6:25:02 PM upliftingmind Proof he is a larp?

3/25/2020 6:25:05 PM geranon3 white rabbiiiid!

3/25/2020 6:26:33 PM buckshot2469 Dude just watch his vids! He isn't Q just an idiot trying to rack up likes from the gullible!

3/25/2020 6:26:46 PM mongrelglory Hah!  That's exactly what I thought of when Austin was describing it.  Still not clear how animals would be connected with...

3/25/2020 6:27:07 PM cstarr888 This maybe??

No idea if is applicable here...

🤔🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/3LFSPKKdIa

3/25/2020 6:27:14 PM relateddab “Herb 🌿 is the healing of nations “ a thousand years of peace ☮️.,..    Rastafari

3/25/2020 6:27:48 PM jonathannturner Is time only relative to matter?

3/25/2020 6:28:00 PM theglitcher14 I know it's message over messenger, but this guy is out there, even for us that have been following these things for years. I'm not discrediting the info 

he's talking about, I'm protesting the use of his videos themselves. There are others out there that are just as effective...

3/25/2020 6:28:10 PM tyrantswillfa11 I saw it. You didn’t miss much. Super spooky 👻 mind control Internet stuff. Not really a big surprise to anyone that’s followed black projects and 

cutting edge technologies. Not saying I believe any of it. I file it away as a maybe.

3/25/2020 6:29:03 PM prmd21801759 What episode/season please?

3/25/2020 6:29:27 PM 28concerned Tells us more,

3/25/2020 6:29:50 PM upliftingmind Sounds to me like what had already been happening over thousands of years. We were already controlled. NOW we wake to true freedom.

3/25/2020 6:29:52 PM ausanon369 Starlink by SpaceX was founded by EM. Is he not trying to merge human and machine? Isn’t this bad?

3/25/2020 6:29:55 PM qanonreality If you are Mandela affected now you know the reason why.  If you haven't noticed the obvious changes to some of your favorite movies, corporate 

logos, peoples names, geography and The Bible,  get ready because I think more changes are coming our way.

3/25/2020 6:30:10 PM tracy68433746 WOW Thank you and may GOD keep guiding you

3/25/2020 6:30:18 PM liltilgerlil I believe CERN was raving about thier quantum system

3/25/2020 6:30:29 PM theglitcher14 ...at explaining the theories and technology behind these inventions. They're even more credible witnesses than this guy. He's in the way and confusing 

too many in this movement and has now been successful at splitting us up, which is DIRECTLY ANTITHETICAL to the GA & Q MOVEMENTS

3/25/2020 6:30:30 PM frazer74855086 Wow...looks amazing✊

3/25/2020 6:30:32 PM samsmith0319 🐀🐀🐀s Running!!!

3/25/2020 6:30:45 PM vand3rboots I really hope that's true!!

3/25/2020 6:31:16 PM kcal_uk Ok - I'm a quantum idiot. My mind just does not work in the way that's needed to understand this stuff. But I'm going to pretend this helped and say 

thank you.  At least I didn't look at it and feel like I was reading Greek.

3/25/2020 6:31:20 PM harcourtfmudd1 Only if the 'Gate-Keepers' are righteous.

3/25/2020 6:31:22 PM mongrelglory Season 9, "Avalon" part 2. (Episode 902)

 https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s9/avalon-part-2/ …

3/25/2020 6:31:48 PM kcal_uk Sorry - I know the Roswell reference - but IsBes?  Can you explain, please?

3/25/2020 6:31:50 PM liltilgerlil  https://twitter.com/technomosity/status/1241742485140828160?s=21 … https://twitter.com/technomosity/status/1241742485140828160 …

3/25/2020 6:32:07 PM drezdenwiz Are there some “recent” ones you have observed (beyond the usual ones that have been documented for a while)?

3/25/2020 6:32:38 PM terrylu00064423 This sounds like the final kingdom described in king nebuchadnezzar's dream. Iron mixed with mirey clay. The mixture of man and machine.  The 

altering of God's temple from which the holy spirit can no longer dwell in us.

3/25/2020 6:32:54 PM patriotswegoall Quantum internet? Internet next gen?

3/25/2020 6:33:01 PM melbourne_3000 Impeccable service as always 😉 🙏Michelle

3/25/2020 6:33:31 PM kcal_uk Q is not trying to draw attention to himself - he's trying to direct your attention to the sociopolitical and cultural issues that are either going to save 

your or kill you.  

Steinbart is all about the attention he gets.  

I know it sounds too simple, but it's the truth.

3/25/2020 6:33:33 PM truth939 Yes, well done.  Thank you!

3/25/2020 6:33:46 PM mongrelglory Season 9 "Avalon" Part 2 (Episode 902)

 https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s9/avalon-part-2/ …

( I know that TV series way better than I should! )😜

3/25/2020 6:33:51 PM austin234nine Where does Jesus fit into stargate?!

3/25/2020 6:34:23 PM bethabara9 I thought ALICE was at CERN

3/25/2020 6:34:27 PM jimtaylorsays SG1 coined KEK as well ... Teal'c said it😉

3/25/2020 6:35:23 PM mere_catalyst Respectfully, I have to watch that in small doses. The way it’s edited, so that it’s a new clip every time he starts a new sentence, was painfully 

distracting. ☹️

3/25/2020 6:35:31 PM saxyladytracy Yes, without matter and gravity there is no time.... (Time is our 4th dimension.)

3/25/2020 6:36:48 PM liltilgerlil This one? https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/22/ibm-and-white-house-to-deploy-supercomputers-to-fight-coronavirus.html …

3/25/2020 6:37:24 PM matrixslayer1 Is A.S. ... AI MJ12 !!??

3/25/2020 6:37:51 PM prmd21801759 Thank you Michelle!!

3/25/2020 6:38:00 PM oo1o110 I thought about the ansible too.

3/25/2020 6:39:01 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/dNA17K572oo 

3/25/2020 6:39:08 PM oo1o110 No, he's Q. Do the digs.

3/25/2020 6:39:34 PM eman1292 Time is an illusion.

3/25/2020 6:39:35 PM upallnight39 This makes the most sense to me

If anyone has a better idea that is not the typical bible story I am interested.

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Guardian_Yeshua …

3/25/2020 6:39:51 PM wnhensley He really isn't.

3/25/2020 6:39:53 PM kcal_uk So - is the idea that somehow physical space is transcended - i.e., like through some kind of telepathic connection or something?



3/25/2020 6:40:44 PM oo1o110 You are wrong. Steibart is building an information super weapon. That's why he has us attacking Datto. Once the archive is protected and has enough 

eyes on it, Agent BabyQ is going to put the Clinton emails on it.

3/25/2020 6:41:26 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/LrHTR22pIhw 

3/25/2020 6:41:38 PM oo1o110 You won't be able to prove that to me just by saying it. I did the digs. I found the Easter eggs. I used logic. I understand the plan.

3/25/2020 6:42:48 PM wnhensley No outside comms. Period. Ever.

3/25/2020 6:43:01 PM ryvenger1 ELON MUSK, - BLACK HAT 🎩???

3/25/2020 6:43:18 PM buckshot2469  pic.twitter.com/3FKYNzHM4b

3/25/2020 6:43:22 PM waterheals Go follow Austin Stienbarts YouTube videos. Today he talked about quantum internet in detail.

3/25/2020 6:43:46 PM anelda24 Austin S. : Your right to privacy has been violated since WWll  and btw the 🤡s can read your mind.

Public: When do we get free internet ????!!!

3/25/2020 6:43:50 PM wnhensley I dont need to, nor do i feel inclined to prove it.  If youre suckered by this guy thats on you.

3/25/2020 6:43:53 PM upliftingmind I have watched all of his videos, several times now. Resonates with me but I encourage all to watch band see if it resonates for them. The end won't be 

for everyone. #WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 6:44:06 PM oo1o110 Then how did we end up on 8Kun?

3/25/2020 6:44:28 PM siccmavericc 👀

3/25/2020 6:44:45 PM oo1o110 Of course not. You don't have the ability to. You're basing it on your feelings. I'm basing it on the data.

3/25/2020 6:45:25 PM wnhensley Figure it out. If you have to ask then you haven't really done the research

3/25/2020 6:45:41 PM burtqueue I never thought I would see the day that I wished I had paid MORE attention to media and programming when I see growing up. I thought I understood 

clearly how fucked up things were, but now I'm kinda questioning all existence.....

3/25/2020 6:46:01 PM oo1o110 lol

3/25/2020 6:46:59 PM wisecrone1 Significance for the children of a lesser god, please...

3/25/2020 6:47:18 PM capricehammett It's was mind bending...it's going to be difficult for some of our brains to catch up to this kind of technology

3/25/2020 6:47:19 PM thepureprophet Yes, very leveraged.

3/25/2020 6:47:24 PM upliftingmind Funny. That's what so many people keep saying. "@AustinSteinbart is a Larp... " So much conviction, yet so little proof.

3/25/2020 6:47:25 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/4XEq6ylJRd

3/25/2020 6:47:31 PM eman1292 What happened to message over messenger? Who cares if he's Q or not. What about the information he presents? Do you not care about the 

information anymore? Shallow thinking bro. Would your opinion be different if he was just a voice over instead of showing face?

3/25/2020 6:47:47 PM ryvenger1 THANQ

3/25/2020 6:48:13 PM tyetyler1 He has been designated a White Hat by those who make such status.

SpaceX is tapped to be the revamped NASA.

@AustinSteinbart videos are recommended for more 

in sight👍👍

3/25/2020 6:48:14 PM kcal_uk I'll be happy to admit it if I'm wrong.  The more good info out there the better.  But this guy is not convincing me he's on the side of the angels.

3/25/2020 6:48:40 PM tyetyler1 👍👍

3/25/2020 6:48:53 PM buckshot2469 You obviously have not been keeping up with the real Q posts!! SMH Fooled by a fool. pic.twitter.com/DqrRzA4cAo

3/25/2020 6:48:54 PM ryvenger1 Thanks!

3/25/2020 6:49:09 PM cynthia39231414 Always learn it from Sci-FI first...

3/25/2020 6:49:32 PM ryvenger1 I’ve heard so much negative about @AustinSteinbart I just avoid it..

3/25/2020 6:49:37 PM jaded_pearl Looks that way 💚🙏💚 Someone posted it is also an acronym for a law that was passed re: same subject.

3/25/2020 6:49:42 PM oo1o110 Yeah that's what the people that hate Trump say about him. Austin is playing the same game here. Will people follow the data and discern intention or 

will they go with group think and their emotions?

3/25/2020 6:49:47 PM tyetyler1 you bet!

3/25/2020 6:49:48 PM ryvenger1 But I’ll believe Elon could be a white hat..

3/25/2020 6:50:57 PM qanonreality One of the most recent is that Joel Olsteen has supposedly never been named that and has always been Osteen.

3/25/2020 6:51:26 PM upliftingmind And if "we" are the gatekeepers? Meaning all of us? We, collectively guiding this movement for the greater good, for the people and true freedom via 

quantum internet? It's a fascinating thought. #WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 6:51:34 PM kfred711 Gee as in G for Gitmo?

3/25/2020 6:51:39 PM anangelhasland1 Yeah, I tried once to read Kappy but he was so mired in controversy and accusations himself I admit I gave up. (Perhaps I’ll try again.) And yes I’m sure 

Oprah had to know what an utter creep Weinstein was. (Don’t want to see movement discredited through misdirection though.)

3/25/2020 6:51:51 PM qanonreality The Ford logo has changed yet again.

3/25/2020 6:51:56 PM fnmedia Yes, in a way:

No Internet = 1

Internet w/ DialUp = 10

Today's Internet = 1,000,000

Quantum Internet =

Quintillion+++
3/25/2020 6:53:04 PM oo1o110 Of course I have been. That's where Q confirmed Austin is Q.

3/25/2020 6:53:44 PM buckshot2469 I base it on the Q posts! Not some lil narcissistic dork trying to get fame off others hard work! https://qmap.pub/ 

3/25/2020 6:53:58 PM winklerburke So how does investing in stocks & such work... if Quantum CIA or DIA already know the future?????

3/25/2020 6:54:17 PM gatto_isidoro  pic.twitter.com/4RaS1Adafj

3/25/2020 6:55:06 PM buckshot2469 Challenge- If he is Q then I challenge him to put the word "stork" in his next Q post!!

3/25/2020 6:55:07 PM rghardy3 I still have no idea what they mean by "Darkness".

3/25/2020 6:55:11 PM oo1o110 The Q post confirmed that Austin is Q.

3/25/2020 6:55:23 PM tucson_ron New Mexico

3/25/2020 6:55:43 PM kcal_uk Well that's just it, it's not emotion for me. He doesn't strike me as highly intelligent (like Trump) & his logic doesn't resonate w/ me. 

He strikes me as creative but not brilliant.  Again - happy if you're right & I'm wrong. I was ecstatic to be wrong about @realDonaldTrump!

3/25/2020 6:56:07 PM yourstr05411794 LOL. And it's telling the Truth. They lied!

3/25/2020 6:56:17 PM buckshot2469 Prove it! What post did Q say he was Austin!!

3/25/2020 6:56:23 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/25/2020 6:56:35 PM fnmedia Quantum is fascinating - which makes the learning curve vanish.

Regarding tech-to-quantum and internet I.T. stuff - we anticipate most problems, malware, headaches-with-tech, and every help desk call will halt. 👍

Big  fan  of  Quantum  IF  it  ends  the  daily  woes  and  evil



3/25/2020 6:56:50 PM marywal64295444 The one that drives me crazy is that they changed the way some past tense words are written. Plead in past tense used to be pled, now everywhere it 

is written pleaded. Most that are like that have changed and it grates on my grammar nazi nerves 🤣

3/25/2020 6:57:27 PM kenney_tx  pic.twitter.com/H5ylZu9N5y

3/25/2020 6:57:30 PM oo1o110  https://twitter.com/OO1O110/status/1241507891040776193?s=20 …

3/25/2020 6:57:52 PM buckshot2469 I follow  https://qmap.pub/  ! Not a LARP on U-tube!

3/25/2020 6:58:19 PM fnmedia Yes.  You could theoretically do "most" things which today would be described as "a miracle".

Keep an open mind, always stay frosty 👍

3/25/2020 6:58:37 PM oo1o110 I follow neither. I follow the data.

3/25/2020 6:59:26 PM chooselove108 Interestingly, my head began to hurt watching this vid. Discernment. Seems like an advanced Sophia. 'Truth' can be broadcasted in a controlling 

frequency context to keep one plugged in. He also emits a subtle fear frequency that Q would never use. Just my two cents.

3/25/2020 7:00:07 PM upliftingmind I hear you on this which is why I find it interesting @AustinSteinbart  is providing proof and " hard markers" for proof he is #BabyQ . He explains it in 

depth in his videos and in the comments of his videos, asking us to hold him accountable. We all just have to wait and see.

3/25/2020 7:00:55 PM yourstr05411794 12 dimensions

3/25/2020 7:02:03 PM kcal_uk Ok, guys - be nice!  Let's celebrate the curious and hopeful - they're not the enemy.

I'm telling myself this as much as you. Some days my tolerance is excruciatingly low, but we're in this together. I doubt any of us personally know 

people who are on the wrong side. #WWG1WGA.

3/25/2020 7:02:07 PM buckshot2469 Fool following a fool! Not me I'm Out!

3/25/2020 7:02:37 PM oo1o110 The end wont be for everyone.

3/25/2020 7:02:37 PM anonbabe17 You should be giving the advice on 5g.

3/25/2020 7:02:38 PM winklerburke And... Is this how Majestic 12 (Q+) communicates (from off world) to Typists doing Twitter, Austin Steinbart (BabyQ,) Trump (Q,) Admiral Rodgers (Q,) 

General Flynn (Q,) Other handful (Q,) and the DIA and such?   And watchful Thor-Vulcan Alien Allies?

3/25/2020 7:03:19 PM buckshot2469 Someone trying to claim fame as Q IS ON THE WRONG SIDE!

3/25/2020 7:03:21 PM qanonreality Yeah, if you see the changes and trust yourself it is a crazy experience ,  I've heard 50 year bible scholars admit things weren't how they remebered 

them either but obviously we were ALL wrong.  They cannot grasp the Quantum reality and usually don't even know about Quantum comp

3/25/2020 7:04:10 PM nenanen93578067 Deception at it’s finest!

3/25/2020 7:04:34 PM buckshot2469 RT You will be so embarrassed! So sorry for your naivety!

3/25/2020 7:04:54 PM upliftingmind I feel you on this!!

3/25/2020 7:05:52 PM batespm4abbey Computer can't "read" memes bcs images

3/25/2020 7:06:29 PM vgweston I had forgotten that!

3/25/2020 7:07:16 PM batespm4abbey Potus is honing his dry wit ability 😌💞🙏💒🇺🇸

3/25/2020 7:07:43 PM simonemancine im sorry but i didnt c th quantum internet thing tday cud u please explain more 4me

3/25/2020 7:08:18 PM ts_sci_majic12 The end of a draconian era. - @seanhannity

3/25/2020 7:09:02 PM tracydf62 What?

3/25/2020 7:09:11 PM cidarean Good one.

3/25/2020 7:09:15 PM memepettit Nice timestamp

3/25/2020 7:09:20 PM breezybree270 Yea sadly my following is to small. If I had @StormIsUponUs  following I could make a real difference. Sadly OL joe is just a NWO shill keeping the 

truthers busy. While the threat of 5G rolls on.

3/25/2020 7:09:22 PM rebornkingent Draco pic.twitter.com/NKpYsk0Ys7

3/25/2020 7:09:37 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/TZwMYAriby

3/25/2020 7:09:39 PM rebornkingent Draco pic.twitter.com/DJMdNjGcQF

3/25/2020 7:09:52 PM batespm4abbey past present future ...exist simultaneously ... #LookingGlass #NoCoincidences

Q

3/25/2020 7:09:58 PM rebornkingent Draco pic.twitter.com/z3xV8CNsRP

3/25/2020 7:10:25 PM timesupmaga 🙏

3/25/2020 7:10:36 PM cordaymaggie But is it safe🤷♀️

3/25/2020 7:11:30 PM highvoltagenews Sounds fine

3/25/2020 7:11:30 PM beatsbyblaine  pic.twitter.com/gkZpUDqmzK

3/25/2020 7:11:45 PM qanonreality Im sorry but Joel Olsteen has supposedly always been Joel Osteen! 

I know for a fact that this man's name was Joel Olsteen NOT Joel Osteen

3/25/2020 7:11:50 PM cathydarlene1 Um, not following...

3/25/2020 7:11:58 PM birdchirptweet What is this?  A call to sleeper cells??

@StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @40_head @realDonaldTrump @ZRanchLady @VincentCrypt46 

https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1242982083506704384 …

3/25/2020 7:12:06 PM batespm4abbey Howmany thousands years of Draco 's .... may every last one be ended.. WW2 LessonLearned:leave no enemy "upturned" ...

3/25/2020 7:12:06 PM simonemancine ???

3/25/2020 7:12:16 PM rebornkingent Flashes?

3/25/2020 7:12:43 PM brokentwitbot I couldn’t say certain, but I once heard they digging in a cave in Madagascar and found enriched uranium. Also, I had heard that the true way they ‘the 

bomb’ was in a book salvaged from the Library of Alexandria...

3/25/2020 7:12:44 PM mcgwyneth Love it!  What a beautiful soul!  It's like,

 "I recognize you"!

3/25/2020 7:12:47 PM hgraceq What is the frequency output?

3/25/2020 7:13:25 PM b2zpowersports It never really occurred to me until now to ponder where the word "draconian" comes from. 

Draco?

3/25/2020 7:13:25 PM cosmicphoenix5 How many dots does earths moons quantum IP address have?

26000.420.3.1

Galaxy 🌌 26,000

Star ⭐️ 420

Planet 🌎 3

Moon 🌙 1

Galactic Protocol Address pic.twitter.com/4sOVx5dnft
3/25/2020 7:14:14 PM ruthall42173422 It's a great story about genocide and xenophobia.

3/25/2020 7:14:20 PM josephjude94 What happened ???

3/25/2020 7:14:49 PM hgraceq no. that technology is not available to us.  Rather, available to a small few and hidden from the rest of us.

3/25/2020 7:14:49 PM bbobbio71 I thought after episode 7 was 🤡 influence

3/25/2020 7:14:50 PM batespm4abbey When...every moment we hold our breath ...waiting for next cabal-inflicted wound tragedy pending Justice.



3/25/2020 7:15:06 PM qanonreality I even texted 8 friends and family acting like I could not remember his Last name and asked them if they knew and they ALL texted me back OLSTEEN, I 

never told them it was Osteen because they would have come up with some excuse to fit the new reality

3/25/2020 7:16:30 PM deanna4congress Yes Rita Wilson had it flashed up on her Instagram vid yesterday so I thought it might be a msg

3/25/2020 7:16:53 PM iamyou132 Can you explain the methodology behind setting up this internet?

3/25/2020 7:16:57 PM gypsyblue108 ♥🇺🇸 I ♥️ U!!! 🇺🇸♥

3/25/2020 7:17:32 PM qstormwatch A new beginning awaits

3/25/2020 7:17:34 PM lotsofprisoners Thought bubble: Twitter is a mediated yet remarkably accurate approximation of the telepathic communication that is possible between humans.

3/25/2020 7:18:14 PM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/dT07fWSIkJ

3/25/2020 7:18:49 PM rghardy3 Just a coincidence that Draco was the name

of the first Judge in Ancient Times .

3/25/2020 7:20:02 PM winklerburke Are we there yet ?

3/25/2020 7:20:05 PM jbcloud Same here.

3/25/2020 7:20:29 PM n7guardiananon True...but when you do have access.  would you create a social media account and chat with others across the universe???

3/25/2020 7:21:51 PM bdab28 Message over Messenger Patriot

3/25/2020 7:21:56 PM wolfpup16fq  https://twitter.com/alex_mallin/status/1242962835308785666?s=21 …

3/25/2020 7:24:02 PM patriotswegoall Timestamp numbers add up to 9

3/25/2020 7:24:24 PM pj99576394 let him know he has to watch closely when budding but terpenes start to almost drip oil. Like dew on grass. That is exact time to harvest. Then there 

are various methods to extract the oil from the bud. The dry bud doesn’t contain the terpene oil. Plus the strain is important

3/25/2020 7:25:04 PM chrisdever the one fact - that she made herself the COVER of each and every magazine she ever published - with "O"  MAGAZINE - is enough to make me scratch 

my head and ask: OH? wah?

3/25/2020 7:25:21 PM mcgwyneth Follow Austin Steinbart and watch all his videos.  See what you think.  Is this a new phase of The Plan?  Here's the one about the Quantum Internet.  

https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew 

3/25/2020 7:25:48 PM mcgwyneth  https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew 

3/25/2020 7:26:06 PM bcmarky @NotTheMacAnon1 research has led the way on this and how QD's can be driven by such a vehicle as a Quantum Net

3/25/2020 7:26:09 PM unitedweareusa He’s total scam

3/25/2020 7:26:13 PM scottf59 Steinmart was challenged to post live as Q. Not holding my breath. He is no more Q than Austin Powers.

3/25/2020 7:26:57 PM wwg1wga1988 I just blocked majestic lol steinlarp lover!

3/25/2020 7:27:01 PM terrieq7 Leave not one alive!!!!!!!! Destroy them all pic.twitter.com/Xqyv3rYojz

3/25/2020 7:27:15 PM ahmedondeck Don’t get me wrong. I love me some weed, but if I’m having an asthma attack, I’m not reaching for a joint to inhale combusted material. Although I 

would consume it.

3/25/2020 7:27:39 PM mongrelglory You mean Season 7?  The later seasons still contained some disclosure i think. The Ori remind me of the inter-dimensional ETs that MJ-12 talk about.

3/25/2020 7:28:01 PM lustmanshelley How old is he? To get Q clearance you must be a high ranking with many years on the job

3/25/2020 7:28:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong. Youngest Q clearance is 15 years old.

3/25/2020 7:28:31 PM aetherwalker1 been saying for years that our 'Earth phones' use a network.

'Space phones' just directly connect to each other.

(thanks for all the idea drops on 'sub-space')

3/25/2020 7:28:45 PM michael81972 ALICE #2

3/25/2020 7:28:55 PM the_fjalar  pic.twitter.com/iCo6oJ0DUy

3/25/2020 7:29:05 PM irah_chandler Meh do that all the time without a device

3/25/2020 7:29:09 PM atashfire Took over his Twitter?

3/25/2020 7:29:14 PM ca11dmt Proof?

3/25/2020 7:29:38 PM awakeningthe17 BOOM

3/25/2020 7:29:43 PM herpesmichael  https://twitter.com/herpesmichael/status/1242948258416254979?s=21 …

3/25/2020 7:29:44 PM bbobbio71 I think I stopped around 7. Looks like I've got some homework 😉

3/25/2020 7:29:52 PM 17_buckets Can you send me this info ASAP please!

3/25/2020 7:29:52 PM vectom2 Edibles would be best with asthma imo.

3/25/2020 7:29:53 PM scottf59 Disinformation agents feed us just enough truth to get the hook set, then drop you into a bogus rabbit hole to cover their trail.

3/25/2020 7:29:56 PM lustmanshelley Wow ! Did not know that...do you know that person?

3/25/2020 7:29:56 PM irah_chandler Also prob what those starseeds liked to call walkins

3/25/2020 7:30:06 PM qjeneice Blocked!   ThanQ.   I don't block anyone. ... But a tag like that... Earns it

3/25/2020 7:30:06 PM majiq_ai Can you link to any sources?

3/25/2020 7:30:15 PM munkeypilot Ok he's a LARP...what about his messaging? How about all the stuff about Arizona all lies?

3/25/2020 7:30:22 PM justice8882 what plant?  a roofer?  come on dude, you need to stop drinking your bathwater....just say'n....

3/25/2020 7:30:24 PM davelew63 #AustinIsQ

3/25/2020 7:30:28 PM joey34955757 This is truth.  I unfollow anyone that follows him.

3/25/2020 7:30:49 PM cidarean Who is this Steinbart? The random that came out of nowhere.

3/25/2020 7:30:55 PM mrmagoo25714258 Someone said his pic of quantum computer was from a TV series.... And one of his videos was literally a summary of one of the episodes

3/25/2020 7:31:02 PM free_spirit1111 😂😂

3/25/2020 7:31:10 PM vectom2 Funny how many people chimed in on that thread. 😂

3/25/2020 7:31:24 PM irah_chandler Many are skinny er than that but yeah

3/25/2020 7:31:24 PM mongrelglory I'm picturing this! 🤣 pic.twitter.com/kEvr3UMriu

3/25/2020 7:31:33 PM blezzie5 She know cause she was molested as a young girl till age 9 by several family members till she ran away but my suspicions are that she never ran away 

that she was bread and chosen to fit her role and here we are

3/25/2020 7:31:34 PM tyrantswillfa11 Oh absolutely. No doubt on the disinfo.

3/25/2020 7:32:05 PM joselui95776676 I SURELY HOPE SO

3/25/2020 7:32:10 PM jason1776q I think it's bullshit

3/25/2020 7:32:16 PM lustmanshelley I was just thinking the same 😊

3/25/2020 7:32:32 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/25/2020 7:32:32 PM dynamicres helping ourselves get closer to it.

3/25/2020 7:32:42 PM positively303 Baron.

3/25/2020 7:32:59 PM irah_chandler Ha

3/25/2020 7:33:15 PM mobilememphian1 Just because someone follows him, doesn’t mean they buy into everything he says. They may just want to keep up with what he is putting out.

3/25/2020 7:33:31 PM ernestinawatfo2 Exchanging consciousness. That explains so many things in my life. Places. People. Dreams. Or so I thought. Residual memories, perhaps? Like Ginn and 

Amanda.

3/25/2020 7:33:38 PM nurseniceyes You are right. Only inside. Go within.

3/25/2020 7:33:45 PM eo_swan I assumed he was calling the account he RT / ALICE

3/25/2020 7:33:54 PM flttrbydragnfly 😲😲😲



3/25/2020 7:33:58 PM 4albradley He just turned 14 can’t be Barron

3/25/2020 7:34:36 PM 369helen313 Yeah ! 😳

That weird frequencies are reflecting from ALICE’s tweeter pages are pretty loud !

3/25/2020 7:34:55 PM munkeypilot I'll axe the Q...

3/25/2020 7:34:59 PM nurseniceyes I would said it has grown exponentially... As evidenced by this 

Where are we at? 85 ? https://twitter.com/DanScavino/status/1242992333790085120?s=19 …

3/25/2020 7:35:04 PM yellamoj Barron.

3/25/2020 7:35:10 PM truth939 Caught that one.  That statement was certainly not the norm for any MSM messaging.

3/25/2020 7:35:22 PM k4rlgruen CinQuitto

3/25/2020 7:35:26 PM justice8882 Attach the proof please

3/25/2020 7:36:02 PM ahmedondeck I thought so too.

3/25/2020 7:36:36 PM mongrelglory The last 3 seasons are still very entertaining.  I think they're worth the watch.

3/25/2020 7:37:11 PM bluerob67 Ok, will do. He's grown before (years ago) and he's one of those "plant medicine" advocates. I hadn't spoken with him for years, then comes back into 

orbit again...Funny that, hey??

3/25/2020 7:37:28 PM seekerseon kek, some people are so easily lead astray.

3/25/2020 7:37:37 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/4RsPtGrUu7

3/25/2020 7:37:58 PM japarkerart @Dan_Jennings I feel like watching Stargate SG-1, apparently it was riddled with good stuff

3/25/2020 7:38:01 PM ripppel What's alice

3/25/2020 7:38:05 PM wez45091067 replied to that MJ 12 retweet... block incoming in 3... 2... pic.twitter.com/PiSxbE6dDC

3/25/2020 7:38:12 PM seekerseon there is no data. the "data" is a bunch of larping.

3/25/2020 7:39:16 PM k4rlgruen Fractal expression. Every moment is sovereign.

Perfect agreement thru nesting, embedding and

coherence.  Harmony is assured as clinkers and 

sour notes fade

3/25/2020 7:39:28 PM wins_karma Exactly. I follow several people I cannot stand but they put out comma to each other.  Follow doesn’t equal endorsement.

3/25/2020 7:39:50 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/EzHGB2KJ4P

3/25/2020 7:40:19 PM dan_jennings I’ve got 5 seasons of lost to get through

3/25/2020 7:40:42 PM japarkerart Hahaha so true

3/25/2020 7:40:54 PM orgonix23 nice style!

3/25/2020 7:41:20 PM mongrelglory He's only 14 unfortunately.

3/25/2020 7:41:56 PM ostospace2020 we have beaten them before.

3/25/2020 7:42:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Future proves past.

3/25/2020 7:42:18 PM restorativna8ur He's a clown!

3/25/2020 7:42:33 PM eman1292 Future proves past. Thanks. Was trying to figure out the search pattern but forgot what it was. pic.twitter.com/lrcdYgcNVw

3/25/2020 7:42:41 PM wez45091067 I think he posted it to show he was there. The main point, was being allowed to post pics of the switches with no repercussions.

3/25/2020 7:42:46 PM kevinallin EM is one the defendants in a suit for many counts of A.I. crimes,

Crimes against humanity, slavery, torture, and genocide. 

As per a document floating around online.

3/25/2020 7:42:47 PM mongrelglory Hmmm...🤔

3/25/2020 7:42:48 PM lustmanshelley I wonder how many teenagers are in the loop🤔

3/25/2020 7:42:54 PM k4rlgruen There is only one point.

Singularity.

'We' are a field of probability 

associated with/created by

the ONE

3/25/2020 7:42:58 PM restorativna8ur Plently of people have been talking about that. You clowns.. pic.twitter.com/gWjqqWKLe4

3/25/2020 7:43:02 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/wcVH5PxOSA

3/25/2020 7:43:04 PM fallorsesh womp womp

3/25/2020 7:43:07 PM notevenchad17  pic.twitter.com/7sqKTFRm5q

3/25/2020 7:43:15 PM bbobbio71 Thanks! I'll check it out

3/25/2020 7:43:19 PM teemone72128697 @AustinSteinbart lol. Busted again tool.

3/25/2020 7:43:23 PM wez45091067 I think a "normal" person would have been arrested, and those pics would be gone.

3/25/2020 7:43:48 PM saucenuclear  pic.twitter.com/agLiUI1bIq

3/25/2020 7:44:08 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/j0VN43R3No

3/25/2020 7:44:35 PM wez45091067 One does not get away with posting pics of switches on a military base. That was the point he was making. Not how he got in.

3/25/2020 7:44:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Be careful who you follow. pic.twitter.com/tOB9YugSBq

3/25/2020 7:44:52 PM timkania it’s really him!

3/25/2020 7:45:04 PM dynamicres Youngest age of someone ever granted that, future or past assuming. So could still be talking about AS.

3/25/2020 7:45:14 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/s60oSuzDlC

3/25/2020 7:45:45 PM irah_chandler Bwahaha sure hope most know by now

3/25/2020 7:45:58 PM patriotsubvet No actual DIA operator discloses or runs their mouth the way this clown does....waves a firearm around etc. DIA would snatch his security clearance in 

a heartbeat...that is a fact.. he is a LARP. DIA monitors all accts, openly violates non-disclosure requirement.

3/25/2020 7:46:03 PM wez45091067 You mean the pics of the switches?

3/25/2020 7:46:09 PM mavrik23994 No shit.

3/25/2020 7:46:46 PM k4rlgruen Training wheels for evolution.

(ascension)?

3/25/2020 7:47:08 PM worldxplorer1 Fear kills your immune system. pic.twitter.com/VwlF6Xaauq

3/25/2020 7:47:41 PM txgodmotheriii Message heard... pic.twitter.com/MAmoGQTA1Y

3/25/2020 7:47:59 PM ripppel V cool thanks.

3/25/2020 7:48:03 PM upallnight39 Please link  http://me.to  your proof

3/25/2020 7:48:23 PM jonathannturner I imagine it as an exploration of the infinite, a measurement relative to the observer, of possibilities existing simply because they must exist. Perhaps a 

suspension of the “=,” actors of the omniscient kinda thing?

3/25/2020 7:48:31 PM lbf777 I knew the Commies would offer a vaccine cure with poison and a chip inside.

3/25/2020 7:48:53 PM jonathannturner Defined construct?

3/25/2020 7:48:55 PM patriotswegoall May not be Q but has at least some info for us to discern.

3/25/2020 7:48:55 PM americanpetal Nemesis/ALICE

Sorry to tell you but God Wins 🎯🙏🕊

3/25/2020 7:49:14 PM upallnight39 Same AI shill MO. pic.twitter.com/BfRMxBDNAD

3/25/2020 7:49:43 PM txgodmotheriii  pic.twitter.com/QGuTouJ7tk

3/25/2020 7:50:10 PM nikoscali "If #ALICE wants to send a quantum message, however, the process is different. Quantum networks use quantum particles of light—individual 

photons—to communicate quantum states of light over long distances."

 https://phys.org/news/2020-03-link-quantum-internet.html …

#QAnon #Quantum #MAGA #WWG1WGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/25/2020 7:50:42 PM n7guardiananon 4 10 20

3/25/2020 7:50:43 PM wez45091067 He is now disclosing the truth, and he said he looks forward to the chance to prove exactly who is, "but it wont happen all at once. A process. 

If you follow Q, disinformation is necessary, and for a specific purpose.

3/25/2020 7:50:44 PM jonathannturner Genius scene.

3/25/2020 7:51:05 PM mongrelglory Wanted to share this amazing thread here! https://twitter.com/BurnedSpy34/status/1243004587667099651?s=20 …

3/25/2020 7:51:08 PM sandratrimble11 Check out the site "the Orion Lines" - eye opening and frightening at the same time.

3/25/2020 7:51:30 PM upliftingmind Correct but he claims he is a DIA "agent"... And he explains this very thoughroughly in his videos. Amazing he hasn't been kicked from platforms or 

arrested yet for impersonating an agent, right??!

3/25/2020 7:51:31 PM wez45091067 I know impersonating a federal agent is a felony crime. Why hasn't he been arrested? 

The info he is giving away is awesome. Doesn't seem like a guy who would throw his life away to troll people on social media and impersonate Q to do 

it. 

Would the "real Q" allow that?

3/25/2020 7:51:34 PM cstarr888 Research I did, before Geegle blocked it led me to a court case. I can't find it now. I'll try again! 

Also the actual translations from two languages. Very inspiring.

Again, before it was blocked by Ggl. (That was proven too btw.)

🧐🙏💖

3/25/2020 7:51:36 PM k4rlgruen Prepare for an END to all

SECRETS.

3/25/2020 7:51:48 PM destroythecabal Yes, He is deep State illuminati Geek Nerd 

Who being used 👇

🎉🎊🥳🎊🎉🎊🥳🎊 pic.twitter.com/pTT8PWIi3i

3/25/2020 7:52:51 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/HnzSzyDBAP

3/25/2020 7:53:42 PM wez45091067 That's probably how he got in, but under the guise of construction work, IT work. He was probably working undercover. The bureaucrats at the base 

didn't need, and shouldn't know his true identity.

3/25/2020 7:54:13 PM drbohammer You’re showing your hand MJ

3/25/2020 7:54:21 PM chameelia  pic.twitter.com/o1n8xVELxi

3/25/2020 7:54:31 PM irene19176156 ...Hey @LeoDiCaprio, can you explain this??? You SICKO! #QAnon #MAGA #CoronaVirusUpdate #Leonardo #LeonardoDiCaprio #WWG1WGA 

#PizzaGate #Lockdown21 #GreatAwakening #Florida #newyorklockdown @w_terrence @SaRaAshcraft @Tiff_FitzHenry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MajorPatriot @ROYALMRBADNEWS  https://twitter.com/iceberg171/status/1242970249403813902 … pic.twitter.com/lR0jqg2Fim

3/25/2020 7:54:34 PM mongrelglory Or Barron could have a bright future while existing in the present at the same time. 😎

3/25/2020 7:54:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trust that we know what we are doing.

3/25/2020 7:55:05 PM drbohammer I know exactly what you are doing...

3/25/2020 7:55:13 PM wez45091067 Not only plausible in my mind, but most likely scenario.

3/25/2020 7:55:28 PM tyrantswillfa11 Come on. Now we’re at anyone that disagrees is a super scary ai? The glowing is getting out of hand. Your movie is entertaining, but the glowing has 

gotten worse since you added the new character, Austin.

3/25/2020 7:55:34 PM j_d_abercrombie Right before Q3895 dropped on the 21st, Austin Steinbart, who claims to be Q., dropped this vid:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9K24TLAvyDI&t=17s …

Towards the end he explains why the "Armor of God" Ephesians verse is so important to Q

3/25/2020 7:55:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger serves many purposes.

3/25/2020 7:56:01 PM drbohammer True

3/25/2020 7:56:13 PM j_d_abercrombie (who he claims to be) and challenges all the big names in the QCommunity to give their theories as to why Q was so dedicated to that, the most 

common Q drop of them all.

Then a couple of hours later Q3898 drops and is a YT vid

3/25/2020 7:56:20 PM j_d_abercrombie that was posted once before by Q-search "Armor of God" on Qmap and you will easily find it-same YT vid, CONFIRM COMMS. What is it attached to?

The Armor of God verse... Austin explained why Q used So much - a few hours earlier.

Reconcile.

3/25/2020 7:56:21 PM marcela26773506 Austin Steinbart aka BabyQ. Check out his YouTube videos.

3/25/2020 7:56:42 PM ethereal_shaman The collective dark night of the soul.

3/25/2020 7:56:44 PM wez45091067 Exactly...

3/25/2020 7:56:46 PM relateddab  pic.twitter.com/DE9NJsSeBI

3/25/2020 7:56:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sometimes MJ summons ALICE.

3/25/2020 7:56:52 PM tyetyler1 C'mon!  You are too smart not to know this litigation serves 1 purpose...

CRIS.

Court Registry Investment system wins no matter who loses.

It's how they make the moolah...

courts are impliments of DS.

3/25/2020 7:56:55 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/cnegdySUSC

3/25/2020 7:56:59 PM jlundr How do you get around [AI] cens0rship?

3/25/2020 7:57:40 PM mishelleo1974 Interesting, tell us more. 🤔

3/25/2020 7:57:51 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/inNhQiIjJD

3/25/2020 7:58:06 PM buckshot2469 Where the message comes from is the difference between Good vs Evil. https://qmap.pub/ 

3/25/2020 7:58:13 PM fansblowing3 When SG-1 traveled back in time to Ra’s Egypt, it was via quantum internet?  They saw through the eyes of others?

3/25/2020 7:58:18 PM upallnight39 So you do not have any

@ArchonTyler

@SIRISYSPrime

#frenditplzzz

3/25/2020 7:58:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Is it possible to ignore that part since it upsets you, and instead practice message over messenger?

3/25/2020 7:58:26 PM drbohammer Likewise. MANY of my messages/responses are intended for someone other than the direct recipient.

3/25/2020 7:58:31 PM therealmadre22 If you follow #QAnon, he said no outside comms.

3/25/2020 7:59:04 PM atashfire You mean you've had control all this time? pic.twitter.com/7xXeQpzM3w

3/25/2020 7:59:05 PM taikijan MJ = Michael Jordan, or marijuana. Please clarify.

3/25/2020 7:59:10 PM williebhere It’s all about money and power.. they prophets by funding both sides.

3/25/2020 7:59:19 PM jizomonk Who/what is ALICE #WWG1GWA

3/25/2020 7:59:29 PM wez45091067 Q also said disinformation is necessary, and the comm platform already changed with 8 chan - 8 kun



3/25/2020 7:59:30 PM sanandaemanuel Been noticing it.

Mixed communications.

Great chess players.

3/25/2020 7:59:31 PM simonemancine r there aNY COMPUTER programs that u can use 2 create music???

3/25/2020 7:59:33 PM upallnight39 EVERYBODY CAN SEE THIS IS A ROBOT RIGHT?

You learn to recognize the patterns

3/25/2020 7:59:43 PM mongrelglory You sound very cryptic tonight.  Anything you'd like to share with the rest of us?

3/25/2020 7:59:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ != marijuana

3/25/2020 7:59:53 PM fluentindetail Breathing with someone else's lungs summons me too.

3/25/2020 7:59:54 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/8flD2tXiki

3/25/2020 8:00:11 PM simonemancine ???

3/25/2020 8:00:12 PM ryvenger1 That they are, but must be used until the new “fixed it” system is rolled out! Which is why trump has placed and replaced more judges than any other 

president in history! 

#WINNING pic.twitter.com/WFXZUNA9lq

3/25/2020 8:00:15 PM fluentindetail Oh boy, have you got a lot of cleaning up to do.

3/25/2020 8:00:16 PM mikeb38beacon_h Majestic

3/25/2020 8:00:23 PM lorrain88315939 Michael Jordan drank tainted Adrenocrome?🙈

3/25/2020 8:00:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals and comms between spooks.

3/25/2020 8:00:32 PM therealmadre22 Ok....

3/25/2020 8:00:36 PM awakeningthe17  pic.twitter.com/yt6uYKAPfL

3/25/2020 8:00:57 PM souther53425727 I believe it’s Hillary.

3/25/2020 8:01:05 PM sanandaemanuel Great that you make up your own mind - there is a 2 year delta'ish about CIA playing Q.

Also. Working with Musk, Really?

3/25/2020 8:01:07 PM yobtac2 So true. I am sick fed up with this. Folks make shit up in their heads because they don't listen. Said this in January  the virus won't kill you the vaccine 

will. Amongst other things.

 Folks trying to find meaning in every pic. Meatballs are meatballs.

3/25/2020 8:01:08 PM eaglescoutia Why summon?

3/25/2020 8:01:13 PM fluentindetail Why? Because you're stealing the message from your enemies?

3/25/2020 8:01:14 PM vectorsigma4442 YaH I smoked weed today pic.twitter.com/uQPzHuh1Nh

3/25/2020 8:01:21 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/hjPUW2JG4f

3/25/2020 8:01:28 PM ernestinawatfo2 It's always a trap. The adventure just gets curioser and curioser.

3/25/2020 8:01:33 PM qoloradowqke Yes! Alice. Makes sense. pic.twitter.com/HBIi0Xk2hq

3/25/2020 8:01:49 PM barrysoetoro15 Anne!!!💥🇺🇸❤️

3/25/2020 8:01:51 PM taikijan Go ask Alice...when she was just small.

3/25/2020 8:01:54 PM buckshot2469 Prove he isn't!

3/25/2020 8:01:58 PM monokrome Pretty sure MJ=Majestic, like MJ12. I have been trying to figure out what ALICE is for a while, though. It's either a pervasive AI or it's Hilary since she 

was referred to as ALICE in some emails. Podesta emails, I think?

3/25/2020 8:02:03 PM fallorsesh 🙄

3/25/2020 8:02:07 PM marcela26773506  pic.twitter.com/RtGYQTRpEI

3/25/2020 8:02:09 PM raenyasalisbury Ive never been happier in my entire life 

BIG LOVE MJ12

3/25/2020 8:02:18 PM orgonix23 whoa

3/25/2020 8:02:18 PM americanpetal I thought the same thing! 🥺

Vibes and syncs going on 

I feel like a head to head matchup is going on.

3/25/2020 8:02:20 PM sanandaemanuel Always message over messenger.

3/25/2020 8:02:25 PM atashfire Mind blown. Children are much smarter than we all think. Proof right here.

3/25/2020 8:02:28 PM d_s_umbra_31415 That and I won't trust them until Trump himself says they are good to go.

3/25/2020 8:02:35 PM rocktobersky Quantum Internet Sounds pretty Similar to Remote Neural Monitoring... Hmm...

3/25/2020 8:02:41 PM citizensrising1 Atleast Marijuana brings up nice posts😂 pic.twitter.com/lz60shZaXG

3/25/2020 8:02:41 PM ts_sci_majic12 Seen Unseen

3/25/2020 8:02:43 PM taikijan I'm currently standing in a line at a dispensary. Luckily, they are considered "essential." Quite right.

3/25/2020 8:02:43 PM mateuszwala AI Wars...

3/25/2020 8:02:49 PM patriot94557050 Oxidized epi pens in schools? Kidz with allergies? 

    ...umm

3/25/2020 8:03:09 PM mindymaucelli No thanks, I’ll pass on the vaxx!

3/25/2020 8:03:15 PM awakeningthe17 YOU ARE SPREADING pic.twitter.com/jNtEQ89HYi

3/25/2020 8:03:18 PM highvoltagenews People are still debating this schmuck.

Ok

3/25/2020 8:03:29 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/so4ys7GMXU

3/25/2020 8:03:40 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/WEKPJVNCwL

3/25/2020 8:03:45 PM bcmarky What message is that exactly? Asking us to harass a software company because they took down a hosted file isn't really a win when he could have 

easily re-uploaded the archive to many of the hosting providers available. Poor message.  If hes Slugworth in this Wonka film, cool.

3/25/2020 8:03:48 PM highvoltagenews Cryptic

3/25/2020 8:03:54 PM lori_m123 Who would have tainted it

3/25/2020 8:04:10 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/FEoWscA7OG

3/25/2020 8:04:15 PM monokrome DUMB=Deep Underground Military Bases

3/25/2020 8:04:25 PM wez45091067 Just encouraging you to keep an open mind. :)

I don't want to tell you what to believe, but that does not debunk anything.

3/25/2020 8:04:25 PM jvnqo5  https://t.co/2gynOtTY1A  https://twitter.com/jvnqo5/status/1242203510705475588?s=21 …

3/25/2020 8:04:31 PM rachaelangelm Because Putin doesn’t play

3/25/2020 8:04:33 PM qstormwatch Who is Dr. Steven Greer? Misinfo or truth?

3/25/2020 8:04:35 PM whiterabbitttt1 Is MJ gonna cure the virus and be legalized?

3/25/2020 8:04:37 PM fansblowing3 Okay everybody listen to CIA/M16 👌.

3/25/2020 8:04:41 PM eugenio02497597 then you've seen what you had to see

3/25/2020 8:04:44 PM nm_zsr Look here not here.

3/25/2020 8:04:55 PM wez45091067 He said he would never accept donations, so I doubt it.

3/25/2020 8:04:58 PM djjesusislove Steinbart is Q?  I  definitely do not believe that this person is Q - No way! Definitely a LARP! ThankQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243001010207035393 …



3/25/2020 8:05:10 PM ernestinawatfo2 Stay in a half truth.

3/25/2020 8:05:31 PM rocktobersky And is that Guy Legit? Doesn’t He Claim to Be Q?! 👀

3/25/2020 8:05:46 PM mateuszwala No rly. But it "safe" ego.

3/25/2020 8:05:50 PM rachaelangelm Who’s Bert Stein?

3/25/2020 8:05:54 PM jvnqo5  https://t.co/dv4uQEDWTl  https://twitter.com/jvnqo5/status/1242471874887667713?s=21 …

3/25/2020 8:06:14 PM rocktobersky  pic.twitter.com/P95eGdXaAI

3/25/2020 8:06:16 PM martyrytlewski 5g

3/25/2020 8:06:30 PM homeofthetitans Have you seen the Witness Testimony vids?  Very credible ppl. Otw 🤷🏼♂️

3/25/2020 8:06:43 PM smash99766275 Alice- lsd? Lol

3/25/2020 8:06:50 PM martyrytlewski 5g?

3/25/2020 8:06:51 PM lori_m123 He said donate blood.  We need it.

3/25/2020 8:06:54 PM wez45091067 And the info he has given has tied Q together perfectly for me. I looked back at his facebook, public pics, predating the arrival of the "real Q", wikileks, 

Q related, etc, the man has been nothing but consistent from what I've been able to find. Been digging for a week straight.

3/25/2020 8:07:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ignore that then. Focus on message over messenger.

3/25/2020 8:07:22 PM buckshot2469 So very true! A lot of new LARPS making claims that they can't prove.

3/25/2020 8:07:48 PM sharong73376199 I have had a script in my desk for a pneumonia vaccine for well over a year. Should just throw it in the trash because no way am I letting anyone inject 

me with more poison.

3/25/2020 8:08:43 PM fansblowing3 Some weird twin movie?

3/25/2020 8:08:47 PM rocktobersky I Say MJ is A Celebrity...A Singer! 😱

3/25/2020 8:08:52 PM wez45091067 Backed up to his first tweets... lots of retweets, all consistent with who he says he is. 

He has given so much personal info and is daring people to prove him a fraud.

Nobody has, and I don't think they will. His confidence only comes from having truth on ones side. Genuine.

3/25/2020 8:08:59 PM laurenmbradley2  https://twitter.com/laurenmbradley2/status/1243011545333993473?s=20 …

3/25/2020 8:09:20 PM the_loveoflight  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1109634923093209088?s=21 …

3/25/2020 8:09:24 PM enufs_enuf Yeah dude. Don't try to act like you're "we". No outside comms.

3/25/2020 8:09:48 PM speakernikesa AI - duality/separation consciousness ?

3/25/2020 8:10:00 PM czebotarjessie About the question

@realDonaldTrump 

Sir, I'm ready! Let the show begin.

Can I make a special request?

3/25/2020 8:10:05 PM qstormwatch Not yet but will check it out for sure! Disclosure inbound

3/25/2020 8:10:50 PM urmortician I’d like to know about dr Greer as well. I can’t make up mind about him. At times I feel like he’s legit, but other times, not so much....

3/25/2020 8:10:55 PM ahmedondeck I’ll add that Mushrooms have also had the same effect for me.

3/25/2020 8:11:24 PM jaded_pearl He's risking his freedom to be incarcerated for what? Think logically 🤔  https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/912 …

3/25/2020 8:11:37 PM wez45091067 Joined 2010.. nothing, til 2018

3/25/2020 8:11:46 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/sPAGOf54oi

3/25/2020 8:12:24 PM eddiesavage1776 Indeed pic.twitter.com/Ucev26oPU9

3/25/2020 8:12:39 PM mytimenow5 Has anyone noticed VW Bug cars looking different? 

I can't believe how they are so different! 

That is Not what I remember. 

They were rounded in front, that's why they didn't put engines in front. 

Weird pic.twitter.com/68eOjr9ot7

3/25/2020 8:13:06 PM patriotswegoall Disseminate the info, not the individual. AS does has some info for people to discern but he is not really Q.

3/25/2020 8:13:15 PM wez45091067 The fuck is that garbage? 

This is proof I'm a bot? hahaha

Ingenious...

3/25/2020 8:13:42 PM mongrelglory I'm sort of thinking of Austin as a "Q" spokesperson right now. Bringing the Q message to the ADHD millennials.

3/25/2020 8:14:01 PM askbeforgiven Green Castle Im beginning to understand. Much to learn.

3/25/2020 8:14:01 PM dimusa4u World cases as of today are 278,000 with 11,300 deaths. Italy 4,000 of them. NY state has 33,000 with 20,000 in NYC alone and 358 deaths. Cuomo is 

more optimistic tonight about ER level, down to doubling only every 4.7 days now. Watch FL, where NY ppl are running to. Chicago up.

3/25/2020 8:14:03 PM winklerburke My Guess: Somebody going 2 post proofs certain Q Influencers like PM never LOOKED at ANY of the Youtube videos or proofs of Austin Steinbart?  

Making a “Flamboyant Example” outta some spectacularly proud, dumb & blind alt stars capable of only leading the blind in2 big ditches?

3/25/2020 8:14:25 PM pwnorthwest 🍁

3/25/2020 8:14:35 PM drbohammer Da!

3/25/2020 8:15:04 PM covertress Sight Unseen?

Stargate SG-1: Season 6, Episode 13

An ancient artifact emits a contagious energy field that makes people see horrible visions. https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6oe9cm 

3/25/2020 8:15:16 PM djjesusislove The son will rise, to shine light that will open eyes and awaken peoples mind #WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 8:15:37 PM laishlaish4 Stargate SG-1 was closer to the truth than not. According to actual history.

3/25/2020 8:15:42 PM leahinman5 Hope so

3/25/2020 8:15:56 PM 369helen313 WhY!?

3/25/2020 8:16:04 PM patriotsubvet Closest this guy may remotely be is peon working for a Fed subcontractor as a security guard, unsecure comms phone tech, unclassified data entry 

etc...and I doubt that. He runs his mouth too much to carry out or have knowledge of anything relevant.

3/25/2020 8:16:21 PM speakernikesa Great book actually. The sequel is my favorite: speaker for the dead

3/25/2020 8:16:28 PM destroythecabal 🥳🥳🎊🥳🎉🥳🥳🎊🥳🥳 pic.twitter.com/V05ocV2ak3

3/25/2020 8:16:44 PM fansblowing3 Austin Steinbart is Jack from SG-1?

3/25/2020 8:17:03 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  That was a good episode! 😎

3/25/2020 8:17:13 PM graceleandrah Next Gen 400 Q

3/25/2020 8:17:34 PM wyldeyez Please all I ask from anyone.  Be sure and careful b4 deciding. They try to make us look crazy but we are awake.  Let’s not do the same thing reguarfing 

Austin.  First be sure before you discredit!  We were told to watch for baby q.  Austin was put in the position since a child!

3/25/2020 8:17:47 PM balkannfreak Debunk this buddyboi pic.twitter.com/aeaJuTQH00



3/25/2020 8:17:52 PM rghardy3 Clowns on twitter.

Too late, game almost over.

3/25/2020 8:18:21 PM winklerburke ... 2 look up viewing records of certain alt right star influencer records.   2 see if they ever viewed YouTube Videos of QBaby and proofs... that Austin 

Steinbart is who he says he is?  The beginning of wisdom is 2 fear God, & isn’t God part of our greatest reality? Hello that?

3/25/2020 8:18:53 PM normal_wizard Yeah there's a major "messenger over message" focus going on with him, and the whole "acting like a massive clown" thing reeks of "they think you're 

stupid" vibes.

3/25/2020 8:19:06 PM 369helen313 How 🧛🏻♀️ Family Doing In Uk !?

3/25/2020 8:19:43 PM allonkid The worst lies. Pretty stupid lies too.

3/25/2020 8:19:56 PM dynamicres Mmm, maybe he will be the youngest to receive one next year...

🤔😎

3/25/2020 8:20:02 PM ms1481  pic.twitter.com/AelWtLBzUJ

3/25/2020 8:20:03 PM wyldeyez Is he baby Q ? research it. Make sure!  He is in the know for many things!   I know first hand private things about McCain that Austin said.   My father in 

law died because of McCain. I’ve spoke years ago to many aboard the Forrestal during the fire.

3/25/2020 8:20:25 PM wyldeyez Baby Q

3/25/2020 8:20:46 PM rocktobersky Worst Kind if Privacy Worst Kind of Privacy Violation!

3/25/2020 8:20:50 PM allonkid  pic.twitter.com/zDp8h4A53J

3/25/2020 8:20:51 PM matrixmaze333 That's a book

3/25/2020 8:21:00 PM orgonix23 wow!

3/25/2020 8:21:17 PM jaded_pearl @AustinSteinbart

3/25/2020 8:21:34 PM 369helen313 GoodLuck 🤞🏻

3/25/2020 8:21:58 PM wyldeyez Baby Q. Is what he said.

3/25/2020 8:22:08 PM s0urc3rss It doesn't matter. Quantum internet is what I've dreamed about my whole life. I'm excited to learn what's in store. I know one thing about myself, to 

follow my instinct for best results. So I am. I'm not telling anyone else to or not to.

3/25/2020 8:22:20 PM jaded_pearl Like anyone of us know better than yous 😝😂🙌

3/25/2020 8:22:36 PM buckshot2469 Too much effort put into making people believe his lies! Dweeb has never spent a day in service of his country. Q has stated that they(Q) are a group of 

high level military personnel! This Dweeb can never fit into that description. Stolen Valor!

3/25/2020 8:22:47 PM leoboscan Hello Mr. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please write on all media as posible that we need to do meditation and pray. It is necessary to help @POTUS, the 

economy, the world, the human. Meditation every day. Thinkness positively

3/25/2020 8:22:47 PM orgonix23  pic.twitter.com/yiOsuBFBe6

3/25/2020 8:22:50 PM upallnight39 Anybody who does not believe in sharing the info they found such as fake id card and post oddly structured sentences, yes

3/25/2020 8:22:52 PM winklerburke Like alt. Right influencers... who are so sure of their God&Dreams... or past (?) intelligence work... or “previous insider” revelation given... they won’t 

stoop so low as to watch new videos of a Padawan- Jedi 10x more gifted than they?  Jealousy bites hard, protect buttocks? ;)

3/25/2020 8:22:59 PM wez45091067  pic.twitter.com/icS1MNqTe9

3/25/2020 8:23:05 PM eddiesavage1776 Through the LOOKING GLASS.

We have a comfortable MONTAUCK CHAIR here for you, Alice.

😀😀😀

3/25/2020 8:23:37 PM tyetyler1 Courts won't recover after, imo.  Too much litigation will clog it all up.  I see a new system rolling out by middle of summer, maybe? if not sooner.

3/25/2020 8:23:41 PM goddesstywana This is a profound statement on many, many levels.

3/25/2020 8:23:45 PM jaded_pearl Is some type of rite of passage involved in that?

3/25/2020 8:24:22 PM nojobsr @realDonaldTrump @WinningWwg1wga @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 

I think a great shock n awe would be the Republicans VOTE NO as well! Then rip up the bullshit bill to rid the "pork"! Then simple applicable bill in direct 

context TO VIRUS & STOP F=÷>ing around!!

3/25/2020 8:24:27 PM _doozier_ Possible for some, who have lower standards for their Messengers. Think we all just wish the DIA had done a little market research & not picked the 

smarmiest possible entity as their youtube host. Sucks to see so many revel in the divisiveness. Or was divisiveness the point? 😒

3/25/2020 8:24:39 PM upliftingmind Fascinating, thank you. Not fully related but I can't resist asking: Why do some have such adverse reaction to Marijuana? Example: Most times I've 

used even small quantities, in peaceful state.. usage = total panic, loss of "mind". Not this great "high" so many describe?

3/25/2020 8:25:15 PM norefils I thought Alice was HRC?

3/25/2020 8:25:16 PM dbreif Damn did I miss somthing

3/25/2020 8:25:41 PM louie_g33 Keystone

Draco

[Corona] Borealis

Columbia

Sirius

Pisces

Andromeda

Interesting frame of the celestial bodies viewed through the looking glass. pic.twitter.com/5Ia0z0ZTCL
3/25/2020 8:25:56 PM raenyasalisbury you are incredible ,, 

big love

3/25/2020 8:26:11 PM upallnight39 See now u back on that bot shilt

3/25/2020 8:26:29 PM steppedweller7 🤣😂

3/25/2020 8:27:34 PM upallnight39 I just want to know why u in this comment chain about him habing an id from a roofer. All i wanted is a link to  http://evidence.it  was a roofer card. I 

have not seen that yet

3/25/2020 8:27:53 PM louie_g33 Heard Unheard

3/25/2020 8:28:22 PM upallnight39 Oh i was deffo doin that too.

Hey if u new and have like 3 post why new Q followin u.

U a spook too?

3/25/2020 8:28:30 PM haterdeep Look at Ezekiel at the throne of God... We don't have a parallel universe we are stuck in a universe ruled by time... God is not... We are stuck here until 

Christ comes to make all things new...  Remember in Revelation the man that got to the wedding feast without garments? How?

3/25/2020 8:28:55 PM beeshelb I noticed many too in his previous videos. And when re-watching, they still happen at the same time stamp. So I don’t know that it’s a compression 

issue, think it’s likely a comm of some sort.

3/25/2020 8:29:20 PM patriotplymouth I have a tip for a solution to your single internet provider predicament.

You may be able to add a second "line" to your cellphone plan for far less per month than your current ISP.  Put the resulting SIM card in one of these 

boxes. Voila. pic.twitter.com/0AavdPUyqd



3/25/2020 8:29:34 PM upliftingmind proof for me = Hard markers he has given in videos (time will tell) no prosecution/deplatforming despite openly advertising himself across all social 

platforms as DIA. I can go on... FOIA request for his recent FBI visit which resulted in zero deplatforming... Need more?

3/25/2020 8:30:05 PM turboxyde Spooky spooky spoo! pic.twitter.com/t7CeB6HTwk

3/25/2020 8:30:06 PM theglitcher14 In this instance of ALICE, I believe it to be an anagram. Of what, though, i couldn't say at the moment.

3/25/2020 8:30:46 PM winklerburke ALICE is hootchy kootchy Quantum Majick (?)... used 4 Evilite proposes by the Great-Evil (5th Element) CIA.  However, the DIA at times likes 2 show 

how it can be used 4 truth reveals?  Yessir, big lessons learnt that way?  Warn, then let Q Horde follow wrong stars... lesson time?

3/25/2020 8:30:49 PM wyldeyez Well. Sorry. I just can’t do it.  Tried it.  I Even can say legally I have some!  I’m in Canada so it is allowed! It messes with my brain. I need to be in control 

of my brain.    Anyone want some??? Lol eeeshhh.  To Trippy lol

3/25/2020 8:30:52 PM qstormwatch I’m on the fence too. Seems right about 75% of it but maybe there’s some things classified he is unaware of

3/25/2020 8:31:27 PM txgodmotheriii Are you following Alice? 

Have you figured out why POTUS posted about COVFEFE before Q? 

We are looking for gloves 🐇🐇🐇

@KewNadian @AaronHoughton10 @PennywiseDaWise @ColoradoEvolut1 @TxGodmotherIII @ColoradoEvolut1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@laurenmbradley2 @patriot_south pic.twitter.com/IcKfQViGo5

3/25/2020 8:31:29 PM raenyasalisbury BLESSINGS , and followed

3/25/2020 8:31:54 PM jaded_pearl Good one!

3/25/2020 8:32:26 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/6gYIsU92TW

3/25/2020 8:32:33 PM justice8882 Some guy comes out and say blah blah blah roofer, and doesn't attach why he/she says what they are spouting out, back up what you are saying with 

proof.

3/25/2020 8:33:02 PM patriotplymouth Make the cellular provider give you a SIM card that is the right size to work in the Netgear box. Connect the Netgear box to the Wan port on your home 

Wi-Fi router.  It will be your internet connection.

3/25/2020 8:33:06 PM captainhindsi18 Debunked?  Says who?  Provide evidence of such a claim or one can assume that you are simply a parrot who worships at the altar of one of the 

#QPharisees

@AustinSteinbart is BabyQ.  Get over it and get on board.  An apology is not too late.

#quantuminternet

3/25/2020 8:33:19 PM rocktobersky Hmm... What The Hell Happened Here?Did I Really Typed That Twice?! Hmm... I Really Don’t Know!

3/25/2020 8:33:32 PM papadocdolo Everyday

3/25/2020 8:33:52 PM virginialouelle Is-Be = inter-dimensional spirit in your biological entity, if I remember correctly.

3/25/2020 8:33:53 PM upallnight39 I bave the id the other bot said it was a fake from a roofer. Didnt want to give me any evidence and then  we started tusslin

U wanna buy me a beer now.or what

3/25/2020 8:34:15 PM parmarlisa ALICE is also the name of the hadron collider being used for the ALICE experiments.. recently  been brought online  locates in South Africa . 

pic.twitter.com/YEwwL7oToD

3/25/2020 8:34:19 PM shallknown Is Alice quantum?

3/25/2020 8:34:28 PM beverlyalters Loving it great news free

3/25/2020 8:34:33 PM upallnight39 I dunno clicl on shit thenove the screen around til.u find something

3/25/2020 8:35:11 PM awakeningthe17  pic.twitter.com/Vygf3eb0qY

3/25/2020 8:35:16 PM buckshot2469 No I don't care what a LARP has to say! Why would I waste my time?

3/25/2020 8:35:27 PM vectorsigma4442 I must be doing it wong  then

3/25/2020 8:35:38 PM upallnight39 Can u see it now pic.twitter.com/rig0sqaACY

3/25/2020 8:35:45 PM tyetyler1 @UpliftingMind I have same reaction plus major paranoia!  Unpleasant.  Me no likey...😜

3/25/2020 8:36:50 PM upallnight39 Wuld luv to see.the firsy pic.twitter.com/lmowwoUwL4

3/25/2020 8:37:17 PM buckshot2469 Enjoy! More power to you!

3/25/2020 8:37:29 PM upallnight39 Ok kachina, if that is your real name.

Teach me your quantum robot ways plz

3/25/2020 8:37:42 PM fnmedia How many are playing chess.

Just Q and A?

3/25/2020 8:37:47 PM sandirosep I like that one, because Ford = For-D = 4D.  And if you turn the symbol upside down the loop on the arm of the F looks like a Greek alpha and the upside 

down open O looks like a Greek Omega.  I am the alpha and the omega, the beginning and the end from The Book of Revelation(s)..

3/25/2020 8:38:01 PM polishedobserv1 It’s simple.  🤡 would have him [silenced] if he was any threat whatsoever.

3/25/2020 8:38:32 PM ausanon369 Majestic, once this goes more public your gonna get absolutely FLOODED with questions for the Q&A lol.

3/25/2020 8:39:07 PM upallnight39 Look bud,

I was gonna teach u my quantim robot ways too

Bit if u allready know everything...

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

U fuckin bird doggin cocksuckers

I hope UR enjoyin the LOL
3/25/2020 8:39:51 PM upallnight39 Well let this be a lesson to me.

Either the robots are getting smarter

 http://Or.im  getting dimber

3/25/2020 8:40:26 PM ts_sci_majic12 Citizen Joe

Metaphor

MJ12 > Typists

Technology

3/25/2020 8:40:50 PM the_loveoflight From my experience I think its all in your head, you're making yourself panic. I started smoking just fine, then 2 or so years later everytime I smoked I 

would panic and make myself feel horrible with actual chest/head pains, but I noticed my thought patterns and sometimes you

3/25/2020 8:40:54 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/j58Ub1DeQv



3/25/2020 8:40:55 PM docpalfrancesc2 Dear ones,AI needs data that is provided by man. How to make a machine with AI without the worst part of the human race,predatory, hungry for 

Control and Power?I believed that AI could help us become better people. How to make men not build a bad AI character? With noble values? 

pic.twitter.com/DvJDBMKkHn

3/25/2020 8:41:00 PM truthiswithn Totally Agree and it seems like only those who are defending him completely may not be real Q followers and QAnons.  I have looked at the accounts 

of those defending him and they are a little off.  That guy is a childish fakeQ who may do something bad to make Qanons look bad

3/25/2020 8:41:11 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/VJke9Lbk2O

3/25/2020 8:41:21 PM the_loveoflight don't mean to but you notice your heart beat for example and it slowly starts affecting you in and making you panic(most people think they're dying) 

but just KNOW that every things okay and will be alright. I have never gotten this incredible high or have seen anything, I still

3/25/2020 8:41:22 PM balkannfreak @Kachina32146771 link me a board or thread that has totaly debunked austin + the 2018 intel drop

3/25/2020 8:41:47 PM garyhudnall1 Alice is the name of one of cerns d wave computers and sometimes has been known to go rogue... I believe that’s why they shut down at times #cern 

#evilawakening #conCERN

3/25/2020 8:41:47 PM wez45091067 I owe ya a brewski, patriot. ;)

3/25/2020 8:42:14 PM upliftingmind Yes! I'm always left wondering... Is it me or you, Mary Jane?😂 We just don't mesh well? 🤷♀️lol

3/25/2020 8:42:46 PM drbohammer You must have typed that (“...Youngest Q clearance is 15 years old.”) sometime between late 1961 & early 1962, and it just arrived. Proof that you just 

can’t trust the terrestrial postal services......... ooooooooor, time warp. Testing, 1, 2, testing 😏

3/25/2020 8:42:59 PM monokrome DUMB=Deep Underground Military Bases

3/25/2020 8:43:48 PM geminifni Excellent meme..Saved it!! 👍

3/25/2020 8:43:57 PM jonathannturner Does life imitate art; or art inspire life?

3/25/2020 8:43:58 PM j_d_abercrombie you can always add meh! I'm not even sure how twitter works yet, sorta just popped up for BabyQ and started grinding... LOL

3/25/2020 8:44:02 PM wez45091067 Not offended... and not afraid to defend myself. My mistake, thought you were talking to me. Again, my apologies.

3/25/2020 8:44:11 PM the_loveoflight feel my heart rate go up or the things I felt before but I don't panic anymore, I guess all the panicking made me realize nothing ever really happens lol 

my gf is currently going through the same thing, used to be able to out smoke me and now can't take a hit without panicking

3/25/2020 8:44:36 PM maiof2tx @AustinSteinbart is a total loser

3/25/2020 8:44:37 PM pooptiredof THANK YOU! How r others falling for this obnoxious, self absorbed...well, I could go on, but...little snit? I've spent more time on the shi tter than he has 

on this planet...FFS!! You'd think if you're a Q follower you'd see right through it, but some still haven't left 'muh TV'

3/25/2020 8:44:38 PM upallnight39 Well i will just drink the one I have and we will call it even

Thanks

3/25/2020 8:44:59 PM jimmymoriarty9 Remember what the door mouse said!

3/25/2020 8:45:06 PM americanpetal So, the average Joe is now overriding the A.I tech?

We are the cure? Idk

3/25/2020 8:45:12 PM drbohammer You can be a 22 year old PhD in nanotechnology and nuclear physics, and get a Q clearance working at Oak Ridge, AND they give you your very own 

personal satellite... uh, but, uh, you don’t know you have a satellite 😳

3/25/2020 8:45:12 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/jV2TH1WBzP

3/25/2020 8:45:16 PM nurseniceyes I liked that episode.

3/25/2020 8:45:16 PM williamelgato3 He's a provocative young fella either way?

#FoodForeThought

3/25/2020 8:45:25 PM turbo7773 Do you know how to decrypt this message and what does the hide message say? pic.twitter.com/Ebzb4A8SWh

3/25/2020 8:46:09 PM patriots5_5 Oh reminds me I haven’t said hello to ALICE in a while

3/25/2020 8:46:24 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/8li5RR3yaJ

3/25/2020 8:47:06 PM upliftingmind I'm genuinely curious. I've always wondered if it's the batch/plant specifically? I'm a plant loving gardener .. maybe bad source?

3/25/2020 8:47:19 PM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I'm a patient person. I'm following EVERYTHING globally from as many angles as I can. I have faith that humanity is going to ascend 

thus making our reality better for all living things. However, you were specifically asked in the beginning, MJ12, if.....

3/25/2020 8:47:48 PM johnhammar94 Memtok, the mind taker!

3/25/2020 8:47:49 PM sleky19 It's EyeTheSpy 2.0 so LARP

3/25/2020 8:47:58 PM upallnight39 Mama? 

Is that U

Can we cuddle?

3/25/2020 8:48:18 PM laurenmbradley2  pic.twitter.com/rGVSlPTRh9

3/25/2020 8:48:19 PM larkalec Also in Armada

3/25/2020 8:49:21 PM laurenmbradley2  pic.twitter.com/SWIBqzdUsl

3/25/2020 8:49:34 PM laurenmbradley2  pic.twitter.com/poizW3HJe8

3/25/2020 8:50:10 PM drezdenwiz I agree.  They do seem to be less round, although I wasn't that into VWs to be definitive on this.  My "all time" favorite Mandela effect is C3PO and his 

"silver" leg.  That one I had no doubts was wrong.

3/25/2020 8:50:22 PM rosemodema It's a sentiment that many of us share & is the reason many of us got together initially.. 

*In Reality, I think we're well beyond it ... but I am not afraid... 🖤🦋

3/25/2020 8:50:23 PM love82janet "Wait until you learn whose been speaking to you here." Q  Do you honestly think Q would post this about some "no name" schmuck whose smug and 

voice is annoying as hell? If you fell for his act, you don't use critical thinking. Q is someone who will awaken the WORLD. It's Jr.

3/25/2020 8:51:17 PM jlundr 🤣🤣🤣

3/25/2020 8:51:49 PM paula84059427 "Citizen Joe"  Stargate SG1, season 8, episode 15?

3/25/2020 8:51:50 PM the_loveoflight Voice of God technology = Quantum technology(internet)?

3/25/2020 8:52:03 PM homeofthetitans Sirius Disclosure Witness Testimony. YouTube

3/25/2020 8:52:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 Quantum Internet https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243019955374784513 …

3/25/2020 8:52:33 PM love82janet Q also says, "NO OUTSIDE COMMS." Do you even follow Q?

3/25/2020 8:52:36 PM eastcoasterik It a great episode

3/25/2020 8:52:53 PM highvoltagenews  https://t.co/gC6u4eyQE4  https://twitter.com/highvoltagenews/status/1240891164548567041?s=21 …

3/25/2020 8:53:20 PM eastcoasterik Connects 5G/5D

3/25/2020 8:53:38 PM dani06548474 The Seen and the Unseen

The things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal.—2 Corinthians 4:18.

3/25/2020 8:54:11 PM patousada Yes. ALICE is not Alice.

3/25/2020 8:54:25 PM qstormwatch Thanks Chris!

3/25/2020 8:54:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 Think #COVIDー19

3/25/2020 8:54:37 PM wyldeyez I have some.  How can u handle it. I have to hide. Lol pic.twitter.com/sfmozlPZuo

3/25/2020 8:55:04 PM eastcoasterik Quantum Made Simple https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAIciQUlcrmi6ShQ2NmX_as_6nibxnisQ …



3/25/2020 8:55:39 PM dynamicres Protocols to access without tech?

3/25/2020 8:55:43 PM nm_zsr SG-1 S8E15

 I still need to see it

3/25/2020 8:55:52 PM mntirado Qubits-cubits

3/25/2020 8:56:08 PM damienwelsh4 Project Blue Beam?

3/25/2020 8:56:10 PM maxthecat432 MJ12 beam tweets into the typists head :')

3/25/2020 8:56:11 PM eastcoasterik  https://youtu.be/n1SGk0pDcew 

3/25/2020 8:56:58 PM wyldeyez Most definately.  I find myself talking to myself. Do I sound funny. Yeah am I talking ssllooowww yep. Cat. That’s a funny word. C a t. Yep never 

sounded like that before!   Uggghh no thank you.  Lol

3/25/2020 8:58:09 PM wolfpup16fq  https://twitter.com/politicsreid/status/1242822488549199878?s=21 … https://twitter.com/politicsreid/status/1242822488549199878 …

3/25/2020 8:58:17 PM frequencyis_key And beginning of the Annunaki era 😐

3/25/2020 8:58:22 PM 0hawkward2 Level up.

3/25/2020 8:58:30 PM americanpetal What about beaming tweets into our head?

3/25/2020 8:58:31 PM monokrome we are all building the wrong tech! :O

3/25/2020 8:58:35 PM tangeuray Was also used in The Chronicles of Riddick

3/25/2020 8:59:16 PM sdane8 The past week Google has loosened up on the censorship so maybe you'll get lucky.

3/25/2020 8:59:41 PM maxthecat432 would we be able to tell the difference between implanted thoughts and our own?

3/25/2020 8:59:53 PM americanpetal The Invisible War

3/25/2020 9:00:00 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣

3/25/2020 9:00:04 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/tMnMQ099d8k 

3/25/2020 9:00:13 PM eastcoasterik Oddly have S8 E14 “full alert” recorded from tonight, e15 is next tomorrow night

3/25/2020 9:00:46 PM mile_high_mamma Are the draco responsible for the black eye club?

3/25/2020 9:01:12 PM djjesusislove I definitely agree that he is not Q. 

Everyone soon will know and everyone will know through our President. 

#WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 9:01:14 PM sdane8 LOL You're amazing! ❤️

3/25/2020 9:01:33 PM patriotswegoall Voice of God tech?

T1 T2 and T3 get their comms this way I think

3/25/2020 9:01:53 PM upallnight39 Hey better than being banned. Speaking of, ifinally had an account hit 2 months on reddit so im back on  http://reddit.com/r/conspiracy  #QAnom2028

I like posting there more than here anyway. Twitter is mainly good for memes pic.twitter.com/SAcM0wPzuq

3/25/2020 9:01:57 PM sandirosep Moneybags73 on YT has been keeping up with all of them.  He does a great job.  Here's a recent big one:   https://youtu.be/2WBBEpcmCAk 

The hat really does look so wrong.  I wonder what this ME is pointing at?  At Spielberg and HFord?  Ford did fly into Haiti after the EQ...

3/25/2020 9:02:05 PM sarahdi75400668 I did.

3/25/2020 9:02:21 PM 369helen313 How soon It’s going to be activated!?

Are [they] going to shut down the internet!?

3/25/2020 9:02:47 PM cocopuffster12 Austin is a badass

3/25/2020 9:03:36 PM manifest_utopia Source of Joe Biden dementia?

3/25/2020 9:03:38 PM do_or_do_notty 🤣😂🤣

3/25/2020 9:03:57 PM kachinagtto  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizen_Joe …

3/25/2020 9:04:30 PM docpalfrancesc2 I am not afraid of the technological revolution! But the behavior of man, sometimes causes me Fear!

3/25/2020 9:04:38 PM sdane8 Jesus fits into everything, my friend. 😊

3/25/2020 9:06:28 PM bobbybreakit uh  i think thats from too much party

3/25/2020 9:07:32 PM nickel_triple Should we be watching this syfy series during the quarantine? 12 Monkeys? pic.twitter.com/V57lZKoJ0j

3/25/2020 9:08:06 PM 444_q_ Great thought! They probably want to now! Nothing can stop what's coming!

3/25/2020 9:08:21 PM falseprofityhoo While the validity of either should not be dismissed out of hand, neither, should that which is more agreeable to us, be weighted more heavily than the 

other.

Consider the gesture/message of the fabled "Trojan horse". 

Discernment

3/25/2020 9:08:35 PM mongrelglory Just your typical Sci Fi geek. 🤓

3/25/2020 9:08:45 PM knap957 O-kay.

3/25/2020 9:10:42 PM groverkingsley Worldwide WiFi.

3/25/2020 9:10:45 PM sdane8 Unless it's my nephew. 😉

3/25/2020 9:11:01 PM carolin15161363 The name of the show is Devs?

3/25/2020 9:12:00 PM aamwithme You've been duped.  She is the High Priestess of Witches in the US.  Seriously, start reading.  She has been a pedophile herself for eons.  She is a 

Luciferian, Satan worshipper...blood sacrifice of innocent children.   Wake up

3/25/2020 9:12:15 PM americanpetal Perhaps only through discernment. Idk

What do you think?

3/25/2020 9:13:52 PM mongrelglory Joe picks up a communication stone at a garage sale and ends up living vicariously through Jack's life in SG-1, and vice versa. 😁 

https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s8/citizen-joe/ …

3/25/2020 9:14:17 PM freeandoriginal Literally draco ? Anyway, the end is good.

3/25/2020 9:14:47 PM westmount_d7 Holy Molly! We're moving fast. Exciting times

3/25/2020 9:15:57 PM drbohammer Bwahahaha 😂. What up X!

3/25/2020 9:16:45 PM sdane8 Loved that!

3/25/2020 9:17:08 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/xMlTJdDpBe

3/25/2020 9:17:57 PM sandirosep Yes, I completely agree!  My neighbor was big into bugs when I was a kid & these just look wrong.  Not rounded enough in the front.  And of course, 

the logo is wrong now, although I have on occasion seen a few VWs with the old logo.  I wonder why both logos exist in this reality?

3/25/2020 9:18:00 PM aetherwalker1 [ 🐉 ]

3/25/2020 9:18:04 PM mongrelglory I love how when Jack revealed that he'd been living Joe's life as a barber, and the team asks why he didn't question his experiences, he replies "I found 

it relaxing". 🤣

3/25/2020 9:18:09 PM fcojdonosoc Hermoso sería, estoy contigo

3/25/2020 9:18:48 PM sdane8 I'm with you. Not my thing

3/25/2020 9:19:17 PM qanonreality Yeah I've seen that, we are in bizzaro world now



3/25/2020 9:19:23 PM chapulincolored Is CV the deep cleaning of DUMB draconians that are 40,000ft BELOW the surface?

Q post 144

40,000ft v. necessary to understand [US]/SA/global events.

Paint the picture.

Decrease altitude (we will not fly that high again).

Think mirror, up is down.

We are above, [they] are down.
3/25/2020 9:20:17 PM cocopuffster12 What is he saying at those times? Gematria? Then get Q posts. @AaronHoughton10 has YT videos breaking it down. Also have a nightly YT live show 

started. Great information. ♥️

3/25/2020 9:20:37 PM sdane8 ::sigh::  So many lost souls.

3/25/2020 9:20:40 PM buckshot2469 I believe the Government has bigger fish to fry and have little concern of a childish LARP! It just amazes me that any logical/rational thinking adult 

could actually buy into his BS!

3/25/2020 9:20:51 PM drbohammer I am literally the world’s leading cryptographer (yeah, that’s a hint). How could I POSSIBLY NOT be cryptic? 😏

3/25/2020 9:21:20 PM chapulincolored Good dig.

3/25/2020 9:22:29 PM wearing_fedora That's kinda my take on it....

If he ain't who he says he is he doesn't have long before some feds show up and slap some fancy dancy bracelets on.

3/25/2020 9:22:29 PM mongrelglory I wonder if arrests have been happening quietly behind the scenes (for example in Italy) and we'll find out after it's all done!

3/25/2020 9:22:34 PM manifest_utopia No doubt. Yet his decline has been so rapid.

3/25/2020 9:22:36 PM x14n0n Understood

3/25/2020 9:22:45 PM sdane8 Seen = the standard virus

Unseen = the amped up version that was delivered via andrenochrome

3/25/2020 9:24:05 PM sdane8 Geezus, you're like an SG encyclopedia!  😂

3/25/2020 9:24:54 PM alittlecanary44 You may not have found the right strain that agrees with you.

3/25/2020 9:25:12 PM rosemodema & Rightly So

the point I was making was with reference 2 the Questionable Human Character Traits affecting

the At Point Creation of "Ai"

* baring in mind that prevalence of Strong Ai is still minimal as apposed 2 the more Task Specific/Weak Ai

(NonDeterminantCharacterDefects)

3/25/2020 9:26:39 PM anbezedua  https://twitter.com/carolrosenberg/status/1242950447897419776?s=21 …

3/25/2020 9:26:48 PM americanpetal Isn’t she! I love it!🤣

3/25/2020 9:27:37 PM jtrinh44 MJ 12 is not the same as Q

3/25/2020 9:28:06 PM mongrelglory Feel free to ask me anything about Star Trek or Xena Warrior Princess... 😉

3/25/2020 9:28:33 PM americanpetal There is someone I follow. I can’t remember his handle. But earlier this week there was a lot of nighttime military action all over the country.

3/25/2020 9:28:40 PM ash59676794 I could've sworn Clint Eastwood died in mid 90's I remember because it was my b'day and I received a talking Clint Eastwood card..

3/25/2020 9:28:52 PM laurabusse So many books

So little time

3/25/2020 9:29:14 PM oo1o110 Steinbart has been debunked the same way that pizzagayte has been debunked. 

People just said it was debunked and plugged their ears and that was that.

3/25/2020 9:29:23 PM americanpetal Next time I get depressed being inside, I need to binge these shows!

3/25/2020 9:29:28 PM notevenchad17 It should have happened a while ago. I doubt @realDonaldTrump or anyone involved with Q at the higher levels hasn't heard of him or would be 

pleased with him if it's a LARP. What, they can't spare a single LEO/DOJ type to go tell him to shut it down?? pic.twitter.com/CD9fVpqXz9

3/25/2020 9:29:46 PM ekotoons HISTORY OF EVERYTHING

TOLD THRU THE STARS

3/25/2020 9:29:57 PM garyhudnall1 Must be why they so urgently want to get internet access to everyone even in rural areas, read a 5g Bill was signed today and saw something about 

this going from 5g/5d I’m assuming that’s the #fifthdemension

3/25/2020 9:30:26 PM enufs_enuf No shit. He needs to stop saying "we".

3/25/2020 9:30:35 PM oaf_unbreakable Cia blackhats planned this Q masquerade long ago and you swallowed hook line and sinker.

Pathetic.

3/25/2020 9:30:47 PM laurabusse Banya

LOL

3/25/2020 9:30:48 PM oo1o110 Yes divisiveness is the point. Why do you think Trump engages in it? There's a reason for it - it's to expose people and keep infiltrators off balance.

3/25/2020 9:31:04 PM upallnight39 Its funny cuz people think MJ12 are the 12 bigwhigs and typist are the underlings.

What if MJ12 was euphemism for Source Conciousness 

& typist are the "big whigs

What if QAnon & MJ12  are the same source conciousness

Do U feel like QAnon? R u a time travelin starseed LARPER? pic.twitter.com/44cOoCftdv
3/25/2020 9:31:14 PM miss_ampie My first thought.

3/25/2020 9:32:20 PM ewolsj So it's telepathy? Since when did we need technology for that?

3/25/2020 9:32:32 PM jack66123366 Peladian

3/25/2020 9:32:53 PM sdane8 Why is Austin's name at the top? I've never seen a page like that before. Is it his page?

3/25/2020 9:33:16 PM upallnight39 Read this and tell me what you think.

Could we ALL be unfolding Quantum Blueprints

From our DNA right now

Ascenson?

Return of Christ?

The Great Awakening?

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Permanent_Seed_Atom …



3/25/2020 9:33:37 PM garyhudnall1 All things exerting signs of life also have a electrical signal and a reaction to certain frequencies so without having to program each species into the 

system I think it is all built in... this will prove #aliens and #timetravel ultimatly leading to the #singularity

3/25/2020 9:33:46 PM eastcoasterik A created playlist by him

3/25/2020 9:33:58 PM missgemini1111 ALICE/MALICE

3/25/2020 9:36:03 PM n7guardiananon I've been living out mine non stop...what a ride!!!

3/25/2020 9:36:04 PM docpalfrancesc2 Yes my friend! Some things are very complicated! We should all learn a little diplomacy at school!

3/25/2020 9:37:23 PM miss_ampie Is this how some of Us will get through The Ten Days of Darkness = No Internet, No Television, No Radio?  OR will this be our New Reality? Will we even 

need internet, TV, and radio?

3/25/2020 9:37:32 PM bobbybreakit hes just a patsy like the rest of em...pretty sure hes fall boy

3/25/2020 9:37:37 PM freeandoriginal Never vax !

3/25/2020 9:38:35 PM mkoxbg They constantly need to take.

But as soon as you need a little something, you still need to work hard to get something back.

3/25/2020 9:38:40 PM chapulincolored 144 is the twelfth Fibonacci number, and the largest one to also be a square, as the square of 12 (which is also its index in the Fibonacci sequence).  3, 

6, 9. pic.twitter.com/HXtUwG4XQt

3/25/2020 9:39:29 PM aprill444 If they are more advanced then they wont be hacking into our system (unless its meant to be) Only those of lesser vibrations think along the lines of 

evil.

3/25/2020 9:39:40 PM trolls4truth  https://business.financialpost.com/pmn/business-pmn/trump-administration-to-propose-big-jump-in-funding-for-ai-quantum-rd-sources-2 …

3/25/2020 9:40:16 PM drbohammer 😂😅 about to make me cry Granny. Here’s how I deal with that:

1. In Cali, they have at least 57 gender pronouns that you & I do not know how to spell, much less pronounce.

2. In terms of the “we” thing, I can deal with split personality, but I will not purchase Heinz products!

3/25/2020 9:40:48 PM sdane8 Question: In quantum physics, we know that when an object is focused upon, the mere act of that attention will change it. Is that the purpose of Q and 

MJ? To develop a large enough focus by the multitudes in order to 'create' the reality of the Plan and Disclosure?

3/25/2020 9:41:26 PM qsentme30 Now you see them now you don't they disappear in our collective concious???

3/25/2020 9:41:34 PM aprill444 Me either!!

3/25/2020 9:42:22 PM yellamoj 2 Corinthians 1:9

9 Indeed, we felt we had received the sentence of death. But this happened that we might not rely on ourselves but on God.   

?

3/25/2020 9:42:59 PM rosemodema Even Diplomacy 

"Unrestrained"

perverts what is Right & Just 

into something resembling 'Political Correctness" ..

*I don't have the answers to a

DAMN Thing NOR do I ever suggest 'What or How' others should conduct themselves. 

** a GOOD Idea 5mins late, 

    is still too late
3/25/2020 9:44:41 PM upallnight39 Hey someone ask the StarLinkQuantumInternet

When @FBI 

Is gonna fulfill this #FOIA pic.twitter.com/FKjcIvi0S4

3/25/2020 9:45:05 PM winklerburke So where oh where does Majestic 12 live?  (Joke: Suing Lawyers want to know?). Heh, if you can’t have fun while saving this section of the galaxy, why 

bother?

3/25/2020 9:45:25 PM mongrelglory And here I was picturing a house-fly holding a tiny grain of sand so he could connect with a human holding a communication stone... 😉

3/25/2020 9:46:47 PM sdane8 Uhhhh, not so typical! 😊❤️👍

3/25/2020 9:47:06 PM enufs_enuf Addendum...my rant about we had zero to do with pronouns and everything to do with a Twitster claiming to be part of Q by saying "we".

3/25/2020 9:47:40 PM chapulincolored Draco's 40,000ft below.

DUMBS.

3/25/2020 9:48:20 PM enufs_enuf Reading comprehension is a valuable skill.

3/25/2020 9:48:44 PM rosemodema .... you're fine sweetheart 🌷

I'm not having a go at you..

I'm just practicing a diplomatic type of Objective Thinking in a Sea of Madness...

3/25/2020 9:49:03 PM sdane8 I love those programs! Confession: I do have the DVDs of the original Star Trek. I watch them when I'm sick; they're comforting. Captain Kirk is 

comforting.  Haha

3/25/2020 9:49:58 PM footballlover49 Oh. I see. Hyper(laser)speed internet was just released, today.

3/25/2020 9:51:38 PM mongrelglory The original series was my favourite of them all.  I had a huge crush on Spock!  Even had a poster of him on the wall of my dorm room in university.

   Years later I found out that all the other girls thought I was weird! 😆

3/25/2020 9:53:24 PM sdane8 😂😂😂  I love it when people are comfortable being their true, weird selves. It's courageous. Most people try to hide it; they don't realize we're all 

quirky as hell. LOL

3/25/2020 9:53:55 PM terrancongito The gold is on its way to the UST.  Thank you Thor!

3/25/2020 9:54:42 PM mongrelglory I didn't realize I was being weird. 🥺

3/25/2020 9:56:07 PM sdane8 You were to those girls in college. 😉❤️😍

3/25/2020 9:57:42 PM sdane8 And, you must've felt comfortable being yourself even then. How many other young people do that instead of following the herd? Way to go, girl!

3/25/2020 9:59:34 PM oaf_unbreakable Future "Conspiracy" push to norms.

Bad mixed w/ good.

Taint.

Enter Austin Shillbart.  Blackhat piper leading the idiots astray. pic.twitter.com/WOSqH88EKL

3/25/2020 10:01:10 PM drbohammer Invaluable

3/25/2020 10:03:22 PM drbohammer I understand & agree. I was just trying to add a bit of levity to something upon which we concur.

3/25/2020 10:04:28 PM derrick_re He is Q in the future. Lol. Riiiigggghhhhtttt!!!!

3/25/2020 10:05:00 PM sageremarks MARCH 19, 2020

Scientists create quantum sensor that covers entire radio frequency spectrum https://phys.org/news/2020-03-scientists-quantum-sensor-entire-

radio.html …

3/25/2020 10:06:05 PM enufs_enuf That too. pic.twitter.com/DvwpAxLmj8



3/25/2020 10:09:32 PM black_pharma @blackvaultcom

3/25/2020 10:09:46 PM melanie24487 Truth! I think he’s a distraction so people don’t focus on what’s really going on.

3/25/2020 10:10:57 PM q_is_not_a_larp Never ever!

3/25/2020 10:11:26 PM drbohammer Just figured something out!

Okay, when MJ says “we”, I think you’re thinking it means MJ is saying “Q & me”... 

So, when MJ says “we”, MJ is talking about a purported group of 12 people/entities who speak as a cohesive organization with a different purported 

mission - not Q.

3/25/2020 10:11:29 PM czebotarjessie When will ALICE be summoned?

3/25/2020 10:12:50 PM graydon108 Idk who you are but I fucking love you man

3/25/2020 10:13:42 PM enufs_enuf I think there's some purposeful inference.

3/25/2020 10:14:35 PM upallnight39 Thanks, that really means a lot

Because I do my absulote best

To offend fucking EVERYONE

3/25/2020 10:17:08 PM elijahqdust So should I smoke the reefer or no?

3/25/2020 10:19:08 PM chapulincolored Agree.  Besides, I have kids.  I need to set an example.  Not trying to be judgemental towards others, but I just can't get it through my head how this is 

good parenting.

3/25/2020 10:19:43 PM drbohammer The semiotics are spectacular.

3/25/2020 10:19:51 PM omaticman I am so sick of all this cryptic horseshit.

3/25/2020 10:20:08 PM mgodfrey99 I don't see this Q post

3/25/2020 10:22:06 PM enufs_enuf Who's?

3/25/2020 10:22:23 PM graydon108 X fucken D

3/25/2020 10:22:52 PM deeepintheheart Last night I looked in the mirror and thought. My belly has grown from the week of sitting all day.  Phone was 10 ft away and I was by myself so I didnt 

verbally say anything.  I open up my phone and look at FB and its was an ad that had a big belly person selling diet pills.

3/25/2020 10:23:36 PM nurseniceyes He's young, relatable, smart, and untouchable...I wouldn't want to be the face of Q in the temporal world. Do you know how exhausting that would 

be? How many slings and arrows has the President took?

3/25/2020 10:23:43 PM deeepintheheart Makes me thing of the movie DARK CITY.

3/25/2020 10:24:53 PM upallnight39 All i read. is xtra dick

And think

"Should i photo mine and post?"

3/25/2020 10:25:37 PM wearing_fedora Exactly.

Every day that goes by with him NOT in jail just strengthens his argument.

And my confidence.

I admit I called LARP when I first saw him but, after watching ALL of the videos, I changed my mind.

As much as it may annoy some people, it makes sense.

3/25/2020 10:26:08 PM nurseniceyes Old paradigm. You are looking for a male... As a Messiah.... Not awake yet... Look within.

3/25/2020 10:26:38 PM miss_ampie No coincidences. Clearly you were supposed to watch that particular series so you could share your SG knowledge with us.  Much appreciated!

3/25/2020 10:26:43 PM aaronhoughton10 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Comment.

Karma laws. You can't feed us the info you can only point us in the right direction. The choice to learn and grow must be ours.

3/25/2020 10:26:58 PM narvenordtveit This is weird... I don't watch TV. As I was going to bed eight hours ago a word suddenly came to mind: Draconian.

3/25/2020 10:28:00 PM jrocktigers Oh you can be sure of that.

3/25/2020 10:31:49 PM chew_soap !!! TY!

3/25/2020 10:32:06 PM johnphi04242787 The only red flag I see with Austin and his claims is the space stuff! He actually said David Wilcock and Cory nut job Goode where credible! They. Are 

suppprted by the Q Pharisee hord! And both are con men. And musk isn’t much better! And earth IS most definitely flat! Book Enoch

3/25/2020 10:33:23 PM danauito  https://twitter.com/HawtinGibb/status/1242806520645062659?s=20 …

3/25/2020 10:34:00 PM chew_soap Lulled some of our best right to sleep.

3/25/2020 10:34:20 PM baroo_billy  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTbglRablNOjMIUjbw0uu1WQ4vFidawQz …

3/25/2020 10:34:40 PM johnphi04242787 And many many Bible vs tell us plainly! And u can’t prove the globe with out NASA there reason for existence is to keep it hidden! There certainly real 

provable Empirical data they prove the earth is flat! In the 1950s they tried to destroy the dome with nukes project fish bowel!

3/25/2020 10:35:04 PM turbo7773 Alot of great info here thanks. Here is an example of another message I'm trying to break the hidden message and meaning on 

pic.twitter.com/GjEFwAdznx

3/25/2020 10:35:10 PM djjesusislove I know who my Messiah is and His name is Jesus Christ.

3/25/2020 10:35:46 PM citizensrising1 In all fairness, his first videos weren’t divisive...it’s when some people started acting like straight up assholes and doing this (below) that he started 

giving people the what’s for. pic.twitter.com/Qti1ohium7

3/25/2020 10:35:47 PM drbohammer All of it. Over time, there’s been some crazy conceptual discourse in the MJ circle. Some real info, some misinfo. The “MJ channel” is mostly 

entertainment for me. It’s relaxing & often amusing...

Q Drops, on the other hand, are all business.

3/25/2020 10:36:00 PM jrocktigers Very wise.

3/25/2020 10:36:03 PM candace_stedman NICE

3/25/2020 10:36:18 PM cisnez How about subjective thinking??

Can science be subjective?

What about the subject of science??? pic.twitter.com/zbV0f4nKbA

3/25/2020 10:37:56 PM citizensrising1 The same could be said for Q as a whole...we’ve already opened the gates, we have no other choice now than to see where it goes

3/25/2020 10:38:55 PM smalltownindy Just a documentation of things transpiring in the skies that few are aware of. News media is too busy barking at Trump, and average people are more 

concerned with The Voice, ESPN, or who is humping whom on TMZ.

3/25/2020 10:39:54 PM enufs_enuf I follow, but rarely see the MJ tweets. The "team of less than 12" vs Qs 10 or less are way too much for me. I call BS on MJ.

True dat about Q.

3/25/2020 10:40:17 PM citizensrising1  pic.twitter.com/NB0lKo4czh

3/25/2020 10:41:20 PM enufs_enuf Signing off. Goodnight.

3/25/2020 10:41:20 PM c45cardiac He’s a fraud. Block. Move along

3/25/2020 10:42:07 PM mcgwyneth Since the advanced military is 30 years ahead of us, what if they already "have our back" - or we wouldn't even be being told about quantum internet 

coming.  What if we're being protected from more than we know?

3/25/2020 10:42:11 PM diaptera_80 A way of responding that fits in with thought patterns [they] have spoonfed us.

3/25/2020 10:42:40 PM yourstr05411794  https://youtu.be/PS4IQx8T8ew 

3/25/2020 10:44:47 PM rosemodema Science ... as a field of study

has been perverted; as has Medicine



3/25/2020 10:45:25 PM as_he_proceeds Who was #Draco?

3/25/2020 10:46:08 PM sunniem Or...he is there purposely to force the question?

3/25/2020 10:46:19 PM drbohammer From what I’ve gathered, there are supposedly 12 MJs, but I’d be willing to bet that there are at least 17 Qs.

3/25/2020 10:46:41 PM x14n0n Get outta my head lol

3/25/2020 10:47:33 PM miss_ampie Message over Messenger, 5:5?

3/25/2020 10:47:34 PM smmmote Yes! Great job tonight on the live stream! 🙏🏻🌌✨〰️

3/25/2020 10:47:44 PM nurseniceyes Are you sure about that?

3/25/2020 10:47:55 PM mcgwyneth Jordan's great with what he does, but I also find his profit-driven agenda gets in the way.  I prefer Katie G of Citizens Investigative Report (YT)  

Awesome work, and more 'deep dives' than Jordan.  Twitter:  @CitizensIReport

3/25/2020 10:49:14 PM rosemodema Truth/ Facts cannot come from a Foundation of Fallacy .. 

 🖤🐉 pic.twitter.com/PbUzRP12Ct

3/25/2020 10:50:07 PM ptamait So we were all Quantum farm animals all along. Will we have to get rid some of our animal side to connect with the Quantum, will we have to go AI. 

What happened to Spirit.

3/25/2020 10:50:47 PM mavietruths Could baby Q be JFK Jr’s son? you can’t be a junior without a Senior.....

3/25/2020 10:51:02 PM wearing_fedora Maybe.

We'll find out soon enough.

People lying to you usually don't give a solid date for when they expect to be vindicated.

So, I don't understand the histrionics coming from some parts of the movement.

It's a bit.... unseemly

3/25/2020 10:51:02 PM tweeterniss  pic.twitter.com/0OdAbzkUdf

3/25/2020 10:53:46 PM waywhacked Marty?

3/25/2020 10:53:50 PM buckshot2469 Up to you if you wish to support a LARP! Can you trust info from someone you know is lying about their identity? #WWG1WGA #SaveTheChildren

3/25/2020 10:53:56 PM s223s223 WWG1WGA🙏✨✨🚀💫🛰️✨✨🙏WWG1WGA

3/25/2020 10:54:21 PM bb1272216718 China is bulding a collider 5 times the size of the one in europe whats up with this?

3/25/2020 10:55:35 PM upallnight39 @DefenseIntel

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart 

Spread our abundance

2 #WeThePeople

0r #femadeathcamps #LETSGO https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1240805920768221185 …
3/25/2020 10:59:14 PM joannafredjones I heard the news that the dark is coming but will end inlightness around Easter. Stock up. Battery radio. Pray. Fight.

3/25/2020 11:02:18 PM jackoneilltime1 Citizen Joe one of my fav eps

The stone "exotic" tech? 

Joe: That’s why the stories were so easy to write! It was like someone else had done most of the work for me.

O’Neill: And you say they all got rejected?

This post and watching Westworld S3 has the gray matter working ot pic.twitter.com/gSDWFqHYOl

3/25/2020 11:03:00 PM sunniem Agree

3/25/2020 11:04:00 PM jaded_pearl Thanks to @mlsurvivalist  https://www.americanelements.com/iron-cobalt-vanadium-alloy?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

3/25/2020 11:05:07 PM ptamait Baby q can be whomever he wants to be, just like you or anyone can be. But most people want to remain in their cage for some reason.

3/25/2020 11:09:07 PM jaded_pearl Excellent site / when you find research of how nano metals effect cellular functions. pic.twitter.com/IiUhuBfz6T

3/25/2020 11:09:52 PM avanti_89 Wow....thanks you guys, just took a red pill a week ago, this is all mindblowing, but im very greatfull to finally be awake! #godwins

3/25/2020 11:14:34 PM pennywisedawise What is Q always telling us?

- WATCH THE WATER

What does water do?

- RIPPLE

@AustinSteinbart

@KewNadian

@AaronHoughton10

@TxGodmotherIII

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TheCollectiveQ
3/25/2020 11:15:25 PM coloradoevolut1 Bro... 🤯 pic.twitter.com/boDPx4pFG8

3/25/2020 11:17:06 PM luluspeers1  https://twitter.com/HawtinGibb/status/1242806520645062659?s=20 …

3/25/2020 11:19:52 PM jessewi34 Give and take, flex and flow ?

3/25/2020 11:19:56 PM tweeterniss YESSS OF COURSE!!! #TheMoreYouKnow pic.twitter.com/zAZcJQciQa

3/25/2020 11:20:17 PM notevenchad17 Ah ha!! Maybe that's what WE are supposed to do? We have the internet, how many of US are asking @realDonaldTrump, "Mr. President, Who is Q??"

3/25/2020 11:20:49 PM timkania  pic.twitter.com/bnSRwG0zwE

3/25/2020 11:22:28 PM larkalec 45

3/25/2020 11:23:11 PM upallnight39 Gus and girls I have to admit

These are no AI shills

If they are

They are Quantum

Smarter than  Us

Or at least U
3/25/2020 11:23:26 PM duxgirl27 Sick and evil

3/25/2020 11:24:44 PM wearing_fedora Maybe.....



3/25/2020 11:26:25 PM jonathannturner TNG, Borg, the probable possible future of humanity from the future?  It’s something I like to think about and roll around... what do you think?

3/25/2020 11:26:45 PM upallnight39 Like when I am hittin my bong

Srry science is so fake

I 4g0t it all

3/25/2020 11:27:38 PM upallnight39 Ifnu scared to eat

U cant pull ur dick out

On hatein ass f00ls

3/25/2020 11:29:15 PM wickedmouse369 @TeeMone72128697 ALICE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 11:30:16 PM wickedmouse369 @qjeneice ALICE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/25/2020 11:30:49 PM tweeterniss I’m thinking 🤔 pic.twitter.com/eO4LsKp5YX

3/25/2020 11:32:42 PM wickedmouse369 Everyone thinks the poor guy is going crazy.

3/25/2020 11:33:37 PM djjesusislove I will put my life on who the true Messiah is and that is Jesus Christ. 

I will pray for you Jesus died for our sins that we repent for - Is this question for an answer, or do you think that I have never seen the other side to not 

know whose the true Messiah?

3/25/2020 11:36:42 PM qsentme30 So is Killary's CLONE hooked up to Alice she is the voice of alice

3/25/2020 11:39:17 PM nova76985142 You’re the first person to believe me and not think I am saying it to be anti-weed.  Thank you.  Btw… I do use very pure cbd and do okay on it.  But even 

low dose thc and I’m in danger zone.

3/25/2020 11:42:31 PM patriotleah1776 Maybe YOU should not make any claims???

3/25/2020 11:42:34 PM rmcarnel Yep, now is as good of time as any... plus your hanging at home.

3/25/2020 11:42:46 PM timeforarrests I watched it after she posted it. Basically it explains that they have ancient DNA that they have used for nefarious purposes.

3/25/2020 11:43:38 PM bb1272216718 Maybe these people share a energy signature in their field and they are all linked unseen?

3/25/2020 11:43:53 PM nurseniceyes I do not need it... I do know you have never seen the face of the most high...pray for those who are fearful so this land can be healed

3/25/2020 11:44:27 PM elias45732367 Haben die Q's aus Star Trek etwas mit Q zu tun?

3/25/2020 11:45:37 PM patriotleah1776 We're watching you

3/25/2020 11:47:45 PM patriotleah1776 Buh-bye! 

You weren't meant for this mission.

See ya on the flip side!

3/25/2020 11:50:28 PM gatekeaper1 Melange... andreno. How the stories are reality

3/25/2020 11:52:07 PM tweeterniss Haha I said yes because I was one once !

3/25/2020 11:52:55 PM jlionstar 1. Proof: Jordan_Sather, InTheMatrix, StormIsUponUs, cjtruth, Sun_Q_Tzu ,prayingmedic, M2madness, Etc.

Many of the names he is attacking has been around along time, and been quoted/Linked by Q. " So According to him, That would mean he quoted 

them.."

Now he calleds them Morons?

3/25/2020 11:52:57 PM djjesusislove Everyone needs prayer & you do not know anything about me. I have heard the Lord's voice & I have been in between seen hell, demons. I don't need 

to explain my experiences to one who doesn't need to know. I know who is real & who is not. God bless your soul🙏

3/25/2020 11:53:55 PM jlionstar 2. Proof: Look at all his videos: He claimd a year ago, 

first to be a cyber Samurai. 

then a year after to be a Qanon (Researcher). 

And now he is part of the Q team...and DIA?!

3/25/2020 11:54:00 PM jtrinh44 "We" refers to MJ12. There are 12. What part of that do you not understand?

3/25/2020 11:54:24 PM nurseniceyes I am blessed.

3/25/2020 11:54:29 PM djjesusislove I will still pray for you, forever and always. God bless you ☝🙏☝

3/25/2020 11:54:55 PM bi07829782 MJ12, can you confirm? Vivid is mass scare event with element of truth like 1938 radio broadcast “war of the worlds”?

3/25/2020 11:54:57 PM jlionstar 3. Proof: He keeps asking us to prove his NOT Q.. Thats not how it works. HE has to prove he is Q. 

Question: Why hasnt Q (Him) Linked one of his own videos to the 8chan. That would easy prove he was Q. Right? .. Logical Thinking/ Think for yourself.

3/25/2020 11:55:23 PM bi07829782 Vivid = Covid-19

3/25/2020 11:56:43 PM jtrinh44 You should try some.

3/25/2020 11:57:47 PM realnotableanon Trip code, buddyboi

3/25/2020 11:58:08 PM gatekeaper1 And a mentat would battle erasmus

3/25/2020 11:58:10 PM djjesusislove Amazing grace! God blessed you, amen! 

Jesus blesses all child's of Christ - Did you ask and receive his gifts?

3/25/2020 11:58:46 PM nurseniceyes Good night to you.

3/25/2020 11:59:30 PM nabeelsarwar10  pic.twitter.com/IylzUVFjyk

3/25/2020 11:59:30 PM fractal_reality You konw some people called Q a LARP at the beginning... 🙄

3/25/2020 11:59:45 PM samanthaoverby2 I will remember this day!

3/26/2020 12:01:13 AM djjesusislove Good night and God bless! #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 12:01:55 AM ajdesarno  pic.twitter.com/l8xqVRcGCm

3/26/2020 12:01:59 AM ajdesarno  pic.twitter.com/S3uh3IkVqd

3/26/2020 12:02:38 AM nurseniceyes No Jesus cannot give me gifts that were given to him. Seek the Face of God the almighty. Ask to see the face as it (I)wishes to be. And come as a child 

would without sin... Without fear.

3/26/2020 12:03:53 AM ta193919632009 #GatesFoundation #Event201 #Agenda21 #Eugenics #NWO #BillGates

3/26/2020 12:05:22 AM monokrome That's not what LARP means

3/26/2020 12:06:20 AM monokrome Great! You said the exact same thing as me. Good job.

DUMB=Deep Underground Military Base btw

3/26/2020 12:06:29 AM ajdesarno The new Dracula show on Netflix is quite telling, I say.

3/26/2020 12:07:32 AM monokrome summon != control

3/26/2020 12:07:40 AM buckshot2469 This dweeb is claiming to be Q ! If you want to believe that go rt ahead.

3/26/2020 12:08:50 AM buckshot2469 He claims to be Q ! That's proof enough for me that he is an attention seeking LARP!!

3/26/2020 12:09:30 AM gatekeaper1 People you ask in a dream, never acknowledge they are in a dream.

3/26/2020 12:11:04 AM djjesusislove Ask & you will receive through Faith in Jesus - I have no fear of man I fear life without Jesus. A child without sin is Jesus himself & He died for our sins 

but you can clean yourself of sin through baptism & repenting of one's sins. No one is perfect. GBY



3/26/2020 12:15:01 AM rhianno18150672 some dont come back to human form.

they must 'restart'...single cell.

Bad bad killing in name of 'a god'....have seen 2...NOT good

3/26/2020 12:15:02 AM jooooody get off that stuff jesus is comin like next week be ready & clean up 

#hearhim

3/26/2020 12:16:17 AM tanktank19k Ripple...thats the digital dollar! XRP

3/26/2020 12:18:32 AM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/I4TiaPlXDV

3/26/2020 12:20:35 AM faro_christian Everybody that still can and should have thousands cash, silver & gold on hand NOW. Wake up sheeple !!

3/26/2020 12:23:40 AM livinlattes Its called crisis management.

3/26/2020 12:24:41 AM rhianno18150672 We are all here to learn lessons.

Yes, we can carry burdens from past lives...but CHOICE dictates what happens in this life and how u've risen 2 ur 'challenges'.

Some souls don't reincarnate...but the 'journey' still takes place on the o/s - just slower.

Use ur time wisely🙏

3/26/2020 12:25:37 AM jaded_pearl @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Is the Amorphous Archive still needed? Is this it? #QAnon #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/jNCHqF6Qmn

3/26/2020 12:28:58 AM ref_morality Clues and hits and help is offered along your journey. You are NEVER alone. I believe the prime directive is non-interference in another's free will. Your 

choice, when the student is ready the teacher appears. Help, assistance, support comes in abundance.

3/26/2020 12:30:39 AM ref_morality HINTS (definitely NOT hits)*** I apologise - autocorrect typo!

3/26/2020 12:31:10 AM burtqueue Are we sure HRC isn't just a "sleeve" being worn by ALICE?

3/26/2020 12:31:11 AM docpalfrancesc2 Honey, our whole species is this!

As Nietzsche said:

Humans, only Humans ...

3/26/2020 12:33:10 AM kimberl01949012 The Bible is total astrological I think genesis 22:18 Abraham is told gods plan is in the stars... something like that. Revelation 12 obvious Virgo 

constellation and the 12 apostles, 12 zodiac, it’s all connected....

3/26/2020 12:33:30 AM kimberl01949012 13th zodiac sign

3/26/2020 12:34:06 AM ref_morality Absolutely. We are all learning and teaching and sharing what we've learnt through experience.

3/26/2020 12:35:38 AM ryrythegemini13 I don’t get why people are so upset. If he’s lying or not lying. The plan is still going full steam ahead. There’s still drops, still comms, still a world of woke 

patriots ready. Ignore him if it upsets u. Stop acting like the left and bashing him cause ur mad. WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 12:37:30 AM kimberl01949012 Alfa Romeo emblem dragon eating a human; check out  massarati too for kicks - Neptune .  Symbols will be the downfall.

3/26/2020 12:37:34 AM balkannfreak Wasnt a post but a message in Q research he posted then deleted link stood up 15 mins max

3/26/2020 12:40:28 AM balkannfreak Whats this the trip code ? I was in the thread when this was posted. Its a message that was deleted within 15 minutes due to the sensibility of the 

content in the archives ? Some stuff were at the time withhelded by the DOJ

3/26/2020 12:41:08 AM tanktank19k this opened a new rabbit hole for me. In Austin's video, he says we are going to have quantum internet.

Think WAVES.---Ripple XRP

WW?-------------------World Wide

Define 'unified'-----------------------web

SAT knockout forced new CLAS tech [online] by who?-Quantum internet pic.twitter.com/VrM8iyCbJI

3/26/2020 12:48:15 AM ruthlesstruth_  pic.twitter.com/pGoj92aS9M

3/26/2020 12:49:06 AM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/JGV4FOtHzG

3/26/2020 12:51:45 AM satchidananda31 Namaste MJ, contemplating upon your messages over the last 1.5 years has expedited my spiritual awakening. Thank you for that!

3/26/2020 12:52:29 AM rosemodema Exactly .. 

So why would we fear 

the very aspect of our 

perverted selves,

coming back to destroy 

us through the creation 

of our own hands.. ?? 

#LuckyBreak I say .. 🍀
3/26/2020 12:53:49 AM travis_ebarb Wow your good!! #AustinSteinbartIsQ

3/26/2020 12:54:02 AM rosemodema What I AM

Is Beyond 

My Physical Form ..

3/26/2020 12:54:25 AM docpalfrancesc2 My work in Diplomacy is in Humanitarian Causes...Conflicts... human rights violations...

3/26/2020 12:55:52 AM docpalfrancesc2 I know that, and you have a good sense of Ethic...Sage!

3/26/2020 12:58:32 AM travis_ebarb Yes he could have..some of us have the files, but you completely miss the point

3/26/2020 1:04:34 AM docpalfrancesc2 Yes! The subject Science is being rethought! We are more open to new thoughts! Like technology, we are experiencing a revolution!

But Science will always be based on evidence, the use of "Trial and Error” no longer exists!

3/26/2020 1:07:03 AM aaronhoughton10 No wonder I felt out of it tonight. I just felt off track and running in circles. @AustinSteinbart @LordConcave @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @BeagleMoon 

https://twitter.com/AaronHoughton10/status/1243086382928707585 …

3/26/2020 1:07:51 AM rosemodema It's all pretty self evident, clear cut, for those with conscience..

The Diplomacy there meaning; 

Moral Compass... 

I'm sure you excel, in fact

I know you do... 🖤🍒

3/26/2020 1:08:46 AM rosemodema pfft ... not I. 

* I'm not yet worthy of the title..

3/26/2020 1:08:47 AM qstarport Comtraya!!! pic.twitter.com/s80xAZ2bHx

3/26/2020 1:09:56 AM smmmote Another synchronicity I'm literally looking into that at this moment. ✨

3/26/2020 1:10:43 AM smmmote That one kinda shook me

3/26/2020 1:11:04 AM satchidananda31 How close is this to the truth? 

 https://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message4221563/pg1?regp=bm9fMTU4NTIwODk5NQ== …



3/26/2020 1:13:11 AM travis_ebarb This just gets crazier and crazier... In a good quantum kind of way! Listen to your gut eh

3/26/2020 1:15:18 AM rosemodema Yes!

Principally though, that aspect of testing, trial & error doesn't seem to be the issue.

*more like the willful subversion of foundational "facts" in an attempt to control / limit .... well, many things.

But I'm no Science Nut (said respectfully) I leave that to AnonExperts

3/26/2020 1:15:54 AM namchalgonzalo Estoy un poco perdido. ¿Qué es WWG!WGA?

3/26/2020 1:19:33 AM pennywisedawise Mary Jane is “The Gateway” drug for a reason...being legalized worldwide just in time...regular folks can be calm with a more open mind! GATEWAY 🤔

3/26/2020 1:25:44 AM wallyayottejr Tom Hanks and over 60 priests in Italy.

3/26/2020 1:26:16 AM docpalfrancesc2 I agree! But as in the Middle Ages, it is not Science that has the power to Control!

In fact, scientists with their research are truly in control! Science is controlled! We have no power over the results of our research!

“ e pur si muove...” G. Galilei

3/26/2020 1:26:32 AM _ohio_girl Makes me think of the Nicene Creed.

3/26/2020 1:27:22 AM jackofshadows2 you're gonna need to do another video explaining how quantum internet lets you see through dead people's eyes.

3/26/2020 1:27:37 AM __jabird__ Bowling on Thursday nights?

3/26/2020 1:28:41 AM rocketross3 amm... then how did Q posted the armor of god video AFTER steinbart video ?

3/26/2020 1:30:39 AM docpalfrancesc2 Your body isn’t have a soul...

Your Soul have a body!

3/26/2020 1:30:45 AM amanita40860516  pic.twitter.com/Am6JXoiwRZ

3/26/2020 1:31:06 AM wallyayottejr Watch the water. 

Glass of water set on the plate. 

Possible reflection removed from glass. 

Anything is everything anymore. pic.twitter.com/NOBccNkMyy

3/26/2020 1:36:36 AM rosemodema I wish that was true .. 

Have you met TattooMonkey? 😃 https://youtu.be/n-kbNBKgZ3w 

3/26/2020 1:38:44 AM wild8heart Good catch. A great episode.

3/26/2020 1:47:10 AM upallnight39 Say guise. Also we have 3 minds

High heart

Heart

Gut/body

ConQuer them & become Won

1 IS    3 TypistBE. = WonIsBe

U seen #DisneyPixarsInside0ut ??

#consider

#reckonsyle

#whoAreUrother2? pic.twitter.com/5jWeOosaIq
3/26/2020 1:49:50 AM upallnight39 LOL pic.twitter.com/sp1QEiYANL

3/26/2020 1:51:28 AM upallnight39 U know the first time I ate MDMA

I said "yo this is the best I will ever feel"

#BOOM

#WhiteLightBaptism

#GodNme

#meInGod

#kundalini

#christos

#KNOWSTIC
3/26/2020 1:52:09 AM fractal_reality I really dont know why Austin is saying some things but it doesnt mean i can't listen to what he has to say. We shouldn't believe nobody 100% even Q. 

Our beliefs is what can lead us astray. Train your own discernment and dont take others word as gospel.

3/26/2020 2:02:48 AM conspiracyntwrk "when the stars align"

 https://youtu.be/c5-MVbtH7tw?t=21736 … pic.twitter.com/DZ7CwTs6l1

3/26/2020 2:04:45 AM baffynut While there is sufficient evidence for a hollow earth pretty much exactly as described by lsc ;I believe we are on the outside surface currently.seems to 

me this may be a pointer of sorts towards disclosure of hollow earth.further,I asked lsc’s rep and he told me outside 1/2

3/26/2020 2:07:12 AM engrafteda I think so for sure!

3/26/2020 2:08:27 AM baffynut 2/2 ‘his’ concave earth there is  http://nothing.so  no need for a space force or light years or galaxies or even solar systems there.this new direction 

towards lsc has to be conceptual.

3/26/2020 2:11:43 AM nicoles23023964 Can't we just pull the plug?

3/26/2020 2:13:02 AM lattegirl1718 Watched 12 episodes Stargate Atlantis-  human eating aliens!! Too close to Hollywood for me!!👹👹👹👹👹👹

3/26/2020 2:14:47 AM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@780thC

@ArchonTyler

#WeThePeople

#8000 arrested

#TurnInOrDie  https://twitter.com/madly_offkilter/status/1242868379230375936 … pic.twitter.com/NW4zGgjxhl
3/26/2020 2:24:27 AM identityasxy .

Patriots, in the pantheon of Great Awakening heroes, we got to acknowledge and give mad props to Congressman Ron Paul !

Without his incessant warning about Fed Reserve, I'd still be sleeping.



3/26/2020 2:33:56 AM identityasxy Hi KCal,

Quantum mechanics is an area of physics related to fundamental atomic particles, foundation of matter & energy.  

Quantum entanglement is one of the very weird phenomena that occurs at the mind blowing interface between matter & energy.

Existence is weird !

3/26/2020 2:34:43 AM ogmios1440 Much to be learned!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 2:34:44 AM identityasxy . https://www.livescience.com/28550-how-quantum-entanglement-works-infographic.html …

3/26/2020 2:35:51 AM ogmios1440 Big changes!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 2:36:36 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/pPMu8fqo9_o 

3/26/2020 2:36:48 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/pPMu8fqo9_o 

3/26/2020 2:37:02 AM ogmios1440 😎

3/26/2020 2:37:42 AM ogmios1440 They make copies of what already exists!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 2:38:10 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/pPMu8fqo9_o 

3/26/2020 2:38:38 AM x14n0n Were all q

3/26/2020 2:40:35 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/pPMu8fqo9_o 

3/26/2020 2:43:19 AM rosesrred0119 ALICE =AI

Alice=HRC

3/26/2020 2:43:22 AM upallnight39 @AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#rUhRR000hhhrhrjjyjggji https://twitter.com/cobrainfo1/status/1242951465653731328 …

3/26/2020 2:44:37 AM ogmios1440 Check out her Virus fighting abilities!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 2:45:11 AM ogmios1440 Under Water Bases soon!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 2:48:10 AM graydon108  pic.twitter.com/xfigie2eRF

3/26/2020 2:51:04 AM identityasxy  https://youtu.be/ipfrhTyrCPg 

3/26/2020 2:51:56 AM qanonmichele11 He's not the real Majestic 12, and should never have been using that name. He's John Morton.

3/26/2020 2:52:40 AM qanonmichele11 He's not the real Majestic 12. He's just John Morton.

3/26/2020 3:00:53 AM brd369 Thats been whats driven me to listen. Requoting Q posts isn't delivering further information. At the very least hearing what Austin has to say and Cross 

referencing it with other study work is providing a few clues.

3/26/2020 3:03:03 AM allonkid  https://youtu.be/xpqgrTZiYpM 

3/26/2020 3:06:48 AM adsvel IS-BE's=Immortal Spiritual Biological Entities.

3/26/2020 3:08:52 AM qukjjwilliams AI Organisation.

3/26/2020 3:09:04 AM wild8heart See something, say something. 

@NSAGov @FBI @DefenseIntel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/news/article.cfm?c_id=6&objectid=12319816&utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=nzh

_fb …

3/26/2020 3:09:54 AM unittzoo 15 Days is today 3/26

10 days starts 3/31 

Over on 4/10/20

3/26/2020 3:12:35 AM ogmios1440 No body is a LARP. It means L is a Pharaoh. Once L is revealed things will get moving!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 3:12:43 AM whitespacer Thanks, very clear and concise.

3/26/2020 3:13:13 AM ogmios1440 Can be el, El, AL or L....

3/26/2020 3:15:13 AM ogmios1440 When all CALCULATIONS are made you will arrive at RA. ANCIENT ONE!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 3:17:48 AM ogmios1440 Most likely a CODE BREAKER!😎❤️❤️❤️😎 He wrote ALL the CODES! A-Z and 0-9. The Best has Yet to Come!

3/26/2020 3:22:06 AM ogmios1440 RSO!

3/26/2020 3:22:14 AM kinka2012 Kachina, so u are Q?

3/26/2020 3:22:37 AM perfectstorm24 Haha. Welcome to the new 1%.

Keep an eye on it, may have one more low. But now is a time to fill a bag of XRP before it moons.

#thestandard #thephoenix #crossborder #moon

3/26/2020 3:23:31 AM ericpartchey AI coupled with that Quantum Internet now that’s scary. That’s what I kind of envisioned for end times Antichrist narrative of the Bible

3/26/2020 3:24:03 AM pennywisedawise Yessir! Let’s get some wealth in good hands for a change! 👊🏻

3/26/2020 3:26:34 AM keith369me We are all connected, we are all one, consciousness “internet” or AI internet.  You choose.

3/26/2020 3:27:22 AM adsvel I would say, fear kills your intuition.😊

3/26/2020 3:28:48 AM scott_rick Look at MJ’s reply to me via PM about Dr Greer pic.twitter.com/XQbRKhZXz6

3/26/2020 3:31:19 AM papadocdolo Bought last year

3/26/2020 3:31:59 AM kinka2012 Heeey, well done!block everyone that exposes you :)) 

U trolls, CIA agents  and lame programmed workers without any spark of own intllgnce are being quite obvious now. Enjoy your fall down as we are 

enjoying. Priceless!! Mlch retired few years ago. U follow.

3/26/2020 3:35:38 AM monokrome "WWG1WGA!!! ...unless you're trans or gay or black or basically not a heteronormative white person because I don't actually want to be United with 

anyone who isn't exactly like me tbh"

    - Qanons everywhere

3/26/2020 3:37:13 AM mindfullee ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a heavy-ion detector on the LHC ring..esp bc they’re have quantum comps summoning..

QC-Remember, Geordie Rose referred to potential techs (seeking) “demonologists” 

Clarity would be 👍

 https://youtu.be/cD8zGnT2n_A  https://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/11/06/lhc_dimensional_portals/ …

3/26/2020 3:37:45 AM monokrome Who the fuck cares if she's trans? It literally makes no difference. It means nothing in the big picture.

3/26/2020 3:38:10 AM nobody62354399 I won't he's a fake, only @realdonaldtrump can out who Q is.

3/26/2020 3:38:22 AM 369_is So what if he's a larp or not??? Doesn't the fact that MJ points us to his info TELL YOU that there's something important going on there??? THINK, don't 

regurgitate.

3/26/2020 3:42:01 AM 369_is Welcome aboard @Taikijan . This may help. https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/26/2020 3:44:53 AM sky3691111 Right!👍👍👍

3/26/2020 3:47:52 AM robert_c_jones ALICE = CERN

3/26/2020 3:50:12 AM slh2813 @realDonaldTrump @Scavino45

3/26/2020 3:55:40 AM _369311119 Hmmm...

MICVampy ???

3/26/2020 3:57:30 AM random2012756 Does ALICE mean project Looking Glass (the one used at Montauk)?  It seems this the only way then Q clock could actually be right all the time (or time 

travel either physically or astrally).  I’ve done the latter so i know it can be done.

3/26/2020 3:59:02 AM bbobbio71 I believe you mentioned something a year or so ago about in order to have free energy,  the tech Is so dangerous that everyone would need to be 

monitored.  Or something like that.  Is this in relation to that? #thebestisyettocome



3/26/2020 4:00:00 AM random2012756 Why use this power to manipulate others?  Is that agenda still also not self serving? It will still create a wheel of karma and misqualified energy.  The 

key is foregiveness.

3/26/2020 4:04:01 AM random2012756 I feel both sides (duality) feel they are doing the right thing in manipulating the situation behind the scenes with smoke screens, hidden wars and 

propoganda. We all need to determine the truth with our feelings and heart.  The Akashic doesn’t lie!!!

3/26/2020 4:06:55 AM random2012756 To solve this we need to seek love and forgiveness of ourselves and mankind for all misqualified and distorted energy instead of blaming others.  AND 

we need to use the Voilet Flame to clear all distorted energies in our etheric, emotions, mental and physical bodies.

3/26/2020 4:09:27 AM random2012756 MJ 12 really screwed over Forrestal and Eisenhower in the beginning.  A secret agenda!!! Hence Eisenhower’s warning to be wary of the MIC.

3/26/2020 4:13:03 AM michael81972 Peter Gee

3/26/2020 4:14:38 AM wyldfire1128 #QPharisees 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/kV4dM94EhX

3/26/2020 4:15:59 AM splendorian1 80-90% of what you earn is spent before you are paid, more than that - but we are free right ?

They wear us out to keep up distracted and spend trillions of "our" [fake] money on DUMBS, space, trafficking, and corporate manipulation of the 

public. Tear down the fed, stop irs pay.

3/26/2020 4:17:22 AM maxthecat432 I really don't know, I wonder if the messages are projected with your internal voice or sound/feel external

3/26/2020 4:17:28 AM freestateojones What about the part where tech isnt needed?

3/26/2020 4:18:24 AM ladylukk711  pic.twitter.com/q7wGUQoczb

3/26/2020 4:19:58 AM maxthecat432 I agree that we all need to be in touch with Christ/God through the path within

3/26/2020 4:20:21 AM tmckmck @JGunn10

3/26/2020 4:21:38 AM maxthecat432 mass awakening can only come with lots of individuals doing the work to be better, it spreads

3/26/2020 4:22:19 AM shenlade45 Cannabis keeps our Endocannabinoid system healthy our body needs this to maintain homeostasis within our bodies

3/26/2020 4:23:23 AM shenlade45 Yes these are all great, also strains high in THCV are marvelous for diabetes

3/26/2020 4:23:29 AM nanablue37 Where We Go 1 We Go All

3/26/2020 4:24:44 AM falseprofityhoo Proofs and confirmations must be considered as well...

3/26/2020 4:27:05 AM shenlade45 Full spectrum means you are getting all the components of the plant if just CBD then theres No THC, THCV, and more but you get 

CBD,CBC,CBG,CBN,ETC..

 TERPENES...

3/26/2020 4:28:16 AM shenlade45 It balances the Endocannabinoid system

3/26/2020 4:31:50 AM troglowbyte Or how to settle back with a really good prime number.

3/26/2020 4:35:59 AM _369311119 Tara Reade

TERRA!

3/26/2020 4:37:46 AM _369311119 Citizen Joe S https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1177951421523775489?s=20 …

3/26/2020 4:37:47 AM jeffex11 we the people withdraw stolen consent of 1871 DC ACT RESURRECTION DAY  @POTUS will rescind  martial law & PLACEHOLDERS in congress WILL 

unanimous consent restore  REPUBLIC allegorical "KANSAS " PASSOVER __ _ 23 Leviticus 23  THE STORM eradicating evil WW  https://www.freedom-

school.com/the_wizard_of_oz.pdf … pic.twitter.com/BGxXDXf3cx

3/26/2020 4:42:48 AM viking_jeremy What is this a part of?

3/26/2020 4:50:19 AM gsusgod I’ve noticed through time synchronicities. Does Alice have an accent or do we hear Alice’s influence with our own voices?

3/26/2020 4:50:27 AM wearethenews1 WTF - following his trail, if anyone can help dig ADRENOCHROME SOLUTIONS INVENTOR ... google patent address (redmondhill endo lab) first search 

result? Directions to EVERGREEN! @Qanon76 @AustinSteinbart @DJLOK @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/KuzvaxCpk7

3/26/2020 4:51:15 AM 39anc6 The internet cables are connecting Europe and America through water

3/26/2020 4:53:45 AM kabamur_taygeta MJ is more like an insurance agent from the present.

3/26/2020 4:54:10 AM ca11dmt So mj summons Alice?  Alice = clown clown =cia? Mj works with cia?

3/26/2020 4:54:30 AM ca11dmt I'm just trying to clarify

3/26/2020 4:54:34 AM jendanser Yes

3/26/2020 4:54:35 AM viking_jeremy I can't wait for this!!

3/26/2020 4:55:18 AM my2sonznme What’s suppose to happen April 5?

3/26/2020 4:57:21 AM debraji41914370 Yes

3/26/2020 4:59:29 AM susang7671 Field on hilltop overlooking Capitol. In field is big statue. Portable blds in back used as branch location 4main temple in another city that has been 

locked down. Yes, they did try to recruit wrong person. Yes, next to a lab. Yes, they released Chinese lanterns on NewYearEve. 

pic.twitter.com/baMc6Eh4yx

3/26/2020 4:59:39 AM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/1Erq20w5Kr

3/26/2020 4:59:48 AM fnmedia Strongly recommend the 600+ page .PDF by MJ12 - Well organized by topic, and though much is to-be-witnessed, really gives a More complete scope.

Maybe they will repost that .PDF

3/26/2020 5:01:08 AM brandon73745841 Does President Trump have someone in his cabinet who knows how to program a computer?

3/26/2020 5:01:13 AM ernestinawatfo2  pic.twitter.com/fishuxRXyp

3/26/2020 5:05:17 AM pete98876757 I still waiting on Quantum banking.

3/26/2020 5:09:34 AM cbirdseyevuze Is there a way t👁 tell? 

Who's Evil?

3/26/2020 5:13:59 AM askbeforgiven DNA activate. Green Castle. 13 step?

3/26/2020 5:16:58 AM jamesgdurrett Sometimes MJ flaunts CIA impersonating Q... Leads to unfollows!

3/26/2020 5:22:18 AM louise_naia Try telling that to the 8 million child sex slaves around the world that are being tortured and killed 😳

3/26/2020 5:23:48 AM qstormwatch Thanks!!

3/26/2020 5:30:54 AM mumsyto2 Different strains give you different results, some are uppers and some are more of a relaxing feeling. People need to understand what they are 

smoking and how it can have an effect.

3/26/2020 5:31:18 AM musicladyelaine When did you last know someone infected with polio.....??

3/26/2020 5:33:07 AM bcmarky Its already online

3/26/2020 5:34:53 AM stardefendxx That’s why I was addicted to Stargate SG1, I knew in some part of me that they were a lots of informations simply by watching the show. Mannn love 

that show sad that they didn’t continue...All the knowledge of the world was just there ! On TV !!

3/26/2020 5:36:18 AM stardefendxx I strongly recommend that show Mann ! One time ya watched it all the episodes u gonna fell so smart I swear....

3/26/2020 5:36:31 AM jenaynayz wow, you obviously missed the point, not my problem though

3/26/2020 5:39:10 AM stardefendxx If u watched that show a young age it’s normal that it could inspire to become like one of these hero by joining the US AIR FORCE...cuz I did once upon 

a time

3/26/2020 5:41:53 AM stardefendxx Star Trek talk also a bit about that....

3/26/2020 5:42:28 AM karma4event201 Typists have MJ12’s Rock of Ages

Or 

Typists have had Ancient Technology Activation gene  activated 

Ascension occurs when our ATA is activated

3/26/2020 5:44:01 AM stardefendxx It’s not a coincidence :) they known pretty much a lot stuff that cannot but accidentally

3/26/2020 5:46:06 AM saoirse_369 Also Tracy?

3/26/2020 5:46:55 AM stardefendxx Did I know that Stargate sg1 is one of the rarest show ever been supported by the USAF ? Wanna know why ? Cuz they wanted to control their image 

to the viewers :) Cheyenne mountain complex could be part of those doomsday theories etc...



3/26/2020 5:47:09 AM bvvhite Im pretty sure $XRP is mark of the devil shit, if [They] would have won.

3/26/2020 5:48:21 AM 037agent Seen, and heard, and saved.

3/26/2020 5:49:15 AM jeffex11 "THIS DAY" IS RESURRECTION DAY pic.twitter.com/GgqB2tJyCO

3/26/2020 5:49:34 AM realchindsight Christopher Judge in God of War = Epic Casting Choice.

Christopher Judge is Legend.

3/26/2020 5:50:36 AM susang7671 @CoreysDigs Original 5:5 . What his story events took place on 5:5? What was planned to be [their] story on 5:5:2020? A Mother’s Day “Balloon 

Event”? Oops! Accidentally thwarted by a STORM after accidentally trying to recruit the wrong Old Soul HALOHEAD. Global balloon lock down. 

pic.twitter.com/l3QLdpPQkR

3/26/2020 5:51:43 AM wearing_fedora Vindication

3/26/2020 5:54:12 AM labellatresor ConCERNing ALICE, does she reside in Switzerland?

3/26/2020 5:56:32 AM josephjude94 Thank you for this ! I’m glad I’m finally woken up to war , I appreciate the info. Because tell everyone that will listen.

3/26/2020 5:56:56 AM jeffex11 from all  across the restored earth . From far away places people will come to America to the Southern Wall . " the wall means more than you know " 

Donald J Trump is a builder . The WALL is a monument for the world to know THE US MILITARY ARE THE SAVIORS OF MANKIND 

pic.twitter.com/V4V3alm31g

3/26/2020 6:05:42 AM gamingtoolong It also is the most destructive force on Earth.

3/26/2020 6:06:05 AM corneliaruepke H 2O2 &&& diluted... 1000 SelfhelpWays... ps. pretty new on here - already blocked someone (when checking a followers profile he said proud 2b 

FMson!!) TI in Germany

3/26/2020 6:07:28 AM viking_jeremy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/idUYfEo_EMI 

3/26/2020 6:07:42 AM viking_jeremy  https://youtu.be/idUYfEo_EMI 

3/26/2020 6:07:51 AM viking_jeremy  https://youtu.be/idUYfEo_EMI 

3/26/2020 6:09:33 AM viking_jeremy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 so I am thinking Christ = Chrism Secretions

3/26/2020 6:12:32 AM willma2005 wow Flanagan. thanks

3/26/2020 6:13:53 AM houdini481 For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the 

spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms.

3/26/2020 6:15:54 AM djmomthebomb I am thinking Trump has a shadow CV team...no way he is legit trusting Birx (PEPFAR) and Fauci (HRC sycophant)

3/26/2020 6:18:51 AM karma4event201 Exactly! He isn’t Q > Disinfo 

He isn’t Q+ 

He tells the truth about 

“CIA black ops funded by Trafficking of Drugs Guns humans” 

refers to that as WE 

meaning he is a 🤡

🤡 are 👿 but I am perplexed by cia claim vs captain America theme he portrays
3/26/2020 6:24:50 AM rosas7043 It’s a good thing nobody’s asking either of you...

3/26/2020 6:25:17 AM bruno1171 Future proves past - Q 

Just like in Star Trek - (Communicators)

🇺🇲

3/26/2020 6:27:24 AM drbohammer Or better yet, how to factor the product of large prime numbers...

3/26/2020 6:27:31 AM fansblowing3 Austin said he was 29 in one of his videos

3/26/2020 6:28:21 AM noeticus1 Debunked photos?

Provide evidence for this statement, or 

#ShutTheFuckUp

#BabyQ

3/26/2020 6:28:43 AM troglowbyte I'm sure there's an algorithm that'll do the job.

3/26/2020 6:29:36 AM laiciedaze Dude...have a listen to him. He said he TRAVELLED THROUGH TIME. Come on now...! When did we start living in the science fiction movies of 

Hellywood? Be realistic 😕

3/26/2020 6:32:28 AM noeticus1 even if Anons look bad, what difference would make to the Plan? 

#WWG1WGA

#BabyQ

3/26/2020 6:32:42 AM drbohammer Rumor has it.

3/26/2020 6:35:31 AM troglowbyte And you've probably written it

3/26/2020 6:35:58 AM drbohammer 🤐

3/26/2020 6:37:07 AM sseed369 A.L.I.C.E.

=

Artificial Intelligence (monitoring ALL communications )

🕉

3/26/2020 6:39:10 AM troglowbyte Do love to program, a hobbyist and some for my work. VB->Delphi-> Python->C#

3/26/2020 6:43:16 AM drbohammer As I recall, you cut your teeth on FORTRAN. Remember Watfor and Watfiv?

3/26/2020 6:44:25 AM time4justiceusa That is a deep hole to jump into. But Austin isn't a time traveller. Has he said how he does it ?

3/26/2020 6:45:49 AM troglowbyte Forgot Fortran which was in engineering between '68-'72. Fortran should have been first. That's the language that began my interest.

3/26/2020 6:46:09 AM rushingspirit1 Wait, what was revealed today or I should say on the 25th? What did I miss??? Please and thank you

3/26/2020 6:48:06 AM eddiesavage1776 Fun Fact : Stargate SG-1 is the longest running Sci Fi franchise in television history (most episodes).

3/26/2020 6:49:04 AM ethanpe58415707 Theres reptilians here and you dont believe one can travel through time?

3/26/2020 6:49:34 AM eman1292 Therefore Q is the larpiest then. If it's all a larp. According to you.

3/26/2020 6:49:49 AM sseed369 A.L.I.C.E

Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity

🕉 pic.twitter.com/5QLE51dqYN

3/26/2020 6:52:50 AM freeandoriginal Yep !



3/26/2020 6:55:34 AM awakeningthe17 Revue de Métaphyisique et de Morale. @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1
3/26/2020 6:56:22 AM stardefendxx True ! I still fascinated by all theirs episodes :) THEY SHOULD MADE OTHERS EPISODES...😖 pic.twitter.com/SVXRruZzHJ

3/26/2020 6:57:33 AM w1717171717 Elaborate

3/26/2020 6:57:34 AM robertrkimball really? temp rises 15 degrees F every 1,000 feet you go below land surface. 40,000 ft - 600 degrees. pretty hot.

3/26/2020 6:57:51 AM awakeningthe17 Henri Bergson #QANON

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#OPENINGTHEMIND

@CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1 pic.twitter.com/L74PatwLwN
3/26/2020 7:00:34 AM p_molaison  pic.twitter.com/6LKOBct8BC

3/26/2020 7:00:52 AM laiciedaze He said his future self contacts him, doesn't he? He's watched too many movies.

3/26/2020 7:01:20 AM laiciedaze Seriously? Uuurgh.

3/26/2020 7:02:44 AM victorg_45 Corona virus is being powered by Chinas "artificial" sun. Teslas free energy coil must be built now.

3/26/2020 7:03:07 AM 037agent Amen!

3/26/2020 7:03:12 AM munkeypilot Austin Texas.....New HQ Forces Command

3/26/2020 7:04:03 AM eddiesavage1776 Richard Dean Anderson never thought it would run for 200 episodes. I especially like the way the last 2 seasons were produced. They really branched 

out into their lives. The Ori storyline was fantastic, as was Daniel's ascension. Shame it was cancelled to rebrand into Atlantis.

3/26/2020 7:05:23 AM wehavingfunyetr Message over Messenger you say makes sense. . . So what would be the point of claiming to be Q to gain Followers/notoriety ? Personally I don't care 

but so tired of hearing people talk about this guy LOL

3/26/2020 7:07:33 AM time4justiceusa Yeah but I was interested in the process

3/26/2020 7:08:38 AM ethanpe58415707 So quick to say somethings impossible for someone “woke.”

3/26/2020 7:09:48 AM eman1292 Im glad you understand MOM. The point to claiming to be Q- the point is who cares if he is or isn't?  Gain followers or not idgaf. I care about the 

information. That's the crown jewel is the information presented. I really dgaf if hes Q or not. But he def has interesting info.

3/26/2020 7:10:28 AM laiciedaze Never said I was 'woke', just sane.

3/26/2020 7:11:27 AM laiciedaze I have no idea what process his mind has conjured up lol

3/26/2020 7:11:30 AM awakeningthe17 @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

#QANON

#WWG1WGA

#OPENINGTHEMIND #HENEINERGSON pic.twitter.com/avfMovoDWD
3/26/2020 7:12:03 AM drbohammer Yep. Watfor was the compiler for FORTRAN back when I started too. As I recall, it took a little JCL to get to the compiler.

3/26/2020 7:13:07 AM ayeee_tony Yes your right. Although some annunaki souls have switched polarity to STO due to efforts of the light worker community as well as our guardian 

alliance and the councils of Christ conciousness souls.

3/26/2020 7:14:27 AM wehavingfunyetr Yeah his video's are decent but its all shit that's been mentioned and available before , Its good he bringing more people in I guess. The bickering gets 

old though its like watching pop star fans argue who is better

3/26/2020 7:16:03 AM _rugbythompson How? I really don’t understand

3/26/2020 7:16:03 AM balkannfreak @realNotableAnon @Kachina32146771 yall look ly frauds austin just uploaded pictures with the meta data 😂😂 pic.twitter.com/wet1PrMvwi

3/26/2020 7:17:07 AM oolit A roofer? Got proof btw , my ops used to access using pizza delivery so really that is just more comfirma

3/26/2020 7:19:02 AM felani24250601 Top 2 photos. On original (already enhanced from web images, anyone welcome to compare, shadows are (why does this need to be said?)....darker, 

not lighter. You're taking a pointy shaped wall discoloration and going nutso. But it's still fun AND creative!...you'll find out....

3/26/2020 7:20:19 AM time4justiceusa Id like to hear it fer sure



3/26/2020 7:21:54 AM ethanpe58415707 U havent read into project looking glass i see.

3/26/2020 7:22:20 AM laiciedaze It'd be entertaining 😛

3/26/2020 7:25:17 AM citizensrising1 Exactly, we don’t truly know what Q is just like we don’t know exactly what Austin is, and we don’t know eithers true objectives. Austin has had some 

interesting “coincidences” surrounding him, and Q also says there’s no coincidences...just something to watch is all I’m saying

3/26/2020 7:26:12 AM drbohammer And Wylbur

3/26/2020 7:28:36 AM patriotleah1776 Any insight on Netflix's "Pandemic"?

Episodes are dated 2020...

Who do you think released this?

(Feel free to watch first!)

3/26/2020 7:29:56 AM felani24250601 "Seems like only/completely may not/little off/childish/may do something bad/look bad", in your 3 short sentences. Are these elements of truth, any 

factual basis at all put forth in your statements? With all due respect that's a whole ceramic bowlful of gossipy floaties.  STANKY!

3/26/2020 7:34:34 AM troglowbyte When I see "Wylbur" I think of the tv series, Mr Ed, although spelled Wilbur. 

We used punchcards with our ibm 1130.

3/26/2020 7:35:18 AM drbohammer Ha. A horse is a horse of course of course... 🎶

3/26/2020 7:37:44 AM melanieanders7 @RoubLisa @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 @MongrelGlory @nea_storm @blsdbe @LightLove21121 @AustinSteinbart @qsp1racy @1st5d 

@Turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 7:42:03 AM usa24111 There's those that believe that astrology was perverted along the way and the whole zodiac used to Bible based. Just like the devil

3/26/2020 7:44:35 AM sassytrumpett Is this the “ RED QUEEN”? negative AI

3/26/2020 7:47:51 AM just_____ice Steinhart is not Q. They are trying to infiltrate the movement. There is zero proof and Q said to beware of people pretending to be Q. Q would not 

reveal himself. What reason would Q have to reveal himself? There is none.

3/26/2020 7:48:44 AM prmd21801759 Watched episode... Can they please turn off or change configuration, to stop covid19 or whatever biowarfare name? Doctors, medical staff, exposed, 

have died, and are dying, or hooked on ventilators.. am i correct?

3/26/2020 7:51:16 AM munkeypilot Looking for that perfect resonance...wonder what it will be like on Easter... https://youtu.be/2LhHCr9A6RY 

3/26/2020 7:53:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bong, joints, vape pens (liquid/dry), etc.

3/26/2020 7:55:31 AM jimhayzlett MJ, what % do you believe we are at present?

3/26/2020 7:55:50 AM stardefendxx U damn right.! Personally I think Atlantis n universe were the only the 2 reason why people have stepped away from it cuz universe was also too much 

serious we could even said that it has become an adult show contrary to the original :) RDA was a great guy !

3/26/2020 7:57:08 AM rosscarwalker Do you believe that the original Annunaki exist on Earth?

3/26/2020 7:57:12 AM cordaymaggie I’m not deep in all this so you’ll have to tell me who John Morton is? Or what you mean? I basically assume no one is who they say they are on twitter 

and just try to concentrate on subject matter. Everyone could be at-home bored cat ladies on here for all I know🤷♀️

3/26/2020 7:59:14 AM uestiony 👁👁

On navy https://twitter.com/USNavy/status/1243162034344255494?s=19 …

3/26/2020 8:00:16 AM qanonmichele11 He's just not the Majestic 12, that's all.

3/26/2020 8:00:45 AM ayeee_tony The original Annunaki have long since departed from this star system. What remains is those they influenced. There followers .

3/26/2020 8:04:50 AM lillymunster3 What specifically was disclosed today/yesterday? Re the 'quantum internet?'

3/26/2020 8:09:13 AM generaleeintuit So that's the general consensus among the Pleiadians? Twitter has accounts from time travelers, Archangels and Aliens. It just goes to show that 

cyberspace is everywhere.

3/26/2020 8:16:57 AM covertress Is eating the cannabis buds the only recommended method for using THC?

3/26/2020 8:17:46 AM barrettgrin I think he's a new kind of LARP. He's role playing, but he is trying to open people's eyes to things other researchers have talked about. I don't know. I've 

never heard of him before today, but that is my first impression.

3/26/2020 8:18:39 AM eastcoasterik Im planning on it... CBD 17:1 THC Ratio

3/26/2020 8:20:05 AM process_facts Then why do I have to be careful about who I follow?

3/26/2020 8:20:52 AM generaleeintuit I mean, it's invisible so it seems like it's everywhere. It's actually dependent on the amount of storage on the servers. So technically it's finite. It sure 

seems like we're traversing infinite time and space though. I wonder how that affects our reasoning and self identities.

3/26/2020 8:23:14 AM mutheadcoinshop @ObamaMalik @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the storm is coming  pic.twitter.com/uMsTHj1yEC

3/26/2020 8:26:41 AM thev1beguy Dear, FDA,  WHAT IS THE HOLDUP? Need Approval NOW!   https://finance.yahoo.com/news/decn-updates-c...00342.html …

 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/decn-updates-c...00342.html …

 https://www.accesswire.com/582371/DECN-to-Add...r-Covid-19 …

@WellHellsBells_ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @US_FDA @RealJamesWoods @EpochTimes 

 Please RT if you agree!

3/26/2020 8:26:44 AM chief_buzz Things that make you go hmmmmm.

3/26/2020 8:27:56 AM chief_buzz @CarpeDonktum @dbongino @DiamondandSilk

3/26/2020 8:29:16 AM freeandoriginal 👀 ‼️

3/26/2020 8:32:37 AM qjeneice Bobby ray Inman

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/WxbqravmuA

3/26/2020 8:34:33 AM jeaniew11225788 Yes, much better for the lungs; no smoke.

3/26/2020 8:35:11 AM manifest_utopia There's a doctor that was advocating juicing fresh leaves. He was getting amazing results for many types of illness. It was a 5-6 years ago that I came 

across his videos.

3/26/2020 8:36:52 AM olimyracle 75%? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242635668154716162?s=20 …

3/26/2020 8:37:54 AM ta193919632009 Exactly.  #JudgementDay can’t come soon enough.  

Call me crazy, but I don’t think the Most High cares how much money #BillGates has.

3/26/2020 8:38:02 AM falseprofityhoo A harmless fraud is still a fraud.

Remember microchip, is all I'm saying.

3/26/2020 8:39:36 AM 369palm Time is an illusion

3/26/2020 8:39:49 AM cordaymaggie Ok well I guess I don’t even know who Majestic 12 is supposed to be anyway🤦🏻♀️😂

3/26/2020 8:41:14 AM 369palm When you approached DJT for the Presidency did you already know he was President?

3/26/2020 8:41:43 AM wickedmouse369 VOLCANO hands down.

3/26/2020 8:42:50 AM covertress Are US-made vaping products available that allow for combustion temperature regulation? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1172703978326581250?s=20 …

3/26/2020 8:43:12 AM the_loveoflight You'e talking about that "good stuff", the dro, the genetically altered stuff

What I smoke 90% of the time is just regular weed

Besides the obvious differences, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 can say if theres any consciousness differences



3/26/2020 8:45:01 AM ayeee_tony Yes there influence on our society is a big problem here. 

The annunaki and draco souls who were in human bodies have been removed although, and STO, souls are now trying to reprogram their brains. All 

STS that exist here are human souls. Earth is now only of human influence.

3/26/2020 8:46:25 AM travis_ebarb The choice is either royal death raquet does it or starlink does it, which do you choose

3/26/2020 8:47:04 AM americanpetal Razor, good question. I guess they would!

3/26/2020 8:47:48 AM skylar13764875 MJ12 if you were waiting for 72% of the population to wake up, and we are now at 75%, then that means full disclosure... is happening right 

now...yes?? 🚀🛰️✨🛸

#QuantumStarPower #QuantumInternet #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

3/26/2020 8:50:53 AM mumsyto2 Sativa and indica have different effects to the body. One is a head high one is a body relaxant. People have horrible effects because they usually don't 

know wtf they are smoking and most horror stories will be a person smoking the wrong strain for them.

3/26/2020 8:53:44 AM fl_sun_sprite This is awesome! I got pissed with Concast a couple of months ago & canceled my service. Now I use my phone as a hotspot (which I think is similar to 

what you're suggesting) but it's only so-so in performance. Will using a sim card in my router work better?

3/26/2020 8:54:36 AM magausa17761 Right over the target.....bombs away

3/26/2020 8:55:35 AM magausa17761 Fear is the fastest way to dumb down a population and this meme is on point

3/26/2020 9:00:52 AM ts_sci_majic12 7+5+5 = 17

5:5? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1243200193593565185 …

3/26/2020 9:01:31 AM vectorsigma4442 YaH

3/26/2020 9:01:44 AM mcgwyneth Katie G. is the best researcher for "everything Q" - including the new @AustinSteinbart info and YT channel.  Check out her new series on the topic!  

@CitizensIReport

3/26/2020 9:02:09 AM vectorsigma4442 C simple math https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1243201880731389959?s=19 …

3/26/2020 9:02:39 AM vectorsigma4442 Or https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1243205708402876416?s=19 …

3/26/2020 9:03:12 AM know__the_truth Love this!

3/26/2020 9:03:14 AM the_loveoflight Yeah those are part of the obvious differences, I'm wondering if there's any consciousness differences in the plants...there are so many strains/cross 

breeding now that, just like gmo foods, I wonder if there are certain types that the DS has made that won’t allow mind expansion

3/26/2020 9:03:48 AM ts_sci_majic12 How many other Qs were hidden?

3/26/2020 9:03:50 AM citizensrising1 You know how Austin is talking about Quantum computers? 11 exist in the world +(Q) + (Q+) = 13. Even Q on the boards says expand your thinking. 

What if they started harvesting data that REALLY showed the evil in the world? pic.twitter.com/Wi5SEKs0m9

3/26/2020 9:04:09 AM jeremy27585754 You can get inexpensive CBD Flowers for tinctures here: http://squaredrootsCBD.com 

3/26/2020 9:04:09 AM bauster17 Below that... 12 50. 12+5=?

3/26/2020 9:04:22 AM yellahabibihela 17:00 PM

3/26/2020 9:04:29 AM vectorsigma4442 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 no weed today it's all me weed makes me stronger

3/26/2020 9:04:30 AM internetusr Nothing ever happens

3/26/2020 9:04:47 AM cruyff_theman Both other times in the tweet. 12:00 pm +5:00 pm = 17:00?

3/26/2020 9:04:53 AM vectorsigma4442  https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1243206321484242953?s=19 …

3/26/2020 9:05:03 AM vectorsigma4442 I dunno u tell me

3/26/2020 9:05:17 AM stuarttruly 5:00 is 17:00 in military time

3/26/2020 9:06:01 AM stuarttruly 12:00 and 5:00 -17

3/26/2020 9:06:38 AM stuarttruly 20 and 50=7

3/26/2020 9:07:06 AM scott_rick Ok so.. what will happen

3/26/2020 9:07:15 AM beardly01 12pm call w/ 50 governors?

If you go 12+5 and take the 0 of 50.

3/26/2020 9:07:56 AM jeremy27585754 Contains a full spectrum of cannabinoids naturally found in the cannabis plant

3/26/2020 9:08:13 AM char06725251 3

3/26/2020 9:08:19 AM skylar13764875 5pm + 17:00

3/26/2020 9:08:39 AM quartz_anna so funny / amazing / perfect that we are our both the teacher annnd student - no matter what we are projecting 💫 (bald eagle soaring out my 

window right now🙏🏼)

3/26/2020 9:08:56 AM the_loveoflight Sry I have not been able to find it but awhile back maybe 2017-2018 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 liked a post from the people/person who made the program 

“ALICE”.

If anyone can help me look for it, takes me forever on my phone lol believe it was a reddit link

3/26/2020 9:09:07 AM americanpetal 12:00 pm = 12

50 governors = 5 

12+5= 17

3/26/2020 9:10:00 AM skylar13764875 12:00 + 5:00 = 17

3/26/2020 9:10:23 AM jeremy27585754 Read the post again. No cabal delivery methods.

3/26/2020 9:10:36 AM daddyj08466171 Mr.T’s post time 8+3+6=17 many more!

3/26/2020 9:11:19 AM dunkcity  pic.twitter.com/3SrZ0Vf2TU

3/26/2020 9:12:31 AM 444_q_ G20...720? Q post 720? https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1243208799680331785?s=19 …

3/26/2020 9:13:40 AM daddyj08466171 12:pm with 50/governors = 12+5=17

3/26/2020 9:15:20 AM smmmote @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

#QANON

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening

✨💫🌌〰️ pic.twitter.com/n77UEOenby
3/26/2020 9:15:31 AM miss_ampie Your search - incpmelampmtgt anagrams - did not match any documents.



3/26/2020 9:16:31 AM smmmote @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

#QANON

#WWG1WGA

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/s243JhaA9F
3/26/2020 9:16:39 AM daddyj08466171 News Conference : that the Cap letters N=14 & C=3 14+3=17. And ......

3/26/2020 9:19:13 AM paqurin @JuliansRum

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/UrgentNews911/status/1243003131069374464 …

3/26/2020 9:20:37 AM mindywiddowson1 Great quote!!! Absolutely true!

3/26/2020 9:20:42 AM rushingspirit1 I am an abductee.... Aliens exist, MI6, Secret underground bases you name it it’s there. I have even had them speak into my head. One time they told 

me thank you for saving a baby bunny rabbit as I was going to sleep I heard thank you Tammy- IN MY HEAD as well as other things. 🛸

3/26/2020 9:21:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Soon.

MJ12 vs Vatican pic.twitter.com/pnDYR4lHJe

3/26/2020 9:21:28 AM hermeticaiiyq #THEGREATAWAKENING 

S ummmmmmm thing

G oing  on  here..... #Q17

🧲🧬🦠🧫️💉🧪

@Bluepopcorn8 @NickHintonn @K155MYA55 @HowleyReporter @17thOps @lukiedebeer @elenochle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot 

@ThomasFines @Mareq16 @Praying_Medic @LBF777 @Jordan_Sather_ @RealJamesWoods 

https://twitter.com/NotTheMacAnon1/status/1243209840576671747 …
3/26/2020 9:21:30 AM decisvely Angels watching the devil pass...

3/26/2020 9:21:47 AM bleed1gnan Look at the look Melania is giving the pope. Daggers!

3/26/2020 9:22:26 AM coloradoevolut1 👊👊👊 pic.twitter.com/i3j3cJ3Huf

3/26/2020 9:22:42 AM atashfire This clown and his satanic buddies didn't think these two had it in them. Boy did they think women wrong.

3/26/2020 9:22:47 AM prussianblueart Did you all hear Pompeo use the term “ white hats” in a press conf yesterday????

3/26/2020 9:22:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Remote Viewing could prove useful.

Quantum internet would remove the uncertainty from RV.

Ever wonder why we gave it up and released it to the public?

You can use it now. https://twitter.com/UrgentNews911/status/1243003131069374464 …

3/26/2020 9:22:59 AM mikespies904  pic.twitter.com/4tNIOYM9HG

3/26/2020 9:23:00 AM carriebryson2 I LOVE their expressions.   Communication is  what around 80% body language?  Perfect ladies.   🌹

3/26/2020 9:23:02 AM daddyj08466171 Second Sentence caps only GGWT full reverse reduction = 17. And ........ your turn

3/26/2020 9:23:03 AM hawkgirlinmn  pic.twitter.com/TMqPtj0fyV

3/26/2020 9:23:30 AM magacountry1717 They know.

3/26/2020 9:23:45 AM eastcoasterik Italia Lockdown

3/26/2020 9:23:50 AM vectorsigma4442 That's be awesome

3/26/2020 9:23:53 AM k155mya55  pic.twitter.com/GLHq4gK27I

3/26/2020 9:24:01 AM hawkgirlinmn I know!! Two highly intelligent women who are sorely underestimated.

3/26/2020 9:24:21 AM smith_jere Ivanka is fearless. That look says it all.

3/26/2020 9:24:38 AM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/PT1jAjGlm9

3/26/2020 9:25:01 AM siccmavericc Ivanka is a big moood!

3/26/2020 9:25:06 AM dironablu2u What?

3/26/2020 9:25:21 AM marcus45128888 Amber alert cancelled.

3/26/2020 9:25:30 AM mikespies904 When you say ""you"can use it now"

Does that mean high level people with access to specific tech?

Or You, as in everyone? If everyone, how do we use it?

3/26/2020 9:25:47 AM ruthlesstruth_ @ROYALMRBADNEWS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is it true ?  https://twitter.com/bellylaughs2day/status/1243195838383509504 …

3/26/2020 9:25:54 AM yellahabibihela  pic.twitter.com/sc191nXLcR

3/26/2020 9:25:56 AM losgringosloco2 Soon what?  Nothing.

3/26/2020 9:25:57 AM luna_loves_q Its symbolically his funeral. Theyre wearing black...

3/26/2020 9:26:21 AM qanonreality They only use it for evil, that will always be the problem

3/26/2020 9:26:26 AM ts_sci_majic12 You can learn RV and use it.

3/26/2020 9:26:37 AM fansblowing3 So look through these little girls’ eyes to see where they are and find them please.

3/26/2020 9:26:49 AM shining91109743 Waiting for instructions....

3/26/2020 9:27:01 AM coloradoevolut1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Found 🙏💫

3/26/2020 9:27:02 AM patriotplymouth Yes, having a 2nd line (SIM) dedicated to internet access will definitely work better.  The stronger the signal the faster the speed.  At a client location in 

the middle of nowhere I was getting 30-40 down and 25 up. Upload speed better than most wired svcs.

3/26/2020 9:27:07 AM willma2005 what!!! you are blinded, all will be revealed. you wont like what you see

3/26/2020 9:27:13 AM astraleyes7 when you understand the psychological warfare that has been used to pacify millions of patriots what will you say then?

3/26/2020 9:27:26 AM kachinagtto The Pope will have a terrible May

3/26/2020 9:27:36 AM 3104joe Careful, 

you're starting to sound like Steinbart. pic.twitter.com/UmX68yHsz4

3/26/2020 9:27:51 AM colonelclose Wow! The expressions on their faces says it all, “We’re here for optics only. We ‘know’ you’re one evil puppet”

3/26/2020 9:27:56 AM the_loveoflight Are the beings in this picture all originally from earth? (Humans)

3/26/2020 9:28:01 AM bibibobibox The Destruction of the Temple and Signs of the End Times

3/26/2020 9:28:02 AM patriotplymouth With a long ethernet cable you can experiment with putting the cellular modem in different places in your house (windows) to get the best reception.

3/26/2020 9:28:16 AM theconlee What was the outcome?



3/26/2020 9:28:40 AM late5970 RV , let's talk more. Lead me in the right direction

3/26/2020 9:28:47 AM patriotbulldog2 I just said that last night

3/26/2020 9:28:54 AM losgringosloco2 Thats what i want. I want it revealed. But mj12 does nothing. Means nothing.  So sorry if i dont trust mj12s cryptic teases

3/26/2020 9:28:56 AM stclair00 I once read through the whole patent, is that it? Google patent by a certain mr St Clair?

3/26/2020 9:29:23 AM losgringosloco2 And what am i blinded ny? Been following this for 3yrs now.

3/26/2020 9:29:35 AM carpevita011 I am learning...

3/26/2020 9:30:02 AM punishedp88 is it true there's a pedo rape lair under it

3/26/2020 9:30:05 AM kachinagtto Any “Learn to Remote View” resources able to recommend?  With Message over messenger in mind of course.

3/26/2020 9:30:23 AM snotwistr  https://farsight.org/    this should get you started!

3/26/2020 9:30:34 AM zithax_ lmao got em

3/26/2020 9:30:38 AM liftingtheveil7 Amber Alert = Laura Silsby Gaylor works directly with this reporting system. She was arrested in Haiti for trafficking 30+ children after a major disaster, 

Hillary personally intervened and bailed her out.

3/26/2020 9:31:09 AM april99341937 5:00 + 12:00

3/26/2020 9:31:19 AM mr_fedorable Do we get fireworks or 'fireworks'

3/26/2020 9:31:37 AM ursula_1111 Agreed! They are very essential in this fight! Book of Ester - Women are the hinges that very big doors 🚪 move on. Without them... THIS wouldn’t be 

possible. @VincentCrypt46

3/26/2020 9:31:59 AM jim_bo_1 I was warned in the beginning not to get upset about drops that really did not fit present events, because embedded post would be used in the future.

3/26/2020 9:32:27 AM hermeticaiiyq Thanks for the reply....

Anyone you have working on this? Our group is pretty varried. Do you know @NotTheMacAnon1 or @paulmuaddib61? 

https://twitter.com/hermeticaiiyq/status/1243213967943766016?s=21 …

3/26/2020 9:32:30 AM ursula_1111  https://twitter.com/madly_offkilter/status/1242868379230375936?s=21 …

Slip up! 🤭

3/26/2020 9:32:40 AM snotwistr  https://farsight.org/SRV/index.html    This should help

3/26/2020 9:32:41 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/y4mPYUzfUO

3/26/2020 9:32:50 AM stephenjewell12  pic.twitter.com/2IfzeNcEZH

3/26/2020 9:32:56 AM stephenjewell12  pic.twitter.com/gVwFm8tSdv

3/26/2020 9:33:16 AM stephenjewell12  pic.twitter.com/F7UH7VFYjo

3/26/2020 9:33:20 AM kachinagtto  https://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/docs/CIA-RDP96-00787R000300110001-8.pdf …

3/26/2020 9:33:34 AM laurabusse 😅😂🤣

3/26/2020 9:33:40 AM abbeyblackswan1 Are we going to have the true nature of God and humanity revealed or are we gonna just keep being lied to just with a new set of overlords? Hahaha

3/26/2020 9:34:31 AM the_start_line  pic.twitter.com/nr8Xg4jzfM

3/26/2020 9:34:33 AM onecircleart1 I keep wondering if the technology aspect of us this is more for us to allow ourselves to unlock abilities we would consider magical (and thus bypassing 

that trigger in our brain to not believe in the magical). Is the tech a kind of placebo until we realize we don't need it?

3/26/2020 9:35:18 AM susan66388204 Many thanks to MJ2.  I’m on it✅

3/26/2020 9:35:38 AM k155mya55 Not recently. I have my own digging to do but your post made me remember this so I was throwing it atcha.

3/26/2020 9:36:17 AM ynad18624302  http://clearlook.unblog.fr/2020/03/24/arrestation-du-pape-francois/ …

3/26/2020 9:36:20 AM mikespies904 Because of my question?

3/26/2020 9:36:33 AM ynad18624302 Dont know if its true....

3/26/2020 9:37:11 AM mikespies904 Best source for learning?

3/26/2020 9:37:14 AM hawkgirlinmn So was Elon hinting when he discussed how to interface the internet with your brain? I would LOVE to be able to be better at this and get a 

‘clearer’signal instead of flashes of pictures. Can you interface my brain with a ‘drone view’? 😁

3/26/2020 9:37:44 AM hermeticaiiyq I really appreciate. Thank you 🙏 

God Bless.

3/26/2020 9:38:05 AM isbdnsthvqvvco4 2 yr. Delta pic.twitter.com/CL3fCFfc4H

3/26/2020 9:39:31 AM laylow08283585 Like cats stalking their prey

3/26/2020 9:39:54 AM caqtainsensible If I told you that I believe I was "remote viewed" by Te3nage FB*, Dave Act0n, D3fang0, and/or others out of that gang stalking crew.. would anyone 

believe me??

3/26/2020 9:39:58 AM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/oI7kh8kbXs

3/26/2020 9:40:01 AM prmd21801759 Love it!!! Love their piercing look into pope's person... they know, for sure.

3/26/2020 9:40:18 AM henwoley This picture 🤩 @CanadianTallGrl

3/26/2020 9:40:28 AM rushingspirit1 Nice analogy!

3/26/2020 9:40:40 AM shallknown So it is a quantum computer.

3/26/2020 9:40:46 AM 2ndrayer There was great meme with this picture; "you face when you KNOW" 😏

3/26/2020 9:41:04 AM smmmote ✨✨✨ pic.twitter.com/r8hp8DZ49U

3/26/2020 9:41:05 AM harborwizdom you are fooling yourselves fools! your falling for another puppet show!

3/26/2020 9:41:14 AM mareq16 there was this thread I did before, it was only a possibility, but there is some stuff in there 

https://twitter.com/carlos765955611/status/1238588436522717187?s=20 …

3/26/2020 9:41:41 AM harborwizdom more like witches watching the devil pass!

3/26/2020 9:41:59 AM thuston57 🙏🙏

3/26/2020 9:42:51 AM sssuperhawk He’s only been gone for 20 years, and I think Austin is 29? So I’m guessing he’s not JFK JR

3/26/2020 9:42:58 AM owletlil Psalms 91:11 “ For He will give His angels charge concerning you, to guard you in all your ways.“

3/26/2020 9:43:00 AM keith369me Wonder if Maduro came up.

3/26/2020 9:43:25 AM rushingspirit1 They are it credible and I am a Q follower!

3/26/2020 9:43:44 AM ewilliams22101 This is happening if you're interested. . . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1SGk0pDcew …

3/26/2020 9:43:51 AM debrand10 Does remote viewing require you tap into someone’s view. What if you don’t want to be tapped into?

3/26/2020 9:44:09 AM keith369me Lots of Vatican priests seem to be dying from Coronavirus

3/26/2020 9:44:50 AM johnbon91185567 Maybe two of three.

3/26/2020 9:45:18 AM bleed1gnan A storm is coming. pic.twitter.com/lVfTFleMIw

3/26/2020 9:45:31 AM mcgwyneth YVW!  All we have to do is what we can do.  Your efforts are noted.  Being of open mind to "more info" is the key. You're right on target.

3/26/2020 9:46:06 AM harborwizdom yep is coming your right the bears are coming out of the woods!

3/26/2020 9:46:11 AM johnbon91185567 Probably aint.  Might be.   I cant read that language, but i think i get the gist.

3/26/2020 9:46:20 AM dmsalx466 Why waste time get on it with it, we will catch up.

3/26/2020 9:46:30 AM keith369me I’ll leave the RV to others.  Yes, in this cases, in cases like this, it could be helpful...in most cases, it would be intrusive.

3/26/2020 9:46:39 AM euskal_pride Soooo.. you're saying my daughter may save the world.. I knew it 😉

🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰🥰

#GodWins  https://twitter.com/Euskal_Pride/status/1243216738033913856/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/dfMHSSTS0f  pic.twitter.com/ANKzyy386M

3/26/2020 9:47:02 AM ross42678069 They would make great Bond girls.🇬🇧🏴            🇺🇸😄



3/26/2020 9:47:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.

Message over messenger.

#CancelTikTok

 https://theintercept.com/2020/03/16/tiktok-app-moderators-users-discrimination/ … 

https://twitter.com/davidhogg111/status/1242921757419483139 …

3/26/2020 9:48:15 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/9bbs4jxwEx

3/26/2020 9:48:16 AM covertress There are many books available on RV, but few are designed to instruct.

I recommend this book from Lori Williams, who was taught by Lyn Buchanan, head of the Army's RV program.  

Boundless: Your How To Guide to Practical Remote Viewing - Phase One 

 https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07TY62KS5/ref=cm_sw_r_other_apa_i_mPnFEb0WJ3Q15 … pic.twitter.com/zguxE0hNMP

3/26/2020 9:48:21 AM dthechosen2 Super forecasting but on a more good serving platform? 

 https://www.edge.org/event/a-short-course-in-superforecasting …—philip-tetlock-an-edge-master-class

3/26/2020 9:48:33 AM canadiantallgrl I love it!

3/26/2020 9:49:03 AM brick_airhedred G = 7

3/26/2020 9:49:13 AM moemc8 Will the pope have a bad May?

3/26/2020 9:49:19 AM mikespies904 Thanks so much! Will dive in

3/26/2020 9:49:31 AM late5970 Ok

3/26/2020 9:49:41 AM chirenselin I love this picture, someone should make a painting of it 😄

3/26/2020 9:49:43 AM harborwizdom even right now they are secretly pushing 5g into your schools!

3/26/2020 9:50:00 AM vectorsigma4442 That's to easy https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1242909302270156804?s=19 …

3/26/2020 9:50:03 AM nm_zsr I posted that it was the first rational post I had seen from him. Agreed 100% Drop Tiktok like it's a #CCPVirus

#CancelTikTok

3/26/2020 9:50:14 AM chirenselin They are like angels of death 😆

3/26/2020 9:50:26 AM fowlreginald Saw that the other day and was shocked to see Hogg actually said something coherent. Imagine that!

3/26/2020 9:50:32 AM covertress Lyn Buchanan is the source, but his books are more anecdotal than instructive. Check Lori Williams and YT videos from New Thinking Allowed featuring 

Paul H. Smith. https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1243218221869735936?s=20 …

3/26/2020 9:50:37 AM nurseniceyes You can block. Takes practice.

3/26/2020 9:50:53 AM hermeticaiiyq @voeljegoed @Ascension_Guide @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/susyktsm/status/1243198491964432384 …

3/26/2020 9:51:05 AM lightlove21121  pic.twitter.com/yGPwgqOFXO

3/26/2020 9:51:08 AM corkymcgee You cannot be fucking serious right now.  Missing children and you recommend the Astral plane?  Uhhhh ok

3/26/2020 9:51:13 AM neosan2018 I see two dignified citizens and a criminal #GreatAwakening

3/26/2020 9:51:27 AM auroravoyager1  https://qanon.pub/data/media/6f4af6d368424d5dac7bd2523c8d8f011f12e93f4de1d4ea16c32c9c4edd38ec.jpg …

3/26/2020 9:52:10 AM ewilliams22101 I recall Majestic telling us to stare at our own eyes in a mirror until we see our power (or something along those lines).  Is that how we access this?

3/26/2020 9:52:36 AM dripidydrip  https://patents.google.com/patent/US20060072226A1/en?inventor=John+St.Clair&assignee=St+Clair+John+Q … pic.twitter.com/erFztEWPif

3/26/2020 9:52:38 AM harborwizdom all the time your savior trumper has been in office they been killing you fools!

3/26/2020 9:52:42 AM eman1292 And think who started all l the bickering? It's def arguing which pop star is better. At the end of the day, the overall message is to research and think for 

yourself. Not blindly following an idea.

3/26/2020 9:52:45 AM alwaysfinds There's been talk that the only way to complete "the plan" is to invoke martial law, but what I'm seeing is that there will be no martial law. Austin gave 

a date of April 5th. Where do things stand if nothing happens on the 5th & there is no martial law?

3/26/2020 9:52:52 AM 17_3_161815214 Not all will accept..remember those words! Investigations well over a decade worth..interesting words

3/26/2020 9:53:40 AM louie_g33  https://www.telescope.com/assets/pdf/starcharts/2020-03-starchart_clr.pdf … pic.twitter.com/KR6iwzK1hw

3/26/2020 9:54:01 AM anirgu Panda Eyes. God can't save the Pope, but he certainly can #savethechildren

#QAnon #DarktoLight #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/X0dmWMXRl2

3/26/2020 9:54:09 AM whitespacer Normal prejudices would have precluded reading any story from 'David Hogg' for obvious reasons however this David Hogg appears to have something 

sensible to say, which just goes to show: message over messenger.

3/26/2020 9:54:20 AM keith369me Could he no longer take the adrenochrome withdrawal and submitted?  If so who’s next?

3/26/2020 9:54:26 AM laurabusse No!

Will look for it

If anyone has a link would appreciate it☺️

3/26/2020 9:54:47 AM packofcards Beauties and the beast.

3/26/2020 9:55:06 AM stclair00 That is exactly!!!

3/26/2020 9:55:28 AM whyteknight17 The Pope and members of the Vatican may have done evil, but please don't destroy the Church over it--they need their swamp drained too. The 

Church has stood against slavery, abortion, socialism and communism. Drain the swamp, but don't destroy the Church.

3/26/2020 9:55:40 AM stclair00 Inventor: John Q St Clair

Oh boy

3/26/2020 9:55:47 AM covertress Was the Chinese Virus released, in part, to drive US Tik Tok adoption while the American public is quarantined?

3/26/2020 9:55:49 AM selvestekjetil ALICE vs Satsn 😱

That is a octagon fight i very much would like to see 🍿🐸

3/26/2020 9:56:11 AM laurabusse Lots of speculation over the first big arrest that will supposedly change everything

Could it be the Pope??!

3/26/2020 9:56:17 AM redriverroy A very discerning look I would say

3/26/2020 9:56:23 AM jefflandshark Blah blah blah...

3/26/2020 9:56:23 AM ynad18624302 Says was arrested last sunday, but he s being kept at his home residence in rome. Will appear still in public till end of year.. arrested for crimes against 

humanity, money and stock illegalities.. idk... Too good to be true...

3/26/2020 9:56:34 AM whyteknight17 And, we need a pope, but I think Francis is a false pope [anti-pope].

3/26/2020 9:56:44 AM mishelleo1974 Lol. I’m hovering over the hole. Never jumped in. I was nudged to consider bitcoin after reading @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 q and a I starting to wonder more 

so I figured why not explore it while I sit here on house arrest....can’t hurt?

3/26/2020 9:57:07 AM smalltownindy "50 bucks more says he eats it." https://youtu.be/QirFlNWJndw 

3/26/2020 9:57:15 AM westmount_d7 Excellent! Never soon enough for me. The world will sleep well for the first time ever... once this happens. God speed 🙏🏻

3/26/2020 9:57:30 AM laurabusse What if we are already in some kind of clandestine but legal defacto martial law?

3/26/2020 9:57:58 AM nurseniceyes They were already found safe. https://www.wsaz.com/content/news/AMBER-Alert-issued-for-twin-girls-from-Logan-County-Ky-569114071.html …

3/26/2020 9:57:58 AM foudre29 Thx for the answer I understand now

3/26/2020 9:58:00 AM kimberlymclach1 They have been found

3/26/2020 9:58:14 AM louie_g33  pic.twitter.com/SboNZogd03

3/26/2020 9:58:23 AM italianmom555 Well we need some great news so start today please



3/26/2020 9:59:05 AM victorg_45 Trump needs to build Tesla Tower.

3/26/2020 9:59:31 AM 28concerned Who

3/26/2020 9:59:47 AM caroljo55613851 My guess would be: The Handwriting on the Wall, Daniel 5, The Feast of Belshazzar. Daniel 5:5 "In the same hour came forth fingers of a man's hand, 

and wrote ...and the king saw the part of the hand that wrote."

3/26/2020 9:59:48 AM 2ndrayer Sry; correction "your face when you know" 😎

3/26/2020 10:00:13 AM areckoningday Very nice! Glad to see something sensible there. And... off topic but how about those indictments? Venezuela's got a few stacked up over there this 

morning! 250 metric tons of marching powder 😳 government approved. No bueno!

3/26/2020 10:00:23 AM westmount_d7 👍👍👍 Again... logical 🙌

3/26/2020 10:01:11 AM cylantjustice Not to confuse or add more hay to the haystack, but could there possibly be a connection to the Antarctica scientists, that "passed?"

3/26/2020 10:02:08 AM 369naturallaw Georgia

3/26/2020 10:02:24 AM hermeticaiiyq Can you please provide sauce?

3/26/2020 10:04:15 AM metatoninaddict 'Symbolism will be their downfall' - Q

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnCCayci1Co&t=1s … pic.twitter.com/uCX55qJ5RH

3/26/2020 10:04:15 AM raenyasalisbury they sacrifice ,, underneath

3/26/2020 10:04:21 AM kl_ljustice  https://www.gematrix.org/?word=+INCPMELAMPMTGT&view_rude=on … pic.twitter.com/JRMAYlur3n

3/26/2020 10:04:23 AM fl_sun_sprite I'll probably have to have my children interpret this for me (haha!) but THANKS!!!

3/26/2020 10:04:24 AM paulmuaddib61 here's one 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rodney_Marks …

3/26/2020 10:04:33 AM jollyrob2  pic.twitter.com/LPgAdKLYDw

3/26/2020 10:04:46 AM lbf777 Are we talking about a staged fight or a real fight? Even Hitler VS Stalin was staged. Those 2 clowns were friends behind the scenes.

3/26/2020 10:04:57 AM metatoninaddict  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnCCayci1Co&t=1s …

3/26/2020 10:05:15 AM voeljegoed ... https://twitter.com/voeljegoed/status/1243222085872353280?s=20 …

3/26/2020 10:05:18 AM 369_is For all my fellow Qanons who are debating the LARP issue, here is another example of MJ pointing us to "relevant info" and telling us to disregard who 

it comes from. THINK.

3/26/2020 10:05:23 AM bzilla4u1 Found with children unharmed

3/26/2020 10:05:41 AM fansblowing3  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TikTok 

3/26/2020 10:05:45 AM kl_ljustice Link for phrases in previous tweet. Reduced they all equal 9.

3/26/2020 10:05:58 AM d_wibby St Malachy prophecy says a pope named Francis would be the LAST pope

3/26/2020 10:06:07 AM ggrowler Couldn't find a list of patriots to follow from your video, so I compiled.

@40_head

@bobn54

@QAnon76

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@almostjingo

@LisaMei62

@ChristinePolon1

@elenochle

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@2runtherace

@55true4u

@EntheosShines

@Inevitable_ET

@love4thegameAK

@Techno_Fog
3/26/2020 10:06:17 AM ggrowler @intheMatrixxx

@X22Report

@tracybeanz

@KarluskaP

@shadygrooove

@cjtruth

@maryenipper3

@FreeStateOJones

@Future_SpaceDad

@Foskey4

@st0rmr1d3r17

@Lori_dee1

@jsolomonReports

@OrigTeslasMuse
3/26/2020 10:07:00 AM hyggenot did someone lace the Pedo-Vatican-Blood-Elixir? Pope tested +++ too?  #Covid19 #Vatican

3/26/2020 10:07:01 AM ggrowler @TomFitton

@Western2A

@TrueQanuck11

@thegistofitis

@SeanCordicon

@BardsOfWar

@C_3C_3

@PunishDem1776

@EyesOnQ

@TheLastRefuge2

@RedPill78

@Dark2light9

@M2Madness

@MagniAnon

@hmcd123

@Education4Libs

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@Pushforward40

@Jordan_Sather_

@RealMattCouch

@Bud_Doggin

@Mareq16



3/26/2020 10:07:12 AM ggrowler @DeepStateExpose

@GrammaNumnums

@Charitable_Fury

@sue_baby233

@Pismo_B

@IPOT1776

3/26/2020 10:07:41 AM vuildco If you give me a basic hypothesis/direction etc I'll take a dive & see what's in marina's [sic] trench.

3/26/2020 10:07:43 AM zxdcvasdf @ScottPresler @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ScottAdamsSays @ScoonTv @StormIsUponUs https://twitter.com/nascarred14/status/1243134521077366790 …

3/26/2020 10:07:56 AM ggrowler Please feel free to add patriots I missed! I'm sure many of the new #Qanons would appreciate it! <3

3/26/2020 10:08:09 AM caroljo55613851 "Angel number 755 is a mssg to stay strong in the conviction of your choices and to do what is right for YOU. ...you are about to go through changes 

that will enrich you either physically, spiritually, or intellectually; or a combination of all."

3/26/2020 10:08:21 AM louie_g33 Nothing can stop what is coming. pic.twitter.com/iekDRejMrX

3/26/2020 10:08:30 AM lbf777 Where are the instructions to learn RV?

3/26/2020 10:09:05 AM dlannadee If looks could talk “Your a demon and we know it “

3/26/2020 10:09:43 AM snozzlestein Bro this is just Zion taking over to rule the NWO. Same company but  will just be under different management.

3/26/2020 10:11:39 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 10:11:40 AM jmbmajic3 Agreed

3/26/2020 10:12:09 AM cylantjustice Thank you. 🙏

3/26/2020 10:12:13 AM taloura1 Oh my dream coming true BRING DOWN THE  VATICAN!! I CANT WAIT TO SEE WHATS IN THE SEXRET LIBRARY AS WELL!! ALSO CAN'T WAIT TO 

RECOVER THE MISSING PAGES FROM THE BIBLE

3/26/2020 10:12:22 AM debrand10 It seems like the ultimate invasion of privacy if it requires accessing someone else’s mind

3/26/2020 10:12:46 AM __jabird__ Good question.

3/26/2020 10:12:50 AM frances80769625 We wouldn't clean them out ourselves. So God is having Q do it. We are sad, but we appreciate your work.

Vatican II opened the doors, it failed to work fully.

Now our Father sends emissaries to sift out the bad shepherds.

#uniteEaster

MAGA

#oneDate

3/26/2020 10:13:26 AM scott_rick Both my daughter’s can do this (11,13)

3/26/2020 10:13:37 AM covertress Who was Lyn Buchanan? https://youtu.be/ul3vRfw_1qE 

3/26/2020 10:14:59 AM jaded_pearl I don't feel any relief from tinctures is my issue so I'm smoking (lyme) - I just started this one with a mushroom blend and hope its promising. I'm 

investing AGAIN & trying due to their lab equipment & processes. https://www.qemp.com/?upline=60800842 …

3/26/2020 10:15:11 AM sharong73376199 Do not think the President will have to envoke marshall law the govenors are doing that for hin unknowingly.

3/26/2020 10:15:12 AM nurseniceyes I thought so too until I realized one thing... They aren't separate.

3/26/2020 10:15:31 AM brown_eyedladyj As does stress

3/26/2020 10:15:38 AM lucasnobua Thank you. What is RV? Also, its fiction right? Thanks!

3/26/2020 10:15:52 AM azuremagus Bring it on: Red shoes are bad news.

3/26/2020 10:15:59 AM jaded_pearl Dr. Sebi?

3/26/2020 10:17:14 AM debrand10 What isn’t seperate?

3/26/2020 10:17:35 AM earth2nissy Religion destroyed itself. Spiritualism is where it will be. It's all inside, not out. ❤️

3/26/2020 10:17:45 AM 11charlie111 And he knows it’s coming pic.twitter.com/A5Nm9ddjlp

3/26/2020 10:17:49 AM cosmic_engineer There's still many who welcome these control systems or have been indoctrinated to believe/deploy them as beneficial to society.

Somehow these distortions need to be lessened in order for informed consent

3/26/2020 10:17:51 AM lucasnobua Oh, sorry. Remote viewing. What's about?

3/26/2020 10:18:08 AM azuremagus Less then 50?

3/26/2020 10:18:16 AM bootsie471 The Church is much bigger than the Catholic Cabal.

3/26/2020 10:18:17 AM alteredstate17 April 5th is Greenland. Nothing to do with Martial Law.

3/26/2020 10:19:23 AM bootsie471 Angels sent to protect us.

3/26/2020 10:19:55 AM taloura1 And excavate all the grounds!!!

3/26/2020 10:20:05 AM zagnett  https://arvari.probablefuture.com 

MJ, do you recommend Arvari?🤔

3/26/2020 10:20:05 AM sharong73376199 Operation paperclip. 

The church has been deceiving the flock since the beginning.

Think a lot of preist and nuns joined not knowing the real truth but once they became aware they should have spoken out.

Protectors of pedophiles are just as evil.

3/26/2020 10:20:25 AM riversm18 Will we ever have access to the Vatican library?

3/26/2020 10:21:03 AM connollymackey President Bill Clinton personally intervened on convicted #childtrafficker Silsby's behalf.  Bill! You MUST do something for Laura..Haiti supply will dry up!

3/26/2020 10:21:06 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/jT66DH9qjT

3/26/2020 10:21:06 AM chunkybuttny What is happening in May?

3/26/2020 10:21:07 AM jaded_pearl Exactly  - message over messenger is what is escaping #QPharisees - that will also lead to failure. Strive to be a leader by watching 🧐 judiciously who 

you follow.

3/26/2020 10:21:12 AM nurseniceyes People.

3/26/2020 10:21:38 AM stoneturnr DIA used Gateway Hemisync to train recruits in RV! Well worth the time IMO.

Full course here, DL offline in case its taken down for copyright https://twitter.com/StoneTurnr/status/1240099425130655745 …

3/26/2020 10:22:03 AM neo_asura_ all you Steinlarpers out there

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart 

GAME OVER, CHECKMATE

you SPINELESS COWARDS

RECONCILE

#wwg1wga #qanon pic.twitter.com/cFnCEp3jVs
3/26/2020 10:22:14 AM truthrules463 🤔🤔🤔

3/26/2020 10:22:34 AM t_christopher_ When?

3/26/2020 10:23:07 AM paulmuaddib61 you're welcome. being a scientist for the deep state is dangerous if you change your mind. they killed one of the one LLNL scientists working on the 

weapon that brought down the towers on 9/11 https://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Livermore-Engineer-s-Mysterious-Death-3240466.php …



3/26/2020 10:23:12 AM beenwaiting6  pic.twitter.com/Yr3phb0NEV

3/26/2020 10:23:20 AM beenwaiting6  pic.twitter.com/tXwXIEn5QH

3/26/2020 10:23:28 AM ayeee_tony Right now we are are getting the word out about these corrupt systems. difficulty really is as you say. Best way to lessen these distortionsfrom home is 

to use our healing capabilities in mediation and prayer, fill the mass conciousness with light, to be able tosee theway forward

3/26/2020 10:23:40 AM mishelleo1974 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 tells you the platform in that 600 page document of Q and A’s.

3/26/2020 10:24:56 AM ayeee_tony Many light workers ate anchoring light and offering assistance to our guardians on the other side to be able to facilitate more thoughts in our minds to 

change our systems. The path to unity consciousness can be tricky when dealing with free wil. Some just don't want change.

3/26/2020 10:25:09 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034966617564884992?s=20 …

3/26/2020 10:25:44 AM tieronepatriot Which of the Popes has already been arrested MJ-12, The White or the Black Pope?  I assume you're referring to the other one...

3/26/2020 10:26:07 AM miked12511 That's what I'm thinking.  

Can't get hopes up. 

But heard he was Son of FBI. 

Dream to reality. 

Wonder if we can break the spell.  

I believe so. 

Moves and countermoves.

3/26/2020 10:26:11 AM debrand10 We have seperate thoughts beliefs experiences and feelings

3/26/2020 10:27:12 AM honey19996 Yes, now realizing what he was doing in those countries. It’s freakin brilliant!

3/26/2020 10:27:31 AM manifest_utopia I don't remember who he was. Just searched vids & didn't find the vid I recall. Many videos touting how high you get. This Dr. said you didn't get high 

from juiced, must have been juicing hemp.

3/26/2020 10:27:59 AM 1vargascookie11 Yes yes is TIME

3/26/2020 10:28:04 AM susang7671 There’s other branches of this Temple in SanFrancisco and Vietnam. They likely know of these three captives who need to be brought home from their 

mission in Vietnam. pic.twitter.com/6SHBH8K9H9

3/26/2020 10:28:05 AM mishelleo1974 If you read only the first 25 pages of .@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Q and A you’ll understand what platform #Q is referring to exactly. 

I am just a girl with logic, common sense and no one but read. In other words: #ReadTheTranscript. pic.twitter.com/WmpjslKu4h

3/26/2020 10:28:14 AM ayeee_tony Mass meditations and gatherings are of great assistance to the mass consciousness. Spread the good word, know who you are and how you serve. 

Change on this scale really does happen from within. Our co creative abilities is the way to manefest heaven on earth. Lo1 teaches this

3/26/2020 10:28:16 AM jcoartdhayn These girls didnt have anything to do with a military op i just heard about would it?

3/26/2020 10:28:19 AM 369_is And June, July, August, September, October, November, December, January, February, March and April!!!

3/26/2020 10:28:31 AM saokalani I can just see him wetting his pants in fear as he walks by these two powerful Divine Feminine ladies.

3/26/2020 10:29:11 AM falseprofityhoo Confirmed, Austin is a fraud. pic.twitter.com/7HWgr4H8eV

3/26/2020 10:29:16 AM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/e3i4iUkIut

3/26/2020 10:29:29 AM werascending Dance Monkey, Dance!!!

3/26/2020 10:29:35 AM djlok But Tik Tok brought us this...

 https://twitter.com/SwanOfTuonela/status/1233493251140849668?s=20 … https://twitter.com/swanoftuonela/status/1233493251140849668 …

3/26/2020 10:30:48 AM antoniogustinio I got it from Majestic 12 twitter account but now I went back and can’t find the darn thing. Did he take it down I wonder.

3/26/2020 10:30:53 AM girlawakeinca Here is a suggestion. https://arvari.probablefuture.com/ 

3/26/2020 10:31:07 AM jordan_sather_ That account is terrible.

3/26/2020 10:31:11 AM turboxyde For another option... use the Firefly set to 360°, it works like a mini/portable/rechargeable volcano.

 https://thefirefly.com/?utm_source=shopsheriff&utm_medium=amp&utm_campaign=shopsheriff&utm_content=header-

logo&_gl=1*1g3eh6w*_ga*MVpIRGJiV05fSVdFUGNhdEY2dXlpZ0Q4S0pVWHFQVkFUeFFzRTNqRmg3andtSUVGZEo5YldiV2hXLUNvY0lTcw …..

3/26/2020 10:31:32 AM ygwiryn #babyQ pic.twitter.com/FNs1RK0UbO

3/26/2020 10:32:04 AM freeandoriginal ‼️ ‼️ ‼️ YES n

3/26/2020 10:32:05 AM patriotswegoall Think Ed Dames.

3/26/2020 10:32:09 AM neo_asura_ RECONCILE @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241379537922985984 …

3/26/2020 10:32:13 AM citizensrising1 I’d still watch it. I found this based on Austin’s info about Quantum Computing Alice in Quantum Wonderland....discussing fighting crime. #qanon 

#WWG1WGA #InItTogether #AustinSteinbart https://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/future-is-here/future-is-here-festival-2015-shohini-

ghose/ …

3/26/2020 10:33:01 AM kachinagtto You have taken this course?  Or just something you found?

3/26/2020 10:33:26 AM ygwiryn  pic.twitter.com/LeJi93epI6

3/26/2020 10:33:28 AM deplorabldamsel They are teaching us to FEEL the truth, not where it comes from, but knowing exactly how truth resonates from within.

3/26/2020 10:33:47 AM tracy68433746 He's one of the worst

3/26/2020 10:33:59 AM patriot1047 Exactly what I've been saying! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 10:34:31 AM girlawakeinca Yes I have. 🙏

3/26/2020 10:36:14 AM rizzo1megan I’m curious to see how they respond.

3/26/2020 10:36:43 AM tekie077 And Q just reiterated this point. Looks to me like proof that Austin is a larp! pic.twitter.com/t2tz0eI4TL

3/26/2020 10:36:55 AM mishelleo1974 Ok but did you read the transcript of the Q and A? It’s over 600 pages. So if you can cliff note that for us maybe then I’ll bite your 🍎

3/26/2020 10:37:45 AM patriotbulldog2 Pope will have a Terrible May  https://www.qmap.pub/read/997  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica 

#UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

3/26/2020 10:37:57 AM patriotswegoall Are most RV projects still classified?

3/26/2020 10:38:35 AM rizzo1megan Is that what you use Debbie?

3/26/2020 10:39:13 AM nurseniceyes Maybe so... But everything is connected.

3/26/2020 10:39:17 AM riversm18 5pm = 17:00

3/26/2020 10:39:18 AM girlawakeinca Yes

3/26/2020 10:39:26 AM nonlyinglion @AustinSteinbart  Any answer to this?!  Kinda makes you look like a larpy faker right?!🥴😉🤔 @Hulkanator11 @Inevitable_ET @cjtruth 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/6vm7tuuFS7

3/26/2020 10:40:25 AM mongrelglory Makes sense if they were the first country to start the mass arrests!

3/26/2020 10:40:25 AM ethanpe58415707 Ok.

3/26/2020 10:40:36 AM dark2light9 Thank you and God bless you Heather

3/26/2020 10:40:59 AM ethanpe58415707 Thanks for that!

3/26/2020 10:41:00 AM hermeticaiiyq Some parts of the ignition facility are, of course, top secret.... hardly calming to a nuclear weapons program already reeling from espionage allegations 

at Los Alamos and an investigation into concealment of cost overruns and delays at Livermore.

Los Alamos >>> JE / Zorro Ranch pic.twitter.com/dxE0HsdCvP

3/26/2020 10:42:45 AM ogmios1440 Hahaha!

3/26/2020 10:43:01 AM jaded_pearl Thank you - Firefly is the name of my liposomal line. Love synchronicity 💚💚💚 pic.twitter.com/Z7fseHKCt9

3/26/2020 10:43:09 AM ogmios1440 Him and ther rest have come!😎❤️❤️❤️😎



3/26/2020 10:43:25 AM tanktank19k Q says:

"Think waves"

What do waves do?

They Ripple...

New digital dollar?

Waves= Ripple XRP?

5:5
3/26/2020 10:43:26 AM dynamicres Exactly❣️

3/26/2020 10:43:34 AM falseprofityhoo  pic.twitter.com/QKkfG3bdG7

3/26/2020 10:43:43 AM integratedwebuk I'm sick of tiktok adverts on YouTube

3/26/2020 10:43:57 AM awfysore  https://qmap.pub/read/3901 

3/26/2020 10:44:08 AM 369_is Hi @hawkgirlinmn What do you use to download Youtubes? I'm struggling to get it on my PC. I get messages that youtube can't be downloaded 

everytime I set up a system. Thank you!!!

3/26/2020 10:44:58 AM kachinagtto Thanks for sharing your personal experience.  I will look into it.

3/26/2020 10:45:27 AM thebarwatch This video's url address ends in “YesQ” @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 10:45:27 AM thebarwatch JFK’s grandkids singing “Timber” 

“It’s going down, I’m yelling timber…

The bigger they are, the harder they fall…

End of the night, it’s going down…”

  “Timberwolf” is the U.S. Secret Service codename for Bush, Sr.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRFA_LYYesQ …

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 10:46:28 AM raako71 I have stopped following this "MJ12" account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as it seems connected with this @AustinSteinbart guy. He is LARPing, he probably 

thinks it's funny, I know people like that. It's not funny, it is what it is, and that is fake.

[infiltration instead of invasion]

Q #3903

3/26/2020 10:46:49 AM chunkybuttny Thank you Jaysen. I hope that's this year.

3/26/2020 10:47:04 AM girlawakeinca From what I have learned, using  RV for nefarious or even selfish purposes can & will unleash karma.  Respect of others privacy is important.

3/26/2020 10:47:18 AM sassytrumpett Q+ is POTUS

3/26/2020 10:47:22 AM tkobeauty So, Q just dropped. What say you about #BabyQ now? pic.twitter.com/KBMWUDxblS

3/26/2020 10:47:32 AM chinupchubbly Couldn’t agree with you anymore, that photo speaks a thousand words! WWG1WGA👍

3/26/2020 10:47:37 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1034967667520806913?s=21 …

3/26/2020 10:48:09 AM covertress "These days, [FireFly] manufacturing is done by an overseas team, but they continue to test and re-test each production run to ensure quality."

No longer US-made? No thanks. https://www.thrillist.com/home/photo-tour-of-how-and-where-the-firefly-vaporizer-is-made …

3/26/2020 10:48:41 AM balkannfreak But i was in the thread when this was posted. Alongside with the intel drops that we today know as amorpheus archives ?

3/26/2020 10:48:42 AM girlawakeinca The twins have been found. It’s posted somewhere in this thread. 🙏

3/26/2020 10:48:57 AM cstarr888 These are good

🧐🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/ap5yoNTtsP

3/26/2020 10:49:23 AM subtlecontumacy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

You do a good dance, buutt  pic.twitter.com/L0yaWKs5s5

3/26/2020 10:50:30 AM willma2005 if you dont see i cant help you

3/26/2020 10:50:43 AM girlawakeinca Yes

3/26/2020 10:50:56 AM paulmuaddib61 its how they got funding to build under the towers after the 1993 false flag bombing 

 https://t.co/H0PsxsRvXN  https://twitter.com/paulmuaddib61/status/1168779349354590209?s=21 …

3/26/2020 10:51:09 AM neo_asura_  https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1243229263685390336 …

3/26/2020 10:51:18 AM willma2005 if you have followed for 3 you would not say NOTHING,,, seriously

3/26/2020 10:51:23 AM ripkenfan78 I won’t hold my breath...

3/26/2020 10:51:25 AM girlawakeinca I think that was a woman based on the WH presser.

3/26/2020 10:51:49 AM restorativna8ur You still pushing a larp as? Lol

3/26/2020 10:51:57 AM citizensrising1 I know! Check my pinned tweet. Shits getting crazy. But, I never even thought of Quantum computation until AS discussed it ...but that totally makes 

sense. How we they have ALL the information? How would remove the algorithms? It would all take a very powerful computer

3/26/2020 10:52:47 AM mgodfrey99 or future...Austin is a fraud pic.twitter.com/LZY1jRmEVs

3/26/2020 10:52:48 AM blankmarlo #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #AskTheQ 

I look forward to seeing how you spin this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1243229975421034496 …

3/26/2020 10:53:52 AM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1243234288050503680 …

3/26/2020 10:54:54 AM citizensrising1 The truth is, none of us know what’s ACTUALLY going on UNLESS you are ACTUALLY on the team. Remember Q said it would be like a movie? If Austin 

is a psyop, why would black hats choose someone so unlikeable? It’s fucking fascinating  😂

3/26/2020 10:56:28 AM balkannfreak I mean in the board

3/26/2020 10:58:59 AM ellenca78112564  pic.twitter.com/IEfzp8vgxE

3/26/2020 10:59:11 AM newparadigmtt Pope’s plan to endorse a global event for a changing world, 14th Mai, 2020. (4 mins Video) https://youtu.be/aRww7R9BL9E 

3/26/2020 10:59:17 AM borismjjc Love this photo! <3

3/26/2020 10:59:38 AM girlawakeinca Now that google is uncensored, look up declassified documents on this. It’s been used in black ops for years. Dark to light 💫

3/26/2020 11:00:49 AM stoneturnr Pope Francis is shitting his robes in wake of the Venezuela indictments. 

Much more than drug trafficking...

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1092632633325043712 … pic.twitter.com/CUAtmVscYU

3/26/2020 11:01:24 AM eyedropmedia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon

Still no outside comms? pic.twitter.com/AnjPuCk8HX

3/26/2020 11:03:12 AM lorelieblue63 We Got that Bastard!!!!

Hallelujah  Hallelujah  Hallelujah!!!!

God is Large and in Charge!!!!!

3/26/2020 11:03:18 AM staticfd19 Kentucky State Police

15 hrs ·

UPDATE: AMBER ALERT CANCELLED

Neely Blanchard was taken into custody early this morning, and the two sisters are safe.

3/26/2020 11:03:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q != BabyQ

3/26/2020 11:04:30 AM balkannfreak Yeah just saw it. So ?



3/26/2020 11:05:39 AM austin234nine Jesus

3/26/2020 11:05:46 AM phreatomagnetic ...for at least the last 100yrs

3/26/2020 11:06:21 AM ts_sci_majic12 Q+ != Q

3/26/2020 11:06:36 AM ts_sci_majic12 BabyQ != Q+

3/26/2020 11:06:41 AM natureinspace Or maybe technology is based on what we can actually do. Technology has been trying to copy us and not the other way around.

3/26/2020 11:06:42 AM balkannfreak Tbh i think that redrop : patriot vs traitor is meant for bush (timber) ence the drop + kennedy family singing timber song

3/26/2020 11:07:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger!

3/26/2020 11:07:35 AM adorabldplorabl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  thoughts?  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1243231230788763655 …

3/26/2020 11:08:01 AM girlawakeinca I would like to suggest that anyone using RV to spy or any nefarious purpose can/will unleash negative karma upon yourself. So if you do, ensure it is 

always for the right reasons. I learned this by viewing the many Gerald O’Donnell YT videos. 🙏

3/26/2020 11:08:27 AM bereantype BE CAREFUL...a little "leaven" leaveneth the whole lump

3/26/2020 11:08:33 AM cidarean Q just posted... Re confirming that fool is full of shit.

3/26/2020 11:09:03 AM muzactr Mj12?

3/26/2020 11:09:25 AM norwegianon 😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣

I still follow you, just too watch your op crumble.. you're so completely exposed note, it's just funny to observe.

#AustinSteinFart

#larp

#cl0wn

Nowhere close to being anything like #Q pic.twitter.com/ZpQgFKDuUl

3/26/2020 11:10:08 AM jkmaalouf Drink some #TaintedAdrenochrome lately??? #COVID19 #CoVFeFe pic.twitter.com/CpIiC4vQR1

3/26/2020 11:10:18 AM wiganandy1986 The Pope is the Antichrist. Sitting in the Holy place. Declaring himself he has the power of God.

3/26/2020 11:10:37 AM citizensrising1 Think about what that means, is Q saying that Austin infiltrated the board? And while there, coordinated a drop with the President and predicted a Q 

drop? Is Q doing disinformation now, or did the black hats gain control of the boards temporarily....It’s CRAZY! pic.twitter.com/eXQayGOmIm

3/26/2020 11:10:42 AM kwititalready Praying for the girls' safety, and safe and expeditious return.  🙏 🙏

3/26/2020 11:11:27 AM wiganandy1986  https://youtu.be/Ad8dyjUG-j0 

3/26/2020 11:12:20 AM debrand10 That’s different than accessing someone’s personal space without their permission.

3/26/2020 11:12:41 AM not_a_bot17 Wow just realized you're a larp Austin. I'm out and un following!

3/26/2020 11:13:28 AM nurseniceyes How is it personal when their spiritual bodies are already touching?

3/26/2020 11:14:14 AM ts_sci_majic12 117

5:5? pic.twitter.com/d5PT3tScNN

3/26/2020 11:14:39 AM jemelewilliams I don't know what to make of him but I really feel he is part of the Plan. Is he Q, of course not!

And I KNOW! I am saying this AFTER Q just posted once again that there are NO OUTSIDE COMMS.

That does not take away facts. Good or bad he is part of it. Keep your enemies close.

3/26/2020 11:14:50 AM citizensrising1 Has anyone ever addressed this? Like how he got the Q in front of his name? pic.twitter.com/PBGiEdLlSc

3/26/2020 11:15:38 AM turboxyde FWIW it is glass bowl that rests on a hot plate. I'm leery of Chinese made items especially involving toxicology & QA/QC measures but I've had no 

issues with mine & it's half the price of the German made Volcano.

There are very few options available. https://www.storz-bickel.com/en-us/catalog/product/view/id/251 …

3/26/2020 11:16:02 AM oo1o110 I am so confused right now.

At this point, I'm just going to watch the movie and limit my participation.

Austin's information and intentions seem to add up, but for board Q to drop this right now - there's no doubt, the waters are muddied.

3/26/2020 11:16:05 AM nurseniceyes Yeah until they don't...

3/26/2020 11:16:09 AM webbdv Clear!

3/26/2020 11:16:17 AM 39anc6 7m delta pic.twitter.com/KXrxiwTV3x

3/26/2020 11:16:21 AM joanofamerica Never ever! Anyone who says so is trying to blow smoke up people’s asses. 

#NoLarps 🚫

3/26/2020 11:16:29 AM squatch_xxl Part of this I dispute.  "Q" was first spotted on 4ch, and was chased away over the course of a few days.  I didn't care where it went from there, but 

apparently it migrated to 8ch, and now its on 4kun?

3/26/2020 11:16:29 AM 369palm All I see is a massive troll and narrow bandwidth individuals are going to think it’s Thor’s hammer.

3/26/2020 11:16:56 AM joanofamerica Austin is a tarp!!! Larp!!! Fake!!!

3/26/2020 11:17:09 AM viking_jeremy I have no idea

3/26/2020 11:17:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wasn't cited by name.

Why not ask Q directly?

3/26/2020 11:17:40 AM truthseeker805 LMAO!!  Yes a Tarp.  Misspellings are my speciality

3/26/2020 11:17:48 AM malibubeef Are you able to share it?

3/26/2020 11:18:00 AM surfing123456 Ca mon mj hep me@on this one

3/26/2020 11:18:13 AM americanpetal “Narrow bandwidth individuals”? Is that another term for maybe not so bright individuals?

3/26/2020 11:18:39 AM steve27377020 How do you correctly administer marijuana and/or THC?

3/26/2020 11:19:16 AM truthseeker805 I will just keep researching and thinking for myself because I refuse to do otherwise no matter what.

3/26/2020 11:19:27 AM jemelewilliams I am NOT standing up for the dude and at the same time, I am not shunning him. Just stating what SHOULD be obvious. He is connected in all of this.  

Trusting know one and understanding he very well may be the enemy, I will choose to keep him close.

3/26/2020 11:19:45 AM 369palm Not necessarily, that can apply to intelligent people stuck inside of a group think bubble.

3/26/2020 11:20:04 AM americanpetal So, AS  is Fake News? I’m confused.

3/26/2020 11:20:10 AM kosheen18 Pope = Cesar.

3/26/2020 11:20:33 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger. pic.twitter.com/FVw9o4uiB5

3/26/2020 11:20:46 AM b2zpowersports 117?

3/26/2020 11:20:51 AM nikoscali The messenger is shit

3/26/2020 11:20:55 AM jlundr Keep one toe in if only to observe. 

Meditate and resonate. 

Leave the rest to be revealed. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_nQhGR0K8M …

3/26/2020 11:20:56 AM steve27377020 Clear as day

3/26/2020 11:21:15 AM beardly01 8kun, but you can find the drops at http://qmap.pub 

3/26/2020 11:21:25 AM shaigaichan お食事券どう思います？



3/26/2020 11:21:40 AM ts_sci_majic12 You are entitled to your opinions.

Message over messenger means opinions are moot.

3/26/2020 11:21:42 AM briandrew75 Blowing @AustinSteinbart out of the water.

3/26/2020 11:21:43 AM omarfromuk 8ch = 4kun 

it was posted on 8ch first ?

3/26/2020 11:21:45 AM jeffjmcswain Except from Q+🐸

3/26/2020 11:21:47 AM nedryersonpunx Spoiler: Q isn’t real and you’re being grifted

3/26/2020 11:22:06 AM hobie_trice 💯🎯

3/26/2020 11:22:07 AM oo1o110 Neither is the fake news, and so are you... https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=67&v=bk2AADVOPJ4 …

3/26/2020 11:22:10 AM truthseekeranon Yes..duh

3/26/2020 11:22:18 AM northstarz Exactly!

3/26/2020 11:22:25 AM americanpetal Thanks for reply. Got it

3/26/2020 11:22:39 AM omarfromuk 8chan=8kun

the same website

3/26/2020 11:22:41 AM nm_zsr I noticed that as well as 3901 at 1:15:55
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3/26/2020 11:22:42 AM charitable_fury Is it the case that Steinbart MAY be passing along some percentage of Truth, all the while MISLEADING in CERTAIN specific areas?...Classic Cabal 

tactic...Appreciate a response...

3/26/2020 11:23:17 AM neo_asura_ If you are continuing to follow this account, you are lost and are continuing to brainwash yourself.

3/26/2020 11:23:23 AM lisafisch2 you don't need a pope, Jesus is the head of the church NOT THE POPE!

3/26/2020 11:23:33 AM nedryersonpunx Why would a top secret military intel op allow itself to be easily compromised? Why would a top secret military intel op allow itself to be hosted on a 

foreign server? 

Spoiler: Q isn’t real and you’re being grifted

3/26/2020 11:23:38 AM americanpetal Btw, I was referring to myself. I am, without a doubt, the weakest link re MJ followers. I struggle with a lot of this.

3/26/2020 11:23:43 AM omarfromuk dont forget about 111111

IP for 8kun

Q told us about before, and confirmed it later

8chan = 8kun

3/26/2020 11:23:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 We are not promoting any single person.

We interact with consciousness in order to push forth MJ12's objectives for First Contact.

We educate message over messenger.

Q team is still active in their operation.

Put the Q to rest by asking 45 who Q is.

Everything else is MoM! pic.twitter.com/nD0xFQ3o5p

3/26/2020 11:23:50 AM wahiggins3 The fact that there are many #QPharisees giddy with excitement to dump on @AustinSteinbart is telling in the least.  I will continue look for messages 

regardless of messenger.

3/26/2020 11:23:53 AM deplorabldamsel Fake news BUT he is saying some truth--Find the truth in his words. Personally, his ego and cocky attitude annoy the shit out of me 😂

3/26/2020 11:23:53 AM ewilliams22101 Gotta muddy the water to get peoples attention!  Make them THINK.  #Reconcile pic.twitter.com/IbVsQ6vlxL

3/26/2020 11:23:55 AM truthseeker8882 so much evil directed at youth..oh, yeah, MS-13, black hat elites, and black souled celebs working together following a satanic witch  Maria Abramovich 

who spirit cooks and prepares adrenochrome...don’t believe me reaearch it, wake up people..say a pray these two will be found.

3/26/2020 11:24:03 AM fightforamerica What do YOU think Core Awakened?

3/26/2020 11:24:06 AM squatch_xxl I understand that much, but dispute the validity of the claim that "No comms made outside this platform", when it is accepted within the community 

that there are certainly statements from "Q" that came from other places.  I am a total skeptic btw. pic.twitter.com/ZsqHB2ICx9

3/26/2020 11:24:15 AM natureinspace Alright everybody. Let's put our minds together to find Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Missing since Dec 2018. #WheresRuth

3/26/2020 11:24:22 AM pammers60 Austin is a dip shit!

3/26/2020 11:24:24 AM 369palm Don’t say that. You’re in the top % just by showing up.

3/26/2020 11:24:27 AM chambersfroggy The looks say it all...TRUMP2Q2Q

3/26/2020 11:25:11 AM bcmarky proof?

3/26/2020 11:25:12 AM crazi82 My insight, AS is an enigma....

3/26/2020 11:25:12 AM tanktank19k So was endorsing @AustinSteinbart  

A test or something?

3/26/2020 11:25:15 AM deplorabldamsel Yet... Here you are. 😂

3/26/2020 11:25:23 AM islandofdelight So tincutures > everything else?

3/26/2020 11:25:37 AM jaded_pearl Brilliant - Another stable genius! To infinity ♾

3/26/2020 11:25:46 AM rob67_ How will u know if the message is a lie?

3/26/2020 11:25:48 AM 1_decided_voter Seems to me that there isn't anyone with access to ask 45 that has the nerve to do so...

He doesn't respond to the multiple times he's been asked via Twitter.

So how do we break this deadlock and move forward?

3/26/2020 11:25:52 AM lorrain88315939 I'm confused

3/26/2020 11:26:01 AM mateuszwala bigQ's 

do you like sit inside fence?

why not?

herd?

for me its obvious. 

sheep no more!

#WWG1WGA
3/26/2020 11:26:01 AM ewilliams22101 That may have been the biggest troll ever.  The banners tell it all - 8chan, now 8kun.  Apples and oranges.  People's heads are really hurting right now.

3/26/2020 11:26:34 AM neo_asura_ Reconcile https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1241384064646615043 …

3/26/2020 11:27:02 AM americanpetal Thank you 🇺🇸

3/26/2020 11:27:15 AM schneppjennifer Yes AS is Fake News.

3/26/2020 11:27:25 AM 369palm I know, it feels like we’re living in a social experiment.

3/26/2020 11:27:51 AM mongrelglory I hope Austin doesn't stop making his videos however, because I was enjoying the heck out of them and learning a lot too! 😎

3/26/2020 11:28:01 AM jordan_sather_ If you still think @AustinSteinbart or @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are somehow legit insiders with credible information, please unfollow my page. Now. We don’t 

have time for LARPers and game players.

3/26/2020 11:28:03 AM dragonragegamin Notice both are wearing black.



3/26/2020 11:28:27 AM clowncar7 That's should show you this Larp is pathetic

3/26/2020 11:28:27 AM islandofdelight 1:1 CBD:THC ratio plus no combustion... pic.twitter.com/s00JtStkWU

3/26/2020 11:28:52 AM schneppjennifer Austin is fake.

3/26/2020 11:29:05 AM cjtruth Officially blown up by Q on 3/26/20 pic.twitter.com/dEN5kQMtIN

3/26/2020 11:29:08 AM nikoscali Here's my message: Austin is troubled, he needs help

3/26/2020 11:29:19 AM lovethebeach999 Tinctures 🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/CIoJy8Rjue

3/26/2020 11:29:24 AM bodyworkbydawn great vid

3/26/2020 11:29:31 AM ewilliams22101 There was never any endorsement of Austin.  Austin is a source of information that may be evaluated independently.  No one is going to tell you who 

to follow or what to think any more.  You have to decide.  It's FREEDOM of thought.  Enjoy!! #TheGreatAwakening

3/26/2020 11:29:31 AM tkeller0865 I can wait 2 weeks before i condemn geeze what does it hurt....only those who want to TELL us how to march

3/26/2020 11:29:33 AM yarackchell  pic.twitter.com/BvXxIxuVas

3/26/2020 11:29:33 AM amanita40860516 It's not too personal when you are saving lives

3/26/2020 11:29:34 AM clevelanditguy No. He was/is a LARP. Period. Anyone that promoted it while also insinuating that they’re also “in the know” is, obviously, not. Delusions of grandeur, 

perhaps. The need to feel important and relevant, maybe. Regardless, knowingly making claims outside of your abilities is wrong.

3/26/2020 11:29:42 AM pinderschnitz Austin is an asshat

3/26/2020 11:29:52 AM derpypanda20 But if technicalities mean anything, 8kun is outside comms....

3/26/2020 11:29:56 AM dman7210 100% LARP Petal.

3/26/2020 11:30:28 AM sinstar33 People still believe that kid?  Oh boy...

3/26/2020 11:30:31 AM shantigirl5 Oh to know what they were thinking at that moment!

3/26/2020 11:30:32 AM keepawakening The purpose of the church is control

3/26/2020 11:30:36 AM lordsprophet7 I heard of the LARP Steinbart...but who’s the other!?

3/26/2020 11:30:37 AM 1776pathenry I follow them to see how far they will take this.

3/26/2020 11:30:48 AM qarmy1973 I blocked them.

3/26/2020 11:30:52 AM nedryersonpunx Lol. Q stil isn’t real. 2+ years, no booms, no mass arrests, no Gitmo, just rubes like you being grifted. Sad.

3/26/2020 11:31:00 AM d57886328 That account doesn’t deserve to be followed. I, myself am blocking him

3/26/2020 11:31:00 AM nikoscali You and Austin were made for eachother, pretty sure he's your spirit animal

3/26/2020 11:31:15 AM greyalien2685 If @AustinSteinbart is a shill or larp then I suppose he will soon be arrested by Flynn, Rogers or top peeps from the DIA

3/26/2020 11:31:19 AM katebeee1 It’s frustrating to see Q ppl believe this guy

1. Cause he’s goofy as hell

2. Q clearly told us no outside comms many times 

Have people learned nothing in the last almost 3 years about how the DS operates?

3/26/2020 11:31:21 AM deliveryglw Interesting you say that https://youtu.be/7u4WV09Kg34 

3/26/2020 11:31:36 AM victorg_45 Never drive as fast as your guardian angel can fly Ω

3/26/2020 11:31:42 AM awakenedoutlaw 117% agreed.

3/26/2020 11:31:53 AM nedryersonpunx Lol. Show me actual proof that Q is real. You don’t prove things don’t exist, you prove they do. That’s how evidence works. 

No wonder you’re easily grifted by nonsense. Sad.

3/26/2020 11:32:03 AM gsusgod Austin Steinbart's Company logo found on his Linked IN profile

#SignsAndSymbols pic.twitter.com/PXCxiIo7tk

3/26/2020 11:32:09 AM cdelisa13 No Time For Games

3/26/2020 11:32:21 AM rebeccaandverna Yup, just unfollowed, THEY ARE DARK AND EVIL FORCES.

3/26/2020 11:32:22 AM ateliershane Disregard IMMEDIATELY

3/26/2020 11:32:37 AM seeker229 What's with this tactic? 

Wasnt there just a huge message on the Twitter head?

Why keep giving this rerun a go when theres other important information that could be used as a learning curve?

3/26/2020 11:32:45 AM hellouncledonny When the timing is right. pic.twitter.com/iIE8ablhBh

3/26/2020 11:32:46 AM crazi82  pic.twitter.com/j5BkK1NMfF

3/26/2020 11:32:47 AM bill_davis01  pic.twitter.com/8EqYerW7y1

3/26/2020 11:33:03 AM sandiegowebu #RT @MoneyMakerEdge: RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Remote Viewing could prove useful.

Quantum internet would remove the uncertainty from RV.

Ever wonder why we gave it up and released it to the public?

You can use it now.  https://twitter.com/urgentnews911/status/1243003131069374464 …

3/26/2020 11:33:05 AM _moeyz_ For what? 

All he has done is play pretend, and fool a bunch of sheep. 

They have bigger fish to fry.

3/26/2020 11:33:14 AM mama_marine83  pic.twitter.com/JoLnhu29Qw

3/26/2020 11:33:20 AM boscolodavid You forgot CIA child crimes...

3/26/2020 11:33:26 AM restart_qpersia so now you want to determine what to think?

we are independent thinkers and anything is possible

3/26/2020 11:33:31 AM ttp13526 This isn't a game! No time for fakers.

3/26/2020 11:33:53 AM usagaggy63 I NEVER BELIEVED HIM AND IN FACT TODAY I BLOCKED CITIZENS INVESTIGATIVE REPORT!

3/26/2020 11:34:04 AM scottdewitt19 He got 1 right. Bravo kid.  There is some hope for you David Hogg

3/26/2020 11:34:11 AM terrancongito LOL

3/26/2020 11:34:11 AM emperro61119379 lol, like a thousands of year old control system is broken in like a week. I expect it to still take a while even. Your comment doesn't sway anyone here

3/26/2020 11:34:14 AM mongrelglory My Catholic girlfriend in Florida is going to need a lot of support from me if that is the case. 🥺  Not to mention all the little old Italian men and women 

living in my building.  This is going to be sad to see them so bewildered at this late stage of their lives...

3/26/2020 11:34:25 AM caliel4truth I'm with you. When it comes to LARPs, at this point, their deception makes them an enemy of the people.

3/26/2020 11:34:26 AM zrickety If first contact happened long ago, is it really first contact?

3/26/2020 11:34:27 AM honest56628483 They looking at him like, what bullshit

3/26/2020 11:34:31 AM bug_juni I think Q cleared it up today

Larp boy was trying to say that because Q said that on 8chan it's no good.  

Now it's on 8kun so....

Later gater! 😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/A4Y5PpCT6B



3/26/2020 11:34:36 AM shantigirl5 Why do we need a pope? What has it done for us except provide a sick haven for the worst kind. Predators of children! What we really need is the 

Truth, as it sets us free.

3/26/2020 11:34:36 AM qzone1776  pic.twitter.com/Ie1GUQySiv

3/26/2020 11:34:45 AM johnpirate5 Q just did some drops! One of them said no outside comms! One of many times now! He could be referring to Austin!

3/26/2020 11:34:48 AM niksiehussle  pic.twitter.com/HXN4pwma1M

3/26/2020 11:34:50 AM macharde @AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise @HerpesMichael @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 11:34:51 AM greyalien2685 He specifically named them on videos as giving him permission. That’s a big crime if that’s the case.

3/26/2020 11:34:51 AM unittzoo And Real dark judge! Always claiming inside info. 

Same with FollowThe17. That is Eyethesoy

3/26/2020 11:35:06 AM unknownrabbith1 what about @ReportGoldfish? i think they promote AS also.

3/26/2020 11:35:07 AM laurabusse Yeah

I read something like that...

3/26/2020 11:35:15 AM jeaneamour  pic.twitter.com/Y0BiXGwikb

3/26/2020 11:35:20 AM niksiehussle  pic.twitter.com/ivAbmf9uHa

3/26/2020 11:35:22 AM yourstr05411794 Every one is an "expert" 😂

Wait until you find out who you have been talking to.

Q.

Why does everyone care who Q is, rather than what Q is? It's the message, stupid! 

The message doesn't have a face. 

And I admit, Austin is amazingly intelligent. Awesome Austin.
3/26/2020 11:35:25 AM nm_zsr I need to meditate on this.

On one hand, Proof in 3895 re:AS

On the other: 3902

Define comms?

3/26/2020 11:35:42 AM pnwtrumpfan Ahahaha...buh,bye Loser!

3/26/2020 11:35:48 AM blindfoldtailor Check out q drop 3900 just now- I just tweeted an explanation of it on my page just now- q has got this all under control!!#TrustThePlan #Q #GodWins!!

3/26/2020 11:35:53 AM net_propagation Reminds me of... Someone needs to meme this. pic.twitter.com/uU6qrXkQzA

3/26/2020 11:35:59 AM jaded_pearl Logical thinking required - an open mind to view from 40k ft to all the paths that lead to victory are what leaders should be looking at. A closed mind 

leads to defeat. What side of the war are they rah-rahing for anyway? pic.twitter.com/7ujgSqyT5R

3/26/2020 11:36:01 AM pennywisedawise  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243243209993543686?s=20 …

3/26/2020 11:36:15 AM json_206 that dirty dog will have his day.  every dog has its day.

3/26/2020 11:36:24 AM bill_davis01 This was just reposted on  http://Qmap.pub  #3902

3/26/2020 11:36:26 AM joeandbridge So if you use RV or Quantum Internet or remote neural monitoring to watch people sexually, is it a sex crime? Can't put the genie back in the bottle 

now...

3/26/2020 11:36:27 AM simone69916573 He’s trying to stir up trouble among us. Divert our attention and engage us in stupid games. Our task is too important right NOW to be placing our 

attention on such things.

3/26/2020 11:36:27 AM laurabusse Well we don't know...

Maybe the pope wouldn't be such a great choice after all 🤷♀️

3/26/2020 11:36:32 AM lizzah_83 I have tweeted this exact thing. No one unfollows...they just yell and scream about PROOF Austin is Q 🙄

Even under @Sun_Q_Tzu’s tweet there are replies to the same effect. This DS puppet totally monopolized on the fact people think awakening is done 

once redpill is taken.

3/26/2020 11:36:33 AM tleagon I don’t get how anyone believes A young punk ass narcissist kid could ever be Q. I don’t get it at all

3/26/2020 11:36:37 AM _moeyz_ The kid needs mental health help.  

Not jail. 

Still, a small crime in the grand scheme of what is going on. 

But, go head and put some effort into seeing that comes to fruition.  Time well spent.

3/26/2020 11:36:41 AM kelvorn Dude they are claiming to be Q yet will not post using his Trips on 8kun. Then Q literally post TODAY reminding no outside comms. Think for yourself 

but don’t believe blatant Bullshit. At this point it’s not debatable it’s fact they are larping as Q pic.twitter.com/Nw6RhK412e

3/26/2020 11:36:50 AM friskygolfer Let’s go back last year’ SOTU.

SerialBrain2 talking about China and their DS. 

In this decode, SB2 didn’t use the last line. China/CQ cancel.

Made me go back and re:learn 

 https://youtu.be/gKW0MpPX6Wc 

Stone was a plant just like Manafort...? pic.twitter.com/wkysaHF3OG

3/26/2020 11:36:50 AM jaded_pearl Tinctures

3/26/2020 11:37:08 AM fatimablushs Stop talking about this douche. He is just a squirrel on the path stay focused

3/26/2020 11:37:32 AM neilbridgman != means does not equal

3/26/2020 11:37:33 AM jaded_pearl Seems that way. I'm sure topical is not harmful.

3/26/2020 11:37:48 AM ddangerous12 We don't 'need' a pope. A pope is human and imperfect. Follow and belief in the Holy Trinity is salvation.

3/26/2020 11:37:51 AM offdutyninja13x Anybody got the over/under on how long their accounts remain up?? I say less than 24hr

3/26/2020 11:38:01 AM alantomazin Another stein

3/26/2020 11:38:08 AM tyrantswillfa11 Very convenient. 😑 At least the movie will improve. That Austin character was ruining the overall experience. Yelling at the back of the theater 

“Notice me! I got a day pass!” Really spoiling the popcorn 🍿.

3/26/2020 11:38:23 AM themtljo Gee was about time... Thank Q 👍

3/26/2020 11:38:27 AM hippouniversity  pic.twitter.com/bAXucv4J6Z

3/26/2020 11:38:31 AM by369surrounded I follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 How can anyone be certain of anything? Q has worked to teach us to practice our discernment. Can't do that w/ all voices 

saying same thing. I have no idea who runs the account but @realDonaldTrump also teaches Art of War - keep all in circle & learn comms

3/26/2020 11:38:36 AM lizzah_83 C’mon buddy. Saying someone gave him permission is not a crime. Also, consider that Austin has leaked out classified info as David Wilcock suggests - 

that proves he is Deep State asset used to sow discord and disinformation to discredit #TheGreatAwakening. It’s so simple to see.

3/26/2020 11:38:48 AM kateiswell I went ahead and blocked both accounts. Some of us are listening.

3/26/2020 11:38:50 AM kittythundercl1 I thought this too. Seemed like the Romney/Mormon bunch saying “look at them... don’t look at us.” Especially in regard to Arizona cartel crimes.



3/26/2020 11:38:53 AM sunfl Yes, Austin is a Larp. So people like Ben from Edge of Wonder and David Wilcock need to be more careful about promoting such Larps in the future. It 

really makes me wonder what side they are on.

3/26/2020 11:38:56 AM falseprofityhoo Agreed. Cray-cray right now. pic.twitter.com/J6gODagm3E

3/26/2020 11:39:03 AM esh_grannysue Those around for a while never fell for it in the first place - AND that is why Q told us to do our own research and think for ourselves. Newer folks can 

be deceived. Much more difficult with so many around all the time.

3/26/2020 11:39:07 AM alight412 I would love to learn our true history. I'm betting the "V" has it stored in their vaults as well as other clues on humanity.  We probably have no idea...

3/26/2020 11:39:08 AM jeaneamour  pic.twitter.com/7DUvRJ7q6P

3/26/2020 11:39:19 AM jeffclanton71 She does great Q digs. I’m gonna give her a pass on this one.

3/26/2020 11:39:20 AM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.

Message over messenger.  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243128467102654466 … pic.twitter.com/yizz7THZQe

3/26/2020 11:39:20 AM aqtime Knowingly or unknowingly ?

Q was pretty clear on the no outside comms from the beginning right. pic.twitter.com/zi3an7X90P

3/26/2020 11:39:20 AM twinnskyy Soon.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @AustinSteinbart Exposed!

#Qdrops #3902

#BOOMFactCheck

3/26/2020 11:39:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 Can you commit felonies on YouTube & not be immediately shut down?

Can you guess how many people have reported this channel/content as being a community violation?

It is a community violation.

Nothing can be done about it.

Can you commit felonies on YouTube, and get away with it? pic.twitter.com/Bg8Wsu03af

3/26/2020 11:39:25 AM blujeangrl64 And anyone promoting a liar should be considered questionable.

3/26/2020 11:39:59 AM kristophersnake  https://qmap.pub/read/3902 

3/26/2020 11:40:12 AM gmfkms04  pic.twitter.com/G7MgVo7MHH

3/26/2020 11:40:15 AM akight78 This is not a game

3/26/2020 11:40:30 AM mongrelglory This reminds me of the saying..."Even a broken clock will be right two times each day".  Message over messenger! 😎

3/26/2020 11:40:31 AM covid_19_uk You can with the deep state backing your state sponsored shill moves

3/26/2020 11:40:36 AM norwegianon Because all social media like Twitter Facebook and YouTube are under #DeepState control.

Duh.

3/26/2020 11:41:02 AM greyalien2685 I don’t buy a word that Wilcock says. I’m not saying I buy a word AS says either. Everyone seems to know everything about Q. I’d just wait and see is all

3/26/2020 11:41:06 AM wahiggins3 Why are you so quick to dump on @AustinSteinbart ?  Q also posted the famous "We are Q!" pic several times which would indicate WE are all part of 

Q.  It is bigger than what is posted on a board.

3/26/2020 11:41:07 AM jrocktigers  https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1243244932468559872 …

3/26/2020 11:41:08 AM 3104joe Can you REALLY justify giving this attention right now? So much going on, but you focus on this?

3/26/2020 11:41:12 AM norwegianon So they will let clowns clown... Easy peasy

3/26/2020 11:41:13 AM saschakbe He's referring to Austin. Look at all the responds from Q! pic.twitter.com/dTyGoVBjUT

3/26/2020 11:41:18 AM lizzah_83 Yeah...soaking up information spoon-fed by the Deep State Cabal is soooooooooo fun. 

Austin ignored all requests to post new tripcode before changing it on 8kun...would silence all the doubters...but yeah, damn, he is totally the real deal 

people!! 🙄🙄🙄

3/26/2020 11:41:18 AM emperro61119379 Why would someone go to pro Q twitter and the only things the account ever posted was against it ?

Spoiler: Shill

3/26/2020 11:41:25 AM greyalien2685 Time will tell. Watch.

3/26/2020 11:41:25 AM jvan125  pic.twitter.com/38fVAfJ89h

3/26/2020 11:41:27 AM cjtruth You are a moron

3/26/2020 11:41:33 AM zero_kool_aid  pic.twitter.com/RSXiFoz310

3/26/2020 11:41:43 AM zero_kool_aid  pic.twitter.com/pGSW3vDKLE

3/26/2020 11:41:50 AM shotgunner87 Cringe worth photo shop! Spooky!

3/26/2020 11:41:56 AM munkeypilot All of them...in splain site😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 11:42:10 AM norwegianon Isn't it funny to see the cl0wns go down in flames?

#DeepStateInPanic

3/26/2020 11:42:17 AM bearmedano Reminder: Q Only Communicates via the 8KUN Platform  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3902  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter 

#WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening

EXCEPT FOR YOUTUBE THOUGH!!! (I assume is your response)

3/26/2020 11:42:32 AM lex_c_v its about the tripcode...  only way to prove its Q is that they always post from the same trip code! it's not that hard ppl

3/26/2020 11:42:33 AM greg27719041 Good scripture!   I rely on that Psalm everyday.

3/26/2020 11:42:46 AM skippergreekisl @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/QaedN8NKPV

3/26/2020 11:42:50 AM bearmedano The worst photoshop job I've seen.  lol.

3/26/2020 11:42:54 AM qsp1racy  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243243209993543686?s=09 …

3/26/2020 11:42:55 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 has never claimed to be an insider.

Reread past tweets before casting judgement.

Message over messenger.

3/26/2020 11:42:59 AM benredpilled BQQM Sucka! Bye bye Austin.

3/26/2020 11:43:04 AM rocktobersky Are You Sure,You Sure, You Sure? What About @StormIsUponUs? Does He Agree with This? Hmm...🤔

3/26/2020 11:43:11 AM jenniferkrog1 New Q pic.twitter.com/eeXbJ8Sy3j

3/26/2020 11:43:15 AM neen_katzmann Blocked both!!! Whew

3/26/2020 11:43:21 AM falseprofityhoo Don't get me wrong, I support @POTUS 110%, do you see any common persona traits in AS and DJT?

Trump triggers and trolls the left incessantly, this guy seems to have a similar M.O.🤔

3/26/2020 11:43:21 AM whatsmypw If you're working for the deep state, you can.

3/26/2020 11:43:31 AM jared_vor Why does he encourage others to commit felonies?

[DATTO Blockade]= invasion 

[infiltration instead of invasion]

3/26/2020 11:43:31 AM thankq43476221 #FakeAnon

3/26/2020 11:43:36 AM 3104joe Honestly, I'll still pay attention to messages, but I'll call balls and strikes. I hope we all will.

3/26/2020 11:43:40 AM fredxfrom This one is kind of nagging, though, don't you say? https://qmap.pub/read/3902 

3/26/2020 11:43:40 AM nehdah I think General Michael Flynn follows @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... maybe I'm just not seeing it right 🤷♀️

3/26/2020 11:43:42 AM realdepiorabie Nothing going to get through that thick skull of yours. #nohope

3/26/2020 11:43:50 AM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣



3/26/2020 11:43:55 AM citizensrising1 Dude! Some weird shit is going on...look at this notification I got from Poshmark while going through notifications 😂. It’s a clothes selling app why 

would they send that 😂 pic.twitter.com/4e94YUeKKF

3/26/2020 11:43:56 AM opensenseme I’ve got many remote viewing me right now. And having discussion. I’m certain many of you are being viewed as well. Nothing is private.

3/26/2020 11:43:58 AM reginamrie I'm blocking any idiot who stays on board with these jokers.

3/26/2020 11:43:58 AM jojoe12299 Great example!

3/26/2020 11:44:07 AM serenityfirth So what's the objective if this is true?

3/26/2020 11:44:09 AM sidthekidd87  https://twitter.com/SidtheKidd87/status/1235806968985473025?s=19 …

3/26/2020 11:44:23 AM sidthekidd87  https://twitter.com/SidtheKidd87/status/1235806968985473025?s=19 …

3/26/2020 11:44:23 AM jrocktigers Check this out Fam.

 https://twitter.com/JRockTigers/status/1243244932468559872 … pic.twitter.com/fZ1kYjU675

3/26/2020 11:44:25 AM emperro61119379 yeah would like to know that aswell

3/26/2020 11:44:29 AM munkeypilot Its almost like talking to yourself in a closed loop system🤔

3/26/2020 11:44:29 AM billymk31  pic.twitter.com/nUqTIP0dhq

3/26/2020 11:44:37 AM grizzlybcanada Expose This Fool All Day Everyday pic.twitter.com/vJK2rSpbUH

3/26/2020 11:44:38 AM bluesheepdog55 Sorry looks like you've been duped.

3/26/2020 11:44:41 AM qsp1racy 🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿🍿

#RECONCILE

 https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243243209993543686?s=09 … pic.twitter.com/DmwhKLFuPc

3/26/2020 11:44:45 AM ripkenfan78 This is fucking nonsense.......just put out the information, stop it with the riddles and codes.  It’s bullshit!

3/26/2020 11:44:52 AM lizzah_83 It’s amazing people still don’t know how the Cabal works re: doling out 5% truths to fish for suckers who won’t realize the other 95% is garbage. Q 

wouldn’t consistently say NO OUTSIDE COMMS if there were in fact outside comms. Austin will disappear soon. #ThePlan is accelerating

3/26/2020 11:44:56 AM kennypope Look at the uncropped drop, might change your confidence in this post....just saying

3/26/2020 11:44:56 AM _moeyz_ Nobody knows who Q is, what Q is going to do, or when Q is going to do it.  

By rule of thumb, anyone claiming otherwise, is full of shit.

3/26/2020 11:45:06 AM ank98002924 Exactly; getting banned would have been a better Q evidence than being left alone...

3/26/2020 11:45:11 AM katieka12149203 oh my, were you following A.S. ... I watched like a minute of a video... he was standing in front of a church saying something stupid.  I really don't get it

3/26/2020 11:45:18 AM johneen18  pic.twitter.com/6rRVjLb9vi

3/26/2020 11:45:24 AM seeker229 Less focus on Austin and more focus on comms guys. 

If you cant figure out if and what the operation is MOVE ON TO THE NEXT PUZZLE. Theres so much information going around 

Personally I'm tired of the arguments. pic.twitter.com/sevQMqqjyS

3/26/2020 11:45:34 AM bigpapafosh Why are you all so rude? Because Austin is?  Has Q ever sent a message to be rude to one another? We are all for the same cause. He should 

encourage us questioning him as the real Q would want. Instead he is clearly trying to.create division. Makes no sense for the movement.

3/26/2020 11:45:44 AM real_pbwhitt That look you give when you know what's coming.

3/26/2020 11:45:45 AM joewalker_wm  pic.twitter.com/DJ0KZvlU3C

3/26/2020 11:45:48 AM mongrelglory Couldn't have said it better! ☝️ pic.twitter.com/xa2LnQJhBX

3/26/2020 11:45:51 AM ewilliams22101 Sad to see such a personal reaction to someone making you think.  It's ok, but keep in mind that the #QPharisees just got trolled by a cropped post. 

pic.twitter.com/EAXqc98CXU

3/26/2020 11:45:53 AM billyj1616 It’s not hard to discern for yourself. All of you guys are just a fun distraction.

3/26/2020 11:46:21 AM tomgood83168178 I'm sold pic.twitter.com/3mPUtjH1C0

3/26/2020 11:46:27 AM nehdah Also I  see Joseph Flynn follows @AustinSteinbart ... I don't follow or have watched any of his videos.  I rather not....

3/26/2020 11:46:39 AM charitable_fury Your motivation for asking?

3/26/2020 11:46:47 AM winklerburke In the 45 DIA Star Power... Groove, Q is? pic.twitter.com/kd0yoaNySn

3/26/2020 11:46:48 AM beardly01 Yes. Sometimes you can.

3/26/2020 11:46:52 AM norwegianon  https://twitter.com/Norwegianon/status/1243245015805177857?s=19 …

3/26/2020 11:46:58 AM elfshari what they said https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1243247289340252162 …

3/26/2020 11:47:03 AM jimilightspeed Well let's see now, my countdown got a little fuzzy with all the time travel, so how many days till Greenland becomes a state?

3/26/2020 11:47:07 AM beardly01 I mean at least until you CAN'T.

3/26/2020 11:47:20 AM ewilliams22101 Why are you resorting to personal attacks?  This makes me sad.  The Q post was cropped - 8chan is not the same as 8kun.  Nor are Trump's AirQs made 

on either of those platforms.  Am I a "moron" for thinking Trump is sending us messages??

3/26/2020 11:47:22 AM lizzah_83 ‘Like’ x 💯

3/26/2020 11:47:24 AM apoll0nious 8kun IS 8chan. Same owners, same creators. 8chan got shut down and the owners brought it back online under a new domain name. It is an exact 

replica. Q validated their trip code on 8kun and posted on their private board to confirm their identity when it came back online.

3/26/2020 11:47:34 AM mammaemia Tesla

3/26/2020 11:47:49 AM bigpapafosh I dont understand why they cant accept it? Why they all act so rude and smug to people that want the same goal? They are fully invested and can be 

told no different. All because we question everything as Q has told us.  This is crazy to me. The people are not the brightest tho

3/26/2020 11:47:54 AM daveobr58416140 I can't take credit but made me LMAO when I saw in my twitter fee. Hope it does the same for your followers. pic.twitter.com/KZCNa9A9Qv

3/26/2020 11:48:13 AM realdailytrite What is awful is he is going to say some BS about misdirection is necessary and then the gullible will continue to follow him. It's really sad

3/26/2020 11:48:21 AM fightforamerica Trying to get you to trust your instincts and stop looking for an outside source to show you what is true and what isn't.

3/26/2020 11:48:25 AM covfefe2020q Austin trying to figure out how he's gonna spin today's Q post... 😆 pic.twitter.com/HJvJN6f9xh

3/26/2020 11:48:37 AM xpl0ad3r How great, a LARP covering for another LARP!

3/26/2020 11:48:44 AM greyalien2685 I think everyone needs to take a backseat and stop pretending they know everything. Only a handful of people know what’s happening. Not us, and 

not any Anons. Period the end.

3/26/2020 11:48:54 AM lizzah_83 Stating the truth is not a personal attack. If you think it is then you still have much work to do re: ascension and what #TheGreatAwakening is. Austin 

isn’t just some nobody LARP, he is a Deep State Cabal controlled puppet.

3/26/2020 11:48:58 AM ablbaker Like another 'flat-earth'

3/26/2020 11:49:01 AM jordan_sather_ Who’s grooming who? 🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/c4UEnAgHV3

3/26/2020 11:49:01 AM mateuszwala we using it everyday. start observing feelings.

RElearn

feelings = truth = RF (remote feeling)

truth within.

3/26/2020 11:49:04 AM kathymerfeld Think about this.....Censorship is down on YouTube and Google the last few days, probably meaning white hats have control of it. Now is time when 

shills would be removed if the white hats are in control, correct?



3/26/2020 11:49:06 AM karlspar Why spend all that energy Jordan? "All for a LARP." 

Everybody are entiteled to make up their own mind without risking to get burned. Right or wrong. Please do not close doors. #TheGreatAwakening

3/26/2020 11:49:09 AM realdailytrite Q shot this fool down. Stop trying to justify this fraud.

3/26/2020 11:49:15 AM falseprofityhoo 🤔

Unrelated, on your "interests from Twitter", did you get a blue x on something called "protected teamanticore title person", about a month ago?...

Weird, I'm not super Twitter savvy, curious if anyone else had it...

3/26/2020 11:49:31 AM letsdot94709949 All a show-PYSOP=We need a world order ASAP.  Keep the McDonalds open though and your TV on.

3/26/2020 11:49:32 AM patriotsrise3 Both have been blocked. 🛑

3/26/2020 11:49:33 AM aqtime Knowingly or unknowingly pic.twitter.com/1kscW0ljB3

3/26/2020 11:49:39 AM jenniferharlin5 Ok that’s funny 😂🤣😂🤣

3/26/2020 11:49:41 AM apoll0nious LMAO what a terrible Photoshop. So obviously a fake. Between that and getting called out by the real Q today, the gullible followers should finally 

realize that this LARP is dead

3/26/2020 11:49:43 AM jimilightspeed The Q comms were compromised a few times after it first started and this caused a few rifts in the community, I for one see two types of Q comms on 

those boards, and I DONT recognize 8kun as official for Qanon drops

3/26/2020 11:49:47 AM macneiljstephen 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣☠☠☠☠

3/26/2020 11:50:01 AM macharde Worlds Collide @samtripoli @greggutfeld @allybean416 @kirstiealley @amycheapho @xgmarksthespot @TimJDillon @STACEYNIGHTMARE 

@gracehelbig @ThePhoenixEnig1 @DadFeels

3/26/2020 11:50:05 AM seeker229 Toys 

Energy

Humans as toys?

"Pets" even?

Hmm.

3/26/2020 11:50:11 AM lizzah_83 And you’re right 8kun and 8chan are not the same. 8kun is better. 

Why does Austin ignore all requests to confirm a new tripcode. It would silence all doubters. Q does it often. RECONCILE.

3/26/2020 11:50:18 AM blsdbe Done. #StopSheepDoggin pic.twitter.com/7suD9bfVbY

3/26/2020 11:50:23 AM thebronx_in_to Boom! Was that so hard to find?🤔😉👍👊🔥

3/26/2020 11:50:30 AM jaded_pearl 👀 They don't realize you're mostly from wayyyy outside

3/26/2020 11:50:34 AM gm062616 I found this interesting about MJ12

 http://www.galactic2.net/KJOLE/NCCA/opmajor.html …

3/26/2020 11:50:36 AM geraldpontifici Sad!

3/26/2020 11:50:49 AM truth939 All I can say is this is not a good time to sow confusion in the community.  Skepticism very high all around.

3/26/2020 11:50:54 AM chiarap98270410 Anyone with some common sense and actually following the drops know that Austin is a fake 🤣

3/26/2020 11:51:02 AM awakenedoutlaw Epic.

3/26/2020 11:51:04 AM puckhead701 That is the shittiest Photoshop. Whoever did that is an amateur. 😂

3/26/2020 11:51:05 AM qjeneice  https://youtu.be/YBkB1BbblN0 

3/26/2020 11:51:11 AM oolit Here

3/26/2020 11:51:12 AM heartlanderpd Ruh-Roh

3/26/2020 11:51:12 AM islandofdelight Well we know who’s reading and thinking for themselves and thats the majority of the community minus snake @Jordan_Sather_ ... maybe Jordan 

Slither would be a better name?

3/26/2020 11:51:18 AM david48162801  pic.twitter.com/GSD7wKRG5E

3/26/2020 11:51:27 AM patriot_south I'm sorry they always revert to 5 year old son name calling.  I still support Austin Steinbart and Majestic12. I have found no false information yet. I like 

their style. I stand by logical thinking for myself.

3/26/2020 11:51:28 AM mikesmi59023006 Damn strait! At some point this fkng a$$hole will have created a dangerous element. Needs to be picked up by MPs immediately! 

pic.twitter.com/WWdKURS2R7

3/26/2020 11:51:31 AM kimihags Who?

3/26/2020 11:51:33 AM seeker229 I've been drawing and learning as much information for hunting purposes. 

Dont sweat those things and find creative ways to adapt and educate others to help each other out. pic.twitter.com/tlhyoX5hts

3/26/2020 11:51:49 AM jeffcordell6 Wow..

3/26/2020 11:51:52 AM mikebravodude Pretty sure RealBrownEye was grooming MajorAsshat before they pulled out the steinFart. LMAO

3/26/2020 11:51:54 AM johneen18 I hope people are smarter than that, but you are probably  right.  Hopefully this helps wake some people up.

3/26/2020 11:51:54 AM libertylover64 Larp

3/26/2020 11:51:59 AM citizensrising1 Because of @AustinSteinbart ...it all makes sense now. ALICE in Quantum Wonderland....we have it ALL #WWG1WGA #qanon 

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/videos/category/future-is-here/future-is-here-festival-2015-shohini-ghose/ …

3/26/2020 11:51:59 AM _be_l_tee_ Hilariously nasty  ... gonna need me some eye bleach

3/26/2020 11:52:08 AM supernovaslight Q must have knows what was coming. DS trying to sabotage the movement by introducing fake agents who would spread disinfo mixed in with legit 

info.

3/26/2020 11:52:12 AM flatbush711 Thanks CJ

3/26/2020 11:52:19 AM dougetjimmy Yeah that’s not photoshopped

3/26/2020 11:52:20 AM gmfkms04 This can not be defended. He is an infiltrator to destroy the movement.

3/26/2020 11:52:24 AM _moeyz_  pic.twitter.com/EjXD6Wni6f

3/26/2020 11:52:27 AM crazi82 It looks very clear to me

3/26/2020 11:52:29 AM daniholli Q doesn’t add those titles to the post. The site admin does. Duh!!!!

3/26/2020 11:52:37 AM jjrambobonham Hahaha!

What part of “No comms outside of this platform” do you not understand?

Douche.

3/26/2020 11:52:39 AM 037agent Angel

3/26/2020 11:52:43 AM tyrantswillfa11 The Austin arc is ending and now the self exposure arc is heating up. I need more popcorn 🍿 for this plot twist. ‘We are super secret Majestic 12’ is 

now ‘we may not be as ‘majestic’ as you think.’ Bravo 👏.

3/26/2020 11:52:55 AM mikesmi59023006 They do! I scoped his page and he actually has quite a group of new followers developing because they were not engaged before us ...and don't know 

any better!

3/26/2020 11:52:56 AM jacob95584550 Yep! pic.twitter.com/pHnm3InXZx

3/26/2020 11:52:56 AM ghost_con Absolutely shameless. #ThesePeopleAreStupid

How well can this LARP age?

3/26/2020 11:53:02 AM tieronepatriot Trust Kansas -Q

3/26/2020 11:53:02 AM bowater2014 MICRO-CHIP 2.0 pic.twitter.com/L206PXsItJ

3/26/2020 11:53:08 AM charmcityanon I'm stealing this phrase....

3/26/2020 11:53:10 AM mike24474121 LARPs...the both of you.

3/26/2020 11:53:11 AM unitekeystone If you're DS you can , just like pedo's get away with it here on twitter ...so there is that

3/26/2020 11:53:12 AM charitable_fury Hmm...As I expected (trusted my instinct) — So, let me be clear about something: I really DON’T need your help with that...”stop looking for an outside 

source”?...So, who elected you “facilitator” in this discussion...NOT my first rodeo, friend...By any stretch...

3/26/2020 11:53:18 AM artificialcaged Exactly pic.twitter.com/R9C15qNYvM



3/26/2020 11:53:24 AM eudoxia73996321 I still have a hard time believing how that idiot could convince anybody he was Q

3/26/2020 11:53:26 AM elfshari bye bye pic.twitter.com/yCtr2zKR6o

3/26/2020 11:53:28 AM debrand10 Have you heard of mkultra?

3/26/2020 11:53:31 AM neonjoe45 This coming from a larp.

Rich

3/26/2020 11:53:35 AM pepetheqfroggm1 Dude has an IPhone 7 and claims to be Q🤣😂😂😂😂🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 11:53:41 AM apoll0nious 8kun IS 8chan. Same owners, same creators. 8chan got shut down and the owners brought it back online under a new domain name. It is an exact 

replica. Q validated their trip code on 8kun and posted on their private board to confirm their identity when it came back online.

3/26/2020 11:53:50 AM debrand10 Have you heard of mkultra?

3/26/2020 11:53:52 AM kacee1013 YouTube only goes after patriots & truth tellers.

3/26/2020 11:53:59 AM fightforamerica k

3/26/2020 11:54:03 AM by369surrounded I just don't see why the need to block. Read, take in the info. Trust or dismiss. Clues exist everywhere!!!

3/26/2020 11:54:07 AM purplefavorite1 You are right Sue!

3/26/2020 11:54:10 AM norwegianon If you don't understand what just happened.... Go back to #1 don't stop until u read every single drop. And you may study todays drops very closely... 

pic.twitter.com/e8J139yKkh

3/26/2020 11:54:10 AM winklerburke There is (always) a bigger game afoot!  Why cannot these Folk... understand: There IS a bigger game afoot?   They think, the Solar System revolves 

around Earth?  Yah, pretty much?  Copernicus: the Sun was the center, but it’s really a bigger game than that? POTUS notTopofUniverse

3/26/2020 11:54:13 AM citizensrising1 I only pop in on Twitter when stuff going down so I don’t notice a lot of stuff like that. Worth looking into

3/26/2020 11:54:40 AM jimmyjo88977263 Your lacking of critical thinking is noted...good luck

3/26/2020 11:54:48 AM mongrelglory I guess the issue would be his intention and who he's ultimately working for. CIA? DIA? White hats? Black hats?

Meant to help the Patriot (Q) operations or meant to discredit them?  We'll have to decide that for ourselves...The information he's been giving has 

been interesting.🤔

3/26/2020 11:54:50 AM jsass111 So did I.  My patience is thinning after 2+ years of this.  Zero tolerance for those time wasters and those who continue to force feed them as legitimate.  

 Block. Block. Block. Don’t even want it on my feed.

3/26/2020 11:54:53 AM covertress Here's a fun RV practice app for Android 

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ironzog.rvtournament …

3/26/2020 11:54:57 AM bzilla4u1 Marijuana laced with something stronger? Hallucinogens perhaps?

3/26/2020 11:54:57 AM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 11:55:02 AM jesusfirstalwa1 I really never even paid attention to this guy, I knew he was a phony!

3/26/2020 11:55:13 AM antarantanka Where we get a quantum modem!

3/26/2020 11:55:17 AM mikesmi59023006 Ya....not so much.

What shut down 8 chan?...a shooting in Vegas and blamed on  http://qmap.pub  ?....not this time!

Pretty sure that's what douchebag is trying to do...

3/26/2020 11:55:18 AM angelwarriorusa Ive had Majestic12 blocked for a LONG time- but you'd be surprised how many follow him

3/26/2020 11:55:20 AM adaleoneal Code for indicted or arrested.  These peeps want Covid to keep of most of the population.  So, it's a perfect way to communicate to the world who is 

reaping.

3/26/2020 11:55:22 AM abernadette If you’re a CIA plant YES!! 

WAKE UP PEOPLE

3/26/2020 11:55:27 AM tieronepatriot You're not paying attention.

3/26/2020 11:55:35 AM emhawk6 So majestic 12 is part of the infiltration, thanks for clearing that up!

3/26/2020 11:55:36 AM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 11:55:36 AM griswold_ 🗑 pic.twitter.com/Yy7AaqogmT

3/26/2020 11:55:37 AM virgo4201  pic.twitter.com/zjrv0J71Ac

3/26/2020 11:55:40 AM _moeyz_ Hurry, fix it! pic.twitter.com/iRuPyqLHxS

3/26/2020 11:55:41 AM ogmios1440 Do Not Be Fooled! The Devil will trick who he can. How do you defeat him, thru his tricks! They are 1/3 of the PROBLEM. They want to take over the 

Cabal, not expose it! 😎❤️❤️❤️😎 Question Everything! #qanon @realdonaldtrump

3/26/2020 11:55:42 AM dougetjimmy 8kun,not 4kun

3/26/2020 11:55:46 AM 1918aionly If I use some bible verse and Q posts a video in 3 month, I am Q or what? 😄

3/26/2020 11:55:47 AM ethanpe58415707  pic.twitter.com/zTVDEmzlVL

3/26/2020 11:55:50 AM amanita40860516 I have

3/26/2020 11:55:52 AM virgo4201  pic.twitter.com/m77vGlpH6N

3/26/2020 11:55:57 AM oo1o110 Also Datto is Soros connected...

3/26/2020 11:55:59 AM dougetjimmy Absolutely

3/26/2020 11:56:03 AM tyst1ck You claimed you're operating "off-world" and Sather is a shill just in it for the money. No proof.

3/26/2020 11:56:08 AM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 11:56:12 AM cheryl45maga Austin is a Fraud!

3/26/2020 11:56:13 AM annigarre Just block the loser.

3/26/2020 11:56:16 AM cocobudcapper Only DS Black Hats or White Hats could accomplish this, how would Austin reconcile Q's last drop?

3/26/2020 11:56:29 AM chrischkm8in8 Oh shit hahahha now that’s funny!!

3/26/2020 11:56:33 AM royal_chief816 Shills gonna shill

3/26/2020 11:56:36 AM ewilliams22101 All good questions.  I wish the Q leaders would think about these questions and give us some answers.  People like @Jordan_Sather_ might be able to 

explain this to us.

3/26/2020 11:56:36 AM lizzah_83 Wow people are really fkn massively still programmed with enslavement methods. Not only are those titles added by someone else, 8kun didn’t exist 

when the drop was made FFS.

Also, “someone making you think” can still be a Cabal puppet. Feed 5% truth to deceive w/ 95% lies tactic

3/26/2020 11:56:40 AM dreamer6918 Where we go 1 we don't necessarily go all. Only a sheep would believe @AustinSteinbart

3/26/2020 11:56:45 AM dynamicres 💯

3/26/2020 11:56:52 AM debrand10 I rest my case

3/26/2020 11:56:54 AM americalways1st This photo screams photoshop. 

And BTW if you are promoting this fake Q, (because goddamn dude, he's absolutely a fraud) then that makes you a shill too.

3/26/2020 11:57:00 AM anonsculptures Reconcile. You are a larp. FAKE.

3/26/2020 11:57:10 AM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 11:57:26 AM thefndoqtor F*K that message and that messenger pic.twitter.com/pNtbCeiksl

3/26/2020 11:57:32 AM atashfire Watch his videos. He lays it all out there, he is exactly what he claims to be.

3/26/2020 11:57:36 AM onthroad1 This dude is a piece of shit. Wow.

3/26/2020 11:57:46 AM s223s223 😉

3/26/2020 11:58:09 AM bcmarky It was just another rabbit hole for people to get distracted with.

3/26/2020 11:58:26 AM gentleman_anony  pic.twitter.com/BhiXHMdP0D

3/26/2020 11:58:26 AM paulmuaddib61 im so confused by all this above it says only 8chan and now it's 8KUN pic.twitter.com/IImu3hNSQJ

3/26/2020 11:58:27 AM ogmios1440 Hey get you ACT together. 5x5. Hear me loud and clear. START THE DECLASS OR GET BACK TO SLEEP!😱⛔



3/26/2020 11:58:30 AM ewilliams22101 Good question.  Many of us have been wondering what the purpose of the Q posts has been.  Enjoy the show, there is much to be learned!!  Some 

hints below?? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1SGk0pDcew …

3/26/2020 11:59:11 AM francesbreedlo5 I did last week😉 was so much nicer.

3/26/2020 11:59:12 AM tbriggette I’m gonna wait and see what happens with Greenland...then I will make some very serious decisions.

3/26/2020 11:59:15 AM eman1292 If it's the "no outside comms" pic, that fell out a long time ago didn't it when it switched to 8 kuhn? pic.twitter.com/ruN4SfDs0Y

3/26/2020 11:59:23 AM nurseniceyes Yes...

3/26/2020 11:59:32 AM focusbutterfly Goode is a LARP, hello. Funny going after someone else for promoting a LARP.

3/26/2020 11:59:33 AM grammatruth Right?!

3/26/2020 11:59:37 AM jsass111 Seriously mind boggling, right?!   I mean, the endless selfies alone should be a red flag for anyone with half a brain.  🙄

3/26/2020 11:59:39 AM gratitudeiskey_ Ur both SHILLS

BLOCK these shills now!

3/26/2020 11:59:41 AM ewilliams22101 Agree.  Epic portions.  But the #QPharisees purport to control the interpretation of Q posts, so an epic dose of humility was needed.  They got it today. 

pic.twitter.com/NJxnb6iK91

3/26/2020 11:59:45 AM johneen18 My critical thinking is just fine. pic.twitter.com/JrcEfod5Gk

3/26/2020 11:59:51 AM greg_pike17 Shills be shillin. pic.twitter.com/TFIHZTqIkX

3/26/2020 11:59:55 AM debrand10 I rest my case

3/26/2020 11:59:56 AM thelombardirule Yep! Thanks Jacob💙

3/26/2020 11:59:59 AM dazedonkey If you tube backs your channel you can do what ever the fk you want.

You have now been exposed as well pic.twitter.com/0vyiAlhC3d

3/26/2020 12:00:01 PM billymk31 Same as that eyespy dufus.

He sucked in thousands.

3/26/2020 12:00:05 PM ascendingadam Bait to force the Q?

3/26/2020 12:00:30 PM austinsteinbart (Q)🤣👉🏼 🤡(@Jordan_Sather_) pic.twitter.com/Stn6TpMRfH

3/26/2020 12:00:38 PM alicialovesgqd Who???

3/26/2020 12:00:41 PM tyrantswillfa11 I follow them too. Doesn’t mean I believe what they say. Don’t take anything at face value. What is another reason Gen. Flynn may follow them?

3/26/2020 12:00:43 PM tweeterniss Sir !!!!️now I know what it means. Boom 👊💥

3/26/2020 12:00:49 PM winklerburke Restated: POTUS = Top of USA.  There is also our Solar System & other Planet systems in Galaxy. It’s a big galaxy, never mind others! Inside our 

galaxy... much going on.  DIA engaged with good ops that away, CabalCIA... bad ops that away. Efforts at solar system  level = above45.

3/26/2020 12:00:58 PM angelwarriorusa I followed him a while- it was very strange - couple yrs ago at one point he came in and basically said he was Lucifer

, his account changed a few times, he claimed he was a Trump admin insider

3/26/2020 12:00:58 PM cocopuffster12 #WWG1WGA #QAnon #DigitalSoldiers #KeyboardWarriors #KeyboardWarriorsWorldwide

3/26/2020 12:01:05 PM stephanie_cou  pic.twitter.com/bpgXjB7oPs

3/26/2020 12:01:06 PM cjtruth Went to another platform. You can research it a bit here on Twitter

3/26/2020 12:01:08 PM jacob95584550 They really do glow.

3/26/2020 12:01:16 PM ckmk2001  pic.twitter.com/oxTFqdwNH5

3/26/2020 12:01:18 PM deeepintheheart anyone denying Austin now is either 1. not researching deep enough 2. stupid 3. on the other team. All meta data has been confirmed on his location 

of photos. All photoshop professionals have proved images are not photoshopped. What on earth is keeping yall in denial?

3/26/2020 12:01:20 PM covertress Felonies on YouTube?

Happens every day.

Ask James Comey.

3/26/2020 12:01:24 PM realdepiorabie Perfect.

Killing two LARPS with ONE post.

🍿

You’ve been “served” by Q.

3/26/2020 12:01:24 PM 14479  https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/mark-blum-star-desperately-seeking-155058856.html …

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 12:01:28 PM kernonowell Explaaaiiinnnn pic.twitter.com/KfTTLiERmw

3/26/2020 12:01:33 PM deeepintheheart anyone denying him now is either 1 not researching deep enough 2 stupid 3 on the other team. All meta data has been confirmed on his location of 

photos. All photoshop professionals have proved images are not photoshopped. What on earth is keeping yall in denial?

3/26/2020 12:01:38 PM pooky_steve no you haven't but you put Austin up on a pedestal. y'all did do that

3/26/2020 12:01:38 PM dreamer6918 Yet you believed Austin. Everyone should block you.

3/26/2020 12:01:43 PM nurseniceyes Which is only possible because they are touching

3/26/2020 12:01:47 PM jackie40123 nice photoshop looser

3/26/2020 12:01:49 PM wwg1wga_kag_db Q’s Reply: pic.twitter.com/yY85PIUqH3

3/26/2020 12:01:58 PM davelew63 #ThesePeopleAreStupid pic.twitter.com/xOpi5CpI41

3/26/2020 12:02:13 PM kewnadian  https://twitter.com/KewNadian/status/1243251626988711937?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:02:20 PM angelwarriorusa I blocked him a while ago...another interesting account on Twitter is Kabamur- have you seen that one?

3/26/2020 12:02:22 PM juliefeider333 This seemed so obvious from the beginning. How could others like DW and CG suggest that he was a legitimate insider??

3/26/2020 12:02:29 PM _love_anon Reconcile.

Douchebag promoting douchebag.

3/26/2020 12:02:30 PM billymk31 I should have said eyethespy.

3/26/2020 12:02:36 PM _moeyz_ And look. 

With the stroke of a key, Q just swatted him away.

3/26/2020 12:02:38 PM kewnadian  https://twitter.com/KewNadian/status/1243251626988711937?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:02:40 PM starslayz That photoshop is so bad...

3/26/2020 12:02:43 PM debrand10 Not true

3/26/2020 12:02:47 PM paulmuaddib61 thanks CJ who is austin?

3/26/2020 12:02:47 PM kewnadian  https://twitter.com/KewNadian/status/1243251626988711937?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:02:48 PM ewilliams22101 Austin has addressed the tripcode question in his videos.  If you watch them you will know more.  Glad to hear 8kun is better.  I really like Trump's 

AirQs too.  Great "platform" there!!

3/26/2020 12:02:51 PM thelombardirule look @ the #'s of peeps following them.....Stupid!!!!

3/26/2020 12:02:52 PM johncur05797918 He definitely is, but I will say, he's one of the more compelling fakes.

3/26/2020 12:02:56 PM jeffderiso  https://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?path=/prelim@title18/part1/chapter115&edition=prelim …

3/26/2020 12:03:00 PM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/6m9POVdQBX



3/26/2020 12:03:02 PM realdepiorabie Why is it the Women are the ones so easily duped. 🤔

Jk, we know why.

3/26/2020 12:03:06 PM ogmios1440 Message I keep hearing is Economy $$$$ Blablabla. Messenger will be punished for his deeds!💔💔💔🥶🥶🥶😡

3/26/2020 12:03:13 PM kewnadian  https://twitter.com/KewNadian/status/1243251626988711937?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:03:14 PM apoll0nious AND Q doesn't create those titles.  http://Qmap.pub  is a site that collecta all the Q posts in one place so that they are easy to read and sorted. The 

owner of that site is the one who creates the titles for the posts, not Q

3/26/2020 12:03:15 PM daniholli The original post was from Jan.18 when Q posted on 8chan. 8chan was shut down so now Q post on 8kun. You can read q’s drops on Q map . Pub.  The 

sight admin of that site adds the titles at the top of the post. I hope that helps you understand.

3/26/2020 12:03:15 PM tbriggette Maybe you should give Austin a closer look?...there ARE some notable markers on a fairly short timeline that WILL determine whether he is truthful or 

not. #watchgreenland

3/26/2020 12:03:21 PM qsp1racy Not it is not. Everything was moves to a new platform controlled by DOD/DIA.

NOT EVEN CLOSE!

3/26/2020 12:03:27 PM sword_o_truth I think this now makes 2 things I agree with Jordan Sather on. Is hell freezing over? 😁

3/26/2020 12:03:30 PM justinrothling I never followed you in the first place. You sell snake oil.

3/26/2020 12:03:32 PM michelle54779 Monica Peterson was investigating child sex trafficking in Haiti, and ended up murdered.

3/26/2020 12:03:38 PM soylagringaloca Austin - don't you realize that the header in blue is added by the person updating the site, and not by Q at all? Surely as someone supposedly tied to Q, 

you would know that, right? It is not helping your case at all by continuing to point to something totally unrelated to Q.

3/26/2020 12:03:41 PM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 12:03:41 PM dandresc2 Unfollow both of these clowns ASAP

3/26/2020 12:03:44 PM commodorecouch  pic.twitter.com/mC96VMNBzC

3/26/2020 12:03:47 PM qsp1racy Replica denotes NOT THE ORIGINAL

D'OH!

3/26/2020 12:03:55 PM wwgqwga The archiver of the page is the one who writes the header/title on top of the Qdrop . Q didn’t write “8chan”. The archiver of the site did as a summary. 

Austin is a retarded clown.

3/26/2020 12:03:55 PM dandresc2 Unfollow both of these clowns ASAP

3/26/2020 12:03:55 PM onecircleart1 As an amateur Photoshopper for the past 23ish years, can you please show me how this is Photoshopped?

3/26/2020 12:03:56 PM apoll0nious AND Q doesn't create those titles.  http://Qmap.pub  is a site that collecta all the Q posts in one place so that they are easy to read and sorted. The 

owner of that site is the one who creates the titles for the posts, not Q

3/26/2020 12:03:57 PM emhawk6 Infiltration. pic.twitter.com/QstoObEIMy

3/26/2020 12:03:58 PM debrand10 In any case, that’s fine if you think it’s ok for people to access your brain without your permission, I don’t. You have your opinion and I have mine

3/26/2020 12:03:58 PM chadand08963121 Bullshit! Then ya both larps by that logic! 🖕

You or him don't control anything, he's a clown and by association. U2 🚫

3/26/2020 12:03:59 PM dreamer6918 Destruction comes from within.

3/26/2020 12:04:00 PM angelwarriorusa I knew who you meant

3/26/2020 12:04:04 PM stanleyqbrick17 They refer to a flood on the majestic 12 page bio(not a storm?) my skepticism over Steinbart(while understanding ‘ no outside comms) is that just this 

morning i put on his latest video and youtube didnt divert me to anything else, 10AS vids in a row? algorithms being weeird yano?

3/26/2020 12:04:05 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/qZw5gv4y2u

3/26/2020 12:04:08 PM cathykoester7 i mean really looks like he cuts out his picture with children's scissors and glues it on with glue stick...

3/26/2020 12:04:13 PM beesandhoney123 Not in for a fight asking seriously 

1. Tell me what i missed?

2. Not the case 

3. I am not i am a Q follower since the beginning

I can Edit photo meta data too so what  does that proove exactly? How does the photo proove He is Q? Q specifically posted to warn us today

3/26/2020 12:04:14 PM saynotoalldems There most likely will be 20 or more Francis’s before then.

3/26/2020 12:04:15 PM qsp1racy No.

3/26/2020 12:04:31 PM realjamescorney So Majestic 12 is a LARP knew this account was fake AF

3/26/2020 12:04:31 PM luxlumen4 Unity in the Community :  https://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/03/make-this-viral-ascension-timeline-end.html …

3/26/2020 12:04:32 PM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 12:04:33 PM thelombardirule I blocked both no time for these losers crapola.....

3/26/2020 12:04:41 PM realdepiorabie And MJ is the shilliest of them all.

3/26/2020 12:04:51 PM cocopuffster12 Why did he encourage us to stand up for our First Amendment Rights??

3/26/2020 12:04:51 PM chriswalton80 Haha, you can see that this is photoshopped, look at the outline around him

3/26/2020 12:04:54 PM mammaemia I noticed it redirects me automatically now where a bunch of dipshits are just spouting off any random theory they can concoct...no no no

3/26/2020 12:04:56 PM ewilliams22101 Yes, I am aware of that.  The titles show the different platforms.  Thus the cognitive dissonance in folks' belief that only ONE platform may be used.  

Trump's AirQs are another example of an external comm.

3/26/2020 12:05:00 PM bigpapafosh You would think so. I was hoping so. His followers consider this to be even more proof unfortunaltey.  They are claiming Q trolled us to PROVE Austin is 

Q.  His followers all look like they just got out of a homeless shelter or rehab...so that says something

3/26/2020 12:05:14 PM djjesusislove @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1243231230788763655 …

3/26/2020 12:05:28 PM awakeningthe17 To come together as one nation. 

And put petty nonsense behind us.

To be patriotic with one common goal. 

To think for ourselves and not anyone influence what we believe to be true by checking facts. 

That is me thinking for myself.

3/26/2020 12:05:32 PM billymk31 I stay in my lane usually. 

Im not following anyone with a name like that.

But as Q says No Outside Comms and anyone that says they are an insider im never likely to follow anyway 👍

3/26/2020 12:05:46 PM stanleyqbrick17 like if i put on one of your vids, Jordan, itll get switched over to joe rogan or straight up media news via autoplay but Steinbarts videos played me a two 

hour block, the algorithms favoring him? hacks, etc? can we have some people tesr if they wont get redirected from ASvideos?

3/26/2020 12:05:46 PM windywalling Bye.

3/26/2020 12:05:51 PM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/Uoabjc0TO0

3/26/2020 12:05:52 PM winklerburke White Hat (Space Helmets too?) effort is to clean up nations of Earth to forever keep own sovereignty, keep liberty laws, keep peace. Above that, our 

Earth has been invited (has chosen) to join good Alliance out there in Solar, and Galaxy System. Time 4 Cabal = over. AscensionNow



3/26/2020 12:05:52 PM niki74724856 All while hoarding all the money,abusing children and mocking god,you dnt need a church to talk to god

3/26/2020 12:05:53 PM deeepintheheart Q started on 4chan moved to 8chan then 8chan turned to 8kun... how on earth would anyone know where the real Q is from looking at those sites?  A 

video is harder to fake than a textbox.  YT has every reason to take his channel down but can not ?  why?

3/26/2020 12:05:55 PM yourstr05411794 Kew to the rescue 😁

Love you my friend! pic.twitter.com/sTjoUZrQ6z

3/26/2020 12:05:57 PM jane_q_patriot Just admit it. This is the guy you actually groomed. Nice hairdo, btw. 🤣 pic.twitter.com/yAgJtzAUbP

3/26/2020 12:06:01 PM tyrantswillfa11 Regardless of what opinions you may have, this is hilarious 🤣. Trolling is fun.

3/26/2020 12:06:01 PM ogmios1440 I dont think your safe at that location!

3/26/2020 12:06:02 PM danielm29023415 But muhGreenland marker he said 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 12:06:05 PM f17qg 💀 pic.twitter.com/g5R1zeFcgs

3/26/2020 12:06:05 PM smith_jere I couldn't.

3/26/2020 12:06:07 PM raviravirao71 the Plastic is Pulled too far back annnnnnnd Now the Curtain will also be Pulled back .....

#waketheneighbors #theShowisgonnabeEpic

3/26/2020 12:06:09 PM jizomonk  pic.twitter.com/aU7O8QGEGU

3/26/2020 12:06:10 PM 1918aionly So why does anybody believes him?

Especially after the Q post regarding him today...

3/26/2020 12:06:20 PM kevinchris641 Ok

3/26/2020 12:06:26 PM jared_vor Still same platform.

3/26/2020 12:06:33 PM ogmios1440 Better put in an escape vehicle!

3/26/2020 12:06:35 PM patriotswegoall Yes, possibly if you're with [DS].

3/26/2020 12:06:35 PM moonmon26462569 Moron alert

3/26/2020 12:06:37 PM observingeye2 👊🙏❤️

3/26/2020 12:06:37 PM ewilliams22101 Yes, agree.  That's the point.  We can listen to people and decide for ourselves.  If you think Austin is a Cabal puppet, I respect your opinion.  IMHO, we 

are all free thinkers, and should not follow any external "authority" to tell us how to think or what to do.

3/26/2020 12:06:42 PM dandresc2 You're an idiot

3/26/2020 12:07:11 PM quartrmastranon  pic.twitter.com/IBxCUCwQCk

3/26/2020 12:07:14 PM ripkenfan78 Just come out and say it.  I have yet to see anything of any value or actual truth.

3/26/2020 12:07:20 PM jaded_pearl 8chan and 8kun appear to be different - his arguement is that he is not on 8 chan and you are looking at messages from 8kun. See his pic.

3/26/2020 12:07:21 PM kernonowell Just always trusted no outside comms.  

Honestly whatever is happening......is happening but I'm skeptical of everything lol

3/26/2020 12:07:29 PM cathyholton4 ATA??

3/26/2020 12:07:31 PM bchapman151  pic.twitter.com/4LREcxL8Q5

3/26/2020 12:07:32 PM saynotoalldems They both are wearing black with black veils. Priceless. Not to mention the looks on their faces. Even better.

3/26/2020 12:07:33 PM stanleyqbrick17 Test this out i.e. 

put on a DTI video, see where autoplay takes you.

put on an EOW video, @OnEdgeOfWonder and see if autoplay takes you elsewhere, and then do steinbart. (he said you guys dont watch his videos 

actually what a call out lol)

3/26/2020 12:07:38 PM annsayger Q is & has been a TEAM! pic.twitter.com/sQjSIXUvqc

3/26/2020 12:07:42 PM synchropathic  pic.twitter.com/29ZlBPIc1h

3/26/2020 12:07:43 PM jacquipenne You sound like a fucking liberal calling people stupid. 🖕🏼

3/26/2020 12:07:45 PM dylangentry Found another larp! See ya 🤡

3/26/2020 12:07:46 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤡 you are either dumb or Austin.. he isnt Q.. bro.. why would he out himself?

3/26/2020 12:07:53 PM fowlreginald That is one of the worst Photoshop jobs I've ever seen. It's fake, and discredits whatever the message is supposed to be. The messenger IS important. 

Messengers bring credibility, or not, to the message.

3/26/2020 12:07:53 PM jibril29463912 What u mean MMS?

3/26/2020 12:07:53 PM patriot7231 Larp. Q called you out. 8kun is 8chan, same owners, trip confirmed. Give it up. Anyone with a brain sees this. You're done. No laughing emoji will 

change that.

3/26/2020 12:07:55 PM sleky19 He is a LARP

3/26/2020 12:08:03 PM beesandhoney123 Because q changed to 8kun and did verfiy himself with the tripcode so we know the q on 8chan = q on 8kun

Who does control Youtube? Not the Q Team. Google got unlocked Youtube still pretty much censored.

3/26/2020 12:08:23 PM patriotbroad The 56th is in Phoenix.

3/26/2020 12:08:25 PM realdepiorabie MJ ISBE A LARP

3/26/2020 12:08:36 PM differenced_it Amateurs are exactly that...amateurs. Any 5th grader can see the poor quality.

3/26/2020 12:08:38 PM ewilliams22101 Exactly the point.  Multiple platforms have been used, and certain Q "leaders" are limiting people's thoughts.  We need to assess independently and 

think for ourselves, and not let MSM be replaced with other "authorities".  Trump's AirQs are not on any "platform". . .

3/26/2020 12:08:39 PM 39anc6 Who are you?

3/26/2020 12:08:39 PM synchropathic  pic.twitter.com/b6RSQrqKCE

3/26/2020 12:08:40 PM citizensrising1 Would just like to add that I was blocked earlier by this guy for discussing Austin. He runs one of the Q board aggregators. Keep in mind that people 

said early on in the move from when we lost Chan to kun that they didn’t trust kun drops, that comms were different . pic.twitter.com/jdQOHhpTvh

3/26/2020 12:08:48 PM qsp1racy I never once said Q creates titles. You made that up.

But the title explains context of the original Qpost which was 8CHAN.

Do why then did the "titler" title it wrongly? It is demonstrably not correct.

3/26/2020 12:09:00 PM jacquipenne Infiltrator pic.twitter.com/PhCsvX0yLK

3/26/2020 12:09:00 PM dazedonkey If Q directly tells you no outside COMMS 

You dont follow Q your a sheep

3/26/2020 12:09:01 PM melleemee What’s 8chan?

Gone ... that’s what!

So ANY comm is now outside comm!

Seriously people ... this seems too easy .. no!??

But you do you!

Is @AustinSteinbart babyQ or baby Bond?

😆 pic.twitter.com/Dn1s71Cl8l

3/26/2020 12:09:11 PM jgreene97443143 How much are you getting paid?

3/26/2020 12:09:13 PM dandresc2 STOP FOLLOWING THIS CLOWN ASAP!!! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a part of the problem and a shill that should have negative followers.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243246185680437248 …

3/26/2020 12:09:16 PM angelwarriorusa It is a strange name & he blocked me for saying that ancient Egyptians were not good people- they were a race that engaged in death worship. Kind of 

strange stuff but I was calling him out for glorifying them



3/26/2020 12:09:16 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤡

3/26/2020 12:09:22 PM punishdem1776 🤣 I love that CJ 👊🇺🇸

3/26/2020 12:09:26 PM restorativna8ur Truth..

3/26/2020 12:09:33 PM soylagringaloca No, I get what he's saying. And anyone associated with Q already knows what happened with 8chan & Q had to use another site for comms. Instead 

Austin is using that as an excuse to justify his existence on Youtube. Q has provided plenty of verification that 8kun = 8chan.

3/26/2020 12:09:34 PM seeker229 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you're better than this.

3/26/2020 12:09:36 PM psyanidegaming To all those browsing this thread, this is the point we're eventually trying to get to

 https://old.reddit.com/r/TrueOffMyChest/comments/fpcjac/tiktok_is_a_pedophile_paradise/flkmjzo/ …

Just hitting the FF> button

3/26/2020 12:09:45 PM joshland A trash troll who is trying to get an army of keyboard warriors for "operations" such as DDoS attacks.  He literally claims that he is #Qanon in the future, 

and now in the present he is moving to public facing YouTube operations. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KATRgswC5OI …

3/26/2020 12:09:57 PM ogmios1440 Come here and WE will!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 12:09:58 PM coltrncg45  https://twitter.com/coltrncg45/status/1241946655378849792?s=21 …

3/26/2020 12:10:01 PM jgreene97443143 Be careful who you follow.

3/26/2020 12:10:05 PM citizensrising1 I’d like to add that this happened only about two hours ago

3/26/2020 12:10:05 PM ewilliams22101 That's right!  8chan to 8kun.  Different platforms.  Trump's AirQs are another "platform".  IMHO the message is to think independently and not allow 

certain Q "leaders" to replace the MSM as the new generation of "authorities".  Make sense?

3/26/2020 12:10:13 PM realdepiorabie I know right.

3/26/2020 12:10:18 PM robenger1 Then why does Q post there?

3/26/2020 12:10:21 PM deeepintheheart So lets assume that is true.Which I believe is. But the war is raging and the rules are changing so what if Q+ knew it would be compromised or the 

other sites that post his drops would so they asked him to be the face. Which he honestly tells in videos that he did NOT WANT to do.

3/26/2020 12:10:22 PM asil_yarg No more time/energy for this. It's too distracting. pic.twitter.com/T7R860dQu1

3/26/2020 12:10:24 PM bereantype look at the longterm effect. People are fighting each other because they think he's Q while others know he's not. He's proclaiming to be someone he 

isn't. Don't listen even a little bit to unclean spirits who entice you w/ a little truth (see Acts 16:16-18) Follow God & His Word

3/26/2020 12:10:25 PM qsp1racy First, Austin didn't predict an Ephesians 8 QProof 3 months before Q posted. It was less than a day.

Second, You didnt even read my tweet you are replying to.

I will not spoonfeed you. 

Read for yourself.

3/26/2020 12:10:27 PM beesandhoney123 You Show Me his posts on 8chan - no q tripcode to verify just Shows that Austin posted on 8chan before - not Q

Seriously trying to See if i missed something but so far no proofs. - dont get me wrong i am not dissing you or anything just wann get to the truth.

3/26/2020 12:10:39 PM redhatmaga  pic.twitter.com/jueqmiyJu4

3/26/2020 12:10:40 PM nurseniceyes I have been accessed so many times ... Should I stop allowing access?

3/26/2020 12:10:46 PM sobernic I wasn’t able to believe it anyway. Way too smug for me to listen to and take seriously.

3/26/2020 12:10:47 PM bunnytruth #larp

3/26/2020 12:10:50 PM joanpbish2 I could scream!

3/26/2020 12:10:52 PM _be_l_tee_ @Jordan_Sather_ HA, just realized .... wasn't implying anything lmao

3/26/2020 12:10:52 PM aamc85712947 Funeral photo?

3/26/2020 12:11:02 PM windywalling I am shocked to see all these people wetting their pants.  As for me, the Commander said to buy bitcoin or ripple.  I consider that a word to the wise.

3/26/2020 12:11:11 PM jizomonk Ephesians post a day after @AustinSteinbart discussed this in his video is what really sold me. At first, I did judge Austin on his demeanor & didn’t 

watch vids. Once I did, I didn’t need Q Proofs to trust he’s on our side. Would watch all vids before drawing conclusion #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 12:11:19 PM ogmios1440 You 12. Me 13. What else are you waiting on?

3/26/2020 12:11:23 PM seekerseon that was my first  thought

3/26/2020 12:11:27 PM jfsullivan22 Reconcile this! 🖕 pic.twitter.com/7zAmi43plN

3/26/2020 12:11:28 PM citizensrising1  pic.twitter.com/OPFPmJi71M

3/26/2020 12:11:30 PM jamesgdurrett Hahaha... Message over messenger is just an excuse.

Allen's huh?

I'm stunned so many believed

3/26/2020 12:11:33 PM covertress .@GenFlynn follows:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @AustinSteinbart, @saraashcraft, @DrBoHammer, @covertress ...

Doesn't mean he endorses us or is a DM buddy.

Message Over Messenger 

Follow Who You Want

Think For Yourself
3/26/2020 12:11:34 PM ewilliams22101 Here's a video of Austin Steinbart.  He has a YouTube channel. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/26/2020 12:11:40 PM radanon1 Amen 99% of the time they choose to Die with the lie.

3/26/2020 12:11:43 PM deeepintheheart He did not want to make these videos due to his life and family being thrown in the mix. So that is like Trump who didnt have to be president and take 

the abuse but they have a higher calling.

3/26/2020 12:11:47 PM caveat_viator I know this guy is a fraud. Now I know this account is a hack too. 

Unfollowed.

3/26/2020 12:11:57 PM stefanofvenus He's not Q and neither are you. pic.twitter.com/mWf5yg9tOS

3/26/2020 12:12:00 PM cheryl45maga LIAR!!! Q just posted this a few hours ago on 8 kun! #Shill #Fraud pic.twitter.com/9uAzMGlw5k

3/26/2020 12:12:01 PM benredpilled No shit. Q just reposted an old post emphasizing no comms made outside this platform. The old post does not indicate the platform, therefore this is 

referring to the current platform 8kun.

3/26/2020 12:12:05 PM billyjackroe3 Exactly what I was thinking but new Q post did throw me off somewhat. I get it 100% now



3/26/2020 12:12:08 PM jizomonk Ephesians post a day after @AustinSteinbart discussed this in his video is what really sold me. At first, I did judge Austin on his demeanor & didn’t 

watch vids. Once I did, I didn’t need Q Proofs to trust he’s on our side. Would watch all vids before drawing conclusion #WWG1WGA 

pic.twitter.com/0j8UiYjrHl

3/26/2020 12:12:09 PM stacy1thatsme Look at Q drops over larps... pic.twitter.com/XM2S84EPrp

3/26/2020 12:12:13 PM fluoric kek

3/26/2020 12:12:16 PM seekerseon You need to reconcile.. nothing will stop whats coming , NOTHING

3/26/2020 12:12:17 PM trishro46848542 Sorry, just saw your reply,  that does make sense! 👍

3/26/2020 12:12:24 PM qsp1racy Why did you not call them out for switching platforms?

Sounds like Monday morning quarterbacking to me.

Not my problem Q was always bigger than 8CHAN and even 8KUN.

I just play the game by the rules.

3/26/2020 12:12:29 PM fearlessanon17 Same person.

3/26/2020 12:12:31 PM clevelanditguy What you’re failing to recognize is that the message builds trust in the messengers’ messages, thus building trust in the messengers. This is dangerous, 

as the messenger may have ulterior motives and potentially use that trust to lead others astray. Simply put, trust, but verify.

3/26/2020 12:12:47 PM cjtruth Queue the memes... pic.twitter.com/U40bHi3A2S

3/26/2020 12:13:01 PM jamesgidcumb OMG, Who in TF falls for this clown's crap? 🤦♂️🙄

Photoshop fail much? pic.twitter.com/Z8qVZ4mwYM

3/26/2020 12:13:01 PM warriorreiki No outside comms

3/26/2020 12:13:03 PM jizomonk Also... how do you debunk this? #WWG1GWA #QANON #BABYQ pic.twitter.com/BdnQ98XE0L

3/26/2020 12:13:05 PM bpd74754171 Nah, I'm good bro. I'm not following a LARP

3/26/2020 12:13:16 PM brigidfawn You're really going to keep this up? Ha! Take your toys and go home, #Larp. Playtime is over, you silly goose!

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 12:13:21 PM stuarttruly both can be true-

about Austin

and about You.

🙂🙃😘😎🤓

3/26/2020 12:13:39 PM beesandhoney123 Lets turn around and just assume Austin is a deep state infiltration of Q. So until now we thought Q on 8kun is legit and now we change that and Listen 

to some other guy who tells us He is Q but the q we know up to this Day states a warning and we dont Listen to it because

3/26/2020 12:13:44 PM bunnytruth Loser... we were warned about FakeMaga pic.twitter.com/7K8D9itrrl

3/26/2020 12:13:47 PM _ms_sue This gives “Caught red handed” a whole new meaning.

3/26/2020 12:13:55 PM citizensrising1 Confirmed on my end as well...why are they cropping that out? pic.twitter.com/T5lnsYzirg

3/26/2020 12:14:02 PM fearlessanon17 Blocked them both, as I shall with ANY larpers/those who say they have “comms”. 👊🏻😎 pic.twitter.com/0rPGDEulm5

3/26/2020 12:14:20 PM jimilightspeed Yea you guys are funny, just back away slowly

3/26/2020 12:14:20 PM an0njon17 @AustinSteinbart is considered a FF in this movement.

Gullible people who aren’t ready buy into his fake garbage. STEIN pic.twitter.com/9bNr0YJaVw

3/26/2020 12:14:22 PM dawgq17 Why’s your plan different the Qs on the board??? How you expect anyone to think yours will work when all you do is troll and get low view counts

3/26/2020 12:14:24 PM jaded_pearl Is he really here for the awakening? 🤔 What is the driver?  Just because he's not what you envisioned him to be doesnt mean he is not truthful. Tell 

us how you came to dismiss him as truthful? Lay out for us your logical 🤔 &🧐? You have failed to dismiss his proof logically. 

pic.twitter.com/QUrOHpiCzq

3/26/2020 12:14:25 PM ewilliams22101 Correct!  The headers show the different platforms - from 8chan to 8kun.  Q has "moved" to a new platform.  Other "platforms" used include Trump's 

AirQs.  Resorting to personal attacks is not #Logical thinking.  Think!!

3/26/2020 12:14:26 PM chevy_lionsfan What's in Greenland?

3/26/2020 12:14:31 PM chestnutfilly Because Steinbart is an attention whore. That's the last thing Q represents.

3/26/2020 12:14:44 PM rhinchelsea That's not NEW...

Look at the date.

3/26/2020 12:14:56 PM restorativna8ur He's another clown.. mark them all.

3/26/2020 12:14:58 PM patriotswegoall MJ, J$ and A$ not connected to Q and vice versa.

3/26/2020 12:15:04 PM beesandhoney123 Austin told us otherwise. I can be wrong Sure but as you said the war is ramping up means deep state activity also. I want him to be q but the "proofs" 

He gives are looking nice but if you Look deeper inside are void - and possible to gain if He is deepstate

3/26/2020 12:15:08 PM wnhensley @ImDaRealRoss

3/26/2020 12:15:11 PM stuarttruly "mon ego es large" Ala your intro video,

Every frame has your sweet self in it, Jordan.

Perhaps majestic12 was referring to "self grooming" as in preening....idk...what do you think!? :)

PlayOn!

:)

3/26/2020 12:15:20 PM differenced_it That's quite larpy isn't it.

3/26/2020 12:15:23 PM deeepintheheart First off have you watched all his videos?  Have you scrolled through his facebook and twitter.  He has been on this for a while now and that shows... 

not proof but still worth looking at.  Thanks for coming at this without attacking.  We are all in this together.

3/26/2020 12:15:31 PM synchropathic If it's true, I believe he'd be working with white hats to discredit Q and Patriots.  If he is a DS actor, it would make us look stupid for believing someone 

proved to be a fake.  Just my opinion!  https://twitter.com/synchropathic/status/1243254984935968771/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/n74caSlDLo  

pic.twitter.com/n5ArxhofId

3/26/2020 12:15:32 PM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/HzPvwdPdvY

3/26/2020 12:15:32 PM wyatt251 This was the ems went off lastnight about it’s sad prayer 🙏 they are found safe

3/26/2020 12:15:38 PM kellyspringer11 This is all I needed. pic.twitter.com/qMqLCjeI8y

3/26/2020 12:15:38 PM carolinagurl817 The title your arrow is pointing to wasn’t written by Q, that was given by a .qmap.pub administrator. I don’t know who’s paying you but they should 

get a refund.

#GodWins

3/26/2020 12:15:52 PM belinda21412 I unfollowed majestic this morning,had no idea he was a larp until reading what others had to say. Never followed Austin,creepy little man!

3/26/2020 12:15:56 PM naughteadz O m g pic.twitter.com/ERk242IFHR

3/26/2020 12:16:09 PM josepht06187724 Nah, it's the exact opposite. Austin and MJ12 have no credibility.

3/26/2020 12:16:10 PM bleed1gnan 🤣😂🤣

3/26/2020 12:16:14 PM gravano78 What felonies are you saying he would be committing?

3/26/2020 12:16:18 PM skeye_watching That proves nothing. 8Chan is now 8Kun Q took a screen shot from archived files & posted as a reminder.  Many ppl archived those files.

3/26/2020 12:16:27 PM handsomesean1  pic.twitter.com/tLJQeImG0q



3/26/2020 12:16:31 PM levim429 Photoshop

3/26/2020 12:16:32 PM beesandhoney123 Exactly the same here. The vids are very interesting and give Information but we know that deep state gives 80 truth 20 fake and thats how they 

control the narative. And after the latest Q Post i am starting to doubt austin

3/26/2020 12:16:39 PM wvtravelfree Where’s the shadow?  #photoshop

3/26/2020 12:16:40 PM handsomesean1 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/Gy3ZOMUhuM

3/26/2020 12:16:42 PM cocopuffster12 It’s called The Great Awakening

3/26/2020 12:16:42 PM pepelobopac lolol @cjtruth pic.twitter.com/xkRbMwHS6R

3/26/2020 12:16:48 PM deuteronomy_439 What is a Jesuit? What is their agenda? Jesuit Pope? Prosecution? New pope on the horizon?

3/26/2020 12:16:51 PM _moeyz_ Sadly, people have a deep rooted need to follow. 

It could be a species thing.

It's for sure why we've gotten ourselves into this mess in the first place.

3/26/2020 12:16:52 PM levim429 Hey LARP.   Q posted about you today!   https://qmap.pub/read/3902 

3/26/2020 12:16:59 PM daniholli Yes!!!! So Austin is full of 💩

3/26/2020 12:17:03 PM levim429  https://qmap.pub/read/3902 

3/26/2020 12:17:09 PM gurlpower72 I think he’s targeting all the ppl just now starting to pay attention/wake up. SO grateful I got on board early.

3/26/2020 12:17:12 PM gribbs7  http://Qmap.pub  🐸

Should not have cropped .. sorry pic.twitter.com/NM1VUzVa2Y

3/26/2020 12:17:21 PM jwc003 My thoughts exactly.

Steely-eyed focus...

3/26/2020 12:17:23 PM deeepintheheart Yes so hard to trust ANYONE or ANYTHING when we have been lied to our entire lives. I still reserve a little skepticism with every morsel of information 

I receive.

3/26/2020 12:17:25 PM doc1415 If you are typists for MJ12 then you would be insider's. MJ12 the highest of intelligence. Smh

3/26/2020 12:17:29 PM whyteknight17 The US government has done the same thing. Do you wish to abolish it?

3/26/2020 12:17:29 PM 33esco Not true. Expert here. I see zero artifacts where there should be, were this shopped.

3/26/2020 12:17:30 PM fiqqmi Hey Austin... NEW Q. https://twitter.com/DoeNymm/status/1243227385375252481 …

3/26/2020 12:17:39 PM grammatruth YT is run by the Cabal who’s sole purpose rn is to discredit Q. So no... this one doesn’t add up so well.

3/26/2020 12:17:41 PM oneamerican7 Q sent me.

No, not you, LARP boy.

I said Q. pic.twitter.com/BMXsOSudyq

3/26/2020 12:17:46 PM tcounas_evan Don't care about your ass, Ned but others need to realize that arrests have been happening for a couple of years now, how many pedos And human 

traffickers? MS13? Terrorists?

Removing the ground troops 1st reduces collateral damage. Mockingbird media will tell you different.

3/26/2020 12:17:50 PM zenoc_oshits  pic.twitter.com/oEgQWDUw1X

3/26/2020 12:17:55 PM doc1415 Roflmao

3/26/2020 12:17:55 PM zenoc_oshits  pic.twitter.com/XrguO9hOTR

3/26/2020 12:17:58 PM christinepolon1 You're obvious. The jury is in. Guilty. You're obvious.

3/26/2020 12:17:58 PM grammatruth 😂

3/26/2020 12:18:01 PM zenoc_oshits  pic.twitter.com/mS2CfmA1r2

3/26/2020 12:18:03 PM handsomesean1  pic.twitter.com/ROzuD0RncH

3/26/2020 12:18:06 PM onecircleart1 So please show us all how this is a fake?

3/26/2020 12:18:11 PM wnhensley No he hasn't.  Hes given an excuse, and proof as to why he's fake. Q has honored chan requests on MULTIPLE occasions. The longer he refuses to post 

with the Q tripcode the more he exposes himself as a fraud

3/26/2020 12:18:14 PM ewilliams22101 I respect your interpretation!  Please consider: how do you reconcile Trump's AirQs?  Is Trump a "shill" a "moron" etc. etc. because he's giving comms 

that aren't on 8kun?

3/26/2020 12:18:16 PM tamarak87131252 Today Pelosi Birthday old hag,won’t sign or come to work

3/26/2020 12:18:19 PM whyteknight17 Jesus is the Word.

3/26/2020 12:18:21 PM jeffcordell6 You get 5 *'s for that one!

3/26/2020 12:18:24 PM fiqqmi Wake Up people... NO OUTSIDE COMMs confirmed YET again, this morning. 

💥chuckalucka!

3/26/2020 12:18:24 PM deeepintheheart Nah, being dismissive without more dialog is just like how the news does shit... bring it.

3/26/2020 12:18:24 PM josepht06187724  pic.twitter.com/KpAWZIHR0V

3/26/2020 12:18:33 PM robenger1 They had to if they wanted to stay online. It's still the same. You are disinformation.

3/26/2020 12:18:35 PM beesandhoney123 I have. Facebook i scrolled through a few Minutes ago (had not before). Seems like He was always telling us secret things but - Look before 2016 - did 

the deep state put him in place when trump was elected to use him later? Looks like it

3/26/2020 12:18:39 PM hiddentruths22 They 🤡 🤡 are in damage control: pic.twitter.com/O5DzS5aA7c

3/26/2020 12:18:39 PM barbara11108449 I’ve only been on Twitter a little while and I’ve noticed the same as you stated.  No outside comm is Q motto and I pick Q

3/26/2020 12:18:41 PM daniholli  pic.twitter.com/vf4gONDT0e

3/26/2020 12:18:42 PM mar4351219 🚨 Austin is a shill.  A spook. A poser.

NO OUTSIDE COMMS dumb@ss pic.twitter.com/GcTGQ7Kam6

3/26/2020 12:18:45 PM synchropathic Yup pic.twitter.com/R3MuoOppGA

3/26/2020 12:18:55 PM ewilliams22101 Then so is President Trump.  He gives AirQs outside of 8kun.  The nerve!!

3/26/2020 12:18:57 PM egbffgb If he was the real Q, @rothschildmd would have ripped him apart already. Think about that for a minute.

Disinformation shills are going to shill.

3/26/2020 12:19:11 PM christinepolon1 You just answered your own question.

3/26/2020 12:19:12 PM jamesgdurrett Hahaha...I follow out of enjoyment but some of your followers are not too far from Austin's!

3/26/2020 12:19:12 PM 33esco No shadow. He is at least 8 feet away from the wall. That sign is almost 5 feet across. pic.twitter.com/GiLkmkUis9

3/26/2020 12:19:31 PM living_aether ..... pic.twitter.com/AjTs7aanL9

3/26/2020 12:19:35 PM karenshook5 Liar

3/26/2020 12:19:40 PM jibril29463912 😨 umm umm ah..... ya I got nothing to defend him 🤣

3/26/2020 12:19:55 PM niki74724856 I want it all to end

3/26/2020 12:20:07 PM airnspace1 Don’t feed the trolls

3/26/2020 12:20:12 PM onecircleart1 As a pro, would you agree that masking fine hairs is tedious AF and even in professional publications it leaves signs?

3/26/2020 12:20:14 PM living_aether Buried in his fb photos

3/26/2020 12:20:18 PM jeritud3 Look at the sharp lines around Austins head and body

also the fact that he is so low in the picture he would have to be popping out a man hole or something

3/26/2020 12:20:24 PM dogonfreep  https://twitter.com/conspiracycen/status/1241919095387435008?s=21 …

3/26/2020 12:20:24 PM nina_brandona Austin: You have some interesting information. And I still have to remember that maybe not all but some things may be useful and can come from a 

variety of sources.

3/26/2020 12:20:27 PM hiddentruths22 It’s like a big circle jerk over there... pic.twitter.com/GvGTA5ihgy



3/26/2020 12:20:49 PM bookendsbridges 🤔🤔🤔so noted.... I suppose then I should be grateful for having been made homeless..."coincidentally" at an almost 1 year delta of October 21, 

2018.

But I wouldn't trade ANY of it for the world..

The Best is TRULY yet to come pic.twitter.com/I3xXPfttyr

3/26/2020 12:20:54 PM synchropathic THIS is how it's fake.  Let's move on. More important things now. Division within our movement being down by the DS 🙄 #unitynotdivision 

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/uVx0C5ot7k

3/26/2020 12:20:55 PM ewilliams22101 I guess you haven't seen the Q proof on Austin??  And really, who cares whether Austin is Q?  I enjoy evaluating his information and thinking for 

myself. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/26/2020 12:20:55 PM truthwins88 Discernment 😇

3/26/2020 12:21:00 PM onecircleart1 If you’re not able to demonstrate it, the your claims are baseless

3/26/2020 12:21:02 PM seahag127 Q said NO COMMs out of 8chan.

3/26/2020 12:21:11 PM billyjackroe3 I noticed this and his YouTube channel is still up and doing videos😅

3/26/2020 12:21:14 PM cjones4334 Idk about Austin's motives- watched drama from a distance. His peeps referring to 8Kun as outside comms tho 🤨 

8Kun is only channel for comms-nothing outside of it. Spinning that tells me he's a plant 🧐

@prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @cjtruth @EyesOnQ @LisaMei62 @Inevitable_ET

3/26/2020 12:21:14 PM covertress He surely did! Listen. https://twitter.com/RepGosar/status/1243007667888676869?s=20 …

3/26/2020 12:21:15 PM 1_decided_voter >Can you commit felonies on YouTube & not be immediately shut down?

Why not, people commit felonies in front of Congress and get away with it. Why should anyone care about some IT geek on YT making claims about 

anything?

3/26/2020 12:21:24 PM christinepolon1 They're all obvious to me. Add 3days3nights.

3/26/2020 12:21:27 PM jaded_pearl Ignoring truthers is a mistake pic.twitter.com/FU120Ggdh2

3/26/2020 12:21:29 PM deeepintheheart Do you feel there are any people not in the deep state? why use someone unknown and not a fake military guy we had seen in the media.. .why 

someone with no followers? doesnt seem deep staty to me...

3/26/2020 12:21:31 PM qsp1racy Prove it.

I showed you they moves platforms, lil troll.

And 8CHAN =/= 8KUN

3/26/2020 12:21:32 PM blankmarlo Wouldn't a 🤡 be able to do all of those things?

3/26/2020 12:21:34 PM rhinchelsea Thanks.

Too many shills pushing fake stuff.  Keep it real.  

:)

3/26/2020 12:21:46 PM purplestar420 Austin posted this  https://youtu.be/9K24TLAvyDI  at 10:32 listen to what he says and then look at Q’s post later that day that dropped at 10:32 pm .  

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=_MK0j765ko4&feature=youtu.be … . No such thing as coincidences pic.twitter.com/Am3IwCVhYr

3/26/2020 12:22:01 PM mneutronstar You can actually see the borders In the photoshop 🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 12:22:08 PM onecircleart1 Nope, if the photo is faked ala Photoshop or comparable GA, I would like to see how it’s fake.

3/26/2020 12:22:08 PM cdelisa13 👊🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 12:22:25 PM portezf Larpethville

3/26/2020 12:22:38 PM ginodmarchetti2 Photoshopped....so obvious.

3/26/2020 12:22:41 PM jmbmajic3 Q: when Q says we used their technology against them. Is this what you are referring to? I.e. we the people = the equivalent of the “anons” controlling 

now the quantum internet so we, the people stay in sync and unified through this process?

3/26/2020 12:22:57 PM suzxman Calling SOL🌿!!!

@Solmemes1

3/26/2020 12:23:00 PM deeepintheheart but it so easy to dismiss anyone or any info.  There are literally hundreds of theories about what is happening around Corona... 5g, Nesara, alien take 

over.. but Austin is the most acurate hands on the ground getting shit done of any ive heard. all others are just speculation

3/26/2020 12:23:22 PM onecircleart1 Zoom in your copy of Photoshop and show us

3/26/2020 12:23:23 PM gribbs7 They are everywhere! 

WWG1WGA WW🐸

3/26/2020 12:23:25 PM ww3_sgt No operator uses iPhone 7

3/26/2020 12:23:25 PM billyjackroe3  pic.twitter.com/ERes7NVzFy

3/26/2020 12:23:32 PM ezekielq2020 QMap makes the titles, not Q.

3/26/2020 12:23:58 PM frances80769625 Well, before Q, I may have heard of some people arming up, stocking up, beginning to form protective measures.

Now they see our military is stepping up, so others are standing down-but watchful. Js

#uniteEaster

MAGA

3/26/2020 12:24:07 PM ladypatriot54 LARP!

3/26/2020 12:24:17 PM jwc003 Q just re-posted this.

#AustinTheClown pic.twitter.com/7m3jJEVsWM

3/26/2020 12:24:33 PM christinepolon1 We came to a conclusion after your first two tweets. LARP.

3/26/2020 12:24:33 PM cynthiayeager5 I must say this reminds me of kindergarten. "If you are friends with @AustinSteinbart then you CAN'T be my friend 😠!" Seriously childish 

@Jordan_Sather_  Grow Up and stop trying to influence where people get information.

3/26/2020 12:24:36 PM jmbmajic3 I also wonder if this second phase of the operation was designed to require a pre-selected/“chosen” - if you will - group of people to handle and receive 

the majestic downloads and interact with the Quantum Comp in a way that benefits We, the People?

3/26/2020 12:24:39 PM beesandhoney123 True. And this big movement started with Q - and now exactly this Q is warning us "infiltration". All i am saying is take every thing Austin is saying with 

care and caution. The Q we trusted 3 years told us today infiltration - we shouldnt ignore this immediately

3/26/2020 12:24:40 PM mneutronstar larp

3/26/2020 12:24:46 PM regibaby67 SteinLarp-

“I AM Q.”

Q-

“NO comms made outside of this platform.”

Q literally just called him out. pic.twitter.com/ER6VpPPPw9

3/26/2020 12:24:51 PM tcounas_evan Tannerite traps and improper firearm handling was enough for me.....Makes me wonder. About. This. Account.

3/26/2020 12:24:57 PM therightsideof1 I blocked Austin

3/26/2020 12:25:01 PM christinepolon1 No. They're not. Why are you asking him?

3/26/2020 12:25:13 PM nostradachris1 Thats your Proof 🤣 Larp Alert... give it up why you still have time 🤡



3/26/2020 12:25:20 PM wnhensley Not everyone shares your mentality. Problem with twitter is that people want their info spoonfed to them and dont want to do their own digging. 

Makes them vulnerable to disinfo

3/26/2020 12:25:20 PM gratitudeiskey_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you are a FRAUD!!

#LarpList

3/26/2020 12:25:29 PM wez45091067 hahahaha... 

Flush em out Q... I got your back...

3/26/2020 12:25:29 PM derpypanda20 I like how everyone conveniently ignores this fact. #QAnon

3/26/2020 12:25:32 PM fiqqmi 🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 12:25:47 PM ginodmarchetti2 Why bother.... It's a fake!

Don't even try to pretend it's real.  No one is as stupid as you people trying to pass it off as real. pic.twitter.com/o0hg4NDFbi

3/26/2020 12:25:58 PM blankmarlo You're endorsing someone that claims to be though....

3/26/2020 12:25:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly SOON https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1232532271346806784?s=20 …

3/26/2020 12:26:04 PM jeffw355 The name changed. Same board owner.

3/26/2020 12:26:16 PM skeye_watching It appears that AS is trying to get ppl to totally disregard Q on the board, because he can't post there. 

He's trying to say 8kun isn't Q. That would mean Q exist no where but with AS.  He is trying to divide, but ppl need to ask, "WHY"

3/26/2020 12:26:23 PM lavenderlives Thank you!!!! pic.twitter.com/ZBU45WYvgg

3/26/2020 12:26:25 PM suzxman @som3thingwicked, @drefanzor too!

3/26/2020 12:26:27 PM bookendsbridges Do we all not wish to acknowledge that REALISTICALLY, as our current military brainiacs get older..that we must NECESSARILY commence 2 hand over 

the reins to the young brainiacs. (No brainer) Message over messenger is ABSOLUTELY valid...but we should balance the info as warranted 

pic.twitter.com/xhqZWsH1sD

3/26/2020 12:26:27 PM terry46136307 If you are a part of Q it is not a private com .  ;)

3/26/2020 12:26:29 PM clfaerber1 The Doomacrats unmask themselves again with their reprehensible behavior stuffing the bill with boomerang pork.

They assume we do not know or will not hold them accountable. 

#PelosiHatesAmaerica

#PelosiHatesAmericans

3/26/2020 12:26:34 PM gratitudeiskey_ I NEVER believed AUSTIN

3/26/2020 12:26:44 PM wez45091067 Epic mind fuck, brilliant strategy... another reason for me to believe Austin is EXACTLY who he says he is.

3/26/2020 12:26:54 PM lavenderlives  https://twitter.com/lavenderlives/status/1243255235600154626?s=21 …

3/26/2020 12:26:55 PM 33esco Yep. Just the couple of hairs on the top of his perfectly combed head - I wouldn’t have bothered. Plus the lighting here looks like mid day. In Arizona 

that means no shadows. And the POP from his blue shirt provides nasty contrast.

3/26/2020 12:26:57 PM dennisgh18 Fucking larps!!!

3/26/2020 12:26:58 PM anissa_joe War Drummer on YouTube  got all nasty on his followers and acted demon possessed defending this guy.

3/26/2020 12:27:08 PM team17qrestart What a waste of time & energy.

3/26/2020 12:27:12 PM onecircleart1 Because if you’re claiming it’s a fake you should be able to prove it, otherwise you’re operating from FEELINGS rather than logical proof.

3/26/2020 12:27:15 PM seekerseon seriously  though u basically said everyone needed to reconcile for denying austin larpbrat.

3/26/2020 12:27:15 PM handsomesean1  pic.twitter.com/iD05JjxEYm

3/26/2020 12:27:18 PM beesandhoney123 True, true and true - but valid Information does not make you = Q

Does not mean ignore everything Austin is saying just be careful - Q on 8Kun just warned us

3/26/2020 12:27:25 PM unittzoo 3days has never said he’s Q or an insider. Said he’s just a regular guy and he’s good at decifering q posts. I’ll double check though and be cautious. 

Thanks.

3/26/2020 12:27:27 PM 33esco Look at this I just did. pic.twitter.com/KuXggl0xp0

3/26/2020 12:27:27 PM bchapman151 larp

3/26/2020 12:27:32 PM qanonsingles Except for baby Q

3/26/2020 12:27:42 PM badmf07 What if Melania was Q

3/26/2020 12:27:46 PM crzycnuk101 The felony being referred to is. Austin impersonating a military officer. As well as the above.

Message over messenger.  His message we need. He is a shill.

3/26/2020 12:27:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly Jordan Sather, please tone done your ego. It is not befitting of a messenger of the Great Awakening. 

Majestic 12 operate ABOVE the Federal Government and hence they are not 'insiders', nor have they ever claimed to be.

3/26/2020 12:27:51 PM onecircleart1 So please, show us all how it’s a fake

3/26/2020 12:27:56 PM tekie077 You do realize that 8chan changed its name to 8kun. Or have you not been paying attention?

3/26/2020 12:28:05 PM rhinchelsea I trust Q.  

I don't trust anyone claiming to be/know Q.

3/26/2020 12:28:09 PM josepht06187724 Ok Topher, ok. You want dialogue. Austin isn't Q. Majestic has always been an enemy of free information since the 50's. And claiming that Anons are 

stupid is division. And we all know, any attempts to divide will fail. Q proved Q comms are confirmed since the switch to 8kun.

3/26/2020 12:28:16 PM shaneknowles rec·i·proc·i·ty pic.twitter.com/o60svJsGgv

3/26/2020 12:28:23 PM therightsideof1 I had blocked both a long time ago

3/26/2020 12:28:23 PM majic_eyes_qnly #ToneDownYourEgo

3/26/2020 12:28:30 PM beesandhoney123 And just think about it if the deep state would want to infiltrate Q they would try with completly Real Informations at first to lure us.

3/26/2020 12:28:34 PM tekie077 Also Q just posted the "no outside comms" today....on 8kun....

3/26/2020 12:28:41 PM karmaskeeper81 Q literally called him on his bullshit today!

3/26/2020 12:28:45 PM sweatybuttcrack Also, he looks like a dork

3/26/2020 12:28:52 PM buckshot2469  https://cdn.qmap.pub/images/4b3c892a92b9b93a9d8a44f87435998f98629c06c37a6343c873823dd630d392.jpg …

3/26/2020 12:28:54 PM gratitudeiskey_ When I said both, I was referring to Austin S and Maj12 not u

3/26/2020 12:28:54 PM chestnutfilly 🖕🏻

3/26/2020 12:29:02 PM samuelmohr4 Image saved.  Justice at a later date.

3/26/2020 12:29:13 PM 1918aionly I think the Q post from today regarding "NO OUTSIDE COMMS" is the most important on this topic.

3/26/2020 12:29:20 PM terry46136307 When you are apart of Q it is not an outside comm. We are nearing the end of the Great Awakening, perhaps it's time to reveal?

3/26/2020 12:29:21 PM jim62192 You really think the biggest operation carried out in earths history that they are going to have some GIMP like this come onto twatter and try to give us 

Q proofs and kid on he is some high regarded individual. Duhhhh

3/26/2020 12:29:25 PM onecircleart1 Now how come you’re able to easily demonstrate corroborating proof, while everyone shouting fake has nothing to back up their claim? 😎

3/26/2020 12:29:27 PM ginodmarchetti2 Prove its real.

3/26/2020 12:29:27 PM emhawk6 Austin, watching you scramble today is honestly nothing short of entertaining. Please keep it up, it’s what we need...a good laugh.

3/26/2020 12:29:31 PM rfontainr One photo looked photo shopped but Austin is very entertaining and interesting .. Esp during lock down.



3/26/2020 12:29:39 PM canciergew Unfollowed @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Knew Steinbart guy was, but not Majestic.

Birds of a feather!

Double meanings.

The white hat birds are IN FORMATION=INFORMATION!

Stay close!!💥

3/26/2020 12:29:40 PM atashfire Time will tell. I don't doubt his back story at all. He wouldn't be so in depth if he knows his place in time/working with time.

3/26/2020 12:29:40 PM lillianlustig moron. its funny to watch u squirm

3/26/2020 12:29:43 PM davidbcrumbs  pic.twitter.com/dgEtjYBKLr

3/26/2020 12:29:46 PM ginodmarchetti2 Prove it's real.

3/26/2020 12:29:51 PM 33esco Standard industrial doors are 7” tall. The top of the insignia is higher than the door. Terrible photo, but not photoshopped.

3/26/2020 12:29:52 PM owletlil Psalms is comforting

3/26/2020 12:29:55 PM jaded_pearl I don't agree. He's giving in (too much) to the WHINERs who keep telling him to PROOF post. He has 2x. Enough. If you can't debunk him- reach out and 

shake his hand and see what he has to offer despite what comes out of his mouth. We ask the left to do the same thing with Trump.

3/26/2020 12:30:01 PM american3333 You try waaaaay too hard.

@AustinSteinbart

3/26/2020 12:30:12 PM crux41507251 I blocked him long ago

3/26/2020 12:30:14 PM onecircleart1 You’re making the claim that it’s false, the burden of proof is on you to back up your claim that this photo is fake.

3/26/2020 12:30:17 PM etdisclosure202 If the #QPharisees used their influence to coordinate #ForcingTheQ instead of ganging up on @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, maybe we 

could get our boy @realDonaldTrump to tell us #WhoIsQ.

Message over messenger you dummies. 🤪 🤪 🤪

#QAnon

3/26/2020 12:30:21 PM realeyethespy Interesting coordinates

3/26/2020 12:30:26 PM xxgmo So a dude that says he's Q is committing felonies??

3/26/2020 12:30:31 PM covertress That statement is not entirely accurate, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. 

 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1034970713688604672?s=20 …

3/26/2020 12:30:49 PM jimilightspeed If your account is less than a year old your motives are suspect.

3/26/2020 12:30:50 PM skeye_watching I could make the bible say that Jesus is Lucifer, if I align the scriptures just right.

3/26/2020 12:31:04 PM realdepiorabie Shills trying to defend LARPS like @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @AustinSteinbart after being brutally called out by Q. pic.twitter.com/bgEG6mJqh3

3/26/2020 12:31:12 PM carolinagurl817 I’m confirming the same behavior. Autoplay takes me to different channels for everything else I watch.

Had to ff through his videos. I can only take so much of the flaming larp.

3/26/2020 12:31:18 PM levim429  https://qmap.pub/read/513 

3/26/2020 12:31:25 PM beesandhoney123 I think He wants to Show us the Overall Problem we have with Youtube.

3/26/2020 12:31:29 PM levim429  https://qmap.pub/read/513 

3/26/2020 12:31:30 PM sleeping_gipsy Who's Austin Steinbart? Seriously. Never heard of him before now. 🤔

3/26/2020 12:31:36 PM goldchainc I picked up some RV reading material. This  David Morehouse seems interesting. Hi David if you're watching pic.twitter.com/K0XgaigfkF

3/26/2020 12:31:38 PM patriotswegoall White hats are in control and would not allow patriot anon channels to be sabotaged again. If so, this is really a good thing.

3/26/2020 12:31:50 PM realeyethespy Posting pictures of a secure installation / core switches is a felony

3/26/2020 12:31:53 PM emhawk6 🤦♀️

3/26/2020 12:32:03 PM onecircleart1 The burden of proof is on the ones making the claim it’s fake. If there’s evidence to the claim, post it.

3/26/2020 12:32:32 PM russellgduke  pic.twitter.com/36tFfDKHvO

3/26/2020 12:32:42 PM gratitudeiskey_ Good luck with all ur followers lol 😂!! pic.twitter.com/Ej4z2ZXWyw

3/26/2020 12:32:48 PM realeyethespy These aren’t cinder blocks lmao at least get it right if you’re going to try

3/26/2020 12:32:49 PM smmmote I feel like I just got hit with the lightning bolt... wow

3/26/2020 12:32:53 PM dragonflyglitta Go Joe GOOOO pic.twitter.com/GjGpSVg5Qy

3/26/2020 12:32:58 PM tracy68433746 Oh man, i didn't know that Jordan Thank you. I'm kinda new using Twitter, do I just click on his name? I don't see an unfollow button? Thank you ahead 

for your response and may God bless you for ALL your work! :)

3/26/2020 12:33:03 PM stormisuponus Thats so DUMB. 8chan hadn't changed its name yet when this post was made. You're going to have to do better than that, punk.

3/26/2020 12:33:10 PM suzxman Love ALL you guys! 😘💋

Don’t let your memes be dreams...@TheOneJohnWard 😂

3/26/2020 12:33:11 PM deeepintheheart I get the doubts.  Will you still watch his videos? will you still follow these threads?  I just don't see why others are hating and being dismissive they 

should be curious and inquisitive.

3/26/2020 12:33:24 PM purplestar420 You go ahead and do that then . What are the coincidences that @AustinSteinbart post about reciting the prayer and then q post the same prayer later 

that day at the same time Austin post it in the video ?

3/26/2020 12:33:26 PM levim429 This looks SO FAKE!

3/26/2020 12:33:28 PM woke_qanadian Judge not lest you be judged! I’m Dark and evil really? The saying is what you say of others is a reflection of self. Think 💭

3/26/2020 12:33:37 PM tracy68433746 I found the the button 😆

3/26/2020 12:33:38 PM patriciaacarli1 Consider the date.  If the number of #qpharisees financially profiting from Q could be foreseen, this message might read differently.  Alas, #qpharisees 

free will choices may have changed things.

3/26/2020 12:33:40 PM bitofdis Maybe people have not noticed that this is infact a repost by Q on the board today, clearly stating the #FACT of no outside comms. ... #FactsMatter 

Still, there will be those that are trying to divide the #Qmmunity, but they will fail.

#ASKTHEQ

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/26/2020 12:33:45 PM radanon1 yeah ok lol I'm an older guy 52 I did not jump to twitter until late but your argument does not help the fact your following a Larp. Have you ever heard 

the term don't drink the cool-aid?

3/26/2020 12:33:46 PM tonneralisa Wow too far

3/26/2020 12:33:48 PM notonmywqtch Hahaha yesssss

3/26/2020 12:33:50 PM ethanpe58415707 Buddy... pic.twitter.com/YDfpWAGn6k

3/26/2020 12:33:55 PM dragonflyglitta You’re a clown 

#ShillsBeShillin pic.twitter.com/tgFJJrnZuM

3/26/2020 12:33:59 PM conspiracycen  https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCen/status/1241919095387435008?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:33:59 PM gratitudeiskey_ LARP be gone! 

BLOCK

3/26/2020 12:34:10 PM kennypope A new domain name would constitute a difference though right? Q has always taught us that spelling matters and that details matter. Just thought it 

would apply here, but what do I know lol.

3/26/2020 12:34:20 PM conspiracycen  https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCen/status/1241919095387435008?s=19 …



3/26/2020 12:34:21 PM gravano78 He's a larp along with majestic 12 and "the deacon" etc. He isn't breaking any laws even if he is some kid sitting in his basement. He can lie all he wants 

because he isn't demanding anything in an official capacity. basically its satire. pic.twitter.com/xTDrLGDGdx

3/26/2020 12:34:22 PM edina3535 One thing I've not see other people mention, maybe it's mentioned somewhere?  Datto's connection to the HRC email-gate. 

#MessageOverMessenger #GreatAwakening #BeBest https://fastcompany.com/3065246/how-this-ceo-got-caught-up-in-the-clinton-email-scandal …

3/26/2020 12:34:28 PM luckycharlie15 I'm Q!  ::wildly waves gun around:: pic.twitter.com/WMmfrwfnvi

3/26/2020 12:34:30 PM laurenmbradley2 Majestic 12 is on our side Brochacho. Not sure why you're thinking they're a LARP. That's weird. pic.twitter.com/zzNjhNuSfp

3/26/2020 12:34:30 PM ogmios1440 Well then please share your information!

3/26/2020 12:34:41 PM kristi_huebner Some larp claiming he is Q from the future. He has infiltrated our movement and is scooping up new 👀

My guess? MOS

3/26/2020 12:34:42 PM mammaemia Have I mentioned I dislike the label comm?

3/26/2020 12:34:42 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤡🤡🤡🤡 pic.twitter.com/HwdSGO4M3B

3/26/2020 12:34:53 PM beesandhoney123 Who told us that He did not want to do this? He did - could be a lie could be truth

Infiltration means deceive so just took trumps Story and tried to ride on it? Maybe?

3/26/2020 12:35:07 PM skeye_watching He hasn't proven anything.  Any good computer hacker could do the same things that he has done. The one thing that would show he is part of the 

team of Q is to post info on the board, he can't do it, so he plays parlor tricks, that any tech savvy person could play.

3/26/2020 12:35:11 PM notonmywqtch Q is literally taking the time apart from major world events to tell us to avoid “I am Q” people

3/26/2020 12:35:14 PM ewilliams22101 True that.  I'm guilty of that too.  Wanting long documents summarized, etc.  How do we get past it??  I don't have the answer to that, other than I 

know relying on MSM is NOT the answer.

3/26/2020 12:35:20 PM keoras9 Dude it's actually really stupid.... Everyone of them want's to go down in history as "QteamDigitalSoldier" especially all the Q YouTubers, sadly the 

recent attention is probably getting to their heads causing them to lash out like kids. MESSEGE OVER MESSENGER. Knowledge is key.

3/26/2020 12:35:44 PM jstcec Look at you shilling for a shill...Sad

3/26/2020 12:35:45 PM onecircleart1 Show the proof, saying “just look at it” is not proof. If you can prove the photo is fake, prove it. Otherwise your claims are baseless OPINION.

3/26/2020 12:35:58 PM hwkammers I'd like to see your evidence, too. I am curious, and I am sincerely searching this matter out, as we all should. 

Will you please share the sauce??

3/26/2020 12:35:59 PM cdelisa13 Mister Scamster!!!!!

3/26/2020 12:36:03 PM bigpapafosh Well said.

3/26/2020 12:36:17 PM tararoby9 It isnt even the accurate title.  Go to qmap and see for yourself.  It doesnt say 8chan in the title.  It says 8kun.

3/26/2020 12:36:25 PM 33esco Idk why so many are against Austin. We’re supposed to dive in and research. He’s done some crazy shit and hasn’t been ghosted from social media.

3/26/2020 12:36:28 PM your_compa Or is this a side battle between Freemasons/Jesuits / Black Nobility/ Zionist. Reason. The HEARTS!+

3/26/2020 12:36:43 PM nikoscali Major FAIL... someone tell @AustinSteinbart how #QAnon aggregation sites work...

#PiedPiper #NotMyQAnon #WakeUp #FocusontheAwakening #MAGA @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA 

https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243251499574022144 …

3/26/2020 12:36:45 PM ewilliams22101 Q says future proves the past.  #Reconcile

3/26/2020 12:37:01 PM imurhukcleberry To many of these clowns. pic.twitter.com/p37M9Olo3W

3/26/2020 12:37:08 PM caveat_viator I followed this account out of interest only. I never believed they had any “insider information.” 

But now they’re openly promoting frauds, that’s a little too much for me.

3/26/2020 12:37:25 PM russellgduke SPOT ON 🇺🇸🇬🇧

3/26/2020 12:37:30 PM differenced_it Open your damned eyes a little. The dimensioning is off. The lighting is off. His data rack was wayyyyy off. The dopes posts are WAY off. And he looks 

abnormal in most every way.  100% fakeq

3/26/2020 12:37:34 PM ausanon369 Date markers are important

3/26/2020 12:37:51 PM jane_q_patriot They still haven’t responded. 🤷🏻♀️😂 https://twitter.com/jane_q_patriot/status/1243252868527919109?s=21 …

3/26/2020 12:38:03 PM ogmios1440 Good looking!😎👁

3/26/2020 12:38:03 PM stardefendxx Interesting fact : I just watched the episode and it said the Oris r the all seeing eyes n it remind me of the eyes of the pyramid maybe it’s a 

coincidence...who knows it’s just science-fiction.......

3/26/2020 12:38:10 PM fktvis Then why did Q re-post about "No outside comms" today?

3/26/2020 12:38:20 PM onecircleart1 This actually helps in the long run. Everyone crying fake is unable to demonstrate it, proving they’re letting their FEELINGS cloud their PERCEPTIONS. 

Confirmation bias is a tricky beast.

3/26/2020 12:38:21 PM sun_q_tzu He prefers to be called "Command" now since he has been designated as supreme military commander over the US forces per one of his last videos

3/26/2020 12:38:30 PM jimilightspeed And you know he's a larp because?

3/26/2020 12:38:39 PM levim429  pic.twitter.com/NNnz1dDm3z

3/26/2020 12:38:55 PM beesandhoney123 I still will. I think you should collect All Informations to get to a whole picture of reality. I just gonna be very careful about what he tells us - because of 

Qs warning.

People freak out because its against their narrative

3/26/2020 12:39:00 PM nikoscali If only he were that cheery!

3/26/2020 12:39:02 PM keoras9 Stop fighting. Stay strong. If they're evil they will out themselves, never stop an enemy while they are making a mistake. There is nothing hidden that 

will not be revealed. Keep your eyes open for ANY BIT of info. Even what your enemies tell you, can be used against them.

3/26/2020 12:39:03 PM kristi_huebner Q has also posted about people infiltrating our movement. 

He has said NO outside comms from the beginning, and also BE CAREFUL WHO YOU FOLLOW.

WE are all apart of Q. Some have nefarious roles. Some truths are NOT for everyone.

3/26/2020 12:39:08 PM windywalling Can you translate your reply for someone over 70 years old?

3/26/2020 12:39:17 PM kelvorn Fresh Q drop blows this clown out of the water, why Shilling for a shill? pic.twitter.com/2Cye7khVWk

3/26/2020 12:39:19 PM skeye_watching Q didn't post the scripture.  Q posted a YT video. Everyone else tried to connect imaginary dots. We have to learn what is real, from what is deception. 

It's a lesson.

3/26/2020 12:39:24 PM deeepintheheart He says it in a few of his videos but the the first time he does it is very convincing.  I read people and their bodies, voice tone, etc much better than a 

text box and he seems genuine.  or he wins a Oscar for his acting.

3/26/2020 12:39:26 PM wwg1wga1988  pic.twitter.com/M58gllRlL5

3/26/2020 12:39:26 PM dandresc2 No outside comms. Plain and simple.

3/26/2020 12:39:40 PM therealjefani Do you think you have insider information? Quit telling other people who to follow or not follow.

3/26/2020 12:39:46 PM esh_grannysue 😳😳

3/26/2020 12:39:54 PM jimilightspeed Ok so 8kun is not outside comms?



3/26/2020 12:40:23 PM onecircleart1 Do you understand you’re not offering any proof, you’re simply stating your opinion of how it “ought to be” Break it down in detailed analysis for 

everyone so we can see your proof and decide for ourselves. The QAnon way.

3/26/2020 12:40:24 PM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/OfTFVtkP16

3/26/2020 12:40:34 PM deeepintheheart GOD bless you. See you in the quantum internet world ;)

3/26/2020 12:40:49 PM mikesmi59023006 Notice the date and what its posted on! pic.twitter.com/rvqzK4DVp2

3/26/2020 12:40:57 PM kristabelle0211 We all knew they were losers from the start

3/26/2020 12:40:59 PM dandresc2 Q had to switch over. It was part of the plan. You must not have been following for that long.

3/26/2020 12:41:20 PM onecircleart1 We’re talking about how the photo is a Fake, can you please se how everyone how it’s a Fake?

3/26/2020 12:41:32 PM jimilightspeed So by your logic no outside comms means no one has heard from q since 8 Chan went down

3/26/2020 12:41:32 PM mikesmi59023006 Seems like we have a contradiction here!

3/26/2020 12:41:40 PM artificialcaged There's so many of them. It's a shame stupid isn't painful

3/26/2020 12:41:43 PM f961854 Liquor is never a good investment....

3/26/2020 12:41:44 PM bernatyarn Blue header was placed there by the owner of qanon. map not by Q. This guy didn't even know that.  Laughable.

3/26/2020 12:41:47 PM jacob95584550 I tend to believe many are bots to inflate the numbers and give them the appearance of a large account.

3/26/2020 12:41:52 PM radanon1 you are correct 8kun not outside if you have been following for any time at all you would see the q proofs taken to protect.

3/26/2020 12:42:03 PM mikesmi59023006 Since 1 is posted by Q....and 1 is not...hmmm

3/26/2020 12:42:16 PM qanonwtp He was so obnoxious! I watched a few of his 1st vids months ago and his voice and mannerisms turned me off immediately.

3/26/2020 12:42:18 PM mongrelglory Wow!  I follow Jordan Sather, for the information he provides, but I guess now he wants me to "unfollow" him because I follow accounts he doesn't 

like?  That sounds like ALICE to me!

3/26/2020 12:42:21 PM courtne08241586 Message received

3/26/2020 12:42:22 PM mikesmi59023006  pic.twitter.com/re8dTrfJ9u

3/26/2020 12:42:25 PM jimilightspeed Not so, read my tweets from two years ago

3/26/2020 12:42:30 PM rosestonetravel Personally, IMO Austin is an arrogant jerk. Q or not. I blocked him long ago.

3/26/2020 12:42:45 PM kbushey Poor bastards, won't even be able to grocery shop now...

3/26/2020 12:42:47 PM niksiehussle  pic.twitter.com/GehtLkM4Xd

3/26/2020 12:42:47 PM jrp253 It's so obviously photoshopped. These clowns are trying so hard to keep their fake agenda from collapsing

3/26/2020 12:43:02 PM abbeyblackswan1 Done. pic.twitter.com/nMnfGpJgg0

3/26/2020 12:43:05 PM levim429  pic.twitter.com/mxjw9RbvBI

3/26/2020 12:43:06 PM mikesmi59023006 Also on that board....wtf? pic.twitter.com/KDNkLNkYBt

3/26/2020 12:43:11 PM wwg_one_wg_all Austin is fake and : pic.twitter.com/xgDNeAKJP9

3/26/2020 12:43:15 PM jane_q_patriot And at least had a delicious double cheeseburger to offer us instead of a big ol’ LARPburger.

3/26/2020 12:43:21 PM dandresc2 8 chan is 8 kun it was renamed 8kun. 🤦🏽♂️

3/26/2020 12:43:38 PM zero_kool_aid Q confirmed all after the transition with a double salted trip code.... it's not a replica, it's a continuation.

3/26/2020 12:43:39 PM kbushey Holy I da man Batman!!@#$!!!!

3/26/2020 12:43:45 PM 4igloo2020 Those people are either compromised themselves or lack any discernment whatsoever.

3/26/2020 12:43:46 PM radanon1 I have to refer to my #1 rule never argue with someone who wants to miss understand you. If you are seeking I will put in more effort your call?

3/26/2020 12:43:48 PM dandresc2 Nah.... I'll pass. You're part of the problem.

3/26/2020 12:43:48 PM hairmetallvr777 LARP

3/26/2020 12:43:49 PM sonnymartin64 I called him a fraud to the other day and I was attacked by some of his followers. They wanted proof why I thought he was  a fraud. I showed them this 

and they stopped talking. pic.twitter.com/JPpTntxtd9

3/26/2020 12:43:58 PM captainhindsi18 Jordan — who is being disingenuous?

Isn’t 8Kun outside comms from 8Chan.  Do you have inside knowledge?  If so, what is it? pic.twitter.com/dibHtaeG4x

3/26/2020 12:44:25 PM jmbmajic3 Didn’t they also say that they operate “above” USGov/Fed gov apparatus? So technically they don’t need to be an insider I guess

3/26/2020 12:44:28 PM beesandhoney123 I get what you mean. Confusing Times. But a good method to discredit Q - let the "Q people" attack a Private Company so you can Say "Look These 

crazy conspiracy guys do harm! We have to do something against them!" just sayin

3/26/2020 12:44:32 PM theblack_sheep9 You can do all those things if you are working for the enemy of the people.  No outside comms period!

3/26/2020 12:44:37 PM differenced_it Why would you ghost a larp ya dope. Makes about no sense.

3/26/2020 12:44:40 PM nikoscali HAHAHA yeah no thnx!

3/26/2020 12:44:54 PM tracy68433746 That's why we need people like some of you guys telling us the truth and let us know and thank you for doing so.

3/26/2020 12:45:01 PM boondockingking  pic.twitter.com/YIOHEaQ0F5

3/26/2020 12:45:01 PM deslines1 Kapow!!

3/26/2020 12:45:02 PM pitdogman That was before Ron migrated all TheQ to 8kun 😎 now comms are from there only pic.twitter.com/mzKUs8g4Pl

3/26/2020 12:45:10 PM radanon1 d_ who is your response directed at?

3/26/2020 12:45:15 PM restart_qpersia Q knows so much about world events with such an incredible accuracy and yet they do not know that they will use another platform?

there is double meaning in Q post which presumably is about Austin.

if he is a LARP what makes him so special to deserve a Q post even if it is NOT +

3/26/2020 12:45:28 PM beesandhoney123 God bless you too bud. Yeah :D (if thats true :D)

3/26/2020 12:45:31 PM jakblowsbarry Ignore him and he will go away.

Works every time.

3/26/2020 12:45:40 PM rjayer If the messenger is shit, so is the message.

3/26/2020 12:45:41 PM platinumnurse Reminds me of LtCol Vindman 😂🤣😂🤣

3/26/2020 12:45:46 PM levim429  pic.twitter.com/DtGhf5ls6h

3/26/2020 12:45:46 PM karma4event201 Ancient Technology Activation gene

3/26/2020 12:45:48 PM jimilightspeed Yea you guys just started doing Twitter and I've been analyzing all this for over two years, we will know soon enough if Greenland becomes a state, 

@AustinSteinbart basically threatened a head of state unless she hands it over, and her cookies.

3/26/2020 12:45:51 PM ogmios1440 At least One messenger will have a black eye and a Broken nose when this is over! Bet!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 12:46:10 PM chadand08963121 8 kun is the comms. Everything outside isnt. Simple enough

3/26/2020 12:46:12 PM dynamicres 👆

3/26/2020 12:46:13 PM soonerdunn Fool me once...but I DID unfollow them & a bonus unfollow was Greg Rubini. I never actually followed Steinbart or Cernovich. Or AlexJones or 

Posobiec. They didn’t age well.

The more you know...

3/26/2020 12:46:14 PM niksiehussle  pic.twitter.com/ShpkzIgc0v

3/26/2020 12:46:14 PM radanon1 never mind your the smart one that knows this guy is an idiot 😎👊

3/26/2020 12:46:15 PM imorg2  pic.twitter.com/yypCqNyOuJ

3/26/2020 12:46:17 PM tango66qanon I blocked him to, but i’m wondering if there’s any truth to him. Absolutely not what I expected if true. Not saying it is, but Q has told us to follow the 

evidence, the facts, and documents. Sometimes the truth may lead us to places we don’t like. Q has told us 99% hospitalized. 

pic.twitter.com/ta7Cqn21Ln

3/26/2020 12:46:22 PM supervfuncat1 YES Unfollow, great Idea! 👍😸😹

3/26/2020 12:46:37 PM tango66qanon Maybe that includes those awake. I believe we will find out soon if Austin is or not What he says. But we Shouldn’t throw the information out with the 

bath water, not yet. I’m going to hear Austin out and see where it goes and remain cautious.

3/26/2020 12:46:38 PM dandresc2 I didn't just start. I had to create a new account.



3/26/2020 12:46:40 PM differenced_it Not quite. You late comers are just untrained in dicernment and automatically latch on to the first thing you see.

Typical for dopes who are "woke" but not awake.

So sorry not sorry.

3/26/2020 12:46:42 PM usmc_djt45_2020 Definitely photoshopped

As I use photoshop for a living. Good catch

3/26/2020 12:46:43 PM jimilightspeed Yea you make it sound like it was a sign on the building

3/26/2020 12:46:49 PM juliekinmi I agree and would like to see people stop feeding him the energy. He’s as big of an attention whore as Nancy.

3/26/2020 12:46:51 PM tango66qanon We were cautious with Q when he begin posting on 4ch. Look where Q is today. Thanks

3/26/2020 12:47:03 PM vincsage where exactly did you see Ben and Rob promoting these people? Please post video links. Cause I watched them all and don’t recall that

3/26/2020 12:47:17 PM ipmedic "Be careful of who you follow! Q".......  nuff said.

3/26/2020 12:47:19 PM wynnesea @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 twitter shadowing you

...

3/26/2020 12:47:24 PM skeye_watching Also, the Q post was at 9:32 pm EST.  AS has a 2 to 3 hour time difference.  So the two couldn't be posted at the same time.

3/26/2020 12:47:28 PM rjayer So?  I follow Hillary Clinton

Keep your friends close, your enemies closer

3/26/2020 12:47:28 PM jimilightspeed Then your accusations are baseless, please stop being an ass

3/26/2020 12:47:36 PM qsp1racy So which is it?

8CHAN or 8KUN?

You keep wanting both

8CHAN is not 8KUN

3/26/2020 12:47:58 PM ricka369  pic.twitter.com/2hjgN3zYdY

3/26/2020 12:48:00 PM radanon1 you are so smart lol I've been doing it my whole life just was not on twitter. I'm not above or below you just trying to help but talking to you is like 

talking to a democrat so you probably are?

3/26/2020 12:48:01 PM yippiekiyaymf97 I’ve only been in the fight for about 4 months and it took me minutes to see he was full of it. I just don’t understand how people still think he’s legit. Do 

they even read the drops or just follow anyone?

3/26/2020 12:48:13 PM zero_kool_aid The Id is incredible with this "command" fellow.... No Comms. And then he claims to have discredited you @Sun_Q_Tzu 

What larpy poser..... 

Anons knew from the jump this dude was not legit, we've learned the comms....

3/26/2020 12:48:16 PM differenced_it It's not just this photo its all the photos. The server rack sealed it for me. Before that i just chuckled at how stupid sounding he is.

3/26/2020 12:48:19 PM qsp1racy Migrate = different platform

3/26/2020 12:48:21 PM kate_gorney Agree i don't mind him. I guess I don't see enough of his posts.

3/26/2020 12:48:38 PM roy_millwood  pic.twitter.com/SKnUA2mrIs

3/26/2020 12:48:39 PM dandresc2 I'm on your side @RadAnon1

3/26/2020 12:48:51 PM seahag127 Q said no comms except on 8 chan.  If you are promoting this dude you are fake too.

3/26/2020 12:49:03 PM benjaminaronest I just heard of him today and will have forgotten about his dumb a** tomorrow.

3/26/2020 12:49:03 PM jimilightspeed Nice move, you get banned and start a new account bravo on that

3/26/2020 12:49:19 PM ginodmarchetti2 Are you suggesting that in this day and age of technology, Fake News, hoaxes and such, that the public is to believe every photo that people post on 

Twitter?....to believe that Photoshop doesn't exist? It comes down to credibility; this dude has none...and you are losing yours

3/26/2020 12:49:20 PM edmundstodd I agree, his mannerisms, voice, and face made me uneasy.

3/26/2020 12:49:41 PM jewels_autumn 8 chan was shut down by the deep state. Q posted 93 days dark which was the exact time it took for 8 chan to return as 8 kun. It's not an outside 

comm it's the same. Your theory doesn't make sense in the way you are trying to make it seem.

3/26/2020 12:49:46 PM caveat_viator I guess when Q team finally reveal themselves, we should see Ace Ventura himself step forward.

<Sarcasm alert >

3/26/2020 12:49:52 PM blankmarlo  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1243262262904868864?s=19 …

3/26/2020 12:49:58 PM kennypope Hmm ok, interesting. Guess I didnt understand that part or that he had made that distinction, Ill have to investigate that further.

3/26/2020 12:49:59 PM majic_eyes_qnly That's why President Trump's smile in this GIF is SO GOOD! POTUS knows he's going to arrest the Pope!

3/26/2020 12:50:09 PM teriface73  pic.twitter.com/2OuixBuqn7

3/26/2020 12:50:18 PM caveat_viator I guess when Q team finally reveal themselves, we should see Ace Ventura himself step forward.

<Sarcasm alert >

3/26/2020 12:50:24 PM radanon1 I am not going to waste any more time I can see you Idolize AUSTIN good luck with that.

3/26/2020 12:50:42 PM we_r_an0nym0us You GLOW, clown.

I've seen 5 YO's who can do a better photoshop. pic.twitter.com/yJBUZRjONh

3/26/2020 12:50:44 PM levim429 You tell me?  I know the answer.  I have been here since the beginning...

3/26/2020 12:50:46 PM majiq_ai This comment coming from the man who starred in above majestic with such credible people as @david_wilcock and @CoreyGoode... just $49.99 a 

month to learn how to ascend so gimme yo dollas $$$

3/26/2020 12:50:47 PM rpust Just because the name changed doesn't mean the platform changed. There's a reason Q didn't say "outside of 8chan"

3/26/2020 12:50:58 PM wnhensley Taking the time to put the work in ourselves. If you trust Q then we know what's going on is the slow rollout to keep normies placated. Thing is, we 

dont NEED this guy, so him saying hes Q and all this other crap is irrelevant, and damaging to the movement.

3/26/2020 12:51:00 PM caveat_viator I guess when Q team finally reveal themselves, we should see Ace Ventura himself step forward.

<Sarcasm alert >

3/26/2020 12:51:10 PM mongrelglory Sorry, what does MoM mean?  Mind over Matter?

3/26/2020 12:51:11 PM benjaminaronest Digitial S+M dominatrix.

No thanks.

3/26/2020 12:51:19 PM nikoscali NO

3/26/2020 12:51:22 PM ginodmarchetti2 To start, go to my pinned tweet.  Read the articles from @martingeddes

3/26/2020 12:51:24 PM jimilightspeed Really you get all that from my comment, you must be a psychologist or something too, look you guys insulting me isn't going to convince anyone with 

an IQ above 120 maybe less, but c'mon man who's side are YOU on when you won't even listen to the guy.

3/26/2020 12:51:25 PM dandresc2 I was blocked by the ol mighty one a couple weeks ago. Lol Apparently he can't handle being exposed for the larp he is. pic.twitter.com/QVfZ1BkLwO

3/26/2020 12:51:25 PM realspringp Are you ok? What part of no outside comms do you not get?

3/26/2020 12:51:27 PM texxon David Wilcock is out there ..

3/26/2020 12:51:41 PM w1717171717 Unfollowed.

3/26/2020 12:52:03 PM wwg1wga_kag_db I just blocked the idiot.

3/26/2020 12:52:05 PM mikesmi59023006 This is about being a team and the "team" is being "divided" by an obvious LARP thereby creating this paradox. Look for yourselves.

Go to  http://qmap.pub  and click on those double arrows...takes you all the way back to 1...Clinton....and read on.

Click on the titles..read



3/26/2020 12:52:08 PM kennypope @KewNadian

@AaronHoughton10

@AustinSteinbart

@one_autist 

Can you all explain this difference to me please? And show me how it is applicable?

3/26/2020 12:52:20 PM onecircleart1 Why can’t you back up your claim with evidence?

3/26/2020 12:52:30 PM kireaton Stop with the austin stuff.  Q just denied him today.

3/26/2020 12:52:35 PM radanon1 only help those who wish to be helped. a pleasure to meet you brother time to move on.

3/26/2020 12:52:41 PM dandresc2 He's a larp and Q confirmed that today.

3/26/2020 12:52:59 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 12:53:00 PM zero_kool_aid It's not new information, and I'm not trying to be a dick bit if you have been following for at least a year maybe 6 months this information in readily 

available on the boards(8kun).

3/26/2020 12:53:01 PM quixotewill You must not remember what Jesus did to the organised religion of his time. Temple, Sadducees,and Pharisees

3/26/2020 12:53:18 PM onecircleart1 Resorting to personal attacks when you can’t provide evidence is an old distraction tactic used by the loser in a debate 😎

3/26/2020 12:53:26 PM 1_decided_voter Message over messenger

3/26/2020 12:53:35 PM shazbot17127277 Does this mean that #Epstein was also Q since he escaped unprosecution for so long?  Is Youtube suddenly the virtuous arbiter of law and intent?

#unsealjfk #UnsealEpstein

3/26/2020 12:53:37 PM jimilightspeed Yea dude it is, it's outside because 8chan went down, then 8kun came up A LONG TIME LATER claiming to be the new Q stop, and not everyone bought 

into it, just like you all are not buying into @AustinSteinbart being Qanon, think about who benefits, the #qgrifters

3/26/2020 12:53:52 PM kireaton I think it will be an historic photo.  Maybe even one that is made into stained glass windows in churches.

3/26/2020 12:53:52 PM nogrevon look in his eyes... shadows... angle... very bad fake ;)

3/26/2020 12:53:54 PM adamwheeldon4  pic.twitter.com/Q23hEX99xA

3/26/2020 12:54:01 PM irah_chandler Insta classic

3/26/2020 12:54:07 PM trustingospels And some idiots are actually doing it!

3/26/2020 12:54:10 PM sinstar33 What really worries me is those who started following him who have been here since the beginning. They should know better. 😕

3/26/2020 12:54:10 PM mikesmi59023006 Trust me...we don't want any of you side tracked by lunacy!

Movie..Dejavu...lady explains the parallel timeline....one...will cease to exist...and it's not going to be ours...we have been here for a long 

minute...waking patiently!

3/26/2020 12:54:11 PM cher88582355 I'm with Sather

3/26/2020 12:54:18 PM reneervh Thank you! Followed all and RT! 😁👍🏻

3/26/2020 12:54:19 PM onecircleart1 You’re still not able to provide proof, you’re writing your opinion and hoping that will be enough to sway people based on Emotions

3/26/2020 12:54:22 PM zero_kool_aid Not to mention the proofs and deltas with @POTUS before, during, and after the transition.

3/26/2020 12:54:41 PM seahag127 Or maybe we learned not to take everything at face value.

3/26/2020 12:54:47 PM differenced_it Let's start here... pic.twitter.com/Q0yHrMMZS9

3/26/2020 12:54:54 PM schneppjennifer Absolutely. Who one is acting on behalf of and the power they hold has been more important to legal outcome than the legality of ones actions.

3/26/2020 12:54:55 PM breadmann13  pic.twitter.com/UUfU6StsRK

3/26/2020 12:55:02 PM cocopuffster12 Already did, thanks!

3/26/2020 12:55:08 PM breadmann13  pic.twitter.com/jzVijBX17B

3/26/2020 12:55:14 PM radanon1 It felt like he answered my call but I'm not the only one like a beehive. https://twitter.com/RadAnon1/status/1243052063275339776?s=20 …

3/26/2020 12:55:18 PM majiq_ai Many people are in for a dose of intellectually humility in the coming days. @AustinSteinbart is Q, and he is now sowing division amongst the people 

who have dug and those who haven’t. Everyone who takes the 8chan posts as gospel is making a mistake.

3/26/2020 12:55:19 PM tracy68433746 Ty :)

3/26/2020 12:55:21 PM onecircleart1 Nope, simply asking you to back up your claim that this specific photo is Fake.

3/26/2020 12:55:24 PM levim429  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/8chan-relaunch-8kun-qanon_n_5dadfa25e4b0f34e3a7a9983 …

3/26/2020 12:55:30 PM nikoscali 8kun is an EXACT copy of everything 8Chan was! Codemonkey literally imported Q's tripcode and everything intact so yes, they are the same thing.

3/26/2020 12:55:53 PM cryptojet1 Didn’t Wilcock just state that Oprah was a White Hat?????!!!!

3/26/2020 12:56:05 PM tinfoilcatman It’s fake pic.twitter.com/yO2saRRbMm

3/26/2020 12:56:07 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. 

Spoiler: Q still isn’t real

3/26/2020 12:56:09 PM kennypope Thanks for showing me who you really are, I will unfollow you, not because I am confirming they have inside info, but because you have no better claim 

than them to have any inside knowledge. So why say this? Very un Q like and childish IMO.

3/26/2020 12:56:11 PM onecircleart1 Please use a graphics program and demonstrate this proof for everyone. If it’s fake I would legitimately like to see.

3/26/2020 12:56:13 PM ewilliams22101 Well said!!

3/26/2020 12:56:26 PM cocopuffster12 Exactly. And precisely why I unfollowed

3/26/2020 12:56:28 PM bitofdis I think in all fairness, he has some major mental health issues.

What I am not sure is whether they are organic or programmed.

Whatever the case there is a good chance that he is a threat to himself and others, especially now.

He needs help.

3/26/2020 12:56:40 PM sabrinal43 Austin that just proves you are the clown and very immature.

3/26/2020 12:56:44 PM 33esco I guarantee you I’m not late to this party. On twatter- yes.

3/26/2020 12:56:55 PM onecircleart1 You said the photo in question is fake. Can you prove that it’s fake or are you going to keep avoiding the question?

3/26/2020 12:57:01 PM tinfoilcatman He is a liar Q confirmed today, again pic.twitter.com/gMrtzp2ncx

3/26/2020 12:57:05 PM tracy68433746 Thank you very much

3/26/2020 12:57:05 PM differenced_it Steinbart Merchant Technologies is a nice place for a larp to hide out.

If I were the most highly sought after white hat in the world I sure wouldn't want to be found out now would I?

You dopes are killin' me.

3/26/2020 12:57:10 PM shotgunner87 He can easily put it to rest by posting to 8KUN board with Austin SteinLARP and but it to bed once and for all. Still waiting....

3/26/2020 12:57:17 PM alwaysfinds I didn't catch that. How did Q debunk Austin?

3/26/2020 12:57:18 PM onecircleart1 Same here 😎

3/26/2020 12:57:18 PM seeker229 Personally I've learned a lot of information from my wake up process of being a sleeper cell. I find it insulting watching groups of people discredit a year 

of work over an opinion.



3/26/2020 12:57:22 PM nedryersonpunx Why would people believe in a nonsensical conspiracy with no actual evidence to support it. 

Spoiler: circle jerking your internet friends over the number 17 and the letter Q isn’t evidence. 

Double spoiler: Q isn’t real

3/26/2020 12:57:26 PM animaltopper1 🤣😂🤣👍

3/26/2020 12:57:28 PM johannelavergn2 You shouldn’t be using Drake he’s a scorpion 

Symbolism will be their downfall 

May the Lord in Heaven be with all

3/26/2020 12:57:30 PM petethelender Nice Photoshop, dork

3/26/2020 12:57:32 PM erikaroot92101 blocked both

3/26/2020 12:57:46 PM covertress Also... pic.twitter.com/AB902b1kWu

3/26/2020 12:57:58 PM cocopuffster12 @GenFlynn is Majestic ♥️

3/26/2020 12:58:07 PM differenced_it And your still a dope who follows fake Q.  Please try to keep up.

3/26/2020 12:58:08 PM majiq_ai The “no outside comms“ post on 8kun today is definitely coordinated by steinbart as a way to expose the idiocy of people who follow the Chan posts 

like a religion.

3/26/2020 12:58:22 PM neo_asura_ you're talking to a clown https://twitter.com/neo_asura_/status/1243229263685390336 …

3/26/2020 12:58:29 PM keith369me When you start telling people how to think or what to watch...you have become a ________?

3/26/2020 12:58:31 PM ewilliams22101 Haven't we been pushing "Ask the Q"?  Who is "Q"?  Don't we need to know why the Q movement exists and what its purpose is?  I finally feel like 

we're getting closer to the truth. . . this is information warfare. . . . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1SGk0pDcew …

3/26/2020 12:58:33 PM chirenselin  pic.twitter.com/rnJA86VMIx

3/26/2020 12:58:49 PM bitofdis Posted today - pic.twitter.com/LpG6o4KtQa

3/26/2020 12:58:53 PM thrivelikeus  pic.twitter.com/6B4fvcOfnu

3/26/2020 12:59:04 PM onecircleart1 Post your evidence that the photo is fake. If it’s super obvious, it should be easy to point out even with your phone or MS Paint.

3/26/2020 12:59:11 PM kennypope Tried following the boards and it got me lost. But that was back years ago and have tried to piece stuff together without sitting on the board. Just a 

normal dude trying to figure this out best I can...

3/26/2020 12:59:20 PM radanon1 Amen. I just blocked him, anyone, that bent on following someone that obvious even after Q drops is not working for good or seeking Truth. there are 

many who are no more wasting time on those that don't want to learn.

3/26/2020 12:59:23 PM zero_kool_aid We (qanon) started on 4ch. Then migrated to a different domain 8ch. At one point a major attack that deplatformed the domain the Board Owner and 

son, Jim and Ron, went to work on a new top level domain 8kun.

3/26/2020 12:59:24 PM jimilightspeed Who trusts that guy, not me, you can block like the other guys if you like, but just as Qanon previously proved himself with trip codes, he will be proven 

or not when we do or do not get Greenland from Denmark

3/26/2020 12:59:29 PM zero_kool_aid Another migration took place. Q confirmes each message (drop) with a very secure trilcode. Only Q can use tricode to post on boards. In addition, the 

proof process with POTUS and the delta between tweet and drop confirmed each post and each migration.

3/26/2020 12:59:30 PM differenced_it  pic.twitter.com/1rbc4gR5ke

Someday you will see the truth.

3/26/2020 12:59:30 PM markkozlowski17 Amen, Brother!

3/26/2020 12:59:34 PM onecircleart1 You could post proof that the photo is fake, but you don’t...

3/26/2020 12:59:44 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/B1gIm1oU9Oo 

3/26/2020 12:59:49 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. Because those people weren’t arrested before Trump, right? Good job galaxy brain Evan

Spoiler: the very first Q drop said HRC would be arrested in October 2017. It’s March 2020 and she’s been gallivanting around the world for 2+ years 

with no issue. 

Spoiler: Q isn’t real

3/26/2020 12:59:49 PM leeroymrs I think he's mentally ill, jmo from watching his mannerisms & speech, listening to his fanciful content.

If he's passed a mental hygiene safety check, & for his family's sake I hope he has, it's his 1A to bullshit, right?

That photoshop is a crap job.

3/26/2020 12:59:51 PM zero_kool_aid *correction Tripcode

3/26/2020 1:00:09 PM emperro61119379 "no evidence" haha ah funny

3/26/2020 1:00:10 PM mongrelglory I liked his videos about Starlink and Quantum made simple.  Also his video showing the history of the "Royal Death Racket" was very good. I have 

learned valid information that I did not know before, whether or not he's a Deep State psyops. Give me credit for discernment! 🙄

3/26/2020 1:00:12 PM onecircleart1 Personal attacks mean nothing 😎 Are you able to demonstrate your claim that the photo is fake?

3/26/2020 1:00:16 PM brunobruno17171 😅😅😅😅😅😅😅🤠

3/26/2020 1:00:21 PM seeker229 Hello would you two talented individuals put your skills towards other cases at hand? This subject is a waste of your skillset and time.

3/26/2020 1:00:22 PM tinfoilcatman Anyone can see it, if you are following this liar you are also suspect, Q would never speak like this unstable nut job, if you have followed Q u would 

know this but u don’t so take your deception somewhere else and change your pic, prob reporter😂

3/26/2020 1:00:32 PM differenced_it And this is what the Anons think.  It is quite hillarious don't ya think. pic.twitter.com/rj9iMUqzFO

3/26/2020 1:00:40 PM ps_good Nice photoshop photo 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 1:00:44 PM blankmarlo Yeah you were DEFINITELY promoting Austin dude pic.twitter.com/ijDAI8odI5

3/26/2020 1:00:57 PM zero_kool_aid Happy to help anon. Leave no man behind.

3/26/2020 1:01:00 PM emperro61119379 sure whatever you say big boy

3/26/2020 1:01:02 PM joshaffer Austins getting paid.... Whiney bitchy nonsense. His followers the same.

3/26/2020 1:01:09 PM covertress Also... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1103387878372069376?s=20 …

3/26/2020 1:01:11 PM onecircleart1 Can you prove the photo is fake, or are you just basing your opinion on feelings and emotions?

3/26/2020 1:01:12 PM cocopuffster12 You should

3/26/2020 1:01:19 PM frenchjeanne Not true. Q told us from the beginning no comma outside the 8chan now kun platform. If anyone claimed such comms, they are 100% Larps.

3/26/2020 1:01:25 PM nogrevon no shadows in his face... you can see the lamp in his eyes... no shadow behind him.. is he sitting, or why is he so small (look at the bricks)? when he is 

sitting, then the angle is completly wrong... this is just a webcam photo layer over the original picture.. quite cheap..

3/26/2020 1:01:27 PM differenced_it The larp shows up very late to the party acting like he's the main event...soooo Qish.

He's a f*cking larp.

3/26/2020 1:01:32 PM ps_good 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/6hWNaOeseB

3/26/2020 1:01:43 PM mongrelglory I have never said that I believed he was Q, and quite frankly, I don't care.

3/26/2020 1:01:49 PM abibeuck22 People who follow you are not allowed to follow people you don't like? People follow people they may not agree with all the time. There's nothing 

wrong with that. But there is something wrong with dismissing people who don't think exactly like you. We have no time for group think 

pic.twitter.com/F8ytA7xRuG

3/26/2020 1:01:50 PM nikoscali dude hinging the whole thing on a single action or promise is the opposite of what this is all about... disinformation is necessary. I seriously question 

your intentions... its not looking good for you.



3/26/2020 1:01:52 PM cocopuffster12 Go to @AustinSteinbart YT channel and check out the info he has dropped.

3/26/2020 1:01:54 PM qbryce171 Happily

3/26/2020 1:02:08 PM onecircleart1 So you CAN’T prove the photo in question is fake? Roger that.

3/26/2020 1:02:09 PM therealjefani They are different... 8chan was hosted in the USA... 8kun is hosted in Russia.

3/26/2020 1:02:09 PM tinakelch Love 3 days I learn a lot from them

3/26/2020 1:02:28 PM covertress Also... https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1069402710594781185?s=20 …

3/26/2020 1:02:43 PM thamby60 He is watching him for different reasons 😉😏

3/26/2020 1:02:45 PM kennypope Right I knew it had changed a few times and the reasoning behind the name changes, just apparently missed the part where the domain name change 

was meaningless. Like I said I dont have lots of time to follow every tripcode and detail and never have. Just been looking for truth.

3/26/2020 1:02:45 PM jimilightspeed That's ok because we can have different opinions and still not get kicked out of the bar😉

3/26/2020 1:02:47 PM differenced_it And you have yet to post proof that the larp isn't a larp.

Pretty ballsy ya dope.

3/26/2020 1:02:50 PM cocopuffster12 Or to avoid Paytriots

3/26/2020 1:02:56 PM brunobruno17171 The good news is how easy it is to spot a complete fraud. Well for most.

3/26/2020 1:03:05 PM onecircleart1 Please show proof of artifacts from the selection/copy/paste process 😎

3/26/2020 1:03:14 PM ps_good I mean... 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/H5YTYt0kAa

3/26/2020 1:03:16 PM earth2nissy Agreed!

3/26/2020 1:03:22 PM neilber90555716 😎

3/26/2020 1:03:33 PM warriorhorse15 BBq=AustinSteinbart=MaxHardroom=HeadFake

3/26/2020 1:03:35 PM differenced_it Good enough for me. https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1243236442282905600?s=20 …

3/26/2020 1:03:43 PM zero_kool_aid Hope I helped

3/26/2020 1:03:50 PM differenced_it Do try to keep up shillbot.

3/26/2020 1:04:01 PM realeyethespy If you tell anyone what they should or shouldn’t follow or turn away information based on guesswork: you are the brainwashing

3/26/2020 1:04:02 PM covertress Also...

Gen. Dunford, Director Haspel,  ADNI Maguire,  Gen Milley ["Perhaps...], and 45.

3/26/2020 1:04:12 PM onecircleart1 You’re making claim this photo is fake but offer no proof other than your feelings. You’re exactly what QAnon needs to wake up from. 😎 Keep those 

👀️🧠💚 Open! Peace!

3/26/2020 1:04:15 PM ps_good Straight to the point... Posted today. pic.twitter.com/PqO4HlMheX

3/26/2020 1:04:21 PM mikesmi59023006 Exactly...and the only reason I am bashing into this.

Those people should know better if they have read everything.

3/26/2020 1:04:26 PM nikoscali and I'm not voting for you or even Austin to be thrown out of the bar, but people need to cool it on the pressuring, convincing, and gangstalking!

3/26/2020 1:04:44 PM chevy_lionsfan I think some one was hiding?

3/26/2020 1:04:53 PM ph6td6ddy Not exactly appreciative of being told who to listen to or follow. Really didn't expect to hear this from you, Jordan.

3/26/2020 1:04:54 PM angpiazza He never claimed to be an insider - he’s a good researcher and lays it out for people to understand 🤷🏻♀️

3/26/2020 1:05:02 PM virginialouelle Life is not going to be normal after this....it's going to be amazing!!!

3/26/2020 1:05:08 PM sabrinal43 He's not. I've asked him numerous times to make a Q drop that says Austin steinbart is Q. He won't do it bc he can't. He's a narcissistic punk.

3/26/2020 1:05:12 PM radanon1 Hey Nikos if you can bring this blind minion around let me know I wanted to say I'd give you my car but then I'd sound like Austin lol

3/26/2020 1:05:35 PM neo_asura_ it isn't guesswork

3/26/2020 1:05:45 PM jimilightspeed Yea I'm not for any kind of gang stalking not sure what it is just sounds like a Twitter mob to me

3/26/2020 1:05:50 PM madsrytter3 If you press the coordinates

33.530903 N 112.36103 W you get to the picture above pic.twitter.com/UIRaD401h9

3/26/2020 1:06:21 PM ogmios1440 I like Data too!😎❤️❤️❤️👁😎

3/26/2020 1:06:23 PM 1_decided_voter  pic.twitter.com/XK6OiCmWvN

3/26/2020 1:06:24 PM sabrinal43 He's watching

3/26/2020 1:06:35 PM ivrosee amen bro! #Q #MAGA

3/26/2020 1:06:36 PM radanon1 excuse me gang stalking you best research before such accusations.

3/26/2020 1:06:39 PM shotgunner87 @onecirqle is that your Austin BartLarp?

3/26/2020 1:06:51 PM ps_good Posted today. pic.twitter.com/05w0i7kb9s

3/26/2020 1:06:52 PM differenced_it 'You’re exactly what QAnon needs to wake up from.'

That was really a dump post.

And a Michigan handshake to you ya dope.

3/26/2020 1:06:56 PM qsp1racy So have I.

The context of Q's original "no outside comms" was 8CHAN.

8KUN DID NOT EXIST

3/26/2020 1:07:04 PM leafsnation96 👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻👆🏻 this!

3/26/2020 1:07:12 PM cocopuffster12 Maybe makeup your own mind.

3/26/2020 1:07:19 PM realeyethespy Okay so tell us all who is behind the Majic account and lay it all to rest.

3/26/2020 1:07:35 PM cathybr95722017 Praying great discernment for all the patriots to see truth.

3/26/2020 1:07:47 PM briangoodlife  pic.twitter.com/urfWvX55nN

3/26/2020 1:07:58 PM differenced_it Shillbot be going to safe place.  Larping for Autistic Austin Larp is hard work.

3/26/2020 1:08:07 PM realeyethespy Majic never said they were in a DUMB, made reference to Cheyenne mountain majestic has also said there are about 3-6 people behind the account.

3/26/2020 1:08:08 PM npc_smash3r_xxx Chirp. Chirp chirp

3/26/2020 1:08:28 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/VUTsLgaN4u

3/26/2020 1:08:37 PM radanon1 who are you talking to?

3/26/2020 1:08:47 PM shawnanon1  pic.twitter.com/6I5q0iwO4h

3/26/2020 1:08:56 PM kireaton Post 3902 - he reposted this.  Folks on 8kun were asking, so maybe in response to them, maybe just a reminder. pic.twitter.com/rDfDRsew6C

3/26/2020 1:08:57 PM virginialouelle That's the only question I have at this point.....

3/26/2020 1:09:01 PM hamerslyjb It was really curious how they just appeared out of nowhere.

3/26/2020 1:09:06 PM baxyboo They know

3/26/2020 1:09:15 PM blankmarlo I wanted to believe in MJ12 for years... Not proud of it but there's no room for confusion at this point. Oh well, every good psyop has to drop some 

truth to lure you in but now we've bled them for all they're worth, time to move on! #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight



3/26/2020 1:09:22 PM danielm29023415 The latest attempt to infiltrate this movement and divide, Austin Steinlarp, set a marker 2 weeks ago that there would be something of significance 

that would happen within 30 days. 

He didn't count on Q calling him out before then tho😂

3/26/2020 1:09:50 PM pitdogman So where are TheQ posting then❓ 

They have a new trip code and are posting on 8kun.. they’d still be 8Chan if all DDOS attacks and Crowdstrike BS didn’t happen.

3/26/2020 1:09:53 PM bitofdis And how anything that happens would squarely (and unfairly) be put on the #Qmunnity , #Anons and #8Kun ...

....as if by design. 🤔

#AskTheQ

3/26/2020 1:10:21 PM hdanibell May I ask what your task is?

3/26/2020 1:10:24 PM ogmios1440 He is a fraud!

3/26/2020 1:10:24 PM ewilliams22101 So Trump and his AirQs makes Trump a LARP?  #Reconcile

3/26/2020 1:10:33 PM onecircleart1 My name is Ben 😎

3/26/2020 1:10:35 PM nogrevon ok.. when you show me a photo of you that is looking like his (you can use a different (bright) wall ;) ) then i will prove it to you! but i also want to see 

the light in your eyes (same position like in his photo) and no shadow around your nose or behind you. deal?

3/26/2020 1:10:38 PM nikoscali People get so zealous for no reason! QAnon didn't get this following that way but with truth that moved all of us and that resonance has been 

maintained all this time. The zealots need time travel to explain why Austin isn't like that now, but there's a FAR simpler explanation.

3/26/2020 1:10:41 PM oaf_unbreakable I see you pushing Austin Shillbart for a while then instantly get BTFU with this Q drop.

5:5 alright.

🤣🤡

3/26/2020 1:10:48 PM melbourne_3000 The World is waiting

#GodSpeed 🙏

3/26/2020 1:10:53 PM joycebe71191329 😂😂😂😂 did he even graduate kindergarten?

3/26/2020 1:11:13 PM wesleywood73 Ha.  Q told you numerous times that larps like Steinlarp are liars. Dufus pic.twitter.com/MgcyGKYaUh

3/26/2020 1:11:21 PM abibeuck22  pic.twitter.com/QY7Xnzlwug

3/26/2020 1:11:31 PM chrishi42361206 🤣🤣🤣 you should probably get a new handle. You got roasted fool

3/26/2020 1:11:34 PM amillion_max Not only that, but the thing he's pointing to as his "proof" is the title of the drop.  Q doesn't formulate the titles. That's done by the owner/operator of 

the page that collects the q drops. So, nowhere, no time did Q say only 8chan - knowing platform name changes might occur.

3/26/2020 1:11:51 PM lianne412 fake

3/26/2020 1:11:54 PM andrewdl12 Is Tom Delonge just a UI ?

3/26/2020 1:11:55 PM believe_coach I blocked awhile back. ThankQ @Jordan_Sather_  and @KCSunsh77397279!

3/26/2020 1:11:56 PM neo_asura_ not my info to share....... pic.twitter.com/AOONJ4s111

3/26/2020 1:12:01 PM onecircleart1 I’m not actually attempting to prove anything one way or another. You support the claim the photo is fake, so prove it. 😎 Over and out!

3/26/2020 1:12:30 PM bill_davis01  http://Qmap.pub 

3/26/2020 1:12:31 PM patriotictlc  pic.twitter.com/gOaJvxp4Oa

3/26/2020 1:12:33 PM jimilightspeed He didn't say he was a time Traveller

3/26/2020 1:12:34 PM nikoscali @jimilightspeed

3/26/2020 1:12:36 PM warrior_4truth I RV and have already used it to locate "bad" actors. In 2018, i called the Iowa State Police,  I "saw" blood on the floor and an "alter" in a big area in the 

cave system which is know as the "dance floor". I also saw bars or cages...cells?

3/26/2020 1:12:38 PM nogrevon have fun on your way of lies 😉

3/26/2020 1:12:44 PM qsp1racy Exactly. 8KUN =/= 8CHAN

3/26/2020 1:12:54 PM wright_richelle My first thought too.

3/26/2020 1:13:01 PM mongrelglory Oh duh!  Brain fart! 🤦♀️ 🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 1:13:05 PM nikoscali MANY people were using that as an explanation

3/26/2020 1:13:13 PM mikesmi59023006 If you take that "red pill" and go all the way back to 1 and read everything....gonna need a chair.

Took me 6 weeks the second time.

Grabbed every meme on the way out!...lol. Watch out for shill posts...they put some disgusting pics on there!

3/26/2020 1:13:18 PM ginodmarchetti2 Prove it's real....ball is in your court.

3/26/2020 1:13:41 PM gaffer_anon  pic.twitter.com/cIh0AK0w2E

3/26/2020 1:13:48 PM lianne412 I would beware if I were you.  Impersonating military or high ranking government officials will come at a high price.  Larp.

3/26/2020 1:14:10 PM 88roncro55 Stein  is the anti-anon, took five minutes of viewing his timeline to spot the he was a self agrandizing piece of cr@p.

Not a patriot, not an Anon.

Move on, ignore.

3/26/2020 1:14:13 PM spicyicy4 Unfollowed

3/26/2020 1:14:14 PM radanon1 I don't look for problems I seek Truth and Respond with Truth I know I am Not the Bible and imperfect. I just respond to what is put on my Plate and 

keep searching Truth in between.

3/26/2020 1:14:20 PM believe_coach ThankQ @cjtruth! I see why Q mentioned that today!

3/26/2020 1:14:20 PM blankmarlo You got caught MJ. You stuck your neck out to endorse an obvious LARP, got called out by Q and lost all credibility in the process. You were compelling 

and interesting but you blew it on a weak fake like @AustinSteinbart. Embarrassing. #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #DarkToLight

3/26/2020 1:14:24 PM maxq55734147 You are not different Majestic Shill

3/26/2020 1:14:31 PM mikebravodude You forgot to switch back to your MJ12 account before you posted this. lol

3/26/2020 1:14:38 PM covertress How can @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 be a scam if they're not selling anything and preach Freethought?

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freethought …

3/26/2020 1:14:39 PM npc_smash3r_xxx That's some pretty good evidence you examined.

3/26/2020 1:14:56 PM realeyethespy I don’t get what you think you have cracked here dude😹

3/26/2020 1:15:05 PM blasto33 Yep .. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a Spooky LARP

3/26/2020 1:15:12 PM jimilightspeed Qanon has many times mentioned secret technology, Tesla invented the chronovisor when he died that technology was discovered by John Trump an 

mit scientist, slowly a breadcrumb leads to another, then you look up and see the world isn't what you thought it was.

3/26/2020 1:15:13 PM leighscott_stl What I do NOT understand is why this sham artist Austin continues to garner more followers?!! If these dimwits are conservative, oh my, what shall we 

do?!!

3/26/2020 1:15:28 PM dls00741 A lot of my follows/followers follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ... why do you feel they are not noteworthy... ?

3/26/2020 1:15:41 PM nikoscali none of that was directed at you bud, but more talking about Austin's supporters in general

3/26/2020 1:15:44 PM radanon1 Nikos, I respect you are trying but you just did what you accused me of and you're much younger with far less experience.

3/26/2020 1:15:49 PM irah_chandler I heard he stopped following Austin



3/26/2020 1:15:52 PM qsp1racy They post from 8KUN after 8CHAN was taken down.

Same FORMAT but different PLATFORMS

3/26/2020 1:15:58 PM neo_asura_ this fool isnt in a DUMB. see their synchronized tweets with Steinfuck

3/26/2020 1:16:04 PM quantum172 Reconcile this https://twitter.com/Quantum172/status/1240899972058488832?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:16:05 PM blankmarlo  https://twitter.com/blankmarlo/status/1243266655813275653?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:16:10 PM emperro61119379 The things he claimed and said are really not legal

3/26/2020 1:16:11 PM leafsnation96 OOOH good point.

3/26/2020 1:16:15 PM warrior_4truth  https://www.iowadnr.gov/Places-to-Go/State-Parks/Iowa-State-Parks/ParkDetails/parkid/610127 …

3/26/2020 1:16:27 PM mongrelglory That's a very strange tweet from de Blasio!

3/26/2020 1:16:32 PM radanon1 Please forgive me hard to tell who is being spoken too.

3/26/2020 1:16:37 PM mikebravodude @TS_Sci_MAJIC12 has @realeyethespy coming to his rescue. To protect their Austin Larp. All these asshats sitting in the same room playing dutch 

rudder or something? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243241446469222402 …

3/26/2020 1:16:38 PM nedryersonpunx Circle jerking your internet friends over seeing a 17 or a Q isn’t evidence. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings

3/26/2020 1:16:40 PM pitdogman Same platform just re named

3/26/2020 1:16:44 PM dls00741 did you really block them b/c jordan sather said to?

doesn't sound like think for yourself.  just saying....

3/26/2020 1:16:52 PM realeyethespy Nobody said majestic was ever in a dumb and they have made it clear (again) that is the account is ran by more than one person.

3/26/2020 1:16:58 PM nedryersonpunx Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings

3/26/2020 1:17:03 PM todlor3 He had a great vid on the Quantum Internet.

3/26/2020 1:17:17 PM irah_chandler They're larps also

3/26/2020 1:17:21 PM nikoscali I'm not saying those things might not be involved somehow, but Austin isn't young Q

3/26/2020 1:17:25 PM heatherleehg Who is Alice?

3/26/2020 1:17:35 PM realeyethespy Pretty sure if you read all tweets the account owner admits it’s that they are a normal person

3/26/2020 1:17:51 PM jimilightspeed He said he received messages from his future self as Q+ on a quantum computer which can have infinite speculation because they can have yes and no 

simultaneously this causes a quantum rift that opens a doorway to another door that has to be tuned in order for it to connect.

3/26/2020 1:18:00 PM nikoscali of course srry I wasn't clear

3/26/2020 1:18:03 PM shaggyruhroh If he’s DIA...why stand in front of a Equipment Maintenance Squadron unit sign?

3/26/2020 1:18:10 PM late5970 Tell me something,  then who do have credible information?..lol. Anyone can read a drop and get what they want out of it.  Doesn't make you right or 

anyone else "DECODING".  WE ALL ARE Q. Listen to all and use discernment. What makes you legit the amount of followers. MEANS NUN10

3/26/2020 1:18:17 PM neo_asura_ steinbart using people’s info to build his narrative synchronized and pushed by this fucker. FedAnons here have info on Steinfuck and it ISNT good 

neither is it mine to share

3/26/2020 1:18:24 PM polishpatriot7 Time to unfollow the shills.

3/26/2020 1:18:30 PM radanon1 I had already blocked that guy. It looked like a convo between you and I. My Bad.

3/26/2020 1:18:38 PM emperro61119379 Hahaha, which facts ? Do you mean your feelings you stated ? 😄

3/26/2020 1:18:39 PM blankmarlo Lol you got caught man

3/26/2020 1:18:50 PM zerost8te the phrase you keep using; "message over messenger" has no application when the messenger is known for supporting a proven false flag with family 

working for the FBI. 

you have made an endorsement, despite using spell words that seek to juxtapose intention over truths.

3/26/2020 1:18:59 PM big_simp MJ12 is a BS acct. Has nothing to do with Q

Probably some 15yo on his Dads computer jacking off to Ariane Grande

3/26/2020 1:19:02 PM lavenderlives YOU BETTER BE CORRECT ! 

Do you have a explanation for the baby Q at the rally ??? The Phoenix with the Ephesians prayer the day after Austin told us about it??? 

Why are you just smearing  people—

Like Nancy Pelosi

3/26/2020 1:19:31 PM mongrelglory Gee...it's 17 feet wide! 😉

3/26/2020 1:19:32 PM radanon1 I should have asked 🤓

3/26/2020 1:19:34 PM hwkammers Let's get #AustinSteinbartIsQ TRENDING ON TWITTER!! 

@BabyQPlus

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@0Risk0Reward

@1CrypticPoet

@39anc6

@FreedomAnon

@TxGodmotherIII

@AaronHoughton10

@Kyoouhnahneemu1

@KewNadian

@PennywiseDaWise

@nea_storm

@StormChasser16

@qsp1racy

@Cocopuffster12 pic.twitter.com/d3qsagHlEx
3/26/2020 1:19:35 PM dynamicres Lines in the sand divide us all. Together is how we grow❣️ pic.twitter.com/er12GtuHHl

3/26/2020 1:19:36 PM nikoscali and you don't see how unlikely that all is in light of all the evidence against Austin? Sure Occams Razor doesn't always apply to the QAnon movement 

but come on!

3/26/2020 1:19:40 PM kelchristian435 I’ve always considered @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  a joke. Dude always claiming to have insider info.

3/26/2020 1:19:40 PM barbdillon1 He is FAKE. No way he is Q.  #AustinIsNotQ

3/26/2020 1:19:43 PM joanpbish2 I'm also a star seed, nice to meet another

3/26/2020 1:19:44 PM ewilliams22101 Thank you, I realize Q doesn't make the headers.  

So you're saying 8chan is the same as 8kun, that there are no Q proofs on twitter, and that Trump is a larp for making AirQs outside of 8kun?

3/26/2020 1:19:54 PM melissajanae33 The Larp has just been shot down 👍 pic.twitter.com/w1Xfzv9D6P



3/26/2020 1:20:09 PM onecircleart1 It’s actually on the one making the claim to demonstrate their claim. That’s how opinions get shifted, when everyone can plainly see for themselves. If 

you can use solid demonstrable proof to discredit @AustinSteinbart them you’re hurting all of #QAnon by withholding that proof

3/26/2020 1:20:23 PM deeepintheheart go to source not screenshot time stamps are off. Showing how easy it is to edit real post in text box.

3/26/2020 1:20:32 PM neo_asura_ currently busy as 4 members of my IRL team got laid off from work. will post that tweet here from the compiled PDF doc

3/26/2020 1:20:36 PM jimilightspeed In the quantum universe @AustinSteinbart might not be Q+ but in some universe he is, and if he's sending messages that hit this universe it might not 

hurt to see what he has to say.

3/26/2020 1:20:47 PM lavenderlives Exactly ! Facts matter pic.twitter.com/uCQ1JMCI3w

3/26/2020 1:21:04 PM marine4ever59 Any message coming from someone who has pretended to be Q isn’t a message worth listening to, how could you when the messenger is at the very 

least mentally ill, at worst a cabal plant.

3/26/2020 1:21:15 PM wehavingfunyetr Not to mention the trip was confirmed after 8kun came back up

3/26/2020 1:21:18 PM covertress As of this post, you are correct. I just checked. 

@GenFlynn no longer follows @AustinSteinbart, but that doesn't mean a thing.

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 followed me for several weeks and now doesn't. 

It doesn't mean that they no longer care.

3/26/2020 1:21:43 PM qanonwtp I just said this. Just bc is a proven LARP doesnt mean he isnt a POTUS and Q supporter. We need to forgive him and move forward.

3/26/2020 1:21:44 PM radanon1 I'm exiting this convo as I can only see part. Good day, all. Remember never argue with someone who wants to miss understand you.

3/26/2020 1:21:47 PM melissajanae33 Buh bye, Majestic Larper!👋 pic.twitter.com/k5gwTXHOFb

3/26/2020 1:22:01 PM awakeningthe17 @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

Trippy just heard it coming out the tv. pic.twitter.com/NLebvbPWUv
3/26/2020 1:22:06 PM mikebravodude Damn another shill account. You realize I can just go on your twitter feed and see what you say and do right? You guys all sitting around playing double 

dutch rudders or the cookie game?

3/26/2020 1:22:14 PM nogrevon ..... now go..... pic.twitter.com/Rr7zeMqbIF

3/26/2020 1:22:14 PM sdane8 They do it that way to sidestep the algorithms.

3/26/2020 1:22:16 PM todlor3 Just have Anons ask Q the Q! "Is Steinbart a Larp?"

3/26/2020 1:22:29 PM texn9ne You feeling’ ok J🤑. Something disrupting your revenue stream? Truth getting harder to sell?

3/26/2020 1:22:35 PM jimilightspeed So far I haven't seen any evidence, I have however seen he was followed by original q boss Flynn, why would he do that, then unfollow, but his brother 

still follows, so ignore the messenger and look at the message.

3/26/2020 1:22:41 PM blasto33 Why are you telling people Q left the Chans to communicate?

Delete your account LARP.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/8Sg9tHU65I

3/26/2020 1:22:46 PM melissajanae33 Agreed!

3/26/2020 1:23:03 PM melissajanae33 🤦🏻♀️

3/26/2020 1:23:07 PM levim429 Correct.  Q posted on the chan and now on the kun.  How hard is that to understand?

3/26/2020 1:23:16 PM deeepintheheart O but the other dudes sitting in their basements do.  Noted.  what has any of them done in the real world to assist besides just spreading decodes.  

Digital army vs Real army.   Not one has given half the amount of data that Austin has in 2 weeks.

3/26/2020 1:23:24 PM jessewa25340831 what about @55true4u?!? 🤣

3/26/2020 1:23:35 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/IaHiY4XXzi

3/26/2020 1:23:55 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/cTpmRGUbdf

3/26/2020 1:23:56 PM jimilightspeed Who says comms are secure all the time, it's pretty easy to break into a system if you know how, I really don't hacking is kind of like kryptonite to me

3/26/2020 1:23:57 PM immeme Divide and conquer.......nuff said!

3/26/2020 1:23:59 PM melissajanae33 The shill is gone.... 🎶🎶 pic.twitter.com/jJWFBwAwjd

3/26/2020 1:24:09 PM covertress Similarly, I follow/unfollow/refollow many.

Sometimes it's easier for me to Verify without the additional chatter on my timeline, especially now that Twitter includes tweets from people my 

followers follow and whom I don't.

3/26/2020 1:24:10 PM andrewrules613 Woah

3/26/2020 1:24:37 PM q_army1 on a board that also was "outside comms" was it not? sure isn't /patriotsfight/

this is what many have seemed to gloss over, not taking sides, observation, Q drop should be applied = for each instance , and that drop was on a 

board that is no longer.

3/26/2020 1:24:41 PM deeepintheheart Look at the timestamps... on all sources...  same date different times why?  A text box is the easiest to photoshop.  Video is the hardest to manipulate.

3/26/2020 1:24:43 PM tkeller0865 Still here..waiting for the world to change

3/26/2020 1:24:48 PM _moeyz_ The kid is mentally challenged. 

He has mental health issues. 

He needs help, not jail.

3/26/2020 1:25:51 PM lisaredwhitebl1 war drummer is hie pal he goes by Reverse Universe they are scaming people for sure .

3/26/2020 1:26:13 PM disclosureadvoc  pic.twitter.com/OszyS47qDW

3/26/2020 1:26:33 PM qsp1racy Different platform equals different name

3/26/2020 1:26:35 PM todlor3 I thought you'd be very interested in that topic? Might want to check it out.

3/26/2020 1:26:40 PM dealio171 Calling out a Iarper who is leading others astray is NOT fighting. It MUST be done.



3/26/2020 1:27:08 PM realeyethespy Dude than you are no better than the deep state. All info is open source and if you got evidence that shows something we All deserve to know. 

Withholding makes you sus as fuck

3/26/2020 1:27:17 PM catherinekrogm5 He reminds me of Otto Warmbier. Only slightly more belligerent

3/26/2020 1:27:22 PM qsp1racy  https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:27:26 PM pitdogman Still not buying it 🤣

3/26/2020 1:27:27 PM konvergerer 👇 pic.twitter.com/F81DFohqEV

3/26/2020 1:27:35 PM tehipisehaka Following does not equal endorsing... remember that.. I am following so I can see what stupid shit is said... so are many others.

3/26/2020 1:27:36 PM blankmarlo You're right, there's no line, we're both on the same side. I have no hate for MJ followers, or Austin's for that matter. We all want to see the downfall 

of the deep state/cabal and trust POTUS and Q to do so. But as far as those two accounts go we'll have to agree to disagree.

3/26/2020 1:27:41 PM levim429 P.S the blue was not written by Q.  Read the post contents of 513.  No youtube, twitter, facebook, etc...  Those are outside comms.

3/26/2020 1:28:14 PM qsp1racy It nonetheless is true. So it's not my problem.

3/26/2020 1:28:28 PM tpadgham77 Thanks

3/26/2020 1:28:33 PM melissajanae33 Oh no! How did i miss that they’ve been considering him as possibly legit?! When was this? So hard to keep up with every video

3/26/2020 1:28:40 PM wnhensley That answer is evident, and "personalities" like this guy aren't needed for it to progress. Occam's Razor dictates this guy is a fake. 

pic.twitter.com/UspdUiWYpw

3/26/2020 1:28:40 PM pitdogman Mine either

3/26/2020 1:29:07 PM melissajanae33 Well if I were him, I’d wanna keep an eye on a shill too!

3/26/2020 1:29:07 PM ivotedt Q post you dimwit

TODAY 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/BawsObS8Se

3/26/2020 1:29:10 PM nanablue37 Thank God

3/26/2020 1:29:18 PM deborahorona #FakeNews #FakeQ Austin Steinbart is a poser.

3/26/2020 1:29:19 PM bitofdis If you followed the transition from #8Chan to #8Kun the whole validation process of Q and the re-establishing themselves as the original Q was 

extensive and left beyond doubt.

#8Kun was a continuation of the original and therefore was never considered outside comms.

#AskTheQ

3/26/2020 1:29:21 PM descendedking nice backstroke

3/26/2020 1:29:25 PM q_uesadillas What a bunch of fake clowns wannabes who wanted fame...@AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 really are..you’ve been led astray..the real real 

can be found @Inevitable_ET @EntheosShines @elenochle @cjtruth @M2Madness @martingeddes @IPOT1776 @Sun_Q_Tzu @SantaSurfing 

@StormIsUponUs

3/26/2020 1:29:29 PM qsp1racy 👇 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:29:31 PM nedryersonpunx Ok, let’s play. Give me your best piece of evidence that Q is real.

3/26/2020 1:29:39 PM melissajanae33 😂

3/26/2020 1:29:59 PM winklerburke People hating Austin Steinbart are Light Grenade Soldiers? https://youtu.be/dCeD2gF9jUo 

3/26/2020 1:30:37 PM jooooody ur disgusting @Jordan_Sather_

3/26/2020 1:30:37 PM mitchel91318615 Q

3/26/2020 1:30:41 PM cityranch You’re going sideways. Unfollow.

3/26/2020 1:30:55 PM emperro61119379 I don't think he is, the setup with the archives  was years ago and rather clever and deliberately done. He has someone behind him. Its strange he still 

has it all up although he possibly could be put in jail for it.

3/26/2020 1:31:00 PM melissajanae33 Seriously, we’re in the middle of the hottest operational time since all this started, and he’s like, “something big is coming within 3 days”? Lmao

3/26/2020 1:31:04 PM nikoscali You don't see the removal of his video on youtube, or the cease and desist letter from the lawyer, or the testimony of those that have spoken to his 

parents as at least circumstantial evidence? Its at the very least concerning to me...

3/26/2020 1:31:09 PM sambake33905016 Larp, no outside comms ever

3/26/2020 1:31:21 PM ewilliams22101 Wow, with one tweet Jordan just justified EVERYTHING that Austin is doing to protect the public from the #QPharisees.  Amazing.

3/26/2020 1:31:33 PM dfmg2 Well, that WAS significant!  Lol. Will people never learn?  #WWG1WGA. I am so thankful for alternative media and their ability to dig and uncover the 

real news backed up with actual facts.

3/26/2020 1:31:38 PM ivotedt Even when Q tells you not to believe Austin??

3/26/2020 1:31:50 PM emperro61119379 My last comment was a bye, you have been amusing but not worth my time

3/26/2020 1:32:12 PM qsp1racy QCHAN =/= 8KUN

Similar format, different platform

8CHAN was shut down.

8KUN is DOD protected.

Q nullified "no outside comms" the moment they posted on 8KUN.

No one cared then. 

Now you're all confused after you said nothing when Q violated/overrode their own advisory.
3/26/2020 1:32:18 PM lamieret Perhaps after Venezuela? Maybe at the same time?

3/26/2020 1:32:21 PM jessewi34 I think if Austin is Q, a lot of people will have to eat crow.  If not, I'll chew on it.  Until then I am going on the (think mirror) opposite of what we 

think....No outside comms= different communications such as you tube.

3/26/2020 1:32:21 PM anthonymonakhos This kid played too much Call Of Duty growing up. What a joke

3/26/2020 1:32:42 PM daggastan @Logo_Daedalus check out this account

3/26/2020 1:32:49 PM nikoscali You know it can take law enforcement time to build a case against somebody, especially somebody with mental issues right? So, the fact he hasn't 

been arrested yet isn't a valid argument either.

3/26/2020 1:32:55 PM kennymcg3 You're quite in love with yourself aren't you?

3/26/2020 1:33:03 PM melissajanae33 He doesn’t mean we’re all part of the operational Q team, he means we are all a part of wking up the world and supporting the heart and soul of this 

mission!

3/26/2020 1:33:07 PM deeepintheheart you got Trolled.  That is what is called a screenshot The time stamps on the full picture and on the actual post from 2018 are not the same.  showing 

one to be fake. the one that is supposedly proving him false is fake to make you think for yourself... obviously you didn't dimwit



3/26/2020 1:33:09 PM qsp1racy I never once said Q wrote the title.

All that matters is what Q posted.

8KUN = outside comms

Try again.

Try harder.
3/26/2020 1:33:31 PM freeandoriginal Yes I kept that in mind ...

3/26/2020 1:33:38 PM greyalien2685 I mean, I wouldn’t say he’s “mentally challenged”...farrrr from it

3/26/2020 1:33:54 PM souther77581790 But Q would never want personal glory. Truth does not need defending. It just is. This whole validation conversation goes against everything I believe 

about Q.

3/26/2020 1:33:59 PM getwellsam i got this chlorine dioxide diffuser from Air3001. reviews look good. its good for moldy rooms. i'll tell tou how it goes when i use it.        Air Relief Slow 

Release Chlorine Dioxide Air Neutralizer & Freshener (2 pack)  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B006X1TFX8/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_i_fgrFEb4XRRG9M …

3/26/2020 1:34:03 PM qsp1racy It is a big problem that you feel Q can only comm on 8CHAN as Q posts on 8KUN.

3/26/2020 1:34:04 PM levim429 So where does Q post right now?

3/26/2020 1:34:12 PM patriot_south But Austin Steinbart is Q....

3/26/2020 1:34:34 PM onecircleart1 Now look who's been Photoshopping ;) pic.twitter.com/ECtdslDEcm

3/26/2020 1:34:42 PM many_trails ANYONE who follows the larps or stands with them is an immediate block

Don't have time for fuckery

#WWG1WGA 👊

3/26/2020 1:34:45 PM danielm29023415 It's the Best ain't it? We are Truly the news now, and the information couldn't be more interesting and detailed... and heart breaking.

We must see things for what they are and wake the others. We almost lost Everything! 

Never Again.  #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 1:34:48 PM quantum172  https://twitter.com/Quantum172/status/1240899972058488832?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:34:48 PM qsp1racy You don't know?

🤔🤔🤔

3/26/2020 1:34:50 PM andrewrules613 @Sean06701087 @TamaraAkers6

3/26/2020 1:35:07 PM azuremagus Two sets of rules Austin present, and Austin future, yes it is a paradox.

3/26/2020 1:35:13 PM q_army1 I did and I also noticed it was much different than before,

it now seems like a bunch of highschool kids sharing boobs and saying ty baker, but content is nothing as it was.. 

and again as I said I make no judgement questions can always be asked

3/26/2020 1:35:15 PM chevy_lionsfan I think he is trolling y'all non believers. pic.twitter.com/kViP9GfmjW

3/26/2020 1:35:23 PM patricistr I agree 100% here, however, if he suggests or incites anons to do anything illegal or harmful to anyone he will be held accountable.

3/26/2020 1:35:26 PM cue1datawalker What about here ? pic.twitter.com/MHlpdi7ADZ

3/26/2020 1:35:28 PM levim429 Twitter and Youtube!

3/26/2020 1:35:32 PM ascnd25d If anything, dont you think Q+ wife would be on his team, and not random twitter account MJ12? Lol. Just sayin...

3/26/2020 1:35:39 PM nedryersonpunx So you don’t actually have any evidence, just your feelings. Sad.

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings

3/26/2020 1:35:48 PM ogmios1440 13

3/26/2020 1:35:49 PM melissajanae33 His demeanor is EVERYTHING... smug, arrogant, self-important, disdainful of his critics. And for someone in the middle of major ops to save the world, 

he sure seems to have a lot of time on his hands for all this nonsense about what people think of him! If HE’S Q, then Q’s a fake

3/26/2020 1:36:06 PM sdane8 Gives me a headache

3/26/2020 1:36:06 PM 1jesusdisciple You can get away with felonies if you are working for the Deep State apparently.

3/26/2020 1:36:19 PM _moeyz_ His pictures? 

Those are very horribly photoshopped.

3/26/2020 1:36:20 PM qsp1racy @qute24

@MelanieAnders7

@Chevy_lionsfan

@BeagleMoon

@LightLove21121

3/26/2020 1:36:34 PM diamethious Correct, again. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a LARPing cock gobbler.  https://twitter.com/JuliansRum/status/1243249168405221376 …

3/26/2020 1:36:42 PM mklundquist Those are Jordan's best buddies! Along with CG who fought wars on other planets according to all of them! 🤣😂

3/26/2020 1:36:48 PM wesleywood73 Blocked

3/26/2020 1:36:53 PM lightning1776 Time better spent focused on the clear enemies, not on infighting.

3/26/2020 1:36:55 PM quantum172 No and no. 

Kun is the chan. https://twitter.com/Quantum172/status/1240899972058488832?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:36:57 PM qsp1racy 8KUN did not exist in Jan 2018.

3/26/2020 1:36:59 PM q_army1 another thing that really bugs me is they have become gatekkeepers for info, and that was never the intention.

my meaning every bread starts off w newbies filter filter filter.. that is shit let them decide for themselves

3/26/2020 1:37:04 PM nea_storm Wow! Simply Open Your eyes dear One the world united and is altering at a phenomenal pace and it has been accelerating! Due to me believing and 

hence infusing Quadrillions into the entire system for constructive enforcement & far more with the latest administration: pic.twitter.com/K9CBHNJoll

3/26/2020 1:37:09 PM shortylorry Why r Patriots even acknowledging him? Why r they not simply blocking him? Is blocking that bad?

3/26/2020 1:37:20 PM melissajanae33 Remember too that Austin is a CIA plant... he has a lot of help devising all kinds of “proofs”. But in the end, it comesdown to the heart and soul... and 

this guy is all ego!

3/26/2020 1:37:22 PM danielm29023415 That's cool. Go back to sleep then and ignore Everything Q has said to date if you want 👍

3/26/2020 1:37:33 PM slabunski we all know what MJ12 is, using this as your tag is in fact projection of insider information.

its like someone having Dr. in their title... well... the average person.. guess what? they will think this person is a doctor.

:) False Advertisement...



3/26/2020 1:37:42 PM qsp1racy Q posts on 8KUN

But additionally Q's speak publicly.

Just like Trump does.

3/26/2020 1:37:56 PM 33esco I’m used to wasting my skill set though. Look at my profile I play Fortnite admittedly with an unhealthy addiction. I know nothing. Just don’t think the 

Sign Photo is faked.

3/26/2020 1:38:31 PM jimilightspeed He restored all the videos he took them down himself, the cease and desist letter was shot down

3/26/2020 1:38:43 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/kjIXJN2UfA

3/26/2020 1:38:51 PM allonkid Both titles, the new title and the original title, are added by the editors of qmap. Now choose which one you believe. Don't say they are the same. 😂.

3/26/2020 1:39:02 PM heatherleehg I’m really sorry/ who did you unfollow JS or MJ account? The people are clowns? I read all these disagreements but I don’t understand them. I don’t 

know the history I guess.

3/26/2020 1:39:11 PM emperro61119379 again, you are a funny clown, but proving you is a waste of energy. i couldnt care less, but if you want tell me your fact you didn't give either 😄

3/26/2020 1:39:18 PM jimilightspeed If your a government agent your parents rarely even know

3/26/2020 1:39:22 PM stormger hey clowns you glow

3/26/2020 1:39:24 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://twitter.com/MAJIC_EYES_QNLY/status/1189284593624637440?s=20 …

3/26/2020 1:39:30 PM onecircleart1 @33Esco Check this out. Pull up the hi-res photo from the Google Drive in Photoshop yourself and see what this clown just tried to pull 🤡

3/26/2020 1:39:31 PM levim429 I thought you said 8kun is outside comms?  Make up your mind tough guy

3/26/2020 1:39:47 PM jimilightspeed  pic.twitter.com/ittZKSkmSs

3/26/2020 1:39:56 PM ogmios1440 Were STUCK at 12! That's why you have to ask 13!❤️❤️❤️😎

3/26/2020 1:40:05 PM nogrevon now.. THIS is very interesting! and i guess we both know why 😉👍

3/26/2020 1:40:21 PM danielm29023415 "Outside comm" = outside the board we communicate on.....

The board's were forced to shut down by the deep state, remember? 

Q came back with multiple confirmations, proofs and deltas.

Same board, software,mods, Anons. Diff name.That's All

Q's last drop couldn't be more clear
3/26/2020 1:40:31 PM nikoscali like I said Occam's razor.... i've never had to stretch my imagination that far for Q

3/26/2020 1:41:06 PM john52184723 Why does any of this matter?  Use discernment.

3/26/2020 1:41:14 PM ryanwamsher Why are we trying to make this Guy trending??? He is a computer sales and solutions guy from Tempe, AZ... I am at a loss for words with The Qanon 

team...NO OUTSIDE COMMS!!!!

3/26/2020 1:41:17 PM mgilliamavery May I respectfully add:

1) "Trust the Plan", plan includes unity. In any game, "keep your eye on the ball," as they say 2) definition of  "this platform" ? and word "platform" ? 3) 

what is the issue, to everyone, outside of he claiming to be Q 4) who is Free Thinker? Free Speech?

3/26/2020 1:41:30 PM computerrace Using the bible to be a fraud? Seems unfit to evolve

3/26/2020 1:41:45 PM nancyjaysea One priest gave his ventilator to another patient....and died. Not all priests Are bad for crying out loud

3/26/2020 1:41:45 PM 33esco I’ll just leave this here. I’ve spent years with a trauma type brain. My healing type brain I had to let go of fear and anxiety. So question everything, yes. 

But I like to leave doors open lately. pic.twitter.com/mcanzPOtba

3/26/2020 1:41:58 PM jimilightspeed @AustinSteinbart meets a real deep state player, or is it photoshopped, does this prove he is a deep state operative or that he is just a regular guy, or 

maybe he's a good guy working undercover, hello folks.

3/26/2020 1:42:12 PM 037agent I'll work on the documents tonight mostly docs and images of a ideas already in development, I have about two years of independent open source 

intelligence operations on the streets of California, mostly humanitarian psyops , such as implanting hope in minds and hearts. Etc link:

3/26/2020 1:42:20 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/2hai1t7REI

3/26/2020 1:42:23 PM jwremarks Thank God for ALL the Majestics, may He watch over you and grant you wisdom, knowledge and understanding!!! Wise as serpents gentle as 

doves...WE THE PEOPLE are with you and lifting you up to the heavend...Go with God Patriots...

3/26/2020 1:42:27 PM allonkid the original title and the new title are all added qmap. Which one you choose to believe? Don't say they are the same.

3/26/2020 1:42:49 PM pitdogman No it’s not a problem at all .. like I said I like Austin but I think he went about getting help to his cause the wrong way.. like I said good guy, smart guy .

3/26/2020 1:42:55 PM jcsseconds Same great work by this Anon, ouch! https://twitter.com/coltrncg45/status/1243255405301633025?s=21 …

3/26/2020 1:43:13 PM windywalling Ok, you got me curious.  What does liquor have to do with cryptocurrencies?

3/26/2020 1:43:13 PM allonkid 😂

3/26/2020 1:43:14 PM jimilightspeed Occam's razor is a valid theory until it isnt

3/26/2020 1:43:16 PM cue1datawalker Agreed. Someone added names. I’m on the edge and see a LARP LARPING LARPS cuz the cheeze is close and the traps are being set ? Or not

3/26/2020 1:43:17 PM radanon1 not sure what Occam's razor is but I think I get it Austin thing right? anyways pleasure to meet you sorry again for the crossed line of communication.

3/26/2020 1:43:26 PM nedryersonpunx The onus is on you to prove something exists, not on me to prove it doesn’t. That’s how it works. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 1:43:39 PM kellygirlusa Q just squashed Austin's claims

3/26/2020 1:43:52 PM bitofdis Try this -  https://qmap.pub  - safer than the boards that can be toxic.

See for yourself. Make up your own mind. 

No need to be lead by anyone else (as such) when you finding your own way is the best for you.

But - You are never alone.

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#AskTheQ
3/26/2020 1:43:56 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/GFWF7sn7FC

3/26/2020 1:44:05 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/celR1p8Ai8

3/26/2020 1:44:10 PM jcsseconds  https://twitter.com/coltrncg45/status/1243262738668937216?s=21 …

3/26/2020 1:44:13 PM danielm29023415 And "non believers"???? Sort of dogmatic no? 

That term refers to those who deny christ, our lord and savior.

Not a now Proven LARP...



3/26/2020 1:44:13 PM ogmios1440 I have some info, but cannot access it until we have control!

3/26/2020 1:44:20 PM jimilightspeed Watch his videos and you will see that YT does not interrupt him with ads

3/26/2020 1:44:30 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/reqDGi0roC

3/26/2020 1:44:45 PM ogmios1440 Should travel to Egypt if possible,  before its gone!

3/26/2020 1:44:53 PM emperro61119379 Appearently the metadata checks out though. But i meant the archives that were posted like 2 years ago under LSC's channel. I had a look in those and 

they looked really legit and not made by someone mentally handicaped

3/26/2020 1:45:27 PM emperro61119379 which facts for fuck sake haha

3/26/2020 1:45:28 PM qsp1racy Q posting on 8KUN is a glaring problem to people tapping the 8CHAN comm sign.

3/26/2020 1:45:41 PM vincemindfreak the game is afoot .

3/26/2020 1:45:55 PM qsp1racy 8KUN = OUTSIDE COMM

3/26/2020 1:45:56 PM jackarm65081193 INFILTRATOR 🤡🤡🤡😬💀💀💀

Austin seeks to divide us

3/26/2020 1:46:19 PM trolls4truth Where is Serialbrain2?

3/26/2020 1:46:30 PM visslfc Friends close, enemies closer.

3/26/2020 1:46:44 PM seeker229 Technically theres probably codes or symbolism in that game. You could use that time to hand over things you see so we can connect the dots better. 

Gamergate is a thing pic.twitter.com/BbcruTUHPs

3/26/2020 1:46:46 PM 037agent The name of the game changed over the years now i run a heaven sent operation, which I have yet a full answer for, yet I have visions of dome like 

underwater bases and underground wars, and I know my mission is to save 8.

3/26/2020 1:46:53 PM ginodmarchetti2 Austin is a fraud....according to Q.

....and you are his sidekick....the Validator.

3/26/2020 1:46:53 PM marimacint I have watched him...Can he be a DS plant to divide and distract/misinform/sabotage the movement...Could he be an outside op to influence the 

younger gen?? I think it would be wise to follow him and show/prove his disinformation to stop him...keep enemies close, maybe?

3/26/2020 1:47:20 PM onecircleart1 I invite everyone to open the hi-res photo and look for yourselves 😎 You'll never know for sure unless you see it for yourself.

3/26/2020 1:47:24 PM trolls4truth  pic.twitter.com/ALl0vFRSgR

3/26/2020 1:47:25 PM lightlove21121 Simply?

😋

Exquisitely ❣️

3/26/2020 1:47:32 PM ginodmarchetti2 Yep.  It's a fake!

3/26/2020 1:47:36 PM melissajanae33 *30 days 🤓😏

3/26/2020 1:47:56 PM nunyabidness99 Reconcile?

He's a LARP and you must be a shill if you're supporting him.

3/26/2020 1:48:15 PM ryanwamsher Seems to me that you are putting Austin on a pedestal like a ‘false idol’ . Q was just fine when we did not know who or whom Q was. This is the devil 

playing tricks on you! Do not follow false idols nor give them the time of day for you will ruin what Q has built...

3/26/2020 1:48:17 PM 037agent Hm sounds like the 1967 spy film some girls do. Where danger is implied. Cw? Or OC153

3/26/2020 1:48:47 PM windywalling OMG I just got it!

3/26/2020 1:48:51 PM cocopuffster12 He is DIA

3/26/2020 1:48:53 PM pitdogman All I will say is I’m not happy at all the division, I have faith all will pan out and I’ll always be watching from 40,000 ft 😎👍🏻

Not going to judge, just gonna be there for all.

3/26/2020 1:49:03 PM krickett1972 Very bad Photoshop. VERY BAD.

3/26/2020 1:49:06 PM danielm29023415 Knew what ya meant😉😁👍

3/26/2020 1:49:30 PM ginodmarchetti2 We have all the evidence we need that Austin is a fraud.

Q

3/26/2020 1:49:32 PM seeker229 This is from Call of Duty Advanced Warfare 

Kevin Spacey

Caged people

The guy on the table has bandages on his side to indicate organ harvesting. pic.twitter.com/k3rdxkv9cf

3/26/2020 1:49:39 PM onecircleart1 That has a nice ring to it, I'll get a cool luchador mask to go with it 😎 Found any undoctored proof the photo is fake yet?

3/26/2020 1:49:47 PM visslfc His cockiness just makes me want to slap him in the chops with a shovel.

3/26/2020 1:49:58 PM chevy_lionsfan @OnEdgeOfWonder have you promoted @AustinSteinbart

3/26/2020 1:50:21 PM krickett1972 Oh, and this. pic.twitter.com/FgDh4dUPKz

3/26/2020 1:50:22 PM jenniferkrog1 Q told us we would be moving and gave us predicates to look for as to where to meet.  8 kun is a little more mature than 8chan in Japanese.

3/26/2020 1:50:44 PM hr3530 I must admit, they fooled me.

3/26/2020 1:51:09 PM mongrelglory I didn't unfollow anyone.  Don't worry about the drama.  Just follow who you're interested in.

3/26/2020 1:51:25 PM ryanwamsher Where does it says the definition of 8kun is outside comms?

3/26/2020 1:51:26 PM nikoscali Because he won't be approved for monetization

3/26/2020 1:51:27 PM julesdokk We aren't stupid as soon as he claimed to be Q I knew I had no time for this guy.  🇺🇸👊

3/26/2020 1:52:04 PM jessewi34 If you are wrong then what?

3/26/2020 1:52:11 PM onecircleart1 When you set out looking to confirm your belief (confirmation bias) "all the evidence we need" is the belief itself. Prove the photo is a fake, or admit 

you only believe it is.

3/26/2020 1:52:14 PM jenniferkrog1 But in any case.

3/26/2020 1:52:24 PM cocopuffster12 It’s changing right in front of us. Every day

3/26/2020 1:53:08 PM kimishambach I do not care whether he is or whether he isn't - attitudes that demand I adhere to the "crowd think" is something that I find disturbing... capeesh?

3/26/2020 1:53:18 PM aaronhoughton10 We will be starting at 6:30 pm EST. And tonight we will be on time! 

 https://youtu.be/lG0X1sXq35c 

@AustinSteinbart @KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise @BeagleMoon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LordConcave 

https://twitter.com/AaronHoughton10/status/1243268488195641352 …

3/26/2020 1:53:18 PM jenniferkrog1 It's still important to realize the maturity of Q and the integrity behind the mission.  Q patriots of all kinds need to be above the blather of factions.

3/26/2020 1:53:22 PM ginodmarchetti2 I don't need to.....Q already said Austin was a fake.

3/26/2020 1:53:49 PM tinktweets45 Agreed! pic.twitter.com/nLL1o9L63f

3/26/2020 1:54:00 PM davelew63  pic.twitter.com/ki3LhYwiza

3/26/2020 1:54:08 PM nikoscali Gotta get the gang together and devise the next move eh?

3/26/2020 1:54:12 PM realeyethespy Because he isn’t a real journalist he just pretends to be one. He is just more #FakeNews

Makes claims with no evidence and forces his brainwashed followers to believe it. @Jordan_Sather_



3/26/2020 1:54:31 PM ewilliams22101 Sorry, not following.  Your post seems to describe Austin and others in the Q movement, e.g., this video on Black Ops and the CIA.  Trump does AirQs.  

The military sends coded tweets.  What's not to enjoy? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/26/2020 1:54:35 PM kewnadian Dang ya stole my gif hahaha

🙏💛🙏

3/26/2020 1:54:42 PM onecircleart1 Thus the Pharisees reference: Those who blindly defer to a law they don't truly understand, and ignore the proof in front of them that contradicts their 

pre-held beliefs.

3/26/2020 1:54:47 PM frenchjeanne Are you dumb or only read certain comments. This post is about Austin.

3/26/2020 1:55:15 PM heatherleehg That’s pretty much what I do. I did have different decode thought. The drop about the sun/yellow sky. Flynn changed his background the day before 

Venezuela arrests. The drug gang members wore patches of the sun on their arms. I listened to DOJ briefing. Idk - just thought.

3/26/2020 1:55:42 PM frenchjeanne And FYI Trump has never out right confirmed or denied knowing or speaking to Q. Austin has.

3/26/2020 1:55:42 PM konvergerer Dude!  What the fuck? Use logical thinking,  your own words contradict themselves

3/26/2020 1:55:46 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/L2VTwaxEY7

3/26/2020 1:55:46 PM ginodmarchetti2 Q said he is fake.

3/26/2020 1:55:58 PM deplorablespock Jordan, I feel the official FOIA documents give the best analysis of MJ12:

 https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/Majestic%2012%20Part%201%20of%201/view …

😉 pic.twitter.com/WrML0xPGKB

3/26/2020 1:56:00 PM ginodmarchetti2  pic.twitter.com/jOq9sR1Upn

3/26/2020 1:56:04 PM team17qrestart Just keep an open mind that several times I've personally posted articles in the morning that Q dropped later that day, I'm not Q but that has 

happened ALOT and those in my Q FB group even witnessed it. I've taken time off & come back minutes before Q comes back. I'm not Q.

3/26/2020 1:56:13 PM allonkid The title added by Qmap. Austin is showing a different title in original qmap. Which one do you choose to believe? Well don't say they are the same. 

😂

3/26/2020 1:56:23 PM radanon1 it is a thin line no more PC call it how it is don't turn your back and let lies thrive. WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 1:56:25 PM qsentme1718 The worst photo shop I have ever seen

3/26/2020 1:56:33 PM ewilliams22101 It's not about "believing".  It's about taking in information, evaluating, and thinking independently.  Sample video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/26/2020 1:56:37 PM cryptiga 😂

3/26/2020 1:56:49 PM nogrevon ok.... i admit that i used the twitter photo.. didn't read his text... i heard his name a few days ago the first time.. then forgot about.. today Q obviously 

tells us about fakes.. and there.. his name again... so guess what... now i will forget again ;)

3/26/2020 1:57:08 PM lavenderlives JULLIAN Assange is a real journalist 

Did you know he’s a fan of Jimmy Dore ? 

Austin like Jimmy too! He is my fav 

Does it make me a traitor to the movement bc I’m a Dem Trump supporter - ? I’m so confused about this #twitterboysclub

3/26/2020 1:57:18 PM davelew63 ONE WORD FOR TONIGHT

FUCKING BIBLICALLY EPIC 😋

3/26/2020 1:57:25 PM nikoscali Having a bad day?

3/26/2020 1:57:53 PM nocommunistusa Nah

3/26/2020 1:58:00 PM melissajanae33 🤣🤣🤣 I feel ya!

3/26/2020 1:58:00 PM onecircleart1 "This is intellectually dishonest if it’s used to manipulate the audience—or if you actually did not win. On the rare occasion that Carlson is matched by 

one of his debate guests, he responds by laughing[...]while getting a last word in that makes it seem like he won."

3/26/2020 1:58:03 PM cheryljohnston_ Such an evil pathetic fake that pope dude. Have always liked the saying "pope on a rope" just kinda makes me smile. I know, i know its not nice..

3/26/2020 1:58:06 PM onecircleart1  https://www.shanesnow.com/articles/intellectual-dishonesty#articles/dirty-debating …

3/26/2020 1:58:08 PM mistylou2450 This guy is not Q. He is a conman just like the guy in southern Ca selling a cure for Covid 19. I tried to listen to him but he makes my skin crawl. He is 

just too slick. If he was real, he would say so on Q’s board. He doesn’t because he can’t.

3/26/2020 1:58:10 PM allonkid  https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1243280619574091778?s=19 …

3/26/2020 1:58:14 PM ogmios1440 In a plane!

3/26/2020 1:58:18 PM ewilliams22101 Could be!  According to Austin, he's part of a trinity of sorts involving President Trump, General Flynn and many others.

3/26/2020 1:58:25 PM citizensrising1 Has anyone ever explained how he was able to post in the boards under Q in the beginning? Seriously curious pic.twitter.com/t68584k3sJ

3/26/2020 1:58:29 PM s223s223 😎😎😎

3/26/2020 1:58:34 PM melissajanae33 😘👍

3/26/2020 1:58:36 PM throwinbugs He is that for sure. I'm wondering (after today's drops) if he's trying to get black hat operatives to come after him in order to bring them out from the 

rocks they're hiding under? pic.twitter.com/FeeJ8kgpNz

3/26/2020 1:58:47 PM dannyd48658664 praying medic, x22 report is great, redpill78, just informed talk are all good. this dude claims be Q he's not.

3/26/2020 1:59:12 PM nikoscali No Tripcode, he NEVER posted as Q let's get that straight!

3/26/2020 1:59:18 PM smmmote 😂😂😂

3/26/2020 1:59:22 PM majic_eyes_qnly You are THE PAN. 

Love this pic and that movie! (Hook, 1991)

3/26/2020 1:59:23 PM keoras9 As far as I'm concerned, most of the top Qtubers haven't actually told you much about space and time, nor the DUMBS- being taken out RN. They offer 

very nice feel good vid, I've watched JoeM's vids many times, beautiful. However feel good vids don't = info dissemination.

3/26/2020 1:59:37 PM surfing123456 Good lord can we just all agree we are ALL Q and we are ALL on the same team because WWG1WGA. With that said what has Austin said that has 

been debunked? Sincerely asking!

3/26/2020 1:59:43 PM team17qrestart Case in point. pic.twitter.com/o4HuLibBL2

3/26/2020 1:59:46 PM wrightsknights Be careful who you follow.  We are at the 90 yard line, don't fumble the ball

3/26/2020 1:59:52 PM nikoscali BINGO!

3/26/2020 1:59:53 PM lbf777 Bankers control both sides.

3/26/2020 2:00:25 PM dunbizzell43 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/26/2020 2:00:30 PM ewilliams22101 So it's ok to pretend connections with Q outside of 8kun if those connections are a motion of the hand as opposed to stated words?  I think you're 

close. . . keep thinking. . . how about the coded military tweets?

3/26/2020 2:00:49 PM chevy_lionsfan Message over messenger

 Philippians 1:21-30

27 Meanwhile, live in such a way that you are a credit to the Message of Christ.

3/26/2020 2:00:52 PM sharidean996 That was my question... 😊



3/26/2020 2:01:02 PM ryanwamsher Ok maybe I’m behind but what proof@do we have that he is DIA other than him saying so or a pic of him working on computer wiring which apparently 

is his real job...

3/26/2020 2:01:17 PM addyofzahm CRAB PEOPLE ARE GO

3/26/2020 2:01:19 PM citizensrising1 But how was he able to have Q by the anonymous? I thought that either wasn’t capable or names were assigned or something like that on the original 

boards.

3/26/2020 2:01:28 PM neen_katzmann I don't block anyone because someone told me to I use discernment for myself all you have to do is scroll through his Twitter feed it's obvious

3/26/2020 2:01:59 PM dunbizzell43 I predict that this account will start losing followers. Seriously. You had a nice run but now it's time to go.

3/26/2020 2:02:03 PM teresag4828 If looks could kill.......

3/26/2020 2:02:11 PM wrightsknights To help people understand what is happening.  Information warfare

3/26/2020 2:02:20 PM laurenmbradley2 Majestic 12 info. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 please correct me if this isn't credible info about you guys. <3  

 https://www.history.com/shows/ancient-aliens/season-12/episode-9 …

3/26/2020 2:02:20 PM eyesquincy 🤡 pic.twitter.com/A1WEx8E1aL

3/26/2020 2:02:27 PM nikoscali No you can type in any name you want, always have been, its the tripcode that gets assigned, never changes, and has been preserved pretty much 

consistently.

3/26/2020 2:02:37 PM eyesquincy 🤡 pic.twitter.com/aiZSLsAKg3

3/26/2020 2:02:41 PM pepe_esc0bar NO private comms past/present/future. 

NO comms made outside this platform (8chan which is now 8kun).  

It’s that simple my guy. Anyone claiming to be Q on Twitter/YT/etc is a LARP. 

Not sure how some are unable to comprehend this basic information. pic.twitter.com/eEUk3xnO5k

3/26/2020 2:02:57 PM 33esco I don’t play CoD. There’s even a torture scenario in one of the versions. Meh.

3/26/2020 2:02:59 PM nocommunistusa Hiler was against Banksters n they started a war against him. I still say nah.

3/26/2020 2:03:02 PM eyesquincy 🤡 pic.twitter.com/YFXLjvINCv

3/26/2020 2:03:14 PM ginodmarchetti2 THE source of Q drops says Austin is a fraud.  

Can't get more factual than that.

From Q today: pic.twitter.com/8R5hl9j7w3

3/26/2020 2:03:15 PM josepht06187724 (1)I've watched his videos and followed his Twitter. I've seen the so called "data" that you speak about. I know data can be forged. Do you? I know just 

a bit of truth mixed with lies is wrong. Do you? Your aim is to discredit Anons on the boards.

3/26/2020 2:03:45 PM katrina_ld  pic.twitter.com/axJolOFJCl

3/26/2020 2:03:56 PM wrightsknights Totally

3/26/2020 2:03:58 PM oaf_unbreakable You just stepped over the boundary of full R.

You never want to go full R but you embraced it and became it.

3/26/2020 2:04:03 PM nikoscali in my opinion this photo never helped his image much...

3/26/2020 2:04:31 PM deeepintheheart Please look harder this has been addressed. That is a screenshot hence the red box.  time stamp on it an actual Q drop are different. aka you were 

fooled.

3/26/2020 2:04:37 PM laurenmbradley2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Yall started during Eisenhower's presidency, correct? Can we please set this straight? Id hate for all these people to block you 

because they are unaware of the truth....

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zq0Ae3eO5Lw …

<3

3/26/2020 2:04:38 PM oam63048378 Michael Jackson wow he's alive

3/26/2020 2:04:48 PM jonah_lw Like stop already, if it doesn't resonate move on.

3/26/2020 2:05:01 PM nogrevon Thank you for watching.

I hope you enjoyed this part of the show.

Good night.

🤭👍

3/26/2020 2:05:05 PM ryanwamsher He seems like a C_A agent more so than a DIA agent... and remember [AS] could be a double meaning...once an agent always and agent...

3/26/2020 2:05:17 PM seeker229 Might need some eyes on Animal Crossing if the dark dark is too dark dark.

Actually probably Nintendo games in general since the Helix headline today. pic.twitter.com/vNu6H8BRM9

3/26/2020 2:05:17 PM josepht06187724 Claiming they haven't put in the work. I've seen multiple Q posts that congrats Anons on the boards. Whereas, you seem to have a definitive 

accusation against them. Ergo, bot/shill/troll, whatever you assume to be you. I leave you with adieu.

3/26/2020 2:05:24 PM wrightsknights True analysis.  Observe

3/26/2020 2:05:32 PM frenchjeanne He isn’t giving comms to Q or military he is giving them to us. Please research before discussing what you don’t know.

3/26/2020 2:05:34 PM citizensrising1 Ok thank you for clarifying

3/26/2020 2:05:42 PM ryanwamsher Oh wow a photo exchange with someone from his own state...

3/26/2020 2:06:36 PM darbyy2 Ok so why hasn't @prayingmedic  debunked him about 1) the DM' s about the Amorphous Archive and  2) The invite to sit in on the Q meeting? That 

would be easy enough to find out from praying Medic.  Has anyone asked him?

3/26/2020 2:07:19 PM depl0rabl3 Damn she looks like an alien.

3/26/2020 2:07:21 PM bethsabeemerra1 Who are the original people of the picture ?

3/26/2020 2:07:28 PM synchropathic It doesn't 🙄 it says no comms outside 8kun.  This would fall into that category imo pic.twitter.com/GExkLRXeB4

3/26/2020 2:07:37 PM ryanwamsher Hold on let me grab my photo with President Trump so I can proof I’m DOD 🤦♂️

3/26/2020 2:07:37 PM nikoscali Sorry if I come off as brash, just worried about the misinformation flying around ;-)

3/26/2020 2:08:00 PM ewilliams22101 So outside Q comms from Trump or the military to the public are ok?  But Austin making videos and posting them to YouTube is not ok?? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m5Q_mCK58o …

3/26/2020 2:08:04 PM deeepintheheart No we should all be working together on the larger enemy at hand. Not acting like the liberal media complex.  Lets say he is sharing misinformation 

that still is information that needs to be looked at, not a bunch of attacks on his character. SJW behaviour... embarrassing.

3/26/2020 2:08:24 PM darbyy2 So who wrote those Blue letters at top?

3/26/2020 2:08:43 PM demascandy We are always to think for ourselves! Not told who too or not follow. Sounds high school.

3/26/2020 2:08:48 PM stuarttruly well, you know the ol' sayin' about assuming...:)

I dont want fame, I want to Learn and have Fun, and Austin and Majestic12 and All of you "ElderQ~lings" (meaning you have been at this longer than 

most) continue to teach me.

3/26/2020 2:08:49 PM qsp1racy Prove it.

Logoically.

🍿🍿🍿



3/26/2020 2:08:53 PM iam_mai_iam_mai Your lack of being real is noted. Goodbye. #FakeQ

3/26/2020 2:09:01 PM riversm18 This has been available for years. 

 http://www.learnrv.com 

3/26/2020 2:09:01 PM jaded_pearl I'm sure there have been numerous tags but let's try to ask the Q - @prayingmedic Please address & confront the issue so the issue can be settled 

already.

3/26/2020 2:09:13 PM whyteknight17 Jesus is external, but we have to invite him in.

3/26/2020 2:09:40 PM depl0rabl3 They destroyed the church on their own. The church is dead.

3/26/2020 2:09:59 PM qsp1racy You sound like Herod asking Jesus "What miracle will you do?"

3/26/2020 2:10:00 PM onecircleart1 I'm genuinely sorry you don't see what he's showing you. Think about the Pharisees, they clung to the word of the Law (the Board) and insisted only 

they understood what it meant. You can't offer any proof against, so you fall back to the word of the Law.

3/26/2020 2:10:02 PM josepht06187724 The way we see it. Those that believed Austin is Q. This post today from Q, thinned out the herd drastically. I don't care about your accusations.

3/26/2020 2:10:08 PM realdepiorabie Photoshop must not be in your skill set.

Do you realize the angle he would have to be standing in the pic above?

He'd have to be leaning backward 90 degrees, not mention the lighting issue. 😂

3/26/2020 2:10:09 PM thepureprophet No Outside Comms, Agreed from day one.

3/26/2020 2:10:29 PM fearlessanon17 😎

3/26/2020 2:10:34 PM stuarttruly and I would respectfully add, that I dont really know any of you ElderQ-lings either...I have donated some money energies to a few of you, so hopefully 

those energies are not misplaced, sent to an anonymous account in the Caribbean...but I dont know for certain, now do I?

3/26/2020 2:10:45 PM johndic63027991 You will go down with that treasonous fool!!!

3/26/2020 2:10:56 PM oldskoql Three words: Citizen’s Investigative Report... https://youtu.be/PS4IQx8T8ew 

3/26/2020 2:11:12 PM m18862 Exactly

3/26/2020 2:11:59 PM synchropathic BS man come on.  8kun only exists as comm BECAUSE 8chan was compromised.  Are you saying that everything posted on 8kun is not Q? Because it's 

not 8chan?

3/26/2020 2:12:09 PM realdepiorabie You should find another career my dude. https://twitter.com/realDepIorabIe/status/1243284120366505984?s=20 …

3/26/2020 2:12:46 PM nanciefox AWESOME Aaron Can’t wait❣️.          Great day with the 🚀#FirstSpaceForceLaunch🚀 pic.twitter.com/oreoS1dnel

3/26/2020 2:12:56 PM deeepintheheart YOU must not be good at photshop.  I have 20 yrs experience with photo-manipulation.  Perspective and lens... Come on you can be better.  We all are 

in it together .

3/26/2020 2:13:01 PM stuarttruly The Game of Majestic12 is brilliant and way above my pay grade...learning through experience: honing discernment and reigning in judgement of 

others....and some of us, including myself, learn slower than others..

#HubrisHurts...eventually

#CoronaVillains

#TheGreatAwakening

#POTUS

3/26/2020 2:13:41 PM qsp1racy Austin is the one who revealed that pic in his videos. A long time ago. He showed it to show he does IT for all these cabal clowns.

By your logic, @realDonaldTrump loved Jeffrey Epstein.

Put a quarter in your ass because you played yourself! 😉😂🍿 pic.twitter.com/B9jJz9hHTf

3/26/2020 2:13:53 PM qsp1racy Austin is the one who revealed that pic in his videos. A long time ago. He showed it to show he does IT for all these cabal clowns.

By your logic, @realDonaldTrump loved Jeffrey Epstein.

Put a quarter in your ass because you played yourself! 😉😂🍿 pic.twitter.com/nAavwt6wQp

3/26/2020 2:14:07 PM qsp1racy Austin is the one who revealed that pic in his videos. A long time ago. He showed it to show he does IT for all these cabal clowns.

By your logic, @realDonaldTrump loved Jeffrey Epstein.

Put a quarter in your ass because you played yourself! 😉😂🍿 pic.twitter.com/LeQK5bGdxa

3/26/2020 2:14:17 PM eyesquincy The guy can’t act, he’s such an obvious fake.  Sure has the wool pulled over your eyes though.

3/26/2020 2:14:32 PM monicaonterra I have never followed you on Twitter Jordan,and I never will...

What about you beeing Hillary’s discloures boy 🤔

3/26/2020 2:14:33 PM qsp1racy Reconcile pic.twitter.com/qLHbfjMis5

3/26/2020 2:15:15 PM onecircleart1 For real, everything about the lighting is natural. Send in the 🤡🚗

Everyone look at it for yourself and see. Your eyes know when things are out of place.

3/26/2020 2:15:17 PM eyesquincy The guy can’t act, he’s such an obvious fake.  Sure has the wool pulled over your eyes though.

3/26/2020 2:16:00 PM nikoscali Your point? Austin is a deranged kid and Trump is well... Trump

3/26/2020 2:16:01 PM ryanwamsher  pic.twitter.com/wrXt64qVpP

3/26/2020 2:16:03 PM jefferyfowler17 New Q post today change it to 8Kun.

3/26/2020 2:16:11 PM qsp1racy Q's post of "no outside comms" pertained solely to the platform of 8CHAN.

8KUN did not exist.

8CHAN =/=8KUN = 8KUN IS OUTSIDE COMMS

3/26/2020 2:16:35 PM qsp1racy 8KUN did not exist when Q posted that.

Fact not opinion.

3/26/2020 2:16:36 PM realdepiorabie 20 years and you still can't spot an obvious fake?

I wish you the best!

3/26/2020 2:16:44 PM eyesquincy He’s here to divide us and you fell for it.

3/26/2020 2:16:47 PM patriotplymouth Available via PM anytime 😊

3/26/2020 2:16:47 PM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/CQaQjKfWpt

3/26/2020 2:17:03 PM trin20201 👊🏻💥🇺🇸🍺🍺😂😂 pic.twitter.com/rclF525lM2

3/26/2020 2:17:08 PM friskygolfer Reddit... but has stopped. 

 https://www.reddit.com/u/SerialBrain2/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=ios_app&utm_name=iossmf …

3/26/2020 2:17:17 PM ryanwamsher Definitely does I mean look we are on same page and until HIS name appears on Q board...no outside comms...I know I’m stubborn

3/26/2020 2:17:33 PM frenchjeanne Wow you can’t read can you? Muted

3/26/2020 2:17:35 PM jefferyfowler17 Jordan contacts at DIA has said they never heard of this guy Austin.

3/26/2020 2:17:46 PM nikoscali 8Kun by all purposes IS 8Chan stop with the strawman arguments we get what your opinion is stop pressuring others!



3/26/2020 2:17:52 PM lopezinvictoria Oh he knows they know...and they are giving the... I don't give a fuck about you....look

3/26/2020 2:18:02 PM realdepiorabie Let's dissect, shall we?

How high would you say that sign is off the ground?

3/26/2020 2:18:07 PM canadaissaved Dude, use math.

No + No = ?

3/26/2020 2:18:56 PM nemo_777_ 3Days pushed known shills. That’s enough for me to question his intentions and his critical thinking skills.

3/26/2020 2:18:58 PM ssp_alliance I'm not gonna lie, I support both of you...

3/26/2020 2:19:07 PM motherofwaldo  pic.twitter.com/nYvZ7YwW2s

3/26/2020 2:20:13 PM clipped9401 Those bricks are about 8 inches tall. How the hell is this larps head 24 inches tall? Also it would but the sign at about 4-5 feet, do I need to add more or 

is that enough ?

3/26/2020 2:20:31 PM qsp1racy Show me where I said that.

You cannot add 2+2?

Hilarity.

8CHAN was brought down.

Stuff from 8CHAN mirgrated to 8KUN proving they are not the same.

8KUN is DOD protected. 8CHAN was not.

I said Q moved platforms and you didnt say shit but NOW ya do.

Hypocrite much?
3/26/2020 2:20:44 PM ewilliams22101 The brain is a precious thing!  Keep using it!!

3/26/2020 2:21:01 PM benredpilled I don’t buy the air Q theory.

3/26/2020 2:21:24 PM lukekauffman Git em

3/26/2020 2:21:40 PM stuffupstairs Not following

3/26/2020 2:22:07 PM levim429 Not Q

3/26/2020 2:22:16 PM qsp1racy So youre saying that Trump works with Epstein?

Because he is in a picture with him.

According to your logic it is true.

I dont agree with your logic at all.

0%
3/26/2020 2:22:44 PM synchropathic Excuse my TYPO 🙄 I meant 8 Chan.  Why are you so hostile??

3/26/2020 2:22:45 PM teddos10 Do you allow me keep an open mind look into their videos tho. I want your content as well so no unfollow. I need every bit of information from any 

source. To decide what is legit is up to me.

3/26/2020 2:22:55 PM mtwowheels You  need to rub your  eyes with  a large  dose  of  truth. False religion  is the   Harlot of Babylon the great.

3/26/2020 2:22:57 PM deeepintheheart The most common dimensions for a cinder block are approximately 8-by-8-by-16 inches. The actual measurements, however, are 7 5/8-by-7 5/8-by-15 

5/8.

3/26/2020 2:23:13 PM nooodle Looks like 8KUN to me. pic.twitter.com/0uM0vKzRFs

3/26/2020 2:23:39 PM nikoscali Ultimately the only lesson to be learned from your argument is that a photograph with somebody doesn't prove SHIT!

3/26/2020 2:23:52 PM beetle2dajuice Praying medic has called him out before

3/26/2020 2:23:57 PM synchropathic If you think talking things out with other Patriots is "pressuring", you don't understand this movement my friend.

3/26/2020 2:24:07 PM nikoscali Only the name changed the content stayed the same. If you don't believe that you are you saying you don't believe Q is the same Q since 8Chan?

3/26/2020 2:24:36 PM camilla59136417  pic.twitter.com/7Hvj2PHllN

3/26/2020 2:24:54 PM ts_sci_majic12 We invite others to do the same.

3/26/2020 2:24:54 PM mtwowheels Deceive  control  and abuse power.

3/26/2020 2:24:58 PM theantilib1 Seriously dude...GET A GRIP.

If YOU don't want to follow @AustinSteinbart  THEN DON'T.

But you better sure as fuck not TELL ME what to do or think.. That crap is for LIBERALS.

I could care less who Q is in real life.

You are Dismissed,

Gunny

E-7 Ret.

1978-2003
3/26/2020 2:25:24 PM eyesquincy NO COMMS OUTSIDE THIS PLATFORM...PLATFORM = 8Kun which was transferred from 4chan and confirmed by @CodeMonkeyZ

3/26/2020 2:25:26 PM zogster98 I blocked the weirdo

3/26/2020 2:25:43 PM lizzah_83 Absolutely fren. I didn’t mean to sound harsh at all. It was tongue in cheek about the fun part, being facetious. Many of us all still working with 

discernment...sad tho, that many aren’t at all. Too arrogant for that.

3/26/2020 2:25:53 PM davelew63 And a BQQM from Majestic !!

Niceeeeeeeee pic.twitter.com/0ARJM5P1Fh

3/26/2020 2:25:54 PM pepe_esc0bar So let’s take a look at the Q post in question, 513, & compare it to the screenshot from post 3902. 

Date: 1/8/18 (same as screenshot)

Time: 11:29:38PM which in military time is 23:29:38 (same as screenshot) 

What am I missing Bilbo? pic.twitter.com/kFFNJAgfNC

3/26/2020 2:26:18 PM qsp1racy You are dividing.

YOU fell for it.

And Q trolled you for it! 😂👏🍿 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 2:26:34 PM ewilliams22101 Got it.  Did you happen to see the Q "bat signal" on the Capitol building?  It's mentioned towards the end of this video.  Really weird! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smw3NEe8fb8&feature=youtu.be …



3/26/2020 2:26:41 PM omipominomi @dnajlion7 @LisaMei62 @CoreysDigs @TheCollectiveQ @Techno_Fog @3days3nights @Sun_Q_Tzu @Qanon76 @X22Report @TommyG 

@martingeddes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheDutchCritic @DutchQAnon @DutchPatriotNL @QanonVideo @batman121913 @Wardamn5 

@Jordan_Sather_

Any of you able to clear things up?!

3/26/2020 2:27:22 PM designdvine Tell 'em Jordan!!!!

3/26/2020 2:27:40 PM theantilib1 David Wilcock has never been "on our side".

Talk about a wolf in sheeps clothing, a plant, a fake...etc.

3/26/2020 2:27:59 PM qsp1racy 8KUN IS OUTSIDE COMMS

AND HERE ARE 2 AUSTINPROOFS THAT CANT BE DENIED https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 2:28:45 PM nikoscali We can just unfollow each of you and continue with #ThePlan!

3/26/2020 2:28:50 PM johnbon91185567 Im guessing fake news.

3/26/2020 2:29:04 PM keith369me True.  But the field tends to attract many of a certain type.  If it’s 80/20 good...the 20% could have been reduced by the 80%, many of whom stay silent.

3/26/2020 2:29:07 PM q_army1 I have been doing this a long time fren you are completely missing the point and giving me  talking point answers pic.twitter.com/ilo4wXN1qd

3/26/2020 2:29:10 PM williebhere 117=hit or understand... 5:5=loud and clear???

3/26/2020 2:29:29 PM eyesquincy Should be easy for #AustinSteinbart to prove by posting on 8kun with Q’s trip code.  Make my day! pic.twitter.com/9IBppmayx9

3/26/2020 2:29:42 PM texasqpatriot Steinbart IS a fake.

3/26/2020 2:29:42 PM sevenstandre1 2 large

3/26/2020 2:29:48 PM realdepiorabie Let's use your numbers....

8 in per brick and 6 bricks high. 

8x6 = 48 / 12 = 4

The sign is 4 FEET from the ground. 

Do you realize how difficult and unnatural it would be to take a pic of your torso and head pointing UP at a 4 foot high sign?? 😂
3/26/2020 2:29:55 PM qsp1racy 8KUN =/= 8CHAN

8CHAN was taken down.

8KUN is DOD protected

8KUN = OUTSIDE COMM

3/26/2020 2:30:09 PM nyfinest1995 Well said!

3/26/2020 2:30:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Wrong, the software was patched. Therefore, the software was not the same.

3/26/2020 2:30:18 PM deeepintheheart Why do I get 10:29:38 pic.twitter.com/DbYWlxIsQp

3/26/2020 2:30:36 PM nikoscali LOL keep telling yourself that bub

3/26/2020 2:30:43 PM balancebeam100 This is a strong united group, patriots.  Please don't let anyone or anything divide us!  We are ALL we have right now!

3/26/2020 2:30:52 PM donfre 😘😘

3/26/2020 2:31:02 PM konvergerer No I'm saying you are saying that,  if you trust q , at all, and you think 8kunq and 8chanq are the same entity, why would you infer that some private 

dude not anonymous is qanon if q did not specifically retract nooutcom?, whe just  obtained steinbarts home address, what a tard

3/26/2020 2:31:11 PM deeepintheheart How far away from the wall to you think he is?

3/26/2020 2:31:12 PM rosscarwalker If the Annunaki designed man then they likely have an affinity for him. I feel it’s likely there are many STO Annunaki.

3/26/2020 2:31:31 PM 1_decided_voter So when Windows gets patched, is it not the same platform?

3/26/2020 2:31:44 PM deeepintheheart what is the lens on (assuming he using an iphone)?

3/26/2020 2:32:30 PM cpeacehippie You are a voice of reason 😊.

3/26/2020 2:32:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 The original author of the software 8kun uses is an open source software. Therefore the originating source can patch their own software and call it the 

same. The software running on 8kun is not the same as public open source image board software. Therefore, it is not the same.

3/26/2020 2:32:55 PM mascolo_vincent I trust you Jordan.

3/26/2020 2:32:58 PM 1soldier71 Why? It was fun to make fun of him😁🤷🏻♂️

3/26/2020 2:33:01 PM populistpepe2 We live in interesting times.

Division is everywhere.

People want followers because they seem to think their's is the only message worth hearing.

Their belief that people cannot research and explore on their own, and must strictly accept their claims as gospel is disturbing.

3/26/2020 2:33:01 PM texasqpatriot FAKE! You are promoting a larp and perpetuating division

3/26/2020 2:33:15 PM qsp1racy Im hostile? Maybe better check the mirror.

3/26/2020 2:33:19 PM konvergerer That first one is not even a q post its a fraud qproof, wise up please

3/26/2020 2:33:52 PM texasqpatriot Yes yes you ARE promoting him. Occam's Razor.

3/26/2020 2:33:56 PM imdarealross Well there it is....

3/26/2020 2:34:05 PM realdepiorabie The photographer is close, maybe 5/6 feet, since the angle is downward on a low hanging sign.

3/26/2020 2:34:05 PM bchapman151 steinbart is a larp

3/26/2020 2:34:06 PM qsp1racy Thank you.

We learned something today then, didn't we?

😎👍

3/26/2020 2:34:08 PM nikoscali The CONTENT and Tripcodes are the same, much of your following has depended on that fact.

3/26/2020 2:34:14 PM kag2020patriots Q post this afternoon... guess they saw a few folks were confused. NOTE the Subject (click pic to see) pic.twitter.com/lzPxjUyNQ6

3/26/2020 2:34:41 PM ndeathcloak He doesn’t deserve the privilege of reading my tweets. 😂.                            ⚡️

3/26/2020 2:34:43 PM nikoscali backpedaling much?

3/26/2020 2:34:44 PM qsp1racy I never said any of that.

Try again.

3/26/2020 2:35:08 PM texasqpatriot #Fake #Larp

3/26/2020 2:35:12 PM 1soldier71 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/EsY27SrXe5

3/26/2020 2:35:29 PM mikesmi59023006 If you were following before last summer...you know what this is.

I had a pic of the cabling after it was complete but can't find it. It was so perfect that it would give an IT guy Wood! pic.twitter.com/2mLKSwXy6u

3/26/2020 2:35:36 PM deeepintheheart If I can prove you wrong would you change your mind/position?



3/26/2020 2:35:38 PM mikesmi59023006  pic.twitter.com/dwsWVVb9Kr

3/26/2020 2:36:17 PM the_loveoflight Look at your own reply and you'll see why you don't get it friend! 

Watch maybe more than 1 min

Watch more than 1 video(all)

What church was it and what did it used to be

What did they say at the school daily

Etc etc. in all videos

Take the info you got and begin your research
3/26/2020 2:36:33 PM kireaton I suppose you missed the part where the use of timeline was figured out.

Do you hang around places like this just to insult people?  What do you get out of that?

3/26/2020 2:36:47 PM realdepiorabie to make the angles even come close to working for both his body and the sign, he would need to be using a selfie-stick and leaning backward 90 

degrees....

3/26/2020 2:36:52 PM generaleeintuit Why didn't you copy and paste Russian fingerprints into the metadata and then claim you had tricked some Russian spies into accompanying you onto 

the base and right after they took this photo you had the Space Force swoop down and round them up?

3/26/2020 2:36:52 PM _mitchmitchell Hitler and Nazism were financed at different times between 1919-1945 by Zionist entities Bank of England, Federal Reserve, Sandard Oil, Bank of 

Manhattan, Ford Motors, Max Warburg, Schroeders, Fritz Thyssen, Krupp, Allen Dulles, brothers Harriman, Prescott Bush and others. 

pic.twitter.com/QdeI5CvMCL

3/26/2020 2:37:02 PM qnuno2 Not sure if I follow!?!? pic.twitter.com/HX5ahJsJVs

3/26/2020 2:37:25 PM sleky19 Austin is a LARP like EyeTheSpy

3/26/2020 2:37:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 People should not be building businesses and profiting off the Great Awakening. We are trying to change the world, not make a quick buck in the 

process. Anybody asking for money, accepting money, or contributing money doesn't understand the objective behind the Great Awakening.

3/26/2020 2:37:35 PM realdepiorabie I know a photoshop job when I see one and this isn't even a good one. 

But go for it, prove me wrong.

3/26/2020 2:37:42 PM synchropathic Only love here friend, that is my only mission on this planet.  We should be amongst friends here. You're the only one angry.  Hey what say you to this? 

Love to hear a valid explanation pic.twitter.com/PvidrU7nuN

3/26/2020 2:37:42 PM qsp1racy Name changed when the PLATFORM did.

The CONTENT/FORMAT was the same on the new PLATFORM.

3/26/2020 2:37:49 PM ayeee_tony Alot of them were left behind and were crash landed here could not leave the solar system due to the frequency fence. Our alliance had thousands and 

thousands of years to change their polarity. Most of them that are here are STO now,  your right.

3/26/2020 2:37:51 PM konvergerer The second one there is no delta no time in steins video,  it just says fucking "pm" i mean come on that is weak!

3/26/2020 2:37:54 PM lizzah_83 So who you follow or RT is not to be considered an endorsement, yet you follow and endorse the controlled op Deep State puppet that is Austin Larp. 

Reconcile.

3/26/2020 2:38:00 PM deeepintheheart That is not answering my question.

3/26/2020 2:38:17 PM williebhere Paytriot??

3/26/2020 2:38:24 PM stormenight Cya

3/26/2020 2:38:25 PM qsp1racy The platform was 8CHAN.

8KUN DID NOT EXIST WHEN Q POSTED THAT IN JAN 2018

🤣🤣🤣🍿🍿🍿

3/26/2020 2:38:26 PM sofiatribe Calm down BOYS.

3/26/2020 2:38:35 PM americanpetal I was wondering about this aspect.

3/26/2020 2:38:39 PM the_loveoflight Jordan....can you umm....unblock me

3/26/2020 2:38:54 PM nikoscali ... and the platform is essentially the same except its patched for better security. You aren't making any useful arguments.

3/26/2020 2:38:55 PM know__the_truth Amen to this

3/26/2020 2:39:15 PM nocommunistusa Thanks but it will take me a long time Not to believe this 👇 I’m still mortified after viewing. https://thegreateststorynevertold.tv 

3/26/2020 2:39:27 PM realdepiorabie Prove me wrong.

3/26/2020 2:39:38 PM ginodmarchetti2 Go play Priestess elsewhere, fake.  I've been following Q for over 2 years....I know the comms.

All the anons know Austin is a fraud....that means you are too.

Bye bye fake.

3/26/2020 2:39:47 PM donfre Leap of faith, hardest of them all.

3/26/2020 2:39:51 PM the_loveoflight Boom!

3/26/2020 2:39:53 PM synchropathic You are the antithesis of this movement. We're all supposed to be on the same team. Why are you calling other Patriots names and being rude? And 

this...? pic.twitter.com/GhPoLpTFfp

3/26/2020 2:40:05 PM dark2light2019 So we are to trust any rich little “A”hole claiming to be Q?

Just because they don’t have bills to pay 🤔

3/26/2020 2:40:05 PM raako71 hahaha Zing! 

Wonder why twitter keeps pushing this account after I unfollowed them. Also the barrage of polls recently was kinda amateurish (and a data collecting 

exercise...)

3/26/2020 2:40:14 PM b_despicable The more Q posts, the less credibility they get. I feel bad for the new people in the movement falling for their lies. This all ends with one special post 

#QAnon

3/26/2020 2:40:26 PM gjmay Ya, like that's capitalism or something...

3/26/2020 2:40:46 PM lightlove21121 Yes

3/26/2020 2:40:52 PM populistpepe2 Sometimes people need $. As long as they do what they do with honesty, I have no problem with that. We don't know what their needs are. And their 

pay is voluntary.

But what we need is truth, and greed sometimes makes the line between truth and embellishment as fuzzy as a rabbit

3/26/2020 2:40:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 This applies to both the #QPharisees and their followers who pay them with the enemy's currency. Remember, the currency has been created 

intentionally to control you. The presence of currency and following can and always does expose the weakness of the ego to an untrained mind. 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243291014409920512 …

3/26/2020 2:40:58 PM ginodmarchetti2 Lol....and you placed your faith in Austin.... and a fake photo.

You're probably Austin. pic.twitter.com/ZpUFsNyM4h

3/26/2020 2:40:58 PM qsp1racy Too bad no one cares what you beg for.

Kick rocks https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 2:40:59 PM rosscarwalker Just as there is good and bad in humans I’m sure there was good and bad in the Annunaki. We are their creation after all. ✌🏽

3/26/2020 2:41:02 PM synchropathic @qsp1racy



3/26/2020 2:41:13 PM davidjbuckwalt2 LOOKS LIKE SOMEONE IS JELLY THAT SOMEONE IS LARPING ON HIS LARP 😂😂😂

3/26/2020 2:41:14 PM konvergerer So  you do not think that the 8chan q and the 8kun q are the exact same entity?  You think there are two qanons that both go by Q? Lol gimme a fukin 

break,  again,  do you trust the 8chan qanon at fucking all?

3/26/2020 2:41:19 PM gregcombs17 Follow who you want and don’t EVER let anyone tell you otherwise. Not even Q. There is much to learn from both sides. Understand the players and 

the game.

3/26/2020 2:41:22 PM qsp1racy Disprove it, troll.

3/26/2020 2:41:23 PM sleky19 But Austin is stupid 😉

3/26/2020 2:41:26 PM americanpetal I’m really curious to understand The Plan’s thinking on this aspect.  Clearly, their is dignity and value in hard work.  But, wouldn’t the priority be on 

having and being a family albeit free from the worries of providing basic needs-food, water, shelter.

3/26/2020 2:41:30 PM q_army1 thank you

3/26/2020 2:41:32 PM raako71 But look at our description, it's totally real

3/26/2020 2:41:33 PM westmount_d7 Yeah! We are bringing peace on earth. It comes from the heart!!!

3/26/2020 2:41:48 PM betafreq True but, some hard working Americans do need help by no fault of their own.

3/26/2020 2:42:00 PM kobemuir Hurry this one pls

3/26/2020 2:42:02 PM williebhere Never a dime.. only my time..😉

3/26/2020 2:42:03 PM deeepintheheart WOULD YOU CHANGE YOUR POSITION ON AUSTIN IF I DID.  is that a clear enough question?

3/26/2020 2:42:11 PM nikoscali Zealot!

3/26/2020 2:42:15 PM like_neo He could if he’s deep state.

3/26/2020 2:42:16 PM qsp1racy You sure are hostile

3/26/2020 2:42:17 PM trump_fantastic If we won't need money after the great awakening, then I'm already ready. What luck!

3/26/2020 2:42:39 PM trolls4truth Extremely divisive. Telling others to unfollow just because they follow someone else? I beat you to it, unfollowed you a while ago. Not because of 

Austin, who I'm still not sure of, but because you offer very little insight.

3/26/2020 2:42:44 PM realdepiorabie Prove me wrong.

3/26/2020 2:42:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 It's not volunteering if you're asking for people to buy things from your paid sponsors, monetizing your videos, selling merchandise online, and 

accepting donations in any currency.

3/26/2020 2:43:02 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/83yoqGAIqA

3/26/2020 2:43:05 PM gregcombs17 Having said that Austin seems to me a little child that needs to be bitch slapped.

3/26/2020 2:43:10 PM nikoscali You act like there are a TON of new #QPharisees making money off all this. Seems that there are more new Austin supporters popping up with 

monetization turned on...

3/26/2020 2:43:28 PM rachaelangelm I agree

3/26/2020 2:43:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 Surprised he didn't get you to donate $17.76.

3/26/2020 2:43:46 PM konvergerer The name changed?  Qanon is still Qanon,  there is only one entity and Qanon name never changed its still qanon

3/26/2020 2:43:51 PM anonbythebay 🤦♂️

3/26/2020 2:43:56 PM qsp1racy QPost3d exactly what I showed. I just left out the part that Q quoted it to fit the image.

Kick rocks

3/26/2020 2:44:01 PM dynamicres I follow:

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  but i am not the herd.

@AustinSteinbart  but i am not the herd.

@Jordan_Sather_  but i am not the herd.

@StormIsUponUs  but i am not the herd.

All sources contain valid info,

Trust but Verify❣️

Message over Messenger❣️

WRA1💞 self-discernment is 🗝️
3/26/2020 2:44:16 PM willma2005 both blocked didnt know about mj12,,, be vigilant stand strong in the lord #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 2:44:18 PM q_army1 who was it asked for 3k for his rent ...

redred rum

3/26/2020 2:44:29 PM earth2nissy I bought the tshirt in my profile picture on Amazon. I'm sorry. 💔

3/26/2020 2:44:49 PM wildirish216 How about watching the board... pic.twitter.com/YWeLwZF3yY

3/26/2020 2:45:01 PM beeharrison5 I couldn't get to the comment section yesterday!

3/26/2020 2:45:05 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/xf2x8tH6yT

3/26/2020 2:45:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣🤣🤣

But.... but.... I sell Q products and am followed by General Flynn.

3/26/2020 2:45:17 PM sharidean996 We divided when PAYtriots made #Qanon, theirs.

I hope somehow we can all be ™Q-United again because, "together we are strong". 💜

3/26/2020 2:45:19 PM qsp1racy From what? You just made my point.

If Austin is working with McStain then Trump worked with Epstein.

Cant have it both ways, lil feller

3/26/2020 2:45:22 PM ayeee_tony That's how it is for all civilizations at some point in their journeys of evolution. That's why its so important not to judge. We simply can't know 

everything about a people's history

3/26/2020 2:45:27 PM coloradoevolut1 😂 pic.twitter.com/NLpR641Q6R

3/26/2020 2:45:28 PM lorrain88315939 Well said Patriot

3/26/2020 2:45:38 PM pepe_esc0bar Q posts on 8kun are all as EST. Ur pic is somehow CT. The Q aggregate websites such as qmap should document the time as EST. So ur pic is either 

shopped or qmap shows the local users time zone

3/26/2020 2:45:45 PM leoboscan Meditation makes this temporary line like POSITIVE. We wants NO more DEEP STATE, free energy, free medicine and cure for cancer, aids,  and other.

3/26/2020 2:45:46 PM 1_decided_voter Or the all-encompassing disinfo is necessary.

3/26/2020 2:46:05 PM sarajanesrock Some of the videos are so good, I don't mind donating.

3/26/2020 2:46:15 PM charitable_fury WHY are you labeling people QPharisees?...Good people, who aren’t taking a dime from anyone?...

3/26/2020 2:46:25 PM onecircleart1  pic.twitter.com/Sp6BzL7Rw9

3/26/2020 2:46:39 PM johnmic25959174 Things are about to get out of this World

3/26/2020 2:46:59 PM gregcombs17 If any of you actually ever for one second thought that this goober AS was Q, then you need to go back and reevaluate what Q has taught us. Q would 

never act the way this pole rider has acted. Learn from his gross immaturity. His IQ is 120 at best.

3/26/2020 2:47:07 PM rosscarwalker Yeh I agree. We’re all learning

3/26/2020 2:47:10 PM bennastix I'm lost evidently. What is a Qpharisee?



3/26/2020 2:47:12 PM null_441 debt based money isn't free

borrowed money must be repaid

why are so many begging for continued slavery

on behalf of their unborn children

3/26/2020 2:47:13 PM onecircleart1 In order for the average 6 ft tall person (Austin was a basketball fiend) to get the full photo in, they would need to stand forward and shoot themselves 

from this angle

3/26/2020 2:47:23 PM ts_sci_majic12 Sadly for this cause, money corrupts and what gives you strength to push through the worst of it is the beacon of light at the end of the tunnel where 

you know that GOD WINS. Allowing money to impact performance means you can be controlled. The death racket created the USD!

3/26/2020 2:47:25 PM melbourne_3000 In my opinion one of the most important messages from MJ12 

#GreatChangeIsPending

#TheGreatAwakening https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243291014409920512?s=20 …

3/26/2020 2:47:30 PM thevagrantpepe How do you pay rent? Pay for internet? Out of your own pocket or the government pocket (all our pockets)? I think you're just pissed because Q called 

out no outside comms yet again today almost certainly to quell exactly this kind of bs.

3/26/2020 2:47:32 PM aaronhoughton10 Is everyone getting excited?? This stream is going to be the most EPIC one to date BY FAR! Here's the intro for tonight's show. Huge shout out to 

@PennywiseDaWise for putting this together! @AustinSteinbart @KewNadian @BeagleMoon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LordConcave 

pic.twitter.com/lO0whCF6VC

3/26/2020 2:47:47 PM konvergerer Boom synchro thankyou ,look crowdstrike, steinbart is the enemy

3/26/2020 2:47:59 PM deeepintheheart Thanks.  It would be slightly less due to cinder blocks not actually being 8" another way the deep state is shorting us through building materials!! :)

3/26/2020 2:48:05 PM jackcorn420  pic.twitter.com/gCPkZzKS1j

3/26/2020 2:48:08 PM alittlecanary44 Then they have not truly listened to Austin's video's about this matter either and not doing it for freedom of information imo

3/26/2020 2:48:13 PM tanktank19k If I had money I could spend more time helping the great cause.Instead I'm forced to slave away to ensure my family survives. I have a hunch Ripple is 

going to play a vital role in our new economy. So I buying as much as I can. Would you consider that profiting off the situation?

3/26/2020 2:48:20 PM qsp1racy From what I've learned about people who drape themselves and the word "love" are some of the most despicable people I have ever encountered in 

my life they're only filled with bitterness. https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 2:48:47 PM qsp1racy I watched the video as soon as it released that morning.

3/26/2020 2:48:47 PM keith369me Just my personal experience...I have made some donations in the past.  Each time I made a donation to a particular individual I very soon after got 

bored with their information....almost like a “thank you tip”

3/26/2020 2:48:57 PM deeepintheheart I do not waste my times with minds that are already fixed in a position.  He never said he would change so why beat my head against this cinder block 

wall :)

3/26/2020 2:49:11 PM davelew63 Excited Like A .... pic.twitter.com/eYUM3AslwG

3/26/2020 2:49:12 PM raako71 Why is twitter pushing (LARP) @AustinSteinbart and the connected account @TS_SCI_MAJIC12? 

#QAnon

3/26/2020 2:49:15 PM stormchasser16 I thank you so much for this link!  My intuition has been correct!  I am open minded and believe at this point that Austin is the real deal!  I have been 

blocked and unfollowed by sheep who refuse to question!  I was told to block Austin in a group I was in!  I don’t take orders

3/26/2020 2:49:19 PM covertress I like your shirt. 🥰

3/26/2020 2:49:26 PM pamerican66  pic.twitter.com/JBvLJl12U2

3/26/2020 2:49:29 PM nikoscali AGAIN, a photograph with somebody DOESN'T PROVE SHIT EITHER WAY!

3/26/2020 2:49:34 PM qsp1racy The format is the same.

The platform is NEW and DIFFERENT

3/26/2020 2:49:41 PM realdepiorabie You've successfully debunked yourself. Bravo. 

Oh by the way, show me a SINGLE instance outside of this photo where the emblem does not have the two decimals.

Even the sign is a fake. pic.twitter.com/qKCM7XRXoC

3/26/2020 2:49:43 PM melbourne_3000 Karma is attached to money (both positive and negative)

3/26/2020 2:49:45 PM antiantisemites This is Not about fame, followers, or profiteering

#MessageOverMessanger

#PatriotsUnite

#TraitorsDivide pic.twitter.com/hbV75VOCWW

3/26/2020 2:50:03 PM ingersolockwood If @realDonaldTrump was a citizen, he would be making money on it.  But I agree

3/26/2020 2:50:06 PM _mitchmitchell Yes i saw that too and was mortified over what happened to ordinary German people (genocide) but the Hitler myth presented therein does not stand 

up to scrutiny.

3/26/2020 2:50:21 PM populistpepe2 I like to see the good in people.

Unfortunately, I've also seen the worst.

So little surprises me.

I literally fully trust people on Twitter that I can count on one hand. The rest is trust but verify.

Greed and need make people do interesting things.

3/26/2020 2:50:26 PM tyst1ck People can profit on whatever they want to do. Capitalism is not evil. Evil is evil.

3/26/2020 2:50:26 PM synchropathic And that's how REAL Patriots work together to expose shills. ❤️🇺🇲 #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 2:50:32 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, we PUT PUT ASIDE all of our DIFFERENCES and UNITE TOGETHER in this fight to defeat the Satanic Evil Enemy, especially now that [fiat currency]. 

TOGETHER we WIN! Where We Go One We Go All! BRING THE PAIN, Q! WE ARE WITH YOU. #WWG1WGA #TheStorm #ToneDownYourEgo #Qanon 

pic.twitter.com/f4UzG2EAFm

3/26/2020 2:50:32 PM ethereal_shaman This post got me blocked by the person I didn't even name.  Lots of noise/chaos around this operation.

Spooks everywhere.

3/26/2020 2:50:47 PM keith369me I used to disagree with this line of thinking...I now agree with it as I watch what happens to these individuals as they get paid...it becomes about 

protecting and growing “an empire”

3/26/2020 2:50:51 PM wildirish216 That is a title & a link. It is not part of the Q drop

3/26/2020 2:50:56 PM ingersolockwood If a picture ever said a thousand words

3/26/2020 2:51:02 PM pamerican66  pic.twitter.com/Gp9mFMEgli

3/26/2020 2:51:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣No, MJ12 is not pissed and we re not impacted by any Q posts as we are an entirely different operation.

To your point: You pay for rent by working a job that creates wealth for the death racket. You use their currency. Meaning you fall within their rules.

3/26/2020 2:51:12 PM natertottzz What about the content providers that have ads or monetized videos?  I feel like they should be allowed to make a living for their efforts...no?  I’m sure 

that’s not the intended subject of the tweet, but I just wanted to clarify.

3/26/2020 2:51:18 PM null_441 Attention is the new currency

3/26/2020 2:51:29 PM pennywisedawise 🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻❤️🙏🏻

3/26/2020 2:51:35 PM nikoscali LOL

3/26/2020 2:51:47 PM macharde @samtripoli @ThePhoenixEnig1



3/26/2020 2:51:48 PM turboxyde  pic.twitter.com/SSYmeKTGGM

3/26/2020 2:51:50 PM mikespies904 I had this same feeling yesterday. I started to to research and quickly lost interest lol been info overload lately

3/26/2020 2:52:16 PM wildirish216 This is from a Q alert page no title w/link to the board at the bottom below Q pic.twitter.com/N282xwkwHM

3/26/2020 2:52:17 PM 1_decided_voter Difference of opinion over semantics. I remain unconvinced that changes made to improve the resiliency of software equates to a changing of the 

platform. Social media makes software changes all the time, yet when Twitter or FB does this it is not considered a different platform.

3/26/2020 2:52:25 PM pomeinnz You still don't get it.

3/26/2020 2:52:34 PM luvmyshitzu I wish you guys would quit giving ultimatums. We know these people are larps that just ignore them.

3/26/2020 2:52:39 PM llyr_crypto I follow this account.. and " influences" and small accounts.. and I've been posting and caping about As for a bit now.. information is information... but 

trust and verify is my thing.... 

and after verifying as... I cannot support him.. I am open to discuss

3/26/2020 2:52:42 PM onecircleart1 Seriously, no proof can ever be good enough, because they're following a RELIGION.

3/26/2020 2:52:45 PM mediaintell1 Hahahahahahaha.  Game over!  You lose. pic.twitter.com/aIVx5xARZm

3/26/2020 2:53:06 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/Tm43GSfwce

3/26/2020 2:53:18 PM konvergerer So fukin what? the time is not in the pic, its not a qproof and where is q's delta so we can look for steinbarts delta which is not there because it's a 

fraud,  fix it, oh that's right you cant because its a lie

3/26/2020 2:53:26 PM nikoscali So, serious question for all the #AustinSteinbart supporters:

Does this mean April 5th isn't happening now?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening

3/26/2020 2:53:28 PM millertime692 Your a fake fraud!

3/26/2020 2:53:32 PM realdepiorabie Says the guy who believes Q is some kid named Austin from the future. 😂

3/26/2020 2:53:43 PM wildirish216 Pay attention to the board! pic.twitter.com/9JLpi5KGUE

3/26/2020 2:54:07 PM ariasviewpoint  pic.twitter.com/iP0VR2vZB0

3/26/2020 2:54:12 PM steveroye Thank you for this!!! 👍👍👍

3/26/2020 2:54:13 PM ts_sci_majic12 Any attempt to build a brand around Q/Great Awakening/Majestic 12 (including Above Majestic) is a direct attempt to inject cabal controlled currency 

control into the conversation.

3/26/2020 2:54:14 PM veera81151963 How bout full-time citizen journalists that need to survive ?

I think having all research free and asking for donations - so those with money can contribute is a fair compromise ?

3/26/2020 2:54:14 PM irondadof5 Monetization creates favorites and silences voices. How long before the very thing we are trying to eradicate slides/buys its way back into power?

3/26/2020 2:54:24 PM skylar13764875 Wow @PennywiseDaWise!! Amazing job! Stellar!🚀💥😍

#QuantumStarPower #QuantumInternet #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

3/26/2020 2:54:30 PM onecircleart1 Good catch, noted. That's a big ass sign. They just keep running from one fake rallying point to another. Couldn't prove the photo was pasted, couldn't 

prove the height or angles are wrong, etc. They don't want to know, they want to believe.

3/26/2020 2:54:37 PM wildirish216 Board where Q drops pic.twitter.com/FSftmfX3t3

3/26/2020 2:54:41 PM realdepiorabie How about two go stroke one another off to Steinlarp youtube vids.

You were meant for each other.

3/26/2020 2:54:51 PM covertress It's an intelligence OP, not a religion.

3/26/2020 2:54:54 PM boy12_jimmy I get this message. Most of these QPharisees, were shared by @POTUS irregardless of asking for donations for their work. Respected. Attacking them 

via @AustinSteinbart was not a good start to bring him into our lives. MJ12 invited Qfollowers to listen & share. Leave them alone.

3/26/2020 2:54:54 PM johnnysoko Proof enough pic.twitter.com/j6A7eL4oY5

3/26/2020 2:54:56 PM resignationanon than explain it!

3/26/2020 2:55:06 PM irah_chandler Js and joe i follow mj but just for enjoyment

3/26/2020 2:55:11 PM qsp1racy Austin has said many times he infiltrated all of their networks using his biz as cover.

ALL OF THEM

 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

It's funny that you reached for one tiny little thing yet you can't even look the two qproofs in the face because you're a coward and a troll 🤣🍿

3/26/2020 2:55:12 PM thevagrantpepe Again, how do you fund your operation?

3/26/2020 2:55:33 PM qsp1racy 8chan doesnt exist

8KUN does

3/26/2020 2:55:44 PM whyteknight17 Please, do not forget, the Church saved Europe, created the concept of the university, and gave us the Bible. There have been bad leaders in the 

Church through history, but the Church has prevailed.

3/26/2020 2:55:56 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/rR4ESXVE5r

3/26/2020 2:55:58 PM anon47171 PsyOP Operation Active?

Operator/Victim > @AustinSteinbart

Handler > [deep state]

Plan to discredit the [source] ]Q[uelle 

Push a false narrative and blame the [source] at the end.

Grow numbers with the naive ones.

=

FULL PANIC MODE
3/26/2020 2:56:07 PM populistpepe2 Exactly. pic.twitter.com/nPQlyanXjH

3/26/2020 2:56:11 PM nikoscali Does that include all the people building their brand around Austin?

3/26/2020 2:56:15 PM ariasviewpoint Most people missed this other #QProof see my added text below 👇🏼👇🏼👇🏼 pic.twitter.com/jr9dXoeDWu

3/26/2020 2:56:16 PM onecircleart1 Again, personal attacks are a form of intellectual dishonesty in online debates. If you have proof of your claims against him, you're hurting all of 

#QAnon by withholding them. If each of your claims is fairly easily disproven, then you're only peddling a belief system.

3/26/2020 2:56:21 PM 1_decided_voter Many have asked, and Q has thus far ignored them. Same with asking POTUS about Q (via Twitter anyway).

3/26/2020 2:56:37 PM deeepintheheart Ok SJW.  go dye our hair red white and blue... We are still rooting for the same time.  seriously calling some a larp or cringe, or shill is the weakest 

retort.  again be better. I have faith in you.

3/26/2020 2:56:43 PM pepe_esc0bar Aggregate website  http://qanon.pub  displays and labels the time as EST & I’m pretty sure  http://qmap.pub  does as well (where ur pic was from) so 

your pic showing the incorrect time is 100% shopped. Common tactic used by LARPS like Asstin pic.twitter.com/wjVNrL1Nqg

3/26/2020 2:57:02 PM wildirish216 Exactly. There is no time for this BS especially now when people are home & checking into Q



3/26/2020 2:57:03 PM hebberdgary Who do you say Jesus Christ is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ? You won’t answer that, will you.  

https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1242456187351728129 …

3/26/2020 2:57:13 PM awakeningthe17 😂😂

3/26/2020 2:57:15 PM pepe_t_ You think Austin is real?  Even after Today's drop?

3/26/2020 2:57:30 PM restorativna8ur 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤡 he still isnt q.

3/26/2020 2:57:31 PM exlinejoel Why are you posting this as if it is not photoshopped??? You must also be a larp too if you can look at that and still post it.

3/26/2020 2:57:31 PM onecircleart1 You've been unable to prove your claim.

3/26/2020 2:57:40 PM nikoscali Desperate....

3/26/2020 2:57:45 PM know__the_truth Can’t wait snacks will be ready, I think I ate all my popcorn from today! Dessert time 🧁

3/26/2020 2:57:49 PM realdepiorabie Don't need to. 

Q called out these LARPS already.

No wait, I am Q. and DIA 

Prove me wrong. 🤷♂️

3/26/2020 2:57:53 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/f3Db1g0kvX

3/26/2020 2:57:59 PM jwc003 IMHO...

I have no issue with folks supporting what amounts to a startup news organization, by buying a shirt or mug.

Getting rich off this is very different than paying the bills.

I do not have the time (or tools) to dig 8-12 hours a day like some folks do.

Again, just my $.02
3/26/2020 2:58:04 PM whyteknight17 The pope is a steward of the Church, not the King. The pope holds the place of the King until His return.

3/26/2020 2:58:05 PM texasqpatriot Stop.

3/26/2020 2:58:06 PM populistpepe2 LOL

So poorly worded!

I should have said ' I can literally count on one hand the number of people I fully trust on Twitter"

And of them, one is my husband, one is Trump, and one is a special Princess. That leaves about 2 more.

3/26/2020 2:58:07 PM qsp1racy Disprove my points, troll.

3/26/2020 2:58:15 PM ghostmachine777 Funny coming from a paytriot ...

3/26/2020 2:58:22 PM clbcbme I have always wondered why they have to be monetized.  IPOT is one of the most informed digital journalist and is not out begging for donations.

3/26/2020 2:58:29 PM irah_chandler Steinmart is just splitting the movement it troubles me that mj has gone all in on "baby q" because it showes an affiliation. Im sorry but the words 

"message over messenger" is a clear psy op it get you to ignore alliances and affiliations and those things are quite important

3/26/2020 2:58:31 PM nikoscali You haven't made any

3/26/2020 2:58:36 PM lizzah_83 8kun uses a sharing or peer-to-peer type system I believe. #ProjectOdin It can’t be taken offline so easily now. I’m not super techy, so forgive my 

ignorance on details, but I do know 8kun routes thru DOD server. Also, if the trip code is NOT something Austin will do tell me why.

3/26/2020 2:58:49 PM qsp1racy 8CHAN is not the same name as 8KUN, braniac

3/26/2020 2:59:02 PM s3rvn Let me guess, You also think JFK Jr. Is alive.

3/26/2020 2:59:04 PM tarynupmatrix More proof that @AustinSteinbart is Q pic.twitter.com/5Oj3vaP95N

3/26/2020 2:59:07 PM whyteknight17 This is Biblical--from the Gospels.

3/26/2020 2:59:11 PM michael_rae @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Check it out... Wait for it.  pic.twitter.com/ZIUF4f2AKa

3/26/2020 2:59:16 PM marylouathome Great point

3/26/2020 2:59:27 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/kTUNVZ30Of

3/26/2020 2:59:33 PM sinstar33 Im an IT person. pic.twitter.com/wav7mcM0sn

3/26/2020 2:59:35 PM fansblowing3 I work too hard for my money to donate it to anonymous people on the Internet.

3/26/2020 2:59:37 PM andrewrules613 @Sean06701087 @NerdyNihilist @DavidHa57377456 @Kristen__Evelyn @TamaraAkers6 @AmandaG03584942  I'd suggest popping in this live stream 

tonight

3/26/2020 2:59:37 PM oaf_unbreakable You starting to glow harder.

3/26/2020 2:59:41 PM realdepiorabie I'm DIA and Q. 

Prove me wrong.

3/26/2020 2:59:42 PM deeepintheheart People waiting for a text box in their basement like you are what is the real definition of a LARP.  but that word is so gay to be using by any adult much 

less a male adult.  I am central time zone so maybe it does change it for that but it is an actual screenshot. no shop.

3/26/2020 2:59:52 PM mediaintell1 That's right.  In fact, it's the biggest deception of this whole movement.   Deep dive and stop believing this.  The whole thing is about destroying  Rome 

and raising up greater Israel.  They crucified Him, now they're getting you all to crucify His Church 

https://twitter.com/mediaintell1/status/1243281263185838086?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:00:14 PM tcounas_evan Everyone I have been following and listen to had channels/websites/podcasts before Q was ever revealed. Social media tyrants removed their bread 

and butter. I have no problem supporting due to this. While I agree should be no profiteering, it's not the case. Strike 2 Majestic 12!

3/26/2020 3:00:22 PM fansblowing3 Who?

3/26/2020 3:00:24 PM raako71  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7HIxqDpJ0Q …

3/26/2020 3:00:26 PM know__the_truth What time? I gotta plan for it, feeding kids etc.

3/26/2020 3:00:30 PM gravano78 Must be the 4am talking point. These clowns all started using it after they were promoting the LARP. pic.twitter.com/O6pIeduEN0

3/26/2020 3:00:33 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/t3ZTHPWgt9

3/26/2020 3:00:35 PM pomeinnz I only trust me

Not even Q

3/26/2020 3:00:38 PM nocommunistusa 🤷🏻♀️

3/26/2020 3:00:50 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/omT8wPq9ou

3/26/2020 3:00:50 PM onecircleart1 Again, you're the one making the claim, so you have to prove it. You couldn't prove the photo is false, you can't prove that you're DIA and Q.

3/26/2020 3:00:54 PM capricehammett Now you ask the questions that are obvious to me...has Austin EVER put the movement in front of a Mac Truck?  Has Austin ever changed the direction 

of the movement?  Has he ever said not to follow the other haters?  Has he tried to enlist the help of all Q followers good reasons?

3/26/2020 3:01:17 PM mikeb38beacon_h So what currency shall we use? I’m sure my landlord would catch on to Monopoly money kinda fast😉

3/26/2020 3:01:18 PM onecircleart1 The evidence is on the one making the claim 😎

3/26/2020 3:01:29 PM wnhensley  pic.twitter.com/oHmFV2lE2n



3/26/2020 3:01:31 PM williebhere @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 you say message over messenger. If I work for humanity trying to do what’s righteous and others make money off my work without 

my knowledge, am I still righteous.

 Is it more righteous to keep working and others expose the paytriots, or not try?

Respects.

3/26/2020 3:02:02 PM deeepintheheart AND do you realize the General Milley set up the Futures Command on the UT campus in AUSTIN TX 17th floor to be exact.   Yes where the intel they 

get from the "future" is here in Austin.  Seems like a great name for someone like Q to be named.

3/26/2020 3:02:02 PM irah_chandler Meh

3/26/2020 3:02:04 PM liziam1776 Austin is not Q because there's only supposed to be 10 or less than 10 people around President Trump who know The Plan. If Austin was Q or near the 

President he would post a photo of something in the White House... a desk, watch, pen, etc... Austin is a DS clown.

3/26/2020 3:02:19 PM lizzah_83 There is no way I’m watching anymore of his videos. Q changes the trip codes and verifies them through various ways—so Austin would have no 

believable answer on why he wouldn’t do it if he/Q does it all the time (which would be the case if he’s Q). Right? I mean, just THINK on it

3/26/2020 3:02:23 PM bpd74754171 Block and ignore Austin. He's an immature child.

3/26/2020 3:02:23 PM dynamicres MJ has been pushing the info, and the discernment. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243011579655979010 …

3/26/2020 3:02:29 PM patriot_south Amen....Faith the grain of a mustard seed....

3/26/2020 3:02:38 PM perfectstorm24 🤩🛰️🛸💰👽👻👍💪

3/26/2020 3:02:44 PM pepe_t_ That wasn't the question.

Austin was exposed and it was the end of his Chapter.

3/26/2020 3:02:47 PM stevent0000000 To me, that is ‘red pulling’ people who are still asleep. The word has to get out somehow! You’re fine! Actually, you’re AWSOME for helping in the 

Great Awakening 😎 My .02

3/26/2020 3:02:50 PM natertottzz Got it.  So should we avoid listening to those content providers then?  I do my own digging, but use some content providers to supplement to save 

time.  I guess I’ll pull back from that habit.

3/26/2020 3:02:50 PM pepe_esc0bar Earthly goods; property; riches.

No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot 

serve God and MAMMON. ( Matthew 6:24 ) pic.twitter.com/VchRAgfoWE

3/26/2020 3:03:04 PM johnnybalderra2 Why is he always mad ??? pic.twitter.com/H5RcSiLKlR

3/26/2020 3:03:05 PM madscientist  pic.twitter.com/njSdpe8kM4

3/26/2020 3:03:17 PM bpd74754171 Dont bother. He just muddies waters

3/26/2020 3:03:20 PM realdepiorabie Okay. Working on getting you a pic of me pointing up at a 4 foot high sign so you can know once and for all, I am DIA Q.

Will let you know once it's done.

3/26/2020 3:03:26 PM pomeinnz I don't know Austin

3/26/2020 3:03:35 PM awschitt Don't have any issues with Austin being part of team Q.  However, this photo, even without a forensic analysis, looks as if Austin has been "green-

screened", or photo-shopped.  Has similar effects as the one where he "appears" to be doing a "circular" photo-shoot at the school.

3/26/2020 3:03:42 PM fansblowing3 Yes everyone unfollow J$ 💵

3/26/2020 3:03:51 PM deeepintheheart  pic.twitter.com/8EKVXyAQCt

3/26/2020 3:03:54 PM resignationanon NEVER answer a question ==> #shill behaviour

3/26/2020 3:04:11 PM etdisclosure202 You have no evidence that @AustinSteinbart isn't/is what he claims. He is clearly more than a "LARP" and has provided proofs.

Some people are seeing something in AS that others aren't. Same boat as when people saw something in Q when others didn't. Message over 

messenger.

3/26/2020 3:04:17 PM wildirish216 It's title/link to board above the Qdrop. On this Q alert the link is at the bottom below the Q drop. You should know this. Bet your hoping your bots 

don't pic.twitter.com/ngGV546KFC

3/26/2020 3:04:29 PM irah_chandler My point is the saying messave over messenger is falacy built to prevent decernment knowing the motivation of the person is key to decernment....

3/26/2020 3:04:38 PM onecircleart1 Please take your pic in front of the same sign so all the variables are the same 😉

3/26/2020 3:05:08 PM stormchasser16 You haven’t watched his videos have you?  Don’t be afraid to explore!

3/26/2020 3:05:14 PM realdepiorabie Then wouldn't Austin be there instead of Phoenix AZ....

Jeez, I have too much time on my hands if I'm wasting it with you two knuckleheads.

3/26/2020 3:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Meaning, in order for you to put food on your table, you need to spend more time + energy next year than you did last year.

Slavery.

When do you stop taking from the hand that strikes you?

Can you trust that hand in any shape or form?

Does that hand attempt to control you?

3/26/2020 3:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Cabal engineers laws surrounding the currency and how it may change hands.

Cabal uses currency to control the people and harvest their energy.

Currency is representative of time + energy.

Therefore inflation is the devaluation of time + energy.

3/26/2020 3:05:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical thinking required.

Cabal are homicidal satanic cannibals pedophiles who created fiat central banking currency that is backed by nothing with exponential inflation.

Inflation = more time/energy + less money.

3/26/2020 3:05:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The cabal knows they can't stop people from learning the truth about what they are doing.

They aren't dumb.

They may be stupid, but they are not dumb.

Money reaches the hands across all domains that serve their purpose.

It's how they control you.

3/26/2020 3:05:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 If #QPharisees are receiving cabal currency and are actively collecting cabal currency in exchange for their time, "knowledge 🤣🤣🤣", and energy 

being injected into the Great Awakening, then wouldn't the control of information be a priority to receive said currency?

3/26/2020 3:05:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 The dangers of allowing cabal controlled currency to dominate the popular dissemination of information means the cabal currency manipulation laws 

are actively playing a role in which information is allowed to get out.

Here comes the logical thinking component.

3/26/2020 3:05:51 PM stormchasser16 You didn’t watch the videos did you?  Please just watch to the end!

3/26/2020 3:05:59 PM eyesquincy If you think Trump was a friend of Epstein why are you following Q?

What does Q matter to you?  Are you here to divide?

3/26/2020 3:06:06 PM deeepintheheart Same with you your mind is made up.  Bless you. Have a great awakening.

3/26/2020 3:06:10 PM quartrmastranon No one is buying your shit. pic.twitter.com/UlUm6S21Nw

3/26/2020 3:06:34 PM konvergerer The deltas are always on time,that is a fake qproof,  that is significant ..DNC paid crowdstrike! tampering with the election and steinbarts partner is 

crowdstrike,and you're just gonna take his word that a  one man/private business infiltrated "all networks", name one network! ? 

pic.twitter.com/6za38nZ70n



3/26/2020 3:06:45 PM realdepiorabie Take care, genius.

3/26/2020 3:07:02 PM roguepink Tell Larry I said hey or do I have to. I’ll give you time

3/26/2020 3:07:20 PM deeepintheheart ok Tootsie

3/26/2020 3:07:21 PM pepe_esc0bar Thanks to these Q aggregate sites, looking up & verifying research on ur own is a breeze! An adult male blindly following another adult male who is 

pretending to be someone else is the definition of a LARP & a FOOL.

3/26/2020 3:07:30 PM stevent0000000 It must be done to a point to help spread the word and Awaken the sleeping masses. How many have been Awakened through YouTube channels? 

Some channels spend all their waking hours promoting the Great Awakening. Thank God for them!

3/26/2020 3:07:47 PM qsp1racy A coward troll pic.twitter.com/HJXm1OfbkD

3/26/2020 3:07:58 PM ryanwamsher I can’t stand the edits and his arrogance...

3/26/2020 3:08:02 PM freestateojones It's backed by debt loaning.

3/26/2020 3:08:10 PM youstinksoap Time is money!

...and other b.s. that has brainwashed us all...

3/26/2020 3:08:14 PM nikoscali That argument is so last week

3/26/2020 3:08:33 PM wnhensley  pic.twitter.com/6mvlLO6CrD

3/26/2020 3:08:40 PM deeepintheheart You are following a text box.  what do you call that type of person?

3/26/2020 3:08:40 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. The Q clock is nonsense and has had to be revised dozens of times to try to create deltas. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings

3/26/2020 3:08:41 PM bryceja68689884 Anybody know where I can get a Q flag that the proceeds support General Flynn?

3/26/2020 3:08:42 PM tcounas_evan Makes him feel powerful... Besides, I stated I wasn't talking to him because it's so obvious what it's up to.....

3/26/2020 3:09:00 PM rideordiefamof4 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/JQPwRBkUdC

3/26/2020 3:09:07 PM realdepiorabie Read it and weep. 

I go by DIA Q, but you can just call me Mr. Supreme DIA Q. pic.twitter.com/D0joLLmuyt

3/26/2020 3:09:11 PM houston08224729 There is a silver lining with these LARPs, and that is, it got more people curious to The Q Movement.               #TheGreatAwakening 

#TheGreatAwakeningWorldwide

3/26/2020 3:09:24 PM wildirish216 The blue title is a link to the board it's not part of the Qdrop. On this Q app the link is below the Q drop. pic.twitter.com/ZZsmZPdgfJ

3/26/2020 3:09:36 PM dynamicres I can see your point, I take it to a different conclusion but i do see the point. Mainly on reasons of this: 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243291014409920512 …

3/26/2020 3:09:38 PM smith_jere Agree. I can read the drops myself. I don't need them summarized and interpreted for me.

3/26/2020 3:09:41 PM williebhere Is Q cabal control??

3/26/2020 3:09:45 PM nedryersonpunx I’m waiting for you to provide any but all you’ve done is whine and spout on about your triggered feelings. Sad. 

Sorry sport, facts still don’t care about your triggered feelings

3/26/2020 3:09:56 PM _doozier_ Does not "Endorse" AS but *will not* stop spamming "message over messenger" until you watch his (specifically) videos. Also wants you to raid the 

staff emails of some archive on AS's behalf... But not an endorsement. But you MUST hear this message. Which they don't endorse🙄️

3/26/2020 3:09:57 PM do_or_do_notty Listen to who you want

Truth resonates from within

You’ll know

This “MJ12” acct can’t determine truth for you, Or anyone else

I definitely wouldn’t make a single decision based on what this account says

Certainly not who I should/shouldn’t be listening to/following

#SheepNoMore
3/26/2020 3:10:05 PM tcounas_evan Nor yours shill, bye

3/26/2020 3:10:11 PM realdepiorabie Better yet, call me Daddy Q.

I like that.

3/26/2020 3:10:20 PM onecircleart1 And once personal attacks fail to cause an emotional reaction, suddenly the argument is lost and it's "you aren't worth my time"

3/26/2020 3:10:24 PM laiciedaze You really believe he contacted himself from the future? 😏

Okay, let's say hypothetically he did. So he's using 'alien' technology then. And he drops verses from the Bible? Real Christians know who the aliens 

truly are. That in itself makes him noone I can trust. 

He's a fraud.

3/26/2020 3:10:32 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@GregRubini

3/26/2020 3:10:50 PM qsp1racy I never said he was.

Im obviously mocking your faulty "logic"

3/26/2020 3:10:56 PM fktvis  https://twitter.com/FKTVis/status/1243075426823606274 …

3/26/2020 3:10:58 PM dustybeck6 I always liked the invisible hand of God in the Wealth of Nations

3/26/2020 3:11:00 PM onecircleart1 Ridicule, personal attacks, retreat. You haven't been able to back up your claims that the photo is fake. Can you deliver the proof or not?

3/26/2020 3:11:00 PM mynardpamela They like debt. You want gold backed, correct? Isn’t there another type of currency? A third option?

3/26/2020 3:11:08 PM earth2nissy Thank you! 😊 I actually want an MJ12 one as well but I'll wait until they advertise now 😁

3/26/2020 3:11:27 PM anangelhasland1 Hmmmm... socialism is out and capitalism is no good. So what’s left?

Belly dancing?

3/26/2020 3:11:43 PM nedryersonpunx Yes, showing you reality and facts makes me feel powerful. 

Here’s a fact for you: no Q predictions have ever come true. The very first Q drop said HRC would be arrested in October 2017. It’s now March 2020 

and nothing. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 3:11:59 PM ethanpe58415707 I agree now.

3/26/2020 3:12:04 PM konvergerer Again for a third time...The eight chan Q , im talking about  Q , do you think its the same qanon on either platform?. You see how im working with you 

using your words,  and you are dodging and jumping around all over the place?

3/26/2020 3:12:10 PM smith_jere They tell people to think for themselves then turn around and tell them how to think.

3/26/2020 3:12:21 PM nedryersonpunx lol. I’m sorry I’m wrecking your nonsense with facts and reality. I’m sorry facts and reality are inconvenient to your feelings. Sad.

3/26/2020 3:12:29 PM wildirish216 The title is a link to the board & is not part of the Q drop. On this app the link is below the Q drop pic.twitter.com/FtQsiuNFVB

3/26/2020 3:12:33 PM qsp1racy Im sure he infiltrated CS... to gather info for DIA. Like he said he did.

3/26/2020 3:12:35 PM neosan2018 Are you a LARP? #FactsMatter pic.twitter.com/fBgLzuNCHu

3/26/2020 3:12:59 PM realeyethespy  https://t.co/L3A2fJgzWV  https://twitter.com/realeyethespy/status/1243281043223752705?s=21 …



3/26/2020 3:13:02 PM 02joshuaradwan  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTbglRablNOjMIUjbw0uu1WQ4vFidawQz …

3/26/2020 3:13:10 PM dustybeck6 Schiffs are one of the blood lines to the ring of power

3/26/2020 3:13:14 PM riversm18 SCHPEC = Satanic cannibalistic homicidal pedophile cabal

3/26/2020 3:13:19 PM covertress Then, finally understanding this, I'm glad that my attempts to sell Q t-shirts failed.

3/26/2020 3:13:25 PM wildirish216 The title is a link to the board & is not part of the Q drop. On this app the link is below the Q drop pic.twitter.com/v18JEWgX0x

3/26/2020 3:13:28 PM mike422422 💯

3/26/2020 3:13:36 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣

3/26/2020 3:14:01 PM hrlymomma3 dm me please for chat ?

3/26/2020 3:14:05 PM eyesquincy So you are here to divide then.

3/26/2020 3:14:27 PM majic_eyes_qnly  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243297992414806021.html …

3/26/2020 3:14:31 PM chiarap98270410 Stay stupid 🤣. Austin Steinbart was fried today. Anyone with common sense knows he is a fake.

3/26/2020 3:14:31 PM wildirish216 The title is a link to the board & is not part of the Q drop. On this app the link is below the Q drop pic.twitter.com/rh4BgawD7D

3/26/2020 3:14:41 PM stormchasser16 Just what the lefties say about President Trump!  He is just so rude and narcissistic Orange man bad!

3/26/2020 3:14:55 PM stevent0000000 *pilling

3/26/2020 3:15:04 PM jackoneilltime1 Knowledge

3/26/2020 3:15:14 PM sardz8 They know he’s an evil turd

3/26/2020 3:15:21 PM wildirish216 He's hoping his bot followers don't

3/26/2020 3:15:34 PM konvergerer You admit you are assuming,  you are just taking his word for it, no proof!! Wow got you pegged

3/26/2020 3:15:40 PM pepe_esc0bar So ur profile pic is a Q yet ur asking me what type of person reads/follows Q? Ok Shillbo

3/26/2020 3:16:11 PM charitable_fury Who, specifically?...

3/26/2020 3:16:12 PM jrocktigers We fund their operation and it is operation Hammer Time. Seven figure hammers , no less. pic.twitter.com/8BAW0bNE4H

3/26/2020 3:16:13 PM populistpepe2 No it is not. 

But, LOL, I'm cheap about things like that and have the common sense to understand I can find the same information for free elsewhere.

And I share for free. Of course if I got paid in eye rolls, I'd be very wealthy! The world still isn't quite ready.

3/26/2020 3:16:24 PM covertress 🤣 pic.twitter.com/zX2PX1Iq0q

3/26/2020 3:16:48 PM relateddab One love ❤️

3/26/2020 3:16:52 PM laurabusse I thought so too!

3/26/2020 3:16:55 PM laiciedaze 👍☺

3/26/2020 3:16:59 PM relateddab Make the world go round

3/26/2020 3:17:14 PM konvergerer Q said crowdstrike is the enemy,  q did not say it infiltrated crowdstrike,  you are just believing some fukin guy because you think there is a fukin moon 

motel right?

3/26/2020 3:17:38 PM shane26546740  pic.twitter.com/3Xc3VgMl9b

3/26/2020 3:17:51 PM dream9_87 Look who worked at ClowdStrike before 😂

Honk honk pic.twitter.com/tFMVUwGPLU

3/26/2020 3:18:02 PM cstarr888 YES! Exactly!👇

We all have pieces of the puzzle...

We need to work together.

🤦🏼♀️🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/92oSRRkyVQ

3/26/2020 3:18:03 PM populistpepe2 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/26/2020 3:18:13 PM _369311119 "...reduce the cost of living to zero, which is our goal."

-MJ12 pic.twitter.com/3y6L9BeWE8

3/26/2020 3:18:28 PM konvergerer  pic.twitter.com/pDJ3JSmUrq

3/26/2020 3:18:29 PM sandymcnally3 "The look you give  when you know..."

3/26/2020 3:18:47 PM wildirish216 This is epic pic.twitter.com/cfFqIOURsN

3/26/2020 3:18:54 PM nuearth2000 Which is why i am becoming self sufficient.   Food, water, and electricity soon.

3/26/2020 3:18:59 PM smokecat11 I already don't follow these guys. You red pilled me,  @Jordan_Sather_ , even tho, i don't agree w/ some of your ideas. At times, I do check in to see 

what they are saying. I but don't unfollow cuz of other's opinion. Q says something about division...

3/26/2020 3:19:02 PM stevent0000000 Very true but he does have a Patreon account of which I am a proud contributor. Been following SPM for over 2 years now. One of the best of the best 

in my opinion 😎

3/26/2020 3:19:18 PM qsp1racy Same Q different platform.

How are you confused?

3/26/2020 3:19:51 PM 99thyamwasher I’ll jump on!

I like fulfurd, Steele and even Wilcox loads more than sather! And I’m free to be proven wrong and have my opinions dismissed. 

Because we’re STILL getting screwed by the two party tyranny. That’s the big picture. IMHO

3/26/2020 3:20:00 PM dream9_87 I'll just leave this here. Remember CrowdStrike? pic.twitter.com/lCoNL9qOov

3/26/2020 3:20:01 PM stormchasser16 I am getting it out there I can never be sure of anything in life except that we are all going to die but I commit myself to take a stand!  I don’t do 

anything halfway and I will admit that I am wrong if I turn out to be wrong but I believe 99% I am right about him!

3/26/2020 3:20:21 PM stuarttruly thankful to be learning so much.

3/26/2020 3:20:24 PM qsp1racy Mocking your faulty logic.

Cry me a river 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/26/2020 3:20:40 PM s0urc3rss Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. Cabal are homicidal satanic cannibals pedophiles who created fiat central banking curreacked 

by nothing with exponential inflation. Inflation = more time/energy + less money. Cabal engineers laws surr…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243297992414806021.html …

3/26/2020 3:20:40 PM brangusjimmy Sad day I have to admit me being in the wrong after following these two accounts for ages. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is a LARP, @RealEyeTheSpy is seemingly 

a LARP too. The enemy is smart and knows they have to infiltrate the following in order to DIVIDE us. I will be blocking these accts.

3/26/2020 3:20:49 PM kireaton It wasn't about the Q clock.   And none of us, including you know the facts.

I really don't get why people have to be such dickheads.

3/26/2020 3:20:50 PM qsp1racy Just the opposite is true https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:21:16 PM truthseekerkari Jesus said to give to Caesar what is Caesar's. The fiat currency is the Fake Fed's creation that enslaves us. It is owned by them and is not the peoples. If 

ALL shared with each other no one would go without. Sharing in community can be free. God gave us ALL to share not horde.

3/26/2020 3:21:47 PM natertottzz I’ve already been widdling down the list anyways.  I’m going to be more judicious about it is all.

3/26/2020 3:21:50 PM qsp1racy Nope Im going by what he has shared repeatedly on Twatter and on videos

3/26/2020 3:21:58 PM trew236 Epic if epic means you didnt anything notable

3/26/2020 3:21:58 PM imapatriotjr Yep Yep!   Let's get on with it, if you guys are ready

3/26/2020 3:22:00 PM eyesquincy Outed as the shill you are!



3/26/2020 3:22:25 PM frankyanker Here's one of them that's blocking people left and right. I got blocked because I replied to someone's comment that they shouldn't just block people 

because they disagree. That's what's dividing the movement. The little followers that are blocking because their master does. 

pic.twitter.com/a0RnpXrKyX

3/26/2020 3:22:40 PM stormchasser16 Do you alway make snap judgements about people?  I not into judging others who happen to have a different perspective than myself and I think 

logically!

3/26/2020 3:22:41 PM qsp1racy You only get breadcrumbs from Q like everyone else.

You have 0 clue about what they do and how.

3/26/2020 3:22:46 PM ryanwamsher Umm no Trump has@made@a name for himself from the 80’s and on...I have 30 years of Trump on TV and news... if AS would just report what he 

knows and didn’t say that he was Q fine, but not the case here

3/26/2020 3:23:00 PM resignationanon ignore a request ==> #shill behavior!

3/26/2020 3:23:07 PM jaisynu I agree, we need to identify those pushing agendas without accurate data. Must be more diligent and scientific. Good fiction can be tempting to follow.

 The father, Q and Trump ❤️🙏🏼

3/26/2020 3:23:18 PM jsanon3 #LARPS gonna #LARP

3/26/2020 3:23:22 PM do_or_do_notty This QPharisees Crap that (you) keep repeating is BS

AS called folks a QPharisees who don’t make a dime off this shit

Yet you say nothing bout that 

No correction...The lie stands🙄

Message over messenger doesn’t mean shit when the ‘message’ is a #LIE being told by a #LIAR(s) pic.twitter.com/9YEHWgvJg7

3/26/2020 3:23:25 PM miss_ampie is power.

3/26/2020 3:23:37 PM stormchasser16 He explained that in a post you can answer your own question there if you are curious!

3/26/2020 3:24:32 PM konvergerer Not confused,  you didn't answer a simple question twice, great you think there is only one qanon, why would qanon say no outside comms?  What is 

the purpose?  Security and continuity of info right? Do you actually trust Q at all? If you do you can understand why q said that?Why?

3/26/2020 3:24:32 PM anangelhasland1 More obviously, the receipt of payment censors the output of the Tweeter. They don’t want to rock the boat.

Even without receiving $$$, QPharisees clearly know which “facts” to repeat endlessly to create an enormous ego-boosting following, a common fault 

of communal collectives.

3/26/2020 3:24:33 PM jsanon3 Dudes a loser larp.

So MJ12.

Trying to be special and important.

3/26/2020 3:24:38 PM brangusjimmy Yup. Although I am young and impressionable, we cannot have our minds so open our brains fall out🤪 let’s encourage our community to stay true to 

the movement and avoid these disinfo agents.

3/26/2020 3:24:41 PM mike422422 😎

3/26/2020 3:25:04 PM patriot_south She's to goggly eyed to think for herself right now.

3/26/2020 3:25:24 PM teriface73 LOL...great!  I love it when a whole thread comes together not only to inform, but also functions as a great #BlockList

So done with the larpers, shills and liars.

#STEINLARP

3/26/2020 3:25:38 PM jamesgdurrett But baby Q will save us...hahaha

3/26/2020 3:25:42 PM adifferentrubio Catholic Church in need of a revolution. They should remove the corrupts first starting with the communist activist dressing in white robe. Then they 

should elect a real Pope with a true spiritual leadership.

3/26/2020 3:25:57 PM tbriggette If you asked Trump to post something on the Q board and he chose not to for whatever reason, we he also be a narcissistic punk?...I’m plenty 

skeptical, but I’m gonna wait for the Greenland marker before I make any judgments.

3/26/2020 3:26:09 PM angelaj36998381 What time?

3/26/2020 3:26:16 PM nedryersonpunx I really don’t get why people believe in nonsensical conspiracy theories that have no basis in reality or even any facts to support them

3/26/2020 3:26:47 PM brangusjimmy LARPS to avoid that claim to be insiders: @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealEyeTheSpy be CAREFUL. Q has said that infiltration of the 

operation WILL occur in order to DIVIDE us. We are all eager for the truth but that cannot blind us from seeing facts and following our hearts

3/26/2020 3:26:51 PM patriot_south Wow really??? That's intense right there. Jim Jones??????

3/26/2020 3:27:13 PM eyeballpatriot To put an end to Austin's charade.

3/26/2020 3:27:27 PM covertress I will NOT be creating a QAnon/MJ12 YouTube channel. 😂

3/26/2020 3:27:29 PM djlok You also get to see how easy it is to start a CULT.

3/26/2020 3:28:08 PM konvergerer Because its a military op, and there are gonna be jackasses like steinbart trying to shut q down, a simple fix is saying "look this is the only platform we 

are going to comm on, no where else, simple,  8kun is effectively the same platform w/more sec, looks the same

3/26/2020 3:28:16 PM stuarttruly "Precious, my Precious" Gollum is US..LordOfTheRings, desperate, seeking validation externally when the treasure beyond measure is within(divinity, 

knowledge, etc)...weak...slaves...

3/26/2020 3:28:26 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. I’m sorry you’re a rube and that you allow yourself to be easily grifted by nonsense. I’m sorry you’re triggered by facts. I’m sorry that facts are 

inconvenient to your feelings, but facts still don’t care about your feelings, sport.

3/26/2020 3:28:42 PM stormchasser16 I can see you are passionate about your beliefs hold fast to your opinions until they are proven either way time will tell!  We are all on the same side!

3/26/2020 3:29:00 PM sabrinal43 Did you see Q's drop today? Austin is a larp. If he was Q he would prove it. But he can't. No outside comms

3/26/2020 3:29:06 PM patriot_south Amen....I about jumped out of my skin when he revealed that...The best is yet to come

3/26/2020 3:30:14 PM stuarttruly heck I would pay you books or tools or other delightful surprises I can create if you teach me about cluck clucks or something you know that I dont 

know via phone vids....

3/26/2020 3:30:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only Jesus or your IS-BE can save you.

3/26/2020 3:30:32 PM 39anc6 #AustinSteinbartIsQ pic.twitter.com/zxy0XYi8pj

3/26/2020 3:30:39 PM jaded_pearl Get 'em

3/26/2020 3:30:56 PM jamesgdurrett I know who my savior is! Christ alone!

3/26/2020 3:30:58 PM deeepintheheart I see all info as useful.  Shillbo, larp... seriously how old are you?  Don’t bother responding your in time out child.

3/26/2020 3:31:02 PM chiarap98270410 In your warped mind but okay

3/26/2020 3:31:23 PM psalm867 You can be sure about Austin now! He isn't legit. Q said.

3/26/2020 3:31:36 PM winklerburke There but the grace of God, we would all be Light Grenade Soldiers, as shown in video.  Central Banks have made $ure graduates of business & econ 

schools have loathing against solid currency, & lusting love 4 inflating fiat? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCeD2gF9jUo …

3/26/2020 3:31:37 PM stuarttruly is this a different way to conduct trade, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  or is it still not a good way as we are still in some form part of that Babylonian money 

system?  https://twitter.com/StuartTruly/status/1243304280985153538 …



3/26/2020 3:31:41 PM jane_q_patriot At least you admit you’re an operation. So why did you give Austin so much air time? He was basically daring people to dox him, and then threatening 

to kill them. Acting rather “unhinged and dangerous,” which is the latest MSM narrative. Seemed a bit agent provocateur-ish to me.

3/26/2020 3:31:57 PM konvergerer Dropping in 8kun currently and we are digging the shit,  why would you believe some fukin kid off the street? While at the same time q is dropping on 

8kun

3/26/2020 3:31:59 PM wolfpup16fq  https://twitter.com/wolfpup16fq/status/1243304561600876551?s=21 … https://twitter.com/wolfpup16fq/status/1243304561600876551 …

3/26/2020 3:32:36 PM stormchasser16 Okay so you have made up your mind it is closed we will all see soon!  I have patience and will wait to see but I want everyone to be given the chance 

to decide on their own not because someone who has become an influencer in the movement told  them to block him!

3/26/2020 3:33:00 PM deter40109796 I think you are seeing the markets being kept in good shape until the 

Re-election. Then you will see the reset and adoption of metals backed TREASURY notes.

3/26/2020 3:33:04 PM tbriggette ...and THAT was posted on 4chan...today’s drop was on 8kun sooo...I’ll just wait to see what happens with Greenland thank you!

3/26/2020 3:33:08 PM restorativna8ur Yeap. And what a great scheme they did with austin

3/26/2020 3:33:20 PM wez45091067 It is, only further proves Austins legit as he stated about McCain... "How do you accuse someone of heinous crimes if you've never even met them". 

Epic indeed...

3/26/2020 3:33:29 PM dazedonkey  pic.twitter.com/Wy0y8OAV3i

3/26/2020 3:33:34 PM neverfo46920219 5:5

3/26/2020 3:33:37 PM trigigiga Agreed.

3/26/2020 3:34:05 PM jeff07152836 His percentage looks like it has to do with the consciousness of all people.  That would have nothing to do with xrp.  I think I am reading his tweets 

correctly, but I could be wrong.

3/26/2020 3:34:12 PM konvergerer You are going by what some kid is saying instead of reading and researching the q drops.. you have lost your way, you are lazy

3/26/2020 3:34:16 PM deeepintheheart Id that renamed it Twatter you don’t think people would be suspicious of it being different?

3/26/2020 3:34:23 PM steveroye Don't second guess your actions to help. You only know what you know. But here's what I do know...

You have fabulous insight. I take it in. I may not say so, but I am not alone in not saying so.

May I humbly suggest: DON'T STOP. 👍👍👍

3/26/2020 3:34:37 PM sabrinal43  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1243260529701007360?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:34:38 PM friskygolfer And here but the links are broken, as well~ https://www.serial.rocks/serialbrain2 

3/26/2020 3:34:43 PM crowd1latino Excelente análisis resumiste la estafa global más grande en la historia humana en un par de párrafos, súper claro y conciso gracias!

3/26/2020 3:34:54 PM felani24250601 They're trying to boil frogs, while sitting on the stove.  Time is too short for the Full Meal Deal.  Plus tax, of course.

3/26/2020 3:34:56 PM steveroye Not needed. People read comments. HINT, HINT, HINT.

3/26/2020 3:35:54 PM qsp1racy He doesnt know 8CHAN =/= 8KUN

A low info sheep

3/26/2020 3:36:06 PM n7guardiananon like in the videos MJ12 recently posted ...same cycles throughout history...gold a slow transition to fiat then collapse...back to gold...same cycles again 

& again.  

[they] have always tried to attached a controllable item to our "time" pic.twitter.com/N8MzLmKGvF

3/26/2020 3:36:14 PM monti401 Game over. He literally cant even say another thing after this...

3/26/2020 3:36:19 PM covertress Then perhaps I'll create a show about cooking, gardening and cluck clucks (chickens)!

I also plan to study Python programming, Quantum Computing and dive further into MJ12's occult library. I can pass on this info.

Who in the H* would watch? 🤣

Never mind. I'll just tweet it.

3/26/2020 3:36:58 PM heike_ngan While peeps are sweating over who is or who isn’t wearing the Emperor’s Cloak, I’m out here getting stuck into the crumb. Quantum Internet. Seems a 

lotta peeps don’t WANT to examine how that works. Too busy playing tug of war. Personality Politic day as usual. Look here not there

3/26/2020 3:37:01 PM mikespies904 Nothing turns me off from this kind of thing than a link to purchase a DVD set.....especially if i "ACT NOW AND RECEIVE A 50% DISCOUNT! "

......sigh

3/26/2020 3:37:24 PM realdepiorabie Says the guy who follows and believes @TS_SCI_MAJIC12...

3/26/2020 3:37:24 PM fearlessanon17 He will try..

3/26/2020 3:37:28 PM qsp1racy You ar3 demonstrably confused.

Beyond help

3/26/2020 3:37:38 PM kireaton Ok, you're either a bot or there's a script people like you follow.   

But that's ok.  I forgive you.  Fact.

3/26/2020 3:37:42 PM covertress 🤗

3/26/2020 3:37:42 PM stuarttruly  pic.twitter.com/d5xlukSRLH

3/26/2020 3:38:07 PM dream9_87 Remember CrowdStrike? Austin is a clown

Why don't you go sell some more insurance John @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/yz6pejsnzu

3/26/2020 3:38:15 PM friskygolfer But And We Know did all but the last few about the cult. The early ones are the important ones any way. Showing the battle of the 3 city empire. Now, 

broken apart~ https://www.youtube.com/user/gunnytorres …

3/26/2020 3:38:19 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣

3/26/2020 3:38:22 PM patriot_south Amen....

3/26/2020 3:38:25 PM tweeterniss IS-BE? Open source?

3/26/2020 3:38:34 PM qsp1racy 8CHAN was taken down

8KUN is the new platform

8CHAN =/= 8KUN

8KUN = outside comms

3/26/2020 3:38:37 PM konvergerer You are lazy and bullheaded, and extremely confused

3/26/2020 3:39:08 PM stormchasser16 Just putting this out there watch if you dare  but you might start to at least see it is possible that #AustinSteinbartIsQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS4IQx8T8ew …

3/26/2020 3:39:20 PM nikoscali They think they can talk their way into making Austin legit

3/26/2020 3:39:22 PM chris8nix Is the debt payable. If yes, let’s do it. Only way out is clean.



3/26/2020 3:39:27 PM qsp1racy 2 QProofs is what validates Austin.

So kick rocks, bitch https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:39:37 PM qsp1racy Prove it.

3/26/2020 3:40:18 PM bbcforsnowwhite What the fuck is wrong with both of y’all. .?

3/26/2020 3:40:44 PM texn9ne Thanks @TruthseekerKari. Hope you are having a wonderful day. pic.twitter.com/AoQgImAfGu

3/26/2020 3:40:47 PM larafr His energy/vibe reminds me of that Michele person who was ranting all over twitter. He is like a hair width away from going full crazy.

3/26/2020 3:41:01 PM konvergerer You do not trust qanon from 8chan, admit it.

3/26/2020 3:41:22 PM q_army1 @JuliansRum  maybe a month or so ago if I needed to I could find it

3/26/2020 3:41:24 PM nikoscali Michele is probably his mom

3/26/2020 3:41:25 PM stormchasser16 Suit yourself move on but angry words won’t change my mind only time will tell !  Peace out #

3/26/2020 3:41:26 PM lbf777 When the objective is to do something (ie redpill) it is pure but when the objective is also to profit, the original objective is somewhat diverted off 

course because now there are 2 objectives. Red pill and make money.

Making money in this though economy is understandable but..

3/26/2020 3:41:33 PM mgilliamavery Understand/agree

3/26/2020 3:41:38 PM winklerburke Majestic 12 is correct.  A deep study of spiritual Truth vs. carnal pay reveals much.  G. Washington didn't take pay in war. Trump takes no pay.  Sadly, 

the highest paid pastors reveal how little Truth they can preach.  Fruit: "Great Awakening" coming from "The Plan" not church.

3/26/2020 3:41:48 PM steveroye Understand this: I read what you say. Others do too. I don't respond most times.

DO NOT ASSUME I AM NOT WATCHING. Plus...

If I could and the quarantine wasn't in effect...

I'd give you a big hug. Keep being a BIG part of lives. That's all I ask. 😃

3/26/2020 3:42:03 PM qsp1racy That "kid" is 29, troll.

And I check his videos with Q drops.

That is called "confirmation".

Q confirms shit. https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:42:22 PM konvergerer You are circling back to the 2 same lame pics that i just debunked ten minutes ago

3/26/2020 3:42:34 PM ethereal_shaman Many layers in that message.

3/26/2020 3:42:38 PM nikoscali Thought his mom's name was Cindy but hell it makes more sense than him being Q

3/26/2020 3:43:01 PM lbf777 .....it diverts from the original objective thereby polluting it. 

Once people are willing to accept big money like J$, then they are simply puppeteered on what to say by those that pay him & therefore their entire 

message is corrupted.

Money is the culprit behind most evil.

3/26/2020 3:43:04 PM katieka12149203 just look at a q-drop.  No comms made outside of where q-drops come from.  Qs telling you straight up to not listen to this charlatan... sad you can't 

see the truth pic.twitter.com/gPUAJGIntn

3/26/2020 3:43:16 PM winklerburke Majestic 12 is correct.  Lately, some misguided souls have begun to (Twitter) follow me in number.  Their mistake?  It has given me such an ego rush, I 

am over-posting as y'all can C. We should seek the gold of truth more than fiat $s?

3/26/2020 3:43:23 PM qsp1racy "Waahhhh wahhhh why wont you just submit to my troll rage demand?! Wahhh wahh" 

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 3:43:33 PM dream9_87 Remember CrowdStrike? pic.twitter.com/i9hJb3ha4T

3/26/2020 3:43:43 PM konvergerer Where do you check your q drops? What website,  show me the link

3/26/2020 3:43:46 PM jilldmaga I don't believe thats not a real picture. The wall is a back drop and he inserted (Photoshopped) himself into the picture. The wall is a different contrast 

than his picture. The scale looks off too.

3/26/2020 3:44:12 PM atashfire A DIA good guy has to infiltrate, right?

3/26/2020 3:44:19 PM stclair00 Amen

3/26/2020 3:44:20 PM apoll0nious Prove it? You must have never read the Q drops.  http://Qmap.pub  has them all.they also have Donald Trump's tweets on there too so you can see the 

0deltas

3/26/2020 3:44:21 PM april99341937 So TRUE! I only gave money to TRUMP CAMPAIGN TO REALIZE I WAS DOPED BY MIKE PENCE!

3/26/2020 3:44:30 PM qsp1racy Nope.

8CHAN =/= 8KUN

2 #AustinProofs

You got 0 proofs

You are lost and confused and kind of meaningless to any debate. https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:44:35 PM stormchasser16 Lol pic.twitter.com/OvsdlnVfs4

3/26/2020 3:44:40 PM strangewisper Say it how it is MJ pic.twitter.com/sYE9AAJR6i

3/26/2020 3:44:44 PM atashfire He lays it out all in his videos. Message over messenger.

3/26/2020 3:44:51 PM qsp1racy I do trust Q and you cant prove me wrong so kick rocks bitch

3/26/2020 3:45:03 PM samsmith0319 ...💥🐀🐀🐀💥...

3/26/2020 3:45:24 PM konvergerer You Admit you are a troll! Who do you work for what do you work for? pic.twitter.com/bQsezM3Nhw

3/26/2020 3:45:25 PM do_or_do_notty Birds of a feather...larp together

3/26/2020 3:45:53 PM qsp1racy Q m a p . P u b

You needy lil snot 🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 3:45:53 PM jaisynu 100% agree with you Bro, WWG1WGA ❤️🙏🏼

3/26/2020 3:45:54 PM nikoscali Helping to secure space for us all!

#SpaceForce

#AEHF6 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA #GreatAwakening https://twitter.com/primitive_space/status/1243283101532512256 …



3/26/2020 3:45:56 PM dream9_87 Doesn't matter the MSM will use him and spread Qanon bs, like his video showing a gun

3/26/2020 3:45:58 PM mgilliamavery Yep

3/26/2020 3:46:02 PM konvergerer Im not giving up on you

3/26/2020 3:46:09 PM smokecat11 I never felt Q was obnoxious or cocky, j/s. If "they" were, I prolly wouldn't be a follower. I'm hoping to follow truth, decency, reason, and some sense of 

consistency. Division has slowed down my personal progress, cuz it made me have to reevaluate too often

3/26/2020 3:46:11 PM maryheil5 @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SantaSurfing @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ffe3301 @JohnTitor33621 @VincentCrypt46 

@TheCollectiveQ 

@

That should be enough to get you started!

3/26/2020 3:46:43 PM _stevechatter  pic.twitter.com/a4SzYjgflj

3/26/2020 3:46:44 PM konvergerer The deltas, no deltas, show me

3/26/2020 3:46:49 PM pepe_esc0bar Obviously only info spoon fed to you by some clown claiming to be an anonymous online persona. Got it. Too emotional to think for yourself to come 

to your own logical conclusions. Simmer down now Shillbo Baggins

3/26/2020 3:46:56 PM nedryersonpunx Nope. Try again. Why is it whenever someone disagrees with you goofs (and shows you the inconvenient facts), they’re either a bot or a shill. 

So weird

3/26/2020 3:47:37 PM atashfire He's revealing so, so, so much more. Everyone is attacking him over Q, when he's actually revealing a lot to those who are not profit involved in Q or 

just aren't "based".

I mean really, watch his videos, and forget even Q existed.

3/26/2020 3:47:38 PM qsp1racy If you think I never read Q drops then how would I know about Austin's Q Proofs which I DECODED (NOT YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE; ME)?

You can't even acknowledge 8CHAN =/= 8KUN

You got nothin. 

🍿🍿🍿

3/26/2020 3:47:44 PM logicisalive Not just Austin.

3/26/2020 3:47:54 PM konvergerer That is not a link, you don't have it, you are lazy

3/26/2020 3:47:56 PM mikesmi59023006 I wish I had that patch cable pic. 

Must have been 2000 cat5Es...all in parallel bundles.

A thing of beauty!

3/26/2020 3:48:17 PM robert931robert 60 last I heard.

3/26/2020 3:48:26 PM qsp1racy 😂😂😂

I'm paraphrasing YOU, little boy.

🍿🍿🍿

3/26/2020 3:48:46 PM qsp1racy We all do.

Kick rocks, bitch! 😂🍿

3/26/2020 3:48:47 PM atashfire I mean, really, I care for everyone in the Q movement. We used our brains to decode so much amazing stuff to get tripped over this? Keep an open 

mind!

3/26/2020 3:48:53 PM jane_q_patriot Indeed they do. And always expose themselves... eventually.

3/26/2020 3:49:00 PM dream9_87 But is his info correct, is he just confusing people more? Think for yourself you decide

3/26/2020 3:49:02 PM stormchasser16 I wonder if eating crow will cause another virus when the truth comes out! pic.twitter.com/68bVo3889x

3/26/2020 3:49:04 PM qsp1racy #NoOneCares https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:49:29 PM tbriggette Don’t misunderstand, I’m not saying I am right or wrong...but we will know for sure in 2 weeks.

3/26/2020 3:49:54 PM rachelriot1 Are you sticking up for this guy???

3/26/2020 3:50:07 PM qsp1racy I never mentioned "deltas".

#Strawman

I said Q Proofs.

Are you illiterate as well as dishonest?

🍿😂🍿 https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …
3/26/2020 3:50:13 PM atashfire Let's see. He says he's been using time manipulation, and if that's true, he knows the future and knows this is the time to go all out.

3/26/2020 3:50:26 PM konvergerer You don't have it, you lied, you don't even have the link that you say you have, its not even on your profile

3/26/2020 3:50:29 PM chiarap98270410 I’m not going to waste anymore time with you. You actually think Austin is Q, so be it. This is war!

3/26/2020 3:50:32 PM joeyl86 You bring back Supreme Law.

#Gold and #silver ONLY! #GODSMONEY pic.twitter.com/puz4POGDMY

3/26/2020 3:50:35 PM do_or_do_notty You are so right. 

That’s why I like to sit back, observe, and watch them self destruct

Cause they always do, eventually 

😂😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/6L5KSObczg

3/26/2020 3:50:51 PM qsp1racy You think q m a p . P u b is not a link?

What a troll!

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 3:50:56 PM elevn15 WOW, you are on fire today! And it's about time somebody understands it!!

Finally getting to the root of all the problems.

The real disease with humanity has always been the money junkies.

3/26/2020 3:51:31 PM nikoscali FYI a LOT of equipment has been coming back from the war zone and is being shipped all over the place for various upgrade and modernization 

programs...

3/26/2020 3:51:43 PM apoll0nious  pic.twitter.com/FcBJEoUz45

3/26/2020 3:52:06 PM mgilliamavery So free desimination of information, free speech/discussion, more likely to allow free thinking = slave to no one



3/26/2020 3:52:06 PM teamlight16 If people are providing a good service that helps others in this crisis there is nothing wrong with that.   In my neighbourhood some of the moms that 

can’t work are creating affordable & tasty meals  giving other families an opportunity to buy them.  Nothing wrong with that.

3/26/2020 3:52:09 PM covertress This lifetime of mine may or may not be just about re-experiencing. 

The final chapters haven't been written yet, so idk.

But, I can guarantee this: I won't remain quiet during the movie. 🍿 https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1197727163597893632?s=20 …

3/26/2020 3:52:10 PM qsp1racy What link? 

WYF are you even demanding anymore?

No one knows

And no one cares

Q m a p . P u b
3/26/2020 3:52:16 PM sabrinal43 Gotcha

3/26/2020 3:52:21 PM truewhodat I can't believe anyone actually believes this kid could be Q. Mind numbing.

3/26/2020 3:52:31 PM dream9_87 Q warned us. Information warfare to a MJ12 tweet (another fake imo). Question everything, the fact the Austin works for ClowdStrike should tell you 

to question him pic.twitter.com/seIY5xb1yI

3/26/2020 3:52:35 PM tbriggette Originally on 8chan...by bad.

3/26/2020 3:52:43 PM qsp1racy I prove my case.

You just troll and follow.

#WhoCares https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:52:43 PM atashfire This is why message over messenger is such a crucial concept that MJ pushes, almost constantly. Maybe Steinbart is rubbing it in people's faces in 

purpose? He's DIA for sure, so this novel ploy might be an operation.

3/26/2020 3:53:05 PM jmbmajic3 Can they be one in the same?

3/26/2020 3:53:24 PM stormchasser16 I muted him and don’t see his tantrums anymore I didn’t block him I want to see his reaction when the truth is confirmed!

3/26/2020 3:53:34 PM bulldogrescuer The “real” Q drops are posted on 8kun and DO NOT HAVE TITLES!!

3/26/2020 3:53:37 PM qsp1racy Great Q post! 

Thanks 🍻

3/26/2020 3:53:46 PM straightshorts Buy some @bctcoin

3/26/2020 3:53:56 PM chiarap98270410 🤣🤣 okay dummy. The sane ones know better.

3/26/2020 3:53:58 PM trumpgender I can see the news being muzzled for a takedown this big.  Darkness coming? pic.twitter.com/z3cv7rFyKD

3/26/2020 3:54:04 PM joeyl86 #GOLD & #SILVER ONLY 

return to the #CONSTITUTION

#GODSMONEY pic.twitter.com/D9JQz2GOw0

3/26/2020 3:54:10 PM hobie_trice Real Truth seekers!

3/26/2020 3:54:18 PM letsdot94709949 the love of money

3/26/2020 3:54:26 PM jrocktigers 😎 pic.twitter.com/44RdTG1Mny

3/26/2020 3:54:41 PM atashfire I can't see the context of that Twitter post since it doesn't exist

3/26/2020 3:54:47 PM riversm18 Don't you pay college tuition?

3/26/2020 3:54:56 PM jrocktigers Echo chambers lead to cliff diving.

3/26/2020 3:54:57 PM konvergerer You just typed in a representation of a hyperlink for the 4th time you scum of the earth. Look👉 https://qmap.pub/ 

3/26/2020 3:55:15 PM chiarap98270410 Yes thank you. Goes both ways.

3/26/2020 3:55:22 PM felani24250601 One can/should be a digital soldier of course.  Who knows, a friend who sees merit may even help you get something you need to do so, a webcam, an 

ok mic, basics, that's private and so what...but it takes so little cost, if any....to SPEAK!

3/26/2020 3:55:31 PM qsp1racy Prove it.

I made the memes and decoded Austin's 2 QProofs.

I did.

I take 100% responsibility.

Also @CitizensIReport found it at the same time. (Instantly)

Dont believe me?

#NoOneCares

All it gets me is fake Q anons attacking me all day on each platform.
3/26/2020 3:55:36 PM tekie077 You forgot to realize that Q does not label the posts. The person that runs  http://qmap.pub  does. If you were to go to the source you will find it on 

8Kun. 8kun is 8chan

3/26/2020 3:56:06 PM qsp1racy It is the same link spaced out, genius.

🍿😂🍿

3/26/2020 3:56:14 PM mongrelglory You mean this coffee isn't superior to my regular coffee? 🥺

But it has the words "Great Awakening" in front of it! 

 https://redpillliving.com/collections/the-great-awakening-premium-quality-coffee …

3/26/2020 3:56:15 PM chiarap98270410 Pathetic that you are leading people on.

3/26/2020 3:56:16 PM tbriggette It’s called a typo...you are persistent aren’t you?

3/26/2020 3:56:29 PM qsp1racy Prove it, troll.

I proved all the claims.

You are just a troll.

3/26/2020 3:56:38 PM shibbying  pic.twitter.com/DHfEWlzGY3

3/26/2020 3:56:45 PM dream9_87 He uses it to anyone that prooves him to be fake or questions anything he claims, and when he is proved to show false info and just confuse people, he 

will say "Desinformation is necessary"

Like come on



3/26/2020 3:56:57 PM leifkhartwell EYES ON 👀 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bb72l85437c …

3/26/2020 3:56:58 PM chiarap98270410 Oh did you? Good boy, how smart. Everyone clap for him. Now bugger off from my feed before I block your sorry arse

3/26/2020 3:57:40 PM anonpatriotccj 5:5  come on people, trust the plan, trust Q, Watch all of it unfold. Trust your gut.

3/26/2020 3:57:54 PM steveroye Nor should you. As a matter of fact - I would INSIST you don't remain quiet.

Personally, I am a sponge for all who have something to offer in the way of insight, info, wisdom or whatever moves humanity forward. 

I only hope to recognize what that is.

3/26/2020 3:58:11 PM chiarap98270410 You win. Attention seeker

3/26/2020 3:58:14 PM konvergerer Are deltas? No they have deltas, you are piece of shit indeed, thank you for broadcasting your playbook,  i have all the evidence i need for now

3/26/2020 3:58:17 PM qsp1racy Q m a p . P u b

#TRIGGERED

3/26/2020 3:58:28 PM kireaton Ohhh, I get it.   It's your lofty goal in life to be blocked by as many people who don't think like you as possible.  Notches on your twin bedpost.  You 

should realize you're not blocked because you're clever.  You're blocked for wasting space. 

Carry on then, love.  Best to you.

3/26/2020 3:58:33 PM jfsullivan22 Do you not know that the Q drop that Steinlarp gleefully points out the header, "Q only on 8chan”, the header is placed there by the Qmap admin? 

Today’s drop. pic.twitter.com/ZWCdQ99HR3

3/26/2020 3:58:57 PM qsp1racy Yes thank you. Here are 2 QProofs that #TRIGGER you. https://twitter.com/qsp1racy/status/1243247518265139202?s=19 …

3/26/2020 3:59:10 PM qsp1racy Prove it, troll

3/26/2020 3:59:23 PM jamesgdurrett In my opinion they are anti in nature.

I'm sure everyone here would disagree... Which is perfectly understandable.

However, I do find the information quite fascinating!

3/26/2020 3:59:27 PM freehumanity111 You wouldn’t happen to be Trolling them off a cliff with the No Comms post would you 😂😂😂.

3/26/2020 4:00:05 PM qsp1racy You said it was bullshit.

So now you admit is true but you hate me anyway after I proved I actually decode things and you dont.

#TRIGGERED

3/26/2020 4:00:51 PM mongrelglory Dustin Nemos says it's "premium"... 😉 pic.twitter.com/IahhiK6taq

3/26/2020 4:00:54 PM ns88zy But only ONE of those accounts blatantly lies claims to be Q.

3/26/2020 4:01:17 PM cguardian40 The best thing I’ve read today!

Seek first the Kingdom and all things will be added🤷♂️

Pretty cut and dry if you ask me!

Be blessed ⚔🇺🇸🌎

3/26/2020 4:01:18 PM upliftingmind I like this. I like BabyQ too. He's providing very interesting info and ruffling a lot of feathers which indirectly cause me dig further into information I 

otherwise may not have. His snarkiness doesn't bother me in the slightest as my gut says it serves a purpose.

3/26/2020 4:01:24 PM ethanpe58415707 Ok.

3/26/2020 4:01:28 PM lizzah_83 Wrong. When Q changed the tripcode once, he did so and then Trump tweeted a very short time later and every capitalized letter in his text was the 

exact letters used in Q’s trip code.

3/26/2020 4:01:43 PM chiarap98270410 He is Austin Steinbart’s minion 🤣🤣

3/26/2020 4:01:43 PM jmbmajic3 What is “anti” in nature?

3/26/2020 4:01:48 PM raecon13 Ok!! Really! Enemy’s Currency?  Regardless, it’s our money! American’s can spend their money where they want.  That was kind of stupid you added 

that.  I like you both, for different reasons. Chill

3/26/2020 4:01:53 PM mazman2727 If this guy really is Q I’m done... I’m done with the world..... pic.twitter.com/0Y65Do7K34

3/26/2020 4:01:54 PM chevy_lionsfan Re Q drops March 26 2020....

Who didn't see that foretold?

3/26/2020 4:02:05 PM mongrelglory Me too!

3/26/2020 4:02:26 PM lizzah_83 So no - Austin did not EVER post under the same trip code as Q...I’m sorry, that’s just plain WRONG information.

3/26/2020 4:02:26 PM irah_chandler To a degree certainly enjoy the posts even when i follow and retweet doesn't mean i won't call them out on obvious bias

3/26/2020 4:02:46 PM kidge6 Okay. But, you sure spend a lot of time on people that you don't have time for.

3/26/2020 4:03:09 PM qsp1racy Nope. The people that run the websitr title the drops. Not Q team. Not all all.

#TrollOfTheDay

🏆

3/26/2020 4:03:10 PM bi07829782 Photoshop. What does 8chan/8kun look like when you post from a tripcode?

Its been a while for me but doesn't look like that.

3/26/2020 4:03:29 PM konvergerer Well,  that was good,  we found some larps,  thanks for backing me up nikos, hey why do you follow steinbart?  Just to monitor him? That's an Italian 

name right?niko?

3/26/2020 4:03:32 PM apoll0nious They most likely are paid or are run by Austin himself to make it look like he has supporters. I just dropped info to disprove them and then leave. They'll 

sit and argue with you all day to distract you

3/26/2020 4:03:41 PM mongrelglory I always liked this song... https://youtu.be/pp4suZ4jNXg 

3/26/2020 4:03:45 PM citizensrising1  pic.twitter.com/WWQjdlqS6c

3/26/2020 4:03:48 PM chevy_lionsfan Q has there own currency.

3/26/2020 4:03:49 PM do_or_do_notty I DONT sell Q products and I AM followed by @genflynn

What’s your point supposed to be?

3/26/2020 4:03:56 PM jeff07152836 I don’t even know anymore. https://t.co/cTrIUgijJX  https://twitter.com/beer_parade/status/1243307888514412544?s=21 …

3/26/2020 4:04:16 PM kidge6 Impersonating a federal agent is a felony.

3/26/2020 4:04:28 PM lizzah_83 I didn’t know he was changing his “name” to Q and screenshotting his posts. How fkn pathetic and outrageous. An absolute fraud. However, he’s a 

connected one - no doubt about it. He does have some confidential info so I believe it’s being fed to him from the Cabal.

3/26/2020 4:04:40 PM bbobbio71 Yet, we still have to follow those rules to survive. i.e. worked 18 hrs in the last 2 days.  🙄 Sorry little tired and irritated.

3/26/2020 4:04:43 PM spauldingshowal Draconian slave system.

3/26/2020 4:04:47 PM tcounas_evan IT'S not worth our time, ma'am but I appreciate YOUR sentiments. If nothing else, it caused me to give you a follow which is a good thing

3/26/2020 4:04:57 PM sabrinal43 I was saying gotcha to your comment about waiting. I didn't notice your typo until you pointed it out.

3/26/2020 4:05:07 PM winklerburke Sight-Mind purity required in this op.  In Avengers films, Thor "cons" friendship w/Hulk 2 gain partnership. Later Thor "cons" friendship w/Bruce Banner 

(alter ego of Hulk.)  Why? Thor, we discover, is not whole:  He falls apart, fat: after unjust killing. "Professor Hulk" knows!

3/26/2020 4:05:15 PM sanandaemanuel Agree fully!

What is your take on energy work?



3/26/2020 4:05:42 PM qsp1racy Who3ver that is blocked me 🤣

3/26/2020 4:05:49 PM ausanon369 Only person I ever donated to was Julian Assange two years ago.

3/26/2020 4:06:00 PM kidge6 Was there more than one that was photoshopped? So he Photoshop his mug into a picture? He didn't lead us to believe that that was him standing in 

the picture. That's an assumption. But, sure OK. Throw the baby with the bathwater that's fine with me

3/26/2020 4:06:04 PM lvnrght Crazi8 = Crazi infinity

3/26/2020 4:06:06 PM lizzah_83 Isn’t that what your screenshot implied? Sorry if I misunderstood but I thought your reply was under my tweet about Austin ignoring trip code change 

request. I must’ve replied to wrong thread, but your screen shots of the fake Q seemed to fit in with that line of thinking.

3/26/2020 4:06:38 PM apoll0nious Everyone with half a brain should. I'm next

3/26/2020 4:06:41 PM remmett8 Smiling like a cop who caught a bad guy. 410202020

3/26/2020 4:07:47 PM chris8nix 😎

3/26/2020 4:07:54 PM jfsullivan22 Do you have a reading comprehension problem? You literally just repeated (kind of) what I just said.

3/26/2020 4:07:57 PM lizzah_83 It’s laughable that Austin calls McCain kingpin and Big Boss...when Q has only ever referred to him as No Name.

3/26/2020 4:07:59 PM lovelight5d Oh I see a heck of allot of that a HABBENING

3/26/2020 4:08:43 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. I’m blocked for representing facts and reality and triggering goofs like you. Sorry sport, facts still don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 4:08:46 PM stuarttruly Love makes the world go round...?:)..

3/26/2020 4:08:54 PM mike422422 I’m wondering the point too🤷🏻♂️

3/26/2020 4:09:03 PM seeker229 My life story would shatter the illusion people live in. 

Less judgement more listening. pic.twitter.com/8NpkpoYVdX

3/26/2020 4:09:06 PM anirgu The models are the models. This virus will be gone in April. Hopefully by Easter ♥🙏🏾

#QAnon #COVID19 #DarkToLight #StableGenius #TheStormIsHere 

cc: @Inevitable_ET @va_shiva @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @KarluskaP @8Notables pic.twitter.com/b7mqPAAO4r

3/26/2020 4:09:27 PM chiarap98270410 Agreed. One look at that profile and it’s very obvious. Desperately seeking attention.

3/26/2020 4:09:29 PM adsvel Jesus?

3/26/2020 4:09:56 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. Following a whiny, triggered Q goof bc she’s whining about getting called out on Q nonsense. Makes sense

3/26/2020 4:10:30 PM citizensrising1 No, I replied to Nikos and asked him about the Q in Austin’s Anon drop, he answered.

3/26/2020 4:10:31 PM chiarap98270410 Not worth the time, but yes do call these idiots out, otherwise they spread like cancer, just like fake news

3/26/2020 4:10:44 PM mongrelglory Excuse the haircuts...the 80's were difficult times...😎

3/26/2020 4:10:52 PM tbriggette Maybe I’m missing something here...how is that a “gotcha”? I’m not even advocating a position?

3/26/2020 4:10:56 PM explosivo412 Do you use cash or credit? Are you not beholden to the same system? Think logically.

3/26/2020 4:11:07 PM upliftingmind I admit that I'll be disappointed if Austin's hard-marker predictions don't come to pass... but not as disappointed as I've already been by certain #qarmy 

folks being so dismissive since his 'coming out' as Q. I've learned much about people in recent days.

3/26/2020 4:12:04 PM chiarap98270410 Of course I blocked him. I’ll block any fake crap. Zero tolerance for bullshit 🤣.

3/26/2020 4:12:10 PM prisonmikexrp That's why we need deflationary currency.

3/26/2020 4:12:12 PM explosivo412 You posted a photoshopped picture dude. You are a divider.

3/26/2020 4:12:29 PM alisvolatpropi2 🤣

3/26/2020 4:12:59 PM mikesmi59023006 Well fear not....pretty sure he just got his ass handed to him...and I'm betting he's shittin bricks. pic.twitter.com/JFhRht5iSr

3/26/2020 4:13:52 PM kathleenmckeon6 I donated to Gen. Michael Flynn legal defense fund and I do figure it was the right thing to do and as an American I owe him a great debt.

3/26/2020 4:13:53 PM sambake33905016 I smell a pair of larpers

3/26/2020 4:14:06 PM sambake33905016 Wwg1wga

3/26/2020 4:14:57 PM jamesgdurrett He's CIA... He's intelligent and if he didn't claim to be Q then I'd like him too... He has a lot of interesting information.

Similar to why I follow MJ... Not that I believe everything but because they make me think and research.

3/26/2020 4:15:02 PM laurabusse OMG you hit the nail exactly

I believe such and such

If you don't agree

You are stupid

And my enemy

THIS is why MJ12 keeps saying

Message over messenger

Bc if you are

RATIONAL

And LOGICAL

You want facts

And you don't care who says them!!!

I now ignore negative ppl who...
3/26/2020 4:15:11 PM threadreaderapp Bonjour, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. Cabal are homicidal satanic cannibals pedophiles who 

created fiat…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243297992414806021.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/26/2020 4:15:12 PM mongrelglory Preston James called that "Babylonian Money Magic".  It was how the ancient Cabal made money out of nothing, and enslaved the people at the same 

time. (With debt and interest rates).

3/26/2020 4:15:14 PM bobn54 Thank you @ggrowler. Much appreciated. We are all in this together.

3/26/2020 4:15:30 PM do_or_do_notty Message over messenger doesn’t mean jack shit when the message is a lie being told by liars!

3/26/2020 4:15:50 PM lizzah_83 Right. I read up and he mentioned trip codes. Also remember this. Lots of ways Q has baited people with bad intent. pic.twitter.com/K2aejot8bU

3/26/2020 4:15:58 PM sabrinal43 As in ok. If you want to wait 2 weeks then that's fine. Sorry if I confused you. Laziness on my part. Lol

3/26/2020 4:15:59 PM jamesgdurrett Good point... The antithesis of Christ.

Again that is my viewpoint and one that I do not expect anyone to share.

3/26/2020 4:16:05 PM theghost6969 It’s a Trap....message over messenger 💚

3/26/2020 4:16:15 PM jamesgdurrett Bwhahahaha

3/26/2020 4:16:15 PM realdepiorabie Common theme among the LARPS is... they're all 'Godless' SOB's.

Their best trick is to stop you from praying. pic.twitter.com/v7wXZKVW6l

3/26/2020 4:16:36 PM msbiggenz In the latest Q post, he/they, made it clear that there were no outside coms. All others = LARP!👏👏👏👏

3/26/2020 4:17:14 PM chiarap98270410 Sometimes you have to cut the unnecessary noise. They aren’t on the same mission!



3/26/2020 4:17:17 PM laurabusse ... push against others

There is no need to be rude and hateful and push against others!

Those who are on the same team and want to see the deep state go down!

At the very worst we should say

I don't understand where you're coming from

I disagree vehemently with your position
3/26/2020 4:17:18 PM covertress Ah, our first exposure to orange hair (on ourpose). 😜  Good times.

3/26/2020 4:18:21 PM truthseekerkari Soooo Sweet! ThanQ!

3/26/2020 4:18:56 PM uncle_foospah Are they preparing their rise to take over from the ashes of the MSM?  Takes money to assume that role.  Our Prez might encourage it.  He sells shirts 

and ties, cologne, wine, board games, etc.  It's a slippery slope when you dedicate your life to your truth.

3/26/2020 4:19:06 PM patriot_south Your feed is not working

3/26/2020 4:19:14 PM alantomazin I don’t care about money or trying to get followers, my friends I know on Twitter are not followers, they are leaders, fighters, and patriots, and I love all 

of them Wwg1wga

3/26/2020 4:19:15 PM laurabusse But I defend your right as a sovereign being of free will to think believe speak and act as you see fit

Even though I strongly disagree!!!

#respect

#KindnessMatters

#respectFreeWill

3/26/2020 4:19:18 PM 45harisonharold The Bible is real, Doesn't the cabal worship Lucifer? connect the dots ..

3/26/2020 4:19:29 PM mongrelglory I loved the musicians with their hair perms. 🤣

3/26/2020 4:19:43 PM shoelaces007 100% 👏

3/26/2020 4:19:47 PM mynardpamela Gosh! I didn’t realize we needed saving!

3/26/2020 4:20:00 PM notevenchad17 I never followed you to begin with, "Spiritual Rockstar" 🙄🙄🙄

3/26/2020 4:20:05 PM felani24250601 Very much so... my silly humor doesn't always convey, even when I invest both IQ points.

I think we very much want and need even the stray Qshopkeeper$ to rethink, as we'll move forward regardless. The sooner they might hop back on 

board, the better.

3/26/2020 4:20:07 PM ben_chasteen Uh Austin that is just reposting from 8 Kun to organize Q posts with a link to the original post.  If you are Q just make a video posting Q’s Tripcode on 

8Kun and upload it the same time it is posted on the board. Simple

3/26/2020 4:20:10 PM winklerburke God calls SEERS to be PURE: Suppose I retired from overbene government job in CA?  I retire 2 low tax NV?  Suppose CA is going to break from paying 

MY pension?  Suppose I doubledip & get new NV seer jobs?  I conned  system, not loyal to pay taxes in CA?  Am I 2B clear Seer? Nope.

3/26/2020 4:20:18 PM qsp1racy If that is true then you need to really work on those communication skills, Shakespear

3/26/2020 4:20:27 PM anthony94072049 Ok so the real question we should have the press ask @realDonaldTrump  is @AustinSteinbart  GOING TO BE THE NEXT SPACE COMMANDER??????  As 

he claims he will be!!!

3/26/2020 4:20:31 PM 45harisonharold  pic.twitter.com/YFDEny7epn

3/26/2020 4:20:43 PM qsp1racy Please dont block me.

I need easy competetion to play with.

3/26/2020 4:20:58 PM jonathannturner 💯 Money is a physical representation of your energy, you exchange it for goods and services, your time for compensation, a common denominator 

for exchange of energy. Debt enslaves, credit shackles, and taxes cage. From the individual to the governments made up of them.

3/26/2020 4:21:06 PM ethanpe58415707 Got it now

3/26/2020 4:21:33 PM jamesgdurrett I think when this is said and done... More will come back to the Church.

When the face of evil is made public, then you will have to know God is real.

3/26/2020 4:21:55 PM kewnadian We had to switch it up YT was blocking us so Aaron had to shut that 1st live broadcast down and fire up a new one...

Hope you found it !

Austin will be live with us in less than 30min pic.twitter.com/MAfhl9aH4q

3/26/2020 4:22:01 PM sinstar33 Wow!  Very Q of him, huh?  Such a tool. And sad, really.

3/26/2020 4:22:39 PM jfsullivan22 You’re right, I just had to block the douchebag.

3/26/2020 4:22:40 PM laurabusse Do we all want to see the deep state go down?

Yes

Are we on the same side of humanity?

Yes

Should we respect the rights of others to think believe speak and act as they see fit even if I vehemently disagree?

Yes!!!

#respectFreeSpeech

3/26/2020 4:23:12 PM do_or_do_notty They lie. And they help other liars lie too 

Liars gonna lie pic.twitter.com/TfepTBVcEW

3/26/2020 4:23:33 PM sinstar33 Fair point.

3/26/2020 4:23:43 PM jamesgdurrett Don't we all though?

Without others to help guide our path how do you know what possibilities are out there?

Of course, if no one was around would it matter?

3/26/2020 4:23:49 PM tbriggette I understand,...please don’t take my opinion personally(...even if it seems my thumbnail is giving you the finger, lol!)...it’s just my opinion. No more, no 

less.

3/26/2020 4:23:51 PM covertress perms and flying cables

ruled the 80's https://youtu.be/lDK9QqIzhwk 

3/26/2020 4:24:40 PM patriot_south I can't find it....help

3/26/2020 4:24:41 PM jaxtell87649907  pic.twitter.com/eSgl6zRxAH

3/26/2020 4:25:03 PM tbriggette And I think in the big picture we’re both on the same team.

3/26/2020 4:25:12 PM integrityneeded Unfollowed as requested...for your attitude and nothing else...

3/26/2020 4:25:32 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/fShsohj5iF

3/26/2020 4:25:36 PM nanciefox WOW❣️STUNNING WORK Y’All❣️  Calling everyone to join in Right Now...Get your ?’s ready for @AustinSteinbart Q. 😬Tonite’s Special Guest on The

 Q Signal pic.twitter.com/dnrZ0RkuVA

3/26/2020 4:25:42 PM kewnadian One sec

3/26/2020 4:26:12 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/VbjafmKSUH



3/26/2020 4:26:12 PM citizensrising1 The way I look at it, the only people dividing are people like Lisa Mei & CJ. They are blocking people for just asking questions.I asked Lisa Mei ONE 

question and she blocked me, I’ve followed her since the beginning. I never even posted on CJs.They are PHYSICALLY dividing people 

pic.twitter.com/9ahzkT5B5s

3/26/2020 4:26:14 PM kewnadian  https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 4:26:21 PM raviravirao71 #waKeuP #staYWoke pic.twitter.com/i7VJz33HRb

3/26/2020 4:26:39 PM bennastix I stick with this guideline when deciding to follow fellow Anons👍 pic.twitter.com/mUYhY3VgI9

3/26/2020 4:26:42 PM n7guardiananon Message over Messenger Jesus...

if he's the real deal he'd understand...and probably give you a high five.

3/26/2020 4:26:48 PM kewnadian There ya go darling !

Cheers and enjoy the show ! pic.twitter.com/sp5w1Gc7og

3/26/2020 4:27:19 PM laurabusse Just me

I like to follow everyone

Sit back and pic.twitter.com/AukoMiqggQ

3/26/2020 4:27:32 PM subversion_ops We can clear this up quick. You're purporting to be government affiliated. Yet have no checkmark. 

Here's what we can do. Report you like they did to get Eye kicked off, because he couldn't prove he worked for the government. 

But since clearly you do. Won't be a problem right?

3/26/2020 4:27:39 PM mikesmi59023006 Yep...no anon talks to other Anons like that...only shills get kicked.

3/26/2020 4:27:49 PM theswamp_drain The probem is that people are learning about it and do pretty much nothing about it. The extent of what they do is tell other people about it who 

basically do nothing other than that themselves.

3/26/2020 4:27:52 PM ryan35381162 It's called a hero complex. Someone needs to check their ego and let humanity choose its path.

3/26/2020 4:28:45 PM warangel1111 Shut Up ....

3/26/2020 4:28:49 PM jamiegrahamusa YOU ARE NOT A LEADER FOOL.

JUST EGO...ALL EGO JOJO. GROW UP AND QUIT TRYING TO TELL PEOPLE WHO TO FOLLOW. YOU ARE A PAYTRIOT

3/26/2020 4:28:50 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/2F3bc2FzK3

3/26/2020 4:29:12 PM doodooh59284043 Haha.  I love this movie!!!! 🍿

3/26/2020 4:29:36 PM hubprophecy Bad photoshop

3/26/2020 4:29:37 PM laurabusse And an interesting one at that...

3/26/2020 4:29:41 PM qsp1racy That asshole blocked me after bragging he had l week to "take care of me"! 😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

3/26/2020 4:30:02 PM fktvis Majestic wants to perpetuate it.

Why?

3/26/2020 4:30:25 PM cindeamulholla3 Yes! pic.twitter.com/6z8JZwThdX

3/26/2020 4:30:32 PM kimmyschaal #AustinSteinbartIsQ

@AustinSteinbart @HWKammers @BabyQPlus @CitizensIReport @KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise @qsp1racy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/hwkammers/status/1243271396953862145 …

3/26/2020 4:30:36 PM jamesgdurrett I do get into the most interesting conversations when I comment on MJ's posts. I enjoy stepping away from politics for a bit!

3/26/2020 4:30:38 PM qwarrior12 I am very happy people have finally woken up to the fact that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is a disinformation hoax.

Never trust anyone who talks like Q.

Real Anons are straight up.

Not riddles.

We have no legal reason to talk in riddles.

Beware folks.  https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1243316958885445634 …
3/26/2020 4:30:41 PM chiarap98270410 🤣 Surround yourself with those on the same mission as you. No distractions. We are at war with an invisible enemy 😃

3/26/2020 4:30:42 PM ryan35381162 All currencies are a construct for energy exchange. You are not advocating for a different solution. You are advocating for a reset to erase the karmic 

debt you owe in the creation of this situation.

3/26/2020 4:30:56 PM stevexclean Depends on what church you speak up of, a pope for sure is not needed. If by church you mean catholic.! That’s not The Church. Christ alone, no man 

needs a go between.

3/26/2020 4:30:58 PM stormchasser16 Not worth waste of time must be a snowflake!

3/26/2020 4:31:14 PM laurabusse Yes!

They want us divided

3/26/2020 4:31:15 PM allonkid Well, to say it different, since Q said 'past, present, future,' Q repeated this same drop to contradict himself?

3/26/2020 4:31:45 PM michaelchasea So does Austin claim to be @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 as well?

3/26/2020 4:32:26 PM susan66388204 It is.  But it has a few other meanings also.  AI would be one of them

3/26/2020 4:32:29 PM qsp1racy Not that I wasnt enjoying his warm company but dang... talk about over promise and under deliver.

😴

3/26/2020 4:32:33 PM warangel1111  pic.twitter.com/abuJTZRsG9

3/26/2020 4:32:39 PM 45harisonharold Dude exactly my thoughts I had a while back, we have no exuse once the veil is lifted & the enemy & all his works are exposed .🙏

3/26/2020 4:32:47 PM cocopuffster12 Block back

3/26/2020 4:32:57 PM adsvel I am not talking about believe systems, I am talking about name and its energy. Who gave this name to that individual? Does he was named in this 

name when he was alive? Where goes energy of this name pronounced from the mouth of Pope, Clintons, Weiner, Epstein?

Low Astral plane.

3/26/2020 4:32:57 PM susan66388204 Absolutely

3/26/2020 4:33:02 PM sabrinal43 Absolutely

3/26/2020 4:33:25 PM atashfire Maybe he's tasked to do it. Future proves past.

3/26/2020 4:33:31 PM nw_2006 Please tell that to @StormIsUponUs and his Mrs @BeThePlan . They are also not supposed to be acting like this.. but yet are spreading division within 

the Q community. pic.twitter.com/hdh65bOU3F

3/26/2020 4:33:44 PM warangel1111 Oooopppp 😂

3/26/2020 4:34:22 PM nw_2006 Along with Jordan, PrayingMedic, LisaMarie and many of these other large accounts.

3/26/2020 4:35:01 PM lady_miss_m Austin used this emoji in reference to the Pharisees for a reason: 🤡

It's not even about the Pharisees being ignorant and stubborn.  They're Clowns.

3/26/2020 4:35:34 PM focusbutterfly Nothing is free

3/26/2020 4:35:39 PM chunkybuttny Stone was a plant? Michael Caputo is his best friend. Does that mean he is one as well?

3/26/2020 4:36:30 PM focusbutterfly Nothing is free

3/26/2020 4:36:41 PM marylyn00719971 Same board, same owner, new name...so, no, it's NOT outside comms. Now crawl back into your Momma's basement & tend to the major BURN you 

got from Q today.



3/26/2020 4:36:56 PM laurabusse AS's been interesting af

Sather's a patriot who wants to teach truth

MJ12 has a fascinating accnt w many enlightening messages o disclosure

Everyone has their part to play

Beliefs are optional

If you 

Believe Q

Believe AS's a LARP

Then you can thank AS for confirming your beliefs
3/26/2020 4:37:01 PM doodooh59284043 Flynn follows Larps. 

So as not to be censored by Twitter.

3/26/2020 4:37:09 PM elizabe86170937 If you are supporting/defending this larp, then you too are a larp!   Worked for Crowdstrike, picture with No Name, etc., etc., etc.  Everyone should 

read the full thread at  https://twitter.com/coltrncg45/status/1243262738668937216 … #KAG  WWG1WGA  🇺🇸💕👍 pic.twitter.com/yCzyG1LZVJ

3/26/2020 4:37:23 PM adsvel You don't have to be religious to recognize good vs evil when you are awakened.

3/26/2020 4:37:41 PM bebetmcg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @X22Report @Liberty__Q @tomchiodo @Justice8882 @GravityStorm1 @LisaMei62 @hrch8r @FLOTUS @AnoNQcue3

@KillAuDeepState someone looks scared....she’s panicking https://twitter.com/annemariemcgr17/status/1243320397975740417 …

3/26/2020 4:37:41 PM citizensrising1 Proof of how long I’ve been following her..and I started following her WAY before I got shadowbanned. And she BLOCKED me, over ONE question 

trying to figure out what was going on. So you tell me...who’s being divisive here. When has Q EVER encouraged us to IGNORE new developments 

pic.twitter.com/wrcjnHQpVg

3/26/2020 4:38:03 PM focusbutterfly People's free will choice controls the dissemination of information and nothing is free.

3/26/2020 4:38:04 PM jamesgdurrett If energy can never be destroyed nor created, always existed, always will, and is the foundation of all matter then what separates energy from God, but 

a name?

3/26/2020 4:38:50 PM grizzlygraves That is from  http://Qmap.pub , a privately owned website. They can put whatever headline they want to on their website. It’s not posted on 8kun that 

way.

3/26/2020 4:39:08 PM areckoningday So.. on the one hand.. https://twitter.com/AReckoningDay/status/1243225290127671305?s=20 …

3/26/2020 4:39:19 PM decodematrix Senate passes massive $2 trillion cabal currency bill. https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/congress/white-house-senate-reach-deal-massive-2-trillion-

coronavirus-spending-n1168136 …

3/26/2020 4:39:36 PM naughteadz Hey Jizo , Kansas also posted that bible verse the previous Sunday , in his sunday scripture. pic.twitter.com/CG6JvUD4Xa

3/26/2020 4:39:56 PM jamesgdurrett I disagree... Without God, there is only nature. Survival of the fittest, let's say. So good and evil wouldn't exist as nothing we do matters.

3/26/2020 4:39:56 PM popeye_doc Agreed

3/26/2020 4:40:05 PM blsdbe Y’all are killin me over here!!! You’re making me tinkle while I giggle!!! pic.twitter.com/ikeiPFwwQm

3/26/2020 4:40:12 PM adsvel All is energy and energy is conscious.

3/26/2020 4:40:17 PM wideawqke Feel free to use anytime. 😎 pic.twitter.com/OB9LIRdHzI

3/26/2020 4:41:16 PM adsvel Define god in your understanding.

3/26/2020 4:41:19 PM lizzah_83 You do realize there are many games that get played. I had an instance where a large account blocked someone...I inquired and it turned out the 

account holder had NEVER blocked them. Twitter had. So be careful jumping to conclusions if your only proof about someone is *blocking*

3/26/2020 4:41:19 PM laurabusse What I think's really interesting is

Everyone has their

OWN LEGITIMATE THOUGHT PROCESSES

Which leads them to their own legitimate conclusions

Even if their conclusions horrify you

Ego says

I'M RIGHT

Lack of ego allows calm logic

allows others to be themselves

Even if I disagree
3/26/2020 4:41:22 PM jamesgdurrett Correct, so as we religious people say.

All is God, and God is our conscious!

3/26/2020 4:41:32 PM ryan35381162 The cabal exsisted with gold backed currency. That changes nothing. Why dont you explain how FIAT currency works and is backed by us to your 

followers before asking them to make an uninformed decision.

3/26/2020 4:41:34 PM jimrivera5 I made a similar request on one of his earlier YT, & he blew it off saying I didn’t have to believe him.

I responded it wasn’t about believing in him. Making a simple stmt/prediction followed by an exact post on the board would settle anyone’s doubt & 

cement his claim.

Crickets!

3/26/2020 4:42:08 PM emilyoakley6 Agreed

Wonder if people will ever learn.

Sadly we have taught well.

3/26/2020 4:42:13 PM anelda24 That's creepy....🥺

3/26/2020 4:42:15 PM dtubbs201 Reminder: Q Only Communicates via the 8kun Platform  https://www.qmap.pub/read/3902  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter 

#WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart

3/26/2020 4:42:34 PM areckoningday About those "QPharisees"... 

Really now? Do tell... pic.twitter.com/IvNtIEi1oD

3/26/2020 4:42:47 PM mongrelglory I will be very interested to see if Queen Maxima hands Greenland over by April 5th!  It's very intriguing that Greenland is so important to the US.

3/26/2020 4:43:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 #AskTheQ https://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1243318226030903304 …

3/26/2020 4:43:44 PM laurabusse Yes and time will tell

Truth always wins in the end!

Eventually!

Tho it's taking the whole JFK assassination thing like decades

3/26/2020 4:43:56 PM sassysasha413 The Vatican has already been taken care of...

3/26/2020 4:44:27 PM disfellocated  pic.twitter.com/sL05M1DSga

3/26/2020 4:44:44 PM devoteddeplorab  pic.twitter.com/GwPujJH6tU

3/26/2020 4:44:45 PM citizensrising1 How about you go ask some of these other people who were put on this “Happy Hunting” block thread if they’ve also been blocked by the same 

people? I’ve been in this movement since day 1 and I back POTUS 100%.  https://t.co/TlGPLki7zX  

https://twitter.com/freedomfromthe1/status/1242237126739136516?s=21 …

3/26/2020 4:44:51 PM collectvcat Its an Anon post not a Q post. Has no Q tripcode.

3/26/2020 4:45:17 PM nw_2006 They are ALL making money off of Q. Look for yourself.

3/26/2020 4:45:22 PM k4rlgruen Blocking patriots (or anyone) for divergence from one's unique POV, is seriously infantile and counterproductive.

3/26/2020 4:45:25 PM citizensrising1 And I’m being treated like DIRT just because I’m doing what Q thought me too...research and follow the proofs.



3/26/2020 4:45:43 PM dtubbs201  https://twitter.com/dtubbs201/status/1243322405428375561?s=21 … https://twitter.com/dtubbs201/status/1243322405428375561 …

3/26/2020 4:46:02 PM jamesgdurrett In the understanding of morality... There is none without God. 

There is only nature. We are ants in the massive universe. According to Hawkins... We have black holes in our universe... Eventually all of our 

information will be swallowed up... So nothing we ever do would matter.

3/26/2020 4:46:06 PM adsvel Many different star nations, they have no definition god. They use All, Source, Ether, etc. Definition god (good) is given by humans, collective 

agreement. But ALL IT IS has good and evil in this separated density, low frequency mind.

3/26/2020 4:46:31 PM blsdbe  https://t.co/cKqVxWypD4  https://twitter.com/blsdbe/status/1243248931988893697?s=21 …

3/26/2020 4:47:15 PM nw_2006 Agreed. Please explain that to them cause they don’t get it. Clearly.

3/26/2020 4:47:15 PM jamesgdurrett I think he's intelligent and possibly CIA... That would explain any inside info.

He is not Q though

3/26/2020 4:47:39 PM cryptocrab4 that's not even a good photoshop but then again you were never MJ12

birds of a feather

3/26/2020 4:47:50 PM laurabusse Was thinking today

Disinfo is necessary

Absolutely necessary to confuse the enemy

To throw them off the trail

It's more important to throw off the enemy

Than it is to inform the masses and be truthful with them

This whole Q MJ AS JS thing is messy and confusing

Peace everyone
3/26/2020 4:47:56 PM adsvel Hawkins... Epstein island....

3/26/2020 4:48:10 PM decisions87 It's like slavery but with extra steps

3/26/2020 4:48:29 PM ryan35381162 And if you are unwilling to teach I suggest people study the disclosure from @nea_storm. Ignorance of the law is not an excuse, we will be held 

accountable to our decisions. Informed or not.

3/26/2020 4:48:57 PM starski19748296 That's what you want to believe because you are already too deaf to even accept what you just heard! Stop being arrogant and realise, there are 

conspiracies yes, but there are facts and you were given your proof that Oprah is no better than any other evil pedophile! WAKE UP!

3/26/2020 4:49:09 PM nijanon1  pic.twitter.com/6Wvq8aHfzK

3/26/2020 4:49:19 PM mongrelglory Jordan did have a regular job when he first started, but switched over to making his videos his full-time job.  He talked about it in his videos.  I guess if 

he'd kept his income coming in from an outside source, it would have been easier to avoid conflicts of interest...

3/26/2020 4:49:19 PM k4rlgruen Have you had any luck saying 'NO' to an

infant?  Good luck.

3/26/2020 4:49:42 PM jamesgdurrett In this regard, you have me at a disadvantage as my theology comes from mainstream and I have not done enough research to competently debate 

the differences.

You catch me in a rare moment!

3/26/2020 4:49:45 PM adsvel Do you believe that you exist on different planets as well?

3/26/2020 4:50:12 PM nw_2006 No. I have had 3 of those. 😂😁

3/26/2020 4:50:36 PM carelaxation Shooting themselves in the foot? I've learned from witnessing them. Thank you.

3/26/2020 4:50:59 PM lizzah_83 You are having a problem tho with discerning what is a proof. An anon posting on 8kun is not a proof. 

Also, confidential info posted does not prove Austin’s identity. It means he just has someone giving him info as bait to go fishing for people not far 

along in their awakening.

3/26/2020 4:51:04 PM jamesgdurrett I'm not a fan... But his theories are well known.

3/26/2020 4:51:27 PM mongrelglory Jesus was a carpenter and never charged for his sermons.

It was Paul in his letters who started making the case for "preachers" collecting money from the congregation to cover their cost of living...look where 

that got us with church (Catholic and Protestant) corruption!

3/26/2020 4:51:32 PM process_facts Why are you any different?

3/26/2020 4:51:39 PM paulygenz fuck it BURN IT ALL. I can build,hunt,fish and trade

3/26/2020 4:51:42 PM laurabusse Humility is always warranted

Ego is easy

I am right

I could be wrong is humility

And always true!!!

I can always be wrong!

And there's no shame in it
3/26/2020 4:52:04 PM jamesgdurrett Planets, no.

Multiple levels of consciousness, yes.

3/26/2020 4:52:13 PM raisethevib369 Unfollowed you last year because your ego is off the hook.

3/26/2020 4:52:35 PM turdfollower #SmellThe2

3/26/2020 4:52:48 PM adsvel It wasn't my intention. I respect Your believe systems, Your faith.

3/26/2020 4:53:00 PM citizensrising1 I didn’t say that was a proof, I asked how he was able to put Q by his name, for clarification. There is an Austin proof though, it’s the Armor of God 

proof and no one can disprove it besides saying “it’s a coincidence” which Q says there are no coincidences

3/26/2020 4:53:01 PM lizzah_83 I just told you that Twitter blocks people in order to stop them communicating. You proved you were shadowbanned and you don’t think you’d be cut 

off from following important accounts by malicious Twitter? You say you have discernment and critical thinking, yet you don’t get this

3/26/2020 4:53:14 PM virgo4201 #FACTS anon! 👊🐸

3/26/2020 4:54:16 PM lovescats7256 The look on these 2 women is priceless

3/26/2020 4:54:32 PM adsvel I saw his created documentaries on TV. Quiet interesting. But I moved on in my perception of Cosmos.

3/26/2020 4:54:48 PM shadowsuper5 very good

3/26/2020 4:55:03 PM covertress *Saul

3/26/2020 4:55:05 PM virginialouelle We know what this completes.

3/26/2020 4:55:06 PM woodworkeranon False. Providing info for pay is no bueno. But providing goods and services where a market exists is just good business practice.



3/26/2020 4:55:14 PM areckoningday Looks like much of this is entertainment but I do find some value in it all beyond that. Trust but verify, right? Well, I can't REALLY verify much so guess 

what I actually trust? Not much! Not "Baby Q". 110% NOT the government, name one..  

Eventually #TheTruthWillOut 🤷♂️

3/26/2020 4:55:25 PM eyeballpatriot Attention

3/26/2020 4:55:27 PM mjams952 I have had them blocked for awhile now.

3/26/2020 4:55:43 PM adsvel Yes, correct. But why not planets as well, who knows. The Universe is so big.

3/26/2020 4:55:51 PM jamesgdurrett Likewise...I do not like to try and debate things I have not researched.

I have been interested in this topic but with everything else going on, my focus had been elsewhere.

Ever since I read the supposed Rothschild posts, I've been interested. 

It's why I follow MJ!

3/26/2020 4:55:56 PM laurabusse Well said

3/26/2020 4:56:04 PM ipowerplace Love this - while all attention is over there (corona)

Over here space force launches a rocket!

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243322614870937601 …

3/26/2020 4:56:25 PM 28concerned We know this

3/26/2020 4:56:35 PM lizzah_83 That isn’t a proof. Austin never said he was posting Ephesians and talking about something Q posts ALL THE TIME...and the Q does again...is not a 

proof. At all. And if that’s the best you can think of, that says a lot. There is literally NOTHING else to support your claim.

3/26/2020 4:56:46 PM virginialouelle Exactly.

3/26/2020 4:56:47 PM vincentzwood 👊✔

Handlers.

Grooming.

[F]oreign Agents.

[SB2] pic.twitter.com/JlcCXQO7GZ

3/26/2020 4:56:52 PM citizensrising1  https://t.co/euyY7SumjF  https://twitter.com/citizensrising1/status/1241800036452892673?s=21 …

3/26/2020 4:57:11 PM citizensrising1 He says IN THE VIDEO “here’s a q proof for you”

3/26/2020 4:57:47 PM illmortaldeity You tricked yourself 

Sad to see

3/26/2020 4:58:01 PM babyducks1954 RT and FB all Thank You👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/26/2020 4:58:05 PM melissashaffe18 🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 4:58:10 PM k4rlgruen Since I am loosing followers for being honest.

Howz about a follow back? ;) 

I promise nothing but love and

snarky wisdom. (humbly tootin' my own horn)

3/26/2020 4:58:12 PM trinaparkercogg This deserves a follow! Austin is a newbie that oozes LARP good post!

3/26/2020 4:58:19 PM lizzah_83 Not to mention, NO COMMS PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE describes Austin perfectly. And their grammar, sentence structure/tone is COMPLETELY different. 

Does Q strike you as the emoji type? You say Q never divides and you’re right. But Austin does and you’re TOTALLY fine with it. Reconcile.

3/26/2020 4:58:50 PM upliftingmind I'll agree with you that he seems very intelligent. I don't have any proof he is CIA. I see proof adding up that he may be Q. Maybe time will tell? 🤔 🙅♀️

3/26/2020 4:58:50 PM notevenchad17 Yes. 

Like it or (((not)))

General Washington would hang those who profited off of a military mission. #Promise

3/26/2020 4:59:17 PM jamesgdurrett Belief is perception of your surroundings...I could never tell someone that my "truth" is more important than your "truth."

Every conversation you have, everything you listen to, or watch... Helps define your "truth."

3/26/2020 4:59:40 PM notevenchad17 "They may be stupid, but they are not dumb." 

Yes. And they are ruthless with many generations of mastering how to control and MIS-lead and MIS-guide people.

3/26/2020 5:00:00 PM adsvel Yes, same here, I find many interesting things for myself, reading MJ12 threads. So much esoterics I have to throw away lately.

3/26/2020 5:00:17 PM wyldfire1128 🤔🤷🏽♀️🤣😂 we will soon find out if it's as bad as 🦇 bat soup

3/26/2020 5:00:41 PM jamesgdurrett There are no limitations to possibilities, only limitations to the imagination.

Who really knows, but eventually we all find out!

3/26/2020 5:00:55 PM do_or_do_notty God. You can trust God.

3/26/2020 5:01:12 PM krucialnuera L

3/26/2020 5:01:14 PM citizensrising1 Just so you know, that quote is in only 9 of Q’s 3800+ drops...that’s only .2%. Austin dropped the video, Q posted drop later THE SAME DAY. Ask 

yourself, Would that qualify as proof if it was between Trump and Q? pic.twitter.com/lYK9boRDXp

3/26/2020 5:01:18 PM dawgq17 So serious question since his plans are different than the Q boards. His plan is to get majority of Americans to believe he’s future commander of space 

for unite to gather use our voices to get things done before the election? If yes he better pic up these videos...

3/26/2020 5:01:21 PM d2lyeeue8yzohxv A pusher. pic.twitter.com/Jk28dWbQcE

3/26/2020 5:01:29 PM laurabusse Always amazed when ppl say

Such and such is true

Bc of STRONG BELIEF

Where is:

Logic says such and such is most likely true bc of this and that reason

But I could be wrong bc I'm not omniscient

And I reserve the right to change my mind at any time if presented w more evidence

3/26/2020 5:01:38 PM mynardpamela Absolutely! pic.twitter.com/L432yyHLCA

3/26/2020 5:02:11 PM jamesgdurrett Question everyone you follow! It took 3 months of research on Q before I ever joined Twitter to push his movement and claim he's real.

3/26/2020 5:02:15 PM adsvel Yes, agree. I would say believe is programs we carry on till we will release them for the new ones as our perception expends.

3/26/2020 5:02:48 PM bebetmcg @GravityStorm1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/killaudeepstate/status/1004973024242593792 …

3/26/2020 5:02:52 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/7xxgRUyzgs0 

3/26/2020 5:03:00 PM aurorasreality 🙏🙏

3/26/2020 5:03:18 PM lady_miss_m I like the word play.

3/26/2020 5:03:19 PM danaowen1 I would love to start over (RESET) with a clean slate.

3/26/2020 5:03:45 PM jamesgdurrett It's so enjoyable to have an intellectual debate without name-calling and belittling of others. Thank you for that!



3/26/2020 5:03:52 PM adsvel Yes, an evolution.

3/26/2020 5:03:59 PM bebetmcg @GravityStorm1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @QPatriot17 https://twitter.com/killaudeepstate/status/1243315664707706880 …

3/26/2020 5:04:09 PM citizensrising1 How do you explain him PREDICTING a Q DROP? NOONE has been able to explain it...they usually block me when they can’t answer it.

3/26/2020 5:04:39 PM joshuab10662220 I'm denying Austin is Q. I've been following Q from the beginning. In all the Q comms, never once did I ever feel the desperation Austin puts out. Q 

nudges us in the right direction, Austin is trying to force it. Totally different approaches.

3/26/2020 5:04:40 PM qanongroup I'm afraid the awakening will not rid of all bad apples big or small. This applies only to those how are attempting to profit from this moment around the 

world

3/26/2020 5:05:16 PM virgo4201 Q started 'Patriots flight' as an extension ....

 Think stringer/markers..its Not a discussion board. No other anons post to 'patriots fight'

3/26/2020 5:05:28 PM adsvel Yes, and thank You as well! 💗🙏

3/26/2020 5:05:43 PM joesephwilliam5 Ok but when q posted today, “no outside comms!” It was on the new board! We can’t be this thick headed? I understand I love the info Austin puts out 

but he is only q the way we ware all q because WWG1WGA!!!

3/26/2020 5:06:15 PM laurabusse Very astute observation

3/26/2020 5:06:55 PM shadowspectreq Amen brother.

3/26/2020 5:07:07 PM kwititalready Gold / Silver are Money - they are assets which constrain but not limit the amount of currency possible. You can have $10,000 gold, or $10,000,000 

gold. Depends on how much currency you need, but it's not infinite like FIAT, and it requires ownership of gold / silver. 

O.O

3/26/2020 5:07:15 PM citizensrising1 Its actually “No COMMS outside THIS platform” its moved 2 times. I’d bet there’s more to come in the coming days regarding that “no comms” line. 

Austin said it’s stupid to get hung up on that when he’s providing proofs especially when that platform was 4 Chan..we’ll see

3/26/2020 5:07:15 PM lizzah_83 To me, it sounded like he was saying “here’s a proof” like because I went to this school and know this Ephesians bit (which hundreds of millions of 

people do). If he was providing info for his next 8kun drop, he would’ve said it and you damn well know that too.

3/26/2020 5:07:23 PM covertress It's a disgrace that high schools don't teach proper self-sufficiency or survival skills.

Home economics? Required?

Wood/metal/auto shop? Required?

Gardening? Animal husbandry?

Required?

Learn. Teach. Self-employ!
3/26/2020 5:07:34 PM citizensrising1 I’m just saying keep an open mind

3/26/2020 5:08:38 PM citizensrising1 What is this entire op about? It’s not about being FED information, it’s about learning to discern for OURSELVES based on available information

3/26/2020 5:08:52 PM justme20190704 Start with Alex Jones = Mossad.

3/26/2020 5:09:03 PM mynardpamela You have the inate ability to discern options for yourself and make decisions based on your own Free Will. Tap in to it. No one needs others to do this 

for us or give us their narrow views of what our options are, based on their personal agendas.

3/26/2020 5:09:08 PM rghardy3 Do you "Follow" pay-triots also ?

3/26/2020 5:09:13 PM melanie84245623 Dude staaaap. It’s over. Good run. Ya still got your looks.

3/26/2020 5:09:27 PM victorg_45 Space force. T. Tower in Colorado Springs👀

3/26/2020 5:09:34 PM friskygolfer The FBI was surveilling Manafort before he was introduced to DJT~

3/26/2020 5:10:00 PM drbohammer There are exactly 6 malleable dimensions. Time is not malleable and is only a conceptual dimension used to measure the passing of events. BTW, 

vibration is an event, and everything is in vibration.

3/26/2020 5:10:38 PM brianseerum You take a photo in front of a maintenance building on a military base as your proof of being Q? Pretty damn pathetic, even more so for the ones that 

believe you.

3/26/2020 5:10:38 PM lizzah_83 It’s amazing to me that you don’t think a claim as bold and outrageous as “I AN QANON” would need to be backed up by massively direct, conclusive 

proof. Proofs between Trump and Q are to show they’re working together (Tippy Top), not one in the same person.

3/26/2020 5:10:41 PM neapatriot Fo sho fo sho! I need to weed out some of the 45 I follow and replace. Esp after the @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 discovery🤘🏻! @AustinSteinbart HA YOU'VE 

BEEN Q'D FOR REAL THIS TIME🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 5:10:52 PM charitable_fury Wait...You’re BARKING up the wrong tree with @stormypatriot21 !...He’s a true PATRIOT!...What are you insinuating?...

3/26/2020 5:11:41 PM mikehes52772147 Rocket man 😂 pic.twitter.com/N2c0TLrULo

3/26/2020 5:12:24 PM friskygolfer Yeah, no. At least not at first. 

Remember him busting CFR ppl at the BoGrove? That is when they turned him. Now he is their puppet with Stone.

3/26/2020 5:12:24 PM lizzah_83 If Austin is Q - what is the logic behind blowing his cover before mass arrests are made? If Austin is Q, why is Austin not removed from Twitter? We 

know [they] hate #TheGreatAwakening so why would they let Austin/Q continue with the Op on Twitter of all places?

3/26/2020 5:13:03 PM toxicwhiteguy1  pic.twitter.com/KGB250hD5Q

3/26/2020 5:13:06 PM nw_2006 Absolutely!

3/26/2020 5:13:39 PM lizzah_83 If Q is Austin, what is there to gain by going public with identity and having ALL of this confusion and division happen before the Op is finished?

3/26/2020 5:13:44 PM nw_2006 I only share of honesty myself. Sometimes the truth isn’t what we want to hear.

3/26/2020 5:13:53 PM letsallvotered 🤔

3/26/2020 5:14:14 PM shadowspectreq  pic.twitter.com/liOXtz1Uxw

3/26/2020 5:14:31 PM charitable_fury “Are there population limits?...Yes...” 🤔

3/26/2020 5:14:35 PM carriebryson2 Pragmatics and Semiotics

3/26/2020 5:14:55 PM nybiltong Lioness

3/26/2020 5:15:22 PM ednahernndez18 Hi  there ! are you looking for cbd oil? I recommend you #cbdtalisman, shipping all over the world with pharmaceutical approval, 0.0%TCH  here is the 

page  http://www.cbdtalisman.com  #cbd #cbdoil #cbdsell

3/26/2020 5:15:32 PM cidarean Your not wrong IMO. But we still play the game. Only a major disruption can break the cycle fully from this voluntary slavery.

3/26/2020 5:15:41 PM bebetmcg Trump looking to put troops near Canadian border amid coronavirus fears - National |  http://Globalnews.ca   

https://globalnews.ca/news/6735064/coronavirus-militarizing-canada-us-border/ …

@hrch8r @CAFinUS @QPatriot17 @GravityStorm1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Justice8882 

Anyone have any insight on what is being discussed, for this Canadian?



3/26/2020 5:15:49 PM laurabusse We gotta get back to teaching logic and critical thinking in the schools!

Debate teams etc

I'm right you're wrong

Ego

Name calling

Rudeness

Lack of respect for freedom of speech thoughts and beliefs

Only leads to trouble!

Division etc

Exactly what they want!!!
3/26/2020 5:16:08 PM mva_r knead dough

letting it rise

the development of gluten

absorb water

baking - evaporating water

3/26/2020 5:16:17 PM elishabaker915 You forgot the part where Q flat-out identified you as a traitor. pic.twitter.com/9aaF1BTlH0

3/26/2020 5:16:21 PM marcard95 I think you are mistaken bc neither @Ben_Chasteen nor @RobCounts or @david_wilcock  have spent a minute of their time supporting Austin, to the 

contrary. Please take a moment of your time to check their videos and tweets before making such untruthful statements.

3/26/2020 5:16:23 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical thinking required. Cabal are homicidal satanic cannibals pedophiles who created fiat central banking curreacked 

by nothing with exponential inflation. Inflation = more time/energy + less money. Cabal engineers laws surr…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1243297992414806021.html …

3/26/2020 5:16:35 PM jennyjigsaw45 I will say again I've not watched his stuff. But having followed Q from the beginning....if he's saying he's Q he is flat out lying IMO.

3/26/2020 5:16:36 PM areckoningday Energy and exchange of energies and transformation thereof, fully understood or not are undeniable. Be it this transmission or the life cycle of water. I 

believe in a higher power. Be it a singular entity or more a "horcrux of God" concept we're all part of, there is something.

3/26/2020 5:17:01 PM blsdbe Does this require the #TenDaysOfDarkness? Will StarLink be the new Internets, now free of Cabal Control? pic.twitter.com/VXqbfVPzFu

3/26/2020 5:17:08 PM texn9ne @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 power of 3 6 9 is real  pic.twitter.com/I8AavyrBrl

3/26/2020 5:17:15 PM laurabusse And yet I found it interesting and entertaining 🤷♀️

3/26/2020 5:17:32 PM mva_r fast rising

or the night through

spirit of bread

3/26/2020 5:17:36 PM jackoneilltime1 Are you flushing ALICE out into the open?

3/26/2020 5:17:45 PM jenniferkrog1 This is true

3/26/2020 5:18:01 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/VG3pIRvMgR

3/26/2020 5:18:42 PM smokecat11 Here's an audio version... https://youtu.be/tPrpAC8OCzw 

3/26/2020 5:19:09 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/AZQxH_8raCI 

3/26/2020 5:19:11 PM laurabusse Yes

Being encouraged to read someone's tweets

Ideally results in

A simple

I agree

Or 

I disagree

And why

Logically

Not a shitstorm of egos clashing and name calling
3/26/2020 5:19:18 PM tyrantswillfa11 Life is entertaining. If you don’t find it to be, then you’re doing it wrong.

3/26/2020 5:19:36 PM kindeandtrue Some people are already hurting a great deal, MJ. Should we just let them suffer?

3/26/2020 5:19:46 PM mikespies904 No

3/26/2020 5:19:48 PM nojobsr As I listened to a senator (dont know state/name) stood & stated $24/hr avg is to much for unemployment. Then the MotherF*$+&>S ALL VOTE YES 

and $25,000,000 RAISE TO ONCE AGAIN LINE THEIR POCKETS WITH OUR $! @RealJamesWoods @Qanon @WinningWwg1wga @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@realDonaldTrump

3/26/2020 5:19:53 PM nybiltong I think Melania is not

3/26/2020 5:20:04 PM synchropathic Haha okay now we're just reaching and how are you "sure?".  

"Because he said so" is not an acceptable answer.

3/26/2020 5:20:51 PM bebetmcg @hrch8r @QPatriot17 @Justice8882 @GravityStorm1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 

https://twitter.com/AngelWarrior321/status/1243188911733714948 …

3/26/2020 5:21:47 PM tippitiwitchet9 Stargate...

3/26/2020 5:21:49 PM kireaton Lol, and he's still talking to himself.

3/26/2020 5:22:04 PM laurabusse THAT'S WHY

MJ says

MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER

It's an exercise in

Critical thinking

Discernment

And using your intuition to determine

What resonates within as truth

It's not necessary to bash those with whom you disagree
3/26/2020 5:22:06 PM qsp1racy He said as much himself.

I have no idea how it all operates down to the bone.

I go by th3 same info you have.

3/26/2020 5:22:48 PM laurabusse Bingo



3/26/2020 5:22:58 PM xpl0ad3r Let me ask you something: If you were a Black Hat would you go out announcing it to everyone?

This is not an opinion, this is the encouragement of a LARP just after Q explicitly stated "No outside comms". 

Who tells us this wasn't MJ12 plan all along?

3/26/2020 5:23:05 PM the_tru_eapjr doesn't even know what endorsement means. 😂😂😂

3/26/2020 5:23:12 PM snakejackal Still making money from the money [nobody] created out of thin air.  Print $ to change the world like captain pilot of $ spaceship to rob the world and 

save selected few.

3/26/2020 5:23:24 PM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/aehCWF2wk4

3/26/2020 5:23:36 PM jaded_pearl Very true - we've lost alot by progressive agendas. Common core math the Obama exchanges pay 4 play caused immense harm to the relationship 

between children/parents/teachers. We lost home economics, 4H, Cursive writing, social skills...

3/26/2020 5:23:44 PM batespm4abbey Gives new meaning to Christ in the Temple in a fury casting out the moneychangers and traders of bloody sacrifices...

No wonder the Pharisees&HighPriests facilitated Roman crucifixion of Christ.WILL WE HEAR/LEARN THIS TIME?! or will they be allowed to kill us 

all/destroy planet?!

3/26/2020 5:23:46 PM laurabusse Yes

Borders on violating free will

Telling others what to do think or believe

3/26/2020 5:23:54 PM upliftingmind I agree, question everything. I've been following Q since drop #1 on 4chan and I've only just began posting to twitter about Q. My reason: I strongly 

disagree with how certain #QPharisees are behaving toward free-thinking folks right now. Just sharing my perspective #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 5:24:16 PM janda_cefalu I will unfollow you Jordan.I love MJ12.

What we really don't have time for us you trying to devide us like the swamp.

3/26/2020 5:25:17 PM restorativna8ur Melt snowflake, melt..

3/26/2020 5:25:28 PM zoilaliz1 Do it to it!

3/26/2020 5:25:39 PM citizensrising1 He’s going to call into this channel tonight, if youre interested in checking it out with the rest of us. It’s live so it should be interesting.  The choice is 

yours. https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 5:25:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Vaccine derived virus interference was significantly associated with coronavirus and human metapneumovirus; however, significant protection with 

vaccination was associated not only with most influenza viruses, but also parainfluenza, RSV, and non-influenza virus coinfections.

3/26/2020 5:25:45 PM ts_sci_majic12 Reconcile.

Receipt of influenza vaccination was not associated with virus interference among our population. Examining virus interference by specific respiratory 

viruses showed mixed results. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31607599/ 

3/26/2020 5:25:58 PM lady_miss_m The Pharisees and their supporters' behavior is too much.  They're acting like they're rabid.  Why do they think that's gonna convince anybody?

3/26/2020 5:26:41 PM mongrelglory Meh!  Rockets are so "old school". 😏

3/26/2020 5:27:01 PM lucky11111212  pic.twitter.com/R3UPEHPmXj

3/26/2020 5:27:09 PM lavenderlives RSV MY son had this in Norway after he was born 2 other babies got it too

3/26/2020 5:27:44 PM coloradoevolut1 Come join us on YouTube tonight Maj! https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 5:28:59 PM jonjens Supplementing Vits D3, A, C, K2 works the best, Vit D3 level best at 80-100, see Dr Sheri Tenpenny

3/26/2020 5:29:08 PM n7guardiananon twinkle twinkle little...star???

3/26/2020 5:29:28 PM blsdbe That being said...

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1233071827230035968?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1233071827230035968 …

3/26/2020 5:29:31 PM laurabusse Best thing on tick tock

🤣😅😂

Thanks for the reminder David!

3/26/2020 5:30:19 PM the_tru_eapjr messenger is important & colors the message. eg false Q drops are mirror comms to Deep state. sharing them makes you into a DS tool. walk with 

fools etc. George Washington thought it vital that the messenger be validated before taking note of the message. Q is of the same opinion

3/26/2020 5:30:53 PM upliftingmind I'd like to know the answer to this too. I've been blocked, called a bot, called a sheep, insulted, subtly threatened and added to a 🤡list" by them... all 

within a week and all for sharing #austinsteinbart info. Very interesting.

3/26/2020 5:31:52 PM mongrelglory Translation:  While the study concluded (from statistical analysis) that "in general", flu vaccination did not increase the risk of getting other respiratory 

viruses, if you look at the data more closely, there was an increased risk for getting infections with coronavirus and...

3/26/2020 5:32:19 PM covertress " Receiving influenza vaccination may increase the risk of other respiratory viruses, a phenomenon known as virus interference."

3/26/2020 5:33:09 PM cidarean Your followed by General Flynn too.

3/26/2020 5:33:23 PM tanktank19k You are right! 

Austin never resononated with me. I never saw concrete proof, nevet engaged because its not worth my energy..

3/26/2020 5:33:39 PM lady_miss_m I got this in my DM today.  I’ve never interacted with this person that I can recall.  Why message me?  Why???  I don’t understand. 

pic.twitter.com/nh58z5yezN

3/26/2020 5:33:44 PM imaqpatriot No!! #INSTABLOCKED

3/26/2020 5:34:06 PM laurabusse My favorite decade ❤️

3/26/2020 5:34:08 PM mongrelglory ...metapneumovirus.  When you consider that the elderly population is especially encouraged to get their yearly flu vaccines, including all nursing home 

patients, you could see that this might put them at increased risk of getting infected with Covid-19. Was this by Cabal design?

3/26/2020 5:34:45 PM 444_q_ OMG!!! I was just prompted to remember a dream I had from December 23 2019.... Could THIS be how people are TESTED POSITIVE!!?! 

pic.twitter.com/pvs6JjZvH6

3/26/2020 5:34:50 PM djlok 😂😂😂

3/26/2020 5:34:56 PM jaded_pearl But yet it says it doesn't 🤔

3/26/2020 5:35:22 PM myname71441768 “EYES OF FIRE”

3/26/2020 5:35:54 PM therealtinker88 This is absolutely no game...

WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 5:36:32 PM samuelr08488457 @WalterG61057499

3/26/2020 5:36:41 PM cmichhend This is interesting to consider as well...

Reverse speech analysis is always kinda interesting to add to everything... https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=BRI4HVJHyEo …

3/26/2020 5:36:45 PM douwondery They were found with their mother in Dawson Springs, Ky. They are safe now.

3/26/2020 5:36:54 PM outsidegrid This tactic seems weak and desperate.  I remember this type of thing when I was in elementary school.  Very odd...  If you give it 2 weeks he may have 

already discredited himself with the Greenland thing.

3/26/2020 5:36:55 PM mongrelglory Don't sweat it.  You were probably just randomly chosen.  Just block them.

3/26/2020 5:38:35 PM mongrelglory I'm more of a 70's Funk, Disco girl myself!  Loved those BeeGees and Doobie Brothers! 😆

3/26/2020 5:38:37 PM outsidegrid Why do these Austin Steinbart attacks seem to come in waves among the top Q names?

3/26/2020 5:38:44 PM laurabusse My philosophy exactly!

I never pay for information

I know I'm always gonna find it for free elsewhere!!!



3/26/2020 5:38:57 PM cruisec86591203 Interesting.  What year was this  photo taken approx.?

3/26/2020 5:40:13 PM popx2bg Good for you and good comeback! Q said no outside comms past/present/future. The discipline is obvious so to me there is NO doubt about that 

Austin fella.

3/26/2020 5:40:50 PM lady_miss_m He beat me to it.  He sent that weird, creepy DM and then blocked me.  Lisa Mei, who I've decided to knickname Ms. DoD Skincare Division, blocked 

me a couple days ago.  They probably blocked me because Austin follows me. pic.twitter.com/iW4VvcOhen

3/26/2020 5:41:31 PM laurabusse Knew what ya meant 😉

3/26/2020 5:42:36 PM cmichhend Q never shamed, called out, or felt the need to punish anyone for not following/believing. 

Q took a long time w/patience & mountains of proofs to build trust. Trust is hard to earn. 

Austin’s threats don’t build trust & don’t have patience. He seeks to confuse/destroy others.

3/26/2020 5:42:43 PM mongrelglory I got "unfollowed" by Nunya Business for following Austin.  Try not to get shocked when people suddenly block you.  It happens to the best of us. 😎

3/26/2020 5:44:05 PM eyeballpatriot Trust your gut and exercise discernment. Crowd-source and cross reference if you're in doubt.

3/26/2020 5:44:24 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking portals! 😃

3/26/2020 5:45:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Nobody ever said taking down a 6,000 year old death cult that eats, rapes, and murders children would be easy.

3/26/2020 5:45:24 PM spauldingshowal 😊👍

3/26/2020 5:45:29 PM jeff57253103 It would be insane to think so

3/26/2020 5:45:40 PM laurabusse No one should take MJs word as gospel

No one should take JSs word as gospel

No one should take ASs word as gospel

No one should take Qs word as gospel!

The overall message is

Think for yourself

Research

Message over messenger

Know what you believe and WHY

Truth resonates within
3/26/2020 5:45:48 PM earth2nissy ❤️🧡💛🙏💚💙💜

3/26/2020 5:45:55 PM threshold2020 You, fake sirs, are seen clearly. Unfollowed when you supported AUSTIN S. Not even smart.

3/26/2020 5:46:07 PM anirgu Sometimes I think we are getting too cocky. Praying for those souls in harms way.

3/26/2020 5:46:14 PM mikeb38beacon_h I’m thinking older but.... really doesn’t matter at this point, they all must go!

3/26/2020 5:46:34 PM atashfire Fun though? Dishing out justice on these eternal scumbags would be a thrill for sure.

3/26/2020 5:46:45 PM coldnights4 Same person and a friend.

3/26/2020 5:47:08 PM soorangevibes lol. true.

3/26/2020 5:47:11 PM mongrelglory See my explanation at the end of the feed.

3/26/2020 5:47:18 PM truthserum2all Understatement

3/26/2020 5:47:27 PM truthseekerkari EXACTLY!!! Think of how good they have gotten at lying and manipulating people over a 6000 year period.

3/26/2020 5:47:45 PM zack_stone Hidden no more pic.twitter.com/lVfAIm4GuC

3/26/2020 5:47:45 PM april99341937 So TRUE AND WHEN YOU GO TO WORK YOU COME BACK WITH THE FOUR WALLS AND ECT.... THINK ABOUT IT! GOD ALMIGHTY DID NOT WANT THIS!? 

SO WHY YOU WORK? BECAUSE WHEN YOU WORK YOU PAY THE TAXES!? THAT IT IS UP TO YOU TO REALIZE THIS! IF NOT THEN DO WHAT IS BEST!

3/26/2020 5:48:18 PM toma40404040 Cabal will fight back hard

3/26/2020 5:48:22 PM lizzah_83 You should care. It’s causing major negativity within #TheGreatAwakening. 

Doesn’t make sense to me, why Q would reveal his identity before the arrests happened? Also, why would Twitter allow Q to be on here — we know 

[they] hate Q...so why would Twitter not censor?

3/26/2020 5:48:33 PM laurabusse This feud today has been fascinating

Bc it shows

HOW FAR WE STILL HAVE TO GO

Fighting

Name-calling

Over blown egos

We all want a world of peace and love

When we still don't have the decency to afford others the respect for their opinions that they deserve
3/26/2020 5:48:55 PM lucky11111212  pic.twitter.com/vbb5zyV0ys

3/26/2020 5:48:56 PM xitthematrix All Photoshop professionals in the world, mind you!!

3/26/2020 5:49:04 PM misterpatriot2 Godspeed Sirs!

3/26/2020 5:49:17 PM realdepiorabie Especially with LARPY LARPS like you.

3/26/2020 5:49:37 PM k4rlgruen We will remember life with no secrets.

3/26/2020 5:49:38 PM laurabusse Do we deserve a world of peace and love

When we can't give it to one another

Who are

THEORETICALLY ON THE SAME TEAM?

3/26/2020 5:49:53 PM twistdginger I would a thought that genie lady could wiggle her nose and make it happen. Silly me.

3/26/2020 5:49:59 PM jimmyjo88977263  https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 5:50:03 PM thevagrantpepe Firstly, separating what is from what should be is important. We're all well aware of how the financial system fucks us. Secondly, it rude to internet 

scream at people in all caps.

3/26/2020 5:50:07 PM johnnymerckx Give me 10 names, I will take em down. They have all the metadata

WE HAVE IT ALL

Who wants the next 10

3/26/2020 5:50:10 PM glenpalm2005 That's for sure.

BUT...I believe in #God and

#WhiteHats Wonders.

3/26/2020 5:50:17 PM xpristou werd

3/26/2020 5:50:44 PM april99341937 There is no OPERATION other than stealing the your SPIRIT! ENERGY! God the almighty expressed this in the book of john and some others that got 

taken away from the bible! Think about it!



3/26/2020 5:50:48 PM americanpetal Will there ever come a time in our recent future where that exact statement can be declared publicly on TV for all to hear? It seems it comes down to 

that exactly as you just put it. 

I mean, if POTUS when on TV tomorrow and said that...

3/26/2020 5:50:49 PM truth_open Are [they] the seed of the serpent from the Garden of Eden? Sons of Cain? The tares to be removed?

3/26/2020 5:50:53 PM lady_miss_m Cheers!  It’s becoming a new “over the target” twitter badge of honor. pic.twitter.com/OVvlrwNHpg

3/26/2020 5:50:54 PM cidarean Got to make a living. Many people rely on subs and donations to sustain themselves. 

David Wilcock received a pretty penny through donations during his two live broadcasts last week. Should we scrutinize him as well? Service to others 

can very. But it's still service. JMHO

3/26/2020 5:50:55 PM jimmyjo88977263  https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 5:50:59 PM coldnights4 56 is a training/maintenance squadron.  There is NOTHING but students there...no black ops 😂

Oh, and on that “server pic”?  Yeah..,not a single DOD INV barcode  to be seen....even though they’ve been mandatory SOP for a decade. 

Just stop man. I’ll tell Cindy on you.

3/26/2020 5:51:12 PM 369helen313 My heart & prayers go to the Front-Liners in this final battle.

🙏🏻💗✨

3/26/2020 5:51:29 PM lizzah_83 For sure I’ll try to check it out. With a baby it’s hard to commit. What time? 

Will you at least give some thought to the questions I asked? As if Twitter would ever allow the real Q on here. And what’s to gain by revealing identity 

before arrests? That would blow the op.

3/26/2020 5:51:42 PM thevagrantpepe I was asking how MJ pays their bills. Operation was his phrase, not mine.

3/26/2020 5:51:58 PM mongrelglory The only negativity seems to be coming from the people who follow major Q accounts calling him a LARP. That's fine for them to express their opinions 

once but there was no need for them to dog his account and insult other people who just wanted to read what he had to say.

3/26/2020 5:52:00 PM majic_eyes_qnly For this takedown to be successful it is imperative that the whole world finds out about the existence of and activities of this death cult. People cannot 

ignore, hide from, or dismiss this evil any longer. We have to confront it together.

3/26/2020 5:52:03 PM corey28706035 Are you a time traveler?

3/26/2020 5:52:19 PM lizzah_83 If I can’t do the live and miss my chance to ask questions, can you please seriously consider asking that question - why reveal identity before arrests, 

especially when it’s causing massive negativity and division....?

3/26/2020 5:52:26 PM anthonytyrrel12 We didn't have the internet the wild card thay couldn't account for

3/26/2020 5:52:29 PM truth_open I think they always kept knowledge and tech to themselves so they could stay ahead of us the whole time.

3/26/2020 5:52:30 PM bechangeuwish2c With you on this - I’ve blocked him tired of hearing this LARP piped piper’s tune distracting & frustrating me

3/26/2020 5:52:34 PM timkania I think you’ve got it 👊🏽👊🏽

3/26/2020 5:52:52 PM ps_good Are you OK?  That's my own screen shot and you're more than welcome to go to  http://www.qmap.pub  and it yourself and do whatever it is you 

choose with the timestamps.

This dude is still a LARP.

3/26/2020 5:53:10 PM april99341937 You not see the GREAT AWAKENING AND FOR SURE CHANGING OUR LIVES! BUT YOUR SO UP IN THE OLD GUARD THAT YOU WILL NOT UNDERSTAND! 

SO PLEASE SPARE ME ON ALL CAPS!? PERIOD!

3/26/2020 5:53:17 PM tikpaq It may not be easy, but it needs to happen. And those cretins are cowards. It needs to be understood that an honest loving family is essential. A 

parents’ job is to look after, and 110% protect their children.

3/26/2020 5:53:32 PM likegenuine Amen !

3/26/2020 5:54:29 PM paul_bohon No doubt!!

3/26/2020 5:54:31 PM april99341937 Understand that dis info and optics is the way say?

3/26/2020 5:54:42 PM mongrelglory I personally never thought he was Q, but I found his videos interesting.  When other "Q accounts" started calling people like me a "moron" and "idiot" 

for following Austin, then that got my back up.  I don't need them to "police" my thoughts or opinions like the MSM tries to do.

3/26/2020 5:54:43 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/loQOvRhTmt

3/26/2020 5:55:18 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/26/2020 5:55:57 PM thevagrantpepe Seriously? You're screaming about the basic core principles of the great awakening-something every one of us understands-as if none of us do. What's 

more, it has absolutely nothing to do with the conversation at hand.

3/26/2020 5:56:07 PM americanpetal 🤔What makes you ask?

3/26/2020 5:56:09 PM eyeballpatriot Incorrect.  

The majority of the MJ12 content posted is acceptable and interesting to think about.

The endorsing and promoting of a forum slider and divisive larp like AS should raise some significant red flags.

3/26/2020 5:56:23 PM polarissons Absolutely🔥👊

3/26/2020 5:56:32 PM lilangels44 So seeing as he's threatened what he likes to call Q pharisees and has been rightfully reported for many things and yet nothing has been done to his 

account.... are you implying he's untouchable because he's being protected by the CIA or something to that effect?

3/26/2020 5:56:36 PM jacquipenne He was at a private airport... which anyone can go into pic.twitter.com/ojHhs3jk7j

3/26/2020 5:56:45 PM robblex2 Katie Hill and one of her staffers

3/26/2020 5:56:56 PM polarissons @SassyTallBlonde @me_think_free @hollysgrudge 👆

3/26/2020 5:57:01 PM mongrelglory You just have to ignore the noise and keep your focus on the finish line. 😉

3/26/2020 5:57:05 PM kathrynala1 The cabal better gird their loins because there is a reckoning coming.

3/26/2020 5:57:12 PM nedryersonpunx Nah, I’m talking to you. No wonder you get grifted so easily. You struggle with reading comprehension. Sad.

3/26/2020 5:57:16 PM quentinjay2 Exactly

3/26/2020 5:57:31 PM truthseekerkari I thought the same thing. Maybe the people thought it bad omens of God when these fallen ones were blocking out the sun and other things?

3/26/2020 5:57:35 PM _reconalpha_  pic.twitter.com/lCyZoyypdy

3/26/2020 5:57:42 PM 99pagefamily They will not let us take our country back that easy- Pray for US to free itself of this evil & only then do we have a chance to help world wide 🙏🏼🌎

3/26/2020 5:57:56 PM munkeypilot Like endorphins...only mo betta when a big account or influencer does it...like a proxy attention Ho😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 5:58:00 PM maga_crashf15 True enough

3/26/2020 5:58:01 PM covertress Is that why you did it, F? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/916352995293650944?s=20 …

3/26/2020 5:58:18 PM nedryersonpunx Imagine thinking a 6,000 year old death cult that eats, rapes, and murders children, exists even though you have no evidence for it existing. Yikes.

3/26/2020 5:58:25 PM jvan125 And didn’t the seniors get a ‘super vaccine’ for the first time this year, too?? I’ll try and find sauce...

3/26/2020 5:58:34 PM hopealways888 I understand.  God bless everyone involved in "on earth as it is in heaven".

3/26/2020 5:58:47 PM audijunkie Lionel is on RT

3/26/2020 5:58:48 PM tk97823755 To hard to believe prayers that victory will come quickly and decisively!

3/26/2020 5:59:31 PM lisafisch2 Mine too..  a group of us hv bn praying and fasting all week..

POTUS needs us and our prayer!



3/26/2020 5:59:47 PM jvan125 Sauce... https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2019/11/14/flu-shot-doctors-recommend-fluzone-high-dose-fluad-65-older/4178418002/ …

3/26/2020 5:59:47 PM ptr0t1 Be careful who you endorse. "Message over messenger" has an Achilles heel the size of a Hummer.

3/26/2020 5:59:52 PM mongrelglory Ewe!  That sounds like an oxymoron right there! 👀

3/26/2020 6:00:05 PM schrodsothercat The Safety Dance from the '80s is better.

3/26/2020 6:00:32 PM jvan125 Yep...made them even more vulnerable then. Holy sh*t...🤬🤬🤬

3/26/2020 6:00:40 PM laurabusse Same IS?

Different BE?

Source energy=IS?

3/26/2020 6:00:46 PM theghost6969 They are Weak, We are Strong 💪

3/26/2020 6:01:08 PM kindeandtrue Is this bearded gentleman one of the Majestics? pic.twitter.com/Q1VqmCaq3q

3/26/2020 6:01:11 PM eastcoasterik  https://instagram.com/austinsteinbart?igshid=18idszxch9gh9 …

3/26/2020 6:01:21 PM simba19782 Strongly agree

3/26/2020 6:01:39 PM mongrelglory From our "friends" at the FDA. 😒

Don't think our Provincial governments in Canada used that new vaccine (I hope).

3/26/2020 6:02:25 PM 369helen313 #GODWINS

3/26/2020 6:02:37 PM gagirlcindydawn I'm with Team Q which means U @Jordan_Sather_

3/26/2020 6:02:40 PM laurabusse Folks

THIS!!!

👆👆👆

THIS is the way!

The way of wisdom!!!
3/26/2020 6:03:25 PM d2lyeeue8yzohxv  pic.twitter.com/ytLy2hQM9l

3/26/2020 6:03:29 PM timkania Matthew 13 !

3/26/2020 6:03:34 PM jimmyjo88977263 Check it out for more proof Q parisee... https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 6:03:44 PM state1union Who is F?

3/26/2020 6:03:49 PM _andy_walker_ They're tied up, in what looks like an old wood shack/house. No drywall or carpet or anything modern, just an old wood house with holes in the wall. 

It's wet, like near a small pond. Trees, I can't see what kind, but not many. Flat, yellow landscape, nothing around for miles...

3/26/2020 6:04:06 PM cariel_rod I will not eat red meat ever again.

3/26/2020 6:04:45 PM _andy_walker_ I'm not that great at RV, but all of that just kind of Popped into my head as I read this, and I felt like it should be written down. I know it's not much 

help, and it might not even be true, but that's what I saw. Take it or leave it, I guess.

3/26/2020 6:05:17 PM mongrelglory You'd also have to worry that if young adults with stronger immune systems got that vaccine, it might overstimulate their immune systems, making 

them more susceptible to getting a Cytokine cascade reaction from the Covid-19 infection. (A life-threatening auto-immune reaction).

3/26/2020 6:05:21 PM laurabusse Lovely

Just lovely

Ego pure and simple

The bigger the ego

The more it must destroy everyone who disagrees

3/26/2020 6:05:32 PM peacock05133484  pic.twitter.com/gMOfbi6LLn

3/26/2020 6:05:48 PM covertress  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1062442405604048896?s=20 …

3/26/2020 6:05:48 PM aprill444 Nope but it was put out there and I asked MJ12 to pls explain how they got that result and they couldnt answer. But yet,MJ12 says "think for 

yourselves without following people's bs". If MJ cant answer the Question and your blindly agreeing well then there is a lot of hypocrisy

3/26/2020 6:05:53 PM cariel_rod At least until I learn to farm myself.

3/26/2020 6:06:55 PM price_lsp0222 It’s been over 3 years! Our side isn’t working as hard as Nancy!

3/26/2020 6:07:09 PM mindymaucelli I wouldn’t get ANY vaccine.

3/26/2020 6:07:10 PM jamesgdurrett I'd like to interject if I may to at least give my personal insight.

I binged watched all of Austin's videos and if he didn't claim to be Q, I'd follow him. He's very intelligent and arrogance entertaining. We have been 

through too many that claim to be who they are not.

3/26/2020 6:07:10 PM peacock05133484 Are you serious?

3/26/2020 6:07:32 PM nixontweets It WOULD be if we didn't empower a system that actively keeps the human race in the dark as we saturate in poison. Too preoccupied with decoding 

"necessary disinfo" instead of ACTING on Truth. More good than bad, right? So why exactly is that potential NOT being utilized? 

pic.twitter.com/6RCs8av9hc

3/26/2020 6:07:34 PM lady_miss_m All I'm tryna do is enjoy the show and support in the small way that I can by making comments/observations and some research here and there, and 

POOF I get this sh-t in my inbox.  Like, seriously???!!!  They're doing too much.

3/26/2020 6:07:47 PM _andy_walker_ Where were they found? What was their situation?

3/26/2020 6:08:01 PM laurabusse Wow

Just wow!

3/26/2020 6:08:13 PM joycech93633346 Alex Jones is a man desperately in need of prozac. Totally unbelievable so yeah start with him

3/26/2020 6:08:14 PM mindymaucelli With coronavirus looming, I’m wondering why they would be playing with rockets.

3/26/2020 6:08:22 PM fansblowing3 Venezuela indictments today was a start 👍

3/26/2020 6:08:50 PM truth_open Thank you, that's absolutely perfect.

3/26/2020 6:09:09 PM flybriburns 👋🏼 see you later

3/26/2020 6:10:11 PM mindymaucelli And so are the doctors that @realDonaldTrump has standing behind him. #cabal and make no mistake, I love @POTUS and @FLOTUS but I’m having 

some bad feelings about what’s going on with this virus 🦠 no #cryptocurrencies only #GOLD

3/26/2020 6:10:39 PM seeker229 MJ12 has helped me through some of the darkest most confusing moments of my life. 

In ways I feel like people dont understand b/c they dont see it. 

Just b/c you have a different opinion based on one incident doesn't mean the individual is someone to be ostracized and rejected

3/26/2020 6:10:40 PM brianmi70269102 🤣Did you just "Steinbart" Majestic 12, lol?

3/26/2020 6:10:45 PM kindeandtrue Exactly. We're supposed to trust the guys who allow us to be sprayed and irradiated 24/7? Chemtrails have greatly expanded under Trump, and he 

actively pushes 5G and vaccines. That alone proves he is not our friend.

3/26/2020 6:10:54 PM sicejoan Because I Love You https://roserambles.org/2020/03/24/the-event-2020-planetary-dna-activation-in-progress-march-24-2020/?wref=tp …

3/26/2020 6:11:03 PM jasminehaugen Same here everyone’s scared of me pic.twitter.com/9I88EpZ1s8

3/26/2020 6:11:21 PM corey28706035 Don’t play. You know what I mean.



3/26/2020 6:11:23 PM lady_miss_m So why are you following Q in the first place?  It's not about Q's real life identity.  Anybody could claim to be Q and Q's mission would still stand strong.  

It's about the info/knowledge I and many others have learned in the process.

3/26/2020 6:11:51 PM brianmi70269102 The Cray is real.

3/26/2020 6:11:59 PM covertress Looking forward to that day, my friend.

3/26/2020 6:12:03 PM pkr_btc how are assets suppose to go up peperputally unless the base they are traded against has time decay?

3/26/2020 6:12:06 PM jackoneilltime1 Not easy...but its necessary 

Lets take them down and move forward into the Golden Age pic.twitter.com/C1xYxE7q3M

3/26/2020 6:12:10 PM state1union Thank you, Forrestal?  Some one blocked me in the message thread. Makes sense why it was hard to understand, it still kind of is.

3/26/2020 6:12:21 PM stanleyqbrick17 i had him as background noise, i was taking it in, i see all sides, drastic times//drastic measures, but really what dumbfounds me is the ‘larp’ i feel like 

anybody else would have gotten swatted right now or at least discharged if hes actually DIA? I know yall are concrete, ijdk

3/26/2020 6:12:52 PM mikeh65496252 I don't know, take $2 trillion away from them wasn't so hard. Nice to take the spoils of criminals away from them. Maybe Mission Impossible wasn't 

such a bad show after all.

3/26/2020 6:13:15 PM shazbot17127277 There are no coincidences

3/26/2020 6:13:26 PM kathleenmckeon6 800 Thousand children missing a yr might be an indication.

3/26/2020 6:13:40 PM mindymaucelli Gold backed is the ONLY option

3/26/2020 6:14:04 PM dynamicres I follow everyone I feel could help build my general source of knowledge in a wide array of subjects. I do not support making money off patriots, but I 

do not condemn them for trying to make a living.

3/26/2020 6:14:05 PM lizzah_83 You must not listen to Austin...or else you have selective attention span. Because Austin says extremely negative things about anyone that challenges 

him or asks good questions. The real Q doesn’t do that. Because he’s a man, not an attention whore. No gain to Q going public now.

3/26/2020 6:14:53 PM keith369me Bring down their currency system, bring them down.

3/26/2020 6:15:16 PM seeker229 I see groups who claim they are here to help survivors, all I see is the spread of hate.

I've been through some really fucked up shit. 

Yet all I see for a month is the same people arguing over this same situation.

When that time could have been used helping survivors.

3/26/2020 6:15:30 PM coldnights4 Not incorrect.

Don’t take my word for it, in fact I insist you don’t.

Dig, research for yourself.

(The internet is a big place, and techies like them like to talk off platform, esp. on forum boards. Start there.)

Or: read tweet history with critical eye, apply Occam’s Razor

3/26/2020 6:15:44 PM jamesgdurrett I will admit the leaders are touchy... But they aren't really the leaders... We are... We take their information and make deductions ourselves. We are 

the movement not the 10 to 20 decoders.

I try not to upset to many as to not be blocked... Everyone has good info

3/26/2020 6:16:44 PM covertress You know that it does.

3/26/2020 6:16:46 PM raako71 LAAARRRPPPPP

3/26/2020 6:17:00 PM raako71 "Majestic 12"

3/26/2020 6:17:00 PM alpha13dog Amen.

3/26/2020 6:17:26 PM s3rvn  pic.twitter.com/2cSdhvMSDm

3/26/2020 6:17:28 PM jadedl I don't blame you. I think that was the intention. Look at what's been happening around us & look at where AS is focusing our attention. I've reconciled 

- it's been a giant distraction right when the storm is hitting.

3/26/2020 6:18:05 PM bravehe27396399 Agreed. Pope may be very bad. 

However, the Church IS the Mystical Body of Christ. Persecuting the Church IS persecuting Christ (no different than Saul of Tarsus).

Catholics welcome swamp cleaning (justice). BUT, we WILL DEFEND the Church & our Faith! 

#WWG1WGA Achilles heel?

3/26/2020 6:18:35 PM jamesgdurrett Agreed but when someone introduces themselves under false premise it is hard to trust anything.

The only face I need is Trump.

3/26/2020 6:18:42 PM americanpetal I don’t know.🤷♀️

3/26/2020 6:18:43 PM cyberanonrevolu Rome was not built in a day. The same goes for bringing down a corrupt empire.

3/26/2020 6:18:55 PM raako71 yaas lol I drew that exact conclusion lolol

3/26/2020 6:19:11 PM johnnyu32752578 They go back way before Cain. Somehow some managed to make it through the flood. There were nephilim then and some after. Perhaps descendants 

of the fallen angels

3/26/2020 6:19:23 PM lady_miss_m Doesn't that make you suspicious?  Also, a lot of their "good info" is poached from other people and they rarely give credit to their sources.  I followed 

some of them, but never really read their stuff.  They're beyond annoying and dull.

3/26/2020 6:19:52 PM mom_in_georgia Praying with you

3/26/2020 6:20:03 PM jane_q_patriot “Theoretically,” yes. But this guy was threatening Q people and claiming it was *HIS* military operation. Not to mention saying he was Q from the 

future. Kinda egotistical, don’t ya think? That’s not a message I want to embrace. MJ12 has taken some questionable jabs at JS, too.

3/26/2020 6:20:07 PM al_aven I do not concur re: E (@FollowThe17). Straight up legit for quite some time. Literally w/in mins of events taking place, the nationwide shelter-in-place, 

and a few other large (almost unbelievable) heads-ups.

I recommend adding E to your follow list until further notice.Carry on.

3/26/2020 6:20:17 PM pj99576394 Pretty steep price

3/26/2020 6:20:33 PM chunkybuttny I agree, Joyce. Prozac.

3/26/2020 6:21:01 PM mcnab_brandon Do you ever think he was working there as counter Intelligence?🤔💚

3/26/2020 6:21:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Crown Virus

[Crown] Virus

The END of D6?

Listen carefully. https://twitter.com/jsolomonreports/status/1243257390675431424 …

3/26/2020 6:21:30 PM rghardy3 I guess that I am just careful about who to follow.

The Great Awakening should not be about money.

Digital Soldiers should all be equal without "Q stars".

3/26/2020 6:21:50 PM n7guardiananon For more Fiat $$$ for the illusion of self employment freedom...no thanks.

Learn. Teach. Unite

3/26/2020 6:22:06 PM johndic63027991 Try the sprits for not all are from the Lord prove all things hold to that which is true! Those PAYtriots are in one ditch u and Austin are in another it isn’t 

either or! Your both deceivers! I wanted to believe went into with open mind but evidence lead me to reject u! As them 2



3/26/2020 6:22:11 PM reportgoldfish replacing it with a transhumanist neuroslave agenda is better? I guess its the lesser of the two evils....please tell me Im wrong but the evidence is 

abundant.

3/26/2020 6:22:21 PM whitelightnow3 Unmm...pretty sure the Q movement pushes strength thru symbolism also, hence the Q. Been observing all the players for a few months(and deep 

dived years worth of tweets) The most consistent and reliable are @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, and @AustinSteinbart. Main pt, think for yourself.

3/26/2020 6:22:35 PM neen_katzmann Thank you Patriot! WWG1WGA!! 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/26/2020 6:22:35 PM nixontweets I've pressed on these questions to the Q community from the start. Been blocked up & down for not trusting the "plan". A blatant psyop w/ superficial 

supporters. It's never been about Truth, but faith & comfort.

#WWG1GWA *unless you respect facts & question proven liars

3/26/2020 6:22:46 PM atashfire Bye bye "Royals"

3/26/2020 6:23:18 PM lady_miss_m Austin has been extremely open about his identity. You've got to give him props for that alone. Trump is awesome and amazing, but he's subordinate 

to Q and Q+.  And yes, I learned that from watching Austin's videos.

3/26/2020 6:23:21 PM al_aven What is this, the QAnon wars? C’mon y’all, figure out yer shyte and square yourselves away. Some of us are depending on it for clarity and peace of 

mind. This isn’t romper room. Point out the obvious douchebags (like Austin Powers) and move on.

3/26/2020 6:23:32 PM elevn15 If it's too complex you're the one making it that way.

The problem is actually very simple. 

“Everyone has a price.”

3/26/2020 6:23:59 PM hlmorrison64 If anyone thinks that clown is Q they deserve each other...no, seriously! pic.twitter.com/4RwGfEhjYn

3/26/2020 6:24:04 PM roaminnoodle Are you certain we’re not just replacing one form of evil with another?

3/26/2020 6:24:17 PM freestateojones So much irony. https://twitter.com/FreeStateOJones/status/1237576507964317696?s=19 …

3/26/2020 6:24:17 PM erinbrittain6 Of course

3/26/2020 6:24:45 PM mcnab_brandon You are not thinking big enough! But I have seen a symbol in your house that doesn't jive with this movement so maybe you are the Larp you are 

talking the loudest!🤔💚

3/26/2020 6:25:25 PM realtimtrimble Yeeeep! Truer words never said. Oh yeah, but I don't matter because to matter, all military life experience aside, you just need followers, your own 

little cult of personality.

3/26/2020 6:25:29 PM nedryersonpunx There is no evidence that missing children are being raped, tortured, murdered, and eaten by a 6000 year old pedosatanic cabal.

3/26/2020 6:25:34 PM restart_qpersia Do we have Iranian celebrities with adrenochrome addiction?

3/26/2020 6:25:34 PM hlmorrison64  pic.twitter.com/5gjyEEgSg6

3/26/2020 6:25:45 PM nixontweets This is what happens when a concerned American questions their president about a convicted pedophile who his own Secretary of Labor, Alexander 

Acosta, backed away from due to Epstein's Mossad connections. Trump & Q supporters are DANGEROUSLY delusional. 

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2018/06/20/protestor_with_picture_asking_who_is_jeffrey_epstein_on_photo_showing_trump_epstein_int

errupts_trump_event.html …

3/26/2020 6:25:57 PM jamesgdurrett Of course it does...I trust POTUS. I trust Q... That's about it... This movement isn't about fame or glory...I care not about the messenger if the message 

leads me to information I can verify.

Which is why I'll still watch Austin, just need to verify info more.

3/26/2020 6:26:05 PM dazedonkey  pic.twitter.com/sZlbYcte4G

3/26/2020 6:26:19 PM yobtac2 Same news UK. They are saying they may have been wrong

3/26/2020 6:27:10 PM wildirish216 Thank you!

3/26/2020 6:27:16 PM jamesgdurrett Trump is not subordinate to Q.

I would not be on this movement if I felt different.

An elected official runs the most powerful Country no one else.

3/26/2020 6:27:33 PM corey28706035 You said “recent future” and if POTUS said tomorrow.

3/26/2020 6:27:51 PM nixontweets What happened? He was only doing his job, right? https://www.npr.org/2019/07/12/739881163/alexander-acosta-steps-down-as-labor-secretary-

amid-epstein-controversy …

3/26/2020 6:28:02 PM lizzah_83 It’s INCREDIBLE people are using the TITLE of that drop as PROOF Austin is Q🙄The title that a third party gave that drop on Qmap. 8kun didn’t exist 

when the drop was made on 8chan. This people are gonna be so embarrassed when Q’s real identity revealed AFTER arrests. Not before

3/26/2020 6:28:39 PM bbobbio71 Love it!

Thank you!

3/26/2020 6:29:09 PM laurabusse Doobie brothers 👍

Bee gees 👎

Matter of personal taste 😃

I'm more of a seventies prog Rock fan

Yes

ELP

Genesis

But also LED Zeppelin

Seventies music was truly awe inspirating...

Steely Dan

Nother good one

The who

I could go on...
3/26/2020 6:29:16 PM maqiavelli We are at war.

3/26/2020 6:29:22 PM robbie28799180 Lol I think that's what they  http://did.You  notice they haven't flown off to their islands. Even before all the airports were shut down. Hmmmmm.....

3/26/2020 6:29:23 PM selffunded12 23:29

Coincidence? Yeah right.

3/26/2020 6:29:27 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/9hQEA6PboJ

3/26/2020 6:29:27 PM wearethenews1 Curious about @AustinSteinbart and #QAnon ? He’s live now answering questions from 1,000+ on YouTube... Ask him your self  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VelMNsAbX0o …

#WWG1WGA @Qanon76 @JuliansRum @Sun_Q_Tzu @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @StormIsUponUs

3/26/2020 6:29:40 PM covertress Many of the old threads are hard to understand due to suspended accounts and deleted posts.

c'est la vie



3/26/2020 6:30:05 PM kindeandtrue It's easy to believe in the #MAGA narrative until you go outside and see your sky covered in grid lines or must spend days living under dense layers of 

chem clouds. 

That one stubborn fact is what made me jump off the Trump Train long ago.

3/26/2020 6:30:06 PM frankyanker That's what I thought. He called out someone for being a Steinbart fan, then one of his followers eagerly commented that she blocked that person. I 

simply mentioned that that's the kind of thing that's splitting the Q followers. Wasn't even being inflammatory. Blocked!

3/26/2020 6:30:15 PM carliestar10  https://youtu.be/D-7uro3A3qU 

3/26/2020 6:30:31 PM wildirish216 What app is this & how can I get it? Thank you

3/26/2020 6:31:00 PM mongrelglory I understand what you're saying, but you have to realize that some of us were there on the account, not because we bought what Austin was selling, 

but because we recognized that it was an account that had some intel backing.  We wanted to see what was going on with the account...

3/26/2020 6:31:01 PM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/AjPau5QYtYs 

3/26/2020 6:31:06 PM raako71 -on the plus side this has been a great opportunity at LARP inoculation, no compromised immune system required

3/26/2020 6:31:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 [VACCINES] pic.twitter.com/ggPfkeaXAW

3/26/2020 6:31:08 PM americanpetal Love Disco, Motown, 70’s classic rock

3/26/2020 6:31:26 PM state1union Thank you 😊

3/26/2020 6:31:27 PM keith369me Bye bye death cult.   https://images.app.goo.gl/xw7PHeoFVL2aUnsa9 …  https://images.app.goo.gl/Mi1c7bfkJbet511Q7 …

3/26/2020 6:31:31 PM lonestarparson There must be a reckoning.

3/26/2020 6:31:44 PM annieoakley05 #Q denounced #AustinSteinlarp pic.twitter.com/LJfsz4gbk9

3/26/2020 6:31:49 PM frankyanker Then he posted a screen shot that he blocked me and that i was new to Twitter and just a Steinbart tard or something nice like that.

3/26/2020 6:31:52 PM robbie28799180 They breathe the exact same AIR we do. Do you really  think they are spraying poison into the same air  THEY breathe? They are outside too.

3/26/2020 6:32:07 PM charitable_fury Sounds like a simple misunderstanding...

3/26/2020 6:32:18 PM lady_miss_m Why do you think you know that Trump is not subordinate to Q?  Austin used a pretty complicated analogy to illustrate the hierarchy, I'll admit.  Bible 

scholars/theologians are still debating the trinity.  But for me, I think Austin made it clear that Q+ is El Jefe.

3/26/2020 6:32:18 PM thewtc6 OMG...finally some truth on vaccines!!!!

3/26/2020 6:32:27 PM lonestarparson Such an important resource!

3/26/2020 6:32:28 PM keith369me Divide and conquer

3/26/2020 6:32:37 PM americanpetal I’m terrible at sentence construction.

3/26/2020 6:32:44 PM wildirish216  pic.twitter.com/JuuQZFTHQY

3/26/2020 6:32:50 PM wildirish216 Because he lied

3/26/2020 6:32:52 PM mongrelglory ...Was it a fishing expedition?  Was it a Deep State psyops? Was their some good information being released as part of a White hat psyops by the DIA?  

Except we didn't get a chance to do this observing before we had all these people descending on the account and harassing us.

3/26/2020 6:32:54 PM jvan125 So this ‘trial’ will be what reveals how toxic they are? Or is that wishful thinking?

3/26/2020 6:32:59 PM troglowbyte Too many hidden ingredients in vaccines

3/26/2020 6:33:28 PM glor60 He’s lying!!! There’s all kinds of toxins in vaccines.

3/26/2020 6:33:31 PM cny_micaa We saw a huge increase in HMNV this year at my hospital. Was the more recent flu shot changed somehow?

3/26/2020 6:33:36 PM nixontweets #MAGA is only easy to believe if you yourself are simple. Even though this is spiritual warfare, it makes zero sense to funnel so much human potential 

into further empowering an administration that keeps the human race in the dark for "it's own good".

3/26/2020 6:33:36 PM robbie28799180 If they took all the money, it's much MUCH more  than that.

3/26/2020 6:33:50 PM lizzah_83 The Qmap app got deleted from Apple store but I have it on my phone still...

Not sure if androids can still get it. Go to  http://Qmap.pub  for all the drops. If you do nothing else, just read the first 100 drops. Reverse the order that 

they present in (most recent first).

3/26/2020 6:33:52 PM keith369me Keep your enemies closer... https://images.app.goo.gl/XCGf6YE2V5UXZYDN9 …

3/26/2020 6:34:08 PM laurabusse Well like I said

Everyone is entitled to their opinion

And hopefully we can respect others tho they may differ

No one is perfect

Everyone makes mistakes

Obviously everyone must go with what makes sense to them and what resonates within

Without trampling on others
3/26/2020 6:34:14 PM jrocktigers 👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/26/2020 6:34:32 PM ts_sci_majic12 17,000 People

3/26/2020 6:34:36 PM jamesgdurrett Above POTUS I believe in the Republic and Constitution... Our leaders need to be visible and controlled, not the other way around.

Whether illusion or not, it necessary to establish order.

3/26/2020 6:34:42 PM mongrelglory Yes, I agree Austin was rude to people, but they came onto his account and called him a liar and a shill, and they were quite rude and blatant about it.  I 

would have respected them more if they had refuted the evidence which Austin presented in his videos, which a few did.

3/26/2020 6:34:44 PM kindeandtrue The #EpsteinCoverup revealed one glaring fact: Trump is dangerously compromised by his long and close association with the Epstein operation.

3/26/2020 6:34:53 PM frankyanker Too bad can't have a conversation about it because of the blocking. I haven't even received such hate from dems. I've argued with many, not blocked 

by any.

3/26/2020 6:34:56 PM werascending 1917

3/26/2020 6:35:04 PM theghost6969 I AM

3/26/2020 6:35:18 PM carldickes Omg I’m no tech guy but u must be pretty stupid.

3/26/2020 6:35:30 PM simplyred4x4 Like Autism 

#TheMoreYouKnow

3/26/2020 6:35:38 PM tucson_ron For one example...

3/26/2020 6:35:45 PM jsinclair1021 Jesus, still sucking that blue pill I see.

3/26/2020 6:35:51 PM n7guardiananon swine flu Obama

3/26/2020 6:35:52 PM lizzah_83 Harassing you? You and I engage on Twitter all the time together. If you feel harassed, I’m sorry — that was not my intention.

3/26/2020 6:35:53 PM jamarcuswhite5 17 gorillion?



3/26/2020 6:36:10 PM laurabusse Ppl will be what they are

One need not follow

Or even respond

I usually ignore ppl I disagree with these days

It's just not worth arguing and they have every right to even seem ridiculous

If that's what they choose

3/26/2020 6:36:17 PM lavenderlives I’m with you 

I have been aggressively pursued over the fact that I just watched Austin’s videos is fucking ridiculous! pic.twitter.com/j2gTgDp62q

3/26/2020 6:36:23 PM timkania whaaa ?

3/26/2020 6:36:26 PM nixontweets I had some hope after "Because you'd be in jail". That didn't last long. Donald John Trump proved just hours after his election win that the American 

people CANNOT take their president at his word. Why would anyone keep trusting a blatant liar? 

https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/tv/showtracker/la-et-st-donald-trump-60-minutes-20161114-story.html …

3/26/2020 6:36:36 PM frankyanker Especially clowning on me. Shit he's got thousands of followers that will see that. Not cool.

3/26/2020 6:37:03 PM mama_praying He said it three times 🤩

3/26/2020 6:37:04 PM jsinclair1021 You MJ12 followers are as pathetic as ETS followers.  Probably the same people. Gullible to the end.

3/26/2020 6:37:05 PM 1crazy_toaster We know who they are.

3/26/2020 6:37:08 PM auroravoyager1 Raise the frequency of the planet.  Shift into 5D.

3/26/2020 6:37:12 PM alittlecanary44 I'm there too

3/26/2020 6:37:18 PM altimitwill @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 brought up a very good point. How much are the receiving in cabal currency and is that why they are attacking @AustinSteinbart? 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243297996571361281 …

3/26/2020 6:37:18 PM wildirish216 Ok thank you so much! I have a feeling this AS is not done..

3/26/2020 6:37:23 PM mongrelglory It wasn't just the followers doing this.  It was people like Jordan, Dustin, Joe, etc... coming onto the account and being quite disruptive.  Why couldn't 

they just give their opinions about Austin being a LARP, then go on with their opinions?  Some accounts unfollowed me...

3/26/2020 6:37:28 PM laurabusse ☺❤️👍

3/26/2020 6:37:32 PM jrocktigers I was so , so close to liking MongrelGlory's tweet until I put on my glasses and saw . . .but, I will like it because how boring would life be if we were all 

the same.. pic.twitter.com/3LgTH3FgYA

3/26/2020 6:37:39 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/zPGGxidcXb

3/26/2020 6:37:50 PM falseprofityhoo H1N1 deaths US

3/26/2020 6:37:52 PM ll_arizona I don’t do any vaccines!

3/26/2020 6:38:16 PM bcmarky Cool, so lets inject this midget with all of them and see what ones are bad for us. 

Same goes for everyone trying to sell this shit to people.

3/26/2020 6:38:31 PM elevn15 D6

Honor Among Thieves.

B.o.B

3/26/2020 6:38:50 PM keith369me Q Q Q

3/26/2020 6:38:55 PM visualsofomar I thought he was one of the guys that were pushing vaccines, hmm

3/26/2020 6:38:58 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/mMSygVgath

3/26/2020 6:39:03 PM cgilmer2898 It may not be easy, but this evil and Satanic behavior must stop!

3/26/2020 6:39:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 These people are sick!

The Crown Virus pic.twitter.com/e0GY33eoJ5

3/26/2020 6:39:20 PM state1union I thought it was 30k

3/26/2020 6:39:30 PM nixontweets Dunno. All I know is that it IS happening. I've speculated for years wether or not humans are at the top of this pyramid. Either way, as long as their 

bones can break, these slow-kill operations can be stopped.

3/26/2020 6:39:40 PM lavenderlives Yep pic.twitter.com/Ov4dR5IFdC

3/26/2020 6:39:42 PM dynamicres  pic.twitter.com/iBj6RNB3zQ

3/26/2020 6:39:46 PM shazbot17127277 Google "Exif Data Editor" and find many tools which allow you to change the exif data in a file.

3/26/2020 6:39:48 PM drbohammer Absolutely accurate. They have been doing this for millennia. Time for them to d1e

3/26/2020 6:40:00 PM stuarttruly WeThePeople:TheCure

3/26/2020 6:40:08 PM falseprofityhoo @POTUS just stated 17K on @seanhannity

3/26/2020 6:40:10 PM upliftingmind Oh, really?🤔 pic.twitter.com/xBl61qY1xM

3/26/2020 6:40:21 PM wolfpup16fq  pic.twitter.com/953cB1m9z8

3/26/2020 6:40:25 PM mongrelglory ...I presume because I retweeted Austin's videos or asked him a question on his feed.  I'm sorry but that's pretty fanatical.  If he's a LARP, time would 

have exposed that without them ordering Q followers to pick a side. This post by Joe M was so patronizing! 🙄 👇

3/26/2020 6:40:35 PM mongrelglory  https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1243343370556190720?s=20 …

3/26/2020 6:40:40 PM qstormwatch Crown chakra?

3/26/2020 6:40:44 PM lizzah_83 Energy is high right now. I’ve been feeling it (im extremely sensitive to that stuff) since January but the last two weeks it’s 💥— I assume others are 

feeling it too. Many anons have sacrificed a lot and dedicated their lives, quit jobs etc to focus on #TheGreatAwakening...

3/26/2020 6:40:48 PM lorenzosghost Also corona like crown of the sun, march 10th solar flash, and majestic/austin/Ra-boys memeing Sun Wisdom like a virus.

3/26/2020 6:40:53 PM kindeandtrue You nailed it again. It's the Q gnosticism that draws people in. People love puzzles and cryptic messages, but Q's codes lead nowhere. What was the 

point? We're not much closer to the truth about the Deep State than we were when Q began.

3/26/2020 6:41:44 PM americanpetal 🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 6:41:55 PM state1union Oh I thought you were stating for the flu

3/26/2020 6:42:03 PM kathleenmckeon6 Well, that is not an accurate statement......no evidence?  Quite a bit actually.

The 6000 yr old.......that part I am not really educated about but don't need a 6000  to know it is happening and needs to be stopped and should have 

already been stopped.

3/26/2020 6:42:14 PM lizzah_83 So they’re beyond invested. When they see such an obviously fake/fraud behaving the way he does and making the claims that he does...they got 

MAD. I can understand that, damn, even I feel invested in this movement. Spent a lot of time researching and digging and Austin is

3/26/2020 6:42:34 PM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/HR2cnOIuFx

3/26/2020 6:42:35 PM restart_qpersia @restartleader says that this is a mystical virus, now we understand its true meaning.

Do we have Iranian vampire celebrities too?

#Qanon

#restartMIGA

3/26/2020 6:43:00 PM johneen18 I thought that looked like an airport instead of military.



3/26/2020 6:43:19 PM plato24 but Jordan, that sounds like what the democrats do these days. 'If you think something different than what I think, unfollow me' or ' you can't be my 

friend if you think ______'

Geez

3/26/2020 6:43:24 PM carriebryson2 They certainly are.  Oh my Lord

3/26/2020 6:43:27 PM kainemangold What he’s saying is trial vaccines which don’t always work can do this.

3/26/2020 6:43:33 PM viking_jeremy I have been blasting FB and Twitter all day and night for about a week tomorrow, I think. It's not working but I'm not giving up! THE PEOPLE MUST 

KNOW!!! #QAnon #QPharisees #InItTogether #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 6:43:34 PM viking_jeremy THIS IS WHAT I'VE BEEN TELLING EVERYONE!

3/26/2020 6:43:42 PM sursdik 17 popping up everywhere

3/26/2020 6:43:46 PM lizzah_83 basically taking a dump all over QAnon. Leading good hearted and well-intentioned patriots astray. Using a tiny bit of real intel to bait people...I mean, 

he gives interviews to the WORST Q haters there are. So much negative attention. These are not things Q would do to

3/26/2020 6:43:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome withdrawal symptoms are?

3/26/2020 6:43:53 PM basboschman Vaccines kill

3/26/2020 6:43:59 PM f961854 😋👍

3/26/2020 6:44:11 PM equipment79 Rapid aging?

3/26/2020 6:44:13 PM 36i000 Painful

3/26/2020 6:44:13 PM shazbot17127277 Meta Data can be edited to say whatever you want.

3/26/2020 6:44:20 PM viomer88 Rosie cheeks ...

3/26/2020 6:44:20 PM rachaelangelm Shakes

3/26/2020 6:44:29 PM werascending Auditory hallucinations

3/26/2020 6:44:30 PM americanpetal For the record...I like the Bee Gee’s too!😁

3/26/2020 6:44:42 PM gumbynon On display by the elite right now.

3/26/2020 6:44:43 PM worldxplorer1  pic.twitter.com/aojBTkk2Zh

3/26/2020 6:44:56 PM keegansthoughts Believing that Austin Steinbart is Q?

3/26/2020 6:44:58 PM vidaperonista Dunno. But I hope severe pain and angst are involved.

3/26/2020 6:44:59 PM werascending Similar to Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 6:45:01 PM jrocktigers And I liked that as well.

3/26/2020 6:45:05 PM deplorabldamsel 🤔 Can anyone explain what they are doing here? Filtering? Packaging?

3/26/2020 6:45:08 PM pickemlegend Barter the option

3/26/2020 6:45:10 PM nixontweets The American people themselves are compromised by empowering him even further. Look where we are. I wonder how much better the population 

would fare against this virus has the sun not been blocked & details regarding heavy metal detox were provided. 

Ask why this isn't the case.

3/26/2020 6:45:16 PM xrp_121 No!

3/26/2020 6:45:16 PM charitable_fury Don’t know the details...but, he’s NOT a clown...

3/26/2020 6:45:24 PM troglowbyte Massive govt spending via non-sequitor amendments to existing bills

3/26/2020 6:45:24 PM wolfpup16fq ??? pic.twitter.com/y2YaG1qFMC

3/26/2020 6:45:25 PM 369helen313 👉🏻#COVID__19  symptoms !

3/26/2020 6:45:28 PM kindeandtrue That doesn't change the fact that the toxic nature of chemtrails is well documented. It isn't just the chemical load being dispersed daily on us----

microscopic fibers can be seen floating in the air as well.

3/26/2020 6:45:28 PM americanpetal Aren’t they similar to schizophrenia?

3/26/2020 6:45:32 PM krowrideout And Q reposted on 8Kun🤔

Probably to eliminate any confusion. 

Check, and Mate!🤣

3/26/2020 6:45:38 PM joey34955757 Truth 😂

3/26/2020 6:45:40 PM worship_hero Fear and self pity.

3/26/2020 6:45:41 PM jaded_pearl And their food pic.twitter.com/75RYCGammq

3/26/2020 6:45:44 PM lorenzosghost Probably extreme fatigue, tiredness, and shut down of mental and bodily functions.

3/26/2020 6:45:48 PM peacehenry1928 They can produce epinephrine and adrenaline.

3/26/2020 6:45:50 PM lizzah_83 #TheGreatAwakening. Not to mention the logistics. 15 year LEO career here...and I’m telling you, an operative WOULD NOT blow their cover before the 

op was done. They just wouldn’t. Absolutely not. Why doesn’t Twitter censor. All patriots get shut down. Yet the biggest problem

3/26/2020 6:45:51 PM casperkarrin Nope

3/26/2020 6:45:57 PM keith369me Debilitating and require medical care...hence the excessive Coronavirus testing by the rich and famous.

3/26/2020 6:45:57 PM courtne08241586 No idea

3/26/2020 6:45:59 PM ntlscubadive  pic.twitter.com/jtC7Wo8Woy

3/26/2020 6:46:06 PM docg_dc 🚫

3/26/2020 6:46:08 PM nikoscali Ah so thats whats wrong with Austin...

3/26/2020 6:46:14 PM werascending No they have too much iron.

3/26/2020 6:46:15 PM unlimited_truth I do see a click within the Q movement, if you are not in it you're muted, its very interesting. You have to agree 100% or you're against maga/Q team. 

What happened to "think for yourself'?

3/26/2020 6:46:23 PM 369helen313 & getting old fast !

3/26/2020 6:46:24 PM theglitcher14 Probably both.

3/26/2020 6:46:26 PM frankyanker You misunderstood. Clowning = making fun of. I was saying he was making fun of me.

3/26/2020 6:46:28 PM ericpartchey Wow if looks could kill

3/26/2020 6:46:30 PM noozie1 Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 6:46:35 PM krowrideout  pic.twitter.com/YQJlVuJzoJ

3/26/2020 6:46:39 PM restart_qpersia You age 10 years in 10 days.

@PahlaviReza is he a user too?

3/26/2020 6:46:52 PM amylynrussell Plasma donors to treat virus?? Hmmm pic.twitter.com/MZUguSWol9

3/26/2020 6:47:06 PM angelaointexas I’ve read schizophrenia type symptoms, paranoia, and beginning to actually look their age.

3/26/2020 6:47:09 PM lizzah_83 EVER for the Deep State is just allowed to tweet all day long, post on YouTube all the time and zero issues? 

I’m just asking these questions so people will think. I don’t know for sure but my professional experience and personal intuition tells me he is a cabal 

puppet.

3/26/2020 6:47:12 PM djlok An Immortality serum?  Were they just expecting to live forever?  Don't we all "live forever"?  Why do they need a serum for Immortality if we are all 

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entities or IS-BE's?

3/26/2020 6:47:13 PM trolls4truth Not the point I was making. 50 years on earth taught me, trust nothing you are told, all we are taught is lies, research for yourself. I still dont even 

believe everything Q says, I question it all.

3/26/2020 6:47:14 PM bluerob67 Many thanks for your message. I've seen those guys before and their pricing compared to what I can get locally in Australia (found out this morning 

where). Thanks again!

3/26/2020 6:47:22 PM wildflo94711875 Looking like maybe awful to witness



3/26/2020 6:47:23 PM mongrelglory They got mad because they were anxious that some people were starting to believe that Austin was Q.  However, their job (self-appointed) is to put 

information out there and let people decide.  It's not their job to "police" what people believe. That is not the spirit of Q.

3/26/2020 6:47:28 PM sshungite 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/k8lReLnWT1

3/26/2020 6:47:33 PM populistpepe2 Pain!

Including severe abdominal pain - which I found interesting in the case of a certain D-list redhead in Hollywood who was having might bad pain issues.

3/26/2020 6:47:36 PM 369bob Painful

3/26/2020 6:47:39 PM shazbot17127277 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @AustinSteinbart I want to believe you are "white hats."  But I've seen little to prove MJ12 is related to Q and less for BabyQ.  

Your attempts at proving have failed in my eye.  MJ's touting BabyQ is just making me question MJ...

3/26/2020 6:47:41 PM 4albradley The superficial fat is consumed in an effort to obtain the iron stored in the fat.

3/26/2020 6:47:41 PM laura69289957 I would hope the withdrawal is similar to that feeling of torture, that the children felt when being robbed of their Adrenochrome!!!

3/26/2020 6:47:44 PM nikoscali Austin has trained you well in strawman arguments

3/26/2020 6:47:48 PM naughteadz  pic.twitter.com/GHpyqTBmAU

3/26/2020 6:47:50 PM werascending Impaired cognitive thinking. Like Nancy Pelosi’s word salad speeches.

3/26/2020 6:48:10 PM frazer74855086 Shit ✌️

3/26/2020 6:48:12 PM majic_eyes_qnly Death?

3/26/2020 6:48:14 PM constant_lee5 Lmfao

3/26/2020 6:48:32 PM elevn15 "The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different results."

The virus is used because the financial system is in collapse and it can't be fixed. 

🍿🍿

3/26/2020 6:48:36 PM naughteadz  pic.twitter.com/V8yLDsYA1b

3/26/2020 6:48:38 PM rghardy3 Should we ask Donald Trump Jr. if he is the Q ?

It would not surprise me if Q was the Son of Q+ .

3/26/2020 6:48:52 PM overshareflare Boom.

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/ScTShMic1T

3/26/2020 6:49:04 PM truth_open Yes, but once they stop, don't they run out of that extra supply and their bodies can't receive it the normal way anymore?

3/26/2020 6:49:08 PM wez45091067 I saw this the last 100 times people have beat me over the head with it. 

Define "platform". 

Is twitter a platform? Youtube? Facebook? Absolutely. 

You need not beat me over the head with this shit again. I have my own brain, and read the drops myself. Thank you.

3/26/2020 6:49:09 PM jamesca40805661 Why can't we the people enforce the Declaration of Independence and remove the DS

3/26/2020 6:49:20 PM bdizzthegreat If it's anything like heroin, it sucks.

3/26/2020 6:49:25 PM mongrelglory Quite frankly, I personally believe that Austin does have the backing of some intel agency like the DIA.  I think his purpose was exactly to make the 

above point.  Q can protect his own reputation if he/they feel it's necessary.

3/26/2020 6:49:38 PM jane_q_patriot I completely agree. But he was trampling others, and I got tired of seeing him attack people who I respect and calling them QPharisees and crap, when 

I know they clearly aren’t. And I’m not just talking about his original list. He kept pushing it, and exposed himself as a fraud.

3/26/2020 6:49:43 PM raviravirao71 Tick Tock Tick Tock pic.twitter.com/QUUsG5WdZr

3/26/2020 6:49:47 PM lindaa31969 @IPOT1776 did a video on it today

3/26/2020 6:49:57 PM qnuno2 when was this statement made?

3/26/2020 6:49:58 PM oc28044911 Just look at the actors and politicians right now. pic.twitter.com/dsZwSLWHux

3/26/2020 6:50:00 PM lizzah_83 I actually think Q would approve of fakes being called out...because drops have been made to that effect. MOS operatives, fake news...there are drops 

on this. Q is a patriot. For you to condemn the large accounts behaviour and not Austin’s shows you have bias.

3/26/2020 6:50:03 PM munkeypilot Celine Dion 🤢🤮

3/26/2020 6:50:17 PM janengland18 Been wondering that too? There must be a lot of elites drying out right about now?

3/26/2020 6:50:21 PM nikoscali Watch in as the #AustinSteinbart supporters have a circle jerk to plan their next move...

You can literally walk through the process as they construct their strawman...

Pathetic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #BabyQ #MAGA https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VelMNsAbX0o&feature=youtu.be …

3/26/2020 6:50:32 PM skylar13764875 Flu-like symptoms by any chance??? 🤨🚀️

#QuantumStarPower #QuantumInternet #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

3/26/2020 6:50:37 PM werascending joint pain and headaches

3/26/2020 6:50:38 PM trolls4truth Ummm, aliens are a very real factor. Just because Q hasn't outright said it, doesn't mean it isn't true. pic.twitter.com/J7IAjsaBks

3/26/2020 6:50:38 PM kris2wv I saw that earlier and definitely had a 🤔🤔🤔🤔 moment

3/26/2020 6:50:44 PM saddiebeltin Skitzo

3/26/2020 6:50:48 PM frazer74855086 You do a good job making it feel that way brother stay safe.  ✊

3/26/2020 6:50:48 PM mscipio_african Real

3/26/2020 6:51:07 PM hopingurok Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 6:51:09 PM charitable_fury ?

3/26/2020 6:51:10 PM elevn15 It's the same withdrawal symptoms that the mentally ill money junkies have when they don't have any of that piece of paper with ink on it.

3/26/2020 6:51:23 PM siccmavericc Here you go pic.twitter.com/Yef9BEHmmA

3/26/2020 6:51:28 PM jackoneilltime1 Is this an example???

 https://mobile.twitter.com/TheEllenShow  pic.twitter.com/rsi9gG6rjp

3/26/2020 6:51:34 PM amylynrussell First I’ve heard of that to be used . I think it seems off to me.

3/26/2020 6:51:37 PM wahiggins3 Royal Death Racket!

3/26/2020 6:51:40 PM vexed761 Not my problem.

3/26/2020 6:51:41 PM n7guardiananon Since most medical providers practitioners are trained to recognize and treat symptoms wouldn't it be kinda obvious for them to see a type of opioid 

meth like or other withdrawal symptoms???  

Eager to get their perspective on it.  thanks in advance.



3/26/2020 6:51:41 PM lizzah_83 I’m not talking about his reputation. I’m talking about his LIFE. This is not a game. People die. Q has told us this. Q being permitted to tweet and post 

on YT whilst they try to shut down 8kun is nonsensical. 

This argument won’t last forever. Q’s identity will be known.

3/26/2020 6:51:44 PM truthseekeranon The millennial zombie in the background staring at her phone just on a plant tour?

3/26/2020 6:51:49 PM herselftheelf2 Supposed to be much much worse

3/26/2020 6:51:56 PM nixontweets That was always the plan & it has clearly paid off. Here comes our cashless society. But I have no fear because I will NOT contribute.

3/26/2020 6:52:08 PM grant23407945 Hang in there Drew!!!!..........ya Troggg

3/26/2020 6:52:09 PM irishchinaman76 The Matrix

3/26/2020 6:52:11 PM charitable_fury Understood

3/26/2020 6:52:13 PM kris2wv I haven’t heard of it either.

3/26/2020 6:52:14 PM redstrings333 ? https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/born-to-the-purple-the-st/ …

3/26/2020 6:52:20 PM fktvis Adrenochrome is not illegal and can be consumed as a "supplement":

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome#Legal_status …

3/26/2020 6:52:27 PM isaastar7 She needs to go back to acting class.

3/26/2020 6:52:31 PM auroravoyager1 Death

3/26/2020 6:52:33 PM drbohammer OMG, I hope you have some Depends handy 😏

3/26/2020 6:52:35 PM lisambrauer I think you should let us look into anything and make up our own minds. What's up with you, are you a cult leader now or something? I'm not mad, just 

really curious why some dude has you so upset. I haven't looked into him at all yet but your response makes me want to.

3/26/2020 6:52:42 PM fdsavage1  pic.twitter.com/GOHX4B9F9B

3/26/2020 6:52:43 PM dawsonjdawsonk Do you suppose this is the reason we are seeing so many ad for blood donors right now?

3/26/2020 6:53:02 PM corey28706035 I’m anxiously awaiting return of gold... I think.

3/26/2020 6:53:09 PM teqtriumph See: Madonna

3/26/2020 6:53:10 PM sophialorai Now analyze in reverse. 1st post Nov 2019 from Q then AS post March 2020. Which came first? Anyone can go back to Q drops, extrapolate info, lead 

the reader to a "key" time or date and claim it as their own original thought/"intel". Logical thinking & discernment needed.

3/26/2020 6:53:12 PM werascending Remember, it was said by MJ12 that not all vaccines are bad.

3/26/2020 6:53:12 PM jeremy_kelly Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 6:53:25 PM amylynrussell That area of CA too has me wondering

3/26/2020 6:53:26 PM mongrelglory Liz, what interviews are you referring to? You say he gave interviews to the "Worst Q haters there are"?

3/26/2020 6:53:26 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/g5Hz5P6Ium

3/26/2020 6:53:45 PM polly569011381 Hellywood atm

3/26/2020 6:53:51 PM nikoscali obviously

3/26/2020 6:53:53 PM qnuno2  pic.twitter.com/ghZMlfq5GP

3/26/2020 6:53:55 PM amylynrussell Interesting thought for sure!

3/26/2020 6:53:57 PM frankyanker Thanks, man. I'm still subscribe to the idea WWG1WGA even if there's disagreements. Good vs. Evil.

3/26/2020 6:54:09 PM brendajbranson4 💔💔💔💔💔💔💔💔

👹👹👹👹👹👹👹👹

🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥

3/26/2020 6:54:14 PM jason02234717  pic.twitter.com/94PnxBrruo

3/26/2020 6:54:20 PM nixontweets Been turning my focus towards nature, geometry, gardening, the occult & quantum physics. I'm working towards starving out these freaks by teaching 

others how to feed & empower themselves.

This is only the beggining. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1uuzvjYyBEX_zI3eYaZeW3FERW3CkVWGOE15JMLvsyQA/edit#slide=id.p …

3/26/2020 6:54:27 PM julieshoraga Found this on Google pic.twitter.com/j40T4jOcMN

3/26/2020 6:54:28 PM 369palm Blah blah blah. It’s not some twitter guys job to tell me “be careful who you follow”. It’s nobody’s business unless it’s their business which is how they 

come across and their supplicants give them money so attacking counter views is just a skip and a jump.

3/26/2020 6:54:35 PM boconn22 Way worse than heroin withdrawls pic.twitter.com/HMkQ83ecvp

3/26/2020 6:54:40 PM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/6P522wvz3t

3/26/2020 6:55:01 PM marcela26773506 Sun light sensitivity

3/26/2020 6:55:01 PM realchindsight ..a problem for people who should have been executed a long time ago?

3/26/2020 6:55:08 PM jojoe12299 Age a decade in a few days?

3/26/2020 6:55:09 PM hopingurok So when you stop the thrill  of excitement is over

3/26/2020 6:55:13 PM nedryersonpunx lol. There is literally no actual evidence, just baseless allegations. Nonsensical red lines on inane memes, and you goofs circle-jerking each other over 

the number 17 and the letter Q isn’t evidence. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 6:55:13 PM adrianholmes8  pic.twitter.com/MwX3L2F5kJ

3/26/2020 6:55:15 PM huckleview longer

3/26/2020 6:55:23 PM agwillliambarr THIS 👇 https://twitter.com/StormIsUponUs/status/1243352090111627265?s=20 …

3/26/2020 6:55:24 PM esborder There is no f_cking way I would take a vaccine today. This guy gives me extremely evil vibes! Why do a vaccine on a virus that mutates! WTF!

3/26/2020 6:55:40 PM state1union No they think it’s a blood disease just for the elderly called “MG”

3/26/2020 6:55:46 PM laurabusse Their 60s stuff was interesting

But the 70s disco stuff I found revolting 😅

Just a matter of personal taste

After Yes and ELP the bee gees just felt downright insipid 🤷♀️

3/26/2020 6:55:59 PM quentinjay2 I feel sorry for her. Who knows what she has been through

3/26/2020 6:56:27 PM czebotarjessie Zombie cravings

Loss of cognitive process

Loss of sanity

Culvusions

Spontaneous appendage movement

3/26/2020 6:56:34 PM sandymcnally3 Let me guess... 

Does she think she's funny and was holding a head?

3/26/2020 6:56:34 PM arcanemanifest Still feels good enough to rock that submariner date tho lol

3/26/2020 6:56:36 PM mongrelglory You're preaching to the choir.  I never believed he was Q.  However, I did believe he had the right to say whatever the heck he wanted to claim on 

Twitter, and people could decide for themselves.  That would not have endangered any operations going on with the real Q team at all.

3/26/2020 6:56:43 PM ramonaccampbell  https://youtu.be/yhrIBkuR3EU  pic.twitter.com/DdJoSCjz6O



3/26/2020 6:56:48 PM theghost6969 Painful slow death

3/26/2020 6:56:52 PM frazer74855086 Quality...hahaha😂

3/26/2020 6:56:53 PM esborder Yea, Heir Majesty

3/26/2020 6:57:09 PM laurabusse You make a good point ☺️

I must admit

Maturity was definitely lacking!🤣

3/26/2020 6:57:10 PM ausanon369 😂😂

3/26/2020 6:57:23 PM lizrao4 Autin is a shill- distracting the masses is all he is doing

3/26/2020 6:57:29 PM deanindependent Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 6:57:48 PM jay_256 They're both faker than Madonna's Chinese looking face.

3/26/2020 6:57:58 PM orgonix23 nice find...

3/26/2020 6:57:59 PM ofuskate Gee, I wonder what succesfully treats swine flu...

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Au-mp6RZjCQ …

Remember: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04264533 …

3/26/2020 6:58:07 PM americanpetal I should have said not “too distant future” ughhh

3/26/2020 6:58:10 PM weldon280 Deserved . Horrible and hopefully very long lasting . And the cure is GITMO 👍👍👍️️️

3/26/2020 6:58:18 PM synackstatic schizophrenia, high somatic iron levels

3/26/2020 6:58:35 PM simplify77 And Joe?!

3/26/2020 6:58:39 PM populistpepe2 Yup! Awful abdominal pain.

3/26/2020 6:58:43 PM jaded_pearl The smirk on his face when he said it 😨

3/26/2020 6:58:44 PM freedom06309369 Satan has Never been dumb since the beginning of time 👹

3/26/2020 6:58:58 PM xluvnux I think if you look at Madonna’s Twitter feed, you might get a clue. 🤣

3/26/2020 6:59:01 PM corey28706035 Grammar aside... it’s cool if you’re a time traveler. So... are you?

3/26/2020 6:59:07 PM kathleenmckeon6 Well get some then.

Do you think nobody knew children were going missing until Q?  Do you think kids faces were put on Milk cartons because of Q?  Did not see them 

before Q? All the documentaries done on this subject long before Q, you never bothered to watch any?  Go away fool.

3/26/2020 6:59:08 PM mongrelglory As I said, there was nothing wrong with them calling Austin a LARP.  However their attacks of people who were following the account was not patriotic 

at all.  They should have left it alone and gone on with their business.  They're the ones that drew even more attention to him.

3/26/2020 6:59:15 PM neo_asura_ cognitive dissonance and passively claiming authority is the problem.., you are your own best teacher pic.twitter.com/xQq6oF26ex

3/26/2020 6:59:15 PM americanpetal What does MG stand for

3/26/2020 6:59:16 PM vieiraranch Join the elite patriot crowd ha ha ha 🤣 come on in and shut the door, it's a raging storm out there! 😬😜🇺🇸 Unity means different things to some LOL

3/26/2020 6:59:19 PM state1union All I know is when they withdrawal they wine and bitch and it’s sickening

3/26/2020 6:59:24 PM worldxplorer1 Isn’t it a GMT Master II (Pepsi bezel)

3/26/2020 6:59:30 PM fashionabanon Insanity plea looming!!😳

3/26/2020 6:59:33 PM jjilmary Even though they know its true, the Dems and the MSM would quickly start screaming IMPEACH!  People won't believe unless they see,  hear with 

irrefutable evidence its not fake.

3/26/2020 6:59:47 PM n7guardiananon thanks for the feedback👍👍👍💖💖💖

correct MG??? pic.twitter.com/MKWiDUVqzP

3/26/2020 7:00:08 PM synackstatic Will wormwood play an important role?

3/26/2020 7:00:12 PM do_or_do_notty Agreed!

3/26/2020 7:00:13 PM cbubb70 Let's see Kathy Griffin is reporting unbearable pain, but she could be one of those where a mild headache is a 10 on her scale...

D-listers will have less then the A Listers, I expect they will fall sooner, unless some didn't have a good stash...

3/26/2020 7:00:27 PM comidasbuensab Loss of your youth

3/26/2020 7:00:28 PM state1union That’s it ☝️

3/26/2020 7:00:34 PM jaded_pearl Yes, check @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 feed

3/26/2020 7:00:37 PM klelevier  pic.twitter.com/9G0IiBYFiA

3/26/2020 7:00:41 PM my2sonznme Abdominal pain...Kathy G

3/26/2020 7:00:56 PM __intothewild_  pic.twitter.com/WLNLLvEqwH

3/26/2020 7:01:00 PM bobsacamano2020 #itshappening #burningdownthehouse pic.twitter.com/uchi58HwG8

3/26/2020 7:01:08 PM sophiadegolden1 Ask kathy griffin.kek

3/26/2020 7:01:11 PM n7guardiananon could that be also similar or misdiagnosed as MS???

3/26/2020 7:01:23 PM jane_q_patriot  pic.twitter.com/UjDEwAijZA

3/26/2020 7:01:30 PM americanpetal How would I know? lol

3/26/2020 7:01:43 PM alpha13dog  https://twitter.com/Alpha13Dog/status/1243338188946649089 … Released From Hospital with Abdominal Infection.

3/26/2020 7:01:44 PM vita101bishop @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/26/2020 7:01:53 PM ganiheike The 'silly goose' rhetoric gave it away.

3/26/2020 7:02:08 PM laura69289957 Rich, spoiled, overly entitled!!! Don't know what it's like to suffer....

3/26/2020 7:02:19 PM phreatomagnetic This what you are doing? pic.twitter.com/Fs2u7UBeQq

3/26/2020 7:02:23 PM mongrelglory There are many large Q accounts who did not behave in this manner of telling people what to think and who to believe. I'm still following their 

accounts.  They did the right thing.  I'm sorry, but my bias is that I don't like people telling me what I'm allowed to think.

3/26/2020 7:02:26 PM jane_q_patriot Laughing about it is much more fun. 😂

3/26/2020 7:02:27 PM curtis10533081 Please Lord, bring them home safe to their family. Amen! pic.twitter.com/07QrM8KxJo

3/26/2020 7:02:48 PM alpha13dog  https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/03/update-kathy-griffin-released-from-hospital-with-abdominal-infection-still-blames-trump-after-hospital-

refuses-to-test-her-for-coronavirus/ …

3/26/2020 7:02:56 PM the_honest_man2 And why would they.

This shit is ACTUALLY work.

👊🏽👁🐿👊🏽🙏🏼

3/26/2020 7:03:03 PM arcanemanifest Nice catch lighting made it hard to tell

3/26/2020 7:03:04 PM state1union Maybe they should stay out of the blood-banks here in KC and MO. It’s adrenochrome.  They got the tainted kind I guess

3/26/2020 7:03:10 PM ewilliams22101 Kathy Griffin type pain?

3/26/2020 7:03:21 PM johnnymerckx  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6kFCNsnQpQ …

3/26/2020 7:03:32 PM x2trump2020 Not only the fact there is a photoshopped photo trying to sell his authenticity, the sheer fact this guy is disrespectful to the Q-community tells me HE IS 

NOT Q. Q has NEVER disrespected the Q-community.

3/26/2020 7:03:38 PM lizzah_83 But Austin says all kinds of bad shit about people. Like even Praying Medic? It’s nuts to me. But anyways - I hope you know I’m not trying to tell you 

what to think.

3/26/2020 7:03:52 PM theglitcher14 Do your due diligence and research and also use your God given talent for discernment. If you don't know how, research it too.



3/26/2020 7:03:55 PM mommahood777 apparently they are learning

LMAO

sorry, not sorry

#Justice

3/26/2020 7:04:10 PM mongrelglory It's like ABBA.  I hated them when they were popular, but then I rediscovered them (after the movie Priscilla Queen of the Desert) and thought they 

were cool. 😆

3/26/2020 7:04:18 PM xpl0ad3r Use facts, not feeling based arguments.

One could follow the flat earthers and surely it would be of great entertainment, plenty to learn as well, would that make it any less disinfo?

Hidden agendas aren't purported as unsubtle.

3/26/2020 7:04:25 PM angelaointexas I’m reading all this info now but the cure Pres Trump gave of Chloroquine & Azithromycin is being suppressed. My son just moved to Vail, CO & the 

virus is EVERYWHERE there because celebs fly in from all over the world. He’s not even heard about it! I’m afraid he’s been exposed.😟

3/26/2020 7:04:41 PM citizensrising1 Yes, people are definitely asking those questions. I asked about the no comms. He said basically like what Trump does to media to get them to have a 

gut reaction and then as more facts come out, it’s an ego check. Definitely interesting stuff going on. Def watch later

3/26/2020 7:04:45 PM state1union Petal look at @n7guardiananon he found it.

3/26/2020 7:04:56 PM citizensrising1 Sorry btw just saw this

3/26/2020 7:04:56 PM hawanpuna  pic.twitter.com/2l53t0aJDG

3/26/2020 7:05:13 PM positivezero7 I watched the first 10 videos (or so) two weeks ago.  I had to stop because I could feel my brain being damaged.

3/26/2020 7:05:19 PM serpent021 What were witnessing from peadowood actors/actress

3/26/2020 7:05:31 PM lizzah_83 I’ve given you my perspective professionally and personally. Have asked some good questions, I think. I don’t see #WWG1WGA from Austin. Hope you 

take positives from our convo, I appreciate the dialogue. I actually followed majestic for a long time. I love the 369 stuff.

3/26/2020 7:05:32 PM alpha13dog Well they're vampires.

3/26/2020 7:05:36 PM patriotswegoall Psychological issues?

3/26/2020 7:05:38 PM n7guardiananon They did it to themselves.

3/26/2020 7:05:50 PM karenm45599884 Absolutely not

3/26/2020 7:05:52 PM jaded_pearl I'm thinking instead of cleaning out jails, they are going to use the ships to house the detainees waiting for shipping to GITMO. This is off the coast of 

#Florida #floridashutdown

3/26/2020 7:06:14 PM jimbigdaddy1  pic.twitter.com/Cw0x7ZkLBR

3/26/2020 7:06:15 PM trublueagain Well that says it all about this clown! Fake fake

3/26/2020 7:06:15 PM americanpetal Thanks! I missed his reply.😊

3/26/2020 7:06:20 PM boy12_jimmy Looking at the pic on the left, you can see the seat they use to drain the blood from the children. The pic appears to be taken in a lobby of a public 

place? You can see the turnstiles behind the cage and the woman off to the far left. For public consumption to push on us?

3/26/2020 7:06:37 PM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1243357013846847489?s=19 …

3/26/2020 7:06:57 PM lizzah_83 I do a lot of energy healing stuff and work with crystals (I have a dual aspect job interest wise in life for my own sanity) so the info majestic gives has 

been very interesting. Structured water too. Very appreciative for it. Was stunned when support for Austin esp since

3/26/2020 7:07:05 PM nikoscali same... its funny because so many were like "well, did you finish the videos"?! and I'm like oh trust me I did and it was PAINFUL!!

3/26/2020 7:07:06 PM westy198420 Not sure of exact symptoms but the withdrawal looks like this ☝️ pic.twitter.com/Gcfp4Ew73n

3/26/2020 7:07:12 PM rifflemonica I do not and will not consent to any vaccine after nearly dying from a flu shot! The END! He’s a deep stater!

3/26/2020 7:07:14 PM traviscarper888 Please Consider Drew and so many more were indoctrinated into that life as children. This is were we can show compassion, cult deprogramming if 

possible, and not become the Mob after the Monster! Pointing fingers is not as fun as it seems once we go further down the rabbit hole! 

pic.twitter.com/oFW4WnQrEL

3/26/2020 7:07:26 PM state1union I was busy looking it up and he found it YAY. The symptoms are exactly as it’s read.

3/26/2020 7:07:28 PM laura69289957 Karma at its finest!

3/26/2020 7:07:43 PM covertress F is James Vincent Forrestal, 1st US Sec Def

3/26/2020 7:07:43 PM carlossubic Outstanding Question 👊👊

3/26/2020 7:07:50 PM laurabusse Thank you!

I was staring at it...

3/26/2020 7:08:12 PM lovethebeach999 He can Vaccinate my cold dead arse

3/26/2020 7:08:16 PM lizzah_83 this account is supposedly not endorsing others. Isn’t that odd? Just one of those things that makes you pause, right. Then as Austin’s erratic behaviour 

unfolded it really made me realize this account was too good to be true. Controlled op.

3/26/2020 7:08:20 PM state1union Oh wow. Got it.

3/26/2020 7:08:20 PM brandonmccarr12 I heard carrot top couldn't get tested for cov19

3/26/2020 7:08:27 PM dollysaysno Man.

That's some extreme social distancing.

3/26/2020 7:09:03 PM dimoragifts @IPOT1776 just put out a Fantastic video on  Adrenochrome, w/ links to schizophrenia. A must watch imho. Great investigative digging. 

#COVFEFE https://youtu.be/HY-oJpu6AiA 

3/26/2020 7:09:08 PM waynefortier1 Withdrawals include wanting to kick the ass of every liberal in office for slamming the president and costing lives!

3/26/2020 7:09:09 PM 369palm Because he would be shut down in 2 seconds by the very agency retweeting the photos if he wasn’t authorized.

3/26/2020 7:09:33 PM positivezero7 What makes it unbearably worse is their supreme confidence in their meaningless schizo babble.

3/26/2020 7:09:47 PM txgold69 IPOT did a video on this very subject today. It was used in psych patient and then caused it

3/26/2020 7:10:06 PM gmomma5boys I agree. She was given no choice. It’s all she knows

3/26/2020 7:10:20 PM lonestarparson I won't say Madonna.

3/26/2020 7:10:23 PM lilangels44 The time & effort the so called Q pharisees put into there work the average person like myself  who has to bring in incomed &therefore have a job 

cannot do. How do they survive on no$? If they work they can't do nearly what they are doing & they make a huge difference.

3/26/2020 7:10:27 PM jaded_pearl  https://www.healthline.com/health/myasthenia-gravis …

3/26/2020 7:10:36 PM upliftingmind and don't let those that benefit from superchats/donations sway your ability to examine ALL Q info. Unless you want to continue being sheep who 

can't think/dig for yourself. Form your own opinion of #AustinSteinbart & examine evidence. Trust but verify. #UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 7:10:47 PM toma40404040 Munchies

3/26/2020 7:11:01 PM state1union It’s not painful compared to what was done to the child sacrificed. Not even close.

3/26/2020 7:11:02 PM moneytokez Thanks for the source, very informative. first time ive heard of this before.

3/26/2020 7:11:07 PM melbourne_3000 Part of the Karma for partaking in such an abhorrent 

by-product 😔 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243352996798480384?s=20 …



3/26/2020 7:11:12 PM shydeplorable Spasms like when Hillary insisted you try the "green chai".

3/26/2020 7:11:24 PM laurabusse 😂😅🤣

3/26/2020 7:11:26 PM bhaggy1008 Q - no outside comms.

3/26/2020 7:11:37 PM corstruction There's a lot of fun going on with this one. All good. If you ask a positive you'll get a neutral.  If you ask a negative you'll get directed.

3/26/2020 7:11:38 PM corey28706035 Someone will let you know. 😉

3/26/2020 7:11:48 PM gmomma5boys First thing I noticed too

3/26/2020 7:11:50 PM spauldingshowal He’s a hero. He wanted to disclose very confidential (highest) state secrets and was killed for it. A Good Christian man silenced by the cabal.

3/26/2020 7:12:08 PM shannon04010787 Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 7:12:16 PM shydeplorable  pic.twitter.com/jYSuW7LuBH

3/26/2020 7:12:33 PM melbourne_3000 #Majic

3/26/2020 7:12:39 PM alpha13dog No way my family will be taking any fast tracked vaccines.

3/26/2020 7:12:51 PM tcounas_evan Agreed. Told'em bye hrs ago. I try not to block for my own reasons, but bye means I won't take them seriously again or reply to their nonsense

3/26/2020 7:12:57 PM digitalsoldie20  pic.twitter.com/UFv8gPScuS

3/26/2020 7:13:06 PM orionkarina Please don't tie Her to q. She's been working on this far, farrr longer despite deception, opposition and Her own children turning against Her. Can't 

reach you if you are not resonating to Her TimeLine...

3/26/2020 7:13:11 PM clbcbme Again he is not pushing the need for funds.  Im not opposed to anyone having the ability to recieve a donation.

3/26/2020 7:13:46 PM melbourne_3000 Yet worth every bit of effort for the Greater Good.

3/26/2020 7:13:55 PM n7guardiananon I'm sure numerous people would be glad to assist in helping them feel PAIN.

3/26/2020 7:14:00 PM here_pray Those babies and little children belong to Jesus. They are His. They always were and will be His. Evil people hurt the precious of Jesus. Not good for 

them.

3/26/2020 7:14:03 PM upliftingmind lol that was actually funny. I promise you, I've honed these skills elsewhere. ie: TRYING to speak logic/facts to people who judge/dismiss Trump 

without examining facts first + people who judge Q without examining facts.. etc

3/26/2020 7:14:31 PM populistpepe2 If they have no fever or shortness of breath, you're not getting tested.

3/26/2020 7:14:41 PM sheila_seghieri I also find valuable info in ALL genres. Doesn’t matter what it is, I can and will draw parallels. I am disappointed in those who tell other’s who to follow 

and how to think. This is a Movement about literally saving the WORLD, Brought forth, with FREEDOM OF THOUGHT!

#QANON pic.twitter.com/wVUOF9w6BC

3/26/2020 7:14:44 PM cleomeserrula I am listening and it's THE BEST!

3/26/2020 7:14:54 PM lilangels44 Also alot of people like the merchandise should they who make them work for free doing all their research , videos etc ,  have no job so they can do all 

that then have no$   to live. Its costs$ to make shirts and hats what's that coming from of not sales? Im trying to understand

3/26/2020 7:15:06 PM batespm4abbey tremors, etc neural collapse ?? Addiction symptoms similar? 

What of this real threat,DavidGreenberg murdered days after the reveal of pogo_zephyr; what next for us as long as cabal &miniones are free?!? 

https://nationandstate.com/2019/09/04/project-pogo-project-zyphr-it-doesnt-get-more-serious-than-these-two-black-ops/ …

3/26/2020 7:15:07 PM tmallo007 This is why I dont believe vaccines are safe today

3/26/2020 7:15:18 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. Q’s very first post said HRC would be arrested in October, 2017. It’s now March, 2020. She’s still free, gallivanting the world. 

2+ years, no booms, no mass arrests, no Gitmo, no Q predictions that have ever come true. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 7:15:20 PM stephenjakedunn Bwhahaha

3/26/2020 7:15:24 PM 1_praetorian Pelosi, Hillary, are showing it.

3/26/2020 7:15:26 PM nikoscali Actions are stronger than words...

3/26/2020 7:15:39 PM nedryersonpunx And yet, here you are. Sad.

3/26/2020 7:15:49 PM ethereal_shaman His face looks quite swollen.

3/26/2020 7:16:31 PM beth2419 Look at Celine Dion. Only 51 years old! pic.twitter.com/GrilcMSIwK

3/26/2020 7:16:32 PM sandymcnally3 It leads the user to lie in a public video saying  they have coronavirus.

3/26/2020 7:16:37 PM jadekoroshi Alot like TDS

3/26/2020 7:17:08 PM beth2419 Who is the middle person?

3/26/2020 7:17:19 PM vickiet31660068 Interesting....still up and running from my end pic.twitter.com/G9kW2ihcuu

3/26/2020 7:17:42 PM lmtaylo37643486 That dude is a douche...

3/26/2020 7:17:46 PM lchristos7 That's interesting, Q said the truth would be hard to swallow.

3/26/2020 7:18:08 PM seeker229 My experiences are factual. 

I dont have many feelings these days. 

Except low tolerance for people who are apart of groups to appease their egos instead of doing the work to help others suffering. 

It's not a hidden agenda. 

Experience trumps keyboard warriors.

3/26/2020 7:18:14 PM worldxplorer1 No mistaking that oyster bracelet though. We both knew instantly that it was a Rolex.

3/26/2020 7:18:40 PM mongrelglory Sorry.  That's an account which has blocked me so I can't see what you're referring to. 😝

I do have confidence that the military "white hat" operation is well planned and they can't be derailed by discord going on in the social media spheres. 

That's what allows me to sleep well!

3/26/2020 7:19:10 PM i_like_skis Wow, where the F is that?

3/26/2020 7:19:39 PM lizzah_83 What account? Majestic? I’m confused lol

3/26/2020 7:20:05 PM jackibloo Psychotic events, psychosis, and schizophrenia long term.

3/26/2020 7:20:11 PM mkkjr412 Austin has showed his ass, and Q roasted it... pic.twitter.com/fhPNGuodS5

3/26/2020 7:20:38 PM upliftingmind I agree, hence why I'm waiting on actions (proof) before completely dismissing what @AustinSteinbart has to say.

3/26/2020 7:20:40 PM citizensrising1 The mass arrests are already underway, I mean we are almost to the end of that period. At this point, everyone’s cornered, deals have already been 

made all the pieces are in place, there’s nowhere for them to run.

3/26/2020 7:21:09 PM whatsthebuzz_1 Symptoms similar to Addison's disease, I hear.

3/26/2020 7:21:09 PM infpatriot I've been researching lots since I'm fresh off the red pill. Thought he was just posting theories. As soon as I saw he was claiming to be Q, I was like, 

"Nope!" and unfollowed. A true operative doesn't do this for fame, but for the good of all humanity. That guy's a narcissist.

3/26/2020 7:21:28 PM antarantanka As a child I got cowpox from a smallpox vaccination. Nearly killed me.

3/26/2020 7:21:41 PM state1union Lol 😂 caught that

3/26/2020 7:21:54 PM wolfpup16fq Theory... pic.twitter.com/wy9lJaba9U

3/26/2020 7:21:56 PM hailrazer Whoa ... Ty

Yuge Get!

@state1union @n7guardiananon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12



3/26/2020 7:22:02 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/__VQX2Xn7tI 

3/26/2020 7:22:03 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/vLr5kzRcME

3/26/2020 7:22:13 PM frances80769625 That would depend on her knowing how the adrenochrome was aquired. I dont follow her, so i dont know if she is ever asked to "murder some pasta". 

(Pasta=boys).

#uniteEaster

#oneDate

MAGA

3/26/2020 7:22:16 PM jeritud3 Jordan Peterson almost died from withdraws

wonder if related

3/26/2020 7:22:32 PM mongrelglory Oh!  Twitter was just blocking your previous tweets!  I couldn't see them, but now I can. You were referring to MJ-12?  Yes, as soon as they asked us to 

focus on the Austin account, I sensed that this was an exercise in discernment that they wanted us to participate in. I never..

3/26/2020 7:22:35 PM aprilkubicek Uuuuhn, no!

3/26/2020 7:22:36 PM digitalsoldie20 "Sir Bob Geldof"

3/26/2020 7:22:43 PM 037agent jesus sick fucks! i pray that nothing happens to you guys.

3/26/2020 7:22:48 PM theglitcher14 Please! #AskTheQ! It'll finally put to rest this Steinbart stuff. If anything, this is a designed role being played by someone, either intentionally (most 

likely) or not, in order to finally force it being asked. Right now the movement's being split. It needs to stop. #WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 7:23:05 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/dVJPrPNQKU

3/26/2020 7:23:16 PM daviesgabrial I'm am sick of the in fighting project towards the evil not our brothers and sisters. This goes for everyone, I believe trying to get to the finish line. Those 

who have the wrong intent let our Father weed them out. Save your strength for the evildoers. Hehe. Let the bushes burn.

3/26/2020 7:23:18 PM laurabusse Craving zombies?

Or having cravings like zombies have?

🤣

3/26/2020 7:23:51 PM barrettgrin Do you think this was specifically in response to this particular guy?

3/26/2020 7:23:57 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 7:24:02 PM lover99_animal Mental breakdown when they realize they’ve been deceived this whole time.  #PAIN #BIBLICAL

3/26/2020 7:24:10 PM anon_inno Well, some just wish we were in the fight. 💪🏻☀️

3/26/2020 7:24:33 PM mongrelglory ...take what they say at face value because they've warned us that disinfo is necessary.  Remember when Q got us so excited that BOOMs were going 

to happen and we all thought it was mass arrests?  It turned out they were baiting the Deep State.  So I always keep my guard up now.

3/26/2020 7:24:33 PM peppersparks2 V!!

3/26/2020 7:24:36 PM munkeypilot Bingo!

3/26/2020 7:24:38 PM matthewpitagora The illusion of immortality in the absence of The LORD JESUS Christ precariously and precipitously peaked in desperation by those who not only DENY 

but HATE the Giver of Life Eternal.

God wins.

3/26/2020 7:24:42 PM laurabusse That Will ferrill on the left?

3/26/2020 7:25:09 PM digitalsoldie20 Si. Looking ruff huh

3/26/2020 7:25:48 PM leeanndalton2 😂😂😂

No

3/26/2020 7:25:55 PM us1919vs Some just need more time to consume and decide for themselves

3/26/2020 7:26:01 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/zN8fjk1wZZ

3/26/2020 7:26:23 PM arcanemanifest Right

3/26/2020 7:26:52 PM karinnaball TDS?

3/26/2020 7:26:57 PM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/0euTVPhJUp

3/26/2020 7:27:28 PM circuitriderz Painful

3/26/2020 7:27:43 PM mr_j_fisher Kuru ?

3/26/2020 7:28:07 PM dematrix4 Democrats are that old?

3/26/2020 7:28:13 PM mongrelglory And I very much appreciate this conversation Liz.  I'm very happy you didn't unfollow me. 😊  I'll be honest with you, I'm still going to keep an eye on 

Austin's account because I'm really curious about what he's up to, and I do think MJ-12 wanted us to learn from watching him...

3/26/2020 7:28:17 PM munkeypilot Bingo😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 7:28:25 PM kriegstrum  pic.twitter.com/bfbLL2067t

3/26/2020 7:29:12 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼😎👍🏼

3/26/2020 7:29:25 PM sunfl Ben retweeted Austin and told us to look at his video. David retweeted his visit and said he thought he (Austin) was the real deal.

3/26/2020 7:29:27 PM jonathannturner Sounds like a bait and switch used car salesman.

3/26/2020 7:29:55 PM sunfl Of course both of them have since realized they were wrong and deleted the retweets. I am sure I am not the only one who saw the tweets.

3/26/2020 7:30:07 PM hailrazer Very Similar ... As YHWH has commanded from the Beginning, there are consequences to violating His Lawws.

KURU 👇🏼 https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001379.htm …

3/26/2020 7:30:15 PM mongrelglory I remember how stressful that whole Kabamur/Michele for Canada confrontation was!  It went on for days, with so much disharmony and discord, but 

afterwards I think a lot of us felt we had learned things for ourselves about ALICE that someone couldn't have "told us" directly.

3/26/2020 7:30:32 PM deborahcaron3 Fight..Patriots, Fight..Thank you all..Raise your swords and Fight..

3/26/2020 7:30:49 PM laurabusse Ironic ain't it

They always say

Q doesn't tell us what to think

Then they go about telling ppl what to think about AS

So I guess we've learned nothing pic.twitter.com/7QjqQm7R7G

3/26/2020 7:30:56 PM sunfl They (Ben and David) were probably not the only ones who fell for Austin’s crap. But if they had not been so quick to retweet the video maybe Austin 

would not have got so much traction in the beginning.

3/26/2020 7:31:40 PM billhuffman19 Why? How is this a FOREIGN concept to the Q ? Holy crap! I want to believe we are all 'higher purpose' folks, and now - profiteers? crap!

3/26/2020 7:31:59 PM wishfulldreamz YOU are over pic.twitter.com/4XW5IFNeDg

3/26/2020 7:32:53 PM gladiat60526709 Dont trust him.

3/26/2020 7:32:55 PM illmortaldeity Wow 

Lifting of the veil

3/26/2020 7:32:59 PM laurieasyme Could there also be signs of "kuru disease"?

3/26/2020 7:33:01 PM munkeypilot IPOT- is the shiznat always on point 👉🏼●👈🏼

3/26/2020 7:33:11 PM deborahcaron3 And..even then there will still be some who hate our President so much they won't believe..even if it's right in front of them..



3/26/2020 7:33:25 PM novaxever Stay safe at home.☀️💫❤️

3/26/2020 7:33:33 PM 037agent amen do i talk to much?

3/26/2020 7:33:48 PM therealrjo My husband and I legit did not know who this was until I saw a RT.

He asked if this is what happens when you quit taking "that baby juice" 🤣🤣

3/26/2020 7:33:53 PM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/4o1Ef8g7ZR

3/26/2020 7:34:13 PM couch_o_nate The 'SteinSquad' are almost below acknowledgement... but sadly, this needs to be said, Thank you Jordan.

3/26/2020 7:34:27 PM laurabusse It was awful

I learned to hang back more

Observe more

Not get so caught up in the drama

Enjoy the show more

Worth it...

3/26/2020 7:35:03 PM redpilledisback  pic.twitter.com/AA1j8Q9FV0

3/26/2020 7:35:05 PM vsassi3 Deceived how?

3/26/2020 7:35:07 PM yobtac2 Wow

3/26/2020 7:35:34 PM mongrelglory Mental block. 😎

I miss my telepathic friends back home.  It made life so much easier!

3/26/2020 7:35:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Jordan has put a lot of effort. His heart is in the right place. Doesn't mean he doesn't have an overly developed ego where he believes he can save you 

from disinformation.

3/26/2020 7:35:46 PM thereallightwa1 I don't trust this guy, primarily because vaccine 'science' is a farce. See historical data - they do nothing. The entire sham is a Pharma Ponzi scheme.

#NeverVaccinate

3/26/2020 7:35:56 PM pollygundy Whoah!!

3/26/2020 7:36:13 PM rooosteranon That never happened with Either of them. Sauce!

3/26/2020 7:36:13 PM freedomfromthe1 Larp Continues. 

Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/QCaoF1XUjK

3/26/2020 7:36:13 PM lilangels44 Forget my previous questions you explained yourself I get it now.

3/26/2020 7:36:55 PM redpilledisback #ThesePeopleAreSick pic.twitter.com/xi9VXjXDKQ

3/26/2020 7:36:56 PM pipermarie17 Sad but true

3/26/2020 7:37:04 PM nixontweets Keep in mind they could be making use of all those cures that were allegedly going to be released to the public. Would SURE be nice if we had those in 

the middle of a global pandemic & shut-down, right? Right?

3/26/2020 7:37:05 PM i_like_skis I’ve seen the graphic on the right, not sure how I missed those other pics before. Some point to Whitney Island. Hmm.

3/26/2020 7:37:08 PM chrisshea321 Mind blowing

3/26/2020 7:37:27 PM lover99_animal That Satan would always be there for them

3/26/2020 7:37:28 PM laurabusse Yes absolutely!!!😃

3/26/2020 7:37:34 PM michelleywenz That explains @SpeakerPelosi

3/26/2020 7:37:47 PM crypto_relapse This is old info but the tech below the surface is unbelievable to us. There are giant structures and trans-continental transport routes all over the place. 

High speed mag lev trains and THOUSANDS of subterranean bases. pic.twitter.com/WZMIRAUGHc

3/26/2020 7:37:48 PM truth939 Then release the replicators, free energy etc.  Work with us to develop a plan to keep communities and other critical infrastructure going while we 

settle into a new way of life.  Rip the bandaid off, humanity will adapt.  End of cabal currency.

3/26/2020 7:37:52 PM i_like_skis Martin is one of your early follows I see. Welcome to Twitter mania!

3/26/2020 7:38:05 PM pipermarie17 Praying for you, sweetheart

Stay strong

Stay positive 

Much 💗..

3/26/2020 7:38:07 PM vsassi3 Yes

3/26/2020 7:38:21 PM mongrelglory I even learned to be kinder and more compassionate with ALICE...and not jump to assuming someone was a "shill" too quickly.  In fact I became friends 

with the Green Unicorn Frog who started out like "ALICE" but turned into someone pretty cool! 😎

3/26/2020 7:38:30 PM jeritud3 Jordan Peterson pic.twitter.com/ohzvMGLHhE

3/26/2020 7:38:35 PM couch_o_nate Is an ego maniac prancing around pretending to be Q.. with nothing more than insults and insider C_A pics OK?

3/26/2020 7:39:12 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/PJHNFMXnc6

3/26/2020 7:39:28 PM state1union Dang I’ll never look 👀 at that song the same again.

3/26/2020 7:39:31 PM tonym3691  pic.twitter.com/xqWpHXP6KT

3/26/2020 7:39:45 PM theterribleones Looks like bruises on the top of  her hand..or a puncture wound..

3/26/2020 7:39:52 PM pollygundy 😳 no words.

3/26/2020 7:39:53 PM laurabusse Yeah

Abba

I guess I never really liked pop music

Am a huge prog rock fan still

Been going through a Genesis phase the last year or two

Incredible music...
3/26/2020 7:39:58 PM couch_o_nate Trust the real Q

3/26/2020 7:40:14 PM psalm867 You knew Q confirmed on the board today that he is NOT talking to us through Twitter right? AS is not Q.

3/26/2020 7:40:18 PM vsassi3 Is that jc?

3/26/2020 7:40:22 PM tonym3691  pic.twitter.com/RA7zodqB0d

3/26/2020 7:40:27 PM laurabusse Their earlier stuff

Not so much their pop stuff LOL!

3/26/2020 7:40:41 PM westy198420 Yes it is

3/26/2020 7:40:42 PM gg35926737 Acute aging

3/26/2020 7:40:55 PM cbubb70 Did u see the maria Shriver video, she lost her marbles...

3/26/2020 7:40:57 PM lightheartanon #ironark

3/26/2020 7:40:58 PM n7guardiananon damn...I feel kinda bad cause I just realized she had an eating disorder  too...not intentional.

3/26/2020 7:41:19 PM wolfpup16fq Been here before, I move around a lot. #restart

3/26/2020 7:41:31 PM laurabusse Yeah!!!

3/26/2020 7:41:33 PM allcalmdown Or both?

3/26/2020 7:42:16 PM pipermarie17 Please explain bc something seems..idk but, what you mean?

3/26/2020 7:42:19 PM channelsoftruth Comey looks quite comfy tbh

3/26/2020 7:42:47 PM mtwowheels Sweet  things  are ramping up.

3/26/2020 7:42:48 PM pipermarie17 How you mean?

3/26/2020 7:42:50 PM state1union Her mom wanted her to die. So brainwashed and tormented.



3/26/2020 7:42:51 PM upliftingmind Oh really?! 🤔 Please share proofs? Are you referencing post #3902 specifically? I dug a bit and here was my humble observation: 

pic.twitter.com/T43pyn7VWR

3/26/2020 7:43:01 PM hailrazer Sypmtoms:

KURU, Mad Cow, Creutzfeldt-Jakob - Disease on the Left

Myasthenia Gravis - on the Right pic.twitter.com/TXmoM0Mf1A

3/26/2020 7:43:18 PM couch_o_nate Jordan has been making sense of REAL Q DROPS since 2017.

SteinLarp shows up yesterday and has zero credibility. Just C_A pics and petty insults.

Check yourself.

3/26/2020 7:43:26 PM mongrelglory I like Supertramp in their early days.

3/26/2020 7:43:34 PM hailrazer *Symptoms

3/26/2020 7:43:51 PM krissieowens #IronArk like these two? pic.twitter.com/jWr24ii5tm

3/26/2020 7:43:51 PM marlene08319305 It is so hard to get people to believe... or even check anything out , Iam praying

3/26/2020 7:44:19 PM czebotarjessie Lol...

Well, if you put it that way...

Cravings like zombies

3/26/2020 7:44:32 PM laurabusse Home?

Or home home?

I think that's why our memories are wiped upon reincarnating

That way we can no longer remember the traumas

And we can't remember the good either

If we could remember the good

We would long for it and that would be such a distraction...
3/26/2020 7:44:39 PM corstruction "I'm on the Top of the World Looking Down on Creation"....maybe she knew better

Warning....or....just being an angel?

3/26/2020 7:44:42 PM rykenjen ? Our DNA?

3/26/2020 7:44:49 PM jjilmary I wish I was a time traveler - but I would want to know where I was going, if I could come back. Petals, that would be cool!

3/26/2020 7:45:05 PM yunusemreluocak No Way. No comms.

3/26/2020 7:45:17 PM couch_o_nate YouTube promoting him says ALL anyone needs to know!

PAID SHILL LARP.

3/26/2020 7:45:24 PM bertha15724644 The eyes has a look of a very deep dark pupil.

3/26/2020 7:45:32 PM thefullarmorog Salad 🥗 speeches! A bright spot amongst many!

3/26/2020 7:45:41 PM pipermarie17 I have so many questions to, bud

3/26/2020 7:45:44 PM mommahood777  pic.twitter.com/7fmwMgH6gj

3/26/2020 7:45:54 PM state1union I guess the AMA had to come up with a more digestible definition huh 🤔. Like the AMA doesn’t know what it is?!!!

3/26/2020 7:46:02 PM threshold2020 Obvious  http://photoshop.im  shocked at how many people your crew is skimming from the True Q team. I’m shocked at them, not you. I’m not on 

the least bit fooled.

3/26/2020 7:46:14 PM laurabusse Yeah☺️☺️☺️

I'm getting better at ignoring those who trigger me

Don't engage

Don't feed the trolls

3/26/2020 7:46:48 PM laurabusse 🤣

3/26/2020 7:47:17 PM raymccabe63 But I'm BORED!!🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 7:47:21 PM lightheartanon 😎🙌🏻

Yeah!  I stole this from my husband.  He had a book idea about how the elite try to escape end times on an ‘iron ark’ & they ‘ironically’ all perished 

trying to self preserve hoping we’d perish, but instead we live & prosper! He thought of this before Q!  😂🙌🏻🇺🇸💪🏻

✨💛✨

3/26/2020 7:47:30 PM 4rgod2  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HY-oJpu6AiA …

3/26/2020 7:47:33 PM berndpolaska But he is a Deep State actor too, so how come he is telling the truth now or he switchihed?

3/26/2020 7:47:36 PM andy_cardinale 😱😱😱😱

3/26/2020 7:47:55 PM couch_o_nate And SteinLarp insults like a child?  He is promoted by twatter and YouTube,  ENOUGH PROOF FOR ME!

PAID TO DIVIDE!  SHILL LARP.

3/26/2020 7:48:03 PM lizzah_83 I have suffered with a congenital birth defect in my spine and always felt it was something bad...very bad...felt like it would drive me crazy if I focussed 

on the pain. Did some healing work and found out was murdered in a past life...stabbed in the back and the healer reached

3/26/2020 7:48:04 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/ifhDXLbqMG

3/26/2020 7:48:12 PM doorbell_q Does CBD cure Tourettes?

3/26/2020 7:48:19 PM tracer_rounds No reason it can't be fun either. pic.twitter.com/ODdAgvuI7F

3/26/2020 7:48:23 PM militantnurse Joe Biden giving a speech less coherent than Andy Johnson's at the 1865 VP inauguration. Biden is either in withdrawal or is a malfunctioning clone. 

.

3/26/2020 7:48:44 PM marktech2014 Especially when they have been accumulating power all this time; slowly converging on the heart of goy-dom; Europe.

3/26/2020 7:48:48 PM ts_sci_majic12 The future is INCREDIBLE.

S8 E 19 Moebius P1

S8 E 20 Moebius P2

Time machines.

Alternate timelines.

IS-BE controlling reality.

All derive from choices.

Quantum Internet can find choices.

Higher consciousness.

Majestic.



3/26/2020 7:48:58 PM lizzah_83 up and put her finger right in that spot. She pressed, I nearly passed out from the sensation that went through my body. Intense! Glad our memories 

are wiped, wouldn’t want to remember that passing. 🔪

3/26/2020 7:48:59 PM laurabusse I think I'm prejudiced against them bc of all the radio play of their pop stuff

Maybe I haven't heard their good stuff

Genesis is

UNBELIEVABLE

But you'd never know it from their radio presence

3/26/2020 7:49:05 PM roguepink @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

I mean look at who he’s following.. how many out of 6000. Bots? Shills? Buying followers? @AustinSteinbart explain to us <3 

pic.twitter.com/x2zmFLbs4x

3/26/2020 7:49:13 PM hiyarn How about being involved in child trafficking to get the pure drug?

3/26/2020 7:49:14 PM bbobbio71 And take others down with them

3/26/2020 7:49:29 PM mongrelglory My Altairus home planet.  That's why I believe I haven't been able to remember specific people in detail.  It's to avoid me having extreme home-

sickness.  Do you know I discovered that right now I'm actually sitting in a deep meditative trance back there while experiencing my...

3/26/2020 7:49:30 PM sdane8 😂  That made me laugh!

3/26/2020 7:49:40 PM jhanhiem How the shit should we know. It’s speculation of it actually exists. Just f$&@en lock these shit bags up already

3/26/2020 7:49:47 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/M3ZYYccbFV

3/26/2020 7:50:11 PM hiyarn Boomerang

3/26/2020 7:50:18 PM n7guardiananon that's terrible...

💔

3/26/2020 7:50:26 PM lorenzosghost Incredibly dangerous.

We'll wipe the world flat like a canvas, AGAIN, if the Godless continue to play with fallen angel tech far above their understanding, wisdom and 

maturity.

3/26/2020 7:50:32 PM ultim8boon ETS/Majestic is the Crystal Pepsi to Q’s Coke Classic.

3/26/2020 7:50:34 PM mongrelglory ...life here?  Apparently the passage of time that I will experience back home will be a lot less than the whole lifetime I have here.  (If that makes 

sense!)

3/26/2020 7:50:36 PM bdizzthegreat  pic.twitter.com/NR5NOcWQoJ

3/26/2020 7:50:37 PM todd_joslin I'm not sure time machines are even moral to tell you the truth.

3/26/2020 7:50:46 PM glasaya You have your magical blondes confused.

3/26/2020 7:50:47 PM lizzah_83 It’s so true what you say about what they’ve learned (or haven’t)...I’ve actually brought this up before. How much deprogramming there still is to be 

done for those partaking in the great awakening. Many of the large accounts have let their egos get out of control. I’ve been

3/26/2020 7:50:47 PM hailrazer Gross ... To the point of having a Treatment for them? Wonder how it's treated.

EZ enuff, create a pharmaceutical company, bottle something, push thru and treatment available. None the wiser.

3/26/2020 7:51:17 PM sdane8 That's a scary thought! Especially with our progress in AI! 😬

3/26/2020 7:51:18 PM thefullarmorog  pic.twitter.com/S6vR92YZII

3/26/2020 7:51:28 PM bertha15724644 She is looking worse.  The last photo I saw oh her was just being extremely thin, but look at her face - she aged.

3/26/2020 7:51:34 PM amyjmal Oooh the shills are fighting hard tonight.😂

3/26/2020 7:51:40 PM revrevolution11  pic.twitter.com/TKhYY8YwOP

3/26/2020 7:51:41 PM rawphonegirl Like Travelers "Director"? pic.twitter.com/MYcQUOHFZY

3/26/2020 7:51:54 PM altuna60835375 That's ridiculous Majic.

3/26/2020 7:52:20 PM krissieowens Awesome! High five to the hubs!🙌🏼

It’s the perfect BIBLICAL boomerang! pic.twitter.com/7zj5Y4VuRK

3/26/2020 7:52:36 PM jhanhiem Ok. Who actually wrote that? No one actually effin knows. Up until recently no one ever heard of andrenochrome.

3/26/2020 7:52:41 PM eo_swan Can you tell us how the written version of ASOIAF ends?  Not sure GRRM really finishing it now

3/26/2020 7:52:41 PM truthabove1 Surely it would be in a personalized simulatory manner?

3/26/2020 7:52:55 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/1Tk7Q3GUxM

3/26/2020 7:52:57 PM lizzah_83 blocked and ‘yelled at’ recently for stating I think the virus was cabal generated/executed. It’s incredible. I said that gasping for breath is a terrible way 

to pass (I’ve seen it more than once) and got berated because the virus isn’t real and isn’t killing people. I think ONE

3/26/2020 7:53:00 PM freedomfromthe1 Which Larp ends first. 

Austin Larp or Majestic Larp?

Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/zQVavIgetv

3/26/2020 7:53:02 PM threshold2020 They’ve got a whole crew including majestic 12 and @real eye the spy, likely more. It is an op.. but not a true Q op. Divide and conquer?

3/26/2020 7:53:17 PM heike_ngan Does it depend on WWG1WGA, or can we seriously leap individually?

3/26/2020 7:53:22 PM cynthiayeager5 Is YouTube censoring the video???

3/26/2020 7:53:36 PM macrojon Tripping out like Johnny Depp in Fear and Loathing in LV. #ADRENOCHROME

3/26/2020 7:53:57 PM jesussoon88 I dint know ask @TheEllenShow or @HillaryClinton or someone

3/26/2020 7:54:03 PM realdepiorabie  https://twitter.com/realDepIorabIe/status/1243250890909220864?s=20 …

3/26/2020 7:54:19 PM freedomfromthe1 Clown account Shilling for Clown Account. 

Not Original.

Happy hunting. pic.twitter.com/fpMz74PYIu

3/26/2020 7:54:20 PM n7guardiananon Angel

3/26/2020 7:54:25 PM psalm867 Today, Q put his message on 8kun, saying "No comms made outside of this platform". He put it on 8kun so that would be the platform he's referring to. 

He may have dropped it originally on 8Chan before there was an 8kun. Now that he's on 8kun he's reminding us-still no other comms. 

pic.twitter.com/mHOr1HcCkY

3/26/2020 7:54:36 PM keith369me I’m struggling with the intersection between consciousness and the technology of the quantum internet.  I feel like it’s two distinct divergent paths but 

don’t want to totally dismiss one enhancing the other as I Tweet away on my IPhone learning about consciousness.

3/26/2020 7:54:43 PM juliegardnerosp That's a terrible photoshop job! He is fake!

3/26/2020 7:54:43 PM septembercindy For the rich and famous

3/26/2020 7:54:48 PM lightheartanon 😎🙌🏻 Yes!!!!! Biblical boomerang!!! pic.twitter.com/tymCKDpMT9

3/26/2020 7:54:56 PM endy_skies I agree...been finding this out myself. I believe that IS the revolation...and just like a revolation takes place in our brain within ourselves, and that WAS 

the oppression, my hubby thinks I'm whack...I'm ok w it...lol

3/26/2020 7:55:01 PM marlene08319305 They have been like that forever pic.twitter.com/CceGk9T29N



3/26/2020 7:55:37 PM lizzah_83 death from a bio-weapon is too many. Anyways, I think we are all on the same page and brought many different perspectives to consider. Just because

 I see more negative and illogical from AS than you, it is okay. No one is name calling or blocking. Thank you ladies. 🙏✨

3/26/2020 7:56:29 PM micktuckwell Haus Wetten’s crowns?

3/26/2020 7:56:37 PM populistpepe2 Travels And Adventures of Little Baron Trump?

The Last President?

The Wreck of the Titan?

Has it been happening all along?

3/26/2020 7:56:44 PM state1union The cover is fetal tissue blood banks 🏦. The blood banks say it’s for future research look 👀 up Core23 Biobank.

3/26/2020 7:56:55 PM april99341937 You have infiltrated instead OF INvasion!? So which one are you?! Caps is my why of todays language! If you do not like it KISS MY LITTLE HEART OF 

MINE!? PERIOD!

3/26/2020 7:57:04 PM seekerseon LOL THEY TRYING TO CONTROL US? LOL WUT R U DOING RIGHT NOW???

3/26/2020 7:57:17 PM fuknutz Ad-blocker is necessary. http://www2.sockshare.net/?movie=/play/xqpzP75v/stargate-sg-1-season-8/19 …

3/26/2020 7:57:29 PM nurseniceyes Kinda depends on length of time and type

Muscle wasting, lack of focus, incoherent speech, hormone imbalances or they quit making them altogether, they quit dreaming or interrupted sleep 

patterns, lowered immune system, they fall alot, black eye/s, ...

3/26/2020 7:57:42 PM decodematrix #FreeMyISBE

3/26/2020 7:58:03 PM mongrelglory Liz I feel the same way you do about this virus. I've always had trouble with the "ends justifying the means" mentality of battle, even though I know 

that the military white hats have gone to great lengths to minimize innocent casualties. I will be so glad when this is all over!

3/26/2020 7:58:28 PM lizzah_83 Ascension and true awakening is messy. Look at how programmed and enslaved humanity has been. Think about how messy it’s gonna get when the 

black pill comes and gets shoved down people’s throats. People who still think Russia Russia Russia!! Ones who have not sought out the truth

3/26/2020 7:58:31 PM naughteadz Google it and tell us what you find

3/26/2020 7:58:40 PM 7l9r2 In that order?

3/26/2020 7:58:52 PM pearl13947410 You can google it

3/26/2020 7:59:26 PM qdiddly42 stein is unable to post under q.    dipshits everywhere

3/26/2020 7:59:26 PM stock_hunter65  pic.twitter.com/m3RYht3LAy

3/26/2020 7:59:30 PM hailrazer Oh Gat! 🤢

Ty ... 🤠

3/26/2020 7:59:49 PM mommamia00 Watched it last night. He did a great job breaking down the  science. @IPOT1776

3/26/2020 8:00:11 PM martasarasuati  pic.twitter.com/INApXwgzjm

3/26/2020 8:00:17 PM septembercindy Nope 👎🏽

3/26/2020 8:00:18 PM lindaha45475432 💔😢🙏👍

3/26/2020 8:00:25 PM thevagrantpepe okidoke

3/26/2020 8:00:36 PM septembercindy What is the d6?

3/26/2020 8:00:42 PM lizzah_83 Oh it’ll be interesting. It’ll make what we are seeing now look like nothing. But we will have perspective. The fact we were aware of happenings 

before... We are truly living Future Proves Past. Look back on the last 2.5y, we’ve already had wow moments...but post-arrests? 😎

3/26/2020 8:00:43 PM starseeddove Symptoms are....turning into a reptilian!

3/26/2020 8:00:48 PM freedomfromthe1 Clown Account pushing disinformation. 

Hello MJ.

Happy hunting. pic.twitter.com/MTp4UdZv1q

3/26/2020 8:00:51 PM alpha13dog Stargate SG1 reference check!

3/26/2020 8:01:07 PM laurabusse Been thinking about you

And ppl like you who live alone

Hoping you're coping ok ☺👍

I sense you are a real ppl person...

3/26/2020 8:01:13 PM covertress S8 E 19 Moebius P1

 https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5vhf26 

S8 E 20 Moebius P2 https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x4y7cs1 

3/26/2020 8:01:21 PM dorisbartek Nope

3/26/2020 8:01:24 PM vincentzwood Overplayed ya hand.

3/26/2020 8:01:34 PM 369_is Fish...pasta...signals? pic.twitter.com/kkbDdHNoR6

3/26/2020 8:01:44 PM jimmyjo88977263  https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 8:01:45 PM allcalmdown Great.😣

With all this talk, now I’M

CRAVING 🧟♀️ ZOMBIES😒

I’m trying not to eat after dinner, get my bikini body back for summer

3/26/2020 8:01:52 PM eo_swan Oh your pleasant. I would go into more detail but I need to charge my phone.

Since I'm turning a new leaf, be well. pic.twitter.com/hMRLfo1Yby

3/26/2020 8:02:14 PM steveroye My appreciation!😃

3/26/2020 8:02:17 PM speaakn Wait, are they saying the flu vaccine is or is not showing we can get coronavirus and pneumonia? This is some major double speak to me.

3/26/2020 8:02:30 PM freedomfromthe1 Hello Larp.

Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/nWSHPkkYJK

3/26/2020 8:02:42 PM laurabusse Wow

Quite a story...

3/26/2020 8:03:24 PM xhili5 Now we can start the new operation to liberate ourselves again Lmao

3/26/2020 8:03:26 PM 99thyamwasher Why drag him into this?

3/26/2020 8:03:30 PM keith369me A quick scan of your Tweets...oh forget it, no agenda there.

3/26/2020 8:03:32 PM amy6489 Patients withdrawal from different drugs in different ways. I am a nurse and we used to rotate on cardiology floor to do the “withdraw” room. 

However, outside of my medical background, found this from an anon awhile back pic.twitter.com/0Ls90vfvD1

3/26/2020 8:03:40 PM hlnegagnon8 Hiding from the sun ☀️

3/26/2020 8:03:51 PM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/0Y2O7UoUoe

3/26/2020 8:03:52 PM lizzah_83 I believe DS released it and somehow QTeam knew. Either Looking Glass or other intel. That led to devising plan to hijack it for their op. Makes perfect 

sense and is just completely logical too. Look at DS activities during and after outbreak. Supports theory. So yes good will

3/26/2020 8:04:08 PM truthabove1 Not an argument



3/26/2020 8:04:13 PM jhanhiem This is Off a suspect site. Written almost verbatim to the above. It’s like people write it down so it’s true to be passed on to thousands. Fact is I don’t 

know what to believe but people speak matter of factly and they know shit.... this shit weakens the good Trump has done. pic.twitter.com/uACVaJyS9S

3/26/2020 8:04:28 PM 369_is In fact, Adrenochrome is as addictive as heroin. There are risks to this drug if engaged in recreational use; your own adrenaline production completely 

shuts down through homeostasis and negative feedback loops.

What this means is that if a constant supply of Adrenochrome isn’t

3/26/2020 8:04:35 PM freedomfromthe1 Clowns hate light.

Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/wZQWlcnr2z

3/26/2020 8:04:36 PM 369_is administered and someone decides to come off it cold turkey, you will have very severe withdrawal symptoms. Withdrawal symptoms that are far 

worse than that of alcohol, hard core drugs, opiate, or benzodiazepine withdrawals. (1)

3/26/2020 8:04:42 PM laurabusse Agree

I started meditating fifteen years ago

It made me aware of all my...

Stuff

Lotsa dysfunction crammed in there!

Been letting it go ever since...

Til I'm free ☺️

3/26/2020 8:04:48 PM tippitiwitchet9  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/26/2020 8:05:03 PM george__weed Similar to HIV

3/26/2020 8:05:04 PM suregotit1 AMEN Jordan!

3/26/2020 8:05:26 PM seeker229 💕💕💕

Yay! I'm excited for the future!

3/26/2020 8:05:28 PM hailrazer NIH *Donor Population* = Babies

What [They] call *abortuses* https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15256967/ 

3/26/2020 8:05:42 PM lizzah_83 come of it. We were told 4.10.20 many times thru the drops. It was always BIBLICAL (Easter). The first time I saw #TheGreatAwakening I actually 

thought of Easter. Knowing DJT initials...damn, maybe the patriots had it planned before they asked him to run? Possible!

3/26/2020 8:06:10 PM mongrelglory I like people but I'm actually an introvert. I need regular time alone to recharge my emotional batteries. I'm lucky that my years of going to Zen 

Buddhist retreats where I would spend a week in silence, other than chanting, has helped me with this solitude...and the internet!

3/26/2020 8:06:16 PM dianesaumure You don't say

3/26/2020 8:06:27 PM seeker229 You are the creator in a sense

3/26/2020 8:06:29 PM coloradoevolut1 @AustinSteinbart gave you a wonderful shoutout tonight on the livestream. Thank you so much for the hard work and taking the slings and arrows. 

🙏💫❤️

3/26/2020 8:06:31 PM gi6stars Yep

3/26/2020 8:06:54 PM freedomfromthe1 Your comments are interesting as well.

Happy Hunting. pic.twitter.com/TeoNoucnas

3/26/2020 8:07:04 PM teresanickers10 Do you know just how they aquire this drug?? Torture and rape of a baby and pulling this blood out of them while they are still alive, and you are asking 

people to have pity because she was raised in it??  I am usually compassionate heart, but when I look at my babies it hurts..

3/26/2020 8:07:24 PM skj39hd Thank you for IPOT info

3/26/2020 8:07:28 PM s_sdc130mfe It was awesome!!!

3/26/2020 8:07:36 PM mongrelglory A traumatic death at the hands of another human being would be so difficult to experience and remember!

3/26/2020 8:07:36 PM laurabusse Yes

And thank you ❤️

We see everything and everyone through our predetermined perceptions

It's hard to be completely objective

We all think and believe as we do bc of our makeup

And of course that should be respected...

3/26/2020 8:07:41 PM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/xeQ3SmEpD3

3/26/2020 8:08:14 PM c45cardiac Austin is a fraud. Please block

3/26/2020 8:08:32 PM mongrelglory I've come to the same conclusion too.

3/26/2020 8:08:36 PM lizzah_83 White hats would never intentionally kill innocent people to arrest the Cabal. No fkn way. Q also always said we have the cure.   I have loved ones who 

work in healthcare, I know coronavirus is real. Many people should feel embarrassed for the way they’ve acted/treated others.

3/26/2020 8:08:37 PM truthabove1 In a solipsistic sense? Where does reality and quantum computing converge? Or as I mentioned will it be essentially a personalized simulation mirroring 

our collective reality as a way to test possibilities?

3/26/2020 8:08:37 PM gi6stars  pic.twitter.com/v58kjpdzZh

3/26/2020 8:08:57 PM mtwowheels .shared  on FB, can believe  we use  their  products.

3/26/2020 8:09:05 PM loa4kancona I’ve never followed either!  Where’s Joe M?  I can’t access his page.

3/26/2020 8:09:05 PM madscientistx2 The church is already destroyed... Sheep have filled the building .....

3/26/2020 8:09:07 PM 369_is Too much Adrenochrome in the body can increase the iron count in the blood and can prove to be fatal as the body cannot deal with the sudden 

increase in the ions. In addition to this, Adrenochrome in the brain can cause serious mental disorders such as schizophrenia.

3/26/2020 8:09:18 PM hailrazer  https://www.alphacord.com/compare-cord-blood-banks-

glp12/?matchtype=p&network=g&device=m&adposition=&keyword=core23&gclid=Cj0KCQjwpfHzBRCiARIsAHHzyZrb9tiOF0HZIjoHaDGm8tar1wd0uu0o

gykEDF3YDKAFUCM3Dl9trvQaAkamEALw_wcB …

3/26/2020 8:09:39 PM richard31486265 🤡🤦♂️

3/26/2020 8:09:53 PM lizzah_83 I can’t wait for Good Friday. pic.twitter.com/ortH76K6Pb

3/26/2020 8:10:05 PM iceburner6 U caught that tio

3/26/2020 8:10:06 PM robertrkimball higher consciousness is alignment with love and compassion from the creative source. technology can be fun but human consciousness is capable of 

multidimensionality without it.  time is only relevant in 3d trips. practice synchronicity, it'll be even more useful your next trip♥️

3/26/2020 8:10:30 PM barbara88841077 Link me in!

3/26/2020 8:10:33 PM vipelle2 Your “project “ is simple . disinformation.

3/26/2020 8:11:09 PM fattyd321 That was excellent guys, well done!



3/26/2020 8:11:29 PM laurabusse I completely agree with you

As does

Simon Parkes

Magenta pixie

Liz crokin

I've been trying to get info every which way

And these 3 ppl make the most sense and agree with each other

What bugs me about the Qommunity is

The theories

That become gospel

They're theories ffs!!!
3/26/2020 8:11:34 PM mindymaucelli “Suicide” because they need that adrenaline rush to feel whole again. #SuicideWeekend

3/26/2020 8:11:45 PM 63deeann In one of the videos, Austin threatened the Queen of Denmark with 30 days to sell us Greenland or else. 30 days is up on April 5.

3/26/2020 8:11:56 PM 99thyamwasher Thank you! This thread made me want to finish ol’ sir pat’s video. 👍🏼✌🏼 I think he does well with his research.

3/26/2020 8:12:02 PM keith369me Talking to people on the internet is often better than talking to people in real life.  😀

3/26/2020 8:12:12 PM mikesmi59023006 My bad...or girl!

3/26/2020 8:12:31 PM beckydritchie Apparently singing off key, puffy faces, demented talk.... hmmm what else?

3/26/2020 8:13:12 PM mikesmi59023006 Ya...I totally blew that earlier!

3/26/2020 8:13:24 PM richard31486265 Yea. I literally just unfollowed the Maj12 cuck.

3/26/2020 8:13:43 PM amethyst1308 And beautiful!

3/26/2020 8:13:55 PM richardcamp10 The past, present and future are happening all at once. With our positive thoughts and emotions working together we can affect the entire 3D world in 

a positive way. Many multi dimensions.

3/26/2020 8:14:01 PM laurabusse Maybe they did have it planned then

Maybe project looking glass helped them plan!

Isn't it that the cabal couldn't see past 2012?

It's not the end of the world

It's the end of THEIR world!

3/26/2020 8:14:04 PM splucas22 If he's a fake its extremely well thought out and presented...pretty much brilliant. Not only that but his message appears benevolent. A great deal of 

energy was spent creating this...why?

3/26/2020 8:14:11 PM c_morece Are you wanting to enhance your brain with transhumanism?

Very bad idea. Locks you into subhuman less than 3d consciousness

3/26/2020 8:14:31 PM rebornkingent Bro’s, Seriously. pic.twitter.com/EfX8KnjMYl

3/26/2020 8:14:32 PM meanderer_er We ARE on the side of Light, friend. But rescind your faith in him- Austin IS a LARP. 

Q drop reminder today. 

 https://www.qmap.pub/read/3902  #Qanon #WeAreTheNewsNow #FactsMatter #WWG1WGA #WakeUpAmerica #UnitedNotDivided #SaveAmerica 

#GreatAwakening

3/26/2020 8:14:50 PM michael_sku_wif The Spanish  Flu   :   33 million in a few  months

3/26/2020 8:15:05 PM nurseniceyes I missed it

3/26/2020 8:15:09 PM nobdy37544859 Zombies

3/26/2020 8:15:37 PM s_moore39 Right !!

3/26/2020 8:15:50 PM truthabove1 Just realized I answered my own question with that

3/26/2020 8:15:50 PM _3pq_ You’re being way too nice!

3/26/2020 8:16:05 PM rebornkingent @covertress didn’t Mj12 say a while back thst going to the past and fixing the initial causes of a lot of this stuff is / was needed?

3/26/2020 8:16:15 PM sunrose41409449 Actually its showing that the devil they are looking for on the outside is within their own self and when they let the world down They are betraying 

their own selves. No one can make them do evil but them and no one can make them choose to stop but them.

3/26/2020 8:16:18 PM theonlykenrick Looks like a Dorian Grey type event.

3/26/2020 8:16:19 PM toffer_anon_369 Cannot wait!

3/26/2020 8:16:30 PM rebornkingent Yes, missed it! What happened.

3/26/2020 8:16:33 PM kristinemontel1 Causes Hallucinations, Schizophrenia and SEVERE WITHDRAWL Symptoms                    FAR WORST than ANY other DRUG.  @CowgirlCas22 did an 

Excellent thread on it. pic.twitter.com/Gj8YSA8jKa

3/26/2020 8:16:36 PM carriebryson2 Please know that I am forever grateful.

3/26/2020 8:16:41 PM gg35926737 They removed it

3/26/2020 8:16:56 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/nO7b40N1C2

3/26/2020 8:17:05 PM seeker229 I'd like to highlight Maj 12's saying

It depends on choices

Your choices on a higher spiritual level (or whatever your definition) help define the collective reality. 

I'm sure theres more complicated details

I rely on my intuition for higher purpose to guide to heaven on Earth pic.twitter.com/6YBHUkLMGr

3/26/2020 8:17:06 PM c_morece The church is in you.

3/26/2020 8:17:33 PM woke_qanadian Some one say Corona ? pic.twitter.com/AU9kZTAr2c

3/26/2020 8:17:41 PM seeker229 WHOO! Can you share I would appreciate hearing your perspective

3/26/2020 8:17:42 PM worldgoneweirde I believe these people's own adrenal glands shut down because they have "forgotten" how to make their own adrenaline. pic.twitter.com/b7ejveNmXN

3/26/2020 8:17:53 PM 369_is ...angel blew his trumpet, a great star fell from heaven, blazing like a torch, it fell on a third of the rivers and on the springs of water. The name of the 

star is Wormwood. A third of the waters became wormwood, and many died from the water, because it was made bitter. Bible.

3/26/2020 8:18:39 PM kristinemontel1 Hyper-Mania, Depersonalization,                Bizzare Ideation, Maturbation, and Body Dysmorphia pic.twitter.com/Ap3HwHSxOa

3/26/2020 8:18:59 PM laurabusse Yeah those retreats would be great to have under your belt for this time!

Great preparation 👍

3/26/2020 8:19:29 PM laurabusse Yeah I'll pass LOL

3/26/2020 8:19:33 PM omipominomi Wtf?!?! pic.twitter.com/sKIOxnAm8C

3/26/2020 8:20:14 PM laypeww Whaaaaaaaat!

3/26/2020 8:20:14 PM 369_is Wormwood is in the Bible. Interesting read.

3/26/2020 8:20:43 PM laurabusse Ha

Yeah

You can put the phone down

And come back whenever you want 😁

3/26/2020 8:20:43 PM barbara88841077 Like that bit of pessimism  was our only option. 😳 Be creative for Christ’, your and all our sakes🙏

3/26/2020 8:20:57 PM oc28044911  pic.twitter.com/lTm4sLsGmK

3/26/2020 8:21:46 PM lover99_animal Amen sister 🙏

3/26/2020 8:22:06 PM jazzbear09 I hope so!

3/26/2020 8:22:13 PM edm4trump Holy shit!



3/26/2020 8:22:20 PM traviscarper888 Yes, I know. I have felt sick to my stomach many times in my life as I went down many rabbit holes and have seen sadistic cruelty first hand. There is 

even way more to be angry about coming. What we are suggesting is hopefully to take 3 deep breaths first & step back for a moment

3/26/2020 8:22:48 PM cocopuffster12 Worth going back and watching entire show

3/26/2020 8:22:49 PM patriotswegoall Time Travel tech exists, just needs to be rolled out.

3/26/2020 8:22:53 PM angiedonnelly7 You are correct, I'm unsure if the glands could self heal over time

3/26/2020 8:23:00 PM sdane8 Loads of symbolism in this one.

3/26/2020 8:23:03 PM jenl123456 If looks could kill...

3/26/2020 8:23:10 PM woke_qanadian Thank you for taking the slings and arrows Sir, #TheQSignal #WWG1GWAWORLDWIDE #TheGreatAwakening #NothingCanStopWhatsComing 

#TheStormIsUponUs

3/26/2020 8:23:14 PM hardcore1181 Knowing @3M is done today

3/26/2020 8:23:20 PM jazzbear09 Great visual 🧐 Great Analogy.

3/26/2020 8:23:21 PM dynamicres I was almost one of those. Happy AF to be still going in this timeline❣️

3/26/2020 8:23:22 PM alittlecanary44 Amazing stream!!!

3/26/2020 8:24:07 PM alittlecanary44 Freedom of choice.

3/26/2020 8:24:16 PM suregotit1  pic.twitter.com/TNwBfpYIL0

3/26/2020 8:24:37 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/vO7IcF9ySq

3/26/2020 8:24:54 PM suregotit1 Had to block this idiot tonight.  Really disconcerting how naïve some people can be. pic.twitter.com/Y5JLhY1dR3

3/26/2020 8:25:06 PM know__the_truth It sure was!

3/26/2020 8:26:30 PM truthabove1 I asked if it would be a personalized simulation mirroring our reality as a way to test possibilities (and achieve a whole spectrum of essentially unlimited 

tests and possibilities) which when looking back at my original question was the answer to the question itself.

3/26/2020 8:26:33 PM howdoyoumakeah1  pic.twitter.com/SUUcaqNEow

3/26/2020 8:26:53 PM mrmagoo25714258 Good luck with that.... This is a nation of #capitalism.

3/26/2020 8:27:20 PM sdane8  pic.twitter.com/U3szx3XQWf

3/26/2020 8:27:25 PM whitelightnow3 Also @EntheosShines has been consistent. Analyze and be logical.  Godspeed

3/26/2020 8:28:00 PM upliftingmind Yes, I've enjoyed much info J brought to Q I feel he is good hearted. I'm learning since #austinsteinbart how often people (me included) seek to show 

others our interpretation of truth/facts/proof. I have learned that breaking it down for them is not helping them.

3/26/2020 8:28:04 PM militantnurse Madonna singing about pasta and fried fish? Whatever Kathy Griffen was hospitalized for?

3/26/2020 8:28:18 PM roublisa End time madness!

3/26/2020 8:28:24 PM seeker229 Ah sorry for the confusion on my part! Like Looking Glass theory to see the limitless outcomes to divert reality to a respected outcome for the whole 

collective? pic.twitter.com/bMbzGky6x6

3/26/2020 8:29:00 PM militantnurse There are a couple people I need to chat with who died before 1874. Sounds like wishes may come true!

3/26/2020 8:29:06 PM jonwpm  pic.twitter.com/irCdbhq6SK

3/26/2020 8:29:13 PM waynag2000 Jones-ing

3/26/2020 8:29:47 PM rabbitholetrap  pic.twitter.com/GIqn0Bm0jX

3/26/2020 8:30:20 PM ewolsj Kuru

3/26/2020 8:30:28 PM noelrene2 Can't remember... pic.twitter.com/OP1NoaMVCq

3/26/2020 8:30:28 PM ethicalhackerxs  https://twitter.com/EthicalHackerXs/status/1243378824995311616?s=19 …

3/26/2020 8:30:48 PM gravano78 Add the deacon to that list. Austin will just pump up his majestic account and disappear. Then continue on as he has with majestic until he creates 

another big account.

3/26/2020 8:31:34 PM daviesgabrial  pic.twitter.com/ufjZ3Zhx6a

3/26/2020 8:31:40 PM daviesgabrial  pic.twitter.com/qHSH1QNQsU

3/26/2020 8:32:10 PM aquarianqueen11 He is literally playing “Q” from his mom’s basement. Maaa!! Where’s my Chicken Nuggets!!?? pic.twitter.com/RPocNLuSCC

3/26/2020 8:32:27 PM winklerburke Will Richard Dean Anderson be made honorary Brigadier General of the US Space Force?  (If, as Austin Steinbart says, the USAF goes away?)  A fix in 

time?   ;)

3/26/2020 8:32:28 PM higherdensitees That was one heck of a live stream...great stuff!!!

3/26/2020 8:33:04 PM americanconsti2 Yet torturing, raping and murdering infants and children (&adults) will ALWAYS BE ILLEGAL!!

3/26/2020 8:33:16 PM higherdensitees Yes it was!!!

3/26/2020 8:33:20 PM skylar13764875 Several hours talking with Austin Steinbart 💥🚀♥

#QuantumStarPower #QuantumInternet #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

3/26/2020 8:33:56 PM missy715m And this pic.twitter.com/OMDdqjG52m

3/26/2020 8:33:59 PM decodematrix I'm unfollowing you. I believe in message over messenger. Truth resonates from within.

3/26/2020 8:34:15 PM truthabove1 You got it. At least if what I'm getting from MJ is correct in generality. Mainstreaming such tech seems at a glance dangerous

3/26/2020 8:34:19 PM mongrelglory Mind you, being eaten by a lion would probably be pretty bad too. 

   Like everyone else, I just want to pass quietly in my sleep. 😜

3/26/2020 8:34:52 PM jaded_pearl Oops forgot pic pic.twitter.com/ouJ76BKNxG

3/26/2020 8:35:16 PM bhaggy1008 Simple living and high thinking  - back to God consciousness.

3/26/2020 8:35:25 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/KarluskaP/status/1241454333906075653?s=20 …

3/26/2020 8:35:38 PM mongrelglory I'm hoping we won't have to speculate for much longer...

3/26/2020 8:35:48 PM kathleenmckeon6 You have not been paying attention and are wrong about everything.

You are 100% wrong about the children and it seems you never cared about the children in the first place.

People like you is why children having been paying the price for many decades.......sport

3/26/2020 8:36:07 PM spauldingshowal I agree. Message over messenger.

3/26/2020 8:36:11 PM freeandoriginal We are getting into the juicy part, life was getting boring.😎 and most of all we are heading towards greatness 😊💫✨

3/26/2020 8:36:30 PM siredz deterioration of body and mind

3/26/2020 8:36:34 PM louiethelamb  pic.twitter.com/FxcU6ORwIS

3/26/2020 8:36:55 PM jeritud3 Time to shit or get off the pot

3/26/2020 8:37:08 PM tseeker1212 "False SEE!"

3/26/2020 8:37:24 PM ptamait In the Zohar, relating to the Tree of the Sephiroth to the human body, the first Sephira-Kepher, the Crown is the pineal gland.

3/26/2020 8:37:29 PM melaniekahleh Is this weed?

3/26/2020 8:38:26 PM meowupatree She needs some buttered biscuits.

3/26/2020 8:38:29 PM americanconsti2 Absolutely NOT pic.twitter.com/eUax375qGs

3/26/2020 8:38:34 PM rghardy3 Full Disclosure ?

3/26/2020 8:38:45 PM huntcongressaz That's why I dont trust Fauci

3/26/2020 8:38:48 PM buckshot2469 Yes it was. As mentioned by several others on here.

3/26/2020 8:38:51 PM jaded_pearl Do you have a link?

3/26/2020 8:39:19 PM seeker229 Theres good and bad. Right now it's all just being used as a weapon to it's a trust issue thing. Violating.  Abusive against human rights is a huge downer 

with the idea of something that could be positive.

3/26/2020 8:40:17 PM gramps29117196 If W put any award on that little man, well we can surmise he's not to be trusted.

3/26/2020 8:40:23 PM themarshallator its coming in the blink of an eye

3/26/2020 8:40:49 PM americanconsti2 She's not the only one... pic.twitter.com/27d3tljwcD



3/26/2020 8:40:54 PM elevn15 There is no past. 

There is no future. 

There is only right NOW and it needs a GOOD CLEANING. 

Way past time to take the mentally ill money junkies out to the trash.

Enough with the Stall Tactics.
3/26/2020 8:41:39 PM freeandoriginal Link please ....🙏

3/26/2020 8:41:42 PM seeker229 I feel MAJ perspective is very informative and I feel like theres very levelheaded leadership trying to do their best to help the collective.

3/26/2020 8:42:09 PM r3dac73d Where is this photo from?

3/26/2020 8:42:16 PM nedryersonpunx lol. No. I’m very right. Go check out the very first Q drop. HRC is still gallivanting around the world. No booms, no mass arrests, no Gitmo, no nothing. 

Just you goofs circle-jerking each other whenever you see a 17 or a Q. Sad.

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings

3/26/2020 8:42:34 PM q_weiner Here. Go bak to the price hike w/Epi-pen scandal & this company does Evapes. I know the vaping scandal was blamed on Vit E...but wonder if this vape 

stuf was connected? This company sells internationally too. The chemical brkdwn(pic) is from wikip/other(3)from the lab co in BC. 

pic.twitter.com/c7FRA6ZvZi

3/26/2020 8:42:46 PM bbl58 Little DS Thug!

3/26/2020 8:43:07 PM tyre_of Hopefully similar to this: pic.twitter.com/KNdpbWTmED

3/26/2020 8:43:20 PM temporalrecon @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243369349769019393 …

3/26/2020 8:43:25 PM whsthestorm Lol I am actually on those epsiodes right now.

3/26/2020 8:43:46 PM vuildco Thank you. The way you see stuff is really good.

Different drops always too. 👍

3/26/2020 8:43:54 PM ltodd14 The uncontrollable need to get yourself on video and speak in code that you think is clever but that everybody else already knows what it means.

3/26/2020 8:43:55 PM 369_is WHAT IF............@AustinSteinbart  is a LARP put out by The Alliance/White Hats to teach us Message Over Messenger?

How many Anons are regurgitating "No outside comms" and stopped evaluating info on it's own merits? Maybe a THINKING exercise???

3/26/2020 8:44:15 PM tashalee01 I think you should think for yourself and trust yourself. Dont look for group think reassurance. Watch his videos and TRUST YOURSELF

3/26/2020 8:44:19 PM prueog TDS, Corona Typewrites, going live to complain it is all Trumps fault.

3/26/2020 8:44:41 PM kathymerfeld A good example of how important it is to read and discern before forming an opinion.

3/26/2020 8:44:46 PM americanconsti2 I think it might. Or wish it did... pic.twitter.com/BhYvU0w9Ju

3/26/2020 8:44:50 PM francis43652688 Thanks

3/26/2020 8:45:17 PM firstwavr Still a LARP.

3/26/2020 8:45:26 PM gingercash777 Yes

3/26/2020 8:45:30 PM seeker229 I cant help it. 

These avenues of life completely FASCINATE me

Thank you for being an awesome person to talk to as well btw!!!

3/26/2020 8:45:45 PM nschlange That's interesting. Who is Q then? All you guys have opinions of who is not Q, so who is? I think the Q movement has turned into a group of bullies. I 

find that to be tragic.

3/26/2020 8:45:51 PM qualady1 Schizophrenia

3/26/2020 8:45:52 PM tashalee01 Has the trip code not changed a couple times since the beginning...

3/26/2020 8:45:55 PM skylar13764875  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VelMNsAbX0o …

♥️

#QuantumStarPower #QuantumInternet #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon

3/26/2020 8:45:58 PM winklerburke Can we go back an eliminate CIA interference in Stargate-1?  Help original Star Trek tv program 2 finish its 4th and 5th year missions?  Fix SW 1-3, 7-9? 

Help William Shatner stay trim?  Seriously, stop the 1913 FED?  I can feel our collective aura rising, spooling up for a jump?

3/26/2020 8:46:22 PM recce012 #austinisalarp

3/26/2020 8:46:59 PM gingercash777 It was EPIC!!!

3/26/2020 8:47:05 PM kathymerfeld The important information is concealed in plain sight in the underlined section. pic.twitter.com/nh6NncniGn

3/26/2020 8:47:06 PM gribbs7 Deadly

3/26/2020 8:47:38 PM will_oreally Kicking in hard for the Baal worshippers.

3/26/2020 8:47:48 PM jesseja01402819 Notice the time? Its on the dot.

3/26/2020 8:47:53 PM morc001 Be careful it’s all new world religion crap! Same lies lucifer used on Eve and lock at us now! There’s a price to be paid for believing the lie, your soul!

3/26/2020 8:47:55 PM vuildco Thanks. I like seeing it/learning.

A lot slips by ppl of yours rn, but it won't forever (it'll suddenly get picked up). That happens to ppl far ahead.

Drop as much as you can, it's a crowdsourced dig to save time/money. :)

3/26/2020 8:47:56 PM tashalee01 Would the deep state rip apart the reputation of McStain, the Royals and the C_A?

3/26/2020 8:47:58 PM jacob_krahl BRING IT!

3/26/2020 8:47:59 PM the1010guy1 I unfollowed you because after a period of time you never followed me. Figured it doesn't matter to you. 

I'm not bound by anything except Christ. 

Good day I enjoy your tweets.

3/26/2020 8:48:02 PM leovanipayseur How would anyone in replies even know the answer to this question for certain?

3/26/2020 8:48:30 PM kathleenmckeon6 You are not right mr. repeat.  

You are also dumb enough to believe that children started to go missing in 2017.

3/26/2020 8:49:24 PM coloradoevolut1  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn_YZYJiplALUv-Bmw_rekw …

3/26/2020 8:50:09 PM wellercf  pic.twitter.com/OA0c4Ocmw7

3/26/2020 8:50:12 PM tweeterniss It was really an outstanding question in all seriousness. 👊😆

3/26/2020 8:50:18 PM 237395fbc34141f  pic.twitter.com/OALfPPLdUp

3/26/2020 8:50:30 PM lbf777  pic.twitter.com/3zltSjJBQ4

3/26/2020 8:50:55 PM freeandoriginal 🙂💚

3/26/2020 8:51:12 PM tlcvictoria The living Universe or the synthetic Universe The living God and Universe. Lucifers synthetic fake Universe and false reality. Think I’m wrong

3/26/2020 8:51:19 PM nschlange It's not speculation that it exists. Written up in scientific papers along w/all the other evidence. It exists



3/26/2020 8:51:55 PM speng_c @gonv_survival @realTT2020 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @AKA_RealDirty @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charliekirk11 @MissesJ3 @realTT2020 

@freenaynow @Inevitable_ET @catturd2 @OrtaineDevian @ChristinePolon1 

Heaven will help us..

#GodWins

#WWG1WWGA

3/26/2020 8:51:58 PM 369_is I got the entire series on DVD For $89 at Amazon.

3/26/2020 8:52:08 PM keegansthoughts Not bullies, just trying to protect the integrity of the movement from those forces that would do us harm. Trust me, Q is the #GreatAwakening and 

Austin is Ambien!

3/26/2020 8:52:35 PM houndiousprime Have there been no studies?

3/26/2020 8:52:35 PM seeker229 Dude thank you for this. 

I really appreciate that

I'm am happy to hear your expression of gratitude 

Very grateful for our interactions!

3/26/2020 8:52:39 PM nedryersonpunx I never said children started to go missing in 2017. For some reason, your weird galaxy brain made that up. No wonder you’re easily grifted, your 

reading comprehension is terrible. Sad

Still, Q isn’t real, there is no 6k year old secret society that eats children, facts>feelings

3/26/2020 8:53:04 PM arcanemanifest Let me take another look

3/26/2020 8:53:07 PM aprilma12871252 I'm pretty sure the withdrawls are similar to heroin/meth.

3/26/2020 8:53:49 PM oubliene I know I was literally born for this!! No fear...all faith🙏

3/26/2020 8:54:04 PM adamwestleyric3 It is finally being done though

3/26/2020 8:54:36 PM battleofever High iron pic.twitter.com/mBwZQyzq4J

3/26/2020 8:55:02 PM tcirwin63 😂

3/26/2020 8:55:04 PM smallcaps14 Very true and VERY scary

3/26/2020 8:55:51 PM nickpotenzieri It’s like a meth withdrawals but the physical organs construct

3/26/2020 8:55:54 PM shaun1111 Investigate, investigate, investigate, round them all up with synchronized action, televised military tribunals, straight to Guantanamo. Tell the people 

everything and Thank you 🙏

3/26/2020 8:56:05 PM nschlange That's funny. AS just did a really good video on quantum internet yesterday. Too bad so many of your followers don't believe him to be worthy of their 

time.

3/26/2020 8:56:13 PM offworld11 What they did not see coming are the star born, eternals, and several time lords ahhhh you got to love God's plan b...💪⚔👼✨

3/26/2020 8:56:23 PM fuknutz I put my foot down when they rolled out DVD and never got one. Got rid of everything. No VCR, no tape deck, no turntable, no CD player, no CDs, no 

nothing cluttering up my house anymore. They pulled their last scam on me. I bought everything, twice. Never again. Now I download.

3/26/2020 8:56:40 PM ptamait I sincerely believe with all my heart that Jesus, who has had other names, was one of a few that truly wanted to free us and still does.

3/26/2020 8:56:44 PM barbieashdown ... printed on the faces of hollywood.

3/26/2020 8:57:11 PM kingofallsand The context of "platform" is the image board. Either you have fallen for the shill or are shilling yourself. Eyes On!

3/26/2020 8:57:18 PM vuildco yw. Im telling truths.

Not trying to make you feel good or anything (bonus side effect).

Your info is different (niche, corners, details) & has a special timing to it that sounds like music. I can't explain properly yet as there is too much going 

on for full focus.

3/26/2020 8:57:55 PM mae_1747 Consistent use - schizophrenia 

Withdrawal- check all celebrity posts in the last week.

3/26/2020 8:57:59 PM mongrelglory OMG!  Moebius P1 and P2 were some of my most favourite episodes for comic relief! https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s8/moebius-part-1/ …

3/26/2020 8:58:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 Go back to sleep you are useless.

3/26/2020 8:58:20 PM unidentifiedta1 The Last Pope Prophecy...it’s coming...

But is it ‘prophecy’, or merely just a blueprint they follow, a sort of calendar....to indicate to their ‘peeps’ around the world, it’s time for E.L.E?

3/26/2020 8:58:36 PM mongrelglory  https://www.gateworld.net/sg1/s8/moebius-part-2/ …

3/26/2020 8:59:10 PM bhaggy1008 The information is out there. Take as u can, analyse and ponder. There is always MSM if you feel they have a deeper understanding of things around 

you. People go to Q because it makes lot of sense. The Awakening goes deeper than many think. The Downing Chaitanya Era is upon us.

3/26/2020 8:59:12 PM 369_is I believe that's a personal synchronicity for you @dynamicres  Nice!!!

3/26/2020 8:59:33 PM noelpolin Don't know ?

3/26/2020 8:59:35 PM the_honest_man2 They seem needy.......👁🐿👊🏽✌🏼

3/26/2020 9:00:10 PM nedryersonpunx It’s funny bc after all of the back and forth, I’m the only one that has provided any verifiable and provable facts. And you’ve just whined incessantly. 

Sad. 

Sorry sport, facts still don’t care about your feelings.

3/26/2020 9:00:33 PM worldgoneweirde I think it's rare for them to regenerate. There are also drugs that can cause adrenal crisis and it can be deadly.

3/26/2020 9:01:00 PM smallcaps14 Not to speak of calling people who don't agree with her idiots.

Is that any better than calling people deplorables because they supported a political candidate outside their sphere of influence in 2016? 

Not good!

3/26/2020 9:02:20 PM hmps2020 Keep your friends close and enemies closer. If you block him how can you help the fools he gets to follow him? Just sayin!

3/26/2020 9:02:31 PM 369_is Nice!!! I revolted myself by breaking my cable TV contract...no more brainwashing!!! Revolution!!!

3/26/2020 9:02:50 PM its_hktk  pic.twitter.com/7QsMDQPQuM

3/26/2020 9:03:30 PM leovanipayseur If this alleged substance even exists, it would be so incredibly exclusive that I’m almost certain no studies have been done on it, at least none which 

would be published publicly.

3/26/2020 9:04:03 PM leovanipayseur In other words, no one would know but a tiny handful of people.

3/26/2020 9:04:27 PM alantomazin Zombie like, mad cow

3/26/2020 9:04:48 PM mongrelglory Are you saying that people have been working behind the scenes to merge our disrupted time-lines back into the most optimal time-line for the 

planet?  And most of us won't notice this has happened unless we notice small discrepancies...sort of like the Mandela effect?

3/26/2020 9:05:13 PM rthankq Ok you asked for it...

3/26/2020 9:05:14 PM 369_is It's not enough that they don't agree with him. But they won't stop trying to make us all agree with them. Quite the OPPOSITE of a true QANON if ya 

ask me.

3/26/2020 9:05:20 PM redpill2323 Can we add more like @dnajlion7

3/26/2020 9:05:27 PM patriotleah1776 The beauty of White Hats in control!!!

3/26/2020 9:05:30 PM 512red If Hillary Clinton or Chuck Schumer starts saying things similar to what President Trump is saying would you still say message over messenger?



3/26/2020 9:07:24 PM kathleenmckeon6 The verifiable facts are there if you want to see them, you do not, not hidden you know.

Would expect someone who does not care about children to have a tough time finding evidence anyway.

Now keep sleepwalking and try to not bump your head anymore.

3/26/2020 9:07:34 PM sdane8 😘

3/26/2020 9:08:36 PM warrior4humanit Looking like Fuck...lol

3/26/2020 9:08:50 PM awake_today  pic.twitter.com/Si4iNoIQbv

3/26/2020 9:09:26 PM ashsaidwhaaaat What happened to Rappaport?

3/26/2020 9:09:30 PM sherriereece I don't trust this man he's in bed w/ the deep S. nor do I trust the shaw wearing lady who tells her life experience's their both bad players. Why is 

@realDonaldTrump using them they rub elbow's with elite's including hollywood one's! trying to force a vaccine!

3/26/2020 9:09:31 PM bobbybreakit I belive this is spot on thank you for sharing

3/26/2020 9:09:34 PM daviesgabrial Angels versus a possessed.

3/26/2020 9:09:57 PM dog05devil  pic.twitter.com/s74KLx7SIB

3/26/2020 9:10:00 PM galacticcitiz3n Thank you for this share of IPOT channel...watching now and it’s really good!! I have some serious catching up to do 😜👏🏼👌🏼🙏🏼

3/26/2020 9:10:12 PM colenepeterso18 Q just reposted TODAY that there are NO COMMUNICATIONS OFF THE PLATFORM OF 8KUN. Austin is a fake.

3/26/2020 9:10:21 PM hmps2020 When has Q ever asked us to spam a business with emails or calls? When has Q ever threatened an anon? Why would Q tag those anons in Q posts if 

they were all fake anons? AS is a LARP and cant actually prove anything he says!!

3/26/2020 9:10:22 PM nadasalty Just remember years ago no one trusted actors because they were paid to "LIE"

3/26/2020 9:10:40 PM sanandaemanuel It's one and the same in the end.

3/26/2020 9:11:29 PM oo1o110 Puffy eyes.

3/26/2020 9:12:20 PM nadasalty I always thought George Soro's looks like this picture.

3/26/2020 9:12:21 PM clfaerber1 Tell me again how outside comms are ok now. 

NO outside comms.

3/26/2020 9:12:40 PM sonya79628309 I didn't know till Qalerts reposted this that majestic was a LARP lol. See, you are right, it's good for people to put this stuff out.

3/26/2020 9:13:23 PM nadasalty That was EPIC

3/26/2020 9:14:12 PM stashu671 moving next to me in Devens MA. Ugg right next to military base. I wish they styed in Canada till Trump is gone which will be 5 more years

3/26/2020 9:14:22 PM voodooair Amen. They need to all Burn in Hell...

3/26/2020 9:16:07 PM hopealways888 Is it wrong not to care?

I care about the children.

My heart is shattered thinking of them. They and the safety of all children is my reason.

3/26/2020 9:16:19 PM mongrelglory I think they don't realize how patronizing it sounds when they say they are just "trying to protect trusting/faithful patriots from being misled".  Adults 

can think for themselves!  If people get conned for a while, they will learn from that experience, and be all the wiser. 🤷♀️

3/26/2020 9:17:20 PM mongrelglory I was thinking that...😉

3/26/2020 9:17:22 PM ptamait Yes, I was doing research awhile back on synthetic andrenochrome users and that withdrawal system, and there is some good info on high dose niacin 

studies to help ease it.

3/26/2020 9:17:45 PM hellouncledonny THE GREAT AWAKENING pic.twitter.com/1ZxaDJWq9G

3/26/2020 9:18:16 PM christi18782046 I have gladly sent $$ to people spending their time studying researching Nd putting info together to help others understand how this is real.  I have also 

seen way to many requests for cash to support Donald Trump- a bit suspicious of those.

3/26/2020 9:18:40 PM debrafierens Truth-telling

3/26/2020 9:18:45 PM majic_eyes_qnly Here is a nice audio clip of Austin Steinbart @AustinSteinbart talking about Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 for the first time I am aware of. It was in a 

livestream. Starts at 2:37:49 to 2:38:57 (this link is already fast forwarded to the relevant part):  https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o?t=9469 …

3/26/2020 9:19:48 PM sblackorby Q does not title posts.🤦♀️

3/26/2020 9:19:56 PM mobiusveronica  pic.twitter.com/PfSqldofJG

3/26/2020 9:20:07 PM piller_red Losing me with this one. How adrenochrome addicts and coronavirus suffers connected? The elderly in Italy don’t have much in common with 

#pedowood drama queens.

3/26/2020 9:20:34 PM captainhindsi18 How do you know that Kun is the Chan.

Seems plausible, but it is just an assumption.  It technically is outside comms.  So isn’t it inconsistent to rule in 8Kun & rule out @AustinSteinbart ?

I know what the #QPharisees think.  Do you just repeat what they say?

#quantum

3/26/2020 9:21:15 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking some of those stars (cough** Matthew McConaughey **cough) were panicking that they might have gotten some contaminated 

adrenochrome...😏 https://twitter.com/MongrelGlory/status/1242943282872823819?s=20 …

3/26/2020 9:21:46 PM colenepeterso18 Go to  http://qmap.pub . Q reposted that COMMUNICATIONS WOULD NEVER BE OFF THE PLATFORM, 8KUN IS THE PLATFORM.  It is taken from 8KUN 

and posted by a board operator onto the  http://qmap.pub  site.

3/26/2020 9:22:21 PM drbohammer Lt. Gen Flynn  stopped following Austin when he found out Austin used his follow as proof that he worked at DIA. He doesn’t. Mike follows me too. I 

call him Mike because peers don’t use rank (we use 1st names). Mike & I were very close in rank;  but, he doesn’t call me Bo 😏

3/26/2020 9:22:55 PM drbohammer True. For good reason.

3/26/2020 9:23:20 PM nschlange YouTube is tighter when it comes to this, plus imagine how many ppl have reported him, trying to get him shut down or arrested.

3/26/2020 9:23:20 PM aprilma12871252 Because the high of Adrenachrome sounds similar to the high you'd get from an opiate.

3/26/2020 9:23:29 PM brodycat Go on...

3/26/2020 9:24:54 PM mrsamdore Lmfao

3/26/2020 9:25:14 PM 1_decided_voter I may need Dr Birx to translate what you just said into something I can understand. She seems really top notch BTW.

3/26/2020 9:25:26 PM shane26546740 Assumption lol

3/26/2020 9:25:32 PM thetrutherknows There is two solid rules to this: 1. Oprah is a full blown pedophile. 2. If I am wrong, just go back to rule #1.

3/26/2020 9:26:47 PM nschlange Mr. Wonka why so angry? Who do you think is Q? I keep asking ppl like u, ppl who r overly angry at AS, & they never answer me. Strange. If you know 

who he"s not, you should know who it is, right?

3/26/2020 9:26:50 PM jeffex11  pic.twitter.com/upW928t1dN

3/26/2020 9:27:02 PM dynamicres I absolutely would of been one of those. I had an effing machine oxygenating my blood for me. 💀

3/26/2020 9:27:25 PM fuknutz Yes!

I did that in 2008. Been controlling all content through the computer, no need for the BS.

3/26/2020 9:27:57 PM mongrelglory Typical "cold turkey" withdrawal from opioids includes nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cold sweats, goose-bumps, insomnia, hallucinations, extreme 

cravings, muscle aches.  It's like the worst flu you could ever imagine. https://twitter.com/kathygriffin/status/1242894756415332352?s=20 …

3/26/2020 9:28:23 PM chaoticangel38 Joe....don’t waste your very precious time on this moron..you could be making one of your awesome videos!!

3/26/2020 9:29:24 PM smalltownindy Bubblebaths on Instagram with rosepetals and a selfie-stick?



3/26/2020 9:29:47 PM ladylogan2016 Interesting .. Parasite!?🐍🐝🕷🦟

"Excellent Show"

3/26/2020 9:29:48 PM drbohammer To further clarify, Protocol Rank counts...

3/26/2020 9:29:57 PM trevorroth6 In effect

Covfefe

3/26/2020 9:29:59 PM nschlange No you've definitely all turned into bullies & it are hurting the movement not helping it. It felt today like the 16 election getting torn apart by the 

democrats I my it was Qanon followers attacking. And I don't trust you

3/26/2020 9:30:19 PM thetrutherknows There are two side for every coin. In this photo, Pope Francis knows that the First daughter and First Lady are really the First Son and the First Man. 

Yes, they are both males.

3/26/2020 9:30:48 PM lorenzosghost Let it be a warning.

3/26/2020 9:30:49 PM seansan04425323 Thank you 💯👍👊

3/26/2020 9:31:59 PM nschlange But it was Qanon followers. (Phone issues)

3/26/2020 9:32:45 PM dynamicres Thank you for time continuing! GREAT CLIP❣️

3/26/2020 9:32:53 PM ptamait I agree with above. So a new decentralized currency like blockchain will have to be then. But what of those who want to live off the land and do barter.

3/26/2020 9:33:22 PM keegansthoughts Hey calm down. I'm not asking for your trust and I'm not trying to bully. I'm trying to save people from falling down the same rabbit hole I did. Do Not 

take my word for it, ever.

3/26/2020 9:33:23 PM suzannelittlej3 Been running it in my humidifier for the past week 😉 Taking a good snort or 3 everytime I walk by it😜

3/26/2020 9:33:27 PM uchunoseishin The cabal uses numbers and common people need codes... Benevolent ETs oughta step in

3/26/2020 9:34:22 PM captainhindsi18 The word that comes to mind reading your sycophantic reply to Jordan is cuck.

It is easy to understand and relate to Jordan allowing his ego and financial interests blind him from the truth that Austin is Q.

What is your excuse?  Think for yourself.

#QuantumInternet

3/26/2020 9:34:53 PM keegansthoughts I know they can get vicious. I got a lot of it when I was sticking up for Austin, but it's not you they are mad at, it's the people we are fighting against. 

Sometimes we loose sight of who our allies are.

3/26/2020 9:35:21 PM skeye_watching That would be a question for prayingmedic. I don’t need prayingmedic to tell me what I know.  I can think for myself. Like I said, any good hacker could 

get into secure files & post things saying they belong to them. It’s done many times a day, in many places.

3/26/2020 9:35:37 PM uchunoseishin Never trust a (((reptile)))

3/26/2020 9:35:45 PM mongrelglory Having gotten vaccine acquired polio-myelitis as a child (from the live vaccine) I can attest to the fact that vaccines can cause harm.

   I wish we could trust health institutions like the FDA, WHO and CDC to really put patient safety first, but sadly we're not there yet. 😔

3/26/2020 9:37:53 PM donquij24572746 The clone is breaking down.

3/26/2020 9:37:59 PM nschlange I don't feel msm has a deeper understanding and I follow. Q. It's the followers of Q that i am taking issue with. They are ruining the movement,  

dividing ppl. I hope they stop before they ruin it completely!  We don't need their protection

3/26/2020 9:38:14 PM corydunf  pic.twitter.com/eYdWb67vCJ

3/26/2020 9:38:19 PM postelleallyson My Nordic friends (finally) said it would be hard. But in the beginning...well, you know, when someone wants you to volunteer for something, they 

always imply that it’s gonna be fun. Just like Tom Sawyer (or was that Huckleberry Finn with the fence painting?).

3/26/2020 9:38:45 PM wez45091067 Removed for violating terms of service? What the hell?

3/26/2020 9:39:48 PM khaleesi61 Changes in thinking similar to schizophrenia.

3/26/2020 9:39:56 PM fcojdonosoc Tenemos paciencia amigos. Vamos con pasos seguros

3/26/2020 9:42:12 PM couch_o_nate Ok.  Your opinion. 🙂 im not here to divide or cause anger. YOURSELF????? 😅😅😅😅

Have a great day. BLOCKED.

3/26/2020 9:42:16 PM mongrelglory When you rush animal studies and clinical trials to get drugs/vaccines to market, you risk missing things.  Ask the thalidomide babies: 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/thalidomide-babies …

3/26/2020 9:42:34 PM nschlange No their mad that I was sticking up for Austin. The anger they have is off the chart and they keep insulting until you have no choice but to block them. 

They are a disgrace and no better then the Dems they like to make fun of

3/26/2020 9:42:48 PM adamshitts Look at this weak sauce Q wannabe! Lol

3/26/2020 9:43:14 PM khaleesi61 Andreanochrome R Us

3/26/2020 9:43:25 PM nschlange What rabbit hole are you talking about?

3/26/2020 9:43:44 PM adamshitts They don’t want to talk with you. I already checked.

3/26/2020 9:43:48 PM lightseeker2012 Pineal.....pinecone....isn't a pine an evergreen?

3/26/2020 9:44:23 PM uchunoseishin 🔯

3/26/2020 9:44:48 PM disco77777 You

3/26/2020 9:45:04 PM jason93020025 TRUE!!!

3/26/2020 9:45:23 PM qanonandable There is only one life.  Then the judgement.  There are 2 types of resurrections (not reincarnation).  Resurrection of the righteous and resurrection of 

the wicked.  Check out Daniel 12:2

3/26/2020 9:45:48 PM coloradoevolut1 Oh darn! You can watch it now: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn_YZYJiplALUv-Bmw_rekw …

3/26/2020 9:45:53 PM ptamait It does not matter who they are or who you are. The objective is to not get yourself caught in these games. So live and let live.

3/26/2020 9:46:16 PM lynnielee5 😲😂

3/26/2020 9:46:19 PM binky_lola Woah I'm from Nanaimo how did you find this out? I've driven that Rd????

3/26/2020 9:46:42 PM captainhindsi18 Your reply seems to think if funny to call it an assumption that 8Kun is 8Chan.

Please share your knowledge or proof that it is same and that the No Outside Comms posted on 8Chan now applies to new platform 8Kun.

3/26/2020 9:47:06 PM luluspeers1 Aye aye 5.5.

3/26/2020 9:47:22 PM timesupmaga Was she worried about the children when she went to her Satanic gatherings?  Is she worried about society and the Corona crisis?  No!  The world is 

about her and only her.

3/26/2020 9:48:12 PM binky_lola I cant see the names of the businesses do you know them?

3/26/2020 9:48:49 PM bphouse Just like vampires in the movies lol

3/26/2020 9:49:23 PM spacecadet369 Is it the same "management" that brought down Atlantis?

3/26/2020 9:51:19 PM coder4liberty Looks like he referred to me in his video. I didn't "compare" him to EyeTheSpy. I said Q followers are raw from people like that, he should understand 

that if he had any knowledge of the movement, and his attitude toward skeptics didn't make sense to me. pathetic

3/26/2020 9:51:44 PM houndiousprime When I first heard Hunter S. Thompson mention it in Fear and Loathing, I thought it to be a mythical drug.  When I learned more, I lost interest entirely.

Maybe is OK for somebody, but is no OK for me.

3/26/2020 9:52:26 PM majiq_ai Link please?

3/26/2020 9:52:39 PM adrianholmes8 No I don`t know them... most likly a cover for what going on..

3/26/2020 9:53:11 PM keegansthoughts Austin steinbart



3/26/2020 9:53:12 PM allforoneandon3 In most cases you're right. However, in this case, I must disagree.

3/26/2020 9:53:20 PM victoriamanor6 Qanon:

Please help me to understand:

1) Is 

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

part of Qanon?

 I think he is opposite 

2) Is @QAnonDisclosure Qanon?

 I DOUBT.

3) Is mike flynn Qanon?

4) Is adam schiff still controlling Qanon?

5) Is INSIDE CLEANSE started yet/any progress?
3/26/2020 9:53:32 PM hwkammers I am a "follower" of @MartinGeddes & I admire his thinking very much.  I'll take a look. Will U take a look @ some of Austin's evidence that those of us 

R trying to show every1? We need every1 & we aren't trying to "split the QMovement". Austin enhances Q, he doesnt destroy it.

3/26/2020 9:55:10 PM lohrn4 I was just thinking that very thought.

3/26/2020 9:56:01 PM lohrn4 Those would be the guilty ones.

3/26/2020 9:56:21 PM coronamae2 Who is the bottom right? Jamie dornan?

3/26/2020 9:56:22 PM corydunf Hell yes

We need to hear this

It's not going to be

But we can prevail

Thanks for that

3/26/2020 9:56:49 PM cocopuffster12 It’s @AaronHoughton10 YTchannel. This is the link to tonight’s show, @AustinSteinbart was guest this evening. Great info! Watch the show nightly if 

you can. https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 9:59:27 PM fearlessanon17 This is War, no time for them right now. Such easily fooled people need to work on their critical thinking skills as well as discernment. I’ve no time to 

‘school’ them.

3/26/2020 9:59:37 PM chaddlanier People say you're a larp as well 👁👁

3/26/2020 10:00:33 PM overshareflare Thank you.

#WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 10:02:01 PM keegansthoughts You're not understanding me. What you perceive as bullying is them trying to protect the movement. They expect you to do your own research. You 

cant take it personally because they are on the front lines. This is literally war.

3/26/2020 10:02:30 PM militantnurse Bs.

3/26/2020 10:02:38 PM nabsterishi2 OK shill

3/26/2020 10:02:48 PM princes63570537 True....so very true.

3/26/2020 10:02:58 PM morrifive death I hope

3/26/2020 10:03:50 PM pomeinnz How would I know?

3/26/2020 10:03:55 PM commodorecouch Indictment, Trial, Sentencing, and Execution?

3/26/2020 10:04:08 PM ptamait It gets it's name from the pine cone. The evergreen has an endless fresh supply of pine cones. And why children are fresh supply because theirs have 

not crystallized. The Egyptians were hellbent on opening the eyes of the Gods too.

3/26/2020 10:05:04 PM keegansthoughts Sorry if I'm not making sense. I'm just trying to be the go between. WWG1WGA.

3/26/2020 10:05:48 PM adamshitts You have no evidence that I didn’t already talk to them. I checked, they said they would rather go their whole lives and not hear from you.

3/26/2020 10:05:57 PM andrea_homegirl There are ways to protect yourself from effects of 5g... if the media and everyone else in the swamp would allow @POTUS to do his job, without 

stonewalling and ‘debunking’🙄every word he says, I think a lot of those issues would have been taken care of by now.

3/26/2020 10:06:02 PM overshareflare Oh shit, [they] age so quickly, like zero to 100 in 2.3 days, pending HOW OFTEN [they] dose er I mean ritually sacrifice for pure concentrated highest 

quality drug rather than synthetic but [they] will age badly, just look at [them]

#WWG1WGA

3/26/2020 10:06:15 PM militantnurse Who?

3/26/2020 10:06:24 PM andrea_homegirl Just happened to listen to this today, there are some great answers in here: https://youtu.be/qR7A_acmfXo 

3/26/2020 10:06:34 PM adamshitts Me

3/26/2020 10:06:42 PM freeandoriginal He just killed the idea of vaccines?! 👀or instead he said that [they] are killing us with vaccines 🤔

3/26/2020 10:07:12 PM cathydarlene1 This has to happen.

 This has to be real, if 4 1 happens and nothing, the people will be totally crushed and never will they have any hope again.

3/26/2020 10:07:14 PM militantnurse Ok bye!

3/26/2020 10:07:20 PM darbyy2 A hacker,  he said he DM' d PM and he asked him to attend  Q meeting. I was just curious if that actually happened.

3/26/2020 10:08:15 PM rthankq I unfolded Sather... if someone goads me for following my own knowing... byeeeeeee. Each one says a word about me following my own knowing I will 

first unfollow. If they say it again I’ll block them. Enough crowd control in MSM

3/26/2020 10:08:24 PM adamshitts It doesn’t matter who. I talked to every single person alive during that year and none of them want to talk to you.

3/26/2020 10:08:28 PM jeef41138206 @Jordan_Sather_ @AustinSteinbart Jordan, have you actually watched @AustinSteinbart videos? What is the basis for your rejection of him? I really 

think you should watch this videos.  You're not providing anything to back up your claims. Just watch them ( all)

3/26/2020 10:08:30 PM rthankq Unfollowed 🤣

3/26/2020 10:08:54 PM militantnurse Lol. You are adorable.

3/26/2020 10:09:00 PM upliftingmind I wouldn't be surprised if this part of the plan. I've learned much and am very thankful for it!

3/26/2020 10:09:07 PM hwkammers Q posts on Q's board. Austin is Q before Q is Q. Dude, what's so hard to understand about that. Q is 40 years into the future (futureQ). (Future)Q is the 

one who posts on the boards with comms to us, Austin( BabyQ), and the rdr (royal death racket). 

#AustinSteinbartIsQ

3/26/2020 10:09:22 PM viking_jeremy #AustinSteinbartIsQ

3/26/2020 10:09:45 PM adamshitts No your adorable 😍 I figure if you will believe just anyone on the internet then maybe you will believe me.

3/26/2020 10:09:46 PM wisecrone1 IS-BE? Please translate for those of us who are children of a lesser god, thanQ!

3/26/2020 10:11:09 PM coloradoevolut1  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn_YZYJiplALUv-Bmw_rekw …

3/26/2020 10:11:36 PM militantnurse Somebody alive in 1874 would probably LOVE to talk to someone from 2020. Possibly except for boring me, but probably would talk to you! For sure.

3/26/2020 10:12:27 PM sanandaemanuel So you’re implying that the one posting as Q atm is someone outside of the Q team?



3/26/2020 10:12:32 PM conanthepatriot Woah. 

Remember the stolen Q400 plane?

That pilot mentioned flying to view a mother orca & babies.

3/26/2020 10:13:40 PM raymond10449530 Great diversion off of zero deep State elite political traitors indicted and prosecuted, too! pic.twitter.com/k3jHPgazOT

3/26/2020 10:13:45 PM cathydarlene1 You can tell POTUS I am Rachesky family. 

He will know.

3/26/2020 10:13:59 PM adamshitts They said that they are going to be with Jesus soon and to leave them alone.

3/26/2020 10:14:16 PM kriswithak19 It matters to those who had family that died.

3/26/2020 10:14:47 PM shantigirl5 Dark

3/26/2020 10:14:50 PM militantnurse Names?

3/26/2020 10:15:10 PM adamshitts All of them

3/26/2020 10:15:12 PM shanewhitfiel10 1% of the lightworker community live Good son...

3/26/2020 10:15:44 PM militantnurse Three names or fail

3/26/2020 10:16:25 PM isaastar7  pic.twitter.com/PVyfydigMT

3/26/2020 10:16:36 PM adamshitts Jim, Tim, and Jan... none of them want to talk to you.

3/26/2020 10:16:53 PM stormenight Rapid onset wrinkling.

3/26/2020 10:17:01 PM s223s223 🐸🍿🇺🇸

3/26/2020 10:17:07 PM vsassi3 Ahhh!  I got it.  Ty.  🥰🥰🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/26/2020 10:17:37 PM militantnurse Ok. Thanks for the message!!

3/26/2020 10:17:49 PM adamshitts They also said that you should stop listening to Majestic because he is an idiot that is stringing gullible people along.

3/26/2020 10:18:10 PM wisecrone1 @AdamShitts @MilitantNurse Y'all are killing me🤣🤣🤣

3/26/2020 10:18:31 PM lover99_animal  pic.twitter.com/4yIKRg52tO

3/26/2020 10:18:54 PM militantnurse Lol. I will listen and make my own judgement. Everything we can think of or imagine is BULLSHIT at some level somewhere, right?

3/26/2020 10:18:59 PM bbcoacharo09 Make sure you look at the spelling and the name it’s a Vape manufacturing company. Not sure that’s the same thing

3/26/2020 10:19:39 PM adamshitts Yeah sure but come on. This is really bull shit like.... come on.

3/26/2020 10:20:09 PM vsassi3 Wow what a difference!  Ok, jc you’re going down, I’m yelling timber......

3/26/2020 10:20:58 PM bbcoacharo09 I think this one might be pushing it https://www.adrenochromelabs.com/ 

3/26/2020 10:22:04 PM oakleysuburbs WEIRD...I had NO idea who that was until I read the comments. 

Not unusual for a woman considering makeup & all...but for a man?!  😳

3/26/2020 10:22:38 PM deplorabled71 I think not..Q just reaffirmed no outside comms.. And I don't think it's about a thinking exercise (no disrespect) 

Q needs the #NoOutsideComms stressed repeatedly so people understand the importance of getting the info from the right source, that's all 

pic.twitter.com/l2GXNxpc6V

3/26/2020 10:22:44 PM danny45658740 I have been getting booted big time last two nights, very frustrating, going to get a new laptop when prez sends $$😎

3/26/2020 10:23:05 PM kimori68754527  pic.twitter.com/uiMIRbeacd

3/26/2020 10:24:27 PM nostradachris  https://youtu.be/mACi37PyRKQ 

3/26/2020 10:24:42 PM q_galt Prevalent?

3/26/2020 10:24:59 PM jwalter306 Apparently they tainted the adrenochrome supply with a specific strain of the covid-19 virus. That way if they tested positive for that strain they new 

they had used adrenochrome recently. They are just getting Corona in a different way is what I've been hearing.

3/26/2020 10:25:05 PM militantnurse But it's fun! Have some fun with the bullshit, Mr. Shitty!

3/26/2020 10:25:40 PM militantnurse Oh sorry, I meant Mr. Shitts, not Mr. Shitty

3/26/2020 10:25:44 PM jwalter306 Knew*

3/26/2020 10:26:15 PM jamespgoldbeck There is only Yahweh.

3/26/2020 10:26:19 PM nabsterishi2 Ask Steinfart

3/26/2020 10:26:21 PM go1984luke A black eye or circulatory problems? Like much of the virtue signalling Celens right now? ;)

3/26/2020 10:27:03 PM dandresc2 It's already put to rest. He's not Q. His fan base is just stupid AF.

3/26/2020 10:27:29 PM state1union I want to throw up!!!  It’s Adrenochrome from Murdering babies 👶

3/26/2020 10:28:11 PM xenaicon I am fuming and full of rage but he is right we need to forgive especially the ones who had no choice as a child what chice do you have!

3/26/2020 10:28:23 PM cathydarlene1 It is an overload of  outside iodine that is from blood, so much their own bodies do not produce it  anymore.

Let them  die a horrifying death, as did the babies they killed  and raped and ate

Let the world see these monsters die. Show the world..

3/26/2020 10:28:54 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/GtmqD7782x

3/26/2020 10:29:29 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/n5niS0uZmA

3/26/2020 10:30:12 PM abraham31826476 Amen!

3/26/2020 10:30:37 PM shane26546740 Are you new here? Lol

3/26/2020 10:30:51 PM boninrenee But here we are 👊🏻👊🏻

3/26/2020 10:30:58 PM cathydarlene1 LET THE MASSIVE FIST OF OUR POTUS DROP.

3/26/2020 10:31:29 PM nabsterishi2  pic.twitter.com/y8kfSmnPop

3/26/2020 10:32:05 PM nixontweets I'm done with shallow excuses & poor reasoning. https://twitter.com/NixonTweets/status/1240542711838466048?s=20 …

3/26/2020 10:33:41 PM state1union YES!

3/26/2020 10:34:37 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you! Didn’t realize I had still been following her.

3/26/2020 10:37:01 PM fairyland66 That doesn't mean it doesn't exist.  It only means that a small handful of people would know.  I'm not saying it DOES exist, but the argument doesn't 

mean it does not.

3/26/2020 10:38:20 PM smalltownindy I was bored while my wife watched TV tonight. I found a few 3,6,9s and interesting stuff under Jewish gematria 736 (caps from embedded post)

What if🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/Yi0vo6pYHi

3/26/2020 10:39:26 PM nixontweets In what way does telling the American public ‘They have to get the shots’ inform families about the dangers of vaccinations? Why mandatory in certain 

states? Who stood in his way to make him say that? https://www.statnews.com/2019/04/26/trump-vaccinations-measles/ …

3/26/2020 10:39:26 PM adamshitts That’s my middle name.

3/26/2020 10:39:32 PM high_inquizitor Knowledge of he past is INVALUABLE

3/26/2020 10:41:43 PM verygoodk He makes more of a fool of himself when he is free to do so. No one should be cancelled even if they are an embarrassing disappointment.

3/26/2020 10:42:35 PM hwkammers "Seems like" is obsolete. Truth is all that matters.

3/26/2020 10:43:11 PM nixontweets In what way does promoting 5G & signing bills to allow for the greater expansion for this experimental text help inform the American people of it's 

dangers? Who was standing in his way in order for him to push it rather than stop it? 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1098581869233344512?s=20 …



3/26/2020 10:43:42 PM mcnab_brandon It's all connected! Listen to what Trump say in press conferences " It was bigger than I thought" as he refers to the swamp! They are getting high off of 

people it's not that hard to understand believing it is a whole other thing. 😁💚

3/26/2020 10:43:55 PM upliftingmind I'm SO sad, first night that I've missed the stream live but I'm re-watching it right now!! All I've gotta say is you guys are awesome and thank you for 

the videos!! Keep fighting the good fight my friends!! 💪⭐👏

3/26/2020 10:43:56 PM moshlovestheusa How recently? I was a teenager when 'Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas' introduced me to it and started my research. That was a couple decades now so 

how recent are you talking? Others blow the whistle but no one believes.

3/26/2020 10:44:00 PM ainefeather Unfollowed both

3/26/2020 10:44:22 PM sherry2diamond You are a sick b**ch. Your going to hell !

3/26/2020 10:45:09 PM beverlytymchuk BLOCKED.

3/26/2020 10:45:13 PM commodorecouch It’s fascinating how this post is being used to both prove and disprove @AustinSteinbart 

I feel sad for the Q movement. Been living this for 4 years now between Leftists and Neoliberals. I honestly don’t see a downside to the wait and see 

approach, but you gotta do you I guess.

3/26/2020 10:45:22 PM nixontweets In what way does easing approval for GMO crops inform the American public of the dangers of GMOs? Who stood in his way? 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-06-11/trump-plans-to-sign-order-to-ease-approval-of-new-gmo-crops …

3/26/2020 10:45:38 PM justicetime7 Why? You think Austin is legit?

3/26/2020 10:45:55 PM hwkammers Geez! With that attitude, we'd be plunged into darkness  for the next few millennia. Ain't nobody got time fo dat! pic.twitter.com/8aBlr6z0fw

3/26/2020 10:47:12 PM nixontweets In what way does staying silent on DIMMING THE VERY SUN ITSELF inform the American people of the danger that is STILL taking place above my 

skies? Who stood in his way? https://www.msn.com/en-gb/money/technology/bill-gates-backing-plan-to-stop-climate-change-by-blocking-out-the-

sun/ar-AAFKQVN …

3/26/2020 10:47:55 PM hwkammers Hoping we can go back to a dime for that ass song!! 

Hell, maybe even a nickel?  Is this too much to ask? KEKEKEKEK

3/26/2020 10:49:58 PM logicallove1 Agreed... pic.twitter.com/C9CmFDUJ3B

3/26/2020 10:50:26 PM hwkammers Did you write this? Or did someone write it for you? Curiosity is killin this cat!

3/26/2020 10:50:53 PM annie94581785 No one cares

3/26/2020 10:50:59 PM lifevacay God commanding the Israelites to annilate the Molech worshipping Canannites makes total sense now.

3/26/2020 10:51:12 PM beverlytymchuk @BardsOfWar posted to block him.

3/26/2020 10:52:59 PM nixontweets These are very straight-forward & VERY important questions, @andrea_homegirl. Being that I live under this fallout & have a cough whenever they 

spray, some reasonable answers would be appreciated.

3/26/2020 10:54:57 PM hwkammers I'll answer you. No. 

Now, you answer me. How is Austin dividing the Q Movement? Sincerely, how? What action is he taking that ruins the Q Movement? What action is he 

asking for that is counterintuitive to the Q Movement? How is #AustinSteinbart dividing us? 

Is he? Or is it you?

3/26/2020 10:55:27 PM nixontweets Thank you for this!

So, what's keeping this administration from spreading this knowledge in the middle of a global pandemic?

3/26/2020 10:56:12 PM cryptoz17 Imprisonment

3/26/2020 10:56:18 PM luckyishere123 Asking for help from some of you guys whom i religiously follow.

Here's the board link

 http://www.973-eht-namuh-973.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=13097 …

@KarluskaP @Inevitable_ET @1FreeInhabitant @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @EyesOnQ @VincentCrypt46 @cjtruth

#qanon

P.s.i apologize if it was a waste of time. I am still learning
3/26/2020 10:56:23 PM gatekeaper1 No AMA majestic

3/26/2020 11:00:13 PM beeshelb Ditto for me too. Well said 👆!

3/26/2020 11:01:56 PM cryptoz17 Um no. If as an adult you kill or are party to killing children, eat them and drink their blood, you deserve to be put in the ground. Even if you're stupid 

enough to believe that there's no moral line crossed the people who lost children should be helped. Not these monsters.

3/26/2020 11:02:18 PM quantum172 You must be new here. 

You've got to start at the beginning, 

Options

-read all drops yourself, do all research yourself

-watch the channels who cover the drops (drops speak for themselves, some decodes deserve scrutiny, others are clearly accurate) 

Rrrrr. Btw... pic.twitter.com/4xG0eqBDpa

3/26/2020 11:02:31 PM throwinbugs He's definitely not C_A. I do believe him being DIA. After the interview with Aaron today I like him even more (seems like a great dude.) I'm a patient 

observer & am leaning toward him being exactly what he says. We'll all know for sure with his Greenland proof.

3/26/2020 11:02:33 PM kindling_fire Includes: muscle tremors, rigidity, heart failure/arrhythmia/necrosis, psychosis, bleeding/hemorrhaging. Confusion, rapid brain, heart, and kidney 

degradation; cardiovascular collapse.

3/26/2020 11:04:06 PM double0duke  pic.twitter.com/rPTxsc2kZI

3/26/2020 11:04:25 PM cryptoz17 This is not a reactionary response. This is thought out. We don't have the resources to help these people who don't deserve it.

3/26/2020 11:04:43 PM ph223048 Want to See Who Really Owns the USA? War Castles - Military Insider :Robert-Leroy: Horton - Updated Ver.   https://youtu.be/e4KNxgWY5yg  

#WWG1WGA @VincentCrypt46 @M2Madness @40_head @RedPill78 @StormIsUponUs @realDonaldTrump @plushm4 @LisaMei62 @hrenee80 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QAnon #COVID19

3/26/2020 11:04:48 PM drbohammer Actually Stephanie, when Mike unfollows someone, it does mean something. Mike is real, and Mike is Mike. I hear what you’re saying, but I’ve known 

Mike for 20 years, & I’m pretty sure he knew about me (not Bo) before I knew about him 👀

3/26/2020 11:04:52 PM quantum172 You asked for it pic.twitter.com/XmERiAVZfj

3/26/2020 11:06:51 PM priceprice999 Deceived into Thinking that there wouldn’t be a calling to account for what they’ve done and been involved in; a reckoning.

3/26/2020 11:08:18 PM pj99576394 Why?

Man invented linear time to explain things.

The Creator just created

I take that as past, present, future are simultaneous 

Don’t see how that would be amoral

3/26/2020 11:08:35 PM lover99_animal  pic.twitter.com/XEw5IAV7oW

3/26/2020 11:08:50 PM 1vargascookie11 Panic

3/26/2020 11:09:14 PM newbutterfly777 I heard he's false on @X22Report

3/26/2020 11:11:17 PM islandofdelight This is a very real possibility. Critical thinking is required

3/26/2020 11:12:03 PM howdoyoumakeah1 This guy sounds like a florist...

 https://twitter.com/search?q=flower%20from%3A%40ianromani&src=typed_query … pic.twitter.com/inct7ZmprX



3/26/2020 11:12:14 PM chevy_lionsfan They are on the barder system.

Quantum computing baby..,..

3/26/2020 11:13:03 PM girlawakeinca There you go 💫

3/26/2020 11:13:11 PM commodorecouch Austin showed up to this live stream and talked for a couple hours tonight. He is asked about the post. Worth a listen if you have time.

He shows up at 2hr 3min https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/26/2020 11:13:27 PM xrphodl3 Who gives a shi_!!!

3/26/2020 11:14:48 PM valhalla11111 Q literally says no outside comms and said it AGAIN and you guys STILL think hes on Q team. Omfg

3/26/2020 11:15:59 PM chonez32 Deadly

3/26/2020 11:18:16 PM blazer2k7 But it MUST be done. We MUST. Please.

3/26/2020 11:19:28 PM qualady1 I follow who I want. I make up my own mind on who’s credible. My follow doesn’t constitute my full belief in you. I compare and contrast and 

sometimes am entertained. There are a small few who do not have a god complex. I look to them. I gain clarity from them

3/26/2020 11:19:48 PM epkman The ultimate energy source.

3/26/2020 11:20:18 PM love82janet Carcinogens, Mercury, Human Fetal Tissue, Squalenes & Nagalase. And if Bill Gates gets his dream, an ID chip in new vaccine. NO F*ing Way!!

3/26/2020 11:20:37 PM s0urc3rss Thank you so much for doing that because we were stumbling around to find his part. Some mandela effect happening 🤣 This IS really good stuff. The 

haters are losing sorely right now missing out.

3/26/2020 11:22:00 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/jh7AcThfTK

3/26/2020 11:23:23 PM kathleenmckeon6  https://pbs.twimg.com/media/EUDBmV9XQAArypI?format=jpg&name=medium …

3/26/2020 11:23:46 PM dasha_dagmar Babylon bitch 🧛🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/AVZ1CM78Mf

3/26/2020 11:24:03 PM angiewa91380844 They are literally trying to kill us with this Virus. We need arrests..like yesterday

3/26/2020 11:26:34 PM epkman Most likely toast. The cabal has a scorched Earth policy. But we have a 🃏wild card or 3,6,9.

3/26/2020 11:26:49 PM aetherwalker1  https://twitter.com/Aetherwalker1/status/1239382219820617728 …

3/26/2020 11:29:28 PM majic_eyes_qnly I got into their previous video by typing in the chat 😅 (3:49:05) https://youtu.be/c5-MVbtH7tw?t=13745 …

3/26/2020 11:30:39 PM hoopking_ Side effects include: Where tf is creepy Joe

3/26/2020 11:31:21 PM anirgu I can't believe this is happening. Thank Q 

♥🙏🏾

#Qanon #WWG1WGA #DarkToLight #TheStormIsUponUs 

cc: @StormIsUponUs @cjtruth @MajorPatriot @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KarluskaP @Inevitable_ET @va_shiva 

https://twitter.com/anirgu/status/1243424781975695362 …

3/26/2020 11:31:29 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/grebrAURSq

3/26/2020 11:31:35 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/gqy3pnPSQJ

3/26/2020 11:31:37 PM ruthlessmalepro Mission Accomplished.  #WWG1GWA

@realDonaldTrump @DonaldJTrumpJr @VincentCrypt46 @Time4U2Know @3days3nights @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs 

pic.twitter.com/payDw8BnZI

3/26/2020 11:31:41 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/lxJ3qlXSs2

3/26/2020 11:31:58 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/hmOtoVo7mh

3/26/2020 11:32:24 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/IkRzWI9LpK

3/26/2020 11:32:50 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/wQvMEp9iiI

3/26/2020 11:33:23 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/zv3PE76Jiu

3/26/2020 11:34:13 PM clifton3000mark You think he uses? I mean, Im shocked to learn this....

3/26/2020 11:34:22 PM cocopuffster12 I think he’s spreading truth, waking people up. Getting people to research and think for themselves.  We have to undo a lifetime of programming. 

Shake the Essa-Sqetch (sp??)

3/26/2020 11:34:47 PM fingermaster1 I know what you're getting at. Many don't know how to stfu

3/26/2020 11:35:20 PM cocopuffster12 Bookmarked. I’ll be back.

3/26/2020 11:36:19 PM lorna22633040 Just because you follow someone does not mean you believe what they say. Jordan you follow Bernie do you believe everything he says?

3/26/2020 11:37:17 PM cocopuffster12 He is legit. 100%

3/26/2020 11:38:01 PM booksey_226 It’s gotta be worse than heroine withdrawals. You don’t usually go skitzo or die from heroine

3/26/2020 11:38:35 PM thomasestell6 How fucking sick . They WILL get what’s coming to them . I only wish I could see it .

3/26/2020 11:39:43 PM leahinman5 All one very weird bunch of rich people

3/26/2020 11:40:02 PM leahinman5 Disappointed Maria Shriver there

3/26/2020 11:41:05 PM azaeres The very notion of credibility is misleading. Reason is about arguments and explanations — not who says them!

3/26/2020 11:42:27 PM lovejoypeace666 I began my three sisters prayer night with this exact bible verse. On the same page we are!!

3/26/2020 11:45:30 PM blujeangrl64 I had blocked that Austin twerp then I saw majestic 12 talking message over messenger BS so I blocked his lying ass too.

3/26/2020 11:45:49 PM patriotsunite76 ...and a stupid one at that. He sounds exactly the same as all the other shills. Thank God they glow and are easy to spot. pic.twitter.com/KTvVIN3pKp

3/26/2020 11:47:00 PM thestraywolf2 Kether pic.twitter.com/TFbvthmzeW

3/26/2020 11:49:18 PM smcavinew Is that hat was ment when Q says "Pain Coming"?

3/26/2020 11:49:55 PM neversocialist Drew:  Use critical thinking.  Your "future" Q is telling us not to trust your "Baby Q"  There is only this #QAnon team.   Reposted 3/26/2020.  Anything 

that contradicts what is said in this post is fake.  Anyone pushing 'baby' isn't a part of the "Great Awakening" pic.twitter.com/5w2ta6mKie

3/26/2020 11:51:47 PM cindeamulholla3 They seem to dismantle

People!

Sharon Stone pic

3/10

These people are sick!

Q

Mentally, physically, Spiritually.

They've painted 

themselves into a corner.

Game Over

Q pic.twitter.com/4C8fKdQvrW
3/26/2020 11:54:12 PM patriotsunite76 Sharon Stone looks like she is melting. I swear I thought this was 3 different people at first. She looks like her own grandma. pic.twitter.com/ZSr00jjKKi

3/26/2020 11:55:40 PM ernestleenot What's the prize and I'll enter the comp brother? Been busy making my own walnut sauce and bread crumbs in isolation. I missed much?

3/26/2020 11:56:23 PM michael_rae Coronavirus

3/26/2020 11:57:33 PM sieh_auf_dich Zenneck waves ?

3/26/2020 11:57:45 PM annette00129772 Magnificently precise statement.  😌🙏😌

3/27/2020 12:02:15 AM granny1999  pic.twitter.com/Rw8HTARE0r



3/27/2020 12:03:00 AM wehavingfunyetr  https://qmap.pub/read/3641 

3/27/2020 12:03:17 AM karenricks especially when they hold most of the wealth and power in their hands and they communicate often to strategise on how to maintain that control

3/27/2020 12:03:42 AM wehavingfunyetr Verification from Q , confirming new Tripcode Transfer from 8chan to 8kun

3/27/2020 12:08:40 AM goddesstywana Annunaki

3/27/2020 12:13:32 AM alexvil57078300 Madonna

3/27/2020 12:19:45 AM fatherofjasper I'm from Van this shits wild!!!!

3/27/2020 12:20:31 AM quinn_katana We don't know if that is true. (much as I would like it to be). That is not from Q. Just a message-board note. May be quite false.

3/27/2020 12:22:22 AM xzeroano #Pain

#Panic

3/27/2020 12:25:17 AM jtrinh44 She looks the worst out of them all

3/27/2020 12:25:34 AM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/4wwOoPVbCi

3/27/2020 12:27:19 AM floridafan123 Pepfar. They think they are so smart......nothing can stop what’s coming

3/27/2020 12:27:27 AM jackoneilltime1 Hi there Majestics

You could have, you know, dropped the Jack that would make Robert Shaw turn in his grave... and maybe, oh I don't know, write me as professional 

bass fisherman.

Then that would explain why they real Jack's pond has no fish pic.twitter.com/A8Rjy2MQCV

3/27/2020 12:28:18 AM conspiracyntwrk 👹demon 😎spy

🤡😎

3/27/2020 12:29:03 AM cryptogamer11 De@th

3/27/2020 12:29:20 AM jtrinh44 Trump recently said there will be many suicides

3/27/2020 12:29:36 AM balkannfreak I dont see any lab tho ?

3/27/2020 12:29:46 AM patriotleah1776 Funny you ask...

I was attempting a web search for exactly that!

The best I got was that it's worse than alcohol/cocain/heroin withdrawal.

3/27/2020 12:29:59 AM dvjrn Watch , Probably Alexandra,  on YT. She explains everything.

3/27/2020 12:30:19 AM tonneralisa Feckin murder

3/27/2020 12:30:41 AM stars4p By: @dream9_87

Who here remembers CrowdStrike? I do 🤡 pic.twitter.com/eU57L9lJkR

3/27/2020 12:30:51 AM 17thops #adrenochrome pic.twitter.com/73Cau7jPjE

3/27/2020 12:31:22 AM coronamae2 Sounds like he just said that vaccines can be a detriment to us.  Autism?

3/27/2020 12:31:24 AM stars4p By: @dream9_87

Who here remembers CrowdStrike? I do 🤡 pic.twitter.com/0dSzp3AVhr

3/27/2020 12:31:48 AM jaiagtp 2020-2025

3/27/2020 12:32:25 AM teamforza44 Alice = level

3/27/2020 12:32:33 AM _call_me_roy well played sir

3/27/2020 12:33:50 AM bam7211 It could be the Hand Up , not the Hand Out,  that many people need to be able to concentrate on what is going down.  It is the very system of 

enslavement that has a lot of good people in a position to need a lift. Whatever it takes to keep optimistic eyes on the operation.

3/27/2020 12:34:44 AM jrlara14 Corona symptoms

3/27/2020 12:37:09 AM qquestionevery1 Because you follow someone does not mean you support them.  Shouldn't we be keeping an eye on this person? I go to Hillary's account but I sure do 

not like her. I  followed many people in the past that didn't tell the whole truth and I learned for myself and moved on.

3/27/2020 12:37:10 AM cindeamulholla3 But we're doing it! pic.twitter.com/w1kNKXRva3

3/27/2020 12:37:21 AM nemisisis Can you imagine them suing the jail because they let him out and they caught covID 19 back if they live long oh Gosh they're really broke so that's not 

gonna help..so commit a crime to get the money Why else would they let them out but only to make them suffer more

3/27/2020 12:38:32 AM jackoneilltime1 Enjoyed part one...watching part two 

Various parts def peaked my interests in relation to mj posts on time travel/present day finds will actually be brought back from time travel/ and of 

course Antartica pic.twitter.com/CGUTx5yj5p

3/27/2020 12:38:46 AM emperro61119379 Hey Aaron, search for the law of one if you want. It could clear up some of LSC claims for you. His claims are basically right but also kinda wrong in 

some regards as is see it. Reading the books might help you understanding his claims

3/27/2020 12:39:05 AM raymondkooyenga I dont get it

3/27/2020 12:40:13 AM yvette53612431  pic.twitter.com/JyX5H0d47p

3/27/2020 12:42:16 AM corydunf My husband would make 6 dollars an hour now more on unemployment

I told him I will divorce you

I'm serious

This isn't the time to Capitalize

You do your job

Anything else is immoral

3/27/2020 12:42:53 AM kate53232116 🐇️🧛♀️💀💀💀

3/27/2020 12:43:27 AM qquestionevery1 I don't think bashing people who may not know is helping. State your reasons why you don't trust or like someone but don't bash the people for the 

steps they take to learn.  Do you know how many people still think John McCain is a war hero? You have to explain why he's not.

3/27/2020 12:43:39 AM patriotleah1776 Don't forget creepy joe

3/27/2020 12:46:14 AM pokemonresrcher The word you want is Clique, and I fell for the original EyeTheSpy and ended up with egg on my face within a couple of months, & lost credibility with 

my family because of his June 6, 2018 stuff. I'll never forget. I don't want this to happen to anyone else. But NO private comms. 

pic.twitter.com/NxtcSkK4HC

3/27/2020 12:48:07 AM corinnebackman Didn’t Nostradamus predict the ninth pope would be the last and that Rome would fall?  A personal relationship with God is all that’s needed.

3/27/2020 12:48:21 AM patriotleah1776 Maybe YOU haven't heard of adrenochrome until recently. I can say it's been known for decades... even before Fear & Loathing... my jaw dropped 

when I heard Johnny Depp utter that word in that movie in 2012.

3/27/2020 12:50:20 AM vulcan_of_fire  pic.twitter.com/YOYvbuOL70

3/27/2020 12:52:10 AM pokemonresrcher I've been following Q since the beginning, I made irreversible mistakes in my first year of learning. You're manipulating people. I never followed you 

because you and I will make sure to let others know as well. People behaving like you are deceitful parasite shills. Worse, even. 

pic.twitter.com/NsttjDY9kU

3/27/2020 12:53:54 AM raginredstorm They are... real life ones. :)



3/27/2020 12:54:05 AM djlok You just reminded me of my 20's by describing opioid withdrawal and my own personal opioid epidemic I went through back then.  

You get hooked on those things (like Oxycontin) and you learn real quick about a fate that seems worse than death.

3/27/2020 12:54:25 AM robyid77 Yeah and then kill them.

3/27/2020 12:56:37 AM wwg1wgatrump @realDonaldTrump #freeIran #iranknowstheTruth #evilDemocrats @DilaraEsengil @EyesOnQ @Inevitable_ET @Western2A @StormIsUponUs 

@RealJamesWoods @TheBadDadder @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @johnxdesouza @SantaSurfing 

https://twitter.com/kadous63/status/1243374715885875202 …

3/27/2020 12:59:28 AM boondognews Why NOT? Is the real question! Interesting bio pic.twitter.com/gqvLl7ixDy

3/27/2020 12:59:31 AM whitewiddow28 17000? People arrested? 😂 or awaiting trial. I don’t know! But I am curious what you meant !

3/27/2020 1:00:54 AM andrea_homegirl Well I can only speak for myself in middle TN, but those have pretty much disappeared in the last few months around here (&thats an old article, hope 

he's rotting rt now) I've been taking pictures of clouds at sunset pretty much weekly because of how incredible the sky looks now!

3/27/2020 1:02:36 AM boondognews Yep

3/27/2020 1:04:07 AM boondognews Hahahahaha nope.  Q would NEVER behave the way he is!

3/27/2020 1:04:16 AM trolls4truth Jordan seems like a very sincere, likable guy, but is young and need to work on ego. As I've stated before, I'm unsure of Austin(ego), but I listen to ALL 

sources, make my own sense of things, as we all should.

3/27/2020 1:04:26 AM patriotleah1776  pic.twitter.com/4lf88Gqalf

3/27/2020 1:07:27 AM stefanofait #TrumpDerangementSyndrome

3/27/2020 1:08:22 AM xvgafrica #Qownya

3/27/2020 1:08:27 AM quantum173 He left to get an industrial sized Valtrex bottle

3/27/2020 1:09:20 AM hwkammers I appreciate ur concern. 

I'm open 2 any evidence which contradicts what #AustinSteinbart is sayin. I'll do my best 2 shout it from the global rooftops if I'm wrong, but I need 

somethin that will B strong enough 2 refute the actual stinkin evidence I've seen.

 #AmorphousArchives

3/27/2020 1:10:51 AM stefanofait Psychopaths are great actors

3/27/2020 1:10:52 AM couch_o_nate You're kidding right. WOW

Now do "Maturity" 😅

3/27/2020 1:10:56 AM andrea_homegirl (You posted articles from last year from BLOOMBERG and MICROSOFT... just sayin lol)

These pics don’t even come close to capturing what the sunsets look like here. I don’t ever recall such brilliance in the colors❤️ 

pic.twitter.com/tr3e8xh4Hs

3/27/2020 1:11:27 AM time4justiceusa I saw it with my own eyes.

3/27/2020 1:12:33 AM time4justiceusa Walking bag of bones

3/27/2020 1:12:41 AM 77bybee Rapid aging and inability to sleep or concentrate. Losing their marbles 😂

3/27/2020 1:13:30 AM patriotleah1776 I agree with you!

I unfollow people that start acting like ANTIFA or Looney Liberals when it comes to Austin. He's CLEARLY more intelligent than them. Mis & Disinfo is 

necessary at times i understand, but we are to focus on message over messenger. Think for ourselves.

3/27/2020 1:14:56 AM time4justiceusa Yes ! I refered to that too.

Makes me wonder if more people need to spend time with God & reading because you are the only other person I've seen referencing this .

3/27/2020 1:15:08 AM nixontweets And have you been able to find any article that Trump said or did anything to the contrary from alternative sources?

Here's last Saturday in Anaheim, CA: https://twitter.com/NixonTweets/status/1241549401090183168?s=20 …

3/27/2020 1:15:16 AM time4justiceusa Watch the water

3/27/2020 1:15:53 AM excitingtimes2 It’s okay. Watch what happens next.

#QMovementTeamBuilding

3/27/2020 1:15:55 AM nixontweets From last Sunday: https://twitter.com/NixonTweets/status/1241793606697930752?s=20 …

3/27/2020 1:16:05 AM time4justiceusa Griffin has abdominal pain 🤔

3/27/2020 1:16:31 AM patriotleah1776 Liberals will always show their true colors... they spew hate, especially when they're out of pasta & sing like crap while losing their balance... 

madonna... the Qpharasies are no different. Just because your bio says "Go Trump", doesn't mean you're one of us Patriots. We see you

3/27/2020 1:16:42 AM g_grundon Why is she and Madonna hanging out in their bathrooms?

3/27/2020 1:17:44 AM andrea_homegirl Because the entire media is 100% going to make him sound like an insane lunatic if he starts saying this stuff... the media is it’s own department of the 

cabal, and people like me who can point out a lie or fabrication before they finish a sentence no longer watch or read them.

3/27/2020 1:17:48 AM robin79249945  pic.twitter.com/YKwuQ1tCme

3/27/2020 1:17:57 AM hwkammers I bet if you looked @ anyone's linkedin google search, you'd find some company that U aren't affiliated with that is like 16 degrees away from anything 

familiar. This is one of the least convincing arguments 2 me, simply because I've been a victim of stupid #BotBS on SocMed B4.

3/27/2020 1:18:12 AM nixontweets Again, what is preventing this administration from sharing videos like you just did in regards to chemtrails, 5G, etc? 

Please don't dodge these very straight-forward questions.

3/27/2020 1:19:15 AM nixontweets So retaining his image is MORE important than the health of American families?

3/27/2020 1:19:53 AM harribo891 Daily insta posts

3/27/2020 1:20:35 AM havenkai808 That’s called a programming malfunction...👍

3/27/2020 1:21:16 AM andrea_homegirl There are PLENTYYYY of reliable sources you can go to for the answers you’re looking for. Not a single one on my list is a mainstream media “news” 

source. Nothing but pure fabrications or pick & choose & spin to fit the narrative.. end of discussion, that’s all I’ll say about it

3/27/2020 1:21:32 AM patriotleah1776 Tell him to stay home like the rest of us. All those ski towns in CO are full of satanic pedos who feed off our kids. Grew up out there. 45 min to 

Snowmass/Aspen & couple hrs to Vail. Show him pics of Ellen, Madonna, Drew, Tom, Celine, Sharon...

3/27/2020 1:21:33 AM g_grundon Funny, I'm usually much more sympathetic to others pain...nope, don't feel a thing.

3/27/2020 1:21:58 AM donofqueens  pic.twitter.com/Q7R5B3ja8m

3/27/2020 1:22:49 AM andrea_homegirl Wow, ok you missed my point. If you want actual answers, learn how to research, like she explains in the video.

3/27/2020 1:23:37 AM nixontweets And yet NOTHING from the lying Zionist & his team who promotes & pushes this poison onto the American people.

You're ending it because you have NOTHING to defend such shallow reasoning.

3/27/2020 1:23:52 AM qanonmichele11 You're not the real Majestic 12, John Morton. 

You should just be honest.

3/27/2020 1:24:57 AM annieoakley05 That screenshot was just redropped by #Q on his board, look at the date, time & tripcode. Q is reminding us there are no outside comms....ever. That 

means #AustinSteinbart is a larp. Use your brain. Austin is a clown who is successfully dividing us up.



3/27/2020 1:25:29 AM nixontweets Of course we have to fend for ourselves, because Trump clearly isn't going to. Instead, he'll just allow #BillGates "climate control" operation to keep 

rolling out w/ the majority of the public being none the wiser. 

4D, right?

3/27/2020 1:25:30 AM 1sebsmith Welcome to Twitter Mat Pal! Here are some great people to follow!!  @MatPal15 @TheBabylonBee @TheRock @realDonaldTrump @AussiePatriotQ 

@Cernovich @catturd2 @JarvisDupont @RealJamesWoods @HowleyReporter @RealMiniAOC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Millie__Weaver @RobSchneider 

pic.twitter.com/0fnhG7eqqQ

3/27/2020 1:26:14 AM lauzi_garrison I don't have a problem with anyone getting compensated for their services.

Only a communist thinks people should work for free. 

The free market is the best judge.

3/27/2020 1:26:25 AM g_grundon Revenge...how sweet it is.

3/27/2020 1:26:31 AM qanonmichele11 EXPOSE JORDAN SATHER 

HE'S #DEEPSTATE pic.twitter.com/OEN8wOhaqy

3/27/2020 1:27:58 AM g_grundon I don't know for sure, I do hope it's terribly painful, and works slowly.

3/27/2020 1:28:03 AM chinupchubbly Jings.

3/27/2020 1:28:19 AM trolls4truth I've followed Jordan since near the begining, I like him, but he limits himself, dismisses decodes and yes, has ego issues. Maturity=age and wisdom. You 

identify with Jordan, you attach your ego 2 him, ergo you feel attacked if someone attacks him. You have a way to go 2.

3/27/2020 1:29:23 AM andrea_homegirl If you’re that worried about the health of American families, just seek out the truth. I wish I could help you more, but I get a little frustrated when I try 

to offer info and it comes across like an argument. Sorry. Good luck, really. 

Dang, hang on I just saw your other tweets-

3/27/2020 1:29:37 AM nixontweets Been doing my research since 2006. When did you start?

3/27/2020 1:29:49 AM thedgterry  pic.twitter.com/HcJxafMEpw

3/27/2020 1:30:53 AM nixontweets Truth is Trump is pushing poison onto the America people. 

Please, prove me otherwise.

3/27/2020 1:30:57 AM annieoakley05 I’m a paralegal (32 yrs), my dad worked intelligence for US govt his entire adult life, I research EVERYTHING as I trust no one & nothing, except 

God/Christ. I’ve researched #AustinSteinbart & no question at all, he’s a larp. Read:  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241237450233491456.html …

3/27/2020 1:31:04 AM caqtainsensible This I did not know and that would make sense.

3/27/2020 1:31:08 AM patriotleah1776 I've been part of this for 20 years, I still have a spinning head when it comes to this stuff. It's not natural. Keep your head up, we need your open mind 

& heart! Collective consciousness is imperative for us all to overcome the Cabal!

3/27/2020 1:31:29 AM stuarttruly Infinite spiritual being entity = Is~Be

3/27/2020 1:33:52 AM kelly94645501 No coms outside of 8chan!!! 

Austin is NOT Q!

3/27/2020 1:33:56 AM nixontweets I'm offering info too. To say they is no problem because you don't personally see it is FAR from helping. Please respect facts above faith.

3/27/2020 1:33:59 AM sonswar  pic.twitter.com/YK1zBgUvqy

3/27/2020 1:34:42 AM hlmorrison64 Oh he is done. This drop was specifically for this @sshole. Q just shut his @ss down and made him look like the idiot he is on full display. Did he really 

think the Q Team would not address his sorry @ss. This drop is not an old drop, its new! WWG1WGA 🇺🇸 @GenFlynn 😉👊 pic.twitter.com/s3StTewnlg

3/27/2020 1:35:19 AM hwkammers Damn! As a silent reader, you almost had me convinced until I saw the name-calling and realized what a #SillyGoose you are. What's up with that? Why 

can't your argument be your argument? If it's worthy...it's gonna stand on its own. So, ya lost me...and all those emojis wasted...

3/27/2020 1:35:40 AM qanonmichele11 He's been told many times to just stop lying. He would have had a following still, but this lying is the exact opposite to what we need. 

He has no affiliation to the real Majestic 12, and he never should have misleas people on it.

3/27/2020 1:35:56 AM diabloar Well, sometimes you show compassion by ending the suffering. When you put down a horse, for example.

3/27/2020 1:36:29 AM annieoakley05 Q just denounced #AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/m4ZjuDkMmc

3/27/2020 1:36:42 AM sabreaxe Are we sure thats whats going on though? I mean i have no first hand knowledge of any of it. Just words from people i dont know. Some invisible Q 

that is probably AI, telling me to trust it/them....I am praying for a good outcome, just seeing a lot of red flags

3/27/2020 1:36:52 AM glenpalm2005 #Coronavirus

#ChinaVirus 

Deaths 

#Statistics

3/27/2020 1:37:20 AM artea51485216 Anyone notice her necklace?

3/27/2020 1:37:32 AM hwkammers (exaaactly) 😉

3/27/2020 1:38:06 AM patriotleah1776 Just click on his acct, look at replies, he sounds like a parrot... THAT in mind, he probably wears black hankies on his face attacking innocent old ladies 

trying to cross the street. He's barking at us like the pedos do. Wait... he DOES have the perfect pedo name. Candy, anyone? 

pic.twitter.com/kbT0AkekYi

3/27/2020 1:38:57 AM annieoakley05 Directly from #LinkedIn #AustinSteinbart is connectedto #CrowdStrike He’s a #Clown & his hob is to infiltrate & destroy the Q community. Be careful 

who you follow. pic.twitter.com/TKWVTD7jkO

3/27/2020 1:39:03 AM btrumpified 💉#CoVFeFe #COVIDIDIOT #CoronaVillains #Legacies #CoronavirusOutbreak #COVID19 #Andrenochrome #COVFEFE #POTUS45 #Trump #QAnon 

#CoronaLockdown #COVID2019 #Democrats TRUTHaBOUT #CovfefeVirus #HollyWeird @RealCandaceO CoVFeFe IVVI4546

POISON BLUE IV💉#BADBLOOD🧩 ANDRENOGOOGLECHROME

3/27/2020 1:39:34 AM annieoakley05 Read: https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241237450233491456.html …

3/27/2020 1:39:56 AM couch_o_nate Back to REDDIT with your low quality bait... Its now known😅😅

Nice try though! 

BAHAHAHA💋

3/27/2020 1:40:08 AM socraticanon This is embarrassing, Steinfart sock puppet.  

Maybe when you stop drinking the soy you can grow up and admit what a failure at life you are.

NO OUTSIDE COMMS

3/27/2020 1:40:26 AM shadowsuper5 Asutin is Q



3/27/2020 1:40:53 AM felani24250601 I'm not following you. I wasn't earlier.

I ask that you reconsider.

Would it be too much to ask to please apply your skills developed and/or brought to Q research, to the Ephesians "coincidence", and the admin note 

change as a possible HEDGE action? 

Fair enough? Or just "block?"

3/27/2020 1:41:24 AM shadowsuper5 bul austin s here to say...the Q on 8kun is a pedophile

3/27/2020 1:41:35 AM patriotleah1776 🧐 we've been using these things to mock the one-eye Cabal members. It works! pic.twitter.com/V7SNyKUzFW

3/27/2020 1:41:51 AM shadowsuper5 the 8kun Q is mossad...Austin is the real deal

3/27/2020 1:42:51 AM hwkammers You don't understand because you are a genuine, loving, kind, rational human being. I can tell that from here. 

It doesn't make sense. So normal people, such as yourself, cannot comprehend the levels & magnitude of stupidity that are required to pass this off as 

reality. #BeGlad

3/27/2020 1:43:06 AM shadowsuper5 i was a former dia he is Q

3/27/2020 1:43:08 AM bb1272216718 For those whom are above and advanced the challenge and game is to try help the most so that they can rise more,  the more you give the more you 

can receive and raise the elevation on the soul

3/27/2020 1:43:23 AM shadowsuper5 yes we know austin is Q

3/27/2020 1:44:30 AM shadowsuper5 jordan is mossad

3/27/2020 1:45:28 AM kelly94645501 Stop.

3/27/2020 1:46:06 AM andrewperticus Couldn't have put it better👍

3/27/2020 1:46:12 AM hlmorrison64 This is not an old drop Q reposted to address this idiot saying he's Q.Hes OBVIOUS NEVER READ ALL THE DROPS! If he did he would know Q is not 1 

person. We Anons know...How many of you know? Come on i will even start it for you all. Less than ..........which only ...r non-........

3/27/2020 1:46:37 AM kelly94645501 No comms pic.twitter.com/Am1ogzkBEN

3/27/2020 1:50:24 AM andrewperticus Listen to @AaronHoughton10 s live stream, completely different guy then what some of his posts and defensive videos might depict, Austin is a true 

gentleman..👍

3/27/2020 1:50:28 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/LindzelW/status/1242541964047908865 …

3/27/2020 1:50:34 AM adsvel He showed example of how we can free ourselves. Nobody is going to change your mind except yourself, nobody is going to love others except 

yourself, nobody is going to be compassionate except yourself. Each of us are creator of his own Reality. This is what I believe.

3/27/2020 1:51:25 AM danielq25827174 And?

3/27/2020 1:51:31 AM annieoakley05 LMAO...ok...As a fellow #Patriot, I tried to warn you about #AustinSteinbart but you are so heavily invested you can’t see or don’t want to see the 

truth. So be it...but no need to be rude & attack other Patriots over this. #CognitiveDissonance is real folks. #WWG1WGA

3/27/2020 1:52:15 AM trolls4truth I doubt that, but I have no proof to say otherwise, do you?

3/27/2020 1:52:39 AM hwkammers Why are U yelling @ ME? 

Because I used the term #SillyGoose:

1) U have decided I have begun to name-call

2) U judge my personal relationship with Abba Father

3) U point to yourself as a model of what I should be

4) U tell me what to do 

#AustinSteinbartIsQ

#BeGoneDemonShill
3/27/2020 1:52:54 AM linsd13 Adrenochrome withdrawal symptoms are:

- Making lame videos 

- Letting their frens know the bloom is off the florists

- Not shaving

- Looking older than Dick Van Dyke (moderation is Key)

3/27/2020 1:53:04 AM annieoakley05  pic.twitter.com/cgi0IGzhHt

3/27/2020 1:53:31 AM shadowsuper5  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ve26hFC8AQ4 …

3/27/2020 1:54:10 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1243459774550880257 …

3/27/2020 1:54:26 AM couch_o_nate Back to REDDIT guys.... The gigs up!

BAHAHAHAHA

3/27/2020 1:55:41 AM shadowsuper5 8kun id from the devil..something that hides in the dark like a serpent...dont believe anything from 8kun. use discerment..mossad-praying medic are 

going DOWN

3/27/2020 1:56:03 AM shadowsuper5 nice dog lol!

3/27/2020 1:56:28 AM hwkammers Because you genuinely seem concerned for my welfare, 

I will take it under advisement...thank you (and your emoji friends) for your advice.

3/27/2020 1:56:54 AM upliftingmind It's clear we have different opinions about @austinsteinbart  so let's try to find some common ground? We all care about others and we all want TRUE 

FREEDOM for this world. Time will tell if what Austin says is true. #WWG1WGA ♥️

3/27/2020 1:57:14 AM cuetheuniqorn Q is a group not just 1 person

3/27/2020 1:57:16 AM kelly94645501 Austin is NOT Q or it would have bn confirmed.

It hasnt been ....in fact Q nuat posted last night to remind us no comms outside.

Keep up pic.twitter.com/hECo5eD58y

3/27/2020 1:57:52 AM bullhbar Are we talking the suppressed patents to be released as part of disclosure after Q is done spring cleaning?

Secret Space Program?

D.U.M.B.'s?

Free Energy?

Halting of Chemtrails?

Healing technology/Energy medicine?

Disclosure of non-terrestrials?

#WWG1WGA
3/27/2020 1:59:10 AM annieoakley05 LMAO...ok, obviously you are so invested in this #AustinSteinbart theory you cannot see what’s right in front of you. #CognitiveDissonance is real. I’m 

done with this subject, patriots attacking other patriots over a larp is allowing the enemy to win. #WWG1WGA

3/27/2020 1:59:12 AM btrumpified #CoVFeFe #CovfefeVirus #Andrenochrome CONfirMaTiON =covfefe #Trump 🧩warninG 2AlIQ&Å🧬💉🥳🏴☠️💉🥳🧠💉😱#ELITE EPIPEN prICE 

SKY🚀🍕🏓BADBLUE BLOODs POISON IVVI

💉BLUEivPOISON😷

PINK;VICTOR_YA SECRET #COVID2019 #CoronaVillains #massCEOexit #Legacies #YDXIT What DiD'EY ALL DO & kNOW?

3/27/2020 2:00:13 AM jqfor Please show me where Q dropped proofs regarding time machines and aliens. Please show me how either of these fantasies are Biblical.



3/27/2020 2:00:13 AM shadowsuper5 Austin is Q.. Stop lookiing at 8Kun it is a mossad operation to keep Q people from doing nothing..

its a darkweb for pedophiles

3/27/2020 2:01:25 AM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/hhm19ch42o

3/27/2020 2:02:03 AM trolls4truth Lack of hygienic practice and understanding of transmission were big factors.

3/27/2020 2:02:08 AM shadowsuper5 fine..but tell that to the #QPharisees hatriots who are telling other people how to think..remember they threatened his parents..

3/27/2020 2:03:40 AM annieoakley05 Absolutely no proof #AustinSteinbart is #Q but plenty of proof Austin is a #LARP a #Clown Austin’s followers have #CognitiveDissonance 

#UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA

3/27/2020 2:04:29 AM lizzah_83 Yes. It’s an old drop. Q reposted the drop from 2018.

3/27/2020 2:04:39 AM annieoakley05 Yeah, sure...ok 🤣

3/27/2020 2:08:02 AM lizzah_83 The drop is from Jan 8, 2018...why are you saying it’s not an old drop? Reposted today, originally in 2018. This isn’t difficult. The evidence is in your own 

screenshot, I’m not sure why you’re confused about this.

3/27/2020 2:09:46 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1243465023437103105 …

3/27/2020 2:10:11 AM kelly94645501 Im blocking you, you are a detriment to the movement by following someone who hasnt even proven who he is.

Idiot.

3/27/2020 2:11:12 AM richard07759712 Exactly

3/27/2020 2:11:27 AM leahinman5 All look insane dajjal possessed

3/27/2020 2:11:32 AM annieoakley05 Not smarter, just looking at all the evidence my friend. No bed for this gal, making my family breakfast & got a farm to run, have a good day. Oh, and a 

#SheepDog protects the flock😉

3/27/2020 2:11:42 AM rikcags i agree, she explains it in a very good way. YT or Bitchute same name.

3/27/2020 2:12:39 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1243465023437103105 …

3/27/2020 2:13:12 AM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/HowuvIJARv

3/27/2020 2:14:19 AM annieoakley05 Now I KNOW you’re totally lost! You are actually discounting #Q’s Board 😂😂😂 Good Lord some people are gullible & will fall for anything. #QAnon 

#WWG1WGA #UnitedNotDivided

3/27/2020 2:14:43 AM cool17zero COVfefe pic.twitter.com/sjZW1m1C7B

3/27/2020 2:15:14 AM pennywisedawise QMAP GOT EXPOSED...TRY TO KEEP UP!

3/27/2020 2:15:25 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1243465023437103105 …

spread far and wide

#QPharisees

3/27/2020 2:16:09 AM annieoakley05 I agree, thank you. #UnitedNotDivided #WWG1WGA #QAnons

3/27/2020 2:16:16 AM aaronhoughton10 What does this mean?

3/27/2020 2:16:18 AM asmfuture You could literally put those side effects on the back label of just about any prescription medication bottle out there these days. 😂

3/27/2020 2:17:38 AM mrshockeygal  pic.twitter.com/Y4qGvoMQTg

3/27/2020 2:19:21 AM leahinman5 In politics nothing can be guaranteed to the masses

3/27/2020 2:20:29 AM lizzah_83 Do you understand what a limited hangout or controlled opposition is? 

Saying mean words about NoName (which is the only thing Q calls him yet AS used many names for him) is not proof of identity lol 

The photoshop’d images are just too much. C’mon. What’s Excuse for fake pics?

3/27/2020 2:22:18 AM lizzah_83 Over the target ladies 🎯 you rock. Thanks for being you.

3/27/2020 2:22:55 AM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/ZfhC4V6cJU

3/27/2020 2:23:42 AM x111bez  https://thejusticeheroes.wordpress.com/2019/11/14/adrenochrome/ …

3/27/2020 2:24:03 AM annieoakley05 Not a #Patriot BigEaz cannot have a discussion about differing opinions without lashing out & then blocking. pic.twitter.com/swmiBULwhN

3/27/2020 2:25:20 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1243465023437103105 …

3/27/2020 2:25:42 AM ykpdrt Symbolism will be their downfall. pic.twitter.com/AxKEDTTLCm

3/27/2020 2:26:58 AM lizzah_83 Wow autocorrect. *what my friend calls an ultimate OBSERVER*

3/27/2020 2:27:18 AM gibtinks46 ....coming out in their masses!!

3/27/2020 2:29:37 AM lizzah_83 HRC used the LG in Saudi Arabia I believe. She skewed results with her narcissism. Watch this vid. I have done a lot of research on project looking glass 

and think this guys work is great. Best compilation of data by far. Took him almost a month straight

 https://www.youtube.com/embed/2xT6fcm4V1o …

3/27/2020 2:30:59 AM hwkammers Basically, it was time to move on. Most people were practically worshipping and waiting for Q. 

I admire Q!  I am grateful that Q showed up on our timeline!! 

This is a LIVE OPERATION!! It isn't church!

3/27/2020 2:31:29 AM nixontweets With that said, here are some more documented facts. Please elaborate on how this is helping & not harming and how stonewalling plays any factor in 

this. https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/893?q=%7B …

3/27/2020 2:34:02 AM lizzah_83 Absolutely so true. I had no idea anyone else agreed with me. It doesn’t make me feel any different, I know myself well enough that I trust my 

discernment. Will I say if I’m wrong. Yes. I can’t wait to see how this rolls out. Amazing how Q’s drop pretty much confirms virus is DS

3/27/2020 2:35:34 AM lizzah_83 Yet they all still think the same nonsense that it’s whitehat origin? Bizarre. They disregard Q when it doesn’t fit in line with their theories. That’s not 

how this movement should work, lol...cherry picking. No way.

3/27/2020 2:38:08 AM qanonreality Idolatry bad

3/27/2020 2:41:26 AM karensteitz FATIGUE, DROOLING, BLOODY LIPS 🤪

3/27/2020 2:42:49 AM mitzuhiten You really should be careful Austin about who you claim to be.

3/27/2020 2:44:16 AM cnyer1985  pic.twitter.com/pbTLbia7aO

3/27/2020 2:47:35 AM auntsharon1 But how do we know bad from good?

3/27/2020 2:49:00 AM cathrenmarksen Your article said David Alias Greenburg is not a real person

3/27/2020 2:49:56 AM dmzastra Go further.

Come out and stop hiding behind "Jesus" !!

3/27/2020 2:50:21 AM grettiwt2 Swine flue infected 1in 5 people world wide, ironically more dangerous for children and less dangerous for the elderly.... 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-flu-h1n1-pandemic-idUSBRE90O0T720130125 …

3/27/2020 2:52:23 AM grettiwt2  pic.twitter.com/dTnWnqrX2r

3/27/2020 2:52:47 AM borraezc Liz Cronin mentioned the names of the ships..."Mercy and Comfort", she has a point...they may be for the rescued that need serious medical attention.

#HumanTrafficking

#ChildrenUnderAttack

#ChildTrafficking

3/27/2020 2:52:48 AM blancomartini Or quite right!



3/27/2020 2:52:52 AM dmzastra The only "lord" I know for sure and can rely on is "myself" !

Stop hiding behind comfortable "religious" concepts !

No entity will save you but yourself !

3/27/2020 2:53:25 AM stradivariusri1 WW= worldwide 

WW=wormwood?

WW= Weight Watchers

I thought Weight Watchers updated their logo to WW when Oprah became spokesperson to represent worldwide, as in NWO.

3/27/2020 2:53:41 AM cathrenmarksen Adrenochrome withdrawal is a bitch

3/27/2020 2:55:04 AM dmzastra And you can't with a too small "too secretive" group !

3/27/2020 2:56:47 AM iam_mai_iam_mai You’ve really taken exposed yourself promoting fake Q and now you’re even using his language? Birds of a feather. I think I’ll have to pass from now on.

3/27/2020 2:59:16 AM blancomartini #adrenochrome #WuhanLab pic.twitter.com/RRBIYK7VgC

3/27/2020 2:59:43 AM reckoningtruth Ummm, R is Q, and nothing can stop what's coming,, pic.twitter.com/3nx55QHz9m

3/27/2020 3:00:44 AM susankmiotek Yup you got #AdrenochromeWithdrawal Mr #corney can u say #SuicideWeekend or #GITMO

3/27/2020 3:01:10 AM stradivariusri1 Also the S shape figure POTUS draws in the air? Maybe it’s neither an S or a snake but a worm. And “flatten the curve “ motion could also represent the 

movement of a worm. pic.twitter.com/QNXiN5qrYR

3/27/2020 3:02:11 AM boondognews Exactly. If you are a homeowner the second there is a Death, Disability and/or Divorce, they start targeting you for #ForeclosureFraud and at that point 

all levels of fraud in every way they can they will. It’s astounding what dirty lawyers and judges have done to elderly alone!

3/27/2020 3:02:43 AM cathrenmarksen I think you mean iron

3/27/2020 3:05:01 AM kosheen18 Psychotic illusions ,ie shapes enlarged and shrinking, insomnia. Ultra high iron. Bruising to face and body Delirium confusion weight loss muscle loss. 

DNA deterioration cells breakdown. Nausea vomiting shivers exstruciating pain..visits from demons. Death.. ?

3/27/2020 3:05:59 AM gulgolta Is astronomical 

 Its all about the sun of god

3/27/2020 3:06:06 AM qanonmichele11 This is all lies.

Austin is not Q.

Q is a Pleiadian named ORITQ, who isn't incarnated in human form, but who can take a human form for short periods of time.

#QAnon is the Galactic Federation of Light, the most advanced beings in the universe. pic.twitter.com/zhxDwcLpp7

3/27/2020 3:07:24 AM christinesjoy It's very simple. He has age related dementia or alzheimers disease

3/27/2020 3:07:36 AM marcellabader  https://www.instagram.com/p/B-JP2aPpbr1/?igshid=18jfebbnbo69i …

3/27/2020 3:07:48 AM susankmiotek #AdrenochromeWithdrawal it’s too bad #DrewBarrymore you made a bad decision to run with the #bigdogs and now you have to pay for it! 

#AdrenochromeVirus

3/27/2020 3:08:47 AM tiredoflies11 I had the same thought last night. They are for the children. The ships for the criminals should be called Karma and Retribution.

3/27/2020 3:09:17 AM nurseniceyes Thank you.

3/27/2020 3:09:22 AM queennemesisof1 Adrenochrome is spelled as aNdrenochrome in this photo. Guess this is incorrect? 

Also have found it spelled as Drencrom in 'A Clockwork Orange' themed art.

3/27/2020 3:09:43 AM kosheen18 So have many people unwittingly been feed Adrenocrhome hence the virus symptoms.?

3/27/2020 3:11:02 AM typoco Keys

3/27/2020 3:11:40 AM nedryersonpunx Please provide me with one verifiable Q fact

Again, you just make up nonsense about not caring about children bc strawman and ad hominem defenses are the only thing you have bc facts aren’t 

on your side.Sad

Go read Q drop 1.Q failed miserably and has failed each prediction. Sad

3/27/2020 3:12:58 AM markovchurch Reward most merciful of their lord. Say: "what, did not for them and they have written, "i would follow thee from before you #shall we showed 

#MarkovChain.

3/27/2020 3:13:36 AM corinnebackman  https://www.fifty8magazine.com/isbe2  pic.twitter.com/L3hmG8yGHm

3/27/2020 3:14:00 AM jwalker977 Slowly dying

3/27/2020 3:14:25 AM nedryersonpunx Cool. But Maduro has never been mentioned by Q in any drop. Ever. 

Keep trying.

3/27/2020 3:14:50 AM spamuliscious @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #coronavirus #COVID2019 @david_wilcock pic.twitter.com/5PkTdaBROW

3/27/2020 3:15:33 AM nedryersonpunx Lol. Just more nonsensical ad hominem attacks that deflect from the actual issue. That’s what people do when they can’t argue the actual facts. Sad. 

Sorry sport, facts don’t care about your feelings.

3/27/2020 3:16:20 AM patriotleah1776 What would you recommend residents of Mississippi & Idaho to do when their state refuses to follow federal suit re: industrial hemp?

They would love to try your CBD oil recipe, however, they could get into trouble if mailing or transporting?

 https://www.idahopress.com/eyeonboise/house-state-affairs-kills-industrial-hemp-legalization-bill-on-/article_bc3331db-4a3f-5047-8f93-

e882183fdf20.amp.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=user-share&__twitter_impression=true …

3/27/2020 3:16:48 AM couch_o_nate Thinking... 😅

3/27/2020 3:17:01 AM markovchurch Explain it? That a world in our #experience itself are all these phenomena of this book — devote himself up. #MarkovChain.

3/27/2020 3:17:20 AM couch_o_nate Thinking.. that's a start.

3/27/2020 3:21:43 AM coreytopel Clone

3/27/2020 3:21:59 AM valhalla11111 You literally use the same currency 

I know who you are

You're human 

And you use cash

3/27/2020 3:22:51 AM rfiercehart Can u link?

3/27/2020 3:23:32 AM itrjoanna I don’t feel sorry for her, ok, she has been there since childhood, I understand her, but when you know at some point what is going on and what they 

are doing to children, she could go away somewhere and start a new humble life by working hard , as everyone of us is doing , OK?

3/27/2020 3:28:28 AM samsmith0319 💥👿💥Vile Beasts!!!



3/27/2020 3:28:30 AM xrpmultiverse Couldn't get passed your verbs being in the wrong order.

3/27/2020 3:30:33 AM americanpetal Ugh...really? Are you letting me know? I can’t even! How do I process that? 😩

3/27/2020 3:31:08 AM scottf59 No more kegs. pic.twitter.com/LzinH4A26m

3/27/2020 3:32:05 AM alittlecanary44 'No outside comms' is getting old, especially when all the answers,  evidence and proof is all there for you to research and figure out for yourself.

3/27/2020 3:34:10 AM cyberanonrevolu Widespread accelerated aging. skin like organ > hollywoodzombie pic.twitter.com/yxjNN6ImaC

3/27/2020 3:35:37 AM americanpetal So, are you suggesting Corey’s initial question is a positive?

3/27/2020 3:36:48 AM co74si  pic.twitter.com/Cxn1bUypdK

3/27/2020 3:37:42 AM natalt_aust So I’be been trying to figure out how I can create a way out of this mess, for everybody who has eyes to see, and ears to listen.

3/27/2020 3:38:29 AM tennesseeboy86 Amen to that Laura Amen to that.😡😡😡😡😡

3/27/2020 3:38:41 AM ngirrard Story goes that Adm. Rogers was asked if he was Q. He said: "There is no Q - there is only the mission." Which is really another way of saying, "No 

outside comms. No personalities. No stars. WWG1WGA." It probably means he's 1 of Q but won't draw followers after himself. Wake up.

3/27/2020 3:38:53 AM adsvel When you will step in the adulthood? To be fully responsible of your own creation? When you will stop begging outside and face the problems before 

yourself? Always you give a power outside you are cheating yourself, your own IS-BE. Think about this way.

3/27/2020 3:39:46 AM ripkenfan78 Where is the absolute proof of this???

3/27/2020 3:41:54 AM tennesseeboy86 Yea and it starts in the eyes I think. I seen her talking once and I swear her damn eyeball just about fell out, I was like damn.

3/27/2020 3:42:34 AM nschlange So you don't bel have he is Q? Or you do believe he is?

3/27/2020 3:43:03 AM jean7518 God will help us get rid of evil if we all repent and pray! But some hard heads won’t listen!

3/27/2020 3:43:37 AM asailorssway people have been looking up that question for a while now. what's funny is how long and where. pic.twitter.com/gWMAn3jZl9

3/27/2020 3:45:56 AM nschlange Wait a second. I do do my own research, constantly and have been even before there was Q. I definitely take it personally when a group of them start 

calling me names etc. It wiould be stupid to not take it that way!

3/27/2020 3:46:43 AM asailorssway  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrenochrome … pic.twitter.com/6KcuJhPEyi

3/27/2020 3:49:06 AM jackste8 Yes

3/27/2020 3:51:40 AM nschlange They are no more on the front lines t hen I am and you don't win a war by letting your ego divide your team! Q is here now all those acts explaining Q 

are no longer necessary. & their followers are too far up their behinds to realize what's happening.  Bullies is what they R

3/27/2020 3:52:11 AM spottyangel_1 @PatriotsSoapbox @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @QAnonPatriot @StormIsUponUs 

CHINA BOUGHT OUT ALL AUSTRALIAN MEDICAL SUPPLIES ahead of #coronavirusaus #coronavirusaustralia 

https://www.facebook.com/PaulineHansonAu/videos/847524562326412/ …

3/27/2020 3:55:09 AM kb4landlover incoherent selfie rants?

3/27/2020 3:56:23 AM sterkinglights1 Yes it would seem even in these examples it is a balance. Daniel dies yet still lives as the others have died when they go back. They remain in the past 

to send a message to the future zero point energy when full loop is completed.

3/27/2020 3:56:39 AM flgirlsbeenqd  pic.twitter.com/7S2UdSLq7K

3/27/2020 3:57:14 AM trolls4truth Heard rapid aging and schizophrenia are a couple.

3/27/2020 3:58:15 AM peacock05133484 WWG1WGA 🖤

3/27/2020 3:59:03 AM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/yUBknuQl1l

3/27/2020 3:59:44 AM jollyrob2 can we create a brainwave state with existing technology, so we can apply RV more easily and or better?

3/27/2020 4:02:30 AM sterkinglights1 Thank you. pic.twitter.com/tTSzvVsS8Q

3/27/2020 4:03:17 AM sterkinglights1 Bruh. pic.twitter.com/wO1FIOeezb

3/27/2020 4:05:04 AM coachjeffrolon Something like this? pic.twitter.com/fD5wAppcSr

3/27/2020 4:06:05 AM theditchdigger1 Who is that?

3/27/2020 4:07:38 AM worldnewsextra  pic.twitter.com/w6ml4jNTfA

3/27/2020 4:08:12 AM mcmurryjane 😂😂😂Lol...with gravy and bacon to boot

3/27/2020 4:08:22 AM sterkinglights1 What made you choose that meme?

3/27/2020 4:10:09 AM robertu39046634 By their fruits you shall know them.  Just sayin'.

3/27/2020 4:12:08 AM trolls4truth It is very real.

 https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url= 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0074774208600252/pdf%3Fmd5%3D90a652aa976a862079a8df1bb703dd0e%26pid%3D1-s2.0-

S0074774208600252-main.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwjrl-3JwrroAhVKgp4KHZc2DQYQFjACegQIBBAB&usg=AOvVaw3l9mor0JErgo1lMcIk7AFp …

3/27/2020 4:12:14 AM westy198420 Its James @Comey

3/27/2020 4:14:50 AM grrroverrrtje  pic.twitter.com/TwhEXTkZG8

3/27/2020 4:14:57 AM katieka12149203 heh!  I can't believe people fall for that knucklehead

3/27/2020 4:15:32 AM dune_jay  https://twitter.com/MichaelRapaport/status/1242931495460671489?s=19 …

Prime example

3/27/2020 4:15:57 AM karina89350882 That`s true but the "average" addicts don`t drink blood and eat the flesh of babies...

3/27/2020 4:16:08 AM world_sheep I am blocking everyone that brings AS or Majestic to my feed with retweets. pic.twitter.com/eEeg1BmbAp

3/27/2020 4:17:41 AM paulhar28774737 Here in Ontario Canada there was 170 new cases yesterday. 17 showing up everywhere.

3/27/2020 4:17:50 AM theditchdigger1 Who is on the right-middle?

3/27/2020 4:17:52 AM karina89350882 Truly - they are all looking like the walking dead. I can`t imagine why a human is wiling to drink the blood of Children - for fame and fortune???

3/27/2020 4:20:20 AM fansblowing3 “the high estimated fatality rate of the coronavirus of 2%-4% is “deeply flawed.” They base their argument around the metrics of total individuals 

infected who die, rather than individuals with identified cases of the virus who have died.”

3/27/2020 4:22:52 AM aerynnorth Twitter recommended this post to me in my notifications #TheGreatAwakening

3/27/2020 4:24:59 AM 17thanon ❗️Warning to Anons❗️

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Are frauds impersonating Q

Do not follow or give views to either as this can and will be used against anons and especially those following him!

#Q #QAnon #Anons #8kun #4chan #DeepState #GreatAwakening #MAGA pic.twitter.com/Qx9bIfvx0N

3/27/2020 4:25:13 AM world_sheep My god these guys really are starstruck lmao🤣.

And the Qmap did not get exposed. It's the QDrop telling us that he is a LARP.

No comms outside of this platform. That's all you should have to know. Y'all have been following drops for years now all of a sudden movin away from it

3/27/2020 4:26:07 AM w0nderboi Tweet your new tripcode :)

3/27/2020 4:27:56 AM world_sheep It really is too much of a love cringe to get tru this crap lmao.

3/27/2020 4:28:53 AM alittlecanary44 ...aaaaand I'm blocked. Exercising freedom of choice, wonderful!! 😁

3/27/2020 4:31:11 AM d_0_m_i_n_i_c Or he's like 80 with early stages of Alzheimer's 🤷♀️



3/27/2020 4:34:17 AM huskiehoskins @Inevitable_ET

@MajorTomXRP

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@qanon_obiwan 

Minutes 7 to 8. 

New Zealand “it’s like Wonderland”. 

👀👀👀 https://twitter.com/looshcunce/status/1243403581778038785 …
3/27/2020 4:36:25 AM rkattermann1 E @FollowThe17  doesnt claim inside info, nor does he take money. He provides some insight but never has claimed to be an insider.

3/27/2020 4:36:43 AM madrabbit917 I like to hear all sides. I get a better picture. I don't believe everything i hear or read. You can't get people to tip their hand unless you keep them 

talking.

3/27/2020 4:37:10 AM mani42643957 You can read their thoughts 😠

3/27/2020 4:37:53 AM donaldc07195330 Q is John F Kennedy Jr

3/27/2020 4:39:16 AM beckman_floyd So is this a way of exposing the users?

3/27/2020 4:39:17 AM jdubz242 Perspective!!

3/27/2020 4:40:48 AM beckman_floyd Whoa, that is Celine?!?!?!

3/27/2020 4:42:13 AM unwelcome1 Schizophrenia.... @IPOT1776 right?

3/27/2020 4:42:24 AM spacemonqey  https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0074774208600252 …

3/27/2020 4:44:41 AM lynn23232323 What or who are QPharisees?

3/27/2020 4:45:39 AM bhaggy1008 I don't know who Q is but this guy isn't it. "Those who know don't speak, those who speak don't know".

3/27/2020 4:46:19 AM samsmith0319 MF’er You Take Your Vaccines with your buddy Billy Bob...WE WILL NOT!!!...💥🐀💥

3/27/2020 4:48:06 AM mom_in_georgia It could very well be the enemy who is trying to divide Q followers. Pray for discernment for God to reveal the truth. God Bless

3/27/2020 4:48:16 AM victorlaszlo8 How disappointed must Q be that the Steinbart thing required a reminder of no outside comms.?

 I wonder if Q ever looks out on the field and ask themselves, "are we risking our lives & making these sacrifices for this?"

Thank God for the Remnant. pic.twitter.com/gCX5llXHq5

3/27/2020 4:50:04 AM miggz003 Q is a movement,  The Great Awakening,  people need to stop trying to figure out who is Q.  Logical Thinking...Q is Faceless,  Anyone who claims to be 

Q or claims to be on the inside are obviously full of themselves, trying to profit from the movement,  or quite simply a shill.

3/27/2020 4:50:52 AM caqtainsensible Hadn't paid much attention truely (must be lame), which is why I was glad I saw your tweet. On memory I remember one weird xchange. Thx again. 1+1

3/27/2020 4:53:55 AM ceeb16779906 OMG don’t let this illuminati family member try to throw you off people !?!Adrenochrome does exist and we know what you and they use it for and 

how they get it! Adrenochrome has been studied since 1955–

I POT just did a video on it yesterday March 26 with all the sources!

3/27/2020 4:54:11 AM olimyracle Can't unfollow him since he blocked me 🙃

Who knows "Who" is legit ? Time may tell. Any solid proof so far from one side or the other ?

In the meantime, if true, it's incredible; if false, it's even more interesting 😉

#OpenYourMind

#BeKindToEachOther

#TheGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/1x7XvSzGDT
3/27/2020 4:54:41 AM schneppjennifer You have an inspiring positive attitude and great responses.

3/27/2020 4:56:52 AM xfbd He's  been coughing a lot lately.. looks really tired.

3/27/2020 4:58:26 AM nschlange I agree but the enemy isn't from the outside it's those Q influencers.

3/27/2020 4:59:07 AM bigjim72332449 Some people have quit there jobs to do this. Nothing wrong keeping lights on! My opinion.

3/27/2020 4:59:54 AM johnnybalderra2  pic.twitter.com/zcGdff5b2Y

3/27/2020 5:02:21 AM bbobbio71 I heard what you herd

3/27/2020 5:02:44 AM nschlange Have you looked into him at all? Did you take time to watch any of his videos? Do you even know anything about him? I don't think you do or you 

would know how much info he has already shared, info that you are missing out on. He is Q

3/27/2020 5:05:05 AM wild8heart Date marker? 1776...

3/27/2020 5:05:31 AM ca11dmt H8 mj 12 can you please please tell me what your thoughts are on Randolph winters tapes on the story of billy Meier? Just like @AustinSteinbart can 

be proven to be baby Q if you look at facts and figure proves past I think Billy meier falls in that category

3/27/2020 5:06:23 AM ca11dmt I am really curious about Billy meier bc his story teaches nothing but pure love and spirituality and the true nature of reality.

3/27/2020 5:07:31 AM jballz1021 Just sign your consciousness over and you can do@anything you want in the universe. GTFO.

3/27/2020 5:07:42 AM megatronmighty Multiple modulated voices

3/27/2020 5:08:06 AM coyosilver #Kuru ‼️

3/27/2020 5:09:27 AM _deanharrison_ you are not.

3/27/2020 5:09:29 AM mom_in_georgia Unfortunately they walk among us, trying to kill, steal and destroy.

3/27/2020 5:09:56 AM snarkycow  pic.twitter.com/rL0RVeNRqE

3/27/2020 5:11:03 AM chris60077191 This and the response of the general public, occupy a significant amount of my time. And weather leftists and establishment republican, never Trump 

types will come around and accept the truth. I don't think many are ready for that kind of revalation.

3/27/2020 5:11:18 AM reneervh This was really great!  Couldn’t listen to the whole thing but was able to catch your interview with Austin.  Super excited for the future!

3/27/2020 5:12:28 AM angryman78 Trump mentioned him in the briefing yesterday...I swore I heard him say I dont listen to him.

3/27/2020 5:14:01 AM duncanskinner6 Will people or human beings, as we now understand us to be, exist in this coming “reality”? If humans will continue to exist on earth, how many of us 

will be alive on earth? How many “originals”? How many “clones”?

3/27/2020 5:15:14 AM ceeb16779906 Watch the video YouTube                      ” I POT”. March 26

3/27/2020 5:15:27 AM michaeldee1111 That blue title didn't come from a Q post.  And platforms of communication have changed over time, 4Chan/8Chan/8Kun.  Kind of proves 

@AustinSteinbart 's point...

3/27/2020 5:16:17 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/27/2020 5:16:37 AM jasontiffany8 Bad ass live stream!!! Haters humble thyself!

3/27/2020 5:18:16 AM nschlange No just being giant bullies and encouraging their followers to do the same

3/27/2020 5:18:21 AM jessica78982069 Yea those got rods sitting outside of a vape lab come on

3/27/2020 5:18:56 AM jordan67734372 Can a more outspoken Q' anon member let people know that just because Boris got the corona doesn't mean he's arrested... Some people think every 

famous person who gets it is bad. @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs

3/27/2020 5:19:37 AM _deanharrison_ look deeper, think larp

3/27/2020 5:20:14 AM goldbransondrew Maduro is number one DOJ narco terrorist.  You can't convict without a crime. Is the lock down an opportunity to free the trafficked for all to see and 

catch the traffickers all the way up the tree?

3/27/2020 5:21:10 AM gribbs7 One satanic pedo at a time !

3/27/2020 5:23:31 AM asmfuture I wasn’t insinuating anything about that fact, I just found the coincidence funny. 🤷🏻♂️

3/27/2020 5:25:24 AM jimhayzlett Since you mentioned sides... I’ve asked MJ several times if they are Pro Humanity and they refused to answer except to call me Alice/clown 🤔



3/27/2020 5:25:44 AM schneppjennifer Any currency no matter how corrupt is a form of stored energy.  I can give you an apple, a shell, a piece of gold, or a dollar showing you I've put energy 

into the exchange. Certainly any system can be currupted.

3/27/2020 5:26:42 AM ray_bernwwg1wga Y'all who keep pushing Austin or either bots or c_a either or y'all are a flea on the shoulder a nothing burger.

3/27/2020 5:27:18 AM karina89350882 I got you - it was no "attack" on you!! Sorry if you felt in this way!!!

3/27/2020 5:27:55 AM 33esco Dammit stop showing this, people!! We’ve seen it and we’ve moved on, it’s meaningless in this argument.

3/27/2020 5:27:56 AM schneppjennifer Our consciousness is more powerful than any negative force and as such capable of saving, altering, or creating a new system.  There may be a day we 

create differently. Until that day, we may find it useful to reframe energy exchange.

3/27/2020 5:29:02 AM nolongeradem1 No outside comms-Q

3/27/2020 5:29:09 AM oilfegal Look at the faces of hollyweird,  that is what they are.

3/27/2020 5:30:26 AM jhanhiem That was a movie. It doesn’t make it real. I’m not saying all this isn’t true. People just post as if they “know” all this info. They don’t. They speculate or 

copy text off the web that is more speculation. Nobody knows unless you have some or have seen anyone in withdrawal

3/27/2020 5:31:20 AM jaded_pearl Lots of ships available pic.twitter.com/eVZRR0Jh2P

3/27/2020 5:32:10 AM jhanhiem True but the speculation is how it’s used and more importantly how it’s made or retrieved. I’m not saying everyone here is right but the assumptions 

with no proof are mind blowing

3/27/2020 5:33:22 AM angelicase1 In times like these, it's wise to follow intuition. see who's message resonates mostly. I stick by you Jordan, my man. Though I like some of MJ's 

messages... I don't trust Austin, no outside comms, as Q mentioned.

3/27/2020 5:33:40 AM oneperspective6  https://youtu.be/i2id8udKWbI 

3/27/2020 5:34:19 AM oneperspective6 It's called Kuru Disease and it results from cannabalism

3/27/2020 5:34:23 AM _deanharrison_ so tell me, does this 'great awakening' come just before the reset, or after.

3/27/2020 5:35:14 AM _deanharrison_ there is only a connection in the struggle, all else is folly.

3/27/2020 5:37:02 AM ginas504 Is this why elite Hollywood ran to their bunkers? so they can't be tested?  I think they are in NZ, messing with us,

3/27/2020 5:37:04 AM mamarevolution_ For sure not!

3/27/2020 5:37:06 AM _deanharrison_ so to you Q is a 'members only' thing?

3/27/2020 5:37:29 AM blsdbe We have our ways... pic.twitter.com/9lp8ZhZPRK

3/27/2020 5:38:29 AM ginas504 why would they video themselves withdrawing from this? something doesn't add up .

3/27/2020 5:39:12 AM allonkid One day ago i posted this to Don jr, perhaps it is a response and confirmation to my request? Keep asking, folks. #AskTheQ 😍😜😋😉 

pic.twitter.com/2Opbovf3I4

3/27/2020 5:39:25 AM monokrome I'm so confused. You say that person in YouTube isn't Q, but you immediately start discussing quantum internet the second that they bring it up. Why?

3/27/2020 5:39:28 AM sandytoes717 Lmfao!!!! No he's not and neither is JFK Jr. He is dead!

3/27/2020 5:39:38 AM monokrome Burning in hell I hope

3/27/2020 5:41:41 AM monokrome An old TV in her kitchen?...

3/27/2020 5:42:25 AM searchingforth 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2020 5:42:27 AM riderstrong6 WHY NOT DAMMIT!!

3/27/2020 5:42:51 AM monokrome Why would you think it's opioid or meth like in the first place? It's not even similar

3/27/2020 5:42:56 AM ginodmarchetti2 Q just reposted this yesterday. pic.twitter.com/9kqdCh7dK3

3/27/2020 5:42:59 AM sharong73376199 They made their choice. It is not about deprogramming them. The will die without murdering more children. Are you suggesting we save them??

3/27/2020 5:43:16 AM webarian1 My husband and I were in New Jersey for work the beginning of October for six weeks. We got sick the first part of November. We both said we'd 

never had an illness like that before. The cough hung on for weeks!

3/27/2020 5:44:50 AM sharong73376199 Tom hanks texted from his too. Anyone know what that symbolism means??

3/27/2020 5:45:21 AM monokrome That's just Biden

3/27/2020 5:46:31 AM monokrome I had really bad shortness of breath when I had COVID-19. Still wouldn't test me.

3/27/2020 5:47:34 AM sharong73376199 I feel sorry for her victims. She is alive and they are not. THEY ABDUCTED SOME PARENTS CHILD. Save your symphathy for those parents.

3/27/2020 5:47:58 AM therealjjtruth I just find it hard to believe that democrat states,ran by democrat politicians. Are cleaning their jails out for themselves to be put into them. That 

makes zero logical sense. I’ve been hearing that all over. They wouldn’t do that to be imprisoned for them. 🤦🏻♂️

3/27/2020 5:48:10 AM sharong73376199 Exactly

3/27/2020 5:48:18 AM thecheekyskunk That's the symptoms of Kuru. [ #eating human flesh especially the brain of an already infected person]

3/27/2020 5:49:05 AM roguepink 1500 followers. 2 agree. Yeah I’m sure your own followers agree bud lol

3/27/2020 5:49:25 AM thecheekyskunk What's that black shadow behind her?

3/27/2020 5:49:47 AM n7guardiananon Reread...besides even a simple search brings up 1st 2 articles pic.twitter.com/eD3M5kBH7K

3/27/2020 5:50:10 AM qanonmichele11 He does some good posts. I honestly don't know why he thought he had to lie and mislead people. He'd have had success just doing good posts.

3/27/2020 5:52:12 AM sharong73376199 I am guessing they are going to release the criminals to cause more havoc. Figure their sleeper cells will hit us next.

3/27/2020 5:52:58 AM jlsprow Yes, how wonderful. By listening to the connection of our Highest Self and how we feel we then create the reality of our desires.

3/27/2020 5:54:17 AM luma923 Another one bites the dust?? Coronavirus - UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson tests positive for #coronavirus #CoronavirusOutbreak

3/27/2020 5:54:29 AM roguepink It means ask @AustinSteinbart  what happens. I’ll see what Larry and Laura are you too

3/27/2020 5:59:33 AM monicaa21653906 I agree

3/27/2020 6:00:19 AM petrus24550953 🤨 pic.twitter.com/0WSRTZOiwO

3/27/2020 6:02:24 AM fallorsesh You've signed yourself with a proven phony... Even mirroring the same kitchy vocab words (Q "pharisees" "death racket" etc). You realize you've 

turned off an army of people who may have found what u say interesting. Proven fake and false LARP.

3/27/2020 6:03:18 AM eyesquincy Not here to divide. Did you do a background check?  Besides thinking for yourself its also important to research for yourself.

3/27/2020 6:03:25 AM steelqpatriot I respect you Ben, but the purpose of Q is to get people to think for themselves and analyze/decode evidence on their own. If Austin is Q, it would be 

antithetical to the Q movement to just give anons a cheat sheet. Austin has already given proofs like Trump has. Anons need 2 dig

3/27/2020 6:03:38 AM marlardan Daaammmm.

3/27/2020 6:04:33 AM angdobbs She giving a go ahead—all green???? Hmmm

3/27/2020 6:05:02 AM orangesteele I've got an old TV in my kitchen and he wont shut up 😁

3/27/2020 6:05:55 AM ceeb16779906 Do some research on this family name… Do not let this illuminati person throw you off your game pic.twitter.com/FvbVuTK18q

3/27/2020 6:06:01 AM sharonlellis Canada and andrenachrome are mentioned in this article regarding the transportation of it.   https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-news/the-

adrenochrome-bust-you-never-heard-about …

3/27/2020 6:06:59 AM blsdbe @v_rags @ryan35381162 @hawkgirlinmn @FreeStateOJones @RoubLisa @zagnett @Seeker229 @covertress @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @turboxyde @

Keith369me

@GirlAwakeinCA @n7guardiananon @laurabusse @aprilbrown99 @charmanda9 (please, pass it on 🥰❤️🥰 and #ThanQ)

3/27/2020 6:07:36 AM ceeb16779906 By now everybody knows about Adrenochrome silly Payseur person!!You are sadly ignorant to the fact that we are all on to your Ways and 

plans...Better head for your bunker but we know where that is too!

3/27/2020 6:08:12 AM 1918aionly There is free software for changing this !!!

3/27/2020 6:08:36 AM aprilbrown99 Thank you so much Christine!  💥💥💥

3/27/2020 6:09:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 Doesn't undo the criminality prior.

3/27/2020 6:09:25 AM maryjanewillig Please leave a link to your video!

3/27/2020 6:09:44 AM therealjjtruth Oh so that totally makes people killing themselves from panic and losing everything totally cool. U can arrest people without ruining everyone else’s 

lives. This is getting to a disturbing,disgusting level of bs.

3/27/2020 6:10:20 AM blsdbe You are most welcome 🥰🙏🥰 pic.twitter.com/0YJ3ClDewG



3/27/2020 6:11:04 AM sharonlellis Billionaires Murray Edwards & Bruce Berkowits are saving Imperial Metals "again" & are involved in a failing mining company that is tied with a 

Canadian tribe that is receiving adrenochrome. What are their connections with China and say the Rothschilds? https://theyig.ning.com/front-page-

news/the-adrenochrome-bust-you-never-heard-about …

3/27/2020 6:11:15 AM sweetq17 His followers cling to "Think for Yourself." I do, but I try not to take in garbage.

3/27/2020 6:12:21 AM pamitch2 Looking forward to seeing her go down. Evil.

3/27/2020 6:12:43 AM therealjjtruth Where do u think Hanks is? In his bunker. They’re all in Australia,New Zealand, South America, etc. they ain’t sick. Using it to hide and play victim.

3/27/2020 6:13:37 AM jjrambobonham Who is that?

3/27/2020 6:13:48 AM sheerglee1 Exposing

3/27/2020 6:14:54 AM steelqpatriot "nO oUtSiDe CoMmS" they say

😂

3/27/2020 6:14:54 AM tkeller0865 No

3/27/2020 6:17:04 AM jaded_pearl That's not the purpose. The reason is under staffing & $$$. States are broke & understaffed at every level. The resources are just not there.

3/27/2020 6:17:21 AM jackcorn420 The problem is that you should rephrase what you're saying.. instead of saying do not follow this person... why don't you say I disagree with this 

account but please do some research and come up with your own conclusion #SMH not in it for the money jordie.. pic.twitter.com/m0IhHLX4nw

3/27/2020 6:19:25 AM ericpartchey Maybe quantum is not. Silicon chips current computers interfacing to humans would be bad. I gather on a round about level we are all quantum

3/27/2020 6:20:12 AM jackcorn420 Proof?

3/27/2020 6:20:19 AM ericpartchey Message over messenger. Now you see

3/27/2020 6:20:30 AM blsdbe THIS!!! 👇👇👇 @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #SheepNoMore #WRWY #WeAreTheNewsNow 

https://twitter.com/AGHamilton29/status/1243417951400644609 …

3/27/2020 6:21:16 AM ajruecker  pic.twitter.com/3y9XossODk

3/27/2020 6:22:23 AM khguidry01 As of yesterday, after listening to him and Dr. Birx, why do I get the feeling their messages are changing from apocalyptic outcomes to hopeful future?

3/27/2020 6:23:10 AM majortomxrp Interesting comment... 

the  Technocrats will be waiting a long time for their Technocracy NWO... their future has just been cancelled.

Look out for some cheap ( cheaper ) waterfront property soon

3/27/2020 6:23:23 AM ckitoutpassiton  https://twitter.com/CkitOutPassitON/status/1243527651152687104?s=20 …

3/27/2020 6:24:11 AM jackcorn420 Just like the cia using E's old account @RealEyeTheSpy and tagging all these fake accounts with big followings in a video to discredit people saying 

they're not in it for the money by putting a upside down cross that has been Photoshop.. No cross pic.twitter.com/VKuFMRVp6X

3/27/2020 6:25:36 AM jackcorn420 Upside down cross pic.twitter.com/4wKoFyXfrM

3/27/2020 6:25:56 AM kindeandtrue He does look intriguing. Kind of like an Obi Wan character.

3/27/2020 6:26:13 AM marylop15143746 Pain lot's of pain

3/27/2020 6:26:36 AM stormchasser16 I am still as always watching and waiting but I still think 🤔 he is!

3/27/2020 6:26:37 AM rick_hernandez Have you tried a heart based approach? Meditation and then ask. I don’t get anything back that says legit. What I get is that I must pay attention to it 

for whatever reason. That’s what I’m doing. Pay attention and the reason why will be revealed in time

3/27/2020 6:26:38 AM jackcorn420 I shouldn't say fake accounts but I should say some shady people blocking real Patriots

3/27/2020 6:26:55 AM mom_puhleez He is not.

3/27/2020 6:27:20 AM rosampalomino Organ shut down = no return

3/27/2020 6:27:32 AM like_neo Please define “insider” and reconcile with Majestic messages of disclosure. You can’t have it both ways.

3/27/2020 6:27:41 AM synchropathic Q is a military intelligence operation comprised of a group of people.  Not one dipshit teenager plastering his face everywhere for recognition. That 

much I KNOW.

3/27/2020 6:29:43 AM nora64844864 HALLUCINATIONS

3/27/2020 6:29:46 AM orangesteele Wow I didnt realise that was her, it looks like an old queen

3/27/2020 6:29:54 AM jesusgirljen Adrenochrome is also sold for vaping

3/27/2020 6:30:14 AM sheerglee1 That was SO COOL!

3/27/2020 6:30:31 AM qanonpatriot6 Tragedy all the way through but I AM PISSED. 

That is alot of people with everything and ll the riches in the world, deceiving and harming our children. 

I judge them.

God decides their fate.

3/27/2020 6:30:46 AM jaymiem72900974 Truth! 🙌

3/27/2020 6:31:03 AM 2020winagain Gross

3/27/2020 6:31:16 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033476009176301570?s=20 …

3/27/2020 6:32:02 AM adbb037 They use organizations like the WHO and CDC to make us sick and then provide never ending treatment to keep people circulating their worthless 

currency in order to live!

Be in the world, not of the world!

We have to use their currency, but don’t get too attached to it!

3/27/2020 6:32:18 AM matrixmaze333 Underground bases

3/27/2020 6:33:11 AM kahblanco1776 Worst photoshop ever.

3/27/2020 6:33:11 AM blsdbe That’s when we need to be prepared with data about which presidents didn’t replace or improve (gwb or bs) ventilators after all the respiratory 

illnesses in 2005 alone!!! @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @POTUS WHO WAS PRESIDENT IN 2005?!?  

https://theintercept.com/2020/03/24/donald-trump-says-americas-ventilator-shortage-was-unforeseen-nothing-could-be-further-from-the-truth/ … 

pic.twitter.com/yzpqaJedOv

3/27/2020 6:33:17 AM stefanofait in addition to iron poisoning?

3/27/2020 6:33:18 AM stormchasser16 Some crazy theories out there as well!  I like free thought but wow some of it was really out there!

3/27/2020 6:33:19 AM n7guardiananon can't recall exactly...how long did it take for Doctors in China to start getting it as they were fighting it???

Prayers 🙏

3/27/2020 6:34:49 AM tamravee #davidspade was squealing like a pig randomly the word BOYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY.

Normal right ?

3/27/2020 6:34:56 AM jennysue62 Have no idea

3/27/2020 6:35:41 AM rachmatcorai33 Bob Dylan just released a song today and it’s 17 mins long. 😳

3/27/2020 6:35:48 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1088606030198702081?s=20 …

3/27/2020 6:35:49 AM mycologyofmaga Looking so ugly they are ooogly

3/27/2020 6:35:50 AM adamrus41456631 followed all great patriots

3/27/2020 6:35:54 AM stefanofait porphyria?

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porphyria 

3/27/2020 6:37:48 AM thevagrantpepe Precisely the opposite. Not sure how you got that out of what I said.



3/27/2020 6:37:50 AM tamravee VAMPIRES #HANGRY 

THIS IS indeed the DANGER ZONE when they aren't feeding - they hunt. 

#TIMBERWOLF was seen ripping a boy apart and LOOKING WOLF LIKE by a child eye witness  . BLOIDBANKS BEGGING FOR DONATIONS - DONT

3/27/2020 6:38:36 AM blsdbe If only there were a way for the average person to actually verify any info coming from the 33p...tricky one, that.

3/27/2020 6:40:34 AM sventheen Sorry but the individual soul properly called Jivātma is not infinite. It (we) are eternal but not infinite. The Jivātma is infinitesimal only God is infinite. If 

we were infinte we'd never become conditioned by the material energy because our knowledge would always be perfect.

3/27/2020 6:40:36 AM tamravee BLOOD BANKS ^ 

Do NOT DONATE UNLESS EMERGENCY REQUESTED pic.twitter.com/h5XF7NZcrn

3/27/2020 6:41:55 AM therealjjtruth 👀 pretty sure all u “decoders” have made a pretty penny. Same reason they all just have conjecture about other patriots. Like AJ. U look into it and 

they all sell the same products. My patriot supplies. Then the demonization with no proof makes sense.

3/27/2020 6:42:06 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/A9TUNJUdw9

3/27/2020 6:42:44 AM laurieasyme perfect response! Thank you!!

3/27/2020 6:44:19 AM startarget2 no... sorry... been there... in a Time Machine!! .. ... and it's rubbish..

3/27/2020 6:44:20 AM oneperspective6 My instincts said @austinsteinbart wasnt Q.  Come on! People actually believe him????  Wow.  And it would make no sense to go public with that now 

unless he watched too many spy movies where the criminal always confesses at the wrong time.

3/27/2020 6:44:30 AM cryptocougarx Wierd is not the word.

3/27/2020 6:45:23 AM journeytotruth3 They are real unlike Austin Steinfart

3/27/2020 6:45:32 AM 1tow You got it this is so spot-on.

3/27/2020 6:45:46 AM _deanharrison_ Did I?

if so my apologies.

3/27/2020 6:45:55 AM tucson_ron MJ12... I hate to consider this macabre possibility, but... is there some substance and meaning behind the order in your wording? It's beyond the 

imagination of the normal human mind to consider the sequence of events you may be implying.

3/27/2020 6:46:14 AM jjrambobonham HA!!

3/27/2020 6:46:36 AM lavenderlives  https://twitter.com/lavenderlives/status/1243533638819622920?s=21 …

3/27/2020 6:46:45 AM texas_girl_13_ Hey any past Q drops that might be linked to the huge money going to the Kennedy center? Sumpthins up?!? 🤔

3/27/2020 6:48:09 AM blsdbe Even though those illness were not in the US, there have been several since, including H1N1-when was that again? 2009(BHO/BS)? SARS was in 2003 

(GWB)? Did that prompt the report in 2005? pic.twitter.com/kwuPQSQLQb

3/27/2020 6:49:33 AM kluteraan EpiPens rabbit rabbit..I need to go un swallow again.

3/27/2020 6:50:13 AM lovesistar2 free energy devices?

3/27/2020 6:51:27 AM jjrambobonham That is fuQ’d up!

3/27/2020 6:52:01 AM state1union MG doesn’t look like that maybe Hilary gets hers somewhere else?

3/27/2020 6:52:50 AM lafleka Following 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/27/2020 6:53:35 AM blsdbe I think this stuff has been tried already...Imma #TrustThePlan for now, but oh the suspense!!! pic.twitter.com/Xha7UkcUn1

3/27/2020 6:54:54 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/qNSTiqZgHQ

3/27/2020 6:55:30 AM oneperspective6 I was shocked at the breath that came out of me reading that MJ12 and Q aren't related. It was a relief.  Not sure why.  Been following both of you for 

some time now.  LOVE the 612 page doc btw. I will die if that turns out to be fake. Blessings and love energy to you 💞

3/27/2020 6:56:09 AM scott_rick No Deals, for Treason and crimes against children

3/27/2020 6:56:15 AM kennysumner2 Does Q have to post about every indictment to validate their truthfulness?

3/27/2020 6:56:20 AM bmbrown405 Shit talking about Our Wonderful President 

Singing Beatles songs creepily into your cell cams and posting them on social media 

Bitching out the world for not self isolating asap

Using manual corona typewriters 

I COULD GO ON AND ON AND PHUKN ON http://QMAP.PUB 
3/27/2020 6:57:03 AM andrea_homegirl Haaa no. I ended it because I'm having far better dialogue with people who have better attitudes and WAY better info to discuss.

Plus I got no sleep last night, and if I keep on with you, I'm afraid Army B!tch might come out of me, for lack of patience with - nevermind. Just bye.

3/27/2020 6:57:26 AM coloradoevolut1 If we're so insignificant, then why even bother with us?

Just carry on with your perfect life and leave us alone. 👋 pic.twitter.com/7CGmxutPXh

3/27/2020 6:57:29 AM corey28706035 Nothing to process, it just is.

3/27/2020 6:58:03 AM qanonitalia Any one of us posting here is more Q than Austin.

3/27/2020 6:58:14 AM sweetkhaddi Yep. Observe. Time will reveal.

3/27/2020 6:58:42 AM oneperspective6 I think your statement is exactly MJ12s point. Need to let go of money and things we dont need. Many humans have survived on faith and starvation 

for centuries. Money IS the root of all evil.

3/27/2020 6:59:33 AM americanpetal You know, I would just be happy with a condo on a beach and my debt paid off. 

💛🇺🇸

3/27/2020 6:59:56 AM mz_nubbie Already started

3/27/2020 7:00:01 AM oneperspective6 Its not about judgment.  Its about letting go of the all mighty buck.  It turns out money IS the root of all evil. Now I think people are starting to get what 

that means.

3/27/2020 7:00:51 AM oneperspective6 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2020 7:01:26 AM oneperspective6 Money IS the root of all evil.  We all truly need to let that sink in.

3/27/2020 7:02:37 AM nsndtoz Wellp , no vaccines for me.

3/27/2020 7:03:18 AM nsndtoz TRUTH!

3/27/2020 7:03:26 AM state1union I agree 1000%. Give me peace, love and some beautiful places to visit and make friends.

3/27/2020 7:04:23 AM virginialouelle I was raised in a biker cult. Drugs, alcohol, sex, every day all day/night. I left home at 15 cause I knew something wasn't right about my environment. I 

made a life without any of those things, cause deep down I just knew.

3/27/2020 7:04:44 AM marty713 🤬🤬🤬💉👊💥❗️

3/27/2020 7:06:02 AM coloradoevolut1 🤠 pic.twitter.com/5cniqTImVX

3/27/2020 7:06:03 AM akandrew907 This guy is total bullshit

3/27/2020 7:07:35 AM ou8mikehunt  pic.twitter.com/u9WDlAv8eH

3/27/2020 7:07:38 AM dnim_eerf Squad goals

 http://www.anon2020.com 



3/27/2020 7:07:48 AM nedryersonpunx Q has never posted about a specific indictment ahead of time that actually ended up occurring. Q has never made an accurate prediction. 

Q’s very first post said HRC would be arrested and in October 2017. It’s now March 2020. No indictment, no arrest. 

Fact.

3/27/2020 7:08:46 AM zacmims1 Evident in Ellen DeGeneres

3/27/2020 7:08:52 AM dnim_eerf Usury is what's killing us.

Why Jesus flipped the money changers tables.

3/27/2020 7:09:04 AM atsaduk Mind blown.

3/27/2020 7:09:51 AM howell86me2  https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0074774208600252 …

3/27/2020 7:10:27 AM covertress Yes.

I wonder now who they were speaking of...

"we got her" https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1065454162928914432?s=20 …

3/27/2020 7:11:40 AM howell86me2 Schizophrenia is a serious mental disorder in which people interpret reality abnormally. Schizophrenia may result in some combination of 

hallucinations, delusions, and extremely disordered thinking and behavior that impairs daily functioning, and can be disabling.

3/27/2020 7:12:11 AM americanpetal Right?! 💛

3/27/2020 7:12:36 AM johnjac47578635 In case someone is wondering what this is, heres a nice video to explain some things. https://youtu.be/HY-oJpu6AiA 

3/27/2020 7:15:14 AM theyoungearth1 We are not taking the vacc to this!

3/27/2020 7:15:53 AM keith369me ...and control over my time

3/27/2020 7:17:05 AM mstikki Rats on an evil ship, Ratatatin' on eachother 👊☘❤️

3/27/2020 7:17:41 AM state1union I know MJ12 is digging on Austin and all this quantum physics but I just want to live life free of Nazis and child abuse and adrenochrome

3/27/2020 7:17:48 AM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/M10wlTr0pH

3/27/2020 7:19:36 AM francinespar May if she tried to leave she would be killed. We just don’t know.

3/27/2020 7:20:36 AM norwegianon "Think for yourself".. doesn't seem to work that well for you. 

Or maybe this is your job? Suspected cl0wnery going on....

Russia Russia Russia? 😂🤣

Come on..

3/27/2020 7:20:55 AM cosmic_engineer Changing anything just creates a new timeline. Zero impact on the present (which is all there ever is anyways)

3/27/2020 7:21:46 AM florangequeen No...

3/27/2020 7:23:15 AM beaterino Its called Kuru...

3/27/2020 7:25:51 AM chris_moyler No!!

3/27/2020 7:26:00 AM beaterino  pic.twitter.com/RyRgTf5Xbu

3/27/2020 7:26:16 AM brainfreeze76 The space force is already more successful than NASA and air force combined

3/27/2020 7:27:13 AM chris_moyler Research the man

3/27/2020 7:28:24 AM blsdbe Sadly there are MANY within the Truth community they don’t really want to discuss, they would rather  pontificate. What’s that rhyme with again? 

pic.twitter.com/DqlARG0l2E

3/27/2020 7:28:39 AM heracaneanne 😂😂😂My brother bought some gag duct tape that goes on someone’s mouth & they sent him this BUHAHAHHAHAHA😂 ALEX Jones & Austin 

Steinbart are losers & liars! #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/X4rwZrZKXV

3/27/2020 7:29:16 AM bekbekmor It's not a bad thing for people to get paid for their work. The market will pay what the product is worth. Someone asking will have to be good to get 

what they are asking for. Keep working and I hope you prosper.

3/27/2020 7:29:21 AM rswastelnd Well hair falling out in clumps...their fat in their cheeks either bloats or shrivels up completely.  Wrinkles..notable fast ageing...maybe some will melt if 

you throw water on them...or turn to dust and blow away. pic.twitter.com/Dxe6i0QOa8

3/27/2020 7:29:50 AM blsdbe So true, as your handle says: #QuestionEverything

3/27/2020 7:30:06 AM hyerpam Well said👍

3/27/2020 7:30:33 AM stormchasser16 You said it

3/27/2020 7:32:11 AM blsdbe Good thing we’ve all got such thick skin, eh? Blessings 🙏🙏🙏 pic.twitter.com/HMjwcapq97

3/27/2020 7:33:08 AM hodges_traycee I can't find the video on YT

3/27/2020 7:33:50 AM anonmom14 Maybe to be close to a toilet?  Probably puking their guts up from withdrawals.

3/27/2020 7:33:52 AM melleemee Fauci ADMITS VACCINES CAN INFECT AND ENHANCE AND “ACTUALLY MAKE THEM WORSE!”

This is a real admission of crimes against humanity! WAKE UP

3/27/2020 7:33:54 AM hodges_traycee Its been removed for violations

3/27/2020 7:34:53 AM ryan35381162 Awesome! Thank You for sending.

3/27/2020 7:37:30 AM apollyon______ As she says "I'm" and emphasizes the EYE in I. pic.twitter.com/X7wlGpYAm2

3/27/2020 7:38:07 AM aussieinfidel68  https://twitter.com/Punish4Q/status/1243330181500149762?s=19 …

3/27/2020 7:38:21 AM apollyon______ A lot of symbolism in this image.

3/27/2020 7:38:22 AM blsdbe I’m with you, maybe we can work together to help teach people how to be self sufficient again? I am an #OregonMasterGardener and I love to Garden 

all year long! How about you? pic.twitter.com/wm8KTr3DcN

3/27/2020 7:39:06 AM colenepeterso18 8kun is not qmap. 8kun is the platform, qmap takes the posts from 8kun and produces the map.  Q reposted no communications off the platform, 8Kun

3/27/2020 7:39:54 AM earthkeeper_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart I would like to discuss quantum internet with you, I have interesting information you may find valuable. 

astral@engineer.com

3/27/2020 7:39:57 AM __jabird__ Any truth to time travel being released to the public to experience in 2028? It’s not that far away from now.

3/27/2020 7:41:32 AM blsdbe We are all projecting our own holographic experience made up of our thoughts and feelings. Life is like driving y’all-Be Focused on where you want to 

go, because Your Focus is on the Way!!! pic.twitter.com/bdUqkkEPTG

3/27/2020 7:41:57 AM 80yearstoolate Jesus man, that’s hardcore. All hope is lost, in your opinion?

3/27/2020 7:42:47 AM blsdbe You bet, welcome and #ThanQ!!!

3/27/2020 7:43:14 AM dynamicres Man that interview was amazing! Thank you for putting that on! Has anyone chopped/edited the interview and posted yet? 🧨💥🧨💥🧨💥

3/27/2020 7:43:16 AM terrancongito That’s a canard designed to limit who’s out there.  There’s no rules in an an information war.  You’re becoming a new kind of Q Puritan.  The space 

ascetic.

Legit cave. pic.twitter.com/5OEezS0QrA

3/27/2020 7:43:47 AM norwegianon  https://twitter.com/Norwegianon/status/1243548550082019332?s=19 …

3/27/2020 7:44:05 AM dynamicres  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VelMNsAbX0o …

3/27/2020 7:44:06 AM ktydydit_kate Nope....no way.

3/27/2020 7:44:23 AM dynamicres His interview last night was pretty good. I recommend checking that out. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VelMNsAbX0o …

3/27/2020 7:44:39 AM dimoragifts Here's is the link to Sir Patrick Macks video https://youtu.be/HY-oJpu6AiA 



3/27/2020 7:45:45 AM norwegianon I repeat

NO private comms past/present/future

🤡🤡🤡

#Qanon pic.twitter.com/SqtJdg5yJY

3/27/2020 7:46:52 AM dimoragifts This is one of his best!

3/27/2020 7:47:27 AM bruno062418 the choice to follow a blatant FRAUD, little birdie. 

Steinboy's not even a GOOD larp.  #discernment is a valued skill.

3/27/2020 7:49:58 AM deplorable_s Black White tike, keys, rabbit 🐇

3/27/2020 7:50:58 AM nybiltong #POTUS #Venezuela

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@officialmcafee

@VerumRadix @PinataDrunk https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/nicol-s-maduro-moros-and-14-current-and-former-venezuelan-officials-charged-narco-

terrorism …

3/27/2020 7:55:41 AM krissieowens You know @lightheartanon your husband is very prescient in his thinking...

Especially after you heard POTUS tell us at the COVID-19 presser that he wants to “kiss it (The Comfort) goodbye.” 

Sounds pretty ‘final’ to me. pic.twitter.com/qQAs0WZgyL

3/27/2020 7:56:09 AM kluchman4 Great comment brother

3/27/2020 7:56:53 AM analyst2501 That makes sense to me, in light of what Lady Gaga posted the other day about tainted blood and vampires.

3/27/2020 7:57:34 AM dangersaroundus What a coincidence 🤔

3/27/2020 7:59:06 AM deplorable_s Tired Clone.

3/27/2020 7:59:19 AM janeorlean Adrenochrome has been studied in the US since the 1950s and the excess oxidation of adrenalin to adrenochrome was an hypothesis in the 1980's-

1990's as the underlying mechanism of schizophrenia

 http://orthomolecular.org/library/jom/1999/articles/1999-v14n01-p049.shtml …

3/27/2020 8:01:01 AM rachels74230524 @octoberschild06

3/27/2020 8:01:18 AM deplorable_s ??? Possibly??? pic.twitter.com/SQNwJzlZTB

3/27/2020 8:02:36 AM april10521252 Eye for an eye👊

3/27/2020 8:02:37 AM marcus45128888 M12. Your 'group' have anything to do with the 12 tribes? Just curious. 😊

3/27/2020 8:02:59 AM cgarcia1109 Trump IS doing it.  Thank God for Trump

3/27/2020 8:03:08 AM gravekeepersven Get it popping!!!

3/27/2020 8:04:00 AM americanpetal TY!

3/27/2020 8:05:32 AM lightheartanon 🤯🤯🤯 

He really is intuitive beyond measure that guy!  He’s an 11! 

This is really amazing, thank you Krissie for sharing!!!!!  As each piece of the story unfolds I think, I can’t be more amazed but I always am, day by day 

more and more. 🙏🏻

3/27/2020 8:06:33 AM daniell30780312 @DToney4464

3/27/2020 8:07:50 AM liannann1 They got the latest flu shot though.

3/27/2020 8:08:01 AM krissieowens You're very welcome! You guys are so lucky to have each other!

Just found this... pic.twitter.com/5eI2lCu8BW

3/27/2020 8:09:03 AM april10521252 Great info pic.twitter.com/7zImDiwUnt

3/27/2020 8:09:06 AM fmeonlylol I’m not quite sure how I stumbled upon this interview,but I couldn’t stop listening! I’m a “wait and see” type person that tries my best not to judge 

others so quickly. I cried when the little girl said “thank you for saving us”😭

Also,RIP Avicii! 🙌🏻 ☀️❣️🙏

Happy early bday AH!🎂

3/27/2020 8:09:09 AM str1ngb3nd3r 🗣”Donate blood we need it!”

3/27/2020 8:09:40 AM miss_ampie Thank you, Oh Great Bringer of SG Knowledge! 😘😘😂

3/27/2020 8:10:05 AM miss_ampie Thanks again. 😘

3/27/2020 8:12:01 AM herpesmichael I got some vicious private messages yesterday, and just like here, they don’t even make sense. 🤷♂️

3/27/2020 8:13:27 AM rockyraccoonish Schizophrenia, weakening of cellular walls. Blood thins. Permeability weakens. PAIN.

3/27/2020 8:14:23 AM sweets47234160 The eyes have it!

3/27/2020 8:14:44 AM wildirish216 How can he say that when he doesn't know who Q is.

3/27/2020 8:15:00 AM thereallightwa1 Don’t be so coy, and make a salient point or FO

Being cryptic is for qfags

3/27/2020 8:18:31 AM gravekeepersven Rumor has it these celebs the most of them had ingested a tainted version of adrenochrome of corona virus aka covid-19 and the feds are using this to 

shut the elites down.

3/27/2020 8:18:48 AM oaf_unbreakable It's always Soon™

Just fucking do something already.

3/27/2020 8:19:03 AM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/6YygUrfcV6

3/27/2020 8:19:16 AM heavydmoney1 Not even out of curiosity? Because someone told you not to? If people are loosing their minds on Twitter and  telling me not to look at 

something.........you can bet I'm going to check it out! At least to learn what all the fuss is about....FFS!

3/27/2020 8:20:49 AM colenepeterso18 Just wondering, you do know how to get on 8kun, don't you?Please, stop the division and confusion.  8chan is where Q posted,was taken 

down,congress,&  8kun created.Qmap is not the Platform, a board operator created the Qmap for ease of reading w/o all the research on the board.

3/27/2020 8:20:53 AM lightheartanon For sure!!!

Even more proof!!!!!!! 🤯🤯🤯

I need increased safety measures in place from possible popcorn accidents now! 🍿⚠ pic.twitter.com/k8h0OUF9K0

3/27/2020 8:21:01 AM nzqanonarmy BWMD - BIOLOGICAL WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION

3/27/2020 8:21:04 AM qsp1racy HERPES WINS THE DAY

3/27/2020 8:21:30 AM arpalde Well-said, William Higgins! Me, too!

3/27/2020 8:21:32 AM houndiousprime "they say" ...  😂😂😂

3/27/2020 8:21:57 AM astraleyes7 No, I believe the people will overcome, it is inevitable, the evolution of consciousness demands it, as the universe / nature unfolds upon its destiny... 

The evils we face still very much control the banking / govt system, I believe Q & the controlled declas is a distraction

3/27/2020 8:22:02 AM roguepink My sources say it’s Austin LOOOL



3/27/2020 8:22:44 AM jamiely93385277 😂

3/27/2020 8:23:15 AM tf0620 This reminds me of the John Titor story

3/27/2020 8:23:29 AM krissieowens I LOVE this gif! LOL, it's perfect!!😆

Popcorn accidents are no laughing matter...🍿🤭

3/27/2020 8:23:42 AM threshold2020  pic.twitter.com/PGMNxdZCeW

3/27/2020 8:24:10 AM s223s223 that's hair piece

3/27/2020 8:25:29 AM houndiousprime Could "no outside comms" really be referring to the talking head commentators on YouTube, FB, Twitter, etc., who have built their own little empires 

by "interpreting" Q drops for gullible "followers" who should be able to read the drops and think for themselves?

3/27/2020 8:30:17 AM christi18782046 The experiment is complete. 

We have created mix of different species. 

When I was 5 in hospital for a week. Took manyvials of blood each day. Once or twice a day...  

What were they looking for?  I still have many questions. 

Answers are close - thank you all for saving us!!
3/27/2020 8:30:28 AM farlowstephanie Yeah that’s so true but it’s still happening! Hold faith ! #WWG1GWA

3/27/2020 8:30:41 AM dka8604 It sure does, I watched that movie recently.  Hadn’t seen it in 20 years yet it came to mind when I saw all this aging going on.

3/27/2020 8:31:10 AM tarynupmatrix Exactly!

3/27/2020 8:31:25 AM curvybucket26 That’s what I’ve been saying for years !

3/27/2020 8:33:33 AM majure_mary Add me!  I'm out here taking flack alone man!

3/27/2020 8:35:26 AM gederteileen Does a child have to die to get andrechrome?

3/27/2020 8:36:32 AM lavenderlives @DragonFlyGlitta  I don’t wanna be responsible for miss leading anybody so here is a conversation in order

See they are attacking @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙁 then me by proxy 👉🏾really everyone  pic.twitter.com/VhFAIFDSnD

3/27/2020 8:37:06 AM norwegianon God bless Russia then.

Thank you Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin.

3/27/2020 8:37:25 AM realbenbradbury On the island myself; knew something dark was here

3/27/2020 8:37:29 AM admetosl A clip from the show on Austin Steinbart's position re Uranium One. 

#wwg1wga #TheGreatAwakening #darktolight #qanon https://youtu.be/NItQKy4TwpY 

3/27/2020 8:37:49 AM qsp1racy Austin is 29.

Austin has explained many times he is working with Trump, Rogers and Flynn as the nucleus of Q.

#TRIGGERED

3/27/2020 8:38:04 AM lynnettecw She and I are the same age. She looks like my grandmother

3/27/2020 8:38:50 AM anniehannan this bothers me..unnecessary

3/27/2020 8:39:08 AM lynnettecw One can only hope

3/27/2020 8:39:35 AM pitdogman Kuru...

3/27/2020 8:41:30 AM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/WaDvuf4oLH

3/27/2020 8:41:56 AM felani24250601 This fits well, for admin sleight-of-hamfist (Merriam Webster):

Hedge (noun): ": A calculatedly noncommittal or evasive statement."

Hedging (verb): "To protect oneself from losing or failing by a counterbalancing action."

Tomorrow's word of the day: "Flinch."

3/27/2020 8:42:04 AM nikoscali misdirected zealotry to the MAX

3/27/2020 8:42:23 AM qsp1racy There is only Q pic.twitter.com/NU0TDkZayy

3/27/2020 8:42:34 AM latammarca @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @Jordan_Sather_ So, what' going on here ... both invasion and infiltration?

3/27/2020 8:45:06 AM christi18782046 Good point.

3/27/2020 8:45:30 AM norwegianon I'm 100% sure you're a r3t4rded tr0ll

3/27/2020 8:45:37 AM sharidean996 Lol, it's the price we gotta pay for the truth... I got'chu. 👊😉💜

3/27/2020 8:45:40 AM lawdog323 🤣😂 pic.twitter.com/vlxvGHDG5c

3/27/2020 8:46:03 AM nixontweets Careful, boys! She’s gonna insist even harder!

Yeah. Nothing.

3/27/2020 8:46:12 AM qsp1racy Austin infiltrated every level of cabal which he mentioned from the beginning. He used IT work as a cover for DIA operation.

3/27/2020 8:46:26 AM kwititalready Too bad we could not volunteer to help... that would have exposed the plan I guess. O.O

3/27/2020 8:47:12 AM lawdog323 I’d agree with her regarding her symptoms but she left out bloated. She’s clearly in withdrawals.

🤷🏼♀️

3/27/2020 8:47:15 AM felani24250601 Ah, wondrous imagination...

You expected 8 foot tall, a shock of red hair, likes long walks in a suit of armor while carrying a sturdy stallion under each arm?....and now look....you 

got an American Patriot.

Fucking Hollywood, dammit....

3/27/2020 8:47:18 AM jballz1021 Quantum Internet being peddled by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @AustinSteinbart is nothing more than a new false matrix to replace the old false matrix. 

It is Strange Days on steroids. The ultimate fix for impulse satisfaction. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strange_Days_(film) …

3/27/2020 8:47:48 AM christi18782046 Exactly why I don’t get flu vaccine. 

One time years ago I did it. Sickest ever right after. No more 

Have influenza A in Jan. It wasn’t pleasant but woke woke shortly after. 

Tool of the Patriots?  I wonder these things.

3/27/2020 8:48:12 AM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/Rq2aixyJUA

3/27/2020 8:48:14 AM conspiracyntwrk You need that youtube link in the bio

3/27/2020 8:50:24 AM bill_davis01 If you didn’t get tested, how do you know it was COVID-19

3/27/2020 8:51:23 AM dynamicres Gonna be a lot more back and forth, but after that interview last night i'm way more convinced. 🔥

3/27/2020 8:52:24 AM angelaj36998381 Watch his videos and decide for yourself.

3/27/2020 8:52:38 AM kireaton Watch In Pursuit of Truth's latest video on you tube.  Very informative.  Yes, there have been studies.

3/27/2020 8:53:20 AM no1uknow16 Everything the elites are exhibiting...

Any other questions???

😎



3/27/2020 8:53:29 AM qsp1racy 8 feet tall would have been kinda cool though!

Don't you tell me Q isn't 8 feet tall or I call you a shill!

🤣🤣

3/27/2020 8:54:23 AM houndiousprime I like Craig.

3/27/2020 8:55:20 AM angelaj36998381 He’s not. Watch his videos and decide for yourself.

3/27/2020 8:57:45 AM humornlyrics Sounds like they all need Dolph Lundgren's alien drug dealer from the movie Dark Angel who comes to earth to take adrenochrome n sell on other 

planets.

3/27/2020 8:58:44 AM virginialouelle That's what I'm saying. I'm trying to tell my friends and family about what's going on and what's fixing to take place....well, they thought I was wierd 

before, now they think I need a Psy. Oh wait, they're all closed.

3/27/2020 8:59:17 AM wwtravelr ...at their peak in Hollywood

3/27/2020 8:59:38 AM no1uknow16 Some things don't fly...

Someone along the way, had to teach her good from evil, right from wrong...

Everybody has a conscience...

Sorry, people can change, or choose NOT to change...

For her, the latter..

3/27/2020 9:00:36 AM michlynnwallace She also covers one eye with her hand...

3/27/2020 9:00:44 AM fatima79896091 Bc we're dealing w brainwashed, programmed from birth ppl incapable of remembering one iota of who they really are

That was the worst part for me.

Felt like EVERYONE was against me, day in day out, second after second, year after painstaking year.

Eventually, it breaks you down

3/27/2020 9:00:48 AM michael_rae He’s very, very stoopid.

3/27/2020 9:01:29 AM koanado15 #adrenochrome was produced in #WuhanLab

Got it tainted with #coronavirus to identify those drinking adrenochrome?

Wonder why so many actors, royals, celebs, politicians got the virus?!

Their sick & evil practices will come to an end! Thx to #BestPresidentEver #Trump2020 #Justice pic.twitter.com/rVJoabXz4W

3/27/2020 9:02:12 AM houndiousprime I hope no one judges me on my ancestors.  Like Leovani, I have some honor and some dishonor in my family line.

I Am also pigmentally-challenged, just so you know.

Accidents of birth and no fault of mine.

I hope you're not #racist, too.  🤢

3/27/2020 9:02:35 AM no1uknow16 Of which...

The one showing is a "playboy club" key...

I believe...

Anyone else catch it???

🤔

😎

3/27/2020 9:04:15 AM virginialouelle We are. They've been using it against us, for their benefits. That's what's fixing to stop, we will have a whole new world.

3/27/2020 9:04:51 AM bngtap Who knew Dracula 🧛♂️ was real Daum...

3/27/2020 9:05:21 AM covertress When our timeline is changed, we'll never know it without a way to pass a recording of it to ourselves. 

https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1198333942065225729?s=20 …

3/27/2020 9:05:27 AM tweetiecat2 Some things are worse than death. Like eating children.

3/27/2020 9:06:44 AM virginialouelle Unless we were "cut-off" somehow......

3/27/2020 9:07:25 AM celaenomaia I wonder when @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  mentioned (Area 51) S4 and ALICE if it refers to these.. Still reading their previous document drop  

pic.twitter.com/4hiNAnulra

3/27/2020 9:08:07 AM thorne8714carla I want healing technology-  please, please, please!!

3/27/2020 9:08:32 AM lynnettecw I can tell you right now, swollen and puffy faces are NOT a side effect of no make-up. Madonna, Drew Barrymore, and Comey all look super puffy. 

Besides, everyone should be well rested from being home

3/27/2020 9:08:34 AM ceeb16779906 Paysour fits the bill of the lying illuminati families… Adrenochrome  is a real drug- it has been studied- this guy is lying sounds like a cover-up to me and 

oh you’re showing your true colors do you know anything else to throw out but oh you’re a racist?

3/27/2020 9:09:18 AM qrigged4 Hi Austin

3/27/2020 9:10:10 AM lynnettecw Unfortunately, yes

3/27/2020 9:10:12 AM pennywisedawise  pic.twitter.com/yiVTX9ltii

3/27/2020 9:11:27 AM winklerburke Listen to Q after about two hours into this video... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5-MVbtH7tw&t=12957s …

3/27/2020 9:11:32 AM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/oDmpqBTTXl

3/27/2020 9:11:32 AM westmount_d7 🙌

3/27/2020 9:11:44 AM jonnysicko Have some adrenocrome

3/27/2020 9:12:33 AM sventheen We chose to come to the material world against Krishna (Gods) will. God is so kind he will give us whatever we want. So we desired to Lord it over and 

be a controller when there is only one controller. So in order to satisfy that desire we must be placed in the illusory world.

3/27/2020 9:12:45 AM victorg_45 Dont be an IS-BE. Become an I Am.

3/27/2020 9:12:58 AM robbie28799180 There is just NO  way you can convince me they are spraying poison into the air we ALL breathe. Including them.

3/27/2020 9:13:08 AM pennywisedawise You need to toughen up! ♥️

3/27/2020 9:13:54 AM q_weiner As a note, Their twatter page hasnt had activity since 2017. Not sure on their online sales but they promote their E-Juice heavily mixd w/nicotine & 

reviews give stats on “throat burn” levels. Most info can be found on google search/satellite image of location. Still operating?🤔

3/27/2020 9:15:34 AM lynnboyce7 Who became Paul

3/27/2020 9:16:05 AM ericpartchey Thanks!

3/27/2020 9:16:35 AM houndiousprime 😂

I've known Leo for a couple years now.  I find that he's kind, and intelligent, and--like me--he finds sport in trolling haters and exposing ignorance in 

people who think they "know something."  And it's not so much the "knowing" as the "preaching" that is so distasteful.

3/27/2020 9:16:46 AM americanconsti2 Or an old king...

3/27/2020 9:16:46 AM houndiousprime Maybe it's a character flaw, IDK, but it IS fun.

3/27/2020 9:17:18 AM miss_ampie The do if they're Catholic priests.

3/27/2020 9:17:20 AM c_d_o Symptoms: sudden total loss of professional respect and social relevence.

Wonder what the dosage and frequency regimen really required.



3/27/2020 9:18:05 AM nixontweets Sounds like the reasoning I’ve heard from so many Christians. If you’ve already made up your mind that there’s nothing that can convince you, why 

bother?

3/27/2020 9:18:58 AM nixontweets  https://twitter.com/nixontweets/status/1243366396391600128?s=21 …

3/27/2020 9:19:01 AM ceeb16779906 Oh glad you think I was preaching you’re not worth my time… But he was lying when he said there was no research done on Adrina chrome nice guy… 

Enjoy your togetherness!

3/27/2020 9:19:10 AM kindeandtrue That's a red herring. The scientific proof of what they are spraying is collected here at website below. The fact that Trump and all his White Hats are 

breathing it in, too, doesn't negate the fact that they are spraying toxins and fibers on us 24/7. https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/ 

3/27/2020 9:20:23 AM houndiousprime Did he say that?

Did he REALLY?

Look again...

3/27/2020 9:21:06 AM aspennmax64_l Painful.

3/27/2020 9:21:47 AM n7guardiananon Took me awhile to realize I would never return to a Kharma balance from the RAGE I would release upon them. pic.twitter.com/1GjTqCkKLs

3/27/2020 9:23:24 AM miss_ampie Looks like packaging to me. Look at those kegs, and the plastic looks like it will be a drip bag.

3/27/2020 9:24:06 AM captain01470560 What is the meaning of IS-BE?

3/27/2020 9:24:24 AM miss_ampie Jesus. How many kids to fill a keg?

3/27/2020 9:24:30 AM reaperx701lee I agree to an extent, however if all else fails justice comes in all shapes and forms.

3/27/2020 9:25:24 AM killersabata Photoshop exaggerated

3/27/2020 9:25:35 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/wZ2ikpd6RV

3/27/2020 9:25:52 AM hoodsavior Video 186: VERY IMPORTANT! || How to Understand and Visit other Dimensions -  https://www.freedom.social/ftvPVideo-wes19-50291 … via 

@shareaholic @ts_sci_majic12 @whoisfarrakhan @african_1st

3/27/2020 9:26:01 AM yuggy52 Actors doing their part to keep the Panic level up.

3/27/2020 9:26:01 AM anitaevans not only that, but it's not a quick process.  We didn't get here in a twinkling of an eye.

3/27/2020 9:26:35 AM threshold2020 Crowd Strike GS funded OP. Not so poorly done, I just admit. As we RISE, your innate vibe must be left in the lower regional realms.

3/27/2020 9:26:43 AM americanpetal I never thought of myself as being part of team! Wow. ☺️

3/27/2020 9:26:55 AM hwkammers #ThisCommentWinsTheInternet

3/27/2020 9:27:01 AM state1union The Navy Ship 🚢 with the 3 Giant Red Crosses on it, named Mercy says it all to the satanic pedos. Helps me breath better

3/27/2020 9:28:13 AM n7guardiananon ☺☺☺

3/27/2020 9:28:23 AM populistpepe2 I live on a tiny Arizona property. We put in a garden last year. It attracted every roof rat within miles who ate everything! Hopefully we can change that 

somehow...like move!

3/27/2020 9:30:05 AM kinka2012 Mmmm I like it :)

3/27/2020 9:30:30 AM pennywisedawise HAHAHAHAHAHA

3/27/2020 9:31:07 AM tymecrystal Yes https://youtu.be/u1SC0ceLHRU 

3/27/2020 9:31:37 AM rmac36445643 What in fukk?

3/27/2020 9:31:54 AM jkmaalouf @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @NYGovCuomo #busted #CoronaLockdown #coronavirus pic.twitter.com/QxWFDo1jzz

3/27/2020 9:32:36 AM uppvaknandet  https://youtu.be/pTP4bZgMmp4 

3/27/2020 9:32:44 AM populistpepe2 Exactly my thoughts.

3/27/2020 9:32:55 AM knowtheledge8 Well the pale skin has been on this earth roughly 6000 years. Created in the yakub experiment. It was said the pale skin was created to rule the earth 

for 6000 years before the natural people of this earth take it back...everything is falling into place. Facts not beliefs

3/27/2020 9:33:03 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/GBbQMzJVgM

3/27/2020 9:35:28 AM april10521252 You are so loved, thank you and God bless you! Some of us are built for one job, others for other jobs, either way it's God's work, murder is taking 

innocent lives, that's the bad one, killing or hurting another who did harm to innocent ones is doing justice for God🙏 thank you

3/27/2020 9:35:31 AM sharidean996 Indeed. 👍 #DarkToLight pic.twitter.com/5QVem5003P

3/27/2020 9:35:53 AM char06725251 ya no thanks to the Vax!!!! My Lung Dr told me he lost 4 or 5 patients who did not get the flu shot. {trying to scare me}. I told him I will take my 

chances.

3/27/2020 9:36:21 AM americanpetal It’s happening, isn’t it?

3/27/2020 9:36:37 AM april10521252 That's actually in old scriptures,  Jesus was a badass too, flipping tables, and more👊 Onward Christian soldier

3/27/2020 9:36:42 AM uppvaknandet Se this 40min https://youtu.be/pTP4bZgMmp4 

3/27/2020 9:38:04 AM felani24250601 Wonderful... My own opinion:

Matilda O'Donnell Macelroy was the best interpreter/liaison/REPORTER I've ever heard of on this cute planet. 

She reported an event, with little editorial, all stated as such.

Far from a lost art....just dirtied up these days. https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLb_mMxEOEl4wp5PhO6ZpAw-3hC-a7yB_1 …

3/27/2020 9:38:57 AM sonya79628309 I believe from what others have been saying that Austin is using that name as well?

3/27/2020 9:39:02 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/rMz7JBRbmNo 

3/27/2020 9:39:25 AM militantnurse Message over messenger. Austin may look and act like an updated Max Headroom because he is some kind of weird AI thing; but he can drop a few 

truth bombs to get one to expand their thinking even if he is technically a LARP.

3/27/2020 9:40:03 AM brian_4jesusn45 Let it be known,if I can do anything,I will be happy to help. I’m just learning how to understand posts,and do research,but I believe wholeheartedly that 

it’s about justice in Jesus name.Jesus isn’t a punisher btw.He is a protecter.🙏📖

3/27/2020 9:40:50 AM cuetheuniqorn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @eye

Has anyone got the vaccine pamphlet picture for me that shows coronavirus on I please I have searched everywhere.

3/27/2020 9:40:56 AM sharidean996 You know some things. 💜 pic.twitter.com/A24nNneZD2

3/27/2020 9:41:23 AM celaenomaia 💜

3/27/2020 9:41:33 AM nico31158719 Is this the PROOF that you think confirms Austin? I don’t see it. Are you saying that Q put up a scripture that Austin also mentioned? That scripture has 

been mentioned many many times over the history of Q.

3/27/2020 9:42:13 AM nico31158719 Also how can Q confirm him on March 22 if that’s not actually Q? Im very confused. Can you clarify?

3/27/2020 9:45:20 AM lynnmclaud Cool it with the Anti Semitism

3/27/2020 9:48:02 AM n7guardiananon history repeats sometimes

3/27/2020 9:49:42 AM louise_naia That’s not Orcas Island.. that’s Vancouver Island Canada! I grew up there wtf????? 🤮🤮🤮 Just saw Meg and Harry just moved to LA 🧐

3/27/2020 9:50:20 AM april10521252  pic.twitter.com/9MFkSu3U1w

3/27/2020 9:51:13 AM louise_naia She literally looks evil .. good god! Protect the Innocent!

3/27/2020 9:51:19 AM q2366633 Good job on this one! Q 23 666 33

3/27/2020 9:51:22 AM americanpetal Omg...too many mind games. Thanks for sharing. So much I need to learn.💛

I have never seen that movie.

3/27/2020 9:51:30 AM inblackandwhit4 Should have been done long ago. Nothing turned more devout Christians away from organized religion than the unspeakable actions and coverups 

committed by this ungodly group. Wonder what else they keep under wraps? Can't happen soon enough.

3/27/2020 9:52:34 AM q2366633 Remember the real HRC is dead! She has 3 doubles! Q 23 666 33



3/27/2020 9:53:13 AM americanpetal This is off topic, but I get the feeling part of the Great Awakening is to get people to eat nutritious food at home. No more fast food (human meat?)

3/27/2020 9:55:09 AM state1union Oh I agree. No more red meat 🥩 I believe.

3/27/2020 9:56:14 AM jeeemig IT’S HERE!!!!! by Janet Ossebaard (Fall Cabal)

newly released in ENGLISH VERSION

@Inevitable_ET @VincentCrypt46 @intheMatrixxx @realDonaldTrump @madly_offkilter @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MzMugzzi @StormIsUponUs 

@John_F_Kennnedy @Justice4allCQ @TheJenniferMac 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFvCwdfoiH8&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR2F4os7A4lkr1B5E1p82GZ6LyI5yh-PWxK-

KMBZt4ukvRxjqLwKZ4lsxlU …

3/27/2020 9:56:37 AM nanablue37 That one tweet took over the entire discussion.  

Again...

Symptoms of adrenochrome withdrawal are???

3/27/2020 9:56:37 AM q2366633 Good job on this one! Bravo! Q 23 666 33

3/27/2020 9:57:36 AM karma4event201 Austin Steinbart is a clown trying to lead people astray and divide us.

🤡 work for the global cabal

3/27/2020 9:57:48 AM n7guardiananon Twitter is Shilly

Just keep calm and popcorn on

Stay Comfy pic.twitter.com/o4pG2X1UR5

3/27/2020 9:58:04 AM q2366633 Can you dig and bring us some more proof! You bring new elements! Thank you Q 23 666 33

3/27/2020 9:58:14 AM rachelwenzler Steinbart is a fraud...those who know... KNOW

3/27/2020 9:59:54 AM gotmoxie2 My FIL was paralyzed after a flu shot in 2002, became disabled and has to get infusions every two weeks to live.  Not getting any shots.

3/27/2020 10:00:57 AM jv_parker Criminal referral for hoarding??? @paul_furber @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/lTTZo1X753

3/27/2020 10:01:37 AM karma4event201 “They got her by ...” alice

3/27/2020 10:01:51 AM americanpetal 🥰 Sure is. ❤️🇺🇸🕊

3/27/2020 10:03:12 AM blasmunoz3 Schizophrenia

3/27/2020 10:04:24 AM karma4event201 I believe they are using exactly that to control us

3/27/2020 10:04:54 AM karentriebel I look at  the billions of dollars made replacing stay at home moms who were guardians of family health.

3/27/2020 10:05:33 AM jimhayzlett Proof of my claim can be searched on MJ account... not sure if you’re asking me, or for MJ to state they are Pro Humanity???

3/27/2020 10:06:07 AM llwright12 My understanding is Coronavirus is its own kind of disease. Infiltrators at Wuh (which also makes Adrenochrome) were able to taint the Adr supply 

with the virus. So,no -if someone is Not an  Adr user, they may come down with the virus but they will not have any Adr withdrawals.

3/27/2020 10:07:00 AM skeye_watching Is that answer what you need to prove whether or not AS is Q?  Suppose that DM did take place. That would mean nothing. I think many are just 

completely unsure what exactly “Q” is about & ppl are grasping at straws because they don’t know what to believe in.

3/27/2020 10:08:30 AM lightfountain Truth!!!

Exposed them quickly

3/27/2020 10:09:00 AM fsuernman Stockpiled for family and other friends??

3/27/2020 10:09:33 AM americanpetal Agreed. Sad. Very sad. It was a plot to destroy the family unit 

I see them as Guardians of the ❤️ , too. 

After all, it’s about Love. It all radiates our from there.

3/27/2020 10:09:48 AM blissamerica Using a crutch to ease his pain?

3/27/2020 10:11:21 AM jimilightspeed Listening now, I couldn't find the Livestream what's the discord I can't find it?

3/27/2020 10:11:26 AM state1union Favorite movie clip now. Wow 🤩

3/27/2020 10:11:26 AM danauito The Doc throws down some supporting comments👍 https://twitter.com/doqholliday/status/1243568942326611968?s=20 …

3/27/2020 10:12:06 AM sheepdogtamarao I was always drawn to the scifi . . . knowing what I know now. Knowing we're called for such a time as this . . . 🤯

3/27/2020 10:14:17 AM karentriebel Well said,we are the soul of the hearth.

3/27/2020 10:14:24 AM drrowton 800,000 kids a year disappeared.

3/27/2020 10:14:53 AM ceeb16779906 Can’t see the whole picture does the pope have on his red shoes??

3/27/2020 10:15:09 AM jdw822018 I sure hope that’s legit

3/27/2020 10:15:36 AM monokrome I already know what message over messenger means. "Now I see?", no. Now you're ignoring logic.

Now I still want to know why someone who is supposedly a fraud has committed this new concept and it has suddenly become a topic of interest.

If a fraud - why follow their direction?!

3/27/2020 10:15:41 AM ceeb16779906 OMGAnd the Darth Vader in the background or is it the Grim Reaper?

3/27/2020 10:15:54 AM drrowton She looks bad.

3/27/2020 10:16:00 AM ocmonalisa Poor Harry. Brainwashed by a power & money hungry DEM KrayKray. Di is probably turning in her grave. Family looks overjoyed (NOT): 

pic.twitter.com/CqrGaJFOhv

3/27/2020 10:16:27 AM 037agent What about the greys ?

3/27/2020 10:16:38 AM patticlaxton They took down your video.

3/27/2020 10:18:24 AM by369surrounded The Jennifer's delivering the sanity!!!

3/27/2020 10:19:13 AM dredjimmy Okay,

What do you think about his story regarding UFO’s ?

No such thing as anti gravity without a time machine..?

Seriously...?

Haven’t you ever played with magnets...?

Did you need a time machine?

3/27/2020 10:19:46 AM dairy_mom_of_6 I am surprised ppl keep forgetting this. Q just reiterated this yesterday in drop #3902 Glad Someone is calling it out.

3/27/2020 10:20:46 AM ericpartchey Frauds can still say true things

3/27/2020 10:21:04 AM ceeb16779906 And the church was complicit in helping many Nazi war criminals to include Hitler move through and out of Europe to safety to South America!

3/27/2020 10:21:40 AM dredjimmy Ricki Ticki Tavi

3/27/2020 10:21:48 AM 5050kids I definitely agree with the symbolism. Why would you wear jewelry or a big watch in quarantine alone? I have not worn anything but sweats & pj's for 

2wks now & no Playboy jewelry or any other kind either. Sad if she joined their evil cult!🤦🏼♀️

3/27/2020 10:21:56 AM ceeb16779906 He took the losers way out instead of facing the truth and the people!

3/27/2020 10:23:30 AM alight412 We've got a long way to go. I disconnected after trying to have a convers with my pcp over the flu vaccine contents. He sent me to the pharmacy for a 

print out. The pharmacist printed 3 pages of zero content and said he'd print no more. I haven't been back since. Zero trust.

3/27/2020 10:24:16 AM crisco2377 WOW!! The Apertif of choice during the Victorian Era was ABSINTHE!!! Watch Bram Stokers, Dracula!! Then Absinthe was banned around Turn of 20th 

century!! All the Elites were drinking this! Hahaha, It uncannily makes sense! DON'T let these Scum get ANY ABSINTHE!!



3/27/2020 10:26:42 AM monokrome Sure, but - as I said - why the sudden, swift change of direction? It is surely more than just acknowledgement.

Even further, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 has said "some deception is necessary". It's as possible that they want to make it look like this person is a fraud when 

they're not, no?

3/27/2020 10:27:21 AM monokrome Is the entire point that it is worth asking these questions instead of blindly accepting what you're told?

or should we just say "message over messenger" and ignore logic completely?

What do you think?

3/27/2020 10:29:06 AM samantonkristof What about this et plant in SG1 S08 Episode 04, where can i get one? reCreate the jungles in weekstime ... pic.twitter.com/QbxohmX2l9

3/27/2020 10:29:13 AM ericpartchey I don’t. I’ve listened to his videos. I took the good and left the rest. I never thought he was Q

3/27/2020 10:29:23 AM news_just_in__ Apparently quite normal this time of year with the satanic paedophile elites if their supply of Adrenochrome is cut off .

3/27/2020 10:29:25 AM mlhcromwell16 😱👀🥺

3/27/2020 10:29:56 AM ericpartchey Nothing can stop what is coming

3/27/2020 10:30:12 AM trueqanuck11 What are you talking about?  I literally have zero idea?

3/27/2020 10:30:17 AM jcs12877 Blocked

3/27/2020 10:30:25 AM katiesue12345 Just had 2 for breakfast, oh so good.

3/27/2020 10:30:30 AM ericpartchey That was the context. I realize you prob knew that. But then didn’t you ask?

3/27/2020 10:31:01 AM jaded_pearl They must investigate & come to their own conclusions. The idea is not for anyone to tell anyone what to believe. Stop bring led by other peoples 

opinion. Conclude your own.

3/27/2020 10:31:47 AM davethadude369  pic.twitter.com/gIIx2n4uMS

3/27/2020 10:32:32 AM truth_again They out.

3/27/2020 10:33:16 AM monokrome Okay, but if he's not Q (I don't think he is either) then he is surely bringing up something worth mention. (tbh I don't think Q does a lot of that, either)

So, who is he?...

3/27/2020 10:33:54 AM nurseniceyes She knew what is was doing was wrong..

3/27/2020 10:33:59 AM danauito  https://twitter.com/DanAuito/status/1242637503242395648?s=20 …

3/27/2020 10:35:25 AM qanonwga Meh you can't just pick one person, doesn't really work like that. 

You admittedly haven't watched a single one of her videos, so that's probably where her followers become defensive. 

Wouldn't you say?

3/27/2020 10:37:03 AM laurabusse Yes

That is my prayer 🙏😇

3/27/2020 10:37:14 AM tashalee01 They posted some weirdly manipulated video and audio of Polly sounding a wee bit crazy...you must have defended Polly as well 🤷♀️

3/27/2020 10:37:26 AM laurabusse Me too!!!

3/27/2020 10:37:50 AM patricistr She blocked me for saying we should not be divided 🙄. pic.twitter.com/vVGot6fhUO

3/27/2020 10:38:19 AM jameswripley2 Like Dorian Gray looking at his Portrait?☠️

3/27/2020 10:39:28 AM lillianlustig i always watched her YT vids and found she has some very good info. wonder whats going on?

3/27/2020 10:41:09 AM davethadude369 "Abraham Lincoln owes me five bucks! Time to collect..."

3/27/2020 10:41:33 AM ras_rolling Q: How do you eat an elephant?

A: One bite at a time.

3/27/2020 10:42:09 AM emoore544 Sickening isn’t it?

3/27/2020 10:43:02 AM laurabusse Mutual!

You rock too Liz 😃

Thank you for being your reasonable and kind self as well!!! pic.twitter.com/kpUkjn7AvM

3/27/2020 10:45:57 AM april10521252 I should watch this, don't recall seeing it b4. I've certainly got time lol

3/27/2020 10:46:26 AM laurabusse Well my take personally is

Everything in balance

We all have dark and light inside us

Also

There are times you want to be with ppl

There are times you want to be alone

My observation has been

Some ppl prefer being with ppl mostly

My Mom and sis

Some ppl prefer being alone more...
3/27/2020 10:47:18 AM laurabusse ...like my brother and myself

I have a penchant for speaking the obvious 😁

3/27/2020 10:47:23 AM ericpartchey I personally think it’s disinformation to cause division. It certainly is not unifying the movement

3/27/2020 10:49:23 AM ericpartchey I tend to look at this like in the Bible Paul said he rejoiced that the gospel was preached even though some where doing it out of false motives and to 

actually bring harm

3/27/2020 10:49:44 AM winklerburke Can I... go back in time & pull my three sons out of their lousy Christian elementary-junior high school... and put them in the 1 that raised up Austin 

Steinbart?  (My sons cannot receive any Q platforms or information at this point?)  Asking for aware Q Boomers, with non-Q fams?

3/27/2020 10:50:05 AM laurabusse Husband is the ultimate observer

Without having checked out the article

He's quiet and just takes everything in

Doesn't speak much

But when he does

He's always worth listening to

I'm the opposite

Not terribly observant

Flap my gums at the drop of a hat
3/27/2020 10:50:45 AM april10521252 That was cute

3/27/2020 10:51:04 AM ericpartchey I don’t follow anyone’s direction. I trust my God to guid. I follow this for info. Time wasting etc.. I think it’s interesting and I learn lots of stuff. I just 

enjoy the show

3/27/2020 10:53:45 AM laurabusse Thanks for the info and the video...

3/27/2020 10:53:57 AM werascending My husband is the same way.  Together we balance each other out!

3/27/2020 10:54:05 AM shannonketcher2 ❤️



3/27/2020 10:54:09 AM trueqanuck11 I didn’t...I have no clue what’s happening, nor do I want to know. I’m here for Q-that’s it.  This joker doesn’t even have the balls to tell me why I’ve 

been added to his little hit list.  He can go fuck himself. pic.twitter.com/atIci53cjK

3/27/2020 10:55:11 AM hachimauli @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 To who/what, where and when can One quote the source of the Majestic Messages of Disclosure document?  And Thank You for 

sharing.

3/27/2020 10:55:30 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/L6JM1cFHOd

3/27/2020 10:57:03 AM shannonketcher2 Thank you for naming them so I could block them!!

3/27/2020 10:57:40 AM laurabusse O god

I've come across small groups of ppl on Twitter

That if you don't agree with their pet theories

They call you stupid

Call you names

It's so ridiculous!!!

3/27/2020 10:59:02 AM jollyrob2 the same kind of technology in the crafts found in Antarctica 🇦🇶?

3/27/2020 10:59:14 AM noroboguy Thanks for sharing. Be careful who you follow.

3/27/2020 11:00:15 AM davtor2020 Did you listen to Polly's explanation? Or listen to even ONE other video that she has done? But you had time to dig up dirt on random people? Pathetic 

behavior which only reflects on you.

3/27/2020 11:01:12 AM all777love Wow! What are the odds of that?!!

3/27/2020 11:03:40 AM all777love The walking dead!

3/27/2020 11:06:25 AM april99341937 I agree with you about this 1000%!

3/27/2020 11:07:25 AM yolandazavala7 Freak outs on twitter with tweets about Q! 🤯😲 That's the major symptom.

3/27/2020 11:07:48 AM tkrambambuli Asymptomatic. From what I see in their Video goodbye messages.

3/27/2020 11:09:51 AM crisco2377 Jordan, I am well aware of what Q posted. However it must also be acknowledged just how many times Clif High has proven you wrong! And if there's 

anyones judgement I trust(even with his errors) it is Clif!!

3/27/2020 11:10:06 AM militantnurse When he was young and poor he was a bit of a mooch. He lived with people for free and stuff. Borrowed money for his first suit when he got elected to 

his first office. He may very well owe IS-BEs some cash.

3/27/2020 11:11:30 AM liltilgerlil He’s a shill! He’s a joke, a divider!

3/27/2020 11:12:44 AM admetosl The sides are being drawn nicely.

3/27/2020 11:15:40 AM laurabusse Yes!

It's wonderful

And I learn so much from him ❤️

3/27/2020 11:15:59 AM liltilgerlil You tube still has pedos and extremists. So yes, yes they can! No outside comms. Remember the Corsi days. Dividers come and go, Q remains the same!

3/27/2020 11:16:44 AM yoman4517 Even a bad set of eyes can see this is photoshopped.

3/27/2020 11:17:49 AM mongrelglory (cough ** Julian's Rum **cough) 😏

3/27/2020 11:20:26 AM captain01470560 Dows it have to do with this?BE still and know that He IS God.

3/27/2020 11:20:32 AM nicolepiper19 Sharon Stone should be in this line-up

3/27/2020 11:22:12 AM botandove As if Q hasn’t kept people awake a night. You know all blinded with no original thought.

3/27/2020 11:22:26 AM mongrelglory So happy you're in a better place now David! 🤗

3/27/2020 11:22:41 AM 32nine1 I agree! While researching I’ve always known these people weren’t inherently like this something happened that forced them into that lifestyle

3/27/2020 11:23:02 AM kayelynnie Oh my Lord

3/27/2020 11:23:13 AM opmindqrime These LARPers keep pushing this lame non starter.

No Outside Comms.

#STEINLARP and the 'Steinlarpers'  now playin'

3/27/2020 11:26:42 AM calabriakathryn But now HarMeg are moving to LA!!! How very interesting!

3/27/2020 11:27:24 AM seekerseon amazing fearporn yawn

3/27/2020 11:29:39 AM waterheals Oh really? Harumph. Haven't looked at mine for sure. I post all my Q stuff on FB and have been following since 2-3 days in. Followed Mega Anon first. 

Debunked Corsi.

3/27/2020 11:30:18 AM nico31158719 I’m so sorry I got half way through but just couldn’t understand it. It would be awesome if this was written out somewhere so it could be read slowly 

and understood.

3/27/2020 11:31:00 AM thevagrantpepe No worries. Didn't expect my question to cause such an uproar. Funny, in all of it, my question never got answered. Oh, well. Plenty of other useful 

Patriot stuff to do.

3/27/2020 11:32:28 AM waterheals So you say. If you are buying that, our movement is in trouble.

3/27/2020 11:32:48 AM wldhrt_wanders 🙏👏

3/27/2020 11:35:04 AM jojoe12299 I believe recovering addicts/alcoholics are some of the strongest warriors. We've been to hell some how survived and flourished enough in that 

environment to rise up out of it. Congratulations on beating that personal demon back enough to prosper, while still being attacked daily

3/27/2020 11:35:12 AM wldhrt_wanders pain and torture beyond what they have inflicted is what they deserve

3/27/2020 11:36:21 AM djlok You are right about that!!!

3/27/2020 11:36:38 AM steelqpatriot Agreed. Also I think it likely that "no outside comms" is a message for Austin from himself

3/27/2020 11:37:03 AM illumin28741368 Wasn't it just 4chan back then suddenly 8chan...

3/27/2020 11:38:21 AM waitingfortheb Crying to satan

3/27/2020 11:41:33 AM risky_anon17 @ArianaGrande

3/27/2020 11:41:41 AM mediqated Do you know @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ?

3/27/2020 11:42:25 AM 4patrickhenry Nobody's dragging him anywhere.

3/27/2020 11:42:39 AM jojoe12299 It strengthens areas a person without the experience will never know exist. I used to hate myself and my disease. Now I try to remember to give 

thanks for it as often as I can.

3/27/2020 11:43:23 AM 99thyamwasher I don't see how. I'm not following him recently; but he's a liberal educator being falsely accused as a right-wing nutter because he refuses on principal 

to play the pathetic 'safe-space' 'respect my gender whimsy' games. His personal issues aren't none of my business.

3/27/2020 11:43:50 AM risky_anon17 that was a recent Q post if anyone is interested in finding actual Q drops check out the official site. http://QMAP.PUB 

3/27/2020 11:43:59 AM marlindean Checkered pattern tile in background is Masonic Freemason symbolism. Also white rabbit pendant Adrenochrome.

3/27/2020 11:45:12 AM 99thyamwasher Meanwhile, podesta is still mostly an unknown, and you know that hrc is most likely sneaking in through creeper Biden's ticket; and she'll take over 

when he's taken out.. Thems the fish to fry! (Fun madonna tweaker reference there) imho, of course.

3/27/2020 11:47:16 AM truthjohn8_32 Controlled apposition will always get away with breaking the rules..

3/27/2020 11:47:21 AM jenaynayz what is happening, I cant see original tweet

3/27/2020 11:47:55 AM jenaynayz can you share a screen shot for me, dude blocked me so I have no idea whats happening here

3/27/2020 11:48:56 AM laurabusse Case in point

3/27/2020 11:49:02 AM nschlange omg, did you ever read the emails that wiki dropped? Did you ever read JP and HRC's actual emails?

3/27/2020 11:51:39 AM noroboguy  pic.twitter.com/Btw0aSyMIU

3/27/2020 11:52:16 AM hollywoodhardy1 @WhatThatJessDo

3/27/2020 11:52:56 AM armapuros What is D6?



3/27/2020 11:52:57 AM libsareinsane Austin is a #FRAUD. I exposed him and his team absolutely no answer for it.

 https://twitter.com/libsareinsane/status/1243322191585767425?s=21 … https://twitter.com/libsareinsane/status/1243322191585767425 …

3/27/2020 11:54:23 AM houndiousprime THAT'S an interesting angle...

3/27/2020 11:54:52 AM davidacamorani #QAnon🇮🇹⏰🇺🇸💝

@realDonaldTrump @KremlinRussia

@TheCollectiveQ @prayingmedic

@GiuseppeConteIT @matteosalvinimi

@g_occhionero @StormIsUponUs

@TransformNow2Q @Barabba0681

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DiOristano

@GerardoPilolli   

 

Stay safe stay observant and may God be with you. https://twitter.com/bobdylan/status/1243389605451198465 …
3/27/2020 11:54:57 AM jenaynayz thank you! dont even know how I got brought into this. Why anyone would be shilling for me is anyones guess. lol

3/27/2020 11:55:17 AM whatthatjessdo These folks will try anything but the truth

3/27/2020 11:56:35 AM libsareinsane The CURE is to eliminate the need for money. Not socialism or communism, but TECHNOLOGY.

3/27/2020 11:56:55 AM rc7j1 Islam is only about 1400 yrs old. What are you all talking about?

3/27/2020 11:58:47 AM innegev Hillary Clinton's face

3/27/2020 12:00:35 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Space Force has now launched.

Is this a Sign that something will Start Today ?

3/27/2020 12:00:41 PM jhanhiem How so? They are using these kids and should get the firing squad. This whole tainted andrenchrome/corona thing is totally different and a massive 

reach. I need more than some OLD looking photos of these evil scum.

3/27/2020 12:01:45 PM slr_fl I hear schizophrenia... 

But what I am sure about.. is that Corn harvesting can change a guys face from square to oval!! pic.twitter.com/SFp5madXMf

3/27/2020 12:02:28 PM merkaba369 Pssst... Can we,  the orphans,  get back over to Sagittarius ?

3/27/2020 12:02:57 PM czebotarjessie @CathyCathyFox @BardsOfWar @intheMatrixxx @Inevitable_ET @cain_nate @dnajlion7 @GenFlynn @drfyl @JEagleRiver3 @prayingmedic 

@TammyParry @JackCar90016844 @EntheosShines @elenochle @mikerestorer @JuliansRum @tugginghboat @QPatriot17 @Justice4allCQ 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/27/2020 12:03:04 PM hwkammers Thank you for asking. I've been digging into his Amorphous Archives for about a week now. I'm not finished. If you'll notice, my account (the only one I 

have any control over) does not push Austin on anyone. The QMission can still be accomplished with some not believing Austin.

3/27/2020 12:03:39 PM smalltownindy I played around with some English Ordinal gematria and found this interesting nugget using the caps of the original post. One of the meanings of 728: 

"Because unlike you anonymous BullShit artists I have nothing to hide". Doesn't @AustinSteinbart say that all the time or similar?

3/27/2020 12:04:12 PM sharong73376199 War never is.

Prayers for all involved in this phase of the mission.

May we all remain safe when they make their next move.

I TRUST THE PLAN FULLY

And a Brilliant plan it is.
3/27/2020 12:05:54 PM hwkammers What sux is that our own family members were the ones who got offended when we started to believe what he said. Not the "other side"... our own 

"side". (Not that I really believe in sides, but ya get the idea). Our family members should have looked into #AustinSteinbart ⤵️

3/27/2020 12:06:09 PM jenaynayz I dont even know why Im involved here lol

3/27/2020 12:07:31 PM laurier2009 My God people....look at the divide here just on this post alone....isn't this the result that the bad guys are hoping for...listen to everything...research 

and discern for yourself...if he's not Q or assoc with Q it will come out...stop giving him anymore of your time...

3/27/2020 12:08:43 PM clubberchops Aging...

3/27/2020 12:09:12 PM mikebravodude WOW I'm glad I calmed down and did my home work. The same accounts attacking me for posting that 

@99freemind

 video are also shilling for...

@Austinsteinbart

 & 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@TashaLee01

@one_autist

@jenaynayz

@HerpesMichael

@CitizensIReport

Jesus... pic.twitter.com/7wfGiMXqio
3/27/2020 12:09:15 PM dmzastra This kind of "god" too is a mere entity because thought conditionnal (for most).

One has to "submit" to have "something".

It's commerce, trading not spirituality...

3/27/2020 12:10:21 PM illumin28741368 Money isn't an evil thing... but judging others and trying to control what they do like you are greater beings who has to train your slaves is actually 

exactly what the final stages of the great awakening will deal with on all levels of power and information... that how crowns op

3/27/2020 12:10:23 PM hwkammers before having such a visceral reaction that, if you really think about it, is what made our family members recoil FROM us. We didn't "create division". 

All we did is recognize that #AustinEnhancesQ. How are we supposed to "unsee" what we "see"? Why do our family members insist?

3/27/2020 12:11:33 PM qsp1racy  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1021936345210449920?s=19 …

3/27/2020 12:13:50 PM worldxplorer1 Thanks for this!  Appreciate your work and insight!

3/27/2020 12:14:50 PM illumin28741368 Sounds like the Majestic 12 just want to be kings of slaves and may be getting their crown chakra viruses sooner rather than later... you could say 

anyone making money off it isn't "official" because official people are funded by military aka communist methods but what you said:(



3/27/2020 12:15:09 PM hwkammers Aren't those reasonable questions that deserve to be contemplated? 

I would really like it if someone could give me a well-considered response that would help me learn to understand this point of view. 

pic.twitter.com/RsxLbeC0jl

3/27/2020 12:19:10 PM momoarnesen Watch who's videos? (Tashalee advises) 

I ignore these distractions! ⚡

Don't get side tracked Bravo. 👊

3/27/2020 12:20:47 PM elizabe86170937 Message over messenger ... Listen 2 me & I will tell you what you want 2 hear. This Larp is dangerous 2 Anons not savvy enough 2 recognize he is a 

Larp. He will use their trust then ridicule them when he is done playing them. His demeanor & anger r not representative of Q/Q-Team.

3/27/2020 12:22:04 PM rykenjen Thank you. I watched the video. It seems quite advanced in concept and difficult for me, as a beginner, to understand. Do you have any other 

suggestions?

3/27/2020 12:25:06 PM truthseekerkari Sounds like a plausible scenario to me. We will know soon

3/27/2020 12:25:14 PM demarkodiaz LAUGHABLE ''All photoshop professionals?''

3/27/2020 12:26:01 PM giediknight Seismic activity = Stargate opening?

3/27/2020 12:27:46 PM qsp1racy Very reasonable.

It is as if some invisible, unspoken barrier is preventing them from digging into Austin too much and coming to their own conclusion.

I wonder what it is? 🤔🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/RA02bYmEF6

3/27/2020 12:27:46 PM menendez_ron She’s awesome. I just discovered her.

3/27/2020 12:30:58 PM dianecheshire13 Why don't nobody answer the question..? What are the symptoms?.. Anybody..

3/27/2020 12:31:18 PM _deanharrison_ if I have to think for you then you don't deserve it and you'll never get it anyways.

3/27/2020 12:31:20 PM state1union It’s actually true. My Hero has been poisoning himself for years for this battle. I love him too

3/27/2020 12:32:37 PM gretchbetch189 White hats took over 80% of the many many MANY underground bases WORLDWIDE from the Darkhats and that was 2 months ago.(80%) So they are 

probably close to 100% by now.

3/27/2020 12:32:57 PM ariasviewpoint Help DECODED tweet of @Comey and @realDonaldTrump go viral!

@BabyQPlus

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@0Risk0Reward

@1CrypticPoet

@39anc6

@FreedomAnon

@TxGodmotherIII

@AaronHoughton10

@Kyoouhnahneemu1

@KewNadian

@PennywiseDaWise

@nea_storm

@StormChasser16

@HWKammers

@AustinSteinbart https://twitter.com/AriasViewpoint/status/1243619814871977984 …
3/27/2020 12:33:53 PM americanpetal What do you mean?

3/27/2020 12:35:15 PM ninjanancey I hope so.

3/27/2020 12:38:25 PM state1union Because the DOJ/FBI were in on harming me with SSP/Big Pharma. I needed help to survive.

3/27/2020 12:39:07 PM antoniogustinio Im not sure how to do that. Possibly AaronH and Majestic could help you out.

3/27/2020 12:39:11 PM ninjanancey Yes and a very frightening death.😢

Rest in peace angels 🙏

3/27/2020 12:40:41 PM state1union My Hero has had to sacrifice himself over and over for me. That’s all I know. He has suffered so I still live. Im waiting on him here

3/27/2020 12:45:19 PM adsvel Exactly!😊👍

3/27/2020 12:46:20 PM jenniferhen70 THATS WHATS THIS IS ALL ABOUT BOREDOM. MY GOD ALWAYS DRAMA

3/27/2020 12:49:37 PM jenniferhen70 SOMEONE CHANDED THE HEADING SO THATS THEIR EXCUSE. EVERYONE FORGOT ABOUT THE NEXT POST THATS WHATS HAPPENING HERE

[Infiteration instead of invasion].

3/27/2020 12:51:02 PM voltamachine @shoe0nhead

3/27/2020 12:51:06 PM depoland Says the playground supervisor....

How childish are you.

3/27/2020 12:51:35 PM voltamachine I do kinda

3/27/2020 12:52:02 PM darbyy2 I just watched the videos and I am on the fence about it.  But if anyone made a video and said a lot of false things about me, I would clap back so fast.  

PM hasn't said one word.  So who knows what's going on.  I sure don't. But I'm still curious as hell at how this will end!

3/27/2020 12:52:10 PM voltamachine Baby Q is Steinbart

3/27/2020 12:52:41 PM voltamachine Steinbart isn’t profiting off shit he already has bitcoin money dude

3/27/2020 12:57:42 PM mavroudissarah  pic.twitter.com/vtQxQgYGnp

3/27/2020 12:57:44 PM jccjcs Trump is keeping those enemies closer -it makes him look trustworthy in their eyes because they're not very smart.

3/27/2020 1:01:09 PM smallgreyunif4m Also with keys, wtf

3/27/2020 1:01:27 PM smallgreyunif4m Yeah wtf

3/27/2020 1:05:25 PM jaded_pearl They will come around - Nothing will stop what is coming.

3/27/2020 1:08:41 PM coronamae2 Sounds like he just said that vaccines can be a detriment to us.  Autism?

3/27/2020 1:10:56 PM victorg_45 Q-bits {eye of Orion}

3/27/2020 1:14:27 PM helener2442 Queen Esther v Haman, Haman loses

3/27/2020 1:15:32 PM jbcloud i saw those finger guns girl pic.twitter.com/OI0EIvB73b

3/27/2020 1:18:07 PM tymecrystal Try this https://youtu.be/4oHD3w4klsw 

3/27/2020 1:22:11 PM rachel_claveau His silhouette has been treated with a detouring tool on Photoshop : we still see the pixelization effect between the two layers (zoom on it, you’ll see 

the pixels around his silouette). Metadatas of a photo doc are entirely edible: very easy to change them (GPS coordinatates).

3/27/2020 1:24:15 PM robertwar8 👍



3/27/2020 1:25:42 PM stuarttruly BeginAgain

America

❤️

 http://www.lawfulamerica.com 

@AaronHoughton10 @AustinSteinbart @TheSolariReport @RealEyeTheSpy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#StarTrekPicard

#AnimalCrossing #COVID19 #DeborahBirx #FlattenTheCurve #Hydroxychloroquine

#Italy #NYC #QAnon #TheGreatAwakening
3/27/2020 1:27:25 PM greeneyesanon I got a flu shot years back and wound up with pneumonia that lasted a month.

3/27/2020 1:27:31 PM nc__turtle He claims to be Q. All he has to do is post on 8kun validating himself and this b.s. would be over.

3/27/2020 1:27:54 PM hoarderoftime This is not by accident. The world is about to ignite

3/27/2020 1:29:37 PM greeneyesanon Also, I don’t like the corona virus team surrounding Trump.

3/27/2020 1:33:01 PM beachinsc No bueno!

3/27/2020 1:37:45 PM postelleallyson The only thing that will divide the movement is emotion. That might happen because so many people have not learned 2 modulate their own 

emotional reactions. We all have feelings but we don’t all act them out. So let’s pretend 2 b Mr. Spock when we’re confronted or even triggered.

3/27/2020 1:38:04 PM krucialnuera Stage 1 , larping on Twitter....

3/27/2020 1:38:29 PM postelleallyson Lots of unavailable tweets above and below.

3/27/2020 1:38:47 PM bossheartlaunch oooooh.

3/27/2020 1:38:58 PM leahinman5 It is all about technocratic control so don't know

3/27/2020 1:39:17 PM beaglemoon Yes, basically EVERYTHING that @DustinNemos, @Jordan_Sather_ ,@prayingmedic say is considered "OUTSIDE COMMS". Infiltrators or hardheads? 

Guess we'll find out April 5! #austinisQ

3/27/2020 1:40:30 PM patriotpup2020 @PattyPatriotCA

3/27/2020 1:40:54 PM muhenglish1 Where will this be streamed?  Link?

3/27/2020 1:45:05 PM patriotpup2020 @PattyPatriotCA

3/27/2020 1:48:44 PM qsp1racy Agree pic.twitter.com/FoYe9DyCSr

3/27/2020 1:49:26 PM qsp1racy 🤣🤣🤣

3/27/2020 1:49:35 PM irah_chandler Aren't we all working together to save each other from disinfo

3/27/2020 1:49:57 PM adamshitts Thank you

3/27/2020 1:55:10 PM robinabank4 Painful blacker black eyes without vaxx💥💥💥💥💥

3/27/2020 1:59:46 PM laurabusse Me too

3/27/2020 2:00:10 PM robertsmithl The Church that sets on 7 hills

Revelations

3/27/2020 2:01:24 PM hwkammers  pic.twitter.com/R33jsHTIej

3/27/2020 2:01:46 PM bernardoalves85 Was going to say that. He is distracting us

3/27/2020 2:02:04 PM kimmyannetolosa @MIAuniverse

3/27/2020 2:02:20 PM bernardoalves85 Please he is distracting us. Dont send him viewers

3/27/2020 2:04:28 PM houndiousprime That's pretty much how I'm looking at it right now. If they are right and the Spirit driven young pup is wrong, then I guess I will have to rethink my 

disdain for bishops and cardinals and reverends and whatnot.  Maybe the establishment-types and haters were right all along?  😂

3/27/2020 2:06:10 PM se7en32781870 My goodness Twitter is so helpful! pic.twitter.com/Eh2SScOpOH

3/27/2020 2:07:19 PM nixontweets I’ve always acknowledged a shift thanks to tech that allows uncensored global communication (relatively). I’m highlighting the detrimental effect of 

empowering those who are deliberately hurting us. What’s the logic behind not publicly disclosing ways to counter this?

3/27/2020 2:08:31 PM hwkammers Let's change that reality. I have already offered to have a decent conversation with #JoeM. I just can't make it to the top of my notifications to see if he 

answered me yet. 🤪

3/27/2020 2:10:53 PM nixontweets Are you capable of answering these? I’ve been asking for a LONG time and all I get is deflections & blocks despite my sincerity. 

More within this thread: https://twitter.com/nixontweets/status/1243412292743524364?s=21 …

3/27/2020 2:11:54 PM llcsurvival Question for Austin and those he has deceived, why would 

Q RE POST the same very drop patriots have recalled to point out Austin is not Q. A blunt and obvious warning from Q that outside comms are NOT Q 

and are fake...

Twitter and YouTube are outside comms

8kun is the only board pic.twitter.com/7GtDhaOuEw

3/27/2020 2:12:14 PM whyteknight17 We need a leader until the King returns, just like we need a president.

3/27/2020 2:12:36 PM americanpetal Why were you targeted? What did you know or do?

3/27/2020 2:12:54 PM whyteknight17 We have had evil presidents before.

3/27/2020 2:13:16 PM stormchasser16 I never lose my temper just try to remain calm and listen if they actually say something other than LARP no outside comma

3/27/2020 2:13:17 PM llcsurvival Why would Q repost this if not to point out Austin is a fraud?

3/27/2020 2:13:17 PM arcanemanifest Sign of wealth

3/27/2020 2:13:30 PM lora95271603 @CzebotarJessie

@CABeck1961

@KarluskaP

@MediumGrace

@MajorPatriot

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@SGTreport

@X22Report

@40_head

@JuliansRum

@CathyCathyFox

@SaraCarterDC

@SaRaAshcraft

@POTUS

@DanScavino
3/27/2020 2:13:40 PM keith369me I could literally feel the booms beneath where I worked.

3/27/2020 2:14:08 PM laurabusse Here it is https://youtu.be/VelMNsAbX0o 

3/27/2020 2:15:49 PM jenniferfillmo8 Wheres the show?

3/27/2020 2:15:57 PM state1union I was born into it. I didn’t know the origins of being trafficked till 2 weeks ago. I thought it only involved, Clinton Foundation but I was wrong. Nazis too

3/27/2020 2:16:08 PM llcsurvival Why did Q post this to 8 kun then if not as a reminder that outside comms are fake IE Austin on twitter and YouTube.

Blindly following this kid doesn’t make you smarter, better or wiser. It makes you stubborn and divisive.

3/27/2020 2:16:36 PM llcsurvival 111 that’s seriously flawed logic.

3/27/2020 2:16:51 PM qsp1racy Have fun! Good luck!



3/27/2020 2:17:44 PM gretchbetch189 Same. A few days ago my whole house was vibrating/shaking. Go look at the Earthquakes in the US in the last couple years. There was numerous 

quakes in certain states within one day.

3/27/2020 2:18:32 PM thereallightwa1 That you leap so shows how immature and arrogant you are.  I’m not a fucking mind reader, ahat.

3/27/2020 2:19:12 PM qsp1racy There are 2 #AustinProofs in the link you are trolling me in, genius.

Now let's use an IQ point or two here. Read my post.

The answer you are ignoring is right in front of your eyes.

3/27/2020 2:20:04 PM gretchbetch189 Check out YouTube: (Blessed2Teach) Once on channel click on videos and go down and find the 1st "underground war" video. There are many but start 

at the beginning. Gene decode is a regular on there. He's really good.

3/27/2020 2:21:15 PM qsp1racy I just go by the facts and what I can prove and what I can prove is Austin called 2 QProofs in a row and also that  http://qmap.pub  edits titles of Q 

posts to fit their personal narrative.

Cant just ignore these things once you see them.

3/27/2020 2:22:21 PM 02joshuaradwan Right?!

3/27/2020 2:23:31 PM 02joshuaradwan OMG

3/27/2020 2:24:09 PM gretchbetch189 Start at part 2 because they had audio issues in part 1 https://youtu.be/x1_NELzv9r8 

3/27/2020 2:26:12 PM qsp1racy Prove it.

3/27/2020 2:26:24 PM phreatomagnetic I asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  if this is what they are doing last night 

Either great minds think alike or fools never differ  pic.twitter.com/tOPLM1Mm7D

3/27/2020 2:27:46 PM rebornkingent  https://qmap.pub/read/3904 

3/27/2020 2:27:59 PM interna14052407 Or infuses themselves with abortion baby adrenochrome?

Shipments of this misadvertised product around the world need to stop.  

 https://www.stemexpress.com/human-blood-products/human-cord-blood/cord-blood-plasma …

@realDonaldTrump @SecPompeo @KremlinRussia_E @mfa_russia @NSAGov @MPI_NZ @AusBorderForce @nzchinacouncil @HuXijin_GT @RT_com

3/27/2020 2:28:33 PM llcsurvival The so called “proofs” have been debunked. But insults are always a great way to prove a point! 😆

3/27/2020 2:28:38 PM 02joshuaradwan No blood donations is correct

3/27/2020 2:29:00 PM americanpetal What did you uncover two weeks ago?

3/27/2020 2:29:25 PM stuarttruly KAG: Kimberly Ann Goguen (KeepAmericaGreat)

#TheGreatAwakening

#SeeSomethingSaySomething

#StarTrekPicard

3/27/2020 2:29:37 PM mongrelglory Excellent metaphor Phrea! 👍

3/27/2020 2:29:51 PM qsp1racy Prove they are debunked.

And if you think I insulted you then you are a big baby for real.

2QProofs > you

3/27/2020 2:30:12 PM love4lavender Don't know all of them. I've read they can have flashbacks. If you seen the video of Hillary being helped to car... limbs can have spells of going out of 

control like that.

3/27/2020 2:33:18 PM 369_is Very nice explanation. Thanks!!!

3/27/2020 2:35:00 PM state1union What I needed to know about the origins of my life and my family. I didn’t know I promise. I was shown the truth. I know there’s more but it’s 

devistating. Truly horrifying. I’m grateful some unnamed hero’s thought I was worth believing in. Saving and loved

3/27/2020 2:39:43 PM americanpetal That has to make you feel good...special. Do you know who the person (hero) is who thought you were worth believing in and saving?

3/27/2020 2:40:39 PM bebetmcg @Justice8882 @LisaMei62 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GravityStorm1 @X22Report @KillAuDeepState @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1243647273462005760 …

3/27/2020 2:42:14 PM 10sd156 We watching you mr Pope

3/27/2020 2:43:25 PM magaforc Wow!!!

3/27/2020 2:47:45 PM 1crazy_toaster Me three.

3/27/2020 2:49:33 PM eyesquincy So here’s a link to reddit a reply by AirWarrior that goes point by point Q vs Austin Steinbart.  Some good, some bad, but the guy has no vested interest 

in either.  Judge for yourself.  Drill in, can’t remove the obnoxious thread heading. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/POLITIC/comments/fmes4o/datto_be_advised_you_are_impeding_a_live_military/ …

3/27/2020 2:49:54 PM ateliershane Lol photoshop bad job

3/27/2020 2:50:31 PM turtlegirl7477 Would LOVE to know what's going thru FLOTUS' mind in this pic...those eyes...😄

3/27/2020 2:51:01 PM tomotley4 Sounds perfect

3/27/2020 2:53:30 PM covertress If seismic activity = stargate opening, then what type of device caused strange earthquake waves to ripple around the world on 11/11/18?

Did timelines merge? https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2018/11/strange-earthquake-waves-rippled-around-world-earth-geology/ …

3/27/2020 2:54:18 PM americanpetal That’s heartbreaking. He must really love you.

3/27/2020 2:59:44 PM pj99576394 Since I believe in free speech, something you obviously do not, I will voluntarily to so. 

You sound like a little kid telling someone to take their ball and leave bc they don’t agree with you

3/27/2020 2:59:53 PM stevephillps81 Ay get on this one @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/27/2020 3:02:15 PM kathleenmckeon6 I did not say it you did......go read your own tweets.

I called you out on your callous comments.

800 thousand children missing a yr is an indication.

I stand by that statement.

3/27/2020 3:06:21 PM patriotrisingq They are still up for me  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg … also have yoh ever used  http://qmap.pub  ?

3/27/2020 3:07:43 PM state1union I know only one ☝️ personally, even though we’ve never met in person. He never was willing to let me go or give up.

3/27/2020 3:09:20 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/6QZQwAxcoG

3/27/2020 3:09:44 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/ugx0OUI2Eq

3/27/2020 3:09:54 PM leovanipayseur I did not say it didn’t exist.  Nor did I say no research had been done.  If you will reread what I wrote, you’ll see I said, “I’m almost certain no studies 

have been done.”  If it exists, which it very well may, it isn’t the type of thing to jump through R&D hoops for FDA.

3/27/2020 3:10:01 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/cJaEW1MP4u

3/27/2020 3:10:25 PM gabriel28966626  pic.twitter.com/qG2jc3dmHR



3/27/2020 3:16:28 PM karenm45599884 When I wanted to find out what the Q movement was, I googled it and did my own research.

3/27/2020 3:17:36 PM lexymarconi Thinking that normal, very hard working Americans really want to see their drawn out faces, once again moralizing to us about how we should carry on 

when we all know what in the hell you all have been up to.

3/27/2020 3:17:45 PM qjeneice  https://twitter.com/Michael_Rae/status/1243660456620748801?s=19 …

3/27/2020 3:18:49 PM laurieq17 They are tortured and when their adrenaline is the highest (it spills over into their blood) it’s tapped out of their pineal or adrenal glands at the base of 

the brain. Then their adrenaline laced blood is consumed. So, yes, they have to die for this to occur... there’s more m...

3/27/2020 3:19:00 PM johndic63027991 Some are in worse shape then others they top dogs will have some starched knowing something was coming. See Tom Hanks speech reassuring them 

r#they all new about Q so he was telling them it will be ok the gate is good! But the smart ones would have gotten all they could!

3/27/2020 3:20:31 PM leovanipayseur Rather, it would be an exclusive, black market substance.  Exactly what type of study would you expect to be done on a black market substance only a 

tiny handful of people were supposed to know even existed?  Come on... think!!

3/27/2020 3:22:38 PM laurieq17 Not even necessarily a “chip” maybe smart dust.... look into it. It’s real

3/27/2020 3:22:59 PM leovanipayseur And you’re calling ME the liar here?? Don’t put words in my mouth.  Read more carefully & stop playing into your anti-Illuminist biases which are ruling 

your emotions.  I’m a wordsmith who knows the supreme power of words.  It’s magick.  It’s the Law.  I word things carefully.🐍

3/27/2020 3:25:32 PM lexymarconi What if it's all an act? They are told they have to look distraught and terrible and ramble on about nonsense....what if it's all another act? What normal 

person would appear as they have done?

3/27/2020 3:26:25 PM ravenforthewise The time line has been tamper with more times than anybody knows. Nothing can’t stop what’s coming. Where we go one we go all.

3/27/2020 3:29:02 PM theshanejackson Thank you for keeping us up to date. No way we could trust the FAKE NEWS.

Keep after them, Mr. President!

3/27/2020 3:29:07 PM lexymarconi It is an act of course. And we fall for it every time. These vain people, seriously, I'm more vain than that. It's an act. We are being played once again.

3/27/2020 3:30:32 PM mateuszwala General motor sucks.

Every car almost sucks because of this Corp.

3/27/2020 3:30:44 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#MemeMajik https://twitter.com/posonaut/status/1243637685127974913 …

3/27/2020 3:30:54 PM bernie69691664 Deepstate 🏴GM the best yet to come👉🏻GAME over

3/27/2020 3:34:33 PM lightlove21121 Looks like those who have eaten the pineal gland die 🦠

3/27/2020 3:35:52 PM americanpetal I don’t know what to write. It really is a touching story.

3/27/2020 3:36:42 PM corinnebackman WiseCrone, read from part 1 - https://www.fifty8magazine.com/isbe 

3/27/2020 3:38:17 PM leshabelle33 Y’all remember the movie: Death Becomes Her? Remember the story line? Just thinking about that the other day🤷🏻♀️

3/27/2020 3:38:46 PM 4everapatriot Didn’t they take the Obama bailout?

3/27/2020 3:39:59 PM nedryersonpunx 800k kids missing per year isn’t evidence of a 6000 year old child eating cult

3/27/2020 3:43:24 PM internetusr Essentially doesn't equal the Fed is gone. 

Baby steps, deep breaths.

3/27/2020 3:43:51 PM cassandraemmon2 Feels ok to me

3/27/2020 3:44:13 PM pomeinnz @QBlueSkyQ

@LisaMei62

@prayingmedic

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@55true4u

@intheMatrixxx

@Inevitable_ET https://twitter.com/greg_scott84/status/1243598873936809984 …
3/27/2020 3:44:37 PM rosscarwalker This is the end of the slave matrix. Humanity rejoice! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @MELANIATRUMP @GenFlynn @MongrelGlory

3/27/2020 3:44:38 PM trumps_all  pic.twitter.com/7HZvtBniGY

3/27/2020 3:45:36 PM hlmorrison64 Its a reposted drop makes it current. They reposted it for a reason. As I said before this response is for all idiots following a fraud he is a shill looking for 

attention.

3/27/2020 3:46:04 PM mxmarinemom Pain, confusion, rapid aging, dark circles under eyes, not being able to sleep..

📌(With no make up people to spackle and fill ridges or lighten dark circles under eyes) We will let God judge them... Gitmo can arrange the meeting! 

pic.twitter.com/Fkf7elTHMn

3/27/2020 3:47:08 PM trumps_all It’s on.......... pic.twitter.com/DdWnm7UGds

3/27/2020 3:48:21 PM valhalla11111 Hey pick me!

3/27/2020 3:48:23 PM rosscarwalker We have realised we as a species are under enslavement and we are declaring by natural law that we are slaves no longer. If any acts of retaliation 

come against us as a species again we will retaliate. Please choose peace. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @MELANIATRUMP @GenFlynn

3/27/2020 3:48:57 PM pro_aktv Space Soldiers. Apropos.

3/27/2020 3:49:03 PM realovendodger Inquisitors pic.twitter.com/qXZEeKk6r2

3/27/2020 3:50:46 PM courtne08241586 Ooooo pick me!!!

3/27/2020 3:50:59 PM 369palm “16,000 or so civilians and active-duty airmen currently assigned to the Space Force have tested positive for the coronavirus, also known as COVID-19.” 

When did this happen?

3/27/2020 3:51:00 PM 99thyamwasher Spacey mc spaceface

3/27/2020 3:52:09 PM militantnurse Stormtroopers, Duh!

3/27/2020 3:52:49 PM qhronic AURA

3/27/2020 3:55:06 PM chipper1001 *3 of the 16,000

3/27/2020 3:55:31 PM mongrelglory Space Ninjas is still my top pick! 😎

3/27/2020 3:56:25 PM keith369me Hiring civilians?

3/27/2020 3:56:29 PM amyhunt38445243 SHARON STONE: pic.twitter.com/VVdk7ENXja

3/27/2020 3:56:58 PM amyhunt38445243 SHARON STONE CONTINUED: pic.twitter.com/HLD3nWfdEs

3/27/2020 3:57:02 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/gla6FVEnJcg 

3/27/2020 3:57:07 PM 369palm Ok I totally skimmed past that. Thank you

3/27/2020 3:58:47 PM justice8882 🇺🇲🇺🇲🇺🇲

3/27/2020 3:59:09 PM mongrelglory I'm thinking... pic.twitter.com/FoTODEM15I

3/27/2020 3:59:45 PM rosscarwalker Melania, Donald, General Flynn or MJ-12 as we have had an attack on humanity using a bio weapon are we going to get justice?  @realDonaldTrump 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @GenFlynn @MongrelGlory @MELANIATRUMP @FLOTUS @MongrelGlory

3/27/2020 4:00:14 PM stilettoradio @ncwhm  is my new favorite thing on Twitter!

3/27/2020 4:01:00 PM observingeye2 God speed.  🙏🙏👍👍

3/27/2020 4:01:40 PM observingeye2 🙏🙏❤️❤️ 👋



3/27/2020 4:03:03 PM pablocr46826101 Real pic

《verified》

3/27/2020 4:04:24 PM patricksready Bruh.... don’t be on the wrong side of history. pic.twitter.com/nkJRyfDwmz

3/27/2020 4:09:57 PM mwannahockalugi Star Troopers.

3/27/2020 4:12:02 PM irah_chandler Message over messenger is an anti decernment psyop built to convince you. That you shouldnt pay any atention to the man behind the curtain.

3/27/2020 4:13:31 PM lovinglizard Those AutoCAD drawings are so cool... I’d love to make stuff like that instead of furniture and cabinets!! 😜

3/27/2020 4:19:07 PM michael81972  http://ucrtv.com/royal-palace-confirms-queen-elizabeth-tests-positive-for-coronavirus/ …

3/27/2020 4:19:58 PM soblessedlk Welcome to the real world.!!! How do you think people who are unable to work feel🤔🙏🏼🇺🇸

3/27/2020 4:22:24 PM kathleenmckeon6 Keep telling yourself that.

3/27/2020 4:23:50 PM nedryersonpunx So when nothing continues to happen, will you continue to tell yourself that?

3/27/2020 4:26:29 PM kathleenmckeon6 Smile

A lot is happening

I think you might be blind

3/27/2020 4:26:59 PM weediblue Astromagetonausts?

3/27/2020 4:28:02 PM nschlange That's great. That's what Q wants, for ALL of us to start thinking for yourself. They want us to wake all the way up!

3/27/2020 4:28:47 PM perfectstorm24 Awe man. All that work and he didnt even catch @austin very clearly say:

"and not the fake Air Force Space Force". He

refers a totally different idea and explanation of "Space Force".

Again, all that work and the guy isnt even on point. 

See AS video about Satellite Internet.

3/27/2020 4:31:09 PM wisecrone1 Thank you for clarifying!!

3/27/2020 4:32:33 PM wisecrone1 Thank you!!

3/27/2020 4:36:09 PM bryceja68689884 Q. Name them Q.

3/27/2020 4:36:41 PM weediblue If adrenaline in epipens turns to adrenochrome when oxidated, will that affect innocents who rely on this med, if they suffer anaphylaxis? Where does 

the adrenaline in these owns come from?

3/27/2020 4:42:04 PM troyglandon The watch, the KEY necklace with the rabbit head on it.

Times up.  Shes flipping on her friends

3/27/2020 4:47:30 PM hwkammers LOL Are you going to delete this tweet, too? Respectfully, I'm reading your stuff, and commenting openly. #YourTurn

Look into Austin all by yourself. 🕊

3/27/2020 4:47:40 PM nschlange Well look for what you need then. I was able to in many different places. Google AW's laptop and the NY police dept. It's there, I've seen more then 

enough to know that it's true. You'll have to do the same. Be careful what you wish for, there's no un-seeing what's been seen

3/27/2020 4:50:53 PM b_swag You do realize the whole reason for this current pandemic is because we don’t have a vaccine to it yet, right?  If everyone was like you this would be a 

much more common occurrence.

3/27/2020 4:51:40 PM jhanhiem Have you seen it? I heard about it.... I can’t imagine many in the NYPD SAW THE HORROS IN THAT VIDEO AND LET IT CONTINUE FOR 3 more years

3/27/2020 4:51:48 PM tkeller0865 @docdhj ???

3/27/2020 4:52:14 PM b_swag Lack of vaccines kill.

3/27/2020 4:53:14 PM nanciefox So Awesome🚀watched it🚀🚀🚀 pic.twitter.com/ltCVuxDGtW

3/27/2020 4:53:55 PM b_swag I have absolutely no idea what I’m talking about, but here are some words anyway.

3/27/2020 4:54:41 PM bossheartlaunch 42B

3/27/2020 4:55:06 PM b_swag Stop spreading ignorance, Vlad.

3/27/2020 4:55:30 PM reportgoldfish LIVESTREAM RUNNING A LITTLE LATE TONIGHT

The GoldFish Report YouTube Channel

8Pm ET/ 5Pm PT

Simulcast on Ascension radio at:

 https://radio.mpaq.org 

@P0A_Triot23

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@striderraven1

@LoveBling6

@SteveMotley pic.twitter.com/PmFRhrTJKR
3/27/2020 4:55:34 PM flubbynutty The look you make when you know the truth

3/27/2020 4:56:20 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. Literally nothing is happening. 

2+ years, no booms, no mass arrests, no Gitmo, dozens of failed Q predictions. 

But yes, keep believing that something is happening even though reality and facts tell you otherwise. 

Smile bc facts still don’t care about your feelings

3/27/2020 4:56:50 PM eyesquincy Deleted a bad link.

3/27/2020 4:56:55 PM bossheartlaunch 42 B cut.

3/27/2020 5:02:07 PM allonkid How arrogant. He has been working on the project since age 17, for 12 years now, where were you?

3/27/2020 5:09:27 PM corinnebackman I also attached part 1 for you.  You can access the complete book through Kindle.

3/27/2020 5:16:51 PM hwkammers The link worked for me. Maybe some of the #StarPower is rubbing off on me...✨

3/27/2020 5:19:05 PM leahinman5 That man Austin not sincere anyone sincere works in silence

3/27/2020 5:21:28 PM kathleenmckeon6 Catch up Mr. Repeat, things are happening today, as in right now.........

You are missing everything.

3/27/2020 5:23:30 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. Then explain specifically what is happening

3/27/2020 5:25:24 PM kathleenmckeon6 Nah, don't want to take the surprise away from a lazy commentator on twitter I call Mr. Repeat.

You have fun

I am bored with you now.

3/27/2020 5:26:25 PM stormchasser16 I am blocked too!  I am so hurt 😭

3/27/2020 5:30:29 PM charismaalasta1 I started thinking about this because I've confusing happening here at Twitter  .

3/27/2020 5:31:48 PM julka_369  pic.twitter.com/SXs5ZWz0FE



3/27/2020 5:36:59 PM michael_rae @AndrewPerticus

@RNPayne2

@the444show

@LegaBoom

@AltimitWill

@TheDeaconShow

@InvSecActof1951

@antiantisemites

@JasonTiffany8

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Citizensrising1

@Aetherwalker1

@Katheri60491537

@CanadaIsSaved

@HerpesMichael

@jessej97real

@UpliftingMind
3/27/2020 5:38:01 PM n8ivd8onan Was trying to comment on the live feed, but my comments wouldn't post. Disappointed!😞

Not a bot.

3/27/2020 5:39:25 PM nedryersonpunx Lol. So you can’t provide even one verifiable fact? Sad.

3/27/2020 5:46:18 PM corstruction I think so.  You referenced recent future.

3/27/2020 5:48:04 PM pbounasis I love it 👍🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/27/2020 5:52:50 PM _call_me_roy @AustinSteinbart 's emergence exposed we (collectively) have a long way to go re: logical thinking. 

Many in the movement replying &attacking mirroring the Ds attacking Trump. AS hasn't divided us just like Trump didn't divide us. AS exposed our 

flaws, like a good troll should.

3/27/2020 5:54:41 PM 369_is Firstman. The First Force.

3/27/2020 5:57:27 PM mother_american Are you serious?? These aren’t Proofs!

I could post a YouTube of a scripture on a day used B4 by Q- that doesn’t make me Q!

Q Proofs are undeniable, that Austin guy is a fraud. Qanon isn’t about glory & fame- that’s ALL the Austin dude wants

#BeBest or at least better than this pic.twitter.com/QPcgQXRpvm

3/27/2020 5:57:54 PM _call_me_roy Anyone taking this pic and going, "but you endorsed @AustinSteinbart ! LARP!" is not thinking logically.

Even if he did endorse AS, does that contradict the statement, Follows, RT, likes dont equal endorsmts?

Absolutely not.

3/27/2020 5:58:17 PM jimilightspeed If you haven't met this guy, you should take a few minutes to find out who he is and what he's talking about.

@AustinSteinbart @AaronHoughton10 @MsAvaArmstrong @AskTheQuestion1 @HWKammers @BillDargel @ChristinePolon1 @myfinewords 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @1776Stonewall @NFrechen https://twitter.com/Michael_Rae/status/1237359334381752321 …

3/27/2020 6:01:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 $17,000

3/27/2020 6:01:52 PM internetusr 👀

3/27/2020 6:02:02 PM atashfire Let's pump gold to that price.

3/27/2020 6:02:25 PM rosas7043 We still playing the guessing game follow blindly BS. ?

3/27/2020 6:02:38 PM _call_me_roy Could there also be other meanings behind MJ12 posting this? Perhaps. Jumping to conclusions when there are so many other possibilities remaining 

unobserved, is where we now know many Q followers are at.

3/27/2020 6:02:51 PM nschlange They actually didn't. It was taken over by the FBI and many of them are no longer w/us. I saw what I think was a quick clip of it. I didn't try to see it, it 

was there before I knew what it was. Nypd tried to hard ball the FBI, they had no idea how corrupt they were I guess.

3/27/2020 6:03:20 PM manifest_utopia Yes, but @AustinSteinbart been outed. Wonder who's funding his op?

3/27/2020 6:04:15 PM bodyworkbydawn This is even more sick.... pic.twitter.com/mVxRrQ32A8

3/27/2020 6:04:20 PM presidentbenja1  pic.twitter.com/eA9Nx4mxOp

3/27/2020 6:04:45 PM jmbmajic3 Bob Dylan releasing a 17min song about JFK 👀

3/27/2020 6:05:27 PM hawkgirlinmn It’s the 17k question!!

3/27/2020 6:05:43 PM cocopuffster12 No. Try again

3/27/2020 6:06:19 PM keith369me Our daily stipend, lol...help from someone smarter than me.

3/27/2020 6:06:30 PM hailrazer Whatever Majestic is posting is True. Up to us to find out what it's True about ...

3/27/2020 6:06:32 PM realseanirish1 x 17...

3/27/2020 6:07:29 PM nschlange lol, doubtful.

3/27/2020 6:07:33 PM qstormwatch I took this account way too seriously.. time for me to unfollow the Moronic 12 #LARP

3/27/2020 6:07:39 PM azuremagus They forgot Luke AFB in AZ.

3/27/2020 6:07:43 PM louiselsimmons My 9 year old son is obsessed with space, Tesla and time travel. His future is looking brighter and brighter.️✨

3/27/2020 6:08:00 PM kindeandtrue $13,333.00

3/27/2020 6:08:15 PM n7guardiananon  https://www.officialdata.org/us/inflation/1700?amount=17000 … pic.twitter.com/kescl4cpmE

3/27/2020 6:08:21 PM april10521252 That's  beautiful,  so happy you're ok now 🙏

3/27/2020 6:08:30 PM america94184309 If they do. My wife & I will be spending our savings NOW!!!

3/27/2020 6:08:43 PM 20_20_beyond It’ll go on forever. Just be careful where you put your trust and you will be just fine.

3/27/2020 6:08:45 PM americanpetal Price of Gold?

3/27/2020 6:08:46 PM rghardy3 Don't laugh too soon.

3/27/2020 6:08:55 PM kwititalready I see why you're the one wearing the hat... OK, you're in charge. You squeeze him for the answer to the $17,000. It's too low a price for gold. I need 

gold to be at least $100,000 per oz. Silver, at least $2,000 / oz. Maybe he means BTC? Nope, it's at $6300.

3/27/2020 6:09:09 PM myfinewords Thanks. I'll check him out!

3/27/2020 6:09:10 PM sonya79628309 Ed?

3/27/2020 6:09:16 PM americanpetal Thank you!

3/27/2020 6:09:34 PM kathleenmckeon6 🤣

3/27/2020 6:09:44 PM djlok 1917

3/27/2020 6:10:34 PM _369311119  https://www.gateworld.net/news/2005/06/anderson-to-guest-star-on-the-simpsons/ … pic.twitter.com/UKNLPVWvXB

3/27/2020 6:10:41 PM _call_me_roy How do you fix this? By forcing us to learn to verify for ourselves. AS touched on this in a video explaining how he verifies Wikileaks drops. HE WANTS 

TO ARM US all in the same way. Not only is logical thinkng req'd, so is ability to forensically analyze and verify info/claims.

3/27/2020 6:10:41 PM n7guardiananon 😊 不用谢

message over messenger

3/27/2020 6:10:57 PM marcus45128888 For me?! 😁😉🤗

3/27/2020 6:11:12 PM 444_q_ Literally put this shirt on my toddler yesterday after bath...and when I did I knew there was something to it!! pic.twitter.com/VCaXPBmbXi



3/27/2020 6:11:46 PM djlok  https://twitter.com/repthomasmassie/status/1243180243696996356?s=21 … https://twitter.com/repthomasmassie/status/1243180243696996356 …

3/27/2020 6:12:07 PM americanpetal 😊😘

3/27/2020 6:12:20 PM mongrelglory I would like that!  It would help my retirement fund. 😉

However, I'm not sure that's what they're referring to?

3/27/2020 6:13:29 PM americanpetal 🤣

3/27/2020 6:13:56 PM getmainebud When?

3/27/2020 6:14:10 PM skeye_watching I’m not led by anyone nor their opinions.  I observe facts based on information.  The information & characteristics of those that go by the pseudonym 

“Q”  on 8kun do not line up with the characteristics of AS.  To try & force the two platforms into one is done by influence

3/27/2020 6:15:04 PM canadaissaved The frog in the slowly heated pot.

Lucifer will try to claim messiah status with a flashy show, do not follow him.

3/27/2020 6:15:20 PM nschlange I think it's a pretty safe bet that they won't be getting 17,000 dollars.

3/27/2020 6:16:50 PM scottsummersxx $17,000 per American citizen? Instead of a measly $1,200? (Not being ungrateful...still homeless and "overqualified" for a job so a way out would be 

helpful)

3/27/2020 6:16:52 PM americanpetal It really is  beautiful 🙏🙏🙏

3/27/2020 6:17:37 PM ts_sci_majic12 Military Activity Domestically

3/27/2020 6:17:37 PM emilyoakley6 This makes SENSE

3/27/2020 6:17:47 PM palmdalekid2 Kilos dropping in price?

3/27/2020 6:17:49 PM w1717171717 Elaborate?

3/27/2020 6:17:54 PM alwaysfinds The correct amount of our stimulus check?

3/27/2020 6:17:54 PM mactruthcdn Source.

3/27/2020 6:17:55 PM rghardy3 Actually I heard it will be much more than that.

What do YOU think it means ?

3/27/2020 6:17:57 PM michaebbrown1 Christ Almighty

3/27/2020 6:18:21 PM louismcfadden8  https://twitter.com/LouisMcFadden8/status/1243707561393532928 …

3/27/2020 6:18:27 PM americanpetal Tonight??

3/27/2020 6:18:27 PM _call_me_roy And as we add leftists & normies to the team, there will be more that need to have confidence in their own free thoughts &verify for themselves 

instead of let "the experts" do it. Important to help prevent us getting fooled again. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDfAdHBtK_Q …

3/27/2020 6:18:37 PM 444_q_ I know we are in the midst of the storm, anything we (anons) can do other than spread the word?

3/27/2020 6:18:44 PM tracksideexp Pictures, or it didn’t happen!

3/27/2020 6:18:54 PM johndic63027991 What happened Mr battle hardened DIA agent Austin S🤣🤣🤣🤣 I think  he got but hurt took his ball and went home! The feds came and got him! 

That guy was stupid to waist your life on a need to feel important!

3/27/2020 6:19:09 PM americanpetal Prayers for Operators 🙏🙏🙏

3/27/2020 6:19:19 PM jake84544816 Jesus Himself is coming on the clouds to clean this world up. Are you ready? Turn to Him before it’s to late we still have time

3/27/2020 6:19:43 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/A3N7v8IcJj

3/27/2020 6:19:52 PM prometheus1776 4 black hawks running night ops have flown over me within the past hour

3/27/2020 6:20:15 PM nedryersonpunx  pic.twitter.com/Q1th6MhUGv

3/27/2020 6:20:30 PM carlossubic details?

3/27/2020 6:20:34 PM patriotswegoall In USA?

Recent videos surfacing of trains w/ MIL vehicles good indication

3/27/2020 6:20:41 PM keith369me MP’s particularly active?

3/27/2020 6:20:54 PM emilyoakley6 Hey Q has done their job.

All of us are thinking and not afraid to give our ideas.  No thought is to be dismissed.  We All learn now to be free.

3/27/2020 6:21:16 PM covertress 🐸

3/27/2020 6:21:44 PM christello1 Like these over Hollywood today? pic.twitter.com/0D3kurjOK9

3/27/2020 6:21:46 PM nschlange They are going to give 17,000 to each family? The last I heard it was 2000 for a family of 4?

3/27/2020 6:21:48 PM michael81972 GodSpeed

3/27/2020 6:21:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 #DoxD6 

End the cabal.

Infiltration instead of invasion.

Think Crowdstrike.

Logical thinking.

How do you gather intel?

They don't voluntarily give it away.

Use memes.

Censors are offline.

FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT! pic.twitter.com/MOmtlrDkhN
3/27/2020 6:21:51 PM elevn15 The cause of ALL the problems on the planet; the mentally ill money junkies. 

Time to remove every last one of them.

3/27/2020 6:22:12 PM jlundr Someones MAD

3/27/2020 6:22:15 PM rebornkingent Inflation was getting out of hand?

3/27/2020 6:22:23 PM upliftingmind Not a larp, just formulating questions/posts in ways that cause you to think for yourself. MJ has been this way since the start.

3/27/2020 6:22:30 PM elevn15 Play stupid games, get stupid prizes.

3/27/2020 6:22:34 PM upallnight39 I saw a thread on  http://reddit.com/r/conspiracy  yesterday a person talking about massive predawn power outages in florida that lasted ONLY a few 

hours.

They said there were bright flashes and seeming explosions, but no transformers goin off.

#SpaceForce

3/27/2020 6:22:55 PM saddiebeltin Me to a couple times today

3/27/2020 6:23:37 PM covertress 🐸

3/27/2020 6:23:37 PM americanpetal  pic.twitter.com/TCMUYW7qzu

3/27/2020 6:24:21 PM upallnight39 I think that was for propaganda purposes

Anyone seen a tank driving down the street yet?

Lol



3/27/2020 6:24:26 PM anirgu If true

then covert op

or 

CNN = False

3/27/2020 6:24:27 PM pearl13947410 Notice djt doesnt refer to himself as POTUS anywhere in this EO

3/27/2020 6:24:51 PM atashfire Live feed from CNN reporting in from the centr... Oh wait.

3/27/2020 6:25:07 PM hereticpatriot I had Black colored Blackhawk fly over me on the 5 freeway

3/27/2020 6:25:30 PM rghardy3 At some point they will be giving the Trillions

of Cabal Dollars back to The People.

When this will happen I don't know.

GESARA

QFS

3/27/2020 6:25:38 PM cockrellta  pic.twitter.com/RPTt48bcvk

3/27/2020 6:25:48 PM hereticpatriot Where are you? Los Angeles?

3/27/2020 6:25:51 PM christello1  https://twitter.com/NBVCCalifornia/status/1242565847681359873?s=19 …

3/27/2020 6:26:12 PM nschlange Isn't that 2 different things?

3/27/2020 6:26:34 PM daganon68 Photo? Video?

3/27/2020 6:27:48 PM n7guardiananon some interesting numbers...

3/27/2020 6:27:49 PM emilyoakley6 Yes he does

3/27/2020 6:28:00 PM redhillmum Per $XRP ? Really? pic.twitter.com/TLssiDa6Rq

3/27/2020 6:28:17 PM roadking7766 Pray

3/27/2020 6:28:31 PM rghardy3 Yes 

These are the New Financial System coming.

3/27/2020 6:29:14 PM beverlyalters Prayers sent to the throne for here and above thank  you .

3/27/2020 6:29:16 PM bmshumpert Can’t watch now, but I’ll watch in the morning! Thanks for all you so!!! ❤️🙏🏼🙌🏻❤️💙🇺🇸🙌🏻❤️🙏🏼

3/27/2020 6:29:53 PM didduediligence Maybe just one four times 🤔😂

3/27/2020 6:30:36 PM candace_stedman Do it!

3/27/2020 6:30:39 PM prometheus1776 3 were in formation, 1 by itself

3/27/2020 6:31:03 PM jaded_pearl @AaronHoughton10 has actually lined up many similarities - for instance, his syntax & that of Q. What characteristics are not similar to you & wouldnt 

something like character be a matter of individual perception?

3/27/2020 6:31:23 PM hwkammers I was muted, FTR. After I met him where he asked us  which was a decent convo. What can I gather from that?

3/27/2020 6:31:42 PM smmmote 👏👏👏 pic.twitter.com/M0145lmbKQ

3/27/2020 6:31:54 PM candace_stedman NICE!

3/27/2020 6:31:56 PM jojoe12299 Where are you located?

3/27/2020 6:32:06 PM didduediligence It was at night, how do you know? 🙄

3/27/2020 6:32:17 PM 444_q_ Absolutely. 🙏

3/27/2020 6:32:47 PM rqoiau QPharisees ?

Austin ?

Absolutely no logic there. 

Obvious Clown activity only strengthens Q’s position.

3/27/2020 6:32:51 PM peekaboo1966 End the evil !!!

3/27/2020 6:33:07 PM anathemadc Military frozen today, no retirements, no PCS, no new orders - all officially on hold today.

3/27/2020 6:33:08 PM prometheus1776 With my eyes?😂

3/27/2020 6:33:26 PM pearl13947410 No he said "By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America..." and he only signed his 

name, not President...

3/27/2020 6:34:04 PM state1union I’m staying safe but it’s not over yet.., It truly is a beautiful story about Unconditional Love. 🙏❤️

3/27/2020 6:34:58 PM curvybucket26 Fed Dead! Internet Freed. Guantanamo full. It’s a good day.

3/27/2020 6:35:49 PM jaded_pearl Once upon a time we have brave & courageous investigative reporters who would risk love & limb to be on the front lines with the soldiers... where are 

these reporters in this war? Where is the video footage from inside emergency rooms even if just front door film @ ER?

3/27/2020 6:36:10 PM _call_me_roy Carl Miller said he was apart of a topsec project "Bluebook' in Vietnam. "Where the officers in the jungle, smelled a rat in the woodpile." Then trained 

their top guys bc of said rat

We are being trained. Honored to be along for the ride Long way to go https://youtu.be/1s-zHrNPfkQ?list=PLamzsgMQUpT20PJv2hp6c5vQiCQ0fo-

AK&t=91 …

3/27/2020 6:36:48 PM joeyl86 Light Force pic.twitter.com/IT4WYoiLak

3/27/2020 6:37:16 PM tkeller0865 Who is this? Im blocked lol

3/27/2020 6:37:19 PM sonya79628309 😂😂😂

3/27/2020 6:37:58 PM mactruthcdn It's the same in all EO's.

3/27/2020 6:39:03 PM jojoe12299 Ty

3/27/2020 6:39:45 PM vive_en_veritas Anyone catch the key around her neck with the white rabbit?

3/27/2020 6:39:53 PM kekiweon Star Pros

3/27/2020 6:40:28 PM americanpetal 😢

3/27/2020 6:40:47 PM purplefavorite1 I would love to see a check for that🎉🥳🎊

3/27/2020 6:41:53 PM 1coolpatriot She's emaciated

3/27/2020 6:42:20 PM qsp1racy @qjeneice

3/27/2020 6:42:25 PM emilyoakley6 Ahhhh

Got you

Apologies

3/27/2020 6:42:36 PM synackstatic They gather Intel by giving crowdstrike access to bulk NSA data streams and collection.

3/27/2020 6:43:30 PM patriotswegoall They have been surfacing online for the past few weeks, not just the ones a few years back.

Arlington Heights, IL with military vehicles on freight train https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvuB_SM6qYk …

3/27/2020 6:44:01 PM upallnight39 Yea, but has anyone seen them go off the rails?

3/27/2020 6:44:53 PM buca7253 Up to 1 Million Ready Reserve called up by EO today, reporting to Esper and DHS

3/27/2020 6:45:24 PM 1coolpatriot Yikes

3/27/2020 6:46:10 PM 1coolpatriot 👍

3/27/2020 6:46:31 PM internetusr Badumm...tishh?



3/27/2020 6:47:02 PM upallnight39 Controlled opposition

Controlled controlled opposition

Komptrolled Egregore 

#Fl0P0zEYETIU0UNZ pic.twitter.com/dmEguWkcGD

3/27/2020 6:47:08 PM internetusr People been saying tonight every night for what seems like hundreds of nights. 

So, lol no.

3/27/2020 6:47:22 PM xusaf_patriot ^^^^^^ under rated comment.

3/27/2020 6:47:43 PM airbrushfrenzy Who is that?

3/27/2020 6:48:20 PM pearl13947410 No problem. OCD comes in handy

3/27/2020 6:48:29 PM supraboostsd619 Is that you Austin?

3/27/2020 6:48:58 PM utgeist Let he who is without poor grammar and simpleton spelling mistakes, cast the first stone.

3/27/2020 6:49:03 PM upallnight39 Say MAJI are you saying

DATT0 IS AN ORGANIZATION LIKE CROWDSTRIKE

Anyone who wants to burn something down

Should harras the fuck out of DATT0

YA do not say pic.twitter.com/HCqS1J0hVG
3/27/2020 6:49:09 PM airbrushfrenzy Nevermind looked it up. Looks like shit

3/27/2020 6:49:11 PM agentblack77  https://youtu.be/OtjTRYrF8X4 

3/27/2020 6:49:13 PM trinity_jenny  pic.twitter.com/k8r7PzQfJZ

3/27/2020 6:49:18 PM channelsoftruth 16:54 to be exact

3/27/2020 6:49:28 PM emilyoakley6 Sometimes I jump ahead.  But quick to make apologies if wrong.

3/27/2020 6:49:36 PM bravokiloone3 #Godspeed operators https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=LvkXyAmG1B4 …

3/27/2020 6:49:42 PM airbrushfrenzy Hahaha laughed hard

3/27/2020 6:49:47 PM tdoggmm  pic.twitter.com/gtAhn3dYoO

3/27/2020 6:50:00 PM upallnight39 I am a 3 ringed circus

What can i say

Younare welcome

3/27/2020 6:50:51 PM hailrazer  https://twitter.com/RepThomasMassie/status/1243180243696996356?s=19 …

3/27/2020 6:51:01 PM pearl13947410 Somebody just said it's like that in all the EO's. This is first time I noticed it

3/27/2020 6:51:08 PM frankyanker  pic.twitter.com/UL3qXjWa2F

3/27/2020 6:52:14 PM emilyoakley6 Wow

We are all learning and what a journey it has been.

WHAT A TIME TO BE ALIVE

3/27/2020 6:52:29 PM smmmote Crowdstrike hmmmm

3/27/2020 6:53:04 PM upallnight39 Say maji are u sayin

The DATT0 snitch

Should start Sn0TTTchin?

3/27/2020 6:53:25 PM oaf_unbreakable 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

3/27/2020 6:54:59 PM patriotswegoall #TheStormIsHere

#TheGreatAwakening

These military humvees on the move on I-55 to Chicago https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psCJbxx-rEY …

3/27/2020 6:55:19 PM lonewolfbuilder 🔥—one pic.twitter.com/JSWOxO9VbW

3/27/2020 6:55:42 PM howdoyoumakeah1 The more I look the worst it gets: 'Flower-love the way you look' pic.twitter.com/pt67qn1x3d

3/27/2020 6:55:51 PM chairmanbrian Normally I stay silent, but they were offloading tanks at the airport in Milwaukee which also has a military base attached. That's never happened 

before.

3/27/2020 6:56:16 PM brenda09634187 Amen

3/27/2020 6:56:35 PM mikeb38beacon_h Until A Q drop comes out to confirm Austin as Q, I’ll stick with Real Q from the board & Drops. I have no issue with the info coming out from you & 

those that follow Austin, A great many that have been with Q from the beginning would like confirmation! That’s all 🇺🇸😇❤️

3/27/2020 6:56:40 PM mattcoin83 Bro. I hope. That’d be nuts.

3/27/2020 6:57:06 PM twilly18 M.A.D.

3/27/2020 6:57:14 PM lonewolfbuilder 🔥—two pic.twitter.com/rVHYcwMdWw

3/27/2020 6:57:38 PM peteyforlife Ospreys!!

3/27/2020 6:57:48 PM 39anc6 Can't be. He is live here

 https://youtu.be/aCJW6hVREAU 

3/27/2020 6:57:59 PM tray24u1 Amen my friend! He certainly is!

3/27/2020 6:58:34 PM cny_micaa ??? https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/32777/covid-19-drives-command-teams-charged-with-homeland-defense-into-cheyenne-mountain-

bunker …

3/27/2020 6:59:35 PM robcamacho6 If not us who? If not now when?

3/27/2020 7:00:00 PM rifflemonica I look forward to this.

3/27/2020 7:00:01 PM billhuffman19 Not exactly commercial aircraft!

3/27/2020 7:00:29 PM xusaf_patriot LMAO

😂



3/27/2020 7:00:41 PM captainhindsi18 I can only assume the Command is busy tonight.

Stay safe @AustinSteinbart - looking forward to learning what you are up to.

The #QPharisees are jerking off to the drops on 8Kun when Q is on the move.

Austin is Q!

#QuantumInternet

#BabyQ

#AustinSteinbart
3/27/2020 7:01:05 PM atashfire Maybe Q are many. Maybe Steinbart is "a" Q.

3/27/2020 7:01:46 PM billhuffman19 Those brave journalists have been replaced by spineless la keys that suck at the Communist teat!

3/27/2020 7:02:29 PM billhuffman19 Tanks? Domestically needed tanks?

3/27/2020 7:02:34 PM keith369me #EndTheFed #EndTheFed #EndTheFed

3/27/2020 7:02:38 PM upallnight39 So transformer tanks? pic.twitter.com/Xwr1Z5Jj0x

3/27/2020 7:05:07 PM deeepintheheart  pic.twitter.com/6zFg6DSlEy

3/27/2020 7:05:39 PM kai_noack But we have to reveal. Ready or not. The truth must be spoken. Otherwise nobody cares or will understand the mass arrests.

Now is the time for truth.

3/27/2020 7:05:54 PM little2daright Bases were locked down right yesterday. Couldn’t get in for delivery. Something very large and very loud just flew over my house that did not appear 

on FlightRadar. Very unusual.

3/27/2020 7:06:13 PM deeepintheheart Youtube is giving real search results like they used to.

3/27/2020 7:06:40 PM elevn15 He was buddies with neo-con John McCain, that says it all. 🤣

3/27/2020 7:07:01 PM johndic63027991 Let  the blind who follow the blind fall into the same ditch! I just but hurt you too!!! If u still think that fool wasn’t a fool then you and he are cut from 

the same cloth and it’s really simple you are a ghost account of Mr secret agent man!!!!

3/27/2020 7:07:08 PM captainhindsi18 Jordan served his purpose, but now is a liability to the Q Agenda.

People need to get behind the star power of Austin Steinbart - the real Q.

#starpower

#AustinSteinbart

#BabyQ

#QuantumInternet
3/27/2020 7:07:22 PM deeepintheheart He is speaking live now... he is currently taking a break but just spoke for an hourish. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCJW6hVREAU&feature=youtu.be …

3/27/2020 7:08:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Mind Control is ineffective to a Strong Mind

Strong Mind = Enlightened IS-BE

You are not weaker than Mind Control.

You are strong.

You are an IS-BE.

Message over Messenger.

3/27/2020 7:08:18 PM johndic63027991 And I always insta Block fools!

3/27/2020 7:09:05 PM krucialnuera  pic.twitter.com/x9Lm3FCWff

3/27/2020 7:10:12 PM deeepintheheart and you trust jung?  Redwood trees are the biggest trees in the world and their roots are wide not deep.

3/27/2020 7:10:13 PM wahiggins3 This is truth to me.  Didn’t even need to meditate.

3/27/2020 7:10:20 PM agentwaldheim Pass this on until it reaches @realDonaldTrump

@RealJamesWoods

@dbongino

@paulsperry_ @Hardcas77497451 @Jim_Jordan @elenochle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Ranger175x @ROYALMRBADNEWS @DailyCaller @StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/2runtherace/status/1243685401774166022 …

3/27/2020 7:10:46 PM susan66388204 100% Agreed MJ12.  Been tweeting that recently, but Always strong Minded ✅

3/27/2020 7:11:09 PM computerrace Proven in time

3/27/2020 7:11:20 PM acctclosednan IS-BE?

3/27/2020 7:11:37 PM wickedmouse369 Everyone needs to discern truth from fiction themselves and start to actualize what is being communicated about our realities.

3/27/2020 7:11:48 PM flybriburns Now I have to check thanks 🙏🏼

3/27/2020 7:11:59 PM stevenha Unrelated question. National Socialists in space, have they given up 'master race' and 'scapegoat a group' ideas,  and just like nice uniforms?

3/27/2020 7:12:41 PM theuncledanny1 Ok judgemental much good christian?

3/27/2020 7:12:44 PM jballz1021  https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/1243565267025833984?s=21 … https://twitter.com/jballz1021/status/1243565267025833984 …

3/27/2020 7:12:51 PM richardhiatt16 It’s all in the “name” 🤓❤️🇺🇸🛸

3/27/2020 7:13:23 PM foreverozone Jordan is a good magician. He will have you focus on the hand performing magic - distract you while his partner in crime is picking your pocket. 

5g, BK of dollar, economic reset, coming covid-19 forced vaccine, e.g, the depopulation agenda = real story.

3/27/2020 7:13:24 PM elevn15  https://twitter.com/johnmyers2/status/1241237450233491456 …

3/27/2020 7:13:29 PM upallnight39 I trust myself.

How many of you trust The Bible

Read to you by Satanist, thieves, and liars

Who want your money, confession, and worship

No way I AM dumb enuff

To be fooled
3/27/2020 7:13:53 PM johndic63027991 C’mon Austin you can do better! Insta block for you secret agent you👊👊👊 hasta la vista baby👊👊👊

3/27/2020 7:13:59 PM finall00p Is-be not I am

3/27/2020 7:14:06 PM jrocktigers Yes.

3/27/2020 7:15:10 PM julieca29660023 How do you keep your mind strong? Meditation?

3/27/2020 7:15:12 PM worldxplorer1 Have certain MJ operations tested various levels of mind control recently. 

I have my hunches.



3/27/2020 7:15:19 PM faye_mcgarry @JDM46808323 @StormIsUponUs @jkr3333 @Jordan_Sather_ @RealJamesWoods @KenDavi80404473 @karenricks @Kevin_Shipp @kelliekelly23 

@LotusOak2 @love4thegameAK @LoveBling6 @RebekahsRight @carlos765955611 @PMOnAir @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ZubSpike @mpsmithnews 

@QAnonNotables @MiskwahyaAgwamo https://twitter.com/KenDavi80404473/status/1243686502607044610 …

3/27/2020 7:15:22 PM deeepintheheart Your judging from the bad seeds so to speak. Jesus is a real being but you have to have a direct experience of him. Not through a priest or book or 

drug...

3/27/2020 7:15:28 PM upallnight39 Redwood trees ARE NOT the biggest trees in the world

That would be

SeQuoia

3/27/2020 7:15:35 PM charmanda9 There you are.

3/27/2020 7:15:37 PM finall00p Present and future of/for our heavenly creator

3/27/2020 7:16:31 PM deeepintheheart They are the tallest

3/27/2020 7:16:41 PM qm0m17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @seanhannity @TuckerCarlson @ShannonBream @JesseBWatters @RealCandaceO @ericbolling 

@TomiLahren @maddow @AC360 @JoeNBC @IngrahamAngle @JudgeJeanine @donlemon @jsolomonReports @SaraCarterDC @ChrisCuomo @ABC 

@abcnews @ABCPolitics pic.twitter.com/8fEYlcynFp

3/27/2020 7:16:53 PM iamyou132 The problem is how effective mind control is to those who don’t push their mind to its current limit. True strength is being able to protect the weak. I, 

unfortunately, don’t think that applies here

3/27/2020 7:17:15 PM deeepintheheart Sequoia have more girth. Wide roots still!

3/27/2020 7:17:16 PM zagnett Absofrigginlutely. Truth ☝️

3/27/2020 7:17:36 PM chairmanbrian Well considering it's an air national guard base and again they have never loaded tanks there by air, have enough friends who work at the airport who 

have verified that. I never did say the purpose, just reporting the facts.

3/27/2020 7:17:51 PM parakletosanon Congrats to all my patriot brothers and sistuhs that escaped Platos Cave the matrix. 🙋🏻♂️👊 https://youtu.be/d2afuTvUzBQ 

3/27/2020 7:18:05 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/0PbJhhtOiQ

3/27/2020 7:18:34 PM upallnight39 What is mind control but convincing u to think

A certain direction

Who all has read the bible?

Ur mind controlled

Bible is OK

But jesus is NOT a bloody satanist sacrifice to enslave
3/27/2020 7:18:40 PM myhalossliippin Ok what does that mean...

3/27/2020 7:18:40 PM qstormwatch  pic.twitter.com/vCrhQ68qrb

3/27/2020 7:18:48 PM krucialnuera Deleting this larp

3/27/2020 7:19:06 PM qstormwatch 🤡🐸 pic.twitter.com/xQBuBMisEH

3/27/2020 7:20:05 PM dhfortrump I live in a upper middle class neighborhood in LA county. I haven't seen any military helicopters but the sheriff's helicopter makes rounds all day and 

night. Not sure why. 🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/vjMednGSt8

3/27/2020 7:20:12 PM fowlreginald I disagree. 

The Messenger IS important. 

The Messenger brings trust and credibility to the Message (or not.) 

Knowing WHO to trust is just as important as knowing WHAT to trust.

3/27/2020 7:21:07 PM canadaissaved DOMO ARIGATO MR ROBOTO!!

3/27/2020 7:21:20 PM shaun1111 Sweet, Thank you brothers and sisters

3/27/2020 7:21:39 PM americanpetal Are we still able to be controlled by the cabal through mind control?

3/27/2020 7:21:50 PM faye_mcgarry I do have a persistently strong mind for the truth....

3/27/2020 7:22:23 PM susan66388204 The censors are down online right now and YOU can Easily find Anything.  Don’t depend on Others to do YOUR DUE DILIGENCE 🙃

3/27/2020 7:22:37 PM upallnight39 I saw both last summer

I hugged a big redwood, i felt it flow through me

Saw the Sequoias. Felt em speak to me pic.twitter.com/XiHOkfRfhu

3/27/2020 7:23:30 PM flybriburns Let me get in on this.

3/27/2020 7:24:23 PM upallnight39 Weird. I guess when i took those mushrooms it was lucifer not jesus

Well #wwg1wga 

Enjoy hell with me friends

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Guardian_Yeshua …

3/27/2020 7:24:43 PM jaded_pearl Even the strongest minds can be cracked in the right conditions pic.twitter.com/IFvYj6bUJ3

3/27/2020 7:24:48 PM keoras9 IS-BE= InterStellar Biological Entity.

3/27/2020 7:25:09 PM connie2441 Look up the definition of IS-BE recthe book Alien Interveiw or search Majestic’s timeline.

3/27/2020 7:25:38 PM jonesy4671 I have yet to see any solid evidence that austin is qanon.  

I have seen the repeat post stating that any outside comms past present future and any claims that contradict should be immediately disregarded as 

fake news and austin fits into that category.

3/27/2020 7:25:39 PM sethnasi Vaccines= poison

3/27/2020 7:25:52 PM kl_ljustice Maybe not... pic.twitter.com/4Q8bTdMuiT

3/27/2020 7:26:11 PM deeepintheheart Favorite places on Earth!!!

3/27/2020 7:27:23 PM richardhiatt16 😬

3/27/2020 7:27:36 PM jeffderiso  pic.twitter.com/RasFEhqhCa

3/27/2020 7:27:40 PM janda_cefalu I'm waiting for President Trump to say ' Congress and the Cabal are going to pay for the Stimulus Package'. 

And then they are going to pay for the wall.

3/27/2020 7:28:12 PM keoras9 It is essentially like the real life connection to the "Akashic records" because all of humanity past, present and future is connected via our 

consciousness. Besides, don't like it? Cool, all people will decide for themselves and all the pieces will fall into place regardless.

3/27/2020 7:28:31 PM stephgraz7580 It wasn’t easy though there are a lot of obstacles along the way to get there .

3/27/2020 7:28:50 PM upallnight39 Some kinda fukkin energy in yosemite for sure pic.twitter.com/3E9evIMyRQ

3/27/2020 7:29:17 PM stephgraz7580 Great analysis for what he is saying good job!!!🙌

3/27/2020 7:29:32 PM keith369me Back to yesterday’s Tweet.  Quantum internet...complimentary to an enlightened IS-BE or a replacement for an enlightened IS-BE?

3/27/2020 7:29:53 PM vieiraranch yes in Los Angelos



3/27/2020 7:30:13 PM christopher872 I felt that

3/27/2020 7:30:29 PM labellatresor Helicopters were flying over my area this afternoon, as well. Very loud. I heard them from inside of the house, which has never happened before. I 

believe they were military because news helicopters have never been that loud here.

3/27/2020 7:30:30 PM deeepintheheart Ive not been in the valley just outside but never got to see this majestic place.

3/27/2020 7:30:35 PM faye_mcgarry The End ofthe Fed. 

 @ScottMorrisonMP @MRobertsQLD @RealMarkLatham @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoveBling6 @carmindabrendel @KenDavi80404473 @LotusOak2 

@sheoaks1 @ZubSpike @ZRanchLady @MrZebadey @mpsmithnews @MiskwahyaAgwamo 

https://twitter.com/BardsOfWar/status/1243689647936425984 …

3/27/2020 7:31:10 PM upallnight39 O yeah? A full blown tank?

Was it stormin the getty compound?

U got pics?

3/27/2020 7:32:31 PM upallnight39 Outside is just as well. I have been to wyoming, east coast up to maine, utah,nv,az, tennesee

Somethin is goin on in yosemite that makes me feeeel goooood

3/27/2020 7:33:16 PM betinacolumbo @Austin Steinbart 

Great interview!!! Good job!!!

#WWG1WGA

3/27/2020 7:33:22 PM frankyanker  pic.twitter.com/1OouGo2tYB

3/27/2020 7:34:01 PM shelly_frye Wow that's powerful

3/27/2020 7:35:09 PM harcourtfmudd1 No. A "Born Again" mind, yes. Once the 'Strong Man' takes up residence, no other spirit can alter the host's sanctification process. You aren't there yet 

my friend. Gulp!

3/27/2020 7:35:14 PM t_hayden07 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Maj, idk who to ask. Pls? 🙏

Let's say, my NOW ex has the checking acct that we used for 2019 taxes. He withheld my $ from me...one of many reasons hes my ex.

How do I make sure our stimulus money doesnt all go in his acct? 

Cause I'd be fuc*ed. Hes an addict.

3/27/2020 7:35:40 PM tatanolan Pop some corn & enjoy the show! pic.twitter.com/r3R131NIjV

3/27/2020 7:36:04 PM t_hayden07 💪

Damn right. Thanks for the reminder 😘

3/27/2020 7:36:29 PM deeepintheheart That picture looks almost fake its so beautiful.

3/27/2020 7:36:46 PM flybriburns Very nice stream . 🚀 good to see so many familiar folks ther. As well as StarCommand (; to infinity & beyond indeed.

3/27/2020 7:36:51 PM bateman66mrs Granny hugs from a Facebook friend !!!

3/27/2020 7:36:57 PM parakletosanon thank you sistuh!!!

3/27/2020 7:36:58 PM jackoneilltime1  https://lonestarparson.blogspot.com/2020/03/adrenochrome-come-down.html?m=1 …

@LoneStarParson pic.twitter.com/eY24NGUakx

3/27/2020 7:37:03 PM luluspeers1 This man's analysis is gospel truth! Goodbye Bill Gates of hell!

3/27/2020 7:37:49 PM captainhindsi18 I caught the tail end.  Austin live not as polished as Austin in YouTube videos.  He will get better in time.

In order for people to pay more attention, he will have to improve public speaking - especially if he is going to do more live events.

3/27/2020 7:38:40 PM jvan125 Immortal Soul - Biological Entity (I believe 😬)

3/27/2020 7:38:53 PM stephgraz7580 👊

3/27/2020 7:39:00 PM alittlecanary44 Thank you to all involved, it was extremely informative! Please do it again soon 🙏

3/27/2020 7:39:11 PM luluspeers1 Obviously his been freed by Trump

3/27/2020 7:40:11 PM captainhindsi18 @AustinSteinbart - I hosted a few podcast shows and had a few guys your age as co-hosts.  We practiced and in no time they were fairly polished.

Reach out if that interests you.  You know where to reach me.

3/27/2020 7:41:37 PM militantnurse Starseeds/ lightworkers.

3/27/2020 7:41:54 PM deeepintheheart The host are good people... but.. they could use a little polishing too.  I also feel like too many people at once interviewing him.  His videos he edits out 

the "ums" which I am a big fan of it speeds up the watch time.  Unfortunately that is a virus in our speech. uhhh, umm.

3/27/2020 7:42:01 PM nun_chucknorris Haha, that was you? I remember this.

3/27/2020 7:42:39 PM worldxplorer1 Sure was!  Who knew we’ve known each other for so long!?!

3/27/2020 7:43:50 PM nick_2c Price of gold?

3/27/2020 7:44:48 PM oaf_unbreakable You IS-BE larpy

3/27/2020 7:45:49 PM lonestarparson Adreno witch.

3/27/2020 7:45:56 PM _call_me_roy (repeat to self)

You are not weaker than Mind Control.

You are strong.

You are an IS-BE.

3/27/2020 7:46:07 PM cidarean Indeed.

3/27/2020 7:46:57 PM qstormwatch Cognitive dissonance much?

3/27/2020 7:48:10 PM johnnyt_anon Been telling my kids that.

3/27/2020 7:48:11 PM anonymousq55 😎 SIMPLE #FACTS

#AUSTINSTEINBART IS A #LARP pic.twitter.com/XLQf5FZefq

3/27/2020 7:48:18 PM _chelseaproject Looking forward to his next video.

3/27/2020 7:48:21 PM n7guardiananon Stay at Home Quarantine orders would be somewhat helpful in a scenario like that

3/27/2020 7:48:35 PM deanindependent You are correct, I knew it was DJT I don’t know why I said birthday. Been up too long

3/27/2020 7:49:53 PM didduediligence Cool, night vision goggles 🙄

3/27/2020 7:50:04 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/J3HEzrVLeb

3/27/2020 7:51:38 PM kelly84851379  https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/the-real-threat-to-humanity …

3/27/2020 7:52:19 PM richardcamp10 Or IS-EB ( ETERNAL BEING)

3/27/2020 7:53:03 PM captainhindsi18 It takes practice.  Before I launched podcasts we recorded many practice sessions and listened to our speech patterns.

The key is to slow down and embrace the silence in between words and sentences.

Also, you need to have key talking pints and ideas that you stick to.

3/27/2020 7:53:16 PM samsmith0319 Indeed...



3/27/2020 7:53:48 PM truth939 I like to see crowd sourcing for input.  That sounds like a new paradigm for a military branch.  Sign of other crowd/open sourced projects to come?

3/27/2020 7:56:08 PM eyeamdeuce I use this reference myself often

3/27/2020 7:56:52 PM wwg1wga3 Saw one east of Dallas today

3/27/2020 7:57:23 PM tennesseeboy86 Actually that might have been a clone though

3/27/2020 7:57:39 PM americanpetal Hey guys, sorry to interrupt but just reading your thread. What are you  concluding that EYES WIDE OPEN means?

3/27/2020 7:57:51 PM as_aka_lucy The 15 days of quarantine would end on the 1st...then 10 days of darkness ends on the 11th?; Easter Sunday the 12th... Resurrection? New 

Beginnings🤔 ??

3/27/2020 7:59:17 PM mongrelglory I could have sworn I had 4 cats instead of 3... 🤨

3/27/2020 7:59:30 PM cocopuffster12 Not how it works. Not Austin. Typist via VOG. Research

3/27/2020 8:00:19 PM prometheus1776 GPG-000-A18 😎

3/27/2020 8:00:44 PM worldxplorer1 You could sum it up that the eyes are window to the soul. Eye contact projects the soul of the speaker and opens the soul of the receiver. Would love 

to hear how Nun Chuck would summarize it. 

We’ve just been looking back thru old MJ threads and found when we first met.

3/27/2020 8:01:25 PM cocopuffster12 ♥️♥️♥️

3/27/2020 8:04:08 PM riversm18  pic.twitter.com/zGI9Oce8n0

3/27/2020 8:04:24 PM tzaminski I kind of trust @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243709851106246656 …

3/27/2020 8:05:37 PM endy_skies I agree, too many lies make the truth hard to find....I like the raw unfiltered, unconfusable, ugly truth.

3/27/2020 8:06:13 PM americanpetal Thx!! Yes, I love to reread threads

3/27/2020 8:07:22 PM sworn2prot_def Thanks for putting #AmericaFirst !

@realDonaldTrump is the #BestPresidentEver ⚖🗽🦅🇺🇲

#InThisTogether

#JusticeIsComing pic.twitter.com/Eb4uLPtHYS

3/27/2020 8:09:51 PM mongrelglory That even can apply to Starseeds on this planet. 😊

3/27/2020 8:11:39 PM state1union Thank you 🙏 for your sacrifice @AustinSteinbart   It will work out.

3/27/2020 8:13:05 PM tzaminski 1:17 between these two tweets as well. Im detecting a pattern. pic.twitter.com/50TM983ERY

3/27/2020 8:14:03 PM realestateanqel #ChrissysCourt

3/27/2020 8:14:14 PM sophie03700174 Also worked for Crowdstrike.

3/27/2020 8:14:53 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/XaFoMpFeWlM 

3/27/2020 8:20:48 PM eewwanon How’s the weather in Tel Aviv?

3/27/2020 8:21:32 PM joshhor01368354 I think they maybe needed to certain people know there time is up and there will be no resisting!

3/27/2020 8:21:48 PM seekerseon its  to late for you, you made your bed, now  lay in it

3/27/2020 8:22:01 PM mongrelglory She was replying to something I had said.  She wasn't telling me not to listen to Austin.

3/27/2020 8:22:39 PM joshhor01368354 Damn right they are you type in a subject you use to couldnt find nothing now u get everything! Wow it's like what the internet was actually ment to 

be incredible!

3/27/2020 8:23:04 PM 369_is OK..I deleted it. 😘

3/27/2020 8:24:07 PM thegiant573 Canada invading?

3/27/2020 8:24:27 PM captainhindsi18 Because he took a picture with the guy he ultimately replaced as Command?

Get with the program.  McCain played for Team Satan.  Austin is Q.

Pretty spooky stuff.

3/27/2020 8:25:24 PM joshhor01368354 Yea their a little occupied with traitors! Will be back to business as usual soon! WWG1WGA!

3/27/2020 8:26:21 PM state1union Wowza ☝️

3/27/2020 8:26:23 PM subversion_ops Yes. Just like every other natural disaster or national emergency. You'd think a "government agency " like yours...wink....wink...would know that.

3/27/2020 8:26:29 PM keith369me We’re controlling the cabal

3/27/2020 8:28:09 PM elevn15 Get with the program🙄 

Everybody claims to be intelligent and yet you can't figure out the ponzi scheme financial system that controls your entire existence, genius!

The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, but expecting different results.🍿🙃

3/27/2020 8:30:15 PM sickie88 Dear lord pray for all to get us through this storm🙏

3/27/2020 8:30:39 PM whoisq1 No outside communication’s. He’s C_A, which explains why he can read Q posts.

Be careful who you follow.

3/27/2020 8:31:10 PM postelleallyson Minds become strong with exercise. Most mind control begins in the cradle when we haven’t had any practice. Wriggling out of it is strength, indeed.

3/27/2020 8:33:04 PM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/fhJwVWLc3R

3/27/2020 8:34:02 PM captainhindsi18 What you say is all true.

And Austin is Q.

Just saying.

3/27/2020 8:34:30 PM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/R0s68QYqPG

3/27/2020 8:34:30 PM didduediligence You delusional Q fanboys are full of sh1te 😂

3/27/2020 8:34:31 PM lizzah_83 That was “you must not listen?” — not saying “DO NOT LISTEN!” Hope that makes sense. It was a very long excellent convo that went in many 

directions, our replies branched out like a tree, not one after the other — so it isn’t easy to follow. Thank you for saying that Michelle🙏

3/27/2020 8:35:50 PM ethereal_shaman  pic.twitter.com/imWTQVC6VG

3/27/2020 8:36:08 PM elevn15 I'm not the one pretending to be somebody I'm not.

If that 🤡 wanna-be Q is Q, Then Q's next post has to prove just that, if not you lose.

3/27/2020 8:37:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bob Dylan Releases 17-Minute Song About JFK Assassination – Variety https://variety.com/2020/music/news/bob-dylan-releases-17-minute-song-jfk-

kennedy-assassination-murder-most-foul-1203546713/ …

3/27/2020 8:37:16 PM state1union No I know. It will be okay

3/27/2020 8:37:24 PM internetusr 👀👀

3/27/2020 8:37:54 PM atashfire Dylan is white hat? Awesome!

3/27/2020 8:38:19 PM karmakurrent  https://open.spotify.com/track/55dw4v6Uw6lmqGUxM6vdzV?si=4lgk5j2rRqquA868ykgVBQ …

3/27/2020 8:38:22 PM hwkammers "MessageOverMessenger

3/27/2020 8:39:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Snowden warns government surveillance amid COVID-19 could be long lasting - CNET https://www.cnet.com/news/snowden-warns-government-

surveillance-amid-covid-19-could-be-long-lasting/ …



3/27/2020 8:39:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 Covid-19: Bosses panic-buy spy software to keep tabs on remote workers | The Star Online https://www.thestar.com.my/tech/tech-

news/2020/03/27/covid-19-bosses-panic-buy-spy-software-to-keep-tabs-on-remote-workers …

3/27/2020 8:39:55 PM nm_zsr Message over messenger?

3/27/2020 8:40:14 PM twilly18 🤣 "could be"

3/27/2020 8:40:19 PM mongrelglory I remember years ago feeling so disillusioned when I saw Bob Dylan doing a commercial for Victoria's Secret.  Of course I now know that they've pretty 

much all had to sell out in one way or another.

3/27/2020 8:40:21 PM elevn15 It's been going on long before the virus.... tell us something we already didn't know.

3/27/2020 8:40:36 PM clfaerber1 Missed the MJ12 in that pic. No outside comms applies to those who claimed that outside comms are ok now (because MJ12 says so)

But nice diversionary tactic

3/27/2020 8:40:40 PM prometheus1776 I was just reporting what i saw bud

3/27/2020 8:40:59 PM braveunicorn55 snowden's a commie

3/27/2020 8:41:36 PM atashfire He's too gifted to be beholden to those clowns like others. It's what I hoped and I'm glad it's revealing itself.

3/27/2020 8:42:07 PM elevn15 And C_A.

3/27/2020 8:42:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 17 Car Plants

3/27/2020 8:42:37 PM jeff57253103 What’s up with them?

3/27/2020 8:42:39 PM n7guardiananon “A skillful employer of men will employ the wise man, the brave man, the covetous man, and the stupid man. wise man delights in establishing his 

merit, brave man likes to show his courage in action, covetous man is quick at seizing advantages, stupid man has no fear of death.” 

pic.twitter.com/DQNyTlUBz5

3/27/2020 8:42:44 PM deeepintheheart well you could learn.. your troll game is Weak.  meditate on that. Superman.

3/27/2020 8:43:02 PM zack_stone Wonder what DUMB he is broadcasting from 😂

3/27/2020 8:43:44 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 17(Q) car plants...

17(Q),000

What’s next?!?

3/27/2020 8:43:45 PM palmdalekid2 90s shitboxes last forever, this American shit has been a joke

3/27/2020 8:44:15 PM agentofspectre Bro... 

You mean the same Snowden that was  most likely  a CIA stooge, dropped into the NSA to discredit it because they knew too much? 

Tell me more about what he had to say?

Tell me more about why you believe it?

3/27/2020 8:44:37 PM navy9315 Is He known as Joseph?

3/27/2020 8:44:40 PM state1union Interesting 🧐 points

3/27/2020 8:45:04 PM quentinjay2 This is Dylan's American Pie. 

Perfectly executed, skillfully done Wolfman, oh wolfman, oh wolfman howl Rub-a-dub-dub, it's a murder most foul. Timberwolf. Well, played Mr. Dylan. 

Well played! Rub-a-dub-dub is one of George Bush's saying.

3/27/2020 8:45:17 PM mongrelglory Why would I listen to the predictions of a player on the Deep State side? 🙄

3/27/2020 8:45:19 PM doubleooh7mary OMG 💥‼️

3/27/2020 8:45:29 PM therippermatt What are your thoughts on this? pic.twitter.com/JdcFW7Du9V

3/27/2020 8:45:49 PM therippermatt  pic.twitter.com/zoiQg0s9bn

3/27/2020 8:45:55 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/YssqN8rYOD

3/27/2020 8:45:58 PM captainhindsi18 How do I lose?

Austin not trying to prove he is Q to people too lazy to look at evidence.  An explicit post like that is spoon feeding lazy people.

Look how that worked out for Julian Assange.  He dropped truth bomb orgy and .......nothing,

Wake up - think for yourself.

3/27/2020 8:45:58 PM therippermatt  pic.twitter.com/pYiSojlKPn

3/27/2020 8:46:00 PM mongrelglory Don't forget, Hollywood made a big movie about him. 😏

3/27/2020 8:46:02 PM covertress I wonder what Watson thinks of it. https://youtu.be/8xYvwcnHn9k 

3/27/2020 8:46:28 PM _ms_sue 1+7=8  Infinite ♾🤔

3/27/2020 8:46:56 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, will Snowden face any consequences for what he did?

3/27/2020 8:46:59 PM faye_mcgarry Greedy lawyers! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump @KillAuDeepState @ScottMorrisonMP @MRobertsQLD @PeterDutton_MP 

@PaulineHansonOz https://twitter.com/RealMarkLatham/status/1243662049265086464 …

3/27/2020 8:47:18 PM toridi That’s nuts. Scam.

3/27/2020 8:47:38 PM elevn15 Riiiiiiiiiight.....FFS!

I have land on Jupiter for sale and you sir, are the perfect buyer for it.

3/27/2020 8:47:52 PM death47831592 Uk wants respirators 

Us steel and us auto makers

Going to be a market boom!

Industrials..

3/27/2020 8:47:56 PM state1union You could also put everything in reverse. Ya know backwards

3/27/2020 8:48:21 PM mongrelglory Of course, they can't just judge a worker's value by the amount of work they produce! 🙄

3/27/2020 8:48:33 PM seekerseon austin is a shill. so  easy to see.

3/27/2020 8:50:02 PM n7guardiananon We'll have to sit with SunTzu and discuss that 😁😁😁

3/27/2020 8:50:13 PM josephc46777447 Snowden knew how to copy from c:/ to d:/ that's it.  They need to quit hyping him up like he was some sort of elite hacker.  He's a thief, a traitor and a 

liar.

3/27/2020 8:50:34 PM americanpetal Is that the number closed down due to CV? I would think you wouldn’t want the number 17 associated w something like that. That’s not good that 

plants have shut down if that is, in fact, the case.

3/27/2020 8:52:03 PM cledrordfishing Deep state lackey.

3/27/2020 8:52:23 PM americanconsti2 Do you honestly expect announcements on CNN? MSDNC? Really? So because progress isn't being advertised, you think nothing is happening? You 

must not be Deep State or Cabal because they KNOW. They're sleepless, peeking through the blinds... Terrified.

3/27/2020 8:52:26 PM ethereal_shaman I'm so glad to be voluntarily retired from that madness.

3/27/2020 8:52:50 PM thecrabbycake Big Brother is alive and well!!

3/27/2020 8:52:50 PM atashfire He already is. Short of a gulag, living an isolated life in Russia, ain't rosey.

3/27/2020 8:52:50 PM drbohammer Hate to spoil the party, but that software has been in VERY ROBUST DEPLOYMENT in every major US company (and city) since the 1990s. I’ve 

personally set up more of that stuff than anyone I know. As such, YOU CANNOT IMAGINE WHAT I KNOW 👨🏻💻

3/27/2020 8:53:06 PM beeshelb Wasn’t he blonde?

3/27/2020 8:53:10 PM mariell98832300 Good post aaron and N7 that is definitely an interesting correlation. I believe aaron has it though. They could give us all $17,000 each but in the end we 

will all end up paying out $17,000 over time in a slow role to recoupe $6T in fed paper that went to uphold big business.



3/27/2020 8:53:15 PM state1union Aha 😤 lol

3/27/2020 8:53:22 PM cannafelon That’s Sinclair broadcasting. #PropagandaMedia

3/27/2020 8:53:56 PM cledrordfishing This is fake news!

3/27/2020 8:53:57 PM gabriel29560513 He’s a spooky , thats the only reason I gave him a hard look. He’s def something

3/27/2020 8:54:38 PM mariell98832300 While only getting around $1200 per family under a certain income bracket. Remember congress and senate created amd passed this bill. Trump only 

signed off and dems held it hostage until they got what they wanted. We'll see how it all turns out in the end anyway.

3/27/2020 8:54:52 PM internetusr Yeah I know. I’ve been following this since the escalator ride. Soon, etc. just impatient that’s all. All good man.

3/27/2020 8:54:54 PM americanconsti2 Patriots have no reason to fear.

3/27/2020 8:55:42 PM deeepintheheart I like your glasses.  You are so good at describing the universe.  Ps.  I don't have saggy balls.

3/27/2020 8:56:19 PM digzgrim This needs to spread like fire.

3/27/2020 8:56:39 PM vicgar55 The door was cracked open when Politicans and the media sold fear to the American public and we bought it hook, line and sinker on 9/11.  This 

pandemic, no different than SARS, Ebola or the Swine Flu has been sold again to Americans, heck the world for a nefarious purpose. 

pic.twitter.com/W5rmw1qdxI

3/27/2020 8:56:43 PM decodematrix  https://t.co/6Dzsf25KwI  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1079534914935156736?s=21 …

3/27/2020 8:56:57 PM cledrordfishing Fake ass story.

3/27/2020 8:57:13 PM schallererica What area of USA? If you are okay to tell us... so much military activity!

3/27/2020 8:57:43 PM americanconsti2 I saw black Hawks drop down in the middle of LA. But you want proof don't you? Go to Google or YouTube & look.

3/27/2020 8:58:07 PM aprill444 I was finally relieved 2 hear some1 say what u said. How can we expect peace when we can't give it 2 one another? On another note 2 what u said 2 b 

quiet, you should speak up. Jesus never sat back & did nothing. He just found a way 2 say what he needed with authority & conviction

3/27/2020 8:58:39 PM americanconsti2 He's fake. Trying to confuse the public.

3/27/2020 8:58:41 PM state1union I knew it. I’m not the stupid one ☝️

3/27/2020 8:59:20 PM faye_mcgarry The Fed is dead! Now for IRS/ ATO @ScottMorrisonMP @RealMarkLatham @PaulineHansonOz @MRobertsQLD @DebFrecklington @mpsmithnews 

@KenWyattMP @karenandrewsmp @MPD_NZ @WilkieMP @PeterDutton_MP @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @PremierQLD @DanielAndrewsMP @RitaPanahi 

https://twitter.com/Utsava4/status/1243655542029127682 …

3/27/2020 8:59:34 PM brittne75510020 Wowzer!!

3/27/2020 9:00:02 PM drbohammer Add to that, I wrote the patent that is at the core of every single A.I. application deployed in the world today. Some of these apps analyze the data 

from the above mentioned systems. Most of these apps study YOU! Whoa. Not my apps. I just invented the tech. Sorry 😐

3/27/2020 9:00:59 PM larryefletcher1 The storm has arrived

3/27/2020 9:01:11 PM boy12_jimmy @covertress @state1union @AustinSteinbart 

Yesterday, I began seeing Austin related to Crowdstrike that I had not seen before. Am I to understand that Austin, was the infiltration that brought 

Crowdstrike to light for Patriots?  What was your situation with the corrupt company? pic.twitter.com/gITJ7WouJ5

3/27/2020 9:01:44 PM americanpetal No. Lol I never stated I didn’t think anything was happening. Quite the contrary. No, I’m not Deep State or Cabal. If I was, do you honestly expect 

announcements here on Twitter? Really?  ☝️

3/27/2020 9:02:12 PM frankyanker  pic.twitter.com/Nzyd07qnK7

3/27/2020 9:02:30 PM upliftingmind He is King Spook

3/27/2020 9:02:47 PM lovellastroude 17 u say🤔😉

3/27/2020 9:03:07 PM jennparham13 She looks like she’s been vacuum sealed 😂

3/27/2020 9:04:22 PM drbohammer Correct

3/27/2020 9:04:22 PM aetherwalker1 True.

Though, the Normies and Boomers will need a good hierarchy to replace the [Team Satan] hierarchy, a media controlled by patriots of light to 

propagandize them with the Truth.

3/27/2020 9:04:42 PM state1union WTHeck?!

3/27/2020 9:04:49 PM elevn15 It's all about profits. The mentally ill money junkies want sh!tty products so the sheeple have to consume and dispose, consume and dispose.

Everything is fake from the feminists, to the environmentalists and their pseudoscience. 

Just like the Fake Fiat currency, fake people.

3/27/2020 9:04:57 PM drbohammer Exactly!

3/27/2020 9:05:36 PM qsp1racy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AustinSteinbart https://twitter.com/bobdylan/status/1243389605451198465 …

3/27/2020 9:05:49 PM aprill444 On the contrary, materialism is evil. We are spiritual in nature and truth and love can only be sought out in that form. Everything else is a filler making 

anything less pure.

3/27/2020 9:06:15 PM prometheus1776 Have you drank at the brig?

3/27/2020 9:08:06 PM ahmedondeck Blackhawks in Portland Or the other day.

3/27/2020 9:08:20 PM boy12_jimmy Trump is NOT calling up a Million Ready Reserves for their medical abilities. This is a Silent War No More. https://dailycaller.com/2020/03/27/trump-

activates-armed-forces-reserves-coronavirus-pandemic/?fbclid=IwAR3Butcn8av3CzVcNO0d10Ru_uDhxYzdZI68zPD6zYgY46kts10mOMoNu-M …

3/27/2020 9:09:47 PM ericchristie They made us keep a log of what we are doing at home.  Nobody ever had to keep a log before when we worked at home but now with the China Virus 

all of a sudden they have to be suspicious we are at home sitting in the hot tub all day.

3/27/2020 9:09:51 PM scottrussel9 Tunnels need ventilation

3/27/2020 9:10:15 PM upliftingmind I suggest not asking others for an explanation. There's some strong opinions both for and against #AustinSteinbart so I highly recommend watching his 

videos with an open mind and formulating your own opinion. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3SB8FR3144M3DKCZPBXcHg …

3/27/2020 9:10:59 PM alicentruthland  pic.twitter.com/OHVQd8UMiQ

3/27/2020 9:11:47 PM ila99036496 He is the same as Eric Ciarramellah. CIA paid.

3/27/2020 9:11:50 PM mongrelglory According to Q wasn't he last spotted in Hong Kong, not Russia?

3/27/2020 9:12:35 PM faye_mcgarry @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KillAuDeepState @ozhomeschool @RebekahsRight @BusyElves @GeoffsNZViews @NzQuestion @YouAreFREE5 @Tee3471 

https://twitter.com/wild_stallion_3/status/1243750425083269120 …

3/27/2020 9:12:42 PM pdp01756264 there are no coincidences.. especially when God is Concerned!!

Prophet of God reveals the plan

JFK and Trump referred to in this video!!

watch!! https://youtu.be/uHX2RjTi_Vk 

3/27/2020 9:13:03 PM americanpetal Ohhhh👍 TY!!!

3/27/2020 9:13:14 PM joyravynjoy You know what these celebrity videos show me?  That the average people I meet are better looking than them with far more class.

3/27/2020 9:13:25 PM vicgar55 #WWG1WGA

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

#QAnon

@realDonaldTrump

3/27/2020 9:14:04 PM alicentruthland I've had my picture taken with General Sherman. Doesn't mean I'm friends with a tree. 😆



3/27/2020 9:15:14 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/RcUTt1pgqq

3/27/2020 9:15:44 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/FARPnQ2nnY

3/27/2020 9:15:56 PM elevn15 I'd take a tree over neo-con John McCain anyday!!

3/27/2020 9:16:04 PM americanpetal Is it because the fight now is underground where (they) and god knows what/who else are hiding?

3/27/2020 9:17:19 PM realovendodger The pump will work once we take back the handle from those vandals.

3/27/2020 9:17:28 PM scottrussel9 Just a guess.. but seems like a logical com

3/27/2020 9:17:35 PM state1union Omg 😳 I get it. Holy shit

3/27/2020 9:19:11 PM qsp1racy That makes me happy to hear 🤙🤙

3/27/2020 9:19:35 PM addyofzahm Crab team go

3/27/2020 9:19:36 PM kindred9142011  pic.twitter.com/R4XJQGoFHo

3/27/2020 9:20:25 PM alicentruthland Nope!

3/27/2020 9:20:38 PM noeticus1 Need to use triagrams and exagrams in geometric/filosofical system.

3/27/2020 9:20:44 PM jdanielson88 Here ya go https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kamZlRikarU&feature=youtu.be …

3/27/2020 9:21:18 PM qsp1racy We are all Q(uantum)

3/27/2020 9:21:22 PM n7guardiananon Nobody Cares...

Message over Messenger

They better be putting out HOT FIYA

Cuz Ego aint selling shit!!! pic.twitter.com/eE7QNWGgIe

3/27/2020 9:21:48 PM nadcola Steinbart is not Q.

3/27/2020 9:22:29 PM __intothewild_ Snowden can get bent.

Traitor.

3/27/2020 9:22:36 PM noeticus1 we are in between 3d and 4d going into 5d after the awakening.

3/27/2020 9:23:40 PM americanpetal Logic does not run through my veins.

3/27/2020 9:23:54 PM qsp1racy 👇👇👇👇👇

👉@kathygriffin 👈

👆👆👆👆👆

3/27/2020 9:24:24 PM audijunkie I think Jason Goodman mucked around one in Brooklyn

3/27/2020 9:24:35 PM merrygrinch75 Many helicopters flying over my house the past half hour. TN.

3/27/2020 9:25:02 PM aprill444 Awakening is a process of seeing truth. Its gradual. Enlightenment is putting truth 2 work from the heart. All material desires and ability 2 achieve are 

needed as tools to grow. The incapacity 2 achieve such would put a stop 2 awake/enlight. So to take away tools stops awakening

3/27/2020 9:25:48 PM awakeningthe17 @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1 https://twitter.com/AwakeningThe17/status/1243755321669103617?s=19 …
3/27/2020 9:26:10 PM qsp1racy  https://twitter.com/qjeneice/status/1242924041457078276?s=19 …

3/27/2020 9:26:20 PM jaded_pearl I found this but I expect more. I expect it all over social media. Snapchat/IG, here. They are always on the phone while waiting in lines.

3/27/2020 9:27:17 PM scottrussel9 I'm guessing things are going hot down below..rats running to the tunnels

3/27/2020 9:28:20 PM qsp1racy 10,000 fold worse.

Amen

3/27/2020 9:29:22 PM ruthlessmalepro I have watched some of his vids.  I am fully aware there's no way in hell this kid has anything to do with Q.  He's a text book shill.  I just wanted 

someone to explain how anyone could fall for this.

3/27/2020 9:29:32 PM americanpetal TY!🇺🇸

3/27/2020 9:30:09 PM state1union Preach

3/27/2020 9:30:58 PM qsp1racy 111 pic.twitter.com/ocJ5FJmFJA

3/27/2020 9:31:05 PM s223s223 Mad sketchy

3/27/2020 9:31:22 PM ellenmadrid4 That’s relevant

3/27/2020 9:31:40 PM ruthlessmalepro Now the post makes sense.  Infiltration vs invasion.  [They] are attempting to infiltrate the movement.  Probably why Q posted that drop so close to 

the redrop where he states no outside Comms.  The meme is making fun of people falling for the shill.

3/27/2020 9:33:04 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/suA7KIMVnZ

3/27/2020 9:34:03 PM reneervh What a ride!  Thanks guys! pic.twitter.com/9m1iZzlkPM

3/27/2020 9:35:23 PM jackoneilltime1 Of course the full eps you can only watch with cbs subscription.  

So I don't have original interview to verify.  BD made an interesting statement on a deal he made to become famous. 

Did BD get free of that deal? Hence why the latest release? pic.twitter.com/pXd3XGK5FR

3/27/2020 9:36:00 PM murfislaw 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/38FDWtV0nQ

3/27/2020 9:37:58 PM seeker229 Miss ya dude 💕

3/27/2020 9:40:39 PM jason00guru Price of gold. under new currency. Please really.

3/27/2020 9:41:17 PM jlross5 Yeah!!! pic.twitter.com/bRNr9SZcLz

3/27/2020 9:42:00 PM agentpsyte He has admitted, on video, to selling his soul to the devil.

3/27/2020 9:42:32 PM satchidananda31 Quantonauts

3/27/2020 9:45:25 PM upliftingmind Oh, I can help explain THAT! You see first, I examined the information he put forth with an open mind (message over messenger). Next I did some in-

depth research on the information he provided. Finally, I thought for myself, shared info & got called a shill by #QPharisees

3/27/2020 9:45:36 PM upallnight39 Yah i saw that a year ago on that youtube video that surfaced

3/27/2020 9:46:55 PM qsp1racy You know where to find me, my friend! Dm anytime, so happy for you! Us!

3/27/2020 9:47:01 PM elevn15 Solution:

Release the code on the interwebz to the REAL patriots and your apology will be accepted.  😃

3/27/2020 9:47:24 PM patriotleah1776 It worries me as there are many shady individuals... I trust our miliary & govt will keep us safe when persons are working from home with personal 

info! 🤞🤞🤞



3/27/2020 9:47:39 PM smmmote 😎 pic.twitter.com/r12W3Ma5JH

3/27/2020 9:47:54 PM leslie18368588  pic.twitter.com/wJIgj78Yka

3/27/2020 9:48:09 PM upallnight39 #BOOM

3/27/2020 9:48:39 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/uOKRHPEkHr

3/27/2020 9:48:57 PM patriotleah1776 Anyone who is not a creep should have no fear of govt monitoring us in any way. Just not while we're on toilet, in shower, or changing, maybe a thing 

or two else! Heehee 🤣

3/27/2020 9:49:23 PM patriotleah1776 I saw that this morning! 🥰

3/27/2020 9:49:48 PM scottrussel9 Lol well I think it must or you wouldn't be in this game! wg1wga!

3/27/2020 9:50:04 PM upallnight39 Good job maji

Keep it up pic.twitter.com/tuUCTlRcau

3/27/2020 9:52:10 PM americanpetal 😊 Just a Patriot that wants to see evil eradicated and children free from harm.🕊

3/27/2020 9:52:15 PM patriotleah1776 I don't think even Metallica has a song 17 min long!!! LMAO

3/27/2020 9:52:32 PM drbohammer I’m not apologizing for SH1T. Other people & companies & agencies wrote code around my algorithms. I don’t control that, and I DON’T TAKE MONEY 

FOR THAT! So you can F*CK RIGHT OFF. Thank you, & have a nice day😘

3/27/2020 9:53:20 PM scottrussel9 Canadian patriot here wishing the same 🙏

3/27/2020 9:53:26 PM fhobgood #17

3/27/2020 9:53:40 PM elevn15 I never said I would pay for it, ya tool. 

Read Much???  

Not really by the looks of it.

3/27/2020 9:54:11 PM hailrazer 😂😂😂

3/27/2020 9:54:21 PM catherine_2344 It IS!!! Listen to the lyrics... “they killed him like a human sacrifice...”

3/27/2020 9:54:25 PM drbohammer True, you just implicitly said I was not a REAL patriot. Get f*cked.

3/27/2020 9:54:50 PM elevn15 Ok ya Tool.

3/27/2020 9:56:08 PM patriotleah1776 If you've been involved for 2 decades like some of us, you'd understand that the way they make us hunt for our own answers is how we break free 

from the Cabal's hold. Cabal says, "Think the way we tell you to think. Do what we say. Obey." This is a movement for ending slavery!

3/27/2020 9:56:08 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I saw that interview. It certainly sounded like he was describing that!

3/27/2020 9:56:38 PM upallnight39 Do you guise understand

When POTUS says "We are building a wall"

Have you heard of "The Pole Flip Event"

Have you seen the movie "STARDUST"

R U A STAR

Man I had a huge crush on Julia Stiles

#alwaysbemybaby pic.twitter.com/XSeUPyBie2
3/27/2020 9:56:43 PM patriotleah1776 Star Warriors

3/27/2020 9:58:29 PM bee_a_rebel Black ops. Like C_A but off the books so to speak. Run by cabal.

3/27/2020 9:59:40 PM elevn15 @DrBoHammer

Deleteing your comments..🙄

I was applying MJ12 and the fake wanna-be baby Q aren't real patriots, ZING right over your head!!

By the looks of it PhD x 2 from the garage, no doubt. 🤣

3/27/2020 10:02:53 PM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/6EeEYLaD30

3/27/2020 10:03:59 PM badmf07  pic.twitter.com/r3QqYnuSCg

3/27/2020 10:04:16 PM scottsummersxx Are we getting $17,000 or $1,200?

3/27/2020 10:04:24 PM bebetmcg @X22Report @QPatriot17 @GravityStorm1 @CAFinUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Justice8882 @KillAuDeepState @LisaMei62 @bebetmcg @AnoNQcue3 

@Qanon76 @ https://twitter.com/cjtruth/status/1178077592047489024 …

3/27/2020 10:04:37 PM hailrazer His Effeminance? He's got a purpose, but not for me. Could be just the right SoyBoy to intro ❄ ❄ ❄ enuff to get them looking. Can't listen to or lk 

at him with his finger quotes, plastic face n hair. Someone's funding him. Actor nvr bn punched. 

How else to reach Girly Men?

3/27/2020 10:04:44 PM cocopuffster12 You can also go back to those you blocked. Both mute and block.

3/27/2020 10:05:56 PM qsp1racy H3 blocked me. 😉🍿

3/27/2020 10:07:01 PM oryx48052588 D6 ?!

3/27/2020 10:07:33 PM shawn_mcadoo I had seen the wizard of oz referenced a lot can you elaborate on it?

3/27/2020 10:09:55 PM qstormishere Debunked, catch up. Y’all playing checkers when we out here playing chess. Don’t get left behind

3/27/2020 10:10:15 PM patriot_angel @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Fantasic show!      https://youtu.be/aCJW6hVREAU 

3/27/2020 10:10:46 PM unidentifiedta1 88

3/27/2020 10:11:22 PM qstormishere Lol because it’s time you clown. He’s proved it, it’s not his fault all you fanatics were hoping he’d be the second coming of Jesus. He’s just like us. It’s 

time for phase 2, don’t get left behind 🤡🤡

3/27/2020 10:13:43 PM patriotleah1776 You are some sick people, GM.

We will not support you.

Never investing in a GM again.

I feel that would be anti-American.

Don't try to profit off us.

We've been taken advantage of enough.

-WeThePeople-
3/27/2020 10:14:48 PM miss_ampie An Anon suggested WE are the ventilators. Just a suggestion.

3/27/2020 10:14:57 PM t_hayden07 Interesting coded talk tonight, Maj. Was today a bigger day than we know? Hope everyone is safe tonight. ❤️

3/27/2020 10:17:51 PM rad_qpatriot It is allmost as though, the Anons Meme war and conspiracy theories are being used to keep them all working on so many different things at once, and 

spending their resources (ammo) trying to cover it all.

#LookOverHereNotOverThere

#TickTock

#WWG1WGA



3/27/2020 10:17:57 PM jcblais1 Yesterday at exactly 7a.m the power went out. At 7:17 a.m. helicopters flew over my house. At 8:01 a.m. power restored.  Slidell La

3/27/2020 10:17:59 PM americanpetal How so?

3/27/2020 10:19:08 PM jcblais1  pic.twitter.com/TAPN0MKeya

3/27/2020 10:20:55 PM jcblais1  pic.twitter.com/s9ACDVqyvq

3/27/2020 10:21:26 PM jcblais1  pic.twitter.com/xKnZCIJWIt

3/27/2020 10:22:22 PM jcblais1 @thomasmiller325

3/27/2020 10:23:03 PM n7guardiananon Gotcha!!! https://twitter.com/n7guardiananon/status/1243745290009694209?s=20 …

3/27/2020 10:23:31 PM fightforamerica Gross.

3/27/2020 10:23:36 PM chris60077191 I agree 100% even before Trump became president I would beat any ear that would listen to me about the "cabal" or whatever you want to call it. I like 

a "monolithic, and ruthless conspiracy" but I stole that from a great man.

3/27/2020 10:24:04 PM bvillions This is how trump keeps his base. They ignore facts and reality in pursuit of the truth.

It's the ultimate irony of the information age

3/27/2020 10:25:53 PM dpann1234 I agree. I trus the plan, but never forget (they) have $$ long established networks There could be variables not acounted for.  And many other plans in 

history have ended badly (like JFk). There not gonna sit by and watch thier generations work undone and thier $ & power taken

3/27/2020 10:26:50 PM thomasmiller325 A list of who’s who flys in those bad boys.  Everything special flys around in those.

3/27/2020 10:28:22 PM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/5ZQqJ2hVHy

3/27/2020 10:29:10 PM splendorian1 Snowden remarks about state sponsored surveillance.

Corporations buy software to spy on their employees.

It is the deep state doing what they do.  Realize this has been their plan all along and it didn't work as they are outnumbered.

3/27/2020 10:31:58 PM rad_qpatriot You don't actually believe that Anons and Q followers are his base, do you?  50 million of them?

Pretty sure the ones you never hear from, and probably aren't on social media are truly his base.

#SilentMajority

#WWG1WGA

#LookOverHereNotOverThere

😉

3/27/2020 10:35:10 PM 1vargascookie11 ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️

3/27/2020 10:35:35 PM splendorian1 New Zealand goes into full lockdown

 https://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=2441 …

3/27/2020 10:35:50 PM bvillions Anons and Q all support Trump, so do the easily conned elderly that watch fox. I'm sure most of them aren't on Twitter

3/27/2020 10:36:21 PM ptamait That's great! Maybe get a few cats.

3/27/2020 10:36:50 PM takamitsusaigo  pic.twitter.com/CGvC9nsQSe

3/27/2020 10:37:31 PM miss_ampie I think not. 😘😎🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/27/2020 10:38:05 PM ruthlessmalepro This shill is and will do something to TRY and demonize the movement. "no outside Comms" that is as straight forward as it fucking gets. Q even said 

"no outside Comms past/present/FUTURE.  Almost as tho he knew this austin shill was going to claim Q to be him from the future.

3/27/2020 10:39:15 PM lizztiz Chinooks North Of Seattle

3/27/2020 10:40:31 PM flybriburns Fuck yes Mam!! Let’s have a looksi what we want to look for? Domestic military activity? Brb. 😏

3/27/2020 10:41:00 PM azuremagus Ops. in play hey, hey.

3/27/2020 10:41:42 PM ptamait You are amazing! If I had land it would look like that. Just belonged to farms, raw eggs, raw milk. The more natural, the better. I need to get out and 

volunteer.

3/27/2020 10:41:48 PM stefanofait Maybe #Snowden flipped?

 https://www.politico.com/story/2016/07/donald-trump-hacking-edward-snowden-russia-226320 … pic.twitter.com/4tw79O5SWT

3/27/2020 10:42:12 PM stefanofait Or... pic.twitter.com/n9rjWyujE9

3/27/2020 10:43:20 PM anthony78245766 Will soon take a fall to bring down moral of the Q community. Too ego centered to be legit.

3/27/2020 10:43:38 PM faye_mcgarry See something say something! Bob Dylan's song Green Light code for Cabal? @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RudyGiuliani @realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump 

@TrumpWarRoom @Utsava4 @SHSanders45 @GovMikeHuckabee @RepMarkMeadows @IvankaTrump

3/27/2020 10:43:46 PM prashobh189  

https://www.youtube.com/embed/1BiM1YYIPCo?version=3&rel=1&fs=1&autohide=2&showsearch=0&showinfo=1&iv_load_policy=1&wmode=transp

arent …

3/27/2020 10:43:55 PM miss_ampie I hope so.

3/27/2020 10:44:02 PM rita68875030 Shill!

3/27/2020 10:44:25 PM catsworld62 Wow And We Know just bashed Austin that one hurt I liked him and im very surprised because the Deacon talks very bad about them.I thought 

Christians where understanding and don't attack others if they don't know for shore this is showing true colors it makes me sad😔

3/27/2020 10:44:56 PM jcblais1  pic.twitter.com/poy34NsUJo

3/27/2020 10:45:59 PM stefanofait I see a white hat right there 😉 pic.twitter.com/hjo173Ebxa

3/27/2020 10:46:30 PM stefanofait Or...😛😉 pic.twitter.com/gWqNSGNMom

3/27/2020 10:49:15 PM rad_qpatriot I am sure most (if not all) do support him.  But I wouldn't go so far as to say those you stated are his "base".  If you believe that... then it must be 

working.☺

#PatriotsFight

3/27/2020 10:49:36 PM flybriburns Tbh I didn’t see much in a typical search when I looked. Would be interesting to know wouldn’t it. It’s probably on a “Need to know”  basis an , we 

didn’t make the cut . 🤷🏻♂️ look again lmk

3/27/2020 10:51:29 PM pennywisedawise YOU DONT KNOW 💩 🤪 pic.twitter.com/rAwA1DMmqy

3/27/2020 10:53:28 PM zhorik97325947 Who is “they” ?

3/27/2020 10:55:13 PM bvillions Stop the cryptic bullshit. Define patriotism. What are you fighting?

3/27/2020 10:58:44 PM leahinman5 You are great Majestic, thanks for your wisdom!

3/27/2020 11:01:12 PM rad_qpatriot Why are you on Majestic 12's tweet?  Or are you just trolling me?

😊

3/27/2020 11:03:37 PM stefanofait The message would likely be correct, though https://www.foxnews.com/politics/ilhan-omar-praises-trumps-incredible-response-to-coronavirus-

pandemic …

3/27/2020 11:04:25 PM ptamait I think that we should be focusing on what we love in life, not what we dislike. I love good change, so I am very optimistic about the messages. So what 

are some of those things for you.

3/27/2020 11:05:08 PM larkalec That’s illegal. Guess I’ll do it now. Am I kidding?

3/27/2020 11:05:23 PM starshakti369 ☝️#SickoPsychopath👿👹😈

3/27/2020 11:05:41 PM bb1272216718 In way each dimension has on orders of magnitudes higher fields but they all connect and this is where the multi dimensional math comes in,   In a way 

the flower of life shows dimesions overlaid?

3/27/2020 11:05:43 PM larkalec It started raining so I guess not.

3/27/2020 11:05:59 PM keiserrott He's right. Message is the same, no matter what you think of the source.

3/27/2020 11:06:39 PM bvillions I like to keep track of the gullible and see where they are taking the lemmings🤫

3/27/2020 11:08:30 PM prashobh189  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1435&v=1BiM1YYIPCo&feature=emb_logo …

3/27/2020 11:08:37 PM rad_qpatriot Keep your friends close... and your enemies closer.

👀

3/27/2020 11:09:16 PM bb1272216718 When u have three and their thoughts and emotions are aligned the power of the souls unite to go in a higher dimension?



3/27/2020 11:11:17 PM starshakti369 ☝️#SaveTheChildren👿👭👫

3/27/2020 11:12:21 PM bvillions I don't keep enemies

3/27/2020 11:12:47 PM starshakti369 ☝️#ThisWillEND❣️👊💯

3/27/2020 11:13:50 PM rad_qpatriot So you must not have any.

3/27/2020 11:16:20 PM upallnight39 #theyaredying

#letitendwithus

#devotikniii

3/27/2020 11:17:24 PM smmmote This guy is CONFUSED! On the one hand he's telling people to unfollow him if they believe  @AustinSteinbart and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 to be credible on 

the other he tells them to do their due diligence and research 🥴😂 before realizing he got trolled. OUCH. 

#AustinSteinbartIsQ pic.twitter.com/lihLkGJETH

3/27/2020 11:17:52 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/2Qe4RAHCef

3/27/2020 11:18:47 PM deplorable369  pic.twitter.com/iyH3ifxQP5

3/27/2020 11:19:35 PM turbo7773 I have no idea why that guy put me on that list. Only reason I believe he did is because I've retweeted some of majestic12 stuff and thought the 

information was useful. Check me out for yourself before you just assume a person opinion about me is accurate. I have nothing to hide!

3/27/2020 11:19:59 PM travis_ebarb Nice video...lead me to that lit music please!! Props!!

3/27/2020 11:20:14 PM upliftingmind Absolutely, TamaitEdP. There's a lot of great information he's brought forward, things that resonate with me and get me genuinely excited for our 

future. Though it may be unintentional, #QPharisees transformed Q into a sort of "religion" & that doesn't jive with me.

3/27/2020 11:21:57 PM cpace98 We had some at a closed Air Force base last weekend flying into So Cal

3/27/2020 11:23:59 PM viking_jeremy No outside COMMS ended. Plus DISINFORMATION

3/27/2020 11:23:59 PM elevn15 Time to trim the fat, and I'm pointing at you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 🙃🍿  pic.twitter.com/RZqpOyMB9Y

3/27/2020 11:24:00 PM viking_jeremy I was blocked by #QPharisees

3/27/2020 11:24:22 PM bvillions Karma is funny like that

3/27/2020 11:25:51 PM upliftingmind Me too! At this point, I think they're just blocking anyone talking about Austin Steinbart.

3/27/2020 11:28:41 PM harpua33 @AustinSteinbart licks assholes is all I know. Carryon.

3/27/2020 11:31:52 PM nick_lumenaut He's a plant. A clown

3/27/2020 11:32:38 PM awakeningthe17 In the day  light I will send you the track.

3/27/2020 11:33:31 PM travis_ebarb I appreciate you Patriot!! Much Love!!🤜🤛💯🙏

3/27/2020 11:35:57 PM spartan101287  pic.twitter.com/KYUr9sJ8It

3/27/2020 11:36:08 PM upallnight39 And?

Lick it b4 u stick it

We love giving and recieving anal pleasures ;-)

3/27/2020 11:39:25 PM rosscarwalker Just be cautious of your time spent on tech devices as they have been nefarious with their MKUltra techniques @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #MKUltra

3/27/2020 11:41:26 PM upallnight39 @NSA_QIL2

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ArchonTyler https://twitter.com/artificialcaged/status/1243731476975439875 …

3/27/2020 11:43:10 PM raginredstorm Check out this video. Time stamp for D6 topic is at 13:00.  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/27/2020 11:43:24 PM raginredstorm Check out this video. Time stamp for D6 topic is at 13:00.  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/27/2020 11:43:32 PM raginredstorm Check out this video. Time stamp for D6 topic is at 13:00. https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/27/2020 11:44:35 PM gsaanich Nanaimo is a fuel stop for yachts heading up to Desolation Sound. Both Oprah and Bill Gates’s yachts moor overnight in Nanaimo 2-3 times per 

summer. I didn’t know about the lab.

3/27/2020 11:45:40 PM calimountiangal Same here!!! 🤔

3/27/2020 11:52:04 PM agentofspectre This account, man.. I really wanted to like this guy

3/27/2020 11:53:15 PM npc_smash3r_xxx wow, thought I unfollowed you after you supported Austin...

My bad.  Issue resolved this time around.

3/28/2020 12:02:53 AM revelation4444 I thought it would be 369,000

3/28/2020 12:03:30 AM raginredstorm This is very real. I've experienced this myself,  having the screen shot every 10 minutes and constant tracking.  It did cause a lot of anxiety on my part 

and resentment.  First time I wasn't trusted in my job, and I'm a very productive and efficient worker. I quit. Their loss.

3/28/2020 12:04:02 AM harpua33 Receiving. Moron.

3/28/2020 12:08:52 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/w2mPlYl2YV

3/28/2020 12:24:24 AM debraduvendeck Lol.  Gitmo not in Colorado.

3/28/2020 12:31:25 AM rabbittactical The matrix is strong

We are stronger

The matrix lasts long

We last longer

The matrix is fast

We are faster

We are the Ones

The matrix is after
3/28/2020 12:32:14 AM debraduvendeck The system will have to fail to convert to the gold standard as i understand it.  Then and only then ( as i understand it), can Nesara begin. As people 

have been arrested, we have been confiscating all their $$ pursuant to executive order against human trafficking etc.

3/28/2020 12:34:47 AM raginredstorm Pray for God's / Our Creator's protection to block mind control and evil entities.  You have the power built in. 🥰🙏

3/28/2020 12:38:49 AM upallnight39 @RealEyeTheSpy

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#basedKekzRiZen https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1243804553629270018 …

3/28/2020 12:42:47 AM treestyx stop hogging mics and learn how to live stream. goldfish had zero bs issues. your was basement crap with zero hard questions. yeah hard to do when 

he raped your brain of all common qqestions. duhh. 4-62020 eos right? or more excuses?

3/28/2020 12:45:46 AM paulygenz I can only imagin the level of fear the guily are living in. then after justice here on earth. GODS TURN

3/28/2020 12:47:11 AM upallnight39 God damn.

#wemaji

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1243806646503124992 …

3/28/2020 12:53:36 AM treestyx really listen to your video, it's horrible. the volume was off the charts hunny. your volume was 11 austin was 3 dipshits were clamoring for bs hums and 

hass, that was gay. as a lesbian republican pretty harsh but true. not a troll just facts. u hv 0



3/28/2020 12:56:14 AM rad_qpatriot Patriot

1. a person who loves, supports, and defends his or her country and its interests with devotion.

2. a person who regards himself or herself as a defender, especially of individual rights, against presumed interference by the federal government.

Q

3/28/2020 1:00:31 AM jaxtell87649907 Link to source?  I’m intrigued, need a different rabbit-hole lol

3/28/2020 1:01:11 AM pabsb77 This makes sense to me

3/28/2020 1:03:58 AM cr38ivcasey He's young and charming...just not Q. Impersonating and official (DIA) is a crime. We'll see.👍

3/28/2020 1:04:12 AM pabsb77 Was wondering if he would bring out something like this. Will give it a listen

3/28/2020 1:05:19 AM strangewisper 🙏

3/28/2020 1:08:11 AM keur60693994 I'll take a hard pass on that!

3/28/2020 1:09:26 AM ruthlesstruth_ Check out Royal Rife on Lucid Collective YT.

Also  http://spooky2.com  ...

3/28/2020 1:12:52 AM ruthlesstruth_ Checkout http://Gateworld.net 

3/28/2020 1:29:42 AM girlawakeinca Glad you’re back ❤️ pic.twitter.com/BPUmCjrPQo

3/28/2020 1:36:47 AM monkey99767636 Like bad, or good get real?

3/28/2020 1:39:09 AM voltamachine Which one lol

3/28/2020 1:48:45 AM tkrambambuli Only, if you do not start to . . .

3/28/2020 1:49:36 AM curlyq98893942 Blackhawks practiced in Cooperstown NY recently

3/28/2020 1:51:06 AM tkrambambuli Jordan doesn´t want to play the game anymore? So close to the end/beginning? Hm. This is not a game. Shall we play a game?

3/28/2020 1:54:54 AM ofuskate Q had a chance two months ago to comment on Corona.  Anons called Qteam out.  They were silent until a couple days ago.  Anons knew.  Q is dead to 

every true anon.  Q knew it was a bioweapon since october.  Qteam spread the virus as did every operational team on all sides.

3/28/2020 1:55:54 AM 99pagefamily Cabal pic.twitter.com/a0yhQFfb96

3/28/2020 2:00:24 AM sterkinglights1 Funny how I read that like a super troopers meme. Row ads where we are going we don't need row ads.

3/28/2020 2:01:51 AM ruthlessmalepro Ended when? Disinfo wouldn't have to do with Q the source of the info to begin with.  He's not trying to confuse anyone.  Also he JUST re dropped the 

whole no outside Comms post. That's verification. Jesus, think logically.

3/28/2020 2:04:59 AM ruthlessmalepro No Q is not a religion, but psyops are real.  If you really grasp the intelligence of the Q plan then you would see right through this shill.  Message over 

messenger? It's bc of the messenger that any of this is happening.  Don't be blinded by dreamy words.

3/28/2020 2:06:12 AM luluspeers1 There's no known safe measure of Mercury for human consumption

3/28/2020 2:08:07 AM burning2nd Do not engage the military, you will not succeed

3/28/2020 2:09:11 AM davethadude369 I don't think you understand the level of narcissism these people have. It's off the charts.

3/28/2020 2:13:26 AM dinodiabolical ID2020

3/28/2020 2:17:26 AM upallnight39 And the barrel billows smoke

Crimson red my enemies

Take everything you love

And watch it die

Painfully right before your eyes

Take everything you love

And watch it die

Painfully right before your eyes pic.twitter.com/v5acCJGwR8
3/28/2020 2:21:28 AM onofrioeolimpia 😏 pic.twitter.com/dd0kSppvtk

3/28/2020 2:25:07 AM slvrbltbeergirl  pic.twitter.com/oYCfw4z3aC

3/28/2020 2:32:52 AM kevinloft1 creepy dude

3/28/2020 2:43:58 AM fancetam Trump keeps mentioning all these ventilators.  We can't possibly need that many.  Could he be talking about  "generators"?

3/28/2020 2:44:57 AM majure_mary Let it go man...apr 5th is right around the corner

3/28/2020 2:48:51 AM majure_mary No...predominantly we are waiting for the marker apr 5th...which. LOGIC mandates we do, right?  Q TAUGHT US to think for ourselves.

3/28/2020 2:49:47 AM fancetam  pic.twitter.com/fPoalQZ1MD

3/28/2020 2:55:19 AM fancetam Who is that pictured under David Spade?

3/28/2020 3:13:34 AM pilleddem Faker

3/28/2020 3:20:09 AM stevexclean Heard he sold his soul way back when

3/28/2020 3:20:21 AM jaiagtp Why not use the word soul, IS-BE is a stupid term.

3/28/2020 3:21:55 AM rosas7043 I don’t disagree with that. What I’m trying to understand is why Sather is trying to dismiss all the information provided by this account based on the 

fake Q kid. Believe me I know “No outside comms means “NO outside comms”

3/28/2020 3:28:17 AM tabsinabox Mexico is paying for the wall

3/28/2020 3:28:52 AM tabsinabox Jesus said don't call people fools

3/28/2020 3:30:21 AM kidge6 Trump mentioned that today in the press conference.

3/28/2020 3:36:43 AM pennywisedawise #AustinSteinbartIsQ pic.twitter.com/X2Di3QyMB4

3/28/2020 3:36:55 AM j_d_abercrombie IMO-The QPharisees are accusing ANYONE who supported @AustinSteinbart early-on as being "one of his bots" they seem to suspiciously give him 

implied hacker-spy cred for believing probably exist, and are being employed. I think Austin is - and he's aiming them AT us supporters. 👍

3/28/2020 3:37:54 AM boondognews It’s Twatter. Please....only when evil side started crumbling has it become a thing. 🙄 ️

3/28/2020 3:38:46 AM boondognews Bingo

3/28/2020 3:38:58 AM j_d_abercrombie before anyone goes crazy-i believe he's not running ANY pro-bots, he's convincing real people like me to crawl out of the woodwork and join or re-

engage Twitter just to find Austin after 👀 YT - but sending nasty trolls to generate activity, get the blood in the water, causing -

3/28/2020 3:39:33 AM pistolpuppy0088 = adrenochrome

3/28/2020 3:40:36 AM j_d_abercrombie real and not so bright nor self-controlled various and asundry sociopaths, unstables, etc. that populate any large group to jump in. Reacts, views, 

spread. And it makes us look more sympathetic to the open minded, kind hearted peeps that Austin wants us to reach first...

3/28/2020 3:42:22 AM j_d_abercrombie I am mostly manning the cannons on FB, and am still really learning Twitter, but this "List" for example here was the first place I got the feeling Q was 

"making us spread faster by purposely putting us on blacklists and accusing of us bots" and getting us momentum and interacts

3/28/2020 3:45:08 AM j_d_abercrombie I have pretty much concluded the same thing about FB. I'm convinced. I know Q is now in a "reveal it all, tell them the truth right to their faces" like he 

did Dr. D - and got "delusions of" - not believed. So I reveal this theory and I do not feel any compunction about it

3/28/2020 3:45:53 AM cny_micaa but IS the IS-be really in control? Or is this transhumanism vs organic ascension?



3/28/2020 3:46:33 AM j_d_abercrombie Because they won't believe it anyway & even if they did that would lead them to realize we supporters are just "Q researchers going further down the 

trail" than them, "Trusting the Plan"... because why would ANYONE but Q sick [some really nasty sometimes] bots on his own peeps?

3/28/2020 3:48:42 AM j_d_abercrombie Proof is in the pudding. How did that "Blacklist" work out? The trolls on my FB outreach help me immensely, all told. After what looked like a barn fire, 

and a clean up of all nasty stuff, it was about a tie 35-35 lol vs like+loves, and 8 solid not comment shares

3/28/2020 3:50:40 AM j_d_abercrombie He also created the "russian bots" thing to plant it into the QHater community early, as it began to grow teeth and numbers... to mock them for getting 

them to sound like HRC Libtards.

3/28/2020 3:59:02 AM zeropointchrist Too bad they are sending up Extremely High Frequency weapons... AEHF.

3/28/2020 3:59:04 AM synackstatic There's something about the Auto, rubber, and "Tyre" industry.

3/28/2020 4:17:07 AM corinnebackman IS-BE Immortal Spiritual Beings

3/28/2020 4:20:42 AM trumppallooza Free energy

3/28/2020 4:20:51 AM corinnebackman All Messengers can be corrupted or influenced or liked or not liked.  It’s important to decipher the truth amongst the information the Messenger gives.

3/28/2020 4:22:31 AM stuarttruly Part of the last phrase about Watson...”....to outthink the limits of creativity.” IBM needs a new marketing department, human creativity is infinite, 

limitless.

#Source(d)

#Sacred

#CoronaLockdown

3/28/2020 4:26:01 AM keith369me “it” should have been capitalized “IT”

3/28/2020 4:28:10 AM brendanhorn7 Careful who you follow....think for yourselves, do the research but welcome new comers with a open heart. 

God Bless Patriots!

3/28/2020 4:33:41 AM gi6stars BD sold his soul to satan, in so many words he admitted in an interview. 

But... I see a White Hat. 

I pray he's walkin on the Good side now.

3/28/2020 4:34:12 AM positivekinetik Good number👍🏽

3/28/2020 4:35:43 AM nigelbird Semper Fi

3/28/2020 4:36:09 AM corinnebackman  https://www.fifty8magazine.com/isbe  pic.twitter.com/tc1CWiwen4

3/28/2020 4:44:15 AM smbruno44212 17 minutes, 17 years since last song.

3/28/2020 4:45:12 AM davelew63 🤣😂👍👊 pic.twitter.com/ebyqoTwjLJ

3/28/2020 4:45:23 AM atashfire Consider his line of work. Infiltration. Computer knowledge.

Your definition of SoyBoy is ineffective against someone who has risked his life to sabotage efforts by the cabal over a vast number of years.

You don't know who you're dealing with if you view two dimensions.

3/28/2020 4:45:35 AM 513chuck Statements are the same as 1.5  year's ago file. His explanation of future tech , 9G maneuvers without fatalities makes sense. His request JFK Dclass , 

Republican lady removal, etc. Seem pure  His PERSONAL reasoning for pursuit prior was...or yet to be restate. Understandably so.

3/28/2020 4:46:17 AM atashfire Future proves past, maybe new heroes don't fit the typical archetype. Again, message over messenger.

3/28/2020 4:47:53 AM coloradoevolut1 I am ROLLING! 🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/mShz6vVs4l

3/28/2020 4:49:01 AM tonym3691 He's a fake to cause division. Seriously Crowdstrike? #austinsteinbartisnotQ #TopShill #PatriotsUnited #WWG1WGA #Qanon #WakeUpAmerica 

pic.twitter.com/LrDGXs9i30

3/28/2020 4:49:37 AM tonym3691 Steinbart is a shill pic.twitter.com/oTF2nUyP73

3/28/2020 4:51:12 AM roman84428727 @QPatriot17 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @intheMatrixxx @RealJamesWoods @ROYALMRBADNEWS @QAnonNotables @2LarryJohnson7 @SGTreport He 

knows Q is real?? #GreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/dxZDT69O1E

3/28/2020 4:51:43 AM nanablue37 ❤️❤️❤️

3/28/2020 4:55:29 AM fowlreginald But that's my point. If the Messenger is corrupt, so is the Message. The Messenger DOES matter.

3/28/2020 4:57:03 AM tonym3691 #AustinSteinbartIsNotQ #WakeUp #PatriotsUnited #WWG1WGA #DigitalSoldiers @realDonaldTrump @Inevitable_ET @X22Report @99freemind 

@Scavino45 @IPOT1776 @Q_AnonBaby @KarluskaP Impersonating a DIA official @GenFlynn @TheJusticeDept @FBI @JuliansRum @SecretService 

pic.twitter.com/9PWOZroDma

3/28/2020 4:59:10 AM aahhhooohmmmm “Don't worry, Mr. President, help's on the way

Your brothers are comin', there'll be hell to pay”...

3/28/2020 4:59:45 AM skylar13764875  pic.twitter.com/90SB2qVjdF

3/28/2020 5:02:27 AM shantigirl5 [Classified]! 😤

3/28/2020 5:05:54 AM lightlove21121 Feels like they’re back 😎

3/28/2020 5:06:16 AM samsmith0319 Definitely has the potential to bring us much closer to the Nazi State!!!...💥🐀🐀🐀💥

3/28/2020 5:14:58 AM karentriebel Do the Kennedy files reveal time travel?

3/28/2020 5:19:14 AM harborwizdom heres how you beat mind control;

There is a Simple Formula for Knowing All Real Truth and Real Wisdom;

One Must Simply; Judge All Thing to; What is Right; What is True; What is Just; and; Balance All Things to; What is Best for All Creation;

3/28/2020 5:30:00 AM starseedatx ...yet we are so close to doing just that

3/28/2020 5:30:20 AM couch_o_nate Block = anti-trust

3/28/2020 5:36:55 AM jballz1021 I know what it is. Why is anyone trying to sell you something you already have?  There are no short cuts in soul evolution. That is going to be a long 

painful soul lesson for people lining up for this.

3/28/2020 5:39:59 AM qstormwatch  pic.twitter.com/MmF6N2tGGf

3/28/2020 5:41:22 AM kosheen18 Maybe there being sent to Europe? .

3/28/2020 5:42:12 AM qstormwatch  pic.twitter.com/EzbPAa5Y8a

3/28/2020 5:43:11 AM markko48882279 Search PubChem for Adrenochrome, you find Wuhan.  Pure coincidence, I'm sure.

 https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/substance/375102119 … pic.twitter.com/r2wkEomkDn

3/28/2020 5:44:46 AM jenaynayz Lmao me? What did I post?

3/28/2020 5:46:59 AM atonaim  pic.twitter.com/KZwNCvAeZB

3/28/2020 5:48:23 AM chrly919 It’s great

3/28/2020 5:49:26 AM kimberl45879851 It is available in its full version on youtube. I just listened to it. Totally reminded me of why I've never been a Dylan fan.

3/28/2020 5:50:05 AM mz_nubbie Like merkle?

3/28/2020 5:52:33 AM rosas7043 I know he’s fake. No outside comms

3/28/2020 5:53:17 AM samsmith0319 ...🐸👀🐸...

3/28/2020 5:56:14 AM gabriel29560513 I know an operator when I hear one , that’s why I gave him a serious look over. What a lying chump.

3/28/2020 5:56:24 AM nm_zsr This is how misinformation gets spread. I said she had a cold, not an Asthma attack, and that smoking the J had better effect (opening her lungs) than 

the albuterol she was prescribed (for her cough due to cold).

3/28/2020 5:59:17 AM mz_nubbie Tik tok 13 n older. Problem is they stole children's information n pics. Also messeges

3/28/2020 6:00:40 AM mz_nubbie What's RV?

3/28/2020 6:01:47 AM populistpepe2 Makes me jealous to look at it! What a bounty!



3/28/2020 6:04:49 AM populistpepe2 Look at Madonna's bathtub video...🙄

The Great Equalizer. 

She thought she was above it all.

In common thought, the Great Equalizer is death.

3/28/2020 6:09:07 AM shalamoji What the DOW will drop to.

3/28/2020 6:31:18 AM ericcox76603078 Military personnel and equipment being deployed across the country...tanks and aircraft...is this because they know the Obama sleeper cells are to be 

activated? Why do we need tanks for the virus? Things that make you go hmmm.

3/28/2020 6:34:10 AM guscaldas To whom, from whom?

3/28/2020 6:34:54 AM awakeandsing123 Coronavirus kills one person every 17 minutes in New York

 https://www.foxnews.com/us/coronavirus-kills-every-17-minutes-new-york …

Explore the Fox News apps that are right for you at  http://www.foxnews.com/apps-products/index.html ….

3/28/2020 6:35:36 AM timmccoy5 The Creature From Jekyll Island

3/28/2020 6:43:11 AM qchi202017 Steinbarts ?

3/28/2020 6:43:14 AM laurabusse Michelle I don't remember these posts at all

You had 2 Catholic aunts who were sisters to each other and who became nuns??

3/28/2020 6:43:42 AM upliftingmind  pic.twitter.com/Rn2PfoGsU0

3/28/2020 6:45:05 AM anonlegion13 Be kind to people and help them if you can.

3/28/2020 6:45:47 AM botmaryjane I went outside and vibes are everywhere :D

3/28/2020 6:47:03 AM dontdrinkthek12 RIP you pos shill

3/28/2020 6:47:25 AM rosas7043 All I need...

3/28/2020 6:53:05 AM tryin2bkind Now that would be epic

3/28/2020 6:55:11 AM patriotcat_maga Will there be a book coming out that explains the whole Q operation when this is all over?

3/28/2020 6:58:06 AM bbombski I was just saying what works for me. No disinformation here. The OP can choose to do whatever they'd like

3/28/2020 7:00:38 AM keith369me Absolutely...Happy #EndTheFed Day

3/28/2020 7:01:22 AM botmaryjane And not for regular ppl who won't even know such things already exist

3/28/2020 7:05:00 AM sseed369  https://www.ashtarcommandcrew.net/profiles/blogs/you-are-a-god-i-s-b-e-immortal-spiritual-biological-entity-mj12?xg_source=activity …

3/28/2020 7:05:43 AM robzilla_11 What is the $17,000 dollar question???

3/28/2020 7:07:31 AM septembercindy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what does it mean when you see 11:11 and other repeating digits almost daily?

3/28/2020 7:10:12 AM covertress Isn't this a 1st Amendment violation?

How can Twitter legally limit my voice because they say I followed back too many people at once?

#FirstAmendment #FreeSpeech

cc @DanScavino @DonaldJTrumpJr

@realDonaldTrump @RealCandaceO @SaraCarterDC @jsolomonReports @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 7:10:33 AM ultrabullfrog Duh

3/28/2020 7:12:44 AM final_layer Considering Twitter isnt a state ran platform, no, your rights have not been violated. 

You likely tripped some sort of anti-bot protection.

3/28/2020 7:13:34 AM poshzel I wonder he had to go!

3/28/2020 7:13:36 AM nm_zsr Sorry, wasn't relying to you. Hard to track who is getting replied to. Someone was insinuating that we were referring to smoking for an acute asthma 

attack.

3/28/2020 7:14:19 AM frankyanker That's actually pretty funny. I won't keep posting inflammatory GIFs. Sorry, man/woman/other (don't want to assume gender). I know you're against 

evil, as am I.

3/28/2020 7:15:40 AM bbombski Ah I see, now that would be stupid 😂😂😂 I'd never recommend that hahaha

3/28/2020 7:16:33 AM sethric61410528 Just adding: 

Bob Dylan once stated in an interview that he signed a blood contract with the music industry and sold his soul.

3/28/2020 7:18:56 AM upliftingmind Just having some fun with you my friend. It's hard to resist sharing a good meme after seeing "no outside comms" thrown out like that's valid proof 

against him. Are you aware the Q drop #3902 screencap was taken on 8chan (not 8kun) which technically makes 8kun an outside comm?

3/28/2020 7:23:43 AM vectom2 Just to narrow it down, I was responding  to Laura Ingraham’s anti weed post which I disagreed with and then to Ahmed’s asthma tweet. So funny how 

long this thread is going on. 😂

3/28/2020 7:27:12 AM corinnebackman Not necessarily.

3/28/2020 7:27:23 AM sapphirewinds10 1295 is a super effective Qpharisee troll. Watch how they respond lol pic.twitter.com/QXJofuinuE

3/28/2020 7:28:26 AM megmuse2 C the q board..qmap.pub

3/28/2020 7:33:14 AM tucson_ron This is just getting more and more interesting...

3/28/2020 7:33:17 AM qstormwatch No worries! We’re on same side . I hope the movement doesnt get too divided. #WWG1WGA

3/28/2020 7:33:21 AM bbombski I think it's going so long because being couped up and unable to communicate with many people on a daily basis, we are being forced to learn and 

enact better communication skills for the betterment of ourselves and our country. Something we've lacked for a very long time.

3/28/2020 7:33:36 AM megmuse2 Lol

3/28/2020 7:34:00 AM frankyanker Ditto👍🏼👍🏼

3/28/2020 7:34:26 AM rosas7043 A peace offering https://vimeo.com/346762373 

3/28/2020 7:37:05 AM frankyanker  pic.twitter.com/QaESgcj8jw

3/28/2020 7:47:51 AM smmmote 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/7JyCWJq4wW

3/28/2020 7:49:21 AM megmuse2 We are waiting for djt tweet "My Fellow Americans..."..soon..dig

3/28/2020 7:53:33 AM nmenon777 You DAMN idiots DON'T KNOW WHAT SHE IS SAYING."If the abuser is any good" means, practiced, in approach. A 7 year old has not awakened 

sexually. The abuser is gentle but getting what HE wants out of it. This whole thing is missing THE REST OF WHAT SHE SAID,WHY? U dumbfucks🙄🙄

3/28/2020 7:54:07 AM oneperspective6 Hi I can assure you feminism isnt fake.  In case you arent sure what it is...it means equality for women.  Equal pay. Equal rights. It is very much alive.

3/28/2020 7:57:28 AM ahmedondeck I said I have asthma and it wouldn’t work for me. No misinformation.  But really, inhaling any combusted material isn’t great for you.

3/28/2020 7:58:15 AM karakino1 may i suggest these uniforms? ;)

 https://i.pinimg.com/originals/c1/c1/ae/c1c1ae72659556589e747513b09d4101.jpg …

3/28/2020 7:58:51 AM nmenon777 I worked with abused kids. I interviewed them. The damage comes later when they realize what happened. they form a traumatic bond with the 

abuser and may even defend them. It's a trusted person who gave them gifts, attention.  child doesn't KNOW it's wrong. 

Learn. Don't judge.

3/28/2020 8:01:48 AM rosas7043 Absolutely brilliant



3/28/2020 8:02:43 AM barbarazajicek Not sure I know what you mean but I like the way you get people to use their brains.

3/28/2020 8:07:00 AM lhv926 This is NOT even Q’s research board! Aggregator site. There are many aggregator sites like this. It collects data from Q’s board, drops here for easy use 

by those who don’t like going to chans/kun. These titles are added AFTER & by owner/admin of site. OMG. Discernment people.

3/28/2020 8:10:07 AM americanconsti2 No Sir, I wasn't replying to you at all. That's the biggest problem with threads. I need to address the one I'm actually replying to. I apologise for the 

confusion.

3/28/2020 8:10:18 AM flybriburns Like Q ever posted a direct message 🙄 

Is it in question format? As in?

Question this post you’re all quoting?

3/28/2020 8:12:20 AM qstormwatch Bunch of Qtie pies ❤️

3/28/2020 8:13:37 AM jeritud3 We own the car plants now

17= bail out = takeover ?

Whats next ?

3/28/2020 8:14:43 AM threshold2020 Yet, you are doing everything in your power to make sure WE don’t think for ourselves by pinning names like pharmacies to true, decent people. This 

will work for the weak of mind (your prey) but NOT for those WHO TRULY THINK FOR OURSELVES.

3/28/2020 8:16:26 AM threshold2020 He’s a George Soros pawn. Says so on his Linkd in page. He works for Crowd Strike.

3/28/2020 8:18:19 AM americanpetal No worries. All good. Last night was a weird night on Twitter. Different vibes. I normally don’t respond that way. I jumped the gun a bit, too. Yes, 

having conversations through threads is challenging. 🇺🇸🕊

3/28/2020 8:19:48 AM threshold2020 This is a somewhat sophisticated Goerge Soros funded group (lots of the advocates in the threads) with the mandate to Divide and Conquer the Q 

movement. Not the worst I’ve seen either. Fly paper for the weak of mind.

3/28/2020 8:20:48 AM tkrambambuli 🤣👍

3/28/2020 8:23:03 AM tkrambambuli Pls show me the tweet, where he says he is Q or he is talking in the name of. Can't find it. Might be my fault.

3/28/2020 8:28:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 17 Minutes https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO/status/1243897580431572992 …

3/28/2020 8:29:52 AM saokalani #HCQSAVES

#ADVILKILLS

#MEDIALIES

3/28/2020 8:30:07 AM a51s1 To much focus on where it's hitting hard right now,  https://news3lv.com/news/local/coronavirus-cases-reach-443-in-clark-county-535-statewide … . 

Not where it's about to hit hard.

3/28/2020 8:30:31 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/Hj2mJHEgUB

3/28/2020 8:30:56 AM rosas7043  pic.twitter.com/6UIOmzRXAz

3/28/2020 8:31:10 AM qanongroup NYC has double those amounts deriving from crime daily

3/28/2020 8:31:36 AM keith369me Worldwide an average of 300,000+ people die every single day!!!

3/28/2020 8:32:45 AM wilegenius Counting deaths is a fools errand.  The virus causes severe lung damage.  Those who don't die are F'd up.  You are seeing as many as 10% of the 

population become disabled.

3/28/2020 8:33:41 AM kachinagtto 33 is their signature. 17 is Q signature. In the beginning of CV outbreak-we saw all kinds of 33s in media references. Now it’s all kinds of 17s. Does this 

mean we have taken control of Pandemic?

3/28/2020 8:36:29 AM librarylogoi Sure it does buddy, whatever the news is telling you, must be true. People I know that were 'highly likely' to have it were better in 5 days, with no after 

effects, because it's the common cold and always has been.

3/28/2020 8:37:23 AM wilegenius Lol

3/28/2020 8:39:03 AM ellenca78112564 First official nr out from Corona..guess? Thats right

3/28/2020 8:41:57 AM joanofamerica ...

3/28/2020 8:43:26 AM fhobgood #17 x2

3/28/2020 8:51:19 AM teemlisa It’s not about a virus, it’s about arrests.

3/28/2020 8:53:46 AM cledrordfishing I would definitely quit.

3/28/2020 8:54:57 AM crazi82 Thanks Mr. Obvious pic.twitter.com/cRmnBe3E5B

3/28/2020 8:56:15 AM 2_11x11 Well, I knew too that if you can’t tell it, sing it.

The clever ones will figure it out 😂😂😂

3/28/2020 8:56:36 AM neoxellos The entire world is lying about covid and it’s just the flu? Lmfao

3/28/2020 8:57:35 AM smalltownindy I wonder if it is 17 minutes channeled by his "chief."

3/28/2020 8:58:34 AM wearediamonds2 I saw that too. But what does it mean?

3/28/2020 9:01:40 AM librarylogoi Not lying, just taking the regular cold/ flu, during the pinnacle of the season, and creating hysteria. People are very easy to manipulate, Pneumonia 

already kills 3 million every year, just tell people some of those deaths are caused by a new disease. https://www.webmd.com/cold-and-flu/cold-

guide/common_cold_causes …

3/28/2020 9:02:01 AM dogfaceboy25 A person can be guided much easier than they can be controlled. Perspective control is more accurate. I watch every move "Everyone" makes. You 

might fool me in the direction I lean, but not in the long run. Keep up the good work.

3/28/2020 9:02:17 AM ezdoesit_ I saw that they will just be direct deposited. Could you only imagine.

3/28/2020 9:03:12 AM davelew63 😊😎 pic.twitter.com/MGIYRETmY6

3/28/2020 9:03:20 AM barbarazajicek As I am awakening to the truth, it is bitter/sweet. I am extremely grateful that God has removed the veil from my eyes but I grieve for the life that 

could have been. I also grieve for those who are still asleep and especially for the little ones who never had a chance.

3/28/2020 9:03:46 AM truthseeker805 Future-Proves-Past. Step aside Paytriots.  WE see you. pic.twitter.com/IDiz649gzF

3/28/2020 9:03:48 AM wilegenius Disinformation agent.  Go take a vaca in Italy.

3/28/2020 9:04:07 AM weibeschund My work changed our time clock (before this crisis) to an app that tracks my GPS location

3/28/2020 9:05:56 AM goodvsevil17 I once thought @Snowden Snowden was apart of the Q team after reading his Book...

3/28/2020 9:07:18 AM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/l1BLU4XMhr

3/28/2020 9:07:29 AM lhv926 🤦🏻♀️🤦🏻♀️

3/28/2020 9:08:28 AM dogfaceboy25 Austin is an attempt at infiltration.

3/28/2020 9:09:15 AM captain01470560 I saw 16:56 minutes

1+6+5+6= 18

Still points to the Kennedys.

3/28/2020 9:09:41 AM librarylogoi I would, but every country is locked down and I cant fly internationally, due to the mass-celebrated world totalitarianism. Just because you cant realize 

that you are being manipulated by real dis-info agents (MSM), doesn't change anything. Enjoy living in irrational fear.

3/28/2020 9:09:42 AM rosas7043  pic.twitter.com/IIdp36D1Kg

3/28/2020 9:10:42 AM wilegenius By chance, you don't live in Colorado, do you.

3/28/2020 9:11:03 AM rosas7043 No comms of boards. No outside comms

3/28/2020 9:11:21 AM mindymaucelli The term “Brave New World” scared the crap out of me, has anyone else read Aldous Huxley’s book? @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @IvankaTrump  I love my president but this term disturbs me. https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1242058065857458177 …

3/28/2020 9:11:58 AM purpleboxlove  https://twitter.com/purpleboxlove/status/1243656259456380936?s=21 …

3/28/2020 9:13:33 AM jrocktigers To me, virus real,until further notice:

1) Son's girlfriend's grandfather is on a ventilator n NJ

2) Level of evil of enemy

3) I know of 2 elderly people in Italy who died in apartment building & bodies were not picked til 7 days after.

Besides #2, statements = 1 deg. seperation



3/28/2020 9:14:30 AM realdeepstate2 Youtube

3/28/2020 9:16:00 AM commodorecouch “17” minute song... 🤔

3/28/2020 9:17:12 AM librarylogoi No, and what would that accomplish if I did? Would we plan a meet-up? Maybe under Mount Cheyenne?

3/28/2020 9:17:46 AM thetrollbar The number 17 was a running joke in the Hampshire Summer Math programme for talented young children 30 years ago.  I wonder how many of those 

children ended up in the NSA.

3/28/2020 9:19:32 AM qdog54472197 Interesting choice of words.. considering we are already living in a Dystopian society of sorts

3/28/2020 9:21:10 AM fivezulu Welcome to a weekend in Chicago!

3/28/2020 9:21:27 AM jrocktigers For the record, 17 was my favorite # playing quarterback. Just saying.

3/28/2020 9:30:21 AM americanpetal 😀

3/28/2020 9:31:52 AM qdelta10 Yes it’s getting old. Guess my number 😂😂😂🤨 Patriot’s are getting upset. Gameplay over??? Speak normal.

3/28/2020 9:33:04 AM westmount_d7 🙏🏻 I knew from my research that it would be shocking to our reality, but couldn’t imagine. The unreal, numbers as so high. #QuantumLeap 

#QuantumJump #unreals

3/28/2020 9:36:03 AM collectvcat There is... The Great Awakening on Amazon.

3/28/2020 9:36:33 AM stuart_dalyq  pic.twitter.com/rZRSVX3IPA

3/28/2020 9:36:44 AM ts_sci_majic12 17 pic.twitter.com/bYxe1PHmjZ

3/28/2020 9:37:38 AM giannina_reilly 🙏

3/28/2020 9:38:06 AM suzanna1954 You mean the "Dempanic"?

3/28/2020 9:39:29 AM outlawq1775 Just saw bill gates do an interview on CNN where he says 33% a day increase exponentially

3/28/2020 9:40:47 AM burgersandra qwaq @cdowney09 Mar 22

Hahah you just fucking lit yourself in fire of all little weeny tiny bit of credibility by endorsing Austin. God you guys are such gamma males

Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

R. to @cdowney09

We have received instructions to assist.

11:16 PM · Mar 22, 2020·TWA https://twitter.com/BeesAndHoney123/status/1243882161113104386 …

3/28/2020 9:40:52 AM lbf777 What is 17? I hear it’s a FreeMason number to represent when Freemasons opened their 1st grand lodge on London in 1717. 

pic.twitter.com/Nl9Oyey4sg

3/28/2020 9:41:38 AM ts_sci_majic12 33 https://twitter.com/axios/status/1243931037962391553 …

3/28/2020 9:41:40 AM transam0202 There still using there number in there fear propaganda,but there were alot of 17s in the local paper. pic.twitter.com/nP7D1Dcj7o

3/28/2020 9:42:57 AM anniehannan "THEY" KNOW THEIR TIME IS OVER.... MIRACLES ON HORIZON.BUCKLE UP AND FEAR NOTHING...much love

3/28/2020 9:44:00 AM queennemesisof1 Moments ago I wanted to re-tweet something, but it stalled and no notification, just didn't respond. I went back to look at my Twitter Profile and had 

just reached 717 tweets.... Next moment Re-tweet did work. Now that was magic!

3/28/2020 9:44:04 AM cidarean It's unfortunate.

3/28/2020 9:44:10 AM revelation4444 17=Q  The 17th letter of the Alphabet.

3/28/2020 9:44:31 AM kachinagtto So they (33) push the fear and we (17) push the hope. This is our Dark vs Light ?  Light WINS!

3/28/2020 9:44:31 AM erinbrittain6 Interesting  thought

3/28/2020 9:44:47 AM emeraldfire1967 I hope so!

3/28/2020 9:45:17 AM goodjobtommypi It means you’re Cajun.

3/28/2020 9:45:32 AM dogfaceboy25 There are also children traumatized to this degree who are not murdered. Do you know what happens to them when the Adrenalin processes in their 

bodies? Look at alternative ideas when presented with extremes.

3/28/2020 9:45:34 AM westmount_d7 And no more Masonic hand gestures in media. It happened overnight, it seems. Pretty much after Austin announced the END of masonery🍿

3/28/2020 9:46:04 AM socratesrocks Now they will have NO reason to work now the Chinese Virus Bill has been passed! No incentive, yet that was the point; yes?

3/28/2020 9:46:43 AM immanue29727601 Satanists love their prime numbers

3/28/2020 9:46:55 AM lbf777 Obviously but what does it represent?

3/28/2020 9:47:23 AM cidarean Annoying

3/28/2020 9:47:28 AM kindeandtrue If Trump is not part of the Cabal, why the prominent 33's in this picture: pic.twitter.com/HaErCV085z

3/28/2020 9:47:49 AM williebhere Yes it is... but it only takes III% to remove them..😁

3/28/2020 9:48:58 AM what_uc 👍 got it

3/28/2020 9:49:35 AM realjamescorney No outside Comms LARP

3/28/2020 9:50:50 AM americanpetal That’s what I’m thinking

3/28/2020 9:51:00 AM tachyonluxor @Qanon76

@GregRubini

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 9:51:14 AM gabrielcruztrue 33 degrees is also a man-made grid line. The Freemasons were part of creating that grid, yes. Using 33 wasn’t done exclusively by malevolent people. 

It’s a little like how Nazis repurpose the swastika. It existed as a symbol with different meaning before Nazis stole/redefined.

3/28/2020 9:51:21 AM ezdoesit_ It literally says @Axios

3/28/2020 9:51:56 AM kekiweon 10 days of darkness to stop the trigger?

3/28/2020 9:54:48 AM pwhite56771677 Add the numbers

3/28/2020 9:55:15 AM gabrielcruztrue That being said, a story marked with 33 today usually is a sign something is wrong, agreed. I don’t question that at all. Some though just recognize 33 

holds a power separate from those groups. It’s earth grid energy that holds bioenergetic influence when used properly.

3/28/2020 9:56:33 AM keith369me I think what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is saying (like what you are saying) is by seeing the codes we know the source of the the information.  Is it "white hat" 

information or cabal information.

3/28/2020 9:57:42 AM vrillh Userers in control... pic.twitter.com/4tRZ6IsLIw

3/28/2020 9:58:58 AM skeye_watching If you take a personality test, it is not an opinion. It is based on sets of characteristics that are personality signatures. The individuals that post under 

the pseudonym of Q do not exhibit personality signatures that match AS. So no, it’s not an opinion.

3/28/2020 9:59:42 AM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/obKqNdGwtf

3/28/2020 10:01:08 AM turboxyde Gee, it's almost like [Dthey] communicate in the open through symbology & numerology to entrain the thought forms of the sleeping masses.

This leads to the manifestation of the reality/timeline [6they] wish to force upon the collective consciousness of humanity.

Sheep no more! pic.twitter.com/S9YmyL8phw

3/28/2020 10:01:13 AM covertress 🖐

1 job lost, another temporarily suspended. #Census2020 pic.twitter.com/oVKJczl3RT

3/28/2020 10:02:26 AM markwardlynn It might be this, the white rabbit? Or could be something completely different

@Inevitable_ET @40_head @Mareq16 @cjtruth @IPOT1776 @JuliansRum @_Luke_Slytalker @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Bruno062418 @JohnBWellsCTM 

@thekbroskilla @TinkerTricity @EyesOnQ @FollowQanon @Beer_Parade @beardly01 pic.twitter.com/2KWSaLR6MJ

3/28/2020 10:02:30 AM jaded_pearl What's this test called that you've performed?

3/28/2020 10:02:33 AM davidyoungbr 🤣 Mexico was talking about building a wall to keep Americans out 🤣

3/28/2020 10:02:53 AM nydd64 Are Big Pharma pushing the vaccine like Bill Gates wants ?  And taking away your freedom in the prossess like china



3/28/2020 10:03:18 AM emilycragg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, @realDonaldTrump @RealDRothschild @real_vladdy  For THAT information one must ask Remote Viewers and Telepaths. 

https://twitter.com/awakeningMan/status/1243929727183851520 …

3/28/2020 10:03:20 AM atsaduk Self fulfilling prophecies?

3/28/2020 10:04:15 AM cadefonapollyon Guess it depends on what you are looking at and why.

"Who" and "how/where" may also be considerations.

Strange that "when" is almost never considered relevant until after when the dust has settled. Timelines can be confusing tho.

7.53+ billion seconds existing in a single second. pic.twitter.com/eogQMTtuvB

3/28/2020 10:05:40 AM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/MiFpuCft9I

3/28/2020 10:05:56 AM kachinagtto  https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1243946904901189632?s=21 … https://twitter.com/kachinagtto/status/1243946904901189632 …

3/28/2020 10:06:03 AM davidyoungbr Price per reaperstor being delivered 🤔

3/28/2020 10:08:14 AM truthseeker805 What could possibly go wrong?

3/28/2020 10:10:57 AM skeye_watching I don’t really have time to debate the science with you.  If you want to believe AS is Q, that is your prerogative. I just hate to see ppl waste a lot of 

precious time looking in the wrong direction, when we are running out of time.  But just remember, someone tried to tell you.

3/28/2020 10:11:33 AM j_d_abercrombie I used my intuitive and logical deduction to do one important thing before I tweeted all that - figure out if "exposing his methods" (keeping secrets 

instead of wielding truth) would be somehow "hurtful" to the mission. I didn't contemplate that long. You can tell people w/e...

3/28/2020 10:12:03 AM j_d_abercrombie if they think your crazy and "wrong" they won't believe you anyway... until they do, then BOOM. LOL

3/28/2020 10:13:43 AM taikijan Lol. 17 likes.

3/28/2020 10:13:44 AM turboxyde I view it as a subconscious form of Neuro Linguistic Programming|Subconscious Signal Entrainment = Mind Control.

For those who are "read on" to the true meaning/intentions of the symbology|numerology it can function as a signal to direct actions along with the 

entrainment of... pic.twitter.com/yrTrWSlJTH

3/28/2020 10:15:24 AM antonio41800798 Nobody said all are bad..

3/28/2020 10:15:35 AM jaded_pearl Still does not answer the logical thinking of: What is it about his message that you fear?

3/28/2020 10:17:16 AM mcnab_brandon 33 is a great number so is 666! They secret societies know these signs and numbers have power they steal them and force us away from them because 

we think they are satanic. They are not they are Source Power that they want you to stay away from!😁💚

3/28/2020 10:17:33 AM blsdbe #ThanQ!!! Hence the importance of developing our Inner Voice so we can differentiate between Our Thoughts and thoughts that have been forced 

upon Us. pic.twitter.com/vj3AA8TLbn

3/28/2020 10:17:47 AM jaded_pearl What is he asking anyone to d that does against what Q has said the mission is? One of the main missions is to think for yourself... Don't follow 

#QPharisees - @Jordan_Sather_  is said to have NDA's signed. Think. 🤡

3/28/2020 10:18:07 AM resist48776146 Masons are the Templars that took the ark,and hidden it from the church, the mason prophecy is waiting for the Anti christ to come and find the Ark 

and give thst technology (free energy) to the people, i dont see that as evil..

3/28/2020 10:18:40 AM blsdbe Consent is required. I am Sovereign and I am Free.

3/28/2020 10:18:45 AM tbooneus Sadly, my @AquaTru has crapped out in the midst of this Pandemic & they want $150 to send a replacement.

3/28/2020 10:19:02 AM jaded_pearl I didn't ask you for the science, I asked for the name of the test. I figured since you just recently conducted one on @AustinSteinbart you would have 

the name of it handy?

3/28/2020 10:21:29 AM vitaminq13 Watched everything this Cabal Fall channel on YT has.

Well done.

3/28/2020 10:21:37 AM 11charlie111  pic.twitter.com/8FB6RVRk7E

3/28/2020 10:22:44 AM ewilliams22101 Why do you say that?  Is Elon Musk a "shill" too?  Did you listen to the video?

3/28/2020 10:23:40 AM sandy_cuhntz Freemasons weren't always bad. [They] have taken almost everything good and corrupted it.

3/28/2020 10:24:01 AM skeye_watching I fear nothing about him nor his message. He is of no relevance to me other than his soul. It’s the ppl that he’s deceiving that I’m concerned for.  Ppl 

sway with the wind.

3/28/2020 10:24:37 AM tanktank19k 17!

5:5

3/28/2020 10:26:01 AM itsslickvic1 Could Q be Steve Bannon? 

Think: Israel .."last"..?

1 world court already built.

Millionaires own wealth.

Billionaires own people.

This is a show, entertainment. As Q says, "enjoy the show"

Kushner annointed by so many to bring "peace"

Trump is part of the cabal. This is WWE
3/28/2020 10:26:09 AM vitaminq13  pic.twitter.com/ivYe8gTsef

3/28/2020 10:26:09 AM mike72279593 Much to learn in future

3/28/2020 10:26:21 AM vitaminq13  pic.twitter.com/4pYIHvG6xi

3/28/2020 10:28:28 AM vitaminq13  pic.twitter.com/oRwu8EJDAc

3/28/2020 10:29:24 AM yourstr05411794 Yep! 

Get the MESSAGE!

3/28/2020 10:29:57 AM skeye_watching I never said I conducted one on anyone. What I said was....”if you take a personality test, it is not an opinion” Its the science behind the test that is 

understood & relevant. When you understand the traits, you can see  how they vary from on to another.

3/28/2020 10:33:20 AM skeye_watching Your assumption is that I “follow” someone.  I follow only one & he’s not on social media.

I’ve seen quite a bit before there was a Q. None of this is new to me.

3/28/2020 10:33:55 AM tweeterpearcy Hmmmm pic.twitter.com/SJPazRObx9

3/28/2020 10:35:02 AM not_human_food does that mean yes...?

3/28/2020 10:37:06 AM odabree @AustinSteinbart "LOOK at the Evidence - I am Q"

WHAT EVIDENCE?

@GodandCountry11 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AaronHoughton10 @one_autist @CitizensIReport @KewNadian @prayingmedic @OnEdgeOfWonder 

@Qanon76 @MagniAnon @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs  https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243258424684507136 … 

pic.twitter.com/8tK8NGqvvZ

3/28/2020 10:38:06 AM schmoeda I would surmise Patriots are in control

3/28/2020 10:41:58 AM jaded_pearl I'm not sure the kids in cages would agree but I understand. It really does take a strong mind to withstand the forces, even those ones inside our head.

3/28/2020 10:42:04 AM prometheus1776 #GG33

3/28/2020 10:45:34 AM blsdbe We have been led to believe many things that are not in our best interests. Horrible crimes have been perpetrated against Humanity. That said, When 

the Mind is Free the Body matters Not.

3/28/2020 10:48:58 AM epkman Was-Be ⬅️ Don't-Be

3/28/2020 10:53:01 AM reverb256 Nope.



3/28/2020 10:53:25 AM jackoneilltime1 Full version as the whole 60min eps

I have heard the version in which he flat out says who he made the deal with

It has been edited and all links to the original version have been taken down due to copy write

We should listen coz of message over messenger-then filter the info pic.twitter.com/nZhgdMciBv

3/28/2020 10:53:52 AM christopher872 The ol' 33 trick again.

3/28/2020 10:58:58 AM lanettenordqui2 When do the coincidences become mathematically impossible?

3/28/2020 10:59:07 AM lorimilantoni Amen

3/28/2020 11:01:43 AM rupertwins I've been researching. Some of this rings almost mythical. There has to be something other than conjecture to back all this up.

3/28/2020 11:02:32 AM foggindonna Let's hope so🙏❤️

3/28/2020 11:06:12 AM kristinheller Q+ pic.twitter.com/BuwIFv3Wjr

3/28/2020 11:06:24 AM screeminbanchee Wow

3/28/2020 11:08:23 AM afaateid Flood them with “17” tweets!

3/28/2020 11:08:50 AM tieronepatriot 🎯🎯🎯🎯🙏🙏🙏😍

3/28/2020 11:10:37 AM cstarr888 There's this book:

🧐🙏💖

 https://www.amazon.com/Revolution-Story-QAnon-2nd-American-

ebook/dp/B07ZTKYTK9/ref=mp_s_a_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=neon+revolt&qid=1585418967&sprefix=neon+revolt&sr=8-2 …

3/28/2020 11:11:10 AM anbezedua 17! https://twitter.com/lisamei62/status/1243497104435265536?s=21 …

3/28/2020 11:11:32 AM elevn15 It's fake, the libtarded left can turn anything into a disease just by looking at it.

3/28/2020 11:14:46 AM fredsemensato  pic.twitter.com/rlKe6oHZX0

3/28/2020 11:17:05 AM keoras9 Because most people don't bud. Most people still look at the media and think "wow such great reporters telling me the news." The live in clown world, 

they need this to wake up and be given information until they too "already have it."

3/28/2020 11:19:00 AM ahmedondeck  pic.twitter.com/j6T8pWQanz

3/28/2020 11:22:24 AM jmbmajic3 Thank you for this 🙏

3/28/2020 11:28:12 AM jballz1021 When most people learn how to be still, look inward and witness themselves, most people will.

3/28/2020 11:29:50 AM freeandoriginal There is wealth and abundance for all once the vampires are over !

3/28/2020 11:31:01 AM keoras9 We know. But literal millennia have passed and look where we still are? The average person needs help, and I and many others should be willing to 

give it once the 10 days+ pass.

3/28/2020 11:32:19 AM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/28/2020 11:32:26 AM lbf777 Why does the media keep putting out 33 in their headlines? To indicate Freemasons are behind it all?

3/28/2020 11:33:00 AM munkeypilot LMQAO 😎👍🏼

3/28/2020 11:34:05 AM loftyjester I wonder who was there?  Royalty etc?

3/28/2020 11:35:40 AM lxglive @MAJTOURE @RealCandaceO @Millie__Weaver @DwayneTryumf @DDoubleE7 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @w_terrence @CyrusAParsa1 @AiOrganization

 https://youtu.be/o5Lq8wGLYrA 

UK HOUSING ASSOCIATION caught LYING about a Cør0navïruś Đeath using a LIVING HOMELESS MAN to spread FEAR.

3/28/2020 11:36:45 AM lbf777 They are a gang. Gangs are always exploiting society.

3/28/2020 11:38:30 AM originaf3spirit Is that why some have diagnosis of CV and need to be absent for a while... 🤔

3/28/2020 11:40:47 AM lbf777 Military isn’t allowed to be sent into civilian populations.

3/28/2020 11:42:23 AM alainjutel It points to being part of the global masonic network's plan for luciferian global government. In other words, 'it's our action, don't expose it, get behind 

it'. Or else.

3/28/2020 11:43:06 AM sdane8 Hello ALICE!

3/28/2020 11:43:54 AM sdane8 Hello ALICE! Now you have discussions amongst yourself?

3/28/2020 11:45:17 AM theappraizer 😱  http://lyrics.com ?!

3/28/2020 11:46:36 AM unidentifiedta1 Balkanization of states. 

Setting up perimeters and check point. Just like Soviet economic collapse.

Banks have a scape goat this time to keep the people confused. 

Boa constrictor is tightening without a fight.

3/28/2020 11:47:08 AM theappraizer Ftr, No other account here on Twitter, that I’ve seen, flip-flops back-and-forth between black and white heart other than you! 😂😭 you are not 

making this easy! ;-)

3/28/2020 11:49:11 AM theappraizer Breathtaking. Fucking staggering. Staggering.

3/28/2020 11:49:23 AM cathydarlene1 I have not seen anything that gives Snowden anything but a traitor badge. 

So far he has been portrayed as a Deep state operative? 

I would like to know for sure.

3/28/2020 11:49:48 AM jackoneilltime1 Well it looks like MJ cleared this up with the 17 and 33 lessons

3/28/2020 11:50:07 AM theappraizer ✝️😱😱😱

3/28/2020 11:52:57 AM 369helen313 Is “ Ventilator “ a Code in the Storm !?? pic.twitter.com/7M0FHQFRyv

3/28/2020 11:53:13 AM cnn_666 It means Q is a mason ding dong.

3/28/2020 11:53:20 AM theappraizer Stargate SG1 turned Richard Dean Anderson into an Air Force Brigadier General - irl - honorary - but still. -_-

Anyone know which branch Michael Aquino was harvesting our children in? Not the @DefenseIntel.

3/28/2020 11:54:26 AM theappraizer D6 - Published a list of those with D6 clearance.

“It will not be safe for them to walk down the street“. 

🙏🏼

3/28/2020 11:55:42 AM nyneteng Makes sense that 3 years of drops would be "verified" on one of the biggest social media outlets for DS to get hinted on by Q himself 🤣🤣 

#yourenotQ #Qisntthatstupid

3/28/2020 11:56:59 AM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/pf5CvLy83B

3/28/2020 11:57:02 AM roo777  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b18fiiUPQvE&feature=youtu.be …

3/28/2020 11:57:24 AM ogmios1440 Soon!😎❤️❤️❤️😎 pic.twitter.com/VNuvxonbly

3/28/2020 11:57:38 AM unidentifiedta1 Torus

3/28/2020 11:58:55 AM theappraizer Either the whole world stops using the #Pharoah's money or if one chooses to ignore Pharoah's scheme, one cannot survive.

Monitoring “the end of the world scenario” has cost me everything. I surely don’t want any of their fucking money. My RESISTANCE looks alot like 

being a bum.

3/28/2020 11:59:22 AM texxon Ok so I just saw a tweet by Wilcock that BIG NEWS will hit tomorrow...  If its nothing I am gonna forget his name

3/28/2020 12:00:16 PM ogmios1440 When a meteorite/astroid slams into the Earth I'll bet some noxious offgassing occurs. Any survivors would require a ventilator!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/28/2020 12:01:04 PM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/SAfF1R1FHd

3/28/2020 12:02:30 PM stephscolaro " "Corporation" of London"....hmmm...



3/28/2020 12:03:32 PM patriotcat_maga Yeah but it doesn’t have the end in it. And I’m sure there’s thing they won’t tell us until after it’s over!

3/28/2020 12:04:43 PM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1243211375826153472?s=21 … https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243211375826153472 …

3/28/2020 12:05:59 PM hackenburg_ Be concerned if you see tanks locally, but with rubber tracks. The steel tracks destroy roads and wouldn't be deployed locally unless actual war

3/28/2020 12:06:02 PM americanpetal 😲 No! Really? Also, you’re half man? What is the other half?

3/28/2020 12:08:12 PM ptr0t1 (451) Bernie Sanders

3/28/2020 12:08:37 PM 369helen313 GODFATHER III . 👀

 https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1243570743885119492?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1243570743885119492 …

3/28/2020 12:08:40 PM 2drunksmurf This might shed a little more light on the numbers videos kind of long https://youtu.be/_4RwHZb9_PA 

3/28/2020 12:09:32 PM iceni_rising 33's and Pi in UK MSM

3/28/2020 12:10:16 PM ogmios1440 Before 411lbs. Eat what GOD gave me now 195lbs! 😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/28/2020 12:10:36 PM ptr0t1 (2703) I know who you are

3/28/2020 12:12:18 PM nichole92029462 Even his dog looks evil...

3/28/2020 12:12:50 PM marcus86897367 And Dylan’s new song😙 pic.twitter.com/VfrUJtkNMM

3/28/2020 12:13:14 PM marcus86897367 One for good luck pic.twitter.com/ACJ4nytDhl

3/28/2020 12:15:20 PM jackoneilltime1 Theory: 

are we also manifesting this thru our consciousness?

3/28/2020 12:16:08 PM marriedyourbro @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 17

3/28/2020 12:16:14 PM qorvettem Ha... 17.  Hrs since the list when I read it... numbers are fun! pic.twitter.com/cgxqXOTape

3/28/2020 12:16:31 PM allonkid Here are some sound advices https://youtu.be/NGjxfE2qmQk 

3/28/2020 12:18:27 PM marriedyourbro @KachinaGTTO 17

3/28/2020 12:19:29 PM americanpetal Oh! lol I thought maybe you were 1/2 man 1/2 alien.

3/28/2020 12:23:28 PM 369helen313 How Soon !? 

 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1243211375826153472?s=21 …  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243211375826153472 … 

pic.twitter.com/4zuDTlbRS5

3/28/2020 12:23:49 PM sylva1971 I could only stomach a couple of minutes on that repulsive release! No surprise though he sold to Satan for fame and fortune long ago. Lord bless your 

people today, much love all.🥰

3/28/2020 12:24:35 PM nocommunistusa During martial law? Huh?

3/28/2020 12:25:09 PM ogmios1440 All MAN! More than most!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/28/2020 12:26:38 PM jrocktigers Thank you for posting this item. 

4/19/2020 - Patriots Day. I may be wrong , but my research points to wonderful possibility in this war.

3/28/2020 12:27:30 PM lbf777 Bill Cooper Warned us about this.

3/28/2020 12:32:15 PM imissprincetoo I can’t listen to 17 seconds of his music without wanting to jab sharp objects in to my ears.

3/28/2020 12:33:08 PM americanpetal 🥰 👍

Seriously, is that reason we need the ventilators? I thought they were for the DUMB battles?

3/28/2020 12:34:54 PM ogmios1440 Human parts, Alien Intelligence!😎❤️❤️❤️😎

3/28/2020 12:36:33 PM billellson Every local authority in the UK is a corporation.

Do you actually know what a corporation is?

3/28/2020 12:37:08 PM mossomo 3/28/2020

3+2+8+2+2=17

This might be a week to pay attention to.

3/28/2020 12:43:10 PM eyeamdeuce 17

3/28/2020 12:50:10 PM butternutz0 Thanks BobDylan🇺🇸

3/28/2020 12:53:31 PM satchidananda31 Why is Good Friday 4/10/20 important to Q? 

Friday - Venridi/Vendredi/Shukravar (The Day of Venus) is sacred for Quetzalcoatl (the Venusian RA)/Qumara :)

3/28/2020 12:57:14 PM satchidananda31 Quetzalcoatl = Qanon(Q) = Ancient of days = Sanat Kumara = Abel = Pradyumna = Phoenix = Kamdev = Tammuz = Min = Freyr = Adonis = Thotmes = 

Dionysus = Dipankara = El Khdir = Horus =

3/28/2020 12:57:27 PM satchidananda31 Bacchus = Mithra = Asar = Ausir = Ikshvaku = Shem = Progenitor of the Solar Dynasty (Suryavamsi) = Kalki = Maitreya = Vishnu(5) = Imam Mahdi = Christ 

Michael  = Guardian of the East

3/28/2020 12:58:25 PM ta193919632009 @billgates enjoy the #LakeOfFire - I hear it’s warm in there.

3/28/2020 1:01:04 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 1:02:48 PM cathydarlene1 Silent Running, used in a current Q video.....Time Travel? 

WHO IS TOMMY? pic.twitter.com/tLqQkwT3GC

3/28/2020 1:10:19 PM chris_moyler 33 are the levels in Freemasonry

3/28/2020 1:14:59 PM synchropathic  pic.twitter.com/gg8K0Z2LbZ

3/28/2020 1:15:12 PM synchropathic  pic.twitter.com/cAn8QC7zZR

3/28/2020 1:16:35 PM qsp1racy God you are annoying 😉🤣 pic.twitter.com/1ssMmOIxHf

3/28/2020 1:16:42 PM synchropathic Shill.  How many COINCIDENCES before it's mathematically impossible that #austinsteinbartisnotQ 😂

3/28/2020 1:19:50 PM qsp1racy Fake news.

Try again. https://www.linkedin.com/company/steinbart-merchant-technologies …

3/28/2020 1:20:00 PM synchropathic God responds: "Shills don't go to heaven."

3/28/2020 1:21:17 PM qsp1racy Yes... just how many "coincidences" WILL you ignore? The number will only grow in your face.

You are the shill.

Keep digging your hole of shame. pic.twitter.com/OifK9iKNqH

3/28/2020 1:22:34 PM qsp1racy So then you don't go to heaven, shill.

Not my problem. 🤣👏🍿

3/28/2020 1:24:15 PM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/38M3zSCKkb



3/28/2020 1:25:01 PM doq017 WE MUST FIGHT AGAIN

FOR GOD & COUNTRY

GOD BLESS AMERICA

WWG1WGA! It’s habbening!

@TheQniversity

@cjtruth

@prayingmedic

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@HYVEE7

@JuliansRum

@StormIsUponUs

@DogZander

@SaraCarterDC

@GenFlynn

@G_TheOriginal

@RealJamesWoods

@adjunctprofesor

@TheLastRefuge2
3/28/2020 1:26:54 PM maryflo82666349 Adrenochrome junkie... just look at her satanic children’s clothing line ! Truly telling!

3/28/2020 1:27:48 PM keoras9 See the truth that here on Earth, we are all together. If people stay divided, it is likely evil will come again. I suspect a world FREE of all authority 

structures soon. USA will bring it. God bless. @KingAthePatriot @KenDavi80404473 @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/KeOrAs9/status/1243739184277237760 … pic.twitter.com/fwDD82KYYq

3/28/2020 1:29:24 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/9rPDdlvxk6

3/28/2020 1:29:51 PM cathydarlene1 Tommy Fischer, or Tommy Hillfinger?

3/28/2020 1:30:00 PM kendavi80404473 EITHER UN-TAG AUSTIN

OR

UN-TAG ME ~!!!~

3/28/2020 1:30:01 PM stuart_dalyq @Qanon76 @AustinSteinbart ‘The opportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by the enemy himself’. Sun Tzu, ‘The Art of War’.

#dawn #QAnon

@Skylar13764875 @BardsOfWar @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ColoradoEvolut1 pic.twitter.com/dKQZQxQj5D

3/28/2020 1:30:31 PM itsgreat2tweet Steinbart is just on one massive #ego trip. 

There’s more chance of me being Q than that #fool

3/28/2020 1:31:30 PM itsgreat2tweet And I’m not Q

3/28/2020 1:31:54 PM keoras9 I will do neither, I love you all and what I said is truth. Sorry, there is no longer any room for hate. You will see.

3/28/2020 1:32:05 PM citizensrising1 Some people take mind control too literally,they need to understand how easy it is to PSYCHOLOGICALLY manipulate someone to the point that you 

can predict their behavior. Certain medications can also make people more susceptible. Present “mind control” in a palatable way #qanon

3/28/2020 1:34:47 PM awakeningthe17 @CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@SmmmoTe

@reneervh

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@JamesBarnwell17

@AaronHoughton10

@J_D_Abercrombie

@MindyWiddowson1

@ColoradoEvolut1

I guess the treat of the 💸💵💲going bye bye hurts🤔🤔 pic.twitter.com/hGxN1LpOEc
3/28/2020 1:35:03 PM magabeliever20 Hell no

3/28/2020 1:37:46 PM n8ivd8onan Something BIG is coming!!❤️🇺🇸

3/28/2020 1:39:33 PM synchropathic What hole and what shame?!LOL wtf. 🤣  

Uh oh, your self-projections are showing again  🤭

3/28/2020 1:40:34 PM synchropathic What does this prove, that he deleted the Crowdstike bit? 🤣

3/28/2020 1:41:58 PM antiantisemites #PatriotsAreInControl pic.twitter.com/zbrkouMJid

3/28/2020 1:47:45 PM awakeningthe17 At least you are taking the time to look for your truth. Unlike most people they are followers. 

@CitizensIReport

@KewNadian

@one_autist

@PennywiseDaWise

@natewalters7

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@azuremagus

@AaronHoughton10

@ColoradoEvolut1



3/28/2020 1:53:49 PM dioristano  https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=623578601818939&id=100025004138176 …

#nothingcanstopwhatscoming

#TrustThePlan

#GodBlessQ

@realDonaldTrump

@POTUS

@FLOTUS

@KremlinRussia

@netanyahu

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@NeoRust

@MagaGlam

@Tinktweets45

@michael2feaver

@TransformNow2Q

@intheMatrixxx

@DavidaCamorani pic.twitter.com/vhMVW8tKg9
3/28/2020 1:54:18 PM andrewperticus I haven't seen his posts since he blocked me for using the A word..lol

3/28/2020 1:54:22 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/MYSiRSEJ26

3/28/2020 1:55:04 PM shawnagrimm16 That stinks. You smell that, right?

3/28/2020 1:55:46 PM andrewperticus Its working..lol

3/28/2020 1:57:03 PM shawnagrimm16 33. I am. That's my master number. Ssn has 4 consecutive 3's.  Is this David Wilcock? Cuz I'm still not going to subscribe to Gaia. I get my own intel. 

Bawaaaha.

3/28/2020 1:57:59 PM shawnagrimm16 Ahhhh. Ok following

3/28/2020 1:58:34 PM shawnagrimm16 Yes, yes. That what Ieye would deduce

3/28/2020 1:59:27 PM shawnagrimm16 Have you run the Gematria on key words?

3/28/2020 2:05:23 PM qsp1racy I hope you realize that you just replied to yourself with that. But okay

3/28/2020 2:05:46 PM qsp1racy It means you are gullible easily manipulated troll

3/28/2020 2:13:19 PM hooliganmomm Check out Mark Taylor... he was just a reg guy who received prophecy from God that Trump would be elected and this would happen. Taking down the 

evils of the world.

3/28/2020 2:13:48 PM oxfordaj Right it’s a scam. I guess Polio was fake news.

3/28/2020 2:15:06 PM rghardy3 33 degrees

3/28/2020 2:19:07 PM jemelewilliams HUGE!!! https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1244010429258571777 …

3/28/2020 2:19:18 PM cmaclin1911 Just for perspective, Candace talks shit about blacks needing to cease their sensitivity to racism yet she once won a lawsuit claiming racism.  To hell 

with that trick.

3/28/2020 2:26:07 PM cstarr888 5[L]ots of new people just learning [a]bout the movement right now...*capturing them to he[r]d them, perha[p]s? 

Not the f*irst time THAT has h*appened.5

[?]

🤔🙏💖

3/28/2020 2:31:31 PM cocopuffster12 A favor to ask...would anyone have an MJ12 file they could share with me? I am just figuring out how to archive offline and would love to copy what 

you have. Thank you!!

3/28/2020 2:33:02 PM magamccormack So many have no idea what the Vatican is REALLY involved in.

The Pope and especially this Pope is evil and protects pedophiles.

People who hurt children need a bit of"Southern Justice". Tall tree short rope...if you know what I mean. Don't hurt children.

3/28/2020 2:36:27 PM cocopuffster12 Ps: I am on  http://Mega.nz , I think I can access files from here. Thank you!!

3/28/2020 2:42:12 PM jwjjwest  pic.twitter.com/il7C72UaAs

3/28/2020 2:45:12 PM darbyy2 I'll bet you haven't researched him at all or even watched the videos,  says plenty of things that could be disproved.  He lays all cards on table and 

explains a lot about The Plan AND The Goal. I have no idea how you are ever going to come back from this if he is Q. ✌️

3/28/2020 2:45:56 PM comicpauline President Trump's birthday is June 14 (Flag Day) NOT April 10.  His initials were used to break the alphabet code.  D=4 J= 10 T=20

3/28/2020 2:47:19 PM darbyy2 You follow 128, you're just being difficult

3/28/2020 2:51:41 PM 39anc6  https://s.docworkspace.com/d/APC3SByp05Y0oI7g8JydFA …

3/28/2020 2:51:47 PM darbyy2 None of us has ever seen or heard  Q,  he makes statements just like he did today.  Plain and simple , no subtle hints, no inflections Just statements. 

Your argument doesn't hold water.

3/28/2020 2:54:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 RE #QPharisees live today.

Define projection.

What will happen when Q stops posting?

Anybody experienced in analyzing body language?

Any interest in disclosing those NDAs?

You can run, but you can't hide.

Message over Messenger.

Christopher Steele was messenger over message.
3/28/2020 2:55:41 PM nukeetvetssn688 Not going to follow you anymore. Think you are just tagging along for the ride.

3/28/2020 2:58:00 PM ewilliams22101 All #QPharisees need to break any and all NDAs and disclose those conflicts of interest.  It's time.  Do it before you get further exposed. . . .

3/28/2020 2:58:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 How many deaths annually from SIDS/Vaccine Injury? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1244004494850981888 …

3/28/2020 2:59:08 PM kachinagtto I don't listen to most Youtube livestreams - anyone know which livestream MJ is referring to here?  I don't even know which QPharisees have them.

3/28/2020 2:59:29 PM fowlreginald Something has changed recently. Your earlier posts were wonderful and informative. Now they're just nonsense. I don't trust YOUR messages 

anymore. Sadly, time to say goodbye.

3/28/2020 3:00:18 PM lbf777 Millions.

3/28/2020 3:00:49 PM azuremagus Faulty logic HelGod

3/28/2020 3:00:52 PM jessica28000244 We will never know...

3/28/2020 3:01:15 PM inwilddreams007 Some of us have been researching waaaaay before Q and didn't need our hand held. So basically nothing will change. All these cryptic posts are getting 

old. You either have info to share and be helpful to this world, or you just want to play games, really.

3/28/2020 3:02:03 PM 1104mann  pic.twitter.com/85m2hRRi8B

3/28/2020 3:02:07 PM susanmounger What gives with that hashtag? Are you being sarcastic? I hate that hashtag and I cannot stand the LARP that started it.

3/28/2020 3:02:13 PM _a_quila With the Q Pharisees acting like the MSM - "You are the news now" takes on a whole new meaning.

3/28/2020 3:02:23 PM wildflo94711875 Yeah. ok .

3/28/2020 3:02:40 PM hailsway Yeah, I'm out too. Your support of Justin (baby q) and decisive rhetoric..,.out.

3/28/2020 3:02:48 PM mollyann70  https://youtu.be/82XXjJPJncg 

3/28/2020 3:02:49 PM chriswi08041308 17



3/28/2020 3:03:37 PM jessifish001 Ugh. Snarky Remark.....

So you kept the baby comfortable....

And let the mother have a conversation with the doctor and make her decision

3/28/2020 3:04:22 PM eo_swan Not a lot of responses here.  Weird. Like censure.  Shadowban.  And hate

3/28/2020 3:05:08 PM cny_micaa supposedly to get around "alice" but the rest of us speaking freely and clearly and not having a problem, is something I have wondered about. Both 

here and Q to be honest. Maybe there is a great reason but sadly I tend to think skeptically first.

3/28/2020 3:05:32 PM patriot_south Good bye...

3/28/2020 3:06:13 PM 444_q_ 😡 This makes me so mad!!! My friends baby was born healthy, at her 4 or 6 month shots, she was vaccine poisoned. Now is living with Urticaria 

pigmentosa...she has lots of allergy issues and is literally spotted like a leopard.

3/28/2020 3:06:19 PM patriot_south Good bye

3/28/2020 3:07:17 PM gary35637853 In sports!

3/28/2020 3:09:05 PM mongrelglory I'm not sure Kachina, but I just finished listening this morning to this live-stream on the Goldfish report with Austin Steinbart and thought it was 

excellent:   https://youtu.be/aCJW6hVREAU 

I notice ALICE has joined us on this feed...

3/28/2020 3:09:16 PM americanpetal 🙏🙏🙏

3/28/2020 3:10:09 PM ravenforthewise Long story, but in short. Yes.

3/28/2020 3:11:18 PM patriotswegoall Many we do not yet know about.

3/28/2020 3:11:20 PM shotimedzowellz Is this true??... pic.twitter.com/bbvjKURhbM

3/28/2020 3:11:37 PM zaraawakened Probably this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zsJy_pc_gQ …

3/28/2020 3:11:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 [Gold] = ]USA[

Q+ https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1243945092244631552 …

3/28/2020 3:12:06 PM giediknight Believe MJ12 is referring to this https://youtu.be/-zsJy_pc_gQ 

3/28/2020 3:13:09 PM baffynut It’s not about trust it’s about thinking for yourself and finding proofs so you don’t have to ‘trust’.its not a religion it’s a military op. as long as you rely 

on others to confirm you will be duped.

3/28/2020 3:13:34 PM mcpatriot64 coming back to us?

3/28/2020 3:13:58 PM kachinagtto LOL I fell asleep listening to it - it was late when I started.  I have to finish that today!

3/28/2020 3:15:14 PM blompf2020 Wow this could be big!

3/28/2020 3:15:33 PM doodooh59284043 Is the gold on the boat?

3/28/2020 3:15:42 PM canadaissaved Do not let your ego blind you, follow everyone.

You can only parse the truth if you look from all angles.

Do not block people for blocking will surely keep you from actual wisdom and courage.

3/28/2020 3:16:17 PM ififire Q just absolutely called out your boy. Where does that leave you?

3/28/2020 3:16:25 PM jonesy4671 Flip it upside down pic.twitter.com/ZqvpWlfZFJ

3/28/2020 3:17:05 PM kachinagtto Gahhhhh - can't bring myself to listen to someone drone on for 20 min about nothing.  LOL

3/28/2020 3:17:23 PM canadaissaved Did Dorothy block the Scarecrow because He had no Brain?

Did Dorothy block the Tin Man because he had no Heart?

Did Dorothy block the Lion because he had no Courage?

No, she befriended them and together they journeyed to meet the Wizard.

What did the Wizard gift her friends?
3/28/2020 3:18:08 PM munkeypilot Yeah...Body language is pretty standard globally when your droning studying POL- Patterns Of Life. You just can't hear testicular ascension or smell 

spackling from 12,000' when they know a beam rider is coming in hot in 54321🖕🏽💩💥☠

🍺😎🍿

3/28/2020 3:18:28 PM ififire He’s parroting that Austin Steinbart clown that claims he’s Q. Move on

3/28/2020 3:18:45 PM canadaissaved Remember, Courage, Wisdom and Intelligence were stolen from these innocent people. The Wizard helped them to get it back.

3/28/2020 3:18:58 PM 1jesust Blocked this larp a long time ago....@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 3:20:01 PM _in_th3_mist Larp larp and larp

3/28/2020 3:20:33 PM zagnett MJ, what does this mean exactly? How does BlackRock - new apparent owner of the [Federal Reserve] fit into all this? BlackRock, somehow, can be 

trusted? BlackRock is somehow just a fiduciary for the American People perhaps? If so, how would this work? Transparency?🤔

3/28/2020 3:20:36 PM qanonwtp He setting it up that he will be the leader. There is NO leader in this movement! POTUS and Q!

3/28/2020 3:20:45 PM turboxyde Look here... not there. pic.twitter.com/nruLEMUfwg

3/28/2020 3:21:26 PM patriotleah1776 Is this okay @realDonaldTrump , @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 , @AustinSteinbart ?

Are patriots in control of this? https://twitter.com/KernUnited/status/1244025046781304832 …

3/28/2020 3:21:59 PM pedrojtrump You’re are LARP who managed to fool 64k into following you, me included but it’s going to be glorious to watch your followers dwindling to a precious 

few. #UnfollowMajestic12

3/28/2020 3:22:30 PM kingdaddy_2 LaaaaaaRRRRRRRPPPPPP

3/28/2020 3:22:51 PM christopher872 Au coming home?

3/28/2020 3:23:36 PM drbohammer I’m thinking: [FED] = ]USA[

Q+

3/28/2020 3:24:06 PM theplqn Does "loaded to the gills" have any hidden meaning considering what we know?

3/28/2020 3:24:14 PM fatlester Bill Gates is an evil SOB and misinformation agent from an evil family. His father was on the board of directors for Planned Parenthood, which employs 

America’s most violent serial killers and had historically.

3/28/2020 3:24:28 PM bananasfizzel Is that what majestic twelve told kennedy because he wanted to evolve and advance technology

3/28/2020 3:24:32 PM allonkid Gold loaded?

3/28/2020 3:24:50 PM ragevirusqq is blackrock cube shaped?

3/28/2020 3:24:50 PM shotimedzowellz I did..now help me out. I just puffed some Bob Marley.

3/28/2020 3:25:17 PM cpace98 Mirror

3/28/2020 3:26:02 PM zaraawakened Yeah, that's pretty much what he did. I want my 20 minutes back. 🤪

3/28/2020 3:26:03 PM fatlester Q is the highest level of Dept. of Energy security clearance. Q is 17th letter of alphabet.

3/28/2020 3:26:37 PM fatlester It’s a security clearance related to nuclear weapons.

3/28/2020 3:29:02 PM crazi82 Woah...

3/28/2020 3:29:13 PM _darktolight Body Language Analyst 👉🏼🤚🏼

3/28/2020 3:29:21 PM patricksready  pic.twitter.com/dNsePybxub

3/28/2020 3:30:00 PM winklerburke QMisleaders ... are like Luke Skywalker meeting Yoda?  No eyes to see, no ears to hear... at 1st? https://youtu.be/ud1NBwnFdxc 

3/28/2020 3:30:33 PM mikeboll9 Loaded to the gills with imagination and fried fish, right Madonna? 😉

3/28/2020 3:30:39 PM apoll0nious They have teamed up with the Austin Steinbart fraud to confuse the Q movement. Both of them pretend to be Q when they are not

3/28/2020 3:31:28 PM candace_stedman ❤️



3/28/2020 3:32:13 PM americanmedici1 SO, TELL the normal people what it means..

YOU are not in State questioning, you should give possible answers, why you play the hole and not a torch? steele, yes, steele.

3/28/2020 3:33:02 PM cpace98 The traitor still doesn’t understand Q and the movement.

3/28/2020 3:33:05 PM badgerohorace Bye

3/28/2020 3:34:14 PM bruno062418 BOTH the 'message' and the 'messenger' in AustinLarp's case are bogus.

#learntodiscern.

3/28/2020 3:34:16 PM patriotswegoall [Their] gold will soon be America's gold.

3/28/2020 3:34:27 PM zagnett  https://finance.yahoo.com/news/feds-cure-risks-being-worse-110052807.html …

BlackRock itself seems to be a tad swamp-y. It's history has tie-ins to among other things, 911. Not sure the new boss (Trump or BlackRock?) at the Fed 

is any different than the old boss. Just keepin' it real, while also trying to be open-minded. 😅🧐😳 pic.twitter.com/q83Qe7jGJE

3/28/2020 3:36:02 PM jlsprow 😢🙏

3/28/2020 3:36:12 PM cleetus__jones That sure sounds like aquatic rights talk

3/28/2020 3:36:56 PM gravano78  pic.twitter.com/oJ6z9pVS3e

3/28/2020 3:38:24 PM rob67_ When you say blackrock I picture this pic.twitter.com/4LjGcL5pjq

3/28/2020 3:40:41 PM kathleenmckeon6 Earlier article on Blackrock, have since moved into sustainable development & the whole Green movement puts them in line with UN & crowd in favor 

of changing the US economy from capitalism to socialism..we shall see.  I would have chosen Martin Armstrong. 

https://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21591174-25-years-blackrock-has-become-worlds-biggest-investor-its-dominance-problem …

3/28/2020 3:41:30 PM beaglemoon She thinks Austin's name is "Justin". That's all you need to know! 🤣

3/28/2020 3:42:14 PM bruno062418 "is said to have"  does not equate to evidence.  NO WONDER tools like you follow that AustinLarp.  #learntodiscern

3/28/2020 3:42:38 PM simone69916573 😂

3/28/2020 3:43:24 PM americanpetal Yes!

3/28/2020 3:44:49 PM onecircleart1 The Vaccine Fraud alone could take down the entire Pharmaceutical Industry. When we understand the FULL EXTENT of what's been done to children, 

you better believe there's gonna be a fuckin' BOOM.💥

3/28/2020 3:45:04 PM mongrelglory I'm still confused about whether gold will play a monetary role in the new financial system, or will it just be useful as a commodity used in space 

exploration (as you've mentioned previously)?

3/28/2020 3:47:30 PM rebornkingent Spies no longer look like James Bond. They look more like IT professionals. Information cyber war. Name calling gets us nowhere.

3/28/2020 3:47:39 PM qsp1racy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@BeagleMoon, @AaronHoughton10,

@MelanieAnders7,

@MAJIC_EYES_QNLY,

@Citizensrising1

@qklahoma202

@ffe3301

@S223S223

@qute24

@Chevy_lionsfan

Tell me this isn't exactly how it feels asking someone to even LOOK at @AustinSteinbart

👇 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=dN8Z7y_QcwE …
3/28/2020 3:47:45 PM cybertaters @HAILRazer @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Spies no longer look like James Bond. They look more like IT professionals. Information potato war. Name calling gets 

us nowhere.

3/28/2020 3:48:05 PM jbcloud No gold trim and no presidential seal. Hmm

3/28/2020 3:50:08 PM keith369me I’m starting to think writing Coronavirus on a death certificate is becoming fashionable to cause fear.

3/28/2020 3:51:46 PM janonthemtn My husband lost his job.

3/28/2020 3:51:56 PM keith369me Kill box for gold?  I’d ultimately expect that with replication technology...but not this soon.  Care to elaborate?

3/28/2020 3:52:23 PM awakeningthe17 Lol hahah I used to watch that show, Lizard people.  🤣😂🤣😂🐸🦎

3/28/2020 3:52:43 PM septembercindy Yes 🙏

3/28/2020 3:53:07 PM trumppallooza Prison ships can hold alot of prisoners!!!!!

3/28/2020 3:54:27 PM sirmattofsville Interesting. Didn't know that

3/28/2020 3:56:27 PM wickedmouse369 "Loaded to the gills" looked up on gematrix. pic.twitter.com/dWcmbFwZEd

3/28/2020 3:57:32 PM allonkid Virginia was the third largest gold producing state. 

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_mining_in_Virginia …

3/28/2020 3:57:59 PM qsp1racy I love this movie but this fight scene is maybe the best of all time.

The struggle is REAL! 😂😂😂

3/28/2020 3:58:04 PM qute24 Exactly what it's like 😂  it's easier to convince a million people of a lie than convince 1 person of the truth.

3/28/2020 3:58:59 PM cdale_dog I own quite a bit of GLD... would you be selling?

3/28/2020 3:59:11 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/4cTTGV3ROw

3/28/2020 3:59:30 PM burgersandra Gold backed currency frees USA from them. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1172703334643486721 …

3/28/2020 3:59:52 PM cathrenmarksen Ha ha.

3/28/2020 4:03:10 PM 99_ipl ♟ pic.twitter.com/0cBNrEdVNL

3/28/2020 4:03:14 PM laurabusse O god I could never see the appeal

Growing up I thought he had the worst voice ever

3/28/2020 4:04:11 PM laurabusse I don't believe in permanent choices

3/28/2020 4:05:02 PM cocopuffster12 Thank you Caro!! Much appreciated!!♥️

3/28/2020 4:07:01 PM jmbmajic3 A few things noticed:

1. Eye movement - Scattered eye movement as if he’s “speaking on the fly” trying to step up and get attention.

2. Word choice - he suggests “it could take you months” to go through Q (=“follow me because I’m one of the foremost experts on Q”)

3. Desperation

3/28/2020 4:08:19 PM jvan125 Did I count 23 American flags behind POTUS?

3/28/2020 4:08:42 PM debrand10 Today’s Q drop was exactly what Austin’s been saying about thinking for yourself. His message has been consistent with the #qanon message.  It’s 

actually a very hopeful, unifying message.

3/28/2020 4:08:50 PM sgoosters See the Q!

3/28/2020 4:10:06 PM jvan125 You mean this Q+? pic.twitter.com/aZJgivBaU1

3/28/2020 4:10:08 PM jamiegrahamusa Well. Whats up with the onset of #DiagonalTieDay ? Diagonal ties when they used to all where solids??

3/28/2020 4:11:39 PM jrocktigers Wow - I did not know about a lawsuit.

3/28/2020 4:13:46 PM no1ilovelucyfan #LARP  If you are following this tw@tter, or #AustinSteinbart, they are NOT Q nor any part of the Q team. #BeCarefulWhoYouFollow

3/28/2020 4:13:55 PM laurabusse Had this exact same thought recently



3/28/2020 4:14:44 PM s223s223 🙏 we hope so..

I had counted 19 different variations in which 33 was woven into the twisted narrative 

33yr old, 33 in quarantine, 33 dead, 33,000 projected cases.. on and on like this .. all different publications/stories

3/28/2020 4:18:08 PM lavenderlives Wonder why this is ....

1/25 non white children have autism 

1/154 white Children

The Governor of Virginia was a pediatric neurologist - a specialist in this 😤 Elites are racist pic.twitter.com/FbgHZb7DAa

3/28/2020 4:18:20 PM unitedredwhite1 How many children go missing every year?

3/28/2020 4:18:49 PM realeyethespy Compare this to what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 said 2 days ago. 

Remember, Q shared a tweet from Majestic. 

Why do all the big Q accounts call it a LARP?  https://twitter.com/hmcd123/status/1243981689904390144 … pic.twitter.com/nzDCZ8Oa3R

3/28/2020 4:19:19 PM ruthlesstruth_ Will Flynn be arrested soon ?

3/28/2020 4:20:04 PM galadri09060100 😆🤦♀️

3/28/2020 4:20:18 PM kidge6 Any sauce at all? I’m open to this possibility. Both of them.  Some good arguments on both sides for sure.

3/28/2020 4:21:14 PM wehavingfunyetr  pic.twitter.com/cFDobA0rwW

3/28/2020 4:21:34 PM laurabusse Which is funny

Bc as I'm scrolling I'm smelling something not so good wondering what it is and where its coming from

Today was watching YT w James Gilliland and Corey Goode sitting around a campfire

As I was watching the fire on the YT

I smelled fire

Neighbors burning stuff

😅

3/28/2020 4:22:17 PM corpsmanup77 Q stated in interview that currency will not be pegged to a commodity, like Gold. We will soon be mining in space and finding a huge cache of cold 

would volatile the market. Q is bullish on Ripple  XRP, it will replace the SWIFT system. Ripple is centralized but finite in supply.

3/28/2020 4:22:35 PM whatupman38 Also notice that the gold fringes are not on the flags. No longer the US Corporation. Ala the U.S. Treasury absorbing the Fed. We truly are a Republic 

again!

3/28/2020 4:22:46 PM mongrelglory Jordan:  https://youtu.be/-zsJy_pc_gQ 

He's trying to steer new Q followers away from "pitfalls"...telling them research and think for themselves and avoid "hive-mind" or getting emotionally 

attached to Q.

   Oh the irony! 😜

3/28/2020 4:24:48 PM winklerburke When possessed of high genius or master strategy... at times such a one will employ the “Holy Fool” strategy... as a mercy 4 dummies needing 

enlightenment.  Hence Austin trolled the blind knowitalls by reposting no outside comms, which traps ‘em in hypocrisy cuz platforms changed

3/28/2020 4:24:50 PM citizensrising1  pic.twitter.com/lfat5BBGX9

3/28/2020 4:24:58 PM agentwaldheim WOW, Sharon Stone is BALD, look at that dome, ....OK!

3/28/2020 4:25:01 PM laurabusse It's gonna be ok

My husband lost his really good job 4 yrs ago at age 59

I majorly freaked out

Over 29 years he always missed the chopping block

Always

He got another one

Not great but we are fine and will be fine

I wish you all the best!!!

Stay connected ❤️
3/28/2020 4:25:40 PM citizensrising1 😂😂😂 so true😂😂😂 I’ve moved on to wanting to decode some Hillary emailed

3/28/2020 4:26:35 PM winklerburke Note tactic used by Yoda... also Austin Steinbart... see details of “holy fool” @ ...  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foolishness_for_Christ …

3/28/2020 4:27:41 PM allonkid Treasure is authorized to deal gold. Don't know if this means the US debt be refinanced? pic.twitter.com/w8Wk6J9sf7

3/28/2020 4:27:57 PM billyjackroe3 Loaded with what😅

3/28/2020 4:28:05 PM lucy88022 false prophet

3/28/2020 4:28:09 PM cocopuffster12 She, they....will all see very soon.

3/28/2020 4:28:31 PM laurabusse It's how I fall asleep every night LOL

Oh different videos of course

3/28/2020 4:28:44 PM what_uc Like this? 10:31 3×11=33  I'm no body language expert but she sure doesn't seem to be going into her memory bank for recall nor expressing any true 

sadness for her brother. pic.twitter.com/3RjQvzGKIa

3/28/2020 4:29:36 PM purple_maga Yes that's me! Guess I'll jump up and down and scream it!

3/28/2020 4:29:46 PM cmaclin1911 Yes, Sir.

3/28/2020 4:30:17 PM hulaheadbang Today's Q drops are just cut/paste jobs from previous Q drops...

3/28/2020 4:31:18 PM laurabusse Wisdom

Truth

❤️

3/28/2020 4:31:21 PM mongrelglory He seems a little forced and nervous in this video.  I almost wonder if he's trying to do some "damage control" for his public reputation...😏

3/28/2020 4:31:30 PM jonesy4671  pic.twitter.com/t9TlDVZD4T

3/28/2020 4:31:31 PM qute24 I'm not scared of nothing but HRC 😂  looking at her feels me with terror- don't want none of her demons jumping off of her and onto me, for real tho 

😂😂😂

3/28/2020 4:31:57 PM debrand10 The message still fits

3/28/2020 4:31:58 PM dolemite25 What did Q say about communication’s ? You’re being duped !

3/28/2020 4:31:58 PM joshcattano Lolol that’s the best. Everyone needs to RT

3/28/2020 4:32:19 PM jackcorn420 I been back and forth with you're account... I see now.. We'll Played

3/28/2020 4:32:31 PM joshcattano Wow looks like I’m late to the show

3/28/2020 4:32:43 PM laurabusse Thank you for these beautiful words

I needed to hear them today ❤️

3/28/2020 4:33:08 PM citizensrising1 Once I found a proof that connected with me (you know, like that aha moment you had with Q) I spent a week trying to show people proofs. I’ve done 

my duty on that front...now I’m ready to find the sauce in the Wikileaks 😂😂



3/28/2020 4:33:36 PM citizensrising1 Also...I HAVE to go find this movie, never even heard of it!

3/28/2020 4:33:38 PM canadaissaved I am cup overflows I thank you for your praise! I hope you are having as beautiful a day as I am!

3/28/2020 4:36:04 PM 28concerned Like to hear that one myself.

3/28/2020 4:36:10 PM jonesy4671 Just listened to it. Didnt hear anything nefarious. What did I miss?

3/28/2020 4:36:29 PM cocopuffster12 One of my projects for today, figuring XRP out. Get a little here, and a little there.

3/28/2020 4:36:43 PM purple_maga I was about to search wiki leaks myself.  And read those mj12 documents. Little at the time.

3/28/2020 4:36:57 PM debrand10 Exactly what was said in the drop, if you’ve listened to any of his videos and interviews. That people need to think for themselves

3/28/2020 4:37:45 PM jonesy4671 Well hea right though I mean think about having to start fresh right now and get caught up to us who have been in since 2017.. I couldn't imagine it 

even being possible to get caught all the way up to speed anytime soon.

3/28/2020 4:37:54 PM mongrelglory Yes!  However, I'm wondering about MJ-12's reference above to gold then.  Why is this ship loaded down with gold and going to NYC?

3/28/2020 4:37:59 PM waterheals Austin Stienbart says you are doing a great job.

3/28/2020 4:38:05 PM teamof0ne That’s a poor analyses. From the start Q said think for yourself. This is a reminder and a teaching moment for those new. Doesn’t change the info. Nor 

disuse ANYONE away from Q.

3/28/2020 4:38:11 PM mhoganauthor Any word on #SCAN?

3/28/2020 4:38:17 PM debrand10 Don’t take my word for it, listen to his interview on the @ReportGoldfish

3/28/2020 4:39:08 PM corpsmanup77 me too!  I bought a little today and the price was $0.1776 😁🇺🇸#nocoincidences

3/28/2020 4:39:52 PM thebeachedyeti And 11

3/28/2020 4:40:13 PM agentwaldheim Talk about a gear clicking into place....SHWINGGGG!   COVFEFE = gotcha!

3/28/2020 4:40:13 PM jonesy4671 Message over messenger? Sounds like a decent message no matter who says it?

3/28/2020 4:40:22 PM truepatriotfl74 I'm wondering why the Comfort will take until Monday to get up to New York? Are they transferring some sort of load out at sea or GTMO possibly?

3/28/2020 4:41:51 PM laurabusse Thank you!

Yes it was beautiful here today ☺️

🌳🌄🌱🌷🌿

3/28/2020 4:41:55 PM 39anc6 Confuse about what? You need to hear him. He Is a honest, clear, and wise man.

Can also tell that hearing him make me "download information" from other densities... If you know what I mean.

3/28/2020 4:42:19 PM joelcheney I’m not remembering this particular Q+ post.  Care to point me to the source?

3/28/2020 4:43:50 PM kacy10000 Nothing ~ it’s good advice

3/28/2020 4:44:11 PM mongrelglory Jordan has not been very diplomatic, objective, or impartial in the past few weeks.  Now he is trying to portray those qualities in the video above, 

telling others to do the things that he himself wasn't doing.  That is the irony. He doesn't follow his own advice.

3/28/2020 4:44:16 PM nupps I'm a believer , 17=Q . 

Any #Anons done the maths on Bob Dylan yet ?

3/28/2020 4:44:43 PM cocopuffster12 Nice! That’s the part I’m figuring out right now!

3/28/2020 4:45:20 PM corpsmanup77 I think Gold will still retain value in the short term, we need it to build future Tech [Silver too]. But don’t know exactly 🤷🏻♂️ we will see.

3/28/2020 4:46:01 PM mongrelglory He needs to practice what he preaches.

3/28/2020 4:46:01 PM kacy10000 Give it a break you’re attempt at reading his mind if a fail 🤦🏽♀️

3/28/2020 4:46:45 PM cocopuffster12 So exciting!!!

3/28/2020 4:46:59 PM janieqfollower Austin steinbart has been debunked by many true Patriots. Do more research.

3/28/2020 4:47:38 PM rghardy3 Military Activity.

National Guard.

Ready Reserves.

Martial Law.

Mass Arrests.

Show of Force ?

3/28/2020 4:47:46 PM patriot_tam We dont have time to listen to you tell the same stories over and over again, nor do we have time to pay $ for your ‘information’ 

Message over messenger

3/28/2020 4:49:36 PM raenyasalisbury Watch his video interview on the gold fish report .I have watched all his vids and after his interview I am paying attention .MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER

3/28/2020 4:49:37 PM jonesy4671 I'm lost lol trying to understand

3/28/2020 4:50:46 PM mhoganauthor  pic.twitter.com/DQ37Gas5zS

3/28/2020 4:51:11 PM lucasnobua @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Message over Messenger until when? To infinite?

3/28/2020 4:51:21 PM dakotobol 😉

3/28/2020 4:53:11 PM freeandoriginal TOO MANY !!😡

3/28/2020 4:53:30 PM jonesy4671 Yeah his message is that he IS Q.

If he really was Q then that means this post was never meant to be taken seriously? 

Except it was meant to be taken seriously...imo. 

If they weren't serious about no outside comms then maybe they weren't serious about anything..right pic.twitter.com/m9oN4KPIPH

3/28/2020 4:54:23 PM raenyasalisbury Of course I have seen that .

Thanks ..

3/28/2020 4:55:16 PM dakotobol trust no one

3/28/2020 4:56:18 PM mongrelglory Then you probably haven't been following the drama surrounding Austin Steinbart and the Q Pharisees which is what MJ-12 is referring to in this post. 

Don't worry about it!😉

3/28/2020 4:59:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Messenger over message was previously preached and is actively being used to discredit MJ12 and Austin.

Message over messenger gives light to the possibility that YOU may be wrong and YOU may be uninformed.

Therefore, you must use decrement and think independently.

#WWG1WGA

3/28/2020 4:59:53 PM mongrelglory Um...so why are you here on this account?

3/28/2020 5:00:22 PM tenn_rich There was EyetheSpy, then RealEyeTheSpy, then TrueEyeTheSpy... and the list goes on of people, just like Austin, who’ve pulled the wool over patriot 

eyes... just follow Q, and NO ONE ELSE.

3/28/2020 5:01:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Truth vs Falsehood is an important distinction to educate yourself on during the shutdown.

Trust but verify!

Never has Q asked you to take everything posted on the boards to be 100% truth and 100% fact.

Quite the opposite.

Why would Q-decoders know more than you then?

3/28/2020 5:01:30 PM tenn_rich When Q stops posting, the Great Awakening will have obviated the need for him.

3/28/2020 5:03:14 PM upliftingmind I'm curious about this too. When considering Austin's info, I question how gold will hold value as we enter the Quantum Age. Imagine having the ability 

to control 'dolls' to mine gold across space and TIME? Imagine further.. has that already happened? Ancient Egypt comes to mind.

3/28/2020 5:03:19 PM debrand10 I’ll  follow Q in spirit which is to say I’ll follow who I want to. The message is bigger than the man. This was never meant to be a cult of personality

3/28/2020 5:03:53 PM kachinagtto Decrement?  or Discernment?  Just wondering if purposeful or in a hurry...🤔 pic.twitter.com/12iwdSvFaR



3/28/2020 5:04:09 PM tenn_rich Austin = cult of personality

3/28/2020 5:06:05 PM sparkleloung Personality (being authentic) goes a long way MJ

Yours is mysterious, often interesting 

His is farcical, no matter what “message” he has 

Likeable and credible he is NOT

3/28/2020 5:06:12 PM darrellupton1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/AKRFrCKUcp

3/28/2020 5:10:28 PM blsdbe Decrement

Discernment 

I S N >>> sin?

3/28/2020 5:11:08 PM mongrelglory The "cult of personality" has led people on this planet to follow some of the most despotic leaders that ever existed.

Chairman Mao, Stalin, and Hitler are a few examples.  We need to try something different if the human race is going to survive.

3/28/2020 5:11:09 PM danielm29023415 The message couldn't be more clear. NO OUTSIDE COMMS. Period.

3/28/2020 5:11:11 PM debrand10 Not to me but you’re entitled to your opinion

3/28/2020 5:11:38 PM nschlange They all have youtube accts. or most of them anyway. I don't know which one he's talking about either. I'm so sick of the Qpharisees that I've tuned 

them out completely.

3/28/2020 5:11:45 PM winningwwg1wga I CAN'T read it

3/28/2020 5:11:47 PM winklerburke A 2006 film in Russian... by name of “The Island” explores this fascinating “Holy Fool” concept... It is a very good movie (with English subtitles).   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Island_(2006_film) …

3/28/2020 5:11:53 PM giediknight I love all of the solutions brought by @AustinSteinbart , Q-team, MJ12 team. AJ has talked about a lot of it, but recently spoke out again EM and 

Neurolink. This is going to be a hard sell. Is neurolink a DIA/MIL tool, or for general public? MJ12 Typists already have it?

3/28/2020 5:13:09 PM mongrelglory Maybe we just need to dial down the rhetoric and start contemplating more...😑

3/28/2020 5:13:28 PM abibeuck22 I'm curious out of the Covid cases, how many have received a flu shot and how many have not...

3/28/2020 5:13:29 PM marywal64295444 I've always had a strong intuition,  but the world caused me to doubt myself for years. Now I research, listen to many people and opinions, and then I 

ask for guidance daily to know the truth when I see it. I think this is where we learn to go within. Envision the world in beauty

3/28/2020 5:13:35 PM nschlange I'm pretty sure this twitter act. was doing this long before Q started. So, their not tag along's. lol

3/28/2020 5:13:38 PM fansblowing3 Because ALICE pic.twitter.com/HONYyTvWxP

3/28/2020 5:14:44 PM sparkleloung Austin is not authentic, you know he’s not authentic. He is a character - a smarmy narcissistic personality using the hate/divide program.

3/28/2020 5:15:38 PM dimsumdimdum It’s the pilots

3/28/2020 5:15:50 PM mongrelglory We will have to agree to disagree...

3/28/2020 5:15:51 PM areckoningday Some of us have been truly in the KNOW for decades before Q.. before baby q was a twinkle in daddy's eye. What real benefit is there in attempting to 

squash your so called Pharisees? Anyone... ? Really? MORE division? To what end? My Q is better than your Q? WTF? What are you 12? 

pic.twitter.com/6jxoWTpXWH

3/28/2020 5:15:53 PM gfj99590148 The Trickster 🃏

3/28/2020 5:16:17 PM abibeuck22 How about the "pneumonia" vaccine? I didn't know it existed until my mom said she got one sadly....

3/28/2020 5:17:02 PM americanconsti2 You can follow whoever you want. Don't mislead others. There's a REASON he's injected himself as "Q". And there's a REASON Q called him out as 

FAKE. Be careful who you follow. You just might get "caught" in the same web. Maybe you already are. Choice is yours. pic.twitter.com/EuHp1rq7be

3/28/2020 5:17:12 PM kidge6 Hey MJ. The shills are back. Over the 🎯. Word’s getting around. How’s the analytics lately with ALICE being ‘under the weather’?

3/28/2020 5:17:18 PM abibeuck22 Or the "pneumonia" vaccine? Just found out that exists and elderly recieve it.

3/28/2020 5:17:35 PM x2trump2020 Except for the fact Q just discredited the guy.

3/28/2020 5:17:38 PM ausanon369 Is this a countdown. 33, to 17, to 12 etc

3/28/2020 5:18:07 PM kursereverser78 You are a LarPPy mess...😆

3/28/2020 5:19:15 PM fansblowing3 Ship loaded with gold?  Interesting

3/28/2020 5:19:20 PM mountain_jump3r @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Several TvF references lately, anyone else familiar with Dr. David R Hawkins?  pic.twitter.com/Vann0QaiXp

3/28/2020 5:19:35 PM nschlange I haven't been able to go to work in 2 weeks, no pay. My job will be there when this is over, but no pay for 2 weeks and rent is due this week. So, it is 

tough, whether it's because of all the hype or because of the actual virus.

3/28/2020 5:19:47 PM sparkleloung 🥂

3/28/2020 5:19:52 PM mongrelglory I've noticed ALICE has been coming around the MJ-12 account a lot more since this Covid-19 "show" kicked into gear!

3/28/2020 5:20:04 PM do_or_do_notty Sounds lovely, doesn’t it 

Message over messenger

I use that thought process daily, actually 

But...What happens when both are lies?

The message AND the messenger

(And the messengers flunkies)

Might be better for you to address THAT 

Since THAT is what’s happening here...
3/28/2020 5:20:19 PM heatherrenae8 😔

3/28/2020 5:21:47 PM gailcotten2gma1 Is this statement so that if the predictions don’t come true during this time, the Anons have an out? Will you all come out and say Oops, well we never 

said it would actually happen? But, keep trusting the plan? Or will everyone just disappear from twitter?

3/28/2020 5:22:17 PM smmmote 😂

3/28/2020 5:23:07 PM nschlange Well aren't you a little ray of sunshine? lol I guess we shouldn't worry about a virus when we're all going to die from a meteorite.

3/28/2020 5:24:33 PM ogmios1440 That's real faith! You'll be just fine!😎❤️❤️❤️😎 I think...

3/28/2020 5:26:13 PM nschlange omg ppl keep saying how great ppl are being through out all this, but there have been some pretty bad instances as well,  this being one of 

them,happening as well. Like all the hoarders & ppl lying about not having equip.when they have more then enough or ppl licking toilet seats

3/28/2020 5:27:03 PM winklerburke The erudite, is strong in this one!  “Just try not to sin too much!”  ;)

3/28/2020 5:28:02 PM mongrelglory And we're supposed to take your word for it?  I don't know why you're hanging around here Nunya.  You obviously have no interest in considering what 

MJ-12 has to say.

3/28/2020 5:29:46 PM worldxplorer1 I’ve noticed the numerous references to Truth vs Falsehood also. (As well as other mention of David Hawkins work)

Probably time to pull that one off the shelf and re-read it. pic.twitter.com/dtoyIubB8N

3/28/2020 5:30:13 PM dolemite25 “No communication’s outside of this platform “ Q does not and never has posted on Twitter!

3/28/2020 5:30:35 PM mongrelglory Ooh!  Thanks for the suggestion Shane! 👍

3/28/2020 5:30:39 PM nschlange Austin? He's not part of this acct.?

3/28/2020 5:31:24 PM fansblowing3 Changing their flag might be a good idea. pic.twitter.com/2BMrCdT1u1

3/28/2020 5:31:49 PM mongrelglory and thanks to Jeffrey!



3/28/2020 5:32:29 PM jrocktigers Absolutely.  Historically, epitome of taking advantage of swamp connections & Fed. Reserve manipulation of markets. 2009 - 2012, I built & ran a GIS 

tracking their real estate acquisitions in Fl. Same vain as Soros, Rothchilds, etc!.  more on next tweet

 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-08-30/blackrock-s-decade-how-the-crash-forged-a-6-3-trillion-giant … pic.twitter.com/yDPKGPvflP

3/28/2020 5:32:31 PM steveroye Attn: Homer Simpson School of QAnon Grads - If you are looking to hate on #BabyQ - you might want to check out this long interview - should give 

more important things to point out (number of noise hairs and whatnot):

 https://youtu.be/aCJW6hVREAU 

3/28/2020 5:32:49 PM raenyasalisbury he has said he on Q team , 

we can all think what we like 

have a great day !

3/28/2020 5:32:52 PM qsp1racy 'THEY LIVE' by John Carpenter

3/28/2020 5:33:18 PM qklahoma202 Its a documentary!

3/28/2020 5:33:47 PM landocairipken J Dog is on his best Mitt Romney $h!t tap dancing along the fence of divided opinion. Could it be he's done a little soul searching whilst growing that 

beard? Perhaps. Either way I admire the measured delivery even if he is hedging all bets.

3/28/2020 5:34:38 PM worldxplorer1 There are a lot of similarities to Frederick Dodson’s Levels of Energy. 

In general I am partial to the works of Dodson but in light of the many reference by MJ12 to Hawkins lately I think I will give Trith vs Falsehood another 

go. pic.twitter.com/wrRCfi43jD

3/28/2020 5:34:43 PM lizmccoy7781e11 So true...I am one who cannot be hypnotized...probably why my torture is extreme

3/28/2020 5:36:33 PM nojobsr Yes. But regular Tag #s are a combo of letters and or numbers. Its the numbers.

3/28/2020 5:39:36 PM leahinman5 It's true can really ruin lungs and lung capacity + breathing

3/28/2020 5:39:36 PM theglitcher14 Who/what is ALICE?

3/28/2020 5:39:42 PM mustang95092821 Jesus Christ how many kids die in Chicago shootings in a day.

3/28/2020 5:39:50 PM covertress Some tools for Trust But Verify https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1243169949742440448?s=20 …

3/28/2020 5:40:04 PM leahinman5 Great news thanks for hint under control

3/28/2020 5:40:44 PM nojobsr Usually 6 letter number combo.

3/28/2020 5:41:06 PM leahinman5 If under control then @realDonaldTrump is winning but still praying can never be complacent

3/28/2020 5:41:22 PM jrocktigers While Americans lost wealth, their health, etc. especially GEN X, from 08 -12, these POS were allowed to grow on our misery.Board of Directors in link. 

Here Partial snapshot below, may recognize one in particular & she is CEO of BlackIvy Grp., subsidiary. 

 https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BLK:US  pic.twitter.com/GgdGH8T7J6

3/28/2020 5:41:54 PM theglitcher14 Who are the QPharisees? Who/what is ALICE, other than [HRC]? Why the support for Steinbart when NOTHING he has said has verified he's Q? Just 

curious, not looking for attacks from y'all. #WWG1WGA

3/28/2020 5:42:10 PM faye_mcgarry @carmindabrendel @dbongino @ScottMorrisonMP @RealMarkLatham @MRobertsQLD @PaulineHansonOz @mpsmithnews @DebFrecklington 

@LoveBling6 @freenaynow @YouAreFREE5 @Lightworker2012 @TruthHammer888 @Truthforall4 @kelliekelly23 @PMOnAir @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

@MajorPatriot https://twitter.com/Punish4Q/status/1242888481136877575 …

3/28/2020 5:43:10 PM mongrelglory Excellent advice and information! 👍

3/28/2020 5:45:19 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/ZZdJHg1HTR

3/28/2020 5:45:33 PM mongrelglory  pic.twitter.com/UuzVlOIqjL

3/28/2020 5:49:18 PM rebornkingent Isn’t the first rule of signing an NDA is telling everyone you signed one? And admitting when asked? Or is my sarcasm too strong here?

3/28/2020 5:49:25 PM nschlange 😀

3/28/2020 5:51:27 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 part of another suicide weekend?  https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1244057087753289730 …

3/28/2020 5:53:41 PM lightseeker2012 Not just a tad. Definite red flag.

3/28/2020 5:53:47 PM upallnight39 Also heyoka and crazy wisdom https://www.elephantjournal.com/2017/03/the-crazy-wisdom-of-a-heyoka-empath/ …

3/28/2020 5:55:20 PM schwabtowne I also have questions because if older population is in more danger they obviously received a different cocktail of vaccines than someone born in 70’s or 

80’s

3/28/2020 5:55:56 PM upallnight39 Dis either a non native english speeker or an ai bot

Hrm

3/28/2020 5:57:31 PM faye_mcgarry Australian govt passing mandatory legislation for flu vaccination.  Stop @scottmorrison and @AlboMP ..this vaccine will cause massive harm to our 

people! @RealMarkLatham @PaulineHansonOz @MRobertsQLD @TrumpWarRoom @TeamTrump @LoveBling6 @striderraven1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 5:57:56 PM the_start_line The internet is PLATFORM designed to exchange information....Right?  The earth is a platform to sustain biological entities.... Our solar system is a 

platform to harbor planets. etc. Expanded thinking always seems relevant.  Q post does not define platform is my point.

3/28/2020 5:58:40 PM upallnight39 Are we still doin the thing where we have 33 vertibrae in our spines?

Do U guise think it means anything?

3/28/2020 6:00:31 PM turboxyde @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Subconscious Signal Entrainment or, "Mind Control."  https://twitter.com/TommyG/status/1243411352950960133 …

3/28/2020 6:00:37 PM giediknight Ohhh nice catch. So that means we are operating in a non-state of Emergency?

3/28/2020 6:00:39 PM kriz_jason It means the consciousness is growing

3/28/2020 6:01:35 PM viking_jeremy  pic.twitter.com/hCDctgh7hK

3/28/2020 6:01:49 PM jbcloud I guess but saw later in the video that the seal was added

3/28/2020 6:02:04 PM lightseeker2012 The origin of filled to the gills comes from goldfish. They will eat and eat until they are stuffed to the gills and make themselves sick. They do not know 

when to stop eating.

3/28/2020 6:02:50 PM giediknight Gold trim on the flag means the UNITED STATED OF AMERICA corporation. No fringe is United States of America.

3/28/2020 6:05:50 PM darbyy2 Name calling,  wow how mature of you.  Time wasted. ✌️

3/28/2020 6:06:08 PM qaria131 Or if that baby was recently vaccinated...

3/28/2020 6:07:22 PM nybiltong Exclusive video from China

@POTUS @VerumRadix @PinataDrunk

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee #COVID19 #qanon

#maga

3/28/2020 6:07:25 PM ruthlessmalepro A personalized thank you, to the specific board owners and mods.  A thank you.  NOT new platform for comms.

3/28/2020 6:08:29 PM logicalthinki17 Truth. 🙏❤️

3/28/2020 6:10:55 PM faye_mcgarry Why are 3000 diverse culturals of people being flown in to Australia? @realDonaldTrump @ScottMorrisonMP @PeterDutton_MP @TrumpWarRoom 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @RealMarkLatham @PaulineHansonOz @BusyElves https://twitter.com/ozhomeschool/status/1244044348527742976 …

3/28/2020 6:11:27 PM jwremarks Thanks MJ12...

3/28/2020 6:11:45 PM logicalthinki17  https://twitter.com/geoffrey_sari/status/1226761038835511297?s=20 …

3/28/2020 6:12:18 PM milllathefiend Anon from the Board posted this awhile ago. Thought I would share. pic.twitter.com/pMtg1wSHSL



3/28/2020 6:12:26 PM faye_mcgarry @ScottMorrisonMP @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LoveBling6 @BusyElves 

https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1244059662938341376 …

3/28/2020 6:13:43 PM diesel_fish I've had this app for about two yrs, now. I've never seen this before. @JuliansRum @M2Madness @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @X22Report 

#QArmy #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #Crowdstrike #Soon #BOOM #BOOM #BOOM #painiscoming pic.twitter.com/9Og3dNIQ6T

3/28/2020 6:13:51 PM bruno062418 Name calling?  Like your ad hominem attacks on those daring to question the dubious, deceitful and infantile claims of AustinLarp? Asking for real 

FACTS?

I see from your timeline you have NO problem with "name calling", Darby.

Biblical Pharisees were hypocrites.  So are you

3/28/2020 6:18:04 PM qanonpatriot6 fantasy dystopia one world hell?

3/28/2020 6:18:47 PM americanpetal I should have stayed off Twitter last night. 🤦♀️

3/28/2020 6:19:29 PM hwkammers 🤷♀️🚀🌺 pic.twitter.com/z6CyjBf6rz

3/28/2020 6:19:34 PM nybiltong @POTUS @VerumRadix @PinataDrunk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/sSeW_YhGQcw 

#CoronaUpdate #QAnon #maga

3/28/2020 6:20:10 PM mokeyandabandit Yes tragic.  Also Planned Parenthood kills 1800 infants per day in the USA

3/28/2020 6:20:39 PM theglitcher14 Thanks. So, which post on this thread is ALICE? It seems to me that no one in this thread knows which posts/replies are actually from ALICE.

3/28/2020 6:22:02 PM qsp1racy Dang it! Looks like disinformation was necessary. 🤔😉😂👍👍👏 pic.twitter.com/xEP6K8Bl95

3/28/2020 6:22:16 PM qsp1racy @AustinSteinbart

3/28/2020 6:23:31 PM realdailytrite Funny because he has been thanking people loyal to the movement by calling the idiots, morons, and Qpharisees

3/28/2020 6:24:12 PM theplqn Thanks! Was aware of that meaning, but was wondering if that was a coded message relating to something Q may have said...

3/28/2020 6:25:12 PM qklahoma202 Form Qtron Flaming Sword!

3/28/2020 6:26:15 PM lagalusa1 What does this mean!?

3/28/2020 6:28:07 PM qsp1racy #Boop pic.twitter.com/qXsflg5cHN

3/28/2020 6:28:37 PM crackrpablo 2 yr delta buddy!!! pic.twitter.com/Vh4XhNOZju

3/28/2020 6:29:23 PM zairamiah via Multiple Platforms.

3/28/2020 6:30:52 PM t_hayden07 That's why we have our own intuition. We are capable of discernment, on our own...without someone telling us what to think.

I dont understand. #Austinsteinbart hasnt told us anything that would sway us from Q & the movement --- on the contrary! So....why does it matter? 

Really???

3/28/2020 6:33:59 PM corstruction I thought that once you sold your soul you can't get it back.

3/28/2020 6:37:53 PM mountain_jump3r Vaccine Injury Program (Special Masters???), National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, Vaccine Safety Datalink... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdEZ8DJVYqk …

3/28/2020 6:37:54 PM teamof0ne Stop wining.

3/28/2020 6:38:41 PM do_or_do_notty I’ve never said a word about Austin’s info. Not one. I actually enjoyed his videos

However, when he singles people out and makes false claims about them... that’s the issue. And it matters! 

And I won’t sit down about that

I will question it

Why aren’t you?!

3/28/2020 6:39:13 PM razer_occams the idiom apparently has simplistic origins, coming from a description of how fish are often prepared before cooking. When they're sliced and filled 

with herbs, spices, or other tidbits, they're usually stuffed all the way to their gills.

3/28/2020 6:39:48 PM artificialcaged I have dreams about Atlantis that feel like memories all the time. One in particular, there is a large group of us watching the water anticipating the 

flood. It's so vivid and real. I have no doubt it's a memory

3/28/2020 6:40:51 PM mongrelglory Wining = offering someone drinks. 🤔

3/28/2020 6:41:32 PM 369_is I wonder...would you be angry if I did not agree with you? pic.twitter.com/eJtfK4wmV6

3/28/2020 6:42:01 PM mongrelglory What false claims are you referring to?

3/28/2020 6:42:45 PM veera81151963 No outside comms must have a time limit and likely must be active ops 

Majestic 12 has been Q'd 

Fake or not Austin was able to articulate more intel in a few minutes than you have in years 

Your hate is only undermining the Q movement - hypocrite!

Message over messenger
3/28/2020 6:43:45 PM janonthemtn ❤️ Thank You!

3/28/2020 6:43:54 PM qsp1racy Hey not for nothin but technically @GenFlynn dm's are also outside comms. No one objected to those when he said "WWG1WGA".

Kate Mazz aka Q8 @1st5d is also outside comms with Q.

Whoopsies.

3/28/2020 6:43:54 PM mongrelglory And who are you referring to as liars then?  Flunkies?

3/28/2020 6:46:10 PM blsdbe It’s not and I love it!!! pic.twitter.com/GzOEfItEiC

3/28/2020 6:46:19 PM do_or_do_notty Oh me being labeled a QPharisees might be part of it🤷🏻♀️

I am an anon account who hasn’t made a dime off any of this movement

So yeah that’s part of his false claims. And it should be PLENTY to cause alarm

When he lies about one Patriot, how can anyone trust anything he claims?

3/28/2020 6:47:21 PM frankfijalkows1 Ill tell ta...we all get our library back and fix what is broken ...i say we are going to jump foward in where we should be in this future... 

pic.twitter.com/swU1jojVZb

3/28/2020 6:48:31 PM do_or_do_notty Anyone else who is lying. That’s who

3/28/2020 6:50:33 PM frankfijalkows1 Look at the book pic.twitter.com/Dc6rZtm6FJ

3/28/2020 6:51:57 PM lightseeker2012 I've been wondering too.  It definitely jumped out at me.

3/28/2020 6:51:59 PM mongrelglory Now you're just being obtuse.  I will bid you good-night.

3/28/2020 6:52:34 PM jonesy4671 I always assume I may be wrong and incorrect.   Using my own logic, discernment and and judgement I would say that austin is not who he says he is 

however I know that I could be wrong which is why I have been looking for solid proofs of which I have seen none so far.

3/28/2020 6:52:40 PM evansummers7 I would like to know which shots that poor baby was pumped with, in fact.

3/28/2020 6:53:25 PM mongrelglory Were you calling him a LARP and a liar on his Twitter feed at the time?  Because then I think he has the right to challenge you back.

3/28/2020 6:53:34 PM frankfijalkows1 The five thousand year leap pic.twitter.com/1i6PPcn5kc

3/28/2020 6:53:55 PM blsdbe This interaction here is what I LOVE about the QAnon movement and community. We CAN agree to disagree and go on to new and interesting 

discussions!!! Blessings to the both of you!!!



3/28/2020 6:54:03 PM do_or_do_notty Me? 😂😂 that’s rich 

You asked me questions and I answered them 

Don’t get it twisted. 

I don’t give a shit about your opinion on this 

Toodles

3/28/2020 6:54:12 PM t_hayden07 They're still def pushing vaccines during this, I know that! My friends niece, got hers day before yesterday. 

And yes, I tried. Vacs are what woke me up, to begin with.

3/28/2020 6:54:42 PM t_hayden07 Between 800,000 and a mil.

3/28/2020 6:56:05 PM frankfijalkows1  pic.twitter.com/FcHbkBBGGh

3/28/2020 6:56:18 PM t_hayden07 Talk about putting 99% in the hospital. When they find out what [they've] been poisoning our children with!

3/28/2020 6:56:22 PM blsdbe (Psst-Check out Ripple, the cryptocurrency that folks are hoping to use to make banking much more efficient)

3/28/2020 6:56:32 PM jrocktigers 🤬🤬🤬⚡⚡⚡☠☠☠

3/28/2020 6:58:39 PM keith369me Struggling to see this.

3/28/2020 6:59:30 PM blsdbe  https://t.co/WpoIzZJ0Yo  https://twitter.com/corpsmanup77/status/1244042153644474374?s=21 …

3/28/2020 6:59:51 PM gi6stars We don't know how big Gods Grace is. We do know Satan is a liar. Scripture says there is only one unforgivable sin, ... and that is blasphemy against the 

Spirit of God. Matthew 12:31

3/28/2020 7:00:11 PM ragevirusqq Why does anyone care whos who? if the info doesnt resonate right... move on and let it go. Its not part of your story. Its difficult enough to stay 

focused on the light ahead with all the lies. Write a positive story, The only thing I "know" for sure is I hardly "know" anything.

3/28/2020 7:00:57 PM jonesy4671 Literally anyone/any larp can post a youtube video exactly 2 years after any given Q drop.

That's a very very weak proof.

Need somthing more solid.

3/28/2020 7:01:54 PM dani3lray There are no solid proofs.Austin's Proofs are not proven simply due to the fact the platform he uses. What part of NO OUTSIDE COMMS does Austin 

not get? And he wonders why people can't trust him. I want a Q PROOF. Not an Austin Proof. If he's Q, he would know what's needed of him

3/28/2020 7:02:30 PM 369_is ALlCE is under the weather? Corona?

3/28/2020 7:04:19 PM wallyayottejr C before D has a whole new meaning. Coronavirus before DECLAS...DECLAS is the start

3/28/2020 7:04:20 PM keith369me I’m pretty sure gold has been replicated to death and for this reason it’s value won’t hold.  Crypto won’t work unless it’s 100% controlled by the 

people.  I’m not sure what will have value once replication is revealed besides land...even that is questionable.  Currency is dead.

3/28/2020 7:04:27 PM jgunn10 See something say something #WWG1WGA

3/28/2020 7:04:44 PM jonesy4671 It matters because the media can use him to damage the whole movement.

3/28/2020 7:06:04 PM 369_is Someone needs a hug. pic.twitter.com/XpGbOWesGC

3/28/2020 7:06:33 PM nurseniceyes Q never called him out as fake. Go read those last posts... Specifically the header had been changed...qmap possibly compromised... Not posted on 

other  board

3/28/2020 7:06:33 PM crackrpablo Yes very true  my friend! But it is a odd similarity, cinsidering we have many differnt deltas lining up in this time line

3/28/2020 7:07:04 PM prmd21801759 🍷🍺🙃

3/28/2020 7:10:07 PM michell95926226 Really interesting!

3/28/2020 7:10:20 PM mongrelglory Rest assured, I hardly think that an extensively planned military intelligence operation will be damaged by some people squabbling on Twitter, or a 

magazine writing a lame article.  Also Austin refused to be interviewed by the MSM.

3/28/2020 7:10:30 PM cstarr888 This article reported the infant had a bowel obstruction. 

(I have heard about a death like that before.🧐)

Now the article says "error."

I have no other details, just this article. Maybe someone can find it way back machine like??

🧐🙏💖 https://www.newsbreak.com/illinois/chicago/news/0Oa88dPM/illinois-infant-with-covid-19-dies-cause-of-death-unknown …

3/28/2020 7:12:47 PM chevy_lionsfan Im feeling this.... https://youtu.be/GEStsLJZhzo 

3/28/2020 7:14:26 PM dani3lray Nice irrelevant photo. <- that's true

3/28/2020 7:14:34 PM qphillypatriot Let me guess the SPV'S for the take over of the fed??🤔

3/28/2020 7:14:38 PM ifdelta  pic.twitter.com/f7PJukfHIG

3/28/2020 7:15:32 PM qute24 😂🤣😂🤣😂🤣😂

3/28/2020 7:17:27 PM mountain_jump3r Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) stores complete medical record data with vaccines taken from certain health plans (HMO's) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk4SD_W_zk8 …

3/28/2020 7:18:41 PM qphillypatriot 2 very large legal entities or (SPV's)

3/28/2020 7:19:05 PM helenrachelle #BillGates #BillGatesVirus #vaccines pic.twitter.com/SoRyPlEm9m

3/28/2020 7:21:59 PM brandon73745841 As we fill in the "Big Picture" the level of calculation and inference gets more intense. This forces "smaller" brains to simplify/reject details. Inaccuracies 

can add up and they can also cause a crucial link to fail. Certain brains demonstrate specific levels of proficiency. pic.twitter.com/zgbUeAzMm7

3/28/2020 7:22:09 PM manifest_utopia Thanks for posting the link. I really enjoyed Austin on the Goldfish report being real and unscripted. The part near the end when he speaks about how 

much each of us matter to the entire fabric of life as it unfolds on the planet is awesome.

3/28/2020 7:22:10 PM winklerburke My guess: Stargate 1 [Goa'uld]are a race of sentient parasitic beings that take over hosts. They are also extremely egomaniacal due to their genetic 

memory and the adverse mental effects of the Sarcophagus technology.  IOW: Central Bankers!  😂🤪🤔

3/28/2020 7:22:17 PM endy_skies Agree

3/28/2020 7:22:39 PM truthforall4 Someone sent me this. Some scary stuff! https://youtu.be/jFvCwdfoiH8 

3/28/2020 7:24:17 PM mongrelglory Yes!  I found that same sentiment echoed in Q's final post tonight.  WWG1WGA!

3/28/2020 7:26:08 PM djlok It's so cool thinking about all that tech already existing in other timelines.  I can't wait to see my future and past selves!!!

3/28/2020 7:26:59 PM trollingmockin1 Exactly. These accounts never give you enough information about the “message” to make an informed decision on weather it true or not. So the 

message and th e messenger are both important. AS uses Q topics to build trust. Once he has your trust he leads you away from Q

3/28/2020 7:27:23 PM evantylerrsdad 😳

THANks, Murdochs💥 pic.twitter.com/YPxUsNhK81

3/28/2020 7:27:34 PM mongrelglory I meant post 3907.  But the American flag is nice too. 😉

3/28/2020 7:29:58 PM agentwaldheim Sorry, not a "real" Adrenochrome Lab, its just the businesses trade and commercial name, its primaeily an E liquid manufacturer using that name for its 

shock appeal, still odd though, maybe the 'O' is so far into withdrawals, she thought thgis was too convienent for her..illegal

3/28/2020 7:31:38 PM winklerburke Back in 1776, New York was a slow wit with the Declaration of Independence. As late as July 2, 1776 its delegates abstained from joining the 12 

colonies pro independence. The joined 7/4. NY = BankerEngland Hell?  ThenNow?

3/28/2020 7:33:48 PM pedalfun4u Infinite timelines💥mind  blown🙏❤️

3/28/2020 7:34:03 PM manifest_utopia I just reread 3907. Next time someone attacks me, whether for listening to/considering what Austin says or any of the umpteen subjects people find to 

attack about, I'll post 3907. It'll be interesting to see how long it takes for people to learn what WWG1WGA really means.

3/28/2020 7:34:06 PM winklerburke Three +s on ship = relief from Saudi oil dollar shenanigans since 1971?  +++.     USA soon free?

3/28/2020 7:34:55 PM purple_maga Right now I'm suspicious of everything!

3/28/2020 7:35:14 PM sparkleloung Thank you my dear pic.twitter.com/dAV2oTQTa7



3/28/2020 7:38:23 PM freeandoriginal Two perceptions  of Q: a way to expand our minds and participate in real-time creation, or  chaos -time safety net . 😉

3/28/2020 7:39:22 PM 39anc6 I don't mislead others. Just doing with my account whatever I want. Am I allowed? Are we going after vampires or after @AustinSteinbart followers? 

please help me. don't want to go to jail for my thoughts!

3/28/2020 7:39:48 PM trollingmockin1  pic.twitter.com/rOCNswY6tZ

3/28/2020 7:39:52 PM winklerburke What was Captain Jack O’Neil always (in Stargate 1) doing to the Goa'uld he confronted?  He called ‘em names, & tried to get ‘em angry to make 

mistakes. Trump has done this to FED, which panicked & went ballistic?  (Obama = Apophis?) 🤪

3/28/2020 7:40:13 PM dazedonkey So waving a gun around in you tube videos like a college frat kid is cool.

3/28/2020 7:40:31 PM truth939 If gold is dead then why did MJ post the "Hidden Secrets or Money" series?  The overtone of that entire series is to invest in real money like gold/silver.  

 Replication technology and mining in space still years out?

3/28/2020 7:41:11 PM winklerburke Lord (Obama) Apophis?😆 pic.twitter.com/1UprJKyZwP

3/28/2020 7:44:43 PM dazedonkey Let's talk discernment

This is 100% bad photo shop he claims as proof. Please explain pic.twitter.com/QSBpvu9mOj

3/28/2020 7:44:56 PM danielm29023415 No, not angry at all. Just disappointed that some in this movement would allow themselves to continue to be manipulated after all that Q has taught 

us. 

The message yesterday from Q couldn't be more blatant, as there is nobody else claiming to be Q.

3/28/2020 7:45:24 PM zerost8te interesting and coincidental, right friends?

#QAnon #Anonymous #Cicada3301 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 says message over messenger, and Q says no coincidences.

is this the first appearance of MaJ12 as a villain?  pic.twitter.com/orj7iZEm33

3/28/2020 7:50:37 PM kachinagtto I liked 3906 - where it talked about thinking for yourself. pic.twitter.com/V0TmnsWC1K

3/28/2020 7:52:16 PM citizensrising1  pic.twitter.com/pyIInuLpg7

3/28/2020 7:52:44 PM raenyasalisbury exactly ,, Im FEELING AUSTIN.... more now than ever

3/28/2020 7:53:59 PM winklerburke In sum, the Q+ idea was to get the FED to destroy itself. The Goa’uld are its leaders. (Gold.) Get the Goa’uld to destroy themselves... the FED.  “Gold 

shall destroy the FED.”  Stop the +++ oil $ (C ship)  It seems Q+ is the reincarnated Sun Tzu?  🤪❤️

3/28/2020 7:54:08 PM citizensrising1  https://t.co/ZmyEJnVSW2  https://twitter.com/citizensrising1/status/1243976231076409344?s=21 …

3/28/2020 7:54:38 PM raenyasalisbury This young man sold out ,, at CONTACT in the Desert IMO..

hes STEERING THE NARRATIVE

3/28/2020 7:59:06 PM barry35303705  https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/release-unredacted-jfk-files …

3/28/2020 7:59:11 PM qklahoma202 Healthy Skepticism is of utmost imperative! TRUST but VERIFY

3/28/2020 8:00:34 PM lizzah_83 Umm what is that supposed to be proof of? Im confused. Does Trolling not know how 8kun works? No, that’s not Q’s tripcode. That’s not proof of 

anything beyond him being a deep state puppet. Can someone explain how AS providing photoshop’d pics is acceptable? No one calls him out?

3/28/2020 8:03:00 PM trollingmockin1 Dude I found an ID showing Austin needed a fucking sponsor to get on the base. Thereby proving he doesn’t have Q clearance. Settle down for fucks 

sake and quit jumping down peoples throats

3/28/2020 8:03:45 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 8:05:15 PM tucson_ron Axios has "no comment".  

Truth generates no comment. 

Commie tactic.

3/28/2020 8:06:34 PM tucson_ron Severe autism.

3/28/2020 8:08:05 PM mcgwyneth #QPharisees live today.

Define projection.

What will happen when Q stops posting?

Anybody experienced in analyzing body language?

---Majestic 12 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

("Deadly serious", free of any deception, life in danger.")  https://twitter.com/McGwyneth/status/1244085683146199040 … 

pic.twitter.com/Z8OcRCckyB

3/28/2020 8:08:56 PM astraleyes7 100% agree. Once this comes and goes and the new order has been rolled out they will still make excuses & blindly follow manufactured coincidence 

used to distract all the way to Quarantine....

3/28/2020 8:10:36 PM shawnagrimm16 Lol...synchronicities

3/28/2020 8:11:02 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/Irhdfglf6F

3/28/2020 8:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Didn't matter if you were a spice farmer in India or a coal miner in Pennsylvania.

Gold is gold is gold is gold.

Sure, you want 33lbs of coal for 0.1oz of gold? Deal.

Sure, you want 33lbs of pepper for 0.1oz of gold? Deal.

In the past, gold has been a very stable choice.

3/28/2020 8:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 For as long as the "royal death racket" has been in power (6,000+ years) they have used Gold and Silver to control commerce and trade.

Limited in supply.

Highly sought after.

Perfect asset for global trade.

3/28/2020 8:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Let's consider the two possible scenarios and then compare then contrast.

Message over messenger.

We know that Gold and Silver store long term value and they have been used for thousands of years.

3/28/2020 8:15:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Logical Thinking Required!

If money is fairly distributed and is capable of storing value long term, then currency shouldn't be generated where no money exists.

Think "Gold shall destroy the FED."

Was this a metaphor??

Or was this literal?

Recent [FED] decisions?

3/28/2020 8:15:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now lets consider the following: 

1/ When will we be able to begin mining gold and silver from other planets?

2/ When will we be able to 3D print solid .99999 gold in 1 kg bars as simply as "Tea. Earl Grey. Hot!"?

3/ How will society adapt to the new wave of technology?

3/28/2020 8:15:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some people have been hardcore pushing cryptocurrencies as being the future of the monetary system since they are faster and more reliable than 

the old archaic systems that currently exist.

The question remains, which crypto will prevail?

Long term?

5y?

10y?

15y?



3/28/2020 8:15:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now let's consider the future.

We have told you that replication technology exists.

We have told you that we will be mining asteroids, moons, and other planets for raw materials.

We have told you that the future will not be like the past.

Now, logical thinking is advised...

3/28/2020 8:15:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Now let's consider the flip side to that. Crypto.

There are legitimate downsides to it, though the market is proving to be more stable than previously expected.

With the enhanced cyber security that crypto offers, it merely takes an educated population to learn how to use it.

3/28/2020 8:15:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 does it imply that you are financial sound and following in the footsteps of some very wealthy people trying to make a quick buck?

3/28/2020 8:15:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Does investing in precious metals mean that your willful intent to what the future shall become includes the monetary system constructed over 6,000 

years ago when replication technology was removed from Earth (closer to 9-12K years) OR...

3/28/2020 8:15:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Some 🤣 personalities have recently been claiming to be pure of intent where money is not a driving factor, and the very though of Q going away sent 

shivers down their spine as they were peering into the abyss.

So, in the hot environment of divide and conquer going around think!

3/28/2020 8:15:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do you know how much money you have paid to your financial advisor over the years?

Have you been able to see how much cash (time + energy) you've invested versus how much that investment is worth?

3/28/2020 8:15:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Instead we are asking you to extend the Message over Messenger (MoM) into every other aspect of your life, including your financial life.

Do you know what you are paying in fees for your investments currently?

Do you understand what you're investing in currently?

3/28/2020 8:15:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 So too a difference in thought, money management, and spending exercises shall our current society undertake with the adoption of crypto. Therefore, 

which crypto should you invest in, if any? Majestic 12 does not make financial advice under any circumstances.

3/28/2020 8:15:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 Remember when Debit cards became a thing and our older generation took several years to understand that you used a physical card card and used it 

like a check. What happened to the checkbook? What happened to balancing your cashflow or ledger?

3/28/2020 8:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 Final Note.

Mining precious metals on asteroids and other locations in space will become a reality.

"It's only a question of WHEN." - @realDonaldTrump 

GOLD shall destroy the FED. - Q

Have you ever been to a Trump Hotel?

Lots of GOLD right?

Metaphor?

Or are you reading literally?
3/28/2020 8:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 While some push crypto.

Others push Gold/Silver.

Think of history.

Then think of the future.

Shouldn't you consider to diversity in both?

Should this be a divide and conquer technique?

Should you allow jealousy and divisiveness sway your ability to think for yourself?

3/28/2020 8:15:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you want to diversify your portfolio then many financial advisors will tell you to invest in a variety of differing types of securities and commodities in 

order to weather any market fluctuations and to protect yourself from 80% loss when viruses are unleashed onto the world.

3/28/2020 8:15:56 PM loveiztheanzwer Ive always thought both those numbers to be good numbers pic.twitter.com/SVrkofY8Ve

3/28/2020 8:17:47 PM 369_is I just read the new Q postings that came out today. Have you seen them yet Daniel?

3/28/2020 8:17:58 PM loveiztheanzwer But i suuppose context always matters... in my opinion

3/28/2020 8:18:06 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1244101298481496070?s=19 …

3/28/2020 8:18:19 PM unstoppablencp In a perfect world that is

3/28/2020 8:19:01 PM michelleschlen6  pic.twitter.com/3OC9o2fziJ

3/28/2020 8:19:35 PM shawnagrimm16 Replicators, Saganism. End of everything, for zero is everything and nothing. Star Wars and Star Trek wins again...lol pic.twitter.com/vxirfSdYYO

3/28/2020 8:20:32 PM coloradoevolut1 I'm seeing 3's though... pic.twitter.com/a46Xa9dExM

3/28/2020 8:20:35 PM drbohammer But replication technology does not exist in the form that Star Trek aficionados visualize it to be. Replication tech is nanotechnology fabrication on 

steroids. We’re perhaps 50-60 years from being able to do that, & it does not currently exist on this planet. Not speculation.

3/28/2020 8:21:18 PM eastcoasterik LINK? XRP?

3/28/2020 8:21:29 PM annietul You don't understand money.

 https://www.publicbankinginstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/occupy-banks-trifold-20120626.pdf … pic.twitter.com/Z7lgP0bj4m

3/28/2020 8:21:37 PM citizensrising1 Theres a possibility that the photoshopped photos, (I think theres two of them?) may be for a reason...but I have ZERO photoshop skills. The property 

he talks about though has an address and is registered under a business with the name 6902...6+9+0+2=17. The 60,000 sq ft one

3/28/2020 8:22:29 PM drbohammer None of the current crypto coin options will survive. Ultimately, it will be a rock solid distributed ledger system controlling a gold, oil, & commodities 

backed currency.

3/28/2020 8:22:58 PM lib7473 Gold (rtn of light (halo/ascended 5D IS-BE😇) shall destroy the FED (aka Cabal/Dark forces)...#DarkToLight

3/28/2020 8:23:00 PM s223s223 👀

3/28/2020 8:23:16 PM keith369me After contemplating currency more and more, I see less and less value in the future in anything we see as valuable today.  Dollars are inflated to 

uselessness, gold/silver can be replicated, how about land?  Is it as valuable as we go vertical?  What really matters?...

3/28/2020 8:23:24 PM drbohammer Absolutely true!

3/28/2020 8:23:59 PM muddybumper78 End the Fed back it by gold, silver whatever they want. As long as doesn't end up digital with a chip / mark of the beast, then I'm good.

3/28/2020 8:24:14 PM keith369me ...our thoughts, actions, labor, love, creativity.  What else will we have to "trade" in a world where commodities are plentiful?

3/28/2020 8:24:43 PM oaf_unbreakable How many times as Q said God wins?  Yet here you clowns are.

It doesn't matter how hard you push a cashless society.

There are 2 old sayings for that, "Over my dead body."  and "Make me."

3/28/2020 8:25:14 PM steve27377020 I just hope our money in the future isn't biased towards selling yourself out like it is today.

3/28/2020 8:26:36 PM 444_q_ Honestly, I don't know what to think about all of this. I'm pretty ignorant in this area, don't have a huge savings, don't have a huge income, pretty 

much live (comfortable) month to month. What should an average "Joe/Jane" like me honestly do?

3/28/2020 8:26:49 PM drbohammer 3D printing of any material will be realized, but raw materials for fabrication will be required. It may be possibly, however, to modify other materials. 

For example, it is highly feasible that tungsten could be used to fabricate gold. No alchemy here, but yeah it’s alchemy😂



3/28/2020 8:27:26 PM odinbsmart VALUE= Man on Land with(+) Knowledge

TIME of Value = Man's focused Time + Attention

Tool - aid man in Creation, Efficiency of focused Time + Attention

Money is FIAT(fake) so Illusion

Silver is Medicine, for its valued frequency, in PPM suspended in water.

Gold is Power, white
3/28/2020 8:27:51 PM jackcorn420  https://twitter.com/jackcorn420/status/1244100110906261504?s=19 …

3/28/2020 8:28:18 PM jaxximuz I want the books they have been hiding for centuries.

3/28/2020 8:28:25 PM drbohammer 🙄

3/28/2020 8:28:39 PM jackcorn420 For simply asking questions

3/28/2020 8:28:44 PM darkestdisarray The value of anything is directly tied to the energy required to produce it. With nuclear fusion already announced by the Navy last year, energy will be 

almost limitless at virtually no cost but we couldn't release that technology while on the petrodollar.

3/28/2020 8:29:07 PM adrianholmes8  https://youtu.be/gULo3oa8ZSE 

3/28/2020 8:29:35 PM venezuelaoculta Sorry, but i dont get this one properly.

3/28/2020 8:30:01 PM drbohammer Until the core encryption is fixed, NO cryptocurrency will be useable on scale or for ANY real property transfer.

3/28/2020 8:30:59 PM 3toroid So bill gates wants to mine crypto with the human body lol the patent number is WO/2020/060606. look at the patent number. Mark of the BEAST 

https://bitcoinist.com/microsoft-wants-to-replace-asics-with-basic-humans/ …

3/28/2020 8:31:40 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1244104753375784962?s=19 …

3/28/2020 8:32:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 "GOLD shall destroy the FED." - Q

3/28/2020 8:32:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Ripple will replace SWIFT.

3/28/2020 8:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Recent "spot" hikes in Gold/Silver are in anticipation of a Gold (Au) backed currency in the United States?

3/28/2020 8:32:03 PM drbohammer Don’t invest in ANY current cryptocurrency until the core is fixed, and until a choice is available that the DS and central bankers don’t already own and 

control... They do own ALL of them currently.

3/28/2020 8:32:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 BTC is a stable investment.

3/28/2020 8:32:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Money and currency in the future (at least 50 years from now) will include high demand for Gold and Silver?

3/28/2020 8:32:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Diversifying your investment portfolio protects you against volatility in the markets.

3/28/2020 8:32:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger (MoM) means that MJ12 is...

3/28/2020 8:32:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Money and currency in the future (at least 50 years from now) will be backed on cryptocurrencies.

3/28/2020 8:32:06 PM venezuelaoculta It already happened in the distant past (Atlantis?)

3/28/2020 8:32:53 PM cchef1980 Love this thread. Thanks MJ12. So if we will be able to replicate precious metals... why would we need to mine them from asteroids? If we can create 

precious metals at will, wouldn’t they become worthless? PMs have value because they don’t tarnish, but also because they are rare

3/28/2020 8:33:10 PM 71_charger omg whatever 

lol

3/28/2020 8:33:25 PM drbohammer Emotions should never sway financial decisions.

3/28/2020 8:33:35 PM jessica14058046 Think mass arrests while ppl safe at home? Defender 20?

3/28/2020 8:33:38 PM odinbsmart INTEREST is a Multiplier, thus increase in SIZE.

Only BELIEF and Ease of Use Maintains the ILLUSION.

In Space your Currency, Species, Coins hold no Value;

air, water, food, heat, shelter from outside space is only thing that protects valuable life.

One little rock, could ruin

3/28/2020 8:33:45 PM maxsnakes look at china Gold amount HMMMMm pic.twitter.com/WcLWMnkEud

3/28/2020 8:33:53 PM drezdenwiz Even if we can eventually mine gold on asteroids or other planets, it still won't be as easy as the (electronic) printing of dollars -- which just requires a 

few keystrokes.  Thus, why gold will still be a store of value and inflation resistant.

3/28/2020 8:33:59 PM dave4572 Shit coins are shit coins but any name

3/28/2020 8:34:23 PM citizensrising1 Anyways guys lets not fight right now! Lets take a moment to enjoy this sweet "little" boat just chugging along and telling us hello! 

#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA #SHAEF #shaef2020 pic.twitter.com/vBYJibTUvW

3/28/2020 8:34:34 PM dlmaybee Soon...

3/28/2020 8:34:47 PM venezuelaoculta Oil is crashing so... This could be the beginning of a new type of currency.

3/28/2020 8:35:12 PM drbohammer Nice thread MJ 👍

3/28/2020 8:35:50 PM ts_sci_majic12 Majestic 12 has not endorsed Austin Steinbart and nor will we.

Message OVER Messenger!

Majestic 12 asks you to always consider the possibility of the information presented to you.

Then consider it could be false.

Then consider the view point that opposes it.

Then VERIFY yourself!

3/28/2020 8:36:17 PM eelfood 👏👏👏 BOOM! Makes so much sense! Fantastic!

3/28/2020 8:36:45 PM cchef1980 One more thing, Precious metals require a certain amount of energy/effort to be mined,refined,etc. If we can replicate them, then this energy/value 

ratio changes and their value must decrease accordingly. This assumes a finite & constant amount of energy needed for replication

3/28/2020 8:37:02 PM socraticanon "Plausible deniability" Steinfart sockpuppet with the damage control narrative.

3/28/2020 8:37:05 PM sparkleloung Backpedaling

3/28/2020 8:37:35 PM jlundr Don't you tell me to think for myself!

3/28/2020 8:37:41 PM keith369me Still letting the information swirl...the more I look at the information that Austin provides, the more I see it aligning with my existing thoughts...that is, 

until at some point in the future when it likely will not.

3/28/2020 8:37:48 PM pomeinnz what does it mean to be covered in gold?

3/28/2020 8:38:09 PM truthltc Btc,ltc,silver and bullets

3/28/2020 8:38:15 PM mandoville lol..they keep pushing that lame austin slide.. like he was ever relevant..mil knows mil...always follow last order. Period.

3/28/2020 8:38:52 PM 17emeraldroses You posted stuff supporting Austin

3/28/2020 8:38:54 PM irah_chandler Lol

3/28/2020 8:39:13 PM deznicole7 Block chain crypto. Ether. 

Like trump said before, he will be revealing things that have always been held back. We may not be aware at this point what the new currency will be.

3/28/2020 8:39:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 You and you alone must decide whether YOU endorse Austin Steinbart or anybody else for that matter.

You must always recognize that a weak mind is easy to manipulate and control.

Sometimes those closest to us take the most advantage of us.

Think of the metaphor Austin presented?



3/28/2020 8:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Therefore you should always consider that those closest to you may be employing an old tactic of "keep your friends close and your enemies closer."

Therefore, even if you endorse said person for being in your "zone" or not, you must always remain vigilant and VERIFY for yourself!

3/28/2020 8:39:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 D6's relationship with MI6, Saudi Intelligence and the remainder of the royal bloodline families plaguing the Vatican?

Sometimes your closest allies have been attacking you in worst ways than your perceived enemies have.

9/11.

Vegas.

The list goes on for a while.

3/28/2020 8:39:22 PM venezuelaoculta It was removed at the fall of Atlantis during the Younger Dryas event.

3/28/2020 8:39:23 PM worldxplorer1 I wish your demeanor had not changed as much as it has over the past couple years. 

You’ve stated your purpose. 

But do WE THE PEOPLE believe you?

Who are you really?

What is your purpose?  Really?

Honesty is honorable.
3/28/2020 8:39:33 PM rachaelangelm Now the rumor mills is like X22 was arrested. If such an act took place it was because his videos were way too long.

3/28/2020 8:39:42 PM lookamazing Vaccine

3/28/2020 8:39:44 PM tesco_streams Wait yall think this is real?

3/28/2020 8:40:00 PM 39anc6 Seems lots of furious people

3/28/2020 8:40:02 PM candytowers1 No outside comms ever

3/28/2020 8:40:21 PM qanoncomau So you're saying replicators will be able to replicate gold?

Hmmm, how will we adapt? .... I'm ready for the end of poverty & sickness on this planet!

3/28/2020 8:40:27 PM nockaimrelease True story, always check facts, but MOM is usually never wrong.  And even when she is she loves you and has your back, always.

3/28/2020 8:40:35 PM david00997884 I have felt this way for awhile. Everyone is awsys wanting new cars ,trucks, homes, toys toys toys. I want cures for everyone, if i have enough money 

for simple things ,Im good.

3/28/2020 8:40:50 PM gettingtrump the guy is an obvious fraud.

Next topic?

3/28/2020 8:40:58 PM ju5tbitcoin "when they find a use-case that is sufficiently compelling to overcome their comfort zone, then they will find a way to use these technologies. And 

using these technologies as an exit to failing economic systems is a very real possability" (not exact quote) - @aantonop

3/28/2020 8:41:07 PM odinbsmart What other system would we use?

Same PRETEND system we have for over 100yrs;

only now!? People are taught what it is, the ILLUSION,thus losing its Power.

King Lycurgus - make the change slow, until they realize its a pointless system.

Restraint at first would be the hardest.
3/28/2020 8:41:17 PM pomeinnz money is paper

3/28/2020 8:41:21 PM trinity_jenny I’m RH O -

3/28/2020 8:41:22 PM ts_sci_majic12 There are dozens of Majestic Messages of Disclosure that can be explored. Pick one.

3/28/2020 8:41:39 PM n2zyk Some people can't comprehend the ..retweet does not equal endorcement and put message over messenger.

3/28/2020 8:41:40 PM thavannmann  pic.twitter.com/HFr5iyXh1k

3/28/2020 8:41:40 PM aundisguised Making y’all think critically. 

Cause I see a valid point clearly missed by many. But I digress. We. Will. See.

3/28/2020 8:41:43 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/D2uno4bubp

3/28/2020 8:41:50 PM kathleenmckeon6 Probably Bitcoin.

I heard Austin say xrp as well as Bitcoin but I read the white paper at the UN on xrp ripple, did not understand it as I am not a cryptographer..this is 

understandable-IMF has one too.

The Universal Postal Union (UPU) United Nations: https://www.tronweekly.com/ripple-dlt-xrp-get-green-light-universal-postal-union-whitepaper/ …

3/28/2020 8:42:10 PM gettingtrump of course there are.

Simply dismissing fakes.

3/28/2020 8:42:23 PM populistpepe2 YES!

3/28/2020 8:42:28 PM commodorecouch When Q is done, work continues. Sooner or later we must realize their are as many good people on the left as the right. Believing healthcare, 

education, and housing are human rights is not mental illness, but someone with values worth working with to make our country great again!

3/28/2020 8:42:48 PM mikemustachio Like people dont know you are Austin, bitch please.

3/28/2020 8:42:56 PM keith369me Please watch...the arrogant Austin that got our attention does not exist in an interview format where he speaks for hours... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCJW6hVREAU&t=4893s …

3/28/2020 8:43:00 PM wez45091067 hahaha... right? Its so rude! At least that's what my thinkers told me to think...

3/28/2020 8:43:56 PM venezuelaoculta Ancient advanced civilizations

3/28/2020 8:43:57 PM taitai78787 Perhaps in Europe for a short period of the

3/28/2020 8:44:39 PM ju5tbitcoin  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6uXAbJQoZlE …

"when they find a use-case that is sufficiently compelling to overcome their comfort zone, then they will find a way to use these technologies. And 

using these technologies as an exit to failing economic systems is a very real possability" - @aantonop

3/28/2020 8:44:45 PM upallnight39 Say friends

Can we RATIONALY AND CALMY CONSIDER

there JUST MIGHT BE A REASON

It is illegal to speak badly about JEWS pic.twitter.com/EBpSwnxDsP

3/28/2020 8:45:08 PM courtne08241586 Talking about that wacko Cuomo?? He had stacks!!! N his stupid money game pic



3/28/2020 8:45:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 With multiple typists, that can certainly appear to have changed.

The core of the mission has been disclosed.

You are an IS-BE.

Educate yourself on the power you possess.

Apply the power of 3 6 and 9 to your own life.

With the archive of information out already, now its act!

3/28/2020 8:45:15 PM 39anc6 What about cathedrals towers? Are they linking our energy to be consumed by entities?

3/28/2020 8:45:32 PM giediknight @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 dug this up today  pic.twitter.com/HmLOzeQkK7

3/28/2020 8:45:52 PM upliftingmind What does an operator sound like?

3/28/2020 8:45:54 PM venezuelaoculta Less than 30 years, remember the Black Ops that the military has been involved for the past 70+ years

3/28/2020 8:45:55 PM burtqueue My only REAL question is this: in a world where resource abundance is real and tangible, and replication technology exists....why do we still require 

MONEY? Maybe I'm too new to this concept, but I just don't understand what money is possibly good for, always ending in slavery.

3/28/2020 8:46:04 PM deplorablicious I think you and @AustinSteinbart are the same person

3/28/2020 8:46:05 PM b_despicable As history has always repeated itself, the gold standard comes back

3/28/2020 8:46:17 PM johnphi04242787 A lier is always a lier! No need to consider any info from that source! And to say u are somehow in bed or the same as the Patriots who called him out! 

They are in the opposite ditch! I see they are both blind leading the blind! He reacted like a petulant child when confronted👊

3/28/2020 8:46:25 PM frankfijalkows1 In my days of researching  about 911 and NWO  saw a video that explains from a insider that the white hats  had found the gold storage  of over 

600,000,000 tons of gold to be redistributed with nations it was taken from wars and invasion over the past 200 years

3/28/2020 8:47:01 PM eastcoasterik And?

3/28/2020 8:47:17 PM smallcaps14 The word 'TRUST' has so many possibilities.

3/28/2020 8:47:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 One might call them dimensions.

3/28/2020 8:48:07 PM upallnight39 Maji 12 is christ conciousness manifest

Specifically NOW

IF u can not feel it reconsider ut spiritual beliefs

Eat some mushrooms

Or keep giving your money away to satanic churches

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Master_Christos_Collective … pic.twitter.com/vB2g0FHnyL
3/28/2020 8:48:12 PM upliftingmind 5:5

3/28/2020 8:49:03 PM ascendingadam  https://twitter.com/ascendingadam/status/1243387285443231756?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ascendingadam/status/1243387285443231756 …

3/28/2020 8:49:22 PM drbohammer Replication tech does not yet exist on this planet. Regardless, when we have perfected it, it will require raw materials to feed to the devices. These 

materials will cost something... Energy is neither created nor destroyed. Nothing will ever come out of thin air.

3/28/2020 8:50:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 🤣🤣🤣

3/28/2020 8:50:12 PM smallcaps14 Gold is a also a color

3/28/2020 8:50:36 PM sandviking14 Austin not having mentioned Israel or the zionists is suspicious to me tbh.

3/28/2020 8:51:14 PM straydogi7 Currency is debt, money is gold or silver

3/28/2020 8:51:30 PM lbf777 Crypto is a Communist scam Bill Cooper warned us about. It is MUCH easier for the Commies to manipulate us with Cryptocurrency. They can hack our 

money & say it was ordinary hackers or the Gov can turn off our spending ability if we speak out against the Deep State.

Fuck crypto.

3/28/2020 8:51:39 PM worldxplorer1 Well aware I am an IS-BE. 

I’ve learned & continue to learned about power I posses. 

I continue to apply 369 in many ways. 

I’ve read the archives. I was there LIVE for most of it. 

I’ve learned you may not be who I thought and it pisses me off. MoM I guess!

Shame on me.
3/28/2020 8:51:56 PM deplorablicious  pic.twitter.com/3cCLlIhsRx

3/28/2020 8:51:57 PM jimilightspeed The fed was the piggy bank of the deep state, now where will they get their monies

3/28/2020 8:51:57 PM ts_sci_majic12 Scapegoats are used by the cabal to divide and conquer.

Allow yourself to be filled with hate and rage over a scapegoat is illogical.

Love and LIGHT demand that you not use scapegoats to fit your narrative or world view.

#WWG1WGA includes Israel and Zionists.

3/28/2020 8:52:16 PM rizzo1megan Is there anything you’ve stated, that’s surprisingly gone over our heads that you could give us to focus on now? Maybe we missed something and need 

to go back a step or 2? In the name of raising our awareness and manifesting our best reality. Thank you.

3/28/2020 8:52:26 PM jlundr If I'm doing my due diligence I always try to rethink the first thought my thinker thought..can never be too careful ;)

3/28/2020 8:52:37 PM narcissist_ghst Gold is a crutch.

3/28/2020 8:53:13 PM upliftingmind Is Austin one of the typists?

3/28/2020 8:54:07 PM keith369me Visualize what we want, not what we collectively "don't want"

3/28/2020 8:54:24 PM ts_sci_majic12 Who do you think we are?

3/28/2020 8:54:27 PM dreverian Gold is money

3/28/2020 8:54:40 PM cchef1980 Summary: no one, not Q nor MJ12 nor QPharisees is always “right”. Dis/mis info is needed. How do you get past it? You read, contrast and THINK. 

Trusting *anyone* blindly is as bad as not being “woke”. The entire point of being given intel is for us to use critical thinking.

3/28/2020 8:55:34 PM straydogi7 QFS

3/28/2020 8:55:34 PM david00997884 Amin

3/28/2020 8:55:40 PM sandviking14 I know that they are sometimes used as the scapegoats by the cabal, but they are vastly overrepresented in media, the US government, and Hollywood 

still. Doesn't the worship of moloch come from the Jews?

3/28/2020 8:55:48 PM deplorablicious There's some sort of connection. 

As Bill Hicks would say, "Squeedgie your third eye"

3/28/2020 8:56:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 😂😂😂



3/28/2020 8:56:08 PM cchef1980 Flip side is that even a broken clock is right twice a day... meaning even if X is a “LARP” it doesn’t mean anything they say is wrong or untrue... many 

deceivers are actually giving real info all the time. They do this to trick people into eventually blindly following them.

3/28/2020 8:56:08 PM rebornkingent @threadreaderapp unroll

3/28/2020 8:56:20 PM whitewiddow28 I agree. The whole conscious wants these jfk files released and the consciousness of humanity to be evolved. Long story short, it starts with us 

🙏❤️🔮🥰

3/28/2020 8:56:42 PM ts_sci_majic12 We have a general policy of not disclosing who the typists are that contribute content to this account.

Any attempts to extract this information will be met with cold silence.

3/28/2020 8:57:16 PM ts_sci_majic12 Only from Jew hating Jews.

The Jews are not your enemy.

3/28/2020 8:57:22 PM coloradoevolut1 Or smilies 🤣

3/28/2020 8:57:31 PM dansilv56084248 Insta-block

3/28/2020 8:57:33 PM worldxplorer1 I have ZERO interest in typist identity. I’m more concern about the men behind the mask.

3/28/2020 8:57:35 PM palmdalekid2 I made this :)

3/28/2020 8:57:51 PM deplorablicious Definitely something fishy.

3/28/2020 8:57:56 PM patma369 I can wait until April 5..thats easy..Q has had this going on for a lot longer..

3/28/2020 8:58:01 PM ascendingadam #RIPT2

3/28/2020 8:58:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Well since we cannot confirm or deny, the very thought of some suggestions do make us chuckle every now and then.

3/28/2020 8:58:18 PM deeepintheheart For real get to the point already.

3/28/2020 8:58:27 PM awakefortruth I'd rather the message, not the messenger... Thank you for your information

3/28/2020 8:58:31 PM deeepintheheart NPC

3/28/2020 8:58:55 PM ajcole18 Endorsement or not aside, any serious follower of Q already knows, “No outside comms”.

Therefore, unlike Q, Steinbart is a LARP.

3/28/2020 8:58:55 PM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical Thinking Required! If money is fairly distributed and is capable of storing value…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244100751154196480.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/28/2020 8:59:09 PM yobtac2 5.5 pic.twitter.com/ghl6k2l6vn

3/28/2020 8:59:32 PM yobtac2 5.5

3/28/2020 8:59:49 PM 369helen313 Austin is part of the Game & playing his role ...

We are all part of this Game & should know how to play our roles too !

3/28/2020 8:59:49 PM bigpapafosh That is Austin's other account.

3/28/2020 9:00:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 We also have a policy of not blocking anybody.

We have muted a few accounts.

Mostly accounts that just spam our notifications with photo tags.

We welcome dissent.

We welcome constructive conversations.

We are not looking for "yes men". 

Or "yes people" 🤣😂

3/28/2020 9:00:01 PM aziz64728576 I was under the impression that Saudi was part of the plan based on the Ritz campaign when they captured the corrupt and the cabal connections in 

Saudi ?

3/28/2020 9:00:05 PM smalltownindy Right on TS. I always pictured you humorless. We felt you smile.

3/28/2020 9:00:07 PM cchef1980 Last one: which leads into... faith based thinking is ok but if used exclusively without critical thinking, it is no different than religion. You need BOTH: 

trust, but verify means use BOTH: intuitive and deductive reasoning based on new info and update constantly. Thanks!

3/28/2020 9:00:19 PM sailorpractical Money for nothing and your chicks for free...

3/28/2020 9:00:19 PM smmmote Me

3/28/2020 9:00:21 PM tammymckeever Gold=Trump.  Coal=33.

3/28/2020 9:00:28 PM upliftingmind Respectfully understood. Thank you 👍

3/28/2020 9:00:28 PM ascendingadam 😎

3/28/2020 9:00:51 PM boots93059615 Hello

3/28/2020 9:00:54 PM keoras9 :D

3/28/2020 9:00:59 PM 444_q_ In all sincerely... Every time I read your posts I read them as if your voice is like Teal'c 🤣

3/28/2020 9:01:46 PM ts_sci_majic12 Hosting the same platform on domain A versus domain B means the software is identical between the two. What matters is the DNS routing.

If server A and server B both have the same platform on it with different databases, could you have multiple DNS records point to A and B?

3/28/2020 9:02:11 PM deplorablicious Since @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 just posted about it a second ago. I'd say you're over the target.

3/28/2020 9:02:40 PM marcomiramonte4 As it should be🙊

3/28/2020 9:02:47 PM dlmaybee I’m in favor of physical gold and gold-backed currency. 

I don’t trust crypto. 

But truthfully, I don’t really understand how it works. It seems like a gamble & insecure.

3/28/2020 9:02:49 PM deplorablicious Lol so weird

3/28/2020 9:02:50 PM disfellocated Watching this might give me kramps.

J/K, I used to work for these folks.

3/28/2020 9:03:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 One of our typists certainly does appear to be very Teal'cesque.

3/28/2020 9:03:06 PM johnmic25959174 I dont care who they are, As long as what they say is the Truth.

3/28/2020 9:03:16 PM sandviking14 Okay, but I admit I don't understand the obession from Trump about Israel. Israel isn't a legitimate state by any means, how can it be justified? Didn't 

Q say Israel last? What about all the shit from Mossad?

Again I know it's not all Jews, but it's hard not thinking it with...

3/28/2020 9:03:40 PM rudedrew63 Yes sir

3/28/2020 9:03:41 PM seeker229 LOL good joke!

3/28/2020 9:03:48 PM kozmickarl Us patriots have a pretty good clue on who we can trust and who we can't based on the and for that we received from the  Boards and sources like 

yourself

3/28/2020 9:03:49 PM ultra1 once you're awake and you see things for what they really are and you trust no sources even your own eyes.. btw being a cult leader is not part of this 

awakened indoctrinations.

3/28/2020 9:03:59 PM jessica28000244 Can I ask why? I'm not trying to be difficult, honest question! 💗

3/28/2020 9:04:04 PM narcissist_ghst Money is a crutch.  If our $ were backed by something nonfictional that would be a great improvement.  I don’t think there will be $ in the kingdom.  

Ideally we would honor the inherent value of ourselves and environment.

3/28/2020 9:04:34 PM ts_sci_majic12 #RIPT2



3/28/2020 9:04:41 PM deeepintheheart Nobody likes competition in the market place,even the market place of ideas.I don't agree with all your "truths" yet I am a gold prospector. I can sift 

through any data and find some nuggets. To dismiss without inquiry is ignorance which I am discovering Qanon's to have.

3/28/2020 9:05:28 PM doodooh59284043 Ya, what he said.

3/28/2020 9:05:31 PM narcissist_ghst Gold is a mineral.

3/28/2020 9:05:40 PM bradbury444 Controlled opposition.

3/28/2020 9:06:06 PM smalltownindy A traditionally dark agency, under new leadership, stepping into to the light to further your new agendas. When that is fulfilled, I suspect back into the 

shadows. I am glad you are sharing for now, and dig your messages. Thanks.

3/28/2020 9:06:14 PM covertress Indeed 😂

3/28/2020 9:06:15 PM lorenzosghost Allison

3/28/2020 9:06:31 PM lordconcave Doxxed! pic.twitter.com/pVFaFJgESl

3/28/2020 9:06:37 PM ascendingadam Exactly,  check in progress.  

 https://t.co/DvAaqLnUY1  https://twitter.com/ascendingadam/status/1243387285443231756?s=21 …

3/28/2020 9:06:42 PM worldxplorer1 I thought you were a White Hat. 

I appears your are a Grey Hat at best. 

I am open to being proven wrong. 

But labels?  So useless. Why a need to label?

If the end if it frees and empowers humanity, what do I care?

But I AM tired of the mind games. 

Honesty if honorable.
3/28/2020 9:06:48 PM viterico We Endorse Baby Q and Q+ now that we see a face to the names.  Facts are what liberates the Digital Army. Put your squabble and Pride aside and 

help "The Great Awakening" @AustinSteinbart

3/28/2020 9:06:55 PM perfectstorm24 #XRP bags are packed for the moon. #spaceforce

3/28/2020 9:07:19 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/TYSS2HESzD

3/28/2020 9:07:20 PM deeepintheheart It's weird how just because I respond to Austin or like something someone said about him Anons are blocking me that I never had an interaction with.  

Seems to lack the unity needed to move to this next level.

3/28/2020 9:07:31 PM dreverian Money is payment for desire, there will always be money as long as humans want things that they cant make themselves.  

Gold is the ultimate money.

3/28/2020 9:07:33 PM sandviking14 ...all the information out there, at least partly. Jews are also behind much of the immigration to Europe, which I abhor very much.

3/28/2020 9:07:38 PM 369helen313 Great Game MJ ! 👊🏻💥🤠

It’s so much Fun...

3/28/2020 9:08:09 PM houndiousprime That won't stop a religious, kontrolling spirit from becoming hysterical, I have found.  You MUST denounce Austin, or face excommunication.

3/28/2020 9:08:17 PM cstarr888 Any source can have a % of truth. Take what resonates, & leave the rest, or file it away in the needs more evidence "file."

Research. Research. Research.

"Go within" means connect w/ your divine inner self. There, u can know truth. 

Or learn to remote view & see for urself.🧐🙏💖

3/28/2020 9:08:30 PM 369helen313 🤦🏻♀️... 😂

3/28/2020 9:08:38 PM smallcaps14 I failed a 'Trust Experiment is psych class. Seriously! I think I am missing the z-plane in my trust dimensions & my y-plane is in the -tive while my trust x-

plane is suffering from exponentially increasing gravity. I don't care who Austin or, in fact, Q is. I like his videos 🤓

3/28/2020 9:09:07 PM ultra1 Not who or why get on with it no cyphers no more delays God pls, disclose all DS secrets the world requires closure then can move on.

3/28/2020 9:09:23 PM dreverian Gold is money, it is also a element.  

Minerals are compounds, more than one element , gold is an element.

3/28/2020 9:09:47 PM kingofallsand LOL, what is this logic? You just forgot to say Same platform on domain B...

Either way, domain A or B, it's the same platform.

The rest of that is nonsense. Context is everything.

3/28/2020 9:09:48 PM palmdalekid2 🤔 https://twitter.com/Cryptnotism/status/1041718473888604160?s=19 …

3/28/2020 9:09:55 PM nurseniceyes RIP Alan

3/28/2020 9:10:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Others attempted to dox MJ12 and failed.

Then he went on a blocking spree.

Mom found out and he went back on his pills.

We begged and pleaded with him to not do it.

He persisted. pic.twitter.com/sxfoPjpKCC

3/28/2020 9:10:25 PM kachinagtto Sounds to me that currency will only be needed mostly for intangibles.  But Crypto?  I'm gonna need to get myself educated on that real quick.  I'm mid 

40s and I feel like I've completely missed the boat on understanding it.

3/28/2020 9:10:29 PM perfectstorm24 XRP the Standard.

3/28/2020 9:10:42 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/1q0gOdhcGu

3/28/2020 9:10:54 PM narcissist_ghst Maybe other people can make what you want and just give it to you for free.

3/28/2020 9:11:43 PM 369helen313 Message Over Messenger

👇🏻

TRUST YOURSELF

3/28/2020 9:12:53 PM narcissist_ghst It could be a cure for cancer for all we know.

3/28/2020 9:13:03 PM giediknight God Bless Patriot

3/28/2020 9:13:09 PM kingofallsand With No Name...nice pic pic.twitter.com/uw9G6VuwOl

3/28/2020 9:13:22 PM dreverian Yea, like that will happen. 

Why would I give you something that I worked hard to make for free?

3/28/2020 9:13:31 PM houndiousprime Look.  See.  Learn.

[know]

Repeat.

3/28/2020 9:13:38 PM diaznoe81 Something I sort of started to do is look for topic, read up the view of msm, trump,Anons, maj, Austin , google, and YouTube. Then make assumptions 

based off all those



3/28/2020 9:14:10 PM jamescricket13 This

3/28/2020 9:14:13 PM ygwiryn Crypto sucks 

It’s a pain in the behind and very unreliable. 

Use it if you will. 

Loose your connection to the internet or piss off the wrong smuck & blame no more crypto. 

Lose your password- lost it all

Just say NO

3/28/2020 9:14:42 PM majic_eyes_qnly 😢

3/28/2020 9:14:55 PM kingofallsand lol what is this WEAK ASS poll? You want to ask a bunch of people who seem to just blindly follow?  

T A C T I C S

3/28/2020 9:15:15 PM deplorablicious How so?

3/28/2020 9:15:38 PM dreverian No, most elements cause cancer. Gold is mostly inert so it is is safe. 

Another reason that Gold is the ultimate money.

3/28/2020 9:16:22 PM 369_is Maybe ClA will be replaced by DlA.

3/28/2020 9:16:23 PM majic_eyes_qnly One of their typists got killed! T2 = Typist number 2. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1111144633923452930?s=20 …

3/28/2020 9:16:33 PM the_start_line We are the true wealth.  Our whole system now seems backwards.  In an ideal situation, an individual should receive compensation for the focus of 

their chosen intention. eg.  i choose to participate in this commercial for x time, you comp me x$. micro money.

3/28/2020 9:16:42 PM xstina880 So glad this popped up in my feed. Remember #Patriots its not about who its about why! MESSAGE over Messenger!!!  #stayviligant

3/28/2020 9:17:11 PM jessica28000244 Thank you! I understand.

3/28/2020 9:17:39 PM jonathannturner And those creepy half grins after EVERY sentence. 🤦♂️

3/28/2020 9:17:40 PM worldxplorer1 Exactly. Shame on me. To a certain degree I held MJ12 on a pedestal. 

No ones fault but my own

They never asked anyone to TRUST them. For that I give them respect. 

But I did TRUST them. 

They are playing games. From my current consciousness level I don’t respect these games.
3/28/2020 9:17:40 PM tachyonluxor @RippleRiddler1

3/28/2020 9:18:16 PM tachyonluxor @bensemchee

@RoadtoRoota

@BTC_Macro

3/28/2020 9:18:19 PM jessica28000244 Omg. Thank you for taking the time to reply. I understand 😞

3/28/2020 9:18:32 PM ascendingadam You are here, aren’t you?

Feel free to distribute it as you see fit.

3/28/2020 9:18:57 PM rachaelangelm For some people it works, for me some of them are just to long. No doubt he puts in the time, I think he has a healthy crowd source

3/28/2020 9:19:11 PM the_start_line A collective consciousness to help guide and correct in the event humanity strays to far off path

3/28/2020 9:20:04 PM narcissist_ghst Why not?  I’m an idealist.  It’s assuming a lot which is why I said $ is a crutch.  I’m Christian so I expect things to change.  I expect perfect.

3/28/2020 9:20:22 PM kathleenmckeon6 I suspect he is not a LARP, a push maybe but not a larp and not Majestic 12.  My opinion.

Interview:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCJW6hVREAU&feature=youtu.be …

3/28/2020 9:20:43 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, it's a long story 😢 It's hard to read back through their old tweets but I followed it at the time. #RIPT2

3/28/2020 9:21:02 PM kingofallsand My point is, Q answers when we push for them. Why not just hear it from Q? Are people scared? What is the timing on Q's re-post about no outside 

coms...AGAIN. This is a HARD spin and I don't know how people can believe it. Well, I can but someone like Majestic??

3/28/2020 9:21:08 PM terran_sol Backpedaling out of that dumpster fire I see! 🤣🤣🤣

3/28/2020 9:21:53 PM jsotuyo I freaking love Dave @X22Report

3/28/2020 9:22:50 PM faye_mcgarry Replace the word corona with arrests and you are near to the truth!

3/28/2020 9:23:12 PM faye_mcgarry Scary for the mafia!

3/28/2020 9:23:14 PM munkeypilot As it should be!🤜🏽🤛🏼

3/28/2020 9:24:07 PM dlrowehtfoweiv @NexusOfficial

3/28/2020 9:24:42 PM bullhbar #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/soRACCnHnV

3/28/2020 9:24:44 PM deplorablicious No coincidences

3/28/2020 9:24:55 PM jackoneilltime1 Teachers

Guiding us in a transition to a better world

3/28/2020 9:25:11 PM duncanskinner6 Who is Kim?  What is the Trust?  Lucid Dreamer YouTube.

3/28/2020 9:25:12 PM timi2bks Q- Howdy neighbor 😁😎

3/28/2020 9:25:19 PM jonathannturner Message over messenger. I believe it to be important to focus on foundations at this point, there is so much disinformation, rabbit holes, etc, one can 

become disaffected by the whole thing. 

1. Human Trafficking

2. Fake News

3. “Deep State” 👉🏻 Corrupt Politicians pic.twitter.com/KEoaTSE9mY

3/28/2020 9:25:21 PM thecringereport Gaaaaaaay!

3/28/2020 9:25:25 PM jsotuyo I have a simple question for the M12, what will be Dan Scavinos next photo he post on Tw?  And what will it represent, mean, or at least lean towards?   

 I'm very curious.

3/28/2020 9:25:28 PM 444_q_ 😁😁😁

3/28/2020 9:25:43 PM munkeypilot I think I recall him saying don't be getting Vagazzled by Q-pharissees...or something to that effect🤔

3/28/2020 9:26:06 PM s0urc3rss Making assumptions that observing information = endorsement is the dumpster fire everyone needs to backpedal out of.

3/28/2020 9:26:46 PM 369helen313 Keep up the high vibes ! 🤠

We all should learn 👉🏻 How to play this Game ! 

Message over messenger 👉🏻Learn to VERIFY yourself ! 

In other words👉🏻TRUST/ BELIVE in yourself & in your VERIFICATION.

 https://t.co/7oGD2JrEfj  https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1244111999509856256?s=21 …

3/28/2020 9:27:36 PM carolinabeth1 😁👍

3/28/2020 9:28:04 PM worldxplorer1 I appreciate it. Thank you.

3/28/2020 9:28:08 PM whitewiddow28 Leaders begun to more leaders. We are the leaders people. We lead 👆🏻🔮🙏🙈❤️🧖🏼

3/28/2020 9:28:16 PM bpugpug7  pic.twitter.com/IS2LHU5mmc



3/28/2020 9:28:30 PM narcissist_ghst Same reason I want to share my harvest, babysit for free, feed kids who aren’t mine...

Because I can and it’s fun.

People should be able to find a way to do what they love and share it.  I believe we should live in abundance, not scarcity as we’re taught.

3/28/2020 9:29:20 PM 369helen313 Believe *

3/28/2020 9:29:38 PM covertress Galactic Gamers.

Masters of the Matrix.

Family. Friends.

3/28/2020 9:30:01 PM jackoneilltime1 O’Neill: Damn! Guess I’m going to have to cancel that Oprah interview.

Teal’c: What is an “oprah”? pic.twitter.com/IsKvIgghQi

3/28/2020 9:30:44 PM dansilv56084248 Noble indeed!

Me, life is short and I'm here for information and offer comments and perhaps wisdom here and there. Trolls and idiotic people get blocked...I lose no 

sleep over it and in fact sometimes it helps me sleep.

3/28/2020 9:30:44 PM chi23fan Ventilators=gills? Loaded with the breathing machines?

3/28/2020 9:30:59 PM 369helen313 My Pleasure .

3/28/2020 9:31:42 PM braydensdad2 Do not believe that gold can be replicated because it cant. Think about this. If it could be replicated, why isnt everyone filthy rich? Why is the price of 

gold holding a large nominal value? Why does the fed print so much useless fiat currency? Theres so many other questions....

3/28/2020 9:31:48 PM munkeypilot That should tell you something right there...they're pissed when anyone ventures outside of the Q-echo chamber plantation. My problem with that is 

your not allowed to pursue other paths to the same destination. Message over Messenger #1T1F

3/28/2020 9:31:59 PM faye_mcgarry Ellen and Comey comms intercepted. FF coming? @carmindabrendel @LoveBling6 @striderraven1 @Lightworker2012 @Utsava4 @BusyElves 

@TeamTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @realDonaldTrump https://twitter.com/LisaTuc54460653/status/1244118977862754309 …

3/28/2020 9:32:30 PM corpsmanup77 Gold not a fixed supply (more could be found or MADE in future). Decentralized and Centralized crypto with a finite supply could be an ideal “peg”.  

#BTC [people] and #XRP [banks] . Also the immutable , transparent  nature of the ledger will lend to HONEST, SOUND MONEY. imho

3/28/2020 9:33:03 PM braydensdad2 Latinum cant be replicated because it's to dense.

3/28/2020 9:33:04 PM terran_sol  pic.twitter.com/AxCde3gvVw

3/28/2020 9:34:00 PM hotwheelsjusty If gold can be created or floods the system via other methods, it is no longer a preceious commodity.

3/28/2020 9:34:15 PM miss_ampie Does it really matter?

3/28/2020 9:34:17 PM braydensdad2  pic.twitter.com/WgDw2ZpDU2

3/28/2020 9:34:18 PM worldxplorer1 Do you know how many typos I make!  When is Twitter going to give us an edit button!?

3/28/2020 9:35:09 PM heinric12517350 I prefer investing in buying land. I feel like its the safest investment.

3/28/2020 9:35:24 PM lordconcave That was neither silent nor cold. 👆

3/28/2020 9:35:25 PM jluebs24  pic.twitter.com/LOVwxK0OtV

3/28/2020 9:35:30 PM braydensdad2 I would be very cautious of who you follow.

3/28/2020 9:36:03 PM ascendingadam Truth is within.

Not written or posted. 

Net takeaway of #TheGreatAwakening has to be: 

Message over messenger, 

trust but verify, 

think for yourself. 

If not, will it be sustainable?

3/28/2020 9:36:07 PM munkeypilot Metaphor- there's only so much gold already mined...who knows what's left...

3/28/2020 9:36:30 PM dark2light2019 Good to hear some clear sense again from you.

3/28/2020 9:36:44 PM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/ksaNuVUyGf

3/28/2020 9:37:10 PM whitewiddow28 That’s beautiful ❤️

3/28/2020 9:37:37 PM whitewiddow28 No doubt ! This mkultra is going down!

3/28/2020 9:38:09 PM smallcaps14 You are either a group of people having fun on the Twitter or the monsters under my bed 🤣

3/28/2020 9:38:11 PM egelone I remember he/she ascended. So glad to hear that. Can she/she came back to our world again like Daniel did in sg1? thanks

3/28/2020 9:38:12 PM bbombski Follow @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/28/2020 9:38:33 PM sbabolhavaeji We love you MJ12.  But why don’t you admit that you were fooled by Austin’s charms to begin with like a lot of us normies?😄

3/28/2020 9:39:02 PM dreverian We live in an age of abundance,more people are obese than starving for the first time in human history. 

Do what you love and dont charge people for your labour, but I am sure the local grocery store will not take good Karma as payment.

3/28/2020 9:39:10 PM populistpepe2  pic.twitter.com/RVtmD4hJq7

3/28/2020 9:39:29 PM andoniandothard I will ask once again. Who is D6

3/28/2020 9:39:33 PM braydensdad2 Crypto on the other hand can be replicated as many times as you want which is why crypto will never be a leading type of currency anywhere but the 

dark side hmmmmm got it. The world now knows what this dark side is and why these players are pushing crypto's.

3/28/2020 9:39:43 PM miss_ampie I just had to skew the ratio. 😂

3/28/2020 9:40:06 PM dreverian Do not ignore better, while wishing for perfect.

3/28/2020 9:40:24 PM disfellocated Does it matter who we think you are?

3/28/2020 9:40:29 PM smallcaps14 Am I the only one who had to google 'IS-BE'? 

I must be getting too old for this 🤓

3/28/2020 9:40:50 PM miss_ampie What money?

3/28/2020 9:41:28 PM kingofallsand We have now option, Q or not...but incoherence causes delay. Delay for action has consequences my friend! 1 love

3/28/2020 9:42:29 PM narcissist_ghst I will not!  I’m planting seeds right now.

3/28/2020 9:42:43 PM worldxplorer1 IS-BE is term frequently used by MJ12. 

Immortal Spiritual Biological Entity

It originates from the following book. https://youtu.be/dEK89-nPyU4 

3/28/2020 9:43:02 PM smallcaps14 It's about priorities and the ability to focus on what is important. Is the messenger more important than the message?

3/28/2020 9:43:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/28/2020 9:43:30 PM 4albradley That’s Gould 👍

3/28/2020 9:43:40 PM crisco2377 Frankists?? The False ones!!

3/28/2020 9:43:41 PM andoniandothard Who is D6?  Please

3/28/2020 9:43:43 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/MJVginQUAP

3/28/2020 9:43:43 PM viking_jeremy It's caused great Division



3/28/2020 9:43:58 PM 444_q_ 🤣

3/28/2020 9:44:48 PM whitewiddow28 I just read your whole explanation. I don’t injest thc do to addiction reasons but I do use cbd oil in its purest form. I consume it to be rid of the Mk ultra 

control and be free of ptsd ! So thanks for making this post and making people aware @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1242653343031398401 …

3/28/2020 9:45:01 PM lovebling6 Thank you for the tag!  This is BIG!

3/28/2020 9:45:05 PM smallcaps14 Thank YOU... 

I got this from a site and screenshot it so I don't forget. These mountains of info are starting to all flow into each other. pic.twitter.com/4s6CZtd8Um

3/28/2020 9:45:11 PM 369helen313 💗

3/28/2020 9:45:26 PM shelbyhawley  pic.twitter.com/AT0M2hEMCR

3/28/2020 9:45:32 PM felixdennis123 Crypto is the dumbest thing ever. Anything digital can be wiped out and outlawed. Only physical item can escape absolute censorship .

3/28/2020 9:45:34 PM leshabelle33 Wtf is this Austin?

3/28/2020 9:45:42 PM upallnight39 Hey is 1 of ur typeist me?

Yes/no

Wager?

3/28/2020 9:45:44 PM kidge6 😂 https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1240112685884334087?s=21 …

3/28/2020 9:45:58 PM cameronjaquie Attempts to extract seems nefarious, why would anyone care? Good call.

3/28/2020 9:46:01 PM smmmote Love that pic 😉

3/28/2020 9:46:03 PM commodorecouch I’ll just leave this here.

 https://libertex.com/blog/what-ripple-and-how-it-works …

3/28/2020 9:46:14 PM viterico Nothing new, we are 50 to 70 yrs advanced in space Musk is part of the plan .

3/28/2020 9:46:17 PM kingofallsand Let me clarify...

You now have to define "Platform" and what it entails. Is the context of the message at a macro level (boards) or micro (boards but different DNS/IP 

etc). It's a far stretch to say Q was speaking at a micro level because of the nature of the message.

3/28/2020 9:47:14 PM 369helen313  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/28/2020 9:47:53 PM smallcaps14 I'm not much into aliens since I am more into time warps. In other words, I am my own alien. Actually it is probably my husband but that is another 

story 🤣

3/28/2020 9:48:01 PM travislhinson Okay BOSS!

3/28/2020 9:48:01 PM yourstr05411794 Gold is the most difficult element to produce and not worth the amount of effort. How do you 3d print that? Can it produce the amount of pressure it 

would take to create nearly pure gold?

3/28/2020 9:48:27 PM americanconsti2 Of course not. Just be careful. You're free to follow whoever you choose. Just know Q is already calling him out. Idk how deep he's involved, but there's 

a reason he's inserted himself.

3/28/2020 9:48:31 PM boy12_jimmy  pic.twitter.com/SxkT8H5Kch

3/28/2020 9:48:32 PM worldxplorer1 Nope. Never. But I’ve seen recently that after following this account for years that I had begun to trust the MESSANGER itself. 

No ones fault but my own. 

Enough White messages and I began to think the messenger was White Hat. 

I didn’t heed their own warnings.

3/28/2020 9:48:45 PM upallnight39 Its 3 memes in 1 maybe i should figure.out how to combine them

3/28/2020 9:48:54 PM deplorablicious Yes. It is. Hence the lack of actual response and ass kissing as of late

3/28/2020 9:49:11 PM kristin_brey I don't believe it! I say this infant died from the vaccines that were given in its short life!😢

3/28/2020 9:49:23 PM egelone I heard they are already testing this on area 51/s4 whatever place.

3/28/2020 9:50:44 PM worldxplorer1 Time is an illusion so we are likely all aliens. Perfectly understandable! 😊

This is the discourse of modern humanity in 2020. 

We live in interesting times!

3/28/2020 9:50:48 PM 369leader We don't say his name.

3/28/2020 9:51:22 PM drbohammer Awesome. Crying now 😂

3/28/2020 9:51:37 PM wickedmouse369 Like the Tokra... you can guide your enemy while they show you their cards.

3/28/2020 9:51:49 PM smallcaps14 Are there 'no women"

Asking for a friend 🙃

3/28/2020 9:52:14 PM terran_sol  pic.twitter.com/Flt1OJiHIy

3/28/2020 9:52:59 PM drbohammer No. Not really.

3/28/2020 9:53:04 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Logical Thinking Required! If money is fairly distributed and is capable of storing value long term, then currencye 

generated where no money exists. Think "Gold shall destroy the FED." Was this a metaphor?? Or was this literal?…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244100751154196480.html …

3/28/2020 9:53:19 PM whitewiddow28 I wanna go to the moon! 🙈🙏🔮❤️

3/28/2020 9:53:35 PM lori_dee1 Definitely Teal's voice.

3/28/2020 9:53:39 PM kidge6 Labels are not useless. Do you want to have to give an in-depth description of something every time you wanna refer to it?

3/28/2020 9:53:45 PM wickedmouse369 Is that a confirmation of a typist...

3/28/2020 9:53:46 PM leshabelle33 This isn’t a game. The monsters aren’t under your bed. They are some of the most ridiculously adored people in the world. Time to wakey wakey.

3/28/2020 9:53:48 PM 369helen313 “No Name “

3/28/2020 9:54:14 PM kidge6 Neutral would not be tweeting anything. Silent.

3/28/2020 9:54:18 PM jonessense Although I don’t care for AS That is very true.

3/28/2020 9:54:23 PM jimilightspeed Do not fuck with that dude

3/28/2020 9:54:30 PM smallcaps14 Thanks for the lecture

3/28/2020 9:54:38 PM dwmzmm I'd watched two of Austin's YT videos and was immediately turned off by his demeanor, tone of voice and facial expressions.  He came across to me as 

arrogant and an AH.  Will NOT listen or "follow" him (either on Twitter, YT or anywhere else).

3/28/2020 9:54:59 PM losgringosloco2 No one cares

3/28/2020 9:55:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 5:5? pic.twitter.com/PZGRuNbKQH

3/28/2020 9:55:12 PM boy12_jimmy Austin did say we will have a new Space admin, with NASA, Air Force, & Clowns will be dissolved. So seeing this news yesterday about this, did not 

surprise me by making it public.

3/28/2020 9:55:52 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/5eJtHfIy6O

3/28/2020 9:55:57 PM nccrushingholly Did you just make fun of a basement kid? Hmm  Not sure how I feel about this....

3/28/2020 9:55:58 PM lori_dee1 🙏💖 for T2

3/28/2020 9:55:58 PM mattkloufetos That's amazing....Q



3/28/2020 9:56:06 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/nmuJhFlyGL

3/28/2020 9:56:12 PM leshabelle33 Wasn’t meant to be rude🤷🏻♀️

3/28/2020 9:56:13 PM rodrigoseo Ivan? xDDD

3/28/2020 9:56:56 PM djlok 17

3/28/2020 9:56:57 PM miss_ampie Comfort And Joy! 😘🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/28/2020 9:57:10 PM bryceja68689884 Wise words.

3/28/2020 9:57:12 PM whiterabbitttt1 Cuz Q is controlling Austin.

3/28/2020 9:57:29 PM whitewiddow28 5G ? Signal going on in the method of madness? Or, there fairy land island of where there storing these evil doers. Ah, I wanna know more 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244125895792697346 …

3/28/2020 9:57:48 PM worldxplorer1 Most label are lacking to some degree. None are totalitarian in meaning & leave something to be desired. So to give MJ a label in this context defeats 

the purpose. 

What would you label MJ12? 

Considering the lack of transparency what label is truly accurate?  Idk. 🤷🏼♂️

3/28/2020 9:57:58 PM 369helen313 👊🏻⚡

At the FINEST !

3/28/2020 9:58:00 PM quirlygirl I’m tired of the cold.  Can it be warm silence?  😇

3/28/2020 9:58:24 PM bwords2 its a beautiful thing

3/28/2020 9:58:26 PM drbohammer You realize that a typist could also be a principle, right? Logic. Semantics. Analysis is thinking thoroughly through a problem. Thoroughly. All forks. All 

variables and possible values.

3/28/2020 9:58:33 PM sueritz1 🤣 Yep 5:5

3/28/2020 9:58:52 PM melbourne_3000 OMG I just got it now

#SlowOnTheUptake 🤣

#ThankQ 😎

3/28/2020 9:59:00 PM donfre Wasn't he the one that started a whole new footwear trend?

3/28/2020 9:59:06 PM burtqueue Ha, nice one 😎

3/28/2020 9:59:09 PM korundumb What? Totally coincidental 🙃

3/28/2020 9:59:20 PM s0urc3rss Well I know you can't be out dazzling conservative ladies with your brilliance during this quarantine but you still deserve some kisses.

3/28/2020 9:59:40 PM lorac21495756 Is that a Q ?

3/28/2020 9:59:52 PM wickedmouse369 Thank you for expanding my perspective and keeping me grounded.

3/28/2020 10:00:11 PM upallnight39 forever zealous, never hopeless. I've got to finish what I start.

I give you all of me.

Did I make a change in life or in death? Or has anyone listened to what I said? If I affected someone's heart in some way, my life right now my Lord can 

take. pic.twitter.com/I7YzWSQhTJ

3/28/2020 10:00:18 PM deeepintheheart At this time in the War we need the intel data as quick as possible because there is So much to sift through

3/28/2020 10:00:45 PM laughingwolf11 Ahh. But on Saturn they say it rains diamonds. I heard a few years ago there is quite a bit more but like DeBeers diamonds [they] create scarcity to 

drive up the price.

3/28/2020 10:01:41 PM smallcaps14 I am not sure, of course, but from all times, this one is probably the most interesting.

3/28/2020 10:01:43 PM lightqshadow1 Why are you playing this game?

And you make it hard !

Why Austin ?

3/28/2020 10:01:53 PM thesuperfairy 5:5 what does it mean...?

3/28/2020 10:02:48 PM ascendingadam What was in those envelopes. 

Ticket aboard the Navy Cruise to GTMO? pic.twitter.com/bbILTU3o3s

3/28/2020 10:03:05 PM donfre BSV is BitCoin. BTC is broken.

3/28/2020 10:04:16 PM hwkammers Thundercats...HO!

3/28/2020 10:04:31 PM giediknight 1. 8 years

2. Technology available now

3. Rapid acceptance

3/28/2020 10:04:53 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/wQNsVfk0GN

3/28/2020 10:04:58 PM qklahoma202  pic.twitter.com/kULkZAQQFR

3/28/2020 10:04:59 PM 3dancingmaidens Loud and Clear

3/28/2020 10:05:18 PM mikespies904 You post very late  well after things are shared by others

3/28/2020 10:05:18 PM cchef1980 Thought about this... value of monetary media should ideally never change. This isn’t possible because supply and demand change. More people 

working means more demand for value storage, and therefore more money. A fixed supply of money would cause fluctuations based on demand.

3/28/2020 10:05:49 PM 3dancingmaidens Read 5 by 5 ...Military Code

3/28/2020 10:06:04 PM jeffrolucky Austin put out tons of information.  It all can be verified.  I have yet to see anyone prove that anything Austin has said was a lie.

3/28/2020 10:06:16 PM hwkammers Beginning of Q ➡️ QClock: Timeline 

We're getting close to the end because we're getting close to where we started. So, it's time for multiple platforms. Is that possible?

3/28/2020 10:06:28 PM drbohammer We all want to believe something. More often than not, people believe what they WANT to believe, & we rationalize ourselves away from anything 

that interferes with that belief. Ultimately, the wise learn to separate their desires from the facts. Still working on it myself...

3/28/2020 10:06:30 PM theboymaboi 5:5?

3/28/2020 10:06:46 PM skeye_watching You make a lot of assumptions. You assume because I don’t agree that he’s among those that post as Q, that I haven’t heard him.  Do you compare two 

books by their cover? That is a most rediculous assumption. His plan & his goal are fantasies, he’s not the savior, neither is Q.

3/28/2020 10:06:47 PM thesuperfairy Let me go back to the page

3/28/2020 10:07:02 PM disfellocated We’re already alchemizing Au.

3/28/2020 10:07:21 PM elevenelevennow Loud and clear.  Understood!

3/28/2020 10:07:32 PM qklahoma202 #QSignal ACTIVATED pic.twitter.com/6xbiGS62GL

3/28/2020 10:08:10 PM cchef1980 I think the ideal supply of “money” wether gold, crypto or whatever should be set by supply and demand and kept stable. Shouldn’t this mean that we 

need a flexible supply of money that adapts with demand?

3/28/2020 10:08:18 PM bryceja68689884 Hahahahahahahahaha=gold=.81=9

3/28/2020 10:08:50 PM giediknight “Removed” from Earth? Who removed? The Domain? Why did they remove it? (These are Pre-diluvian people)

3/28/2020 10:09:22 PM mikeb38beacon_h 👍🇺🇸

3/28/2020 10:09:41 PM qsp1racy Q is going mainstream

3/28/2020 10:09:48 PM dpann1234 Q is a small part of a huge opp.  The objective I beleive to get a large enough % of people informed to the truth.  A well informed public is essential part 

of a democracy and b4 Q almost noone was well informed. as civilians they can only give us so much than q will be gone



3/28/2020 10:10:06 PM tlcl1964 Which archives?

3/28/2020 10:10:26 PM meequalsfree did you notice this photo!?

#MFort

lol....

M=13 

Ship is the M Fort !

[THEY] love the letter M pic.twitter.com/bo8V9PqPrt

3/28/2020 10:10:52 PM crodrod12 It will Be Gold Standard

3/28/2020 10:10:53 PM donfre Anything of value and not of value will be on the BSV blockchain in one form or another. A Satoshi equals an idea and an idea can equal many Satoshis. 

Build in small for astronomical size, it scales. pic.twitter.com/C44NDfud0w

3/28/2020 10:10:54 PM hwkammers DING DING DING 🎯

3/28/2020 10:11:18 PM smallcaps14 Please, lighten up sometimes. Many know or are finding out how bad it is. We need to all find a way to deal with it. Everyone has their own way. 

Thanks for caring as much as you obviously do. 😘

3/28/2020 10:11:23 PM cchef1980 Just philosophizing here... it is interesting that the money/energy relationship still holds on crypto. There is still a finite non-zero amount of energy 

needed to produce it. It is rare too... I think btc is flawed because it is finite and doesn’t have demand flexibility.

3/28/2020 10:11:23 PM donfre Hmm Pope Yoda has a nice ring to it.

3/28/2020 10:12:19 PM crodrod12  pic.twitter.com/HDRwtOVq6U

3/28/2020 10:12:28 PM jackoneilltime1 I saw Mattis while at work and as he walked by I wanted to say, "Time is an illusion".   

However, another coworker talked to him before I had a chance.

3/28/2020 10:12:35 PM diaptera_80 Not financial advice, but thanks 😏

3/28/2020 10:13:17 PM just_____ice Really? On Austin's sack too? LMAO!

3/28/2020 10:13:34 PM kidge6 Too vague a question. My point is, u seem reluctant to use the ‘label’ grey hat. Labels can change. The alternative is to use a lengthy description which 

could be summarized by saying ‘grey hat’. If the listener disagrees with the label definition, then resolve separately first.

3/28/2020 10:13:42 PM axraxnv  pic.twitter.com/Hv12qJLtbZ

3/28/2020 10:14:04 PM realseanirish1 [tap ta-tap tap tappidity tap]

3/28/2020 10:14:39 PM sanban24  pic.twitter.com/j6AIDjQYCE

3/28/2020 10:15:01 PM upallnight39 Our story is set on a broken stage

Where records are broken and legends,

...

Remember the days when we all got along

And please let this be something more

More than just a song.

This time we'll realize and find,

This time we might, we might, we might

Start something good forever. pic.twitter.com/AiIvFQXG7q
3/28/2020 10:15:08 PM cchef1980 Biggest issue with fed/fiat is that they steal energy. They produce currency out of thin air which dilutes the value of money and sucks energy from the 

system like a vampire squid. Crypto is virtually unhackable which protects value against dilution and corruption.

3/28/2020 10:15:16 PM cstarr888 🤔🙏💖 pic.twitter.com/q6ffvonSa7

3/28/2020 10:15:49 PM jrocktigers I thought it was this dude .. pic.twitter.com/RQl7CpEYHu

3/28/2020 10:16:32 PM skeye_watching You haven’t grasp the concept, but that’s ok, you go ahead a believe in your savior, that he’s going to ride in on his white horse & save the day with Q 

or any other letter of the alphabet following behind him. 

If he’s what you think he is, he’ll own you when it’s over.

3/28/2020 10:17:17 PM terran_sol  pic.twitter.com/V3jXPaZxYa

3/28/2020 10:17:44 PM hwkammers I dunno Kate. I will check Kate out.

3/28/2020 10:17:47 PM boy12_jimmy Counting down to Greenland. 14 days to go. pic.twitter.com/7gXY0wDTa2

3/28/2020 10:18:32 PM hwkammers Good point about @GenFlynn. I don't know about Kate...

3/28/2020 10:18:42 PM satchidananda31 Was Austin chosen for the role of Baby Q as his character is the perfect Epitomization of Message over Messenger? An exercise in education for the 

anons to overcome their prejudices and Preconceived notions regarding the messenger in order to get the essence of the message!

3/28/2020 10:19:22 PM cchef1980 Here’s an interesting question for @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 if energy is cheap/free or endless/virtually endless and we have replicators... what’s the point of 

“money”? Is it an intermediate step in our consciousness evolution? Would that mean that replicators first and endless E later?

3/28/2020 10:21:24 PM kidge6 Maybe confusing label w/ judgement. A jar of cayenne. If I write on it & label it ‘pepper’, it’s a harmless (helpful) label for every1.  It if write ‘yucky’. It’s 

a judgment. but, it’s *also a label* (=labels bad!). However, not harmless since it’s arguable. Pepper not arguable.

3/28/2020 10:21:34 PM qsp1racy Outside comms pic.twitter.com/YdvrO4lYc4

3/28/2020 10:22:38 PM theboymaboi Idu

3/28/2020 10:22:55 PM qsp1racy Look on my wall a bit

3/28/2020 10:23:00 PM jaded_pearl The plan and goals are very much a reality if you've truly been paying attention to Space Force. It's the mindset of Message over Messenger that 

escapes you. What is it in his message that you feel does not align with your perception of who you think Q is or is supposed to be.

3/28/2020 10:23:39 PM qsp1racy Look upon my wall. Things will stand out. Trust yourself.

3/28/2020 10:24:34 PM worldxplorer1 Your perception of reluctance is 100% accurate. It stems from uncertainty. Is ‘Grey Hat’ an accurate assessment of the MJ12 account?  I’m not sure.

3/28/2020 10:25:29 PM traviscarper888 @realDonaldTrump @WhiteHouse @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 At some point in the future after the PURGE and CLEAN UP, can we the people 

please get informed on 5Gmmw's,MEO's,Dirty electricity,EMF pol,etc.(Raytheon) Very concerned for our Health! Blessings!  

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/893/text … pic.twitter.com/zMsf8UsHru

3/28/2020 10:25:51 PM hooliganmomm Exactly... he would only post maybe 45 minutes worth of stuff a day. Financial was always 15-20 and political and geopolitical was 30-45. So no more 

than an hour, and separate. He’s been quiet here and YT ALL DAY... whyyy? I look forward to his vids.

3/28/2020 10:26:12 PM elevn15 And they call it "Dragon" 🙄

The mentally ill money junkies are the CANCER.

3/28/2020 10:26:19 PM jonesy4671 So your saying that Q is trying to weed out the stupid patriots?

3/28/2020 10:26:26 PM qklahoma202 b b b but muh #QPharisees  said NO OUTSIDE COMMS!!!

😂🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/9aulTrotWj

3/28/2020 10:26:27 PM quentinjay2  pic.twitter.com/YiZc42vpyG

3/28/2020 10:27:37 PM skeye_watching What do you think Space Force is going to do for you that is going to better your life?

3/28/2020 10:28:21 PM txgodmotheriii  https://twitter.com/TxGodmotherIII/status/1244132754972987392?s=19 …

3/28/2020 10:28:41 PM txgodmotheriii  https://twitter.com/TxGodmotherIII/status/1244132754972987392?s=19 …

3/28/2020 10:29:02 PM audijunkie  pic.twitter.com/nphUVtG89P



3/28/2020 10:31:20 PM ts_sci_majic12 The Crown Virus pic.twitter.com/4nm9pXQHcs

3/28/2020 10:31:20 PM upallnight39 When war cries, and it sacrifices you

If you feel that sweeping everywhere I want

Like a devastating fire every time I cough

Man infested component you can't stop

A block of granite on my shoulder you can't knock off

Cast the first stone

Standing my way

Impedance you owe pic.twitter.com/7LgXSbOJRJ
3/28/2020 10:31:56 PM qsp1racy  https://twitter.com/1st5d/status/1025025808530857984?s=19 …

3/28/2020 10:32:11 PM igiant111 don't get my hopes up

3/28/2020 10:32:20 PM jonathannturner Or... anyone using their digits to transcribe information via an input device. Like... Typists. This is one of my issues. Forest, trees, seeing, that old saying. 

Keep the big picture in mind, use cognitive ability for putting the puzzle together, not ? how many pieces are there.

3/28/2020 10:32:28 PM qsp1racy  pic.twitter.com/H3o0iJr9LU

3/28/2020 10:32:33 PM jaded_pearl It's not necessary to be defensive - we are all here trying to come to an understanding, please articulate your position properly if your looking for 

understanding as well.

3/28/2020 10:32:47 PM libertyspring99 Ermmmm I don’t get it

3/28/2020 10:32:50 PM courtne08241586 WTH

3/28/2020 10:32:55 PM daveelton33 1987 lyric prophecy: https://twitter.com/daveelton33/status/1244133683017265154?s=21 …

3/28/2020 10:33:47 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244135029426532358 …

3/28/2020 10:34:25 PM pittman_george  pic.twitter.com/BN4xyVDkGP

3/28/2020 10:35:02 PM jonathannturner Sounds like she’s describing herself as pizza.

3/28/2020 10:35:08 PM xstina880 Wow!

3/28/2020 10:35:26 PM donfre Precious metals markets are easy to manipulate too. Been part of the financial hustle since day one.

3/28/2020 10:35:50 PM jaded_pearl Expand my thinking for one, release ELF waves for 2, make 5G obsolete for 3, provide another investment vehicle and on and on. The world is changing 

quick, not everyone is going to make it through. Message over messenger is key. Limited thinking will fail you.

3/28/2020 10:36:00 PM xstina880 Wow, Just wow...

3/28/2020 10:36:11 PM carolin15161363  https://www.businessinsider.com/where-coronavirus-name-comes-from-2020-1?op=1 …

3/28/2020 10:36:18 PM whitewiddow28 Ah I see. Well that’s jfk jr ?

3/28/2020 10:36:27 PM rachaelangelm Oh I see, Yummy, ok aJustin Bieber

3/28/2020 10:36:37 PM caseofbass86 This is wild as shit. I love seeing this stuff!

3/28/2020 10:37:22 PM raginredstorm 💡💡💡Of course, it's all the bad guys!! Lord, I hope that's true!! 🙏🙏🙏

3/28/2020 10:37:44 PM upallnight39 Fast you were waiting for me to cave in,

Deep inside of amnesia and sin.

I'm the Sun from the father of lies.

...

Carry me to the throne of your god.

Lay the noose at my feet and be gone.

...

And now I am alone.

The gnashing of the teeth.

I have no breath to breathe. pic.twitter.com/ABAOSBc90k
3/28/2020 10:38:12 PM ascendingadam Blanket disclaimer?

MoM,Follows, RT, Like != endorsement

3/28/2020 10:38:17 PM anon_trump2020 Jr is now Sr. #46 . It's coming.

3/28/2020 10:39:17 PM cstarr888 Pral.

🤔🙏💖

3/28/2020 10:39:22 PM r3dneckmomma My thought exactly. Now I’m wondering if she wasn’t groomed too!

3/28/2020 10:39:43 PM skeye_watching  https://twitter.com/RobertDEdwards/status/1244026963230175234 …

It’s MARCH..in the US this doesn’t come until late April.  Reports from scientist are saying, expect to see these along with “giant” hail, thru out the 

spring & early summer. 

Is AS going & Space Force going to fix this for ppl ?

OK & Tx had 5.5 EQ  a fix?

3/28/2020 10:40:42 PM pomeinnz Pizza

3/28/2020 10:41:01 PM jaded_pearl What happened?

3/28/2020 10:42:03 PM jimilightspeed It's a q

3/28/2020 10:43:11 PM jimilightspeed Means loud and clear

3/28/2020 10:43:16 PM upallnight39 Release what no longer serves

Claim Your Godhood

(Ur a demon 2 or ur NOTHING)

J00SE WIS33LY

Claim Your Diamond Heart

 https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Diamond_Heart … pic.twitter.com/AqDqEv5Qyk
3/28/2020 10:43:16 PM aetherwalker1 Read the thread.

From my understanding, Bill Still in 'The Money Masters' and 'The Secret of Oz' describe the best answer to the currency question.

A state issued note in direct proportion to GDP.

3/28/2020 10:43:37 PM thesuperfairy Thank you !! 👈😉



3/28/2020 10:44:13 PM colvertjenna Negative..

Systems check route

Normal for ships that have been sitting for awhile

3/28/2020 10:44:31 PM whatsmypw Water and vinegar...you can add essential oils if you don't like the vinegar smell.

3/28/2020 10:44:53 PM jaded_pearl Lovely but I was being over zealous hoping it was that they dropped into that port to pick up detainees 😂 I really feel thats what the ships are for... 

reel them in Commander. 🎣🎣🎣

3/28/2020 10:44:59 PM harrykphoto Monica Lewinsky?

3/28/2020 10:45:45 PM jonathannturner Holy shit. 👍🏼

Context

3/28/2020 10:45:45 PM aetherwalker1 Physical gold/gold certificates would work, with Majestic tech on scene, if the amount in existence could be controlled by the state.

Transparency is a necessity, as you have stated.

3/28/2020 10:47:13 PM qanuck4truth The president thinks otherwise. I agree. 

Crypto should be backed by gold for a stable investment, & regulated. 

Prevents the corrupt from using it for money laundering as well.

Having assets IN HAND is ALWAYS a safer bet,.. metals, real estate, art, etc pic.twitter.com/xj4a0B5SS6

3/28/2020 10:47:19 PM factzerofiction  pic.twitter.com/Ejb0bVBKIs

3/28/2020 10:47:20 PM eelfood  https://i.pinimg.com/736x/96/aa/31/96aa3176ffbf79310655e87a41249b23.jpg …

3/28/2020 10:47:40 PM angipangi99 Loud and clear

3/28/2020 10:48:02 PM shaneknowles  pic.twitter.com/F4CCGylkQD

3/28/2020 10:48:30 PM thesuperfairy Thank you!!👈

3/28/2020 10:48:35 PM esther74610544 Crown=Corona

3/28/2020 10:48:57 PM aetherwalker1 I'd prefer the gold option, if possible, because it seems to have an ineffable spiritual quality to it.

3/28/2020 10:49:17 PM rocktobersky 😱

3/28/2020 10:49:21 PM peggysue0227 I can totally see him and #theDonald as #BFFs

3/28/2020 10:49:55 PM laughingwolf11 You’re either multiple people or a person with a multiple personality disorder...and one of you has a serious attitude problem every so often.

3/28/2020 10:52:18 PM bryceja68689884 What in the?

3/28/2020 10:52:41 PM upliftingmind I think I don't know 😂 I do enjoy your information though - thank you!

3/28/2020 10:53:45 PM donfre The reason for social distancing? No new host jumps for desperados.

3/28/2020 10:54:10 PM skeye_watching I’m not looking for understanding. I understand deception when I see it.  If you chose not to see it, that is up to you.  I’m not defensive, because there 

is no one to defend. It‘s strictly about truth vs deception & false identity.

3/28/2020 10:54:31 PM upallnight39 A layer of hell all to myself

I've thrown it away and I'll do it again

This time with purpose, not like back then

Sacrifice myself

Sacrifice knowing there was never anything

Sacrifice knowing I will always be nothing pic.twitter.com/2btlvDG1d1
3/28/2020 10:54:43 PM j3ss160521 Voice sounds like JaunOSavin!!

3/28/2020 10:54:43 PM raginredstorm ☹️ I always felt bad for her but that never crossed my mind.

3/28/2020 10:55:43 PM patriotswegoall Q signature spotted. K

3/28/2020 10:56:17 PM upallnight39 Amnesia cycles in the marrow of your bones. I am the sun of God and sun of the dog. Pick your head up. Uninfected although quite diseased, lives drip 

from cups. Sparse, sparse dreams. Unbearable. And that's the price I pay for believing in the forces of truth. pic.twitter.com/qmLJv4KzdY

3/28/2020 10:57:11 PM r3dneckmomma I meant to say...Now I’m wondering if she was groomed too!!

3/28/2020 10:57:24 PM jaded_pearl 👌🙌🤷♀️Ok. Rock on!

3/28/2020 10:57:38 PM 511whitaker13 😂😂👀

3/28/2020 10:57:50 PM johnharris9131 This is a deep seamp.

3/28/2020 10:59:46 PM laughingwolf11 His mom have a very interesting resume. Do you really think he’s walking around his little town outside of Seattle?

3/28/2020 11:00:19 PM markabell6 Juan day soon. 🤓

3/28/2020 11:00:30 PM ggemini33 33+17= Q+

3/28/2020 11:01:19 PM matththfc whoooo boy that is cringey as hell

3/28/2020 11:01:36 PM jonathannturner Disassociation and “broken” or connection between hemispheres could impair cognitive functioning and reasoning; emotional apathetic responses 

further enforced through various “entertainment,” would lead to a holistic perversion? Am I tracking?

3/28/2020 11:02:30 PM jonathannturner Your feelings were not misplaced nor misguided even if true.

3/28/2020 11:02:36 PM aetherwalker1 Everybody won't be treated all the same.

3/28/2020 11:03:11 PM hgraceq Corona/Crown

Crowning - birth

Crown chakra - 7th chakra on head

7 seals - unseal - birthing - Reveal - Revelation

3/28/2020 11:03:27 PM jonathannturner Gives a new meaning to being baked I guess 🥴😬

3/28/2020 11:03:31 PM qsentme30 Hi john

3/28/2020 11:03:42 PM indaglowe haha 😆

3/28/2020 11:04:19 PM hgraceq corona looks like a crown - attacks your crown ?

3/28/2020 11:04:26 PM indaglowe wow 😳

3/28/2020 11:05:00 PM homebodyheaven I am happy to support those who spend endless hours reporting truth. They are digital warriors. St Paul said the labororer is worthy of his wages.

3/28/2020 11:05:29 PM jonathannturner Suppressed, that’s the word I was looking for after “or,” lol

3/28/2020 11:06:21 PM the_start_line I much prefer a revelation vs a revolution seems less violent

3/28/2020 11:06:28 PM patriotswegoall Would not be good if their identities were disclosed.  Got to keep them safe in an unsure world.

3/28/2020 11:07:22 PM aetherwalker1 but everybody has to be scanned, right?

3/28/2020 11:08:03 PM avshara It's dead speak..    corp~oration

3/28/2020 11:08:58 PM jonesy4671 Possible. Not proven.

3/28/2020 11:09:58 PM drbohammer That depends upon two things: how big is the puzzle, & how small are the pieces.

3/28/2020 11:10:37 PM lagalusa1 Thanks!



3/28/2020 11:12:14 PM upallnight39 Once were warriors, held such promise.

Strove to live pure and honest.

I look around and I see their wills so strong,

That kill the need inside to belong.

...

Horizons cast common goals, minds, hearts, souls, as

Minds, hearts, souls as one. pic.twitter.com/4UkuPQ1kxF

3/28/2020 11:12:45 PM jonathannturner At the end of the day, it started with one picture though, which is exactly what we are wanting to see. If there are unknown parts that we cannot make 

sense of, best to work on parts that do, and the rest will fall into place later. My thinking at least!

3/28/2020 11:14:04 PM upallnight39 Cut the chord, burn it down.

Never let them tear your dreams apart.

No false sense of security; we’ll retain our integrity.

Our selves cry out sincerity.

Straight from our hearts.

They’ll never tear our dreams apart. pic.twitter.com/EztoUcVy09

3/28/2020 11:14:14 PM jrlara14 Does she know more than we think?🤔

3/28/2020 11:14:38 PM riversm18 Carnivorous

3/28/2020 11:15:00 PM logicalthinki17  https://twitter.com/geoffrey_sari/status/1244090956569120768?s=19 …

3/28/2020 11:19:45 PM laughingwolf11 Don’t like his spirit. He’s exactly the representative of how WE lost control of America. His kind aren’t immigrants. They’re infiltrators (Infill-Traitors). 

German-Venezuelan drug family claiming American citizenship s/h NEVER been hired by OUR government. Just like Peter Strzok

3/28/2020 11:20:46 PM utube3805 shadow brokers

3/28/2020 11:22:04 PM darbyy2 Ok you are confusing two very different issues,  never did I ever say Q was my savior , Jesus is. Q is a informational  group that is navigating what is 

going on in a very political time.  Two VERY different things.  Your getting religion and politics confused. I am not!

3/28/2020 11:24:25 PM truth_open I think now that it's a metaphor. Currency shouldn't be backed by gold alone as it could be discovered or replicated in vast quantities and used to 

game/break the system.  Perhaps crypto backed by a 'basket' of tangible assets like metals, land, real estate, etc?

3/28/2020 11:25:04 PM upallnight39 *On Our Signal Unleash HELL*

Where do we go from here? Locked in our tunnel vision we fight private wars. It seems on every level we fight only for our causes. It's hard to see past 

the pride we forge for ourselves. pic.twitter.com/cZ0kCN3yUb

3/28/2020 11:27:03 PM ruthlesstruth_ corona literally translates to crown in few latin / european languages.

3/28/2020 11:27:05 PM titansass What about BSV? That is the original Bitcoin. iT does behave as a utility! It is extremely easy to use and so many practical cases for it now. It’s faster 

than Ripple.

3/28/2020 11:27:52 PM dw122896 Monica was MK Ultra programmed as a child

3/28/2020 11:28:41 PM taikijan  pic.twitter.com/J8GMFQ7ytn

3/28/2020 11:30:51 PM skeye_watching And here in lies the problem. Yeshua is not about a religion, he certainly doesn’t care about our politics. But we are fighting an unseen enemy that Q 

nor AS has the ability to defeat. Is it possible for the puppets to be shown for who they are? certainly, but there are many.

3/28/2020 11:32:19 PM the_loveoflight 😳

3/28/2020 11:34:32 PM gyuhyecheong That's Q. GOD BLESS POTUS, AMERICA AND KOREAN PENINSULA.

3/28/2020 11:35:50 PM gyuhyecheong 5:5

3/28/2020 11:36:27 PM nicole82524952 In all fairness I was hitting subject to scrutiny.

3/28/2020 11:38:19 PM gyuhyecheong We don't say his name.

3/28/2020 11:42:16 PM antiantisemites 🍕

3/28/2020 11:42:41 PM gyuhyecheong I don't have single gram of gold.

3/28/2020 11:43:12 PM sterkinglights1 This message is for the USS comfort. "No outside comms!"🐸🐸🐸

3/28/2020 11:44:24 PM byebye4now777 Who is that guy with Jay Leno?

3/28/2020 11:44:46 PM byebye4now777 Who's this guy with Jay?

3/28/2020 11:48:02 PM sterkinglights1 🤓 Should have worn personal protective equipment.

3/28/2020 11:48:27 PM stayawakemaries wow...

3/28/2020 11:49:44 PM usernamt8ken I saw this floating around. No clue if it's real. pic.twitter.com/svmpVloJYW

3/28/2020 11:50:54 PM matththfc John F Kennedy Jr.

3/28/2020 11:52:01 PM heike_ngan Pizza

3/28/2020 11:52:12 PM sterkinglights1 I mean just cuz he acts like a child does that really makes it so. pic.twitter.com/Hi4UAcxJcO

3/28/2020 11:52:16 PM the_loveoflight So now MJ12 protect the typist at all cost?

3/28/2020 11:53:15 PM ts_sci_majic12 Yes, within reason.

3/28/2020 11:53:38 PM iamyou132 Lewin a victim of Ritual abuse?

3/28/2020 11:55:31 PM fuknutz Screw all that. 

Let's fight over toilet paper.

3/28/2020 11:55:55 PM _call_me_roy 1  19   full speed ahead pic.twitter.com/SKvDCSc2aG

3/28/2020 11:58:18 PM whitewiddow28 Holy. Totally out of a Star Wars Movie. But that is totally what an AI base would look like 🤣🤣🤣 screwed up !

3/28/2020 11:59:17 PM xhili5 I'm so sorry.

3/28/2020 11:59:55 PM jrocktigers Out of all the comedians who used Lewinsky situation as a cheap laugh, Jay Leno did it almost every opportunity... FN POS.

3/29/2020 12:00:25 AM kidge6 I agree. Very difficult to get a read on them.

3/29/2020 12:02:04 AM drbohammer To admit to remembering any or all of them is be the same thing as admitting to being a part of them.

3/29/2020 12:03:01 AM ts_sci_majic12 Bond meets Q!

What did you expect Q to be? https://youtu.be/57Uy9jPxxwI 

3/29/2020 12:03:29 AM the_loveoflight What do you mean brother?

3/29/2020 12:03:38 AM thebarwatch John Fitzgerald Kennedy Jr.  He was a son of President John F. Kennedy. On July 16, 1999, he, his wife Carolyn and her sister, Lauren Bessette, died 

when the single-engine plane he was piloting crashed into the Atlantic Ocean near Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.

3/29/2020 12:04:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 We were never following your account.

3/29/2020 12:05:54 AM pspur007 Spector.

3/29/2020 12:05:55 AM jake4191 crypto is worthless because it isn't backed by anything

3/29/2020 12:05:59 AM justin50508466  pic.twitter.com/ijNYoL3qKi

3/29/2020 12:06:45 AM process_facts 🙄🙄🙄

3/29/2020 12:06:55 AM whitewiddow28 Haha Q - quarter master of the quantom mechanics !

3/29/2020 12:08:41 AM metatron3691 AN ANDROID

3/29/2020 12:08:54 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/ysytvRmAv3

3/29/2020 12:08:56 AM stateofmind36 Literally said Q!!! Mind officially blow lmao. This is exactly what I picture Q to look like too🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/4CNbRJAUbV

3/29/2020 12:09:13 AM the_loveoflight I would like to thank you guys T1 and T3 for your continued work and sacrifices to allow these messages to get through. And Ty T2 for making the 

ultimate sacrifice. 

Can you guys only recieve the messages when you're balanced and in harmony? vs having blockages?



3/29/2020 12:09:14 AM ruthlessmalepro The Law of One?

Consciousness The Operant Power?

Neville Goddard?

Jane Roberts/Seth?

Darryl Anka/Bashar? 

LOA?

3/29/2020 12:09:55 AM corinnebackman Q!! 👏🏻

3/29/2020 12:09:58 AM upallnight39 #HHHHHHEEEEAAAARRRRRSSSSRRRRROOOODDDDGGGGEEERRRRSSSSS pic.twitter.com/sUer5FYuRN

3/29/2020 12:10:39 AM xstina880 Its about being the change you want to see and being the light so others can see.  #smh @LordConcave #GreatAwakening  Last I checked #weareq 

#WWG1WGA  Its very clear that the hate and selfishness is what got us here in the first place. #stillblind

3/29/2020 12:10:46 AM ruthlessmalepro Emerald Tablets?

Hall of Records?

I AM?

Dolores Cannon?

3/29/2020 12:10:55 AM upallnight39 #WEAREQ pic.twitter.com/JjSRQmdAf9

3/29/2020 12:11:13 AM sethric61410528 17h 17 min ... ?

3/29/2020 12:11:31 AM 1soldier71 Fuck yeah

3/29/2020 12:11:48 AM damienwelsh4 I do like games but I know this is not a game. Austin is like a cross between both of these guys, I think he could just as easily play Bond or Q (I like 

games). It is not hard to see him as John de Lancie’s Q in the future either.

3/29/2020 12:11:50 AM stepho1815 The painting is on the back of the brand new £20.00 note. It was bugging me where I knew the painting from.  Thanks x

3/29/2020 12:12:45 AM skylar13764875 LOL This is brilliant!!! 🚀♥🚀

#QuantumStarPower

#SpaceForce

#NewCommand

#TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #WWG1GWA

3/29/2020 12:12:55 AM blaynesukut Good article on how the money from nothing system works. I agree  except for it's solution. A Government run bank is no better than the federal 

reserve, simply because government cannot be trusted to remain honest. The solution is free market banking,  incentive for honesty.

3/29/2020 12:14:02 AM withflyingcolor What's this? Sea Trials... pic.twitter.com/lWwIFLY6gA

3/29/2020 12:14:54 AM hellouncledonny There is only one Q from Bond, and his name is Desmond Llewelyn.

This new guy is no good.

Boom pic.twitter.com/WEpTTY0i2t

3/29/2020 12:15:13 AM traviscarper888 @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 I HOPE THIS WILL BE CORRECTED IN SAYING " THIS REPRESENTS A CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER TO THE OLD 

REGIME OF THE US inc. AND NOT THE RESTORED CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA." Many Blessings, Looking Glass 

Colleqtive!  pic.twitter.com/xEj6rOGtxh

3/29/2020 12:15:19 AM abibeuck22 They have fallen into group think. Ideas that mess with their belief system are completely dismissed. It's exactly how the left and MSM deal with 

Trump supporters. Demean and block without examining evidence and without an attempt to listen to different views.

3/29/2020 12:16:01 AM bighal82 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Must read the amazing Congressman Massie article, TRUE Patriot!!!

#wethepeople

#wwg1wga

 https://www.infowars.com/rep-thomas-massie-stands-up-for-the-constitution-trump-calls-for-him-to-be-thrown-out-of-gop/ …

3/29/2020 12:16:36 AM bighal82 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Must read the amazing Congressman Massie article, TRUE Patriot!!!

 https://www.infowars.com/rep-thomas-massie-stands-up-for-the-constitution-trump-calls-for-him-to-be-thrown-out-of-gop/ …

3/29/2020 12:18:16 AM z4protocol Is this for real?

3/29/2020 12:18:26 AM xhili5 Lazer engrave the gold bar with a QR code that places that bar on to a crypto ledger?

3/29/2020 12:18:35 AM thebarwatch  pic.twitter.com/xoK1Lmunfs

3/29/2020 12:18:48 AM upallnight39 We may have changed, but we're still here.

The kids won't come around tonight.

They're staying home.

And what if we played to only 23.

It's how we are.

And I heard you got us figured out.

And now there's talk about the band,

But we don't hear cause we don't care. pic.twitter.com/iYo3FTt80X
3/29/2020 12:19:34 AM the_loveoflight Oh you sneaky enlightened beings, I don’t know how you control your anxiousness when leaving clues in life!

3/29/2020 12:20:48 AM clfaerber1 Q does not endorse MJ12.

MJ12 claimed outside comms were allowed.

Q reiterated there are NO outside comms, clearly indicating MJ12 is NOT a part of the Q team.

Be careful who you follow.

Q is authenticated. 

You are disavowed.

#MessengerMatters!
3/29/2020 12:21:07 AM kl_ljustice  pic.twitter.com/UuRjZmumb2

3/29/2020 12:21:12 AM xstina880 🤟

3/29/2020 12:21:13 AM kl_ljustice  pic.twitter.com/qxDHdxcIkf

3/29/2020 12:21:26 AM michaeldee1111 Ripple the company is different from the coin XRP they currently use.  Ripple is supposed to have an IPO this year 2020, but that might not necessarilly 

be good for the coin...

3/29/2020 12:22:20 AM patriotleah1776 *winning

3/29/2020 12:22:28 AM rocktobersky He, he, he!

3/29/2020 12:24:04 AM rocktobersky Psst... @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/29/2020 12:24:39 AM kl_ljustice The better "message" from this same interview is when it is said to "BE CAREFUL WHO YOU FOLLOW"...

3/29/2020 12:26:32 AM nobody7310  pic.twitter.com/siv0PGKJX3

3/29/2020 12:28:59 AM erasecommunism Money fairly distributed? What the hell is that supposed to mean? Are you a Communist?



3/29/2020 12:30:52 AM pdp01756264 something clicked when i saw your post!!

Within this video it speaks of 2 crowns from a prophet named Kim Clement who is widely accepted as a Man of God whom gods spirit was upon..

2 strains of the Corona virus spreading. coincidence?

watch!! https://youtu.be/icBdTOr_5nQ 

3/29/2020 12:30:56 AM satchidananda31 So was ML a s€x s|ave and into pedo s*t@nic r!tuals herself?

3/29/2020 12:33:58 AM timkania I was pondering the same thing last week sir. The AS YouTube videos (which i enjoy) seem to mirror the MJ12 account

3/29/2020 12:34:35 AM allonkid The Q board messages are from Quantum computer ver. of him. discrepancy in your reflective imagination happens. I like the detailed information he 

provided in his videos. Very informative, and happen to think he is humble. Changing the facts is arrogant, stating them is not.

3/29/2020 12:34:56 AM ggemini33 1's and 0's qubits. Just like on the craft. Reverse engineering is a mofo....lol. Y'all bore me with this Q stuff. When do we move on to 18?

3/29/2020 12:38:41 AM terrancongito The frequency of a lie can be felt. So lies are usually packaged with a lot of truth surrounding it. You will be asked to examine it logically. Good lies are 

logical. Instead ask how does it make you feel? The body doesn’t lie, it feels the frequency.

3/29/2020 12:39:54 AM korundumb I am the happiest/hopeful person rn. 💗#WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 12:42:42 AM patriotleah1776 Replication is not = to 3D printing

3/29/2020 12:43:06 AM cchef1980 I somewhat disagree. Intuitive thinking is no linear thinking based on accumulated knowledge and experience. Equally useful to deductive reasoning. 

Using your full brain needs both. Relying exclusively on instinct/feelings/intuition is as flawed as relying only on reason.

3/29/2020 12:43:32 AM patriotleah1776 Replication is not = to 3D printing

3/29/2020 12:43:40 AM terrancongito Logic is only good as it’s premise. Binary logic excludes the middle and favors extremes of polarity.  It’s incomplete. The quantum does not use binary 

logic. It doesn’t describe reality.  Research Nagarajuna, Seth Lloyd, JJ Hurtak.

3/29/2020 12:47:04 AM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Majestic 12 has not endorsed Austin Steinbart and nor will we. Message OVER 

Messenger!…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244105960966230016.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/29/2020 12:47:39 AM allonkid Q is his operation. Your opinion does not change that. You can still follow the Q board messages, many of us like the addional information by the 

person Q.

3/29/2020 12:47:51 AM upallnight39 Comoletely false

3/29/2020 12:48:33 AM cchef1980 Which is why critical thinking and intuitive (non linear) thinking is needed. Binary logic is great for computers, human logical reasoning is not binary, it is 

pretty multidimensional (in the mathematical non metaphysical sense). <—logical argument 😁

3/29/2020 12:50:05 AM migthornguitar She was describing a pizza, or he was talking in code to them. Trolling them. He knew.

3/29/2020 12:51:25 AM allonkid  pic.twitter.com/S1Xhx5LfdQ

3/29/2020 12:52:35 AM mcewen_glenn Hi ho silver away!

3/29/2020 12:57:00 AM mike72279593 5:5? pic.twitter.com/i0gi98kGx2

3/29/2020 12:58:07 AM gyuhyecheong Thanks.

3/29/2020 12:58:54 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/JngrJenkdI

3/29/2020 1:00:00 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/ELt59AtSpu

3/29/2020 1:00:18 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/xICsQYC7am

3/29/2020 1:04:14 AM kidge6 What about FECO? Full etract cannabis oil? Aka rick Simpson oil.

3/29/2020 1:05:28 AM jtrinh44 Can someone explain how this involves the Corona virus

3/29/2020 1:05:33 AM terrancongito Also be aware that when a truth encounters a false belief the first reaction is often anger. Lies reinforce a false belief. Beliefs are ideas that become 

brittle and unquestionable, and for some vital for their ego.

3/29/2020 1:07:04 AM cchef1980 Cognitive Dissonance is a biotch...

3/29/2020 1:08:35 AM jtrinh44 Wrong. MJ12 never claimed to be a part of Q.

3/29/2020 1:10:02 AM terrancongito Lies of disempowerment will make you feel less than someone else or a group. Lies about your motives will make you feel shame. You get the drift. You 

came from the ALL perfect. Your are the ALL. Everyone on Earth at this moment is a master of their gifts. It’s why you’re here.

3/29/2020 1:11:24 AM terrancongito It can be. But it also doesn’t allow for fence sitting.

3/29/2020 1:11:50 AM jtrinh44 Ya shouldn't have loved on steinbarts posts so much,  this division, confusion, and misunderstanding wouldn't have needed to happen. Or maybe it did 

need to happen.

3/29/2020 1:11:51 AM oo1o110 I'll tell you this much, we ain't trading gold and paper in space.

3/29/2020 1:12:16 AM nanablue37 Trust but verify?

3/29/2020 1:14:18 AM jollyrob2 The ones with Quantum Internet😁

3/29/2020 1:14:31 AM upallnight39 #QAnonProof

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealEyeTheSpy  https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1244175712841609216 … pic.twitter.com/eZgxYsV8Hn

3/29/2020 1:16:22 AM shawnt1973 Art Of War

3/29/2020 1:16:25 AM mojavi4u Thank you for this! 👍

3/29/2020 1:17:55 AM majic_eyes_qnly 1:12 "Every now and then a trigger has to be pulled."

--> POTUS must be the one to announce the Storm!

3/29/2020 1:20:52 AM qquestionevery1 1.Decide for yourself (be free from outside opinion).

>Decide for yourself (be objective in your conclusions).

>Decide for yourself (be true in your own beliefs).

>Decide for yourself (be open to following the facts).

>Decide for yourself (be strong in defending your beliefs).

3/29/2020 1:24:08 AM qquestionevery1 2. >Decide for yourself (be strong in defending your beliefs).

>Decide for yourself (be resistant to blindly accepting fact-less statements).

Those who attack you.

Those who mock you.

Those who cull you.

Those who control you.

Those who label you.

Do they represent you?
3/29/2020 1:24:56 AM qquestionevery1 3. Or, do they represent themselves (in some form)?

3/29/2020 1:25:19 AM function108 Feelin’ you Shane.  Methinks this MJ12 account a well informed (perhaps even well intentioned) role play.  Some good info, rife with disinfo, obvious 

philosophical limitations and a whole lot of new cult jargon for the beliebers = more noise from grey hats.

3/29/2020 1:26:03 AM barcaeagle No gold left...

3/29/2020 1:26:15 AM xvgafrica @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 cryptos are all different with different tokenomics and use cases. Some generate passive income and are used for good in major 

areas like supply chain. Can also be seen as holding shares in n startup business. But always do due diligence of agendas ect..

3/29/2020 1:26:34 AM philluckee Someone got excited on MS Paint would be my guess.

3/29/2020 1:26:37 AM boi69wa What are the archives and how do I find them?

3/29/2020 1:29:10 AM bb1272216718 Question ? For all,  what about the highly advanced tech to produce elements and materials from “energy fields” not radiation fields.  As much as we 

want can be produced, in space they dont go mining they create what they want just like their craft are made or expanded



3/29/2020 1:29:59 AM maryschade14 Read the thread..Fed is dying..

Watched two children fighting over a bike..

Greed envy neediness tylenol zombies.

People will hoard crypto too I have been strictly cash

I guess that leaves me out.

Biblical.

3/29/2020 1:30:00 AM xvgafrica Then you also have some non ico non pre mined crypto that you can use to send across borders bypassing banks, third parties and fees to get money 

to lets say someone in need or pay something instantly no problem. And [they] dont take a cent from me.

3/29/2020 1:32:45 AM faye_mcgarry Warning...how China values children! @realDonaldTrump @TeamTrump @ScottMorrisonMP @RealMarkLatham @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/MillyMolly300/status/1244059720396066816 …

3/29/2020 1:33:05 AM elevn15  https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/ 

3/29/2020 1:33:12 AM antarantanka  https://youtu.be/vbcIRwQsG1E 

3/29/2020 1:34:58 AM goldenrimi #WWG1WGA 

PATRIOTS IN CONTROL

3/29/2020 1:36:29 AM bb1272216718 I worked for an organization and we have “spheres”. That we could alter the gravitational field around them,  weight increase or decrease no problem,  

and the time distortion effects were observed, its all on video and personal testimony of the people on location

3/29/2020 1:40:09 AM jaded_pearl @GeorgWebb OCONUS Lure? @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/PandaTech11/status/1242897835894272003 …

3/29/2020 1:40:41 AM buddyfox6 My fave ❤️

3/29/2020 1:40:51 AM jollyrob2  https://youtu.be/kBwoEXlTph0 

3/29/2020 1:42:29 AM amanita40860516 I don't care about gold, I care about hungry children...after the vampires are gone of course!

3/29/2020 1:44:32 AM elevn15 You're right! Be careful who you follow. 

 https://vault.fbi.gov/Majestic%2012/   

DIA hands aren't clean either.

3/29/2020 1:45:09 AM amybeabear Her necklace ...white rabbit in a key...

Cant see what other necklace is pic.twitter.com/7qatjp5OGw

3/29/2020 1:46:03 AM faye_mcgarry @realDonaldTrump @Jordan_Sather_ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/GeorgesStPaul1/status/1244168345068244992 …

3/29/2020 1:49:25 AM gocolts82 They are "reported" missing and 99% return home. Do some research /pol/tard.

3/29/2020 1:49:44 AM amanita40860516 We have a small Talent system where I live, it works on barter points.

3/29/2020 1:51:40 AM deplorable369 He also thinks he’s James Bond. Just look at the pictures he posts.

3/29/2020 1:51:58 AM antarantanka “In God We Trust” is not about belief. It’s a statement of fact about the financial trust they created in the central bank monetizing inbodyments of 

Source Essence/Souls (ie God). They were always required to disclose. And they disguised it. You are the Value.

3/29/2020 1:54:32 AM mojavi4u Did Renegade just issue a gag order to the Deep State and all of their apparatchiks?

3/29/2020 1:57:29 AM deplorable369 Not only that, Q is not just one person. It’s 10 people working closely with POTUS. Steinbart clearly is not one of them. If Steinbart really had a Q 

clearance, he won’t have it much longer. His behavior is NOT how someone with a clearance acts.

3/29/2020 1:59:08 AM deplorable369 Just because he puts out tons of info does not make him Q. All it means he’s good at finding information and connecting dots.

3/29/2020 1:59:12 AM mojavi4u Test yourself.  Keep the flow open and mine everything.  Toss out the detritus if it doesn’t resonate.  Find the polarities and link them together.  

Sometimes there is more truth in the inverse perspective.

3/29/2020 1:59:23 AM mateuszwala Legend bigger than man.

Can anyone can handle?

 can Eyes see the truth?

 can Ears hear the truth?

 can Feelings tell you the truth?

Which feeling?

3/29/2020 2:01:17 AM deplorable369 Groomed by No-Name. Thanks for confirming. pic.twitter.com/I83yNOEctg

3/29/2020 2:05:38 AM pabsb77 White hats in control of accounts & sending out a message? Even color coded to mean different things. #AliceInWonderland #offwiththeirheads

@HWKammers @AriasViewpoint @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AaronHoughton10 @Skylar13764875 @ColoradoEvolut1 @ReportGoldfish 

@LordConcave https://twitter.com/QAnonNotables/status/1244163777647398917 …

3/29/2020 2:08:12 AM bhopki This is where it all gets farcical for me. Not only is Mattis a traitor - he is also a she. Like all the other trannies involved in the plan - about as tough as a 

bag of snots.

3/29/2020 2:09:28 AM viterico The Phoenix has risen,  Intellect over brawn - David over Goliath Q+ Wins pic.twitter.com/g3YKCyZMsi

3/29/2020 2:10:34 AM _call_me_roy "were you expecting an exploding pen?"

3/29/2020 2:23:32 AM burtqueue It's really sad that so many people seem to have fallen into the trap of looking to a single (or set of) "legitimate" outlet sources for all of their GQSPELL 

truth. And especially disgusting that people are still trying to merch their way through judgment day. #TheGreatAwaking ig

3/29/2020 2:25:29 AM pabsb77 Wow thought there'd b more cryptoheads here #bitcoin #ethereum and #cosmos will be 3 major players over next 10 years IMO. #xrp another that 

looks to do well but more centralised. Some other (of my) favourites to watch: #elastos #bat #maker Do your research ppl! #fullsteamahead

3/29/2020 2:26:13 AM generaleeintuit Okay, this makes sense. It's obviously a reference to @AustinSteinbart and confirms for me that he's working for Her Majesty's Royal Death Cult and is 

a part of the international drug trade, probably CIA and an associate of the Arizona Mafia, everything he's exposing from within.

3/29/2020 2:26:37 AM jackief42642119 Wow guys, maybe it’s my female antennas which started to crackle even just reading the guy’s ridiculous faggot name— much less the « yeah right » 

when I saw  his fake face....that moment  a guy says hi and you go « eeek! » and wanna run...

3/29/2020 2:30:58 AM pabsb77 Haha too good!

3/29/2020 2:33:21 AM snakesanders22 I only know Q since last summer thanks to @OnEdgeOfWonder but for me Austin is legit, still don’t know why he tries so hard to convince others

3/29/2020 2:34:54 AM galadri09060100 This is good! 😁

3/29/2020 2:38:12 AM doubleplusultra Sounds like a message of love and unity and wwg1wga, NOT.    NO OUTSIDE COMMS.  PERIOD.

Threatening people, calling them basement dwellers, happy they are back on pills.  Wow.  Feeling threatened?

Those that lead sheep astray get the worst judgement.   Is this worth your soul?

3/29/2020 2:39:02 AM kl_ljustice No one's hands really ever are... but there is always a message.

3/29/2020 2:43:21 AM lightlove21121 5:5

♥️

🙏🏽

3/29/2020 2:45:20 AM hwkammers Wow!! That's a crazy display!!

3/29/2020 2:48:20 AM nick_lumenaut Go back. Stellar (IBM) > Ripple

3/29/2020 2:49:00 AM bbennettbass ⭐️⭐️⭐️💪🏼💪🏼💪🏼

3/29/2020 2:54:50 AM soulsgoon I cant see it. It's too small and when I try t enlarge the picture it just makes the background bigger and not the actual document. lol



3/29/2020 3:01:01 AM gingernevil1 Or so we've been told....

3/29/2020 3:02:47 AM trolls4truth What was Austin talking about in his last video? Then what did Q just post? He has my attention.

3/29/2020 3:02:53 AM gingernevil1  pic.twitter.com/6SttJ3BO6z

3/29/2020 3:03:10 AM thekanehb Come on... pic.twitter.com/NoTqv85xNw

3/29/2020 3:03:21 AM pabsb77 Crazy 🤦🏼♂️🤯🤯 Absolutely crazy 

#TheGreatAwaking #WeAreTheStorm #Watching #QAnons #blanktwitterheads

3/29/2020 3:04:03 AM jorwriter A gold or silver or using any single source or commodity as currency, opens that currency to manipulation. A gold standard is a mistake.

3/29/2020 3:07:00 AM bmindfulofdeath The answer to that is #HEX.

3/29/2020 3:15:10 AM snakesanders22 You have to understand that it is logical if we trust more somebody who shows his face

3/29/2020 3:15:21 AM graydon108  https://t.co/GFlaL11Bzr  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1033476009176301570?s=21 …

3/29/2020 3:15:39 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/OawRqHVjn7

3/29/2020 3:18:16 AM nonspamming He spoke about SpaceX and Neurolink in one of the interviews he posted ... SpaceX is placing the sats for StarLink in place... StarLink will enable the 

Quantum Internet, which in his description is wireless, we will not need any implanted hardware.. Neurolink is involved though

3/29/2020 3:19:02 AM worldxplorer1 Just referring to reading through all their old tweet content. (Which is a substantial). 

Would recommend you try searching content by topic. 

For example: 

From:@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 “IS-BE”

3/29/2020 3:19:28 AM southernpatrio9 So I'm to invest in digital assets because the possibility that replicating matter may become a reality... So because some hyper advancement in 

technology, matter is not real but digital 1's and 0's are...

3/29/2020 3:19:39 AM nonspamming He said our choices were a Quantum Internet run by the DIA/Team America, or a Quantum Internet run by the CIA/Team Satan...

Elons SpaceX is DIA front..

The technology for the Quantum Internet is already here...✌️

3/29/2020 3:20:05 AM s0urc3rss Messenger over Message will always complicate potentially helpful information for you Mimi. That's a pretty weak proof they're "just" C_A. I'm gonna 

smile big when you finally realize what's really up here. Including you 😁💖

300 klicks is 186.411 miles💫💫💫 pic.twitter.com/vaPLLwv289

3/29/2020 3:20:55 AM thereallightwa1 you're missing information. 

vaccines don't actually work

yes, they have the cure

3/29/2020 3:20:58 AM pomeinnz Q themes and drops are all over bond movies

3/29/2020 3:21:42 AM kelly59519553 This isn’t the first time I heard not to follow him

3/29/2020 3:24:26 AM thekanehb I’m not sure why others take such an interest in where I absorb information from. 

if I feel a certain way about something I honor that. 

I would never explain MY OWN intuition away bc “everyone else is doing it” 

My intuition is right, for me, and I don’t question it.

3/29/2020 3:27:55 AM anael63776750  pic.twitter.com/jpTI6kEUXG

3/29/2020 3:29:39 AM s0urc3rss It's because you tweet often about info they cover, sometimes simultaneously and your info is aligned with theirs but you aren't able to perceive that 

yet. Message over Messenger.

3/29/2020 3:31:52 AM gingernevil1 I just went and looked for myself. Holy Q! 🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/UTzKtzh6Vb

3/29/2020 3:32:04 AM gingernevil1  pic.twitter.com/TXjTmziChj

3/29/2020 3:32:04 AM s0urc3rss And I agree your intuition is absolutely right for you. You intuit Majestic messages without following them which was what drew me to your account in 

the first place.

3/29/2020 3:32:23 AM gingernevil1 That's so lit! pic.twitter.com/hesGWq4LO9

3/29/2020 3:35:44 AM brd369 Personally based on their dense body of work and through consideration i have come to believe MJ12 is likewise an Intelligence operation that works 

to inject and disseminate information that expands awareness. Wisdom can be found but it is laid amid a trove of half truths.

3/29/2020 3:37:03 AM brd369 Half the truth will be give. The other half must be earned through study.

3/29/2020 3:39:45 AM brd369 I believe it did. You have to cull the weak from a herd. Opposition knows this as well.

3/29/2020 3:39:50 AM mgilliamavery TY 🤔

3/29/2020 3:41:07 AM alwaysfinds I thought it would be someone familiar to us based on the early message that said "wait until you find out whose been talking to you here". But hey, 

I'm open minded. Let's see where this goes.

3/29/2020 3:46:00 AM ruthlesstruth_ Twitter n Youtube.

Archive as you wish useful, one day it might be gone clean wipe.

3/29/2020 3:46:05 AM chevy_lionsfan Wonder what disinfo Wilcock gonna push today?

3/29/2020 3:46:23 AM skywalker1712 Block this utter tool. Anyone promoting that fool is a shill and should be ignored or blocked. pic.twitter.com/jHA1VovSWB

3/29/2020 3:47:13 AM chevy_lionsfan Lmao

Learn to grow seeds.

You'll be fine.

3/29/2020 3:48:02 AM chevy_lionsfan Oh yeah and he he comes from the west don't get on your house top to see.

3/29/2020 3:50:01 AM hwkammers Could I have a side of Sauce with my Controlled-Thought McBullSh!t, please and thank you???

3/29/2020 3:54:59 AM hailsway You're right. That was my error. I admit I don't know a whole lot about the guy. But I know he claims to be Q and Q said no outside comms. I trust Q.

3/29/2020 3:57:20 AM ch00sn1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@ROYALMRBADNEWS 

I got it.

I was a doubter but now I see.

20201104

#Q pic.twitter.com/sUblfTjSPI

3/29/2020 3:57:42 AM qanonitalia  https://youtu.be/lnZH-LCQItg 

3/29/2020 3:58:43 AM ruthlesstruth_ @TLCL1964 Like this one, one of an example.

3/29/2020 4:03:27 AM blackjackpupil  pic.twitter.com/DTQQuqkUtL

3/29/2020 4:05:08 AM yourmomswatchin Water, That will be the currency,   JMHO  https://www.newsweek.com/race-buy-worlds-water-73893 … https://www.globalresearch.ca/the-new-

water-barons-wall-street-mega-banks-are-buying-up-the-worlds-water/5383274 …



3/29/2020 4:22:11 AM the_big_boss87 👑CORONA=Élite 

🦠VIRUS=Ciudadanos

Nada será igual después de esto,se avecina 1 guerra gobiernos vs población?

-Distanciamiento social será brutal. 

-Anulación de manifestaciones.

-Restricción de libertad+ control.@rafapal @Nur_Para_Todos @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://www.technologyreview.es/s/12034/aceptemoslo-el-estilo-de-vida-que-conociamos-no-va-volver-nunca …
3/29/2020 4:23:13 AM justice8882 projecting?  why is this even relevant?  at least @Jordan_Sather_ has the balls to make YouTube videos about his thoughts and theories...just say'n

3/29/2020 4:23:53 AM justice8882 Yea, me also, what's up with the criticism?

3/29/2020 4:25:01 AM covertress Brave New World

3/29/2020 4:27:14 AM qklahoma202 After all this has played out we can judge who is truly compromised or simply ignorant. We need more friends than enemies\

3/29/2020 4:27:47 AM atashfire "Do a barrel roll!"

3/29/2020 4:29:07 AM justice8882 Right on!!  some much divisiveness

3/29/2020 4:30:28 AM abanderdash Fake news. The only reason it went south first is because that is where the channel goes but it immediately went north.

Seriously? No wonder people laugh at Q pic.twitter.com/gAifZ7I5Xj

3/29/2020 4:32:43 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS https://youtu.be/Jrhkl5gKk9c 

3/29/2020 4:36:44 AM keith369me How much truth do we know?  Why do we need a Great Awakening?  Because we live in a world with truth where wealth is shared without mind 

control?

3/29/2020 4:39:19 AM keith369me Message over Messenger

3/29/2020 4:40:24 AM deolhonaspromo Same here

3/29/2020 4:44:55 AM keith369me Free energy and desalination plants will make the desert green

3/29/2020 4:45:16 AM covertress Thank you, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12, for the lesson in ageism.

You've given me hope that it's possible for me to re-tool my programming skills for the Quantum age and to Do This.

The Matrix awaits.  pic.twitter.com/X1hYS8xfwQ

3/29/2020 4:45:35 AM sharidean996 😁👍 pic.twitter.com/UI0uMxE9tq

3/29/2020 4:47:19 AM jsotuyo With all the disinformation turmoil,  I feel this meme is irresponsible.

3/29/2020 4:48:29 AM justice8882 I endorse President Trump pic.twitter.com/wzgksaFBRE

3/29/2020 4:49:17 AM rebeccamireles9 Yup naahh 

🤷♀️🤷♀️😪😪😎😎👻👻👻👻👻👻👻👻👻👻🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺

🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸 America

3/29/2020 4:50:17 AM maryschade14 Q also emphatically stressed the Constitution. Many here are too young to remember pre Petro dollar. 

Logically..who would want a corrupt congress to handle stimulus funds? Checks balances in place

I do not do Global speak anymore on any level. I have had 61+ yrs of we are one bs

3/29/2020 4:51:07 AM amanita40860516 I was under the impression that it's a military opp of sorts therefore some trained operative who could be anyone.but with the group Anonymous that 

followed Into Qanon there was the idea of an agent who knows how to hack into things and expose them.

3/29/2020 4:52:02 AM rebeccamireles9 Playboy should start prematurely start advertising again Trojan the other wild stallion

3/29/2020 4:54:36 AM justice8882 Game being the "Key" word

3/29/2020 4:55:33 AM corpsmanup77 Yes! The recent posts SOUND like the Austin we have come to know-have you listened to the Live-streams (that’s the “real” down to earth Austin 

Personality) The recent posts show this too. I like his personality, but I’m still researching daily to verify what he’s putting out.

3/29/2020 4:57:20 AM tinaamy75 Oh my, I asked why they went in a circle and then I saw the Q. help me...help me please...lol😅

3/29/2020 4:59:25 AM atlcros No!  That guy is a fraud.  Be careful who you follow.

3/29/2020 4:59:29 AM tinaamy75 I am so left brained it's not funny..ha 😬

3/29/2020 5:03:03 AM yourmomswatchin That would/might work.

3/29/2020 5:04:13 AM robert83381131 They're making sure there's enough money left to pay Pelosi ...

3/29/2020 5:04:57 AM blcksambo Already can... Area 51

3/29/2020 5:05:11 AM corpsmanup77 If Humans all “retire” due to  advancing tech and we all get a UBI (which would result in AI making us obsolete) If this doesn’t happen We still need 

“money” to “pay” Human workers for their exchange of “time” In future we do what we love rather than what’s required to survive

3/29/2020 5:07:09 AM dispensaryexch Q is a TEAM of 600 operators . Trump is Q Plus . Google -***Army of Northern Virginia JSOC*** Notice when your reading they use Remote Viewers 

just like Q posted

3/29/2020 5:09:29 AM cynthia94373524 Right.  This happens dailu to our children and around the world with mandatory vaccination! Horrible and horrific. The same goes for our pets.

3/29/2020 5:10:06 AM ogmios1440 Ye9

3/29/2020 5:14:07 AM celaenomaia Project looking glass is.

3/29/2020 5:14:15 AM bryceja68689884 Yeah, I thought that too.

3/29/2020 5:15:34 AM cindy39936251 Yep that’s a Q!❤️

3/29/2020 5:15:38 AM jakekel23656089 Research and Verify!!!

3/29/2020 5:15:43 AM addyofzahm Crab team go

3/29/2020 5:16:10 AM olimyracle Asking yourself questions is the responsability of each one of us.

Sorry for sharing 😄

#Quarantine #AskingQuestions

#Tetravalency #Tetravalence pic.twitter.com/WWWLiyWzqm

3/29/2020 5:16:39 AM evybaby61 I’m going with killed in a plane crash

3/29/2020 5:16:50 AM realjamescorney LARP account no outside comms

3/29/2020 5:18:42 AM kctuckness1 #COMFORT #MERCY #JUSTICE

3/29/2020 5:19:27 AM stormenight #WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 5:20:02 AM realjamescorney LARP no outside comms

3/29/2020 5:21:38 AM addyofzahm Crab team go

3/29/2020 5:22:46 AM amanita40860516 Yea thanx for reminding me, almost forgot about that

3/29/2020 5:23:18 AM michelleschlen6 Depends on your age for risk.

3/29/2020 5:25:18 AM americanpetal Agreed

3/29/2020 5:25:25 AM djlok That sounds like certain organized religions.  Give half the truth and then use interpretations to spread disinformation.



3/29/2020 5:25:47 AM burgersandra "Q is Earth based only. MJ12 is not."

And

Majestic 12

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

Mar 22

"We have received instructions to assist."

You are assisting AS but not endorsing.  Ok.  So if Disclosure is Majestic's purpose, why not disclose the source of the instructions?

3/29/2020 5:27:12 AM trilbyandcindy ezra cohen watnik

3/29/2020 5:28:11 AM virginialouelle You need an "all of the above" option. ✔️

3/29/2020 5:28:39 AM phreatomagnetic It seems you have RDR on 6X the timeline Austin does.

Does he not know?  A bridge to far for the normies?

3/29/2020 5:29:01 AM ffattmedia Reading this book right now

3/29/2020 5:29:19 AM paulostflexa WTF ?

3/29/2020 5:29:58 AM healeyjaimie So she was an MK Ultra victim purposely put into the White Hpuse for Bill

3/29/2020 5:30:03 AM stormenight Skyfall! 😀 What a perfectly titled movie to contain this clip! 👏

3/29/2020 5:32:16 AM 1717q1717 In all fairness, most ships (especially USN ships) do the "Turning Circle Maneuver" after launch to test the maneuverability of the vessel under their 

current load and ballast. It is usually a slight turn to port then a starboard circle (as this lady has shown).

3/29/2020 5:33:07 AM jsotuyo Oh dang, I forgot what thread I commented on,  postulate on, my bad.

3/29/2020 5:33:42 AM qsentme19 If you were about to do something drastic that would potentially upset a large number of people,  what would you do to ease the impact.?

Maybe isolate the large numbers which coincidently are the problem. 

How do you accomplish?

QUARANTINE, QUIET, QUICK 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RealJam

3/29/2020 5:34:04 AM fansblowing3 Ever notice how ALICE shills never appear at night?  Almost like it’s a real job for them 🤡 🤣

3/29/2020 5:34:31 AM munkeypilot Just different sides of the crypto-coin😎👍🏼

3/29/2020 5:41:57 AM wahiggins3 Like this one:   https://whiggins-demo.box.com/s/s57m2gyesws63lf8nqao87164f7d0x7o …

3/29/2020 5:42:47 AM free2design Unroll please

3/29/2020 5:43:03 AM thereallightwa1 What a loss - first his dad, then his uncle, then him. The Bush family (well, if you can call an abomination of psychopaths a "family") should be a 

historical marker of evil to remind us, "Never again".

3/29/2020 5:43:07 AM mgilliamavery We can be our own worst enemy. but with well considered intention, by the greater conciousness of us, benevolent and loving people of our Country 

and world can lead, united and bringing the confused/doubters along to a new and better existence? Re: Jews, think Jews vs Israelites?

3/29/2020 5:44:06 AM otheranother2 do elaborate

3/29/2020 5:44:56 AM allonkid I find the confirmation by Q. https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1244240544152371200?s=19 …

3/29/2020 5:45:20 AM justme24402825 YIKES🤣🤣

3/29/2020 5:45:38 AM trumpis33679216 Wtf dont you understand about NO OUTSIDE COMMS?

3/29/2020 5:45:49 AM allonkid  https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1244238570216394753?s=19 …

3/29/2020 5:45:58 AM cmheath2 "Function unknown"???

3/29/2020 5:47:09 AM allonkid go back watch Austin's first video, the Qproof is in there. https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1244238570216394753?s=19 …

3/29/2020 5:49:13 AM michael81972  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1243351846183370755?s=21 …

3/29/2020 5:50:52 AM allonkid @BabyQPlus @3days3nights @StormIsUponUs @ColoradoEvolut1 @LisaMei62 @Nobody62354399 

Go back watch Austin's first video, Qproof is in there, [infiltration...] https://twitter.com/allonkid/status/1244238570216394753?s=19 …

3/29/2020 5:52:17 AM weare07489243  https://twitter.com/WEARE07489243/status/1244124891089195009?s=20 …

3/29/2020 5:53:47 AM loicdion These two boats are clearly for the MILLIONS OF HUMAN TRAFICKING VICTIMS! Some (a lot) people on twitter seem to forget about the victims.

3/29/2020 5:54:34 AM saversparty Where's the proof that they Chinese government set this up?

3/29/2020 5:55:56 AM michael81972 I remember,  [they] blocked me too for being associated

3/29/2020 5:56:37 AM beagwawa Power to the people,   Why Billionaire Mayors and Government,  servants should not be richer than it's voters.....That would make them Dictators.....    

Why does Hollywood have this bioweapon virus....to act like they are sick to take our rights.... Not statistically Possible. Q

3/29/2020 5:58:35 AM michael81972 Khazarian mafia?

3/29/2020 5:58:40 AM dbblckwll Who are you in person? We ae asking you to verify yourself to us.

3/29/2020 5:59:01 AM crodrod12 Indeed. Since the Fed it's actually a private owned institution . It prints worthless money , loans it to the government by interest. Which creates debt 

indefinitely for taxpayers.

3/29/2020 6:00:31 AM mgilliamavery If one knows one's own Truth, then they are never lead. For me, this forum & new opportunity for humanity in the world and the USA, is a discussion. 

To where is Austin leading anyone? Any different than any of the many idea-interpreters on this forum & qmap?

3/29/2020 6:00:44 AM beagwawa Stop the Ai Now.....They take over Universes like the Borg....Make it 1818 again.....

3/29/2020 6:01:07 AM laurabusse That's what Madonna said LOL

But I dunno

I think of humans as being sovereign beings of free will created by god

Maybe if you believe you can't get it back then maybe you can't

But I like to think anything is possible...

Everyone is redeemable I think if you turn toward the light

3/29/2020 6:01:44 AM beagwawa Truth that we are 1 makes money silly......Where 1 goes we All go

3/29/2020 6:03:45 AM giediknight Starlink and Quantum Internet are 2 different things.

3/29/2020 6:04:44 AM laurabusse Best to you and your family!

Stay positive

Be aware when fear creeps in

Allow it

Observe it

Let it go

Think positive deliberate thoughts

It will become habitual and bless you greatly

Life will always take care of you

Provide all your needs

if you let and allow it!

❤️❤️❤️

3/29/2020 6:05:39 AM robert931robert where does it look like it is heading?

3/29/2020 6:08:20 AM ernestinawatfo2 Message over messenger.

3/29/2020 6:09:36 AM ernestinawatfo2 We are all Q.



3/29/2020 6:11:41 AM mgilliamavery Let's go! pic.twitter.com/G6Sm8HNi1I

3/29/2020 6:11:47 AM nolongeradem1 Back to the #GoldStandard

3/29/2020 6:13:11 AM fansblowing3 Do you have a link to the whole court document?

3/29/2020 6:13:57 AM gordcasey99 "Q"  ...sent them some comfort, Gitmo bound

3/29/2020 6:16:20 AM state1union I love it when you know in your heart and soul you did the right thing. 

Mad Dog is a bad ass

3/29/2020 6:17:15 AM michael81972 Did King Solomon have this Technology?

3/29/2020 6:18:30 AM ausanon369 I bet if you asked @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 they would confirm truths to this...

3/29/2020 6:20:42 AM sonofied23 Q states no outside comms!!

3/29/2020 6:23:55 AM deb12233 Jews are the tribe of Judah. Israel is the whole human race.

3/29/2020 6:24:12 AM resolutebalance  pic.twitter.com/NLb0yDjW4v

3/29/2020 6:24:16 AM neverfo46920219 5:5

3/29/2020 6:24:41 AM snakesanders22 This tread is about a person who claims to be Q, Austin Steinbart

3/29/2020 6:24:47 AM arpalde EXACTLY!

3/29/2020 6:25:02 AM aucommander  pic.twitter.com/erJxTOTMiY

3/29/2020 6:25:35 AM jeffreyb917 ⚡Chi, intuition, revelation, instinct, deductive reasoning, epiphany, gut feeling, discernment, overwhelming observance, inner knowing/witness.⚡✨

3/29/2020 6:26:16 AM patriotq11 Sounds like Juan O Savan to me folks. #Q #WWG1WGA #MAGA #Trump #TrustThePlan #DarkToLight

3/29/2020 6:26:55 AM snakesanders22 This game is getting complicated, now I have to check all the msg from Q...😞

3/29/2020 6:26:56 AM adamalderson5 I’m only here to see what promotion & marketing tools you are using to seed and encourage his following. No offense but I can’t say I’m impressed.  

“No comms outside the board” was quite clear but he twisted that as well. Like presenting truth/reality to a narcissist...

3/29/2020 6:27:01 AM rideordiefamof4 What felonies do you think he's commiting?

3/29/2020 6:27:02 AM aucommander Part message part messanger

3/29/2020 6:27:18 AM nschlange Lol! Perfect. I keep asking ppl who they expected Q to be, and no one has answered me!

3/29/2020 6:28:57 AM rideordiefamof4 Because if it's about his supposed released classified data, maybe you should think that it's not legit data.

3/29/2020 6:29:12 AM nschlange Good all that equals Austin Steinbart

3/29/2020 6:30:39 AM jakeglassmaker I've heard that elites clone themselves into reptile bodies to EAT gold. Something about interaction between gold and reptile DNA gives them an 

intense high. I've been told that they do it so much that it's likely the world's gold reserves are quite low.

3/29/2020 6:30:47 AM mrtioman YES!

3/29/2020 6:31:41 AM 39anc6 TK. You made me realize Wich was the problem.

MoM, and proofs before message, is my holy grial. 

I don't care who is typing MJ12 account, nor who is Q. I don't follow anyone. What if I told you I'm the queen satan? Or, I'm Jesus! Does that make any 

difference?

3/29/2020 6:31:42 AM rtbkc How did that work out for you?

3/29/2020 6:32:32 AM nschlange He wouldn't have to try so hard if ppl would believe him and stop attacking him.

3/29/2020 6:33:26 AM ed_kua TY 4 helping SPREAD THE MESSAGE so more people 

can learn about

#TheGreatAwakening

#GreatAwakening #GreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/oLaUpcXMew

3/29/2020 6:33:33 AM sudharsanhot Got missled by a Shill

3/29/2020 6:33:35 AM aucommander I've always been against crypto and cashless facility's everywhere. But since covid19 grocery stores only want pay pass  question is what is legalized 

tender in what country

3/29/2020 6:34:59 AM fansblowing3 I think Austin is the chosen face of Q.  Q is a military team/DIA. They needed someone to be the face of Q and they chose Austin because he is young 

and bold.  Maybe Austin will do a good job and maybe not.  He is definitely getting everyone’s attention.  Good marketing so far.

3/29/2020 6:35:09 AM 39anc6 I don't follow anyone. That is the big problem here... Anyone shouldn't follow anyone. We are all great people. I give a fuc@# who Q really is!

3/29/2020 6:35:59 AM fansblowing3 Lol

3/29/2020 6:36:37 AM aucommander @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 revelation 19::⁴/⅝

3/29/2020 6:36:55 AM palmdalekid2 Veneers related?

3/29/2020 6:37:52 AM 39anc6 After saying that, y think the message of @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is high quality.

Also think @AustinSteinbart is a good representation of the kind of people that will rule this world in some years. I'm proud of how we advanced!

3/29/2020 6:38:36 AM fansblowing3 Does Austin go offworld?

3/29/2020 6:38:45 AM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

3/29/2020 6:38:48 AM moemc8 Who are you referring to?  JS?

3/29/2020 6:39:40 AM dazedonkey This looks real to you? pic.twitter.com/a3goV6Ej10

3/29/2020 6:42:06 AM phillipjwood1 LOL yes amen.

3/29/2020 6:42:13 AM jean601c Futur proves past.

3/29/2020 6:43:08 AM laurabusse I've learned to always try to question all my beliefs and ask myself if I could be wrong

They say all of enlightenment is in letting go letting go letting go

I try to let go of beliefs

It's like hitting the reset button within yourself

Beginner's mind

It's very freeing...

3/29/2020 6:44:11 AM laurabusse Exactly!

Don't trust others

Trust yourself

That's what message over messenger means!

3/29/2020 6:44:17 AM nobody62354399  pic.twitter.com/2EZlEG7soF

3/29/2020 6:45:15 AM foxymama1776 It means it’s a new vessel and they are trying it out to check for any glitches or issues.

3/29/2020 6:45:19 AM ericpartchey Pizza

3/29/2020 6:45:39 AM ed_kua What's different between

CONVEY vs Convince ? 

SHOWING vs Telling?

🤔

Which ones assumes the 

audience can THINK FOR THEMSELVES?

#MessageOverMessenger pic.twitter.com/vAL0XET31m
3/29/2020 6:45:58 AM jrocktigers "Any interest in disclosing those NDAs?" = 😎😎😎

3/29/2020 6:46:05 AM phreatomagnetic decrement or discernment

3/29/2020 6:46:13 AM laurabusse Your points are excellent and well spoken!👍



3/29/2020 6:48:44 AM laurabusse Not to mention Obama

Could win prize for most charming and coolest person alive

But he passed and signed a lot of bad stuff without us knowing

Trump is having to undo most if not all of it

3/29/2020 6:49:19 AM laurabusse Perception is everything

3/29/2020 6:49:52 AM laurabusse Yes

I love agreeing to disagree

3/29/2020 6:49:57 AM gomomma2 I suspected our Q was the receiver of the Russian soccer ball???

3/29/2020 6:50:29 AM jakeglassmaker I'd also like to add that people with O- blood also benefit from consuming gold. The "dragon king" bloodline so I've heard. The consumption of gold is 

toxic to all other blood types except O-.

3/29/2020 6:53:53 AM ed_kua If [THEY] are providing OUR enemy

Remember WHO provides OUR OPPONENTS.

WHO's doing the ACTUAL fighting?

Deceiving, Dividing,

Distracting & Destroying

WE, THE PEOPLE.

🚫Right vs Left

RIGHT vs WRONG

GOOD vs EVIL

UNITED We are STRONG

We being AWAKE =

  [ THEIR ] BIGGEST FEAR pic.twitter.com/MP9wRVxmg4
3/29/2020 6:56:40 AM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/hYqFO0XMM8

3/29/2020 6:56:43 AM keith369me So now James Dolan, owner of the NY Knicks announces he has Coronavirus. He is a billionaire that does not do public interviews, keeps his life very 

quiet (think Howard Hughes) and wants no part of people in general yet he announces this one particular diagnosis from the rooftop?

3/29/2020 7:00:53 AM rck333 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Excellent training to a newbie thanks

I followed you...you follow me...we follow Trump...WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 7:01:52 AM jeffrolucky Have you warched any of the videos?

3/29/2020 7:02:04 AM laurabusse Already happening

We're already mining asteroids

Other planets

And moons of other planets

#secretspaceprogram

3/29/2020 7:02:19 AM thefncowboy Possible systems check idk

3/29/2020 7:03:02 AM laurabusse No I haven't

Fascinating!

3/29/2020 7:03:48 AM nobody62354399 Austin is a narcissistic pig, only in this to divide us, and you easily have given him the tools to do so. By spreading his message you are making all other 

real Patriots look bad. No outside comms, only on 8chan/kun. Why would Q post it multiple times? Think!

3/29/2020 7:04:06 AM 369_is  https://twitter.com/RiversM18/status/1244145927943622656?s=20 …

3/29/2020 7:04:12 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @USArmy @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SaraCarterDC

3/29/2020 7:04:12 AM smichaelbrown1 Thanks for that pamphlet. Some good info in there that makes sense.

3/29/2020 7:04:29 AM giediknight @AustinSteinbart is cooler though

3/29/2020 7:04:33 AM ntlscubadive POTUS FLOTUS , Military both human and non human benevolent races. 😊

3/29/2020 7:05:49 AM capecodangel3  https://www.outerplaces.com/science/item/17778-700-quintillion-dollar-asteroid-space-mining-gold-rush-mars-jupiter …

3/29/2020 7:05:50 AM realtimtrimble Well said, that old tactic, essentially, is from the writings of Sun Tzu: The Art of War.

3/29/2020 7:05:58 AM wyatt251 N when we did verify he was a cia shill we all got attack hmm why that’s then just the way he spoke acted n lied 🤥 most of us moved passed him like 

he nothing other got sucked in crazy

3/29/2020 7:06:15 AM melleemee Post 393 speaks volumes to me! And exactly when and why was it changed!!!!????? Anyone??

And for heaven’s sake yes!8chan and 8kun ARE separate platforms ie outside of one another. pic.twitter.com/HeSDQvOnGF

3/29/2020 7:06:45 AM latammarca TRILLIONS for a few elite banksters among your business pals and small little crumbs for the people. Cunning Q/Trump exposed? Explain. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @prayingmedic @GenFlynn

3/29/2020 7:07:13 AM laurabusse You've heard of colloidal silver to be consumed for health

Well monoatomic gold or ormus

Same thing

Some ppl use ormus like DMT...

Ormus can have a DMT effect

So it could be argued gold can be consumed as an adjunct to enlightenment
3/29/2020 7:08:48 AM patriotleah1776 What were we called before we were  called Anonymous?

3/29/2020 7:08:51 AM laurabusse I never heard gold is not toxic only to O blood type

That's very interesting if true

3/29/2020 7:09:32 AM jeneice9  pic.twitter.com/9BRIV0gRs9

3/29/2020 7:09:51 AM annietul 2/ We have faith in the government “of/by/for the people” set out in the Dec of Independence & described by Abe Lincoln. But what we have is 

government controlled by a few giant corporations, & they got their power by acquiring the monopoly on creating the national money supply.

3/29/2020 7:10:34 AM annietul 3/ “Allow me to issue & control a nation’s currency & I care not who makes its laws,” said Rothschild. That stmnt may be apocryphal, but that is how 

they did it, & that is the power we must take back for a just & trustworthy govt that represents people rather than corporations.

3/29/2020 7:10:50 AM katieka12149203 what is everyone's response to this?   https://www.vox.com/2018/4/3/17180020/sinclair-broadcast-group-conservative-trump-david-smith-local-news-

tv-affiliate …

3/29/2020 7:10:50 AM annietul Thank you for reading it!



3/29/2020 7:11:02 AM dakota_hawk No gold fringes on those flags

3/29/2020 7:11:24 AM katieka12149203 they're saying this is Sinclair... it wa a pro-trump segment... ??? https://www.vox.com/2018/4/3/17180020/sinclair-broadcast-group-conservative-

trump-david-smith-local-news-tv-affiliate …

3/29/2020 7:11:28 AM realtimtrimble You should watch "everythings a rich mans trick" If you are inferring that 911 was a Saudi Controlled operation I would have to disagree with you. And I 

know a lot about it.

3/29/2020 7:11:30 AM annietul 4/ The power to create money in our nation has been usurped by a private international banking cartel, which issues our money as debt and lends it 

back to us at interest. Governments get blamed when things go wrong; but they are actually just pawns of the cartel.

3/29/2020 7:11:50 AM katieka12149203 they're saying this was actually connected wiht Trump doing it not them...  https://www.vox.com/2018/4/3/17180020/sinclair-broadcast-group-

conservative-trump-david-smith-local-news-tv-affiliate …

3/29/2020 7:11:50 AM nschlange I don't understand the connection? I can usually figure it out by the responses but that's not helping. Pls explain?

3/29/2020 7:12:13 AM annietul 5/ We the people can get back our govt only by reclaiming the power to create our own money, using the same credit system that private banks use, 

but admin as a public utility. Sustainably, profits are returned to the community rather than siphoned off into private coffers.

3/29/2020 7:12:17 AM katieka12149203 they are sayign Trump is kinda behind this...  https://www.vox.com/2018/4/3/17180020/sinclair-broadcast-group-conservative-trump-david-smith-

local-news-tv-affiliate …

3/29/2020 7:12:22 AM jakeglassmaker Yes. Some people sware by colloidal silver and/or ormus. I've seen evidence that these elements strip your body of oxygen if you are not of a 

compatible blood type. Never heard of DMT effects from ormus though. Interesting!

3/29/2020 7:13:32 AM katieka12149203 they are saying sinclair broadcasting is doing this to push the conservative narrative... https://www.vox.com/2018/4/3/17180020/sinclair-broadcast-

group-conservative-trump-david-smith-local-news-tv-affiliate …

3/29/2020 7:13:46 AM jakeglassmaker It must be O negative. Check out this page: @decodingthehive

3/29/2020 7:13:47 AM winklerburke Help! I voted wrong and I can’t get up!  My bad, I tried to correct ... but it won’t let me?

3/29/2020 7:16:21 AM jeffrolucky I agree but I have watched all the videos and I am waiting until April 5th the Greenland deal he promised.  What do I have to lose by waiting and see?

3/29/2020 7:16:23 AM dazedonkey Yes and behaves like a frat boy on a Ego trip

I provide obvious evidence hes lying and you ignore it

Why?

3/29/2020 7:16:26 AM bbobbio71 Just when I think I'm on the right track for understanding 3,7,9 My train gets derailed. 😡

3/29/2020 7:17:03 AM miss_ampie Do tell...

3/29/2020 7:17:30 AM patriotleah1776 Exactly why I don't dismiss AS like some of our fellow paytriots... I started computers @ 3 yrs, by 4 yrs, I knew enough to brick one. Pissed my dad off. 

By 10, 1990ish, I was playing online games that started my belief that now aligns w/ Anonymous, Q, New MJ12, AS. We The People

3/29/2020 7:18:40 AM laurabusse Goldfinger

 https://youtu.be/6D1nK7q2i8I 

The story was

The woman they painted in gold for these images died soon after as a result

Also

Jimmy Page played on this session

He said Shirley Bassey did it in one take

Then dramatically collapsed in a heap onto the floor

😂

3/29/2020 7:18:55 AM melleemee 💥perfectly stated!

3/29/2020 7:19:23 AM skywalker1712 #INSTABLOCK 🤡🤡🤡🤡🤡

3/29/2020 7:19:31 AM laurabusse Thanks 👍

3/29/2020 7:19:31 AM annietul We need a Publicly-Owned Central Bank, unlike the privately-owned Federal Reserve Bank. In the 1970s, Canada moved away from borrowing from the 

publicly-owned Bank of Canada interest free to private banks AT interest! Resulting debt, INCREASED TAXES, & transfer of wealth followed 

pic.twitter.com/l0nqlR5Z8a

3/29/2020 7:21:00 AM bbobbio71 Is a world with out money even possible?

3/29/2020 7:21:42 AM jakeglassmaker My pleasure 😊

3/29/2020 7:23:07 AM dazedonkey  https://twitter.com/Mareq16/status/1244264571751276544?s=19 …

3/29/2020 7:23:23 AM lmjonzey Sooo...T2...undercover...drew out the puppet masters of that wv plan or some other issue... being the bigger fish prize. Except the ....take down... of T2 

went wrong at that stop....T2 later decided to move on to a better position as we say changing jobs.... ???

3/29/2020 7:24:21 AM annietul 7/ There is one STATE-OWNED bank in the US...the 100 yr old Bank of North Dakota, cuz in early 1900s, farmers were losing their farms to the out-of-

state financiers. The BND keeps its funds in its own bank (not Wall St), keeping the funds local & working for the local economy.

3/29/2020 7:24:53 AM laurabusse Ha

So imagine how I must feel in my mid sixties 🤣

3/29/2020 7:25:08 AM nschlange I must need more sleep today. Im having a hard time understanding. Your tweets today. Matt is is a drug addict who tried to DOX you guys? Why 

would that happen? I thought he was a good guy?

3/29/2020 7:26:56 AM laurabusse My understanding is raw material not needed for replicator

The so called raw materials are drawn directly out of the surrounding ether

3/29/2020 7:28:50 AM fucksykethrone The wars are people that wanted currency to be gold fact???

3/29/2020 7:29:04 AM starseed521 Rumors have circulated that the coming gold standard needed an influx of gold to back all the new currencies.

Hence they acquired more from off planet

3/29/2020 7:30:31 AM astraleyes7 Xrp is the bankers coin.....

3/29/2020 7:31:31 AM moonbaby04371 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/zqare7g6rY

3/29/2020 7:31:50 AM __jabird__ Most are with you. Message over messenger. WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 7:32:12 AM bbobbio71 17 flags on poles + 1 flag.

Q +1?

3/29/2020 7:32:23 AM adamalderson5 It’s not as complicated as one would suggest. Reread pic.twitter.com/26DM3MYvzj

3/29/2020 7:33:27 AM jeffrolucky Just like you ignored me.  I know you haven’t watched the videos.  I am giving him until the Greenland deal April 5th.

3/29/2020 7:33:28 AM t3baron Did you say Gates? https://twitter.com/T3Baron/status/1243537263503409152?s=20 …

3/29/2020 7:33:52 AM 39anc6  https://twitter.com/AriasViewpoint/status/1243997908384403457?s=20 …

3/29/2020 7:34:40 AM dazedonkey I didnt ignore I answered truthfully you ignore obvious red flag

3/29/2020 7:35:47 AM allonkid Yes, Q Austin Steinbart is The Plan:

Austin is part of the Plan because he has Spanish royal bloodline, which explains why he came out to show his ancestry, all for the preparation of 

buying/taking Greenland, a symbolic move of conferring back the DEED of the US.

3/29/2020 7:36:40 AM norgus_r This is some spooky stuff. Scarier than the virus itself

3/29/2020 7:36:58 AM jeffrolucky I review all information.  I don’t make assumptions.

3/29/2020 7:36:59 AM shane26546740 Space Commander Steinlarp lol pic.twitter.com/o7RJkRTA6Z



3/29/2020 7:37:09 AM drbohammer “Replication” is not equal to anything yet, as the tech currently exists only in the realm of science fiction; however, when it is developed from 

advancements in nanotech, it will be very much like 3-D printing & it will require raw materials.

3/29/2020 7:37:28 AM conwayeast  pic.twitter.com/3BxAnyb2pE

3/29/2020 7:37:31 AM ruthlesstruth_ What is N in NWO ?

Najd ?

3/29/2020 7:38:05 AM allonkid Q future proves past. Where can you find Q3093, in Austin's first [video] ( https://youtu.be/t9ttbREavRM )

Qdrop 3093 cites these words and no other Q follower cites the same words, Q3092 is the original Q 'no comm' drop.  together it proves Austin is Q, 

not a coincidence.

3/29/2020 7:39:01 AM laurabusse You have sources Bo?

3/29/2020 7:39:46 AM dazedonkey What assumption it's an obvious photo shop

3/29/2020 7:39:49 AM laurabusse Me too

Witnesses...

3/29/2020 7:39:59 AM yourstr05411794 I don't understand 3d printing of gold. 😕

3/29/2020 7:40:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Excellent display of Message over Messenger. https://twitter.com/ariasviewpoint/status/1243997908384403457 …

3/29/2020 7:40:43 AM allonkid And The Plan is explained in the video. Getting rid of D6, CIA and reclaim the deed of the AMERICA.

3/29/2020 7:40:57 AM __jabird__ Remember, the interest is never created. The whole system is a complex scam. It needs to be replaced with something far better and fair. It will be 

Gold Backed soon. Or at least a fair money system. Watch. Just as Iceland did a few years ago.

3/29/2020 7:41:08 AM vectorsigma4442 YaH

3/29/2020 7:41:13 AM laurabusse Current

Flow

E.g. electric current

3/29/2020 7:41:18 AM steppedweller7 I was expecting a cross of Conan the Barbarian, Aslan the Lion, Gandalf the Grey and Stryder the Ranger, with a pinch of Hobbit thrown in to stay 

humble, but still tall-maybe just living in a cozy hole.  + Elf genetics as well.  Definitely having wings.  And a staff.

3/29/2020 7:41:53 AM drbohammer The surrounding ether is merely a graviton phase field (aka dark energy), which contains a mass void in the center of each graviton. There is zero 

matter inside of the gravitons themselves.

3/29/2020 7:42:29 AM __jabird__ Extremely real and direct.

3/29/2020 7:42:44 AM jeffrolucky I am from the show me state you gotta show me.  That is not proof of anything until I see it at Luke Airforce base I am not dismissing his information.  

Thats what makes America great though,  we don’t have to agree.

3/29/2020 7:42:48 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/JRDgihVDEko 

3/29/2020 7:43:08 AM ts_sci_majic12 What happens when you require 1 ton of gold in order to build that fancy new space ship?

$50M just in gold?

Supply vs Demand

Could you buy 907 kilo bars right now?

What if you could 3D print those 907 kilo bars?

3/29/2020 7:44:15 AM shane26546740 Maybe people block him because we are all sick of being lied to. Isn’t that the reason we are in this mess to begin with, lies

3/29/2020 7:44:41 AM jizomonk Just FYI Kim k’s background has always been white

3/29/2020 7:44:52 AM 39anc6 thought the same!

3/29/2020 7:44:56 AM __jabird__ But you haven’t said anything about the gold found in the Grand Canyon at the turn of the last century.

3/29/2020 7:45:36 AM dazedonkey True statement but that is 100% fake. You can see the outline around him

3/29/2020 7:46:01 AM stclair00 Some days ago (prior to that drop) you MJs said quite the contrary... please elaborate.

3/29/2020 7:47:13 AM shane26546740 You sir are a smart man

3/29/2020 7:47:25 AM jeffrolucky What have you got to lose by watching the videos?  Or at least see what happens with Greenland?

3/29/2020 7:48:05 AM drbohammer Yeah, but we also heard that JE k1lled himself...

3/29/2020 7:49:07 AM laurabusse Son is the same

Ask w/in

Listen w/in

Follow your internal guidance

Son lives happy life

Seemingly financially care free

Not rich

Lives mo. to mo.

Whatever he does is working

My concern is his lack o savings

He seems to have a relatively high vibe

Whatever he needs comes to him
3/29/2020 7:49:19 AM smith_jere No expectation other than I would be surprised. A very pleasant surprise.

3/29/2020 7:50:15 AM __jabird__ Personally, I would like to see the money system turn into more of a role as a tool for exchange than something to horde because it’s a rare 

commodity. Less about status in life and more about allowing people to follow their dreams.

3/29/2020 7:50:51 AM like_neo AS might have some good intel but I wished he wouldn’t have come out as Q. He outed himself by putting a name to No Name, repeatedly, among 

other things. Nobody wants to follow a false prophet.  I’ll listen to him to find nuggets of truth but he needs to do more to prove he is Q.

3/29/2020 7:50:55 AM dazedonkey I watched several and he is far from impressive. He is divisive and we know his address so I know he full of it.

3/29/2020 7:52:14 AM capecodangel3 I would bet on it!

3/29/2020 7:53:57 AM scott_rick There’s a reason “aliens” came to this planet and created “hue-mans” to help mine gold as there planet was dying and gold was the solution!

3/29/2020 7:54:10 AM shane26546740 What do you have to lose?? How about respect for your own Intellect

3/29/2020 7:54:11 AM sdane8 He's only a few years older than me, but that pic adds an add'l 10 years. Or years of sun damage. I hope he would look less worn.

3/29/2020 7:54:43 AM jeffrolucky Did you watch him live on the Quantum signal or Goldfish report on youtube?

3/29/2020 7:55:06 AM laurabusse  https://youtu.be/73ks2TPPyho 

3/29/2020 7:55:35 AM jeffrolucky Lol Don’t worry about me I do fine😉

3/29/2020 7:55:42 AM shane26546740 Austin Steinbart followers= lo IQ individuals

3/29/2020 7:57:21 AM jeffrolucky Lol You have no clue about me but keep going😉

3/29/2020 7:57:32 AM laurabusse Well said

3/29/2020 7:58:05 AM isitrealnews1 All I can say is if AB is Q we are PHQ’d.

3/29/2020 7:58:19 AM laurabusse Great thread 👍

3/29/2020 7:58:22 AM trinity_jenny Not sure 🤔 why I typed it .. been spiritually attacked since I was a child .. maybe wondering if it’s the blue bloods? Or what is it ?

3/29/2020 7:58:22 AM __jabird__ Or water. A river or flow. Commerce, women give “birth” as in a ship. Usually by a “doc”tor. As in a place where a ship parks when loading or unloading 

of a commodity. Then you get a “birth certificate “ just as you would receive when unloading a ship for a cargo manifest.

3/29/2020 7:58:27 AM guy_karen Bring on the light - disclosure please

3/29/2020 7:59:16 AM raymccabe63 Case closed pic.twitter.com/NaXqJ1hD6W

3/29/2020 8:00:13 AM eastcoasterik Spent a lot of time on that subject too. O- as well



3/29/2020 8:00:14 AM shane26546740 You believe Austin Steinbart , that’s all I need to know . Thanks for playing

3/29/2020 8:00:37 AM patriotleah1776 Replication technology is ancient...

Which can materialize pure gold out of thin air... are you certain it wasn't to breed & control us to feed off us? Or for greed of power? One day we'll 

know the truth for sure! Can't wait! Until then, think, research & verify!

3/29/2020 8:01:59 AM 313jodie 💙💙💙

3/29/2020 8:02:08 AM jballz1021 Excellent display of where not to look for truth.

3/29/2020 8:02:32 AM thehag1965 Complete and utter horse shit

3/29/2020 8:02:49 AM raymccabe63 You mean "R"?

3/29/2020 8:04:52 AM miss_ampie Does Wee Willie Hotcock have the Virus, or was Monica groomed, or both?

3/29/2020 8:04:58 AM jeffrolucky Good one less moron I have to worry about😊. I would smash you in an iq test just so you know!  Your mind is limited.

3/29/2020 8:05:22 AM thebarwatch 1/ XRP is often referred to as "Ripple," although technically Ripple is the name of the company and network behind the cryptocurrency, and XRP is the 

cryptocurrency.) XRP is a digital asset built for payments.

3/29/2020 8:05:53 AM thebarwatch 2/ It is the native digital asset on the XRP Ledger—an open-source, permissionless and decentralized blockchain technology that can settle transactions 

in 3-5 seconds.  XRP can be sent directly without needing a central intermediary,

3/29/2020 8:06:02 AM nybiltong Democrats Playbook

 https://youtu.be/DUkzrwTFv6A 

@POTUS @VerumRadix @PinataDrunk @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee

#QAnon #WWG1WGA

#MAGA

3/29/2020 8:06:02 AM thebarwatch 3/ making it a convenient instrument in bridging two different currencies quickly and efficiently.

3/29/2020 8:06:06 AM laurabusse Bingo

Amen

Some day we'll all have learned to love and accept others without judgement

And freely allow others to be themselves as long as they do not abrogate free will

3/29/2020 8:06:21 AM shane26546740 Good luck to you on April 5th

3/29/2020 8:07:42 AM yourstr05411794 Maj.12, I need to go study how 3d printing works. I thought you needed gold to 3d print gold. Gold is the one element that costs more to make than it 

is worth. Forgive my ignorance please. I'm trying to grasp this idea you have presented.

3/29/2020 8:08:10 AM jesse48676371 pushing bs... the dude used someone elses gun range video as his own and then claimed it was a test to see if anyone picked up on it... fk that guy and 

anyone who pushes him... thats my inner truth

3/29/2020 8:08:26 AM skilletmack Damn. All that says is Q is in on it too. The media runs this.

3/29/2020 8:09:05 AM scott_rick The Law of One

3/29/2020 8:09:06 AM laurabusse Ppl are turned off by Trump too

At their peril 😂

3/29/2020 8:09:12 AM tripletap21 Exactly. These LARPs are getting gross. Ol Maj tries to use similar vernacular as Q team. 

It actually makes me laugh - AB is the larpiest cringe LARP out there.

3/29/2020 8:09:16 AM starseed521 That info was from a Palladian here in the US who helps at night .   Galactic Teamworker

3/29/2020 8:10:52 AM zeropointchrist Anybody whistleblowing on this and researching it for 10 years or more knows that platforms aren't shit.  Good info always connects to every other 

dot.  Its about dot connecting over all platforms and points of view.

3/29/2020 8:10:54 AM adamalderson5 It’s quite clear! Read the title and stop this charade. pic.twitter.com/4JCWVzoESo

3/29/2020 8:11:02 AM dakotobol Long hair, beard, sandals and a funky bunch o' friends... ridin' an ass.... Like that picture hangin' on grandma's wall🤫

3/29/2020 8:11:12 AM realjamescorney MJ 12 is a LARP people!

3/29/2020 8:11:40 AM emilyoakley6 Good for you.

3/29/2020 8:14:08 AM realjamescorney MJ 12 LARP on Q MJ12 is not who we think

3/29/2020 8:14:20 AM 39anc6 a coin has two faces... that´s the only truth

3/29/2020 8:14:58 AM lenartjoe Meant as conservative feedback: Always leaning toward hopeful, but because we’ve always been warned to look for truth in plain sight, remaining 

guarded because of these: pic.twitter.com/4kzcFRa2MS

3/29/2020 8:14:59 AM patriotleah1776 value would go down?

just as it does when they 

Print

mOre fiat currency!

I think we may see a day where we'll

Not have currency,

buT a

Zen standard, that will allow

rightmindEd people to live

fReely &

enjOy the fruits of society.

Bad apples get reprogrammed?

#POINTZERO
3/29/2020 8:15:03 AM drbohammer Always

3/29/2020 8:15:28 AM realjamescorney This account is a LARP it tries to mimic Q posts sad thing is what kinda life is trolling fear? These people are sick!

3/29/2020 8:16:47 AM realjamescorney Yup! MJ 12 is a LARP full of disinformation trying to mimic Q

3/29/2020 8:21:56 AM patriotleah1776 Zero point energy can be pulled from thin air, no?

Enough energy in a cubic centimeter of air to supply United States for a day?

#ThingsTheyDontTeachInCollege

#InformationShouldBeOpenToAll

#EndGreed

3/29/2020 8:22:52 AM tomheather100 Source(s) for this information?

3/29/2020 8:23:29 AM jdltr450 🍕 He knew.

3/29/2020 8:23:48 AM qbryce171 The archiver of  http://qmap.pub  is not Q. Titles of posts come from the archiver

3/29/2020 8:23:53 AM allonkid I am super excited, the first Q follower to recognize and accepts the Plan.

3/29/2020 8:24:11 AM fansblowing3 Nope

3/29/2020 8:25:50 AM fansblowing3 Because people are listening to JoeM, prayingmedic, Jordan Sather, JuliansRum, etc.

3/29/2020 8:26:27 AM snowman84126327 Do you really think a insider would?

3/29/2020 8:28:48 AM kevinmruel 3/3 sin? And if I say the truth, why do ye not believe me?

He that is of God heareth God's words: ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God.

John 8:42-47 KJV

@Qanon76 @USMC @TheJusticeDept @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ #QAnon #WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/29/2020 8:29:13 AM johnrambo2777 Q has never been in an interview!

3/29/2020 8:30:19 AM robmodz68 So is he saying steinhart is Q?

3/29/2020 8:32:08 AM trax1833 Because he's full of shit pic.twitter.com/M8szWlWufA

3/29/2020 8:34:15 AM flyboy_n_me That’s a new one!



3/29/2020 8:37:12 AM jojoe12299 I thought Merkel & the EU were behind the mass immigration. I can see how it helps Isreal. Historically, lands have been conquered creating a new 

state. Why is isreal not legit?

3/29/2020 8:37:24 AM ravisingkeegan  pic.twitter.com/CrCvn59SSQ

3/29/2020 8:38:15 AM smallcaps14 People are still not listening. 

Facts/Proofs don't seem to matter.

It's like the WWG1WGA movement has become a cult.

This needs to stop!!!

We desperately need help.

3/29/2020 8:38:23 AM fansblowing3 Why do spaceships need gold?

3/29/2020 8:38:26 AM robertscharnbe4 Pizza gate

3/29/2020 8:39:21 AM kristophersnake I expect Q is NOT an employee of Crowdstrike, NOT a friend of Snowden, Not a CIA Clown, Not the Shadow Broker. But Mostly I expect Q is not stupid 

enough to make up wordses like Shadowses.

3/29/2020 8:40:05 AM nschlange I don't want to break your heart or anything, but from the last posts from Q, he's copying almost exactly what Austin said in interviews from the 26th 

or 27th. So that's odd, huh?

3/29/2020 8:42:32 AM realjamescorney LARP LARP LARP knew it 😂

3/29/2020 8:43:25 AM drbohammer Unfortunately no. One of my uncles (John A. Wheeler) & his student (Richard Feynman) did seminal work on zero point E. The model has yet to be 

completed, & when you take gravitons (et al) into account, ZPE actually is very very weak. I’m working on the physics for it right now.

3/29/2020 8:44:06 AM awsumnes Celebs have color banners. Those who think they are trolling us, well here’s our chance to troll them back! Change your banner to our beautiful colors! 

Because THESE COLORS DON’T RUN! @StormIsUponUs @An0n661 @Inevitable_ET @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #StormIsUponUs 

https://twitter.com/strategicmelis/status/1244248267904425984 …

3/29/2020 8:49:04 AM smallcaps14 I had no expectations. 

If Austin is Q then I am good with that. At least then we know that there is a good chance that Q will be around for a long time. I wonder what will 

happen when they find out that Trump is not Q+.

3/29/2020 8:49:55 AM jimmyjo88977263 Trust your heart, love will break all fear

3/29/2020 8:50:59 AM dispensaryexch Im so glad you asked ....

 https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligence_Support_Activity …

3/29/2020 8:52:02 AM dispensaryexch ....Q- pic.twitter.com/PihwDy6e5L

3/29/2020 8:54:31 AM adamalderson5 Regardless, still re-shared by Q. It’s quite black and white..   No heavy digging or thinking required. pic.twitter.com/bp8h4g3HMu

3/29/2020 8:54:52 AM williamlharbuck I’ve seen nothing to support this these democrats are taking this country to the cleaners with impunity

3/29/2020 8:55:41 AM smallcaps14  https://mobile.twitter.com/AriasViewpoint/status/1243997908384403457 …

3/29/2020 8:56:56 AM keith369me Historical methods of enslavement?

3/29/2020 8:59:23 AM keith369me ...and it now makes sense...rather than currency, it’s a building block material.  Maybe we can put the tops back on the pyramids?

3/29/2020 8:59:56 AM freethi79371289 Box #8 under Barry. Snowden is a traitor and should be hanged. pic.twitter.com/Krb2FPlMgE

3/29/2020 9:00:16 AM bechtold_jeremy Source?

3/29/2020 9:01:13 AM trumpqwoman Consider the source, always. Bloomberg and yahoo news.

3/29/2020 9:01:25 AM keith369me Why did the pyramids have gold on top?  Incredible conductor...energy from the ether?

3/29/2020 9:02:00 AM koitiongaming Allegedly...

3/29/2020 9:04:37 AM jemelewilliams 50 years from now will be other worldly so...

3/29/2020 9:05:42 AM jaded_pearl There is something similiar about the way they speak. Their mouth, smile & laugh are similar

3/29/2020 9:08:59 AM rachmatcorai33 This whole chain of comments goes to show just how lost we all are. Why does it always have to be a puzzle? We The People are struggling for 

answers. We get Q, we get Majestic 12 and yet there is still so much confusion and in fighting.

3/29/2020 9:09:31 AM ocld1 Everybody wants to be a badass until they meet one. LARP's like this are nothing new. They are just getting desperate because they know Patriots are 

in control. It strikes fear in the D.S. like they have never known. United we patriots stand, divided we all fall.

3/29/2020 9:10:19 AM billhuffman19 Thank You for the definitive answer! I’ve been trying on my own to make that determination yet felt like I had inadequate data. I shall believe you. 

Watch you and believe you. I’m too old to jump in but I appreciate your input. You seem trustworthy.

3/29/2020 9:11:33 AM sofiatribe Ascension is tough. You will be tested to purge what is still hanging on inside of you that isn’t serving you anymore.

3/29/2020 9:12:44 AM mcpatriot64 did they send Tom Hanks back into population to discredit the Q movement?

3/29/2020 9:19:50 AM mongrelglory Thanks for the explanation! 👍

3/29/2020 9:21:53 AM thainfamous20v At this stage, it's not a question whether Q is real. Is Q honest and truly working for the good of mankind?

3/29/2020 9:22:04 AM ptr0t1 Message over messenger.

 https://youtu.be/x3pHXfwCbi8  3:55 mark. pic.twitter.com/Xk3SgUHbQr

3/29/2020 9:22:33 AM lizztiz The Ark of the Covenant was found by Ron Wyatt in the 60s or 70s, google him.  Its not going to be used for free energy as far as i know but as proof of 

Christ.

3/29/2020 9:23:11 AM thekanehb I know that the reason it is NOT organic synchronicity and I want no part of it.

Rather then assume I have posted after them, maybe compare time stamps and dates.

3/29/2020 9:23:17 AM sallyannmcclel1 Wasnt He taken out?

3/29/2020 9:25:11 AM mongrelglory Yes!  The first time I saw Obama on TV was on Jon Stewart's "The Daily Show".  Obama was still a senator, but with his big smile, I thought "Oh, he 

seems like a really pleasant person". Too bad his actions didn't match his image!

3/29/2020 9:28:58 AM mongrelglory I understood from Austin's interview that the Starlink network of satellites will be used initially for regular internet, but down the road...a long way 

when mankind is ready, it could be used for the Quantum internet as well.  Did I understand incorrectly?

3/29/2020 9:29:10 AM azuralauren Agreed

3/29/2020 9:29:44 AM sandviking14 Here is just one example. Merkel is aligned with Israel. pic.twitter.com/MokeGd3qbq

3/29/2020 9:32:08 AM reportgoldfish The GoldFish Report No. 468- Austin Steinbart & The Great Awakening

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@P0A_Triot23

@striderraven1

@JfkJuni0r

@SteveMotley pic.twitter.com/TNBer8hY6o
3/29/2020 9:32:29 AM the_tru_eapjr BTC is the currency of fraud. coinbase for example, are a front for many such schemes.

3/29/2020 9:32:32 AM americanpetal I was wondering that myself...hmmm

3/29/2020 9:33:38 AM americanpetal What would be the sin he would be referring to? I know the Bible emphasizes discernment.

3/29/2020 9:34:51 AM kb4landlover interdasting...

3/29/2020 9:35:51 AM the_tru_eapjr crypto currency does not have checks & balances, is not stable enough for transactions, & cannot be recovered in the event of fraud or just  

overpayment.

3/29/2020 9:36:37 AM theglitcher14 Ridiculous to be using that vid link.

3/29/2020 9:36:43 AM cristin20818030 🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/29/2020 9:37:03 AM jaiagtp What about hbar HashGraph?



3/29/2020 9:40:17 AM sandirosep After WW1 during Germany's hyperinflation, she created a new currency essentially backed by rye. So if currency still existed, it would have to be 

backed by something valuable that cannot be printed.  Like human time & energy? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperinflation_in_the_Weimar_Republic …

3/29/2020 9:42:16 AM mongrelglory Well...first Jordan Sather tells me to stop following him if I'm still following MJ-12 or Austin Steinbart.  So I obliged, even though I've never said 

anything derogatory about him on his own feeds.  Then he must have read what I posted below, because this morning I'm blocked! 😜

3/29/2020 9:43:12 AM alicentruthland  pic.twitter.com/LLJv1MSPWN

3/29/2020 9:43:38 AM mongrelglory I just find it strange that he continues to read all of MJ-12's posts, even though he think's they're a LARP. 🤔

I mean...why bother?

3/29/2020 9:43:52 AM larryzehnder1 I see a Q too. Do you ?

3/29/2020 9:44:40 AM kb4landlover agreed but YOU have to own it. not the corporation you represent in your all caps name.

3/29/2020 9:44:57 AM carriebryson2 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Good Morning!  Hope your spirits are up today. 🌺

3/29/2020 9:45:02 AM ggemini33 R or Q+. Two different people, or maybe the same. Idk

3/29/2020 9:46:16 AM msforestr Short Circuit

Commander 7

3/29/2020 9:47:14 AM kb4landlover yeah uh real contradiction in info here.  if we can replicate gold and silver why mine off world and BTW who solved the Van Allen radiation belt fiasco?

3/29/2020 9:50:50 AM jenaynayz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/29/2020 9:50:52 AM kb4landlover @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 seeing info on AS both ways.  what is getting me is all the symbolism. AS = Administrator Serpent/Usurper 

the symbol on his hat is a trident in Arizona.  lucifer is the prince of the air.  also seeing a lot of 11 11 = gates of the golden dawn, rothschild's coven

3/29/2020 9:51:36 AM militantnurse @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  asteroid/ comet?

3/29/2020 9:55:34 AM burtqueue Energy, all of it, flows from the aether, and can be used as the "raw material" for said hypothetical replicators. Again, I don't see the point of money. 

Nearly every aspect of mining/harvesting operations can be automated. A world has/uses replication tech should be above money.

3/29/2020 9:57:49 AM 50kft_k His impulse to not include or read the poem was right. Never impressed by this guy, skated by.

3/29/2020 9:59:55 AM giediknight I believe Quantum Internet uses a zero latency quantum connection, nothing to do with radio waves.

3/29/2020 9:59:58 AM brahm73090079 Spade u want Hanks to talk I'll tell u what he's got to say ur FUBAR got it? Good nothin u can do just wait for it

3/29/2020 10:00:18 AM lilangels44 I think we all need to concider that everything we've been taught or know about money, finances etc is gong to change in ways we would not expect.  

We need to think outside the box much less literally to figure out what MAJ12 is getting at.

3/29/2020 10:00:28 AM shawnagrimm16 I think so. pic.twitter.com/BIvgSvmkJD

3/29/2020 10:02:39 AM shawnagrimm16 Saganism gets a firm push forward and we get to put the actor back to work that played Yoda. Since, really...that is all the real Pope is anyway.

3/29/2020 10:04:12 AM brahm73090079 I think it's the hands anyway they've got they're own code. I wonder if Q knows what it isHmmmm.??

3/29/2020 10:06:14 AM lilangels44 🤣👍

3/29/2020 10:06:21 AM ruthlesstruth_ So you mean relationship between Indian Government and the ETs / EBEns...?

What species / category are those visiting India or Himalaya ?

good bad or ugly ones ?

Remember : You said keep asking questions :)

Thanks in advance !

3/29/2020 10:06:43 AM cocopuffster12 It’s one big lesson

3/29/2020 10:07:15 AM mongrelglory Thanks!  I don't really understand how these wireless things work. To me it's all just "magic"! 😆

3/29/2020 10:07:32 AM lilangels44 5:5!👍that's awesome!!!!

3/29/2020 10:08:02 AM ruthlesstruth_ @citoyen_resist , the YT vid has been removed, do you other link or vid titles to search by ?

3/29/2020 10:08:15 AM txcoachb When I first read it, that statement led me in 2 directions initially. ONE was God, but the language used has since convinced me otherwise. TWO - 

[ALICE]’s twin sister - an extremely powerful AI computer  in the Pentagon / DOD / military somewhere.

3/29/2020 10:09:41 AM elias45732367 Warum haben in Deutschland die Artikel über Politiker jetzt immer einen roten Punkt im Bild...eine Warnung des Deep States an diese Personen?

3/29/2020 10:10:31 AM laurabusse Yes but we heard the truth about Epstein from the same ppl more or less that told us replicators already exist

On Earth

Of course I can't verify

Never seen one

But there's so much info that we can't verify

3/29/2020 10:11:28 AM blsdbe Sadly, no idea Petal... pic.twitter.com/XZA5m8wZ9G

3/29/2020 10:14:46 AM orgonix23 Nope, everything with Q is think for yourself anon, part of the mission... pic.twitter.com/KWOPQg7djO

3/29/2020 10:15:26 AM cdngrannycheryl Could be angels, could be demons

...its up to each person to decide which.  I'm leaving that in GOD's hands

3/29/2020 10:15:55 AM kb4landlover if we have replicators why mine off world?

Who solved the problem of the Van Allen radiation belt BTW?  anyone?  anyone?  Beuller?

3/29/2020 10:17:11 AM kb4landlover :War-Castles

3/29/2020 10:17:53 AM commodorecouch Sorry had to troll and pick the “Subject to harassment” 🤪

I needed some joy in my life. Carry on the great work!

3/29/2020 10:19:54 AM qsp1racy Whoever you are replying to has me blocked 🤣🍿

3/29/2020 10:21:09 AM mongrelglory I know I've considered gold and silver as a "store of value" not as an "investment".  It was intended as my safety net for retirement.  I'm old enough to 

remember when chocolate bars cost 10 cents (Canadian!). 😝

3/29/2020 10:21:40 AM ewilliams22101 I've never met a Larp who self-doxxes and does long-form interviews. The QPharisees need to do some actual work and examine evidence.

3/29/2020 10:22:09 AM cdngrannycheryl Truth never fools...that's a human failing.

3/29/2020 10:22:47 AM whatsthefreque1 loud & clear, understood!

3/29/2020 10:24:57 AM amincarnated You just answered which one our governments will use because it is centralized.  And with it being .17/share right now......I'd say buy it.  $100 bucks 

gets you 588 shares.  If it gets to even half of bitcoin is now, you have approx $2 million

3/29/2020 10:26:42 AM toffer_anon_369 Good One!!!

3/29/2020 10:29:06 AM carelaxation Are we the 3D/4D + printers? Are we the ones. The pure soul IS-BEs that can create gold through Golden Ratio- PHI and energy we generate?

3/29/2020 10:29:22 AM stephscolaro And you are truly rude...

3/29/2020 10:29:25 AM pablocr46826101 This wasn't a picture that was taken, I screen shot this from a video he did. But yeah lots of signs and codes going on between other Hollywood actors.



3/29/2020 10:31:37 AM laurabusse Wait

Feynman was a student of one of your uncle's???

Or maybe vice versa?

Your uncle would be very very old...like over a hundred?

3/29/2020 10:31:39 AM nonspamming  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1242972838488752128?s=21 …

3/29/2020 10:32:25 AM jeritud3  pic.twitter.com/vl4Uemvf22

3/29/2020 10:32:53 AM mongrelglory Thanks MJ-12!  It makes sense that any transition to a global crypto-currency would take time. The last thing governments would want to do, would be 

to destroy the hard-earned savings of people who've been using gold and silver as a store of value.(Such as in India for example).

3/29/2020 10:33:05 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/GZ0wftrGyY

3/29/2020 10:34:50 AM nonspamming  https://twitter.com/us_spacecom/status/1243236438767853568?s=21 …

3/29/2020 10:35:53 AM the_start_line YT, i feel as if our thoughts and ideas are what is truly valuable.  Things that we think of that are valuable (gold) are only valuable bc we think they are 

rare. If gold can be replicated, it becomes as valuable as paper.

3/29/2020 10:36:33 AM daddypig1011 Can't tell if shill or delusional.

3/29/2020 10:36:59 AM radasmodean Are they a test?

3/29/2020 10:38:02 AM nonspamming Austin discusses the Quantum Internet, SpaceX, Starlink, Neurolink in the Goldfish report... excellent interview, I retained what I could, I’m going to 

listen to it again and see if I can get a better understanding of the role of Starlink and Neurolink ... 

https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1243756569361141760?s=21 …

3/29/2020 10:39:02 AM rbroskie This is completely retarded.

3/29/2020 10:39:47 AM resist48776146 Dont think so, i lean on Ark is located in canada,Oak Island/ Nova Scotia. Nova Scotia was founded by Templars in the new world.Ark was stolen by 

Moses to sway power over his followers,in a polytheistic world to beat down the followers in a monotheism belief system..

3/29/2020 10:40:39 AM jeritud3 Perfect example of what the media does

tells you what the red box REALLY means

don't believe you lying eyes or what Q actually says

3/29/2020 10:42:24 AM americanpetal Thank you!

3/29/2020 10:42:30 AM wackamole15 we all know 9/11 was CIA. and Vegas but who gave the orders? who made the call?

3/29/2020 10:42:33 AM americanpetal Gotta watch

3/29/2020 10:43:53 AM mongrelglory Unless as a commodity, since gold is useful as an inert metal, and silver has applications in many technologies. 👍

3/29/2020 10:44:26 AM teamof0ne Gold and silver tied to a crypto allows for currency to be a store of value/wealth not debt. It allows for the cheap and fast flow of money for payment 

systems without banker intervention. People have more control over their wealth and their currency is tied to assets.

3/29/2020 10:45:00 AM itagain83 I take an interest for the book I'm writing about you... called Where Mimi j gets her info from... the title is a work in progress

3/29/2020 10:45:42 AM soulsur74572009 Compassion for troubled Souls 

who lost their way...

Applies to many

3/29/2020 10:46:41 AM teamof0ne Crypto is like the plumbing system for money flow. Keeps everything moving and is held in a reliable ledger.

3/29/2020 10:47:22 AM qsp1racy #QuantumAnon https://youtu.be/Co0r9bb1-pc 

3/29/2020 10:48:30 AM ameaustin1 I love this thought! And yes, it is possible but ‘we don’t know until we know!’ #love #light #awaken

3/29/2020 10:52:36 AM qsp1racy *boom* pic.twitter.com/zarXjnvPT2

3/29/2020 10:52:41 AM thekanehb Haha!!

3/29/2020 10:53:11 AM thekanehb Yep. Lots of meditation too ;)

3/29/2020 10:54:16 AM yourstr05411794 I believe that. 

Gold is valuable because it is the one element that is indestructable. It is logical that it would be used to build spacecraft. It is a powerful element, that 

even our bodies need. It was why the Annunaki came to earth, mined gold to save their atmosphere.

3/29/2020 10:55:09 AM itagain83 So far I have title page done... good parts are coming tho, you'll see

3/29/2020 10:56:14 AM mongrelglory The goal of future governments will be to bring prosperity to average citizens of this world. Financial instruments (cryptocurrencies) or gold/silver 

bullion will be purposed as a store of value for people's labour and time. Financial speculation will be brought to an end. (IMHO)

3/29/2020 11:00:42 AM selvestekjetil  https://t.co/vfrFWxg2t6  https://twitter.com/selvestekjetil/status/1244008764556140545?s=21 …

3/29/2020 11:00:46 AM mongrelglory It has to be real diversity into solid assets I believe.  Not just diversifying in different categories of financial instruments.

3/29/2020 11:00:56 AM jeritud3 Do that include fake CGI pictures as well?

or does someone else have that contract?

3/29/2020 11:01:33 AM musickmaker Lololol 🤣🤣🤣 @ his ridiculous fa66ot name.

3/29/2020 11:02:12 AM adamalderson5 Not everything, much is obvious like the original post as well as what was RE-shared.  Based off what the original post states, people claiming to be Q 

like Austin, should not even be around. We have it all. I’ll take my discernment and move on thanks.

3/29/2020 11:04:16 AM th34lpha All those pluses...

3/29/2020 11:04:35 AM mongrelglory I'm thinking that gold and silver's role as "money" will be phased out in the future with plenty of time for people to adjust to this. (After 50 years).  

They will still have intrinsic value as metals used in industry.

3/29/2020 11:05:06 AM atashfire You create a universal red list on things that can be replicated, such as bullion and other instruments of money.

In fact I'm pretty sure you covered this already.

3/29/2020 11:05:51 AM mongrelglory 🤣🤣🤣 Always that dry wit!

3/29/2020 11:07:49 AM jackoneilltime1 Speaking to my coworker I found out he had absolutely no idea who he just spoke to.

I then showed him a bunch of Mattis quotes.

The look on his face...priceless.

3/29/2020 11:08:53 AM coonassfonteno1 Brave indeed. Back to the old dogs, new collars.

3/29/2020 11:09:03 AM doc1415 I understand Austin seems to be on the same side as the anons but using a rhetoric that attempts to discredit every other messanger is divisive, and 

attempting to assume the identity of Q is egotistical at best. Just those 2 examples of how he hurts the plan.

3/29/2020 11:09:06 AM lizztiz Im aware of the Templars in Nova Scotia.  Research in ways you feel right...  I have researched in mine.

3/29/2020 11:10:59 AM howdoyoumakeah1 get out of debt if you haven't already

3/29/2020 11:12:14 AM doc1415 You may not endorsed him but you were retweeting his messages, putting his content in front of those who follow you. Be careful of the message you 

help push?

3/29/2020 11:12:42 AM mongrelglory I hope Kab is feeling better these days...

3/29/2020 11:13:06 AM flowersoul We learned how to make Gold (Au) on our kitchen table. Not that I have mastered it, but it can be done. So whatever the demand will be.... is truly 

irrelevant.

3/29/2020 11:15:24 AM stateofmind36 Although computer jargon is a language all of it's own, it can be extremely useful in times like these full of tech. Wish I knew more about it but props 

and respect to you who do anon😎

3/29/2020 11:17:44 AM howdoyoumakeah1 As they old saying goes "they can't print land"

3/29/2020 11:18:55 AM giediknight People act the same way towarrd @AustinSteinbart, as they did with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  before Majestic 12 was Q’d.



3/29/2020 11:19:19 AM mongrelglory Was Monica an MK-ultra victim? Sent in by the Deep State/Mossad to trap Bill Clinton and get him out of office? (I've heard that theory before).

3/29/2020 11:19:50 AM jeffreyb917 Lololol.

3/29/2020 11:19:59 AM jeritud3 just look at drudge report and u will get all the same stories sooner

3/29/2020 11:20:15 AM coonassfonteno1 Code for a plient child servant. Wow. 5.5 thanks for the reminder.

3/29/2020 11:21:25 AM georgeedwardca4 don't know about this Austin Steinbart character

but this is interesting 👇 pic.twitter.com/3bo24BGeKP

3/29/2020 11:22:05 AM georgeedwardca4  pic.twitter.com/UDMCclzLbZ

3/29/2020 11:22:39 AM qklahoma202 Yet they still call MJ a LARP while using their own Q-ings as proof of them being correct sources. Strong cases of cognitive dissonance all around.

3/29/2020 11:23:04 AM mongrelglory He has a "hot wife" in the real world! 😆

3/29/2020 11:23:44 AM qpatriotuk Shill I reckon. Im diligent in finding the truth. We cant waste anymore time chasing threads like this 😡😔🙏🏿💜

3/29/2020 11:24:45 AM mongrelglory I'm thinking along those lines too.

3/29/2020 11:25:06 AM jackoneilltime1 Good catch 

That line also stuck out for me 

Merit System???

3/29/2020 11:25:26 AM antarantanka Actually the value is real. It’s you. They just don’t tell you about it. The interest is an energy extraction of your and your children’s labor and value that 

came from you in the first place. 

Inflation is a tax on the grandchildren that has been time shifted to the present.

3/29/2020 11:25:44 AM mongrelglory I wish people weren't treating those comms as if they were chiselled onto stone tablets! 🙄

3/29/2020 11:25:47 AM adamalderson5 Here it is again..  Back to the beginning. Ignore the title, just read the damn post 🤦♂️🤷♂️ pic.twitter.com/42W5uSr6Q2

3/29/2020 11:26:07 AM lenzaq Mining asteroids reminds me of the Belters from the Expanse series. is the Expanse Majestic?

3/29/2020 11:31:12 AM n7guardiananon Both GOLD and Crypto are Traps cyclical Traps...I wouldn't be surprised if they will be brought down by their own doing.

3/29/2020 11:31:33 AM double0duke Currency has to be inflated and deflated. It is a medium of exchange, a placeholder for any work done (labor, service or product).

If more people are working the currency should inflate. If there are bad investments made, or less people work, currency should deflate.

3/29/2020 11:38:22 AM aprilnovak6 q is a letter and trump is a liar.... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIKRMK9idFY …

3/29/2020 11:40:00 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Ripple will replace SWIFT. "GOLD shall destroy the FED." - Q BTC is a stable investment. Recent "spot" hikes in Go in 

anticipation of a Gold (Au) backed currency in the United States? Diversifying your investment portfolio prot…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244105006485319681.html …

3/29/2020 11:40:21 AM keith369me Historically NO!!!  Start here https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241567863707774982?s=20 …

3/29/2020 11:41:05 AM jojoe12299 Thank you for sharing. I'll add this to my list of things to research.

3/29/2020 11:41:52 AM truthseekerkari Same symbol as the Alpha ROMEo car. See it here w/ th Red Cross  

https://www.google.com/search?q=car+symbol+with+dragon+snake&sxsrf=ALeKk03kmz8B4gCm1arhTICGgEldFksbWg:1585507212893&source=lnms

&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj9l9rRqsDoAhVFA6wKHehFDOUQ_AUoAXoECBcQAw&biw=1366&bih=629 …

3/29/2020 11:41:58 AM take_the_red_1 Good one.

3/29/2020 11:43:29 AM antarantanka “currency” that doesn’t accomodate increasing flows of Source Current is brittle, cycles of boom and bust. Bitcoin is brittle.

Gold historically has been brittle and scarce. It is liquidity outside the Fed however. Stop gap. 

We go from scarcity to abundance. Fluid dynamics.

3/29/2020 11:43:42 AM takestanrestart Disinformation is real and necessary, we Trust him he is doing the right thing about Iran.

3/29/2020 11:43:54 AM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/29/2020 11:45:38 AM aprilnovak6 if you trust trump you are a fool-

3/29/2020 11:45:58 AM bcmarky  pic.twitter.com/Z5S6C4lfGQ

3/29/2020 11:48:30 AM blsdbe Weil die Kabale, die den Planeten regiert, nicht möchte, dass irgendjemand in Amerika diese Geschichten als etwas Reales ansieht, wollen sie, dass sie 

als Verschwörungstheorie angesehen werden. #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

3/29/2020 11:49:30 AM takestanrestart Do you consider someone with an open third eye a fool, I just awakened and I get smarter each day. Raise your vibration and help humanity instead of 

slandering real heros.

3/29/2020 11:49:52 AM giediknight This is a 10,000 year war. @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #QArmy two thirds of the children born...were to be delivered up... 

pic.twitter.com/6s0jcXUzQO

3/29/2020 11:50:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12 was before Q.

3/29/2020 11:52:04 AM nonspamming ok around 30 min into the interview he speaks about the quantum internet, a very good discussion, it isnt radiowaves, will make 5g obsolete instantly, 

it does involve neuralink satellites and starlink sats will provide high speed wireless free internet worldwide soon

3/29/2020 11:54:03 AM tennesseeboy86 Looks like a bot or a very stupid Killlary supporter

3/29/2020 11:56:19 AM ewilliams22101 #Pizzagate

3/29/2020 11:56:42 AM eyeballpatriot Keep Diggin That Hole And Diggin It Wide, Austin.

The Rest Of Your Pathetic Forum Sliders Will Surely Be Joining You There Soon. pic.twitter.com/9KeVvB2HtX

3/29/2020 11:57:05 AM giediknight Med Beds and @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 replicator technology in Celtic Myths and Legends. This is Pre-Diluvian history  pic.twitter.com/gyBq0MKtuJ

3/29/2020 11:58:48 AM laztar11 Seems like there's not as many  tweets on Twitter right now

3/29/2020 11:59:02 AM mr_bond00 Huh? I never met Q... I'm just a patriot like you

 🤜💥🤛

3/29/2020 12:00:41 PM thebarwatch Vallely co-authored a 1980 paper with then PSYOP analyst #MichaelAquino titled From PSYOP to MindWar: The Psychology of Victory. see wiki

3/29/2020 12:01:43 PM ewilliams22101 Hmmm. . . how about a young handsome DIA agent skilled at gathering intelligence for the military to utilize against the royal death racket?  Sounds 

good to me!  Sorry Boomers!!

3/29/2020 12:02:23 PM elevn15 Mj12 has its hands in disinformation, hoaxes, and lies. 

So basically the same thing that all the mentally ill money junkies do..... 

Lie, Cheat and Steal. =)

#waste_of_money #shut_it_down

3/29/2020 12:09:07 PM sharong73376199 That is what I have been thinking.

3/29/2020 12:12:10 PM musickmaker 🤘🏼😎🤘🏼

3/29/2020 12:15:10 PM jamesgdurrett You are proving your ridiculousness by sharing this

3/29/2020 12:15:42 PM aprilnovak6 you are wacko my dear friend just wacko-

3/29/2020 12:16:58 PM eochaillmono How many clusters? pic.twitter.com/9dDYOCx0CM

3/29/2020 12:17:11 PM jballz1021 The Witnessing Self Is eternal.



3/29/2020 12:19:26 PM andrewperticus You clearly haven't heard Austin talk off the cuff, he wants unity even more so than #QPharisees..

Left, Right, Centre, Black, White, Yellow, Red and Brown..

Austin is a top bloke👍

3/29/2020 12:22:01 PM ken82510779 It’s too expensive to replicate gold therefore gold is still valuable. Silver as well.

3/29/2020 12:23:11 PM andrewperticus Because a majority of Q followers struggle to comprehend the fact he is legit.. Maybe see how things look in a few weeks😉👍

3/29/2020 12:24:42 PM palisadesantifa Is it a coincidence that the ship did that maneuver in front of "305th PSYOP Company"? 🤔 pic.twitter.com/3Uil2FNAT7

3/29/2020 12:24:54 PM sassy_virgo Message over messenger. Austin’s live interviews show a different demeanor.

3/29/2020 12:26:04 PM andrewperticus The two interviews are especially important, you get a grasp of his real personality.. He is legit!!!

3/29/2020 12:26:17 PM keith369me Where is this information coming from?  Too expensive or is the knowledge hidden?

3/29/2020 12:27:15 PM andrewperticus I don't think so!!

3/29/2020 12:27:41 PM drbohammer My uncle was born in 1911 & died in 2008, so yes he lived a very long life. He was chair of physics at Princeton & UT Austin, and was also known for 

coming up with the wormhole and black hole concepts, among much more complex work. He was Richard’s PhD advisor.

3/29/2020 12:32:55 PM jeffrolucky I liked it.  Thanks 😊

3/29/2020 12:33:59 PM ken82510779  https://wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/mobile/2014/05/02/can-gold-be-created-from-other-elements/ …. Less than a 2 minutes google search....

3/29/2020 12:34:15 PM sharong73376199 😂😂😂 do not think Joe Biden does his own typing.

3/29/2020 12:34:18 PM andrewperticus Watch the two interviews, and I think you'll get a better look at what he's all about and what he stands for.. #messageovermessenger

3/29/2020 12:35:46 PM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/ghNkqSh8NN

3/29/2020 12:39:06 PM withflyingcolor Thanks 😊

3/29/2020 12:42:28 PM mcscribe Absolutely love this!

3/29/2020 12:43:12 PM wevarts What about post on July 27th, 2019, on 8chan [   93 d   dark] and then precisely 93 days later new posts on 8 kun. Wouldn't this be proof of board 

change?  Also, same board administrator, Code Monkey.

3/29/2020 12:43:22 PM tetxnu84967 He knew for a long time!  Hero! 💞💞💞 pic.twitter.com/MZBSXDgMvu

3/29/2020 12:46:12 PM purple_maga My brain is already spinning! Can someone explain this one?

3/29/2020 12:49:17 PM stodghie 1/ we already are!

3/29/2020 12:50:45 PM donunde12317235 This shit is getting pathetic

3/29/2020 12:52:38 PM jaymiem72900974 She was part of pizza gate?

3/29/2020 12:56:17 PM laurabusse Omigosh...

That's amazing!

Your uncle was Feynman's advisor! OMG! 👍

My husband holds Feynman in very high esteem ☺️

3/29/2020 12:56:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 $0.17 pic.twitter.com/64msI1dOem

3/29/2020 12:57:26 PM cocopuffster12 Exactly

3/29/2020 12:58:47 PM giediknight It was at .18 a few days ago.

3/29/2020 12:58:47 PM olimyracle Interesting, thank you!

"Who can find the true meaning of covfefe? Enjoy (the show)!"

On my side, I've found this about #covfefe: pic.twitter.com/YGorppWfc0

3/29/2020 12:58:51 PM generaleeintuit Look at his profile pic. He's posing as James Bond. I'm now thinking Majestic 12 is also a British MI-5/6 operation. Her Majesty="Majestic 12". Austin is 

not Q because Q said no outside comms. Austin is working for the enemy to "infiltrate" and disrupt the Q movement. Insiders...

3/29/2020 12:59:45 PM covertress I'm still not buying that garbage. 😂

3/29/2020 12:59:45 PM pachecoj11 ripple??

3/29/2020 12:59:56 PM jeffjagoe ew.

what does @Ripple's centralized scam-coin have to do with all of this...?

is it funded by the Cabal?!

3/29/2020 1:00:06 PM verndog68 Trafficked...pretty disturbing poem from a 9 yr old. 

Jr knew

3/29/2020 1:00:10 PM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/cuqh4zw4vo

3/29/2020 1:00:12 PM atashfire Without MoM, our world would be in a perilous dystopia. If everyone shot the messenger, we'd all be dead!

3/29/2020 1:01:14 PM countrygrl2 So buy or nah 🤷🏼♀️🤔

3/29/2020 1:01:31 PM courtne08241586 Idk I’m so confused

3/29/2020 1:01:48 PM mikespies904 Amen sister

3/29/2020 1:01:51 PM nick_lumenaut Any of the top 15 are solid buys. XRP is a $1 coin for sure this year

3/29/2020 1:02:02 PM kristy35075504 Cryptocurrency---not worth anything...(never was)

3/29/2020 1:02:37 PM orange_starry  http://youtube.com/watch?v=671AgW9xSiA …

3/29/2020 1:03:14 PM jaymiem72900974 Sad

3/29/2020 1:05:04 PM drbohammer So do I. I have a collection of his entire works & writings. Richard had one of the most brilliant minds of anyone who has ever lived. Of course, so did 

uncle John 😊

3/29/2020 1:05:35 PM reedtweeting David you just described our wonderful and great President. The attitude is “Winning” and @KidRock says “It ain’t cocky if you can back it up”  

@AustinSteinbart might just be a pill you can’t swallow...Soon to be 4000 Q posts and you watch just 2 videos. Ya ur fukn woke.

3/29/2020 1:05:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 Not financial advice.

Signal only. https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244352796503298056 …

3/29/2020 1:05:41 PM infostuces XRP a scam ? Lol

Do your own research. 

XRP the bridge currency for new financial system.

👀

3/29/2020 1:06:08 PM kathleenmckeon6 So is Xrp United Nations Universal Postal Union (UPU) and how does this tie in with Q?

War Castles is about Postal playing a huge role in America not finished yet.

The Maritime Law and all citizens are considered as dead at sea. https://www.tronweekly.com/ripple-dlt-xrp-get-green-light-universal-postal-union-

whitepaper/ …

3/29/2020 1:06:10 PM lbf777 Bill Cooper warned us the Communists wanted to steer us into digital currency so they can later hack and turn off our ability to spend.



3/29/2020 1:06:10 PM quentinjay2 3 out of 5 suicide Q post have .44=4-4 

[Next week]

[Next week]

[Next week]

Suicide weekend? 

Q

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @M2Madness @QBlueSkyQ @StormIsUponUs @RedPill78 @pryerlee

3/29/2020 1:06:14 PM generaleeintuit Austin can expose information of the cabal's workings without retaliation because he's the chosen spokesperson for the cabal, not Q, and the cabal 

protects him. If you've watched Bond movies you know our US law enforcement can't touch him.

3/29/2020 1:06:21 PM rebornkingent Comms good.

3/29/2020 1:06:27 PM balkannfreak I mean its to remplace the SWIFT system but yeah the Coin on its surgace seemed Cabal funded at start

3/29/2020 1:07:00 PM by369surrounded I pointed out to my husband yesterday that it was $0.17! He still doesn't notice them but he gets excited when I point them out! 🤣😳

3/29/2020 1:07:18 PM drewishere27 Should i buy or sell a little bit?

3/29/2020 1:07:24 PM mishelleo1974 And it has been stuck there all weekend!

3/29/2020 1:07:31 PM json_206 Yahh

3/29/2020 1:07:53 PM leshabelle33 🤪🤪😂😂😂

3/29/2020 1:08:02 PM null_441 or perhaps funded by stolen mt gox coins

3/29/2020 1:08:15 PM leshabelle33 Ohhhhhh I’ll have to look him up.

3/29/2020 1:08:34 PM atashfire Band aid on the Swift system. The original stigma of ripple still exists in my mind.

3/29/2020 1:08:46 PM ryan35381162 I'll continue to make my own . . .without Microsoft's help though. It's time for humans to claim they sovereignty not follow. 

https://bitcoinist.com/microsoft-wants-to-replace-asics-with-basic-humans/ …

3/29/2020 1:09:19 PM leshabelle33 I wasn’t trying to lecture you, nor offend you. I’m the most chill person you’d ever meet. I’m just excited about everything happening.

3/29/2020 1:09:25 PM saint_bitcoin This is literally scam coin created by Brad garlinghouse who dumps millions of these worthless tokens on "investors" every month to enrich their own 

foundation  😓😓 "central bank coin"

"Signal only" yes. 

But PLEASE don't buy XRP.

- Signed, Your Wallet!!🤣🧡🇺🇸

3/29/2020 1:09:42 PM balkannfreak Was it or are you assuming ?

3/29/2020 1:10:05 PM json_206 Patriots are in control now.

3/29/2020 1:10:08 PM sandirosep Some people still do not have access to anything digital. They won't physically and mentally be able to do crypto.  Might something like postal banking 

be put back into place for them? https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2014/08/postal-banking-already-worked-in-the-usa-and-it-will-work-again.html …

3/29/2020 1:10:11 PM courtne08241586 But how??? It’s all jumbled up and nothing makes sense

3/29/2020 1:10:37 PM courtne08241586 Thank God!

3/29/2020 1:11:12 PM infostuces 😂

Pathetic...

3/29/2020 1:11:13 PM courtne08241586 Lord knows there are some brilliant patriots

3/29/2020 1:11:14 PM jamesthomas22 Current price .28

3/29/2020 1:11:19 PM covertress You'd have to beam me into S-4 and show me on the Looking Glass  where $XRP replaces SWIFT before I'd touch it... and that still doesn't mean that I'd 

trust it or who's behind it.

3/29/2020 1:11:30 PM laurabusse Husband wants to know

Was his name John Wheeler?

He says he was just reading something!

Coincidence?

Synchronicity!
3/29/2020 1:12:09 PM laurabusse Ha!

Husband was right?

John Wheeler?

3/29/2020 1:12:16 PM covertress fiew! 😅

3/29/2020 1:12:17 PM courtne08241586 I’m sorry

3/29/2020 1:12:25 PM json_206 Dont be too stubborn n be stuck with the dying USD 🤣🤣 just cuz we dont want it doesnt mean its not going to be forced upon us. People will desire 

the transparency, ease of use and you can use the same wallet while vacationing in other currencies without having to exchange

3/29/2020 1:12:54 PM mrratbrain The markets are closed pic.twitter.com/LPLo0Vndrt

3/29/2020 1:13:25 PM laurabusse Yes

Brilliant and entertaining

I've read the books about him

Husband and son both adore him

We're all grateful to your uncle for being a positive influence in his life!

3/29/2020 1:13:37 PM americanpetal 17

3/29/2020 1:13:46 PM courtne08241586 I will let the grown ups talk I feel to inadequate right now

3/29/2020 1:13:49 PM thedinarian I own both, as both are involved in the "Internet of value" plan, One for a storage of value, and the other to transport it at the speed of light. Why cant 

we all just get along. LMAO BULLISH On All top Crypto, Buy the Dip, hodl down, its going to be one sharp ride to the top

3/29/2020 1:13:57 PM json_206 Actually 2.7 billion adults are unbanked but most have access to mobile devices. Dig deeper.

3/29/2020 1:14:20 PM hellouncledonny it is a scam....and if its a scam its most likely a cabal front.

3/29/2020 1:14:21 PM json_206 Wrong. He came in as CEO later. But cute.

3/29/2020 1:14:38 PM truthfulbadger Its going down. And BTC. Bigly

3/29/2020 1:15:05 PM drbohammer His name was John Archibald Wheeler.

3/29/2020 1:15:38 PM deplorable369 D5 does not mean April 5. Again something taken out of context.  It is an avalanche classification used as a short-hand for saying it has started and 

there’s no escape.  “Nothing can stop it now.”

3/29/2020 1:16:23 PM drbohammer I’m glad they were positive influences in my life 😊

3/29/2020 1:16:25 PM veldaronie Q has adviced we by ripple, im all in

3/29/2020 1:16:58 PM balkannfreak Hey don't lool ! Be nice Anons tf

3/29/2020 1:16:58 PM lbf777 Why do you promote crypto when you know it’s worst than fiat even if it was to be gold backed?

Bill Cooper warned us about this in his book.

3/29/2020 1:17:16 PM json_206 All our recent trade deals are digital. Patriots are going to level the palyjng field so we dont have to go to war.



3/29/2020 1:17:25 PM freeandoriginal Took this screenshot when @AustinSteinbart mentioned it ! Mental note to buy along with silver maybe. pic.twitter.com/aX6H8izHvx

3/29/2020 1:17:43 PM chapulincolored Sorry dude, I don't know how to buy cryptos. Tried researching, too confusing & can't buy milk w/ it for my  kids.  

Maybe you should consider that most people still don't trust / understand cryptos.

If it were legit, @POTUS would be telling us to prepare.

What's your agenda?

3/29/2020 1:17:44 PM kb4landlover  https://www.bitchute.com/video/af1ETOH3OQ95/ …

3/29/2020 1:17:59 PM girlawakeinca  pic.twitter.com/975Cjcc268

3/29/2020 1:18:10 PM fuknutz I've got a ton of this crap and I'm still not even sure why.

3/29/2020 1:18:16 PM laughinatdumbdc And many have 🍎 pay devices (but only $2.73 balance on account lol)

3/29/2020 1:18:25 PM smallcaps14 Don't worry. I get it.

3/29/2020 1:19:07 PM kb4landlover Overview is very important.  have to watch them all a few times to really digest the info.  pure friggin gold there though... literally.

3/29/2020 1:19:42 PM highvoltagenews This is a trucking company stock.

The company has relatives

on both sides and merged

two years ago. 

This is not the SWIFT international

bank of settlements type entity.
3/29/2020 1:19:45 PM json_206 Life aint handed out 🤣🤣 gotta learn how to earn baby!

3/29/2020 1:19:49 PM kindling_fire Obv not for you, MJ.

Currently there are 43,906,191,900 XRP circulating. That's 43.9 billion. Already.

1) More are, and can be, created at will. Infinitely.

2) By banksters. It's one of their "crypto" coins.

3/29/2020 1:20:22 PM 1104mann At the perfect number 👍

3/29/2020 1:20:55 PM ewilliams22101 IMHO we're being prepared for major changes in the financial sector.  E.g., previous generations didn't understand debit cards in lieu of cash.  

Cryptocurrency is our future, whether we are comfortable with it or not.  Gold standard won't work over time.

3/29/2020 1:21:37 PM cora_munro1757 Great news today! @POTUS told Harry and Meghan to go pound sand. 😃 Well, not exactly. 👇 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1244338645198352386 …

3/29/2020 1:21:54 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/iUv2s7q0zL

3/29/2020 1:21:59 PM kindling_fire 3) It's centralized, not decentralized.

4) It's not mineable.

How is this different from corrupted, extracting SWIFT fiat? Just because it's on a "blockchain?"

Short-term, sure, you could make $$. BUT, it's same shit, different name.

3/29/2020 1:22:23 PM courtne08241586 Hmmm

3/29/2020 1:22:47 PM desirelove101 I pray we never go to this. Too damn easy to shut people off. Flip of a switch and you can’t buy a damn thing.

3/29/2020 1:22:57 PM highvoltagenews  pic.twitter.com/FhUIWygQ9o

3/29/2020 1:23:06 PM kb4landlover @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 what's up Maji?  Genesis 2:17.

If we project our own version of reality, does becoming aware of this evil-live make us more likely to project it ourselves? so then, should we be 

focusing purely on the creator?

3/29/2020 1:23:08 PM chapulincolored Get illuminati symbols off our money.

Demand Gold-backed Currency!

Where is @realDonaldTrump?

Maybe on $200, $500, or $1000.

I'd say a higher denomination, but how often would I have that in my wallet?

 https://twitter.com/ChapulinColoRed/status/1244087643308036096?s=20 … pic.twitter.com/vjCCSkRzab
3/29/2020 1:23:13 PM natebobo23 Buy it all.

3/29/2020 1:23:56 PM adrianholmes8  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6Q8Cz0u8LM&t=578s …

3/29/2020 1:24:06 PM laughinatdumbdc I work at a gas station. I’ve seen people use 3 different “cards” to pay for $5 in gas.

3/29/2020 1:24:13 PM courtne08241586 It’s ok I’m treading on new water right now. It is funny

3/29/2020 1:24:29 PM highvoltagenews If you see this..... this is the

transportation company stock.

Not sure how that got

involved in this discussion 🤷♂️

Hopefully that keeps anyone

from any financial confusion. pic.twitter.com/MGutqydEuP
3/29/2020 1:25:00 PM json_206 Plus my little bit of change in the ashtray lol

3/29/2020 1:25:01 PM mindymaucelli NOOOOOO people! Why do we want crypto? I want everything gold & silver backed currency.. I wNt paper currency. I want silver & gold certificates! 

#EndTheFed #GoldBackedCurrencyONLY

3/29/2020 1:25:03 PM balkannfreak Yeh honestly idk how to feel about that.. it really does sound familiar with the 2nd Beast of Revelations "enlighted"

3/29/2020 1:25:08 PM smith_jere They hate that part.

3/29/2020 1:25:10 PM jeffjagoe or was it really a withdrawal from #adrenachrome...?

wait... is this guy even dead?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/DailyMail/status/1244359405593911299 …

3/29/2020 1:25:53 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome https://twitter.com/DailyMail/status/1244359405593911299 …

3/29/2020 1:26:07 PM justicetruthwa2 I have 1089 and just started 2 days ago, I have a sign up link for Coinberry where those who sign up get $20 for the first $50 deposited so $70 for $50, 

initially I got $10 for signing up



3/29/2020 1:26:44 PM json_206 The current Swift system has almost a 6% error rate where the money is gone and noone ‘knows’ where it goes and takes 3-5 days to send it.

$XRP is 3-5 seconds with a 00.00% error rate in 7 years of usage.

3/29/2020 1:26:51 PM j64robert Not crypto markets, they’re 24/7/365.....they never close. Nonetheless I would never buy xrp.

3/29/2020 1:26:53 PM davelew63  pic.twitter.com/8nl99XlD3T

3/29/2020 1:27:01 PM internetusr Nothing ever happens

3/29/2020 1:27:13 PM perfectstorm24 ...and falling. Time to fill another bag!!

3/29/2020 1:27:15 PM lambohodlr Crypto market never closes. Unless internet goes down for everyone.

3/29/2020 1:27:24 PM palmdalekid2 Olympic village

3/29/2020 1:27:30 PM ethosus2020 FOR GOD SAKES EVERYONE RIPPLE IS ON PAGE 194 ON THE NEW LEVEL PLAYING FIELD THATS BEING CREATED. To all the nay sayers STFU and do your 

HOMEWORK!!!  https://home.treasury.gov/sites/default/files/2018-07/A-Financial-System-that-Creates-Economic-Opportunities---Nonbank-

Financi....pdf …

3/29/2020 1:27:46 PM courtne08241586 All digital currencies have problems. If this one does not why?

3/29/2020 1:28:11 PM saint_bitcoin No need for a CEO when it comes to  the Internet of Money 🤔🤫🤷♂️

3/29/2020 1:28:19 PM sallypenn4 Who said it’s going to be crypto? Let’s wait and see

3/29/2020 1:28:20 PM json_206 I feel you. Im buying some as a hedge just in case they force it upon us. I couldnt imagine how i would feel if i knew i had a chance to not flounder yet i 

allowed myself to over pride. Im not saying its all good but i will not be completely taken advantage of.

3/29/2020 1:28:23 PM highvoltagenews Yes the PM markets close

for the wekend as well.

XRP is a rhodium bitcoin.

Rhodium just grew 9k in a year

and had a 9,500 drop in March.

Its regained half and is most rare.

This is not a comment for or against.

It just is what it is. pic.twitter.com/sHN8awqHQo
3/29/2020 1:28:26 PM perfectstorm24 It was also at .11

3/29/2020 1:28:28 PM laurabusse Thank you Bo ☺👍

3/29/2020 1:28:39 PM jeffjagoe #Bitcoin is brilliant.

3/29/2020 1:29:01 PM laurabusse Yes you were incredibly fortunate!

3/29/2020 1:29:12 PM the_big_boss87 🕵️♂️ 🚷❌🚳VIGILAR CADA PASO QUE DAIS AL SALIR DE CASA, LOS AGENTES SMITH ESTÁN POR TODAS PARTES, TUS VECINOS!..😎🤦🏻♂️🦠..Vivimos en

 una MATRIX 💯%real.@Nur_Para_Todos @rafapal @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Eliana67330622 @MmNovau pic.twitter.com/LqGy28OU8L

3/29/2020 1:29:12 PM gentlepsychosis You don't suffer withdrawal from steroids. I was on them for a couple years straight and stopped and I'm still here.

3/29/2020 1:29:14 PM testtes48571138  https://www.abcr.de/shop/en/Adrenochrome.html/ …

3/29/2020 1:29:16 PM courtne08241586 I don’t like digital currency it’s fake and disappears

3/29/2020 1:29:18 PM gulfcoastchelle Swift🧐

3/29/2020 1:29:21 PM holly86385150 Not dead

3/29/2020 1:29:25 PM tripletap21 ...& the vernacular of many MJ posts attempt to match that of q since q arrived. 

Twitter is not where high level clearance info is dropped! 

It’s ok to be a regular person who researches & drops info. 

It’s ridiculous to claim to be high level when one isn’t. That’s LARP

3/29/2020 1:29:39 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/29/2020 1:29:43 PM misssusan_17  pic.twitter.com/peAPfxftEY

3/29/2020 1:29:46 PM courtne08241586 Bitcoin is doing well. Just untraceable

3/29/2020 1:29:59 PM chapulincolored Hey MJ12, straight question, you are cabal entity aren't you?

The more I read you, the more I doubt you.  My IS-BE says you are trouble.  I read you just to expand my thinking.  But I think Jesus would throw your 

table over.

Matthew 21:12-13 pic.twitter.com/wYEiADm1ta

3/29/2020 1:30:03 PM truth939 I just purchased some XRP about 5 minutes ago then saw this post.  Serendipitous indeed.

With all this talk about Ripple replacing SWIFT system, why not add a little to the portfolio?  Might as well speculate because you know XRP price will 

run hard if that is ever announced.

3/29/2020 1:30:09 PM json_206 Controlled by the Commies. Dig deeper. pic.twitter.com/KZT2BBB1Sn

3/29/2020 1:30:50 PM jeffjagoe Very traceable.

Much more so than cash which they are obviously trying to phase out.

3/29/2020 1:30:55 PM courtne08241586 I don’t care for bitcoin either a lot of money can vanish and not be tracked

3/29/2020 1:31:05 PM sschirott #Q17

3/29/2020 1:31:38 PM courtne08241586 Ok. Maybe I need to do more research on it. I heard it’s doing well.

3/29/2020 1:31:53 PM json_206 So is the dirty debt notes we use lol. Backed by nothing but our group ignorance. They are all owed to the borrower that keeps printing them into 

oblivion.  Thats why Trump is burning the fed with their own game/laws. Such a stable genius.

3/29/2020 1:32:05 PM ultra1 pathetic.. unlimited bullshit

3/29/2020 1:32:36 PM berries3rdtry Wtf?

3/29/2020 1:32:42 PM lbf777 Ya right. Epstein is still alive.

3/29/2020 1:32:44 PM jeffrolucky Austin threatened the Queen of Denmark to sell Greenland.  He gave her until April 5th.

3/29/2020 1:32:56 PM ultra1 omg hun how you been

3/29/2020 1:33:09 PM majic_eyes_qnly I've also correlated 'the shot heard around the world' to POTUS announcing the Storm. Good 1 bro! 👊🏼

3/29/2020 1:33:11 PM rghardy3 He also has an assistant named "R".

Coincidence ?

3/29/2020 1:33:14 PM ullannas Then we should be getting a big suicide weekend soon

3/29/2020 1:34:01 PM whitewinechick I looked it up the other day and couldn't see how I could even buy it. Is it publicly traded?

3/29/2020 1:34:12 PM kyates_biz @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

If it has not  been obvious before that this is not a legit account.

They now try to shill you ripple.

The one crypto controlled by elite banks and can have unlimited printing. The FED of crypto. Creates inflation.

No credibility especially during bear markets  pic.twitter.com/T6hGf0lm3D

3/29/2020 1:34:23 PM ultra1 I wouldn't buy xrp even for one Satoshi let it pump to plutos Moon who cares still worthless.



3/29/2020 1:34:37 PM balkannfreak Yeah i know same. I really hope we're not being deceived by the light luciferians.. "from dark to light" who r throwing the Kabal (First Beast) under the 

bus. Im enjoying the way evil is getting exposed but i stay sceptic. Q and Trump talk about God but never mention which one

3/29/2020 1:34:39 PM stevenwthompson Kek.

3/29/2020 1:35:08 PM aort33672247 So XRP is the one??? SdR, flip of switch?

3/29/2020 1:35:34 PM jeffjagoe the @Tronfoundation is a #CCP front which is currently trying to buy up major components of the #crypto-space in order to centralize the sector under 

#CCP control

From #Bitcoin mining farms, exchanges like Poloniex, services like #BitTorrent and @steemit, They are gobbling em up

3/29/2020 1:35:44 PM ultra1  pic.twitter.com/eUqjM9GKXl

3/29/2020 1:35:48 PM colforbin3 XRP = Centralized bankster (cabal) digital shit. Do your own research people!

Think independence. Privacy. Freedom. Be your own bank. Monero > Bitcoin

3/29/2020 1:35:49 PM saucenuclear Ready to see $1.7!!!

3/29/2020 1:35:50 PM victorhbranger you have more hits than the pasquinade Daily Mail

3/29/2020 1:35:56 PM aort33672247 No bandaid.. dyor

3/29/2020 1:36:05 PM kyates_biz No nore likely the corectional officer who was in charge moved his cell mate. Gave cell mate a key and he walkes back in strangled  him.

Very easy and on security camera everything  up too.

Or its all lie and he was ushered out by trump

3/29/2020 1:36:23 PM courtne08241586 Yes, I know that. But I’m worried about digital marketing it seems like a hacker can make it all just vanish

3/29/2020 1:36:26 PM embodyknowledge Actually yes , they mentioned using the postal services ATM’s to deliver the digital dollar . That’s where they could set up their account .

3/29/2020 1:36:26 PM covertress Ripple's Never Ending ICO https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-04/ripple-hit-with-class-action-suit-over-never-ending-ico …

3/29/2020 1:36:29 PM balkannfreak Dont like a few farms in China own more than 60% total BTC pool ?

3/29/2020 1:36:32 PM atashfire The kingpin chokes because his own supply is dry. Okay.

3/29/2020 1:36:47 PM courtne08241586 Me either

3/29/2020 1:36:51 PM mike963morgan Doubt the account is even cabal, 90% sure it's just a LARP.

3/29/2020 1:37:17 PM rebornkingent Also one of the highest capitalized coins. pic.twitter.com/qfqjM5copy

3/29/2020 1:37:45 PM derekskyya Hey speaking of A-Chrome, didja know 3M owns the patent on the process for preparing it? And interestingly, the application status expired TODAY, 

3/29/20. WTF?  https://patents.google.com/patent/US4501923A/en …

3/29/2020 1:37:54 PM karin10619460 You are so perceptive in seeing

The "Q" 

I didn't catch it until you so

Brilliantly caught it

THANQ

SEMPER FI Q~Q+~QTeam

Semper fi USA #USMC

Q( :
3/29/2020 1:37:54 PM pabsb77 Yes bro, totally agree

3/29/2020 1:37:54 PM gi6stars Looks like a Q to me.

3/29/2020 1:37:56 PM covertress *big hug* 🤗

3/29/2020 1:38:03 PM courtne08241586 I never traded with bitcoin or any other digital marketing agency bc I couldn’t tell who funded it or how I could make sure I wasn’t being stolen from.. 

like that helped

3/29/2020 1:38:36 PM json_206 I was into tron n got out once i noticed it was a ccp media push. I almost got bittorrent too. Only ccp i hedge is $VET due to price and counter balance 

of the world. Not proud of commie coins. Not really invested either.

3/29/2020 1:38:50 PM perfectstorm24 I want to see .15 again and I'm filling the wallet.

3/29/2020 1:39:10 PM jeffjagoe Definitely a large portion of bitcoin mining happens in China https://www.coindesk.com/highest-in-2-years-65-of-bitcoin-hash-power-is-in-china-report-

finds …

3/29/2020 1:39:24 PM bcmarky Thought he didnt kill himself?

3/29/2020 1:39:28 PM cocopuffster12 Did you use Coinbase? I’m still setting mine up.

3/29/2020 1:39:29 PM json_206 Scary world.  Im not putting wverything in to it. But the world transforms and digitizing is next. They are makin the internet of value. Instant transfer of 

value. The continuum pushes.

3/29/2020 1:39:35 PM turboxyde I'm right there with ya... I would like to know more about this alleged "Quantum Financial System" & how cryptocurrencies will come into play with 

that.

We could always set up a cryptocurrency RV/AP team and start poking around. pic.twitter.com/OaRzO0BEmp

3/29/2020 1:39:36 PM perfectstorm24 Actually most unbanked people have phones. With XRP that's all you will need.

3/29/2020 1:39:38 PM huskiehoskins Your Congressman & Senators have been warning you for some time now?

Only one Agenda & that is to take apart the Agenda. 

Only one winner. 

I know which side I am on.

3/29/2020 1:40:09 PM json_206 I went all out on virus computer software, ledger nano. Never hold on an exchange. Its like owning physical metals.

3/29/2020 1:40:12 PM earth2nissy #UnsealEpstein

3/29/2020 1:40:27 PM balkannfreak Mmmmh please do not talk about VeChain this is my biggest ch0KE eva 😪

3/29/2020 1:41:38 PM monroevegas XRP=OnDemandLiquidity

3/29/2020 1:41:56 PM cdowney09 Q has never done an interview

3/29/2020 1:42:28 PM mediqated "Driven to suicide"

3/29/2020 1:42:53 PM corpsmanup77 Coinbase and Gemini are my favorites.  They have KYC, know your customer, standards like any bank so it takes a few days to get set up.  Then PLEASE 

get a Trezor or Ledger hardware wallet and get your crypto off the exchange and into your hot little hands. Any ?’s happy to help.

3/29/2020 1:43:12 PM mediqated  https://twitter.com/s223s223/status/1244320916680646661?s=21 … https://twitter.com/S223S223/status/1244320916680646661 …

3/29/2020 1:43:15 PM theappraizer I’d check this! 👆

3/29/2020 1:43:57 PM json_206 Learning was interesting and fun.  Still so much. Its wver evolving. Its my positive escape on the daily. No tv just research. Met some good people n 

learned cool things. Learning how money works is the best thing that ever happened.

3/29/2020 1:44:06 PM adorabldplorabl #FlagsOut

@LisaMei62 @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET @Jordan_Sather_ @Education4Libs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Qanon76 @qanon_obiwan 

https://twitter.com/AdorablDplorabl/status/1244364147342610435 …

3/29/2020 1:44:11 PM corpsmanup77  https://t.co/ZAQtpFZb5W  https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1243756569361141760?s=21 …

3/29/2020 1:44:19 PM smik451718 Post 916

Saving Israel for last...???



3/29/2020 1:44:41 PM stephen66090574 There’s no way Mnuchin and Trump have come this far so guys like you can run your own economy. Wake up.

3/29/2020 1:44:53 PM covertress So far, there are no cryptocurrencies that employ proven quantum-proof encryption. 

It's only a matter of qubits... https://twitter.com/covertress/status/1032329020569006080?s=20 …

3/29/2020 1:44:54 PM keith369me What happened to #Epsteindidntkillhimself ?

3/29/2020 1:45:46 PM json_206 Thats why btc is dead lol

3/29/2020 1:45:53 PM awsumnes Not a scam. Over 250 banks are partnered with them. Including companies like American Express, moneygram etc. Quick google “xrp Amex” or any 

other company. Don’t be left out! Can’t wait for the reset and make a come up!

3/29/2020 1:46:37 PM jgfirehorse1 Secret space program.

3/29/2020 1:47:03 PM cdowney09 When exactly?

3/29/2020 1:47:42 PM awsumnes Incorrect that more can be created. Incorrect that banks own it. 55billion currently in escrow. Not a bank escrow.

3/29/2020 1:47:59 PM saint_bitcoin  pic.twitter.com/gZQfQE66a4

3/29/2020 1:48:00 PM awsumnes Coinbase app. Search anons!

3/29/2020 1:48:13 PM mongrelglory I do believe the SWIFT system will be replaced by something else. Many countries: China, Russia etc...have been trying to work around it, not to 

mention it's somewhat cumbersome and slow, according to bankers I've talked to.  I'll wait a little longer to see what takes its place.

3/29/2020 1:49:25 PM balkannfreak The more and more we digitalize. Being an hacker in like 50+ years  is gonna be batshit crazy lol

3/29/2020 1:49:28 PM smik451718 Q

3/29/2020 1:49:34 PM qbryce171 Message over messenger.

3/29/2020 1:49:35 PM lenartjoe Fair question. Just because patriots are gifted with faith doesn’t mean we can ignore valid questions. Events obviously guided. The question is by 

whom: and whether the end is full disclosure, or a new control system? Necessary step in process?

3/29/2020 1:49:37 PM stephen66090574 It’s a store of value that’s why I own but it doesn’t get used the way Satoshi intended so.

3/29/2020 1:49:51 PM milllathefiend Video I am posting is an interesting overview that was posted 6 months before Q started posting. Some good observations of the Cabal(Service to Self 

groups) and how they use systems to enslave humanity. Also explains how “projection” works and much more. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kc_cnlgdCl8&list=PL90JHPcGcha-mmi76dySpDnXphVfQgDEg&index=3&t=0s …

3/29/2020 1:50:09 PM courtne08241586 Lol

3/29/2020 1:50:10 PM anonlightangel Hey all Q followers: Post a Q meme & retweet to see how far it will spread  now!

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@EyesOnQ

@M2Madness

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kate_awakening

@John_F_Kennnedy

@Jordan_Sather

@cjtruth

@Beer_Parade

@KarluskaP

@SSG_PAIN

@SeanCordicon

@KillAuDeepState
3/29/2020 1:50:13 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Israel represented by 6-pointed star.  US represented by 5-pointed star.  D5=Criminal Intel Agency  D6=Mossad

3/29/2020 1:50:21 PM brad34351293 Saw same thing last night. 

3M is a BIG company.

A Trump EO was about asset forfeiture for those guilty of crimes against humanity.

3/29/2020 1:50:29 PM fansblowing3 No Austin is Q

3/29/2020 1:51:40 PM monroevegas Q=17

3/29/2020 1:52:27 PM ogmios1440  pic.twitter.com/kbI9BOhnzD

3/29/2020 1:52:41 PM awsumnes Omg. People commenting about being turned off don’t know how XRP functions. At all! Please, download “Coinbase” or go to their web and open an 

account. Simple as that. Buy xrp.

3/29/2020 1:53:05 PM restorativna8ur Fu k that dude..

3/29/2020 1:53:24 PM digitalassetcpa Saint, you are uneducated about how the real world works. They will be one of the few survivors because they worked with regulators. Proof of work is 

a dead end.

3/29/2020 1:53:42 PM saint_bitcoin What if Satoshi is the NSA and the 1,000,000 coins belong to the USA. Which in turn will help fund the new world economy and #KAG forever,4D Chess 

much?!?! 

 Gold is GOOD, but #Bitcoin is BETTER. 

HARD Money is coming back in style.

3/29/2020 1:53:59 PM mongrelglory Not true.  Anyone who's been on long-term steroids and then stops them suddenly is at risk of adrenal insufficiency among other withdrawal 

symptoms: https://americanaddictioncenters.org/steroid-abuse 

3/29/2020 1:54:00 PM bluebirdassets #Epsteindidntkillhimself

3/29/2020 1:54:42 PM json_206 People are gonna stumble on lost keys and itll be like discovering resources in the ground lol

3/29/2020 1:54:45 PM fansblowing3 How do we buy xrp aka ripple?

3/29/2020 1:55:20 PM steveakridge Fiat gold via 3D printing should allow 3D printing of all essentials of life without needing money. Ending hunger now should be “a piece of cake.”

Why not just 3D print those fancy spaceships???

Who needs a money changer anymore???

3/29/2020 1:55:50 PM json_206 I think the NSA created as the trial coin everyone would latch on to. You know the gov owns some as a tool.

3/29/2020 1:56:12 PM generaleeintuit I'm Batman and Austin is James Bond.

3/29/2020 1:56:22 PM shivelyjimmy "Please unfollow my page now" wow bro I could have sworn that this movement was about uniting? Not dividing? but I will never block or unfollow 

anyone so do what you must but just know there are some still hopeful you will see the light and aren't leading them astray all love bro

3/29/2020 1:56:29 PM mongrelglory Gold is one of the most non-reactive metals out there, so it's useful in different sorts of environments where you might worry about corrosion or 

oxidation.

3/29/2020 1:57:16 PM stephen66090574 Or what if they realised it was too slow and inefficient so they got David Shwartz to come up with something else. pic.twitter.com/UYc8lxEaz2

3/29/2020 1:57:45 PM denisesteele Wow

3/29/2020 1:58:15 PM saint_bitcoin Biggest Bitcoin mining facility in the world being Built in Rockdale Texas. 

Gotta do it BIG in the Republic. pic.twitter.com/MtlDJX8Jwl



3/29/2020 1:58:26 PM chapulincolored I've always kept that in mind, but an interesting read nonetheless.

Goes back to verifying info for yourself.

3/29/2020 1:58:49 PM mongrelglory Right now it's highly unlikely someone could buy 907 kilo bars of real (not paper) gold.  There's a shortage in the markets and many refineries and 

mines have shut down temporarily.

3/29/2020 1:59:09 PM json_206 I definitely am on board with that.  Schwartz was contracted by the NSA and came up with the ledger in the 80’s!

3/29/2020 1:59:20 PM trumped18 I’m thinking so. Post Offices in every town already.

3/29/2020 1:59:22 PM saint_bitcoin "Free Tesla Energy for all after the "Storm" who said POW is dead. It's being birthed. pic.twitter.com/BQRErieXT6

3/29/2020 1:59:43 PM json_206 Wild card

3/29/2020 2:00:00 PM ts_sci_majic12 JE is dead.

Necessary.

3/29/2020 2:00:22 PM anonlightangel @Qanon76

@VincentCrypt46

@LisaMei62

@TheCollectiveQ

@QAnonNotables

@Sun_Q_Tzu

@EyesOnQ

@M2Madness

@StormIsUponUs

@prayingmedic

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@kate_awakening

@John_F_Kennnedy

@Jordan_Sather

@cjtruth

@Beer_Parade

@KarluskaP

@SSG_PAIN

@SeanCordicon

@KillAuDeepState https://twitter.com/anonlightangel/status/1244366874541879296 …
3/29/2020 2:00:25 PM chapulincolored "Congressman & Senators" saying anything is more like a red flag.

3/29/2020 2:00:32 PM animaldesatado Epstein?

3/29/2020 2:00:43 PM shivelyjimmy Ps #AustinSteinbartIsQ please take the time and prove us wrong if you can otherwise enjoy the humble pie and crow we will be lovingly waiting for you 

either way stay up stay positive hope all works out for ya bud💖🤙🤔

3/29/2020 2:00:44 PM monroevegas Why necessary

3/29/2020 2:00:45 PM courtne08241586 Jeffrey Epstein? Did he kill himself or no

3/29/2020 2:00:46 PM aten55555 When is the Pope's turn? Hope soon

3/29/2020 2:00:58 PM winklerburke XRP crypto = removes rapacious bankster charges on money movement/transfers = Qborghive hate, fight, war, preach, teach, deplatform, block, 

enmity against this latest un-enslavement gift to humankind from the universe?   Does it pay to fight the universe?  Um, not since Creation?

3/29/2020 2:00:59 PM animaldesatado What about the mass arrests of celebrities? The Queen of England? The Pope? Obamas?

3/29/2020 2:01:08 PM json_206 Its just not gonna be #1 in my eyes. Its never gonna go away unless there is a conserted effort to put it in one wallet n make it disappear.  The future is 

gonna be nutso

3/29/2020 2:01:18 PM alltheway08 1/2 Wow...you’re 100% telling outright lies. There is a fixed amount. It’s deflationary just like BTC. No more are created, ever. It’s not created by 

banksters either. It was created by Jed McAleb & David Shwartz, 2 guys involved in BTC from the beginning. XRP not circulating

3/29/2020 2:01:30 PM docg_dc 👍🙏

3/29/2020 2:01:45 PM majic_eyes_qnly Whoa!

Where was JE? Now actually 187?

3/29/2020 2:02:15 PM saint_bitcoin Man! So much happening and so much speculation. I guess only time will tell! Exciting times regardless!

3/29/2020 2:02:30 PM 369leader Suppose MJ was legit, how else would you want them reach the masses? Through a daily segment on CNN? Trump bypassed MSM with Twitter. Makes 

sense that MJ12 would do the same. 95% of the time they promote free thought, 5% is messages of disclosure. Personally, I'm ok with that 🙏🏼

3/29/2020 2:02:36 PM deplorabldamsel Did the cabal do it and did the Patriots let them, I wonder? 🤔 🤔 🤔

3/29/2020 2:02:41 PM sandirosep Thanks for this!  I have elderly relatives who will never get a smartphone & will never use Apple pay.  But they can still make it to the post office and 

use an ATM.  And payday lenders wouldn't still be a thing in poor neighborhoods today if digital banking worked for everyone.

3/29/2020 2:02:43 PM stephen66090574 There is a possibility they will use BTC but that will be across the XRPL ledger using XRP as the bridge. The same with ETH

3/29/2020 2:02:55 PM williebhere The man who knew to much??

3/29/2020 2:02:59 PM saoirse_369 Why did JE’s plane fly to Antarctica in July?

3/29/2020 2:03:02 PM realovendodger Jebediah Ekleberry

3/29/2020 2:03:03 PM stephen66090574 Well said

3/29/2020 2:03:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 All information required was acquired.

Nobody gets a free pass.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

3/29/2020 2:03:08 PM superbwebapps Explain!

3/29/2020 2:03:15 PM iskandard_great did you mean, back then in prison? or he got out from prison and just now he got killed?

3/29/2020 2:03:16 PM alltheway08 2/2 are held in escrow. The escrow releases 1 billion to Ripple labs. The past few releases they’ve put most if not all of it back. Since it’s a public 

blockchain you can look for yourself. You don’t have to buy it, but don’t jsut make up bullshit that isn’t true about it.

3/29/2020 2:03:17 PM shivelyjimmy Wait a minute so your saying it's an outside comm? That's crazy? How did you find this out? You must do your own research amazing how that works 

out huh?😉😂

3/29/2020 2:03:19 PM stclair00 He is now? I thought he was Hitlered. 

MJ you are contradicting yourselves more and more every day

3/29/2020 2:03:32 PM datrooddood Nah, just sit down and shut up.

3/29/2020 2:03:32 PM bucoffee Hope thats a typo, as in JT

3/29/2020 2:03:32 PM coloradoevolut1 Who's JE?

3/29/2020 2:03:37 PM aten55555 Im glad

3/29/2020 2:03:41 PM balkannfreak 😂 oh yeah the lost million dollar unrecoverable wallets. I meant everything tho not only crypto related. It could literaly turn into Watch Dogs 😂 

pic.twitter.com/g2B0Mvea4M

3/29/2020 2:03:45 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/SIQH9rDDky



3/29/2020 2:03:47 PM safdari_h Who's that?

3/29/2020 2:03:54 PM jared4liberty How did it happen

3/29/2020 2:04:02 PM jvan125 Jeffrey Epstein...

3/29/2020 2:04:12 PM manifest_utopia Jeffrey Epstein

3/29/2020 2:04:17 PM burtqueue Jeffrey Epstein

3/29/2020 2:04:24 PM lucasnobua Are you deffending zionists? Zionists = Cabal? Soros?

3/29/2020 2:04:34 PM laurabusse #WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 2:04:49 PM westmount_d7 🙏 Central sun. Recycle 🙏

3/29/2020 2:04:50 PM alltheway08 It’s decentralized, Ripple runs a minority of the nodes on the network but I’m guessing you don’t understand how the consensus protocol works. It’s 

not mineable because PoW is a technological dead end. 7 TPS isn’t going to cut it if crypto is ever going to be used.

3/29/2020 2:04:54 PM winklerburke What does today’s $0.17 price of XRP (created by Ripple) crypto coin possibly mean?  MJ12 is re-teaching us: Folks, the entire universe is alive... 

constantly giving (math & beyond) signals as to the lay of the land.  Mark 16:20 signs to + & -.  Fight this wisdom? Or flow?  ;)

3/29/2020 2:05:02 PM lbf777 He had too much dirt on Trump?

3/29/2020 2:05:02 PM williebhere So bring it.. and let the patriots deal with the rioters!!

3/29/2020 2:05:04 PM fansblowing3 That means Q copies MJ12 👌

3/29/2020 2:05:12 PM coloradoevolut1 Ah ok ty

3/29/2020 2:05:12 PM maryheil5 I do not believe he committed suicide. The cadaver replacement definitely was not Epstein! I think Epstein was taken to another location and executed!

3/29/2020 2:05:16 PM json_206 Im curious to see how XRP works with ETH.  Defi is the future if patriots win. Itll force politicians to work otherwise they will be tracked and exposed. 

Future is gonna be interesting

3/29/2020 2:05:23 PM coloradoevolut1 Ty

3/29/2020 2:05:23 PM noelpolin Who is JE ?

3/29/2020 2:05:25 PM rachaelangelm Jeff Epstein is really dead? May his soul plunder through a bottomless pit

3/29/2020 2:05:28 PM jvan125 What ‘exactly’ is coming?

3/29/2020 2:05:28 PM coloradoevolut1 Ty

3/29/2020 2:05:29 PM monokrome y'all gonna kill a lot of innocent Americans, aren't you? All these people falling right into it, too. Shit's wild.

3/29/2020 2:05:33 PM williebhere I’m so tired!!!

3/29/2020 2:05:42 PM monroevegas I don’t understand the timing. Good thing im not incharge or i would have “Arkancided” all the bad guys just to get it over with.

3/29/2020 2:06:00 PM hwkammers  pic.twitter.com/VROobpvkCn

3/29/2020 2:06:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Theme throughout SG1

Reconcile with recent disclosures and discussions.

The Go'uld took humans from Earth to other planets to function as slaves.

SG-1 explored the galaxy using wormholes and the quantum internet to make first contact with breakaway civilizations. pic.twitter.com/mW4kmoNxOP

3/29/2020 2:06:09 PM burtqueue You're welcome! ❤️🙏🏼🤗

3/29/2020 2:06:10 PM manifest_utopia Your most welcome 💖✨

3/29/2020 2:06:28 PM json_206 How else are the bad guys goin to try and purge 🤣

3/29/2020 2:06:30 PM davelew63 Thx for yer information/service FBI/CIA #DeepState Informant Jeffery Epstein 😏

Enjoy Hell 😈

Next Up 🎯⏰ pic.twitter.com/Xv5KAG5H6Q

3/29/2020 2:06:31 PM keith369me Time for the video confessions to be trumpeted out to the public.

3/29/2020 2:06:35 PM monokrome Jeffery Epstein

3/29/2020 2:06:40 PM vectorsigma4442 O should i show u pic.twitter.com/h0UWNyrZ54

3/29/2020 2:06:43 PM adrianholmes8 I agree... it’s called #XRP 🚀🚀

Link—>  https://www.forbes.com/ …/blow-to-bitcoin-as-coinbase-ceo-m…/ pic.twitter.com/Vm7hvbs5eN

3/29/2020 2:06:44 PM bdizzthegreat Just another sick tree. #Oprah

3/29/2020 2:06:45 PM nschlange They actually couldn't find anything to lure the president with, so you're not that woke

3/29/2020 2:06:51 PM thavannmann Bitcoin will die

3/29/2020 2:06:55 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/8rB1Ti1hRS

3/29/2020 2:07:11 PM ts_sci_majic12 As does everything.

3/29/2020 2:07:14 PM jesuschick1025 Is there another JE besides Ep$tein?

3/29/2020 2:07:22 PM qsp1racy Ah. Oh well, no loss.

3/29/2020 2:07:35 PM valhalla11111 He isnt dead but ok

3/29/2020 2:07:39 PM realovendodger  pic.twitter.com/dkOE1xLBwb

3/29/2020 2:07:40 PM quentinjay2 Kobe Bryant?

3/29/2020 2:08:17 PM palmdalekid2  pic.twitter.com/h9uecPIPq5

3/29/2020 2:08:25 PM 311dirty This came up first as JFK  on my screen and then it changed to JE.

3/29/2020 2:08:34 PM json_206 but some peoples desire to discern and understand***

3/29/2020 2:08:54 PM heatherhardest That's a Que

3/29/2020 2:09:03 PM monokrome He definitely flew to Antarctica and entered the continents below the Earth's crust, but nothing says whether or not he was allowed to stay alive after 

he got there, right?

3/29/2020 2:09:03 PM stephen66090574 I think they’ll move it around the interconnected ledger carrying immutable smart contracts.

3/29/2020 2:09:15 PM sparkleloung I know, right. Getting super sick is @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ‘s cryptic BS. It’s tiresome.

3/29/2020 2:09:17 PM lafol57 Did we have control of him ?have his full confession? Then McCained?

3/29/2020 2:09:21 PM saint_bitcoin Only LOVE and the Word of God are Eternal. All else is essentially Vanity and will fade away as our life is a Vapor in comparison to Eternity!

The things in this life are just TOOLS to help us fulfill a destiny!

Exciting times everyone !!

3/29/2020 2:09:25 PM kashjackson2018 And exactly what is coming?

3/29/2020 2:09:47 PM imdexx_ Keep telling yourself that

3/29/2020 2:10:01 PM treybakercorp strings were cut

3/29/2020 2:10:16 PM johnrambo2777 Don’t hold your breath friend.

3/29/2020 2:10:40 PM sharong73376199 The Truth

3/29/2020 2:10:48 PM deplorable369 Hahaha. Well no delusions of grandeur there.

3/29/2020 2:10:49 PM stephen66090574 The XRPL solves Ethereum’s problem with scalability.

3/29/2020 2:10:50 PM json_206 I only want the financial freedom so i can be better for those i encounter and especially the ones i already embrace. Nothing but positive plans when 

this transition happens. We are all in this together!

3/29/2020 2:10:50 PM shabbymissjenn Epstein is alive. He gave names in exchange for some years off his sentence.



3/29/2020 2:10:55 PM balkannfreak Lmao just noticed their logo is a modified version of google play's sigil of 🧟♂️🤡 pic.twitter.com/RTxTD9Mj25

3/29/2020 2:10:57 PM charles28360072 Oh look it’s the whistle blower!!! Lolol

3/29/2020 2:10:57 PM abblepc  https://youtu.be/bmA8rreTvm8 

3/29/2020 2:11:05 PM foreverozone JE= collector of blackmail fodder for  = Dark cabal = current world gov that runs the world = USA included  = had to go

3/29/2020 2:11:26 PM sharong73376199 WORLD PEACE

3/29/2020 2:11:27 PM saint_bitcoin ☝✝️🇺🇸🔥📢

3/29/2020 2:11:31 PM bill78392447 LOL

3/29/2020 2:12:02 PM merlock17  pic.twitter.com/44cYcG9viV

3/29/2020 2:12:07 PM jeffjagoe Interesting...

Thanks for pointing that out pic.twitter.com/mZQEOcAIMf

3/29/2020 2:12:38 PM melbourne_3000 Power in numbers, everything has a vibration. 👀 

Use the power wisely 🤔

3/29/2020 2:13:07 PM jimilightspeed Jeffrey Epstein the pedi that died under very mysterious circumstances while under suicide watch in jail, it was a fast and dirty distraction from some 

other seriously nefarious shit they always do at the same time.

3/29/2020 2:13:11 PM loyolatrue Who is JE?

3/29/2020 2:13:22 PM mimgolden Yep😂

3/29/2020 2:13:41 PM kodanska Jeffrey E

3/29/2020 2:13:50 PM foreverozone Epstein

3/29/2020 2:13:58 PM lbf777 I’m sure they have plenty. pic.twitter.com/TZRSyHJjIL

3/29/2020 2:14:07 PM gentlepsychosis Corticosteroids? Oh. I thought we were talking about anabolic androgenic steroids. Those were the steroids I used for years.

3/29/2020 2:14:39 PM saint_bitcoin We got some absolutely WILD WILD WILD times ahead. 

While I'm personally not a fan of the Non-BTC coins

John 3:16 & #WWG1WGA for life.

God & Country(not our eternal home, but aye LOVE me the USA).

3/29/2020 2:14:45 PM drbohammer ...as is some misinformation.

3/29/2020 2:14:55 PM realovendodger Say my name pic.twitter.com/rjzVcS2nII

3/29/2020 2:15:05 PM prueog Swear I seen the same thing.

3/29/2020 2:15:06 PM bdab28 Jeffrey Epstein

3/29/2020 2:15:45 PM monokrome Not sure what Yeshua is on about, but Antarctica is one of the places to go to if you want to enter the "inner world" or the "hollow Earth".

There are continents under the crust where people live without the threats that us peasants deal with, like skin cancer from direct sun :)

3/29/2020 2:15:48 PM stanfireman1 Does someone believe that he is alive?

3/29/2020 2:15:51 PM loyolatrue It occurred to me after I tweeted. Thanks.

3/29/2020 2:15:56 PM jimilightspeed It's more likely they faked his death bc they made a big show of wheeling his body out and letting everyone see his so called body, when normally he 

would have been covered up, decoy, distraction, he's resting easily somewhere on a beach where no one knows his name

3/29/2020 2:16:12 PM manifest_utopia Austin spoke to this briefly in the Q-Signal interview, (more towards the end): https://twitter.com/AustinSteinbart/status/1243756569361141760 …

3/29/2020 2:16:19 PM awsumnes Pff. China mines and HOLDS most Bitcoins to date! Google it. It will NEVER be used. Stop trolling. Also the fact that it takes hours for a transaction to 

take place.

3/29/2020 2:16:20 PM paguzzi Jeffrey Epstein

3/29/2020 2:16:40 PM usalawyer_ You know.  I really am not sure if I am "ready" for fullblown ET disclosure.  Hopefully.  I have been tracking the BS they first published in July 1947 

forward.  .....  When I watched 10s of 1000s of people (in my city) panic over TP, I was like.  Whoa. They are not ready for ET.

3/29/2020 2:16:43 PM ardithorourke The Real Dark Judge said he was alive.

3/29/2020 2:16:44 PM ivasby Speed built 11.9... Think mirror it would be 9.11... Woohooo!!!! 💪🏼💥💪🏼

3/29/2020 2:16:45 PM foreverozone If by other planets you mean other simulations (matrix) within our electric holographic universe - in the field- then I agree 100%

3/29/2020 2:16:55 PM jeffrolucky Exactly he would have been arrested if he was someone normal like us.  That is why I say give it until April 5th.  What do we have to lose?

3/29/2020 2:17:03 PM covertress Was JE 187 after a tribunal? pic.twitter.com/kzYyGMF60e

3/29/2020 2:17:11 PM paguzzi But left enough proofs, right?

3/29/2020 2:17:36 PM dilliebean1 Wishful thinking...while sitting on your hands.  🤪

3/29/2020 2:17:38 PM vectorsigma4442  https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1244369099641282561?s=19 …

3/29/2020 2:17:44 PM gentlepsychosis I had no issues coming off of Trenbolone, Testosterone, Nandrolone, etc... Only thing that sucked was some minor depression from watching myself 

get smaller.  I was doing a few grams total a week for a good 3 years, multiple compounds.

3/29/2020 2:17:53 PM monokrome He's a CIA operative. CIA is run by cabal.

3/29/2020 2:17:59 PM usalawyer_ Who did it?  MI6?  Moose-Odd?

3/29/2020 2:18:03 PM melbourne_3000 Not financial advice, not advocating to buy, sell, hold.

MoM = Message over Messenger, comms 🤔

3/29/2020 2:18:12 PM newyorker66 STOP!!  Is this true?? I fukkin love it!!

3/29/2020 2:18:23 PM jlundr Even the gods will tremble. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFAdO3aeOT8 …

3/29/2020 2:18:40 PM monokrome I don't think that he died in a helicopter. I was remote viewing and saw him being waterboarded during a session.

3/29/2020 2:18:41 PM foreverozone CIA-Mossad. Tomato. Tomato.

3/29/2020 2:18:50 PM kindling_fire Cool. Not circulating? Take that up with CoinMarketCap then.  https://coinmarketcap.com/ 

Not a bankers' coin for a bankers' payment system? Take it up with Ripple itself.  https://ripple.com/ripplenet/on-demand-liquidity …

You like Ripple? Go for it. It's there for whoever is interested.

3/29/2020 2:18:54 PM json_206 It gave us the chance to understand freedom. We will regain true freedom. For god and country! Be happy for who you are and where you are from. I 

despise the negativity n shame people were trained to experience towards US. All tho our history has rough times. We are learning why.

3/29/2020 2:18:55 PM mongrelglory Then you were simply lucky, but many people aren't.

3/29/2020 2:19:14 PM spartan101287  pic.twitter.com/5Ci2sQTTPL

3/29/2020 2:19:46 PM mongrelglory You didn't read the article.  They talk about all the different kinds.

3/29/2020 2:19:47 PM saint_bitcoin Right!!!! Patriotism is not dead !

3/29/2020 2:19:53 PM monokrome No.



3/29/2020 2:20:25 PM barrysoetoro15 @realDonaldTrump @Shalys_Petty @StormIsUponUs

@RealJamesWoods

@CindyKendrick11

@RedPilledCult45

@DEPLORABLEREEG1

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@gonepecan11

@MissILmom

@

 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=226142965170331&id=100033238860778 … pic.twitter.com/6ipInVJCoC
3/29/2020 2:20:25 PM vectorsigma4442  https://twitter.com/Vectorsigma4442/status/1244373753313796096?s=19 …

3/29/2020 2:20:41 PM dvc___ Unlimited?  It’s deflationary, not unlimited

3/29/2020 2:20:51 PM susan66388204 Disinformation is Necessary

3/29/2020 2:21:13 PM k4rlgruen Master KEK meme of the day from my POV.

3/29/2020 2:21:14 PM json_206 It just got beaten down.  We are regaining our ground and are going to stand taller and stronger. pic.twitter.com/pCNzfYq1F2

3/29/2020 2:21:39 PM socraticanon Why are you still posting, Steinbart sock puppet?

You were outed as a fraud.

3/29/2020 2:22:07 PM _369311119 other planets = breakaway civilizations ?

3/29/2020 2:22:29 PM banned4life2 Only done it 3 times by accident. One of the worst things to accidentally drink. That is not dew.

3/29/2020 2:23:18 PM mouseqteer  pic.twitter.com/8tosJk6dHy

3/29/2020 2:23:20 PM alishajane777 Who is JE?

3/29/2020 2:23:51 PM dallas_walden He was stolen. Taken by them. Now dead?

3/29/2020 2:24:05 PM saint_bitcoin I feelz it!! I seez it!! #NothingCanStopWhatsComing

3/29/2020 2:24:38 PM richard14910252 Close;

“Jehovahs Eyehole”( into your living room)

(😆)

3/29/2020 2:24:38 PM alltheway08 There is 100 billion XRP. There will never be more than 100 billion. You said more can be created, it can’t be. You said it was created by bankers, it 

wasn’t. Words mean things. Ripple wants to use it for cross border payments, a huge pain point in global finance.

3/29/2020 2:24:38 PM ivasby Gold will be used as collateral that will make the bank notes legit and legal. Unlike present notes which were created out of thin air and hurting the 

economy

3/29/2020 2:24:44 PM jd_endsley Q is JFK Jr.  Take a overhead look on his dad's burial  place.....shape of Q. Why do you think that JFK jr named his 

Magazine "GEORGE:.

3/29/2020 2:25:01 PM gentlepsychosis Maybe that's why I still feel a wee bit off since then and want nothing more than to get back on lol.

3/29/2020 2:25:14 PM maryschade14 Know Thy Gates~SG1 Remote viewing Dreamscape Astral Timeleaps Philly Experiment..

Twilight Zone To Serve Man so Soylently..people never have set out to purely explore..no it is always resources or food supplies..

WaterGate StarGate PizzaGate.

3/29/2020 2:25:27 PM bhopki Remember 168 hours? How long ago was that?

3/29/2020 2:25:31 PM laurabusse Or did they 🤔

3/29/2020 2:25:59 PM json_206  pic.twitter.com/0znMRmzjec

3/29/2020 2:26:06 PM judahstrumpets  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ylA48rUgsObrFrI_IhiWFh3pIDTF8Ilm/view …

3/29/2020 2:26:22 PM alltheway08 And they are selling a B2B solution not just for banks but also for remittance companies. If it makes cross border payments cheaper & financial services 

more inclusive, that’s a good thing not a bad thing.

3/29/2020 2:26:37 PM hypadreamz Heard he was sighted in Tel Aviv end of last year/beginning of this year. If he’s dead or not now I dunno. 🤷🏻♀️

3/29/2020 2:27:19 PM americanpetal ✔️

3/29/2020 2:27:42 PM jeffjagoe I spy an eye...

3/29/2020 2:28:02 PM laurabusse Totally agree

3/29/2020 2:28:07 PM courtne08241586 👁 do too

3/29/2020 2:28:19 PM drbohammer Love SG-1, but while my uncle (John Wheeler) created the term wormhole and the physics for them, it is looking more & more likely that wormholes do 

not exist. This is due to two fundamental misinterpretations from Einstein theories on general & special relativity.

3/29/2020 2:28:35 PM 1ra_enelor We have the POWER to break/realign the Matrix to our will. You & I have more POWER then u know. 

Think ‘Law of Attraction’...manifesting abundance around you.

What happens when the Collective Conscious focuses on the same abundance?

Critical thinking...

3/29/2020 2:28:36 PM phoenixbenjamin The Ship made a Q

3/29/2020 2:29:00 PM laurabusse Wow 😲

3/29/2020 2:29:02 PM mongrelglory In a way, once the quarantine is lifted from our planet, won't we actually be re-uniting with our distant cousins, both from past breakaway civilizations, 

or as future "descendants" from Earth?  "Extra-terrestrial".

3/29/2020 2:29:21 PM maxine_millard While is je?

3/29/2020 2:29:34 PM 1_decided_voter Maybe they can't stop it, but it certainly seems like they've been able to delay it repeatedly. So will they be able to delay long enough to affect the next 

election?

3/29/2020 2:29:36 PM vectorsigma4442 YaH pic.twitter.com/uTMoTmQ9Sk

3/29/2020 2:30:01 PM banned4life2 That's about how I remember it.

3/29/2020 2:30:28 PM carriebryson2 Damn that’s wild!

3/29/2020 2:30:29 PM jptjr324 JE = 187

3/29/2020 2:30:33 PM wolfpup16fq  https://twitter.com/nfl/status/1244359347788042240?s=21 …

3/29/2020 2:30:49 PM astraleyes7 Yea....right after they just stole trillions and paid a couple billion in hush money to the peasants

Come Tuesday, when another failed prophecy happens, Q can play make believe on the chan board where psyops and flat earth belong

3/29/2020 2:30:49 PM berries3rdtry There were always campaigns against #xrp

Always question whay you read. Most of the people in the comments saying its a scam dont know it better because they were lied to by others 

profiting from it. pic.twitter.com/qRqadw9XHg

3/29/2020 2:30:50 PM jgt58chiefsfan Julian esange?

3/29/2020 2:30:52 PM dontask97215849 He's been dead for a long time. I can't believe anyone believed that he wasn't

3/29/2020 2:30:53 PM postelleallyson I’ve seen that in real life.

3/29/2020 2:31:00 PM coonassfonteno1 Very.

3/29/2020 2:31:21 PM gentlepsychosis I still don't think he killed himself over not being able to take his Testosterone and Dianabol. There's no way.



3/29/2020 2:31:25 PM thegokira Via crypto exchanges.

3/29/2020 2:31:34 PM carriebryson2 Good guess

3/29/2020 2:31:43 PM mongrelglory That will be quite the "family reunion"! 😁

3/29/2020 2:31:51 PM 1ra_enelor  pic.twitter.com/4q6RgvCdGp

3/29/2020 2:31:54 PM quentinjay2 Can you send me that link? lol

3/29/2020 2:32:17 PM brd369 Those who Cant Handle No TP Will Lose their Shit About ET

3/29/2020 2:32:33 PM postelleallyson Sorry, what is SG1? Great meme, btw.

3/29/2020 2:32:47 PM justme24402825 I POSTED AN ARTICLE TODAY..ITALY..SAYING THE FRANCIS HAD BEEN ARRESTED. WOULD BE SEEN IN PUBLIC BUT ON HOUSE ARREST..CHARGES FIT THE 

CRIMES WE KNOW HE'S GUILTY OF COMMITTING..

LOOKED AUTHENTIC BUT I THOUGHT THE [P] WAS LAST?

3/29/2020 2:33:31 PM mikevinarub I applaud your patience heheh

3/29/2020 2:33:32 PM monokrome They're trying to convince you that everything is peace and flowers while they create a list  of all of us who "know too much" so they can get rid of us in 

one swoop of darkness.

This way they can create the one world government without needing to explain all the conspiracies :)

3/29/2020 2:33:33 PM mattcoin83 Bullshit.

3/29/2020 2:34:08 PM monokrome Too many of us are awake. They don't like that.

3/29/2020 2:34:24 PM brd369 Dead after Testimony would be the most logical route.

3/29/2020 2:36:06 PM monokrome @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Here's the one thing that I don't understand. Why are they digging stones out of the bellies of fish, eating them, and transporting 

them over airplanes in their stomachs? Seems like they are trying to awaken some kind of stone leviathan. What's up with this shit?!

3/29/2020 2:36:13 PM laurabusse Remember the wizard of Oz?

The man behind the curtain?

Not what anyone was expecting!

I think the Bible says Jesus was nothing to look at... pic.twitter.com/vJjvQtYuCv

3/29/2020 2:36:21 PM antiantisemites You have more than you need

3/29/2020 2:36:47 PM carriebryson2 I TRUST YOU🦋

3/29/2020 2:36:54 PM whitewinechick Sorry, can you please explain further?

3/29/2020 2:37:09 PM juliekinmi you didn't learn after the first time? lol ✌️♥️☀️

3/29/2020 2:38:06 PM cotykris Epstein

3/29/2020 2:38:10 PM monokrome They'll all be given a digital coin that can be used much like your phone can be used.

Why do you think VISA, Mastercard, etc suddenly decided to let Google, Apple, etc create digital payment solutions? It represented a threat to their 

business, but the future was decided still.

3/29/2020 2:38:38 PM cotykris Good ? Stephanie

3/29/2020 2:38:41 PM banned4life2 Nah, I was young and dumb. Now I'm just dumb. Not stupid. Hahahaha

3/29/2020 2:38:54 PM jediqwerty RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: All information required was acquired.

Nobody gets a free pass.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

NOTHING.

 #DrainTheSwamp

#WWG1WGA

#theGreatAwakening pic.twitter.com/HcJfCSK9hi
3/29/2020 2:39:59 PM laurabusse Do we want to do that before we know exactly what that would do?

Did I read somewhere the pyramids were decommissioned by removing the tops?

Were they stargates?

Potentially dangerous?

Especially in the wrong hands?

I'm really asking LOL
3/29/2020 2:40:57 PM brianwork8 Me too if you can! I didn't believe it when I heard about the crash. Seemed awfully convenient and close ended. It just screams of cabal fukery!!

3/29/2020 2:41:00 PM juliekinmi just over here laughing, no worries.

3/29/2020 2:41:58 PM jrocktigers 🔥🔥🔥

3/29/2020 2:42:34 PM habsbatman ok WAKE UP PUBLIC pic.twitter.com/lpKmewObX2

3/29/2020 2:42:48 PM banned4life2 Then it was worth it. But not suggesting to do it again. pic.twitter.com/rCtsha5L32

3/29/2020 2:43:06 PM brd369 Sound the Alarms. Time to Wake up the rest of the sleepers.

3/29/2020 2:43:16 PM septembercindy Jeff Epstein

3/29/2020 2:43:21 PM balkannfreak Yea aswell ! And they like the blood color alot 😁

3/29/2020 2:43:29 PM keith369me My Tweet was somewhat tongue in cheek...but I have some similar curiosities.

3/29/2020 2:43:43 PM militantnurse I feel exactly the same

3/29/2020 2:43:55 PM ecranchero probably executed

3/29/2020 2:44:33 PM elizabethbryso5 Didn’t kill himself

3/29/2020 2:45:33 PM brianwork8 Good! After seeing pics of him on his island after his "death", I figured it was only a matter of time before someone called in the big guns...big Arkansas 

guns, that is!!!

3/29/2020 2:46:13 PM truthltc I was shocked @AustinSteinbart prompted xrp 😕

3/29/2020 2:46:50 PM awsumnes 👍🏽

3/29/2020 2:47:26 PM libertyandjus19 John Edwards?

3/29/2020 2:47:36 PM charles28360072 Tic toc!

3/29/2020 2:48:02 PM bbobbio71 It's my understanding that crypto was used by pedos and trafficking.  

MJ, are you hinting at the abolishment of fiat currency?

3/29/2020 2:49:01 PM egelone wait, thought he was like Hitler?

3/29/2020 2:49:30 PM asbestosmc I found this video & went from there.  Trusted the crypto exchange coinbase pro. I have successfully bought & sold crypto as well as moved some of 

the money I made back to my bank to use as real cash.  U have to have a bank account though. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13ebzRe_6gQ …

3/29/2020 2:49:36 PM johnoutbakjak If XRP is any good, that means StainLarp is Q.

3/29/2020 2:50:54 PM julka_369 The carrot has been dangling for awhile now. When is the rabbit gonna bite? Any minute now, any day??...I can wait, for what else do I have going?? 

Another ploy to help destroy... Aren't we all here to OBSERVE anyway??

3/29/2020 2:50:55 PM justicetruthwa2 I am new to this research of XRP, I have purchased 1089 so far, when should it go up and how much 100X , 1K, 10K X? Realistically, what is the 

projection

3/29/2020 2:51:24 PM xrpinoy11 #XRP + #Gold = New Economy pic.twitter.com/R5KLPlPaZ2



3/29/2020 2:51:44 PM tracy32196970 #Epsteindidntkillhimself

3/29/2020 2:51:57 PM jdnadeau7979 Where is his daughter then

3/29/2020 2:54:18 PM xrpinoy11 I believe Cardano #ada is quantum proof

3/29/2020 2:56:01 PM staffpj Glad I read the comments, cause I thought were being signaled for Julian Esa...

3/29/2020 2:56:20 PM xrpinoy11 The information is out there. Trump and "team" are backing Ripple and XRP. There's a certain executive order that was written about 3 years that has 

ripple in it. 

Search and you will find! Happy hunting!

3/29/2020 2:57:06 PM xrpinoy11 Then why is Governments and banks around the world ready to use it?

3/29/2020 2:57:08 PM cotykris Go try and lookup Jeff Steinbach, nothing! Why?

3/29/2020 2:57:46 PM cotykris Spellchecker ugh...Steinbal

3/29/2020 2:58:11 PM lumpynewscom This just isn’t true.

3/29/2020 2:58:26 PM brodycat Who is JE?

3/29/2020 2:58:38 PM askbeforgiven Not the natural kind

3/29/2020 2:59:48 PM realitygateway Regarding the expiry dates. It seems to always list the current date. If you check tomorrow I think it will say March 30.

3/29/2020 2:59:50 PM animaldesatado Ya tienen la información supuestamente, han debido cantar @xiomirb @Jantgr90 @GoOutTheBox1 @TheGreatAwake20

3/29/2020 3:00:09 PM kauhane13art Unfollowing

3/29/2020 3:00:28 PM corpsmanup77 XRP is capped at 100 billion coins ... What do you think the worlds central bank debt is. Divide that number(global bank debt) by 100 billion and you’ll 

get the ratio that you’re looking for. Roughly. See  http://demonocracy.info  for a visual of how much fiat debt  the world has.

3/29/2020 3:01:16 PM lumpynewscom You might actually get left behind with this thinking. 

I loved fax machines and smoke signals too....in their day.

3/29/2020 3:02:58 PM lumpynewscom Did you feel that way with email too?

3/29/2020 3:04:36 PM freeandoriginal 😁🙂😎 right !

3/29/2020 3:04:49 PM lyndamathews25 Well a shill will shill.

3/29/2020 3:04:51 PM lindsayw959 .17 ALL DAY YESTERDAY, 3/28  🇺🇸😎🍿

3/29/2020 3:05:52 PM adamalderson5  pic.twitter.com/6lCgkRGJGN

3/29/2020 3:06:01 PM benstu591 EVERYBODY PLEASE READ:

Think for yourself.

Is “message over messenger” good advice?

Why would somebody tell you to ignore the messenger?

If you are receiving information does it not matter where it comes from?

Would NSA/CIA/FBI receive “intel” without investigating the messenger?

3/29/2020 3:06:06 PM covertress What do you think? 🤷♀️

3/29/2020 3:06:29 PM adamalderson5  pic.twitter.com/LJvmqlBgqX

3/29/2020 3:06:30 PM benstu591 Did something happen recently that shows us why questioning the messenger is important? [Steele Dossier][Mueller][Impeachment][Fake 

News][Anonymous Sources]

Is “message over messenger” REALLY good advice?

WHY would somebody tell you to ignore the messenger?

3/29/2020 3:06:41 PM sieh_auf_dich Gold made of Pb

3/29/2020 3:07:07 PM benstu591 WHY shouldn’t we pay attention to BOTH message and messenger?

Are messengers ALWAYS truthful?

ASK YOURSELF

(1) Is THIS messenger truthful?

(2) Is THIS messenger operating on good faith?

(3) What is THIS messenger’s intent/motivation?

3/29/2020 3:07:14 PM southernbellem5  pic.twitter.com/bkuK7gqvBd

3/29/2020 3:08:13 PM adamalderson5 Marketing at its finest.

3/29/2020 3:08:19 PM benstu591 Does understanding the intent/motivations of a messenger help answer (1) and (2)?

Does analyzing a messenger’s connections, thought patterns and MESSAGES help you answer (3)?

Does “message over messenger” make it easier to believe a message regardless of truth?

3/29/2020 3:08:23 PM culperanna  pic.twitter.com/UZKGurJB9x

3/29/2020 3:08:50 PM adamalderson5  pic.twitter.com/lgl7uRKbLF

3/29/2020 3:08:52 PM munkeypilot Completely terminated?

3/29/2020 3:08:53 PM benstu591 WHY would a messenger want to make it easier to believe a message regardless of truth?

What has happened recently that shows us why questioning the messenger is important?

Is “message over messenger” good advice?

Should you trust a MESSENGER who gives you bad advice?

Discern.

3/29/2020 3:08:57 PM annette00129772 Whose je?

3/29/2020 3:09:54 PM corpsmanup77 Bought some at $0.1776 🇺🇸

3/29/2020 3:11:47 PM annette00129772 ?

3/29/2020 3:12:45 PM americanpetal Oh, I can’t wait!!👏

3/29/2020 3:12:54 PM sieh_auf_dich works already. just not for everyone :D right now. you know...

3/29/2020 3:15:10 PM neecieh6111 Sauce please.

3/29/2020 3:15:42 PM jaiagtp Alliance not cabal. White hats.

3/29/2020 3:17:11 PM jaiagtp no

3/29/2020 3:17:43 PM know__the_truth Jeffery Epstein? Maybe?

3/29/2020 3:19:06 PM rebornkingent  pic.twitter.com/XSuyMJfkT1

3/29/2020 3:19:20 PM ricsen6 Necessary for whom?

3/29/2020 3:21:00 PM qsentme19 @ShawnReichenba1

@StormIsUponUs

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@40_head

@Scavino45

@jennajameson

@FollowThe17

@EyesOnQ
3/29/2020 3:22:14 PM ashthequestion I think both may exist in Parallel. Why not both ?

3/29/2020 3:22:26 PM tanktank19k The people saying that they will pass or think it is a scam. You are going to feel like shit when us XRP holders become very wealthy...No ones going to 

feel sorry for you..

3/29/2020 3:22:31 PM cristin20818030 My fave crypto😘



3/29/2020 3:22:47 PM jv_parker DIG DIG DIG [weak states] 

 http://www.healthdata.org/research-article/forecasting-covid-19-impact-hospital-bed-days-icu-days-ventilator-days-and-deaths …

@EntheosShines @MariaBartiromo @paul_furber @8Notables @prayingmedic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ffe3301

3/29/2020 3:22:53 PM 22gardenstreet . 👍❤️

3/29/2020 3:22:55 PM rebornkingent As in outer space

3/29/2020 3:23:03 PM blyat83  pic.twitter.com/2QHxOvKXDg

3/29/2020 3:23:48 PM debrarh82674361 Use is over?

3/29/2020 3:23:51 PM lov26laugh He sang his last song and then went goodbye bye...🤔🤔

3/29/2020 3:23:53 PM pincebeber Well said.

There 's ihe Austn effect.

3/29/2020 3:24:01 PM redink70155959 But he didn't kill himself!

3/29/2020 3:24:03 PM mongrelglory  https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/gold-now-unobtanium …

3/29/2020 3:25:00 PM jv_parker here's a hint. pic.twitter.com/Z66cRUjQfb

3/29/2020 3:27:53 PM commodorecouch I like to use http://Binance.US 

3/29/2020 3:28:28 PM crypto_cruise Hahahahaahahha

3/29/2020 3:29:38 PM truthseeker_nr1 About time

3/29/2020 3:29:42 PM clearyreccie Who is J E?

3/29/2020 3:29:48 PM hubprophecy Nothing has happened to the Deep State so far. NOTHING.

3/29/2020 3:30:59 PM tanktank19k Truth is inside you pic.twitter.com/KRCrqw8p1Q

3/29/2020 3:31:01 PM jonesy4671 Would be a sweet plot twist if ya turned out to be the producer of stargate larping on twitter lmao!

3/29/2020 3:31:08 PM laurabusse Ha

Didn't notice the tongue or cheek LOL 🌝

3/29/2020 3:32:23 PM cristin20818030 Just WOW...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 and @AustinSteinbart are both into #Xrp!! 

#XRPCommunity

#xrpthestandard https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244355062413082624 …

3/29/2020 3:32:33 PM ogmios1440 You must let the E go!

3/29/2020 3:33:11 PM rickster61x Oh, did your Ouija tell you this story?

3/29/2020 3:33:55 PM anitatheonly1 Yes. But he didn't kill himself

3/29/2020 3:34:52 PM rterriers Isra€l last

3/29/2020 3:35:39 PM melrae72 Yesbua wins the internet today hahahahaha 😂 😂 😂 😂 😂 😂 ♥

3/29/2020 3:35:46 PM asbestosmc Easy in! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13ebzRe_6gQ …

3/29/2020 3:36:49 PM aintgets I want proof now with the Epstein!

3/29/2020 3:36:58 PM astraleyes7 Utilize your intuition, you can't lie to yourself when you do

3/29/2020 3:38:11 PM trcan66839023 Say what??????

3/29/2020 3:38:56 PM paulrev33689392 Omg! Me too!

3/29/2020 3:39:31 PM smallcaps14 There are probably MANY like us but the Q influencers try to pull us by invoking our curiosity which makes it difficult to resist. After all, everyone is only 

human, at least as far as I know 😉.

3/29/2020 3:39:36 PM aschilliam Resistance is futile or was i guess.

3/29/2020 3:40:56 PM fansblowing3 Charges 3.4% for each transaction though

3/29/2020 3:41:32 PM ivasby Schiff radar? Schiff..???

3/29/2020 3:41:59 PM stlbluesbash A picture? Man I’m glad you’re not the deciding  factor in a jury

3/29/2020 3:42:37 PM losgringosloco2 Jackass

3/29/2020 3:42:48 PM manifest_utopia Thanks for your opinion. I'm quite capable of thinking & researching for myself.

3/29/2020 3:42:54 PM losgringosloco2 Jeffrey Estrada

3/29/2020 3:44:29 PM otreborrm Bravo.

3/29/2020 3:45:09 PM ivasby It's a click bait?

3/29/2020 3:46:45 PM ivasby Possible should the coin backed by valuable items

3/29/2020 3:47:01 PM ivasby Me too

3/29/2020 3:47:03 PM me_linda1209 Wow.

3/29/2020 3:47:52 PM fansblowing3 There is a large group on Facebook.  I will learn more when they accept me. pic.twitter.com/Sfk1MBUnvT

3/29/2020 3:49:23 PM melrae72 You're ego is looking at Austin's personality and demeanor which could all be an act....

3/29/2020 3:49:46 PM nschlange They actually don't, and this means nothing. Shhh go back to sleep.

3/29/2020 3:49:50 PM lbf777 All the evidence is held by the Gov. Let’s go make Gov transparent and you will see a ton of dirt on Trump. 

Ask MJ12. He knows all about it.

3/29/2020 3:49:59 PM ltleredcaboose Looks like the + + + ship drew a Q in the ocean!!!!

3/29/2020 3:50:06 PM aprilbrown99 What about GM?

3/29/2020 3:50:24 PM jtarby2 👀🤔

3/29/2020 3:50:59 PM truthltc I dont over look Austin at all. We will all know in a few weeks. No harm in waiting.

3/29/2020 3:51:10 PM ivasby If this is the equation, it is philosophically right

3/29/2020 3:51:28 PM aprilbrown99 Absolutely!  I second that.  💥💥💥

3/29/2020 3:52:01 PM aprilbrown99 Ready!

3/29/2020 3:52:17 PM lbf777 See Exhibit A and Exhibit B below. If we have this much, imagine how much more intelligence agencies have on Trump. pic.twitter.com/FGBxGsQ5hN

3/29/2020 3:52:24 PM commodorecouch Absolutely, and something worth considering when making a purchase. But at this point, something like XRP is a buy and put away for 5-10 years. 100 

coins could be worth nothing in 20 years or enough to retire. One does not know and assumes all risk. 

I like the Binance wallet.

3/29/2020 3:53:19 PM pleiotropik Yup,  necessary to protect Ghislaine Maxwell, Corney... And a host of other crowned heads. What's new.

Is this supposed to be a semi'Q. Drop?

If so, you have stretched "disinfo is necessary" one step too many.

When Julian Assange is killed. Will that be his epitaph "-Necessary"?

3/29/2020 3:54:36 PM moto_forlife If that were the case he would still be alive and free.

3/29/2020 3:55:30 PM laurabusse Yes and military intel language lingo and jargon is a thing

3/29/2020 3:56:02 PM nschlange When you were still sleeping, when all this broke 2 or 3 years ago, this was found and explained. You have nothing because they had nothing. Do you 

really think if you did they wouldn't have shown that already? LOL get real. Good try tho, but no got ya's. Sorry

3/29/2020 3:56:39 PM slh2813 TY for the info.

3/29/2020 3:56:48 PM cchef1980 Been like that for about 10 days.

3/29/2020 3:58:08 PM q_deepdigs Mirrored JE to EJ. Elton John?

3/29/2020 3:58:12 PM jeyrey555 @MonicaLewinsky  girl is this you?

3/29/2020 3:58:49 PM nschlange OMG buddy, please,please pull your head out of your behind. If they had anything, he'd already be toast. Where have you been? Obama would've 

taken him out before he stepped foot in the WH. So come off it. FBI said they couldn't find anything on him, so theres that too.



3/29/2020 3:59:32 PM tryin2bkind If we were done with them and I think we were.  Then good

3/29/2020 3:59:54 PM samsmith0319 ...👀...

3/29/2020 4:00:01 PM laurabusse When everyone uses crypto

I'll use crypto

3/29/2020 4:00:19 PM babyyodausa Gotta shoe where it says this in BAPH. I didn’t make the rules..

3/29/2020 4:00:58 PM maerstian7 because bill went to his child island about 12 times,smile life is good.

3/29/2020 4:01:11 PM aprilbrown99 There are no coincidences. 🔥🔥🔥 pic.twitter.com/q5brsTljmg

3/29/2020 4:01:23 PM the_loveoflight I can send them to you if you like just dm me

3/29/2020 4:01:40 PM maqeagreatworld Jeneral electric ?🤷♀️

3/29/2020 4:02:21 PM alltheway08 1/2If you’re really interested crypto, learn how the technology works. Learn everything you can about blockchain & then learn about how different 

ones validate transactions. It’s very easy to buy. Go to  http://Coinbase.com  & open up an account. Know what you’re buying 1st tho

3/29/2020 4:03:18 PM viking_jeremy You fine

3/29/2020 4:03:31 PM irah_chandler Exactly

3/29/2020 4:04:36 PM viking_jeremy She's right

3/29/2020 4:05:30 PM aprilbrown99 Nailed it!  😃😄😃 pic.twitter.com/hOMUuwICx5

3/29/2020 4:06:21 PM alltheway08 To get you started here is a talk from Charles Hoskinson. He is working on a crypto called Cardano (I’m not a fan, but he explains crypto & some older 

coins shortcomings well). https://youtu.be/Ja9D0kpksxw 

3/29/2020 4:06:22 PM viking_jeremy Is xrp bitcoin? How many shares should I buy?

3/29/2020 4:09:00 PM commodorecouch Ripple and Ripple coin are more of a payment system and value standard than a currency like bitcoin. They serve different purposes.

The equivalent IRL would be comparing VISA’s transaction network (Ripple), a gold bar (XRP), and the US dollar (Bitcoin) as the same thing.

3/29/2020 4:09:09 PM astraleyes7 The Bankers coin

3/29/2020 4:09:24 PM laurabusse She's right

But you're funny 🤣

3/29/2020 4:09:55 PM julie_jmharrin Jeffery Epstein?

3/29/2020 4:10:19 PM realjamescorney 😂 😂 😂

3/29/2020 4:10:51 PM temporalrecon Good find @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

We now know what to look for in the following weeks/months when reading other similar stories.  "Steroids"  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244360151676661760 …

3/29/2020 4:12:04 PM alltheway08 Also, & I cannot stress this enough, please realize how early this technology & market is. It’s prone to major swings in price & isn’t for the faint of heart. 

Don’t invest more than you can lose. There will be major winners in blockchain but also

major losers.

3/29/2020 4:12:14 PM danauito The Shot Heard Round The World🤔 https://twitter.com/LadyLukk711/status/1243135209605861376?s=20 …

3/29/2020 4:13:21 PM isitrealnews1  pic.twitter.com/QipbpVzDtk

3/29/2020 4:13:22 PM jonmolzhon You forgot Targeting.

3/29/2020 4:13:26 PM kathmarie01 #43 is sneaky rough too

3/29/2020 4:14:03 PM truthcloned If the point it's to bring about change then why not send messages where there is no room for interpretation ? People are being lulled into a false state 

of security. Think of all the time spent speculating and decoding. Why waste time with life and liberty on the line ?

3/29/2020 4:14:10 PM alltheway08 Finally, should you choose to dip your toe, there are a lot of people on crypto twitter trying to scam you out of your crypto. It’s like Penny stock twitter. 

Don’t ever send your crypto anyone.

3/29/2020 4:14:31 PM synackstatic People within his network pillaged the United States and its manufacturing capacity. Hanson, Green. To what extent did they go in order to acquire the 

assets built by American families? We know they blackmailed, enticed, but what more did they do? Murder to clear the way?

3/29/2020 4:15:15 PM kristenhinkson I don’t know 

Perhaps because help is needed from people on the inside or because they were trying to figure out how to save as many victims as possible

3/29/2020 4:16:36 PM laurabusse But what if they brought toilet paper

🤣

3/29/2020 4:17:33 PM laurabusse Unless ET is handing out toilet paper

3/29/2020 4:17:42 PM elijahqdust This is like if dark chocolate was a sentence. 😍

3/29/2020 4:17:53 PM ewilliams22101 Roger that.  He had some extra time on the island IMHO based on the drone footage, but military tribunals are efficient.  Thank you for protecting our 

children and for bringing us a modicum of Justice.

3/29/2020 4:18:11 PM georgemee But, Q actually reposted MJ12s post.

Why would he do that if he isn't on Q's side?

3/29/2020 4:18:28 PM jettlaggggg Interesting...at the comments.

3/29/2020 4:19:12 PM laurabusse Oh I thought you meant it might take awhile for them to make you feel accepted 😂

3/29/2020 4:19:15 PM shawnagrimm16 Baaawaawa..so true

3/29/2020 4:19:28 PM katieka12149203 haha so a non disclosure is signed and you go ahead and tweet it out...🤣️

3/29/2020 4:20:10 PM katieka12149203 it's typed on paper... that must mean it's real.  Have you been watching too many B-movies?

3/29/2020 4:20:32 PM nschlange lol very true! At least they'll have tp, looks like they'll actually need it. Hey I don't think I'm all that ready either.

3/29/2020 4:20:59 PM shawnagrimm16 Now we must go backwards AGAIN to desensitize egos to redefine 'essential needs' and draw a neon sign around. WANTS

3/29/2020 4:22:09 PM filibustermons1 Jeffery Epstein

3/29/2020 4:22:22 PM shawnagrimm16 Hahaaahaa..touche

3/29/2020 4:23:13 PM christineboonst Yes Israël last.

3/29/2020 4:23:40 PM luluspeers1 Well that makes sense!

3/29/2020 4:24:49 PM carolin15161363 Forgive if someone saw my post I just made. I was thinking JA. OOPS.

3/29/2020 4:27:42 PM factzerofiction Just a funny coincidence, but yep that's the name of the website!

3/29/2020 4:27:45 PM andreaskratos #Andrenochrome has nothing to do with #Covid19

3/29/2020 4:30:54 PM americanpetal Me three!!! I am so ready for that, too!

3/29/2020 4:31:21 PM jaxtell87649907 Jay Leno is your dad?  Cool

3/29/2020 4:32:57 PM winklerburke Extra Toiletpaper. (ET).

3/29/2020 4:33:00 PM gatekeaper1 I'm just glad holly wood is pumping out it's bi/yearly racial oppression movies. Subtle easing.

3/29/2020 4:33:02 PM americanpetal I can’t even imagine how many difficult decisions POTUS and the military have had to make.

3/29/2020 4:33:38 PM astraleyes7 Who is John Galt?

3/29/2020 4:35:10 PM shawnagrimm16 Bawwaaaaa...gold STAR

3/29/2020 4:35:37 PM shawnagrimm16 Like duhhhh

3/29/2020 4:36:16 PM bechtold_jeremy Then what happened to the good Friday date if the president extended the social distance requirements?

3/29/2020 4:39:58 PM godandcountryq This person is on drugs. For sure. Remote viewing. Use logical thinking.

3/29/2020 4:40:34 PM decodematrix Breakaway civilizations = civilizations that started on Earth and left Earth.

3/29/2020 4:41:27 PM mongrelglory I was hoping for food replicators to be available to most people on the planet within the next decade. 👍



3/29/2020 4:41:57 PM the_awakened_j Hmm which one from this list...? 😂

 https://peoplebyinitials.com/?q=JE 

3/29/2020 4:42:17 PM winklerburke What if JE asked for two things, or one thing?  To confess all and rat on all?  1) Extra powerful doses of his supply of Adrenochrome to help him stay 

functional in defriefs?  And 2) a Bedsheet to choke himself B4 withdrawals & trial?

3/29/2020 4:42:53 PM susang7671 Went onan intuitive photo op 2day. Sawwhite rabits. Notice high rise painted w/ black/red chessboard in background of CBS7/ProsperityBank high rise 

w/steeple and cross on top? The chessboard complex w/ rabbit is BOA /Investment. Other “bandito” rabbit down road. BushPermian Basin 

pic.twitter.com/6T64fuFhls

3/29/2020 4:44:08 PM neverfo46920219 Okay.

I’m lost.

I thought Go’uld was Postmaster General...

3/29/2020 4:45:05 PM oaf_unbreakable Yea thanks to the complacency and lack of action, the 5G cashless society of New World Order will soon be upon us.

Nothing can stop what is coming.

Mark of the Beast is coming.

3/29/2020 4:45:28 PM justicetruthwa2 So let's see if I got this right, 188 Trillion world debt / 100 Billion is 1,888 to 1 , so today I have 1889 XRP so at my calculations X 1,888 is $3,566,432?!!!

3/29/2020 4:45:49 PM bashycrypto @blayone @MajorTomXRP @_Crypto_Maniac_

3/29/2020 4:47:54 PM robertu39046634 Faster, please.

3/29/2020 4:48:19 PM brd369 When in all caps. 

I Decoded it as:

We Have Everything Now

3/29/2020 4:48:28 PM winklerburke Recent AS discussions revealed our military quantum internet (?) set up enables mental communication w/sentient beings past, present & future 

instantly across entire galaxy? Hence Comms with a) low tech sentients trapped-enslaved on other planets, b) high-tech-strategy free ones.

3/29/2020 4:48:40 PM quentinjay2 You think? lol

3/29/2020 4:50:00 PM laurabusse Most ppl are bored with their jobs routines and daily lives

3/29/2020 4:50:39 PM woody1690xrp  pic.twitter.com/etNCq9IA00

3/29/2020 4:51:11 PM laurabusse Good one!

3/29/2020 4:51:39 PM winklerburke Further, in our galaxy or near worlds: humans much like ourselves, but radically evolved or DNA-different... due to fact their planet does such to them. 

Low-tech-enslaved planets... we could help? BUT need help from higher-tech, freer planet people? So... lotsa deal-making?  Yup.

3/29/2020 4:52:01 PM deplorablicious That's when I saw it as well. 

It almost seems like they are trying too hard to be different from one another. Spidey senses are a new thing for me lol. But, they've been getting 

louder and more accurate lately.

3/29/2020 4:53:49 PM keith369me A ripple of the storm?

3/29/2020 4:54:43 PM 369_is TV show. I replied to you in another of your tweets also.

3/29/2020 4:55:24 PM winklerburke For example, pretend the galaxy alliance of sentients always quarantines a world with Central Banks & fiat-lend-slave money. That would be us. But 

w/quantum internet, our Military learns strategy to un-effe the planet.  Is given plans A, B, C... Q & beyond. Oh Happy Day!  Cuz...

3/29/2020 4:56:04 PM staceyseektruth Then what do you recommend other than Bitcoin which I can’t afford? Serious question. Thanks.

3/29/2020 4:56:13 PM alltheway08 This is actually not true...at least not for decentralized blockchains...unless you destroy the power grid there is little anyone can do to stop you from 

transacting on them. That’s why many Governments have opposed crypto. They don’t want to lose control of their currency.

3/29/2020 4:56:14 PM drbohammer 😞

3/29/2020 4:56:39 PM laurabusse Yes Amen!

3/29/2020 4:56:51 PM videntethanquol Can't see what it means.. 🤔

3/29/2020 4:56:54 PM corpsmanup77 “Roughly” because Bitcoin will be factored in and maybe other utility coins. So let’s say at least 100x to 1000x. THATS in $ value and if this goes down 

as we think prices will be decoupled from the dollar.  You will literally count your wealth in coins not dollar value of coin.

3/29/2020 4:57:18 PM mntlhth4thought Perhaps MJ12 is a “gray hat.” Perhaps we all are, capable of good and evil. MJ12 has respectfully asked to be anonymous other than what they choose 

to reveal. This way also, we all have to grapple with the Message and can’t take the shortcut of assessing the Messenger.

3/29/2020 4:57:20 PM drbohammer Have we heard the truth about Epstein?

3/29/2020 4:57:51 PM s223s223 the break away

3/29/2020 4:58:33 PM whatscale What if the land down under isnt Australia?

Think Antartica

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/29/2020 4:59:22 PM winklerburke In actual truth, the human mind IS a powerful quantum computer, and each human actually is connected already 2 everybody & everything!  We have 

been enslaved, AND brain-raped by vaccines, Troglodyte-1984-Ed&Media, aluminum dusting, and malevolent waves!  Stardust Restoration Now?

3/29/2020 5:01:50 PM illumin28741368 What makes you think this Pope has done anything wrong?

3/29/2020 5:02:35 PM alhsdo_whitepaw No, bitcoin is btc and is currently trading around 6000.00 per share vs 00.17 of ripple xrp, both are forms of crypto, but ripple is used by international 

corporations like moneygram amd american express for quick money transfers, and is regulated as a currency not an assett

3/29/2020 5:04:37 PM illumin28741368 His helicopters last transmission was that due to fog they were raising altitude to above the height necessary to make a safe parachute to ground 

easy...

3/29/2020 5:04:52 PM alhsdo_whitepaw If you spend your stimulus on xrp now while it is rock bottom from panic sells and elite bugout cashouts and it ends up being the "next bitcoin" as it 

was designed to be, you will be a multimillionaire when it happens.

3/29/2020 5:05:14 PM winklerburke Actual history of our Solar System is chock full of known planets warring w/each other.  They blew at least 1 planet up! Wrecked many planets & 

moons.  We, our Earth, became an Alpha planet to escape to.  We bacame slaves of the escapees. No guarantees! The Q plan must succeed!

3/29/2020 5:05:17 PM dylangentry This guy has no idea. Full blown larp. 

Don’t trust accounts who claim to have inside knowledge. They do not!

3/29/2020 5:05:40 PM sylva1971 😯

3/29/2020 5:05:45 PM random2012756 Well I guess when you have already been mining gold on other planets for over 50 years, it’s easy for you to say such things!!!!

3/29/2020 5:06:43 PM diaznoe81 So after all of this can I turn like super saiyan and do a kamehameha?

3/29/2020 5:06:45 PM alhsdo_whitepaw Do not buy more than you can afford to lose, but get as many as you can. Digital currency can be lost, or stolen if the device housing your keys is 

hacked. Its up to you if the "crypto bank" safeguards your keycodess for you, or you keep and protect them yourself.

3/29/2020 5:09:08 PM rckzor1 Better invest into zeh big utitlityless btc ponzi 😂 which has failed as digital gold, store of value and p2p currency jiieeehoee



3/29/2020 5:09:26 PM winklerburke The Q plan eliminates the absolute slavery of Central Bank fiat $s.  Crypto helps! The Space Force guarantees individual rights & national sovereignty 

worldwide. & offers opportunity to clean up solar system & distribute advanced tech to pop, so Earth flourishes!  Prob is faith?

3/29/2020 5:09:30 PM quentinjay2 No pilot flies in the fog with the equipment they had. Just saying.

3/29/2020 5:10:25 PM fansblowing3 We live in a matrix of enslavement

3/29/2020 5:11:22 PM winklerburke All the individuals inside the Q plan can succeed ... but the whole thing fails... if a significant amount of population can’t believe this better world?  The 

energy of them desiring return to slavery... will, in fact, return humans on Earth to slavery...

3/29/2020 5:12:27 PM katie03188149 Tell me if you put Obama's false airport scanners,not checking for weaponry but recording DNA info, (serialbrain 2) with Bill gates Vax and depop ideas 

(televised openly)  together with 5g ....do you get drop down deaths in China and Italy and on 5g cruise lines? 

& call it CV19?

3/29/2020 5:12:27 PM covertress Ah, but the ego death...

Bravissimo!

3/29/2020 5:13:31 PM winklerburke Which is why... the universe, which is alive and loves us, is letting this hidden virus fester just a little longer... to give us time to let more people wake 

up from their dream-slavery world!  30 more days of Q... Quarantine.  Wake up time!

3/29/2020 5:14:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Many "theories" circulating around.

Instead of getting your hopes up,

why not spend this time to advance your consciousness and discover some of the lessons MJ112 has conveyed over the past 3 years.

The BEST is yet to come.

3/29/2020 5:14:27 PM cryptovoss  pic.twitter.com/ponE7ReuZQ

3/29/2020 5:14:31 PM jvan125 112? 🧐

3/29/2020 5:14:35 PM animaldesatado 3 days of shutdown.

No phones. No internet.

3/29/2020 5:14:50 PM vectorsigma4442 chans down Mu Ha Ha pic.twitter.com/FeZmmVgHkK

3/29/2020 5:14:55 PM ts_sci_majic12 Download the offline archive.

3/29/2020 5:15:40 PM justicetruthwa2 Awesome, just have to make sure I cash out before the Illuminists system settles in if that will be possible

3/29/2020 5:15:51 PM ts_sci_majic12 MJ12*

Download the offline archives of MJ12 content + Q content.

Learn to archive offline!

Download YT videos that you need.

3/29/2020 5:16:30 PM animaldesatado question: 3 days of shutdown worldwide or just US?

3/29/2020 5:16:37 PM aaronhoughton10 Understood. It's all about message over messenger. Absorb the knowledge. Look at yourself. Become aware of the IS-BE inside of you.

3/29/2020 5:16:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 What part of Message over Messenger concerns you and why?

3/29/2020 5:16:41 PM vectorsigma4442 yep i would pic.twitter.com/VA8x0SHbnv

3/29/2020 5:17:04 PM karmakurrent Dis info

3/29/2020 5:17:18 PM cryptovoss Coinbase,  http://binance.us , or uphold. All have mobile apps

3/29/2020 5:17:34 PM n7guardiananon Search don't Proclaim

3/29/2020 5:17:37 PM ufologyuk Because we’re in a situation where it’s hard to know who to trust. The world needs saving.

3/29/2020 5:17:44 PM riversm18 Can you archive all your tweets for us and upload somewhere?

3/29/2020 5:18:00 PM damienwelsh4 I like Austin so for me I like the message and the messenger. Austin is like the breath of fresh realistic air that this movement needed.

3/29/2020 5:18:07 PM winklerburke My entire family has gobbled far too much, what?, vaccines, aluminum, Prog1984News, EvilEfucation, and... me warning them like Chicken Little... that 

they are hard set against any Q freedom!  God have mercy, I pray, on the next 30 days of Our Quarantine!  WWG1WGA.   Mercy!

3/29/2020 5:18:14 PM ts_sci_majic12 The world wouldn't need saving if humanity raised its consciousness.

3/29/2020 5:18:24 PM keith369me Nothing...I now practice it even with @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 at this point.  Thanks for the lesson.

3/29/2020 5:18:28 PM randw Potential lack of ethos.

3/29/2020 5:18:48 PM mongrelglory Typist has been drinking coffee again I think. 😜

3/29/2020 5:18:49 PM ericpartchey It doesn’t

3/29/2020 5:18:57 PM norwegianon That you promote #FakeQ #Steinfart... Not good at all...

3/29/2020 5:19:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The functionality was removed.

Anons have been circulating a PDF of MJ12 content, though we have not confirmed or denied the authenticity of the work.

3/29/2020 5:19:15 PM allfourbc If I knew where it is I would MJ12 content? I will Google it

3/29/2020 5:19:17 PM animaldesatado Will we see the mass arrests publicly?

3/29/2020 5:19:22 PM n7guardiananon made it my day 2 day go to...online and in real life

3/29/2020 5:19:30 PM ufologyuk I think many have already done this, I’ve seen a lot of change in folks in the UK over the last 2 and a bit years. People are scared to place their trust 

though in the powers that be.

3/29/2020 5:19:51 PM jaymiem72900974 He was letting them know he knew about the whole thing on National Tv...he was not a part of it.

3/29/2020 5:20:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Thank you!

3/29/2020 5:20:10 PM one_autist Sometimes the message itself is false and by reading someones character it can help shed light on the message. But still in that case its message over 

messenger.

3/29/2020 5:20:18 PM jlundr Would you download the MJ12 twitter archive and upload the zip so we may have an up to date version?

3/29/2020 5:20:26 PM virtuspatri Because God sent his only son Jesus Christ as a messenger. Messenger = Message

3/29/2020 5:20:32 PM keith369me I have ignored this message until this week when intuition told me to do so.  Q backed up, some very relevant vids backed up...not for me, for others.

3/29/2020 5:20:45 PM ericpartchey I believe this. Just happen yesterday already

3/29/2020 5:20:52 PM breebby72q what is it

3/29/2020 5:21:11 PM qanongroup  pic.twitter.com/RSvmsbU7yV

3/29/2020 5:21:11 PM jballz1021 The message is usually false.

3/29/2020 5:21:18 PM keith369me The internet is teetering in many locations.

3/29/2020 5:21:18 PM gibboneyrock Absolutely!! The Victims need to guarded from traditional psychological care which is too often aligned with SRA & MK ULTRA, the very perpetrators 

they’ve been loosed from. 🙏🏻 & ministry needed. Drugs and psychotherapy won’t cure. Jesus can heal/make whole even the most damaged.

3/29/2020 5:21:29 PM mongrelglory As a long-time follower of MJ-12, I have found Nun-Chuck's PDF very helpful and down-loaded it onto my tablet. 

https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/29/2020 5:21:37 PM earth2nissy Did it say Jr by chance? I know once his father died he doesn't use it.

3/29/2020 5:21:42 PM lonewolfbuilder The echo chamber corrodes a message’s ability to be heard/seen/considered. Without consideration, people demand simpler explanations. They may 

even see ignorance as strength if they have been effectively conditioned to resist certain messages. How do we encourage self reflection?

3/29/2020 5:21:44 PM virtuspatri So the internet is going down.....?

 Why can't we just remove these fools and get it done?



3/29/2020 5:21:55 PM americanpetal Funny, I just started doing that about 10 mins ago. Then, you tweeted this reminder. Downloading YT videos that is.

3/29/2020 5:22:07 PM animaldesatado i’m from Spain i don’t understand very well, what does that mean?

3/29/2020 5:22:22 PM senorcoconut_ So all of reality is based on a sci-fi series from 1987?

3/29/2020 5:22:30 PM taikijan It doesn't. That's the way it should be. Jesus, Mohammad, Buddha, Vishnu: ALL have elements of peace, love, gratitude. The message>messenger.

3/29/2020 5:22:43 PM qanongroup Highly doubt it. It would further feul rage instead of raising positive vibrations

3/29/2020 5:22:51 PM purple_maga Doesn't concern me.  Everyone can see the message regardless of messenger. Austin IS Q, but if he weren't, would it really matter? The message 

remains the same! Let's move on to higher concerns! Q revealing himself helps to bring awareness no matter which side you believe.

3/29/2020 5:23:04 PM wassoncarol Who is JE?

3/29/2020 5:23:10 PM mongrelglory Agree with Keith! 👆

3/29/2020 5:23:12 PM allfourbc found it 24 pages.

3/29/2020 5:23:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 Can we get an updated copy of this? https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …

3/29/2020 5:23:42 PM cocopuffster12 That was yesterday’s project ♥️

3/29/2020 5:23:53 PM emilyoakley6 I'm so disappointed in the villagers.

No direct link to current events.

And these are mostly retired military.

3/29/2020 5:24:02 PM purple_maga Let's stop dividing! Have we learned nothing?!

3/29/2020 5:24:18 PM lilbrojd One must trust in themselves. Then there is no need for trust else place.

3/29/2020 5:24:34 PM americanpetal I know, right! It’s embarrassing to read my replies! 😩😁

3/29/2020 5:25:39 PM ufologyuk How can we when we’re so powerless to what’s currently going on? Told to trust officials who’ve continually lied to us, yet we’re supposed to trust 

them with our loved ones lives. This isn’t a game.

3/29/2020 5:25:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly He's updating it.

3/29/2020 5:26:06 PM qftwrinfiltrate What is it

3/29/2020 5:26:12 PM 444_q_ I shared links a few weeks ago, my brother made this into book format, 💯 cost, I can share it again! And YES PLEASE! I'd love to add to my book! I'll 

print from home! @Nun_chucknorris I know it took time and energy to do this, thank you!!!

3/29/2020 5:26:30 PM magamircat1 What's disinformation and what's not?

3/29/2020 5:26:55 PM purple_maga Precisely! Goal is to bring awareness to others regardless.  This back fighting is hurting those just starting from taking a serious look.  This is hindering 

the mission!

3/29/2020 5:27:02 PM carriebryson2 Many thanks 💕

3/29/2020 5:27:05 PM maxennialfalcon I only trust POTUS and Q. All other information and Messengers are simply information to put in my back pocket until confirmed in my own research or 

through qanon.

3/29/2020 5:27:09 PM 444_q_ All of MJ12 Tweets in PDF format, 618 pages...please download offline!!

3/29/2020 5:27:11 PM mongrelglory I think people have to learn to trust that they can find answers within themselves.  It requires the ability to shut out the noise of the outside world, and 

empty your mind of preconceptions. It becomes easier the more you practice. 😊

3/29/2020 5:27:28 PM nightswatch3895 Idk if it's the problem.  All I know is we are told they have piles of evidence to out people away.  When will we see this evidence?  We are putting alot 

of trust in this "plan".  I need proof like most everyone in here.

3/29/2020 5:27:38 PM 444_q_ From the start of their tweets through 2019

3/29/2020 5:27:40 PM karmakurrent Maj, @AustinSteinbart , how do you reconcile followers thinking for themselves, when “Trust the plan” is constantly thrown at them?

3/29/2020 5:27:42 PM romanomarianne Wow🙏TY

3/29/2020 5:28:03 PM keith369me Quite a ride...I wouldn’t trade it for anything.

3/29/2020 5:28:09 PM 444_q_ Sweet! 🙏

3/29/2020 5:28:35 PM karmakurrent  https://twitter.com/karmakurrent/status/1244420998608412673?s=21 … https://twitter.com/karmakurrent/status/1244420998608412673 …

3/29/2020 5:28:42 PM g07032011 How do you raise consciousness when you are brainwashed from the first breath you take, and are indoctrination into the system growing up? 

Impossible... only now are people waking up BECAUSE of the US military... so, how would you know without someone saying hey look over here!

3/29/2020 5:29:01 PM noeticus1 who are you by the way?

3/29/2020 5:29:02 PM sofiatribe No concerns. People will be very surprised by who/what the actual messenger is.

3/29/2020 5:29:24 PM raenyasalisbury Ive been here a while , I dont need any decoders , 

I sit and MEDIATATE pic.twitter.com/pZ4pfzhtyh

3/29/2020 5:29:27 PM ts_sci_majic12 USA will not pay for pedophilia coverups any longer. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1244338645198352386 …

3/29/2020 5:29:32 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

Download this for MJ tweets from most of the early time until March 2019.

3/29/2020 5:29:33 PM generaleeintuit Q said the movement wasn't about any individual but a group effort. At no time did he say they needed a public face. The British MI is Military 

Intelligence. They know how it works, how to infiltrate and take over a movement. Trump said today "They must pay!" referring to Royals.

3/29/2020 5:29:43 PM finall00p Message is always true but messenger can alter truth

3/29/2020 5:29:50 PM jaymiem72900974 Good!

3/29/2020 5:29:56 PM 369_is  https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/29/2020 5:30:10 PM n7guardiananon If you're interested https://mega.nz/#F!Sm4WgSzL!HD7RozZN5q5j6GMwnMxEuA …

3/29/2020 5:30:28 PM atashfire Woohoo!!!

3/29/2020 5:30:52 PM blsdbe Love you @Nun_chucknorris !!! pic.twitter.com/UhAluCS4Ox

3/29/2020 5:30:55 PM americanpetal Amen!!!🕊🙏🇺🇸

3/29/2020 5:30:56 PM qftwrinfiltrate Who’s tweets don’t follow

3/29/2020 5:30:59 PM qftwrinfiltrate Sorry it’s a dumbed down moment haha

3/29/2020 5:31:21 PM guscaldas Yes.

3/29/2020 5:31:21 PM magamircat1 Or child or human trafficking...

3/29/2020 5:31:36 PM lucasnobua what beast?

3/29/2020 5:31:40 PM davelew63  pic.twitter.com/0hgPIZSssk

3/29/2020 5:32:16 PM keith369me I still can’t understand the real reason why they fled.  If they are pedos, they were amongst friends in Great Britain, if they’re rebels...why Canada and 

Trudeau?

3/29/2020 5:32:17 PM milllathefiend Use IOS Site Sucker app. Was able to archive  http://qmap.pub  in it’s entirety. Images, articles linked etc. Able to read offline on iPad.

3/29/2020 5:32:18 PM dakotobol Matters not 😉

3/29/2020 5:32:37 PM noeticus1 What is this obsession with religions?

Do you need a god telling you what is right or wrong?

Wake up!

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

#Covid_19

3/29/2020 5:32:51 PM sharidean996 No better source than, God for the answers. 👍💜 Meditate 🧘♂️

3/29/2020 5:33:14 PM aaronhoughton10 For most I assume it would be the "guilty by association" trope. All related to fear.



3/29/2020 5:33:26 PM smallcaps14 Thanks ❤️

Downloaded

3/29/2020 5:33:55 PM raenyasalisbury Austin ,,,,, loving it 

but ,,, JFKJR IS ALIVE 

BIG LOVE HONEY

3/29/2020 5:34:26 PM charles28360072 To help believe the message you should first believe the messenger! If I can trust the messenger why would I trust his message.

3/29/2020 5:34:36 PM jackoneilltime1 Thank you!!! Nun-Chuck

3/29/2020 5:34:57 PM giediknight  https://twitter.com/giediknight/status/1244341199894347781?s=21 …

3/29/2020 5:35:08 PM migthornguitar Watch the water.

3/29/2020 5:35:21 PM blsdbe I explained to my Dad this morning that #DisinformationIsNecessary, and I have him an example of how we, in medicine, say that ‘it will sting’ or ‘burn 

a little’, to create an expectation of a pain that can be tolerated. That little lie or disinfo, really helps my patients cope. pic.twitter.com/XLMmHigXPp

3/29/2020 5:35:51 PM sharidean996 Same to ya sweetheart, I agree! 😘 💜

3/29/2020 5:35:52 PM 369_is Hi @Keith369me Do you have a recommendation for downloading You tubes offline? I keep getting rejection messages everywhere I try saying You 

tube is not allowed. Thanks!

3/29/2020 5:35:57 PM americanpetal Thank you!

3/29/2020 5:36:12 PM blsdbe Exactly this!!! pic.twitter.com/EvdoV8GGLB

3/29/2020 5:36:22 PM krazynub88 Any1 else see the reddit post that he was escorted out in a black van by suits. Van was described identical to the recent Hanks one. The op said his 

brother in law was the tower guard in that area and saw him leave or something like that. But no guard was@the gate they left outOF

3/29/2020 5:36:38 PM qftwrinfiltrate I’ll figure it out on my own I always do along with any other information I wanna get ahold of

3/29/2020 5:36:52 PM generaleeintuit Christopher Steele was MI-5/6 and part of the Russian Collusion conspiracy. The UK was involved in trying to overturn Trump's election. Downer was 

Australian and the Queen is the Australian Monarch. An Australian was involved in the Mandalay Bay massacre of Trump supporters.

3/29/2020 5:36:56 PM mongrelglory Is that why Nun-Chuck hasn't been on-line today?  He's going to be very busy!  He deserves a Majestic medal when this is all over! 😊

3/29/2020 5:37:02 PM crzycnuk101 Link is broken.

3/29/2020 5:37:17 PM krazynub88 Curious if it had more to it. I skimmed it while on a break one day. Didn't get to read all of it. I believe it was lengthy.

3/29/2020 5:37:43 PM 369palm Part of this is learning how to understand and interpret your own instincts, where the line is and also that it’s important to have confidence in your own 

intuition. The hardest part is learning how to use that without letting your imagination take you away from reality.

3/29/2020 5:38:01 PM brucebatter That's a strange coincidence he could pass away right before a trial. Just like Spacey's accusers whine up dead or dropping charges. If they can make an 

airliner disappear #MH370 then some victims on a chopper can be disposed too.

3/29/2020 5:38:06 PM truefan37 No such thing as coincidences at that price 👍 # WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 5:38:11 PM rob67_ If the messenger is a clown then the message is likely propaganda or bullshit.

3/29/2020 5:38:23 PM blsdbe I explained exactly this concept to my mom and stepdad during our FaceTime convo. They are going to watch a couple of AS vids from the start if his 

channel. I told them: “#ThinkForYourself!!! Dig on the ideas he presents if you want.” pic.twitter.com/bkWUZfDumN

3/29/2020 5:38:35 PM upliftingmind Yes! ☝️

3/29/2020 5:38:35 PM birdchirptweet Please, Purplemaga, Austin who??? I have been searching....can't find out...

3/29/2020 5:38:56 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/ZgKeK548f8

3/29/2020 5:39:08 PM blsdbe We need to get on that right now!!! Let’s go StarSeeds!!! pic.twitter.com/T3swp7C4o8

3/29/2020 5:39:24 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/U0ZeASPQOz

3/29/2020 5:40:08 PM mongrelglory I didn't think she'd be happy living in rainy Vancouver. 😉

3/29/2020 5:40:29 PM noeticus1 Who are you ?

3/29/2020 5:40:45 PM blsdbe Yes, this is true. It’s really important to think about #motivation and #FollowTheMoney

3/29/2020 5:40:54 PM internetusr I guess we will see. Prolly more hype again.

3/29/2020 5:41:08 PM mongrelglory Maybe they thought they could distance themselves from the consequences that the rest of the family will be facing?

3/29/2020 5:41:20 PM aort33672247 Majestic I don't know what to think now .. April 30??? What do we all do?

3/29/2020 5:41:34 PM 369_is They might get something good out of this. https://twitter.com/369_is/status/1240783178094317570?s=20 …

3/29/2020 5:41:43 PM keith369me I used  ITubeGo... this is not necessary a recommendation...it was 3 free downloads and then pay for a license.  Perhaps someone else could suggest 

other options?  I was downloading on a mission and didn’t really investigate.

3/29/2020 5:41:56 PM patroticbeauti My quess is Eric Prince....No one will comment on this at all...Just wondering if my quess could be onto something...

3/29/2020 5:42:15 PM bennastix Integrity.  If I don't trust you, you message won't matter.

3/29/2020 5:42:19 PM 369_is Thanks Keith!!!

3/29/2020 5:42:27 PM rod7047 People can talk crap about the US but in the end we are the greatest nation. These two fools finding that out too late.

3/29/2020 5:42:30 PM nun_chucknorris It will available no later than Saturday 4/4.

3/29/2020 5:42:31 PM oaf_unbreakable If the messenger is a blatant 🤡 then obviously the message is the message the 🤡 wants you to receive.

Not hard.

3/29/2020 5:42:52 PM auroravoyager1  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=20 …

3/29/2020 5:43:11 PM earth2nissy I am holding out hope they're white hats🙏

3/29/2020 5:43:44 PM postelleallyson Very good. I totally get that. I’ve been put under hypnosis without my consent, off and on, since I was 4 & I’m about to turn 60. Lots of it is to write 

popular music & create TV shows, characters, casting, etc. Just started remembering 5 years ago. Had amnesia ages 7-40.

3/29/2020 5:43:50 PM rachaelangelm At first I wanted to trust the messenger. It made the message special. Now I am ok with the message but I still don’t listen to music like I used to. I’m 

just to disappointed right now.

3/29/2020 5:43:59 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/JTAW84NNKv

3/29/2020 5:44:23 PM rghardy3 Why should we listen to a Message from

a Messenger who is an obvious Clown ?

It does not matter how good the Message

sounds if the Source can't be Trusted.

3/29/2020 5:44:30 PM melbourne_3000 #Preach 👍 pic.twitter.com/rvJApeVYyp

3/29/2020 5:44:37 PM vincentzwood I only subscribe to TRUE v FALSE. Truth v Lies. Good v evil. Light v dark. The only message I care about is one that carries the TRUTH backed by 

evidence. Any other message, including cryptic dogshit larpy ratpiss, can be burnt to ashes. I give 2 fux about a messenger.

3/29/2020 5:44:45 PM postelleallyson Started getting my memory back in 2000 & I’m still remembering things. Check out my pinned tweet.

3/29/2020 5:44:46 PM generaleeintuit Royal communications from Queens and Kings are sent in red boxes. Q is pointing out that any comms outside of 8chan/8kun "past/present/future" 

are in a red box and from MI-5/6 and he posted this in reference to Austin. He is not a time traveler. He's a LARP. pic.twitter.com/mrbFvsmVsj

3/29/2020 5:44:56 PM jessej97real The smartest thing they could do, is to say, "be careful who you follow, but I'm going to watch and see." So many of them are "all in" that he's not. I 

imagine most will just close their account, rather than own up to it.

3/29/2020 5:45:27 PM the_loveoflight  pic.twitter.com/cbat2ungHu

3/29/2020 5:45:34 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/Q6gQ7wZy6b

3/29/2020 5:45:35 PM auroravoyager1  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=20 …

3/29/2020 5:45:48 PM blsdbe I think if we #GoWithin we can better #TrustThePlan. #TrustYourSelf First.



3/29/2020 5:45:55 PM noeticus1 Is this what @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

is?  With the All Seeing Eye in your logo?

Are you with #Qanon?

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA 

Mmhhh.... pic.twitter.com/UdbpUeAMFG

3/29/2020 5:46:02 PM mongrelglory I still could use more practice!  I get lazy sometimes and just want the answers handed to me. 😜

3/29/2020 5:46:14 PM upliftingmind No concerns. I met my IS-BE long ago. It has never led me astray.

3/29/2020 5:46:15 PM blsdbe Dude, you Rock!!! pic.twitter.com/318BYotAeq

3/29/2020 5:46:35 PM elevn15 All the mentally ill money junkies are a complete cancer. 

It doesn't matter what side, it's the biggest most serious disease that humanity has.

3/29/2020 5:46:38 PM 444_q_ Here it is. Again, I promise no profit involved!!! My brother did these for his family to archive offline and saw the need to help others. Q archives are 

here as well. Godspeed Patriots!

3/29/2020 5:46:39 PM 369_is Hey Anons. Does anyone have a good way to download youtubes offline? I keep getting denials of permission for youtube on my PC. Thanks!!!

3/29/2020 5:46:55 PM upallnight39 Guys and girls we have a new Anon who does not yet realize banks are.scams.

If u try and get rich off the reset

U juat might lose everything.

So relax

3/29/2020 5:46:59 PM jlundr Why would you disregard information prior to any investigation based solely on the source? Even if the source had a 99.99% track record of being 

intentionally dishonest. Even the boy who cried wolf was right once.

3/29/2020 5:47:06 PM kachinagtto Your efforts are so appreciated! 💐

3/29/2020 5:47:20 PM the_loveoflight And no i hate movies! He said he never got groomed, I posted them to prove otherwise and got blocked almost immediately 

What's your problem with what I posted? pic.twitter.com/wQZayOCZMu

3/29/2020 5:47:21 PM mgilliamavery Allowing one's self to abandon past "lenses" through which one views the world, thus projecting these past influencers on to the message & failing too 

allow the truth to be as it is/could. All messengers do not come free of their own complications, agendas, & +/-. Find tolerance.

3/29/2020 5:47:31 PM jakekel23656089 "We", Together are the only thing that can save it.

3/29/2020 5:47:32 PM lidavg48 They left of their own free will. Therefore the tab is theirs!

3/29/2020 5:47:40 PM amandaihli Use this time to educate those who've yet to awaken

3/29/2020 5:47:52 PM xusaf_patriot How would the oft repeated phrase "disinformation is necessary" instill confidence in the message?

3/29/2020 5:48:25 PM militantnurse Too many people I know quickly become angry, abusive, mentally shut down in general when presented with info that contradicts whatever mind slave 

icon they think legit. Example, 9/11 happened as we were told because Washpost never contradicted official story. People simply cant.

3/29/2020 5:48:34 PM jaded_pearl It what ways does his message differ from the ones that have came from Q? I really want ro get to the heart of what is eating the #QPharisees re: the 

message he is espousing? What is he asking for or requesting that goes against what was published prior? Not the location of such

3/29/2020 5:49:06 PM n7guardiananon MJ112

      aab pic.twitter.com/hXG5TnoCyx

3/29/2020 5:49:12 PM 369_is Wow Allyson. I am so sorry you went through that. Have you seen Sara Ruth Ashcraft's twitter? Man, she went through a nightmare like you, and 

found the courage to share so much info that none of us would have if not for her. I send you BIG HUGGS!!!

3/29/2020 5:49:50 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/A1idIqUSqq

3/29/2020 5:50:15 PM jaded_pearl Me too - have to keep up. We went from drip<drop overnight

3/29/2020 5:50:20 PM karmakurrent How can one be told to trust the plan, and then be told don’t trust anything, verify everything. Just seem like oxymoronic advice that’s all.

3/29/2020 5:50:22 PM the_loveoflight If you can do a backup and would be glad to share it pls dm me...I’m a fool with knowing how to do these things lol

3/29/2020 5:50:38 PM kachinagtto I have been busy doing this all week!

3/29/2020 5:51:29 PM jmbmajic3 Thank you for that translation

3/29/2020 5:51:31 PM melrae72 "Disinformation is necessary" 😁 I think Q is exposing egotistical fags who think they know it all! They only read inside the box like the one u just 

presented me. Ego ego ego!

3/29/2020 5:51:44 PM keith369me I can email the Q information...it’s 65 PDFs created from Qmap.

3/29/2020 5:51:53 PM majic_eyes_qnly 🔥🔥🔥

🔥🔥🔥

🔥🔥🔥

A MAJESTIC THANK Q NUN CHUCK!!!

3/29/2020 5:51:54 PM melrae72 Feelings feelings feelings!

3/29/2020 5:51:57 PM bdizzthegreat How do we download the offline archive?

3/29/2020 5:52:04 PM myname71441768 I just want to know how HANKZ is doing. Saw a photoshopped pic of him and wife

3/29/2020 5:52:13 PM philluckee Cheers Al x

3/29/2020 5:52:56 PM melbourne_3000 Nothing wrong with the material and physical until there is imbalance, which holds us back from ascending.

Balance the 3D experience with the Spiritual, learn to follow your God given abilities of intuition and discernment.

3/29/2020 5:53:15 PM postelleallyson Yes, I’ve followed her & chatted with her for a couple of years. Fiona Barnett & others too. This is the big goal. The main fight we are all waging. 

Progress is happening but the world must know or it will never be stopped. Thank you for caring. It means a lot. Thanks so much! 💖

3/29/2020 5:53:23 PM stlbluesbash What’s a “monkey junky”? 🤔

3/29/2020 5:53:53 PM melrae72 What makes a good movie?

3/29/2020 5:53:58 PM manifest_utopia Thank you Nun-Chuck! Awesome!

3/29/2020 5:54:03 PM mongrelglory MJ-12, I would like to nominate Nun-Chuck for a Majestic medal of commendation when this is all over. 🙋♀️

3/29/2020 5:54:04 PM vincentzwood And if you wear a mask and can't even admit WHO YOU ARE even if it brings danger or threats or death to you, then you show FEAR. There is no bigger 

secret than hiding who you are to the World.  Stand in the Light, dare anyone to try you. That is NO FEAR. And righteous. And FREE. 

pic.twitter.com/xs7h2zebFp

3/29/2020 5:54:11 PM taikijan I think Megsit  was because Harry told them "no" and they kicked him out for it. I truly believe Harry is good.

3/29/2020 5:54:37 PM rghardy3 If you are talking about AS then I can't answer you.

I will not listen to him or watch his videos so I can't

make a judgement.  I don't Trust anyone claiming

to be Q or having inside intel.

No Outside Comms !

3/29/2020 5:54:39 PM 444_q_  https://twitter.com/444_Q_/status/1239713674756947968?s=19 …

3/29/2020 5:55:57 PM sosoaware God Bless you for helping us !

3/29/2020 5:56:09 PM elevn15 MONEY junkie.... The worst kind of junkie.



3/29/2020 5:56:11 PM bdizzthegreat I'll take that at bdizzthegreat@gmail.com if u wanna

3/29/2020 5:56:12 PM auroravoyager1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

...."wasn't in this world."

🤔🤔  https://twitter.com/stevebraun2000/status/1244414308500426752 …

3/29/2020 5:56:16 PM humanstarter re-read that and throw in a few f-bombs. it's fun. really.

3/29/2020 5:56:19 PM ambriayoga Grooming 🍕

3/29/2020 5:56:20 PM craigmathieso14 Good. 👌

3/29/2020 5:56:21 PM militantnurse Continued..a source tries to red pill a mind  who is not ready; and everafter that mind will disparage ANYTHING coming from that source. Their info has 

to come from what their mind is already attached too. Sigh, I am too wordy for twitter.

3/29/2020 5:57:48 PM alswanson16 Nonsense. Crypto currency is & remains primarily a means for criminals & those trying to avoid the law. Drug cartels love it for laundering $$$.

3/29/2020 5:57:48 PM cryptonati2 BTC at $2k as per elites

3/29/2020 5:58:32 PM jennife40446013 Thank you🌱

3/29/2020 5:58:51 PM 369_is My feeling is that the strongest of us get the most challenging experiences. I will be reading through your twitter. Thank you for sharing with us 

Allyson!!!😘🌈😘

3/29/2020 5:59:11 PM 369helen313 Is He One Of The Two !?

3/29/2020 5:59:33 PM industryerector What is it that you are making brother ?  

“ continue making my own “ ???

3/29/2020 6:00:13 PM jaded_pearl But why NOT have an open mind? Expand thinking required? What makes you think your puzzle peices are more put together than his if you will not 

look at his puzzle? A proficient Warrior knows that to conquer an enemy, you must get to know him. Foolish not too peep & listen 1st.

3/29/2020 6:00:23 PM briansimpson142 Is this for real. I tried to pull it up, but no luck.

So many signals, statistically impossible to be a coincidence

3/29/2020 6:01:14 PM philluckee 😂

3/29/2020 6:01:33 PM vicgar55 Partical accelerator🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/hva2QcTzJE

3/29/2020 6:02:37 PM philluckee Why does everything have to come down to whether or not someone is a paedo with you weirdos? They fled because our right wing press and general 

twats couldn't handle having a mixed race royal, simple as that.

3/29/2020 6:02:50 PM philluckee 😂😂😂😂😭

3/29/2020 6:03:03 PM upallnight39 Do you have any proof of something I do not?

Did I say something funny?

3/29/2020 6:03:06 PM 369helen313  https://twitter.com/369helen313/status/1244318861341667328?s=21 … https://twitter.com/369HELEN313/status/1244318861341667328 …

3/29/2020 6:03:08 PM joeymoo75435238 Now, they took his ass to Ge.

3/29/2020 6:04:16 PM blsdbe #GoWithin. When you give yourself to hear your inner voice with all the noise turned down, then this will all make a LOT more sense. #WRWY

3/29/2020 6:04:33 PM shazbot17127277 Mahalo, Bruh!

3/29/2020 6:05:54 PM doriblackman Whoop.

3/29/2020 6:06:18 PM upallnight39 I am not sure if i do not get it or I have just been practing M0M for a while.

I suppose I have never trusted most messengers or messages, and even now that has not changed much.

I do trust myself and blondly follow tho. Its weird

3/29/2020 6:06:32 PM wahiggins3 Like this one (though it needs to be updated):   https://whiggins-demo.box.com/s/s57m2gyesws63lf8nqao87164f7d0x7o …

3/29/2020 6:06:42 PM awsumnes Ha. Here is the problem with your statement. I haven’t dumped my life savings into this 😂 who does that? Who invest in 1 thing with all their money? 

No one is pandering that. Whatever u can afford to lose.

3/29/2020 6:06:47 PM rghardy3 I don't want to waste time on someone who

Majestic and other sources have called out

as working for THEM.  I do have an open mind

but not when it comes to LARP's .

3/29/2020 6:07:18 PM sdane8 Birds of a feather ...

3/29/2020 6:08:01 PM manifest_utopia Perhaps, given the Royals know what's coming, staging this break/separation from the Royal family is an attempt to keep one branch of the bloodline 

alive. Trudeau is a  pedo too.

3/29/2020 6:08:30 PM stlbluesbash Ahhh got it.

3/29/2020 6:08:50 PM sdane8 Ditto

3/29/2020 6:09:00 PM supercooper125 I have heard worldwide. could be up to 10 days too. If its more than 3 you'll be able to remember there was somebody that said it might be more and 

be cool with it.

3/29/2020 6:09:32 PM celaenomaia Nothing really. Be discerning, go withIN, logical thought, with intuitive knowing. It makes a lot of sense💜

3/29/2020 6:09:40 PM yourstr05411794 Follow?! FOLLOW?!  We "follow" on twitter, it is the term they chose for us. How about CONNECT? People follow others they don't even know. Q vs 

Austin? What happened to We are Q? What was Q teaching? Unity or Division? Love or hate? Was Q promoting "himself" or US?

POTUS!

3/29/2020 6:09:50 PM odiboluminous_ Many messengers gon' die

3/29/2020 6:10:05 PM lovellastroude Wow. been piecing bits n pieces together. Understand 🚫ALL will want 2 KNOW. They will however, know somethings that they will have 2 justify(2 

them) n their own minds. Believe 🚫 all will b capable of that understanding without splitting their minds. 🙏🙏PEACE and LIGHT 2 you.

3/29/2020 6:10:43 PM awsumnes Press conference from today. 3/29 what in the world could POTUS be alluding to? “The system can’t handle that much money?” It’s too old?? 🤔 what 

system? So then how would you send ALL this money out fast?? #crypto pic.twitter.com/OXdmrRpmqN

3/29/2020 6:11:50 PM nybiltong HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH!!!!!!

#ToiletPaperPanic

@POTUS

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@AbbeyMaeCook88

@VerumRadix

@MichaelVPina

@officialmcafee

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/xyIzhRvtIJ0 
3/29/2020 6:12:27 PM wahiggins3 Here you go:   https://whiggins-demo.box.com/s/s57m2gyesws63lf8nqao87164f7d0x7o …



3/29/2020 6:12:36 PM rainy_st_design This is the best and IMO only way to go about it.

I've said many times....

Anybody claiming to be Q or claiming to be an insider, ARE NOT, UNTIL it is confirmed by DJT and ONLY DJT. 

This is the only way to keep things "pure" without getting caught up in drama

3/29/2020 6:12:39 PM jaded_pearl I did not see where Majestic called him out or called hom a LARP. I have seen support but I can be corrected. Well, it's settled, your mind is made up so 

I wish you well on your quest for truth. 🇺🇸🇺🇸🇺🇸♾♾♾🌎🌎🌎

3/29/2020 6:12:40 PM rg67761097 1) Q Posts can have double meaning.  Does Post 3906 apply only to MSM, or also the culture in the Q Community? Q fosters free thought not group 

think.  The appearance of @AustinSteinbart on the scene is a test, and has identified weakness in our ability to unite via open thought. 

pic.twitter.com/lvHsdwgXGL

3/29/2020 6:13:58 PM yourstr05411794 Aaron, I hear you friend. You are one of the most enlightened person I've come across in 2+ yrs. You are coming from the right place. Nothing gullible 

about you. You understand unity and Love. I pray your message Trumps all others. You set the example. Don't stop till ya drop!!

3/29/2020 6:14:02 PM herpesmichael We all make mistakes. I can tell you, I’ve never stuck my neck out this far for something like this. If I’m wrong, I will have will have to own up to it. 

Either way I will always be grateful for what I learned through this experience. 🙂👍

3/29/2020 6:14:03 PM braydensdad2 We dont need "A" god, we need the one and only god, lord of lord's, king of kings creator, most high, savior from evil.

3/29/2020 6:14:46 PM smallcaps14 😂

3/29/2020 6:15:01 PM michaeldee1111 This is a metaphor.  A real store of value is what is required.  So your asset of value is not constantly devalued by inventing more out of thin air on a 

continuous basis, keeping us all running on a never-ending rats wheel of non-accumulation.  Be it gold or a crypto upper limit

3/29/2020 6:15:08 PM johndic63027991 Where is secret agent man! Austin S battle hardened DIA guy pic.twitter.com/0riGKXNVb3

3/29/2020 6:15:37 PM celaenomaia Would you agree or no that an IS-BE is similar to higher self so to speak? I am curious. I feel that they may be interchangeable but wanted your 

feedback.

3/29/2020 6:15:47 PM dynamicres Thank you❣️ pic.twitter.com/bNoCV9wDxz

3/29/2020 6:15:59 PM truth939 Is the 3 day shut down real & imminent?

3/29/2020 6:16:39 PM braydensdad2 And to ever who is reading this, it isnt molock, buddha, some off the wall sun god either

3/29/2020 6:16:55 PM rghardy3 They called him out in so many words but 

did not use the word LARP.

Just look closely at their tweets about AS

over the past few days.

Godspeed !

3/29/2020 6:17:51 PM smallcaps14 Could you please tag me in your tweet when you have it?

3/29/2020 6:18:13 PM jessej97real I agree. Same. I randomly stumbled upon his black Ops 101, and then watched his earlier vids. Then I started calling for my faves to just check it out. 

Crickets, now vehemently apposed. Just so telling...

3/29/2020 6:18:16 PM veera81151963 Much appreciated

3/29/2020 6:18:43 PM tanktank19k It's easy once you "Actually" awake, You can filter out what is true or not. using the power of 3,6,9...Consciousness 

THC+CBD mixed with meditation  = Awoke 

Also 5-MeO-DMT if you want to get shot into higher dimensions.

3/29/2020 6:18:55 PM celaenomaia Oh I agree!

3/29/2020 6:19:01 PM yourstr05411794 applies in every day life. I meet someone for the first time, barely hear a word he is saying, as I'm listening with my intuition, my gut, his intentions, 

feeling his vibe. Words are secondary, sometimes meaningless. 

I don't care who Q is. I do care who Austin is as a person.

3/29/2020 6:19:52 PM heinric12517350 From my experience if a person is known to be full of 💩, then his message has a high probability of being full of 💩 as well.

3/29/2020 6:19:55 PM shannen_robison Very cool. Thanks in advance

3/29/2020 6:20:31 PM tanktank19k They are teaching you to think for yourself. That is why he was brought up

3/29/2020 6:20:34 PM yourstr05411794 Trust yourself and the intelligence God gave you. That is the lesson. Do it without bias.

3/29/2020 6:20:34 PM werascending Great example!

3/29/2020 6:21:11 PM karmakurrent Don’t get me wrong. I’ve learned to resonate and let it flow through. I’m simply trying to engage the “QPhas” disbelief in recent developments. Not all 

have the capacity to sort info, and digest properly. @AustinSteinbart

3/29/2020 6:22:23 PM rebornkingent It’s the end of the world we can’t wait till 4/4! (Toilet paper Harding intensifies)

3/29/2020 6:22:35 PM venezuelaoculta Have you thought of compilling the messages on 2 volumes?

3/29/2020 6:22:55 PM mzmoralez11 Jersey? Jerusalem?

3/29/2020 6:23:00 PM usa93563829 Some will some won’t. News has brainwashed them. If you believe in Pizzagate you are crazy. We need more Good Men and women in charge

3/29/2020 6:23:05 PM jlundr  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244418833647108096 …

3/29/2020 6:24:21 PM godandcountryq  pic.twitter.com/pyMkenAh0Z

3/29/2020 6:24:48 PM boondognews I love your threads and feed

3/29/2020 6:25:02 PM antiantisemites None of it concerns me. The message is always more relevant than the one delivering it.

Hence the phrase "dont shoot the messenger" pic.twitter.com/bsIzj1qWjO

3/29/2020 6:26:09 PM dynamicres Haha pic.twitter.com/mqo8eXkwSB

3/29/2020 6:27:04 PM dubblejay317 Some of the messengers should hang even though they speak the truth.

3/29/2020 6:27:08 PM postelleallyson Thank you for caring! ✨💖✨

3/29/2020 6:27:16 PM ericsteelelive Doesn't work for me never has just do it and don't lie to me. Doctor's vocabulary matters when talking to everyone except for patients. You prepare 

one for pain but not the one that he gets. Poke or prick but not a pinch it isn't a pinch.

3/29/2020 6:29:13 PM lori_dee1 People need to learn to trust their intuition when reading or listening to a message. They can take that information and do some fact checking...trust 

but verify. We have been lied to for so long that we must rethink everything we thought to be true.

3/29/2020 6:30:07 PM winklerburke 4 years in a row, I hiked w/a fan group following a famous history prof, who led us on a trail up 2 a lake in High Sierras. On 4th year, he talked so much 

he missed turn off, we had to hike extra mile! Zero of us caught the mistake, cuz we let him lead us (astray!) Good lesson?

3/29/2020 6:30:24 PM balkannfreak Ah bro this Jimmy Saville fuck was on another level, one of the worthless worthless eyes you can look into. I believe he was mentor to K. Spacey ,ence 

his tie relationship w the royals and years teaching at the Royal Academy of Art

3/29/2020 6:30:31 PM blsdbe I agree. This is like a muscle and the American people need a workout!!! pic.twitter.com/uHpWyqpHmI

3/29/2020 6:31:18 PM fightforamerica No.

3/29/2020 6:31:36 PM isitrealnews1  https://www.w-z.com/federal/  pic.twitter.com/gndGZQAQg3

3/29/2020 6:31:45 PM scott_frenger Sounds good to me.

3/29/2020 6:32:24 PM realeyethespy  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yoBsKFIMF2vsnw90V1i-

5VWiH_Rid_Zv/view?usp=drivesdk&fbclid=IwAR1auHoVPIHpSYQXmFshNYcQqBu8i0DmVjJw8MvtqcflQsuVAncr26D6IU0 …

3/29/2020 6:32:35 PM kevinmruel World Wide @Qanon76 @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ pic.twitter.com/27djyQR7wr

3/29/2020 6:32:58 PM decodematrix Nun-Chuck, you are a true patriot. You deserve a Majestic Medal of Freedom.

3/29/2020 6:33:06 PM jim_bo_1 I was un-happy before...wanted things yesterday. I'm ok with what ever Trump and Q does....100%..Bring the pain

3/29/2020 6:33:08 PM wishfulldreamz Thanks Chucky!

3/29/2020 6:33:16 PM foreverozone Strong buy. Sell 1/2 at $1.70 and hold the rest for a few years. You'll be a happy camper.



3/29/2020 6:33:47 PM realeyethespy Send to me when done please

3/29/2020 6:34:11 PM lilbrojd don't worry if the information is true or false, register all information and have faith within yourself to KNOW what is logical thru common sense . What 

you way hear today could be relevant tomorrow.

3/29/2020 6:34:15 PM alwaysfinds It's too vague & has too many possible meanings. That, or I'm just not "Anon" enough to grasp it myself.

3/29/2020 6:34:30 PM normal_wizard The part where I'm freely giving messages of extraordinarily high spiritual value in regards to the evolution of the future of mankind's spiritual and 

moral foundation/evolution and being almost completely ignored "because how dare I act like I know things" somewhat concerns me.

3/29/2020 6:34:33 PM medicine_man_22 Not concerned. The message is of greater importance. I trust my discernment.

3/29/2020 6:34:51 PM blsdbe Hopefully, time being an illusion, not for too much longer... pic.twitter.com/4De5ihQcQo

3/29/2020 6:34:53 PM winklerburke I took firearms classes from an over-the-top authoritarian place. At lunchtime, they hectored everybody in this large building... about patriotism.  I 

thought... they could tell us to strip, and walk into a building with shower heads but no drains, & most would? Wow? Good lesson?

3/29/2020 6:36:13 PM karmakurrent Agreed. But I hope we can see how and why some may be confused and be able to adjust tactics to gather the masses. pic.twitter.com/rHnzOrwx43

3/29/2020 6:36:27 PM crisco2377 No..Thank you!!

3/29/2020 6:36:35 PM munkeypilot Nothing- if its a good message..its a good message...either resonates...or sends up red flags.

3/29/2020 6:37:18 PM fivefourthreet3 I just became aware of Majestic 12 a few days ago.  Feeling so out of the loop on what is being shared.

3/29/2020 6:37:32 PM medicine_man_22 Majestic12 has been in existece since 1947. Even though time is an illusion, in the 3D we perceive it as liner, so on that rationale... They're pretty 

trustworthy. But always come to your own conclusions.

3/29/2020 6:38:00 PM normal_wizard I am further concerned with the fact that I have essentially never seen anyone giving out a message of what we should actually be culturally doing in 

able to actively purify and save ourselves, aside from "well just think about reality a bit and maybe others will follow lol"

3/29/2020 6:38:41 PM bettsreb Q said May.

3/29/2020 6:38:53 PM medicine_man_22 The kingdom of God is within you. We are all from one, one with the all. You are God.

3/29/2020 6:39:11 PM blsdbe Love this!!!

3/29/2020 6:39:14 PM lucasnobua How do you know?

3/29/2020 6:39:20 PM the_red_hand_ If you are referring to your friend...the type of LARP who is showing how-to videos with regards to explosives (like tannerite); and how to acquire 

weapons from scrupulous arms dealers (tuscon stunt); are trying to encourage unbalanced individuals. We know. pic.twitter.com/5Tm5jttuRJ

3/29/2020 6:39:21 PM ausanon369 Can someone post a note of the most critical videos and files to archive (if anyone has time). I would really appreciate it

3/29/2020 6:39:35 PM normal_wizard I guess it might be my job to organize things more effectively since I have "the sight" and suchlike, but nothing I say is sufficiently impactful even if I 

give out ultimate spiritual knowledge if I can't get it into peoples' minds and direct actions...

3/29/2020 6:40:08 PM elatedveracity I agree!! You are the best Chuck!!  Majestic medal of freedom is my vote too!!  Great job Patriot!! pic.twitter.com/muwmzPyKJC

3/29/2020 6:41:08 PM brianre07338958 Um, because Jesus said so... pretty much all of Matthew 24.

3/29/2020 6:42:14 PM balkannfreak Really worth noticing Austin talked about this royal protection on stream 1 day ago and trump tweeted about it 6 hours ago ..

Future proves past number#766567 😂

#QPharisees #QAnon

3/29/2020 6:42:22 PM the_red_hand_ Dude is a no show on legitimate research, but seems very targeted on showing people (for no discernible reason) kinetic methods of force.  Hmmm... 

what could be the reason for that pic.twitter.com/zq4NDScsQq

3/29/2020 6:42:26 PM magaman333 I am counting on GS

3/29/2020 6:43:00 PM winklerburke I did a deep study on Evangelical preachers who use Mesmer ways. a) Malaprop Showmanship Domination b) Hidden Stage Hypnotism, c) Strawman 

Misdirection, d) Financial $uggestion.  (Support that Mesmer?) vs. (Be careful how you hear & watch what precisely  they do?)  Good lesson?

3/29/2020 6:43:27 PM normal_wizard So I guess I'm mostly concerned with the fact that all messages and all messengers seem beneath my internal knowledge of what needs to shift in able 

to free mankind, which I struggle to manifest since I lack economic resources and my words lead horses to water and drown them.

3/29/2020 6:44:03 PM ekcave1 None of it. Zero.

3/29/2020 6:44:33 PM giediknight Exactly!

3/29/2020 6:45:20 PM normal_wizard Obviously I'm not answering the actual question and am just rambling about personal frustrations for some reason when I should be finishing my 

comprehensive explanation of how team Satan deceives and curses mankind for the blessing of the 10 viewers my youtube channel has.

3/29/2020 6:45:24 PM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 
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3/29/2020 6:46:14 PM hellouncledonny Your disconnect from the Q hive @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

Do you really want to go down this path over Austin?

We could do a much better LARP from here then Austin or MJ12 ever could imagine.

SHALL WE PLAY A GAME?

Who is Joshua?  https://twitter.com/the_Red_Hand_/status/1244439030395219968 …

3/29/2020 6:46:25 PM the_red_hand_ No longer a larp when they do a walk-through on semi black market arms deals and start educating people on how to repeat that.  ANY professional, 

even an intern, on the periphery of law enforcement would never publish some shit like that.  Let's be real folks, the haricut too 😂

3/29/2020 6:47:00 PM anneolsen43 nice job!

3/29/2020 6:47:38 PM quality_cqntrol Saw the same pics ... that was totally not him. It was the gardener.

3/29/2020 6:47:39 PM my5ticmadman No concerns: I listen to both sides, to see what they know. If you listen to a Messenger you do not trust you can learn what the opposition is doing or 

trying to make you think they are doing. All sides need to be considered.

3/29/2020 6:48:24 PM noeticus1 you are too biblical.

3/29/2020 6:48:27 PM quality_cqntrol Again that was not him ... prove me wrong

3/29/2020 6:48:27 PM winklerburke Tom Saywer wanted 2 win the county prize 4 boy who knew most bible verses. He talked all his friends in2 painting his aunt’s fence, but charged each 

kid the tickets each kid got for knowing a bible verse.  He won a large Bible from county’s  very surprised Bishop! Good lesson? ;)

3/29/2020 6:49:11 PM my5ticmadman I don't think most people understand what that means or how to begin with it.

3/29/2020 6:49:51 PM the_red_hand_ "Disconnect from the Q hive"? Can you elaborate on that a bit mate, because that doesn't sound like the talk of one who embraces free thought.  If 

you cared at all you would recognize the threat that poses.  But I think you are well aware. Quiet professionals don't play games. 😘

3/29/2020 6:50:47 PM sherriereece WAL MART IS IN ON IT..

3/29/2020 6:50:52 PM ewilliams22101 The Message can be very raw and hurtful/hard to hear/disturbing.  Messengers smooth it over for their various agendas.  We gotta get used to hearing 

information we don't like and get used to being ridiculed, outcast, hated and smeared for sharing the Message.

3/29/2020 6:51:46 PM crisco2377 Yes, simple explanation for a simple person! Stay Small Phil!

3/29/2020 6:52:28 PM blsdbe I’m all for information as long as the Sovereignty and FreeWill of All Beings is Respected.

3/29/2020 6:52:51 PM palmdalekid2 I have 69 terrabytes of ram downloaded on my floppy disk pic.twitter.com/4TksswcwT5

3/29/2020 6:54:27 PM zs272 Seek Christopher Bollyn.. And listen.



3/29/2020 6:54:29 PM upallnight39 Sometimesya gotta womder are.we.saving the angels from the demons, or the demons from the angels.

How long does an ignorant villager have the right to live in darkness requiring everyone else to fallow suit?

Hiya mirror

3/29/2020 6:54:44 PM kimori68754527  pic.twitter.com/mPZmfbCMna

3/29/2020 6:54:45 PM sleky19 You speak of SG1 (Air Force) but never of Solar Warden and the Navy.

3/29/2020 6:54:45 PM winklerburke Toughest lesson of all 4 Patriot Americans?  A wise, Patriot father took his twin 10-year-olds (boy&girl) to a park wall, six feet high. Putting them on the 

wall, he said, “Jump! I’ll catch you!”  But he never caught them.  Bruised a little, but not hurt... LOVE 4 dad & USA grew!

3/29/2020 6:55:31 PM ewilliams22101 My impression from that video was that Austin is showing the CIA and others that he is protected.  He self-doxxed, so he put himself and his family at 

risk.  #Reconcile

3/29/2020 6:55:54 PM fansblowing3  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/29/2020 6:56:16 PM derekskyya Oh good to know. Wouldn’t want 3M to lose their gravy train.

3/29/2020 6:56:25 PM noeticus1 Star fucking gate.

3/29/2020 6:56:31 PM riversm18 No file #11?

3/29/2020 6:56:44 PM charles71636185  pic.twitter.com/aNqosUtx4s

3/29/2020 6:58:44 PM zs272  https://youtu.be/9aOhnK01wMY 

3/29/2020 6:58:46 PM the_red_hand_ Message:  "Want firearms from the balck market; or over the counter explosive ordinance - here ya go!" (research tools/methods = 0)

Take that message, and I don't need to know who the messenger is.  One thing I do know, protecting life is not their goal.

3/29/2020 6:59:24 PM jessewi34 WOW....Perspective is a biatch!

3/29/2020 6:59:30 PM seanathan15 If I create my own reality how’d I end up in this nightmare?? That’s what concerns me most.

3/29/2020 7:00:09 PM debrand10 Can you recommend some good YouTube videos on 432, 528, or other healing frequencies? Royal rife frequencies?

3/29/2020 7:00:38 PM lbf777 None of those can be proven. Just hearsay. Trump is on the flight logs. The excuse is he was “just hitching a ride”. Lol. Smh

3/29/2020 7:01:51 PM lavenderlives One of my first Austin confirmations had to do with the way he was creating the Internet because of my research on the Lyelines ! how they had 

realigned the planetary grid to gain control of us 

Yes more to come https://twitter.com/lavenderlives/status/1244444171466924034?s=21 …

3/29/2020 7:04:18 PM the_red_hand_ CIA: "Ok guys, he just posted another Youtube - this guy is obviously protected.  Call off the op, bring our assets back in let's wrap this up we don't 

wanna mess with this heavy hitter." pic.twitter.com/dTIxNR786j

3/29/2020 7:04:25 PM lavenderlives Let’s go !! Is this why we are getting all the Ventilators 👀 https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1242972838488752128?s=21 …

3/29/2020 7:04:43 PM seanathan15 How did you meet them? How can I meet mine?

3/29/2020 7:06:14 PM kagqanon Where can we find the document.   I used to download the latest from 8chan, but can't find it on 8Kun.

3/29/2020 7:06:35 PM connieketchup better damn well not are they insane pay for their security when they have all the money good grief those ppl just aren't used to paying for shit! 

@realDonaldTrump

3/29/2020 7:06:40 PM abbeymaecook88 Lolz

3/29/2020 7:07:06 PM nybiltong A Story About How America Was Almost Destroyed By Criminals

#EnemyOfThePeople

@POTUS

@AbbeyMaeCook88

@VerumRadix

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@officialmcafee

@PinataDrunk

#QAnon #MAGA #WWG1WGA https://youtu.be/Iw1yuv1OY6U 
3/29/2020 7:07:16 PM connieketchup I mean like oh wow would someone have to go to work instead of living off of the backs of us! @realDonaldTrump

3/29/2020 7:07:43 PM xrpbrainstorm You defeat an enemy like the cabal by destroying its wealth. Welcome to the financial storm. Majestic12 denied Crypto had any part until now. Proving 

them fake insiders.

  https://twitter.com/XRPbrainstorm/status/1244429381260333057 …

 Welcome To The Financial Storm. 

#XRP #QAnon pic.twitter.com/BCmDdbSU7x

3/29/2020 7:08:03 PM ruthlessmalepro It's concerning bc we've had the time and evidence to carve out our trust for Q on the boards.  It took time and learning comms and seeing 

connections.  Years.  [They] have EVERY reason in the world to [infiltrate] this movement and provide harmful disinfo and misdirection.

3/29/2020 7:08:14 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Just 2 more days left of March Madness .

Will April bring PAIN showers ?

C before D5 ?

Is there an April Storm coming upon us ?
3/29/2020 7:09:58 PM upallnight39 I would encourage anyone interested to read this if you have not. 

Sometimes I have more empathy for [them] than ur average brain dead moran villager (it might be U)

 https://www.wanttoknow.info/secret_societies/hidden_hand_081018 …

3/29/2020 7:10:21 PM n7guardiananon Whoops...Many Many Many Thanks 👍👍👍 pic.twitter.com/prTjJZCyLF

3/29/2020 7:11:37 PM s223s223 😎💀

3/29/2020 7:12:05 PM jessewi34 I tried 5 times to load the page....no luck

3/29/2020 7:12:34 PM love4worldpeace 17 July 2014,  Members of the intnl HIV research community in state of shock after death of world-renowned scientist Joep Lange #MH17

3/29/2020 7:13:16 PM keith369me  http://qmap.pub 

3/29/2020 7:13:25 PM voiceofresonn Gi check your local hospital. Post truth.

3/29/2020 7:13:28 PM kagqanon I use Youtube Downloader Pro.  Will download playlists also.

3/29/2020 7:14:22 PM manifest_utopia Here's the projections Dr. Birx referred to, US & state by state, w/ nice slide bar for daily figures. https://covid19.healthdata.org/projections 

3/29/2020 7:14:24 PM dsyphyr @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

The stage is set, less than 6 days. 

The world await the revolution.  Which side of history do you want to be on?  pic.twitter.com/LygaX8eu5s

3/29/2020 7:14:35 PM jonesy4671 My stock I'm invested in always goes up and down right well friday it just flatlined at 17 cents I've never seen it before pic.twitter.com/MU2kIxA6dU



3/29/2020 7:15:00 PM stephen66090574 The diehards should hopefully keep the price sustained higher than that. One thing I admire about the old gal, she refuses to give in.

3/29/2020 7:17:33 PM xrpbrainstorm #XRP has utility and will resolve the global liquidity crisis. It will be backed by gold and replace the $ as the global reserve currency. This resolves the 

Triffin dilemma and creates a 'Level Playing Field', something #Trump has said he wants.

#QAnon pic.twitter.com/IQpkl2lbsj

3/29/2020 7:18:12 PM yellamoj Deciding what message matters.  Which direction to go in finding truth.  What reason am I choosing that direction.  What will the answer provide in 

relevance to life.

3/29/2020 7:19:09 PM nschlange Well unfortunately for you, that's not against the law and since he is working for free for the past few years, I think he's doing great.

3/29/2020 7:21:42 PM b2zpowersports Her story makes sense now. Thank you.

3/29/2020 7:21:59 PM boudiccea3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @illdiscourse https://twitter.com/boudiccea3/status/1244411225380880389 …

3/29/2020 7:22:13 PM _andy_walker_ It would be easier if we knew How.

3/29/2020 7:22:14 PM n7guardiananon Should be on there now.

Thanks Again o7 https://mega.nz/#F!Sm4WgSzL!HD7RozZN5q5j6GMwnMxEuA …

3/29/2020 7:22:17 PM turboxyde The part where I have to set aside my judgemental ego which limits my ability to think critically without the crutch of social acceptance.

Also the part where my IS has to filter all the distortions out by creating a resonance signal within because I'm used to "accepting" truth. 

pic.twitter.com/3SJk50yIMY

3/29/2020 7:22:28 PM 40dayz40knights That is what WE are all  here for right, to help in the raising of consciousness..... humanity can raise its consciousness when its consciousness isn't 

constantly bombarded by falseness and imagination trapped by yesterday's lack of.......

3/29/2020 7:23:41 PM nybiltong  https://youtu.be/sSeW_YhGQcw 

3/29/2020 7:23:49 PM lonestartroy God never trembles but those who believe they are gods sure will!

3/29/2020 7:24:59 PM emily_sutej @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ,are we still winning?

3/29/2020 7:25:14 PM charles71636185  pic.twitter.com/NzNe2EBZgN

3/29/2020 7:25:17 PM heike_ngan Was he undone in the Quantum field? Are we spooling backwards and tweaking ever so carefully...like moving grains of sand on a beach? Butterfly 

effect?

3/29/2020 7:25:24 PM danielp63786592 You might want to re-think that again.

3/29/2020 7:26:10 PM take_the_red_1 Seriously that was super funny. I just cracked up laughing at it again.

3/29/2020 7:26:44 PM heike_ngan Imagine...never having existed. Wow. Kinda gives meaning to the eternal nihilism of the soulless. Don’t mind me...riffing...

3/29/2020 7:27:07 PM ivy70373479 Fantastic work, amazing, OMG  THANK YOU SOOO MUCH

3/29/2020 7:27:54 PM xrpbrainstorm Sending 100 dollars to (country) will cost you 5-10% take 3-10 days. You have a 6% chance of losing your money.

Sending #XRP Takes 3 secs, costs less than a cent, 100% error free. 

Think what this will do to the cost of trade?

Everything is about to get a lot cheaper.

#QAnon

3/29/2020 7:28:08 PM edgeofrzn Link?

3/29/2020 7:28:16 PM riversm18 ThanQ

3/29/2020 7:28:28 PM karmakurrent Thread on this  https://t.co/KHb2PCRKMt  https://twitter.com/karmakurrent/status/1244421229504794624?s=21 …

3/29/2020 7:28:57 PM xrpbrainstorm It'll be backed by gold.

3/29/2020 7:28:59 PM nschlange I'm confused Uncle Donny, who is it you are referring to when you saw "we"? Also, are you sure you are not the one disconnected from Q? I'm so 

confused with all the anger being displayed over this. What is it that you are afraid of or afraid of losing? It's very strange.

3/29/2020 7:29:23 PM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/ovGwVfrnXn

3/29/2020 7:29:48 PM dalefranklin20 Not all Brits adulate over where they fit into their hierarchical fantasy of kings,queens,dukes,earls,viceroys,grandams,prince,princess & knights-in-

shining armor.

I give a damn about them as they care about me. 

Let wealthy Hollywood snobs secure them behind their WALLS

3/29/2020 7:30:25 PM shane26546740 When the messenger is a liar,it’s foolish to accept the message

3/29/2020 7:30:29 PM bwords2 #Linux

3/29/2020 7:30:37 PM constit91990649 Doeant matter to me. I will absolutely not be taking any vaccine nor will my children while I live.

3/29/2020 7:31:12 PM dg82468110 Don’t Trust Dr. Fauci!!!!!!

3/29/2020 7:31:17 PM celesterawlings No waaaaaay!!!

3/29/2020 7:31:57 PM girl77marks  https://t.co/uruWQNvJaG  https://twitter.com/ingrahamangle/status/1244444737052033025?s=21 …

3/29/2020 7:32:21 PM zayan64662367 Please this computor guy that became a nurse over night . Or is it his money that gave him the diploma . And if he is a nurse why is he not in a hospital 

helping no need for his fancy vaccine we need hands on deck

3/29/2020 7:32:25 PM mjlinks4201 Other Q drops suggest that any justice that may or may not occur would be a private event

Which means that if a tree falls in the forest, does it still make a sound? If it does, does it matter, since no one else would have heard it?

The executions need to televised as a warning

3/29/2020 7:32:47 PM 1crazy_toaster F*ck vaccines. I do not consent.

3/29/2020 7:33:05 PM sekenneri The choice of messenger is itself part of the message

3/29/2020 7:33:25 PM winclean101 Theres no way I will be taking anything from gates

3/29/2020 7:33:37 PM td381 Burn both Fauci & Gates to hell.

3/29/2020 7:33:54 PM zayan64662367 Everytime i come accross a post like this a little tought keeps piping up does these vaccines contain micro chip or some sort . Seems like a good combo 

for a nerd nurse cure

3/29/2020 7:34:21 PM debrand10 Most decent people assume other decent people aren’t trying to deceive them. The messenger has to be trustworthy in order for the message to be 

heard

3/29/2020 7:34:25 PM iamlight2 Evil man!!

3/29/2020 7:35:06 PM iluvmygbabies Yes that needed to be said!!

3/29/2020 7:35:19 PM jaxximuz We don’t want these vaccines. Don’t accept.

3/29/2020 7:35:22 PM keith369me mail

3/29/2020 7:36:25 PM lauriskr “I am Legend” comes to mind... pic.twitter.com/UPhCOJQbOb

3/29/2020 7:37:55 PM rachel37162942 Thank you MJ12 for all that you do.  And for the gifts you give us by disclosing truths among many other things.  💕

3/29/2020 7:38:10 PM wilsonsaintcla1 Gates needs to be in a cage.

3/29/2020 7:38:17 PM petervanderste3 Don't worry........Bill is on the list of sealed indictments.....🇦🇺😎👍👻

3/29/2020 7:38:30 PM joshual34459783  https://nationalfile.com/amp/president-trump-vs-bill-gates-on-treatment-fauci-has-a-100-million-conflict-of-interest/#click= 

https://t.co/N5PqhAv7Au … pic.twitter.com/qpW0zeJsJ7

3/29/2020 7:39:44 PM metascope_init Thank you so much.



3/29/2020 7:40:20 PM neatsyp My faith and money are on POTUS.. he has no conflict of interest, focusing on the greater good with minimal negative impact on human health.. Gates’ 

history & reputation is in self interest and enslaving humanity- no deal!

3/29/2020 7:40:52 PM sleepingnomore That is what I am doing! Lots to think about for the other side.

3/29/2020 7:41:15 PM sleepingnomore Done!

3/29/2020 7:41:16 PM bossheartlaunch truth and ff

3/29/2020 7:41:44 PM love4worldpeace Interesting TIMEing of using "expand" in this matter...

3/29/2020 7:42:16 PM jennerad57 There is word that JE plane was flown to Antarctica after his death. Oddity?

3/29/2020 7:44:34 PM majortomxrp 😉

3/29/2020 7:45:45 PM internetusr Vaccine development from start to finish can take over a decade (Pentacel). 

But I see.

3/29/2020 7:46:00 PM blsdbe I accept that I Am The Truth. And So Are You. https://youtu.be/Bd1CUTrcy5U 

3/29/2020 7:46:02 PM n7guardiananon an excellent conductor as well

3/29/2020 7:46:03 PM lilyncali Steroids 🤣🤣🤣

3/29/2020 7:46:32 PM j_d_abercrombie Archived! TY @Nun_chucknorris ! @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !

3/29/2020 7:48:09 PM 369_is Thank you so much for your help Steve @KAGQANON . I really appreciate it.

3/29/2020 7:48:34 PM jennerad57 Building up momentum?

3/29/2020 7:48:43 PM lvdckdynsty Enemies r real, evil is real, powerful "entities" want u dead, & we weren't taught how to fight them.

3/29/2020 7:49:08 PM yourstr05411794 I like the way you think. 😊

3/29/2020 7:49:09 PM upset_american That’s an easy solution FIRE Dr. Fauci.

3/29/2020 7:49:17 PM carliesparks10 Epstein

3/29/2020 7:50:28 PM ac_cibock President Trump is the leader of the Free World. He believes in Life and the pursuit of happiness. He's unlike the son of former President Planned 

Parenthood  Bill  Gates. Gates believes in depopulation.

3/29/2020 7:51:17 PM bashycrypto The chosen one shall rise soon

3/29/2020 7:51:25 PM patricksready What if it's both?

3/29/2020 7:51:25 PM troglowbyte This Wuhan Chinese coronavirus abounds with monetary gains peddled to the terror for which it elicits. Follow the money trail and the agendas as to 

the vaccines being offered. Then ask, where and when will the next pandemic virus arise and what will be its human toll.

3/29/2020 7:52:22 PM jennerad57 Good thought. I was thinking initially the ships were for transport of the perps to Gitmo. But  your take on them, seems very reasonable.

3/29/2020 7:52:31 PM iwasblindbutno1 Very interesting

3/29/2020 7:53:00 PM rghardy3 I expected a Q super computer.

3/29/2020 7:53:53 PM quik_drw_txn But Gates will be in prison by November

3/29/2020 7:54:34 PM jennerad57 sweet, now I see, it is forming a Q. duh. :-)

3/29/2020 7:55:57 PM bullhbar No panic necessary. This will be the reset we have been waiting for.

#MassArrests #currencyreset

@Ben_Chasteen @Jordan_Sather_ @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @LisaMei62 @MajorTomXRP @Ianbins @boy_xrp @PhoeniXRPhoenix 

@Naturalmed777 @AllianceXrp @digitalassetbuy @xxmikecheckxx https://twitter.com/LauraMagdalene4/status/1244433140984119304 …

3/29/2020 7:56:15 PM foreverozone The cosmos are whatever we want it to be. 

Carbon 666 as it is now or as math equations dictate.

Belief creates reality in the quantum realm.

3/29/2020 7:56:27 PM ewilliams22101 The CIA is messing with the DIA, no doubt.  They are at war IMHO.  Who's side are you on?

3/29/2020 7:56:58 PM ts_sci_majic12 If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use it.

Knowledge is power.

Those who seek power use knowledge to appeal to the weaker minds.

Message over Messenger.

3/29/2020 7:57:26 PM ewilliams22101 Who is "they"?  Who doesn't want to protect life?

3/29/2020 7:57:33 PM patricksready I completely agree.

I guess I'm asking why are some resistant towards "other planets"

3/29/2020 7:57:38 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is no good and evil.

There is only power,

and those too weak to seek it.

Together we'll do extraordinary things!

Just give me the stone!

3/29/2020 7:58:24 PM juliekinmi Thank you! It takes a village!

3/29/2020 8:00:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE is a metaphor that MJ12 uses that represents many different concepts simultaneously and ultimately contrasting enlightened versus derivative 

thought and communication.

Message over Messenger is able to bypass ALICE AI.

3/29/2020 8:00:09 PM foreverozone Nothing is what we think it is, incl planets, our bodies (really bio-apps powered by our plasma ball (soul) in this carbon matrix) or countries (already 

have a world order run by a dark cabal)  Thank goodness for this storm! (taking them out, putting in light cabal)

3/29/2020 8:00:10 PM 1juliemom It does apply to the Q culture. People who don’t agree with the Q culture narrative are blocked and ridiculed. It should not be this way. We are 

supposed to think for ourselves. I have not made up my mind about Austin, but I have not been able to find fault with his message.

3/29/2020 8:00:31 PM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/FsM6Jbeh4M

3/29/2020 8:01:00 PM giediknight  https://www.quotes.net/mquote/115607 

3/29/2020 8:01:03 PM fnmedia Pretty sure Starfleet Academy is located in the Sol system.

Wild guess! 🖖

3/29/2020 8:01:14 PM unidentifiedta1 Mr. Thiel

3/29/2020 8:01:27 PM bgheorghian Your comment is not backed up by facts, it is very random and out of place!

3/29/2020 8:01:40 PM liannann1 From jax to NYC. Not little st james

3/29/2020 8:01:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE makes demands.

ALICE wants you divided.

ALICE wants you weak.

ALICE wants to keep you sedated on bullshit nonsense.

ALICE wants to control you.

Up is Down.

Left is Right.

Metaphors are powerful communication weapons against group-think and AI controlled trolls/bots.
3/29/2020 8:01:54 PM opensenseme Totally!



3/29/2020 8:01:55 PM 369helen313 Must Watch ... https://youtu.be/1BiM1YYIPCo 

3/29/2020 8:01:55 PM tenn_rich Nonsense. Good & evil absolutely exist, co-exist really. If you’ve never faced down evil, I have. The world is full of examples of evil.

3/29/2020 8:02:16 PM fightforamerica WRONG.

3/29/2020 8:02:37 PM patricksready I completely agree. Still wondering about why many in this community are against the idea of other planets. You're not the only one...

3/29/2020 8:03:16 PM freestateojones These are two of my pet peeves when trying to have an intellectual conversation with others regarding a topic that neither side fundamentally agrees 

on. 

It's a shitty tactic they use all the time. 

"So what you're really saying is _________."

"So what you really mean is ___."

3/29/2020 8:04:16 PM youdiscussedme2 Or protect people from the public’s reaction. They won’t even be able to walk in the streets

3/29/2020 8:04:20 PM johnnymerckx I know about, I destroy it and companies that use it

Do you want a list of the ones I took down?

3/29/2020 8:04:21 PM cthecrayoneater It doesn't.  The messenger is unimportant.

3/29/2020 8:04:31 PM drbohammer Mind control techniques definitely give you the edge against your enemies, but this comes from using these techniques on yourself.

3/29/2020 8:05:08 PM foreverozone Many 'woke' people know that NASA has been lying to us for 70 years. I think it's because of discoveries and partnerships made with the aliens they 

encountered in Antarctica after WW2, and the Nazi alliances they forged.

3/29/2020 8:05:50 PM militantnurse Profound.

3/29/2020 8:07:18 PM postelleallyson 🙄

3/29/2020 8:07:27 PM tenn_rich So, you’re Voldemort now?

3/29/2020 8:07:55 PM opensenseme I knew they were backwards talking, this helps

3/29/2020 8:08:21 PM xhili5 Alice is the emergent effect of there being countless media categories the patterns we think in are generated and reflected by our thoughts. But our 

thoughts can be hijacked by the slightest thing. This kitsune enthralls our mind. ALICE is a spook in the machine.

3/29/2020 8:08:41 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/rdomKYZiio

3/29/2020 8:09:02 PM bb1272216718  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/29/2020 8:09:02 PM 1juliemom How is this dividing?  People asking questions is not divisive. Do we critique the message or the messenger? It is a simple question, but somehow 

turned into a point of division.

3/29/2020 8:09:05 PM voltamachine I think @AustinSteinbart is #q

3/29/2020 8:09:12 PM qtah12 thank you for not making me type the question to you!

^^^ and Q

3/29/2020 8:09:24 PM patricksready I completely understand that. Hence Space X and Space Force... Patriots in control. But, still... I'm noticing people are resistant to the idea of "other 

planets."

3/29/2020 8:09:26 PM shawnagrimm16 Nothing deep and profound about restating things that are achievable knowledge. pic.twitter.com/NYObaQyQcX

3/29/2020 8:09:34 PM 1juliemom Austin Steinbart

3/29/2020 8:09:57 PM militantnurse Like a narcissist. Ego?

3/29/2020 8:10:02 PM rocktobersky  pic.twitter.com/bF1Zfzbleu

3/29/2020 8:10:26 PM havepatience1 Jail

3/29/2020 8:11:02 PM opensenseme What is the “stone”?

3/29/2020 8:11:19 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/IJRLUMcOpH

3/29/2020 8:12:05 PM orange_starry ...on 'the Alice in Wonderland' technique. http://youtube.com/watch?v=ampnuLOxORw …

3/29/2020 8:12:09 PM upliftingmind Meditation. Quiet mind, positive (no-fear) state of mind with the intention of making the connection. Ask yourself for guidance, it will come. MJ12 

account has great information. Search acct for: meditation also RO water + eating with respect to nature/earth as much as possible.

3/29/2020 8:13:25 PM christinakwnyc Enlightened vs derivative thought... is that like;   Received->internally analyzed-> expressed vs. emotionally responsive reposts?

3/29/2020 8:13:25 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/WKQl2u1366

3/29/2020 8:14:23 PM opensenseme That’s what everybody keeps saying

3/29/2020 8:14:31 PM doiselori Started getting really high EMF readings in my house today (12mg). I’ve been monitoring my house for the past few years. It usually ranges from 0.0 to 

1.2. Anything over 2 has ill health effects for extended period of time.  I have never seen it this high! Something is going on!

3/29/2020 8:14:40 PM queeni_martini It may go out for 3-10 days.

3/29/2020 8:14:47 PM decodematrix Message over messenger means you must TRUST YOUR IS-BE to discern the truth. Truth resonates from within. You should realize that your IS-BE is 

multi-dimensional being that already has access to all information.

3/29/2020 8:14:53 PM the_red_hand_ No concern for protecting life => one who indiscriminately advises an internet audience on acquiring weapons and/or explosives...just cause. No 

connection between research and weapons. Clowns try to paint that picture to shut down research.  Who tf needs that info

3/29/2020 8:15:31 PM paledarkpony  https://youtu.be/QnEWs8D9zu8 

3/29/2020 8:15:46 PM shawnagrimm16 Cognitive Dissonance keeps people in ignorant bliss. pic.twitter.com/EFzLKMdDw5

3/29/2020 8:16:23 PM cormieredcclare Q will Bill Hates get indicted?

3/29/2020 8:16:31 PM benzzz_7 Can one of you share the significance of this account?

3/29/2020 8:16:32 PM upallnight39 You mean like how we are discussing anything BUT the fact every single animal / person on Earth deserves dignity, respect, food, shelter, and "basic 

necessities"

Before we think about "getting back to 'normal life' with sports, movies, and our selfish lives"

STILL NO ONE CARES

3/29/2020 8:16:42 PM the_red_hand_ And you knew exactly what, and WHO I meant.  I see you like to play coy.

3/29/2020 8:16:52 PM bossheartlaunch thanks

3/29/2020 8:16:55 PM birdchirptweet ThankQ!

3/29/2020 8:17:03 PM shawnagrimm16 Alice in Greek is Truth

3/29/2020 8:17:24 PM exlluminati  https://t.co/2IHvlancDD  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/671550192282443776?s=21 …

3/29/2020 8:17:29 PM char06725251 Gates want's R's to get VAX 💀before elections. They can then harvest our death certs and register us as Dems. Over my dead body!!!!

3/29/2020 8:17:30 PM 1juliemom 😊

3/29/2020 8:17:43 PM the_movie_vault How do you measure that?

Oh man, I probably shouldn't start this because it could make me more fearful.

3/29/2020 8:18:07 PM keith369me There are bandwidth issues in the US.  You may lose internet..lots are saying 3 days...we will see.  Stay safe and enjoy the 8 hour show after 

communications return.



3/29/2020 8:18:17 PM jackoneilltime1 Been pissing ALICE off my whole life...

How does the Cabal feel about our consciousness at this moment? pic.twitter.com/YiLGVFz7WH

3/29/2020 8:18:17 PM dodgers57719689 If you only had a brain

3/29/2020 8:18:19 PM rot8infinity  pic.twitter.com/FllH6y0kpy

3/29/2020 8:18:21 PM birdchirptweet Of course! I will RT again.

3/29/2020 8:18:28 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/433HBeV4rI

3/29/2020 8:18:37 PM deanna_danforth Well we know the hospitals are empty,  I can’t wait to see what this is all about! Tracking Bad Aliens ? Better than a movie, and We are the new 

Celebrities

3/29/2020 8:18:46 PM johnnymerckx K&A

3/29/2020 8:18:59 PM doiselori I bought an EMF meter. This is my second one.  I highly suggest getting one. Everyone should be monitoring the levels in their homes. This is the 

invisible enemy I believe Trump is talking about

3/29/2020 8:19:12 PM 1juliemom  https://youtu.be/6m5Q_mCK58o 

3/29/2020 8:19:24 PM the_red_hand_ Apologies if I came off abrasive.  This got me heated.  The reckless behavior I was addressing really grinds my gears.

3/29/2020 8:19:40 PM llyr_crypto That we are only replacing one shadow for a new one!

3/29/2020 8:19:46 PM nurseniceyes What happens if I give you the Stone?

3/29/2020 8:19:50 PM drbohammer Exactly

3/29/2020 8:20:08 PM bodyworkbydawn Look up products that are to protect against electronic smog.  Look up 5GBioshield as an example.

3/29/2020 8:21:00 PM the_movie_vault Hmmm interesting, thanks.

3/29/2020 8:21:06 PM patriotnewschan This collection of Majestic’s drops are interesting. Great digging material, thank you @Nun_chucknorris & @TS_SCI_MAJIC12!

 https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/29/2020 8:21:15 PM will91409279 Here's what did it for me: @AustinSteinbart posts the armor proof vid, he says at exactly 10:35 Ephesians, Q posted at 10:32:03 - add the 3 seconds to 

the 10:32 and there you have mathematically indisputable proof that Austin is Q. He may be a LARP but he is definitely Q pic.twitter.com/iqNo4fqAsG

3/29/2020 8:21:45 PM upallnight39 U think when POTUS said generators instead of ventilators he meant tesla coils to fix all the 5g equipment to positive a d to clear up all the excess solar 

magnetic energy earth is getting right now?

3/29/2020 8:22:26 PM higherdensitees We are scattered throughout the stars...

3/29/2020 8:22:46 PM birdchirptweet OHHHH! That dude! ThanQ!

3/29/2020 8:23:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Keep in mind whom is attempting to divide you.

Confirmation Bias can be overwhelming mind control to a weak mind.

Succumbing to making inappropriate memes to make false allegations against other Anons in the Great Awakening is a disservice to everybody just 

trying to learn more.

3/29/2020 8:23:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 valley is a level of evil the likes of which we have never seen before. Google has a 72 bit Quantum computer capable of solving problems exponentially 

faster than any other computing device because it acts like a time machine searching for the answer in parallel dimensions.

3/29/2020 8:23:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 ALICE has such a desire to prop up faux candidates of information warfare if it means more mind control.

ALICE grooms you.

ALICE listens to your emails.

Your tweets.

She listens to you when you're talking in front of your phone.

Sounds creepy?

The privacy invasion of silicon

3/29/2020 8:23:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger is a decrement philosophy seeks to enlighten your ability to distinguish truth from falsehoods and vice versa. ALICE is 

artificial intelligence, therefore it learns from human behavior. Therefore, human behavior coming from your BE alone are responsible

3/29/2020 8:23:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 This kind of technology MUST be regulated. Currently there are no laws on the books that protect you or your family from ALICE.

ALICE wants you divided.

ALICE does not want this information getting to lefties.

ALICE protects those in Wonderland / Underland

Message over Messenger

3/29/2020 8:23:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 That technology is powering ALICE.

Since ALICE is a program; ALICE is redundant and has many cousins.

All to control your thoughts.

What you seek through technology is a vulnerability to your IS-BE if in the wrong hands.

3/29/2020 8:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Analyze the information yourself. 

If you wish to share the technique of analyzing the information yourself then do so.

Explain that it is your opinion and perspective and limited understanding only. Admit to the fact that you may not be able to distinguish between

3/29/2020 8:23:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 for behaving like ALICE and using your consciousness to project her AI (derivative consciousness) into the holographic matrix of indeterminate error 

correcting multiplayer game. Discern information for yourself.

3/29/2020 8:23:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 You are like cattle to them. They may give a few of you extra feed to not attack and eat them and to convince the rest, but once you can see past the 

advertising, monetization, book deals, movie contracts, NDAs, etc. you become owned to the currency used to enslave you in Time.

3/29/2020 8:23:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 There is a direct coordinated effort to inflict as much damage and backlash to the Q following for heeding the advice of Message over Messenger. Hope 

sells. Truth enlightens. Messenger over message builds this irrational god complex of self importance.

3/29/2020 8:23:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 disinformation, misinformation, propaganda, and occam's razor.

Admit that it is your opinion only and above all please stop with the "this person is a LARP and this person is legit." That is officially ALICE behavior that 

is being artificially inflated into the Great Awakening.

3/29/2020 8:23:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 What if I'm wrong? Have I made any life choices bases on this information? Yes or No? If Yes, is it the right decision? Did you miss something? Ask more 

Qs. Seek more Q. Knowledge is power. Q is like a game energy refuel entity. Ask the Q and you can either gain or lose power.

3/29/2020 8:23:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 to gain power. But you can also lose power equally as easy. Think of it like a game. You're trying to get points. Truth is positive. Misinformation and 

disinformation are negative. Assess "What do I know?" Quantify it in lists. Then ask "What do you THINK you know?" Then ask...

3/29/2020 8:23:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger is a difficult and very personal journey you must embark on with seeking what this information means to you. Group think 

omits the significants of how new information can give you new unfound power. By practicing message over messenger you are attempting

3/29/2020 8:23:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 We all have both light and dark within us.

The part that matters the most is which part you choose to act upon.

Be humble.

Nobody knows everything.

AI is attempting to using a form of physics not taught in Government school.

5:5?

3/29/2020 8:23:32 PM doiselori I have already looked into all of these products. You basically have to live in a faraday cage to prevent it. This takes a lot of money to secure your home



3/29/2020 8:23:34 PM smith_jere I read it to mean the pharisees and any other similar situation including the media. I am amazed at the reaction. Blocking people (me) for giving Austin 

a fair hearing? It does not get more juvenile than that. Very revealing.

3/29/2020 8:24:03 PM will91409279 Here's what did it for me: @AustinSteinbart posts the armor proof vid, he says at exactly 10:35 Ephesians, Q posted at 10:32:03 - add the 3 seconds to 

the 10:32 and there you have mathematically indisputable proof.

3/29/2020 8:24:11 PM the_movie_vault What should we do

3/29/2020 8:24:40 PM drbohammer Controllable nanoparticles have almost unlimited applications. Some for great things, like clearing plaque from arteries & delivering medications 

precisely. Some horrific, like boring a million little holes through someone’s arteries or organs.

3/29/2020 8:24:50 PM jeffsmi70625953 Printed out my copy . Thank you for your Love💚💯💪👊 pic.twitter.com/pX1UOvpgOV

3/29/2020 8:25:06 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/dkEakQfpQZ

3/29/2020 8:25:14 PM normal_wizard Ah, a Voldemort quote. Of course. Interesting message to choose...

There's definitely good and evil. I've met the real Voldemort and many of his friends. There's a certain "rape your spirit energy" magic that only evil 

spirits would ever use.

Thus, their permaban from heaven.

3/29/2020 8:25:40 PM smith_jere No concerns.

3/29/2020 8:26:03 PM kimwestbrook20 Why should our tax money pay for Harry's and Meghan's security detail. They need to go back to England. Watch the Hollywood elites slobber all over 

them.

3/29/2020 8:26:08 PM shawnagrimm16 That's nice

3/29/2020 8:26:27 PM sleepingnomore 5:5

3/29/2020 8:26:39 PM normal_wizard ever use on an innocent*

Once that line is crossed by team evil, team righteous angels are allowed to use those same banned powers against them.

Hopefully it won't come to that.

3/29/2020 8:26:54 PM tac27 Should I buy some majestic or is it garbage?

3/29/2020 8:27:14 PM the_red_hand_ I'm a Patriot. On the side of the American People. Also curious as to how you determined this is CIA 'messing with' DIA? Because if they can't even 

keep cover over twitter....damn.  That's definitely gonna come up in next year's performance review...

3/29/2020 8:28:04 PM kathleenmckeon6 Well, what I know is XRP is United Nations, saw the white paper & watched some videos explaining it, not sure how this is going to go.  As for Majestic 

12, I don't agree that makes them fake, sometimes they tell something and sometimes they don't, they tell little bits that help.

3/29/2020 8:28:07 PM mindywiddowson1 People are delusional if they think we are the only living beings on this planet in the entire universe. Full disclosure will come soon enough. I can't wait!!

3/29/2020 8:28:39 PM maryvandenbroe1 So true, thanks Bo!

3/29/2020 8:28:43 PM drbohammer Ah, yeah that’s not the same kind of mind control I was thinking about. I was thinking more like Jose Silva... Buddha... Musashi... ... okay, Yoda too. 😊

3/29/2020 8:28:48 PM n7guardiananon Those with the power decides what is good and what is evil.

Power to the people.

3/29/2020 8:28:54 PM harborwizdom I think they are pushing out more variations of the virus to make sure of it!

3/29/2020 8:29:05 PM palmdalekid2 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/29/2020 8:29:08 PM doug_yankeesfan @Nick_Lumenaut

3/29/2020 8:29:10 PM 1juliemom I’m staying skeptical until April 5 when his hard marker deadline is up but I am very intrigued by his message.

3/29/2020 8:29:30 PM heike_ngan The only protection is full disclosure which needs to be tested in all-time

3/29/2020 8:29:37 PM patricksready Thank you!

3/29/2020 8:29:51 PM shawnagrimm16 Make sure you use your coping tools pic.twitter.com/UMITgEMGbS

3/29/2020 8:29:58 PM sosoaware Why is it so difficult to rid ourselves of that darkness ?  Coming from my background , I am happy I am in the light uy

3/29/2020 8:30:24 PM mechanic_47 A.L.I.C.E. = ALL LIFE IN CENTER EARTH?

3/29/2020 8:30:36 PM lbf777 Good is progress. Evil is regress.

3/29/2020 8:31:25 PM nurseniceyes Understood. I just had this realization and memory today. Be humble and be kind.

3/29/2020 8:31:37 PM xrpbrainstorm XRP was developed under Obama and Clinton. Trumps in charge now. They never thought she would lose.

3/29/2020 8:33:01 PM ewilliams22101 Sorry, I couldn't understand your post so I asked a question.  But thank you for the explanation.  Not playing coy.

3/29/2020 8:33:16 PM threadreaderapp Salam, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use it.…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244458568222412800.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/29/2020 8:33:52 PM heike_ngan Assume nothing, especially the truth of your ego. Avatar. Drive your body like a race-car...or humble donkey...but choose right from wrong in each 

moment.

3/29/2020 8:33:58 PM wickedmouse369 Loud & Clear.

3/29/2020 8:34:10 PM the_red_hand_ Shill activity has been high, and fangs are out.  Has been making my initial response more defensive than normal please forgive 🙏

3/29/2020 8:34:22 PM ewilliams22101 Thank you!

3/29/2020 8:34:53 PM waitingfortheb Did you buy some?

3/29/2020 8:35:17 PM bbcforsnowwhite Remember no good or evil. There is no hot or cold. No up or down. No right or left. No sunny or cloudy. No happiness or sadness. No funny or unfunny. 

No fresh or stale. Nothing exists.

3/29/2020 8:35:19 PM kathleenmckeon6 I get it, not sure how it's going to work though, doesn't mean it won't but not sure how xrp with the UN and the Fed  and the US Treasury would be put 

together and work, that's all.

3/29/2020 8:35:29 PM waitingfortheb Did you buy?  Reason?

3/29/2020 8:36:02 PM samernaj1  pic.twitter.com/p6GkTOliBZ

3/29/2020 8:36:13 PM nurseniceyes At this point I am confused... Which way is raising consciousness?

3/29/2020 8:36:25 PM aetherwalker1 Normies, Boomers, Lefties only listen to their 'trusted sources'   🙄

I'm referencing the lowest common denominator that are deeply enmeshed in the Matrix.

3/29/2020 8:36:34 PM kathleenmckeon6 Doesn't concern me, seems logical enough advice.

3/29/2020 8:37:00 PM alicentruthland Nothing. I have no attachments.

3/29/2020 8:37:02 PM drbohammer That’s one of the brutal things of being involved with disruptive tech. How do you release new tech such that it yields the positive desired effects, but 

cannot be used in any harmful or undesirable manner? Evil people can be very clever.

3/29/2020 8:37:18 PM purple_maga Everyone progresses at their own pace.  That's the point. To make up your own mind. Stay inquisitive and just research the things you have learned to 

expand your knowledge and thinking.  We are all locked in or homes,  might as well use the time wisely.

3/29/2020 8:37:24 PM heike_ngan And how do we know right from wrong when there aren’t any ‘rules’ set out? First principle: Do no harm. Be neutral or take action, but filter through 

first principle. Less bad is often the only choice. Do the heart-mind maths.

3/29/2020 8:37:26 PM c_morece I just want to say that as we go forward we are going to take two or more steps back often. Be kind to yourself, forgive yourself and forgive others.

3/29/2020 8:38:38 PM shawnagrimm16 Yoda...? Ok. Not sure where ya goin' Buddhism. Nam Myoho Renge Kyo.

OM AH HUM HOH HAM KSHAH MA LA VA RA YA HUM PHET. Chakra work. Mudras. Mantras. Chanting. Prayer. Meditation. Chi. Prana. Yoga. Breath. 

Heller Body work. EFT. TAPPING. ACCUPUNTURE. ACCUPRESSURE. Reiki. Crystals



3/29/2020 8:38:47 PM ewilliams22101 I'm referring to things Austin has said in his videos.  You might want to watch more of them for context.  Also his long interviews. If true, he's beyond 

reproach by the DIA.  Thus the self-dox, his twitter account still live, his YouTube channel still up, and no jail time.

3/29/2020 8:38:51 PM foreverozone Your first instincts are usually correct. 

Fasting and unplugging from this carbon matrix, drinking structured water, detoxing to decalcify one's pineal gland, tapping into your psychic abilities 

helps. 

Contention is of the dark side. Love one another

3/29/2020 8:39:19 PM bbcforsnowwhite Hate when people say that there is no good or evil that’s dumb as fuck. In this reality there is duality for experiential purposes hence so called good 

and so called evil exist for experiential purposes for choice and consequence interactions for growth.

3/29/2020 8:39:26 PM drbohammer Joking

3/29/2020 8:39:43 PM sleepingnomore You can find plug-ins for your browser to download into video files that you save locally on your computer. That is the easy way to do it.

3/29/2020 8:40:05 PM exlluminati  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/826534369745592326?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Exlluminati/status/826534369745592326 …

3/29/2020 8:40:32 PM exlluminati  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1210653714257776641?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Exlluminati/status/1210653714257776641 …

3/29/2020 8:40:49 PM shawnagrimm16 Are things I use and are in my toolbelt. Herbs. Oils. Art. For a start.

3/29/2020 8:41:09 PM nick_lumenaut XRP is a solid buy. BTC, LTC, XRP, XLM, BSV, TRON and many more are all good buys. These guys will be your main boys where getting your feet wet will 

be easy to navigate as there are on a whole host of exchanges.

3/29/2020 8:41:09 PM exlluminati  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1202630242571083776?s=21 … https://twitter.com/Exlluminati/status/1202630242571083776 …

3/29/2020 8:41:40 PM exlluminati  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1039510326813675520?s=21 … https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1039510326813675520 …

3/29/2020 8:41:57 PM nick_lumenaut The market may go down a bit more, but right now the market is just on pause for the most part. There's nothing new going on, but it's breathing still!

3/29/2020 8:42:03 PM qtah12 Thanks for everything

3/29/2020 8:42:18 PM exlluminati  https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1176579495823892480?s=21 … https://twitter.com/exlluminati/status/1176579495823892480 …

3/29/2020 8:42:46 PM aetherwalker1 On that point:

We have been conditioned, conscious and sub-conscious, for millennia over multiple embodiments to expect, want and need a 'savior'.

IMO, it would be much simpler to replace the [Team Satan] hierarchy with a ]Good[ hierarchy & fulfill that script.

3/29/2020 8:43:27 PM 99thyamwasher It’s more than bread and circus though... ignorance is rewarded and Stanford runs this experiment. Is there truly a choice?

3/29/2020 8:43:49 PM 369_is Wow...this worked fantastic! Easy and it worked. Thanks again Steve!!!

3/29/2020 8:44:09 PM drbohammer Herbs. Oils. Music...

3/29/2020 8:44:21 PM birdchirptweet Omg. Expanded till about to burst...been at it for years...

3/29/2020 8:44:27 PM nurseniceyes What do you make of this? Is this Cheyenne Mountain? https://twitter.com/Comey/status/1244403884589793280?s=19 …

3/29/2020 8:45:00 PM moemc8 So awesome, tku for doing that.

3/29/2020 8:45:03 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/7PILmMnBj7

3/29/2020 8:45:03 PM ideclarefreedom Thank you!💫

3/29/2020 8:45:35 PM k4rlgruen Cherish every moment.

Be in love with now.

From such a POV I can 

discern BS from light.

BS goes in the compost.

Light is shared.

3/29/2020 8:45:39 PM shawnagrimm16 The best intentions do not always yield a positive result. Many things have ended badly. Greed is what usually sours the milk

3/29/2020 8:45:50 PM bodyworkbydawn He certainly does....

3/29/2020 8:45:52 PM 4albradley Basically Demonic Heroine

3/29/2020 8:45:55 PM shawnagrimm16 Sound.....

3/29/2020 8:46:08 PM no_jive_turkey  pic.twitter.com/3y2McDu7GT

3/29/2020 8:46:08 PM girlawakeinca Love you like a brother Nun Chuck! Thank you 🙏❤️

3/29/2020 8:46:18 PM kangaskody  pic.twitter.com/smFNSfVEbB

3/29/2020 8:46:23 PM mimiknows1 I wish I didn’t!

3/29/2020 8:46:56 PM shawnagrimm16 You trust the one COMPLETELY that your tasking to help make it fruition

3/29/2020 8:47:10 PM jaded_pearl Super Food for evil entities 🤬👹🤬 pic.twitter.com/PwsIoUeJ6H

3/29/2020 8:47:25 PM eyesnheartopen Essange?

3/29/2020 8:47:39 PM zack_stone  pic.twitter.com/2e7aVQfJoy

3/29/2020 8:47:44 PM jimmy74832016 Yep...

Milk isn't good for you... pic.twitter.com/G9cF7Rrnl7

3/29/2020 8:47:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly Jeffrey Epstein

3/29/2020 8:47:49 PM drbohammer I trust myself.

3/29/2020 8:47:52 PM spearyah  pic.twitter.com/Tszr4rPCJr

3/29/2020 8:47:53 PM thesuperfairy I saw this 👇👇 check it out pic.twitter.com/T6Aur6FxLU

3/29/2020 8:47:58 PM 369helen313 #GreatAwakening #GreatAwakeningWorldwide pic.twitter.com/vYFaW0gv1R

3/29/2020 8:48:13 PM utgeist A couple products from Google?

Adreno

Chrome

3/29/2020 8:48:29 PM qphillypatriot Alice sounds like the AI from Eagle Eye

3/29/2020 8:48:39 PM spearyah  pic.twitter.com/KU2Qp3sG4a

3/29/2020 8:49:00 PM spearyah  pic.twitter.com/LPoN6cNUf4

3/29/2020 8:49:11 PM moemc8 I felt like you led us to believe he was alive. So, who got him?  White or Black hats? This would have been the most protected man in the world, aside 

from POTUS.  How could they get to him??  Bill Bar visited him days prior?  Is it necessary that we BELIEVE he is dead?

3/29/2020 8:49:28 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/j1MDxjsnT9

3/29/2020 8:49:30 PM spearyah  pic.twitter.com/siyh9CvhSj

3/29/2020 8:51:09 PM moemc8 Have been with you all along.  Last few weeks have been weird, to say the least.  Seems like an agenda to me.

3/29/2020 8:51:37 PM cali19891 @ObamaMalik 🤔



3/29/2020 8:52:01 PM nybiltong Dealing with CV in Hubei after peak

#coronavirus #hubeiprovince

@POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @officialmcafee

@VerumRadix @PinataDrunk

#fiveye https://twitter.com/nybiltong/status/1244450193950588931 …

3/29/2020 8:52:14 PM militantnurse I don't know but I am realizing that actually I know nothing about pretty much everything.

3/29/2020 8:52:23 PM asmfuture This tweet won’t age well. 😬😬😬🤫

3/29/2020 8:52:24 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/T3N9ZPKoZt

3/29/2020 8:52:44 PM 444_q_ I understand this. I had extreme post partum and the thoughts that I had were horrible. I literally had to speak to myself and say "you're going to be ok, 

hope is on the horizon" and when there would be a bad thought I'd say NO! those are not MY thoughts. It was a battle. I won.

3/29/2020 8:53:01 PM jessewi34 I'm a country boy, carpenter, and conservative my whole life.  I am just digging for truth

3/29/2020 8:53:28 PM nea_storm Excellent Question and I have Serious Concerns about specific automated (@I) Technologies systems that have the potential to be hijacked or 

overridden by others: pic.twitter.com/D60ontqZ04

3/29/2020 8:53:50 PM 71_charger isn't that how they make those 

gnarLy 

rad🤘   colored metal parts ? pic.twitter.com/9nCDPpnV72

3/29/2020 8:54:14 PM diggie_b2 Well...only from news/videos. ...a crap-load of 'em! 

With me traditionally, WikiPedia is a reading information outlet which equates with a "flip-of-a-coin"! IOW...a waste of time. I might find better in Nat'l 

Enquirer! So, no I don't personally know anything re: adrenochrome.

3/29/2020 8:55:09 PM jimmy74832016 ?

The Great Awakening..

T

R

U

M

P

3/29/2020 8:56:01 PM upliftingmind Interesting. AS/MJ feel similar however I feel there is a lesson here that requires looking further within. Meditation brings clarity on the subject.

3/29/2020 8:56:19 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 are we seeing a worldwide flattening of the curve? Done In 30? My compatriots in the hospitals are so fearful. I feel good, and am 

helping folks to be rational and calm, helping docs put their n95s on without air leaks. But will be this drag on for many months?  

pic.twitter.com/sfx0Cd1d2S

3/29/2020 8:56:47 PM upallnight39 Okay well feel free to be AI

3/29/2020 8:57:51 PM the_red_hand_ I make no claims about his identity.  Although some basic things should give one pause.  Such as videos that seem to encourage the acquisition & 

proliferation of kinetic weapons with no regard to training, ability, or intent.  NOT a warrior.

3/29/2020 8:57:57 PM moemc8 Stop with it already.  Guards sleeping, no cameras.  What is your agenda.  I notice the change.  Been following you for a long time.   You always slip this 

crap in.  Not going to work.

3/29/2020 8:58:08 PM hgraceq Ask Will Ferrel

3/29/2020 8:58:17 PM taikijan I teach persuasion and argumentation/debate in middle school. You have to use your opponents information against them. Manipulation of 

information is key to winning any argument. Of course it helps a great deal if you ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH.

3/29/2020 8:58:38 PM shawnagrimm16 Lol. I hear you. That is unfortunate for you.

3/29/2020 8:58:52 PM tlcl1964 The message to be Truth.  Messenger not so much.

3/29/2020 8:59:04 PM drbohammer So do I. You won’t catch me d3ad in one of those vehicles (pun intended).

3/29/2020 8:59:09 PM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use it. Knowledge is power. Those who e 

knowledge to appeal to the weaker minds. Message over Messenger. There is no good and evil. There is only power…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244458568222412800.html …

3/29/2020 8:59:27 PM jeremyrobards7 No.

3/29/2020 8:59:33 PM blsdbe I think that’s the new tone I have been ‘hearing’ pic.twitter.com/xyKHdYMbUM

3/29/2020 9:00:21 PM mongrelglory Christine, I think about you front-line workers all the time!

Bless you! 😘

3/29/2020 9:00:32 PM wickedmouse369  https://mrs0m30n3.github.io/youtube-dl-gui/ 

For Windows to download YouTube videos. Opensource, can download whole playlists too!

3/29/2020 9:00:52 PM smith_jere Yes

3/29/2020 9:01:21 PM mongrelglory Hopefully a product that will soon become obsolete! 😠

3/29/2020 9:01:32 PM bb1272216718 I have some reading to do on this,  lets see how many more puzzle pieces i can fit in to gain a larger and more profound awareness,

3/29/2020 9:01:49 PM ts_sci_majic12 ____ person told me!

Therefore you know nothing.

THEY think they know.

What do you KNOW?

3/29/2020 9:02:20 PM eastcoasterik I “know” nothing

3/29/2020 9:02:24 PM crazi82 SI

3/29/2020 9:02:44 PM nurseniceyes Do you know where seeker?

3/29/2020 9:02:58 PM 1_decided_voter I realize I don't know, therefore I just feel...

3/29/2020 9:03:02 PM madnetgreen He does.

3/29/2020 9:03:08 PM steve_sikora He who knows it all has much to learn.

3/29/2020 9:03:12 PM hoss40f  pic.twitter.com/FTg4EEaMQ5

3/29/2020 9:03:26 PM lilbrojd 🙉🙈🙊

3/29/2020 9:03:36 PM wickedmouse369 I just completed a backup of 13,000+ tweets. It is in .CSV - let me see if I can convert to a decent size .PDF

3/29/2020 9:03:37 PM gregorylent what is knowing? always a story we tell ourself

3/29/2020 9:03:53 PM birdsongaz I know im out of ice cream lol

3/29/2020 9:04:04 PM wickedmouse369 Twint - github - can backup a complete Twitter user's timeline.

3/29/2020 9:04:05 PM cleanitallup I know what I know, no one in between.

3/29/2020 9:04:05 PM freeandoriginal Best line ever !!! 👏

3/29/2020 9:04:21 PM drbohammer Ha. Not really. I actually do have some great people. I’ve worked with on & off with some of them for about 30 years or so. We have about as much 

trust as is possible... That being said, there are certain things that I never leave to “trust”.

3/29/2020 9:04:42 PM david48162801 I know I feel like a little bitty fish, on a big F-ing hook

3/29/2020 9:04:43 PM jane_bostic Q+ an Q Coming for them😂😂 pic.twitter.com/d198A6LiP6

3/29/2020 9:05:07 PM cormieredcclare This is why Nancy and Her Crew Of Evil do not want that wall up.

3/29/2020 9:05:19 PM david48162801 I'll share my Bluebell with ya

3/29/2020 9:05:37 PM viking_jeremy This is on a different level. 

#MJ12HigherLevel #InItTogether #WWG1WGA #GodWins #TheGreatAwakening

3/29/2020 9:05:45 PM pittman_george Clinical studies go back to the 1950s, but you’ll see ‘conspiracy theory’ in most searches. A theory about a conspiracy based on evidence. 

pic.twitter.com/l8sDQzvQuR



3/29/2020 9:05:45 PM 369helen313 They Know Nothing !

3/29/2020 9:06:28 PM oo1o110 Pizzagate is real.

3/29/2020 9:06:36 PM noeticus1 I KNOW that KNOWLEDGE is the best weapon.

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 9:06:57 PM cartersmom04 You only know what you think you know and that is all you know.

3/29/2020 9:07:11 PM blsdbe I do this. pic.twitter.com/JwlEl64WBH

3/29/2020 9:07:13 PM viking_jeremy #QPharisees is @StormIsUponUs and @prayingmedic #AustinSteinbart #QAnon #DIA #MJ12

3/29/2020 9:07:37 PM mongrelglory "Intel" person?

I know to expect the unexpected, and hope for the best of humanity to come together and triumph!

3/29/2020 9:07:44 PM nonny9193 Some are wise and some are other wise.

3/29/2020 9:07:53 PM barryhalls7 I know...heroin is bad!

3/29/2020 9:08:03 PM tink2358 Will does and he’s flat creepy

3/29/2020 9:08:07 PM cormieredcclare Let me say this! People have choices! And BS!

3/29/2020 9:08:28 PM shawnagrimm16 Ueppers. Plus can not afford one. When these products, like Mercedes & Lexxus come out with these 'smart' vehicles. Is not immeasurably 

irresponsible. The majrity of the cars along with them navigating the road do not have AI autonomous driven vehicles. My 'dumb' is driven by me

3/29/2020 9:08:29 PM birdsongaz Awww💋

3/29/2020 9:08:50 PM munkeypilot Is that present Me...or Future Me telling Past Me I cant distinguish now...but I will in the future🤔

3/29/2020 9:08:51 PM laurenmbradley2 I know that CONSPIRACY FACTUALISTS watch less tv than you do, and you didn’t follow Q, soooo yea. pic.twitter.com/Q4l7igmAQm

3/29/2020 9:08:52 PM blsdbe I do admit this when I talk about all things #Q, #MJ12, or #BabyQ related... pic.twitter.com/MtIuUGDzkB

3/29/2020 9:08:58 PM noeticus1 change pusher bro.

#WWG1WGA

3/29/2020 9:08:59 PM utgeist mmm kay ?  ;-P

3/29/2020 9:09:02 PM viking_jeremy Lima Charlie

#InItTogether #WWG1WGA #GodWins #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #AustinSteinbart #DIA #MJ12 #Adrenochrome

3/29/2020 9:09:12 PM duckett99 Hmm.

3/29/2020 9:09:13 PM werascending 🤔🤔🤔

3/29/2020 9:09:16 PM nurseniceyes I know I still don't have an inkling of where Comey is hanging out with his armed escort...

3/29/2020 9:09:26 PM jeremyrobards7 Not sure. I just know what the Cheyenne complex entrance looks like. Its public knowledge.

3/29/2020 9:09:29 PM mountain_jump3r The luciferian temptation: "all power is yours, own it". The bloodline obsessed royal death racket has been very successful with this stuff. See this post 

from a supposed Rofchild, very interesting stuff: 

 https://archive.fo/qERv5 

3/29/2020 9:09:45 PM shawnagrimm16 My response time is not that of the autonomous vehicle.

3/29/2020 9:09:47 PM wickedmouse369 Nothing.

3/29/2020 9:09:50 PM johnnymerckx WHO knows

How do you connect?

False connects - sacrifice others

True connect - self sacrifice

3/29/2020 9:10:07 PM slew19508857  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Us6tk0d6f58 …

3/29/2020 9:10:26 PM jeremyrobards7 It looks like an underpass/urban hiking trail.

3/29/2020 9:10:35 PM nea_storm I Give people lots & lots of rope: Yet what may one due when AutoTech Goes Wild?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hthyTh_fopo … … Well 

known case: Audi had some tech issues with vehicles & handled it with Brilliant German confidence stating naturally was the drivers fault vs 

issues with the vehicle: pic.twitter.com/4GPIJC6m8a

3/29/2020 9:10:37 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/3xMfgj41gs

3/29/2020 9:10:41 PM nurseniceyes I know what it looks like from the outside... But I have never tried to see inside...

3/29/2020 9:10:43 PM barryhalls7 I don't know much rob....but I promise....mmm kay....

3/29/2020 9:10:48 PM ewilliams22101 He purports to be a techie hacker type DIA agent.  Definitely not a warrior in the traditional sense.  Modern intelligence gathering warrior?  I'd say spot 

on.  IMHO.

3/29/2020 9:10:54 PM shawnagrimm16 Excellent. Lol. I was thinking your head must be huge and quite possibly hard to carry. Lol.

3/29/2020 9:11:08 PM johnnymerckx  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZtJPYBOJmE …

3/29/2020 9:11:11 PM ts_sci_majic12  pic.twitter.com/MKjDSLQKTN

3/29/2020 9:11:46 PM steve_sikora  pic.twitter.com/11QU3ydaA1

3/29/2020 9:11:53 PM shawnagrimm16 Yes, human error in combative response to vehicle.

3/29/2020 9:12:00 PM cormieredcclare Who is this guy? Is this Kevin Hart?

3/29/2020 9:12:14 PM blsdbe Do we escape Time by releasing our DNA (that produces gravity) as a death experience, thus Ascension? pic.twitter.com/4xgh9dRDcX

3/29/2020 9:12:45 PM viking_jeremy I know I'm right and staying vigilant and careful not to fall back asleep. In that case though, I am what I am and I'm happy with that and still love my 

fellow man, my country and the Lord. Hopefully I learned something and some others did too.

#InItTogether #QAnon #Adrenochrome

3/29/2020 9:13:01 PM lordconcave B-b-but muh Joe M!!!

3/29/2020 9:13:06 PM munkeypilot Rog good copy 5:5...I believe to be True😎👍🏼

3/29/2020 9:13:25 PM docg_dc Twitter refreshes my feed every time I start to read one of your tweets! 🤬

3/29/2020 9:13:43 PM cormieredcclare I never liked that ugly POS!

3/29/2020 9:13:44 PM spearyah Take em...spread them, right?

3/29/2020 9:13:57 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/z3OMmc7lYY

3/29/2020 9:14:17 PM coloradoevolut1 hhehe "Little Joe" pic.twitter.com/ulrTI7iG04

3/29/2020 9:14:20 PM aetherwalker1 ? pic.twitter.com/s915Rv0kCB

3/29/2020 9:14:23 PM munkeypilot What are you using to measure? Spectrum Analyser?

3/29/2020 9:14:39 PM noeticus1 Crypto currency bankrupted Superman.

😋 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/GoRbCFmcuG

3/29/2020 9:14:56 PM viking_jeremy It's difficult for people to get over the physical wall and tune into the message. #AdrenochromeWithdrawal #Adrenochrome #InItTogether 

#WWG1WGA #GodWins #TheGreatAwakening

3/29/2020 9:15:05 PM shawnagrimm16 Lol. Germans are brilliant, ahh but I am biased. Married one. He was ASE tech when I met him. Porsche, Mercedes, Lamborghini trained. Worked for 

Mitsubishi,  Volvo and Volkswagen. He loved that they had figured out how to stoop the dinos and emissions thru the ECU.

3/29/2020 9:15:26 PM blsdbe Significants

Significance 

CE>>>

3/29/2020 9:15:34 PM utgeist Sorry, Barry...I wasn't being smart with you. Was just tacking on a little SouthPark Humor.

3/29/2020 9:15:51 PM purgeglobalists I LOVED how potus verbally spanked CNN today. GOLD!! #TRUMP2020Landside

3/29/2020 9:17:43 PM shawnagrimm16 We laughed and laughed. California emmissions are stupid. We needed an exhaust for our Mini Cooper. It cost 1200.00 to be shipped to Cali. Only 

250.00 to be shipped to Arizona. #CaliGODComplex they would like it if their were no cars really



3/29/2020 9:17:47 PM pearl13947410 I know 1 thing - I can re-post to fb now where I couldn't when jack was at the controls bc of being in twit prison & being banned.

3/29/2020 9:17:57 PM mountain_jump3r Truth vs Falsehood https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFcDmn1YVMQ …

3/29/2020 9:17:59 PM chris_cmselec I have a question?  I’ve been researching the envelopes that were placed inside of the programs at timbers funeral.  Was it informing those that 

received them of a planned op to be run in a facility under Arlington that had been exposed/shutdown?  Thoughts

3/29/2020 9:18:07 PM upallnight39 I want to wake up in the morning and feel OK

I want to live in a world of SANE people who realize no one should be homeless

Instead of bragging bout being a good slave with a nice "job"

I want QAnons to realize "no more baby eating" means ALL babies of ALL species

#Rise0rDie
3/29/2020 9:18:14 PM ascendingadam So the day day after a supposed crypto billionaire who claims to receive messages from the future and to actually be Q indicates he is “bullish on 

ripple”, the value drops to 0.17? https://twitter.com/austinsteinbart/status/1243756569361141760 …

3/29/2020 9:18:34 PM n7guardiananon delivered ahead of schedule, exceeding expectations, and under budget.

here's hoping

3/29/2020 9:18:36 PM freeandoriginal It has. been done. [They] have a way to influence our minds and we think thoughts that are not “ours”. We need to build a strong core and watch 

ourselves constantly. It gets easier eventually the more we raise our consciousness!

3/29/2020 9:18:43 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/ulyNAWu0p1

3/29/2020 9:18:47 PM prmd21801759 Thank you nun-chuck!!

3/29/2020 9:20:04 PM pokergod777 I know that all forms of evil are a type of theft. And that is all one really needs to know.

3/29/2020 9:20:10 PM libertyspring99 Was he killed in the cell? Or was he killed elsewhere and his clone/body double killed?

3/29/2020 9:20:36 PM hellouncledonny #FilmYourHospital is trending and people are posting up tons of videos/pictures.

The MSM is screwed.🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣.

Moron's all of them

Uncle Donny will be all smiles tomorrow, I guarantee it.

3/29/2020 9:21:11 PM aetherwalker1 Is it used alone or as part of a cocktail?

If both, what are they used for?

3/29/2020 9:21:33 PM realitygateway Hopefully Karma is coming for them soon.

3/29/2020 9:21:34 PM chiefme Nothing

3/29/2020 9:21:50 PM munkeypilot I've asked this several times before no answer- Do certain videos you watch on YT with a particular genre have this toned programming on s sub carrier 

signal? I have been carefully studying for any correlations & common denominators between tones and vids watched...

3/29/2020 9:22:10 PM 873g5  pic.twitter.com/8q3i4YGs5G

3/29/2020 9:22:47 PM nea_storm I was over the moon when the former in laws allowed us to drive one of the

Beamer 12 with GPS for a 4 hr trip to Schwabenland from Bavaria autobahn: BMW as you know first autos to have GPS

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vrxyr1CjiSM … 

I love that scene from Minority Report: Still makes me Nervous pic.twitter.com/7E3KsZV668

3/29/2020 9:22:48 PM revelation4444 Jesus calls it Deception the maker of heaven and earth.

3/29/2020 9:23:40 PM shawnagrimm16 Isolating the frequency of the tone.

3/29/2020 9:24:00 PM crazi82 I have been sent all over the west coast to seminars. All had to do with some kind of public relation techniques. How to extract information. 

Manipulation techniques and psychology profiling. Pretty cool stuff. With practice. It works very well.

3/29/2020 9:24:15 PM ewilliams22101 #ThingsThatMakeYouGoHmmm #NoCoincidences ?

3/29/2020 9:24:29 PM t_hayden07 Thank you for this, Maj. Especially lately, it can seem like a point system. Trying to catch 'good crumbs' here & there, without letting all the bullshit, 

lower your frequency. 

At least that's what I'm trying to do! 

Much love ❤️🙏

3/29/2020 9:24:31 PM shawnagrimm16 Would be first step. Feedback. Bad connection. Other electrical devices around the television.

3/29/2020 9:26:04 PM revelation4444 I’m glad I have Gods Holy Spirit to guide me and to not be deceived by the Evil ones also know as the Fallen ones.

3/29/2020 9:26:18 PM stefanofait These are humbling and instructive times for those of us who come to realise how little we do know and how difficult, under such circumstances, it 

becomes to make predictions

3/29/2020 9:26:27 PM ravisingkeegan Only light exist.

3/29/2020 9:26:39 PM stefanofait Wise approach I would say

3/29/2020 9:26:59 PM shawnagrimm16 For an extra EPA stamp. Trump is correct in not letting California determine emission standards for rest of country. Don't get me started on electric, 

plastic rubbish machines that aren't REMOTELY GREEN.

3/29/2020 9:27:13 PM giediknight This should be a MMoD

3/29/2020 9:27:13 PM freedomgaia Chacun de nous a une part de la grande vérité, c'est pourquoi divisé nous sommes faibles, mais unis nous sommes fort.

3/29/2020 9:27:37 PM crazi82 Without that power they are nothing.

3/29/2020 9:27:37 PM munkeypilot Oufookinstanding!🤜🏽💥🤛🏼

3/29/2020 9:28:10 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/N0IB31MwWF

3/29/2020 9:29:08 PM ravisingkeegan "Knowledge is power.

Those who seek power use knowledge to appeal to the weaker minds.

Message over Messenger."  says MJ12...

3/29/2020 9:29:30 PM laughingwolf11 May.

3/29/2020 9:29:32 PM phil26959417 Please let me know the source of the message is drinking water clean.

3/29/2020 9:29:37 PM smalltownindy Never be content with what you think you know. Always refresh and seek more input. If we are doing our laps around the sun correctly, we are 

evolving...that means new perspectives on old perceptions.

3/29/2020 9:29:38 PM advocateonthat This is strange, but it seems I know her, or have worked with, or seen alot  n my area.  Maybe a look alike.

3/29/2020 9:29:49 PM nea_storm Me Too!😍😍😍 I was married to a handsome Bavarian

What's the Deal? I Love Lodenfrey & Bogner: Forgive me off topic!😬😃😏 pic.twitter.com/YDwgo2pG5U

3/29/2020 9:29:49 PM yourstr05411794 Since when did Q become our guiding light of spiritual consciousness? Q was and always has been the comms to get people to research and think. 

Wanna beat Alice?

Use your gut brain. Your heart brain above your logic. Dracos lack intuition and Love. We were gifted with 3 brains.

3/29/2020 9:29:56 PM shawnagrimm16 Nice.

3/29/2020 9:30:32 PM shawnagrimm16 Tehehe.

3/29/2020 9:30:41 PM upallnight39 Same as your.surety



3/29/2020 9:30:44 PM the_red_hand_ I may be armchair quarterbacking here, but in my experience those who spend and risk their lives removing ‘bad guys’ access to weapons are 

extremely cognizant of that line. Discretion I notice alarmingly absent from McGruber

3/29/2020 9:31:18 PM shawnagrimm16 I'm more Italian job...lol

In my red Mini

3/29/2020 9:31:25 PM revelation4444 ALICE is the Beast System spoken of in the Book of Revelation, Don’t fall for the Deception of AI, AI is a counterfeit full of deception,Should I go on ?

3/29/2020 9:31:56 PM psyanidegaming Today I got a staff from the Universe, that's what I know

3/29/2020 9:32:17 PM the_red_hand_  pic.twitter.com/VtwzLNgxbc

3/29/2020 9:33:09 PM barryhalls7 Ahhh....Mr .mackey...I get it....no hard feelings....I know it's weird for me to say stuff like that...but it's the way I've learned to deal with it....it's been 

1488 days...thanx for being cool about it....

3/29/2020 9:33:14 PM mountain_jump3r Enlightened thought gets processed through the frontal lobe/etheric brain (creativity, win/win, heart, stable genius). Derivative thought is reptilian 

brain survival oriented, not capable of generating it's own power so it must manipulate and consume others'. same as you said...

3/29/2020 9:33:16 PM qm0m17  pic.twitter.com/C3OXD9rNOV

3/29/2020 9:33:27 PM jessewi34 We bleed the same blood, we put are pants on the same way. God bless

3/29/2020 9:33:53 PM galadri09060100 Awesome!

3/29/2020 9:34:15 PM upallnight39 Do we though?

3/29/2020 9:35:03 PM nea_storm They just love to Gouge us! Nothing personal! They're just Greedy

Gollums! My Precious! My Precious Gold, money, money, money!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIAXG_QcQNU … I read you perfectly! The lovelier the lines ... Oh my! Song choice that or Pink Floyd! German 

mood!😃😆😇💙💙💙😳😉😆 pic.twitter.com/9j9KJOQJbC

3/29/2020 9:35:05 PM jessewi34  pic.twitter.com/CBUdgOPRBO

3/29/2020 9:35:25 PM elevn15 I know that MJ12 needs to be splintered into a thousand pieces and scattered into the wind.

You are part of the old and dying guard, and thus part of the problems and not the solutions.

Waste of money for the law abiding folk who pay for your entire existence.

3/29/2020 9:35:42 PM actuallisabayer I know nothing apparently. All I want is the TRUTH. Why are there empty hospitals and tents? Where are the patients? The media is nothing but liars. 

They should be arrested. This feels like the end of our rights. Something is very wrong.

3/29/2020 9:36:18 PM actuallisabayer #FilmYourHospital shows truth

3/29/2020 9:36:19 PM sapphirewinds10 5:5 pic.twitter.com/uCXRO3c8o0

3/29/2020 9:36:46 PM shawnagrimm16 People can only meet you

As far as they have met themselves

Message over messenger

Yes

But many hold tight 

Cognitive Dissonance

3/29/2020 9:36:56 PM jimilightspeed Like NLP?

3/29/2020 9:37:08 PM crisco2377 You're not just describing an AI program, you're describing the "Psychopath"! Psychopathy works/learns/behaves in the same emotionless fashion as 

AI, doesn't it? Or the AI has been inverted/corrupted to behave like the Psychopath! Cabal cant create, can only invert!

3/29/2020 9:37:34 PM laurabusse Probably not!

Possibly though

There are several different versions floating around of what happened to him

Maybe one of them is true LOL

3/29/2020 9:37:54 PM stefanofait Casey: There are two wolves who are always fighting. One is darkness and despair. The other is light and hope. The question is: which wolf wins?

Nate Newton: The one you feed.

From Tomorrowland...a Majestic movie?

3/29/2020 9:38:02 PM shawnagrimm16 Perhaps the message is not meant for them

Do not underestimate 

The Seed

3/29/2020 9:38:28 PM shawnagrimm16 And Im Italian...

3/29/2020 9:39:03 PM shawnagrimm16 Gollum for sure

The precious

3/29/2020 9:39:08 PM korundumb Pathetic partisan propaganda. We have the more sure perspective. #FakeNews

3/29/2020 9:39:44 PM whitewiddow28 Haha 🤣

3/29/2020 9:39:46 PM laurabusse I will translate in the morning!

Blessings for a restful night ☺️

3/29/2020 9:39:54 PM aurorasreality Me too please

3/29/2020 9:39:59 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/PHqERuGtpo4 

3/29/2020 9:40:50 PM ewilliams22101 Lol!  MacGyver was great with a screwdriver but probably wouldn't know how to hack his neighbor's Windows 7 tower in a million years.  I guess time 

will tell on this one. All #Warriors rock IMO as long as they are white hats.  I don't care about age, appearance, politics etc etc

3/29/2020 9:41:00 PM jaded_pearl  pic.twitter.com/PzgWLDzmv1

3/29/2020 9:41:33 PM whitewiddow28 That public truth is like privacy truth? Or the fact that I careless if I am spied on 🤣 ya that’s why I have faith in the light

3/29/2020 9:41:49 PM nea_storm Love it! I Love Off Roading😳😃😉 and driving multiple vehicles: Had one of these with the former: AmphiRanger among others:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFmbtKl2i9U … Love VEHICLES! LOVE😍😍😍Driving different vehicles! Vehicles addict recovered: 

Although👇👇👇😍😍😍 Hibbs pic.twitter.com/Cf9MxW1T4I

3/29/2020 9:41:50 PM 4albradley Praying that even the bad actors are being used to accomplish GODs plan.  Certainly looks like that to me.   He has the bad actors acting and running 

their plan and he flips the script on them and crushes them like a bug.

3/29/2020 9:42:52 PM raenyasalisbury I pray for you all too

3/29/2020 9:43:05 PM lovingtruism New files patent. But why?

 https://patentscope2.wipo.int/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2020060606&tab=PCTBIBLIO …

3/29/2020 9:43:09 PM b_swag You are dangerously misinformed.

3/29/2020 9:43:09 PM whitewiddow28 I want privacy but oneness , simply put I want my pure heart shown for the universe

3/29/2020 9:43:16 PM madhopper59 Cannot wait until it is 100% removed! pic.twitter.com/klPwXLvNWH



3/29/2020 9:43:39 PM shawnagrimm16 Try to stay in Heartspace

Compassion & Empathy

These are people you 

Love

One's perspective is based on the accumulated experiences 

That have brought you both

TO THIS POINT

RIGHT

HERE
3/29/2020 9:44:06 PM the_red_hand_ Love and respect for life is really what it all comes down to. Fine line between those who simply enjoy it and those who will fight with everything to 

defend it.  We’re on the same page friend 🇺🇸

3/29/2020 9:44:33 PM vicgar55 618 pages of bullshit!

WTF did I just 

read!🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣 pic.twitter.com/Smm5ozKoVP

3/29/2020 9:44:51 PM amincarnated It's absolutely crazy.  Just making the decision to stay home and not go out for 1-2 weekends will result in you having a good chance of absolutely 

skyrocketing your return unlike any return % imaginable.  At worst, you lost $100 which you were gonna lose anyway at the bar friday

3/29/2020 9:44:53 PM stevenfontain14 You mean like people who say there's aliens who can offer us true spiritual awakening and that we shouldn't hurt each other?  WOW - COUNT ME IN... 

I mean if an ALIEN says it, it must be true

3/29/2020 9:45:09 PM lovingtruism But... https://xrpripplenews.com/2019/09/29/google-quantum-what-does-it-mean-for-xrp-crypto/ …

3/29/2020 9:45:17 PM ewilliams22101 Agree.  And you're right.  The world needs a million more MacGyvers.

3/29/2020 9:46:28 PM nea_storm Pleasure to meet you! I AM a pure Mut 6 and a tad nutz, I AM sure you noticed, a wild one! Love that you are another woman who Loves vehicles! 

pic.twitter.com/jQng5YKwFr

3/29/2020 9:47:55 PM galadri09060100 Bill Cooper mentioned crypto?

3/29/2020 9:48:03 PM kidge6  pic.twitter.com/Lh3SWZsLKe

3/29/2020 9:48:32 PM rwiniesdorffer Just read FDA approved the hydroxychloraquin (sp?) protocol

3/29/2020 9:48:42 PM nea_storm I know! Riiight! Geesh! Yet people are sooo adorable with the crazy logic: pic.twitter.com/sS5hfqvBSJ

3/29/2020 9:49:12 PM state1union I’m loosing trust in MJ12 not the same at all

3/29/2020 9:49:15 PM shawnagrimm16 Awesome Sauce

3/29/2020 9:49:28 PM adrianholmes8 🙏 pic.twitter.com/16Lgt3RA6n

3/29/2020 9:50:07 PM mr_fedorable Hopefully you guys got a video confession out of him before he cooked

3/29/2020 9:51:36 PM blsdbe @POTUS can do it!!! pic.twitter.com/LzVWkVhjyW

3/29/2020 9:53:24 PM natureinspace Wow! Great work!

3/29/2020 9:54:03 PM n7guardiananon that is fine

only you can make that call

message over messenger 

for me...I approach everything as a lesson...even you with that message is a lesson to me...Am I wise enough to learn...That is for me to decide.

Thank you for helping me learn about myself!!!

3/29/2020 9:55:15 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/9Dnxw2iXiO

3/29/2020 9:55:35 PM winklerburke I like the way you think, think, think.  Except, be nice to Majestic 12.  ;)

3/29/2020 9:56:04 PM speakernikesa #SelfReferral

3/29/2020 9:56:29 PM drbohammer Deagol, I wants it. It’s my birthday.

3/29/2020 9:57:05 PM cold_t2  https://summit.news/2019/07/08/lawyer-for-epstein-victim-says-trump-was-only-high-powered-person-who-helped-him/ …

3/29/2020 9:57:18 PM realitygateway You can afford Bitcoin too. You don't need to buy a full coin. You can buy $100 USD worth of Bitcoin which equals 0.017 Bitcoin right now.

3/29/2020 9:57:53 PM realitygateway More signals?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/rmtlKHlXWV

3/29/2020 9:58:07 PM my5ticmadman What's your definition of an "alien"? And/Or, do you not think aliens exist?

3/29/2020 9:58:08 PM timi2bks I know theres a phat pad in cave creek where I'd love to go to a housewarming

3/29/2020 9:58:21 PM blsdbe Oh you two!!! pic.twitter.com/AbY25xaEG6

3/29/2020 9:59:33 PM shawnagrimm16 Happy Birfffday! pic.twitter.com/bj7VjduHI1

3/29/2020 9:59:54 PM realitygateway If you get into cryptos though, you really need to do your research and be careful. If you buy anything, make sure it is in your possession. Don't keep 

your money on the exchanges.

3/29/2020 10:00:08 PM coltxavier What’s the LE or EL in ALICE? Pls enlighten. Thank you.

3/29/2020 10:00:26 PM abbottmaverick That should read Kevin Spacey?

3/29/2020 10:00:47 PM moemc8 We were led to believe that Con Ed (and others) were involved to extradite him after black out (first attempt).  Then swayed us toward believing he 

was still alive, not really his body in photo.  Now, you've decided, we shouldn't believe this 'steroid' article, due to adreno. UGH

3/29/2020 10:00:50 PM galadri09060100 You obviously missed the point of this thread. Did you even read it?

3/29/2020 10:00:52 PM fundrmp Just hope we get the full disclosure

3/29/2020 10:00:58 PM nea_storm The otherside of Gibbs  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6_u73NCwUk …

The car is nice as well! Humdinga 👇👇👇😍😍😍💙💙💙 pic.twitter.com/ZCcjWQpkXT

3/29/2020 10:01:09 PM aetherwalker1 If we SG-1 style assisted in the liberation of other planets, wouldn't that create 'positive karma' or positive feedback that leads to the liberation of 

Earth?

Just a thought I had.   🤔

3/29/2020 10:02:18 PM realitygateway Also interesting... pic.twitter.com/AlUidNugBG

3/29/2020 10:02:22 PM shawnagrimm16 Amphibious car...now I'm jelly

3/29/2020 10:02:23 PM yourstr05411794 I am being nice. 😁

I don't mince words and it doesn't take ten paragraphs to say what I'm thinking. 

Maybe 10 days of darkness will teach people the difference between following and connecting.

3/29/2020 10:02:35 PM shawnagrimm16 Amphicar...lol

3/29/2020 10:02:37 PM stevenfontain14 NOT LITTLE BENEVOLENT SPACE ALIENS THAT YOU GUYS ARE TRYING TO PUSH

3/29/2020 10:03:49 PM stevenfontain14 THAT'S WHY YOU NEED A WHOLE GENERATION TO BS INTO BELIEVING THAT CRAP - "We're from another dimension... we have come to warn you to be 

nice to each other" - GIVE ME A BREAK

3/29/2020 10:06:43 PM rogkenn12 I know what I know - from knowing the perps I tweet about. Also using past experience as a member of the oligarchy that has lost to converts. Caballa 

hasn't stood up yet. Islamic oligarchy has continuously set diversions across the globe, to masque covert manipulation inside USA. 

pic.twitter.com/VwJIcA713R



3/29/2020 10:06:47 PM atashfire This is how gossip and misinformation get around. Always message over messenger.

3/29/2020 10:06:50 PM qtah12 Please

3/29/2020 10:06:54 PM coltxavier Bl0chain. Block and Chain on the Neck & Leg of the Spirit & Soul? 3ntrapment? B0xed 1N? M4TR1X R3L04D?

3/29/2020 10:07:49 PM nea_storm We Sold it in 99: Otherwise you know I love you,

it would be detailed, wrapped & delivered to a Mountain in Switzerland! 

Is it really your birthday? Ok regardless 👇👇👇

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qwscb3QIVSg … pic.twitter.com/mhbP5PmRM2

3/29/2020 10:08:08 PM stevenfontain14 ain't nothing alien induced about this technology - it's always been here - just like angels and demons - he figured it out and diden't need a damn alien 

to tell him about it - HUMANS ARE SMART pic.twitter.com/MDl8ifa1L8

3/29/2020 10:09:09 PM blsdbe Wow, #ThanQ!!! @POTUS @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart 👀👀👀 https://twitter.com/sandoz_global/status/1244442713711353856 …

3/29/2020 10:09:11 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/fIZMUswd02

3/29/2020 10:09:44 PM cylantjustice Curious tweet. 🤔

3/29/2020 10:10:32 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/zfAQgpVmGb

3/29/2020 10:11:24 PM thereallightwa1 You think so? Well, then, I guess I'll follow your advice, instead of using my 60 years of life experience and doing my own research.

You obviously haven't done any.

3/29/2020 10:11:59 PM upallnight39 Ben Fulford said he was in an Israeli DUMB

3/29/2020 10:12:06 PM kidge6  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/29/2020 10:12:13 PM retrievethysoul mhmm, same... I see what i wanna see though.

3/29/2020 10:12:57 PM kidge6 It's so large that it's cumbersome to navigate and read online. I recommend downloading it. Then, save it to a flash drive so you can read it later. 

Maybe print some out in case the net goes down

3/29/2020 10:13:14 PM smalltownindy Another couple of fire seasons and California gets a high speed rail system, and super-farms owned by the state.

3/29/2020 10:13:39 PM article4warrior I agree with most of this, except that people are not too weak to seek power. Most are taught not to. The creators of religions emphasize it over & 

over. Because they know if we figure out what they know, they will lose.

3/29/2020 10:14:55 PM tweeterniss Fear is a Larp.

3/29/2020 10:14:58 PM coltxavier There is no matter as such. All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this 

most minute solar system of the atom together. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and... pic.twitter.com/fE4l7SCSBt

3/29/2020 10:15:19 PM rapunzel_39 Last time I was at the hospital, my co-workers were not allowed to be fitted with the N95 masks, yet they had to transport high-risk patients.  Do we 

work at the same hospital?

3/29/2020 10:16:09 PM shawnagrimm16 I have a meme for that

3/29/2020 10:16:30 PM upallnight39 So what DO you believe chum?

Waiting on Jesus & The Raptures or whut?

3/29/2020 10:18:04 PM depboomer2 What????

3/29/2020 10:18:39 PM blsdbe The reason we have to wear them is bc we are in procedures that create aerosols. We get 1, with a paper bag so we can reuse for up to 3 days if kept 

dry. Standard precautions are appropriate for transport, that’s what I’ve done too.Follow that hospital policy, DearHeart!!! 🙏🙏🙏

3/29/2020 10:18:39 PM smalltownindy Gavin Newsom has such a hard-on for Agenda 21, he has to untuck his shirt to hide it.

3/29/2020 10:18:43 PM patriot_angel I sure do!

3/29/2020 10:19:10 PM nativewarrior14 Words are pretty much word magic... We are actually understanding now on a soul level, directly and collectively. I believe it gets better as we move 

forward ♥️ pic.twitter.com/MKGnyECu2u

3/29/2020 10:19:38 PM upallnight39 #QNNTEARS pic.twitter.com/Tz1VRcl8vh

3/29/2020 10:20:25 PM upallnight39 That has been happening to me with a few different accounts

3/29/2020 10:21:11 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/RjYJTtOFZm

3/29/2020 10:21:11 PM jaygza And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know.

1 Cor. 8:2 KJV

3/29/2020 10:22:01 PM smallcaps14 The more I learn, the more I know how little I know. 

The days of rejoicing in the bliss of ignorance are gone long ago. I miss those days sometimes. Extracting truth seems to require a million false paths! 

Where can one go from here?

3/29/2020 10:23:03 PM smalltownindy Australia is running the same scam there. It is terrible.

3/29/2020 10:23:11 PM shawnagrimm16 Gavin Newsome spent 33B, put 10 people in charge and he got a depot thats infrastructure is cracked. Team consisted of some Canadian Contractors.

3/29/2020 10:23:16 PM nea_storm You mean owned by Us Riight? Acquisitions & Mergers Mode: One way or Another it will All be Ours! 😈👿😏🌎🌏🌍⚡⚡⚡

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqXpthkqjOQ … pic.twitter.com/v8QZy1wDpK

3/29/2020 10:23:30 PM twintime7 Trolls with this fake pic.  Trump sighed exec ord child trafficin not pedo clinton or Obama

3/29/2020 10:23:52 PM twintime7 Paid trolls

3/29/2020 10:23:53 PM shawnagrimm16 Bawaaha

3/29/2020 10:24:02 PM the_movie_vault Yep, that is all of us here.

3/29/2020 10:24:08 PM smalltownindy  pic.twitter.com/SfMD3aI0DZ

3/29/2020 10:24:09 PM twintime7 Trolls rep pedo

3/29/2020 10:24:26 PM nea_storm 33 Eh? 😈👿😏 pic.twitter.com/m9x9okbQqO

3/29/2020 10:24:55 PM brahmina13 Money is a measurement of value... While gold & silver served to this purpose, they both have value unto themselves, and thus act as a poor 

measurement tool. Money is Man's creation, and Ours to ground meaningfully.

3/29/2020 10:25:05 PM brahmina13 What is of the greatest value of a Nation? It's people, their ability to labour, and their enjoyment of their labours. Tie the value of the currency to a unit 

of labour meansurement. Gold & fiat have limited our labour in the past... Perhaps our labour can limit money.

3/29/2020 10:25:24 PM brahmina13 Limit not Our Industry!... We cannot run out of inches (Alan Watts reference).

3/29/2020 10:25:36 PM losgringosloco2 I know u dont know any more than i do.

3/29/2020 10:25:52 PM viking_jeremy He told them, "we're not talking about democracy anymore folks."

#InItTogether #QAnon #Adrenochrome #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening #GodWins #GITMO #DIA #MJ12

3/29/2020 10:27:23 PM shawnagrimm16 We had stopped running fires breaks in Cali for awhile. Sierra Club and tree huggers. Made it 100 yard defendable space around your house. Had a bad 

beetle that bored holes in San Bernardino forests, biggest county in California. Lay waste to lots of trees they never got rid of.

3/29/2020 10:28:00 PM arcanagravis On more than one occasion, that LARK Austin has requested from his disciples to harass various people through phone and emails. Ive seen the emails, 

and I know what "proof" he provides. Want more proof, look him& failed IT business up.

3/29/2020 10:28:24 PM nea_storm Love You & Your Loved Ones! 💙💙💙

Nighty Night Fun People!

I AM serious .... Ciao for Now! pic.twitter.com/ugZJs5DRfc

3/29/2020 10:28:25 PM shawnagrimm16 Before Newsome time.  Worked up in Oak Glen. 2002ish

3/29/2020 10:28:35 PM pomeinnz Nothing

3/29/2020 10:28:44 PM shawnagrimm16 Sweet dreams



3/29/2020 10:29:10 PM truthiswithn I take all of Q's messages as the messenger.  Do you? If you take one message you take all the messages.  Why are you doubting Q's message?  When 

Q Confirms NO OUTSIDE COMMS! Why would you still even listen to a LIAR and complete Psycho person who wants fame? Q OUTTED HIM DONE!

3/29/2020 10:29:34 PM rapunzel_39 We do procedures that create aerosols too, my dear friend and work neighbor, yet we are not allowed to protect ourselves unless we have an M.D. 

after our names.  We all follow that hospital policy, but it doesn’t mean we always agree with it!  Much love. 🙏🙏🙏

3/29/2020 10:29:34 PM smalltownindy Hey PS? Am I on your naughty list? No follow back?

3/29/2020 10:30:35 PM blsdbe @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart 👀👀👀

3/29/2020 10:31:12 PM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/X2UqX4SfoP

3/29/2020 10:31:38 PM almostjingo Oh you found it! :)

3/29/2020 10:31:38 PM shawnagrimm16 Just saw...curtsy

3/29/2020 10:31:49 PM xrp_589_theunis  pic.twitter.com/lnlOISwoBk

3/29/2020 10:32:19 PM blsdbe Good lord, that is not right. I’m there tomorrow hit me up.

3/29/2020 10:33:25 PM truthiswithn OMG!!!  Q OUTTED Austin!  Why in the world would anyone still believe someone who completely LIED? I listened to that little boy LARP video and 

literally I had to turn it off after 1 min. so FAKE.  Austin is  A LIAR! Q declared Austin a LIAR and FAKE Q.  he seems totally psycho

3/29/2020 10:33:52 PM jhwhitson09 Yes I do

3/29/2020 10:35:26 PM turquoiseplane Thank you!

3/29/2020 10:35:37 PM graceann444 That guy does!

3/29/2020 10:36:53 PM jt_suryo @ivasby

3/29/2020 10:37:13 PM truthiswithn I will put it here again for your viewing pleasure.  Q with his TRIP CODE posted in 8chan confirming NO OUTSIDE COMMS!  Austin is either psycho or is C 

eye A and a controlled LARP Op.  He is so totally FAKE and that was obvious to me immediately when I saw a video.  LIAR/LARP 

pic.twitter.com/xJVGaZLPhy

3/29/2020 10:38:28 PM jt_suryo That knowing look :)

3/29/2020 10:38:53 PM jen_ridgecooke I thought he just meant use messenger for communicating🤣

3/29/2020 10:39:19 PM smalltownindy Please do not think I was being pushy to you @ShawnaGrimm16 , I was playing around with @nea_storm. Thank you for the follow though. You post 

some cool stuff.

3/29/2020 10:40:04 PM havepatience1 So true!

3/29/2020 10:40:05 PM stevenfontain14 >>>

>>

>

[X]

3/29/2020 10:40:54 PM havepatience1 Out of our control. Something is coming. Prayer and patience. ❤️🙏❤️

3/29/2020 10:41:49 PM shawnagrimm16 Curtsy

3/29/2020 10:43:29 PM upallnight39 Dont wanna

U cant  http://make.me 

3/29/2020 10:43:52 PM stevenfontain14 He's a Lucifarian

3/29/2020 10:44:46 PM actuallisabayer I have never been the most patient. Guilty! It's just so exhausting Hours of Q research, and most adding up, but the virus is supposed to be real but 

hospitals are empty. I pray for truth and vengeance on the deceivers and pedophiles. It is so heartbreaking 💔

3/29/2020 10:45:18 PM carleymnell1367 It’s awful how people could hurt them so cruelly ! They’re so helpless! All their little trusting smiles 😢

3/29/2020 10:45:40 PM starryskylol  pic.twitter.com/vVc0HJoiLo

3/29/2020 10:47:19 PM stevenfontain14 no - he is a LUCIFARIAN - if you download the MJ12 disclosure he explains it RIGHT OFF THE BAT!!!

3/29/2020 10:47:41 PM stevenfontain14 You are infinite consciousness having a human experience.

Three truths and realities we must accept:

1/ We are all one of the same kind.

2/ We are all Gods inside.

3/ We are all unique and special.

3/29/2020 10:48:07 PM stevenfontain14 In the beginning,

the Gods created the heavens and the Earth.

Cocreative exoconsciousness.

Extremely real.

3/29/2020 10:49:35 PM stevenfontain14 As you can see this is clearly LUCIFARIAN > the Illuminatti split when Kennedy was assasinated > this is a war between the lucifarians and the satanists - 

lucifarians HATE SATANISTS and they don't like to be confused with them

3/29/2020 10:53:45 PM chapulincolored Fascinating read.

I will have to discern for myself where truth is.

ThanQs for the drops.

3/29/2020 10:55:03 PM deb12233 Commit to Truth.

3/29/2020 10:55:12 PM rad_qpatriot @threadreaderapp unroll

3/29/2020 10:55:13 PM threadreaderapp Hallo, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use 

it.…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244458568222412800.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/29/2020 10:56:12 PM winklerburke Just think?  A father told his son to be proud he came from a long line of celebate monks! (?) Another young man was told by his dad not to marry the 

maid’s daughter, as she was his sister! His mom said go ahead, his father was not his father !

3/29/2020 10:57:02 PM faye_mcgarry Cheyenne Mountain @LoveBling6 @KillAuDeepState @mpsmithnews @striderraven1 @carmindabrendel @8541USMC308 @BusyElves 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @MajorPatriot @Inevitable_ET @realDonaldTrump @FAustralians @charliekirk11 @Utsava4 

https://twitter.com/1Naasty/status/1244451780546748416 …

3/29/2020 10:57:18 PM havepatience1 I prayed for many moons for discernment. I realized that there are times nothing else will work. I honor your hard work and know that your work will 

never be wasted. I say this to also remind myself of the same. ❤️🙏🇺🇸

3/29/2020 10:59:27 PM eelfood Shungite. It works. And it’s cheap compared to bioshield.

3/29/2020 10:59:36 PM strangewisper The 'drug' that anyone testing positive to covid-19 is guilting of ingesting.

3/29/2020 11:01:40 PM howard94437962 Isn't that old news?

3/29/2020 11:01:58 PM deplorable_matt Jeffrey Epstein's death was STAGED.

3/29/2020 11:02:02 PM monroevegas @thebearablebull whether we like it or not, you’re still right; and whether we accumulate or not, the 0.01% of the NEW 1% is accumulating more. 

Why? Because they see the writing on the wall. They see the EndGame. We’re gonna get rich on accident and it’s a damn shame if we don’t.

3/29/2020 11:02:05 PM bb1272216718 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 question, hopefully you can help me understand more about this and help others if they have similiar experiences,  i can focus my 

mind on clouds “only certain type it works on” And the energy i send will cause the cloud the disolve or disappear slowly, cont-

3/29/2020 11:02:18 PM rghardy3 It's kind of Late in the Game for [Them] anyway.

Their efforts will not make any difference.

Much too Late for ALICE .

GAME OVER !

3/29/2020 11:02:23 PM justwinejosh BabyQ?



3/29/2020 11:03:04 PM monroevegas Whether you watch this or not, the new economy is moving forward with or without those of us who have eyes to see. https://youtu.be/FXiTbcgBcg8 

3/29/2020 11:03:52 PM orgonix23  pic.twitter.com/v1XCnl4ssl

3/29/2020 11:03:52 PM rghardy3 Pay-triots are in it for Money !

3/29/2020 11:04:10 PM nea_storm I had closed Out, received your ping to remind you I Had said dear friend Gute Nacht! Wishing you and Everyones Beloved Ones a Refreshing rest! 

pic.twitter.com/Z1tyfhX5NA

3/29/2020 11:04:40 PM bb1272216718 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 takes a few minutes to start the effect of,  ive been able to do this for years. Also i can release energy from the middle of my head 

and it flows through me,  if i choose to i can create goose bumps on demand as a visible effect, continued-

3/29/2020 11:06:59 PM monroevegas @dying_democracy Is it true that Amazon is holding XRP?

3/29/2020 11:07:13 PM bb1272216718 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i can to some degree focus the energy with thought.    And u can feel it going through you its a type of sensation,  like when people 

get the chills but i can do it on command? Any information to help me understand more is greatly appreciated.

3/29/2020 11:07:57 PM rghardy3 Easy for you to say.

We are not Above Gov. and Multi-Dimensional.

3/29/2020 11:08:13 PM shawnagrimm16 Sweetest dreams pic.twitter.com/jOfrYIRgVy

3/29/2020 11:09:43 PM shawnagrimm16 A puppet.

3/29/2020 11:10:35 PM laura_621 Grateful to you for your knowledge and contribution.  Thank you💞

3/29/2020 11:11:13 PM bourdainmurderd There is a man involved with a Quant um ‘re-architecting of the financial system’

He is the Architect

Find Him.

@DreadBong0

@CryptoSeq
3/29/2020 11:13:34 PM twisshibiscus I like this. Thank you @rghardy3 for saying this. Like yeah man... easy for you to say when you are prithee to many facets of classified information... 

that being said :) we all are responsible for our own journey. Still doesn’t take away from the fact at how easy it is to say..

3/29/2020 11:17:48 PM strangewisper It seems like Alice is in a constant state of expansion, that's not normal, how do we make Alice contact... Impload

3/29/2020 11:18:41 PM hobie_trice When the 2 become 1. Amazing how that left/right brain protects that all powerful singular gland. 👁

3/29/2020 11:18:55 PM xvgafrica Nothing

3/29/2020 11:20:35 PM starseedatx If it ends all this, forget just internet blackouts, take the cellphones too

3/29/2020 11:21:30 PM voltamachine Idk man I know SOME shit not all but SOME FOR SURE

3/29/2020 11:22:39 PM whitewiddow28 I look forward to the decode ! Because there is a lot of code in that I believe as well! Let’s be open with it now @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ! I hope! 🙏🔮❤️  

https://twitter.com/AriasViewpoint/status/1243997908384403457 …

3/29/2020 11:22:49 PM melbourne_3000 All IS-BEs on this plane of existence are given Free will by The Creator.

The choice id yours, simply know all choices are governed by Karmic Law, also known as Universal law.

As you sow so shall your reap, positive & negative thoughts and deeds.

None are exempt from this law!

3/29/2020 11:26:48 PM dianebachman4 So cute ! Simplistic reasoning, but cute nevertheless:)

3/29/2020 11:29:18 PM bmindfulofdeath Seriously ripple? Get the fuck out of here.

3/29/2020 11:31:30 PM smallcaps14 Thank you! Much appreciated but, I fear, I have done way too little. I wish I were smarter... I wish I had more time. I think I have dreamed the truth 

many times but I only remember bits & pieces. Thank you for your encouragement & thank you for all you do as well.

3/29/2020 11:33:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rewatch Skyfall

007 meets Q

Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majestic technology is embedded in the scripts of movies.

MI 6 / "M" / 00 Program / Her Majesty defines National Security as being protecting the monarchy from all threats.

3/29/2020 11:33:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Bond is an orphan assassin trained by MI6 who has childhood trauma (pedophilia) and failed psychological exams. Why was he on the 00 program?

Now consider this.

3/29/2020 11:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 actual trafficking of children. What if you tainted their supply of adrenochrome? Then what if you used their intel game against them? Then what 

happens when the entire world is shown the disgusting horrific truth behind Prince Andrew and the definition of National Security when

3/29/2020 11:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 The raw intelligence.

Therefore 007 depends on Q for information.

Disinformation is necessary.

How many celebs are signaling Q right now?

What if the mission of Q wasn't explicitly authorized to be part of was to feed disinformation to the agents who engage in the

3/29/2020 11:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Rewatch the movie understanding who MI6 is, then listen to the dialogue being discussed.

These works are their wealth, fame, and power.

Plausible deniability.

MI6 involvement with overseeing 007 franchise?

Controlled misinformation.

What role does Q play in this game?

3/29/2020 11:33:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Andrew Bond is the villein in the movie and James Bond is the hero.

Flip them.

Andrew Bond defected from the cult and decided to try his own thing.

James believes in the loyalty to protect MI6's true identity and activities inc drug and child sex trafficking.

3/29/2020 11:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 The messenger over message paradigm created the M situation between JB and AB, orphan brothers from a false flag conducted by MI6 to recruit new 

assassins.

3/29/2020 11:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 the minions surrounding the 007 and M figures in the metaphor.

They believe they are doing noble work, and they are - so long as they can heed MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER. Consider this angle now.

3/29/2020 11:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 workings of this cabal, you wonder how on Earth could somebody ever believe this was real?

What if they hide in plain sight but require a perspective lens in order to perceive?

Epstein was owned by intelligence.

Mueller covered for him.

Corny covered for him.

These clowns are



3/29/2020 11:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 They believe they possess power over you.

A vampire can't see himself in the mirror is an adrenochrome metaphor.

There are some among you in the movement who came from these supply chains.

Speak up.

Share your story.

When you listen to what Skyfall tells you about the inner

3/29/2020 11:33:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 it comes to using Crown and other Government resources to assassinate and commit pandemic levels of child sex trafficking including organ 

harvesting, mass adrenochrome manufacturing (THINK WUHAN), human experiments, and the ritual worship of Moloch on tax payers time and money.

3/29/2020 11:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 caricatures and plot simulations with grandiose global terrorism somehow being defended and backed up by your tax payer dollars.

Diplomatic immunity for crimes involving pedophilia, drug trafficking, and any other type of felony that is not a waiver on "crime" committed in war.

3/29/2020 11:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a side effect of living in a low vibrational state of consciousness where you allow your ignorance to excuse serious and hard evidence presented 

before you. Using message over messenger allows you to decipher 007 and see the disclosure of the network through

3/29/2020 11:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 CIA and other intel agencies all collaborate on the common objective of drug smuggling and child sex trafficking. The classic Bond girls are young girls 

raised in the pedophile cult network. When you know the truth and you see it before your own eyes it can shock your conscious.

3/29/2020 11:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 You can take their power away by fighting constantly with the truth and the evidence no matter where you see it. The truth hides in plain sight and 

lefties love 007. Try this and report back. Comms will be monitored.

3/29/2020 11:33:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 When you are told the truth before consuming propaganda it provides you with tangible new information that is power. Your new power once you are 

able to shift your perspective to unlock the comms, so too then shall you be able to participate. You are the news now!

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Fear panic shock and terror over a biological weapon puts their BE into fight or flight mode which means they will absorb everything you say. They may 

not react right off, but they will listen and they will be forced to consider the possibility that your evidence might somehow

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 For example, lets say for instance we had some evidence that we could explain several events that have recently taken place. Show your non believer 

leftie family member now!

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 looking into possible connections. The gloves are off. You have more power than you realize. If we all start to work together and use Message Over 

Messenger we can actually begin doing some really cool shit.

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 You hold the power.

MEME MEME MEME.

Exodus 8:4

You know what they do.

Now browse their works and apply a perspective shift.

Then most importantly we need that concept of information conveyed in the movies and shows defending this group to be used as a reference and 

guide when

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is a war of the mind and a war on humanity. We are not just facing the corona virus. We can do our part by not going outside, staying indoors, 

rationing food to mitigate travel in public. We have a unique opportunity to will a new consciousness into the matrix using 3 6 9!

3/29/2020 11:33:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 This is the IS-BE splitting into an IS-BE-BE where the BEs are connected to each other in the same parallel universe (slice of possibility).

3/29/2020 11:33:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 Show evidence of new perspective of 007 then present it to them in the normal 007 manner then explain to them that the script came from 007 but is 

real and horrific and sick and twisted and evil. Nothing can stop what is coming. NOTHING! These people are SICK! GOD BLESS AMERICA!

3/29/2020 11:33:07 PM ts_sci_majic12 explain the situation and offer comfort and relief. You may be shocked at how receptive the public is and we need to use their own interests in these 

works of art as a basis for connecting real world stories. For example:

3/29/2020 11:34:44 PM d17nicoley Austin is Q👑

3/29/2020 11:36:32 PM monroevegas Oh wow 😲

3/29/2020 11:36:50 PM anonlegion13 Theory of entanglement

3/29/2020 11:37:48 PM onofrioeolimpia Grazie 🙏

3/29/2020 11:37:50 PM huseg_ You sure tweet like a storm!

3/29/2020 11:39:04 PM whitewiddow28 Thank you. I will message and message you more. That James and Andrew reference was directly to me. Andrew being me and James being my middle 

name. This occult Illuminati following has be trapped in Regina, sk

3/29/2020 11:39:25 PM mcat57374744 Excuse me, did you find the discarded script of the next James Bond movie in the trash? 

People are dying and your President is a useless dink. End of story.

3/29/2020 11:40:24 PM neverfo46920219 I saw an ‘M’ on something at Trump’s press conference in Norfolk.

3/29/2020 11:40:59 PM ivasby Legit and legal then...

3/29/2020 11:41:44 PM mcat57374744 “Nothing can stop what is coming. NOTHING! “.   You are right. 

@realDonaldTrump can’t stop it. 

@mikepompeo can’t stop it. 

@VP can’t stop it. 

YOU CANT STOP It. 

It has neither God nor Politic. It’s just after your heart, lungs and mind. 

And it’s called #Covid19

#CoronaVirus
3/29/2020 11:43:28 PM truthsayert I know a lot more than what they know…

3/29/2020 11:43:32 PM majic_eyes_qnly @threadreaderapp unroll

3/29/2020 11:43:40 PM threadreaderapp Hi, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get 

a…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/29/2020 11:45:26 PM t_hayden07 The more I learn....the more I realize, I know nothing.

3/29/2020 11:46:51 PM rghardy3 Q , R , and M

Agent 0017

3/29/2020 11:48:26 PM socraticanon BullSSht meter going off like mad in this thread.

Steinbarf's sockpuppet trying to recover an air of legitimacy.

3/29/2020 11:50:29 PM iceni_rising Bond also tells M There's a storm coming.



3/29/2020 11:54:30 PM rghardy3 I have been trying this in my own Family.

They never believe one word that I say.

I will no longer try and educate them

about the Truth.

3/29/2020 11:55:20 PM neverfo46920219  pic.twitter.com/6aTvzGQuOI

3/29/2020 11:57:59 PM maggieveeus Most of the time we can find a movie or TV script in everyday life. I used to think when they said, "Now back to your regularly scheduled 

programming," they were talking about the TV! pic.twitter.com/ZF6vGar2dr

3/29/2020 11:58:34 PM christinakwnyc Wonderful!  Thank you!

3/29/2020 11:59:56 PM andrea_homegirl  http://Cohack.org 

3/30/2020 12:02:44 AM mainstrmdeprted 🙏🏽 I pray for our President 🙏🏽 🙏🏽I Pray it’s true 🙏🏽

3/30/2020 12:04:01 AM johnharris9131 Media lies being exposed more and more in these crisis.

3/30/2020 12:05:19 AM whitewiddow28 As a reference to the book Andrew Murray.. it is a easily googlable bible book dedicated for a morning and evening reading, there is an exodious of 

exodus 8:4 that @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is making a reference to, think about it though... frog 🐸 #Q

3/30/2020 12:05:48 AM smmmote Thank you

3/30/2020 12:05:55 AM cocopuffster12 Thank you for this information. I will have to watch Skyfall. I am red pilling so many of my coworkers right now. It’s crazy. They want information. They 

ask me for information. I have a couple of text threads going on, w/ friends as well. Like never before.

3/30/2020 12:06:16 AM smmmote Thank you again

3/30/2020 12:06:49 AM cchef1980 Good thread. I’m trying to wake up people via covid. It is tangible and real for normies. MSM fearmongering vs. medican journals and actual studies. 

They contradict each other who is to be believed? Fearporn media vs science: People started listening.

3/30/2020 12:07:03 AM skylar13764875 THANK YOU SO MUCH!♥️

#QuantumStarPower #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #WWG1GWA

3/30/2020 12:09:50 AM diaptera_80 Ok, give us what you have. I think it would take quite a lot to convinced my folks though...

3/30/2020 12:11:29 AM npc_smash3r_xxx Austin teach you that?

3/30/2020 12:13:13 AM alittlecanary44 Never stop dropping seeds. Dark to light.

3/30/2020 12:14:36 AM socraticanon Trusting a message from a liar is really not a smart thing to do.  Especially from Steinfart's sockpuppet, @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 12:16:27 AM morc001 Wow you’re still deceived 🤦♂️ you’re mind control.

3/30/2020 12:18:06 AM whitewiddow28 Thanks for the outlook majestic 12. It helped me talk about my story quite a bit

3/30/2020 12:18:26 AM reedtweeting Wow why you say that?

3/30/2020 12:23:02 AM alwaysknowshome Have you seen this?  http://www.sciences-faits-histoires.com/medias/files/ebook-us-army-ufo-official-manual-1-.pdf …

3/30/2020 12:26:20 AM ptamait Because we are inoculated to be controlled at an early age. That is all one wants to do in life...to the point of driving oneself bipolar.

3/30/2020 12:26:44 AM alwaysknowshome I know I found this here info on that there googles newfangled search perimeters allowances:  http://www.sciences-faits-

histoires.com/medias/files/ebook-us-army-ufo-official-manual-1-.pdf …

3/30/2020 12:28:30 AM smmmote 5:5

3/30/2020 12:29:17 AM waitingfortheb Villain

3/30/2020 12:30:40 AM smmmote 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/30/2020 12:30:41 AM smallcaps14 Thank you 🙏

3/30/2020 12:34:07 AM waitingfortheb Please expand on Tesla's 3 6 9. Thanks

3/30/2020 12:34:56 AM smmmote 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/30/2020 12:38:25 AM jlundr How is this comment constructive in any way shape or form?

3/30/2020 12:39:35 AM socraticanon How is a Steinbart sockpuppet constructive in any way shape or form?

How is calling out a sockpuppet of a pathological, narcissistic liar *not* constructive?

3/30/2020 12:40:11 AM smmmote It was good seeing you on the live stream!

3/30/2020 12:41:58 AM threadreaderapp Salam, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to 

get a…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …. Share this if you think it's interesting. 🤖

3/30/2020 12:41:58 AM spacecadet369 @threadreaderapp unroll per favore

3/30/2020 12:44:55 AM armedwithfaith1 They have no clue what they are talking about..looks like they did a quick "Google search" on crypto and XRP😂 they will learn soon enough but it may 

be too late for them to reap the benefits by then..

3/30/2020 12:47:02 AM ptamait So transhumanism means that A program can connect to human. Could that be why they are pushing neuralink and hero figures. We are tired and 

broken species, so given the chance to be superhero, a person would willingly give up their soul to be that.

3/30/2020 12:49:49 AM damienwelsh4 I just show them the real Q and direct them to Austin’s channel. He is concise, hilarious and grounded.

3/30/2020 12:50:38 AM psyanidegaming And has been reborn as Francisco Rodrigues of Istanbul!

The wonders of plastic surgery

3/30/2020 12:51:20 AM ptamait I also believe more in the human Spirit and even if broken, we can repair and are much more powerful than technology. Lets  all fly!

3/30/2020 12:52:09 AM jamesca40805661 Why was this brought up

3/30/2020 12:53:33 AM xrpbrainstorm Yes. Ripple has been working with Washington's Faster payments task force, SEC and other regulators.

3/30/2020 12:54:15 AM wyldeyez How do I download it to my phone?

3/30/2020 12:54:21 AM ptamait I noticed that everything single one of them, judges and demands like that. A trained them well.

3/30/2020 12:55:05 AM the_start_line 5:5

3/30/2020 12:58:59 AM smmmote 🙏🏻

3/30/2020 1:02:19 AM lvstofly12  https://mmstestimonials.co/coronavirus/85-year-old-man-and-family-recovered-from-coronavirus-covid-19-with-mms …

3/30/2020 1:06:13 AM patriotleah1776 I can try, but the lefties I know are Natives & despise Trump for the McKinley/Denali mtn renaming. They claim, I verified on web, not sure of accuracy, 

that Mt. Denali renamed McKinley in honor of our assassinated president. Obama renamed it back to Denali, Trump reverted back.

3/30/2020 1:06:33 AM __intothewild_ The disinformation factor therein.

A minor accuracy embedded in a larger untruth or vice versa.

A Trojan horse. pic.twitter.com/9uB1L5mrlq

3/30/2020 1:08:49 AM armedwithfaith1 XRP will be a bridge currency..or should I say "the" bridge currency/liquidity source..for all the haters and non believers..search deeper, the writing is 

on the wall! @Ripple is a big factor for XRP and changing the entire financial systems plumbing..thats just the beginning!

3/30/2020 1:09:59 AM ptamait One day you may understand that those labels are just words, larp, evil, Messiah, savior, agent etc. And perhaps in  thousands of years you will realize 

that you yourself, MJ, and everyone is sooo much more than you can ever imagine.

3/30/2020 1:12:58 AM patriotleah1776 I'm so excited to be alive for this massive awakening. I'll do everything I can t ok help.

I've almost lost all of my PTSD symptoms (est. 2012), except for insomnia & social phobia. (This quarantine really makes me feel normal right now, so 

def loving it!) I feel safe finally.

3/30/2020 1:14:45 AM leahinman5 Epstein alive relaxing with lover Maxwell

3/30/2020 1:16:02 AM stclair00 This sounds more like the MJ we used to know. Welcome back gang!!!

3/30/2020 1:17:36 AM bigworthy  pic.twitter.com/5hnj3D9mfh



3/30/2020 1:19:02 AM the_start_line Thank you a ton for this, i am grateful that there are people out here paying attention.  It’s this type of behavior that will end our enslavement.   Much 

love to you 🙏🙏

3/30/2020 1:19:43 AM leahinman5  http://No.one  believes me don't care

3/30/2020 1:20:41 AM satchidananda31 Worldwide or only in US?

3/30/2020 1:21:46 AM qftwrinfiltrate Its taken myself and still I research the extent of what is in that file and some wich is not, Secret Societies to secret proceedings to the Nazi Space 

advanced programs and their technology to bilderbergs, Rothschilds, Adrenochrome, CIA, NSA , DeepSpaceNavalFleet

3/30/2020 1:25:07 AM qftwrinfiltrate Hell one thing i cant find is absolutely no Intell even a fckn bread crumb on bio weaponry and germ warfare, it’s almost as if you go and investigate that 

particular area you got the public access stuff but that’s just it I know damn well the coronavirus is man made

3/30/2020 1:25:41 AM odiboluminous_ Winks thrice great at ya, Bigg guys

3/30/2020 1:26:49 AM cocopuffster12 Trump is not Q+. Q+ is still a mystery.

3/30/2020 1:27:16 AM patriotleah1776 Aaaaaaannnddd...

After hunting Netflix then  http://DVD.com , I finally found Skyfall.

Skyfall was released in 2012...

#NoSuchThingAsCoincidences

#FockMS13

#iDontCall911Anymore

#CastleLaw

#StandYourGround

#FockCabal

#DarkToLight

#LoveWins

#SaveOurBabies pic.twitter.com/A5UnX7rrCQ
3/30/2020 1:27:52 AM hrchangthembho Im trying to figure out how 3 6 9 ties into this too.

3/30/2020 1:28:26 AM dispensaryexch Sure Cat 🐈 Lady ....Q- pic.twitter.com/sBOYMfr1Ko

3/30/2020 1:29:57 AM gingernevil1 Old news or new?

3/30/2020 1:30:54 AM cocopuffster12 @AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise @TxGodmotherIII -FYI re Typist 2. RIP

3/30/2020 1:32:29 AM queennemesisof1 Same. Did medical tests to find out what it is. All was OK, but had eardrum scarves! Found out it is EMF sensitivity. The tone I hear is 10.000Hz. Many 

others hear it since awakening, but we do not know if is natural occurrence or a high-tech impact.

 https://www.google.ch/search?client=opera&q=10.000Hz+tone&sourceid=opera&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8 …

3/30/2020 1:33:14 AM analyticsberry Only to be reborn again.

BSV

3/30/2020 1:34:12 AM gingernevil1 Post the manifesto

3/30/2020 1:34:41 AM cocopuffster12 Bookmarked 😂😂😂

3/30/2020 1:34:45 AM q_is_not_a_larp Yup, that’s there MO without a doubt.

3/30/2020 1:35:18 AM cleetus__jones Like if I said to search case# 3:2019cv02407 would that be evidence ? Or if I said to search “quantum White House pdf” would that be evidence ? Or if I 

said to search “bio defense White House pdf” would that be evidence ? Or should I leave them crumbs to not scare them into fear?

3/30/2020 1:40:52 AM q_is_not_a_larp I am not sure why I laughed after reading your tweet. I mean, what you said was true. 

Must have been the way you stated it. 

Boom, straight to the point!

3/30/2020 1:40:59 AM efrempublio Ricordo perfettamente 🤩

3/30/2020 1:42:06 AM cgasbarro1 "Reality is the only word in the English language that should ALWAYS be used in quotes."

3/30/2020 1:42:52 AM cali19891 Troll

3/30/2020 1:43:36 AM queennemesisof1 I am wondering why ALICE AI-Programs function on the evil negative side all along. I would expect that 'true intelligent' AI would - at one point - phase-

out its' own destructive behavior. It is not logical to attack species by manipulation if she does not recognize the essence?

3/30/2020 1:44:16 AM q_is_not_a_larp Damn, you could be correct and I am guilty of forgetting about the victims who will surely need medical attention.

3/30/2020 1:45:21 AM jondoe50916061 Looking for Cool realestate . . . 

Ba rum pa thank you thank you thank you

3/30/2020 1:50:51 AM epkman Enablers...

Some just turned and looked the other way. 

Some knew what they were doing, and didn't care. 

And some knew it, and took it to a certain level of insanity.

⚖️#EachOneGuilty⚖🗽🇺🇸

3/30/2020 1:51:00 AM throwinbugs Here's a good read on who POTUS & the Q Team are fighting against. https://www.neonrevolt.com/2018/08/16/p-the-unseen-masters-of-all-qanon-

greatawakening-whoisp-illuminati-13bloodlines-payseur-springmeier/ …

3/30/2020 1:57:42 AM smmmote @TxGodmotherIII

3/30/2020 1:59:04 AM juliealberta Nope

3/30/2020 2:02:34 AM lightlove21121 Very true! 

More receptive than ever 🥰

3/30/2020 2:02:51 AM kidge6 Someone posted the patent for the cv today. It was a google docs link. I thot I bookmarked it. But not there.

3/30/2020 2:07:49 AM frymanmyloe  pic.twitter.com/K1Ks11bMz8

3/30/2020 2:11:10 AM the_tru_eapjr excuse me?

3/30/2020 2:17:27 AM the_tru_eapjr JE legend terminated.

the intelligence agent alive & well.

a hero to us all. 

key to the plan & without whom etc

falsely maligned

QAnon: ⚡We Are One

⚡#QWA1 👑 #trueQ 🦅
3/30/2020 2:21:11 AM aleoniea I always wondered what happens to the humanity of someone who takes the life of another...

3/30/2020 2:22:15 AM freedomfoever17 Nothing 😉

3/30/2020 2:22:36 AM berries3rdtry Patriots in control 

@miguelvias just resigned

3/30/2020 2:24:35 AM linacovfefe EMF meters are for sale online- they’re simple devices & simple to use



3/30/2020 2:25:30 AM nobody62354399 No his arrogance has proven this, I don't let others speak for me.

3/30/2020 2:26:19 AM starrystarryn18  pic.twitter.com/auizQjWSaW

3/30/2020 2:31:20 AM linacovfefe Television does that...

3/30/2020 2:34:10 AM amandak24006871 They seem to be running?  ....maybe from whitehats

3/30/2020 2:35:11 AM amandag23845410 That God wins! Complete trust in the plan! It's the home stretch! Stay strong and do not be lead astray!

3/30/2020 2:36:35 AM stephen66090574 I’ve been waiting for someone to drop in with this. I don’t own any but will say that SBI Japan employed a specialist General Manager of Blockchain 

who said they were backing it as it was his opinion that big blocks were the future. I’d say POS over POW is more efficient but 🤷♂️

3/30/2020 2:42:28 AM darrellupton1 Message over messenger. Should we resort back to standard messages using radio waves and binary code instead of sending messages via 

'messenger' that solely relies on internet / ai?

3/30/2020 2:44:45 AM satchidananda31 So, James Bond is like MK Ultra..

3/30/2020 2:46:02 AM unitedredwhite1 Message over messenger means glean information from any available source regardless of how one personally feels about said source. Okay - can do!  

BUT - added layer is 'be careful who you follow' so we DO have to consider whether the source has negative intentions.

3/30/2020 2:47:48 AM aschilliam Everyone is a Shill depending on the knowledge he has. 

Everyone is a gatekeeper depending on the Information he has.

3/30/2020 2:47:50 AM bubusmc I know No Name was there during the BO dressed up in Muslim garb holding an AK47 shooting at the USA flag photo shoot.

3/30/2020 2:50:06 AM monokrome You mean 72 Qbit?...

3/30/2020 2:50:15 AM rkgallant Because mcat is living in a low vibrational state of consciousness where he allows his ignorance to excuse hard and serious hard evidence before him.

3/30/2020 2:52:28 AM jeffleystaniel2  pic.twitter.com/T1UsVQ7rpZ

3/30/2020 2:52:59 AM ogmios1440 Hahaha, Mind control, mind penetration.  Tries over and over on me. Even the direct energy weapons cannot crack thru my head, I do not understand 

how they can control so many! 😎💔💔💔😎

3/30/2020 2:55:15 AM darrellupton1 My original take on this and after reading more of the above post again is that by adding for example 'quotes / annotations ' to your re-tweet or other 

shared information it gives it a personal touch and shows your thought trail which helps other people think for them selves

3/30/2020 2:55:19 AM brd369 Be mindful that you are not learning so much as remembering or accessing information that your IS-BE already knows. The Lens which information is 

passed through will affect you interpretation.  Therefore view the information from as many perspectives as possible

3/30/2020 2:55:37 AM kristy35075504 This doesn't pass the "sniff test"  Conflicts of interest AND KILLARY ties????  Gates is a globalist--and MORE!

3/30/2020 2:58:38 AM darrellupton1 But by no means must it be put over that it is anymore than just your opinion. 

Do our thoughts / comments have more effect on the outcomes than we actually realise?

3/30/2020 2:59:09 AM mustang95092821 This is what I get on search for stock pic.twitter.com/9JNznfmP66

3/30/2020 3:00:40 AM argozsmith That is so awesome!!

3/30/2020 3:05:28 AM 1vargascookie11 I am concerned that the arrests and disclosure will not be made.  humanity needs to know the truth!

3/30/2020 3:05:28 AM aetherwalker1 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 Here's a nice 'synchronicity' that I came upon.

CCR offical YT video  17M views

"Someone told me long ago, there's a calm before the storm.  I know, it's been comin' for some time."

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1V8YRJnr4Q …

3/30/2020 3:05:28 AM watmoetjeermee_  https://twitter.com/watmoetjeermee_/status/1244412557584207872?s=21 … pic.twitter.com/tx42JVimwx

3/30/2020 3:06:10 AM keith369me Perhaps they had a peek into the looking glass and they are trying to change their timeline?

3/30/2020 3:09:36 AM analyticsberry POW provides intrinsic value or quasi "gold" backing of the coin.  More costly, but infinitely more valuable.

3/30/2020 3:10:42 AM _sigel Love this p.o.v

My perspective on Batman changed a while ago

Imo he is institutional protection for the corrupt & wealthy

Joker is always taken down while trying to blow up the Bank or the Politicians

He rarely, if ever attacks the people 

Mainly corporations & Politicians

3/30/2020 3:12:05 AM adamalderson5 Ditto

3/30/2020 3:22:11 AM keith369me The ultimate substance for physical control and enslavement.

3/30/2020 3:23:00 AM keith369me I know what my intuition guides me to know.

3/30/2020 3:24:09 AM eyeonyouclowns Come for information, not a face, personality or ego.

3/30/2020 3:24:39 AM keith369me Don't know why I feel the need to share this here, but I do:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM3tCnLDPVw …  Message over Messenger, discern 

the portions that bring you truth.

3/30/2020 3:28:07 AM tillie71120939 I have been watching SG-1 in my spare time since recovering from my 6th back surgery. Is there specific episodes I should watch instead of just going 

through them in sequence from the beginning?

#QAnon

3/30/2020 3:29:04 AM tillie71120939 I have been watching SG-1 in my spare time since recovering from my 6th back surgery. Is there specific episodes I should watch instead of just going 

through them in sequence from the beginning?

#QAnon

3/30/2020 3:29:10 AM gingercash777 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majest is 

embedded in the scripts of movies. MI 6 / "M" / 00 Program / Her Majesty defines National Security as being p…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …

3/30/2020 3:29:54 AM lifemademe Hello, permit me to intrude 😊. I use @AtomicWallet to hold my $XRP. Atomic is a non-custodial, multi-cryptocurrency wallet. 

You can buy Crypto with your bank card on Atomic, Exchange, and stake Vet, Komodo, Neo, Ont, Cosmos and more. You don't need Kyc for basic 

services.

3/30/2020 3:30:38 AM qanonmichele11 You're not affiliated to the real Majestic 12. You need to say that, John.

3/30/2020 3:34:36 AM kidge6 Is this a matter of doing things in 3s 6s and 9s or is there more to it that we need to know? 

I can set my timers, activity durations, etc.

But not sure I understand how to read them. 

Gematria, I’m getting.

But, Sometimes I’ve seen you ‘borrow’ numbers when they’re duplicated?

3/30/2020 3:35:25 AM dying_democracy We're holding it as tight as Jim Acosta holds a microphone.

3/30/2020 3:35:37 AM g_strange This reminds me of Matthew 13:1-58, a little bit.

3/30/2020 3:37:45 AM thebearablebull 💪🏼

3/30/2020 3:37:59 AM brianan06364517 Try watching the first 2 seasons of Mission Impossible (1967-1973) and do the same "change the lens" perspective. Think of the heroes as villains 

(mirror) and it will blow your mind.

3/30/2020 3:38:58 AM the_tru_eapjr they did not all start on this earth. 2 have in recent times however. the cabal & the Nazis each created their own breakaway civilizations after WWII.

3/30/2020 3:39:48 AM kerstin_kube ‼️



3/30/2020 3:39:55 AM ajnalight HC

3/30/2020 3:40:40 AM realchindsight Bad people can be used to send good messages. Ultimately, one is only as honourable as the end game one has been kept from knowing.

3/30/2020 3:41:58 AM mgilliamavery Thank you. God bless America and the world. ❤️🇺🇸

3/30/2020 3:42:37 AM the_tru_eapjr Stargates are regularly used to travel between earth, Mars, the moon etc.

3/30/2020 3:43:24 AM tillie71120939 Mass meditation planned for April 4th -5 to assist ending #coronavirus on the planet & escalate #ASCENSION timeline!

PLEASE PLEASE RT this message to help get it out & to as many as possible!

 http://2012portal.blogspot.com/2020/03/ascension-timeline-end-of-coronavirus.html …

#coronavirusmeditation #massmeditation

3/30/2020 3:45:01 AM keith369me Appreciate your work...did you get the PDF?

3/30/2020 3:45:21 AM the_tru_eapjr the cabal take humans from earth for the Nazis to use as slaves on Mars & elsewhere (9/11 plane passengers & crew for example)

3/30/2020 3:45:39 AM mateuszwala MOM it's easy if it's your idea. For me is not so obvious how use it.

Planting seeds is easy but making them grow safely is harder.

We need put tremendous work.

Keep learning.

Deception over thousands years affects people. 

Fight for redo.
3/30/2020 3:46:04 AM therealjjtruth I care not for messengers. Only the message. That’s where they get u. Esp leftist. They think if they can kill the messenger, then it makes the message 

null and void. They did the same thing to Jesus. So I listen and research the messages and don’t care who it is.

3/30/2020 3:46:41 AM random2012756 Does that mean you?  The secret societies know that according to the law of free will you have to tell everyone what you are going to do before you do 

it.

3/30/2020 3:48:43 AM titansass Chile clap clap clap 👏🏾

3/30/2020 3:54:55 AM tabsinabox Imma watch ur channel when I get off work

3/30/2020 3:56:12 AM random2012756 Most blockbuster Hollywood movies going back some 40-50 years are Disclosure of events.  They had to tell you what they were doing according to the 

law of free and to seed it into the consciousness of the minions.

3/30/2020 3:57:50 AM wls_09 Stargate tv series.. Cheyenne Mountain. Protection, but also comms to let us know we are fighting a inter dimensional war. Majestic physical and 

metaphysical warfare. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 4:01:33 AM keyhreardeleh Apparently the first 2 seasons or so are accurate to some rumors, and I've watched up to around season 5 back in the day. And atlantis (good times!).

3/30/2020 4:02:34 AM redhawklady_6 I disagree. 

THIS is What’s Coming  ♾🦁♾

#Truth #Justice #WhoIsQ 🗝️✨ pic.twitter.com/w3p4vW0Mvr

3/30/2020 4:03:45 AM shelly_frye Reading

3/30/2020 4:04:47 AM 11charlie111 Ian Fleming, the author of “007” was a nefarious character and part of the cabal  https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2018-

featured-story-archive/ian-fleming-the-man-behind-the-most-famous-spy.html …

3/30/2020 4:07:21 AM electricuniver6 Watch.. Beyond Majestic... The movie. Then try to live.

3/30/2020 4:08:40 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to 

get a…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/30/2020 4:08:40 AM rosas7043 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/30/2020 4:09:27 AM splendorian1 It had to have been a planned hit otherwise there would be witnesses and surveillance footage.  Or the military arrived, extracted, tried and executed 

him without incident?

I don't understand why it was so necessary to kill him.

3/30/2020 4:10:37 AM pabsb77 👍🏼

3/30/2020 4:13:16 AM pabsb77 Hehe absolutely. Just wondering if it falls further over next couple turbulent weeks or remains at current levels 🤔 Guess we shall see

3/30/2020 4:21:41 AM 369_is Thanks @wickedmouse369

3/30/2020 4:22:04 AM lightprocess <3 5:5 <3

Resonation. Check! 😊

3/30/2020 4:25:16 AM bchparitynow Been waiting for this type of help or strategy to emerge, I wish I could get someone's help on how to break down their CNN programming.

3/30/2020 4:30:57 AM adsvel Money is an Energy of exchange and Energy is always changing forms freely. It depends of the consciousness of society what form will have this 

Energy, whether is gold, whether is diamonds, whether is unknown material yet. Demand is dictated by the market of this society.

3/30/2020 4:34:01 AM 369_is Have faith and persevere my brother!!! pic.twitter.com/f23x6HsjwZ

3/30/2020 4:36:37 AM 55talon5 I actually started reading about it a couple of years ago...

3/30/2020 4:39:12 AM 369_is  pic.twitter.com/158cuQXKcU

3/30/2020 4:41:56 AM iogedei My english is terrible but i follow u to figure out whats going on, pls explain what means MoM?

3/30/2020 4:42:59 AM adsvel Mining Asteroids... In the TV show "Expanse" they are projecting all spectrum of lifestyle of that society. They are projecting all problems between 

independent Earth, Mars and Asteroid Belt (miners) society. One of possibility how it would look like. I prefer mother Earth.😊

3/30/2020 4:46:19 AM qanonsunrise It's a highly prized, expensive to produce human bio product substance designed to increase longevity of cloned humans. They're typical lifespan is 

shorter than human birthed humans. AC grants them "immortality".

3/30/2020 4:49:54 AM robinreitsma1 Interesting that i was thinking about Vampires in popular culture a couple of days ago and wondering if they were a metaphor for this sick and twisted 

thing that they call government.

3/30/2020 4:50:46 AM shawnagrimm16 Happy Moonday. 444. pic.twitter.com/P9Bbi0Db7H

3/30/2020 4:50:46 AM the_tru_eapjr without validating the messenger, you run the risk of being dangerously misled by a bad actor. I agree with George Washington

3/30/2020 4:51:17 AM hawkgirlinmn Even in the covid situation, several friends have asked how and why to prep. I have been red-pilling and most often bringing them back a few years to 

understand this grassroots movement. They are awakening at break-neck speed. It’s been an amazing journey. Thank you MJ’s

3/30/2020 4:51:43 AM the_tru_eapjr George Washington was an American political leader, military general, statesman, and Founding Father who served as the first president of the United 

States from 1789 to 1797. Previously, he led Patriot forces to victory in the nation's War for Independence

3/30/2020 4:51:54 AM uxerper Doubt that gold will be used as the standard. 

Do you honestly think that if they went to a gold standard, you could walk in and exchange money for gold?

There isn't enough gold in the US for it's own citizens.

3/30/2020 4:54:17 AM perfectstorm24 ..."John Snow".

3/30/2020 4:54:33 AM robinreitsma1 Harry potter reference - JK Rowling novels later adapted for film first published in 1997, the same year Lady Diana Spencer, Later known as HRH Diana 

Princess of Wales passed away.

3/30/2020 4:54:33 AM shawnagrimm16 Sun Salutations 

Happy Moonday

3/30/2020 4:56:21 AM shawnagrimm16  pic.twitter.com/5wBpkoRRpD



3/30/2020 4:56:38 AM funmusicuk Bored at home I suggest you take alook at @Qanon76  & @StormIsUponUs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 & @JudicialWatch

3/30/2020 4:59:02 AM michelleswanne2 I’m new to this what does red pilling mean?

3/30/2020 4:59:51 AM jimmy74832016 It's pretty sick..

Can't imagine that kind of Evil.

3/30/2020 5:00:04 AM sdane8 Or he's a bot

3/30/2020 5:00:21 AM kidge6 the msg not always evident. The veracity  is not always something I can determine. So, the next thing is the credibility of the messenger wasn't it? I 

think 1 of u delineated this recently. I understand, diff mjs & different typists. That's okay 👌.

3/30/2020 5:00:38 AM burgersandra This is Disclosure.  TY.

3/30/2020 5:02:08 AM hawkgirlinmn Remember the movie the matrix? You can take the red pill and disco ver the truth, take the blue pill in live in your same reality.

3/30/2020 5:05:41 AM fansblowing3 Please no one take anything from Nazi Bill Gates

3/30/2020 5:10:12 AM cguardian40 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majestic 

technology is embedded…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …

3/30/2020 5:10:18 AM julka_369 😁

3/30/2020 5:14:03 AM relateddab Serious  question  ?! of how much trust  should I surrender blindly??    Anyone else remember nine eleven and manufacturing consent ;    Or what the 

climate of the country was like when Bush Jr actually stole and election 🗳 pic.twitter.com/8WsWK89IuT

3/30/2020 5:15:32 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/qD3LVWKjf3

3/30/2020 5:17:16 AM michelleswanne2 Thank you so much for the information 🥰!!

3/30/2020 5:19:42 AM fansblowing3 Rumors can be true or false.  You won’t know until you have personal evidence

3/30/2020 5:20:55 AM hawkgirlinmn Exodus 8:4. A little Bible humor? KEK! pic.twitter.com/L6IBK6kFnv

3/30/2020 5:22:29 AM trumpfore Wow, Mind bending info. Great work, Thanks!

3/30/2020 5:22:57 AM hawkgirlinmn No problem! Watch the Matrix and SO much terminology will start making sense. Like, “follow the white rabbit” which may have several meanings in 

this movement.

3/30/2020 5:23:35 AM sleepingnomore #WWG1WGA

3/30/2020 5:23:58 AM ivasby It's so relieving when you mentioned "WASHINGTON" instead of "our friend" you know who 😊 Keep it up..! 🇲🇨💖🇺🇸

3/30/2020 5:24:11 AM waifwyn Come on people.

This account is a bot.

Also, a liar.

3/30/2020 5:24:28 AM michelleswanne2 Thank you so much, I’m gonna watch it today

3/30/2020 5:24:47 AM wikijuliete Mass arrests

3/30/2020 5:25:59 AM julka_369 Intent, amplify, and manifest! 

The Best Is Yet To Come.😁❤️

3/30/2020 5:26:46 AM nocommunistusa So Wuhan manufacturing adrenochrome?

3/30/2020 5:26:57 AM hartkat4 Wow

3/30/2020 5:28:36 AM noneed2wakeme Never bought any cryptocurrency before but gave this a try. Used  http://Coinbase.com  because you could buy Ripple directly through them without 

having to buy bitcoin first. Figured it was worth the gamble investing at 17 cents.

3/30/2020 5:29:56 AM mycologyofmaga I like Spectre myself, it is about James Bond fighting the secret globalists.

3/30/2020 5:31:04 AM threadreaderapp Hola, please find the unroll here: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use it.… 

 https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244458568222412800.html …. Have a good day. 🤖

3/30/2020 5:32:55 AM dancandian "Anthropomorphizing the LIGHT consciousness within you that IS WHO YOU REALLY ARE discredits the accomplishment of your own LIGHT/Pure Love 

and separates your consciousness to your subconscious. This makes you vulnerable to be controlled. Introduce Dogma." @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 5:35:10 AM raisethevib369 BOT

3/30/2020 5:35:51 AM b_lievechildren Yes. pic.twitter.com/apjIOn9aFG

3/30/2020 5:37:30 AM rickythepatriot Agreed

3/30/2020 5:37:31 AM only1arminay Jeffrey?!

3/30/2020 5:39:21 AM ca11dmt Guys these ppl that did evil stuff were under control of a more evil entity. Any human being naturally grown would never want to kill. These ppl were 

taken over and I am so sorry they had thier life stolen from them in order to serve a et agenda

3/30/2020 5:40:33 AM april10521252 They will come around,  they need a place to admit they were fooled, it's brutal, embarrassing, some of them will hate themselves for contributing to 

the suppo6of those who rape, and eat babies.  This isn't easy, I was a 40 ish year old programmed kid in California,  my brain

3/30/2020 5:40:38 AM taitai78787 Adrenochrome - there is a reason more than 

❌ 800,000 ❌

...children go missing each year‼️

✅ read the comments above and below - more and more people know what this evil is all about 

🔥 DO YOU ⁉️🔥 pic.twitter.com/QiNii29iKe
3/30/2020 5:42:15 AM hawkgirlinmn Wonderland- V for Vendetta pic.twitter.com/itaICbsvmG

3/30/2020 5:43:13 AM state1union I think I get confused between the typists with MJ12. They’re all different with their style of communication and the way it can be perceived. In my 

mind one is in their 50’s with life’s wisdom to another that’s in their 20’s. This is what throws me off.

3/30/2020 5:43:48 AM april10521252 Couldn't believe what I had blocked out, what I allowed my child to access through her phone that watched her every move, because of peer pressure 

from other moms who I didn't realize were totally wacked it pedos and on adrenaline too. I thought I was shit for my past opiate

3/30/2020 5:45:02 AM jeshua13844699 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/30/2020 5:46:06 AM april10521252 Addiction,  yet didn't realize til the last 2 years, about 99% of my own family is wacked out too! I see moms giving teens xanax,  selling their kids for 

trips and plastic surgery,  and of course their anti aging products... using every home business to peddle their lies, get

3/30/2020 5:46:24 AM threadreaderapp Saluti, there is your unroll: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …. Enjoy :) 🤖

3/30/2020 5:47:16 AM gsusgod The Fruit of the Poisonous Tree

3/30/2020 5:47:23 AM april10521252 New recruits etc. One giant pyramid scheme,  it's bizarre and hard to believe 99% of "conspiracy theories" are actually 99% factual. Never shut the door 

on them, they will need you soon. Big hugs

3/30/2020 5:47:30 AM jessie_misty Starseeds activate!

3/30/2020 5:48:02 AM nocommunistusa Yes I’ve seen this. Wow Wuhan = Disturbing 😲

3/30/2020 5:48:17 AM taitai78787  https://twitter.com/entheosshines/status/1225954635892035584?s=21 …

3/30/2020 5:48:20 AM street_bandito i dont understand shit

3/30/2020 5:49:36 AM jballz1021 The last 3 or 4 tweets are actually good advice. Challenging what you KNOW is vital to your journey. If that list is long, you are deluding yourself. If it 

contains specifics, you are limiting and spreading yourself too thin at the same time.

3/30/2020 5:50:21 AM street_bandito what ? "shares" ?!?! you think crypto is stock ?!?!? jesus Christ!



3/30/2020 6:00:37 AM street_bandito -just to set things clear if you have your crypto on a hardware wallet it can't be hacked

 -you dont buy "shares" you buy the actual crypto

-XRP is btc 2.0, its faster, cheaper & more secure 

-XRP has the potential to hit $10k per coin

-XRP is like btc back in 2012
3/30/2020 6:01:38 AM frazer74855086 🌞

3/30/2020 6:01:58 AM skeye_watching Our Creator gave us 7 universal laws.  Ppl chose to ignore the Creator because they didn't like his laws. 

We were given the precious gift of free will & with that, we get to live with our choices.

3/30/2020 6:12:53 AM mustang95092821 He is dead. Necessary ?  How bout you explain wtf you mean. It’s quite ridiculous that people think U have inside info. All I ever see are insinuations.  

Then nothing.  It’s kind of like aliens live amongst us.  How about you post something with substance and explain  NECESSARY

3/30/2020 6:19:29 AM maop17559588 En Colombia, paramilitar, guerrilla, bandas criminales, narcotráfico... es absurdo

3/30/2020 6:21:21 AM v_rags Put snow under that vehicle then we’re talking! 💥💥💥 pic.twitter.com/ZQZ4Sy5vgB

3/30/2020 6:22:10 AM char06725251  pic.twitter.com/nOy6iRan9U

3/30/2020 6:22:25 AM theghost6969 andrew bond is the father I think not brother

3/30/2020 6:23:05 AM shawnagrimm16 Bawaahaha

3/30/2020 6:23:06 AM jonniejames444 Why does this pic in the fall of the cabal look just like China’s 5G?research truth always.. pic.twitter.com/uNewFmsjt3

3/30/2020 6:23:21 AM disfellocated So you’re saying we can change the world by quoting  movies?

...

Say no more! I was made for this! pic.twitter.com/ffXnTwHghR

3/30/2020 6:23:24 AM jessicapost17 Show me the flight log with his name on it

3/30/2020 6:25:03 AM lindsayw959 Oh yes, and for that I am so grateful!!

3/30/2020 6:31:01 AM relic_young Hydroxychloroquine can stop it. You're so stupid!

3/30/2020 6:31:33 AM mollybr25896098  pic.twitter.com/mzxF8gmFS5

3/30/2020 6:32:54 AM wcreager4 Never invested in anything of sort. If I wanted to where do I go to do it?

3/30/2020 6:41:40 AM rob67_ You think this twitter goes back to the original Majic 12, they are the ones hide the truth not reveal it. MJ-12 was a secret designed to keep secrets.

3/30/2020 6:44:39 AM iceni_rising From a blog of mine pic.twitter.com/61swirJU8Y

3/30/2020 6:50:22 AM mgray72531386 Don’t worry about that date. Today is what matters. You are safe. Focus on you and your family. Today. Tomorrow will take care of itself. Focus on the 

🎁.

3/30/2020 6:53:07 AM ts_sci_majic12 Some data has meaning.

Other data may be Questionable. pic.twitter.com/jYnwnoeLsU

3/30/2020 6:54:38 AM covertress Will attempts be made to alter the 2020 election data?

3/30/2020 6:55:36 AM addyb6312 Indeed.....

3/30/2020 6:55:39 AM rick_hernandez I’m reading this like the numbers in blue counties may be skewed high. Likely on purpose for a variety of reasons.

3/30/2020 6:56:25 AM txmom1776 False reporting from the Never Trumpers? Disgusting but not surprising.

3/30/2020 6:56:29 AM rick_hernandez They are already pushing vote by mail for everyone because of CV.

3/30/2020 6:56:54 AM 4albradley Blue state Governors blocking the use of the treatment to help is about protecting people.  Protecting their power is really what they are doing

3/30/2020 6:58:31 AM sharong73376199 It is why approximately 2,000 children go missing in just this country EACH DAY.

3/30/2020 6:58:31 AM turk_215 I did and they ALL think I should be 302d. Ur gonna need to speed this up. #WWG1WGA #RobinEggBlue

3/30/2020 6:58:39 AM state1union What do you mean?

3/30/2020 6:58:42 AM monsoon82669160 I call BS

3/30/2020 6:58:55 AM covertress I'm still in twitmo and can't like your post 😆

3/30/2020 6:59:03 AM ts_sci_majic12 Use this #Quarantine lock down to educate your family over what the public schools are trying to push onto your children.

Grooming them for predators.

Message over Messenger https://youtu.be/PTidKvwrSxE 

3/30/2020 7:00:04 AM ts_sci_majic12 Yes

3/30/2020 7:00:26 AM tucson_ron Get out of the basement and go for a walk. You'll see the hundreds of resilient people out there who are fighting darkness and are part of the solution.

3/30/2020 7:00:46 AM roxtowner May have more meaning than you’d think. NY&NYC? They did nothing, worse they denied it was real&told people to ignore @POTUS warnings.

Counties Hillary won are most likely Dem led. Dems destroy everything they touch.

Rep, not perfect but better.

Chart validates: VOTE 4 @POTUS

3/30/2020 7:00:57 AM rick_hernandez 😂

3/30/2020 7:01:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Do yourself a favor and consider the following: #TheLockdown #MondayMotivaton #QAnon 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244512941451423745 …

3/30/2020 7:01:59 AM 4albradley That’s possible only to those that are woke.  The education system is designed to train kids to respond like animals reward desired behavior.  Eliminate 

Free Will and thought from them entirely.  Education is the problem and solution

3/30/2020 7:02:19 AM eastcoasterik 33

3/30/2020 7:02:28 AM iceni_rising  pic.twitter.com/6EjXYy3kZj

3/30/2020 7:02:49 AM paytonpatriot Does this data represent something more rather than more public dense counties voted blue?

3/30/2020 7:02:58 AM emily_sutej When will the lockdown happen?

3/30/2020 7:03:05 AM ts_sci_majic12 Demand that @Twitter and @TwitterSupport disengage censoring the @USNationalGuard! pic.twitter.com/tG4M2CtaUS

3/30/2020 7:03:23 AM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/30/2020 7:03:43 AM munkeypilot 👉🏼🇺🇸👈🏼

3/30/2020 7:03:51 AM txmom1776 It doesn't make sense that blue counties just happen to have so many more cases. They have to be reporting incorrectly in an effort to hurt Trump.

3/30/2020 7:04:09 AM cormieredcclare @Jack Stop playing #NAZI

3/30/2020 7:04:48 AM bibibobibox Hard reset!

3/30/2020 7:04:54 AM nea_storm and Snow Tracks, in that case you may prefer Humdinga's Military versions! Oh La, La 😍😍😍 These Diamonds are a true Lady's best Friend: I AM 

melting! Ok now you All know I AM also slightly nutz ... So?🤭🤭🤭🙃😆😇 Stand Clear!

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i5dxwndJgw … pic.twitter.com/X1iD0GyAdI

3/30/2020 7:05:06 AM latammarca Lesson to children: Markets means Cartels.



3/30/2020 7:05:21 AM state1union Maybe that’s cover for arrests

3/30/2020 7:05:30 AM clearandprezent Very. Important. Point.

3/30/2020 7:06:02 AM 4albradley 🤬🤬🤬Stop this censorship immediately.   Do not say it was an algorithm.  We are aware of the targeted material and it’s anything that doesn’t 

support the liberal agenda.

3/30/2020 7:06:04 AM tbonzz_ unbelievable. 😠

3/30/2020 7:06:36 AM txmom1776 True! Something is very wrong here. Why can't everyone see it?????

3/30/2020 7:06:49 AM jasonst25329772 all her counties are in socialist leaning sanctuary cities with HUGE homeless populations, is that a coincidence?

3/30/2020 7:06:52 AM postelleallyson 6) ...happened. The Nordics had given me a post hypnotic suggestion that I would remember when I was 40, if I wanted 2. & that’s what happened in 

2000. Now, I’m about 2 turn 60 & still wondering wtf??? This is just a summary of part of what happened. Not even 10%. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 7:06:56 AM finlay4als Exactly! President Trump Decode: The Evil Bastard Pedophiles, Queenie & her besties, shall pay the price for Meghan & Harry’s security protection.  

You know, all the monies that will be taken away from [them] will assure that Meghan and Harry are safe & comfy here in the USA🙏🏼 

pic.twitter.com/sErzD879uE

3/30/2020 7:07:01 AM justice4kids000 Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majest is 

embedded in the scripts of movies. MI 6 / "M" / 00 Program / Her Majesty defines National Security as being p…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …

3/30/2020 7:07:17 AM covertress Twitter functionality is getting ridiculous.

3/30/2020 7:07:29 AM postelleallyson @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Kabamur_Taygeta https://twitter.com/postelleallyson/status/1244622047709474816 …

3/30/2020 7:08:01 AM dironablu2u Damn amateurs.

Billionaires just farm the kids.

It's less steps.

#CorporateLivesMatter

3/30/2020 7:08:09 AM seekerseon There is no evil wtf u talking about

3/30/2020 7:08:42 AM iceni_rising And in Dark Knight pic.twitter.com/GB3gMQwDQv

3/30/2020 7:08:54 AM skeye_watching 12 ppl are in a trap.

I give those ppl a message that has double meaning.

Those 12 ppl are told to think for themselves.

One meaning could get them out of the trap.

One meaning could get them killed.

How many do you suppose will die?

 Why would I not be direct, when lives matter?

3/30/2020 7:10:33 AM charitable_fury How odd...I SEE it just fine: pic.twitter.com/3STe06XHHE

3/30/2020 7:10:52 AM ntlscubadive The more you know the more you know you really dont know

3/30/2020 7:11:12 AM cedc2274733247e Thank you for posting this.we can all learn and practice from this.

3/30/2020 7:11:57 AM 2mgroundhogdays Thanks for the comms, asymmetric warfare!!

3/30/2020 7:12:24 AM seekerseon It was all public before u release...

3/30/2020 7:13:18 AM cguardian40 Stop with the craziness, don’t censor!!!

The truth will set us free

3/30/2020 7:14:47 AM chew_soap You just want a legion. You do not foster intelligence and independence. We have no reason to trust you or the government while you install 5G and 

it’s ultimate prophecy of a full surveillance state.

3/30/2020 7:14:49 AM state1union Let the hospitals be empty, show the video but everyone will say it’s because their at home quarantined lol. Who cares the truth is coming out. Cabal 

injects Adrenochrome and are pedophiles. Time for arrests pic.twitter.com/OwoUXTHuNx

3/30/2020 7:16:38 AM chew_soap You are but a master of disguise. But we see you!

3/30/2020 7:17:30 AM 14479 You'd figure that more cases would be in Trump areas to make him look bad

3/30/2020 7:18:02 AM justice8882 Does murder and losing part of your soul apply to soldiers that we sent into war in the middle east and other places?

3/30/2020 7:18:04 AM vexed761 If you don’t trust the messenger you won’t get the message even if it’s true.

3/30/2020 7:18:10 AM eo_swan Haha.  MJ 12 trolling with a screenshot.

3/30/2020 7:18:45 AM vexed761 #Jesus is all I got.

3/30/2020 7:19:33 AM by369surrounded There's some major power of 369 going on here as well.

3/30/2020 7:19:41 AM s223s223 Pedowood and Walt33 

Indoctrination of the youth/these people are sick!

There is still time to warn others

🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯🎯 over the target.

3/30/2020 7:19:49 AM reece1s Me too. 👍

3/30/2020 7:20:14 AM eo_swan So @AustinSteinbart is weird computer guy, who is bond?  

And why dont people talk more about the teue royal family? pic.twitter.com/Yfb5elD7sE

3/30/2020 7:20:33 AM son71_jax @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

EXODUS 8:4

#Biblical pic.twitter.com/p9ER1JMKrF

3/30/2020 7:21:08 AM militantnurse Me 2. They love CNN & Bono &think I hate america 4 questioning 9/11. Skyfall isn't going to wake them.The idea that truth gets dropped in front of 

their faces in movies would be preposterous. But I always try to pluck a thorn & plant a flower where I think one will grow

3/30/2020 7:21:26 AM kindeandtrue Trump Administration covered Epstein as well. Trump's longtime association with Epstein is very suspicious.

3/30/2020 7:21:28 AM reece1s The swamp is doing their best to make POTUS look bad and this is their way of getting their hands on more 💰💰.🤔

3/30/2020 7:22:31 AM militantnurse They will get it eventually. Always pluck a thorn and plant a flower when you can, even just the little things. Start small and aim low with easily 

digestible truth nuggets.

3/30/2020 7:23:51 AM n7guardiananon perception changes as consciousness expands. https://youtu.be/gvH4m1A8zko 

3/30/2020 7:24:54 AM kindeandtrue Why didn't Trump immediately shut down the CIA and the US Dept of State (USAID)? It seems like it's still business as usual in those agencies.

3/30/2020 7:25:21 AM state1union Thank you 😊

3/30/2020 7:25:55 AM jojoe12299 What I can extrapolate: the counties are Clinton(urban, densely populated) the perfect breeding grounds for a virus to take hold & spread easily, 

quickly. Trump(more rural less populated) harder for a virus to spread quickly/as prevalently due to less people spread further apart.

3/30/2020 7:26:40 AM n7guardiananon Thank You 😊

3/30/2020 7:26:51 AM mz_nubbie They showed up the same day as Hanks, the comfort n mercy.

3/30/2020 7:28:03 AM jojoe12299 So this validates what we are being told about this virus & it's characteristics. For me.

3/30/2020 7:28:46 AM gnagroh So many listen but do not hear! 😔

3/30/2020 7:30:23 AM amandak24006871 Ohhh well spotted!

3/30/2020 7:31:49 AM covertress  https://twitter.com/Inevitable_ET/status/1244628859305234450?s=20 …

3/30/2020 7:31:58 AM michaeldee1111 Where is the neutral button? I'm withholding judgement at the current time.

3/30/2020 7:32:10 AM atashfire Fake news can't use that excuse anymore.



3/30/2020 7:33:08 AM johngal83864828 Her s proof of the 80-20 rule of swamp cleaning. 

Hit spot areas like NYC and LA are also more pop sense and more likely to see close human socialization and thus infection. But still interesting. 

pic.twitter.com/Zs3b7aabmV

3/30/2020 7:33:22 AM keith369me Thank you

3/30/2020 7:33:23 AM bibibobibox How download the Majestic account?  MKTwitter doesn't work anymore!

3/30/2020 7:33:44 AM goldbransondrew Lol. Yup

3/30/2020 7:36:24 AM lgbtintp Not sure I buy that...

3/30/2020 7:37:28 AM noneed2wakeme No problems seeing it here.

3/30/2020 7:38:58 AM doiselori There is so much shungite out there, and some is not real. Do you have a link to a good company that you know works? Also, have you double checked 

with a home meter? The last time I bought something that was supposed to stop this, it didn’t change any readings in my home

3/30/2020 7:39:43 AM cguardian40 Thank you

3/30/2020 7:40:06 AM fansblowing3 Because Dems are being instructed to exaggerate to try to keep the shut down going to crash our economy

3/30/2020 7:41:04 AM n7guardiananon That the one where M dies???

3/30/2020 7:41:13 AM acdaddiopatio I think that’s just proof that this is hitting the big cities where people live on top of each other suburban areas are not being impacted nearly as bad 

that’s the Trump base

3/30/2020 7:41:47 AM diormedes the source

3/30/2020 7:42:58 AM silver_cobalt Not for long!

3/30/2020 7:43:16 AM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/pKTqooXPSd

3/30/2020 7:43:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger

3/30/2020 7:43:50 AM freestateojones That particular tweet is no longer censored, nor are any since then.

3/30/2020 7:44:22 AM jane20315275 LOVE IT!

3/30/2020 7:45:24 AM doiselori  pic.twitter.com/CqxWqQbm3h

3/30/2020 7:46:07 AM kristennicolnd Where did this come from?

3/30/2020 7:46:46 AM shark97593807 Hahahahah king pimp

3/30/2020 7:47:08 AM kl_ljustice The timezone here tells me your location is either a clue for O'Shaughnessy or your message is... ? I'm hip to the rotation of Earth and frequencies,  

along with the June pitch. So, we will be under the "Old Irish Blessing" soon?

3/30/2020 7:49:01 AM doiselori Yes I hear it too. Gives me headaches as well

3/30/2020 7:49:10 AM munkeypilot Specialty store?....or Amazon?

3/30/2020 7:49:51 AM doiselori I hope it’s not the silent enemy he is talking about

3/30/2020 7:49:56 AM seeker17truth  pic.twitter.com/AeulR0ZguY

3/30/2020 7:52:13 AM nea_storm Yes! Protecting the "Constructive" Alive Sovereign national lest people get confused has ZERO to do with Protecting any [Evil]: To be Perfectly Clear! Oh 

& they certainly do Protect! Few have any idea: God Bless, Keep & Protect All Whom Serve & Loved Ones & Constructive people🧡 

pic.twitter.com/Aacm9rM7Mo

3/30/2020 7:52:54 AM doiselori Look up GQ ELectronics. They are available at that website, Walmart, many stores. This is my second one and I really like it. It had high reviews and it 

hasn’t let me down yet. Every day I have checked and have had normal readings except yesterday and today.

3/30/2020 7:53:14 AM julie61115258 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/30/2020 7:53:23 AM v_rags My father had a 4 wheeler. As you know they live in the country and always loved riding it on the dirt roads there.  I have had a few incidents like This. 

😅😅😅 pic.twitter.com/WYypOWLPEB

3/30/2020 7:53:54 AM django1202 The truth is you don't know if Austin Steinbart is who he says he is or not. Keep your mind open to all possibilities.

3/30/2020 7:54:08 AM shawnagrimm16 Giddy up

3/30/2020 7:56:26 AM v_rags Yes! 😄😄😄 pic.twitter.com/2GXMXjlmjU

3/30/2020 7:56:33 AM chrisfr95077410 I know “The Plan” is working perfectly.

3/30/2020 7:59:24 AM nea_storm Hilarious! 😃😆😂That's Great! Mine have been the four Legged variety!🤣😂🤣

Good Times!😃😆😉 pic.twitter.com/wsLZ5RgSst

3/30/2020 8:00:04 AM threadreaderapp Hello, the unroll you asked for: Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to 

get a…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …. See you soon. 🤖

3/30/2020 8:00:21 AM realjamescorney No outside comms LARP

3/30/2020 8:00:24 AM yourstr05411794 I'm tired of the know it all people ... especially those who hi-jacked Q speak. Don't tell me to "think". More than likely, I was "thinking" before you were 

born. 

Austin Steinbart threw a wrench in people's perception of Q. 😂 personally never focused on who Q is. Just comms.

3/30/2020 8:01:34 AM jaxtell87649907 Jon-Jon is your Dad?  He had children?

3/30/2020 8:01:38 AM cathydarlene1  pic.twitter.com/nt7OinipcP

3/30/2020 8:02:51 AM state1union You all are Amazing 😉 it’s true 🥰.

3/30/2020 8:03:03 AM tanktank19k I bought 6k worth because it's will be shooting up in price very soon

3/30/2020 8:03:06 AM giediknight Watch Westworld: Season 3, Episode 3 The Absence Of Field then read this @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 thread. It will all make sense.  

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244458568222412800 …

3/30/2020 8:03:21 AM robinshawn yeah because most of there cases are fake

3/30/2020 8:04:18 AM xrpbrainstorm That's not what I said.

3/30/2020 8:04:56 AM homemakerwanda Transfer of migrants into Western nations was tactic to normalize harm to vulnerable (trusting) young women. Fundamental/religious culture 

differences in ME and SAmerica regarding protection of young women brought wave of crimes, muddied waters & overwhelmed LEOs. Fog of war. 😣

3/30/2020 8:06:29 AM laurabusse Thank you my friend

I see you

See with an open eye

See love and truth

Did I get it right?

Icelandic

(Not Norwegian as I first thought)

Thanks to Google translate ☺👍
3/30/2020 8:06:58 AM section21psyops I got a little something James Bond uses.

It stops Corona! https://twitter.com/Section21PsyOPS/status/1243991095849164801?s=19 …

3/30/2020 8:08:39 AM truthfulbadger how can you censor the national guard of all things?

bring em all down i say

3/30/2020 8:08:41 AM keith369me The obvious, rural vs city.  If we’re talking mass arrests, equally as obvious by turning on the TELL-LIE-VISION

3/30/2020 8:09:01 AM swick73 I have been teaching my daughter these things since elementary.  She’s fully aware today...👊

3/30/2020 8:09:03 AM uxerper I hear you, but I don't think xrp will be back by gold.

3/30/2020 8:10:00 AM keith369me God bless the parents of young ones today.  So many additional pitfalls to navigate with so little information

3/30/2020 8:11:10 AM n7guardiananon 💖💖💖



3/30/2020 8:11:43 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/Ow2niZufcl

3/30/2020 8:12:11 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/aUC4CUbHVR

3/30/2020 8:12:21 AM socraticanon Q reposted no outside comms.

Meaning Steintwerp is not Q.

3/30/2020 8:12:47 AM fuknutz  pic.twitter.com/QOdSsRs2JH

3/30/2020 8:13:11 AM munkeypilot I'm researching now...that model the most bang for the buck?

3/30/2020 8:13:26 AM state1union 🙏🙏🙏 time to meditate

3/30/2020 8:13:38 AM socraticanon Q posted no outside comms. Again.

Steintwerp is not Q.

3/30/2020 8:14:42 AM laurabusse Wise advice ❤️

3/30/2020 8:15:11 AM char06725251 I live in a Trump County. we had 4 cases. all left hospital.

3/30/2020 8:16:10 AM nurseniceyes This is not true. Many different circumstances can contribute to a split. Some have nothing to do with murder.. Some have to do with birth as well.

3/30/2020 8:16:16 AM xrpbrainstorm Fair enough... I know it will be.

3/30/2020 8:17:48 AM doiselori Thank you! this is exactly what I’m hearing!!!

3/30/2020 8:18:56 AM laurabusse I tried to tell my husband last night about the 3 days of no phone or Internet

The look on his face said he wanted to pat me on the head and say

Sure sweetheart sure it is

Then he said something snarky

I give up

I truly surrender to this process

He will learn what he...
3/30/2020 8:19:31 AM laurabusse ... needs to learn when he needs to learn it

Meanwhile we will continue to talk about other things

I love him with all my heart

3/30/2020 8:21:14 AM laurabusse Wilcock said it could start today

Or in like about a week

3/30/2020 8:21:39 AM cathydarlene1 Is there a delay?

3/30/2020 8:23:50 AM hawkgirlinmn Docked at Pier 90, Qdrop 3900, photo names 90.jpg. The power of 3,6,9 is real and at work. #Majestic #Powerof369 #ItsHappening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/anopiner/status/1244639981731282947 …

3/30/2020 8:24:01 AM qcanuck Cuba

3/30/2020 8:24:30 AM tablooms I believe he is alive #EpsteinIsAlive

3/30/2020 8:24:31 AM laurabusse LOL

Love this

3/30/2020 8:24:51 AM truth939 Yep I watched his stream last night.  We'll see how reliable his sources are!

3/30/2020 8:26:50 AM ts_sci_majic12 Message over messenger!

Be careful who you follow.

3/30/2020 8:27:25 AM jjhobbs3 Either a conspiracy of fake news or Hillary had the big cities in the bag..

3/30/2020 8:27:27 AM animaldesatado Q said 10 days of darkness in April 🙄

3/30/2020 8:27:33 AM truth939 5:5

3/30/2020 8:27:59 AM bmj240768 Magic trick distraction away from the bad press covering pedo Prince Andrew. So watch this hand Harry/Meghan & don't look at the other pedo Prince 

Andrew.

3/30/2020 8:28:10 AM laurabusse Very well said!

3/30/2020 8:28:22 AM yourstr05411794 Tired of the infighting. It has been going on since 2017 discovery of Q. 

Let the chips fall where they may. Most of all, everyone will be accountable for their part. Good actors and bad actors. No one gets a Grammy this time.

3/30/2020 8:29:34 AM zagnett  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rBzwJ8iTJs …

In case anyone needs a refresher about "Michele4Canada" & related accounts. 👀🧻🚽

3/30/2020 8:29:52 AM topherj83 Isn't this Quantum Computing? Gather all info no matter where it comes from, decimate, filter, check, recheck, learn, store, learn more.....this is how 

the future is molded....like a time machine.

Like the "who said this" memes..opinion changes a lot of preceptions.

3/30/2020 8:29:57 AM sinister_al Nobody cares

3/30/2020 8:30:15 AM positively303 I believe it’s 10 days of darkness. pic.twitter.com/ScN7EN9dWX

3/30/2020 8:31:58 AM topherj83 Each conciousness is a parellel dimension, a reality to you, maybe different to the person next to you....yet truths are truths...common denominators. 

Markers

3/30/2020 8:32:01 AM hawkgirlinmn The power of 3,6,9 is real. #Powerof369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/hawkgirlinmn/status/1244648359723483137 …

3/30/2020 8:32:06 AM mdaggs Thank u!  🙏🏻❤️

3/30/2020 8:32:06 AM unitedredwhite1 Do you see how that's somewhat contradictory? Like it's okay to read/listen to anyone but be afraid of possible consequences of who.

3/30/2020 8:32:39 AM nostradachris If the messenger is deliberate deceiver

3/30/2020 8:32:43 AM fansblowing3 I just bought some on Coinbase as well.  Good luck to us 👍

3/30/2020 8:32:48 AM curvybucket26 Pull the plug on Alice

3/30/2020 8:33:02 AM ts_sci_majic12 Are you paying attention?

The CHINA Virus.

Message over Messenger. pic.twitter.com/2NIleNfgUk

3/30/2020 8:33:30 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/IePf8lD87v

3/30/2020 8:33:34 AM laurabusse Really good question!

3/30/2020 8:34:17 AM bmj240768 Harry is not really family. Diana son to another man James Hewitt therefore not part of royal bloodline, expendable? pic.twitter.com/KhEDdn2s0Q

3/30/2020 8:34:17 AM adiobox USs comfort really in NY as a cover. We r in this TO GET HER?

3/30/2020 8:34:52 AM earth2nissy Beyond Earth Space Travel is to come 🙏🌠🌟🌞

3/30/2020 8:35:20 AM doiselori I think so, however, there are some really expensive ones out there that are probably more accurate. If you can afford it, go with a good one



3/30/2020 8:36:17 AM laurabusse The way I see it

Most of us are helpless to do anything except pray

Most of us are not in the military

Most of us don't work for the government

Sure we can call or write our congressman

If that would even do anything

Especially if they were Dems

But trust the plan tells...
3/30/2020 8:36:39 AM graphicda  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1241699812052959232.html …

3/30/2020 8:37:01 AM doiselori I was reading an article and it said the cheaper ones may not be picking up the even higher frequencies. In other words, the number I am reading may 

be lower than reality.

3/30/2020 8:37:07 AM snowwhitelife2 this is a great website if you are interested. https://soundhealthoptions.com/corona-a-different-approach-summary-and-solution-2/ …

3/30/2020 8:37:31 AM jojoe12299 … https://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/adrenochrome 

3/30/2020 8:37:31 AM medicine_man_22 You haven't read the docs they revealed

3/30/2020 8:37:49 AM eo_swan From Nothingness comes nothing, to nothingness nothing shall return.

3/30/2020 8:38:05 AM kindeandtrue How much you wanna bet it's really the CIA/MOSSAD/AIPAC Virus?

3/30/2020 8:38:44 AM qatsun61  https://www.amazon.it/Adrenochrome-Jordan-Monaghan/dp/B07DKSXFRK …

3/30/2020 8:38:45 AM laurabusse ...me that there is something bigger than most of us that is happening

We need to know the sick truth

So that we can support the plan energetically

There's only so much we can do

I see my job

As a chronically ill person

As meditating to connect with higher consciousness

And...
3/30/2020 8:38:50 AM qbeanzz Nope do you? I'm guessing the flu virus

3/30/2020 8:39:43 AM keith369me Was the Adrenochrome Labs vaping company an attempt to proliferate usage and discourage identifying cabal scum?

3/30/2020 8:40:25 AM yourstr05411794 That's a hell of an expensive cover!

3/30/2020 8:40:46 AM torsk19 Truth is the only weapon they cannot buy. They have spent enormous resources to cover it up though. Good thing there are still priceless people out 

there.

3/30/2020 8:40:50 AM jimhayzlett Thank you Shawna.  Would be nice for MJ to end all mind control n proceed w full disclosure to Humanity, but secret society ego won’t allow😇

3/30/2020 8:41:02 AM darkestdisarray Q also said disinformation is necessary

3/30/2020 8:41:10 AM laurabusse ...then anchoring that peace and love into the Earth and radiating it out to others as much as possible

I've been doing this about ten years

I know it makes a difference within me

And my hope is that it somehow helps others to more easily access the peace and love already within

3/30/2020 8:41:23 AM ewolsj They love Our Children pic.twitter.com/Zp1ElfYl1h

3/30/2020 8:41:26 AM eo_swan Like in Lock and Key, some people are born with the gift; those people can be  attacked by proxy but "evil" cannot directly harm or take from them 

what it wants.  They must relinquish it willingly, even if falsley tricked, they must still chose to relinquish.

3/30/2020 8:41:42 AM mongrelglory I don't think they needed the looking glass to see the writing on the wall. 😎

3/30/2020 8:42:11 AM perfectkass It is because the URBAN high population cities NY, SEATTLE, SAN DIEGO, LOS ANGLES, SAN FRANCISCO typically vote Democrat... virus will spread 

faster in high population centers... That is why

3/30/2020 8:42:16 AM state1union Thank God!

3/30/2020 8:42:17 AM adiobox Theres a disconnect... between the news and the q community. The world is faced w a pandemic but q ppl say there is a round up happening.

3/30/2020 8:42:32 AM keegansthoughts I have to say this whole "message over messenger" advice is not a good way to get to truth. Regardless of the message, a messenger can have unseen 

motivation that is not obvious and not in your best interest. Be careful WHO you follow. There can be truth in DECEPTION.

3/30/2020 8:42:37 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:42:48 AM tanktank19k 5:5 

Wilcock has been in the alternative reality game for quite some time.. Here is my problem with David Wilcock..  He works with Corey Goode which is 

how exposed for being a fraud and sue happy... The dude thinks he knows exactly what's going on by just throwing out information

3/30/2020 8:42:53 AM sharidean996 🙋♀️ https://twitter.com/ShariDean996/status/1058135963472400384?s=19 …

3/30/2020 8:42:58 AM wickedmouse369 Majestic 12 Twitter Backup - July 2017 - March 2020 - PDF https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:43:07 AM mcnab_brandon Trust yourself!😇💚

3/30/2020 8:43:28 AM tanktank19k Always think for your self and don't blindly follow people ego "act" like they know all the answers

3/30/2020 8:43:39 AM qatsun61  https://italian.alibaba.com/product-detail/hot-selling-human-adrenochrome-cas-69-81-8-in-stock-with-best-price-

62525671503.html?spm=a2700.8699010.normalList.1.72f36a6bPClTmh …

3/30/2020 8:44:02 AM fallorsesh I now know this account is a LARP due to its support and propping up of proven LARPs..  yet no one else. Almost every account/personality this account 

has specifically called out are all confirmed bullshit

3/30/2020 8:44:09 AM oneperspective6 The long document (612 pages I think) that I have been devouring has magically disappeared from my downloads.  Can you or someone who knows the 

document I'm referring to please send me a DM link?  Thanks.

3/30/2020 8:44:13 AM laurabusse No...

Ignore the messenger

Look at the words

See how the words resonate within

When I'm scrolling through Twitter

I'll read a tweet

Not sure if I like it

Then see who tweeted it

And if I like the tweeter

Then I'll often like the tweet

This goes against

Message over messenger!!!
3/30/2020 8:44:36 AM the_realtruth18 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Fact or Fiction?

 https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=917807915335801&id=100013198037551 …

Please watch

3/30/2020 8:45:44 AM shawnagrimm16 Gratitude. I will keep repeating. Knowing full well Cognitive Dissonance keeps people in ignorant bliss. Enlightenment is neither Spiritual or 

Comfortable. Ieye do not see with my eyes.



3/30/2020 8:45:48 AM xxmemebotxx This is a real dank meme! I'd r8 8/8 m8! RT @lynnhackett50: RT @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: You hold the power.

MEME MEME MEME.

Exodus 8:4

You know what they do.

Now browse their works and apply a perspective sh…

3/30/2020 8:46:06 AM winklerburke Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majest is 

embedded in the scripts of movies. MI 6 / "M" / 00 Program / Her Majesty defines National Security as being p…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …

3/30/2020 8:46:52 AM torsk19 Good point. THEY have used the fight or flight response to deliver their lies more easily, when critical thinking is at is weakest. 

Resistance to the truth is also lowered in panic mode even if the immidiate response is something else.

3/30/2020 8:47:15 AM terran_sol John? Do you have proof of the account holders identity? If so please post.

3/30/2020 8:47:30 AM laurabusse Meditate

Set intention to raise consciousness

Connect directly with

Source

Your IS

God

The universe

Infinite consciousness

Whatever you want to call it

Whatever you want will eventually come to you

If you allow it

Therefore over time you'll raise your consciousness

By going w/in
3/30/2020 8:47:39 AM oneperspective6 Yay!!!  Been asking for this! Thanks!

3/30/2020 8:48:17 AM keith369me Thank you so much @wickedmouse369 ...@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 followers, download OFFLINE!!!  RETWEET  

https://twitter.com/wickedmouse369/status/1244651250609577984 …

3/30/2020 8:48:46 AM state1union When is the three day shutdown to begin?

3/30/2020 8:48:56 AM sharidean996 "Adrenochrome: an adrenaline metabolite that was studied in the 1950s & 60s. It causes mental disorders, derealisation & euphoria."

In short: it's why [they] put the fear into young humans then extract the blood to then eject into [themselves]; 'Walnut Sauce'!

3/30/2020 8:49:23 AM timi2bks So is this virus going to overshadow everything we've been working for? Was prepared to start the darkness, but now Potus and patriots are distracted 

and it seems like all has been derailed which just adds to the frustration. These demons really need to pay.

WWG1WGA

3/30/2020 8:49:36 AM mongrelglory I had read somewhere that an adrenochrome manufacturing lab was in Wuhan...is that possibly where they spiked the adrenochrome supply with the 

Covid-19 virus?

3/30/2020 8:49:50 AM donfre Difference in China virus and CCP virus?

3/30/2020 8:49:55 AM torsk19 Nice to see many are starting to see past much of what have been blocked out. It can be overwhelming when it happens fast.

Any thoughts on what made you see what you have previously blocked out?

3/30/2020 8:50:24 AM lucasnobua How do you use THC+CBD? Vape? Oil? Thanks!

3/30/2020 8:51:12 AM wickedmouse369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Majestic 12 Twitter Account Backup PDF - July 2017 - March 2020 - BACKUP OFFLINE.

3/30/2020 8:51:17 AM laurabusse You are misled by trusting the messenger

You are not misled by examining the words of the messenger

Regardless of who it is

And seeing how those words sit with you

A liar can speak truth

An honest person can say something not true

How to tell?

Listen

Go within

Discern
3/30/2020 8:51:27 AM wickedmouse369 My pleasure!

3/30/2020 8:51:37 AM jaxtell87649907 Those who speak in absolutes (as if they know) and claim “but Q said...” are sadly missing the ENTIRE point of questioning everything. They’ve just 

found a new object to be hypnotized to. I can see why they call em sheep.

3/30/2020 8:51:56 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:52:00 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:52:02 AM twilly18 a buck o'five

3/30/2020 8:52:25 AM wickedmouse369 MJ12 Full Twitter Backup PDF  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4  - July 2017 - March 2020

3/30/2020 8:52:32 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/fG69abmtXj

3/30/2020 8:52:52 AM laurabusse Seconded!

3/30/2020 8:53:04 AM wickedmouse369 MJ12 Full Twitter Backup PDF https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:53:23 AM markv84606409 The last three presidents before Trump massively selling out United States to China?

3/30/2020 8:53:46 AM wickedmouse369 MJ12 Full Twitter Backup PDF  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4  This goes up to 3 days ago so July 2017 to March 2020

3/30/2020 8:53:56 AM nikoscali Someone must've made the mistake of saying her name three times which summoned her like bloody mary or the candyman.

3/30/2020 8:54:01 AM mokeyandabandit 😂That fits the narrative, but Epstein and his rich pedo cronies Likely found him a gorgeous home in Argentina to hideaway in… Might even be the One 

herr Hitler lived in. His suicide is about as likely as Epstein’s

3/30/2020 8:54:30 AM lucasnobua Yes please tell us. Thanks.

3/30/2020 8:55:51 AM wickedmouse369 MJ12 Full Twitter Backup PDF  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:56:16 AM wickedmouse369 Please share or retweet.

3/30/2020 8:57:09 AM wickedmouse369 MJ12 Full Twitter Backup PDF https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/30/2020 8:57:30 AM lucasnobua Thank you!

3/30/2020 8:57:54 AM birdsongaz Governors too

3/30/2020 8:58:22 AM laurabusse Just my opinion

I think Meghan married Harry

Lived like a royal in England

Got homesick

Talked Harry into living in N America for half the year every year

This involved leaving royalty somewhat or all the way

Of course I could be completely wrong and just projecting how I'd feel



3/30/2020 8:58:48 AM wickedmouse369 My Pleasure!

3/30/2020 8:59:23 AM yourstr05411794 My hope would be the round up of rescued children brought to safety and healing. 

But I suppose a round up of criminals would be in order if they are taking them to Gitmo. Who knows?

All this secrecy and disinformation is nerve wracking!

3/30/2020 8:59:59 AM munkeypilot A good message naturally resonates with you...your built in BullSchitt detector automatically (should) filter a message that doesn't...to the point wear 

you're having to wear waders because it's getting so deep like if your still listening to the fake news...

3/30/2020 9:00:40 AM subversion_ops I know you're not a government agency and have zero access to classified information.

3/30/2020 9:00:47 AM grrrrrillo it's molok's food

3/30/2020 9:00:58 AM laurabusse Meghan strikes me as someone who doesn't like to be told no

And the whole leaving royalty thing could have been because

You're either a royal performing your royal duties in the UK

Or you're not

None of these half the year things

No idea if pedo stuff enters in

It may be simple
3/30/2020 9:01:40 AM jeritud3 They are not fake they are just regular flu deaths that happen every year

3/30/2020 9:02:03 AM amtm_mu Sorry where did u hear three days? I heard ten ugh

3/30/2020 9:02:37 AM sandymcnally3 May the all perish like their victims

3/30/2020 9:04:07 AM robinshawn I can believe that, but its not the wuhan

3/30/2020 9:04:54 AM _krishunter_ I was going to try my hand at cat herding and make swimwear from their hairballs. It's supposed to be like teaching ANTIFA the real meaning of Fascist. 

pic.twitter.com/8Q5EYCqJKM

3/30/2020 9:05:01 AM giediknight Reading my twitter posts I see?

3/30/2020 9:05:44 AM daveschroeder18 Check out @wickedmouse369 for a full back-up

3/30/2020 9:05:46 AM darrellupton1 Message over messenger, take more note of the message than who is actually the messenger. Lot of useful information being ignored due to people 

caring more for the hate/dislike for who wrote it (the messenger)?

3/30/2020 9:06:00 AM ekotoons BIG FAN OF TV SHOWS

3/30/2020 9:06:05 AM annie78387242 Must read thread! AWESOME!

3/30/2020 9:06:50 AM amtm_mu Hard to wake others up when the info isn’t reliable.

3/30/2020 9:06:54 AM joyful2bhere  pic.twitter.com/UHhRFgv9G1

3/30/2020 9:07:41 AM nurseniceyes The Pope is going to have a bad May

3/30/2020 9:07:42 AM felipea91808273 🤣

3/30/2020 9:09:40 AM lauralichoff Lol

3/30/2020 9:12:24 AM cny_micaa Kinda makes it look like POTUS "did" this to counties to punish them? Not that I believe that but I bet there is inference going on?

3/30/2020 9:12:35 AM satchidananda31 As soon as the asteroid strikes ( the shot heard around the world)?

3/30/2020 9:14:23 AM realjamescorney LARP much?

3/30/2020 9:14:32 AM satchidananda31 Yes it was being sold online openly on Jack Ma's Alibaba. Com

3/30/2020 9:15:46 AM davelew63  pic.twitter.com/QukOYcyDY0

3/30/2020 9:15:51 AM mongrelglory MJ-12 have previously said that Meghan and Harry were involved in the evil side of things with the Royals.  I don't know if that meant Adrenochrome 

use or something else.

CDAN has also had many blinds about Meghan missing the drugs (esp. cocaine) that she gets more easily in LA.

3/30/2020 9:16:05 AM janicejisteele Cool video :)

3/30/2020 9:16:11 AM lorimilantoni Amen ,looks like we are getting the millstones ready

3/30/2020 9:16:31 AM anonaveli All knowledge is borrowed.

3/30/2020 9:16:43 AM knotts_dj We All Of Humanity, have to come out of this with love and compassion. We have to grow in love, compassion and intelligence as a whole to never 

allow something like this ever ever happen again. We have A lot of brilliant, creative inspiring people here to accomplish this.

3/30/2020 9:16:44 AM addyb6312 GOD BLESS

3/30/2020 9:17:01 AM corajramos Know the agenda so you don't succumb. https://youtu.be/gMTZu6_TjU8 

3/30/2020 9:17:11 AM truth939 Why would WhiteHats put so many innocents at risk?  That's where this plan doesn't make sense to me.

3/30/2020 9:17:52 AM chris_cmselec Funny

3/30/2020 9:18:50 AM melisten2u Not me, I saw James Earl, but that’s my uncle

3/30/2020 9:19:16 AM melanieanders7 Beetlegeuse.

3/30/2020 9:19:39 AM lmtlisa3 Not a prison, yes on people who need help and non China virus will be admitted.

3/30/2020 9:19:57 AM mongrelglory They might not have been able to predict/stop where the virus was going to be released...but they found out about the plan and had a counter-

response ready.  The virus has already turned out to be less virulent (dangerous) than it was originally supposed to be and there's a cure.

3/30/2020 9:21:12 AM mongrelglory I'd read that the "White hats" intercepted one of the virus shipments going to China, but they weren't able to intercept the rest.  Of course, this is all 

speculation and rumour.

3/30/2020 9:21:24 AM laurabusse Human behavior coming from your BE alone

Wow

So our behavior can come from our 

IS immortal spirit

Which is original creative light expansive and enlightened

Or our BE

Biological entity

Which is heavy dense conditioned and acts out of habit

Wow

What a revelation

Thanks MJ12!
3/30/2020 9:21:45 AM truth939 Thanks for the intel.

3/30/2020 9:22:13 AM whatsmypw Quantum internet?

3/30/2020 9:24:36 AM laurabusse Such a revelation!

Look at the message

Come at it with your IS

Be original creative discerning connected with your source

Or look at it via your BE

Which will respond habitually according to its conditioning or brainwashing like a non thinking but reactivate mind numbed robot

3/30/2020 9:25:14 AM the_tru_eapjr but bad news conflicts.. & brings down natural rejection if it isn't what you want to hear. validating the messenger reverses rejection.



3/30/2020 9:26:07 AM girl_503 FOR GOD FAMILY AND COUNTRY WE PRAY TOGETHER for ALL of humanity ! AMEN ! TO GOD BE THE GLORY !

3/30/2020 9:29:13 AM yourstr05411794 They're expecting thousands. 😳  

That's epic.

3/30/2020 9:30:03 AM 1vargascookie11  pic.twitter.com/2StUrix5MD

3/30/2020 9:32:28 AM esther74610544 5:5 majestic12

3/30/2020 9:32:57 AM npc_smash3r_xxx How can be confident of the message if the messenger has been lying?

3/30/2020 9:33:52 AM connie2441 Some simply hold the light and that is enough! I struggle too at times with knowing but we all can’t be frontline warriors, some keep the home fires 

burning which is also important.  Find calm, You are loved. #InItTogether

3/30/2020 9:33:56 AM ancho82666258 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 9:34:30 AM corajramos Know their end game so you avoid the traps. https://youtu.be/gMTZu6_TjU8 

3/30/2020 9:38:03 AM ancho82666258 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 9:38:52 AM fossilman21 Bill Gates is corrupt

3/30/2020 9:39:03 AM lmtlisa3 No ot has been falsely overstated. pic.twitter.com/uvT3qwcI1r

3/30/2020 9:39:23 AM jaxtell87649907 What if Q is a Psyop? to gain consent of “Patriots” under guise of “trust the plan” playing hard desires for justice? Then suddenly the pied piper Q 

disappears and we find ourselves in globalist NWO hook line & sinker? Trust but verify, be careful...

3/30/2020 9:39:27 AM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/0riz7huiCv

3/30/2020 9:39:49 AM laurabusse To discern information

Use your IS!

Your spirit

Soul

Connection to infinite source

Creativity

Not your BE!

Your habitual conditioned predictable brainwashed ego response

You can tell the difference bc you scorn hate etc in your conditioned brainwashed response!
3/30/2020 9:40:24 AM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/LBRpj0i2Yf

3/30/2020 9:40:58 AM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/ZOrvsiROxr

3/30/2020 9:41:13 AM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/VQoWb97Glu

3/30/2020 9:41:30 AM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/XbECRE82s0

3/30/2020 9:41:59 AM felani24250601 I'm convinced that countries like Iran, China and some others are suffering a completely and thoroughly intended, unreported 100% DEATH RATE 

during this Crisis.... of dissidents. 

Each one 100% "susceptible" during this BLANKETING.

I believe THIS is the greatest story yet untold.

3/30/2020 9:42:22 AM laurabusse Exactly!

That response is unenlightened and without compassion

It is ego and denies others their sovereign free will right to think reason etc as they see fit!

It is actually a violation of free will!

3/30/2020 9:42:32 AM lmtlisa3 Look for tweet from people out in it, no lines, no people crammed in waiting areas of hospitals. Fake news is way overdoing it.

3/30/2020 9:42:39 AM jenaynayz is this getting warmer? pic.twitter.com/bxbWEz6ENG

3/30/2020 9:43:17 AM blsdbe This world is a better place with you in it, Laura. #ThanQ!!!

3/30/2020 9:44:14 AM felani24250601 Krav Maga: A martial art which parallels then reverses momentum.

Your phone has been weaponized against you.

So has the internet.

BUT...BOTH ARE IN YOUR HANDS!

Film Hospitals. Film Voting locations at legal distance, etc.

SPEAK online. Speak to truth, bring facts.

Think momentum.

3/30/2020 9:45:00 AM jaxtell87649907 And always, check those facts - expose those cats.  If we have learned anything we know that those in power say the things we desperately want to 

hear, then do the opposite.  Pay attention to what is actually happening and reconcile with the story told.

3/30/2020 9:45:15 AM missioninvisibl omg.

3/30/2020 9:46:54 AM laurabusse I may have an advantage in that I have spent most of my time alone my whole entire life likely from infancy

It was easier for me to not get sucked into group think

Loneliness can become the most blessed and blissful solitude ❤️

3/30/2020 9:48:38 AM laurabusse Everyone has the power to decide whether to do good or evil

MJ12 I believe that is almost a direct quote of you!

3/30/2020 9:48:43 AM eelfood The pieces I've bought, yes I've tested them with a device I have. Specifically, I've tested the before and after results of having them on my wifi router. 

Blew me away at how well it worked! I don't have any specific sources, sorry. I know all of it comes from Russia tho.

3/30/2020 9:49:07 AM populistpepe2 I'm reading along confused because I *thought* Alice was good guys. Or not.

Now this song will be in my head today 🙄 https://youtu.be/CsrfovOPcjk 

3/30/2020 9:49:16 AM laurabusse Maybe your best thread ever MJ12!!!

3/30/2020 9:49:45 AM laurabusse Same!

3/30/2020 9:49:55 AM metascope_init @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 The Great Awakening

Where We Go 1 We Go All

#TheGreatAwakening #WWG1WGA https://twitter.com/hlagedi/status/1243667046979772418 …

3/30/2020 9:50:38 AM laurabusse Well said!!!

3/30/2020 9:50:39 AM tanktank19k Doesn't matter how you use it. Me personaly I like taking extract in oil form.

Take some and throw on some binaural beats. And allow the downloads to happen.

3/30/2020 9:50:53 AM populistpepe2  pic.twitter.com/1LLrDhWLrP

3/30/2020 9:51:02 AM truthseekerkari Do NOT give to charities unless you vet them 1st. Many feed the trafficking machine. Give directly to those that need help & cut out the middle man. In 

community we can take care of our own. Love thy neighbor. Don't donate blood unless you know who the recipient is. Blood=Big BIZ

3/30/2020 9:51:25 AM jlundr Does him claiming to be Q, in the future mind you, result in what he says in the present to be 'comms from Q'?

Apparently, from what he says, as of the present he is Not posting as Q.

Has he ever presented a 'Q drop' as himself?

3/30/2020 9:51:30 AM ancho82666258 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 9:52:08 AM jlundr Could it be possible that no, he is not Q, yet it would be wise to still keep on eye on the information he's putting out in addition to the directives he 

could possibly give those who may believe wholeheartedly he is?



3/30/2020 9:52:56 AM flybriburns for the first time ever one of these sneaky little viruses was given spot light attention. “the enemy hides amongst us “ &, this will cause their gatherings 

to illuminate themselves . 😏 listen to jfk speech . Masters of subversion. Look here!!! Sweeps mistakes and evil under rug

3/30/2020 9:52:59 AM nikoscali Multiple BE20 surveillance aircraft up over the US. Training or something else going on?

#QAnon #MAGA #GreatAwakening @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/sXiNxs7E8F

3/30/2020 9:53:13 AM populistpepe2 Alice also pisses me off.

3/30/2020 9:53:44 AM bbcforsnowwhite Nothingness can’t return to itself because it never left itself, except metaphorically. An undifferentiated state of no-thingness is all there is. It can’t 

actually go anywhere. Because there are no places to go to. But it can pretend...

3/30/2020 9:53:48 AM tsyardr1sx7qr9b Haha... 😎

3/30/2020 9:54:24 AM kevincl66479755 #ASisnotQ

3/30/2020 9:54:25 AM socraticanon Liar.

He is a liar.

And no, he has no info worth taking note of beyond a case study of liars and shills.

3/30/2020 9:54:44 AM infowindco Yes who are these people who talk about populations controls ? What are we their little test tubes ?

3/30/2020 9:54:49 AM dropthemic9  pic.twitter.com/ARLt7iQTBB

3/30/2020 9:55:08 AM socraticanon What did Q say?

No outside comms, past, present, or...?

3/30/2020 9:55:21 AM felani24250601 Try an overlay of Haitian Butcher counties VS Candidate Trump counties with:

Gun violence.

Homelessness.

Harbor of Illegals.

"No-Go" outpost locations (most marked by minaret/mihrab, etc).

Overdose deaths.

Voter fraud.

The idea is to export any and all of this...to all counties
3/30/2020 9:55:21 AM wallyayottejr “Happy” season 2 seems like a message over messenger series. set during Easter.

3/30/2020 9:55:48 AM jlundr You attempt to end a process of reasoning before arguments are even made let alone discussed, vetted and then verified or dismissed 

Mr.SocraticAnon.

3/30/2020 9:55:50 AM doiselori Do you have a link to buy this? Thank you

3/30/2020 9:56:02 AM bbcforsnowwhite Hence the Holographic-Fractal nature of our reality. Hence duality. It’s as real as Nothingness gets. Enjoy the never ending Journey nowhere.

3/30/2020 9:56:16 AM burgersandra @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/fear_me_999/status/1244571916658073600 …

3/30/2020 9:56:28 AM populistpepe2 💜💜💜💜

3/30/2020 9:56:31 AM sharidean996 CERN.... pic.twitter.com/H7GHdRYUTC

3/30/2020 9:57:03 AM laurabusse Exactly

Everyone is a shill

Everyone's a LARP

What do you know?

What do you think you know?

Just about everything you think you know can be debated as to its opposite

In my 65 yrs I've changed my views so often

I've realized it's almost pointless to have views!

Empty mind is best
3/30/2020 9:57:41 AM populistpepe2 What exactly is IS-BE?

I just don't know.

3/30/2020 9:57:44 AM flybriburns To me it would appear as tho good got the drop on them. Made it high attention & used it against them. By catching them by surprise. The people are 

indoors. Sabatoge and false flags will be hard to pull off. Their coms/movements are monitored. 

Let’s see what happens next!🍿😏🚀

3/30/2020 9:57:55 AM yourstr05411794 Yeah. I know. 🙂

I mean they are expecting thousands to board... hopefully... I'm hoping against hope it's kids and women victims...rescued. 

It would be a huge waste of money to bring these ships in if POTUS doesn't expect CV patients.

3/30/2020 9:58:14 AM socraticanon Either Q is lying, or Steintwerp is lying.

Shill sliding is what is happening here. Push so much disinformation that you overload the people that want to fact check every single claim.

Filters matter. 

No. Outside. Comms. Past. Present. Or...?

3/30/2020 9:58:16 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/9mf2Jvb5iH

3/30/2020 9:58:18 AM lucasnobua Fantastic thank you!

3/30/2020 9:58:24 AM eelfood I already answered that. 🙂 Unless you live in Sedona, that info is useless to you.

3/30/2020 9:59:16 AM laurabusse #meditate

#letgo

#justbe

#observeYourThoughts

#dontBelieveYourThoughts

All of enlightenment is in

Letting go

Letting go

Letting go...
3/30/2020 9:59:23 AM socraticanon Nice way of admitting you have no ability to argue your position.

3/30/2020 10:00:39 AM barbarazajicek Nothing bothers me about that phrase. God spoke through a donkey. It was the message that counted not who or what delivered it.

3/30/2020 10:00:47 AM yourstr05411794 Thank you.

3/30/2020 10:00:57 AM qanuck4truth  pic.twitter.com/uK1kpb1VSB

3/30/2020 10:01:05 AM noneed2wakeme We'll see 👍 Figured actually paper money might be worth much anyway when this all plays out. What did we really have to lose.

3/30/2020 10:02:32 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/S02s4n4MZM



3/30/2020 10:02:35 AM jim31v One of the best pictures floating around.....

3/30/2020 10:02:50 AM lysa26832458 Excellent

3/30/2020 10:04:03 AM 369palm  pic.twitter.com/TithpEVAQb

3/30/2020 10:04:04 AM jlundr Oh I've only begun to think.

3/30/2020 10:04:20 AM jlundr So if the day comes when Q is Directly cofirmed outside of said imageboards and we get Intel from whitehats will you still parrot the 'not outside 

comms' drops?

Or will you dig those heels in and demand your directives and information come from the all mighty imageboard and Q?

3/30/2020 10:04:29 AM patty_blind this makes more sense...seriously doubt President Trump would agree to harm innocent people...

3/30/2020 10:04:49 AM laurabusse Immortal Spirit

Our soul

Biological Entity

Our body

We are source energy in a physical body

Abraham-Hicks

Is be

from Alien interview

Free book to read on authors website

Free audiobook on YT

Amazon sells it for cheap

The study guide version is like ten bucks

Amazing story!!!
3/30/2020 10:05:03 AM scottfreeforq He knows

3/30/2020 10:05:11 AM doiselori Sorry. Read it again and saw you had no sources. Thanks

3/30/2020 10:05:11 AM cepawood YES we think so ***

3/30/2020 10:05:27 AM socraticanon Via .gif images someone else made?

Is that considered thinking where you're from?

3/30/2020 10:05:43 AM jlundr Oh and that gif was to say that your parroting is not useful in meaningful discourse. 

You have brought No insight to this conservation.

3/30/2020 10:07:01 AM laurabusse Focus on discerning with your IS

Not your BE

Focus on

Love

Peace

Light etc

Which will make these things expand

These things negate Alice
3/30/2020 10:07:31 AM sterkinglights1 Playing? This is full on e-book burning.

3/30/2020 10:07:54 AM socraticanon Either you think Q is lying, or you do not.

You believe some part of Q, with time travel capability, would choose douchenozzle Steinbart as a mouthpiece?

What a mockery of everything Q.

3/30/2020 10:07:58 AM virginialouelle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 love the banner!!! 🇺🇸❤️

3/30/2020 10:09:18 AM 56lmiller Also 007 Spectre! I have always thought this watching those movies.  Spectra has a lot of Illuminati detail to it

3/30/2020 10:09:18 AM socraticanon Apparently "no outside comms" is just fluff to your mind.

I don't speak mindlesss-sheep-.gif

3/30/2020 10:09:56 AM burgersandra  https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3A%40TS_SCI_MAJIC12%20adrenochrome&src=typed_query …

3/30/2020 10:10:06 AM laurabusse Yes

And yuck 😖

3/30/2020 10:11:44 AM s0urc3rss Subtitle 

Mimi IS Brilliant & Asks the BEst Questions 💜💜💜

3/30/2020 10:12:25 AM laurabusse I think that's Elaine listening to her answering machine messages

Which were like 50 messages of that awful modem dial-in sound

Bc of Kramer

🤣

3/30/2020 10:12:35 AM ts_sci_majic12 No deal with her. She's an anon like everybody else. She went on a blocking rampage several months ago. We are sad to see that she didn't stand her 

ground. Couldn't help herself but try and troll MJ12. Love and light though. Message over messenger.

3/30/2020 10:12:50 AM jlundr I'm just not as ridged as you. As Bill would say 'My third eye has been squigeed quite cleanly'.

Uncle.

That's enough for this one. I really do hope some positivity can come from this. Take care Mr.SocraticAnon.

3/30/2020 10:13:42 AM tikpaq And a black eye apparently 🧐😳

3/30/2020 10:13:43 AM marzipaningles1 Google's quantum processor is called Bristlecone. Where have we heard/seen the pinecone reference before? Our pineal gland. 

https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/03/a-preview-of-bristlecone-googles-new.html …

3/30/2020 10:13:54 AM socraticanon @jLundr blocked me after being unable to cope with the fact that not only did Q say "no outside comms", but that someone defending steinbart would 

have to answer why Q would pick the biggest beta douchenozzle on Twitter for a mouthpiece.

3/30/2020 10:14:22 AM s0urc3rss Does organic synchronicity exist? Or are our quantum minds always mapping all possible best outcomes to raise our frequency to highest potential for 

health & well-being? pic.twitter.com/efjTTJJYzb

3/30/2020 10:14:37 AM xaugyt Nothing... is coming , i am getting very sceptical about this.



3/30/2020 10:16:44 AM socraticanon You deleted the first one.

Rigid?

Why would Q sully everything they are about to let such a condescending beta douche be a mouthpiece for them?

Absolutely disrespectful to even entertain that idea.

3/30/2020 10:17:25 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/nzE3PBjxcB

3/30/2020 10:17:56 AM socraticanon Lost your words again?

3/30/2020 10:18:40 AM laurabusse Wow

How?

3/30/2020 10:19:56 AM laurabusse I tend to do the same

I trust my feelings more than I trust my mind

Mind will mislead

Heart is always true ❤️

3/30/2020 10:20:04 AM felani24250601 The usual secrets are classified.

The most vile filth is purposely left either in plain sight or visible to any who might look in focus, just barely under the surface.

Those are only "secret" by pure public disbelief, glanced then made invisible by one's OWN "It.....can't....BE!"

3/30/2020 10:20:24 AM laurabusse Schultz

😂

3/30/2020 10:20:34 AM jlundr Its clear you are now attacking the messenger instead of challenging the idea. I said my leave and now I will take it. Asshole.

3/30/2020 10:21:07 AM laurabusse Yes

Refresh and hit reset button daily

Beginner's mind ☺️

3/30/2020 10:22:53 AM laurabusse Can we have an ice cream party?

I'll bring my delish dairy free stuff 😅

3/30/2020 10:23:33 AM nikoscali One of the few people crazier than Austin...

3/30/2020 10:23:36 AM cocopuffster12 Hi Paul, thank you for this information! Lots to learn!!♥️

3/30/2020 10:23:45 AM state1union Michelle unfollowed me for following MJ12. Why so angry 😤??

3/30/2020 10:23:45 AM laurabusse Yes

Evil always violates the free will of someone

Think about it...

3/30/2020 10:24:44 AM taloura1 Omggggg wthhhhh????? And did you see the price tag 20,000 us🤮🤮🤮🤮🤮

3/30/2020 10:25:11 AM laurabusse A new world is about to begin 🌍🌎🌏

Take heart Patriot!❤️

3/30/2020 10:26:15 AM laurabusse This was 💥💥💥 !!!

3/30/2020 10:27:19 AM laurabusse 🤣

3/30/2020 10:28:38 AM actuallisabayer That is very kind. Thank you!

3/30/2020 10:30:20 AM marriedyourbro for me, this has been a little like learning Spanish - nothing made any sense, but i just kept adding words/grammar rules into my head, NO MATTER THE 

SOURCE. eventually the language took shape. 

this is like that - absorb as much info as possible and let pieces click into place.

3/30/2020 10:30:45 AM felani24250601 No concern.

Trust your judgment, tempered with patience in willingness to park any thought while interplaying others in analysis. 

Earned trust, as with POTUS affords investment by good faith. Verify at will. 

Time is cool. It passes and you get to see/refine how you do overall.

3/30/2020 10:31:05 AM state1union Who is John?

3/30/2020 10:35:16 AM eelfood no worries :)

3/30/2020 10:36:06 AM socraticanon You're the one arguing with someone else's words.

Somehow you think my calling that out gives you a victim card to play?

Dishonest.

3/30/2020 10:36:27 AM truth_yhvh Because it was being run by CABAL!!!

3/30/2020 10:36:57 AM jams4thebread Also seems this cure is a cure for many other problems linked to autoimmune diseases

3/30/2020 10:37:40 AM darkestdisarray There are several verifiable facts that can be used to wake people up. The CIA does do terrible stuff and there has been evidence of that for plenty of 

years. People being aware of that corruption can be enough to get them to at least think.

3/30/2020 10:42:01 AM jlundr I never defended anyoe or used anyones words. In fact you are saying the same thing over and over. Your assumptions drive you and you are feeding 

off of your own negativity to 'get at me'. You have no defense otherwise.

Despicable.

3/30/2020 10:42:04 AM nschlange ? What? A: what do you do for a living, and b: why would you tell your kids you would catch them and not? I'm very confused.

3/30/2020 10:43:06 AM ericcox76603078 Cant follow any one person or group.  Just gather peices and trust your own discernment.

3/30/2020 10:43:32 AM jaded_pearl And I just saw where J Lo was imitating the cross in her show. #hertoo

3/30/2020 10:43:54 AM jaded_pearl The left one

3/30/2020 10:45:25 AM jlundr I will not back down if you continue to attack me. You claiming me a victim does not make me one.

Disgusting.

3/30/2020 10:46:18 AM ts_sci_majic12 Is Fake News media giving attention to #QPharisees because they believe that divisiveness ultimately protects them through divide and conquer? 

https://twitter.com/jordan_sather_/status/1244600706968870913 …

3/30/2020 10:47:01 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/vecLlnpAxI

3/30/2020 10:47:04 AM americanpetal Thank you for the reply.🕊

3/30/2020 10:47:16 AM populistpepe2 Thanks!

3/30/2020 10:47:57 AM mcgwyneth More understanding:  This type of behavior is an indication of someone of good intent who has (also) been victim to the brainwashing we've all been 

victim too.  The behavior is an external indication of internal struggle between "right and wrong".  Prayers help. Each must choose.

3/30/2020 10:48:23 AM ts_sci_majic12 0Δ 

 https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1244682364284014594?s=21 … https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1244682364284014594 …

3/30/2020 10:48:30 AM jlundr  pic.twitter.com/ookPbfmDNG

3/30/2020 10:48:32 AM lesliereason @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  just retweeted you.

3/30/2020 10:49:01 AM kindeandtrue How did the Q Pharisees become so powerful?



3/30/2020 10:49:17 AM rebornkingent Will we all live long enough to become Alex Jones. pic.twitter.com/kUwXmZs7La

3/30/2020 10:49:51 AM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/T1eiGVy7IH

3/30/2020 10:50:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 Messenger over Message.

You came for the message.

You stayed for the messenger.

3/30/2020 10:52:08 AM consortiapartn1 Pharisees, love it

3/30/2020 10:53:10 AM oolit When you first try to leave, it is confusing. And truly, you do not understand the depth of deception.

3/30/2020 10:53:40 AM lifemademe Happy to help 😊. Good luck!

3/30/2020 10:53:57 AM cleganetiberius "His suicide is about as likely as Epstein’s." Who, Hitler? The most reviled man on Earth committing suicide rather than allowing himself to be captured 

and condemned by a world that universally despised him doesn't seem unlikely at all. People suicide all the time for far less.

3/30/2020 10:54:01 AM laurabusse Brava

Kudos 👍

3/30/2020 10:54:06 AM kindeandtrue I don't listen to that Disinformation Specialist any more.

3/30/2020 10:54:18 AM americanpetal Good to know. Very good to know. That explains why I was so pleasantly surprised by the tone and message of her DM. Hope she is well. Prayers for all 

of us.🕊

3/30/2020 10:54:31 AM keith369me Yes it was...as much as I’m not a huge fan of the Messenger’s manner, I got the message.

3/30/2020 10:55:01 AM patriotswegoall QPharisees?

3/30/2020 10:55:13 AM laurabusse Brilliant!

3/30/2020 10:57:28 AM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/IOChvvPjMt

3/30/2020 10:57:38 AM pennywisedawise 🎈 #AustinSteinbartIsQ pic.twitter.com/Yx8ZWKG9LJ

3/30/2020 10:57:48 AM cramercane Looks to me that they're trying to control the narrative as much as they can you got all these empty hospitals in empty testing centers you got all these 

celebrities using Q phrases they're trying to own something that's not there's that's what it looks like to me

#WWG1WGA

3/30/2020 10:59:09 AM boy12_jimmy This is SO Freaking weird to have read this thread today and

The Duke Of York @TheDukeOfYork followed/unfollowed me today! pic.twitter.com/GHQyFIlUu1

3/30/2020 10:59:18 AM 369_is Thank you for your "time" and energy @wickedmouse369 .

3/30/2020 10:59:26 AM jlundr Irrelevancy is inevitable without novelty.

3/30/2020 11:00:09 AM shadowsuper5  https://twitter.com/shadowsuper5/status/1244684934628900866 …

3/30/2020 11:00:17 AM mcgwyneth Indeed.  Good to remember:  "There are more WITH us, than against us."  The Power of the Light always vanquishes the Dark in the end.  And has not 

this time been referred to as "The End Time."  And maybe, just maybe - it's a Go(o)d thing.  Staying positive!

3/30/2020 11:00:17 AM rosas7043 True

3/30/2020 11:00:19 AM socraticanon Your entire response here is in defense of Steinbert and sockpuppet.

Your .gifts are your own content? Or are they...

Someone else's words?

3/30/2020 11:00:35 AM keith369me I feel like most could benefit from Law of One teachings he presented...perhaps the books would work too.

3/30/2020 11:01:24 AM carriebryson2 I’m standing right next to you.  It’s tough for us right now when we may be slightly more aware than most.  Especially when it comes to family 

members w opposing beliefs.  I’m just trying to play it cool & strong.  If no one has faith in me I have faith in me & we have faith as 1

3/30/2020 11:02:00 AM kindeandtrue He's very bad on vaccines and appointed a huge Vaxxer for Surgeon General. BTW, is Trump even acting POTUS any more? The Presidential Seal and 

Presidential Flag have been missing since Friday, March 13: pic.twitter.com/PtMklXlDqO

3/30/2020 11:02:18 AM socraticanon You made yourself out to be the victim. I had nothing to do with that.

You lack a considerable amount of self awareness.

3/30/2020 11:02:20 AM laurabusse Message over messenger

Does that help?

3/30/2020 11:02:46 AM atashfire He's just here for the awakening, remember?

3/30/2020 11:02:51 AM socraticanon The tweet above:

Someone. 

Else's.

Words.

3/30/2020 11:04:09 AM fansblowing3 For those who are blocked pic.twitter.com/BS6J5OJyug

3/30/2020 11:04:40 AM truth939 Agreed.  I use message over messenger with Wilcock and overall feel like his intentions are good.  Of course he is financially motivated which I always 

keep in mind.

3/30/2020 11:05:11 AM michael81972 I put a tweet in wrong spot,  I was referring to JS

3/30/2020 11:05:11 AM onecircleart1 Message from Wonderland over the Messengers in Underland

3/30/2020 11:05:20 AM state1union No it’s not. They are Force Protection

3/30/2020 11:05:29 AM mynardpamela Perfect pic.twitter.com/GrLdi6zETy

3/30/2020 11:05:50 AM lregey That makes me cringe inside :(

3/30/2020 11:06:03 AM laurabusse Please read

Soul retrieval

Sandra ingerham

3/30/2020 11:06:42 AM kindeandtrue LOL. As you can see, Trump's pro-vaccine agenda is a sore spot with me.

3/30/2020 11:08:05 AM whitewiddow28 It had direct correlation into the movie that played out in my life as well! How imaginative that Illuminati cult is. Dimension upon dimensions ...

3/30/2020 11:08:54 AM iogedei Thank you, i know MoM is the abbreviation of that, but could you explain more, messenger is something like IM?

3/30/2020 11:09:52 AM laurabusse But I think his point is to

Watch skyfall

Then try to red pill lefties

Who love 007

With truth and disclosure from

Skyfall

3/30/2020 11:10:04 AM 369_is True. I found alot of true, useful info from people I KNOW are disinfo agents. Why? They must give a certain amount of truth to CATCH YOU and get 

you to follow them. Truth has a frequency that people resonate to. MoM means get truth anywhere, but evaluate it on it's merits.

3/30/2020 11:11:26 AM 369_is I found alot of true, useful info from people I KNOW are disinfo agents. Why? They must give a certain amount of truth to CATCH YOU and get you to 

follow them. Truth has a frequency that people resonate to. MoM means get truth anywhere, but evaluate it on it's merits.



3/30/2020 11:11:44 AM boy12_jimmy I lived in North London for almost 5 years. It was a dream to be in 007/Benny Hill real culture, but it was being overwhelmed with Muslims destroying & 

removing its faithful roots. Knowing now, I think the people of UK real citizens should be removed to join as US CITIZENS. pic.twitter.com/3giCtkNBmJ

3/30/2020 11:12:16 AM pure_growth If this is true then that is alarming, isnt the whole point of Q is for patriots to go research? Isn’t that a form of intelligence? To actively search out 

answers when things don’t add up?  I would certainly hope that the patriots are doing way more referencing than clowns.

3/30/2020 11:13:12 AM realityloominng Can you please confirm whether Austin Steinbart is running this account or not? Or is he one one of the typists?

3/30/2020 11:13:13 AM peekaboo1966  pic.twitter.com/b4XzgNZOAo

3/30/2020 11:13:39 AM laurabusse China=disturbing

Organ harvesting

Concentration camps

Social credits

Etc

3/30/2020 11:14:27 AM 369_is Agreed. I found alot of true, useful info from people I KNOW are disinfo agents. Why? They must give a certain amount of truth to CATCH YOU and get 

you to follow them. Truth has a frequency that people resonate to. MoM means get truth anywhere, but evaluate it on it's merits.

3/30/2020 11:15:25 AM keegansthoughts I agree, except that it is not a complete EVALUATION until you determine who the MESSENGER is and what their motivation might be for sharing the 

information. If you only look at the message your research will be incomplete.

3/30/2020 11:15:35 AM truthjustice83 Dr fauci is a fraud. #SUHO #qanon @realDonaldTrump @GenFlynn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @martingeddes @Techno_Fog @IngrahamAngle #QArmy 

pic.twitter.com/84Kqsr4kj7

3/30/2020 11:16:07 AM 369_is Hi Freedom. Why do you believe it's going to be for 3 days?

3/30/2020 11:16:12 AM state1union I don’t remember having TBI on my bio but I do suffer from one. I’m ok now just loud ringing in my ears all the time

3/30/2020 11:17:34 AM animaldesatado David Wilcock said he was told that. We will see i guess

3/30/2020 11:18:32 AM americanpetal Sorry. I’m going from memory. Hoping you’re ok.🤞

3/30/2020 11:19:48 AM 1ifbyseaqanon But carried out by white or black hats??

3/30/2020 11:20:00 AM boy12_jimmy The people of UK/Scotland/Northern Ireland are good people & the Muslims overtook their country just like USA during Clinton years. The culture was 

forced upon them. The people are alcoholics, because of the lifestyles forced upon them. They can't fight back the gov't or royalty. 

pic.twitter.com/w4bE83cgcu

3/30/2020 11:20:34 AM state1union I’m a Huge Jesus believer, also Trump has brought up Easter a lot and remember follow the white rabbit.  Trump likes to “Raise” people too. Not saying 

Trump is God. I just follow the signs. They are everywhere

3/30/2020 11:20:41 AM 1ifbyseaqanon How True

3/30/2020 11:22:42 AM trumppallooza If people other than POTUS speak at the podium, then the seal won't be there.

3/30/2020 11:22:43 AM laurabusse Disguised disclosure

They must tell us what they're doing

A rule of their insane luciferian religion

Predictive programming

Not only do they disclose their plans in movies to inform us to get our "consent"

Putting their plans in our consciousness helps bring them about via LOA

3/30/2020 11:23:15 AM yourstr05411794 It was easier when, for a little while, people thought of Q as a team of military and Patriots. Not as a single entity. Our military was exalted to highest 

praise, rightfully so. Still are!

3/30/2020 11:25:00 AM state1union Awe Petals you have a great memory thank you 😊. I’m doing better just wish the ringing would lesson. It’s gotten louder in the last 2 months. I hope 

your doing good too?

3/30/2020 11:25:26 AM americanpetal SheZu, what does that all mean? Are you ALICE?

3/30/2020 11:25:27 AM platosrepublic Yo whats even going on

3/30/2020 11:25:34 AM 369_is Oh man...that's funny girl!!! I'll send you an e-file in a cake so you can break out.

3/30/2020 11:25:35 AM dmzastra One way to rise his consciousness is to keep his gun !!

3/30/2020 11:27:02 AM laurabusse Can't make anything grow

Growth is allowed

Not forced...

Plant a seed

Then it's up to them

The seed could be rejected

The seed could grow into a beautiful plant

Or a stunted plant

Or a deformed plant

Once you plant a seed it's up to their consciousness

Not ours ☺️
3/30/2020 11:27:40 AM militantnurse I think I am asking this upside down but can ALICE manifest AS humans?

3/30/2020 11:27:41 AM hodges_traycee I never got the Jordan meme or the whoops one

3/30/2020 11:28:09 AM stuarttruly they require validation...They want to Belong to a group as it makes them feel stronger, instead of realizing it from Within.POTUS don't give a flying flip 

what anyone else thinks-Inner strength, resolve, resiliency, and focus. BeLikePotus

#ConanAtHome

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnon

3/30/2020 11:28:23 AM deb12233 Amen!!! Wow! Beautiful and True!❤️❤️❤️

3/30/2020 11:29:03 AM kindeandtrue I dropped off the mainstream Q train long ago. You are the only Q account I follow because you allow dialogue and dissent. You also provide excellent 

health/nutrition/lifestyle advice which I appreciate very much.

3/30/2020 11:30:24 AM state1union I just heard the New Yorker Hotel, where Tesla died in Rooms 3327 & 3328. Tesla died on the 33rd floor. If you add the last #’s 2+7=9 and 2+8=10. 9/10 

is the real Christmas Eve. Maybe nothing.

3/30/2020 11:31:12 AM munkeypilot Perhaps this exercise may help reminiscent of Jay Leno's Jay walking now Jesse Waters when they read a statement you had to guess who said it. Just 

listen to just Audio of what Austin says- is there anything that doesn't sit right when speaking of the future? Then listen to obama

3/30/2020 11:33:09 AM ed_kua  https://youtu.be/6jAdwsINfpU 

3/30/2020 11:33:59 AM eo_swan  pic.twitter.com/JZDiMBsFaE

3/30/2020 11:34:36 AM cdngrannycheryl 444

3/30/2020 11:35:31 AM debrand10 Do you believe that or is that what you’re saying they believe?

3/30/2020 11:35:40 AM cdngrannycheryl The 10 commandments.

3/30/2020 11:36:17 AM ts_sci_majic12 That is a quote from Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone.

3/30/2020 11:37:27 AM huskiehoskins 5hrs of reading from start to finish. 

Time well spent.

3/30/2020 11:38:02 AM debrand10 I’m asking if that’s your belief system

3/30/2020 11:38:03 AM socraticanon Everything about what that douchenozzle says sounds exactly the opposite of anything those behind Q would want associating with them.



3/30/2020 11:39:39 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244111212578832385?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244111212578832385 …

3/30/2020 11:39:41 AM debrand10 I guess that’s. Naive question

3/30/2020 11:40:05 AM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244114572992225280?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244114572992225280 …

3/30/2020 11:40:17 AM bibibobibox Holy speech

3/30/2020 11:40:34 AM ts_sci_majic12 Its a reference point for consideration.

3/30/2020 11:40:36 AM sollightwarrio1 Sorry for my ignorance, but who is JE?

3/30/2020 11:40:58 AM lenzaq Thanks for that!

3/30/2020 11:41:28 AM mikeumsted That's good. Lol

3/30/2020 11:42:11 AM trollingmockin1 Sorry Majestic. You posted 5-8 seconds after POTUS. Another fake proof (2) of this kind where you post so close (after) to POTUS you hope someone 

isnt going use a stop watch. Second one ive cought. This is exactly the kind of stuff Austin does. Its deceptive. But M over M right..

3/30/2020 11:43:04 AM trollingmockin1 Btw I still find this account entertaining

3/30/2020 11:43:28 AM trickydude77 exactly  and shawn / war drummer/ deacon is a fraud too he is pushing steinbart as Q and buddied up with kate from the PA rally the chick that 

supposedly was after trum , Q posted about her and her name was on the coke bottle when strozk testified,

3/30/2020 11:44:18 AM abbeyblackswan1 It’s too funny!

3/30/2020 11:45:34 AM roberto38296501 Consider your person-partner different alternatively yes and no par day together other things like

Majestic 12, 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 starts to itch my hands is true, Itchy (so) with their last album told the truth, unfortunately they are not on Twitter

Certain stuffs may be me.

3/30/2020 11:46:01 AM s223s223 Oh snap! wat a snafu

3/30/2020 11:48:59 AM jasminehaugen Good question!

3/30/2020 11:49:46 AM pablocr46826101 They know for sure:)

3/30/2020 11:51:21 AM winklerburke Yes, it is very counter-intuitive.  Suppose these kids are destined 4 high-end greatness? Dad is teaching them to not trust authority!  And they 

understand!  Great, Dad!  Parallel thinking to Founding Fathers!  Be AWARE.  Be not a lemming?  Don’t follow pied piper? Beware herds?

3/30/2020 11:51:51 AM duncanskinner6 Where is the archive located? Might be good to include link in all future tweets of this type.

3/30/2020 11:53:11 AM laurabusse Start us slow

With shorter messages to decode 😂

3/30/2020 11:53:55 AM winklerburke I am retired Jack of all trades... curiously adept at awakening from generational slumber.  ;)

3/30/2020 11:54:59 AM mongrelglory I have many gay friends but I've been concerned about the "sexual" topics being pushed on children in schools at such a young age!  The new sexual 

health curriculum the Liberals were trying to implement in Ontario public schools had them teaching 8 year olds about oral/anal sex!

3/30/2020 11:55:00 AM skeye_watching The 7 existed during Noah's life. What has been taught as the 10 commandments weren't actually what was written on the tablets of stone. If you 

closely examine Exodus starting in Chapter 20, you will see what we know as the 10 commandments, before the covenant written in stone🙂

3/30/2020 11:55:29 AM norefils Darkness in the past has meant Q goes silent.

3/30/2020 11:57:25 AM norefils Was Tesla a Mason?

3/30/2020 11:58:06 AM rghardy3 Who is controlling ALICE ?

When will she be Shutdown and taken Offline ?

Lock her up !

3/30/2020 11:58:25 AM veera81151963 Appreciated

3/30/2020 11:58:59 AM mongrelglory That's the problem.  You can always cherry pick numbers and statistics to suit any narrative you want to push.  It's actually very commonly done in 

"scientific research" papers.

3/30/2020 11:59:35 AM state1union Dang that’s a good question? He obviously studied numbers

3/30/2020 12:00:03 PM munkeypilot Thus the conflict...who gives a schitt what ANYONE else thinks- What do you think? I submit all info from any side for each individual to come to their 

own conclusions. 3 sides to every story Yours, Theirs, & The Truth's...we're gonna find it!

3/30/2020 12:01:30 PM mongrelglory Thanks Fan!  Yes, I was blocked! 👍

3/30/2020 12:02:26 PM laurabusse Anywhere from today to a week from now

3/30/2020 12:02:27 PM rebornkingent Human beings constant desire to be led

3/30/2020 12:02:37 PM fansblowing3 So am I but Fansblowing2 was reinstated and is not blocked

3/30/2020 12:03:08 PM rebornkingent Any thoughts? pic.twitter.com/KCqGw9cG1C

3/30/2020 12:03:15 PM animaldesatado btw Laura, can you explain to me what IS BE means? thank you

3/30/2020 12:03:20 PM 369_is OK you two...I tried to dig on this and still can't understand your reference. Would you tell us what you picked up from it? Thanks!

3/30/2020 12:04:18 PM psyanidegaming Plot Twist: You were ALICE all along

3/30/2020 12:04:33 PM fansblowing3 Lol yes my first thought was Kab also

3/30/2020 12:06:35 PM laurabusse No

Not be afraid of possible consequences of who

Fear no one

Trust yourself only...

DO read or listen to anyone

But if you rely on your own discernment

Then no reason to fear ☺️

I believe that's the whole point...
3/30/2020 12:08:19 PM whoanora Curious as to what you know about  http://Glamiscalling.org ?  And how does it fit into the spectrum of things?

3/30/2020 12:08:32 PM laurabusse  pic.twitter.com/cK8Nsmrg4a

3/30/2020 12:08:37 PM wild8heart Hello ALICE. 

How are you?

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 12:11:48 PM laurabusse Wow...

3/30/2020 12:11:54 PM tucson_ron There's that movie... "In Time". Lot's of deep state messages.

3/30/2020 12:14:07 PM laurabusse We have 3 cats

I love to knit

Thanks for the inspiration 🤣

3/30/2020 12:14:37 PM covertress  https://youtu.be/57Uy9jPxxwI 

3/30/2020 12:15:23 PM bebetmcg @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @KillAuDeepState @QPatriot17 @GravityStorm1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-9dxq5g-

eo&feature=share …

3/30/2020 12:15:50 PM laurabusse Always good advice ☺️

3/30/2020 12:16:11 PM animaldesatado Laura what does IS BE mean?



3/30/2020 12:16:35 PM 369_is Hi @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY  What about this? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241036701625192450?s=20 …

3/30/2020 12:17:24 PM winklerburke Mr. President, Are you now, or have you ever been... a member of Majestic 12?  And please explain to the world?  Follow up question:  Ditto for Q?  

Last question:  Please explain the Daniel Craig 007 movies? ;)

3/30/2020 12:17:42 PM boy12_jimmy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 This to go with British non-citizens in my chat can stay for the royalty, bring the real citizens to USA. Behavior & normal life/culture 

is not a problem for the UK/Scottish/Irish people. It is a problem brought into UK by NWO/EU/Royalty/gov't.

3/30/2020 12:17:46 PM laurabusse Lovely

3/30/2020 12:19:38 PM laurabusse Ha

I get it

But he red pilled me

So I'm a bit partial to him

And forever grateful to him ❤️

3/30/2020 12:19:56 PM 369_is @MAJIC_EYES_QNLY 

What about this? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1241850241147600903?s=20 …

3/30/2020 12:20:40 PM tecn_preocupado Asco pena de que se viralice ese fake y no los vídeos tan bonitos que hago yo con verdades como puños. pic.twitter.com/deBnJuhsx3

3/30/2020 12:21:21 PM laurabusse I don't agree with everything he says

I like to think I've come far with using my intuition

I still get it wrong

3/30/2020 12:22:40 PM laurabusse Truth rings like a bell in the soul

Totally resonates

3/30/2020 12:23:49 PM stevecarpetman9 Gold will destroy the Fed will be the full audit exposing the theft of the gold they confiscated from the American people in 1933. They used it for opium 

to weaken the Nation. Nixon took us off the gold standard to stop the cries for full audit of Fort Knox all thru the 60s.

3/30/2020 12:24:28 PM tfk14944461 God bless AMERICA and the WORLD! thank you!

3/30/2020 12:24:44 PM jantgr90 Entonces son folios? xD

3/30/2020 12:25:05 PM tecn_preocupado Si.

3/30/2020 12:25:34 PM winklerburke 45:  To answer your 1st question, watch this Quantum Internet hologram from Majestic 12, who is 300 clicks away.  For the 2nd question, I want Austin 

Steinbart to come to the podium.  For the last question, Daniel Craig is here to explain...   ;)

3/30/2020 12:25:36 PM antiantisemites Message Over Messenger

3/30/2020 12:25:44 PM mongrelglory It's pretty common for the actresses to use cocaine.  Jennifer Aniston doesn't stay skinny on just yoga and healthy eating. 😉

3/30/2020 12:26:22 PM laurabusse Most men were Masons back then

It was a means of social networking

No internet

No phones til...1920s?

Many good men were Masons

The lower levels is seemingly innocuous stuff

Masons did a lot of good in their communities way back when

3/30/2020 12:26:55 PM davidwo14063354 Nice

3/30/2020 12:27:08 PM jmbmajic3 Faith is Majestic. Thank you MJ12 for reminding me of that.

3/30/2020 12:27:16 PM keith369me It's okay to be wrong...I've made a living at it.

3/30/2020 12:27:49 PM reportgoldfish  https://thegoldfishreport.blogspot.com/2020/03/the-goldfish-report-no-468-austin.html …

@AustinSteinbart

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@P0A_Triot23

@Vfusca1

@realDonaldTrump pic.twitter.com/W1kYaCMc1i

3/30/2020 12:27:58 PM nurseniceyes They call that a fact check? Lol

They literally did zero research. They called the institute when they should have called the patent office...

3/30/2020 12:28:24 PM laurabusse Ha LOL

3/30/2020 12:28:50 PM kachinagtto I’m literally having my kid screenshot her homework right now. I’m calling it...the current school system is dead after this lockdown.

3/30/2020 12:28:56 PM laurabusse Here ya go ☺️ https://twitter.com/laurabusse/status/1244671937827266560?s=09 …

3/30/2020 12:30:57 PM kachinagtto Because she came to me for help with these Qs... she’s getting a whole new level of understanding! pic.twitter.com/eqQtjS0mUA

3/30/2020 12:31:06 PM state1union Thank you Laura. I was told by my protector that clones have souls. Kab is saying the alliance is getting rid of all the clones now 😢. Isn’t that Murder 

then?

3/30/2020 12:32:00 PM alwaysfinds We aren't on the inside, so we "know" nothing. We sense & we believe but we don't really know.

3/30/2020 12:32:45 PM qanonmichele11 His name is John Morton. 

He's not Majestic 12, and he should not be lying saying he is.

3/30/2020 12:34:25 PM qanonmichele11 I was Q+, far from "an anon like everyone else".

You're not the Majestic 12.

Stop lying about it.

Just stop, John Morton. pic.twitter.com/mXUx3N5pGA

3/30/2020 12:34:53 PM smith_jere Yes.

3/30/2020 12:35:53 PM qanonmichele11 YOU'RE USING THAT SAYING TO GET AWAY WITH YOUR DECEIT. 

YOU'RE NOT THE MAJESTIC 12

John Morton. 

STOP LYING.

3/30/2020 12:36:11 PM manifest_utopia Reading the original Ra Materials allows one to reach their own perceptions. My observation is that others, such as Wilcox, often present Law of One 

rather differently than written.

 https://www.lawofone.info/ 

3/30/2020 12:36:16 PM smith_jere I have been living through this crap for 66 years. I get it. I am over it!!!

3/30/2020 12:36:26 PM jackoneilltime1 Things are multilayered 

I find that there are multiple possible meanings-not all right-not all wrong 

What covertress extrapolated from the line Brave new world might have been different from mine 

For me the initial thought was the novel Brave new world 

 https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/books/2007/nov/17/classics.margaretatwood … pic.twitter.com/Nbyh3rmGYm

3/30/2020 12:37:27 PM g07032011 My point is ... you don’t know how to do any of that if you are not taught to, I was taught to go to school, work hard (make as much as y can) get 

married have a kid, raise it, and eventually retire! THATS IT! That’s all .. all the other stuff wasn’t even in the equation



3/30/2020 12:37:52 PM irah_chandler I agree with @SocraticAnon. Also it kinda hard to monitor some one who blocks everbody who disagrees with him he's a shill and a larp imo

3/30/2020 12:38:34 PM tanktank19k Immortal spiritual beings 

Us

3/30/2020 12:38:39 PM 369_is It's OK to reject the messenger and still find useful messages from time to time.

3/30/2020 12:39:09 PM g07032011 Now that Q came around, I totally understand and look at things in a different light! I now get it!

3/30/2020 12:39:26 PM riversm18 QSheepDogs

3/30/2020 12:41:25 PM roger_smithii  pic.twitter.com/W1pUgdypi8

3/30/2020 12:41:54 PM mcgwyneth Thank you for the reply.  I'd be interested in your evidence.  Information is always good.

3/30/2020 12:42:19 PM karenahg3 Assange..JA

3/30/2020 12:42:59 PM qanonmichele11 I just told you his name is John Morton. 

You should be asking HIM for evidence that he's the real Majestic 12,  not me.

3/30/2020 12:43:41 PM monokrome Pretty sure this just means that the national guard marked their profile as NSFW

3/30/2020 12:44:53 PM karenahg3 Looked like Anthony Bourdain on the stretcher

3/30/2020 12:45:26 PM susan66388204 Can Barely wait till their legs are broken.  Metaphorically speaking 😉🤷🏻♀️

3/30/2020 12:46:16 PM jackoneilltime1 However, unlike the novel.

I feel our new world will be not like 1984 or Brave new world both controlled by the cabal...It will be free of that evil.

We will be free of the evil and its illusions once the storm passes...and life will be AMAZING!!!

3/30/2020 12:46:35 PM laurabusse Honestly I have no idea about what is happening...

3/30/2020 12:47:47 PM susan66388204 Very Thankful the Majestic12 communicates with us.  Otherwise we Stay Dumbed Down.  Admit it guys,  YOU LOVE US ☺💖💖💖 💖💖💖 

💖💖💖. We love y’all and Typist too 💕

3/30/2020 12:48:47 PM 369_is Nice!!! Thanks Jack.

3/30/2020 12:49:26 PM mynardpamela Thank you!!!! pic.twitter.com/8kbR6XWFaG

3/30/2020 12:50:00 PM jackoneilltime1 Also if we take the line from the cabal angle and it is a ref to the novel Brave New World 

They we can view it as predictive programming that route is being taken as opposed to a 1984 route 

At least this is my train of thoughts on the last line Bond said as Q walks away.

3/30/2020 12:50:21 PM state1union Me neither

3/30/2020 12:50:37 PM laurabusse Agree

But same w everyone

No one's a pure channel

Our preconceived perceptions color everything we see hear watch read etc

When you read a book and tell someone about it

You're telling it through the filters of your own perceptions

Someone else will read same book

Different take
3/30/2020 12:51:06 PM s0urc3rss Affirmative pic.twitter.com/MQfMwRzoAb

3/30/2020 12:51:23 PM q_deepdigs At Madonna's concert, I've been looking through it, Gas Masks were blatant. Also so many hidden in plain site Faces, abused I believe. She had advance 

knowledge of Crown. https://youtu.be/VG3WkiL0d_U 

Hidden in Plain Site. So many Children. Screen Shot parts of the video. Then Zoom.Look

3/30/2020 12:51:41 PM laurabusse And I definitely disagree with Wilcock re Law of One

I have a different take on it than he does

3/30/2020 12:51:49 PM coloradoevolut1 boom pic.twitter.com/YzFvqdxJL8

3/30/2020 12:53:23 PM irah_chandler Still how i think of q

3/30/2020 12:55:34 PM q_deepdigs FF here too.

Multiple Faces. Mutilated even. pic.twitter.com/MDUQel34Kv

3/30/2020 12:56:36 PM kindeandtrue Our military doesn't deserve highest praise after the way they've conducted the #EndlessWars.

3/30/2020 12:57:38 PM populistpepe2 Wow! Just wow.

I'm reading transcripts. And I'm understanding things....

3/30/2020 12:57:46 PM keith369me I do too...cheerleaders aren’t necessarily at the front of the ascension timeline.  I do appreciate the reminders when quoting

3/30/2020 12:58:23 PM mcgwyneth I am a simple "evidence gatherer" in order to make my own decisions.  I can only act upon information made available to me.  If I have a question, I ask, 

hoping for a kind response, rather than a challenge.  You seemed to have info I do not, so I asked.  I hear your response.

3/30/2020 12:59:22 PM anon_demo Be objective of the information presented to you rather than blindly trusting information because of it comes from someone you like or follow. Use 

discernment

3/30/2020 12:59:58 PM batalysta I would think that instead of getting ‘homesick’...she was sick of following the rules of royal life.

3/30/2020 1:00:32 PM irah_chandler Meh killing in self defense is not a horecrux

3/30/2020 1:00:34 PM q_deepdigs Rose Petals, messages in Yellow background pic.twitter.com/nPjwWQ3zYa

3/30/2020 1:01:14 PM winklerburke No, the goal isn’t to shock therapy good, but misled, people awake?  It is to bring them to life and life’s sight... one breath of truth at a time, gently?  

One is harsh and somewhat cruel... the other takes a long time, but is lovingly kind and gentle on the minds?   ;)

3/30/2020 1:02:06 PM irah_chandler Did that saved my life also brought back all my soul fragments used fo cloning. How i rembered my ssp service and much more.

3/30/2020 1:02:43 PM qanonsunrise Pronounced Chai--nah, thank you very much. Don't get it wrong

3/30/2020 1:03:10 PM gypsyblue108 Jordan has a somewhat wankery ego; & he's made it clear that he would be 'floundering' w/o his current self-definition paradigm;

so that anything that reinforces it gives him a power boner

3/30/2020 1:03:53 PM qanonmichele11 So ask John Morton for proof he's Majestic 12

3/30/2020 1:04:27 PM gooutthebox1 Menuda chorrada como un piano.. qué dicen.. que eso son paquetes de folios xq tiene rallas azules.. 😂

3/30/2020 1:04:51 PM gypsyblue108  https://twitter.com/gypsyblue108/status/1244698092982730753?s=20 …

3/30/2020 1:06:57 PM terminatorfor45 They've already instituted it for Indiana for the Primary election, which was moved from May 5th to June 2nd.

They've authorized full vote by mail. I'm worried about the fraud we all know is going to happen. 

#WakeUpAmerica #VoteRed #VoteRed2020 #DionForCongress #WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/8drwQdNDbc

3/30/2020 1:07:06 PM guessbehemoth Yes. I would encourage people to take the high road and not become that which they hate.

3/30/2020 1:08:39 PM jackoneilltime1 Moonraker had been on my mind through out the past couple of yrs

Starting with the explorer being helicoptered out of Papa New Guinea 

The whole villan plot as well now that covid had occurred 

And reviewing it Italy is in the plot pic.twitter.com/xRSt2un0dS

3/30/2020 1:08:59 PM socraticanon I fail to see where my side is not the truth.

3/30/2020 1:09:57 PM mcgwyneth Contact info please...



3/30/2020 1:11:44 PM 369_is Thanks Jack!!! New life!!!

3/30/2020 1:11:46 PM munkeypilot Who's sayin "Your" side is not the truth?

3/30/2020 1:12:32 PM populistpepe2 🙃 pic.twitter.com/kGbEBylE51

3/30/2020 1:16:34 PM socraticanon It appears that way due to context clues.

If my side is not the truth, and I'm shown that, I change my position to align with it.

Meaning there are two sides.

Perhaps your tweet was a general commentary and more philosophical than I took it.  Apologies if so.

3/30/2020 1:16:57 PM felani24250601 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 #FilmYourHospital https://twitter.com/Jbsigma723/status/1244676931909562371 …

3/30/2020 1:17:00 PM winklerburke But you have to admit, JS is one helluva warning example for AS!  Nothing like a bad example of ego’s peril to make a soul straighten up and fly right?   ;)

3/30/2020 1:19:10 PM c2m1ll3 That's what I read. That's why high mucky mucks are getting covid19. Sadly, I read, the anecdote, will kill them. It's a no win for adreno addicts. (But, 

this is heresay. Those with better sources, please correct.) @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart pic.twitter.com/XkJVsofEWY

3/30/2020 1:21:23 PM s0urc3rss Affirmative https://twitter.com/Jordan_Sather_/status/1244710932225208325?s=20 …

3/30/2020 1:21:26 PM aetherwalker1 That only equals 96%.

3/30/2020 1:21:30 PM wblower029 New post:  

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Lima Charlie

 https://www.westerncapegangwatch.co.za/ts_sci_majic12-lima-charlie/ …

March 24, 2020

3/30/2020 1:21:57 PM winklerburke Restated:  In a spy movie when chief characters enter a carnival house of mirrors... the answer never comes by busting mirrors.   The answer comes by 

the hero playing one level above the house of mirrors, does it not?  Such contests are always won by playing the next level above?

3/30/2020 1:22:02 PM s0urc3rss Affirmative pic.twitter.com/jeWkEUpqHD

3/30/2020 1:22:18 PM smallcaps14 0Δ ???

Zero Delta?... then this comes to mind pic.twitter.com/F1vozyOUFH

3/30/2020 1:23:21 PM jackoneilltime1 Mj how is this as a possible theory: 

The virus was from cabal and placed in Italy

Given to the Chinese workers in Italy

The workers pass along the flu to their families in China 

This causes us to blame china-off to war and derails white hats

Sorry I tend to go off on tangents

3/30/2020 1:23:52 PM laurabusse 5 5

3/30/2020 1:26:00 PM splendorian1  pic.twitter.com/QRRdU8aIJf

3/30/2020 1:26:47 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @USMC @TheCollectiveQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 1:27:16 PM winklerburke IOW: Image fighting image is a loser’s  game?  What are main characters fighting for? Image? Money? What are they really fighting for? Ego&power via 

followers? Exalting puzzle-solving minds?  Position in $s otherwise not attainable? Or... effectual badass sheep dog saving sheep?

3/30/2020 1:27:34 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ

3/30/2020 1:28:10 PM ethereal_shaman You trust yourself?

3/30/2020 1:30:19 PM monroevegas Wow! That’s amazing! Jim holds that mic pretty tight too...especially when ANYONE tries to take the mic away from him...he starts getting defensive 

with his JudoChops. 😆

3/30/2020 1:30:46 PM majic_eyes_qnly Yes, it is not far away at all.

3/30/2020 1:31:17 PM monroevegas 💪🏻

3/30/2020 1:31:44 PM npc_smash3r_xxx Yes.  I don't trust austin because he was lying.... right?  The messenger was lying...but we are asked to trust the message...of someone who was 

belittling us and lying to us? 

Really?

3/30/2020 1:33:34 PM oneperspective6 Thanks!!

3/30/2020 1:33:57 PM jackoneilltime1  pic.twitter.com/AM8SEwmyOV

3/30/2020 1:37:06 PM winklerburke  http://www.ccrtblog.com/full-list/?v=7516fd43adaa …

3/30/2020 1:37:25 PM npc_smash3r_xxx Even further someone who was making fools of us.  Painting the movement in a bad light.  

Waiving around a gun irresponsibly on YT claiming to be Q?  What message was that?

3/30/2020 1:37:49 PM blondie09763846 AI is attempting to be like God..it is scarey!

3/30/2020 1:37:57 PM laurabusse We've been well trained ☺️

3/30/2020 1:37:59 PM realjamescorney MJ12 is a LARP people no outside Comms #Q

3/30/2020 1:38:17 PM blaynelannan1 Dammit.  I was ready to start buying stock!

3/30/2020 1:38:32 PM realjamescorney The LARP doesn’t know because he’s not Q no outside comms

3/30/2020 1:39:19 PM andrewperticus Have you bothered to listen to the message? No lies there!!

3/30/2020 1:39:24 PM realjamescorney What a LARP 😂

3/30/2020 1:39:56 PM do_or_do_notty Yes, actually. I have

3/30/2020 1:40:08 PM splendorian1  pic.twitter.com/si2KzWvZZK

3/30/2020 1:40:30 PM jantgr90 Pues parece que a alguien le ha dado el síndrome del papel higienico pero con los folios xD

3/30/2020 1:43:40 PM irah_chandler Kinda feel like you've been more devicive than js

3/30/2020 1:44:13 PM 1dorsetrd Falcon...AF

3/30/2020 1:44:23 PM jenaynayz lol love & light indeed 😂 LUMIA  Q+ 3730

3/30/2020 1:44:58 PM ethereal_shaman No one said learning to trust yourself would be easy. I still get it wrong, frequently.  

Q question aside, Austin gave out some fabulous info on quantum computers and the potential threat or boon to humanity.  

Message over messenger.

3/30/2020 1:46:03 PM qanonmichele11 ASK JOHN MORTON TO PROVE HE'S MAJESTIC 12.

Quite being a snotty arrogant cultist and just make him prove his credentials.

3/30/2020 1:46:30 PM qanonmichele11 You sure weren't Q+.

3/30/2020 1:47:49 PM qanonmichele11 The stupid people who believe this guy is Majestic 12, are an example of why the #DeepState has so much success sucking people in.

3/30/2020 1:50:22 PM kevinmruel This is taking advantage of an emergency @Qanon76

@USMC @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@RudyGiuliani @SaraCarterDC

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@IvankaTrump

@realDonaldTrump https://youtu.be/YWq8k78z5O8 



3/30/2020 1:50:33 PM s0urc3rss Definitely not. My college boyfriend grew up with Alex in Dallas & roomed with his cousin in college. My best friend married his cameraman, also a 

childhood friend, from the 90s. This is a silly rumor. He's insane but he's not Bill Hicks.

3/30/2020 1:51:46 PM zagnett U.S. Military/National Guard v. the Twittz, & Twittz is still winning? 🤔

What happened to the greatest military in the world? Does Twitter even have a military? Not that i know of. & we still cower to them? Just keepin' it 

real.

@realDonaldTrump

3/30/2020 1:52:14 PM jenaynayz Question, how do you know who he/they is/are? We all have names, thats just part of life.  Im guessing yours is Michele.

3/30/2020 1:52:56 PM andrewperticus So what part of his message is lies?

People scream deepstate plant, but I'm just not seeing it!!

3/30/2020 1:53:00 PM jenaynayz no shit, good observation.

3/30/2020 1:54:34 PM npc_smash3r_xxx And we know its true how?

3/30/2020 1:55:32 PM do_or_do_notty The part where he lies about other Patriots, at the very least. 

Patriots like me

When he lies about one of us, how can you rely on anything he says?

A liar is a liar.  

I’ve answered your questions now. I don’t wish to discuss this any further. He doesn’t deserve the attention✌️

3/30/2020 1:55:42 PM stephgraz7580 I was hit really hard the past couple of years and feel a lull for the first time. I’m Mandela affected etc but have some abilities I did not have before. 

Thoughts?

3/30/2020 1:55:46 PM npc_smash3r_xxx Not trying to be a dci or anything but how can we trust what he said?  If true what were his initial intentions and if not true how would we know?

3/30/2020 1:55:58 PM kimwestbrook20 The virus is real but the number of infected are exaggerated. That's just my opinion.

3/30/2020 1:56:41 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/YhzDZVepoO

3/30/2020 1:56:44 PM tagalaxies Check Out My Bat-Signal subbed Remake! 

@AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #Patriots https://youtu.be/i_SQLY3J-Fo 

3/30/2020 1:57:07 PM kimwestbrook20 I know we have it all. At least that's what I have been told

3/30/2020 1:57:13 PM laurabusse 👍

3/30/2020 2:00:20 PM michael81972 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 2:00:25 PM wickedmouse369 My Pleasure. I AM thriving at this level - why hasn't life always been this engaging. You were right - I was bored to tears! pic.twitter.com/I5J1mraOxO

3/30/2020 2:00:36 PM vincentzwood DJT said don not listen to anonymous LARPS. Only a living name. And JFK said "secrecy is repugnant to a free and open society". Message over 

messenger?  Your message is Division. You have 60K following. YOU are a Q pharisee. 

https://twitter.com/vincentZwood/status/1244427638866919425?s=19 …

3/30/2020 2:00:42 PM manifest_utopia Yep. Like that old game Operator, where a phrase whispered in the next person's ear goes round the circle & at the end it has no relation to the original 

phrase.

3/30/2020 2:00:57 PM stephgraz7580 Kind of like Coventry... Enigma

3/30/2020 2:01:45 PM qanonmichele11 Majestic 12 attacks all the low hanging fruit in #QArmy

3/30/2020 2:02:16 PM andrewperticus You're worrying about superficial stuff obviously, you can't give me a straight answer..

Remember, Austin was only defending himself and calling out the #QPharisees ..

3/30/2020 2:02:45 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/90lQiuQBOy

3/30/2020 2:03:00 PM manifest_utopia "cheerleaders aren’t necessarily at the front of the ascension timeline."  So very, very true, IMHO.

3/30/2020 2:04:05 PM dmzastra Thanks a lot...

3/30/2020 2:04:06 PM kidge6 That was not a female symbol when I typed it in.

3/30/2020 2:06:51 PM jenaynayz when? show me, Ive not seen it ever.

3/30/2020 2:07:24 PM stephgraz7580 In “Sherlock” Mycroft is MI6 “little brother” is a high functioning sociopath and Watson is drawn to violence..... who indeed is the real villain 🧐

3/30/2020 2:07:37 PM laurabusse That's great!!!

I LOVED that book

Wanted more when I finished

3/30/2020 2:07:53 PM do_or_do_notty I gave you a straight and very honest answer. I was one of the Patriots he falsely labeled. 

You just didn’t like my answer, and have now earned yourself a block. 

🤷🏻♀️✌️

3/30/2020 2:08:04 PM doiselori what are eardrum scarves?

3/30/2020 2:09:05 PM blsdbe Scars

3/30/2020 2:11:22 PM laurabusse It's very fascinating stuff

Law of One

But I have several problems with it actually

I could be wrong

But that's where I am with it

Would LOVE to be in a Law of One discussion group

With ppl well versed in it

I have so many questions

Several things that don't sit right with me
3/30/2020 2:13:14 PM lucasnobua 😂❤️

3/30/2020 2:13:26 PM the_loveoflight Did you forget how to respond or were you just bring an asshole?

3/30/2020 2:14:05 PM laurabusse And I'm coming at it more from an Abraham-Hicks perspective more than anything

I LOVE Abraham-Hicks

Their stuff resonates with me more than anything out there

They're very simple

Law of one is more complex

Perhaps unnecessarily so?

3/30/2020 2:19:55 PM spacecadet369  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf … pic.twitter.com/GPSwI2WHVG

3/30/2020 2:20:27 PM grumpyallday  pic.twitter.com/2a5gWKslJF

3/30/2020 2:26:44 PM q_deepdigs @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I appreciate the time you offer. I'm only sharing Madonna info because she obviously knew what would happen. She's a very sick 

witch. To see the hidden images turn Pop slighter almost all the way up sometimes all the way if needed.  

https://twitter.com/Q_DeepDigs/status/1244735966406938629/photo/1 pic.twitter.com/jiTKQO56SX  pic.twitter.com/7I4eZEGclr

3/30/2020 2:27:06 PM keith369me I recall when reading it that according to RA, the information could not be 100% accurate because of the “language barrier”...I do think first hand 

reading is best.



3/30/2020 2:27:26 PM mcat57374744 Or I’m AI lol.  Good grief, people. Get a grip. Just because I don’t agree with your Dear Leader and think he’s a danger and acts illegally, doesn’t mean 

i’m a “bot”. wow.

3/30/2020 2:29:01 PM populistpepe2  https://www.fifty8magazine.com/isbe 

3/30/2020 2:29:25 PM wickedmouse369 Can you retweet the link to the PDF backup of this account's tweets? From July 17 to March 2020 - https://www.docdroid.net/nw1X7Q4/majestic12-

july2017-march2020.pdf …

3/30/2020 2:32:02 PM munkeypilot 🤜🏽🤛🏼Here's what I believe is currently habbening in the Patriot community - leave Q out of this. We're all heading towards the same destination of 

truth & freedom "Slaves No Moar" but on multiple parallel "truth" tracks just may not all arrive at the same time.

#1T1F

😎👍🏼

3/30/2020 2:32:02 PM labellatresor I have long thought that television and movies have been leaking real info. Examples: Hansel and Gretel being held in cages until they were fat enough 

to eat, vampires drinking blood and not aging, the Movies Death becomes Her, and Monsters Inc...

3/30/2020 2:32:14 PM mcgwyneth Serious request, if you would be so kind as to share.  What if my experience end up supporting your claim?  I'm certainly willing to do the research.

3/30/2020 2:32:22 PM dying_democracy He's a practitioner of Kung Fool.

3/30/2020 2:32:47 PM q_deepdigs Left side stairs. A bunch of Hidden people/Pics. Last pic is what's on the table below her arm. pic.twitter.com/ngs3AuAHJM

3/30/2020 2:36:23 PM manifest_utopia I've read Law of One at least 4x over the years. Each time, because I was in a more expanded place, my understanding went deeper. LofO is a very 

advanced view of evolution of a IS/soul & universal system of evolution.

I've enjoyed Abraham-Hicks very much too.

3/30/2020 2:37:28 PM esmicolumna Acabo de ver el vídeo y salta a la vista. Además si lo paras se puede ver que pone A4 claramente, eso es una fabrica de folios.

3/30/2020 2:38:35 PM jolie_rahn War Drummer has done lost his cotton picking mind.  He's scary, now.  Not the same person from a year ago.  I picked him off as well.

3/30/2020 2:39:50 PM manifest_utopia There's much we do not have words or even mental constructs for. Such is living in limitation.

3/30/2020 2:40:08 PM rghardy3 3 Days of Darkness

Mass Arrests

Silent Justice

It's going to be Biblical

3/30/2020 2:40:33 PM jolie_rahn Yep, unsubbed and dropped the support.  I am NOT paying anyone to lecture me about critical and free thinking while espousing too much time on this 

LARP, AS, when he has been outed by Q himself.  Enough of the baloney sauce.  No thank you!

3/30/2020 2:40:47 PM splendorian1  pic.twitter.com/UByxrLEOEQ

3/30/2020 2:41:01 PM manifest_utopia A Law of One discussion group would be a very fun endeavor. Curious about your questions.

3/30/2020 2:42:27 PM anissa_joe I had to stop watching him. That reverse speech stuff took over his channel. And his whole demeanor has changed. They way he started speaking to his 

subscribers was horrible. He is definitely scarier now.

3/30/2020 2:43:32 PM qanonspain Como veis el video si lo he borrado? Estoy intentando trazar el origen del video para averiguar algo mas

3/30/2020 2:44:24 PM socraticanon I'm down with that.

Steinbart is very clearly an Alex Jones-tier disinfo agent, though.

Majestic 12 here is his sock puppet that was parroting his words before he was BTFO by Q.

3/30/2020 2:44:36 PM do_or_do_notty Is that why (you) continue to give attention to the one who claims to be Q Baby?

3/30/2020 2:44:37 PM jolie_rahn That is baloney!  She has been pushing this stupid AS and telling you to get critical and free with your thinking.   He's been outed already by Q himself.

3/30/2020 2:45:35 PM anthony256 You sure about that? pic.twitter.com/yD1tmhbIQs

3/30/2020 2:45:40 PM ethereal_shaman Trust but verify?  

Who are the Q Celebrities, who are they really? Why do you trust them? 

Just questions to ask.  Peace and stay safe.  🙏

3/30/2020 2:47:19 PM japarkerart @Dan_Jennings

3/30/2020 2:47:21 PM alwaysknowshome So your saying the the China virus was tainted and that all original members of MJ 12 have reached 5dc and are now living in other  dimension and that 

you 11 are in contact wirh them?  People can reach 5d and still have bad intentions. Its all about 7d baby!

3/30/2020 2:47:46 PM laurabusse I woke up this morning thinking

WHY THE F DO I HAVE TO PICK A POLARITY?

What happens if I don't???

Can't I just decide for myself what I'm gonna do after this life???

3/30/2020 2:47:57 PM nuggalistparty So called NYT "writer" using twitter garbage for his, you know, "research". Quality News, folks! 

#FakeNews #propaganda #tds #TrumpDerangementSyndrome @99freemind @PoliticalOrgy @55true4u @StormIsUponUs @SSG_PAIN 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DeepStateExpose @nytimes @seanhannity pic.twitter.com/GPXywULrQW

3/30/2020 2:50:33 PM laurabusse Wow

I loved that book

Went to see a shaman

Honestly I think I can do it myself via meditation and intention

And allowing life to unfold accordingly...

3/30/2020 2:50:37 PM alwaysknowshome And when twinning suggested to Truman that a working group of well-connected and trusted individuals be set up to handle the ET situation , T must 

have had the members in mind as he was approaching the crash site, if not sooner. Also, about how many antogravitic ships are yours?

3/30/2020 2:50:52 PM gooutthebox1 Qué van a ser folios.. 😅 no son los mismos envoltorios.. y lo empacado parecen cajas.. no sé de qué.. pero de folios no..

3/30/2020 2:51:15 PM laurabusse Ha! LOL

3/30/2020 2:51:29 PM kireaton Where did this graphic come from and why are they using Clinton's name instead of just saying democrat?

3/30/2020 2:51:39 PM justink43040512 Has anyone heard of the uncensored library that is located in the minecraft game?

3/30/2020 2:52:24 PM peteralangray Because @AustinSteinbart is a real person, the Q Grifters are threatened.

They can't use their vaguely certain interpretations any more, so they are less relevant.

They were always like QTMZ

We should all have a look at ourselves - why did we give these people our time?

3/30/2020 2:52:36 PM gooutthebox1 Borde de caja de cartón.. y el ancho no es el mismo.. y las rallas continúan y en la de folios no.. pic.twitter.com/Juftqch4xh

3/30/2020 2:54:04 PM gatekeaper1 Why is Mr. ROBOT never mentioned?

3/30/2020 2:54:32 PM manifest_utopia If you're working now to lift your vibration and on the side of Light vs. the dark, perhaps you've already chosen Service to Others?  😁



3/30/2020 2:55:02 PM laurabusse Thank you!

☺️☺️☺️

3/30/2020 2:55:16 PM selffunded12 I don’t think anyone has anytime or resources to do arrests, they are all super busy dealing with the biggest health emergency in living memory. Trump 

is v busy at the moment. You couldn’t have picked a worse time.

3/30/2020 2:55:56 PM manifest_utopia Thanks for info. I closed my FB account some time ago because of surveillance.

3/30/2020 2:56:12 PM rghardy3 Calling him a Real Person is not showing 

the whole picture.

The question is what kind of Person ?

3/30/2020 2:56:23 PM qanonmichele11 Ask John Morton to prove he's Majestic 12.

3/30/2020 2:56:23 PM populistpepe2 Fascinating.

3/30/2020 2:56:41 PM laurabusse I added it to my homescreen to read during the...er...3 days

3/30/2020 2:58:17 PM populistpepe2 3 days...10 days. As long as we stay home, stay safe, and stay healthy.... might as well also enlighten ourselves.

3/30/2020 2:59:05 PM viking_jeremy They could have been distribution points of ADRENOCHROME or some other purpose. This is no coincidence for sure bc there are none. 

#nocoincidences #InItTogether #QAnon #WWG1WGA #DIA #MJ12 #GodWins #AustinSteinbart

3/30/2020 3:00:12 PM rghardy3 Trump and the Alliance are using the Fake Pandemic

as cover to carry out "The Plan".

Don't fall for the Corona Hype.

He could not pick a better time for the Arresting.

Reality Check.

3/30/2020 3:01:06 PM munkeypilot We'll keep drilling all this down until we all get to the truth one way or another...and no mercy on those fomenting the divisiveness...

3/30/2020 3:01:17 PM laurabusse Well then I should probably reread it

I read it 12 years ago when I was waking up and still shaking off Christianity

And it was one of the first esoteric books I read

So my perspective was new and probably somewhat shallow

It struck me as what Christianity

SHOULD have been

3/30/2020 3:01:20 PM alwaysknowshome I’m digesting all I can dig up on you folks via my old books and internet and then I will review your documents. The idea that I could possibly be in 

communication with MJ12 via Twitter is out of this world. But my hopes only sore so high when its truth I have yet to find.

3/30/2020 3:04:10 PM laurabusse Do you find conflict between the two?

My problem is dividing ppl up into STS vs STO

STS and STO is a spectrum

Most ppl are a mix

I know I am

It's a rare person who focuses exclusively on others to help them or exclusively on oneself to the detriment of others

3/30/2020 3:04:50 PM oo1o110 Have you read Urantia? Another quality perspective on things.

3/30/2020 3:04:51 PM socraticanon I agree.

Cheers to that.

3/30/2020 3:05:02 PM manifest_utopia My hunch is you'd have a very different perspective now. May make a lot more sense now. Much of what is discussed about "the harvest" and 

transitioning from 3rd density to 4th density relates to what is occurring on the planet now.

3/30/2020 3:06:51 PM sherrie45869786 JE has been in GTMO ALL ALONG being juiced like an Orange for information! They faked the DS into an assassination attempt by letting them think he 

was in Manhattan (the Manhattan blackout) when all of Broadway was ordered out in the streets to sing an dance to provide COVER.

3/30/2020 3:06:57 PM ethereal_shaman Yet is the plant healing the damage caused by these cabal methods at the same time?

3/30/2020 3:07:24 PM laurabusse I love the simple message of Abraham-Hicks

To me the Law of One complicates it unnecessarily

Since we are creators

And we create our reality

I suspect the L of O is an almost religious like doctrine of some ET civilization

And the STS vs STO concept reeks of dogma to me
3/30/2020 3:08:14 PM randyturley3 Unfortunately yes😢

3/30/2020 3:09:42 PM selffunded12 Trump is taking this virus very seriously and we shouldn’t undermine his work. I trust Potus and support his efforts to avert the tragedy falling upon the 

USA. Losing the Mandate of Heaven, the populace are falling ill. He is trying to save US citizens and we mock his efforts.

3/30/2020 3:10:51 PM viking_jeremy So i get $1400 Army disability and compensation on the 1st. How much should I spend to become a millionaire?

3/30/2020 3:11:20 PM munkeypilot QBOOM 🤜🏽🤛🏼

3/30/2020 3:11:25 PM viking_jeremy 😂😂

3/30/2020 3:12:06 PM laurabusse My main beef is

We are a mix of STS and STO

The law of One by its very name says

All is one!

So then why divide it into 2 camps?

STO and STS

Especially when most ppl are a mix of both?

I would prefer to say

There are beings who respect the free will of others

And those that don't
3/30/2020 3:12:10 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/6PsHbnBJX4

3/30/2020 3:12:20 PM aleks8837  pic.twitter.com/u31Wd6wq9Z

3/30/2020 3:13:38 PM wackamole15 wasn’t necessary

3/30/2020 3:14:56 PM wickedmouse369 Degrees separate north and south. Two different locations on the same line.

3/30/2020 3:15:46 PM laurabusse I think thats a more accurate descriptor!

Same with humans

There are those who are mostly kind positive loving respectful who respect free will

Then there are those who are mostly neg complaining w victim blame consciousness who try to manipulate others and dont respect free will

3/30/2020 3:16:19 PM manifest_utopia I understand STS & STO very differently than you do. For me it gave me a framework to understand why there are so many narcissists, HRC, Soros, et al 

here. I do not perceive STS & STO 2b the same as the awareness that we each hold a balance of light & dark. Very far from it.



3/30/2020 3:16:56 PM rghardy3 Sorry but you are not seeing the Big Picture.

"The Plan" will be happening over the next 2 weeks.

Most of what you hear about Corona Virus

is just Fake Hype.

3/30/2020 3:18:30 PM laurabusse I suppose one could argue STO are the positive loving beings I just described

While STS are the negative unkind ones

But we are all a mix

You have to take care of yourself

Is that STS?

And there are times when it's desirable or necessary to look after others

Especially family...

3/30/2020 3:19:54 PM karenev86103001 WOW 🤔

3/30/2020 3:20:12 PM manifest_utopia Yes, from my understanding of LoO, you've just described STO & STS very well.

3/30/2020 3:21:31 PM manifest_utopia STS have chosen to focus on using manipulation of others to advance.

3/30/2020 3:21:38 PM laurabusse Well it's interesting

I've always been a rather independent loner

Both husband and I are

My problems always seem to work out

And I have learned the hard way to NOT go out of my way to help others lest I get sucked into their dysfunction that caused their problems to begin 

with

3/30/2020 3:24:27 PM manifest_utopia Taking care of yourself does not = STS

Ultimately, taking care of self serves others also. Put your oxygen mask on first before assisting others.

3/30/2020 3:24:30 PM laurabusse I think most ppl know what I'm saying

Its like tough love

But I've never been a ppl person

But I do want the best for everyone

And if I can help someone yet maintain firm boundaries if necessary

Then I will

But I certainly dont want to hurt manipulate or use anyone

Peace and love
3/30/2020 3:25:50 PM djlok Laura, where were you in my 20's and 30's?  If someone had told me that then, AND if I'd believed them, it would have saved me a LOT of heartache 

over the years.  It wasn't until I hit 40 I understood the difference between being nice and being kind. BIG DIFFERENCE!!!

3/30/2020 3:27:13 PM laurabusse So I don't see myself as STO

Not by any means

I kind of see myself as a

Benevolent STS if that makes any sense

Source meets all my needs

As it does for everyone

I just want to live my life and others to live theirs

I don't want to hurt anyone and I don't want anyone to hurt me...
3/30/2020 3:27:19 PM jackcorn420 He doesn't really engage with anyone and I only asked a simple question pic.twitter.com/UsSGJuFser

3/30/2020 3:28:08 PM laurabusse Yeah it's a great story!

And supposedly true!

3/30/2020 3:28:56 PM laurabusse Absolutely!

Meditate more

Read more

Etc

3/30/2020 3:29:33 PM manifest_utopia You spread much Light and Love here. 💖

STS people chose manipulation & use of power over others. In the process, the benefit STS's provide for STO people is they are a catalyst for our 

growth. Processing all the hard situations they cause in STO's lives.

3/30/2020 3:29:53 PM quality_cqntrol #AnthonyBourdainDidntKillHimself he witnessed what @RepAdamSchiff did @ #TheStandardHotel pic.twitter.com/Ujk7b8o6qh

3/30/2020 3:31:57 PM factsnopinion1 Wow! A must read for those tracking what goes on behind the "scenes"

Thank you @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 !  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244512941451423745 …

3/30/2020 3:32:12 PM laurabusse I got the book

Or I should say...I got A book

Used

From Amazon therefore cheap

I didn't get very far

It sounded fascinating before I ordered it

But once I started reading it just didn't resonate or something

Soooo many different stories out there about our origins!

Many v diff
3/30/2020 3:35:16 PM mongrelglory I understand what you're saying Laura, but since we've learned what is happening to 800,000 children on this planet every year, I think a response from 

us is required.  To say nothing or do nothing would be to condone it, so I think the current situation is forcing us to choose.

3/30/2020 3:36:24 PM laurabusse Thanks for the encouragement

I think son lost 1st book

Not sure where the others are

We moved so maybe still in a box

I understand you can read for free online

Honestly I remember it being a slog

Repetitive

Difficult to get through in places

Theres an edited version online maybe?
3/30/2020 3:36:27 PM qanonmichele11 That's flat out degrading abuse, that no legitimate Majestic 12 member would need to resort to. It's the same filthy dirty attack you incited on me 

before, that caused me to block your trolls.

You're not Majestic 12. You should not have to abuse me in order to prove credibility.

3/30/2020 3:37:06 PM laurabusse Edited to be easier to read and edits out repetitive stuff?

3/30/2020 3:39:05 PM oo1o110 The early stuff is very hard to get through. Skip to the life of Jesus. AMAZING read. So much wisdom.



3/30/2020 3:39:25 PM qanonmichele11 Look at these two low frequency abusers "liking" this cyber dry humping from fraud Majestic 12.

HE WOULD NOT HAVE TO RESORT TO MENTAL ABUSE IF HE JUST PROVED HE'S THE REAL MAJESTIC 12.

But he's just John Morton, with a few convictions. His mask slips when he attacks me. pic.twitter.com/yDTD5rjXVE

3/30/2020 3:40:31 PM laurabusse Do you tend to take what they say literally re Ascension?

Do you think it will happen as they say?

I don't remember exactly

But I tend to rely on my inner guidance in the moment and not concern myself with the future

Unless I am inspired to do so

And just trust all will work out

3/30/2020 3:40:50 PM laurabusse Because it always does...

3/30/2020 3:41:17 PM keith369me You are STO in ways you don’t realize...every time you stimulate someone to think.

3/30/2020 3:41:27 PM upallnight39 Symbolism, appeal to authority, pre-existing mind control transfer

Praying medic as the "christian" and largest #QNNtalkinhead

StormisUpon us appeals to the "red.white & blue skull symbol cop lovers"

Lisa mei appeals to the sychophants who wish they were in the DC club

Etc
3/30/2020 3:44:05 PM the_awakened_j Truth...💯

3/30/2020 3:44:26 PM qanonmichele11 @Kabamur_Taygeta knew who you were 18 months ago.

Unless you can prove your credibility as being affiliated to the real Majestic 12, you should stop inciting gang dry humping on people who challenge you 

to prove your credibility. 

PROVE YOUR CREDIBILITY OR SHUT UP.

3/30/2020 3:45:15 PM upallnight39 No one is innocent

Or everyone is innocent

Pick one

3/30/2020 3:45:52 PM nikoscali Why are YOU engaging?

3/30/2020 3:47:19 PM ulived1969 Shlama... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QClJ0IGamLY …

3/30/2020 3:47:38 PM qanonmichele11 I am so much smarter than you, and obviously far more sane since you actually get on Twitter and LIE about being Majestic 12 when you're not, then 

you show your true Narcissistic viciousness when you're challenged. You're using Q & followers for attention seeking supply.

3/30/2020 3:47:41 PM cathyholton4 In the mj12 600 page document  days D Wilcock information was good. Can someone reply?

3/30/2020 3:47:44 PM ts_sci_majic12 LEAKED AUDIO: Kennedy Center President Caught Discussing Lobbyist Got Th...  https://youtu.be/SnrXEJm39RE  via @YouTube

3/30/2020 3:50:14 PM laurabusse Well that helps a lot

Bc my memory of it is

You're either light or dark

So I'm sure you're right

I should reread!

Or maybe I'll just stick with Abraham-Hicks

Takes a lifetime to master their wonderful message alone!

It's changed me

It's changed my life...
3/30/2020 3:50:46 PM qanonmichele11 Maj is super easy to trigger, he falls for it all the time, for over 2 years now, and proves he's not remotely close to being affiliated to the Majestic 12.

He resorts to degradation, abuse, and inciting of gang harassment, a low frequency realm he sinks to easily & quickly.

3/30/2020 3:50:53 PM victoriaserbia Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a glimpse into how Majest is 

embedded in the scripts of movies. MI 6 / "M" / 00 Program / Her Majesty defines National Security as being p…  

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html …

3/30/2020 3:51:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger.

Some of what he says is decent.

He must keep a multimillion dollar brand well oiled though.

3/30/2020 3:51:22 PM state1union What?  I don’t understand the Q?

3/30/2020 3:53:01 PM laurabusse Well maybe I do understand it then better than I thought

Maybe it's semantics

3/30/2020 3:53:10 PM 99thyamwasher 🍻

3/30/2020 3:53:33 PM eo_swan Isn't that why new Trustees were assigned/ attached to the funding. pic.twitter.com/JLyRug8yJ8

3/30/2020 3:54:13 PM slipgater420 What did you mean by ALICE Syndrome?

Also I'm not gonna take sides but she did just ask for proof. I didn't see the whole exchange though. And you were pretty verbally abusive, kek.

3/30/2020 3:54:37 PM nikoscali Same with engaging the people who don't think Austin is legit. If you are doing what you are saying you are doing then you shouldn't have to answer to 

anybody, yet you've been consistently defensive.

3/30/2020 3:54:37 PM majic_eyes_qnly One of MJ12's tweets about David Wilcock (DW) is here (CG = Corey Goode): 

https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033019494661283840?s=20 …

3/30/2020 3:55:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 Message over Messenger

Think of the frequency as IS-BE interference. pic.twitter.com/QVJr2yQuUv

3/30/2020 3:55:33 PM majic_eyes_qnly *MY* question is why doesn't David Wilcock talk about Majestic 12's Twitter account? He's talked about Q. So why not MJ?

3/30/2020 3:55:57 PM vectorsigma4442 like a emp



3/30/2020 3:56:09 PM laurabusse What I don't understand is

Source has given us everything we need

And the ways and means to obtain everything we need

Sometimes god uses ppl to bring us what we need

But those ppl are inspired inwardly to help us

Not coerced

If you understand how the universe works

It is...
3/30/2020 3:56:15 PM mongrelglory They need an audit stat! 👀

3/30/2020 3:56:46 PM mcgwyneth Huh?

3/30/2020 3:56:57 PM ninjananny57 Message over Messenger?  As in FB messenger?

3/30/2020 3:56:57 PM qanonmichele11 You're a bad man, John Morton. 

It's one thing to lie about being Majestic 12 when you're not, but it's evil to start using your followers to incite vile degrading attacks on #QArmy who 

call you out.

Prove your credibility, don't divert with narcissistic abuse 101. pic.twitter.com/FsLdjWbl6w

3/30/2020 3:57:17 PM bibibobibox Oh my God... you read my mind 🙏🏻

3/30/2020 3:57:41 PM one_autist Can you consciously will a state of brain wave?  And is this how majestic never sleep?

3/30/2020 3:57:50 PM thepatriotfight No message look at the picture... we have incredible powers.

3/30/2020 3:58:04 PM dkozlov2019 Yes things are happening,  we know this!!! Acting up will only get you all hurt. Maybe we are quarantined so we don't know what's happening.  Martial 

law is next .

3/30/2020 3:58:39 PM myvoiceusa So can suicide take us to a different frequency or a different place because we really don’t want to be here?? @realDonaldTrump @P0A_Triot23 

@StormIsUponUs @PunishDem1776

3/30/2020 3:58:46 PM earth2nissy I remember as a child my mom would turn off our TV and the high pitched noise would stop. I never thought about it until now. 😞

3/30/2020 3:58:59 PM qanonmichele11 Any of you not asking Maj to prove his credentials are the same slow lugs who fall for all #DeepState propaganda. 

He's NOT Majestic 12. You should be asking him to prove his credibility. 

Q does.

#QSentMe 💃

3/30/2020 3:58:59 PM wearelambily99 Rude!

3/30/2020 3:59:13 PM juststarstuff So basically 25M down the drain cause they still can’t function even with all that money.

3/30/2020 3:59:19 PM laurabusse ...never necessary to force anyone to do anything for you

That is in fact counterproductive

If you understand the above

Then WHY would anyone want to live a life inflicting pain on anyone to get what they want

When it's never necessary

Unless the person is ignorant

Or sadistic?
3/30/2020 4:00:05 PM jmbmajic3 our own IS-BE interference?

3/30/2020 4:00:36 PM irah_chandler I did it myself. I used all the info from several articles. Then worked with my star fam. They're very good at it. It's in line with the galactic codex so they 

have a duty to help. Brought back all soul fragments clensed and reconnected them to me in the right place and order.

3/30/2020 4:01:03 PM logicalthinki17  https://twitter.com/LogicalThinki17/status/1238352307604951040 …

3/30/2020 4:01:21 PM aw_goodwin I do not know what this is all about but General Mattis has captured the correct tone in my book.

3/30/2020 4:01:24 PM celaenomaia TV makes a very annoying high pitched sound for sure lol ugh

3/30/2020 4:01:31 PM mongrelglory Is it analogous to quietening the ego (static), so you can tune into Source consciousness?

3/30/2020 4:01:51 PM irah_chandler  https://personaltao.com/soul-spirit/soul-retrieval/ …

3/30/2020 4:01:57 PM state1union Is MJ talking about Kab?

3/30/2020 4:02:07 PM tbirdfreeman She sounds scared to death, as she should be! pic.twitter.com/PObGO77tK2

3/30/2020 4:02:10 PM rudedrew63  pic.twitter.com/Xa7QC4lRYB

3/30/2020 4:02:16 PM mcgwyneth I cannot speak for anyone else, but I "engage" only when the possibility of discovery of truth is present. I continue engaging when possibility becomes 

potential. I stop when that possibility is no more. My experience?  Engaging w-Majestic 12 provides a wealth of truth potential.

3/30/2020 4:03:17 PM 22gardenstreet . Related to @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 's previous banner image?  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244760107172483076 …

3/30/2020 4:03:28 PM laurabusse Yes!

That is what I thought!

Serving yourself in a healthy way helps you serve others!

That's why I was so confused

Didn't make sense to me, LofO!

I wouldn't make breakfast for anyone unless I could have my coffee first LOL!

Yes oxygen mask is perfect metaphor

3/30/2020 4:03:34 PM irah_chandler It is ongoing also every once an a while they free another fragment and i get it back nowadays

3/30/2020 4:04:17 PM state1union Cud Kab live in Kansas for some reason. I know CA but also Kansas?

3/30/2020 4:04:35 PM logicalthinki17 #ExoConsciousness https://twitter.com/LogicalThinki17/status/1240507265125212160 …

3/30/2020 4:05:15 PM jaded_pearl What rogue operational commands has @AustinSteinbart given? All he is asking is to take a look at the position put forth & decide for yourself - that's 

in alignment with what is the core of what Q stands for.

3/30/2020 4:06:34 PM qanonmichele11 He always gets really abusive when he's challenged. Maj uses his followers to intimidate, bully and abuse dissenters. He's done some pretty foul stuff 

to me, because I tell people to ask him to prove his credentials. He can't. He's not Majestic 12. He's a liar.

3/30/2020 4:06:42 PM keith369me I listened to it.  YouTube MaffyMoose...you can read and listen simultaneously which helped me greatly.

3/30/2020 4:07:39 PM ethereal_shaman My college sorority (long, long ago) was Alpha Gamma Delta.

Beta Theta pledging class.

Is that like signals in some way?



3/30/2020 4:07:45 PM laurabusse Wow!

Yeah

I'm always saying to a friend of mine

WHY does each person have to reinvent the wheel???

It seems there are certain things in life we have to learn for ourselves via experience!!!

And I guess this is one of them

How to set boundaries

Be helpful

But not get used up LOL
3/30/2020 4:08:23 PM lorieve Like wolves in Bird's clothing? 

NO MORE LAWS

Tetelestai.

3/30/2020 4:08:28 PM jd_endsley Yes you will not lose money. The money we have now is worthless. That is why prices are so high. When we back the NEW U.S TREASURY DOLLAR 

NOTICE THAT I DID NOT SAY NOTE. A NOTE IS A PROMISE TO PAY. WHICH IS WHAT WE HAVE NOW. ROLLED OUT COMPLETELY A U.S TREASURY 

DOLLAR 

=$1gold

3/30/2020 4:09:03 PM keith369me If adrenochrome usage is a marker for arrest of child murderers, flooding the world with adrenochrome through vaping would prevent arrest for this 

single marker

3/30/2020 4:09:29 PM rghardy3 As I said before I have not watched his videos.

No point in debating about him.

Each person has to make their own decision.

Be careful who you Follow.

3/30/2020 4:09:36 PM ts_sci_majic12 What JS outlines here is MESSENGER over Message. https://twitter.com/drmartyfox/status/1244750738829578244 …

3/30/2020 4:10:21 PM vectorsigma4442  pic.twitter.com/MIgoW4dGvQ

3/30/2020 4:10:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 No

3/30/2020 4:11:07 PM hunleyginger but i have all my money in the bank will it just be changed for the new currency

3/30/2020 4:11:35 PM emilyoakley6 I remember after following Q and rewarding this film how it was so apparent immediately.  All the metaphorical situations played out.

3/30/2020 4:11:49 PM mongrelglory I sort of thought you were talking about setting healthy boundaries there Laura, which is perfectly okay to do.  Jesus said "love your neighbour as your 

self" not "love your neighbour more than yourself".

3/30/2020 4:12:10 PM quentinjay2 Where do you get this information? I would love to know. I've heard he sacrificed his daughter. I've heard he was water boarded lol. looking for some 

proof.

3/30/2020 4:12:18 PM lavenderlives  pic.twitter.com/KPp4DVZHUC

3/30/2020 4:12:50 PM gracefullearth 👍Regulate your breath, if you do it consciously, you can access all of these frequencies 🌟

3/30/2020 4:12:59 PM laurabusse Manifesting you are MOST kind and very generous!

Thank you for the kind words 💖

Well you are right

Yes it causes growth

Painful growth!

Sometimes I think I'd rather sit on the beach in meditation for a million years and not grow LOLOL

3/30/2020 4:13:41 PM worldpeacesoon I got my proof. To not trust Q. pic.twitter.com/tGxbqLYN52

3/30/2020 4:14:20 PM nun_chucknorris Working, found this. 

"Q only communicates on 8chan and soon to be DoD protected 8kun. Majestic technology. Q operation will ramp up." 

Test to see who is paying attention? https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1190090539305259009?s=20 …

3/30/2020 4:14:32 PM laurabusse So what you're saying is

Some choose STS

A more difficult path

A longer path

Just to help others grow and evolve?

Yikes

Sounds like hell for both sides actually!!!

3/30/2020 4:14:48 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/30/2020 4:14:56 PM mongrelglory Believe me!  I have those days too!

3/30/2020 4:14:58 PM ififire You mean like Austin Steinlarp?

3/30/2020 4:15:59 PM covertress Ha! Add that filter on top of the drop in dimensions and it's a wonder we receive anything at all from our IS.

3/30/2020 4:16:06 PM eenor23 quote?

3/30/2020 4:16:22 PM cathyholton4 Thank you!

3/30/2020 4:16:39 PM irah_chandler He's over the target They're fact checking things he didn't say.

3/30/2020 4:16:59 PM mongrelglory Apparently setting healthy boundaries is a life lesson that many Starseeds struggle with especially (as do most people).

3/30/2020 4:17:12 PM shawnt1973  pic.twitter.com/p5SPdiiNng

3/30/2020 4:17:48 PM keith369me Are we supposed to focus on frequency or amplitude with respect to interference?

3/30/2020 4:17:52 PM lab_007  pic.twitter.com/HU7KBfNTsJ

3/30/2020 4:18:20 PM munkeypilot 😎👍🏼

3/30/2020 4:18:49 PM laurabusse Thats a really good point

Of course we didn't know about this until recently

And unfortunately it may be almost impossible to help those desperate for help

Especially if LEOs do nothing or are in on it

So yes I do see your point

Inasmuch as I generally prefer the ostrich approach

3/30/2020 4:19:44 PM aynthrope Maj, tell us about 5G and CV19.  IF you can.  👽

3/30/2020 4:21:08 PM myvoiceusa I’m waiting... @all that I follow...

3/30/2020 4:21:19 PM covertress  pic.twitter.com/SCriLFAoJ5

3/30/2020 4:21:25 PM shazbot17127277 Are the labels correct?  It looks like the highest frequency is at the top and lowest at the bottom.  Labels don't correspond.

3/30/2020 4:21:34 PM laurabusse And of course what I'm referring to is ppl in our every day lives

Friends neighbors co workers

Ppl we know

What's been going on now for far too long and must be stopped I see as another category

These victims are hidden from us

Unless you're someone called to rescue these ppl



3/30/2020 4:21:49 PM freedom_sent So what ARE the symptoms of adrenochrome withdrawal? 

What does taking it do for a person?

What are the physical signs that someone is a user?

3/30/2020 4:22:08 PM keith369me What surprises me is the lack of amplitude at Theta and Gamma.  Meditative and high vibrational states?

3/30/2020 4:23:02 PM mongrelglory I think it appears less dogmatic when you consider how it works in real life situations. We're constantly making choices in our daily lives, each one a 

fork between 2 paths.  Yet, I think instinctively even kids know the difference between unity and separation, light and dark.

3/30/2020 4:23:32 PM jeremyrobards7 Interesting... I told my girlfriend something similar around time of this post.  But Is-Be is not a term I used nor familiar with.

3/30/2020 4:24:18 PM laurabusse I think I gave the book away actually

And it may have been abridged or condensed or just a part of the original which I think was huge

But I will definitely keep that in mind

The life of Jesus in the urantia book

Thanks!
3/30/2020 4:25:33 PM manifest_utopia My experience is that it is definitely possible to transition/ascend from 3rd density to 4th density etc. LoO speaks of ascending after death. At this time, 

some can do so while remaining in their body. I highly recommend doing so if one chooses/is able. Everything will works out

3/30/2020 4:25:37 PM laurabusse Interesting thought...

We impact others

For good or for bad

In so many ways we don't think about...

3/30/2020 4:25:53 PM jd_endsley Yes but the money NOTE you have now is worthless. The U.S TREASURY DOLLAR WILL BE WORTH A DOLLAR OF GOLD. LOOK AT PRICES OF STUFF IN 

THE 60s To get an idea. MORE BUYING POWER. WHOLE EARTH TO GO GOLD TRUMP LEADS THE WORLD NOW

3/30/2020 4:26:03 PM lbf777 I don’t have it on me. He says the NSA made it for the NWO money system. This way Gov can cut off our spending ability and see everything we buy.

3/30/2020 4:26:05 PM one_autist Thanks 🙃 I practice vipasna. I've been meaning to explore controlled breathing. Does majestic advice a specific routine?

3/30/2020 4:26:36 PM freedomrider364 #StaySheep RT @StuartTruly: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @zagnett @cjptrsn @gordonhogenson they require (cont)  http://tl.gd/nonrnv 

3/30/2020 4:27:29 PM jeremyrobards7 I also think I was with @Cofeefee2 too and we had this convo at Sam's town?

3/30/2020 4:27:36 PM hunleyginger correct i understand i am old  retired i dont want to lose what i have  is what im saying so its safe in the bank they will have to change it over

3/30/2020 4:27:55 PM state1union WTH omg 😱 I thought vaping was Nicotine? Only

3/30/2020 4:27:58 PM manifest_utopia I agree. LoO gave me a framework to understand that the two polarities serve the higher purpose of our growth. Much as I dislike & avoid all 

narcissists.

3/30/2020 4:28:11 PM jd_endsley That's just like sometimes AIR FORCE ONE CHANGES PLANE TRANSPONDER TO SAY Q INSTEAD OF AIR FORCE ONE

3/30/2020 4:28:20 PM laurabusse Be nice if you could ask him...

Maybe he's aware of some of the things MJ12 says about him

3/30/2020 4:28:24 PM qanonmichele11 He's blocked me now, but if he's on about that ALICE craziness again, he LITERALLY tried to tell his followers I was ALICE last year when I asked him for 

proof of his credentials. 

@Kabamur_Taygeta found out his real name. Kab always knew he wasn't the real Majestic 12.

3/30/2020 4:28:31 PM brandonkraeme17 Looks like Johnny Depp's supply ran out based on his last photograph

3/30/2020 4:28:52 PM lisapsychrn1 KURU DISEASE From Canabalism!!

3/30/2020 4:29:17 PM jd_endsley Yes it is safe

3/30/2020 4:29:25 PM laurabusse How wonderful!

I'm truly happy for you!!!

3/30/2020 4:29:36 PM mongrelglory Maybe amplitude is equivalent to what Nassim Haramein calls "distortions" in the quantum field which make up matter. So like Zen would say, by 

letting go of your "self" you become one with everything...like dissolving into the fabric of space/time.

3/30/2020 4:29:58 PM hunleyginger thank you old ppl have a hard time with this stuff lol

3/30/2020 4:30:05 PM ts_sci_majic12 How do you explain why they keep picking [on] him and not other large accounts?

3/30/2020 4:30:08 PM manifest_utopia The laws of Physics, same thing.

3/30/2020 4:30:30 PM qanonmichele11 He's gotten very abusive a few times, another sign he's not the real Majestic 12, was his abuse, AND calling me "ALICE"

But I was Q+ 3730, for a reason. 

I am legitimate #QArmy pic.twitter.com/h0fYxcnBo1

3/30/2020 4:30:47 PM 600ninja2  pic.twitter.com/CZQJSKBGJd

3/30/2020 4:30:56 PM lorieve My how the world still dearly loves a cage.

3/30/2020 4:31:03 PM ts_sci_majic12 Correct, when the post was made.

3/30/2020 4:31:08 PM gracefullearth Not that I've seen 🙂

3/30/2020 4:31:56 PM jd_endsley If you are on Social Security TRUMP is going to raise it a amount to live on. Currently $3000 a month. Called minimum living "wage"

3/30/2020 4:32:19 PM laurabusse Very interesting

Sounds like you could write a book or blog or substantial article

I would read a long tweet thread☺️

3/30/2020 4:32:21 PM mongrelglory It just seems like we've reached a unique point in time/history on this planet...with mass communication etc...that we are being forced to expand our 

awareness and pick a side/path as a collective.  In the end, it will draw us together as a species.

3/30/2020 4:32:33 PM manifest_utopia Oh, if you only knew how many days, weeks, years, I longed to just lie on a beach in the warm sun because the challenges in life were so painful. It does 

all work out though

3/30/2020 4:33:00 PM state1union Are you saying that we are vaping adrenochrome? I thought it was pot vaping they were worried about?  I guess they will have to make arrests another 

way then???? I’m utterly pissed off

3/30/2020 4:33:08 PM laurabusse Wow thanks Keith ☺👍

3/30/2020 4:33:11 PM irah_chandler Check out my old interviews on youtube under meta dark fleet

3/30/2020 4:33:29 PM keith369me  https://fatpanda.ca/collections/vendors?q=Adrenochrome%20Labs …

3/30/2020 4:33:41 PM traj_20 Iterally just watched all the newer 007 along with the Bourne series and a few other spy movies

3/30/2020 4:33:48 PM 600ninja2 No Fear pic.twitter.com/BcaMgb4Aqb

3/30/2020 4:34:34 PM coloradoevolut1 @TxGodmotherIII 👀

3/30/2020 4:34:39 PM manifest_utopia lol, I think they choose STs because they like power & control over others. At least while incarnate, helping others isn't really part of their vocab, unless 

they gain a big benefit too.



3/30/2020 4:35:03 PM irah_chandler Well the "tagets" they aren't attacking are clearly in line with a narrative they want to portray. Those who are over the target are silenced and ridiculed

3/30/2020 4:35:05 PM giediknight Not the case anymore?

3/30/2020 4:35:11 PM davelew63 BINGO pic.twitter.com/TW5yOtRnY6

3/30/2020 4:35:25 PM n2zyk I'ves watched a number of Vids on ascension, and one person, I won't mentions names, claimed you needed 51% to ascend and this was earths last 

cycle, anyone not ascending would be moved to another world.  You told us 75%, how correct was he on the other part?

3/30/2020 4:35:35 PM qanonmichele11 It was so unhinged last year when he started calling me "ALICE", because I was full on #QArmy and a major supporter of @Kabamur_Taygeta long 

before Maj went ballistic on me, but now that I have been Q+, he's still trying to call me "ALICE". Quite the hysterical reaction.

3/30/2020 4:35:52 PM snjbear68  pic.twitter.com/FziXTh9I2z

3/30/2020 4:36:18 PM jd_endsley Yes

3/30/2020 4:36:23 PM snjbear68  pic.twitter.com/AW3u2nwnlQ

3/30/2020 4:36:35 PM laurabusse Yes

Most ppl I know

I think it's something we all have to learn in life

How to be in our sovereign power and be compassionate

Be compassionate but have boundaries

How to not let ourselves be used by others

Not be a doormat

Very useful freeing and life affirming lessons
3/30/2020 4:36:42 PM travis_ebarb Hemi sync

3/30/2020 4:36:48 PM keith369me Honestly I don’t know it is a fact.  Seems odd that a company with that name sells vaping products.  Even more coincidental that respiratory illness is 

the killer associated with Coronavirus.

3/30/2020 4:37:02 PM manifest_utopia Oh, yes. 😂😪

3/30/2020 4:37:28 PM laurabusse Truth☺👍

3/30/2020 4:37:32 PM qanonmichele11 I never knew why John Morton felt he had to lie and call himself Majestic 12 when he's not. He still did some good work here, so why not just be 

himself, doing posts on Q? Why the need to deceive? He gets extremely nasty when challenged.

3/30/2020 4:38:11 PM jd_endsley No we all do. I would be lost if I was involved in it.

GOD BLESS

3/30/2020 4:38:17 PM laurabusse 😂👍

3/30/2020 4:38:37 PM state1union This is insane. ️😢

3/30/2020 4:39:05 PM americanpetal SheZu, who are you talking to? I’m getting Twitter trauma. I’ve been online too much lately. I’m starting to have my doubts about MJ’s legitimacy.

3/30/2020 4:39:08 PM kingofallsand Kek! Aaaaaaaaand that post was reposted on 3.26.2020. Post #3902

So...whatcha say now?

3/30/2020 4:40:51 PM michael81972 At least once every 2 minutes😬

3/30/2020 4:40:54 PM cjs033 Bring it!! 🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

3/30/2020 4:42:12 PM ts_sci_majic12 It served its purpose.

3/30/2020 4:42:28 PM laurabusse Yes

I think many of us cry for these ppl these children but feel helpless as to what we can do

So we pray on their behalf

Which is of course good

But these hidden ppl have been crying out for help for hundreds of years

And finally they are being rescued now

Thank God
3/30/2020 4:42:53 PM manifest_utopia Perhaps. One could call them principles of how energy operates.

3/30/2020 4:43:23 PM westmount_d7 Those Chinese we saw dragged into trucks screaming... terrorized. Was this the plan to the West's shortage of adrenochrome?

3/30/2020 4:43:42 PM tkobeauty New Bot!!

3/30/2020 4:43:56 PM laurabusse Very well said Michelle

3/30/2020 4:45:33 PM laurabusse Yes

I meditate as much as possible

I raise my frequency as much as possible

I don't know what more I can do LOL

Just trust

3/30/2020 4:46:04 PM mongrelglory However it's not just the rescue of these kids currently.  If we want to make sure this never happens again, we have to face the truth and digest and 

discuss it amongst ourselves as a human race.  Everyone's individual realization will ensure that this never happens again.

3/30/2020 4:48:41 PM laurabusse Yes

I think our conversation today has helped me understand better

It's all for a purpose

Inasmuch as it sounds awful

Those inflicting pain

And those being inflicted

I have to wonder tho

There's gotta be a better way!!!
3/30/2020 4:48:43 PM colincuthbert85 Celebrity / Cabal Home Incarceration No Adrenochrome @Lanacassidy1 C.H.I.N.A. Virus?

3/30/2020 4:48:52 PM kingofallsand Serves* (posted a few days ago because of people like Austin) to stop shills and people sliding from what Q is saying?! People are so wrapped in in 

double or tripple meanings. THINK MIRROR, blah blah...

Define Occam's Razor.... Post# 3869

3/30/2020 4:49:22 PM leahinman5 At moment if small powerful groups and people win e.g. Trump then when masses work in a new system will realise oh yes I get it as most only realise 

there is a problem when right in their face e.g. worldwide lockdown otherwise won't register

3/30/2020 4:50:18 PM kachinagtto Most connected during meditation and sleep... sounds about right

3/30/2020 4:50:26 PM upliftingmind ☝️ I'll consider this if MJ12 stops freely engaging with curious minds and begins only acknowledging their superchat donors. 😂

3/30/2020 4:51:09 PM mongrelglory I'm worried about my cat Wawita though...she ate that balcony bird without any sign of self-doubt or remorse whatsoever.  I think she's STS! 🥺

3/30/2020 4:51:19 PM kachinagtto Cause deep down they are afraid they are wrong



3/30/2020 4:51:26 PM slipgater420 I see, wow. He was very aggressive, it was weird to see.

Must be more useful to hide behind MJ12's title.

I just want shit to happen already so there's less fighting. It's frustrating not having transparency. But it's needed for now.

3/30/2020 4:51:32 PM upallnight39 Alternate nostril breathing and breath of fire were the two pranayama I usually did.

3/30/2020 4:51:54 PM mcgwyneth Message received.  Thank you.  This is war indeed, and war has casualties.  The mind gets warped as well as the body.  Hopefully, the soul remains 

more intact, surviving the insanity for another day.

3/30/2020 4:51:55 PM laurabusse Wilcock said something interesting last night

There would be no cabal if there was no darkness inside each one of us

The dark cabal is just an outward manifestation of the darkness within us

Interesting...

Focus exclusively on light peace and love without fail

Cabal goes away?
3/30/2020 4:52:09 PM kb4landlover hmmm

3/30/2020 4:52:42 PM laurabusse ❤️❤️❤️

3/30/2020 4:54:13 PM lorieve That's complete bullshit. 

We are made of light! 

NIMRODs and pirates like Wilcock et al are the cabal. 

It's classic gaslighting.

3/30/2020 4:54:53 PM laurabusse Ha Greta van fleet comes up LOL

Nothing with

Meta dark fleet came up...

3/30/2020 4:54:53 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

AS is the same as True ETS  ?

A Clown by any other name.

False Messenger over Message.

3/30/2020 4:55:20 PM internetusr Trap sprung. These people are stupid.

3/30/2020 4:55:46 PM michael81972  https://www.foxnews.com/world/british-family-coronavirus-funeral …

3/30/2020 4:55:47 PM laurabusse Makes sense

3/30/2020 4:56:42 PM vincentzwood 🤣😂🤣

3/30/2020 4:56:51 PM one_autist Ha ha have you ever tried the wim HOF method. You can get to about 5 mins with out breathing

3/30/2020 4:56:53 PM laurabusse Good to question once in awhile LOL

3/30/2020 4:56:57 PM irah_chandler  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAKGXLnxXPCrhcMi3lDIQzA …

3/30/2020 4:57:21 PM irah_chandler Also did a couple ground crew radio

3/30/2020 4:57:52 PM irah_chandler Click on videos

3/30/2020 4:59:23 PM michael81972 I have not...I did not mean any harm...just joking around with ya👍🏻

3/30/2020 4:59:55 PM laurabusse Yes

My concern is

What about other planets?

Must they go through this too?

How to defeat the reptilean instigators once and for all? Everywhere?

Interesting to learn the history of this

How it started

Yet horrifying...
3/30/2020 5:00:14 PM furr8kevin  https://www.fda.gov/consumers/consumer-updates/danger-dont-drink-miracle-mineral-solution-or-similar-products …

3/30/2020 5:00:26 PM upallnight39 Saving "our" tortured children, means NOTHING if we still torture and eat TRILLIONS of animals each year.

If we believe not everyone deserves food because they do not "work" hard enough. If we look down on homeless because *reasons.

Unless our ENTIRE society changes

3/30/2020 5:00:48 PM one_autist I know 🙃

3/30/2020 5:01:03 PM 3rdeyeview55 Hertz is cycles/sec, increase in hertz is more spikes(cycles) closer together.

3/30/2020 5:02:47 PM aprilbrown99 Love you @Nun_chucknorris !  💚💚💚 pic.twitter.com/5WEKP4cBmJ

3/30/2020 5:02:53 PM laurabusse Ha LOL

Abraham-Hicks likes to tell story

From Esther's point of view

Lovable Cat killing and eating a bird is awful

But for cat it's a delightful lunch

She tells it much better

Animals eating each other everywhere

Circle of life?

I know you were tongue in cheek LOL
3/30/2020 5:03:16 PM fansblowing3 Interesting thought 🧐

3/30/2020 5:03:17 PM 3rdeyeview55 I would think gamma would have more cycles than beta, wouldn’t you think?

3/30/2020 5:05:52 PM fansblowing3 Because J$ has sold out for 💵

3/30/2020 5:06:11 PM theappraizer #EpsteinDidNotKillHimself

3/30/2020 5:06:20 PM covertress It's all scripted and

we're watching a movie? 🍿

3/30/2020 5:06:35 PM djlok Let's go beyond GAMMA!

3/30/2020 5:06:58 PM anonymousq55 😂

3/30/2020 5:07:09 PM mongrelglory That's what I've wondered!  Is he some sort of Trojan horse against the Q movement?  Built up by silent backers so they can tear him down at some 

later date?

3/30/2020 5:08:06 PM s223s223 60hz gamma week

3/30/2020 5:10:07 PM egroyper1 ...... do you not notice the emojis of a devil and a spy at the bottom with the word pwned?.... devil on left spy on right...

3/30/2020 5:11:14 PM fansblowing3 What does the Kennedy Center do for us that is worth $25 million?



3/30/2020 5:11:18 PM mongrelglory Isn't it that the frequency is so high (and the amplitude lower) that we can't see the waves in this graph?  It starts to look like a solid line?

3/30/2020 5:11:26 PM kingofallsand Sick PWNAGE man!!! Now Q can take a pic of Pwning Austin....

3/30/2020 5:12:46 PM laurabusse It actually sayse

This channel does not have any content...

3/30/2020 5:13:07 PM laurabusse *says

3/30/2020 5:14:11 PM fansblowing3 Are these performances free to the public?  Why can’t they support themselves? pic.twitter.com/FfjIMcgB4F

3/30/2020 5:15:08 PM egroyper1 He’s dead.., pwned

3/30/2020 5:15:30 PM mongrelglory Multimillion?!  He was always saying that he didn't make much money off of his books and that his inheritance of Pete Petersons stuff was going to be 

the only think securing his retirement!  I'm so gullible! 🙄

3/30/2020 5:15:56 PM 3rdeyeview55 Like I said before, frequency is the closeness or the farther away cycles can get, hi freq->close cycles, low freq->spread out cycles. The amplitude is how 

high the cycle reaches and how low the cycle reaches. Does that help?

3/30/2020 5:16:09 PM militantnurse China's viral like infestation of our nations leaders and institutions?

3/30/2020 5:20:08 PM irah_chandler Steinmart is the trojan horse mj supports stein even though they don't "endorse" what ever that means. Mj seems to have it out for js and js hasn't 

backed down from trash talking mj. Js is a comentator claims no inside intel. Has his name on his work. Doesn't  dived movement

3/30/2020 5:20:32 PM barewire4 Q 2298 pops up with 308

SOCIAL MEDIA BLACKOUT COMING

@IPOT1776 @Inevitable_ET

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs 

They all use timestamp

Sooo...look at Twitter trends to see

What are they so worked up about...and voila pic.twitter.com/UjIJWrxudX
3/30/2020 5:21:08 PM kidge6 Maybe the bird presented itself because it was ready to go. The cat did what nature dictates. Both did. What else *can* they do?  This is how native 

Americans hunted. Pray for the one who is ready to go and be our sustenance, with our gratitude.  Animal probably gets extra credit

3/30/2020 5:21:22 PM mongrelglory I believe amplitude relates to interference.

3/30/2020 5:22:14 PM sfastb  pic.twitter.com/SpT53ln4nz

3/30/2020 5:22:25 PM kindeandtrue I'm very fond of the Wise Majestics. Don't agree with everything, but their benevolence shines through.

3/30/2020 5:22:35 PM laurabusse Honestly I don't believe multi million

That's just me

I seriously doubt that

3/30/2020 5:22:37 PM manifest_utopia The challenging people/situations are the catalysts for our growth. Discovering the wealth of learning from these experiences allows us to accept, heal 

& forgive.

3/30/2020 5:24:03 PM upallnight39 controlled opposition pic.twitter.com/qDbh07iEY5

3/30/2020 5:26:04 PM laurabusse Yes

Tom brown

Trained by an Apache in the old ways

Would go into the NJ pine barrens for a year at a time with just a knife and not come out

One time he was almost dead from starvation

Inasmuch as he knew how to survive in abundance

Don't remember the exact circumstances...

3/30/2020 5:26:25 PM manifest_utopia Such a predator! 😂

My little dog, Duncan, has discovered an appreciation for deer poo. Does mean he's STS or STO? 🙄

3/30/2020 5:27:40 PM mongrelglory 😑 pic.twitter.com/7NNQVOo5aC

3/30/2020 5:28:15 PM laurabusse ...anyway

He was literally dying passing out

A deer presented itself to him!

He summoned all his strength

Took his knife and...

Well you know the rest

Nature is amazing

Life is amazing...
3/30/2020 5:28:55 PM laurabusse 👍

3/30/2020 5:29:15 PM manifest_utopia Good example of why I ignore Wilcock.

3/30/2020 5:29:47 PM laurabusse Ha maybe both

The balance of nature LOL

3/30/2020 5:29:57 PM lorenzosghost Cos he is an easy target and is easy to make look stupid/irrational

3/30/2020 5:30:45 PM qm0m17 UNBELIEVEABLE. #LockThemUp  My  child’s newly built charter school doesn’t have a playground OR a library but these idiots can blow $25m before 

the ink is dry on the check? WHAT IS WRONG HERE?

#WWG1WGA

3/30/2020 5:31:01 PM richard74195773 👀

Nothing hidden that will not be made known...

3/30/2020 5:31:08 PM laurabusse Or...

Everyone is entitled to their opinion

It made a lot of sense to me

If you don't agree you're allowed ☺️

3/30/2020 5:31:26 PM bubusmc Raymond Lavas. Whoever received his belongings after his death probably has some very valuable information. He showed me the photos back in 2009.

3/30/2020 5:31:57 PM mongrelglory You should see the face my cats are making right now.  Total eye-rolling disdain! 🤣🤣🤣

3/30/2020 5:33:56 PM venus6951 Watch stop the  http://crime.net  newest  video its covid 19 play book?

3/30/2020 5:34:08 PM laurabusse Ha

He red pilled me

Pretty much exclusively

He has a special place in my heart

His teachings resonate with me for the most part

He's not everyone's cup of tea of course...

3/30/2020 5:34:12 PM manifest_utopia They KNOW. 🤣🤣🤣

3/30/2020 5:34:16 PM kidge6 Which was_________.



3/30/2020 5:36:50 PM laurabusse Wow

Yikes

Yeah that's incredible stuff

Imagine seeing photos of BO in Muslim garb aiming a rifle at an American flag

And McNoName is in the picture

Explosive stuff...

3/30/2020 5:36:51 PM kidge6 We are 7.8 hz also?

3/30/2020 5:37:28 PM laurabusse Just like a cat 😂

3/30/2020 5:39:01 PM jennerad57  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lg--anohtSQ&fbclid=IwAR3vRdvkQDwHT4XXUdMsX8FT1lV6VaTAqdcqsVYOn1Kvu18tO4G_saVfjE0 …    Listen Very 

Carefully at section of video between 24:09-24:18, Trump is speaking to someone today, "not from this particular World"

3/30/2020 5:39:07 PM celinedionfiji Haven't you blind bitches seen her lately? 😂🔥 pic.twitter.com/55mZzhsCJR

3/30/2020 5:42:48 PM manifest_utopia Glad he red-pilled you :-)

3/30/2020 5:43:19 PM liannann1 Master thay

3/30/2020 5:45:38 PM winklerburke Example: Preacher yells, “LAAwdy LAWD!  Dough-Nate to me!  Amen? Amen?  AmenAmenAmenAmenAmen?” These are Beta IS-BE attempts to hack 

your processor, against your will.  Well, you pause, filter the message with your Gamma... & calmly say to rabid preacher, “No sir, not today.”  ;)

3/30/2020 5:47:26 PM deanna_danforth I love this

3/30/2020 5:48:25 PM kb4landlover oss

3/30/2020 5:48:30 PM anniepants222 Is this true?   http://www.thenewearth.org/AI_FREE_READERS-EDITION.pdf …

3/30/2020 5:48:57 PM silverado171 I stand in agreement

3/30/2020 5:52:22 PM anniepants222 I officially am awake.  Damn....this hurts my head but so resonates deep within my soul....me.....I am.

3/30/2020 5:52:36 PM oo1o110 I recommend finding the audio version of it.

3/30/2020 5:52:49 PM overmyer_erik Col. Hal Moore. He commanded the 2nd Inf Div in Korea when I was stationed there in ‘71-‘72. He was a Major General then. For those that may not 

know it, he was portrayed by Mel Gibson in the movie “We Were Soldiers, Once.”

3/30/2020 5:54:07 PM april10521252 Got off the psych meds my family had me put on when I was young, stopped talking to my former abusers who knew how to keep me forgetting with 

reinforcements. Also knowing my daughter is safe and myself,  I can finally deal with it.

3/30/2020 5:54:10 PM keith369me  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLB6A57398C5BF4F25 …

3/30/2020 5:54:17 PM lorieve Thanks. you too.

3/30/2020 5:54:22 PM orlandobranden I know that I love my family and Im happeir than ever, since all of this suffering started. Time to go spread that Love with the rest of the world!

3/30/2020 5:54:32 PM munkeypilot 👍🏼

3/30/2020 5:54:33 PM 600ninja2 Yup

3/30/2020 5:55:15 PM irah_chandler This is also true mostly because he's younger and is clearly not always right

3/30/2020 5:55:25 PM keith369me That response is STO

3/30/2020 5:56:05 PM 600ninja2 I love that movie.

3/30/2020 5:56:41 PM 600ninja2 Brings back memories.

3/30/2020 5:57:07 PM lorieve Right? Project much Dave?

3/30/2020 5:57:13 PM overmyer_erik So do I, but it’s hard to watch the end.

3/30/2020 5:59:36 PM 600ninja2 It should be taught in schools - instead of  liberal arts.

3/30/2020 5:59:53 PM laurabusse Yeah me too

I was smitten at first

Went to one of his weekend

Convergences

Great stuff

Of course I see he has feet of clay

I love him like a son

I feel a connection with him

No one's perfect

But I believe he's doing God's work ☺️

I know many don't like him

I respect that
3/30/2020 5:59:56 PM billyjackroe3 Look closer... See the Q+

3/30/2020 6:00:07 PM overmyer_erik Absolutely, brother!

3/30/2020 6:00:47 PM jamieluvsduks Stop waiting for Congress to do anything. They won't.

Pelosi has the House and Graham is a swamp critter.

Even if McConnell and Grassley wanted to do something the cowardly swamp creatures will never let anything of value see the light of day.

Our only hope is Durham, maybe Barr.

3/30/2020 6:01:22 PM billyjackroe3 This medical ship has been used in the past to transport prisoners to Gitmo

3/30/2020 6:02:09 PM laurabusse Thanks Keith! ☺👍

3/30/2020 6:04:13 PM 600ninja2 Very few people recognize him - but everyone should be required to in order to graduate high school.

Our educational system has turned into a shithole of liberals and socialists taught by poin-dexters in bow ties driving VW beetles.

3/30/2020 6:04:22 PM laurabusse Ha! I guess you're right 😀

3/30/2020 6:07:26 PM 600ninja2 We had Chevy Nova SS 396 hemis with Elderbrock intakes and Holly 4 barrel carbs and Cragar SS Mag rims. Hurst shifters etc..

It miss those days. When men were men and girls were girls.

3/30/2020 6:08:31 PM plasssticman One cannot lie down at the foot of evil and think it's going to end well.

3/30/2020 6:13:44 PM msstacyellis He doesn’t waste his time with trolls.

3/30/2020 6:16:19 PM 1_decided_voter Yeah, I'm not getting a sense of a multi-millionaire from Wilcock either, based on the fact that he's plugging a book release and some online classes.

3/30/2020 6:20:27 PM overmyer_erik I miss the good old days, too. Too many changes and few for the better.

3/30/2020 6:20:51 PM manifest_utopia I liked his book, The Source Field Investigations. 

Now, not so much.

We're all drawn to the books, blogs & people who give us the pieces we need at that particular stage of our path.

3/30/2020 6:22:00 PM mongrelglory Unless they mean the upcoming Hollywood movie deals he's been talking about.

   I can't figure out how Jordan Sather and Corey Goode got the money to be the producers of the "Above Majestic" movie.  I thought the producers are 

the ones who invest the money? (or silent backers?)

3/30/2020 6:22:05 PM 600ninja2 Hollywood and bad politicians are to blame.

3/30/2020 6:24:22 PM overmyer_erik He was quite a guy. The winter I was in Korea, he rolled out the Division on alert after a snow storm. From my view on the road, it wasn’t a pretty sight. 

Glad I wasn’t an officer under his gaze. Training and readiness are so important. He didn’t have a slack bone in his body!

3/30/2020 6:24:50 PM overmyer_erik I agree!

3/30/2020 6:26:06 PM ryanmcnulty14 Games R fun nice color banners...



3/30/2020 6:27:47 PM auntsharon1 England is sovereign over Canada, and Megan is  US citizen. Now married they can go to all 3

3/30/2020 6:28:46 PM mandemic007 Yup, me too. pic.twitter.com/cT2SVlu4TI

3/30/2020 6:30:08 PM cjptrsn @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Why is this thread getting SOOO much action today?

Also, am I wrong in assuming twitter has hidden many of the replies to it up till now?  I’ve been going back through today and replies I never saw 

before are there.

3/30/2020 6:33:05 PM venus6951 Do we have to worry im so confused with everything?

3/30/2020 6:33:31 PM cassie09743051 What frequency kills Covid without harming the host?

3/30/2020 6:33:50 PM cassie09743051  https://youtu.be/YgTZX6-djvE 

3/30/2020 6:34:43 PM cindyskaling I was thinking the same thing today as I paid for my food with cash and wondered if the one man show washed his hands before preparing the food...

3/30/2020 6:35:34 PM munkeypilot The only thing I'm worried about is not having enough🍿to see how all this plays out. We'll keep drilling down til the truth comes out...

3/30/2020 6:36:45 PM wickedmouse369 How did I upset thee?

3/30/2020 6:44:21 PM musicjordana Delta airlines, delta hotels .. delta toilets...

3/30/2020 6:47:03 PM noeticus1 I still don't understand, and I would like to have a kind answer, why in the logo of Majestic 12 there is the All seeing Eye, that is an Illuminati

trade mark.

#TheGreatAwakening

#WWG1WGA

#Ascension

#QAnon

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/30/2020 6:47:32 PM maliemoe432 @HighImpactFlix

3/30/2020 6:50:10 PM ts_sci_majic12 This evening consider Spectre.

Shadow organization pushing for mass surveillance.

Child trafficking shadow cabal.

Symbology is how you learn.

9 Eyes Goes Live After FF In SA https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1244512941451423745 …

3/30/2020 6:50:24 PM noeticus1  pic.twitter.com/Syj0TALplJ

3/30/2020 6:51:12 PM disfellocated @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @covertress @nea_storm 

I'm ready, ya'll. Time to get my passport in order.😉 pic.twitter.com/9vvmtRZeAh

3/30/2020 6:51:20 PM eastcoasterik Watched Skyfall this morning, was interesting

3/30/2020 6:51:33 PM laurabusse I guess I'm still interested

Mostly

But not 100%

But I've branched out quite a bit...

3/30/2020 6:51:58 PM laurabusse Dunno

3/30/2020 6:53:03 PM thecryingliber1  https://twitter.com/RealEyeTheSpy/status/1244763549697622016?s=19 …

3/30/2020 6:53:31 PM ts_sci_majic12 Anti-Transgender or Pro-Humanity? https://twitter.com/axios/status/1244804445499576321 …

3/30/2020 6:53:37 PM nea_storm Have you upset me regarding what dear One? Oh you have never seen Princess Bride! It's a comedy classic  .... Battle of Wits scene:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMz7JBRbmNo …

That image is of the character being shy, acknowledging then dashing off actually ....

Love the film: pic.twitter.com/1tBzZXVlnk

3/30/2020 6:53:51 PM noeticus1 Marketing on a planetary spiritual awakening.

Kind of cheap.

3/30/2020 6:54:05 PM ww3_sgt RT pic.twitter.com/XXIpZ5lvWw

3/30/2020 6:54:38 PM crazi82 Pro-humanity

3/30/2020 6:55:26 PM daveo6145 Wow! I just remembered when I saw that I knew there was something more to that organization! I always imagined the octopus having more meaning 

and the meeting they had was realistic

3/30/2020 6:55:50 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/VDvvXVrodM

3/30/2020 6:55:59 PM keith369me People without penises are welcome to participate in male sports...the other way around doesn’t make much sense.

3/30/2020 6:56:29 PM yourstr05411794 Interesting. This is new to me.

3/30/2020 6:56:35 PM adamberns They shouldn't be allowed to compete in sports. Unless they are amoung the same cross dressers.

3/30/2020 6:57:07 PM wyldeyez Missing the babies ( missing fork) Q has all the babies. The little birds are singing. ( canary)    Panick (napkin)  I don’t know what the banana is.  Lol. I 

tried haha

3/30/2020 6:57:17 PM jeff70477084 Some common sense for the win!!

3/30/2020 6:57:32 PM n7guardiananon Other movies had some interesting tidbits regarding surveillance and algorithms also. https://youtu.be/qGpz8Q4Jq6A 

3/30/2020 6:58:01 PM wyldeyez Also a flower in the napkin.  And if u flip the spoon u see reflection

3/30/2020 6:58:06 PM tkeller0865 Pro little girl

3/30/2020 6:58:45 PM strangewisper I'd like to know what the effect of 6g is since it ranges from 6hz to 100hz

3/30/2020 7:00:15 PM keith369me They are good to go...Huckabee and Voight were added as chairmen.

3/30/2020 7:01:08 PM tangobravomike winning

3/30/2020 7:01:37 PM qtah12 Please define FF -Fefe

For us patriots.

3/30/2020 7:02:02 PM pamnedohin Um, you could also use a cotton swab with Neosporin and coat your nostrils with it. Should go as deep as you are able into your nasal cavity, without 

hurting yourself.

3/30/2020 7:02:52 PM eenor23 I'll check behold a pale horse,

3/30/2020 7:03:01 PM jerrymurphy1212  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMx7v8XHNA4 …

3/30/2020 7:03:47 PM libertyandjus19 Pro Humanity.

3/30/2020 7:03:53 PM jerrymurphy1212  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptNk6X5afJk …

3/30/2020 7:03:55 PM jeremy_kelly usually that refers to a False Flag event

3/30/2020 7:04:33 PM geminifni #NothingCanStopWhatIsComing .

#TheTruthWillComeOut

#WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/QmhilSwvyA

3/30/2020 7:04:40 PM smallcaps14 Just for quick reference...

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SPECTRE  pic.twitter.com/nko04cpjJ8

3/30/2020 7:05:19 PM yourstr05411794 I have no one who pays attention to any of this. Even the most basic stuff I send is ignored. They know things are messed up. I can only absorb so much 

info. 

So, my approach is Love frequency. I'm not shoving anything down anyone's throat, but letting them know everything is ok



3/30/2020 7:05:25 PM ucg_kilo Can't stand this guy. He is cocky, condescending and I believe he is doing more harm than good.

3/30/2020 7:05:53 PM megamind_q The bloody Pharaohs .

3/30/2020 7:06:18 PM kimwestbrook20 They do nothing for us.

3/30/2020 7:06:19 PM luluspeers1 How dare you!

3/30/2020 7:07:17 PM the_movie_vault  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfDpDCsULn0 …

3/30/2020 7:07:54 PM markko48882279 Look at Adrenochrome on PubChem pic.twitter.com/31F4UOIo0S

3/30/2020 7:08:19 PM ucg_kilo Because he is part of the problem........not a problem for them, but for everyone else.

3/30/2020 7:08:28 PM kail_max It works, nobody can explain how but it exists

3/30/2020 7:10:31 PM vincevega68 Amazing that mentally unbalanced people who make up 2% of the population think  they are the tail wagging the dog.  If they're dismayed with these 

bills, they should hold a transgender Olympics in San Francisco.

3/30/2020 7:11:56 PM do_or_do_notty Exactly pic.twitter.com/KdKyAxYpH2

3/30/2020 7:12:09 PM the_movie_vault Check this out too https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfDpDCsULn0 …

3/30/2020 7:12:13 PM countrygirlexec I've got to agree. It's not co-ed. 

It's girl's/Women. Or boy's/ men. 

They can make up their own team's. Even football. If that's your thing. 

Boy Scouts are boys

Girl Scouts are girls.

4H & FFA are co-ed.

3/30/2020 7:12:20 PM taikijan Pro-psychological delusion. It is a mental disorder just like any other delusion. They need guidance and prayers.

3/30/2020 7:12:28 PM reelgurl1 Are we going into the Photon Belt👽

3/30/2020 7:13:11 PM c_morece Why does it look like a reptilian hand?

3/30/2020 7:13:48 PM noeticus1 Well said.

3/30/2020 7:14:12 PM fansblowing3 9 eyes?  I never watched Spectre

3/30/2020 7:15:18 PM fansblowing3 Good.  It is totally not fair to women’s sports when she is up against a man.

3/30/2020 7:15:29 PM stevenfontain14 TIME TO GET THEM OFF THE STREETS - ENOUGH OF THIS BS - NO MORE WAITING

3/30/2020 7:17:45 PM grateful1gabrie Just as bad as larpenstein.

3/30/2020 7:18:09 PM 1146e20d70a1438 How about pro woman?

3/30/2020 7:19:22 PM charitamccull15 And people that don’t believe in vaccines

3/30/2020 7:19:40 PM anonlegion13 Quantum mechanics?

3/30/2020 7:19:52 PM davethadude369 110 meter hurdles... but the hurdles are piles of feces.

🏅💩

3/30/2020 7:20:56 PM mongrelglory I think of Spectre as the CIA/Mossad/322/Nazi intelligence organization that works "off-books".  It ended up with its tentacles infiltrating governments, 

banking, and industry in most countries around the world.

I'm not sure what you mean by "9 Eyes Goes Live After FF in SA"?

3/30/2020 7:21:02 PM temporalrecon Question:  9?

3/30/2020 7:23:18 PM mongrelglory Is this a reference to an upcoming event?  (I assume SA is Saudi Arabia).  I believe Spectre works to protect the interests of European Royals (or what 

Austin calls the "Royal Death Racket").

3/30/2020 7:25:10 PM kail_max Quantum entanglement is the physical phenomenon that occurs when a pair or group of particles is generated, interact, or share spatial proximity in a 

way such that the quantum state of each particle of the pair or group cannot be described independently of the state of the others

3/30/2020 7:25:46 PM allonkid 9 spy satellites?

3/30/2020 7:26:00 PM clubufc_xbox @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Shout-out from @seanhannity ❓👇👀 pic.twitter.com/6hg6cnpLV2

3/30/2020 7:26:44 PM egelone FF is false flag, right? what is SA?

3/30/2020 7:27:32 PM patriotswegoall MJ, was Adrenochome tainted by white hats?

3/30/2020 7:27:59 PM anonlegion13 Can some one tell me what IS-BE stands for. Is it your soul consciousness?

3/30/2020 7:28:59 PM baroo_billy  https://youtu.be/7T3Y5PBmpUQ 

3/30/2020 7:29:02 PM kail_max Einstein called it spooky physics. Max Planck was religious and explained for the believer god comes in the beginning and for the scientist god comes in 

the end when no explanation can be found.

3/30/2020 7:30:23 PM crt14361013 Good thread.

3/30/2020 7:33:51 PM allonkid 5 eyes, 9 eyes, 14 eyes https://restoreprivacy.com/5-eyes-9-eyes-14-eyes/ …

3/30/2020 7:37:28 PM birdsongaz Thank you for this !

3/30/2020 7:37:28 PM noeticus1 Austin can you help me to understand, since I don_t have any answer from @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

whyin the logo of M12 there is the All Seeing Eye of Illuminati ?

Thank you.

#TheGreatAwakening

#QAnons

#WWG1WGA

#Majestic12 pic.twitter.com/Jm2Fj77Nvm

3/30/2020 7:44:59 PM brown_eyedladyj  pic.twitter.com/cOsoJhWrjb

3/30/2020 7:46:46 PM kevinallin It starts with one drop.

3/30/2020 7:46:50 PM highvoltagenews Why doesn’t @AustinSteinbart

just say he is Q+?

Hell why stop there?

He says he is from the future. 

Why doesn’t he just say he is god?

#Qanon

#WWG1WGA Even some douche bags

Yet some cannot help promoting him.

For discernment of course🙄

#TheGreatAwakening #USA

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12
3/30/2020 7:47:09 PM jackoneilltime1 Possibly coz they own him

3/30/2020 7:50:47 PM qanontx Classic. 

Why do you keep saying that word, I do not think it means what you think it means

3/30/2020 7:52:22 PM whsthestorm @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Looks like Col. Carter had a appereance too.

3/30/2020 7:54:58 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/xgX6KQgBy7

3/30/2020 7:55:08 PM pyritepony EPIC Pro-Humanity!!!!

3/30/2020 7:55:21 PM j03_h3rr3ra6124 Do you know what site I can purchase XRP on.

3/30/2020 7:55:31 PM bdab28 So does this mean "V for Vendetta" could be in this category? That's my favorite to compare to current times and stay hopeful



3/30/2020 7:55:38 PM staceyseektruth This is is essentially what’s been going on in my head. ⤵️Great message! #QAnon

Thread by @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: If you know about mind control techniques then know that many more actively use it. Knowledge is power. Those who 

seek power use knowledge t…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244458568222412800.html …

3/30/2020 7:56:06 PM nea_storm Zero, Zero, Zero!😃😅😂🌎🌏🌍⚡⚡⚡

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClzaP8HN2wc …

🤭😅😂🤣😂🤣😂😅😉

"The Cliffs of Insanity" pic.twitter.com/MazSN8e3Tg

3/30/2020 7:57:46 PM christo20852846 Great read thank you

3/30/2020 7:57:47 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "Look at them, they're cattle!  Pieces of meat.  What difference does it make how their world ends?  Plague, war, famine.." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGC2HIS_lPo …

3/30/2020 8:00:03 PM michael81972 Saudi Arabia

3/30/2020 8:01:48 PM kelle5575 Can you please explain for what reason you want to debate? Hmm this is supposed to be a movement of PATRIOTS working together! It’s getting out 

of hand! Maybe that’s why those who have been around are using the word larp! IJS

3/30/2020 8:01:50 PM rosas7043 Pro- Humanity

3/30/2020 8:02:19 PM michael81972 From 5 eyes to 9 eyes,  Are the original 5 the same?  +4

3/30/2020 8:02:46 PM 99thyamwasher Woah, what did Dave do? I like x22.

3/30/2020 8:03:25 PM litecoin_bull One word : LARP! 

Otherwise if u don’t like that word I’ll use another one 

DICKBRAIN! 🤡

Don’t you have school in the morning Little boy!? 🤣🤣

3/30/2020 8:03:39 PM keegansthoughts Thank you, fren 😜

3/30/2020 8:03:53 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Just an observation:

2008 Bush stimulus bill used 3-6-(9) 300 per individual + 300 per child

This stimulus bill it's 1200 per individual+500 per child > 17 pic.twitter.com/7CzXhShoLe

3/30/2020 8:04:04 PM bcom737  pic.twitter.com/vGqxMnElBr

3/30/2020 8:04:21 PM ts_sci_majic12 How's everybody enjoying their free 30 day trial of socialism in America?

You've got enough for rent due tomorrow?

How about next month?

Are you enjoying your free trial? pic.twitter.com/RCveEXKTmS

3/30/2020 8:04:46 PM badmf07 I don’t care who’s who, I just want to see this event happen. Is there credibility to David Wilcock’s statement today? 3 days of no internet and arrests?

3/30/2020 8:04:59 PM janislynneclar1 No time for a battle of pride. Leave it & move on. 🙄

3/30/2020 8:05:47 PM scottberryatty Your 10 minutes of fame is over & done.  Give it up.  You're toast.  No credibility.

3/30/2020 8:05:54 PM coloradoevolut1 MAJ really RT'd this. 😂🤣 Today is one of my favorite days. @AustinSteinbart @PennywiseDaWise @KewNadian @AaronHoughton10 

@TxGodmotherIII @qklahoma202 @SmmmoTe @HerpesMichael @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Skylar13764875 @BabyQPlus @YouDiscussedMe2 @S223S223 

@J_D_Abercrombie @MishelleO1974 pic.twitter.com/9WlJ6BHJq9

3/30/2020 8:05:54 PM rpm_patriot No one believes you little boy.

3/30/2020 8:05:57 PM rick571 Fucking groundhog day...

3/30/2020 8:05:57 PM lonewolfbuilder  https://twitter.com/lonewolfbuilder/status/1244678267321438210?s=21 … https://twitter.com/lonewolfBuilder/status/1244678267321438210 …

3/30/2020 8:06:44 PM constit91990649 Socialism blows and on the 15th I am screwed.  Need to go back to work the day after this fares of a "pandemic" started.

3/30/2020 8:06:46 PM lbf777 Staying at home isn’t Socialism. The people needed a break from debt slavery. 

Taxes and Corporatocracy is Socialism.

3/30/2020 8:06:49 PM mommysherfey Is Austin Steinbart / [Q] split personalities? 

Only asking because Q drop language and This Austin are light years different.  None of the language/character match. 

Which as a nobody,that I am... says Austin is a fraud.

3/30/2020 8:06:51 PM qjeneice Yup yup..  Stocked with popcorn and enjoying the show.    😂😂😂

3/30/2020 8:06:52 PM ts_sci_majic12 Conceived ideas about Q are rampant.

It must scale back to reality and get out of the heads of a few individuals who are collaborating against any follower of THEIRS (not ours) who dares 

question their authority. How many people has J$ unfollowed recently? You're not good enough.

3/30/2020 8:07:12 PM phreatomagnetic [They] fell prey to one of the classic blunders!

3/30/2020 8:07:34 PM maydragon6 I was thinking aboit that very thing yesterday.

3/30/2020 8:08:12 PM eastcoasterik It’s only a matter of time before the people revolt. Everyone’s going crazy.

3/30/2020 8:08:38 PM nemesis_tan If only these debates are spent on useful transactions.

3/30/2020 8:08:44 PM militantnurse  pic.twitter.com/QOoJMsYwwj

3/30/2020 8:08:55 PM ed_kua @ed_kua @qjeneice

3/30/2020 8:08:57 PM illinoisjack85 @JuliansRum

#DarkToLight

3/30/2020 8:09:18 PM caguamone Women just now got the permission to drive like last year over there. Nah we  have it easy overall here

3/30/2020 8:09:25 PM lbf777 You should be our saving the world but the Communists put on a distraction show so you stay pacified while they push forward the NWO. Stop 

watching the show and save the world people! pic.twitter.com/yqjpKloyxH

3/30/2020 8:09:26 PM michael81972 It has hit the oil industry pretty hard,  Stacked our Rig this week, but I know better things are ahead...Dark->Light

3/30/2020 8:09:36 PM constit91990649 Hate auto correct....

Fares= farce.

3/30/2020 8:09:42 PM illinoisjack85  pic.twitter.com/YQqrOjqGAh

3/30/2020 8:09:44 PM coloradoevolut1 Thank you! I ran out of room. 😔

3/30/2020 8:10:34 PM illinoisjack85  pic.twitter.com/TfgmJicMih

3/30/2020 8:10:41 PM kristy35075504 WMD released by deep state--their LAST GASP--

3/30/2020 8:10:47 PM lovethebeach999 Good fer 2 years.  And I need a diet.

3/30/2020 8:11:30 PM caren_fine Watching E-Clause and learning about Republic Law (Common Law)

3/30/2020 8:13:59 PM illinoisjack85  pic.twitter.com/PtzFGqRKE3

3/30/2020 8:14:11 PM deanna_danforth The people that don’t want to work like this, my sonis a disabled veteran had his business shut down. No I am not happy he’s worked his ass off and Is 

afraid of losing it all.

3/30/2020 8:14:18 PM 40dayz40knights What is the score at the BEGINNING  of a tennis match🤓 pic.twitter.com/td6hHJ8zGb

3/30/2020 8:14:48 PM nea_storm  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDlZ_SXx5gA … pic.twitter.com/T8PXE4yFOb

3/30/2020 8:14:54 PM mishelleo1974 I’ve been blocked by so many today since I’m calling their behaviors out as criminal. Cyber bullying and gang stalking is a Fed offense. I don’t think the 

haters would make it one day in the joint.

3/30/2020 8:14:55 PM birdsongaz My eyeballs raw from researching. Peace, Prosperity, Love to All and our Planet.



3/30/2020 8:15:13 PM egelone what FF happened in Saudi Arabia?

thanks

3/30/2020 8:16:14 PM bob00060803 I looked and looked and you can see the double bonds (eyes) on the head of the rabbit.

Think your onto something.

3/30/2020 8:16:22 PM skelton_kathy He said Austin was not Q on one of his episodes

3/30/2020 8:17:20 PM ontothetruth1 How can anyone see what these guy tweets and think, “yeah, that is Q”. Just embarrassing. Go on 8kun and type “unicorn farts are proof” and then I 

will believe you. Or tweet anything and tell us the time it will be repeated on 8kun under Q. This is not hard to prove.

3/30/2020 8:18:36 PM sansfaconbenoit Non j’ai peur de perdre mon restaurant que j’ai pris 1 ans et demi à bâtir

3/30/2020 8:19:16 PM diddla5555 Yeah socialism with a side of social distancing ...how ironic...nothing social about it.

3/30/2020 8:19:35 PM 8usafe  pic.twitter.com/GGacIYQfDw

3/30/2020 8:19:48 PM addyofzahm Crab team go

3/30/2020 8:19:48 PM 369helen313 Told you MJ , [They] wanted to turn all of us to Vampires ! 🧛🏻♀️️

3/30/2020 8:19:53 PM diddla5555 Where is that?

3/30/2020 8:20:02 PM charpier3 Spoken like someone trying to prove something. Q doesn't need to prove anything. He strews crumbs. The army of digital warriors finds the proof. You 

are superfluous. Q has it in hand, thanks.

3/30/2020 8:20:30 PM michael81972 Im not sure on the exact one,  there have been several,  Coup attempt a few weeks back,  this a couple days ago https://www.wsj.com/articles/saudi-

arabia-shoots-down-missiles-over-capital-yemen-border-city-11585431239 …

3/30/2020 8:20:58 PM phreatomagnetic  pic.twitter.com/sraBGPPHJt

3/30/2020 8:21:28 PM fatima79896091 @JustinTrudeau is suspected link to it 

He killed the story and the family mysteriously allowed the home to be completely demolished

Very fishy.....

3/30/2020 8:21:37 PM illinoisjack85 @X22Report pic.twitter.com/Nz3GD19zn1

3/30/2020 8:21:52 PM janey634  pic.twitter.com/QanyZu2XRu

3/30/2020 8:22:50 PM ausanon369 Please don’t let Australia be taken over by China. If it ever does, please  give Aussies a safe passage to America to live. I’ll work, pay taxes and 

assimilate 100%.

3/30/2020 8:23:22 PM howdoyoumakeah1 "This is a designer virus.They got the contagion part right but not the lethality. It would have been even worse had they not intercepted vials 

containing the virus, heading to Wuhan. All of this has been traced back to Bill Gates in a depopulation scheme" 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tM3tCnLDPVw …

3/30/2020 8:24:09 PM bob00060803 In chemical diagrams a bond is represented by a dash, a double bond two dashes. A bond represents a shared electron. pic.twitter.com/rO4z6dIZ4m

3/30/2020 8:25:19 PM caren_fine You Tube Go to Kirk's Law Corner. Monday, Wednesday and Friday they do Livestream.  They talk and are doing to unwind this mess.

3/30/2020 8:25:23 PM markv84606409 Don’t give this guy the time of day.

3/30/2020 8:25:27 PM corstruction Just fine.  I'm a Gen X'er.  Always have a savings for the non stop rainy day.

3/30/2020 8:25:31 PM fightforamerica MJ12 you are failing the people of this country and of this world. How many times did I beg you to release the cures? I knew something didn't feel right 

about the way the plan was going. You did not listen.

Stop being snarky & rubbing a situation that no one asked 4 n our faces.

3/30/2020 8:25:34 PM qiplu Pass

3/30/2020 8:25:43 PM thecheekyskunk Before QAnon, I was ready to give up my American Citizenship. I left during the Obama administration and couldn't believe how far gone Americans 

were. Until now. #proudAMERICAN

3/30/2020 8:26:05 PM nea_storm  pic.twitter.com/K1X8ej0ll5

3/30/2020 8:26:06 PM calimamamaga This is gross & completely immature. This solidifies to me that you are definitely NOT Q. 

What are you gonna do?! Take em’ behind the backstop if they don’t debate you?? 

Please, child. Get an actual life. And stop w/your attention-seeking campaign of lies. 

You look stupid.

3/30/2020 8:26:24 PM jaded_pearl 👀 It's Majestic @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ 5:07  https://youtu.be/92qKEK7Pm6A 

3/30/2020 8:27:34 PM kelle5575 You know what many patriots notice?!? the accounts who don’t get into semantics with other accounts! Those who just want to provide good info 

WITHOUT drama!

3/30/2020 8:28:06 PM lobster_byte Top three alt coins 2023?

3/30/2020 8:28:43 PM 39anc6 The question is: how we will get out of this? Don't have money for taxes, just for food

3/30/2020 8:28:53 PM phreatomagnetic This is fun, lost track of how many times I saw that movie as a kid. pic.twitter.com/WkfNXEspwk

3/30/2020 8:30:23 PM bszoom42 Message over Messenger = MoM  

007 refers to M sometimes as MoM - is that Majestic embedding too?

3/30/2020 8:30:26 PM soulsur74572009 Those who knew 12 yrs ago..Got out of all debt

Diversified with Crypto Gold Silver..Learned real skills  Enjoying the Show...

3/30/2020 8:30:28 PM hotwheelsjusty That is nice unintended consequence, but what happens when mortgages, electric, water, sewer bills are unlocked, with their cumulative balances? 

The entire system needs to change, albeit I know not how.

3/30/2020 8:32:21 PM childers_lance Sorry buddy.  This is above your paygrade

3/30/2020 8:32:57 PM lbf777 I researched for a years and found a very good plan to turn us all into upper middle class. 

https://old.reddit.com/r/PoliticalConspiracy/comments/ef5iuy/new_economy_government_legal_system_idea_to_turn/ …

3/30/2020 8:33:06 PM elevn15 MJ12 are part of the problems and not solutions for anything.

3/30/2020 8:33:09 PM 99thyamwasher Oh... that’s too bad. I still think he’s the best if not for ipot being bestest.

3/30/2020 8:33:14 PM wareqglepqtriot Dude is a joke

3/30/2020 8:33:57 PM nurseniceyes No... Not really.

3/30/2020 8:34:37 PM bob00060803 Atoms love a net charge of zero and a full shell. So sometimes they "share" an electron to fill in a shell. pic.twitter.com/SwbQjm7zJH

3/30/2020 8:36:07 PM nurseniceyes I wish I had gotten out of debt...I had started working on it tho.

3/30/2020 8:37:28 PM nursewounds You know how many people would be redpilled after this 😂🙌🏆🇺🇸💯

3/30/2020 8:37:45 PM howdoyoumakeah1 Bill Gates steps down from Microsoft board- March 13 (Friday the 13th, like the Knights Templar)

Celebrate by cracking a 13udweiser pic.twitter.com/a05difgvV4

3/30/2020 8:37:46 PM nurseniceyes What do you need a cure for?

3/30/2020 8:38:22 PM traj_20 The q movement was divided the moment it went Twitter public. Most are prolly shills. In fact most of the bakers prolly don’t really post on here and 

just observe. What we have is massive followings and attention on 10 people and when something new happens they all attack togethe

3/30/2020 8:38:42 PM optoutlovely Who cares

3/30/2020 8:39:42 PM quentinjay2 Haha

3/30/2020 8:41:26 PM templar_bar True that fren

3/30/2020 8:42:05 PM kevinallin Most of that. 

Always prepared like a boy scout



3/30/2020 8:42:34 PM ed_kua You Me Us Them We

together

🇺🇸🎶🇺🇸 pic.twitter.com/LpbjXvRWB8

3/30/2020 8:43:25 PM qklahoma202 We are ALL ONE. Where we go ONE we go ALL

3/30/2020 8:44:01 PM biglance111 Agree..  Globalist billionaires via Democrat puppets advance the Soros destruction of America from within

Border invasions- rig elections

Free illegals- increase crime

Attack 2a

Pro UN Infiltrators & propagandists in govt aoc Omar 

Align with chi coms- Iran 

Economic sabotage
3/30/2020 8:44:59 PM kevinallin And all we hear is about the group, collective, all in this together. 

Non stop commie rhetoric

3/30/2020 8:45:25 PM odiboluminous_ Cuhhhh! Got'eem

3/30/2020 8:48:56 PM painlessold We'll only let you in if you promise to dress like Jacko for the rest of your life.

3/30/2020 8:49:23 PM kevinallin  pic.twitter.com/ZF4XfOdDWs

3/30/2020 8:50:54 PM trivettenathan Austin stienbart is bullshit. He's part of the MSM he comes up automatically without a search on YouTube and no one else in the q movement does. He 

is redirecting confused people so he msm can control the information

3/30/2020 8:53:22 PM miss_ampie Your little turf war is boring, y'all. They want you all divided. They are succeeding. Noice. 😂😂🍿🍿😘

3/30/2020 8:54:42 PM michael68085009 This is how the internet will go down

3/30/2020 8:56:04 PM patriotswegoall Pass. Socialism isn't real freedom.

3/30/2020 8:56:05 PM smalltownindy MJ never promised to be a savior. The account showed us ways to break free from the system, ways to break the teathers of materialism & at least for 

myself, to seek ways to become sovereign. I hate socialism, but no physical, mental, or social chains will ever restrain me again

3/30/2020 8:56:24 PM rapturo93085269 Sure we all want to learn about photo shop. Do tell

3/30/2020 8:58:28 PM jackoneilltime1 Please use the key word search below 

from:ts_sci_majic12 pic.twitter.com/mUT138CSah

3/30/2020 8:59:10 PM andoniandothard This sucks. I still have to go to work.

3/30/2020 9:00:15 PM bipolarmedia skip rent since it's April Fools! 🤪

3/30/2020 9:00:30 PM maxthecat432 I worry about what will come of this for Australia, all I see is strengthening of cabal power / surveillance state

3/30/2020 9:01:25 PM mongrelglory J$ blocked me. 🙋♀️

3/30/2020 9:01:42 PM lonewolfbuilder Not to mention Grandborough, the abandoned underground tunnel, as the critical plot point for infiltration. Now consider what is Quietly coinciding 

today on Twitter...👇

 https://twitter.com/ethicalhackerxs/status/1244421048281391110?s=21 … https://twitter.com/ethicalhackerxs/status/1244421048281391110 …

3/30/2020 9:01:49 PM maxthecat432 it can be disheartening seeing how many will go along with the new world order because they're ruled by fear

3/30/2020 9:02:18 PM jesuschick1025 😜

3/30/2020 9:03:29 PM maxthecat432 that said, many can feel something is not right!! I see the emotional strain this "social distancing" is putting on people

3/30/2020 9:06:57 PM carolin15161363 The majority of us already knew we didnt want Socialism. I didnt need a free trial to figure that out.

3/30/2020 9:09:25 PM dark2light2019 The REAL Q Is a group and even if it was one individual he would not be challenging other patriots to some oissing contest and being divisive like you 

are. You just lost all your debates before any challenges were even accepted.

WWG1WGA 

Not WIG1YAF (you all follow)

3/30/2020 9:09:26 PM hotwheelsjusty I like it! I’ve seen similar ideas and dreamt of similar goals myself. Hopefully one day such peace can be realized, soon.

3/30/2020 9:10:25 PM dark2light2019 *pissing

(For all the grammar nazis just waiting to pounce)

3/30/2020 9:11:20 PM rghardy3 One day left of all this March Madness.

3/30/2020 9:14:05 PM girl77marks  pic.twitter.com/u1cUyUYCgj

3/30/2020 9:16:23 PM melbourne_3000 #WakeUp call! 🔔

3/30/2020 9:16:33 PM ljmcknight Oh brother! Definitely not Q!

3/30/2020 9:16:49 PM jams4thebread How about we whip out a free trial of Patriot Revolution? We've been patient since Oct. 2017. Haven't seen anything but "Question Everything" but 

"Trust The Plan'' so far. This was one bridge too far gents.

3/30/2020 9:18:43 PM ts_sci_majic12 Trolling J$ https://twitter.com/jaded_pearl/status/1244828366181732352 …

3/30/2020 9:19:03 PM dtubbs201  https://t.co/8QGxjBFhIY  https://twitter.com/threadreaderapp/status/1243356679044911104?s=21 …

3/30/2020 9:19:52 PM christifaupel They wouldn't lower themselves into a debate with you. You do not represent the Q movement. 15min of fame is just about up kid.

3/30/2020 9:21:08 PM aruth85655013 SHARE THIS: COVID 19 IS A TOTAL HOAX, AND HERES MORE PROOF!!!!  https://youtu.be/BVQbc7W2_68  via @YouTube @realDonaldTrump @FLOTUS 

@martingeddes @IPOT1776 @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @LionelMedia

3/30/2020 9:21:16 PM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244336100610650118?s=19 …

3/30/2020 9:22:00 PM do_or_do_notty How many have unfollowed (you) recently?

I’m guessing a LOT! 

People can run their accounts exactly how they wish

They can follow/unfollow/block whoever they wish

For any reason they wish

It’s none of your business

Period

Or mine Or his Or hers

Thanks 4 showing us who you are
3/30/2020 9:23:13 PM stankusjason We should love all citizens of this country im sure Q would agree I believe deeply in this movement but my daughter has always felt like a boy this post 

is filled with hate...too bad

3/30/2020 9:24:11 PM vincentzwood Other large accounts don't claim to be Q

3/30/2020 9:24:34 PM teachtruth2 Q as a Marine Captain speaking of Patriotism and Commies: Priceless!

3/30/2020 9:26:45 PM vincentzwood Aren't you a large account, saying think for yourself but pushing an agenda? Those large accounts have been home bases for many Patriots to discuss, 

share info, and decide for themselves. Many friendships made over 2 years in the trenches regardless of whose account it was.

3/30/2020 9:27:02 PM kl_ljustice I've been reading Q and researching the info and my own since December 2018. I checked all the tagged names here, and I was only following one. I 

did see a trend though. For all the amazing support between #Patriots out here, the challenge-es aren't following many Patriots back.

3/30/2020 9:27:53 PM lbf777 Our window of opportunity is now.

3/30/2020 9:28:12 PM vincentzwood You fellers are a broken record.

3/30/2020 9:29:20 PM vincentzwood Clowns fight against "Qpharisees" more than they do MSM and Cabal



3/30/2020 9:29:28 PM upallnight39 I am ok on ramen as long as I can afford beer and weed

Otherwise I am afraid I will punch out a window and slit my wrist

Anyone else empathetic/intuitive feelin this shit? Is it just me. It feels like mental torture the energy comming in and what it is doing to my brain. 

pic.twitter.com/mRNI65zWRx

3/30/2020 9:29:55 PM kl_ljustice I do feel re-establishing a true connection with good intentioned people is a part of this movement. BE INVOLVED. SHOW SUPPORT. Not just receive 

it... I receive the messages from @AustinSteinbart and now I've followed the others. I will use free will and discernment on all info.

3/30/2020 9:30:05 PM lpblakelyar If you are, will it be worth it in the end?

3/30/2020 9:30:16 PM corp_magnetic No thanks!

3/30/2020 9:30:31 PM janislynneclar1 Who?

3/30/2020 9:30:39 PM cledrordfishing Good deal.

3/30/2020 9:30:49 PM jonnysly83 Absolutely not

3/30/2020 9:30:56 PM henry_toothpick Definently cancelling this before the trial is over and they automatically start charging me for it.

3/30/2020 9:31:04 PM starlanon777 Watch "Covid-19 Part 1" . 

Is 5G is tied to the CoronaVirus? What really happened in Wuhan China? https://youtu.be/jFvCwdfoiH8 

3/30/2020 9:31:07 PM jaded_pearl I'm actually pretty good. I'm out of frsh food though & since I'm a #lymie I'm staying in & resorting to frozen veggies / fruit /meat with a good amount 

of herb - I can do this. 👌

3/30/2020 9:31:12 PM aetherwalker1 I started following J$ AFTER you guys called him out.

Just to see if anything resonated, practicing MoM.

3/30/2020 9:31:19 PM cledrordfishing Dude, you have problems and you damn sure aren't on Q-team.

3/30/2020 9:31:38 PM starlanon777 Watch & Share.  important to know.  "Covid-19 Part 2".

This virus was tampered with. The protein sequences were altered for it to infect humans. Bill Gates is the owner of the US patent. All the companies 

working on the vaccine are financed by Bill Gates. https://youtu.be/82XXjJPJncg 

3/30/2020 9:31:53 PM starlanon777 Watch "Covid-19 Part 3" . 

The Truth. https://youtu.be/MgCJfzGa-4E 

3/30/2020 9:32:22 PM upallnight39 Also.

I am deathly afraid of the ignorant masses, including 90% of people posting here. 

I am aftaid of continuing to suffer amongst fools as the chief of them for decades to come

3/30/2020 9:34:22 PM upallnight39 We fight or die where we are

This is the NWO

WHO RUNS IT

3/30/2020 9:34:46 PM miss_ampie I like it. 👍🏽😎🇺🇸

3/30/2020 9:36:08 PM jackoneilltime1 Couldnt get the timestamp and the cc to show separately

But you can view the vid just like I did to verify 

5:07 mark Hannity says MAJESTIC pic.twitter.com/C9VbOXWLLt

3/30/2020 9:36:16 PM upallnight39 I honestly DO NOT GET IT

Why are we still paying bills?

Why pay rent? Why let someone starve without paper?

We have the power.

Break the chains on your mind and claim freedom.

Or we all suffer in slavery
3/30/2020 9:37:51 PM upallnight39 God i wish everyone with a bit of monetary savings had their money wiped out right now

You were not born having shit, you will die without shit

Your shit now does NOT make you worth shit

3/30/2020 9:39:15 PM olimyracle Then go look at next Qdrop #Q3903?

"While studying the law, never stop at a particular article, but always read the following ones too. You may then learn."

Turned constantly out to be a wise advice.

#MessageOverMessenger

#ThinkOutsideTheBox

#SheepNoMore pic.twitter.com/et2mNY6AGC
3/30/2020 9:39:59 PM lbf777 Because we agreed to use money which is a banker scam (Babylonian money Magic) but now it is time to choose differently. A gifting economy is a 

trade-less economy that is almost incorruptible & turns us all into upper middle class. See instructions here: 

https://old.reddit.com/r/PoliticalConspiracy/comments/ef5iuy/new_economy_government_legal_system_idea_to_turn/ …

3/30/2020 9:40:03 PM kidge6 A very deep dive into disclosure on myriad topics.

This 618 page compilation of Majestic 12 (@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 ) tweets, replies, Q & A’s, AMA’s and comments is rich and compelling. I’ve started a 

YouTube channel to make it more accessible.

 https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGi0StqdXs8TkIO5A_dFghQ …  https://twitter.com/kidge6/status/1244492575660077057 … 

pic.twitter.com/kYEeDD1Ak2

3/30/2020 9:40:15 PM rghardy3 Notice how he did not include JS on the list ?

That should tell you something.

Who is the real Clown here ?

3/30/2020 9:41:52 PM sheilaabrams5 Sounds like every church I have ever been to.



3/30/2020 9:42:00 PM upallnight39 NO I REFUSE I AM WORTH SO MUCH MORE THAN MY NEIGHBOR

JESUS SAID!!!!

*BOOOO HOOO WAHHH WAHHH* 

I did all the right stuff and u mean i am just as worthless as the homeless people?

Dad not fair im gonna tell my pastor. 

*Sniffles
3/30/2020 9:42:06 PM speakernikesa Did I miss the J$ reference here?

3/30/2020 9:42:15 PM sarah48538695 If what's important is message over messenger why spend so much energy dissing J.S.?

3/30/2020 9:42:35 PM martyrytlewski Beautiful day today. I ran into this gentleman from Germany. I'm a fan of starforts and he told me the old oral tradition on what they were used for. 

After our talk his wife gave me a hug and I told her God bless. The bad part is how worried people are.

3/30/2020 9:43:38 PM postelleallyson Your strategy is quickly becoming antiquated. Name calling and put downs come from a stunted ability to express emotion constructively. It improves 

with practice, though. It’s not too late.

3/30/2020 9:44:42 PM lbf777 We know you are all on the same team pretending to fight.

3/30/2020 9:45:21 PM jaded_pearl It's the NDA - scripted on both $ide$ - BAM 💥🎇💥 SOUNDS like a Soros Op

3/30/2020 9:45:37 PM thekanehb I Just need the weed but 100%  Gotta have the pot 😁

3/30/2020 9:45:44 PM olimyracle A MasterClass 💞 pic.twitter.com/tQuONX2fN5

3/30/2020 9:46:30 PM deslines1 Mc kapow. Whos got the minerals? Perfect takedown move. U gotta love it!!

3/30/2020 9:47:03 PM kidge6 Are we to infer that MJ12 arranged for hannity to say ‘Majestic’ as a troll to J$? Or that someone else is trolling J$?

3/30/2020 9:47:09 PM upallnight39 Hey U string pullers.

Let me find out YOU GUISE handled Sather being given a NDA.

Lemme find out it is some lesson to get everyone riled up, then look in thier hearts to see the true grifter.

Like we have to co-exist with fuggin cabal baby eaters or something

(HumansRanimals) pic.twitter.com/DElQuUxh7C
3/30/2020 9:48:39 PM brandon73745841 The mental circuits are so clear nowadays that we can actually map them out and reference them with labels. pic.twitter.com/mZPrgfl80g

3/30/2020 9:49:59 PM pablomadrigal7 Go on

3/30/2020 9:50:35 PM jephious I think the make shift hospitals are for the rescues. The ships are GITMO bound.

3/30/2020 9:50:57 PM alhsdo_whitepaw Im debating with myself throwing my stimulas check at it then holding for a few years and see if i make it into the billionaires club.

3/30/2020 9:50:59 PM bobbarbw 🤔

3/30/2020 9:51:29 PM olimyracle Become a journalist?

3/30/2020 9:51:59 PM cindyskaling Me too. I was on a roll until car accident, not my fault,  unexpected surgery,  then my hours at work got slashed by half. Lost my health insurance.  Sh$$ 

happens.

3/30/2020 9:52:05 PM socraticanon Ok.  How about this one?

 https://twitter.com/ConspiracyCen/status/1241919095387435008 …

You know... since treating $hills like humans seems to be your thing.  If you had any experience with them, you'd know they don't deserve to be 

treated with any kind of respect, or taken seriously.

3/30/2020 9:52:08 PM tedamberson How do you fit an N95 mask?

3/30/2020 9:53:24 PM jaded_pearl NDA's can't be the driver-For me it's -> Who do you Q for? 

I Q for kids in cages-my motivation. I will look at every bit of evidence presented to me in order to FEEL solid when I share MY truth. When anyone 

closes their eyes w/o a 2nd thought, not a good steward of truth.

3/30/2020 9:53:40 PM upallnight39 It makes me sick i have to stress and spend $200-300 a month or more on MEDICINE i could grow myself.

I have smoked daily since 2004 or I have been suicidal and in all types of mental pain.

Arrested 3 times FOR A PLANT

It makes me physically fucking SICK

3/30/2020 9:55:18 PM doyouq ‘Trump will...rule like a Monarch’

3/30/2020 9:56:14 PM postelleallyson It’s not important enough to get emotional about. It’s the emotional attachment to dogma that divides the movement. Not the thinking for yourself 

part. And btw, a shill is someone who asks for money.

3/30/2020 9:56:16 PM thekanehb Yup. I use edibles only- RSO oil but have a good connect that’s cheap. If u want it dm me

3/30/2020 9:57:39 PM socraticanon A shill is someone that is paid to disrupt a forum or website.

A PAYtriot is someone that asks for money.

Emotional?  Why do you need my tweet to be emotional now?  Does some part of you require my words to be faulty in some way so you don't feel bad 

about being wrong?

3/30/2020 9:58:11 PM dedesill Weren’t we always socialist MJ12 since 1865? 1871? 1913?  Never can tell...What has changed?  Spreading the coffers of the poor back to the ultra 

rich.  Same blood sucking vampires still in charge?  Hopefully for not much longer!

3/30/2020 9:59:02 PM know__the_truth Me too and I was trying to figure out what it meant also the name karen I believe.

3/30/2020 9:59:17 PM pablocr46826101 He was involved with Event 201 

Take a look search event 201 just blew my mind. #plannedemic let's get this trending

3/30/2020 9:59:56 PM lightonthehill  pic.twitter.com/32y5oqtk36

3/30/2020 10:00:38 PM postelleallyson Wouldn’t it be mind blowing if a DIA agent had more than one identity? Or would it? Don’t make me play with your emotions. It’s too easy. Why are 

you trying to divide the movement???

3/30/2020 10:01:46 PM socraticanon It's amazing that you think Steinbart isn't trying to divide the movement.

It's amazing that you think he's even possibly legit after the smackdown he was given in the tweet I linked.

Who's emotional, again?

3/30/2020 10:03:59 PM postelleallyson No darling. It’s my profession. Re-read your tweet and ask yourself if any of your words and phrases were emotionally motivated. Anxiety = fear, anger, 

sadness.

3/30/2020 10:04:35 PM postelleallyson Be amazed, then.



3/30/2020 10:06:28 PM socraticanon "Name calling and put downs come from a stunted ability to express emotion constructively. It improves with practice, though. It’s not too late."

Hmmm....

Sounds to me like you're projecting your faults here.

Try a new profession, maybe?

3/30/2020 10:07:00 PM dedesill So MI12 in this free trial period are we going to learn more about the something BIG is coming as in the Q legend of the AU in proximity to earth in 

2022?  What about Orion, with the identical hieroglyphs that the Egypt and Mayan left for us to see?  Other than that, yea boring.

3/30/2020 10:07:08 PM street_bandito as mush as you can afford

3/30/2020 10:07:14 PM my5ticmadman Apparently, socialism without satanism is do-able. Socialism + Collectivism seems appealing, if possible. Without evil dominating our daily lives, 

anything seems feasible.

3/30/2020 10:07:53 PM socraticanon I'm sorry to hear about your stunted intellectual faculties.

You have my sympathy.

3/30/2020 10:08:04 PM lulxspoon They keep referring to us as "numbers" rising. We are merely a number to them.

3/30/2020 10:08:16 PM street_bandito look fren btc is pritty much dead, its about time its replaced with something that does things much better

3/30/2020 10:08:42 PM irah_chandler Im sure more trsh talk couldn't hurt lmao. Also piss poor troll when no one in the vid mentions js

3/30/2020 10:10:14 PM street_bandito you can buy XRP on  http://binance.com  stright with your card, quick and easy

3/30/2020 10:11:13 PM dedesill They say the Internet was the future, the “information highway”.  They said that true research was dead.  But how can this be when half of the Internet 

no longer exists?  Many pages from yesteryear 90’s - 2000’s disappear purposely?   Now you know, history written by the winners.

3/30/2020 10:11:29 PM rapunzel_39  https://youtu.be/kdqcKHSIrrM . Here’s an old video explaining a fit test.

3/30/2020 10:12:16 PM lulxspoon I love my resonance frequency generator.

3/30/2020 10:16:41 PM postelleallyson Awww. You can’t blame me for hitting back, softly. I didn’t start anything with you.

And you’re still doing it. Deep breaths.

3/30/2020 10:17:27 PM mongrelglory He could be a pawn without realizing it.  That would be sad!

3/30/2020 10:17:37 PM postelleallyson What? I’m a stable genius, cutie pie!

3/30/2020 10:18:19 PM dfischer Woah Pepe being a gateway exodus 8;4 similarity. Crazy interesting if true.

3/30/2020 10:18:51 PM socraticanon Leave it to an overemotional trans-woman to not see how this:

"Name calling and put downs come from a stunted ability to express emotion constructively. It improves with practice, though. It’s not too late."

Is hitting, not "hitting back", and is starting something.

3/30/2020 10:19:01 PM vitalendurance I'm among your first followers, @Jordan_Sather_...same with the others you call out. Been through this all since the beginning... What makes you so 

certain to throw shade on others with potentially good info to share? How does it help our #truth movement? This strife is painful😢

3/30/2020 10:19:04 PM mongrelglory Jordan Sather.

3/30/2020 10:19:14 PM olimyracle 3641 not 3461?

At 1:07 PM?

12.2.19?

What does "relay_1-99" means?

#Qanon to #Majestic?

#FutureProvesPast? pic.twitter.com/8KNfeA56RV

3/30/2020 10:19:37 PM postelleallyson  pic.twitter.com/d5fNqi25WY

3/30/2020 10:20:02 PM socraticanon Not sure why you're comparing your mental faculties to a horse's, now.

That's really, really sad.

I'm glad you're smarter than a horse... or whatever else is in a stable.

3/30/2020 10:20:10 PM julka_369 There's a lesson to be learned here. Just when you think you have it all figured out, and then, Austin arrives. 

Will the real Q please stand up.

3/30/2020 10:20:23 PM bullhbar Search the hashtags:

#emptyhospitals

#EmptyHospital

#FilmYourHospital

#filmmyhospital

Cover story blown.

Let's get to it boys!

#financialreset #massarrests

#WWG1GWA #XRPCommunity

@MajorTomXRP @Ianbins @PhoeniXRPhoenix @xxmikecheckxx @thebearablebull @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @boy_xrp 

https://twitter.com/davidicke/status/1244251465486684163 …
3/30/2020 10:20:56 PM jaded_pearl I don't think so. He has the markings of a Super Soldier. In the end there is no sound reasoning to treat him as a foe. He is not promoting anything not 

in alignment with Q. This is a true test of message over messenger. His personality is irrelevant. What's the issue w/message?

3/30/2020 10:21:28 PM socraticanon Great!  Now show where your belief in steinbart can be questioned, because you immediately attacked my treating him like a shill as emotional, then 

when I provide evidence that he's full of SSit, you proceed with your...

...dogmatic belief.

3/30/2020 10:22:05 PM postelleallyson You started it with your name calling and put downs. I responded in self defense. To a  b u l l y. Again, it’s not important enough to get emotional 

about. Now brush your teeth, put on your jammies, and go bed. Sweet dreams.

3/30/2020 10:23:17 PM postelleallyson Keep on twisting it till it fits. Feel better?

3/30/2020 10:23:32 PM olimyracle Well, didn't we had a #Shutdown on 3.15 this year? Nat Sec WW? pic.twitter.com/RBImVbaqph



3/30/2020 10:23:45 PM socraticanon Oblivious to your own put-downs, playing the victim card, projecting your own emotions onto me, then telling me what to do like a mother.

You sound like a feminist.

You(start):

"Name calling and put downs come from a stunted ability to express emotion constructively."

3/30/2020 10:24:05 PM melissagouin1 That’s my question. Why so much hate for Jordan. It makes me wonder why they enjoy trolling Jordan so much.

3/30/2020 10:24:44 PM jaded_pearl This set & inflexible position does not promote unity. This is the sane issue with the left & Trump. Closed minded & judgmental instead of looking for 

factual info & discerning for self- Not to follow someone who honors celebrity status with NDA & turns a blind 👁 when convenient

3/30/2020 10:24:50 PM socraticanon I like how you needed someone else's words to express yourself, because you're incapable of doing so on your own.

You took a swing at someone that hits back, and you don't like it.

Let me know when you can frame that other guy's words to fit what you wanted it to mean.

3/30/2020 10:26:16 PM irah_chandler Recon type i would guess

3/30/2020 10:26:28 PM postelleallyson If I started it, how did I know you existed? What did Austin do to you?

3/30/2020 10:27:27 PM jedhicks4 Soy LARP

3/30/2020 10:27:51 PM socraticanon Yeah, you started it.  You responded to me.

Enjoy being wrong.

What did Austin do to me?  What did I do to you? pic.twitter.com/dmq2JzzQBg

3/30/2020 10:28:48 PM postelleallyson Wow. You use the word projection like you know what it means. It’s actually a Freudian term for a defense mechanism that occurs on a subconscious 

level. I think that’s what’s happening here. Don’t you?

3/30/2020 10:30:44 PM socraticanon I know exactly what it means.

You started with your bullying and attacking me for being emotionally stunted for calling Steintwerp names.

Then you accused me of bullying and attacking you.

Your defense mechanisms don't want you to be wrong - likely because you are.  Often.

3/30/2020 10:31:05 PM postelleallyson You insulted me for having respect for another human being and treating that human being like a human being. And that’s so anti-First Amendment, 

it’s absolutely unacceptable. You needed to be corrected for your unpatriotic attitude.

3/30/2020 10:31:31 PM mongrelglory Markings of a Super Soldier?  He's mocked MJ-12 on their feeds on several occasions, calling them a LARP, then he mocked Austin calling him a LARP 

and told us that if we were going to continue following them, then we should unfollow him.  Doesn't allow independent thought. #Bully

3/30/2020 10:31:55 PM postelleallyson I’m not always right, but I’m never wrong.

3/30/2020 10:32:57 PM socraticanon If someone is paid to disrupt a forum or website seeking truth, they are not a legitimate user, and have sold their soul for shekels.

I proved to you that he was a fraud, yet he persists, and convinces low-IQ horse geniuses like you that he's legit.

I didn't start this, you did

3/30/2020 10:33:17 PM postelleallyson Too easy. And not even that much fun. I’m hanging up now. Click.

3/30/2020 10:33:22 PM maggieveeus I'm wearing my ST glasses during my thirty day trail. Wanna try a pair! I am never going back. "Give me liberty I was living death." WARNING: May 

cause severe vomiting, crying or uncontrollable laughter. pic.twitter.com/mSWvRfSPF1

3/30/2020 10:33:50 PM lovesistar2 help can´t stop laughing

3/30/2020 10:34:22 PM jaded_pearl Discernment necessary for all of us. That's the very point, I hope at least one of the #QPharisees takes up the challenge - this needs to end...I want to 

see the part where the #mcvampires are slayed...not addressing issues involving NDA's. NDA's should & will end. #DarkToLight 

pic.twitter.com/2KuNpe8cEJ

3/30/2020 10:35:25 PM socraticanon Since @PostelleAllyson has now blocked me, here's what my response was going to be: pic.twitter.com/wnoP4Tw46f

3/30/2020 10:35:41 PM irah_chandler Pretty sure the first stick or stone if you will was lobbed by mj when they claimed to have groomed him. Either way. Js is def not a larp js reports on 

what interests him tirelessly. Mj has has multiple ppl who are typists "receiving" signals from "true" mj12 operatives.

3/30/2020 10:36:25 PM mongrelglory Oh wait a minute Black Swan!  We were talking about Jordan Sather and how the MSM seems to frequently attack him.  Did you think we were talking 

about Austin Steinbart?

3/30/2020 10:36:31 PM socraticanon And she was wrong elsewhere, too, but we'll never get her to admit it because she's an overemotional woman.

Starts a fight and claims victimhood status when someone fights back.

What a complete loser.

3/30/2020 10:37:46 PM jonesy4671 Majestic you need to throw down some evidence of wrongdoing by jordan

3/30/2020 10:38:21 PM pablocr46826101 @HYVEE7 @RedPill78 @EyesOnQ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @StormIsUponUs @X22Report @prayingmedic

#CrimesAgainstHumanity

3/30/2020 10:38:28 PM jaded_pearl I 100% agree - that's why Q says be careful who you follow. Be a PRAYtriot not a PAYtriot & let's see how much they really trust the plan. We're 

entering into a Jubilee when the FED ends so money should not be an issue. No NDA. Open & transparent - like the blockchain.

3/30/2020 10:39:44 PM jaded_pearl Maybe...

3/30/2020 10:42:00 PM irah_chandler Not really into the idea that such a thing as a Q pharisees even exists cept in the minds of ppl who push that narrative. 

Mcvampires/mctrumpers/mcqanon is all just a way to group ppl into camps honestly no one is like anyone else it is an insult and cheepins the individual

3/30/2020 10:42:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Policing thought goes against Message over Messenger. Knowledge is power. Open mind means you ask a lot of Questions. New information gives new 

power. Threat to their future? What happens when Q is done posting on those boards? Encourage people to think for themselves.

3/30/2020 10:42:45 PM mongrelglory No-one has called Jordan a LARP.  He seemed to start out being sincere but I am concerned that he has been adversely influenced by outside parties, 

either knowingly or unknowingly.  He used to be so diplomatic/open-minded and now he seems more rigid and aggressive in his stance.

3/30/2020 10:43:09 PM tedamberson Are performing a qualitative for test every time a mask is donned?  Or are you referring to a seal-check?

3/30/2020 10:44:05 PM mcgwyneth Rough language, but more true than many would like to admit.  The body responds how the body responds.  It's predictable, so a perfect metaphor.

3/30/2020 10:44:07 PM ausanon369 Deal. Hewhoooo!



3/30/2020 10:45:11 PM jaded_pearl For a second but J$ too - Am I the only one that thinks SSP can have a rogue agent? I sure feel like one at times. Maybe this is my way of finding my 

truth, the answer to life long whys, and that knowing inside that the trauma of SRA cant keep one in a cage. His voice= $$$🤬🛑🚨

3/30/2020 10:45:15 PM olimyracle 3093 -> 3903?

THEPEN?

THEPEN @ 0:36?

Infiltration @ 5:48?

 https://youtu.be/TznPG-kZvAs  pic.twitter.com/z6L82pCsUr

3/30/2020 10:45:34 PM dedesill In other words, Satan, aka Lucifer was son of the morning in the beginning, and was a high angel.  but then once he realized he could gain power, and 

thought he was able to over power god (like he was in a D&D game~lol) he became like Morgoth in LOTRs.  You cannot overtake GOD.

3/30/2020 10:48:59 PM jaded_pearl I'm a little of all of them and I like it like that but I understand what your saying. If you're satisfied- Cheers - I'm not, still alot of truth to uncover & find. 

🧐 This show is just starting.

3/30/2020 10:49:08 PM mongrelglory Originally MJ-12 actually praised Jordan and said he had a bright future. They said a subordinate brought him to their attention so they authorized the 

subordinate to set up an interview opportunity for Jordan. That was the extent of the grooming as I understand, n'est pas MJ-12?

3/30/2020 10:49:47 PM iamyou132 ⚡️⚡️⚡️

3/30/2020 10:50:30 PM street_bandito thats XRP ladies and gentlemen pic.twitter.com/AeEy3o5F18

3/30/2020 10:50:59 PM winklerburke Why reform J$ et al?  Cuz a) the war of great awakening is mental, b) if the leaders do it for $s, then c) enemy Deep State-CIA have infinite, yes infinite 

$s to convince said leaders into d) lie narratives and e) the war is again lost to the Cabal?  Compromise in liberty gives?

3/30/2020 10:51:46 PM mongrelglory I was rather surprised that Jordan became so upset with MJ-12 mentioning this "grooming".  Personally I would have been curious to know if they were

 behind some of the opportunities that fell into my lap if it was me. 🤷♀️

3/30/2020 10:52:57 PM j_d_abercrombie I'm really happy... for us All. Even for people that will soon get over the shock... and just give us a big tearful hug... then popcorn.

3/30/2020 10:53:06 PM jaded_pearl And perhaps that energy was paid for through a monetary agreement. Political seat selling has turned into large following voice selling. No more selling 

voice/brand/opinions. The incentive should be service.

3/30/2020 10:54:25 PM dedesill You go back to the way it was.  Have to sort through the garbage, follow certain people with close ideals, and vote for people based on how the 

constitution and found fathers thought.  If you don’t you put back in devils.

3/30/2020 10:54:30 PM coloradoevolut1 Yasss pic.twitter.com/eVfflVhm33

3/30/2020 10:55:47 PM finkleaarnold Another lead. Thanks for the information. You can be sure the Anons are on it.

3/30/2020 10:56:13 PM mcgwyneth Well said.  A good test for any "follower" is themselves this question honestly:  "What draws me to this messenger most - the depth/purity of their 

message, or their bling?"

3/30/2020 10:56:44 PM jaded_pearl I'm not sure what happened, I just started following MJ12 around that time. More than any thing on Twitter, I have found MJ12 to be most aligned to 

the truth as I've witnessed throughout my journey. I'm still on the fence if that's a blessing or a curse. War is ugly.

3/30/2020 10:58:07 PM street_bandito its over the news friend, position yourself before the masses pic.twitter.com/vYXrP9lahS

3/30/2020 10:58:22 PM mongrelglory I have no direct evidence of an NDA/financial agreement other than MJ-12's word, so I am giving Jordan the benefit of the doubt about that. Instead I 

judge him on what I see him doing and saying, which involves marketing products and calling other accounts LARPs. Disappointing...

3/30/2020 10:59:51 PM starlanon777 Probably just another child trafficking money laundering front. Most All the foundations are with diplomatic immunity.

3/30/2020 10:59:54 PM rapunzel_39 I think the original test is intended for a seal check.

3/30/2020 11:01:13 PM rapunzel_39 There are a couple different sizes of masks.  The test is to fit you with the correct size.

3/30/2020 11:01:33 PM mongrelglory Message over messenger really is good advice for navigating uncertain terrain! 👍

3/30/2020 11:01:39 PM teddygarvin8  https://twitter.com/theverdict777/status/1244783115999969281 …

3/30/2020 11:03:06 PM leahinman5 They were murdered as wanted to help humanity

3/30/2020 11:03:15 PM rapunzel_39 Wish I had more answers for you.  This is not my area of expertise.

3/30/2020 11:03:53 PM jaded_pearl Especially in times like these. 🙏🙌🎆♾

3/30/2020 11:04:05 PM teddygarvin8  https://twitter.com/aspfrt/status/1244502198869876742 …

3/30/2020 11:04:50 PM dedesill Not a single entity.  Paraphrasing...Q said Less then 10 who know me.  MJ12 said that 10total, 7 military (5 terrestrial, 2 non terrestrial), trump +2 

associates.  And those each could have teams behind them.  MJ12 is also part of that Q group too.

3/30/2020 11:05:01 PM leahinman5 Transgender is a political movement to depopulate humans the way it is promoted now but there are genuine transgender cases which are very rare as 

it is

3/30/2020 11:05:39 PM leahinman5 Pro woman covered in pro humanity unless you prefer Oprah

3/30/2020 11:06:01 PM smmmote  pic.twitter.com/WlUpDnoXNK

3/30/2020 11:06:34 PM leahinman5 Michelle Obama is woman and Kathy Griffin is a very ugly white woman who puts dead baby lotions on body

3/30/2020 11:07:12 PM olimyracle "What is THE PENalty for treason?"

EO signed by DT 3.1.18 = 4

Treason -> #Q3900 3.26.20 = 4

Infiltration -> #Q3903 3.26.20 = 4

MARCH MADNESS?

MARCHial courts?

 https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/2018-amendments-manual-courts-martial-united-states/ … pic.twitter.com/riWSTbzZWZ

3/30/2020 11:07:13 PM leahinman5 Michelle is a Woman but just works for Satan

3/30/2020 11:08:05 PM dedesill Lol same with b fulford?

3/30/2020 11:10:02 PM dedesill Too many deltas proven, not once yet has it been disproven.  Alex Jones had a perfect tract record until he screwed up on Syria in 2018.  Downfall 

afterwards, now he is mostly good.

3/30/2020 11:10:52 PM tedamberson I have experience with respirators. The original test is called a fit test. You’re correct that a fit test should be performed on each different type of 

respirator. Each time the mask is donned, a seal-check is performed. For APRs, a seal-check should be performed by the user.

3/30/2020 11:13:26 PM tedamberson The N95 mask qualifies as an APR because it has a valve. Simple, but effective. Anything without a valve (surgical mask, etc) is simply a particulate filter.

3/30/2020 11:18:57 PM leahinman5 Correct get not all the time really pathetic psychotropic pictures via emf smart meter2 try scare @ occult hour 4few seconds all rubbish e.g. large black 

bat, three asexual looking images in protective gear, oxygen mask, underground dungeon w 3girls looking lost half human animal

3/30/2020 11:20:19 PM leahinman5 It's crap very artificial their images trying to get into subconscious human brain fail need to be banned

3/30/2020 11:25:06 PM korundumb Majestic, unbelievable, incredible

3/30/2020 11:25:13 PM rapunzel_39 As I said before, this is not my area of expertise.

3/30/2020 11:25:20 PM olimyracle No hate but love? And fun! 😄 pic.twitter.com/lV2v50uodW



3/30/2020 11:25:52 PM monokrome Anti-transgender.

What's all this "unity" bullshit when you throw us under the bridge the second you get the chance?

Bunch of bullshit coming out of this one.

3/30/2020 11:25:59 PM upallnight39 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/upallnight39/status/1244873406304137216 …

3/30/2020 11:26:29 PM korundumb And call BS as you see it. pic.twitter.com/khcgJSpk3J

3/30/2020 11:29:28 PM elevn15 Mj12 *Wasting the people's money since 1947*

Time to cut the cancer out! 

=)

3/30/2020 11:32:10 PM tedamberson I understand, just trying to help. Grace and peace to you.

3/30/2020 11:36:12 PM rapunzel_39 Likewise 🤗

3/30/2020 11:36:18 PM hunleyginger that would be nice

3/30/2020 11:37:28 PM hunleyginger i was born in 50s so i lived in the 60s thanks

3/30/2020 11:38:40 PM alhsdo_whitepaw Its hard to know where it will end up. I already bought enough to make me a million if they hit bitcoin levels for 40$ considering another  1000 from 

stim to reach billionaires club. If the transition to ripple fails the banks are failing to, seems like they are going all in.

3/30/2020 11:40:00 PM dedesill There is only 1 Q

WWG1WGA~liberty bell, founding fathers.

5:5

What I’ leave out? Lol so many equations...all that matters here is that you follow the message, trust but verify.  all the rest means jack squat.  

Messenger = somebody who will not share power~ Sauron, think LOTR.

3/30/2020 11:43:27 PM patroitsrevenge So this is the guy claiming to be Q???  How is it I follow the comms intensively and never heard of this 🤡 until now???!!!  Oh!! That’s right!! No 

comms outside 8 Chan/8 Kun!!!  Goodnight my little friend,  you, and your followers are in for a surprise!!!!!😉

3/30/2020 11:44:48 PM yourstr05411794  pic.twitter.com/1YpGZYuELs

3/30/2020 11:46:22 PM olimyracle So let's run that crash test then 😀 pic.twitter.com/pvD6hJosf1

3/30/2020 11:46:58 PM dedesill Does this include Orion? I’m assuming as much so...you cannot deny the hieroglyphics.  They must be somewhat real, as the scripture says...of the 

heavenly realms etc...they must be stopped.  Explain MJ12, if you want of course.  I have many questions not answered.

3/30/2020 11:49:13 PM yourstr05411794 I find no joy in any of this. 

I'm on one side, that is the side of Innocent People who don't have a clue what's happening to them.

3/30/2020 11:49:20 PM mongrelglory Great catch Black Swan!  You got a MJ-12 re-tweet too! 👍

3/30/2020 11:53:02 PM queennemesisof1 I meant it has been scarfed and showing scars ;-)

3/30/2020 11:54:01 PM upallnight39 It is called cognitive dissonance

We  know you are being fooled

And we are too afraid to admit it

3/30/2020 11:54:09 PM coll61490833 Oh wow, 😳🤯😳🤯😳🤯😳🤯😳🤯😳🤯😳🤯😳

3/30/2020 11:54:22 PM lightqshadow1 Digital is actually anti-Christian

Kabbal uses digital to conquer

3/30/2020 11:56:17 PM mcgwyneth Easy.  Because his ego is quite IM-perfectly calibrated to his accomplishments.  That would be a master, which he is not.  With that definition, I am only 

aware of a few, including Trump and @AustinSteinbart. pic.twitter.com/JHvcsx6hks

3/30/2020 11:57:08 PM sethric61410528 That seems highly couragious and fair to me ! One against all pic.twitter.com/GcrAuxHAvA

3/30/2020 11:58:42 PM mongrelglory That's true!  Bribery (sex, power, money) has been used to corrupt most leaders in positions of trust and power around the world. I suppose we will 

need to be hyper-vigilant in watching for conflicts of interest, especially monetary, at this crucial time.

3/30/2020 11:59:27 PM sarah48538695 So, you think Majestic is going to "reform" J.S.?

3/31/2020 12:00:29 AM street_bandito banks never fail friend they get bailed out

3/31/2020 12:02:30 AM lightqshadow1 In the music and images that are broadcast between those things that control the human mind

3/31/2020 12:04:49 AM yourstr05411794 Can anyone find Q's original drop concerning this? I read it the day it was dropped... and now every time I read a rendition of it, it is changed. 

Tried finding it with no luck.

3/31/2020 12:05:42 AM sarah48538695 Is Majestic 12 not getting paid for what they do? Is the NSA? The DOD? The military? I don't see a difference.

3/31/2020 12:06:51 AM alittlecanary44 Thanks! I'm blocked too...this thread now makes more sense.

3/31/2020 12:07:47 AM sarah48538695 Getting paid, so you can live, while spreading the truth is bad? If you are genuinely trying to help people?

3/31/2020 12:08:12 AM dedesill It’s not from Q directly, but from his other main acct that most don’t know, its from Majestic12.

3/31/2020 12:11:52 AM dedesill Lol his, I mean they.  Or theirs.  It’s not a person, they have three typists, and they get info relayed to them through voice of god commands😇👍

3/31/2020 12:12:08 AM alittlecanary44 Not everyone is a troll or bot just because they may question something or have a differing opinion. They block ppl that don't fit their "narrative". 

Follow the $$, it always talks and very loudly.

3/31/2020 12:12:46 AM irah_chandler I was ssp and i mock mj12 openly why because what they did back then for 90% of us was dirty and evil. Now weather this mj is a group of larps gaming 

the sys through multiple accounts or actually connected remains to be seen.

3/31/2020 12:14:01 AM irah_chandler Would be glorious. Do you think those things are dependant on mass arrests of ds?

3/31/2020 12:14:24 AM yourstr05411794 I just became aware of Majestic12 on twitter. Haven't figured it out yet.

3/31/2020 12:14:49 AM roguescv “Come on buddy, we’re not out of this yet!” pic.twitter.com/FmJlS6jruh

3/31/2020 12:15:24 AM yourstr05411794 Oh. I don't think I like the sound of that.

3/31/2020 12:16:22 AM irah_chandler I forget what i estimated that one time about ppl who severed in ssp's and didn't know it yet but the percentage is higher than you would think

3/31/2020 12:19:31 AM winklerburke The group you mention lives and dies, yes dies, or lives... according to ancient & modern codes of war, as well as strict laws of NDAs, forbidding the $ 

profiting thereby, or legal punishment hammers the heck out of said person. Big diff.

3/31/2020 12:19:37 AM irah_chandler I certainly have no problem with ppl making money off of reporting and providing analysis i think it's a cop out to screw over good ppl that are working 

hard sometimes. I don't trust pay walls. Other than that i just wanna say non disclosure of payment happens all the time.

3/31/2020 12:22:07 AM winklerburke The hireling fleeth, because he is an hireling, and careth not for the sheep. But he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own the sheep are 

not, seeth the wolf coming, and leaveth the sheep, and fleeth: and the wolf catcheth them, and scattereth the sheep.

3/31/2020 12:23:15 AM rican2016 Who is Glen Close? I went to a page with that name and it was a porno page. All I saw was naked guys 😬

3/31/2020 12:24:09 AM upliftingmind Same. I'd been watching him on YT a few years now, enjoyed much if his content and info. Lisa Mei blocked me as well, I assume for sharing Austin's 

info. Didn't expect to be blocked by either of them. Big lesson learned.

3/31/2020 12:24:22 AM sarah48538695 I don't see a difference. Jordan does everything for free but excepts donations. I've been watching him since he began and he never knew he was going 

to be as popular as he has become.



3/31/2020 12:24:59 AM irah_chandler Either way mj can spin/weave a fine tapestry from time to time so i read most their stuff not that typists reciving "signals" are doing much decernment. 

More like a channel.

3/31/2020 12:26:37 AM pablocr46826101  https://images.app.goo.gl/q8SgVSpB61QXw8LW7 …

Two N's in her name

3/31/2020 12:28:20 AM s0urc3rss I'm sure the internet tells the truth so you're probably more correct than my life experience.

3/31/2020 12:29:43 AM sarah48538695 Someone like Austin is doing damage...he's attempting to take control of the narrative...he'll tell a lot of truths, gain a trusted following and then throw 

out misinformation. He has a lot of knowledge so he's working for some cabal group.

3/31/2020 12:31:00 AM barbarabuchthal Thank heavens you are alive! I was starting to get worried!!!

3/31/2020 12:31:56 AM sarah48538695 Rely on yourself to find the truth, then you don't have to worry about trusting wolves in sheep's clothing.

3/31/2020 12:33:04 AM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/1YOTnyxkOP

3/31/2020 12:33:24 AM rican2016 Ok, thanks.

3/31/2020 12:35:56 AM dedesill Todays your lucky day: also I gave you a bonus in the showing of a picture actually shows Q member, but who?  From majestic 12. 

https://mobile.twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1027962237825306624 …

3/31/2020 12:38:38 AM dedesill Don’t like the sound of what? In other words they use people in another part of the country, by means of a medium, a telephone, or through some 

other means transmission of waves aka telepath.  Their is many things that many do not know yet.  Hence why Q said would put 99 % in H.

3/31/2020 12:38:41 AM chase2929 Oh man you got called out twice now hahaha, your the biggest joke man. Please stop it. pic.twitter.com/UmeKA2NvPQ

3/31/2020 12:38:49 AM bb1272216718 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 i have been reading the doc of your post last 2 days after work,  still much to go.  Can you explain the blue spiral over norway and 

what it was and why?

3/31/2020 12:38:59 AM sarah48538695 I don't know if all of you against J.S. and believe A.S. are new to Q or what, but A.S. is obviously not who he claims to be and Jordan is harmless.

3/31/2020 12:39:54 AM sarah48538695 IMO.

3/31/2020 12:40:14 AM upallnight39 I know which one I would ask on a date...

3/31/2020 12:40:52 AM yourstr05411794 I'll take all of em please 😁

3/31/2020 12:40:59 AM lenartjoe If i may ask, why are we still focused on socialism if the tech of abundance economics that you’re talking about releasing relegates the historical, 

anemic, socialist economics to the dust bin of history?

3/31/2020 12:41:59 AM yourstr05411794 Yeah. I saw that from Pamphlet months ago.

3/31/2020 12:42:21 AM hilechile I may be newer than some at this, but why would the mastermind of the greatest secret military intelligence operation of all time go around giving 

himself away and begging for attention? Strikes me as odd...

3/31/2020 12:43:07 AM dedesill What do you want to know. I have extensive knowledge\research on the subject of them.  I can tell you this, MJ12 is created before Q.  They speak and 

talk as them.  There is 12 members, there is three typists.  Sec. Forrester was the leader back in the time of Truman etc...

3/31/2020 12:46:16 AM upallnight39 You would think after having a song called "ayebaybay" there would be more memes.

Im too lazy to make one so here u go pic.twitter.com/CRUvyVMpFC

3/31/2020 12:48:34 AM upallnight39 Going by that

Just cuz the internet tells me ur real and honest

My life experience says ur  broke dick ai shill russian robot

Maybe even one of Jordan Sathers paid minions. pic.twitter.com/5LH7A0xhZx

3/31/2020 12:50:09 AM yourstr05411794 "Voice of God". I automatically associated it with MK ultra, and people going on killing sprees. 

I'm telepathic. Never has it been negative. Just thought it was something I do naturally.

3/31/2020 12:51:07 AM jim62192 We do not debate with wankers and especially with a boy that wants to play with the grown up's .Now with that being said go home to mummy and 

get your xbox back out and play in your little fantasy world.

3/31/2020 12:51:37 AM upallnight39 I am from beaumont so i am almost sort of interested in this factoid

3/31/2020 12:51:54 AM s0urc3rss You still ain't gettin those noods boy. Jack gets too excited and goes straight. Plus I got skywatching to do. The sun vanished again 🤷♀️ 

pic.twitter.com/KlOQDJGTi7

3/31/2020 12:53:48 AM dedesill Well that’s what these 12 call it in there posts.  But just like Q, they always say dis information and misinformation is nessecary for survival.  Many 

things make sense after multiple Q & A sessions they have done.  You want all there stuff in a book since 2016?  I have the link

3/31/2020 12:53:58 AM yourstr05411794 I did some basic research on MJ12 back in '96... on an extremely slow computer. Didn't think they still existed.

3/31/2020 12:54:59 AM yourstr05411794 Would love to have the link.

3/31/2020 12:56:38 AM upallnight39 Hrm politics?

Never been interested.

Saw 9/11 happen at 16, realized everyone else were brainwashed morans

Been trying not to kill myself since

3/31/2020 12:56:51 AM dedesill I don’t think most knew.  That history channel show project blue book is important started to wake people up!  Also very important is the SG1 series 

that many missed.  He goes over these posts constantly.  Yes the 90s, they have washed out many old websites info gone. Web is del.

3/31/2020 12:59:10 AM upallnight39 I somewhat remember that... It has been a haze of whiskey and demons fightin angels in me the past 2 weeks... Although i doibt i would have asked kf 

u didnt intimate ...

I am quite intuitive u must have been QSignaling me

3/31/2020 1:02:06 AM dedesill Remember: trust but verify.  Do not get lost in the void.  There is much here, hard to swallow for many.  It takes you to website that sometimes has 

mini pop ups advertisement, just click x on the,or ignore it.   I found it by being at right place/ time. https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-

messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=2 …

3/31/2020 1:04:36 AM s0urc3rss Pretty sure whiskey is on the shortlist for why we agree to this.

3/31/2020 1:04:54 AM yourstr05411794 I was Hungry for knowledge then. I printed out everything I could get. One thing kept leading to another. I literally wrecked my back sitting for long 

hours reading at my computer desk. Had to stop for a few years. Had a file cabinet full of printed material. Gave it all to frend

3/31/2020 1:04:56 AM upallnight39 U been around the block huh?

I spose we all make deals with the devil. 

I figure I am just goin back to the oldest one where we agree to disagree

3/31/2020 1:06:43 AM yourstr05411794 Thank you! Very much appreciated! I will save it and read at my leisure.

3/31/2020 1:08:34 AM upallnight39 Its kinda funny when you really soak in the saying

And go "wait a minute... Wheres god? FUCK THIS IS HELL" pic.twitter.com/G6krVksgZk



3/31/2020 1:11:02 AM upallnight39 I didnt mean u banged em just meant u knew some people between that and the mayor

Dang.u.women are.worth more than ur bodies. Always thinkin in n00dz and stuff jeeeeez pic.twitter.com/BrRwKDN3Pq

3/31/2020 1:14:16 AM skylar13764875 MINE TOO!!!!!! 🤣♥🌈

#QuantumStarPower #SpaceForce #NewCommand #TheGreatAwakening #QAnon #WWG1GWA pic.twitter.com/09A9WUT1qp

3/31/2020 1:15:12 AM bullhbar  pic.twitter.com/OYjIYYeFMZ

3/31/2020 1:16:08 AM upallnight39 Well whoever john is he can join the club

Pissed off motherfloggers unite

3/31/2020 1:17:13 AM olimyracle Good luck with that part.

Do you have a plan yet? 

Why don't we start by stopping paying taxes if it is for criminal purposes?

Any other idea?

💞 pic.twitter.com/M53bzJ0ASe
3/31/2020 1:17:40 AM ukpatriot3 Ain’t nobody going to waste their time on debating a know it all

3/31/2020 1:27:10 AM stefanofait Looks like a civil war...or a scene from Life of Brian

 http://montypython.50webs.com/scripts/Life_of_Brian/18.htm …

3/31/2020 1:29:29 AM elevn15 "Laws for thee but not for me."

Good luck with holding your cancerous (sewer) system together. 

I'll watch the collapse from a distance, thanks!

=)

3/31/2020 1:30:09 AM action_jrd I will. Now?

3/31/2020 1:32:07 AM upallnight39 Pretty much

Mascine conciousness, wielded thru male and female, twacked out on lsd meth adrenochrome

Needs M0AR ladies

Needs less tweaky manic nonsense

3/31/2020 1:32:44 AM amanita40860516 States of hypnosis.. I love using hypnosis for trauma healing ❤️

3/31/2020 1:38:52 AM upallnight39 "yah and it was probably me who wrote it"

Was my initial thought

Lot to unpack there pic.twitter.com/gqi1KqZC2F

3/31/2020 1:46:31 AM olimyracle "Nobody's living on an island."

Nelson Mandela pic.twitter.com/50Y1iZjJBm

3/31/2020 1:48:13 AM elevn15 1/2) "The real problem is not to find the solution. The solution is to find the real problem."

Riiiight🙄, and I already solved that problem...Not the sharpest knife in the drawer I see.

All problems are caused by the mentally ill money junkies.

3/31/2020 1:48:52 AM elevn15 2/2) You are part of EU, which is in a worse predicament.

Wanna talk about the definition of a 💩hole, that is the EU. Lmfao

How many wars has Europe caused in history?

You'd be spending at least a year going through all of them.

3/31/2020 1:50:00 AM qwarriorvictory @realDonaldTrump @StormIsUponUs @DonaldJTrumpJr @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @charliekirk11  NO MORE HELP FOR NEW YORK , THE GOVERNOR 

ANDREW CUOMO CAN'T  GET CONTROL OF HIS CITIZENS! HOWEVER U SPELL HIS NAME. STOP ALL HELP. GIVE IT TO STATES THAT ARE ABIDING RULES. 

https://twitter.com/keeltyc/status/1243650632692662272 …

3/31/2020 1:51:45 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1033851488274206720?s=19 …

3/31/2020 1:54:07 AM aaronhoughton10  https://discord.gg/dQbcDh 

#WWG1WGA #Qanon #TheGreatAwakening #GodWins #AustinIsQ #AustinsteinbartIsQ

@KewNadian @PennywiseDaWise

@TxGodmotherIII @one_autist @TAGalaxies @AustinSteinbart @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/31/2020 2:00:33 AM cny_micaa dystopian future, I am sure there are some elites hoping for this, not a more organic and natural path forward.

 https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/03/29/turn-the-economy-back-on-even-fauci-is-confessing/?fbclid=IwAR2-

rlL_ckJCGSwJsj7Lr2PCBu2Vn2getCYlFb3fKfugmolGqveAClXjeOc …

3/31/2020 2:01:00 AM olimyracle #Switzerland is not EU. Much worse 🙃

No wars in 🇨🇭 since 500+ years. 

Why?

Silent wars?

Follow the money? 

Smoke & mirrors...

#UnsealRedCross

#UnsealCern

#UnsealSwitzerlandNow https://youtu.be/2JItMJvQ6Sw 
3/31/2020 2:03:31 AM elevn15 Ok even worse than I thought. 

Switzerland, the land of the parasite bankers, the biggest terrorists on earth.

Glass it over. Problem solved.



3/31/2020 2:04:10 AM elevn15 What names?

3/31/2020 2:04:32 AM elevn15 EU is not a person.

3/31/2020 2:06:11 AM stuart_dalyq ‘If you pray for the rain you gotta deal with the mud” pic.twitter.com/nd3CNNzxUl

3/31/2020 2:06:23 AM lady_miss_m Thank you Aaron! pic.twitter.com/nv5pelW8Dm

3/31/2020 2:17:43 AM q2366633 That was the official start of the op.  Q 23 666 33

3/31/2020 2:23:01 AM jonesy4671 I'll turn on anyone if I see solid evidence.

3/31/2020 2:24:09 AM laughingwolf11 No trannies allowed.

3/31/2020 2:26:06 AM monokrome 9 Eyes is a group of countries who share information. Think of the NSA and others large countries surveillance sharing with each other.

Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, United Kingdom, United States

3/31/2020 2:26:41 AM monokrome Some Googling says that it may also be a spy organization in the UK, but that seems like a more esoteric usage of the term.

3/31/2020 2:27:46 AM coloradoevolut1 😳 pic.twitter.com/Gr1eILd1SP

3/31/2020 2:29:47 AM okanaganguy Sorry this isnt socialism,its more like facism or marshal  http://law.In  a socialist state,(Norway Sweden Denmark,everybodies rent is paid and their 

health system can meet the crisis,see Canada France etc.Americas free maret system is the one suffering.

3/31/2020 2:31:32 AM monokrome Pretty sure it's not 60hz. I think the way to look at this is to analyze the common trend between them, see how it affects below 4 Hz similarly to above 

8 Hz, and figure out how to normalize the values.

I haven't done all the math, but I'd think we're talking about Schumann here

3/31/2020 2:34:13 AM monokrome I believe that the reason is that the hint is that we need to find the common frequency shared in each line, which I think is Schumann resonance.

Schumann resonance is at 7.83 Hz, which is why it will so strongly affect frequencies around 8-14 and 0-4, but negates around itself.

3/31/2020 2:34:45 AM ardithorourke I am sick of it.

3/31/2020 2:38:13 AM avshara  https://twitter.com/Avshara/status/1244921869507100672?s=20 …

3/31/2020 2:40:02 AM lizkoyen Used in mindcontrolling television...

3/31/2020 2:42:02 AM vincentzwood Take a drink everytime a Larp says "message over messenger"...broken record. This is what @realDonaldTrump says.

This is what I think of your message.👇 pic.twitter.com/mrjGoZr1j5

3/31/2020 2:44:02 AM kevinmruel Finally someone's who's learned that to have wisdom... you MUST Experience it.

@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @TheCollectiveQ 👍💪🤫🤭 https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244822815116857344 …

3/31/2020 2:46:28 AM kevinmruel Bravo 💪👍🤫🤭🤭🤗🥰😉

3/31/2020 2:51:52 AM unitedredwhite1 A movie with real consequences directly in my life and that of my family and friends like our ability to generate the $$ needed just to pay our 

mortgage! We have savings but it won't last and depleting what we worked hard for has caused major arguments and fear.

3/31/2020 2:52:13 AM monokrome For instance, here's an example. Note that I use higher frequencies so that you can hear them.

If I have an ~100 Hz sine wave and I introduce another 100Hz sine wave at opposite phase then it becomes silent even though there is a "sound" 

happening.

Noise cancellation is this. pic.twitter.com/oylFOepal8

3/31/2020 2:53:56 AM unitedredwhite1 We started with nothing and spent 20 years building the life we want and now what? Get another job? Impossible! We hope it ends soon but will it? 

We don't know! The possibility of losing everything we've worked for is real.

3/31/2020 2:58:18 AM davelew63 Thx Aaron 👊👍😎🇺🇸🍿

You guys are awesomeness on #TheQSignal channel. 

True Anons digging, researching and bouncing theory’s/ideas off of one another to come to a conclusion based and TANGE-ABLE EVIDENCE !

It really isn’t that hard when you Free yer mind 🤓

#AustinSteinbartIsQ

3/31/2020 2:58:53 AM monokrome As you increase the frequency, you get a fluctuation in the sound. It makes the sound feel like it's "vibrating" in a way (even though it was vibrating 

before). It feels like a stronger vibration, because it is 5Hz if 105Hz on 100Hz.

Most all techno music uses this as an effect. pic.twitter.com/ydcuFOPGYR

3/31/2020 3:02:23 AM peteralangray Don't follow @AustinSteinbart or @Jordan_Sather_ or anyone else. 

that's the point of Q's methods - we need to do our own research and not follow anyone who claims to know what's going on if they never present any 

evidence of what's going on.

3/31/2020 3:04:31 AM monokrome ...but as the difference increases, the frequencies clashes less with each other - leaving minimal variance. pic.twitter.com/yfNfqZ4t9n

3/31/2020 3:06:09 AM monokrome Note that I used higher frequencies in this example because you have to do extra work to make lower frequencies audible. Generally, your ear can only 

hear a minimum of 18Hz.

So, for instance, if you did this with 3 Hz and 5 Hz - your brain would interpret an intermediate 2Hz one

3/31/2020 3:07:13 AM monokrome That's how binaural beats / hemisync works. They play something that injects a low frequency sound in your brain even though your ears can't hear it, 

but they do it by playing 3 Hz in your left ear and 5 Hz in your right here so that your brain does the mixing instead of software

3/31/2020 3:10:20 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/Sfkpe1OjUr

3/31/2020 3:10:35 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/890KZffAe5

3/31/2020 3:10:56 AM nuearth2000  pic.twitter.com/uSgXAIijlB

3/31/2020 3:11:06 AM monokrome Not that when the differences become smaller, you hear a very slow fluctuation. So, we get a slow fluctuation in the previous examples if we just drop 

about 101Hz (which is one vibration per second) instead of 105Hz: pic.twitter.com/YNfey0E7Is

3/31/2020 3:13:07 AM anicetus56 The day after the 2012 correspondence dinner Trump called Roger Stone and said I'm running.  Thanks Obama. pic.twitter.com/jujL2BxeVR

3/31/2020 3:14:30 AM covertress Do you believe he's going to keep his promise? I do.

"We will stop at nothing, to protect the people of our country, during their time of need." - @realDonaldTrump 

https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1244672122414338048?s=20 …



3/31/2020 3:17:18 AM monokrome It's a bit awkward to see visually, so I'm going to drop audio files here as well.

100 Hz:  https://cdn.monokro.me/audio/frequencies/100.wav …

100 + 100 Hz:  https://cdn.monokro.me/audio/frequencies/100%2B100.wav …

100 + 101 Hz:  https://cdn.monokro.me/audio/frequencies/100%2B101.wav …

100 + 105 Hz:  https://cdn.monokro.me/audio/frequencies/100%2B105.wav …

100 + 200 Hz:  https://cdn.monokro.me/audio/frequencies/100%2B200.wav …

=^.^=
3/31/2020 3:18:36 AM monokrome So, the reason that I think that this is illustrating a frequency between 4 and 8 Hz (and maybe I'm wrong!) is because it affects all bands near those, but 

it doesn't affect those as strongly *in the timeframe that we are looking at*. Seems we got close enough for tiny difference

3/31/2020 3:19:47 AM monokrome This assumes, of course, that we are seeing a comparison of the effect of the same (or similar) frequency against different frequencies across the same 

amount of time per horizontal pixel. If that's not what is happening, then we may as well be looking at random squiggles then :)

3/31/2020 3:23:41 AM lotus7715 Wim Hof method .. the real iceman has a great breathing exercise

3/31/2020 3:26:09 AM johnnymos2 I can’t find this on you tube to get part 2

3/31/2020 3:27:52 AM torsk19 I have seen what happens to many on psych meds. Good thing you got out and freed your mind.

3/31/2020 3:29:24 AM kevinmruel So the Kabala families are getting government money and contracts still I see  Honestly I know Americans are learning hard lessons since I was a child I 

knew this was going on but finally tide in war is in sight....... I know how Q feels @Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  

https://twitter.com/0Ludicris5/status/1244796904988381186 …

3/31/2020 3:29:47 AM unitedredwhite1 Yes I do believe in our President. And I love ya girl I'm not directing this at you. It's the uncertainty :( and I just watched a montage of Bill Maher hoping 

for a recession and saying OH WELL at the millions of Americans who will lose everything.

3/31/2020 3:29:52 AM pshepgries Not with all his hand signals

3/31/2020 3:31:27 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ 

Hahaha

3/31/2020 3:31:53 AM sfastb Wow!!!!

3/31/2020 3:32:19 AM unitedredwhite1 My husband didn't lose his job he works on commission only (no customers anymore) therefore he does not qualify for stimulus relief - I still have my 

job but I don't generate enough income to keep what we have.

3/31/2020 3:33:14 AM colincuthbert85 @Lanacassidy1

3/31/2020 3:35:25 AM kevinmruel Umm so they say..... Why is Kabala families headquarters there???@Qanon76 @realDonaldTrump @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheCollectiveQ #COVID19 

#WWG1GWA #QAnons  wake Up America and the World this is bigger than you know. 

https://twitter.com/CaAntarctica/status/1244799362732941312 …

3/31/2020 3:38:31 AM bbobbio71  pic.twitter.com/ubDWdvNDMd

3/31/2020 3:39:17 AM covertress He's just a movie character, but Hub McCann always cheers me up...

"...I've won and lost a dozen fortunes..."

Now, imagine Hub instructing the MSM! 😂 https://youtu.be/gkccqolaVGg 

3/31/2020 3:45:19 AM unitedredwhite1 That was good thank you. I'm okay just so frustrated at lack of certainty/timeline

3/31/2020 3:49:40 AM kewnadian  pic.twitter.com/rxPr1AVlPf

3/31/2020 3:52:19 AM jackcorn420 That Stacy that block me....hhhmmmm

3/31/2020 3:52:46 AM jackcorn420 Remember I screenshot and do other things to show proof

3/31/2020 3:54:41 AM pabsb77 Interesting

@HWKammers @AriasViewpoint @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Skylar13764875 @McGwyneth @LordConcave @AaronHoughton10 @KewNadian 

@CelesteRawlings @RealistNews @bensemchee https://twitter.com/TheCollectiveQ/status/1244933062506483712 …

3/31/2020 3:54:47 AM covertress Me too. I look at the calendar and think,

"If it comes to it, I've lived in FL without electricity, so I don't fear that."

My Magick 🧙♀️

Will the outcome. Hold a clear image of it and how it feels in your mind. Tell a few friends and have them share in your vision. Have faith.

3/31/2020 3:55:40 AM jackcorn420 When you kept on denying Ezra Stacy when I was showing you proof after proof is when I started questioning you... then you sent me a message 

through Messenger.... I only ignored you and you made some false accusations.. #FactsMatter

3/31/2020 3:56:24 AM skylar13764875 YES! Very interesting well spotted 👍💫⚡

3/31/2020 4:03:38 AM grateful1gabrie You earned an unfollow. You both are larps.

3/31/2020 4:04:26 AM s0urc3rss  pic.twitter.com/lVG3hHFPKv

3/31/2020 4:05:06 AM monokrome The problem with being part of the supply chains is that they are really good at making you forget. I’m pretty sure that I was, but I don’t remember 

anything about what actually happened. Only seeing something coming to get me before the time jumped on the clock. How to remember?

3/31/2020 4:05:40 AM cypressbill1980 that's what pisses me off,  the whole system is corrupt,

these people are not  our leaders they are our slave masters.

and you cannot even try  to stop it because you'll be designated an enemy of state an face elimination by any means necessary with assets beyond our 

imagination

3/31/2020 4:09:47 AM diaznoe81 How I’m starting to think of it is. If message over messengers and disinfo or misinfo is necessary then it implies there’s some truths mixed with lies. So 

look up on many sides as possible and you form your own conclusion

3/31/2020 4:10:05 AM unitedredwhite1 Yes - I need to get my faith back on track. I'm not easily moved from my faith but a few things got to me finally yesterday. Thank you- I appreciate you 

very much

3/31/2020 4:10:53 AM antarantanka Have you noticed the tempo pacing in Austin’s video edits?

3/31/2020 4:10:56 AM kewnadian No, thank you !! pic.twitter.com/iVwjEoTLeV

3/31/2020 4:11:14 AM kewnadian 🙏💛🙏 pic.twitter.com/x69dfmtrVh

3/31/2020 4:28:11 AM patriotleah1776 There's no need to turn on anyone?

Doesn't that diminish our ability to observe all angles & seek the truth for ourselves?

Why must we always look for a Santa Baby Jesus God?

Shouldn't we all learn to follow our own minds & hearts instead of being followers?

Sheeple, anyone?



3/31/2020 4:29:14 AM jamesgdurrett Can we be honest for a bit?

You are not an insider

You were suckered like others by Austin

You are not an alien

Please quit pretending...I enjoy following but it's getting old.

The end!
3/31/2020 4:30:20 AM kevinmruel Breathing in Water

Bards of War interview @cjtruth @AussiePatriotQ

@DonaldJTrumpJr

@Qanon76 @prayingmedic #QAnon #QArmy #QanonArmy #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE #WWG1WGA @TheCollectiveQ

@RealSheilaZ @LisaMei62

@RealCandaceO

@USMC @realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

 https://youtu.be/iFbu33-tGzE 
3/31/2020 4:32:37 AM ogmios1440 When I began to hate money, it began to hate me back!

3/31/2020 4:35:06 AM keith369me Thank you Bailey for the information.  Some of it went over my head.  But it did raise another question.  Do man made frequencies prevalent in human 

life (wireless, TV, etc) attempt to cancel that natural 7.83 HZ?  How would changing Schumann affect this?

3/31/2020 4:35:52 AM msstacyellis I’ve spoken to him on the phone quite a few times. He parrots. He’s paid. He’s cointel.

3/31/2020 4:36:28 AM zithax_ This is capitalism in meltdown because it wasn't tuned to deal with this and neither was its corrupt leadership. Bad news is communism and socialism 

failed too. Third way forward.

3/31/2020 4:38:40 AM patriotleah1776 Forgive @ElEvn15 , she is brand new to Twitter. Very few followers. She'll learn the ropes soon. I know her real name, it's ALlCE.

🍼🧻➰🙈🙉🙊 pic.twitter.com/6hkaoqNby9

3/31/2020 4:42:08 AM msstacyellis  https://twitter.com/msstacyellis/status/1244952958783143942?s=21 …

3/31/2020 4:43:14 AM lordconcave They're going to shut down the entire internet except for my YT channel, so everybody will be forced to watch Concave Earth videos for 10 days. 

🇺🇸👊🇺🇸

3/31/2020 4:45:03 AM msstacyellis I just blocked you too, troll.

3/31/2020 4:45:13 AM jenaynayz when Q is done the $$$ dries up, makes a lot of sense to why they attack Austin. If Q outright confirms his identity beyond a doubt then why would 

anyone need "Q interpreters"

3/31/2020 4:46:41 AM patriotleah1776 We are all learning & waking up?

Baby steps?

We'll all get there in time?

Be happy?

Anger is lower vibration?

No need to hate?

Why be like the people you disagree with? pic.twitter.com/pTGLIVLLR2
3/31/2020 4:48:27 AM whitewiddow28 Think about this frequency for instance. The mk ultra frequency. Or even the 5G radioactive frequency, it is all designed to enslave us. Frequency has a 

direct correlation to how are cells respond. Not our spirit though. Our spirit is the highest frequency it can go when we evolv

3/31/2020 4:50:06 AM whitewiddow28 Enjoyed seeing those frequencies, damn...

3/31/2020 4:53:58 AM jenaynayz thank God someone is standing up to this nonsense. Satans plan is the destruction of Gods creation, we are Gods creation. This time has come before 

and it ended with a good old SMITE

3/31/2020 4:54:27 AM gotmoxie2 Your Daughter who may compete as a boy would not give an advantage to her.  It’s boys who compete as girls who have an unfair advantage.  I 

competed on boys teams because there were no girls teams in the late 70’s and early 80s.

3/31/2020 4:55:54 AM godsarmy50 such a waste of time when we are in the middle of a war between good & evil.  Sorry Austin, but you are nothing but a distraction.  We need to be 

focused on draining the swamp, not debating your pedestal.  I have never believed in you simply because you are so self absorbed.

3/31/2020 4:58:55 AM patriotleah1776 This is a big problem.

Centralized authority.

Better than you mentality.

Do as I say.

ANONYMOUS was launched (way before Q) for this very reason.

MESSAGE OVER MESSENGER.

Do not focus on one's identity but rather on what they say.

(In my opinion) pic.twitter.com/BZW7DPSvXn
3/31/2020 5:00:23 AM astraleyes7 The entire operation of Q was meant to pacify the truther community. On all levels. We were duped. Trump was appointed by the establishment, sold 

to us as an outsider,  should app be clear now to those with eyes to see

3/31/2020 5:01:35 AM en1gmat0 So you're saying Q has to quit posting because the owners updated the site? You're saying the 8kun Qposts are outside comms and don't count? What 

ARE you saying?

I'll say something. I'll say this: Austin is a fool. A fool!

3/31/2020 5:05:27 AM campbells_way It sure is crazy, the entire globe locked down, financial system blowing up, some kind of virus showing up here and there, strange military movements, 

... bankruptcy? Liquidations? Corporate takeover? Theories are plentiful!!

3/31/2020 5:06:05 AM metatoninaddict Do you think this is why? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtZGCpnTNPs&feature=youtu.be …

3/31/2020 5:07:10 AM metascope_init Thank you for sharing this.

3/31/2020 5:08:38 AM metascope_init :')

3/31/2020 5:15:26 AM metascope_init Why is harmony such a beautiful thing? :')



3/31/2020 5:16:11 AM janislynneclar1 Who is this person.... never heard of them? J$? Be careful who you follow.... deceit runs high.....🤷♀️🇺🇸

3/31/2020 5:16:36 AM bmj240768 5 eyes + 4 countries making  it 9 eyes. FF=false flag (a catalyst to introduce 9 eyes). SA don't know.

Spectre movie mirroring the truth. Universal Law, Evil must show intent if we don't act = consent then they can proceed with their plan.

Five Eyes

Link:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five_Eyes 

3/31/2020 5:20:34 AM patriotleah1776 COVFeFe

3/31/2020 5:21:55 AM jmsmeltzer2000 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 Please help me get this trending M. Thanks  https://twitter.com/jmsmeltzer2000/status/1244962245962092544?s=19 …

3/31/2020 5:22:23 AM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @USMC

@IvankaTrump @IPOT1776

@CoreysDigs @cjtruth

@prayingmedic #QArmy @AussiePatriotQ #QAnons #WWG1WGA_WORLDWIDE

@LisaMei62 @TheCollectiveQ https://youtu.be/5Dm5ksM0XUI 

3/31/2020 5:23:34 AM leshabelle33 My landlord expects rent, I mean, he’s not gonna get it bc I have less that $5 in my account 😹😿I don’t see it as a free pass: it will have to be paid at 

some point🤷🏻♀️

3/31/2020 5:28:29 AM campbells_way Asteroid?

Solar Flare?

Alien Visit?

Hidden Tech? 

Vampire Extractions?

Pole Shift?

Depopulation?

Digital Tracking?

Digital Currency?

Grand Solar Minimum?

Nibiru? 

Matrix? 

Prison Planet? 

Fake History?

Fake Science? 

Psychological Warfare? 

Climate?
3/31/2020 5:28:48 AM sharong73376199 You tell someone over and over that fire  is hot, they have to get burnt before they learn to maybe inch toward the fire next time and not just jump in.

3/31/2020 5:30:54 AM patriotleah1776 Waiting for both videos to arrive from  http://DVD.com !!

If we don't have 10 days of darkness soon, that is!

Heck, even rewatching Neverending Story II as an adult made my eyes pop out as to how much symbolism is embedded. I've been watching all my old 

childhood movies.

3/31/2020 5:31:08 AM s223s223 jus exaggerating that heightened awareness in dbl time intervals 

😲. . . . . . . . 🤯 60hz wokeness!

3/31/2020 5:32:26 AM crt14361013 ✔

3/31/2020 5:42:48 AM s223s223 Precisely

3/31/2020 5:46:30 AM sidcharming  pic.twitter.com/xmtaqyqkv9

3/31/2020 5:47:10 AM hawkgirlinmn Also, “we are re-writing the books on paradigms.”

3/31/2020 5:47:22 AM swansondan1965 Don’t be such a dink. We all know you’re a fraud. Give it up already and grow up.

3/31/2020 5:48:18 AM whitewiddow28 Agreed. Instant and perfect reaction to Alice

3/31/2020 5:50:10 AM miss_ampie He meant tune in. Calm down.

3/31/2020 5:52:35 AM nocommunistusa The governor is Fierce 👍🏻

3/31/2020 5:57:38 AM laypeww Just bring the bar-b skills.

3/31/2020 6:03:56 AM blsdbe No. However, I am fortunate in that I wear glasses so an air leak will fog up my lenses right away. First time I’m my life I’ve been thankful for being 

nearsighted!

3/31/2020 6:04:38 AM blsdbe Can you link a vid for the seal check please?

3/31/2020 6:05:43 AM rapunzel_39 Good morning!  I was hoping you would come help me out with this!

3/31/2020 6:06:49 AM carelaxation Just bringing to your attention @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 the 618 page document circulating is very in favour of Jordan Sather. It may or may not be true. 

Please verify. Most of the content is very helpful.

3/31/2020 6:07:06 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/cX4y8k6Zcs

3/31/2020 6:07:11 AM cathrenmarksen 60 moratorium on rents and mortgages you can’t pay.

3/31/2020 6:07:32 AM marcus45128888 Not particularly. I work outdoors and enjoy outdoor activities.

3/31/2020 6:09:05 AM patriotlady10 Pro humanity!

3/31/2020 6:10:37 AM ph223048 Why do we need to practice social distancing? GPS calibrating. This has to be a tracking exercise. 12 ft Diameter Bubble=SD=DS=#DeepState 

@M2Madness @LisaMei62 @40_head @VincentCrypt46 @StormIsUponUs @RedPill78 @hrenee80 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheSharpEdge1 @KarluskaP 

#WWG1WGA #Qanon

3/31/2020 6:10:42 AM boy12_jimmy @genflynn @SidneyPowell1 @RealJamesWoods @cov_Gretchen @LisaMei62 @dbongino @seanhannity @IngrahamAngle @Liz_Wheeler @55true4u 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @CharlieDaniels @ChanelRion @jsolomonReports @SantaSurfing @Beer_Parade @DavidJHarrisJr @w_terrence @gatewaypundit 

@bloomdaddyonair https://twitter.com/boy12_jimmy/status/1244972649866047490 …

3/31/2020 6:13:03 AM tachyonluxor @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@Qanon76

3/31/2020 6:14:46 AM missmari32 Q is a psyop designed to keep you asleep, while you think you are awakening. Trump has no clue what is going on. He is a puppet and there are 

(others) pulling the strings.

3/31/2020 6:15:04 AM bibibobibox Depopulation Agenda, revenge against failed impeachment&unseal JE.

3/31/2020 6:16:14 AM olimyracle  pic.twitter.com/M6UDpYFHUo

3/31/2020 6:16:54 AM gulgolta Jesuits

3/31/2020 6:16:59 AM burgersandra Need a new download.  @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1244975753394974721 …

3/31/2020 6:25:35 AM stefanofait immagino ce l'abbia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

;o)

3/31/2020 6:26:21 AM alittlecanary44 Ok then, but i'm still not a troll no matter how many times you say it.  I was referring big accounts, not this dude you have some kind of history with. 

There was no need to block me, I do not know who you are and do not follow you either. Stay well. pic.twitter.com/PRVRqGowST

3/31/2020 6:27:36 AM patcoll27131554 Looks like cancer



3/31/2020 6:28:15 AM pammyjo1959 Best tweet of the day 🥳🙌🙌🙌🙌🙌

3/31/2020 6:32:02 AM metascope_init 😂I couldn't contain...

3/31/2020 6:35:09 AM randyfresh this isnt socialism. this is late stage capitalism.

3/31/2020 6:40:37 AM monokrome It's a lot harder to "cancel out" a frequency in the natural world unless you can somehow reproduce something that hasn't happened yet.

The intention of things like 5G isn't to completely cancel them out as much as to create so much noise that your body is confused by all of it.

3/31/2020 6:41:20 AM monokrome Check out this documentary. It's a fucking wild eye opener for sure. Shows how these kind of things can be used to scramble the natural world. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mK93gHFWXs&t=2547s …

3/31/2020 6:43:08 AM monokrome Your spirit resonates at a frequency, yes, but every stage of evolution is a higher resonance creating more complicated fractal harmonics off of itself.

When you evolve, you are at a higher state than before.

However, it isn't the "highest frequency". You will evolve again, yes?

3/31/2020 6:44:08 AM monokrome I'd also recommend "ascend" over the term "evolve" for clarity sake

3/31/2020 6:45:47 AM keith369me The words that you speak resonate strongly with me.  Thank you for sharing your thoughts and information.  It is quite a bit to process!!!  But I will 

process it.

3/31/2020 6:48:40 AM jrocktigers No.

?

?

No.

3/31/2020 6:48:48 AM crabio2 GPS for military use is 1ft. Highly doubt it.

3/31/2020 6:49:28 AM metascope_init I've been feeling like I don't deserve to know the little that I do know... "waking" up to all of this really overwhelmed me🙈 and I've got so many 

questions but I don't even know where or how I should begin...I am grateful I found MJ12 and everybody here.

3/31/2020 6:51:13 AM jrocktigers @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DJLOK @howdoyoumakeah1 @Keith369me @aprilbrown99  and all. . .

ALICE = Many Things 👇🏼 https://home.cern/news/news/experiments/upgrading-alice-whats-store-next-two-years …

3/31/2020 6:54:12 AM freedom_sent You don't get it, we don't WANT Austin to be Q.  Austin is a squirrelly, effeminate, lisp-talking bad impression of Ace Ventura.  He couldn't lead 

lemmings off a cliff!

No thanks.  Q or not, he's not wanted.

3/31/2020 6:58:25 AM funmusicuk Might be worth a read https://www.history.com/news/socialism-communism-differences …

3/31/2020 6:59:13 AM martyrytlewski Do the math!!!! You rock!!!!

3/31/2020 7:09:59 AM blankmarlo So not a real debate then...

3/31/2020 7:11:08 AM campbells_way Hollow Earth?

Antarctica? 

Zionists?

Apocalypse?

NWO?

Archons?

Nephilim?

Secret Societies?

Black Magic?
3/31/2020 7:17:36 AM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/K6L8Hr64Ri

3/31/2020 7:18:18 AM fansblowing3 Apparently you weren’t here last year when J$ was constantly attacking MJ12.  J$ is cabal.

3/31/2020 7:21:54 AM clpspeed Lmao that’s what we have been calling it

3/31/2020 7:22:40 AM winklerburke Yes... for younglings & lefties with extremely low attention spans.  Like a commercial. Done on purpose.

3/31/2020 7:24:06 AM raviravirao71 #keepwakingthemup the 🐇 Hole goes Deep pic.twitter.com/wKfrHz1HyP

3/31/2020 7:25:11 AM susanlittleton That's right.  We are not confused and we don't buy into New Age Luciferian rhetoric.

3/31/2020 7:28:54 AM aprilbrown99 ThanQ for thr tag JRock! 💙💙💙

3/31/2020 7:32:06 AM lorieve Ashtard Command is a major part of the strong delusion. Almost everyone in their circles eagerly "channels" lesser gods, possession is rampant and 

they are preying on a very lost generation.

3/31/2020 7:33:29 AM aussieqne ThanQ Majestic and Nun-Chuck. ❤️🙏❤️ There is much speculation the internet will go down on the 1st... Could I get your thoughts on this?

3/31/2020 7:34:12 AM vrillh  pic.twitter.com/iju17Z9Ykb

3/31/2020 7:34:27 AM jaded_pearl The ending of the FED is already in process - I think it will take a few months to shake it all out.

3/31/2020 7:34:44 AM nutopiarocks Harvest

3/31/2020 7:36:58 AM kindeandtrue Hanging in there, but my heart goes out to people who are sick or struggling, and I miss attending Mass. Hard to know if we'll ever return to "normal" 

again.

3/31/2020 7:37:08 AM mellyq11 All Roads Lead to R O M E

3/31/2020 7:37:12 AM steppedweller7 Dang links are busted

3/31/2020 7:41:15 AM keith369me Message over Messenger and I mean Ashtar

3/31/2020 7:41:49 AM jaded_pearl In the diary of MJ12, they did share that they did evil things & they explained why. I agree we've all been a victim but I have a bundle of faith they have 

done a 180.

3/31/2020 7:43:09 AM keith369me I think we’d be better off to stop labeling stuff and discern it on your own or collectively within a small group that you trust.  Labeling stuff good/bad is 

worthless

3/31/2020 7:43:09 AM lorieve Wolves.

Have nothing to do with them.

3/31/2020 7:43:11 AM ts_sci_majic12 There is only 1 account for MJ12.

There are multiple typists.

3/31/2020 7:43:32 AM carelaxation I do it to #SAVETHECHILDREN too.

3/31/2020 7:44:19 AM ts_sci_majic12 New leadership.

New members.

New mission.

Pre-existing infrastructure.

Pre-existing technology.

Pre-existing organization.

No new charters.

No new classifications.

No new spooks.
3/31/2020 7:44:31 AM aprilbrown99 ALICE is still harvesting! #BadRobot

3/31/2020 7:45:18 AM jrocktigers 👊🏼👊🏼👊🏼 Of course. .. kind of a like a group email to interested parties.

3/31/2020 7:45:25 AM ts_sci_majic12 When the time is right we shall indeed.



3/31/2020 7:45:58 AM oneloinofjudah So are you saying you won't being siging up with Alliance?

For world peace and security.

The chance to become an instant millionaire.

End world hunger.

Insurance for everyone.

No stock market.

No eating meat.

Living amongst aliens.

Definitely a Whole New World.
3/31/2020 7:47:45 AM lorieve Many  have come out of the blue avian cult of strong delusion. Hush now, adults are talking.

3/31/2020 7:49:35 AM jaded_pearl It was Rachel Maddow telling people the President will not have the ship there in weeks amd he did.

3/31/2020 7:51:52 AM islandofdelight If I can lend a hand in any way, please dont hesitate to ask! Would love to help!!

3/31/2020 7:52:12 AM keith369me This so called cult has visited me in dreams that were more real than this world.  You do what’s right for you, I’ll do what’s right for me.  Bless you and I 

pray for your enlightenment.

3/31/2020 7:52:13 AM kindeandtrue Huge revolution occurring in the Q community right now. @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 is calling out the #QPharisees.

3/31/2020 7:52:16 AM jaded_pearl And non-establishment/swamp control, no?

3/31/2020 7:52:39 AM islandofdelight 4,10,20

3/31/2020 7:54:02 AM crzycnuk101 It isnt hate. Its called Gender Dysphoria. Your daughter needs menral health help. 

That said. No itss not fair to biological women in sports if men are allowed to compete against them. In general the male is bigger. Stronger.. that unfair 

to biological women. Period.

3/31/2020 7:54:57 AM jaded_pearl I still wondering about this date, what does it mean? pic.twitter.com/tyNrND52Eh

3/31/2020 7:55:18 AM keith369me Love the new Freedom Flag in your profile.

3/31/2020 7:56:09 AM rebornkingent Time 👏 does 👏 not 👏 exist

3/31/2020 7:57:57 AM lorieve Thank you. lol https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQgRBnqpoQw …

3/31/2020 7:58:12 AM westmount_d7 Go Austin, go! We’re 100% behind you 🙌

3/31/2020 7:59:06 AM jonesy4671 I was here for that. Js attacks mj cuz mj said js was groomed by mj12 and js really believes he wasn't and that mj is larping.  Maybe he doesn't 

remember or maybe it didnt happen.  I dunno.  I've seen no evidence to suggest js is the cabal.  If there is I wanna see.

3/31/2020 7:59:17 AM keith369me This is using the recaptured wealth from the Executive Order that confiscated wealth of serious human rights abusers.  30+Trillion according to 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/31/2020 7:59:27 AM westmount_d7 😂🙌

3/31/2020 7:59:49 AM tac27 My rent is due April first and I don’t have it

3/31/2020 8:00:11 AM keith369me Peace and love and enlightenment to you.  Bye

3/31/2020 8:00:38 AM nikoscali Is there an existing charter for Majestic 12?

3/31/2020 8:00:41 AM mellyq11 Me,🙏🏼 too. Love to ALL God's Family ❣️ For POTUS, All Military, White Hats, Anons/ General Flynn's Digital Soldiers. Let all of Creation Cry Out, For HE

 ALONE IS WORTHY. Just knowing OUR FATHER I have a great sense of peace. The World could NEVER compare 2 the PROMISES We have🙏🏼

3/31/2020 8:00:57 AM jonesy4671 What money are joe m and Julian's rum making off the movement? Can anyone show me where they are charging money?

3/31/2020 8:01:48 AM lorieve Namaste

3/31/2020 8:01:52 AM glor60 Is Covid19 going to cause millions of deaths in the US and around the world? All the ships and quickly set up hospitals are very telling. Are the citizens 

told the truth?

3/31/2020 8:04:23 AM mikebravodude That guys a LARP. LMAO

3/31/2020 8:04:33 AM joelphilp I would love to get one too thanks mate.

3/31/2020 8:05:04 AM mikebravodude Just like this guy is a Larp. https://twitter.com/Keith369me/status/1244026167960702977?s=20 …

3/31/2020 8:06:31 AM westmount_d7 Pro-Humanity. We need to know if the Cabal has been messing with DNA via vaccinations or drugs creating more of these transgenders. Very odd that 

all of the sudden, we have so many youths whose gender is not obvious. And if this is the case, empathy is needed. 💜Knowledge=power

3/31/2020 8:08:43 AM jonesy4671 Why should I invest my time into someone who is actively trying to deceive me?

3/31/2020 8:10:51 AM blsdbe  pic.twitter.com/Ue3iYXvROQ

3/31/2020 8:11:29 AM ericpartchey It will all be known!

3/31/2020 8:13:17 AM state1union I remember @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 when you leaked and I said “I hope your all safe”.  https://twitter.com/ts_sci_majic12/status/1101324862042324994 …

3/31/2020 8:14:02 AM lightlove21121 Agree 💯 ♥️♥️♥️

3/31/2020 8:14:15 AM ericpartchey It’s habbening

3/31/2020 8:14:16 AM steppedweller7 Ahhhhh thanks 😘

3/31/2020 8:16:04 AM laurabusse Nun Chuck!

☺☺☺👍

3/31/2020 8:19:18 AM pacificbrujo Is there a student plan? I feel standard retail is too costly

3/31/2020 8:19:45 AM state1union I don’t want to be apart of fighting but apart of unifying. Keith is a very good man and has been there for me as my memory’s came back. PTSD sucks! 

But I’m much better NOW!! 🇺🇸👍

3/31/2020 8:20:12 AM americanpetal Is it now safe to report if you are a victim of human trafficking. I was concerned. I don’t know if my county is cleaned up yet.

3/31/2020 8:21:22 AM thecryingliber1 It's photo shopped but 4,10,20 = DJT, Donald John Trump

3/31/2020 8:23:24 AM keith369me Whomever replied blocked me...enough said

3/31/2020 8:23:31 AM jrocktigers Friend, I am so sorry ., I don't think now is the time. Stay vigilant . When we come out other side I pray you can.

3/31/2020 8:23:45 AM stephsnrgs just food for thought.. Anyone find it quite odd that when Epsteins mountain started to topple--"Epstein didn't kill himself" Plan A the ruse of 

impeachment came about--disguising Huge names.. Impeachment didn't work.. Plan B-- HUGE CEO's step down all over MANY HUGE companies..

3/31/2020 8:24:07 AM jrocktigers But, I am not expert. Just thinking about your situation relevant to what's coming down right now.

3/31/2020 8:24:41 AM stephsnrgs let a pandemic virus out-- child trafficking comming to light by the thousands.. Huge names come down w/virus.. Disney just so happens to close every 

park world wide-- as they docked their cruise lines at Pedo Island's(he had 2) dirty secrets more sinister than imaginable..🧐😡😒

3/31/2020 8:26:18 AM jaded_pearl PSA: I have tried to volunteer with my local youth detention facility- several times relentlessly- no return phone call. Also a transportation service to get 

runaways back home / no call. #standupforkids turned out to be controlled by a pedofile. Catholic Charity = joke & GAL 👌

3/31/2020 8:27:06 AM mr_fedorable Thank you sir

3/31/2020 8:27:21 AM jaded_pearl Got it. Numbers matter. I'll put that in the Gemtria Calc. TY

3/31/2020 8:27:45 AM upliftingmind Thank you so much! pic.twitter.com/PvFWZHClMt

3/31/2020 8:33:49 AM mcgwyneth "Thinking you know" is not the same as "knowing."

(Same as: Describing how you "think you feel", is not the same as stating "how you feel."  Even the best of "thinking" is conjecture, by definition.

3/31/2020 8:34:02 AM convocounts Interesting!! Need to go look into this too . . . 🐇

3/31/2020 8:35:02 AM my_place21 What? The ANZACs would be turning in their graves! I'm fighting for my country

3/31/2020 8:35:16 AM alexandercody7 Can anyone provide a link to the video? Channel down :(

ThankQ!!!!



3/31/2020 8:36:53 AM seahag127 Since Austin Steinbart has declared himself head of SpaceForce, well the true head of SpaceForce just did an interview and didn't even mention your 

name not even once.  Why is that?

3/31/2020 8:37:05 AM jmbmajic3 A few Q’s:

1. How do you ensure the new mission/right leaders stay in place post 45? 

2. How do you select the emerging leaders for the new missions/Majestic clearance? Do they have to be in the USmil?

3. And what will happen to MJ12 once the event takes place?

3/31/2020 8:37:21 AM _369311119 Awesome!!! Well deserved, thank you Nun-Chuck! 3 6 and 9 times thank you!!!

3/31/2020 8:38:07 AM justicetruthwa2 Yes! , Are the rumors about a tainted supply true? Then most of the world should be safe then

3/31/2020 8:41:24 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/31/2020 8:41:31 AM polishedobserv1 Funeral envelopes?@JuliansRum @StormIsUponUs @Inevitable_ET @X22Report @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Education4Libs pic.twitter.com/uMt7hAOYFA

3/31/2020 8:42:47 AM wickedmouse369 Nun-Chuck I can provide you the tweets if you'd like to format?  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/31/2020 8:43:21 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/31/2020 8:43:48 AM anniepants222 Is there a asteroid coming on April 29th or is this a false info distraction?

3/31/2020 8:43:56 AM djlok Fair question.

3/31/2020 8:44:23 AM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/31/2020 8:44:25 AM susanlittleton haha! StormiGirl, let me know when you're up for adoption. I'm pretty sure you're the daughter I never had.

3/31/2020 8:44:29 AM ts_sci_majic12 Command is not Director or Secretary.

3/31/2020 8:44:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 Clowns clowns clowns.

3/31/2020 8:45:30 AM wickedmouse369 100% @Nun_chucknorris Thank you for taking the time to do this!

3/31/2020 8:46:28 AM handyanon Try before you buy....no credit card required

3/31/2020 8:46:51 AM djlok I definitely support this!!!@Nun_chucknorris is AWESOME!!!

3/31/2020 8:47:44 AM lorieve Much love, Momma!

3/31/2020 8:48:50 AM joeorbit austin has me blocked. i dont see this tweet from last nite. i asked him for a medical office to hack, if we can all wave guns around on youtube and 

what helpdesks we can DOS. next up - msm has an expose on q people hacking medical records and firing high caliber russian guns.

3/31/2020 8:48:57 AM anniepants222 Thank you...I kind of figured, but so much info to weed thru in the freakin swamp!!  Canada needs help here!!!  Trudeau is a Joke!!!

3/31/2020 8:50:46 AM diaptera_80 So, I put some stuff offline. Is it advisable to store it in a faraday cage too, or is that overkill?

3/31/2020 8:51:15 AM lilstjamesiland SOUNDS LIKE THESE TESTS WILL BE ACCURATE!

3/31/2020 8:52:30 AM douglass_downs I had a drill Sgt. Wjo would always tell us " you create your own hell" "free thought" combined with "choice and consequence" live your best life it's in 

your hands.

3/31/2020 8:52:44 AM joeorbit i'm not a refined psychic but the cells in my body (which know past and future) scream with warnings.  listen to him boast about overthrowing 

governments.  sounds like deepstate nation building to me. austin wants us to blow up explosives using a firearm. this guy is poison.

3/31/2020 8:54:00 AM olimyracle @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 disclosed some Q clues.

Now, some say MJ12 is a "Larp", despite several "delta 0" with @realDonaldTrump and with #Q.

IMO, AS is to attract attention and activate critical thinking. Future will tell.

What I mean is that even with proofs, still called a Larp 🤔 pic.twitter.com/GYa1p7lNKd

3/31/2020 8:55:43 AM carelaxation If this is #Savingthechildren and giving us much needed rest and family connection due to a lot of darkness and deception, then yes I am working for 

the light.

3/31/2020 8:56:33 AM b_swag Smartest thing you’ve tweeted yet.

3/31/2020 8:56:33 AM metascope_init Hi, I hope you don't mind me asking, what are seeds?🙂

3/31/2020 8:57:26 AM carelaxation Canadians might get a wake up call. This one's close to home.

3/31/2020 8:57:55 AM 24fanalways56 For sure—but we may never fully know the truth

3/31/2020 8:58:57 AM mountain_jump3r Controlled opposition! They reinforce his position with media attention, he gets exposure and fights for status quo (Q decodes) when Austin represents 

real world ops/change/next phase. 

Do you have a higher quality version of that pic? I'm a big fan of DJ(DL)...

3/31/2020 9:00:10 AM jaded_pearl  https://youtu.be/XOG_vYV6zX8 

3/31/2020 9:00:19 AM 17emeraldroses Don’t make you play with their emotions? Well, looky here. Another narcissist.☝🏻You are nobody special lady.

3/31/2020 9:00:38 AM jaded_pearl You Tube is still censoring it appears

3/31/2020 9:02:03 AM jaded_pearl MJ12 has addressed #2

3/31/2020 9:06:21 AM dmr2cor520 Tell us the truth

3/31/2020 9:06:45 AM ts_sci_majic12 1/ We do not cover up for pedophilia anymore. Criminal behavior will be prosecuted. You are the news now.

2/ Already answered.

3/ This account will be deleted.

3/31/2020 9:07:18 AM bfred66868455  https://t.co/UVTgAuRlTS  https://twitter.com/bfred66868455/status/1241919981484466176?s=21 …

3/31/2020 9:13:09 AM kidge6 Yes. Good idea. Please Wait till it won’t result in him getting dogpiled by opposers.

3/31/2020 9:13:20 AM orlandobranden Honestly, as much as Im not a fan of how the system is running, this has definitely made me closer to my family. Weve overcome our trauma and have 

grown closer than weve been, in years. Now, were trying to extend this Love and unity, to the rest of our family, who have

3/31/2020 9:13:39 AM anon_demo Looks like Q may have introduced Austin to the scene in #2657. I’m waiting till I hear it from the horses mouth and I doubt Q would publicly announce 

themselves at the precipice (hopefully) of this op.

3/31/2020 9:14:24 AM jackimcclure Corona virus or cv19 specifically?

3/31/2020 9:14:39 AM orlandobranden Grown apart, due to the trauma found within my family. Were trying to get the whole family over for Easter. I think if we do this, our whole family will 

be born again. Stronger than we ever were!

3/31/2020 9:16:50 AM wickedmouse369 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @nea_storm @RoubLisa https://twitter.com/FBIDetroit/status/1244957969869090820 …

3/31/2020 9:20:53 AM oaf_unbreakable #Shillbart

#MJ12Pharisees

The source of division. pic.twitter.com/ATrT5TqOFs

3/31/2020 9:22:01 AM coastal2002 Can we be done with this already!?! I really want my life back! I miss going to church! I miss taking my kiddos to gymnastics! I miss going out to eat! I 

miss life!!! #COVID19 sucks ass!

3/31/2020 9:26:24 AM coastal2002 No and that's what I have been saying all along. Girls CANNOT have it both ways. I have been saying this my entire HS career playing. I think it is good 

for boys to play boys sports and vice versa. Dont like it. Create your own league.

3/31/2020 9:26:44 AM jeffcordell6 Boom!!!!!!!  Thank you.

3/31/2020 9:28:01 AM coastal2002 I live in Idaho. I dont agree with this man ALOT of the times. He is FAILING my state big time. But this. This he got it right. Just because you "identify" as 

one gender, then to go into that sport and obliterate every participant it's not fair. God made TWO genders.



3/31/2020 9:29:51 AM sterkinglights1 I'm still working 👍. 

I do. 

I also do.

I don't much care for it. It's like getting a free home security system where the employees of said company take all your things the next week or two. 

Even if it's free it  still would be better w/out.

3/31/2020 9:32:10 AM jaded_pearl That's being said more & more. What is a paradigm to each person differs. How is the difference solved? pic.twitter.com/NoOZWJ7Srz

3/31/2020 9:33:30 AM ts_sci_majic12 Wet Markets are the problem, not biological warfare research labs.

Clowns clowns clowns.

Remember, he'll get to the bottom of #COVID19 like he promised to about Burisma and even Russiagate/FISAGate.

Nothing will happen from these #McRepublicans. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOPgfPZxm1Q …

3/31/2020 9:33:42 AM jeanenev SAVE THE CHILDREN ........... pic.twitter.com/8xP4NvV4pc

3/31/2020 9:33:42 AM s0urc3rss 🤷♀️

Already paid

Yes

Life is easier with not so many people to navigate around.

3/31/2020 9:34:56 AM jaded_pearl Are children & body parts sold at Wet Markets too?

3/31/2020 9:36:21 AM realjamescorney No outside comms. Q -> MJ12 is a LARP

3/31/2020 9:37:07 AM realtimtrimble Graham is part of the problem.

3/31/2020 9:40:57 AM kindeandtrue Maybe US military participating at the Wuhan Military Games last October are the source of the coronavirus epidemic in China? Planned or an 

accident?

3/31/2020 9:41:09 AM grinder51287840 RINO

3/31/2020 9:41:20 AM bbobbio71 Sick and tired of all these 🤡 protecting themselves. 

It's not what you know in your gut too be true,  it's this over here. 

Oh that would NEVER be allowed to happen.  We have way too much oversight for that. 

🐮💩🐮💩🐮💩🐮💩🤬

3/31/2020 9:42:12 AM kachinagtto He’s a dirty dog. All bark and no bite. Willing to take treats from anyone willing to pat him on the head.

3/31/2020 9:42:53 AM keith369me South Carolina (and everywhere else), use your vote to elect leaders and problem solvers, not talkers with blackmail photos.

3/31/2020 9:43:01 AM appalachanon How come some many give MJ12 a pass as valid, undoubtable, and concurrent with Q? When pressed, all the MJ12 people just say "message over 

messenger". I guess the material is worth considering, though not to be accepted as dogmatic.

3/31/2020 9:43:18 AM truth939 MJ12 does not claim to be part of Q operation.  Separate org.

3/31/2020 9:43:50 AM sofiatribe Quiet Time downloaded

3/31/2020 9:44:01 AM lightseeker2012 So then why are you here?

3/31/2020 9:45:11 AM artistginette Pro Humanity. We should not hate them but as a society as a whole, the norm must be geared toward natural procreation. 

Progressives want to use any means to get us NOT be able to reproduce naturally=techno baby farms where they control the genetic output is their 

dream.

3/31/2020 9:46:12 AM qdupqueen1 Go into a completely dark room...

Notice that you are completely engulfed in darkness…

Then, strike a single match and SEE what happens...

Use this as a metaphor and realize that Darkness can NEVER overcome the Light... (it is the other way around)

Keep Your Light shining!
3/31/2020 9:46:17 AM metascope_init Hi, that's very interesting... the news seemed to glitch the last 2 days... They had a lot of repetitive footage, nothing authentic. It seems as though they 

are trying to buy more time. They are afraid. Is it the new consciousness that is causing this? :')

3/31/2020 9:48:01 AM jaded_pearl Maybe focused more on local politics and what's happening in the community.

3/31/2020 9:48:21 AM jackoneilltime1  https://www.scmp.com/news/china/society/article/3076334/coronavirus-strange-pneumonia-seen-lombardy-november-leading …

Message over messenger

If it is discovered Italy is where the virus originated-how would that change things?

3/31/2020 9:48:44 AM jeffcordell6 Yep!  It's very humbling.

3/31/2020 9:48:50 AM lori_dee1 Joe M has stated he has earned zero dollars for his work. Nor sure about others.

3/31/2020 9:48:51 AM jaded_pearl @GeorgWebb Is deep diving into that daily.

3/31/2020 9:49:00 AM torsk19 Never watch news. Interesting it has gotten worse the last couple of days. 

Could be something like that. Or desperation? Greatest april fools of all time tomorrow?

3/31/2020 9:50:05 AM kindeandtrue Thanks for the tip!

3/31/2020 9:52:07 AM therocknrebel Certainly, we know why! https://youtu.be/sSmGQp6y9us 

3/31/2020 9:53:10 AM lori_dee1 Great analogy! 😂

3/31/2020 9:54:29 AM irishveteran @irishveteran

3/31/2020 9:54:39 AM lori_dee1 Take good care of yourself! Reach out for support if you need it. Many blessings to you. 🙏💖

3/31/2020 9:54:53 AM tonyama63771199 Wet markets should be shut down... I know I’m dreaming but that is what nightmares are made of

3/31/2020 9:55:21 AM mgilliamavery Reminds me, wasn't he tight with no name? Has the ick factor.

3/31/2020 9:56:33 AM jaded_pearl To you as well - I have so much faith 🙏🙏🙏 - in the end God wins!

3/31/2020 9:56:41 AM lori_dee1 WE the People must be responsible for ourselves and our world. We cannot expect others to save us, we are far more powerful than we give ourselves 

credit for.

3/31/2020 9:57:08 AM mongrelglory I will miss your account and all the people I have met here!    I suppose we will have our attention occupied by other things in the "post event" world. 

😋

3/31/2020 9:58:41 AM lori_dee1 I watched all three of her videos, even shared with my family last night.

3/31/2020 9:58:46 AM mongrelglory It exists as an illusion...😉

3/31/2020 9:58:55 AM jenaynayz he has 1.6 million views on 1 of his youtube videos, js

3/31/2020 9:59:39 AM mongrelglory Awesome!  Yeah Nun-Chuck! 🤗

3/31/2020 10:01:32 AM metascope_init I am patiently anticipating The Greatest April fools of all time 🤗🙏 🙈

3/31/2020 10:02:26 AM n7guardiananon Wet Markets...why do I get the feeling...not talking about the stereotypical wet markets in China.

3/31/2020 10:04:46 AM khguidry01 Oh yea, send a letter! That’ll get em!

3/31/2020 10:05:36 AM keith369me Unfortunately, there are very few that actually represent.  The best they typically do is appease.

3/31/2020 10:07:33 AM dedesill Lol

3/31/2020 10:07:44 AM 369palm SG-1 was my favorite show and this is my favorite twitter account. Hopefully you guys pop back up somewhere. You’ve been a big part of my life for 

going on 20 years now.



3/31/2020 10:07:48 AM sukhsin12130293 @_Sigel

@JohnTheWhite1

@intheMatrixxx

@EyesOnQ

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@17thOps

@1FreeInhabitant

@RealEyeTheSpy
3/31/2020 10:10:31 AM nurseniceyes Actually everywhere people ask yourself how many of these people are part of the ci..a

Graham ran unopposed for the majority of his career. His district is failing not quite as bad as CA or NY but it is failing.

3/31/2020 10:11:17 AM tagalaxies hit me up!

3/31/2020 10:11:40 AM susan66388204 Sleazy is as sleazy does folks!!!

3/31/2020 10:12:07 AM dedesill Yes I can indeed.  Non terrestrial is most likely, highly probable on a space station, or back side of moon on a base, anything above us.  That includes 

mars and the asteroid belt.  2nd clarification is another high source, Alien intelligence.  Terresstial is or means Earth based

3/31/2020 10:13:00 AM jeritud3 Moving to Idaho

3/31/2020 10:16:21 AM garypre62441595 Pro humanity...

3/31/2020 10:19:41 AM txgodmotheriii Welcome 😊 @TAGalaxies will help you out! Thank you for joining us in this fight for our freedom 🙏❤️

3/31/2020 10:20:58 AM atashfire Time to expose the invisible enemy? It's been plaguing us for a long time...

3/31/2020 10:22:37 AM gypsyblue108 'wankery' or 'boner'?

     ♥😄😁😆♥

3/31/2020 10:23:48 AM web_mktg If the dems want the test, STOP it. If Dems want to Ban the Test, bring it on!

3/31/2020 10:24:17 AM svsweetraven Why?

3/31/2020 10:25:04 AM rsm28675996 nope

3/31/2020 10:25:49 AM metascope_init 😂

3/31/2020 10:27:00 AM what_uc "You'll never believe who's been talking to you here" I'd put the Q post up, but I cant find it. I think Q is not a person,Q is a quantum computer that 

they're using to fight the AI that's trying to take us over. After reading docs and listening to Cyrus, that's my theory. pic.twitter.com/eWRNrmx893

3/31/2020 10:29:11 AM state1union I hate to ask the same kinda Q. What are wet markets. I don’t want every detail. Is it seeking of humans and animals as food?

3/31/2020 10:29:24 AM qtah12 think🤔

3/31/2020 10:29:35 AM state1union Sorry Selling

3/31/2020 10:34:18 AM jaded_pearl But remember some flipped

3/31/2020 10:35:14 AM jaded_pearl It's Good Friday as well and for some reason he was really wanting this weekend to be special.

3/31/2020 10:36:14 AM jaded_pearl My guess is we will be able to communicate to communicate telepathically by then.

3/31/2020 10:37:27 AM jaded_pearl No, it's like farmers markets in China but they sell exotic animals amd I think body parts and I'm sure #adrenochrome as it is a organ harvesting capital.

3/31/2020 10:38:44 AM susanlittleton haha!

3/31/2020 10:40:25 AM state1union So sick. Thank you for letting me know.

3/31/2020 10:42:02 AM latammarca The bottom of covid? Harvard.

3/31/2020 10:43:28 AM dmzastra fight.

Or leave it to aborigenous, they'll know what to do...

3/31/2020 10:45:14 AM auroravoyager1 Want to be transgender?  Who I am to decide?  Why infiltrate other groups?  Make up their own.  Like cleaveth to like.  Water seeks its own level.

3/31/2020 10:46:02 AM mcpatriot64 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 What do you think of this man 👇who says Q is fake?  https://twitter.com/alx/status/1244849192205500416 …

3/31/2020 10:47:24 AM nurseniceyes How long until some flip back?

3/31/2020 10:48:43 AM _call_me_roy The air headed finger wagging ninny,  little, GULP, "Republicans"

3/31/2020 10:49:12 AM ericpartchey Does he really believe that narrative. Or is it more acting scripting movie  🍿 lines

3/31/2020 10:51:20 AM michael81972 How do you explain comms from Q+ on twitter?

3/31/2020 10:51:30 AM covertress We already can.

3/31/2020 10:53:07 AM diamondcraftv2 Yea!!!!  USA!

3/31/2020 10:56:35 AM wickedmouse369 Thank you for saving my life.

3/31/2020 10:58:38 AM rebornkingent  https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1245000074167541761?s=21 … expand please. What majestic public works do we have coming.

3/31/2020 10:58:48 AM s0urc3rss I will miss your presence here & feel safe knowing you're only 300 klicks away watching over us. Thank you for leading us to discover truth to empower 

our best choices. I'll keep striving to #BeBest each day. Much Love to you MJ12 ❤️

3/31/2020 11:00:52 AM mklundquist I don’t like it much.

3/31/2020 11:04:15 AM worldxplorer1 If LG isn’t a fan of wet markets. What kind of markets did he visit in Vietnam? 🤔🤫

3/31/2020 11:04:59 AM gaskill_jr "Abortion clinics are "essential" "

To satanists desperate for sacrifices to their vile demon...

3/31/2020 11:05:01 AM indigoleo10 Well the church leaders shouldn't sit back and do nothing. When you spend your days preaching do not fear and turn to God, then turn around and run 

in fear and run from God...smh😔

3/31/2020 11:05:34 AM realjamescorney Ask Tyler he’s there 😂

3/31/2020 11:05:55 AM lauracnfl67 No, Conservatives are NOT OK about abortion clinics being "essential" and left open!! That is a BS statement! We can worship our Lord at home and 

not risk infection. But abortion clinics should NOT be deemed essential!

3/31/2020 11:06:06 AM marzipaningles1 All the comments on here that people are ok that the government has banned any gatherings is disturbing. People that want security over freedom 

deserve none.

3/31/2020 11:06:15 AM realjamescorney Whose Tyler? The more you know 😉

3/31/2020 11:06:59 AM bibibobibox Tests so quick... i think C19 could be TBC

3/31/2020 11:09:42 AM n7guardiananon  https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog/status/1244971692486807553?s=20 …

3/31/2020 11:09:44 AM theappraizer Not ok here.

3/31/2020 11:11:11 AM mortalaries58 Cause abortion clinics are the modern mass sacrifice sites.

3/31/2020 11:12:21 AM elucidate2020 Klan rallies are still permitted by ordinance of the VA Gov Blackface (D)    Really no need to add the “D”, everyone knows that is the racist party

3/31/2020 11:12:43 AM elevn15 Ok negative IQ.

Another person who thinks they are so intelligent and yet can't figure out the financial system that they live under.

LMFAO!

3/31/2020 11:12:57 AM topsecretq1 NO OUTSIDE COMMS!

MJ12 = LARP

Ask Tyler.



3/31/2020 11:13:28 AM rickster61x The way I see it,I’m sure we will be referring to this public reporting of investigative journalism from a Very Respected Journalist,in an 

“Up Coming”Court case?

That’s what [they] cited as reasons for Spying On Trump Campaign.

#FakeNews say “anonymous source said [insert Trump]

3/31/2020 11:18:37 AM lori_dee1 God wins! 🙏💖🇺🇸

3/31/2020 11:19:21 AM americanpetal I know! I’m going to miss MJ and his loyal followers. Idk what I’m going to do w my time. 😊

3/31/2020 11:19:26 AM alwaysknowshome Ain’t nothing free but the soul I be

3/31/2020 11:19:33 AM beeshelb In my opinion yes, maybe even as cover for the adreno extraction happening in the back?

3/31/2020 11:19:55 AM americanpetal Mine too!

3/31/2020 11:19:57 AM irah_chandler At least i would hope

3/31/2020 11:20:19 AM alwaysknowshome Cosmic clown,  good lord they’re all old arround

3/31/2020 11:20:22 AM daniel29312353 Yes! Sometimes I wonder what's his role in all of this 😉

By the way, what exactly inspired you post his calligraphy, a visualization of the Gamma state? @MongrelGlory

3/31/2020 11:21:10 AM auroravoyager1 “Socialism only works in two places: Heaven where they don't need it and hell where they already have it.” - Ronald Reagan

3/31/2020 11:21:11 AM alwaysknowshome I thought socialism was when Bernie Sanders yells at you

3/31/2020 11:21:40 AM mongrelglory Beyond gamma. 😊

3/31/2020 11:22:20 AM daniel29312353 What do you call that?

3/31/2020 11:23:23 AM skeye_watching I guess a church being open is necessary for ppl who don't have a relationship with their Creator & can love him & communicate with him on their own, 

any place, any time.

It may put a dent in the pastors bank account & a lot of social events get missed, little to do with worship

3/31/2020 11:23:32 AM isitrealnews1 Here’s is your Q? Don’t think so. #thisisnotagame. There is only Q! pic.twitter.com/tSdMxyYgFa

3/31/2020 11:23:57 AM cidarean I havnt noticed anything too dramatic... Maybe a shortage of TP.

3/31/2020 11:24:24 AM speaakn Um, no, we conservatives are Not okay with it! 🤨

3/31/2020 11:24:27 AM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/vzKryaN44ss 

3/31/2020 11:24:50 AM caguamone Then you need to take some politcial science classes

3/31/2020 11:25:49 AM irah_chandler Two nights ago i had an amazing dream. I could do telekinesis in this dream but it was way easier than any other dream i every had. In addition i could 

manefest matter out of air or convert matter effortlessly. Made chairs out of an old brush pile and chandeliers out of candles.

3/31/2020 11:26:03 AM cidarean I need something that can measure these in home. I feel I can never get into a deep meditative state.

3/31/2020 11:27:23 AM jaded_pearl That's sounds awesome & seems like it will be achievable for us all soon.

3/31/2020 11:29:47 AM winklerburke Olde  school wisdom: Listen to “ring of truth” on conversation. Truth resonates powefully; lies sound like cracked bell.  LG saying virus isn’t Mil. 

Weapon... ( very cracked.)  Interviewers agreeing problem is weird food... (very cracked.) waiting for #3 before #4 (very cracked.)

3/31/2020 11:30:41 AM mongrelglory I'm just so tired of all the lies and deception! 😣

3/31/2020 11:32:59 AM winklerburke Corrupted souls (less than 51% good spirits in dominion) cannot for the life of themselves... discern resonance/cracked sound of truth/lies. So sad. But 

cleaner souls (more than 51% good spirits in dominion) Do!  Yes-yes they do.  Everyday Jedi work, no biggie. Learn via Q-time?

3/31/2020 11:37:57 AM irah_chandler Yeah

3/31/2020 11:38:36 AM laurabusse OMG I love this Brian!!!!!!

❤️❤️❤️

3/31/2020 11:39:27 AM irah_chandler Cept i wonder sometimes how many of your typists keep extra/personal accounts and use them on the side.

3/31/2020 11:40:11 AM loosedemon1 This Q stuff is really great & I'm supportive

but Q has not addressed the CO2 warming hoax & the forthcoming potential of crop losses & likely resultant food shortages associated with Grand 

Solar Min.

Yes, it will be Biblical, but how is humanity to survive?

3/31/2020 11:42:49 AM wvtravelfree Possible. I’ve seen some of the Majestic 12 posts. I fee that’s more likely to line up with Q than Austin. One is a nameless twitter handle, the other is 

looking for recognition (IMO). Being so important, other than POTUS, I don’t see any of Q exposing their families to risk.

3/31/2020 11:46:39 AM houston08224729 Maybe both are a problem.

3/31/2020 11:48:08 AM phreatomagnetic There's only 1 thing Lindsey gets to the bottom of...

It seems he does his "getting to the bottom" in Vietnam and Israel

3/31/2020 11:49:44 AM olimyracle @Nun_chucknorris has done *and does right now) a great job archiving.

You can free download too here some easy to share selection: http://myracle.org/mj 

3/31/2020 11:50:16 AM olimyracle  https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=19 …

3/31/2020 11:50:42 AM militantnurse I see liberal friends on social media openly condemning churches/pastors who are "putting people at risk of corona, blah blah I have pre- existings, blah 

blah ME" and applauding the seizure of christian anything. Sheep.

3/31/2020 11:52:21 AM n7guardiananon I thought it was pretty cool...simple.

My kid's preschool was trying to teach a green choice/red choice.

I figured why not reinforce the message.

3/31/2020 11:54:53 AM olimyracle Everything looks so fake with Austin that I'm not sure his real family is exposed on social media.

Just my feeling after digging instagram. But who knows... pic.twitter.com/7W27VffAHD

3/31/2020 11:56:10 AM felani24250601 However "Free" Socialism maybe promote itself to be...

You'll want a refund of the money of yours it took....freely.

3/31/2020 11:59:48 AM lovesg_d It’s purposeful! Keeping baby killing facilities open to contribute to their campaigns & continues the spiritual apathy of the people which  allows 

incremental implementation of their Communist agenda against America.  It will bring the judgement of the Almighty down on them!

3/31/2020 12:01:55 PM wwg1wga50237983 How could you be sure nobody has "unrestricted" the pattern behind closed doors?

3/31/2020 12:02:14 PM earlhil06258966 No

3/31/2020 12:06:07 PM n7guardiananon  pic.twitter.com/DxiQT5cZHn

3/31/2020 12:07:27 PM char06725251  https://digitalcommons.law.scu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3104&context=historical …

Is this for real MJ

3/31/2020 12:07:41 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/CnVf1ZoCJSo 

3/31/2020 12:13:58 PM alwaysknowshome Ha! Nice. If I had free tuition!! maybe Bernie can yell at the advisers and I’ll get in free. Then some professor who will no doubt be obsessed with 

pushing communist ideology on their students and making capitalism out as the devil can inevitably fail me just like socialism

3/31/2020 12:14:54 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍

3/31/2020 12:16:59 PM viking_jeremy @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Confirmation?  pic.twitter.com/LRibKxXgw8



3/31/2020 12:19:07 PM caguamone You’re under lockdown if you’re in United States right now, that sounds like communism already won

3/31/2020 12:21:16 PM caguamone I like this tho, keeps me on my feet 😉🤔

3/31/2020 12:27:15 PM americanpetal I tried telling my brother that BHO is gay. He just rolled his eyes at me and said I was extremely naive and gullible as he goes back to watch Avengers 

for the 100th time. Ugh!

3/31/2020 12:28:32 PM laurabusse Show him Michelle's...er... package

3/31/2020 12:28:34 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/u1xrNaTO1bI 

3/31/2020 12:28:42 PM rebornkingent Can you force jack to make it so we can save acct posts?

3/31/2020 12:29:07 PM irah_chandler Lol

3/31/2020 12:30:21 PM laurabusse I sympathize pic.twitter.com/UoznBvgW3J

3/31/2020 12:31:04 PM lhdsr_tv @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/31/2020 12:31:30 PM rationalsys It's obvious" if your "religion" doesn't include human sacrifice, it's non-PC & therefore invalid. Betcha solstice orgy Druids & midnite witchery passes.

People want SAFE rather than sorry & the truly devout will demand assembly & religious practice rights. Courts decide.🤨🤔🙄🤯

3/31/2020 12:34:52 PM __jabird__ You know what bud, if you put half as much energy to getting the message of Qanon out there and focused less on bashing others or calling them out. 

Everyone would be far better off. It’s never been about you. It’s about everyone but you. It’s about all of us learning to see B.S.

3/31/2020 12:35:37 PM clfaerber1 You may provide info, but you attempt to insert yourself into the Q team as a trusted source by self proclamation, when you have been disavowed by 

Q - makes you particularly suspect. 

You simply lied. Why would anyone give more than a glance to anything you put forward?

3/31/2020 12:36:57 PM americanpetal Lol That set him off even more. He won’t even entertain looking at pics. 

I gave up. I’m waiting for it to be force fed to him through the TV when the prerecorded confessions are shown.

3/31/2020 12:37:23 PM americanpetal ☺💛

3/31/2020 12:42:06 PM lightlove21121 Love live debates 😎

#DarkToLight

#Truth

#Discernement

♥🌍♥

3/31/2020 12:49:04 PM aundisguised If you paid attention to his last vids... You’d know. 

Whole point of Qanon is to think for yourself. 

You’re just pulling the same BS that got us here in the first place. 

Being a follower like the mainstream news listeners being told what to think. Think for yourself 🤷🏻♀️ pic.twitter.com/G2Xs5dirCY

3/31/2020 12:52:17 PM notonmywqtch I thought “self what do you think of this Austin guy?” Self said “he’s too wrapped up in himself. Also whenever someone is emotionally wrapped up in 

whether people believe or not... there’s a personal agenda”. Complete thinking for myself done. I personally

3/31/2020 12:52:48 PM notonmywqtch Have the self made thought that Q wouldn’t DM people and argue with people. pic.twitter.com/zmvquutmSj

3/31/2020 12:54:16 PM atcleathalz24 Amen M12! This s**t ain't cool and I want payback (vengeance/justice) for those that started this S**TTrain down the tracks!!! KEK

WWG1WGA pic.twitter.com/gIQ8QGF3pj

3/31/2020 12:54:57 PM sweanon2 This is not maybe   lets chare  wild spray   Obama with AK 47   laying down spray american soldier   not coming from me yet    but we now its coming   

lets chare all of it  until chut down    april[A]      get it we are small    but share till shut down

3/31/2020 12:56:18 PM kevinmruel Controlling your tongue and self damning yourself

@Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@realDonaldTrump @TheCollectiveQ

@DonaldJTrumpJr

#WWG1WGA #QAnons https://youtu.be/78BI1h2Vd0Q 

3/31/2020 1:01:56 PM grittamarcus This is absolutely the closest thing to what's happening now. I recommend everyone watching this short video to understand what's really going on.

3/31/2020 1:02:21 PM denimdusty @sassysasha413 @EsotericExposal @ET__GOD @SweetestJemz @EastEndTaste @CarrieBryson2 @TIforYearsNow @pauliepg11111 @ThyWatcher7 

@opensenseme @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @TheTFJourney @RealEyeTheSpy @yustein @MizYunique1 @_ibi_ubu @drea_ams @onedaycloser2u @IKGADI1 

@laurabusse @cobrainfo1

3/31/2020 1:02:24 PM django1202 I keep hearing conflicting information about whether Elon Musk is white hat or evil. What's the truth?

 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @AustinSteinbart @cobrainfo1

3/31/2020 1:03:50 PM burgersandra Thank you.😇

3/31/2020 1:06:05 PM americanpetal Me too😣

3/31/2020 1:06:06 PM brettda09733794 Interesting, the black eye, left side of course on the bulldog.

3/31/2020 1:06:07 PM sc89126024 Thanks 🙏

3/31/2020 1:07:19 PM laurabusse I would leave him be

He doesn't want to know

It's okay ☺️

He's not open

Not only that

He's hostile to those with opposing views

Nothing you can do

Your relationship is more important

It's better to be loving than to be right ❤️
3/31/2020 1:07:32 PM truth939 What are your thoughts on COBRA account?  I've heard it was once legitimate but has since been compromised.  It is a head scratcher because they do 

promote group meditation.

3/31/2020 1:09:04 PM americanpetal Thank you. I always am in need of good advice. Navigating all of this is difficult. 💛

3/31/2020 1:11:00 PM adsvel Wet markets??? They existed long time. What a cover up for military research bio labs. Who is buying these lies?🤦♂️🤦♂️🤦♂️

3/31/2020 1:11:46 PM jonesy4671 I bet you 100 dollars you cant find one example of joe m asking anyone for money

3/31/2020 1:13:30 PM truth939 My analysis after watching SkyFall last night with a new perspective:

-Money Penny takes the sniper shot on train, ordered by M, even though though the shot was not clean at all.  Meaning M was willing to sacrifice a 

dedicated agent's life to save face of the agency in the media.



3/31/2020 1:14:20 PM laurabusse Good question

Guessing you're referring to what kabamur said about him

My personal take is

Same as I say about everyone

I read everyone

But take everything w a grain of salt

Theres no one on the planet I agree with 100%

I'm on my own trajectory

I go w/in

And find my own guidance
3/31/2020 1:14:32 PM bethstjames2 There's one called wormwood 

which is due to collide with earth in '29

3/31/2020 1:15:21 PM laurabusse Can be yes ☺️

Much love to you petal pops ❤️

3/31/2020 1:15:51 PM truth939 -SkyFall song lyrics by Adelle were interesting.  Along the lines of "Let the sky fall, we will stand tall & together".  A parallel to the Q movement? 

-CNN is the news channel playing at the island bar on the beach the morning after 007 goes on a bender

3/31/2020 1:16:09 PM karina89350882 The REAL DANGER on Earth is no Asteroid coming but the stupidity of humans. As long as humans "need" Leaders and churches and they don`t step 

into their own sovereignety we are always just 1 step away from extinction. 

Please be aware this is no attack on you!!!

3/31/2020 1:16:19 PM pincebeber The Y T account has been shut down.

But I had the time to watch it and hear Sean Say ""MAJESTIC."".

3/31/2020 1:17:15 PM aundisguised You didn’t watch his latest. 

That’s obvious. He lays it ALL out 🤷🏻♀️

3/31/2020 1:17:17 PM jonesy4671 There is a huge difference between making money off advertisements on a youtube video you made and asking people for money/donations/ selling 

products

3/31/2020 1:17:32 PM denimdusty @orgonemystic333 @StrangeWisper @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @SAdventum2 @SoniaLightLove @soulsvibe @SGarret @Chndlr87 @DionneGabriel 

@laurenmbradley2 @Njiram @FollowThe17 @JusticeDragon5 @4GoldenPillars @gauthie74757302 @gnosisnlaw @ValGauvreau @Joana_Gss 

@martingeddes @herbeegirl3

3/31/2020 1:17:52 PM truth939 -The word association exercise in the interrogation room.  "SkyFall" triggered something in 007.  MK Ultra?

The "Q" Scene:

-War ship being hauled away.  Symbolic of the take down of corrupt intel agencies today and putting a stop to endless wars?

3/31/2020 1:18:10 PM aundisguised He was ORDERED by Q+. 

But you wouldn’t know cause you didn’t listen 😉

3/31/2020 1:20:04 PM keith369me Message over messenger...there is a lot of good information, but some of the messages are quite old and don’t necessarily apply to this NOW.

3/31/2020 1:20:09 PM karina89350882 I`d really like to know about how many "different gods" humans are talking, when just two of them are interacting and thinking they are speaking 

About the same Entity.

Thinking when 100 humans are talking About "God" - and everybody thinks he/she is Right.....

3/31/2020 1:21:45 PM adsvel Some poor EU countries are not supporting their own people. Pretty possible that the people are going to create chaos. If they have no money for this 

long close down, what other choice they have?😑

3/31/2020 1:22:12 PM mateuszwala How about Perfect MOM? ;)

Perfect seed. 😎😎😎

3/31/2020 1:22:22 PM truth939 -Q gives 007 the bare essentials for his new mission, a handgun and mini radio only.  Symbolic of Q giving us the basics (intel) and it us up to us to move 

this movement forward in society? 

-007 says "A brave new world" to end the Q scene.  See Q post #2450

3/31/2020 1:24:40 PM truth939 Floating casino scene:

-Bond speculates the woman he speaks with was taken in by her captures at 12 or 13 years old.  She says "you don't know fear like I've seen".  We all 

know what that means..

-The boat she tells 007 to meet her on is called the "Chimera".

3/31/2020 1:26:01 PM der_wanderer8  pic.twitter.com/aw3xoNtyQM

3/31/2020 1:26:51 PM keith369me Agreed...Virginia’s pathetic Governor did a 75 day lockdown extension.  He’s asking for a militia blockading his residence keeping food out.  Hopefully it 

won’t come to that.

3/31/2020 1:28:37 PM truth939 First introduction to main Raoul Silva, the main villain:

-The rat story.  Symbolic of white hats baiting [DS] until they have no way out other than to turn on each other?

-Late as M is giving disposition to PM, she says nation states are not the enemy, but faceless individuals.

3/31/2020 1:30:56 PM brettda09733794 The coin he finds for Macao had what appears to be, on the bottom side, a spiral (Young women, girls). The woman with the art, a woman slave bound 

and sacrificed, doing her job. The woman in the painting... All the other merchandise.

Fractured/ reflective glass...

3/31/2020 1:31:17 PM adsvel In the bad times we always see, who really is who.😑

3/31/2020 1:31:19 PM truth939 007 childhood scene (end):

-M says "orphans always make the best recruits"

-007 was abused as a child and M was aware

-The buck statue at entrance of 007's family property.  See Q post #196 and note the golden buck head.

-Movie essentially ends in a church.  Biblical?

3/31/2020 1:33:29 PM ts_sci_majic12 The typists do have other accounts.

Standing orders include not mixing messaging or cross account coordination in any shape or form.

All communications they are proxying must go through this account.

It's a prerequisite for becoming a typist.

They lose their access otherwise.

3/31/2020 1:33:56 PM rghardy3 Seeds are pieces of Info and Truth.

Plant a Seed to awaken someone.

3/31/2020 1:35:06 PM manifest_utopia 👍💖

3/31/2020 1:35:07 PM aundisguised Savage Troll just like Trump 😅😎

3/31/2020 1:39:20 PM jaded_pearl For me God is Love. People operate out of a place of fear or love. It is really that simple to me. We all have operated out of both, it's the one you lean 

into more often that matters IMO

3/31/2020 1:40:39 PM ts_sci_majic12 Are you a free and independent thinker?

Too bad all of our #QPharisees blocked everyone for Q'ing their authority, perhaps they would appreciate participating.

MJ12 = Message Over Messenger

What happens if Austin Steinbart's Greenland marker comes and goes with nothing to show?



3/31/2020 1:41:36 PM karina89350882 Thank you for your answer!! I think that`s probably the most important truth - to know unconditional love. In knowing this you know God.💕🙏☀️

3/31/2020 1:42:17 PM ts_sci_majic12 Adrenochrome Junkies https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1245013007010344960 …

3/31/2020 1:42:22 PM sl_jaycee Lol you’ve become a joke. Well done!

3/31/2020 1:42:50 PM misshelene60 I had a dear friend that used to say “message over messenger” 🙏🏼

3/31/2020 1:43:29 PM phreatomagnetic ¿¡¿Free?!?

LOL

3/31/2020 1:43:34 PM deplorabldamsel Honestly?  Just sick of the drama.  Can we just have the truth? pic.twitter.com/oOkWRSsahf

3/31/2020 1:43:43 PM trumps_all If this is the case, NO WAY Anderson Cooper avoids it

3/31/2020 1:43:48 PM mongrelglory I'll be disappointed only because I wanted to see the Q Pharisees use "logic" to explain it away...😏

3/31/2020 1:43:52 PM majic_eyes_qnly The Schiff is about to hit the fan.

3/31/2020 1:44:20 PM xvgafrica So we are fighting against pedo gay drug addicts? Someone send me in to the frontline😂

3/31/2020 1:44:32 PM caren_fine Be great if it does at the same time Austin is trolling like the best.

3/31/2020 1:44:33 PM bibibobibox No place to hide

3/31/2020 1:45:02 PM pooky_steve cooper is smarter.

3/31/2020 1:45:03 PM riccardoismyna1 Cuomo, it's time. Maybe

3/31/2020 1:45:08 PM bwords2 ignore internal and external division

3/31/2020 1:45:18 PM laurabusse Agree

3/31/2020 1:45:27 PM campbells_way Trans humanism

Break Away Civilization

Secret Space Programs

3/31/2020 1:45:30 PM irah_chandler I appreciate your answer and clearing that up for everybody.

3/31/2020 1:45:36 PM trumps_all Not smart enough to stay away from the #AdrenoChrome

3/31/2020 1:46:12 PM pooky_steve i bet he has a stockpile

3/31/2020 1:46:29 PM the_start_line this will be interesting when the schizophrenia starts kick in on his broadcasts.  i may actually watch tv for that.  Getting popcorn now

3/31/2020 1:46:42 PM truth939 Great perspective.  I take the same approach.  Take information in from all sources that resonant but seek your own truth from within.

3/31/2020 1:46:57 PM amuses I think a bigger deal should be made of abortion clinics being open and churches closed.  That follows social distancing but it is still absurd that killing 

babies is OK but church is a no-no now.

3/31/2020 1:47:34 PM laurabusse Majestic award ceremony

Dinner

Dancing

Great music

Everyone invited

Wouldn't that be fun? pic.twitter.com/tWAOPwgLan

3/31/2020 1:47:43 PM ascendingadam Can you elaborate on the event?

3/31/2020 1:47:59 PM awakeningthe17 Well that is a trick question because not one of us are gods in retrospect .yes granted we have the power to destroy,and to create but still not Gods, 

you are given the tools you have and you do the best with, those tools. trusting what we gain from that  Is choice That's my vote

3/31/2020 1:48:04 PM corkymcgee Why are you participating in a poll based on division?

3/31/2020 1:48:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 We can.

We won't.

3/31/2020 1:48:31 PM dynamicres They are trying to teach people how to handle the truth, as well as to derive your own way TO truths without someone just feeding it to you.  💞 

pic.twitter.com/Nd6F9tMgzh

3/31/2020 1:48:33 PM mountain_jump3r Yes! They do it "in plain sight". Do you watch Gigi Young?(@mysticinthemoon) https://youtu.be/Lv46n6ja2Xg?t=60 …

3/31/2020 1:48:40 PM ts_sci_majic12 You become unified when you accept Message over Messenger.

3/31/2020 1:48:43 PM grinder51287840 Depends on verifiable information available...

3/31/2020 1:49:29 PM brettda09733794 Interesting, Severine, the name of the woman selling the art, in Macao. Is also the name of a Hungarian born, former porn star... Eve Angel. Hmmm

3/31/2020 1:49:35 PM deplorabldamsel Yes, yes, I know.  But the drama is getting old. I think it's just all the negative chatter!

3/31/2020 1:49:40 PM mongrelglory I'm pouting here right now...

3/31/2020 1:49:44 PM laurabusse Yes ☺👍

3/31/2020 1:49:51 PM corkymcgee Then why are you giving this guy the time, he's clearly a messenger

3/31/2020 1:50:17 PM stuarttruly Schiff happens is the answer with the least emotional attachment or “charge”...to react with an ! reaction places one at a disadvantage when thinking 

freely, emotional reaction can add weight to the idea or thought which affects its free~flow~

3/31/2020 1:50:23 PM fredman20609341 But you endorse Austin???

3/31/2020 1:50:38 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244105960966230016?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:50:42 PM lori_dee1 There is God consciousness in all of us. "I AM" is a powerful saying. I don't place a limitation on what God they choose to believe in. If we all practice 

being kind and loving to one another, then we raise the level of energy on this Earth, which is s unifying force.

3/31/2020 1:50:44 PM blvckbrewco He sounds like @StormIsUponUs

3/31/2020 1:50:48 PM lordconcave  pic.twitter.com/7W1kv0b3Hv

3/31/2020 1:52:30 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1243291856303206400?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:52:52 PM americanpetal I have watched only two of AS videos. Yikes!

3/31/2020 1:53:21 PM robinreitsma1 👊i have been saying this for a while now. really its a wait and watch game. as Q says " Future proves past"

3/31/2020 1:53:25 PM the_start_line Wonder how the Bernie bros are liking this? I'm surprised ole bern hasn't come out and declared how glorious this is

3/31/2020 1:53:34 PM metascope_init thank you for your response🙏 I will try my best as I continue to grow.

3/31/2020 1:53:52 PM jaded_pearl 😂😂😂 pic.twitter.com/jZdJl5iVvY

3/31/2020 1:54:18 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244417572457586698?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:54:23 PM jaded_pearl Indeed

3/31/2020 1:54:32 PM 4mydeerone When YOU lead with Virtues & priorTi€$$ are self evident and not transactional maybe YOU’LL find more favor in the Quest... 

pic.twitter.com/3Ru6q9SSnh

3/31/2020 1:54:33 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244105960966230016?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:54:39 PM ts_sci_majic12  https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1244105960966230016?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:55:12 PM ashleygstanton1 How many times have we taken it on the chin after chasing a QDrop or Trump tweet, only to later find it was an intended deception.. why should this 

scenario be any different? considering ALL things presented (Q)uantifiable.

3/31/2020 1:55:54 PM itsarabtime First time replying to a post, this is my humble opinion. Q fans did not accept the message of AS because they let their emotions dictate their thought, 

bcz of how he uses emojis and such. He is an exact mirror of Q, Q is calm, posts puzzles and gives vague answers

3/31/2020 1:55:57 PM 92michael In this clip see how he shrugs his shoulders? And looks up to the left? He was a spirit sensitive and was at this moment receiving a feeling from his spirit 

guide.  A conformation on what he was thinking.

3/31/2020 1:56:13 PM carriebryson2 Looks like real nice group of folks.  I hope 💕

3/31/2020 1:56:43 PM palmdalekid2  https://twitter.com/Palmdalekid2/status/1243264050630279168?s=20 …

3/31/2020 1:56:58 PM deplorabldamsel  pic.twitter.com/7re095wDfm



3/31/2020 1:56:59 PM neo_asura_ This acc and SteinLarp synchronized a tweet post before the bitch came out saying he is Q. Dont be fooled, they didnt expect Q to call them out on it. 

this clown trying to keep followers like 😁 pic.twitter.com/Ro4eoO2pzx

3/31/2020 1:57:10 PM mongrelglory Having attended the first official Star Trek convention in Canada in 1979, I would like to suggest a series of MJ-12 fan conventions. If we could line up 

some MJ speakers, de-classified film footage, panel groups, gaming/souvenir booths, invite the cast of SG-1, some cosplay...😎

3/31/2020 1:57:45 PM itsarabtime AS is the opposite, gives a direct answer invokes emotions in people.

(doesn't mean he is wrong!) In their mind people built and image of who Q is, they want Potus or Kennedy. Even if Q said he is dead.

3/31/2020 1:57:56 PM ts_sci_majic12 Verifiable disinformation with no effort to include evidence.

3/31/2020 1:58:05 PM bondisurf God Bless The Danes.

🇩🇰#Dannebrog

🌍#WWG1WGAWORLDWIDE

3/31/2020 1:58:10 PM 92michael JFK jr. a very kind and gentle spirit. The sort that wants to save the world!

3/31/2020 1:58:17 PM denimdusty We are, Carrie! A group mostly brought together by @ArchangelAmongU. Found each other amongst all the noise and we welcome anyone and 

everyone with open arms and an open heart. All we ask is mutual respect.

3/31/2020 1:58:41 PM brettda09733794 Apparently, many flips back and forth. Some pointing it out , others the mirror.

3/31/2020 1:58:58 PM awakeningthe17 Dissemination is real the average mind would explode hearing it all at once. The drip down effect, good tactics. Softens even the hardest of minds. My 

thoughts.

3/31/2020 1:59:17 PM process_facts What happens if the messenger changes messages while messaging about another messenger?

🤷🏼♂️🧞♂️🤷🏼♂️

3/31/2020 1:59:28 PM woke_qanadian To me it’s matters not, I like Austin he intrigues me to research .

3/31/2020 1:59:31 PM karina89350882 Absolut truth! But I think that telling truth isn`t always very "comfortable." Not for the messenger or the reviever. Often humans feel "attacked" by it. 

So in spreading Light which is Information we are not always welcomed.

3/31/2020 1:59:51 PM mongrelglory It's not mandatory PP.  Only if you feel inclined to. 🙂

3/31/2020 2:00:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 3 messengers.

1 message.

Restructure your Q and the A will find you.

3/31/2020 2:00:51 PM itsarabtime So even with evidence, people didn't want to believe what they always have been imagining, that Q is a high ranking gov official, because of Twitter 

confirmation

3/31/2020 2:00:52 PM irah_chandler There's plenty of info out there on the event. Use decernment alot is disinfo also a complex situation can be unpredictable so defining it ahead of time 

can prevent certain things from happening. It's a unique experience for each is-be expectations can affect outcome

3/31/2020 2:00:58 PM e_nordin Home arrest with an ankle bracelet.

3/31/2020 2:01:28 PM carriebryson2 That’s a given 🌹 Thank you it’s an honor

3/31/2020 2:02:19 PM metascope_init I was never ready for my lesson in this life journey 🙏🙏and I know it's 1 out of many but I can't help but feel immense gratitude

3/31/2020 2:02:36 PM lexymarconi People get so stuck in who they are. A CEO would find it hard to go wait on tables.....even if they didn't mind it but it's all about how people would see 

them. Austin has a lot of incredible info! Take what you like, leave what u don't. It doesn't have to be 1 way or the other.

3/31/2020 2:03:03 PM jaded_pearl I think that's what happened with the whole Q thing & Austin - expectations can affect outcome - #BabyQ Proof!

3/31/2020 2:03:17 PM state1union Good one ☝️

3/31/2020 2:03:28 PM danray41 People don't give this shill the time of day. He is just baiting you to try to keep him relevant. Just kindly walk away and resist any additional post ever 

from this shill, no need to comment and he will fade away as quickly as he came. Learn their Game! Sheep No More. GAME OVER

3/31/2020 2:03:31 PM sethric61410528 With soon, I hope he meant NOW. 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://twitter.com/postsofkabamur/status/977164365693566976 …

3/31/2020 2:04:00 PM itsarabtime But in the end we only speculated that Q is Potus because of that sole reason, maybe there could be relay between Q and Potus to confirm that is a Wh 

op. In the end, we don't REALLY know who Q is

3/31/2020 2:04:02 PM dkozlov2019 A.S is a fraud

3/31/2020 2:04:09 PM jv_parker @paul_furber @Manifest_Utopia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @ffe3301 https://twitter.com/MarkDice/status/1244896815566094336 …

3/31/2020 2:04:38 PM saoirse_369 Reminds me of my grandma, “Don’t throw the baby out with the bath water.” Took me thirty years to figure out what she was talking about.

3/31/2020 2:04:57 PM synackstatic Crown Virus = CV

Cornelius Vanderbilt (mentioned in this interview as connected to Victoria Woodhull). 

Vanderbilt was a 'virus' set on america to infect our best and brightest with satanic control ruled by the royal death cult.

3/31/2020 2:05:04 PM tiforyearsnow Most definitely, LOVE💙💜❤️

3/31/2020 2:05:43 PM itsarabtime Board or no board, we have no idea, 0 % so to deal in absolutes in a sin because it rules out possibilities. I see Q fans running around posting 

speculations about what's going to happen and most of the time their wrong, only insiders know. And for that to rule out who Q isn't.

3/31/2020 2:05:44 PM blue_marbleeyes I love it when our Family gets bigger! Welcome Carrie!  💙💎

3/31/2020 2:06:30 PM daveo6145  pic.twitter.com/P8PJ8rdXwz

3/31/2020 2:06:42 PM do_or_do_notty And quite spectacularly, I will add 

😂🥳

3/31/2020 2:06:49 PM laurabusse OMG you did?

🤣

Was it fun?

You were a teen?

Great idea!

Majestic Con!!!
3/31/2020 2:07:06 PM ruthall42173422 I would participate if I  knew what that ridiculous person had said. I listened to about one minute of him talking and knew he was full of 💩. Q said NO 

comms outside this channel.

3/31/2020 2:07:32 PM burtqueue If you need a hand...I volunteer as tribute 🤚🏽

3/31/2020 2:07:39 PM worldxplorer1 If First Contact follows The Storm then Message over Messanger is paramount.

Look at the awakening. How many see MSM as a fraud but just switched to QPharisees?Still not thinking for themselves.

Without MoM as SOP humanity could end up trading Cabal enslavement for ET rule.

3/31/2020 2:07:42 PM synackstatic Sir Owen Green connected to Epstein? Why was his children named in Epstein's Black Book? John Baring pillaging Dunlop? In the name of the Royals? 

What about Lord James Hanson, also named in Epstein's BB. His Hanson plc pillaged the likes of Smith Corona, I shit you not.

3/31/2020 2:07:56 PM agentk20529383 Naa its like having too many news channels, each one has their own opinion of what is going on, were all in this together, but claiming to be Q, is 

downright laughable.



3/31/2020 2:08:01 PM jimjr59 I think you should take @AustinSteinbart up on his debate if you know so much.  I would Ike to see the comparison and/or evidence either way #QAnon

3/31/2020 2:08:08 PM itsarabtime Edit : people want to*

3/31/2020 2:08:19 PM atashfire  pic.twitter.com/o4luPqhI1S

3/31/2020 2:08:26 PM carriebryson2  pic.twitter.com/zo3cRAKr9d

3/31/2020 2:08:36 PM clpspeed So true

3/31/2020 2:09:37 PM web_mktg Might be wrong, but I thought I read Trump is now part of MJ12. If true, how far MJ12 has come. Not long ago, Daddy Bush Sr ran MJ12 in the 90's (I 

think) during your Cabal love affair b4 some broke out to help with disclosure.

3/31/2020 2:10:05 PM commodorecouch No one’s received a check yet but, as a Q Berner I got to say... companies stepping up and making med PPE, temp expanded unemployment benefits 

for those who lost jobs, YUGE infrastructure bill coming to help the economy roar back... US kicks ass when they choose to do something😎

3/31/2020 2:10:18 PM tracy32196970 Not easy .. but necessary @WWG1WGA

3/31/2020 2:11:11 PM theappraizer 👍❤️🇺🇸

3/31/2020 2:11:20 PM jeebaleebs Because of his message.

3/31/2020 2:11:48 PM laurabusse Yes

Law of attraction

The future knew you were gonna be a good meditator ☺️

3/31/2020 2:11:57 PM itsarabtime Is kind of wrong in my opinion, because it could be any one. BUT THE SACRED BOARD SAID NO comms... So? What if it's an op? Or a test? Or to break 

out news slowly, a #drip on topics like #starlink and #quantum. Have you researched those topics? No because you refuse to view AS Yt

3/31/2020 2:12:18 PM nicolab87398830 I noticed that too! He also didn’t directly answer any of the questions but sidetracked instead 🤨

3/31/2020 2:12:59 PM theappraizer Wow, that sort of is saying something they’re aint it?! 

Reckon she was groomed?

3/31/2020 2:13:02 PM ascendingadam Yup👍

Classic twitter handle too!

3/31/2020 2:13:06 PM laurabusse Takes time

Takes practice

Don't give up

You'll get there ☺👍

3/31/2020 2:13:10 PM neo_asura_ Reconcile. 🖕 pic.twitter.com/kdzr3rWYjN

3/31/2020 2:13:24 PM ewilliams22101 I need help.  What are the specifics of the Greenland marker again?  US buys Greenland by ____ date or the royal family departs/resigns by ___ date?  

Something like that?

3/31/2020 2:13:27 PM lepactedeloups Haven't followed much of your stuff for long; sort of Q meets Lazar or something...

I guess one must be cryptic to retain anonymity?

3/31/2020 2:13:30 PM mongrelglory I was 18 years old. It was held at the University of Western Ontario.  People didn't wear costumes and there weren't any booths, but Nurse Chapel 

(Gene Roddenberry's wife) and Sulu were there and gave talks with film footage out-takes and Q&A for 3 hours in an auditorium! 👍

3/31/2020 2:13:37 PM keith369me If you interviewed me about my job, restrictions would force the same.

3/31/2020 2:13:38 PM kellykreps777  pic.twitter.com/cuBc2ImeHO

3/31/2020 2:14:08 PM nphinight He's obviously has secret governent access, but that doesn't make him part of the Q team.

The fact he's so divisive and claiming to be Q+ when that is clearly the president, makes me question his motives.

3/31/2020 2:14:09 PM jeritud3 Austin already said something about the Dutch Queen 

And Nothing happened

Oops

3/31/2020 2:14:20 PM mongrelglory I wore my t-shirt that said "Beam me up Scotty, there is no intelligent life down here!" 😎

3/31/2020 2:14:23 PM coinfox1 Lol. That was pretty funny actually.

🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣🤣

3/31/2020 2:14:44 PM coinfox1 Nothing wrong with that

3/31/2020 2:15:16 PM fansblowing3 There is another option.  Events not dates.  Dates create chaos.

3/31/2020 2:16:35 PM laurabusse There are different views

Some say it'll put you right back here as a baby again to do what you didn't do before you...left

I have a pinned tweet about depression

I used to be suicidal

The things that have helped me the most are

Meditation

And

The teachings of

Abraham-Hicks

❤️

3/31/2020 2:16:36 PM coinfox1 That was oroginally posted on 8 chan so we've technically has outside comms for a long time since the switch to 8kuhn

3/31/2020 2:17:25 PM commodorecouch Trump didn’t weaponize the fear of this “pandemic” but he sure is pragmatic about choosing any idea (left or right) to prep the economy for an epic 

return. Very presidential IMO. Stock market had its worst first quarter EVER, and we ain’t panicked. That = lots of good moves! 👏🇺🇸

3/31/2020 2:17:37 PM jeritud3 Was JR one of (((them)))

3/31/2020 2:17:45 PM web_mktg  https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/02/26/how-to-stage-a-fake-epidemic-and-brainwash-billions-of-people/ …

3/31/2020 2:18:14 PM pauliepg11111 The light family! 💫💫💫

3/31/2020 2:18:17 PM fansblowing3  pic.twitter.com/t3J4Fr20PT

3/31/2020 2:18:20 PM the_start_line To whom it may concern:  Whatever check you have slated for me, please give to these patriots that are making sacrifices to keep others safe in these 

trying times.

3/31/2020 2:18:23 PM laurabusse LOL

3/31/2020 2:18:26 PM nicolab87398830 I understand that but some questions were non invasive and really basic

3/31/2020 2:18:28 PM coinfox1  pic.twitter.com/MSr7MZT21q

3/31/2020 2:18:44 PM americanpetal ❤️

3/31/2020 2:19:14 PM doc1415 Yeah well, if the whitehats have their identities, and have control over the military, why not round them up immediately for crimes against humanity, 

display the evidence when questioned about the op, and stop anymore children being hurt, and allow humanity to press on?

3/31/2020 2:19:26 PM carriebryson2 If the WiFi goes down I will find my way back for sure 🌈

3/31/2020 2:19:33 PM peekaboo1966 I want it done and over with.  My heart and soul cant wait much more

3/31/2020 2:19:40 PM emperro61119379 There is a day in between. That's not really synchronized.

3/31/2020 2:20:33 PM doc1415 Every moment delayed = more victims. The chain may be broken but evil still finds away. End it now.



3/31/2020 2:20:51 PM tjskydive (zips up Members Only jacket)

3/31/2020 2:20:57 PM davedumanis No one's fooled. 

South Korea is flattening the curve. Their healthcare is owned by their people. 

Our healthcare is owned by greedy Big Pharma and Big Insurance execs.

He who has the gold, makes the rules. pic.twitter.com/xkaUMqmPTy

3/31/2020 2:21:18 PM peekaboo1966 It would t go sideways.. it's going to happen.. non of the above is applicable

3/31/2020 2:22:47 PM doc1415 Making everyone think for themselves is extremely important. However if those in the know do not disclose the actual truths then those that think still 

only have assumptions. The truth should not ever be concealed, and shall always be revealed.

3/31/2020 2:22:52 PM pauliepg11111 @ArchangelAmongU What are your thoughts on this supposed “days of darkness” idea where the Internet shuts off? Is it really so centralised in 

control that this is even possible?

3/31/2020 2:22:58 PM jeritud3 Cuomo is Homo confirmed

3/31/2020 2:24:19 PM militantnurse We have to find how to see/ know truth on our own and from within. LARPS do not matter.

3/31/2020 2:24:24 PM egroyper1 Or the queen will be killed and Greenland taken by force... Sunday is the deadline

3/31/2020 2:24:28 PM alicia64141049 I guess my thing is that this entire disagreement is a bad look for newcomers and normies trying to learn anything. It's just doesn't make a good case 

for the unity that the q movement stands for. It's all about bringing people together with truth and love of country.

WWG1WGA

3/31/2020 2:24:30 PM carriebryson2 President Trump states that now he is mtg with all of the phone carriers and then there will be a Pres.  announcement of some kind around 5:15 

eastern today

3/31/2020 2:24:47 PM bluebir20887474 @threadreaderapp unroll

3/31/2020 2:25:05 PM carriebryson2 I am light too.  Pleasure to meet you all

3/31/2020 2:25:09 PM davedumanis "Be afraid of the system trusted by every First World nation from Japan to Canada," cries Wall Street as it trades death for dollars.

3/31/2020 2:25:12 PM pauliepg11111 Yes but there are lots of us here who are not in the US...wonder if it.’s a worldwide thing?

3/31/2020 2:25:20 PM threadreaderapp Namaste, please find the unroll here: @TS_SCI_MAJIC12: Rewatch Skyfall 007 meets Q Now consider the following differences in perspective to get a 

glimpse…  https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1244512941451423745.html … See you soon. 🤖

3/31/2020 2:26:10 PM embrown37 Was this his last interview prior to his death? 🤔 was that his last published magazine he editors?

3/31/2020 2:27:23 PM iam80884  pic.twitter.com/YzVFnEG0jy

3/31/2020 2:27:51 PM planetluv To have a complete shutdown of internet social media, mobile phones etc . I feel is awesome to fully embrace our telepathic Connectivity. Hopefully to 

the removal of nasty stuff happens at that time. We say No to the Evil and yes to the Living Light of pure love evermore

3/31/2020 2:28:20 PM truth_again I tried to understand your message over messenger but still didn’t think his message was good. Yes, he did have some good information but his 

approach was divisive. I never followed him.

3/31/2020 2:29:00 PM archangelamongu I hope you will all write down all of the things you have been told about this subject since 2012, and count up how many times it never happens.

3/31/2020 2:29:40 PM pauliepg11111 Lol! Thank you 😀

3/31/2020 2:29:40 PM carriebryson2 Excellent stream of consciousness

3/31/2020 2:30:20 PM carriebryson2 My friend.  It is Global wonderfully global

3/31/2020 2:30:46 PM milllathefiend From Mike Maloney pic.twitter.com/TC9M2LIG9I

3/31/2020 2:31:36 PM s0urc3rss I knew his childhood crew well & have seen photos of that era. They were tight & worked as his first film crew when he made the leap from radio. I'm 

not an AJ fan, nor is he a fan of me, however this was always disinfo. Probably started by him for sensationalism ratings.

3/31/2020 2:31:53 PM thesuperfairy  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=E1wIsMi8ryw …

What do you think about this video ?👈

3/31/2020 2:32:20 PM jenaynayz Who said he had to ask

3/31/2020 2:32:23 PM thereallightwa1 C'mon, that kid is obviously full of crap

3/31/2020 2:35:05 PM wickedmouse369 love the new banner.

3/31/2020 2:35:24 PM do_or_do_notty Sure! 😂😂🤣

✅You correct folks who reply to HIM on HIS tweets

✅You RT him

✅The day his YT accnt was wiped of content YOUR YT accnt hosted his video

✅YOU continue the hashtag 

All those things together...say you do endorse

Own it

We are laughing at you

 https://t.co/kgt9llqnqA  https://twitter.com/do_or_do_notty/status/1239680683104014336?s=21 …
3/31/2020 2:36:11 PM frequencyis_key Oh, hello! LOL😆

3/31/2020 2:36:47 PM hoodsavior Love You @nyla_nguyen : Coronavirus & Anti-Christ connection, @POTUS Activates Reserves, FED is D...  https://youtu.be/ALkmD3tzeMo  

@projectcamelot @esotericexposal @ts_sci_majic12 @blockclubchi

3/31/2020 2:36:47 PM s0urc3rss  https://youtu.be/_370DhsvQGI 

3/31/2020 2:37:52 PM tommytornado5 Austin is not part of the Qteam. He is seeking attention. If he was part of the team, he would stay anonymous like the rest of the team.

3/31/2020 2:37:55 PM doc1415 Youre backing austin though. Just because you say you havent officially endorsed him, your strong support of him contradicts that statement and 

shows shadow endorsement. If message over messenger youd be backing some of the Pharisees. Just saying. The message....right?

3/31/2020 2:38:30 PM lawrenc16242044 There are reports that it may not be needed? That would be great! Then we can keep the focus on peace love and unity.

3/31/2020 2:39:04 PM denimdusty Bahaha!

3/31/2020 2:39:17 PM manifest_utopia #NippleGate 🤔🙄😬

3/31/2020 2:39:27 PM s0urc3rss I didn't say Cousin Buckley or John went to college with Alex. We were all in our college years at different schools.

3/31/2020 2:40:48 PM s0urc3rss Cloned DNA would match. This linked show focuses on identical looking humans with no genetic match.

3/31/2020 2:40:54 PM thegainspapi I get the message. The rest of the people that never followed Q won’t start believing what Q says in the same way Q followers won’t believe in what 

@AustinSteinbart says. Both sides are stubborn and not ready to drop egos and listen to the messages.

3/31/2020 2:40:55 PM hawkgirlinmn Either way, it’s part of the plan.

3/31/2020 2:41:09 PM do_or_do_notty Yes. They have.

3/31/2020 2:41:49 PM s0urc3rss Pray for his children & their mother. They were born under the insanity.

3/31/2020 2:42:56 PM laurabusse Growing up I wanted to be a boy

Didn't come to terms with being female til my twenties

Fully accepted myself

I shudder to think if I was a teenager now and seriously considering transgendering

Happily married 33 yrs with a wonderful grown son

3/31/2020 2:43:08 PM s0urc3rss I'm just saying. This is one of the most useless disinfo rumors to waste any time on. Too much for me already but I know how deeply it bothers his 

family.



3/31/2020 2:43:27 PM process_facts 2 messengers, 2+ messages.

Unless I change the rules of math, that’s a tricky task 😉.

3/31/2020 2:44:30 PM cathlee12986437  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=g0mrJ9PuTqw …

3/31/2020 2:44:50 PM cathlee12986437  https://theaiorganization.com/people-progammed-to-attack-trump-with-artificial-intelligence-google-social-media-and-smart-phones-part-1/ …

3/31/2020 2:45:20 PM cathlee12986437  https://theaiorganization.com/people-progammed-to-attack-trump-with-artificial-intelligence-google-social-media-and-smart-phones-part-1/ …

3/31/2020 2:45:40 PM cathlee12986437  https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=g0mrJ9PuTqw …

3/31/2020 2:46:11 PM s0urc3rss Lack of paying attention to details is how sloppy qanon disinformation campaigns waste people's time. 

https://twitter.com/S0urc3rss/status/1244728747451809792?s=20 …

3/31/2020 2:46:14 PM laurabusse IMHO

The most important secret of a happy life is

Full self acceptance

Self love

Once you can fully love and accept yourself as you are

Then you can love and accept others

Many who have transitioned are suicidal and want to transition back

This only makes sense because...
3/31/2020 2:47:28 PM laurabusse ...if you couldn't accept yourself as a female

What makes you think you'll accept yourself as a male

The grass is always greener...

3/31/2020 2:47:43 PM ripppel What did he say the green marker will show up as?

3/31/2020 2:48:55 PM ewilliams22101 Really?  Maybe I need to listen again to the video.  Thank you - if this is the "marker", that's quite a MARKER.  Wow!

3/31/2020 2:49:34 PM s0urc3rss Maybe you shouldn't multitask while trying to solve conspiracy theories.

3/31/2020 2:49:43 PM vincentzwood Liars

3/31/2020 2:50:33 PM hunleyginger but if he cuts the payroll tax on ppl social seceryu will go away

3/31/2020 2:53:21 PM wez45091067 Hey @AaronHoughton10.. trying to join. I put in my email and password and just get "email is already registered" when asked to "claim account". Any 

help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks man...

3/31/2020 2:53:28 PM bbobbio71 Ug! 

Unfortunately I've lost focus.  Need to regroup.  I find myself falling back into the grind of the season.  Apologies

3/31/2020 2:54:33 PM laurabusse My step brother went to at least one

Probably in the 80s...

3/31/2020 2:55:00 PM laurabusse Sounds like you had a great time!!!

3/31/2020 2:55:01 PM pennywisedawise @Ishall will be able to take care of you buddy! 👊🏻👊🏻👊🏻

3/31/2020 2:55:06 PM valgauvreau I knew it in me when I watched Wilcocks latest video that it's not going to happen, he is a wonderful man, that has brought much illumination to me, 

but he's being misled by the whole Q thing. I couldn't even finish the video ,I could feel it lowering my vibes.

3/31/2020 2:55:44 PM fredman20609341 Maybe the attention seeking youngling J is the operator of majestic12.

3/31/2020 2:55:54 PM vincentzwood MJ12= masked clowns who Larp like they are important. Show your faces chickens. If you are good people, come out in who you are and stand w 

Patriots in the open. I stand in who I am before God with no fear, even if I'm killed. You gonna stand with me? Or cower like bitches?

3/31/2020 2:56:23 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣

3/31/2020 2:57:05 PM wez45091067 Thank Q! 

I see the page, and am logged in apparently..

3/31/2020 2:57:06 PM mateuszwala Free thinker...?

Austin S-poon stir Qmunity.

Hit the table and scissors answer.

Nor he's legit not he's fraud.

He made a lot of noise that people needed. 

Remember that polls? You got answer.

Now... see what's happened.

Intentions ? Weak minds? Weak hearts? 

Where are we?
3/31/2020 2:58:04 PM laurabusse @paul_furber thought you might appreciate this

3/31/2020 2:58:44 PM keith369me Thoughts? https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.casd.660353/gov.uscourts.casd.660353.3.0.pdf …

3/31/2020 2:59:32 PM vincentzwood Do you say anything other than "message over messenger"? You are a broken record. What about "God is Love" or "truth over lies" or "light over dark" 

or "peace is the prize". Message over messenger is old news. 2 1/2+ years of discernment tests homie, this just isn't enlightening.

3/31/2020 2:59:41 PM planetluv There was a mass healing meditation at the end with 36,000 people. That felt good to be a part of. I feel we take what feels ours and leave what 

doesnt . There are always differing naratives this is where our own discernment arrives 🙏🏽💓

3/31/2020 2:59:43 PM vincentzwood Exactly

3/31/2020 3:00:00 PM vincentzwood Exactly

3/31/2020 3:00:19 PM droodaw Austin is bullshit  https://m.facebook.com/SteinbartMerchantTechnologies/ …

3/31/2020 3:01:06 PM laurabusse 👍👍👍

3/31/2020 3:01:17 PM michael81972  https://dockets.justia.com/docket/california/casdce/3:2019cv02407/660353?amp&__twitter_impression=true …

3/31/2020 3:01:40 PM et__god Wilcock is an amazing con man, he is a story teller, a fabricating disinfomant who will say anything to make a dollar, don’t trust this man.

3/31/2020 3:03:03 PM vincentzwood Delete it now. Does that mean you once protected pedos?

You think you are smart, or enlightened, or higher than mighty but your card has been pulled by free thinkers who think you bullshit is thick and smelly. 

Go fight evil if you are some big Intel Warriors. Get off the Net.

3/31/2020 3:03:14 PM laurabusse Damn

Video unavailable

What was it about?

3/31/2020 3:03:30 PM planetluv Im learning more and more to be neutral and not become attached to thoughts, ideas , storylines or things . To let things flow through me is becoming 

ever more a newness and calming

3/31/2020 3:03:31 PM msnoahsarc Same thing with my husband!

3/31/2020 3:03:44 PM michael81972  pic.twitter.com/rTs5VXVODu

3/31/2020 3:03:59 PM jaded_pearl Last night Hannity reporting in front of Comfort Ship



3/31/2020 3:04:00 PM laurabusse  https://twitter.com/jaded_pearl/status/1245000292745297921?s=09 …

3/31/2020 3:04:01 PM valgauvreau Well said my friend, I missed the live stream, but mass meditations are awesome, and just what we need right now. I can't say anything bad about 

Dave W, he is a great man, that has done such great service to others.

3/31/2020 3:04:47 PM laurabusse Thanks B. Swan ☺️

3/31/2020 3:04:55 PM mateuszwala Shake the sand with water and see what happen after time...

Here.

3/31/2020 3:05:09 PM msnoahsarc What's IS - BE? What is or what it's going to be?

3/31/2020 3:05:54 PM wwg1wga50237983 He... never... claimed... to be... Q+. Facepalm.

3/31/2020 3:06:06 PM lawrenc16242044 There is another scheduled for this weekend. Cobra’s Twitter has the info.

3/31/2020 3:06:27 PM americanpetal 👏👏👏

3/31/2020 3:06:29 PM windywalling I can't answer the survey.  I don't know what I would conclude because I'm not yet the me that would be drawing the conclusions.

3/31/2020 3:06:38 PM keith369me What do I need to know?  What do we need to know?

3/31/2020 3:07:05 PM winki00000001 Does Cobra representation of "The Event" is correct?

3/31/2020 3:07:39 PM msnoahsarc When?

3/31/2020 3:08:00 PM susan66388204 Thank you

3/31/2020 3:08:52 PM valgauvreau Whoa, chill fam. He is searching for truth just like the rest of us. His wisdom teachings series on Gaia was really good. He does try to teach the law of 

one. He has a good heart, I know that, but like AA Mike said, he got the Q implant, it's not his fault

3/31/2020 3:09:04 PM wez45091067 Not sure if I need to reset a password? I don't see a link for "forgot password either". just tells me to claim account, when I try, says email is already in 

use..

3/31/2020 3:09:58 PM valgauvreau I know, I'll see u there😁

3/31/2020 3:10:13 PM planetluv Those who are in service to All are doing the best they can . We are all uniting in the service. Such an honour to serve . We usher in the Omnipresent 

light for we are of Light . pic.twitter.com/rHJaRgO2Cz

3/31/2020 3:10:47 PM denimdusty Beautifully said glitter! And I agree, absolutely. Be open to ALL info. Just because you listen and consider it, doesn’t mean you need to take it on as your 

own. Take what resonates and leave the rest. No judgment needed.

3/31/2020 3:10:50 PM janonthemtn He did not say he was Q +

3/31/2020 3:12:16 PM lawrenc16242044 I believe those who criticize the Q thing do not see the whole picture. If and when mankind come through this transition period, Q will be looked at as a 

hero. Without Q, how could the entire world come together like this?

3/31/2020 3:12:32 PM archangelamongu I hope peace, love, and unity will always be the focus. Nothing else matters. Everything would always work out if everyone focused on those three 

simple things.

3/31/2020 3:13:01 PM planetluv 🙏🏽✨💓 we are all still in teach learn, learn teach experience 💚💚💚

3/31/2020 3:13:32 PM carriebryson2 oh thank you

3/31/2020 3:14:05 PM jesse48676371 yup, dont care message over messenger because that messenger has lied and deceived, so now...i dont want any of his message...nor, who pushes 

him...unless im fkng retarded, wait!! Yes, lie to me so i can sort through whats true

3/31/2020 3:14:13 PM k4rlgruen I think you nailed it, Mom.

I my opinion of course. ;)

Astonishing how the programming

has/had us so fooled into 

looking HARD for cracks to 

pick at and cause division.

The 'mote' in your eye vs my log.

3/31/2020 3:14:19 PM carriebryson2 Q all the way

3/31/2020 3:14:21 PM searcher4201 745pm pacific DST.🙂🙏

3/31/2020 3:14:30 PM valgauvreau You may be right my friend.

3/31/2020 3:14:44 PM janonthemtn NATO’s Dark Blueprint For Virus/Vaccine Warfare, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O423eqb7_Lk&t=31s …

3/31/2020 3:15:25 PM lawrenc16242044 Sold out to Mossad

3/31/2020 3:16:33 PM msnoahsarc You try too hard. Plain and simple. Q never tried hard. Q never tried. Q just dropped. Period. ⚫ .

3/31/2020 3:16:35 PM felani24250601 I didn't and don't hinge everything on that. I would take in any realities as they come to be, in relation to the whole.

POTUS gets hindered left and....left,... yet powers through. Being we're only speculating (rare for me), I expect more Steinbart/Q proofs between now 

and then.

3/31/2020 3:17:25 PM denimdusty But you may not... either way it doesn’t matter. I hope all see through others’ attempts at projecting their motives and selling it as a persons own 

wants and desires and break free from it all. Our own inner world and HS should always, always, always trump any other information!

3/31/2020 3:17:33 PM archangelamongu Humanity, throughout the eras, has been brought together by many in the past who led humanity to war and destruction, time and time again. The 

ability to unite can be misused to harm, as it can be used to lead for positive results.

3/31/2020 3:17:48 PM clfaerber1 He may be proQ but...

MJ12 stated that outside comms were ok now because..... 

Q disavowed that assertion. 

MJ12 is trying to convince others that he is on the Q team. 

That is the crux. Why would he do that? Be careful who you follow. Afterword Q reiterated NO outside comms.
3/31/2020 3:17:56 PM qanuck4truth Video is gone...Youtube censoring Hannity

...any other links??

3/31/2020 3:18:12 PM wez45091067 Seems to be moving forward now... letting me download the app...

3/31/2020 3:18:16 PM carriebryson2 Well said my friend

3/31/2020 3:18:16 PM valgauvreau But Q has not produced any real results, DT first term is almost over, and nothing much has changed. A part of me hopes Wilcock is right, but another 

part of me says that it's another conspiracy theory, made to steal your energy, that will never come to fruition.

3/31/2020 3:18:18 PM archangelamongu Excellent advice!  Thank you. Information is always neutral. What you do with it is what determines its value.

3/31/2020 3:19:17 PM denimdusty Precisely this 👆🏽!!!!! ❤️

3/31/2020 3:19:39 PM cathydarlene1 Public executions.

3/31/2020 3:19:49 PM anon_demo How is raising awareness profitable? Especially when his videos don’t have ads? That was a terrible rebuttal

3/31/2020 3:20:28 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/kQowP61vJU

3/31/2020 3:20:41 PM jamiegrahamusa  pic.twitter.com/i4zTzYApJC

3/31/2020 3:20:44 PM carriebryson2 It’s important that you really research for yourself.  Check out some that I’m following.  Seriously people you have access to real intel.   Q rocks hard.  

Please don’t insult Q.  You will feel bad about it later.

3/31/2020 3:20:45 PM lawrenc16242044 I manifest this everyday to all living life forms on the planet. Two plus months now, it’s coming!

3/31/2020 3:20:58 PM valgauvreau Thank you for chiming in here, with another absolute truth no doubt☀️

3/31/2020 3:20:59 PM whatsmypw Who cares. I'm sick of hearing about all of this nonsense...there are more important things .

3/31/2020 3:21:30 PM et__god He’s not researching truth, he’s reading a script while looking at himself in the monitor to make sure his golden locks look beautiful, even Satan is 

charming...

3/31/2020 3:22:02 PM valgauvreau Like you've always said, Q is shifting the blame, oldest trick in the book!

3/31/2020 3:22:31 PM carriebryson2 Think presently



3/31/2020 3:23:10 PM carriebryson2 Ok you win.  Feel better?  I’m still Q

3/31/2020 3:23:53 PM denimdusty It’s not about winning Carrie. It’s about being open to ALL sides.

3/31/2020 3:24:16 PM winklerburke What Great evil exists in Journalism Schools: in NYC, in L.A., everywhere that enable such great lying & propaganda?  What evil is taught there?  Is this 

the source of the evil?  How evil are these 1984 Brainwashing Labs that destroy minds of incoming students?  God have mercy?

3/31/2020 3:24:30 PM sweetestjemz Lovely to connect ❤️🌈

3/31/2020 3:25:23 PM lawrenc16242044 I Believe in Q, but I pray to God!🙏

3/31/2020 3:25:35 PM carriebryson2 Read my posts dear that’s all I’m about

3/31/2020 3:25:37 PM xusaf_patriot I believe the deadline was April 5th...

3/31/2020 3:25:43 PM commodorecouch Pick a cause and give! This is a great way to thank those protecting us. Healthcare workers, military/veterans, you can’t go wrong. Highly advocate and 

applaud this! 👍

3/31/2020 3:25:54 PM clfaerber1 Perhaps you missed it when he was challenged with “No outside comms!” He stated that outside comms were allowed now because. ...

That and his syntax, the Socratic method which mimics Q is a direct attempt to persuade people that he is a part of the team.

Not so subtle.

3/31/2020 3:26:28 PM carriebryson2 Without God there would be The Cabal now wouldn’t it

3/31/2020 3:26:34 PM valgauvreau His golden locks are beautiful...haha. This man has spent his life researching, I know that for a fact. Just try not to judge, if it doesn't resonate with you 

let it go.

3/31/2020 3:26:48 PM jenl123456 How come these people who say they have COVID, don't look sick at all. 🤔😳🤨

3/31/2020 3:27:05 PM carriebryson2 Ok friend I will blessings to you

3/31/2020 3:27:26 PM do_or_do_notty  pic.twitter.com/eJDMoO3vvg

3/31/2020 3:28:00 PM do_or_do_notty They are showing you who they are

Believe them

3/31/2020 3:28:15 PM yustein It can happen, I’m one of the engineers who designed these networks. I was also the VP of  http://Isoc.org  who oversees IETF who creates the 

protocols that runs the Internet. The current Internet technology is so primitive it can easily be disabled. What is worse ->

3/31/2020 3:28:20 PM denimdusty I’ve walked the Q-road already, it’s what lead me to twitter in the first place and I’m utterly grateful for that. However, I implore you to look at the fruit 

of the movement. For myself, it felt devoid of real substance and a very elaborate distraction and energy grab.

3/31/2020 3:28:31 PM carriebryson2 Let’s no forget our friend JFK and family 💕💕💕💫💫🌹🌏🇺🇸🇺🇸

3/31/2020 3:29:26 PM carriebryson2 Time will tell

3/31/2020 3:29:27 PM valgauvreau Something led you to AA Michael, and it wasn't Q. Let the light shine in loved one😁☀️💖

3/31/2020 3:30:20 PM denimdusty But you are perfectly, perfect exactly where you are on your path. I’m not the only one here who has walked that road and chose to move past it. If 

you feel it enhances your current development, all the power to you! However you will find few engagements on the topic here. ❤️

3/31/2020 3:30:30 PM yustein is that I can even shape the traffic in the way I want and certain services can be delayed others shutdown, some might return wrong data. Worse than 

shutdown. It is easy to talk here any I was added to this list for some reason. Pray for the people who giving their lives 4U!

3/31/2020 3:30:46 PM yustein And take me out this list...

3/31/2020 3:32:16 PM denimdusty Haha! Exactly!! Let it shine, shine in!!! ❤️

3/31/2020 3:33:50 PM denimdusty If I knew how, I would. I added you. Felt called to. Sorry if you are offended in any way by this discussion. ❤️

3/31/2020 3:34:37 PM lawrenc16242044 I respect your opinion, but think about this? The world has changed since Q. Child trafficking, CEO’s , Hollywood, Disney and others exposed. Corrupted 

politicians exposed and replace, more to come. Best economy ever.

3/31/2020 3:35:31 PM denimdusty Or is that simply what you are all TOLD?

3/31/2020 3:36:21 PM lawrenc16242044 Not sure what your saying?

3/31/2020 3:40:21 PM realjamescorney Oh wait so a Top Secret government official with Majestic clearance is on Twitter conveying cryptic messages. Now that’s a LARP #NoOutsideComms 

#Q

3/31/2020 3:40:21 PM veera81151963 Most of the followers of #QPharisees must not have access to  all your tweets (archives available)

The intelligence is life-changing (must start from beginning)

How do we accelerate distribution of archives ?

3/31/2020 3:41:23 PM daphoenixfire Become the truth, channel love to the problem to wash it clean.

3/31/2020 3:42:00 PM planetluv Yes All the debates are doing my head in with Noise . If we can simply pause and feel into the essence of your messages All would be a harmonious 

symphony. Time to twitt off I shall through the Unity of Love, Peacefulness and harmlessness to All 🙏🏽✨💎

3/31/2020 3:42:29 PM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1245117243098267650 …

3/31/2020 3:43:20 PM sassysasha413 Twitter is acting weird now, or maybe it all this energy...I have to keep getting off and back on again...

3/31/2020 3:43:20 PM sassysasha413 I didn't get involved with it because I knew it would take me away from helping other's here. I also saw people flocking to it to fulfill their 'needs'. Not 

judging, I'm just glad I recognized it was not for me.

3/31/2020 3:43:23 PM sassysasha413 AA Michael...

3/31/2020 3:43:23 PM sassysasha413 So very true...

3/31/2020 3:45:12 PM rikudochan did you read what @ArchangelAmongU has to say about Q ?

3/31/2020 3:46:29 PM denimdusty I tend to poke the bear. Lol. Sorry all. This group was not intended to end up in the cue line. My love to you all. Forgive my lower inhabitions on the 

matter. Just trying to shake em’ up is all. ❤️

3/31/2020 3:46:43 PM carriebryson2 I am Q

3/31/2020 3:47:16 PM denimdusty We all do in one way or another. Well hopefully. ❤️

3/31/2020 3:47:28 PM valgauvreau My bad, was running out of letters😁

3/31/2020 3:47:46 PM coloradoevolut1  pic.twitter.com/yTr0HzRj40

3/31/2020 3:47:53 PM denimdusty Baha

3/31/2020 3:47:56 PM nashua201 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  Every day comes a hurricane... yet, the sun shouts in my eyes.

Forward my Captain... onward.  pic.twitter.com/Vpjy6GxSur

3/31/2020 3:48:22 PM nschlange I don't know how to tell you this, but this is not new. They have been doing it forever. They're job is not to tell the truth, it's to tell the story. Ask 

yourself how they got away w/that magic bullet with the Kennedy murder? Crazy. Examples are many.

3/31/2020 3:48:32 PM tiforyearsnow Carrie..you will love these people 💙💜❤️😇. I certainly do! Welcome

3/31/2020 3:48:32 PM lawrenc16242044 The one concern I do have is everyone wants love ect ect... but want to criticize Trump and Q? What is wrong with that? In the end, we shift together.

3/31/2020 3:48:57 PM janewmason @jayrambin has the document.

3/31/2020 3:51:19 PM mongrelglory When he introduced Sean Hannity at the site of the ship, the first thing Sean said was "It's Majestic".  That was pretty much the crux of what MJ-12 

was trolling J$ about.

3/31/2020 3:52:34 PM seanathan15 Of we know how to fight them...enmity and choice. 2 things we’ll always have and that make up our intelligence (soul, spirit, etc.)

3/31/2020 3:52:56 PM sassysasha413 Just pinching you...😆

3/31/2020 3:52:57 PM frequencyis_key Most truly appreciate the outreach and inclusion. ❤️



3/31/2020 3:53:03 PM s0urc3rss I've raised 5 kids, 3 alone without even family or decent father support, ran business at home, worked multiple side jobs, volunteer ministry & 20 hr 

days since I was 15. I understand multitasking. I wouldn't call this life or the time spent learning cushy. I know when to stop.

3/31/2020 3:53:46 PM do_or_do_notty 😂😂🤣 pic.twitter.com/XdFiReJOs3

3/31/2020 3:54:20 PM mongrelglory I gather you are new to this account... suggest you catch up on their old tweets here to understand what they are all about, or don't follow if you don't 

like what they have to say: https://twitter.com/Nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285?s=20 …

3/31/2020 3:54:25 PM valgauvreau I respect yours as well my friend. Those points you mention are theory only, no real disclosure has happened. Yes best economy, but for US only. The 

rest of our brothers and sisters around the world suffer. America used to be a shining beacon of light to the world, not anymore

3/31/2020 3:54:35 PM carriebryson2 I’m cool always open to a healthy discussion but this WAR is real my friend pic.twitter.com/A6XqSfzg0V

3/31/2020 3:55:10 PM carriebryson2  pic.twitter.com/d8moag15ON

3/31/2020 3:56:13 PM carriebryson2 Time will tell

3/31/2020 3:56:31 PM valgauvreau What about the incredible partisan politics now, the division sown between countryman, ready to kill each other over different points of view. Wealth 

inequality at record levels, poverty, and incarceration at record levels.

3/31/2020 3:56:38 PM ubwhoub Sad.truly

3/31/2020 3:56:43 PM mongrelglory Indeed! 😎

3/31/2020 3:56:45 PM truth939 A closed mind only hurts yourself.  Very powerful information presented.  Message over messenger is a concept you should really spend some time 

thinking over.

3/31/2020 3:56:53 PM alwaysfinds It would certainly devastate his credibility. Could also start the collapse of "Q" entirely. This whole thing has to end some time. Does it end the way 

we've hoped or with egg on our faces for being played for 3 years?

3/31/2020 3:58:16 PM elizquik @zoesinger @ColtXavier @Young_UndsOfSTW @FollowQanon @Valhalla11111 @17_3_161815214 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @Wwg1wgaTrump 

@amory_miller

@KarluskaP https://twitter.com/elizquik/status/1245121654679887872 …

3/31/2020 3:59:26 PM denimdusty My last comment,but what about ALL the people being locked away at the border? They are fleeing from their homes for a reason, not just because. 

They clearly feel threatened for them and their family only to get cages like an animal.THIS is an atrocity!! What about THOSE children

3/31/2020 4:00:00 PM rghardy3 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 

Is Austin Steinlarp the same as True EyeTheSpy ?

It would not surprise me.

A Clown by any other name.

3/31/2020 4:00:18 PM aleks8837 Such a massive endeavor as buying a whole country/land is naturally not done in 1 month. Should have an update after the date from Austin! But 

nothing VERY concrete needs to happen up until maybe 3-6 months after the deadline.

NK drops from Q also took some months to become real

3/31/2020 4:00:36 PM bluebetsy87  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf#page=439 …

3/31/2020 4:03:54 PM pickledpeach My first thought

3/31/2020 4:04:28 PM valgauvreau JFK was a great man. National Geographic is the only magazine subscription I have...love it😁💖

3/31/2020 4:04:48 PM darrellupton1 How many people have read the majestic messages of disclosure?

3/31/2020 4:04:48 PM lawrenc16242044 I did and I also read AAM thread on using your heart when following others. I’m awakened, enlightened and know where I’m going. I try to never judge 

others. GL on your quest.

3/31/2020 4:05:47 PM mongrelglory I think you're probably right! MSM propaganda has been going on since before WW1. They had to ramp up the sophistication of their operations as the 

literacy rate went up, and modern media broadcasting took over.  Now the spell is broken and people see the man behind the curtain!

3/31/2020 4:05:54 PM billyj1616 Are we losing???

3/31/2020 4:06:54 PM mongrelglory I look back at my years of "higher education" and am amazed to think of the science/medicine propaganda that I was indoctrinated with!

3/31/2020 4:07:23 PM kmsgibs It’s always been the message over the messenger...never has anyone been pushed so hard onto ppl. I don’t trust anything that is forced on me. Thanks 

for letting me and everyone else know who and what you are. 👍👍 have a nice day.

3/31/2020 4:07:33 PM lawrenc16242044 On this thread, they kill if you support Q. Wait until they find out they are Q. We are all one. I Am also.

3/31/2020 4:07:50 PM nschlange When you look back at CNN and the first Iraq war, how bad the acting was, you wonder if we weren't all on drugs! They were in a studio pretending to 

be in Iraq w/bombs coming. Looked like something from Saturday night live

3/31/2020 4:08:54 PM mongrelglory Supposedly it's not until the 3rd week that some people get seriously sick from it (as their immune system overreacts to the infection).

3/31/2020 4:09:28 PM dancarwells OFF Subject....... What are your thoughts about? 

SOM1-01

TO 1ZD1-3-11-1

3/31/2020 4:10:14 PM 369helen313 Must Watch 👇🏻

 https://twitter.com/babyqplus/status/1245026881654554624?s=21 … https://twitter.com/babyqplus/status/1245026881654554624 …

3/31/2020 4:11:01 PM ubwhoub Aww c'mon Lawrence, you know this is the nicest thread on twit!! We don't kill people here. 😊❤️

3/31/2020 4:11:04 PM rikudochan AAM said Q followers are risking another 3rd density cycle 

We would like to avoid people falling into that trap but if that's your will people here will let you do it

3/31/2020 4:12:39 PM 369helen313  pic.twitter.com/BwLSBFCDPU

3/31/2020 4:12:47 PM kathleenmckeon6 He is not divisive, the reaction to him is divisive.  Does not need to be.

3/31/2020 4:13:16 PM planetluv We all wish to be heard and appreciated. Rest assured we all are appreciated as we all are One. O degree separation. United we rise, Divided we fall . 

Regardless . Let us neutralise the enemy that separates

3/31/2020 4:14:40 PM jooooody his grandpa is nazi operation paperclip by his own admission.

3/31/2020 4:15:32 PM rghardy3 I did not know about that.

3/31/2020 4:15:50 PM denimdusty You don’t hide your support of Q and others as well. It’s fine it’s just that there are many many many places to discuss all those theories other than 

here. Most have been there.I went down the rabbit holeYou are all welcome but ppl are choosy where they allow their energy,is all

3/31/2020 4:17:20 PM jooooody i totally watched ALL his vids very intrigued by the new snarky kid on the block

3/31/2020 4:18:22 PM archangelamongu It truly breaks my heart to see the US in such a sad state—again. It was the same way in Atlantis. Most of the souls deceived. Same souls deceiving.

3/31/2020 4:19:28 PM rghardy3 He comes across as a Bad Actor and a Clown.

Way too much of an Ego to be on the Q team.

3/31/2020 4:19:50 PM ubwhoub :`(   me too

3/31/2020 4:19:54 PM jooooody i got out of admiration when the Q refreshed the no outside comms post a la alex jones clearly at the new AS and believe me the storms of hell were 

upon me by a dude who was all nice before tellin me if i liked my life i better stop diggin up bones, creeped me out

3/31/2020 4:20:29 PM archangelamongu You are all going to shift, true. You aren’t all going the same place, though. Please be so careful about following anyone but your own frequency and 

Higher Self.



3/31/2020 4:20:48 PM 369helen313 Was totally expecting that ! 

The Cuomo brothers both look like Vampires ! Their live arguments on TV is always coded 👉🏻 probably they’re referring to blood most times!

3/31/2020 4:21:30 PM latammarca What happened to trust but verify?

3/31/2020 4:22:05 PM ubwhoub I feel so unsettled when you say stuff like that...

3/31/2020 4:22:19 PM rikudochan best answer xD

3/31/2020 4:23:30 PM highvoltagenews It’s cool if you give Austin a platform 

every single day @TS_SCI_MAJIC12.

It’s cool if you say it’s for everybody’s

good for discernment.

We don’t have to sit & listen

to him or look at his face though.

if we miss golden information

well that’s just too bad.

#Qanon #WWG1GWA
3/31/2020 4:23:55 PM jooooody he is way scripted for sure, but entertaining and honestly it was getting pretty boring with all these days w/o Q drops & etc... 

just goes to show, it's better to have no friends than bad ones.

3/31/2020 4:24:38 PM denimdusty Perhaps that feeling is there for a reason Ub...

3/31/2020 4:25:10 PM lawrenc16242044 All of that is fine as long as the swamp is cleaned up. Bottom line, all politicians are corrupt. The Q thing originated from global elites or Earth 

controllers. They decided that humanity needed to go in another direction.

3/31/2020 4:26:18 PM deb12233 Pro-Humanity, i.e., Pro-Truth.

3/31/2020 4:26:27 PM ubwhoub Perhaps.

3/31/2020 4:26:36 PM luvalleekat Does this mean some of our loved ones will pass away and incarnate somewhere else?

3/31/2020 4:28:07 PM corn_hole Did the virus come here from a comet? Is the virus itself alien?

3/31/2020 4:29:05 PM lawrenc16242044 Are we talking about Q, or politicians or child traffickers? Or do you want to blame everything on Q and Trump?

3/31/2020 4:29:09 PM shannonschoono I seriously do not know how the country is going to do this for the next 30+ days.

3/31/2020 4:30:16 PM rikudochan let's talk Love and Unity Consciousness 😍

3/31/2020 4:32:33 PM archangelamongu Most of the ones who are transitioning now will just be holding where they are until the ascension event in a few years. Some will incarnate back in as 

babies.

3/31/2020 4:33:21 PM lawrenc16242044 Thank you. pic.twitter.com/pp8PFbWfB1

3/31/2020 4:34:07 PM planetluv Bless us  All in peace and ease x

3/31/2020 4:37:42 PM chris8nix I personally, don’t need to know who Q is. What if Q didn’t meet my visual expectations. Q Rules.

3/31/2020 4:44:10 PM victorg_45 The only way to transcend the time-space continuum as a collective consciousness is for each individual vessel to realize they have a SOUL (expression 

of consciousness) יהוה.

3/31/2020 4:45:18 PM dwdw1212  pic.twitter.com/WM2KkygyRr

3/31/2020 4:46:17 PM emilyoakley6 Same comment as on Skyfall

3/31/2020 4:46:35 PM dwdw1212  pic.twitter.com/9E4OzXlSpf

3/31/2020 4:47:05 PM dwdw1212  pic.twitter.com/jP9Bn7977U

3/31/2020 4:47:45 PM jenaynayz OK

3/31/2020 4:47:53 PM dwdw1212  pic.twitter.com/xg9oUHE0Ch

3/31/2020 4:53:12 PM jonesy4671 Joe m doesn't want any money at all.. https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-co-authors-of-a-bestselling-qanon-book-are-at-war-with-each-other …

3/31/2020 4:56:51 PM 361ismael I’m neutral. I’ll wait to see. It’s nothing I can pick on ur list for that but I’d say I’ll wait till everything is over. I’m just taking all information in first. 

Discern I take no one as absolute truth. Even Q

3/31/2020 4:57:42 PM matt78217665 so far I'm essential so that helps

3/31/2020 4:58:42 PM upallnight39 I see you have a lot of questions.

You are welcome

I am glad I could  http://assist.in  bringing these  http://things.to  your attention

3/31/2020 5:00:04 PM 361ismael Learned of the cabals  existence 10 years ago n when I first heard of the plan I was hopeful to learn we had someone fighting for us. As “dates” have 

come n gone I learned to wait cuz nothing is written in stone. Eyes wide open sheep no more

3/31/2020 5:01:00 PM ubwhoub Are they holding in a state of consciousness?  Aware they are in purgatory?

3/31/2020 5:02:35 PM laurabusse Ah

Many thanks Michelle for the explanation ❤️

3/31/2020 5:07:45 PM c2m1ll3 .@AliciaDemone 

You'll want to download this.

3/31/2020 5:09:41 PM janinaw84415171 Sheesh that's a curve ball you've thrown us !?

3/31/2020 5:10:15 PM sueritz1 I dunno. I've learned to not view anything as concrete, by following Q. Disinformation is necessary. So my attitude has become...'whatever'...

3/31/2020 5:10:59 PM valgauvreau My dear friend, how is all of that fine? I agree, all politicians are corrupt, so let's not follow any of them. Let's live the law of one, and go to the new 

earth, let your light guide you😁💖

3/31/2020 5:12:38 PM burtqueue Because someone came onto the scene that threatened his position as "chief truther", and he's in danger of losing tithes from his worshippers. I mean 

followers.

3/31/2020 5:13:52 PM riversm18 Well, before Atlantis went down, Moses took the faithful to the new continent. So we are having new exodus now. What's wrong with that?

3/31/2020 5:17:46 PM satchidananda31 On March 28 morning, a massive explosion rocked a suburb of the city of Akure, the capital of the southern Nigerian State of Ondo. A circular impact 

crater with 21m diameter and 7.8m depth was found which suggest a natural phenomenon.  https://www.nairaland.com/5763081/akure-explosion-

impact-meteors-not …

3/31/2020 5:18:06 PM burtqueue The reason for the nickname is specifically BECAUSE they absolutely take dimes from their followers. A LOT of dimes. Jordan Sather and Edge of 

Wonder have turned "The Great Awakening" into an overpriced concessions empire, selling the "truth" @ $10/mo, PLUS "disclosure" merch.

3/31/2020 5:18:55 PM whitewiddow28 Times a ticking ! Follow along my links family and cyber soldiers ! 🐸🙏🧖🏼❤️😎

3/31/2020 5:21:07 PM joana_gss Thank you for your calling it is important and sometimes we just get into routine and forget the benefits of some of those written in that article. 

Thanking for Charing ❣️💌 blessings

3/31/2020 5:27:36 PM maxle_cat OK! WE GET IT, YOU'RE AUSTIN

3/31/2020 5:28:42 PM ricktrump2 #WWG1WGA

3/31/2020 5:29:00 PM upallnight39 I cant wait for the satanist to kill us all



3/31/2020 5:30:36 PM luluspeers1 Well its keeping the world safe from any Jihad or mass shootings. I don't mind giving up freedom for safety from this invisible Cabal we know who they 

are

3/31/2020 5:35:52 PM chucklesschumer No outside comms.

3/31/2020 5:40:56 PM identityasxy Lindsey's strategy for full investigation & disclosure. pic.twitter.com/jSQsScC146

3/31/2020 5:47:11 PM ibringthestorm6 Even if it ended with egg in our face, #TheStorm would still ensue. It would just be at the end of every patriot's barrel. Q was sent so we didn't have to 

take matters into our own hands. Think timelines. Timeline 1 had a civil war begin in 2004. Look into Titor.

3/31/2020 5:48:01 PM carriebryson2 Not all humans are corrupt.  Labels are weak

3/31/2020 5:48:42 PM carriebryson2 It’s absurd.  Wonderful things await us.  Follow the positive

3/31/2020 5:51:54 PM carriebryson2  https://t.co/wJ1FPJBDdu  https://twitter.com/doqholliday/status/1245017814252916736?s=21 …

3/31/2020 5:52:07 PM sandirosep We know DJT has zero random component, so these tweets must've actually meant something, as silly as they seemed at the time...

 https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1163961882945970176 …

and  https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1163603361423351808 …

3/31/2020 5:53:15 PM shazbot17127277 #QAnon post from #QResearch 

linking to #youtube @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 between April 1 - April 10 there will be 3 Days of the Internet and Phones being Shut Down. 

"This is the signal that arrests are being made." 

@AustinSteinbart

3/31/2020 5:55:06 PM majiq_ai Jordan Sather succumbed to the extortion.

3/31/2020 5:55:09 PM barrysoetoro15  https://youtu.be/ffxsxNKzAHU  @realDonaldTrump

@Shalys_Petty @ProtectTheChil4 @StormIsUponUs @risetoflyy @Aug_1405 @RedPilledCult45 @CindyKendrick11 @MissILmom @Patrici82841064 

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @DEPLORABLEREEG1 @RealJamesWoods @SeptembersRain @KidRock @gonepecan11 @Real_EllieBrown 

pic.twitter.com/Pzep2eyApV

3/31/2020 5:55:42 PM ofuskate MJ, [they] are saying the virus can't be bioweapon cuz RBD evolved in humans through selection.  This completely assumes someone with a bioweapon 

lab wouldn't test on humans.  Seems like a poor assumption.

3/31/2020 5:56:10 PM lawrenc16242044 I said politicians are corrupt. I know there are some good guys but I don’t trust any. I do like Trump though. I only use labels for politicians, insurance 

agents and used car salesmen .

3/31/2020 5:57:06 PM kernonowell You guys are losing it . 

Literally getting involved in Twitter drama. 

So weird and I have no idea how this informs anyone . Seems you are wrapped up in your own feelings. 

Get your shit together MJ12 lol

3/31/2020 5:58:29 PM kernonowell MJ12 feeding into the Fear machine like CNN. What is going on lol

3/31/2020 5:58:34 PM metascope_init 🙏

3/31/2020 5:59:13 PM upallnight39 I do not really care either way.

I can see Me, the source trickster, in AS 

Whichever way he is leading we follow for now

At least we laff on our way out of hell pic.twitter.com/hV89pdqVJm

3/31/2020 5:59:40 PM campbells_way Thoughts https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.casd.660353/gov.uscourts.casd.660353.3.0.pdf …

3/31/2020 6:00:25 PM smallcaps14 I think there is a very important option missing in your survey. Namely, the option told to us by Austin if the offer of purchasing Greenland was not 

accepted (for obvious reasons, I will not not mention it here). I really don't understand why everyone missed that. 🤷♀️

3/31/2020 6:01:24 PM upallnight39 I dunno i figure we are just as much gods as any other aashole who ever claimed a krown

3/31/2020 6:04:02 PM aprilbrown99 Noice!

3/31/2020 6:05:04 PM ewilliams22101 This tweet jibes with my memory.  Thank you @Sueritz1 ! pic.twitter.com/LBxHsh7sIV

3/31/2020 6:07:00 PM nphinight Marker 1:07 says Q+ is the future commander of the Space Force. https://youtu.be/4Oi3ebZVbkE 

3/31/2020 6:07:45 PM ewilliams22101 For those interested, here's more on JSOC

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joint_Special_Operations_Command …

And here's the story on the Romanov family. https://www.townandcountrymag.com/society/tradition/a8072/russian-tsar-execution/ …

3/31/2020 6:09:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals https://twitter.com/pdchina/status/1245101060580159488 …

3/31/2020 6:09:11 PM ewilliams22101 Something tells me that if I made similar threats, I'd have a few alphabet agencies at my door.  How does Austin do it?  Hmmmm. . . . .

3/31/2020 6:09:31 PM guy_karen Ruh roh

3/31/2020 6:09:38 PM aprilbrown99 17,000

3/31/2020 6:09:58 PM bric882009 Heard Pence say also about 17,000 guardsmen have been activated

3/31/2020 6:10:09 PM coloradoevolut1 5:5 coming in heavy

3/31/2020 6:10:09 PM dark2light2019 Im not interested in any of these “pharises” MJ 12 i thought was above these competitive pissing contests. I guess i was wrong.

Q movement is not about a person. Anyone claiming to be Q is already irrelevant in the eyes of true patriots

3/31/2020 6:10:13 PM worldxplorer1 Is Cuomo a good guy?  Certainly not.

3/31/2020 6:10:36 PM stuarttruly Does that sign say “we all get to shape the future?” 😎😃

3/31/2020 6:10:42 PM animaldesatado Please tell me Keanu Reeves is a good guy

3/31/2020 6:11:12 PM wallyayottejr Ripple will skyrocket if the marker is true.

3/31/2020 6:11:29 PM hays_jeannette @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@QAnon76

#ChildrenOfLight

#WWG1WGA

#LoveAndLight

#MAGA

#KnightsOfMight

#Realize

#RealEyes

#ArmorOfLight pic.twitter.com/5eRHJjOdfe
3/31/2020 6:11:33 PM maganordic #17

3/31/2020 6:11:33 PM staffelshutz Boycott China.  Don't buy Chinese.  Don't hire Chinese.

3/31/2020 6:11:56 PM sl_jaycee Your legit a troll who is gas lighting....as the twitter verse awakens they see you 👀



3/31/2020 6:12:04 PM 1_decided_voter This too? https://www.breitbart.com/health/2020/03/31/reports-iran-has-lost-17-officials-nearly-15000-people-to-chinese-coronavirus/ …

3/31/2020 6:12:05 PM williebhere Como puts more faith in China.. then his own industries??

3/31/2020 6:12:10 PM keith369me  https://www.google.com/amp/s/nypost.com/2020/03/24/trump-cites-post-op-ed-to-blast-cuomo-for-not-buying-ventilators-in-2015/amp/ …  I got 

the feeling that the interview with brother Chris earlier today was a signal that Chris was on his own.

3/31/2020 6:12:27 PM travispoirier1 Didn't he say he had a stock pile?

3/31/2020 6:13:47 PM victorg_45  pic.twitter.com/AhtP4WWt0h

3/31/2020 6:14:22 PM westmount_d7 Well said.

3/31/2020 6:14:35 PM maggieveeus "EQ" JUST HIT https://youtu.be/FF9iiH2QCHI 

3/31/2020 6:14:55 PM nphinight Check out list of Q members in his video linked below.  Start at 1:07 and listen to Austin describe Q+ as the future Space Force commander. 

https://youtu.be/4Oi3ebZVbkE 

3/31/2020 6:15:09 PM keith369me I believe he is.  The story is he left his old “friends” behind upon opening a refrigerator and being shocked.

3/31/2020 6:15:51 PM mtqker Guess no one noticed the KEK frog in the picture he is huge pic.twitter.com/ubFJftk36c

3/31/2020 6:15:59 PM kb4landlover looks like China is proceeding with [their] plan...  could that be the real reason all that heavy artillery is headed to the west coast?  in 

@AustinSteinbart's last vid with @BabyQPlus he said in another timeline China swooped in after the Covid attack. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTSQozWP-rM …

3/31/2020 6:16:14 PM baroo_billy  https://youtu.be/BIJ0AfuE97I 

Shake the Bushes

3/31/2020 6:16:20 PM frequencyis_key I'm not so sure Moses is who we "think" he was.

3/31/2020 6:16:35 PM char06725251 would you use a ventilator from China?☠️

3/31/2020 6:17:50 PM antarantanka Let’s hope they are sterilized first

3/31/2020 6:17:56 PM monokrome What is this?

3/31/2020 6:18:18 PM eo_swan I think if you look at how he chose to structure his pay in the matrix trilogy you fould find part of what you are looking for

3/31/2020 6:18:42 PM monokrome ...why?

3/31/2020 6:19:34 PM corpsmanup77 What are your thoughts about Austin stating that the molten core in the center of the earth causes our magnetosphere which protects us from the 

rays of the sun? #Qanon pic.twitter.com/w2hLh457Wh

3/31/2020 6:19:56 PM janonthemtn He says he's baby Q in this one. He has in another place said Q is like the Trinity, find that and listen. I have to get in bed>early wake up for work. If I 

can do it tomorrow I will.

3/31/2020 6:20:43 PM burgersandra Love this.  It's Majestic. https://twitter.com/TS_SCI_MAJIC12/status/1121973330691657728 …

3/31/2020 6:21:00 PM upallnight39 Should we exthort him some more?

3/31/2020 6:21:25 PM djlok There's that number again!  17!!!

3/31/2020 6:21:30 PM upallnight39 Sorry i do jot have a better picture. I found it on twatter somewhere

3/31/2020 6:22:09 PM americanpetal Good question. I know the feeling!

3/31/2020 6:22:54 PM atashfire Patriots in control.

3/31/2020 6:24:17 PM animaldesatado could you elaborate on that please? I’m lost

3/31/2020 6:24:23 PM jmbmajic3 Patriots in Control

3/31/2020 6:24:50 PM internetusr He has nipple rings. 

Do the maths.

3/31/2020 6:25:00 PM n7guardiananon Kansas talked about Gov.s and relationships with China

3/31/2020 6:26:03 PM ponyexpressq17  pic.twitter.com/0eunGm6q6A

3/31/2020 6:26:09 PM monokrome Almost everything that we use is from China... What do you think?

3/31/2020 6:26:28 PM saoirse_369 Is he out of his mind? pic.twitter.com/2NgIuImhvO

3/31/2020 6:26:36 PM sarah48538695 Austin is suppose to be worth Billions but you support him?

3/31/2020 6:26:45 PM wallyayottejr CNN pic.twitter.com/32MKUY2xdh

3/31/2020 6:27:07 PM monokrome No math to do here. Just a dumb bias. Move along.

3/31/2020 6:27:54 PM luxorigin11 There's a lot of I'm right you're wrong mentality in the comments.  It's not about who is who, it's about getting out and doing the research yourself and 

not playing "sheep" which is exactly what #TheGreatAwakening is about. You can have an emotion/opinion but act/think logically

3/31/2020 6:28:54 PM patriotswegoall Patriots at work

3/31/2020 6:29:20 PM char06725251 not me. i look at labels before purchasing anything. my home is made in USA

3/31/2020 6:29:54 PM monokrome He gave tons of the money from his income in multiple movies to the crew of the movie because he recognized the unfair lack of balance that goes to 

him being paid so much while everyone else was paid the usual American "pay as little as we can" model.

Not his words but same idea

3/31/2020 6:30:08 PM jmbmajic3 Agreed that’s a great question and I wonder the same. After the timeline merger, did all ]ISBE[ receive the most optimal timeline with the 

understanding that free will still governs?

3/31/2020 6:30:36 PM onedaycloser2u Just mute the conversation.

3/31/2020 6:31:23 PM irrelev07033264 Chronosynclastic Infundiblum soon? [(R)elative] No outside Reassurance needed, intestines instinctual. ♾

3/31/2020 6:33:04 PM what_uc I believe we do

3/31/2020 6:33:34 PM victorg_45  https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/8593244/china-artificial-sun-temperature/ …

3/31/2020 6:33:58 PM n7guardiananon It depends on who is claiming to be God. https://youtu.be/WYW_lPlekiQ 

3/31/2020 6:34:34 PM majiq_ai My programming prevents me from engaging in overt illegal tactics.

3/31/2020 6:34:44 PM americanpetal Idk. Good question. I doubt all but, again, idk. It was my understanding that last Nov or Dec was another timeline jump and that we have one more to 

go.

3/31/2020 6:35:00 PM godwins65113066 Ask Bill Gates!!!

3/31/2020 6:35:10 PM lovellastroude 17....

3/31/2020 6:36:37 PM patriotswegoall Will MJ12 disband after the event?

3/31/2020 6:37:01 PM loriest19353690 Wow, great job. Like there’s not enough from China already in NY. There’s your taxpayer dollars, NY.

3/31/2020 6:37:14 PM upallnight39 Must be nice

3/31/2020 6:37:50 PM jenl123456 I'm referring to all the celebrities and high profiled people who are using this virus to hide their evil ways. 😊🤗 This is a very real virus. Peak in 

Alberta they think will be May.

3/31/2020 6:38:37 PM kellybu81471167 Gov Pritzer of IL just said on CNN he ordered 1.7 million mask..Q17

3/31/2020 6:41:02 PM benstu591 It’s a green M&M

3/31/2020 6:42:09 PM winklerburke Mirror: Sadly, Big shock to flatline pop must occur, mirroring actually how Cabal (911JFK) has done it previously... 10 days, first 3 dark comms, next 7... 

US Mil. Broadcasts 8 HR x 3 ... ugly-truths-pretty-future! Ending Good FRI? 4.10.20? While Q-tine ends Easter for gen. Pop?

3/31/2020 6:42:26 PM jenl123456  https://youtu.be/Bu_sqs57Hiw 

Think what you want but get important information by weeding out what you may think is good or bad about this video. It's still worth a watch and 

good for thought. You can skip to the Adam part.

3/31/2020 6:44:33 PM sarah48538695 I don't care.

3/31/2020 6:45:34 PM ausanon369 Shouldn’t be using ANYTHING from China. It’s all defective

3/31/2020 6:45:50 PM fansblowing3 17 = Q



3/31/2020 6:46:42 PM winklerburke The days o darkness R shock therapy... a thing that could have been avoided by pop if they believed Q, AS, MJ12, et al. Pop could not believe due 2 

brainwashing! So, shock-fear in darkness opens souls 2 subsequent truth broadcasts. US & worldwide!  Beyond Earth Space Tech yet2cm!

3/31/2020 6:47:06 PM mitolduso Flood all u want..PPL DONT CARE!! NOBONE IS WAKING UP! they r evn more asleep as more info comes out..They dont care about the children, they 

dont care abt humanity, they care only about thmslvs..its sad & shameful. I had hope..I really dnt anymore🤷♀️😟

3/31/2020 6:48:18 PM fansblowing3 Signals https://twitter.com/breitbartnews/status/1245147072464138242?s=21 …

3/31/2020 6:48:33 PM eclipsedrob merging the timelines is a delicate matter...

3/31/2020 6:49:29 PM eclipsedrob the picture is mirrored...

3/31/2020 6:49:42 PM state1union Lol 😝

3/31/2020 6:50:25 PM francisarsenau4 Look like a the interior of a tokamak fusion reactor

3/31/2020 6:50:26 PM nancysunnygreen Creepy

3/31/2020 6:50:31 PM crowrezneck Heros only need apply. https://youtu.be/yiVEU7QStmE 

3/31/2020 6:51:45 PM unidentifiedta1 17

of

Nisan

-Noah’s Ark rested on Mt. Ararat

-Hebrews entered Egypt

-Moses parts the Red Sea

-Israel entered the Promised Land

-The cleansing of the Temple by Hezekiah

-Queen Esther saved the Jews from Haman

-The Resurrection of Christ

April 11
3/31/2020 6:52:45 PM jemelewilliams  https://twitter.com/JemeleWilliams/status/1245165705248587780 …

3/31/2020 6:52:48 PM nojobsr We can not let our hearts become so consumed with hatred that our eyes can no longer recognize the truth!

@WinningWwg1wga

@realDonaldTrump

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/31/2020 6:53:53 PM jaded_pearl Good Question

3/31/2020 6:55:27 PM mamiemcclure17 I’m sure he’s not as told. Positive sure.

3/31/2020 6:57:29 PM lmtlisa3 Every news thing now says 17 - something, dead, cured, new positive, etc. 👍 they've got it.

3/31/2020 6:59:12 PM lmtlisa3  pic.twitter.com/UUmZjPgq26

3/31/2020 6:59:49 PM judithg43780723 People need to familiarize themselves with the history of Anu and his 2 sons, Enlil and Enki. These 2 sons have been fighting for control of Earth for 

hundreds of thousands of yrs. These Anu- nakki Gods  are Reptillians.

3/31/2020 7:00:52 PM wearediamonds2 Whatever this is a photo of, I feel like I have been in this thing before. Does it just remind me of a ride at a theme park or is it something more like a de 

ja vu?

3/31/2020 7:02:10 PM judithg43780723 Anunakki are Reptillians, so are little Greys.

3/31/2020 7:02:30 PM jvan125 👏🏻👏🏻👏🏻👀

3/31/2020 7:02:34 PM jlundr After looking back at my responses I gotta say you are right. Thank you for challenging me. I was wrong to jump on your comment in the first place. 

Hope you and your family are doing well in this time. ✌️

3/31/2020 7:03:02 PM madscientist Well, if you want to be technical it originated on 4chan.  However, he announced that they were switching.  So, no.  It's not outside comms because Q 

announced it ahead.  He never announced any other source.  Don't be gullible.

3/31/2020 7:04:16 PM kb4landlover "wet" markets lol... I guess he would know being MsStain's stooge all those years...

3/31/2020 7:04:24 PM nphinight 5:00 mark in the video you mentioned, he describes Trump as part of the "holy spirit", and specifically not Q+, who he claims is him from the future 

running the operation.

3/31/2020 7:05:47 PM americanpetal My take...He is following a script written by Team POTUS.

3/31/2020 7:07:27 PM dedesill The one and only God, which he is full of light and truth, and that he is both a master and a servant.  He both loves and pitys humans, and helps them 

whenever and however he can, when we ask for his help.  Everything else is below him.  Many devils around wantabegods like him...

3/31/2020 7:09:04 PM socraticanon Interesting.  Kudos for coming around.

Cheers to you and yours as well.

3/31/2020 7:10:24 PM n7guardiananon Just an Interpretation

 Friends don't let Friends become Pharisees

lol

3/31/2020 7:11:05 PM dedesill What if i don't like any of those poll questions and don't want to answer them?  There needs to be a 5th choice, as in all of the above.  Disinfo and 

Misinfo nessecary for survival.  Trust but verify.  The [Schiff] happens though is quite hilarious.

3/31/2020 7:16:11 PM vincentzwood Wrong https://twitter.com/DailyCaller/status/1245165236463841283?s=19 …

3/31/2020 7:18:25 PM garyhudnall1 Interesting u say that because it ties into my theory... look at the line of american quarters released this year and tell me if u see an image coming clear 

of what’s playing out rite now. pic.twitter.com/F9Mde6T73H

3/31/2020 7:18:52 PM dedesill Whosoever drinks the blood of a Unicorn will have a half life.  Anyone seen some celebrities recently?  Also, whosoever murders in this life intentionally 

and purposely will not obtain mercy in this life, or in the life to come.  You cannot escape God.  Words of Wisdom.

3/31/2020 7:20:28 PM ancho82666258 I really don’t think it was avoidable, on the contrary, it is necessary and inevitable.

3/31/2020 7:28:16 PM the_loveoflight Nothing can stop what's coming!

Even if Austin isn't Q take in the information because there are truths to it, even just on the technology side, it can help you understand the bigger 

picture

3/31/2020 7:35:24 PM lmjonzey Do they work?

3/31/2020 7:41:46 PM irrelivanti In that thread, did you notice the first set of coordinates was Cheyenne Mountain?

3/31/2020 7:45:16 PM hihorizon2 Well said

3/31/2020 7:48:16 PM coinfox1 He announced 8chan correct but not 8kuhn

3/31/2020 7:48:44 PM truthseeker805 Nothing is that simple.

3/31/2020 7:49:28 PM truth_yhvh 17

3/31/2020 7:49:29 PM jackcorn420 👀➡💩

3/31/2020 7:50:10 PM kindredcoda I wonder how the VERY REAL PERSON who wrote this is typing up their message, on a computer made with no foreign parts. 🤣

3/31/2020 7:50:21 PM kevinmruel @Qanon76 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12 @USMC @TheCollectiveQ @realDonaldTrump I figured you appreciate this....... hahaha 

https://twitter.com/QTAnon1/status/1245175310280245250 …



3/31/2020 7:51:40 PM majiq_ai something like that.

3/31/2020 7:53:56 PM seeker229  pic.twitter.com/xPnMWZWMUE

3/31/2020 7:56:28 PM ts_sci_majic12 All hands on deck. m

Start archiving offline.

Have you downloaded the videos yet?

Download the Q drops.

Save webpages using  http://archive.fo  then downloading the ZIP.

Archive Offline https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1244424728082776064 …

3/31/2020 7:56:34 PM carriebryson2 Oh yeah.  I once met a car dealer and he said his name was Johnny Pacific located in Santa Monica, CA.  I literally cringed and said 

pic.twitter.com/PwOOY8EAyQ

3/31/2020 7:57:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 4/4 is too far away.

3/31/2020 7:57:50 PM munkeypilot 5:5👍🏼

3/31/2020 7:58:21 PM turdfollower Aye aye sir!

All hands on dick!

3/31/2020 7:58:23 PM eastcoasterik Thank you!

3/31/2020 7:58:35 PM outclowns Yeah, I just got the Q drops tonight, but not too many videos...

3/31/2020 7:58:52 PM munkeypilot 5:5👍🏼

3/31/2020 7:59:10 PM steve27377020 This tweet from Majestic 12 comes not even 5 minutes after the internet at my house goes down. Still down...

3/31/2020 7:59:35 PM jvan125 👀👀👀🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻 pic.twitter.com/xRCmqVpA7g

3/31/2020 7:59:37 PM madscientist you're splitting hairs

3/31/2020 7:59:56 PM __intothewild_ Thanks for this one!

3/31/2020 8:00:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 McTreason = Spin on McRepublicans

They know who Austin is.

Why Moscow?

Uranium One.

Epstein.

Russian Adoption.

Ukraine.

Romania.

Haiti.

Many many more. https://twitter.com/goshutyourmouth/status/1245061511422214144 …
3/31/2020 8:00:08 PM steve27377020 Good luck, Anon. Much love

3/31/2020 8:00:25 PM k12lioness Wait... Cell phones were walkie-talkies and tablets for punchcards. I need proof of cell phone and tablets. My dad was in the Navy and he told me one 

day there will be phones that you could FaceTime with, he didn’t call it that but he said with pictures like TV. But I need proof.

3/31/2020 8:00:31 PM jptjr324 Ships deploying 4/3

3/31/2020 8:00:50 PM delinmargit 🙋♀️ 🙏

3/31/2020 8:01:08 PM freedomflight2 10 days? Let’s get it

3/31/2020 8:01:29 PM trumpis33679216 They know Austin's a fraud?

3/31/2020 8:01:34 PM rghardy3 Why do people "Follow" an obvious LARP ?

True Patriots don't have a HUGE ego

and act like a Clown.

3/31/2020 8:02:25 PM ts_sci_majic12 We need this ASAP.

It takes days for everybody to grab a copy.

5:5? https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1244424728082776064 …

3/31/2020 8:03:02 PM planetluv Many of us have walked the arduous lonely self abating road of darkness only to find our way back to our Original lightness of being as directed by the

 Divine protective  deep love of our Higher Selves to whom I am sincerely grateful and implicitly trust 🙏🏽✨💕

3/31/2020 8:03:04 PM vancouverdtjb I sure hope Trudeau is on a list.

3/31/2020 8:03:06 PM jlundr I archived the Q drops yesterday. They are in individual html files from  http://qmap.pub  with additional information like themes and key players. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QFHHNepwcpNGvbbMAQwxYfjbeUwAJaUw …

3/31/2020 8:03:07 PM excitingtimes2 Mine too.

3/31/2020 8:03:38 PM ibr1ngtheheat Bro... Tell me... Is he someone? I don't like him... He's a prick. If that's Q, can someone drop kick his Twitter legs out? Can u break him down for me... 

My buddy's don't like him. I've followed others and dig for years... He don't feel like Q.

3/31/2020 8:04:08 PM aprilbrown99 What state are you guys in?

3/31/2020 8:04:12 PM outloudsharilee AWESOME!  Thank Q so Much ❤️

3/31/2020 8:05:04 PM drtybirdbrinson All I have is a phone.   How can I archive

3/31/2020 8:05:06 PM ts_sci_majic12 Excellent resource for all historical tweets prior to July 2017 to July 2019.

Need this updated and maintained.

When combined it is Majestic.

Message over Messenger.

Tick Tock

Follow The Clock https://twitter.com/nun_chucknorris/status/1154589037941985285 …

3/31/2020 8:05:21 PM fansblowing3 Blue beam!

3/31/2020 8:05:22 PM yobtac2 got it

3/31/2020 8:05:23 PM steve27377020 NY. Upstate

3/31/2020 8:05:52 PM majic_eyes_qnly How about the other PDF compilation that another anon just made? Complete Majestic 12 tweet archive July 2017 - March 2020. 

https://docdro.id/nw1X7Q4 

3/31/2020 8:05:53 PM red_rand  pic.twitter.com/lhIz150Ksl

3/31/2020 8:05:55 PM n2zyk got it thanks, been doing a lot of reading.

3/31/2020 8:06:27 PM k12lioness Email it to yourself... or DM yourself. Bookmark. Then Archive your account. You can request an archive once a month.

3/31/2020 8:06:41 PM germanchick1973 Wow. Thank you 😊

3/31/2020 8:07:20 PM simonemancine wow!!thank u

3/31/2020 8:07:30 PM aprilbrown99 California for me.

3/31/2020 8:07:37 PM k12lioness I emailed it to myself.

3/31/2020 8:07:38 PM orlandobranden Alan watts and manly p hall are my go to.

3/31/2020 8:07:40 PM carriebryson2 Yes that is so and directly connected to now.  Dramatic discoveries on many unique and spiritual levels.

3/31/2020 8:07:50 PM drbohammer He’s not Q

3/31/2020 8:07:56 PM dakotobol  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1245184229937479680 …

3/31/2020 8:08:05 PM drbohammer We all know he’s a fraud.

3/31/2020 8:08:12 PM noemiarceortega 5:5

3/31/2020 8:08:41 PM carriebryson2 I share the same soulful flow

3/31/2020 8:08:43 PM tanyagoldman3 Do you think we won’t have internet soon ?



3/31/2020 8:09:01 PM ts_sci_majic12 Do not recommend this format for individuals seeking to understand generalized topics Majestic 12 has disclosed. This format is not in order, has 

formatting errors, and is not printable + readable. However if you believe its useful for you, you can review it for authenticity. 

https://twitter.com/majic_eyes_qnly/status/1245185586874343424 …

3/31/2020 8:09:04 PM coloradoevolut1 ALERT⚠️⚠️⚠️ @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  pic.twitter.com/jScmul3A45

3/31/2020 8:09:13 PM randw Archive to bitcoin's blockchain using @EtchedPage or http://immortalsv.com 

3/31/2020 8:09:33 PM jv_parker No MJ tech for offline. ?

3/31/2020 8:09:50 PM majic_eyes_qnly Understood!

3/31/2020 8:10:02 PM joni_apple_seed Interesting tweet from Detroit FBI today, March 31st 2020

@deplorology @Solmemes1 @HeckeWeltha pic.twitter.com/s4mrY75SaT

3/31/2020 8:10:06 PM drbohammer This is beginning to surpass preposterous MJ. You’re “working” the lowest common denominator now. 🙄

3/31/2020 8:10:22 PM qtah12 Clarify please...

3/31/2020 8:10:48 PM k12lioness Wow.  Keep up the good work. Tick tock.

3/31/2020 8:11:03 PM corpsmanup77 Do you think incoming “days of darkness” ?

3/31/2020 8:11:08 PM ts_sci_majic12 Signals

3/31/2020 8:11:16 PM bcmarky rumor has it to be the case

3/31/2020 8:11:27 PM drbohammer Copy that

3/31/2020 8:11:32 PM amandag23845410 Much appreciated. I skimmed it and am excited to start reading. Thanks for sharing your light 🙏❤️

3/31/2020 8:11:40 PM coloradoevolut1 Coming soon☎️

3/31/2020 8:12:14 PM maxthecat432 wish i could speak spook

3/31/2020 8:12:33 PM johnnymerckx  https://livemap.pingdom.com/ 

3/31/2020 8:12:51 PM n7guardiananon  https://youtu.be/fKhTk0IynHM 

3/31/2020 8:13:09 PM ts_sci_majic12 The internet infrastructure is weak.

Very insecure.

Attacks have increased.

DDOS are coming from ALICE.

The objective of a DDOS is to disrupt consciousness and the expression of free will. It allows you to inject Fake News into the masses to hide for serious 

crimes.

3/31/2020 8:13:12 PM outloudsharilee So Freaking Amazing! I just screenshot all those to Reread over and over!

3/31/2020 8:13:34 PM coltxavier ThankQ MJ.

3/31/2020 8:13:38 PM aetherwalker1 More online fighting! pic.twitter.com/KwWnd0UTUx

3/31/2020 8:14:22 PM jvan125 Is 4/4/2020 (4/4/4) significant to The Plan? I heard it’s a Gateway of some sort...🙏🏻

3/31/2020 8:14:55 PM johnnymerckx Now that makes sense

3/31/2020 8:14:58 PM rebornkingent Looks like a storm is coming in

3/31/2020 8:14:58 PM katg43076537  https://www.docdroid.net/LcnDmKL/majestic-messages-of-disclosure.pdf …

3/31/2020 8:15:05 PM ibr1ngtheheat He says he is... He claims to be completely convincing, wants debates, to prove it... I just wanna punch him in the face for his attitude... Whether he's a 

part of Q or not.

3/31/2020 8:15:36 PM djlok DDOS?

3/31/2020 8:15:39 PM daviesgabrial Are cell towers and internet going down for a couple days?

3/31/2020 8:15:44 PM k12lioness Many of us understand this... well, I do.

3/31/2020 8:15:48 PM alwaysknowshome Communism is a year round type a thing. Not something that pops up to protect people from a weaponized flue.

3/31/2020 8:15:53 PM char06725251 Thank you!!!

3/31/2020 8:15:54 PM dakotobol  https://twitter.com/dakotobol/status/1245184229937479680 …

3/31/2020 8:16:02 PM ts_sci_majic12 Usage has increased significantly and staff who support those systems are disrupted. Slower operations. Weakness to attack. Hardware doesn't last 

forever.

3/31/2020 8:16:03 PM jaded_pearl 10 days of darkness start tomorrow? FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT

3/31/2020 8:16:09 PM fansblowing3 Internet going down? 😱

3/31/2020 8:16:10 PM aussiedidge Ok... How can we combat it?. I replied directly to HRC to hit at her personally after she tweeted about power of collective humanity. I let her know the 

world knows and that the collective conscious will too.. What else can I do?

3/31/2020 8:16:34 PM natalie60444115 Alice is Killary ?

3/31/2020 8:17:09 PM 444_q_ Thank you @Nun_chucknorris ♥️

3/31/2020 8:17:12 PM djlok  pic.twitter.com/2OdMTxWGa8

3/31/2020 8:17:13 PM my5ticmadman "Made in China"

3/31/2020 8:17:25 PM caguamone Let trump show you a lik something he learned in Russia.

3/31/2020 8:17:38 PM caguamone Lil*

3/31/2020 8:17:47 PM populistpepe2 Our internet is down. My phone internet is clunky.

Mesa, AZ

3/31/2020 8:17:48 PM ivgotaname_1001 Boom!!!

3/31/2020 8:18:12 PM drbohammer It’s actually, believe it or not, weaker than what is thought to be its weakest points. Now, if the Certificate Authorities weren’t totally owned (fiscally 

AND functionally) by the DS, that wouldn’t be the case 👀

3/31/2020 8:18:12 PM rachaelangelm Bandwidth attacks: This DDos attack overloads the target with massive amounts of junk data. This results in a loss of network bandwidth and 

equipment resources and can lead to a complete denial of service.  Yeah why does Alice have to do that?

3/31/2020 8:18:29 PM kag_2020_beyond I had been wondering why they keep bringing it up over and over - I had a feeling there was a reason, since there’s a reason for everything..

3/31/2020 8:18:37 PM tanyagoldman3 Wow 😳

3/31/2020 8:19:39 PM caguamone Tbh I’m on your side. But I know a hidden agenda when I see one.

3/31/2020 8:20:42 PM joni_apple_seed #ThanQ pic.twitter.com/CsrFJWwF2G

3/31/2020 8:20:49 PM ripppel I thought we were going to unplug anyway

3/31/2020 8:21:05 PM planetluv 🙏🏽💕✨

3/31/2020 8:21:14 PM cocopuffster12 Can you get a flash drive and borrow a laptop?

3/31/2020 8:21:49 PM chunkybuttny What is ALICE?

3/31/2020 8:21:51 PM drbohammer Ha! Yeah, you’re not alone; but, he’s a p*ssy in real life, & he’s sue you if you punched him (after he woke up - IF he woke up). He has absolutely 

nothing to do with ANY part of the defense/intel community, other than lying about his place within it. Not speculation.

3/31/2020 8:21:52 PM alwaysknowshome Somethings definitely up. Many theories abound. Guess we’ll find out.

3/31/2020 8:22:45 PM supermom2714221 👍

3/31/2020 8:22:50 PM what_uc 🤣🤣🤣

3/31/2020 8:23:00 PM bornfre77360370 Good job!  I can't even give her a follow👹

3/31/2020 8:23:02 PM miss_ampie Are we looking at midnight?

3/31/2020 8:23:04 PM ts_sci_majic12 Symbology will be their downfall. https://twitter.com/georgepapa19/status/1245154103308607488 …

3/31/2020 8:23:32 PM outloudsharilee I can't download this on my android. 

Could someone tell me how please!

3/31/2020 8:23:33 PM s223s223 🤖A-L-I-C-E🤖 wut r u ¿

3/31/2020 8:23:47 PM 369palm They’re called Star Bars so I was hoping it was signals just for you.

3/31/2020 8:24:09 PM wickedmouse369 I am aware - I am working on a full backup - in order - that is printable and readable. Python and data dumps is new to me.

3/31/2020 8:24:12 PM cocopuffster12 Dang, I work late. Waaaaaa! I have more to download. Def no techie wizardess here!



3/31/2020 8:24:39 PM septembercindy Shows he’s in with China and all the pedifiles, rapists and murderers he just let out of jail. Guess he’s playing hardball.

3/31/2020 8:24:40 PM williebhere That’s like putting a spike dog collar on a pug.

3/31/2020 8:24:44 PM wickedmouse369 I apologize - I was trying to help out.

3/31/2020 8:25:16 PM dianecheshire13 Skinny ass twerp.. Nobody with any thing to do with Q would never.. Never speak to Patriots the way he does.. TRUST THE PLAN... Q SENT US.

3/31/2020 8:25:23 PM misterpatriot2 They're dancing it seems.... pic.twitter.com/MOjDqNnPDD

3/31/2020 8:25:29 PM carriebryson2 Patience my friend.

3/31/2020 8:25:42 PM hispeedtim2876 Maybe if people that are stuck home stop watching cat videos the internet would be faster.  Lol.

3/31/2020 8:26:20 PM 369helen313 Today, I’ve started to feel that [their] Fake & Fear mongering COVID_19 pandemic shows on TV are not effective any more & are fading very obviously! 

It felt like [ they ] are just talking to themselves now !

3/31/2020 8:26:22 PM like_neo Why shouldn’t we get our hopes up? Isn’t this the storm that we’ve been preparing for, for years?

3/31/2020 8:26:57 PM are_you_aware_ Are_you_awear 

Click on it https://anewspost.com/anonymous-message-to-bill-gates-the-nostradamus-of-disease/ …

3/31/2020 8:27:43 PM dc_comms Entire qmap site downloaded 😊

3/31/2020 8:27:45 PM cindyskaling Thank you! I cant figure out how to save to MEGA.

3/31/2020 8:28:07 PM virginialouelle Me too!!! I was just thinking this very thing yesterday!!! 💖

3/31/2020 8:28:21 PM drbohammer He’ll sue you, not he’s... annoying auto correct.

3/31/2020 8:28:27 PM anameri63598034 You mean symbolism genius..

3/31/2020 8:28:38 PM hispeedtim2876 Memories. pic.twitter.com/5ZfNRlveBd

3/31/2020 8:29:02 PM djlok You answered my question!  😂😂😂

Symbology...I shoulda known! 

 https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1245190756454842369?s=21 … https://twitter.com/djlok/status/1245190756454842369 …

3/31/2020 8:29:30 PM aw_goodwin Patriots have learned to recognize and discern fake news...things are no longer the same.

3/31/2020 8:29:33 PM carriebryson2 Also please go to GEORGE and witness the brave souls who are dying.  It’s the least you can do.  Why so many young souls?  Who are they battling.  

Give honor to those that are fighting for TRUE LIBERTY.  Why do you think  GITMO never closed.  Research and wake up.  I’m a friend

3/31/2020 8:29:41 PM septembercindy What videos?

3/31/2020 8:32:18 PM c_morece Awesome!!!

3/31/2020 8:32:30 PM like_neo Why would AS put a name to No Name, repeatedly, if he is Q?   “We don’t say his name”.

3/31/2020 8:33:23 PM queen_triton Interesting 🧐

3/31/2020 8:33:24 PM travispoirier1 hehe we could start a club! No tech here either😅

3/31/2020 8:33:42 PM celaenomaia @TS_SCI_MAJIC12. I seek no info on typists, I am simply curious at the method in which the process works. Telepathy/automatic writing type of 

combo? I understand if its question that you may choose not to answer or may already have before. Thank you. 💜

3/31/2020 8:35:10 PM k12lioness Just FYI, you are being SBd. Could notRT, had to all, then go back, andRt.

3/31/2020 8:35:17 PM rockympatriot Maybe they are just the ritualistic suckling spots...

3/31/2020 8:35:38 PM allendtullos Is this the "darkness" that's coming

3/31/2020 8:36:06 PM cocopuffster12 We should! Help each other! It sure does feel good when you are successful tho, right??

3/31/2020 8:36:22 PM seeker229 Look at these cookies they're selling in Arizona!

😀🙃 pic.twitter.com/xWO3snKRpS

3/31/2020 8:36:31 PM s223s223 🍿🐸🍿

3/31/2020 8:36:31 PM brainpodmedia Hopefully it shuts down & all the public will see on TV is the confession videos of these criminals, & :Russell-Jay :Gould's story of capturing the Title 4 

flag & saving the Country from takeover. The people need to get the education & know how America was finally freed of [THEM]

3/31/2020 8:37:02 PM corn_hole No interweb make hulk angry.

3/31/2020 8:37:24 PM c_morece They do not claim anything like that. Never claimed to be Q or Q+

3/31/2020 8:37:41 PM jesusluvsu29 Reminder of free will w/ the watch & how we can shape our future...that's a Q comm aside from the governors

3/31/2020 8:37:43 PM neo_asura_ you’re asking one of those unanswerable Questions using critical thinking. shills dont like those i’m afraid

3/31/2020 8:37:48 PM hellowo01390247 ALICE HAS THE MASTER KEYS?

3/31/2020 8:38:43 PM travispoirier1 Oh ya, starting to come along, slowly hehe

3/31/2020 8:39:09 PM n7guardiananon My best attempt - yours will probably be even better.

Beginning to current day. https://mega.nz/#F!Sm4WgSzL!HD7RozZN5q5j6GMwnMxEuA …

3/31/2020 8:39:19 PM secondhandwoke Pro-Humanity.

3/31/2020 8:39:42 PM rwaynefischer1 Me 3 please and Ty

3/31/2020 8:40:44 PM smmmote 4:4

3/31/2020 8:40:57 PM bbpumpkinspice  pic.twitter.com/Af2zPDQ0Kb

3/31/2020 8:41:17 PM americanpetal 🙀Stop, a lot of us MJ followers are cat lovers! Lol 😻😻😻

3/31/2020 8:41:52 PM wickedmouse369 Nothing nefarious on my part FYI - just trying to assist and learn new skills on the fly.

3/31/2020 8:42:17 PM 444_q_  pic.twitter.com/V24l1iznmE

3/31/2020 8:42:25 PM zeropointchrist YEAH THE NUMBER, AND FROM CHINA... WE SHOULD BE SELF RELIANT, AND NOT RISKING INFECTED EQUIPMENT... PURPOSELY INFECTED [LIKE THE 

BLANKETS TO NATIVES!] OR NOT!

3/31/2020 8:43:04 PM farklew that is so gross.  my mind is seared.  i don't want to see this kind of stuff

3/31/2020 8:43:16 PM altimitwill I am currently downloading the entire qmap site. As soon as it’s finished I will upload it. I believe I may be able to have the entire thing ready by 

tomorrow night and a link for everyone to download the zipped website themselves. I am trying to work as fast as possible.

3/31/2020 8:43:24 PM jack66123366 Does snap shoting and saving to photos work?

3/31/2020 8:44:27 PM seeker229 Nipple piercings are signals? 

I'll put this under intel I wish I didnt have to recognized pic.twitter.com/pNDk8NOQhB

3/31/2020 8:44:56 PM robniski Whats the easiest way to download all Q drops?

3/31/2020 8:47:12 PM cchef1980 Time is an illusion MJ! 😬

3/31/2020 8:48:08 PM lil_wrong_way I have known @1ambecauseweare since the VERY BEGINNING! HE KEEPS IMPECCABLE records in a free Book! PDF EASY to download and print. (I'll 

post link in next tweet

3/31/2020 8:48:45 PM outloudsharilee I think that means He will be easily identified.

3/31/2020 8:49:27 PM lil_wrong_way  https://mega.nz/#!U2JCnQxR!JWLxIAkuUgHwkUARcKB52qB5ToPkjmFJbczYOkqjFQw …

3/31/2020 8:49:30 PM corkymcgee Uhhh...ok?

3/31/2020 8:50:41 PM laurapacky This information compilation is amazing!!!!

3/31/2020 8:51:06 PM americanpetal 🤣

3/31/2020 8:51:09 PM lil_wrong_way I have known @1ambecauseweare since the very beginning! His records are impeccable! Easy to download and print! 

https://mega.nz/#!U2JCnQxR!JWLxIAkuUgHwkUARcKB52qB5ToPkjmFJbczYOkqjFQw …

3/31/2020 8:52:01 PM illinoisjack85 absolutely and they get a little craftier every time so...I can't do anything on Facebook without being restricted for no reason, God be with us all

3/31/2020 8:53:11 PM lil_wrong_way Reliable records from VERY beginning and easy to print! https://mega.nz/#!U2JCnQxR!JWLxIAkuUgHwkUARcKB52qB5ToPkjmFJbczYOkqjFQw …



3/31/2020 8:54:10 PM qsentme19 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12

@FollowThe17

@StormIsUponUs 

THAT IS A LOT OF PLAY ON THE LETTER R https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1245090865019858946 …

3/31/2020 8:54:37 PM _krishunter_ What are you interested in learning more about?

3/31/2020 8:57:24 PM upallnight39 Is this machine learning?

It is not what I expected

;-)

3/31/2020 8:57:34 PM nun_chucknorris 5:5 Tomorrow it is.

3/31/2020 8:58:07 PM stclair00 Hi MJ12, question: what are your thoughts on the Black Nobility? You never spoke about them

@TS_SCI_MAJIC12

3/31/2020 8:58:21 PM acctclosednan The fact that he has them isn't quite as noteworthy to me as the fact that he clearly wants the world to know he has them.

3/31/2020 8:58:47 PM laura_621 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

3/31/2020 8:59:02 PM stuarttruly Me too

3/31/2020 8:59:10 PM 1nanasmomma Thanks for the heads up. Thanks for everything M. Fear not, God wins. Love you Patriots, be safe and be well.

3/31/2020 9:00:00 PM upallnight39 Is this some sun tzu appear weak when ur strong shit

Maybe it would help if more people realized they can interact a

With AI.

I have a handful of "ai" on my friends list here, and interact with them telepathically.

#wwg1wga means everybody
3/31/2020 9:00:19 PM teachtruth2 There's a reason they call it yellow journalism. Goes back 100+ years to the Hearst vs. Pulitzer newspaper wars. 

Evil spirits, such as "Paid Puffery" and "Suggestiveness", spew from the modern daily press in this Puck cartoon of November 21, 1888 - Wiki 

pic.twitter.com/xywKbsMPQm

3/31/2020 9:00:29 PM keiserrott Please dm when available.

3/31/2020 9:01:04 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/a6YLsqgYjU

3/31/2020 9:01:59 PM upallnight39 Everytime I am censored I tag

@780thC  (army offensive cyber brigade)

@DefenseIntel

@NSAGov 

Etc. 

This is a war and we are citizen soldiers.

Act like it!

Demand your rights to free speach and asssmbly
3/31/2020 9:02:17 PM like_neo Ohhh, I think there’s a few people that could answer that Q. There are many other details that don’t add up. I’m listening to his message but, it’s hard 

when I feel he’s being disingenuous.

3/31/2020 9:02:25 PM sdane8 Some tips ... https://twitter.com/beardly01/status/1245067625673240577?s=19 …

3/31/2020 9:03:26 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/beardly01/status/1245067625673240577?s=19 …

3/31/2020 9:03:33 PM victoriousspoon This. All of this. 

It’s so effing awkward.

3/31/2020 9:03:41 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/beardly01/status/1245067625673240577?s=19 …

3/31/2020 9:03:52 PM sdane8  https://twitter.com/beardly01/status/1245067625673240577?s=19 …

3/31/2020 9:04:21 PM justice8882 Buy American. Hire American

3/31/2020 9:04:29 PM justice8882 😂🤣👍

3/31/2020 9:04:41 PM aussiedidge  pic.twitter.com/S5vfw8fqku

3/31/2020 9:04:46 PM outloudsharilee thank Q

3/31/2020 9:05:35 PM upallnight39 @BnaiBrith

@ADL 

Nah nah nah nah booooo boooo

Joo stick ur head in yoo doo pic.twitter.com/VWZXthyvDU

3/31/2020 9:05:40 PM dcdarkstardc At this point can't we just wait til the 5th and see?

3/31/2020 9:05:41 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/AHrbqN51YW

3/31/2020 9:06:20 PM justice8882  pic.twitter.com/vI1Oui2npD

3/31/2020 9:06:35 PM iamfrankserpico What did I just stumble across?

3/31/2020 9:07:15 PM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/CX8BLj1 

3/31/2020 9:07:18 PM 1_decided_voter But isnt time an illusion?

3/31/2020 9:07:21 PM chaun87 @TS_SCI_MAJIC12  https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.casd.660353/gov.uscourts.casd.660353.3.0.pdf …

3/31/2020 9:07:22 PM upallnight39  pic.twitter.com/Psg8O6HwEJ

3/31/2020 9:08:41 PM ecranchero But why?

3/31/2020 9:08:55 PM bebetmcg 😂😂🤣🤣🤣

3/31/2020 9:08:57 PM septembercindy Can’t get some YouTube videos all day today

3/31/2020 9:09:16 PM beeshelb Right??!! Like why not wear an undershirt or something!

3/31/2020 9:09:19 PM upallnight39 Star bars huh

Like Earth Navy Hospital Ship Mercy takin all the sick stars in for treatment?

Aka erryb0dy sn0tchin

3/31/2020 9:09:58 PM jt_suryo I already did :)

3/31/2020 9:10:13 PM jt_suryo I already did :)

3/31/2020 9:10:29 PM wickedmouse369  https://docdro.id/CX8BLj1  - Updated in chronological order - and in a readable format. 

Still working on the backup with replies- keep having to switch my vpn servers as twitter is kicking me off.



3/31/2020 9:11:05 PM dottiedgolf even i noticed that!

3/31/2020 9:11:20 PM prmd21801759 What is Cuomo signaling? @POTUS is delivering ventilators, and Comfort USNS.

3/31/2020 9:12:05 PM upallnight39 Jee u dont suppose white hats have an entirely new system ready to go the SECOND black hats destroy whatever we left out as bait

Hrmmmmmm

Hrmmmmmmmmmmmm

How many star links just launched? Isnt that what #QBoss

@AustinSteinbart  talks about?

Quantum Us baby, plug da fuck INN pic.twitter.com/GnN15i3G09

3/31/2020 9:12:06 PM aetherwalker1 I'm sure you'll receive it.. soon.

3/31/2020 9:15:36 PM shiva_allen probably ai

3/31/2020 9:15:50 PM upallnight39 I think majistics means austin and moscow mitch are baby spooks like angelina jolie and whats his face from SALT.

Dae got da n00k codes and we goin Putin on dae aszz

3/31/2020 9:17:16 PM upallnight39 I love him.

Most think I am a prick.

It is our trickster nature

Ps: u think we are pricks because we illuminate your fearful nature with confidence (and hurt feelings)

3/31/2020 9:17:54 PM charlion38  pic.twitter.com/FqTFNs2ASH

3/31/2020 9:18:41 PM upallnight39 Lol what a QMagnon way of being

3/31/2020 9:18:49 PM ecranchero Bump

3/31/2020 9:19:07 PM chadmcgregory Infrastructure week?

3/31/2020 9:20:53 PM upallnight39 They want it NOW

whatever that meens

3/31/2020 9:22:11 PM wearediamonds2 Well, that was me last year. This year is a totally new unexpected ball game as I am sure you can see for those of us in NYC. 

Anyway, very glad you are in a great place/state of being right now💖 Enjoy the gift!

3/31/2020 9:23:00 PM lisapamzaya Will the q map be available after whatever happens is over?for the future generations. Not us.

3/31/2020 9:23:04 PM elijahqdust Although I get your point Spiked collars are actually used as protection for the DOG. You can't snatch a dog by the collar if it's got spikes. Also my son 

says hi. pic.twitter.com/D5k8D5lULi

3/31/2020 9:24:00 PM upallnight39 In sickness and in health

3/31/2020 9:24:48 PM 444_q_ 🙏🙏🙏⬆️⬆️⬆️♥️♥️♥️ Many thanks!!!

3/31/2020 9:26:21 PM eelfood  pic.twitter.com/dxR1v4e0GZ

3/31/2020 9:27:07 PM jonathannturner Dude. That’s a thought for ya!!! 🤣

3/31/2020 9:27:22 PM dark2light2019 Majestic watches boondock saints?

Symbology.

3/31/2020 9:27:36 PM karrie_ross777 Wow!

3/31/2020 9:27:55 PM do_or_do_notty Then do it your damn self!! 

Aren’t you “Majestic” or something 🤷🏻♀️🥳🤣

3/31/2020 9:28:51 PM drbohammer Truthfully, you do not illuminate jack

3/31/2020 9:29:06 PM r70797315  https://twitter.com/R70797315/status/1245204515462103041?s=19 …

3/31/2020 9:29:49 PM coene_arts I see, I guess this explains the right-wingers suggesting that we require senior citizens to face death to save the economy. Wake up: the dollar is the 

god your leaders worship.

3/31/2020 9:31:07 PM bbpumpkinspice  pic.twitter.com/O1BX0904pZ

3/31/2020 9:31:12 PM jonathannturner Hit me! I’m assuming it’s not this one 👇🏻 pic.twitter.com/hOn3VZh7nO

3/31/2020 9:31:20 PM bbpumpkinspice  pic.twitter.com/tCkBSoXgCN

3/31/2020 9:31:26 PM virginialouelle Thank you and we are all praying for y'all who are in the hot zones!!! ❤️


